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PREFACE TO VOLUME X.

'T^HIS volume, which, on account of its great size, is issued in two parts, contains, in Part I, the words
-L beginning with Tl-Tz, edited by the late Sir James Murray, and U by Professor W. A. Craigie

; in
Part II, V by Professor Craigie, W-WEZZON by the late Dr. Henry Bradley and Professor Craigie, Wh-
WORLING by Mr. C. T. Onions, WORM-WYZEN by Professor Craigie, and X-Zvxt by Mr. Onions.

The Statistics {nr \hp iirVlnln vnlnmn n ra •The statistics for the whole volume are :-

Main
words.

Tl-Tz (565 pages) 8,407

u (493 ,, ) 13,165

v (33 3
,» ) 4,219

W (734 „ ) 6,087

x~z
( I0 5 ,, ) 1,722

Ti-Z (2,229 „ ) 33,600

The 33,600 Main words are distributed approximately as follows :-

Current. Obsolete. Alien.

T '-Tz 6,483 1.504 420
U 11,029 3,063 73
V 2,888 1.074 257

43

.3" 270 141

Subordinate Special Obvious Total No. Xo. of
words. Combinations. Combinations. of Words. Quotations,
2,062 2,851 3,33o 16,650 63,026
1,126 309 766 15,366 69,712
1,671 393 1,492 7-7 75 4 .346
3,820 2 .845 3,7^6 16,518 94,097
2,312 216

6,614

496

9.850

4.746

61,055

12,580

10,991 279,761

w 4.265 1,780
X-Z

25.976 6,691 933 33,600

The comparative scale of this work and of certain other Dictionaries is shown as follows:—

Johnson.
•Encyclopedic 1

.

* Century * Diet. Here.

Words recorded, Ti-Z 4,888 21,661 28,4,7 6,,o=,
Words illustrated by quotations 4,548 ,0,209 10,739 5046;
Number of illustrative quotations 13,367 15,050 24,249 8-9,-6!

In the corresponding portion of Richardson's Dictionary the number of quotations is 15,773.

The aggregate numbers for the whole ten volumes of the Dictionary arc :—

Main Subordinate Special Obvious Total No. Illustrativewords* words. Combinations. Combinations. of Words. quotations.
240,165 67,105 47,800 59,755 4I4i8, 5 1,827,306

Of the 240,165 Main words 177,970 are current, 52,464 are obsolete, 9,731 alien.

For observations on the etymological and other characteristics of the words included in these volumes,
and for detailed statistics of the numbers of words of various classes, and of the numbers ofquotations, the
reader is referred to the separate prefaces to the various sections, parts, letters, or volumes.





KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

g as in go (gou).

h ... hoi (hou).

r ... run iron), terrier (te*riai).

i ... her (har), farther (fa'jSai).

s ... /ee (sf>, cess (ses).

w ... wen (wen).

hw... when (hwen).

y ... yes (yes).

)> as in thin (>in), ba//( (ba)>).

S ... Men (i5en), ba/^e (be'S).

J ... J/5op (J>p), dW (dij).

tj ... e/Sop (tjcp), di/e/S (ditj).

3 ... vision (vi-^an), de/euner (depone).

da ... judge (d^cds).

n ... singing (si-nig), thittk ()>ink).

rjg ... hngex (Bngsj).

(FOREIGN.')

n as in French nasal, e«viro» (anviron).

It. seraglio (sera'lyo).

It. si^«orc (sznyO're).

Ger. ae,$ (ax), Sc. loe/* (lox, loxw).

Ger. icli (ix y
), Sc. nie/;t (nexT t).

Ger. sagen (za^en).

Ger. le^en, refnen (\e-yiCn, r<?'7ynen).

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a \a mode (a la mod'),

ai ... aye -yes (ai), Isaiah, (aizai'a).

man (msen).

pass (pas), chant (tfant).

hud (laud), now (nau).

cut (k»t), son (s»n).

yet (yet), ten (ten),

survey jo. (sp'rve), Fr. attach/ (ataje).

Fr. chef (J£f).

ever (evai), nation (ne''Jan).

/, eye, (ai), bind (baind).

Fr. eau de vie (o di vr).

s«'t (sit), nyst«'c (mistik).

Psyche (sai-k»), react (rj,se-kt).

achor (e''koj), morality (moroeliti).

oi\ (oil), boy (boi).

hero (hi»To), zoology (zoiolodji).

what (hwot), watch (wgtj).

got (got), soft (s^ft).

Ger. Koln (koln).

Fr. pea (po).

fall (ful), book (buk).

daration (diure1 Jan),

unto (D-nt«), frugality (fr«-).

Matthew (mae -
)ii«), virtue (vautia).

Ger. Mailer (miWer).

14 ... Fr. dune (dan).

K
a

(IU

e

II i

a

ai

o

Q

r,i

116

II
o

u

iu

«

i»

II
u

.. (see !', e», o», u>) 1

', » (see !•, ^°)
J

see Vol. I, p. xxiv, note 3.

as in able (/WI), eaten (Jt'n)-= voice-glide.

II. VOWELS.

LONG,

as in alms (amz), bar (bar).

v ... curl (k»il), far (f5r).

e (e*)... there (Seal), pear, pare (pe»j).

e e 1

)... rem, rain (re'n), the_y (Si71
).

/ ... Fr. faj're (f/r').

a ... fir (far), fern (faJn), earth (5iJ)).

i (}>)... b;'er (bi»j), clear (klioi).

i ... thi«f (J>»f), see (sf).

o(o»)... boar, bore (boJj\ glory (glo'Ti).

o(ou)... so, sow (siw), soal (soal).

2 ... walk (w£k), wart (wg.it).

p ... sh»rt (jf?Jt), thom (jyjn).

II
6 ... Fr. coe»r (kor).

||o ... Ger. Go'the (gote), Fr. jeane (^on).

u(uo) .. poor (pu-u), moorish (mu»TiJ).

i3, &... pare (piu«i), lare (l'u»j),

a ... two moons (ta manz).

ia, i»... few (fia), late (l'at).

II a ... Ger. gran (gran), Fr. jas (3a).

OBSCURK.

a as in amceba (amrba).

."*
... accept (akse'pt), maniac nnTi

'nia.'k).

datam (deW»m).

moment (moo'ment), several (se'veral).

separate (adj.) (se'paret).

added (ardi'd), estate (este'-t).

1 ... vanity (vavniti).

I ... remain JnW'ii , believe (b/I/'v).

... theory (Jirori).

J ... violet (vai'olet), parody (pae'r^di).

9 ... aathority (jjioriti).

1 ... connect (kjJne'kt), amazon (se"miz/n).

iu, 'ii verdare (va'rdiui), measare (me'j'ui).

u ... altogether (gltage'Caj).

iti ... circalar (saukialai).

l>
the in soft, of medial or doubtful length. Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the Etymology,

OE. e, 0, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as {, p (having the phonetic value of { and 0, or o, above) ; as in pule from a«oY (OIIG. anii,

Goth, andei-s), mptin from maim, gn from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ... m adoption of, adopted from.

a (as a 1300) = ante, before.

a., ad/., adj «= adjective.

absol., absol. = absolutely.

abst = abstract.

ace — accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb = adverbial, -ly.

AF., AFr = Anglo-French.
Anat. = in Anatomy.
Antiq == in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app = apparently.

Arab = Arabic.
Arch = in Architecture.

arch = archaic.

Archxol. = in Archaeology.
assoc = association.

Astr. = in Astronomy.
Astro!. = in Astrology.

at/rib = attributive, -ly.

bef. = before.

Biol. — in Biology.

Boh = Bohemian.
Hot. = in Botany.
Build. = in Building.

c (as c 1300) = circa, about.

c. (as 13th c.) = century.

Cat = Catalan.
catachr = catachrestically.

Cf., cf. = confer, compare.
Chem = in Chemistry.'
cl. L = classical Latin.

cogn. w = cognate with.

collect «= collective, -ly.

colloq = colloquially.

comb. = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.
Comm = in commercial usage.

comp = compound, composition.
compl = complement.
Conch = in Conchology.
concr = concretely.

conj. = conjunction.

cons = consonant.
Const., Const. ... = Construction, construed

with.

Cryst = in Crystallography.
(D.) = in Davies (Supp. Eng

Glossary).
Da = Danish.
dat = dative.

def. = definite.

deriv. — derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. = dialect, -al.

Diet = Dictionary.

dim = diminutive.

Du = Dutch.
Eccl. -- in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

Eng — English.

But = in Entomology.
erron = erroneous, -ly.

esp., esp = especially.

etym = etymology.
euphem = euphemistically.

exc = except.

f. [in Etymol.] ... = formed on.

£ (in subordinate

entries) = form of.

fern, {rarely f.) ... = feminine.

fig. = figurative, -ly.

F., Fr = French.

freq — frequently.

Fris. = Frisian.

G., Ger = German.
Gael = Gaelic.

gen = genitive.

gen = general, -ly.

gen. sign = general signification.

Geol = in Geology.

Geom = in Geometry.

Goth = Gothic (= Mceso-Gothic).

Gr = Greek.

Gram = in Grammar.
Heb = Hebrew.
Her. = in Heraldry.

Herb = with herbalists.

Jlort = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.

impers = impersonal.

impf. = imperfect.

ind. = Indicative.

indef. = indefinite.

inf. = Infinitive.

infl = influenced.

int. = interjection.

intr = intransitive.

It. = Italian.

J., (J.) = Johnson (quotation from).

(Jam.) = in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

(Jod.) = Jodrell (quoted from).

L = Lath).

(L.)(in quotations) = Latham's edn. of Todd's
lang = language. [Johnson.

LG = Low German.
lit = literal, -ly.

Lith = Lithuanian.

LXX = Septuagint.

Mai = Malay.
niaic. {rarely m.) = masculine.

Math = in Mathematics.
ME = Middle English.

Med. = in Medicine.

med.L = mediaeval Latin.

Mech = in Mechanics.

M'etaph. = in Metaphysics.

MUG = Middle High German.
micll = midland (dialect).

Mil. = in military usage.

Min = in Mineralogy.

mod = modern.
Mus = in Music.

(N.) = Nares (quoted from).

n. of action = noun of action.

n. of agent = noun of agent,

Nat. Hist = in Natural History.

Naut = in nautical language.

neut. {rarely n.) = neuter.

NF.. NKr = Northern French.

N. O = Natural Order.

nom — nominative.

north = northern (dialect).

N. T. = New Testament.

Numism = in Numismatics.

obj -» object.

Obs., obs., obs. ... = obsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE = Old English (= Anglo-
Saxon).

OF., OFr = Old French.

OFris. = Old Frisian.

OHG = Old High German.
Olr = Old Irish.

ON. = Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

ON'F = Old Northern French.

Opt = in Optics.

Ornith = in Ornithology.

OS = Old Saxon.

OS1 ^ Old Slavonic.

O. T = Old Testament.

OTeut = Original Teutonic.

orig = original, -ly.

Palxont = in Palaeontology.

pa. pple = passive or past participle.

pass = passive, -ly.

pa. t = past tense.

Path -= in Pathology.
perh = perhaps.

Pers = Persian.

pers. m person, -al.

pf. = perfect.

Pg = Portuguese.

Philol. = in Philology.

phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr. = phrase.

Phren = in Phrenology.
Phys = in Physiology.

pi.,//. = plural.

poet. = poetic.

pop = popular, -ly.

///. a., ppl. adj.... = participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr. = Provencal.

prec = preceding (word or article).

pref. = prefix.

prep = preposition.

pres = present.

Prim. sign. == Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob = probably.

pron = pronoun.

pronunc = pronunciation.

prop = properly.

Pros = in Prosody.

pr. pple = present participle.

Psych = in Psychology.

q.v = quod vide, which see.

(R.) = in Richardson's Diet.

R. C. Ch = Jloman Catholic Church.
refash = refashioned, -ing.

refl., refl = reflexive.

reg = regular.

repr = representative, representing.

Rhet = in Rhetoric.

Rom = Romanic, Romance.
sb. , sb = substantive.

Sc = Scotch.

sc = ,stt««e,understandorsupply.

sing. = singular.

Skr - Sanskrit.

Slav. . = Slavonic.

Sp = Spanish.

sp = spelling.

spec. = specifically.

subj = subject, subjunctive.

subord. cl. = subordinate clause.

subseq = subsequently.

subst = substantively.

suff. = suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg. = in Surgery.

Sw = Swedish.

s.w = south western (dialect).

T. (T.) = in Todd's Johnson.

techn = technical, -ly.

Theol. = in Theology.

tr = translation of.

trans = transitive.

transf. = transferred sense.

Trig. = in Trigonometry.

Ty'pog. = in Typography.

ult = ultimate, -ly.

unkn = unknown.

U.S - United States.

v., vb - verb.

v. sir., or w = verb strong, or weak.

vbl. sb = verbal substantive.

var = variant of.

wd = word.

WGer = West Germanic.

w.midl = west midland (dialect).

\VS. = West Saxon.

(Y.) = in Col. Yule's Glossary.

Zool. - in Zoology.

Before a word or sense,

t = obsolete.

|| = not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before 11 00.

2 " I 2th c. (1100 to 1200).

3 = 13th c. (1200 to 1300).

5-7 = 15th to 17 th century. (See General Explan-

ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

:— = extant representative, or regular phonetic

descendant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further information will be found under the word so referred to.



By W. A. CRAIGIE
M.A., LL.D., D.LITT.





PREFACE TO THE LETTER V.

In this portion of the Dictionary there are 4219 Main words, 393 Special Combinations explained under these,

1492 Obvious Combinations, and 167 1 Subordinate entries of obsolete or variant forms ; in all 7775 entries. Of
the Main words 1074 are marked f as obsolete, and 257 are marked

||
as alien or not fully naturalized.

Comparison with Johnson's and some recent Dictionaries gives the following results :

—

Johnson.
. Eiy

a
ĉ

3

dic -. 'Century 'Die,. .S£dard'. »**
Words recorded 684 2790 3744 3168 777,5

Words illustrated by quotations 557 1145 1353 448 5954
Number of quotations 1738 1881 4139 598 40,418

In the corresponding portion of Richardson the quotations number 193.5.

For the reasons given in the introductory article on the letter, the words beginning with V arc almost entirely

of foreign origin, and the great majority either directly or indirectly have their source in Latin. Most of the

important Latin stems with initial v are represented in English, and many of them very extensively, so that they

frequently occupy large and continuous portions of the following pages. Many of the words from these stems are

also found, with little change of form, in all the modern Romanic languages ; the vocabulary throughout this letter

thus corresponds very closely with that of dictionaries in these tongues. As usual, many of the stems and their

derivatives have passed into English through French, which has at different periods contributed a large number
of common words, as vain, vale, valiant, valley, value, vanish, vanquish, vantage, varnish, etc. Notable among
these is the adj. and adv. VERY, which forms one of the longest articles in this portion of the dictionary. An
interesting group is also presented by the words formed with the prefix Vant-. The prefix vis-, vi-, originally

introduced from French, subsequently assumed the Latin form Vice-, but has survived unaltered in Viscount and

its derivatives. The other Romanic languages are represented by adoptions from Spanish and Portuguese, as

vanilla, vaquero, vara, vega 1
, vellon, veranda, verruga, viutem, and from Italian, as vendetta, vermicelli, viola"1

,

violin, violon, violoncello, virtu, virtuoso, vista, viva, volcano. The Romanic element is also prominent among the

proper names and adjectives formed from these, the number of which in some parts of this section is above the

average.

The remaining sources are of limited extent and for the most part of less importance. A few entries are

southern English variants of forms in /-, as vade v.
1
, van sb.1

, vane, vat, vease, veil v., vent sb. 1
, and vixen. An

exceptional instance of this substitution is found in veneer for the earlier finecr. This is one of a small number of

words which have been adopted from the other Germanic languages ; among these is veer, to let out (from Dutch
vieren), which has hitherto been confused in dictionaries with the unrelated veer, to turn round (from French virer).

Others are the Dutch veldt, vlei, vrouw, and the Scandinavian Valhalla, Valkyrie, viking, voe, and vole. The
remoter European, with some Oriental, African, and American languages, have contributed such miscellaneous

words as vaivode (voivodc), vakeel, vampire, Veda, verst, vicuna, viscacha, vizier, vodka, voodoo.

Words of similar form, but of different origin and meaning, are rarer than in some other portions of the

alphabet ; there are, however, seven substantives with the spelling vice. The variety of spelling possible in the

older stages of English is well illustrated in the forms of verjuice, victual, vinegar, and vouchsafe ; the lack of

obvious meaning in the latter was no doubt the main cause of the extraordinary variety of forms and spellings in

which it appears down to the 16th century.

The historical interest of many of the words beginning with V is considerable. A number of these have

ecclesiastical or religious associations, as valor (i d), Vatican, Vaticanism, etc., Vaudois, Venite, verger, verniclc,

veronica 2
, versiele, vesper, vestiary, vestry, viaticum, vicar, vicarage, victim (introduced by the Rhemish translators

of the Bible), vigil, virgin, virtue, vision, etc. Others are of importance for social, political, or legal history, as

vaccination, vagabond, vagrant, valentine, valet, varlet, vassal, vavassour, velocipede, ventilation, ventriloquism, venue,

verdercr, verdict, verge sb. 1
, vice-chancellor, vicegerent, victualler, viewer, villa, village, villein, virgatc, voidee, voider,

volunteer, voluper, vote (before i6co almost exclusively in Scottish use), vouch, vouchee, voucher, voyage, and vulgar.

Many other words are of interest for various reasons, as vernier, verse, vignette (with the earlier form vinct), viol,

violin, vogue, volley, volume, vortex, etc.

The material first collected for V was arranged and sub-edited by the Rev. T. H. Sheppard in 1883. Much
new material was incorporated, and the sub-editing revised, for V—VAGABOND by the Rev. C. B. Mount in 1908 ;

Vagabond—Vanquish by Mr. C. B. Winchester in 1908 ; and Vanquish—Vywer by the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson

in 1910-13.

The staff which assisted in the preparation of the letter consisted of Mr. L. F. Powell, Mr. G. Watson,

Mrs. Powell, Misses Elsie M. R. and Rosfrith A. N. R. Murray, Miss I. B. Hutchen, and Mr. E. N. Martin.

Proofs were read by Canon J. T. Fowler, and verification at the British Museum was done by Mr. W. W. Jenkinson.

For information on special points thanks are due to Canon Fowler, Dr. D. Hay Fleming, Mr. E. W. Hulme,

Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart., and Mr. E. J. Thomas.
W. A. CRAIGIE.

Oxford,
Aug. 1927.



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Variolist. rare-1
, [f. Variol-a + -ist.]

One who prefers small-pox to vaccination.

1799 Gentl. Mag. Aug. 665 A consciousness of propriety,

which it seems that the Variolisls have not had sufficient

shame to acknowledge.

Vaseline. Add to etym. note :—The term,

which was registered as a trade mark 28 June 1877

by the Chesebrough Manufacturing Co., was first

applied to petroleum jelly (see def. and quots.),

later to prepatations containing that article, and

ultimately used upon all goods manufactured by

the Company.

Vellumize, v. [f. Vellum + -IZE.] trans. To
convert into vellum.

1907 C. Daveniort The Book 173 The white ' vellumised
'

pi-skin has always been the most favourite material for the

covering of German books.

tVene'dic, a. Ois. [f. med.L. Venedi (pi.) :

see \Vexi> si.] Wendish, Vendish.

1768 T. NUGENT Trar.: Germany II. 178 Mirow is.,

supposed to have derived its name from the Sclavonic, or

Venedic word tuir. signifying peace. 1790 Dornfoku
Flitters Hist. Developm. Gcr. £111/. I. 8 Except in Bohemia

and I.usatia, the Venedic language has been under the

necessity of yielding to the German.

Ventel, »• Delete, and see Unteld v.

Verger-. 1. Earlier instance :

—

C1402 in Peterborough Registry (MS.), fol. 457, Officinm

hostiarii, alias dictum verger, in eodem [collegio de W'ynde-

sore] vacans.

Vitamine, -min (vai-tamain, -in), [f. L. vil-a

life + Amine; named by Casimir Funk (1913),

from the erroneous idea that an amino-acid is

present in these substances.] One of a group of

essential food-elements found in various natural

food-stuffs, as vegetables, cereals, milk, etc.

1916 R. R. Williams in Jrnl. Biol. Chem. XXV. 437

[Article on] The Chemical Nature of the ' Vilamines '. 1918

C. W. Salef.bv Science National Kitchens 1 The 'accessory-

factors ' or vitamines only recently discovered. 1922 Daily

Mail g Nov. 4 The vital principle of food known to doctors

as vitamins.

fig. 1921 Spectator 16 Apr. 492/2 A book.. so full of the

vitamines of literature. Ibid. 7 May 588/2 The vitamines

of the spirit and. .of true religion.

Vocabular, si. Later example :

—

1659 W. Jacob in Somner Dictionarium, To list your

names in this Vocabular.



V.
V(vi), the 22nd letter of the modern English

and the 20th of the ancient Roman alphabet,

was in the latter an adoption of the early Greek
vowel-symbol V, now also represented by U and Y
(q.v.), but in Latin was employed also with the

value of the Greek digamma (viz. w), to which it

corresponds etymologically. When not purely

vocalic, it still denoted this sound at the time

when the earliest Latin loan-words were adopted
in the Teutonic languages ; consequently such

words beginning with v appear in Old English

with w. Under the Empire, however, the semi-

vocalic sound gradually changed to a bilabial con-

sonant, and finally became the labio-dental voiced

spirant now denoted by the letter in English and
various other languages. This development did

not take place in Old English ; and no v, whether
bilabial or labio-dental, occurred initially in the

older Teutonic languages, although the sound was
common in other positions (in OE. denoted by f,
in early texts by b).

In OE. dictionaries there is thus no set of

words with initial V, one or two Latin words
adopted at a late period usually appearing with/,
as fann, fers (but also vers), from L. vannus,
versus. The first appearance of V-words is found
in those ME. texts which begin to show a distinct

French influence, as the Ancren Riwle ; even early

writers like Orm and La3amon, while not free

from the use of French words, do not employ any
beginning with v. The number of such words
steadily increases in later texts, and is subse-

quently greatly reinforced by direct adoptions
irom Latin, by new formations on Latin stems,

and by adoptions from other Romanic languages.

The other sources of initial V are of minor im-
^portance. The change of w to v, which took place

in the middle period of the Scandinavian lan-

guages, is represented in a few words, as Valhalla,

valkyrie, viking, but otherwise the words with this

initial are chiefly derived from languages not

directly related to English. A small number of

words, however, as vat, vixen, exemplify the voic-

ing of f- peculiar to southern (now only south-

western) dialects. This change is not indicated in

OE. spelling, and how far it had developed in

speech is uncertain, but in southern ME. texts

all native words (rarely those of French or Latin

origin) beginning with f may appear with v- (or

its equivalent u-); the more important variant

forms due to this cause are entered in their places

below. Conversely words properly having v- are

occasionally written with/-, and there is evidence

that this is not merely graphic, but represents an
actual pronunciation. (' Euen so oure English-

men vse to speake in Essexe, for they say fineger

for vineger, feale for veale, & contrary wyse a voxe
for a foxe, voure for foure, etc' 1546 Langley, tr.

I'ol. Verg. de Invent. 1. vi. 14.)

When not initial, v occurs freely in native words
as well as in those of Latin or other origin. In

the former it represents OE. / when voiced, as in

i/en even, drifan drive, lufu love. The use of/'
(pi ff) in sucll words was partly retained in ME.
(and especially in Sc. down to the 16th century)

;

but even in late OE. u is frequently substituted,

and in early ME. (as in med.L. and OF.) « and v
come into general use to denote the sound in all

positions. It was only in the 17th century that

these two letters, both of which had been employed
in a double function (see U), were finally distin-

guished as vowel and consonant; and down to the

19th century words beginning with either letter

continued to form one series in dictionaries.

In some ME. (chiefly northern) manuscripts,

and in many Scottish texts of the 15th and 16th
centuries, v is more or less frequently written in

place of w, while conversely w is freely written
instead of v. These forms are merely graphic,
and do not imply a phonetic interchange of w and
v (though in mod. north-eastern Sc. tot- has be-
come vr-). In south-eastern English dialects the
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change of v- to w- does occur, and older repre-

sentations of Cockney speech exhibit a converse

change of w- to v-, which recent investigators have

been unable to verify as still existent. The latter

change is illustrated in the following quotations.

1803 Pegge Anecd. Eng. Lang. (1814) 77 Vllliam, I vants

my vig...Vitch vig, Sir?. .Vy, the vite vig in the vooden

vig-box, vitch I vore last Vensday at the westry. 1824 Spirit

Publ. Jrnls. (1825) 37, I vas valking by the Admirailily in

my vay home. 1837 Dickens Pick™, xxxiii, Ve got Tom
Vildspark off. .venall the big vigs. .said as nothing couldn't

save him.

Elision of v when not initial has taken place ex-

tensively in dialects, especially those of the North

and Scotland, as in deil devil, shule shovel, hairst

harvest. In standard English this is represented

by such words as hawk, head, lark, lord, and is

specially indicated in a few archaic or poetic forms,

as e'en even, e'er ever, ne'er never, o'er over.

I. 1. Illustrations of the use of the letter or of

its name, f Double V\\.t. U~\, =W.
? 1460 in Archaeol. (1842) XXIX. 331 There was an V and

thre arres to-gydre. 1530 Palsgr. 440 A byfore V. 1552

Huloet s.v., 'there is a diuersitie betwene the single V. and
the dowble \V., therfore the alphabete of them shalbe set

diuersly. 1593 G. Hakvey Purees Super. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 211 He that can tickle Mar-prelate with taunts, can

twitch double V. to the quicke. 1636 B. Josson Eng. Gram.
lit, V. .is, like our i, a letter ofa double power. i668Wilkins
Real Char. 16 Some Letters of the same name and shape

are used sometimes for Vowels, and sometimes for Conson-

ants; as J, V, \V, Y. 1676 Grew Ana!. PL, Anat. PI. IV.

154 An Angle, twice as big as that of a V Consonant. 1728

Chambers Cycl. s.v. U, Besides the Vowel U, there is a

Consonant of the same Denomination, wrote V, or U. 1735

Ainsworth II. s.v., Our Saxon ancestors, who commonly
substitute/in the place of f._ 1808 Jamieson, V, in some

of our old printed books, is invariably used for IV. 1888

Jacobi Printers Vocab. 151, V is not used as a signature in

the printer's alphabet. 1901 Scotsman 9 Oct. 11 The letter

for the ensuing year was directed to be changed to V Gothic.

2. Used with reference to the shape of the letter

;

an object having this shape ; a V-shaped, acute-

angled formation.

1832 [see next). 1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xiii/i The corsage

draped in the form of a V on the bosom. 1863 Tyndall Heat
(1870) iv. § 131 The water, .is first brought into one arm of

the V. 1894 Outing XXIV. 45/2 The first geese of the

season will wing their way in lines and V's from the south.

b. allrib.,as V-form, shape; freq. in the sense

' shaped like the letter V ', as V anvil, edge, hut,

slide, thread, tool (in fret-cutting), -trough, etc.

;

V-pug, a species of moth (see quot.).

1861 Sir \V. Faikbairn Iron 125 The*V anvil, fig. 43, the

natural offspring of the steam-hammer. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm III. 794 A rod passing., through a* V-form brace

of iron. 1857 R. B. Paul Lett. Canterbury 57 The form is

that of a *V hut, the extremities of the rafters being left bare.

1879 C. L. I nnes Canterbury Sk. 20 A ' V ' hut . . is exactl y
as if you took the roofoff a house and stood it on the ground.

1831 J. Rennie Consp. Bntterfl. t, M. 132 The "V. Pug
[Eupiihecia V. ata].. .Wings, .marked with a black V be.

hind the middle. 1869 Rankine Machine <y Hand-tools

PI. N 2, A pair of opposite dies of a *V shape. 1844 Civil

Eng. tf Arch. Jml. VII. 88/1 A rectangular or oblong

table of iron.. upon two *V slides. 1869 Routlcdge's Ev.
Boy's Ann. 479 The 'V supports may now be secured in

their places. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 14 The
Whitworth "V thread.. is the standard form of triangular

thread used in this country. 1875 Sir T. Seaton Fret-

Cutting 8 The *V tool is the most difficult of all tools to

sharpen. 1862 Catal. [ntemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 29S3,

*V-trough for funnel and subterranean wires. 1842 Francis
Diet. A rts, 'V lube, a glass tube, in the form of the letter V
. ., to show the decomposition of a neutral salt by galvanism.

o. Comb, in V-shaped adj.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 202/1 A fissure or triangular

V-shaped notch. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 423/2 Tools.,

generally double-angular or V-shaped. 1872 Coues N.
Amer. Birds 103 A V-shaped black mark on side of head.

3. Used to denote serial order, as V Battery,

MS. V, or as a symbol of some thing or person,

a point in a diagram, etc.

II. 4. The Roman numeral symbol for: Five

(tor fifth).

13.. K. Alls. 1851 Anon he dob his bemen blowe, v c. on
a browe. 1340 Ayenb. 23 pe v. bo} of prede. c 1449 Pf.cock

Repr. I. v. 23, v. Chapiter. The v*. principal argument.. is

this. 1484 Caxton Fables of /Esop, At/once iii, [Of the x

tonnes] v were ful of oylle, & the other v were but half fill.

1530 Palsgr. 58 As appereth in the ill chaptre and the v

rule of the same. 1535 Coverdale Job i. 3, v. C. yock of

oxen, v. C. she asses. 1636 B. Jonson Eng. Gram, ii, Our
numeral letters are, I for 1, V tors.

t
X788 Gibbon Decl. At

F. xlviii. V. 6 A single chapter will include, III. The Bul-

garians, IV. Hungarians, and, V. Russians. 1843 Civil Eng.
tf Arch. Jrnl. V. 151/a With an Engraving, Plate V. Ibid.

197/1 Lecture V.

b. V, V-spot, V-nole, a five-dollar note. VS.
1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 96 My wallet. .[was] dis-

tended with V's and X's to its utmost capacity. 1849

Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. viii. 57, I vow my holl sheer o' the

spiles wouldn't come nigh a V spot. 1864 Browning Dram.
PersonaeVJk*. 1896 1. 603 Sixty Vs must do. A trifle, though,
to start with ! Jbid., A poor lad., hears the company talk

grand of dollars, V-notes, and so forth.

III. 5. Abbreviations.

a. Of various Latin words or phrases : v. -- verso

'the back of the leaf, versus 'against', vide 'see';

v.g. = verbi gratia.

1678 Phillits, V.G. an usual character or abbreviation of

the words verbi gratia, i.e. namely, or to instance in a word.

1690 Locke Hum. Vnd. 11. xxx. §5 [Ideas] made up of

such collections of simple ideas as were really never united

..: v.g. [etc.]. 1738 Chambers Cycl. (17511 s.v. Angle, V.

Phil. Trans. N". 420. p. 147. 1767 K. Burn Eccl. Law
[ttl. 2) IV. Cc, A Table of the Cases adjudged;.. Acton

v. Smith. ..Adams v. Rush [etc.]. 1827 Jakman Powell's

Devises II. 311 It is to be observed that Maddison v.

Andrew, and Mills v. Norris, were decided at a period when
the rule. .was not so well settled. 1865 Reader 28 Jan.,

Rime v. Rhyme.

b. Of English words and phrases : V. = various

proper names, as Victoria, Vincent, Violet, etc.;

the chemical symbol of Vanadium ; v. = verb,

verse, vision (in Med.) ; very (in various phrases,

as v.g. very good, v.h.c. very highly commended,

etc.); V.A. = Vicar-Apostolic ; V.C. = Victoria

Cross ; v.d. = various dates ; V.M. = Virgin Mary
;

V.P. = Vice-President; v.r. = variant or various

reading; V.S. = veterinary surgeon ; v.y. = various

years.

1670 Covel in Early Vcy. Lr.ant (Hakluyt Soc.) 111 A
pretty little picture of the V.M. 1787 in Milner Suppl.

Mem. Eng. Cath. (1820) 48 The ecclesiastical government

by V.V.A. is by no means essential to our religion. 1820

Milner Ibid. 252 The Prelate who did publish the Resolu-

tions was the Western V.A, 1863 Hotten Hand-bk. Topogr.

195/2 Cuttings from Newspapers [etc.J. .V.D. 1866 r . H.
Wilson Our Father (1869) 122 Placards with the lion and
unicorn at the top, the letter V at the one side and R at the

other. 187a Lever Ld. Kilgobbin lxxix, It's a case for the

V.C. 190X Essex Weekly News 8 Mar. 3/4, I have been
' good, bad, and indifferent ' and I have been ' v.g.' 1901

Scotsman 9 Oct. 10, 2, v.h.c. in the cheese fair.

o. In music an abbrev. of various Italian words,

as verle 'turn', violino 'violin', voce 'voice',

volta ' time '.

1724 Short Explic. For. Was. in Mus. Bis. 1 The Letter

V is often used as an Abbreviation of the Word Violino.

Ibid., The Letters VS at the Bottom of a Leaf are often

used as an Abbreviation of the Words Volti Subito. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. SuppL, V, in music, is often used to shew

that a piece is designed for the violin ; arid VV, for two
violins, or more.

Hence VS.pa.pple., cut with a V-shaped incision.

1881 Greener Gun 380 The sight consists of a steel spring

screwed on to the top rib, with one end set at right angles

and V-d to form the sight.

Va, southern ME. var. Fok sb. ; obs. Sc. f. Way
sb., Woe sb. and a.

Vaalite (va-loit). Min. [f. the Vaal River,

S. Africa, + -ITE 12b; named by Maskelyne.] A
variety of vermiculite.

1874 Maskelyne in Geol. Soc. Loud. XXX. 409 Vaalite.

.

occurs in hexagonal prisms, the angles of which are nearly

6o° and 120°.

Vaat, obs. form of Vat.

Vac (vxk), abbrev. (chiefly in Univ. colloquial

use) of Vacation sb.

1709 Brit. Apollo No. 55. 3/2 It was very hard in the Vac.

without Gains. 1864 Br. Creighton in Mrs. Creic,hton

Li/e (1904) I. ii. 11, I shall have all the rest of the Vac. to

perpend and meditate on that point. 1871 M. Legrand
Camb. Freshm. 365 When I was a boy at Harrow, I always

hated going home for the 'vacs'. 1906 Catholic Weekly 18

May 7 Others lectured to working men in the vacs.

T Vacabond. Obs. Forms : a. 5-6 vaca-

bound(e, 5 wayka-). 0. 5-6 vacabund(e. 7. 5-6

vacabond(e, 6 vaco-, vaka-). S. 6 vacabo(un,

waoa'oone. [a. OF. vacabonde {vacquabonde,vac<a-

bon), app. an alteration of va%abond[e Vagabond

under the influence of L. vacare (F. vaquer) to be

unoccupied or idle.

The form survives in northern F. dialects, and ill the 17th

century Chifflet gives vacabond as the pron. or vagabond

<Littr<9. In Anglo-L. of the i5-l6th cent, vocabundus

occurs in place of vagabundus.]

1. A person having no settled means of living or

no fixed home ; a vagabond.
a. 1404 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 37 Al men of the

forsaede shirs exepte ibwre or five gentilmen & a fewe vaca-

boundis, woldin faene cum to pees. 1472 Presentments 0/



VACABUNCY.

Juries in Surlees Misc. (1890) 24 John Bek is a vacabound.

1481 Ibid. 28 One Wrodyngton, a waykabound. 153"-"

Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 It shall be leful to the constables.

.

to arest the sayde vacaboundes and ydell persones. 1578

Whetstone Promos % Cass. n. iv. 1, Fetche me in all ydle

vacaboundes. ,

1453 Rolls of Parlt. V. 270/1 Thomas Watkynson..

Yoman and Robert Withes late of Salley in the shire of

York Vacabunde. 1495 Coventry Leet Bk. 568 All maner

vacabundes & beggers myghty in body within bis Cllie.

1530 Palsgr. 183 Vngzpiegz, a payre of stockes to punysshe

vacabundes. 1552 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 103 Any vaca-

bunde, suspect person, or nowghty people. 1584 Mirr.

Mag. 16 b, He commaunded, that vnto a nomber of yong

diseased vacabunds, there shuld be ministred a thin Diet,

an excessiue labor, and cleanly lodging.

y. 1472 Presentments of Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 24

Thomas Dransfeld .. liffez as a vacabond. « 1533 Ld.

Bernkrs Hum xxviii. 85 There was no begger, vacabonde,

nor rybault..but by grete fiockys they came. 1563 in

Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (18S0) 303 Beggers or vaka-

bondes do come into the Cytye. 1588 Greene Peruncdes

Wks. (Grosart) VII. 39 Hast thou these fourteen yeeres gone

as a vacabonde about the world vnknowen and despised?

S. 1556 Nottingham Rec. (1889) IV. 113 He dothe harber

wacabones. 1567 Harman Caveat 19 Vagarantesand sturdy

vacabons. 1571 R. Edwards Damon <y Pithias Ettjb,

Betten with a codgell like a Slaue, a Vacaboun, or a lasie

Lubber.

2. attrib. or as adj. (Cf. Vagabond a.)

1538 Elyot, Errabundus, moche wanderynge, or vaca-

bunde. 1550 J. Coke Eng. », Fr. Heralds § 190 The true

beginning of the Frenchmen was by a vacabunde captayne

named Marcomyrus. 1552 Huloet, Vacabund parson, erro.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 11. viii. 57 Adjoining vnto him

certaine fugitiue and beggerly vacabond persons.

fVacabuney. Obs.-1 [irreg. f. vacabund

Vacabond. Cf. Vagabunoy.] Vagabondage.

I535 Act 27 Heu. VIII, c. 25 Euery stronge and valiant

begger and vacabound, after he were whipped for his vaca-

bunde and idelnes.

Vacance (w'-kans). Chiefly Sc. Also 6 wac-

anoe, vaeans, 9 vaoanse. [ad. L. vacantia

(see next), or a. F. vacance (1642).]

t L a. A vacant period. Obs.—1

1533 Bellenden Livyi. vii. (S.T.S.) I. 43 This gouernance

..wascallitthelnterregne.Thatistosay, be vacance betuix

the deith of ane king to be electioun of ane vthir.

+ b. Cessation or suspension of laws. Obs.

1533 Bellenden Livy in. iL (S.T.S.) I. 247 pe vacance of

lawis [L.justitium] was commandit. Ibid. 249 At the re-

turnyng of quintius to rome, the vacance of lawis ceissit.

t 2. The fact of becoming vacant ; the vacation

ofan office. Obs.

1579 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 177 Upoun the vacance

of ony prelacie the kirkis thairof salbe disponit to qualifiit

ministeris in titill.

3. = Vacation 2. Now rare.

1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros Wks. (S.T.S.) 10

Heir euer . . thair may be gevin sum vaeans on to the first

day of October. 1567 Sc. Acts, Jas. VI (1814) III. 32/2

The Lordis of counsell and sessioun hes bene in vse..to

haue vacance at ?ule, Fastingis euin, Pasche, & Witsonday.

1609 in Seton Life A.Seton (1882) 9 The Yule vacance to be

and continue from the 24th December to the 6th January

inclusive. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11.

xii. § ii. (1699) 207 Neither the Sheriff, nor Barrons, can hold

Courts in feriat, or close, time of Vacance. 1695 Sibbald

Autobiog. (1834) 129, I past the Bajonyeer under Mr. James

Wyseman, who died the vacance thereafter. 175a J.

Louthian Form of Process (ed. 2) 28 These Letters pass

upon a Bill signed by three Lords in Time of Vacance, and

four in Time of Session. 1826 J.Wilson Noct.Ambr. Wks.

1855 I. 242 The fates o' the laddies at the Edinburgh Mili-

tary Academy, on the Saturday before their vacanse. 1835

Blackw. Mag. XXXVIII. 154 We have angled ten hours

a-day for half-a-week (during the vacance). 1901 Trotter

Gall. Gossip 338 Give them vacance to-morrow.

attrib. aijiz Fountainhall Decis. (1759) 11-345 I' was

just and necessary to arrest him, and make him answer,

though in vacance-time. a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1789)

11. 46 Their stamack's aft in lift In vacance-time.

f 4. In Eng. rise : Leisure, relaxation. Obs. rare.

1609 Bible (Douay) Ecclus. xxxviii. 2500,11,11., The wisdom

of a scribe in the time of vacance. 1x1760 J. H. Browne
Poems (1768) 141 Nor thou disdain Fit hour of Vacance with

the Muses' train.

Vacancy (wi'kansi). Also 6 vacantie, 7 Sc.

vaooaney. [f. Vacant a. (see -ancy), or ad. late

and med.L. vacantia (Sp. and Pg. vacancia, It.

vacanza), f. vacant-, vaeans vacant. Cf. prec]

I. 1. = Vacation 2. Also in pi. Now arch.

c 1580 W. Spelman Dial. (1896) 6 There I contynued my
sute untill the tyme of ther vacantie in the Lawe. 1633 W.
Robinson in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I. 18 He is to

come this vacancy into Lincolnshire about business of his

own. 1679 Trials of White f, other Jesuits 62 Joseph. He
was [absent] in the time of the Vacancy.. .L. C. J. When
are the Vacancies? Joseph. In August, my Lord. 1702

Marwood Diaryin Cath. Rec. Soc. Pub/. VII. 134 To-day

the Vacancys of the lower Classe began, and end at S l Luke.

1703 in Ritchie Churches of St. Baldred 128 He must not

grant the vacancie without acquainting the session. 1780

Stiles Diary (1001) II. 409 At the End of the Vacancy 1744

Mr. Reed carried his 3 pupils.. to enter into Harvard)

College. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 11. v. 182 Besides

the half and occasional holiday two annual plays ,
or

•vacancies', have of old been granted to the scholar. 1876

in Hare Story Life (1896) IV. 412 They are having their

vacancies.

t b. Without article. Obs. rare.

1643 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 421 The porter.. shall attend

the colledge for saving the fabrick, both in tyme of play and

vacancie. 1691 tr. Emiliane's Observ. Journ. Naples 15

Every year in Autumn they have two Months of vacancy.

1 2. Temporary freedom or cessation from busi-

ness or some usual occupation. Also const, from.

1599 Broughton's Let. vii. 21 His assiduous reading in

any vacancie from busines. 1602 Segar Honour Mil. fy

Civ. iv. xxi, For he that hath been longest vacant may take

place before him that is lesse ancient in Vacancie. c 1630

Milton {title), On the University Carrier who sickn d in

the time of his vacancy, being forbid to go to London, by

reason of the Plague. 1663 Br. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxix.

(1668) 337 He did not find so much vacancy as his heart

desired for private Prayer. 1775 Johnson Lett. (1788) I. 29.

Air, and vacancy, and novelty, would .. afford all the relief

that human art can give.

t b. Free or unoccupied time ; leisure. Obs.

1606 Shaks. Ant. ts CI. I. iv. 26 If he fill'd His vacancie

with his Voluptuousnesse. a 1628 Preston Breastpl. Love

(1631) 114 So occupied with outward things abroad, that

they have no vacancie to feed their souls within. 1656

Blount Glossogr. To Rdr., This Work.. has taken me up

the vacancy of above Twenty years.

f c. An interval of leisure or unoccupied time.
(

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 305 Daies of nothing, but Riots,

visits . . and such like Exiles from themselves, and vacancies
,

from the businesse of life. 1676 Hale Contempt. 1. Re-

demit. Time 21 An industrious Husband-man, Trades-man,

Scholar, will never want business for occasional vacancies

and hora: subcisivte. 1690 Locke Hum. find. IV..jut, §3

There are none so enslav'd to the necessities of life, who

might not find many vacancies that might be husbanded to

this advantage of their knowledg. 1748 in Welsh Rev. I' eb.
1

(1892) 350 Filled in y» vacancies of y" day with work.

3. The state or condition of being free from or

unoccupied with work, business, or action ; ab-

sence of occupation ; idleness ; inactivity.

Freq. in the 17th c. ; nowwt.
1615 G. Sandys Trtai. 1. 64 Chesse,. .a sport that agreeth

well with their sedentary vacancie. 1651 Hobues Govt.tr

Soc. xii. § 10 They who are least troubled with carmg for

necessary things.. are invited by their vacancy sometimes

to disputation among themselves concerning the Common,

weal. 1670 Cotton Espcrnon Pref., Having about three

Years since, and in the Vacancy of a Country Life, taken

this Volume in hand. 1782 W. Heuerden Comment, xiu.

(1806) 78 Nor does the vacancy of a Bath life suit com-

plaints. 1818 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 200 Ihe

source of the common fondness for novels of this sort rests

in that dislike of vacancy and that love of sloth, .inherent

in the human mind. 1818 Byron Ch. Har iv. vi Such is

the refuge of our youth and age, The first from Hope, the

last from Vacancy.

fb. Const, from. (Freq. in 17th cent.) Obs.

1615 Jackson Creed in. Pref. A 3 b, God. .blesse me out-

wardly with that measure of health, of vacancy from other

i

businesse [etc.]. 1631 Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 143 A precise

vacancy from all worke.. is morall. 1690.N0RRIS Beatitudes

(1692) 80 Implying, that a Vacancy from Wrath is a neces-

sary Qualification for Prayer. 1712 Sped. No. 408 r 8 An

absolute Indifference and Vacancy from all Passion.

f c. Freedom from mental preoccupation. Obs.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 204 P 13 Nor was he able to

disengage his attention, or mingle with vacancy and ease

in any amusement. 1796 M.ME. D'Akblay Camilla V..293

Her pliant mind, in this state of vacancy, had readily been

bent to the new pursuit. 1837 Carlvle Fr.hev. 1. 1. Si,

' Every evening at six '.. [they] walk majestically out again,

to embroidery, small-scandal, prayers, and vacancy. 1856

Aytoun Bothwell 11. i, The fishers.. whistle oer their lazy

task In happy vacancy.

d. Absence of any determining influence or

factor v&Yt ~~
%

1764 Edwards Freed. Will 11. vii. (1762) 64 The WilPs

Freedom consists in. .this Vacancy and Opportunity that is

left for the Will itself to be the Determiner of the Act.

II. t *• An unoccupied period or interval
;

a

time of absence?/some activity. Obs.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. v. i. 90 For three months before

(No int'rim,not a minutes vacancie,) Both day and night

did we keepe companie. 1625 T. Godwin Moses « Aaron

1 (1611) 2 In these vacancies or distances of time, between

Iudgeand Judge. 1663 Heath Flagellum (.672) 32 In so

long an interval and vacancy of War, from which this

Nation had been blessed.

5. The fact or condition of an office or post

being, becoming, or falling vacant ;
an occasion or

occurrence of this.

.607 in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1892) 59 Within

foure daies of the vacancie knowen. 1665 Manley Grotms

Low C. Wars ,97 They began a new Custom, which was

That they would in Vacancies, name the Captains, and other

inferiour Officers under their Pay. 1765 BlackstoneC««;«.

I. ii. 172 Nocandidate shall, after tile date, .of the writs, or

after the vacancy, give any money or entertainment to his

electors. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 35 A sale of an

advowson, the church being actually void, was simoniacal

and void in respect to the then present vacancy. 1896 Law
Times Rep. C 408/1 With reference to the vacancy among

the Chancery taxing masters.

b. Const, of (an office, position, etc.).

1610 G. Carleton Jurisdict.i That power whereby we

succeed the Emperour in the vacancie of the Empire. 1659

H L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 32. As did the Clergy of

Rome also in the vaca[n]cy of that Sea determine .687 A.

Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1. 77 note, Zornesan Mustapha

Basha made Keeper of the Seal during the vacancy of the

Charge of Grand Visier. 1726 Ayliffk Parergon 129 In

the Vacancy of a Bishoprick, the Guardian of the Spiritual-

ities was summon'd to Parliament in the Bishops Roon^

,765 Blackstone Com,,,. 1. 152 The vacancy of the throne

was precedent to their meeting without any royal summons.

o. An instance or occasion of land, a tenancy,

etc., being or becoming vacant, rare.

r8o9 ChrTstian in BlackstoneS Comm. II. 9 It cannot be

saidThat in such a case there is ever a vacancy of P^.on-
1845 Polson Eng. Law in Encycl. Melrop. II. 827/1. 1 he

VACAND.

maxim . . that the tenancy of the land should always be filled,

and that the tenant could make no disposition of his interest

likely to involve a vacancy in the same tenancy.

6. A vacant or unoccupied office, post, or dignity.

1693 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) III. 81 Mounsieur

Catinat. .has sent 250 officers to throw themselves into the

towne to supply the vacancies of those that were sick and

dead there. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 21

He shall force a Rupture with some one of his Lieutenants

to make a Vacancy for him. 1769 Junius' Lett. iii. (1788)

46 His military cares have never extended beyond the dis-

posal of vacancies. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 638

How could there be an election without a vacancy? 1858

Froude Hist. Eng. IV. 286 More than twenty vacancies in

the order of the Golden Fleece were placed by him at

Henry's disposal.
. .

b. A church without an incumbent or minister.

1867 J. Macfarlane Mem. T. Archer I. 17 The 'vacan.

cies ' sought after him.

7. Absence or lack of something, rare.

1650'FuLLER Pisgah 11. xiii. 269 Jordan, in the vacancy of

the inhabitants, having got violent possession, fenced and

fortified himself in the slime pits. 1805 Foster Ess. hi. 1.

II. it With this cast of significance, and vacancy of sense,

it is allowed to depreciate without being accountable.

III. 8. Empty or void space.

1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 117 Alas, how is't with you?

That you bend your eye on vacancie, And with the incor-

porall ayre do hold discourse. 1606 — Ant. <y CI. II. u. 221

Th' ayre : which but for vacancie, Had gone to gaze on

Cleopater too, And made a gap in Nature. 1813 I.yron

Corsair 1. xv, The tender blue of that large loving eye Grew

frozen with its gaze on vacancy. 1827 Svd. Smith Wks.

(1867) II. 134 To roar and bellow No Popery to Vacancy

and the Moon. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) II.

x. 164 Folding his arms upon his breast, with his eyes fixed

upon vacancy, he stood in gloomy silence. 1899 *. 1.

Bullen Way Navy 79 Meanwhile the ' Mersey came up

out of vacancy at her best speed.
_

9. A vacant, unfilled, or unoccupied space ;
an

open space between objects or things, or in a row

or series ; a breach, gap, or opening ; f an un "

occupied or uninhabited piece of ground.

1652 Needham tr. Seldens Mare CI. 18 In the case of

thosVwho first inhabited Vacancies ; or who became possess t

bv right of War and Conquest. 1670 W. Perw.ch Dtsp.

(1903) 90 As soon as ever he passed the great vacancy, he

went to see the Cittadell. 1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 901

In measuring of Roofing, seldom any deductions are made

for.. the Vacancies for Lutheran Lights, and Sky-Lights.

1726 R. Bradley Country Gentl. Monthly Director 3 In

places where there are Vacancies in Hedges, set I luncheons,

or Twigs of the White Sallow. 1744 M. Bishop Life e. Adv.

20Q It fi. e gun-fire] soon broke us in a terrible manner,

though our Vacancies were quickly filled up. 1779 Fo
,
R
!f

ST

Voy N. Guinea 20 Their saddles have in the middle a

vacancy, which must make it easy for the horse. 1820

Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 55 Small vacancies in the ice

would not prevent the journey. 1858 Hawthorne Ft.
f
«

Note-bks. (1872) I. 20 This great arch . .with the lofty

vacancy beneath it. 190S West,,,. Gaz. 26 Jan. 1/3 lhe

fontanelle, or the 'vacancy' in the infant
closing of the

cranium. . . .

b transf. A blank, gap, or deficiency.

1759 Johnson Rasselas i, Every one.. in the valley was

required to propose whatever might contribute to fill up

the vacancies of attention, and lessen the ted.ousness o

time. 1846 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. I. 2 Virions of

reluctant homage from crowned heads have passed away

from me, and leave no vacancy. 1856 Dove Logic Lhr

Faith v. ii. 317 Without revelation there would be a distinct

vacancy in the scheme of knowledge.

10. The state or condition of being vacant,

empty, or unoccupied ;
emptiness. ...

1788 Gibbon Decl. * F. xlv. IV. 453 He contemplated with

horror the vacancy and solitude of the city. 1796 Mme.

D'Arblay Camilla I. 214 Such is the vacancy of dissipated

pleasure, that.. an opening always remains for something

yet to be tried. 1817 I . Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 52 The

dullest country town in England can afford no idea of the

stillness and vacancy of the several noble-looking cities.

1825 Scott Quentin D. xix, Quentin felt a strange vacancy

and chillness of the heart. 1878 Stewart &
.
Tait Unseen

Univ. i. S 12- 31 When David or Hezekiah shrank from the

gloomy vacancy of the grave.

b. Lack of intelligence ; inanity ; vacuity.

1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge v, Where in his face there

waTwildness and vacancy, in hers there was... patient com.

posure. 1866 — Boy at Rugby Chrislm. Stories (1874) 332

He is a smiling piece of vacancy.

t Vaxand, ppl- <*• and sb -
Sc

-
obs

-
Als0 5

wacande, 5-6 waoand, 7 vaicand, vaeane. P.

1 wak-, vakande, 5-6 vakand, 6 vaken. [Sc.

pres. pple. of Vake v. The usual spelling with ,'

follows that of L. vacant- :
see next.]

A Hi a. = Vacant a. (esp. in sense 1).

a i4oiin Fraser The Lennox (.874) "• 57 With the gyffing

and the patronage of the said Kirk, .alse often as it happinys

to be vacand. mIs Burgh Rec. Peebles (.872) .26 Sir Wdyam

of FubTchapelUne sal be present. .to the firs, service that

sal hapyn vacand in thair gouemans. c 147° Henry Wallace

x 531 As Bruce at the pal;oun So entryt in, and saw wacand

his seif isoo-20 Dunbar Poems lxxi. 26 Couatyce ring.s

in o the spirimall state, 5arnand banifice the quh, Ik ar now

vacand a 1578 LiNDESAY(Pltscottie) Chron. Scot. (S I.b.)

I 286 Hegauehin, the pryorieof Coldinghame..quhilk was

wacand in his handis at that tyme .609 Skene A eg. May

26 After the deceis of the husband, the Dowrie of his wife

named be him, is vaicand1 (possessed be na man) or nocht

vaicand. 1649 Lamont Diary (Malt . Club) 11 He [the

minister] was excommunicate, and his church declared

V
ablins Wyntoun Crm. vm. 27 Qwhil bus be kynrik was

wakande. Off Inglande be kynge was ban thynkande [etc.].

l456£v/r.^erfl'.A'«.(l844)I- 2I TnatcnaPelnar >' ofSaynt



VACANT VACAT.

Nichallis altar was than vakande. 1513 Douglas sEneid
(1710) xiii. x. irg With this the Kyng Latinus can deceis,

And left the sceptoure vakand to his hand.

B. sb. 1. One who is free to take a mate.
1508 Dunbar Tua MaHit Wemen 206 3e speik of berdis

on bewch : of blise may thai sing, That, on sanct Valentynis
day, ar vacandis ilk ^er.

2. A vacant office ; a vacancy.
1567 Burgh Rec. Peebles (1872) 306 Nixt vaken that fallis

within the towne of Peblis, that the said Thomas sones sail

half the samin.

Vacant (v£i-kant), a. and sb. Forms: 3-6
vacaunt (5 vacavnt), 4- vacant, 5-7 vacante.
[a. OF. (also mod.F.) vacant (-It., Sp., Pg.

vacante)^ or ad. L. vacant-, vacans, pres. pple. of

vacdre to be empty, etc. : cf. prec. In early senses

the evidence is scanty until the latter part of the

16th century or later.]

A. adj. 1. Of a benefice, office, position, etc.

:

Not filled, held, or occupied ; in respect of which
a successor to the previous incumbent or holder

has not been appointed.
Freq. of ecclesiastical benefices (see first group of quots.).

(a) £1290 £ Eng. Leg. I. 72/51 pe bischopnche of wiri-

cestre vacaunt was and lere. 1338 R. Brusne Ckron. (1810)
no per Steuen..suore, pat if a bisshopriche vacant wer be
se, pe kyng, no non of nis, suld chalange bat of fe. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 237 b, Many churches lye vacant.

1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 223/1 The Pope had accursed the
english people, bicause they sufTVed the Bishops seas to be
vacant so long a time. 1611 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 546 There hath fallen vacant a benefice
annexed to y* vicariat. 1671 T, Davies {title), The Cere-
monies of the Vacant See : or a True Relation of what passes
at Rome upon the Pope's Death. 1803 Nelson Let. to R.
Suckling 23 Mar., Mr. Horace Suckling.. is very anxious
that you should present him to the vacant living. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 95 The archbishopric of York
was vacant. 1887 New York Independent 8 Sept. 16 One
sixth of its churches are ' vacant ', meaning of course, with-
out pastors.

(b) 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 381 That he my^hte
haue reioycede an oper tetrarchye, beenge vacante bat tyme.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 507/2 Vacavnt, not occupyyd, vaeatis.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 303 b, Yet hath no man
hetherto desyred the same places.. as common & vacant
to be geven them. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 145 Speciall
Dignities, which vacant lye For thy best vse and wearing.
1681 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 87 You may be assured y*

as soon as this or any other place is vacant you shall be put
in into it. 1805 Med. Jmt. XIV. 192 Dr. Arneman,.has
undertaken to superintend the foreign department of the
Medical and Physical Journal, vacant by the decease of
the late Dr. Noehden. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II.

634 If the throne was vacant the Estates of the Realm
might place William in it. 1907 Verney Mem. 1. 115 Three
places had fallen vacant.

f b. Const, of (an incumbent or holder), rare.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9697 pe vifte was bat bissopriches

& abbeies al so pat vacauns were of prelas in be kinges hond
were ido. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 109 Northumbre-
londe was vacante of a kynge viij'bB yeres.

+ o. Having no owner or possessor. Obs.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 16 The goodes of the

Empire, whiche shall chaunce to be vacant, he shall geve
away to no man. 1730 Bailey (fol.), Vacant Effects t,in

Laid) are such as are abandoned for want of an Heir, after

the Death or Flight of their former Owner.

2. Devoid of all material contents or acces-

sories; containing, or occupied by, nothing ; un-
filled, empty, void.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4774 For, fra it dro;e to be derke ay

till it dawid eftir, It was bot vacant & voide as vanite it

were, c 1450 Godstow Reg. 417 [One voide place of ther
owne lond. Ibid.] The forsaid vacant place of lond. 1634-5
Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc ) 15 In the middle a square
vacant place, wherein the moulded brick is disposed. 1671
Milton Samson 89 The Moon, When she deserts the night,

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave. 1730-46 Thomson
Autumn 329 The billowy plain., floats wide; nor can evade
..its [the blast's] seizing force; Or whirl'd in air, or into
vacant chaff Shook waste. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty 8
The vacant space within the shell. Ibid. 91 It fills up the
vacant angle under the arm. 1701 Cowper Iliadxxiw. 47a
Instant to his aid The Goddess hasted, to his vacant hand
His whip restored. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix.

714 From that very moment, complaint was extinguished;
and the voice of praise, .occupied the vacant air. 1858
Glknny Everyday Bk. 76/2 All the plants that are strong
enough..may be planted in vacant places.

trans/, a 1822 Shelley Death i. 6 All dead ! those vacant
names alone .. remain. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 233
Philosophy was becoming more and more vacant and
abstract.

b. Devoid of an occupant ; not taken up by any
one. Also fig.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 304 But now.. that warre.
thoughts Haue left their places vacant, in their roomes Come
[etc.]. 1602 MARSTon^wr. <y Mel. 11. i, There's nota vacant
corner of my heart, But all is fild with deade Antonios losse.

1667 Milton/1
. L. vi i. 190 In stead Of Spirits maligne abetter

Race to bring Into thir vacant room. 1713 Young Last Day
in. 220 Satan's accurs'd desertion to supply, And fill the
vacant stations of the sky. 1780 Burke (Econ. Reform.
Wks. III. 279 The bleak winds, .howling through the vacant
lobbies, and clattering the doors of deserted guard-rooms.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. xx, To seethe vacant chair, and
think * How good ! how kind ! and he is gone '. 1887 Ruskin
Praeterita II. 247 There was a spacious half of seat vacant
in my little hooded carriage.

O. Of land, houses, etc. : Uninhabited, unoccu-
pied, untenanted. Also, of a room : Not in use,

disengaged.
1518 Star Chamber Cases (Seidell) II. 146 About viij c

howseholdes in the same Towne desolate, vacante, and
decayed. 1610 Holland CamdetCs Brit, m, Let the old

souldiers.. enter upon the vacant lands. 1785 Palev Mor.
Philos. (1818) II. 383 The new settlers will naturally convert
their labour to the cultivation of the vacant soil. 1847 Helps
Friendsin C. (1851) I. 2 A house which had long been vacant
in our neighbourhood. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields
(( Cities 140 There are at least a million and a-half acres

likely to be vacant every autumn.

d. Marked or characterized by the absence of

life, activity, or sound.
1791 Cowper Iliad 11. 68 Amid the stillness of the vacant

night. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxiv. 16 To drop head-
foremost in the jaws Of vacant darkness and to cease. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman m. iv. 136 Somewhere in the dead
and vacant dawn Philip went to bed.

e. Of water : Free from ice ; open.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. x. (1856) 71 In the morning of

the 7th, a large vacant sheet of water showed itself to the

westward.

3. With of Devoid or destitute of, entirely lack-

ing or free from, something.
a 1400-50 Alexander $116 We at ere voide ay of vice &

vacant of syn. a 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. xxxii. 101 If be
state of be herte be vacant of a ri^t fundement. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, v. i. 125 My person, which I waigh not, Being
of those Vertues [truth and honesty] vacant. 1634 Milton
Comus 718 That no corner might Be vacant of her [i.e.

Nature's] plenty. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxii.

(1687) 391 A company of select friends, vacant of business,

and full of chearfulness, met together at one table. 1751
Franklin Essays Wks. 1840 II. 319 Was the face of the
earth vacant of other plants, it might be sowed and over-
spread with one kind only. 1784 R. Back Barham Downs
II. 7 The hour being vacant of business, he got upon his

legs. 1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 175, I, to herd with

narrow foreheads, vacant of our glorious gains ! 1910 Fair-

bairn Stud. Rel. fy Theol. 11. 11. ii. 292 How could men
vacant of good have affinities with Him [etc.]?

ellipt. 1582 N. T. (Rheims) 2 Peter i. 8 They shal make
you not vacant [L. vacuos], nor without fruite.

fh. Empty-handed; destitute. Obs. rare.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas iv. vi. (MS. Bodl. 263), They ban-
ished hymneuer tocomeagayne: And sothistiraunt, vacant,
wente in veyn Aboute the world as a fals FugityfT. 1576 in

Collier Illustr. E. E. Pop. Lit. No. 16. 44 So that none of
us went vacant away, But of one of the parties had honestly
our paye.

4. Of time: Free from, unoccupied with, affairs,

business, or customary work ; leisure. Also const.

from (an action or occupation).
Freq. from c 1550 to c 1750 ; now Obs. or rare.
(a) 1531 Elvot Gov. 1. viii, Puttyng one to hym . . in vacant
tymes from other more serious lernynge. Ibid, xviii, Alex-
ander, in tymes vacaunt from bataile, delyted in that maner
huntinge. a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich, ill (1550) 34 Such
euyl persones as wyl not leue one houre vacant from doyug
and exercysing crueltie. 1631 Byfieli> Doctr. Sabb. 80
Feriarum, that is, dayes vacant from pleading and labour.

(/') 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xiv, He wil with
good laisure at a vacaunt time sitte down [etc.]. 1593 *>.

Harvey Pierces Super. To Rdr., Such scriblings are hardly
worth thevacantest howers. 1605BACON Adv.Leam. 1. ii. § 7
The most active or busy man that hath been or can be, hath
..many vacant times of leisure. 1631 Gouge Gods Arroivs
v. §9. 419 Vacant houres cannot better be spent then in the
Artillery Garden. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 471 f 3 The
Memory relieves the Mind in her vacant Moments. 1781
Gibbon Decl.fy F, xviii. (1787) II. 104 Chosroes.. consumed
his vacant hours in the rural sports of hunting and hawking.
1805 T. Lindley Voy. Brasil (1808) 34 The females, who fill

up their vacant hours with this elegant amusement. 1815
Jane Austen Emma I. iii. 35 Any vacant evening of his

own blank solitude.

+ b. Of persons : Not engaged or employed in

(one's usual or regular) occupation or work; dis-

engaged or free from labour or toil ; at leisure j

also, having nothing or little to do. Obs.

(a) 1600 Palfrevman BauldwiiCs Mor. Philos. 1. xliv. 28

When he was vacant from his labor, he wold write most elo-

quent. .Comodies. a 1628 Preston New Ctn't. (1634) 152

Those that are vacant from such things are at rest.

(b) 1631 Bypield Doctr. Sabb. 154 They may be vacant as

Christians. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 116 For .Satan with slye

preface to return Had left him vacant. 1697 Potter Antiq.
Greece i.xxvi. (17 15) 158 If he can produce any vacant Person
richer than himself, a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xlx. 4 Another
spring renews the soldier s toil, And finds me vacant in the

rural cave. 1782 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) IX. 6933/2 In such
excursions those vacant people [Laplanders] find a luxurious
and ready repast in these fish.

absol. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom DeU., To instruct the

ignorant, and entertain the vacant.

o. Characterized by, arising or proceeding from,

absence of occupation, leisure, or idleness ; un-

disturbed by business or work.
1615 Sandys Trav. 256 Here vacant Life, here Peace her

empire keepes. 1630 Wotton Lett. {1907) II. 332 A great
natural principle, that the vacantest thoughts are every-
where the worst. 1662 Gunning Lent Fast 202 A season of
vacant attendance on fasting and prayer. 1766 Goldsm.
I't'carv, Every morning waked us to a repetition of toil; but
the evening repaid it with vacant hilarity. 1777 Macfherson
Ossiau Introd. 10 That poetical enthusiasm, which is belter

suited to a vacant and indolent state. 1866 K. Chambers
Ess. Earn. .T Hum. Ser. 11. 89 An idle and vacant life.. is

not calculated to be a happy one.

d. At leisure to devote oneself to some object.

Also of things, open or accessible to some in-

fluence, etc. Now rare or Obs.
1631 Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 151 How much more ought

Christians to bee vacant to God alone on the Lords day?
1660 H. Mokk Myst. Godl. v. xiv. 172 Grotius, . .who by
reason of his Political emploiments could not be so entirely

vacant to the searching into so abstruse a Mystery. 1685

Baxter Parap/tr. N. T. 1 Tim. v. 13 Those that are taken
up with Family Business of their own are not so vacant and
liable to these Crimes. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. m P5
When the heart is vacant to every fresh form of delight.

'763 — Let. to Boswell 8 Dec., Vacant to every object, and
sensible of every impulse. 1838 Sir J. Stephen Eccl. Ess.
II. 184 So long as they shall be vacant to record, .contrite
reminiscences of a desire for roasted goose.

+ e. At leisurefor something. Obs.-1

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vm, § 147 Sir John Berkely^..
who was the more vacant for that service by the reduction
of Barnstable.

5. Of the mind or brain : Devoid of or un-
occupied with thought or reflection. Chiefly poet.

1579 Spenser S/ieph. Cat. Oct. 100 The vaunted verse a
vacant head demaundes, Ne wont with crabbed care the
Muses dwell. 1599 Shaks. Hen. K, iv. i. 286 The wretched
Slaue: Who with a body fill'd and vacant mind, Gets him
to rest. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 122 The loud laugh that
spoke the vacant mind. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 624 Absence
of occupation is not rest, A mind quite vacant is a mind
distress d. 1818 Miss Febribs Marriage xv, The demon
of ennui again took possession of her vacant mind. 1855
Tennyson Daisy 106 Perchance, to lull the throbs of pain,
Perchance, to charm a vacant brain.

t b. Abstracted or disengagedfrom (the body,

etc.) in contemplation or reverie. Obs.-1

1680 H. More Appeal. Apoc. 5, I was in the spirit on the
Lord's day, . .my mind being vacant from this earthly body,
and external senses.

t c. free from care or anxiety. Obs. rare,

a 1639 Wotton in Reliq. (1685) 171 The Duke.. even in the
midst of so many diversions, had continually a very pleasant

and vacant face (as I may well call it) proceeding no dcubt
from a singular assurance in his temper. 1723 Steele
Conscious Lovers 11. i, Why so much Care in thy Counten-
ance?. .You, who used to be so Gay, so Open, so Vacant

!

6. Characterized by, exhibiting, or proceeding

from, absence of intelligence or thought ; ex-

pressionless, meaningless ; inane.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 515 r 4 The vacant look of a fine

Lady is not to be preserved, if she admits any thing to take

up her Thoughts but her own dear Person. 1780 Cowper
Progr. Error 205 Yet folly ever has a vacant .stare. 1819
Shelley Cenci in. i. 277 Let me mask Mine own [looks] in

some inane and vacant smile. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva
Brit. 31 The loud laugh of the woodpecker, joyous and
vacant. 1841 James Brigand i, His eyes gazed upon the

scene, but with somewhat of a vacant aspect. 1878 11.

Taylor Deukalion 11. i. 56 Vacant are thine eyes, Cold thine

insulted brow and mute thy lips.

b. Empty-headed, unthinking, rare.

1879 Fkoude Caesar xii. 163 Metellus was a vacant aristo-

crat, to be depended on for resisting popular demands, but

without insight otherwise.

7. Comb. , as vacant-looking, -minded atljs.

;

vacant-heariednesSy -mindedness.
1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla III. 219 We all heard he

was engaged to your beautiful vacant-looking cousin. 1846
Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 49 If they have formerly
figured as beauties, the fickle voice of fashion now proclaims
that they are ' pretty, certainly, but silly and vacant-look-
ing'. 1879 HoWELLS L. Aroostook xviii, Her frivolity

—

her not so much vacant-minded r,ess as vacant-heartedness.

1883 J. Mackenzie Day-dawn Dark Places 272, I have
been saddened by the vacant-minded pupil.

B. sb. f 1- Se, A vacant estate. Obs.—1

c 1475 Ran/ Coii^ear 758 And als the nixt vacant. .That
hapnis in France, quhair sa euer it fall, Forfallour or fre

waird .. I gif the heir heritabilly.

f 2. One who has held office but is for the time

being unemployed or in retirement. Obs. rare.

i6oa Segar Hon. Mil. fy Civ. IV. xxi. [236 These diuers
degrees were in the Emperiall Court called Administrantes,
Vacantes, and Honorarii. Ibid.] 237 Note likewise that the

Officers whom we call Vacants are of two sorts.

1 3. //. A vacation. Obs." 1

1647 May Hist. Pari. 1. iii. 35 The next Terme, after the

ordinary vacants, to be held at the Burgh of Dendie.

T 4. poet. A vacant space ; a vacuum. Obs. rare.

171a Black.mohk Creation v. 248 Ready by Turns to rise

or to descend, Nature against a Vac;'rr to defend. Ibid.

Vii. 355 Thou in the Vacant didst the Earth suspend.

Hence f Va'cant v. a. trans. To render vacant,

in various senses ; to vacate, b. intr. To take a

vacation. Obs. rare.

1649 Rainbow Funeral Scrm. 29 May 30 She applyed her

self vigorously to the setling of all things, which concerned
the secular affairs of her Family, that so she might totally

and wholly be vacanted to God. 1674 [Z. Cawcrey]
Catholicon 18 Which Sacredness they know may be presently

vacanted by the Prcvalency of a greater opposite Power.

175a Scottatufs Glory 57 For getting Yule kept up Our
highest courts vacanted.

Vacantie, obs. var. Vacancy.

Vacantly (v^-kantli), adv. [f. Vacant a. f

-LY^.] In a vacant manner; fin freedom from

business or work.
1615 Sandys Trav. 288 Great is the difference between

leading thy life vacantly and leading it slouthfully. 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam v. 1915 lis sculptured walls vacantly

to the stroke of footfalls answered. 1839 Dickens Nickldy

xv, The back parlour sat with her mouth wide open staring

vacantly at the collector, in a stupor of dismay. 1897

Rhoscomyl White Rose Arno 322 Striding over to the place-

he laughed vacantly as he heard the story.

tVaxantry. Obs.- 1
[(. as prec. + -by.]

Vacancy, idleness, inoccupation.

1606 Chapman Hero <y Leander vi. 133 So serious is his

trifling conipanie In all his swelling ship of vacantrie.

II Vacat. Obs. [L., 3rd sing. pres. ind. of vacate

to be vacant. Cf. Vacatuh.] An annulment or

abrogation. ,

1-J



VACATABLE.
1592 Child-Marriages 160 To ihend that the Recogniz-

aunce thereof may be Adnihilated and voyd, and a vacat
therevpon to be entred, 1643 R. Baker C/trou., Edw. II
145 The want of his fathers blessing, .without which a Vacat
is set upon the labours of men. a 1672 Twysden in Spel-
tuan's Hist. Sacrilege (1698) Add. 21, Matt. Paris, .having
written that Marriage to have been Contra Consilium Episc.
Edmundi, [he] did afterwards make a Vacat of it.

Vaca table, a. [f. Vacate v. + -able.] That
may be vacated ; capable of becoming vacant.
1895 JVestm. Gaz. 16 May 2/1 The number of Liberal

seats vacatable in England and Scotland.

t Vacate, pa. ppte. Obs.- 1 [ad. L. vacdtus
y

pa. pple. of vacdre : see next.] Annulled, made
legally void.

c 1688 Vind. Proc. H. M. Eccl. Comm. 54 The statute is

Obsolete,.. and must be esteemed as if it had been vacate
and null.

Vacate (vv'-k^'t, vak^-t), v. [ad. L. vacat-,

ppl. stem of vacdre to be empty, free, etc.]

1. trans. To make void in law; to deprive of
legal authority or validity; to annul or cancel.
Very common in the 17-iSth c. Now only in legal use.

1643 PRVMNB Sov. Poiver Pari. if. (ed. 2) 53 The King
calling a Parliament at Winchester, utterly repealed and
vacated those former Ordinances. 1677 Marvell Corr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 538 If any one should spend before the
day of election above ten pound,, .it shall be accounted
bribery, and vacate his choice. 1709 Lend. Gaz. No. 453B/1
All Entries, .shall be vacated and cancelled. 1750 Carte
Hist. Erig, II. 158 Her relations.. incited him [Hen. VIII]
to remove the obstaJes to his happiness, by vacating his
marriage with Anne of Cleves. 1790 in Dallas Amer. Laiu
Rep. I. 120 The court will confirm the Judgment as to one,
and vacate it as to the other. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi
Pritts (ed. 4) II. 1141 Such omission on the part of the
officer will not vacate the contract. 1853 Macailay Hist.
Eng. xxiii. V. 35 The opposition asked leave to bring in a
bill vacating all grants of Crown property which had been
made since the Revolution. 1883 Law Times Rc/>. XLIX.
133/r, I - . declare the deed to be void, and that it ought to
be cancelled and the registration vacated.

b. trans/. To deprive of force, efficacy, or
value ; to render inoperative, meaningless, or use-

less. Now Obs. or rare.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. {1669) 584/1 The Christians
Creed doth not vacate the Ten Commandments. 1698
Chiixot Evil Thoughts i. (1851) 4 Endeavouring to vacate
the obligation of the fifth commandment. 1711 in G. Hickes
Two Treat. Chr. Priest h. (1847) I. 323 A punctilio;, .as such
it is vacated by the universal practice of the Church, a 1791
Wesley To Servants Wks. i8n IX. 103 The character of
the master, .does not vacate the duty of the servant. 1802
Paley Nat. Theol. 1. i. § 3. 6 These superfluous parts.,
would not vacate the reasoning which we had instituted
concerning other parts. 1827 R. Hall Wks. (1832) VI. 414
They.. inculcated the obligation of circumcision, ..thereby
vacating and superseding the sacrifice of Christ.

O. To remove or withdraw (a record).

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 128 Imbezzling or vacating
records.. is a felonious offence against public justice.

2. To make or render (a post or position) vacant

;

to deprive of an occupant or holder.

1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 80 As a Garter
was vacated by the death of Lord Strafford. 1751 T. Sharp
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 375 Some of the Bishopricks
vacated by the deprivation of the Nonjur. Bishops. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 153 Suppose. .that the whole royal
line should at any time fail, and become extinct, which
would indisputably vacate the throne. 1828 Lytton Pelham
I. x.w, One of the seats in your uncle's borough, .is every
day expected^ to be vacated. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) IV. xxi. 678 Hadrian de Castello sought the death of
Pope Leo in order to vacate the throne which, when it was
vacated, was filled by Hadrian of Utrecht.

b. To leave (an office, position, etc.) vacant by
death, resignation, or retirement; to give up, re-

linquish, or resign the holding or possession of.

1850 Thackeray Pcndcnnis lxv, Pen. .promised that he
would give his election dinner there, when the Baronet
should vacate his seat in the young man's favour. 1875 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. (ed. 3) Pref. p. x note, When the above
was written the author had still the Chair of Poetry at
Oxford, which he has since vacated.

e. absol. To give up an office or position.
1812 in Examiner- 30 Nov. 763/r As soon as the forms of

the House will admit of a Member vacating, in consequence
of a double return. 1894 Boase Exeter Coll. (O.H.S.)
p. lxxix, A Devonshire fellowship was given to Maurice
Ley,.. but Ley soon vacated.

3. To leave or withdraw from (a place, seat,

etc.); to quit or give up.
1791 Mrs,_Radcliffe Rom. Forest iv, It was most pro-

bable that if the officers, .found the abbey vacated, they
would quit before morning. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cont.
Countries I. 172 The English ladies., had caused their
servant to insult one of the collegians, .in the hope that they
would vacate the premises. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. v.

61, I have determined, .to remove him to the berth Riley
has vacated,

b. absol. To give up possession or occupancy of

a house, etc.

1854 Thoreau Walden 48, I to pay four dollars and
twenty.five cents to-night, he to vacate at five to-morrow
morning. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax xlv, So we
vacated ; and all that long Sunday we sat in the parlour
lately our neighbour's.

4. intr. y a. To devote one's time, to give one-
self up, to something. Obs. rare.
1685 Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin (1888) 7 Prescribing to her-

selfe a constant method of devotion,, .that she might the
better vacate to holy dutyes. « 1706 — Hist. Relig. (1850I
II. 260 There must be deacons and deaconesses, .so that
the preachers may wholly vacate to the Word.

4

t b. To withdraw oneself/?w» (a task). Obs.~^

1665 G. Harvev Adv. apt. Plague 1, I might justly

vacate from this task, having so lately amused my self

about a Tract of the French Contagion.

c. U.S. To give up work for a time ; to take a

holiday or vacation.
1885 Advance (Chicago) 23 July 476 One thing he [a

Chinaman] can never learn, and that is how to vacate.

Hence Vaca'ted ppl. a.

1791 On Relig. Fashionable World 114 It is the very

genius of Christianity to extirpate all selfishness, on whose
vacated ground benevolence, .plants itself. 1831 I. Taylor
Ediuards' Freed. Will Prefat. Essay p. xxxix, They find a
deserted city and vacated palaces. 1863 Dana Man. Geol.

727 Leaving the rock either side of the vacated space to be

pressed together. 1903 YV. Bkight Age ofFathers II. xxx.

94 The priest Eugenius . . was rewarded by promotion to

the vacated see.

Vacating (vak^'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Vacate v.]

1. The action of annulling, making void, or de-

priving of legal authority or validity.

1648 (title), A Declaration of the Commons of England,.

.

expressing their reasons for the Adnulling and Vacating of
these Ensuing Votes. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Neiv Invent.

p. xcvii, How .. several Lord Mayors .. prosecuted the

vacating of Patents that they judged entrenching on the

Conservacy. 1764 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. ii. (1765) 229
From the restoration until the vacating the charter. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 227 Such a method as the vacating
a statute long before extinguished.

2. The action of giving up, leaving, or relin-

quishing.
i8zo Southey Wesley I. 121 He therefore looked upon

himself to be fully discharged from that cure by the vacat-
ing of his primary design. 1855 Brewster Newton I. iv.

98 The expected vacating of his Fellowship. 1905 Sat. Rev.
23 Sept. 397/2 The vacating of a Warden's residence.

Vacation (vak^Jan), sb. Forms: 4-5 vaca-
cioun, 5 vacacyone, -cione, -cyoun, waca-
cion(e, 5-6 vacacion (6 -cyon), 6 vacatione,
5- vacation, [a. OF. (also mod.F.) vacation

( = Tt. vacazione, Sp. vacacion, Fg.vacacao), or ad.

L. vacation-, vacdtio (med.L. also vacdeto), f.

vacdre : see Vacate v.]

I. 1. Freedom, release, or restfrom some occu-

pation, business, or activity.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 6S4 Whan he hadde leyser
and vacacioun From oother worldly occupacloun. 1531 Elyot
Gov. 1. ii, What vacacion had they from the warres? 1575
Laneham Let. (1871) 12 The forenoon occupied, .in quiet

and vacation from woork. 1621 Brathwait Nat. Embassie
(1877) 156 Admit of no vacation, saue onely vacation from
vice. 1690 R. Lucas Humane Life 245 The life of the
sluggish is but a waking dream, a vacation from all busi-

ness. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia II. 165 Especially
during the days of vacation from ordinary business.

b. Without const. Freedom or respite from
work, etc.; time of rest or leisure.

C1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. iv. 777 Bot bai war til Sancte
Petyr ay Helparis in his lattyr day, Qwhen he gaf his

vacacion Al hail til his deuocion. 1548UDALL, etc. Erasm.
Far. fohn viii. 58 A secrete place, or some vacacion is

conuenient for preachers of the gospell. 1570 T. Norton
NoiveTs Caiech. (1853) 129 When, resting from worldly
business.., and as it were having a certain holy vacation.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xn. xvii. (1620) 435 His
vacation is not idle, sloathfull nor sluggish. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. 1. iv. 20 The Primitive Confessours were so taken
up with what they endured, they had no vacation largely to

relate their own or others Sufferings.

iransf. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xii. (1840) 66 After the
tempest of a long war,. .king Baldwin had a five years
vacation of peace in his old age.

fc. Leisure for, or devoted to, some special

purpose; hence, occupation, business. Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. lviii. 135 Put be vacacion of

god [L. Deivacalionem] before all ober binges. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 45 Ther prencipal vacatione vas on the neuresing
of bestialite. /iftu£*Thsr is na faculte, stait, nor vacatione
. . that can be conparit til oure stait. 1603 Flokio Montaigne
11. xii. 308 She [Philosophy] asenbeth no other consultation
[to the Gods], nor imputeth other vacation vnto them. 1627
W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. <i62g) 2 Charity

(
which is the

vttnost pretended aime of single life, and wilfull pouertie,
whole Vacation to the Contemplation of the glorious Deitie.

1654 Hammond Fundam. xi. Wks. 1674 I. 298 The inestim-
able benefit of peace, and quiet and vacation for piety.

f d. Absence from duty or from some usual
post ; also, a sum paid for absence or exemption.
1461-83 in Hottseh. Ord. (ed. 4) 32 Savynge the right of

the countynghouse in chekking them for theire vacations or
for Iak of recordes. 1473-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 57/1 Sommcs
of money., abated of the fees., of any of the said Souldeours
. . for the vacations and absence oute of the said Toune. 1583
Melbancke Fhilotimus Q ij b, Parmenlo his tongue was
very fine and voluble to run ouer his masters whole life this
time of vacation from his mistris. 1591 Savile Tacitus,
Hist. 1. lviii. 33 Vitellius..paies the vacations to the Cen-
turions out of his cofers.

2. A period during which there is a formal sus-

pension of activity; one or other part of the year
during which law-courts, universities, or schools
are suspended or closed ; holidays.
c 1456 Pecock Bk. of Faith (1909) 228 Hou myche labour

is maad in ynnes of Court in Londoun, bi tymes of vaca-
cioun, aboute the reding.. of the Kingis Statutis. c 1460
Fortescve A is. $ Lim. A/on. xv. (1885) 148 How monyowres
off the day this counsell shall sytt, when thai shall haue any
vacasion. 1529 Sel. Cases Star Chamber (Selden) II. 36
We dyd apoynte them there to mete ageyne at the vacacion
of Christmas last past. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. m. ii. 349
[Time stays] With Lawiers in the vacation: for theysleepe
bctweene Terme and Tcrme. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 10, I

VACATION.
judge Lawyers and Officers more happy, who have their

Termes to live in the City, and their Vacations to returne

into the.Countrey. a 1668 Davenant Play-ho. to be Let 1. i,

We are standing Properties of the Play-house, which, in

Vacation, lye in pawn for the Rent. 1722 De Foe Plague
(Rtldg.) 29 It being in the Time of the Vacation. 1771
Phil. Trans. LXL 324 The young nobleman, ..whom I

accompanied to his seat from the university, during the
Christmas-vacation. 1796 Burke Let. Noble Lord Wks.
VIII. 35 Every honest father of a family. .will pray that

there may be a very long vacation in all such schools. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 216 For no other reason, perhaps,
but because the fine was levied in the vacation, and was
dated as of the preceding term. 1829 Lytton Disowned vi,

To this house Algernon was constantly consigned during his

vacations from school. 1904 Mrs. Creighton Life Bp.
Creighton I. x. 308 In the Easter Vacation we went for a
short walking tour in Norfolk.
iransf. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof St. iv. i. 242 Wherefore

in the midst of the Term of his busines.se he makes himself
a vacation to speak with them, c 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658)

814 The King of Kings forbore his hunting and feasting of

the Nobles, which is a Kinde of Vacation among the Par*
thians.

b. Long Vacation (see Long a. 1 18).

a 1601 Sir T. Fanshawe Pract. Exch. (1658) 160 In every
long vacation all the bills, .and other pleadings are to be
taken from the common files. 1631 T. Adams in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 150 The arabick Lecture.. to be entred
upon after that long vacation following. 1693 [see Long a.

18]. 1706 Hearse Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 215 In ye Long-
Vacation [he] made an Excursion. 1825- [see Long a. 18].

1882 H. C. Merivale Faucit of B. v, When season, reading-
party, and long vacation were all over, ..much distressed

was the Oxford world [etc.].

C. A holiday. Chiefly U.S.
1878 Masque of Poets 177 At Saratoga, where you meet

all grades of well-dressed people spending short vacations.

1888 A. K. Green (Mrs. Rohtfs) Behind Closed Doors vi, She
went away for a short vacation a few days ago.

d. attrib.j as vacation-exercise, -task, -time, etc.

i628Milton(^V/(,,
i
At a Vacation Exercise in the Colledge.

a 1668 Davenant Play*ho. to he Let Wks. (1673) 75 Good,
Sir, no French translation till the Tearm; It is too precious
for Vacation-ware. 1721 Amherst Terra Fit. No. 47 (1726)

251 Every monday throughout the year, in vacation-time as
well as in term-time. 1797 in Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O.H.S.)

298 This Vacation exercise, the subject of which will be
communicated to him at the usual time. 1828 Lytton
Pelham II. xiii, It is now vacation time, and I have come
to town with the idea of holding lectures on the state of

education. 1844 Talfourd {title), Vacation Rambles and
Thoughts. 1894 Ld. Coleridge in Life (1904I II. xii. 382,

I am smitten once more with the fate of Vacation Judge.
1904 'M. V. Halidom ' Weird 'Transform, x. 84 What with
his walks and his vacation tasks, small danger was appre-
hended.

3. fa. A state or period characterized by the

intermission or absence ^/"something. Obs.

1567 Allen Dcf. Priesth. Pref., In this pitifull vacation

and long lacke of the practise of priesthoode. 1630 Len.
nard tr. Charron's Wisd. (1658) 31 Whereby followeth a
kind of intermission and vacation of the actions. 1677
Temple Let. to ffydeWkt* 1720 II. 474 We have had since

Monday last, a perfect Vacation pf all Affairs, a 1711 Ken
Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 115 Sleep's a Vacation of
our Pow'rs, And innocently wastes our Hours,

f b. A cessationfrom something.
1617 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 184 This

day is here Good Friday, and such a dead vacation from
all kind of business, as 1 can now add little to this letter.

c 1770 Eliz. Carter Lett. (1808) 96 That dead vacation
from all present hopes and fears that stupifies the retirement
of a convent.

C. A state or period of inactivity.

1644 Bulwer Chiron. 116 The inconvenience of this cold

vacation in the Hand, gave being to that Axiome in Rhet-
oriiuie [etc.], 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Pref.

p. viii, The occasional vacations of the Press, by reason of
Festivals, or the absence of the Corrector. 1863 Stanley
Jew. Ch, (1877) I. iv. 75 The city was in a state of compara-
tive desolation;., a vacation of centuries had passed over it.

4. A time of freedom, release, or respite {from
something).
1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. xii. 125 The Mantinaans,

finding the war to be carried frcm their wals,. .woulduse the

commodity of that vacation. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1. vi,

The longest vacation from persecution they enjoyed was
when Charles was Emperor of the West. 1670 Cotton
Fspcrnon 1. iv. 189 Giving himself a vacation from the

hardships of War. 1714 R. Fiddes Pract. Disc. 11. 100

Such times should be vacations from the common business

and affairs of human life. 1748 tr. Vegetius Renatus 244
Let.. a Vacation from Labour be given him.

II. f 5- The fact of an Office or post becoming
or being vacant; the time during winch the

vacancy lasts. Obs.
Chiefly in ecclesiastical use : see («).

{a) c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. viii. xxxiii. 5897 In til a waca-

cione pai walde noucht mak electione Twys. 1454 Rolls of
i'arit.V.QW, 1 Of all..voidaunce of Bisshopriches, Abbey.s

and Prioryes, tyme of vacation [etc.]. 1533-4 Act 25 lien.

VIII
% c. 21 § 16 All.. licences.. shall (during the vacation of

the same see) be..graunted vnder the name and seale of the

gardiane of the spiritualities. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidatte's

Comm. 366b, Bishopprickes aboute Ixxxxvi, by the vacations

whereof, as they terme it, is caried to Rome a wonderful

some of gold. 1602 Segar I/on. Mil. % Civ. iv. xxiv.

244 If it fall out that the Archbishop of Cant^iburie be

not there, by the vacation of his See, then the Archbishop

of Yorke is to take his place. 1653 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. 71

Certain lands assumed by the Queen from some Hishopricks

during their vacation. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref I. vi. 98

AH arrearages of subsidies and tenths pa^t hi the days of

their predecessors, and in times of vacation.

(fi) 1542 Hen. VIII Decl. War Scots D ij, All castels &
holdes were surrendred to him as to the superior lord in the

tyme of vacation. 1560 Daus tr. Slcidane's Comm. 16 That



VACATION. VACCININE.

he shall ratine that which was done in the vacation of
thempire, by the countie Palatine. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World 11. xxii. 475 But we are now arrived at a mcere
vacation, wherein the Crown of Juda lay voyd eleven whole
yeares. 163a Lithgow Trav. 111. 89 This commonly they
practise in euery such like vacation, which otherwise, they

durst neuer attempt.

fh. A vacant post; a vacancy. Obs.

1535 Cromwell in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) I. 398. I

hertely desyre & pray you. .to graunt vnto tlie said Robert
the next vacacion of one of the iiii Clarkes of that your
courte.

t 6. The fact of a house being unoccupied or

untenanted; loss of rent due to this. Obs.

1479-81 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 96 Vacacions. In
primys syr Rafis chambyr, voyde by ij quarters, the quarter

at ij s iij d. Ibid, 192 Item, ffor the wacacion of the howse
that WylUam Raynsford dwellyd in, for iij quarters, xxs.

f7. Empty space ; vacuity. Ob$r~x

1743 Lond. <$• Country Brew, in, (ed. 2) 211, I am of
Opinion nothing less than four or five Feet high Vacation
ought to be allowed . . in order to break the Force of such an
Ebullition, by thus giving it Room enough to expand.

III. t 8. The action of voiding or evacuating.

1607 Markham Car-el. vn. (1617) 33 From fulnes, as from
surfeit of meate or drink, or the want of vacation of humors.

9. The action of vacating, of leaving (or being

left) vacant or unoccupied.
1876 Clark Russell Is he the Man t II. 2 The servants

were ignorant of the true reason of old Mrs. Ransome's
sudden vacation of the house. 1884 Munch. Exam. 29 May
5/2 The Viceroyalty of India, .will then be on the point of
vacation by the Marquis of Ripon. 1892 Sat. Rev. 22 Oct.
465/1 Seats chosen for vacation by the Gladstonians them-
selves.

Hence Vaca'tion v. intr., to take a vacation or

holiday. Vacationer, (a) If. S., a holiday-maker;

(b) a vacation-student. Vacationist, = prec. (a).

Vaca'tionless a., having no vacation or holidays.

1896 Advance (Chicago^ 27 Aug. 273 Despite hard times,

people will go * vacationing. 1890 Ibid. 28 Aug., The
'swallows homeward fly'; and so, by sea and land, do
•vacationers and tourists. 1S98 Atlantic Monthly LXXXTI.
491/1 It did my vacationer's heart good to see men so
cheerfully industrious. 1904 Middle Temple Rec, Min,
Parlt. I. 389 The following vacationers are fined 20s. each
for absence from Mr. Daston's reading. 1885 Field 18 Apr.
5L1 The *vacationist in quest of bracing air. .will find in

Tyrol many places to suit him. iSgzlb/d. 2 July 25 '2 Rivers
..attractive to the summer vacationist. 1891 Advance
(Chicago) 25 June, I dislike to^ go away leaving people
*vacntionless who deserve an outing more than I do.

II Vacatur. Obs, [L. vacatur, 3rd sing. pres.

ind. pass, of vacdre : cf, Vacat.] An annulment.
1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1739/3 Whether Your Majesty will

be pleased to order a Vacatur to be entred upon the Enroll-
ment of the Charter now surrendred. 181 x in Re/>. Commis.
Pub/. Rec. Irel. (18151 71 For every Vacatur—(This seldom
happens, not one having occurred these six years back),

£2. 17. 11.

Vaccarage, rare. [See next and -age. Cf.

also med.L. vaccagiumj] = next.

1895 Line. N.fyQ. IV. 131 The vaccaria, vaccarages, or
cow-pastures attached to the Abbey.

Vaccary (vrc'kari). Now only Hist. Also $-6
vaccarie, 6 vaccharie, 7 vacharie. [ad. med.L.
vaccaria, f. L. vacca cow. Cf. Vacheuy, and Pg.

vacaria herd of cows.] A place where cows are

kept or pastured ; a dairy-farm.

1471 in Archaeol. XLVII. 195 Th'issues, prouffites, and
revenues coming.. of the ferme of the vaccarie of Sleig-
holme. 1545 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 16 One parcell of lond
called the Vaccharie, conteyninge by estimacion threscore
Acres. 1594 Ckomi'ton Jurisd. 194 Without warrant no
subiect may haue within the forest a vaccarie. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Vaccary, alias vacharie, seemes to be a house
to keep kine or cowes in. [Hence in Phillips, etc.] 1815
Dickson Lancashire 13 The Forest of Wyersdale.. being
distributed into twelve different tracts.. which still retain

the ancient title of vaccarics or cow.pastures. [1863 J. R.
Walhkan Mem. Fountains Abbey (Surtees) 343 note, To
render annually of the profits of the vaccary twenty six
^ones eight pounds of butter.]

Vaoche(n, southern ME. var. Ketch v.

Vacci- (varksi), combining form of L. vacca

cow, a9 in Vaccicide, the killing of a cow;
Vaccimu Igence, milking of cows.
Also, in recent Diets., vaccigenous (for *z>acciuigcu<'us)

adj., 'producing vaccine '.

1796 Coleridge AV^jf. Z,//. (1845) II. 381 Will you try to
look out for a fit servant for us,, .scientific in vaccimulgence?
That last word is a new one. 1900 M. C. Wilson Irene
Petrie xi. 249 In Kashmir vaccicide is a capital crime.

tVaccin. Obsr* [ad. L. vactJn Aww.] (See
Vaccinium.)
1589 Ki.kming Virg. Gcorg. x. 36 What then, if Amint bea
Bou blackefand swart) so violets and vaccina tooare blacke.

Vaccinable, /. [f. Vaccin-ate ».] Capable
of being successfully vaccinated.
1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Vaccinal (varksinal, vaeksai'nal), a, [f. VAO-
cine sb. + -AL, or a. F, vaccinal {\§\ 2) !\ Of or per-
taining to, connected with, vaccine or vaccination.
1888 F.ncycl. Brit. XXIV. 26/2 The vaccinal eruption,

especially on the scalp. Ibid. 27/1 Epidemics of vaccinal
sore arms. 1899 Daily News 6 March 85 An inspector
comes down to inquire into the vaccinal condition of the
sufferers.

Vaccinate 'vsrksin^O, v. [f. Vaccine a.

Ct. K. vacciner [a 1803), It. vaccinare
9
Pg. vac-

cinar, Sp. vacunar.]

1. trans. To inoculate with the virus of cow-pox
as a protection against small-pox.

1803 Ring Treat. Cow-pox n. 1026 A French physician.,
having vaccinated the son of the English Consul. Ibid. 1027

A number of those who were vaccinated in New England.
<~ 1825 S. M. Llovp Tommy Sole 2 When her only child,

Tomtnyj was at a proper age, Mr. Howard proposed to vac-

cinate him. [Foot-note, To inoculate him with the cow-pox.]

1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax xxv, Rather against

Ursula's wish, I vaccinated the children.

fig. 1809 Southey in Q. Rev, I. 212 It might be supposed
their ablutions at the cow's tail vaccinated them against the

contagion of any other religion. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poet
Breakf.-t. x, There are teachers, .who vaccinate the two
childhoods with wholesome doctrine. 1892 Zangwill Child.

Ghetto II. 3 Who will vaccinate him against free-thinking

as I would have done?

b. transf. To inoculate with a virus.

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 574 By vaccinating animals

. .with a strongly neurotoxic poison.

2. intr. To perform or practise vaccination.

1837 Macaulay Ess., Ld. Bacon (1807)404 The Baconian
takes out a lancet and begins to vaccinate. 1843 Markyat
M. Violet xviii, As I have before mentioned, the Shoshones
vaccinate. 1878 [see Vaccine .sA 2 J.

3. trans. To inject by or in vaccination.

1868 Skaton Handbk. Vaccination?.? When lymph raised

in cows by retro-vaccination is vaccinated back to the human
subject.

Hence Va'ccinated///. a., Va*ccmating vbL sb.

and///, a,

1808 Reece Med, Diet. s.v. Cow-pox, The proportion of
•vaccinated persons. 1876 Bristowe Th. ty Pract. Med.
(1S78) 177 Sometimes a roseolous rash spreads over the vac-

cinated limb. 1888 Fncycl. Brit. XXIV. 29/1 Do the
vaccinated escape in an epidemic 2 X867 Chambers's Fncycl.

IX. 688/2 The method of *vaccinating and the phenomena
of cow-pox. 1868 Ballard Vaccination 355 The puncture
of the vaccinating lancet. 1897 Allbutt's Syst, Med. 1 1. 715
An active vaccinating material.

Vaccination (vrcksin^'Jon). [f. Vaccine a.

Cf. F. vaccination (a 1803), It. vaccinazione (1S09),

Pg. Viuciuacao, Sp. vacuttac/on.]

1. The action or practice of inoculating with

vaccine matter as a preventative of small-pox.
1800 R. Dunning (title), Some observations on vaccination,

and the inoculated cow-pox. 1802 Rep. Committees, //.'.

Commons XIV. 1S7 Vaccination has justly called forth their

particular attention. 1813 Examiner 26 April 264/2 Prior

to the introduction of vaccination, several hundreds annu-
ally died of the small pox. 1846 Bkittan tr. Malgaigne's
Man. O/cr. Surg. 60 Vaccination comprises the modes of

collecting the vaccine, and of inoculating. 1876 Bristowe
'Ph. ff Pract. Med. (187S) 178 Small-pox has died out.. in

exact proportion asefficient vaccination has been generalised.

b. Inoculation with a virus.

1891 Nature 3 Sept., To the old dangerous method..,
Pasteur had added the less dangerous one of preventive in-

oculation by means of an attenuated virus, to which he had
applied the term vaccination- 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

711 The vaccination [with anti-rabic fluid] is usually made
into the subcutaneous connective tissues of the sheep.

2. aitrib., as vaccination act, defaulter% law,

officer, scar, etc.
"
1867 Chambers's Fncycl. IX. 690/1 In 1841, the Vaccina-

tion Act was passed. x888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 28 To make
the vaccination law more stringent. Ibid. 30 To certify to the
vaccination officer the fact of vaccination. 1897 Daily Navs
18 Sept. 3/3 Inflicting repeated penalties on vaccination

defaulters. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 627 Any case of
cancer affecting the vaccination scar.

Hence Vaccinationist, a believer in the efficacy

of vaccination.
1885 Pall Mall G 24 Mar. 2/1 Thls_ and similar allega-

tions form the sheet-anchor of the vaccinationist.

Vaccinator (v;vksiiu,l

t3.i). [f. Vaccinate v.

Cf. F. vaccinateur, It. vaccinatore, Pg. vaccinator,

Sp. vaetmador.]

1. One who performs, practises, or advocates

vaccination.
1808 Rekce Med. Diet. s.v. C&w-pox, How the vaccinators

account for this, I am at a loss to conjecture. 1863 Times
25 Apr., Many public vaccinators, it is said, are wholly in-

competent to perform their duty. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
II. 590 In another case the vaccinator, .died of erysipelas.

2. An instrument used in performing vaccination,

1875 in Knight Did. Meek. 2686/1. 1897 Allbutt's Syst,

Med. II. 633 Cases of. .septic infection have been known to

follow the use of some mechanical vaccinator.

Comb. 1885 Harries tr. Warlomont's Anim. Vaccination

124 [An] apparatus which we have called the vaccinator-

trephine.

Vaccinatory, a. rare [f. Vaccinate t/.]

Used for, connected with, vaccination ; vaccine.

i8z8 Blacfco, Mag. XXIV. S34 Quassia might be dis-

tributed gratis at Apothecary's Hall, as vaccinatory matter
is at the Cow-pox Hospital. 1880 Daily News 25 May 57
Pus just as efficacious for vaccinatory purposes as the lymph
halmually u->ed.

Vaccine (vecksain, -in), sb. [f. as next, or a,

F. vaccine (1800) cow-pox, vaccination, WOCttH

(1812) vaccine matter, = It. and Pg. vaccina, Sp.

vacuna.']

+ 1. Vaccination. Obs.—1

1803 tr. P. Le Brnns Mons. Botte HI. no Is it to them
the world owes inoculation, which they so long opposed ; or

the vaccine, which they still oppose?
2. Ynccine matter used in vaccination.

1846 [see Vaccination ij. 185* Lcadam Homoeopathy 361

A child.. totally insusceptible of the influence of vaccine.

1B64 Spectator 375 As ordinary KngHshmen say, the vaccine

took. 1878 T. Hrvant Pract. Su>g. I. q\ It would be also

well, for the purpose of keeping up a good supply of vaccine,
occasionally to vaccinate direct from the heifer.

Jig. 1861 Gen. R. Thompson Audi Alt. cliv. III. 155 Im-
pressing the advantages of industry, with the chance of
acting as a vaccine to the habits of thieves.

attrib. 1889 Buck's Ref Handbk. Med. Set. VII. 518
Ume's vaccine-scarificator consists of four blades fixed upon
a horizontal axis.

b. A preparation of some virus used for the

purpose of inoculation.

1894 Daily Neivs 15 Jan. 3/1 Graduated solutions of what
for want of a batter word may be called the vaccine.

Vaccine (vse'ksain, -in), a. [ad. L. vaccin-us

(J.
vacca cow), esp. in variohv vaccimv. cow pox

(Dr. Jenner, 1798). Cf. It. vacciuo.]

1. / 'accinc disease, pock, ^ G>\v-rox.
1799 Med. Jrul. I. 281 The certainty that the having

suffered the vaccine disease, will prove a preservative from
the infection of the small-pox. 1802 Ibid. VIII. 169, I fount]

the Vaccine-pock so safe and mild a disease, .that 1 became
a convert. 1851 Leadam Ilonuropathy 360 When the system
has been satisfactorily infected by the vaccine disease.

b. Appearing in, characteristic of, the disease of

cow-pox.
1800 Med. Jrnl. V. 28 Matter taken from a vaccine pus-

tule. 1816 Solthky in Q. Rev. XVI. 383 It might be sup-

posed that, like the vaccine infection, it st-curtd the system
against a stronger poison. 1845 Fncycl. Metrop. VII. 755/1
The vaccine cicatrix is round, deep, radiated, and puckered.
1888 Fncycl. Brit. XXIV. 26/2 Ulceration of the vaccine
vesicle . . is one of the commoner forms of ' bad arm '.

2. Vaccine lymph, matter, virus, the character-

istic virus of cow-pox (obtained directly or from

human subjects) which is employed in vaccination.

1799 Med. Jrul. II. 25 Manifestly arising from absorption

of vaccine matter into the system. 1799 Jenner Further
Obs. Var. Vaccina? (Crookshauk, 1S80) II. 188 Mr. Henry
Jenner.. inserted the vaccine virus into the arm of a child.

1813 D. Milne in Home Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
159, I gave his phial of vaccine matter to a Dr. Staunton.

1880 A. llinfs Princ. Med. 1043 The vesicles, .contain a

transparent, viscid liquid called the vaccine lymph. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. 11. 644 Essential constituents of vaccine

lymph.

3. Vaccine inoculation. - Vacci NATION 1

.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. -jio Extracts of Letters on the Vaccine
Inoculation. 1802 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe 182/1; Dr.

Jenner, the discoverer of the vaccine inoculation. 1806 K.

Willan {title), On Vaccine Inoculation.

b. Connected with vaccination.
i8iz Examiner 21 Sept. 597/2 The National Vaccine

Establishment has. .published its report. 1816 J. King
{title), A caution against vaccine swindlers and impostors.

4. Derived from, pertaining or relating to, cows.
1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 242 We have milk. ., butter, . cheese.

All ibis is vaccine matter. 1864 Daily Tel. 10 June, Cows
..executed a kind of comic vaccine war dance. 1881 S. R.
Macthail Relig. House of Pi itscardyn ii. 51 When any
animal about the farm became ill, there was generally to be

found some skilled person who professed vaccine medical
knowledge.

Vaccine, ^- rare~~\ =Vaccin*ate v. i.

1803 Mar. Edgewortu To-morrcnv Wks. 1832 V. 355,
I think we had better have him vaccined.

Vaccinee (vicksinr). rare. [Cf. prec. and
-KB •.] One who is, or has been, vaccinated.

1889 Buck's Ref. Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 518 Vaccineesof
twelve or more years. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 594
The three groups of vaccinees (vaccinated on the same day)
to which these children belonged.

II Vaccinia (viieksi-nia). Path. [mod.L., f.

L. vaccin-us Vaccine a.] Cow-pox.
Recent Diets, also give vaccinella and vacdniola as names

ofspurious or secondary eruptionssometimes following upon
vaccination.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 357 The Small-pox will never be ex-

tirpated till every parent is in the habit ofinserting the vac-

cinia in the arm of his child. 1842 Burgess Dis. Sk/u i2y

Genuine vaccinia is sometimes developed on the hands of

ostlers. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. 1. >;2 In other cases it

precedes an attack of smallpox, attends vaccinia, and is

common in children.

Hence Vaccinial a.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 572 A generalized vaccinial

eruption has been produced in children who had sucked
their vaccination pocks.

Vaccinide (varksinaid). Path. [a. F. vac-

cinide, f. vaccine Vaccine o.] (See quot. 1889.)

1889 Crookshank Hist. Vaccination II. 552 The Lyons
Commission is unwilling to admit the existence of generalized

vaccinal eruptions, or vaccinides. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
II. 571 The only decisive test whether an eruption following

vaccination be a true ' vaccinide ' or not.

Vaccinifer (vaA-si-nifai). [f. Vaccine sb.]

A person (esp. a child) acting as the transmitter

of vaccine virus.

1868 Ballard Vaccination 355 The admixture of blood

from the vessels of the syphilitic vaccinifer. 1878 1
.
Hrvant

Pract. Surg. I. 94 When the blood of a syphilitic vaccinifer

is transferred., to a non-syphilitic subject. j888 fncycl.

Brit. XXIV. 24/2 The circumstance that the calf, .becomes

the vaccinifer, instead of the child.

Hence Vacciniferous a*

1885 Harries tr. Warlomonfs Anim .
Vaccination 23 I he

v.io iniferous property of ' the grease '.

Vaoci-niform, a. Path. [f. Vaccinia.] Re-

sembling cow-pox. (In recent Diets.)

Va-ccinine. Also -in. [Cf. Vaccine sb. and a..

Vaccinia.] * The specific contagion of cow-pox.'

(In recent Diets.)

Vacciniola : see note to Vaccinia.



VACCINIST.

Vacciuist (vae'ksinist). [f. Vaccine sb. or a.

+ IST. Cf. anti-vaccinist (1822).] A vaccinator;

a supporter or advocate of vaccination.
1847 Webster, Vaccviist, one who inoculates with the cow-

pox. 1883 Vaccination Inquirer IV. 189 The most insolent
and fanatical vaccinist on the Metropolitan bench. 1898
Daily News 2 Apr. 4 From the point of view of the strict

vaccinists and from that of the anti-vaccinists.

II Vaccinium (va,'ksi*ni#m). Bot. [L. vac-

cinium bilberry (?).] a. A large genus of plants,

chiefly belonging to the northern hemisphere,
many species of which bear edible berries, b. One
or other species of this genus ; spec, a bilberry.

1706 Phillips <ed. Kersey), Vaccinium, a Black-berry, a
Bilberry, or Hurtle-berry ; alsoa Violet-flower. xy$$ Cham-
bers* CycL Suppl., Vaccinium, in botany, a name by which
some authors have called the great bilberry, or vitis idxa
magna of other writers. 1796 Withering Brit, Pi. (ed. 3)
II. 373 In structure [this is]certainly different from the other
Vacciniums. 1819 Stephens in Shaw's tTWi. Zool. XI. It, 269
It feeds upon the berries.. of the vaccinium. 1882 Garden
29 Apr. 292/2 Vacciniums mix well with American plants.

1894 Fenn In Alpine Valley III. 36 The dense mass of tender
leaved vaccinium.

Vaccinization (vaesksmaizMwi). [a. F. vac-
cinisation, f. vaccine Vaccine sb,] Vaccination
continued or repeated until the vaccine virus has
no effect.

1889 Buck's Re/. Handbk. Med. ScL VII. 515 In Holland,
a modified vaccinization has been practised for a long time,
ten insertions being made upon each subject.

Va'CCino-, combining form of Vaccine sb.

or a., or of Vaccinia, as in vaccinophobia (1S99),
vaccine-syphilis

y
vaccino-syphilitic adj.

1868 Ballard Vaccination 362 The dread of performing a
vaccino-syphilitic inoculation. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg.
I. 94 Vaccmo-syphilis may be transferred by means of vac-
cination. 1885 Harries ir. IVarlomout's Anim. Vaccina-
tion 7S The most pronounced case of vaccino-syphilis.

Vaccinoge nic, a. rare. [f. Vaccine sb.}

Producing vaccine ; vaccinal.
1889 Crookshank Hist. Vaccination II. 585 According to

some, the vaccinogenic eruption is never spontaneous in the
cow.

So Vaccino'genous a. (1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.)

Vaccinoid, sb. or a. Path. [f. Vaccine sb.

or a., or Vaccinia. Cf. F. vaccino'ide vaccinide.]

(See quots.)
1880 A. Flint's Princ. Med. [1044 Incomplete vaccinia,

z'accinoid, as it was termed by Trousseau. Ibid.] 1045 Par-
tial success, as shown by imperfect or vaccinoid vesicles, is

still more common.
|| Vaccrola. Obs. [mod.L. (Stokes), f. vacca

cow.] Cow-pox ; vaccinia.
1801 Med. Jml. V. 454 The incised part bore the charac-

teristic marks of pure Vacciola. 1804 Ibid. XII. 440 Small-
pox inoculation after vacciola.

fVa-cciolate, v. Obs. [f. prec] trans. To
vaccinate. So Vacciola*tion, Va'cciolator.
1804 Med. yml. XII. 242 The French inaccuracy, which

many of our most eminent vacciolators so complaisantly
adopt. Ibid. 440, I know many who. .have by design vac-
ciolated themselves after the small-pox. Ibid. 441 The effect

of variolation (inoculation of vacciolous matter).

t Vacciolous, a. Obs. [f. as prec] = Vac-
cine a. 2.

1804 Med. yml. XII. 242 Vacciolous matter is matter of
vacciola or cow-pock.

Vach., obs. Sc. f. Watch. Vacne, obs. f. Vetch.
tVa'Chery. Obs. Also4vacherie, 5 -erye,

-yre. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) vac/ierie, f. vache

cow.] —Vaccary. Also attrib.

*r 1325 J/.V. Rawl. B.j2o{o\. 28Recouerer. .boru forme bat
him is i-graunted boru acheson of wind mulle, bercherie,
vacherie, auoitingof his curt. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-\Vulcker6i8
Vaccarzum, a vacherye. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 507/2 Vach.
crye, or dayrye, vaccaria, armentarium. 1450 Rolls of
ParIt. V, 191/1 Of the two Vachyres called Brenand and
Whytledale. 1650 in Sussex Archxol. Coll. (1871) XXIII.
296 The vachery lands.. are not included in the valluacon.
Ibid., [The] litle stone gate below the vachery.

Vacht, obs. Sc. form of Waught v.

Vacillancy (varsilansi). Now rare, [f, next.

See -ancy and cf. It. vacillanza.] Vacillation.

1668 H. More Div. Dial, i.xviii, That Vacillancy in humane
Souls, and such Mutations as are found in corporeal matter.

1678 Sir G. Mackenzie trim. Laws Scot. 1. L § v. (1699) 8

The committing these Crimes may be occasioned by levity

and vacillancy of judgment in minors, a 1680 Glanvill
Sadducismus 1. 95 That the weakness and vacillancy of
this Method may yet more clearly appear. 1811 Chalmers
in Hanna Mem. (1849) I. x. 253 My mind was in a state of
vacillancy and discomfort.

Vacillant (varsilant), a. [ad. L. vacillant-,

vacillanSy pres. pple. of vacilldre : see next. So
¥. vacillant (14th c.).]

1. Uncertain, hesitating, wavering.
1521 Bradshaw's St. Werburge, Ball, to St. Werburge 2

With hert contrite accepte my supplicacion, Aydynge my
fraylete and lyfe vacillaunt. 1662 H. More Philos. Writ.
Pref. Gen. (1712) p. v, Because the reason of Universal
Nature, and of Man, ought to stand firm on all sides, and
to be no where vacillant. 1901 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 715/1
The vacillant, magnanimous, simple-hearted Levin.

2. Ent. Unsteady ; swaying readily.

i860 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1319/1 Vacillans, applied to

anthers when they are oblong, attached by the middle of

their length, and mobile; vacillant.

6

Vacillate, ppl. a. [Cf. next and -ate 2.]

Vacillating, unsteady.
1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai 1. 74 With purpose vacillate,

and changed resolve, He follow'd Israel.

Vacillate (vse'siltf't), v. [f. L. vacillate ppl.

stem of vacilldre to sway, stagger, totter, etc.,

whence also F. vaciller (1314), It. vacillare, Pg.
vacillar, Sp. vacilar.]

1. intr. To swing or sway unsteadily ; to be in

unstable equilibrium ; to stagger.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Er. Chirurg. cjb, Those
which are too longe doe vacillate, and turne this way and
that way in the hand. 1721 Bailey, To Vacillate, to.. stag-
ger, waggle, or shake. 1757^ Phil. Trans. L. 505 Whether
the earth, during the agitation of the waters, does rock and
vacillate, . . is what I shall leave to future inquiry. 1802 Paley
Nat. Theol. xxii, When a spheroid, .turns upon an axis
which is not permanent,, .it is always liable to shift and
vacillate from one axis to another. 1888 Stevenson Black
Arrow 175 Lawless, vacillating on his feet, and still shout-
ing the chorus of sea-ballads, took the long tiller in his hands.

b. To vary ; to hover doubtfully.
184.x D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 231 The fate of books

vacillates with the fancies of book-lovers. 1873 Earle
Philol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) § 186 Among the words which
still vacillate between the two sounds of EA, is the word
break.

c. To fluctuate ; to produce varying results.

1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. xv. 235 In the course of
these attempts at discovering and maintaining the best tern,

perature, it [an apparatus for condensing the vapour] was
found to vacillate.

2. To alternate or waver between different opin-

ions or courses of action.
1623 Cockkham i, Vacillate, to wauer, to be inconstant.

1661 R. Burney A'. Chas. presented^ His Majesties wrath
..causes the spirit of the ill-affected to vacillate. 1830
D'Israeli Chas. /, III. ii, 19 In his last years he stood
alone, and never less vacillated in his conduct. 1846 Ruskin
Mod. Painters II. in. iii. § 2. 179 note, He may pause, but
he must not hesitate,—and tremble, but he must not vacillate.

1891 Bp. Creighton in Mrs. Creighton Life (1904) II. i. 22
You can judge if you look within; you vacillate if you look
without.

b. T'req. const, between.
1827 J. V. Cooper Prairie II. xiii. 217 His looks appeared

to be strangely vacillating between hope and fear. 1850
M cCosh Div. Govt. 11. ii. (1874) 212 The superstitious man
vacillates, .between hope and fear, between self-confidence
and despondency.

Vacillating, ppl. a. [f. prec]
1. Of persons: Given to vacillation,
a 1814 WoKnsw, Excurs. iv. 309 The bad Have fairly

earned a victory o'er.. The vacillating, inconsistent good.
1844 Mem. Babylonian Princ. II. 57 This vacillating man
..wrote a second time, i860 Pusey Miu. Proph. 86 The
vacillating sinner, .. impelled by his sufferings, yet presenting
a passive resistance, 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 232 The
vacillating monarch restored the fishing privilege.

2. Of conduct, etc. : Marked by vacillation.

1828 D'Israeli Chas. Iy II. v. 132 [The] address .. throws
a clear and steady light on the vacillating conduct of Charles
the First. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 255 Very
unwillingly ..he was compelled to act his vacillating part to
England. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xli, The vacillating

expression of a mind unable to concentrate itself strongly.

3. Of things : a. Varying, changeful, b. Un-
steady, swaying.
182a Scott Peveril i, Following the vacillating and un-

happy fortunes of his master, a 1827 M'Arthur in Good
Study Med. (1829) II. 180 Pulse quick, generally full and
strong, in some cases quick, low, and vacillating. 1834 Lytton
Pompeii iv. v, He.. rushed with swift but vacillating steps

down the starlit streets.

Hence Vacillatingrly adv.
a 1849 Poe Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 565 He has made

successful and frequent incursions, although vacillatingly,

into the domain of the true Imagination.

Vacillation (v^sil^-Jan). Also 5 -acion. [ad.

L. vacilldtio, noun of action f. vacilldre Vacil-
late v. So F. vacillation (151 2), It, vacil/azione,

Pg. vacilfacao, Sp. vacilacion.']

1. The action or quality of alternating or waver-
ing in respect of opinion or conduct ; hesitation,

uncertainty.

c 1400 Pilgr. Stnulc (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 8oTho that ben
naturelle of the same countre withouten vacillacion wille

done theyr deuoyre. 1623 Cockeram 1, Vacillation, incon-
stancy, wauering. a 1649 Drumm.o* Hawih. Hist. Jos. Ill,
Wks. (1711) 40 That the friendship begun might continue
without all vacillation. 1697 Burghope Disc. Relig. Assemb,
101 This vacillation of thoughts is in some the consequent
of their very constitution. 1791 Bosweli, Johnson (Oxf. ed.)

I. 204 Christopher Smart, with whose unhappy vacillation
of mind he sincerely sympathised. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. I,

I. iii. 34 In the vacillation of the disputants, victory hung on
the subtilty of an argument, a 1853 F. Robertson Serin.
Ser. iv. TO, (1876) 49 There is such an indecision, such a
vacillation about the man. 1874 Green Short Hist, vii, § 3.

365 Elizabeth , . screened her . . statesmanship under the
natural timidity and vacillation of her sex.

b. An instance of this.

1828 D'Israeli Chas. I, I. v. 116 The agents on both sides
were shocked at the vacillations of their own Cabinets. 1879
Church Spenser 22 When all about her [Elizabeth] were
dismayed both at the plan itself and at her vacillations.

_

2. The action, or an act, of swaying or swinging

unsteadily to and fro.

Quot. 1633 is a rendering of St. Augustine De Red. Cath.
Coup. § 5, where the reading vaciltationes is doubtful.

1633 Prvnne 1st Pt. Histrio-m. 27 To prohibit the vse of

all diabolicall Enterludes, Vacillations, and songs of the

vacuist.
Gentiles. 1635 H. Valentine Sca-Sertn. 57 The second
effect of a tempest is the vacillation, staggering, and trepida-
tion of their bodies, 1711-2 Derham Phys.-Tneol. v. ii,

(1739) II. 667 To keep the Body upright, and prevent its

falling, by readily assisting against every Vacillation thereof.
1802 Paley Nat. T/ieol. xi. § 5. 220 The bones of the feet.

.

are put in action by every slip or vacillation of the body, and
seem to assist in restoring its balance. 1837 Blackw. Mag.
XLII. 233 For this cause did the intelligent creature repose
(though not indeed without vacillation) on the lower perch.

3. Variation between extremes. rare~K
1768 Phil. Trans. LVIII. 160 We shall then have.. the

double menstrual parallax, or vacillation, arising from the
whole diameter of the epicycle, 14".

Vacillator (varsik'tsj). [f. Vacillate v.]

One who vacillates or wavers.
1890 Spectator 30 July, If we win,.. the vacillators will

flock over to the Unionist standard. 1902 Sat. Rev. 8 Nov.
590/2 He . . is now but a querulous vacillator.

Vacillatory (vai'silatori), a. [f. Vacillate v.]

1. Marked by vacillation.
a 1734 North Exameu 1. i. (1740) 25 If ever such vacilla-

tory Accounts of Affairs of State, Kings and Monarchies,
were given in Print before, I am mistaken, a 1835 M cCul-
loch Attributes {1837) xlii. III. 89 The details are far too
numerous or obscure or vacillatory to admit of a place here.

1851 Hawthorne Twice-told T. II. viii. 118 My political

course, I must acknowledge, has been rather vacillatory.

2. Of persons : Tending to vacillate.

1854 Milman Lat. Chr. vn. iii. III. 183 Hildebrand..
for the first time.. is vacillatory, hesitating, doubtful. 1876
Trollope Amer. Senator xxxiv, The Postmaster, half
vacillatory, in his desire to oblige a neighbour produced the
letter.

Vacive, a. rare~-°, [ad. L. vacivus]. ( Empty,
void* (1656 Blount Glossogr.). Hence Vaci'vity,
'emptiness* (1721 Bailey).

t Va'CUate, pa. pple. Obs.—* [ad. L. vacuat-

7is, pa. pple. of vacudre : see next.] Made empty.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 339 Philippus-.scholde

destroye sone the cite if that hit were vacuate and voide of

discrete men.

+ Va cuate, v. Obs. [f. L. vacuat-, ppl. stem
of vacudre (hence It. vacuarc) to empty, clear, free,

f. vacuus: see Vacuum.]
1. trans, a. To clear out ; •= Evacuate v. 5.
x57a J- Jones Buckstones Bathes Benefyie 15 b, Galen

willeth to vacuat, dense, or empty, that which is euill. 1607
\Valkington Opt. Glass 49 That so the superfluous humidit y
of his stomach may be vacuated. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's
Disp. 165 Senny, Khabarb. .vacuate flegm also. 1760 Ann.
Reg. 1. 158/2 We have.. portable ventilators which are con-
tinually employed in vacuating the foul air from our hold.

b. To empty ; = Evacuate v. i.

1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. vi. 239 If he that
hath been once abundantly vacuated, must necessarily re-

lapse into the same disease. 1684 Bortet's Mere. Compit.
111. 84 When the Heart-burn is violent, we must not vacuate
the whole Body. 1765 Phil. T?-aus. LV. 84 Its so well

vacuated by boiling the quicksilver in the tube, that I

depend on its being luminous after being carried so far.

2, To annul, cancel, abrogate, set aside ; =
Evacuate v. 4.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes m. x. 129 Toboso too was flesh

and blood ; and how If some great Prince should vacuate
her vow? 1681 Hickeringill Black Non-Con/, xiii. Wks.
1716 II. 104 Which Law vacuates and makes null and void
all Laws of Man, ipso facto, that are made to the contrary.

1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. (1720) II. 234 There can
be no Laws contrived, .but what they can vacuate.

Hence f Va'cuating vbl. sb. Obs.
X684 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 125 They may act Eregularly,

to y8 Vacuating and Insecurity of such acts and Judgments
of ye said Courts.

t Vacua tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. vacudlio, f.

L. vacudre Vacuate v. So It. vacuazione, Pg.
vacuafdo.]
1. A vacuity or hollow part.

1541 R. Copland Guydotfs Quest. Chirurg. D 2 [Of bones]
They that haue the embossynges and vacuacyons be they
that make the ioyntes.

2. = Evacuation 1 a, 1 b.

1590 Barrough Meth. Physick 54 Through abundant
3 wets, and all other immoderate vacuations. 1607 Toi'SELL
Four-/. Beasts 284 The vacuation of blood & seede, is a
dubble charge to nature. 1635 A. Read Tumors ty Vlcers

197 The vacuation of the humor impacted in the part. 1657
'Iomlinson Renou's Disp. 45 Which distinction is taken
from the manner of excretion or vacuation. 1731 Bailey,

Vacuatiorty an emptying.

3. Emptiness, rare.

iGn Florio, Vacuatione, emptinesse, vacuation, vacuity,

voidnesse. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archa:ol. Soc.) I.

103 They very joyfull handlinge the same [a trunk], found it

promisinge noe vacuation, but verie heavy.

tVa'CUative. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Vacuatk v.]

= Evacuative sb.

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 318 The vital spirits.. are

consumed by heat, malignity, vacuatives, grief.

Vacirefy, v. [f. Vacuum, after L. vacuefactre

to make empty.] To produce a vacuum.

1737 Bailey (vol. II), To Vacuefy, to make void or empty.

1828 D. Craigie Path. Anat. 175 Vacuefying apparatus..

found in the upper surface of the head of the sucking fish.

tVa'CTlist. Obs. [ad. mod.L. vacuista
y

f.

vacu-um Vacuum. So It. and Sp. vacuista, F.

vacuisteJ] One who maintains the possibility of a

vacuum in nature.

1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.-Mech. xvii. 122 Those spaces

. which the Vacuists would have to be empty, because they

I
are manifestly devoid of Air, and all the grosser bodies.



VACTJITOUS. VACUOUS.
1664 Power E.rp. Fldlos. 11. 132 The second Hypothesis 's

of the Vacuists. 1682 Creech Lucretius (1683) Notes 14 Mr.
Hobs adds another Argument, which is of no force against
the Vacuists.

tVacu "items, a. Obs~x
[f. next.] Having

the nature of a vacuum ; empty of matter.
1766 G. Canning Anti-Lucretius m. 172 Where'er a spot

vacuitous ts found, There you must own that Matter feels a
bound.

Vacuity (voeki«*iti). Also 6 vacuytee, 6-7
vaeuitie, 7 vacuety. [ad. L. vacuitds empty
space, vacancy, freedom, etc., f. vacuus: seeVacuum.
So F. vacuity (1314), It. vacuila, Sp. vacuzdad, Pg.

vacuidade.']

I. 1, Absolute emptiness of space; complete
absence of matter.

1546 Langley tr. Pol. Verg. de Invent. 1. ii. 4 b, Epicurus
..putteth two Causes Atomos or Motes and Vaeuitie or
emptinesse. 1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon \. 2 For him
..The Horizons and hemespheres obay, And windes the
fillers of vaeuitie. c i6a6 Donne Serm, Wks. 1839 IV. 20
Water will clamber up hills and Air will sink down into

Vaults rather than admit Vacuity. 1644 Digbv Nat. Bodies
iii. (1658) 24 Aristotle . . hath demonstrated that there can be
no motion in vacuity, a 1700 Ken Ilymnothco Poet. Wks.
1/721 III.2Q4 Some Dotards dream'd. .That Atoms. .Should
rise from nothing in Vacuity. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Vacuum, But mere Space, or Vacuity, is suppos'd to be
extended ; therefore it is material. 1829 Chapters Phys. Set,

231 A large portion of interspersed vacuity is sufficient for all

purposes. x86. G. Outram Law Lyrics, The Annuity viii,

She beats the taeds that live in stanes An' fatten in vacuity.

b. With a, no, etc. (Passing into 8.)

1603 Holland PlutarcWs Mor. 1021 There is no voidnesse
or vacuity in nature. 1660 R. Coke Power fy Subj. 54 So
the laws of nature will admit of many things contrary to
nature, rather then endure a vacuity. 1704 Ray Creation
\. 83 Nature's abhorrence of a Vacuity.
trans/, a 1631 Donne Select. (1840) 244 In the first vacuity,

when thou wast nothing he sought thee so early as in
Adam. 1655 Fuller Hist. Cambr. (1840) 237 To prevent a
vacuity, (the detestation of nature,) a new plantation was
soon substituted in their room.

2. Emptiness consisting in the absence of solid

or liquid matter.

1579 G. Baker Guydo's Quest. 12 Some [bones] are em-
bossed for to enter, and other haue vacuity that receiueth.

1651 Biggs New Disp. 156 The vacuity of the depleted veins
doth attract the bloud beneath. 1821 Good Study Med. II.

10 This vacuity of the arteries upon death, was one of the
objections urged very forcibly by the ancients against the
circulation of the blood.

b. Absence of any of the visible objects usually

occupying certain spaces; complete emptiness in

respect of things or persons.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 268 Leading him to

a dark deep well, . . but terrified with the vacuity and dark-
nesse, he retired. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xv, The princess
and her maid,., seeing nothing to bound their prospect, con-
sidered themselves as in danger of being lost in a dreary
vacuity. 1775 — in Boswell (1816) II. 424 Madam, I do
not like to come down to vacuity. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xx,
Such^ sunbeams as forced their way through the narrow
Gothic lattices.. and. .lost themselves in the vacuity of the
vaults behind. 184a H. Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. 67
The grim spectres., who stalk from desolation to desolation,

through the dreary vacuity, .of chill and comfortless cham-
bers.^ 1891 Ti Hardy 'Less (1900) 139/1 As he gazed, amoving
spot intruded on the white vacuity of its perspective.

C. The fact of being unfilled or unoccupied.
1664 Evelyn Sylva 41 But 'tis cheaper to supply the

vacuity of such accidental decays by a new plantation. 1844
Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile 168 To fill the vacant
thrones of me and mine, Which affront Heaven with their

vacuity.

3. The quality or fact of being empty, in various

fig. senses.

1603 Florio Montaigneu. x\\. (1632) 247 To make them
feele the emptiness, vacuity, and no worth of man. 1640
lip. Reynolds Passions xvi. 169 The most generall [cause
of desire].. is a Vacuity, Indigence, and selfe-insufficiency

of the Soule. 1690 C Nesse Hist. Myst. O. <$ N. T. I. 289
They have the most light to discover to themselves their
own vacuity and nothingness. 1806 A. Knox Rem. I. 21
It would followthat . . the great central appetite of intellectual
man.. was abandoned to the self-torture of irremediable
vacuity. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. vi. (1872) 202
Here is an abyss of vacuity in our much-admired opulence.
1885 Pater Maritts II. 144 It was an experience which came
in the midst of a deep sense of vacuity in things.

b. Emptiness (in fig. senses) as a condition or
state having a kind of real existence.

Iim Ken Christopkil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 429 Thou all-

sufficient art, and I Am nothing but vacuity. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 141 p 9 Think on the misery of him who is

condemned to cultivate barrenness and ransack vacuity.
1776 — Let. to Mrs. Thrale 30 Mar., I know that a whole
system of hopes, and designs, and expectations, is swept
away at once, and nothing left but bottomless vacuity. 1819
Wiffen Aonian Hours (1820) 25 The drear Vacuity of
sorrow on thee lay. 1840 Carlyle Heroes vi. (1904) 2^5
Having once parted with Reality, he tumbles helpless in
Vacuity. 1888 P. Fitzgerald Fatal Zero iv, In my lonely
blue chamber, there is a sort of vacuity for thought, the
world is shut out.

4. Complete absence of ideas ; vacancy of mind
or thought.
1594 Hooker Reel. Pol. 1. vi. $ 1 Men. are at the first

without vnderstanding or knowledge at all. Neuerthelesse
from this vtter vaeuitie they grow by degrees. 1661 K. W,
Con/. Charac, Metre Polititian (i860) 27 Which will
availe him little ; but to be an indicium of his own vacuity
and emptiness of all sollidity. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-
Watch 363 The Pulse,.. if it be weak,.. indicates Vacuity

and Fear. 1773 Han. More Search after Happ. ii, Though
more to folly than to guilt inclined, A drear vacuity
possess'd my mind. 1818 Miss Ferrif.r Marriage xv,
Imputing to fatigue of body, what in fact was the con-
sequence of mental vacuity, he proposed returning home.
1854 Marion Harland Alone xvii, She heard and saw all

that passed; but in place of heart and sense, was a dead
vacuity. 1883 Clodd Myths § Dr. 1. i. 9 We cannot so far

lull our faculty of thought as to realise the mental vacuity
of the savage.

b. Const, of (eye, mind, thought).
1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy in. i, That perplexed vacuity of

eye which puzzled souls generally stare with. 1784 Cowpcr
Task iv. 297 'Tis thus the understanding takes repose In
indolent vacuity of thought. 1829 Cobuett Adv. Voting
Man v. 247 A great fondness for music is a mark of. .great
vacuity of mind. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xx.

507 He frequents low dissolute haunts from no graver cause
than idleness and vacuity of mind. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
I. 183 Wemaybe sure that the vacuity of thought in which
most men live was for Saul a thing impossible.

5. Complete absence or lack <?/' something.
1601 Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. ii. xlv. (1631) 251 Which

vaeuitie of vertue at that time will breede more terrour to
him then darknesse to children. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman
ij-2 Christ is a sufficient store to a poore soule in the vacuity
of other things. 1698 J. Cockuurn- Bourigniauism Detected
i. 7 She .. was in an admirable vacuity of all Desire of
knowing. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia iv. vi, When he is

quite tired of his existence, from a total vacuity of ideas, he
must affecta look of absence. 179a A. Young Trav. France
118 There is as much character in his air and manner as
there is vacuity of it in the countenance of. .St. Ktienne.
1822 Good Study Med. III. 46 To contemplate the body
and mind . . at birth . . as consisting equally of a blank or
vacuity of impressions.

f 6. Complete freedom or exemption from some-
thing. Obs.
a 1619 FoTHJtRBY Athcont. 1. xii. §1 The soule cannot

haue init, any true ioy,. .vnlesse the same be founded, both
in security, and in confidence, and in tranquillity. All which
do imply a vacuity from feaie. 1648 Sanderson Serin. (1681)

II. 246 By the Evenness of the Mind and the Vacuity from
those secret lashes, .that haunt a guilty Conscience, a 1665

J. Goodwin Filled' w. the Spirit (1867)429 A well-grounded
vacuity or freedom from all troublesome, distracting, and
tormenting fears and cares.

7. f a - Leisurefor some pursuit. Obsr*
1607 Scholast. Disc. agst. Antichrist 1. iii. 137 From this

prerjosterousnesse of the Crosse setting the sense before the
spirite, come wee to his Vaeuitie for his inwarde Devotion.

b. Lack of occupation
;

idleness.

1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 11. ix. 389 A whole race of
men . . whom the pain of vacuity forced upon some applica-
tion of mind. 1875 A. R. Hope My Schoolboy F. 72 The hours
of thoughtful vacuity I had spent.

II. 8. A hollow or enclosed space empty of
matter; esp. a small internal cavity or interstice

of this kind in a solid body.
1341 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. D ij, Some

[bones] are enbossed for to entre, and other haue vacuytees
that receyueth. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 330 That so
those places being emptied . . the vacuety may be replenished
with better blood. x6sg Hammond On Ps. Ixv. 10 The earth
..sinks down and fills up the vacuities. 1677 Grew Anal.
PL (1682) 300 There are Vacuities in Water. That is to say,
that all the parts ofWater are not contiguous. 1731 Medley
Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 95 Those pieces become as hard
as flints, and altogether as smooth and solid ; not the least

vacuity or interstice being to be seen. 1770 Phil. 'Trans.

LX. 422 Every particle of light that issues from the sun,
must leave a spherical vacuity of one millionth of one
millionth of an inch diameter. 1800 Ibid. XC. 235 A wad
was placed over the powder, dry sand superadded, to rill all

vacuities. 1840 Jrnl. Engl. Agric. Soc. I. in. 355 Water in

descending seeks the nearest vacuity. 187a Dana Corals i.

38 The polyp has. .no blood-vessels but the vacuities among
the tissues.

b. A cosmic space empty of matter.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. §49 When this sensible
world shall be destroyed, all shall then be here as it is now
there, an Empyrean Heaven, a quasi vaeuitie. 1667 Milton
P.L. 11. 932 That seat soon failing, [he] meets A vast vaeu-
itie. 1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 75 Whilst their number-
less Atoms wildly rov'd in their infinite Vacuity. 1795 W.
Blake Bk. Los iv, The Deep fled away On all sides, and
left an unform'd Dark Vacuity.

9. An empty space left or contrived in some-
thing, esp. in some composite work or structure.
1624 Wotton Archil. (1672) 26 To place the Columnes

precisely one over another, that so the solid may answer to the
solid, and the vacuities to the vacuities, 1655 Fuller Hist.
Waltham Abbey (1840) 257 The great

t
pillars thereof are

wreathed with indentings ; which vacuities, if formerly filled

up with brass,, .added much to the beauty of the building.
«7a6 Leosi AlbertCs Archil. I. 55/2 The vacuities which are
left between the back. .of the Arch, and the upright of the
Wall. 1775Johnson /K«/. A/.Wks. X. 509 Round which there
are narrow cavities or recesses formed by small vacuities or by
a double wall. i8a3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 425 Rooms
are the interior vacuities or habitable parts of a building.
1845 Florist's Jml. 67 An ingeniously contrived trap for

earwigs, . . leaving a vacuity for the reception of the insects.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 8 By a vacuity in the skull
walls for the blood to pass out from the lateral sinus.

b. An open space, gap, or interval left between
or among things, rare.
1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus ii. r 12 Whereby the

Elephants passing the vacuities of the Hastati, might have
run upon tnem. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 1. iv,

The Scots and Picts. .rushed with redoubled violence into
this vacuity. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1879) 152
The market-place, .of the town is a rather spacious and
irregularly shaped vacuity.

c. An empty space due to the disappearance or

absence of some special thing.

1822-7 Goon Study Med. (1829) III. 227 He has also seen
others, .reproduce a smaller or larger number of teeth to
supply vacuities progressively produced in earlier life. 1849
Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Set', xxxvii. 415 Those dark
vacuities called ' coal sacks ' by ihe ancient navigators, which
are so numerous between a Centauri and a Antaris. 1867-77
G. F. Chambers Astron- VI. iv. 519 The central vacuity is

not quite dark.

10. An emptiness, an empty space, a blank, in

various fig. uses.

_
(11631 Donne Select. (1840) 5 A filling of all former vacu-

ities, a supplying of all emptinesses in our souls. 1651
Baxter Inf. Bapt. 325 In this age, when men may say any
thing if they have but Rhetorick to fill up the Vacuities.
168a W. Owtram Serm. 34J Our Saviour, .tilled up the
vacuities that Moses had left in moral duties. 173a Poie
Ess. Man II. 286 Each want of happiness by hope ^.upply'J,
And each vacuity of sense by pride. 1776 Adam Smith
IV. N 11. ii. (1869) 303 Whatever vacuities this excessive
circulation occasioned in the necessary coin of the kingdom.
1841 Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. x, But yesterday I saw a dreary
vacuity in this direction in which now I see so much. 1850
Kingsley A. Locke i, Oh those Sabbaths, .when there was
nothing to fill up the long vacuity but books of which I did
not understand a word.

11. An empty or inane thing.
1648 J. Beaumont Psyclie xi. Ixviii, That with those huge

ador'd Vacuities, Which puff the World up with their frothy
flood, Ev'n massy Gold must counted be. 1665 Maslev
Grotius' Low C. Wars 511 The Prince, by the Concessions
of these Honorary Vacuities, redeeming the War from de-
lay. 1843 Carlyle Past <y Pr. 1. iv. Thou for one wilt not
again vote for any quack, do honour to any edge-gilt vacuity
in man's shape.

j|
Vacuo (in the phrase in vacuo) : see Lv (Latin

prep.) 20.

Vacuolar (vjxvki«,<flai), a. [ad. Y.vacuolaire,

f. vacuole Vacuole.] Of or pertaining to, of the

nature of, a vacuole or vacuoles.
185a Zoologist X. 3406 He [Huxley] next mentioned ap-

pearances which he terms vacuolar thickenings. 1859 J. R.
Greene Protozoa 45 In some specimens the central cavity

is replaced by an aggregation of large vacuolar spaces. 1877
Huxley Anal. Inv. Anim. iii. 141 The interior of these fie-

quently contains vacuolar spaces.

So Va'cuolary a.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 007 Ehrlich says that
changes are to be found in the hepatic cells—a ' vacuolary

'

degeneration.

Vacuolate, a. = next.

1890 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XXX. 6 In some cases the
Stalk has a vacuolate structure.

Vacuolated (va^ki/^^'ted), ///. a. [f. Va-
cuole : cf. next.] Rendered vacuolar; modified
or altered by vacuolation.
1859 Huxley Oceanic Hydrozoa 84 The cavity of the base

of the involucrum appears to become filled up by vacuolated
tissue. 1878 F. J. Bell Gegenbauers Lo/np. Anat. 24
There are often vacuolated spaces in the cells, which are
filled with a fluid. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 211 Cell

invaginations, the protoplasm of which is highly vacuolated.

Vacuolation (va^kiwi^'Jan). [f. next : cf.

prec. and -ation.] The formation of vacuoles
;

change to a vacuolar state.

1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. §318 In other cases it would
appear that a number of cells are formed by a process of

vacuolation. 1881 Mivakt Cat 339 Vacuolation— denoting
the spontaneous resolution of part of a more or less dense
structure in such a way as to give rise to a cavity or cavities

within it. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 508 Vacuolation of

the nerve-cell is peculiarly frequent in senile brain atrophy.

Vacuole (varkiw^ul). [a. F. vacuole (Dujar-

din), f. L. vacu-us empty.]

1. A small cavity or vesicle in organic tissue or

protoplasm, freq. containing some fluid,

a. Zool. and Anat. 1853 Ray Soc. Bot. <$• Physiol. Mem.
£34 All these properties had already been observed by Du-
jardin;. .the aqueous spaces or hollows Ui named 'Vacuoles ',

regarding them as the most characteristic feature of the sub-
stance. 1859 Huxley Oceanic Hydrozoa M The structure

of the villi and vacuoles in Athorylia. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. II. 224 Into the vacuoles or lecuh of this net-work
the serum exudes.
b. Bot. 1875 Darwin Insectiv. Plants xv. 351 Two or

three vacuoles or small spheres appeared within some of the

larger globules. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. (1892) 280 In

numerous succulents the vacuoles of the assimilating cells

frequently contain a thin mucus.
attrib. 188a Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 585 The centre of the

sac is filled in the unripe seed with a clear vacuole-fluid.

2. An empty or open space (in a comet).
1881 Science II. 317 In this envelope was a curious oval

vacuole, behind the nucleus, but on the preceding side of the

axis of the tail.

Vacuolization, [f. prec] = Vacuolation.
Cf. vacuotized - vacuolated. (In recent use.)

188a Jrnl. Microsc. Sc't. Jan. 4 What is the nature of the

vacuolisation? 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 168 Small

and large neuroglia cells, ..in a state of vacuolisaiion and

progressive liquefaction.

Vacuous (varkiwas), a. [f. L. vacu-us empty,

void, free, clear, etc. (cf. Vacuum) + -ous.]

f 1. Not properly filled out or developed. 06s.~l

1651 Smallwood Commend. Verses to W. Cartwright's

Wks., False Vacuous Births in every street we see : But

seldome, true and ripen'd, such as He.

2. Empty of matter; not occupied or filled with

anything solid or tangible.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1687) 374/1 It were im-

possible for one body to make another to recede, if the triple

dimension, .were vacuous. 1677 Gale Crt, Gentiles iv. 226

Wil they say that these Atomes were introduced or pro-

duced in this vacuous space in time? 1794 R. J. Sllivan



VACUOUSLY.
View Nat. IV. 3 He contended, that thunder or sound would
not be able to pass through walls, . . unless there were some
vacuous spaces in those bodies. 1813 T. Busby Lucretius

II. vi. Comm. p. xxiii,He notices many natural circumstances

which, .demonstrate the vacuous natures of all substances.

i860 Tynuai.i. Glac. 11. x.\iv. 356 The water, .is not able to

fill it, hence a vacuous space must be formed in the cell.

b. Empty of air or gas; in which a vacuum has

been produced.
1669 Boyle Contin. New Exp. 11. (1682) 158, I put Pears

bruised into a vacuous Reciever. 1842 E. A. Parnell Chem.
Anal. (1845) 490The difference between its weight when con-

taining the gas, and when vacuous. x86a Grove Corr. Phys.

Forces (ed. 4) 59 No air is given off from the bubbles, so they

seem to be vacuous. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 233 In incan-

descent lamps the electric current heats up a carbon filament

inclosed in a vacuous globe.

o. Bot. Not containing some part or feature

usually present.

1866 Treas. Bot. 1199/2 Bracts which usually support

flowers are said to be vacuous when they have no flower in

their axils.

d. Empty of any visible object.

1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. n.255 As the flies of a

summer day dart from point to point in the vacuous air.

3. Empty of ideas; unintelligent; expressionless.

Cf. Vacant a. 5.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs x, A vacuous, solemn.. Snob.

1883 Standard 2 Jan. 5/2 The absence of anxiety, .leaves

their minds vacuous. 1889 Times 26 Oct. 9/1 That gift of

oppressive familiarity which by some vacuous people is

taken to indicate, .sterling sense.

Comb. 1895 ' H. S. Merkiman ' Grey Lady I. iii. (1899) 28

He was rather a vacuous-looking young man.

b. Indicative of mental vacancy,

1853 Thackeray Newcomes II. 25 With that vacuous leer

which distinguishes his lordship. 1858 O. W. Holmes Ant.
Break/.-t. vi. 55 These negative faces with their vacuous

eyes and stony lineaments. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xx. 320

There was a cheery, vacuous, smiling expression on his

round face.

Comb. 1879 McCarthy Own Times v. 1. 1 16 A huge white-

headed, vacuous-eyed man was to be seen.

4. Devoid of content or substance.

1870 Swinburne Ess. <y Stud, (1875) 56 The vacuous mono-
tonous desire and discontent, the fitful and febrile beauty
of Alfred de Musset 1879 Howells L. Aroostook (1883) I.

45 Mrs. Erwin wrote an epistolary style exasperatingly

vacuous and diffuse.

5. Unoccupied, idle, indolent; not filled up with

any (profitable) employment or activity.

187a Morley Voltaire 334 It cannot for ever be tolerable

that the mass should wear away their lives in unbroken toil

without hope or aim, in order that the few may live selfish

and vacuous days. 1897 Review ofRev. 37 There are many
rich people who , . lead such mean and vacuous lives.

Hence Va-cuously adv. ; Va-cxiousness.
1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 1. 352 In that vacuousness

the winds and vapors of tediousness and disphcence rise.

1816 J. Gilchrist P/iitos. Etym. 226 The mistiness and
vacuousness of abstract expression, i860 All Year Round
No. 88. 283 He had. .a broad fair face, rather vacuously
good natured in its ordinary expression. 1880 Daily Tel.

14 Feb., So there he stood, with his hands in his pockets,.,

gazing vacuously at the fighting and rough play.

II Vacuum (vze'kiw^m). PI. vacua and vac-
uums. [L. vacuum, neut. of vacuus empty : cf.

Vacuous a. So F. vacuum, It., Sp., Pg. vacuo.']

1. Emptiness of space ; space unoccupied by
matter. Now rare or Obs.
1550CRANMER Lord's Supper 21 Naturall reason abhorreth

vacuum, that is to say, that there shoulde be any emptye
place, wherin no substance shoulde be. 1570 Dee Math.
Pre/. 35 This Arte is very proffitable : to proue, that
Vacuum, or Emptines is not in the world. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 83 The more gross of the Tangible Parts do contract
and serve themselves together.. to avoid Vacuum. 1657
Trapp Ezra ix. 6 For beyond the moveable Heavens, Aris.

totle. .saith there is neither body, nor time, nor place, nor
vacuum. 1676 Poor Robins Intell. 30 May-6 June 1/1
Having his head as ful of Vacuum as his small proportion
of brains was capable of. 1795 \V. Blake Bk. Los i, Round
the flames roll, .. mounting on high Into Vacuum, into
nonentity, Where nothing was. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI.
76/1 The astronomical argument, therefore, in favour of
absolute vacuum has fallen.

2. A space entirely empty of matter.
1607 A. Brewer Lingua iv. i. II ib, First shall the whole
Marfan of the world.. returne to.. Chaos, then the least

vacuvm be found in the vniuerse. 1638 Wilkins New World
I. (1684) 23 To dispute against Democritus, who thought,
that the World was made by the casual concourse of Atoms
in a great Vacuum. 1714 Let. from Layman (ed. 2) 7 A
Government can't rightfully restrain a Man's professing the
Belief of a Vacuum, or a Plenum. 1763 Johnson in Boswell
21 July, There are objections against a plenum, and objec-
tions against a vacuum

; yet one ofthem must . . be true. 1865

J. Grote Plato I. i. 80 Proceeding upon his hypothesis of
atoms and vacua as the only objective existences. 1884 F.
Temple Relat. Relig. # Set, i. (1885) 8 The reasons why..
Nature abhors a vacuum were discovered.

b. A space empty of air, esp. one from which
the air has been artificially withdrawn.
sing. 1652 French Yorksh. Spa ii. 7 So much air being

spent, there would of necessity follow a vacuum. 1660
Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Proem 2 The Interest of the
Ayr, in hindring the descent of the Quick-silver, in the
famous Experiment touching a Vacuum. 1713 Dekham
Phys.-Theol. 8 note, The Ear-wig. .and some other Insects
would seem unconcerned at the Vacuum a good while, and
lie as dead; but revive in the Air. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer's
Chym. 1. 299 The air contained therein is condensed, and
leaves a vacuum, which the external air.. tends to occupy.
i8ig Nat. Philos., Heat I. ii. 2 (L.U.K.), Count Rumford
proved the passage of heat through a Torricellian vacuum,

8

that is, the space left at the top of a barometer by the

mercury falling, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. i. § 6 At the

height of 80 or 90 miles there is a vacuum far more com-

plete than any which we can produce by any air-pump.

1872 J. P. Cooke New Chem. 17 Alcohol expands more

slowly into the aqueous vapor than it would into a vacuum.

pi. 1777 Phil. Trans. LXVII. 679 That the vacua be as

nearly as possible compleat. 183a Brewster Nat. Magic
x. 262 The plates, being raised or depressed by the voluntary

muscles, form so many vacua.

3. An empty space; a portion of space (left) un-

occupied or unfilled with the usual or natural

contents.

1589 Naseie in Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 12 The
Scythians, who.. swaddle themselues streighter, to the in-

tent no vacuum beeing left in their intrayles [etc.]. a 1635

T. Randolph Poems, Parley with his Empty Purse

(1640) 113 Unnatural vacuum, can your emplinesse Answer

to some slight questions? 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresnys
Amusem. viii, He made a Dive into my Pocket, but en-

countring a Disappointment, Rub'd off, Cursing the

Vacuum. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 141, I

discovered a Vacuum upon the intercostal Muscles, from

whence about a Spoonful of. . Matter was discharged. 1791

H. Walpole in Mist Berry's Jml. I. 328, 1 shall fill my
vacuum with some lines that General Conway has sent me.

a 1838 C. Morris Lyra Urban. (1840) II. 97 The Dandy's
head, A vacuum dead, Ne'er tries for thought to seek !

b. In various fig. uses.

1617 Middleton Fair Quar. 11. D iij b, I cannot see that

vacuum in your bloud. 1630 Lennakd tr, Charroiis IVisd.

vii. 33 It were a vacuum, a defect, a deformitie too absurd
in nature, .that betwixt two extreames.. there should be no
middle, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 10 Com-
monly they misspent that triennial probation, and left upon
that place a vacuum of doing little or nothing. 1710 Palmer
Prov. 384 'Tis infinitely pleasing to observe there has been
no Vacuum in our Life. 1772 Phil. Trans. LXII. 317 It

should therefore seem that the larks from the more adjacent
parts croud in to supply the vacuum occasioned by the
London Epicures. 1829 Markyat F. Mildmay ix, The..
vacuum occasioned by my mother's death. 1846 Grote
Greece (1862) I.xvi. 294 They filled up the vacuum of the un-
recorded past. 1879 R. H. Elliot Writtenon Foreh. 1. 140
So Martin Kerr, .was left with a sheer, hopeless vacuum to

fill up as best he could.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as vacuum-brake, cleaner,

cleanser, disk, distillalion, engine, -made, -pan,

-pump, -vessel.

Also vacuum-apparatus, -cylinder, -filter, -gauge, -shunt,

•valve (Knight, 1875-S4).

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2686/1 * Vacuum-brake, a form
of steam-operated car-brake. 1889 G. Findlay Eng. Rail-
way 168 The train is fitted throughout with vacuum brakes.

1903 Hardwareman 23 May 395 A decision of. .serious

import as regards the operations of the *Vacuum Cleaner Co.
1903 Westm. Gaz. 30 May 5/3 There is a machine at work,
called the ' *vacuum cleanser ', which gives them all, in

turn, a thorough 'spring cleaning '. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.

xxiii. 163 Sometimes the *vacuum disks were parallel to the

veins [of the glacier]. 1899 tr. R. von Jaksch's Clin. Diag.
v. (ed. 4) 170 Still better for this purpose is the method of
*vacuum distillation. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
670 The application of Mr. Brown's pneumatic, or Vacuum
engine. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 879 *Vacuum-made
liqueurs. 1839 Ibid. 1208 An apparatus inserted air-tight

into the cover of the '"vacuum-pan. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem., Org. 66 The syrup.. is boiled down again in the

vacuum pan, and is obtained in the form of. .crushed sugar.

1858 Simmonds Diet. 'Trade, *Vacuumpump, a pump
attached to a marine steam-engine. 1899 Edin. Rev. Apr.

323 Professor Dewar's coils and *vacuum-vessels.

Vad, southern ME. var. Fade a.2 ; obs. Sc. f.

Wed sb. t Woad.
tVadable, a. Obs. rare. Also vadeable. [ad.

med.L. vadabilis (f. vadarc to wade through) or

a. Sp. vadeable (Pg. vadeavel, OF. vadable).]

Fordable.
1555 Watreman Fardle Facious Pref. n To the ende thei

[sc. the rivers] might not onely be vadable, but passed also

with driefoote. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 65 After hee

had iourneyed three leagues, hee came to a faire vadeable
Riuer. 1611 Florio, Vadoso, vadable, or foardable.

Vadam, southern ME. var. Fathom.
Vaddah, obs. form of Veddah.

t Vade, sb. Obs~ x [ad. L. vadum.] A shallow

place in a river.

1538 Leland Itin. (1769) V. 94 Irwel is not navigable but

in sum Places for Vadys and Rokkes.

tVade, V'
X Obs. [var. of Fade 9,\ chiefly

used in fig. senses (very common c 1 530-1630) and

app. to some extent associated with L. vddere lo

go: see next, to which some of the quotations

placed under 3-3 c may really belong.
This association may be the real explanation of the form,

but see the note to Fade a. 2
]

1. intr. Of colour : = Fade v. 1 4.

1471 Rii'LEY Comp. Alch. Pref. in Ashm. (1652) 127 Colour
whych wyll not vade. c 1532 Du Wks Introd. Pr. in Palsgr.

956 To vade, ternir. a 1586 Sidney Astr. <y Stella (1622)

578 How doth the colour vade of those vermillion dies. 1594
Plat Jewell-ho. 111. 45 As soone as the beautiful hew of the
leaues begin to vade. 1613 Ans?v. Uncasing Machia7>.
Eivb, Whose colours never vade. 1647 C. Harvey Schola
Cordis xvii. 4 The staines of sin I see Are vaded all, or di'd

in graine.

2. Of flowers, etc. : = Fade v.* i.

1492 [see 3 b]. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Pr. in Palsgr. 894
Rose that can nat vade, rose innutrcessible. 1578 Late
Dodoens 1 Small grayish leaves, -the whiche do perish and
yade in winter. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. ii. 20 One flourish-

ing branch of his most Royall rootclshackt downe, and his

summer leafes all vaded. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 22
Do not the flowers vade, andgrasse die for her departure?

VADIMONY.
3. To pass away, disappear, vanish; to decay or

perish ; =Fade w.l 6.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvi. 564 Aege that
passyth&vadyth chaungyth tymesof thynges, a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. IV (1550) 4 When he departed, the only shelde,

defence and comfort of the common people was vadid and
gone. 1568 T. Howell Arb.Amitie (1879) 19 Forme is most
frayle,..it vadth as grasse doth growe. 1607 Middleton
Earn. Love 1. i, I know how soon their love vadeth. 1641
Brathwait Eng. Gcntlew. 324 Where. .beauty never fadeth,
love never faileth, health never vadeth. a 1678 Marvell
Poems, Clorinda <$• Damon (1681) 12 Grass withers; and
the Flow'rs too fade. Seize the short Ioyes then, ere they
vade.

b. Const, from, into, to.

1492 Rvman Poems lxxxiv. 2 in Archiv Stud. next. Spr.
LXXXIX. 253 As medowe floures .. Vadeth to erthe.. Like-
wise rkhesse and grete honoures Shall vade fro euery
creature, c 1537 Thersites Dij, The cowherd of Comer-
towne, with his croked spade, Cause frome the the wormes
soone to vade. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 40 How euer gay
their blossome or their blade Doe flourish now, they into

dust shall vade. 1663 Cane lip. to Author ofAnimad. Plat
Lux 96 All your talk in this your eighteenth chapter vades
into nothing.

c. With away.
1530 Proper Dyaloge in Roy's Rede vie, etc. (Arb.) 133

Affermynge that oure loue shuld a-way vade Without any
memory of thematall. 1587 M. Grove Pelops <y ///>/. (187S)

38 The time thus doth consume & wear, the night doth vade
away. 1625 Plrchas Pilgrims 11. 1761 Thebankesof sand
doe fleet and vade away out of the river.

+ Vade, V»* Obs. [ad. L. vadcre to go ; cf. prec]
1. To go away, depart, rare.

1569 Klviden Pesistratus <y Catanea (Bynneman), Then
proclamation made That Pisistrate to proper soile should
vade. 1638 Brathwait Baruabees Jml. n. (1818) 67 Beauty
feedeth, beauty fadeth, Beauty lost, her lover vadeth.

2. To proceed, advance.
a 1660 Coutcmp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 5 You

are too yonge to vade unto these graue matters.

Vade, obs. Sc. form of Wade v.

f Vadelect. Obs. Also 6 -lict. [ad. Anglo-

L. vadelectus, vadlectus (13th c), ad. AF. vadlet,

var. OF. vaslet, vallet, varlet : see Valet sb. and
Varlet.] A servant, serving-man.
1586 Fehne Blaz. Gentrie 161 The same French king, for

want of a Hereald .
.

, was constrained to subbornate a vade-

lict, or common seruing-man. 1628 Coke On Litt. 156 But
if the sherife be a Vadelect of the crowne or other meniall

seruant of the King, there the challenge is good. 1661

Blount Glossogr. (edl 2}, Vadelet or Vadelect.. signifies a

servant, and is used in the accounts of the Inner Temple,
for a Benchers Clerk or Servant.

So Vadelet, Vadlet. arch.
1661 [see prec.]. 1813 Williams Law of Clergy 398 The

King as founder of. .many religious houses had a corrody

for his vadelets, and a pension for a chaplain. 186 1 Riley
tr. Carpenter's Liber Albus 40 As soon as the Sheriffs are

sworn, all the Servants of their office—clerks, Serjeants and
their vadlets. .—shall also be sworn.

ii Vade-mecum iyWflt m/"k#m). Also vade
mecum. [L., vade imper. sing, of vadtfre to go
+ mecum with me. So F., Sp., Pg. vademecum
(Pg. also -meco).]

1. A book or manual suitable for carrying about

with one for ready reference. (Sometimes used as

the title of such a work.)
1629 {title), Vade Mecum : A Manuall of Essayes Morrall,

Theologicall. 1649 F. Roberts Clavis Bibl. 405 Among
the very Ethiopians this book was in such repute, that the

Ethiopian Eunuch made it his (Vade mecum) his companion
in his journey. 1679 {title), A Vade-mecum for the Lovers of

Musick. 1731 Fielding Grub St. Op. Introd., It is a sort of

family Opera. The husband's vade-mecum ; and is very

necessary for all married men to have in their houses. 1797
Monthly Mag. III. 128 The Odeon shall possess a literary

journal,, .to be a valuable vade-mecum for such persons as

are not in the habit of deciding on the merits of theatrical

performances. 1818 Byron Juan 1. cci, Aristotle's rules,

The Vade Mecum of the true sublime, Which makes so many
poets, and some fools. 1880 Muirhead Gains Introd. p. xv,

It is the remains., of a handbook for the practitioner; a

vade mecum, as modern law-writers would call it.

fig. a 1631 Donne Select. (1840) 51 His vade mecum, the

abridgment of all nature, and all law, his own heart, and
conscience.

2. A thing commonly carried about by a peison

as being of some service to him.
163a Lithcow Trav. vui. 355 Gold. .was my continuatl

vade Mecum. 1654 Wiutlock Zootomia 71 Whose Vade
mecum is an Aqua vits Bottle. 1678 Vug. Mart's Call. 50

You may safely take it [a maxim} as your vademecum along

with you, in reference to the things of this life. 1774 *
J-

Collier' Mus. Prav. App. 23 To write a pamphlet against

the use of a medicine which had been his vade mecum in all

his joumies.

Vader, southern ME. variant of Father.

Vadiation (v^'di^-Jan). Law. rare, [ad.med.

L. vadiatio, f. vadidre to give security.] The action

of requiring or giving surety or pledges.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., Vadiation, Vadiatio, in

the civil law. 1802-12 Uentiiam Ration. Judtc. Evid.^27)

IV. 557 note, Remedy against, .sequestration, or vadiation

in this or that shape.

tVadimony. Obs. Also 6 vady-, 7 vade-

mony. [ad. L. vadimonium, (. vad-, vas bail,

surety.] A pledge or recognisance.

1502 Abnolde Chron. (1811) 2 That they haue ther vady-

monies [^/«^ -memes] and weddes: the xiiii. artycle.

C1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 22 The accent in the

fourth syllab from the end; as in roatrimonie, patrimonie,



VADING. VAGABONDIAL.
vddimonie. 1654 Warren Unbelievers 48 His Obligation
was arbitrary and voluntary; not arising from the guilt of

..sin, but by way of vadimony, and susception. 1699 J.

Barry Reviv. Cordial (1802) 80 In this work, ..which he
himself, as vademony and surety for God's elect, hath under-

taken to., perform.

t Va'ding, vbl. sb. Obsr* [f. Vade z/.i] The
action or process of disappearing, declining, etc.

1570 Foxe A. <$ M. (ed. 1) I. 254/2 Y° lyke vadyng of

water happened also in the floode of Medewaye.

t Va'ding, ppL a. Obs. Also 7 vaid-. [f. as

prec] Fading, passing away, fleeting, transitory.

1566 Adlington Apuleius Ep. Ded.. The vaine and soone
vadynge beautie of the worlde. 1577 Grange Golden
Aphrod., etc. Rj, My Lady fayre whose shape doth shine

And glyster in my vading sighte. 1596 Warner Alb. Eng.
11. lxv. (1612) 279 What els is Forme but vaiding aire ? 1615

Brathwait Strappado (1878) 53 Thy form's Diuine, no
fading, vading flower. 1661 Sir A . Haslerig's Last Will

4 Test. 2 What a vading breath, or light blast is this flash

of Honour.

Vadlet: see Vadelet.
Vadmal, -mel, varr. (after mod. Scand. forms)

of Wadmal.
[1797 Stat. Ace. Scot. XIV. 326 The old men and women.

.

continue to wear good strong black clothes without dying,
called by the ancient Norse, Vadmell.] 1851 Thorpb
Northern Myth. 1. 112, I am Kraka, Coal-black in vadme! !

1881 Du Chaillu Land Midnight Sun II, 78 The tent was
made of coarse heavy vadmal.

Vadome, southern ME. variant of Fathom sb.

t VadO'Sity. Obs."1 [f. L. vados-us, f. vadum
ford.] The fact of being fordable.

1658 Burton Comm. /tin. Antoninus 224 The word Ford,
by reason of the vadosity of the River there, being added.
Va*dy, a. south-w. dial. [Of obscure origin.]

Damp, moist.
1880 Mrs. Parr Adam $ Eve xiii. 188 The grass was too

1 vady ' for him to sit down upon.

|| Vffi. Obs. Also 6 ve. [L. vm alas !] A de-
nunciation or threatening of woe.
1559 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 79 We should.,

deserve the wrathful vx and vengeance of God. 1584 Lodge
Alarm agst. Usurers F iiij, The Lord shal place you among
the goates, and pronounce his Ve against you. 1602 W.
Watson Quodl. Retig. <y State 9 With how many vxes and
woes to you Scribes and Pharisees did he come vpon them?
a 1636 Westcote View Devonsh. (1845) 6l There was a vm
or woe pronounced against them in these words,

—

( Woe
unto you Piltonians, that make cloth without wool'.

Va9der,VfiBie,Vffilde,Vfflle,Vfflren,Vfflrne,
Vfflx, "VaB^er, southern ME. varr. Father, Fey
a., Field sb., Feus a., Fere v. 1 , Fern sb., Fax,
Fair a.

Vafand, Vaffand, obs. Sc. fT. waving Wave v.

Vafroun, var. Wafroun Sc. Obs.

t Vafrtms, a. Obs. Also 6 vaffrous. [f. L.
vafer, vafr- + -ous.] Sly, cunning, crafty, shifty.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V//% 11 Thinkyng surely that
they.. would neuer..longe agree with the Englishmen,
accordyng to their olde vaffrous [1550 crafty] varietie. 1630
R. Johnson's Kingd. <$* Connniv. 17 Divine providence.

.

adjudged it best. .not to bestow. .upon subtle and vafrous
people, Courage, and Strength of body. 1650 B. Discolli-
minium 17 These are subtle, and vafrous Men, who are never
solidly, nor honestly Wise. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 106
This vafrous and bloudy Treason against the holy Majesty
of Christ. 17*1 in Bailey.

Vag, sb. Devon, dial. [Cf. Fag s62] Dried
turf or peat used as fuel ; a piece of this.

1796 W. H. Marshall W. England II. 6 Towards the
Mountains, Turf fprovincially 'Vags') and Peat (provin-
cially 'Turf '). 1889 Port/olio Jan. 11/2 In the winter he
may turn many an honest penny by the sale of ' vags '. 1895
O. Mortimer Tales Moors 224 You can cut as much vag—
or peat, as you calls it up country—as you'm a mind to.

Vag, v. U.S. slang, [f. vag. abbrev. of Vaga-
bond!] trans. To treat or deal with (one) as a
vagabond or vagrant.
1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 169, I was arrested as a

vagrant As the popular expression went, I got ' vagged '.

Vag, dial. var. Fagj/.-j obs. Sc. f. Wage sb.

Vagabond (voe'gabpnd), a. and sb. Forms :

5-6 vagabound(e, -bunde, 5-6, 8 -bund, 5-7
-bonde, 7- vagabond ; 6Sc. wagabund, -bond;
7, 9 dial., vagabone, 9 dial. -bon. [a. OF. vaga-
bond (14th c.) or ad. L. vagabund-us, f. vagart to
wander. Cf. mod.F. vagabond, It. vagabondo, Sp.
and Vg.vagabundo, vagamundo ; also G. vagabnnd,
-bond, Sw. vagabond, Du. vagebond. As a sb. the
form finally takes the place of the earlier Vaca-
BOND.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons, etc. : Roaming or wan-
dering from place to place without settled habita-
tion or home; leading a wandering life; nomadic.

a. In predicative use.
i4»6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 16842 O thow blyssed Lady, hyde
hem that flen vnto the for helpe, and they that be vaga-
bonde, dyscoure hem nat. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. xii.
(S.T.S.)I. 71 Monyofbir pepillvagabound and ouresett with
pouerte tuke wagis of be sabynis. a 1578 Lindesay (Pit-
scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 322 He staw away..and
5eid wagabund dissagyssit ane lang quhill. 1838 Stephens
Frav. in Russia 96/1 Dispersed and vagabond, exiled from
their native soil and air, they wander over the face of the
earth.

fig. c 1430 Lydg. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 256 My look,
myn even, unswre and vagabounde. 1667 Milton P. L.

Vol. X.

xi. 16 To Heav'n thir prayers Flew up, nor missd the way,
by envious windes Blow'n vagabond or frustrate.

b. In attrib. use (occas. hyphened).

1555 Eden Decades 1. ix. (Arb.) 97 Owre men suppose
them to bee a vagabunde and wandennge nacion lyke vnto
the Scythians. 1602 Mountjoy Letter in Moryson /tin.

(1617) 11. 233 How, as a Vagabond Woodkerne hee may pre-

serve his life, . . I know not. 1640 tr, Verdere's Rom. ofRom.
111. 31, I have for my brother and Soveraign, the Prince of
Greece, whom but even now I beheld to be a vagabond
Girle. 1691 tr. Emiliane's Observ. Journ. Naples 226 They
become soon weary of it and then turn Vagabond-Hermits.
1716 Ayliffe Parergon 181 A vagabond Debtor may be
cued in whatever Place or Jurisdiction he is found. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 559 A vagabond and useless tribe there

eat Their miserable meal. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxix, Those
ballads which vagabond minstrels sing to drunken churls.

1857 Hughes Tom Broiun i, We area vagabond nation now.
trans/. 1606 Shaks, Ant. <$• CI. I. iv. 45 This common

bodie, Like to a Vagabond Flagge vpon the Streame, Goes
too, and backe. 1638 Wilkiss New World xii. (1707) 98
The Concourse of many little Vagabond Stars, by the union
of their Beams. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)

299 Those vagabond bodies, the comets,

to. spec. Of soldiers or sailors. Obs.

1748 Lind Lett. Rel. Navy (1757) ii. 85 If they are to be
set at liberty, who are accused of perjury, how is a vagabond
seaman to be found, when he comes to England? 1813
Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) X. 519, I do not know
what measures to take about our vagabond soldiers.

t 2. (See quot. and cf. Extravagant a. 2.) Obs.

1456 Sir G. Hwr.Law Arms (S.T.S.) 258 5it is thare
othir lawis callit lawis extravagnnis, that is for to say lawis
vagaboundis, that ar nocht incorporit in othir bukis of lawis
of Lombardy.

3. Inclined to stray or gad about without proper
occupation; leading an unsettled, irregular, or dis-

reputable life; good-for-nothing, rascally, worthless.
1630 Greene's Fr. Bacon 11. i. (Q.2

), Where be these vaga-
bond [1594 vacabond] knaues, that they attend no better
on their Master? x68a Burnet Rights Princes ii. 66 Some
idlevagabond Clarks that had procured themselves to be
put in Orders. 1741-3 Wesley JmL (1749) 9 A clergyman
came into the.. room, and ask'd aloud, with a tone un-
usually sharp, * Where those" vagabond fellows were ?" 1777
W. Dalry.mi'le Trav. Sp. <$• Port, civ, A most vagabond
crew 1 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 123 He took a ceremon-
ious leave of the Crow chieftain, and his vagabond warriors.

C1870 B. Harte Coyotte Poems (1886) 16 Lop-eared and
large-jo'inted, but ever alwayA thoroughly vagabond outcast
in gray.

4. Of or pertaining to, characteristic or dis-

tinctive of, a homeless wanderer.
1585 T. Washington tr, Nicholay's Voy. in. xviii. 104 By

suche vagabounde beggerie, they makcbeleeue, that they
canne foresay and deuine. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. iii. 89 Let
them pronounce the steepe Tarpeian death, Vagabond exile,

. . I would not buy Their mercie. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn.
40 Voyages by Sea and Land, and a vagabond life. 1698
Crowne Caligula iv. Dram. Wks. 1874 IV. 406 Rase from
thy memory my sinful hours, And all my little vagabond
amours. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil i. vi. (1840) 73 Satan
being confined to a vagabond, wandering, unsettled condi-
tion. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 27 They have the true
vagabond abhorrence of all useful, .employments. 1841
Borrow Zincali I. i. I. 7 Abandoning his vagabond propen-
sities and becoming stationary. 187a Blackie Lays Highl.
Introd. 13 This book is well-suited for your migratory needs,
and vagabond habits.

6. Jig. Roving, straying; not subject to control

or restraint.

1635 Quarles Embl. iv. I, My heart is a vain heart,
a vagabond and unstable heart. 1643 Milton Di7<orce
Introd., The brood of Belial, . . to whom no liberty is pleas-
ing but unbridl'd and vagabond lust without pale or parti-

tion, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 455 The Inconstant
has a vagabond Soul, without r.ny settled Place of Abode.
1878 Morley Carlyle 195 In that house are many mansions,
the boisterous sanctuary of a vagabond polytheism.

B. sb 1. One who has no fixed abode or home,
and who wanders about from place to place; spec.

one who does this without regular occupation or

obviousmeans of support ; an itinerant beggar, idle

loafer, or tramp ; a vagrant.
a. 1*1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 653 Now shall all the

cursinges of your lawe, Opon yow [i.e. the Jews] fall most
myschevose, & be knawen of vagabundes ouer awe. 1496
Ld Bothwell in Ellis Ortg. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 24 Evere day
throw bam bir vagabunds escapis, cummyn to Perkin. 1581
Stanyhurst Mneis 1. (Arb.) 25 And yeet theese wretched
vagabunds hard destenye scourgeth.

0. 1495 Ai 1 11 Hen. K//,c. 2 Every vagabounde, heremyte,
or beggar able to labre, or clerk, pilgryme, or shipman.
1533 Bellenden Livy 1. xii (S.T.S.) I. 6o Gif bai suld pas
as vagaboundis and vncertane pepill throw pare howsis.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 354 The dogge. .defend[s] our
houses from theeues, vagaboundes, lewde fellowes. '594
R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 60 b, Some of them hauing bin
vagabounds and beggers. 1635 Reg. Privy Counc. Scotl.

Ser. 11. VI. 5 Haveing corrupted all the equipage of the
ship, who are bot vagabounds. 1706 Stevens Span. Diet.,

Vagamundear, to play the vagabound, to strole about.
y. 15*6 Tinoale Acts xvii. 5 The iewes-.toke vnto them

evyll men wich were vagabondes and gadered a company.
1575 >n Maitland Club Misc. 1. 120 All wagabondis and idiil

personis that hes nocht quhairupoun to sustene thame selfis.

1577 Holinshed Descr. Brit. m. v. 106 b, The third [sort]

consisteth of thriftlesse poore, as.. the vagabond that will

abide no wheres, but runneth vp and downe from place to place
(as it were seeking woorke and finding none). 1605 London
Prodigal v. i, For shame, betake you to some honest Trade
And liue not thus so like a Vagabond. 01629 Hinde
y. Bruen xxx. (1641) 94 Such assemblies are.. a very randa-
vous of all rogues, and vagabonds. 1684 Burnet tr. A/ore's
Utopia 22 If they do this, they are put in Prison as idle

Vagabonds. 1736 Genii. Mag. VI. 718/1 A Bill.. for the

more effectual punishing Rogues and Vagabonds. 1796 H.
Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) '• 376 H' s rela "

tions, dishonoured in the public estimation, abandon their
home, and become vagabonds. 1833 Ht. Martineau Three
Ages in. 95 Issuing forth as a vagabond to spread the
infection of idleness and vice. 1849 James Woodman xviii
We have more vagabonds in the forest than I like. 1873
'Ouida' Pascarel II, 111. i. 8 He was a stroller and a vaga-
bond, so far as social status went, an idle rogue.
transf. 160a 2nd Ft. Return Parnass. 111. iv. 1352 You

grandsyre Phcebus with your louely eye, The firmaments
eternall vagabond.
Comb. 1579-80 North Plutarch {1657) 233 They were

loose people and abjects..who vagabondlike wandred up
and down the Countrey. 1816 Tuckey Narr. Exped. R.
Zaire i. (1818) 16 This corps being composed of the most
ragged, bare.legged,sans-culotte vagabond-looking wretches.
6. 1567 Hahman {title), A Caueat..for Commen Cursetors

Vulgarely called Vagabones. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 124
Wee ar noe vagabones, wee ar no arrant Rogues that doe
runne with plaies about the country. [1842 (see 2 b),j 1901
Trotter Gall. Gossip 188 Rogues an vagabons.

b. A nomad, rare.

1756 Nuge^nt Montesquieu xx. ii. (1758) II. 3 Hospitality
..is found in the most admirable perfection among nations
of vagabonds. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 108
They claimed.. to be thorough mountaineers, and first-rate

hunters— the common boast of these vagabonds of the
wilderness.

c. Vagabond's discoloration, disease, skin (see

quots.).

1876 Grfenhow in Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 46 These
cases.. have received the special name of 'Vogt's I'aga-
bondtn'Krankheit '.which I have rendered into English as
'Vagabond's Discoloration'; because tins discoloration of
skin. .is. .brought on by long-continued exposure, dirty
habits and the irritation of vermin. 1890 F. Taylor Man.
Pract. Med. (1891) 893 The disease has then been called
prurigo senilis, and also vagabond's disease. 1899 A llbutt's

Syst. Med. VIII. 701 The vagabond's disease, or Morbus
errorum of Greenhow. /bid. 866 Kxcoriations, wheals and
pustules are produced by scratching which, if long con-
tinued, may produce a brown, leather-like condition— the
so-called vagabond's skin seen in tramps.

2. A disreputable or worthless person ; an idle,

good-for-nothing fellow; a rascal or rogue (some-
times without serious implication of bad qualities).

1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 178, 1 spoke in the mildest
Terms imaginable : which nothing mov'd this Vagabond.
1848 Dickens Dombey vi, No young vagabond could be
brought to bear its contemplation for a moment. 1887 Hall
Caine Son of //agar in. iii, I couldn't be such a vagabond
of a husband. 1890 *R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer {1891)

316 The dishonest, scheming vagabonds !

b. Used as a term of reproof or abuse.
1842 Lover Handy Andy x, Mind, on your peril, you old

vagabone, don't let them fight that badger wiihout me.
1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. iv, You were eaves-dropping at

that door, you vagabond ! 1884 Par /Eustace 66
' What are

you lying there for, you lazy vagabond? ' roared Randolph.

Vagabond ^vse^gabpnd), v. Also 7 vaga-
bound, -bund. [f. Vagabond sb. Cf. F. vaga-
bonder (1526).] intr. To roam or wander {about)

as or like a vagabond or vagrant; to vagabondize.

Also with it.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1598) 414 In this sort vaga-
bonding in those vntroden places, they were guided [etc.].

1611 Cotcr. s.v. Rode", That hath roamed, wandered, vaga-
bonded it all the countrey ouer, c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido
4- Apneas in. 27 [Dido] vagabounding in ane heavy cace
Through fields vnknowne, accompanyed by none. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 357 Vagabonding about
from inn to inn. 1861 Readk Cloister fy H. lvi, Why is he
not in my counting house at Amsterdam, instead of vaga-
bonding it out yonder? 1901 Westm. Gaz. 18 Oct. 2/1 The
said son went vagabonding about the world.

Hence Vagabonding vbl. sb.

a 1628 F. Grevil Caelica xii, Cupid, thou naughtie Boy,
when thou wert loathed, Naked and blind, for Vagabunding
noted.

Vagabondage (vxgab^ndeda). [f. Vaga-
bond sb. +-age, or a. F. vagabondage (1798).]
1. The state, condition, or character of a vaga-

bond ; life or conduct characteristic of or resem-

bling that of a vagabond; idle or unconventional

wandering or travelling ; vagabondism.
1813 [implied in Vagalwndager : see belowj 1813 Nc-o

Monthly Mag. VIII. 336 That love of. .bird's-nesting and
vagabondage, which.. is inherent in all boys. 1858 Times

4 Nov. 6/2 [The Ionians] have been elevated from the lowest

grade of Mediterranean vagabondage. 1871 Holme Lee
Miss Barriugton I. vii. 102 Spring arrived and he grew
restless again and betook himself to vagabondage and the

streets.

fig. 1863 Lecky in Mem. (1900) II. 34, 1 have been indulg-

ing in an enormous amount of literary vagabondage. 1871

Miss Braddon Lovels of Arden xxii. 171 Her random
sketches—some of them mere vagabondage of the pencil,

jotted down half unconsciously.

2. Vagabonds collectively; persons of a vaga-

bond class or order.

i8« [J. D. Burn] AutoUogr. Beggar Boy (1859) 137 One
of the immediate consequences of their conduct would be,

to let loose the whole vagabondage of thecountry. 1903

Times 14 Feb. 11/5 They are already bringing a good deal

of rural vagabondage to London.

Hence Vag-abo'ndag-er, one who practises vaga-

bondage.
1813 Sir R- Wilson Priv. Diary (1862) II. 52 At midnight

I entered my carriage, and found myself in solitude with a
cheerless imagination... Thus vagabondagers pay for their

temporary pleasures.

t Vagabo ndial, a. Obs.~l In 7 -bundiall.

[f. as prec. + -ial.] = next.



VAGABONDICAL. 10 VAGARY.
1615 J. H. Worlds Folly C b, The recollection of the vaga-

bundiall Iewes into the sheepe-fold of Iesus Christ.

Vagabo ndical, a. rare. Also 6-7 vaga-
bund-. [f. as prec. +-ical.] Roaming, wander-

ing ; vagabondish.
1576 Fleming tr. Cains" Dogs (1880) 35 Dogges. .which are

taught and exercised to daunce in measure, . .and sundry
such properties, which they learne of theyr vagabundicall
masters. 1658 Cokaine Obst. Lady 11. i, He. .vaticinated

future Occurents by the mysterious influences of the sublime
Stars, and vagabundical Planets.

a 1864 G. Daniel Merrie ling, xiv, Joe Haynes..was the
hero of a variety of vagabondical adventures.

Vagabonding (vargabpndirj), ppl. a. [f.

Vagabond z>.]

1. That roams or wanders as, or in the manner of,

a vagabond. Also transf, andyF^-

.

a 1586 Sidney Songs in Astr. <$• Stella v. xii. (Grosart) I.

86, I now then staine thy white with vagabonding shame.
1603 Florio Montaigne in. xiii. 610 Even vagabonding
roagues . . have their magnificences and voluptuousnesse.
1614 Drumm. of Hawth. Wks. (1913) 1. 13, 1.. On euery part
my vagabounding Sight Did cast. 1633 Lithgow Trav.
in. in A vagabonding Guest, Transported here and there.

Ibid. 118 Concerning vagabonding Greekes, and their

counterfeit Testimonials. x88i Blackw. Mag. May 571 The
sword, .went fairly straight along its vagabonding road.

2. Characterized by roaming or wandering

;

vagabondish.
Not clearly distinct from the vbl. sb. used attrib.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 472 These iewels certainely
with their disguising sleights, they haue pilfred in their

vagabounding race. 1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 285 Some
would spend our prime's best age In vagabonding pilgrim-
age. 1904 A B. Paterson Poems 92 And through our blood
there runs The vagabonding love of change.

tVagabondious, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Vagabond

sb.~\ Vagabond, vagrant.
1661 in MSS. Ho. Lords (Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.) VII.

153 [The whole trade of cardmaking and wire drawing was
nearly spoiled by] vagabondious persons.

Vagabondisll (vargabpndif), a. [f. as prec]
1, Pertaining or appropriate to, characteristic of,

a vagabond or vagabonds.
1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 97 All this has a shew of

business, though of a light vagabondish kind. 1868 Miss
Braddon Birds ofPrey \\. i, There was a vagabondish kind
of foppery in his costume. 1884 Harper s Mag. May 871
The vagabondish spirit engendered by their long, .journey.

2. Of the nature of a vagabond ; somewhat like

a vagabond in conduct or life.

1854 Greenwood Haps fy Mishaps 105 By far the larger
number of those who apply to the traveller for charity are
vagabondish in their instincts and indolent in their habits.
1881 Times 5 July 9 This vain and vagabondish mendicant.

Vagabondism (vse'gabpndiz'm). [f. as prec]
1. = Vagabondage i.

1822 Blackw. Mag. II. 139 Who, after forty years of
indigence and vagabondism, is admitted into the first

societies. 1859 Hist. Cant in Slang Diet. p. ix, The
Gypsies were not long in the country before they found
native imitators. Vagabondism is peculiarly catching. 1888
Charity Organis. Rev. April 145 Vagabondism as a licit

mode of life.

b. A rascally or knavish act. rare,
1840 Carlyle Heroes v. (1904) 188 All errors and perver-

sities of his, even those stealings ofribbons, aimless confused
miseries and vagabondisms.

2. = Vagabondage 2. rare~~*.

1872 Brewer Eng. Studies (1881) iv. 196 All the vaga-
bondism of the kingdom had scented the fray.

Vagabondize (vx-gabf7ndaiz), v. [f. as prec.

+ -ize.] intr. To live, wander, or go about as,

or in the manner of, a vagabond ; to roam or
travel in a free, idle, unconstrained, or uncon-
ventional manner ; to play the vagabond.

a. With indefinite it.

161 1 Cotgr,, Roder, toroame, wander, vagabondize it, 1776
Ann. Reg., CJiaract. 35/2 After thus vagabondizing it for

some time, he was discovered by the consul. 1861 Readk
Cloister fy H. liii, How much earlier he would have found
her by staying quietly at Tergou, than by vagabondizing it

all over Holland.

b. In ordinary use. Freq. with advs. and preps.

1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen III. 39 No modest woman
would go vagabondizing about the country. 1795 tr.

Mcraer's Fragm. Pol.
<fr

Hist. II. 223 The streets would be
filled with wretches, vagabondizing round the palaces of
sloth. 183a Westm. Rev. July 38 Peoples among whom
his fortunes cast him while vagabondizing in the remotest
corners of the globe. 1868 Holme Lf.e B. Godfrey xxvi,
That.. scapegrace, .had vagabondised all over Europe as a
newspaper correspondent. 1894 D. C. Murray Making of
Novelist 87, I.. acquired a taste for vagabondising about
among the poor.

fig. 1864 Miss Braddon Doctors Wife iii. The surgeon's
thoughts went vagabondizing away from the little coffee-

room. 1868 — Birds of Prey v. iii, My thoughts went
vagabondising off to Charlotte.

Hence Vagrabondizer.
i860 All Year Round No. 42. 362 The itinerant traveller

and poetical or artistic vagabondiser.

Vagabondizing (vae-gabfndaizir^, vbl. sb. [f.

prec. + -ing 1.] The action of the verb; idle or

unconventional wandering ; an occasion of this.

1829 Sir A. W. Calcott Lett, to Chantrey 18 Aug., A
note we have had from the Phillips to join you in a vaga-
bondiztng to Hampstead. 1849 W. Irving Goldsmith xviii.

203 The Continental tour. .had, with poor Gold^hh, been
little better than a course of literary vagabondizing. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xxi, Then, vagabondising came natural
to you, from the beginning?

Vagabondizing,///, a. [-ingA]
1. Tnat vagabondizes ; vagabond.
1830 Fraser'sMag. II. 200 We have a pretty considerable

..idea of how those vagabondising ragamuffins spend the

hours of the day. 1855 Household Wds. XII. 168 Her
wicked, vagabondising, brandy-drinking. .husband.

2. Characterized by, devoted or inclined to, wan-
dering or vagabondage.
184 1 Fraser'sMag. XX II I. 349 [They] would prefer labour

to a vagabondising life. 1859 Sala Tzu. round Clock (1861)

175 They fade away with the dawn.. and are not beheld
any more till vagabondising time begins again. 1883 Miss
C. F. Woolson Anne 377 July, .already felt a strong affec-

tion in his capacious vagabondizing heart for the stranger.

Va'gabondry. Now rare or Obs. [f. Vaga-
bond sb. + -ry.] =* Vagabondage i.

1547 Act 1 Edw. VI, c. 3 Preamble, Idlenesand Vagabund-
rye is the mother and roote of all theftes.

_
1611 Cotgr.,

Maraudise, beggerie, roguerie, idle knauerie, base vaga-
bondrie. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) I257 A
base vagabondry, mendicimonium. 1869 \V. Cory Lett, fy

Jrnls. (1897) 257 We went through Dropmore with unusual
vagabondry.

t vagabuncy, later f. Vacabunct. Obs.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. Ded.,Tobanysh
..ryot, idlenes, ruffianynge vagabuncie [etc.].

t Vagabnndulo. nonce-ivord. [f. vagabtmd
Vagabond sb] ? A roguish trick.

1631 Shirley School ofComplement v. iii, Gorgon has had
his deuices and vagabunduloes as well as the best on yee.

Vagal (v^'gal), a. Anat. and Path. [f. Vag-us
+ -al.J a. Vagal nerve, the vagus or pneumogas-
tric nerve, b. Of, pertaining to, or affecting this.

1854 Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 205 The exoccipitals..
are perforated to give exit to the vagal and hypoglossal
nerves. 1885 MWilliam in Jrnl. Physiol. VI. 223 The
effects of vagal stimulation were frequently investigated.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 816 The upper vagal roots

are more concerned in inspiration than the lower ones.

t Va'gancy. Obs, rare. [f. Vagant a. : see

-ancy.] A wandering or strolling. Alsoy?^.
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. i, That our happinesse may orbe

it selfe into a thousand vagancies of glory and delight. 1641
Erome JoviallCrew v, Springlove, My humble suit is that
you will be pleas'd To let me walk upon my known occasions
this Sommer. Lawyer. Fie ! Canst not yet leave off those
Vagancies?

t Va'gant, a. (and pres. pple.). Obs. Forms

:

4-5 vagaunt, 5-6 -aunte, 5-6, 8 vagant, 5 -ante,

[a. OF. vagant, vagaunt
t
or L. vagant-, vagans,

pres. pple. of vagari to wander.]
1. Wandering, roaming, roving ; travelling or

moving from place to place ; having no settled

home or abiding-place. Cf. Vagrant a. 3.

138a Wyclif Gen. iv. 12 Vagaunt and fer fugitif thow
shalt be vpon the erthe alle the daies of thi lijf. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) II. 135 In the tyme of Hinguar and Hubba,
Ardulphus the bischop was vagante longe with pe body of
Seynte Cuthberte. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xiv. x, For al

we haue be disparblid & longe haue be vagant on the see.

1483 — Gold. Leg. 407V 1 Thus Josaphat was two yere
vagaunte & erryd in deserte. 1517 Watson Shyppe of
Fooles A ij, I am the fyrste in the shyppe vagaunte with the
other fooles. 1578 Sc. Poems 16th C. (1801) II. 170 Thocht
vagant freirs faine wald lie, The trueth will furth.

2. Devious, erratic, rare.
138a Wyclif Prov. v. 6 Bi the path of lif thei gon not

;

vagaunt ben the goingus of hir, and vnserchable. 1708 Brit.
Apollo No. 50. 1/1 By so Vagant a Proceedure, it is a Chance
but he must hear some points of Duty., repeated.

3. Of thoughts : Wandering.
c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 42 Yt can not sturre vp yt selfe

from wandryng and vagant thoughtes that yt is accustomyd
in. Ibid. 165 Also the harte oughte fulle besyly to be kepte
from all vagaunte thoughtes.

Vagara(u)nt, -ent, obs. forms of Vagrant.
Vagare, obs. form of Vagary.
Vaga*rian. rare~°. [£, as next + -an.] One

given to vagaries or whims.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Vagarions (vageVrias), a. [f. Vagary sb.]

f 1. Variable, inconstant, changing. Obs."1

1798 R. P. Tour in Wales (MS.) 36 Thus life's vagarious
tenure passes on ! And thus, the scenic vision glows with
change !

2. Marked or characterized by, full of, subject

to, vagaries; erratic
1827 Examiner 70/1 The Travels of Wilhelm Meister,

wild, vagarious, and disconnected as it is. a 1871 Dk
Morgan Budget Parad. (1872) 153 Mr. Wirgman's mind
was somewhat attuned to psychology; but he was cracky
and vagarious. 1897 Atlantic Monthly LXXIX. 134 The
work.. is free from the vagarious theorizing.

3. Wandering, roaming, roving.
1883 Harper's Mag. April 661 Sharp interruption from the

vagarious homed enemy. 1888 Sat. Rev. 22 Sept. 363/2
The history of the vagarious canary, Kiki.

Hence Vagra'riously adv.
1891 Dispatch (Columbus) 17 Nov., An idly planned and

vagariously disposed though always picturesque college
retreat.

Vagarish, a. Now rare or Obs. [f. as prec]
1. Of the eyes : Disposed to wander ; wandering.
1801 Wolcot'(P. Pindar) Tears $ Smiles Wks. 1812 V. 40

His eyes were oft vagari^h. 1823 New Monthly Mag. VII.
230 My people's eyes were all vagarish While striving your
hard phrases to conjecture.

2. Somewhat vagarious or whimsical.
1819 Krats in Ld. Houghton Life (1848I II. 26 But you

knowing my unsteady and vagarish disposition will [etc.].

Vagarisome, a. [f. as prec. + -some.] Vaga-
rious, capricious.
1883 Bazaar 5 Sept. 259 Early autumn clothing is slightly

vagarisome, and steady observation is
#
necessary in order to

determine what is ' worn ' from what is ' put on '.

Vagarist. rare. [f. as prec + -ist.] One
who is subject to vagaries ; a vagarious person.
1888 The Voice (N. V.) 24 May, The Prohibition party

are now free from ,. suspicion of being vagarists.

Vagarity (vageVrlti). rare~l
. [f. as prec. +

-ITY.J Capricious irregularity or variability.

x886 N.fyQ. 7th Ser. II. 89/1 Instances of vagarity are
noticeable with each Prince of Wales, many of whom seem
to have ignored . . the title [of Duke of Cornwall].

Vagary (vagee'ri), sb. Also 6-7 vagare, 6

-arie. [prob. ad. L. vagari (It, vagare) to wander.
Cf. Fegary.]

*t* 1. A wandering or devious journey or tour ; a
roaming about or abroad; an excursion, ramble,

stroll. Obs.
Freq. in the 17th c, chiefly in verbal phrases as tofetch,

make, or take a vagary.
1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Iret. in Holinshed (1808) VI. 24

The Irish enimie spieing that the citizens were accustomed
to fetch such od vagaries,.. they.. laid in sundrie places for

their comming. 158a — sEneis 11. (Arb.) 44 Thee gates vn*

cloased they skud with a liuely vagare. 1600 Pory tr. Leo's
Africa 1. 19 Ttiese haue often vagaries ouer the deserts vnto
the prouince of Tedgear. c \t\\Soc.Cond. People Anglesey
(i860) 40 To entice his neighbours wifes..to leave their

husbands., and to follow him by turns, into other coun treys,

and after a long vagare, to return again. 1657 S. Purchas
Pot. Flying Ins. 1. v. 12 A hot Sun-shine.. will quickly
prompt them out of their Hives to take a short vagary.

1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 320 The like did Dinah, when
she made a needless vagary to see the daughters of the land.

i8»6 W. E. Andrews Crit. Rev. Fox's Bk. Mart. II. 413
Whether, it is likely that such a person should be per-

mitted to make a walking vagary throughout all London.
transf. and fig. cr.630 Risdon Surv. Devon §225 (1810)

237 Torridge, after a long vagary, making many meanders,
emptieth itself in the. .sea. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm.
xvi. (1665) 359 Our hearts are soon gone away from the duty
in hand, and taken a vagary to the furthest part of the
world. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. xxii, My aunt Dinah
and the coachman, .led us a vagary some millions of miles
into the very heart of the planetary system.

fb. To play his vagary\ of ahorse, to leave or

refuse to follow the proper or desired coarse. Obs.—*

1580 Blundevil Art of Riding 1. 11 If he will then play
his vagarie, beate him forthwith with your wand.

t 2. A wandering in speech or writing ; a ramb-
ling from the subject under consideration ; a

digression ordivagation. Obs. (passing into senses).

1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 67 Countenauncinge
oute the matter ether with tunge or penne withoute the
same discoursinge vagaries. 1596 R. H. tr. Lavatents'
Ghostes <$• Sp. To Rdr. a ij, His histories seeme not idle

tales, or impertinent vagaries, but very truthes. 1651
Baxter Inf. Bapt. Apol. 15 When ever he was at a loss, that

the people might not perceive it, he presently would fall

into a wordy vagary. 1681 — Answ. Dodwell iv. 54 You
must talk at other rates than you have done in your tedious
fallacious Vagaries. 176* in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. IV.

451 Mr. Beckford. .had his vagaries as usual, and gave the

House a little prelude of what they were to expect.

3. A departure or straying from the ordered,

regular, or usual course of conduct, decorum, or

propriety; a frolic or prank, csp. one of a freakish

nature. Now rare or Obs. (passing into sense 4).
1588 Babington Prof. Exp. LorcPs Pr. (1596) 274 A

short vagare .. layde a grinding griefe vpon his conscience

during life. 1593 B. Barnes Earth. <$- Earth, vi, I will be
His bail for this offence; and if he make Another such
vagary, take of me A pawn. 1609 W. M. Man in Moon
(1849) 21 Hee that might doe well and would not, when hee
wantethshal be unpittied..; then shall you hear of your olde

vagaries. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 614 Strait they chang'd
thir minds, Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell, As they

would dance. 1693 Locke Ednc. § 96 Would your Son
engage in some Frolic, or take a Vagary, were it not . . better

he should do it with, than without your Knowledge? 1^14
Gay What d'ye call it 1. iv, Ye Goblins and Fairys, With
Frisks and Vagarys. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Vagaries,

fiolicks, wild rambles, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. m.
House- Warming, That should she incline to play such a

vagary.. She could turn a knight into a waggon of hay. 1862

C. Stretton Chequered Life II. 100, I could not sleep: I

was too much amused at the vagaries of my new acquaint-

ances [sc. rats], and kept watching them.

fig. I?94 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i, Let us hear

what vagaries fancy has been playing in your mind,

t b. Without article : Frolic, gambolling. Obs.

1791 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Rights of Kings Wks. 1812 II.

401 Here—there, Up, down, she dances it ; now far, now
near, In mad and riotous vagary.

4. A capricious, fantastic, or eccentric action or

piece of conduct.

1629 Massinger Picture v. iii, An old bachelor, as I am,

..is not troubled With these fine vagaries. 1711 Steele

Sped No. 260 F 1 The Vagaries of a Child are not more

ridiculous than the Circumstances which are heaped up in

my Memory. 1753 Richardson Grandison (1781) IV. xxu

162 She .
.

, not having so great a fortune to support vagaries,

would have shone. .in Italy. 1831 Carlvle Sart.Res.m.
vi, A noble natural Courtesy shines through him, beautify-

ing his vagaries. 1861 Ti/li.och Eng. Purit. iv. 409 Ignor-

ance and vanityonce unbridled knew no limit to the vagaries

..into which they ran. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. III.

lxxxvi. 150 The sentiment of the nation at large, .acts but

slowly in restraining the vagaries, .of one particular State.

b. A caprice or trick of fortune, fancy, the

brain, a malady, etc.



VAGARY. 11 VAGRANCY.
1717 Dennis Remarks Pole's Homer Pref. A, A vagary of

fortune who is sometimes pleased to be frolicsome. 1840
Hood Up Rhine 27 The vagaries of the perspective, originat-

ing in such an arrangement, were rather amusing. 1863
Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 17, I must yet notice another
and a peculiar vagary of his malady. 1871 Naphevs Prev.
# Cure Dis. 1. iv. 123 To follow the vagaries of fashion.

5. An erratic play of fancy; a fantastic, eccentric,

or extravagant idea or notion. (Cf. 2.)

x753 Richardson Grandison (1781) VI. xxxii. 218 These
ideal vagaries, which, for the time, realize pain or pleasure
to us. 1771 Gray in Corr. w. Nicholls (1843) J 37 But by all

means curb these vagaries and wandering imaginations.
a 1806 H. K. White To Contemplation Rem. (1825) 384, I

alone, A wayward youth, misled by Fancy's vagaries,
Remain'd unsettled. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith 1. § 2. 77
Every system that would land in such a conclusion is a mere
logical vagary. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. II. 270 note, But
it is worse than useless to record the vagaries of Apoca-
lyptic interpretation.

T Vaga'ry, v. Obs. [Cf. prec] intr. To
wander or roam. Also transf.

1598 Florio, Vagare,

.

. to vagarie, or range, to straie

abroade, 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 224
The marishes and lower grounds lying vpon the three riuers

that vagary vp to her. 1611 Cotgr., Vaucrer, to raunge,
roame, vagarie, wander, idle it vp and downe. 1656 S. H.
Gold. Law 60 Though he might decline Law, yet he vagari'd

not therefrom. 1681 W. Robertson Phrased. Gen. U693)
1257 To vagary, vagari, palari.

t Vaga'tlOn. Obs. Also 4 vagacyone, 5-6
-cion, o -cyon, -tione. [ad. L. vagation-, vagd-
tio, n. of action f. vagari to wander. Cf. OF.
vagation (Godef.), Pg. vagacdo.] The action of
wandering, straying, or departing from the proper
or regular course ; an instance or occasion of this

;

a wandering, rambling, roaming ; an aberration.

In Ut. and fig. use.

CX340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 14 Whene be mynde es
stablede sadely with-owtten changynge and vagacyone in

Godd. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 42 For this vagacion is

caused of dulnes, and of heuynes of harte. 150a Aticynson
tr. De Imitatione in. xxvii. 219 Chase fromynhertall maner
darkenes, stablysshe the great vagacions of my mynde that I

sufFre. 1549 Compl. .SW, xiii. in Aneof his familiar frendis
inquyrit hym of the cause of his inconstant vagatione. 1597
Harvey Trimming T. Nashe Wks. (Grosart) III. 53 Neuer-
thelesse can I accuse you of tazines; for all this time of
your vagation, with you I thinke the Signe hath been in
Pisces. 165a Gaui.e Magastrom. 291 Socrates, offended at
the bold and blind vagations of men, in their disputations
about the measures of the sunne. 1713 Dkrham Phys.-Theol.
iv. ii. 100 By this so curious and exact a Libration, un-
seemly Contortions and Vagations of the Eye are prevented.
17x4 — Astro-TJieol. iv. v. (1769) 118 But I have myself
observed a greater vagation in the third satellite.

t Vage, a. Obs. rare"1
, [app. ad. It. vago. Cf.

Vagisness.] Fine, handsome.
1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 4. 198 The finer gold, the

richer stones,, .the more vage and beautifull iewell.

Vage, southern dial. var. Fage v.; obs. f. Vague
sb. and z>. ; obs. or dial. f. Voyage; obs. Sc. f.

Wage v.> Wedge sb. Vageit, obs. Sc. f. Waged
ppl. a. Vageowr, obs. Sc. f. Wager (soldier).

Vager, obs. Sc. f. Vaguer (wanderer), Wager
(soldier). Vagging, dial. var. Fagging vbl. sb.

Vagi- (v^'d^si), comb, form of L. vagus Vagub
a., occurring in a few botanical terms, as va'giform%

vagine'rvose adjs. (see quots.).

1859 Mavne Expos. Lex., Vagi/ormis, ., applied by de
Candolle to leaves of cellular plants when their false
nervures are dispersed without order or regularity ; vagi-
form. 1866 Treas.Bot. 1199 Vaginervose, having the veins
arranged without any order.

t Va'gieat, a. Obs. [ad. L. vdgient~ew
t
pres.

pple. of vdgire to cry, squall.] Of infants, in-

fancy, etc. : Crying, squalling, wailing.
1628 Gaule Pract. Theo. (1629) 417 There shall be nor

vagient Youngling, nor decrepit Ageling. 1642 H. Mors
Song ofSoul 11. iv. in. xlii, But for the cradle of the Cretian
Jove, And guardians of his vagient Infancie, What sober
man but sagely will reprove? 1659 — Immort. Soul (1662)
142 The vagient cries of the Infant Jupiter amidst the . . danc-
ings of the Cretick Corybantes.

II Vagina (vad^ai-na). PI. vagina (-arnf),

vaginas. [L. vagina sheath, scabbard. Cf. F.
vagin (1762), "\ vagina, Pg. vagina.]

L Anal, and Med. The membranous canal lead-
ing from the vulva to the uterus in women and
female mammals.
x68jGibsom Anat. 20 It has passages .. for the neck of the

Bladder, and in Women for the vagina of the Womb. 1754-
64 Smellie Midwifery I. 95 The upper end of the vagina is

joined to the circumference of the lips of the os uteri. 1805
Med. Jrnl. XIV. 21 Neither could we discover by the touch
any communication between the rectum and vagina. 1847
Youatt Horse viii. 174 The true polypus .. is usually
found in the nostrils, the pharynx, the uterus, or the vagina.
1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 490 In the Marsupials, .the two
vaginx open separately on the floor of the urinogenital sinus.

D. A canal or organ having similar form or
function in other animals ; a genital passage.
1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 146 This vessel, which con.

sists of a double tunic, in the cabbage-butterfly terminates
the vagina. 1871 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 358
Female generative organs of the Queen Bee :..e

t
vagina, or

common excretory duct.

2. A part or formation serving as or suggestive
of a sheath; a sheath-like covering, organ, or
part ; a theca.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. viii. iv. (1727) 363 note, The
Female hath vagina; prettily furrow'd ; the Male smooth.
Ibid, 365 Many of them provided with the finest Articula-

tions, and Foldings, for the Wings to be withdrawn, and
neatly laid up in their Vagina;, and Cases. X771 Encyel. Brit.

I. 191/1 The fibres [of the muscles] are.. distinguished by
membranous, cellular, or adipose septa, as by so many par-
ticular vagina;. i8a6 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. III. 361 Vagina
(the Vagina), the jointed sheath of the Promuscis, represent-

ing the Labium in a perfect mouth.
b. Bot. = Shaath sb. 1 2 b.

1720 P. Blair Bet. Ess. L 28 Sometimes they are covered
with a Vagina or Sheath at the top. 1731 P. Milllr Card.
Diet. s.v. Narcissus, The Empalement, which commonly
rises out of a membranous Vagina. 1832 Lindley Introd.
Bot. 1. ii. 95 Occasionally the petiole embraces the branch
from which it springs, and in such cases is said to be sheath-
ing; and is even called a sheath or vagina, as in grasses.

1857 Henfrey Bot. % 75 The sheathing portion, .or vagina.

c. Sculpture. The lower part of a terminus,

out of which the bust or figure appears to rise.

(So F. gained) rare~~Q .

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The Vagina is that long Part
between the Base and the Capital ; and is found in diver=>

Manners, and with divers Ornaments.

Hence Vagi'na-less a.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. io6i,I have recently pointed
out.. the process by which the embryo dracunculi quit the

body of the vaginaless parent worm.

Vaginal (vad^srnal, vse'd^inal), a. and sb. [f.

prec. +-al. Cf. F. vaginal (1762), Pg. vaginal.]

A. adj. 1. Anat. and Med. Of the nature of,

having the form or function of, a sheath ; serving

as a sheath. Vaginal process, a process or apo-

physis of the lower portion of the temporal bone,

partially enclosing the styloid process.
1726 Monro Anatomy 164 The Cavity between the Zygo-

matic, Auditory and vaginal Process. 1767 Phil. Trans.
LVII. 295 The vaginal coat of the testicle. 1831 R. Knox
Cloquet's Anat. 55 A bony lamina, called the vaginal
process. ., which forms the posterior limit of the glenoid
cavity. 1873 Mivart Elem. Anat. 80 A sharp ridge runs
inwards and forwards from the root of the styloid process.

This ridge is termed the vaginal process. 1899 Syd. Soc.

Lex. s.v., Vaginal coat of the eye, capsule of Tenon. Ibid.,

Vaginal tunic.

b. Bot. = Vaginant a.

1857 Henfrey Bot. § 75 The vaginal petiolar region is more
or less distinctly evident in many Monocotyledonous leaves.

2. Of, pertaining to, or affecting the vagina.

i8as Good Study Med. (ed. 2) V. 156 tnarg., The vaginal
polypus sometimes dispersed by stimulants and astringents.

1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 314 The Uterine
and Vaginal arteries of the female are derived from the
internal iliac, or Ischiatic arteries. 1855 Ramsbotham
Obstet. Med. <y Surg. 36 The vaginal canal becomes much
contracted in advanced life. X878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg.
I. 688 Vaginal and labial hernia may be mistaken for the
mucous cysts of those parts.

b. Of instruments : Used in dealing with, or

operating on, the vagina.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2687/2 Vaginal speculum. Ibid.,

Vaginal syringe. 1855 Arnold fy Sons' Surg. Instr. Catal.
411 Vaginal and uterine instruments.

B. sb. A vaginal artery or muscle.
187a F. G. Thomas Dis. Women (ed. 3) 52 Sim's instru-

ment, on the other band, elevates the posterior vaginal.

Vaginalitis (vaed^inabi'tis). Path. [f. prec.

+ -itis.] Inflammation of the vaginal coat or

tunic of the testicles.

1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 134 Vaginalitis, although
a very frequent, is not a constant symptom, and is always
consecutive to the inflammation of the epididymis.

Vaginant, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. vaginant-,

vdginans
f

f. vagina sheath. So F. vaginant.]
= Sheathing///, a. b.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot, m. viu (1765) 191 Vaginant,
forming a Vagina or Sheath ; when the Base of the Leaf
forms acylindric Tube that invests the Branch. 1851 G. F.

Richardson Geol. vii. 203 Sessile leaves are sometimes
vaginant, that is, sheathing, as in grasses.

Vaginate, a» rare. [ad. mod.L. vdgindt-us,

*f. as prec. : cf. next and Vaginated ///. a.] En-
closed in a sheath or vagina ; invaginate.

1849 Craig, Vaginate, Vaginated, in Botany, sheathed,
invested by the tubular base of the leaf, as a stem. 1856
W. Clark Van der Hoeverfs Zool. I. 190 Penis vaginate
simple, with a small posterior accessory part. Ibid. 300
Mouth, .composed of a rostellum, retractile, vaginate at the

base. 1859 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1320 Vaginatus, cased,

sheathed, vaginate.

f Vaginate, v. Ohsr~° [f. L. vagina : cf.

prec] To sheathe (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Phillips (1658) substitutes ' Vagination, a sheathing \

t Vaginated, ppl* a, Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ed17| = Vaginate a.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 402 Those above are wholly
vaginated (or sheathed) and come trifoliate at every Joynt.

1776 Evelyn's Sitva viii. 445 The rest of the vaginated stem
touches no other part of the whole cavity. 1849 Isee Vagin-
ate a.].

Vagine. Obs.~° [ad. L. vagina Vagina.] A
scabbard (Cockeram, 1623).

Vagini-, comb. f. of L. vagina sheath (see

Vagino-) in a few scientific terms, as vagini-

form adj.; vaginigluteeus, a muscle acting upon
the sheath of the thigh; also vaginiglutcal adj.;

f vaginipennous a., of beetles, having the wings

covered witli a sheath ; coleopterous.

A few other instances of scientific or technical usage are
given in some recent Diets., as vaginicotine, vaginicolous,
vaginiferous, vaginipennate adjs.

1(546 Sir T. Browhz Pseud. Ep. 111. xv. (1686) 141 All vagini*
pennous or sheath-winged insects, as Beetles and Dorrs.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vaginipennous^ pertaining to sucb
flies, which have their wings cloased as it were in sheaths or
cases, as the Beetle hath. Dr. Br[owne]. 1859 Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1320 Vaginiformis, ..vaginiform.

[| Vaginismus (vaedgini-zm^s). Path. [mod.
L. (Sims), f. vagina.] Painful spasmodic contrac-
tion of the vagina ; vulvismus.
1866 J. M. Sims Uterine Surg. 326 By the term vagin-

ismus I mean an excessive hypera:sthesia of the hymen
and vulvar outlet. 1879^7. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 443
The patient then left for two months, but was readmitted as
the vaginismus still persisted.

Vaginitis (va^inai-iis). Path. [f. as prec. +
-itis. Cf. Y.vaginite.] Inflammation of the vagina.
1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 96 He found

other forms of infusoria in the pus from syphilitic vaginitis.
1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 1S7 Vaginitis is more
common than any other form of gonorrhoea in women.
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 443 Spasm of sphincter
vagina; marked, with some vaginitis and endocervicitis.

Vagino- (vad^arno), used as a comb, form of

L. vagina in some scientific terms, as + vagino-
pennous, — vaginipennous ; vaginoscope, an

instrument for examining the vagina; vagino-
vesical, pertaining to the vagina and the bladder.

Recent Diets, give a number of others in Med., Path., or

Surg.,z.s vaginofixation, vaginotomy; vngino-abiioiniual,

•labial, -vulvar adjs. {Cf. F. vaginolabial, -peritoneal,

•vesical, etc.)

1755 Johnson, Ladybird, a small red inject vaginopennous.
1825 Good Study Med. (ed. 21V. 154 Yagino-voical prolapse.

Prolapse of the vagina dragging the bladder along with it.

1866 J. M. Sims Uterine Surg, 33 Dr. Routh..has detected
pregnancy . .by means of Ins vaginoscope.

Vaginnla (vad^aini^la). PI. vaginulfiB.

Zool. and Bot. [L. vdgJnuLt
t
dim. of v&gina

Vagina.] A little sheath or vagina; esp. in Bot.

the capsule or theca enclosing the base of the seta

in certain mosses.
a. 1843 Wilkinson tr. Swedenborg's Anim. Kingd. I. i.

18 The external.. membrane of the mouth forms a number
of pyramidal and globular pouches or vagir.ula:.

b. 1849 Balfour A' an. Bot. §1114 Urn-shaped pistillidia

.., enclosed at first within a calyptra. ., which is ultimately

carried up with them.., leaving often a sheath (vaginula)

round the bottom of the fruit-stalk. 1863 M. J. Bekkei ey
Brit. Mosses iii. 20 In Sphagnum the vaginula i- lifted up on
a cylindrical hyaline stalk. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs's Bot. 360
The basal portion of 'he growing archegonium becomes
swollen out and penetrates down into the tissue of the stem,

being nourished and firmly enclosed by it (the vaginula).

Vaginule. Bot. [Anglicizing of prec. or a. F.

vaginule.] = prec.

1861 Bentlf.y Alan. Bot. 380 In yungermannia the spor-

angia are elevated upon stalks arising out of the vaginule.

tVagisness. Obsr~ ' [?f. It. vagkezza, t. vago

Vage a.] Handsomeness, elegance.
1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 4. 197 All these [parts of the

worldl..areinameled with amostgratious vagisnesse, lustre,

and beautie.

1 Vagit. Obs~ l [ad. L. vdglt-us, f. vdgire to

cry, squall.] A cry, lamentation, wail.

X627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 254 Hiscruell altars with sad
vagits sounde.

*t Va'gitate, v. Obs.—1 [ad. med.L. vagitdre
t i.

L. vagari to wander.] intr. To roam or travel.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. viii. (1654) 103 Before the

use of the compass was known it was impossible to vagitate

a-thwart the Ocean.

Vago- (v£*g0), osed as comb. f. of Vagus in a

few terms of Anat. or Med. in the sense ' of or per-

taining to, denoting, the vagus or pneumogastric

nerve (and some other nerve or rart)', as vago~

accessory\ -glossopharyngeal, -sympathetic adjs.

1877 M. Foster Physiol, in. i. (1878J 392 In the mixed
vago-sympathetic trunk. X897 Allbutt's Syst Med. IV. 860

Among bulbar nerves the vago-accessory is by far the most
frequently attacked. 1899 Ibid. VI. 811 The hypoglossal

root fibres lie in close proximity to those of the vagoglosso-

pharyngeal nerve.

tVagons, a. Obs. [ad. L. vagus: see Vague
a.] Vagrant or vague, in various senses ; departing

from or exceeding just or ordinary bounds; irregu-

lar, inordinate; unsettled, wandering.
1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. 1. i. 15 We have

no other assurance of it then so wild and vagous a tradition.

Ibid. iii. 32, I know not what natural vagous and indeter-

min'd notion. X684 N. S. tr. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible ix. 67

The first is only a Vagous way of Disputation, propounding

now one thing, now another. X710 T. Fuller Phartn.

Extemp. 78 The whole throng of Physicians., cneth it up.

.

to.. cure vagous Pains. 17*6 Ayliffe Parergon 107 Such

as were born and begot of a single woman, through a vagous

Lust,, .were called Spurii. 1737 Bracken Farriery Intpr.

C1757) I- 319 [They] were no doubt liable to vagous and

wandering Pains.

Va'grance. rare, [f. as next: see -ance.J

Vagrancy.
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 85 P 9 The understanding

may be restrained from that vagrance and dissipation by
which it relieves itself after a long intenseness of thought.

1871 B. Tavlor Faust (1S75) I. xxii. 197 You'll never mount
the airy steep With all your tripping vagrance.

Vagrancy (v^'gransi). [f. Vagrant a. : see

-ANCY.]
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VAGRANT.
1. fig. The action or fact of wandering or digress-

ing in mind, opinion, thought, etc. ; an instance of

this. (Cf. 3 .)

164a H. More SongofSoul \\. iii. III. Ixxiii, Curious men
will judge't a vagrancy To start thus from my scope. 1778
Johnson in Boswell (1831) IV. 176 Of tliis vacillation and
vagrancy of mind, I impute a great part to a fortuitous and
unsettled life. 1808 Han. More Calebs II. 200 Poetry. .has
of late too much degenerated into personal satire,, .and cari-

cature ; . . it has exhibited the vagrancies of genius, without
the inspiration. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord, I.

236 We can all of us apprehend the pretty vagrancy of the
fancy. i86:Tulloch Eng. Purit. ii. 201 The workings of
conscience helped to check the vagrancies of the heart.

2. The state, condition, or action of roaming
abroad or wandering about from place to place.
a 1677 Harrow Serin, iv. Wks. 1686 III. 42 Thereforedid

he spend his days in continual labour, in restless travel, in
endless vagrancy, going about doing good. Ibid. v. 57 Moses
did not lose his affection towards his Countreymen, because
he was by one of them threatned away into banishment and
vagrancy. 1776 Johnson in Bosivell (Oxf. ed.) II. 40 As
a shepherd.. he is answerable for those that stray... But
no man can be answerable, .for vagrancy which he has not
authority to restrain. 1822-56 De Quincey Con/. Wks.
1S62 1. 131 Happier life I cannot imagine than this vagrancy,
if the weather were but tolerable, through endlesssuccessions
of changing beauty. 1829 Lytton Devercux t. i, Before
terminating for ever his vagrancies. 1889 B. HARrzCressy
i. It had been the habit of the master to utilize these pre-
liminary vagrancies of his little flock.

trans/'. 1884 Harper's Mag. Dec. 76/2, I was struck by
the wild untutored vagrancy of every growing thing.

b. spec. Idle wandering with no setlled habita-
tion, occupation, or obvious means of support ; con-
duct, life, or practices characteristic of vagrants or

idle beggars.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vagrancy, a vagrant, dis-

orderly, or ill Course of Life, a 179a Burke Sk. Negro
Code Wks. (Bohn) V. 544 He shall by office prosecute them
for the offences of idleness.., gaming, or vagrancy. 1857
Toulmin Smith Parish 145 Vagrancy had thus everywhere
a colourable excuse given to it, and soon largely increased.
1876 J. Weiss Wit

f
Hum. <$ Shaks.^ iv. 141 He ought to be

taken up for vagrancy as having no visible means of support.
attrib. 1901 Scribner's Mag. April 406/1 The sleepy un-
wary are lucky if they escape the Island on a vagrancy
commitment
3. An instance or occasion of wandering or roam-

ing ; a rambling journey ; a straying.

1763 Ld. Hardwicke in Life (1847) III. xv. 381 The run-
aways need not shorten their vagrancy on that account.

1799 Strutt Dress .y Habit II. 318 It was evidently his

intention to hold up these idle vagrancies to ridicule.

Vagrant (v/i-grant), sb. and a. Forms: a.

5-6 vagarauut(e, 6-? vagarant, 6 -ent. £. 6-
vagrant, 7 vag'rant. [Late ME.vagraunt,vaga-
raunt, perh. an alteration of earlier AF. wakerant
(wacrant, wafcrant), through association with L.
vagdrt: cf. Vagabond. The AF. word is em-
ployed in the sense of * vagrant ' in enactments of
the 14th cent.]

A. sb. 1. One of a class of persons who having
no settled home or regular work wander from place

to place, and maintain themselves by begging or

in* some other disreputable or dishonest way; an
itinerant beggar, idle loafer, or tramp.
Vagrants have been the subject of many legal enactments,

and by the Act 5 Geo. IV, c. 83 (the Vagrancy Act), now in
force, they are divided into ' idle and disorderly persons,
rogues and vagabonds, incorrigible rogues and other
vagrants '.

a. _M44 Bolls of Parlt.V. 113/1 Alle Statutes of Laborers,
. . Vitaillers, Servauntz and Vagarauntz, afore this tyme
made. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 75 They runne
roging like vagarents vp and downe the countries like

maisterlesse men. 1598 Barkcley Belie. Man (1631) 378
[Seamen] are alwaies as vagarants and in continuall exile.

p. 1452 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 201
All manere vagraunts, vacabunds and beggers begging oute
of the hundred wheras they duelle. 1547 Act 1 Edw. VI,
c. 3 § 6 Yf it shall appear . . suche man . . to have been a vag-
raunte and vacabound or ydle parsone. 1606 Warner Alb.
Eng. xiv. xci. 367 Lest his Bagpipe, Sheephooke, Skrip,
and Bottell > , By Vagrants (more then many now) might
suffer of their stealth. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India fy P. 392
These then are Vagrants, while the Husbandman fixes him-
self in the Villages. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi, 452 Vagrants who
on falsehood live, Skill'd in smooth tales, and artful to
deceive. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$ F. xvii. (1787) IL 34 The
praefect, who seemed to have been designed as a terror only
to slaves and vagrants. 1832 Ht. Martineau Ireland 119
The listless or bold expression which characterises vagrants.
1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 75 For the able-bodied
vagrant, it is well known that the old English laws had no
mercy. 1884 Pae Eustace 57 If you dare to trespass on my
grounds, .you will be treated as a vagrant or a beggar.

2. One who wanders or roams about; a person
who leads a wandering life ; a rover.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon xi, Vagrant, go roam and range
about the world, and perish as a vagabond on earth ! 1718
Pope Odyss. n. 212 Unniimber'd birds glide through the
aerial way, Vagrants of air, and unforeboding stray. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 361 Inabout five Days Time the
three Vagrants, tir'd with Wandring,.. came back, a 1770
Jortin Serin. (1771) V. ix. 194 He chose the Israelites, poor
vagrants who had not a foot of ground of their own. 1807

J. Barlow Columb. n. 194 Why, . . if ages past Led the bold
vagrants to so mild a waste, . .Why the wild woods for ever
must they rove?
fig. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 3 We shal not neede

trauell faire to seeke instances of such vagrants out of the
wayes of God.
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3. A wandering or non-sedentary spider (see

first quot.).

1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xiii. (1816) I. 423 The former

Walckenaer, in his admirable work on spiders, has designated

by the name of Vagrants. 1835 Kirby Hob. <$ Inst. Anint.

II. xix. 298 There is a very common black and white spider

amongst the vagrants.

B. adj. 1. Wandering about without proper

means of livelihood ; living in vagrancy or idle

vagabondage ; of or belonging to the class of

vagrants or itinerant beggars.
a. 1461 Litt. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 127 Many.. of the

Kynges liege people . .gothe vagaraunt and vnoccupied and
may not haue ther labour to ther levyng. 1330 Act -2-2

Hen. VIII, c. 12 §2 Yf any suche ympotent person after

the sayde Feast of Seynt Iobn, be vagarant & goo abeggyng.
Ibid. § 9 Whypped for a vagarant stronge begger. 1608

Bacon Comment. Sol, 1. Wks. 1868 IV. 91 The Indited re-

cusant, the Non Communicant, the vagarant person. 1632

Sanderson Serm. 383 Sturdy Roagues and vagarant towns-

end beggars.

0. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 160 In all which
places they mustred souldiers,. .entertaining also strangers,

and other vagrant and masterlesse men. 1641 Bkome
yoviall Crew 11, Current and vagrant—Stockant, whippant
Beggars ! 1722 De Foe Plague 122 Every vagrant person

may, by the laws of England, be taken up. 1770 Goldsm.
Des. Vill. 149 His house was known to all the vagrant train.

1814-28 Somerville Life <V Times {1861) 370 Before the

general establishment of poor's-rates, the country was over-

run with vagrant beggars. 1854 Act 17 # 18 Vict. c. 74
An Act to render Reformatory and Industrial Schools in

Scotland more available for the Benefit of Vagrant Children.

fig. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 252 If once Right
Reason, .be put by its office, our inward house will soon lie

..free for every vile and vagrant Opinion to take up and
dwell therein.

2. Jig. Wandering, straying, roving; inconstant,

unsettled, wayward, etc.

1522 More De quat. Noviss. Wks. 76/1 It often happeth, y*

the very face sheweth y« mind walking a pilgrimage,in such
wise y* not withoute som note & reproch ofsuche vagaraunte
mind [etc.]. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 3 We haue
a wandring and vagrant vaine euen after our calling, and
therefore much more before. 1651 H. More Enthus. Tri.

(1662) 48 His causality is more vagrant, more lax and
general, then to be brought in here. 1684 Burnet tr. Utopia
141 They think that if they were not so strictly restrained
from all vagrant Appetites, very few would engage in a
married state. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 143 P4 Ambition,
Envy, vagrant Desire, or impertinent Mirth will take up our
Minds. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. Pref. 26 Men
daily, hourly sacrifice the greatest known interest, to. .any
vagrant inclination. 1755 J. Shebbeare Lydia (1769) I. 116
Pleasure skin-deep and vagrant, pain heart-felt and long-

lasting ! 1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 154 We wander
by forest side or fountain,.. following our vagrant fancies.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 542 The offspring of a
vagrant and ignoble love, 1879 Dixon Windsor I. xxiii. 234
A child, .with a violent and vagrant temper.

3. Leading a wandering or nomadic life; ranging
or roaming from place to place ; straying, strag-

gling. Cf. Vagant a. r.

pred. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) 201 They
shulde here and se lernyng in the sayd college, and not to be
vagrant abrode in the sayd towne. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie 1. iii. (Arb.) 22 The people remained in the woods
and mountains, vagarant and dispersed like the wild beasts.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citt'e of God 889 [They] became
vagrant through most parts of the Romaine Empire. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, Ixxxii, Vagrant as a Rout
Possest with feare, led by vnskillfull guides. 1728 Pope
Dune. 1. 232 Ye shall not beg,.. Sent with a Pass, and
vagrant thro' the land.

attrib. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 90 Fearing his
vagrant sonne might grow too potent.. he rowses himselfe.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. xv. 37 A vagrant Zany,
of no certain Manger, Who knew not, ere he din'd, or Friend
or Stranger. 1759 Johnson Rassclas xxxvii, I amused my-
self with observing the manners of the vagrant nations.
1781 Gibbon Dccl. $ F. xxv. (1787) II. 532 The vagrant
soldiers were recalled to their standard. 1812 J. Henry
Camp. agst. Quebec 68 Without the path of the vagrant
savage to guide us. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 630
It might well be. .that., regents would continue to adminis-
ter the government in the name of vagrant and mendicant
kings, i860 Hawthorne Marb. Faun I. x. 100 They proved
to bea vagrant band, such as. .all Italy abounds with.

b. Of animals, birds, etc.

1743 Francis tr. Horace, Odes iv. iv. 4 To whom the
monarch of the gods assign'd Dominion o'er the vagrant,
feather'd race. 1767 Phil. Trans. LVII. 396 It becomes a
resting place to vagrant^ birds, 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1776) III. 53 [The goat is] lively, capricious, and vagrant;
it is not easily confined to its flock.., and loves to stray
remote from the rest. 1817 Wordsw. Vernal Ode 90 The
soft murmur of the vagrant Bee. 1855 Poultry Chron. III.
562 In one case two swarms, both of them vagrant swarms,
took possession of the same hive.

C. Of plants : Rambling or straggling in growth
or habit ; straying. Also of hair.

1827 Hood Mids. Fairies xlix, And sometimes we enrich
gray stems_,_ with twined And vagrant ivy. 1851 Loncf.
Gold. Leg. ii. A Farm, The vagrant Vines that wandered,
Seeking the sunshine, round and round. 1862 Sala Seven
Sons I. xi. 265 She had. .a quantity of vagrant brown hair.

4. Of or belonging to a vagrant or wanderer

;

characterized by, peculiar to, devoted or given up
to, vagrancy or wandering.
1583 Stubbes A nat. Abus. 11. M 4 b, Doe you allow of that

vagarant ministerie, which is in manie Countries, .sprongvp
of late, to the discredite of the Gospell of Jesus Christ?
1598 Hackluyt Voy. I. '490 The worde Turk signifieth a
Shepheard or one that followeth a vagarant and witde kinde
of life. 1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 665 The Ethiop-
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ians..Hued before a vagrant life, like the Nomades of olde.

1659 Hammond On Ps. lvi. 8 Thou knowest the dayes of
my exile, and vagrant condition. 1709 Prior Henry <y

Emma 304 That Beauteous Emma vagrant Courses took

;

Her Father's House and civil Life forsook. 1775 Johnson
Let. 27 May in Boswell, Because it will be inconvenient
to send them after me in my vagrant state. — Tax. no
Tyr. 22 But the age being now past of vagrant excursion.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 212 Persons whose life has
been passed in vagrant diplomacy. 1867 Morris Jason
xiv. 416 Keeping but vagrant life for thine own part Of
what thou boastest with the Gods to share.

5. Of things : Not fixed or stationary ; moving
hither and thither ; spec, in Path, of certain blood-
cells.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. 1. i, Ere he march in

Asia, or display His vagrant Ensigne in the Persean fields.

1612 Woodall_ Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 226 Mercuric. ii

in truth a fugitive vagrant substance. 1743 Francis tr.

Horace, Odes 1. xxvi. 3 Bear them, ye vagrant winds, away.
Ibid, xxxiv. 14 The ponderous earth, and vagrant streams.

1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat. II. 417 When we consider
the motion of those vagrant worlds, the comets. 1800 Moore
Anacnon Iviii. 10 Then I loose all such clinging cares, And
cast them to the vagrant airs. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge
xv, A vagrant ray of sunlight patching the shade of the tall

houses. 1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 203 The
lofty ice mountains that wander like vagrant islands along
the coast of America. 1899 Allbittt's Syst. Med. VI. 497 The
fixed cells of the tissue to a great extent appear to supplant

in its office the vagrant leucocyte.

f b. Of a disease or pain : Not local or confined

to one particular part. Obs.
1656 Ridgley Prad. Physick 24 Arthritis that is vagrant

is Scorbutical, and a pain of divers parts. 1684 tr. Bonet's
Merc. Compit. iv. 126 M. N. was suddenly taken with
most sharp vagrant pains.

Va grant, v. rare-1 , [f. prec] intr. To be-

have like a vagrant; to ramble or roam.
1886 Miss Broughton Doctor Cupid I, ix, 156 The boy is

out—, .vagranting after his kind.

Vagrantism. [f. Vagrant sb. or a.'] Inclina'

tion to, love of, vagrancy.
1908 G. S. Hall Adolescence I. 296 The erratic acts of

these cases, .. passionate vagrantism and vagabondage, soli-

tude and soliloquy.

Vagrantize, v. rare. [f. Vagrant sb. +
-ize.] fa. trans. To arrest as a vagrant. Obs.

b. To reduce to the condition of a vagrant. In

quot. absol.

1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (181 3) I. 21 Set off

to the next justice of the peace, for the purpose of getting

the whole set vagrantized. 1893 Liverpool Daily Post 22

Dec. 4/10 The result is rather to permanently vagrantize

—

if one may coin a verb for the occasion—instead of inculcat-

ing., independent effort.

Vagrant-like, adv. [f. Vagrant sb.] In or

after the manner of a vagrant.

1679 J. Goodman Per/it. Pard. 1. iv. (1713) 97 He vagrant-

like wandred on in a course of dissoluteness.

Vagrantly (v<?''grantli), adv. Also 6 vag-
rauntlie. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.] As a vagrant ; in

a vagrant or wandering manner; f irrelevantly.

1547 Act 1 Edw. VI, c. 3 § 6 We haue taken this bearer

I. K. vagrauntlie,. .going loytering idellie abowt. a 1603

T. Cartwright Confut. Rhcm. N. T. (1618) 634 The con-

trary., being barely and nakedly affirmed of the lesuites,

and that most vagrantly, and from the purpose. 1604 N. D.
3rd Pt. Three Conversions of Eng. g^ Who would neither

haue lands, .nor any certaine seats or habitation, but went
abroade vagrantly. 1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet., Vage,
wandringly, scatteringly, vagrantly. 1847 Webster, Vag-
rantly, in a wandering, unsettled manner. 1893 Dispatch
(Columbus) 20 April, Come with me then, vagrantly, into a
few of these lovely old home-spots of rural England.

+ Vagra rious, a. nonce-word. [Cf. next and

-arious,] Vagrant, wandering.

179S Wilberforce in Life (1839) II. 105 My health is not

equal to this vagrarious kind of life.

tVa*grate, v. nonce-word. ff. VagR-ant sb. ;

see -ate.] intr. To range or wander.
1807 J. Barlow Columb. ix. 314 In this unbounded range,

Where error vagrates and illusions change.

tVagring, ppl* a. Obs.~l [f. as prec] Vag-
rant, wandering ; nomadic.
1619 W. Sclater Exp. 1 Thess. (1629) 310 There are risen

vp a scattered and vagring company, vnder color of

deuotion.

Vagrom (vJJ-gr^m), a. [Illiterate alteration of

Vagrant a. : cf. Ingram a. In mod. use only

after Shakspere.]

1. Vagrant, vagabond, wandering.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado In. iii. 26 Dogberry. You shall com-
prehend all vagrom men. 1863 G. A. Sala Capt. Dangerous
I. x, 285 Sheep-stealers, footpads, vagrom men and women.
1874 M. Collins Transmigr. II. ii. 49 With him came the

vagrom guest,.. a boy almost. 1882 Bebakt All Sorts 164

Born of a poor vagrom woman.

2. Eccentric, erratic.

1882 Sat. Rev. LIV. 497 Words lose their character and
have their history obscured by being spelled after the vagrom
devices of the phonetic people.

Vagt, southern ME. var./^/, pa. t. Fight v.

+Vague, -f^. 1 Obs. Also 6 vage. [Of obscure

origin.] A prank or trick. Only in pi.

Freq. in the second quarter of the 16th c, esp. in the phrase

to play one's vagues, with which to take one's vogues
appears to be synonymous.

(a) 1523 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 200 Thei thought that

Columpna had..takyn so his vages against the said Car-
dinall de Medyces . . that the said Columpna dorst never have
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trustyd..hymself afiir in the desperat handes of the Car-
dinal!. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 120 Yf they playe thus
their vages, They shall not escape the plages Which to
theym of Rome happened, a 1548 Hall Chron,, Hen, VIII,
352 b, The Scottes had some leysure to play their vagues
and folowe their accustomed manier. c 1557 Abp. Parker
Ps. civ, There playth his vages Leviathan.
{b) 1526 PUgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 80 b, She despyseth

all outwarde vages & vanytees, & is content to fulfyll all y'

her lady commaundeth. 1536 Skelton Magnyf. 1968 Be-
cause of theyr neglygence and of theyr wanton vagys, I

vysyte them and stryke them with many sore plagys.

Vague (vff'g), a., adv. j sb.- Also 7 vago. [a. F.
vague (13th c.) or ad. L. vag-us wandering, incon-

stant, uncertain, etc. (hence also It., Sp., Pg. vago)]
1. Of statements, etc. : Couched in general or

indefinite terms ; not definitely or precisely ex-

pressed ; deficient in details or particulars.

1548 Vicary Anat. (1888) 15 Likewise a Chirurgion must
take heede that he deceiue no man with bis vague promises.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Durham 1. (1662) 298 With
subtilty not light, slight, vage as air, But such as Truth
doth crown. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 76 F 8 Men often

extenuate their own guilt, only by vague and general
charges upon others. 1784 Cowper Task it. 521 Their
answers, vague, And all at random. 1844 Thirlwall Greece
VIII. 179 He remained inflexible, covering his refusal with
the vague pretext, 'that circumstances were not in his

power '. 1849 Macaulay Hist, Eng. ix. II. 400 He wanted
..to have, not vague professions of good will, but distinct

invitations and promises of support. 1884 Law Times Rep.
XLIX. 773/2 The statement of claim is so vague that we
had to go into detail, so as to make the case clear.

2. Of words, language, etc. : Not precise or

exact in meaning.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. To Rdr., Vague and insignificant

forms of speech, and abuse of language, have so long passed
for mysteries of science. 1744 Harris Three Treat. Wks.
(1841) 2 So it was. .with a thousand words beside, all no less

common, and equally familiar; and yet all of them equally
vague and undetermined, a 1781 R. Watson Philip III
(1793) I. m. 306 It was conceived in vague and general terms.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. Pref. p.xi, Its descriptive
language was.. arbitrary, vague and ambiguous. 1813 J.
Thomson Led. Inflam. 502 By an indiscriminate use of
vague terms. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 152 These
vague phrases were not likely to quiet the perturbed mind
of the minister. 1870 Farrar Fam. Speech iii. (1873) 87 But
the name Chaldee is so vague and misleading that I have
purposely excluded it. 1900 E. Holmes What is Poetry .'

79 Vague words, "then, stir emotion ; exact terms repress it.

Jig. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob viii. 23 Like the vague sighings
of a wind at even, That wakes the wavelets of the slumber-
ing sea, And dies on the creation of its breath.

3. Of ideas, knowledge, etc. : Lacking in defin-

iteness or precision ; indefinite, indistinct.

a 1704 Locke (J.), These vague ideas, signified by the
terms, whatsoever and thing. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty
7 So vague is taste, when it has no solid principles for its

foundation. 179a Mary Wollstonecr. Rights Worn. v. 186
Though prudence of this sort be termed a virtue, morality
becomes vague when any part is supposed to rest on false-

hood. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 172 The metes and
bounds of property would be vague and indeterminate. 1845
Budd Dis. Liver 2 To the vague and unsatisfactory state

of our knowledge respecting them, a 1881 A. Barratt
Phys. Metempiric (1883) 156 Beyond this we only get a
vague analogy.

D. Similarly of feelings or sensations.

1797 S. & Ht. Lee Cant. T. I. 106 [He was] trembling
with a new and vague apprehension. 1837 W. Irving Capt.
Bonneville III. 256 Their movements not only give a vague
alarm, but.. will even indicate to the knowing trapper the
very quarter whence danger threatens. 1845 Budd Dis.
Liver 387 The patient's illness begins with general disorder

;

..vague pains in the belly, and sometimes with vomiting.
1868 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 15 The vague but strong feeling

that her son was a stranger to her. i88«> E. Clodd Myths
1. §6. in Man's sense of vague wonder in the presence of
powers whose force he cannot measure.

4. fa. Vague acid (see quots.). Obs.

1741 Shaw tr. Boer/iaave t

sChem,(e<\. 2)1. ii20f the Vague
Acid. The vague volatile liquid acid, found perhaps every
where in mines- 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., Vague
Acid, a term much used by the modern chemists, and signi-
fying a certain volatile fluid salt or acid, supposed to be
foundevery where in mines, and in combination with different

other substances, to form many of the ordinary compound
fossils. 1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 45 A Belemnite, whose
laminae were in a manner dissected and laid open by the
vague acid, . . which everywhere pervades the earth, destroy-
ing some bodies, and forming others.

b. Bot, (See quot.)
184* A. Gray Struct. Bot. viii. (1880) 313 Vague, when the

radicle bears no evident or uniform relation of the kind to
the pericarp.

5. Lacking physical definiteness of form or out-
line ; indistinctly seen or perceived ; formless,
obscure, shadowy.
1822 B. W. Proctor Flood ofT/tessaty 1. 3 Chaos, touched

with light and form, Lo?t its vague being. 1849 Mrs.
Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. 433 These are in every state
of condensation, from a vague film hardly to be discerned to
such as have actually arrived at a solid nucleus of stars. 1879
Huxley Hume iv. 96 We travel through countries where
every feature of the scenery is vague.

6. Of persons, the mind, etc. : Unable to think
with clearness or precision ; indefinite or inexact
in thought or statement.
1806-20 Wordsw. River Duddon xxvi, Random cares and

truant joys, That shield from mischief and preserve from
stains Vague minds, while men are growing out of boys.
18*7 Carlyle ./I/we. (1840) 1. 17 Richter has.. an imagination
vague, sombre, splendid, or appalling. 1847 Helps Friends
in C* 1. viii. 14a The sharp practice of the world drives

some logic into the most vague of men : women are not so
schooled.

b. poet. Of the eyes : Devoid of expression, rare.
1820 Keats St. Agnes viii, She dane'd along with vague,

regardless eyes.

7. + a. ? Vagrant, vagabond. Obs. rare.

a i6»7 Sir J. Hayward Ediv. VI (1630) 63 The Lord Gray
encouraged his men to set sharpely upon the vague villaines,

good neither to Hue peaceably nor to fight.

b. Of the Egyptian month or year : Beginning
at varying seasons ; moveable, shifting.

a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 762 The beginnings of these
years being taken from the first of the vage or moveable
moneth Tlwth of the Egyptians, i860 R. S. Poole in

Smith's Diet. Bible I. 506/1 {Egypt), The Vague Year con-
tained 365 days without any additional fraction, and there-

fore passed through all the seasons in about 1500 years.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 665 This [Egyptian] year is called

vague, by reason of its commencing sometimes at one season
of the year, and sometimes at another.

8. As adv. Vaguely; indistinctly.

1864 Longf. Wind over Chimney ix, The night-wind
drear Clamours louder, wilder, vaguer.

b. In combs., as vague-hovering; -?nenacing,

-sailing, -shining, etc.

1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 238 In this wild
Universe of ours, storming. in, vague-menacing, it is enough
if you shall find, .existence. 1871 J. Hay Pike County Bail.

(1880) 90 Vague-hovering o'er her form.. A warmer and a
dearer charm. Ibid. 95 Vague-sailing, where the feathery
clouds Fleck white the tranquil skies. 1879 Dowden Southey
vii. 196 Will-o'-the-wisp, vague-shining theories that beguile
night wanderers.

9. absol. as sb., esp. the vague, the vague aspect or

consideration of things. In the vague, in a vague
or indefinite state or condition, uncertain ; without

entering into details or particulars, in general.

1851 Carlyle Sterling 1, xii, John Mill . .spoke of him. .as

a gifted amiable being,.. in danger of dissipating himself
into the vague. 1856 Mrs, Carlyle Lett. II. 280 My plans
are still in the vague ; I feel no haste to * see my way '. 1881

Masson De Quincey 196 The meaning is all but lost in a
mere vague of music. 1882 Bain J. S. Mill i. 13 All this is

completely in the vague. 1894 Month Oct. 207 We must
take them rather in the vague.

b. The vague or uncertain future, rare.

1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 26a Dr. B. is postponed into
the vague.

o. The vague or undefined expanse ^/'something.
1870 Lowell Study Wind. 90 The great Genoese did not

draw that first star-guided furrow across the vague of waters.

1875 Ruskin Led. Art vi. 169 The shadows lost or dis-

regarded in the vague of space.

Vague (v<?tg), v.1 Chiefly Sc. Now rare or

Obs. Forms : a. 6-7 vage. 0. Se. 6-7, 9 vaig, 7
uaigo. y. 7- vague, [ad. L. vagdri to wander :

cf. F. vaguer, Pg. vagar, It. vagare.] intr. To
wander ; to range, roam ; to ramble idly or as a

vagrant.
o. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. x. (Royal MS.) 3394 Era land

to land.. he wes vagand [v.r. waucrande]. 1548 Compt.
Scott, xiii. (1S72) in Quhen metellushed vagit vpanddoune
there ane lang tyme. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confnt. Fam.
Love 1 Euill disposed persons vage and wander abroad at

midnight.
0. ivfirjSc.Acts, Jets. VI, c. nop 12 Tbaysall remane within

this realme. .and sail not vaig thairfra. 1647 Aberd. Rec. in
Aberd. yrnl. N. $ Q. (1908) I. 16/1 That all persones..heir
the word of God, and not vaig nor goe to the old toun. c 1657
Sir W. Mure Ps. cix. 10 Still vaige, and sharke, and beg
about, Their bounds lay'd waist, they may. 1802 Leyden
Compt. Scotl. Gloss. 379 To vaig is in common use, as well

as stravaig.

y. 1600 Holland Livy xxilt. xlii. 503 To. .suppresse these
robbers that vague about our country. Ibid. xxxt. xxi. 785
They vagued to and fro in scattering wise up and downe the
countrey a foraging, c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855)
121 Thou idle boy thus vagueing here and there. 1678 Sir
G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xxvi. § iv. (1699) 266 If

they were necessitated to vague up and down at all Courts,
upon all occasions. 1766 Nichol Poems 2 Thus through the
country I went vaguing. 1786 in Old Ch. Life Scotl. (1885)

320 The profanation of this holy day by idly vaguing
together.

t b. In fig. use. Obs.

1567 Drant Horace, Ep. Bj, Should I goe wryte at Ran-
donne tho, and vage abroade, and raue? 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 289 IHe] louset a brydle to

thame to vaig in quhat lust or leicherie lyket thame best.

a 1614 f- Mklvill £>/Vrry(Wodrow Soc.) 445 The Kingsould
be judge if a Minister vag from his text. 1641 R. B. K.
Par. Liturgy w. Mass-bh., etc. 39 In these conceats ali of
them agree to vage.

Vague (
v#g), v.2 rare, [f. Vague a.] intr.

To act or write vaguely ; to be vague or indefinite.

1880 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 649, I have vagued away in a sort

of circle round my diaries still heaped on the floor, and
Josephine standing between me and the lamp. 1894 Mrs.
C. Praed Christina Chard I. 123 I've vagued all my life—
that's been my curse. Ibid. 128 You are to fulfil yourself.

You are to ' vague ' no more.

Vaguely (vv:-gli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.]

I In a vague, indefinite, or indeterminate

manner ; with vagueness or lack of precision ; in ,

vague terms.

1 78 1 Gibbon Dccl.tf F. xxx. (1787)11!. 185 The services of
Stilicho are great and manifest; his crimes, as they are
vaguely stated in the language of flattery and hatred, are

obscure. 17^91 Boswell Johnson (1831) I. 330 Concerning
the publication of which Sir John Hawkins guesses vaguely
and idly. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 30 When my uncle
was dressing, he called vaguely to mind the visitor of the

preceding night. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV, 303

t
A motion was made so vaguely worded that it could hardly
be said to mean any thing, a 1881 A. Barratt Phys.
Metempiric (1S83) 104 To some such conception we are
vaguely led.

D. Dimly, obscurely.
1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. xxi. 494, I vaguely

I

discerned the audience and apparatus. 1873 Black Pr.
Thule xix. 316 The houses grew vaguely distinct.

2. Without attention or concentration of mind or
1 thought ; idly, vacantly.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxxiv, Hestood . . listening vaguely
to what the magistrate was saying to him. 1878 T. Hardy
Ret. Native v. v, 'No,' said Eustacia, looking vaguely
through the window at the fire.

Vagueness (v^'gnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]
The quality or condition of being vague ; lack of

distinctness or preciseness ; indefiniteness.

1790 Mackintosh Study Law Nat. 8 Notwithstanding
the objections of some writers to the vagueness of the lan-
guage. 1829 H. Neelk Lit. Rem. 52 A great fault into

! which descriptive writers fall is the vagueness and indistinct-

,
ness of their pictures. 1843 Mill Logic 1. ii. § 5 We shall

j

have occasion to show under what conditions this vagueness

j

may exist. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I.

I
vii. 238 A general vagueness as to the ordinary duties oi

mankind, a 1881 A. Barratt Phys. Metempiric (1883J 52
The weakness of this conception is its vagueness.

b. An instance of this ; a vague thing, feature,

word, etc.

1838 Lond. ty Wcsttn. Rcr. XXIX. 63 With a remark or
two on those errors and vaguenesses we shall conclude.

1839 Poe Fall House l'shcr\sks. 1864 I. 29S The paintings
. .which grew, touch by touch, into vaguenesses at which I

' shuddered, a 1849 — A*. //. Home Ibid. III. 4j6 Pure
vaguenesses of speech abound.

Vaguer. Sc. Also 6 vaigare, 7va{i)ger. [f.

Vaguer. 1
] An idle stroller or wanderer ; a vagrant.

15.. Aberd. Reg. (Jatn.\ Vaigares, adhantariscf ailhousM>.

1647 Baillie Lett. (1841) III. 15 An act against vagers from
their own minister.1

-. 1876 Gkant Burgh Sch. Scot. n. v. 195
They were forbidden . . to be perturbers or vaguers, wander-

. ing from place to place.

Vaguing, vbl. sb. Novrrare. Also .SV. 6vaig-
ing, 7 -in, vaging. [f. as prec] The action of the

j
vb. ; idle rambling or wandering; an instance or

occasion of this. Chietly Si:

1596 Dalry.mple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 25S His
wyfc.culde nocht suffir his foull, inordinat, and voluptuous
vaiging by her. 1659 A. Hay Diaiy (S.H.S.) 38 That the

Lord wold reforme.. the vaigings and whoringsof my heart.

1692 in Bower Hist. Univ. Edinb. I. 54 That thereby vaging
i and vice may be discouraged. 1770 J. Watt in Muirhead
' Life (1858) 203 The vaguing about the country, and bodily

fatigue, have given me health and spirits. 1900 H. G.
;

Graham Soc. Life in Scot. iSth Cent. (1901) III. ii. 92 The
vaguing or loitering idly in the streets..was a subject of

condemnation.

Vaguing,///. a. Also 7 vaging. [f. as prec]
Wandering, roving.
1617 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thcss. (1629) 223 Men of no setled

abode; vaguing, or vagabond lewes. 1629 Sir W. Mure
True Cruci/ix2-ji$ Sathan, . .whocoursedoth takeOn wings
of vaging thoughts, before to send His Messingers. 1633
Struther True Happiness 135 Hee saw nothing beside,

that could so much as draw his vaging desire to it. 1905
Gunn Baron Crt. of Stitchill (S.H.S.) Introd. p. xxii, 'I he
sturdy, vaguing beggar who would neither work nor want
was a constant menace to the cottar and villager.

Vaguish (v#*gij), a. [f. Vague a. + -isu]

Somewhat vague or indefinite.

1818 Btacfav, Mag. III. 532 It is very clear That I into a
vaguish style have got. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas
II. 146 It is a vaguish affair to have to squeeze a whole
capital into a postscript, but I have no time to individualise.

VagUS (v^-g£s). Anat. and Path. PI. vagi
(v^'d^ai). [a. L. vagus wandering, straying.] The
pneumogastric nerve (see Pneumogastric a.).

1840 E. Wilson Anat. I'ade M. (1842 ^03 The Pneumo-
gastric Nerve (vagus) arises by numerous filaments from the

respiratory tract immediately below the gl.^so-pharyngeal.

1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 96, 1 endeavoured to compress
the right vagus at the angle of the jaw. 1899 A tlbutt's Syst.

M^edYll. 773 Some fibres of the vagus pass to the intestines.

b. attrib. in vagus nerve, etc.

1856 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. II. 119 The Vagus
Nerve emerges from the Medulla oblongata immediately
below the glosso-pharyngeal. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I.

228 Atropine paralyses the vagus endings and centre. 1897
Ibid. IV. 631 Vagus pneumonia, as it is called, which follows

section of the vagi in rabbits.

II Vah, int. Obs. Also 4 vath. [L. vah whence

Gr. ofcfc) ; med.L. also vath.] An exclamation

expressive of exultation, contempt, or disgust.

138* Wyclif Isaiah xliv. 16 He.. is chaufid, and seide,

Vah [v.r. vath; Cov. A ha], or weel, I am hat; V i-a; the

fyr . _ Matt, xxvii. 40 Forsothe men passynge forth

blasfemyden hym, moouynge her heuedis, and seyingc,
' Vath, or fie, to thee '. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt, xxvii. 40

Saying, Vah, thou that destroyest the temple of God. 1616

J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. iv. 191 Vah, but ift bee your

fortunes to goe hence, leave mee some suer gard for my
weake defense! 1619 Harris Drunkard's Cup 19 Vah,

vah, vah, you would sinke to see and smell. 1631 Anchoran

Comenius' Gate Tongues 186 Vah, away with shame, dis-

honestie and lecherie !

Vaiage, obs. Sc. f. Voyage. Vaick, var. Vake
v. Obs. Vaid, obs. Sc. f. Wade v.

fVaidie. Obsr* [a. AF. vaidye, vaidie, =
ONF. vei(s)die, OF. voi(s)die t of doubtful origin.]

Subtlety, guileful cunning.

c X3JS -W/>. Horn. 96 This said Herodes in vaidye {v.rr.

ful coutly, full falslyc], For at Crist hauid he gret enuyc.



VAIL.

Vaifer, obs. Sc. f. Waver v. Vaig, obs. Sc.

f. Vague, Wage. Vaik(e, later ff. Vake v. Sc;
obs. Sc. ff. Wake v. , Weak a. and v.

Vail (v^l), sb.1 Now arch, or dial. Forms :

a. 5 vayll(e, 5-7 vayle
; 5 Sc. waill(e, waile,

6-7 vaile, 6- vail (6 Sc, vaill), 9 dial, vaail ; 6
veyle, 7 veile, 8 veil. $. 5-9 vale. [f. Vail v.1

Cf. Avail sb.]

I. tL Advantage, benefit, profit. Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. A/in. Poems (Percy Soc) g God send also

unto thy most vayle..A spiryt, a strenghte, and of good
counsaylle. c 1450 Mirk's Festialy6 For, what maner vertu
bat a man haue, but yf he be yn charyte, hit stondys him in

no vayle. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 201 He wyst no waill

thar langar for to bide. C1500 in Denton Eng. in ljth C.
(1888) 31S He to kepe vnder yowre tenants and haue all the
vayle and thay the burdyn. Ibid., [To] destroy the cherch
S: the towne for a lytell vayle to yowre place. 1550 Crowley
Epigr. 392 At Paryse garden.. a man shall not fayle To
fynde two or thre hundredes, for the bearwardes vaile.

b. dial. Advance, progress.
a 1847 Isle of Wight Gloss. (E.D.S.) s.v., Thee dosn't tun

to meyak much vaail.

f2. 0f{. .) vail, of profit, value, or worth. Obs.

Chiefly Sc.

£1450 Mirks Festial 262 J>eras he was wont.. to speke
mony an ydull worde and of no vayle, aftyr he turnet al

his speche ynto profyt. C1470 Henry Wallace 1. 167 The
byschoprykis, that war of gretast waile, Thai tuk in hand.

*475 m S^d RtP- Hht. MSS. Comm. 418/1 Sayand that the
brocht that Master Thomas . . fand is of vayll, and the brocht
that I ..fand.. is of na wayll. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II.

136 Quhen he considderit haill The Britis war hot of sa
litill vaill.

1 3. Sc. Value or worth ; account, estimation.

1471 Acta Audit, n/i And gif bai oxin be of mare vale, he
to restor again be Remanent. 1480 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839)

52/1 Henry to pay to be said sir edward sa mekle as be said
teind was of vale. 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. I. 98 Als
force it is no tyme to him to faill, And lufe all thing ay efter

the awin vaill. 1567 Glide fy GodUe B. (S.T.S.) 74 Than
man I.. my Goddts name manesweir, And set him at full

lytill vaill.

II. 4. A casual or occasional profit or emolu-
ment in addition to salary, stipend, wages, or other

regular payment, esp. one accruing or attached to

an office or position ; a fee or offering of this

nature. Usu. in pi. Now arch, or Obs.
The pi. is occas. found construed as a sing.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 648 The half of all offerynges &
vayles of the auter. Ibid., The offrynges & the vaylys of
fowre days by the yere. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 113 A.. chapel*
eyne, be which shall take all be obuencions (or vayles) of be
Auter of be same chapell. 1550 T. Lever in Strype Eccl.

Mem. (1721) II. 103 The number of the stock reserved, all

manner of vails beside. 1563-70 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 265/2
The church of S. Helen, . .which was then esteemed woorth
an hundred marks by yeere, besides other vailes and com-
modities belonging to the same. 1618 BameveWs Apol.
F iij b, Out of the wages allowed by the citie with other
veiles I could wel-nigh maintaine my family. 1645 Pagitt
Hertsiogr. (1647) 84 Our vailes for Burialls & Christenings
is..ceast. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull (1727) 102 For he
would quickly lick himself whole again by his vails. 1720
Swift Fates Clergymen Wks. 1751 II. 11. 27 His revenue
(besides vails) amounted to about thirty pounds a year.

1834 Macaulay Ess., TJtackeray^s Earl Chatham (1897)
300 These ignominious vails Pitt resolutely declined.
trans/, andfig, x6o8 Topsell Serpents (1658) 627 To shew

that mindes and tongues with Learnings brand, Are blest

with plenty in all wordly vails. 1694 Crowns Regulus v,

You scorn those scorns which always are the vales Of that
unlucky office [i. e. of a spy].

b. A dole or gratuity given to one in an inferior

position. (Cf. 5.)

161a J. Taylor (Water P.) Very Merry-Wherry-Ferry
Voy. Wks. (1630) 13 Let Trencher- Poets scrape for such base
vailes, I'l take an Oare in hand when writing failes. 1693
Drydf.n Juvenal I. 176 Since our Knights and Senators
account To what their sordid begging Vails amount. 1863
W. W. Story Roba di R. iii. 45 There are festivals and
ceremonials where the people demand as of right certain
vails and presents called mancie and propine.

C. A gift or present in the nature of a bribe.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. I. 253 Not reckoning
a great many other Vails that are to be given every day
almost to the Sous-Basha and several other knaves. 1886 C.
Dick The Model, etc. 80 The Custom House they passed
with smile and tributary vail.

5. A gratuity given to a servant or attendant ; a
tip ; spec, one of those given by a visitor on his

departure to the servants of the house in which he
has been a guest. Now arch. a. In pi.

In the 17th and 18th centuries servants were largely paid
by these gratuities, and the practice of giving them is freq.

alluded to in the literature of the period. The word is

recorded in various midland dialect glossaries, but usually
as obsolescent.

a. 1605 London Prodigal 11. iv, Artichoke [servant to Sir

Launcelot]. Our yeares wages and our vailes will scarcely
pay for broken swords and bucklers. 1653 Milton Hirelings
Wks. 1851 V. 362 Why should he, like a Servant, seek Vails
over and above his Wages 1 1729 Swift Direct. Serv. Wks.
1883 XI. 375, I advise you of the servants. .who expect
vails, always to stand rank and file when a stranger is

taking his leave. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry ty

Frances (1767) IV. 157 note, An Agreement entered into
among the Gentlemen of several Counties in Ireland, not to
give Vails to Servants. 1778 T. Hutchinson Diary H.21S
One custom they kept up, which is laid down almost every-
where else—they allow their servants to take vails. 1823
Spirit Public Jrttls. 107 If you tell tales, My son shall your
place have, and pocket your vails. 1859 Thackeray Virgin.

14

.1, The lacqueys rose up from their cards to open the door

to him, in order to get their ' vails '. 1904 Times 20 Aug.
12/6 English visitors measure their vails.. with discretion

. .in America.

fig. 163a Sanderson Serin. (1681) I. 310 These things

among other the servants of God may certainly reckon

upon, as the certain vails and benefits of His service. 1742

Young Nt. Th. 1. 408 Time lodg'd in their own hands is

folly's vails.

Comb. 1760 {title), The Sentiments and Advice of Thos.

Trueman, a Footman, setting forth the Custom of Vails*

Giving in England, i860 Smiles Self Help vii. 188 One of

the minor social evils., was the custom of what was called

vails giving.

&. 1715 Addison Drummer 11. i. (1722) 18 But. Rare
News, my Lads, rare News ! Gard. What's the Matter?
hast thou got any more Vales for us? (1x763 Shenstone
Odes Wks. (1765) 197 Phoo— how she stands—biting her

nails—As tho' she play'd for half her vales. 1823 A. Clarke
Mem. Wesley Fam. 453 Vales to servants, that sovereign

disgrace to their masters. 1878 Leckv Eng. in iSth C. I.

iv. 571 The system of vales which made servants in a great

degree independent of their masters. 1894 Weyman Matt
in Black 116 They expect their vales at those places.

b. In sing. rare.
1682 Whelek Journ. Greece 11. 192 There are commonly

Attendance, who, for a small Vale, will provide you such
things as you have Occasion for. 1807 Hoare Tour Irel.

320 The vale or parting token, which the menial servants

still in many houses expect. 1866 Land. Rev. 7 April 337/2

Calling for the bill, and settling it off-hand was pleasant,

but the vail to the waiter was delicious.

6. pi. = Perquisite 3 c. Now rare.

In early use applied to the remnants of material left over

by a tailor after making a garment or suit.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier Db, He is paide for his

workmanship, vnlesse by misfortune his shieres slippe awrye,
and then his vales is but a shred of home spunne cloth.

Ibid., The vales of one veluet breech is more then twenty
paire of mine. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 7 All that

is gotten . . by stealth or vailes, whereby men vnconscionably
shape out their owne commoditie out of another mans cloth.

a 1658 Cleveland Wks. (16S7) 75 By the same title as the

upper Garment is the Vails of the Executioner. 1677 Compl.
Servant-Maid 114 Do not covet to have the Kitching Stuff

for your Vales, but rather ask the more wages. 1731 Field-
ing New Way to keep a Wife m. iii, Where ladies govern
there are secrets, and where there are secrets there are vails.

I lived with a lady once who used to give her cloaths away
every month, a 173a Gay Fables 11. xi, A Carrier. .Would
see his horses eat their corn ; This sunk the hostler's vails,

'tis true ; But then his horses had their due. 1821 Scott
Kcnil-w. xxxvi, These tell-tale articles must not remain here
—they are rather too rich vails for the drudges who dress

the chamber. 1890 Glouc. Gloss, s.v., The maker did always
get the malt-dust for his vails.

fig' 1059 Owen Epigr. No. 34, Things only proper unto
Males, The Female Sex claim as their Vales.

t Vail, sb.z Obs.-1 [f. Vail vt] The going
down or setting of the sun.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. v. viii. 7 Lookc.How vgly night

comes breathing at his heeles, Euen with the vaile and
darking of the Sunne.

t Vail, f.l Obs. Forms : a. 4-6 vayle (4
uayle), 5-6 vaylle (5 waylle) ; 4-6 vaille, 4-7
vaile, 5-6 vale

;
4-6 vayl, 5-6 vayll

; 4-7 (9)
vail (4 wail), 4-6 vaill (5-6 waill). &. north.

and Sc. 4 vaily, 5 wayly; 5-6 vaille, valje,

wailje (6 velae, wel3e). [ad. OF. vail, vaill, 1st

pers. pres. indie, or vail-, vaill-, subj. and parti-

cipial stem of valoir to be of value or worth :—L.

valere. Cf. Avail v.]

1. intr. To have might or power ; to prevail.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7375 His faas sal noght a-gain him wail

\Fairfi vaily], For him ne his sal i noght fail.

2. To be of use or service ; to avail or profit : a.

Used impersonally with it.

Usu. in negative or interrogative sentences and freq. with
infinitive compl.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9471 Yn erytage nat long

hyt vayleb, f>e bred eyre leseb, bat ouber trauayleb. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 37ln a tyme an holy man
blamed hym for bat dede, and it vayled nou^t. c 1400
Beryn 3883 ' What vaylith it,' quod hanybald, ' to angir or

to curs? ' 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 6160 Whan she sawh
yt wayllede nouht Mor to maken resistence. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas. 35 Where is no reason it vayleth not to chatter.

159a W. Wvkley Armorie 119 What bootelh it of Gentries
brag to boast, What vaileth it, old ensignes foorth to show?
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. Ej, What vaileth it a lion be a
king Closely shut vp within this tower of stone.

D. With other subjects.

c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3646 Ay, whiles he is in dedly
syn, His help vailles noght, bot es in vayne. 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 89 Thurgh this science it is ful soght, Which
vaileth and which vaileth noght. c 1430 Lydg. Min.Poems
(Percy Soc.) 26 Withoute trouth what vailith high noblesse?
1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 178 Gif be the
benefice of sauf condyle vaillis nocht, never man wald traist

efter in sauf condyt. 1522 Skelton Why not to Court 101
Ther vayleth no resonynge, For wyll dothe rule all thynge.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 66 What vailes the
glittering Golde, when loue is forcde to flee. 1608 Topsell
Serpents (1658) 791 Small was the bodies band, And of the
Lizards poysonous, this least in shape did vail.

C. Const, to (a person or thing). Cf. 3.
C1400 Rom. Rose 5765 To hym not vailith his preching.

1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 247 To this thynges hit

vaillyth moche to haue richesse and glory, c 1475 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) II. 284 And yet when suche clothe ys alle

ywrowte, To the maker it waylyth lytylle or nowjtte.

d. Vail que (or quod) vail, vail that vail might
[ad. F. vaille que vaille], whatever may (or might)

,

happen, at all hazards ; = Avail v. i c. Chiefly Sc.
X375 Barbour Bruce ix. 147 Bot gif othir wald thame

VAIL.

assalje, Thai wald defend, a^alje que val^e [Edin. MS.
wailje que wail^e], C1475 Partenay 2672 Vail that vail

might, the monkys brend so. 1513 Douglas Mneidvx.. ProL
86 Thus, vaill que vaill, ilk gude deyd helpis other. 1530
Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 161, I wyll, said scho, ascend,
vailje quod vai^e. 1550 — Sqr. Meldrum 951 Now, vail3e

quod vailge, Upon the Ladle thow mak ane sailge.

3. trans. (Orig. with indirect object.) To be of

use, advantage, or benefit to ; to aid, assist, or help

(a person, etc.) : a. With it, or infin. clause.
121300 Cursor M. 3640 Bot bou sal do sun mi consail, Wei

i wat it sal be wail, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8550 Hit hadde
the vayled, hadde it be-tid. c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle
Dame 720 What vayleth you to schew so gret rygour ? 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas. L (Percy Soc.) 7 It vayled not the

bodye for to dispose Against the head. X596 Lodge Life <r

Death W. Longbeard C j b, What vailes me to compose As
many; verses as Homer did make? 1813 Scott Rokebyw.
xxviii, What 'vail'd it him, that brightly play'd The morning
sun on Mortham's glade?

b. With other subjects.

a 1300 Cursor M. 261^ If bou be stad in suilk a nede For
mikiimay be wail bis dede. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 12580 t>er-to algate dos ^our trauail, & bat we may,
we wil 30W vaille. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 877, xx li slow he of

bat rout, bat non armure ne migt hem vaille. c 1450 Love-
lich GraalXxx. 900 His defens ne vailled him not sekerly.

c 1470 Henry Wallace \\. 112 The thrid he straik..The
crag in twa ; no weidis mycht him waill. a 1510 Douglas
K. Hart 11. 273 In all disport he may ws gritlie vaill. 1530
Palsgr. 764/2 What vayleth your rychesses you nowe?
a 1557 Abp. Parker Ps. i. 2 My goodes can vayle thee

nought.

4. Of persons : To be worth in respect of means
or wealth.

1576 Rt'g. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. II. 520 Ane honest

man and baroun vailyeand in landis and gudis mair nor

twenty thowsand pundes.

Hence f Vailing///. aA Obs.

c 1470 Gol. # Gaw. 328 Ane sayndis-man..Wise, vailye-

ing, and moist of valour.

Vail (v^l), v. 2 Now arch. Forms: a. 4-7
vale. /?. 6-7 vayl(e, vaill, vaile, 6- vail. 7. 6

veile, 7-9 veil. [ad. OF. valer (rare), or aphetic

f. Avale v.]

I. trans. 1. To lower (a weapon, banner, etc.) ;

to cause or allow to descend or sink.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12384 fat swerd he
lifte wel on hey, & valede his scheld a party. x6oo Fair-

fax Tasso xx. xlii, She broke and cleft the crown ; and
caus*d him vaile H is proud and lofty top. 1610 G. Fletcher
Christ's Vict, on Earth xxxvi, But all so soone as heav'n
his browes doth bend, Shee veils her banners, and pulls in

her beames. 1864 Skeat tr. Uhlatid's Poems 234 Faint with
toil, he vails his spear.

b. spec. To lower in sign of submission or

respect.

1590 Greene George a Greene G ij, If any aske a reason
why ? or how ? Say, English Edward vaild his staffe to you.
1616 J. Lane Contn. Syr.'s T.v. 331 At whose approche th'

whole armie veild their pikes, soldiers and officers on knees
down strikes. 1651 Davenant Gondibert 1. i. 68 They
vayl'd their Ensignes as it by did move. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevcnot's Trav. 1. 289 The besieged begged Quarter,

veiled their Standards and Colours, as a sign that they sub.

mitted to the Discretion of the Sultan.

C. To lower or cast down (the eyes) ; to bend,

bow down (the head, etc.) ; to hang (the tail).

1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 28 Which bird, . .after he hath
caste downe his eyes as ashamed at the lothsomnes of his

feet, vayleth his taile and plucketh downe the pride of his

plumes. 1594 Kyd Cornelia v. 418 Valing your Christall

eyes to your faire bosoms. 1646 Quarles Hieroglyphikes
vii. 1 What dire disaster bred This change, that thus she

vails her golden head? 1657 Lust's Dominion 1. iii. in

Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 105, I, vailing my knees to the cold

earth. 1675 Plume Life Hacket in Cent. Serm. p. xlvii,

The jolly Prelat.. never stoopt nor vail'd his head. 1836

Keble LyraApost. 117 Voice of the wise of old ! Go., teach

proud Science where to vail her brow. 1859 Tennyson
Guinevere 655 Here her hand Grasp'd, made her vail her

eyes : she look'd and saw The novice.

T d. To throw down, give up or surrender (a

purse). rare~ l
.

1593 Peele Edw. I, Hijb, And this sentence is.. con-

firmed by our Lord LIuellen Prince of Wales, and Robin
Hood of the great mountaines. So vaile your budgettes to

Robin of the mountaine.

2. To doff or take off (a bonnet, hat, crown, or

other head-dress), esp. out of respect or as a sign

of submission. Also const, to oxunto (a person, etc.).

a, fi. c 1460 Emare 992 When he mette the emperour, He
valed his hode with gret honour. 15*8 Roy Rede me (Arb.)

32 In every place wheare we were presente, They vayled

their bonetis and bowed a kne. 1591 Lyly Endym. in. iii,

Hee..sayth, seeing it is the fashion of the world, heewill

vaile bonet to beautie. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 11. xlviii. 29

This said, the virgin gan her beauoir vale. 1654 H.
L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 11 His Speech being ended, the

King vailed his Crown, a thing rare in any of his Pre-

decessors, a X693 Urquhart's Rabelais III. xlii, Pantagruel

vayling his Cap and making a Leg with such a majestick

Garb,..farewell'd Trinquamelle the President. 1819SCOTT

Leg. Montrose viii, The bonnets, which hitherto each Chief

had worn, ..were now at once vailed in honour of the royal

warrant. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 11. ii, The earl acknow-

ledged their greeting by vailing bis plumed cap.

y. x6oi Holland Pliny II. 305 As for veiling bonnet before

great rulers and magistrats, or within their sight [etc.].

1603 Dekker Wonderfull Year Wks. (Grosart) I. 138 Into

which [alehouse] as good lucke was,.. veiling his Bonnet, he

strucke in. 1740 Somerville Hobbinolia n. 279 He spake,

And veil'd his Bonnet to the Crowd. 1825 Scott Talism.

xxiv, The spiritual dignitaries, who in those days veiled not
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their bonnets to created being, bestowed on the King, -their

blessing instead of rendering obeisance.

b. Jig. with bonnet: To manifest submission;

to acknowledge oneself overcome or surpassed ; to

yield, give way. (Cf. 3 b.)

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.)59 If you giue but a glance
to your beholders, you haue vayled the bonnet in token of
obedience. 1596 K. Ediu. Ill, v. 78 Copland . . with a lowly
minde Doth vale the bonnet of his victory. X609 Holland
Amm. MarcelI. 360 My heart yerneth.. to thinke how many
right honourable personages in this unseemly . .manner were
debased and brought to vale bonet. x6*6 in Foster Eng.
Factories India (1909) III. 138 None is made so happy but
he hath cause to vale the bonnett. 1739 R. Whatley Three
Lett. 14 After the noted rupture In St. James's Square, he
had so remarkably veil'd his bonnet

c, (Asprec.) To submit or yield, to show respect,

to some person, etc.

1587 HoLissHF.D Chron. III. 297/1 All christendome must
veile the bonnet to his holinesse. 1590 Nashk Martin
Marprelate Wks. (Grosart) I. 241 AH Schooles of Phylo-
sophers shoulde haue vailed the bonet vnto God. 1611

Coryat Crudities 266 Shee wil very neare benumme and
captivate thy senses, and make reason vale bonnet to affec-

tion. 1673 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. II, 14 Therefore we
see all the Grecian Philosophy that was not founded upon
Tradition . . veil'd the Bonnet to that of Pythagoras, Socrates

and Plato.

f 3. Naut. To lower, to let or haul down (a sail).

1553 Brende Q. Curtius Cciiij, The waues dyd ryse so
hygh and thickcthat the shipmen beganne to vale their

sayles. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Ft; Acad. I. 351 In the

meane while he taketh the helme into his hande, he vaileth

the foresaile, and..laboreth to come out of the darke sea.

1634-5 Brerkton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 3 We vailed our
topsail, and . . it being answered that we were of London and
bound for Rotterdam, we were dismissed.

Jfe 1589 Greene Menaphon Wks. (Grosart) VI. 48 If he
wilt her to keepe a low sayle, she will vayle al her sheete.

b. esp. To lower as a salute or in acknowledge-
ment of inferiority. Chiefly with bonnet as object.

Someti triesy^. (Cf. 2 b.)

(a) 1509, a 15*9 [see Bonnet sb. 2]. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 365 The french Captaine. .signified vnto
them that for honoure sake, after the olde accustomed
fncion, they shuld vaile their bonnets, strike saile, and
hailse her with shoting of their ordinaunce. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 730 Mysians, Troyans, Tynans vaile

your bonnets, strike your top-sailes to this Indian-Admirall.

1653 Sir J. Burroughs Sov. Brit. Seas (1651) 62 Divers
Ships.. that have constantly kept the Narrow Seas, unto
which all strangers even at this day vaile Bonnet in

acknowlegement ofthis Superioritie. 1678 Marvell Growth
Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 282 The pretended causes [of war]
were made publick, which were,the not having vailed bonnet
to the English yacht [etc.].

{b) 1631 Heywood Fair Maid 0/ West 1. iv, It did me
good To see the Spanish Carvel vail her top Unto my
maiden flag. 1653 ** Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xix. 68 In

token of joy they gave a great shout, and withall vailing

their top sails in shew of obedience.

t4. Jig. a. To abase, humble, or lower (one's

courage, the heart, etc.) ; to submit, subject, or

yield (one thing) to (another). Obs.

1581 Stanyhurst AEneis iv. (Arb.) 98 Also let oure Dido
vayle her hert too bedfeloe Troian. c 1592 Marlowe Jew
ofMalta v. ii, Now vaile your pride you captiue Christians.

160a J. Davies (Heref.) Mirum in Modum Wks. (Grosart)

I. 15/2 Vaile, vaile thy thoughts, th' imaginations vaile,

Vnto the depth of all profundities. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases
Consc. i. (1650) 2 There can be no reason why you should
vail your owne just advantage to another mans excesse. 1654
Owen Saints' Persev. iv. Wks. 1851 XI. 211 Expressing
much confidence that the world of saints . . will vail their faith

and understanding to his dictates. 1827 Scott Surg. Dan. v.

When his gold-laced hat veiled its splendour before the
fresher mounted beavers of the 'prentices of Dr. Gray.

b. To strike or cast down. rare~x
.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. v. i, Then maist thou think that

Mars himself came down To vaile thy plumes and heaue
thee from thy pompe.

II. intr. t5. To fall {doivn); to descend. Obs.

c 1400 Rowland <$• O. 497 A quartere of his helme a-waye
gane vale, And halfen-dele his one Ere. '.'41412 Lydg.
Tivo Merck. 542 Thus is he valyd adoun from high degre.

ri57o Henrys Wallace vin. 1189 The donk dewdoun fra
1

the neuin did vaill. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. (16^1)

23 When, through Heav'n's Vault vailing toward Spam,
The Moone descendeth. Ibid. 1. vii. 59 Here vales a Valley, '

there ascends a Mountain. 1624 Fletcher Wifefor Month
,

mi. iii, His jollity is down, valed to the ground Sir, And his
j

high hopes . . Are turn'd tormentors to him.

fb. Of a swelling : To go down, subside. Obs. !

c 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 4261 He laide be hare on his
j

eye lidd, Abouen be bolnyng...Be fore be mete, it vale.

t<3. Of a storm : To abate, cease. Obs.~x

1606 Sylvester 'Prophet's 235 Wks. (Grosart) II. 241 The 1

Stormes that long disturb'd the State are val'd.

0. Of a bonnet or banner: To be doffed or

lowered in token of respect or submission.
c 1550 A pore Ju-lpe 214 in Hazl. E.P.P. III. 260 And

telles them suche a tale As makes theyr bonettes vale. 1742
|

Pope Dune. iv. 20^ His [i.e. Bentley's] Hat, which never 1

vail'd to human pride, Walker with rev'rence took, and laid
'

aside. 1826 Mrs. Shelley Lust Man II. 15 The inhabit*
|

ants in thousands were assembled to give him hail,.. the
|

soldiery presented arms, the banners vailed.

+ 7. lo drop or sail down stream or with the

tide. Also with down. Obs.

i$44 St. Papers Ifen. Vllt% X. 118 Our other shippes,
which be already valed. 1553 in Hakluyt Kiy. ( 1 598) I. 234
We departed from Detford, passing by Greenwich.. and so

valed unto Blackwall. 1598 Hakluyt Ibid. 367 Wee>de-
parted .. before Sunne rising and valed downe the riuer

sometime sailing, and sometime rowing.

f 8. To bow or bend down to the ground in

obeisance or salutation. Obs."1

c 1593 Marlowe Hero <y Leander 1. 159 There Hero..
Vaild to the ground, vailing her eie»lids close, And modestly
they opened as she rose.

III. absol. f9. Naut. To lower the sail. (Cf.

3.) Also in fig. context. Obs.
151a in Rymer Foedera (1710) XIII. 330 No Vessell of

the Flete vale or plukke doun his Saill unto such tyme as
the Admiral hath valed. C1592 Marlowe Jc7u of Malta n.
ii, Because we vail'd not to the Turkish Fleet. 1601 B.
Jonson Poetaster m. iv, What, will he saile by, and not once
strike, or vaile to a Man of warre? 1650 Weldon Crt.
Jos. /, 49 A Dutch Man of Warre comming by that Ship,
would not vail, as the manner is, acknowledging by that,

our Soveraignty over the Sea.

10. To doff or take off the cap or hat (Jo a person,

etc).

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. v. iv, zst Cup. The
health of that honourable countess. . .2nd Cup. I doe vaile
to it with reverence. 1631 Massincer Emperor East 1. ii,

I have. .set down, To a hair's-breadth, how low a new-
stamp'd courtier May vail to a country gentleman. 1648 G.
Daniel Foetus Wks. (Grosart) I. 214 Hee [Herbert] the
vtmost Fame Has gain'd ; and nowthey vaile, to heare Him
Sing. C1700 Pomfrkt Poems, Dies Novissima (1736) 9
Straight I finish'd—veiling low. 1753 Richardson Grandi-
son II. iv. 39, 1 would sooner veil to such a Man as this than
to a King on his throne, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg
Ser. in. Lord of Thoutouse, Knights. . Before Count Ray.
mond bend the knee, And vail to him.
transf 1597 Lyly Worn, in Moon v. i, The Iocund trees

that vald when she came neare, And.. Did seeme to say,
* Pandora is our Queene \

11. Jig. To submit, yield, give place to (orunto)

;

to acknowledge the superiority or supremacy of.

In freq. use by 17th c. divines.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 301 All rivers else beside

Vaile unto me. 1627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 395 To Csesars
Amphitheater all other workes must vaile. a 1677 Barrow
Sertn. (i636) I. 335 These indeed are lofty commendations
thereof, yet all of them may worthily veil to this. 1706 Dk
Foe Jure Divino x. 232 Vail Satyr to the mighty Edward's
Fame. 1779 T. Hutchinson Diary II. 243 The Ministry
vail to every measure to humour the people. 1824 L.
Murray Eng. Grain, (ed. 5) I. 525 They all vail to the
English idiom, and scruple not to acknowledge its superior-

ity over their own.

b. To do homage to one.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. Prol. 29 When She would with rich

and constant pen Vail to her mistress Dian.

Hence Vailing///, a.%
a 1639 Wotton in Reli<7- (1672) 386 Where surging flouds

and vafing ebbs can tell That none beyond thy marks must
sink or swell.

t Vail, v.* Obs~l In 7 vaile. [f. Vail sb.* 5.]
absol. To give vails or gratuities.

1598-9 B. Jonson Case Altered u. ii, Why, now you come
near him, sir; He doth vaile, he doth remunerate.

Vail, obs. f. Veil sb. and v.

t Variable, ct. Obs. Forms: a. .Available,
5-6 vaylable

; 5 vaill-, 5-6 vayliable (6 veyll-)

;

5-6 vaile-, 6 vayleable ; 5 waleable {Sc. wal-
able), 6 valeable (Sc. valabill). /3. 6 Sc* vail-

3ieabi.ll, valiabill, -able, 7 Sc, valuable, [f.

Vail v. 1 + -able. Cf. Available a.]

1. Of avail, advantage, or benefit ; availing,

advantageous, beneficial, profitable, etc. ; effectual,

efficacious, a. Const. Jor, to (unto), or with inf.

(a) 1390 Gower Conf III. 136 Wordes that ben resonable,
And for this art schal be vailable. Ibid. 198 To al the lond
tt is vailable Only thurgh grace of his persone. c 1407
Lydg. Reson <y Sens. 948 The Ryvers..wern also ful pro-
fitable And vn-to manne ryght yayllable. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 88 b/a Holy oylle. . whiche is moche vayllable to
thelthe of sykenesses of many men. 1530 Palsgr. 794 Every
exemple is as vayllable to the lerner, as thoughe I gave a
rule. 1561 Godly Q. Hester (1873) 57 The dayly prayer of
that hole secte. .Eke holy ceremonies of gods prouiseon To
god is vaileable.

(<*) 1390 Gower Conf III. 233 Thei tuo [sc. pity and
justice] remuen alle vice, And ben of vertu most vailable
To make a kinges regne stable. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair.
(W. de W. 1495) 1. xxxiv. 28 b/2 It is moche better & more
vaylable to dispose & applie hym to folow thother gode
maners & vertues of the holy faders. 1565 Harding in

Jewel Def Apol. (1611) 443 For the promise with the
deliuery is more vaileable to transfer my right in the horse,
then my promise alone.

b. Without const.

c 1400 Gower in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 8 Aboute a kyng
good counseil is to preise, Above alle othre thinges most
vailable. ?« 1470 G. Ashby Active Policy 475 Whether thei

(i. e. servants] be good or nat vailable. 1530 Palsgr. Ep. p. v,

Howe soever veyllable my poore dilygence hath ben. 1544
Betham Precepts War 1. cxlix. H ij b, Therefore let the
capitaine be sure to haue some man vaileable in feates and
strength. 01577 Sir T. Smith Commiv. Eng. n. iv, The
souldier might bee kept in more strait obedience, without
which neuer Captaine can doc any thing vaileable in the
warres.

o. Sc. Morally profitable or allowable.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 301 A prince suld
be amesurit to tak delytis fleschly, nocht vaillable. a 1500
Ratis Raving, etc. 3663 Kepthaim fra delyt nocht walable,
And fra al deid dishonorable.

2. Legally valid or effective.

"• "433,-4 Rolls ofParlt. V. 457/2 In the same Parlement
..her seid demenyng of the seid Revenues of the Feoffa-
ment be declared as for good and vaillable. 1451 Ibid. 214/1
That the Acte made, .be vaillable and stond in strengh and
force. 1563-4 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 262 Grantis the
samin redemptioun als valabill as gif anc decrete of the

Lordis of Counsale wer gevin. 159a Wyrley ArmoHe 18

The law did then take the said grant to be good and vail-

able. a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (16S3) 403 Whereby
it doth plainly appear, that the Sentence given by the Pope
to the contrary was not vailable. 1652 Wadsworth tr.

SandovaVs Civ. Wars Spain 9 Adriano's Commission was
dated long before Don Ferdinando's deceas, therefore not
valeable.

/3. 1565 Inchaffray Charters (S.H.S.) 162 All fredomes..
be als valiable and of als greit strenth, force, and effect, .as
gif [etc.]. c 1575 Balfour's Practices (1754) 456 Reversioun
is yail^ieabill to redeme the landis fra ony possessour
thairof.

3. Sc. Of sufficient means ; solvent, rare.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 77 Gif the debtour confessis the

debt, and is not valliable in glides and geir, to pay the
samine. Ibid. 80 Gif the borgh may proue that the principall
debtour is vailable.

t Vailance. Obs. In 4 vayl-. [a. OF. vaill-,

vailance-. cf. next and -ANCE.l Value, worth.
1387-8 T. Use Test Love ii. v. (Skeat) 1. 85 There th^

vaylance of men is demed in riche=st; outforth, wenen men
to have no proper good in them-selfe.

t Vailailt, a. Obs. Forms: 4 vaill-, 5 vayll-
aunt, vayl-, vailant. [a. OF. vaill-

1
vailant,

pres. pple. of valoir to be of use, etc. : see Vail
ZA 1

] Of avail, advantage, or value ; valid.

ai$*$MS. Ra-.vl. F.jjotol. 56 b, ]?anne nere bat }ifte no^t
vaillaunt be wile hat a mi^tte be repeled of be Eir. Ibid.

61 b, putke excepcion is vaillaunt ase to be writ of posses-

sion. 1422 Vonge tr. Secreta Secret. 125 New Ensampii^
that oryson is moch vaylant agaynys the Malice of ennemys.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione m. vi. 71 It [sc. love] is vailant ber-
fore to all bulges.

Vaila(u;nt, obs. ft". Valiant a.

Vaile, obs. f. Fail v., Vale sb.1 , Veil sb.

tVailed, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. Vail v. 2
]

Lowered, drooped ; doffed or taken off in salutation.

1591 Greene Maidens Dreame 28 A golden Hind was
placed at her feet, Whose valed eares bewraid her inward
greet. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 70 Do not for euer with ihy
veyled lids Seeke for thy Noble Father in the dust. 162:

Quarles Div. Poems, Esther Wks. (Grosart) II. 53/2 Doe
him honour, fitting his degree, With vayled Bonnet, and
low bended knee.

tVai'ler. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -er *.]

1. One who abases or brings down ; a humbler.
1600 Tourneur Transf Metam. ix, With all the force of

..fearefull thunder, vailer of Earth's pride.

2. One who vails or doffs the hat, etc. in salutation.

<ix6i30verbury A Wife, etc. Evb, If hee finds not good
store of va'ilers, he comes home stiff and seer.

Vai-lful, a. = Availful a.

A conjectural reading in Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. vi. 4 for

vailiefull of the Folios.

tVail'ing, vbl. sb. Obs. rare, [f. Vail 7'.2]

The action of the vb. ; a descent.

•1593 Marlowe Edw. II, 1. ii, And happie is the man,
whom he vouchsafes For vailing of his bonnet one good
looke. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Relig. (1672) 64 The Be-
holder descending many steps was afterwards conveyed
again by several mountings and valings to various enter-

tainments of his sent and sight.

Vaill, obs. Sc. f. Vale sb. ; obs. var. Wale ?.

(choose) Sc. Vaillant, obs. f. Valiant a. Vaill-
aunt, var. Vailant o. Obs. Vailliaunce, obs.

f. Valiance.

t Vail Staff. Obs.- 1
[f. Vail r.2 1 b.] The

practice of lowering a staff in token of respect or

as a salute.

1599 Greene George a Greene v. i. And for the ancient

custome of Vaile statTe, keepe it still, Clayme priuiledge

from me: If any aske a reason why? or how? Say, English
Edward vaild his staffe to you.

Vaimure, var. vamure Vaumure Obs.

Vain (v^n), a. and sb. Forms • a. 4-5 vayn
(4, 5-6 Sc.

t
wayn), 4-6 vayne (5-0 wayne), 4-7

vaine (5 Sc. waine), 4, 6- vain (4 wain). 0. 4
vein, veen, 5 veine;4~5 veyn (4ueyn, 5 weyn ,

veyne (5 veyyne, feyne, Sc. weyne). 7. 4 wan,

5, 6 iSSf., wane, 5-6 Sc* vane (6 uane). [a. OF.
vein, veyn, vain (F. vain) :—L. vanus empty,

void, idle, etc. (whence also It. and Sp. vano
t

Vg. vao).~]

I. 1. Devoid of real value, worth, or significance;

idle, unprofitable, useless, worthless; of no effect,

force, or power; fruitless, futile, unavailing.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 38332 Quen idel thoght me come and
vain, Wit will i stode bam noght again, c 1340 Hampole
Prose Tr. 3 Na thynge . . sa . . dos awaye coryous and vayne

ocupacyons fra vs. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 135

Witebal..men bat the power of kynges is vayne. c «45°

Mirk's Festial 64 To put away all nianer worldes vanyte,

and vayn murthe, and reucll. 1484 Caxton Fables of Ah. sop

I. v, For the loue of a vayn thynge men ought not to leue

that whiche is certeyn. 1539 Supplic. to king_(E.E.T.S0
23 Such wayne, vngodly, and vnprofitable lerninge. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 102 b, Many woulde judge that

promesse to be vayne. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World it. (X634)

372 After which victorie it is said that Jephta performed the

vaine vow which he made. 166a Stii.liscfl. Ong. Sacrae

II. iii. §6 Certainly God. .will never alter the course of

nature, mecrly for satisfaction of mens vain curiosities. 1713

Steele Englishm. No. 7, Without a natural Talent, all the

Acquirements of Learning are vain. 1759 Franklin Ess.

Wks. 1 840 II I. 525 The remainder of that day . . was wasted

in a vain discussion. i8oj Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.

(1816) I. xiii. 103 It was vain for him to attempt any ex-

flanation. a 1853 Robrrtson Serm. Ser. 111. xiv. (1866) 178

n vain regrets for the past, in vainer resolves for the
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future. 1872 Ruskin Eagles N. §177 All literature, art,

and science are vain, and worse, if they do not enable you
to be glad.

0. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5350 Y rede bou gelde
hyt ajen, py saluacyun ys elles alle veyn. 1390 Gower
Con/. Pro!. I. 11 The vein honour was noght desired, Which
hath the proude herte fyred. 14*6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr.
1291 Thanne me sempte yt was but veyn, Mor for me to
speke ageyn. a 1450 Mankind 846 in Macro Plays 32
Beware of weyn confidens of mercy, c 1500 Lancelot 382
Dremys. .ben thingis weyn, of non affek.

v. a 1450 Mankind 533 in Macro Plays 20 He xall wene
grace were wane. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xii. 39 Wirk for

the joy that lestis evir ; For vder joy is all hot vane. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Nisi. Scot. I. 105 That rathir thay
appeir nocht to be spokne of a vane ostentatione, than of
the veritie.

t b. Of material things : Useless, worthless. Obs.
1578 Lytk Dodoens 384 Cyclaminus altera hath an un-

profitable and vaine roote. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 48
Most wretched men, whose dayes depend on thrids so
vaine. 1769 Sir \V. Jones Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 20
His spear, vain instrument of dying praise.

C. Trivial, unimportant, rare"1
.

1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 29 Imitating-Fools, Who. . Load
some vain Church with old Theatric state, Turn Arcs of
triumph to a Garden-gate.

f 2. Empty, vacant, void. Also const, of. Obs.
138a Wyclif Gen. i. 2 The erthe fursothe was veyn with-

ynne and void, c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) iv. xxix.
(1859) 62 Alle folke the alouteth and abeyeth, and thou arte
veyne, and voyde of al maner of vertue. 1513 Douglas
sEneid 1. Prol. 19 With dull forhede and wane, With ruide
engine and barrand emptive brane. 1544 Exhort, in Priv.
Prayers (1851) 568 Outwardly shewing a great pretence of

!

holiness, and being vain of true godliness inwardly. [182a
Shelley tr. Calderon's Mag. Prodig. in. 166 Such melan- !

choly..is Skilful in forming such in the vain air Out of the ,

motes and atoms of the day.)

3. Of persons: Devoid of sense or wisdom ; fool-

ish, silly, thoughtless; of an idle or futile nature or
disposition. Now rare or Obs.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 217 Wherof he wax so proud and

vein, That he his fader in desdeign Hath take, c 1400 Destr. \

Troy 4384 At Vaxor be vayn pepull voidly honourit Bachian.
i

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. vit. 8 He is veyne pat puttib his i

hope in men or in creatures. 1533 Coverdale James ii, I

20 Wilt thou vnderstonde o thou vayne man that faith
.

with out dedes is deed? 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 106
Diuerse vaine persons bruted dayly among the Commons of

|

the realme, that Christ had twise apered vnto him. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. in. ii. 185 This I thinke, there's no man
is so vaine, That would refuse so faire an offer 'd Chaine.
a 163 1 Donne Poems, Woman's Constancy, Vaine iuna-

j

tique, against these scapes I could Dispute, and conquer,
I

if I would. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xx. (1687) 210 j

If it., would make you a medler in other mens matters (as
most of our vain Believers are). 1784 Cowper Ttroc. 754 I

[Art not] thou at best, and in thy sob'rest mood, A trifler

vain? 1812 J. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms 1. 587 Hush! hush!
thou vain dreamer 1 this hour is her last. 1819 Shelley

j

Cenci v. iii. 36 So that our hair should sweep The footsteps
j

of the vain and senseless crowd.
absol. c 1^50 [see 7 a]. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 590 Is

sparkling wit . . The fixt fee-simple of the vain and light ? 1817
]

Shelley Rev. Islam ix. xiv, The peace of slavery, With !

which old times, .had quelled the vain and free.

4. Given to or indulging in personal vanity

;

having an excessively high opinion of one's own
appearance, attainments, qualities, possessions, etc.

;

delighting in, or desirous of attracting, the admira-
tion of others; conceited. Also absol.

1692 Dryden Eleonora 101 For to be conscious of what
alt admire, And not be vain, advances vertue high'r. 1703
Evelyn Diary Feb., She. . I believe carried with her out of
this vain nation above ^1000. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's
Anted. Paint. (1786) III. 56 Perceiving the poor man to be
immoderately vain, he piqued him to attempt portraits.
1832 Lytton Eugene A. 1. x, It might teach the vainest to
forswear vanity. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. x. 609 The vain
man, restless, insatiable, and always craving after the
admiration of his contemporaries. 1884 F. M. Crawford
Rom. Singer I. 18 The heart of the vain man is lighter
than the heart of the proud.
trans/ 1781 Cowper Conversat, 366 The vainest corner

of our own vain heart.

b. Const, of.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. Pref., We deserve more com-
fassion, because we are not vain of our Barbarities. 1749
[elding Tom Jones 1. viii, A good, honest, plain girl, and

not vain of her face. 1829 Lytton Devereux 1. i, Between
you and me, he was not a little vain of his leg. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fairxxiv, The_General..sate down to pen
a.poulet (he was exceedingly vain of his French) to Made-
moiselle Amenaide.

II. 5. In the advb. phrase In vain, to no effect

or purpose; ineffectually, uselessly, vainly.
After L. in vanmn, or OF. en vein (F. en vain, = It. in

vano, Sp. en vano, Pg. em vao).
o. a 1300 Cursor M. i6i72 0f him he wend ha signes sene,

For noght, al was in vain, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xx. 1
That.. he spend noght his preciouse blode in vayn on vs.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 48 Bot bat trawaill bai maid in
wayne. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 198 Thar Prayer
was not in wayne._ c 1470 Henry Wallace ir. 151 The more
thai bad, the mor it was in wayne. 1535 Coverdale Job ii.

3 Yet is it in vayne, for he contynueth still in his godly-
nesse. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvii. 20
All was in vain, for there was no remedy but to obey. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. it. xviii. 89 It is therefore in vain to grant
Sovereignty by way of precedent Covenant. 1607 Dryden
Vtrg. Georg. 111. 394 Nor Bits nor Bridles can his Rage re-
strain : And rugged Rocks are interpos'd in vain. 1711
Addison Sped. No. r p 7 The secret Satisfaction of thinking
that I have not Lived in vain. 175a Hume Ess. $ Treat.
(1777) I. 157 In vain do you seek repose from beds of roses.

1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 227 Here he endeavoured in

16

vain to baiter a rifle for a horse. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. I. 623 He wrote piteous letters to the king and to several
courtiers, but in vain. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. vi.

(1875)76 Lewis tried in vain to satisfy his sons., by dividing
and redividing.

£• 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10252 Alle here trauayle
bey do yn veyn. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1359 Dido, For
wel I wot that it is al in veyn. c 14*0 Citron. Vilod. 4173
Hc.sayde, 'nowe haue y trauellede twey [= twice] in

feyne'. £1430 Lydg. Minor Poems (Percy Soc.) 65 Ye
scnal nat labour al in veyne, Ye shul have hevene. c 1500
Lancelot 524 The kmg..al this resone thinkith bot in
weyne.

V. #1300 Cursor M. 19411 (Edinb.), Al baire striue was
bot in wan. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paul) 518 Set wald
nocht god his prayer war in wane, c 1480 Henryson
Orpheus $ Eurydice Wks. (S.T.S.) III. 37 Him to reios
$it playit he a spryng, . . Bot all in wane, bai comfort him no
thing. 1483 Cath. Angl. 197/1 In vane,/rustra. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay 13 Thay that sweris in uane and thay that sweris
ony fals aith. 1573 Satir. Poems Re/orm. xxxix. 140 For
lake of lederis thair thay wrocht in uane. a 1600 Mont-
gomery Misc. Poems xviii. 37 Vhen they sau they wroght
in vane.

f b. Sofor vain. Obs.~l

1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. 11. iv. 12 My Grauitie Wherein
..I take pride, Could I, with boote, change for an idle
plume, Which the ayre beats for vaine.

6. To take . . in vain : f a. To disregard, to treat

with contempt. Obs.
13,. Coerde L. 3769 Kyng Phelyp took theroff non hede,

But layde thertoo a deff ear. . . Kyng Richardys words he
took in vain. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16271
Osewy tok by somons in veyn, To come to court he badde
disdeyn.

b. With name as object. To use or utter (the
name of God) lightly, needlessly, or profanely

;

transf. to mention or speak of casually or idly.

A literal rendering of assumere {nomen Dei) in vanum in
the Vulgate text of Exod. xx. 7.

13.. Cursor M. 25228 Len vs lord swilk mode and mayn
pat we tak neuer bi name in vayn. 138a Wyclif Exod. xx.
7 Thow shalt not tak the name of the Lord thi God in
veyn. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 41 The secunde
thow shalle noght in vayne thi lord god name take. 1564
Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 298 To sweir and tak his name
in vane. 1630 W. T. Justific. Rclig. now Pro/essed iii. 22
His name is taken in vaine. 1731-8 Swift Polite Conv. 99
Who's that takes my Name in vain ? i860 Tennyson Sea
Dreams 185 Who, never naming God except for gain, So
never took that useful name in vain. 1884 Rider Haggard
DaTvnii, I always call Chancery ' it '. I wouldn't take its
name in vain for worlds.

f7. As sb. a. Vanity; a vain thing. Obs.
c 1330 King 0/ Tars 71, I schal him seende such wordes

to seyn, That al his thought schal tome to veyn. c 1450 tr.

De Imitatione 1. xx. 26Leeue veyn [L. vana] to be veyn,
& take bou hede to bo binges pat god comaundib be. 1606
Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iv. Magnificence 1208 All the
World proclaiming Vain of Vains, Man's happinesse in
God's true Fear maintains. 1628 Feltham Resolves 1. Iii.

Wks. (1677) 84 The power of the Gospel, in crying down the
vains ofmen. 174a Young Nt. Th. til. 267 The fruits of
dying friends survey; Expose the vain of life; weigh life

and death.

fb. Emptiness, void space. Obs.
138a Wyclif Job xxvi. 7 He that streccheth out the north

vp on vein [L. super vacuum], and hangethvp the erthe vp
on no«. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 105 Wythouten vayne he
dyd all thyng fulfyll As astronomy doth make apparaunce.

8. In misc. adjectival or adverbial combs, or
attrib. uses, as vain-averted, -boasting, •conceited,

-headed, -hearted, -proud, -spent, -talking adjs.

;

vain-speaker, -struggling.

1549 LATiMER^rrf Serm. be/ Edw. VI (Arb.) 78 There be
some sclaunderouse people, vaynespeakers, ..whych I must
nedes speake agaynst. 1562 Phaer ^Eueid ix. Bbiij, And
furst Eurialus he seeth. .Vainstruggling working much.
1562 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 28 Wanetalkand men and
dissauearis, quha peruertis hail houssis. 1590 Marlowe's
Tamburl. To Rdr., Though (happly) they haue bene of
some vaine conceited fondlings greatly gaped at. 1603
Bheton Dialogue 0/ Pithe Wks. (Grosart) II. 17/1 If you
will be vaine-headed, God helpe you, for I cannot, a 1618
Sylvester Paradox agst. Liberty 667 Wks. (Grosart) II.
6i

t

The. .vain-proud state and port, That for the grace of
Kings adorns the Courtly sort, 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
/si. vm. xxii, A vagrant rout..Strow him with vain-spent
prayers, and idle layes. 1848 Buckley Iliad 291 O babbling
and vain-boasting Ajax, what hast thou said? 1858 H.
Bushnell New Life vi. (1861) 79 He drove Lot's family,
or his vain-hearted wife, out of the city. 1871 H. King

\

Ovid's Metam. vn. 523 Struggling with vain-averted eyes to
j

shun The noontide beams.
Hence f Vaine*. trans., to frustrate. Obs.~l

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. xii. 34 Euery good man. .must I

be wise and circumspect, to vaine the sleeke nauations of
those that would undoe him.

Vain, obs. f. Vein sb. ; southern ME. var. Fain
a. and adv. Vaincur, Sc. var. Vainquer Obs.
Vaine, var. Wone sb, (hope) Obs. Vainess(e,
obs. rT. Vainness.
Vai'nful, a. Obs. exc dial. Also 6 vaynfull.

[f. Vain a. +-ful.] Vain, unprofitable, useless.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 55 They, .spende theyr time in

vaynful vanyte. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 10 Though
countrie be more painfull, and not so greedie gainfull, yet
is it not so vainfull, in following fansies eie. 1888 in
Elworthy W. Sotn. Word-bk. 795.

Hence f Vai'nfully adv., in vain, vainly. Obs.
1509 Hawes Conv. Swearers 21 Vnto the man I gaue com-

maundement Not to take the name of thy God vaynfully.

Vaingloriness. rare-1
, [f. Vainglory sb.]

Vaingloriousness.

VAINGLORY.
1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 4 That spirit of foppery

haughtiness, and vain-gloriness.

Vainglorious (v^ngloa-rias), a. Also 6-8 vain
glorious, 6- vain-glorious, [f. Vainglory sb.

Cf. med.L. vdnagloriosus (OF. vana-, vaneglori-
ous), Sp. and It. vanagtorioso, Pg. vanglorioso.]

1. Filled with, given to, indulging in, vainglory;
inordinately boastful or proud of one s own abilities,

actions, or qualities ; excessively and ostentatiously
vain. a. Const, of.

c 1480 Henryson Fables, Cock $ Fox, Nyse proud men,
woid and vanegloreous Of kin and blude. 1648 Gage
West hid. 160 Being not a little vain glorious of what he
had done with me. 1729 Law Serious Call xviii. (1732) 330
They think it a part of their duty to be proud, envious, and
vain-glorious of their own accomplishments. 1784 Cowper
Task in. 715 When he call'd, Vain-glorious of her charms,
his Vashti forth To grace the full pavilion,

b. Without const
c 1510 More Picks Wks. 6/2 Not the knowlage of the

Hebrew, Chaldei, and Arabie language, beside Greke &
Latin, could make him vaingloriouse. 1599 B. Jonson Ev.
Man out 0/ Hum. Char. Pers., A Vaine-glorious Knight,
over-Englishing his travels, and wholly consecrated to
singularity; the very Jacobs staffe of complement, a 1639
W. Whateley Prototypes 1. xi. (1640) 88 Be not vaine-
glorious, studying to doe some earthly vaine thing, for
which you may be talked of farre and neere. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. xi. 49 Vain-glorious men.. delight in supposing
themselves gallant men. 1713 Young Last Day 111. 79 Look
round, vain-glorious muse, and you whoe'er Devote your-
selves to fame, and think her fair. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar
T., Vain glorioKS, or ostentatious man, one who boasts
without reason. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob in. 139 Where is

the fame Which the vainglorious mighty of the earth Seek
to eternize? 1840 Ainsworth Tower 0/ London (1864) 370
One of the galleries of the palace, where the vain-glorious
mannikin was lingering in the hope of being admitted to
the royal presence. 1881 Tylor Anthropology 384 Even the
vainglorious scribes of Egypt would hardly venture to
record events without a foundation of fact.

absol. a 1553 Udall Roystcr D. Prol., Our Comedie..
against the vayne glorious doth inuey. 1596 Norden Progr.
Pietie (18^7) 173 Though it please the vain-glorious for a
time it will bring repentance. 1636 Featly Clavis Myst.
viii. 101 He baiteth the hook.. for the vaine-glorious with
; opularitie. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet viii. (1853) 43 For
God loveth not the arrogant and vainglorious.

trans/ and _/?£*. 160* Nixon Chr. Navy B ij, Lofty mindes
That in this world doe seeke to glister so, Blowne on this

rocke by fond vaine glorious winds, Fall headlong downe.
1619 J. Taylor (Water P,) Kicksey Winsey Wks. (1630) 36
Itch'd with the vain-glorious worme, To write and lye.

2. Characterized by, indicative of, or proceeding
from vainglory.

'533 Gau Richt Vay 4 Sic vane glorious tetels and namis
and pouers.

t
1575 Gascoigne Glasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 68

Wandring..in a vayne glorious oppinion of their owne wit.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 331 Such stately honours
and vaine-glorious praises as he in his life time enioyed. 1662
Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae in. iv. §11 Whether that bee
ground of that vain-glorious boast . . I here dispute not.
01700 Evelyn Diary 25 Oct. 1667, The Vice-chancellor's
letter ..were too vaine glorious to insert. 1791 Cowper
Odyss. iv. 610 Neptune that speech vain-glorious hearing,
grasp'd His trident. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vi. ix.

(1849) 376 Let not my readers imagine., that I am indulging
in vainglorious boastings. 1861 Sala Dutch Pictures xvi.

243 'See Naples and then die,' is the vain-glorious saying
of the Neapolitans.

^ 1896 Dk. Argyll Philos. Belie/ 268
They were the very incarnations of vainglorious pride.

Vaingloriously, adv. [f. prec] In a vain-

glorious manner.
1545 Elyot Diet., Gloriosus, renoumed, some tyme in

the yll parte, vaynegloriousely [sic], or bostynge hym selfe.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 31 Leat it there-
fore no more entre into your hertes to thynke with your
selues vaingloriously. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. ix. (1593)
211 Sure I meane not I To vant my selfe vaine-gloriouslie
by telling of a lye. 1623 N. Rogers Strange Vineyard 36
When Nebuchadnezzar vaunted vainegloriously of that great
Babel which he had built. 1648 Milton Tenure Kings 38
Which heretofore in the persuance of fame and forren
dominion spent it self vain-gloriously abroad. 170a Lottd.
Gaz. No. 3808/3 The Ambition of Spain, when it .. vain
gloriously stiled its Ar?nado Invincible. 1808 Edwards
Plain Pract. Plan i. 8 A character which France can no
more than vain gloriously affect to be. 1824 W. Irving
T. Trav. I. 207, I cannot tell you how vain-gloriously I

walked the streets.

Vaingloriousness. [f. as prec] The
quality or character of being vainglorious.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 328 Their facion of makyng
oracions was . . replenyshed with vauntyng . . & vainglorious-

nesse. 1577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (1706) 25 The spirit of
lying or vain-gloriousness in boasting a mans self, and in

desire to fill his talk concerning his kindred and acquaint-

ance. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 46 b, By y'

meanes you see that one offendeth by arrogancie, another

by obstinacie, . . another by vaingloriousnesse. 1832 L. H unt
Sir R. Esker (1850) 134 An amor patriae above all our vain-

gloriousness. 1844 Thackeray Barry Lyndon v, Led away
by the vaingloriousness of youth,.. I invented a thousand
stories. 1886 Tupper My Li/c as Author 355 He had re-

pented of the vaingloriousness of those herald angels and
their dome.

Vainglory (v^nglSs'ri),^. Also vain-glory,

vain glory. Forms : see Vain a. and Glory sb.

[ad. med.L. vana gloria. Cf. OF. and mod.F.
vaine gloire, It., Sp. vanag!oriay Pg. vangloria.']

1. Glory that is vain, empty, or worthless ; in-

ordinate or unwarranted pride in one's accomplish-

ments or qualities ; disposition or tendency to exalt

oneself unduly; idle boasting or vaunting.



VAINGLORY.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 26933 Noght als intent o waynglori,

Or als bis ypocrites dos. c 1340 Hampole /V. Consc. 1145
Honours nuryshes, als men may se, Vayn glory, vauntyng,
and vanite. 1393 Lancl. P. PI. C. vn, 35 Bostynge and
Braggynge wyth meny boldobes, Auauntyng vp-on my veine
glone for eny vndemymynge. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione hi.

xlv. 116 Verily, veyn glory is an euel pestilence & grettist

vanyte. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAvian vi, He that taketh

within hym self vayne glorye of that thynge by the whiche
he shold humble hym self is a very fole. 1535 Joye Apol.

Tindale (Arb.) 22 For he that doth a thing secretly,, .how
seketh he vaynglory? 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholafs
Voy. iv. xxxiv. 156 b, Through the. .increase of their power,

they fell into such a vainglory and arrogancy. 1627 in

Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 174 Their trade, .is

not augmented but deminnished by vayneglorie and un-

necessarie disburcements. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinis
Advts. fr. Pamass. I, xxxv. (1674) 44 Tamberlan the

Scythian, .had the vain-glory to be called the Emperor of

the East. 17:0 Norris C/tr. Prud. vii. 309^ Vainglory,

whereby Men affect a great many dry and insipid Studies

..only to please others, and procure from them a blind

Admiration. 178a Miss Burnev Cecilia vn. v, Thus have I

..acknowledged my vain-glory. 1841 Helps Ess., Exerc.
Benevolence (1875) 34 That portion of his thinking time
which he spends upon vain-glory, upon imagining, for in-

stance, what other people are thinking about him. 1878 B.

Taylor Deukalion m. ii. 106 The wisdom of the world?
Nay : 'tis vain-glory.

0. 1390 Gower C7w/C II. 35 Bot he such veine gloirehadde
Of that he was set upon hyh. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv.

2610 Til vsurpe til hym bat nayme It war bot wayne glore

or defame, a 1500 Ratis Raving, etc. 3644 To schaw hire

proud, at men may see, Is pryd, wanglore, and vanite. 1500-
bo Dunbar Poems ix. 118, I synnit..In fals vane gloir and
deidis negligent.

b. In the phr. for vainglory.
-1380 Wyclif Wks. (1B80) 3 Men doon bis nouelrie for

vein glorie. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 367 Som
men telleb bat Anstotil made his bookes so schortliche and
so hard for envie and for vaynglorie. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. IV, 23 He .. mervailed that the dukc.wolde nowe
for vainglory under colour of doyng dedes of Armes..
violate the peace.

c. As a personal name, or in personified use.

c 1400 St. Alexins (Laud MS.) 1004 Hou his fader ser-

geauutz alle, veyn glorie gonne hym calle, And gorre on hym
gonne browe. 14.. Why I can't be Nun 228 in E.E. P.
(1862) 144 Dame sclowthe and dame veyne glory. 1596
Lodge Wits Miserie B ij, His first sonne is Vainglory. 1717
L. Howel Desiderius (ed. 3) 18 She gave him her Name,
Vain-glory.

2. A vainglorious thing, action, etc. rare,
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 378 None schal take any

synguler abstynence up.on her withe-oute licence of the
abbes, in awnter God take it for a veyne glory. 1607 Shaks.
Timon 1. ii. 249 What needs these Feasts, pompes, and
Vaine-glories ? 1649 Milton Eikon. viii. Wks. 1851 III.

392 The Vulgar ; who notwithstanding what they might
know, will beleeve such vain-glories as these.

Hence Vainglo-ry v. •[&. refi. To exalt or
make much of (oneself) unduly. Obs. b. itttr.

To indulge in vainglory. Also Vainglo Tying"
vbl. sb.

a 1637 N. Ferrar tr. Valdes' no Consid. (1638) 104, I

understand, that a man being lust by his Justice, doth as
much prize himselfe,. .or vain-glory himselfe, as much as the
theife, who is taken from the Gallowes in the Holy Week,
..vaine-glories himselfe for his deliverance. 1882 Steven-
son New Arab. Nts. (1884) 46 The scheme, .had involved a
little vain-glorying before his acquaintance. 1887 Westm.
Rev. July 485 It would be idle and frivolous to mention these
points for the sake of vain-glorying during the Jubilee year.

t Vainling. Obs. rare. [f. Vain a. + -ling

i

I.] A vain or vainglorious person.
1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie Ep. Ded., Presuming him.

selfe (fond Vain-ling) to be of more esteeme, because he was
the Nuncio and Interpreter of the Gods. Ibid. 134 Thus
we see, he was no vaineling, who pronounced all things
vnder the Sunne to bee vanitie of vanities.

Vainly (v^-nli), adv. Forms: a. 4, 6 vaynly,
6-7 vainlie, 7 vaine-, 6- vainly. 0. 5 veynli,
-(e)ly, veinly. 7. 6 Sc, vanelie. [f. Vain a. +
-ly *.]

1. In a vain or futile manner ; without advantage,
profit, or success ; to no effect or purpose ; in vain

;

uselessly, fruitlessly, ineffectually.

138a Wyclif James iv. 5 Wher weenen 3c, that veynly
[L. inauiter] the scripture seith [etc.]. 1387 Tkevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 195, I folwer of evel craft, .trowed vaynly for
to be defended and helped by ^oure prayers, c 1450 tr.

De Imitatione in. Ii. 123 Ner he shal not ioy veinly, if
he be resonably excused by ober. 1509 Fisher Funeral
Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 293 This noble prynces,
..whome my purpose is not vaynly to extol.. aboue her
merytes, but to the edefyenge of other, a 1548 Hall C/iron.,
Hen. VI (1550) 23 Vitayll..not wantonly consumed, nor
vainly spent. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. iv. 8 Till now, my selfe
and such As slept within the shadow of your power Haue .

.

brcath'd Our sufferance vainly. 1667 Milton P. L. n. 811,
I forewarn thee, shun His deadly arrow; neither vainly
hope To be invulnerable. 1695 Ld. Preston Boetk. 1. 12
Every one going away with that Rag which he had snatch 'd,
vainly believ'd that he had possess'd himself of Philosophy.
1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes 1. xiv. 13 What though majestic
in your pride you stood.., You now may vainly boast an
emptyname. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xxix. (1787) HI. no
Perhaps he vainly imagined, that he laboured for the
interest of an only daughter. 1808 Scott Alarm. 1. xii,
There, vainly Ralph de Wilton strove 'Gainst Marmion's
force to stand. 1858 Frolde Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 31 In
the caprices of passion and humour we look vainly for any
"uidmg principle. 1870 Bryant Iliad 111. I. 98 From my
iand The spear was vainly flung and gave no wound.
Comb. 2648 J. Beaumont Psyche xvi. xxviii, He.. Beyond
my vainly-panting reach is plac'd.
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f2. Foolishly, senselessly, thoughtlessly. Obs.
1588 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 330 She spoke somwhat

idlie and vainlie, by reason of the extremitie of her sick-

ness. x596DALRY.MPLF.tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 101 Nathir
haue thay nochtwithstandeng now vanelie fallin frome the

faith of the Catholik Kirk. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xi. 346
Ethelbald,.. though most vainly given when he was hot and
young, Yet, by the wise reproofe of godly Bishops brought
From those unstay'd delights by which his youth was
caught. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Vain Love 46 What Lover
can like me complain, Who first lov'd vainly, next in vain !

1730 Bailey (fol.), Inaniloquent, talking or babbling vainly.

0. With personal vanity ; conceitedly.
1602 Ld. Cromwell iv. i. 35 'Tis greater glorie for me,

That you remember it, then of myselfe Vainlie to report it.

1650 Hobbes De Corpore Politico 3 How some are vainly
Glorious, and hope for precedencie and superiority above
their Fellows. 1692 E. Walker tr. Epictetus* Alor. xi,

When with too much pleasure you admire Your Horse's
Worth, and vainly boast his Sire. 1779 Cowper Human
Frailty 20 A stranger to superior strength, Man vainly
trusts his own.

Vainness (v^'nines). [f. as prec. +-NES8.]
The state or condition of being vain, in various

senses : a. Futility, ineffectiveness, uselessness.

1571 Gqlvikg Calvi?i on Ps. xxxiii. 18 The helps of the world
hold our senses entangled.. till they have given us a tryall

of theyr vaynenesse. 1600 Palfreyman Baldwin's Alor.
Philos. 37The vainenes of this life is greater then the profit.

1648 W. Browne Polexena v, 1. 284, I knew the vainnesse
of my hopes, and the just cause Alcidiana had to punish my
boldnesse. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) IV. 303 Beauty.,
shew'd the vainess of Defence, When Phillis does Invade.
1849 Robertson Serm. Ser, 1. xix. (1866) 314 Pilate, feeling
the vainness., of these pretensions. 1892 Athenxum 18 June
790/1 The vainness of this and that creed.

b. Vanity, esp. personal vanity or conceit. Now
rare.
a 1586 Sidney Ps. xxvi. iii, I did not them frequent, Who

be to vainesse bent. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. Prol. 20 Free
from vain-nesse, and selfe-glorious pride. 1600 Palfreyman
Baldwin's Alor. Philos. 1. 12 Hee despised.. much all vain-
nesse of apDarell. 1645 Wither Vox Pacifica 19 The vices,
and the vainnesse of thy tongue. 1825 Colhridge Leti. y

Convert.^ etc. II. 179 Mr. Chance is a self-satisfied man, but
of the very, .best sort.. . I regard such vainness but as the
overflow of humanity.

f c. Foolishness, stupidity. Obs.—1

1591 Spenser Vis. Worlds Vanitie vi, O how great
vainnesse is it then to scorne The weake.

t Vainquer. Obs. rare. In 5 vaynquer, Sc.

vaincur. [a. OF. vainqu(i)erre, veinqueor, etc.

(mod.F. vainqueur), f. vaincre to conquer.] A
conqueror, vanquisher, victor.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 272 Thare cummys
the vaincur, askandjugmentof rycht. 1481 Caxton Godfrey
ccii. 296 Thenne made they..moche ioye & grete, as doon
the vaynquers and conquerours whan they departe theyr
gayne.

1 Vainqueress. Obs.-1

[a. OF. vainqueresse, veinq-

conqueror or vanquisher.
(11513 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxxx. (1811) 178 Elfleda that

sheldes so ofte dyd rayse Agayne her enemyes, this noble
venqueresse Virago and made, whose vertue can I nat
expresse.

Vair (veai), sb. Forms : 4 veir(e, veyr(e, 5
feyre

; 4, 6-8 vaire, 4, 8- vair, Sc. wayre, 7 vayre,

9 dial, vare, fare, viare, etc. [a. OF. vair,

veir (also nom. vairs)

:

—L. varium, ace. sing,

masc. of varius parti-coloured. Cf. med.L. varius
f

also vairus, vayrus, veyrus (from OF.), and vajus
(from It. vajo), in the same sense.]

1. A fur obtained from a variety of squirrel with
grey back and white belly, much used in the 13th
and 14th centuries as a trimming or lining for gar-

ments. Now only arch.
Cotgrave's definition of F. vair as ' a rich furre of Ermines

powdered thicke with blue haires ' is app, unsupported by
evidence.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25466 Nu ask i nober gra ne grene, . . Ne
purperpall, nee pride o pane, Ne riche robe wit veir and
grise. t 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 11194 Man-
teles . .Of meneuer, stranlyng, veyr, & gris. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints vii. {James the less) 764 Furry t wele in wayre &
grece. c 138a Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 265 For somme vaire,

and somme gryse, ..In bagges about thai bere.
1810 Scott Lady of L. iv. xii, If pall and vair no more I

wear. 1818 Rank en Hist. France IV. 377 It was ordained,
a.d. 1294,.. that no ecclesiastic, but dignified clergymen,
should wear vair, gray, or ermine, excepting [etc.]. 1865
Swinburne Poems <$- Ball., Laus Veneris 266 Each man's
hair Crowned with green leaves beneath white hoods of vair.

2. A weasel or stoat. Now dial.

Prob. due to an early misunderstanding as to the source
of the fur.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 335 pere beeb veyres
[I* mustelas: Caxton feyres] litel of body and ful hardy
and strong. 1796- in dial, glossaries (Dev., Dorset, Somer-
set, Pemb., Glamorgan, Wexford, etc.) in forms vare, fare,
viare, vier, wyer, veer. 1832 Mrs. Bray Descr. Part of
Devon (1835) I. xix. 342 The stoat, vair, or vairy, is the
commonest of the weasel tribe.

3. Her. One of the heraldic furs, represented by
bell- or cup-shaped spaces of two (or more) tinc-

tures, usu. azure and argent, disposed alternately

(in imitation of small skins arranged in a similar

manner and sewn together).
Vair cuppa or tossy (see quot. C1828 and Vairy*. 1 b).

Vair-en-pal, vair-en-point (see quot. 1766). Cf. also
Countervair.

In 6 venqueresse.
see prec] A female

VAIVODE.
1562 Lech Armorie 132 The ninthe and last [doubling] of

all, is called Vaire, which is of al coloures except these two
before rehersed [i.e. azure and vert]. It may be also of
three sondry colours, which, .colours must be tolde as this
is blazed. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. iv. (1611) 15 If you
obserue the proportion of this vaire, you shall easily discerne
the very shape of the case or skinne of little beasts, in them.
i6za Peacham Compl. Gent. xv. (1906) 194 Quarterly Gules
and Vaire. 1637 Camden's Rem. 209 Hubert de Burgo,
..who bare for his Armes in a Shield, Gules seven Lozenges
vatre, 3,3, 1. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Purr, The Heralds
use two Metals,. .and two Furrs, or hairy Skins, Ermine
and Vaire. 1766 Porny Heraldry iii. (1777) 27 Vair-en.
Point or Vair-en-pal, is said when the point of a Vair is
opposite to the Base of another. 1816 Gcntl. Mag. March
223 A fesse between two chevrons Vaire. c 1828 Berry
Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Vair cuppa, or Vair Tassv, is..by
most writers upon heraldry, considered a kind of fur, and
shaped in the form of cups or goblets by divisions potent
counter-potent. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist, -y Pop. iv. (ed. 3)
20 Vair, Counter Vair, ..are always Argent and Azure,
unless other tinctures are named in the blazon.

fVair, a. Obs.~l Sc. In 5 wayre, wa(i)re.
[a. OF. vair, veir:—L. variumx see prec. and
Vary «.] Varied or variegated in colour.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 1. v. 217 The brukyd bestys and

the wayre [v.r. ware, waire] he gert depart fra quhyt & fayre.

Vaird, obs. Sc. f. Ward.
Vair(e, southern ME. varr. Fair a. and adv.

tVaired.tf. Obs.- x [Cf. Vair sb.] =* Vairy a.
1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus ii, Heralds.. disposed

the figures of Ermin.s, and vaired coats in this Quincuncial
method.

t VaireB. Obs.~l [perh. pi. of F. veire {voire)

truth : see Veire.] In vaires, ? in verity, truly.

13. . Gaw. SfGr, A'nt. 1015 Wyth clene cortays carp, closed
fro fylbe; & hor play was passande vche prynce gomen, in

vayres.

Vairhede, ME. var. Fairhead. Vairloeh,
obs. Sc. f. Warlock. Vairn, obs. Sc. f. Warn v.

Vairsta(ll, obs. Sc. ff. Warestall.

Vairy (ve»'ri),rt. (and ^.). Forms: a. 5 varri,

6-7 varrye (7 -ie), varry, 6-7, 9 varrey. 0. 7-9
vairy, 8 vary. See also Verry a. [a. OF, vairy,

f. vair Vair sb.

The mod.F. form vairee has been employed in some
heraldic books.]

1. Her. Of a coat, charge, etc. : Varied or varie-

gated with two or more colours; having divisions

and tinctures like those of vair.

Some writers have drawn a distinction between vair and
vairy, using the latter when tinctures other than argent
and azure are blazoned.
a. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Bivb, Thre cootarmuris be

ther called restryall in armys. Oon is whan a coo tarmure is

varri of dyuerse colowris to the poynt. 1562 Legh Armorie
52 b, A playne crosse, varrye. Ibid. 131b, The eight
doubling is Varry, and is so properly called, although it be
Or, and Vert, or els Vert and Or. 1593 Wvrley Armorie,
Ld. Chandos 07 A patie crosse of red in gold he bare On
which fiue losinges varrey placed are. 1610 Guillim Her.
(1611J 1. iv. 15 As for the rest, viz. Verry and Varrye, they
are meere fantasies and improper termes. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. vi. 321 Tavestock in Devon shire gave Varrey Or and
Azure, on a Chiefe Or, two Mulletts. Gules. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Varry.. signifies that which is diversified with
argent and azure, c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss.,
Varrey in point.

0. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4*17/4 The second Vary, a Canton.
1762 tr. Buselung's Syst. Geoff. V, 235 The arms of Oettingen
are vairy ruby and a shield saphire, 1868 Cussans Her. iii.

53 If the field were Or, and the bells Gules, it would be
blazoned as Vairy, Or and Gules.

i"b. Vairy-cuppy, lassa (see quots.). Obs.
1610 Guillim Her. 1. iv. (1611) 15 This sort of furre or

doubling was. .of some old Heralds called varry cuppy and
varry tassa. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Teckn. I, Vairy Coppy,
or Potent Counter-Potent, is a Bearii.^ m Heraldry. 1766
Porny Heraldry ii. § ii. 27 Potent-counter-potent, anciently
called Vairy-cuppy, is when the Field isni!ed with Crutches
or Potents counter.placed.

U 2. Furred with vair. Also used as if the name
of a material.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Vairy gowns are observed by
Julius Pollux to have been the habit of the antient Gauls,
as Ermins were of the Armenians. i86x Ainsworth Const.
Tower (1862) 187 Wrapped in cerecloth of many folds, and
in an outer cover of cloth of vairy and velvet,.. the corpse
was laid out.

Vairy (weasel, stoat): see Vair sb. 2. Vaise,
dial. f. Feeze v. Vaist, obs. Sc. f. West.
Vaistie, var. Sc. Wasty a. Obs. Vaistour,
obs. Sc. f. Waster.
llVaisva (varsya). Also 9 veisya. [Skr. vaiiya

peasant, labourer, etc.

In Sir T. Herbert's Trav. {1634) 38 the form wyses occurs,

and Bice from Urdu has had some currency.]

The third of the four great Hindu castes, com-
prising the merchants and agriculturists ; a member
of this caste. Also atlrib.

1794 Sir W. Jones Inst. ofAfenu i. § 31 [Brahma] caused
the Brahmen, the Cshatriya

;
the Vaisya, and the Sudra..to

proceed from his mouth, his arm, his thigh, and his foot.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. 53,2 Born of a Vaisya woman. 1801

R. Patton Asiat. Mon. 123 The functions of the vaisya
tribe. 1841 Elphinstonk Hist. Ind. I. 31 The practical

knowledge required from a veisya is more general than that

of the other classes.

Vait, obs. Sc. f. Waft v., and wot Wit v.

Vaivode (t^iW), Now Hist. Forms: a.

6-7 vayuod^e, 7 vayvod, 7, 9 vayvode, 8 vay-
3



VAKE.

wode. £. 6 uai-, 7 vaiuoda; 7 vaiuod, 7-8
vaivod (7 vavoyd), 7-9 vaivode, 8 vaiwode.
[Ultimately ad. older Magyar vajvoda (now vajda),

representing the common Slavonic voj{e)voda

Voivode. The immediate source is partly mod.L.
vayvoda (cf. Sp., Pg., and It. vaivodd) or F. vay-

vode. See also Waywode.] A local ruler or

official in various parts of south-eastern Europe (in

older use esp. in Transylvania).
a. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 71 He had an adver-

sary^ John Sepuse, the vayuode of transsylvania. 1500 Sir

^. Smyth Disc. Weapons 44 b, In a great battaile fought
etwixt him and that famous Vayuod Iuan Huniades

Coruino. 1665 Manley Grotius* LcnvC. Wars 579 The one
[sister], marryed to the King of Poland ; the other, to
Sigismund Battor, Prince or Vayvod of Transilvania. 1685
Lond. Gaz. No. 2070/2 The Vayvode Janco was drawing
together a great Kodyof Morlacks with a design to attack
some place in the Province of Bosnia. 1768 Ann, Reg. 1. 19
Count Potocki, Vaywode of Kiow, had no less than ten
towns, and one hundred and thirty villages, destroyed in
his own territories.

Jig. X613 Dekker Diuels Last Will Wks. (Grosart) III.

351 Behemah Dornschweyn,. .chiefe Vayuode of Vsury,
Symony, Bribery, Periury, . .etc.

0. 156* J. Shute tr. Combines Turk. Wars 7 John
Uaiuoda soughte to haue al the glorie of the victorietohim
selfe. 1601 K. Johnson Kingd. fy Commzu. (1603) 51 The
Vaiuods of Valachia, Moldauia and Transiluania hold their

estates b^ vertue of this bribery. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy.
Levant xix. 242 The Government of the Cities is manag'd
by Five Kinds of Officers, the Bassa, Sub-Bassa, Vaivode,
Cadi and Receiver of the Customs, 1771 JV, Guthrie's
Geogr. (ed. 3) 114 Their ancient nobility were divided into
knezes, or knazeys, boyars, and vaivods. 1776 Ann. Reg.
n. 7 At Athens, .his patrimony had suffered from the extor-
tions of a tyrannical Vaiwode. 1833 Ellis Elgin Marbles
I. 2 Lord Elgin then received very strongly expressed fir-

mauns from the Porte, which were carried, .to the Vaivode
of Athens and the Disdar of the Acropolis.
iransf 1618 Bolton Florus n. xiv. (1636) 132 Andriscus. .,

delivered up into our hands by that Vaivod, or petty King,
of Thrace to whom hee had fled for succour.

Vai3e, southern ME. var. Fey a, Vak, obs.

Sc. f. Wake v. Vakabonde, obs. f. Vagabond.
fVake, «• Obs. rare. [ad. L. vac-uns.] Empty.
1600 Holland Lizy 1. xxxiii. 24 Whilest it stood void and

vake, the old Latines had surprised and taken it. Ibid. xxiv.
vii. 513 Certeine conspiratours. .possessed themselves of a
vake house, standing over a narrow lane.

f Vake, vaik, V. Sc. Obs. Forms : a. 5 wake,
5-7 vake, 7 veak. fi. 5 wayk, 5-7 vaik, 6 waik,
6-7 vaick, 7 vaike. [ad. L. vac-are to be empty

:

cf. prec. So OF. and F. vaguer, Sp. and Pg. vacar,

It.vacare. With the exception of quot. 1543 in

1 a the use of the word is entirely Scottish : cf.

Vacand///. tf.]

1. intr. Of a benefice, office, or position : To
become or fall vacant; also, to remain vacant or

unfilled.

Freq. from c 1550 toe 1650, esp. of ecclesiastical benefices.
o. c 14x5 Wvntoun Chron. v. 41 10 (Cott.), Qwhen he was

ded, ban dayis nyne bat se wakyt [Wetuyss MS. vaikit],

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms iS.T.S.) 223 For and the
Archebischopryke of Ranis or Rowan vakit, and the chan-
ouns wald ches ane Inglisman to be archebischop. 152a
Douglas in Wks. (1874) I. p. ex, The beneficis and grete
prelaceiis that wakis. 1543 Sentleger in St. Papers
Hen. VIII, III. in. 485 Ther is a Statute here [at Water-
ford],. .that when suche rombe shulde vake,. .they shoulde
then electe and chose . .one Inglisheman. 1604 A. Seton In
G. Seton Memoir (1882) iv. 57 Quhen eiuer onye place
sould vake in onye maner.

fi. c 1550 Lvndesay Tragedie 361 Quhen thare doith vaik
ony benefyse. 1558 Kennedy Comp. Treat, in Misc.
Wodraiv Soc. (1844) 151 Gyf ane benefice vaick, the gret
men of the realme wyll haue it, 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xviii. 102 Sic [a lord] as..feiris God now sen the roume dois
walk. 1639 Marq. of Hamilton Expl. Meaning Oath fy

Covenant 16 [It] also declares, that all bishopricks vaick-

ing, or that shall vaickj shall be only disponed to actuall

preachers and ministers in the Kirk, a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. I (1851) II. 204 Thus Oswall cumis bak with this

ansuer, and Doctor Forbes place still vaikis. 1696 in Home
Papers (Hist. MSS. Comin.) 271 The Justice Clerk. .dis-

poses of the Clerk to the Justice Court his place when it

vaikes.

b. Of a tack or tenancy.

1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) 1. 197 Gifithappynis
. . thar takis to wayk be ony maner of wa. 154s Records of
Elgin (New Spald. CI.) I. 69 Failjeand heirof the forsaidis

takkis to vaik eojacto.

2. Of persons : a. To be free, to have time or

leisure, for engaging in some occupation ; to be
occupied or busy. Const, /or, on or upon (also, to

wait or attend upon one), to.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 221 The law levis

all clerkis to vake in scolis and in studyis to.. sciences and
literature Ibid. 222 Of thame quhilkis levis all richessis.

.

to vake thareapon. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. m. xviii, All
thir..on Venus seruice vaikis, In deidis of armis for thair

ladyis saikis. 1566-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 497 Becaus
the haill Lordis of Secreit Counsall may nocht weill vaik at
all tymes for the ordouring thairof being occupiit with uther
wechtie materis. a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xli. 29
Nou Cupid compellis Our hairtis echone On Venus vha
vaikis, To muse on our maikis. 01614 J. Melvill Diary
(VVodrow Soc.) 45, 1 was resigned ower be my father hailehe
unto him to veak upon him as his sone and servant.

b. To be at leisure or ixttfrom some occupation

or business.

c 1470 Henkyson Mor. Fab. vm. {Preach. Swallow) xxxix,

18

Esope.. Quhen that he vaikit frome mair autentik werk, ..

this foirsaid fabill wrait. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scott. II. 107 Quhen he mycht vakefra temporal effayres, his

exercise was ay in spiritual, a 1600 Montgomerie Sonn
lxv. 4 Quhan I may vaik fra service of the king.

Hence f Vaked ppl. a. ; + Va'king vbl. sb. and
///. a. Obs.
1572 J. Knox in Calderw. Hist. Kirk Scotl. (Wodrow Soc.)

III. 766 That all bishoprics vacand may be presented.,
within a yeer after the vaiking therof. 1622 in R. M. Fer-
gusson A. Hume (1899) 221 They assigne to him the first

vaiking Gilbrotheris fyne that sail occur to thame. 1638 in

A. Maxwell Hist. Old Dundee (1884) 388 Being oft times
requirit, [he] would propone nothing but only ane mein
[ = moan] ' Vaiked Sea I

' 1660 in Crookshank Hist. Suffer.
Ch. Scot. (1749) I. 59 That hereafter vaking stipends may
be intromited with by Presbyteries.

II Vakeel, vakil (vakrl). Anglo-Ind. Forms:
a. 7 vakill, vekill, -ile, -ell, vikil, viele, 8 vekil,

9 vakil, vakil. 0. 7- vakeel (7 fakeel), 7
vickeele, 7-8 vack-, vekeel. [a. Urdu (Pers.-

Arab.) J-5. vakil, wakil: cf. Wakeel.]

1. An agent or representative, esp. one represent-

ing a person of political importance either per-

manently or on a special occasion ; a minister,

envoy, or ambassador.
a. 1622 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 11 Two

coppyes, to the Governour of this place and his owne vekile.

Ibid. 69 Receaved two letters of Isacke Beages to Assuff
Chon, and the other to his vekill. 1682 W. Hedges Diary
(Hakl. Soc.) I. 35 The Dutch Director's Vakill. 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. II. 171 Through the bad Con-
duct of the Vikil, he was necessitated to reimbark. 2844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 283 Terms.. were proposed,
and the Vakils returned with them to the Bai. 1870 Sir
W. W. Hunter in Life (1901) xi. 182 His Vakil or repre-
sentative told me the story of the sunken fortunes of the
family.

fl, 1623 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 307 That
hereafter the Kings people may recoure it from the vickeeles
of Agha Reza. 1624 /bid. (1909) III. 30 Their vackeels at
Court is to accquaint the King thereof. 1691 J. Ovington
Voy. Suratt 415 November the 1st, arriv'd a Pattamar or
Courrier, from our Fakeel, or Sollicitor at Court. 1763
Scrafton Indostan (1770) 74 He was determined to fall on
us, and turned our vacqueel out of the durbar. 1776 Trial
ofNttndocomar 24/2 He was Vakeel of Bollakey Doss, and
executed whatever business he ordered. 1803 Edmonstonk
in Owen Wellesley %

s Desp. (1877) 322 Duplicates have been
delivered to the Vakeels of those chiefs at the Presidency
for transmission to their principals. 1878 Earl Lytton Lett.
(1906) II. 57 The Amir undertook to keep a vakeel at
Peshawur.

2. A native attorney or barrister; a pleader in

the Hindu law-courts.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Vakeel, a native attorney in
India. 1887 Pall Mall G. 12 July 13/2 An official known
as the poor man's vakeel, whose duty it is to see that every
prisoner, .shall be represented in court by a competent
counsellor. 1890 Kipling City Dread/. N. 15 He looks like

a vakil to the boot-heels, and. .recalls memories of up.
country courts.

Vakin, obs. Sc. f. Waken v. Val, southern
ME. var. Fall sb. ; obs. Sc. f. Veil sb. 1

, Wall sb.

Valachian, var. Walachian.

Valance (vae'lans), sb. 1 Forms : a. 5 valaunce,
6-7 valans (6 wal-), 5- valance (8 vol-)

; 5-9
vallance. j8. 5, 7 valens, 6 valense, 7-9 vallens

(7 -ins), 6- valence, 6-7 vallence. 7. plm 6
vallanes, 6, 8 vallance, 7, 9 vallens; 6, 9
valence, 7 valens. 8. //. 6 valandes, 7 vallands,
-ents, 9 valends. [Of obscure origin : perh. a.

AF. *valance, f. valer = OF. avaler to descend
(cf. vale Vail v. 2 ).

Florio (1598) gives ' Valenza
t valenzana, Say or Serge for

bed-curtins or valances for beds ', and ' Valenzana del letto
%

valences for beds ', but there is no evidence for the genuine-
ness of these.)

1. A piece of drapery attached lengthways to a
canopy, altar-cloth, or the like, so as to hang in a
vertical position. Also attrib.

a. 1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 36 The selo' of cloth on
loffte, with the valaunce of scripture abowte the ymage.
1494 Househ. Ord. (1790) 115 The ninth question; whether
in the same feaste the Queens cloth of Estate shall hang as
highe as the Kings or noe? answere thereunto; the Queens
shall hang lower by the vallance. 1540 Ludlow Churckw.
Ace. (Camden) 2 For wesshynge of autor clothis and albes,
..and the sowynge on of the valans of them. Ibid.t The
walans that hangyth over the heygh auter. 1670 Lassels
Voy. Italy (1698) II. 22 Four stately pillars of brass bear
up a canopy of the same metal.. with vallances and a gilt
fringe, yet all of brass. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's
Auecd. Paint. {1786) I. 54 A tent, striped with white and
gold,., and the valance, of the same colours. 1867 Baker
Nile Trib. v. 106 Upon striking the tent, we found beneath
the valance between the crown and the walls a regiment of
scorpions.
attrib. 1892 Lowndes Camping Sketches 49 Waxing elo-

quent over knotted guy-ropes and missing valance-loops.
&. 1500 WillofM. Yonge (Somerset Ho.), Afore the ymage

of our Lady within the valens of the same Chirch. a 1348
Hall Chron. (1809) 639 Sarcenet .. let doune in maner of a
valence before the gallery. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II.
1082/2 A rich herse,..couered with blacke veluet, with a
valence fringed with golde.

y. 1806 Naval Chron. XV. 231 The vallens [of the funeral
canopy] were fringed with black.

2. spec. a. A border of drapery hanging round
the canopy of a bed ; in later use, a short curtain

VALANCED.
around the frame of a bedstead, etc., serving to
screen the space underneath.

a. c 1450 Bk. Curiasye 447 in Babees Bk.
y
For lordys two

beddys schalle be made.. . po valance on sylour shalle henge
with wyn, iij curteyns street drawen with-inne. 1480 Wardr.
Ace. Edw. IV (1B30) 132 A sperver.., conteignyng testour,
celour, and valances lyned with busk. 150a Priv. Purse
Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 66 The seler ij yerdes dim. and the
quarter long, the valance j quarter dim. depe. a 1593 Mar-
lowe in Engl. Parnassus (1600) 480 And as a costly vallance
ore a bed, So did their garland tops the brooke orespred.
1611 Cotgr., Les pentes d'vn lid, the Valance. 1676 Covel
in Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc.) 165 The vallance was
of the same make. 1749 Mrs. Delanv Life $ Corr. (1861)
II. 527, I think the fringe of the valance and bases should
be the same depth as that on the bottom of the curtains.
1837 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre ofTappington

t He
peeped under the valance of an old-fashioned bedstead.
1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing (ed. 2) 56 An iron bed-
stead, (no vallance, of course), and hair mattress. 1883
F. M. Peard Contradictions i, They had tucked away the
scalloped valance,, .and drawn back the striped curtains.

0. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Presilla pelada
t
va.\\ence for

a bed. 1602 Inv. in Collectanea Archaeol. (1863) II. 97 One
bedsteede,. .The vallence and frynge of curtaines of say.
162a Peacham Compl. Genii, xiii. (1634) 139 As we see in
knops now adayes upon the Valences and Canopies of beds.
1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1434/4 Tne- Curtains and double Val-
lence of a red Damask Bed. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) IV. 396 She had had the presence of mind.. to tear
down the half-burnt vallens, as well as curtains. 1794 Girl-
hood of M. J. Holroyd (1896) 287 Mrs Maynard has made
up. .the Bed., with full Valences. iZ$i Remembrance %oThz
hangings of the large square bed were of yellow merino,.,
with plain, moth-eaten valences.

y. 1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 67 These make laces vpon
staues, purses,, .and whyte vallance for beddes. 1587 Wills
5- Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 317 A pare ofsheates, a coueringe,
a teaster, courtaynes and vallanes. 1612 Webster White
Devil in. ii. 177 Let him make Valence for his bed on't, or
a. demy foote-cloth. 1730 Southall Treat. Buggs 40 The
Tester-Cloth,.. to which the Head-cloth, and inside and
outside Vallens are to be fixed. 1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 284
All the vallance were unnailed.

6. 151a Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 38 Twopilloo coddes with
the valandes. 1590 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 58
Lyttell nelles to festen valandes to bedesse, ij

d
. 1631

Qvakles Hist. Samson ~WUs. (Grosart) II. 161/2 My beds,.

.

My sheets; My vallents, and my curtaines. 1675 Teonge
Diary (182s) 47 The bedds . . with white curtens, and vallands.
1881 Blackmore Christowell xxi. (1882) II. 50 They came
from the valends of the broken down bedstead.

b. A short window-curtain, rare.
1726 Adv. Copt. R. Boyle (1768) 3 Nailingup some Vallens

to the Windows in the Dining-room. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech. 2688 Valance, a lambrequin^ or drooping curtain
hiding the curtain-rods of a window.
3. A pendant border or edging of velvet, leather,

or other material.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 1 Apr. 1644, The Duke of Orleans's

Library;., the valans of the shelves being of greene velvet
fring'd with gold. 1801 tr. Gabrieltfs Mysterious Husb.
III. 5 Nor were the valence less adorned ;— indeed, they
appeared to have been fashioned by a chissel. 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek. 2688 Valance, the drooping ledge at the parting
of a trunk.

iransf 1884 W. K. Parker Mammalian Descent ii. (1885)
SSnote, In whose larval skull a similar vallance of cartilage
grows copiously,

b. A flap attached to a head-dress, esp. as a
protection against the sun.

1791 H. Walpole Lett. (1891) IX. 318 The hats with
valences, the folds above the chin of the ladies, and the
dirty shirts and shaggy hair of the young men, . . have con-
founded all individuality. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1246
Like the cap with a valance named from the East Indian
hero ' Havelock ',

t Valance, *M Obs.- 1 In 5 -aunce. [ad.

F. Valence Valencia in Spain.] A Valencia almond.
1469 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 103 Item Jardens and Valaunces

330 lb.

t Valance, *M Obs—1 In 6 -aunce. [app.ad.
med.L. valesia, valisia Valise, with ending assimi-

lated to sbS\ A cloak-bag.
a 156a Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 64 Byfore hyme he hadde

..a gentilman that caried his valaunce, otherwyse called a
clooke bagej which was made all together of fynnescarlett
clothe, enbrodered over., with clothe of gold very richly.

Valance, ^. rare. Also vallance. [f. Val-
ance sb. 1

: cf. next.] trans. To drape or fringe

with, or as with, a valance.

1857 Hkavysece Saul 294 Butter-cups and scarlet bean
Do vallance like pied beard his chin.

Valanced (vae-lanst), ppl. a. Also 6-7 val-

enced (6 -ensed), 7, 9 vallanced. [f. as prec]
Provided or furnished with a valance or draped
edging of a specified material.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, g b, The compas of the
Pauilion above, enbroudered rychely.and valencedwith flat

golde, beten in wyre. Ibid. 207 b, A clothe of estate .

.

valanced with frettes. 1591 in Gentl. Mag. (1779) 121 The
Canapie was of greene satten, . . valenced about and fringed

with greene silke and siluer. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy 111.

xxix, An old set.stich'd chair, valanced and fringed around
with party-coloured worsted bobs. i8a5 Scott Betrothed
xi, [The pavilion] was of purple silk, valanced with gold
embroidery, having the cords of the same rich materials.

b. trans/. Also ellipt., fringed with hair.

160a Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 403 What my olde Friend, thy
face is vallanced [Q.7 valanct'] Since I saw thee Iast,com'st
thou to beard me in Denmarke? 1817 Keatinge Trav. I.

113 Men, barbons, whose faces have been long vallanced,
act the parts of women. 1853 G. J. Caylev Las Alforjas
II. 179 A broad and nobly-cut brow, valanced with shaggy
eyebrows, overhung serious, deep-set eyes. 1893 Speaker



VALANCHE.
29 Oct. 533/1 A tall-masted schooner rode grandly in between
the Heads, valanced with foam.

tValanche. Obs. rare. [ad. F. dial, (la)

valanche (for F. favalanche).] = Avalanche.
1766 Smollett Trav. xxxviii, Scarce a year passes in

which some mules and their drivers do not perish by the
vatanches.

Valanea, obs. f. Valonia. Valay, obs. Sc. f.

Valley. Vald, obs. Sc. var. would Will v.

Vald(e, ME. var. Field sb. Valdenses, -ian,
varr. Waldenses, -ian. Valdinge, obs. Sc. var.

Wielding vbl. sb. Valdoia, obs. var. Vaudois.
fVal-dunk. Obs.—1 (Meaning obscure.)
1631 Brathwait Wliimzies, Wine-soaker ro2 By this time

his cause is heard, and now this val-dunke growne rampant-
drunke, would fight if hee knew how.

Vale (v#l), sbA Forms: a. 4- vale (4-5 vaal),

4~S (6 &•) wale. /3. 5-7 vaile (7 vaille), 6 Sc.

vaill, 7-8 vail
; 5 Sc. wail, waill(e, 6 .Sr. waile,

wayill. [ad. OF. vol (= It,, Sp., Pg. voile) :-

L. valient, ace. of vallis, valles valley.]

1. A more or less extensive tract of land lying
between two ranges of hills, or stretches of high
ground, and usually traversed by a river or stream

;

a dale or valley, esp. one which is comparatively
wide and flat.

In later use chiefly poet. (exc. as in b), but employed as an
ordinary prose word Dy American writers in the second half
of the 18th century.
a. 13.. E. E. AUit. P.B. 673 For bat Cite ber bysyde was

sette in a vale, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 138 pare es
a vale betwene twa hilles. 1416 Lvdc. De Guil. Pilgr.
21198 Affter philisofres talys, Ther ben hylles, ther ben
wales, Medwes, ryvers. 1508 Dunbar Goldyn Targe 248
Suete war the vapouris, . . Halesum the vale, depaynt wyth
flouris ying. 1588 Shaks. Titus A. 11. iii. 93 These two
haue tie'd me hither to this place, A barren, detested vale
you see it is. 1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr.
Wks. (1630) t36/2 Then let who list delight in Vales below,
Skie-kissing Mountaines pleasure are for me. z66o F.
Brooks tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 7 Towards the Tiberiade Sea
there is another vale very hollow, between two hills, where
the Sun is hardly ever seen. 1797-46 Thomson Summer
606 [The wave) steals, at last, Along the mazes of the quiet
vale. 1751 J. Bartram Observ. Trav. Pennsylv., etc. 35We lodged by Front Creek in a spacious vale. 1787 M.
Cutler in Life, frnls., *, Carr. (18881 I. 277 At the bottom
of the vale, and on the bank of the river, is a huge rock.
1835 ThirlwallOwcc (1839) I. 7 Into which the Spercheius
..winds through a long narrow vale. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. i, 1 pity people who weren't born in a vale. I

don't mean a flat country, but a vale : that is, a flat country
bounded by hills. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 8 Forth we
sallied to see sunset from the vale.
trans/. 1810 Shelley Vision of Sea 15 The walls of the

watery vale.. are unmoved by the gale. Ibid. 96 The
mountainous vale of the wave.
p. a 1400-50 Alexander 3980 If I be vencust in be vaile &

voidid of my lyfe. c 1440 Generydes 216 They rode in a full
fayre vaile. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scotl. I. 14 In ane vaill
that is besyde the toun, Eberieus stentit thair pulmonis
doun. a 1568 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xiv. 16 The wallowit
weidis in pe vaill. 1617 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems xxl
102 Heir wods and vails and echoes that resounds. 1770
Washington Writ. (1889) II. 308 The vail (through which
this creek runs), .appears to be wide,

b. Const qffyae distinctive name of the vale).
a 1300 Cursor M. 2705 Abram satt his hus . . Bi-side be

wale of mont mambre. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5164 Al
men sal ryse to be dome, And in be vale of Iosaphat come.
c *375 SCk Leg. Saints ii. {Paul] 285 In be wale of comptone
{read campioune ; h.pugilum]. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
viit. 30 Men schall passe thurgh bis deserte to be vale of
Elym. c 1415 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxvi. 4364 A companny
pat. .war walkande In til be wail of Anande. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 267 By the vale of Remsie. 1577
Harrison England 1. xiii, The famous vales in Englande,
of which one is called the Vale of white horse, another of
Eouesham, . . the third of Ailesbyry [etc.]. X667 Milton
P. L. xn. 266 And thou Moon [stand] in the vale of Aialon,
Till Israel overcome. 1804 C. B. Brown tr. Volneys View
33 West of the Allegheny, towards the vale of the Ohio,
there are many remarkable hills, 1846 M cCulloch Acc
Brit. Empire (1854) I. ar The Vale of Gloucester, or that
part of the Vale of Severn .. which lies in Gloucestershire.

o. Without article, occas. contrasted with hill,

mountain, etc.

c 1401 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. vii. The briddes . . Which on
the braunches, bothe in pleyn and vale, So loude songe.
ci47o Henry Wallace*. 999 Baith hycht and waill obeyed
all till his will. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 563 Where casual
fire Had wasted woods on Mountain or in Vale. ?»786
Wordsw. ' Calm is all nature ' 6 A slumber seems to steal
O'er vale, and mountain. z8» Shelley Scenes Jr. Faust
11. 62 A voice, .which, .vibrates far o'er field and vale.

2. In fig. uses. Also const, ^(adversity, etc.).
1411-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 42 Sche can plongc worbi

emperoures From be hilleof hiae prosperite In-to be vale of
aduersite. r/1450 Pol., Pel., f, L. Poems (1903) 181 In the
vaile of restles mynd, I sowght in mownteyn & in medc.
I'S35 Coverdale Ps. Ixxxiii. 6 Which eoinge thorow the
vale of mysery, vse it for a well.] 1604 Breton Grimello's
Fortunes Wks. (Grosart) II. 5/2 After that I had past the
great Mountaine of mishaps, I fell into a long vaile of
miserie. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 721, I.. Have pour'd my
stream of panegyric down The vale of nature. 1809 Shelley
For my dagger ' 22, I dare not unveil The shadows that

float o'er Eternity's vale.

b. The world regarded as a place of trouble,
. sorrow, misery, or weeping. Usu. with this.

14.. in TundaWs Vis. (1843) 123 In thys sorowfull vale Of
trowbull of woo and of hevynes. 1435 Misyn Fire 0/ Love
12 In bis vale of wepynge bai haue bene delityd. 1407 Bp.
Alcok Mens Perfect. A iij/2 Y« transytory Joye of this vale

19

of mysery. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxiii. 7 Out of this
vaill of trubbill and dissait. 1554 in Maitl. CL Misc. III.

(1855) 65 The labilitie and breuitie of tymes. .and of men in
this wale of teiris beand consider!!. 1618 Raleigh Rem.
(1664) 113 What could you find in the vai! of tears [etc.]?

1655 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 12 For afflicktions whille we
live in this vaille of miserey must continually be loocked
for. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 881 Though life s valley be a
vale of tears, A brighter scene beyond that vale appears.
i8ifi Shelley Hymn Intell. Beauty ii, Why dost thou pass
away and leave our state, This dim vast vale of tears, vacant
and desolate?

O. The world regarded as the scene of life. With
various qualifications, as earthly, mortal, etc., or

const ^(life, etc.).

c 1446 Lydg. Nightingale Poems 11. 351 WThere-as bat god
of love hym-self doth dwelle Vpon an hille ferre from the
mortal vale. 159^ Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, u. i. 70 Great is his
comfort in this Earthly Vale, Although by his sight his
sinne be multiplyed. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 621 Why,
whilst We struggle in this Vale beneath.., Do They more
bless 'd perpetual Life employ.. in Scenes of Joy? 1784
Cowper Task iv. 799 An unambitious mind, content In the
low vale of life. 1819 Shelley l A gentle Story ' 6 In this
world's deserted vale. 1850 Tennyson in Ld. H. Tennyson
Mem. (1897J I. 309 In this vale of Time the hills of Time
often shut out the mountains of Eternity.

d. The vale of years, the declining years of a
person's life ; old age.

1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 266 Haply, ..for I am declin'd
Into the vale of yeares. 1676 D'Urfey Mme. Fickle iv. i,

A man that has the misfortune to decline into the vail of
Years. 1769 Ld. Holland in Jesse Selivyn ty Contemp.
(1843) II. 372 Yet I. .am weak enough sometimes to think,
that if Rigby . .had pleased, I should have walked down the
vale of years more easily. 1796 Burke Lett. Regicide Peace
Wks. VIII. 310 That venerable potentate and pontiff, issunk
deep into the vale of years. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, ix, Mrs.
Butler [was] a woman, and declined into the vale of years.

t 3. a. One of the grooves in the beam of a hart's

antler. Ob$r~x

C1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxiv, Alle al-
longe Jje beames pere be smale vales, fat men clepe gotters.

t b. ? The notch at the back of a barbed arrow-
head. Obs.-1

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7794 To that kyng he gan to hale,
And drow an arwe vp to the vale.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Attrib., as vale-dweller,
-hind; vale-lily, the lily of the valley.
x8« Beddoes Poems, Rom. Lily 150 My tribute shall be

sweet, though small :—A cup of the vale-lily bloom. 183a
Bree St. Herbert's Isle 13 To mark the vale-hind ted the
ripened shock. %88gArchaeol. Mliana XIII. 266 The fierce
pagan vale-dwellers by the North Tyne.

D. Attrib., occas. passing into adj., in the sense
( of or belonging to, found, grown, or produced in,

a (particular) vale', as Vale-barley; ^-dog, -farmer,
-grey (a variety of pea), -man, soil.

1615 Markham Country Contentm. 1. viii. 98 Now the
Gentlemen which dwell on the dounes and plaine grounds,
to maintaine the reputation of their Dogs, affirme them to be
much more nimble . . in turning, then the vale Dogs be. 1677
Plot Ox/ordsh. 240 When at any time they sow Peas on
this Land, the best Husbandmen will chuse the Vale-gray
as most proper for it. 41722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 152 The
hill-country-barley is generally better esteemed by the mal-
sters than the vale-barley. Ibid., The vale-lands are gener-
ally too wet, cold, and clayey. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern <y

Vale Farm. 92 The Beech will never make a good Tree in
their vale, spewey, and wet Soil. Ibid. 221 The Vale-men
in their open, low Fields, . .won't sow Peas alone. 1740
Somzrvile Hobbinolia 11. 7 The Vale- Inhabitants, proud,and
elate With Victory. 1815 Birkbeck Journ. thro' France
63 The vale farmers are busy sowing lupines . . on their wheat
stubbles. 1895 Outing XXVII. 194/1 Those Vale farmers,
no pen can ever accurately depict.

C. Comb., as vale-born, -buried.
x8oi Mrs. Robinson Sylpkid III. 24 (Jod.), Her emblems

are the white rose bending in a graceful curve over the
modest vale-born lily. x8o8 Eleanor Sleath Bristol
Heiress V. 102 The vale-buried town of Keswick.

fVale, Jr5. 2 Obs. rare. (Erroneous var. of Dale 3

1, either after Vale sb. 1 or by simple misprint.)
£1635 [see Pump sbA 6J. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II,

Vale ofa Pump, at Sea, is the Term for the Trough by which
the Water runs from the Pump along the Ship sides, to the
Scupper-holes. [Hence in later Diets.]

II Vale (v*i*U')» »#*. and sb.% [L., 2nd pers. sing,

imper. of valere to be well.]

A. int. Farewell
; goodbye ; adieu.

iS5° Coverdale tr. IVermullerus' Treat. Death Pref. iiij b,

Vale, Loue God, leue vanitye, and lyue in Chryst. 1556 Rob-
inson More's Utopia To Rdr. (Arb.) 20 So doynge thou shalt
minister vnto me good cause to thinke my labour and paynes
herein not altogethers bestowed in vaine. Vale. i6ij
Shelton Quix. To Rdr. Aiij, And herewithall I bid thee
farewell, and doe not forget me. Vale. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Vale, farewel, God be with you, God keep you in
health. 191a L. Inkster {title). Vale, a Book of Verse. Ibid.

63 Vale. ^Goodbye, Goodbye !'

B. sb. A farewell greeting, letter, etc. ; a good-
bye, farewell, or leave-taking.
1580-3 Greene Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 86 Giuing her

her vale with a counterfeit kind of curtesie. 1584 — Arbasto
Ibid. III. 2:1 The thankes I had for this. .was a. .churlish
vale of the old trot Vechia. 1619 Sir S. D'Ewes in Coll.
Life Jas. I (1851) Ci, I took my vale of him, with many
thanks, and posted homewards. 1616 Breton Fantasticks
Wks. (Grosart) II. 6/2 The Nymphes of the Woodes in con-
sort with the Muses sing an Aue to the Morning, and a Vale
to the Sunnes setting. 1675 J. Smith Christ. Relig. Appeal
1. xi. §4. 103 They must bid an eternal Vale to their admired
Law and Temple. 814 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) III.
iii. 129, I am going to say my vales to you for some weeks.

VALEDICTORY.
a 1839 Prafcd Poems (1865) II. 128 So instead of laughing
gayly, I dropped a tear, and wrote my ' Vale .

fig . 1631 Lenton Charact. C 1, He takes his vale for a
certaine season to some sinister Sanctuary.

Vale, southern ME. var. F.ele a. ; obs. f. Vail,
Veil sb.i and v. ; obs. Sc. f. Wale sb. and v.,

Wall sb.

t Valect. arch. Obs. [ad. med.L. valeclus, var.

vadeledus Vadelect.] A personal attendant.
i6io Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 713 William de la Pole

is in plaine tearmes called Delectus Valectus, . .that is our
well beloued Valect. . ; now, Valect. .was in those daies an
honorable title [etc.]. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III.

439 In recompence whereof the king made him his valect
(equivalent to what afterward was called gentleman of the
hedchamber).

t Valedatory, variant of Valedictory a.

App. f. L. dat-, dare to give, after the obs. phrase 'to give
(one) farewell '.

1633 Breton Packet Mad Letters 102 A valedatory Letter
to his inconstant Mistris.

Valedict, v. rare—", [ad. L. valedict-, valc-
dicere : see next.] intr. ' To bid farewell ' (Bailey,

i/ 2I N
Valediction (vselirJikfan). [ad. L. type

*valcdiitio, noun of action f. vale-dicere, f. L. vail
Vale int., and dlceieio say, speak.]

1. The action of bidding or saying farewell {to a
person, etc.); an instance of this; a farewell or

leave-taking.

1614 Donne Lett. Ii. Wks. 1839 VI. 368 For I must do this

as a Valediction to the Woild, before I take Orders. 1654
H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 3 There [were].. such dear
accollado's. .at their valediction and parting, as eye scarce
ever beheld the like. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 324
After a formal Valediction ashore, the next day we passed
the Straits. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 68 [Gustavus III]
after the last valediction to the queen and prince, died. 1872
Le Fanu In a Glass Darkly I. 158 They parted with a
hurried and melancholy valediction.

2. An utterance, discourse, etc., made at (or by
way of) leave-taking or bidding farewell.

1619 Hales Gold. Rem. 11. (1673) £6, I dealt with Mr.
Praises concerning a Copy of Mr. Deans Valediction to the
Synod. 1641 H. L'Estrange God's Sabcat/i 73 The Spirit
of Comfort (which in his late valediction he promised to send
his Apostles). 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 35 Their last

valediction, thrice uttered by the attendants, was also very
solemn. 1834 Lvtton Pompeii III. x, He stayed not to hear
the valediction or the thanks of the witch. 1863 Q. Rev.
July 203 The truly Yankee valediction, ' I guess we will all

go home, and so, good night '.

Valedictorian (vsl/dikto>Tian). U.S. [f.

next + -an.] In colleges, academies, etc., the

student (male or female) appointed on grounds of

merit to deliver the valedictory oration on Com-
mencement day.
1847 in Webster. 1860O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1887) 100

The last year's 'Valedictorian ' of the Apollinean Institute.

1873 Kliz. Phelps Trot/iy's Wedding Tour 172 The vale-

dictorian of her class in the young ladies' Star of Hope
Seminary, 1887 Lippincott's Mag. Aug. 294 Among others
. .chosen are the valedictorian of the Senior class [etc].

Valedictory (voclfdi'ktdri), a. and sb. [f. L.

valedict-itm, pa. pple. of vale-dicere (see Valedic-
tion) + -OBY.]

A. adj. 1. Uttered or bestowed in bidding or

on taking farewell ; of the nature of a valediction.

1651 Baxter Infant Bapt. 150 In the Pulpit in his Vale-
dictory Oration to the People of Bewdeley. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary n Jan. 1694, He [Dryden) read to us his Prologue
and Epilogue to his valedictory Play, now shortly to be
acted. 1764 Harmer Observ. v. § 4. 213 These valedictory
songs.. which the Prefetto takes notice of. 1778 Stiles
Diary (1901) II. 288 The President [of V Je] introduced the
exercises in a latin Speech. ..Then succeeded.. Valedict-
ory Orat[ion]. Eng[lish. By] Sir Trac> 18.9 Southey
Lett. (1856) IV. 15s The Bishop who delivered the vale-

dictory address. 1850 Irving Goldsmith iv. 70 He penned
his valedictory letter to his good uncle. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. 1. xv, While delivering these valedictory observations,

Wegg continually disappointed Mr. Boffin of his hand by
flourishing it in the air.

2. Manifested, performed, or done by way of

valediction.

1806 R. Cumberland Mem. 166 Crowds of people,, .studi-

ous to pay to their popular chief governor every valedictory

honour that their zeal and attention could devise. 1849
Mrs. Craik Ogilvies xxii, All that passed between them
was a valedictory bow. 1871 Ainsworth Tower Hill 11. xi,

As he cast a valedictory look around, his eye alighted upon
Dereham. 1884 Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. 8/1 Lord Ripon's

valedictory tour . . in the Punjab and North-West Provinces.

B. sb. 1. U.S. A valedictory oration. (See

quot. 1847 and cf. Valedictorian.)
1847 Webster, VaIedictory,\n American colleges, an ora-

tion or address spoken at commencement, by a member of

the class which receive the degree of bachelor of arts, and

take their leave of college and of each other. 1884 J. Qltncy

Figures ofPast 54 An oration in English and a Latin vale-

dictory were commonly spoken by three-year graduates.

2. A statement or speech made by way of vale-

diction on leaving a position, person, etc.

189a Monist 1 1. 300 In his Valedictory on retiring from the

Editorship. 1893 Goldw. Smith United States 296 John

A. Andrew also, .said in his valedictory of January the 4th,

z8r56, that [etc.J.

Hence Vaiedlctorily adv. rare~l
.

1856 Clough Poems
%

etc. (1869) I. 328 Charles Norton
dines with us this evening, valedictorily.
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VALE-DICTUM.

||
Vale-dietum. Obs. rare. [L. vale-dictum,

neut. pa. pple. of vale-dicere to say farewell.]

» Valediction 2.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 23 We have said

enough : let my vale-dictum now be this ; the Land mournes

[etc.]. Ibid. 140.

Valeie, obs. f. Valley.

t Valence 1
. Obs. rare. [prob. the name of

the French town Valence on the Rhone.] Some
thin woven fabric.

^1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 272 The remenaunt was wel

keuerede to myn pay Rygh[t] with a subtyl couercheif of

valence ; Ther nas no thikkere cloth of no defense, c 1430

Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 47 Upon hir hed a kerche of

Valence, Noon other richesse of counterfet array.

Valence 2 (v?'lens). [ad. L. valentia ; see

Valency.]

+ 1. An extract or preparation (of some herb)

used in medicine. Obs.

c 14J5 tr. A rderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 69 pismedicyne is

called tapsi ualencia . .
; in be brissing . . putte in litet bi litel of

oile of rose, or violet, or camamille, bat be valence may com-

petently imbibe it. Ibid. 98 pis medyc[in]e is called Valence

of scabious for be valow of it. Ibid., Valence of wormode
is bus made.

+ 2. Valour, courage ; = Valiance i. Obs.

a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 1/2 For his valence, he

was called Coeur de Lyon, the Lyons heart.

3. Chem. = Valency 3. (See also quot. 1902.)

Cf. Equivalence 2 and Quantivalence.
1884 American VIII. 300 To what extent is the Hypo-

thesis of ' Valence ' or ' Atomicity ' of Value in explaining

Chemical Reactions. JOoa Fortn. Rev. June 1018 Mean-
while, it is clear that the ' valence ', the number of electrical

charges [in poisons], plays an important part.

Valence, var. Valance sb.1

Valencia (vale'nj'a). Also Valentia. [Seedef.]

L attrib. Of or pertaining to, cultivated in or

obtained from, Valencia, a province and town

of eastern Spain.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 207 The Stones com-

monly called Valentia garnets are ..of this species. .. They
may be the garnets of Spain, mentioned in..Raab's Cata-

logue. 182a A. T. Thomson Dispensatory 1 50 The Valentia

almond is a sweet, large, flat almond, pointed at one ex-

tremity. 1858 Homans Cycl. Commerce 1477/2 In Europe,

the Valencia oranges are eagerly sought after, on account of

their early appearance, large size, and beautiful color.

2. A mixed fabric mainly employed for waist-

coats, having a wool weft with a warp of silk, silk

and cotton, or linen, and usually striped. Chiefly

in pi.

1850 in Ooilvie. 1851 Calal. Ct, Exhib. 490/1 Fancy
vesting called valencias or toilinets. Ibid. 1115/2 Toilinets

and valentias. 1882 Caui.ff.1ld & Saward Diet. Needlew.

510/1 Valentias are produced at Spitalfields, and many are

showy in appearance.

3. ellipt. in pi. Valencia almonds or raisins ;

raisins similar to those of Valencia.

i867Simmonds.Dk/. Trade Suppl. 460/1 Valencias, raisins

prepared by dipping the bunches of grapes into_ a hot lye

made of wood ashes, oil, and lime, and then dried in the

sun. 1904 Daily News 12 Nov. 9 This year we have some

of the finest Valencias (we call all raisins Valencias, you
know) from Australia.

Valencian (vale'npan), sb. and a. Also Valen-

tian. [See prec. and -an.]

A. sb. A native or inhabitant of the town, pro-

vince, or former kingdom of Valencia in Spain.

1769 Robertson Chas. V, 1. Wks. 1851 III. 517 The
grievances, which the Valencians aimed at redressing. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXVI. 88/2 No great number of cattle or

horses are kept by the Valencians.

B. Of or belonging to Valencia (see prec.) or its

people.

*753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Almond, Valentian and

Barbary Almonds, which are those from whence the oil is

procured. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, i. Wks. 1851 III. '399

But the Valencian nobles .. considered this measure as an

indignity to their country. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 89/1

Ribalta, Victoria, . . and other painters of the Valencian

school. 1847 tr. Bouterwek's Hist. Span. Lit. 6 The author

is one of the last poets who wrote in the Valencian dialect.

Valenciennes (valaiis/en). Also 8 Sc. Va-
lentians. [See def.]

1. The name of a town in northern France, cele-

brated for the manufacture of lace, used attrib. in

Valenciennes lace (see quot. 1858). Also Comb.

1717 Lady G. Baillie Household Bk. (S.H.S.) 214 For
narow valentians lace at us. 1854 Greenwood Haps «,

Mishaps 120 There is also a class engaged in weaving

Valenciennes lace, of a beautiful quality. 1858 Simmonds

Diet. Trade, Valenciennes-lace, a rich lace which has a

six-sided mesh formed of two threads partly twisted and

plaited, the pattern being worked in the net. 188a Caul-

feild & Saward Diet. Needlew. 507/2 In Belgium there

are six centres for Valenciennes lace making.

2. ellipt. A variety of lace originally manufactured

at Valenciennes ; a ruffle or the like made of this.

1764 W. Varey in Jesse Selwyn t, Contemp. (1843) I. 270,

I shall be obliged to you for four pair of Valenciennes, as

good as people wear when they dress, but not too deep.

1801 Mar. Edgewortk Angelina iii, Eight and twenty

[shillings].. is really nothing for any lace you'd wear; but

more particularly for reat Valenciennes. 1859 Reade Love
me Little (1888) 169 'Well 1 does not every lady wear lace

on her nightgown?..What is that on yours, pray?' 'A
little misery of Valenciennes, an inch broad.' 1905 Elin.

Glyn Viciss. Evangeline 99 Short sleeves ruffled with

Valenciennes.

20

3. ' A pyrotechnic composition, usually employed

as incendiary ' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Valency (wi'lensi). Also 7 -cie. [ad. L.

(ante- and post-classical) valentia vigour, capacity,

f. valere to be well or strong. Cf. Sp. and Pg.

valentia, It. valenza, valenzia.~\

fl. Might, power, strength. Obs.~°

1623 in Cockeram 1. 1656 in Blount.

2. Physics. Energy, active force.

1869 Eng. Meek, 19 Nov. 222/1 The molecule . . is therefore

a body in which all the attractions or valencies are satisfied,

leaving the combined atoms to act as a whole from one centre.

3. Chem. The power or capacity of certain ele-

ments to combine with or displace a greater or less

number of hydrogen (or other) atoms ; atomicity.

Cf. Equivalency 2 and Valence 3
3.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 473/2 The valency of an element is

usually expressed by dashes or Roman numerals placed on

the right of its symbol. <t i88t Barratt Pays. Metempiric

65, I think it will probably be eventually found that the

atoms of high ' atomicity ' or valency are really molecules.

1894 Athenaeum 14 Apr. 481/1 The valencies and atomic

weights in some cases need correction.

b. A unit of this capacity. Usu. in pi.

1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., Carbon is said to have four valencies.

4. Importance, significance.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 166 These two conditions .

.

are by no means of identical pathological valency.

II Valent (v^'lent), i*. 1 Sc. Law. [L. valent,

3rd pi. pres. indie, of valere to be of worth.]

1. Value or worth.
1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. n. v. § 37 The old and

new extents of lands, of which the valent is not known.^

2. Valent clause, in a retonr of special service,

that clause in which the old and new extent of the

lands are specified (W. Bell Diet. Law Scot.).

175a A. MacDouall Inst. Laws Scot. lv. i. II. 460 The
Valent.clause, whereby the inquest ought to have returned

both the old and new extent. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law
Scot. II. v. § 38 Because annualrents arising out of lands had
no distinct valuation or extent, therefore they are said in

the valent clause of the retour, valere seipsum.

Valent (vae'lent), sb.'* techn. and dial. [Back-

formation from valents Valance sb. 1] A valance.

1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 143 The pockets, the

falls, and valents. Ibid. 204 Abroad stripe of leather, welted

on the edge,, .which shelters the inside, and is called a val-

ient. 1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset Word-bk. 795 Valent,

a short curtain;.. also the name of the upper or fixed part

(if any) of window drapery.

t Valent, a. Obs.-1 [ad. L. valent-, valens,

pres. pple. of valere.'] Vigorous, flourishing.

1492 Kvman Poems xviii. 2 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.

LXXXIX. 186 A roose, a valent floure, i-wis, Crist made
springe of a thorne.

Valentia. ? Obs. [ad. Sp. veneucia.'] (See

quots. and cf. Valincher.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 319/2 An Instrument belong-

ing to the Vintner or Merchant, called a Valentia. The first

being the Valentia is a Pipe made of Silver or Tin, round

and taper, and hollow withal. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk Wds.,

Valentia, the tin machine used for lifting beer, wine, etc.

out at the bung-hole of a cask, by pressing the thumb on

the small hole at top. . . I have never heard it called Valentia

out of Suffolk.

Valentia, variant of Valencia.
Valentian, variant of Valencian a.

t Valentide. Obs.-1 [f. Valen-tine + Tide
sb.~\ Saint Valentide, St. Valentine's day, or the

time of the year when this falls.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. vii. 32 On a day, when Cupid kept

his court, As he is wont at each Saint Valentide.

Valentine (varlentain), sb. Also 5 valantine

(6 Sc. -tene), valeyntyne, 5-6 valentyne (6

-tyn)
; 7 vallentyne

; 5 Sc., 6 walentyne (6 Sc.

wall-); 5 volentyn(e, -antyne, -ontyn. [a. OF.
(also mod.F.) Valentin, or ad. L. Valentinus, the

name of two early Italian saints, both commemo-
rated on the 14th of February.]

1. (St.) Valentine's day, the 14th of February.
Freq. mentioned with reference to the choosing of sweet-

hearts or the mating of birds.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 300 For this was on seynt

Volantynys day Whan euery bryd comytb there to chese

his make. £1430 Lydgate's Min. Poems (1911) I. 304

A balade made . . in wyse of chesing loues at Saint

Valentynes day. c 1450 Chron. London (Kingsford, 1905)

127 The xiiij day of Feuerell, that is to say vpon seynt

Valentyne's day, the Kyng com to London. 1523 Fitzherb.

Husb. § 137 And after saynt Valentynes daye, it is tyme
to graffe both peares and wardens. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
lv. v. 48 To morrow is S. Valentines day. 1668 H. More
Div. Dial. in. xiii. (1713) 206 As some .. embrace the first

they meet on Valentine's day. 1725 Bourne in Brand Pop.

Antiq. (1777) xviii. 209 Such is the Observation of Candle-
mas-Day, such is Childermas-Day, such Valentine's-Day,

and some others. 182a Nares Gloss. 538 The number of

letters sent on Valentine's Day, makes several additional

sorters necessary at the Post Office in London. 1828 Scorr
F. M. Perth v, How blithe would she have been to see this

happy Saint Valentine's morning 1 1854 [see Valentine, v. si
ellipt. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 144 Saint Valentine is

past, Begin these wood birds but to couple now ? 1714 Gay
Shepherds Week lv. 37 Last Valentine, the day when birds

of kind Their paramours with mutual chirpings find.

b. St. Valentine's eve (Sc. Valentine's e'en), the

eve of St. Valentine's day.

1671 Roxb.Ball. (1890) VII. 113 A Crew on S. Valentine's

Eve did meet together. 1814-28 Somerville Life .y Times

VALENTINE.
(1861) 344 Valentine's e'en, and Hallowe en,, .used to be

anniversaries observed in every house by the. .young people.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, I will have no evasions, boy—
Where wert thou on St. Valentine's Eve?

2. A person of the opposite sex chosen, drawn

by lot, or otherwise determined, on St. Valentine's

day, as a sweetheart, lover, or special friend for

the ensuing year.

a 1450 MS. Harl. 1J3S fol. 48 (Halliw.), Godys blescyng

have he and myn, My none gentyl Volontyn, Good Tomas
the frere. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 170 Unto my ryght

welebelovyd Voluntyn, John Paston, Squyer, be this bill

delyvered. C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 564 A! god be

with my valentynes. My byrd swetyng, my lovys so dere !

1535 Bury Wills (Camden) 126, I gyf and bequeth to my
valentyn Agnes Illyon xs. 1596 Raleigh Disc. Guiana 23

After the Queens haue chosen, the rest cast lottes for their

Valentines. 1623 in Crt. f, Times Jas. I (1848) II. 395 To
the great grief of his sweetheart, Mrs. Bray, my ancient

valentine. 1667 Pepys Diary 14 Feb., This morning came

up to my wife's bedside .. little Will Mercer to be her

Valentine... But I am also this year my wife's Valentine.

171a Woodes Rogers Voy. r. World 359 That same Day,

in Commemoration of the antient Custom in England of

chusing Valentines, I drew up a List of the fair Ladies in

Bristol.. and sent for my Officers into the Cabbin, where

every one drew. 1719 Ozell tr. Misson's Mem.Trav. Eng.

331 There is another kind of Valentine ; which is the first

young Man or Woman that Chance throws in your Way ;n

the Street, or elsewhere, on that Day. a 1859 Macaulay in

Sat. Rev. (1863) 152 All good attend my Valentine

!

trans/, c 1750 Goldsm. in W. Irving Biog. (1849) 1V 54 With

submission at your shrine, Comes a heart your Valentine.

f b. Applied to God, or to one of the Saints, as a

patron chosen by a worshipper. Obs.

c 1450 Godstcmi Register (i9ir) 14 O true valeyntyne is oure

lord to me. 1500 Will of Hewetts (Somerset Ho.), To..

Saint Mary & to her moder Saint Anne my speciall voweis &
volentyns on whoos day I was borne. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Valentines, . . Saints chosen for special Patrons for a year,

according to the use of the Romanists.

3. A folded paper inscribed with the name of a

person to be drawn as a valentine. To draw valen-

tines, to draw lots for this or other reasons.

C1553 Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 134 There is

three papers like unto walentynes put in a cap and so they

draw. 1639 Sc. Acts Parlt. (1870) V. 604/2 Act ordaining

the Commissioneris of shyris to draw lottis and valentines

;eirlie at ilk parliament for thair places. 1735 Bourne in

Brand Pop. Antiq. (1777) 225 It is a Ceremony, never omitted

among the Vulgar, to draw Lots, which they Term Valen-

tines, on the Eve before Valentine-day. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scotl. I. 141 The young people.. in February draw

Valentines, and from them collect their future fortune in

the nuptial state. 1787 Burns Tarn Glen vi, Yestreen at

the valentines' dealing, . . thrice I drew ane without falling,

And thrice it was written— Tarn Glen 1

f b. A gift or present to aperson drawn or chosen

as one's especial friend on St. Valentine's day.

c 1610 in Heriot's Mem. App. vn. (1822) 215 For gold, and

making of a Valentine. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii. n.

iv, Many such allurements there are, . . tokens, favours,

symbols, letters, valentines* &c.

C. A written or printed letter or missive, a card

of dainty design with verses or other words, esp. of

an amorous or sentimental nature, sent on St. Valen-

tine's day to a person of the opposite sex ; in later

use also a printed sheet consisting of a more or less

grotesque picture with humorous or satirical rhymes

(more exactly called a mock valentine).

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 42 A fine sheet

of flourishing writing, something between a valentine and a

sampler. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxiv. (1886) 73

He had that morning received . . a valentine, in a lady's hand-

writing, and perfectly anonymous. 1879 Paper ft Printing

Trades Jrnl. xxix. 20 One occasionally hears that valentines

are going out. 1898 Daily News 15 Feb. 7/1 The Christmas

card has apparently killed the valentine. . .Valentines are still

sold, and sent, but they are chiefly of the satirical order.

d. trans/. (Cf. Valentine v. 1.)

1847 Tennyson Princ. v. 229 A song on every spray Of

birds that piped their Valentines.

f4. Sc. a. (Meaning uncertain.) Obs.-1

c 1450 Holland Ho-.vlat 918 Thus wyrit he the walentyne

I

thraly and thrawin. ...
f b. ' A sealed letter from the Crown to land-

holders for the apprehension of persons offending

' against the law.' Obs. ...
I556 Ace. Ld.High Treas. Scot. X. 318 For inbringin of

1 certane personis gevin in valenlynis to the airis of Elgin,

i Banf, and Abirdene. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 169

Thir personis underwritten :. .in presence of the Quenis Orace

ressavit thair valentinis of the names of the personis cupable

ofthift. 1587 Sc. Acts Parlt. (1814) III. 464/2 The king*

Majesties clois valentynis to be send to the Maisteris,

. baillies and chiftanes of all notable lymmens and thevis.

5. attrib. and Comb., as valentine-bag, glove,

\ -writer ; Valentine-bun (see quot. 1 854) ; Valen-

tine-day, = sense 1. _ ...

1695 Lady G. Baillie Househ. Bk. (S.H.S.) 257 To Lisi

Rainald for my Robin's vallantm gloves. 1725 B°V' I«N
;?

ln

Brand Pop. AUtiq. (w») "5 On the Eve before Valentine-

day. 1802 {title), Fan-burn's Annual, Original Comic &
! Entertaining Valentine-writer for the year 1802. 1828 Miss

M.TFO.D Village Ser. ... (.863) 505 *>«*'*•« '!?"e «™»
the bursting Valentine-bag of our postman. 1854 Miss

Baker Northampt. Gloss, s.v , In Peterborough .
sweet

plum buns were formerly, and I believe are still, made,

called Valentine buns.

Valentine, v. [f. prec]

1. trans, and intr. Of birds : To greet with song,

to sing, at mating-time. (Cf. prec. 3 d.)
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1851 Meredith Pastorals, Poems 104 Shall the birds in

vain then valentine their sweethearts? 1885 — Thrush in

Feb. i, I know him, February's thrush, And loud at eve he
valentines.

2. intr. (See quots.) dial.

1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. 373 Valentining,

children going from house to house, the morning of St.

Valentine s day, soliciting small gratuities. 1864 Children s

Prize Feb. 22 The little fellow had cried bitterly till she had
given him leave to go ' Valentining '.

Valentinian (vselenti'nian), sb. and a. Also

7 -ean. [See def.]

A. sb. A follower of the Egyptian theologian

Valentinus (fl. c 150), founder of a Gnostic sect.

C1449 Pecock Rcpr. v. iii. 497 The sect of Valentynyanys,
whiche helden that Crist took no thing of Manes bodi.

1565 Stapleton tr. Staphyltts
1 Apol. 168 b, The conflictes

of Irenee with the Valentinians. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari.

2 As the olde Heretiques the Valentinians did. 1616

Bullokar Eng. Expos., Valentinians, certaine heretikes

..who held opinion that our Sauiour receiued not his flesh

of the blessed virgin Mary. 170a tr. Le Clerks Prim.
FatJiers 15 The Valentinians.. learned what they said con-

cerning the Generation of their /Eones, of Hesiod. 1788
Gibbon Decl. ft F. IV. 540 note, The Valentinians em.
braced a complex, and almost incoherent, system. 1833 A.

Crichton Hist. Arabia I. v. 216 Sabelhans, Valentinians,
and a host of obscurer sects, all rose up in the theological

arena. 1874 W. R. Cassels Supernatural Relig. II. II, x.

221 The Valentinians differed materially among themselves
regarding certain points.

B. adj. Adhering or belonging to the Gnostic
sect instituted by the heresiarch Valentinus; taught
or disseminated by Valentinus or his followers.

1579 Fulke Con/. Sanders 585 Yet came that estimation
of the crosse from the Valentinian heretikes. 1674 Hickman
Quinouart. Hist. (ed. 2) 56, I found that there were Valen-
tinian Anabaptists in those days. 170a Echard Eccl. Hist.

(1710) 554 And now he made many converts,, .particularly

Ambrosius, noted for the Valentinian heresie. 183a W.
Palmer Orig. Lz'turg. I. 149 As a sufficient means of prov-
ing the falsehood of the Valentinian doctrines. 1874 W. R.
Cassels Supernatural Relig.ll. 11. x. 214 He calls him the
most noted man of the Valentinian school.

Hence Valenti'nianism, the doctrine or creed

of Valentinus and his followers.

1875 LicHTFOOT Comm. Col. 331 note, The later Basilid-
eans apparently influenced by Valentinianism superadded
to the teaching of their founder. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
(1883) 768 The word is tainted with Valentinianism.

Valentinite (vae'lentinsit). Min. Also-eite.
[f. the name of the alleged mediaeval alchemist Basil

Valentine ; named by W. Haidinger, 1845.] White
antimony ; antimony bloom.
i860 lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) I. 168 White Antimony

(Valentinite) is the result of the alteration of grey anti-

mony, native antimony, and other ores of that metal. 1863
[see Antimony 3]. 1867 Bloxam Chem, 279 Antimony.. is

also found in nature as white antimony ore or valentinite.

Valer-, variant of Valero-, employed before

second elements beginning with a vowel, as valer-

aceto-nitril(e, -atdehyd(e, -aldine, -amide, -anilide*

1848 Fownes Chem. (ed. 2) 542 Alkalis convert. .*valer-

acetonitril into valerianic and acetic acids and ammonia.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 972 Valeracetonitrile is a mobile
colourless liquid. 185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chew.
236 "Valeraldehyde. 1857 Miller Elcm. Chem., Org. 851
Valeraldehyd (= Valeric AldehydJ. 1868 Watts Diet.
C/tem. V. 974 *Valeraldine.. An organic base, homologous
with thialdine. 185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org.Chem. (ed,

3) 236 When valerateof oxide of ethyle is left in contact with
strong ammonia, *valeramide and alcohol are formed. 1868
Watts Diet. Chem. V. 974 Valeramide, . . the primary
amide of valeric acid. Ibid. 975 *Valeranilide. ..Produced
by the action of valeric anhydride on aniline.

Valeral (vsederal). Chem. [f. valer(ic) +
aKdehyde) : see Valeric a.] A colourless, very
mobile liquid obtained from valerianates or from
amylic alcohol. Also attrib.

185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Client. 236 Valeraldehyde
or valeral. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 972 Valeral is usu-
ally prepared by oxidising amylic alcohol with chromatc of
potassium and sulphuric acid. Ibid. 974 Valeral-ammonia
melts when heated.

Valerate (vae'leVt). Chem, [f. Valer-ic a.

+ -ate! c] = Valerianate.
185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. 236 Valerate of

oxide of ethyle, or valeric ether. Ibid., Valerate of Ammonia.
1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 399 Valerate of zinc. ., as
well as some others of the valerates, has been used medi-
cinally. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 976 Valerates are
decomposed by mineral acids.

Valerene. Chem. [f. asprec. +-ENE.] (See
quots.)

185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. 237 Valerene. .is

obtained as one of the products of the action of zinc on
iodide of amyle. 1863 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 626 Bomeene.
Valerene. Ci'H 1*.—A liquid hydrocarbon, isomeric with oil

of turpentine.

Valereus, obs. Sc. f. Valorous a.

Valerian (vall^-nan). Also 4-5 valirian, 5
valarian, 5-6 valeryan>, 6 valeriano. [ad. OF.
valeriane (mod.F. valeriane) or med.L. Valeriana
(also It., Sp., and Pg.), app. the fern. sing, of the
L. adj. Vaterianus, f. the personal name Valerius.']

1. One or other of the various species of herb-
aceous plants belonging to the widely-distributed
genus Valeriana, many of which have been used
medicinally as stimulants or antispasmodics.
1x386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <$• T. 800 And herbes

couthe I telle eek many con. As egrimoigne, valirian, and
lunarie. c 1400 Lanj'nine's Cirurg. 269 Poudre maad of

be rotis of valarian temperid wib wijn. e 14x0 Master 0/
Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, An herbe . . bat men calleth . . in

oure langage valeryane, be whiche maketh men fnese. 1530
Palsgb. 284/1 Valeryan an herbe. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 339
There be two sortes of Valerian, the garden and wilde. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 11, ccxl. 1078 Generally the valerians are

called by one name. 161a Drayton Poiy-olb. xiii. 213
Valerian then he crops, and purposely doth stampe T' apply
unto the place that's haled with the crampe. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort. 67 Flowers in Prime. .. Syringa's, Sedum's,

..Valerian, Veronica [etc.]. 1763 Phil. Trans. LIII. 199
The roots of Valerian are esteemed most medicinal, which
are dug up in Oxfordshire and Glocestershire. 178Z J . Scott
Poet. Wks. 100 Gay loosestrife there and pale valerian

spring. 1822 Lamb Elia 1. Praise Chimney-Sweepers, No
less pleased than those domestic animals—cats—when they
purr over a new-found sprig of valerian. 1866 Treas. Hot.

1201/1 Two Valerians are natives of this country. 1882

Garden 25 Mar. 204/2 Any one requiring a useful plant for

some semi-wild garden ought to give the Valerian a trial.

2. With distinctive terms : a. Denoting varieties

of true valerian, as garden, great, little, wild, etc.

Many varieties are enumerated in Parkinson Theatr. PI.

(1640) 120-2, Bradley Diet. Hot. (172S), Chambers' Cycl.

Suppl. (1753), Johnson Gard. Diet. (1852), etc.

1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 62 The one is grow-
ing.. in moyst plasshes and in morish groundes, and it is

called in englishe wylde Valerian. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 339
Great wild valerian. Little wild valerian. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11, 916 The tame or garden Valerian hath his first

leaues long, broade, smooth, greene, and vndeuided. Ibid.

917 Valeriana Petrza, Stone Valerian. 1601 K. Chfstek
Love's Martyr (1878) 83 Great wild Valerian and the Withie
wind. 1629 Parkinson Parad. (1904) 386 Knobbed Moun-
taine Valerian. 1640 — Theat. PI. 119 The great Valerian
hath a thicke short grayish roote. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist.
Drugs I, 42 The little Valerian has small Roots, of a good
Smell. 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The great garden
Valerian is an alexipharmic, sudorific, and diuretic. Ibid.,

The wild Valerian root is much more famous than this. 1790
Buchan Dom. Med. 427 Infusions of balm-leaves,, .the roots

of wild valerian, or the flowers of the lime-tree. 1872 Oliver
Elem. Bot. 11. 192 The root of the Common Valerian
possesses a strong and peculiar odour. 1890 Science-Gossip
XXVI. 183 The handsome heart-leaved valerian {Valeriana
Pyrcnaiea),

b. Red, spur-, or spurred (also f basil) valerian,

= Centranthus ruber.

1597 Gerarde Herbal H. 551 Of Basill Valerian. Red
Valerian hath beene so called of thelikenesse of the flowers

and spoked ruudles with Valerian, by which name we had
rather haue it called, then rashly to laievpon itanvnprcper
name. 1640 Parkinson Theat. PI. 122 This small red
Valerian is very like unto the greater red Valerian. 1849
[see Spurred a. 4]. 1855-63 [see Spur sb} 14 b]. 1866
Treas. Bot. 247/1 The Red Valerian, C. ruber, formerly
known as Valeriana rubra, offers a good example of the
genus. 1809 Bridges Idle Flenvers Poet. Wks. (1912) 352
With red Valerian And Toadflax on the wall.

c. Greek (+ Greekish, Grecian) valerian, Jacob's

ladder, Polemonium cxiuleum.
1578 Lvte Dodoens in. 340 The garden Valerian and

Greeke Valerian are sowen and planted in gardens. Ibid.,

The Greekish Valerian hath two or three holow stalkes, or

moe. 1629 Parkinson Parad. (1904) 388 The Greek Valer-

ian hath many winged leaues lying vpon the ground, . .very

like vnto the wilde Valerian. 1682 Wheler Joum. Greece
vi. 436 The Leaves were set upon a long stem, like to that

which is called Grecian Valerian. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot.

xvi. (1794) 189 Greek Valerian or Jacob's- Ladder which has
the corolla rather rotate. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower. PL
IV. 15 Blue Jacob's Ladder or Greek Valerian. 1858 I rvine
Brit. Plants 477 Polemoniacex, the Greek Valerian Family.

3. The drag derived from the rootstocks of the

wild valerian or other species. .

1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 29, I shall hate you as bad
as senna and valerian. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 472 Internally

valerian with opium [wasj prescribed. 1842 Penny Cycl.

XXII. 347,2 It is curious that the Celtic and mountain
nards are also Valerians, the former being yielded by Valer-

iana Celtica and Satiunca. 1843 l&'d- XXVI. 92/2 Valerian
is considered a cerebro-spinal stimulant.

_ 1899 Allbutt'sSyst.

Med. VIII. 604^ Sedatives such as bromides and valerian.,

must be administered.

4. attrib.) as valerian oil, root, tea ; valerian
family, order, tribe, -worts, the order Valerian-

aceze.

a. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1762) 49 A Teaspoonful of
Valerian Root. 1783 Med. Comm. I. 214 She had taken the

drops in the valerian tea. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 975
Crude valerian-oil is a mixture of several substances. 1874
Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 288 Valerian Root. The root

of Valeriana officinalis, dried.

b. 1846 Lindlev Veget. Kingd. 698 Valerianworts are

principally distinguished from Teazelworts by their want of
albumen. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 906 The Valerian
Family. 1855 Miss Pratt Ftotver. PI. III. 160 The Valer-
ian Tribe. 1857 Henfrey Bot. 315 The Valerian Order.

ValerianaceOUS (vall-rian^'/as), a. [f. mod.
L. Valerianaee-SR : see prec] Of or belonging to

the Valerian order.
1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 681 The Lamb's lettuce, or

corn-salad, ..is a vaterianaceous indigenous annual.

Valerianate (vali»*rian<?t). Chem. [f. Valer-
ian-!- -ate 1 c] A salt produced by the action of

valeric acid on a base.
1845 W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. 168 Hydrogen is

given off, and valerianate of potash is formed. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. 154 Apple oil is a similar preparation of
valerianate of amyl. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 347 The
valerianates are all soluble in water, excepting those of silver

and mercury. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 124 Zinc,

which may well be given as the valerianate.

Valerianic (valiaricrj'nik)^. Chem. [f. bot.

L. Valeriana Valeiuan + -ic.] Derived or ob-
tained from valerian.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 36 There pass over
into the receiver, water and an oil ; both of which contain
valerianic acid. 1839 R. D. Thomson in British Ann. 354
Valerianic ether. 1866 W. Odling Anim. Chem. 6 The
combination of water, valerianic aldehyd, and prussic acid.

1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 288 Valerian root owes
its activity to a volatile oil and valerianic acid.

Valeric (valcrik), a. Chem. [f. Valer-ian
+ -ic] = prec.

1852 W. Gregory Handbk'.Org. Chem. fed. 3) 236 Valerate
of oxide of ethyle, or valeric ether. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem., Org. 128 Under the influence of spongy platinum,
amylic alcohol gradually absorbs oxygen,, .and valeric acid
is produced. _ Ibid. 139 Valeric aldehyd... This compound
may be obtained in various ways. 1868 Watts Diet. Cliem.
V. 979 Valeric bromide. Ibid., Valeric chloride.

Valerin (varlerin). Chem. [f. as prec. +-IN-]
(See quots.)
1866 W. Odling Anim. Chem. 93 By combining valeric

acid with glycerin we produce valerin, a constituent of

whale oil. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 980 Valerius,
glycerides produced by heating valeric acid with glycerin.

Va'lero-, combining form of Valerian or Va-
leric a.

f
used in a few chemical terms, as valcro-

benzoic, -glyceral, -lactic. (Cf. Valer-.)
1854 Foivnes's Elem. Chem. (ed. 5) 48S Anhydrous Valero-

benzoic Acid. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 980 Valero-
glyceral, . .a compound analogous to acetal. Ibid. 981
Valerolactic acid, . .syn, with ethyl. lactic acid.

Valerol ^vx'ler^l). Chem. Also -ole. [f.

Valer-ian + -ol.] ' The neutral oxygenated con-

stituent of valerian-oil ' (Watts).

1845 W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. 447 When fresh,

it contains no valerianic acid, but an oil, valerole.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 398 The valerian root

contains a compound (valerol, CiaHjoOa), which by oxida-

tion becomes converted into valeric acid. 1874 GarroD &
Baxter Mat. Med. 289 Valerole. .is a crystalline body at a
low temperature. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 545 Valerol is

a constituent of the volatile oil of hops.

Valerone (vaeler^on), than. Also -on. [f.

as prec. +-ONE.] (See quots. 1S52, 186S.)

1839 R. D. Thomson in British Ann. 362 Valeron. 185a W.
Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. 237 Valerone,.. homologous
with acetone, is formed when valerianic acid is heated with

excess of baryta. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 981 Valerone

is a transparent, colourless, mobile liquid, having a pleasant

ethereal odour and burning taste.

Valeroni trile. Chem. Also -ylo, -il. [1.

Valero- + Nithile.] Cyanide of tetryl.

1847 W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. (ed. 2) 597 Valero-

nitrile..may be derived from valerianate of ammonia.
1848 Fownes Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) 542 Alkalis convert
valeronitril into valerianic acid and ammonia. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. 627 If it be distilled with dilute sulphuric

acid and peroxide of manganese, valeronitrile with carbonic

acid and water are produced.

Valerous, obs, f. Valorous a.

Valeryl. Chem. Also -yle. [f. Valer-ian
+ -TIi.1 ' The radicle of valeric acid and its deriv-

atives ' (Watts).
1852 W. Gregory Handbk. Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 236 Hy-

drated oxide of valeryle. Ibid. 237 The compounds of amyle
and valeryle. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 981 The bromide,

chloride, &c. of valeryl.

Valerylene. Chem. [f. as prec. + -ene.]

A hydrocarbon homologous with acetylene.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 9S1 Valerylene.. is a colourless

very mobile liquid, which floats on water, and is nearly

insoluble therein. 1873 Rolfk Phys. Chem. p. xviii,

Quintine or Valerylene.

Valesian (valrj'an). [ad. mod.L. pi. Vales-

iani, Valesii
t
ad. late Gr. OvaKrjaioi, t. OuaAns,

L. Valens.] (See quots,)

1702 Echard Eccl. Hist. (1710) 585 There appeared a new
sort of hereticks in the Church called Valesians from

Valesius an Arabian. They made all their followers

eunuchs. 1728 Chambers Cycl, Valesians, .. antient

Sectaries, so called from one Valens, a Person unknown to

Epiphanius, who makes mention of this Sect. 1808 W.
Wilson Hist. Dissenting Churches I. 96 Others who were

called heretics at that period ; such as the Valesians.

Valeslye, obs. var. Falsely adv.

Valet (VEe-let, vre'U'), sb. Also 6-7 vallet (6

-ett, Sc. wallett), 7 valett; 8 Sc. vallie. [a. F.

valet, OF. vatett
vallet, vaslet, prob. related to

Vassal. Cf. Vadelect, Valect, and Varlet.]

1. A man-servant performing duties chiefly relat-

ing to the person of his master; a gentleman's

personal attendant.

1567 Fento> Trag. Disc. I (1898) I. 34 Not worthy anye

waye to be vallet to the worste of us. 1587 Reg. Privy

Council Scot. IV. 181 Ane of the vallettU of the Kineis

Majesteis chalmer. 1614 Selden Titles Honor 333 At this

day, a Diener, seruant or vallet is both in Alemamque and

Belpique called Bin Knecht. 1664 Butler //*£.11. 11. 651

Before the Dame, and round about, March d Whiflers, and

Staffiers on foot, With Lacquies, Grooms, Valets, and Pages.

1601 Satyr agst. French 15 That Gentleman does much

himself forget, Who in his Chamber has not trench Vallet.

Ibid. 25 From hence they'd fly, ..And leave not one poor

Vallet here behind. 1719 Hamilton Ep. to Ramsay 11. vui,

I wad nae care to be thy vallie, Or thy recorder. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 102 We have taken an

occasional valet, whom I intend hereafter to hire as my own
servant, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. m. Knight <t

Lady, Thompson, the Valet, Look'd gravely at Sally. 1856

Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. vi. 218 The rich man's valet
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studies his master's temper and caprices. 1885 Athenaeum
26 Sept. 393/2 The chief characters in his plays are heavy
fathers and confidential valets.

jig. 1837 Cablvle Fr. Rev. 1. 1. i, Which would not end
till ' France ' (La France, as she named her royal valet)

finally mustered heart to see Choiseul.

2. Mil. A footman acting as attendant or servant

to a horseman, rare. (Cf. Varlet i b.)

1591 Garrard's Art IVarre 269 There be.. two quarters
for horsemen, the which their vallets are to entrench with a
smal trench. 183a tr. Sismondis Ital. Rep. xlii. 281 They
became terror-struck when they perceived that the French
caused dismounted horsemen to be put to death by their

valets.

3. a. Appositive, as valet-courier', harquebusier,

maid, -musician.
1598 Dallington Met/t. Trav. K4 [A horseman] who shall

quitte his horse, and serue on foot, prouided that hee haue
with him a vallet Harquebusier. 1845 E. Holmes Life
Mozart 5 The Archbishop of Saltzburg.. entertained him
in the capacity of valet-musician. 1867 Carlyle Remin.
(1881) II. 32 The clever old valet maid that waited on them.
1807 'H. S. Merriman' In Kedar's Tents xxit. 243 A
valet-courier of taciturn habit.

b. Attributive, as valetjudgement, world,
1843 Carlyle Past <£ Pres. 1. iv, It is to the sham-hero

that, .the valet world belongs. 1855 — Misc. (1857) IV. 354
Sublime to the valet judgment.

Hence Valetage, the service rendered by a valet

;

Va-lethood, the state or condition of being a valet

;

Va'letism, the character or spirit of a valet.

1843 Carlyle Past .$- Pres. n. ix, The fruit of long ajjes

ofconfirmed Valethood ;. .cloth-worship and quack-worship.
1875 Helps Soc. Press, xiii. 183 To far other persons besides
the valet by reason of his valetism, does the hero often
cease to be a hero. 1890 Sat. Rev. 17 May 588/2 The
vassalage or the valetage is prompted by an honest personal
devotion, like that of Tom Steele to O'Connell.

Valet, v. [f. Valet sb.~\ trans. To wait upon,
to attend or serve, as a valet.

1840 J. T. J. Hewlett P. Priggins xx, He always comes
down to college to valet me, take my things away to brush,
and so on. x&6i Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. i, Fancy me
waited upon and valeted by a stout party in black, of quiet,
gentlemanly manners. 1886 A.Griffiths Pauper Peer i,

If he keeps no servant, the proprietor of the establishment
will valet him.
refl. 1893 McCarthy Dictator i, In the most splendid

days of Gloria, he had always valeted himself.
absol. 1885 G. Allen Babylon xv, But can he valet, I

wonder ?

Hence Wleting vbl. sb.

1857 Hughes Tom Broivn !. iii, He would have gone
without nether integuments altogether, sooner than have
had recourse to female valeting. 1861 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.
IIL77, I have all the valeting to do myself.

II
Valetaille (valeta'y). [F., f valet Valet sb.]

A number or retinue of valets.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vn. iii. (1872) II. 266 No end of
military valetaille, chiefly 'janizaries' in Turk costume.
1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 284 The rest of the
valetaille were closely incarcerated.

II Valet-de-chambre (vak da Janbr). Also
7 valett-, 7-8 valette

; 7 vally, 8 vale ; 8 valet
de shamber, 8-9 valet de sham, 9 valley-de-
sham. [F. , lit. 'chamber-valet'.] = Valet j£. i.

a. 1646 Chas. I Lett, to Q. Henrietta M. (Camden) 60
One Dubose, valett-de.chambre to the Queen Regent. 1655
Nicholas P. (Camden) II. 291 There finding a valet de
chambre attending, the Marquis wild him to tell the prince
I was there. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 106 r 2. You would
take his Valet de Chambre for his Brother. 1764 Foote
Patron 11. 31 It has been said, and I believe with some
shadow of truth, that no man is a hero to his valet de
chambre. 178a V. Knox Ess. No. 32. 147, I dare say, you
remember a shrewd remark of a writer, whose name I can-
not recollect, That no great man ever appeared great in
the eyes of his valet de chambre. 1839 Dickens Nickleby
xxviii, With noiseless tread two valets-de-chambre advanced
into the room. 1861 Aide Carr of C. III. 36 Though our
valets-de-chambre know us to be no heroes, it is clearly
their interest to make us appear such in the eyes of the
world.

p. 1678 in Pollock Popish Plot App. B. (1903) 384 A vally
de chambre to the Lord Bellasis. 1709 O. Dykes Eng.
Prov. (ed. 2) 135 By the conversation of an illiterate Cox-
comb of a Vale De Chambre. 1776 Foote Capuchin r.

Wks. 1799 II. 384 His old shopman, whom he keeps as his
valetde sham. 1791 O'Keeffe Wild Oats 1. i, I wish you
hadn't made me your valet de shamber. 1853 W. Irving
Life <r Lett. (1864) IV. 124 The door was opened by Mr.
Gray's factotum and valley-de-sham Phil.

Hence Valet-de-chambreship.
1779 J, Moore View Soc. Fr. (1793) 1. 14 His dexterity and

intelligence in the science of valet-de-chambreship.

II Valet-de-place (vaU da plas). [F., lit.

' place-servant .] A man who acts as a] guide to
strangers or tourists; a cicerone.
1730 Chesterf. Lett. (1774) II. xiii. 52 You will have your

coach,.. your own footman, and a valet de place. 1792 C.
Smith Desmond III. 267 A Frenchman, who had formerly
served me as valet de place. 1818 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 406/2We chose rather to stroll out alone, than to put ourselves
under the direction of a valet-de-place. 1886 Ruskin Time
<$• Tide 62, 1 asked a valet-de-place at Meurice's what people

*ff generally going to [for amusement],
Valetry (varletri). [f. Valet sb.] Valets

collectively
; the office or quality of a valet.

1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 244 Hospitals for
decayed valetry and dependents of ministerial land-owners.
1853 James Agnes Soret I. 191 The cutler, .could not for-
bear some grumbling observations upon valets and valetry.
1880 Swinburne Stud. Shahs. 97 Work fitter for ushers
and embalmers and the general valetry or varletry of Church
and State.

t Valetude. Obs. rare. Also valitude. fad.

L. valetudo, valitudo state of health, f. valere to be

well or strong.] a. Good health, b. Condition

as to health.
a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 106 Thair was worschip with

welth and valitude. . . Thair was meiknes weil mixt with man-
suetude. 1623 Cockeram i, Valelude, health or sicknesse.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 261 Esula..is frequently

used to the valitude of many, and the death of more.

II Valetudinaire, a. and sb. rare. [F. vale-

tudinaire.] Valetudinary.
1682 Warburton Hist. Guernsey^(1822) 131 One, that is

I

valetudina ire, may, in the time of his sickness, contract with

j

any relation or stranger to take care of him. 1715 Poi-e

I Farew. to Lond. x, Still idle, with a busy air, Deep whimsies
to contrive ; The gayest valetudinaire, Most thinking rake,

alive.

Valetudinarian (vasliliwdineVrian), sb. and
a. [See Valetudinary a. and -ian.]

A. sb. A person in weak health, esp. one who is

constantly concerned with his own ailments; an
invalid.

1703 Dampier Voy. III. 1. 81 Many of our English Vale-
tudinarians have gone from Jamaica, .to the I. Caimanes,..
to live wholly upon Turtle that abound there. 1746 R.
James HealtlCs Improv. Introd. 45 Such who have very
strong Constitutions, are more liable to pestilential Disorders,
and putrid Fevers, than Valetudinarians. 1787 Gentl. Mag.
Dec. 1056/2 Every one knows how hard a task it is to cure
a valetudinarian. 1832 J. A. Heraud Voy. <$ Mem. Mid-
shipman vi. (1837) 102 The hot springs and medicinal
vapours, .must at a very early period have excited the
attention of valetudinarians. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iv. 92
Naturally, he fell into many of the self-indulgent and
troublesome ways of the valetudinarian.

fig. 1712 Budgell Sped. No. 395 f 10 These are a kind
of Valetudinarians in Chastity. 1777 Sheridan Schoolfor
Scand. 1. i, True, madam! there are Valetudinarians in
reputation as well as constitution. 1873 Goulburn Pers.
Relig. n. v. 81 The man becomes a valetudinarian in
religion, full_ of himself, his symptoms, his ailments, the
delicacy of his moral health.

B. adj. = Valetudinary a.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. 111. iv. (1727) 72 An admirable
Easement.. to the valetudinarian, feeble Part of Mankind.
1740 Cheyne Ess. Regimen i, The Scorbutic, Gouty, Con-
sumptive, or Nervous Valetudinarian-low-livers. 1751
Earl Orrery Rem. Swift (1752) 113 His fortune exempted
him from care and sollicitude. His valetudinarian habit of
body from intemperance. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics
(i860) II. 118 The valetudinarian devotee becomes more and
more the puppet of his spiritual doctor. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) HI. 283 Asclepius did not instruct his descendants in
valetudinarian arts.

Hence Valetudina'rianism, the condition of a
valetudinarian ; tendency to be in weak health or
to be much concerned about one's own health.
1859 Eraser's Mag. XIX. 52 Those traces of laborious

valetudinarianism and nervous sensibility. 1868 W. R.
Greg Lit. fy Soc. Judgm. 490 The bolder spirits.., perhaps
over-recklessly, despise such egotistic valetudinarianism,
1892 Speaker 30 July 141/2 The schoolmistress has had to
forget her valetudinarianism and patent medicines in the
struggle for existence.

Valetudinariness. rare-1
, [f. Valetud-

inary a.] Weakness of health.

1742 Cheyne Regimen in. iv. 243 If there be an habitual
Thinness, Leanness, Tenderness and Valetudinariness.

t Valetudinarious, a. Obs. [See Vale-
tudinary and -ious.] Having weak health;

valetudinary. Also jig.

1648 Petit. Eastern Assoc 14 Our Parliament might be
somewhat valetudinarious. 1662 Gurnall Chr. in Ann.
in. Iv. 504 Valitudinarious bodies can as well spare food
as physick. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. vi. vii. 70 About
the Beginning of January he began to be very Valetudinar-
ious, labouring under Pains that seem'd Ischiatick. 1704 S.

Sewall Diary 1 Apr. (1879) II. 97 Visited my valetudinar-
ious son at Brooklin.

t Valetu'dinarist. Obs. [Cf. next and -ist.]

A valetudinarian.
1651 BiggsNew Disp. f 204 Ere these valetudinarists arrive

at the broad and pleasant way of perfect convalescence.

Valetudinary (vxttti/^dinari), a. and sb.

[ad. L. valetudinari-us, f. valetudin-, valitudo

Valetude. So It., Sp., Pg. valetudinario, F.

valetudinaire . ]

A. adj. 1. Not in robust or vigorous health

;

more or less weakly, infirm, or delicate; invalid :

a. Of the body, etc.

1581 Mulcaster Posit, xxx. (1887) no Either it is sickly,

. . or it is healthy, . . or it is valetudinarie, neither pure sicke
nor perfit whole. 1619 Donne Lett. Wks. 1839 VI. 374, I

carry an infirm and Valetudinary body. i6ga Boyle Hist.
Air 230 Oxford .. I have known to be very disagreeable
to some moist splenetick and valetudinary bodies. 1836
Eraser's Mag. XIV. 705 His puny and valetudinary frame
would not permit him.
jig. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 300 f 3 This valetudinary

I* riendship, subject to so many Heats and Colds.

b. Of persons. (In later use freq. implying
anxious attention to the state of one's own health.)

1584 Cogan Haven Health cxcvii. 161 For they [students)
be commonly valetudinary, that is sickely. 1646 R. Baillie
Anabaptism (1647) Pref., Very small changes of the heaven
and air are able to vex much a crazy and valetudinary
person. 169a Boyle Hist. Air 242 Sick and valetudinary
Persons used to be sent thither. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady
Pref. (1734) p. viii, A gross, full, high Diet, is [improper] for

a poor, thin, low, valetudinary Creature. 1779 Johnson
L.P., Pope Wks. IV. 91 All the unpleasing and unsocial
qualities of a valetudinary man. 1808 Scott in Lockhari

(1837) I. i. 19 Though valetudinary, he lived to be nearly
ninety. 1844 N. P. Willis Lady Jane 1. 44 The men being
old and valetudinary.
absol. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 230 Pre-

ventive we call that [physic] which.. preventeth sicknesse
in the healthy, or the recourse thereof in the valetudinary.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 139 Experience of all places, and
ages tell us, that the more valetudinary, have commonly
been the more vertuous. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. L 2
1 he Tender therefore, and Valetudinary, ought cautiously
to avoid all Occasions of catching Cold. 178a Med. Comm.
I. 11 note, The old and valetudinary, suffered most severely.
1883 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 165 The valetudinary,
consumptive, and physic-taking, earliest fall victims of the
ship s motion.

2. Of conditions, etc. : Characterized by weak or
feeble health.
i6ao Venner Via Recta viii. 163 Such as are naturally

infirme, and of a valetudinary state of body. 1684 tr.

Bonet's Merc. Compit. xv. 530 No Cough nor any signs of
a Valetudinary disposition of the Lungs do appear. 1701
C. Wolley Jrnl. N. York (i860) 26 A person seemingly of
a weakly Stamen and a valetudinary Constitution, a 1776
R. James Diss. Fevers (1778) 44 Mr. CoIlyer..has by that
means been brought from the most valetudinary state, to
one of great health and vigour. 1830 Scott Demonol. ix.

331 Apparently a man of melancholic and valetudinary
habits. 1876 L. Stephen Hist. Eng. Th. 18th C. II. 386
The last thirty-six years of his long life was passed in
valetudinary retirement.

B. sb. f 1. An infirmary or hospital. Obs.
After med.L, valetudinarium.
1633 Cockeram i, Valetudinarie; an Hospitall. 1677 W.

Hughes Man of Sin in. ii. 45 There lay the poor man, till

being found, he was carried into the Valetudinary.
2. = Valetudinarian sb.

1785 Lounger (1787) I. 200 Dr. Doddipoll was a valetud-
inary like myself. 1787 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 15 Aug.,
General Grenville, a silent, reserved valetudinary, went
under the same convoy. 1851 E. FitzGerald Euphranor
46 It is better to die well ever so young than to grow up a
valetudinary and a poltroon, i860 Macm. Mag. II. 36 The
painters who have shown him [Christ] as a delicate vale,
tudinary.

tValetudinous, a. Obs.-1 [{.L.valeludin-,
valetudo Valetcde + -ous.] Invalid, weakly.
1653 Fuller Hist. Cambridge 128 It seemeth that soon

after, ..affrighted with the valetudinous condition of King
Edward,, .he returned to Heidelberg.

t Valeur. Obs. rare. [a. OF. and F. valeur,
later f. valour Valour.] a. Value, b. Valour.
1433-4 Rolls ofParlt. V.437/2 This thaire assent and grant

for to stande in strengthe, and ellus to be as voide and of noe
valeure. 1456 Sir G. Have Law A mis (S.T.S.) 32 Gif the
key of jurisdiccioun dois thing that it aw nocht to do, . . that
suld be of lytill valeur. 1646 Howell Lewis XIII, 115 Some
of the Provensall Gentlemen shew'd much Passion for the
honor of their Countrey . .by divers proofs of valeur.

Valew, obs. f. Value sb.

t Vale-water. Obs. [f. Vail z/.2] Ebb-tide.
1600 Hakluyt Vopf. Ill, 257 The current runneth as strong

..as at London bridge vpon a vale water. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 720 Neere unto Hunt-Cliffe and not farre
from the shore there appeere aloft at a vale water certaine
rocks.

Valewe, southern ME. var. Fallow v.1 ; obs. U
Value sb. Valey, obs. f. Valley sb.

Valgous, a. [See next.] ' Bandy-legged

;

having the legs bent outward ' (Craig, 1849).

II Valgus (vse'lgDs). Path. [L. valgus bandy-
legged.]

1. A variety ofclub-foot in which the foot is turned
outwards (f or inwards).
1800 Med. Jml. IV. 195 In those diseases where the feet

turn inwards, and which, I presume, Mr. Watt will call

valgus. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. if Phys. II. 348/2 When
the foot.. is turned outwards, called valgus. Ibid. 349/2
The same complication of the pes equinus with the valgus
is rare. 1884 W. Pye Surg. Handicraft 322 The second
expedient is only used for valgus, and consists in fixing a
pad under the sole of the foot
attrib. 1884 W. Pye Surg. Handicraft 322 Valgus pad

for sole [of the foot]. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 15
The abductors of the foot move it into the valgus position.

2. Spurious valgus, flat foot.

187a Bryant Prod. Surgery 1014.

Valhall, occas. variant of next.

1763 Percy Five Pieces Runic Poetry 60 This place or
Elizium was called Valhall or the hall of slaughter. 1770— tr. Mallet's Northern Antiq. I. 87 These souls were
Odin's right, he received them in Valhall.

Valhalla (vaelharlla). Also Wal-. [a. mod.
L. Valhalla, ad. ON. Valhall-, Valhgll, f. val-r

(=OE.zvxl) those slain in battle + //*?// hall. Cf. G.
Walhalla, Y. Wal-, Valhalla] In Old Northern

mythology, the hall assigned to those who have

died in battle, in which they feast with Odin.

a. 2768 Gray Fatal Sisters 79 note, The Valkyriur..

conducted them to Valhalla, the hall of Odin, or paradise

of the Brave. 1780 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) V. 3288/1 That
their great Odinus excluded all those from his valhalla, or

paradise, who [etc.], 1801 M. G. Lewis Tales of Wonder^
Hacho's Death Songxvii, Soon as he gains Valhalla's gate,

Eight heroes there to greet him wait. 1855 Arnold Balder
Dead i. 19 Enough of tears, ye Gods, enough of wail ! Not
to lament in was Valhalla made.
p. 1831 Expositor ii Jan. 171/2 A long and happy sojourn

in the Walhalla.

b. trans/, andjig. A place or sphere assigned to

persons, etc., worthy of special honour.
c 1845 Mrs. Browning Fourfold Aspect ii, That this Death,

then, must be found A Valhalla for the crowned. 1868

Milman St. Paul's 480 That St. Paul's might fitly become
a Valhalla for English worthies. 1880 Ld. Acton Lett M.



VALI. 23 VALIANTNESS.
Gladstone (1904) 56 Neither Pitt nor Peel lives in my
Walhalla.

II Vali (valr). [Turk. (Arab.) ^ vali. Cf.

Wall] A civil governor of a Turkish province or

vilayet.

The form valie occurs in thetransl. of Chardin's Coronal.
Solyman (1686) 34.

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) II. v. iii. 139 Vachtanga. -ought
. .to have succeeded him in the dignity of vali of Georgia.

1875 R. Wilson tr. Figuter's Hunt. Race 284 A vali and
council is at the head of the administration of each govern-
ment or * vilayet '. 1897 Outing XXIX. 387 The Vati,

.

. like

nearly all Turkish officials, . . had discarded the Turkish cos.

tume. 1903 Times 5 Sept. 8 6 The corrupt and inefficient

government of the Vali of Beirut.

Hence Vairship, the office or position of a vali.

1907 Times 17 Tan. 3/6 It may have been right to depose
Kiamil from his Valiship.

Valiable, obs. Sc. var. Vailablb a,

Valiance (vae'lyans). Forms : 5 vailliaunce,

vaylliaunce, 5-6 valiaunce,-yaunce, 6 -eaunce,

6-7, 9 valiance. [a. AF. valiance (1304), or ad.

OF. vaillance{KY. vayltatince) y
{.valiant, vaillant:

see Valiant <z.]

1. Bravery, valour; = Valiancy i.

Very common in the 16th c. ; now chiefly as a literary

archaism.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 53 The mekle
vahaunce of schir Cipro consul of Rome. 1475 Bk. Noblesse

55 For his gret trouthe, vailliaunce, and manhod . . king Pirrus
..oflred to gyve hym the ,iiy** part of his roiaume. 1509
Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 126 These fooles them boast

of deedes of vahaunce And worthy actes done by them in

battayle. 1581 A. Hall Iliad lit. 50 When I was yong,
and valiance had, and prowess. 1623 Bingham Xenophon
44 Let vs not expect, that other come and encourage vs to

be braue and resolute, but let vs begin to excite other to

valiance.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in. vii. 387 His son exerted
many acts of forward valiance. 1841 Thackeray Drum I.

v, In spite of our valiance, The victory lay with Malbrook.
1894 Academy 16 June 491/3 Equal to them in business

capacity, superior in persevering energy, in valiance of
heart and true courage.

2. A valiant act or deed ; a feat of valour or

bravery. Now arch.

1470-85 Malory Arthur v. viii. 173 Grete valyaunces,
prowesses, and appertyces of werre were that day shewed.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. [, vii. 17 By cause he had founde
so many valyaunces in the romayns. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie 1. xix. (Arb.) 57 Places of assembly, where the

company shalbe desirous to heare of old aduentures and
valiaunces of noble knights in times past.

1879 Meredith Egoist I. ii. 21 Our cavalier's is the poetic

leg, a portent, a valiance.

Valiancy (vae'lyansi). Forms : 6 val(l)iaun-

cie, 6-7 (9) valiancie (7 vail-), 7 valiansie, 7-
valianoy (7 valiantcy), 6-7 valiencie. [Cf.

prec. and -ancy.]

1. The quality or attribute of being valiant or

courageous ; bravery, valiantness, valour.

Freq. from c 1575 to c 1600.

1574 J. Jones Beg. Growing ff Living Things 32 Feeble-
nesse of spirit, want of strength, and lacke of valiauncie.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 23 More to the effect of
our Archers, than to anie extraordinarie valiancie of our
Nation. 1605 1st Ft. Jeronimo 11. i, That which they lost

by base Captiuitie, We may redeeme with honored valiansie.

1654 E. Johnson Wonder-wrkg. Provid. 30 Yet was he not
minded to make triall of his peoples valiantcy in fight at

this time. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry^ 111, v. 45 Those prizes

and Crownes they had gained by their Valiancy in war.

1795 Southey Joan of Arc vi. 392 Though Talbot with
vain valiancy Yet urged the war, and stemm'd alone the
tide Of battle. 1827 Scott Citron. Canongate ii, Cincin-
natusand the like, who fought not the common enemy with
the less valiancy that their arms had been exercised in

balding the stilts of the pleugh. 1850 T. H. Gill Golden
Chain of Praise (1894) cxxxvi. viii, Turn our darkness into

light ; Give us valiancy for fear. 1893 F. Adams Neiv Egypt
164 Would that gay valiancy be with him so long as it was
with Henri IV?

b. Const, of (the mind, heart, spirit, etc.).

1579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 1. Ep. Ded. 3 Her
flatteries haue ouercome that valiencie of mans minde.
c 1650 Don Bellianis 18 Truly Prince Don Gallaneo you
have plainly expressed the valiancy of your mind. 1813
Coleridge Lect. Shaks. in Rem. (1836) II. 143 This happy
valiancy of style is but the representative and result of
all the material excellencies so expressed. 1846 Prowett
Prometh. Bd. 12 Or force of hands, or valiancy of heart.

O. arch. Used with possessive as an honorific.
1828 Scott Fair Maid xxiv, His blood.. will flow as

temperately as your valiancie's, when you stand up in your
stirrups to view a field of battle.

f 2. A valiant act or feat. Obs.—l

1617 Lisander <$• Cal. viii. 138 Acting in the fury wherein
hee was ..such valiancies, that thereby he did lessen all

ihose which heretofore hee had done.

Valiant (vse'lyant), a. (and sb.). Forms: a. 4
vaillaunte, vaylaunt, vailant,5 -aunt, vaillant.

0. 4, 6 valliaunt, 5 valya(u)nte, 5-6 valy-
a(u)nt, 6 waly-, valiaunt(e, &*.vaillant, 4- vali-
ant (6-7 valient); 6 valeaunt(e, valeant, .Sir.

vaill-, wailleant. 7. (Chiefly .SV.) 5-6 vail3eand,
6 vail(l)-, wail;eant, -;eand, val(l)-, wal(l)-
3eand, -3©ant, -yoant, -ie^eand, -ie3eant, -ieand,

etc. [ad. OF. vailant (-ana, AF. vayiant), vaillant

(AF. -aunt), pres. pple. of valoir to be of worth :—
L. valcre. Cf. It. and Pg. valente, Sp. valicnte.

The comparative valianter, superlative valiantesi were
formerly frequent, the latter occurring occasionally in the
16th and 17th c. in the shortened forms valiaunst, valianst,
valienst.]

1. a. Of persons: Stalwart of body, bone, hands.
Prob. with some implication of sense 2. In mod. Sussex

dial, the sense of l

stout, well-built ' is recorded.

1303 R. Brunne HandI. Synne 4370 pys Conred had a
senaunt, A wys man, and of body vaylaunt. 1338 — Chron.
(1810) 9 So wis he was in dede, of bodyso valiant. Ibid. 144
Richer kyng is non in bis world bot ^e, No valianter of bon
in Cristendam als he. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss, I, eclxxxiv.

424 Sir Moreau of Fyennes . . was a right valyant man of his

handes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. V (1550) v, Antony
Wooduile, ..a wise, hardy and honourable personage, as
valiaunte of handes as politique of counsayll.

fb. Valiant beggar, a sturdy beggar. Obs.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 1. xvi. 27b, That no man.,
shuld gyue any aimes to any valyant begger that is well

able to laboure. 1534 Nott. Rec. III. 373 Harberor of

valyeant begers and cornyn woman. 1569 J. Sanford tr.

Agrippa's Van. A rtes 104 b, The Emperoure made a streicte

ordinance touching valiant beggers.

f o. Of things: Strong, firm. Obs.
154a Becon Pathw. Prayer xvii. H iij, For the name of

the Lorde is a stronge tower & valeaunt Bulwarke. 1603 G.
Owen Pembrokeshire viii. (1891) 60 The Wheat and Rie
endureth all the winter stormes & forces as a valiant and
stout grayne. 1607 Topsell Fourf, Beasts 460 A Lyon
hath a most valiant and strong head.

fd. Strong in respect of smell or taste. Obs.

1607 A. Brewer Lingua IV. iii, This, if your breath be
not too valiant, will make you smell as sweet as my lady's

dog. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cornwall (1662) I. 194 The
scent thereof [i. e. garlic] is somewhat Valiant and Offensive.

2. Having or possessing courage ; esp. acting with

or showing boldness or bravery in fight or on the

field of battle ; bold, brave, courageous, stout-

hearted.
a. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 56 So that these heraldz on

him cne, ' Vailant, vailant, lo, wher he gothl' c 1400
Ywaine <y Gazv. 541 Sir Gawayn, knyght vailant. C1450
Merlin xxiii. 423 Lepe to horse many a vailaunt knyght.

1474 Caxton Chesse iv. v. (1883) 176 And thus is hit of euery
man the more vaillant the more honoured.
8. £1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6952, I haue a

brober, sire Constaunt, God werrour, & man valliaunt. 1338— Chron. (1810) 9 Many tymes on Uttred Bretons bataile

souht: Uttred was so valiant, he gaf of bam right nouht.
? a 1400 Morte Arllt. 299 Of this grett vetany I salle be
vengede ones On ^one venemus mene, wyth valiant

knyghtes ! 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xlii. 482 The good
knyghte Semound the valyaunt. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huott
xcii. 296 For he is so noble and so valyaunt that he fereth

no man. 1535 Coverdale Esther xiii. 9 O Lorde Lorde,
thou valeaunt and allmightie kynge. 1578 T. Procter
Gorg. Gallery M iij b, Wee subiect bee to griefe, eche
horror feares The valiaunst harts, when death doth daunt
the brest. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa iv. 233 The in-

habitants are valiant and warrelike people. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 109 Crocodiles, .cruell and yet valiant.

1676 Hobbes Iliad x'i. 144 Glaucus.., Than whom a fairer

person there was not, Nor valianter in all the Land. 1706
Maule Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. I. 39 He levies a mighty
and strong army of the valiantest warriors. 1743 Francis
tr. Hor., Odes 11. i. 33 Panting with terror, I survey The
martial host in dread array, The chiefs, how valiant and
how just ! 1814 Scott Lord ofIsles iv. xviii, It is the foe 1

Each valiant lord Fling by his bow, and grasp his sword !

185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. Ill, 204 The Englishry
generally respected him as a valiant, skilful, and generous
enemy. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. 68 In all

these castles . . William placed trusty and valiant captains.

transf. la 1400 Morte Arth. 2573 His vesturis ryche, With
the valyant blode was verrede alle ouer ! 1591 Shaks. i

Hen. VI, hi. i. 171, I gyrt thee with the valiant Sword of
Yorke. 1599 — Hen. V, iv. iii. 98 Those that leaue their

valiant bones in France. 178a Highmore Ramble Coast of
Sussex {!%]$) 19 The beauteous form of woman., graced with
. .her smiles the feats of valiant Arms.
Comb. 1595 Locrine 11. iii, There might we see the valiant

minded knights, Fetching carreers along the spatious
plaines. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i. 90, I do not thinke
a brauer Gentleman, More actiue valiant, or more valiant
young,.. is now aliue.

y. c 1470 Gol. <$- Gaw. 243 The king stude..maist vailye.

and to se. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Txiii. 7 Men of armes,
and vail3eand knychtis. 1563 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) II.

3 The wailleant cheiftane of God . . Nehemias. 1596
Dalrymplk tr. Leslt'e*s Hist. Scot. II. 9 In the weiris thay
war niaist valyeant, and in peace maist faith full.

b. Const, ^/"(courage, etc.).

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 298 Knyghtes & sergeant2,
noble men fulle couth, Of prowes fulle valiantz. 1538
Elyot, Fortis, valyant of corage. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,
iv. i. 46 A Lad of Life, an Impe of Fame, of Parents good,
of Fist most valiant. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a
Lent Wks. (1630) L2I), I wish a plentifull encrease of good
appetites and hungry stomackes, that euery one in their
calling may proue valiant of their teeth.

c. absol. with the.

1560 Bible (Geneva) Judges xxi. ioTwelue thousand men
of the moste valiant. 1585 T. Washington tr, Nichotay's
Voy. 111. ii. 71b, [The] most valiant of the valiauntest. a 1668
Davenant Poems (1672) 335 O harmless Death ! whom still

the valiant brave. 1718 Prior Henry <$- Emma 80 In Tilts
and Turnaments the Valiant strove.. to purchase Emma's
Love. 18x6 Wordsw. Ode, iStJ, 57 The valiant of this land.

fd. Of material things : Fine, splendid. Obs.
1604 Middleton Black Book D iij b, A valiant BufTe

Doublet, stuft with Points like a Legge of Mutton with
Parslye.

3. Characterized by, performed with, or exhibit-

ing valour or courage; of a valorous character or

nature.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12576 Schame hit

were pat eyper 3ede Wibouten bataille or vaillaunte dede.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems 1. n He did full mony valjeant deid
In Roiss, and Murray land, a 1533 Ld. Bernkhs Huon lv.

188 His barons stode styll to beholde his valyaunt dedes.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 304 Before Winter be past I will
enter into Fraunce, in puyssaunt and valyaunt maner. 1600
J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 75 The foresaide captaine with
his armie..gaue them such a valiant onset, that the greater
part of them was slaine. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos.
(1687) 750/1 The valiant Exhortation of an old Man.,
chang'd the minds and fortune of the whole City. 1845
Carlyle Crotmvell (1871) I. 50 Truly with valiant patient
energy.. it carried its Petition of Right. 1907 Trans.
Devon Assoc. 51 The valiant deeds of the great reign of
Elizabeth.

f 4. Of great worth or merit; worthy. Obs. rare.
1480 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. (E.E.T.S.) 25 Other philosophres

ther were.. prudent alle and valyant, seen that they set to
fore alle other thynges clergye.

f5. Marked or characterized by the use of
strength. Obsr x

1531 Ei.yot Gov. i. xxvii. (1880) 2S9 That some be done
with extending of myght, and as hit were violently, and that
is called vailaunt exercise.

fQ. Worth (a specified sum). Also const, in

(goods or property). Cf. Vail v. 1 4. Obs. rare.

1590 Reg. Prwy Council Scot. IV. 557 The said '1 nomas is

bot ane puir man.., not valiant in substance and guidis ane
hundreth pundis. 1603 /bid. VI. 525 AlL.landit gentlemen,
valiant tuentiechalderisof victual!. 1608 Middleton Trick
to catch Old One 1. i, A rich country widow, four hundred a
year valiant, in woods, in bullocks, in barns and in rye-slacks.

+ b. Sc. As sb. Value or worth. Obs.-1

1606 Sc. Acts, Jns. VI (1816) IV. 286 The saidis decreittis

. . may bring be danger of the ^eirlie violent proffeittis vpoun
the persones,. .thairby surmounting often tymes thair haill

valient.

+ 7. Sc. Valid, effective, decisive. Obsr~ x

1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. 143 Their, .definitiue sentence in

Lawe or Religion is. .absolutely valiant.

8. As sb. One who is valiant ; a brave or cour-

ageous person.

1609 Bible (Douay) Jer. xlvi. 9 Get ye up on horses, and
in chariots, and let the valiantscomeforth. 1611 B111LE2 JTa;;/.

xxi. heading, Foure battels against the Philistines, wherein
foure valiants of Dauid slay foure gyants. a xyzz Sewei.l
Hist. Quakers Pref, (1795) A 4, For the most eminent Vali.

ants among this People in the Beginning were not Men of

Note or Learning, tho' of great Courage. 1909 Westm.
Gaz, 25 May 4/1 Valiants of the wheel who, when they
cannot drive, will tramp over the dreary marshes of

Turkestan.

Hence f Valiant v. trans., to render valiant.

1628 Feltham Resolves 1. lxxv. (1647) 2 3 x Sure, Virtue is

a Defendress, and valiants the heart of man.

t Valiantise. Obs. Forms: 4 vaillauntise,

4,6 valyauntise, valiantise, 5 Sc. vailliantis, 6

valy-, valiauntise. [a. OF. vaill-, valiantise,

valiandise, etc., f. vaillant Valiant a. ; see -ise ^.J

1. Valiancy, valour.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12193 He [Arthur]

tristed wel..on his grete vaillauntise Ar he durst take bat
emprise. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 168 Now is Cipres lorn fro

Isaac & hise, & to R[ichard] suorn for his valiantise. c 1400
Laud Troy Bk. 6800 Philomene sende him vnto hise, For he
him wan with valyauntise. 1456 Sir G. Haye Lazv Arms
(S.T.S.) 224 For suppos for grete vailliantis and honourable
dede ofarmes a bonde man war . . maid knycht in amies. 1523
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. CcexviL 489 Men of armes proued
well there their valyantiseand prowes. 1598 Bp. Hall Sat.

iv. iv. 31 If brabling Make- Fray, at each Fayre and Sise,

Picks quarrels for to shew his valiantise.

2. A valiant act or deed. rare.

1513 Life Hen. V (1911) 11 For these and manie other

valiauntises, noble feates, and victories,, .the Prince was
honnored.

Valiantly (vse-lyantli), adv. [f. Valiant a.

+ -ly 2.] In a valiant manner : with valour or

courage ; boldly, bravely, courageously.
"• a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon viii. 32 Aflrf hys knyghtes

folowyde hym, . . determynyde to do walyauntly. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 296 The Erie Douglas of Scotland, who
fought a season right valiauntly. 1601 Marston Ant. $
Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 65 He died unforst, I trust, and vali-

antly. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 111. 286 The
Divine right of Episcopacy was then valiantly asserted.

1695 Ld. Preston Boeth. iv. 205 Thou must engage valiantly

and fiercely against every Fortune. 1787 Burke Sp. Fox s

E. India Bill Wks. IV. 24 This man.. was slain valiantly

fighting for his country. 1879 Mrs. Huncerford Airy Fairy
Lilian I. 104 Putting one foot into a friendly crevice, and
holding on valiantly to the upper stones. 1907 Verney Mem.
II. 219 He talked valiantly at first of military service.

Comb. 1609 Dekker Gull's Hornbk. Proem. B3, Oh what
songs will I charme out in praise of those valiantly-strong-

stinking breaths.

B. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 431 To furnyse a

bancat In Venus chalmer, vahjeandly, withoutin vane ruse.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. xx. (S.T.S.) I. 210 The batall beand

in ane parte renewit. manilius Consul faucht na less Vale-

aeantlie ban he did in ane vthir weyng. a 1578 Lindfsay

(Pitscottiel Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 77 jc haue Provin wa ' ie*

aeantlie. .for the defence and libertie of this realme. a 1600

in Montgomerie's Poems (S.T.S., Suppl.Vol)2^Th&t I may
wail^eandle resist the fleche, be warld, be dewell, & hell.

Valiantness. ? Obs. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

1. The quality or condition of being valiant

;

valiancy, valour. AUo personif

Very common In the 16th c.

a. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xn. xii. 608, I vnderstande

thy valyauntnesse wel. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 16

Thewhiche. .Charlemagne by hys prowesseand valyauntnes

had dyscomfyted. 15x3 Life Hen. KU91T) 155 The Eng-
lishmen . . excelled so farr the Frenchmen in there valyantnes,



VALID.

that they remayned conquerors in the fielde. 1540 Morysine I

Vives' Introd. Wysd. B v, Strengthe and valiantnesse is, to

suffise and accomplyshe the exercises of vertu without wery-
j

nes. 156a Daus tr. Sleidaney

s Comm. 35 Which honor [i.e. i

knighthood] in times past., was the rewarde of valeauntnes.
;

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 343 Mahomet seeing this

valiantnesse of the defendants, openly said [etc.]. 167a

Baxter Bagshaw's Scandals i. 6 They call out for Valiant- !

ness in suffering. 17*7 P. Walker Life o/R. Cameron in
\

Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I. 237 The Vahantness of the Four-

score Priests, that withstood Uzziah.

0. 1508 Dunbar Poems vii. 93 B, in thi name, betaknis

bataIrus;..W, valyeantnes; S, for strenewite. 1549 Compl.
Scott. Ep. 6 The toune ofsauerne baris vytnes of his delegent

vailjeantnes. a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus IV. 577 Sine

Cheualrie come in with vail^eantnes.

b. Const, ^/"(courage, heart, mind, etc.).

1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1. (1540) 7 By ryght and
lawe, whereof forse & valyauntnesse of herte doth ryse,

1539 Taverner Card. Wysd. 1. 4 b, It greued moch this

excellent Prynce, that sostronge an herte and valyaunt-

nesse of nature was spent in a matter of leudenesse. 1579
Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 1. xv. 16 The mightinesse of the

Citie and Empire, and the valiantnesse of the peoples

myndes, 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 409 Much inferi-

our to this great king in wealth and number of men, but not

in hautinesse ofmind and valiantnesse ofcourage. 1736 Ains-
worth, Magnanimitas, valiantness of heart and courage.

2. Physical strength ; robustness, sturdiness,

stalwartness ^(body). rare.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 104 In the Iliades are described

strengthe and valeantenes of the body. 1596 Dalrymple
xx. Leslie*s Hist. Sect. I. 311 Bartholomew Leslie,.. quhais
..ablenes of mynd, valyeantnes of body and fercenes of

force, king Malcolme meruelet sa mekle.

Valicot, obs. form of walycoat Wyliecoat.

Valid (varlid), a. (and si.). Also 6-7 valide,

S valed. [ad. F. valide {OV.valide, Sp., It., Pg.

valido) or L. valid-us strong, powerful, effective,

f. valere to be strong, etc.]

1. Good or adequate in law; possessing legal

authority or force ; legally binding or efficacious.

1571 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 95 Setng his said tak is

valide and sufficient in the self. 1651 Hobbes_ Leviath. \.

xv. 72 The nature of Justice, consisteth in keeping of valid

Covenants, a 1688 Cudworth Immut. Mor. (1731) 2 What-
soever is decreed and constituted, that for the time is Valid,

being made so by Arts and Laws. 17*6 in Naime Peerage
Evidence (1874) 36 Declareing if I do not exerce these

faculties in my own time these presents shall remain a valed
evident albeit not delivered by me. 1769 Robertson
Ckas. V, ix. Wks. 185 1 IV. 315 This strange tribunal founded

its charge upon the ban of the empire, which . . was . . destitute

of every legal formality which could render it valid. 1786

Burke Art. agst. W. Hastings Wks. II. 90 A claim, which
they determined not to comply with but in return for the

surrender of another equally valid. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India III. 257 Those, who held rent-free lands by
titles that might be declared valid. 1878 Jevons Primer
Pol. Econ. 128 According to law, deeds, leases, cheques,

receipts, contracts,and many other documents are not legally

valid unless they be stamped.

b. Eccl. Technically perfect or efficacious.

1674 J. Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 235 So as that the Call

to Office should yet be valid, c 1680 Beveridge Serni.

(1729) I. 28 Not but that the ordination is valid. 1876

M ellor PriestA. viii. 361 No ordination is valid unless there

be in the recipient of orders what is termed in the Church of
Rome an habitual, or, at least, a virtual intention,

2. Of arguments, proofs, assertions, etc. : Well
founded and fully applicable to the particular

matter or circumstances ; sound and to the point

;

against which no objection can fairly be brought.
a 1648 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1764) 138 The whole face

of Affairs was presently changed, insomuch that neither my
Reasons, nor the Ambassadors.., how valid soever cou'd
prevail. 169a Bentley Boyle Led. iv. 115 He may admit
of those Arguments as valid and conclusive. 1717 Prior
Alma 1. 416 For when One's Proofs are aptlychosen; Four
are as valid as four Dozen. 1766 Pitt in Almon A need.

xxix. (1810) I. 432 The excuse is a valid one, if it is a just

one. 1803 Wellington in Gurwood Disp. (1835) II. 164
Reasons which I thought valid but which I do not think it

necessary to communicate to him. 1859 Mill Liberty iL

36 An objection which applies to all conduct, can be no
valid objection to any conduct in particular. 1881 Westcott
& Hort Grk. N. T. Introd. § 46 A generalisation obtained
from one book would be fairly valid for all the rest.

b. In general use : Effective, effectual; sound.

1651 HoBBZsGovt. $Soc.u. §7.23 If yet to words relating

to the future, there shall some other signes be added, they
may become as valid, as if they had been spoken of the

present. 1774 Reid Aristotle's Logic ii. §2. 183 This same
et caetera- .shall in any future time shew a good and valid

right to a property in the subject. 1824 Byron Juan xvi.

xxxv, The effort wa« not valid To hinder him from growing
still more pallid, i860 Mansel Proleg. Log. (ed. 2) 22 The
only valid method of investigating the relation between
thought and speech. 1873 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life III.

253, I should urge you to consider your early religious

experience as a portion of valid knowledge.

3. Of things: Strong, powerful. Now arch.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Valid, strong, mighty, puissant,

able. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 438 Perhaps more valid Armes,
Weapons more violent, when next we meet, May serve to

better us. 1807 Craube Birth 0/ Flattery 109 So on a
dream our peasant placed his hope, And found that rush as

valid as a rope. 1887 Browning Parleyings Wks. 1896 II.

692/2 What beseems a king who cannot reign, But to drop
sceptre valid arm should wield? x8gi Cornh. Mag. Nov.
493 In addition to the strong jaws.. there are three exceed-
ingly valid hooks.

f b. Of malt liquor : Unduly thick. 05s.'1

1741 London fy Co. Brewer 1. (ed. 4) 38 They also keep it

from running into such Cohesions as would make it ropyi
valid, and sour.

24

4. Of persons : Sound or robust in body ; pos-

sessed of health and strength. Also said of health.

165a Gaule Magastrotn. 139 The more valetudinary have
commonly been the more vertuous ; and the more valid, the

j

more vitious. 1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737)
V

'. 232 Thanks
to Jove's Benignity you're valid. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett.

\

Henry $ Frances (1767) IV. 137, 1 much fear his excessive
|

Grief may injure his Health, which is not very valid, at I

present. 1879 Sala in Daily Telegr. 12 June, When he was

a valid man he may have had many a boxing bout with Shaw
the Life Guardsman. 1899 Daily News 1 Dec. 7/1 The
Boers have evidently put every valid male into the field.

t>. Of the mind : Sane, strong, rare.

1854 Emerson Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Poet. # Imag. Wks.
(Bohn) III. 130 The restraining grace of common-sense is

the mark of all the valid minds.

5. As sb. A person in good health. Opposed to

Invalid sb. 1.

1882 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 5 Kuristcn and valids may
alike thank Dr. Yeo for a series of highly interesting and
instructive Essays.

+ Validate,///. <*. Sc, Obs.-1 In 6 -at. [ad.

med.L. validdt-us, pa. pple. oi validate : see next.]

Valid, validated.

1586 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 103 To be als validat

ane Act of Parliament as the former.

Validate (vse'lioVt), v. [f. med.L. validat-,

ppl. stem of vatiddre{\y)\ in Du Cange), or after

Y. valider (1586 in Godef. Compl. ; = Sp. and Pg.

validar, It. validate) : see Valid a. and -ate 3,

Cf. Invalidate v.]

1. trans. To render or declare legally valid ; to

confirm the validity of (an act, contract, deed, etc. )

;

to legalize.

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 209 Henry con-

sented, that.. the marriage betwixt Francis and Leonora
..should be validated and confirmed. 1659 in Burtons
Diary (1828) IV. 435 You only establish quantum hi nobis

est, without either validating or invalidating the Acts and
Ordinances for the Excise. 1706 J. Sergeant Acc. Chapter

Bp. Chalcedon (1853) 121 The long prescription it has

enjoyed, which alone is able to validate and confirm it.

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 859 Pope Julius II.. granted a
dispensation. .for validating the contract [of marriage]

if it had been already made. 1801 Jefferson Writ. {1830)

III. 477 It is true the treaty was not ratified; but when
ratified it is validated retrospectively. 1849-50 Alison

Hist. Europe I. v. § 49. 607 The question of the royal

sanction being required to validate the acts of the legisla-

ture. 1880 Mlirhead Gaius 11. § 220 The legacy will be

invalid by the civil Jaw; but it will be validated by the

Senatus-consult.

b. spec. [Now after F. valider.] To declare (an

election) valid ; to declare (a person) duly and

properly elected. Hence Validated///, a.

1658-9 in Burtons Diary (1828) III. 75 Have an account

brought in to validate the members for Scotland and Ireland.

1883 Daily Netus 25 June 5/3 The Chamber has validated

the election for Passy of M. Cailla. 1893 Westm. Gaz.

5 Dec 7/1 Nearly all the validated deputies.. voted.

2. To make valid or of good authority ; to con-

firm or corroborate; to substantiate or support.

*775 C. Johnston Pilgrim 250 The lawyer found con-

venient witnesses to prove a marriage,..and every circum-

stance necessary to validate his scheme. 1775 S. J. Pratt
Liberal Opin. xlviii. (1783) II. 14. I intend my memoirs
shall serve as the counterpart of his; and both will indis-

putedly prove and validate the peculiar truth of these

singular sentiments. 1803 Miss Porter Thaddeus (1826)

III. xvi. 341 Come, Lord Berrington, you must validate my
report, for I learnt it of you. 187a Contemp. Rev. XX. 395
The eschatological idea shared the fortunes of the theo-

logical, was with it materialized, spiritualized, impersonai-

ized, validated, or dissolved.

Hence Validating vbl. sb.

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 409 An act also..

was now confirmed and the Oath prescribed, for the more
Validating whereof also, it was declared [etc].

Validation (vselid^'Jan). [f. prec. : cf. F.

validation (16th c), Sp. validacion, Pg. -a$aot It

-azione.'] The action of validating or making valid,

1656 Blount Glossogr. [copying Cotgrave], Validation, a
strengthning, inforcement, confirming ; an establishing or

ratifying. 1847 in Webster (citing Knowles). 187a Echo
3 Oct. 6 Father Hyacynthe has just applied to the French
tribunals for the validation of his civil marriage. x888 Act
51 «y 52 Vict, c 42 § 5 An instrument, the enrolment whereof

is required . . for the validation of an assurance.

Validity (valrditi). Also 6 valydyty(e, 6-7
validitie, 7 vallydety, Sc. validete. [ad. late

L. validitas, f. va/id-us Valid a. Cf. F. validity

(16th c), It. validitd.]

1. The quality of being valid in law; legal

authority, force, or strength.

c 1550 Life Fisher in F.'s Wks. (E.E.T.S.) II. p. 1, Two or
three daies after, he began to discusse with him the validitie

of his maryage. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 171 The
questioun standis nocht upoun the validitie and invaliditie

of the saising. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 310 Concern-
ing the validitie of these lawes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1.

xv. 72 The Validity of Covenants begins not but with the

Constitution of a Civill Power. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 37*5/4
A Definitive Sentence hath been ..given by the Judges
Delegates, for the Validity of the Last Will of John Higgs.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 315 Toconsider and determine
the validity of appeals or indictments. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) IV. 2ia The validity of such a lease was established

in the following modern case. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xvii. IV. 77 Much as they hated him, they could not question

the validity of his commission. 1884 Law Times Rep. L.

2/2 The plaintiff denied the validity of the transfer.

VALIDNESS.

2. The quality of being well-founded on fact, or

established on sound principles, and thoroughly

applicable to the case or circumstances ; soundness

and strength (of argument, proof, authority, etc.).

a. In the phrase of. . . validity.

1581 J. Bell Haddon'sA nsiv. Osorius 488 b, Of no greater

valydyty is that Argument lykewyse which they rake out
of Augustineswordes. i59aTHYNNE./3M//«a<rz>.(i8io)2i This
ys a mere coniecture, and of no valydytye. 1620 Venner
Via Recta ii. 34 Neither are their reasons of such validity.

1652 Needham tr. Setden's Mare CI. 145 It remain's in the

next place, that wee consider of what validitie the contrarie

Opinions of Writers are. 1726 Shelvocke Vop. r. World 7

Expressions full of contempt of the Commission, making it

appear as a thing of hardly any validity or consequence.

1768 Phil. Trans. LVIII. 222 No arguments brought in

favour of absorption by the common veins appear to me of

equal validity with those that can be urged against it. 1803

Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1835) II. 138 note^ The
assurance contained in his letter, .was of equal validity as

if given by the most Noble the Governor General.

b. In general use.

1588 Fraunce Lawier's Log. 1. i. 5 Artificial Logike then

is the polyshing of natural wit, as discovering the validitie

of everie reason. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Man. (1634) 60 In

this point the Philosopher . . seemeth to question the validity

of his own arguments. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, in. 80 Some-
thing must be premised about the validity of this writing,

learned men much differing therein. 1689 G. Harvey
Curing Dis. by Expect, i. 1 If Antiquity be capable of con-

ferring Validity, the Art of Expectation, .may be termed
equally valuable. 1716 Pope Lett. (1736) VI. 3 You are

doubtless persuaded of the validity of that famous verse

"Tis Expectation makes a Blessing dear'. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 188 To examine the validity of the notion

entertained by workmen, respecting Tarras Mortar. 1804

Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1835) III. 552, 1 do not exactly

understand the validity of this objection. 1857 Buckle
Civiliz. I. vii. 418 Statesmen .. who denied the validity

of general principles in politics, a 1881 Barratt Phys.

Metempiric (1883) 185 That does not alter the validity of

the conclusion to be ultimately arrived at.

f3. The quality or state of being physically strong

or sound ; robustness, strength. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 26 The shoulder blades.,

putting forth a strong ridge, .not a little to the augmenting
of their validitie. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. § Ccmmw.
(1603) 148 Some men maintain great disputation, whether
fortresses builte of stone, chalke or earth be of greatest

validitie. 1620 Markham Farew
%
Husb. 11. xvii. (1668) 81

The grain wanting his true nourishment, grows withered

and of no validity. 1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err.

iv. xxv. 300 If in debility of strength the bloud be lighter,

and in validity of strength it be heavier.

trans/. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. n. 199 Purpose is but the

slaue to Memorie, Of violent Birth, but poore validitie.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 29 fi3 Some pious persons who
..question the validity of their own faith, because they

shrink at the thoughts of flames and tortures.

b. Physical value or capacity, rare.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 669 That a Bore or male
swine wil not remaine of validity and good for breed past

three yeare old. 1868 E. Edwards Sir W
%
Ralegh I. xxv.

612 No hope remained of his validity in active service.

4. Value or worth ; efficacy.

Merging into sense 2, from which in some instances it is

hardly distinguishable.

X593 Harvey New Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 290 Some sur-

mounting spirites loue to arreare a huge opinion of their

excessiue validity, pro, or contra. 1595 in Maitla?id^ Club

Misc. I. 76 To give in in writt..the estait and validitie of

the vicarage of Ruglen. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 303 The
scrapings that come of sweating in banes and hot-houses, be

counted of greater validitie in all these infirmities. 1631

Lenton Charact. B 10 b, Shee hath lately.. giuen her selfe

out a brace of hundreds more then ere his estate was worth,

besides his debts and legacies, wheras her validity propor-

tionable can scarce absolue those. 1788 Franklin A utobiog.

Wks. 1840 1. 189 He had too high an opinion of the validity

of regular troops. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 195 The
most certain index of the validity of a limestone for Aquatic

Buildings. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 101 The character and
history of the most celebrated quacks, the ground of their

popular fame, and the validity of their various pretences.

f5. pi. Valid powers or capacities. Obs.

1586 Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 41 Whose spirits caried

with greater efficacie of aspiring eternitie then those whose

duller conceits are adapted to more terrene and grosse

validities. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. §13 Nature as

much as is possible inclineth vnto validities and presenta-

tions. X607 J. Norden Surv. Dial. 11. 67 You may indeede

call these things secrets, because their validities are not

suddainly apprehended or found.

Validless, a. or adv. rare-1
, [f. Valid a.\

\Yithout strength or force ;
powerlesstjy).

1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Met. 346 The shield and helm

were cloven by the steel, Yet on the body validless it fell.

Validly (varlidli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a valid manner; with legal validity.

1637 Gillespie Eng..Pop. Cerem. m. viii. 173 One simple

Presbyter can not validly give Ordination. 1681 Baxter

Answ. Dodwelt iv. 45 May a man be validly a Bishop,.,

that believeth not that there is a God? 1767 Chauncy Lett.

(1768)32 They may be validly commissioned to propagate

the Gospel. 1791 Boswell Johnson I. 137 A Highland

that impositions on exports and imports might be validly

made by proclamation. 1883 Weekly Notes 17 Nov._i 7o/a

He held that the Rule Committee were validly constituted

and their power validly exercised.

Comb. 1848 Soames Latin Church 1. 16 note, Nor does the

tale itself necessarily imply transubstantiation .. whenever a

validly-ordained consecrator intended it.

Validness. rare, [-ness.] Validity.



VALIDOUS. 25 VALLEY.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Validness, Ability, Power; also

Authentickness, &c. 1882 Arnold in tgth Cent. No. 69.

718 Lucidity is the perception of the want of truth and vaiid-

ness in notions long current.

t Validous, a. Obs. [f. L. valid-us Valid a.

+ -ous.] Valid, in various senses.

1603 Habsnkt Pop. Impost. 98 Because the Consequence
is so Validous wee will looke a little into these holy fire-

works. Ibid. 100 This ranke savor was so Validous and
strong that it sented through the glasse. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. viii. §37. 553 The other [side urged] against
Norwich, that no second election could be validous, vnlesse

the former were first annulled. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Eliz.

Introd., In the first Parliament which Queene Mary held..

the marriage. .was judged to be. .validous and available,

Valienoie, obs. form of Valiancy.
Valient, obs. form of Valiant.

t Va'lienton. Obs.~l
[a. Sp. valenton, f.

valiente valiant.] A bully, braggart.
1681 Rycaut tr. Gracian's Critick 185 The Couragious,

and Valientons of the World, after some few bravadoes and
blustering words, . . submitted . . to the loss of Liberty.

Valinoh(er, velinche(r: see quots. and
Valentia.
1823 E. Moor Suffolk Wds. s.v. Valentia,.. I have met

with the word in print, spelled Valinch. 1847 Webster,
Valinch, a tube for drawing liquors from a cask by the
bung-hole. 1868 Loftus' Catal. Hydrometers, etc. 6
Velinchers for sampling casks. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
2553 Thieftube,, .a sampling-tube ; a velinche. 1899 N. <$• Q.
4 Feb. 97/1 The nearest approach to a ' long ' measure is

the valincher, or valinch, used in sampling ' from the bung*.

Valise (valrs, valrz). Forms: 7 vallies,

valice, 8 valize, valaise, 9 Sc. wal-, wallise,
vallise, 7- valise, [a. F. valise (1568), ad. It.

valigia (Sp. balijd), corresponding to med.L. vali-

sia (1407), valixia, vaiesia (1298), of doubtful

origin.

In Sandys Travels (1615) 115 the form valeisa is used.]

L A travelling case or portmanteau, now usually

made of leather and of a size suitable for carrying

by hand, formerly also for strapping to the saddle

of a horse. Now chiefly U.S.
1633 B. Jonson Tale of Tub 11. i, I promise To keep my

master's privities seal"d up In the vallies of my trust, lock'tl

close for ever. 1644 D. Hume Hist. Douglas 95 The
Country people.. sometimes robbed them of their horses,

sometimes of their valises and luggage, 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 317 Poor Alari lost above two thousand
franks which he had in his Valice. 1713CTESS Winchelsea
Misc. Poems 130 Bringing their Noddles, and Valizes pack'd
With Mysteries, from Shops and Taylors wreck'd. 1785
Arab. Nts. Entert.576 Having brought a valaise along with
him, he put as much gold into it as his horse could carry.

1797 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 156 Your impatience to

receive your valise and its key was natural. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xxii, He drew the girths of his saddle, adjusted the
walise, and put on the bridle. 1839 Dickens Nickleby xiii,

He packed up a few clothes in a small leathern valise. 1884
E. Yates Rec. <§• Exp. I. 46 The letters being enclosed in

leather valises, which were strapped behind the post-boys.

b. Mil. A cylindrical cloth or leather case

adapted for carrying the kit or outfit of a soldier,

esp. of a cavalryman or artilleryman.

1833 Reg. <J- Instr. Cavalry \. 83 The valise being, .lightly

stuffed with hay. 1851 Ord. $ Regul. R. E. xxvii. 124 The
Boxes of the Non-Commissioned Officers, and the Valises of
the Men, to be placed under the foot of the Bedstead. 1877
Field Exerc. Infantry 410 The Oflicer Commanding a
piquet will decide if patrols are to wear Valises or not.

2. atlrib. in valise dee, equipment, -lock
y
-saddle,

strap, etc.

1851 Burn Milit. Diet. n. s.v., Valise or baggage-straps.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2688/1 Valise-lock, a small trunk,
lock. Ibid., A valise-saddle is placed on each off-horse of
an artillery-carriage. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 853 The
modern valise equipment is less injurious to the young
soldier than the old knapsack. 1898 Daily News 12 Dec.
9/2 The greatcoat straps will be passed downwards, through
the valise dees.

Valk, obs. Sc. form of Wake v., Walk v.

Valkin, -yne, obs. Sc. forms of Waken v.

Va-lkyr, abbreviated form of Valkyrie.
1841 Carlvle Heroes L (1904) 31 Of the Valkyrs and the

Hall of Odin. Ibid., The Valkyrs are Choosers of the Slain.

Valkyrian, a. rare* [f. next.] Of or

concerning the valkyries.

1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 121 Ourself have often tried

Valkyrian hymns.

Valkyrie (vse'lkiri, vsclkrri). Forms : a. 8-9
valkyria (//. -iur, 9 -i»). £. 8-9 valkerie (9
-kery), 9- valkyrio. [a. ON. valkyrja (pi.

-kyrjur), f. val-r those slain in battle -r-kyrja

chooser, f. kur- (:—kuz-), ablaut stem of kjdsa to

choose. Cf. OE. ws&lcyrie (-ge, -igc), -kyrieW al-
ktrie.] In Scandinavian mythology, one or other

of the twelve war-maidens supposed to hover over
battlefields and to conduct the fallen warriors to

Valhalla.
o. 1768 Gray Fatal Sisters Note, The Valkyriur were
female Divinities, Servants of Odin (or Woden) in the Gothic
mythology. 1778 Mrs. Grant or Lacgan Lett. Mount.
(1807) II. ix. ",5 The prophetic Valkyria may once more say
[etc.]. 1806 W. Herbert Set. Ieel. Poetry 1. 119 Two of
the Valkyrix or virgins of slaughter, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans
Sivord of the Tomb Poems (1875) 339 The far-renown'd
Whom the bright Valkyriur's warning voice Had call'd to
the banquet where gods rejoice.

fl, 1770 Percy tr. Mallet's Northern Antiq. I. 102 There
VOL. X.

are other virgins in Valhall; .. they are called Valkeries.
Ibid. II. 99 These Goddesses are called Valkyries. 1784
Jerningham Rise Scand. Poetry Advt. p. Hi, The Valkeries
are a female troop whom Odin sends to the field of
battle upon invisible steeds. 1801 M. G. Lewis Tales of
Wonder, Sword ofAngantyr xxxiii, Tis the Valkyries who
sing, While they spin thy vital thread, a 1843 Southey
Death ofOdin, No virgin goddess him shall call;. .No Val-
kery for him prepare The smiling mead. 1881 Du Chaillu
Land ofMidnight Sun II. 420 Are you Scandinavian valky-
ries who travel through the air?

t Vail. Obs~l [ad. L. vall-is.] A valley.

1611 Chapman Iliad iv. 479 As from hils, raine waters
headlong fall, That all waies eate huge Ruts, which, met, in

one bed, fill a vail With such a confluence of streames.

Vail, southern dial. var. Fall v. ; obs. Sc. f.

Wall sb., Waw sb., Well sb.

Vallal, southern dial. var. Fal-lal sb.

t Valiancy, Obs.—1 [prob. the surname Val-

lancey.] Usea atlrib. to designate a form of wig.
1674 Drvden Epil. opening Neiv House 8 Criticks in plume

and white valiancy Wig, Who lolling on our foremost
Benches sit.

Vallar (vre'liu), a. Roman A?itiq. [ad. L.

valldr-is, f. vall-um or vall-us rampart. Cf. It.

vallare, Sp. valar
y
F. vallaire.'] Of a crown or

garland: Bestowed as a distinction on the first

soldier to mount the enemy's rampart. (Cf.

Mural 0.1 1 b.)

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 255 Augustus used to geve
golden trappour muche sooner.. then gailandes, vallares,

and muralles. 1600 Holland Pliny II. 115 The Valiare
and Murall Chaplets bestowed upon brave knights and
valiant souldiers, who. .mounted the wals in the assault of
a citie. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archa:ol. Soc.) II.

62 To whom shall be given now the ciuicke, murall, vallare,

and naualls garlands, that the Romaines were wont to
graunte theire respectiue conquerours? 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey) s.v., Vallar Crown. 1725 [see Garland sb. 3c].
c 1828 I'erry Encycl. Her. \. Gloss.

So Va'llary a. Also f Valla*rial a. Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury iv. iv. (Roxb.) 294/2 He beareth for

his crest, a Greyhounds head sable, out of a crowne Vallar-
ia.11, Or. 1777 Porny Heraldry (ed. 3) 207 The Vallary or
Castrense-Crown was of gold, formed like a circle with Pales
or Pallisadoes on the top of it. 1863 Burke Viciss. Families
Ser. in. 143 His famous attack on the. .Earl of Desmond, at
Kilmallock, where he won his gold spurs, and his vallary
crown.

Vallate (vx'Ut), a. rare ~~l
. [ad. L. valldt-us,

pa. pple. of vallare to circumvallate.] Having a
raised outer edge.
1878 Ann. Nat. Hist. 5th Ser. II. 37 In its compressed

vallate character, proliferous growth, and marginal aper-
tures, it is identical with many of the siliceous sponges.

Vallated, a. rare-1
, [f. as prec. +-ed.]

Surrounded by or as by a wall.
1888 Science XII. 305 The favorite but not vallated

domain of literature is aesthetics in its true meaning.

Vallation. rare. [ad. late L. va/ldtio, f. L.
vallare (see Vallate a.), f. vallum rampart.] A
ridge, wall, or bank of earth thrown up as a defence

or protection ; an earthwork or fortification of this

nature.
1664 Evelyn Sylva 112 Two hedges, with their Vallations

and Trenches, will be requisite in all the Round ; viz. one
next to the Enclosure, the other about the thicket, to fence
it from Cattle. 1781 Warton Hist. Kiddington 70 The
vallation .. called Dyke-Hills, consisting of two ridges or
borders with an intermediate trench,, .is not Roman. 1799
R. Warner Walk (1800) 12 He may. .please his fancy with
discriminating between the vallations of the Celtic abori-

genes, and the huge mounds of their Saxon invaders.

t Va'llatory, a. Obsr"1 [f. L. valt-um ram-
part.] Used or adapted for measuring a wall, etc.

a 168a Sir T. Browne Misc. Tractsy. (1683) 82 With such
differences of Reeds, Vallatory, Sagittary, Scriptory, and
others they might be furnished in Judaea.

Valle, southern ME. variant of Fallz;.

II Vallecula (voele'ki/Ha). PI. -ulae. [Late L.

vallecula, var. of L. vallicula
t
dim. of valles, vallis

Valley sb. Cf. F. vallt(cule.~\

1. Anal. A furrow, fissure, or fossa; spec. «
Valley sb. 6.

1859 Todd's Cycl. Anai. V, 883 Valley, or vallecula, of
Haller. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 871/2 This lobe forms a well-

defined inferior vermiform process, which lies al the bottom
of a deep fossa or vallecula. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV.
782 The spaces between these [glosso-epiglottic] folds are
named the vallecula;.

2. Bot. A groove or channel ; a sulcus or stria.

1856 Henslow Bot. Terms 211 Vallecula, a depressed
space (interstice) between the primary ' Ridges ' on the fruit

of UmbelUferje.

Hence Valle"cular a.

1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs's Bot. 376 The vallecular
canals, which correspond to the furrows, arise in the funda-
mental tissue by separation.

t Valiente. Obs.—1 [app. ad. med.L. valentia

Valency.] Power, might.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (i860) 7 (There are] v. causes principalle

(for making war]: three of them bene of righte : and the
other tweyne of valiente.

Valler, obs. Sc. form of Waller.

t Va'llet. Obsr1 [Irreg. dimin. of Valley sb.

Cf. Vall.] A small valley.
a 1647 Habington Surv. Wore. (Worcs. Hist. Soc.) I. in.

450 In the myddest of thys valtet ona littell hyll..standethe
the Churche with the Mannor bouse.

Vallew, obs. form of Value.
Valley (vae-li), sb. Forms : o. 4-5 valeie (4

ualeie), 4-6 valei (5 Sc. walei, wale, vale), 4
valee; 4-5 valeye (4ualeye), 4- 7 valey (4 waley);

4 valleie, 4, 6 Sc, valle, 6 vallei, 6- valley ; Sc.

and north. 4 valaye, 4-6 valay, 5 wala, wallay,
6 vallay. /3. 7 vally, vallie, pi. 6- vallies. [a.

OF. valee (AF. pi. valeys), vallee (mod.F. valUe),
early OF. valtede, = Prov. vallada, It. vallata, I.

L. vallis , valles; see Vale sb."]

1. A long depression or hollow lying between hills

or stretches of high ground and usually having a
river or stream flowing along its bottom.
In ordinary use a valley is distinguished from a vale by

having less width and a steeper slope on either side.

a. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 1277 po he com nei kaunterburi
In a valeie biside He sei beemperoursost. 13. . Guy Wanv.
3876 Smerteliche he dede him in be ways, Ouer be dounes &
be valeys. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Const'. 4796 For hilles and
valeis sal turned be In-til playn, and made even to se. 1375
Barbour Bruce vn. 4 In-till bc wod soyn enterit he, And

1
held doun toward a vale, Qubar throu be vod a vattir ran.

c 1450 Merlin xiii. 195 He shewde hym the valey be the

I

wode side. 1490 Caxton Encydos xv. 56 The reyne russh-

ynge doun from the mountaynes descended in to the valeyes.

1535 Covkbdale Luke ill. 5 Euery valley shalbe fylled, and

i

euery mountayne & hyll shalbe brought lowe. 1577 Googk
tr. Hcresbach's Husb. 45 Choose suche a valley, where the

water can neither lye long, nor runne away to fast. 1611
Shaks. Wint. T. v. i. 206 We are not (Sir) nor are we like to

I

be : The Starres (I see) will kisse the Valleyes first. 1697
Dampier Voy. I. ii. 18 Our new Guide. .crost another
River, and enter'd into a large Valley of the fattest Land

1
I did ever take notice of. 1773 Cook iiV Voy. 1. xvi. in

Hawkeszv. Voy. II. 172 To trace our river up the valley

from whence it issues, and examine how far it's banks were
inhabited. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe MySt. Udolpho iii, As they
advanced, the valley opened. 1815 Elphinstonk Ace. Caubul
(1842) I. 49 We marched up the valley, which became
narrower as we advanced. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines
V Mining 247 They cannot be of large extent, as the valleys

are all narrow, and without bottoms on either side.

ft. 1596 Mascall Cattle 253 Goats; their keeper ought for

to be..bolde, for to go with them through vallies. 1625
N. Carpf.ntf.r Geogr. Del. 11. x. 169 Plants, and Vegetalls

for the most part prosper best in the vallies and plaines.

1663S. Patrick Parab. Pilgrim xxxvi. (1687) 461 Believe not

me but your self, .that these Vallies are watered from above.

1726 Leoni Alberti's Archil. I. 65/1 Hills, .with, .little

Vallies between.., and very difficult of access thro' the

narrow passes of the Vallies. 1777 W, Dai.rymple Trav.
Sp. <y Port, ii, The verdant banks of the river, with the
Indian corn in the vallies. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie \. I.

18 In the little vallies, which, .occurred at every mile of their

progress. 1849 James Woodman \\\
}
A faint, blueish mist

prevented the eye from penetrating into the deeper vallies.

b. Const, of (the distinctive name of the valley).

c 1290 .S\ Eng. Leg. I. 5/148 Ase he in be ualeye of Ebron
leouede with teone and wo. 13.. A". Alt's. 7027 And in be

valey of Jurdan, \>ey founden eddren mony on. CX380
VVyclif Sel. Wks. II. 405 Whe}>er pat Crist shal come into

be valey of Josaphath or [etc.]. 1535 Coverdale Ps. hx. 6,

I wil deuyde Sichem, & mete out the valley of Suchoth.

1611 Bible Ps. Ixxxiv. 6 Who passing through the valley of

Baca, make it a well. 1667M1LTON P.L.I. 404 The pleasant

Vally of Hinnom. 1726 Gordon Itin, Sept. 55 That eminent

Ground, which bounds the Valley of Kilsyth to the South-
ward. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 30^ The valley of

Kingsclere, ..in Berkshire, is about five miles long and two
in breadth.

C. Without article.

(-1470 Henry Wallace iv. 684 Thai maid To rype the

wood, bath wala, slonk, and slaid. 1667 Milton A L. ix.

116 Sweet interchange Of Hill and Vallie, Rivers, Woods
and Plaines. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 322 A spacious map Of
hill and valley interpos'd between. 1859 Tennyson Marr.
Geraint 247 Out of town and valley came a noise. 1865

H. H. Dixon Field <$• Fern 333 Wood and valley backed up
by a Cheviot hill compose a pleasant landscape.

d. The extensive stretch of iiattish country

drained or watered by one or other d the larger

river-systems of the world.
c 1790 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 393/2 In those early ages

..a certain people descended from the mountains near the

cataracts into the valley overflowed by the Nile. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXV. 472/1 Dividing the valley of the

Euphrates from the rivers which flow into the Black Sea.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 223/2 Surface 'drift' deposits .. occur

..in the valley of the Amazon westward to.. Peru.

e. Geol. (See quot. 1839.)

1833 Lyell Prtnc.Geol. III. 305 Dr. Buckland on Valleys

of Elevation, 1839 G. Roberts Diet. Geol., Valleys of
elevation, those which seem to have originated in a fracture

of the strata, and a movement of the fractured part upwards.

2. In figurative uses.

Valley of the shadow (ofdeath) : see Shadow sb. 1 b.

1382 Wyclif Isaiah xxii. 1 The charge of the valey of

viseoun. 14x1-1 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4444 The swete

venym of his tonge gydeth His lord vnto )>e valeie of dirk-

nesse. 1426 Lydg. De Guit. Pilgr. 17447, 1 was engendryd

fyrst in belle;. .in that Valey Infernal I was begete. 1781

Cowper Conversat. 636 Youth has a sprightlincss and fire

to boast, That in the valley of decline are lost. 181* Shelley

Triumph Life 397 If. .Thou comest from the realm without

a name Into this valley of perpetual dream. 1851 Robert,

son Serm. Ser. ir. i. (1864) 18 You must be content with the

quiet valleys of existence. x88a J. Parker Apostolic Life

1. 78 Thou knowest how much we are in the valley, and

how often we pass through dark places.

b. Valley of tears : see Vale sbA 2 b.

[138a Wyclif Ps. lxxxiii. 6 In the valei of teris, in the

place that he sette.l a 1400 Prymer (1891) si To the we
syjen gronynge and wepynge in this ualeye of teeres. ^1450

tr. De Imitatione Hi. xxiii. 92 In bis valey of teres bere



VALLEY. 26 VALOROUS.
corned many euell fringes. 1894 J. H. S. {title), The Valley

of Tears. . . The Consolations of God.

3. transf. A depression or hollow suggestive of

a valley ; esp. a trough between sea-waves.

1611 Shaks. IVint. T. it. iii. 100 His Fore-head, nay, the

Valley, The pretty dimples of his Chin, and Cheeke. 1691

Ray Creation 11. (1704) 298 The Eyes are sunk in a Con-
venient Valley. 1845 Gosse Ocean iv. (1849) 164 The little

Petrel flits hither and thither, now treading the brow of the

watery hill, now sweeping through the valley. 1888 Steven-
son Black Arrow 176 The Good Hope swooped dizzily down
into the valley of the rollers.

4. techn. The depressed angle formed by the

meeting (at the bottom) of two sloping sides of

a composite roof, or by the slope of a roof and a

wall ; a gutter.

1690 Levboubn Curs. Math. 901 The Bricklayer sometimes
will require to have running measure for Hyps and Valleys.

1703 [R- Neve] City fy C. Purchaser 162 Of measuring
ValTies, or Gutters in Tiling. 1782 Phil. Trans. LXXII.
360 In like manner the two conductors from the chimnies A
and C united in the valley of the roof between them. 1833
Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 83 To steady and support the

lower edges of slates finishing against yallies. 1866 Fitz-

patrick Sltam Squire 113 Murphy hurried Lord Edward to

the roof of the warehouse, and with some difficulty per-

suaded him to lie in the valley. 1899 Baring-Gould Book
of West II, xii. 175 Here also are some quaint old slated

houses; the valleys are not leaded.

b. A tile used in rooting a valley.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. §296 The ridge pieces, hips,

and valleys, to be seven inches by one and a half inches.

f 5. Fr.Hist. m Plain sb.i 6. (Cf. Mountain 6.)

179J Pre/. Expl. New Terms in Ann. Reg.y. xii, The
Valley. The lower seats ; and these in the middle of the
hall of the Assembly.

6. Anal. (See quots. and cf. Vallecula i.)

184a Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 807/2 A large hollow between
the hemispheres [of the cerebellum].. is the small valley
(vallecula) of Halley. c 1845 Todd's Cycl. Anal. III. 688/2
A deep fissure which proceeds, .backwards along the median
line . . is called the valley.

7. attrib. and Comb, in sense 1 (freq. denoting
' situated in a valley '), as valley-bottom, -cottage,

-fountain, -gate, -glacier, -glade, etc. ; valley-like

adj., -ward adv.
1905 A. R. Wallace My Life II. 153 The little Valley,

bottoms were complete flower gardens. 1859 Meredith
Poet. IVks. (1912) 92 For me yon *valley-cottage beckons
warm, ciooo Shaks. Sonn. cliii, In a could *vallie-foun-

taine. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxvi. 9 Osias buylded
towres..vpon the cornerporte, and on the Valley gate. 1874
Geikie Gt. tee Age (1894) 512 The Valley-glaciers becoming
confluent in their lower reaches. 1820 Keats Ode Nightin-
gale viii, Now 'tis buried deep In the next Valley-glades.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 28 Along the banks of the Thames
and its tributary streams there is a bed of Valley-gravel.

1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 466 The amphitheatre form of terraced
land is always a Valley head. 1871 B. Taylor 'Faust in.

(1875) II. 184 The "valley-hills That in the rear of Sparta
northwards rise aloft. 185a Thoreau Lett. {1865) 66 The
vast "valley-like 'spore' .. of some celestial beast. 1859
Cornwallis Neiu World I. 172 A solitary moorland with
valley-like undulations. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 466 The
outflow of the stream—the Valley-maker—marks ordinarily

the base of the amphitheatre. 165s Moufet & Bennet
Health's Improv. (1746) 86 Contrariwise the *Valley People
..are ever heavy spirited, dull, and sickly. 1869 Tozer
Hight. Turkey I. 363 The four great Valley-plains . . divided
by lateral spurs. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta (1890)243 A thin
young man.. who arrived at the castle by the Valley-road
from Knollsea. c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 39, I walkit
furth on be ane Valay syde. 187a Ingraham Pillar ofFire
578 Moses and the Israelites pursued their way up the cliffs

of the valley-sides. 1841 \V. C. Bryant Walk at Sunset
Wks. 44 Oh, let me, by the crystal *valley-stream, Wander.
1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 89 Joining then the "valley-

streamlet, 1894 Book News Mar. 274 Dark belts of wood-
land, with Valleyward the white gleam of the Froom.
1883 Science I. 326/1 These lakes are perhaps formed by a
local depression of the Valley-way.

b. Valley-lily, the lily of the valley.

1597 Gerarde Herbal n. lxxxvii. 332 The flowers of the
Valley Lillie. 1766 M. Bruce Lochleven Wks. (1914) 206
Her breast was fairer than the vernal bloom Of valley-lily.

1818 Keats Endymion I. 156 Wild thyme, and valley-lilies

whiter still Than Leda's love, a 1850 Beddoes Poems, Lily
ofthe Valley 201 The birthday- hours Of the valley-lily.

C. Valley of death tree, the Upas-tree.
1888 in Casselts Encycl. Diet.

8. attrib. in sense 4, as valley-board, -gutter,

-piece, -rafter.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 230 The valley-rafters

of a roof. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 852 Proper valley
boards are to be put for the lead valleys. Ibid. § 1350 A
valley-gutter between two roofs. 1842GWILT Encycl. Arch.
1049 The rafter which supports the valley is called the
valley rafter or valley piece, and the board fixed upon it

for the leaden gutter to rest upon is called the valley board.

Hence Va'Ueyfal, the fill of a valley; Valleyite,
an inhabitant of a valley ; VaTleylet, a small

valley.

1866 G. Greenwood Rain <y Rivers 188 Its infinite rami-

fication of stream and valley, streamlet and valleylet. 1890
Longman's Mag. July 341 A whole valleyful of appropriate
plants. 1893 Outing XXII. 136/1 While I roamed about
the burying-place of the valleyites.

Valley, v. rare. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. To form a hollow or hollows resembling

a valley.

a 155a Leland Itin. (1769) V. 51 A Peace of this Roke is

fallen, and valleith [v.r. valleyeth] after a strange fascion.

1879 Meredith Egoist I. xviii. 323 In the billowy white of

the dress ballooning and valleying softly.

f 2. trans. To adjoin as a valley. Obs.—1

1635 J. Hayward tr. Bwndi's Banish'd Virg. 36 In a deep
bottome that vallied a steeper precipice.

3. To make valleys in, to furrow.
ci8as Beddoes Poems, Midnight Hymn in The slaves

of Egypt . . Vallied the unaccustomed sea.

VaUeyed,///. a. Also vallied. [f. Valley
sb^\ Situated in a valley.

1844 Catholic Weekly Instructor 31 He left the sunny Italy
,.,and from his vallied home, wandered [etc.].

Vallidom. north, dial. [Irreg. f. vally Value
sb.~\ The value or worth of a. thing.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss., Vallidom, the value of. 1828- in

north, dial, glossaries (Yks., Durh., Cumbld., Lanes., Line).
1887 A. E. Barr Border Shepherdess iv. 57 He knew the
vallidom of everything he possessed to a halfpenny.

fVallie. Obs." L
[f. L. vall-um Vallum.]

Rampart, wall.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 356 Seuerus his forced

vallie, with other strong and huge labors and fabrications.

Valliscaulian, sb. and a. [See def.]

a. sb. pi. An order of ascetic monks, forming a
branch of the Benedictines, founded at Val des

Choux {Vallis Caulium) in 1193. b. adj. Of or

belonging to the Valliscaulians or their order.

1882 Athenaeum 8 Apr. 442/1 Three priories of the Vallis-

caulian Order were founded in the remoter districts of
Scotland during the reign of Alexander II. 1888 Rankin
Handbk. Ch. Scotl. (ed. 4) 125 The Rented or endowed reli-

gious, . .subdivided into Benedictines, Cistercians, Carthu-
sians, Vallis-Caulians, and Trinitarians.

Vallon, obs. form of Walloon.
Vallonia, var. Valonia.
Vallor, -OW, obs. forms of Voller dial.

Vallota (vaslJu'ta). Bot. [mod.L., f. the name
of the French botanist Antoine Fallot (1 594-167 1).]

A genus of amaryllidaceous plants, characterized

by rich scarlet flowers, and consisting of but one
species, V. purpurea, the Scarborough lily.

1837 W. Herbert Amaryllidaceae 133. 185a G. W.
Johnston Cott. Gard. Diet. 904 A cross-seedling, .obtained
. . from Cyrtanthus obliquus, which no one could distinguish
from a Vallota of the same age. 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 206/2
Vallotas may be increased by the quantities of offsets which
they produce.

Vallow, obs. form of Value.

f Vallow deer, obs. variant of Fallow-deer.
1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 104 Herds of Vallow Deer.

|| Vallum (varl^m). [L., f. vallus stake,

palisade.]

1. A wall or rampart of earth, sods, or stone,

erected as a permanent means of defence ; esp. one
of those constructed by the Romans in northern
England and central Scotland.
1610 Holland Can/den's Brit. 790 Wee gather out of

Bede, that the said Vallum or Rampier, was nothing else

but a wall of turffes. 1699 Temple Hist. Eng. 38 Agricola
began, and in some manner finished, a Wall or Vallum,
upon that narrow Space of Land. 1726 A. Gordon Itin.
Sept. 52 Thence the Vallum descends from the above-
mentioned Hill, to another Brook. 1781 Warton Hist.
Kiddington 55 The vallum or ridged bank, .crossing the
Ikenitd-street within two miles of Ewelme. 1851 D. Wilson
Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in. ii. 79 This British Vallum—

a

vast rampart of earth and stone strengthened by a fosse.

1879 Lubbock Sci. Led. vi. 172 He would walk round the
ancient vallum, . .and wonder at the mechanical skill which
could have moved such ponderous masses.

2. In Roman castrametation, a palisaded bank or
mound, formed of the earth cast up from the ditch

or fosse around a camp or station.

1806 Gaz. Scot. s.v. Crichton, A circular camp or intrench-
ment, the vallum of which is very distinct. 1816 Scott
Antiq. iv, Nothing can be more plainly traced—a proper
agg'r ot vallum, with its corresponding ditch or fossa.
1833 Jas. Davidson Brit. <$ Rom. Rem. Axminster 13 It
has been said that this intrenchment had formerly a double
vallum, . . but no vestiges of the inner vallum remain, if such
an one ever existed. 1880 Hodgkin Italy $ Invaders 1. i.

I. 120 The usual square form of a Roman camp strengthened
by ditch and vallum and palisade.
transf. 1818 Lady Morgan Ft. Macarthy (1819) II. v.

237 A small dunghill, which usually forms the first vallum
to the residence of an Irish peasant. 1829 Tytler Hist.
Scot. (1864) I. 301 An inner keep or castle, surrounded by a
strong wall, beyond which was a ditch or deep fosse, ..and
beyond this again was raised an outer vallum or rampart.
Vally, dial, variant of Felloe, Value.
t Valoir. Obs— l In 6 valoyre. [a. F. valoir

to be of value.] Value, worth, price.
C1495 The Epitaffe, etc. in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 39a

Gewellys of late poysyd at grete valoyre.

Valonia (vael<?u*nia). Also 9 vallonia ; 8 val-
anea, 9 -onea

; 9 velonia, -ea. [ad. It. vallonia,
vallonia, whence also F. vallonie, velonnh, fvel-
onie (1553), ad. mod.Gr. fiaXavia, &t\avia, pi. of
fSak&vt, Qekavi acorn (anc. Gr. 0a\avo$).]

1. The large acorn-cups and acorns of Quercus
segilops (and the related Q. vallonea), a species of
oak growing esp. in the north-eastern Mediterran-
ean regions, valued for the abundant tannin they
contain, and much used in tanning, dyeing, etc.
a. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No. 6040/6 Red Saunders, Shumack,

St'icklack, Turnsole, Valonia. Ibid. 7 Valonia the Tun
Weight, seven Pounds. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. of Customs
(1821) 266 Valonia is a dying ingredient, brought from Italy
and the Levant. It is the husks of the acorn, generally

mixed with that fruit. 1852 Morfit Tanning $ Currying
(1853) 82 The leather made with valonia is said to be firmer
and heavier than the oak-tanned, 1889 Daily News 12

Nov. 5/6 Another day, while I was collecting vallonia, I

was assaulted by four soldiers.

p. 1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 27 The
species of low oak, which produces valanea, or the large
acorns used in tanning, laid. 124 The Valanea, or large
acorns, ..are exported, chiefly to Italy. 1867 Simmonds
Diet. Trade s.v., In 1862, there were imported 29,720 tons
of valonea. 1898 Zangwill Dreamers Ghetto iv. 116 Hard-
headed Sephardim were busy.. shipping freights of figs or
valonea.

y. c 1835 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIII. 743 The acorns
..are extensively used by dyers by the name of Velonea.
1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 1039. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1202/1.

b. attrib. and Co?nb,

1862 Catal. Intemat. Exhib. f Brit. II. No. 4628, Oak
bark and valonia tanned leather. 1903 Brighton Stand.
27 Oct. 9/3 A. .clerk in the hide and valonia business.

2. Valonia Oak, the Levantine species Quercus
segilops. Also ellipt.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 756 Velonia Oak. 1830
Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 98 A species known in the Levant
under the name of Velonia. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 214/2
Q. sEgilcps, Great prickly-cupped Oak, or Valonia. 1892
Agnes Clerke Fam. Stud. Homer vi. 153 The tradition of

acorn-eating connected with the rustic Arcadians applied
evidently to the fruit of the valonia-oak.

||
Valonidi. [ad. mod.Gr. fiakavib'i acorn-cup.

Cf. F. velane'de, avclanede.] V. oak, « prec. 2.

1878 Gosse Rivers Bible 266 The Valonidi oak, the
characteristic tree of this part of the country.

Valop, obs. form of Wallop sb. and v.

Valor (varlfJi). Also 6-7 vallor, 6 valore, 7
St. walor. [var. of Valour by assimilation to, or

direct adoption of, med.L. valor."]

f 1. The amount in money, etc., that a thing is

worth ; = Value sb. 2. Obs.

1496-7 PlumptonCorr. (Camden) 127 If hir ladyship wold
send by him a token to my master, yt shall avale hir another
of xx tymes the valor. 1526 Line. Wills (1914) 1. 179 Yerely
spendyng the valore off the sayd v Roode [of land} att my
forsayd yereday. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. (1609)

89 Thou hast stoln with force and armes an horse.. to such
a valor. 1676 Coles, Valor ofMarriage. [See Valour 3 d.]

transf. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)xxvii. 26 Will scho
absent, Hyne sail I went, And at als littill valor set hir.

f b. In the phr. of {great, etc.) valor. Obs.

1467 Mann. <$ Housch. Exp. (Roxb.) 174 3e have.. a lytel

stoffe of myne for my howesold wesche [ = which] is of no
grete valor. 1545 in I. S. Leadam Set. Cases Crt. Requests
(Selden Soc.) 84 What valor they were of this deponent
knoweth nott.

fo. The monetary value of (a. specified sum).
1542 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 156 The yerlie valor of xls.

a 1548 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. II. 65 A Prebend in York
. .of the yerly valor of xliiij. marks. 1602 ShetlandLaw Rep.
in Scotsman (1886) 29 Jan. 7/1 Gif he beis apprehendit with
the walor of an uris thift.

d. EccL An assessment-value set upon Church
property ; a list of these values.

1800 Lysons Environs London Suppt. 245 In the old

valors this rectory was rated at 70 marks. 1855 Milman
Lat. Ckr. xiv. i. (1864) VI. 18 note, The Valor of pope
Nicholas was framed by those who wished. .to. .lighten

their taxation.

2. f a. Intrinsic worth or merit ; = Value sb. 6.

1580 Lodge Sch. Abuse B j, All your objections you make
agaynst poetrye be of no valor. 1655 Gurnall Chr.in Arm.
(1669) 281/1 Why ! but because it hath not God to put a valor

on it.

b. Power, import, significance.

1676 Collins in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 12, I

have set down two valors of x to every equation. 1691 Ray
Coll. Words, Ace. Errors A /ph.. Now I come to shew that

our alphabet is faulty as to the powers or valors attributed

to some letters. 1808 JebbCott. (1834) I- 469 If I may make
an English word to express the valor of the Greek word.

3. Courage, bravery ; = Valour i c. Now chiefly

U.S.
1586 Hoby Pol. Disc. Truth xi. 36 They haue so often

beene subdued by the valor of the French. 1605 1st Part
yeronimo in. i, Our courages are new borne, our vallors

bred. 1674 tr. Schejfer's Lapland Pref., Where so much
passive valor is necessary we may dispense with the want
of active. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigoniad Pref. p. xii, Besides,

I must have transferred, to Sthenelus, the valor, firmness,

and address of Ulysses. 178a Highmore Ramble Coast

Sussex (1873) 19 In the days of chivalry, when the soul of

valor animated every thought. 1828 Webster, Worthy,..

a man of valor. 1874 Bancroft Footpr. Time i, The period

of rude and restless valor among the Greeks.

Valorization. U.S. [See prec. and -ization.]

The act or fact of fixing the value or price of some

commercial commodity.
1907 Amer. Polit. Sci. Rev. Feb. 249 {Cent. Diet. Suppl.),

The financing of the valorization scheme is provided for by
the issuing of bonds by the three coffee producing States,

guaranteed by the general government.

Valorous (vse'laras), a. Forms : a. 5 vailler-

ous, 6 Sc. valereus, 7 valerous, vallarous. £.

5- valorous, 7 Sc. val'rows, 8 val'rous. 7. 6-9

valourous. [ad. OF. (also mod.F.) valeureux,

f. valeur Valour, or med.L. valorosus valiant,

valuable, f. valor Valor. Ci. It. valoroso, Sp.

and Pg. valeroso.]

1. Of persons : Endowed with valour ; valiant,

courageous ; brave, bold.

a. c 1477 Caxton Jason 12 She seeing that he was. . a yong

gentilman-.hauyng a chiere of a vaillerous man receyued



VALOROUSLY. 27 VALUABLE.
him into her wages as souldyour. 1600 Hamilton in Caik.

Tract, (S.T.S.) 221 Al the noble successeurs of this Godlie
and valereus king. 1680 Debates in Pari. (168 1) 174 A King
on their side, endowed with a vallarous Spirit.

Comb. 1642-4 Vicars God in Mount (1844) 56 This piously

valerous-hearted Gentleman.
0. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 22/1 In which voiage

his valorous hart at all assaies..was most manifestlie per-

ceiued. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, II. iv. 236 Thou art as

valorous as Hector of Troy. 1627 Lisander fy Cal. I. 1

Henry, the valorous Father of our invincible Monarch.
1727 Swift On cutting down the thorn at Market
Hill Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 88 Sir Archibald, that val'rous

knight. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 111. vii.418 William
invaded Scotland, .with design, perhaps, to chastise, rather

than subdue, a valorous people. 1879 Sat. Rev. 13 Sept.

324 As the valorous Swiss were some twenty in number the
position of the travellers was hopeless.

Comb. 1601 Weever Mirr, Mart. Dvu, They answered
me I was too valorous bold.

y. 1600 Holland Livy xxiv. xlvi. 541 Certaine Tribunes
and marshals, valourous and doubtie good men. 1647 F.

Bland Souldiers March 39 A token of a minde truly noble

and valourous. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. n. ii, 244
The Valourous Arthur of history, or the redoubtable Arthur
of romance. 1841 James Brigand xxxiii, I am about.. to

give you as a bride to this valourous prince.

2. Of actions, etc. : Marked or characterized by
valour, courage, or bravery.

1490 Caxton Eneydos Prol. 10 This present booke,..in

whiche may alle valyaunt prynces and other nobles see

many valorous fayttes of armes. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x.

18 [She] gathering force, and courage valorous, Encountred
him in battell well ordaind. 1612 North's Plutarch, Epa-
minondas 1125 Not able any longer to defend themselues
against the valorous force of himselfe and his followers.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 174 The
enemie . . rather wonderinge at his valerous charge, then any
way able to oppose it. 1813 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.

(1838) X. 532 note, The whole universe will acknowledge
those valorous efforts. 1869 Tozer Hight. Turkey II. 209
Two tall peaks.., far famed for valorous deeds .. of the

Suliotes.

f3. Having value, worth, or merit; valuable.

1592 G. Harvey Four Lett. iii. 19 The Hexameter verse

..whereof neither Homer in Greeke, nor Virgin in Latine,

(how valorous Autors !). .were ashamed. 1609 J. Davies
(Heref.) Humours Heaven 11. Ixxxvi, Be their value ne'r so
valorous Its held but base and made by nature sleight.

Hence VaTorousness. rare~°.
iyzjhA.ii-EV,l^alorousness,Ya\i3intness, Stoutness, Bravery.

ValorOUSly (vse'brasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

Bravely, valiantly.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in. ii. 125 lie pay't as valorously as

I may, that sal I suerly do. c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido fy

ALneas 1. 549 The Trojans val'rowsly resist their force.

1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. it. 239 Which they valorously

and stoutly performed, wounding James himself. 1760-72
H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) II. 21 [HeJ pushed valour-

ously forward. 1834 Pringlk Afr. Sk. viii. 287 Supposing
it to be a crocodile, they valorously determined to shoot it.

1882 Macm, Mag. XLVI. 251 The order was valorously

obeyed.

Valou, obs. Sc form of Wallow v.

Valour (vaebi). Forms : 4- valour (5-6 Sc.

wa-), 5 valowr, 5-6 valoure (5 Sc, wa-, 5-6
vo-), 6 vallour (Sc, wa-), 5 vallouer, 6 valouer.
[a. OF. valour (va/ur; later and mod.F. valeur

Valeub), = Sp. and Pg. valor, It. valore :—late

L. valor-, valor Valor, f. valere to be strong, etc.

See also Valure.]
1. f a. Worth or importance due to personal

qualities or to rank. Obs.

£1330 Arth. fy Merl. 3402 (Ki)Ibing\ Kay, pe steward of
valour. Ibid. 4179 A dam'isel of gret valour Was bo comen
to king Arthour. ^ 1350 Libeaus Desc. 140 (Ritson\ He
was a noble dysour, Wyth ladyes of valour, A mery man of
mouthe. c 1477 Caxton yason 28 Ye that be so moche
exellent and vertuous that alle my thoughtes ben torned..
to you that ar of so moche hye valour. 1502 Atkynson tr.

De Imitatione 111. iv. 198, 1 am very noughte, nothynge
hauynge, ne nothynge of valour. 1508 Dunbar Tua Marjit
linemen 185 He lukis as he wald luffit be, thocht he be Htill

of valour. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 179 b,

Whereby., your valour and worthinessemaie bee deciphered,
and my insufftciencie not made vnknowne.

f b. Worth or worthiness in respect of manly
qualities or attributes. Obs.

13. . Coerde L. 4920 Yin" that he durstehymabyde, Undyr
the forest off Arsour He wolde assaye hys valour, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 421 Ane erle bat wes a fare

man, quham for beute & waloure be emprice luffit para-

moure. a 1400-50 Alexander 2493 How Alexander in his

armes all-way encreses, In valour & in victori & verities so
noble. £1450 Merlin xxii. 405, I shall lete hem well wite

that I am not hidde, yef in me be so moche valoure. 1508
Dunbar Poems vii. 2 Renownit, ryall, right reuerend and
serene Ixird, hie trywmphing in wirschip and valoure.

C. The quality of mind which enables a person

to face danger with boldness or firmness ; courage

or bravery, esp. as shown in warfare or conflict

;

valiancy, prowess.
1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1.(1586} 1 Lieuetenant

generall. ..A degree, .won., by meanes of his owne valour
& seruice done to the king, ^ 1592 Kvo Sp. Trag. 1. ii. 39
Captaines stroue to haue their valours tride. 1604 Jas. I

Counterbl. to Tobacco To Rdr., Our foriunate and oft

prooued valour in warres abroad. 1654-66 Earl Orrery
Parthen. (1676) 54 He ow'd the Affront not to our Valours,
but to his fears. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 686 In those dayes
Might onely shall be admir'd, And Valourand Heroic Vertu
call'd. 1715 Addison Freeholder No. 8, English Valour
cannot be matched when it is animated by English Beauty.

1776 Gibbon Dtcl, $ F. vi. (1782) I. 184 Valour, and the love

of discipline, [becamel the only qualifications for military

employments. 1822 Scott Peverit vi, Real valour consists

not in being insensible to danger, but in being prompt to

confront and disarm it. 1857 G. Lawrence Guy Liv. ix,

(She knew] that the better part of valour was advisable.

1878 Morley Carlyle 191 The same principle which revealed

the valour and godliness of Puritanism.

Personif. 1692 Prior An Ode i, Nor to melt at P.eauties

Tears, nor follow Valour's Sword.

d. Used as a personal name or (with possessives)

as a quasi-title ; also, a person of courage.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 1. iii. 176 And at this sport Sir

Valour dies ; cries, O enough Patroclus. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xl, An your valour be so dull, you will please to

learn [etc.]. 1839 Lytton Richelieu 1. i, I, ..Leading young
valours.. reckless as myself, Seized on the town of Faviaux.

1855 Kingsley Westiu. Ho! xxvi, But the stern-gallery?

How.. came your valour thither?

6. Cotnb., as valour-breathing, -loving, etc.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Law 13 Rock-batt 'ring

Bumbards, Valour-murdering Guns. 1598 Ibid. 11. i. Furies

35 The snares of vertue, valour-softning Hyrens. 1755
Praises of his 150 Warrior steeds, and valour-breathing
knights. 1848 Buckley Iliad 279 He sat in the tent of

valour-loving Eurypylus. 1851 H. Melville Whale xxv,

I. 183 Immaculate manliness, .bleeds with keenest anguish
at the undraped spectacle of a valour-ruined man.

T 2. Value or worth in material or other respects

;

= Value j£. 6. a. In the phr. of(. .) valour. Obs.
C1330 Arth. <V Merl. 3265 (Kolbing), A launce he tok of

gret valour. Ibid. 6353 His stede he smot of gret valour.

c 1400 T. Chestrk Launfat 984 Kyng Artour gan her fayre
grete, And sche hym agayn, with wordes swete, That were
of greet valour, c 1425 Wyntouh Cron, lxxiv. 191 (Wemyss),
In all bat land wes nane Temple standand of valoure. c 1475
Harl. Contiu. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 511 That parliamente
of kynge Ricardus was made voyde & as of noo valouie.
1526 Tindale Romans iii. 23 The prayse that is off valoure
before God. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. gb, These
hys powers,, .of what valoure they be, and to what end we
ought to wey them. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature
ix. 69 Their Viands are of no valour, no valew without
these. 1642 R. Carpenter Experience n. viii. 196 If we
compare his works being of infinite valour wiih our works.

fb. In other constructions. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 35 Not discordenge in eny
thynge, neiber in valoure of wordes, neither in ordre. 1502
Ord. Crysteu Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. xvii. 126 The lyfe

contemplatyf excedeth in valoure and in wotthynes the lyfe

actyf. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. I. 559 In peice and rest

..Ane small thing growis to ane greit valour. 1565 Hard-
ing Ansiv. M. Ivelles Chalenge 220 This is the doctiine
of the churche, touching the valour of the Masse. 1616
Champney Voc. Bps. 307 For the effectuall applying of the
merite, valour, and effect thereof vnto us.

f 3. The amount (in money, etc.) or sum that a

thing is worth; = Value sb. 2. Obs.
c 1350 Libeaus Desc. 1039 (K.), He hab me sent he valour

Of faire fi^tes four, Sebe he ferst began, c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 3000 Not for the valour of al this tovn Wold I lenght
thi life soo. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 135 To
restore agayne the thing or the valour. 1538 in Marsden
Set. Fleas Crt. A dm. (Selden Soc.) II. 67 Our goodes..to
be solid, .and of the monye that shall cum of the valour of

those goodes [etc]. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. (Marsh) 56b,
A verye beautifull ringe of great price and estimation, which
for the valour and beautie he was very desirous perpetually

to leave unto his successours. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 97
He sail pay to his parents, the valour of his marriage.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Valour, value.

fb. In the phr. of (great, little, etc.) valour.
C1450 Lovelich Grail xxvi. 332 This olde gentyl knyht..

purveied him of Gold & of tresowr, and of mani a lewel
of gret valowr, 1496-7 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 123 She
hath in coyne in old nobles, cu,. .with other goods of great

valour. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 32 Oure fyngres shyn-
inge with precyous stons Sett in golden rynges of ryche
valoure. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xv.

99 b, A long and large girdle of silke and gold of no small

beautie and valour. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 439
[Zemes] caused his treasure, plate, jewels, and other things

of great valour and light carriage to be trussed up.

t o. Const, of. = Value sb. 4. Obs.
I43*-5° tr - Higden (Rolls) IV. 267 That euery man.,

scholde . . offre a peny in valoure of oure x. d. usualle. c 1440
Alph. Tales 526 He wold not gyff ber-for be valour of a
shred clowte. c 1475 Harl. Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII.
473 Londes and rentes unto the valoure of a M li. 1541 Act
33 Hen. VIII, c. 13 § 27 Plate iewels or other goodes. .of

the valour of .xit. d. or aboue. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 176 The queue gaif him ane chein^e
to the wallour ofane thowsand crounis. 1600 Holland Livy
xliii. v. 1159 To send presents. .to the valour of two thou-
sand Asses over and above.

fd. spec, (See quot.) Obs.~x

1607 Cowel Interpreter, Valour of Mariage

.

.is a writ

that lyeth for the Lord, haulng profered covenable mariage
to the Infant, without disparidgement, against the Infant,
comming to his yeares, if he refuse to take the Lords offer.

And it is to recouer the value of the mariage.

4. The amount, quantity, etc., of {so much or so

many), rare.

1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair iv. vt, I thinke wee were
best put hem in the stocks,, .for the valour of an houre, or
such a thing, till his worship come, a 1825 Forby Voc. E.
Artglias.v., It might be about the valour of three hours,
two miles, four acres, etc.

Valouwe, southern ME. var. Fallow v*
Vals, southern ME. var. False a,

Valsalvan, a. Med. [f. the name of the

Italian anatomist A. M. Valsalva (1666-1723).]
Associated with Valsalva's researches on the organs
of hearing; introduced or used by Valsalva.
1878 in St. George's Hosp. Rep. (1879) IX. 789 On Valsalvan

inflation, the whole. .bulges out into a whitish swelling.

1879 Ibid. 791 After some trouble, the left tympanum
becomes inflated by the Valsalvan method.

Valse (v§ls), sb. Also 8 volse. [a. F. valse

( = Sp. vats, Pg. valsa, It. valzer), ad. G. waiter
Waltz.] A round dance in triple time, a waltz

;

the music for this. Also attrib.

1796 Times 19 Feb. in Ashton Old Times (1885) 321 The
young Ladies are particularly favourable to a German
Dance, called the Volse. 1880 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 350/1
[Chopin s] first .. compositions were dances: Polonaises,
Mazurkas, and Valses. 1894 E. Scott Dancing 168 The
Versa, a new Valse Dance.

Valse (vjjls), v. [f. prec, or ad. F, valser

( = Sp. and 1'g. valsarj.] intr. To dance the valse

or waltz; to waltz.

1870 H. Smart Racefor Wife 1, I am quite willing to look
on at your valsing for another hour. 1876 The World V.
No. 114. 19 With whom Maud fancies herself in love because
he valses so divinely.

Hence Va'lser, Wising vbL sb. (also transf.)
1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I. 102 The gnats are

dancing round and round.. I wonder that that incessant
valsing does not make them giddy.

Valse, southern ME, var. False a. and v.

Valsen, -on, obs. southern varr. Fausen (eel).

Valshede, -liche, -nosse, southern ME. varr.

Falsehood, -ly adv., -ness. Valt(e, obs. ff.

Vault sb. 1 and v. 1 Valter, obs. Sc. f. Water.
Valuable (varli/^abT), a. and sb. Also 7

valewable, 7-8 valueable. [f. Value v. + -able.]

A. adj. 1, Of material or monetary value; hav-

ing value for use or for exchange.
1589 Nashe Pre/, to Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 8 Which

being the effect of an vndescerning judgement, makes drosse
as valuable as gold. 1687 Burnet Trav. m. (1750) 127,

1 did not see the Gospel of St. Mark which is one uf the
valuablest Things of the Treasure. 1710 Pkideaux Ortg.
Tithes ii. 77 Which makes 'tithes' at least one fourth
pait less valueable to them, than they were to the Levitical

Priesthood. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 53 A very
valuable cabinet where the arrangement is very judicious,

especially as to the coins and medals. 1776 Trial Nundo-
comar Z2/2 Do you know whether he kept jewels, or other
valuable effects there? 1825 M cCli.locm Pol. Econ. 1. i. 2

A commodity or a product is not valuable because it is use-

ful ; but it is valuable because it can only be procured by
the intervention of labour. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 430,
I have lately lost a valuable hen from a disease which is new
to me. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. m. xvi. 503 Gold, during
the Middle Ages, was about sixteen times more valuable
than the same weight of silver.

fb. Amounting to a reasonable sum; not

merely nominal. Obs.
1613 Bury Wills (Camden) 159 Vpon Iru-U and confidence

that they, .shall demise the same at a valewable rent, and to

the best profile.

c. Valuable consideration', see Consideration 6.

1638 Sanderson Serm. (16S2) II. 97 Some small trifle

or other : which being of very little worth or use, and so not
to be taken for a valuable consideration, may therefore be
called nought or nothing. 1698 in Sir H. Dalrymple Decis.

(1792) 1 A decree, .finding, that the bond was gianted for

no valuable consideration, and therefore discharging all

execution thereupon for ever. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II.

297 A valuable consideration is such as money, marriage, or

the like, which the law esteems an equivalent given for the

grant. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 64 Not even an
alienation, for a valuable consideration, to a purchaser . . will

avoid it. 1898 Ld. Harris in Westm. Gaz. 15 Oct. 7/1
Who will satisfy themselves that no valuable consideration

has passed between the respective county clubs to bring
about the transfer.

2. Having value or worth, of great use or service,

to a person oxfor a purpose.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. §182 King James. .would
often say, that his access to the Crown of England was
the more valuable to him, as it redeem'd him from the

subjection to the ill manners.. of those Preachers. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. iv. 164 These were the principal goods
on board her, but we found besides what was to us much
more valuable than the rest of the cargoe. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling in. iv, I.. saw most of the usual wonders,—the

Psstan Temples being to me much the most valuable. 1878
Jevons Polit. Econ. 96 We may say that quinine is valuable

for curing fevers, . . or that water is valuable for putting out

fires. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 405/^2 Young solicitors will

find many hints valuable to them interspersed among its

contents.

b. Possessed of qualities which confer value or

bring into high estimation.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 146 Somewhat further,

over heaps of stones of valewable portraictures, we mount
towards the most lofty part of this Pallace. 1737 H. Wal-
pole in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 270, I should

be glad of purchasinga good collection of y* ancient Classi'cks,

and other valuable authors, a 1768 Secker Serm. (1770)

IV. xviiL 387 Yet we never.. doubt of their having a real,

though unknown, Subserviency to valuable Ends. 1801

Med. Jp-nl. V. 173 If they should accord with the spirit of

your very valuable Journal, you are at full liberty to insert

them. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 248 At such a

moment the ministers could not refuse to listen to any person

who professed himself able to give them valuable informa-

tion. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2} V. 81 No instrument of

education is more valuable than arithmetic

t o. Of persons : Entitled to consideration or

distinction ; estimable. Obs.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. §65 [They] appear'd to

be a good Number of very valuable Men, on whose behalf

he had only Authority to conclude. 1703 liatton Corr.

(Camden) II. 250 Mr. Pepys, who was a very valuable person,

..is dead, and was yesterday buryed. 1717 Swift To Young
Lady Wks. 1755 II. 11. 49 A lady of your acquaintance-
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married to a very valuable person. 1730 Soutkall Treat*

Buggs 3 The late Learned and truly Valuable Dr. Wood-
ward, .approv'd the Design.

+ 3. That can be valued ; capable of having the

value estimated. Obs. rare.

i6»7 Sanderson Serin. (1682) I. 263 That sin ..from which
he hath once escaped without shame, or so much as valueable

loss. 1690 Locke Govt. 1. ix. r 10 We are . . now speaking .

.

of Possessions and Commodities of Life Valuable by Money.

•f* 4. Capable of being compared or equated in

value with something. Obs.
1646 Quarles Jtidgem. <y Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 86/2

Is . . a puflfe of breath wee call life, valuable with his honour,
in comparison of whom the very Angels are impure ? 1651

Hobbes Gozt. <y Soc. ii. §14. 28 His Will. .hath simply
before it, for its object, a certain good valuable with the
thing promised.

t 5. Valid, sound. Obsr*
1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 8 He that will rather make

an irreligious quarell with other Religions then try the

Truth ofnis own by valuable Arguments.

B. sb. An article of worth or value. Usually

in pi., valuable goods or possessions.

1775 in Ash. 1797 S. & H. Lee Canterb. T. I. 188 With
such valuables and papers as he deemed most likely to secure

him either impunity or revenge. 1829 Lytton Devereux
in. v, I did not long wrestle with my pride before I obtained
the victory, and sent all my valuables to the hammer. 184a

R. I. Wilberforce Rutilius $ Lucius 22 No one but had
furnished himself with some valuable. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 123 Which the crews helped by throwing over-

board their valuables.

Valuableness (vre'li/^ab'lnes). [f. prec.]

The character or condition of being valuable.
1683 Lorrain tr. Murefs Rites Fun. To Rdr. 4 Which

having said with regard to the valuableness of the Subject,
I shall only add [etc]. 1721 T. Thomas Pre/. Urryy

s
Chaucer p. 1, The valuableness of it will appear by the use
which has been made of it in the Glossary. 1768 Tucker
Lt. Nat. I. 11. xxiv. 134 There lies a nearer way for good
qualities to arrive at their valuableness. 1865 J. Grote
Moral Ideals vi. (1876) 71 And then it may be that the
valuableness of actions varies as their usefulness.

Valuably (vge-li/^abli), adv. [f. as prec]
+ 1. a. With equivalence of value. Obs,~~l

1629 Gaule Holy Madn. 137 A great Patrimony may be
valuably transubstantiated into the quantity of a little stone.

f* b. At a high rate or value. Obs.

1755 Johnson, Preciously^ valuably; to a great price.

2. With valuable or precious articles.

1780 Gentl. Mag. L. 617 Danford gained intelligence at an
inn in the country of a box valuably filled. 1805 Naval
Chron. XIII. 83 She is valuably laden.

3. In a valuable manner ; so as to be valuable or

highly useful.

1865 Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 177/2 Mr. Palgrave's sombre picture

must be treated as. .valuably qualifying, not as superseding,
such standard representations as that by Layard. 1895
Review ofRev. Aug. 167 If he had lived only to write that, he
would have lived valuably. 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly L. 285
Which perplex and exhaust the pupil without contributing
valuably to his mental discipline.

Valuate (vse'litt^'t), v. [Back-formation from
next.] trans. To estimate the value of (some-
thing) ; to appraise.

1873 Lond. Soc. Feb. 140 It will be important to valuate
the influence of this extraordinary man. 1892 Stevenson
& L. Osbourne Wrecker 291 The actual harm I can do
I leave you to valuate for yourself.

Valuation (vseliw^i-Jan). Also 6 valewacion,
valuacion, -atioun, 7 valueacion, valluacon,
waluation. [a. OF. valuacion, -ation (cf, mod.F.
Evaluation Evaluation), = Sp. valuacion, f. valuer
(Sp. valuar) Value v.]

1. The action of valuing ; the process of assessing

or fixing the value of a thing.

1519 More Suppl. Souls Wks. 294/2 For surely it might
be that he was not ware of the newe valuacion : for he
ranne awaye before the valuacion changed. 1551 Sir J.
Williams Accompte (Abbotsf. CI.) 13 Myters, ornamentes,
and other thinges received without weight or valuacion.
'577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 313/1 The valuation of their
goodes and substance, as well in cattell as in readie monie.
167a Petty Pol.

m
Anat. (1691) 61 These Valuations were

made as Parties interested could prevail upon and against
one another by their Attendance, Friends, Eloquence, and
Vehemence. 1737 H, Walpole in 10th. Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. 1. 270, 1, .would give more for them on a reason-
able valuation than a Bookseller would doe. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. <r ^.(1787) II. 71 The secret wealth of commerce, and
the precarious profits of art or labour, are susceptible only
of a discretionary valuation. 1839 Thirlwall Greece xlii.

V. 205 A new valuation of all private property had been
made. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Property Laiu vii. 42 If
they refuse to value the estate, or disagree in the valuation,
you cannot enforce the performance of the contract.
attrib, 18S5 Statutes Gt. Brit. ,r Irel. XXII. 514 Valua-

tion (Ireland) Act Amendment ; further to amend 15 & 16
Vict. c. 63 relating to the Valuation of rateable Property.
189a Pall Mall G. 19 Dec, 2/1 The amendment of the
valuation law.

b. Estimated value ; worth or price as deter-
mined by deliberate estimation.
1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 816 The valuation of

this religious structure.. was three hundred eight pounds.
1757 Washington Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 437 There are many
Masters of Servants yet unpaid, who are very anxious to
receive their valuation. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. cxx.
(1783) IV. 119 The ear-rings were no trifles in point of price
. ., bearing no less a valuation than 200 guineas. 1812 G.
Chalmers Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 456 The fair valuation, at
which our commercial concerns might be calculated. 1844
H« H. Wilson Brit. India 1. vii. I. 445 The money valua-

tion of the estimated produce of the land in cultivation.

1888 Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne vii. 122 Mr. Hardwicke
had paid the sum required for the goodwill, and had also

taken the furniture at a valuation.

f 2. Value or worth, esp. of a material nature.

1567 Trial Treas. (Percy Soc.) 6 It is not golde alwayes
that doth shine, But corrupting copper, of small valuation.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus N j b, Diuers precious Iewells

. ., whereof two or three Gemmes were of more valuation
in his accounte, then all the rest. i6aa R. Preston Godly
Man's Inquisition i. 20 If any man hath lost any matter of
valuation, how diligently will they set themselues to Inquisi-

tions. 1655 tr. SoreTs Com. Hist. Francion 11. 44 Without
receiving any considerable valuation for so precious a
Jewell. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 145 Which
casualties, .makes their Price and valuation so uncertain,

and proves so great a discouragement to the Countryman.

fb. spec. Current value (of money). Obs.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopiai. (1895) 88 One councell-

eth to rayse and enhaunce the valuacion of money, when
the king must paye any. 1622 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch.
486 By aduancing the Valuation of gold, .in England, when
Crowne gold was valued from fiftie fiue shillings the ounce
to three pound. 1699 Bentley Phal. 454 Here are four

Authorities then.. for the low valuation of the Sicilian

Talent. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. 1. v. (1869) I. 46 No
creditor could . . be cheated in consequence of the high
valuation of silver in coin.

+ o. = Value sb, 7 a. Obs.-1

1636 Rccorde's Gr. Aries 43, I may reckon them simply
without any respect of their valuation or place : saying,

3 and 3 make 5.

3. Appreciation or estimation of anything in re-

spect of excellence or merit.

1548 Elyot, Aestimatio, a valuacion, consideracion, or

weymg ofa matter. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv, i. 189 Our
valuation shall be such, That euery slight, and false*

deriued Cause, Yea, euery idle. .wanton Reason,. .Shall,

to the King, taste of this Action. 1617 Moryson /tin. iv.

(Roxb.) 281, I obserued in England the same superstitious

neglect of Common Prayer, and excessive valuation of

Preaching, to haue infected some places among vs. 1650
Earl Monm. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 256 The very
Theater whereupon things are acted, serves to put a valua-
tion upon them, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 356
The admirable Solution of many of those difficulties, .doth

five a very great valuation and esteem to the truth, .of the

criptures. 1745-6 Fielding True Patriot Wks. 1775 IX.
318, I believe it is difficult to find any two persons, who
place an equal valuation on any virtue, good or great quality
whatever. 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/5 The outside
public appear disposed to take Mr. Chaplin at his own
valuation.

Hence Valuational a.

1887 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 285 They proposed a geometrical
survey, detailed and valuational.

t Valuative, a. Obs-1
[f. Value v. +

-ative.] Expressive of value.

1566 Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewelvi. 62 The Sacramentary
off Geneua will haue the verbe est is, to stand for, is in value,

not is in substance, and so {est) must not be a verbe sub-
stantia, but a verbe valuatiue.

Valuator (vse-li/^itai). [f. Value v. + -ator,

after Valuation.] One who estimates the value

of things ; esp, one appointed or licensed to do so
;

an appraiser.
1731-a Swift Consid. two Bills Wks. 1841 II. 225/1, I am

therefore at a loss what kind of valuators the bishops will

make use of. i8ao Hogg Tales <$ Sk. (1837) II. 197 The
valuator of books made toward the door as fast as his

loosened and yielding joints could carry him. 1848 Cham,
bers's "Jrnl. X. 423 A small daily stipend from government as
a valuator of Books. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farming \\\ The
price is not always agreed upon that day ; the valuators

sometimes considering it advisable to wait for a time before
deciding.

Value (vae'liw), sb. Forms : 4-5 valu, 4- value

(4 ualue, 5 walue, valwe), 4 valuwe ; 4, 7 valeu,

5 -ieu, -eue, 7 valleu ; 5-7 valewe (5-6 walew,
5 -ewe, -ywe)

; 4-5 valow(e
; 9 dial, vally. [a.

OF. value (13th a), valine (F. dial, vaillue), fern,

pa. pple. of valoir to be of worth :—L. valere. Cf.

med.L. valua (1235, ^rom OF.), Sp. valua, It.

valuta.']

I. 1. That amount of some commodity, medium
of exchange, etc., which is considered to be an

equivalent for something else ; a fair or adequate

equivalent or return.

X303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5966 But bou syve hyt
hym ageyn, Or be valeu. ., J>ou art falle ban yn be vyce Of
coueytyse. 1338— Chron. (1810) 163 Amendes I wille make.
..pi godes be biken, or be valow verray. c 1440 GestaRom.
lxv. (Harl. MS.) 2S8, I saide to you bat I my;te not selle

you be ston, no lesse ban I recyvid berfore the trewe value.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav.i. 254 The other two
Consuls .were not released, till their Nations.. promised
the Basha to pay.. the value of the Ships Loadings. 17x6

Lond. Gaz. No. 5472/4 A Bill.. for Value received, for 60/.

x 735 Johnson Lobo's Abyss., Descr. vii. 86 On Condition he

paid a certain number of Cows, or the Value. 1806 Cumber-
land Mem. (1807) II. 151 We hardly could be said to have
had value for our money. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi
Prius (ed. 4) II. 1286 For the recovery of the goods in

question, or the value thereof, if the plaintiff cannot have the

goods. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. (1876) 147 To pay at a
given date. .a specified sum of money, for which value
nas been received.

+ b. A standard of estimation or exchange ; an

amount or sum reckoned in terms of this ; a thing

regarded as worth having. Obs,

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xvii. (Bodl. MS.), Vma
is a certeyne wei)t and valewe. c 1460 Play Sacram. 290
For so lytelle a walew in conscyence to stond bownd. 1555

Watreman Fardle Facions n. xi. 249 Thei game not for

money, or any valewe elles. 1655 Milton Lett. State Wks.
1851 VIII. 333 We thought it requisite to remit beforehand
two thousand Pounds of the Value of England, with all

possible speed. 2754 Hanway Trav. vi. i. II. 146 They
stripped their habitation of everything that was valuable.

The Russians lost a great value [note, About one hundred
thousand poundj.

fc. spec, Valour 3d. Obs.
1607 [see Valour 3 db a 1631 Donne Sat. iii. 62 As Wards

still Take such wives as their Guardians offer, or Pay
valewes. 1660 Act 12 Chas. If, c. xxiv. §2 Values and for-

feitures of marriage and all other charges incident to tenure
by Knights service. 1684 Manley, Value of Marriage
[copying Cowel : see Valour 3 d],

2. The material or monetary worth of a thing

;

the amount at which it may be estimated in terms
of some medium of exchange or other standard of a

similar nature.
Sometimes, esp. in recent use, as the second element in

combs., as assay-, coin-, house-, land-value.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 83 Extendours he sette forto

extend be land. ..AUe bei did extend to witte be verrey
valowe. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 414 God. . wole not bat

men chaffere but in bingis whoos valu bei knowen. c 1407
Lydg. Reson ff Sens. 2812, I ha no konnyng dywe To
declare the walywe So ryche of stonys and tresour. 1474
Cov. Leet Bk. 413 That ye. .certifie vs as-wel of the names
of all the seid gentilmen..as for be very value of their said

lyvelodes and goodes. 155a in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI
(1914) 117 An Estimate of the contentes and valewe of soche

parcelles and stuffe as was delyuered owte of the storehouses.

Ibid. 118 Pantacles one paier of bridges satten in valewe
iij" iiij*. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 119 b, Whan a
benefice or prebende is fallen..what diligent inquisition is

made to knowe the yearely value. 1601 Ld. Cromwell 11.

iii. 56 The King of late hath had his treasurie rob'd, And of

the choysest iewelles that he had : The value of them was
some seauen thousand pound, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)

I. 53 As Metals mixt, the rich and base Do both at equal

Values pass. 1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 255/2 Were_ pounds
sterling, livres, florins, piastres, &c. .invariable in their

values. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. v. (1904) I. 43 In England
. . the value of all goods and of all estates is generally com-
puted in silver. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday Bk. 4 In the time

of King Edward the value of the city to the King was fifty-

three pounds. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1208 To loyal hearts

the value of all gifts Must vary as the giver's. 1885 Meredith
Diana I. 116 The value of the stock I hold has doubled.

attrib. and Comb. X854 in Tomes Amer. in Japan 410 In

Japan, as in European countries, the standard of value-

weight, and that of currency-weight, differ. 1878 F. A.

Walker Money xiii. 263 The bi-metallic theory proposes to

harness two metals of somewhat diverse tendencies value-

wards.

+ b. Valuation, appraisement. Obs.""1

c 1488 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 68 It was sene by our
tenants, & set to a valow what should be our charge to

do, & that shall he have.

C. Tn phrases. Under value, below the proper

value, f Togood value, at a small value, at a low or

small price.

1638 Featly Transubst. g The fifth was nominated to a

poore Vicaridge under vallew. 1699 Bentley Phal. 387
How is his Edition so scarce, that.. may be purchased at a
small value? a 1700 Evelyn Diary 14 July 1683, He..
shew'd me some very rare and curious bookes, and some
MSS. which be had purchas'd to good value.

3. Of value, valuable. Of, , value, possessed of

(a specified) material or monetary worth.
c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 9199 To precyouse stanes of

vertow, And to sylver and gold and thing of valow. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 124 Oile of olyfe of grete valu.

c 1400 Pilg. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) iv. ix. 62 The prys of myn
Appel is of suche valewe that it passeth the estymacion of

ony creature. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls)

II. 162 Hit is of lytelle valeue,. . Wyth Englysshe wolle but

if it menged be. 1485 Caxton Paris <y V. (1868) 33 Not al

onely these Iewelles whyche been of lytel valewe. a 1548
Hall Chron., Edw. IV (1550) 35 When he knewe the two
Erles to be a praye of suche a greate value, he determined
not to deliuer theim. 1556 Olde Antichrist 198 b, So noble

a garment, ofmore value than al y« treasures of golde. 1600

Pory tr. Leo's Africa m. 133 Their shops are full of fine

earthen vessels, which are of much greater value then the

things contained in them. 1628-9 Digdy Voy. Medit.
(Camden) 22 Shee [a boat] bad litle of value in her. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 19 Gold and Siluer is of no value

amongst them. 1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist. Westmld. $
Cumbld. vii. 37 Lead and Coal,., being ofa disagreeable

Nature, the one makes the other of little Value. 1771 Encycl.

Brit. 1 1 1. 260/2 The old [guineas] must be of less value still.

1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 45 A tower, with a fireproof

chamber for the muniments and jewels of especial value.

4. The equivalent (in material worth) of a speci-

fied sum or amount.
136a Lancl. P. PI. A. xi. 34 Wolde neuer kyng ne kniht .

.

5euen hem to heore jeres-siue be value of a grote ! c 1386

Chaucer Frankl. T. 845 He . . broghte gold vn-to this

Philosophre The value of fyue hundred pound I gesse.

1411-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 124 we trewfy may aduerten

..pat for the valu of a bing of nou^t, Mortal causes and
werris first bygonne. c 1450 Merlin vii, 120 Of all the

harneys that thei hade brought thider, thei hadde not with

hem the valew of i}*. a 1533 L°- Berners Huon xliiL 145

Thou shalt not lese the valew of one peny. Ibid, lxviii. 234
They left not in ye abbey the valew of a floren. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage {1614) 652 A Bason, wherein each puts

the value of twelue pence in Gold. 1771 Encycl. Brit. III.

260/2 If. .the new guineas are below the value of a pound
sterling in silver. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 322/2 A gold coin

of the assayed value of 5/. \%s. 8d. 1887 IVhitaker's Aim.
183 Bronze coinage.. to the value of ^57,563.

b. In contemptuous comparisons. Now rare,

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 124 Ne douteb he kyng ne Emperour
be value of a ryssche. Ibid, 5441 pat be Amerel ne dredej>
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hym no^t . . be value of a kerse. c 1386 Chaucer Ship/nan's
T. 171 He is noght worth at al In no degree the value of a
flye. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 17506, I jeue right not of alle

his tene, Not the value of a bene. C1425 Wyntoun Cron.
vi. xviii. 2170, I cowntyt noucht be tobir twa Wicis be
walew of a stra. 1798 Wordsw. P. Bell 239 But not the
value of a hair Was heart or head the better.

c. The extent or amount of a specified standard

or measure oflength, quantity, etc Now only dial.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farrne in. vi. 433 They must be

sharpened like a stake for the value of the length of halfe a
foote. 1731 P. Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Sap, Flowing out
very plentifully.. to the Value of several Gallons in a few
Days. 1764 Museum Rust. II. i. 10 Give each of them the
value of three large table spoonfuls of the mixture for a
dose. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffk Rom. Forest (1820) I. 67, I

jogged on, near the value of a league, I warrant, and then
I came to a track. 1794 — Myst, Udotpho Hi, They stood
in the same posture for the value of a minute. 1818
Wilbraham Chesh. Gloss. s.v., When you come to the value
of five feet deep. 1854 Miss Baker NorthamM. Gloss. 374
There was only the vally of a bushel of apples in all the
orchard. Ibid. , Dig down to the vally of seven or eight feet.

II. f5. Worth or worthiness (of persons) in

respect of rank or personal qualities. Obs.
£1330 R. Brunne Chro/t, Wace (Rolls) 491 1 Alle of valow,

moste & leste, Suld com to London to his feste. 1338 —
Chron. (1810) 100 perfor be duke himdight, as man ofgrete
value._ c 13861 Chaucer Parson's T. f3g8 Insolent is he bat
dispisith in his Iugement alle ober folk as to regard of his
vaheu. c 1400 Brut 248 Eueryche of ham hade ful riche
^iftes, euery man as he was of value and of State, c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. u. viii, 721 pai bat duelt that ile wib in

War sottis wylde of na walew. 1483 Caxton Cato Aiiij,
Thou oughtest to gyue place to hym that is gretter and
more of valewe than thou arte. 1590 Greene Mourn.
Garm. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 154 Some were Caualiers, and
men of great value, a 1639 Wotton in Reliq. (1651) 484 A
young Widow of value: Who lately dying.. left order by
Will that her body should be buried in her dwelling Parish,

f "b. Worth or efficacy in combat or warfare

;

manliness, valour. Obs.
1590 Spenser F.Q. ii. vi. 29 Who.. his sword forth drew,

And him with equall value counteruayld. 1591 Haringtom
Orl. Fur.xxxiv. xii, Alceste by his value brought My father
and his friends to such distress. 1614 Lodge Seneca 7 The
Emperour . . giveth a chaine of gold to some one souldier of
his that approved his valew in some difficult enterprise.

6. The relative status of a thing, or the estimate
in which it is held, according to its real or supposed
worth, usefulness, or importance.
c 1380 WycuvScI. Wks. I. 105 Oure bileve techib us bat

God kepib bingis after her vafu, for if ony ping be betere,
God makib it to be betere. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 602
Cleopatra^ Loue hadde brought this man in swich a rage..
That al the world he sette at no value. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur \\.\\, 78 Your bounte. .may no man preyse half to the
valewe. 1584 B, R. tr. Herodotus 1. 68 These words with
Cyrus came in at one eare and went out at the other, lighter
in value then the wynd in waight. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
1. x. 42 {Let men] rate themselves at the highest Value they
can ; yet their true Value is no more than it is esteemed by
others. 1779 Mirror No. 5. 33 It unfortunately happens,
that we are very inadequate judges of the value of our own
discourse. 1828 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 21 These land-
scapes have no value but as being the earliest attempts to
represent scenes from nature. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.
India I. 217 Attaching to its commerce and alliance more
value than belonged to either. 1884 J. Gilmour Mongols
xvii. 205 Buddhism . . tells him that each prayer repeated ha3
a certain value in cleansing away sin.

attrib. 1899 Garvie Ritschlian Theol. 176 The theoretical
judgments cannot give an intelligible unity to the world-
whole, but the value-judgments can.

b. In the phr. qf( . . ) value. (Cf. 3.)
1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 372 Quhar it fail^eys, na wertu

May be off price, na off valu. 1396-7 in Eng. Hist. Rev.
(1907) XXII. 209 pe correlari is be preyere of ualue spring-
and out of parfyth charite. 2432 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret.
171 That appartenyth to a feynte herte to lowe myche a
thynge of lytill walue. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 133 Yf
this opinion bee of anye value. 1849 James Woodman iii,

There may be news of value indeed. 1855 Brewster Life
of Newton II. xviii. 166 Observations of such value, that
without them they could not proceed in their researches.

c. To set a . . value on or upon, to estimate at

a specified rate.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xviii. 92 Considering what values
men are naturally apt to set upon themselves. 1693 Locke
Educ. §62 But the Backwardness Parents shew in divulg-
ing their Faults, will make them set a greater Value on their
Credit themselves. 01763 W. King Pol. $ Lit. Anecd.
(1819) 101 My Lord Hard wick., who is said to be worth
800,000/. sets the same value on half a crown now as he did
when he was only worth one hundred. 178a Burke Corr.
(1844) III. 7 You set too much value on the few and slight
services, that I have been able to perform. 184a Combe Diges-
tion 260 No one who sets any value on the lives of his horses
or dogs, ever allows it to be disregarded. 1868 J. H. Blunt
Ref Ch. Eng. I. 64 Wolsey set much value upon the study
of Greek. 1890 Comhill Mag. Oct. 365, I must see what
value the kafir sets on his services.

f d. Estimate or opinion of, likingfor, a person
or thing. Obs.
(a) 165a LoxKDAYtT.Calprenede's Cassandra in. 232 Thus

parted those two great men, preserving in their soules such
a value of one another as you may easily imagine. 1677 in
Cleveland's Poems Ep. Ded., Such competent Judges,..in
whose just value of him Clieveland shall live. .the pattern
of succeeding Ages.
(6) 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 204 He has a very

great Value for her by reason of her great Estate. 1709
Steele TatlerJNo. 33 P5 Nay, child, do not be troubled
that I take Notice of it ; my Value for you made me speak it.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv, v. I must esteem one for
whom I know M r

. Allworthy hath so much value. 1773

Life N. Frowde 182 In a few days she conceived a Value
for me, which she expressed in the warmest Terms. 1794
Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798) 434 Men of learning have always
had a proper value for the Greek language.

T e. ellipt. Esteem, regard. Obs."1

1700 Dryden Fables Attc. <$ Mod. Ded., I am not vain
enough to boast that I have deserv'd the value of so
Illustrious a Line.

7. a. Math. The precise number or amount
represented by a figure, quantity, etc.

154a Recorde Gr. Aries (1575) 43 Euery Figure hathe
two values : One . . which it hath of his Forme, and ye other
. .whiche he taketh of his Place, a 1680 Butler Remains
( I 7S9) LI. 80 A huffing Courtier is a Cypher, that has no
Value himself, but from the Place he stands in, 1715 tr.

Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 477 The Resolution whereof will

give the Value of the Root. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 134/3
That he can get a Value of v to substitute in the first Equa-
tion, to bring out the Value of z tiue. 1823 H. J. Brooke
Introd. Crystallogr, 255 As the value of p increases, the
planes b incline more and more on the primary planes. 1867

J. Hogg Microsc. 1. i. 2 The values of these angles, .prove
that the glass of the ancients differed very little from that
manufactured in our own times. 1881 Nature No. 618. 417
So boron in the crystalline salt. .has a higher atomic value
than in its fluoride.

b. A/us. The relative length or duration of a
tone signified by a note.
1662 Playford Skill Mus. I. vii. (1674) 25 The Semibreve

..is called the Master-Note. All the other Notes.. are
measured or Proportioned to its value. 1788 Chambers
Cyct. s.v. Measure, The Measure is regulated according to
the different Quality or Value of the Notes in the Piece.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 333/2 The value, or length in time,
of the Semibreve may be considered as unity. 1869OUSELEY
Counterp. xix. 157 It is not allowed, in making the answer,
to change the value of the notes of the subject.

0. Of cards, chessmen, or the like: Relative rank
or importance according to the conventions of the

game; the amount at which each (or each set) is

reckoned in counting the score.
1670 Cotton Gamester (1680) 76 The value of the Cards

[in Cribbage] is thus: Any fifteen upon the Cards is two.
Ibid. 87 The rest of the Cards are best according to their
value in pips. 174a Hoyle Whist 27 Suppose you have.

.

four other Cards of no Value. 1850 Bohn's Hand-Bk. Games
(1867) 152 If in cutting there be two lowest cards of a like

value, the holders cut again for the deal. 1874 H, Gibbs
Ombre (1878) 5 ' French Ruff," Five-cards' and other games
in whichthe cards have the same value or nearly the same
value as in Ombre.

d. Painting. Due or proper effect or impor-
tance ; relative tone of colour in each distinct

section of a picture ; a patch characterized by a
particular tone.

1778 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. viii. (1876) 453 A certain
quantity of cold colours is necessary to give value and lustre
to the warm colours. 1892 Mrs. H. Ward David Grieve
II. 312 Working [at a painting] now in the forest, now at
home, the lights and values had suffered. 1896 Daily News
10 Feb. 3/4 The new French stamp.. is printed in two im-
pressions full and mezzo-tint, white spaces furnishing a third
value.
ailrib.iyoz Academy 12 Apr. 392/1 Replace it in the

picture, it is still a vase, but quite without value relation to
the other parts of the picture.

Value (varlu/), v. Forms : 5-6 valew, 6-7
valewe, 7 vallew; 7 Se, walow, wallow; 6-7
vallue, 6- value, [f. the sb. Cf. Sp. valuar, It.

valutare.]

1. 1. trans. To estimate or appraise as being
worth a specified sum or amount. Const. at, + to,

or with inf.

148a Caxton Trevisa's Higden vm. i, They hadde as
moche good and Jewellys, as was valewyd to fyve honderde
thousand motons of Golde. 1535 Coverdale Lev. xxvu. 16
It shalbe valued at fiftye Sycles of syluer. 1548 Elvot s.v.

Aestimo,rie valewed it at iii. pence. i6a7 Rep. Parishes Scotl.
(Bann. CI.) 2 We wallow it to be worth sex bollis off wictuall.

Ibid. 3 Quilkis we walow at sex bollis. 163a Lithgow Trav.
vm. 355 Their Rings., were valued to a hundred Chickens
of Malta. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 339, I valued it

at Ten Pounds. 1734 **• Seymour Compl. Gamester 1. 27
[In the game of Codille] a Fish is generally valued at Ten
Counters. 1760-78 H. Brooke Fool of Quat. (1809) I. 151
The appraisers .. valued the same to four pounds. 1835
Tomlins'1 Law Diet. (ed. 4)s.v. Insurance^ After stating that
the goods should be valued at so much.

+ b. To equate in value with something. Obs.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Job xxvui. 16 Wisdome. .shal not be

valued with the wedge of golde of Ophir, nor with the
precious on ix. Ibid. 19.

2. To estimate the value of (goods, property,

etc.) ; to appraise in respect of value.
1509-10 .4c* 1 Hen. VIII, c. 20 § 1 Merchaundisez..to be

valued after that they coste at the firste byeng or achate.
"5»3 Fitzherb. Bk. Survey, j b, To value what the grasse of
the gardens.. be worth by the yere. 1535 Coverdale Lett.

xxvu. 12 Y* prest shal value it, whether it be good or bad,
& it shal stonde at the prestes valuynge. 166a J. Davies
tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass. 19 The Presents had not yet
been valu'd, among which was the Cabinet.., which could
not be valu'd but by them. 1755 Magens Insurances I. 197
For Labour and Wood, .whichnas not been valued, but put
at least at 25 Rixdollars. 1780 Burke CEcon. Reform. Wks.
III. 272, I propose to have those rights of the crown valued
as manerial rights are valued on an inclosure. 187a Morley
Voltaire (1886) 206 Voltaire got his bill back, and the jewels
were to be duly valued.
absol. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 571 Weigh with her thy

self; Then value.

t b. To rate for purposes of taxation. Obs.— 1

i5a6 Tindale Luke ii. 1 All the woortde shulde be valued.

c. With immaterial object, f Also absol. with of.

139a Greene Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 228 The
country swaines cannot value of my worth. 1633 Heming
& Condell Ded. Shaks. Folio, When we valew the places
your H. H. sustaine, we cannot but know their dignity
greater, then to descend to the reading of these trifles. 1676
Hale Contempt. 1. 513 The Lord, who can best try, And
value what is best, did pass it by.

3. To estimate or regard as having a certain value
or worth : f a. With various constructions. Obs.
1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxix. 129 And all their Styles

together Are lesser valewed than to hue beloued of my
Tuder. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. i. 53 And her wit Values
it selfe so highly, that to her All matter else seemes weake.
1 1634 Earl Stihling Anacrisis P 2, I value Language as a
Conduit.. : I compare a Poem to a Garden. 1661 Glanvill
Van. Dogm. xxiv. Apol. Philos. 247 The Swine may see the
Pearl, which yet he values but with the ordinary muck.
a 1667 Jer. Taylor Serm. (1673) 124 He must by it regulate
his life, and value it above secular regards. 1736 Leoni
Albcrti's Archil. I. 26/1 In India the Cypress is valu'd
almost equal with the Spice Trees.

+ b. With complementary predicate. Obs.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. iii. 14 The Queene is valued

thirtie thousand strong. 1619 in Eng. § Germ. (Camden)
107 His Master is here valued to be but a silly Jesuited
soule. 1658 R, Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. {vol. II) 138 He
valewes himself to be worthy of an informer, and of com-
missioners. 1737 Fran-klin Ess. Wks. 1S40 II. 286 Caligula
valued himself a notable dancer.

C. Const, at or f of (a specified amount). Also
without prep. Usually in negative clauses.
16:4 Raleigh Hist. World iv. i. § 1 To value at little the

power of the Macedonians. 1667 Dryden Sir Martin
Mar-all 1. i, I will not value any man's fortune at a rush,

except he have wit. 1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth. ty

Papists 111. (1754) 42 They don't value Ignatius of a Hair.

1754 Richardson Corr. (1804) III. 218 If I am angry, you
can't help it (as much as to say you value it not a farthing).

1848 J. Grant Aide-de-C. xxiv, He would not value his

ducats, .a rush. 189a R. N. Bain tr. Jdkai's Pretty Michal
iv. (1897) 50 He cares not a fig for muskets, and does not
value his life at a boot-lace.

II. 4. To consider of worth or importance; to

rate high; to esteem ; to set store by.
! S49 J- Cheke in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 8 Your sight is

ful of gai things abrode, which I desire not, as things sum-
cientli known and valewd. 159a Greene L'Pst. Courtier
Wks. (Grosart) XL 227.Though I am disdained of a few
ouerweening fooles, I am valued as well as thy selfe with the

wise. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. iii. 73, I was too yong that
time to value her, But now I know her. 1656 in / ernty
Mem. (1907) II. 50, I hope. .that you will pries that which
is most to be valewd, which is virtue. 1703 De Foe in ijlh
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comin. App. IV. 62, 1 value the esteem ofone
wise man above abundance of blessings. 1771 Junius' Lett.
liv. (1778) 293 Perhaps the example might have taught him
not to value his own understanding so highly. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth xii, Stir not your tongue,, .as you value having
an entire tooth in your head. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) II, 195 Instead of despising, he will approve and
value their exertions. 1880 L. Stei'hen Pope iv. 94 He
valued money, as a man values it who has been poor.

t b. To commend or praise {to another) ; to

vaunt. Obs.
1670 R, Montagu in BuccleuchMSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm.)

I. 473 That your Lordship may value it to their Ministers
in fcngland, if you find them complaining. 167a Ibid. 513,
I have not omitted to value to them the business of the
Banquiers. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 23 Apr. 1646, In this

room stands the glorious inscription of Cavaliero Galeazzo
Arconati, valueing his gift to the librarie of severall draw-
ings by Da Vinci.

f5. With negatives : To take account of; to heed
or regard ; to be concerned about ; to care. Obs.
Freq. c 1630-1730 with various constructions.

1591 Greene Maidens Dr. xix, But like to Scauola, for

countries good, He did not value for to spend his blood.

1634 Sir_ T. Herbert Travels 10 The foolish quality of
which Bird [the booby] is to sit still, not valuing danger.
1661 in Extr. St. Papers Friends Srr 11. (191 1) 125 My
opinion is thay will not vallew their Oath. 171a De Foe
Plague (1754) 84 People infected.. valued not who they
injur'd. 1736 Shklvockk Voy. round World (1757) 423 You
are in a condition o( not valuing whether the coasts are
alarm'd or not. 1765 Earl Haddington Forest Trees ig
They do not value what soil they are set in.

6. refl. a. To pride or plume (oneself) on or upon
a thing, f Also to a person.
1667 Pepys Diary 27 May, He.. values himself upon

having of things do well under his hand. 1699 Bentley
Phal. 332 Mr. B. was not ashamed to write it, nay to value
himself upon 't. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766)!. 20
Pierpont valued himself to me upon this service he did his

country. 1748 Anson's Voy. m. x. 413 The calm and
patient turn of the Chinese, on which

t

they so much value

themselves, 1838 Lytton Alice 11. ii, A sensible and fre-

quent.. speaker,., valuing himself on not being a party man.

1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. v. (1S66) 224 Moreover.., the

learned Doctor valued himself upon his logic

b. To think highly of (oneself)/?** something.

1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 75 What
sort of an animal was the dragon, which thou valuest thyself

so much for slaying? 1785 Porttatut Papers (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) VI. 118 They value themselves here for making
very fine kid gloves for ladies. 1743 J. Morris Serm. ii. 53
Those extraordinary gifts, for which the Corinthians so

highly valued themselves. 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm.
I. xvil 251 Every one is in danger of valuing himself for

what he does.

f 7. To give greater value to ; to raise the esti-

mation of. Obs. rare.

1614 Raleigh Hist. Worlds, iii. § r. 421 Hanno. .and his

Partisans, being neither able to taxe the vertue of their

enemies, . . nor to performe the like secuices vnto th«
Common-wcale, had nothing left, whereby to value them-
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selues, excepting the generall reprehension of War/e. a 1635

Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 16 It valued her the more,.,

and it took best with the people. 1673 Temple United
Prov. Wks. 1720 I. 54 The same Qualities and Dispositions

do not value a private Man and a State.

III. f8. To equal in value; to be equivalent

to. Obs.

1561 T. Hoby tr, Castiglione's Courtyer 1. (1577) G j, Seem-
ing unto them no golde nor siluer was inough to value them.
1624 Middleton Game at Chess in. i, This goodness Whose
worth no transitory piece can value, a 1642 Rowley Birth
Merlin iv. ii, What articles or what conditions Can you
expect to value half your wrong ?

fb. esp. To have the value of (so much money).

*J>77
Hanmer*4#c. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 12 In the Greek he

writeth Spaxfxa^^ valuing six half pence a piece, the hun-
dredth part of an Attick pound. 1611 Bible Mark xii. 15

A penny [marg.] Valewing of our money seuen pence halfe

penie. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 41 An English shilling

values twentie two Pice. 1658 Phillips, Julio, a kind of

Italian coin, . .valuing about six pence.

•fc. To be worth (nothing, more, etc.). Obs.

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 57 The parte of that one
valueth much more than the part of the other. 1602

Marston Antoytio's Rev. iv. i, Whose reeling censure, if

I valew not, It valewes naught. 1613 Shaks. Hen, VIII, 11.

iii. 52 What wer 't worth to know The secret of your con-
ference? Anne. ..Not your demand; it values not your
asking. 1632 Lithgow Trav. in. 113 Gold.. values more in

purest prise, Then drosse. 1799 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 69
The ' Maid of the Inn ' you selected for censure, and in my
own mind it values little.

Hence Va'luing vbL sb.

1535 [see Value v. 2]. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Aestima-
iio, the prisyng or valuing of a thing. 1393 Q. Eliz.
Boeth. 1. pr. iv. 12 The valuing of most, regardes more
fortunes event, than causes merit. 1621 Stationers* Reg,
16 Nov.(Arb,) IV. 23 A Booke for the true valewing of anie
commoditie.

Valued (varliwd), ppl. a. [f. prec]

fl. In which value is indicated. Obs.~~x

1605 Shaks. Macb. 111. 1. 94 The valued file Distinguishes
the swift, the slow, the subtle.

b. Valued policy (see quot. 1848).
1761 in Burrow Lazv Rep. II. 1171 A valued Policy is not

to be considered as a Wager Policy. 1766 Ibid. IV. 69.

1848 Arnould Marine Insur. 1. v. (1866) I. 218 A valued
policy is one in which the agreed value of the subject in-

sured, .is expressed on the face of the policy. 1903 Daily
Chrou: 25 Sept. 6/7 Let. .the private individual demand a
'valued* policy, and the monopoly of the big companies
collapses.

2. Estimated, appraised ; to which a definite

value has been assigned.
1607 Middleton Fam. Love 1. ii. 58 Art or nature never

yet could set A valued price to her unvalued worth. 1613
Tapp Pathw. Knowledge 258 Now out of 252 li. the valued
price of 12 peeces of Linnen cloth ready money, substract

46 li. [etc.]
t
1752 M cDouall Inst. Laws Scot. II. 333 There

is no mention in the brieve or service of the Valued rent,

1798 in Hist. Moray (1882) I. i. 172 The valued rent is ^350.
3. Highly esteemed or appreciated.
1665 Glanvill Defence Van. Dogm. 79 Laertius sayes

in his [book that] the Epicureans, .were the only valued
Sects of Philosophers. 1725 Pope Odyssey xv. 129 This
silver bowl, ..this valued gift be thine. 1746 Francis tr.

Horace, Epist. 1. xviii. 138 You.. boldly guard the injur

d

Fame Of a well-known, and valued Friend, 1803 Visct.
Strangford Poems 0/ Camoens (1810) 107 Within my
bosom's cell I bear A recent wound—a valued woe. 1841
DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 160 The exposition of a politi-

cal transaction is never without some valued results. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl. II. xxvii. 272^ I have omitted that which
was its most valued characteristic. It abounded in life.

Valueless (varliwles), a. [f. Value sb\
1. Destitute of value ; having no value.

1595 Shaks. John in. i. 101 You haue beguil'd me with a
counterfeit Resembling Majesty, which being touch'd and
tride, Proues valuelesse. 1684 Foxe's A. # M. III. 102/1
The Sentence.. might not be found faulty and valueless
[earlier edd. valureless]. 1782 Miss Burnev Cecilia vn. vi,

One single obstacle has power to render them valueless.
1819 Scott Leg. Montrose vi, Take them, therefore—they
areto me valueless trinkets. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
Ixvii, It was found that all his property . . was represented by
valueless shares in different bubble companies. 1871 Free-
man Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. ix. 262 Like all chronicles of the kind,
it is valueless alike for prophecy and for early history.

2. Priceless, invaluable. rare~~l
.

1820 Shellev Prometh. Unh. iv. 281 Infinite mines of
adamant and gold, Valueless stones, and unimagined gems.
Hence VaTvtelessness.
1838 Loud. <t Westm. Rev. XXIX. 58 The valuelessness

of all prior statistics of crime. 1881 Bruce Chief End
Revelation iv. 189 The Spinozan doctrine as to the value-
lessness of miracles for the purpose of revealing God.

Valuer (vavli«i3i). [f. Valuk v.] a. One
who estimates or assesses values; a valuator, b.
One who values, or sets a value upon something

;

an appreciator.
1611 Cotgr., Appreciateur, a pra'iser, rater, valuer.

1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 66 To say
nothing more hardly of you, you are too unjust a valuer of
your selfe. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. n. viii.

266 What miserable valuers were they of its dignity. 1730
Bailey (fol.), Appraiser, a Valuer of Goods. 1854 Act 17 9f

18 Vict. c. 229 § 29 To appoint a valuer to value the same.
1888 Bryce Avier. Commw. I. 493 The varying scales on
which valuers proceed. 1893 The Voice (N. Y.) 31 Aug.,
A chairmaker.. might bring a chair, and receive from the
valuer..notes for as many hours' value [etcj.

t Valure, sb. Obs. Also 5 valur, wallure, 6
valuer, va(l)lewer. [app. an alteration of OF.
valur or valeur Valotjb, after forms in -ure.]

1. a. Worthiness or merit ; = Valour i a.

1422 Yonce tr. Secreta Secret. 139 What glory or what
valure the may be-tyde. c 1440 Ipomydon 2S4 She saw also

by his norture, He was a man of grete valure. c 1481 Caxton
Dialogues 4 Be swyft and redy Hym or hem first to grete,

Yf he be or they be men of valure. 1577 Stanyhurst
Descr. Ireland vii. in Holinshed, I doubt not, but hys fame
and renowme in learnyng, shall be aunswerable to his desert
and valure in writyng. 1592 Wyrley Armorie 65 As to the
gaser well it might appeere That all the Vallewer in the
world was heere.

b. Physical strength or ability
;
power, might.

rare.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 3 Of our selues
we are so weake, and our abilitie so small, our valure so title,

and haue so few things, that.. of our selues we haue not
what to giue. 1605 Willet Hexapia Gen. 440 Causing the
Cananites to/eare his force and valure.

O. Courage, bravery; =Valouric
Common c 1580-1610.

1577-82 Breton Flourish -upon Fancy Wks. (Grosart) I,

18/2 Thy valure is but vauntes, thy weapons are but wordes.
1585 X Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xii. 125 The
Arabians .. beleue that in valure & hardines they doe sur-
passe al the other nations. 1606 Chapman Gent. Usher 1.

1, This is your old valure, nephew, that will fight sleeping as
well as waking. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk.
( I 855) So Barrones and gentilmen of good soirU.by quhas
valure the kingdome hath ever been defendit.

2. Worth, importance, efficacy. Freq. in the

phr. of no valure.
(a) c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle 1. xxiv. (1859) 29 This excusacyon is

of no valure. 1509 Fisher 7 Penit.Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876)
81 Good hope,, .without the whiche euery thynge that we
do is of no valure. 1594 Carew Hua/tes Exam. Wits v.

(1596) 61 We call memory a reasonable power, because
without it the vnderstanding and the imaginatiue are of no
valure.

t

(b) 1456 Sir G. Haye Lazv Arms (S.T.S.) 214 For ellis war
it litill of valure the privilege that the Emperour has gevin
to the haly kirk, a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.Aurel.
(1546) B vj b, Wordes, whiche were not mete,. .rude, and
least of valure. 1577 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) 11. 149
These [wines] are not least of all accompted of, bicause of
their strength and valure. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery 111. ix.

397 The naturall valure only of good words. Ibid., The
valure and just estimation of eternal life,

3. — Value sb. 2.

1453 Rolls ofParlt. V. 269/1 Decreas of the pris and valure
of the wolles. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xvi. 374
And whan Reynawde saw that that gyfte wassorichehe was
glad of it, bycause of ye grete valure of it. 1523 Act 14 <$•

1 5 Hen. VIII, c. 2 [They] shall . . put to such markes to every of
the same wares . . upon payne of forfeyture the double valure
of the same wares. 1568 Grafton Chron. II, 387 Swearing
vnto him that he would prouyde other for him, that should
amount to as good a valure. 1588 J. Mellis Bricfe Instr.
E j, Putting the valure of them, how much they be, after the
common price in ready money.

b. In the phr. of {great, etc.) valure.
1485 Caxton Paris $ V. (1868) 7 A shelde of crystalle of

grete valure. 1491-2 Sarttm Church-w. Ace. (Swayne) 41
Smalle peces of clene golde of litelle valure. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. ccexx. 495 He reputed this aduenture
of more valure than v. hundred thousande frankes. 1553
Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 14 Hys horse is iudged to be
of such valure if you respect ye price, as is one of our cities.

XS99 Hakluyt Voy. II. 234 There they put all their goods
of any valure.

4. = Value sb. 4. Const, of (so much).
c 1480 Childe of Bristowe in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 124 Alle

that for me thu dos pray, helpeth me not. .the valure of a
pese. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. no, I double the not the
valure of an olde dede hounde. 1318 Star Chamber Cases
(Selden Soc.) II. 138 Robert edward wyll spende-.to the
valuer of twenty markys to helpe them with all. 1534 More
Comf.agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1184/1 He neuer vsed to passe
vpon himselfe the valure of six pence at a meale.

6. =* Value sb. 7 b.

1597 M°RLEV Introd. Mus. Pref., With what toyle and
wearinesse I was enforced to compare the parts for trying
out the valure of some notes.

Hence f Valure v. trans., = Value v. 2. Obs.

Also f Valureless a.
t
valueless. Obs. f Valurous

a.
t
valuable (cf. Valorous a. 3). Obs.

1487 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 7 § 1 The nature, weight, content,
or valure of all maner other merchandises used to be weyed
or valured. 1563 Foxe A . 4- M. 1028/2 The sentence thereof
might not be founde fautye and valureles by me. 1586
Marlowe ist Pt. Tambitrl. 1. H, Thy Garments shall be ..

Enchast with precious iuelles of mine owne : More rich and
valurous than Zenocrates.

Valure, obs. variant of Velure.
Valuwen, southern ME. var. Fallow v.

Valval, a. Bot. [f. Valve sb. 3 b.] Valval
view, that aspect of a diatom in which one of the
valves is turned to the observer ; the side-view.
1891- in Cent. Diet, and later Diets.

Valvar (vse'lvii), a. rare. [f. Valve sb. + -AB.]
Of the nature of, pertaining to, a valve.
1831 Macgillivray tr. Richard's Ele/u. Bot. 420 Their

calyx is superior with four or five valvar divisions. 1859Mayne Expos. Lex., Valvaris, . . of or belonging to a valve :

valvar.

Valvassor, variant of Vavasour.
Valvate (varlv/t), a. Bot. [ad. L. valvat-us

having folding-doors, f. valva Valve sb.~\

1. Of sepals or petals : Applied to each other by
the margins only.
1830 Lindley Nat.Syst. Bot. si Hamamelideae,,which are

known by their habit, . . and also by their valvate sepals and
petals. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora p. xi, Malvaceae :. .Sepals
Si valvate.

b. Of a calyx : Composed of sepals so united.

1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 556 The calyx of the Rham-
nea: being valvate (i. e. the sepals, before expanding, having
their edges in proximity with each other). 1877 Hulme
Wild Flowers I. p. xiii, Calyx five-partite, valvate in bud.

2. Of aestivation or vernation : Characterized by
this arrangement of parts.
i8zq Lindley Synops. Brit. Bot. 72 Calyx monophyllous,

4-5 cleft, with a valvate aestivation. 1849 Balfour Man.
Bot. § 186 Sometimes they are. .placed so as to touch each
other by their edges; thus giving rise to valvate vernation.
1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 218 The valvate aestivation may be
seen in the calyx of the Lime.

Valve (vcelv), sb.1 Also 5 valwe, 7 value.
[ad. L. valva leaf of a door (usu. pi. valvx a fold-

ing door). So F. valve (161 1), Pg. valva.']

I. 1. One or other of the halves or leaves of a
double or folding door.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 449 At be laste hey brende

be valves of be temple bet were l-heled wit gold, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 508/1 Valwe, valva, vet valve. 1661 Blount
Glossogr. (ed. 2), Valves, folding doors or windows. 17x8
Pope Odyss. 1. 555 The bolt, obedient to the silken cord, To
the strong staple's inmost depth restored, Secured the valves.

1834 Beckford Italy I. 326 Throwing open the valves, we
entered the chapel. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 280 The
outside of the valves [of the triptych] was painted with
figures of S. John the Baptist and Moses. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) II. Hi. 164 Ye valves of yon dark iron portals !

transf c 1530 Judic. Urines 1. iii. 8 For to delyuer and
purge them oute by that membre, that is to say, by the
matryce, and so out by the value, that is to say, by y" gate
of hyr body.

b. A door controlling the flow of water in a
sluice,

1790 Act 33 Geo. Ill, c. 90 § 65 If any Person. .cause to be
opened.. any Lock Gate, or any Paddle, Valve, or Clough,
belonging to any Lock.. on the said Canal. 1847 Dwye

r

Princ. fy Pract. Hydraul. Engin. 74 The gate or valve of a
sluice is generally made to move by machinery in a vertical

position.

2. a. Conch. One of the halves of a hinged shell

;

a single shell of similar form ; a single part of a
compound shell.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. Isagoge byb, Some
are covered on every side, as oisters, cocks, and tellina?

;

others have but one valve, the other side sticking to rocks.

1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 232, I separated the valves, and
the rising part of the hinge to the edge shewed them to be
shells. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 69 These shells

take different forms, and are often composed of a different

number of valves ; sometimes six; sometimes but three.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 80 The hollow valve of this

species., was formerly used as a drinking cup. Ibid., The
lower valve white, and longitudinally sulcated ; upper valve
rufous. 1871 T. R. Jones Anim. King. (ed. 4) 540 The
elastic ligament for opening the valves.. being placed ex-
ternally instead of within the shell.

b. Ent. (See quot.)
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxxiii. III. 390 Valva? (the

Valves), two lateral laminae, often coriaceous, by which the
ovipositor when unemployed is covered.

3. Bot. a. One of the halves or sections of a
dehiscent pod, pericarp, or capsule.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. \. vi. (1765) 13 Siliqua, a Pod, is

a Pericarpium of two Valves, wherein the Seeds are fastened
along both the Sutures or Joinings of the Valves. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 294 Pod long, cylindrical

;

. .valves 2, opening with a jerk, and the valves rolling back.
1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 452 The valves of the fruit opening
longitudinally, and bearing transverse septa in their interior.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 235 Capsule globose ;.. valves
septiferous.

b. In various applications (see quots.).

1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xiii. (1794) 130 The inner [chaff]

consisting also of two parts or valves, which you may call

petals. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)1.176 Bloss[om].

1 petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, crooked... Mouth
closed by 5 prominent, convex, approaching valves. 1812

New Bot. Gard. 1. 23 The stamina have six filaments,

subulate, inserted into the valves of the nectary. 1832
Lindley Introd. Bot. 104 The pieces of which these three

classes of bractea^ are composed are called valves or valvular

by the greater part of botanists. Ibid. 126 In the most
common state of the anther the cells, .open with two valves,

by a longitudinal fissure from the base to the apex. 1857
Henfrey Bot. §629 The cells [of Diatomaceae]. .enclosed by
a membrane.. impregnated with silex and separable into

valves, 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 12 Anthers opening by
2 ascending lids or valves.

II. 4. Anat. A membranous fold in an organ or

passage of the body (esp. in the heart, arteries, and

veins), which automatically closes after the manner
of a trap-door to prevent the reflux of blood or

other fluid.

1615 Crooke Body Man 1S0 In each of these passages

there are Values which hinder the refluence of the choler.

1653 More Antid. Ath. Scholia 11. xii. § 6 As to the Fabrick

of the Valves and Veins of the Heart. 1688 Boyle Final
Causes iv. 157 Our famous Harvey. .took notice that the

valves in the veins.. were so placed that they gave free

passage to the blood towards the heart. 1799 Med. Jrnl.

II. 371 This foramen in the embryo.. is closed by a valve

which prevents the reflux of the blood. 1830 R. Knox
Be'clard's Anat. 208 The valves, .close the vein, sustain the

blood, and prevent its reflux towards the capillary vessels.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life p. xlv, The valves, which in

other Vertebrata guard the entrance of the great veins into

the right auricle.

b. A similar part or structure serving to close a

passage for other reasons.

1805 Bingley Anim. Biog. Ced.3) I. 97 Within each [ear]

there is a kind of secondary auricle.. so placed as to serve

for a valve or guard to the auditory passage. 1813 Ibid.



VALVE. 31 VAMOSE.
(ed. 4) I. no The ears are short, and have each a very small
inner valve. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 322/1 The
gyloric orifice of the gizzard is guarded by a valve in many
lrds. 1863 A. M. Bell Princ. Speech 192 When the

Stammerer has brought the valve of the throat—the glottis
—under due control.

fig. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) I. 74 Animals.. have,
so to say, fewer valves in their moral constitution for the
entrance of divine guidance.

t 5. A supposed check (similar to above) to the

reflux of sap in plants. Obs.

1664 Phil. Trans. 1. 30 About the Pores of bodies, and a
kind of Valves in wood. 1673-4 Grew Anat. PI., Anat.
Trunks (1682) 126 Which.. plainly shews, That in the Sap-
Vessels of a Plant, there are no Valves, a 1704 Locke
Elem. Nat. Phil. ix. (1754) 35 The heat dilating, and the
cold contracting those little tubes ; supposing there be valves
in them, it is easy to be conceived how the circulation is

performed in plants. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1S13)

435 These valves possess a contractile force,.. whereby the
regress of the moisture is prevented, and of course it is taken
up by the tree.

6. Mech. A device of the nature of a Hap, lid,

plug, etc., applied to a pipe or aperture to control

the passage of air, steam, water or the like, usually

acting automatically by yielding to pressure in one
direction only.

Many classes and varieties of valves are in use, and are
distinguished by special epithets denoting form or purpose,
as ball-, clack-, cone-, disk-,flap-valve\ air-, escape.,feed-,
injection-valve, etc. See also Safetv-valve,
1659 Leak Waterwks. 13 Of the Value or Suspiral. It

will be also necessarie. .to demonstrate the manner of the
value of Copper which openeth itself by intervals. 1667
Phil. Trans. II. 447 A Square Woodden Bucket. .on the
ends of which are the moveable bottoms or Valves EE.
170J Saverv Miner's Fr. 68 Will not these Brass Valves.

.

in your Engine speedily ware out? 1800 Vince Hydrost.ix.
(1806) 91 Each sucker has a valve opening upwards. 1839
R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 11 The pressure shuts
the valve in the neck of the air vessel, and opens the valve
in the piston. 1889 Welch Naval Arcltit. 133 Self-acting
or automatic valves are fitted where watertight bulkheads.,
are pierced for ventilation purposes.

fig. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I, 295 The
slightest degree of popular interference which can act as a
valve to the great boiler, and prevent the whole from blow-
ing up. 1847 ^E Quincey Seer. Soc. Wks. 1863 VI. 236
There was a valve in reserve, by which your perplexity
could escape.

7. altrib. and Comb, a. In sense 6, as valve-
board) -box, casing, chest, engine,face, etc.; valve
governor, lifter ; valve-like, -shaped 2^%. ; also in

collocations used attributively, as valve-guide stem,
valve-rod end.
The number of attributive uses is very great, esp. in recent

technical works.
1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec. 352/3 There is a board screwed

down on the top of A. That is the *valve-board. 1883
C.G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 290/2 The valve-
boards are next hinged on to the feeder-boards. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 766/2 Above. .is the seat of the lower
steam valve, opening into the 'valve box. 1869 Eng.
Mech. 3 Dec 282 2 Take the high pressure valves out of
the valve-box. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng.
44 The flange to which is bolted the "valve casing. 1887
D. A Low Machine Draw. (1892) 74 An elevation of the
valve casing with the cover and the valve removed. 1839
R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 62 The blow-through
pipe, terminating in a Valve chest. 1889 Welch Naval
Archil, xi. 124 In the former, a suction-box or valve chest
V is fitted beneath the pump. 1797 J. Curr Coal Viewer 44
The plug floor in all the common engines falls 17J inches
below the top of the boiler, and in the *valve engine it falls

2 feet 1 inch below. 1864 Webster, * Valve-face. 1887 D. A.
Low Machine Draw. (1892) 70 The angle which the valve
face makes with its axis is generally 45 . 184a Penny
Cycl. XXII. 508/2 To bring the *valve-gear within.,
reach of the engineer. 1835 Ure Philos. Mannf. 27 *Valve
governors, shafts, and other geering of mills. 1875 Knight
Diet, Mech. 2476/1 The 'valve-guide stem has an end knob,
by which its falling out is prevented. 1839 R. S. Robinson
Naut. Steam Eng. 97 The eccentric rod pulled backwards
and forwards by means of the *valve lifter. 1851 S. P.
Woodward Moltusca (1856) 34 The in-coming and out-going
currents.. are kept apart by a *valve-like fringe. 1859
Semplb Diphtheria 296 A valve-like sound or a peculiar
hissing noise. 1836-41 Brands Chem. (ed. 5) 524 A slender
pipe, open at both ends, inserted into the *valve-plug. 1831-3
Encycl. Meirop. (1845) VIII. 187/1 In this engine the work-
ing the valves is effected by eccentrics.. below the *valve
rods. 1861 Sir W. Kairbairn Iron 123 To knock off the
point of the trigger from the shoulder on the valve-rod.
1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 119 Valve-rod end
for a marine engine, 1841 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. IV.
379/2 H, the "valve-seat. 1844 Ibid. VII. 190/2 The next
valve was composed of several triangular pieces, opening
on leather joints, from the circumference of the *valve seat-
ing. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 365 Small "valve-
shaped wound over outer side of fracture. 1844 Civil Engin.
a> Arch. Jrnl. VII. 192 It was quite clear the "valve-spindle
must be of adequatestrength. 18*7 Faraday Chem. Manip.
xv. (1842) 373 Applying the mouth to the lower aperture of
the "valve tube.

b. In sense 4, as valve-flap, -lesion, segment.
Many others occur in recent medical works.
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 433 The junction of two

of the aortic valve-flaps. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 952
A deformed valve segment must. .be a strained segment.
Ibid. 1024 In the remainder there was no valve-lesion.

o. Special Combs. : valve-shell, agasteropod of
the genus Valvata ; valve-tailed bat (see quot.).
1851 Woodward Moltusca l 140 Valvata, .. Valve-shell

1871 Cassetfs Nat. Hist. I. 316 note. The Valve-tailed Bat
..is remarkable.. for the presence of a curious horny case,
composed of two parts, which covers the extremity of the tail.

+ Valve, sb.% Obs. [perh. an error for *volve,

by confusion with prec] A turn of a bandage.
1689 J. Moyle Abstr. Sea Chyrurgery 1. vi. 45 Then a soft

Rouler to come several turns about it, and every valve as it

comes over the wound cut. .in the middle. Ibid. 46.

Valve, v. rare. [f. Valve sbX\

1. trans. To furnish with a valve or valves; to

govern or check, to hold back, by a valve or similar

device.

1861 Smiles Engineers II. 160 Whilst the fresh waters
should be allowed freely to escape, the sea should be valved
back, and prevented flowing in upon the land. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VI. 512 It is probable that by these synapses the
circuits of the nervous system., are. .securely valved against
regurgitation.

2. intr. To make use of a valve or valves ; spec.

in ballooning, to open a valve in order to descend.
1906 JVestm. Gaz. 3 Oct. 8/1 All we could do was to un-

dulate, alternately valving and ballasting.

Valved (varlvd), a. [f. Valve sb.]

1. With limiting terms : a. Of a door : Having
(so many) leaves, rare.

1676 Hobbes Iliad 375 In the pale a high two-valved door
For chars and waggons to go in and out.

b. Bot., etc. Having (so many) valves.
See also txvo-valved %.\ . Two a.

1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 637/2 SUiqua, is a double-valved
pericarpium. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 867
Capsule 4-valved : seeds roundish. 1831 South Otto^s Path.
Anat, 74 There are some which, .live for protection, .even
in the double-valved muscles. 1847 W. E. Steele Field
Bot. 73 Fruit mostly a dry or fleshy capsule, 1 or many-
celled and valved.

2. Provided with a valve or valves, in various

senses.

J 793 Martvn Lang, Bot., Valvatum petalnm, a valved
petal. 184a Francis Diet. Arts, Valved, any thing that
opens upon hinges or to which a valve of any kind is

attached. 185a Th. Ross tr. Humboldt'1

s Trav. I. i. 12 We
made several experiments by means of a valved thermo-
metrical sounding lead, on the temperature uf the ocean.
x&73 R onHedge's YoungGent1. Mag. Feb. 170/1 A complete
set of valved instruments, consisting chiefly of cornets,

clavicors, and trombones. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII.

254 The blood is returned to the heart by means of muscular
movements acting on the valved veins.

Valveless (vse*lvles),iz. [f. Valve sb.~\ Having
no valve; destitute or devoid of valves.

1830 Lisdley Nat. Syst. Bot. 219 Capsule.. sometimes
valveless, or dehiscing transversely. 1851 Woodward
Moltusca (1856) 69 Animal and pen like Loligo 111 most
respects;, .funnel valveless. 1881 Mivart Cat 216 The
hepatic veins are valveless. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl. 919'I'he ' Wardwell ' valveless engine. .is horizontal.

Va'lvelet. rare. Also 9 valvlet. [f. Valve
sb. + -let.] A small valve.

1793 Martvn Lang. Bot., Valvula, a . . Valvelet, or
Valvule. [ Hence in later Diets.) 1870 tr. Pouchet's Uni.
verse 125 Two large openings, each furnished with two
valves or valvlets intended to prevent the reflux of the blood.

Valviform, a. rare. [ad. mod.L. valviformis

or F. valviforme.'] Valve-shaped.
1819 Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 268 Valviform parts

of oviduct. 1859 Maynk Expos. Lex. 1321.

II Valvula (varlviwla). Anat. PI. valvule,
[med. or mod.L., dim. of valva Valve sb. Cf. L.

valvolx pod of legumes.] A valve or valvule.

Usually with Latin qualifying term, as valvula coli, val-
vules conntventes.
1615 H. Crooke Body ofMan (163:) 853 Some men had

rather call them [sc. valves in the veins of the joints] Osiiolae

than Valuutv. 1653 More Antid. Ath. 11. xii. § 6 You may
add to these the notable contrivance of the Heart, its two
Ventricles and its many Valvulae. 183a [see Valve sb}
3 b]. 1859 Todd's Cycl. A nat. V. 346/2 Opposite the attached
border of the valvula, this layer is somewhat thick.

Valvular (vae'iviiflai), a. [f. prec.]

L Having the form or function of a valve; com-
posed or consisting of valves. Chiefly Anat. and Bot.
(a) 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 32 The valvular

apparatus between the auricles and ventricles is also occa*
sionally thickened. Ibid. 104 The oesophagus necessarily

acquired a valvular communication with it. 1843 J. J. Wil-
kinson tr. Swedenborg 1

s Anim. Kingd. I. ii. 68 Among
these glands.. we observe a great number of transparent
vessels, with valvular divisions. 1878 T. Bryant Pract.
Surg. I. 25 It may appear as a direct or as a valvular
opening, depressed, or raised.

(b) 1829 Lindley Synops. Brit. Bot. 54 Sepals 4-5, with a
valvular aestivation. 1830 — Nat. Syst. Bot. 141 The calyx
is valvular, and the petals only 2. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 298 Ovary superior. Capsule valvular.

(c) 1876 J. J. Wilkinson Hum. Sci. <$- Div. Rev. 67 The
gates of science are valvular, and open from above down-
wards, but cannot be opened from below upwards.
2. Furnished with a valve or valves.
1808 Barclay Muscular Motions 233 Valvular veins, when

divided across, require a ligature only at the orifice which
points towards the heart.

3. Of or pertaining to a valve or valves.
1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. iii. 308 The structural lesions

relate, in the first place, to the valves and orifices of the
heart. These are known commonly as valvular lesions.

1876 Bristowe Th. $ Pract. Med. 492 Valvular defects may
be of two kinds ; they may be obstructive, . .or such as admit
of regurgitation. 1881 Med. Temp. Jrnl. XLVIII. 209
Valvular disease of the heart.

Valvulate, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ate 1.]

Furnished with small valves.
1888 Rolleston& Jackson Anim. Life 564 The length of

the valve is greater than its breadth, except in the form
known as valvulate pedicellariae.

Valvule (vae-lviwl). [Anglicized f. Valvula or
a. F. valvule.'] A small valve, in various senses.

'755 '" Johnson. 1760 J. Lbb Introd. Bot. 1. vi. (1765) 13
The Inclosure of the Capsule, which surrounds, .the Fruit
externally, is called a Valvule. 1831 T. Hope Ess. Orig.
Man 1 1. 62 Their weight, pressing backwards on the parietes
of the vessels, scoops these out at certain distances into
bags or valvules. 1870 tr. Pouchet's Universe 126 In the
interior of this lengthened heart larger valvules., are folded
back against the wall to let the blood pass forward. 1879
Trans. Linn. Soc. II. I. 31 The edge. .is not straight, but
cut into a series of minute valvules, the crescentic or respir-
atory leaves.

II Valvulitis. Path. [f. Valvula + -itis.]

Inflammation of the valves of the heart.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 43 A

grave sign indicative of serious and generally persistent or
recurrent valvulitis. 1898 Ibid. V. 866 Endocarditis affects
principally the valves of the heart, hrnce the name valvulitis.

Valwe, southern ME. var. Fallow sb. and v.~

Valx, obs. Sc. form of Wax sb.

Valyaunce, obs. form of Valiancf.
tValyl(e. Chem. Obs. [f. Val-erian sb. +

-yl(e.] = Butyl.
1850 Daubenv Atom. The. vtiL fed. 2) 249 The previous

discovery made by Dr. Kolbe.of a compound of carbon and
hydrogen derived by electrolysis from the valerianic acid,
and hence called valyle. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 195
Tetryl, Butyl, or Valyl.

Va'lylene. Chem. [f. as prec. + -ene.] (See
quots.)

1868 Watts Did. Chem. V. 982 Valylene.. .This hydro-
carbon is found .. among the products of the action of
alcoholic potash on dibromide of valerylene. 1868 Fovmes'
Chem. (ed. 10) 564 (juintone or Valylene.

Vambrace (vseTnbr^s). Now only Anhxol.
Forms : a. 4 vaumbras, 4-6 vambras (-brase,

5 uambras, 6 Sc. wambraiss), 7 vambrasse (8
-brass). &. 4- vambrace (5 warn-, 7 van-),
[var. ofvaunt- Vaxtbrace, through elision oil and
change of ?ib to mb by assimilation.] Defensive
armour for the (fore-) arm.
a. C1330 R. Urunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10030 Vaumbras
6 rerbras, wyb coters of stel. 1385-6 Durham Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 133, ij palets, j brestplat, vambras. 1392 Test.
Fbor. (Surtees) I. 171 Unuin bonum par cerotecarmn de
plate, cum vambrase et rerebrase. 1461 Will of Benney
(Somerset Ho.), j salett garnisshed cum argento, legharnes,
vambras, & rerebras. 01548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 12
One sorte had the vambrases, the pace gardes, the grand-
gardes., parted with golde and azure. 1581 Stvwaud Mart.
Discipl. n. 165 To haue good, .poldrones and vambrases
for their shoulders & armes. 1617 Dravton Agincourt 8
[Whether] The Vambrasse, or the Pouldron, they should
prize.

/3. 1411 E. E. Wills (18S2) 19 A pare of vambrace and
rerebrace. c 1450 Metham IVks. (E.E.T.S.) 37 Thys
knyghtys vambracys in coloure Alle depeyntyd with red
were. 1513 MS. Papers 5 Hen. VIII, No. 4101 (P. R. O.),
His vambraces, polvorines, ij Salettes [etc.]. 1581 Stvward
Mart. Discipl. 1. 44 A fayre Corslet, with all the peeces
appertaining to the same, that is the curats, y* collers, the
poldrens with the Vambraces. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
in. ii. 47 On his arme..an Otters skinne, or some such
matter for his vambrace. 1687 A. Lovf.ll tr. Thei'euot's
Trav. in. 44 They have likewise the Coat of Mail, the
Cuirats, the Head-piece, and a Vambrace fastened to the
Sword. 1734 tr. Rollin's Rom. Hist. (1827) II. 379 The
vambraces or greaves which covered the arms, thighs, and
legs of the horsemen. 1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxxii, Among
gauntlets, boots, vambraces, and such like gear. 1850
Boutell in Gent I. Mag. CXX. 11. 44 The arms are cased in

bra^sarts and vambraces of plate.

transf. 1766 Phil. Trans, LVI. 274, I supported the arm
with a vambrace, or half-canal, made of one very thin piece
of wood.

Va mbraced, a. Her. [f. prec] Of an arm :

Defended or covered by a vambra^r.
1610 Guillim Heraldry iv. xv. (1611) 232 He beareth

Gules, three Dexter Armes Vambraced up Proper. 1688
Holme Armoury in. xvii. 109/2 He beareth Gules a dexter
Arme Vambraced, Or. t 1828 Herhy P'ncycl. Her. I. Gloss.,

Vambraced, a term which implies that the arm is wholly
covered with armour. 1868 Cussans Her. vi. 92 An Arm
encased in armour is Vambraced.

tVambrash, v. Obs. rare. Also -brishe.

[Of obscure origin.] trans. To brandish.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. Nj, For Iupiter touching
the heauens with his wande, caused them to thunder &
vambrishe lightnings. 1593 Nashk Christ's T. 27 b, With
glistering naked swords, which.. he made semblance as if

hee sliaked and vambrasht. 16*3 Cockeram i, Vambrash,
to shake a staffe or launce.

Vame, obs. Sc. f. Wem sb.t Womb.
Vamer, Vameure, varr. vamure Vaumure.

Vamose (vam^a-s), vamoose (vam/rs), v.

U.S. cotloq. Also vamos, vamous, vamoos,
varmoose. [ad. Sp. vamos let us go.]

1. intr. To depart, make off, decamp, disappear.

o. 1848 in Bartlett Diet. Amet., Its occupants.. forthwith

vamosed with their baggage. 1855 Haliburton Nat. <r

Hum. Nat. 1. 112, I makes a spring in after him, and caught

him by the hair of the head, just as he was vamosing. 1893

McCarthv Red Diamonds I. 173 The fifth name was that

of Ratt Gundy, opposite to which Seth Chickering had
written the one word :

' Vamosed '.

&. 1859 Slang Diet. 114 Vamous, to go, or be off. 1862

Illustr. Lond. News 24 May 540/3 Guess, they'd better

varmoose. 1874 M. Collins Frances III. 80 If I can get

money down for some of my gold bonds, well vamoos at

once. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath fr. Veldt (1809) 175 The
hunter was voted a fraud, .and was. .told to ' vamoose'.



VAMP.

2. trans. To decamp or disappear from; to quit

hurriedly. Freq. in phr. to vamose the ranch.

185a F. Marryat Gold Quartz Mining 8 On the old

Californian principle of 'making a "pile" and vamosing the

vanche*. 1857 in Thornton Amer. Gloss., Another pair of

jail-birds have vamosed the log jail at Jacksonville. 1888

E. B. Custer Tenting on Plains i. (1893) 32, I got that far

when the eyes of the old galoots started out of their heads,

and they vamoosed the ranche.

Vamp (vcemp), sb^ Forms : 3 vaumpe, 3, 5
uaumpe, 5 vawmpe; 4-5 wampe, 5 vampe, 6

vamppe, 7- vamp. [ad. AF. *vamp4
t
*vanpJ

(Palsgrave uantpii), m OF. avanpii (1 2th c. ; later

F. avantpied), f. avan{t) before +pie* foot. The
final syllable is preserved in the variant VaMPEy.]

1. That part of hose or stockings which covers

the foot and ankle; also, a short stocking, a sock.

Now dial.

a iais A tier. R. 420 Ine sumer ^e habbeSleaue uorto gon

and sitten baruot, and hosen wiSuten uaumpez, and ligge

ine ham hwoso likeo. 13. . Seuyn Sages (W.J 843 He dede

his schon of-drawe, And karf his vaumpes, fot-hot, And
wente him forht al barfot. 1378-9 Durham Ace. Rolls

{Surtees) 587 Pro.. j pare botarumet Warnpes de Dubelsols.

c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-WDicker 654 lice pedana, wampe. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 508/1 Vampe, of an hoose .
. ,
pedana. a 156a

G. Cavendish Wolsey (189?) 223 Allthoughe. .that our pre-

decessors went uppon clothe right somptiously, we do
entend..to goo a foote frome thence, without any suche

glory, in the vamppes of my hosyn. 1676 Coles, Vamp,
a sock. [1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vamps or Vampays,

an odd kind of short Hose or Stockings that cover'd the

Feet, and came up only to the Ancle, just above the Shooe.]

1880 in E. Cornw. Gloss.

2. The part of a boot or shoe covering the front

of the foot; U.S., that part between the sole and

the top in front of the ankle-seams.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Arotes iv. iv. 192 Her Grace when she

had victuallM that grand Camp, Gave me a piece of Cheese

tuff as a vamp. 1688 Holme Armoury m. 14/ 1 Of a Shooe:

..the Vamp, is all the piece that covers the top of the foot,

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vamp, the Upper Leather of a

Shoe. 1770 T. Hazard Son 0/ Robt. (1893) 288 One pair

of vamps for shoes. 1785 Belknap in M. Cutlers Life, etc.

(1888) II. .234 This bathing vessel.. is in the form of a

slipper. He sits in the Heel, and his legs go under the

Vamp. 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Parent's Assist. (1854) 347
The last-maker made a last for her, and over this Mary
sewed the calico vamps tight. 1845 Whittier Shoemakers
ii, Now shape the sole ! now deftly curl The glossy vamp
around it. 1885 Harper's Mag. Ian. 280/1 The upper is

found to consist, . . in the case of a button boot, of a ' vamp '

to cover the front part of the foot [etc.].

Vamp (vxmp), sb. 2 [f. Vamp iv.
1
] Anything

vamped, patched up, or refurbished; a patchwork;

a book of this nature.

1884 J. F. Hodgetts Older Englandn. 61 This name was
no vamp or hybrid mixture of Latin and English. 1897
Academy 6 Mar. 2741 Such vamps as the one I have
analysed from Mr. Henley's notes can only be credited to

him as brilliant luck brilliantly used.

b. A vamped or improvised accompaniment.
1881 in Imp. Diet. IV. 539.

Vamp (vcemp), v.1 Also 8 vaump. [f. Vamp

I. 1. trans. To provide or furnish with a (new)

vamp ; to mend or repair with or as with patches
;

to furbish up, renovate, or restore. Also with up.
Some further developments in dial, use are illustrated in

the Eng. Dial. Did.
(a) 1599 [see Vamping vbl. sb. 1

]. x6.. Middleton, etc.

Old Law n. i, What a time did we endure In twopenny
commons, and in boots twice vamped ! 1639 Shirley Gentl.

Venicexw. ii, Giovanni. In the mean timetuy thee a sword
and belt, And what is fit. {Gives him money). Georgio. No
more: I'll be a soldier. ..This will Suffice to vamp my body.
a X700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To Vamp, to new Dress,

Licker, Refresh, or Rub up old Hatts, Boots, &C. 1844
Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xiv. (1886) 42 Various new-
footed boots.. vamped and polished to the last pitch of
ingenuity, i860 Emerson Conduct ofLife ix. Wks. (Bohn)
11. 446 Plod and plough, vamp your old coats and hats,

weave a shoestring. 1884 A. Griffiths Chron. Newgate I. i.

33 Blankets vamped in foreign parts with the hair of oxen.
(b) *75S Johnson Connoisseur No. 77 r 1 The woman

of the town, vamped up for shew with paint, patches,

plumpers, and every external ornament that art can ad-
minister. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla V. 189 The apparel
..would do well enough for herself, when vamped up, as
she knew how. 1837 Disraeli Venetia v. viii, Old furni-

ture .. re-burnished and vamped up. 1864 C. Knight
Passages Work. Life I. v. 219 Our old fabric, .was in danger
of falling, ..although we had spent large sums in vamping
it up. 1875 Chambers* Jrnl. 30 Nov. 749 Old boots and
shoes are sold to men who vamp them up in such a style

that their former owners would not know them.

b. transf. andjig. (Freq. with reference to literary

compositions.)
(a) 163a Song in Lyly Sappho It, iii. 109 To th' Tap-bouse

then lets gang, and rore, Cal hard, tis rare to vamp a
score. x64oGataker IVhitakerin Fuller Abel Rediv. (1867)

II. 117 Let them strive to vamp Their wasted memories
by another lamp. 168a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 1. 1 The
Argument? what needs a Proeme, To vamp a Three-half.

Kenny Poeme? 1706 Swift Baucis <r Phil. 128 He. .Knew
ow to preach old sermons next, Vamp'd in the preface

and the text. 1743 Lond. $ Co. Brewer m. (ed. 2) 238
Vamping Malt-Liquors.— Is of late much in Practice for

its excellent Service in recovering, preserving, and fining

strong October and March Beers. 1795 Burns Address, sp.

by Miss Fontenelle 4 A Prologue, Epilogue, or some such
matter, 'Twould vamp my bill, said I, if nothing better.

1800 Crabbe Borough xvi. 185 When on each feature death

32

had fix'd his stamp, And not a doctor could the body vamp.

1867 Emerson May-Day Wits. (Bohn) III. 417 Chemist to

vamp old worlds with new. 1883 Daily News 8 Dec. 2/8,

I meant to suggest that the Central News were parties to

' vamping ' the telegram. . . What do you mean by ' vamp-

ing'?— Inserting matter which is not in any original tele-

gram.
(/j) 1741 T. Better-ton Hist. Eng. Stage vi. 151 He at.

tempted to commence Dramatic Poet, by vamping up an

old Play or two of Massinger and Decker. 175a Boling-

broke Study of Hist. v. 159 They maintained the dignity

of history, and thought it beneath them to vamp up old

traditions. 182s J. Foster Life St Corr. (1846) II. 67 The
expedient of vamping up an old Sermon. 190a I,. Stephen
Stud. Biogr. IV. i. 21, I could not suppose that they were

merely vamping up old material.

2. trans/. To make or produce by or as by patch-

ing ; to adapt, compile, compose, put together (a

book, composition, etc.) out of old materials ; to

serve up (something old) as new by addition or

alteration. Also with up (freq. = Tkump w.l 5 c).

(a) 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 113 This absurd motion of the

amies, makes an Oratour seeme-.as if he newly came from

vamping his Oration. 1748 Foote Knights Pref., The three

principal characters, .are neither vamped from antiquated

plays, pilfered from French farces, nor the baseless beings

of the poet's brain. 1774 tr. Helvetia*' Child 0/Nature II.

205 They consist, in general, of old characters, old incidents,

and old catastrophes, vamped out in the language and dress

of the day. 1827 Carlyle Misc. (1840) I. 5 Well are he and
Hennings of Gotha aware that this thing of shreds and
patches has been vamped together for sale only. x88o

Literary World 17 Dec. 416 Industry worthy of the veriest

drudge that vamps books together for his daily bread.

absol. 179a A. Murphy Grecian Daughter Prol., Historians

..who only take Scissars and paste ; cut, vamp; a book they

make.
( b) 169a Bentley Boyle Led. 100 Which opinion hath been

vamp'd up of late by Cardan and Cesalpinusand other news-
mongers. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W. xxx, I set myself down,

and vamped up a fine flaunting poetical panegyric. 1765

Blackstone Comm. I. 197 The usurpers. .for the most part

endeavoured to vamp up some feeble shew of a title by
descent. 18:4 Trewmau's Exeter Flying-Post 16 June 1

The falshood was vamped up on the authority ofa pretended

letter. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. liii. 383
Forged letters were produced, a case of Majestas was
vamped up. 1894 Sala London up to date 11. i. 23, I have

vamped up my description of the function from accounts

which I have read.

f b. With personal object : To convert into, to

bring forward as, something. Obs.

a 1658 Cleveland Charac. Diurn. MaberWks. (1677) 101

It is like over-reach of Language., when a clumsie Cobler

usurps the Attribute of our English Peers and is vamp'd a

Translator. 1661 K. W. Con/. Charac. (i860) 34 For ..

his preferment hath metamorphosed the antient titles of his

progeneters..into master, and now he is vampt a gentle-

man. 1773 Berridge Wks. (1864) 134 Some people only

vamp him up as a prophet : and trample on his blood.

3. Mus. To improvise or extemporize (an accom-

paniment, tune, etc.).

1789 Burney Hist. Music III. 102 note, I remember very

early in my musical life to have heard one of the town waits

at Shrewsbury vamp a base upon all occasions. 1861

Mayhf.w London Labour III. 191/2 As soon as I could get

in to vamp the tunes on the banjo a little. 1897 Sir A.

Sullivan in Strand Dec. 654/1 Then the voice parts are

written out by the copyist, and the rehearsals begin ; the

composer, .vamping an accompaniment.

b. intr. To improvise an accompaniment.
1876 in Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 445/r-

1884 B'ham Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/5 Pianist and Vocalist

;

one who can vamp.

II. 4. intr. JTo make one's way on foot; to

tramp or trudge. Now dial.

1634 Gayton Pleas. Notes m. ii. 73 If my hard hearted

Queen should vamp to Charon. Ibid. iv. xxv. 285 That is

the Knight, that must be the example, That the prime horse,

that with Knight-Errants vamp will. 1681 H. Foule Hist.

Romish Treas. 133 When Humility vamps on foot. 1705

Wandering Spy No. 19. 73, I Vaumpt along Cheapside,

down the Poultry. 1747 T.Hazard,Son ofRobt. (1893) 241

Our chief concern was about packing up our alls and vamp-

ing off. 1887 T. Hardy Woodlandcrs I. ii. 24, I shouldn't

have vamped all these miles for any less important employer.

1891 — 'less I. 12 Well, vamp on to Marlott, will ye, and
order that carriage. 1893 in Wiltshire Gloss.

b. trans. To tramp or walk (the streets), rare.

1898 T. Hardy Wesstx Poems 55 We vamped the streets

in the stifling air.

Vamp, v. 2 slang, trans. To pawn.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., Pll Vamp and tip you

the Cole, I'll Pawn my Cloths, but I'll raise the Money for

you. [Hence in later slang Diets.]

t Vampage. Obs.- 1 [app. f. Vamp si.1 + -age
;

but perh. an error for vampays Vampey.] Vamps
or feet (of hose).

'555 J- Proctor Wyat's Rebel!. 32 Thei were driuen to .

.

runne awaye in the vampage of their hose.

Vamped (vsempt),/)//. a. [f. Vamp vA Cf. the

earlier New-vamped a.]

1. With up. Mended or repaired with or as with

patches
;
patched or furbished up ; made up or

composed of old materials and produced as new.
1729 J. Macky Journ. thro. Eng. I. iv. 74 Women in vampt-
up old Clooths. 1753 School ofMan 18 Is this the business
of a Vamped-up Maid ? 1759 Dilworth Life Pope 100 He
justly turns into ridicule several patched and vamped up
buildings. 1850 Kincsley Alton Locke v, They would not
send out lying puffs of their vamped-up goods.

b. trans/. &nd/ig.
1806 Surr Winter in London II. 152 The hackneyed,

second-hand, vamped-up hearts one meets with in common.

VAMPING.
1812 Mar. Edceworth Manoeuvring i, A vamped-up senti-

mental conversation reason. 1884 Truth 13 Mar. 379/1 A
passionate burst of vocal tragedy wedged in between an
overture by S. Bennett and a violin concerto by Spohr
leaves an unpleasing and vamped-up impression. 1892 B.
Hinton Lord's Return 191 The vamped-up sentiment ; the
covert sneers.

c. Of a charge, story, etc. : Invented, fabricated,

trumped up.
1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid, (1827) IV. 170 A

lawyer, who, knowing nothing about the matter, stands
with a paper in his hand, containing a vamped-up story.

1871 Smiles Charac. xii. (1876) 361 A vamped-up charge of
treason. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. IV. § 5. 260 He

i

bade them to terrorize no one, and bring no vamped-up
worthless accusation.

2. Of an accompaniment : Extemporized.
1874 in Slang Diet.

Vamper (vse'mpaj). [f. Vamp vX\

f 1. A stocking. Obs.~

°

Perhaps an error for vampeis or vampeys.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Vampers, Stockings,

[Hence in later slang diets.]

2. One who vamps or patches. Also with up.
1712 Odes ofHorace viii. 7/1 Our Horace is a new vamper

of words and borrowed this from the Greek. 1765 Sterne
Tr. Shandy vm. xxxvii, That in selling my chaise, 1 had
sold my remarks.. to the chaise-vamper. 1826 J. Wilson
Noet. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 191, I shall use all vampers, like

the great American shrike. ., who sticks small singing-birds

on sharp-pointed thorns. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. iv. iv.

Skilfullest vamper-up of old rotten leather, to make it look

j

like new.

3. slang. (See quot.)
1865 Slang Did. 265 Vampers, fellows who frequent

public-houses and pick quarrels with the wearers of rings

and watches, in hopes of getting up a fight, and so enabling

their ' pals ' to steal the articles.

4. One who improvises music, esp. accompani-

ments on the pianoforte.

1884 Yorksh. Post 7 Nov., Lady pianist and vocalist,

reader at sight, vamper. 1895 Westtn. Gaz. 24 Sept., His
education as a vamper is complete for all practical purposes.

t Vampeth., sb. and v. Obs. Also vaumped-,
vampet(t. [ad. early AF. *vamped, later *vampi :

see next.] = Vampey sb, and v.

C1430 York Manor, Bk. (Surtees) I. 194 Pro la vaumped.
yng xij parium ocrearum. c 1475 Cath. A ngl. 399/2 A vam-
pethe [1483 vampett], pedana, jmpedia. To vampethe[i483
vampet], pedanare.

t Vampey, vampy, sb. Obs. Also 5 vam-
pei, va(w)mpay, wampay. [ad. AF. *vampi:

see Vamp.t*.i] = Vamp sb.1 1.

c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 601 Pedana, a vampey. Ibid.

664 Hec pedana, wampay. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture

894 [Give him] his vampeys and sokkes, ban all day he may go
warme. 1485 Rutland Papers (Camden) 8 A pair of hosyn

of crymesyn sarcenet vampeis. 1530 Palsgr. 284/1 Vampey
of a hose, auant pied. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier Wks.
(Grosart) XI. 263 Beside, you will ioin a neates leather

vampy to a calues leather heele : is not heere good stuffe

maister shoomaker? 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11.

242/2 Of the old rotten leather they make vampies for high

shooes for honest country plowmen, or belts for soldiers.

Hence t Vampey, Vampy v. trans., to put a

vamp on, to patch. Also Vampeying vbl. sb. Obs.

1416 Maldon Court-Rolls (Bundle 10, No. 6), Propter

vampeyeng et solynge de vn payre de botys. c 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 601 Pedano, to vampeye. 1459 Paston Lett. I.

487 Item, j. payre of blake vampayed withe lether. 1464

Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 255 The same day mastyr

payd to hys cordwaner..for vawmpayinge of his botys,

vii'd. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burning Pestle v, [Her]

Master wrought with Lingell and with All, And under,

ground he vampied many a Boot.

fig. 1650 B. Discollimin. 19 One of my Men being well

vampied in his Crowne with Ale, ..rides into one of my
Manshes.

Vamping, sb. Mining. (See quot.)

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Vamping, the dtbris of a

stope, which forms a hard mass under the feet of the miner.

Vamping (varmpin), vbl. sb. [f. Vamp w.1]

1. The action of the vb., in lit. and fig. senses.

1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Cabefttdo, ..the vamping or put-

ting to the instops to bootes. 1680 Vind. Conforming Clergy

(ed. 2) 50 It had certainly been a far more honest . . Employ-

ment for him to have, .hired a Stall, and set himself bodily

to Vamping of Boots. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Vamps,

To graft a new Footing on old Stockings is still call'd

Vamping. 1773 Foote Bankrupt 111, Political papers should

bear vamping ; like sermons, change but the application

and text, and they will suit all persons and seasons. 1819

Jeffrey in Cockburn Li/e (1852) II. 187, I have just got

done with another Review. . . I have more vamping and

patching than writing. 1850 Carlyle Latter.d. Pamph. yn.

(1872) 233 The mere vamping-together of hostile veracities.

i860A It Year Round No. 72. 508 No vamping of him up into

a severe ancient Roman will do.

b. attrib. (in sense 3 of the vb.).

c 1890 {title ), Reeves' Vamping Tutor.—The Art of Ex-

temporaneous Accompaniment or playing by ear on the

Piano. 1905 Church Times 30 June 840/4 Those strange,

long, keyless trumpets, called vamping-horns. 1908 F. Bond
Screens t, Galleries 147 One of the strangest instruments of

the old choirs is the vamping trumpet.

2. Tramping, trudging, rare.

1661 K. W. Conf. Charac. (i860) 46 His quick motion and

speedy vamping from place to place . . makes him smell like

a traveller.

Vamping, ///. a. [f. Vamp z\i] That vamps,

in senses of the vb.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca 1. ii, Do you hope to triumph,

Or dare your vamping valour, goodman Cobler, Clap a new
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soul to th'
f

kingdom 7 1737 M. Grf.en Spleen 163 Whose
easy vamping talent lies, First wit to pilfer, then disguise.
1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vu. xxix, A pert, vamping chaise-
undertaker. .demanded if Monsieur would have his chaise
refitted.

Vampirarchy. [f. next.] A set of ruling

persons comparable to vampires.
i8»3 New Monthly Mag. VII. 144 A sceptical critic has

pretended, with a degree of malice prepense against the

Vampyrarchy,. .that his Imperial Majesty's surgeons-major
and counsellors of war might perchance be deceived in some
respects.

Vampire (vas'mpaiaj), sb. Also vampyre.
[a. F. vampire, ad. Magyar vampir, a word of

Slavonic origin occurring in the same form in

Russ., Pol., Czech, Serb., and Bulg., with such
variants as Bulg. vapir, vepir, Ruthen. vepyr, vopyr,

opyr, Russ. upir, upyr, Pol. upior ; Miklosich
suggests north Turkish uber witch, as a possible

source. Cf. G. vampir, vampyr, Da., Sw. vain-

pyr, Dn. vampir, It., Sp., Pg. vampiro, mod.L.
vampyriis.il

1. A preternatural being of a malignant nature

(in the original and usual form of the belief, a re-

animated corpse), supposed to seek nourishment,
or do harm, by sucking the blood of sleeping

persons ; a man or woman abnormally endowed
with similar habits.
a. 1734 Trav. three English Gent, in Harl. Misc. (1745)

IV. 358 These Vampyres are supposed to be the Bodies of
deceased Persons, animated by evil Spirits, which come out
of the Graves, in the Night-time, suck the Blood of many of
the Living, and thereby destroy them. 1760-a Goldsm. Cit.

W. lxxx. r 8 From a meal he advances to a surfeit, and at
last sucks blood like a vampyre. i8io[I'oi.idoki] The Vam-
pyre p. xx, He had been tormented by a vampyre, but had
found a way to rid himself of the evil, by eating some of the
earth out of the vampyre's grave. 1847 Mrs. Kerr tr.

Rankc's Hist. Servia iv. 71 Speedy death was the inevitable
consequence of such a visitation, and any one who so died
became himself a vampyre.
0. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 182 The accounts we have

of the Vampires of Hungary are most incredible. They are
Tllood-suckers, that come out of their graves to torment the
living. 1813 Bvrom Giaour Note 38, The freshness of the
face, and the wetness of the lip with blood, are the never-
failing signs of a Vampire. 1846 T. Wright Ess. Mid. Ages
I. ix. 301 Walter Mapes.. gives some curious stories ofEng-
lish vampires in the twelfth century. 1886 Sat. Rev. 9 Jan.
5s We would welcome a spectre, a ghoul, or even a vampire
gladly, rather than meet [Stevenson's} Mr. Edward Hyde.
2. transf. A person of a malignant and loath-

some character, esp. one who preys ruthlessly upon
others ; a vile and cruel exactor or extortioner.
1741 C. Forman Obs. Rcvol. ri These are the vampires

of the publick, and riders of the kingdom. 1814 Harriet
Shelley in Lett. Shelley (1009) II. App. 1. 992 In short, the
man 1 once loved is dead. This is a vampire. His charac-
ter is blasted for ever. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II.

174 There appeared to be no prospect of shaking off the
vampires that had fastened themselves on the princes of
Rajputana. 1899 F. T, Bullen Log of Seawaij'164 The
vampires who supplied them with liquor had somehow
obtained a claim upon all their wages.

b. slang. An intolerable bore or tedious person.
1861 B.TAVLORffome ^Abroadlll. n. 2x5 In the German

language there is no epithet which exactly translates our
word ' bore ', or its intensification, ' vampyre .

O. Applied to a mosquito.
1864 Geikie Li/e Woods iv. (1874) 58 A sharp prick and the

little vampire is drinking your blood.

3. Zool. a. One or other of various bats, chiefly
So»th American, known or popularly believed to
be blood-suckers.
«. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 119 An animal not

so formidable, but still more mischievous than these, is the
American Vampyre. 1834 Handbk. Nat. Philos., Phys.
Geogr.s$/i (L.U.K.), The vampyres, or blood-sucking bats,
nine species of which have been mentioned. 1845 E. War-
burton Crescent $ Cross xvi. (1859) 168 My companion slew
fifty-seven Vampyres in the few minutes.
P. 1783 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) X. 8711/a The vampyrus,

vampire, or Ternate bat, with large canine teeth. 1785
Smellie Bnffons Nat. Hist. (1791) V. 283 We shall call
it vampire, because it sucks the blood of men and other
animals when asleep, c 1820 Waterton Wand. S. Amer.
111. (1825) X54 The owls went away of their own accord.
..The bats and vampires remained with me. 1839 Darwin
Voy. Nat. ii. (1845) 22 My servant .. suddenly put his hand
on the beast's withers, and secured the vampire. 1893
Lvdekker Roy. Nat. Hist. I. 299 The vampires are remark,
able for the varied nature of their food.

b. The tarantula spider, rare-1 .

1843 Marrvat M. Violet xliv, The deadly tarantula spider
or ' vampire ' of the prairies.

O. The devil-fish. rare~*.
1867 Chronicle 5 Oct. 669 This giant of the Cephaloptera

is simply a monstrous Ray; and though Sea-Devil and
Vampire are assigned to it as trivial names, it.. is in no way
formidable save from its enormous strength and bulk.

4. A double-leaved trap-door, closing by means
of springs, used in theatres to effect a sudden dis-

appearance from the stage.
_i88x W. S. Gilbert Foggcrty*s Fairy I, Where's my vam.

pire ? 1886 Stage Gossip 69 A ' vampire ' is a trap used by
the sprites, and is cut in the ' flats ', and often in the stage—the sprite falling bodily through the trap.

6. attrib. and Comb., as vampire bookseller, corpse,

-fanned adj., legend, spell, etc. ; vampire bat, =
sense 3 a ; vampiro trap, = sense 4.
1790 Shaw Spec. Linn. pL 8, The "Vampyre Bat. Tail.

Vol. X.

less Bat with the nose plain, and the flying-membrane
divided between the thighs. 1807 Phil, Trans. XCV1I.
176 The vampyre bat, which will be found to live on vege-
tables. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. ii. (1845) 22 The Vam-
pire bat is often the cause of much trouble, by biting the
horses on their withers. 1875 B. Taylor Faust 11. ill. iii,

Like vampire-bats, they're squeaking, twittering, humming.
1788 Burns Poet's Progress 29 *Vampyre-booksellers drain
him to the heart. 1801 Southey Tlialaba vm. x, Through
the "vampire corpse He thrust his lance. 1819 [Polidori]

TIte Vampyre Introd. p. xxiii, The vampyre corse of the

Arabian maid Oneiza. 1847 Emerson Poems, Alithridatcs
Wks. (Bohn) I. 410 Swing me in the upas boughs, *Vam-
pire-fanned, when 1 carouse. 1855 Smedley Occult Sci. 69
Criticism applied to the "Vampire legends by an anonymous
writer. 1899 E. J. Chapman Drama Two Lives, Snake-
Witch 39 That unrest That held him with its *vampire spell.

1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. II. 175 There is a whole literature

of hideous "vampire stories. 1813 Byron Giaour Note 37,
The ''Vampire superstition is still general in the Levant.
i8a8 Lights <f Shades I. 42 A sort of yellowish-greenish,

brownish grey—an unearthly "vampire tinge. 1893 IVestm.
Gaz. 29 Sept, 4/2 All his disappearances are done by means
of the ordinary pantomime ' *vampire ' trap. 1837 A. Ten-
nent Vis. Glencoe 49 Some [of the devils] seem'd equipp'd
with *Vampire wing.

Hence Va'mpire v. trans., to assail or prey upon
after the manner of a vampire. Vampi'ric a.,

Va-mpirish a., of the nature of a vampire.
183a Jekyll Corr. (1894) 306 Sotheby will not let poor Sir

Walter lie quietly in his grave, but "vampires him with
verses that would disgrace even the annuals. 1905 B. Ken-
nedy Green Sphinx xxi, The only wealth of the world is

the produce coming from the labour of Nature. . . And gold
insolently vampires this produce. 1882 H. Merivalk
Faucit of BalHol If. vi, I'm not sure that you are not a
ghost.. of some uncomfortable "vampiric order. 1891 A.
Lang Angling Sketches 57 The Highland fairies are very
# vampirish.

Vampirism, (varmpairiz'm). Also vampyr-
ism. [f. Vampiue sb.~\ The collective facts or

ideas associated with the supposed existence and
habits of vampires.
1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. II. 63 The supposed existence.

.

of witchcraft, vampyrism, animal magnetism and American
tractors. 1819 [Polidori] The Vampyre Introd. p. xxii,

The same measures were adopted with the corses of those
persons who had previously died from vampyrism. 1855
Smedley Occult Sci. 66 Instances of Vampirism, which
chiefly occurred in Hungary. 187a Le Fanu In a Glass
III. 262 He devoted himself to the., laborious investigation

of the marvellously authenticated tradition of Vampirism.
Jig. 1801 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 183 The Magazine

exists;, .the spirit having left it, I suspect vampirism in its

present life. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 11. m. ii, Treason,
delusion, vampyrism, scoundrelism, from Dan to Beersheba !

1858 O. W. Holmes Autocr. Break/.-t. ix. (1883) 175 Ah 1

long illness is the real vampyrism.

Va'mpirize, v. rare. Also vampyrise. [f.

asprec] a. intr. To act as a vampire, b. trans.

= Vampire v.

1819 [Polidori] The Vamiyre Introd. p. xxii, That the
deceased is not only doomed to vampyrise, but compelled to

confine his infernal visitations solely to those beings he loved
most while upon earth. 1888 M cCarthy & Pkaed Ladies"
Gallery III. vii. 121 She took to fiction,. .and vampirized
Mrs. Lance when she found her own experience and imagi-
nation inadequate.

Vamplate (vse'mpl^t). Now Archwol, Forms:
a. 5 vaun- (faun-), 6 van-, vantplate. £. 6 Sc.

wamplat, 6- vamplate, 7, 9 vamplet. [f. AF.
va{u)n-

y
va(ti)nt-

t
Vant- + plate Plate sb.] A

plate fixed on a spear or lance to serve as a guard
for the hand, esp. in tilting.

a. cx^S/oLybeaus Desc. 1644 (K.), Lokeb $our scheldes be
strong, Jour schaftes good and long, $our saket and vaun-
plate. 1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 137 Tua vant
plates, tua spere hedis, tua suordis. a 1548 Hall Chron.

%

Hen. VIII
% 78 The speres brake in the kynges hande to the

vantplate all to sheuers. 1598 Florio, Ca/ce,..a. vanplate,
the iron about a tilting-staffe neere the hand.
0. 1534 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.\l. 100 For ij marekyn

skynnis to lyne the twa wamplatis to the Kingis speris.

a 1586 S:i)SKY.-lrVii(//,i in. vii. (1912) 387 Amphialus..let his

starte fall to Agenors vamplaL 163a Guillim's Heraldry
iv. xiii. 343 This vamplet. .is of Steele and is vsed for the
safegard of the Tilters hand, and is taken off and put on to

the staflfe or speare at pleasure* 1660 in Archaeologia XL
99 Vamplets for tilting staves. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Vantplate, a Gauntlet, or Iron-Glove, c i8a8 Berry Encycl.
Her. I. Gloss. 1869 Uovtell Arms <$ Armour viii. 128 At
the handle the shaft passed through a small circular shield,

or hand-guard (called a vamplate), which was fixed to the

shaft of the lance. 1898 Viscr. Dillon in Archaeol. Jrnl.
V. 309 The Hatton and Prince Henry vamplates are trun-

cated cones.

Vamplet. south-w.dial. [f. Vamp sb.1 + -let.]

A gaiter. Usn. in pi.

184a Akerman Wilts. Gtoss. t Vamplets, rude gaiters to
defend the legs from wet. 1863 Wise New Forest 162 His
legs are still cased., with gaiters, known as 'vamplets', or
'strogs '. 1866 Blackmore C. Norvell x\\x, She wore a pair
of poor Clayton's vamplets. 1875 — Alice Lorraine II.

xvi. 208 Instead of white stockings, he displayed gold-
buttoned vamplets of orange velvet. 1883- in dial, glossaries
(Berks., Hants, Wilts.).

Vampoose, Vampose, erron. varr. Vamose v.

1857 Kingsley Two Years Ago i, Has he vampoosed with
the contents of a til

1

, that he wishes so for solitude ? 1857
G. H. Kingsley Sp. 9f Trav. (1900) 448 A 'cute Help, who
had vamposed into the swamp with the family plate.

Vamure, var. Vaumure Obs.

tVamward. Obs. rare. Also vaumward,
vawme-. [var. of vaun(t)ward Vantward. Cf.

Vaward.] The vanguard of a host or army.

13,. Cocr de L. 4025 These rydden In the vawmewarde.
1338 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 188 He gaf him be vamward.
Ibid. 334 per vaumward was sone dight.

Van (vscn), sb. 1 Also 5-7 vanne (7 wanne),
7-8 vann. [Southern var. of Fan sb. 1

,
pcrh. partly

a. OF. van or ad. L. vannns. Cf. WFlem. van, Du.
wan, G. wanne, Sw.-vatina.']

1. A winnowing basket or shovel ; «= Fan sb.1 1 a.
Also, in mod. dial., ~ Fanner 2.

c 1450 [see Fan sb. 1 ia, 0]. <ri48x Caxton Dialogues 38
Ghyselin the mande maker Hath sold his vannes, .. His
temmesis to dense with. 1566 Adlington ApuUius 121
Then al the people., toke a great number of Vannes replen-
ished with odors and pleasaunt smelles. 1598 Barckley
Felic. Man in. (1603) 246 At last he was put in a vanne,..
and tossed up and downe that he might not sleepe. 1601-
1791 [see Fan sb\ 1 a,0]. 1801 Ranken Hist. France I. 430
The van was a broad shovel, with which they threw the grain
with force to a distance, while the light chaff fell behind.
1807 J. Robinson Archxol. Grxca v. xiv. 477 To put them
in vans or implements for winnowing corn. 1863 J. G.
Murphy Cotnm., Lev. vii. 30 It is used of the van in win-
nowing. 1880- in south-western dial, glossaries.

b. A shovel used for lifting charcoal or testing

ore.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 102 Your Coals sufficiently cool'd,

with a very long-toothed Rake, and a Vann, you may load
them into the Coal-wains. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s,v,

/ aiming, This instrument called the Vann [printed Vaun],
is a long and moderately deep wooden shove). 1875 Knight
Diet. Jllech. 2689/2 Van, a shovel used in sifting ore.

c. [Cf. Van z>.] A process of testing ore on a
shovel; the amount of metal obtained by this test.

1778 Pryce A/in. Corttub. 216 If the Van will cover or
equal the weight of a crown piece, it is good Tin-stuff, and
is termed a Crown Van. 1880 IV. Cornw. Gloss., Van, a
rude process of trying tin ores by crushing and washing on
a shovel. (.1888 Trans. Amer. Inst. A/in. Etig. XII. 64
(Cent.), As he watched the process of making a van on a
shovel, and saw the copper roll up to the highest point.

1-2. = Fan^.i id. Obs- 1

1458 Alaldon (Essex) Liber B. fol. ii b, John Dale hath in

his kepynge a justyng sadel, ii vannys, and a sper.

3. Awing; = Fan sb. 1 4. Chiefly/^/.
1667 [see Fan sbA 4 0]. 1671 Milton /*. K. iv. 583 Strait

a fiery Globe Of Angels on full sail of wing flew nigh, Who
on their plumy Vans receiv'd him soft. 1700 Dryden Ovid's
Alet. xir. 749 He wheel'd in Air, and stretch'd his Vans in

vain; His Vans no longer cou'd his Flight sustain. 1791-
[see Fan sb.l 4]. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Eutomol. vii. (1816) I.

215 Its ample vans are calculated to catch the wind as sails,

and so to carry it sometimes over the sea. 18^1 D. Jerrold
St. Giles xxxiii. 342 A carrion crow flapped its vans above
the heads of man and wife. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia vi.

(1S81) 156 Bright butterflies Fluttered their vans, azure and
green and gold.

fig. 1898 G. Meredith Poet. Wks. (1912) 549 Beneath the
vans of doom did men pass in.

1 4. ? The vane of a ship. Obs."1

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <fr P. 13 The Vans of the next
Ships (though groveling with a neighbouring Wave) could
not be discerned.

5. A sail of a windmill ; = Fan sb.1 6 c. (Cf.

Vane 3 a.)

1837 Landor Pentameron\^Vs. 1846 II. 352 A sigh sets

her windmill at work van over van, incessantly. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 520 As a windmill seen at dis-

tance radiating Its delicate white vans against the sky. i860

O. W. Holmes Prof. Break/. -t. x\, With his arms flying.,

like the vans of a windmill.

Van (vsn), sb.2 Also 7 vann. [Shortening of

Vanguard.]
1. The foremost division or detachment of a mili-

tary or naval force when advancing or set in order

for doing so.

1633 T. Stafford Pae. Hib. (1821) 420 The Van went off

with few slaine. 1665 Manley Grotius Leno C. Wars 799
Spinola himself went in the Van, sending before him Scouts
and Pioneers to search the ways and level them. 1667
Milton P. L. 11. 535 Armies rush To Bat'r' in the Clouds,
before each Van Pnc forth the Aerie Knignts. 1704 Land.
Gaz. No. 4054/1 They were very strong in the Center,

and weaker in the Van and Rear, a 1781 R. Watson
Philip III (1783) v. 382 The van was led by the mareschal
Lesdiguieres, the main body by the duke of Savoy, and
Shomberg. .brought up the rear with the artillery. 1816

Scott Old Mort. xxv, As Lord Evandale spoke, the van of

the insurgents began to make their appearance. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India II. 555 The van of the Mahratta army
..had advanced to within fifteen miles of Chanda. 1879
FRouDEt?arjrtrxix. 308 Roman civilians had followed in the

van of the armies.

b. Without article.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 104 The Foe he had survey*d

Rang'd, as to him they did appear, With Van, main Battel,

Wings and Rear. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 589 Standards, and

Gonfalons twixt Van and Reare Streame in the Aire. 1809

Wordsw. Ho/er 10 They stagger at the shock From van to

rear. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvm. iv. V. 86 Van, having

faced to right..and so become Left Wing, will attack

Kreczor.

o. Const. <?/(war, etc.), or with possessive.

1716 Pope Iliad xm. 35° But those my ship contains,

whence distant far, I fight conspicuous in the Van of War.

1813 Byron Br. Abydosx. vii, Another 1 and a braver man
Was never seen in battle's van.

f d. In one's van, in front of one. Obs.

1784 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 350 The king's army

[was] in his rear, and Sir Richard Grenvil in his van.

2. The foremost portion of, or the foremost posi-

tion in, a company or train of persons moving, or

prepared to move, forwards or onwards.
1610 Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady v. i, Come who leads?

Sir Roger, you shall have the Van : lead the way. 1648 J.

5



VAN. 34 VANDAL.
Beaumont Psyche xvi. lxxii, The gallant Paeans of His
vocal Van To all the Orbs proclaim 'd the Spectacle. 1674
Jackson"s Recantations 19 in Hindley Book Collector's

Misc. Ill, I ..was commonly in the van, upon any desperate
exploit, having the knowledge of my weapon [etc.]. 1824
W. Irving T. Trav. I. 48 My aunt led the van with a red-

hot poker ; and, in my opinion, she was the most formidable
of the party. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. v. (1865) I. 220
The Gauls, .formed the van of the great Celtic migration.

1874 Burnand My Time xxvi. 240 After the van of the
procession had marched into the dining-room.

b. Jig.., esp. in the phrases to lead{\ bear, f have)

the van j and in the van.
(a) a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 115 Ratcliffe

Church esteemeth it a greater grace to lead the van of all

parochial, than to follow in the rear after many Cathedral
Churches in England. 1683 tr. Erasm. Moriae Encom. 9
Why may not I justly bear the Van among the whole troop
of Gods? a 1708 Beveridge Thes. Theol. (1710) I. 234 The
Apostle gives us a chain of all Christian graces : wherein .

.

faith leads the van. 1771 Fletcher Logica Genev. 198 As
Moses led the van of these testimonies, .and St. Paul the
main body, permit St. James to bring up the rear. 1838
Stephens Trav. Greece I. viL 125, I could not follow them
in their long and repeated kneelings and prostrations; but
my young Greek, .led the van.
(b) 1771 Junius Lett. Ivii (1788) 306 The natural resources

of the crown are no longer confided in. Corruption glitters

in the van. 1820 Keats Hyperion 1. 343 Be thou therefore
in the van Of circumstance. 1843 Carlyle Past <y Pr. in.

viii, The chief of men is he who stands in the van of men.
1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol. <§ Educ. iv. 87 That nothing less

will suffice here if we are to maintain our position in the
van of industrial nations.

3. The fore or front part of a thing, rare.

1727 Dyer Grongar IIill $ Silent Nymph !..Who..lie On
the mountain's lonely van, Beyond the noise of busy man.
1762 Falconer Shipwr. 11. 508 While o'er the quivering
deck, from van to rear, Broad surges roll in terrible career.

4. attrib., as van-division, -ship, -squadron.
1652 French Occurr. N07'. sg-Dec.6 216 Ruttier. .com-

manded the Van-squadron, and charged very resolutely up
to us. 1795 Nelson 13 Mar. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 14
The Admiral made the signal for the Van-ships to join him.
179S — 19 June Ibid. (1846) VTI.p. lxxxii, The Admiral has
honoured me with the command of the Van-Division. 1806
A. Duncan Nelson 71 He received the.. fire from the van
ships. 1862 Meredith Poet. IVks. (1912J 122 The day was
a van-bird of summer.

Van (vren), sb.'A [Shortened f. Caravan 4.]

1. A covered vehicle chiefly employed for the

conveyance of goods, usually resembling a large

wooden box with arched roof and opening from
behind, but varying in size (and to some extent in

form) according to the use intended.
1829 Lytton The Disoxvned I. iv. 50 Yes, Sir, we have

some luggage—came last night by the van. 1855 Leifchild
Cornwall 3 The Cornish van is a conveyance both peculiar
and interesting. This particular one. .resembled very nearly
an ordinary covered cart of some length. 187a C. King
Sierra Nevada x. 2i2Thz great van rocked, settled a little—
and stuck fast.

b. Felons' van, prison van. Also ellipt.

1858 [see Prison sb. 3 a]. 1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 338
The hour when the Parliament of France had been driven
into the felons' van. 1895 Daily News 17 May 8/6 The
Gaoler—There is no van between 10.30 in the morning and
four in the afternoon.

2. A closed carriage or truck used on railways

for conveying passengers' luggage and the guard of
the train, or in goods trains for smaller articles

needing protection from the weather.
Freq.with defining terms, as brake-,guard*s, luggage van.
1868 Boyd Less. Middle Age 339 Emerging from the

carriage door, the pilgrim . . hastens to the van at the end of
the train. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 47/1 The portmanteau
and hamper bad been put into the van.

3. attrib. and Comb., as van boy, dock, 'driver,

dweller, harness, load, -?nan, shunter.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 34 *Van..Boy, Guard.

1883 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. 7/2 A van boy, seventeen years
of age. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 639 On the left

of this platform is the ' #van dock ' in which the vans are
standing. 1895 Daily News 26 Sept. 6/3 A Midland Rail-
way *van driver. 1894 Ibid. 25 Jan. 2/4 The fourth annual
meeting of the United Kingdom Showmen's and *Van
Dwellers' Protection Association. 1863 Catal. Intemat.
Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4727, *Van harness and cart harness.
1885 Lpool Daily Post 23 Apr. 5/2 Countless *vanloads of
happy urchins, bent on enjoying their Sunday school treat.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 34 Trap Minder. *Van Man.
1891 Daily News 21 Sept. 2/7 Vanman of the Glasgow City
Parochial Authorities. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw.
639 The vans, as they enter the shed, are at once placed
under the orders . . of ' "van shunters '.

Van (vaen), sbA [a. Welsh fan (van), mutated
form of ban height, occurring in place-names in

South Wales, esp. in Brecknock.] A height or
summit.
1871 Kingsley At Last ii, Flat 'vans' or hog-backed

hills, and broad sweeps of moorland,.. are as rare as are
steep walls of cliff. 1905 A. R. Wallace My Life I. 249
The range of the great forest of Brecon, with its series of
isolated summits or vans.

Van (v?en), v.l Also 4 uanni, 5 vane, 5-7
vanne, [Southern var. Fan v.]

1. trans. To winnow with a fan. ? Obs.
1340 [see Fan v. iJ. c 1467 Noble Bk. Cookry (1882) 86

Tak clene whet and bet it in a morto'ire and vane it clene.

1545 Elvot, Euanno, to van corne or other lyke thyng.
1552 Hlloet, Vanne or fanne corne, euanno. 1611 Cotgr.,
Berner, to vanne, or winnow corne. 163X Anchoran Comen*
ius'Gate Tongues 87 Hee vanneth, winnoweth and waggeth
oates with a wanne. 1648 Hexham ii, Wt-wannen, to

Winnowe, or to Vanne out. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey)
Vanned, fanned or winnowed.
fig. 14.. Langland's P. PLC. xxm. 168 Elde..wayueth

[v.r. vanned] away wanhope. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais
in. xl. 332 The Suit or Process, being well vanned and
winnowed.

t 2. a. = Fan v. 3. Obs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Ventulus, Vanne winde saftely

on hir in this maner.

t b. To fan ; to blow upon. Obs.
1628 Feltham Resolves 11. viii. 18 Nor does the wound but

rankle more, which is vanned by the publike ayre.

3. To separate and test (ore) by washing on a van
or shovel. (Earlier in Vanning vbl. sb. 1 2.)

1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 5S5 We
have seen a miner dexterously van pulverised iron pyrites.

1899 Baring-Gould Bk. 0/ West II. v. 61 In dressing the ore
the miners broke it with their hammers, and then ' vanned*
it on their broad oak shovels.

Van (vsen), v£ rare—1
, [f. Van sb. 2

] trans.

To go in the van of, to lead.

1852 A. Smith Life Drama ii, Do not the royal souls that
van the world Hunger for praises?

Van (vsen), v.z [f. Van j£.3]

1. trans. To send in a van.
1840 New Monthly Mag. LX. 167 Vanning his horses to

the different meetings. 1862 H. H. Dixon Scott $ Sebright
iii. 203 When.. he [a racehorse] could hardly move in his
box, he was vanned down to Hermit Lodge.

2. To confine in a van.
1897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime 34 A convict—one of

the two servants who were not 'van'd' overnight.

Van, obs. Sc. pa. t. Win v.

Vanadate (vae-nad/t). Chem. [f. Vanad-ium
+ -ATE 1

. So F. vanadate.] A salt produced by
the combination of vanadic acid with a base.

1835 Partington's Brit. Cycl., Arts $ Sci. II. 858/2 The
precipitate is vanadate of barytes or lead. 1851 M-antell
Petrifactions iii. §1. 145 Vanadic acid and vanadates. 1883
Science I. 490/1 Strontic vanadate was prepared by fusion
of the acid with sodic bromide and strontic bromide. Ibid.,

Vanadates of lead, cadmium, zinc, . .were formed in the same
way.

Vanadiate (van^-diA). Chem. [f. Vanadi-um
+ -ATE 1

.] = prec.
1836 T. Thomson Min., Geol.,ttc. II. 539 Analysis of Van-

adiates. The only vanadiate known at present to exist in

the mineral kingdom, is the vanadiate of lead. 1849 D.
Campbell Inorg, Chem. 301 The vanadiate of potash in the
bisulphate of potash solution is boiled with hydrochloric
acid. 1869 Phil. Trans. CLVIII. 28 Vanadiate of ammonia,

Vanadic (vanse'dik, van^'dik). Chem. [f.

Vanad-ium + -ic. Cf. F. vanadique.] Of or per-

taining to, derived from, vanadium ; spec, contain-

ing vanadium in its higher valency, as opposed to

Vanadious a. Chiefly in vanadic acid.

1835 Partington's Brit. Cycl., Arts $ Sci. II. 858/2 The
vanadic acid is reduced to the state of salifiable oxide. 1849
Dt Campbell Inorg. Chem. 303 Vanadic acid is a brownish
powder, but when melted . . it approaches a rusty-red. 1874
Roscoe Ess. (Owens Coll.) II. 55 The crystalline form of a
mineral contained vanadic oxide.

Vanadinite (vanse-dinait). Min. [f. Vanad-
ium + -in + -ite.] A mineral consisting of vanadate
of lead and chloride of lead, occurring in brilliant

crystals of various colours.

1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Geol., etc. 532 Vanadinite. . . Found in

Mexico, the Ural, and Dumfriesshire. 1880 Clemenshaw
Wurtz'Atom, The. 139 The atomic weight of vanadium has
been altered so that vanadinite, which is isomorphous with
apotite, is represented by a similar formula.

Vanadious (van^-dias), a. Chem. [f. Vanadi-
um + -0U8 c] Containing vanadium in its lower
valency, as opposed to Vanadic a.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 088 Vanadious phosphate and
sulphate have been obtained in definite crystals. 1870
Roscoe in Lond. Philos. Mag. July 63 Vanadious salt.

Vanadite (varnadait). Chem. rare. [f. as
prec. + -ite. So F. vanadite.'] (See quot.)
1835 Partington's Brit.Cycl., Arts $ Sci. 11.859/1 Oxide

of vanadium.. combines with bases, and forms salts, which
may be called vanadites. 1858 T. Graham Inorg. Chem.
(ed. 2) II. 174 The insoluble vanadites, when moistened or
covered with water, become green.

Vanadium (van^!,
diz>m). Chem. [mod.L.,

irreg. f. ON. Vana-dis one of the names of the
Scandinavian goddess Freyja : see -ium. Named
(1830) by the Swedish chemist Sefstrom, who
found it in iron from Taberg near Jonkoping.]
A rare chemical element (symbol V), occurring in

certain iron, lead, and uranium ores, some of the
compounds of which are used in the production of
aniline blacks and other dyeing materials.
The metal was detected by Del Rio in certain Mexican

lead ores in 1801, and named by him Erythronium.
1835 Partington's Brit. Cycl., Arts $ Sci. II. 859/1 Vana-

dium dissolves readily in nitric acid and in aqua regia. 1839
Ube Diet. Arts 1263 Vanadium is white, and when its sur.
face is polished, it resembles silver or molybdenum more
than any other metal. 1880 Times 23 Oct. 6/1, I would
suggest a preparation of aniline with vanadium for the
tinted grounds.
attrib. 1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 301 The vana-

dium sulphide precipitates, and gathered, is.. roasted in an
open crucible till it becomes vanadic acid. 1869 Roscoe in
Phil. Trans. CLVIII. 11 Vanadium dioxide, or vanadyl,
V2 2. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 2 Apr. 4/2 The material used in
its construction (vanadium steel, made in the company's own
works).

f Vanadous, obs. variant of Vanadious a.

1858 T. Graham Inorg. Chem. (ed. 2) II. 173 Bioxide of
vanadium is also capable of acting as an acid.. . It is hence
called vanadous acid.

Vanadyl. Chem. [f. Vanad-ium + -tl.] Va-
nadium dioxide.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 987 As it enters into many

vanadium-compounds.., it may be appropriately called
vanadyl. 1869 Roscoe in Phil. Trans. CLVIII. 3 Vanadyl
monochloride.

Vanbraee, -bras, varr. Vam-, Vantbrace.
a 1470 H. Parker Dives % Pauper (W. de W. 1496) x. vi.

379/2 We sholde take with us rerebras and vanbras & gloues
of plate. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxviii,

Alanzon breakes the Blow, which the King first Made...
and locks his Hilt In Harrie's Vanbrace. 1816 Monthly
Mag. XLI. 330 Their arms and legs vanbras and cuisses
sheath.

Vance, variant of Vaunce v. Obs.

t Vancement. Obs—1 In4vauns-. [Aphetic
f. Advancement,] Advancement, preferment.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5514 5yf pou ober 3aue or
sent Of holy cherche to haue vaunsement.

Vance-roof. JS, Angl. Also 8-9 vaunce-.
[f. Vaunce v.] A garret. Also_/5g".

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 1. vii. § 2. 256 Canst thou
hide any one sin in the vance-roof of thy heart? 1657 in

Vcrney Mem. (1907) II. 119 You may ges how full our hous
is whan my lady and all hir faimily of women ly in the van[c]e
rouffover the dining chamber. 1682-3 &($• Lett. Norwich
Quakers, And for the vance roofes we giue 10s a weeke for

those to worke in y* Lodge in the hole. 1787 in Marshall
Rur. Econ. E. Norf. 1823 in Moor Suffolk Gloss.

t Vanchase. Obs. rare. Also vaunchace. [f.

van- (see Vant-) + Chase sb.1 Cf. Vaunt-chase.]
The van, front, or advanced part of the chase or

hunt. So f Vanehaser, a hound hunting in the

van. Obs.
c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) Prol., He hath

ynogh at done., to loke.. which houndes ben vanchasours
and perfiters. Ibid., He shal se, whiche houndes commeth
in the vanchace [Bodl. MS. vaunchace] and the myddell and
whiche ben perfitours.

Van-COUrier (vse'nkueirial). Forms: a. 6-7
van-corrier, 7 -currier, -iour. 0. 7-9 van-
courier. [Var. of vant- Vaunt-courier.] A
vaunt-courier or forerunner, in lit. and Jig. senses.

o. 1581 Styward Marl. Discipl. 1. 15 He is to appoint
what bands shal watch & what vancorriers. 165a Ben-
lowe Theofh. vn. xliv, Windes are van-curriers and posti-

lions to Thy will. 1657 Reeve God's Plea 147 Where is

reformation to latch arrows, . .to meet the Vancurriours in

their march? 1687 tr. Sallust (1692) 287 The Vancurriers
that scouted before, returning brought word, that all were
friends.

fi. 1670 Caveat to Conventiclers 1 The Van couriers

appeared in number about half a score. 12x694 £>4fi M-
Robinson (ed. Mayor) 36 All the neighbouring gentlemen
knew of the master's approach by these his vancouriers.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Van-couriers, light-armed
Soldiers sent before to beat the Road, upon the approach
of an Enemy. 1879 Todhunter Alcestis 11 What bodes
this pale vancourier of fate?

Vancuist,obs. Sc. pa.t. and pple. of Vanquish v.

^ Van-current, a. Obs. [f. van- + Current
a., after van-courier.] Forerunning, precursory.

X649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV,liv, Soe van-Current
feavers but Yeild to a Pestilence.

Vand, obs. Sc. form of Wand sb.

Vanda (varnda), Bot. [mod.L., a. Skr. and
Hindi vanda.] A genus of epiphytal orchids, native

to tropical Asia, characterized by large showy
flowers borne in racemes ; a plant of this genus.
x8oi Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 738/1. 1844 Florist's Jml.

(1846) V. 57 The Vandas, Saccolabiums, and Dendrobiums
o'f India. 1882 Garden 21 Jan. 35/2, I herewith send you
a dried flower of the blue Vanda, which is now flowering.

Comb. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 480/1 Dendrobiums and
Vanda-like plants. 1844 Florist's Jml. (1846) V. 55 The
flowers of this beautiful vanda-like plant.

Vandal (varndal), sb. and a. Also 6-7 Vandale,-

7 Vandall. [ad. L. Vandalus, pi. Vandali (also

-alii, -Hi, -ilii, -uli), whence also F. Vandale, It.,

Sp., Pg. Vandalo. Trevisa, in his translation of

Higden (1387), uses the form Wandales.
The different Latin forms indicate a variation of suffix in

the Germanic stem, viz. * Wandal-, -it; -ul-. The second
of these is represented by OE. Wendlas (pi.), ON. Vendill,

designating inhabitants of the north of Jutland.]

A. sb. 1. A member of a Germanic tribe, which
in the fourth and fifth centuries invaded Western
Europe, and established settlements in various

parts of it, esp. in Gaul and Spain, finally in 428-9
migrating to Northern Africa. Chiefly in pi.

In the year 455 their king Genseric led a marauding ex-

pedition against Rome, which he took and completely

sacked. The Vandals were overthrown by Belisarius in

533 at the battle of Tricamarum.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 283 Chaunges. .caused, .by the

commynge of theGothesand Vandales, and other Barbarians

into Italy. 1596 Spenser St. Irel. Wks. (Globe) 627/2 The
coming downe of the Gothes, the Hunnes, and the Vandals.

1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. \\. 44 The Gothes and the

Vandalles, beeing also a people of the septentrional partes

of Germanic 1647-8 Cotterell tr. Davila's Hist. Fr.
(1678) 3 Famous incursions of the Vandals. 1694 Drvden
To Sir G. Kneller 47 Till Goths, and Vandals, a rude
Northern race, Did all the matchless Monuments deface.

a 1743 Savage Of Public 5//«VWks. 1777 II, 141 Rome all

subdu'd, yet Vandals vanquish'd Rome. Z788G1UBON Decl,
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$ F. xli. IV. 146 The certain intelligence that the Vandal
[sc. Gelimer] had fled to the inaccessible country of the

Moors. 184a Penny CycL XXIV. 266/1 The Slavonian
tribes were subject to the Teutonic Vandals, who are often

confounded with the Wends. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
58/2 There does not seem to be in the story of the capture

of Rome by the Vandals any justification for the charge of
wilful and objectless destruction of public buildings.

2. trans/. One who acts like a Vandal or bar-

barian ; a wilful or ignorant destroyer of anything

beautiful, venerable, or worthy of preservation.

1663 Gam Counsel so For who would Rob them but
Goths and Vandalls. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit, 696 At length
Erasmus. . Stemm'd the wild torrent of a barb'rous age,

And drove those holy Vandals [i.e. monks] off the stage.

1780 Cowper On Burning Ld. Mansfield*s Library 1 The
Vandals of our isle . . Have burnt to dust a nobler pile Than
ever Roman saw! 1801 Helen M. Williams Mann, fy

Opin. Fr. Rep. II. xxxv. 177 The monuments, .which have
escaped the fury of our modern Vandals [i.e. Jacobins].
a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 189 A horrid Vandal,—but
his money Will buy a glorious coat of arms. 1895 Sufflinc
Land of Broads 85 Stained glass, which those narrow-
minded Vandals, the Puritans, took great pains to destroy.

B. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the Vandals (or

a Vandal).
Vandalwar, the war waged by the Roman Empire against

the Vandals in Africa, 532-546.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 98 Procopius, in the

fourth booke of the Vandale Warre. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$

F. xxxiii. (1787) III. 346 The warlike tyrant is supposed to
have shed more Vandal blood by the hand of the executioner,
than in the field of battle. 1788 Ibid. xli. IV. 152 The
chariots of state which had been used by the Vandal queen.
1842 Penny CycL XXIV. 266/1 All the names of the Vandal
kings are Teutonic. 1879 Lumby Introd. to Higden (Rolls)

VII. p. xx, Gregory [VI] appealed to the emperor for help,

and when an excuse of the Vandal war was made by him,
the pope took the field himself against the robbers, 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 53/2 The Vandal occupation of this

great city [i.e. Carthage], .lasted for ninety-four years.

2. Acting like a Vandal in the wilful or ignorant

destruction of things of beauty or historic interest

;

recklessly or ruthlessly destructive; barbarous,
rude, uncultured.
1700 Dryden Prol. [Fletcher's Pilgrim] 35 Our bold

Britton.. Invades the Psalms with Rhymes, and leaves no
room For any Vandal Hopkins yet to come. 1798 W. T.
Fitzgerald Misc. Poems (1801) 99 Though Europe suffers,

to her foul disgrace, This second Inroad of the Vandal
Race. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 34 Vandal naturalists.

1892 T. A. Cook Old Touraine (1894) II. 39 A certain
vandal senator.. irreparably destroyed a great part of the
old buildings.

3. Characterized by vandalism or lack of culture

;

vandalic, vandalistic.
175a H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 443 Some good tombs

..,and a very Vandal one. 1857 Ld. Granville in Life
(1905) I. x. 260 They. .are against any Vandal destruction
of towns, palaces, etc 1863 Mary Howitt tr. F. Bremer's
Greece <r Greeks II. xii. 24 Masses of marble fragments and
stones show what a work of Vandal desolation has been here.

Hence Va'ndalled pa. ppU.
y
over-run or devas-

tated by the Vandals.
1648 Winyard Mtdsummer.Moon 4 The whole University

resembles Greece over-run by Turkes, or Italy Goth d and
Vandald.

Vandalian, a. rare—1
. [Cf. Vandal sb. r,

quot. 1842.] \Vendish.

1730 Hist. Litt. I. 435 We have now an entire Translation
of the Bible in the Vandalian Tongue.

Vandalic (vaendarlik), a. Also 7 Vandal-
lique. [ad. L. Vandalic-us,i. Vandalus Vandal.
So F. vandalique. In the 15th cent, translation of
Higden the form Wandalical occurs.]

1. Characteristic of, resembling that of, the
Vandals ; barbarously or ignorantly destructive

;

vandalistic.

1666 Waterhouse Fire London 66 This late harrass of us
by a more than Gottish and Vandallique fire. 176a War-
burton Doct. Grace 111. it. Wks. 1788 IV. 704 Rash Divines
might be apt to charge this holy man.. with a brutal spite
to Reason,—and with more than Vandalic rage against
human Learning. 1801 Helen M. Williams Mann, fy

Opin. Fr. Rep. I. xviii. 226 The vandalic fury that em-
ployed itself not only on the mutilation of statues, but
destroyed the paintings of the first masters. 1865 F.cclesio-

legist XXVI. 271 Deliberate, we might say Vandalic demo-
lition. 1887 F. R. Stockton Hundredth Matt xv, In his
vandalic operations Enoch had shown.. fiendish ingenuity.

b. Of persons : = Vandal a. 2.

1842 Blacfav. Mag. LI. 88 The cathedral itself is ordered
to be repaired, and unfortunately ' beautified ', by the most
Vandalic architect Paris ever was afflicted with.

2. Of or pertaining to, consisting of, the Vandals.
5*1727 Newton Obs. Daniel (1733) I. v. 34 The Burgun-

dians, a Vandalic nation, were between the Vistula and the
southern fountain of the Bonsthenes. x8oa Sibbald Chron.
S. P. IV. p. ix, The Saxons, of Vandalic origin. 1838 G. S.
Faber Inquiry 477 Parsing thence into Germany, he long
sojourned among the Vandalic States, and finally settled in
Bohemia. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia II. xv. 375 Barbarians
of the Vandahc race,

. . made insolent by success.

tVandaliro. Obs.-1 [a. older Sp. vando/era.']
= Bandoleer 2.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. ArchaeoL Soc.) IL 78 The
Major had noe amunition more then what the souldiers did
cane in their vandaliros about them.

Va ndalish, a. rare. [f. Vandal + -ish.]

Vandalic, vandalistic.

1834 Beck ford Italy II. 356 Ves, I witnessed this vandal,
ish operation. 1839 Blackiv. Mag. XLVI. 647 These pre-

tended barbarians—Gothic, Vandalish, Lombard,, .were in

reality the restorers and regenerators of the effete Roman
intellect.

Vandalism (vse'ndaliz'm). [a. F. vandatisme,

first used by Henri Gregoire, Bishop of Blois,

c I 793*] TQe conduct or spirit characteristic of,

or attributed to, the Vandals in respect of culture
;

ruthless destruction or spoiling of anything beauti-

ful or venerable ; in weakened sense, barbarous,

ignorant, or inartistic treatment.

1798 Helen M. Williams Lett. France IV. 179 (Jod.),

Those barbarous triumphs are passed and anarchy and van-

dalism can return no more. 1800 W. Tavlok in Monthly
Mag.VllI. 684 The writers, who bring against certain philo-

sophic innovationists a clamorous charge of Vandalism. 1848
Gallenga Italy 497 After several hours of that unavailing
Vandalism, which set houses and palaces on fire, they were
compelled to beat a retreat, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led.
Arc/tit. (1879) * 35 Monuments, through the lapse of time

and the barbarous hand of modern Vandalism, become in

many cases, .decayed and mutilated.

b. An instance of this ; a vandalistic act.

188a Sergt. Ballantine Exper. xxii. 218 The vandalisms
that have changed the fair scene.. into its present shape.

Vandalistic (vxndali'stik), a. [f. Vandal sb.

+ -ISTIC.] Characterized by, given to, vandalism.

1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 205 The authorities are Vandalistic

enough to prohibit the sport. 1897 Naturalist 45 The
most vandalistic plant-grubber, igoo IVestm. Gaz. 8 May
10/1 The natives-. betray a vandalistic disposition towards
the tablets and inscriptions.

Vandalization. [Cf. next.] The action of

rendering barbarous.
1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VIII. 684 Events

thicken to accelerate the entire Vandalization of Europe.

Vandalize (varndalaiz), v. [f. Vandal sb. +
-ize.] trans. To render Vandal in respect of cul-

ture ; to deal with or treat in a vandalistic manner.
1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VIII. 684 To vandalize

Europe then can have no otber signification than to intro-

duce eastern Slavonian barbarians to domination over the
actual feats of culture and improvement. 1821 New Monthly
Mag. 1 1. 353 They are not only vandalized in style, but in

sentiment. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 99 The noblest
monuments of art and piety have been vandalized.

Hence Va'ndalizing///. a.

1804 Fessenden Democracy Unveiled (1806) I. 123 Direct
their vandalizing ravages To make men like themselves,
mere savages. 183a Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 581 No. .vigil-

ance.. could disarm their rude followers of ferocious and
Vandalizing habits.

Vandalously, adv. rarer1
, [f. Vandal sb.]

In a vandalistic manner.
1890 Tablet 6 Sept. 374 They were scandalously and

vandalously wrong when they reviled the Mother of God.

t Vandelas. Obs. Forms: 6 vandelas, 7
-alas, -olose, -ulose. [See def.] A kind of strong

coarse canvas, used esp. for sails, manufactured in

the district of Brittany formerly called LeVendelais.
1571 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 137 For vandelas

Ixvij ells di.—lxvij1 v'}*. 1571 Ibid. 167 For xx tie peeces of
Vandelas to cover the Banketting howse. 1612 Ledger A.
Halyburton (1867) 319 Vandolose or Vitrie canves the eln,

xs. 1640 in Entick London{i?66) II. 167 Linnens,.. narrow
vandales, or vittry canvas. 1657 Acts cf Interregn. (1911)
II. 1213 Vandalose or Vittry Canvas.

II Vandellia (va;nde*lia). [mod.L. (Linnaeus),

from the name of Domenico Vandeiti (1732-), an
Italian botanist, in later life resident in Portugal.]

A genus of scrophulariaceous plants, some of which
possess emetic or purgative properties; a plant

of this genus, esp. V. diffusa l
or a medicinal pre-

paration of this.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 618/1. 1829 Loudon
Encycl. Plants. 530 Diffuse Vandellia. 1887 Moloney
Forestry W. Africa 396 Employed in this manner the van-
dellia is as certain in its action as ipecacuanha.

Vandemonian (va^nd/mtfu-nian), a. and sb.

Also Van Diemonian, Diemenian. [f. Van
Dtemen^s Land, the original name of Tasmania,
given by its discoverer Tasman in 1642 in honour
of Anthony Van Diemen (1593-1645), governor
of the Dutch East Indies.]

A. adj. Of, belonging to, or inhabiting Tas-
mania.
Freq. applied to the convicts domiciled there in the early

part of the 19th c.

1840 G. Arden Austr. Felix 9 A shrewd old Vandemonian
colonist. 1853 S. Sidney Three Colonies Austral, (ed. 2)

171 note, Acts levelled against Van Diemonian expirees.

1855 W. Howitt Two Y. Victoria xx. I. 367 Some of the
Van Diemenian convicts.

B. sb. An inhabitant of Tasmania.
185* G. C Mvhdy Our Antipodes III. viii. 251 The Van

Diemonians, as they unpleasingly call themselves. 1867
Casselfs Mag. II. 440/2, ' I never wanted to leave England,'
I have heard an old Vandemonian observe boastfully.

Hence Va ndemo nianism, rough or unmannerly
behaviour ; rowdyism.
1863 Victorian Hansard 22 Apr. IX. 701 (Morris), Mr.

Houston looked upon the conduct ofhon. gentlemen opposite
as ranging from the extreme of vandemonianism to the ex-
treme of namby-pambyism.

+ Vanden. Obs.~x [Humorous application of

Du. van Hen, ' of the', in surnames.] Dutch.
1638 Ford Lady's Trial 11. i, Gulls or Mogulls, Tag, rag,

or other, Hoger-Mogen vanden, Skip-lacks, or Chouses.

Vandros: see Rbredos 2 (quot. 1552).

Vandscott, obs. Sc. form of Wainscot.
Vandyke (vaendai'k), sb. Also 8 Vandike, 8-9
Vandyck. [From the name of Sir Anthony
Vandyke (Anglicized spelling of Van Dyck)

i
the

great Flemish painter (1599-1641).]
1. A painting or portrait by Vandyke.
1751 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 395 The whole-length

Vandykes went for a song ! 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere
542 The ball-room, lined with Vandycks and Lelys.

2. A broad lace or ]inen collar or neckerchief
with a deeply cut edge, in imitation of the style of
collar freq. depicted in portraits by Vandyke, form-
ing an article of fashionable dress in the 18th
century.

1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 324 Circling round her iv'ry neck
Frizzle out the smart Vandike. 1769 Granger Biogr. Hiit.
Lug.,Chas.I,l. 571 Laced handkerchiefs, resembling the large
falling band worn by the men, were in fashion among the
ladies: this article of dress has been lately revived, and called
a Vandyck. 1838 Hawthorne A »ier. Note-Iks. (iS68> I. 242
One of them, .attempts to exchange a worked vandyke.

3. One of a number of deep-cut points on the

border or fringe of an article of apparel (see quot.

1882). Usu. in pi.

1827 Souvenir I. 151/3 (Stanford), Tulle pelisse, with three
Vandykes on the shoulders, forming epaulettes. 1831 G. R.
Porter Siik Manuf. 230 The paiticulnr form required
whether as Vandykes, or scallops, or any other figures. 1858
Ladies' 'Treasury Sept. 185 The body has a bertha cut in

Vandykes. 1882 Callfeild& Saward Diet. Needlew. 310/1
Vandykes, this term is descriptive of a particular pointed
form cut as a decorative border to collars and other portions
of wearing apparel, and to the trimmings of dress skirts and
bodices.

4. transf. A notched, deeply indented, or zigzag

border, edging, or formation.
1846 Ruskin Let. Wks. 1909 XXXVI. 64 A bridge, .with

this pretty Vandyke outside by way of variety. 1891 Daily
News 14 Oct. 2/8 The whole coast is a vandyke of bays and
clefts and promontories.

5. Uchn. (See quot.)
1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 736 (Buhl \vork\ Brass

borders, technically known as Vandykes, are worked in

narrow slips.

0. Used attrib. or as adj. in designating things

associated in some way with Vandyke or his paint-

ings, as Vandyke beard, border, brown, coaching,

etc. (see quots. and cf. prec. senses).

1894 Westm. Gaz. 25 June 8/1 Everyone is now wearing
a pointed V-shaped *Vandyck beard, while a few years ago
the Vandyck beard was unknown. 1880 I\rper <V Print.
Trades Jrnl. xxx. 29 Each page having a deep *Vandyke
border. 1850 Weale Diet. Terms, * Vandyke Brawn,, .a

species of peat or bog-earth, of a fine deep semi-trans-
parent brown colour. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet.
Needlew. 92/2 'Vandyke couching, a Raised Couching
formed with lines of whipcord laid on the linen founda-
tion in the shape of Vandykes [etc.]. 18*5 Macaulay Ess.,

Milton F 62 His [i. e. Charles I] *Vandyke dress, his hand-
some face, and his peaked beard. 1757 Mrs. Delanv Life
ff Corr. (1861) III. 467 Madam Godineau, in a round card
cap of black lace . . and a 'vandyke handkerchief of the same.
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlew. 195/1 * Vandyke
stitch, a raised Couching. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. v,

"Vandyke tippets, ruffs, fardingales, are brought vividly
before us. 1882 Caulfeild & Sawaku Diet. Needlew. 499/1
* Vandyke tracery., is worked much in the same way as

Cross Tracery, and forms a zig-zag device on the open parts

of leaves and other spaces. 1829 Glover's Hist. Derby I.

242 In 1766.. Crane manufactured a rich brocade for waist-

coats, . . and about two vears afterwards he attempted " van-
dyke-work, by appending a warp-machine to a plain stock-

ing frame.

b. (See quot.)
1889 Maiden Useful PL W. Ind. 99 Panicum flavidum,..

' Vandyke Grass ' (of Bailey).

Vandyke (vsendai'k), v. Also Vandyck. [f.

as prec]
1. trans. To furnish or provide (some dress

material) with Vandykes or deep-cut points, after

the manner represented in Vandyke's paintings ; to

cut or shape with deep angular indentations.

Chiefly in pa. pple.
1800 [implied in Vandyked ppl. a.\ 1828 Moir Mansie

Wauch vii. 65 Long muslin frockies, Vandyked across the

breast. 1869 Latest Netvs 5 Sept. 7 The muslin skirt is

trimmed with a gathered flounce, vandyked at each edge.

1894 Weyman Man in B/a,k 55 His dress was in the ex-

treme of the fashion, his falling collar vandyked.

b. In general use.

1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Feb., I made the leaves of

the [needle-] book, which I vandyked very nicely, out of a

piece of flannel. 1868 Fortn. Rev. Nov. 485 A shelf of

limestone.. not presenting a straight face, but vandyked, as

it were, into a bewildering number of zigzags. 1887 Grosart
in Lismore Papers Ser. n. I. 4 TMi document is indented

or vandyked along its upper edge.

c. Said of the thing forming, or helping to form,

the indentations.

1854 Chambers* Jrnl. II. 723 Tongues of sea-sand, .van-

dyking its borders. 1868 Lockyer Guillcmin s Heavens

(ed. 3) 228 It is easy to see numerous irregular i ties and

transverse markings, vandyking and crossing the more

visible features in various directions. 1898 Weyman Castle

Inn 221 The peaks of three gables rose above them, van-

dyking the sky.

2. intr. To go or proceed in an irregular zigzag

manner ; to take a zigzag course. ? Obs.

1828 Moir Mansie IVaucAxiii. 195 It behoves me. .to beg
pardon. .for being forced whiles to zigzag and vandyke.
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 27 He discussed two bottles of
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old Bordeaux, and, staggering to a bye lane, vandyked to

Farningham. 1845 Alb. Smith Fort. Scattergood Fam. xv,
Foreign gentlemen .. vandyked with indecision about the
quay, as they tried to recollect the name of the hotel.

Vandyked (vsendai'kt), ppl. a. [Cf. prec]
Provided with Vandykes ; cut or shaped at the edge
into deep indentations ; zigzagged.
1800 Hull Advertiser 22 Nov. 3/3 A broad border, or

rather flounce, of vandyked velvet. 183a T. Brown Bk.
Butterflies $ M. (1854) I. 169 The wings are of an intense
black, denticulated with a vandyked border of white, i860
Sala Lady Chesterfield v. So The vandyked morocco
valance. 189a E. Reeves Homeward Bound 130 The
roadway is bordered by a massive stone wall . . with a van-
dyked top, like a piece of lace,

Vandyking, vbl. sb. rare. [Cf. Vandyke v.]

+ 1. nonce-use. ?The drawing or sketching of
portraits. Obs.~l

1633 Windebank in Strafford's Lett. % Disp. (1730) 1. 161
You made many ill Faces with your Pen, (pardon I beseech
your Lordship, the over free Censure of your Vandyking).
2. concr. Vandyked material ; work shaped in

Vandykes or deep zigzags.

1819 [F. Mac Donogh] Hermit in Loud. 170 Tiers of van-
dyking and quilled lace.

Vane (ye [

n). Also 6 vayn, 6-7 veine, 8 vain.
[Southern var. of Fane sb.1]
1. A plate of metal, usually of an ornamental

form, fixed at an elevation upon a vertical spindle,

so as to turn readily with the wind and show the
direction from which this is blowing; a weather-
cock.
Vanes are a common addition to the tops of spires or other

pinnacles of buildings.

1425 in Kennett Far. Antiq. (1818) II. 254 Cum ii venti-
logiis, viz. vanys de Tyn emptis. . ponendis super utrumque
finem pra;dicti dormitorii. 1479-81 Rec. St. Mary at Hill
(1905) 103 Item, for mendyng of the vane of thesteple. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tour Bj, Be ye not like ne semblable the
tortuse ne to the Crane which wynde their hede here and
there as a vane. 1532 in E. Law Hampton Crt. Fal. (1885)

364 A vayn servyng for the stone typis at the gabull ende
of the Tennysplay. 1572-3 Sarum C/turchw. Ace. (Swayne,
1896) 287 Taking downe of the vane and mending of him.
1597 Middleton IVisd. Solomon xiv. 17 Like as a vane is

turn'd with every blast. 111700 Evelyn Diary 13 July
1654, These were adorn'd with a variety of dials, little

statues, vanes, &c. 1785 Reid Intell. Powers 11. xix. 323
When I see a spire at a very great distance there appears
no vane at the top. 1826 Scott Woodst. ii, One or two.,
venerable turrets, bearing each its own vane of rare device
glittering in the autumn sun. 1849 Mrs. Somerville
Connex. Phys. Sci. (ed. 6) xv. 138 Thus two alternations
of north and south wind will cause the vane at any place to

go completely round the compass. 1880 L. Morris Ode of
Life 130 The old grey church, wrth- the tall spire, Whose
vane the sunsets fire.

transf. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. i. (1873) 3 The direction of
the branches was N.E. by N., and these natural vanes must
indicate the prevailing direction of the trade wind. i8sg
Herschel in Man. Sci. Enq. 136 The direction of the wind,
as well as its force, should be registered at each observa-
tion ; and for this it is well to have a small compass with
a vane of card or thin and very moveable sheet brass.

\>.fig. An unstable or constantly changing person
or thing.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 97 What plume of feathers is

hee that indited this Letter? What veine? What Wether,
cocke? 'taidn Beaum.& Fl. FourPlays Wks. 191 2 X. 303
My desire's a vane, That the least breath from her turns
every way. 1850 D. G. Mitchell Reveries Bachelor 133
Who is going to shift this vane of my desires?

o. Naut. A piece of bunting fixed to a wooden
frame, which turns on a spindle at the mast-head
to show the direction of the wind. (See also Dog-
vane.)
1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 3 Some com-

pare her [the ship] to a Commonwealth, and carry the
Allegory from the Vane, down to the Keelson. 1769
Falconer Diet. Mar., Vane, a thin slip of bunting hung
to the mast-head, or some other conspicuous place, . . to show
the direction of the wind. 1863 Rep. Sea Fisheries Comm.
(1865) II. 404/2 Do you [trawlers] carry any particular kind
of vane?—-Yes, until it blows away; we generally carry a
red vane. 1867 S.mvth Sailor's Word-bk. -jog A distinguish-
ing vane denotes the division of a fleet to which a ship of
the line belongs, according to the mast on which it is borne.

1 2. A metal plate having the form of a flag or
banner bearing a coat of arms, esp. one supported
by the figure of an animal. Obs.
Sometimes app. serving the purpose of a weather-cock.
150a Marr. Pr. Arthur in Antiq. Rep. (1808) II. 260 A

red lyon rampand, holdyng a vane enpeynted with thearmys
of Englond. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII. 07 Ouer the
gates wer arches with towers embattailed set with vanes and
scutchions of the armes of the Emperor and the Kyng. 1574
in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 351 For.,
coloringe the beasts and the vanes and the Quenes amies.

.

with good colors and oyles.

3. a. A sail of a windmill.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 482 All thinges are

carryed about in a certaine vehement whyrling unstable.
nesse, as it were the fleyng vanes of a windemill. 16.. Anc.
Poems, Ball., etc. (Percy Soc.) 47 They have a castle on a
hill, I took it for an old wind-mill, The vanes blown off
by weather. 17*5 Fam. Diet. s.v. Windmill, Made with
vertical Sails, like the ordinary Windmils, ..placed on an
Axis of a proportionable length to the length of the Vanes.
*754 J- Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) I. 19 [She] took
Occasion to utter three or four sighs,.. each of which would
have turned the vanes of a windmill. 1804 Charlotte Smith
Conversations, etc. II. 40 The miller shewed me the
machinery . . and how it works the mill by the action of those

vanes or sails. 1864 Dasent Jest $t Earnest (1873)!. 182
The women with a curious cap with an erection on it like

two vanes of a windmill flapping in the air.

b. A blade, wing, or similar projection attached

to an axis, wheel, etc., so as to be acted upon by a

current of air or liquid or to produce a current by
rotation.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 17 Each axis has
four or more thin arms or vanes fixed into it ; the vanes are
similar in all respects, except in their position. 1824 R.
Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 150 On the circumference of a
wheel eight vanes or flaps are attached by joints. 1833
G. R. Porter Porcelain fy Gl. 38 An upright shaft furnished
with arms or vanes for the purpose of agitation.^ 1867
W.W.Smyth Coal § Coal-mining i\\ Fans.—These instru-

ments, with straight radial vanes, were abundantly used in

the German mines.. about 1550.

C. A revolving fan or wheel.
1810 Crabue Borough x. 248 Ev'n the poor ventilating

vane, that flew Of late so fast, is now grown drowsy too.

1842 Francis Diet. Arts s.v., Vane is also synonymous with
fly or fly wheel. Ibid. s.v. Vane, Electrical, When.. the
vane is placed near to it, the strength of the current will be
sufficient to impel the vane forward, so that it will rotate on
its centre.

4. A sight of a levelling-staff, forestaff, quadrant,

or other surveying instrument.

1594 Blundevil Exere. vn. xvi. 326 b, Turne both your
faces, and also the vane of the Transame towardes the
Sunne. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. 11. xiv. 85 Set the
Vane G to a certain number of Degrees, . . looking through
the Vane F,..draw your Sight-Vane a little lower. 1674
Leybourne Compl. Surveyor 45 Upon the longer Sight is

to be placed a Vane of brass, to be moved up and down at
pleasure. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v., Those Sights
which are made to move and slide upon Cross-staves, Fore-
staves, Davis Quadrants, &c. the Seamen call Vanes. 1748
Anson's Voy. in. iii. 327 The quadrant was eagerly seized,

but on examination, it unluckily wanted vanes, and there-
fore in its present state was altogether useless. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. XXV. 307/1 [In] Houghton's staffs.. the vane is

circular inlaid with a diamond-shaped lozenge. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 710 The one opposite to the fore horizon-
glass is the foresight-vane, the other the backsight vane.

5. The web of a feather.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. vn. i. 374 The Mechanism of
the vanes or webs of Feathers. 1768 Phil. Trans. LVIII.
02 Their texture is equally extraordinary; the shafts broad
and very thin; the vanes unwebbed. 1834 Mudie Brit.
Birds (1841) I. 14 The larger ribs of the webs or vanes of
not a few are of considerable substance and strength. 1875
Blake Zool. 94 The vane consists of barbs which proceed
at right angles to the shaft.

6. attrib. and Comb., as vane-like adj., -pin,

-spindle, staff, -surmounted adj.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants I. 91 Versatilis, vane-like.

1844 in Noad Electricity (ed. 2) 95 The balls from which
arise the vane-spindles of the two churches. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. XXV. 306/2 The vane staff is more calculated for

the purpose [than the levelling staff). 1848 Dickens Dombey
ix, Then came rows of houses, with little vane-surmounted
masts uprearing themselves from among the scarlet beans.
1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Vane-spindle, the pivot
on which the masthead-vane turns. 1889 P. H. Emerson
English Idyls 22 She was black from stem to stern, from
keel to vane-pin.

Vane, southern ME. var. Fain a. ; obs. Sc. f.

Vain a., Vein sb., Wane sb. and v., won pa. t of
Win v. Vaneer, obs. f. Veneer sb. Vane-
hope, Sc. var. Wanhope.
tVanel(l. Obs. rare. Also venelle. [Anglic-

ized f. Vanilla or Vanille.] a. A vanilla pod.
b. Vanilla.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3891/3 The Cargo.. consisting of..
Cocoa, Venelles,..Silk Grass,., Ebbone and Logwood, &c.
1769 E. Bancroft Ess. Nat. Hist. Guiana 101 Vanilla, or
Vanells, are the fruit of a ligneous siliquose vine. 1790
Beatson Nav. $ Mil. Mem. I. 165 One case of vanel, sixty
cases of sugar.

Va neless, a. [f. Vane.] Unprovided with
a vane.

1889 P. H. Emerson English Idyls 25 Down the river.

.

came sailing the black vaneless old wherry.

II Vane'SSa. Ent. [mod.L. (Fabricius).] A
genus of butterflies (including the red admiral
and peacock) ; a butterfly belonging to this genus.
1863 Bates Nat. Amazon i. (1864) 10 The only Amazonian

species which is at all nearly related to our Vanessas, the
Admiral and Peacock Butterflies. 1903 Spectator 17 Jan.
84/2 Many butterflies, especially the vanessas, creep away
and sleep through the winter.

Vane'SSid, a. and sb. Ent. [ad. mod.L.
Vanessidse (pi.), f« Vanessa ; see prec] A. adj.

Belonging to the family of butterflies of which Van-
essa is the type. B. sb. A butterfly of this family.
1911 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 467/2 The brightly coloured

vanessid butterflies. Ibid. 469/2 The British Vanessids.

Van-foss e. Mil. [ad. F. avant-fossi, after

vanguard, etc., and Fosse.] (See quots.)
1728 Chambers Cycl., Van-Fosse,, .a Ditch dug without

the Counterscarp, and running all along the Glacis ; usually
full of Water. 185J Burn Naval $ Milit. Diet. 11. 304/1
Van-foss, avantfosse". 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Van-
fosse, a wet ditch at the outer foot of the glacis.

Vang (vserj). Naut. [var. Fang sb. 7 a.] One
or other of the two ropes used for steadying the
gaff of a fore-and-aft sail.

1769 Falconer Diet. Mar. s.v. Brace, The mizen-yard is

furnished with fangs, or vangs, in the room of braces. Ibid.,
Vangs, a sort of braces to support the mizen gaff, and keep
it steady. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 486 The gaff

is violently shaken by the loosened sail ; for both vangs and
brails are gone. 1851 Voy. to Mauritius i. 35 The orderly
officer, seated on the bulwark, and holding on by a vang.
1881 Clark Russell Ocean Free-Lance III. ii. 65 He stood
upon the rail . . with his arm round the vang.

Vang, southern dial, and ME. var. Fang sb., v.1

Vangee. Naut. (See quots.)
1846 A, Young Naut. Diet. 239 The pumps of a vessel are

. . often worked by means of a contrivance called the vangee.
[Description follows.] 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 710
Vangee, a contrivance for working the pumps of a vessel by
means of a barrel and crank-breaks,

t Vangel. Obs. Also Sc. 5-6 vangele, -ell

;

5 wangele, -yl(e, -yll, 5-6 -ell, 6 -el. [Aphetic
f. Evangel.] Gospel.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 72 Laghe of godis mouth

is be vangel. c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxvii. {Machor) 1401
par be buk of be wangele.. he gef hyme frely in bat place.

c 1420 Wycliffite Bible (1850) IV. 297 Here endith vangelis,

and bigyneth a prologe on the Romayns. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vi. x. 70 (Laing), He made a tysstyre in that qwhylle,
Quhare-in wes closyd the Wangylle. 1473 Rental Bk.
Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 199 Sworn apon the haly wangyl
befor the Abbot and conuent. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 27 To
prech his halie vangel to al creatur. Ibid., The wangel of
lesus christ. 01578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 239 Ather of vther was sworne in the haly
vangell.

attrib. £1450 Maitl. Club Misc. III. 201 Item ane buke
for the vangell lettrin.

f Vangelie, aphetic form of Evangely. Obs.
a 1390 Wycliffite Bible, x Tim. i. ji Vp the euangelie [v.r.

uangelie] of the glorie of blessid God. «*45o Lovelich
Grail lii. 969 Piers.. the holy vangelye gan him vndo.

t Vangelist. Obs. Also 4 wangelyst, 4-6
-ist(e. [Aphetic f. Evangelist.] An evangelist.
« 1330 Roland fy V. 153 lames be aposte! bi crist, Iones

brober, bewangelist. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. {Machor)
1295 pewark of wangeliste bu do. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 39
And syne the wangelistis lies thairof writine. Ibid., The
prophetis, apostlis, and the vangelistis. 1567 Gudefy Godlie
B. (S.T.S.) 200 Wolues, quhome of my Vangelistis wryte.

Vangle, dial, variant of Fangle sbA

II Vanglo. (See quots.)

1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 270 The Vanglo or Oil-

plant. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836J 515 Sesautuw..

.

These plants were introduced into Jamaica by the Jews,
and are now cultivated in most parts of the island. They are
called vanglo or oil-plant. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Vanglo, a West Indian name for the teel seeds of the East
(Sesamum orientate).

Vanguard (varngiud). Also Sc. 5 vandgard,
6 vandgarde, -gaird ; 6 wangard(e, -guard,
-gaird, vangart, -gard(e, -gaird. [ad. OF. avan-
garde, var. of avantgarde : see Vantguard. Cf. It.

and Sp. vanguardia, Pg. vanguarda."]

1. Mil. The foremost division of an army ; the

forefront or van.
The Scottish examples are placed first.

(a) 1487 Barbour's Bruce xi. 164 Till renownyt erllis twa
..He gaf the vandgard in ledyng. 1513 Douglas A^netd
xii. v. 210 Alsus..ruschis abak for feir..In the vangart
[ed. 1553 vandgarde] throw mony a poyntit glave. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 224 This gude schir Loth the wan-
gard led that da. 111578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 270 The wandgaird was neir mearchant togither.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 313 He. .obteynet
the name and honour of Capitane of the kingis Vangaird.

(b) 1503 Lett. Rich. Ill * Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 208 The
Souchyvars whiche [were]appoyncted to kepe my vanguarde
avaunced tha[ym forjwardes without my knowlege. 1598
Barret Theor. Warres 111. ii. 63 Let the Officer of the Van-
guarde draw out three rankes of the armed pikes. 1622 F.

Markham Bk. War iv. viii. 151 As soone as the head or
Vanguard beginneth, that in the same time the Reare bee
ready to follow. 1665 Manlev Grotius' Loiv C. Wars 389
Villars, the Commander of the Van-Guard. ., being circum-
vented, and taken by Kontains Army. 1693 Luttrell Brief
Rel. (1857) HI- 5

1"ne landgraves vanguard pursued their

rear. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Every Army is compos'd
of three Parts, a Van-guard, Rear-guard, and Main Body,
1780 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2)V. 3423 Van Guard. See Advanced
Guard. 1838 Lytton Leila iv. i, Winding along the steeps

of the mountain were seen the gleaming spears and pen-
nants of the Moslem vanguard. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg,
1. Castle of Vautsberg, As when the vanguard of the
Roman legions First saw it from the top of yonder hill !

1875 Clery Min. Tact. vi. (1877) 76 The advanced party,

which may be conveniently termed the Vanguard, is com-
posed of cavalry and infantry.

b. In fig. use.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. iii, At length.. Germany and
Weissnichtwo were where they should be, in the vanguard
of the world. 1856 Stanley Sinai $ Pal. ii. 116 Palestine

. .was then the vanguard of the eastern, and therefore, of the
civilised world. 1878 Maclear Celts i. 12 They were to

form the vanguard in the Missionary history of Europe.
attrib. 1888 Century XXXVI. 657 All day his vanguard

spirit, flaming bright, Bore up the brunt of unavailing fight.

2. ellipt. The name of a variety of peach.
1786 Abercrombie Arr. 14 in Card. Assist., Peaches...

Vanguard. 1802 W. Forsyth Fruit Trees 28 To the fore-

going may be added, . . Smooth-leaved Royal George,
Steward's late Gallande, Vanguard, i860 Hogg Fruit
Man. 147 Vanguard.—This is a. variety of the Noblesse...

The only apparent difference is in the habit of the trees,

which in Vanguard is much more robust and hardy than in

the Noblesse.

Vanhap, Sc. form of Wanhap.

f Vanil, error for Anil 2.

1599 Willes in Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 78 Many Tartars and
Mogores, that brought into China certaine blewes of great

value : all we'thought it to be Vanil of Cambaia wont to be
sold at Ormus.



VANILLA.

Vanilla (vanrla). Also 7 vaynilla. 0. 7
vinello-, 8 vanello, 8-9 vanelloe (8 -eloe) ; 8
vanilio, -illio, 8-9 vanillo-. [In earlier use a.

and ad. older Sp. vaynilla, now vainilla, dim. of
vaina (:—L. vagina Vagina) sheath. Subsequently
a. mod. botanical L. Vanilla, from the same
source. Cf. It. vainiglia, Pg. bainilha

%
baunilha,

F. vanille Vanille.]
1. A pod produced by one or other species of the

genus Vanilla (see sense 2), esp. V. planifolia.

Chiefly in pi.

a. i66z 11. Stubbe Indian Nectar ii. 11 They added, .the
Vaynillas [to the chocolate] for the like ends, and to
strengthen the brain. Ibid. 17 Afterwards to mix the
Vaynillas, cut into pieces, and dryed. 1673 Ray Journ.
Low C. 485 Vanillas which they mingle with the Cacao to
make Chocolate.

fi. 1699 Dampiek Voy. 38 There grow on this Coast
Vinelloes in great quantity, with which Chocolate is per-
fumed. 1731 Arbvthxot Aliments vi. v. (1735) 150 When.,
mix'd with Vanillios, or Spices, it [chocolate] acquires like-
wise the good and bad Qualities of aromatick Oils. 1757 A.
Cooper Distiller 111. Ii. (1760)220 Angelica-Seed, Vanellos
and Mace, of each one Ounce and a half. 1758 Elaboratory
laid Open 318 Cut the vanilloes into small pieces. 1812 J.
Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 267^ Vanelloes are long flat

pods, containing a reddish pulp, with small shining black
seeds,..but seldom imported. 1854 Mayne Expos. Lex.
311/2 The vanelloe is a long flattish pod [etc.].

2. The climbing orchid Vanilla planifolia, or

other species related to this ; the tropical ( American)
genus to which these belong.

a. 1698 T. Froger Voy. 129 The Vanilla is a plant that
creeps up along other trees, in the same manner as Ivy does.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) n Nor does the vanilla.,
grow any wherein greater perfection. 1783 Justamond
tr. Raynal's Hist. Indies 111. 340 The vanilla is a plant
which, like the ivy, grows to the trees it meets with, c 1820
Waterton Wand.S.Amer. (1825) 182 In some parts of these
forests I saw the Vanilla growing luxuriantly. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVI. 116/2 The reason of the vanilla not producing
fruit in Europe when it has flowered. 1879 Cassell's Techn.
Educ. I. 91/2 The vanilla is an epiphyte, or air-plant.

0. 170a Propos. Effectual War in Amer. 19 Cacao-Trees
and the Vanilio grow there [Granada in America] naturally.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 160 The Vanelloe. With the Fruit
of this Plant the Spaniards perfume their Chocolate. 1760
J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 330 Vanilla, or Vaneloe, Epidcn.
drum. 1779-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) IV. 1323 The known kind
of plants to be found here are . . a shrubbery speedwell, sow-
thistles, virgin's bower, vanelloe.

b. With pi. One or other species of this genus.
1827 O. W. Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. 87 Their country

abounded in vanilloes and sarsaparilla. 1829 Loudon
Encycl. Plants (1836) 765 The Vanillae shoot out roots at
every joint like the Ivy. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho t xxiii,

One hanging garden of crimson and orange orchids or
vanillas.^ 1874 Athcnseum 10 Oct. 488/1 La Liberti states
that a wild vanilla has been introduced into commerce.

C. With distinguishing terms.
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) 764 Vanilla aromatica,

aromatic Vanilla. [V.] planifolia, fragrant Vanilla. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 116/1 V. claviculata, Tendril-bearing
Vanilla. .. V. grandiflora, Large-flowered Vanilla. 1866
Treas. Bot. 1204/1 Cuba Vanilla, Critonia Dalca.

3. The aromatic substance composed of, or ob-
tained from, the slender pod-like capsule of Vanilla
planifolia or related species, much used as a fla-

vouring or perfume.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Chocolate, To have the better

market for their Cacao Nuts, Achiott, Vanilla, and other
Drugs. 1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The pods . . of the
simarona, which is also called bastard Vanilla, are the
smallest of all the kinds. The ley kind is the only good
Vanilla. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 26^ The aromatic
substance^ called Vanilla is the succulent fruit of a climbing
West Indian plant of the order [Orchideae].' 1852 Th. Ross
tr. Humboldt s Trav. II. xvi. 63 The English and the Anglo-
Americans often seek to make purchases of vanilla at tho
port of La Guayra. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 152 As
an aromatic, vanilla is much used by confectioners for
flavouring ices and custards.

b. A kind or variety of this. (See also quot.

1866.)
«753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The smell of the Vanillas

ought to be penetrating and agreeable. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI. 115/2 It does not appear that any of the Brazilian
vanillas form the substance known in trade. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1204/1 Chica Vanilla, the Panama name for the fruit
of a species of Sobralia.

#
1884 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 67/2

None of the South American vanillas appear to be used in
Great Britain for flavouring purposes.

4. attrib. and Comb., as vanilla bean, ice, orchid,

pod, sugar, worker ; vanilla grass (see quot.)
;

vanilla plant (a) ~ sense 2
;

{b) an American
species of Liatris.
1886 American XII. 318 The aromatic principle of the

*vanilla bean. 1898 iqth Cent. April 644 Spices should be
added, such as.. cinnamon, cloves, cardamom, and vanilla
bean. 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 574 Hierochloa
borealis. "Vanilla or Seneca Grass. 1846 Soyer Cookery 553
Garnish with a custard made as for *vanilla ice. 1883 R. B.
Whits in Proc. R.Geog. Soc. (N.S.) V. 260 A forest. .in
which the trees are literally over-burdened with the *vanilla
orchid. 1753 CJuimbers"

1

Cycl. Suppl. s,v., The leaves of the
"Vanilla plant are about a foot long, and three fingers
breadth wide. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 1263 The vanilla
plant is cultivated in Brazil,.. and some other tropical
countries. 1854 Mayne Expos. Lex. 311/2 Epidendrum
Vanilla, the systematic name of the vanelloe plant. 1856
A Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 185 Liatris odoratissim*.
Vanilla-plant. . . leaves exhaling the odor of Vanilla when
bruised. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Africa 421 Tho

37

source of the "vanilla pods of commerce. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 66/2 The best varieties of vanilla pods are of
a dark chocolate brown or nearly black colour. 1846 Soyer
Cookery 569 Serve with whipped cream flavoured with
"vanilla sugar under it. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
923 "Vanilla-workers sometimes manifest lichen-erythema
of the face and hands.

Vanille (vanj~-l). Also vanile. [a. F. vanille,

ad. mod.L. Vanilla : see prec]
1. = Vanilla 3. Also ,/?£.

a 1845 Syd. Smith in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) *• 262
Ah, you flavour everything; you are the vanille of society.
1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 667 Their fragrant odoriferous
fruit.. constitutes the Vanilla or Vanile of the shops. 1871
Kingsley At Last vii, And what is this delicious scent
about the air? Vanille? Of course it is.

2. Vanille ice, ice cream flavoured with vanilla

essence. Also ellipt.

1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 38 She accepts the
offer of some vanille ice, which she receives over the head of
a squat lady. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vii. 11S4
Each lovely lady. .holds her dear fan while she feeds her

j

smile On meditative spoonfuls ofvanille. 1863 M iss Bkaddon

I

Eleanor's Victory III. 235 Vanille and strawberry ices were
in constant demand at Tortoni's.

Vanillic, a. Chem. [f. Vanill-a + -rc 1 b.]

Vanillic acid, vanillin, or an oxidized form of this.

1868 [see nextj. 1876 Harley Royle's Mat. Med. 385
Vanillin.. has, in fact, acid properties, and is therefore

!

appropriately called vanillic acid. 1883 Remsen Org. Chcm.
(1888) 304 Vanillic acid, .is formed by oxidation of vanillin,
which is the corresponding aldehyde.

Vani'llin. Chem. Also -ine. [f. as prec. +
-in.] * The neutral odoriferous principle of vanilla

'

(Watts).
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 994 Vanillin . . was first recog-

' nised as a peculiar substance by Bley.., further examined
by Gobley, ..and afterwards by Stokkebye,. .who designates

\ it as vanillic acid. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 66/2 The
peculiar fragrance of vanilla is due to vanillin. Ibid., The
amount of vanillin varies according to the kind. 1897 All-
butt's Syst. Med. III. 289 A solution composed of phloro-
glucine, 2 parts ; vanilline, 1 part ; absolute alcohol, 30 parts.

Vanillism. Path. [f. as prec. + -ism] A
diseased condition (of the skin and general system)
characteristic of workers in vanilla.

1884 St. James's Gaz, 29 April 5/1 Dr. Layet has just

I

published the results of his inquiries into the nature of a
;

singular malady known as^ ' vanillism'. 1886 American
Xll.

a
269 That class of diseases in which morphinism,

1 cafleism, and vanillism are found.

.Vanillon. [F., f. vanille Vaxille.] (See
I quots.)

[1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 1264 A third sort, which comes
from Brazil, is the Vanillon, or large vanilla of the French
market.] 1884 Encycl. Brit, XXIV. 67/1 In Brazil, Peru,
and other parts of South America a broad and fleshy vanilla
is prepared, which has an inferior odour... This variety is

often distinguished as vanillon in commerce.
Vaniloquence. rare~~°. [ad. L. vdnilo-

tjuentia.] (See quots.) Also Vanrloquent a.

;

VanHoquy [ad. late L. vdniloquiutn.]
1623 Cockeram i, Vaniloquence, much talke or babling.

Ibid. 11, Much Bailing, Dicacity, Vaniloquie. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Va/titoguence,va'm talk, vain babling. [Hence in

Phillips and Bailey.] 1737 Bailey, Vaniloqucnt, talking
vainly.

Vanish (varnif), sb. [f. the vb.]

1. Disappearance ; vanishment.
1650 T. Vaughan Anthroposophia 58 This Vanish, or

ascent of the inward Ethereall Principles doth not presently
follow their separation.

2. spec. A gradual cessation of a sound; a slight

sound in which another ends; a glide.

1833 Rush Human Voice (ed. 2) 319 The Drift of the
downward Vanish.

Vanish (vx*nij),z/. Forms: a. 4-5 vanysche
(4 -y^sche, 5 -yssche, -yche, 6 -ysch), 4-6 van-
yssho (5 -yssh, wanyssh-)

; 4 vanyshe, 5-6
vanysh

; 4, 6 Sc, vanisch (6 Sc. wanische,
wenisch), 5-7 vanishe (6 -isshe), 6- vanish (6
vannish, Sc. vanish) ; 4-5 vanesche (5 -essche,
-esshe, -esce, -ecbe). £. 4-5, 6 Sc, vanys, -ysa

(5 vaynyss-, 5-6 Sc. wanys-), 5 wanyse, 6 Sc.

vanyse; 4-5, 6 Sc, vanis(s)-, 6 Sc. wanis(s)-;

5 waynes-, Sc. wanes-, 6 Sc. waneis. 7. 4
vansch-, 5 vanshe, wansh-, wanse. [Aphetic
ad. OF. evaniss- : see Evanish v.]

1. intr. To disappear from sight, to become in-

visible, esp. in a rapid and mysterious manner

:

a. With away ; occas. with addition of out of
orfrom sight, etc. Now rare.

a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8195 Wyb be croys she
gan here blys, ban bey vanysshed aweye as swybe. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 435 Whanne bis was i-seide he
vanysshed awey. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2955 He vanyshide
awey alle sodeynly, And I alloone lefte alle soole. c 1450
Mirk's Eestial n pen anon bys fend vanechet away wyth
an horrybull stenche. 1470-85 Malory Arthur n. viii. 85
Therwith merlyn vanysshed awey sodenly. 1545 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. Luke 182 b, After these woordes spoken,
the Aungels vanished awaye from theyr sight. 1706 Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey), To Disappear,

.

. to vanish away, to go out
of sight. 1809 Shelley * For my dagger* 17 Where the
phantoms of Prejudice vanish away. 1890 Doyle White
Company xxiv,J\V*hen I seethe last sail, .vanishing away
against the western sky.

/3. c 1340 Kami-OLE Pr. Consc. 2269 And when f»e devel
herd hym bus say, Alle skomfit hevanyst oway. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints xlii. [Agatha) 280 Away son pai vanist but ony

VANISH.
hone, Of bar sicht wanest away, & neulre ware sene to bis

day. c 1440 Aiph. Tales 516 When he had done, sodanlie
he vanyssid away. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.'L'.S.) 42
Naman..mycht sehiin, nor na bit of his body, bot vanyst fra

thairsicht away. is^Douglas^w^'^iii. vi. 109'J'he strait

soundis of the mont Pelory Wanysis away pece and pece.
y. 1375 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (187S) 128/1 Anon be

deuel vanschede awaye. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V.
177 Mercurius.-stiked hym in be myddel of his body, and
vansched awey. 14.. Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 581 Euanco, to
vanshe a wey.

b. Without away.
a. 1377 Langl. P. 7V.(B.xii. 293Ri5t with bathe vanesched.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1001 Dido, To Cartage she bad he
shuld hymdyght And vanysshed anon out of hyssyght. 14..
Tundale's Vis. 519 The angell vaneschyd and he stod stylle.
1530PALSGR. 765/1 A spyrite wyll vanysshe and come agayne
in the twynkelyng of an eye. 1582 Stanyhukst sEna's 11.

(Arb.) 68Fare ye wel, o husband, oure yoong babye charely
tender. This sayd, shee vannisht. 1609 Dekkek Gulfs
Horn-bk. 20 [This] notable Act being performed, you are to
vanish presently out of the Quire. 1638 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (ed. 2) 11 She againe deluded us, after two houres
chase as a phantasma vanishing towards Goa. 1662 J. Dayies
tr. Olearius 1

Voy. A mbass, 261 We had hardly alighted, but
our Pistols were taken away, and what was not lock'd up
immediately vanish'd. 1757 Gray Bard 104 They meh,
they vanish from my eyes. 1797 Mks. Radclikfe Italian
xi, Whose dark figures, passing without sound, vanished like

shadows. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 11 That land, now
vanishing from my view, which contained all that was most
dear to me in life. 1856 Kane Arct. E.xpL I. xviii. 225 Its

curved face, .vanished into unknown space.

£• d375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. {Christopher) 267 With bat
criste fra hyme wanyst, & haine he passit til his bewist.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1113 (Ashm.), pan waynest him bis

vayne god & voidis fra be chambre. (.1480 Henkyson
Fables, Lion $ Mouse xliii, And with that word he vanist,

and I woke. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 64 Mtrcuryus, yet
spekynge, vaynyssed oute of eneas sight.

y. 1375 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (1878) 132 pe addre..
vanschede out of here sijt. 1393 Langl. /'. /'/. C xvi. 24
Whanne he hadde seidc so how sodeynlich he vanshede.

f c. In perfect tense with be ; esp. was vanished
— had vanished. Obs.

1390 Gower Com/. II. 259 Thus it befell.. Schc was
vanyssht riht as hir liste, That no wyht bot hiiself it wiste.

a 1400 Partonope (Univ. Coll. MS.) 826 (256S), With that
worde sodenly they be Vanesshid a-way, that trewly he
Woteneuer where they be become, c 1425 Lydc. Assembly
of Gods 1188 So sodenly As they were vanysshyd saw I

neuer thyng with ey. c 1480 Henkyson Orpheus \ Eury-
d'ice 113 And quhen scho wanyst was and Invisible, Hir
madin wepit. a 1533 Ld. Bekners Huon xxiii. 68 By that
tyme they had gone a lytyll by ye ryuersyde they loste y°

syght of y° castell, it was dene vanysshyd away, a 1628 r.
Greville Cxlica xli, And I poore Ixion to my Iuno vowed,
With thoughts to clip her, dipt my owne desire: For she
was vanisht, I held nothing fast. 1648 Hexham ii, i/ct ii

verstoven,..\\. is Vanished away as dust.

d. In fig. use.

1560 Daus tr. Sle/dane's Comm. 116 Those spirites by
lytle and lytle, vanyshed cleane out of syght [i.e. in popular
belief]. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 7 He that reads it as
a bare miracle will onely vanish in a wondering humor.
1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 292 The Epick Poets not only.. im-
mediately shew the Effects of the Inspiration they pray for,

. .they actually vanish from our View. 1843 Carlyle Past
<y Pres. 11. i, And in this manner vanishes King Lackland.
1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. A'eighb. xx'ix. (1878) 497 Strain-

ing their eyes after their brothers and sisters that have
vanished in the dark.

2. To disappear by decaying, coming to an end,

or ceasing to exist : a. With away.
a. c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 32 pe affeccyone of lufe es

tendirand lyghtly will vanysche awaye. a 1435 tr. Arderue's
Treat. Fistula, etc. 88 When he sebc.be bolnyng for to

vanysh away, and t»e akyng for to he cesed. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos vii. 32 Their auncyentcustomes.. vanysshed awaye
as thei neuer had be vsed. 1530 Palsgr. 765/1 And a
woman be ones fourty, her beautye wyll vanisshe awaye.
1535 Coverdale Isaiah li. 6 The heauensshal vanish awaye
like smoke, a 1600 in Montgomerie's At*fff(S.T.S. SuppL
Vol.) 241 Bott quhat so ever waxis auld, it wenischi's away.
1648 Hexham 11, Verdtvijnen, to Vanish uway as smoake.
1804-6 Syd. Smith Mor. Philos. (1850) 407 You will linger

on.. after the blood, and the taste, ana the sweetness are
vanished away. 1839 Er. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia
(1863) 32 If the mind and soul were awakened, instead of
mere physical good attempted, the physical good would
result, and the great curse vanish away. 1859 * itzgerald
Omar Ixxii, Alas, that Spring should vanish with the Rose !

0. c 1374 Chaucer Bocth. m. pr. iv. (1868) 74 Her honours
vanissen awey and bat on oon. 1513 Douglas AEneid 1. ix.

13 The elude about thame swith was brokin, And wanist
tyte away amang the air.

y. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 157 But fallsjnes

i-feyned vanschep awey in schort tyme. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 226 His bestys dyeden in yche dyche,
His katelle wanshed alle away.

"b. Without adverb.
a. C1350 Will, Palerne 639 Hit schal veraly fourth vertue

do vanisch ^our soris I c 1386 Chai cer Pardoner's T. 404
Ix) how I vanysshe, flessh and blood and skyn. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) Jer. xlix.7 Is wisdome no more inTeman?..is their

wisdome vanished ? 1576 Eleming Pancpl. Epist. 211 The
benefite of the same will utterly decay and vanish. 1617

Moryson Itin. 11. 124 The fortifying of the Spaniards at

Sligo vanished with the rumour. 1695 Wood Life (O.H.S.)

13 April, The cold began to vanish and the northeast wind
change. 1740 Cot. Rec. Penusytv. IV. 439 The Bill for

Raising of Money for the use of the Crown is vanished.

1778 M iss Blrney Evelina xxvii, I own my objections have
almost.wholly vanished. i8»o W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 42 A
little while, and the smile will vanish from that cheek. 1852

H. Rogers .£V/. Faith (1853) 166 Very much, indeed, that

I wished to remember has vanished. 1874 Carpenter Mcnt.
Phys. 1. vi. (1879) 285 Eycn those who nad previously been
most successful.. found all their success vanish.
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£ V- *393 Langl. P. PL C xvi. 8 So myghte haope, J>at.

.

vanshie [should] alle myne vertues and myne faire lockes.

C1440 Capgkave Life St. Kath. 1. 4S7 It wyll wanyse &
wast, roten & be brent. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 31 Quhen he
gettis ony aduersite or persecutione, thane it [sc. his faith]

wanissis and wauers as ane dreyme. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 239 How sune vanisses that plesure,

quhilke mortall man callis felicitie.

C. Const, into (air, smoke, etc.).

1590 Mart.owe and Pt. Tamburl. v. iii, Weepe heauens,
and vanish into liquid teares. 1609 Dekkek Gulfs Horti-
bk. 27 Plaudities, and the Breath ofthe great Beast, which
(like the threatnings of two Cowards) vanish all into aire.

1617 Moryson /tin. n. 44 The ill successe of the Queenes
affaires (whose great expences and Royal 1 Army they had
seene vanish into smoke). 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv.

575 Surprize him first, . . Then all his Frauds will vanish"into
Wind. 1807 Hogg Mountain Bard, Mess John xxiv, If
the cock be heard to crow, The charm will vanish into air.

184a Longf. Belfry of Bruges iv, Wreaths of snow-white
smoke ascending, vanished, ghost-like, into air.

d. Math. Of numbers or quantities : To become
zero.

1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 190 Because the Orbits
of Mercury and Venus. .do almost vanish in respect of the
Orbit of Saturn. 1789 Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 175 This
series.. only differs from it by the last term So not vanish-
ing, that is, being = 0. 1833 H. J. Brooke Ititrod. Crys-
tallogr. 201 The axis must vanish, before the planes P and P'
would reach 180 . 1840 Lardner Geom. 290 The distance
between them decreasing without limit-, but never vanishing.
1885 Watson & Burbury Math. Electr. <r Magn. I. 42 All
the terms will vanish except those in which the multiples of
$ are the same.

f 3. To become worthless or vain. Obs.
C1380WYCLIF IVks. (1880)419 }if salt \any5sche awey it is

not worb aftir but to be castun out. 138a — Luke xiv. 34 If

salt schal vanysche (L. evanuerit), in what thing schal it

be sauerid ? — Rom. i. 21 Thei vanyscheden {L. evanue-
runt) in her thou^tis. 1387TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 347
t?e apostelseib bat suche philosofres vansched away in here
pou^tes.

4. trans. To cause to disappear ; to remove from
sight. Now rare.

c 1440 Alph. Tal"s 45 And with bat he vanysshid his en-
chawntement, & per was oght nott lefte of all bat hym
boght he saw. 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl, v. iii, Thus
are the villaines..fled for feare, Like Summers vapours,
vanisht by the Sun. 1604 Meet. Gallants at Ordinarie 5
Say thou'st slayne Foure hundred Silkweauers, . .vanisht As
many Tapsters, Chamberlaines, and Ostlers. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts, N. T. 47 Whose bodies have been vanished
into all the Elements. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. 93
And were Liturgies . . so framed, . , Schisms on Opinion were
utterly vanished. 1709 Mrs. Manley Seer. Mem. (1736) III.

74 Whilst she was going to enquire who had sent it, the
Child was dextrously vanish'd from the place. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 656 You might as well think of
haranguing a man out of afever, as go to vanish his scruples
arising from that cause by the remonstrances ofreason. 1886
Pall Mall G. 23 Dec 4/1 Then he vanishes a birdcage and
its occupant. . . Finally, he vanishes his wife.

Hence Vanished (vae'nijt) ///. a.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 742 He runs, and chides his vanish'd,
loathed delight, c 1600 — Sonn. xxx, Then can L.mone
th' expence of many a vannisht sight.

1812 Byron C/t. Har. 11. xl, Oft did he mark the scenes of
vanish'd war. 1867 Morris Jason 1. 394 Strange questions
of the race of vanished men. Ibid. x. 554 And their hearts
too, with thoughts of vanished years Were pensive. 1890
Science-Gossip XXVI. 108 Specimens of lifeless and shells
of defunct and vanished univalves and bivalves.

Vanisher. [f. Vanish v.] One who, or that
which, vanishes or disappears.
1864 Whittier The Vanishers iii, From the clefts of

mountain rocks.. Flash the eyes and flow the locks Of the
mystic Vanishers.

Vanishing (vse-m/in), vbl. sb. [f. the vb.]

1. The action or fact of disappearing.
c 1386 Chaucer KntSs T. 1502 And forth sche wente, and

made a vanysshynge. 1473 Warkw, Chron. (Camden) 22
Afore the vanyschynge therof, it apperyd in the evynynge.
1611 Cotgr., Esvanouissement,..a vanishing out of sight.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 111. (1634) 7 As where it tels of
Nebuchadnezzar his owne vanishing away. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 44 Pi Thunder and Lightning., at the Vanishing
of a Devil. 1824^ Byron Juan xvi. xxiv, There was no
great cause To think his vanishing unnatural. 1886 A then-
sum 9 Oct. 463/3 Amongst the vanishings and disappear-
ances of the ' unfit '.

2. Vanishing point, in perspective, the point in

which receding parallel lines, if continued, appear
to meet. Similarly vanishing line, plane.

1797 Encycl. Brit. fed. 3) XIV. 183/2 Produce CB..and
draw PV parallel to it.. .V is its vanishing point. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. «y Art II. 711 Distance of a vanish-
ing point, is the distance from the vanishing point on the
Sicture to the eye of the spectator. 1840 Penny Cycl.
LVTI. 493 A plane W, which will be termed the vanishing

plane of the original one. Ibid., The vanishing line and
parallel of the vertex. 1851 Ruskin Arrotus ofChace (1880)
I. 90 In Millais' ' Mariana*, .the top of the green curtain in

the distant window has too low a vanishing-point. 1885
Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 5 The point /', the
image of the point at infinity /, is called the vanishing point
of a. fbid. 21 In every plane <r passing through O lies a
vanishing line /', which is the image of the point at infinity
in the same plane. Ibid., This plane # ', which may be called
the vanishing plane.

Vanishing (varnifin),^/. a. [f. the vb.]
1. Disappearing from sight or from existence.

1434 Misyn Mending Life 108 So bat bou suldc.despyse
abidynge bingis & to vanischynge bingis drawes. 1567
Trial Treas. (Percy Soc.) 18 To seke such thinges as be
permanent, And not such as are of a vanishing kinde. 1571
Golding Calviu on Ps. lxi. 6 Not a vanishing prosperity,

but a stedye and substantiall gladnesse. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts 124 If they remaine abroad in the aire,..

they grow as light as any vanishing or softer substance.

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Tkeat. Ins. 951 The uncertainty
of this vanishing life. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual.
(1809) II. 75 Casting at me a vanishing glance, she was out
of sight in an instant. 1833 Rush Human Voice (ed. 2)

263 Of the Vanishing Stress, ibid. 2S5 Of the Vanishing
Emphasis. 1879 Geo. Eliot T/teo. Such vi. 1 29 To make the

discomfort, .a vanishing quality. 1887 Athensum 8 Oct.

461/1 Only a vanishing remnant lingers in the South Pacific.

2. Math. Becoming zero.

1823 J. Mitchell Diet. Math, fy Phys. Sci. s.v., We have
the following rule for finding the value of vanishing frac-

tions. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 403/1 Much discussion has
arisen as to whether vanishing fractions have values or not.

1892 J. Edwards Diff. Calculus (ed. 2) i. 5 When the limit

of a quantity is zero.., the quantity is said to be a vanishing
quantity for those values.

Hence Wnishingly adv.
1870 tr. Ctausius in Lond. etc. Pkilos. Mag. Aug. 127

The divisor /..must accordingly cause the term to become
vanishingly small with very great values of t. 1881 Shairp
Asp. Poetty viii. 239 Some momentary gleam.. that has
fleeted vanishingly over earth and sea.

Va'nishment. [f. Vanish v.] The act of

vanishing or disappearing ; the state of having
vanished.
1831 Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 326 Mysteriously

brought back from vanishment by some one single silent

thought. 1851 G. S. Faber Many Mansions 105 His sudden
vanishment from the eyes of the beholders. [ 1895 A rchaeol.
Aeliana XVI 1 . 62 The usual chamfer being reduced almost
to vanishment.

Vanist (v^'nist). [See def. and -1ST.] An
adherent of Sir Henry Vane (1613-62) in respect

of Antinomian principles.

1658 Baxter Life John Hoive Wks. 1846 Pref. p. xiii, In-
fidels and Papists who are very high and busy under several
garbs, especially of Seekers,Vanists, Behmenists. 1664

—

Life
(1696) 63 The Vanists, the Independants, and other Sects.

.

was left by Cromwell to do his Business under the Name of
the Parliament of England. 1825 Coleridge Aids Refl.
(ed. 2) 135 Favouring the errors of the. .Vanists. 1836 H.
Rogers J. Htnve iii. 65 Here was a Vanist, pouring out his
unintelligible rhapsodies.

Vanxta riaiiism. nonce-wd. [f. next.] The
pursuit of vanities.

1849 Thackeray Lett. 81 After wasting a deal of oppor-
tunities and time and desires in vanitarianism.

Vanity (vse'niti). Forms : 3-4 uanite, 4-5
(6 Sc.) vanite (5 wan-), 5-6 vanitee, 6-7 vani-
tie (6 Sc. wan-), 6- vanity (6 -tye)

;
4-6 vanyte

(5 wan-, wann-), 4-6 vanytee, 6 vanytye, -tie.

[a. OF. vanite (F. vanity — It. vanita, Sp. vani-
dad, Pg. vaidade), ad. L. vdnildt-j vanitds, f.

vdnus Vain a.]

1. That which is vain, futile, or worthless; that

which is of no value or profit.

c 1230 Hall Meid. 27 Hare confort & hare delit, hwerin
is hit al meast, bute i flesches ful5e o3er in weorldes
uanite..? 13.. E. E. Altit. P. C. 331 pose vnwyse ledes
pat affyen hym in vanyte & in vayne pynges. c 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 1619 pus es be world, and be lyfe bare-in,
Ful of vanyte and of syn. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III.

431 ponkinge of enemyes is but vanite. c 1450 Lovelich
Grail xliii. 316 Whanne alle this haddist bou seyn,..vpe
thou ryse, and bethowhtest the Whethir it were soth ober
vanite. C1480 Henrvson/J&Vj' Walk^x (Bann.)

;
Thypower

and thy warldis pelf Is nocht bot verry vanitie. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems x\\\. 98 This frustir hive all is bot vanite.
1611 Bible Ps. xxxix. 5 Euery man at his best state is

altogether vanitie. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 76 We see
nothing in the Heavens which argues Chance, Vanity or
Error. 1834 Mathew Serttt. ii. 44 Yet you often, .are dis-

posed to own that all in this world is vanity.

b. Vain and unprofitable conduct or employment
of time.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne-md Forsobe hyt semebweyl
to be Al here lyfe yn vanyte. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.
7228j>ai..swa mysturned here bair lyfyng In-tylle vanyte
and flesschly lykyng. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 729 But
efter al this nyce vanite, They took hire leve, and horn they
wente alle. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 219 Lat
reson brydle thy sensualite,. .Ageyn al worldly disordinat
vanyte. 15x4 Barclay Cyt. % Uplondyshman (Percy Soc.)
5 Men labour sorer in fruyteles vanyte, Than in fayre warkes
of grete utylyte. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 73, 1 pray
the, Lord, . . All vanitie and lieand word, Full far away thow
put fra me. 1607 Melton Sixe-folde Politician (Arb.) 114
As the enterludes may be tearmed the Schoole-houses of
vanitie and wantonnes. 1612 Two Noble K. n. ii. 109 All
those pleasures That wooe the wils of men to vanity. 1751
Transl. <5- Paraplu Sc. Ch. xxvii. 102 In Vanity ye waste
your Days.

to. In vanity
i
in vain. Obs.—1

1509 Hawks Com: Swearers 23 Ye dare not take their
names in vanyte.

2. The quality of being vain or worthless ; the
futility or worthlessness ^something.
c 1323 Prose Psalter li. 7 He was michel worb in his vanite.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter x\. 1 A haly man bat sees be vanyte
of be warld multiplid. 138a Wyclif Eph. iv. 17 That ;e
walke not now, as and hethen men walken, in the vanyte of
her witt. c 1400 Destr. Tr,ty 7121 Thus curstly bat knight-
hode. . Voidet bere victory for vanite of speche. 1451 Cap-
grave Life St. A ug. 9 In all bis vanyte of his lif he happed
to fynde a book hat Tullius Cicero mad. 1535 Coverdale
Ecclus. xvii. 31 He hath pleasure in the vanyte of wickednes.
1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 31 A fabulous
story, whereof the vanity is so much the more visible. 1674
Essex Papers (Camden) I. 200 This [rumour] alarmed me
so much that I had little rest till Trear. spoke with King,
who assured him of the vanity of it. 1711 Addison Sped.

j

No. 159 p2, I fell into a profound Contemplation on the
I

Vanity of human Life. 1741 C. Middleton Cicero II. viii.
' 216 The vanity of expecting any lasting glory. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. xxxiv, The Bohemian had gone where the vanity

j

of his dreadful creed was to be put to the final issue. 1834
j

Tait's Mag. I. 699/1 The noble Lord might have anticipated
I

the vanity of his exertions. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel (1876)
274 The vanity of the resistance of the kings of Judah.
+ b. The quality of being foolish or of holding

erroneous opinions. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 649 Of his vanytee He hadde

yboght hym knedyng tubbes thre. — Clerk's T. 194 Wol
nat oure lord yet leue his vanytee? Wol he nat wedde r

1578 Timme Calvin on Gen. 26 Whereby their vanitie is

overthrowen which think that the world was a matter
alwayes without forme. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. II. 46/10 That. .[they) mycht now se thair awne

;

daftnes, and lach or greit at thair awne vanitie. 166c in

I

Fxtr. St. P. rel. Friends Ser. 11. (1911) 123 Your petitioner
1 is in great dread and horrour of an oath (though hee detests

the vanity of Quakers and such like giddy people).

5. The quality of being personally vain ; high
1
opinion of oneself; self-conceit and desire ioi

admiration.
a 1340 Hamimdle Psalter xv. 4Synn and vnclennes bat bal

ere in bat folous baire flesch and be vanyte of baire blode.
i39°GowerO«/C III. 166 That whil he stod in that noblesse,
He scholde his vanite represse With suche wordes as he
herde. a 1400-50 Alexander 1730 Be vanyte & vayne glori
bat in bi wayns kindlis. Ibid. 1784 All bi vanyte to voide

t

& bi vayne pride, c 1430 Lydg. Minor Poems (Percy Soc.)

65 Yowre blynde fantesies now in hertisweyve Of childisshe
vanyte, and lete hem over slyde. 1596 Spenser St. Ire-
land Wks. (Globe) 627/1 They, .through their owne vanitye
..doe therupon build.. historyes of theyr owne antiquitye.
X613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. i. 85 What did this vanity But
minister communication ofA most pooreissue7 1649 Milton
Eikon. B, The intention of this discourse was not fond am-
bition or the vanity to get a Name. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr.
I 310 The vanity of wicked Men is scarcely more conspicu-
ous than in the fond Imaginations they flatter themselves
with. 1783 W. Thomson Watson's Philip III {1839) 77 She
cannot be vindicated from the imputation of female vanity,
and the love ofadmiration on account of her exterior accom-
plishments. 1829LYTTON Devereux 1. i, His vanity was so
mingled with good nature that it became graceful, 188:

;

Lady Herbert Edith 7 To the young wife's vanity and to
Mr. Gordon's pride in his choice.

b. With a and pi. : An instance of this ; an
1
occasion for being vain.

1712-4 Pope Rape Lock 1. 52 Think not, when Woman's
I

transient breath is fled, That all her vanities at once are

j

dead. 1761 Hume Hist. Eug. II. xxxi. 203 The nobility and
;

gentry.. who placed a vanity in these institutions. 1770
Foote Lame Lover 1. Wks. 1799 II. 57 To derive a vanity
from a misfortune, will not I'm afraid be admitted as a vast
instance of wisdom.

o. A thing of which one is vain ; also slang, one's
, favourite liquor.

1854 Patmore Angel in Ho. 1. U. ix, She was my vanity,
and oh All other vanities how vain ! 1891 C. James Rom.

j

Rigmarole 114 It is advisable to wash it down with a long
drink of the reader's particular vanity.

4. A vain, idle, or worthless thing; a thing or

:
action of no value.
a 1300 Cursor M. 53 pat foly luue, bat uanite, bam likes

I

now nan ober gle. c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 5, I satt by
mine ane floeande be vanytes of be woilde. c 1450 Mankind

1 896 (Brandl), Thynke & remembyr, be world ys but a wanite.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. ix. 855, I had forsaken the
vanytees of the worId._ 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings xvii. 15
They despysed his ordinaunces. .and walked in their awne
vanities. 1545 Brinklow Compl. (1874) 83 Ye shuld turne
from these vanitees vnto the liuinge God. 1633 in Verney
Mem. (1907) I. 76 To run on in their sinful vanities. 1658
Ibid. II. 71 All I find as shee desires it for, is but to spend
it uppon her vanities. 1673 Cave Prim. Chr. 11. ii. 33 The
sights and sports of the Theatre and such like vanities. 1822
Lamb Elia 1. Praise Chimney-Sweepers, A convenient spot

;
.at the north side of the fair, not so far distant as to be

impervious to the agreeable hubbub of that vanity. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xli, As long as we have a man's
body, we play our Vanities upon it, surrounding it with
humbug and ceremonies.

f b. An idle tale or matter ; an idea or state-

ment of a worthless or unfounded nature. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 77 Holy wryt, bet hise clepeb leazinges. .and
metinges and uanites. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 184 Many
has lykyng trofels to here, And vanites wille blethly lere.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 166 Whanne bou iangelystin cherch, or

thynkest vanytees. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 108, 1 knaw
me . . culpable ..In wordis vyle, in vaneteis expreming. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 205 The Frenche men were
thought to be authors and forgers of this vanitie. 1582 N.
Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 37 They be
great southsayers, they haue good dayes and bad dayes,..

they doe easily beleeue whatsoeuer vanitie. 165a Heylyn
Cosmogr. 1. 211 Turpin hath .. interlaced his Storie with a

I number of ridiculous vanities. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Lt Blanc's

Trav. 391 His Poem ibeAuracana. .begins with this vanity,

i
truely poetical and Romantick Spaniard-like.

f 5. Emptiness, lightness; the state of being void

I
or empty ; inanity. Obs. rare.

a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. 127 A good oynement for be

vanyte of be heed, a 1400-50 Alexander 4774 It was bot
' vacant & voide, as vanite it were. 1587 Levins Paihw.
Health {1632) 6 For the Vanity of the head Take the iuice of

wall-wort,, .and therewith annoint the temples.

6. attrib. and Comb., as vanity-giving, -huckster,

sight \ vanity-bag, -box, -case, a small hand-bag,

etc., for ladies, fitted with a mirror and powder-puff.
C1440 Alph. Tales 166 Sho is not transfigurd. .bod vnto

her sightis bat may be begylid with vanyte syght. 1669
Penn No Cross Wks. 1782 II. 205 Let such of those Vanity-

;
hucksters as have got sufficient be contented to retreat. 1892

I Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. 6/3 Remembering, .that enough of



VANITY-FAIRIAN.
our public men do eat of this vanity-giving food, c 1904-
Vamty-bag, etc.

7. Vanity Fair (after quot. 1678 below), a place

or scene where all is frivolity and empty show ; the

world or a section of it as a scene of idle amusement
and unsubstantial display.

[1678 Eunyan Pilgr. (1900) 82 The name of that Town is

Vanity; and at the town there is a Fair kept, called Vanity-
Fair. It..beareth the name of Vanity-Fair, because the
Town where 'tis kept is lighter than Vanity.]

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 137 Such is the Palais
Royal ;—a vanity fair—a mart of sin and seduction ! 1827
Scott Chron. Canongate iii, Carrying so many bonny lasses

to barter modesty for conceit and levity at the metropolitan
Vanity Fair. 1857 Tbollope Barchester T. III. no But
how preach . .at all in such a vanity fair as this now going
on at Ullathorne? 1861 Thackeray FourGeorges 72 Never
was such a brilliant, jigging, smirking Vanity Fair as that
through which he leads us.

attrib. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxv, The last scene of
her dismal Vanity Fair comedy was fast approaching. Ibid,
xli, Assuming that any Vanity Fair feelings subsist in the
sphere whither we are bound.
Hence Vanity-fairian. nonce-wd.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvii, Even with the most

selfish disposition, the Vanity Fairian.. can't but feel some
sympathies and regret.

Va nityless, a. rare. [f. the sb.] Devoid of
vanity.

1854 H. Strickland Travel Thoughts 47 [I] wonder if

there is any one sane person in the whole world, utterly
van iti less.

Vanjarrah, variant of bunjarrah Brixjabrt.
Van John. Univ. slang. = Vingt-un.
'853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green xi, ' Van John ' was the

favourite game. 1861 Hughes Tom Brmvn at Oxf. iii, We
were playing Van John in Blake's rooms till three last night.
1887 Darwin Life $ Lett. 1. 157 A little of Gibbon's History
in the morning, and a good deal cf Van John in the evening.

tVanlay,^. Obs. [Cf. Vauntlay^.] intr.

To cast off a vauntlay (to a hart).

C1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxiii, He..
shulde take goode heede bat he vanlay not, if ober relayes
be behynde, for dreede of bendynge oute fro be relayes.
/bid., When he hath be so wele ronne to and. .relayed and
vanleyed to,..benne turneth he his heed and stondeth at
abaye.

f Vanlin, variant of Venlin Obs.
1577 HouNSHEDC/:n>«. II 1779/2 There were assembled

fouretene Ensignes of the French footemen, .xviii. vanlins
of Almains, [and] four or flue .C. men at armes of France.

VanniOSt, a. rare- 1
, [f. Vanj3.^] Foremost.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvm. iv. V. 87 Ziethen, vanmost
of all, finds Nadasti and his Austrian squadrons drawn
across the Highway.
Vann(e, obs. variants of Van sb. and vA
Vanner l (vce-nai). [f. Van sb* and #.*]

1. One who winnows with a fan. rare.

1552 Huloet, Vanner, uannator. 1611 Cotgr., Vanneur,
a vanner, or winnower of come.
2. Mining. One who tests the quality of ore by

washing it on a shovel.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2098 Whereby the kind, nature and
quantity of the Ore is guessed at, . . without any great decep-
tion, especially if the Vanner have any judgement at all.

1875 J. H. Collins Met Mining 12 The speed and accuracy
with which a practised vanner determines the value of a
sample of tin ore, fills the beholder with wonder and delight.

b. An apparatus for separating minerals from
the gangue.
1882 U. S. Rep. Prec. Met. 71 The concentrate from the

vanners is high, but the tailings rich. 1890 Melbourne
Argus 16 June 6/2 The company, .obtained between 12 and
13 tons of pyrites from the vanners.

Vanner 2 (vos-naj). [f. Van sb$\ A light

horse suitable for drawing a small van.
1888 Referee 8 April (Cassell's), Cabbers, and vanners.

1890 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 4/2 Tramway horses were keenly
competed for,and, with serviceable ' vanners ', fetched as an
average £40 each. 1897 Hayes Points Horse (ed. 2) xv. 125
The light vanner belongs to a class intermediate between the
light harness horse and the heavy draught horse.

Vanning, vbl. sb.i [f. Van vX\
+ 1. The action of winnowing with a fan. Obs.
1552 Huloet, Vannyng, uannatio. 1601 Holland Pliny

1. 607 The winnowing, vanning, and laying up either ofcorne
or pulse. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 671 The Corne which in the
Vanning lieth lowest, is the best.

+ b. The action of tossing in a winnowing-fan,
1606 Holland Sutton. Annot. 36 Sagatio, . .that pastime

with us in some place called the canvasing, and else where,
the vanning of dogs.

2. The action or process of separating ore on a
shovel. Also attrib., as vanning-action, shovel.
^Ti Phil. Trans. VI. 2098 Vanning. .is performed by

pulverising the stone, or clay, or what else may be suspected
to contain any mineral body, and placing it on a Vanning
shovel.

^ 1766 Ibid. LVI. 38, I employed a tinner dextrous
in vanning (a way of breaking and trying ores, by washing
them on a shovel gently with water) to try it in his usual
way.

^ 1778 Pryce Mitt. Corttub. 223 This must be repeated,
till it is cleansed from the rough gravelly parts, which may
be known by vanning of it on a shovel. 1839 De la Heche
Ref>. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 585 Great dexterity is exhibited
by the tinners in the operation termed vanning. 1875 J. H.
Collins Met. Mining 1 1 The same principle is at the bottom
of the beautiful art of ' vanning '. 1884 Knight Did. Mech.
Suppl. 920/1 The object throughout is. .to imitate the
vanning action of the miner's shovel.

Vanning, vbl. sb* [f. Van sb.S] a . The
action of conveying in a van. b. Travelling o*
touring in a van ; caravanning.

39

1892 Athenaeum 15 Oct. 509/2 In 1836 came the affair of
Elis, of whose 'vanning' so much has been made, though
Eclipse had been conveyed in a van.. from Epsom.. about
fifty years before. 1910 Times 21 July 8/5 The ' Wanderer',
..the pioneer of 'vanning' as a pastime for health and
pleasure, . . is . . to be sold by auct ion

.

Vanplate, obs. form of Vamplate.
Vanquash, v. nonce-wd. [Jocularly f. Van sb.'-

+ Quash z\] trans. 'To smash.
c 1626 Dick of Devon 11. iv. in Bullen O. PI. II, Nay, if

you be no better in the Reare then in the Van I shall make
no doubt to vanquish, and vanquash you, too, before we
part.

t Vanqner. Obs.—1 [ad. F. vainqaeur, f.

vainqu-, vaincre Vanquish v.] Conqueror.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvii. 143 And so this Realme

. . Sail now . . As Aiax wes, be vanquer of the sell.

tVa'nquerer. Obs."1 [Var. ofVAN-couRiEK,
prob. influenced by F. qiterir to seek,] A scout.
1579D1GGES Stratiot. 118 Hemustgive order to the Scoute
Mayster whyche way he shall send his Vanquerers to dis-

cover.

t Vanqueror. Obs.-1 [Cf. Vanquer and
Conqueror.] Victor.

1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 6 Neither the vanqueror
nor the vanquished can haue iust cause of triumph.

Va'nquish, sb. Sc. [f. the vb.j (See quots.)
1792 Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. 267 The pernicious quality of

a species of grass to the health of the sheep.. infecting them
with a disease called the Vanquish. 1793 Ibid. VII. 518 In
one or two farms a disease also prevails termed the Vanquish.
1807 Essays Highl. Soc. III. 407 Change of pasture, .is the
best known cure for the vanquish.

Vanquish (varrjkwij"), v. Forms : a. 4 ven-
cuse, 4-5 venkus(5wen-), 5,6 Sc., venous (5 Sc.
wen-), 5 -cows

; 4 venkis, 5 -kes(s, wenkys
;

Sc. 5 vincuse, wyncus, 5-6 vincus(s, 6 uin-,
wincus, vincous ;wincows), vincuis (win-),
vancuis. /3. 4-5 venquis (5 -quyse, -quyss, Sc:

wenquis) ; Sc. 6 venqueis, -ques, vinqueis,
winques, 6-7 winquis, 6vanques, -quis(e,wan-
queis, -ques, -quia. y. 5 vencu(s)che, -cusshe,
-cu^sche, -quys(c)he, -qwysshe, -qwissh,
-quissh, -quessh, 5-6 venquysshe, -quisshe

;

6 vanquy(s)she, -quyche, -quishe, -quysh,
Sc. -quhish, 6- vanquish. 5. 5-6 vaynquysshe
(6 vayncq-, veynq-, 6V.waynquysse), -quesshe,
-quysh, 6 vainquish, Sc. wainquis. [ad. OF.
vencus pa. pple. and venquis pa. t. of veintre
(:—L. vinch'e), mod.F. vaincre to conquer, over-
come ; the ending was finally assimilated to that
of verbs from F. stems in -iss~ : see -ish 2

. The
5-forms, however, are ad. late OF. vainqztiss-,

vainquir, a rare variant of vaincre. See also
Vencue v.]

\. trans. To overcome or defeat (an opponent or
enemy) in conflict or battle ; to reduce to subjection

or submission by superior force.

a. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 7396 $e may me
vaille lo vencusebem inpleynbataille. 1375 Barbour Bruce
1.554 He wan throw bataill Fraunceall frej Andlucius yber
wencusyt he. a 1400-50 Alexander 3122 If he be fallen
vndire fotc.And vencust of oure violence, quat vailis him
his hestis? C1425 Wyntoun Cron. II. xx. 23 To vincus
folk he kennit sa fast That he wes vincust at be last. 1456
Sir G. Haye Lata Arms (S.T.S.) 48 Thre kingis. .he ven-
cust, all halely, and put thame to the flicht. 1533 Bellen-
den Liyy 11. xvii. (S. T.S.) I. 195 How be equis and Wolchis
war diuidit amang bame self, and vincust be romanis.
c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 232 Diuers greit Kingis in

feild he did vincus. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
I. 301 Malcolme in battell first vancuist, secundly obteynes
the victorie.

0. ri33oR. Brunne Chron. JfW(Rolls)5i8S Heauaunted
hym..He venquised be enperour alone. £1386 Chaucer
Monk's T.602 For bat Nichamoure and Timothee Wib Iewes
were venqwiste mihtUe. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 10500 For
au^t that he my^t do,..Thei were put vnto fly^t, Wenkyst
foule, & discomfit, c 1470 Henry Wallace m. 241 Quhen
Wallace had weyle wenquist ..The fals terand that had his
fadyr slayne. 1549 Compl. Scotl. Prol. 12 Annibal,. .beand
venquest be nobil scipion, past for refuge tyl anthiocus.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 339 He van-
quisses the King of Norway. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 17 Gif
he quha is challenged be overcome and winquised be battel.

y. 138a Wyclif 2 Sam. x. 19 Seynge alle tnekyngis. .hem
to be vencusshid of Yrael. c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's
T. 194 Thurgh Hanibal, That Romayns hath venquysshed
tymes thre. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 97 David
that sloughe Golye,..That sloughe the bere,. .venqwysshed
the lyoune. 01533 L°« Berners Huon lv. 185 Yf he can
vanquysshe me, then he shal delyuer to thee thy nece. 1555
Eden Decades^ To Rdr. (Arb.) 51 The Moores or Sarasens
and Iewes which.. yet coulde neuer before bee cleane van-
quished vntyll the dayes of this noble and Catholyke prince.
1593 s »aks. 2 Hen. V/, iv. viii. 45 Wer't not a shame,..
The fearfull French, whom you late vanquished, Should
make a start ore-seas and vanquish you? 1635 Quarles
Embl. 1. ii, [To] baffle hell, And vie with those that stood,
and vanquish those that fell, a 17*7 Newton Chronol.
Amended i. (1728) 96 David vanquished the Ammonites.
1791 Cowper Iliad in. 517 Me, Menelaus, by Minerva's aid,
Hath vanquish'd now, who may hereafter him. 1849-50
Alison Hist. Europe VII. xlii. §21. 105 She, vanquished
but not subdued, compelled to yield to necessity, followed
her timid consort. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 394 They
gnawed her feet and nails so ferociously that we drew her
up yelping and vanquished.
S. 1474 Caxton Chesse 37 For by bataylle he shall not be

ouercome and vaynquysshid. c 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon

VANQUISHABLE.
xfx. 428, I am vaynquyshed &. overcome wythout ony stroke.

'S^^ Act 19 Hen. i'/I, c. 34 Preamble, They were ren-

countered, vaynquesshed, dispersed, overcome, and dyvers
put to deth. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xciii. 303 Syr,
thanked be god we hauevaynquysshed the Emperoure, 1565
CoorER Thesaurus, Debel/are,to vainquish or ouercome by
warre.

b. fig. To overcome by spiritual power.
1 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvin", {Margaret) 34 Vertuysly

scho cane vincuse be flesch, be warld, pe fend alsa. c 1380
Wyclif Contr. Tracts Sel. Wks. III. 439 pe fend hap ben
many day abowte to vencushe Ciisten men hi Antecristis
clerkis. c 1440 Lydg. Hors, Slupe % G. 343 Bi his nu-k-
nesse he..venquysshid hath Satan. i483Caxion Cato B ij b,
Saynt Johan sayth in the pocalyps who shal vanquysshe
the world, c 1510 More Picus Wks. 22 He it is, by whose
mighty powre, The worlde was vanquished and his prince
cast out. 1560 Rolland Seven Sages 44 Than speikis he
to God face to face, (Juhen that the Deuill he hes vincust.
1581 Burne in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 118 [That] the craft.,
of the Deuil is vinqucist and ouercum. 1671 Milton P.R.
1. 175 The Son of God Now entring his great duel, ..to van-
.quish by wisdom hellish wiles.

t e. To expel or banishfrom a place. Obs.
*$3$ Pilgrytu's T. in Thytinc's Aniittadv. (1875) 7g\Vher

this man walked, ther was no farey ner other spiritis, for

his blessynges. .did vanquyche them fiom cuery buch and
tie. 1601 Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) 374 Con-
spiring the reentrie of Tarqninius race unto the Kingdome
of Rome, from whence they had been vanquKhed for

wickednes and whoredome.
2. To overcome (a person) by other than physical

means. Also const. of(- in respect of).

c 1366 Chaucer A. />'. C. S Mercyable 0;uene,. . Hafe mercy
of my Perilous langouie, Venquist has me my cruelle aduer-
sair. c 1386 — Pars. '!' 661 Therfore saith the wise man,
if thou wolt venquisch thin enemy leme to suffre. 1477
Caxton Dictes 121 He that demaundethe but reason is able
to vaynquysshe &: ouercome hisennemye. a 1500 I'tmardus
de curarei fain. (E.E.T.S.) 122 For he is nocht ay wen-
custe with pe sworde, But oft throw lufe. c 1530 Pol.,

Re/., .y L. Poems (1903) 5S Ofte the enmy is easel>ei ven-
quysied with seruice than with stroke of swerde. c 1550
Rolland Crt. Venus in, 45 Hippolyte and eik Pandora sle

That with hir slicht[i]s al men dois vincous. 1671 Milton
Samson 235, I my self, Who vanquisht with a peal of words
..Gave up my fort of silence to a Woman. 1725 W.
Hamilton To C'tcss Egiinton 22 The Fair One,. -Cur'd of

her scorn, and vanqui:-ri d of her hate. 1770 Goi ism. Des.
Vill. 212 In arguing too, the parson own'd his skill, For e'en

though vanquish'd, he could argue still. 1848 W. H. Kelly
tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten 1'. II. 295 At last, M. Gerard has
got the upper hand ; he has vanquished his colleagues, he
has vanquished the king.

*t*b. To convict of some offence. Obs.~ l

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. X iiij,

Whan it is so that he of that was lawfully vaynquysshed or
that he hath that confessed in Iugement.

3. With impersonal object : To overcome, subdue,

suppress, or put an end to (a feeling, state of

things, etc.).

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 435 For trcube mut vencusche
al oper pmg- c 1386 Chalcer FrankI. T.46 Pacienccven-
quysseth. .thynges bat rigour sholde neuere atteyne. c 1400
Rom. Rose 3546 We se ofte that humilite, Bothe ire, and also

felonye Venquyssheth. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 3284
Thenfeccioun of hir troubled eyr He hath venquesched.
1474CAXTON Chesse 69 And yf thou canst not vaynquysshe
thyn yre than muste thyn yre ouercome the. 1513 Dolglas
ACneid i.xi. 64 The flambe of torchisvincoust the dirk nycht.

1567 dude <$- Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 122 O God, sa gude and
gracious, Lat thair.Jugeing vencust be. a 1601 JMarston
Pasquil <$- Kath. (1878) 11. 154 Euen then my loue shall not
be vanquished. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 1. i. (1651) 37
If the cause be removed, the effect is likewise vanquished.

1671 Milton P. R. iv, 607 By vanquishing Temptation,
[thou] hast regain'd lost Paradise. 1781 Cowper Expost.
411 To vanquish lust, and wear its yoke no more. 1819
Shelley Cenci 1. iii. no Till it thus vanquish shame and
fear. 1833 Ht. Martineau Fr. Wines <$• Pol. viii. 130
Charles repeatedly vanquished his resentment at the

Marquis* supercilious treatment of him.

f b. To excel or surpass. Obs.
-1

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. Prol. (S.T.S.) I. ; \Tew authouris

..be pare crafty eloquence traistis to vincus the rude
langage of anciant authouris.

f4. To win or gain (a battle or other contest).

a 1400 Sir Degrev. 1126 Sone that dou^ty undur sheld

Had y-venkessyd the feld. c 1450 Merlin iii. 56 Vter ven-

quysshed the bataile, and ther ne ascaped noon of the sara-

zins. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 111/3 Thus as he demanded
he vanquysshid the batayll. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV
(1550)42 Agentlemanncdiddemaundeof an Englisheman,
how many battailes kyng Edward had vanquished.

5. absol. To be victorious ; to have the victory.

1382 Wyclif i Sam. xiv. 47 And whidir euer he turnede

hym silf, he venkusede. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. (1892) 846

He threwe away his swerde, and judged himself better to

vaynquysshe in suffering of deth. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

756 He shall no lesse commend his wisdome where he voyded,

then his manhood where he vanquished. 1596 DALRYMfLK tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I 349 He..sa stoutlie straik and van-

quist, that a noble Victorie he obteynet. 1651 Rrdeighs

Ghost 213 When he suffered his hands to fall down, Amalek

vanquished.

Vanqnishable (vx-nkwiJaVI), a. [f. prec. +

-able.] Capable of being vanquished or overcome.

I55S Watreman Fardle Facions App. 309 Ye shal be of

all menne moste strong and valiaunte in fight, and vanquishe-

able lo noneenemie. 160a Marston Ant. Sf Met. 11, Banisht,

forlorne, despairing,.. vanquishable. 1654 Gayton Pleas.

Notes in. iv. 87 That great Gyant. .wan only vanquishable

by the Knights of the Well. 1736 Ainsworth i, Vanquish-

able, vincioiliSy superabilis. 1831 Coleridge Table T. 25

July, I should not have wished for a more vanquishable
opponent. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II. 221 In which
she again proved not to be vanquishable.



VANQUISHED.

Vanquished (varnkwift), ppl. a. Also 5-6
Sc, veneust, 6 Sc. vincust, vanquest, -queist

;

6 vanquisshed, 7 vanquisht. [f. as prec] De-

feated, overcome, subdued.

1456 Sir G. Have Laiv Arms(S.T.S.) 272 The veneust man
. .suld pay to the vencusourhiscostis. 1513 Douglas sEueid
I. ii. 27 Cariand to ItalyThair vincust hammald goddis and
Ilion. 1589 Alex. Hume Poems (S.T.S.) 54 The portrators

of euerie vanq-uest towne, Of Cittadells [etc.]. 1671 Milton
Samson 281 The matchless Gideon in pursuit Of Madian
and her vanquisht Kings. 1710 W. King Heathen Gods b
Heroes x. (1722) 41 Those [arms] which Marcus Marcellus
took from the vanquish'd Viridomarus. 1781 Gibbon Dccl.

# F. xxviii. (1787) III. 103 But the victors themselves were
insensibly subdued by the arts of their vanquished rivals.

1849 Macallay Hist. Eng. II. .54 This pica the King 000-

sidered'&s the subterfuge of a vanquished disputant. 1884

Marshall's Tennis Cuts 266 Much more they steep The
vanquished soul in sweet forgetfulness.

b. absol. The person or persons defeated, etc.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 50 Greater coinmoditie hath
therof ensewed to the vanquisshed then the victourers.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Loiue C. 1. 38 That the victors

would sacke the vanquisheds houses. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.

II. xx. 104 It is not. .the Victory, that giveth the right of

Dominion over the Vanquished [etc.]. 1728 Eliza Hevwood
tr. Mme. de Gomez's Belle A. (1732) II. 67 Perhaps, if Tre-

mouille had been the vanquish'd, he could not have_ behaved
with the same Temper, as, being Conqueror, he did. 1810

Jane Porter Scottish Chiefs Ixxxv, He bade that generous

prince adieu, with the full belief of s >on returning to find

him the vanquished of Edward. 1887 Bowen SEneid 11. 353
One hope only remains for the vanquished—hope to resign.

Vanquisher (vre-nkwifai). Forms : a. 5 Sc.

vencusour, 6 vanquysser, Sc, -quisser, ven-
quesair, vinquiesser. £. 5 vaynquyssheur,
-our, 6 venquesshor, vanquysher, 6- van-
quisher, [f. as prec] A conqueror, subduer.

<>-' 1456 [see prec). a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xv. 40 Yf
it fortunyd that the vanquy.sser sle his enymye. 1549 Cornel.

Scot. xvii. 149 The victoree is ioyful quhen the enemeis are

venqueist vitht out domage to the venquesair. 1588 A. King
tr. Canisius' Catech. 8 That he mycht declair him self

vinquiesser ouir death and sathan. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 302 A certane ?oung man,.. the prin-

cipal vanquisser of Cam.
0. 1474 Caxton Chesse in. vii, In suffryng hym thou

shalt be iiis vaynquysshour. 1490 — Eneydos xi. 42 God
forbede that it may be sayd of Eneas, . . vaynquyssheur
of grete bataylles [etc.]. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. 11. (1S11)

20 Dunwallo. .was venquesshor of y8 other Dukes or rulers.

1577 tr. BulUnger's Decades (1592) 441 The Saints.. are
victorers and vanquishers, howsoeuer they are oppressed.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent n Thisinuincible
ale victoriously vanquished the vanquisher. 1652 Kirkman
Clerio fr Lozia 83 This superbe Vanquisher receiving the
Trophies and the Laurels. 1724 Richers Hist. Roy. Geneal.
Spain 266 The Castle of Zamora soon after surrender'd to

the vanquisher. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. m. vii.

400 note, Combats, wherein they were sometimes the van-
quishers, and sometimes the vanquished. 1863 J. G. Murphy
Cotnm., Gen. xxxii. 27 The secret of his power with his

friendly vanquisher.

Vanquishing, vbU sb. [f. as prec] The
action of overcoming or subduing.
a 1315 MS. Rami, B.j2o(o\. 56 pe coniunccion ne uailleb

no}t, so ase be seisede mai repelen, ne be venquissinge ne
uaileb no;t bote 3'if hit were aioined boru ri^t. c 1475 Rauf
Coilyar 825 For dout of vincussing they went nocht away.
1489 Barbour's Bruce xvin. 206 (E.), Quhen thai of Scotland
had wittering OffSchir Eduuardis wencussing. 1611 Cotcr.,
Victoire, victorie, conquest, a subduing, or vanquishing.
1736 Ainsworth I. Debellation a vanquishing, or overthrow.

Vanquishing, ///. a. [f. as prec] That
overcomes or conquers.
1611 Cotgr., Vainaueresse, a vanquishing or victorious

woman. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 258 Such was the
dread of his vanquishing army amongst the nations of the
West.

Vanquishment (vavnkwijment). [f. as prec]
The act of vanquishing or overcoming.
11593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 42 The van-

quishment of that vglie nest of Harpies, hath beenereserued
as a worke for mee, before all beginnings. 1613-8 Daniel
Colt. Hist. Eng. (1626) 5 He draue Valentinian to seeke ayde
of Theodosius.. after the vanquishment and death of his
brother. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 336 This he took to be
an omen or presage of the vanquishment and death of
Perses. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11, xv. (1715) 328
Appearing in time of War, it signified vanquishment, and
running away. 1851 I. Taylor Wesley^ <$ Methodism 26
His conversion, taking place, .by successive vanquishments.
1888 B. W. Richardson Son of Star I. 226 The princess.,

had gained a reputation . . for her prowess and skill in

vanquishment.

+ Vanquiasant, a. Oh,"1 [ad. obs. F. vain-

quissant, pres, pple. ofvainquir: see Vanquish v.]

Victorious.
1632 J. Hayward tr. BiondHs Erometia 105 Congratula-

tions she received not as a woman in child-bed, but as a
Captaine vanquissant of a battel.

Vansire. Zool. [a. F. vansire, formed by
Buffon (1765) from the Malagasy name, given by
him as vohang- or voangshira (otherwise recorded

as vonlsira).'] The marsh-ichneumon (Herpestes

galera) of South Africa.

1.774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. ix. 362 To the ferret kind
we may add an animal which Mr. Buffon calls the Vansire,

the skin of which was sent him stuffed, from Madagascar.
1785 Smellie tr. Bufforis Nat. Hist. (1791) VII. 222 The
vansire . . is a native of Madagascar and the interior parts of

Africa. 1831 Proc. Zool, Soc. Apr. 57 M. Goudot has
brought a small carnivorous animal, which he states to be
the true vansire.
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Vanston(e, southern ME. varr. Fontstone.

Vant, southern var. Font sb,1 ; obs. f. Vaunt
sb. and v. ; obs. Sc. f. Want v.

Vant-, prefix, representing AF. vant-, aphetic

lavant- Avant- : see Vant-brace, -guard, -ward.

In a number of compounds the t was elided, as

Vanbrace, -chase, -courier, -guard, etc. Before

labials the « by assimilation became m, as in

Vambrace, Vampey, Vamplate, Vamward ;
and

a further reduction appears in vamure Vaumube
and Vaward. The AF. variant vaunt- is also

very fully represented in English forms : see

Vaunt-chase, -courier, etc.

Vantage (va-nted.^), sb. Also 4-7 vauntage,

6 vauntadge
;
5-6 Sc. wantage, 7-8 Vantage.

[a. AF. vantage (1302), var. of OF. avantage Ad-
vantage sb. Cf. It. vantaggio, Sp. ventaja, Pg.

vantagem."]
1. Advantage, benefit, profit, gain. Now arch,

a 1300 Cursor M. 8015 O £am Jjou sal haue gret vantage,

Bath to be and to pi barnage. < 1380 Wyclif Wks, (1880)

302 Not of leesyng of worldliche worship ne worldliche

vauntage, . . but of lesyng of vertues. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
508/1 Vauntage, (A'., or avauntage), profectus, proventus.

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 915 This wantage was, the Scottis

thaim dantyt swa, Kayn IngHsman durst fra his feris ga.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 172 b, Repute it for your
singlar vauntage & wynnynge to be exercised & tossed in

dyuerse temptacyons. 1555 Hooper in Coverdale's Lett.

Mart. (1564) 141 Such fleshe as.. had great vauntage by hys
word, are become his very enemies. 1576 Fleming Panofil.
EMst. 72, I receyued two seuerall letters from you, . .Out of
which.. I reaped double commoditie and vauntage. 1617
Collins Def. Bp. ofEly 1. i. 72 What vantage haue you now
of all that is said of Peters ship to countenance Rome ? 1645
Arraignm. Persecution 23 Shall we that have received
vantage by their rejection, thus recompence them with
tyranny? [1846 Landor Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 266 It

would give.. the neighbourhood much vantage, to see these

two fellows good men.]

f b. Pecuniary profit or gain. Obs.
c 1430 Freemasonry (Halliw. 1840) 149 The mayster schal

not, for no vantage, Slake no prentes that ys outrage, c 1440
Jacob's Well 43 Iudas was wo, bat he had no5t bat vauntage
of bo xxx. pens bat was be tythe of be iij. hundreth pens.

1526 Tindale Matt. xxv. 27 Then at my commynge shulde I

have receaved my money with vauntage. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 340 He became a master in makynge cardes for the

sea, whereby he had great vantage. 1573 Tusser Ilusb.

(1878) 90 If one penie vantage be therein to saue, of coast

man or fleming be sure to haue.

\ c. A perquisite. Obs. (Cf. Vail sb.1 4.)
a 1470 H. Parker Dives q- Pauper (W. de W. 1496) vn.

xxL 308/2 That he sholde besydes his salarye take annuell
or trentalle, or ony suche other, that they calle vantages.

1481 MS. at St. Nich. Bristol in Clerks Book of 1549
(Bradshaw Soc.) 70 Hit was of old vsage that the vantage
of weddyngges was longgynge to the Clerke. 1558 G.
Cavendish Poems (1825) II. 52 First in the privye councell
was my foundacion, And cheife secretary with all vantages
and fees.

t d. Printing. (See quots.) Obs.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printing 393 When a White-
page or more happens in a Sheet, the Compositer calls that

Vantage: So does the Press-man, when a Form of one Pull

comes to the Press. [1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab. 151

Vantage, an old synonym for the modern one of ' fat '.]

f2. a. A greater amount ^something. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. lii. (Tollem. MS.),
Therfore bese places of heremites hauen moche noye and
trauayll ; nebeles it hap a vauntage [L. plurtmum\ of com-
modite and reste.

f "b. An additional amount or sum. For or to

the vantage, in addition. Vantage of bread (see

quot. 161 1). Obs.
1529 More Sufpl. Souls Wks. 331 And yet haue we for

the vauntage.. the boke of y* kinges, the woordes of the

Prophete zacharie [etc.]. 1538 Croscombe Ch. Ward. Ace.
(Som. Rec, Soc) 43 R. Phelyppes for the vantage of bredde,

y.x\\d. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ill. 86 Yes, [there are] a dozen
[such women] ; and as many to th

1 vantage, as would store

the world they plaid for. 16x1 Cotgr., Le trezain du pain,
vantage of bread ; the thirteenth loafe giuen by Bakers
vnto the dozen. i6i£ Collins Def. Bp. of Ely 11. ix. 346
Supererogation there is none, where first all is not done that

ought to be done, and then a vantage too, or surplus ouer.

1639 Fuller Holy Wariv. xiii. (1647) 191 The Popes Legate
and Robert Earl of Artois. .would make no bargain except
Alexandria.. were also cast in for vantage to make the con-
ditions down-weight. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vantage,
that which is given over and above just Weight and
Measure; Overplus.

+ 0. And (a or the) vantagej with the vantage
,

and above, and (a little) more. Obs.
IS94 Wills <$• Inv. N. C. (Surtees, i860) 244, xxj stirkes of

yeare old and vantage, 18 1
., x stirkes, of two yeares ould and

vantage, 16 1
. x6oi Holland/Vim^ 1. 12 But Venus ascendeth

up to her station in fifteene daies and the vantage. 1621
Fletcher Pilgrim 1. i, She is fifteen, with the vantage, And
if she be not ready now for mannage— . a 1656 Ussher
Ann. (1658) 251 Of a huge stature, and a mind answerable
thereunto, for it is said, that he was five cubids high, and
vantage. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4472/4 Stoln or Stray'd .

.
, a

brown bay Gelding, . . 14 hands and the vantage high. 171

1

— No. 4875/4 A large kindly black Mare, ...two Years old,
with the Vantage. 1754 J. Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) I.

4 In plain English, she had seen One and Thirty Birth-days,
and a 'Vantage, as they say in the West of England.
fd. ellipt. =prec. Obs.-1

i6ox Shuttleiuorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 124 A litle

younge styre of towe yeres old vantage.

3. Advantage or superiority in a contest; position

VANTAGE.
or opportunity likely to give superiority ; vantage-

ground, f Upon the vantage, at an advantage.
xs»3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvii. 18 The archers .. haue

noo vauntage of hym nor of his company. 1579-80 North
Plutarch, Theseus (1595) 3 The cause why they were thus
shauen before, was, for that their enemies should not haue
the vauntage to take them by the haj'res of the head while
they were fighting. Ibid. 4 They which by might could
haue vantage ouer others, had nothing to doe with.. quiet
qualities. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 215 Oft
thay meit [in battle]: oft thay parte with lytle vantage.
1600 Holland Livy 1. xxvii. 20 When hee thought hee had
gained vantage ynough, hee mounted up the hill with all

his companies. 1627 E. F. Hist. Ediv. II (1680) 117 Know-
ing the weakness, he esteem'd his vantage in suffering them
to land. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 27 A Castle, strong, and
of white chalky stone, its Ordnance planted high to play in

Mounts upon the vantage. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc vn.

345 The exasperate knight.. up the steps advanced, Like
one who disregarded in his strength The enemy's vantage.
1850 Blackie sFschylus II. 160 Though close hedged in by
the foe, The vantage hath been ours. 1867 Trollope Chron.
Barset I. xviii. 156 The bishop found that he would thus
lose his expected vantage.

b. With defining term introduced by df.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. excix. 97/1 The englisshemen
had the vauntage of the hyll, and helde themselfe so cloose

together that none coude entre into them. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 242 Assoone as the king and his Marshalles had
ordered hys battayle, he drewe vp the sayles and came with
a quarter winde to haue the vauntage of the sonne. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 599 It hath been anciently practised to burne
Heath, and Ling, and Sedge, with the vantage of the Wind,
upon the Ground. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel v. xviii, To
each knight their care assigned Like vantage of the sun and
wind. X828 — F. M. Perth v, Thou wilt have better access

to drive them back, having the vantage of the house, 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 621 James. .consented to

retreat till he should reach some spot where he might have
the vantage of ground.

c. In the phrases coign (see Coign sb. i),p/ace,

point (etc.) ofvantage. So also f dice of vantage.

c 1570 Misogonus 11. iv. 168 (Brandl), The preistes handes
ith mustardpott; the knave, throwe at an inch, Has some
dise of vauntadge, myne oth I durst take. 1805-$ Gary
Dante, Inf. xvi. 24 Naked champions. .Are wont, intent, to

watch their place of hold And vantage, ere in closer strife

they meet. 1832-4 De Quincey Caesars Wks. i860 X.. 55
This adoption would have been applied ..as a station of

vantage for introducing him to the public favour, i860

Motley Netherl. xvii. (1868) II. 347 It was unfortunate that

the possession of Sluys had given Alexander such a point of

vantage.

f 4. With a and pi. : An advantage ; a position or

state of superiority. Freq. with at oxfor. Obs.

Perh. originally a wrong division of avantage.
f 1450 Merlin xxxii. 654 Petrius. .cowde well fle and

returne at a vauntage, and well fight with his enmyes.

c 1489 Caxton Blauchardyn liii. 204 They chased Subyon
that was horsed at a vauntage better than they were, a 1548

Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 117 Then they issued out boldly

and shot coraglously as men that shot for a vauntage. a 1568

in A. Scott's Poems (E.E.T.S.) 44 Thair is nocht ane winche

hat I se Sail win ane wantage of me. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's

Anszv. Osor. 268b, Hereupon he doth conclude as it were
at a vauntage that the doctrine of these men is not onely

unprofitable, but also pestiferous. 1615 W. Lawson Country
Housew. Gard. (1626) 32 Wee may well assure our selues,

(as in all other Arts, so in this) there is a vantage and
dexterity, by skill. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 263 Naaman
seemed humble, when he stood at Elisha his doore, but it

was for a vantage.

t b. An opportunity ; a chance. Obs.

1592 Soliman $ Pers. 1. ii, I, watch you vauntages? Thine

be it then. 161 x Shaks. Cymb. 1. iii. 24 When shall we heare

from him. Pisanto. Be assur'd Madam, With his next

vantage. Ibid. 11. iii. 50 You are most bound to th' King,

Who let's go by no vantages, that may Preferre you to his

daughter.

6. In phrases with verbs : a. With personal

object, as to catch, have, hold, take (one) at (f a or

f the) vantage.
C1510 Gesta Rom. (W. de W.) A ij, At the last she had
hym at a vauntage agayne, ande was afore hym. 1581

Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 156 b, You haue

taken me at a vauntage. 1590 Spenser F. Q. III. vii. 51 Me
seely wretch she so at vauntage caught. 1596 Harington
Metam. Ajax (1814) 12 He will take a weak man at the

vantage. 1827 Southey Hist. Penins. War II. 123 In this

sort of warfare their loss was generally greater than that of

the natives, who on such occasions had them at vantage.

X857 Emerson Poems 153 Complement of human kind,

Holding us at vantage still.

t b. With vantage as object, esp. to take . . van-

tage {of). Obs. (Cf. Advantage sb. 5 b.)

{a) 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 2 If the vantage

had bene presently takin. C1585 [R. Browne] Answ. Cart-

wright 23 If any will take vantage, that yet their censers

were holy,.. let vs consider what holines this was. 1592

Marlowe Massacre Paris 111. i, [He] takes his vantage on

Religion, To plant the Pope and popelings in the Realme.

1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 50 Hee thought to make his Vantage

upon his Parliament.

(b) 1591 Lyly Endym. 11. 1, You will be sure I shall take

no vantage of your words. x6oo Holland Livy \. ii. 9 The
armie of the Antemnates, taking the vantage of the time,.,

entred the confines of Rome. 1624 Quarles Job Militant

xvi. 40, I Will take no 'vantage of thy Misene.

6. Lawn Tennis. = Advantage sb. 2.

1884 Peile Lawn Tennis 50 If he lose the next stroke (he

being vantage to love), the score is again called deuce. 1897

Outing XXX. 467/2 Then our opponents ran to deuce, and

another victory made the score vantage in our favor.

7. attrib., as (sense 2 b) + vantage-loaf';
(sense 3)

vantage-coign, -ditch, -place, -point ;
(sense 6) van-

tage-game, -set. Also Vantage-ground.
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161a in Plomer Abstracts fr Wills of Eng. Printers
(1903)45X0 twelve Poore people., one penny loafe and Twoe
pence a peece and the vauntage loafe to the Clerke there.

1808 Scott Marm. vi. ii, Bulwark,, .bastion, tower, and
vantage-coign, a 1861 Clough Relig. Poems ii. 85 Quick
seizure and fast unrelaxing hold of vantage-place. 1865

J. H. Ingraham Pillar of Fire (1872) 322 Terraces, house-
tops,—every vantage-point—were crowded thickly with
spectators. 1885 J. H. Dell Dawning- Grey, Prefatory,
Some last vantage-ditch of wrong. 1892 Pall Mall G.

7 July 6/3 The Londoners equalized and made another
'vantage* set necessary. Ibid.,, The Irishmen gained the
' vantage ' game every time.

Vantage (vcvntedg), v. Also 5 vauntagyn, 6

-age. [f. prec, or ad. OF. vantager (Palsgr.).]

1. trans. To profit or benefit (one). Now only

arch. Cf. Advantage v. 4.

Clfffci Promp. Par7\ (Winch.), Forderyn,. .or vauntagyn.
1530 Palsgr. 765/1 What dothe it vauntage you to go so
often over-seer 1590 Spenser F.Q. r. iv. 49 Needlesse feare

did neuer vantage none. 1596 Edw. III, it. i, Yf nothing
but that losse may vantage you, I would accompt that losse

my vauntage to. a 1618 Sylvester Job Triumphant IV,

227 What will it vantage mee, What shall I gain, if I from
sin be free? 1835 Scott Betrothed xxiv, To keep him as a
captive might vantage them more in many degrees, than
could his death. 1891 C. E. Norton Dante's Purgat. xiii.

66 What hath it vantaged thee to make of me a screen ?

refl, 1581 J. Bell Hodden's Anstv. Osor. 186 They vaun-
tage themselves nothyng by this distinction. 1598 Barret
Tlteor. IVarres 1, ii. 13 Thereby to aduance and vantage
himselfe,

1 2. intr. To make gain or profit. Obs.— 1

1563 Foxe A.fy M. 33/1 The commen saying of.. naughty
wemen, which say, they vantage more in one holy day, then
in L. other daies besides.

Hence Vantaged///. a., f increased, augmented.
1578 Banister Hist. Alan Pref. 7 That. .with the testi-

monie of a cleare conscience, we may render our vauntaged
talentes vnto the high Auditour.

t Va ntageable, a. Obs. rare. Also 6
vantish.-. [f. prec] Advantageous, profitable.

1570 Foxe A. fy M. 361 b/i These Caursinites..had their
debters to them bound in such sort, as was much vantish.
able [1596 vantageab!e]tothem,and much injurious vnto the
other.

_
1610 Marcellini Tri. Jas. I, 83 And when all this

had bin done, where are then his so much vantageable
profits ?

Vantage-ground. [Vantage sb. 7,] A
position which places one at an advantage for

defence or attack.
Freq. In 19th cent., chiefly in fig, use.
1 6 12 Bacon Ess., OfGreat Place (Arb.) 282 That cannot be

without power and place; as the vantage and commanding
ground. 1625 — Of Truth (Arb.) 500 No pleasure is com-
parable, to the standing vpon the vantage ground of Truth.
1644 Waller in Cal, Stale Papers, Dom. Ser. (1888)
301, I moved not till I had full assurance, .that the enemy
was clearly gone, lest it might have been but a feint to draw
mc from my vantage ground, 1774 Burke .9/. Amer. Tax.
Wks. 1842 1, 170 But I quit the vantage ground on which I

stand, and where I!might leave the burthen of the proof
upon him. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (Bohn) 164, I am
convinced that for the human soul to prosper in rustic life

a certain vantage-ground is pre-requisite. 1830 Herschel
Study Nat. Phil. n. vi, 173 A means of fresh attack with
new vantage ground. 1878 Maclear Celts i. 10 Making the
Greek colony of Massilia . . her vantage-ground.

Vantageless, a. [f. Vantage sb.] Not
having any advantage or superiority.
1810 Scott Lady of L. v. xii, See here, all vantageless I

stand, Arm'd like thyself with single brand.

fVantageous, a. Obs.—1
[f. Vantage sb.]

Bringing advantage or gain.
C1566 T. Hacket Treas. Amadis Diij, It perteineth not

to suche a Lord as ye are to have and to hold any such brave
and vantageous purposes with me.

t Vantation. Obs.-1 [app. f. vant Vaunt v.]

Ostentation, display.

1637 Bastwick Litany m. 20 They have, .scarce a sermon
in the whole University ; and if there be one it tends onely
to vantation, and to shew the strength of lines, which indeed
breatheth nothing but vanity.

Vantbrace. Now arch, or Hist. Forms

:

a. 4-5 vauntbras, 6 -brasse ; 6-7 (9) vant-
bras, 7-8 -brass. 0. 5, 7, 9 vauntbrace, 6-7, 9
vantbrace. [a. AF. vantbras, aphetic f. avant-
bras, f. avant before + bras arm.] = Vambbace.
a. 1374 For. Ace. 49 Edw. Ill, B, In .x. bacinettis,. .iij.

paribus Vauntbras et rerebras. 141a in Somerset Med.
Wills (1901) 60 Unum basinetum cum ventale, vauntbras,
rerbras [etc.]. 1416 in Rep. MSS. Ld. Middleton (191 1) 104
Pauns, vauntbrases, . .et quysshews. 1504-6 Ace. La. High
Treas. Scot. III. 90 For iij pair vantbrases. 1520 in Ellis
Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 167 The King..lokythe dayly..to
receive the vauntbrasse and gauntlett. 1614 Sylvester
Bethutia's Rescue vr. 254 One, for his own, his Fellow's
Helm puts on: One, his right Vantbras on left arm doth
don. 1671 Milton Samson 1121 Then put on all thy
gorgeous arms, ..thy broad Habergeon, Vant-brass and
Treves, and Gauntlet. 1790 Ann. Reg., Poetry 153 On his

strong vantbrass Hacon's sword descends. 1802 James
Milit. Diet., Vant bras, armour for the arm.
6. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy tn. 87 (MS. Digby 230),

pat be sleues eke so longe be pat his vauntbrace may be cured
ner. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xx. exxxix. His shield was pierst,
his vantbrace cleft and split. 16x1 F. Markham Bk. War
1. x. 39 As touching the Vantbrace (which armeth from the
Elbow to the hand) they are not greatly materiall in this
case, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. fas. V, Wks. (1711)
105 After many, .blows to the disadvantage of their casks,
corslets, and vantbraces. 1801 Scott Eve St. John \\\, Yet
his plate-jack was braced, and his helmet was laced, And his
vaunt-brace of proofhe wore. i8s8 Heber Journ. Indiall.

VouX.

xxv. 126 Many of the others [native horsemen of Baroda)
had helmets, vant-braces, gauntlets, &c.

Vant-courier, -currer (-ier, -or, -our), obs.

ff. Vaunt-courier.
Vanterie, -ery, varr. Vauntery Obs.

fVantguard,-^. 06s. Forms: a. $-6Sc.w&nt-
gard, 6-7 vantgard (6 -garde), 6-8 vantguard
(6-7 -guarde). £. 5-6 vauntgarde (7 vaunte-),
6-7 vauntgard, -guard. [Aphetic f. Avant-
guard, Cf. Vantward.]
1. Mil. = Vanguard i.

a. t-1470 Hknry Wallace vi. 500 Wallace him selff the

wantgarcl he has tayne. a 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 441
Bothe the vantgardes ioyned together with suche a force

that it was maruell to beholde. 1587 Fleming Contu.
Holinshed III. 1970/2 Being lodged in the vantgard that

was gouerned by monsieur de Brissac. 1598 Bakret Thcor.
Warres ill. ii. 67 The one marcheth in the vantgard, and
the other in the reareward. 1648 Gage West Ind. x. 40
And Tupitil and TeutecatI, very principal! gentlemen, had
the Vant-gard with ten thousand men. 1670 Cotton
Espemon 1. in. 133 Shewing him at the same time the

Duke's Vant-Guard, which began to appear upon a little

eminence hard by. 1700 Chauncy Hist. Antic. Herts. (1826)

I. 39 Who. .was Captain of the Vantguard of King Edward's
Army in Scotland, a 1754 Carte Hist. Eng. (1755} IV. 60
His vantguard was quartered at S. Lanfranc.
£. £1450 Merlin x. 151 Now fro hens-forth may we go

vpon youre enmyes, and ther-fore devise now who shall

haue the vaunt garde. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gl. 232 In the
vaunte garde. .were xx thousand crysten men. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron. II. 124 In kepyng this course the vauntgarde
encountered with the Erie of Boleyn. 1583 Stocker Civ.
Warres Loiue C. in. 98 b, They first appointed seuen
Ensignes for the vauntguard. 1643 R. Baker Chron. 94
Fauconbridge and Blunt continue the leading of the Vaunt-
guard. 1679 Blount Auc. Tenures 109 By condition of
service to lead the Vauntguard of the Earles Army.

b. fig.
= Vanguard i b.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. 39 Of all the Beasts..
The Elephant the Vant-guard doth command. 1623 H.
Sydenham Serm. Sol. Occ. (1637) 90 Men who make a
shrewd flourish in the vant-guard of Religion. 1629 N.
Carpenter Achitophel \. (1640) 22 Litle can true wisdome
..perswade in the Reare where wicked policie commands
the Vant-guard.

2. a. A breastplate, corslet. rare~l
.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 120 They had also

Habergions . . which is a defence for the breste, called a breste
plate, or a vauntgarde.

b. (See quot.)
1611 Florio, Vanguardia,..a vantguard of a helmet, of a

caske or head piece.

t Vant-guard, v. Obs.—1
[f. Guard v. after

prec.] trans. To defend in front.

16.. T.C. C J. Remedy of Love 83 (Nares), Carthage is

strong, with many a mightie tower, With broad deepe ditch,

vant guarding stately wall.

Vantiahable, variant of Vantageable a. Obs.

Vantmure, var. Vauntmure Obs.

Vanton, -toun, obs. Sc. ff. Wanton a.

Vantose, obs. var. Vextose sb,

Vantour, obs. form of Vaunter,
Vantparlar, -er, etc., varr. Vauntparler.
Vantplate, obs. form of Vamplate.
Vantrauth, variant of Wantroth Obs.

t Vantward. Obs. Also 3 vantwarde, 4-5
vauntward(e. [Aphetic form of Avantward

;

cf. Vantguard. See also next, and Vamward,
Vaward.] The vanguard of an army.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7478 Hor vantwarde was to broke,

bat me mi^te wibinne horn wende. Ibid. 9006 pe vant-
wardes hom mette verst, as ri^t was to done. 1377 Langl,
P. PI. B. xx. 94 Elde £e hore he was in pe vauntwarde,
And bare pe banere bifor deth, by ri^te he it claymed.
c 1450 Contin. Brut n. (1908) 320 Sere Bertram Cleykyn,
bat was..chyueteyn of pe vauntward of be bataill. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. vm. xiii, He sette. .the due of York in

the vauntward. 1557 K. Arthur (Copland) 1. xv, Lyonses
and Phariaunce had the vaunt warde. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. I. 794 They marched forth in the Vant-
ward : they returned home in the Rereward.

f Vanward, sb. Obs. In 5 van-, 6 vawne-
warde. [Reduced form of prec. : cf. Vanguard.
See also Vaward.] = prec.

In reprints of 16th cent, works vanward is sometimes sub-
stituted for vauward Vaward, and the latter is perh. the
correct reading of the MS. in quot. 1476.
1476 Paston Lett. III. 162 The Swechys..hathe slayne

the most parte ofThys vanwarde. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vi,

(1516) 105 b/! He than sette forthe his waye; commaund-
ynge his vawnewarde to kepe their iourney towarde Paris.

Va nward, a. [f. Van sb.%] Sitnated^having
place or position, in the van or front.
1820 Keats Hyperion 1. 39 As if the vanward clouds of

evil days Had spent their malice. 1823 De Quincey Lett.
Educ. iv. (i860) 77 Its vanward and its rearward man. 1877
Patmore Unkn&iun Eros 41 Until the vanward billows feel

The agitating shallows. 1896 Edin. Rev. July 151 The hori-
zon became darkened with the vanward clouds of evil days.

Va*nward, adv. [f. as prec] Towards or in

the front ; forward. Also with to.

1827 Hood Mids. Fairies xlvi, Then next a merry Woods-
man, clad in green, Stept vanward from his mates. 1838 J. P.
Kennedy Rob of the Bowl ii, Vanward the same kind of
enclosures . . shut in a grassy court. 1888 Lowell Heartsease
if Rue 56 Whose brave example still to vanward shines.

Vapid (vse-pid), a. Also 7 vappid. [ad. L.
vapid-us savourless, insipid. Cf. obs. F. vapide
(Cotgr.).]

1. Of liquors, beverages, etc. : Devoid of brisk-

ness ; failing to produce an agreeable effect on the

palate; flat, insipid.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vapid, that gives an ill smack,
that casts a vapour or ill savour, stinking. 1669 W. Simpson
Hydrol. Chym. 116 A sourish, saltish, and.. vapid liquor.

1676 Grew Anai. PL, Anat. Fl. (1682J 158 Now the Liquors,
in which these are generated, do always .. lose their Tast
and Smell, and so become Vapid. 1707 Mortimer limb.
xx. 585 Then away goes the brisk and pleasant Spirits and
leave a vapid or sour Drink. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
II.208 It somewhat resembled vapid French white wine.
1788 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 24 July, He.. made his own
cold tea, and drank it weak and vapid. 18*3 J. Badcock
Dom. Amuscm. 47 Vapid, old and worn out trees, producing
vapid fruit. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. r Nov., So are bottled
mineral waters the vapidest of beverages.

fig- x 783 Ld. Bristol in A. Young Atttobiogr. (1898) vi,

118 When you are vapid, if ever those petillant spirits of
yours are so, come and imbibe some, air at the Downhill.
1848 Dickens Domhey xiii, Such vapid and flat daylight a-.

filtered through the ground-glass window^.

b. Said of taste or flavour.

1677 Grew Anat. PL (1682) 280 A soft Taste, is either

Vapid, as in Watery Bodies, Whites of Eggs, Starch, ..Or
Unctuous, as in Oyls, Fat, &c. 1826 Art ofBreiving {td. 2)

32 It gives to the beer a vapid disagreeable flavour, 1837
M. Donovan Dom. Peon. II. 337 The exhilarating effect is

produced at the sacrifice of fine flavour, and with the intro-

duction of vapid bitterness. 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands
(1866) 11S The tempting appearance of which, however, is

not borne out by their flavour, which is mawkish and vapid.

c. Med. Of blood ; Devoid of strength or

vigour; weak, inert.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xiv. 495 In such Diseases
the whole mass of Blood., is otherwise grown vappid as it

were. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 52 Softening and enriching
the sharp and vapid blood. 1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

I. 563 note, Dr. Stevens thinks that the blood first loses its

solid parts, and becomes thin, that it then becomes deprived
of its saline principles, and turns black and vapid

.

d. Of flowers : Scentless, rare—1
.

c 1750 Shf.nstonf Rural Elegance 235 To rear some
breathless vapid flow'rs.

2- fig- Devoid of animation, zest, or interest;

dull, flat, lifeless, insipid : a. Of talk, discourse,

writings, etc.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 34 f 3 Conversation would become
dull and vapid, a 1763 Shenstone Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 204
Vapid frivolous chit-chat serves to pass away the time. 1799
Monthly Rev. XXX. 211 The minute ceremonials and vapid
common-place ofthe German theatre. 1822 Hazlitt Table-

T. Ser. 11. i, The news of the morning become stale and
vapid by the dinner-hour. 1865 H. Phillips Amer. Paper
Curr. if. 112 The newspapers contained as usual vapid and
lengthy essays. 1885 Manch. Exam, n Feb. 4/7 'there is

. .a great deal of vapid declamation on this subject, but it

will soon die out.

b. Of amusements, pleasures, etc.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 16 This town, .begins to grow satiated

with the uniform round of its vapid dissipations. 1799 Han.
More Fern. Eduded.4) I. 98 A sophisticated little creature,

nursed in these forced, and costly, and vapid pleasures.

1825-9 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor IV. xxvia 399 One
continued round of vapid amusements, some of which are

too light and trifling even to amuse a child at a common
fete. 1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. i, Mrs. Stratheden's

'At Homes ' are very different from the general run of those

vapid and dreary entertainments,

C. Of persons or places,

1784 Cowper Task I. 393 The languid eye, thc.wither'd
muscle, and the vapid soul, Reproach their owner. 1824
W. Irving T. Trav. I. 197, I grew so dull, and vapid, and
genteel. 1839 [Mrs. Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras (1843)

272 Masulipatam was an ugly place ;. .nothing to be seen

but wide sandy roads,.. altogether, a most vapid sort of

place. 1873 C. M. Davies Unorth. Lond. (1876) 119 The
adoption ofthe most vapid young lady's perversion of her

mother-tongue.

d. In miscellaneous contexts.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 236 .* cheme of human
happiness, which no time, no repetition can make vapid to

a feeling heart. x8:8 Hazlitt Table-T., On i 'nig. \ Affect.^

It is a vapid assumption of superiority. 1847 Disraeli

Tancred n. vii, A smile is. .in general vapid. 1861 Whvte
Melville Market Harb. 10 The vapid demeanour and cool

assurance which triumph in a ball-room.
^ 1874 H. R.

Reynolds John Bapt. viii. 515 If these pernicious views.

.

be entertained. .the renewal of humanity [is] a vapid and
foolish dream.

f3. Of a damp or steamy character; dank;
vaporous. Obs.

1660 Boyle Htm Exp. Phys. Mech. xxii. 169 A vapid Air,

or Water rarified into vapor, may.. emulate the elastical

power of.. true Air. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 18 Few (if any)

vappid and stinking Exhalations can ascend from them to

corrupt the Air. 1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 449, Rheita

affirms, that he observed Jupiter to be invested round with

a vapid Atmosphere.

Hence Va-pidism. rare— 1
.

1831 Carlyle Schiller in Eraser's Mag. 1 1 L 130 All critical

guild-brethren now working diligently . . in the calmer sphere

of Vapidism or even Nullism.

Vapidity (vaprditi). [f. prec. +-itt.]

1. The fact or quality of being vapid.

1721 Bailey, Vaptditym deadness, flatness a being palled.

1771 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 256 After a violent ferment in

the nation, as remarkable a deadness and vapidity has suc-

ceeded. 1822 Examiner 347/: [It] threw such agloom and

vapidity over all that we never saw the beautiful opera with

so little pleasure. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shahs. Char. xx.

507 Master Froth strays from the right path from sheer

vapidity. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 536 note, Surety such

passages as these ought to be more than adequate to defend

the Pastoral Epistles from the charge of vapidity.

6



VAPIDLY. 42 VAPOROUS.
2. A vapid remark, idea, feature, etc.

1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIII. 266 Their pet historian.,

cannot make a single speech without dragging in.. some
vapidity about the Revolution Settlement. 1877 C. Geikie
Christ Iv, (1879) 665 Teaching, .so searching and practical,

compared with the vapidities of the Rabbis. 1880 Pall
Mali G. 11 May 7 Those upon whom the crudities and
vapidities of the 'commission ' portraits., jar.

Vapidly (wpidli), a^v. [
f

- as prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a vapid manner.
1847 in Webster 1880 ' Ouida ' Moths xx, She seemed

to herself so useless, so stupidly, vapidly, frivolously useless.

1888 Times 24 Sept, 9/5 If they were become simply un-
intelligible or vapidly dull, the wonder would be less.

Vapidness (voe'pidnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

= Vapidity.
1727 Bailey, Vapidness, deadness, flatness, palledness of

liquors. 1820 Keats in Rossetti Life (1887) 142 When once
a person has smoked the vapidness of the routine of society.

1825-9 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor IV. xxviii. 392 The
vapidness, . .the languor and vexation, which accompany the
life of an unconverted man. 1907 Daily Ckron, 12 Nov. 3/5
Her work.. in one or two instances sinks into vapidness.

Vapography. [Irreg. f- Vapour sb. : cf.

Vaporograph.] (See quot.)
1898 Pop, Sci. Monthly LIU. 860 The phenomena of

normal physical emanations from certain substances which
have the property of influencing the sensitive plate. These
phenomena have been variously labeled scotography, vapo-
graphy, etc.

Vapon, obs. Sc. form of Weapon.
Vapor, variant of Vapour.
Vaporability. Also vapour-, [f. next.]

Capacity of being vaporized.
a 1835 McCulloch Attributes xlv. (1837) III. 184 The

fluidity which its own singular nature communicates and .

.

the vapourability dependent on that.

Vaporable vv^'porabT),**. Also 4 vapour(e)-.
[ad. med.L. vapordbilis: see Vapour sb. and -able.
Cf. OF. vaporable^

1. Capable of being converted into vapour.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. iv. (Bodl. MS.), Heete of

heuen. .drawib it ^ilfe to fulle sotellich vaporable parties of
water and of erbe. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 357 Eyther it is

not of vaporable nature, or to be of smaule quantitie. 1676
Phth Trans. XI. 614 The first Beings or Embrions of
mineral salts are nothing but vapours, or juices not con-
creted, totally vaporable. 1681 Phil. Collect. XII. 80 By
reason of the fumes Lead usually emits, being a quick
vaporable Metal. 1857 Gosse Omphalos xii. 355 There
would be no deposition from atmosphere if the water had
not first been carried up by evaporation ; and the vaporable
fluid is obtained from the moistened soil. 1893 Pall Mall
G. 12 Jan. 3/3 The vaporable parts ascending to the clear

ether of heaven.

1 2. Capable of converting substances into

vapour. Obs.

1398 Trevjsa Barth. DeP. R. xix. xi. (Bodl. MS.), White
comeb of vapoureable aier & watry pat is in be membres.

.

for white comeb of hote aier & vaporable bestes beb white
vnder be wombe. 1456 Sir G. Haye Go7>. Princes Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 118 The nature is mare vaporable and of better
digestioun to corrump and bray the metis.

TVa'pOrary, sb. [ad. mod.L. vaporarium, f.

L. vapor vapour. Cf. L. vaporarium a steam-pipe

in a bath.] A medical preparation used in a form
of vapour-bath.
1657 Tomlinson Rcnou's Disp. 187 A vaporary consists

of the same things a semicupium is made of. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Anim. fy Min. 504 Of a Vaporarie:. .fiat decoctio..
cujus vaporem excipiat. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Vaporary, a
Decoction of Herbs, and other ingredients, the fume whereof
ascends through the bole of a Chair where the patient sits.

[Hence in later edd. and other Diets. The additional
definition in Bailey (1721-) 'a stove, stew, hot-house or
bagnio* follows Kersey (1706) s.v. Vaporarium.}

t Vaporary, a. Obs.-1
[f. as prec. : see

-art.] (See quot.)

1653 R * *-*• tr* Sacon
'

s Hi$t> Winds 94 Let us see what may
be said concerning Vaporary windes (we mean such as are
engendred by vapours).

t Va'porate,///. a. Obs- 1 [ad. L. vaporat-
us, pa. pple. of vaporare : see next.] Vaporized.
1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1687) 552/2 Smelling judgeth

of Odors, good and ill, . .putrid, humid, liquid, vaporate.

t Vaporate, V* Obs. Also 7 vapourate. [f.

L. vapordt-, ppl. stem of vaporare to convert into,

to become, vapour.]

1. trans, a. To convert into vapour, to vaporize.
i6u Florio, Vaporabile,.. that may be vaporated.

b. To emit as vapour.
a 1640 J. Ball Power Godlines (1657) 119 A boylmg Sea,

or Sepulchre of corruption, steeming and vaporating up con-
tinually a world of. . ill-disposed imaginations. 1648 Hexham
11, Swademen, to Exhale, or, to Vapourate.

2. itztr. a. To rise in or as vapour.
i6ao Venner Via Recta vii. 111 They represse and in-

frigidate the hot fumes that vaporate to the head. 1643 A.
Ross Mel Helic. 168 If Musk, Perfume, or rosed air, Or
Balm could vaporate from thee.

b. To give off vapour.
1623 Cockeram i, Vaporate, to cast forth vapours.

t Vaporation. Obs. Also 4-6 -acion, 6
-aeyon, 5 vapouraeioun. [ad. L. vaporatio, n. of
action f. vaporare : see prec. Ct Sp. vaporacion,

It. •asione.'] The action of vaporizing ; conversion
into, production of, vapour.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. xxi. (Bodl. MS.), Also

of vaporacion of fumosite bat he [sc. the sea] casteb vpward
and bredeb myste and cloudes. 1456 Sir G. Have Gov.

Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 118 Tendar metis of licht and
sone degestioun, and delicious thingis and of sutil vapoura-
eioun moystis. 1528 Pavnell Salerne's Regim. d ij b, Blud
lettyng-.minisheth vaporation that gothe to the heed &
troublethe the wyttis. 1561 Hollvbush Hotn. Apoth. 35
Make a vaporacion beneth with Rammes greace, or fat, waxe,
pitche and cumin. 1623 Cockeram i, Vaporation, a casting
forth of vapours. 1651 French Distill, i. 9 It may be done
..by Corosion, By Fumigation or Vaporation. 1720 S.
Parker Bibliotheca Bihlica I. 438 By Conflagration, and
Congelation,, .by Vaporation, and Evaporation : by Subli-

mation, and Precipitation.

t Vaporative, a. Obs. Also 5 -atife, -atyf.

[ad. med.L. vapordtiv-us: see Vaporate v.]

1. = Vaporable a.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. iii. (Bodl. MS.), pinge
bat is vnctuous hap moisture in hit self, & so for bicause of

be partie bar. is vaporatife hit may renne and be ymade
hard bi heete. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 1. 24 The generative
water became congealed, and the vaporative water passed
away. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 21* The better

to receive with effect the dry or vaporative medicine.

2. Productive of vapour.
1568 Skeyne The Pest (i860) 11 Quhair the ground is fat

and Vaporatiue.

t Vaporatory, a. Obs~x In 7 vapour-. [Cf.

prec. and -atory.] Consisting of vapour.
1683 Weekly Mem. 65 Amongst other things to sit in a

vapouratory bath for some weeks.

Vapore'SCence. rare~x
. [f. L. vapor- vapour :

see -escence.] The fact of becoming vaporous.
Also Vapore scent a.

t
vaporizing. (In quots.yig-.)

1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I.n. i. § 21.393 It ts by this kind
of vaporescence, so to speak, by this flat misty unison of
parts, that nature [etc.], 1872 — Munera P. 47 Their
vaporescent point, at which riches.. ' make to themselves
wings '.

Vapori -ferous, a. rare—*, [f. L. vaporifer

emitting, full of vapour + -ous.] ' That makes or

stirs up vapours' (Blount, 1656).

Vaporific (v^pori'fik), a. [ad. mod.L. va-
poripc-us, f. L. vapori- Vapour sb. : see -WO.]

1. Associated or connected with, producing or

causing, vaporization.
1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 482 The melting, the vaporific,

and shining points. 1794 G. Adams Nat. <$ Exp. Philos.
I. ix. 375 Either in their condensed state of water, or in the
slate of vaporific expansion. 1799 Phil. Mag. III. 419 A
great quantity of vaporific,. .or, as it is called, latent heat.

1861 Buckle Civiliz. II. vi. 496 note, The statement by Dr.
Thomson refers to the completion, or last stage, of the dis-

covery, namely the vaporific combination of heat. 1886
Daily Tel. 8 April (Cassell's), It is the product of vaporific
sublimation.

2. Vaporous.

%
1797 Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 171 There is exhaled from

it a subtile fluid in a vaporific state. 1800 tr. Lagrange's

Chem. I. 164 During this dry slaking heat is excited, by the
moisture losing its vaporific form.

Jig. 1847 Carlyle Misc. III. 380 With the earliest spring
be has come in person,.. vaporific, driven by his fixed idea.

VapO'riform, a. [f. L. vapori-, stem of vapor
Vapour j^. : see -form.] Vaporous.
_
i860 lire's Diet. Arts,etc. (ed. 5) III. 750 Steam is water

in its vaponform state. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. i. 36
Rock-matter in a state of vaporiform incandescence.

Vaporrmeter. [f. as prec + -meter.] An
instrument for measuring the amount of vapour.
1878 lire's Diet. Arts. etc. IV. 565 The alcohol lis] deter-

mined., by Geissler's vaporimeter. 1899 tr. JakscKs Clin.
Diagnosis (ed. 4) vii. 355 Parlato employs the vaporimeter
for the purpose.

Vaporish, variant of Vapourish a.

Vaporizable (v^'poraizab'l), a. [f. Vaporize
v.] Capable of being vaporized ; vaporable.
1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 108 Lead not being va-

porizable, remains behind. 1848 Herschel Ess. (1857) 343
There is probably no vaporizable body of which the atmo-
sphere does not contain some trace. 1881 Le Conte Sight
13 Unless a body is volatile or vaporizable it cannot be
smelled.

Vaporization (v^porsiz^'Jan). Also vapour-.
[f. next + -ATiON. Cf. F. vaporisation.'] The
action or process of converting, or of being con-
verted, into vapour.
a. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 560 The metal becomes oxyd-

ated during the vaporization of the sulphur. 1807 Davy
In Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 12 It combines with oxygene..
without flame at all temperatures that I have tried below
that of its vaporization. 1863 Tyndall Heat xii. 442 The
sun by the act of vaporisation lifts mechanically all the
moisture ot our air. 1878 Hamilton Nerv. Dis. 38 The
bichloride was necessarily discontinued, and mercurial
vaporization substituted.

3. 1826 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) IV. 246/2 Evaporation and
true Vapourisation of fluids at their boiling point. 1839
R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 13 It is one of the most
curious and important phenomena attending vapourization.
1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. TechnoU (ed. 2) I. 253
Application of Fuel to Vapourization.

Vaporize (v^-poraiz),^. Also 9 vapour-, [f.

L. vapor- Vapour sb. 4--izk. Cf. F. vaporiser^
1. trans. To convert into smoke, rare-1

.

r
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 119 tnarg. note, Forty load of

Tobacco vaporized.

2. To convert into vapour.

m
a. 1B02P/1H. Trans. XCIII. 26 The regullne zinc, vapor-

ized by the heat, rises from the crucible as a metallic gas.
1849 R. V. Dixon Heat I. 193 The vapour was projected.,
with a loud, whistling noise, which subsided when the
liquid was all vaporised. 1878 Miss J. J. Young Ceramic

Art 81 The heat vaporizes the salt, and.. the chlorine
escapes.

$. 1836 Smart, Tovapourize. 1884 J. Burroughs Locusts
Sf Wild H. 1 10 The hot air vapourising the drops.

b. In fig. use.
i83i_ Carlyle Sort. Res. 11. vi, In figurative language,

we might say be becomes. .spiritualised, vaporised. 1866
Felton Anc. $ Mod. Gr. I. x. 175 They have not only
vaporized her husband into a myth, but have consolidated
a myth into a lover. 1888 Dowling Miracle Gold III.
xxvii. 15 The family estates and honours had been vapour-
ized before that last of the Poniatowskis fell under Napoleon.
3. intr. To become vaporous.
1828-32 Webster, Vaporize, . . to pass off in vapor.

1855 Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Sci., Elem. Chem. 458 Zinc
does not vapourize until the heat is raised to whiteness.
1872 Aihemeum 20 Jan. 84/2 Faraday, .stated.. that mer-
cury ceased to vapourize below the freezing-point. 1881
Tvndall Ess. Floating Matter Air 196 The liquid within
the narrow tube vaporizes.

Jig. 189a Black A> White 2 Apr. 423/1 Moneyseems some-
how to have vaporised away, and none knows anything
about it.

4. tram. To spray with fine particles of liquid.

1900 O. Onions Compl. Bachelor v. 51 My hostess.. va-
pourised me in passing with a tiny scent fountain.

Hence Va*porized ppl. a. ; Valorizing vbl.

sb. (also attrib.).

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 823 Chambers into which the •va-
porized substances are deposited. 1880 Haughton Phys.
Geogr. iii. 124 We must reduce the vaporised water capable
of producing rain. 1888 Daily News 15 May 6/2 Small
launches.. propelled by means of vapourised spirit. 1831-3
Encycl.Metrop. (1845) VIII. 189/1 The valve before described,
attached to the *vaporizing apparatus. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech. 2690/2 Vaporizing stove, one for furnishing steam to
dampen the air of apartments, conservatories, etc. 1886
JrnL Education 1 Aug. 325 Without this all theorising is

empty vapourising. 1896 Daily News 15 July 8/4 The vapor-
ising and condensing of ammonia.

Vaporizer (v^-poraizai). [f. prec] A device

or apparatus by which conversion into vapour is

accomplished.
1846 in Worcester. 1862 London Soc. I. 223 Mixed with

the odours of Rimmel's patent Vaporiser. 1887 Pall Mall
G. 2 Nov. 6/1 The apparatus acts . . as a vaporizer and steam
generator. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX, 420/2 In order to start

the engine a lamp is used for a few minutes to heat the
vaporizer.

Va'porograph. [Irreg. f. L. vapor- Vapour
sb. + -graph. Cf. Vapourgraph.J A picture pro-

duced by vapography. Hence Vaporogrraphic a.

1903 Month Feb. 171 Some sort of ' vaporographs ' may be
obtained by his methods or others that are analogous, /bid.

166 The ' vaporographic ' theory explaining the origin of
this impression.

t VaporO'Se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vaporos-us,

f. vapor Vapour sb.] Vaporous; easily vaporizing.
< 1400 Lanjranc's Cirurg. i6(Addit. MS.), Woundes mowe

no}t ben y-dry^ed in a moyste eyre & a vaporose. 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. 338 The apoplexy, . .if vaporose,
[is cured] by abstinence, preparanis, ..and friction. 1731
Arbuthnot Aliments vi. vii. (1735) 204 Therefore in fat

People the Use of vaporose or perspirable Food, and Exer-
cise., are proper.

VapOrO'Sity. rare. [Cf. prec. and -ity.]

Vaporous quality or qualities.

1518 Pavnell Salerne's Regim. Y nij b, Garlyke. .hurteth
the eies, through it sharpenes and vaporosite. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. XLIX. 2 As wet-paperish as St. Swithin
himself, with all his sirocco vaporosity about him. 1837
Carlyle Misc. Ess., Diamond Neckl., He is here with his

fixed-idea and volcanic vaporosity.

Vaporo-sulphuTeous, a. rarer-1 . [Cf. Va-
porograph.] Of a vaporous and sulphurous nature.

1676 Phil. Trans. II. 619 There are found Earths im-
pregnated with this acid matter, being vaporo-sulphureous.

Vaporous (vt"
l -p6r3s), a. Also 6 vaporouse,

vaporous, 7 vap'rous, 9 vaprous
; 7-9 vapour-

ous. [f. L. vapor-us or ad. L. vaporos-us^ i.

vapor Vapour sb. Cf. F. vaporeux, It., Sp., Pg.

vaporoso.~\

fl. Of a bath: Consisting or composed of vapour,

Obs. (Cf. Vapour-bath.)
15*7 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters Piij, Also

Escunie made of this herbe used in vaperous bathes dys-
troyeth age. 1631 Jorden Nat. Bathes i. (1669) 2 These
kind of watry and vaporous Bathes have been in use from
all antiquity. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Balneum Vaporo-
sum, the Vapourous Bath, is when the Vessel that contains
the Matter, .is heated by the Vapours, or Steams that arise

from the hot or boiling Water,

2. Emitting or exhaling vapour
; f spec, of food

in the stomach.
1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1553) B ij b, The pacyente

oughte . . to forbeare all vaporous meates, as garlyke, onyons
[etc.]. 1584 Cogan Haven Health ccxli. {1636) 269 Such
things as bee most vaporous do most dispose us to sleepe.

1600 Surflet Countrie Farme vi. xxii. 799 The wine is a
claret, . . of a thinne substance, not fuming or being vaporous.
1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 181, I aduise all such, .to sup
..on rosted meats, because they are Iesse vaporous. 1655

Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 392 To settle

their Meat to the Bottom of their Stomach, that it may
prove less vaporous to the Head. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm.
Extemp. 20 Scorbutic Ale. .restraineth the Ebullition.. of

the Vapourous Blood. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments^ v. iv.

( J 735) J 39 Aliment too vapourous or perspirable, will sub-

ject it to the Inconveniencies of too strong a Perspiration.

fb. Of the eyes: Moist with tears. Obs."1

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Oivb, He.. at last met by
chaunce with a sorcerer, to whom deploring with vaporous

eyes his burdenous taske [printed burdurus taste] (etc.).
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3. Filled with, thick or dim with, vapour ; foggy,

misty.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 771 O hateful), vaporous, and foggy
night,.. Muster thy mists to meete the Easterne light. 1603
Holland Plutarch*s Mar. 998 Considering that mists, fogs

and clouds are no congealations, but onely gatherings and
thickenings of a moist and vapourous^ aire. i6ao Venner
Via Recta Introd. 5 There the aire is..seldome infected

with vaporous blasts. 1665 PhiL Trans. I. 67 Through the

Gross and Vaporous Air near the Earth. 1709 T. Robinson
Nat. Hist. Westmdreld. ii. 16 The magnetick Attraction of
this ./Etherial Spirit of Cold, which governs the humid and
vaporous Atmosphere. 1818 Shelley Eugattean Hills 92
The waveless plain of Lombardy, Bounded by the vaporous
air. a 1864 Hawthorne Mother Rigby's Pipe i, The small
cottage became all vaporous. 1869 J. Phillips Vesuv. iv.

124 The outline of the cone was plain against the illuminated
vaporous atmosphere.
Jig. 1600 W. Watson Decaeordon (1602) 334 [The Jesuits']

religious pietie in shew, is but a rainebow cloude, of atheall

policie in action, drawne vp in vaporous dewes of cold con-
gealed deuotions. a 165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. ix. ii. (1E21)

414 To rise above that vaporous sphere of sensual and
earthly pleasures, which darken the mind.

b. Covered or obscured with vapour.
a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. i. (1690) 12 Holland is a Level

Country, ..and by its being moist and vaporous, there is

always wind stirring over it. 1818 Keats Endym. it. 19
Wide sea, . . Many old rotten-timber'd boats there be Upon
thy vaporous bosom ! i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xvi. 115 The
lower cloud field—itself an empire of vaporous hills. 1885-

94 R. Bridges Eros <y Psyche April x, The tripod shook,
and o'er the vapoious well The chanting Pythoness gave
oracle.

4. Having the form, nature, or consistency of
vapour. (Common in 19th cent.)

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xxv. 196
Places in th' earth, whose vertue is to draw vaporous matter,
and to convert it into water. 1631 H. Moke Enthus. TH.
(1656) 234 How can darknesse be called a Masse? etc. No
it cannot. Nor a thin vaporous matter neither. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Systi. v. §36. 784 Its being in Hades [is]

nothing but its presiding over that Idol or enlivened vapor-
ous Body. 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798) 136 The virus
lunare, the vaporous drops that hang in any region of in-

fection. ICf. Shaks, Macb. 111. v. 24.] 1818 Accum Chem,
Tests 97 Formed from the vaporous muriatic acid. 1871
Tyndall Fragm. Set. (1879) I. iv. 119 Caused in some way
by the vapourous fumes diffused in itsair. 1893S1R R. Ball
Story of Sun 284 The photosphere must be composed of a
shell of cloudy or vaporous material.

Jig. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy so The westering sun That
still on plains beyond streams vaporous gold.

t b. In older medical use applied to~supposed
emanations from internal organs or from substances
within the body. Obs,
1547 Boorde Brev. Health § 119 A vaporous humour or

fumosytie rising, .from the stomake. c 1550 H. Lloyd Trcas.
Health Q7 From the whychryse vaporousespiritesand move
disordinatly about the brayne. i6ao Venner Via Recta
(1650) 49 It doth nothing lesse then offend the braincwith
vaporous fumes. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym, 71 These
vaporous steams arising from the blood.

C. Jig. Of ideas, feelings, etc. : Fanciful, idle,

unsubstantial, vain.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. via. § 3 So whosoever shall

entertain high and vaporous imaginations, instead of a..
sober inquiry of truth, shall beget hopes and beliefs of strange
and impossible shapes. X631L1THGOW Trav. x. 456 O foolish
pride, O suppressing ambition ! and vaporous curiosity !

1796 Coleridge Sybil Leaves, Ode Departing Vearix, The
vaporous passions that bedim God's Image, sister of the
Seraphim. 1820 Shelley Prometlu Unb iv. L 321 The
vaporous exultation not to be confined 1 1874 Motley
John of Bameveld II. xiv. 119 But his arguments were
vaporous enough and^ made little impression. 1876 Geo.
Eliot Dan. Der. 11. xvi, But such vaporous conjecture passed
away as quickly as it came.

d. Of fabrics or garments : Gauzy, filmy.
1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict. III. xvi. 235 The

most fragile and vaporous bonnets were to be seen in the
Bois de Boulogne. 1881 H. James Portrait 0/ Lady xlii,

She. .kept no less anxious an eye upon her vaporous skirts.
1896 Pall Mall G. 1 1 Mar. 4/2 Full sleeves of vaporous
Indian muslin.

5. Of persons or minds : Inclined to be fanciful,

vague, or frothy, in ideas or discourse.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. 9 Let him but read the fable

of Ixion, and it will hold him from being vaporous or
imaginatiue. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxviii, B— , the
mouth-piece of the debating clubs, noisy, vaporous, and
democratic. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. v. ii, Shame on
my vaporous brain 1

6. Of state or condition: Characteristic of vapour.
1661 Origen's Opinions in Phoenix (1721) I. 53 We then

find that they which steam'd forth in a vaporous Rarity.,
do at last fall down again in a watery Consistence. 1781
Phil. Trans. LXXI1L 26 The dephlogisticated marine
acid, in a vapourous state, certainly acts upon it. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci.

<fr A rt I. 7 The elevated temperature
it demands to be converted into the vaporous state. 1863
Tyndall Heat iii. §60 (1870) 61 We have matter in the
vaporous or gaseous form.

Hence Va*porously adv. ; Vaporousness.
1600 Surflet Countrie Farme vi. xxii. 777 The most.,

common annoiance that the vaporousnes of the wine doth
cause, is drunkennes. Ibid. 781 By his vaporousnes it

filleththebraine. 1757 T. Bibch Hist. Royal Soc. III. 416
The warmth and vaporousness of the air at the bottom of
the well. 1877 Academy 21 April 352 The whole thing is

toned down to a pale husky vaporousness of surface. 1887
Lowell Democracy , etc. 143 The thought of a god vaguely
and vaporously dispersed throughout the visible creation.

Vapory, variant of Vapouby a.

Vapour (v^'pai), sb. Also 5-6 vapowre, 6
vapour©

; 5 wapour, 6 wapuro ; 6- vapor.

[a. AF. vapour (OF.vapeur) or ad. L. vapor-, vapor
steam. Cf. F.vapeur, Sp. and Fg. vapor, It. vapors.]

1. Without article : Matter in the form of a steamy

or imperceptible exhalation ; esp. the form into

which liquids are naturally converted by the action

of a sufficient degree of heat.

c 1374 Chaucer Troytus in. ii As man, brid, best, fisshe,

herbe, and greene tree The feele in tymes with vapour eterne.

1382 Wyclif Joel ii. 30 Blood, and fijr, and vapour ofsmoke.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 588/1 Vapowre, vapor. 1480 Caxton
Myrr. 11. xxv. (1913) 117 This is a moisture subtyl whiche
appereth but lyty 1, and is named vapour. 1565 Cooi-ek Thes.

,

Vaporo, to heate or make warme with vapour. 1604 R.
Cawdrey Table Alp/i., Vapor, moisture, aire, hot breath,

or reaking. 1610 Guillim Heraldry HI. v. (1611)97 Vapour
is a moist kinde of fume extracted chiefly out of the water.

1633 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 81 If it [exhalation] come
from the water or some watry place, it is Vapor. 1667

Milton P.L. xi. 737 The Hills. .Vapour, and Exhalation
dusk and moist, Sent up amain. 1723 Watts Logic {1736)

115 Snow is congealed Vapour. Hail is con^eal'd Rain.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. I. 199 The perpetuity of many
springs, which always yield the same quantity when the

least rain or vapour is afforded. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Cheut.

I. 116 A white smoke, which is azote and water in a state

of vapour. 1849 James Woodman vi, There were large

masses of heavy vapour rolling across the southern part of

the horizon. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 40 Only when the

vapour is partially condensed, and therefore ceases to be
true vapour.

fig' l5?7 Shaks. 2 Hen, IV, 11. iv. 393 When Tempest of
Commotion, . . Borne with black Vapour, doth begin to melt.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 316 There is nothing but
Shadow and Vapour in the Tiling,

2. An exhalation of the nature of steam, or an
emanation consisting of imperceptible particles,

usually due to the effect of heat upon moisture.
In later use frequently spec, in Cheat. Sometimes, esp. in

poetry, loosely applied to smoky matter emitted from burn-
ing substances.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. viii. 11 And the vapour, or smoke, of a
cloud roos togider of the ensence. c 1386 Chaucer Melibeus
F23 It may nat be.. bat where as gret fyre hath longe tyme
endured bat bere ne dwelleth som vapour of warmnesse. c 1425
tr. Arderne's Treat, Fistula, etc. 93 Stoppe be mouj*e,
bat be_ vapourgo no^t out. And biry be vessel with be oile

in moist erbe. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xxxviii. 28 The
vapoure of the fyre brenneth his flesh. 1551 Turner Herbal
i.Avb, The broihe of wermwood with his vapor that riseth

vp from it. 156a — Baths B ij b, The hole vapores [of a
bath], 1577 Googe Hercsbach's Husb. 46 Grasse..(too
greene and moyst) yf it be carryed into the loft, rotteth, and
the vapour being ouerheated, falieth on fyre and burnetii.

1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 81 A Vapour hath a certain

watry nature in it, and yet it is not water. 1716 Pope Iliad
vm. 680 Full hecatombs lay burning on the shore; The
winds to Heaven the curling vapours bore. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 457 The smoke of tobacco, . .the vapours
of onions and garlic, . .are carefully to be avoided. 1800 tr.

Lagrange's Chem. I. 16 At the end of a certain period the
bottle will be filled with red vapours. 1830 M. Donovan
Dom. Econ. h 337 Vapours now arise, winch are concen-
trated acetic acid... These vapours pass over., into the cask
of water, 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. i. 18 Vapours
of ammonia will be evolved if nitrogen be present. 1891
Farrar Darkn. fy Dawn xlvi, Then theydragged her to the
bath, heated it to boiling heat, and suffocated her in the

burning vapour.

b. An exhalation rising by natural causes from
the ground or from some damp place ; freq.,a mist

or fog.

c tjfi6CnKvcER S'/r.'s T. 385 The vapour, which that fro the
erthe glood, Made the sonne to seme rody and brood, c 140a
Lydg. Covipl. Bl. Knt. 24 When that the mysty vapour was
agoon, And clere and feyre was the morw[e]nyng. 1508
Dunbar Gold. Targe 247 Suete war the vapouns. soft the
morowing. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 60
All abrode the fayre dropes dyd shewe, Encensynge out all

the vapours yll. 1535 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cc, 252/2
Discendyng downe as in to a cellar, a certayne hoote wapure
rose agaynst them. 1555 Eden Decades [t\rb.) 133 If. .wee
shal consent that vapours are lyfted vp wherof the watery
cloudes are engendred. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies 111. viii. 143 You shall vsually see great calmes
vpon the coastes, where the vapors come from the Hands, or
maine land. x66x J. Childrey Brit, Bacon. 60 The air is

not very clear because of vapors continually rising. 1698
Keill Exam, Th. Earth (1734) 83 The vapours which are
raised by the Sun under the Torrid Zone. 1781 Cowper
Conversat. 50 But when the breath of age commits the fault,

'Tis nauseous as the vapour of a vault. 1830 Shelley
Sensit. PI. 111. 71 And hour by hour, when the air was still,

The vapours arose which have strength to kill. 1874 Blackie
Self-Cult. 49 In hot countries, where insalubrious vapours
in some places infest the night.

O. Jig. Used esp. (see a) to denote something
unsubstantial or worthless.
(a) 138a Wyclif Jas. iv. 15 Forsothe what is ^oure lijf?

A vapour^ to a litel semynge. [Similarly in Tindale and
later versions.] 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 112 Our lyfe is

but a shadow... a vapor, a bubble, a blast. 1608 Chap-
man Byron's Trag. Plays 1873 II. 311 He alters euery
minute ; what a vapor The strongest mind is to a storme of
crosses. 1663 Davenant Siege of Rhodes Wks. (1672) 25
Let it not last, But in a blast Spend this infectious vapour,
Life ! 173a Law Serious C. iv. 52 Those Scriptures which
represent.. the greatest things of life as bubbles, vapours,
dreams, and shadows. 1781 H. Waliole Lett. (189:) VIII.

.. I am at this present very sick of my little vapour of
fame. 1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) H. 78 A man to whom
the Earth and all its glories are in truth a vapour and a
Dream.

(b) 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. vii. 164 In my Greatnesse..
to be hid, And in the vapour of my Glory smothcr'd. 1597
Hooker Ecct. Pot. v. Ixxvi. § 8 Upon the Church there

never yet fell tempestuous storm the vapors whereof were
not first noted to rise from coldnesse in affection. 1638 R.

Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 49, I should do wrong.,
to dislustre so pure a matter with the impression of so blacke
a vapour. 1818 Scott Rob Roy ix, The gleams of sense and
feeling which escaped from the Justice through the vnpours
of sloth and self-indulgence.

3. pi. In older medical use: Exhalations sup-

posed to be developed within the organs of the

body (esp. the stomach) and to have an injurious

effect upon the health.
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 239 That the wapours that

gonne vp into the hede in tyme of slepynge may haue issue.

1530 Rastell Bk, Purgat. 11. xviii, When the brayne is

hurte so that the humours and vapours styre and move
thephantasye. 1539 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 53 Of
humours some are inure grosse and colde, some are subtyl
andhot, and are called vapours. 1639 Fuller Holy War
iv. ii. (1840) 198 Oftentimes the head doth ache for the ill

vapours of the stomach, c 1680 Beveridoe Serin. (1729) I.

332 Those malign vapours which by reason of over-much
eating are exhaled from the stomach into the head. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 472 Vapours from an empty
Stomach. 1868 J. F.^Kihk Chas. the Bold III. v. ii. 375
His habit of drinking in the morning a bowl of warm barley
water under the notion of expelling noxious vapors.

b. A morbid condition supposed to be caused

by the presence of such exhalations ; depression

of spirits, hypochondria, hysteria, or other nervous

disorder. Now arch. (Common £1665-1750.)
1662 H. Stubbe Indian Nectar iii. 33 By the eating of

those Nuts, slit: feels Hypochondriacal vapours.. to be in-

stantly allayed. 1680 Hatton Corr. tCamdeni 221 My wife-,

disease, I think, is vapors. C1690 Temple Essn Health $
Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 283 To all these succeeded Vapours,
which serve the same Turn, and furnish Occasion of Com-
plaint among Persons whose Bodies or Minds ail something,
but they know not what. 1728 Young Love Fame in. 136
Sometimes, thro

1

pride, the sexes change their airs; My
lord has vapours, and my lady swears. 1735-6 Bavne in J.
Duncombe Lett. (177;?) II. 87 The dispiriting symptoms of

a nervous illness commonly called vapours, or iowness of

spirits. 1783 Won or (P. Pindar) Odes to R.A.'s v. Wks.
1812 I. 60 The World will be in fits and vapours. 1822
Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Praise Chim>;ey-Szve<pers

t
The rake, who

wisheth to dissipate his o*er-night vapours in more grateful

coffee. 1822 Good Study Med. III. i46Inthe first Variety,

which is commonly distinguished by the name of Vapour-,
i or Low Spirits, the patient is tormented with a visionary or

exaggerated sense of pains. 1879 Meredith Egoist xx, She
had a headache, vapours. They are over.

O. So The vapours. (Common in iSth cent.)

1711 Addison Sped. No. 115 P4 It is to a Neglect in this

Particular that we must ascribe the Spleen, which is so fre-

quent in Men of. .sedentary Tempers, as well as the Vapours
to which those of the other Sex are so often subject. 1719
De Foe Crusoe r. (Globe) 161 These things fill'd my Head
with new Imaginations, and gave me the Vapours again, to

the highest Degree. 1778 Lady S. Lennox Lett. (1901) I.

284, I should have the vapours all day if I played an hour
at cards. 1803 Jane Porter Thaddeus xxviii. (1831) 251, I

must drink better health to you to save myself from the

vapours, a 1839 Praed Poems (i8S8) 12 Don't give your
Koyal brain the vapours By opening Opposition papers.

f d. Path. The epileptic aura. Obs.
1822 Good Study Med. III. 544 Professor Loefflei, ..

Instead of cauterising the limb from which the epileptic

halitus seems to ascend, has ingeniously tied a tight ligature

above the part whence the vapour issues.

f 4. A fancy or fantastic idea ; a foolish brag or

boast. Ohs.

1614 B. Jonson Earth. Fair 11. iii, Let's drinkc it out, good
Vrs, and no vapours 1 Ibid, v, Gentlemen, these are very
Strange vapours ! and very idle vapours! I assure you. 1657
W. Morice Coena quasi Kowtj Def. xxvi. 264 After all their

vapours what do they lymbeck out of this Text? a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) II. 118 For those, whose Modesty must
not endure to hear their own Praises spoken, may yet pub*
lish of themselves the most notorious Vapours imaginable.

1703 Steele Tender Husb. n. i, These are mere vapours,

indeed—Nothing but vapours. 1738 tr. Guazzo's Art
Convers. 165, I have Remedies to cure them of their Arro*

gance, and to keep those Vapours h-jui fuming into the

Head.

5. atlrib. and Comb. a. With b%s., as vapour-

beltj -burner
t
-cloud, -density, etc. ; (,in sense 3 b)

vapour-fit.

1875 R. F. Burton Ultima Thule I. 67 The *vapour-belt
which girdles the mountain flanks. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcch.
2690 * Va6or-burner, a device for burning previously vapor-
ized liquid hydrocarbons, c 1843 Carlyle Hist. Sk. (1898)

253 Those far-spread smoke-clouds and "vapour-clouds rising

up there. 1851 Mavne Reid Scalp Hunt. xix. 137 Vapour-
clouds from the Atlantic undergo a similar detention in

crossing the Alleghany range. 186a Miller Elem. Chem.,

Org. (ed, 2) L Si, 25 To calculate the* vapour density of any
compound. 1890 A. M. Clerkk Syst. Stars 54 The vapour-

densities of several of these metals are significantly nigh.

185s Ugilvie Supply * Vapour-douche, a topical vapour-

bath, which consists in the direction of a jet of aqueous

vapour on some part of the body. 1831-3 Encyct. Aletrop.

(1845) VIII. 1 88/ 1 Howard's steam or *vapour engine.

1830 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 177 Another

variety of marine engine is Mr. Howards vapour engine.

1875 Knight Diet. Mcch. 2690/1 In 1850. .M. Prospere

Vincent du Trembley brought into notice what is now
known as the 'binary vapor-engine , or the 'combined

vapor-engine'. X707 Floyek Physic. PulseAVatch 62 Since

I find all *Vapour Fits to have the Pulse of a diary Fever,

I place this Constitution next to the Fevers. 1875 Kn 'Gh*
Diet, Mech. 2690/1 * Vapor-inhaler... one for administering

vapor produced by drawing or forcing atmospheric air

through a liquid, or a sponge saturated with a liquid. 1848

Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technol. I. 154 "Vapour

lamps. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2690/2 Vafor lamp, see

Vapor-burner. 186s Scrope Volcanoes 22 The 'vapour-

pillar rises still higher. 1771 Smollett Humph. Ct. (1815)

I 76, I have made divers, .leaps at those upper regions; but
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always fell backward into this *vapour-pit. 1862 G. P.

Scrope Volcanoes 22 This pillar of white *vapour-puffs.

1B64 Spencer Biol. I. 18 The range. .of diffusive mobility

. .appears to be as wide as the scale of "vapour-tensions.

1671-3 Grew Anat. Pi., Anal. Roots 11. (1682) 67 There
is yet another kind of Sap-Vessels, which may be called
*Vapour-Vessels. 1861 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2)

i. § 2. 46 The simplicity thus introduced into our calculations

of *vapour volume. 1388 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 70 Then
thou, faire Sun, which on my earth doest shine, Exhalest
this *vapor-vow.

b. With adjs. and pples., as vapour-belled
',

-braided^ -burdened, -filled, etc. Also vapour-like

adj. and adv.
1820 Shelley Witch All. lvii, Many a *vapour-belted

pyramid. 1855 Tennyson Letters 42 Sweetly gleam'd the
stars, And sweet the "vapour-braided blue. 1730-46 Thom-
son Autumn 827 Th' exhaling sun, the *vapour-burden'd
air. 1894 Outing XXIII. 363 The dark, *vapor-filled night

closed in. 1821 in Ld. Coleridge Story Devonsh. Ho. xvii.

(1905) 280 A pair of sleek steeds that are as delicate as a
* Vapour-headed Lady. 11715 Wvcherley Posth. Wks.
(1728) 147 If then so soon the Great and Powerful fail, And
*Vapour-like, almost e'er seen, exhale. 1840 Mrs. Somer-
ville Connex. Phys. Sci. (ed. 5} 424 A vapour-like smoke.
1862 Spencer First Princ. 11. ix. § 76 (1875) 227 Each por.

tion of such vapour-like matter must begin to move towards
the common centre of gravity. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Va-
poriferousness

t
an exhaling or *vapour-producing Quality.

183a J. Bhee St. Herberts Isle 63 At length the impatient

hours the twilight led With *vapour.sandaled feet and
rubied cheek. 1837 Faraday Chem. Manip. viL (1842)220
The junction being made *vapour-tight..by some glazier's

putty.

Vapour (v<r
l

*p3j), v. Also 5-6 vapoure, 6-

vapor, 6-7 vaper (7 vapr-). [f. prec, or ad. L.

vaporare : cf. Vaporate v.]

1. intr. To rise or ascend, to be emitted or

diffused, in the form of vapour. Also with up
and oul.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 39:11 pc bawme vapoureth vp
a-lofte In-to be eyre of be erbes softe. 1614 T. Adams in

Spurgeon Trcas. David I. 190 Thick spumy mists, which
vapour up from the dark and foggy earth, a 1647 Habing-
ton Surv. Worcs. (Worcs. Hist. Soc.) III. 544 Annoyed
with the contagion vaporinge from the water. 1653 Cul.
pErpER, etc. Riverius xv. Lit 410 Put it into a new glazed
pot or pipkin, closed up.. that nothing may vapor out. 1662
R. Mathew Unl. AleA. 158 Lay this lute upon the edge of
thy Funnel, which will bind fast the plate and the Funnel
that nothing can vapor that way.
Jig. 1839 Bailey Festus 154 Does not sin pour from my

soul, . . And, vapouring up before the face ofGod, Congregate
there ?

b. To pass away, to be dissipated, in the form
of vapour.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb) 357 To take such waters, ..and
. . cause them to boyle and vapoure away vntyll the dregs or
residence remayne in the bottome. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys
Ic Roy 3 When the water is thickned, it seemes to become a
stone. . j when it vapoures away, to be breath or aire. 1605
Timme Quersit. 1. vii. 27 Whatsoeuer is aiery therein.. by
the force of the heat vapoureth away. 1658 A. Fox IV&rtz 1

Surg. iv. iii. 318 Mingleall these well together, lute the glass
body, that nothing vapour away.
fig. 1638 Mayne Lucian (1664) 71 Their whole life hath
vapoured away in hopes. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
(ed. 2) 237 The first day vapors away in Tobacco, feasts,

and other ordinary feastivalls. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. %

1 Cor. iv. 19 For all that Men call Learning and Wisdom.

.

vapoureth away as Idleness and Vanity. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 133 p 8, I expected that their exultation
would in time vapour away.

c. To pass or be dissolved into a state of vapour
or moisture, rare.

1567 Drant Horace, Ep. xvii. F iij, Though he shoulde
vaper into teares. 1640 Walton Lives, Donne (1670) 77 In
the last hour of his

t
last day, as his body melted away and

vapoured into spirit, . . he said [etc.]. c 1645 Howell Lett.
(1650) II. To Rdr., Words vanish soon, and vapour into Ayr.

2. trans, a. To cause to rise up or ascend in the

form of vapour. K\s,ofig.
c 1407 Lydg. Reson <$ Sens. 454 Whan Phebus..on the

herbes tendre and softe The bawmy dropes siluer fair Va-
poured bath vp in the ayr. _ 1519 Interl. Four Elem. (Percy
Soc.) 12 Therfore by hete it is vaporyd up lyghtly, and in
the ayre makyth cloudys and mystes. 1530 Rastell Bk.
Purgat. 11. xiii, Or ellys it wyll be vapoured up by the hete
of the sonne. 1637 Donne 5 Serm. 45 But every Man is

vapor'd up into ayre, and as the ayre can hee thinkes he can
fill any place. X795 Blake Bk. Ahania Poet. Wks. (1914)

345 Effluvia vapour'd above In noxious clouds.

b. To cause to pass away in the form of vapour.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence (1866) 9 Putte it into a uessel

of glas in be which be putt watir tofore,..and aftir do va-
poure awey be watir at be fier. 1560 Whitehorne Ord.
Soulditurs (1588) 26 b, It must be boyled so long, till all the
thinne wairinesse be vapored away, and the substaunce of
the salt peter thickned. a 1626 Bacon Med. Rem., Baconi-
<t«<x(i679) 10° Then upon a gentle heat vapour away all

the Spirit of Wine. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 174 In a
clean glass Vessel vapor all the Vinegar away.
fig. a 1600 Donne The Expiration 2 So, so, breake off

this last lamenting kisse, Which sucks two soules, and
vapors Both away.

C. With out oxforth : To evaporate.
'53° Rastell Bk. Purgat. 111. vii, The temperate eyer

wyll.. vapour out the tartnes & sowernes of that humour.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 23 Opium leeseth some of his poisonous
Quallity, if it be vapoured out, mingled with Spirit of Wine,
or the like. X638 Rawley tr. Bacon's Life <$• Death (1650)

28 In Dissipating Medecines, some vapour forth the thinne
part of the Tumours. 1674 Govt. Tongue 134 If he., call me
dull, because I vapor not out all my spirits into froth.

d. To convert into vapour. Chiefly with to.

X591 Spenser Rubies Time 219 He now is dead, and all
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his glorie gone, And all his greatnes vapoured to nought.

1603 J . Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 87/

1

Thy soul s but a Blast, That with thy Breath is vapored to

nought. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 36 With more of the same
Dew.. vapoured to siccity. a 1814 Forgery n. iv. in New
Brit. Theatre I. 453 Ev'n the hot potent wine, Whose power
only but a short time since Flatter 'd my brain, is vapor'd all

in air. x888 Doughty Trav. Arabiapeserta I. 79 If there

runs in any water, within a while it will be vapoured to the

diegs.

f 3. To send forth, out, or up, to emit or dis-

charge, to disperse, etc., in the form of vapour. 06s.

C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodc 11. cxiv. (1869) 117, I haue a

special horn bi which j caste and vapoure out the wynd that

j haue in my bodi. 1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593J 5 Con-
sider also the nature of the Mote .

.
, whether the same send-

eth or vapoureth forth, .noisome or stinking aire, c 1586

Ctess Pembroke Ps. cxlvi. ii, His strength is none, if any
in his breath ; Which vapor'd foorth to mother earth he goes.

1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. n. 49 Ev'n when the peoples

thronging, and their heat Did vapour up their breathings

and their sweat, For him to swallow. 1656 [? J. Sergeant]
tr. T. White's Peripai. Inst. 126 The clouds of ashes (va-

pour'd out in Vast abundance).

fig* J59a Daniel Compl. Rosamond 803 With armes
a-crosse, and eyes to heauen bended, Vaporing out sighs

that to the skies ascended. 1634 Sir T. Hawkins Pol.

Observ. 7 He with all his might vapoured forth the smoke of

his greatnesse, 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 36 He vapours
out the grievousest sighs.

b. absol. To emit vapour.
155a Huloet, Vapouren or cast out vapoures, halito. 1650
Ashmole Chym. Collect, iv. 51 Our Fire is Mineral!, and
vapours not, unlesse it be too much stirred up.

4. a. To expose to the moistening effect of

vapour, rare "*.

1545 Raynai.d Byrth Mankynde 100 The matrycc.must
be annoynted, perfumed, and vapored with suche thynges,
the whiche maye make it more ample and large.

b. To make dim or obscure with vapour.
1875 Ulackmore Alice Lorraine 1. 150 One of those sudden

changes, which (at less than a breath) vapour the glass of

the feminine mind.

5. intr. To use language as light or unsubstantial

as vapour ; to talk fantastically, grandiloquently, or

boastingly ; to brag or bluster.

x6a8 Ford Lover's Mel. iv. ii, He vapours like a tinker,

and struts like a juggler. 1649 Milton Eikon. 145 Poets
indeed use to vapor much after this manner. X687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 180 He would suffer no body to say
any thing to. him, and to hear him vapour, there was no
Man greater than he. X700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. hid.

160 He vapour'd and call'd me all the Cowards he could

think of. 1760 Cautions <y Adv. to Officers Army 12, I

have heard so many young Officers, vaporing and wishing
to meet an Enemy. 1812 Combe Syntax, Picturesque iv,

Dear Mrs. Syntax, how she'd vapour, Were she to read this

curious paper ! 1850. W. Collins Q. of Hearts (1875) 52
You may imagine what a passion I was in when I vapoured
and blustered in that way. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Mar. 1/1

Lord Salisbury has vapoured a good deal and brandished

his painted sword of lath.

b. Const, about, of, or with.
(a) 1654 tr. Scuderys Curia PoL 37 To strike a terrour

into those who have vapoured of their owne insolencie. 1677
W. Hubbard Narrative 50 Yet could the Messenger hardly
forbear threatning, vapouring oftheir numbers and strength.

<zi68o Butler Rem. (1759) II. 36 The Wealth of his Party,

of which he vapours so much, ..is no mean Motive to en-

flame his Zeal. 1789 J. Moore Zeluco (1797) II. Ixvii.

178 Some of his friends were imprudent enough to vapour
a little about his determination of calling Carlostein to

account. i8ao Hazlitt Table-T. Ser. 11. xvii. (1869) 345
Strutting and vapouring about his own pretensions. 1864
Thackeray D. Duval v. (1869) 65, I was. .vapouring about
what we would do, were we attacked. 1897 Rhoscomyl
White Rose A rno 185 Those dear Countesses of whom you
were forever vapouring.

(b) 1675 Char. Town-Gallant (Hindley, 1872) II. 4 He.,
stayed at the University long enough to.. get by heart the

name of his College to vapour with. 1699 Bentley Phal.

332 His Scylax, that he lately vapour'd with. 1876 J. Weiss
Wit, Hum. A> Shaks. vi. 200 The words and style which
mariners and travellers brought home to vapor with to

eager listeners in the taverns.

c. trans. To declare or assert in a boasting or

grandiloquent manner. Also, in later use, with

forth or away.

r
1658 F. Osborne Trad. Mem. K. James Wks. (1673) 470

That.. vapoured he would. .bring him in by the Sword.
1665 Winstanley Loy. Martyrot. n An unanswerable
Work, of which they will never clear themselves, brag and
vapour what they please, c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem.
Col. Hutchinson (1806) 236 Plumtre.. began to vapour that
he would have the castle pulld downe. 1693 Bp. Patrick
Answ. Touchstone 258 Neither he, nor any one else (what,
soever he vapours) dare break in pieces, or tear a Crucifix,
or Picture, a 173a Swift Sandys' Ghost xix, To poor Ovid
shall befall.. A metamorphosis more strange Than all his
books can vapour. 1755 Warburton Apol. for two first
Lett. Wks. 1788 VII. 572 Pope gave easy credit to him,
when he vapoured that he would demonstrate all the common
Metaphysics to be wicked and abominable. 1848 Kingsley
Saint's Trag. iv. i, Where are the high-flown fancies Which
but last week.. You vapoured forth? a 187a Maurice
Friendsh. Bks. (1874) x. 279 Vapouring away patriotism is

undoubtedly a very bad thing.

d. To force (a person) into or out of something,
to put down, by talking big.

1654 Whitelocke Sived. Ambassy (1772) I. 158 Who was
not to be vapoured or threatened into a conformity to their
desires. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Set. Addr. p. v, That_l
might not therefore be vapour'd down by insignificant
Testimonies. 1839 T. L. Peacock Mis/art. Eiphin. ix, I

am not to be sung, or cajoled, or vapoured, or bullied out of
my prisoner.

VAPOURER.
6. To act in a fantastic or ostentatious manner

;

to show off ; to swagger ; to walk in with a.

swaggering air.

165a C. B. Stapylton Herodian 127 With Pipe and Flute
full often here he vapors, And round about the Altar frisks
and .Capers. 0:1780 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. I. 56
Some men have the nature of an horse, to prance and vapour
in their strength. 17*4 Ramsay Tea.t. Misc. (1733) I. 89Wow but ye will be vap'ring Whene'er ye gang to the town.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, When you mean to vapour with
your hanger and your dram-cup in support of treasonable
toasts. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain xl, They, .would gaze
with admiring eyes upon the robbers vapouring about in the
court below. 1898 J. Meade Falkner Moonfleet vi, In
vapours Maskew, and with an angry glance about him
makes straight for the desk.

7. trans, f a. To affect with fantastic ideas. Obs.
1698 Collier /minor. Stage iv. § 3 (1730) 139 He was

formal and fantastick, smitten with Dress and Equipage,
and it may be vapour'd by his Perfumes.

b. To give (one) the vapours ; to depressor bore.
1774 Berridge Lett. xv. (1864) 386 At times, when I am

very low, a letter that demands a speedy answer will vapour
meas rnuch as a large bill requiring prompt payment would
a sinking tradesman. X779 Sylph I. 24, I shall be vapoured
to death if I stay here much longer. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay
Camilla III. 85 She has lost all her sprightliness, and
vapours me but to look at her. 1804 Something Oda I. 216
His low spirits, which are indeed so very bad at times, as to
bore and vapour one to death.

O. intr. To get the vapours. rare-1 .

180a Marian Moore Lascelles I. 19 The evenings are so
long, that I declare I vapour every time they come for want
of something else to do.

Vapour-bath. Also vapour bath.
1. A bath consisting of vapour. (Cf. Vaporous

a. 1.) Also, an apartment in which a bath of this

kind is used.

1719 Quincy Phys. Diet. (1722) 8 A^stuary, a kind of
Vapour-Bath. X766 Smollett Trav. xxxii. II. 135 They
likewise indulged in vapour-baths, in order to enjoy a pleas-

ing relaxation. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 57 A machine for

conveying a vapour bath to diseased limbs. X843 Sir C.
Scudamore Med. Visit Grafenberg 12 Some persons argue
that the vapor bath is quite as useful as the blanket. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 579 Vapour baths help not only
to remove the scales [etc.].

b. transf. A thing or place comparable to a

bath of this kind.
1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 46 This kind of internal and highly

inflammable vapour-bath is ever ready to catch fire. 1838
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 148 The last Drawing Room
of the season ; so of course an awful crowd and a vapour
bath. 1864 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah 152 One day in

August, when all Chowringhee is a vast vapour-bath.

2. Chem. A vessel or receptacle in which hot

vapour is generated in order to heat or melt a

substance.
1728 Chambers Cycl., Vaporosum Balneum,or Vapour-

bath, in Chymistry, a Term applied to a Chymist's Bath, or

Heat, wherein the Body is placed so as to receive the Fumes
of boiling Water. 1844 G. Bird Urin.'-Deposits (1857) 18

Evaporate an ounce.. over a spirit-lamp without the inter-

position of the vapour-bath. 1891 Science-Gossip XXVII,
95, 1 have.. used gelatine.., melting it like glue in a vapour
bath.

Hence Vapour-batMng.
1766 J. Symons {title), Observations on Vapor-Bathing.

Vapoured (v^'-paid), ppl. a. [f. Vapour sb.

or v.j

1. Filled with vapour or moisture, rare.

X536 Wyatt Poems (1913) I. 216 With vapourd lyes he
lokyth here and there. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus T iij b,

With driueling and with vapoured eies.

2. Formed of or from vapour, rare-1 .

1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) R iv, While from mine eyes The
vapored teares downstilled here and there.

3. Affected with the vapours ; suffering from

nervous depression ; low-spirited.

Freq. in the 18th cent., esp. in predicative use.

1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc.)_no
Instead ofdull, mopish, vapour'd women . . we found . .bright

and airy ladyes. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady^ 11. iv. § 3

(1734) 145 They were never vapour'd or low-spirited to any
Degree. 1753 Ess. Celibacy 104 If a vapoured person is at

one time convinced of the truth of any proposition, ..at

another he will adopt the opposite opinion. X796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla III. 351 Sir Sedley.. whispered : 'I am
horribly vapoured!' 1810 Crabbe Borough ix. 137 Her
have I seen, pale, vapour'd through the day, With crowded
parties at the midnight play. 1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 398

Write when you can do nothing else, when you are vapoured,

and then I shall be sure to hear the truth.

transf. 1755 Monitor No. 21. I. 179 It may. .give you a

little respite in a vapoured day ; when.. your head akes.

Vapourer (v^'psrai). Also 9 vaporer. [f.

Vapour v.]

1. One who vapours ; a bragging, grandiloquent,

or fantastical talker.

X653 Gauden Hierasp. 223 This pusillanimous and frothy

feneration of vapourers..are the greatest enemies to.. our

Religion. X665 Pepys Diary 3 Dec, A fortunate, though a

passionate and but weak, man as to policy,.. and one that

is the greatest vapourer in the world. 1771 Fletcher

Checks Wks. 1705 III. 238 That vapourer in favour of your

perseverance, fairly and consistently builds on . . the founda-

tion of the Calvinists. x8i6 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym.

214 We might show how applicable to certain rhetorical

metaphysical vaporers the descriptions are. X843 'Tail's

Mag. X. 344 Not one of your old serene metaphysical

vapourers.

2. Vapourer moth, a British moth of the genus



VAPOUBGRAPH.
Orgyia

%
esp. 0. antiqua, the male of which flies

with a rapid quivering motion.
178a W. Curtis Brown~ta.il Moth 6 The Phalxna

Antiqua, or Vapourer Moth, which I have seen to thrive

on the deadly Nightshade and poisonous Laurel. 1832 T.
Brown Bk. Butterflies <$ M. (1834) I. 49 The following

figure of the female Vapourer Moth. 1871 Kingslev At
Last viii, A crawling grub, like the female of our own
Vapourer moth. 1890 Ormf.rod Injur. Insects (ed. 2) 322

The pretty and easily distinguishable caterpillar of the

Common Vapourer Moth,
ellipt. 1819 Samouelle Entomol. Commend. 418 Bomhyx

gonostigmata. The scarce Vapourer. z86i Mokris Brit.
Moths I, 77 Orgyia antiqua, Vapourer.

Wpourgraph. « Vaporograph.
*9°3 Sat. Rev. it Apr. 457/1 These ' vapourgraphs ' show

the deepest stain, .where the object emitting the vapour is

in actual contact with the cloth.

Vapouring (v^-parirj), vbl. sb. [f. Vapour v.]

1. Emission of vapour ; evaporation, rare.
1548 Elvot, Respiratio, a breathynge, or vapourynge.

1651 French Distill, iii. 64 That Liquor, .may be rectified

by the vapouring away of the flegme.

2. The action of talking or acting in a high-flown
or pretentious manner.
C1630 Sanderson Serm. fi58i) II. 306 The tongue may :

boast great things, and talk high. . .We call it vapouring ;

and well may we so call it. 1656 Earl Monm. tr, Boccaiini's 1

Pol. Touchstone (1674) 269 Spanish Officers, ..with their

vapouring, distaste the good servants of so great a Queen.
I

1706 Vanbrugh Mistake iv. 293 Take thy satin pincushion
!

..thou madest such a vapouring about yesterday. 1773
Johnson Lett. 25 March (1788) I. 80 Harry will be happier !

now he goes to school and reads Milton. Miss will want
him for all her vapouring. 1816 Earl Dudley Lett. 22
June (1840) 146 It is really amazing, that after all their '

vapouring.. they should not have ventured to assail him. 1

1840 Carlyle Heroes v. (1904) 176 Consider them, with their
|

tumid sentimental vapouring about virtue. 1879 McCarthy
Own Times II. 197 The errors of which Lord Derby had
been guilty and the preposterous vapourings of some of his
less responsible followers.

3. fig. in pi. Vain imaginations.
1873 Dixon Two Queens 1. yi. I. 44 These stings of con^

science.. were not the vapourings of an idle fancy.

Vapouring (v^'parirj),///. a. [f. as prec.]

1. Acting or talking in a pretentious or high-
flown manner.
1647 R. Josselin Diary (1908) 45, 25 Troops came to

quarter with us, somewhat bold and vapouring, c 1670
0. HeywoodI Diaries (1881) II. 311 To make big of it,

as if it did constitute us righteous before god, as the
vapouring pharisee. 1691 The Bragadocio 22 'Tis that
Fierce, Vapouring, Coward, Bravado, I fancy. 1794 Man-
ners France 29 Prussia's fame and Glory's fled, And you're
a vapouring fool. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. 1. 26 The bustling,
vapouring, chattering Dukeof Newcastle. 184a Thackeray
Contrib. to Punch Wks. 1900 VI. 47 It is always a comfort
to read of those absurd vapouring vainglorious Frenchmen
obtaining a beating. 1864 C. Knight Passages Work. Life
1. i. 57 The burly Englishman regarded the vapouring little

man with somethinglike.. contempt.

2. Having a fantastical, pretentious, or foolishly

boastful character.

1649 tr, Boehme's Epistles To Rdr. f iS36) 2 The frame and
structure of our knowledge, which by our artificial reason
we should build unto ourselves upon that foundation, would
be but a vapouring notion.

^ 1721 Stryce EccU Mem. xvii.
II. 380 They told Barnaby, in a vapouring sort, (which that
Nation wasthen much addicted to) how little Harm Eng-
land in their Wars was like to do them. 1795 Burke in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 542 We shall not.. employ a
person capable of writing such miserable, vapouring and
empty stuff. 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. III. 240 The
vapouring vanity of one struggling against opinion, and
fearing to sink in human estimation. 1859 Green O.x/.
Stud. (O.H.S.) 165 In this burst of vapouring Toryism open
persecution had at last reached its close. X877 Owen
Welleste/s Desp. p. xxxili, Buonaparte's vapouring letter to
Tippoo and gasconading demeanour in Egypt.
0. Full of vapour ; emitting or giving offa vapour.
1648 Hexham ii, Een domp-gat, a smoakie or a vapouring

hole. 1800 Coleridge Piccolom. 11. i, Now the vapouring
v.ine Opens the heart and shuts the eyes.

4. Of the nature of vapour ; vaporous.
1821 Clare Fill. Minstr. II. 192 As vap'ring clouds by

summer's suns are driven. 1854 S. Dodell Balder xxv. 181
Like some great vapouring cloud Topping a cumulous
heaven of mysteries.

Hence Va'pouringly adv.
1653 Lilburn, Tryed % Cast 154 It would make a man

smile, to read what hee vapouringly talks. 1767 Sterne
Tr. Shandy ix. iii, The Corporal., gave a slight nourish with
his stick—but not vapouringly. 1892 Sat. Rev. 20 Aug. 209/2
[He] spoke rather vapouringly. .about the House of Lords.

Vapourish.(v^'pariJ),o. [f. Vapour j£. + -ish.]

1. Of the nature of vapour; dim through the
presence of vapour ; vapoury.
1647 Hexham i, Vaporish, do/npi^h, roockachtigh. 1781

Hayley Triumphs Temperx. 287 To drive gross atoms from
the rays of noon Or chase the halo from the vapourish moon.
1844 Blacktu. Mag, LV. 166 The conception is generally
vague, vapourish, and metaphysical. 1887 Hall Caine Son
ofHagaru. viii, When Greta set out, the atmosphere was
ydlow and vapourish.

2. Apt to be troubled with the vapours ; inclined
to depression or low spirits.

I7I&-JO Lett. Mist's Jml. (1722) I. 97 For, as most other
old Maids, she is exceedingly vapourish and fanciful. 1740
Richardson Pamela II. 315 Everyone sees, that the yawn-
ing Husband, and the vapourish Wife, arc truly insupport-
able to one another. 1782 Sir J. E. Smith Mem. (1832) I.

48 It made me vapourish to see so many students going
away. 1803 Anna Seward Lett, (18x1) VI, 60, I see him,
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with all his inherent good properties, a vapourish egotist.

1844 Thackeray Barry Lyndon xix, Lady Lyndon, always
vapourish and nervous, .. became more agitated than ever.

b. Of the nature of, connected with, arising

from, nervous depression.

1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady It. iv. § 4 (1734) 148 Some
Heaaachs..may properly enough be call'd Vapourish or

Nervous. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1S11) III. 2S8, I am
in the depth of vapourish despondency. 1793 W. Roberts
Looker-on No. 41 (1794) II. 107 Be tender of using it in this

torpid and vapourish condition. 1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.

I. 22 This ' very penetrating world '—as a maid of my
mother's used to call it in vapourish moods. 1879 Miss
Braddon Vixen 1 1 1. 85 H is pretty, . . middle-aged wife, whose
languid airs and vapourish graces were likely to pall.. after

a year of married life.

3. Apt to produce vapours, rare-1 .

1725 Fain. Diet. s.v. Flux, He must forbear every thing
that is hot and vapourish.

Hence Va'pourishness.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) IV. 41 You will not

wonder that the vapourishness which has laid hold of my
heart should rise to my pen. 1860 Cockbukn Mltr Ess.

t

Pagan or Christ. 116 There is a vapourishness about the
design of French Cathedrals and French work generally.

Wpourized, ///. a. [f. Vapour sb. 3 b.]

— Vapoured a. 3,

1835 MacaulaYin Trevelyan Z,(/£ <y- Lett. (1883) I. 415 Our
masters run from station to station at our cost, as vapour-
ised ladies at home run about from spa to spa.

Vapourless, a. Also vaporless. [f. Vapour
sb.] Destitute of, free from, vapour.
1850 B. Taylor Eldorado xxxiii. II. 99 The walls of white

rock. .stand out distinctly in the vaporless atmosphere.
i860 Maury Phys. Geog. xi. § 645 And why should these
winds be almost vaporless? 1884 Q. Rev. April 339 The
deep purple of a vapourless sky.

Vapoury [(v^'pari), a - Also 6 vaporie, 8-9
U.S. vapory

;
7-8 vap'ry. [f. Vapour sb. + -y.]

1. Of the nature or consistency of vapour ; com-
posed of, or caused by, vapour.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas it, i. Furies 262 The heat,

hidden in a vapoury Cloud, Striving for issue, 1598 Dray-
ton Herolcal Ep., Ros. to Hen. II (1605} M 4, The waxen
taper. .With his dull vapory dimnesse mocks my sight. 1608
Topsell Serfients (1658) 748 A vapoury adherency., which
flyeth from the strokes of hammers upon hot burning iron,

1727-46 Thomson Summer 1724 They see the blazing
wonder rise anew . , : From his huge vapoury train perhaps to
shake Reviving moisture. 1770 Langhornb Plutarch (1851)
II. 1039/1 The vapoury steam is diffused over the surface of
the body. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xxv. 84 One from the
wound, the other from the mouth Breathed a thick smoke,
whose vapoury columns join "d. 1824 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. l (1863) 77 The clouds have gathered into one thick low
canopy, dark and vapoury as the smoke which overhangs
London, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1, xvi. 106 The Jungfrau..
had wrapped her vapoury veil around her. 1885 Manch.
Exam. Sept. 5/3 Inside the body.. it is suggested that
there resides a kind of vapoury form which animates it.

trans/. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1, lxxii, On the couch
. .they sighing lie reclin'd, And court the vapoury god soft-

breathing in the wind.
Comb. 1796 Townshend Poems 65 Who wak'st the vap'ry-

skirted vale To songful life.

b. fig. Unsubstantial, indefinite, vague.
1818 Btackw. Mag. II. 396 My love-fever'd spirit evolves
A fair vapoury vision. 1848 >Iill Pol. Econ. m. vii. §3
(1876) 297 The mass of vapoury and baseless speculation
with which this.. has in latter times become surrounded.
1874 T. Hardy Far/r. Mad. Crmvd I. xxii. 254 His read-
ings of her seemed now to be vapoury and indistinct.

2. Rendered dim or obscure by the presence of
vapour.
1818 Keats Endym. iv, 483 Leaving old Sleep within his

vapoury lair. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain I, 474 The vapory
distant hills and the blue sea peep through vistas. .01 the
pines. 1878 T. Hardy Ret. Native III. vi, The yellow and
vapoury sunset, .had presaged change.

3. = Vapourish a. 2. rare-1 .

177X T.Adams Diary 5 June Wks. 1S50 II. 269 Thirty
people nave been here to-day, they say ;—the halt, the lame,
the vapory, hypochondriac, scrofulous, &c all resort here.

II Va'ppa. Now rare. [L.] Flat or sour wine.
Also fig.
[i6ox Holland Pliny I. 424 Whereupon it getteth the

name of Vappa, and is cleane turned to bee dead or soure.]
1629 H. Burton Babel no Bet/iel 69 Rome or Trent hath
made a dead vappa of the word of God. 1631 Massisger
Believe as You List iv. i, Your viper wine [is]. .But vappa
to the nectar of her lippe. 1666 Boyle Orig. Forms <y Quai.
202 Whether Must, Wine, spirit of Wine, Vinegar, Tartar,
and Vappa, be specifically distinct Bodies ? 1840 I > k
Quincey Wks. (1862) X. 217 But how that can be, when
you recollect the philosophic Vappa of Xenophon, seems
to pass the deciphering powei of t-Edipus.

trans/. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Vappa,. .a peculiar
state of the blood, when it is in a low, dispirited condition.

+ Vappe. Obs. rare. [Anglicized f. prec] a.

— prec. b. fig. A stupid person.
1657 Reeve God's Plea 105 Wilt thou not at last be the

meer underwit, and the grand Vappe? 1660 Jer. Taylor
Ductor 11. iii. rule 11 § 14 The Norvegians complain'd that
they cou!d

#
very seldom get any Wine into their Country,

and when it did come it was almost vinegar or vappe.

Vappin, obs. Sc. form of Weapon.
tVa'ppous, <7. Obsrx

[*. L, vappa: see

above.] Flat, insipid.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6021 If the boyled Must by too
violent an Effervescence cast out the Lee (by which it grows
vappous or dead),

Vapulary, a. rarer1
. [Sec next and -aky.]

-^ Vai-ulatoky.

VAKANGIAN.
1864 Sal, Rev. 7 May 567 Who but a hoary-headed Etonian

would recur with affectionate fondness to his vapulary
memories of Dr. Keater

Vapulate (varpirfk't), v. rare. [ad. L. vd-

puldl-, ppl. stem of vapulare to be beaten. Cf.

obs. F. vapuler, Sp. and Pg. vapular.]

1. trans. To beat or strike.

1603 Dkkker & Chettlk Grissill 1315, I. .with my pon-
yard vapulating and checking his engine, downe it cut mee
a payre of very imperiall cloth of golde hose. 1623 Cockeram
I, Vapulate, to beat, to strike.

b. absol. To administer a Hogging.
1818 J. Brown Psyche 198 If they vapulate in vain.

2. intr. To suffer vapulation or Hogging.
1783 Parr Let. Wks. 1828 VII. 390 Blunders for which a

boy ought to vapulate.

Vapulation (vcepiKl^'jDn). rare. [ad. L.

*vdpuldtio, n. of action f. vapulare: see prec. Cf.

Sp. vapulacion.'] A beating or flogging. Also
trans/.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vapulation
7
a.hczting or scourging.

1706 E. Ward London Spy it. Wks. (ed. 3) I. 33 Like an
Offender at a Whipping-l'ost, . .the more importunate he
seems for their favourable usage, the severer Vapulation
they are to exercise upon him. 1791 Hamfson Mem. J.
Wesley III. 5 A strapping colonel interposing, the vapula-
tion did not take place.

Vapulatory, a. rare~ l
. [f. L. vdpulat-

Vapulate v. + -oky.] Of or relating to flogging.
1886 Lowell Wks. (1890) VI. 163, 1 am not.. arguing in

favour of a return to these vapulatory methods.

Vapyn, obs. Sc. form of Weapon.
II Vaquero (vake>ro). [Sp. (- Pg. vaqueiro),

f. vaca cow. Cf. Prov. vaquicr, K vachcr, and It.

vaccaro, med.L. vaccarius.]

1. In Spanish America : A cowboy or cowherd

;

a herdsman or cattle-driver.

1837 Irving Adv, Capt. Bonneville III. S'j The vaqueros,
or Indian cattle-drivers. 185X Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters
xvii. 119, I found them in the ranche of a vaquero in the
woods. 1893 K. Sanborn S. California xii. 152 The
American vaquero—usually a short, fat man with dumpy
legs, who dons a flapping sombrero.
attrib. 1880 Bket Hahte Jeff Briggs ii, Having capari-

soned himself and charger in true vaquero style.

2. (See quot.)
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Vaquero,..a jacket worn by

women and children.

Vaquil, variant of Vakeel.
1906 Contemp. Rev. May 580 The German Ambassador

there . . has become the Vaquil or Agent of the Sultan.

Var, southern dial. var. Kah adv., etc. ; obs. Sc
f. War a., Ware a., vere (see Be v.).

Var., freq. abbreviation of Variety.

II Vara (va-ra). Also 7 varra. [Sp. and Pg.
vara rod, yardstick :—L. vara forked pole, trestle,

f. L. varus bent.] A linear measure used in Spain,
Portugal, and Spanish America, of varying length

in different localities, but usu. about 33 inches

long; a Spanish yard. Cf. VareI i.

1674 Jeake Arith. Surv, (1696) 115 The 100 Ells of
Antwerp make at Cadiz, .for Cloth 81 Varras. 1748 Earth-
qnakeofPeru i. (ed. 2) 39 Quarters, of 150 Varasor Spanish
Yards, that is 64 Fathoms square. 1811 Pinkkrton Mod.
Ceogr. (ed. 3) 689 A mass of native iron.. about 3$ varas in

length.. and.. half a vara in thickness. 1850 B. Taylor
Eldorado xviii. (1862) 187 The minimum extent is two
hundred varas square (a vara is a little less than a yard} of

irrigable land.

Vara, dial, variant of Very adv.

Vara'gian, a. [f. mod.L. Varagi (pi.), ad.

old Russian Variagi.] = Varangian a.

The form Varegian (after the mod.L. variant Varegi) has
also been employed.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 258 A Varagian (probably Danish)

freebooter of the Baltic, named Rank.

Varan (varran). Zooi. [ad. mod.L. Varan-us

(Merrem, 1820), f. Ar. waran, var. of J.,
warai,

monitor lizard. So F. Varan.] A lizard belong-

ing to the genus Varanus or family Varanidse,; a
monitor or varanian.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 131/1 The Heloderms have not

the scales. .with which they are covered surrounded by
small squamous grains like the Varans. 1887 Howorth
Mammoth $ Flood 370 Allied to the living varans and lace-

lizards of Australia.

Varand, obs. Sc. form of Warrant.
Varandeisse, obs. Sc. form of Warrandice.
Varangian (varas'nd^ian), sb. and a. Hist.

[f. med. or mod.L. Varang-us, ad. mcd.Gr. Bd-

payyos (pi. Bapayyoi), ad. (through Slavonic

languages) ON. I'iringi (pi. Viringjar), app. f.

vdr- (f. pi. vdrar) plighted faith.

In the old Russian chronicle of Nestor the name occurs

as Variagi and Variazt (pi.), and survives in mod.Russ.

Dapsirl a pedlar, Ruthenian varjah a big strong man.]

A. sb. 1. One of the Scandinavian rovers who
in the 9th and 10th centuries overran parts of

Russia and reached Constantinople ; a Northman

(latterly also an Anglo-Saxon) forming one of the

bodyguard of the later Byzantine emperors (see B.).

1788 Gibbon Dect. *t F. Iv. V. 561 In their wars against

the more inland savages [of Russia], the Varangians con-

descended to serve as friends and auxiliaries. Ibid. 362

The new Varangians were a colony of English and Danes



VARANIAN.

who fled from the yoke of the Norman conqueror. 1831
Scott Ct. Rob. it, The passengers observed to each other,
that the stranger was a Varangian. 1836 Partington: Brit.
Cycl., Lit. etc. III. 501/1 The Varangians, a race of bold
pirates who infested the coasts of the Baltic. 1889 Baring-
Gould £7r^/:>xliii.379 The company called the Varangians,
who acted as a bodyguard to the Emperor.
2. The language spokei) by these, rare-1 .

1831 Scott Ct. Rob. iii, Mustering what few words of
Varangian he possessed, which he eked out with Greek.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Varangians;

composed of Varangians, etc.

1788 Gibbon Decl. ty F. Iv. V. 563 The primitive subjects
of the Varangian chief. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xxx, They
were to mount on horseback at the sounding of the great
Varangian trumpet. 1900 Hector H. Munro Rise Ruts.
Empire u. 17 A Varangian power.. had sprung up among
the tribes of the Slavic hinterland.

b. Varangian Guard, the bodyguard of the
Byzantine emperors, formed of Varangians.
1831 Scott Ct. Rob. ii, This account of the Varangian

Guard is strictly historical. 1845 Encycl. Melrop. XI. 788/2
The valour of the Varangian, or Anglo-Saxon and Danish
guards, ever the firmest support of the Byzantine throne.
1889 Baring-Gould Grettir xliii. 380 The order came to the
Varangian guard that [etc.].

Varanian (van? 1-nian), si. and a. Zoo!, [f.

mod.L. Varan-us Varan + -IAN.]

A. si. A lizard belonging to the family Varan-
idse of scaled saurians

; a monitor or varan.
1841 Penny Cyd. XX. 460/2 The Varanians form a

family of scaled Saurians, including the Monitors of the
Old World. 1847 T. K. Jones in Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV.
2S8/1 In theGeckos, Agamians, and Varanians, the base of
the tooth is imbedded in a shallow socket.

B. adj. Belonging to or characteristic of the
varans or monitors.
1840 Owen Odontogr. I. 263 The Varanian family of

squamate Saurians . . includes the Monitors of the old world.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 460/2 Allied in the form of the teeth
to the typical Varanian Monitors.

Varanid. Zool. [ad. mod.L. Varanid-ie, f.

Varanus Varan.] = Vauanian sb.

1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 422 Allied [to the lizards]
are the Varanids {Varanus), large, tropical, old-world forms
with long bifid tongue.

Varble, obs. f. Warble si. Vard, obs. Sc. f.

Ward si. and v. Vardan(e, -en, obs. Sc. ff.

Warden. Vardanry, obs. Sc. f. Warbenry.
Varde, southern ME. var. Ferd siA Vardel,
-il, obs. He. ff. World. Varden, southern dial,

var. Farthing ; obs. Sc. f. Warden. Varder,
southern dial. var. Farther ; var. Verdor Obs.

1' Vardingale. Ois. Forms : a. 6 verdyng-
gale, 6-7 verdingale, -all. /3. 6-8 vardingale
(6 Sc. ward-). 7. 6 vardingard. [ad. obs. F.
verdttgale, vertugale, vertugade (16th a), ad. Sp.
verdugado, i. verdugo rod, stick. See also Ver-
dugai..] A framework of hoops formerly used by
women to extend their skirts; = Farthingale.

a. 155a [see Farthingale]. 1597 J- K,NG °" 7°""* (1618)
478 Fashion brought-in the verdingale, and carried out the
verdingale, and hath againe reuiued the verdingale.., and
placed it behinde, like a rudder. 1609 Rowley Searchfor
Money (Percy Soc.) 23 Wee have verdingales to beare up
our bands, as they had to support their loose britches.
p. 1560 Ace. Ld.H.Treas. Scot. XI. 163 For anewardingale

to hir. 1574 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 240 A hamper
to pack the vard[i]ngales in. 1603 Dekker Wonderful
Ycare Wks. (Grosart) I. 157 The meanest that was there..

|was in.. her vardingale, her turkie grograin kirtle. 1614
'

Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue v. 219 From Vardingale to
Vardingale, hee flyes His brave Lievtenant, lest Hee him
surprise. 1673, 1753 [see Farthingale].

y. Ijattlw.R. IVardr.(iBis) 230 Ane vardingard of blak
taffetie the foirskirt of satine pasmentit with gold.
trans/, and Jig. 1590 R. W[ilson] Three Lords !, Ladies

London (Roxb.) 295 Thou from Dissimulation art sent, And
bring'st a gown of glosing,. . A vardingale of vaine boast
1592 Greene Def. Conny Catching Wks. (Grosart) XI. 96
Blest be the French sleeues & breech verdingales, that
grants them liberty to conny-catch so mightily.
Vardite, -ditt, dial, or obs. forms of Verdict.
Vardle. dial. Also 6 verdoll. [Alteration

of OF. vervelle or vert{e)velle in the same sense

:

cf. Vartiwell, Varvel.] (See later quots.)
1525 in Archaeologia XXV. 478 For hengells, verdolls, &

hoks, hespes & staples, for y» same heme, vi s. vij d 1787W. H. Marshall Rur. Econ. E. Anglia Gloss., Vardle, a
common eye or thimble of a gate, with a spike only. 1803
Cozens-Hardy Broad Norfolk 86 Vardle, bottom hingeo?
a gate.

Vardlie, obs. Sc. form of Worldly a.

tVardo. Cant. Obs. (Seequot.) Also altrib.
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Vardo, a waggon. Ibid.,

Vardo-gill, a waggoner.
Vardour, variant of verdour Verdor Ois.
Vardy. Now dial. Also 8 vardi, 9 vardie.

[Colloq. or dial. var. of verdit, obs, f. Verdict.]
Opinion, judgement, verdict.
1731-B Swift Polite Conv. i. 15 Lord Sp. Well, I fear Lady

Answerall can't live long ; she has so much wit. Nev. No,
she can't live.. .Lady Ans. O! Miss, you must give your
Vardi too 1 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3) s.v., To
give one's vardy; i.e. verdict or opinion. 1823- in dial,
glossaries (N. Cy., Line, Yorks.).

Vardytt, obs. form of Verdict.
t Vare 1 Ois. Also 7 varre. [ad. Sp. vara

Vara.]

46

1. = Vara.
1545 Rales 0/Customs d iiij b, The Vares of Spayne : . . ix.

Vares makithe .viii. yardes Englysshe. 1588 Parke tr.

Mendoza's Hist. China 175 Certain peeces of blacke silke

of twelue vares long a peece. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 273
The other measure is called a vare, . . which measure is of 5
palmes or spans, and is one code and two third parts. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies IV, xi. 240 It ex-
tendes above foure score Varres or yardes in length.

2. A rod, staff, or wand, esp. as a symbol of
judicial office or authority.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 357 He tooke the Vares of

Justice from the Judges and Satgeants, and incontinent
restored them againe. c 1645 Howell Lett. I. m. xxxii, If

an Alguazil. .show him his vare, that is a little white staffe

he carryeth as badge of his office. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le
Blanc's Trav. 48 Imposing my hand upon a Crosse held
out to me upon the end of a Vare, or wand. 1681 Dryden
Abs. <y Achit. 595 His Hand a Vare of Justice did uphold.

t Vare ~. Variant of Fare si.'A Ois.
1653 H. Appleton Fight Legorn.Road 2 At Naples I

made Provision for my Squadron,, .passing thence through
the Vare [= Strait] of Messina.

Vare, dial. var. FARE.ri.2; southern ME. var.

Fare v. ; var. Vair si. 1 4 obs. Sc. f. Ware si.

II Varec. Also vareoh. [F. varech, varec
(OF. wane, werek, verec, vrcc, etc.), ad. old Scand.
*wrek : see Wreck si.]

1. Sea-weed.
1676 Phil. Trans. II. 594 The Sea-Fox, in whose

stomach they found a branch of the Sea-herb Varec. 1783
Justamond tr. Raynal's Hist. Indies VI. 294 The most
ordinary of these manures is the Varec, a sea-weed which is

periodically throw'n upon the coast by the sea-tide. 1836
Sir G. Head Home Tour 289, I observed large quantities
of varech or sea-weed on the beach [at Robin Hood's Bay].
1889 Guernsey News 1 Feb., The gathering of varech in
Herm commences to-morrow.
atirib. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 36 Then, dry

and moist, the varech limit-line.

2. An impure carbonate of soda obtained from
sea-weed.
1844 Fownes Chens. 234 Carbonate of Soda. ..The barilla

. . is thus produced in several places on the coast of Spain. .

.

That made in Brittany is called varec. i860 Ure s Diet.
Arts (ed. 5) HI. 940 Varec, the name of kelp made on the
coast of Normandy.
Varecoste, .southern ME. variant of Farcost.
Varegilt {ois. Sc.) : see Waregilt.
Vareit, Sc. variant of waried Wary v.

llVarella. Ois. PI. -ellaes, -ely. [Pg. and
It. varella, -ela (16th cent.), of doubtful origin.]

A pagoda.
1588 T. Hickock tr. Frederick's Voy. 33 b, They spend

many of these Sugar canes in making of houses and tents
which they call Varely for their Idoles. 1599 Hakluyt
Voy. H. I. 260 They consume in these Varellaes great
quantity of golde j for that they be all gilded aloft. 1638
SirT. Herbert Trav.(ed. 2) 318 The Varellaes (or Temples)
..are observable; each Varella farcinated with ugly (but
guilded) Idolls. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 119
The King of Pegu. .had them placed amongst the other
Idols kept in a Varella or Mosquee.

t Varelle, Anglicized form of prec. Ois.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 261 There is a Varelle or Pagodc,

which is the pilgrimage of the Pegues.
Varen, southern ME. variant of Fare v.

Vare-nut, dial, variant of Fare-nut.
Vare-widgeon. dial. [f. Vair.hU] (Seequot.)
1813 Montagu Ornith. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Smew, The

females and young birds are called in the southern part of
Devonshire, Vare-Wigeon, from a supposed similitude about
the head to a Weesel, which is denominated Vare.
fVarewort. Ois.-1 In 3 uarewurt. A plant

of doubtful identity.

c 126s Voc. Plants in Wr. -Wiilcker 557 Eptaphilos, salerne,
Uarewurt,

Varge, obs. or dial, variant of Verge.
t Vargeous, a. Ois.—1

[f. F. verge :—L. virga
rod, wand.] Resembling a rod ; rod-like.

1779 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 988 The same thing holds for
the measure of the vargeous palets [F. palettes de verges],
the balance wheel [etc.].

Varges, -is, etc., variant of Verjuice, etc.

Vargood, dial, variant of Fabgood.
II Vari. [The first part of the Malagasy name

varikandana or varianda. Cf. varikosy the broad-
nosed lemur.] The ruffed lemur, Lemur varius.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 241 The Vari is much

larger than either of the former [i.e. mococo and mongoz]. .
;

it has a kind of ruff round the neck, consisting of very long
hair. 1785 Smellie Buffon's Nat. Hist. (1791) VII. 228 The
van is larger, stronger, and more ferocious than the
maucauco. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 420/1 The Vari, to
which the name of Lemur Macaco has been applied by
modern authors, is given by Linnajus as Variety] d. of that
species.

II
Vari, pl.of Vabus.

Variability (ve»riabHTti). [f. next + -ity, or
a. F. variaiilit4,= It. variaiilita, Sp. varialilidad,
Pg. -tdade.]

1. The fact or quality of being variable in some
respect; tendency towards, capacity for, variation
or change.
1771 Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Barton I. 29 In her out-

ward appearance there is a variability, that renders it almost
impossible to draw an exact resemblance of her I70<
Burke Regie. Peace Wks. 1842 II. 355 His protest against
binding him to his opinions, and his reservation of a right

VARIABLE.
to whatever opinions he pleases, remain in their full force.
This variability is pleasant, and shews a fertility of fancy.
1839 Lady Lytton Cheveley III. 146 It is this atmospheric
variability.. that occasions the thousand little dissensions
that spring from love itself. 1869 Phillips Vesuvius viii.

246 Reasonings on the variability of the relative level of
land and sea. 1885 Contemp. Rev. June 901 They made too
little account of the variability of human nature and cir-
cumstances.

2. spec. a. The fact of, or capacity for, varying
in amount, magnitude, or value.
1816

i

tr. Lacroix's Diff. ff Int. Calculus 157 From this
may be deduced the differential coefficient of 2, relative to
the variability of x. 1870 Phipson tr. Guillemin's Sun 282
the variability of a certain number of stars. 1873 H.
Spencer Social, vi. 124 The variability of the ratio. .being
duly conceived in terms of lines that lengthen and shorten.

b. Biol. Capability in plants or animals of
variation or deviation from a type.
1832 Lyei.i. Prate. Geol. (1835) II. 449 Variability of a

species compared to that of an individual. 1859 Darwin
Grig. Spec. i. 40 A high degree of variability is obviously
favourable, as freely giving the materials for selection to
work on. 1880 Wallace Island Life iv. 58 The belief in
the variability of all animals in all their parts and organs.

Variable (veVriab'l), <7. and si. Forms : in-
variable (5-6 varri-, 6 Sc. vareable), 5, Sc. 6,
-abill, Sc. 6 -abil (warieabill), 5-6 varyable, 6
-abul, 5 uaryabyl, veryabyll. [a. OF. variaile
(F., Sp., and Prov. variaile, Pg. variavel, It. vari-
abile), ad. L. variabilis, f. variare to Vary.]
A. adj. 1. Liable or apt to vary or change

;

(readily) susceptible or capable of variation

;

mutable, changeable, fluctuating, uncertain.

a. Of the course of events, the state of things, etc.
c 1397 Chaucer Lack Stedf. 8 What made this worlde to

be so variable But louste pat folke haue in discencion?
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5424 In a state that is not stable, But
chaungynge ay and variable. 1448-9 J. Metham IVks.
(E.E.T.S.) 54 Thy uaryabyl squel, . . O fortune ! brent
myght be With Pluto in helle. 1483 Caxton Orr^ g iiij,

For the goodes of thys worlde been varyable ; now one is

ryche and now poure. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas. 51 They
nothing thynke on fortune var[i]able. a 1548 Hall Ckron.,
Hen. VI (1550) 34 The Englyshe affaires .. began to wauer,
and waxe variable.

_
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 119

Some joining in skirmish with the enemies, fought with
variable event. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 696 They had con-
tinued a doublfull and variable fight a great part of the day.

b. Of feeling, conduct, etc.

C1480 Henryson Orpheus <y Eur. 387 Quhat art thou,
lufe, . . To sum constant, till othir variabil. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 114 So variable and vnconstant is the nature
of man. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 11. ii. m O sweare not
by the Moone, . .Least that thy Loue proue likewise vari-
able. 1596 — Merch. V. 11. viii. 13, 1 neuer heard a passion
so confusd, So strange, outragious, and so variable. 1667
Milton P. L. xi. 92 His heart I know, how variable and
vain Self-left. 1849 Rusk in Seven Lamps vii. § 7. 191 The
decorations. . might be made subjects of variable fancy. 1862
H. Spencer First Princ. I. v. §29 (1875) 102 There begins
to fade from the mind the conception of a special personality
to whose variable will they were before ascribed.
Comb. 1618 Bolton Florus iv. iii. (1636) 293 While

Antonius, variable-witted, .. takes upon him to be a king.

c. In miscellaneous applications.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) 1. 126 By hir iyen dowdy
and varyable vysage. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 442
These beautifull shapes, ..not varriable in time, not wither-
ing throughe the heate of the sunne. 1590 Stenser F. Q.
ill, vi. 38 For formes are variable and decay, By course of

kind, and by occasion. 1609 Wibarne New Age OldNames
To Rdr. A 4 b, If I haue omitted something in a matter so
variable. 1703 Maundrell Jouin. ferns. (1732) 63 Our
Course variable between East and South. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 98 P 1 There is not so variable a thing in Nature
as a Lady's Head-dress. 183a Lewis Use q- Ab. Pol. Terms
Introd. 7 The variable meaning of a word. 1850 M cCosH
Div. Govt. 11. i. (1874) 78 This production of change is not
variable or capricious, but follows certain fixed laws. 1884
tr. Lotze's Logic 388 Events, which.. depend at once on
constant and on variable conditions.

absol. 1872 Bagehot Physics fy Pol. (1876) 32 We overlook
and forget the constant while we watch the variable.

2. Of persons : Apt to change from one opinion

or course of action to another ; inconstant, fickle,

unreliable.
1387' Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 357 pe men beeb variable

and vnstedefast, trecherous and gileful. X393 Langl. P. PI.

C xix. 69 Somme of ows [are] sothfast and some variable.

1402 Hoccleve Min. Poems 78 Al-be-hyt that man fynde

woman nyce, In-constant, recheles, or varriable. 1474
Caxton Chesse 11. iii. (1883) 37 So that they be not founde.

.

for enuye variable, a 1542 Wyatt in Totters Misc. (Arb.)

37 My word nor I shall not be variable, But alwaies. .firrne

and stable, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 135 The popularicar so warieabill and faccell.

1643 Baker Chron. (1653)504 Lydington was. .a man of the

greatest understanding, . . but very variable. X708-9 Pennsylv.

Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 313, I am very sensible he is a variable

man, and not. .to be entirely depended on. 1711 Addison

Sped. No. 162 P 5 One of the most variable Beings of the

most variable Kind. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. xxx, Uncer-

tain, coy, and hard to please, And variable as the shade By
the light quivering aspen made.

transf. 1484 Caxton Curtail ij b, Them whom fortune the

variable hath most hyely lyfte up and enhaunsed. a 1548

Hall Chron., Hen. VI, nob, King Charles did politiquely

consider, what a variable lady Fortune was.

b. Const, in (words, actions, etc.).

1429 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 145 In thy behestes be nat

variable, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. VII. (181 1) 544 See you not

howe varyable the kynge is in his wordis? 1547 Boorde
Introd. A'nowl. 214 In vsyng my rayment I am not vary-

able. 1562 Bullein Bulwarke, Bk. Vse Sickmen 55 Bee
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not variable in Religion. 1623 Jas. I in Ellis Lett. Ser. 1.

III. 1 39 He is in this busienesse . . as variable and uncertaine
as the Moone.

f o. Liable to alter or turn from (or of) a pur-

pose, etc. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 752 No mervell is, bou^e Rome be som what

variabill Fro honour & fro wele. 1412-20 Lvdg. Chron.
Troy iv. 5120 pet wil holde stable, And finally nat be vari-

able From be ende, platly, bat bei make, c 1450 Cov. Myst,
(Shaks. Soc.) 216 If we fynde hym varyable Of his prech-
ynge that he hath tawth. 140.3 Petronylla 21 (Pynson),
From hir en tent nat founde variable.

3. a. Of the weather, seasons, etc. : Liable to

vary in temperature or character ; changeable.
c 1480 Henryson Test. Cres. 150 The seuin Planetis..hes

power. .To reull.. Wedder and wind, and coursis variabill.

1631 Gouge God's Arrows v. § 15. 428 Peace is not like the

immoveable mountaines, but rather like to the variable skie.

1722 Df. Foe Plague (Rtldg.) 14 The Weather was temper-
ate, variable and cool enough. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVIII. 493/2 The great sunshine heats of Florence, which
are too variable and undetermined. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX.
569 The weather.. was very variable, but upon the whole
mild. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 28S Kxposed entirely to the
vicissitudes of our ever-variable climate.

b. Of wind or currents: Tending to change in

direction ; shifting.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. in. i. (1848) 146 As variable as
the Wind. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xiii. (1840) 229
We had the wind variable. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist,
I, 340 He who has been taught to consider that nothing in

the world is so variable as the winds. 1832 De la Bbche
Geol. Man. 95 There is a tendency of the surface waters to

the S.E., being variable in winter. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.

Mast xxv. 84 The wind shifted and became variable, 1854
Tomlinson Arago's Astron. 185 Much less regular in the
temperate regions, they are called variable winds.

O. Of a star : That varies periodically in respect

of brightness or magnitude.
1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 471/2 marg., Of the variable

stars. 1854 Brewster More Worlds i. 7 It appears and dis-

appears like a variable star, shewing in painful succession

its spots of light and of shade. 1880 Agnes Gibernf. Sun,
Moon <$• Stars 239 There are numbers of stars called Van- I

able Stars, the light of which is constantly changing, now !

becoming more, now becoming less.

d. Biol. Liable to deviate from a type; admit- 1

ting of such deviation. (Cf. Variation 10.)

1859 Darwin Orig. Species v. 149 Beings low in the
]

scale of nature are more variable than those which are 1

higher. 1877 Conder Basis ofFaitk v. 231 Species, it has :

been well said, are 'variable, but not mutable'. 1880
Wallace Island Life 59 It is now very easy to understand
how, from such a variable species, one or more new species

may arise.

f 4. Characterized by variation or diversity

;

differing, diverse, various. Obs.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 239 The peple wente furthe

to mete the victor with variable {L. varia] gladdenesse.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvr. (Percy Soc.) 61 For musike
doth sette in all unyte The discorde thynges whiche are
variable. 1539 Act 31 Hen. K///,c. 14 Byoccasionof variable
and sundrie opinions, .great discorde,. bathe ar risen. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. p. iii, Flowers, .delightsome to the
eye,in consideration of their variable colours. i6ox Holland
Pliny II. 372 The variable transformations of Proteus. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 167 It were a worke. .tedious
to the Reader, to recite the variable opinions of Chrono-
logers. .about these points.

fb. Different _/)(?/?/ something. Obs.-1

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 167 Thy visage chaung-
ing by lookes manifolde :.. Sometime as lead, from death
scant variable.

t o. Variegated. Obs.—*

'553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 16 Of the coloure of
boxe, somwhat variable and as it wer chekered.

t o. Of varying ownership. Obs.

iS4g in Leges Marckiarum (1705) 80 The Land variable,
common of both the People, called the Debateable Ground,
which lieth between the West Marches of England and
Scotland. Ibid. 81 The said Variable Ground.
6. Susceptible or admitting of increase or diminu-

tion, not remaining the same or uniform, in respect

of size, number, amount, or degree.
1607 Topsell Four.f Beasts 94 His belly is variable, now

great, now small like an Oxes. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. 496
They are sold at a more reduced price, about 9s. per dozen;
this, however variable,, .leaves the money saved proportion-
ably the same. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art II

114 The pressure of the atmosphere is variable. 1858
Lardner Handbk. Nat. Phil. 281 When the quantity of
heat necessary to raise a body one degree is different in
different parts of the scale, the specific heat is said to be
variable. 1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 27 If a point, P,
moves round a circle with a velocity either constant or vari-
able.

b. Of quantity, number, etc. : Liable to vary.
1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Variable Quantities, in

Fluxions, are such as are supposed to be continually in-
creasing or decreasing;' and so do by the motion of their
said Increase or Decrease Generate Lines, Areas or
Solidities. 1743 Emerson Fluxions 223 If any one of the
variabIeDistances..be called x. 1763— Meth. Increments
41 Multiply the given increment oy the next preceeding
value of the variable quantity. 1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl.
II. 740/1 The abscisses and ordinates ofan ellipsis, or other
curve line, are variable quantities. x8a8 Stark Etem.
Nat. Hist. II. 374 A sucker composed of a variable number
of scaly pieces. 1884 Bower & Scott De Barfs P/taner.
254 Small bundles, the number of which is variable,

C spec. (Seequot.)
1829 Hand.bk. Nat. Philos., Hydrost. viii. 21 (L.U.K.),

Some springs, called •variable or reciprocating, . . discharge
a much smaller quantity of water for a certain time, and
then give out a greater quantity.

7. That may be varied, changed, or modified;
alterable.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 14 What if the minister's

vocation be. .not a ceremony variable as times and occasions
require ? 1611 Bible Hab. iii. 1 marg., According to variable

songs or tunes. 1875 Knight Diet Mech. 2690 Variable
Cut-off, one actuated from the governor, so as to be brought
into action according to the load on the engine. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 5 Nov. 7/1 The permanent taxes. . will be variable

only by regular Act.

Comb. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2691 Olmsted's Variable-

Speed Pulley. Ibid., Variable-speed Wheel, a contrivance

for obtaining alternately accelerated and retarded circular

motion.

b. Gram. Capable of inflexion.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

8. Nat. Hist. In specific names, as variablo
cod, hare, ixalus, jaoana, lemur, maple, molo,
rail, tanager, toad.
1862 Chambers's Encycl. III. 642/2 [The] Dorse.. of tin 1

same genus with the cod..; its colour is more variable,

from which it has received the name of "Variable Cod.
1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 579 The Polar or "Variable
Hare (Leptts timidus or variabilis) . .is white during winter
in the colder regions, c 1880 Casseli's Nat. Hist. IV. 366
The "Variable Ixalns of Ceylon is. .very variable in its

coloration. 1785 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds III. 1, 2.(4

^Variable Jacana (Parra variabilis). 1896 H. O. Forbes
Handbk. Primates I. 68 The Ruffed or "Variable Lemur
derives its name from the remarkable variability of its

external markings. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 78/1 Acer hetero-

phyllum, the 'variable maple.. .This is the plant sold in the
English nurseries under the name of A. creticuui. 1776 1*.

Brown Illustr. Zool. mo * Variable Mole. 1781 Pennant
Hist. Quad. II. 485 Variable Mole;.. color of the hair on
the upper part of the body varied with glossy green and
copper-color. 1824 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XII. 1.

198 "Variable Rail (Raltus varians). Brown Rail spotted
and striated with black and white, with the body beneath
and eyebrows cinereous or gii*eous. 1783 Latham Gen.
Syn. Birds II. 1. 234 "Variable Tanager..: general colour
of the plumage green, very glossy and variable, c 1880
Casseli's Nat. Hist. IV. 360 The "Variable, or Green Toad,
found in France, has hind limbs and feet nearly as large as
those of the Frog.

B. sb. 1. Math, and Fhys. A quantity or force

which, throughout a mathematical calculation or

investigation, is assumed to vary or be capable of

varying in value. Cf. prec. 6 b and Constant sb.

1816 tr- Lacrolx's Diff. fy Int. Calculus 4 The limit of
the ratio. .will be obtained by dividing the differential of
the function by that of the variable. 186a Draper Intell.

Devel. Europe (1865) 173 In some mathematical expression
containing constants and variables. 1882 Minchin Unipl.
Kinevtat. 238 In this case <fr will also be a potential (or flow)

function of the new variables (£, t\).

2. a. A variable or shifting wind; spec. in//, (see

quots. 1857, 1867).
1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 349 The meeting of the two

opposite currents [of wind) here produces the intermediate
space called the calms or variables. 1857 Tomes Aiueric.

in Japan x. 31 The Variables, which are found South of the
border of the South-east Trades. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk, 710 Variables, those parts of the sea where a steady wind
is not expected.

b. A variable star. (See A. 3 c.)

1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. 21 Among the acknowledged
variables Pcrsei is perhaps the most interesting. x88o
Atlienxum u Sept. 341/1 The period of this interesting

variable is a little less than five days.

3. Something which is liable to vary or change
;

a changeable factor, feature, or element.
1846 Grote Greece 11. xxi. (1862) II. 229 The beginning

and the end are here [in the Odysseyl the date in respect to

epical genesis, though the intermediate events admit of
being conceived as variables. 1865 Martineau in Theol.
Rev. 670 A changing scene with the variables of which he is

in immediate contact. 1881 H. H. Gibbs Double Standard
13 Uniformity, and therefore the removal of those variables

which must be an encumbrance to commerce.

Variableness, [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality of being variable or changeable ; tendency

or liability to vary : a. Of things.

*43*"5° tr« Higden (Rolls) II. 201 Therefore mony differ-

ence be in a man, swiftenesse of sawle, variablenesse of
witte. 1569 Goi.ding Heminge's Postill. Ded. 2 Whose
interpretation being alwayes one without variablenesse.

1595 Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 19 The variableness of
the winde and weather. x6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus
iii. 1 The variablenes of times, places, & dispositions of
churches. 171a Steele Spectator No. 478 p 2 The Variable-
ness of Fashion turns the Stream of Business. 1794 Jones
in G. Adams Nat. fy Exper. Phil. II. xxii. 468 note, The
variableness in refractive power of different sorts of glass.

1820 W. Scoresby Ace. Arctic Keg. I. 403 This variableness

being the effect of the unequal temperature of the ice and
water. 2838 Arnold in Life <y Corr. (1844) II. viii. 126
With regard to the Examinations, I hear a general complaint
of the variableness of the standard. 1885 Manch. Exam.
14 Apr. 8/5 The proverbial variableness of the Irish climate.

b. Of persons, the mind, conduct, etc.

1491 Caxton Vitas P. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 237 By a brother
of his he hadde be Induced to soo grete varyablenesse
and unstedfastnesse. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
271 b, The varyablenesse or vnstedfastnesse of man or
woman. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 307 That the reading
of many authors..drawe not after them the discommoditie
of fickle headinesse and variablenesse. 1611 Bible Jas. i.

17'rhe Father of lights, with whom is no variablenesse,

neither shadow of turning. 1677 Hales Prim. Orig. Man.
1. v. 113 It being the sovereign Prerogative of Almighty God
only, to be without variableness or shadow of change. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxviii. 173 The charge of

variableness and inconsistency in judgment. 178s Knox
Ess. xxv. I. 120 This temporary' variableness of the mind.

1876 ' Ouida ' Winter City vi, His conduct had a variable-

ness about it. 1882 Miss Braddon Ml. Royal xi. II. 263
Is not that kind of variableness common to our poor human
nature?

f e. Const, from. Obs.~ x

1614 Sei.den Titles Honor 1 The variablenesse of the
F.uropeans from the Asians in Asiatique name-;.

Variably (vc-'riabli), adv. [f. Variable a.

+ -ly 2.] In a variable, inconstant, or uncertain

manner; changeably ; with variation.

1590 H. Barrow Brief Discoverie 4 Amongst those 4 he
stil contended to set vp one chief, which variably fell out,
sometimes to one, sometimes to another. 1598 Klorio, Van.
auientc, changeable,, . diueislie, variablie. 1648 Hexham 11,

I'erauderlickt'ii, Changeably, or Variably. 1731 Bailey
(ed. 5), Variably, changeably, uncertainly. 1772 C. Hutton
Bridges iv, The variably increased velocity. 1824 Byron
Juan xvi. exxi, The blue eyes glared, And rather variably
for stony death. 1852 H. Rogkks Ellipse Faith 372 That
Nature was, within certain limits, only variably uniform.
1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 275/1 The. .variably-coloured
Helices.

t Variament. Obs." 1 [ad. L. type *varia-

mentum, f. variare to Vary.] A disagreement or

difference.

1491 Ncwminsier Cartut. i.Surtees) 251 By reason wherei f

certane contraversiez, variamentez ami dehatez wer growen,

Variance (ve>rians). Forms : 4- variance
(6 Sc. -aus, 6 vareance), 46 variaunce (5

-aims'
; 4-7 varyaunce (5 -awnoe, -arise, 6

-ance)
; 5 wari-, warya(u)nce

; 5 veryaunce
(fery-), weryauns, -ouns ; 6 vari-, .SV. wari-
ence. [a. OF. r-ariauct', -autice, -encc (— It.

varianza), ad, L. variayitia, t. variare to Vary.]
I. 1. The fact or state of undergoing change or

alteration ; tendency to vary or become different

;

variation.

c 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 1423 God ordayns here. .Sere

vaiiaunce. .Of be tyms and wedirs and sesons, In taken of

be worldes conditions, pat swa unstable er antl variande.

1398 Chaucer Fortune 45 Thou born art in my regne of

varyaunce. Abowte the wheel with oother most thow dryue.

c 1400 Brut xxxiv, [It] was callede be citee of Ludstan ; but

now bat name is chaungede bron^ variance of lettrcs, and
now is callede London, c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 100 Bot
this fals warld, with mony doubill cast, In it is noclit bot

werray wari.inci-'. 1526 Skelton Magtiyf. 2052 She [For-

tune] dawnsyth varyaunce with mutabylyte; Nowe all in

welth, forthwith in pouerte. 1559 Miry. Mag., Duke 0/
Glocestcr v, Any man to assure, In state uncareful) of For-

tunes varyaunce. 1646 Sim T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 305 It

being reasonable for every man to vary his opinion accord-

ing to the variance of his reason. 1762 Falconer Shifwr.
1. 752 By this magnetic variance is explored. 1840 Jml.
K. Agric. Soc. I. ill. 282 The variance in the produce of the

wheats I attribute to the nature of the soil. 1859 Tennk.ni
Ceylon II. vn. vii. 260 The temperature, .ranges from 36 to

8i° with a mean daily variance of n°. 1888 Harper s Mag.
Apr. 752 Even as the blood loses and replaces its corpuscles,

without a variance in the volume and vigor of its current.

T b. Inconstancy in persons ; variableness,

changeableness, Obs.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 22 Ther is deceipte in his balance,

And al is that the variance Of ous, that scholde ous betre

avise. f 1400 Beryn 1135 The most parte of Room held it for

dotage, And had muche mervell of his variaunce. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 11. vii. 176 He spekith of a variaunce and of a

chaunging. .in mannis wil. C1480 Henryson Test. Cres. 223

In hir face semit greit variance, Quhyles perfyte treuth, and
quhyles Inconstance. 1500-20 Dunsar Poems xlv. 6 Luve
..Quhilk is begun with inconstance, And endis nocht but

variance.

+ C. In the phr. without (Sc. but) variance. Obs,

The phrase occurs also in sense 3 b.

c 1430 Lydg. Miu. Poems (Percy Soc.) 10 We say offte

hert, withowte variaunce, Sovereigne lord, welcome, welcome
ye be 1 c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 42 Wallaccspak to

thaim with manly contenance. In fayr afforme, he said, but

wariance [etc.]. 1500-20 Dunbar Foe. xxxi. 17 He that

with gud lyfe and trewth, But variansor vderslewth,..Dois
evir mair with ane maister dwell.

2. The fact or quality of varying or differing
;

difference, divergence, discrepancy.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 762 For that that spm men

blamen ever yit, Lo, other maner folk commenden it. And
as for me, for alle swich variaunce, Felicitie clepe I my
suffisaunce. c 1380 Wyclie Set. Wks. I. 28 For alle Cristem-

men shulden be of 00 wille, and variaunce in siche sect is

makib variaunce in wille. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiii. 60

In many poyntes bai vary fra vs and fra oure faith. All

j>aire variaunce ware to mykil to tell. ^1450 Myrr.our
Ladye 277 Ye haue not many chaunges [of service] after the

varyaunce of feastes, . .as the comon seruyce of the churche

vseth. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 221 So is

there variance between written storie, and common speech,

touching the true place of that building. 1605 Camden Rem.
(1623) 36 Words, that in their originall are Latine, and yet

,
(saue some small variance in their terminations) fall out all

one with the French, Dutch, and English. 1839 Hallam
Hist. Lit. iv. ii. 5 12 It is evident that variance of opinion

froves error somewhere. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks.

. 243 The variance of knowledge and will, where no passion

is the stimulant. 189a Law Times XCII. 156/1 V.hetVcr

variance between the provisional and complete specification

of a patent., is still aground of invalidity.

fb. Variety. Obs.-1

a 1400-50 Alexander 4632 Mekill variaunce ol vertus

enveronis oure saules.

3. a. Law. A difference or discrepancy between

two statements or documents.

1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346 For whiche diversite and
variaunce of the seide name, c 1470 Henry Wallace vm.
1736 Thar may na band be maid so sumcians, Bot ay in it
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thai fynd a warians. a 159a Greene Jas. IV, v. iv, Lawyer.
This matter craues a variance, not a speech. 1596 Bacon
Max. <$- Use Com. Law xxv. (1636) 98 So if I graunt you.

.

a way ouer my land according to a plot . .whereof a table is

annexed to these presents, and there be some speciall vari-

ance betweene the table and the originall plot [etc.]. 1706
Philips (ed. Kersey), Variance, an alteration of something
formerly laid in a Plea. 1817 Selwvn Law Nisi Prius
(ed. 4) II. 1107 Advantage cannot be taken of a variance
between the plaint and the declaration in the superior
court. 1827 Bentham's Ration. Judic. Evid. V. 598 The
designation.. by the name of St. Ethelburgh, instead of
Saint Ethelburgha, was held to be (as lawyers term it) a fatal

variance. 1835 Tomlins Law Did. (ed. 4) s.v., If there is

a variance between the declaration and the writ, it is error;

and the writ should formerly abate.

b. In general use : A difference or discrepancy

;

a discriminating or divergent feature.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 83 The particuler vari-

ances betwene the Indentures and book of shipping. 1511
in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 325 There have
bene greate variaunce now of late in taking of principales.

15*34 More Dial. agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1153/1 That is a ryght
heauy thyng to see suche varyaunces in our belief ryse and
grow among our self. 1825 Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
656 Though in the preceding statements there is an apparent
variance, ..the variations mayhave arisen[etc.]. i860 Ten-
nent Ceylon Introd. xxxix, I have to apologise for variances
in thespelling'ofpropernames. 1884 Law Times LXXVII.
27/1 The variances, .which have arisen between the real

property law of the United States and England.

*fc. Divergence from the truth. Obs.

c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 706 How scholde I 3eventhe ony
penaunce whanne I knowe wel thou makest variawnce

.

Ibid. 748, 958.

4. The fact of changing, altering, or varying

from a state, opinion, etc. ; an instance of this.

1415 Hocclkve To Sir J. Oldcastle 253 Holsum to thee
now were a variaunce Fro the feend to our lord god. c 1430
Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 45 After variaunce Fro 1 if*

to dethe. 1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 271/1 In this point

I assure you faythfully, there is no maner change or vary-

aunce from his oppinion. 179a Jefferson Writ. (1859) HI*
460 The first and only instance of variance from the former
port of my resolution, I was duped into.

II. 5. The «tate or fact of disagreeing or falling

out ; discord, dissension, contention, debate. (CX
7 and 8.)

c 1415 Lvnc Assembly of Gods 409 In came Dyscord to

haue made varyaunce. 1477 Rolls of Parlt.Vl. 184/1 If

variance falle betwixt any fynder, affermyng ayenst any
other persone. 1490 Caxton Etuydos xxiv. 89 [It] maketh
theim to enterteyne well togider wythoute varyaunce. 1535
Act 27 Hen. VIII, c.26 § 1 Great discorde, variance, debate,
..& sedicion hath growen betwene his said subiectes. 1598
R. Bernard tr. Terence, Hecyra iv. iv, When you seeke
forged matter to cause strife and varience. 1639 G. Daniel
Ecclus. xxvii. 43 Murder attends the variance of the Proud.
1684 Bunvan PUg. Prog. 11. 192 She makes Variance betwixt
Rulers and Subjects, betwixt Parents and Children. 1711
Beveridce T/ies. Thcol. III. 193 What is variance? A sin

opposed to amity. 1760-7* H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809)
IV. 65 If any attempted to.. defraud me of my property,
I yielded it without variance. 1838 Thirlwall Greece IV.
293 It would be necessary for a time to keep up a show of
variance between them. 1855 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. v.

(1878) 159 The bloody variance of a feudal nobility. 1864
Miss Yonge Trial II. 152,1 never saw a child with such an
instinct for preventing variance, or so full of tact and pretty
ways.
Comb. 1552 Huloet, Variaunce makers, liiistonsores.

b. Opposition or antagonism to something, rare.
1842 Manning Sernt. i. (1848) I. 16 An energetic variance

of will to the mind of God. 1875 — Mission H. Ghost viii.

210 We have used our wills for all manner of conscious
variance to His holy will.

6. A disagreement, quarrel, or falling out; a
dispute.

c 1425 Lvdg. Assembly o/Gods 244 Wyll ye agre that Phebe
your mastresse May haue the guydyng of your varyaunce?
1455 Rolls o/Parll. V. 265/1 To make variaunces and com.
motion betwene you. .and youre true people. 1473 Warkw.
Chron. (Camden) 6 As thei went togedere. .there felle in a
varyaunce for ther logynge. 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 339/2
Certaine articles, for ye which there is a varience in the
world at this day. 1560 in W. Cotton Elizabethan Guild
(1873) 21 Yf any variance or controversie shall at any tyme
happen to ryse betwene any youre brethren. 1607 Merry
DevilofEdmonton Induct. 84 Then thus betwixt vs two this
variance ends. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 92 It were
too long a Story to tell, .y* originalls and beginnings of their
variances. 178a J. Brown View Nat. $ Rev. Rclig. iv. n. 318
No variance hath ever taken place between God and holy
angels.

+ b. spec. A difference or dispute leading to
legal action between parties. Obs.

1476 Searchers Verdicts in Surlees Misc. (1890) 21 Award
& jugement. .of a variaunce of aground betwtx John Gilyot
Alderman, .and Ambrose Preston of London. 1498 Cov.
Leet Bk. m. 595 Where-as diuerse discordes and wariaunces
were late moved & had bitwen the seid parties. 1529
Supplic. to King (E.E.T.S.) 51 To here and iudge suche
causes and varyaunces. 156a Reg. Privy Council Scot.
I. 203 In respect of the variance and debait standand betuix
thame. 1731 Pope Ep. Bathurst 271 Is there a variance?
enter but his door, Balk'd are the Courts, and contest is no
more.

III. 7. In variance, fa. Forming a subject

of debate, contention, or legal action. Obs,
1461-2 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 4 He is agred. .to put

all thing that is in variance betwixt you & him in the said
Sir John & me. 1468 Searchers Verdicts in Snrtees Misc.
(1890) 18 A grounde bat stode in variaunce betwix thabbot &
Convent. 1534 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 317
Suche matteres as then were in varyaunce bytwene the seid

Mulsho and the seid Selby. 1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann.

Ref. I. App. x. 32 Consider, I beseche you, the matters here

in Varyaunce. 1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. iv. 438 One that

mooueth pleas or sutes. .to the end to have part of the land,

or other thing in variance. 1713 M. Henry Cone. Meekness
Spirit (1822) 118 If meekness rule, matters in variance may
be fairly reasoned and adjusted.

f b. At variance ; = 8 b. Obs.

c 1465 En*L Chron. (Camden) 64 It happid that with boistez

langagc.he fil in variaunce with thaym, and thay fil on
him. 1583 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. cccxix. 493 The realme
of Englande was as then in great variaunce among themselfe.

8. At variance, a. Of persons : In a state of

discord, dissension, or enmity.
1513 More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 757 The Lordes

whome he knew at varyaunce, himselfe in his deathbed ap-
peased. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria in. ii, Simo
and Davus are at variance about the birth of the child. 1650
T. Bayley Worcester's Apopkth. 4 The Servants of his
house.. were never at variance, in point of Religion. 1683
in Vcrney Mem. (1907) II. 363 Whielst the Emperor and
Turke are at variance. 1710 Beveridge Thes. Thcol, II,

337 God and man naturally are at variance. 01781 R.
Watson Philip III (1793) 1. 1. 60 Neither of the courts at
variance seemed, .inclined to prolong the war. 1836 Thirl-
wall Greece II. 77 The rest of the Peloponnesian allies,

seeing the two kings at variance, followed the example of
the Corinthians. 1870 Bryant Homer I. 11. 34 The powers
who dwell In the celestial mansions are no more At variance.
transf. 1718 Free-thinker No. 73. 126, I heard a violent

Noise, as if the Elements were all at Variance.

b. Const, with, among{st or between, from.
(a) 1528 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 177 James

hath brokyn with. .his Neyburus..and is at gret waryance
with them. 1593 Bacchus Bountie C 4, Hee falls at vari-

ance with mistris Merigodowne. 1650 Nicholas P. (Camden)
204 And they do their best to set this good Princess at
variance with her Mother in Law. 1671 Milton Samson
'585 What cause Brought him so soon at variance with him-
self Among his foes? 1736 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 454 One.. with whom you were at Variance. 178a
Miss Burney Cecilia vm. ii, It is with myself only I am at
variance. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. 39 On all matters
as to which he was at variance with the Athenians. 1874
Green Short Hist. Hi. § 5. 138 Every year found the Justi-
ciary at greater variance with Rome.

(b) 1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 78/1 The Britaynes. .were
at variance amongst themselues. 1656 Milton Lett, of
State Wks. 1851 VIII. 373 We have beheld the Protestant
Princes, .more and more at weakning Variance among
themselves. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877) I. 214 The
Breton princes were at variance between themselves.

(c) 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Mar. 11/4 A Government
from which.. he is totally at variance on points even more
important.

c. In the phrases to set (or ffalf) at variance.
(a) 1526T1NDALE Matt. x. 35 For Yam come to sett a man

att varyaunce ageynst hys father. (So in later versions.]

1535 Coverdale Prov. xvii. 9 He vl discloseth the faute,

setteth frendes at variaunce. 1643 R. Baker Chron. (1653)

541 The Spaniards set York and Stanley at variance. 1655
in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 557 Pale-faced envye, mixt with
hatred and mallice, hath done there best indeavour to sett

us att variance. 1713 Addison Cato 1. iv, To disguise our
passions, To set our looks at variance with our thoughts.

1755 Young Centaur i. Wks. 1757 IV. 107 Prone to.. set

things at variance, which, by nature, are allies.

(b) 1522 More De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 89/1 Now shal ye
se men fall at varyance for kissyng of the pax. 01578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 45 The earle
of Lennox and the cardinall was fallin at warience. a 1635
Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 35 Mars and Mercury fell at
variance whose servant he should be.

d. Of things : In a state of disagreement or

difference ; conflicting, differing. Usu. const, with,
{a) 1704 Pope Spring 60 She runs, but hopes she does not

run unseen ; While a kind glance at her pursuer flies, How
much at variance are her feet and eyes ! 1797 S. & Ht. Lee
Canterb. T. (1799) I. 72 His tongue and his countenance
were a little at variance. 1826 Art of Brewing (ed. 2)9 The
opinions and practices of most brewers are completely at

variance upon the subject of mashing. 1868 E. Edwards
Ralegh I. 505 Men's opinions of the worth of what Ralegh
actually did as an historian are much at variance, 1910
Edin. Rev. Jan. 39 The brow and the mouth are at variance.

(b) 1780 Mirror No. 84, Nature and Fashion are two oppo-
site powers, that have long been at variance with one another.

1784 Cowper Task iv. 621 Arms,. .in whatever cause, Seem
most at variance with all moral good. 1816 Singer Hist.
Playing Cards 1. 58 An exquisite Chinese painting is at
variance with this assertion. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
i. I. 246 His conduct was not a little at variance with his

professions, a 1881 A. Barratt Phys. Meiempiric (1883) 240
With a doctrine, like Kant's, that [etc]. .

.
, my philosophy is

wholly at variance.

Va'riancy. rare, [ad.L. variantia : see Vary
v. and -ancy.] Changeability; variance.
1888 Macm. Mag. Oct. 475/1 The surprises there are in

man, his complexity, his variancy.

Variand, obs. Sc. and north, f. Varying///, a.

Variant (ve»*riant), a. and sb. Also 5-6 varyant
(5 -te), varyaunt (5 -te), 5 variaunt(e. [a. OF.
variant (F. variant, = Sp., Pg., and It. variante),
a. L. variant-

t
varians, pres. pple. of varidre to

Vary.]
A. adj. 1. Of persons : Changeful in disposi-

tion or purpose; inconstant, fickle. Also const.

of ox in. Now rare.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. T. 622 On his falshede fayn
wold I me wreke, If I wist how, But he is heer and there,
He is so variant, he byt no where, c 1400 Beryn 1974 Now
bow wolt, & now how nolt ; . . Now sey oon, & sith anothir j

so variant of mynde ! c 1450 Mankind 274 in Macro Plays
n Be stedefast in condycyon ! se ?e be not varyant ! 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvii. (Percy Soc.) 130 To be . . In stable
love fixt and not variaunt. 1550 Bale Image Both Ch. 11.

Gviij, They are.. no wher stedfast & vniforme, but euery
wher variant & foolish. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 145 He was
also deceitfull, variant, and fraudulent. 1890 ' R. Boldre-
wood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 360 Calm and resolute, if occa-
sionally variant of mood.

+ b. Acting in a changeable or fickle manner.
1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VIII. 299 He was to large of

3iftes, . . redy to speke and variaunt of dedes.

*|*c. Dissentient, disagreeing. Obs.
1413-20 LvDcChron. Troy m. 3657 Sethen je alle assenten

and accorde, Fro 5oure sentence I wil nat discorde, In no
wyse to be variaunt.

2. Of things : Exhibiting variation or change
;

tending to vary or alter ; not remaining uniform.
£*374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. met. v. (1868) 22 pi my?t attem-

preb po variauntz sesons of be sere. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.
Love 11. vi. (Skeat) 1. 148 After the variaunt opinion in false

hertes of unstable people, c 1400 Pety Job 472 in 26 Pol.
Poems 136 Mythoughtes wandre wyde whare, For they ben,
lorde,full variaunte. c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)

71 God of his grace.. preserve youre variaunt brutilnesse.

*533 Bellenden Livy iv. xv. (S.T.S.) II. 103 pe cry of

romanis was variant, slaw, & but curage. 1671 R. MacWard
True Nonconf. 136 The Ordinances.. therefore were ap-
pointed., in a variant and mutable forme, c 1674 Ace. Scot-
land's Griev. under LauderdaWs Min. 10 It was also both
inconstant in its being, and variant in its number and
method. 1751 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 40 Nouns Variant
in their gender are dies andfinis.
fb. Of fortune, conditions, etc. : = Variable a.

1 a. Obs. (In early use partly after sense 1.)
C1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 66 So flyttyng is sche

[sc. Fortune], and so wariant, Ther is no trust vpon hir

fair lawhyng. 1470-65 Malory Arthur xx. xvii. 827 But
fortune is soo varyaunt, and the whele soo meuable, there nys
none constaunte abydynge. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lviii.

26 So variant is this warldis rent, That nane thairof can be
content. 1513 Douglas s&neia xi. viii. 117 The variant
chance Of our onstabill lyfe. 1561 Godly Q. Hester (1873)
58 Contente To thinke it no lyghtnes, nor wytte inconstante,
But the necessytie of tymes varyant.

C. Of wind : Changing, shifting. rare~~l
.

1847 Longf. Ev. 1. i. 82 Above in the variant breezes Num-
berless noisy weathercocks rattled.

3. Exhibiting difference or variety; diversified,

varied ; diverse, different.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)301 These frerishabitis,.. pat ben
pus large & variaunt as weren habitis of pharisees. c 1400
Rom. Rose 1917 The arwis weresofulleof rage, So variaunt
of diversitee. a 1400-50 Alexander 5651 J?ai ware visid all

in versis in variant lettirs. 1482 Monk of Evesham lvu.

(Arb. ) 1 10 A variant medelyng of melody sownyd wyth alle.

1526 R. Whytford Martiloge (1893) 19 He was put to many
varyaunt turmentes. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 33 So
lob and Ieremie . . Did right descryue their ioyes, their woes
and torts, In variant verse of hundreth thousand sorts.

ci6ii Chapman Iliad 11. Comm., The decorum that some
poor critics have stood upon, .is far from the variant order
of nature. 163a Lithgow Trav. \u 291 They who would
trauerse earths variant face, a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. New
Eng., etc. (1821) II. 457 The plains are of moderate extent

:

the surface being almost every where variant,and undulating.

1855 Bailey Mystic 105 The angels, .'stablishing In variant
countries various roots of men. 1858 H. Bushnell Nat. $
Supernal, ix. (1864) 260 He can produce variant results

through invariable causes.

f b. Of colours : Varied, variegated. Also of

cloth or an animal in respect of colour. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4336 Nouthire. .transmitte we na

vebbis To vermylion ne violett ne variant littis. 1471
Ripley Comp. Alch. vi. viii. in Ashm. (1652) 163 By colors
varyante aye new and new. 1475-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. I. 20, vij elne of tartar of variant hewis to lyneagowne
of blac. 1502 Ibid. II. 346 Ane variant hors gifhn to the
King. 1507 Ibid. III. 260 Taffeti, grene, rede, blew, and
variant. 1575 Bk. Univ. Kirk Scott. 6 Aug., We think.,
unseemly, .all kindeof.-lichtand variant hewis in cloathing,

as red, blew, aellow, and sicklyke. x6oo Dr. Dodypoll 1. i,

Welcome,bright Morne, that with thy golden rayes Reveal'st
the variant colours of the world.

4. Differing or discrepant_/r(?/« something
; f also

const, lo ( = from).
C1400 Maundev. (1839) x. 122 And alle theise han manye

Articles of oure Feythe, and to othere thei ben varyaunt.

>473-S in Cat. Proc. Chanc. Q. £//s.(i83o).II. Pref.60 The
matter comprised in the side replicacion is new mater vari-

aunt from her bill. 1534 Whitinton Tullycs Offices 1.(1540)

31 It is no thynge varyaunt fro the dignyte of a wyse man.
1548 Geste Pr. Masse 134 Thee prieste pryvee Masse. .is

not quadrant but variant to the sayd word [of God]. 1741
T. Robinson Gavelkind ii. 9 Most of the Customs of this

Kingdom variant from the Common Law. 1770 Ann. Reg.,

Chron. 143/2 The publication in the papers was variant from
that which he sent home, i860 J. P. Kennedy Life W.
Wirt I.xxii. 355 His first impressions of him., are singularly

variant from those which [etc.]. 1880 Mrs. Whitney Odd
or Even ? xli, Words that were absurdly variant from all her

present mood.

"b. Without const. (Cf. Various a. 8 d.)

1586 Ff.rne Blaz. GeutrieTo Gentl. Inner T., They shall

find the interpretation thereof many wayes variant and
diuers. 1865 Strangford Selection (1S69) II. 187 With a

variant spelling of the body of the word. 1879 Farrar St.

Paul I. 373 note, One of the numberless instances of variant

readings in the Hebrew. 1897 J. M. Whiton Reconsid. 4-

Reinforcem. 23 These.. are definitions not too variant to

stand indifferently for synonyms of spirit.

o. Biol. Varying or diverging from type.

1881 Athensum No. 2818. 560 'Angela' is Spielhagen's

variant child. 1896 Advance (Chicago) 23 April 592/1 In

nature a variant minority is liable to be diluted and to dis-

appear by intermixture.

B. sb. 1. A form or modification differing in

some respect from other forms of the same thing.

1848 Layard Nineveh 11. L (1849) II. 171 note, Many of

these [cuneiform] characters are undoubtedly what are



VARIATE.

termed ' variants ' ; that is merely a different way of form-

ing the same letter. 1861 Rawlinson Anc. Mon. Chaldsea

I. 143 II, of course, is but a variant of El. 1869 Kllis E.E.
Pronunc. 1. iv. 248 Other variants of course occur from care-

lessness. 1869 Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 336 The names seem,

however, to be chiefly variants of the general ethnic title.

b. A various reading.

1861 Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2), Agam. 1116 note, The vari-

ants -ovto and -owes only show that a termination was added
to the original -or. 1881 Westcott & Hort Grk. N. T.

Introd. § 3 The primary work of textual criticism is merely

to discriminate the erroneous variants from the true.

2. A variation of the original work, story, song, etc.

187a Ralston Songs Russian People 200 There are many
variants of the same song, but they do not differ materially.

1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile Pref. p. xiii, Religious

books, variants of the Ritual, moral essays, maxims. 1885

Clodd Myths $ Dr. 1. iv. 70 They are the variants of stories

presumably related in the Aryan fatherland.

3. Nat. Hist. A variant form or type.

189,5 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

tVa'riate, a. Oh. [ad.L. varidt-us
t
pa. pple.

of varidre to Vary.] a. Diversified, variegated.

b. Varied in nature.

c 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb. xu. 52 Olyue is puld of colour

variate, 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 254 The divine efful-

gence and operation is one essence, both simple and im-

partible, and boniforme in things partible variate (as to

operation).

t Variate, v. Oh. [a. L. varidt-, ppl. stem of

varidre : see prec]

1. trans. To produce a modification, variation, or

change in (something) ; to alter, cause to change.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. (1569) 105 b, The perfection of

that which thus doth variat and alter bothe my thoughts and
passions. Ibid. 11. 128 The examples also of sutch diversity

do variate and make diverse the affections of men. 1653
Gauden Hierasfi. Pref. 2 Others, .study to variate and
shift the extern forms and models of Religion. 1701 Bever-
ley Praise ofGlory ofGrace 45 Not Variating this Enquiry
into the Multiplicity of the Lesser and more Particular

Causes. 1770 Baretti Jonrn. Lond. to Genoa I. xxi. 162

Female dress is no where variated so much as.. in this

country.

2. intr. To vary or change.
1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. ii. 435 That which we touch,

with times doth variate, Now hot, now cold.

Hence f Variated ppl. a.
; f Va*riating vbU sb.

and///, a. Oh.
1608 J. King Serm. 5 Nov. 33 What was the cause of their

multiplied, variated complotments against hir? 1653 Gauden
Hierasp. 22 Their shiftings and variatings from one living

to another. Ibid. 28 Who runs like a Badger, with variating

and unequal motions. 1656 Artif. Handsovt. 43 This arti-

ficial change is but a fixation of natures inconstancy, . . help-

ing its variating infirmities.

Variation (ve^ri^'Jan). Forms : 5 varya-

cyoune, -oio(u)n, 6 -cyon ; 5 variacioun, 5-6

-cion, 6 -cyon, -tioun, 6- variation, [a. OF.
variation, -acion (F. variation, = Sp. variacion,

Pg. variacao, It. variazione) , a. L. variation-,

varidtio, n. of action f. varidre to Vary.]

I. f 1. Difference, divergence, or discrepancy

between two or more things or persons. Oh.
c 1386 Chaucer Kul.'s T. 1730 In al the world . . So even

withoute variacioun Ther neresuche companyes tweye. 1426

Lydo. De Guil. Pilgr. 20066, I sey also. .That ther be..

Many constellaciouns And many varyaciouns. 1460 Cap-

grave Chron. (Rolls) 48 Here is for to noten that their is

grete variacion amongst auctoures, both of ^eres and of

Kyngis names. 1480 Caxton Myrr. u. i. 65 This present

fygure is..demonstraunce certayne and trewe, without ony
variacion ne doubtaunce. 1553 Eden Treat. New hid. ( Arb.)

43 A clyme is a porcion of the worlde betwene South and
North, wherein is variacion in length of the daye, the space

of halfe an houre. i6a8 T, Spencer Logick 68 Health.,

dissenteth from a man that is sicke, by reason of that dls.

tance, or variation, which ariseth from sicknes. a 1637 B.

Jonson Discoveries Wks. 1640 II. 106 There is a great varia-

tion betweene him, that is rais'd to the sovereignity by the

favour of his Peeres, and him that comes to it by the suffrage

of the people.

f2. Discord, variance, dissension ; an instance of

this. Oh. rare.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 923 Be-twyx yow and me be
never varyacyounes. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxlvi.

548 Thus the Christen realmes were in variacyon, and the

churches in great dyfference, bycause of the popes.

+ 3. a. Uncertainty, doubt. Oh.—1

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 28 In this sorow and in

this payne and varyacion . . Vesca, Abell and the damoysel
were a longe tyme.

f b. Inconstancy ; variableness.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xix. (Percy Soc) 88 My heart

shall be without variacion Wyth you present, in perfite

sykernes. c 1530 Crt. of Love 1340, L.depely swere as

mine power to bene Faithful deuoide of variacion.

II. 4. The fact of varying in condition, charac-

ter, degree, or other quality; the fact of undergoing

modification or alteration, especially within certain

limits.

150J Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. vi, In shyn-
ynge varyacyon of dyuers coloures. 1513 Bradshaw St.

Werburge 1. 1340 This present lyfe. .How dredefull it is,

full of varyacyon. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 45 Paralleles,

are lines whereby the sonne passynge causeth variation of

tyme. 157^9 Fenton Guicciard, 1. (1509) }$ Let vs looke
somewhat into the variation of times and things of the world.

1637 Nabbes Microcosmns n, Two kisses more will cloy

me; nought can relish But variation. 1674 Bovle Excell.

Theol. 11. v. 214 According to the varying gravity of the

atmosphere; which variation has.. a very considerable in-

Vol. X.

49

fluence on the weather-glass. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr.
Stones 53 As is held by many learned men who have written

of the variation of the air. 1785 G. A. Bellamy Apology
(ed. 3) I.67 Lest you accuse me of a want of variation in the

conclusion of my letters, I shall end this in the good old-

fashion way. 182a Miss M. A. Kelty Osmond I. 36 In this

variation of feeling the morning, .wore away. 1845 G. E.

Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 246 From these data, it

appears, that, .the variation is the most striking with regard

to the fibrin and globulin. i88s,Watson & Burbury Math.
Th. Electr. <y Magn. I. 96 In order to effect this object the

charge upon the conductor must be capable of variation.

b. The action of making some change or

alteration.

a 1704 T. Brown Satire Antients Wks. 1730 I. 14 They
used in other words the same variation of the letter u into 1,

as maxumus, maximus. 171 1 in Naime Peerage Evidence

(1874) 133 The said parties having in order therto agreed.

.

in the terms of the two former contracts, .without change

or variation. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 542 The powers

reserved to Wilson Lomer..to control the variation of in-

vestments. 1913 Act 3 Geo. V, c. 3 § 1 Where a resolution

is passed, .providing for the variation of any existing tax.

5. Variation of the compass, (f /odestone,) or

needle, the deviation or divergence of the magnetic

needle from the true north and south line ; the

amount or angular measure of this ; = Declina-

tion 8 b.

i556BuRROUCnin Hakluyt (18S6) III. 126, 1 went on shoare

and obserued the variation of the Compasse, which was three

degrees. 1571 Digces Pantom. 1. xxix. I ij b, Drawing a

right line making an angle. .equall to the variation of the

compasse in your region. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

49 Cabot first found out the variation of the Compasse. 1679

Moxon Math. Diet. 160 Variation ofthe Needle, the Turn-
ing or Deviation of the Needle in the Mariners Compass
[etc.]. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 11. 156 The
variation of the Loadstone. 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime
Surv. 62 How to find the Sun's Azimuth, and from thence

to find the Variation of the Needle. 1834 Mrs. Somerville
Connex. Phys. Set. (1840) xxix. 338 The variation of the

compass. 1851 Grkkxwf.ll Coal-trade Terms, Northumb, .y

Durh. 16 The diurnal variation of the needle being far from
inconsiderable.

b. ellipt. in the same sense.

1594 Davis Seaman's Secrets (1601) 17 If your Compare be

good and without variation. 1597 W. Barlowe Navigator's

Supply A 2, By the Variation is vnderstood the difference

in the Horizon betweene the trueand the magneticall Meri-

dian. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 12 There is

also.. a Compasse for the variation. 1669STURMY Mariner's

Mag. iv. 1. 138 The Points of the Needle, .are subject to be

drawn aside by the Guns.., or any Iron neer it, and liable

to Variation, and doth not shew the true North. 1703

Dampier Voy. III. 1. 100, I found that the Variation did

not always increase or decrease in proportion to the Degrees

of Longitude East or West. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) s.v„ The highest variation, .appears to be 17°$ W. and
the least i6°J W. 1846 A. Young Naut. Dict.Si. The varia-

tion is in practice ascertained by comparing the sun's true

and magnetic amplitude or azimuths. 1878 [see Declina-

tion 8].

o. Variation of the variation (see last quot.).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Variation ofthe Variation, is

so call'd, because the Variation of the Needle is not always

the same in the same Place. 1839 Noad Electricity

201 The variation of the variation, that is, the fact that the

variation was not a constant quantity, but varied in different

latitudes, was firstnoticed by thediscoverer of America. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-Bk. 710 Variation of the Variation,

is the change in the declination of the needle observed at

different times in the same place.

6. The fact, on the part of the mercury, of stand-

ing higher or lower in the tube of a barometer or

thermometer ; the extent or range of this.

1719 Quincy Phys. Diet. (1722) 11 The greatest Variation

of the Height of the Mercury being 3 Inches. 1748 Anson's

Voy. 11. v. 183 The variation of the thermometer at Peters-

burgh is at least five times greater . . than . . at St. Catherine's.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. «t Art II. 28 Had the tube

been straight, Q would have been the limit of the scale of

variation. 1858 Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 168 A rise

or fall of the mercury in the tube, within the usual limits of

barometric variation.

7. Astr. a. The libration of the moon; = Lib-

ration 2.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Variation is, according to

Tycho, the third Inequality in the Motion of the Moon.

1718 Pemberton Newton's Philos. 199 This inequality of

the moon's motion about the earth is called by astronomers

its variation. 181a Woodhouse Aslron. (1823)1. "- 682 The
Variation is occasioned by the other resolved part, that

which acts in the direction of the tangent to the Moon's
orbit. 1879 Newcomb & Holden Astron. 163 The disturb-

ing action of the sun [upon the moon] produces a great

number of other inequalities, of which the largest are the

evection and the variation.

b. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-Bk. 43 Annual Variation, the

change produced in the right ascension or declination of a

star by the precession of the equinoxes and proper motion

of the star taken together.

8. Math. fa. = Permutation 3 b. Oh.
1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, I 'ariation, or Permutation

of Quantities, is the changing any number of given Quanti-

ties, with respect to their Places. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Combination, Suppose the Quantities 3, and the Exponent
of Variations; the Number of Changes is found 27 = 3'.

b. Change in a function or functions of an equa-

tion due to an indefinitely small increase or decrease

in the value of the constants.

1743 W. Emerson Fluxions 3 The Velocity, Variation, or

Quickness of Increase (or Decrease) of any Fluxion is called

the second Fluxion. 1B43 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 136/2 Varia.

Hon. Under this head comes the explanation of a part of the

VARIATION.
language of proportion which is much used. ..We refer to

such phrases as the following :—A varies as Ii.—A varies

inversely as li. 1885 Watson & Burburv Math. Th. Electr.

<y Magn. I. 6 Then..« will, on arriving again at O, have
assumed by continuous variation the value uq+ H.

C. Variation of curvature : (?ee quot. 1H42).

a 1737 Newton Meth. Fluxions <y Inf. Ser. (1736) 76 The
I Inequability or Variation of Curvature is required at any

Point of a Curve. 184a Francis Diet. Arts, Variation of
j

curvature, the change made on a curve, so as to occasion it

to be natter or sharper in each succeeding part.

d. Algebra. The following of a + sign after a
— sign, or vice versa, in a row of signs.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

9. A/us. (See quot.)

1730 Treat. Harmony 34 There is another sort of Division
called Variation, which may also be upon a Division.

10. Biol. Deviation or divergence in the struc-

ture, character, or function of an organism from

those typical of or usual in the species or group.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. i. 11 There are many laws
regulating variation, some few of which can be dimly seen.

1867-8 Lvf.ll Princ. Gt-ol. in. xliii. (ed. 10) II. 488 If some
modification of an organ, or instinct, be produced by what
is called ' Spontaneous Variation '. 1871 Tyndali. Fragm.
Sci. (1879) II. ix. 176 No naturalist could tell how far this

variation could be carried. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 925

The characters of many of these varieties are perfectly

hereditary, and all the organs show the greatest degree of

variation.

III. 11. An instance of varying or changing

;

an alteration or change in something, esp. within

certain limits.

Sometimes in specific senses: cf. 5-10 above.

1611 Cotgr., Muance, change, alteration ; and particularly,

I a variation, or change of notes in singing. 1659 Pearson
Creed (1839) 525 The natural course of variations in the

'

creature. 1663 Phil. Trans. I. 31 A Baroscope, or an in-

I

strument to show all the Minute Variations in the Pressure

of the Air. 1719 Df, Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 4S6 Variations

of the Compass. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 11 pn The most
i variable of all variations : the changes of the weather. 1786

j

Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. IV. 231 They..
contrived to fill a long summer's day, or winter's evening,

by an agreeable variation of female amusements. 1832 Hi.
Martineau Weal % Woe yii. 94 Seasons are sometimes

stormy and our commerce liable to variations. 1844 Proc.

Philol. Soc. I. 196 We may therefore be disposed to consider

all marked variations of dialect as evidences of difference of

date. 1874 tr. Lommets Light 181 The variations of light

and shade are alone visible.

b. A difference due to the introduction or intru-

sion of some change or alteration.

1699 Bentley Phal. 36 We have the firmer ground to go
upon for this little Variation. 1727 T. IttussAnc. Inhab.

Scot. (1879)87 Variations which the negligence as well as the

ignorance of transcribers is ordinarily the cause of. 1861

Paley /Sschylus(cd.2)Supplices842 note, The other MSS.
present only slight variations, i860 Tozer Night. Turkey
II. 272 The. .stories have evidently come from the same
original, but present curious variations in the form under

which the youth is born. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 192 In

different specimens, .the lava exhibits great variations.

o. Biol. A slight departure or divergence from

a type. (Cf. 10.)

1835 Lvell Princ. Geol. m. ii. (ed. 4) II. 428 The pheno-

menon, that some individuals are made to deviate widely

from the ordinary type... How far . .may such variations

extend in the course of indefinite periods of time? 1859 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. Introd. 4 We shall see how great is the

power of man in accumulating by his Selection successive

slight variations. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. I. 65 An acci-

dental variation only means a variation of which you cannot

determine the direction. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bo.'. 777
Changes in these hereditary peculiarities, or variations, are

never brought about by direct external influences.

d. A different form or species ; a variety, variant.

1863 Huxlky Knmvl. Org. Nat. 99 If, by crossing a varia-

tion with the original stock, you multiply that variation, and

then take care to keep that variation distinct from the ori-

ginal stock, and make them breed togetl...... 1868 Boy's Own
Bk. 593 The Matadore Game.. is a variation of All Fives.

1878 Browning Poets Croisic 5 Try a varUnlbn of the game

!

12. A deviation or departurefrom something.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. §178 Besides that any

Variation from it.. would make the Uniformity the less.

ai66a Hevlin Laud 1. 223 It was best to take the English

Liturgie, without any variation from it. 178* J. Brown
Nat. <r Rev. Relig m. ii. 246 There often befalls it a de-

|
forming variation from the original happy constitution. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed, 2) I. 208 He did not think fit to make

any variation from what was then determined.

13. Math. a. (Cf. 8 a.)

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Cotnbination
t
Suppose two

Quantities, a and b\ their Variations will be 2; conse-

quently, as each of those may be combined, even with it

self, to these there must be added two Variations.

b. Calculus of variations^ a form of calculus

applicable to expressions or functions in which the

law relating the quantities is liable to variation.

x8io Woodhouse {title), A Treatise on Isoperimetrical

Problems, and the Calculus of Variations. 1833 Brewster

Newton I. xiii. 349 The calculus of variations discovered by

Lagrange in 1760, was the greatest step in the improvement

of the infinitesimal calculus which was made in the last cen-

tury 1861 Todhunter (title), A History of the Progress of

the Calculus of Variations during the Nineteenth Century.

14. Mus. A modification with regard to the tune,

time, and harmony of a theme, by which on repe-

tition it appears in a new but still recognizable

form* esp. in pi., embellishments in an air for

\ giving variety on repetition after playing it in its

I
simple form,

I 7



VARIATIONAL. 50 VARIEGATE.

1801 Busby Diet. Mus. (1811), Variations, or Var,the name
given to certain ornamented repetitions, in which, while the

original notes, harmony, and modulation, are.. so far pre.

served as to sustain the parent subject, the passages are

branched out in flourishes. 1830 Scott let. in Lockhart
{1837) IV. xi. 371 She ran a set of variations on ' Kenmure's
on and awa", which I told her were enough to raise a whole
country-side. 1873 H. C. Banister Music 216 In some
Sonatas, etc.| one of the Movements is a Theme with
Variations.

15. attrib. in sense 5 b, as variation-chart, com-

pass, instrument.
1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. it. vi. 67 The Use of the

Quadrant and Variation-Compass. 17*7 Bailey (vol. II),

Variation Chart, a Chart design 'd by Dr. Halley. 1748
Anson's J

7
oy. Introd., A new variation-chart lately pub-

lished. 1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 483 The variation compass
. .was. .a very good one. 1837 Lloyd in Rep. Brit. Assoc.
VI. App. 21 The variation instrument will be placed in the

magnetic meridian, with respect to the theodolite. 1867
Smyth Sailor's IVord-Bk. 710 The admiralty variation

chart has been brought to great perfection.

Variational, a. [f. prec. +-al.] Marked
or characterized by, dealing with or concerning,

variation, in various senses.

1879 Thomson & Tmt Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 327 Which, .is the

general variational equation of motion of a conservative

system. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 77/1 This succession of

variational theories. 1907 Sat. Rev. 5 Oct. 422/1 Man.. is

more variational than woman.
Varia tiomst. [f. as prec + -ist.] One who

composes musical variations.

1901 J. Huneker Mezzotints Mod. Music 35 Brahms, .is

not only the greatest variationist of his times, but with Bach
and Beethoven the greatest of all times.

Variations, a. rare- 1 [Irreg. f. Variation.]
i= Variational a.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 175 The names of Astyanax
and Hector are really the same, for the one means a king,

and the other is a ' holder or possessor
'

; 'tis all one mean-
ing, save the phrase is a little variatious.

Va*riative, #• [f. Vary v. + -ative.] Accom-
panied by or showing variation; variational.

1874 Winchell Doctr. Evolution B. §4. 48 The hypothesis
that this variative improvement is capable of being continued
indefinitely.

Hence Va'riatively adv. {Stand. Diet. 1895).

Variator (veaTif'tsi). [In sense 1, a. mod.L.
variator \ in sense 2, f. Variate v. + -or.]

+ 1. In University use : (see Vary v. 5d). Obs.

1749 Pointer Oxon. Acad. 18 The Variator opposing
Aristotle, in three Latin Speeches.

2. A kind of joint, esp. used in electric subways,
to compensate for variations of length in the con-

nexions, due to changes of temperature.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Va*ricated, a. Zool. [f. as next.] Of a shell

:

Marked or furnished with varices.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Varication (vaerik^'-Jan). [f. L. varic-
i
stem

of varix Varix.]

+1. Path. Varicose condition or formation. Obs.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. vm. 290 Cutting a Sinus in

two places, where the varication begins, and where it ends.

2. Zool. The formation of a varix or varices in a
shell ; the form or arrangement of these.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

t Va'rice. Obs. [a. F. varice or ad. L. varic-

em Varix.] A varix or varicose vein.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 Fj, Bycause of the
rotten blode, or varyce (that is to say a tumyde vayne) that
•auseth the fluxion. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr.
Chirurg. 31/2 The Varice or bursten vayne is therunder
situated.

II Varicella (voerice-la). Path. [mod.L. (Vogel,

1764), irreg. dimin. of variola Variola. Cf. F.
varicelle.] Chicken-pox.
1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 59 Exanthemata, or eruptive fevers;

comprehending 10 genera, viz. 1. Erysipelas; 2. Pestis; 3.
Variola; 4. Varicella; 5. Rubeola [etc.]. 1804 Med. Jrnl.
XII. 441 Though very much resembling variola, I remarked,
[that] it might yet be found to be varicella. i8as Good
Study Med. (ed. 2) III. 85 While, .varicella or water-pox in
all its varieties, was designated by the term variola. 1876
Bristowe Th. <$• Pract. Med. (1878) 181 Varicella has been
largely confounded with small-pox, of which it has been
regarded as a modified variety.

attrib. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc, IX. 131 Around
many of the varicella marks . . a rapid ulceration immediately
began. 1898 Hutchinson's Arch. Surg. IX. 369 It might
be the result of . . a sequel of varicella, i.e. a varicella
prurigo.

Hence Varice'llar a., varicellous. Varicelloid,
modified small-pox, varioloid.

1871 F. T. Roberts The. $ Pract. Med. 186 Small-pox
after vaccination—Varioloid— Varicelloid. 1891 Cent. Diet.,
Varicellar. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 720 When the
disease is engrafted on the lesions of varicella., it does not
confine itselfto the varicellar lesions.

Varice llous, a. Path. [f.VARicELL-A + -ous.]

Of or relating to, affected with, of the nature of,

varicella or chicken-pox.
182a Edin. Rev. XXXVIII. 333 The boy sleeping with his

varicellous brother would become varicellous. 1825 Good
Study Med.(td. 2) III. 81 Every variety to which the small-

pox can make any fair pretension, distinct, confluent,
crystallized or varicellous. Ibid. 92 This slightness of
irritability in the fluid of the varicellous vesicle. 1897 Brit.
Med. Jrnl. 28 Aug. 33 Varicellous Laryngitis,

VariceB, pi. of Varix.

Varrciform, a. rare~°. [ad. mod.L. varici-

formis y
f. L. varic- Varix.] Resembling a varix.

1849 in Craig. 1859 in Mayne Expos. Lex. [Recent
Diets, give varicoid in the same sense.]

tVaricle. Obs.—1
[f. L. varic- Varix: see

-CLE.] A varicose tumour or swelling.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xvm. 600/1 A Nun had a
very painful Varicle, and.. when I had set fire to it, it was
discussed at once.

Varicocele (varrikos/'l). Path. [mod.L., f. L.

varic- Varix + Gr. /rqKrj tumour. So F. varico-

cele^ Varicose condition or dilatation of the

spermatic veins.

1736 A. Monro in Med. Ess. ff Obs. (1742) V. 1. 323 In
the Vessels of a Person labouring under the Varicocele.

1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 469 Most
authors distinguish varicocele, a varicose dilatation of the

veins of the scrotum, from circocele, a varicose state of the

veins of the spermatic cord; but surgeons in the present

day generally understand, by varicocele, the varicose affec-

tion of the cord itself, which is much more common than that

of the scrotum. 1874 Van Euren Dis. Genit. Org. 468 Vari-

cocele is constituted by a varicose enlargement of the pam-
piniform plexus and veins of the cord. 1883-4 Med. Annual
56/1 A very successful mode of treating varicocele.

attrib. 1895 Arnold ty Sons* Surg. Instr, Catal. 576 Vari-
cocele Clamp, . . Spring Tractor, . . Needles, . . Ring.

Vari-coloured, varicoloured (ve>ri-

kpdsjd), a. Also 7, 9 vary-colour'd, 9 varie-

coloured. [f. L. vari-us Various a. + Coloured
///. a.] Of various or different colours ; variegated

in colour.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 115 They adorn it

according to fancy ; sometimes with ribbons, sometimes with
streamers of varicoloured Taffata. 1684 tr. Agrippa's Van.
Arts Ixii. 184 Vary-colour'd, many-coated, canvas-wearing
cloak-carriers. 1822 Neiv Monthly Mag. IV. 486 The vari-

coloured clouds that hang.. upon its sides. 1830 Tennyson
Arab. Nts. 57 A walk with vary-colour'd shells. 1841 Catlin
N.Amer. Ind. xxiv. (1844) 1. 198 A profusion of vari-coloured
beads. 1899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea-vjai/"73 All around the
edge of the darkness ran an incessant tangle of varicoloured
lightnings.

b. Jig. Different, diverse, diversified.

1855 Browning Clean 161 My works, in all these vari-

coloured kinds. 185 . Lowell Leg. Brittany 11. xxxii, Where
fifty voices in one strand did twist Their varicoloured tones.

Varicose (voerik^-s), a. [ad. L. varicos-us

(hence It., Sp., and Pg. varicoso)
t

f. varic- Varix :

see -ose.]

1. Path, or Med. Affected with, characterized by,

of the nature of, a varix or varices.

1730 Bailey, Varicose, that hath the Veins puffed up and
swoln more than ordinary with corrupt Blood. 1770 Med.
Observ. (1772) IV. 377 Two Letters on the Varicose Aneu-
rysm, from Mr. W. White, Surgeon at York, to W. Hunter.
1808 Barclay Muscular Motions 234 Cases of disease

where the distension of these veins had. .produced, .that

unseemly appearance which is termed varicose. 1826 S.

Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 180 The use of the knife,

and of ligatures for the cure of varicose ulcers. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVI. 185 Varicose affection of the veins of the

spermatic cord constitutes the disease named varicocele.

1880 Bastian Brain 32 They then not unfrequently assume
an irregular or varicose appearance.

b. Of veins: Unnaturally swollen or dilated.
4 When a vein becomes varicose, it has a blue colour,

becomes dilated, knotty, and irregular, and winds in a
serpentine manner under the skin' (1835 Cyclop. Pract.
Med. IV. 445).

1797 M. iiAiLUE Morb. Anat. (1807) 357 When the enlarge-
ment of the veins is very considerable, they also become
varicose. 1807 Med. Jml. XVI I. 299, 1 have met with many
instances of varicose veins on this island. 1844 G. Biro
Urin. Dep. (1857) 403 She had morning sickness, and the

veins of her lower extremities were varicose. 1884 M. Mac-
kenzie Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 56 The patient had varicose

veins of the gullet.

fig. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. I, 74 Milton has.,

notasinewsharp or rigid, not a vein varicose or inflated. 1864
Sala in Temple Bat'Feb. 337 The responsibility of originat-

ing these varicose veins in the limbs of a fair city.

2. Ent. and Bot. Unusually enlarged or swollen;

resembling a varix.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xl. 103 These [bile-vessels]

by Malpighi and the earlier physiologists.. were denomin-
ated varicose vessels. Ibid. xlvi. 340 Varicose, ..when the
nervures are disproportionably swelled in any part. 1882
Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 468 The bordering cells project into the
canal like varicose hairs.

3. Of appliances : Designed or used for the

treatment of varicose veins.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Varicose-stockings, elastic or

bandaged stockings for giving pressure and support to
swelled veins in the legs.

Hence Varico'sed///. a.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2040. 248,
I now saw a bright red varicosed papilla.

Varicosity (vserikp-siti). [f. Varicose a. +
-ITY.]

1. A varicose swelling or distension.
(:184a Todds Cycl. Anat. III. 233 Irregular dilatations or

varicosities of the absorbent vessels. 1877 Huxley Anat.
Inv. Anim. i. 64 These fibrils present numerous minute
varicosities, and, at intervals, larger swellings. 1897 All.

,
butt's Syst. Med. II. 1078 On pricking one of these vari-

:
cosities a larger or smaller quantity of fluid escapes.
2. The state or condition of being varicose or

1 abnormally swollen ; an instance or case of this.

1876 Gross Dis. Bladder, etc. 157 The disease here con-
I sists either In a simple varicosity or in the development of

vascular growths. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 380 Vari-

cosity of the veins at the lower end of the cesophagus. 1898
P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxi. 462 One [type of disease]
characterised by varicosity of lymphatics.
trans/. 1891 Rayleigh in Proc. Roy. Inst. (1893) XIII.

264 The cylindrical [liquid] jet may be said to become vari*
cose, and the varicosity goes on increasing with time.

3. The state of having varicose veins.

1879 H. P. Dunn in Barthol. Hosf. Rep. XV. 251 Vari-
cosity of the lower limbs is met with in seamen.

t VaricOUS, a. Obs. [ad. F. variqueux (Pare)

or L. varieds-us Varicose a.] Varicose.
x597 A- M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 45/1 Greate

Armes and great Legges, which are varicouse. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. 11. iv. 1. ii, Which saith that in melancholy and
mad men, the varicous tumor hKmorroides appearing doth
heale the same. 1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. xx. vii.

(1678) 461 The swelling and blackness of the Tongue, and as
it were varicous veins lying under it. 1710T. Fuller Pharm.
Extemp. 261 This Linament, ..contracting the varicous
Vessels, reduces them to their due Tenor and Size. 178a
Med. Comm. I. 119 The cutaneous veins were slightly vari-

cous. 1786 Ibid. II. 97 [The veins had] assumed a varicous
appearance.

Varied (veVrid),///. a. [f. Vary v.~]

1. Differing from one another; of different or

various sorts or kinds.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 86 Where like a sweet mellodius

bird it sung Sweet varied notes inchanting euery eare. —
L. L. L. v. ii. 775 Varying in subiects as the eie doth roule,

To euerie varied obiect in his glance. 1718 Prior Solomon
I. 350 How shall We next o'er Earth and Seas pursue The
vary'd Forms of ev'ry thing we view. 1796 H. Hunter tr.

St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 268 The very birds and
quadrupeds, which are more beautiful, and of species more
varied, in islands than any where else. 1851 Helps
Comp. Solit. x. 181 So varied, extensive and pervading are

human distresses. 1878 Stewart & Tait Unseen Univ. ii.

§ 76. 87 That astronomy is competent to explain the varied
motions of the heavenly bodies. 1880 Grove's Diet. Music
II. 567 The art of adapting musical ideas to the varied capa-
bilities of Stringed, Wind, Keyed, and other Instruments.

2. Marked by variation or variety; presenting

different forms or qualities on this account.
173a Pope Ess, Man 1. 27 Observe, .what other planets

circle other suns, What vary'd Being peoples ev'ry star.

1748 Gray Alliance 27 Howe'er opinion tinge the varied

Mind. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 172 The sloping land.. Dis-

playing, on its varied side, the grace Of hedge-row beauties

numberless. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiv, When I behold
. .this rich and varied land, with its castles, churches, .. and
fertile fields. 1838 James Robber iv, The path she followed
was like a varied but a pleasant life. 1887 Ruskin Praeterita

II. 252 Sketching the boat and her sails in their varied

action.

b. poet. Of the Deity or persons.

a 1748 Thomson Hymn 2 These, as they change, Almighty
Father, these Are but the varied God. The rolling year Is

full of thee. 1763 Churchill Apology Poems 1. 68 The
varied actor flies from part to part.

3. Vari-coloured, variegated ; esp. in the names
of birds or animals.

1715 Pope Iliad iv. 225 Stiff with the rich embroider'd
workaround, My varied belt repell'd the flying wound. 1781

Pennant Hist. Quad. I. 195 Varied Monkey. Ibid. II. 413
Varied Squirrel.. : upper part of the body varied with black,

white, and brown. 178a Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 11.

568 Varied Woodpecker. 1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen.

Zool. X. ii. 333 Senegal Flycatcher. . .Varied Flycatcher,

with white eye-brows, and the outer tail-feathers half white,

1861 Chambers's Encycl. II. 726/1 Varied Monkey {Cerco-

piihecus Mona)—an African species. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.vv.

Pickerel, Shrike, Thrush.

4. Comb, in varied-coloured',
-winged adjs.

1811 Shaw Gen. Zool. VIII. 11. 420 Varied-winged Parra-

keet...Green Parrakeet, with blue crown, and wing-coverts

varied with black, blue, and yellow. 1818 Herve Hoiu to

Enjoy Paris (ed. 2) 18 A little messenger of comfort, clad in

varied-coloured rags. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacificxiv.

215 The varied-coloured bright feathers of the ground-

parrot.

Variedly (vc^ridli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a varied manner ; diversely.

18*7 Carlyle Germ. Rom. I. 293 Whatever was beautiful

, .these noble gentlemen had tastefully and variedly ex-

pended on the glory of that day. 1864 Pusev Led. Daniel
v. 238 Good and evil are so variedly mingled in nations or

individuals, that [etc.]. 1878 Cox Salv. Mundi vii. (ed. 3)

156 We see how that law works here—how variedly and
subtlely, and with what delicate complexity.

Variedness. rare, [-nesk.] Diversity of

aspect or character.

1897 Expositor Oct. 281 It will flourish.. by impregnating
the life of the town with its own variedness.

Variegate (ve^'riieg^t), v. Also 8 variagate.

[f. L. variegdt-y ppl. stem of variegare to make
varied or of divers colours, f. vari-us Vahious a.]

1. trans. To diversify ; to invest with variety

;

to enliven with differences or changes.

1653 More Antid. Ath. Ep. Ded. A 3 The glorious Wis-

dom and Goodness of God so fairly drawn out and skilfully

variegated in the sundry Objects ofexternall Nature. 181a

W. TEtiti\tiTA nster F. Pref, Ancient and modern manners
are mixed and jumbled together, to heighten the humour or

to variegate the description. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab iv. 150

All the germs Of pain or pleasure, sympathy or hate, That
variegate the eternal universe. 185a H. Rogers Eel. Faith

(1853) 122 The spectacle of the infinite diversities of religion,

which variegate, but alas ! do not beautify the world.

b. esp. To render varied in colour or appearance
;

to mark or cover with patches of different colours

or objects.

a 1728 Woodward Fossils 1. 20 The Shells are filled with a

white Spar, which variegates and adds to the Beauty of the

Stone. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. 1. 620 The blended verdure
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of woodlands and of cultivated declivities., variegates the

prospect in a charming manner. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xviii. IV. 238 Where the British flag, variegated by
the crosses of Saint George and Saint Andrew, hung by the
side of the white flag of France. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old
Home (1879) 107 Lichens.. variegate the monotonous gray
with hues of yellow and red.

2. To vary by change or alteration, rare,

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 371 Particulars are to be divided
by a Mixture of Division of Species and Compound Surds,
variegated as the Case requires. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 69
They were not in a savage state, when they first separated,
and variegated their dialects, with so much religious care,

and exact art.

Hence Va'rieg'ating'/^/. a.

J737 Pope, etc. A rt Sinking 93 Of tropes and figures: and
first of the variegating, confounding, and reversing figures.

Variegated (veVriieg^ted), ppt. a. [f. prec.

or L. variegdt-us, pa. pple. of variegdre.']

1. Marked with patches or spots of different

colours; varied in colour; of diverse or various

colours ; many-coloured, vari-coloured ; spec, in

Bot. (see Variegation i).

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Norwich (1662) 274 The skil in

making Tulips, .variegated, with stripes of divers colours.

1688 Boyle Final Causes ii. 46 In sawing pieces of varie-

gated marbles. 1718 Pope Odyss. xv. 145 She said, and gave
the veil;.. The prince the variegated present took. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. viii. 218 The glittering of the sun on their

variegated plumage. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ty F. xviii. (1787) II.

78 A variegated flowing robe of silk. 181 2 Examiner 24 Aug.
544/2 Some of his tradesmen . . illuminated their houses with
variegated lamps. 185a Beck's Florist 212 This magnificent
new variegated plant is a native of Java. 1876 Bristowe
Tk. ty Pract. Med. (1878) 565 They are sometimes smooth,
sometimes ribbed, upon the surface, and often variegated
in colour.

Comb. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. III. 238 However, neither
the yellow, nor the variegated, flowered lucerne is ever so
strong as that with purple flowers. 1883 Harper's Mag.
April 727/1 Near it is the striking foliage of the variegated-
leaved althea.

b. In the specific names of animals, birds, etc.

A large number of similar uses occur in the works of
Latham and Shaw.
1783 Latham Gen. Syn.Birds II. 1.99 Variegated chatterer.

Ibid. 181 Variegated Bunting (Emberiza principalis).
179a Shaw Mus. Leverianum 38 The Variegated Baboon,
1801 — Gen. Zool. II. 17 Variegated Cavy. Ibid, 123 Varie-
gated Marmot. 1803 Ibid, III. 1. 235 Variegated Lizard.
1804 Ibid. V. 11. 439 Variegated Sun.fish. 1814 Leach
Zool. Misc. I. 117 Variegated Coucal. 1840 [see Sole
sb. % 2]. 1871 Cassell's^ Nat. Hist. I. 95 The Douc, or
Variegated Monkey, . .is perhaps the most gaily clad of all

this group. 1881 Ibid. V. 73 X'he Variegated Sole {Solea
variegata) is rarely more than eight or nine inches long,

and closely resembles the Common Sole. 1888 Cassell's

Encycl. Diet. s.v., Variegated spider-monkey, A teles varie-
gains t or bartlettiu

o. In the names of plants or shrubs.
185a G. W. Johnson Cott. Card, Diet. 904/2 Variegated

Laurel, Aucuba. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower, PI. V. 260
Variegated Simethis. 185^9— Brit. Grasses 298 Variegated
Rough Horse-tail. 1874 'I. Hardy Far/r. Mad. CrowdW.
x. 100 Boughs of laurustinus, and variegated box,.. and
boy's love.

d. Min. (See quots.)

1836 T. Thomson Min. % Geol., etc. I. 622 Variegated Copper
Ore. Buntkupfererz—liver-coloured copper ore. 1862 Dana
Min. 294 Erubescite.—Variegated Copper Pyrites. 1888
Cassell's Encycl, Diet. s.v., Variegated copper-ore, the
same as Bornite. Ibid., Variegated-sandstone, a name
formerly given to the New Red Sandstone.

2. Marked or characterized by variety ; of a
varied character, form, or nature ; diverse.

166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacra? 11. vii. 3 Therein was abun-
dantly seen GodsTroA,viroiKiA.o« <ro£ta, his variegated wisdom.
1687 N. N. Old Popery 18 God Almighty, .accepts the
variegated Services of his different Creatures. 176a Fal-
coner Shifiwr. Proem 20 Ye ever-tuneful Nine 1 whose
sacred lyres,.. in softer notes, express The variegated pang
of deep distress. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. no The dancers
prance it away, with wild and quick sliding steps, and
variegated postures of body. 1798 Washington Lett. Writ.
1893 XIV. 57 The variegated and important duties of the
Aids of a Commander-in-Chief . . require experienced Officers.

1817 Chalmers Aslron. Disc. iv. {1852) 105 The minute and
variegated details of the way in which this wondrous enco-
nomy is extended. 1897 Mary Kingsley W, Africa 387, I

go along the same variegated path I came by yesterday.

b. Composed of persons of various characters or

kinds; heterogeneous; motley, rare,

1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 162 A variegated band Of
middle aged, and old, and young. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) I. xix. 381 The variegated group which composed
Lord Aberdeen's ministry.

8. Varied or diversified (in colour, appearance,
etc.) with something.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst, 379 The whole World, varie-

gated with Plants, Animals and Stars, being his [sc. God's)
Temple. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 156 p 10 No plays
have oftener filled the eye with tears., than those which are
variegated with interludes of mirth. 1774 Goldsm. Nat,
Hist. (1776) VII. 265 The colour is generally an olive brown,
variegated with one that is more dusky. 1796 MorseAmer.
Geog. I. 180 The tract of country, .is happily variegated with
plains and mountains, hills and vallies. x8o6 Gazetteer
Scot. (ed. 2) 433 The surface is variegated with hills and
eminences, streams of water, and fertile plains. 1845
Florist's Jrnl. (1846) VI. 104 Their colour is a bright-
golden scarlet; the limb variegated with red and yellow.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 287 Corolla blue varitgated with
white inside.

4. Characterized by variegation (of colour).
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 7 Who does not admire the

variegated diversity of colours in her [the butterfly's] ex-
pansed wings? 1835 Lyell Princ. Geol. in. xvi. (ed. 4) III.

271 The surface.. was of a variegated colour. 1877 Black
Green Past, xlii, A rich wilderness of flowers, of the most
bountiful verdure and variegated colours.

5. Produced by variation ; variant.

1871 Liddon Elem. Retig. iv. 143 For all that disease is

disease, and not a variegated form of health.

Hence Varlegatedness.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 215 Variegatedness, motly, pyed,

particoloured, divers colours.

Variegation (ve-ri^g^-Jan). [f. Vakiegate
v. Cf. Sp. varicgacion, Pg. variegacdo.~\

1. The condition or quality of being variegated

or varied in colour; diversity of colour or the pro-

duction of this ; spec, in Bot., the presence of two
or more colours in the leaves, petals, or other parts

of plants ; also, defective or special development
leading to such colouring.
1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Ep. 364 He. .that could content

himselfc.that the variegation of Birds was from their living

in the Sunne. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Variegation, a
garnishing with divers colours. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 64
P 5, I happened to catch a moth of peculiar variegation.

1775 Adair Amer. Indians 3 The variegation . .of colours
among the human race. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 142/1
This variegation of the leaves sometimes disappears. 1861
Bentley Man. Bot. 745 Variegation in leaves must be
regarded as a diseased condition of the cells of which they
are composed. 188a G. Allen in Nature XXVI. 323 When
we come to consider the subject of variegation [of colours in

flowers] and of reversion.

b. With a and pi. Also, a variegated marking.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. 77 Plant them [tulips] in natural

earth somewhat impoverish'd with very fine sand ; else they
will soon lose their variegations. 1735 Fam. Diet, s.v.

Florist's Year (Sept.), Remembering always 'tis Nourish-
ment is the Cause of Variegations in Plants. 1771 Phil.
Trans. LXI. 48 The beautiful variegations in them [speci-

mens of marble] may have probably been occasioned by the
mineral vapours. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 78 Its

colours, .passing into variegations. i8z8Stakk Elem. Nat.
Hist. I. 471 Body brown, smooth, with white variegations.
1884 Browning Ferishtah (1885) II2 And where's the gloom
now?—silver-smitten straight, One glow and variegation !

2, The action or process of diversifying or render-

ing varied in character ; an instance or occasion of

this.

1668 H. More Dh\ Dial. iu. xxiii. 451 There being Folly
and Wickedness all over the World, it is better there should
be this variegation of it, then that it should be every-where
in the same dress, a 1680 Glanvill Disc. Serin, ty Rem. x.

(1681) 376 His attributes are but the several modes and
variegations of Almighty Love. 1737 Pope, etc. Art Sinking
97 For variegation, nothing is more useful than the Parano-
masia, or Pun. 1775 Johnson West. 1st. Wks. 1825 IX. 157
The variegation of time by terms and vacations. 1777 —
Lett. (1788) I. 363 Do not omit painful casualties, or un-
pleasing passages; they make the variegation of existence.

1834 Ht. Martineau Moral in. 85 The diversity of produc-
tion which takes place on the earth, occasioning . . a perpetual
variegation and augmentation of commodities.

to. Alternation of {one thing with another). Obs.

1779 Johnson L. P., Addison Wks. III. 47 His. .variega-

tion of prose and verse, however, gains upon the reader.

Va riegator. rare, [f. as prec] One who or

that which variegates.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1910 Driver in Expositor Feb. 121

The ' work of the variegator ' is prescribed for the screens
of the Tent of Meeting.

Varier (veVriaj). [f. Vary v.]

fl. Hist. = Prevaricator 4. Obs.
1614 [see Prevaricator 4]. 1665 Buck in Peacock Stat.

Cambr. (1841) App. B. p. Ixxxii, The Proctor calleth up the

Varier or Prevaricator, who, having ended his speech, is

dismist by the Proctor.

2. One who varies or dissents from something.
i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 19 They gain'd a coast. .At

close of day ; slept, woke, and went the next, The Sabbath,
pious variers from the church, To chapel.

Varietal (varai'etal), a. Biol, and Bot. [f.

Varikt-y + -al.] Of or pertaining to, connected
with, indicating, etc., a distinct variety of animal
or plant. Opposed to specific ox generic.
1866 Darwin Orig. Spec. (ed. 4) ii. 59 He is at first much

perplexed in determining what differences to consider as
specific, and what as varietal. 1873 Dawson Earth ty Man
xiv. 319 The careful study of varietal forms. 1881 Lees
in Jrnl. Bot. X. 25 Quite sufficiently distinct to merit a
varietal if not a specific name. 1902 Jrnl. R. Instil. Corn-
wall XV. 123 No one can deny that it merits varietal rank.

Hence Varietally adv., in respect of varietal

qualities; as a distinct variety.

1873 Dawson Earth ty Man xii. 290 Not only did man
exist at this time, but man not even varietally distinct from
modern European races. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 386 2

Foraminifera.. which can be identified—not only generically
and specifically, but even varietally.

Variety (varai'eti). Forms : 6 varyete, varie-

tee, -tye, 6-7 -tie, 7- variety, fa. F. variSti

( = It. varietd, Sp. variedad, Pg. variedade), or

ad. L. varietal', varietds difference, diversity, etc.,

f. vari-us Various a. : see -ty.]

T 1. a. Variation or change of fortune. Obs.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Auret. (1546) G viij,

The players and gesters suffered great varietee in the
empyre, according to the diuersUee of emperours. 1617
Morvson Itin. 11. 114 Our loose wings sometimes beating
the rebels., and sometimes being driven by them back to our
Colours .. and this skirmish continuing with like varietie

some three howers.

fb. Tendency to change; fickleness; change of

purpose or plans. Obs.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 11 Tbinkyng surely that

they, .would neuer consent & longe agree with the English-
men, accordyng to their olde vaffrous varietie. 1579 Fenton
Guicciard. (1618) 312 This varietie (if it be possible to find
out the truth in so great inconstancie) many attributed to
his credulitie and lightnesse of beliefe.

T c. Dissension, division. Obs.~ l

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. 68 After the decease of King
Edgare,..was a wonderfull varyete and scisme through out
the whole realme.

2. Difference or discrepancy between things or in

the same thing at different times.
1552 Huloet, Varietie in fourme, dissimilitude. 1580

Kulke Martiall Confut. viii. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 193
The variety in time that is in the witness of the invention
of the Cross. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
111. xix. 180 Many, according to the varietie of their opinions,
attribute this to diverse causes. 1629 H. Uirton Truth's
Tri. 245 The vulgar Latine.-hath noted in the margin., in

the variety of reading. 1654 tr. Scuderys Curia Pol. 165
You cannot.. but conclude, .that my reasons are valid and
strong for the variety of my different Conduct in such great
Affairs. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. x. 246 This, .occasions a very
remarkable variety in the manner of equipping the ship for

these two different voyages. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VI. 381 Upon examination, there will be less variety found
between them than between birds that live upon land, and
those that swim upon the water. 1861 Paley Aeschylus
(ed. 2) Prometh. 591 note, There is the same variety in 601,
and the latter reading necessitatesthe questionable lengthen-
ing of a before n(> in 612.

3. The fact, quality, or condition of being varied
;

diversity of nature or character ; absence of mono-
tony, sameness, or uniformity.

1548 Udall Erasiu, Par. 1 Cor. xii. 34 The diuers placying
and vse is not to the member reprochful, but this varietie
rather apertaynelh to the welth of the whole body. 1561
tr. Calvin's Four Godly Sertu. 'in. Gj, Although amonges
men, there be soche a varietie & dtffeience of myndes and
desyres. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ty CI. 11. ii, 241 Age cannot
wither her, nor cuslome stale Her infinite variety. 1675 K.
Bukthogge Causa Dei 63 By Representing the Variety of

Opinions about the thing whereon I now discourse. 1704
F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (171 1) 3 They do not Consider the
wonderful Variety of the Disorders of Nature. 1843 Civil
Eng. ty Arch. Jrul. VI. icS/i The powerfulness,and variety
of this splendid instrument. 1856 Kingslev Lett. (1878) I.

497 The perpetual variety of work which I have been in,

i860 Mozley Univ. Serm. vii. 156 We find our.selves sur-

rounded by the greatest variety of character in the world.

b. Without article.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 27 b, It is to be maruelled how
Dame Nature hath, .for varietie sake so manifoldly varied
and multiplied y" kindes of colours either simply died,
and stained, or [etc.]. a 1633 J. Austin Medit. (1635) t,o
Therefore in Pleasures both Body and Soule desire with
fulnesse of Pleasure to have fulnesse of variety, a 1680
Butler Rem. (1759) I. 15 And she [Nature] affects so much
to use Variety, in all she does, a 1721 Prior Ess. ty Dial.
Dead, Opinion Wks. 1907 II. 196 We judge of things
according to the humour we are in and that very Humour
is subject to infinite Variety. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 606
Variety's the very spice of life, That gives it all its flavour.

1826 Disraeli V. Greyw iv, Variety is the mother of enjoy-
ment. 1859 Habits 0/ Gd. Society xi. 312 A sensible man
avoids variety in drinking. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V.
14 There is a want of variety in the answers.

O. Asa literary, musical, or artistic quality.

1597 Mokley Introd. Mus. in. 180 So that you must in

your musicke be wauering like the wind, sometime wanton,
sometime drooping,, .and shew the verie vttermost of your
varietie, and the more varietie you shew the better shal you
please. 1601 R. Chester Loves Martyr Tille-p., A Poeme
enterlaced with much varietie and raritie. 1622 Peaciiam
Compl. Gent. x. (1906) 86 Varietie is various, and the rules

of it so difficult [etc.]. Ibid., To proceed further, were to

translate Virgil himselfe; therefore hitherto of varietie.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty ii. 16 How great a share
variety has in producing beauty. 1846 Kuskin Mod. Paint.
I. 11. ii. §8 Variety is never so conspLuJus, as when it is

united with symmetry. 1870 Swinbukne .£"$*.
ty Stud. (1875)

61 Variety is a rare and high quality, but t-oets of the first

order have had little or none of it,

d. //. A series or succession of different forms,

conditions, etc. ; variations.

1604 K. G(kimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n. viii. 100
We see great varieties in the yeere, which proceeds from the

divers motions and aspects of Planets. 1668 Cowley Ess.,

Agric, Virg.Gcorg. 40 What makes the Sea retieat, and
what advance: Varieties too regular for chance. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. v. 180, I must, .make a short digression on
the heat and cold of different climates, and on the varieties

which occur in the same place in different parts of the year.

1794 G. Adams Nat. ty Exp. Philos. IV. xhv. 406 The great

distance of. .Saturn, .[does] not permit us to distinguish the

varieties of its surface. 1805 Foster Ess. i. i. 5 The varieties

through which life has passed. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ii. I. 167 He had passed through all varieties of fortune, and
had seen both sides of human nature.

f 4. The fact or quality of being varied in colour

;

variegation. Obs. rare.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 67 Hauyng theyr fethers enter-

mengled with greene, yclowe, and purple, whkhe varieti«

deliteth the sense not a litle. 1609 Biule (Douay) Excd.
xxvi. 31 Twisted silke, wrought with imbrodered worke and
goodlie varietie. — Ezek. xvii. 3 A great eagle with great

winges..ful of feathers, and of varietie, came to Libanus.

5. Used as a collective to denote a number of
things, qualities, etc., different or distinct in char-

acter; a varied assemblage, number, or quantity

of something.
In some instances hardly distinguishable from sense 3.

a. WithM*.
7-a
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*553 T. Wilson Rhct. (1580) 30, I might heape together

the varietie of pleasures, which come by travaile. 1623
Hem inge & Condell in 1st Folio Shaks. A 3 heading;, To
the great Variety of Readers. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
186 Behold the varietie of temporary blessings, 1798 S. &
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 164 The variety of simple scenes
..made him delight to linger in Switzerland. 1851 Carpen-
ter Matt. Pkys. (ed. 2) 579 The variety of movements of
which the hand of Man is capable.

b. Without article. ? Obs.

157S Fenton {title), Golden Epistles, contayning varietie

of discourse, both morall, philosophicall, and divine,

gathered as well out of the remainder of Guevaraes
workes, and other authors. 160a Warner Alb. Eng.xi.
Ixv. 278 Varietie of Men to court a Woman is her pride.

1680 Morden Geog. Red., England (1685) 21 Bravely fur-

nished with Variety of pleasant Orchards and Gardens.
C1791 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 541/1 Hindostan affords

variety of beasts for carriage, as camels, dromedaries [etc.].

c. With a, that, etc.

1708 Sewel 11. s. v. Vcrschiet, There is no variety of goods

;

There's no choice to be had. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Vein, In digging.., they meet with a Variety of Veins.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 197 He thus per-

ceived a variety of kinds, almost equal to that variety of
productions, which these little animals are seen to form.

1780 Mirror No. 77, From this circumstance. .a variety of
remarks might be made. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ.
262 In consequence of the quality of the work executed,
Messrs. Maudslay ..have performed a great variety of

smaller operations. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 240 Like
Proteus, he transforms himself into a variety of shapes.

1891 Farrar Darkn. <$ Dawn xv, To Nero, .every man was
sluggish and plebeian who did not care to season his recrea-

tion with a variety of vices,

d. With a plural verb.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. toCtess Bristol 10 April,

For twenty miles together, .the most beautiful variety of
prospects present themselves. 1780 Bentham Princ. Legist.

xix. § 24 Now of the infinite variety of nations there are upon
earth, there are no two which agree exactly in their laws.

1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe X. Ixv. § 74. 69 A variety of

false attacks were immediately directed, .against the ram-
parts. 1887 Science X. 115 A variety of hooks were used
for different kinds offish and according to the time of day.

6. A different form of some thing, quality, or

condition ; something which differs or varies from

others of the same class or kind ; a kind or sort.

Also without of: see {b).

(a) 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Observ. $ Trav. Land, to

Hamburgh Wks. (1630) 81/2 They haue strange torments
and varieties of deaths, according to the various nature of

the offences that are committed. 1639 S. Du Verger tr.

Camus' Admir. Events To Rdr. a vij. Some good soules .

.

will be glad to finde profitable admonitions.. with varieties

of pleasures fitting their humour. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 475
The spirit of that competition burns With all varieties of ill

byturns. 185a H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) u8The distinc-

tion between the certain and the probable is felt to be too

important not to be marked by corresponding varieties of

speech, i860 Mozley Univ. Serm. vii. (1877) 156 Even
the varieties of good character are almost infinite. 1873
Hamerton Intclt. Life 1. iv. 22 The two lads represent two
distinct varieties of human life.

{b) 1643 Denham Cooper's H. 198 Nature, whether more
intent to please Us or her self, with strange varieties,..

Wisely she knew the harmony of things. 1671 Grew AnaL
PL Introd. 3 For beholding the Many and Elegant Varieties,

wherewith a Field or Garden is adorned. 1779 Mirror
No. 8, A good plain Mirror, intended to represent things just

as they are, but with properties and varieties not to be met
with in common glass. 18*5 Carlyle Schiller 11. 77 The
task of composing dramatic varieties, of training players,.,
could not wholly occupy such a mind as his.

b. Bot. and Biol. A plant or animal differing

from those of the species to which it belongs in

some minor but permanent or transmissible parti-

cular ; a group of such individuals constituting a

sub-species or other subdivision of a species ; also,

a plant or animal which varies in some trivial

respect from its immediate parent or type.
1629 Parkinson Parad. xxvi. 215 Many more sorts of

varieties of these kindes there are, but these onely..are
noursed vp in Florists Gardens for pleasure. 17*1 Mortimer
Husb. (ed. 2) II. 217 To make Varieties of them, the Seeds
of the best single ones, .are to be sown in September. 17Z1
Bradley Pkilos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 145 The Lady Cow, which
has likewise its Varieties beautifully spotted with the gayest
Colours. 1780 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) VI. 4651/2 Tritxophya
leipyria is only a variety of the tritxophya causus. 183a
Lander Exp. Niger II. viii. 10 Another variety of corn
grows here, which has eight ears on a single stem. 1845
Florist's Jrnl. (1846) VI. 206 For 12 old varieties in the
nurserymen's class. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. \. 7 When
we look to the individuals of the same variety or sub-variety

of our older cultivated plants and animals. 1870 Yeats
Nat. Hist. Comm. 6 A worker in wood will tell, from the
texture and grain, not merely the species but the variety of
tree.

attrib. 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 42 And what shall we
say to some of our Latinised variety-names?

O. So in the classification of inorganic substances

or of diseases.

(<*) 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The naturalists of

former ages have run into great errors, in mistaking the
accidental varieties of plants, animals, and minerals for

distinct species. 1757 Da Costa F"ossils 134 The sand-stone,

..exhibited by Woodward,.. is only a variety of this kind.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 619 Verona green is merely a variety

of the mineral called green earth. 1855 J. Phillips Man.
Geol. 204 The coal is partly 'splint ',. .partly of the ' cannel*
or ' parrot * variety.

(b) 1806 Med. Jnd. XV. 5 It is an inflammatory affection,

but destitute of redness ; . . the name of phlegmasia alba, or
white inflammation, will therefore sufficiently characterize

this variety of it. 1876 Bristowe Th. <y Pract. Med. (1878)

52

414 The various forms of intercurrent or secondary pneu-

monia, and. .the lobular variety of the disease.

fl.pl. Articles of various kinds; odds and ends.

1624 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1909) III. 28 What-
soever goods or varietyes be brought in by the English.

8. ellipt. Variety performances. (See 9 b.)

1908 Stage Year Bk. 26 Some provincial theatres have

gone over entirely to variety.

9. attrib. a. Variety shop or store, one in which

small goods of various kinds are sold ; a general

store. U.S.
1824 A. Singleton (H. C. Knight) Lett. fr. South <f IV.

84 One indication of a new country is that the shops are

variety-shops; each one keeping piece-goods, groceries,

cutlery, porcelain, and stationary [sic] in different corners.

1829 in Thornton Amer. Gloss., [The collectedtrumperyj

gives the Mayor's office the appearance of a ' variety store \

1842 Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life I. 149 A ' variety store
1

,

offering for sale every possible article of merchandize, from

lace gloves to goose-yokes [etc.]. 1884 Harpers Mag. Nov.
888/1 One of them walked gauntly down to the post-office

in the corner of the variety store.

b. Used to designate music-hall or theatrical

entertainments of a mixed character (songs, dances,

impersonations, etc.). Also applied to things or

persons connected with such entertainments.

1886 Referee 25 March (Cassell's), The biggest variety

company ever seen at the East-end of London. 1891

Chambers's Jrnl. 14 March 165/1 Music halls, or, to

give them the more recent and appropriate term, variety

shows, are quite modern institutions. 189a Daily News 25

March 2/2 The high salaries paid to variety artists. 1894

'M. O'Rell' J. Bull % Co. 200 A succession of songs and
dances in costume, commonly called Variety Shows. 1908

Stage Year Bk. 26 They are now an integral part of

variety performances. Ibid., Theatres need the latter [licence]

for the variety weeks and even extended variety seasons.

Variform (ve^'rif^im), a. Also 7 varie-form.

[f. L. vari-, stem of varius Vakious a. + -form.

Cf. It. variforme.~\ Of various forms; varied or

different in form ; diversiform.

1662 J. Chandler Van Helmonfs Oriat. Transl. Pre-

monit., Because every thing in its Essence and Being_ is

good, and that, because it is one, and true ; but that which
is double, varie-form, seeming, or false, that it sees to be
evil. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne III. 409, I.. find [it]

very hard properly to design them [our actions] every one
by themselves by a principal quality, so ambiguous and
variform they are by several lights. 1836 Eraser's Mag.
XIII. 419 'What men call love' is a variform thing. 1845

Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 189 Among these

variform buildings, strangely interspersed, are here and there

huge masses of heavy foliage, i860 Muir Cockburn Pagan
or Christian 39 It eventually becomes with its variform

sculpture.. a distinguishing peculiarity.

Hence Variformly adv.

1891 Clark Russell Curatica 129 Pat was called vari-

formly Patrick, Paddy, Patsey, or Pat.

t Va riformed, a. Obs.-1 [f. as prec.+

Formed.] Variously formed or shaped ; variform.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 27 The inferiour part of this

shoulder bone. .is. .large, and variformed.

Variformity. rare"1
, [f. Variform a. +

-ity.] Variety or diversity of form.
170a C Mather Magn. Chr. v. iv. (1852) 332 The Forms

. . were not in all points the same, nor did our churches at all

find that this variformity was an inconvenience.

t Va*rify, v. Obs. [f. L. vari-, stem of varius

Various a. : see -fy.] trims. To make varied ;

to vary ; to variegate.

x6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Magnificence 661 May
..Suiting the Lawns in all her pomp and pride Of lively

Colours, lovely varifi'd. 1631 J. Burges Answ. Rejoined
88 So as the same Law might ever remaine firme, and vn*

broken, when occasions should varifie and change parti-

cularities. 1680-90 Temple Ess., Gardening Wks. 1720 I.

183 All the rest are either varified by Names, or not to be

named with these, nor worth troubling a Garden. 1741 E.
Poston Pratler (1747) I. 113 You don't know what great

Use a little Latin and Greek would now be of: You can't

imagin the Credit and Reputation that there is in a Line, or

even a Word or two, of it : . . Besides, it varifies it, and makes
it naturally the fitter for Entertainment.

Varily, obs, form of Verily adv.

Varinas. [See def.] The name of a town
in Venezuela used to designate a kind of tobacco

(see quot. 1858). Also ellipt.

1747 W. Douglas Brit. Settlements N. Amer. (1760) 1. 116
Virginia tobacco,and Brazil, and Varinas tobacco, differ upon
this account. 1839 I. Fume (W. A. Chatto) Paper on
Tobacco 117 Varinas is usually imported in rolls formed of

the leaves of the tobacco spun into a kind of thick twist.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Varina's[s\c\ roll, a kind of

tobacco generally plaited round a thick stick, very much
like C'naster.

Varing(e, obs. Sc. ff. \Vairing (spending).

II Variola (varei-Jla). Path, [med.L. variola
pustule, pox, f. L. varius speckled, variegated.
Cf. F. variole and virole (OF. verole, vairole), —
Prov. vairolo, Cat. verola, Sp. viruela, It. vajuole
fem. pi., and va/uoloJ] The small-pox.
1771-1804 [see Varicella]. 1825 Good Study Med. (ed. 2)

III. 85 The adjunct spurious or bastard variola. 1846 Day
tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II, 282 M. Solon found the urine
coagulable in five out of eleven cases of variola. 1877 F. T.
Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 149 Variola may be met
with at any age.
Comb. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 648 Numerous strains

of so called variola-vaccine lymph. 1898 Brit. Med. jrnl.
7 May n8s_The_ measure of protection afforded these
children by his variola-descended lymph.

VARIOLOID.

Variolar, a. [ad. mod.L. variolar-is, t.

variola : see prec. So F. variolaire.'] Of or

pertaining to, resembling (that of), variola.

1840 in Smart. 1843 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. xi. 52

The material is a hard variety of basalt, . .distinguished by
a pitted or variolar aspect. 1859 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Variolarioid, a. [f. mod.L. Variolaria (see

def.) + -OID.] Of or pertaining to the Variolaria,

a spurious genus of lichens characterized by pustu-

late shields ; pustulate, pitted.

1856 W. L. Lindsay Pop. Hist. Brit. Lichens 42 This
variolarioid condition is not uncommon in manycrustaceous
species.

Variolate (vej-rWlfit),!!. Med. [f. Variola:
see -ate.] trans. To infect with variola ; to in-

oculate with the virus of variola or small-pox.
c 1792 [implied in Variolated p.pl. a.]. 1810 Edin. Rev.

XV. 329 The total number of those vaccinated . . is perhaps

not less than those variolated. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
24/2 The proof being to variolate the cow on the udder.

1898 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 7 May 1185 He had altogether failed

in attempts to variolate the cow.

Hence VaTiolated ppl. a.

c 1792 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 246/1 The Chinese convey

a pellet of variolated cotton, .into the nostrils of the patient.

1801 Jenner in Ring Treat. Ccnv-pox 24 From variolated

pustules one cannot be surprised to hear, that a disease has

been communicated by effluvia. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII.

754/2 If the patient be exposed to a variolated atmosphere
at the time he is vaccinated. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med.
II, 649 The final scab on the site of inoculation is not so

elevated in the variolated as in the vaccinated animals.

Variolation (ve^ritfl.F'-fan). Med. [f. prec]

Inoculation with the virus of small-pox.

1805 Mid. Jrnl. XIV. 536 A remarkable coincidence of

failure .. of variolation as well as vaccination. 1810 Edin.
Rev. XV. 340 It [i. e. vaccination] has been adopted by
millions who never would have submitted to variolation.

1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med 1. 559 The practice of variolation,

which was revived and introduced into Great Britain by
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.

Variole (vea'rioul). rare. [ad. med.L. variola

Variola.] Something resembling a small-pox

marking or pustule in appearance or formation :

a. Ent. A foveole or small fovea.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Enlomol. IV. xlvi. 270 Variole,. .a

shallow impression like a mark of the small-pox.

b. Geol. A spherular concretion of a variolite.

1890 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLVI. 312 The spherulites or
' varloles ' [of the variolite-diabase] are grouped or drawn
out in bands parallel to the surface.

Variolic (ve»riplik), a. rare—1
, [f. Variol-a

+ -ic. Cf. F. variolique.] Variolar, variolous.

1827 in Baron Li/c Jenner I. 335 Till I had inoculated my
children again with variolic matter.

Varioline (ve» -
riiJlin). rare. [f. as prec. + -ink.]

The hypothetical infectious principle of variola.

1864 Farr Rep. Reg. Gen. Suppl. 34 When any zymotic

matter such as varioline, scarlatinine or typhine finds its

way into a village.

Variolite (ve>>Ti<S<bit). Geol. [f. med.L. vari-

ol-a Variola + -he • 2. Cf. F. variolite, G. varia-

nt.] A kind of rock embedded with spherulites

which give it the appearance of being pock-marked

(see quots.); esp. the diabase (diorite) of Brongniart.

1796 Kirwan EUm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 368 Variolites. Stones

that have rounded protuberances, of a different nature from

the common mass of the stone. 1811 Pinkerton Petrol. 1.

133 When the crystals, .assume an oval, but particularly a
round shape, the rock may be aptlystyled a variolite. Ibid.,

The stones called variolites of Durance, being pebbles rolled

down by that river in Dauphiny. 1879 Rutley Stud, Rocks
xiii. 248 Variolite is an aphanitic diabase of compact texture

and greenish-grey colour, in which there occur little concre-

tions of a paler colour, ranging up to the size of small nuts.

Va riolitic, a. Geol. [f. prec. + -ic] Of the

nature of, or containing, variolite ; spherulitic.

1862 G. P. Scrope Volcanoes 365 The clinkstone is usually

variolitic. 1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Classified 139
Diabase.. is sometimes.. variolitic or amygdaloidal.

Variolitization. Geol. [f. Variolite +
-IZATION.] The process of becoming variolitic

;

change or conversion into variolite.

1890 Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLVI. 330 As variolitization seems
to have resulted from the same causes that have built up
ordinary spherulites.

Variolization (vemdMze '•Jan). Med. [f.

Variol-a + -ization.] Variolation.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1910 Edin. Rev. Oct. 276 Variolisation

. .is said to have been known to the Chinese from the com-
mencement of the eleventh century.

Varioloid (veoTicHoid), a. and sb. Path. [ad.

mod.L. varioloides, -odes (Frank, C1790): see

Variola and -OID. So ¥. varioloide, It.vajuoloide.]

A. adj. Resembling variola or small-pox ; like

that of variola.

In early use ' applied to a supposed special disease spon-

taneously developed in our climate under certain atmospheric

conditions and capable of being propagated by infection or

inoculation ' (Mayne Expos. Lex.).

1821 W. Stoker {title), Observations on the Varioloid

Disease. 1815 Good Study Med. (ed. 2) V. 737 Varioloid

eruptions, ill. 88. 1851 Leadam Homoeopathy 354 Vario-

loid Diseases. This term is applied to those diseases which

resemble small-pox, and are more or less dependent upon

the same epidemical constitution of the atmosphere for their

production. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med, VIII. 479 Sometimes
it [a pathological process] is partial, and a varioloid lesion

results.



VARIOLOUS.

B. sb. A modified form of variola, esp. a mild

variety occurring after vaccination or in those who
have previously had small-pox.
1828-39 in Webster. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med.

xiv. 14S One of the former was attacked by varioloid just

after the crisis of long-continued spotted fever. 1870 T. W,
HiGGiNsON^r^/y Life 234 A case or two of varioloid in the

regiment. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 103 A papular

appearance which if the rash be scanty, may resemble the

early stage of varioloid.

fig. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Culture Wks. (Bohn) II.

364 Is egotism a metaphysical varioloid of this malady?

Variolous (varai*£?bs), a. [f. med.L. variola

Variola, or a. F. varioleux : see -ous.]

1. Of the nature of, resembling (that of), variola

or small-pox ; of or pertaining to, appearing in,

characteristic of, variola.

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 569 The third Epidemical Constitu-

tion., was that of the Small-pocks, and of a Variolous

Feaver, resembling.. the Smal-pocks. 1749 Ibid. XLVI.
235 From the Dissections of those who have died of the

Small- Pox, we find that the Viscera are subject to the vari-

olous Abscesses. 1780 Ibid. LXX. 139 She was delivered

of a child, as full of variolous pustules as herself. 1802 Med.
Jrnl. VIII. 170 [They] thought it [an eruption] had a vari-

olous appearance. 1845 Encycl. Metro/. VII. 754/2 When
a person has been inoculated with a mixture of the variolous

and vaccine poisons. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 639
In these respects its evolution is not unlike that of a
variolous or vaccine vesicle.

Comb. i8ox Med. Jrnl. V. 453 Others were distinguishable

by a variolous -like aspect and circular inflammation.

b. Variolous matter {fluid ox virus), the virus

of small-pox, esp. as used forpurposes of inoculation.

1747 tr. A sirue's Fevers 278 From the first reception of

the variolous matter. 1798 Jennkr Variolte Vaccina (1801)

23 Cow-pox virus, .renders the constitution unsusceptible

of the variolous. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 22, I immediately
inoculated the whole party with the most virulent variolous

matter I could procure. 1825 Good Study Med._ (ed. 2)

V. 192' When vaccine or variolous fluid is properly inserted

under the cuticle. 1875 Richardson Bis. Mod. Life 83
He therefore inoculated patients with diluted solutions of
variolous matter.

c. Variolous contagion, disease, infection, etc,

variola, small-pox. ? Obs.

1:1792 Encycl. Brit.(td. 3) IX. 245/2 The variolous matter
only produces the variolous disease. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 318
In every instance, the patient, .has completely lost the sus-

ceptibility for the variolous contagion. 1807 Ibid. XVII. 27
Six full days. .during which they had been exposed to the
variolous infection. 1817 De Quincey Last Days Kant
Wks. 1854 III, 123 He thought, that, as a guarantee against

the variolous infection, it required a much longer probation.

2. Of persons : Affected with, suffering from,

small-pox.
1668 Sydenham Let. Boyle B.'s Wks. 1744 V. 639/2 In

visiting, .many of my variolous patients, c 1792 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 245/2 Inoculation with the blood of vario-

lous patients hath been tried without effect. 1804 Med.
Jrnl. XII. 184 Variolous patients. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. II.207 It is. .exceptional to find that the children born
of variolous mothers, .have had small-pox in uterus.

3. Ent. (See quot)
1826 Kirby& Sv.Entomol. IV. xlvi. 270 Variolous (Vario-

losa), beset with many varioles.

II Variorum (ve«riGVr5m). [L., gen. pi. masc.
of variits Various a. , in the phrase editio cum notis

variorum (see def.).]

1. An edition, esp. of the complete works of a
classical author, containing the notes of various

commentators or editors. Also in the full phrase
Variorum edition.

17*8ChambersO'c/.s.v., AsetofDutch Variorittns. Ibid.,

The Variorums, for the generality, are the best Editions.

1824 Scott Let. to Constable 6 Jan., In the shape of these in-

imitable Variorums, who knows what new ideas the Classics
may suggest? 18*6 Miss Mitford Village n. (1863)268,
I should like to see a variorum edition of our Pizarro. 1870
Lowell Among My Bis. Ser. 1. 162 The serious notes of a
variorum edition of Shakespeare.

b. attrib., as variorum classic
y
comment, or with

the name of the author.
a 1763 Bvrom Misc. Poems (1773) II. 333 The variorum

Comments. 1803 Dibdin Edit. Classics 11 The second
edition [of Claudian] . . is esteemed one of the scarcest of the
Variorum Classics. x8» Scott Nigel Introd. Epist., The
Prolegomena of the Variorum Shakspeare.

0. As adj. in the sense * obtained or collected

from various books or sources '.

1883 American VII. 170 Outlines of the Chief Political
Changes in the History of the World, Arranged byCenturies,
with Variorum Illustrations. 1887 Athenaeum i3Aug. 210/3
In his variorum readings of the name from old records he
has obviously misread t for c in several instances.

2. flg. Variation; a varying or changing scene.

177. Skinner Tullockgorum Wks. 1809 III. 136 Dull
Italian lays,.. They're dowf and dowie at the best, Wi' a*
their variorum. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars 8th Air, Life is

all a variorum, We regard not how it goes,

Variotinted, a. [irreg. f. L. varius varied.]

Of various tints or colours.

1903 Agnes M. Clerke Probl. Astrophysics 44 The
dazzling variotinted fireworks disclosed by the prism.

Various (ve^'riss), a. [f. h.vari-us changing,
different, diverse, variegated. Cf. It., Sp., Pg.
vario.il

1. +1. Of things: Undergoing, exhibiting, subject

to, variation or change; variable, changeful. Obs,
«55*, Hulobt, Variouse, uacillans, . .uarius. 1570 Levins

Manip. 226 Variouse, variits, instabilis. i6aa J. Taylor

53

(Water P.) Sir G. Nonscnce Wks. (1630) 1/2 Most conscript

Vmpire in this various Orbe. 1647 CoTTtRELL tr. Davila's

Hist. Fr. I. 13 As the condition of the Court is ever

various and unconstant. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
(1677) 151 The Instances of latter Discoveries which make
evident this various state of the Globe of Earth and Water.

1708 Lomt. Gaz. No. 4463/3 The Winds were so various that

we could not make to the Bay of la Hogue 'till the nth.

a 1763 Shenstone Elegies v. 11 111 can I bear the various

clime of Love ! 1775 Sheridan Rivals Epil., The servile

suitors watch her various face, She smiles preferment, or she

frowns disgrace.

+ b. Of fortune, life, etc. Obs.

1633 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discovery by Sea Wks. (1630)

24/1 Whilst we like various Fortunes Tennis ball, At euery

stroake, were in the Haz/ard all. 1644 Quarles Judgment

<r Mercy 12 Fear not the frowns of princes, or the imperious

hand of various fortune. 1703 N. Rowe Ulysses 1. i, Ev'ry

Change Ofvarious Life. 1741-a Gray Agrippina 54 Through
various life 1 have pursued your steps.

f c. Turning different ways
;
going in different

directions. Obs.

1621 Quarles Argalus <y P. (1678) 13 There walked she J

and in her various minde, Projects and casts about which
way to finde The progress of the young Partheniaes heart.

1725 PorE Odyss. vi. 134 Forth from her snowy hand
Nausicaa threw The various ball.

+ d. Of a war : Marked by varying success. Obs.

1754-8 Bp. Newton Obs. Profih. Daniel xii. 179 Hence
arose a various war between Antiochus and Epiphanes,
each of them seizing Phoenicia and Cccle-Syria by turns.

f 2. Of persons : a. Changeable in character
;

inconstant, unstable ; fickle. Obs.

1636 E. Dacres tr-. Machiavel's Disc. Lizy\.2i,\ A Prince

loosen'd from the law, will bee unthankfull, various, and im-

prudent. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 111. iv. 328 So Car-

dinal Alexandrino dealt with Cardinal di S. Sisto, a various

and unconstant man. 1670 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 330 Truly he seems to me so various and fickle in hand-
ling this businesse all along. 1719 Swift Hist. Eng. Wks.
1841 I. 544/2 Robert, who was various in his nature, and
always under the power of the present persuader. 1776
Gibbon Decl. <y F- i- {1782) I. 9 The various character of
that emperor, capable, by turns, of the meanest and the most
generous sentiments. 1820 E. Thompson Cullen's Nosologia
(ed. 3) 227 The mind, involuntarily various and.unsteady.

f b. Marked by change or vacillation in opinions

or views. Obs.

1645 Viscr. Falkland Infallibility 13 Saint Austin, who
is very various I confesse in it. 1653GATAKER Vind. Annot.
Jer. 1. 3 In this point he seems somewhat various. 1661 J.
Davies Civil IVarres 373 The officers of the army them-
selves began to be various and uncertain what to do.

f C. poet. Appearing in or assuming a variety of

forms. Obs.

1725 Pope Odyss, iv. 524 Watch with insidious care his

known abode ; There fast in chains constrain the various

god [sc, Proteus].

XL 3. Of persons : fa. Versatile in knowledge
or acquirements ; exhibiting variety in work or

writings. Obs.
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribe 1 His name was already up.

.

for a great scholar : a various Linguist. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. viii. (1686) 24 A delectable Author, very
various. 1657 S. Purchas Pot. Flying-Ins. 1. i, What in this

respect is wiser, or better instructed than the Bee? What
Artificer ts so various, what Painter., can imitate her

works? x68x Dryden Abs. <$* Ac/tit. 1. 545 A man so

various, that he seem'd to be Not one, but all Mankind's
Epitome.

b. Giving attention to many different subjects.

1878 R. Choate Addresses 235 It is a common belief that

Mr. Webster was a various reader; and I think it is true.

4. a. Varied in colour; vari-coloured, variegated.

Chiefly/^/.
a 1618 [see Varnish v. i b]. 169,7 Dryden AKneid ix, 3

The various Iris Juno sends with haste, To find bold Turnus.

1718 Prior The Garland ii, At Morn the Nymph vouch-
saft to place Upon her Brow the various Wreath. 1733
Somerville Chase 11. 106 The rising Sun. .As many Colours
from their glossy Skins Beaming reflects, as paint the

various Bow. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigoniad 111. 54 A polish'd

casque her lovely temples bound. With flow'rs of gold and
various plumage crown'd. 1855 Longf. IHawal/ia xii. 186

He saw the nine fail sisters. .Changed to birds of various

plumage.

b. Exhibiting variety in appearance; presenting

different aspects at different times or'places.

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 288 Use these till the pain,

and various colour cease. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 80, I.,

underneath beheld The Earth outstretcht immense, a
prospect wide And various. 1694 Congreve Double-Dealer
v. xvii, Ten thousand meanings lurk in every corner of that

various face. 1711 Addison Spectator No. 417 F 3 The
various Scenary of a Country Life. 1715 Portland Papers
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 98 If one gets safe to the top, he
may enjoy, .a very extensive and various prospect on both
sides. 1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont I. 118 Her road
lay.. through a country various and rich. 183a Lander
Exptd. Niger I. i. 32 They were clad in all their finery,

their apparel being as gaudy as it was various. 1863 W. W.
Story Roba di Roma xiii, Various as the Campagna is in

outline, it is quite as various in colour, reflecting every
aspect of the sky and answering every touch of the seasons.

187a Blackie Lays of Highlands Introd. 49 The various

outline of the Orcadian coast, .presents a fine background.

5. Characterized by variation or variety of

attributes or properties; exhibiting or possessing

(several) different characters or qualities; varied

in nature or character.

Pred. a 1633 J. Austin Medit. (1635) 270 Let the Plea-

sure be full to give Content ; Let it be Various to avoid
Satietie. 176* Sir VV. Jones Arcadia Poems (1777) 109

His tune so various and uncouth he made, That not a

VARIOUS.
dancer could in cadence move. 1780 New Newgate Cal. V.
100 After conviction their behaviour was very various. On
some occasions they appeared hardened in a very high
degree, and at others [etc.]. 1853 Felton Fam. Lett. xhv.
(1865) 324 Since our return from our journey, the weather
has been very various. 1858 Lardner Hand-bk, Nat. Phil.

99 The velocity of rivers is very various, the slower class

moving at le>s than 3 feet, and the more rapid at so much
as 6 feet per second. 1876 Parker Paraclete 1. vii. 107 The
ministration of the spirit is various: by it Moses was made
wise, Bezaleel was made skilful, and Samson was made
strong.

attrib. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacra!'in. i. § 14 The various
motion and configuration of the particles of matter. 1670
Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 354 We shall have much
adoe to get businesse of so various nature into fashion. 1703
Rowe Fair Penitent 1. i, The various fury of the Seasons.
(i 1720 Prior Judgment of Venus i, When Kneller's Works
of various Grace, Were to fair Venus shown. 1796 Bcrke
Corr. (1844) IV. 413 We have had various health, but never
any that deserved to be called good. 1807 Crabbe Par.
Reg. in. 412 To show the various worth of Catherine Lloyd.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby in. ii, Such a various prodigality

of writing materials. 1868 Hkavyskge Jezebel m. 115 Then
followed many years of various fate.

t b. Calculated to cause difference or dissimil-

arity. Obs.~l

1667 Milton P. L. xii. 53 God. .in derision sets Upon
thir Tongues a various Spirit, ..To sow a jangling noise of

words unknown.
6. a. Marked by variety of incident or action.

1634 Milton Comus 379 She. .lets grow her wings That
in the various bussle of resort Were all to rufll'd. 1667 —
P. L. VI. 242 For wide was spred That Warr and various.

1727 Dyhk Grongar Hill 97 Wave succeeding wave, they
go A various journey to the deep. 1829 I. Taylor linthus.
iasiu (1S67) 75 Pride, .forbids [the heretic's] return to the

truth he has. .denounced from all points of his various

course.

b. poet. Acting in many different ways.
1671 Milton Samson 668 God of our Fathers, what is man !

That thou towards him with hand so various.. Temperst thy

providence.

7. a. Exhibiting variety of subject or topic ; con-

cerned or occupied with many different themes.
1677-8 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 5S3 The other

things committed to them, being of various consideration,

they will probably digest into several! Bills. 1703 Pope
Thebais 795 Relate your fortunes, while the friendly night

And silent hours to various talk invite. 1794 Godwin Caleb
Williams 139 Yet under this rude exterior it was easy to

distinguish various knowledge, nice discrimination, and a

strong and active mind. 1818 Tuckey^s Narr. E.xpcd. R.
Zaire Introd. p. 1 vii, He had stored his mind wiib so much
various knowledge, .that he was considered the most eligible

for the undertaking. 185a Thackeray Esmond in. v, One
whose conversation was so various, easy, and delightful.

b. Exhibiting variety in the different persons or

things forming a collective whole ; displaying or

including a variety of objects.

1769 Sir W. Jones Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 15

Through the four portals rush'd a various throng. x8n
Scott Don Roderick 11. lvii, A .various host they came,
whose ranks display Each mode in which the warrior meets
the fight. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory v, Great artist

Memory,. .Needs must thou dearly love thy first essay, And
foremost in thy various gallery Place it. 187a Blackie
Lays High!. 163 One single law, as with a chain, Doth
bind the various vast infinity.

III. 8. With pi. sb. Different from one another;

of different kinds or sorts : a. In attrib. use.

1634 Milton Comus 22 All the Sea-girt Isles That like to

rich and various gemms inlay Thcboosom of the Deep.
1648 Crashaw Delights Muses, Music's Duel 128 The
humourous strings expound his learned touch By various

Glosses. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 375 Theu were they known
to men by various Names, And various Idols through the

Heathen World, 1724 Watts Logic (1726) 116 As infinitely

various as the Essences of Things are, their Definitions must
needs have very various Forms, 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes
11. xviii. 39 For Earth impartial entertains Her various sons,

and in her breast Princes and beggaia equal rest. 1805

Med. Jrnl. XIV. 564 Dr. Jackson., is very careful in marking
all those various effects produced from sim.iar causes. 1857

1st Rep. Comm. Customs 13 To discharge the various and
onerous duties of 'Shipping Masters'. 1884 tr. Lotze's

Metaph. 196 There ari>es,..by help of abstraction from the

content of the various impressions, the picture of empty
extension.
ellipt. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 415.

T

he Various Class

presented the usual number of curiosities. 1903 IVestm.

Gaz. 30 Dec. 3/1 A couple of 'cock, ground game, and such
1 various ' as snipe, duck, a plover or so.

b. Predicative.

1651 Hobbf.s Leviatk. m. xliii. 323 The causes why men
beleeve any Christian Doctrine, are various, a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) I. 220 How various and innumerable Are those,

who live upon the Rabble? 17a! Bradley Philos. Ace.

Wks. Nat. 147 The Beetle and Water-Scorpion are little

various in the outward Structure of their Bodies. «784

Cowper Task 1. 302 The woodland scene, Diversified with

trees of ev'ry growth, Alike, yet various. 1818 Scott Hrt.

MidL xxxiv, Its springs, various in character, yet alike

efficacious in virtue, are to be found in abundance. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 180 Talents great and various

assisted to spread the contagion. 1851 Helps C<w</.J>olit.

xi. 213 The advantages of travel are very various and very

numerous. , , . __

C. With a singular sb., and freq. preceded by

each or every.

a 1711 Prior Colins Mistakes xi, Ca'ndish-Holles-Harley

stood confest, As various Hour advis'd, in various Habit

drest. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. xvii. 32 Yet

Aristippus every Dress became: In every various Change

of Life the same. 1766 [C AnstevJ New Bath Guide ix. 42,

I alone his Thoughts employ Through each various Scene

of joy. i8«8 Scott Br. Lamm* xxx, Sufficient car* was



VARIOUSLY.

taken that this report should find its way to Ravenswood
Castle through every various channel. 1819 Byron Juan 1.

xviii, Don Jdse, like a lineal son of Eve, Went plucking

various fruit without her leave. 1863 Losgf. Wayside Inn
11. Prel. 63 The breakfast ended, each pursued The prompt-

ings of his various mood.

d. In the phrase various reading{s). (Cf.

Variant sb. 2 and Lection i c.)

1659 Bp. Walton Considerator Consid. 114 Various Read*

ings are the difference of Copies collected and offered to

the reader's judgment. 1701 Stanley's Hist. Phitos. In-

trod. db, That he might omit nothing, he has annext the

various Readings, . . Conjectures and Observations. 1721 Bp.

Atterbury Let. to Pope 27 Sept., Therefore in my Waller

there is a various reading of the first of these couplets.

C1750 Johnson in Boswel/(Ox(. ed.) II. 618 note, Chaucer,

a new edition of him, from manuscripts and old editions,

with various readings, conjectures [etc.]. 1824 J. Johnson
Typogr. II. 417 An exact list of all its various readings.

1855 Paley SEschyhts Pref. (1861) p. x, What really is a
necessary and inevitable part of an editor's duty, viz. the

continual discussion of various readings. 1910 Expositor
Apr. 352 It may rest upon a various reading in the Hebrew.

9. In weakened sense, as an enumerative term :

Different, divers, several, many, more than one.

It is not always possible to distinguish absolutely between
this sense and 8, as the meaning freq. merges into ' many
different ' : cf. Divers a. 3.

1696 Prior To the King at Arrival in Holland 62 In

various Tongues He hears the Captains dwell On their great

Leader's Praise. 1725 N. Robinson Th. Physkk 239 By
this Means we shall be able to judge with the greater

Exactness, of all the various Phenomena's of Nature. 1762

J. Reeve in Foley Rcc. Eng. Prov.S. J. VII. Introd. p. xlii,

From that period the College of St. Omer began to shine

among the various Seminaries of piety and learning. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair\\\, But he heard of the Major's fame
from various members of his society. 1879 Harlan Eyesight

ii. 30 The eyeball is moved in various directions by six

muscles. 1897 Ld. Roberts 41 Yrs. India vii. (1898) 41

Various acts of incendiarism took place.

10. Comb. "With adjs. or pa. pplcs., as various-

blossomed, -coloured, -formed, -measured, etc.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 5 The *various-blossomM

Spring. (11711 Ken Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 35
Bright Various colour 'd Rays his Wings adorn. 1752 J.
Hill Hist, Anim. 231 The various-coloured Gadus,..The
Cod-fish. 1824 Scott St. Ronau's xxxi, Such triple tiaras

of various-coloured gauze on her head. 1803 Kenny Society

54 In spite of danger *various-form'd, to wrest Nature's yet

hidden secrets. 182a Hortus Anglicus II. 155 L\epidiuni\

Pcrfoliatum, *Various-leaved Pepper Wort. 1671 Milton
P. R, iv. 256 *Various-measur d verse, /Eolian charms
and Dorian Lyric Odes. 1880 Beaconsfield Endymion
lxv, The intended introduction of grain at *various-priced

duties per quarter. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 11 10 The
fiery spume Of fat Bitumen, steaming on the day, With
Various-tinctur'd trains of latent flame. 1788 Coleridge
Sonnet to Autumnal Moon 1 Mild Splendour of the

*various-vested Night

!

Variously, adv. [f. prec. +-ly ^.]

1. In a various manner ; in various or different

ways ; with variation or variety ; differently,

diversely.

1627 May Lucan vn. 620" The war, that variously had
wander'd ore The fields, there stucke, there Caesars fortune

stay'd. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. n. § 87 This stratagem
was never understood ; and was then variously spoken of.

1682 J.Norris Hieroclesy But 'twas the Law of the Creation
which variously order'd things according to the dignity of
their natures. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. § 6. 390
These Circumstances are variously combined in the various
Kinds and Degrees of Madness. 1779 T. Forrest Voy. New
Guinea 326 Variously do those islands groan under the
tyranny of their masters. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I.

in. vii. 406 About the lineage, and station, of this celebrated
personage, .writers have written variously. 1860 Tynuall
Glac. 1. xii. 87 The sound commenced again, changing its

note variously. 1880 Geikie Phys.Geog.lv. 199 A ball..
with an exterior crust which has been variously estimated
at from twenty to a thousand miles in thickness.

b. With adjs.

1794 G. Adams Nat.fy E.xper. Phil. IV.xlix. 331 It emits
the rays of light in every direction, and those rays are vari-

ously refrangible and colorific 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 398 Our prose became less majestic,.. less variously
musical than that of an earlier age. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. I. 378 The consequences for the time were
variously sad. 1871 Tennyson Last Tourn. 226 So dame
and damsel glitter d at the feast Variously gay.

C. U.S. At different times, rare.

189a A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus (Ohio) I. 756 Samuel
Perkins.. kept a barber shop variously under the National
Hotel and the Clinton Bank.

2. Comb. With pa. pples., adjs., or pres. pples.,

as variously-coloured, -conditioned, -shaped, -work-
ing, -wrought, etc.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb. 1645, The mouthes of these
spiracles are bestrew 'd with variously-colour'd cinders.

1768-74. Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 171 A long-complicated
succession of variously-working second causes. 1837 Caun-
ter Lives Moghul Emp., Baber ix. 238 The variously-
coloured page of human life. 1848 Buckley Iliad i93Brass,

gold, and variously-wrought iron. 1855 T. Jones Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 2) p. xvi, Variously-shaped eggs of Insects. 1868
Lockyer Elem. Astron. § 60 The stars shine out with
variously coloured lights.

Va riousness. [f. Various a. + -ness.]

fl. Changeableness, inconstancy, variability. Obs.

1607 Daniel Cleopatra Wks. (Grosart) III. 9 A Roman
hath but here a Roman quayld, And onely but by Fortune's

variousnes. 1647 Cotterell tr. Davila's Hist. Fr. I. 22 The
Prince had in the war proved the variousnesse of fortune.

•\ 2. Difference, variance. Obs.
x6a8 T. Spencer Logick 68 This space is the varietie, or

54

variousnes that is betweene seuerall, and distinct argu-

ments, a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. xiii. 9 Here the plural

number is used, which implieth a variousness and disagree-

ment in false Doctrines.

3. Variety of character or nature ; varied condi-

tion or quality.

1651 Biggs New Disp. P98 The variousnesse.. of. .every

single and particular form of the Individuall. 1653 Blithe

Engl. Improver Impr. 55 And a good experienced Mill-

wright., is well able to regulate them.. to the incomming

of the Tide, or out-going of the Floods, as the variousness

of opportunities will require. 1834 Wilson in Blackw. Mag.
XXXVI. 543 His waking thoughts had all the vividness of

visions, all the variousness of dreams. 1845 Bailey Festus

(ed. 2) 39 Unimaginable space. . Faileth to match His bound-

less variousness. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. iv. (1875) 163

The religious life is at bottom everywhere alike ; but it is

curious to note the variousness of its setting.

Varisoune, Sc. variant of Warison.
Varite, obs. Sc. form of Verity.

11 Varix (veVriks). PI. varices (ve>ris/z).

[L. (stem varied). Cf. Varice.]

1. Path. An abnormal dilatation or enlargement

of a vein or artery, usually accompanied by a tor-

tuous development ; a varicose vein.

C1400 LanfranJs Cirurg. 178 J>e blood-letyngof bis veyne
is good.. for varices & for vlcera bat ben in be hipis ouber
in ]>e leggis. 1541 R. Copland Galyens Terap. 2 C iij b, It

may so be that varix, that is to say a swollen vayne that is

aboue it, maybe the cause. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 279
Some writers hold, that this herb. ., bound vnto the swelling

veines called Varices, doth allay the paine thereof. 1668
Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 363 For that is easie to

see in a Varix of the Thigh and Foot. 1767 Gooch Treat.
Wounds I. 188 Varices, .sometimes become very large and
painful upon the legs, requiring opening. 1783 Med. Comm.
I. 181 The dilatation of a vein (commonly called a varix)
takes an oblong shape. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Amxt. <$• Phys.
I. 186/1 Pressure on the varix empties it of its contents.

1899 Allbutt's Syst.Med. VI. 190 In another case a similar

thrombosed varix had broken from its pedicle.

b. The diseased condition characterized by this,

as a specific malady.
1813 J. Thomson Led. Injlamm. 128 The dilatation of

capillary vessels which occurs in some species of varix. 1876
Gross Dis. Bladder, etc. 156 The veins. .have a tortuous,

convoluted arrangement, similar to what occurs in varix of
the leg and thigh. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 500
Varix is commonly an affection of the veins in the lower

extremities, and mainly, of the branches of the saphena
vein.

2. Conch. A longitudinal elevation or swelling on
the surface of a shell ("see quot. 1851).
1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 201 With a marginal and

sometimes a dorsal varix. 1851 G. F. Richardson Geol. viii.

241 The varices, .are ribs which cross the volutions in some
species ofbuccinum, mnrex, and triton. They are formed

by the periodical growth of the shells. 1861 P. P. Car.
penter in Rep, Smithsonian Instil. 1860, 1981 The Struthio-

larim have a simple varix instead of a wide lip.

Vark, obs. (chiefly Sc.) f. Work sb. and v.

Variedly, obs. Sc. forms of World(ly.

Varlet (vaulet). Forms : a. 5- varlet (6 Sc.

warllet, 7 varlett), 5-6 varlette ; 6-7 varlot (6

Sc. war-). 0. 6 verlet (-lett, -lette), 7 verlate ;

6verlot(^.wer-),-lotte. [a.OF.zw/^(i4thc),
var. of vaslet, vadlet, vallet Valet. Hence also

med.L. varletus. In mod.F, varlet is restricted to

the historical sense 1 b.]

1. A man or lad acting as an attendant or ser-

vant ; a menial, a groom. Now arch.

a. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 240 The varlet of

the labourare, that is for to say his hyre man that dryvis the

pleuche. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. i54b/2, I haue rychesses

ynough, seruantes, varieties, .. and kynnysmen whiche
serue me. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lv. 187 This varlet

semeth rather sone to a kyng.-then to be a varlet to a
mynstrell. 1647 R- Stapylton Juvenal 94 She calls out to

the varlets she doth keep, . . Braine the dog's master first,

and then the cur. 1661 Blount Glossogr.(z&. 2), Vadelet,.

.

a Benchers Clerk or Servant. The Butlers of the house
corruptly call them Varlets. 1684 Burnet tr. More's
Utopia 109 If it should so happen, that.. all this Wealth
should pass from the Master to the meanestVarlet of his

whole Family. 1843 Carlyle Past <$ Pr. 11. viii, Lords and
varlets, where are they? 1853 James Agnes Sorel{i86o) I.

124 Acquiring very rapidly from the different varlets and
pages a vast amount of information.

^. 1509 Hawes Past. Picas, xxvi. (Percy Soc.) 114 Than
on my jorney, . . Wyth my verlet called Attendaunce, Forthe
on I rode. 1513 Douglas JEneid xu. ii. 13 The byssy
knaipis and verlettis of his stabill About thame [sc. the
horses] stud. 1557 Tusser too Points Husb. xli, Kepe
neuer such seruantes, as doth thee no good, For nestling of
verlettes. ,make[s] many a rich man to shet vp his doores.

b. spec. An attendant on a knight or other person
of military importance. Now only Hist.
1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xiv. 434 Thenne this Knyght

called to hyma varlette, and baddehymryde vntyl younder
fayr manoyre. 1485 Caxton Paris $ V. (1868) 69 Whan
Parys coude wel speke mouryske, he and his varlet took the
waye toward ynde. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvi. 16 The
archers who were to the nombre of iii. M. shotte faste theyr
arowes, nat sparyng maisters nor varlettis. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. V, 50 Divers beyng wounded wer releued by
theyr varieties and conveighed out of the felde. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 37 Far away they spyde A varlet run-
ning towards hastily.. .Behind his backe he bore a brasen
shield. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1. i. 1 Call here my Varlet,
He vnarme againe. Why should J warre without the wals
of Troy? 1825 Scott Talism. iii, Some fifty more men,
archers and varlets included. 1864 Burton Scot. Abr. I. iii.

123 In one month the French lost upwards of a hundred

VARLETTO.
varlets. 1889 F. Cowper Capt. 0/Wight 167 Their esquires
were waiting outside, and their varlets were leading their
horses. . up and down.

+ 0. Varlet of the chamber, — Valet-de-
CHAMBRE. Obs.
1567 Throgmorton in Robertson Hist. Scot. (1851) II. 435

[She requested] to have her apothecary.. and.. to have a
varlet of the chamber. 1588 Excheq. Rolls Scot. XXI. 403
To William Murray, varlett of his majesteis chalmer, for his
pensioun. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III.
158 His voiage vnder Don Anthonio was nothing so great
credit to him, as a French Varlet of the chamber is. [1664
Butler Hud. 11. i. 406 Tis this that Proudest Dames
enamors On Lacquies, and Varlets des-Chambres.]

f d. = Sergeant sb. 8. Obs.
1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. iv. ix, Why, you were

best get one o' the varlets o' the citie,a serieant. 1620 Melton
Astrolog. 73 Those that stand before both the Compters,.,
who appeare in the shapes of Sergeants, alias Varlets. 1638
Shirley Mart. Soldier v, I was first a Varlet, then a Bum-
baily, now an under Jailor.

2. A person of a low, mean, or knavish disposi-

tion ; a knave, rogue, rascal.

In later use freq. without serious implication of bad
qualities.

°- J555 *n Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 173 Then my
lord sayd, thou art a very varlet. 1584 R. Scot Discov.
Witchcr. xiv. iii. 297 A notable cousening varlot, who pro-

fessed Alcumystrie. 1624 Bp. Mountagu Immed. Addr.
213 Is not this a varlet ingraine: a fit Patron of Inuocation?
1642 D. Rogers Naaman 307 All shall see that you were
arrant varlots, such as Religion can receive no blemish from.

1726 Swift Gulliver 11. v, A little contemptible varlet, with-

out the least title to birth, person, wit. 1777 Sheridan Trip
Scarb. v. ii, Look, if the varlet has not the effrontery to call

his lordship plain Thomas. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall
viii, A handsome boy, . .but a mischievous varlet 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xl. (1856) 365 We are an uncouth, snobby, and
withal, shabby-looking set of varlets. 1881 Besant & Rice
Chapl. ofFleet i.x, In the doorway were the two impudent
varlets, whom he called his clerks.

6. a 1550 Image Hypocr. 11. 518 in Skeltons Wks. (1843)

I F. 429/1 The helper of hailettes, And captayne of verlettes,

The cloke of all vnthriftes. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 144

Such Lords ill example doth giue, where verlets and drabs
so may liue. a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 29 Now
see the villany of these verlates.

b. Employed as an abusive form of address.

1566 Adlington Apuleius 55 Thou presumest and think-

est, thou trifiinge boye, thou verlette, ..that thou arte most
worthy and excellent. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv.

Schism 116 Know you (varlets) whom you dally-with ? 1676
D'Urfey Mme. Fickle m. i, Out of rny doors thou Varlet

;

away. 1706 Addison Rosamond 1. iii, Faithless Varlet, art

thou there ? 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. v. ii, And is it

to you, you graceless varlet, I owe all this? 1829 Lytton
Devereux 11. iv, 'Now for thee, varlet,' cried

,
Tarleton,

brandishing his rapier. 1841 James Brigand iii, Run, sir

varlet, run.

t C. In the phr. to play the . . varlet. Obs.

iS79loMsoa Calvin*sSerm. Ttm.Sji/t To play the verie

varlets against all goodnesse:.. we see the wicked are giuen

to this. 1615-20 C. More Life Sir T. More (1828) 318 He
fell to scoffing,., and played the very varlet with the king.

1631 D. Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 172 So faine

would the comptroller have played a good varlett, and satis-

feid the queene, or elles have made up bis owne profite.

+ d. trans/. (See quot.) Obs.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. v. L 18 Thou art thought to be

Achilles male Varlot. Pair. Male Varlot you Rogue

:

What's that ? Titer. Why his masculine Whore.

f 3. The knave in cards. Obs. [So F. valet.]

1508 Kennedie Flytiug w. Dunbar 43 Waik walidrag, and
werlot [v.r. verlot] of the cairtis. 1579 Rice Invective agst.

Vices B iv, [They] are more at quiete with the Ace, Kyng,
Queene, or Varlet of Spades, then thei can be with a-Spade
todiggc.for their Huyng. Ibid., Varlette of the Hartes.

1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. iv. i, Mad. We call'd him a

Coat-card O' the last order. P. Iv. What's that? a Knaue?
Mad. Some readings haue it so, my manuscript Doth speake

it, Varlet.

4. attrib. as varlet heretic, page, rebel.

1456 Sir G. Haye Bk. Knighthood Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 15

Thai ordanyt him a squier, and a varlet page to be ever

contynualy at his bidding and service. 1553 T. Wilson
RAet. 68 Did the maior of London thrust throughe Jacke
Straw beinge but a verlet rebell, and onely disquietinge the

Citye? 1563 Foxe A. $ M. 1581/2 He is the naughtiest

verlet heretique, that euer I knewe.

U5. App. used for Warlock.
1703 Brand New Desc. Ork. $ Zetland viii. 110 There is

a House called Kebister, where a Varlet or Wizard lived.

Hence Va*rletess, a female varlet.

1748 Richardson Clarissa I. xxxi. 196 It was more Pride

than Love.. that put me upon making such a confounded

rout about losing this noble varletess. Ibid. VI. 96 Eight

o'clock at Mid-summer, and these lazy varletesses (in full

health) not come down yet to breakfast

!

Varletry (vauletri). Also 7 varlotarie. [f.

Varlet + -ky.] Varlets collectively ; a number or

crowd of attendants or menials.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. v. ii. 56 Shall they hoyst me vp.

And shew me to the showting Varlotarie Of censuring Rome ?

1757 Dyer Fleece in. 461 Those Whose virtues taught the

varletry of towns To useful toil to turn the pilfering hand.

1789 J. White .£ar/ Strongbow II. 20 The retainers-. now
hurried to the barbican... I wheeled round however, and

with Gridalbin made a hideous carnage of this varletry.

1840 Browning Sordello vi. 402 Gay swarms of varletry that

come and go, Pages to dice with. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <y

Dawn xiv, It was only the clientage and varletry of Octavia

who had dared to assume the people's name.

||
VarlettO. Obs."1 [Italianized f. varlet. Cf.

It. valletto servant, valet.J = Varlet 1 or 2 b.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. v. 66 Host. Where be my
horses? Speake well of them varletto.



VARMENT. 55 VARNISH.
Varlo, obs. Sc, f. Warlock. Varly, obs. Sc.

f. Wabbly adv. Varm, southern dial. var. Farm
v. 1 Varme, obs. Sc. f. Wabka
Varment, varmint (vavimant), sbA and aA

dial, and U.S. Also varmant, -munt, verment,
warment, -mint, etc. [var. of varmin Vermin,
with excrescent -/. Rare before c 1825.]

1. a. collect. Vermin, b. An animal of a noxious
or objectionable kind.
A large collection of American examples is given by

Thornton^«w. Gloss. (1912) s,v.

a. 1539 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 148 Let me not be
utterly caste away here in prysson, remayening fwll of var-
ment which cawsythe me to hawe no lyste of meytte nor
dryncke. 1689 Husnanck Monitor Ep. Ded„ Kor many who
smell like a Kirkish Verment, Can now, Sir, put on a Lamb-
like garment. 18*3 E. Moor Suffolk Wds., Varment,
vermin, not always confined to the verminous class of
animals, but extended to any annoying or troublesome ones.
1828 J. Hall Lett. fr. West2g-j He gave his foe [a bear-cub]
a mortal shot, or to use his own language, ' I burst the
varment'. 1835 W, Irving Tour Prairies xxiii, 'These
beavers,' said he, '. .are the knowingest varment as I know*.
1854 Miss Haker Northamf>t. Gloss., Varment, vermin.
0. 1829 Sporting Mag. (N.S.) XXIII. 242 Some of the

followers of the gallant varmint. 1846 T. B. Thorpe Back-
ivoods 166 The idea of a 'man's keeping two varmints in a
grass, when he might shoot a dozen by going a little way
into the woods '. These ' varmints ' were two beautiful deer.

1883 PENN'ELL-ELMHiRSTCVvra/tt Leiccsiersk. 154 Meanwhile
the varmint had stolen on in his struggle for Tilton Wood
and life. 1889 Boston (Mass.) fmL 25 Oct. 2/3 The granger
came out with his rifle and shot the varmint [a panther].

2. An objectionable or troublesome person or

persons; a mischievous boy or child.

1773 Ooldsm. Stoops to Conq. v. 92 The poor beasts have
smoaked for it : Rabbet me, but I'd rather ride forty miles
after a fox, than ten with such varment. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Gloss., Varment, Verment, . . also a term of reproach,
particularly to a child. 1845 C. H. J. Anderson Swedish
Brothers 8 That little varmint Nettop has tickled his heels
for him. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iv, ' I've got the
young varmint at last, have I,' pants the farmer. 1859
Slang Diet. 114 'You young varment, you !

' you bad or
naughty boy.

Varment, varmint, *M and a£ slang (now
dial.), [Of obscure origin ; there is no obvious
connexion with prec]
A. sb. A sporting amateur with the knowledge

or skill of a professional.
1812 SnortingMag. XXXIX. 9 Every professional amateur

..is denominated a Varment. 1823 Byron yuan XI. xvii,

Poor Tom was once a kiddy upon town, A thorough varmint,
and a real swell, Full flash, alt fancy.

B. adj. 1. (See quot. 1823.) Also Comb.
1823 Ecan Grose's Diet. Vulg. T., Varment, natty, dash-

ing. He is quite varment, he is quite the go. He sports a
varment hat, coat, etc., he is dressed like a gentleman Jehu.
1828 Lvtton Pelnam II. xiv. 135 Wesat down, .and looked
round inquiringly at the smug and varment citizens with
which the room was filled. 1859 Warburton Hunting
Songs 92 A varment looking gemman on a woiry tit.

2. Knowing, clever, cunning.
1829 Brockett N. C. Gloss. 317 Varment. .is also a sort

of cant word for knowing; as a varment chap, a knowing
one. 183 1 TRELAWNY/frfz/. Younger Son 1. 179 Nevertheless
there is a varment and knowing look about her [a ship] which
I like. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 162 None but
a very varmint dog. .will face one of these water-weazels a
second time. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891)
340 He.. ran into the stockyard and caught the varmint,
ambling black mare. 1891 P. H. Emerson East Coast
Yarns 92, I met old Jimmy Lodes, the varmintest horse-
dealer about these parts.

Hence Va'rmentcy ; Va'rmentish a.

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 9 This polite art is desig.
nated Varmentcy. Ibid. 10 The origin of Varmentcy, as of
almost all the noble Sciences, is obscure. 1819 Ibid. (N.S.)
V. 54 Nothing under four horses would look 'varmentish '.

Varmin, obs. or dial. var. Vermin. Varn(ef

obs. ff. Warn v. Varnasyng, Sc. var. War-
NiaHiNo. Varngreis, obs. Sc. var. Verdigris.
Varnis, obs. Sc. var. Warnish v.

Varnish (va\inif),j<M Forms: a. 4verxrisshe,

4, 6 vernysshe, 5 -nyshe, -nysche, -neache
; 4

vernisch, 5 vernysh (wernysch), 6-8 vernish
;

4, 7 vernich ; 6 vernize, Sc, verneis, verues,
vernys, 7 veruia, -nice. £. 6 varnysch, 6-
varnish (7 -nishe) ; 6 Sc . varneyis, 7 varnea.
[ad. OF. verms (varnis), verniz (i2thc), = Prov.
vernis, -nitz, Pg. verniz, It. vernice, Cat. bamis,
Sp. barniz, of unknown origin. Cf. med.L. verrric-

turn smdvemix (berm'x), med.Gr.3cpi'itfr/,mod. Gr.
fcpv'iKt. French is also the source of MHG. jirnts,

Q.firnis{s, Da. vernis, Da..femis, Sw. fernissa.']

L Resinous matter dissolved in some liquid and
used for spreading over a surface in order to give
this a hard, shining, transparent coat, by which it

is made more durable or ornamental.
In early use, dry resinous matter for making a solution of

this kind.
a. 1341-2 Ely Sacr. Rolls II. 121 In vj libr. de albo ver-

nich, prec. lbr. iijd. 1358 in Pipe Roll 32 Edw. Ill m. 34/1 b,
In .uij. Mill'de vernisshe ; .v. th de vermeillone. 136a Langl.
P* PL A. v. 70 Venim or vernisch or vinegre, I trouwe,
Wallebinmy wombe. 14.. in Reliq.Ant. 1. 163 For to make
wernysch.—Take a galon of good ale, and put thereto iij

ounces of gumme of Arabyke (etc.). 1466 Matin. * Househ.
Exp. (Roxb.) 349 My mastyr receyvid of Fynches man of

Colchestre a Ii, of vernyshe, pryse .vj.d. 1501 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. II. 64 For iij vnce quhit vernys. 1507
Ibid. IV. 90 Caddes, verneis, rede lede. 1530 Palsgr. 284/2
Vernysshe, nernys. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. in. xv. 99 b, They vse by continuall artifice Terebinthe
and vernish. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 135 Aqua vita;,

liquid vernize, arsenike. 1633 Hart Diet of Diseased 1.

xvii. 69 The oile of walnuts is. .used, .by painters for ver-

nice. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 285 Apelles..did by an
inimitable invention anoint his finished workes with..

a

thinne kinde of inke or vernish. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat.
Magic xvi. 341 Powder Iuniper-gum, which Scriveners call

Vernish, and add it to the rest. 1706 Stevens Span. Diet.

1, Barniz, Vernish.
(S. 1546 Inv. Ch. Goods Surrey 106 Item for ij lb. of var-

nysch, ij s. viijd. 1620 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.)

244 Three pound of vamishe for the caroache, xxjd
. 1658

Phillips, Varnish, is that wherewith a picture is rubbed
over to make it shine and have a glosse; there is also a
ground or varnish which is laid upon a plate that is to be
etched. 1725 Earn. Diet. s.v. Wounds, Let him drop some
Varnish with a Feather to the bottom. 1773 Cooks Voy.
(1777) II. in. xi. 146 As we had neither pitch, tar, nor rosin,

left to pay the seams, this was done with varnish of pine.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 86 As wood, and
many other substances . . are porous and apt to imbibe water,
..it is proper to give them a coat of varnish. 1842 Lever
J. Hinion x, Like the varnish upon a picture, it brings
out all the colour into strong effect. 1894 Bottone Elect.
Instr. 60When the sectors are firmly stuck down to the glass,

and the varnish quite dry.

transf. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 40 Now came the cane from
India, smooth and bright With Nature's varnish.

b. With a and pi. A special preparation of this

nature.

Many varieties are enumerated in special works from
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. (1753) onwards.
a. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 417 How, in China and Japan, they
make the Black-vernish. Ibid. 487 This Author mentions
..their [sc. Chinese] Vernice, of which he sets down some
Receipts both for the Red and Black. 1676 Ibid. XI. 714
An Oyl, of which the Persians make a Vernis.
6. 1692 Luttrell BriefR el. (1857) II. 420 A pattent is past

for the invention of a varnish to preserve guns, &c. from
"ist- X 7S3 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The Varnishes used
by the Chinese are two. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VIII. 24 It is only formed bya beautiful brown varnish, laid

upon a white ground. 1838 T. Thomson Chettt. Org. Bodies
538 Dragon's blood.. is used also to give a red colour to
varnishes. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 235 In using the var-
nishes,, care must be taken not to apply too great a quantity
of them to the surface of the calico.

0. A solution of this kind spread on a surface
;

the coating or surface so formed.
1643 Pl&in English 13 Posts whose varnish is . . worne off.

1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 9 Not much unlike to our Etch-
ing with points and Needles on the Vernish. 1726 Leoni
Alhertis Archit. I. 33/1 Lime. .for plaistering. .gives the
best varnish to the Work. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. ii, All
things were in a state of high varnish and polish. 1871
Tyndall Fragm. Sci. ix. 240 When it was found that all

chemical precipitates radiated alike, it was the radiation
from a varnish common to them all which showed the
observed constancy.
transf 1715 Poi-e Ep. Addison 37 This the blue varnish,

that the green endears, The sacred rust of twice ten hundred
years! 1819 Scott Ivanhoe iii, By encrusting them with
a black varnish of soot. 1838 Emerson Addr., Literary
Ethics Wks. (Bohn) II. 207 The sense of spiritual independ-
ence is like the lovely varnish of the dew.

f*£- '835 Lytton Rienzi iv. iii, The varnish of power
brings forth at once the defects and the beauties of the
human portrait. 1860 Emerson Cond. Life, Behaviour
Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 380 They [manners] form at last a rich var-

nish, with which the routine of life is washed. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 29 Feb. i/s There is a film of L«vantine varnish
around the court at Constantinople.

d. A preparation of boiled oil (or other sub-

stances) used in the making of printers' ink.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. ^45 The oil is. .boiled
gently tilt it acquires the proper consistence. In this state it

is called the varnish. 1841 T. C. Hansard Printing fy

TyPc-f 106 The next.. article is nut or linseed oil boiled
and burnt into a varnish.

e. A medical preparation resembling a varnish,

for application to the skin.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 582 Both tar and pyro-
gallof work better as paints and varnishes than the chrysa-
robin.

2. fig. A specious gloss or outward show ; a

pretence.

1565 Jewel Reply Harding (1611) 438 This of late yeeres
was the Schoole-doctours Catholike meaning,.. which now
M. Harding and his Fellowes are faine for shame, to colour
ouer with some finer Vernish. 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 362
God will not be dallyed with ; this outward varnish cannot
bleare His eyes. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xliv.

('739) 7 1 P°r the better varnish, the Duke would not be his
own Judge. 1765 Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury (1870) I. 163
It is impossible to get the least certain intelligence from
thence, as nothing comes out of the closet but with a double
varnish. 1781 V. Knox Ess. lvii. (1819) II. 1 Qualities,
which, whenseen in their true light, and without the var-
nish of deceit, are peculiarly unpleasing. 1843 Prescott
Mexico (1850) I. 285 The affectation of legal forms afforded
him a thin varnish for his proceedings. 1844 Mrs. Car*
lyle Lett, I. 291 Women will., always give a varnish ofduty
to their inclinations. 1895 C. Graham Notes Menteith i. 7
Convention has lent a thin varnish of hypocrisy to manners.

b. Without article.

1743 Lond. Mag. 346 The authentick Gazette, which.,
never once dealt in Puff or Varnish, but told the Truth.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. xv, From the clerk of the
kitchen I required the buttery accounts without varnish or
concealment. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, PlatoWks. (Bohn)
I. 508 This eldest Goethe, hating varnish and falsehood,
delighted in revealing the real at the base of the accidental,

j

3. A means of embellishment or adornment ; a

beautifying or improving quality or feature.

1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as 1. ii. 1150 Though.. Divinity,
For only varnish, have but Verity. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 233, I might en.imell..this deuice
more artificially and masterly, and attire it in his true orient
varnish and tincture. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. 27 My
intent is without varnish or amplification, iustly to weich
the dignitie of knowledge in the ballance with other thing*;.

1671 Panton Spec. Jul: Ded., Though it have not the
Romantick varnish of stile, worthy your "'Majesties view and
regard. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 364 p 1 This last Qualifica-
tion., serves as a Varnish to all the rest. 1727 S. Switzer
Pract. Card. Ixxviii. 392 Neatness and politure ought now
. .to serve for a varnish to the alleys and the dress'd grounds.
1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I. 246 A cloudy and
rainy day takes the varnish off the scenery.

b. Gloss, brilliancy.

1841 T. C. Hansard Printing j- Type-/. 107 The turpen-
tine is added to give greater varnish [to the ink).

4. An external appearance or display of some
quality without underlying reality. (Cf. Veneer sb.)
1662 StiluxgfuOrig. Sacrar n. ii. § 8 He lived long enough

to have, .judgement to distinguish a meer outside and var-
nish, from what was solid and substantial. 1776 Gibbon
Lett. Holroyd 20 May, I., laugh at her Paris varnish, and
oblige her to become a simple reasonable Suissesse. 1778
Mme. D'Arrlay Diary 23 Aug., Such a fine varnish of low-

politeness !—such a struggle to appear a gentleman ! 1840
1'hirlwall Greece Iv. VII. 113 New forms, .destitute of life

and reality, an empty varnish. 1853 Merivale Rom. R>p.
iv. (1867) 100 Put this varnish of superior culture seems to

have failed in softening a rough plebeian nature. 1868 M.
Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 65 The youth comes up with a
varnish of accomplishment beyond his real powers.

5. attrib. and Comb., as varnish brush, gum,
-house, -maker, fot, -secretor; varnish sumach,
the Japanese tree Rhus vernicifera from which
lacquer is obtained ; varnish-tree, one or other

of various trees yielding a resinous substance used
as a varnish.

1859 F. S. Cooper Ironmongers Catal. 38 *Varnish
Brushes. 1892 Daily News 13 Feb. 7/3 Cinchona, .bark
sold well, but *varnish gums generally eased off. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 1269 Crystal varnish may be made. .in the "var-
nish-house. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Supp., Spike,, .an essen-
tial oil, much used by the *varnish-m:ikers and the painters
in enamel. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1267 The choice of linseed
oil is of peculiar consequence to the varnish-maker. 1825

J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 739 Put the copal, coarsely

Pulverized, into a *varnish pot. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
V. xli. 126 "Varnish-secretor (Colleterium)...\n the cab-

bage butterfly there is a pair of ovate ones [sc. oviduct
vessels), . .filled with a yellow fluid, which Reaumur and
Herold think is used for varnishing or gumming the eggs.
1822-7 pooD Stud. Med. (1829) IV. 685, I mean severaf of
the acrid poisons, as..rhus vcmi.v, *varnish sumach. 1758
Phil. Trans, h. 453 He saj-s, speaking of this true Varnish-
tree, that callicuts are painted with the juice of this shrub.
Ibid. 448, I suppose he means, by this true varnish-tree,
the Carolina pennated Toxicodendron. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI. 147/2 The theetsee, or varnish-tree of the Burmese,
has been described and figured by Dr. Wallich, by the name
of Melanorrhcea usitata. He identified it with the Kheu, or
varnish-tree of Munnipore. 1866 Treas. Bot. 443/i The
natives speak of the tree producing this resin, ]*Xlaiagia\
utitis, as the Wax tree or Varnish tree. Ibid. 1204/2.

Varnish, sb? Also 7 vernish. [f. the vb.]

An act of varnishing ; an application of varnish.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 515 If you be desirous to keepe

any yron-worke from rust, give it a vernish with cerusse,

piastre, and tar, incorporat all together. 1755 Diet. Arts ty

Sci. s.v. Japanning, If it be not well done, polishing will be
necessary, for which reason you must give it five or six

varnishes more.

Varnish (vaunif), v. Forms : a. 4-6 ver-
nysshe, 5 vernysche (-nyschyn), 6 wernysh-,
6-8 vernish, 6 Sc* vernes-. £. 5 varnesoh-,
6 Sc, varneis, warnis, 6- varniih. [ad. OF.
vemiss{i)er, vernic{i)er (F'. vernisser), orverniss-,

vernir, 1. vernis Varnish sb. Cf. mcd.L. and It.

vemiciarc, Pg. envernizar, Sp. barnizar.']

1. trans. To paint over
}
to coat, with varnish ; to

overlay with a thin coating composed of varnish.

1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. xvii. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.),
Pokes bat beb yvarneschetl with be gomme berof beb nou^t
i}ete wib wormes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 509/1 Vernyschyn,
vernicio. 1530 Palsgr. 765/2 I vernysshe a spurre, or any
yron with vernysshe, Je vernis. Come hyther, spurryer, be
my spurres well vernysshed. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV,
12 Some had their armyng sweardes freshly burnyshed and
some had them conningly vernished. 1589 Alex. Hume
Poems (S.T.S.) 55 Corslets of pruif, and mony targe of steill.

Sum varneist bright, sum dorred diuerslie. 1604 K. G[rim>
stone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxix. 288 They bringe

likewise from this Province oyle of Aspicke, which. .Painters

vse much.. to vernish the pictures. 1697 J. Potter Antiq.

Greece 111. xv. (1715) 127 Several other Colours were also

made use of, nor were they barely varnish *d over with them,

but very often anneal'd by Wax melted in the Fire. 1702

\V. }. u.Brvyn's Voy. Levant xxxvii. 147 Plaistervarnish'd

with a green colour. ij$$Dict. Arts $ Sci. s.v. Japanningt

With a pencil varnish it over with the finest white varnish.

1821 Craig Led. Drawing, etc. ii. 112 These pictures, I am
persuaded, were afterwards constantly varnished. 1861

T. A. Trollope La Beata I. vii. 152 The copy, .was not to

be sent home till it had been varnished.

absol. 1573 Art Limming (1588) 9 If you will vernish on

silver, then take the Almon of Bengewyne.

b. transf To invest with a bright or glossy

appearance ; to smear or stain with some substance

similar to vamish.
C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 229 Wei hath the myller ver-



VARNISHED.
nysshed his heed, Ful pale he was, for-dronken, and nat
reed, c 1430 Lvdg. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 53 Ful pale
drunke, weel vernyssht of visage. Ibid. 54 And whan thou
hast weel vernyssht thi pate, To take a sleepe in hast thou
wolt the dresse. 1589 Greene Tuliies Love Wks. (Grosart)
VII. 117, I found him in his hed chamber, his wife slaine
And the blade yet varnished with bloud, grasped in his fist.

a 1618 Sylvester Spectacles xxxiii. Wks. (Grosart) II. 300
The Leaves fresh varnisht lively green, The Blossoms various
to be seen. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. n Her eyes are.,
of a pure golden colour, most admirable to behold, especially
when varnish'd with a full light, a 1733 Ramsay Tartana
17 You who. .Drain from the flow'rs the early dews of May,
To varnish on your cheek the crimson dye. 1841 Maunder
Sci. ty Lit. Treas. (1848) s.v. Scarabaeus, The colour [of the
Scarabgeus auralus] is most brilliant, highly varnished, and
of a golden green. 1865 Dickens Mnt. Fr. 1, x, Next
morning,_that horrible old Lady Tippins begins to be dyed
and varnished for the interesting occasion.

2. To embellish or adorn ; to improve, trick out,

furbish up.
14.. Sir BeuesCSlS.C.) 3777 Blak sendel and. .rede, Ver-

nysched wib rosys off syluyr bry5t. 1580 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 450 The Elizabeth of Euphues being but shadowed
for others to vernish, but begun for others to ende. 1589
Nashe Martin Marprelate Wks. (Grosart) I. 189 All my
foolerie I bequeath to my good friend Lanam ;. .it. .may
serue (perhappes) for yong beginners, if it be newe varnished.

1639 G. Daniel Vervic 720 My Name, which stood The
Boast of Fame, I varnish't with my Blood. 1699 Bentley
Phal. 162 To dress up and to varnish the Story of Pausanias.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 154 Which were set off

with all the fulsome Rhetorick that the penners could varnish
them with. J789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 374 [Here
is] old Franck's Seven Acts of Mercy varnished up. 1887
Huxley in Life (1900) II, 154 It will go on and be varnished
into a simulacrum of success.

3. To cover or overlay with a specious or decep-
tive appearance ; to gloss over, disguise.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. iv. 3 Though they be wylfully
blind & vernish their unryghtuousnesse with counterfet
colours. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. § 15 The church of
Rome hath hitherto practised and doth profess the same
adoration to the sign of the cross, . . howsoeuer they varnish
and quallfie their sentence. 1641 Milton Reform, Wks.
1 851 III. 11 But what doe wee suffer.. Prelatisme, as we do,
thus to blanch and varnish her deformities with the faire

colours, .of Episcopacie? 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Skia-
machia Wks. (1711) 198 Wicked Counsels maybe varnished
with the shining Oil of sly Pretences.* 17x3 Addison Cato 11.

ii, Cato's voice was ne'er employed To clear the guilty, and
to vernish crimes. 1783 Ulair Rhet. xxv. (1812) II. 160 The
art of varnishing weak arguments plausibly. 1835 Woman
II. 241 The female character of this day is varnished, not
polished. 1863 Cowdkn Clarke Shaks. Char, xx. 520 He
does not varnish—he does not even polish vice. 1874 L.
Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. iii. 134 A corrupt heart
thinly varnished by a coating of affectation.

4. With over (in senses 2 and 3).
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. ii. Wks. 1851 III. 103 God. .never

intended to leave the Government . . to be patch't afterwards,
and varnish't over with the devices.. of mans imagination.
1643 Demham Cooper's If. 125 And yet this Act, to varnish
o'r the shame Of Sacriledge, must bear Devotions Name.
1694 Addison England's Greatest Poets Misc. Wks. 1726 I.

38 Or had the Poet ne'er profan'd his pen, To vernish o'er
the guilt of faithless men. 1719 Young Busiris in. i, O,
how can you abuse your sacred reason, . . To varnish o'er, and
paint, so black a crime ! ? 1773 Macpherson Ossian's Poems,
Dissert. Concern. /Era ofOssian (1785) II. 227 When they
[sc. poets] found their themes inadequate to the warmth of
their imaginations, they varnished them over with fables.

1824 Syd. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 193 He may hide it by
increased 2eal and violence, or varnish it over by simulated
gaiety. 1871 R. H. Hutton Theol. Ess. iii. (1888) 49 To
varnish over these distinctions.

Hence Va'misMng ppl. a.

1796 Mod. Gulliver 203 The mischiefs flowing from my
fallacious varnishing pamphlet were not thought of.

Varnished (va-jnift), ppl. a. [f. prec]
1. Coated with varnish

; + painted.

'553 Ace. Ld. H. Treas. Scot. X. 176 Ane pair of warnist
styrrep irnis. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. v. 33 Nor thrust
your head.. To gaze on Christian fooles with varnisht
faces. 1599 Minsheu Span. Dial. 3/2 What rapier?..
None but that varnist rapier, least it should raine. 1671
Boyle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. v. 29, I am credibly in-
formed, that the Art of making the like Varnish'd Wares, is

now begun to be a Trade at Paris. 1755 Diet. Arts tf Sci.
s.v. Japanning, Laying this paper upon the table, or piece
of varnished-work. 1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat. I. 247
The varnished superior surface imbibes the essential par-
ticles. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlix, Brown silk stockings, highly
varnished shoes, and gold buckles.

b. trans/. Presenting a shining or glossy appear-
ance as if coated with varnish.

164a H. More Song of Soul 11. in. L 25 Fresh varnish'd
groves, tall hills, and gilded clouds Arching an eyelid for

the glowing Morn. 1646 Quarles Eglogues ix, See, how
sweat imbalmes His varnisht Temples ! 1733 Pope Donne's
Sat. iv. 208 Such painted puppets ! such a varnish'd race
Of hollow gew-gaws, only dress and face! C1820 Dublin
IIosp. Rep. III. 23 A florid, clear, varnished tongue. 1855
Miss Pratt Flower. PI. V. 83 The variety, .termed the
Varnished Willow, is an upright tree.

% fig. a. Embellished; speciously tricked out.
1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 129 A smug neate stile,.,

vernished phrases, z66a Hopkins Funeral Semi, (1685) 103
Nor easily cousened by varnisht and plausible error.

b. Simulated, pretended.
1607 Shaks. Ttmon iv. ii. 36 To haue his ponipe..But

onely painted like his varnisht Friends. 1685 Dryden
Threnodia Aug. iv. 132 Whose noble pride Was still above
Dissembled hate or varnished love.

Varnisher {vaunijar). [f. as prec.]

1. One who varnishes ; spec, one who makes a
business or trade of varnishing.

56

1598 Florio, Inuernicatore, a varnisher. 1669 Pepys
Diary 26 Apr., To Lilly's, the Varnisher, who is lately

dead, and his wife and brother keep up the trade. 1706
Stevens Span. Diet. 1, Bamizador, a Vernisher. 17*3
Lond. Gaz. No. 6224/8 William Morgan, . . Varnisher.
1804 P. Tingry [title), Painter and Varnisher's Guide. 1835

J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 745 These accidents can
be repaired only by new strata of varnish, which render
application to the varnisher necessary. 1864 Daily Tel. 7
April, Painters' and varnishers' shops.

fig. C1700 Pope Imit. Earl Roc/uster 21 With thee in

private modest Dulness lies, And in thy bosom lurks in
Thought's disguise ; Thou varnisher of Fools, and cheat of
all the Wise !

2. slang. (See quot.)
1865 Slang Diet. 265 Varnisher, an utterer of false

sovereigns.

Varnishing (vauni/irj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec]
1. The action of applying varnish or of coating

anything with varnish.
i5°5 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 148 For vernesing

of x pair sterap irnis. 1536-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

697 Cum emendacione lez bossez, et wernysshynge. 1609
Bible (Douay) Ecclus. xxxviii. 34 He wil geve his hart to
finish the vernishing thereof. 1632 Sherwood s.v., A kind
of varnishing like to damasking. 1688 Stalker {title),

Treatise of Japaning and Varnishing, Being a compleat
Discovery of those Arts. 1753 Chambers" Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Japanning, For in this laying it on depends the principal
art of \arnishing._ 1857 Miller Elem. Chcm., Org. vi. § 1.

360 Linseed oil . . is also largely employed . . in the varnishing
of oiled silk. 1885 Athenxum 11 July 55/2 It proves to be
. .untouched except for a little clumsy varnishing.

fig- «697 Collier Ess. Mor. Sub/. 11. (1709) 139 Whence
comes all Circumvention in Commerce, adulterating of
Wares, vouching and varnishing against all good Faith and
Honesty?
2. A coating of varnish. In quot. fig.
1754 P. H. Hibemiad iii. 22 These Advantages, however

shewy, are but the outward Varnishing of Man.
3. altrib., as varnishing brush \ varnishingday

(see quot. 1S62).
c 1825 Turner in Westm. Gaz. (1896} 1 May 8/3 When we

have no more 'varnishing' days we shall not know one
another. 1825 Sir T. Lawrence in D. E. Williams Life
{1831) II. 406 Will you likewise procure a large flat varnish-
ing brush? 1862 W. Sandhy Hist. R. Acad. Arts I. 274
In the year 1809. .the 'varnishing days' were appointed,
whereby the members of the Academy were granted the
privilege of retouching and varnishing their pictures after
they were hung, and prior to the opening of the exhibition.
1896 Harper's Mag. Apr. 680/2 Varnishing-day came at
last. The portrait was received with enthusiasm and given
a place of honor.

t Va rnishment. Obs. rare. [f. as prec]
The act of varnishing.

1593 Nashe Ckrist's 7\\Vks. (Grosart) IV. 210 Thou hast.

.

wyth Arts-vanishing varnishment, made thy selfea change-
ling from the forme I first cast thee in. 1646 Jenkyn
Remora 19 Let not humane varnishments and pretexts draw
forth thy love to it.

Varnys(ing, Sc. varr. \Varnish(ing.
Varnysoun, Sc. var. Warnison.
t Varon, a. Obs. Also 5 varond, 6 varrant.

[ad. F. vairon.'] Wall-eyed.
1451 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) III. 120 De j equo trottante,

vocato Varond. 1538 Ibid. VI. 75 To my sone .. a varon
meir, one blake metr with the folowers [etc.]. 1559 Will of
R. Whitehead, York (MS.), My eldest stagg which was of
my varrant meare.

Varp, obs. Sc. f. Warp v. Varra, dial. var.

Very adv. ; Sc. f. Warray v. Obs. Varrand,
obs. Sc. f. Warrant. Varrander, obs. Sc. f.

Warrener. Varrant, variant of Varon a. Obs.
Varrar, obs. Sc. compar. of Ware a. Varray,
Sc. var. Very a., Warray v.

Va-rriated, a. Her. rarer-*. = Variated a.
c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Varriated, or

IVarriated, cut in the form of vair.

Varronian (vserja-nian), a. [ad. L. Varronian-
us, f. Varron-, Varro : (see def.).] Of or pertain-

ing to the Roman author M. Terentius Varro
(116-27 B.C.) ; admitted as genuine by Varro.
1693 Dryden Disc. Satire Ess. (Ker) II. 64 That which

we call the Varronian Satire. Ibid. 107 The Secchia
Rapita is an Italian poem, a satire of the Varronian kind.
1738 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2) s.v. Menippean, In imitation
of him [sc. Menippus], Varro also wrote satyrs..: Whence
this sort of composition is also denominated Varronian
satyr.

(

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 93/2 The 'Varronian
plays' [of Plautus] were the twenty which have come down
to us, along with one which has been lost. 1911 W. W.
Fowler Relig. Exf. Rom. vii. 163 It can no longer be re-
arranged on the original Varronian plan.

Varry, dial. var. Fare sbA (pig); obs. var.
Vatry a., Vary sb. and v. ; dial. var. Very adv.
Varsal (vausal), a. and adv. Also 7 'varsal.

[Illiterate abbreviation of Universal a. Cf. the
earlier form Versal a.~\

A. adj. 1. Universal, whole. Only in the phr.
in the varsal world.
1696 Vanhrugh Relapse v. v, That which they call pin-

money is to buy their wives everything in the Varsal
world. 173X-8 Swift Polite Conv. 11, I believe there is not
such another in the varsal world. 1751 Eliza Heywood
Betsy Thoughtless 1 1. 203 ' She must certainly be somewhat
of km to the child.'—' None in the varsal world, sir.' 1823
E. Moor Suffolk Wds. s.v., I'm sewer I heent a farden F
the varsal wald. 1854 in Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss.
2. Single, individual, rare.
1765 Bickerstaff Maid of Mill 1. viii, There's nothing

VARVICITE.
comes amiss to her; she's cute at every varsal kind of
thing. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, When every varsal Bool
in the family were gone to bed.
B. adv. Extremely, vastly. rare~ '.

a 1814 Fam. Politics m. ii. in New Brit. Theatre II. 220
A has now retired with his profits, and married a varsal
rich woman.
Varsatile, obs. variant of Versatile a.

Varsity (va'rslti). Also 'varsity. [Collo-
quial abbreviation of University. Cf. the late

1 7th cent, form Versity.] University. Also attrib.
1846 in Brasenose Ale 84 To victory we steered, And o'er

the vanquished Varsity Our flag triumphant reared. 1872
H. Kingsley Hornby Mills, etc. II. 66, I have such faith
in the old University (never use that horrid word 'varsity,
my lad; don't vulgarise the old place). 1888 Quiller-
Couch in Echoes /r. the Oxford Mag. (1890) 105 We'll
dance at the 'Varsity Ball.

Varso vian, a. [f. med.L. Varsovia Warsaw,
or ad. F. p~arsovicn.~\ Belonging to Warsaw.

1
190a Sf.ton Mskriman Vultures v, There is in some

r Varsovian families a heritage of mourning to be worn until
Poland is reinstated.

Varsoviana. [var. of next, after It. or L.
forms.] = next.
i860 Cornh. Mag. II. 332 Dances, from the dexterous

hornpipe to the quiet Varsoviana. 1894 Black High!.
Cousins I. 38 Miss Jessie, do you know the Varsoviana?

i Varsovieime. [F., fem. of Varsovien, f.

;
Varsovie 'Warsaw.] A dance, app. of French
origin, resembling some of the Polish national
dances.

1859 Habits Gd. Society v. 214 The schottische, hop-waltz,
redowa, varsovienne,. .and so forth, have had their day.
Varstay, Sc. variant of Warestall Obs.
Varth, southern dial, variant of Farth.
Va'rtiwell. dial. Also 8 vartuale. [ad.
OF. vertevelle : see Vardle and Varvf.l.] (See
later quots.)

1763 in Peacock N. IV. Line. Gloss. (1880) 593 Crookes
and vartuales and bands, is. 8d. 1866 Bkogden Line.
Gloss., I 'arthvells, a part of a hinge to a gate. 1877 Pea-
cock X. IV. Line. Gloss. 265 Vartiwell, the eye of a gate
in which the crook works.

II Varus ! (veVrife). Path. [L. varus knock-
kneed.] A physical deformity in which the foot is

turned inwards.
1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 192 It may be granted too, that he

has cured by this instrument, some deformity that he calls
varus, or valgus. 1836-9 Todds Cycl. Anat. f,- Phys. II.

349/1 The astragalus sometimes projects in front, and lower
than in the varus. 1834 in T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1884)
II. 339 In inveterate varus the treatment might well be
commenced., by ablation of the os cuboides.

II Varus 2 (ve>r#s). Path. [L. varus pimple.]
a. Stone-pock. b. A papule (of small-pox).
1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) II. 358 There is less inflam-

mation and soreness than in the simple varus. 1845 Encycl.
Melrop. VII. 755/1 The vaccine pustule runs a given course
of varus and of vesicle, terminating by a concretion which
forms the crust.

Varvaoite, variant of Varvicite.

Varvel (vauvei). Forms: a. 6 vervall, veruel,
vervile, 7 (9) vervel, 7 -veil, vervail(e, vervil.

$. 7 varuel(l, varvill, 8- varvel. [a. OF. vervelle

(350)1 verviele, varvele, etc. (F. vervelle) in the
same sense (in OF. also a ring for a bolt or hinge :

see Vardle), app. a reduced form of vertvelle,

vertevelle Vartiwell, repr. a pop.Lat. derivative
of L. vertibulum joint.] A melal ring (freq. of
silver with the owner's name engraved on it)

attached to the end of a hawk's jess and serving

to connect this with the leash.
a. 1537 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VII. 674 Praying you to tell

Mr. Porter his vervalles [printed veryalles] may be in good
ordre, as also his hawkes. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 12
Haukes hauinge vpon . . them the marke of the kinges armes
and veruels. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie, Commend. Hawk-
ing B ij b, With Belles, and Bewets, Veruels eke, to make
the Falcon fine. 1615 Armin Vol. IVelshtn. (1663) I iij,

Proud Welshman, redeliver up that Bird. . . The Vervels that
she wears belongs to Rome. 1675 Land. Gaz. No. 977/4 A
Soare Faulcon with the Vervailes of Sir William Godbold
of Gillingham. 1697 Evelyn Numismata v. 186 Branded
with the names.. (as do now our Falkners..on the Vervils
of their Hawks and Dog-Collars). [189a G. Lambert Gold
A> Silversmiths Art 49 The vervels (silver rings for the legs
of hawks) on which the name of the owner was engraved.]
p. 1615 Latham Falconry, IVordsexpl. P2, Iesses, are those

short straps of leather, . . fastned to the Hawks legs, etc
and so to the lease by varuels, anlets, or such like. 1638
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 233 Their Lures, Jesses,
Varvills, and Hoods, are richly set with stones of great price
and lustre. 1671 Lond. Gas. No. 623/4 A Falcon lost.. with
the Kings Varvels uponher Gesses. 1833 Blackw. Mag.
XXXIV. 043, I would give my merlin's best crimson jesses

and varvels of silver to dip but my fingers' ends in that

dimpling pool. 1894 Daily News 8 June 8/5 Hawks'
varvels, lent by Lord Dillon.

Hence Varvelled a. (In later use Her.)
1644 T. Westfield in Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. xxxvii.

36-7 The hawk flies high, .vervelled with the gingling bells

of encouragement. cx8a8 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss.,

When the leather thongs, .are borne tfotant, with rings at

the ends, . . it is then termed jessed . .and varvelled.

Varvicite (varvisait). Min. [f. med.L. Var-
vicia Warwickshire : see -ite. Named by Phillips

(1829).] 'An impure pyrolusite or wad, resulting

from the alteration of manganite ' (Chester).
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1829 R. Phillips in Phil. Mag. Scr. 11. VI. 282 What you

examined was principally manganite, while the mineral
which I analysed was the new oxide, and which, should you
agree with me as to its composition, I propose to call

Varvicite. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 381/1 Varvicite occurs
massive and in pseudo-crystals. Composed of thin plates and
fibres. 1868 Watts Diet. Chtm., Van'icite, a manganese-
ore from Warwickshire.

Varvin, obs. form of Vervain.
Vary, sb. Also 7 varie, 8 varry. [f. Vary v.]

A variation ; t a hesitation or vacillation.

1600 E. B. in Engl. Helicon Bivb, When the sunshine
which dissolv'd the snow Culloured the bubble with a
pleasant vary. 1605 Shaks. Lear it. ii. 85 (Q.'>, And turne
their halcion beakes With euery gale and varie of their

maisters. 1739 Ar.F.x. Nicol Nat. without Art 80 I'm at a
varry Whether to keep free, or marry.

t Va'ry, a. Obs. In 4, 6 varye. [ad. L. vari-us:

see Various a.~\ Particoloured, variegated.
138a Wyclif Gen. xxxi. io Y..saw} in sleep the malis..

varye, and spotti, and of dyu<:rs colours. Ibid. 12. 1570
Levins Mam'p. 1*7 Varye, varius.

Vary (veVri), v. Forms : 4-7 varie, 5-6 varye

(5 varyen,-yn), 5-vary (5-6 .SI:, wary); 6 varria,

varry, varrey. [ad. OF. (also mod.F.) varier, or

L, vari&re, f. vari-us Various a. Cf. Sp. and Pg.
variar, It. variare,]

I. intr. 1. Of things : To undergo change or

alteration ; to pass from one condition, state, etc.,

to another, esp. with frequent or ready change or

difference within certain limits.

c 1369 Chaucer Dtthe Blaunche 802 For al my werkes
were flyttyng That tyme, atid al my thought varye ng.
1412-30 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 1725, I not what doth enclyne
3oure wor|nn<s sodeinly to varie. c 1440 Pallad. on Hush.
III. 116 For they [se. the vines] from fruit to bareynesse wol
vary When they be sette. 1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 9
The stait of man dois change & vary, Now sound, now seik,

now blyth, now sary. 1608 Shaks. Pericles in. Pro]. 47
Their vessel shakes On Neptune's billow;.. but fortune's
mood Varies again. 1617 Moryson /tin. iv. v. i. (1903) 461
The first hower after the Sunne is sett, strikes one, the
Noone or midday varyeth daily as the Sunne doth his set.

ting. 1716 Shelvocke Voy. round World 436 We met with
black dismal weather, with tempestuous winds, varying all

around the Compass. 1791 Mrs. Radci.iffe Rom. Forest
vi, La Motte's complexion varied to every sentence of his
speech. 1828 Dupi-a Trav. Italy, etc. 21 The view [along
this road] is constantly varying. 1859 Darwin Ort'g. Spec.
i. 7 When the organisation has once begun to vary, it gener-
ally continues to vary for many generations, 1880 Geikie
P/tys. Geog. ii. 46 The quantity of water-vapour in the air

varies from day to day, and, indeed, from hour to hour.

b. Const/row or between (specified limits').

1828 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 128 During this week the
thermometer varied only from Co to 62 of Fahrenheit.

1843 Sir C. Sci'damore Med. Visit Grii/enbcrg 31 The very
large number of patients on his list, varying from two to five

hundred. 185a II. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 380 Men's
Gods have varied between the infinite Creator and a monkey.

O. To break offby change.
1881 Tylor Anthropol. i. (1904) 10 No other explanation

is possible but that an ancient parent language gave rise to
them all, they having only varied off from it in different

directions.

2. To differ, to exhibit or present divergence,

from something else.

,1400 Rom. Rose 6213 For varie her wordis fro her deede
They thenke on gile without dreede. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
Prol. 2 And certaynly our langage now vsed varyeth ferre

from that whiche was vsed and spoken whan I was borne.

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574) 56 b, An other particion
may be made betweene parceners, that varieth from the
particions aforesayde. 1598 Gkenewey Tacitus, Ann. vi.

vii. (1622I 131 That that bird [the Phoenix].. differeth in the
beake, and varieth of feathers from other birds. 1600 Fair-
fax Tasso xtx. Ixxxix, Those feigned armes he forst me to
deuize, So that from yours but small or nought they varrie
[rime carrie]. 1823 II, J. Brooke /ntrod. Crystallogr. 189
Other oblique rhombic prisms, varying from the primary.
1842 Gwii.t Archil, i 2104 Rebate planes vary from bench
planes in having no tote or handle [etc.]. x8gi Law Times
XCIL 96/1 This edition varies very little from its pre-
decessor published in 1887,

b. Without const.

1530 Palsgr. 765 '1, I dare promes^e you our bookes vary
nat. 1564 Day tr. P. Martyrs Comm. Uk. Judges 175 Vet
was not god chaunged, but the condicion of men varyed.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.v. lxvii. 181 Howsoeuer mens opinions
doe otherwise varie, neuerthelesse touching Baptisme..
we may with consent of the whole Christian world con-
clude [etc.]. 1611 Bible i Esdr. v. 9 mmmr, Nehem. 7. 9,
where, .looke for the true numbers :. .here they vary much.
1815 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX, 1. 17 This bird is

said to vary_very much, and Marcgrave mentions one which
had the wing-coverts plain V»rown. 1854 Ronalds &
Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 8 The specific gravity
of wood has been observed to vary in the same variety;, .it

is not even the same in different parts of the same tree. 1868
Lockver Elcm. Astron. §22 The first thing which strikes
uswhen we look at the stars is, that they vary very much in

brightness,

C ellipt. To deviate from the true North.
1669 Stl'rmy Mariner's Mag. 11. vi. 67 The upper Compass

doth represent the true Compass that never varieth, whereby
you have a most necessary Instrument to rectifie the
Compass.

3. Of persons: To differ, diverge, or depart, in

respect of practice or observance (from some
standard^ Also const, fof.
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 301 fe secte of macamethe

takifi meche of cristis secte, but it varieb in aoa rewele 4
in clobis. — Set. Whs. III. 345 ]>es newe ordris..varien in
Goddis office fro bat bat Crist bad his preestis do, C 1384

Vol. X.
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Chaucer //. Fame 11. 299 And who so seyth of trouthe I

varye Bid hym proven the contrarye. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xiii. 60 In many poyntes bai vary fra vs and fra

oure faith, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 131
Suche folke whiche.. Dare to theyr wyfes be nat contrarye,
Ne from theyr lustes date not varye. 1533 J. Hevwood
Pardoner fy Friar Aj, Knyfe nor staffe may we none cary,
Except we shulde from the gospel I vary, a 1548 Hail
Chron., Hen. VI//, 227 He was forced, .tolyue inastraunge
lande among people that.. varyed from his maners. 1621

T. Williamson tr. Goulart's tVise Vicillard A 4 b, I hope
I haue hit of his meaning, though I vary from his wordes,
as all Translators must doe. 1680 W. Allen Peace <\ Unity
91 In varying from these [appointments] was the sin of those
Men. 1713 M. Henry Ord. Serm. Wks, 1857 II. 498/2 As
God never varies from himself, so he never wavers in him-
self. 1723 Chambers tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Arc/tit. I. 9
Scamozzi is the only Author who varies from the rule. 1809
Roland Fencing 123 Many persons.. are very apt, when
parrying cai te and tierce, to vary from the usu.il parades
made upon this occasion.

fb. To be deprived <?/" something. Obs.—1

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. (Skeat) 1. 194, I shal him
entourme ofal the trouthe in thy love, with thy conscience

j

so that of his helpe thou shalt not varye at thy nede.

f C. To depart from the truth. Obs~ x

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) 131 But my foode
and my cherisshynge, To telle plainly and not to varye, Is

of suche folke.

d. Sc. To wander in mind ; to rave. ? Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems\xxxi. 12 This is ane felloun phary,

Or ellis my witt rycht woundrouslie duis varie. 1501
Douglas Pal. Hon. Prol. 101 My febill wit 1 wary, My
desie heid cnihome laik of brane gart vary. ? a 1550 Droichis
Part Play m Dunbar's Poems (1893) 314 Bot }it I trow that
I vary, I am hot ane Blynd Hary, That lang hes bene with
the fary. 1825 Jamieson, To vary, vairie, applied to one
who exhibits the first symptoms of delirium, as the effect of
bodily disorder ; as, ' I observed him vairyin the day,' Ettr.

FortestJ,

f 4. To differ in respect of statement ; to give a

different or divergent account. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 425 Here take heed bat
auctors varieb, for William seib.., but Marianus and Beda
telleb [etc.]. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 187 Nat pur-
posyng to moche for to varie, Nor for to be dyuerse nor
contrarie Vn to Guydo. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 207 And
scho onswerd..and tolde hym all byng, and varyet yn no
poynt. 11513 Fab-van Chron. v. (1533) 33 b, Of the firsta

commyng of these Saxons into great Britayn, authours in

party varrey. 1529 More Dyatoge I. Wks. 175/1, I wil

beleue him muche better than hym.. if thei varyed in a tale

and were contrary. 1607 Tops ell Four-/. Beasts 477 We
will, .adde thereunto [the account of] Oppianus : for he doth
vary in both of them.

b. Const,from (another or each other). In later

use, to depart from an author by some change of

statement.

11513 Fabyan Chron. It (1811) 29 The wryters of the
Story., wryten dyuersly, so that the one varyeth greatly
from the other. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 116/2 William
Malmes, wryting of this Vortimer. .varyeth in a maner al-

togither from Geffrey of Monmouth. 1653 W. Ramesi y
Astral. Restored 315, I have in. .other places varied some-
what from him, 1700 Dryden Pre/. Fables Poet. Wks.
(1910) 275, I durst not make thus bold with Ovid ; lest some
future Milbourn should arise, and say, I varied from my
Author, because I understood him not. 1826 Soutflfy Vina.
Eccl. Angl. 256 Later writers, therefore, found it expedient
to vary from him in describing the catastrophe.

f 5. To differ in opinion, to disagree {about,for,
in, or (^something) ; to dissentfrom another. Obs.
? 1428 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 13 Vf the said parsons

wardeyns& iiij parisshens of the said Chirch.. varye ol their

said chosyng of the same preest. .& can nat accorde. c 1430
Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 28 Remembre wele on olde
January, . .and how Justyne did vary Fro placebo. 1516
Sel. Cases Star Chamb. (Selden) II. 108 The seid parties

haue varied also in the namyngof Auditours for hcryng and
takyng of accomptes. 1527 Gakdiner Let. ll'olsiy in Strypc
Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. 71 At these words the Popes Ho.
casting his armes abrode, bad us put in the words we varyed
for. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confnt. Fam. Love A iiij, Where
about men presently so greatly strive and varie. 1608 Toi-
sell Serpents 63 Which sound, whether it proccedeth from
the mouth, or from the motion of their winges : Aristotle

and Hesychiusdo much vary and contend. 1657 S. Puhchas
Pol, Flying-Ins. 55 Give mee leave to vary from so learned

an Author, and diligent observer.

f b. To disagree seriously, to discord or quarrel

;

to fall at variance. Obs.

£1440 Alph, Talcs 118 per was'ijbrether Jatdwelte samen
many ycris, & bai varid neuer nor neuer was vrothe. c 1500
Commuuycacyon (W. de W.) Cj, And yf thcu be a lyteU
dyspleased Thou cursed & varyest bothe nyght & daye.

1525 I,d. Berners Froiss. II. ccx. [ccvi.] 650 Th< y never
varyed nor their people toguyder, therfore they reigned in

great puissaunce, 1577 Hanmer Arte. Feci. Hist. (1619)350
Men fell out among themselues. Wherefore, how, when,*wid
vpon what occasion (hey \aried, I am now about to declare.

+ C. To quarrel or be at strife with, to contend
against, another. Obs.

1496 Cov, Leet Hk. 581 That no maner personc. .vexe,

troble, as^aute nor varie with eny his Neighbours, 1525
Ld. Berners Froiss, II. exev. [exci.] 598 If euer Flaunders
and Brabant shulde vary agaynst the crowne of Fraunce.
a 1529 Skelton Dk. Albany 341 If our moost royall Harry
Lyst with you to varry, Full soone ye should miscary.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Jas. I. Scot, vii, We wer driuen to the
Knglish coast, Which realme with Skotland at that time did
vary.

td. spec. In University use : (see quot. 1749).
1680 Wood £/> (O.H.S.) II. 490 July 8, Th., Mr. [John]

Conant varied. A great entertainment in the gallery. 1685
Ibid. 23 July, Mr. blatter varied, being put off till that time
because he had got a mischance. 1749 Pointkr Oxan. Acad.
18 The Master-Fellows are oblig'd by their Statutes to take
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their turns, every Year about the Act Time, or at least before
the 1st Day of Augu>t, to vary,, .i.e. to perform some pub-
Hck Exercise in the Common-Hall, the Variator opposing
Aristotle, in three Latin Speeches.

8. fa. To be uncertain ; to hesitate. Obsr~ x

C1477 Caxton Jason {1913) 53 Thus in varyieng in this
double she approched the loggy^e.

b. To change or alter in respect of conduct,

f Also with inf.

1481 Caxton God/rey Ixxix. (chapter heading), How the
due that was at Rages varyed for to holde this that be had
promysed to Bawdwyn. 15231.0. Berners Froiss. I. cexviii.
278 All they of his counsaile coude not make hvm to vary fio
that pourpose. C1586 C'tkss Pembroke Ps\xx\. viii, As
for me, resolv'd to tary In my trust, and not to vary, 1 will
heape thy praise with praise. 1780 J. Moore View Soc. Ir.
I. i, Our young friend seemed confirmed in his resolutions
and gave me fresh assurances, that he never would vary.

C. To move in different ways or directions.
1667 Mii.ton P. L. ix. 516 As when a Ship. .Veres oft, as

oft so steers, and shifts her Saile; So varied hee.

7. a. To be inconsistent in ore's statements; to

introduce a difference or discrepancy,

1557 Seaglr Sch. Virtue 526 in Balee's Pi:, See heie he
[sc. Aristotle] doth vai y. Refuse not his councell, Nor his
wordes dispise. 1560 Dais tr. Steidane's Comm. 1^9 They
had alledged.. that the byshop Clement varied" in his

sentence, and 1 ad declared to the Frenche king in piiuate
talke, what he thought. 1637 Prynne Documents (Camden)
79 For drawing wiltnesses to varie from their former de-
positions. 1639 S. Du YiRGKR tr. Camus' Admir. Events
329 She is examined hereupon, and varies in her first answer,
being pressed further she a< knowledgeth it in her sec< nd.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey 1

, To Vary,, .to falter in one's

Answers; to disagree with, or differ from one's self.

b. Law. To make a departure in pleading.

1642 tr. Perkins' Pro/. Ph. ii. § 121. 54 The pkiintiffe shall

take nothing by his writ, because he cannot varie from the

place dated in the obligation.

II. trans. 8. To cause to change or alter; to

introduce changes or alterations into (something);

in later use freq., to adapt to certnin ciicvimstaixes

or requirements by npptoprinte modifications.

1340 70 Alex. & Dind. 200 We ban, ludus, of pur lif

listned ful ofte, p;it michil benzoin manerus from o| ur men
varied. 1382 Wyclif F.cc'us. xxx\iii. 2B Whyche grauede
grauen btoochis, and the bysynes^e of hym varieth the

peynture. 1398 Trevisa Bart'h. De P. R. in. xxiv (W. de W.
I 495) 73 Hole ayre and colde and drye and tempeiaie varye
and chaunge the pulse, i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. (Dal la-

way) p. lxxxvii, The bordir of thys cros is variet as well

from the coloure of the cros as fro the coloure of the felde.

1591 Spfnsi'r M. Hublierd 118 Shall we varie our deuiee at

will, Kuen as new occasion appeares? 1614 Selden Titles

Honor 252 The name of Vigniers..is the same with Vicarij,

l»oth but varying the word Vicecomes. 1653 W. Ramf.sky
Astro/. Restored 227 Wur rules being varied according to

art and discretion. 1697 Dryden Virg. Geerg. iv. 595 But
thou, the more he varies Forms, beware To stiam his

Fetters with a stricter Care. 1725 De Foe Voy. round
World (1840) 331 They had not varied their course in the

dark. 178a Priestlkv Corrupt. Chr, I. 1. 150 Words., we
can twist and vary as we please, 1802 Pally Ntxt. T/ieol.

I. i. § 1 '1819) 4 Nor can I perceive that it varies at all the

inference. 1865 Dicklns Mut. Fr. I. v, He had never
varied his ground an in* h. 1891 AU 54 A> 55 Vict. c. 66 § 16

The court, after such notice, . . may vary such order in such
manner.. as it may think fit.

f b. To change the form of (a word) gramma-
tically. Obs.

1648GAGE West Ind. 214 So likewise are varied or declined

Abix, signifying a plantation, Aeal earth.

c. To dispose, obtain, occupy, in a manner
characterized by variety or variation.

1697 DrYDRN Virg. Georg. 1. 609 The setting Sun survey,

..If dusky Spots are vary'd on his Brow [etc.]. 1748
Anson's Voy. 1. vi. 59 We varied our depths from fifty to

eighty fathom. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 7 rq To vary a
whole week with joy, anxiety, and con/.. :ure.

f 9. To express in different words. Obs.

1580 G. Harvey in Spenser's Wks. (1912.1 026, I gaue him
this Theame out of Ouid, to translate, and varie after his

best fashion. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 294 Clo. Thiswas
no Damosell neyther sir, shee was a Viryin, Fer. It is so

varried to, for it was proclaimed Virgin. 1599 — Hen. V,

in. vii. 35 The man hath no wit, that cannot, .varie deserued
prayseon my Palfray. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 184 Let y« ur

ceasless change Varie to our great Maker still new praise.

1682 Fi avkl Fear 8 They are at th'ir wits end,, .or as it is

varied in the margin all wisdom is swallowed up.

absi'l. 1583 Lyi.y in T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 30 In that so

aptly you haue varied vppon women, . .confesse I must [etc.].

f 10. To set at variance. Cbs.-1

1795 Blrke Corr. Wks. 1842 II. 240 When his Grace..

brought out the vapid stuff, which had varied the clubs and
disgusted the courts.

Vary, obs. Sc. form of Wary v. (curse).

Varying ^ve-*ri|ig\ vbl. sb. [f. Yahy v.] The
action of the verb, in various senses.

c 1380 Wyclif .SW-w. Sel. Wks. I. 141 Here tellib Crist to

his Chirche how ( er wille shulde be temprid for vanynge of

] er heed after his resureccioun. e 1430 Syr Gcuer. (Roxb.)

9591 For that ye this othre day Supposed in me such van-

yng Whan it was told you of my wedding, c 1440 Gesta

Rom. xlviii. 318 (Add. NTS.), I chaunge to the tymes, 10 do

away the variynges. 1530 Palsgr. 284 1 Varyei g, chaung-

yng, muance. 1533 J. Heywood Johan Bj b, I gyue >ou

food leue To chastyce her for her shreude vnryeng. 1612

InisSLKY I.ud. Lit. ^44 The Nowns haue so little varying

or turning in them. 1628 T. Spf.ncfr LogirA 48 Sinne(-ayih

the Apostle..) Isa%arying from the law. aiec^MARo.or
Halifax Jf*j. (1912) 211 Neither King nor People would

now like just the original Constitution, without any varyings.

1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 237 The varying of proper

8
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names, may be owing to the fancy of some Author, .[who] I

ordered them to be distinguished by different characters

from the Text. 1825 Cahlyle Schiller II. (1845) 97 Those

careless felicities, those varyings from high to low. 1829

Scott Anne ofG. xxiv, Had my plighted vows, .ever per-

mitted me to entertain a thought of varying, or of defection.

1901 Wrench Winchester Word-bk., Varying, a vulgus

done up to books. Jobs.)

Varying (ve»-ri|ii)), ///. a. [f. as prec]

1. That varies, in senses of the verb ; tending to

vary or change, t A 'so const, from.
c 1340 Hampolf. Pr. Consc. 1413 |'e life of bis world es ful

unstable, And ful variand and chaungeable. 1398 Tfevisa

Sarin. De P. R. XVII. xcviii. (Bodl. MS.), pe apple tre is

rounde diuers and varying fro ober trees of wodes. a 1400-

50 Alexander 4637 Of all be frutis on be fold we fange at

oure will, Kath venvson & volatile & variand fisches. c 1480

Henkyson Fables, Paddock «, Mouse x, With mynd Incon-

stant, fals, and wariand, Full of desait. 1500-20 Dunbar

Poems xlviii. 1 Quhen Merche wes with variand windis past.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.l xxvii. 48 Gif scho steidfast

stand, And be not wariand, I am at hir command. 1611

Shaks. IVint. T. t.ii. 170 He., with his varying child-nesse,

cures in me Thoughts, that would thick my blood, a 1704

T. Bkown Sat. agsl. Woman Wits. 1730 ' 57. I .strive 111

vain the varying crimes to trace, Of this salacious and

destructive race. 1751 Gray Stringy) In fortunes vary-

ing colours drest. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 114

With a varying complexion, and timid air, [lie] enquired for

her mother. 1815 Shelley Alastorqi That scene of ampler

majesty Than gems or gold, the varying roof of heaven. 1846

G. E. Day tr. Simon's Auim. Chem. II. 168 The varying

amounts . .excreted during equal periods by different persons.

1874 Green Short Hist. viii. % 3. 5°9 The struggle, .went on

throughout his reign with varying success.

b. spec, in Path.

1899 Altbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 476 Varying squint and

ptosis are very common during the irritative and pressure

stages.

T 2. Varied in colour ; variegated. Obs.

1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 85 A couering of vari-

and purpir tartar browdin with thrissillis and a vnicorne.

Ibid. 163 Thre elne and dimid. of varyande tartar.

3. Varying hare, a species of hare, inhabiting

northern or elevated regions, the fur of which turns

white in winter; the Alpine, blue, or mountain

hare.

The American varying hare (Lepus Amcicanus) is a

variety of the Polar hare {L. giaciatis).

1781 Pennant /Y/rf. Quadrnp. II. 570 Varying Hare. 1823

Cradh Technol. Did. s.v. Hare, The varying Hare, Lepus

variabilis, turns white in the Winter. 1849 Si. Nat. Hist.,

Mammalia IV. 15S The Alpine or varying hare inhabits

certain districts of our island, namely, the northern parts of

Scotland. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 476/2 In those parts

where the common hare does not occur, its place is taken

by the varying or mountain hare {Lepus variabilis).

Hence Va-ryingly adv.

c 1862 Gladstone /'Vircf.-e. Addr., Edinb. Univ. 19 In modes,

and in degrees, varyingly perceptible to us. 1882 Y. T.

Paix.rave in Grosart Spenser's Whs. IV. p. xxxv, Spenser

sees life, .through more than one veil, always, though vary-

ingly, conventional in character.

Varyte, obs. form of Veritv.

!lVas (va?s). PI. vasa (v/sa). [L. vas (pi.

vasa ', vessel.]

1. a. Anal. A hollow organ serving for the con-

veyance of a liquid in the body.
Commonly in specific applications with Latin epithet, as

vas breve, deferens, vasa brevia, defcrentia, etc., or used

ellipt. for one or other of these.

1651 Biggs New Disp. F 174 Exhausting the stock of

aliment from the vasa and viscera. 1900 K. Harrison in

Lancet 14 July 96/2, I divided both his vasa in the usual

way. /bid.9,/-2 Vasectomy or torsion of the vas for hyper-

trophy.

D. Bot. (See quots.)

Commonly with Latin epithet, as vasafibrosa, etc.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 148/2 Vasa (vessels), . .a term
applied to several of the tissues of plants. 1866 Treas. Sot.

1205/1 Vasa, the tubes which occur in the interior of plants,

and serve for the conveyance of sap or air.

1 2. A vase. Obs. rare. (Cf. next.)

1698 M. Lister Journ. Paris (1699) 43 Brass Statues and
Vasa, and a 100 other things relating to Antiquity. Ibid.

45 Urns and Funeral Vasa of all Materials.

t Vasa V Obs. [Chiefly in the plural forms

vasa's, vasas, f. L. vasa pi. (see prec. 2) ; hence

irregularly vasa as sing.] A vase.

1651 Evelyn Char. Eng. (1659) 36 One of their Spurs
engaged in a Carpet.., drew all to the ground, break the

Glass & the Vasas in pieces. 1698 M. Lister Journ. Paris
188 Here also were great Vasa'soi Trelliage upon Pedestals.

1699 Evelyn Acetaria Pref. b i/b, Busts, Obelisks, Columns,
Inscriptions, Dials, Vasa's, Perspectives. ^1700

—

Diary
14 Nov. 1643, A vasa of onyx. Ibid. 29 Nov. 1644, An
antiq vasa of marble neare 6 foote high.

Vasa 2 (v/'sa, v«*
-za). Alsovaza. [Malagasy

vaza.] One or other of several Madagascar parrots

belonging to the genus Coracopsis. Usu. at/rib.

1811 Shaw Gen. Zool. VIII. 528 Vasa Parrot. Ibid. 529
Smaller Vasa Parrot Ibid., The Smaller Vasa measures
about fourteen inches in length. 1904 Times 30 Jan. ro/2

The collection of foreign birds, . . among others of. . macaws,
a black vasa parrot, and a hoopoe.

Vasal (v?'*sal), a. [f. L. vas Vas.] Connected

with one or other of the vasa of the body.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1809 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 493
Auspitz concluded that tne wheal is produced by a reflex

irritation from sensory to vasal nerves.

f Vasoay, ? ei ron. variant of Vasquine.
1609 Mark-ham Famous Whore (1868) 22 Perfumed gloues,

gownes, kirtles. vascaies, muffes.

58

Vascular (v-re'ski/Hai), a. [ad. mod.L. vas-
\

culdr-is, f. L. vdscut-um, dim. of vas Vas. So F.

vasculaire, It. vasculare, Sp. and Fg. vascular.']

1. Bot. Of fibres, tissue, etc. : Having the form

ot tubular vessels ; consisting of continuous tubes

of simple membrane.
167^3 Grew Anat. PI., Anat. Roots {1682) 69 The

Vascular Rays are not equally extended in all Roots. 1756

C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 156 The solids are all vascular,

and consist of elastic fibres. 1791 Hamilton Berthollet's

Dyeing I. 1. 1. iii- 52 The vascular fibres of the bark. 1837

P. Keith Bot. Lex, 68 The membranous tissue of the plant,

whether cellular or vascular, is uniformly colourless. 1847

H. Miller Test. Rocks (1857} 31 Its mass of soft cellular

tissue is strengthened all round by internal buttresses of

dense vascular fibre. 1875 Dawson Dawn Life ii. 32 Plants

existed at that time having true woody or vascular tissues.

b. Of structure: Characterized by the prevalence

of tubular vessels,

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Vegetable, The vascular Structure

of Vegetables, is render'd very apparent, by an Experiment

of Mr. Willoughby. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 13 From
preceding writers we had learned the general tubular or

vascular structure of the vegetable body. 184s Loudon
Suburban Hort. 9 Endogetis are flowering plants with a

vascular structure.

c. Vascular system, the aggregate of tubular

vessels in a plant.

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 60 The alburnum
is the great vascular system of the vegetable through which

the sap rises. 1832 Lindlf.v Inirod. Bot. 59 In both cases

there is a cellular and vascular system distinct from each

other. i856 Treas. Bot. 1205/1 Vascular system, all that

part of the interior structure of a plant into whose composi-

tion spiral vessels or their modifications enter.

d. Of plants: Having a vascular structure.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. p. xiv, All plants

that bear flowers have spiral vessels, and are tl .efore

Vascular. 1849 Murchison Siluria xii. 287 The great mass

of the plants belong to the vascular cryptoSam ic class. 1861

Ukntlkv Man. Bot. 67 The lowest orders of Vascular

Plants, like the true Mosses, are comparatively insignificant

in appearance.

2. Anat. or Phys. Having the character or pro-

perties of a conveying vessel or vessels.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., All the Flesh in an animal

Hody is found to be Vascular, none of it Parenchymous.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 2 The several parts of its

body being, at some time of its existence, vascular. 1802

Paley Nat. Theol. xi. (ed. 2) 209 It [the spleenj must be

vascular, and admit of a circulation through it, in order to

be kept alive, or be part of a living body. 1835 Todd's Cycl.

Anat. I. 1 26/1 The vascular is another tissue extensively

distributed among animals. 1880 BEALK Slight Ailments

85 If we could see the mucous membrane in .. cases of

indigestion we should no doubt find it unduly vascular.

fig. 1838 Emerson Address, Lit. EthicsVSks. (Bohn) II.

209 An able man is nothing else than a good, free, vascular

organization, whereinto the universal spirit freely flows. 1847
— Rcfir. Men, Montaigne Ibid. I. 344 Cut these words, and

they would bleed ; they are vascular and alive.

b. Vascular system', (see quot. 1876).

1725 Robinson Phys. ty Dis. 255 The Air.. obliges the

whole vascular System of the Solids to redouble their Con-

tractions. 1800 Med. yrnl. IV. 215 To restore the energy

and lost tone of the vascular system. 1876 Uristowe Th.

I $ Pract. Med. (1878) 485 The vascular system comprises

!
the heart, arteries, veins, and capillaries; the lymphatic

glands and vessels, together with certain ductless glands

;

and the blood with its tributary fluids.

c. Affecting the vascular system or tissue.

1869 Spencer Princ. Psychol. It. v. (1872) I. 236 The
vascular excitement, caused by emotion. 1881 Med. Temp.
Jrnl. XLVIII. 206 The first stage of alcoholic action is

vascular excitement rapidly followed by exhaustion.

Vascularity, [f. Vascular a. + -ity.] Vas-
' cular form or condition.

1790 Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 209 The great vascularity of

a muscle is. .for the purpose of repairing the waste in the

I

muscular fibres, occasioned by their action. 1818-20 E.
1 Thompson Culten's Nosologia 32 1 The great vascularity and

irritability of the skin at that period of life. 1861 Hulme tr.

Moquin-Tandon w. m. iv. 146 The quantity of blood a

leech is capable of drawing varies, .according to the vascu-

larity of the part. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 690

In the cords some evidences of increased vascularity were
visible in the grey matter.

Vascularization, [f. as next + -ation.]

Conversion to a vascular condition.
1818 Cooper & Travers Surg. Ess. 1. (ed. 3) 79 Several

lumps of lymph effused in the anterior chamber, are under-
going vascularization. 1847-9 Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. 101/1

Ascertaining the fact of vascularization of scorbutic coa^ula.

1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 195 Likewise inflammation or

disease of cartilage may be followed by vascularisation and
ossification.

Vascularize (vse'skiwlarsiz),*', [f. Vascular
a. + -ize. Cf. next.] trans. To render vascular.

1893 A. S. Eccles Sciatica 47 To increase the surface-

temperature and thoroughly vascularize the skin and super-
ficial tissues. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 3 The termni2l
tubes being vascularized by the pulmonary artery.

Vascularized, ///. a. [Cf. prec] Rendered

I

vascular ; converted, into a vascular form.
1858 J. H. Bennet Nutrition \. 10 [The] mucous membrane

I

of the stomach, .becomes highly vascularized. 1874 Jones
& Sievfking Path. Anat. 17 The occurrence of a vascular-
ized coagulum in a tuberculous cavity in the lungs. 1879 St.

.
George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 420. The growth consisted of small
cells, and was highly vascularised.

Vascularly, adv. [f. Vascular #.] In a
vascular manner.
1890 Nature 26 June 215/2 Multiple buds, one springing

VASE.

from another and being vascularly connected therewith.

1894 IVestm. Gas. 31 Aug 3/1 When it has become vascu-

larly attached to the tissues around the area.

Vasculated, ///. a. [f. L. vascul-um Vas-

culum.] Provided with small vessels.

1744 Phil. Trans. XLIII. 187 The Wings are finely

vasculated, and the Pod is lined with fine silky Down.
Vaaoule, Anglicized form of Vasculum.
1859 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1323/2

VaSCuli ferOUS, a. [f.L.vasculi-, combining

form of vasculum, + -ferous.] (See qnots.)

1704 ). Harris Lex. Techn. I f Vasculiferotis Plants, are

according to the llotanists, such as have besides the common
Calyx or Flower Cup, a peculiar Vessel or Case to contain

their Seed. 1731 P. Miller Gard. Diet, s.v., Vasculiferous

Plants are such whose Seeds arecontain'd in Vessels which
are sometimes divided into Cells.

Va sculiform, a. [f. as prec. + -form.]

Having the shape of a small vase.

1887 W. Phillips Brit, Diseomycetcs 120 Cup vasculiform,'

margin erect or incurved.

Vasculose, th. [f. Vascll-ar a. + -ose 2.]

The principal constituent of the vascular tissue in

plants.

1883 Science I. 80/1 Vasculose is not easily soluble in con-

centrated sulphuric acid. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Sot (1892)

35 note, Vasculose increases in amount with the density of

the wood. The pith contains.. vasculose 25 per cent.

Vasculo-se, a. rare, [-ose 1.] = Vascular a.

1866 Treas. Sot. 1205 Vasculose, containing spiral vessels

or their modifications.

Va sculous, a. rare~'. [f. L. vascul-um : see

next.] = Vascular a. 2.

17x8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Vesieula, The first (membrane!
whereof is Vasculous; the second iluscular; and the third

Glandulous.

II
Vasculum (vse'skitflym). [L., dim. of vas

vessel.]

1. Bot. = Ascidium 2.

1832 LlNDLEY Introd. Sot. 96 The singular form of leaf in

Sarracenia and Nepenthes, which has been called Ascidium
or Vasculum. 1859 Mayne Expos. Lex., Vasculum, ..the

cup which terminates the leaves of the N epenthes ; a vascule.

2. A special kind of case used by botanists for

carrying newly-collected specimens.
Usually made of tin in the form of a flattened cylinder,

with a lid on one side opening lengthways.

1844 Froc. Serw. Nat. Club II. E2 The botanists having

stored each their vasculum with specimens of the Rubi, the

party again united. 1877 Sir C. W. Thomson Voy. Challenger

1. 14 Various implements such as .. botanical vasculuins.

1887 J. Bali. Nat. in S. Amer. 128, 1 shouldered my tin

vasculum and went ashore.

Vase (vaz). Also 6 vasse, 7 vause, vaze. [a.

F. vase (=It., Sp., Pg. vaso), ad. L. vas vessel:

see Vas and Vasa 1.

The earlier pronunciations (v^s) and (w'z) are still current

in America ; the former of these is indicated by the rimes in

the following passages. Another variant (vvz) has still some
currency in England.

1731 Swift Strcphon <y Chloe 191 [rime face]. 1822 Byron
yuan VI. xcvii. [rimes place, grace], 1847 Emerson Poems
Wks. (Bohn) I. 425 Cut a bough from my parent stem, And
dip it in thy porcelain vase [rime grace]. 1857 Whittier
Skipper Ireson's Side 26 Girls.. such as chase Bacchus

1 round some antique vase, c i860 Lowell Ambrose x, The
water unchanged, in every case, Shall put on the figure of

the vase.]

1. Arch, f a. = Bell sb. 1 6 a. Obs.

iS6lSmTf.Archit. Diiij, The Abacus, the which lieth on

the vasse or basket, that was founde on the maydens tombe
inCorinthe. 1716 Leoni A Ibcrti's Archil. II. 33/2 The bell

or vase, the Breadth of which at the bottom must be. .that

of the top of the Shaft.., and the breadth of the top of the

vase must be equal to.. the bottom of the shaft. 1753

Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s v. Sell, In this sense, bell is the

same with what is otherwise called vase and tambour.

b. An ornament having the form of a vase (see

sense 2).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vase,.. in Architecture, an

Ornament above the Cornice. 1731 Bailey (vol. II), Vases

..are ornaments placed on cornices, socles, or pedestals,

representing such vessels as the antients used in sacrifices,

as incense-pots, &c, often inriched with Basso Relievo's.

2. A vessel, usually of an ornamental character,

commonly of a circular section and made either of

earthenware or metal, but varying greatly in actual

form and use.

1629 in A. Michaelis Anc. Marb. Gt. Srit. (1882) 205, I

desire you woulde presently. .knowe what Sir Tho. Roe

hath brought of antiquities, Goddes, vases, inscriptions,

medalles, or such like. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. 11.

: 288 The Chamberlain, .puts the names of all the Cardinals

! ..into a Vaze. 1703 Pope Thebais 207 No chargers then

were wrought in burnish 'd gold, Nor silver vases took the

forming mold. 1781 Gibbon Decl. «, F. xxxi. (1787) III. 240

Many a vase, in the division of the spoil, was shivered into

fragments by the stroke of a battle-axe. 1832 W. Irvin<;

Alhambra I. 92 A tribute of fresh-culled flowers, which arc

afterwards arranged in vases. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 192

Seven Silver Vases, of the value of Six Guineas each, will

also be awarded, instead of money prizes. 1898 G. B. Shaw
! Yon never can tell Plays II. 274 The vases on pillar

pedestals of veined marble with bases of black polished

wood. .

fig. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. iv. Break, thou deep vase ot

chilling tears, That grief hath shaken into frost 1

b. (See quot.) rare— .

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Goldsmiths, Pewterers, &c. also

use Vase for the middle of a Church Candlestick ; which is

usually of a roundish Figure, bordering somewhat on that

of a Vase. [Hence in Bailey.]



VASECTOMIZED. 59 VASSAL.

o. A calyx cr other growth resembling a vase.

1728 Chambers Cycl,, Vase is also sometimes used among
Florists, for what they otherwise call the Calyx. [Hence in

Bailey, etc.] a 1811 Levokn On Spring Remains (1819)

258 The tulip's vase with dew-pearl sheen And icy crystal

gleams afar. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels Anim. Life 15

Graceful stalked vases of the Campanularia appear.

3. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 2), as vase-carriage,

-handle, -like adj., -maker, -painter, -painting,

-shaped adj., -work.

1831 Lindley Introd. Bot. 380 Vase-shaped,, .formed like

a flower-pot. 1840 Civil Eng. % Arch. Jrnl. III. 06/2 The
two winged l>oys who dip into a vase-like fountain. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 149/3 The numerous names of vase

painters, /did., Themost antient style of vase painting. 1865
Lubbock Preh. Times 48 Two curious vase-carriages, one
found in Sweden and the other in Mecklenburg. 1870 G. J.
Chester in Recov. Jems. (1871)473 Six vase-handles, found
..on a hed of rich earth. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 5/3
The best vase-work in the period 570 to 470 b. c. 1894 S.

Smii.es y. Wedgwood xiv. 157 Where, amongst our potters,

cotdd I get a complete Vase-maker?,

Hence Va'seful, Vaselet.
1856 R. F. Burton Pitgr. FJ-Medinah III. 202 A present

to the Sakkas, or carriers, . .who distributed a large earthen
vaseful in my name to poor pilgrims. 1889 M. M. Macmillan
Lett. (1893) 250, I will present the vaselet to the British

Museum. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 14 June 3/3 A vaseful of
Iceland poppies.

Vasectomized, ///. a. [Cf. next.] That
has had the vas deferens removed.
1900 R. Harrison in Lancet 14 July 96/1 There are good

reasons for believing that a vasectomised or castrated male
is not liable to undergo hypertrophy of the prostate.

Vasectomy. Surg, [f. L. vas- Vas i a.]

Excision of the vas deferens or a portion of this.

1899 R. Harrison in Lancet 5 Aug.33i,Vasectomy and cas-

tration in relation to prostatic enlargement.

Vased, a. rare—1
, [f. Vase.] Ornamented or

provided with vases.

1806 \V. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) II. 144 The
stately yew-hedge walks, and vased and statued terraces.

Vaseline (vae'sel/h, -in), sb. [Irreg. f. G. was-
ser water + Or. t\-atov oil + -ine.J A soft, greasy
substance used as an ointment or lubricant, obtained

by evaporating petroleum and passing the residuum
through animal charcoal. (Cf. Petrolatum.)
1874 Eng. Mech. 25^Sept. 36 A new petroleum product

has been introduced into the trade under the name of
vaseline. 1876 Trans, Clinical Soc. IX. 171 Applied vase-
line to his head whenever the cap was off. 1884 Pop. Set.
Monthly XXIV, 778 Palm oil and vaseline was sold for
lubricating machinery.

Hence Va-seline v. trans., to lubricate, rub, or

anoint with vaseline.
1891 Bicycling News April 117 My machine Is all vaselined

and put away. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 19 Dec. 2/1 A gentle hand
had washed and vaselined and bandaged the.. little heels
and toes.

Vasifactive, a. Biol. [f. L. vast- Vas.]
Producing vessels.

1882 y>nl. Microsc. Sci. Jan. 44 The spindle-shaped cells

of vasifactive tissue, showed the same series of changes.

Vasiferous, a. rare~°. (Seequot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vasiferous, that carries a vessel.

Vasiform (v^'zif^im), a. [f. L. vast- Vas +
-form.

J

1. Having the form of a duct or similar convey-
ing vessel ; tubular.
a. Phys. 1835-6 TodtVs Cycl. Anat. I. 245/2 The blood [of

Cirripeds] ..is propelled by a dorsal vasiform heart. 1839-
47 Ibid. Ill 365/2 The systemic heart fust appears in the
sessile Tunicaries as a vasiform undivided ventricle. 1861
Hui.me tr. Moquin-'i'andon 11. v. ii. 261 The secreting
glands are . . vasiform tortuous tubes. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life 98 The more elongated and vasiform heart.

b. Bot. 1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 21 Of Pitted
Tissue, or Bothrenchyma. ..Vasiform Tissue, Dotted Ducts.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1205/1 Vasiform tissue, ducts, that is

lubes having the appearance of spiral vessels and bothren-
chyma. 1885 Goodalk Physiol. Bot. (1892J 87 Vasiform
elements.

2. Shaped like a vase.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1S48) 433, 1. The mode of growth :.

.

spreading each way from a central pedicel, and concave
above (vasiform, or vase shape). 188a Garden 1 Apr. 212/2
The flowers, .form a vasiform tuft.

Vaskene, variant of Vasquine Obs.

Vaso- (\e l

'so), combining form, on Gr. types,

of L. vas Vas, employed in terms of Phys. and
rath, relating to the vascular system or parts of
this, as vaso-cellular a., -constriction, -con-
strictive a., -constrictor, -dentinal a,, -den-
tine, -dilatation, -dilator, -ganglion, -inhibi-
tory a., -motive a.

1847 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 1026/3 *Vaso-cellular struc-
ture [of the penis]. iB^Allbult'sSyst. Med. VII. 249 The
velocity of the blood flow is increased, whenever the artertnl
pressure is raised by general 'vaso-constriction. 1890 W.
Iames Princ. Psychol. I. 97 Slowing and quickening of the
heart.. are independent of the *vaso-constrictive pheno-
menon. 1895 Rollkston Dis. Liver 271 To obtain the local
vasoconstrictive effect on the bleeding vessels. 1877 M.
Foster Physiol. 259 Stimulating a number of *vaso-con-
strictor nerves^ 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 112 When
the vaso-constrictors alone are acting, the process is re-
tarded. 1851 G. A. Mantell Petrifactions in. § 5. 254 The
softer Vaso-dentinal tract of the tooth opposed to it below.
1849-51 'Todd's Cycl. Auat. IV. n. 878 The tubes which con-
vey the capillary vessels through the substance of the osteo-
and *vaso-dentine of the teeth of fishes. 1880 Gunihfr

I Fishes 365 Numerous fissures radiating from the central
mass of vasodentine. 1896 AttbutTs Syst. Med. I. 344 When
one lower limb was heated, "vasodilatation, .and sweating
were observed in the other lower limb. 1881 Nature XXIII.
236 The nerves which act as *vaso-dilators on the mucous
membrane of the buccal cavity. 1880 Gunther Fishes 155
At the bottom of this sac there is a small *vaso-ganglion, . . by
which the urine issecre-ted. 188a Nature XXVI. 411 Nerves
. . which,when stimulated, occasion . . the dilatation ofarteries
—the so-called ' *vaso inhibitory ' or ' vaso-dilator ' nerves.

1865 Intell. Observ. No. 47. 390 Excitation of *vasomotive
action.

Vasomotor, a. and sb. Phys. [f. prec]
A. adj. 1. Acting upon the walls of tiie blood-

vessels, so as to produce constriction or dilatation

of these and thus regulate or affect the How of blood.

Chiefly with nerve and centre.

{a) 1868 Si'F.ncek Princ. Psychol. 1. vi. (1870) I. 115 The
feelings that go along with discharges into the vaso-inotor
and sympathetic nerves, are the predominant ones. 1871
Hammond Dis. Nervous Syst, 65 Certain medicines aie
causes of cerebral aiucrrna, ..by their action on the vaso-
motor nerves. 1876 Bristowe Th. «y Tract. Med. (1878) 41
The muscular tissue of the vascular system.. is under the
dominance of. .the nerves of the vaso-motor system.
(b) 1865 Intell. Observ. No. 47. 390 The vaso-motor centres.

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1S79J 355 In large doses lobel a
seems to paralyze the vaso-motor centres. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. IV. 641 It also excites the vaso-motor centre,

and thus leads to rise in the blood-pressure.

2. Affecting the vaso-motor nerves or centres.

1879 St. George's Ilosp. Rep. IX. 677 The ophthalmoscope
..yielded evidence of arterial relaxation, pointing to slight
vaso-motor paralysis. 1881 Trans. Obstet. Soc. Loud. XXII.
23 Were the phenomena due to peripheral irritation reflected
from the cord in the form of motor and vaso-motor disturb-
ance? 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 195 Marked
vaso-motor symptoms, and optic-nerve atrophy.

B. sb. A vaso-motor nerve.
1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 47 Marked heat and

injection of the ear helices from paralysis of vaso-motor.
1899 Allbiftt's Syst. Med. VIII. 726 Hydrotherapetitic
methods,. .directed primarily to the cutaneous vaso-motors.

Hence Vaso-motorial a., Vaso-motorially
adv., Vaso-mo -tory a.

1877 M. Foster Physiol. 145 The vaso-motorial functions
of the cervical sympathetic. 1897 Allbtttt's Syst. Med. IV.
282 The effects of the latter experiment may be explained
as a result of vaso-motorial influence. 1899 Ibid. VI. 28 A
considerable number of instances of the purest vasomotory
angina. 1901 Lancet 8 June 1627/1 The most efficacious
way of increasing the urinary flow vaso-motorially.

"VVsotribe. Surg. [f. Vaso- + Gr. rpi&uv to

crush.] An instrument used to arrest hemorrhage.
1903 Lancet 30 May 1520/2 Even Kocher's powerful

forceps, .does not stop the circulation like a vasotribe.

t Vasquine. Sc, Obs. Also vaskene, was-
kyne, wasqwene. [a. F. vasquine, obs. var. bas-

quine, ad. Sp. basqniha. Cf. Basquine.] A petti-

coat.

i<£$Acc. Ld.High Treas. Scot. X. 202 I tern, half ane elne
blak welwote to bordour ane waskyne of quhite dalmes.
1561 Inv. R. Wardr. {1815) 132 Of Doublettis, Vaskenis, and
Skirtis. Item, ane doublett of blak velvot and the vaskene
of the same. 1567 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. ofScots (1897)
511 Item to lyne ane vasquine of blak taffatis of the four
treid v elle. [1820 Scott Abbot xxxi, I shall endure her

1 presence without any desire to damage either her curch or
vasquine.]

Vassal (vassal), sb. and a. Forms : 4 vassale,
6 wassale

; 5-7 vassall (6 phasalle, Sc, was-
sail), 5- vassal (8 vasal)

; 5 vayssal, vaysall

;

5 vasseyll-, 6-7 vassaile, 7 vassail(l ; 6-7
vassell, Sc. wassell-. [a. OF. vassal, vasal (F.
vassal, = It., I

J
g. vassallo, Sp. vasallo) :—med.L.

vassall-us man-servant, domestic, retainer, a word
of Celtic origin : the simpler form vassus (used in

the same senses) corresponds to Old Gaulish
-vassus, vasso- (in personal names), OBreton uuas
(MBret.goas, Bret, goaz), W.gioas, lr.foss servant,

serf. Cf. Vavasotjk.]

1. In the feudal system, one holding lands from
a superior on conditions of homage and allegiance

;

a feudatory ; a tenant in fee. Now Hist.
13.. Coer de L. 3365 They are doughty vassales, Kynges

sones and amyrales. c 1489 Caxlon Sonnes ofAymon iii. 69
The emperour Charlemayne called to hym his goode vas.
seylles. 15a3f.C0vKRnAi.Kl Old God fy New (1534) I, John..
ye xij. pope of y l name . .dyd prescribe an othe vnto Otho,
in whiche Otho shold acknowlege him self to be y* popes
phasalle (as we do now cal it), a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 32 It becummeth ane prince to Iciwe
frielicnocht subiectit to ane vassellis correctioun or chas-
tisment. 1601 [Up. W. Harlow] Serm. Paules Crosse 62
The Queene mured vp with her owne vas>alles. 1665 in

Extr. S. P. ret. Friends Ser. nt. (1912) 234 The foreman and
Chiefc thereof [sc. the jury] being all Tennants and vassalls

to the Major and Aldermen. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1720
!• 453 The Emperor made an invincible Difficulty, declaring
he would never treat with a Vassal of his own. a 1781 R.
Watson Philip III, iv. (1783) 293 It was enacted, that
all their effects should belong to the lords whose vassals
they were. 1817 Byron Man/red It. L 13 To bask by the
huge hearihs of those old halls, Carousing with the vassals.

i860 Ahlk.r Prov. Poet 196 Princes having under them BS
their vassals other chiefs as renowned and valiant as them-
selves. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 29 All

I was trusted to the loyalty of William's new-made vassals.

b. Used in addressing persons of this class.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vii. 172 Tell me, vassall,

knowest thou nootidyngesof Reynawde, the sone ofAymon I

I — Blanchardyn xxviii. 104 Vas-iall ! vassal ! to whom 1

haue taken in hande that thynge most dere to me in this
world, a 1533 Ld. Bernkks t/uon ix. 23 Wassale, who art
thou that hath slayn my brother? 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,
IV. i, 125 Presumptuous vassals, are you not asham'd . . 'lo

!
trouble and disturbe the King, and Vs! 1822 Byron Werner
11. ii. 329 March, vassals! I'm your leader, and will bring
The rear up.

c. In .Scottish legal use.

1474 iV. Acts Parlt. (1814J II. 107 1 Anent ouilordis bat

J

in defraude <S: skaith of pair vassalis & tenentis defenis
till enter to pair landis and superioriteis. 1581 Rig. Privy
CouncilScot. 407 In respect that thay nor nane of thame ar
nather frehalders, vassellis, subvassellis, bot ar fewaris only.
1609 Skkne Reg. Maj., Stat. King R0Dt. /, 2 B Gif it sail hap-
pen that ouer Lords poynd and distrenzie their vasselles con-

! trare the constitution foisaid. 1689 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875)
XII. 74 The forfaultors of vassells and cre[dito]rs, who shall
be innocent of pair superiors or debitors crymes. 1739 Mori-
son's Diet. Decis. 11806) XXXIII. 141,07 The vassal is not
bound to accept of a new charter, disconform to Ids foi iner
rights. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. iii. § 13 A vassal
..may makeover his property to a subvassal by a subaltern
right. Ibid., The va-sal who thu-. subfeus [etc.]. 1815 R.

• Bell Convey. Land 238 The consent of both superior and
vassalrnust be adhibited by those f_>rms which practice has

I prescribed. 1853 H. P.arclay Digest Law Scot. 964 Vassal
I

is he who has the right of fee or property

—

dominium utile
—distinguished from the light ot superiority, or dominium
directum. 1896 W. K. Morton Man. Law Scot. 11. iii. 84
The law held the feu to transmit to heir of vassal, but
superior could reject a stranger.

2. trans/. One who holds, in relation to another,

a position similar or comparable to that of a feudal

vassal.

1563 GOLDING Cxsar 23 b, To bynd theyr Citye by othe,
that they shoulde neyther requyre their hostages agayn,.

.

nor yet refuse to be their subiectes & vassales (or euei. 1578
i . N. tr. Conq. W. India (1596) 47 The Lorde of that town
and other foure Lords, .came vnto Cortez with a good tiayne

1 of their vassals and seruitours. 173a Lediard Sethos II.

vii. 51 The king of Phoenicia, whuse vassal I declare my-
j

self to be, 1807 J. Robinson Archxol. Grxca 11. iii. 148
' From the time of their [the Helots] first reduction these
1

va>sals, impatient of their servitude, often endeavoured to

break their yoke. 1836 Thirlwall Greece (1839) II. 173 The
death of Cyrus is speedily avenged by one of his vassais,

Amorges king of the Sacians. 1909 J. Stuart Burma
1 thro. Cent. iv. 42 The King of Bengal determined to restore

the exiled King, and did so, the resloied King becoming
a vassal of Bengal.

b. esp. A humble servant or subordinate; one
devoted to the service of another.
c 1500 Melusine xxiv. 163 Damoyselle, .. as to my part,

your vassall & seruaunt shal I euer be. 1591 Spensek
Dapltnaida 181 For rare it seemes..That man. .Should to

a beast his noble hart embase, And be the vassall of his

va>salesse. 1596 J. .Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 370
Mr. Andio [MelviilJ. .calling the King bot ' God's sillie vas
sail". .1600 Shaks. Sonn. Iviii, Being your vassail bound
to staie your leisure. 1651 in Nicholas Papers (Camden)
254 Lord Digby is a vassal of the Louvre, 1667 Milton
/'. L. II. 90 The Vassals of his anger, when the Scourge
Inexorably .. Calls us to Penance. *757 Keene in 10M
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 220 JL)

a Carlos does not
care to make the Figure of a Sort of Vassal. 1782 j. Brown
View Nat. Sf Rev, Rclig, VI. i. 549 These donations ought
to be made conscientiously under a sense of our debt to

God as his vassals and tenants. 1823 Scott J'everil xxxi\,
Alas, for the captive princess, whose nod was to command
a vassal so costly as yuur Giace ! 1857 J. Hamilton Less,

fr. Gt. Biogr. 140 The man who by sin makes himself Satan's
vassal may soon be his victim. 1858 Lytton What will He
do ? vii. iv, Flora Vyvyan had still guarded, .a seat beside

herself for Darrell, by lending it for the present to one of her
obedient vassals.

traiisf. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 666 Thy thoughts, low vassals

to thy state. 1692 Prior Ode Imit. Ilora-ex, Wheie-e'er
old Rhine his fruitful Water turns, Or fills his Vassals Tri-

butary Urns.

c. One who is completely subject to some influ-

ence. Const, of ox to.

c 1614 Sir \V. Mlkk Dido $ Aineas 11.740 >e happy maids,

. . Fiie from love's plague and perillows infect ion, Nor wonne
by men, nor vassaills to affection. 1631 K. Bolton Comf.
Ajjfl. Cousc. (1635) 34 These vassals of selfe-love and slaves

of lust. 1676 Hale Contempt. 11. 86 Either the Soul becomes
servant and vassal to Sin, or at best it is led away Captive
by it. 173a Nkal Hist. Purit. I. 253 In this Bull he calls

her Majesty 'an usurper and a Vassal of iniquity '. 1855
Tlnsyson Maud 11. 1. ii, The feeble vassals of wine and
anger and lust. 1859 — Merlin <y V. 341 Fame with men
..Should, .work as vassal to the larger love.

3. A base or abject person ; a slave.

1589 Gkkene Menaphon (Arb.) 37 Vassaile auant or with

my wings you die, 1st fit an Eagle seate him with a FlieV

1598 R. Bkksaho tr. Terent e, Heavtontim. Prol., That I may
not euer continually, .play the part of a vagabond vassaile.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 163 Kent. Now by Apollo, King,

Thou swear'st thy Gods in vaine. Lear. O vassal ! Mis-

creant. 1766 Bi.ackstone Comm. II. 53 We now use the

word z'asat opprobriously, as synonymous lo slave or

bondman. 1820 Scott Abbot xxvii, Thou that man !—vassal,

thou liest
'

4. attrib. or as adj. a. Having the status or

character of a vassal ; subject, subordinate ; f ser-

vile. Chiefly_/f£.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 608 No outrageous thing From vassal

actors can be wiped avav. 1596 Fdw. J11, O. 1, Vassell feare

lies trembling at his feete. c 1600 Shaks. .Sonn. cxh, Thy
proud hearts slaue and vassall wretch to be. 1616 R. C. 'limes

Whistle iv. (1871) 41 Other mettals all Are but his vassaile

starres. 1680 Otwav Orphan 1. iv, Man . . Forlorn, and silent

as his Vassal- Beasts. 1718 Pope Iliad xv. 117 Supreme he

sits : and sees. .Your vassal godheads grudgingly obey. 1735

Somerville Chase 11. 352 When Ammon's Son With mighty

Porus in dread Battle join'd, The Vassal World the Prize.

1762 Falconer Shiptur. Introd. 4 Albion bids the avenging
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VASSAL.

thunacr roll Along her vassal deep. 18:7 Mooke Lalla
Rookh Wks. (1910) 422/1 As if the loveliest plants and trees

Had vassal breezes of their own. 01854 H. Reed Led.
Eng. Lit. iii. (1855) 92 Britain was a kind of vassal nation

of the Roman Empire. i368 Freeman Norm. Con//. (1876)

II. App. 686 A title most commonly given to vassal princes.

b. In predicative use. Also const, to or unto.

159a Nobody <$• Someh. (1878) 2S4 He be no longer vassaile

To such a tirannous rule. 1602 J. Rhodes Ansiv. Romish
Rime E, And now the other Bishops three. .Were first made
vassal vnto Rome. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 133 That people
victor once, now vile and base, Deservedly made vassal.

1848 W, H. Kelly tr. L. Plane's Hist. Ten Years I. 325
It would have been to make Belgium vassal to the five

powers. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 215 The eye that saw
the whole earth vassal.

c. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, a vassal.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L, iv. iii, 224 Who sees the heauenly
Rosaline, That. , Bowes not his vassall head. 1607 Middle-
ton Michaelmas Term 1. i. 57 With what a vassal-appetite

they gnaw On our reversions. 1898 Atlantic Monthly
LXXXII. 562/1 The oath of vassal loyalty constraining

him to stand at his post.

Vassal (vse-sal), v. Now rare. Also 7 vas-

saile, -ayl, -all. [f. pree.]

1. trans. To make subject or subordinate to some
thing or person.
1613 Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. 1913 II. 98

Celestiall thinges fauour him, earthly thinges are vassaled

vnto him. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 77 Whose posterity in

part remaineth to this day, though vassaled to the often

changes of forraine Governours. 1628 Fkltham Resolves 11,

IxxL 205 It vassailes him to the world, to beasts, and men.
reft. 162a Wither Pkilarete (1633) H .\ii, Lovers. .Vassal-

itlg themselves with shame To some proud imperious Dame.
1652-62 Hkylin Cosm>gr. (i63j) iil 205 The other nine.,
have vassalled themselves to the great Mongul.

2. To reduce to the position of a vassal ; to subdue
or subjug.ue. Also fig.
i6ta W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 17 The rules of

reason, and the lawes of nature,. .vassayled, obliterate and
vnregarded by him. 1621 Bp. Mountacu Diatribx 493 For
Croesus King of Lydia..was vanquished, .and vassalled by
Cyrus of Persia, a 1653 G. D\niel Idyll Illustr. 5 And
fdlow.Creatures vassail'd, tumble downe To either Face or
Hand, the Axe, or Crowne.

Hence "Wssalled />/*/. a.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxx. ("1612) 338 And oft his

vassalde English he gainst forraine Swords did bring. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, cccii, The Vassail'd Earth
was rant, vnder his Rule. 1815 J. C. Hobhouse Substance
Lett. (1S16) I. 102 To restore the kings.. of that ancient,
opDressed, vassalled, decimated France.

Vassalage (vre'saled,^, sb. Forms : a. 4-
vassalage (7 -adga, -edge, 8 vasalage), 5-7
va3sallag3, 5 vassol-, 6 vassailage

; 4-5, 7
vasselage (4 vassh-, 5 vesj-), 4, 7 vassellage
(6 vasell-), 5 vaisselage; 6 Sc, vaslage, -leg 3.

p. 5 wasselag? ; Sc. 5 wassolage, waslage, 5-6
wassalag9, 6 -edge, wassallage, wassilaige. [a.

OF. vassal[l)age, vas[s)elage, vessala/ge, etc. (F.

vasselage), f. vassal Vassal sb. So Prov. vassal-,

vasselatge, Sp. vasallage, Pg. vassallagem, It.

vassallagio, med.L. vassallagitim.]

1. Action befitting a good vassal or a man of
courage and spirit

;
prowess in battle, warfare, or

other difficult enterprise. Obs. exc. arch.
a. 1303 R. Bkunne Handl. Synne 4610 Whan he wendyb

to be tournament She.. by t hym do for hys letnman Yn
vasshelage alle bat he kan. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 188
Gentille of norture, & noble of lynage, Was non bat bare
armure, bat did suilk vassalage, c 1383 Sir L'erumb. 1671
Ri^t as he w'd let it be do, for pat is vassalage, c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 12873 Kyng Sarpedoun Was in his tyme a stal-
worth man, A noble kny^t of vasselage. 1456 Sir G. Haye
Law Arms{S.T.S.) 54 To count all the vasselage that thare
was done on ayther syde, it war mervaile to here, c 1477
Caxton Jason 34 b, Our defendour. .whiche hath only in
him self more of vaisselage than is in alle Esclauonye. 1508
Dunbar Poems \\\. 10 Welcum. .incomparable knight, The
fame of armys, and floure of vassalage. 1565 in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. 1. II. 204 And maynie made knightes that never
showde anye greate token of their vasellage. 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, iv. 141 Deianira hir husband Hercules..
Brocht to mischeif, for all his vassalage. 1825 Scott Betr.
xxi, Were I to choose some knight of name, . .he would be
setting about to do deeds of vassalage upon the Welsh.
ironical, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1667 (Hypsipyle), And

of Iason this is the vassellage That in hisedayis nasthernon
i-founde So fals a louere goinge on the grounde.
0- *375 Barbour Bruce 1.290 He had a sone..J>at wes ban

bot a litill page ; Bot syne he wes off gret waslage. Ibid.
x. 268 He knew his worthy wassalage. c 1500 Lancelot
2708 Th.ir sch^w the lord sir ywan his curage, His manned,
& hisnoble wassolage. c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 171
He.. in the Net of wanhoip had bene tane, Quhilk causit
him want baith welth & wassallage. 21578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 153 He was of tender
aige and could not wse no wassaledge nor feit of weiris.

+b. A brave or chivalrous act ; a noble or gallant

exploit. Obs.

51330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12331 Me bynkeb
hit were no vasselage, pre til on; hit were outrage! 1426
Lydc. De Guil. Pilgr. 10606 Record off folkys that be sage,
Sctaundere ys no vasselage. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 158
Thus he conteynde in till hys tendyrage; In armys syne
did mony hie waslage. c 1475 RaufCoifyear 887 For that
war na wassalage, sum men wald say. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.i II. 118 Ane gret navie..
landit in orknay and thocht to haue done sum wassallage
thair. 21670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1840) I. 23 The
Erll of Morray. .rejoisit michtellie at this vassalage done be
his men. Ibid. 182 Thebarronis.. left the houss, thinking it

no vassalage to stay whill thay war slayne.

60

iransj. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 132 His Fatheris
murther also 3e cleirly knew, Myschantly haugit, ane wickit

vassalage.

f o. Pre-eminence, supremacy. Obs.~ x

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) 176 Is noon so greet

encress Off world tresour, as for to live in pees, Which
among vertues hath the vasselage.

2. The state or condition of a vassal ; subordina-

tion, homage, or allegiance characteristic of, or

resembling that of, a vassal.

1594 Nashk Terrors of Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 266
Much more may I acknowledge all redundant prostrate

vassailage to the royall descended Familie of the Careys.

1605 Camden Rem. 4 Acknowledging no superiours, in no
vassalage to Emperour or Pope. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv.

182 He was a worthy man in his generation, had not his

vassalage to the Pope ingaged him in cruelty against the
poor professors of the trutn. 1667 Milton P.L. 11.252 Let
us not then pursue.. our state Of splendid vassalage. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 46 r 2 The only Part of Great Britain
where the Tenure of Vassalage is still in being. 1756
Nugent Gr. Tour, Germany II. 15 The peasants are all in

a state of vassalage to the nobility. 1774 Pennant Tour
Scot, in 1772, 294 Tyranny more often than protection was
the attendance on their vassalage. 1807 G. Chalmers
Caledonia I. in. iv. 347 They acknowledged their vassalage
. .by receiving ruler->, from the Scandian peninsula. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 461 That they had no right

..to reduce to vassalage the native Princes, who had always
been treated.. as independent. 1869 Freeman Norm.Conq.
(t8/6j III. xiii. 312 William's vassalage for England will be
still more nominal than his vassalage for Normandy.
attrib. 1791 Paine Rights of Man 82 Submission is wholly

a vassalage term, repugnant to the dignity of Freedom.
b. la semi-personified use.

1606 Shahs. Tr. <$• Cr. iil. ii. 40 Like vassahge at vnawares
encountring The eye of Maiestie. x6i6 J. Lane Contn.
Syr.'s T. ix. 410 For trewe kinges this inscribe of sover-
aigntie, that vassalage backe startes at maiestie.

C. In the phrase to hold glands) in vassalage.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 195 Who being tired with beat-
ing Cerdic consented at last that he should hold a great part
of the west of him in vassalage. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I.

ix. 186 The prince.. offered, .to hold his kingdom in vassal-
age under the Crown of England. 1791 Newte Tour Eng.
<t Scot. 284 Several good families held their estates in
vassalage of feudal Chiefs.

3. Subjection, subordination servitude; service.

Freq. const, to. a. To a person or persons.
1595 T. P. Goodwine Blauchardyn 11. Ded., [A] most

worthy Patrone; to whose vasselage. .bountifull rewardes
haue bound me during life, in all obseruancie. 1604 T.
Wright Passions v. § 4. 231 Man is bound both by nature,
grace, gratitude, vassaladgc.to loue, honour, and blesse
thee. i6m Wither Philarete (1633) Kj b, Who, beforetime
held in scorne, To yeeld Vassalage, or Duty, Though unto
the Queen of Beauty.

_ 1793 Burke Obs. Conduct Minority
Wks. 1842 I. 626 This insolent claim of superiority on their
part, and of a sort of vassalage to them on that of other
members. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 1 How our
country, from a state of ignominious vassalage, rapidly rose
to the place of umpire among European powers. 1878 N.
Amer, Rev. CXXVTI. 100 The revelation it makes of the
condition of the solid South; its continued vassalage to the
reckless and dangerous class.

b. To some influence, esp. of a detrimental kind.
161a T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 14 It must worke in vs a

..watchfulnes against all sinn, which bringeth such vassal-
edge vpon vs. 1665 Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm. 13 An
attempt to redeem the free-born spirits of Men, from an
unworthy vassailage to so stigmatiz'd an Authority. 174a
Blair Grave 598 Human Nature groans Beneath a Vassal,
age so vile and cruel. 1767 Dr. Dodd Poems 8 Princes.,
unfortunately great, Born to the pompous vassalage of state.

1833 Lytton Godolphin 24 All round bore the seal of vassal,
age to Time. 1849 Coleridge Shaks. Notes (1875) 126 The
subservience and vassalage of strength and animal courage
to intellect and policy. 1871 Lowell Pope Pr. Wks, 1890
IV. 11 English literature, .showed the marks. .of an artistic
vassalage to France.

4. fa. The authority of a superior in relation to
a vassal. Obs.
1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. <$ Commit), 140 Ixits, Sales,

Homages, rights of Vassalage, Forrests, Ponds, Rivers.
1670 Devout Commun. (i638j 81 How many slaves under the
vassailage of an enemy fare better than thou ! 1681 H.
Nevtle Plato Rediv. 37 This Vassailage over the People,
which the Peers of France had, being abolisht.

b. An estate or fief held by a vassal.
1855 Milman Lai. Chr. ix. viii. IV. 190 The Countship of

Foix, with six territorial vassalages.

5. A body or assemblage of vassals.
1807 Wordsw. White Doe 11. 30 But now the inly-working

North Was ripe to send its thousands forth, A potent vassal-
age, to fight In Percy's and in Neville's right. «8a6 Blachw.
Mag. XX. 416 The assembled vassalage were all still as
death. 1849 J. Gkant Kirkaldy xx. 230 Kirkaldy, whose
garrison was probably recruited from his own vassalage.

Hence t Vassalage v., = Vassal v. Obs.
1648 Royalist's Defence 38 Refusing to acknowledge it His

duty to bee governed by them His Subjects, and., to vassal-
age unto those Rebels Himselfe, His Royall Posterity, and
all the rest of the people. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 59What man labouring to fulfil his desire, is not ten times
further off by being vassalag'd more thereunto?

t Vassalate, v. Obs.-* [f. Vassal sb.] =
Vassal v. So f Vassala tion, vassalage, subjec-
tion. Obs-1

1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 1. xv. § 2. 271 Thus God
suffereth things which have no true goodness, to work upon
our imagination ;. .and this vassallation is a penalty set by
the true Judge of all things, upon our attempt to design of
our own heads, the forms of good and evil. 1659 Gaudf.n
'Tears Ch. 496 Conventions, where either Lay-men shall
over-number and over-awe the Clergy, or Clergy-men shall
vassalate their consciences to gratifie any potent party.

VAST.

Vassaldom. rare~\ [f. Vassal sb. + -dom.]
» Vassalage 2.

1876 Burnabv Ride to Khiva xxvii. 262 The khanate [of
Khiva] was reduced to a state of complete vassaldom.
Vassaless. rare. [f. Vassal sb. + -ess.] A

female vassal
i59i[see Vassal^. 2 bj. 184a Agnes Strickland Queens

Eng. II. 41 He could have forbidden his fair vassaless to
marry the subject of King Philip.

Vassalic (vxsEe-lik), a. \i. Vassal sb.] Of
or pertaining to vassals or vassalage.
1897 F. W. Maitland Domesday Bk. $ Beyond 75 The

very highest storeys of the feudal or vassalic edifice. 1898— Townsh. 4- Borough 45 There are feudal or vassalic dis-
tinctions.

Vassalism. [f. Vassal sb.] Tendency to
accept a position of vassalage.
1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 600 That obsequious compliance.

.

which indicated the shameful vassalism (if we may coin a
word.) of a German government.

Vassalize (vae-saUiz), v. [f. Vassal sb.]

1. trans. « Vassal v. i.

1599 R. Linche Anc. Eiction C ij b, Since Asia was vassal-
lzed and subiugated to the Romanes. 1648 Cromwell Lett.
% Sp. 20 Nov., The former Quarrel was that Englishmen
might rule over one another, this to vassalise us to a foreign
nation. 1653 Chisenhale Lath. Hist. 36 Their, .close prac-
tises against all that will not. .vassalize themselves to their
impious Lord and Master. 1670 in K. B. Jupp Carpenters'
Co. (1887) 308 All other workemen depending on the same
must lye adle [sic] and bee vassalized to their rudenes and
exorbitances.

2. = Vassal v. 2.

1641 March Act. for Slaunder 7 He might seize all his
estate, .and vassalize his person at pleasure. 1654 Spittle-
house Vind. Eifth -Mou. Men 5 Against all arbitrary or
absolute power, .vassalizing the Saints and People of God
in this Commonwealth. 1848 Lowell Fablefor CritL s 1506
To vassalize old tyrant Winter.

Hence Va'ssalized///. an Va'ssalizing vbl. sb.

1647 Maids' Petition 3 Till then, wee'le remaine your
*V'assalized Virgins. 1841 T. MacQueen in Poets Ayrsh.
216 It marked the deep bondage of vassalised man. 1607
W'alkington Opt. Glass EoThe "vassalizing of the rebellious

affections. 1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's 0?iat. 215
Therefore the meat is not yet fully transchanged, unless
when its own Archeus being subdued, our vital one is intro-

duced with a full vassallizing of the former.

Va'SSalry. Also 5 vasselry, 6 vassalrie,

-rey. [f. Vassal sb. + -BY, Cf« med.L. vasseleria

(1238) fief, OF. vassellerie warlike exploit.]

1. = Vassalage 5.

a 147a Hardisg Chron. xcix, Thei reigned vpon the
vasselry That were out castes of all Britany. 1806 W. Taylor
in Ann. Rev. IV. 67 Something could be done., to facilitate

the acquisition of a pecuhum. .by the negro vassalry. 1831
Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 209 The Earls of Ross and
Huntly, who^e dominions and vassalry embraced almost the

whole of the Highlands. 1882 E. Arnold I'earls ofFaith
xxiii. (1S83) 84 Queens were his slaves, and Kings his

vassalry.

2. = Vassalage 3.

1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Con.ern. 13 b, The olde bondage
and vassalrie men of your condition were wont to be in.

c 1600 in E. E. Wills (1882J 117 This beast .. disdaineth
vassalrey and subjection.

VaasaPs grass. (See quots.)
a 1818 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. W. Jnd. (1834) 251 Many years

ago, a new species of grass was imported into Jamaica, by
Mr. Vassal... This nuisance, which is called' Vassal's grass

,

..has now completely overrun the parish of Westmorland.
1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 262 The greater part of it

was a coarse-looking but sweet herbage, called Vassal's
grass.

Va ssalship. [f. Vassal sb.] Vassalage.
1578 T. N. tr. Long. IV. India 50 These generally gave

their vassalship to the King of Spaine into the handes of
Hernando Cortez. 1841 W. Stalding Italy fy It. 1st. I. 53
Their political rights were not affected by their vassalship.

Vassand, obs. Sc. form of Weasand.
Vassayl, obs. form of Wassail.
Vast (vast), sb. [f. the adj.]

1. Avast or immense space. Chiefly poet., and
freq. with adjs.

1604 E. G[rtmstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. 5 That
great Chaos, and infinite Vast, which the ancient Philo-
sophers affirmed to bee vnder the earth. 1608 Shaks. Per.
111. i. 1 Thou god of this great vast, rebuke these surges.

1709-11 Ken Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 IIL 442, I then
would higher soar, and cast My eyes ore the Ethereal Vast.

I7»S Pope Odyss. iv. 683 by Juno's guardian aid, the wat'ry
Vast Secure of storms, your Royal brother past. 1794 W.
Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) 1. 150 Our souls the bands
of death shall tear, Through the whole starry vast to range.

1818 Keats Endym. m. 859 Far as the mariner on highest

mast Can see all round upon the calmed vast. 1850 Tennyson
InMem.Concl. xxxi, A soul shall draw from out the va^t And
strike his being into bounds. 1898 J . Hardy Wessex Poems
72 And up from the vast a murmuring passed As from a wood
of pines.

t>. Const. <?/ (heaven, sea, etc.). Also fig.

1610 Smaks. Temp. 1. ii. 326 Vrchins Shall for that vast of

night that they may worke Alt exercise on thee, a 1649

Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 34/2 Such as do
Nations govern, and command Vasts ofthe Sea and Emperies
of Land. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 203 Through the vast of

Heav n It sounded. 179s W. Blake Song Lor 42 And all

the vast of Nature shrunk Before their shrunken eyes. 1838

Eliza Cook England iv, I'd tread the vast of mountain
range,orspotsereneand flowered. i87aGKO. Eliot Middlem.
xlv, Which need never stop short at the boundary of know-
ledge, but can draw for ever on the vasts of ignorance.

2. dial. A very great number or amount.



VAST. 61 VASTLY.

1793 Piper of Peebles 14 A vast o' fouk a' round about
Come to the feast, c 1820 Hogg Sheph. Wedtiing i, They
couldna get them [jr. leisters] sindry, else there had been a
vast o bludeshed. a 1325 - in dialect glossaries (E. Anglia,
Yks.,Leic.,etc,i. 1853 K. S. Scktees Soapey Sp. Tour (1893)

30 It takes a vast of clothes, even at Oxford prices, to come
to a thousand pounds. 1888 Huxley in Life 11900) II. xii.

1 83, I took a vast of trouble (as the country folks say) about it.

Vast (vast), a. and adv. [ad. L. vastus void,

immense, extensive, etc., or F. vaste (161 1), It.,

So., Pg. vasto.]

L Of very great or large dimensions or size; huge,

immense, enormous.
1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serm. 360 If ye compare. .one of

smale stature, with a vast giant,. .the combat could not
choose but seeme in all pobites verie vnequall. 1603 Holland
Plutarch*s Mor. 294 Unskilful! cutters, .are of opinion that
the enormous and huge statues, called Colosses, which they
cut, will seeme more vast and mightie if they frame them
stradling with their legs, 1666 Boyle Orig. Forms <$• Qual.
171 These Bodies, that are the vastest and the most impor-
tant of the Sublunary World, 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock v. 92
Three seal-rings, which after, melted down, Form'd a vast

buckle for his widow's gown. 1761-71 H. Wai.pole / 'ertue's

A need. Paint. (1786) I. 222 A vast ruff, a vaster fardingale

. .are the features by which every body knows at once the

pictures of queen Elizabeth, i860 TymdaiX Gtac. II. xvii.

315 On the ice cascades, .the river glacier has piled vast

blocks on vaster pedestals. 1867 Lady } I erbkrt Cradle L.
vi. 155 It is not a single building, but rather a vast collection

of chambers and galleries.

absol. 1784 Cowi'FR Task v. 811 A ray of heav'nly light,

gilding all forms Terrestrial in the vast and the minute.
1802 Findlater Agric. Surv. Peebles. 18 The mountains,.

.

too much upon the vast for beauty, are yet too tame for the

sublime,

2. Of great or immense extent or area; extensive,

far-stretching.

1590 Shaks. A/ids. N. v. i. p One sees more diuels then
vaste hell can hold. 1600 J, I'ory tr. Leo's Africa vn. 290
Between^ which two Kingdomcs lieth a vast desert being
much destitute of water. 1615 \V. Lawson Country Ilouseiv.

Gard. (1626) 23 The top hath the vast aire to spread his

boughs in. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 327 Thorough Desarts
vast And Regions Desolate they past. 1697 Duyden Virg.
Georg. 111. 531 Such an extent of Plains, so vast a Space Of
Wilds unknown. .Allures their Eyes. 1722 Wollaston
Relig. Nat. v. (1724) 79 What a vast field for contemplation
is hereopened ! 1774G01.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) 1. 100 The
river, .overflowed the adjacent country, like a vast lake.

1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 11. iii. 292 Another month,
and I am left alone In the vast city. 1865 W. G. Pai.grave
Arabia I. 391 The circle of vision here embraces vaster
plains and bolder mountains. 1871 Fkekman Norm. Conq.
(1876) IV. xvii. 70 Ruling over vast territory which had been
held by the Earls.

Comb. 1861 Ld. Lytton & Fane Tannhduser 85 The sun,
About him drawing the vast-skirted clouds. 1888 F. Hume
Muie, Midas 1. Prol., From thence it spread inland into vast-

rolling pastures.

b. Qualifying nouns of dimension,
1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 1. s.v. Vaste, A Country of a vast

extent. 1688 Prior An Ode i, The mysterious Gulph of vast
Immensity, a 1721 — To C'tess Dowager of Devonsh. i,

That Both, their Skill to this vast Height did raise, Be ours
the Wonder, and be yours the Praise. 1725 De Foe I'oy.

round World (1840) 345 A pit or hole of a vast depth. 1774
Pennant Tour. Scot, in 1772 6 The church stands at a vast

height above the town. 1809-14 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 1161

A temple framing of dimensions vast, And yet not too enor-
mous for the sound Of human anthems. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. x, His vast breadth of shoulder.

c. In transf. or fig. uses.

1736 Butler Anal. n. ii. Wks. 1874 I. 173 The scheme of
nature, .is evidently vast, even beyond all possible imagina-
tion. 1738 Wesley Ps. c. iv, Vast as Eternity thy Love.
1784 Cowper Task vi, 218 But how should matter., satisfy

a law So vast in its demands, unless impell'd [etc.]. 1806
R. Cumberland Mem. (1807) I. 160 'lime whelms us in

the vast Inane. 1852 H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 142 It

must b-i accomplished in a cycle vast as those of the geolo-
gical eras. 1869 Kingsley Lett. (1878) II. 292 Science is

grown too vast for any one head. 1884 Congregational
Year Bk. 56 Mightier wonders and vaster problems.

3. Of the mind, etc. : Unusually large or com-
prehensive in grasp or aims.
1610 Holland Camden''s Brit. 464 Cardinall Wolsey,..

whose vast minde reached alwayes at things too high. 1650
R. SrAPYLTON.S7>Wrt\r Loiv-C. Wars 11. 38 But the Prince
of Orange and Count Egmont .. were of vaster spirits then
the rest. 1692 Dryden St, Euremont's Ess. 372 Her Spirit

is extensive without being Vast, never rambling so far in

general Thoughts, as not to be able to return easily to
singular Considerations. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 209 n
The Account w* have of his vast Mind. 1743 Francis tr.

Horace, Odes 1. xxxvii. 12 Vast in her Hopes, and giddy with
Success. 1815 Shelley Alastor 287 With voice far sweeter
than thy dying notes, Spirit more vast than thine.

4. Very great, immense, enormous, in respect of

amount, quantity, or number.
1637 Veruey Mem. (1907) I. 114 Yet what is all this but a

small part of those vast treasures left him by his father.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) Ii. 571 Sir Thomas Cooke,
late lord mayorof London, one of vast wealth. 1681 Flavel
Meth. Grace xix. 341 No wise man expends vast sums to
bring home trifling commodities. 1730 A. Gordon MaffePs
Amphith. 64 The vast Rain which fell at that Time. 1760
R. Brown Compi. Fanner 11.62, I have known vast crops of
rye upon barren lands that have been old warrens, and well
dunged with rabbits. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Study
Nat. (1799' I. 93 The members of the vast family of Mankind.
1838 Thirlwai.l Greece IV. 369 Carrying away vast herds of
cattle. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 210 The same
tyranny.. had robbed his Church of vast wealth. 1872
Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 724 The Colorado River
. .sends a vast body of water to the Gulf of California.

b. With nouns of quality, action, etc.

1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 152 Vast confusion waites..The 1

iminent decay of wrested pompe. c 1600 Life J, Death
Long Meg of Westm, ii, On this Sir John de Castile, in a
bravado, would needs make an experiment of her vast

I

strength. 1647 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 148 Soe unequall '

. .where there is so vast a disproportion in the knowledge,
|

abilities, and interests of the persons. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan
1. 89 Vast are the thanks thy grateful Rome shou'd pay To
wars, which Uiher in thy sacred sway. 1765 Museum Rust. 1

IV. 166 The same vast superiority will be found in every
article of employment to which these waggons can be put.

1796 Buhke Regie. Peace Wks. VIII. 393 Most of them
engage, fur a short time at a vast price, every actor or actress

of name in the metropolis. 1833 Ht. Mariiseau Fr. Wines
<V Pol. i. 15 Vast labour will be required to render these

lands productive once more. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858J
I. ii. 174 His reading was vast, especially in theology.

C. With nouns denoting number or amount.
(Passing into next.)

(a) 1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 11, A vast quantity, uue graude

j

quautite. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess of
' Bristol 25 Nov., The vast number of English crowds the
i town so much. 1748 Anson's i'oy. 1. vii. 105 These rocks

terminate in a vast number of ragged points. 1823 Edin.
Rev. XXXIX. 49 To put vast quantities of men into prison.

1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 325 Disputes, .now regarded
with indifference by the vast majority of educated men.
1884 Marshall's Tennis Cats 154, 1 saw a vast number, and

I
examined them very carefully.

<b) 1718 Hick>:s& Nelson y. A'ettlewell in. cxvi. 478 He
1

took a vast deal of Pains, nicely to Examine every Thing.
1802 Mail Eogewokth Moral f. (1S16) I. v. 27 Mackenzie,
with artificial admiration, said a vast deal more than he

I
thought. 1858 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 75 We have done a

I vast deal here. 1872 Black Adv. J'haeton xviii. 246 He
showed her a vast amount of studied respect.

5. In weakened sense as a mere intensive.

Com non in fashionable use in the 18th cent. : cf. Vastly

I

aiiv.-
: .

1696 Phillips (ed. 5) s.v., Figuratively we say, such a one
!

has a vast Fancy, a vast Wit, vast Parts, &c. 1700 S. L.
tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 120 Every new and full Moon, the
Sea drives 'em up in a vast way. a 1704 T. Brown Beauties
Wks. 1730 I. 45, I saw Armida, to my vast surprize, So
rich in charms. 1764 Reid Inquiry ii. § 1 That most other
bjdies while exposed to the air are continually sending
forth effluvia of vast subtilty. 1801 Strctt SJ>orts <\ Fast.

1 11. i. 61 They shot with vast precision to that distance. 1840
i Hawthorne Biogr. Sk., Pepperelt (1879) 186 An object of
' vast antipathy to many of the settled ministers. 1861 ¥.

Metcalfe Oxonian in Iceland iii. (1867) 33 Their wise
heads go everlasting, .nidding, nodding, with vast solemnity.

b. A vast many, a great many. ? Obs.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. 49 By. .perpetual
Circulation a vast many things in the System of N ature are
transacted. 1722 De Foe Plague (1751) 22 The Restoration
had brought a vast many Families to London, 1771 T.
Hull Sit W. Harrington (1797) III. 207 Jacob was sent
out a vast many times. 1833 T. Hook Panon's Dan. 11. ii,

But there are a vast many persons in the neighbourhood
who would make suitable husbands for such a girl. 1853
Hawthorne Tangle*ivood T.^Pomegranate Seeds,lt troubled
her with a vast many tender fears.

C. adv. = Vastly adv. Now dial.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Did. II, A vast rich Town, une I'ille

fort riche. 1756 Amory Buncle (1770) II. 264 Many vast
high ones \sc. mountains] we crossed, and travelled through
very wonderful glins. 1757 H. Brooke Female Officer 1,

,

viii, He is vast expert at his weapon, truly ! < 1790 ' M.P.'
[Dorothy Kilnek] Anecd. Boarding School I. 47, I cannot
say that I am vast fond of her. Ibid. 98 Half a dozen of
them all at once calling out, O ! vast fine ! vast fine ! 1809-
iu dialect glossaries, etc.

Vast, southern ME. var. Fast sb., a.
y
and adv.

;

obs. Sc. f. Waste.
fVast, v. Obs.— 1 [ad. L. vast-are.] trans.

To lay waste, destroy.

1434 Misyn Mending Life 119 For be. .fleschly sawle in-to

behaldyng of be godhede is not rauischyd hot if it be gostely,

all fleschly lettyngis vastyd.

'Vast, Vast, nphetic fT. Avast.
184 1 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 133 Avastt

or 'i'asl, an '

order to stop. 1894 Outing XXIV. 72/2 ' Vast !
' yells the

coxswain, as the pier of the railroad bridge flies by.

t Va'stacy. Obs.- 1 [I. Vast a.] Vastness.

1607 Tiberius Claudius Nero M 2, What Lidian desart,

Indian vastacie? What wildernesse in wilde Arabia, So
hatefull monster euer nourished?

t Va*State %
ppl* a. Obs.*1 [ad. L.vasldt-us,

pa. pple. of vastdre.] Laid waste ; devastated.
1629 T. Adams Strut., Taming of Tongue Wks. 152 The

vastate ruines of ancient monuments.

Va'State, v. rare. [Cf. prec. and Vastation

3.] trans. To render unsusceptible.

1892 Harper's Mag. DXXX1V. 608/1 That long passion
of his early youth, which seemed to have vastated him
before be came there. He was rather proud of his vastation.

Vastation (vaest^'Jan). Also 6 vastacion.

[ad. L. vastation-) vastdtio
y
n. of action f. vastdre,

i. vastus waste. So It. vastazione, Pg. vastacao.]

1 1. The action of laying waste, devastating, or

destroying. Also freq., an instance of this. Obs.

(very common 1610-1660).

1545 Joye Exp. Dan. vii. 120 b, Howe greate vastacions

and destruccions inthechirche are there prophecied ! 1614
Raleigh Hist. Worldiv. i. § 1 The Greekes..doe still, as in

former times, continue the inuasion and vastation of each
other, a 1639 Spott;swood Hist. Ch. Scot. m. (1677) 175
Thereupon insued a pitiful vastation of Churches and
Church-buildings. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 383
No war, no sedition, . . no vastation, . . made so great a wa>te
upon the religion. .of that place.

t 2. The fact or condition of being devastated or

laid waste. Obs.

1578 I'anister Hist. Man v. 64 The whole masse of man
..must needes haue runne in perpetuail mine, and vasta-
tion. 1617 Collins Def B/. Ely n. x. 458 We lament their

desolation and vastation. 1639 Flller Holy War 111. xxiv.

(1840) 162 The sad spectacle of their country's vastation
would disturb their minds. 1653 GaUDEN Hierasf To Rdr.
24 It may be through the Lords mercy, this winters floud
shall be for tiieir mendment or fertility, and not for their
utter vastation and ruine.

3. The action of purifying by the destruction of

evil qualities or elements. Also transf.
1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bobn) I.

328 He was let down through a column that seemed of
brass, . that he might descend safely among the unhappy,
and witness the vastation of souls. 1888 J. Ellis New
Christianity xii. 290 Spirits preparing for heaven, or under.
going vastation. 1892 [see Vastate v.],

t Vastative, a. Obs.- 1
[t. I., vast-are; see

-ativ*:.] Devastating.
1667 \\ aterhouse Fire London 34 Circumstances, benign

to, and corresponding with a vastative event.

1 Vastator. Obs~ [

[a. L. vastdtor, ngent-n. f.

vastdre.] Devastator.
1659 Gacden Tears Ch. £6 The cunning Adversaries and

Vaslators of the Church of Kngland drive a les-er trade.

Vaste, southern ME. var. Fast a., adv., and v.
;

obs. Sc. f. Waste sb. nnd v. Vastell, obs. var.

Wastkl. Vastering i^obs. Sc.) : sec Wastkking.

iVastidity. Obs. [Irreg. var. Vastity.]

Vastness, vastitude.

1603 Shaks, Meas. for M. in. i. 65 A restraint, Though
all tiie woilds vastiuitie you had To a delermin'd sc^pe.

[1812 W. Ti.nnant Anster F. 11. xvii, 'Iheir heads with

curl'd vastiuity of wig.]

Va'Stily, adv. [f. Vasty a.] In a vast manner.
1844 .Mrs. JJiiOWNiNG Drama of Exile 972 A few Dis-

tinguishable phantasms vague and grand \\ hich sweep out

and mound us vastily.

Vastitude vtrstiti;7d). [ad. L. vastitddo, f.

vastus Vast a.]

jl. Devastation ; laying waste. C'bs.~ l

1545 Joye Exp. Dan. ix. 162 And aftir the bataill their

shalbe an vtter i-erpetuali vastitude and dtsiruccLn of them.

2. The quality of being vast ; immensity.
1623 Cockeram 1, Vastitude, greatness exceeding large-

nesse. 1790 II. llovo Ruins Atnens in I'oet. Reg. (iSuOjj

75 The woodland orator, .. Mute and benumb'd, a theatre

surveys Whose vastitude appalls him. 1825 T. Hook .Say-

ings ber. 11. Passion <y J'rinc. i, The vastitude of the multi-

farious objects by which she.. is environed. 1844 Mrs.
Ukowning Crowned 4- Buried vii, The ton id vastitude Of
India felt. .That name,

b. Of immaterial things.

1805 Foster Ess. i. iv, Vou adopted a certain vastitude of

phrase, mistaking extravagance of expression for greatness
of thought. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXX IX. i8i The
Abbey performances gave this country a character no other

has ever yet achieved for vastitude, precision, and excellence

in the grander demonstrations of music. 1884 Congrega-
tional i ear Bk. 55 They could not seethe measure or

the issues of their mission— or, perhaps, its very vastitude

had paralysed their energies.

C. Unusual largeness.

1876 Urowning Shop 12 He who owns the wealth Which
blocks the window's vastitude. 1886 Dowden Shelley II.

210 If the vastitude of Mr. Gisborne's nose was, as Shelley

says, Slawkenbergian.

3. A vast extent or space.

1841 Hor. Smith Moneyed Man I. vi. 163 Sending up.,
spires, domes, and cupulas from a superincumbent vastitude

of smoke. 1854 S. Neil Elem. Rhct. 71 Onward through
the immense vastitudes which the Almighty hand has

sprinkled with suns and world-systems. 1883 Liverpool

Courier 25 Sept. 4 '5 Tlie enormous astral vastitudet were
seen to be broken by the domain of another tenant.

Vastity (va'stiti). Now rare. Also^vaust-
ity. [ad. L. vastitds or F. vastiltf ( = It. vastitd,

Sp. vasledad) : see Vast a. and -: .]

fl. The fact or quality of being desolate, waste,

void, or empty. Obs.

1545 Joye Exp. Dan. ix. 162 b, Aftir the batails were
done there remayned a perpetuail vastite & desolacion.

1586 Fekse Btaz. Gentne 49 Hauing warre and discorde

as the causes of destruction, vastity and penurye. 1592
Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 25 tinding nothing
but emptines and vaslitie. 1618 J. Tavlok (Water P.,1

Penniless Pilgr. Wks. (1630* 130/2 Hee therefore did re-

plenish the vaustity of my empty purse. 1622 Pkacham
Compl. Gent. 6; Earthquakes, .upon the face of the Earth,

rai*ing of it in one place, leaving Gulfes and Vastitie in

another. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 174 The army of the Gentiles

causing desolation, and vastity, shall.. destroy ihe Ciiy.J

2. The quality of being vast or immense

;

vastness, vastitude.

1603 Florio Montaigne \\. xii. 345 In considering the

clowdy vastitie and gloomie canapies of our churches. 1635

Hevwood Hierarchy 1. 4 Th' unbounded Sea and Vastitie

of shore, All these expresse a Godhead to adore. 1657

Tomlinson Renou's Dtsp. 403* The Dead Sea because of

its vastity.. remains immovable.

transf 1654 Cokaine Dianea in. 255 This [Kingdom] of

Cyprus is sufficient to satiate the vastitie of these thoughts.

1859 Adolph Simplicity Creation p. xi, The fifth had read

a great part of my work, admired the vastity of phys.cal

knowledge embodied therein.

3. A vast or immense space. rare~ l
.

1652 Needham tr. Seldens MareCl. 17 Witness the manie

sandie parts of Africa and the immense vastities of the new

world.

Vastland, obs. Sc. form of Westland.

Vastly (vcfstli), adv. [f. Vast a. + -lt 2.]

1. In a waste or desolate manner, rare—1
.



VASTNESS.
x593 Shaks. Lucr. 1740 Who, like a late-sackd island,

vastly stood Bare and unpeopled in this fearful flood.

2. Immensely; to an extent or degree not readily

grasped or estimated.
1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. Pref. 17 Though these hopes be

vastly hyperbolical. 1676 E thf.redge Man 0/ Mode 1. i,

Why, first she's an Heiress vastly rich. 1708 J. Chamber-
i.ayne St, Gt. Brit, (1710) 7 It hath many safe and com-
modious Ports and Havens, as Falmouth vastly spacious.
173a Berkeley Alciphr. in. §5 This vastly great, or infinite

power and wisdom. 1862 Comhill Mag. Jan. 73 Popular
power has increased vastly during the last half-century in

our own country. 1885 Manch. Exam. 4 April 4/6 A policy
which will add so vastly to its influence and power.

b. Freq. with words or phrases denoting com-
parison,

1665 Gi.anvii.l Def. Van. Dogm. 25 When the Actions
whereby they are produced are so vastly diverse. 1693
Apol. Clergy Scot. 35 In a sense vastly different from what
was intended by Mr,

"
Rule 1710 J. Clarke tr. Rohault's

Ar
at. Philos. (1729) I. 1. ii. 53 The Bullet will be carried

vastly further than the small Shot. 1778 Sheridan Camp
ii. iii, To be sure, a circus or a crescent would have been vastly
better. 1820 Hazlitt Table-T. Ser. 11. xvi. (1869) 322 You
have got on vastly beyond the point at which you have set

out. 1846 Greener Set. Gunnery 229 It is of trifling conse-
quence . . that the explosion of sporting powder is vastly more
rapid and powerful. 1879 Tourgee Fools Err. xxii. 134 The
Union people here are vastly in a minority.

3. In weakened sense as a mere intensive : Ex-
ceedingly, extremely, very. (Cf. Vast a. 5.)
Common in fashionable use in the 18th cent., chiefly with

adjs. {a), but occasionally with vbs. (b) or advs. (c). The
abuse of vast and vastly is commented on by Lord Chester-
field, Lett. No. 195 and 196.

(a) 1664 I'emey Mem. (1907) II. 204 She putts on and
assumes much, very much oft he vastly extravagant humors.
1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 219 The City., was vastly full of
People. 1733 T. Burnet MS. Let. 30 Jan., Believe me most
affectionately, though vastly peevish, Yours T. B. 178a
Miss Burney Cecilia vi. xi, This is all vastly true j but I

have no time to hear any more of it just now. 1826 J.
Foster in Life fy Corr. (1846) II. 78 A vastly acute and
doggedly intellectual fellow. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis
xxii, Mrs. Portman..was vastly bitter against Pen.. since
his impertinent behaviour to the Doctor. 1872 Black Adv.
Phaeton vi. 68 That small person.. was becoming vastly
indignant

(/') 1750 H, Walpolk Lett. (1846) II. 358, 1 laughed vastly.
1766 GoLDSU, Vicar xii, I protest I like my Lady Blarney
vastly. C1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 234, I should vastly like
to examine this little hunchback a little more closely. 1879
Mrs. Macouoid Berksh. Lady 182 That will please me vastly.
{O 1756 Mus. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitlaud

Club) 127 He.. sung vastly fine. 1799 Sheridan Pizarro
Prol., An't you come vastly late ? 1814 Jane Al'sten Lady
Susan xv. She talks vastly well. 1837 Lytton E. Maltravers
5 As for bed, this chair will do vastly well.

Vastness (vcrstnes). [f. Vast a.]

t 1. Desolation ; waste. Oh. rare.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, w. vii. §7 Because their excur-

sions into the limits of physical causes hath bred a vastness
and solitude in that tract. 1642 Sir E. Dering Sp. on Relig.
87 This Bill doth seem to me an uncouth wildernesse, a
dismall vastnesse.

2. The quality of being vast ; immensity.
1607 Beauu. & Kl. Woman Hater in. iii, Could the Sea

throw up his vastness, And offer free his best inhabitants.
1667 Milton/*. A. vii. 472 Scarse from his mould Behemoth
biggest born of Earth upheav'd His vastness. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India <5- P. 12 The swelling Surges menace the
lowering Skies, leaving a Hollow where they borrowed their
Gigantine Vastness. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho
vi, Emily gazed with enthusiasm on the vastness of the sea.
1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 24 When we speak of the
vastness, the regularity, and the permanency of the solar
system. 1886 Rusk in Prxterita I. vi. 199 The vastness of
scale in the Milanese palaces, .impressed meat once.

fig. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, The open vastnesse of
a tyrannes eare. 1873 Helps Anim. % Mast. i. 8 You will
be able to appreciate the vastness of this area of cruelty.

b. Of immaterial things.

1622 Fletcher Prophetess n. i, You have blown his swoln
pride to that vastness, As he believes the Earth is in his
fathom. 1658 Verney Mem. (1907) II. 77 The vastnesse of
my affection. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xcvii, I look'd on
these and thought of thee In vastness and in mystery. 1889
Ruskin Prxterita III. 146 The vastness of Scott's true
historical knowledge.

3. A vast or immense space.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 61 The excellent Dr. Hen.

More, whose soul may have roamed as far into these scopes
and vastnesses as most mens in the world. 1855 Longf.
I/iaw. xii. 137 Then a voice was heard. .Coming from the
empty vastness. 1875 — Masque Pandora vi, Thunder and
tempest of wind Their trumpets blow in the vastness.

t Vasture. Oh.-1
[f. Vast a.] = prec. 3.

1596 Edw. Ill, ti. i. 402 What can one drop of poyson
harme the Sea, Whose hugie vastures cau digest the ill And
make it loose his operation?

Vasty (vcrsti), a. [f. Vast a. + -y.] Vast,
immense. (In mod. use after Shakspere.)
1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, m. i. 52, I can call Spirits from the

vastie Deepe. 1599 — Hen. V, 11. iv. 105 The poore Soules,
for whom this hungry Warre Opens his vastie lawes. 1605
Play of Stucley K iij b, Which makes me . .sorrow that thy
valour should be sunke In such a vasty vnknowne sea of
Armes, 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 330, I saw in a
white sandy ground divers vastie, craggie stones of strange
formes.

1792 R. Cumberland Calvary 182 Noah can tell How
all the earth with violence was fill'd, Or e'er the fountains of
the vasty deep Were broken up. 1845 Ford Handbk. Sp.
1. 77 The feudal castle, the vasty Escorial, the rock-built

alcazar. 1867 E. F. Bull Ecce Coelum i. 10 Not a whisper,
not a rustle, through all the vasty dome.

62

fig. 1848 Bailey Fes/us (ed. 3) 63 Yon pretty little star

Shines on a vasty falsehood. 1885 Pater Marius II. 48
Those vasty conceptions of the later Greek philosophy,

t Va'Sy, a. Oh* Also veasy. [app. f. F. vase

slime.] Slimy.
1742 Lond. $ Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4I 75 In the Marshes

of Kent and Essex, the Air.. is generally so infectious, by
Means of those low, veasy, boggy Grounds. 1743 Ibid. 11.

(ed. 2) 143 Who sees our vasy, muddy Sediments .. often

increased by the Foulnesses of new Supplies, and subsided
at the Bottom?

Vat (vaet), sb. Forms : 3 ueat, 3-4 uet, 5- vat,

4, 6 vatte, 8 vatt; 4-5 vaat, 4,6-8 vate, 6 vaette.

[Southern variant of Fat sdA The long vowel in

the obs. forms vaat, vate, is derived from the OE.
pi. (jatu, etc.) or from late forms of the gen. and
dat. sing, {fates, fate) .]

1. A cask, tun, or other vessel used for holding or

storing water, beer, or other liquid ; usually one of

some size in which a liquor, esp. beer or cider,

undergoes fermentation or is prepared
; fa vessel.

_
a \2z$ Juliana 31 pe worldes wealdent bat wiste sein

iuhan his ewanigeliste unhurt ibe ueat of wallinde eoli.

1340 Ayen b. 231 Hi bereb a wel precious tresor ine a wel
fyebble uet. c 1380 Sir Ferutub. 5695 An Archebysschop.

.

bad hym ordeyne an huge vaat, Ful of water clere. 1399
Ace. Exch.K. R. 473 /ii m. 2 Proxxiiij circulis ligneis emptis
ad diuers[os] vattes et cowelys inde ligandis pro aqua in

eisdem conseruanda. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 577 Cuva,
a cuve or a vaat. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 465 Canels or
pipis, wynes forth to lede Into the vat & tonnys, make also.

1551 Huloet, Vat, or fat, a vessell for water, ale, bere, or
any Hcour, labrum. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii*

Captaines 745 Lach grape toweep, and crimsin streams to
spin Into the Vate, set to receive them in. 166a Charleton
Myst. Vintners (1675) 194 A clean and strongly-scented
Ca^k or Vate. 1697 Prior £p. Sir F. Sheppard 41 My
Uncle.. Might have.. Taught me with Cyder to replenish
My Vats or ebbing Tide of Rhenish. 1708 J. Philips Cyder
1. 18 Would'st thou, thy Vats with gen'rous Juice should
froth? Respect thy Orchats. 1781 Johnson in Boszuell
5 Apr., We are not here to sell a parcel of boilers and vats.

1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. 1. 169 This fermenting tun is

an immense circular vat or tub bound with strong iron hoops,
and covered in at all parts. 187s Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm.
237 For the large circular vats in which the ale was formerly
fermented, slate tuns have been recently substituted.
Comb. 16x1 Cotgr., Cuvelicr, a vat-maker, or tub-maker,
b. A vessel, cauldron, or cistern containing the

liquid used in dyeing or some other process.
1548 Elyot, Ahcnum, a great vatte, wherein purple is

dyed. 163a Shkrwood s.v., A dying Vat, cuvier. 1738
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Dying Ingredients, Dying materials.

.

applied.. by only dipping the stuff in the vat of dye.
1788 Trans. Soe. Arts VI. 165 (Papermaking), Having
prepared the stuff, chest and vatt, quite clean, I chopt the
clean bark or first preparation [etc]. 1791 W. Hamilton
Bert/toilet's Dyeing I. Introd. p. ii, The Stuffs.. were im-
mersed in vats, where they received various colours. 1825

J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 366 The large vat or cistern
[of a paper-mill], A A, is of an oblong figure on the outside.
183a Porcelain cj- Glass 38 When the flints are thus suffi-

ciently ground, the semi-fluid is transferred to another vat.

1873 Hamerton Intell. Life xii. i. 432 Every locality is like

a dyer's vat, the residents take its colour.

f c. = Fat sb. 1 1 b. Oh. rare.
1507 Pilton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 53 Item an

oyle vatte of sylver.

T d. A cask or tub used as a receptacle for refuse

or filth, Obs.

«534"5 MS, Rawl. D. 77 fob 67 b, The vaettes that con-
vayeth the Rubbysch frome the great Kechyn. 1536 Ibid.,
Skoryng and inakyng clean the Vattes of the Comen Jakes
. .with other vattes with in the said castell.

2. In various special uses : a. = Cheese-vat.
1669 Worlidge Syst.Agric. (1681) 334 Vatlor

t
or Valloiv,

or Vate, a concave Mould wherein a Cheese is pressed, i860
All Year EoundKo. 51. 19 The next step taken was to get
a proper ' vat ' and ' follower ' made of solid mahogany.

b. Tanning. = Tan-vat.
1777 Phil. Trans. LXVI1I. 115 Until they think proper to

lay it away in the Vatts. In these holes, which are the
largest in the tan-yard, the leather is spread out smooth.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech. III. 2490/1 The tan-yard contains
a number of wooden-lined vats, whose tops are level with the
..ground. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 276/1 The hides are
placed.. in vats filled with a dissolved excrement.

c. Cornwall, (See quot.)
1778 Pryce Miu. Cornub. 225 Upon the top of the arch or

back of the calciner, is made a square hollow place called a
Vate or Dry, sufficient to contain a serving or hand barrow
full of Tin.

d. Mining. (Seequots.)
180a J. Mawe Min. Derby Gloss., Vat, a wooden tub

used to wash ore and mineral substances. 1872 Raymond
Statist. Mines «y Mining 253 Outside of the building the
pulp runs first into vats, where the heavier portion settles
and the rest goes into the creek. 1888 F. Hvmk Mme. Midas
1. v, The wash was carried along in the trucks from the top
of the shaft to the puddlers, which were large circular vats
into which water was constantly gushing.

e. Saltmaking. A salt-pit (seequots.).
i860 Maury Phys. Geog. (Low) ii. 22 There is a series of

vats or pools through which the water is passed as it comes
from the sea, and is reduced to the briny state. i86x J. H.
Bennet Shores Medit, (1875) 1. v.143 The vats or pools into
which the sea-water is received for evaporation.

3. A cask, barrel, or other vessel for holding or
storing dry goods; = Fat sd.l 3.

1766 Entick London IV. 328 Their business being to
attend each ship, to top the vats, and to return an account
of the coals measured. 1825 Hone Every.day Bk. I, 741
The arrival of a vat of Hambro' yarn. Ibid., The inhabit-
ants met the waggon,, .decorated the vat with ribands,, .and

VATICAL.
drew the same through the village. 1859 F. A. Griffiths
Artill. Man. (1862) 159 The horses are to be taken out; the
harness, .packed in vats.

t b. Formerly used as a measure of capacity for
coal (see quots. and Fatj/;.i 4). Oh.
X708 Constit. Watermen's Co. xlii, It is agreed and

order d, that all Lightermen selling Coals, shall sell Pool-
measure,.. That is to say, One and Twenty Chaldron to the
Score, or otherwise to sell the same Measure each person
buys, (provided the Parcel be Five Chaldron and a Vatt at
the least). 1763 Ann. Keg. 64 Importation of coals into the
port of London in the year 1762, amounting to 570,774
chaldrons and one vat. 1821 Ace. Peculations Coal Trade
5 i he measure used in the pool is by vat ; this contains nine
bushels heaped.

t C (See quot.) Obs.
1730. Bailey (fob), Fat, Vat, (of Merchandise) an uncertain

quantity, as of yarn, from 210 to 211 bundles; of wire, from
20 to 25 pound weight, &c.
4. Dyeing. The liquid solution in which the

material to be dyed is immersed ; the dyeing
liquor. Usually with defining term.
1755 Diet. Arts <$- Sd, II. 99S/2 Lime is much used in

working blue-vats. Ibid. 1000/2 The blue vats in deep
blues of the fifth stall, give no considerable weight. 1765
[indigo vat: see Indigo C i], 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 415
In this vat, the immediate principles .. perform the dis-
oxidizing function of the copperas in the cold vat. Ibid.,
The pastel vats require most skill.. in consequence of their
complexity. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. III. 251 Copperas
or common blue vat. Ibid. 252 An excess of lime yields a
sharp vat ;.. too little lime yields a soft vat. 1900 Jrnl.Soc.
Dyers XVI. 8 A vat prepared with caustic soda.

5. attrib., as vat-room \ vat-man. J'apermaking,
a workman who lifts the pulp from the vat and
moulds the sheets of paper ; a dipper or maker

;

vat-net (see quot.) ; vat-press, Papermaking, a
press in which the sheets are placed after they leave

the vat.

1839 Uke Diet. Arts 927 Meanwhile the ''vat-man puts
the deckel upon the other mould. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XV11I.
225/1 The vatman takes up enough pulp on the mould to
fill the deckle. 1884 Knight DLL Mech. Suppl. 921/1 *Vat
net, used as a strainer over a tub or tank. 1839 Uhe Diet.
Arts 931, 1 Man. .in keeping in order 7 vats, *vat-presses,
&c. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 209/1 This post. .is placed
in the vat-press, and subjected to a strong pressure to force
out the superfluous water. 1843 Tizard Brewing xix. 464
Where the trade is extensive, and *vat-room is of consequent
importance.

Hence Va'tful.
163a Sherwood, A vat-full, envee. 1862 Sat. Rev. XIII.

411/1 By the sudden interposition of a vat-full of pale ale

details.

Vat (vaeO, v. [f. prec] trans. To place or

store in a vat.

1784 Twamlf.y Dairying Exemplified 48 Many people as
soon as the Whey is removed immediately break the Curd
small . . and then put it into the Cheese Vat. . . 1 would always
recommend that it rest one quarter of an Hour, before 'tis

broke or vatted. 186a Chambers's Encycl. IV. 727/1 The
factitious compound being mixed or vatted with the wines
in bond. 1880 Act 43 fy 44 Vict. c. 24 § 64 (1) The proprietor

of spirits, .may ..vat, blend, or rack them in the warehouse.

b. To immerse in a dyeing solution or vat.

1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 210 '2 The
goods are next limed, vatted to shade, taken out.

Vat, southern ME. and dial. var. Fat a.; obs.

Sc. f. wot Wit v. Vatoh, southern dial. var.

Fetch v. ; obs. Sc. f. Watch. Vate, obs. Sc. f.

Wait v. Vater(e, obs. Sc. ff. Water.

II Vates (v^-tfz). [L. vales.]

L A poet or bard, esp. one who is divinely in-

spired ; a prophet-poet.
1625 Purchas Pilgrims II. ix. 1572 The people interject-

ing their applauses, clapping hands and running in to

gratifie their Vates (Poet or Prophet) with a Present. 1687

Ace. Author's Life in Cleveland Whs. Ded. A 7, And here

a^ain he was Vates in the whole Import of the Word, both
Poet and Prophet. 1855 Lewes Goethe I. 251 The high and
priestly office which he gave the poet, as a real Vates. 1878

G. Smith Life John Wilson xvii. 547 Lach was the Vates
of his countrymen.

2. pi. One of the classes of the old Gaulish

druids. Cf. Ovate sd.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Druids, The Bardi were the

Poets; the Vates.. were the Sacrifices, and Naturalists.

1775 L. Shaw Hist. Moray vi. § 1. 227 Druid was the

general name of the Sect or Order ; and their Literati were
divided into Priests, Vates, and Bards, who were their

Divines. 1882-3 Schajf's Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 668

According to function they were divided into classes— bards,

vates, and druids proper.

Vath, dial. var. Faith int.

Vath(e, Sc. varr. Wathe sl>. (danger).

Vathym, southern ME. variant of Fathom sb.

Vatic (v3e*tik), a. Also 7 vatick. [f. L. vdt-es

a prophet, poet + -ic] Of or pertaining to, charac-

teristic of, a prophet or seer
;
prophetic, inspired.

1603 I!p. Hall King's Prophecy xvii, My puis-ne Muse
presumed to recite The vatick lines of that Cuuuean Dame.
1844 Mrs. Browning Vis. Poets clxxviii, If every vatic

word that sweeps To change the world must pale their lips.

i858 Good Words 1 Jan. 53 To the sound of their vatic

exordiums did Roland Laporte and Jean Cavallier march
from their fastnesses. 1871 H. B. Fokman Our Living Poets

2gi The thought . . betrays enough of the vatic exaltation of

the seer.

tVatical, a. Oh. rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Vatic. Hence Vatically adv.

1594 Zepheria xvi, My brow. . Which whilome thou with
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lawrell vaticall Enobled hast, (high signall of renowne).
1634 Br. Hall Contempt., N. T. iv. xxv. 238 Neither couldst

thou have made up those vaticall predictions, without this

conveyance. 1641 Brightmans Predictions 3 Now as Mr.
Brightman vatically observeth, the Church of Xhyatira
[etc. J.

Vatican (vae'tikan). Also 6-7 Vaticane. [a.

F. Vatican ( = It., Sp., Pg. Vaticano', or ad. L.

Vatican-us (sc. collis, Dions') : see def]

1. (With initial capital, and now always with the.)

The palace of the Pope built upon the Vatican
Hill in Rome.
Also, in recent use, the papal authorities or the system

which they represent ; the papal power ; the Papacy.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb. ) 100 As wee are accustomed to

goo on Pylgramege to Rome or Vaticane. 1607 U. Bakni.s
Dt'vils Charter 11. i. E 1, Heere leaue we Charles with
pompous ceremonies, Feasting within the Vaticane at

Rome. 1611 Bible Tran$l.Pref.Ti$ The Latine edition ..

printed in the Printing-house of Vatican, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 18 Jan. 1645, I went to see the Pope's Palace, the

Vatican, where he for the most part keeps his Court. 1777
R. Watson Phitip II, 11. (1839) 29 He expressed his dread
that ere long the Vatican itself would be in the hands of the

enemy. 1779 J. Jay in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev, (1853) 1 1.

284 There is as much intrigue in this State-House as in the

Vatican. 1866 Gladstone in Lett. Ch. $ Relit. (1911) II.

395, I repaired to the Vatican in household uniform. 1909

J. M'Cabk Decay Ch. Rome vi. 128 England is regarded
as substantially won for the Vatican.

b. Used with reference to the artistic or literary

treasures preserved here ; the Vatican galleries or

library.

1600 Holland Livy App. 13 86 The statue of Laocoon..
now at this day.. is to be seene at the Vaticane. 1610
Bolton Eiem. Armories 54 Such a librarie as.. they had
rather tosse then to bee Deipnosophists in Athena^us, or

glowe-wormes in the Medicasan, or Vatican, the most re-

nowned armaries of bookes in all the world. 1694 J. Norris
Curs. Reft. Locke's /turn. Underst. 43, I.. would not part

with his Book for half a Vatican. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trait.

(176a) IV. 34 This picture resembles that which is to be seen

in the Vatican at Rome. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.. Pierre's

Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 70 The man of the woods.. has, cer-

tainly, a very imperfect resemblance to the Apollo of the

Vatican. 1841 W. Spalding Italy % It. 1st. I. 166 Of these

two copies [of a statue] one . . is in the Vatican.

fig- J^49 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV. eclxv, A Well-
bought Treasure from his Vatican ; Whose Volumes
Numberless Nature doth Summe In one Compendious
Abstract; Well-bound Man! 1854 Thoheao Waldcn iii.

(1886) 102 When the vaticans shall be filled with Vedas and
Zen davestas and Bibles. 1868 M. Arnold in Life Ld.
Coleridge (1904) II. vi. 160 Suppose you look in your stately

Vatican of a library and see if you have not half a dozen
copies.

2. atttib. or as adj. Of or pertaining to the

Vatican or its library.

Vatican Council, the council of 1869-70 which proclaimed
the infallibility of the Pope.
1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 208 You found

not these excellent qualities in the Vatican Library, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 18 Jan. 1645, By these we descended into the
Vatican Gardens. 1705 Addison Italy 102 The old Vatican
Terence has at the Head of every Scene the Figures of all

the Persons. 1797 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 150/2 The
Vatican manuscript contained originally the whole Greek
Bible. 1815 in i/shazu Mag. Dec. (1913) 265, I lately got
a beautiful edition of the LXX, . .printed from the Vatican
copy. 1845 Graves Roman Law in Encycl. Metrop. II. 768
The Vatican fragments were taken by Mai from a manu-
script of the Collatioues of Cassianus in the Vatican Library.

1878 N. Amtr. Rev. CXXVII. 325 The Fathers of the
Vatican Council expound the doctrine of the church in

these words. i885 Encycl. Brit. XX. 835/2 The Vatican
palace also appears to have originated in a house which
existed in the time of Constantine.

Hence Vatica rial, Vaticanic, Vaticanical
adjs.

1899 Westm. Caz. 27 June 3/3 Several Catholic parishes

elected priests who refused to accept the new *Vaticanal
dogma. 1898 K. P. Evans Evol. Ethics iv. 160 In the spirit

of the *Vaticanic dictum. 1908 Contemp. Rev. Mar., Lit.

Suppl. 10 He has announced with *VaticanicaI authority
that (etc. J.

Vaticanism (vartikaniz'm). [f. Vatican.]
1. The tenet of absolute papal infallibility or

supremacy in respect of ecclesiastical doctrine or

affairs as declared by the Vatican Council.
1875 Gladstone Vaticanism 8 The proceedings of

Vaticanism threaten to be a source of some practical incon-
venience. 1875 — Glean. (1S79) VI. 243 The antichristiau

action of Vaticanism on the minds and lives of men with a
power and sagacity worthy of the best days of Italian

thought. 1890 Spectator 23 Aug., But in 1870 Manning
and Newman seemed to be drifting in opposite directions,—
the one towards ' Vaticanism ', the other towards restrictions

of the Papal initiative.

2. transf. (See quot.)
1884 Dublin Rt'v. Jan. 187 'Vaticanism ', in the scn--e in

which we here use the term, is a word borrowed from Dr.
Scrivener to express the opinion of those who think the
Vatican Codex to be the truest and best text of the Greek
Testament.

Vaticanist (vse'tikanist),^. and a, [f. as prec
+ -IST.]

A. sb. An adherent or supporter of the Vatican
or of Vaticanism.
1846 Worcester, Vaticanist, an adherent to the Vatican.

Ec. Rev. 1873 Guardian 20 Aug. 1086 1 We are the true

Catholics, we are the true members of the Church, and the
Vaticanists have made a new sect. 1875 Gladstone Glean.
(1879) VI. 219 The Court of Rome, .nlled the office with a
thorough-paced Vaticanist.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Vaticanism or its

adherents.

1892 Church Times 11 Mar. 250/4 The adequate mainten-
ance of the Vaticanist claims. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 17 Aug.

3 3 The fundamental question between the Vaticanist Carsar
and the English Church.

VaticanizationCva^tikanaiz^'Jan). [Cf. next

+ -ATION".] The action or fact of bringing under

the authority of the Vatican or Papacy.
1873 Contemp. Rev. XXIII. 94 The Italianization, or

rather the Vaiicanization, of Latin Christendom.

Vaticanize, v. [f. Vatican + -ize.] tram.

To subject to the authority of the Vatican ; to

imbue with Vaticanism. So Vaticanized />//. a.

1890 For, Ch. Chron. March 8 Impossible for him to adopt
the Vaticanised faith. 1896 Bright Rom. See in Early Ch.
212 This bold attempt to Vaticamse antiquity.

Vaticide 1 (vartisaid). [f. L. villi-, stem of

vales prophet +-CIDE 1.] One who kills a prophet.

Also^.
1728 Pope Dune. n. 74 Then first (if Poets aught of truth

declare) The caitiff Vaticide conceiv'd a prayer. 1746
Smollett Reproof 171, 1 see with joy, the vaticide deplore

An hell-denouncing priest and sov'reign whore. 1749 —
Regicide Pref. p. vii, My Patience being by this Time quite

exhausted, I desired a Gentleman who interested himself in

my Concerns, to go and expostulate with the Vaticide [sc.

the Manager of Drury-Iane Theatre J.

Va'ticide 2
. rare. [f. as prec. + -CIDE 2.] The

killing of a prophet.

1853 Landor Wks. (1876) V. 119 Vaticide is no crime in

the .Statute-book.

Vaticiual (vati'sinal), a. [f. L. vdticin-us

prophetic + -al.] Of the nature of, characterized

by, vaticination or prophecy
;
prophetic, vatic.

1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Ilolinshed 11. I Sylvester
Giraldus Cambrensis, his vaticinall historie of the Conquest
of Ireland. 1645 Ussher Body Div. 14 Which are the
Prosaicall books? Such as are for the most part writen
in prose, and foretell things to come; whence also more
especially they are termed Prophetical!, or vaticinall. 165a
Gaule Magastrom. 304 Dion ..disregarded the vaticinall

portent. 1775 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I. 1 Thomas
Leirmonth, or Rymer, . .has left vaticinal rhymes, in which
he predicted the union of Scotland with England. 1807
G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. vi. 285 He was induced..,
contrary to the vaticinal warnings of Coluinba, to carry

a mixed body of various people, into. .Ireland. 1844 Q.
Rev. LXXIV. 230 In the true vaticinal spirit of poetry and
prophecy. 1897 Advance (Chicago) 30 Sept. 438/2 His.,
vaticinal conclusions have proved to be. .flabby.

t Vatixinant, pres. pple. and ///. a. Obs.

rare. [ad. L. vdticinant-, vdticinans, pres. pple. of

vdticindri: see Vaticinate v.] a. Prophesying,

predicting, b. (See quot. 1647.)
1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 29 There fonde they the preste

of Iubyter, wyth his wyfand alle his meyne, vaticynaunte

or prophecyeng thynges moche merueyllous. 2647 H. More
Song of Soul Notes 165/1 The soul is said to be in a
vaticinant, or parturient condition, when she hath some
kind of sense, and hovering knowledge of a thing, but yet

cannot distinctly and fully, .represent it to herself.

Vaticinar. Sc. Obsr~x
[f. L. 7w/iV/'«-,stem

of vdticindri (see next) + -ab 2
.] A vaticinator or

prophet.

1549 Compl. Scotl. x. 82 The inglismen gifis ferme credit

to diuerse prophane propheseis of merlyne, and til vthir aid

corruppit vaticinaris.

Vaticinate (vati'sin^'t), v. [f. I,, vdlicindt-,

ppl. stem of vdticindri to forebode, foretell, pro-

phesy, f. vdtes Vates.]

1. intr. To speak as a prophet or seer ; to otter

vaticinations or predictions ; to foretell events.

1613 Cockeram 1, Vaticinate, to prophesic. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 220 And then goes on vaticinating,. .Whiles
Cambray's issue serue the Lord their Maker (etc.]. 165a
Gaule Magastrom. 187 Is it not by diabolical instinct that

they here peremptorily vaticinate or ominate of long life,

short life, marriage [etc.]? 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1.

iii. § 29. 134 Aristotle (as it were Vaticinating concerning it)

somewhere calls [the Spirit of God], .a certain Better and
Diviner thing than Reason. 1744 Berkelky Sin's $ 253 All

have not alike learned the connexion of natural things, or

understand what they signify, or know how to vaticinate by
them. 1829 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 82 What if

Humphrey has vaticinated? What if he has beaten all

prognosticators since Nostradamus? 1835 Chambers's Jrnl.
Aug. 209 The plan followed by the late Mr. Coleridge in

vaticinating upon the events of the last war. i886Dowden
Shelley I. vi. 239 From a hundred platforms ..gentlemen
declaimed, vaticinated, and returned thanks to one another.

transf, 164a H. More Song ofSoul 11. 11. in. a Intellection

Or higher gets, or at least hath some sent Of God, vati-

cinates, or is parturient.

2. trans. To foretell, predict, prognosticate, or

prophesy (a future event).

165a Gaule Magastrom. 259 Chalcas did vaticinate or

prognosticate the destruction of Troy. 1658 Cokaine
Obstinate Lady it. i

(
He was an intricate Prognosticator of

firmamental Eclipses, and vaticinated future Occurents by
the mysterious influences of the sublime Stars. i8ao Byron
Lett, to Murray 24 April, I vaticinate a row in Italy. 1831

T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle (1887) 178, 1 vaticinate what
will be the upshot of all his schemes of reform. 1886
Symonds Renaiss. It., Cath, React. VII. xxv. 412 To vati-

cinate a reign of socialistic terror for the immediate future.

transf. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 378 My soul seemeth
to vaticinate and presage its approaching dismission and
freedom from this its prison. 1877 A. B. Alcott Table-t.

133 Instinct, intuition, volition, embosom and express what-

soever the Spirit vaticinates.

Hence Vati'cinating vbl. sb. and///, a.

1634 Sir T. Herhfrt Trav. 207 These vaticinating boyes
who with their long spread hair fall flat afore the [doll.

Ibid. (1638) 356 Virgil.. from some vaticinating Notion
seemes to point at it, in the 6 lib. yEnead. a 1693 Urquhart's
Rabelais in. xxv. 210 The Cock Vaticinating and Alcctryo-
mantick, ate up the Pickles. 1791-1823 D'Ishaku Cur. Lit.
(i8«;8) III. 278 George Withers, the vaticinating poet of our
civil wars.

Vaticination (vatisiiv 1 jon). [ad. I., vaticin-

ation-, vaticindtio, n. of action f. vdticindri: sec

prec. Cf. obs. F. vaticination (^Cot^r.).]

L A prediction of an oracular or inspired nature
;

a prognostication or prophecy, a prophetic utter-

ance or forecast.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1198 Sibylla, and Aris-
tonice, or such as published their vaticinations and pro-
phesies inverse. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. 63 The Law
has appointed a sort of Prophets as Judges over these
divine Vaticinations. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. xii, Yurick
scarce ever heard this sad vaticination of his destiny read
over to him, but.. that he [etc.]. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlvii,

The Dominie .. had just that moment parted from Meg
Mcrrilics, and was too deeply wrapt up in pondering upon
her vaticinations, to make any answer. 1850 Merivai.k
Rom. Emp. iii. (1865) I. 115 The frightful vaticinations of

fire and slaughter with which Cicero had kept the ears of
the people tingling. 1874 II. R. Reynolds John Bapt. iv.

§6. 266 The 'Sibylline Oracles', .contain many vaticina-

tions, inextricably mingled, from Jewish, heathen, and
Christian sources.

transf. 1836 Emerson Nature Wks. (BohrO IL 170 Every
surmise and vaticination of the mind is entitled to a certain

respect.

2. The action or fact of vaticinating; the utter-

ance of predictions or prophecies ; also, the power
or gift of this.

1623 Cockeram i, Vaticination, a prophesying. 1699
BENTLBV Phal. iv. 147 Unless we dare ascribe to the Ty-
rant a Spirit of Vaticination, we cannot acquit the Author
of the Letters of so manifest a cheat. 1818.S1 ti Br. Lamm.
xxiii, He despised most of the ordinary prejudices about
witchcraft, omens, and vaticination. 1874 H. R. Reynolds
John Bapt. iii. § 3. 206 The ambiguous vaticination of the

heathen oracles.

transf 1744 Berkeley Sin's §252 He that foretels the

motions of planets,, .may be said to do it by natural

vaticination.

+ b. Divine or inspired apprehension or know-
ledge ; intuition, insight. Obs,

1678 Ccdworth Intell. Syst. Pref., Whether this Assurance
be called a Vaticination or Divine Sagacity, (as it is by
Plato and Aristotle) or Faith, as in the Scripture. Ibid. 409
That Vaticination, which all men have in their minds con-

cerning the Gods.

Vatixinator. Now rare or Obs. [a. obs. F.

vaticinatcur (Cotgr.) or ad. L. vaticinator, agent-

noun f. vdticindri to Vaticinate.] One who
writes or utters vaticinations : a prognosticator or

prophet.
165a Gaule Magastrom. 335 Cicero derided the Boeotian

vaticinators for predicting victory to the Thebanes from the

crowing of cocks, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in xiii, The
Owner of that Soul deserveth to be termed a Vaticinator or

Prophet. 1791-1813 DTsraeli Cur. Lit. (1859) II. 483
Poetical vaticinators are prophets only while we read their

verses. x8a8 — Chas. I, I. iv. 59 What vaticinator would
have ventured to predict . .that his Queen was then befote

himl 1841 — Amen. Lit. (1867) 500 That mystical vati-

cinator of past events, a conjectural historian.

Vaticinatory, a, rare-1
, [f. Vaticinate v.:

see -ory 2.] Vaticinal, prophetic.

1883 S. Wainwright Sci. Siphisms viii. 169 The vaticin-

atory character of these opinions is their least remarkable
feature.

t Vaticinatress. Obs.—1
[f. Vaticinator +

-ES8 J
, after F. vaticinatrice. Cf. L. vdtitindlrix.]

A female vaticinator ; a prophetess.

a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais ill, xvii. i37Thc House of the

Vaticinatress.

tVaticinatric, a. Obs.~l [irreg. formation

on Vaticinate v.] Pertaining to, connected with,

vaticination.

1719 Evelyns Sylva tit, iv. 228 As in the temple Despoene
..where they were prohibited the burning of Olive-wood,

or the Qvrbv Maciwoi', the Vaticinatric Laurel, or the Thick-
rind Oak [etc.].

f Vaticine, variant of Vaticiny. Obs.

1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Hotinshed II. 43/2 Thus
(according to this vaticine) twise it was left, but the third

time it shall be kept. Ibid. 52/2 Then was fulfilled the

vaticine or prophesic of old Merlin.

t Vaticinian, a. Obs.—° [f. L. vaticini-us pro-

phetic] Vaticinal. (lilount, 1656.)

+ Vaticiny. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vdticinium, f.

vdticinus prophetical : cf. Vaticine.] A vaticina-

tion or prophecy.
1615 R. Hvfield Comm. Cotoss. i. 6 The certain event of

the vaticinies or prophecies. 1654 Vilvms Chrouography 14

Seek not to wrest a connexion of sacred Chronology from

Daniels Vaticiny. 1656 th Blount Gtossogr.

tVatinian, a. Obs. [ad. L Vatlnidn-us,

f. Vatinius 'a Roman, whom all men hated for

his odious behaviour* (Blount, 1674).] Of hatred:

Bitter, intense, violent.

After L. odium I'atinianum (Catullus xiv. 3).

1607 Walkincton Opt. Glasse 2 The viperous and vat iman
deadly hate. 1631 R. H. Arrat'gnm. Whole Creature xvi.

284 King Philip of France hating King Richard the tnt of

England : with a vatinian deadly hatred. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 256 The Vatinian hatred of Books and Authors in

Religious and Politick Differences,



VATTED.

Vatir, obs. Sc. f. Water. Vatt(e, obs. ff. Vat
sb. Vatte, southern ME. var. Fat a., pa. t. Fet v.

Va*tted,//A ct. [f. Vat v.] Placed or stored

in a vat ; said esp. of wine. Alsoy?^., mellow.

1843 Tizard Brewing 463 Old and vatted Beer. 1873 Sat.

Rev. 29 Nov. 694/1 The forged wine of Hamburg, which is

variously known as Elbe sherry, vat ted sherry, and Hamburg
sherry. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Feb. 253 A considerable

company,., most of us fine old vatted English Tories.

Vatten, obs. southern var. Fattk.v v. Vatter,
-ir, -yr, obs. Sc. ff. Water. Vattill, obs. f.

Wattle.
Vatting, vbl. sb. [f. Vat v.] The action or

process of placing beer or other liquor in a vat or

vats. Also attrib.

1843 Tizard Brewing 444 Vatting of Porter. 1855 Ogilvie

Su/>pl. s.v., Vattirg charges at the docks, i860 Bagehot
Biogr. Studies, Gladstone (18S1) 93 Let a man question

the fees on vatting, or the change in the game-certificate.

c 1886 Kipling Opium Factory q$ After vatting,. .the big

vats, .are probed with test rods.

Vatyr, obs. Sc. form of Water.
Van (v§). Also 9 vaw. [a. late L. vau (Vul-

gate), ad. Ileb. vav Vav.] The sixth letter of the

Hebrew alphabet; the Hebrew particle va-, vc-,

ft- ' and ', denoted by this letter. (Cf. Vav.)
1381 Wyclif Ps. cxix. 41 [Heading] Vau, [Also m Cover-

dale and later versions.] 1639 Sir W. Muke Ps. cxix. Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 185 He... Vau. 1643 J. Caryl Expos, Job I.

1586 The particle Vau. .usually taken as a Conjunction. Ibid.

1587 Thus in the Text the particle {Vau) is taken by some
as a note oflikeness. 1736 Ainswobth Lat. Diet. 11. s.v. F,

Its place and analogous use favour its descent froin^ the

Hebrew vau. 1798 Brit. Critic XI. 116 There is no simil-

arity whatever between the Syriacjod. .and vau. 1832 S. I.EE

Hebr. Grant, (ed. 2) 21 The Vaw..\% frequently left out.

Ibid. 30 The Vaw commencing this last syllable. 1844 W.
Upton Physinglyphics 156 The Hebrew having no express

character for o, the full sound of it is indicated by a vau
with a dot above.

Vaudes9, variant of Vaudois sb. and a.

1781 Encycl. Brit.{ed. 2) VIII, 6179/1 The valleys between
France and Italy are inhabited by the Vaudese, who are

Protestants. i83a 3 Schafjfs Encycl. Relig. Knoivl. III.

2374 In Nov., 1845, the Vaudese clergy left the Established

Church. Ibid., The Vaudese revolution.

II
Vaudeville (vtrdvil, -vtl). [F. vaudeville,

earlier van (pi. vanx) de ville, vau de vire, and in

full chanson du Van de Vire a song of the valley of

Vire (in Calvados, Normandy). The name is said

to have been first given to songs composed by

Olivier Basselin, a fuller of Vire in the 15th c]
1. A light popular song, commonly of a satirical

or topical nature ; spec, a song of this nature sung

on the stage.

The entry in Blount Glossogr. (1656) is copied directly

from Cot grave (1611).

1739 H. Walpole Let. to R. West 18 June, I will send you
one of the vaudevilles or ballads which they s:ng at the

comedy after their petites pieces. 1818 Lady Morgan
Autobiog. (1859) 85 Whenever Carboncl sings his delicious

vaudevilles we think of you. 1824 Watts Bibl. Brit. II,

617 Simon de la Loubere. also wrote Songs, Vaudevilles,
Madrigals, Sonnets, Odes, &c.

2. A play or stage performance of a light and
amusing character interspersed with songs. Also
without article, this species of play or comedy.
1833 Lytton Godoiphin ix, Fanny . . was inimitable in vaude-

ville, in farce, and in the lighter comedy. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes (1850) 65/2 The third, the Olympic, is a tiny
show-box for vaudevilles and burlesques. 186a Miss
Bkaddon Lady Audley xxxix, Country people always go to
see tragedies. None of your flimsy vaudevilles for them 1

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xx, Is this world and all the
life upon it only like a farce or vaudeville, where you find

no great meanings?
attrib. 1891 Times 28 Oct. 13/4 A vaudeville entertain-

ment, which was continued for about thr.ee months. 1899
Morrow Bohem. Paris 15 Paris, the great city, the vaude-
ville playhouse of the world.

Vaudevillist (vJ-dvilist). [ad. F. vaude-
villisle (1735), f. vaudeville : see prec] A writer

of vaudevilles.

1879 Gent/. Mag. Oct. 478 Whilst the writer of comedy
has grown too witty, the vaudevillist too stupid. 1892
Harper s Mag. Sept. 502, 1 The untiring inventiveness of
innumerable vaudcvillists.

VaU'dism. rare- 1
. [Ineg. f. next.] The

tenets of the Vaudois.

1855 Mii.man Lat. Chr. V. 17 All persons whatsoever,
living or dead,, .under the suspicion of heresy or Vaudism.

II Vaudois (vJdwa), sb. and a. Also 6 Valdois.
[F., repr. med.L. Valdensis : see Waldenses.]
a, sb. pi. Waldensians. b. adj. Waldensian.
1560 Datjs tr. Sleidane's Comrn. 219 Ther be in the French

prouince a people called Valdois. They of an aunciente
custome, doe not acknowledg the bishop of Rome. 169a

P. Boyer {title), The History of the Vaudois. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v.. The Vaudois had their n;une from this

Valdo, whose Retainer! they were. They were also call'd

Lyonists. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 737/1 In the

valleys of Lucerne, I'eyruuse, and St. Martin, .live the

celebrated Waldeuses or Vaudois. 1830 Whittier(&7/c), The
Vaudois teacher. Ibid. 27 She hath gone to the Vaudois
vales. 1841 W. Spalding Italy 9, It. Isl. III. 234 The
church of Rome and its Italian princes had deeply disgraced
themselves by their conduct to the unhappy Vaudois. 1896

R. Palmer Pant. <$ Pers. Mem. I. xvii. 256 He reported of
the Vaudois pastors, that they were desirous of cultivating

the Anglican connection.

64

Vau'danism, [f. next.] = Voodooism.
1884 Spectator 13 Dec. 1651/2 Vaudouism, which now

rages in Hayti, is, in fact, an old African creed, and its

priests hold cannibalism necessary to their rites. 1890

U.P. Mag. June 245 Great numbers of all ranks secretly

practise vaudouism.

II
Vaudoux (v<?"d«). [F.] - Voodoo sb. Also

attrib.

1864 R. F. Bl-rton. Mission to Gelele (1893) I. 62 The
Vaudoux or small green snake of the Haytian negroes, so

well-known by the abominable orgies enacted before the
' Vaudoux King and Queen '. 1884 in Sir S. St. John Hayti
v. 208 The fetish sect of Vaudoux, imported into Hayti by
the slaves coming from the tribes on the western coast of

Africa. Ibid. vii. 247 A freshly built temple dedicated to

the Vaudoux worship.

Vaudy (
v§*di), a. Sc. Also vady, vaudie.

[Of obscure origin.] a. Elated, delighted, b.

Stout, stalwart. O. Gay or fine in appearance.

c 1720 W. Meston ' How lang shall ourland' in Jacobite

Songs {1871) 41 Then must we he sad, while the traitors are

vaudie, Till we get a sight o' our ain bonnie laddie. 1793
Piper of Peebles 7 Cummers fled and huil'd as weel On ice,

as ony vady chiel. 1803 Andr. Scott Poems (1808) 222 In

blue worset boots that my auld mither span, I've aft been
fu' vaudy [1821 vanty] sin' I was a man. a 1869 Charles
Spence /'<?(7«.t(i898) 72 Now I (jot new trews and coat, And
stalked about in trappings vaudie.

Vauer, obs. Sc. form of Waver v.

Vauessour, obs. form of Vavasour.

f Vaughouse. Obs.~~l [ad. Du. wachthuis or

LG. wachthus.'] A guard-house.
1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. (Chaucer Soc.) 131 But they

this leader to the vaughouse bore, whearc.how cowardice,

..how crueltie abusd his rancke, let silence put it bye.

Vaught, obs. f. Vault sd. 1
, ».1 , and v.'1

Vault (v§lt), sb. 1 Forms : a. 4-6 voute (5

woute), 4-6 (9 Sc.) vout (5 wout)
;
5-6 vowte

(5 wowt9), 5 (9 Sc.) vowt; 5 voghte (wojte), 6

vowght, vought. 0. 5 (6 Sc.) woult, 6 voulte,

voult; 5-7 volt (5 Sc. volut), 5-6 wolte,

Sc. wolt. 7. 4 vavte, 4-7 vawte, 5-6 vaute

;

4-7 vaut (5 vavtt), vawt, 6 vaught, vawght.
8. 6 valte, vault©, valt, 6- vault. [&.QF. voute,

vou/le, volte, vaulte, vaute (mod.F. voute), = Prov.

vo/ta
f
vouta, vota, It. and Pg. volta :—pop.L. *volta,

ppl. sb. f. L. volvtre to turn. Cf. Volt sb.

It is not clear at what date the/ finally established itselfm
the standard pronunciation of this wo:d and sb?, together

with the related verbs, etc. As in the case offault, there is

some tendency towards the use of a short vowel (volt) in all

the forms.]

1. A structure of stones or bricks so combined as

to support each other over a space and serve as a

roof or covering to this; an arched surface cover-

ing some space or area in the interior of a building,

and usually supported by walls or pillars; an

arched roof or ceiling.

The two chief varieties are the barrel or cylindrical)

vault and the groined vault.
a. 1387 Charters of Edinb. (1871) 35 The voute abovyn

Sant Stevinys auter. 1424 E. E. Wills (1882) 58 pe voute

of Okeham stepii. c 1440 Alph. Tales 454 In a were tyme
bai war sett aboue a vowte in be kurk. 1491 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 181 To the massonis of the Palis, in. drink-

siluer for the pendin of three voutis, iij vnicornis. 1535
Covekdale 2 Esdras xvi. 59 He spredeth out the heauen
like a vowte. 1539-4° >n Devon N. 4r (?• (i9°3* Oct. 238

Hewyng of tymber for the lytell chamber vought att

Powderham. 1595 Duncan App. Etytn. (E.D.S), Camera^
a vowte. 1828 Moir Mansie Wauch x. 89 Feint a hair

cared he about auld kirks, or kiikyards, or vouts, or through-

stanes. 1901 Trotter Galloway Gossip 239 He. .cam on a
vowt biggit wi' stane an lime.

0. C1400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 2434 It had vnder erd but

weir Standand woltis & cavis seir. 1513 Douglas sEneid
ix. viii. 114 Sa sairly knyt that maner embuchement Semyt
to be a clos volt quhar thai went. 1538 Leland /tin. \i76g)

1. 18 The riche Cardinal of Winchester gildid all the Kloures

and Knottes (0 the Voulte of the Chirch. 1563 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 247'l'he wallis..ar revin, and the volt thair-

throw partit, neir hand the ane side from the uther.

y. 13. . K. Alls. 7197 (Laud MS.), pe toures maken, & be

torels, Vavtes, Alures, & he kirnels. 1387 Trevisa^ Iligden
(Rolls) II. 81 Vawtes of stoonwerk wonderliche i-wrou5t.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxviii. 581 See you yonder
vawte by the grete hous ? 15*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 476
Enuawtyd with rubies the vawte was of this place. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. 11. xvi. 50 b, There are
conduit pypes.., supported some by vautes, and othersom
by. .pillars. 1609 Bible (Douayl 1 Kings vii. 3 He decked
the whole vaut with hordes of ccder. C1640 J. Smyth Lives
Berkeleys (1883) II. 66 The walls, vautes, ..and windows
they razed and teare a down.
S. IS45 Elyot, Arcus,. .the vault of a roufe. 1560 Daus

tr. Sleidane's Comm, 114b, They set a young man . . above
over the vaulte of the churche. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. it. xxiv. 65 The arcenal .. hath neaie an
hundreth arches or \aultesto builde and hale the gallics
vnder couer and drye. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies 11. xiii. 112 With a slender covering of mats or
straw, they are better preserved from the heate, than in
Spaine vnder a roofe of wood, or a vault of stone. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 271, I did intend here to have added
something about the Arching of Vaults, but. .shall.. omit
speaking of Vaults in this Exercise. 1750 Gray Elegy 39
The long-drawn isle and fretted vault. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. Wks. V. 42 The vault of the king's own chapel at
St. James. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xx. The shadow of the
ribbed and darksome vault, with which veneration .. had
canopied its source. 1840 Parker Gloss. Archit. (ed. 5) I.

506 In groined vaults the arches which cross each other do
not always correspond in width.

VAULT.
b. trans/. An arching roof or covering restm-

bling a structure of this kind.
a 1470 Tiptoft Caesar xii. (1530) 14, vii Legions made in

a maner a vaut to hyde them. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 405
A man bhall see the drops of water become stone, as they
hang to the very vaults of the rocke. 1706 Addison Rosa-
mond 11. iv, At length the bowery vaults appear ! 1773
Cook's Voy. 1. xvi. (Hawksworth) II. 172 They frequently

Easstd under vaults, formed by fragments of the rock. 1841
.oudon Suburban Hort. 557 The net is tightened.., and

forms a grand vault over the whole cherry garden. 1872
Ruskin Eagle's N. § 137 The coloured segments of globe
out of which foam is constituted, are portions of spherical
vaults constructed of fluent particles. 1877 Bryant Little
People ofSnow 151 And now the white walls widened, and
the vault Swelled upward, like some vast cathedial dome.

c. The apparent concave surface formed by the

sky. Chiefly poet, and usually with defining terms.
a 1586 Sidney /V. xix. vii, His [the sun's] race isev'n, from

endes of heav'n, About that vault he goeth. 1591 Si'Enskr
M. Hubberd 1229 From whence he vewes.. Whatso the
heauen in his wide vawte containes. 1605 Shaks. Lear v.

iii. 259 Had I your tongues and eyes, IPd vse them so, That
Heauens vault should crack. 1636 Cowley Pindar. Odes,
Nemean Ode ii, Through earth, and ayr, and Seas, and up
to th' heavenly Vault. 1737 Pope Hor. Fpist. 1. vi. 5 This
Vault of Air, this congregated Ball, Self-center'd Sun, and
Stars that rise and fall. 1781 Cowper Hope 79 When even-
ing turns the blue vault grey. 1840 Lardner Gcom. 215
The intersection of the plane of the water with the hemi-
spherical celestial vault. 1869 J. Martinkau Ess. II. 229
The vault of the nocturnal sky. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol.
viii. 331 The bright vault of heaven.

d. Anat. One or other of certain concave struc-

tures or surfaces normally facing downwards.
1594 T. B. La Primaitd. Fr. Acad. II. 150 Vessels and

instruments, which serue the brayne,. .amongest the which
there is. another called a vault, both in respect of the

fashion and of the vse. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 95
This v;iult is formed by the nasal bones and the nasal pro-

cesses of the maxillary bones. Ibid. 423 The posterior lobes

and the vault of the hemispheres of the cerebrum. 1849 H.
Miller Footpr. Creat. iv. I1874) 45 The upper and middle
portions of the cranial vault. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 812/2
He. .distinguishes the posterior pillars of the vault from the

pedes hippocampi.

2. An enclosed space covered with an arched

roof; esp. a lower or underground apartment or

portion of a building constructed in this form.

°. 0. x396-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 600 Pro'.caria-

c[ione] vy x lad. petr[arum], .pro le vout. 14.. Dorothe 101

in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 192 Sche scholde not scape
so sone, he thow^t ; He put here in prison in a voghte. c 1440
Capgrave Life St. Kath. iv. 1195 Alle the preson, whiche
had vowtes seuene, Was light that tyme right of his presens.

1513 Bradshaw St. Wcrburge 11. 404 The buyldynge of o!de
antiquite In cellers and lowe voultes, and halles of realte.

1S54"5 Ace. Ld.High Treas. Scot. X. a68Toressave voultis

fra the monkes to put in lyme. 1558 Ibid. 432 For carying
of the foirsaid furnesing. to ane wolt. 1616 Extr. Aberd.
Rec. (1898) II. 339 To mack ane hewin doir in the mid wall,

betuixt the northmest voult and the southermest voult.

y. 142a Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 153 He commaundid to

kepe his chyldc.and that hit were Enclosid in a vaut of

stone. 1470-85 Malory Arthur Pref. 2 The grete stones &
meruaylous werkys of yron lyeng vnder the grounde & ryal

vautes. 1503 Hawis Examp. Virt. xiii. 276 Than went we
doune to an other vaute. 1534 in Archxel. Cant. VI k 286

In the Vawt where the Moncks do dyne, j olde table [etc.].

1584 Star Chamber Decrees Print. $ Stat. (18631 IJ That
no presse be used in vaut or secret place, but such as may
easily and openly be found in search. 160a Campion Bk.
Airs Wks. (Bullen) 21 That man needs neither towtrs.. Nor
secret vauts to fly From thunder's violence.

Jig' '545 Bale Image Both Ch. 1. xvii. R viij b, So throw-

ing them sclues into a moste confuse Ch;.os or vawte of

double dotage.
8. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 77 These vaultes

are alltogether neclectcd. 1687 A. Lovkll tr. Thcvenot's

Trav. 11. 84 They make their little Vaults very quickly, and
in building of them use Timber as with us. 1698 Kf.ill

Fxam. Th. Earth (1734) 117 In Vaults and Caves there is

no sensible alteration of heat in Summer and Winter. 1794
Mrs. Radci.iffe Myst. Udolpho xxvi, Frcm the steps they

proceeded through a passage adjoining the vaults. 1836

Emi-rson Nature Wks. (Bohn) II. 151 A pajer currency is

employed, when there is no bullion in the vaults. 1856

Kane Arct. Expl. II. xi. 113 The thermometer inside was
at +90% and the vault [= hut] measured fifteen feet by six.

b. A place of this kind used as a cellar 01 store-

room for provisions or liquors.

1500 in J. Latimer Mcrch. Vent. Bristol (1903) 34 In his

mansion or shop or in celers or vawts y l he holdeth . . in fee.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586)42 In our dayes «c
vse tokeepe both Wine and Grayne in suche vaultes. 1600

Nashe Summers Last Will 1 1 88 Bacchus, for thou abusest

so earths fruits, Inipris'ned Hue in cellars and in vawtes.

x66a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 45 Most of them three

Stories high, with very noble Lodgings, Store-Houses, Vaults

and Stables belonging to them. 1699 Pomfret Poems, 'The

Choice, I'd have a little Vault, but always stor'd With

the best Wines each Vintage could afford. 1730 Swift

Panegyrick on Dean Wks. 1751 IV. 1. 136 When to the vault

you walk in state, In quality of butler's mate. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 120 Among other cellars, there is

one which perhaps has not its equal.. .This vault communi-

cates with another. 1880 Miss Bhaddon Just as lam xxxvi,

The wine cellar at the Homestead was not a stately vault.

fig' '°°5 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 101 The Wine of Life is

drawne, and the meere Lees Is left this Vault, to brag of.

3, f a. An arched space under the floor of a

church, used for ecclesiastical put poses; a crypt.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv. 61 Vnder be kirk also es a

vowte, whare Cristen men dwellez. a 1490 Botonkr /tin.

(1778) 176 The second way goth lygh est by the woult of

Seynt Johnys chyich. I5°3"4 Fee. St. Mary at Hill (1005)

252 Payd for a stay bar of yerryn to stay the Nev pcv\s



VAULT. 65 VAULTED.
[=pews] in to be vavtt. 1511 Guylforde's Piigr. (Camden)
31 A very fayre churche, ..wherein we descendyd into a
wonder fayre vaught.

b. A burial chamber (originally with arched

roof), usually altogether or partly under ground.
a 1548 Hai.l Chrou., Edw, /V, 223 After he was remoued

to Winsore and there in a new vawte newly intumilate.

1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. v. iii. 86 Here lies Iuliet, and her
beautie makes This Vault a feasting presence full of light.

1606 Brani Kirk-Buriallx, For some there was that to the
imitation of Abraham, made vp little caues or voltes, for

buriall vse. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. i. 379 Hee pur-
posed .. that his bones should bee bestowed in an arched
vault made under the chancell of Saint Peters Church in

Oxford. 171a Land. Gaz. No. 6084/7 The Body was de-
posited in the Vault. 1749 in Nairne Peerage Evidence
(1874)81 Mrs. Jean Mercer. .lyes, .opposite to the Duke of
Roxburghs vault. 1790 Hubkk Fr, Rev. Wks. V. 172 In as
few years their successors will go to the family vault of 'all

the Caputets'. 183a W. Irving Alhambra I. 187 'Now,'
said the priest, 'you must help me to bring forth the bodies
that are to be buried in this vault*. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV.
37/1 A vault cannot properly be made either in the church
or churchyard, without the consent of the ordinary, /bid.,

A vault may be attached by prescription to a mansion. 1870
F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf 61 The vaults beneath the
Chancel, sometimes called the dead-house.

f4. a. A covered conduit for carrying away
water or filth ; a drain or sewer. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1607 The water. .Gosshet through

Godardys & other grete vautes, And clensit by course all pe
cleneCite. 1533 MS. Raxvl. D. j?6 If. 131 b, Makyng of new
vawtis of brykto Conevaye the water Commyng frome the
leades of the said Castell vnder the said new wharff. 1567 in

Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. in. ii. 154 The gouernors.. shall
viewe the comen sewer or vawt at the seid house. 1596
Harington A/etam. Ajax {1814) 53 A goodly Jakes within
the town with a vault to conevey all filth into the Tiber.

11700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb. 1645, The streetes. .having
many vaults and conveyances under them for the sullage.

f b. A cistern. Obs.-1

155a Huloet, Vault or place to receaue rayne water, .

impluuium.

f C A necessary-house ; a privy. Obs.
1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Trav. Loud, to Hamburgh

Wks. (1630) 80/2 The Hangman, .hath the emptying of all

the vaults or draughts in the city. 1665 Orders Ld. Mayor
Land, in De Foe Plague (Rtldg.) 64 That no Nightman.

.

be suffered to empty a Vault into any Garden, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Creiv, Vanity an . . House of Office.

5. A natural cavern, cave, or overarched space ;

f a deep hole or pit.

153S Coverdai.e Isaiah vn. 19 These shall come, and shal
light all in the valeyes, in y

e vowtes of stone. 1587 Flem-
ing Contn. Holinshcd III, 1413/2 The hole or vaut being
sometimes filled with water, and otherwhiles neither
bottome, trees, or water maie be perceiued. 1593 Norden
Spec. Brit., Cornvj. (172S) 40 A holl or deepe vaute in the
grounde wherinto the sea floweth at high water verie farr

under the earth. 1617 Moryson /tin, r. n This City is of
a round forme, compassed of all sides with Mountaines,
having many Vauts or Caves under it. 1691 Ray Creation
1. (1692) 127 Some shou'd digg Vaults and Holes in the

Earth, as Rabbets, to secure themselves and their Young.
1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Arat. (1799) III. 274
In the burning entrails of which, .the fire-consumed ^Etneau
vaults incessantly thunder. 1854 Bkewstkr More Worlds
iii. 61 It is from the deep vaults to which primaeval life has
been consigned that the history of the dawn of life is to be
composed, i860 Tynoall Glac. 1. v, 38 The vault at the end
of the glacier.

trans/. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 29 Moreouer in the
interiour part of the wrest, we fmde a broad, and deepe
cauitie, . .through the which are concurrent, not a small
number of tendons of Muscles, to be inserted to the ioyntes
of the fingers. And in this vawte, or hollow, they seeme as

it were included, or locked up.

f b. To go lo the vault : (see quot.). Obs.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 165, I haue secne [hares] that

woulde take the ground like a Coney {whiche is called goyng
to the vault) when they haue beene hunted.

6. techn. The inner portion of a steel furnace.

1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanical Inside the conical
building is a smaller furnace, called the vault, built of fire-

brick or stone... DD, in the section, is the dome of the
vault. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel t, Iron 409 The
temperature in each furnace is regulated by closing or open-
ing the small flues in the arch of the vault.

7. allrib. and Comb., as vault beam, -cover, door,

fashion, height, -like ndj.
f
pier, etc.

1611 Bible i Kings vi. 9 marg., [He covered] the *vault
beams and the sidings with Cedar. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech. 2694/1 A 'vault-cover with glass bull's-eyes or prisms.

M>~4 Fxtr. Bur^k Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 345 Ane greit
loke to the "wolt dure of Sanct Thomas ile. 155a Huloet,
Vaultyng or makyng a worke . , *vault fascion, concameratio.
1616 Extr. Aberd. Rec. (1848) II. 3^8 The said Thomas.,
sail big the same of the breidth of the haill tolbuith quhill
it be *voult hight. 1847 Dickens Haunted M. i, His
dwelling was so solitary and "vault-like. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr. fy It. Xote-l'ks. (1872) I. 50 Whenever we emerged into
the vault-like streets. 1905 F. Bond Gothic Architecture
58 Nowhere^ is the result plainer than in the construction
of the Gothic "vault pier, c 1630 Donne Serm. cli, Wks.
1839 VI. 73 These particular Spirits in their "Vault-prayers
and Cellar-service shake the pillars of State and Church.
1887 Browning Parleyings Wks. 1907 XVI. 113 * Vault-
roof reverberates, groans the ground ! 1843 Tizard Brew-
ing 469 The brewer.. who possesses storage, cellarage, or
'vault-room. 1890 C. H. Moore Got/tic A rchit. ii. 52 Arches
which.. sustain the *vault shells. 1480 Caxton Trevtsa's
Higden 1. xlviii. (1527) 47 A thre chambred hous made of
"vawte stones. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s,v., The several
Vonssoirs, or Vault-stones whereof it [an arch] consists,

1900 H. Sutclikfe Shameless Wayne ii, The. . vault-stone
stared blue and cold at the cold moon, a 1610 G. Babing*
ton Wks. (1622) II. 35 That late thrice-damnable Powder-

Vol. X.

Treason, or "Vault-Treason ; what name might it haue
answerable to the iniquitie of it? 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nickolays Voy. 11. xxi. 58 [A] building round & strongly set

vp "vawtwise in form of the Hemispherike. 1611 Cotgr.,
Retombe,. .a flat vault, or a roome thats made vault-wise.

166a J, Davies tr. Oleariusy Voy. Ambass. 67 Their Cabans,
or Huts, which are covered vault-wise, are built half under-
ground. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI. 208 Every brilliant pair

finished.. was briskly strung up on cobwebs, with which the

cart, vaultwise, was interwoven. 1614 Purchas Pilgrimage'

vi. v. 584 This Temple was borne vp with "Vault-worke.

1726 Leoni Alberti's Arc/tit. I. 35/2 Pit-sand, .they use . . in

Vault-work, but not in plaistering.

Vault (v$It), sb.'i Also 6 vaute. [f. Vault v.~,

or, in sense 2, ad. F. voile.]

~\. An act of vaulting ; a leap or spring
; f spec.

of harts (see quot. 1576).
1576 Turberv. Venerie^s ,l is a pleasure, to beholde them

when they goe to Rutte and make their vaute. 1610 G.
Fletcher Christ's Tri. 1. xl,So on a wither'd tree he fairly

set him, And helpt him fit the rope, ..So thear he stands,

readie to hell to make his vault. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Navy Land Ships Wks. 1. 93/1 What Necromanticke spells

are Rut, Vault, Slot, Pores, and Entryes, Abatuies, and
Foyles. 17*8 Chambers Cycl, Vault is also used for the

Manages practis'd on the wooden Horse, to learn to mount
and unmount with Ease and Expedition. 1868 W. R. Smith
in Life (1912) iii. 94 A popular exercise is the spring vault.

1893 Outing XXII. 153/2 The world's record in the fence

vault, and.. the pole vault, 1901 IVcstm. Gaz. 28 May 2/1

M. Brocas fell to the ground, after his vault.

f 2. = Volte (in the manege). Obs.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v,, There are some Vaults wherein
the Horse makes two parallel Circles.

Vault (vglt), v. 1 Forms : a. 4 Sc.
t 5 voute (4

Se. wout-)
; 4, 6 vowte (5 vowytn), 6 vought,

7 Se. wowt ; 6 volt, 6, 7 Sc. t
voult. jS. ,^-6

vawte (5 vawth-), 5-7 vaut(e, 6 vaught. 7. 6

vaulten, vaulte, valte, 6- vault, [ad. OY.vouter,
voulter, volter, vaulter (inotl.F. voi'iter), f. voute,

etc., Vault sbS]

L trans. To construct with, to cover in with, a

vault or arched roof. Also with over.

a. 1387 Charters Edinb. (1871) 35 The forsaidys. .sal mak
and voute v. chapellis on the south syde of the paryce kyrc
of Edynburgh. 1535 CovEROALE Ps. ciii. 3 Thou voltest it

aboue with waters. 1616 Extr. Aberd. Rec. (1848) II. 338
The said Thomas, .sail voult oner the nethermest voult is the

hight of the tolbuith fluir. a 1656 R.Gordon Contiu. Hist.

Earls Sulherl. (1813) 509 The Earl, .finished the great tour

the same yeir, wowting it to the top.

$. 1511-a in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 478 They
can.. vawte the chirch. .after the fourme of a platte ther-

for devised. 1577 B. Gooce Hcresbach's Husb. 1. (1586)

42 b, They doo vaute the floore with Bryckes. 1577
Holinsheo Chron. II. I714/1 Sir William Chester., and
John Calthrop-.ccuered and vauted the towne ditch from
Aldersgate to Newgate.
y. 16*5 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents t. v. 12 The first

builders of this house vaulted under the ground a secret

way unknowne to any but my selfe. 1650 Earl Monm. tr.

Scnault's Man bee. Guilty 303 The Concavity ofTrees hung
in the aire, hath taught our Architects to vault buildings.

1726 Leoni Albert 1
'sA rchit. I. 73/2 What-ever sort of Arch

you vault your Bridge with. 1829 Bowles Days Departed
8 Ask of the Geologist How Nature, vaulting the rude
chamber, scoop 'd Its vast recesses. 1848 G. S. Hillard in

Lift Longf. (1891) II. in But to combine them all, to vault
them with such a sky, . .this is not easy. 1894 Baring-Gould
Deserts S. France II. 104 The various attempts made to

vault the naves.

b. In pa. pple. used predica lively. (Cf. Vaulted
///. a.)

o. 1387 Charters F.dtnb. (1871) 35 The fyfte chapel woutyt
with a durre. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) iii. 17 And undre
theise Stages ben Stables wel y-"owted for the Emperours
Hors. 1411-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 689 Fresche alures
with lusty hi^e pynacles, ..Vowted aboue like reclinatories.

1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 26 There is a fayre large

Chapell, well voughted and lyghted by many lampes bren-

nynge. 1538 Leland /tin. 11769) II. 53 A right fair and
costely peace of Worke.. made al of Stone and curiusly

voultid.

/3. 1434 /ndenture Fothcringhcy in Dugdale A/onasf.

(1816) VI. 1414/2 Three strong and mighty arches vawthid
with stoon. 1448 Hen. VI in Willis ft Clark Cambridge
(1886)1.356, .ij. chambres aboue, vauted. 1525 Ld. Bekners
Froiss. II. Ixxxix. 99/1 The houses within were well vawted
with stone, so that the engynes nor spryngalles dyd the men
but small domage. 1584 B. R, tr. Herodotus 11. 105 b, He
caused an oxe to be made of wood, inwardly vauted and
hollow within. 161a Selden /llustr. Drayton's Poly.olb.

Note to iit. 238 Chedder Cleeues, rocky and vauted, by
continual distilling, is the fountain of a forcible stream.

y. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. iii, Narrow Vales vaulted

about with Hits. 1615 tr. De Montfart's Surv. E. /ndies

10 The said place is all vaulted about with Porches. 1686

Wood Life 10 July, Buried, .in a grave brickt and vaulted
over with bricks. 1774 Goldsm. Xat. Hist. {1776) IV. 165

The inside is vaulted, and is large enough for the reception
of eight or ten beavers. 1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul
(1842) I. 19 It was rain-water, preserved in small reservoirs,

vaulted over with brick and mortar. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang.
viii, The study.. was vaulted with stone. 1873 Tristram
Moab v. 77 Long ranges of buildings, .most solidly vaulted.

c. Of things : To form a vault over (some-

thing) ; to cover like a vault ; to overarch.

1667 Milton /\ L. vi. 214 The dismal hiss Of fiery Darts
in flaming volies flew, And flying vaulted either Host with

fire. 168a Whei.er yonrn. Greece 1. 70 The wall Weinning
to bend forward, Arch-wise, as if it were to vault a Portico.

1719 Voung Busiris iv. i, Have I not seen whole armies
vaulted o'er With flying jav'lins? 1736 Wf.si ey Jrnl. 23

Jan. (1829) I, 21, 1 was vaulted over with water in a moment,
1777 G. Forster Voy. round World II. 187 The tufted

|

arbours which vaulted over the paths, are hung with beauti-
ful flowers of all kinds. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. vn. 231
Blaze-trailing fuses vault the night's dim round, And shells
and langrage lacerate the ground.

2. absol. To construct a vault or vaults. rare~°,
c 1440 /'romp. /'arv. 512/1 Vowtyn, or make a vowte,

arcuo, testudiuo. 155a Huloet, Vaulten or make vaulte-,
or arches, fomico. 1570 Levins Manip. 16/40 To valte,
arcum dmere.
3. To bend, arch, or raise (something) after the

manner of a vault.

1552 Huloet, Vaulten or makebente l\ke a bowe, arcuor.
t'1586 Ctess Pembroke P>\ cxxxvi. iii, Whose skillfull

ait did vault the skies. 1626 ISacon Sylva % 376 You must
Vault the Earth, whereby it may han^ over them, and not
touch them. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., To vault a
horse-shoe, is to forge it hollow, . that the shoe, thus hollow
or vaulted, may not bear upon the sole that is higher than
the hoof. 1833 Tennyson Lotos Eaters 85 Hateful is the
dark-blue sky, YauItedoVr the dark-blue sea. 1877 J. Bryck
Vranscauc. \ Ar.irat 35 Looking, .across the vast expanse,
with the wide blue sky vaulted over it.

t 4. To make vaults or cavities under 'something).

1599 HakLUYT Voy. II. 1. 77 Wee shall vault and vnder-
mine your foundations in >uch inaner that they shalbe tome
vpside down-.

5. intr. To curve in the form of a vault.

1805 Eugenia de Acton Xnus of Desert 11. 166 The
spangled arch, which vaulted to the footstool of the Throne
of Mercy. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. v. 30 A dusky deep,

serene as breathless even, Seem'd vaulting downward like

another heaven. 1844 Emerson Misc., Tantalus Wks.
(Bohnj III. 323 Her mighty orbit vaults like the fresh rain-

bow into the deep.

Vault (vglt), v.- Forms: a. 6 vaute, 6-7
vaut; 6 vaught. $. 6- vault, [app. ad. OF.
volter coulter, etc.) to gambol, leap, assimilated in

form to prec]
1. trans, a. To mount (a hoise) by leaping.

rare'"1
.

^538 Elyot, Drsu/lor, he that can vaute [/>'. vaunte;

1545 \aulte] a horse, and leapc frome one horsbacke vnto
an other. [Cf. Vaulting vbl. sb.- 1, quot. 1531-]

fb. fig. (Cf. Leap v. 9.) Obs.
i6ix Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 134 Should he make me Line like

Diana's Priest, betwixt cold sheets, Whiles he is vaulting

variable Rampes In your despight.

C To get over, surmount, by vaulting.

1884 Kendal Mercury <y Times 3 Oct. 5/1 The gate.. has
been locked,.. so that foot passengers have to vault the gate.

1901 Munscy's Mag. XXIV. 550/1 Rodgers vaulted the

boxwood and seated himself on her veranda.

2. intr. To spring or leap; spec, to leap with the

assistance of the hand resting on the thing to be

surmounted, or with the aid of a pole.
cr. a 15C8 ASCHAM Scholem. !. (Arb.) 64 To vaut lustely, to

runne, to leape, to wrestle. 1591 Lodge Hist, Dk. .Xor-

mandy (j ij, He was actiue of bodie, & vaughted exceed-

ingly well. 1599 Shaks. //en. V, v. ii. 142 If I could winne
a Lady at Leape-frogge, or by vawting into my Saddle, with

my Armour on my ba<.kc. 1618 Bolton Plot us (1636) 170

King Theutobocchus. .was wont to vaut over foure or five

horses set together. i6zi G. Sandys Oiia's Met. 11. (1626)

25 The geneious and gallant Phaeton, All courage, vaut's

into the bla/ing Throne.
£. 1609 B. Jonson^/7. Worn. 11. i, Such a delicate steeple,

i" the towne, as Bow, to vault from. 1649 Jir. Taylor Gt.

Exemp. 11. Disc. xi. 155 When we addresse ourselves to prayer

. .let us. . when we have done, not rise from the ground as if

we vaulted, or were glad we had done. 1699 Bkntlky I'hal.

268 In his Dances he leap'd up, and vaulted, like l'hiynichus,

who was celebrated for those Pei formances. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 84 Vaulting from one to the

other. 1791 Cowtkr /Had vn. 285 In standing fight adjust-

ing all my steps To martial measures sweet, or vaulting light

Into my chariot, thence [I ]can urge the foe. 1814 Scott Ld.
of/sles vi. xxii, Vaulting from the ground, His saddle every

horseman found. 1830 Tknnyson Mermaid 33,1 would.,

lightly vault from the throne and play With the mermen in

and out of the rocks. 1875 Jowkit /'!<*.' > (ed. 2) I. 220 Can
he vault among swords, and turn upon a wheel.

Jig. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865 1 68 Ignoiance seldom

vaults into knowledge, but passes into it through an inter-

mediate state of obscurity. 1836 Kmervon Naturt viii

Prospects Wks. (Bohn) II. 171 As if a banished king should

buy his territories inch by inch, instead of vaulting at once

into his throne. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref Ck. Eng. II. 212

note, He was ordained priest a day or two only befoie he

vaulted into the Archbishopric of Canterbury.

fb. =• Leap v. 9. Obs.

Cf. fig. uses of Vaulter a and Vaulting vbl. ib*

1576 Turberv. / 'enerie 44 Harts do commonly beginne to

Vault about the middest of September. 1715 New Cant.

Diet., To Vault, to commit Acts of Debauchery.

Vaultage (vg-lttd^). [f. Vault sbA] A
vaulted place or area ; a series of vaults.

1599 Shaks. lien. V, n. iv. 124 Hce'le call you to so hot

an Answer of it, That Caues and Wonibie Vaultages of

France Shall chide your Tre^pas. 1605 Heywood /J yen

know net me Wks. 1874 I. 290 D. No~m. What is this vault-

age for..? Gresh. Stowage for merchants ware, and

strangers goods, a 1839 Galt Demon Destiny 11. w Hell

rebellowing through her vaultages. 1863 K. H. Digrv

Chapel of St. John (ed. 2) 38 It might be we I for you to

cast one look l>ack towards this sepulchral vaultage. 1863

East London Observer 27 June, 'lo be let, the vaultage of

a large chapel in the Commercial Road.

Vaulted .v^lu-d . ///. a. [i. \ ai-lt*U or ».i]

1. Having the form of a vault ; niched or rounded.

fa. Of the chin. Obs~l

a 1533 Ld. Bf.rners /luon cxlvi. 549 Her skynne was as

whyte as y* floure in the inede,. her throtesmoih and clere,

her chyne vauted [printed vaunted ; Fr. voltis).

b. Of a roof or ceiling, etc.



VAULTBDLY.
1552 Huloet, Vaulted rowfTe, testudinatnm tectum.

1579-80 North Plutarch, Lycurgus (1895J I. 120 The faycr

embowedor vawted roofes, or. .fretised seelings. 1635 Swan
Spec, M. iv. § 1 (164.3) 54 The world being mans house, the

Firmament is as the vaulted roof of it. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 536 Now to the Court arriv'd, th' admiring Son

Beholds the vaulted Roofs of Pory Stone. 1703 Rowe
Ulysses in. i, Raging Mirth With peals of Clamour shakes

the vaulted Roof. 1789 Smyth xr.Aldrich's Archit. (1818)

115 Terms applied without distinction to all vaulted ceilings

whatever. 1844 A* p - UE Lisle in E. Purcell Life {1900) I.

vii. 122 It contains fine stained glass, and a vaulted ceiling

painted with semi-Gothick patterns. 1879 Dixon Windsor
III. xii. 109 A vaulted arch supported an upper chamber.

0. Of tne sky. (Cf. Vault sbl 1 c.)

c 1590 Montgomerie Sonnets Ivi, Vndemeth the heuinly

vauted round. 159S Spenser Col. Clout 611 The fume.,

mounts fro thence In rolling globes vp to the vauted skies.

i6ix Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 33 Hath Nature giuen them eyes

To see this vaulted Arch, and the rich Crop Of Sea and

Land? 1700 Dryden Pal. fy Arc. tlL 524 The vaulted Firma-

ment With loud Acclaims, and vast Applause is rent, a 1763

Shenstone Elegies vi. 26 Pale Cynthia mourns the vaulted

sky. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 97 A temple, one not made
with hands. The vaulted firmament. 1871 B. Taylor Faust

(1875) 1. 11. 44 Lost in the vaulted azure The lark sends down
his flickering lay.

d. In miscellaneous uses.

1681 Grew Museum I. vt. i. 140 The Vaulted-Limpet.

Patella concamerata. 1793Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v., Vaulted,

fornicatus; arched. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

III. 514 Bloss[om] upper lip vaulted. i8z8 Stark Elem.
Nat, Hist. II. 47 Umbilicus large, armed with small vaulted

scales. 184a Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 47 Wild horses have

larger heads than domestic horses, with more vaulted fore-

heads. 1858 Birch Anc. Pottery II. 75 A vase, .having a

vaulted cover. 1870 Rolleston Auim. Life p. Ivi, The skull

[in reptiles] is less vaulted and less capacious than in Aves.

2. Constructed or furnished with an arched roof

;

covered in or roofed by a vault.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 243 The artificial! baines and
vaulted stouves and hot houses, which then were newly come
vp. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple hi. v. li, This vaulted Tower's

half built of massie stone. 1687 A. Loyki.l tr. Thevenot'

s

Trap, 11. 26 In this Court there are Lodging-rooms under a
vaulted Gallery th- 1 runs all round it, 1717 Berkeley Jrnl.

Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 520 Below stairs we saw several

vaulted chambers. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho
xxx'i, I have only to go.. along the vaulted passage and
across the great hall. 1830 Whf.well Archit. Motes 5 In a

vaulted church, we have in general one vault which runs

longitudinally along the church. 1865 W. G. Pai.grave

Arabia II. 320 The heavy winter rains supply the vaulted

cisterns. (11878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. (1879) !• 247
Viollet le Due says, the design for a vaulted building has

to be commenced at the top and worked downwards.

tranf. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 78 To dig the mineral

from the vaulted earth. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 11. v.

104 A paradise of vaulted bowers. 1878 B. Taylor Dcukalion
1. i. 15 At the bases of the mountain's lofty vaulted entrances

of caverns.

3. Immured as in a vault.

1863 R. S. Hawker in Life xx. (1905) 450 Very few could

stand this vaulted life of mine.

Hence Vaultedly adv.

1812 L Parkinson Outt. Oryctol. 127 The shell round it

being vaultedly convex.

Vau-lter 1
. rare—°. [f. Vault zj.

1
] A builder

of vaults.

1648 Hexham ii, Een IReiver, an Archer, or a Vaulter.

Vaulter 2 (vg'ltai). Also 6-7 vauter, vawter,

7 vautor. [f. Vault v.%] One who vaults or

leaps. A\%ofig. (quot. 1579).
«, 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Amphippi,. .vauters from one

horse to an other. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 36 Euery
Vawter in one blinde Tauerne or other is Tenant at will, to

which shee tolleth resorte. 1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or.

1278 Demetrius.. was well content to heare hunselfe called

Jupiter KaT(u3ar»)?, that is to say, the vawter. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 226 The Numidians,..in manner of
vauters,. .could leap from the weary horse to a fresh. 1647
Hexham i. (Of Weights), A weight of Lead that Leapers,
Vauters or Dauncers on ropes hold in their hands.

0. 155a Huloet, Vaulter on a horse, dcsultor. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Desultor, a vaulter that leapeth vp and
downe from a horse. 1617 Moryson Itiu. 111. 230 He had
two Tumblers or Vaulters.one an Englishman, the other an
Italian. 1694 Martens' Voy. Spitsbergen in Ace. Set'. Late
Voy. II, 116 They put them upwards together, as the

Vaulters do when they jump over Swords. vj%\ Steele
Sped. No. 258 P 3 Why should not Rope-dancers, Vaulters,

Tumblers, . . and Posture-makers appear again on our Stage ?

1791 Cowpf-R Odyss. xvni. 317 Since fame reports the

Trojans, .nimble vaulters to the backs of steeds. 1848
Thackeray Van. /^a/rlxiv, The band ofrenowned Bohemian
vaulters and tumblers. 1884 Harpers Mag. Jan. 301/1 If

you want . . fame as . . a vaulter, or a heaver of heavy weights,

the Manhattan is your club.

transf. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol, iv. (1816) I. 102 The
encomium which he bestows upon these vigilant little vaulters.

a 1815 L. Hunt To Grasshopper <y Cricket 1 Green little

vaulter in the sunny grass.

Vaulting (vg-ltirj), vbl. sb. 1 and sb. [f. Vault
v} and sb. 1

]

1. a. The construction of a vault or vaults; the

operation of covering or roofing with a vault.

1512 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 608 Herry
Semerk shall haue duryng the tyme of the said vawtyng the

vse ofcerteyn stuffes and necessaryes. 155* Huloet, Vault-

yng or inakyng a worke wyth vaultes or vault fascion, cou-

cameratio. 1596 Harington Metam. Aj'ax (1814) 76 Then
thus it is he alloweth the vaulting or arching over of the

Jakes. 1647 Hexham i. s.v., A vaulting or making of an
arch roofe. 1663 Gerbier Counsel ici The fourth for the

Vaulting of Sellars or any other Offices. 1850 Parker Gloss.

Archit. 506 Domical, .vaulting over a circular area was

66

likewise practised byHhe Romans. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II.

465/2 Their introduction, .caused an entire change in the

system of vaulting.

b. The development of a vaulted space.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 150 When the abscess comes
into relation with the custal walls, more or less vaulting,

with widening and effacement of the intercostal spaces, will

be manifest.

2. The work or structure forming a vault.

15:3 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 613 The seid

John Wastell shall make and sett vpp-.the vawtyng of ij

porches. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of'Qua/. (1809) IV. 94
A. silver sconce that hung from the vaulting. 1790 Pennant
London (1793) 65 The vaulting of this was not finished till

1296. x8n Milner Ecc/es. Archit. Eng. Pref. p. xvi, The
gorgeous vaulting of King's College. 1849 Freeman Archit.

401 This produces in the vaulting of St. James an effect

something like a wooden roof. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aytzvin

ix. iv, The vaulting (supported partly on low columns, .and

partly on the basement wall of the church) is therefore of

unusual extent.

transf. and fig. 1827 Pollok Course T. x, Beyond the

azure vaulting of the sky. 1851 Mks. Browning Casa Guidi
Wind. 1. 1026 His truth had barred The vaulting of his life.

b. With a and pi. : A species, example, or piece

of such work.
1750 WltBN Parcntalia 290 The Romans used hemispheri-

cal Vaultings. 1797 S. Lysons Rom. Antiq. Woodchester

17 It is probable that part of the roof was formed by
diagonal vaultings, resting on the four columns. 1823

Buckland Reliq. Diluv. 5 The natural vaultings that com-
pose this subterraneous wonder. 187s Knight Did. Meek.
2694/1 Vaultings, or arched roofs, are supported by ribs or

groins, often intersecting each other.

transf 1836 Buckland Geo/, fy Min. xv. § 4 (1837) I. 356
The shell, .is fortified by a series of ribs and vaultings dis-

posed in the form of arches and domes.

3. altrib., as vaultingfield, pier, pillar , rib, -span,

shaft, -surface.

1830 Whewei.l Archit. Notes 21 The vaulting pillars are

half columns from the floor. Ibid. 44 The principal, or

vaulting piers in the Romanesque style were often engaged
columns. Ibid. 45 In sexpartite vaulting they supply vault-

ing shafts smaller and less important than the principal

piers. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. viii. 99 The entire

development of this cross system in connection with the

vaulting ribs, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. (1879) II.

176 In either case.. the error has to be thrown into the

vaulting-surfaces. 1880 Archaeol. Cant. XIII. 20 The
Repton crypt, with its narrow vaulting-spans. 1886 B.

Brown Schola to Cathedral iv. 159 Eight triangular vault-

ing fields corresponding to the eight sides of the drum from
which it rises.

Vaulting (vj'ltig), vbl. sb. 2 [f. Vault v. 2 ;

but in fig. uses (see 3 and 4) perh. partly suggested

by the etymological sense of L. fornica

1

/'<?.]

j/l. The action of leaping with a vault, esp. as a

gymnastic exercise.

1531 Elyot Gov. i. xv'n, There is also a ryght good exer-

cise. . whiche is named the vautynge [printed_vauntynge] of

a horse : that is to lepe on him at euery side without stiroppe

or other helpe, specially whiles the horse is goynge. 1545 —
Did.

s
Desu/tura, lyghtynge vp and down, vaultyng of an

horse. 1553 '*• Wilson Rhet. (1580) 13, I maie commende
hym for playing at weapons,, .for vautyng, for plaiyng ypon
Instrumentes. 1617 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 365 These
forraine exercises of vauting and dancing the Moriske.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 644 Ralpho was mounted now, and
gotten O'erthwart his Beast with active vau'tinjr. 1700

Wallis in Colled. (O.H.S.) I. 318 Vaulting, leaping, and
the like, are now much disused, as too violent for this softer

age. 1856 Stonehesge ' Brit. Eur. Sports 443/2 By vault-

ing a man can easily clear his own height, and often con-

siderably more.

Pig. 1598 Marston Sco. VU/anie 1. iii. 1S2 Tullus goe

scotfree, though thou often bragst, That for a false French-

Crowne thou vaulting hadst.

2. Vaulting horse : f a. A horse mounted by

vaulting, esp. one used for the exercise of leaping

into the saddle without the help of a stirrup. Obs.

1565 Cooi-ER Thesaurus, DesuUorijequi, vaultyng horses

that light souldiours vsed in warre. 1599 B. Jonson Ev.
Man out of Hum. in. ix, Eld spend twentie pound my
vauting-horse stood here now. 16*3 Hexham Tongue-
combat Ep. Ded. 3 His Puppet, .ouer whom bee insults, as

vpon a vaulting-horse lowe enough for his leape. 1630 B.

Jonson New Inn 1, i, Instead of backing the brave steed o'

mornings, To mount the chambermaid ; and for a leap Of
the vaulting-horse, to ply the vaulting-house.

b. Gymnastics. A wooden figure of a horse em-
ployed for exercise in vaulting.

1875 Knight Did. Mech. 2694/1 Vaulting' /w-r^.a wooden
horse in a gymnasium, for practice in vaulting. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 127/1 All kinds of Gymnastic Apparatus, . .in-

cluding. .Vaulting Horses, Vaulting Bucks, Vaulting Tables.

1898 Daily News 23 March 6/2 The squad representing the

School of Arms gave a very neat exhibition of vaulting-horse
work.

t 3. Vaulling-house, a brothel. Also vaulting'

door, the door of such a place. Obs.
(a) 1596 Lodge Wits Miserie I iiij, Let him but looke into

a vawting house, he shall play his tricks without charges.
1606 Dekker Sev. Sins iv. (Arb.) 32 Letchery is patron of
al your Suburb Colledges, and sets vp Vaulting-houses, and
Daunsing-Schooles. 1639 Massinger Unnatural Combat
1. i, Let me but receive My pay that is behind, to set me up
A tavern or a vaulting-house. While men love Or drunken-
ness or lechery, they'll ne'er fail me.
(b) 1625 Massinger Par/, Love iv. iii, No more talking,

Dear keeper of the vaulting door ; lead on.

f4. Vaulting-school', a. = prec. b. (See quot.

#1700). Obs.
1606 H. Parrot Mousetrap 93 Vnto a Garden-house, or

Vaulting-schoole. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm. 11, Ayre was
my father, and my mother a light-heel*d madame that kept

VAUNCE.
a vaulting-schoole at the signe of Virgo. 167a Wycherlev
Love in Wood iv. v, Must my lodging be your vaulting-
school still ? Thou hast appointed a wench to come hither,

I find, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Vau/tiug-Schoo/, a
Bawdy-house ; also an Academy where Vaulting, and other
Manly Exercises are Taught. [Hence in later slang Diets.]

5. attrib. in various uses, as vaulting bar, buck,

-master, molten.
1641 W. Stokes (title), The Vaulting Master; or the Art

of Vaulting reduced to a Method. 1700 Wallis in Co/led.
(O.H.S.) I. 317 Mr. Bosely (then a dancing-master and
vaulting-master here). 1771 M. Lort in J. Granger Lett.
(1805) 194 He [sc. William StokesJ was a noted vaulting-
master and rope-dancer. 1839 'Craven' Walker's Manly
Exerc. (ed. 6) 48 This exercise is conveniently practised on
the vaulting bar, which rests upon two or three posts. 1849
Chambers's Inform. People II. 643/2 Exercises [in vaulting]
are performed with vaulting bars. 1870 Hardy & Ware
Mod. Hoy/e, Chess 40 The Knight is the only piece that
possesses what is styled the ' vaulting motion '. 1884 [.see 2 b].

Vaulting (vg'ltig), ///. a. [f. Vault v.2]
That vaults or leaps.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 27 Vaulting Ambition, which
ore-leapes it selfe, And falles on th'other. 1637 B. Jonson
Sad Shepherd 11. i, Allbe he know her, As doth the vauting
Hart his venting Hind. 1847 H. Miller First Impr. Eng.
xiii. (1857) 217 Such always is the vaulting liberty of a false

theology. 1868 Isabelle Saxon Five Years Go/den Gate
52 So wild are the speculations, and so vaulting is the am-
bition of the majority of business men. 1887 Stevenson
Misadv. J. Nicho/sou i. 3 It could not come, without vault-

ing hyperbole, under the rubric of a gilded saloon.

b. Vaulting monkey : (see quots.).

1800 Shaw Gen. Zoo/. I. 1. 51 Vaulting Monkey, Simla
Petaurista. 1871 CasseWs Nat. Hist. I. 109 The White-
nosed Monkey (Cercopithecuspelaurista). ..Some call it the

Vaulting Monkey,

Hence Vau'ltingly adv.

1890 Temple Bar Jan. 147 The Niobe was vaultingly

ambitious.

Varrlture. [f. Vault sb.1 Cf. obs. F. vouture

{voulture, vollure)."] Vaulting.
1692 Ray Three Physko-Theol. Disc. (1713) iii- 20 The

reason is the Strength and Firmness of their Vaulture and
Pillars, sufficient to support the superincumbent Weight.

Vaulty (v§-lti), a. Also 6 vautie, 6-7 vaultie.

[f. Vault sb. 1
] Resembling a vault; having the

arching form of a vault.

1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde H hh ij, L Is y
e back or

bossing side of the Huer. M the holowe, caue, or vautie

part of y e liuer. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. xxv. (1622) 441
Well (me thinkes) becomes this vaultie skie A stately tombe
to couer him deceased, c 1595 J. Dickenson Shefih. Compl.
(1878) 8 Heau'ns light, whose vautie roofe bright orbs em-
bosse. 1651 Howell Venice 76 Sound.. which resounds in

vaulty and hollow places. 1726 A. Monro Anat. Bones

(1741) 94 This vaulty Labyrinth. 1890 Illustr. Loud. News
22 Nov. 650/2 The great vaulty interior of the house.

Vaumbras, obs. form of Vambrace.
Vaumpe, obs. form of Vamp sb. 1

tVaumure, sb. Obs. Forms: a. 5-7 (9)
vawmure (6vawmeure,vawmer), 6-7 vaumure.
0. 6-7 vamure (6 vamer). 7. 6 vaimure. [Re-

duced form of AF. *vaunt-mur: see Vauntmube
' and Avantmube.] An advanced wall or earthwork

thrown out in front of the main fortifications ; the

outer wall or scries of walls of a fortification or

fortress.

a. C1475 Coniin. Brut. 11. 577 The Flemmynges laid beire

gonncs to be walles, & beete doun be vawmures and be
walles. 1561 Phaer Mneid D d j, Afront the vaumures long

. . the legion wayting stood. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed
III. 1427 Gods prouidence . . ouerthrew a peece of the wall and

' vawmure of six and twentie poles. 1609 Holland Arum.
Marcel/. 179 The safe recourse they had to the wall and
vaumure strengthened with turfe defended these wait-layers

from all danger, a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 246 [He] took

the vawmure, which was of no great strength. Ibid. 254

The Macedons therefore not having quite battered the inner

wall, but onely undermined a vaumure made of brick. [ 1843

Lvtton Last Bar. 1. i, Next, the Palace, with its bulwark
and vaumure.]
0. #1548 Hall Chrott., Hen. VIII, 133 b, On the

Weste side was a greate rampire or banke, very stepe

, without and within, and like to a vamure of a fortresse, by
I the vamure thediches were.xxiiii. fote depe. 1577B.G00GE

Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 50 Wherin the vamure must be

so steep, that it may not easily be climed. 1600 Fairfax

I

Tasso xi. lxiv, A mount thereof to make, Or else some
1 vamure fit to saue the towne. 1642 Prince Rupert's Sp. to

Kingi^ Their graffes or ditches being dry and their vamures
unpalHsado'd.

y. 1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 124 To make up aga'me their

vaimures, the which were throwen downe with the fury of

the artillery. Ibid., He threw downe more then halfe

thereof [a wall], breaking also one part of the vaimure.

Hence fVaumure v. trans., to provide with a

vaumure or advanced earthwork, t Vaumuriug,
the material forming a vaumure ; vaumures collect-

ively. Obs. rare.

1523 Slp.rev in Morton Mon.Ann. Teviotdale (1832) 27 The
said fortres was vawmeured with erthe of the beste sorte..,

and had a barbican, c 1600 Surv. Carlisle Castle in Scott

Border Antiq. (1814) I. 35 The vawmering of Calder-tower

is in decay.

t Vaunce, v. Obs. Also 4-6 vaunse, 6 vance.

[ Aphetic f. ofAdvance v.] To advance, in various

senses. (Common in the 16th cent.)

a. trans. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5516 pou art nat

wurby vaunsed to be. a 1400 Langl. P. PI. B. 111. 33 (MS.
Kawi. Poet. 38), Shal no lewednesse lette be clerkes bat I

louye, That he [nej worth furst vaunsed. a 1450 Myrc



VAUNCING. 67 VAUNT-COURIER.
Par. Pr. 1636 J*f hyt [/.*. contrition] be gret, }eue luyte

penaunce. ^ef hyt he luyte, bow moste hyt vaunce \v.r.

haunce}. 1489CAXTON Faytes ofA. 1. xviii. 54 The wyse
captayne ought not to putte nor vaunce forth hym and hys

men lyghtly to a bataylle. 158a Stanyhuhst sEtteis (Arb.)

85 Al thogh. .winds vaunce fully thy sayls with prospeius
huffing. 1594 R. Carew Tasso (1881) 21 This bardie speech

..Gaue ech one care, and vaunst his courage hie. 1616

J. Lane Contn. Sqr's T. ix. 379 Which embleams bee bid

vaunce, for foes to reede of mercie, iustice, death, how hee

decreed.
b. rejl. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xiv. 350 He

vaunced hym selfeforihe, and caught the kynge wyth botbe

hysannes. — lilanehardyn xxiii. 77 As blanchardyn. .per-

ceyued bB noble pucelle, he dyde vaunce him self toward
her. a 1548 Hall Chron, (1809) 616 A picture of an armed
Knight on a courser barded Vauncyng himself upon that hill.

1573 Tusskr Hush. (1878) 207 But marke the chance, my
self to vance, Uy friendships lot, to Paules I got. 1587
Turberv. Trag. Tales (1837) 41 They vaunst themselves,

and stood mee bolt upright.

C. intr. 1544 Betham Precepts War 1. exevii. I vj b, The
hoste vauncyng towarde battayl, the capitayne ought to

speake these wordes. 1596 Stenseb F. Q. iv. iv, 17 Sir

Satyrane. .vauncing forth from all the other band Of knights.

Hence f Vau*ncing vbl. sb. Obs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 56 A how bitter luf and vauncing [h.

promotio], .bat he reys his luf at a moment a-boue a veyn
ping. 1426 Audelav Poems (Percy Soc.) 33 Clerkys that

han cunnyng, Schuld have monys soule in kepyng, Bot thai

mai get no vaunsyng Without symony.

Vaunce-roof, variant of Vance-roof.
Vaunchaoe, variant of Vanchase Obs.

t Valineant. Obs.~ l [a. older F. van-, vant'

neant
t

f. vant 3rd pers. sing. pres. of valoir to be

worth + neant nothing.] A good-for-nothing person.

1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard 109 We
can doe no other then blame these vau-neantes, vaine &
vitious persons.

Vaunplate, obs. form of Vampl.vte.

Vaunt (v$nt, U.S. vant), sb. 1 Now rhet. or

arch. Also 5-6 vaunte, 6-7 vant. [Aphetic f.

Avaunt sb. 1 Cf. Vaunt v.]

1. Boasting, bragging ; boastful or vainglorious

language or utterance ; arrogant assertion or

bearing.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1880 Pot bof bou be victor a-vaile 11a

vaunte sail arise. 14. . Sir Beues \S.) 3963 + 87 Kyng Yuor
swoor with grete vaunt Be hys god Tirmegaunt. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xiv. 41 Sic vant of wostouris with hairtis in

sinfull staturis. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586)

4 For my part (without vaunt be it spoken,) I haue seruice

euery day at certaine appointed homes. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
vi. iv. 29 A great Gyant. .Whom he did ouerthrow.. And in

three battailes did so deadly daunt, That he dare not returne
for all his daily vaunt. 1838 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. 11. i. (1846)

II. 256 With all the vaunt and insolent port of a conqueror.

personified, a 1510 Douglas A'. Hart 11. 523 To Vant and
Voky ^e heir this rowm slef.

trans/. 1553 T. Wilson Rket. (\$>S) 14 [Certain orators]

would so muchesaieas their witte would giue, not wei^hyng
the state of the cause, but mindyng the vaunt of their braine.

2. To make {ones or a) vaunt', to boast or brag.

Also const, 0/" something. Now rare.

(a) 1530 Palsc:r. 619 '2 He made his vaunte that hewolde
beate me. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 147 The christians .

.

whom thou baste.. threated to drawe by the heare of their

heades to the nexteryuer, . .as thou haste often tymes made
thy vaunte emonge thy naked slaues. 1573 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 5, [I] am an inch beneath him, as he
ons made bis vaunt.
{b) a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon Hi. 17^ Make no vaunt of
ony thynge without thou canst do it in dede, for in euery
thynge I wyll proue thee. 1548 Udall F.rasm. Par. Luke
51 Many make vauntes and crakes of hauing visions of
Aungels, wh'iche they yet neuer sawe. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr.
Diet. 11. s.v., To make a vaunt of a Thing, to boast of it.

(c) 1586 G. Whitney Embl. 228 Then, let him not make
vaunt of bis desert, i860 Motley Netherl. iv. (1868) I. 114
He stoutly denied the facts of which the leaguers made
vaunt.

3. A boasting assertion, speech, or statement ; a
boast or brag.

1597 Deloney Gentle Craft Wks. (1012) 186 Tom Drums
vants, and his rare intertainment at Mistris Farmers house.

1615 Bacon Ess., Vain-Glory (Arb.) 463 They that are
Glorious, must needs l>e Factious.. .They must needs be
Violent, to make good their owne Vaunts. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 84 The spirits beneath, whom I sedue'd With
other promises and other vaunts Then to submit, boasting
I could subdue Th' Omnipotent. 1694 Dkyijen Love Trt.
1. i, The haughty Captive, who had made his Vaunts To lay
their Dwellings level. 1716 Pope Iliads. 580 Now, now thy
country calls her wonted friends, And the proud vaunt in
just derision ends. 31735 G. Granville Unnat. Flights
Poetry 51 Such vaunts as his who can with patience read?
1798 Coleridok Fears in Solitude 198 May the vaunts
And menace of the vengeful enemy Pass like the gust. 1818
Hau.km Mid. Ages ix. 11. (1819) III. 375 A writer of the thir-

teenth [centuryj asserts thai all the world was clothed from
English wool wrought in Flanders. This indeed is an exag-
gerated vaunt. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 1. i, Spain then
first realized the magnificent vaunt,.. that the sun never set

within the borders of her dominions. 1882 Farrar Early
Chr. 1 1. 58 For a man to boast of wisdom when his heart is

full of bitter emulation and party spirit is a lying vaunt.

b. Const, of.

1565 Jewel Reply /larding {1611) 73 Rut that the same
humanitie of Christ is in the Sacrament, in such grosse sort,

as is supposed by our Aduersaries, notwithstanding many
bold vants thereof made, yet was it hitherto neuer prooued.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 73 Telling her how he was a
King,, .what power he had to aduanceher, with many other
proude vaunts of his wealth. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i.

50 [He] by reputing of his high discent..And such high

vaunts of his Nobilitie, Did [etc.). 1654 Gataker Disc.
Apol. 80 Of which his vain pretension, and his frreqent

vaunts thereof being by letters minded and admonished, he
returns this Answer. 1778 Bi*. Lowth Transl. Isaiah Notes
{ed. 12) 217 They introduce him as uttering the most extra-

vagant vaunts of his power and ambitious designs. 1826

Scott Fez: Ketuble's Life, Bicgr. (1849) 200 Assassins [were]

approaching him. .in the very midst of bis triumphant vaunt
of his repeated victories.

f c. (See quot. and cf. Brag sb.l 6.) Obs.-°
1598 Florio, Chiesta,..a. vaunt or vye in gaming.

4. A cause or subject of boasting, rare.

1791 Cowper Iliad if. 188 Is it thus at last That the

Achaians ., Shall seek again their country, leaving here, To
be the vaunt of Ilium and her King, Helen of Argos?

t Vaunt, -f^ Obs. Also 7 vant. [Independent

use of the prefix Vant-, Vaunt-. Cf. K avant

fore part.]

1. A front part or portion, rare.

In the first quot. with reference to the face.

1589 ? I.vly Pappe iv. Hatchet Ciiijb, Take awaie this

beard, and giue mee a pikede vaunt, Mai tin sweares by bis

ten bones. i6o6Siiaks. Tr. <$• Cr. Prol. 27 Our Play Leapes
ore the vaunt and firstlings of those broyles, Beginning in

the middle.

2. The van of an army.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <t CI. IV. vi. 9 Go charge Agrippa, Plant

those that haue reuolted in the Vant. 1623 Bingham Xeno-
phon 59 Cherisophus led the Vaunt, . .Xenophon and the
Reare-Commanders brought vp the Reare. 1624 Donne
Devot. (ed. 2) 380 When an Army marches, the vaunt may
lodge to night, where the Reare comes not till to morrow.

t Vaunt, sb.'-s Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.]

A kind of fruit pie.

1508-13 W. de WORDE Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1S68)

270 Fruyter vaunte, with a subtylte, two potages, blaunche
manger, and gelly. 1594 Gd. H 11swifts Handmaid Kitchin
38 b, To make a Vaunt. Take marrow 01 Beefe [etc.]. Ibid.

39 Cut it in faire slices, ..as long as your Vaunt is.

Vaunt 'v§nt, U.S. vant), v. Now rhet. or arch.

Also 5-7 vant, 6 vaunte, 6 Sc. wantt-, wanet-,

6-7 vante. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) vanter, -= It. and

med.L. vantare;—pop.L.*vanitare: cf. Avauntz/.i]

1. intr. To boast or brag ; to use boastful, brag-

ging, or vainglorious language.
Fairly common c 1600; now rare or Obs.

14.. Langl. P. PI. C. vn. 35 Me wilnynge bat men wende
ich were.. Riche, ..Bostynge and Braggynge wyth meny
bolde opes, Auauntyng vp-on [llchesler MS. Vauntyng vp]

my veine glorie for eny vndernymynge. < 1440 Prom/.
Pan'. 508/ 1 Vaunton, or a-vaunton or booston, jacio,

ostento. 1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) C vj/i They laucie

their verses, they boast, they vaunt, they iet. 1570 Levins
Manip. 25 To vaunt, gloriari. 1579 Lvi.v Euphues (Arb.)

198 But I will not vaunt, before the victoiie. 1603 J. Davies
(Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 31/1 For South-

ward, men are cruell, moody, madd, Hot blacke, leane,

leapers, lustfull, vsd to vant. 1630 A'. Johnsons K'ingd. <y

Comnr.v. 476 All this (as the drunkard will vaunt,) for the

honour of.. the Prince. 1699 Temple Hist. Eng. 583 He
talk'd little, never vaunted, observ'd much, was very secret.

1700 Drvden Ovid's Met. xv. 342 In time he vaunts among
his Youthful Peers, Strong-bon'd, and strung with Nerves in

pride of Years. 1791 Cow per Iliad xi. 462 Transported from
his ambush forth he leap'd With a loud laugh, and, vaunt-

ing, thus exclaim'd: Oh shaft well shot ! it galls thee. 1805

Eugenia dk Acton Nuns ofDesert 1. 145 Sometimes vowing
never-ceasing affection, then vaunting in his power, threaten-

ing revenge for her disdainful repulsion of offers. 1826 A nor.

Scott Poems 97 He could vaunting tell, That he wad face

the ghatst.

b. Const, of (or f^")-
1548-77 Vicarv Anat. (1888) i. 17 A cunning and skilful

Chirurgion neede neuer vaunt of his dooings. 1584- 7
Greene Morando Wks. (Grosart) III. 67 They thinke no
man so able to atchiue any enterprises as he, vanting of his

victories. 1605 Camden Rem., F.pigr. 12 The vanitieof them
which vaunt of their auncient nobility. 1634 W. Tirwhyt
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 394 He. .blusheth not at Christian

vertues, nor vanteth of moral ones. 1663 Gkrbikr Counsel 95
TbeHollanders..Vantoftheirscarcityof theeves. 1718 Bore
Iliad xin. 82 Here Hector. .Vaunts of his gods, and calls

high Jove his sire. 179a Boswell Johnson an. 1775, He
did not vaunt of his new dignity, but I understood he was
highly pleased with it. 180a Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit

IV. 53 Who, like the proud Pharisee,.. proudly vaunt on

their own virtues. 1818 Byron Juan 1. i, Of such as these I

should not care to vaunt. i8ai Joanna Baillie Metr.Leg.,

Wallace v, The meanest drudge will sometimes vaunt Of
independent sires.

0. With other preps.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Peter II. 19 They are

rather filthe and spottes, who in their filthie glotonous

bankettings vaunt against you, as though you were madde
incline. 1591 Spenser I'irg. Gnat 559 And all that vaunts

in worldly vamtie Shall fall through fortunes mutabilitie.

< 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xv, When I perceiue that men as plants

increase, Cheared and check t euen by_ the selfe-same skie:

Vaunt in their youthfull sap, at height decrease. 1605

1st Part Ieronimo in. ii. (Stage direction), Andrea slain,

and Prince Balthezer vanting on him. x6a8 Prvnne Love-

lockes 40 Who vaunts, and triumphes, in the length and
largenesse of his I^ocke. 1795 Southev Joan ofArc vn. 86

So erst from earth Antaeus vaunting in his giant bulk, When
yraspt by force Herculean, down he fell Vanquish'd. 1805

Eugenia de Acton Nuns of Desert II. 254 She vaunted
over the 'humble and meek .

fd. With it. Also spec, (see quot. 161 1). Obs.

1611 Florio, Chitstare,. .to vant it or vie it in gaming.

1614 W. Browne Sheph. Pipe 1. i, Hearke, how yonder
Thrustle chants it, And her mate as proudly vants it.

2. With clause as object, usu. introduced by that.

1513 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxxxviii. 311/2 He had
before sayd and vaunted, howe & the kynge came to reyse

the siege before Ipre, he wolde abyde & fight with hym.

156a WinJet Whs. (S.T.S.) II. 37 Apollmaris in a manere
crakis and waintis that he consemis in deid to the vnitie of
the Trinitie. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 87 She vaunted
'mongst her Minions t'other day, The very trayne of her
worst wearing Gowne, Was better worth then all my
Fathers Lands. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 171 All others

j

may vaunt verily, that they have vanquished men: but
Sergius may boast, that he hath conquered .. Fortune her

j

selfe. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. vui. 25 Prester-
John, of whose race the Abissins vaunt they are descended.
1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 1 36 note, The emperor
..vaunting that, with his good sword,, .he could cut a man
in twain. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Sh. (1873) II. 1. i. 33
Attila vaunted that the grass never grew again after his
horse's hoof.

+ 3. rejl. To boast, extol, glorify, or praise (one-

,
self). Usu. const. for

t of, or in. Obs.
n 1400-50 Alexander 2713 For vertu ne no victoii ne vant

I noght bi-selfe. a 1500 in Ra'.is Raving, etc. 81 Thai rus
i thaim nocbt of done foly,..Na wanttis thaim nocht of thar
' gud deid. 1624 Wotton Arch. 55 Apelles [did excel] in
' Invention anil Grace, whereof he tioth himself nio.it vaunt.

1825 Scott Talism. iii, Thou shouldst know, ere thou
vauntest thyself, that one steel glove can cru-.h a whole hand-
ful of hornets. 1876 Swinburne Erechtheus wta Who may
vaunt him as we may in death though lie die for the land ?

transf. 1576 Gascoignk Kenilworih Castle Wks. 1910 II.

119 The Cuuntiey craves consent, your venues vaunt them-
selfe. c 1590 Gkef.nk Fr. Bacon ill. i, Fore the morning
sun Shall vaunt him thrice ouer the loftie east.

fb. With infinitive or object clause. Also with

for v
= as\ and double accusative. Obs*

1513 Douglas /Eneid \. ix. £5 Full oft him self extoll and
vant he wald Of Troiane bluide to be descend of aid. 1562
Win^kt Wks. tS.T.S.) II. 27 Donatistis. .quha ciaikis and
wanetis lhame be the auctoritie of that counsel to baptize

agane. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. is. xxviii.

146 b, Shooting. ., whereof they do vaunt themseluesto haue
been the first inuentors. 1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.)

169 Pompey vaunted Himselfe for Sylla's Ouermatch. 1816

Scott Bt. Dwarf x\\, Thou vauntest thyself a philosopher?

f c. To bear ^oneself) proudly or vainglorious!)'.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826)236 The Church
that yet vaunteth it selfe with two steeples. 1577 Test, of
12 Pair. (1604) 52 Ye shall be swoln with wickedness in

the priesthood,, .not only vaunting and boasting your selves

against men, but al>o being puffed and swuln up with pride

against the commandments of God. i6:t Bible i Cor. xhi.

! 4 Charitie enuieth not : charitie vaunteth not it selfi-, is not

puffed vp. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pitgr. xi. (1687) 67
Hath he not crowned himself with greater glory in not

vaunting himself in those Trophies?

-f4. trans. To proclaim or display proudly. Obs.

1590 Sit.sser F. Q. 111. ii. 16 Tell me.. What shape, what
shield,. .And what so else his person most may vaunt?
1592 K.yd Sf>. Trag. 1. It, 27 There met our armies in their

proud aray : Both furnisht Wt.ll, both full of hope and feare,

, . .Both vaunting sundry colours of deuice.

5. To boast of something) ; to commend or

praise in a vainglorious manner.
a 1592 Greeni! Alphonsus n. i, And then I meane to

vaunt our victorie. c 1696 Prior Partial Fame 7 He
vaunts His Conquest, She conceals Her Shame. 1718 Free-

thinker No. 65. 08 A Keeper of Bears may as well vaunt
his Policy, as a Ruler of Slaves. 1762-71 H. Walpolk
Vertue's A need. Paint. (17S6) I. Pref. 11 fins country, which
does not always err in vaunting its own productions. 1821

Scott Kenihv. xxxvii, He really felt the ascendency which
he vaunted. 1850 Merivalb Rom. Rep. viii. (1S65) I. 226

The Roman matron was taught indeed to vaunt her ignor-

ance as a virtue. 1878 Emerson Misc. Papers, Sov. Ethics

Wks. (Bohn) III. 372 In ignorant ages it was common to

vaunt the human superiority by underrating the instinct

of other animals.

f b. To utter boastingly. Obs.~ l

1633 P. Fletcher Poet. Misc. 87 They cut my heart, they

j

vant that bitter word, Where is thy trust? where is thy
' hope?

t Vaunt, int. Obs. rare. [Aphetic form of

Avaunt int., etc.] Avaunt, away, be off !

1598 Mucedorus Induct. 13 Vaunt, churlish curre,. .Blush,

monster, blush, and post away with sha.uj. 1608 H. Clai1-

ham Errour Right Hand 50 Then, vaunt Dogge ! damn'd
of thine owne conscience.

Vaunt-, prefix, an AF. variant of Vant-. (For

examples see Vaunt-chahk, -coukieu, etc.)

Vau utage. rvrcK [f. Vaout sbf\ Boasting,

vaunting.
1818 Milman Samor 111. 374 Frisian and Scandinavian,

Cimbrian rich In ancient vauntage of his sires, who clomb

(
The Alpine snows, and shook free Rome with dread,

Vauntbrace, -bras.se, varr. and obs. forms of

Vantbrace.

+ Vaunt-chase. Obs. rare. [prob. ad. AF.
*vauntchace : see Vaunt-.] = Vanchase. ',See

also quot. 168S.)

1576 Tukbekv. Venerie 113 ' There he goeth, thatshe,
.
.to

him, to him,' naming the hound that goth away with the

I vautchace [sic] and hallowing the rest vnto him. 1688 Holme
: Armoury in, 189/1 Vaunt-chase is the Hound that leadeth

the rest in the Chase.

Vaunt-COurierOg-nt-, vant,ku»:ri3i}. rorms:

a. 6 vantcorrour, -currour, -curor,6-8 -curror,

7 -ourreur, -currer ; 6 vauntcurrour, ; -curror,

6-7 vauntcurrer. 0. 6 vaunte-, 6-7 vaunt-

currier, 7 -currior, 6-7 vantcurrier, 7 -curier.

7. 7 vantcourier, vauntcourrier, 7, 9 vaunt-

courier. 5. 7 vauntcourer, vantcourrer. «.

erron. 7 vaunt carrier, [ad. F. avant-eoureur

AvANT-coUBiER,withassimilation to forms in Vant-,

Vaunt-, and to Courier. Cf. Van-courier.]

+ 1. One of the advance-guard of an army or body
9- %



VAUNT-CURRYING.

oftroops ; a soldier or horseman sent out in advance

of the main body. Usually in pi. Obs.

a. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comvt. 433 b, He by his

vauntcurrers levied as muche power as he possible mighte.

1569 Stocker tr. Diod. Sic. u. x. 55 The vauntcurrers of

eche side gaue intelligence of the approch of one an other.

1570 R. Hichcock Quintess. Wit 68b, In the spyes, in the

guides, in the vantcorrours, in the principall officers. 1601

R, Johnson Kingd. <y Commits. 184 Vpon the head of the

battell ranged 200 thousande horsemen in small troupes,

like our vantcurrers. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. x. II.

114 On the sodaine one of their Vaunt-currors brought newes
of the King's approch. 1650 R. Stapvlton Strada's Low
C. Wars ix. 50 Some Vantcurrers advancing a little before

the Army.
$. 1575-80 North Plutarch, PubUcola (1895) I. 275 Lu-

cretius. .was appointed to make head against the vaunt-

curriers of the Sabynes. 1600 Dvmmok Ireland (1843) 31

The rebel, .deliveringesome few fihott out of the woods and
ditches upon our vaunt-curriers, a 1642 Kynaston Leoline

4- Sydanis 1265 How as the swift vant-curriers rode about
As sentinell perdue, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692)

190 Unless the leader look about him in his march and
search every hedge by vant-curriers.

Y. xoogDEkKER Gulfs Hom'k. Wks. (Grosart) II. 219
Thou dost not only send out the lively spirits, like vaunt-

couriers, to fortify and make good the uttermost borders of

thy body.
S. 1604 R. Cawdrfy Table Alfih., Vauntcourers, fore-

runners. 1614 Raleigh Hist, World v. hi. II. 449 The
Carthaginian Horse, and light Armature, fell vpon the

Roman Vant-courrers.

€. 1677 W. Hi:iibaki> Narrative 73 A party of Indians.,

fired upon the front and mortally wounded two of the vaunt
Carriers.

2. trans/. One who goes or is sent out in ad-

vance in order to prepare the way or to announce

the approacli of another ; a forerunner.

a. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apcc. (1573) 177 And this

latter so impugned the supremacie of the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, that he sticked not to call hym the vaunt-
currour of Antichrist. 1567 Drant Horace, Ep. iii. cv, And
those that wil vauntcurrers be Not I wil draw theim backe.
1607DEKKER Northward Hoe n. Wks. 1873111.29 He send
my vant-currer presently. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Ref I. tl. xliv.

479 All such as h^.d been vantcurrors in private colleges to

enter into tins apostasy.

0, v. 1603 Haksnkt Pop. Impost. 12 The harbinger, the
host, the Steward, the Vauntcourrier. 1606 Dekker A'ews
from Hell Wks. (Grosart) II. 137 To all which questions the

vant curier answers briefly. 1886 R. F. Burton Arab. Nts.
(abr. ed.) 1. 4 He despatched vaunt-couriers and messengers
of glad tidings.

D. Of things.

1598 Rarkclf.y Felic. Man v. (1603) 472 The crying and
lamenting of a childe when hee first entereth into this world,
doth seeme to pre>age his painefull life, as a vauntcurrer of
his miseries to come. 1605 Shaks. Lear hi. ii. 5 You Sul-
ph'rous and Thought-executing Fires, Vaunt-curriors to
Oake-cleauing Thunder-bolts. 1639 Chapman & Shirley
Chabot 111. ii, I will relate toyour honours his most cruel ex-
actions upon the subject—the old vantcourieri of rebellions.

182 1 Milman Fall Jerusalem 39 And gloom of deepest mid-
night the vaunt-courier Of your dread presence. 1849 LoNGF,
Kazanagh xix, These were the vaunt-couriers and attend-
ants of the hot August.

t Vaunt-currying, a. Obs.- 1

[? f. vaunt-
currier Vaunt-couriek, Cf. Curry v. 2] (Mean-
ing not clear.)

i6o5 Sir G. Goosecappe i. iii. in Bullen Old Plays (1884)
III, Will. How will they digest it thinkest thou, when they
shall finde our Ladies not there? la. I haue a vaunt-
Curriing deuise shall make them digest it most healthfully.

Vaunted, ///. a. Also 7 vanted. [f. Vadnt
v.] Boasted or bragged of; highly extolled.
1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (1869) 123 Whose meanest

Perfection so farre excels all your so long vanted masculine
merits. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 251 My Vanquisher, spoild
of his vanted spoile. 1789 Mrs Piozzi Journ. France II.

42, I have seen the vaunted present of porcelain. 1825
Scott Talism. xiii, Our cousin Edith must first learn how
this vaunted wight hath conducted himself. 1838 Prkscott
Ferd. <5- Is. (1846) II. 1. xvii. 124 Their vaunted purity of
blood. 1893 Pember Earth's Earliest Ages 67 How.. all

our vaunted wisdom in this life is said to be at best but a
knowledge in part.

Vauntegarde, variant of Vantguard Obs.

Vaunter (v§ ntai). Now arch. Forms: 5-6
vantour, 6 vauutour ; 6 St, vantar ; 6-7 vanter,
7- vaunter. [ad. OF. vantcre,vanteor{KV . vante-
qur), vanteur (F. vanteur), f. vanter Vaunt v.

Cf. Prov. vantaire, -ador, It. vantatore.] A boaster
or braggart.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 30 Thai ar..grete
vantouris of Htill foredede. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 65 By
surete ben mesprysed many cowardes, vauntours, and many
vayne semblaunces. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xxxiv.
104 These frenchmen nr great vantours and hyghe mynded.
1573 Tvne in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 29 Tratours,. .vantars,
luffars of thame selues mair than of God. 1588 Shaks. Tit.
A. v. iii. 113 Alas you know, I am no Vaunter I. «i6io
Healey Theophrastus (1636) 79 A vanter or forth-putter is

he, that boastes upon the Exchange, that he hath store of
bankemony. 1640 Gent Knave in Gr. 11. i. Eb, I fit prove not
correspondent to my word, thinke me an idle vanter. 1716
Pope Iliadv. 3 17 Mistaken vaunter ! (Diomed replied ;) Thy
dart has err'd, and now my spear be tried. 1718 Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) VI. 125 A very pert, conceited Person, full of
himself, and a mere Vaunter. 1831 Trelawny /!<&'. Younger
Son III. 222 De Ruyter's curled lip indicated his contempt of
the vaunter. 1848 Lytton Harold vn. iii, Now thou shalt
see if the Norman is the vaunter thou deemest him. 1888
Doughty Arabia Deserta II. 146 Such is the unmasking of
vaunters, who utter their wishes, as if they were already
performances.
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b. A boastful assertor, extoller, commender or

praiser, ^"something.
'553 T« Wilson Rhet.95 b, By vocation of life a souldlour

is counted a great bragger.and a vaunter of hymselfe. 1623

Cockeram 11, A Vaunter of his owne vertues, areialogon.

1700 Dkyden Horner^ Iliad 1. 336 Tongue-valiant Hero,

Vaunter of thy Might. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I.

222 They are really no puffers, no vaunters of that which
they possess. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aurora Leigh vn. 1079
The large-mouthed frogs (Those noisy vaunters of their

shallow streams). 1866 Fortn. Rev. V. 540 The proud
vaunter of universal knowledge had been transformed into

the humble student of the Bible.

Vau*ntery. Now Obs. or arch. Also 5, 7
vaunterye, 6 -erie, 7 vanterie, 7-8 -ery. fa.

OK. (also mod.F.) vanterie, f. vanter to vaunt (cf.

Avauntry), or in later use f. Vaunt v. + -ery.]

1. Vaunting, boasting ; boastful or vainglorious

bearing or show.
1491 Caxton Vitas Pair, (W. de W. 1495) n. 272 b/i She

was not so indyscrete for tenhaunce her self by ouer moche
vaunterye. 1592 Conspiraciefor Pretended Reform. 5 [He]
held it vp triumphantly, and shewed it with great vaunterie
and glorie. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 303 This van-
terie and glorious boasting of a mans selfe. 1636 in t,th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Commiss. 291/1 In Wentworth's Declaration
..there was much smoke of the vanterie of his own service.

1755 T. H. Croker Ort. Fur. xxxiu. lxxi, They gave them-
selves too lofty vantery, That France no knight or Paladin
could shew To stand before the weakest of them three.

1814 Solthey Roderick xxii. 23 She had led The infatuate

Moor, in dangerous vauntery, To theseaspiring forms. Ibid.

xxv. 308 The same [horse] on whom The apostate Orpas in

his vauntery Wont to parade the streets of Cordoba.

t 2. A boast, a vaunt. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 476 They stood much upon
promises of future prowesse or vanteries of present valour.

1605 Daniel Queen's Arcadia 1. iii, That Touch Of deep
Dislike of both their Vaunteries. 1626 T. H[awkins] tr.

Caussin's Holy Court 432 She shewed to take not much
pleasure in these his vaunteryes.

VaU'ntful, a. and adv. Now arch. ff. Vaunt
sb. 1 + -ful.] Boastful.

1590 Spenser Muiopot. 54 Yong Clarion with vauntfull
lustie hed After his guize did cast abroad to fare. 1608

Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Decay 532 Rabsakeh..Thus
braves the Hebrews and upbraids their Prince (Weening,
them all witli vaunt-full threats to snib), 1838 Tail's Mag.
V. 707 The English King forthwith entrusted to the vaunt-
ful captain his two sons. 1850 Blackie ACschylus II. 180

His lightnings and his thunders Recking no more—so speaks
the vauntful tongue—Than vulgar noonday heat. 1890
Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 513 Invincible men call her [i.e.

the Armada] :. .Well won that vauntful title by the dread,
That all around is by her coming spread.

b. As adv. Boastfully. rare~ x
.

a 1814 A. Becket Genii \. in New Brit. Theatre I. 499
Albeit the agent only Of hiin who bears it [a name] vauntful,

man's prime enemy.
Vauntgard(e, -guard, varr. Vantguard Obs.

Vau ntiness. rare. [f. Vaunty a.] Boast-

fulness.

1820 in Jodrei.l (citing Bailey, app. in error: see Vaunt-
ingness). 1831 Si'Urgeon Treas. David ii. 2 Peaceful and
joyful notwithstanding the proud and boastful vauntiness of

his enemies.

Vaunting, vbl. sb. Now arch. [f. Vaunt v.]

The action ofthe vb. ; boasting, bragging.
c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1145 Honours nuryshes, als men
may se, Vayn glory, vauntyng and vanite. 1586 Day Eng.
Secretary \\. (1625) 51, I could alwaies find an Asse by his

braying, and scorne a rasoall though he were neuer so full

of vaunting. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 52 You say, you
are a better Souldier : Let it appeare so; make your vaunt-

ing true. 1611 Bible Wisdom xvii. 7 As for the illusions of

arte Magicke, they were put downe, and their vaunting in

wisedome was reprooued with disgrace. 1826 Scott Woodst.
vii, Be moderate in speech, and forbear oaths or vaunting.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 349 To our generation the

honest vaunting of our ancestors must appear almost ludi-

crous. 1864 Burton Scot Abroad I. iii. 112 The Karl of

Flanders.. having, in his vain vaunting, defeated so impor-
tant a project.

attrib. 1 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxiv. v, The hartes

uprightly playn Shall have their vaunting scope.

b. An instance of this ; a boast.

1793 Ld. Auckland Corr. (1862) III. 27 His vauntings
increase with his disgraces, a 1800 Cowper Iliad {ed. 2) xxi.

550 Let me never in my father's courts Such vauntings hear
of thine again. 1838 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 8 We had many
delightful vauntings of the same kind. 1877 Smith's
Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 133/2 The hypocritical vauntings of
Clytemnestra.

Vaunting, fpl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That vaunts or boasts
;
given or addicted to

boasting.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurditie Wks. (Grosart) I. 51 No
matter though such vanting vpstarts. .become the scoffe of
a Scholler. 1596 Shaks. i Hen, IV, v. iii.43 Many a Noble-
man lies starke and stiffe Vnder the hooues of vaunting
enemies. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 231, I my selfe have
seen these vaunting Mountebanks calling themselves Psylli.
1632 Sherwood, A vaunting woman, ostentatrice. 1714
Gay Sheph. Week i. 39 Begin thy carols, then, thou vaunt,
ing slouch. 1730 Bailey (fob), Braggard, a bragging,
vaunting, vain glorious fellow. 18x9 Scott Ivanhoe xxxix.
Would to God, Richard, or any of his vaunting minions of
England, would appear in these lists ! 1853 Lynch Self
Improv. ii. 45 An empty, vaunting person who has brass
enough to face the world and to say there is no God in it.

1884 Marshall's Tennis Cuts 195 In the evenings he was
vaunting, boastful, and declared he could play even Renshaw
at evens.

transf. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iii. 4 Nim, rowse thy
vaunting Veines: Boy, brissle thy Courage vp.

VAUNTSQUARE.
2. Of a boastful nature or character ; indicative

of, proceeding from, boasting or vainglory.
1647 Hexham i. s,v., Vaunting and bragging wordes.

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xi. 252 The vaunting accounts given
by the Spaniards of her size, her guns, and her strength.

1770 Lanchorne Plutarch's Lives (1879) I. 134/1 The
vaunting snouts and songs of the barbarians. 1802 Med.
Jml. VIII. 66 Does not Pyrrho likewise speak in a ' vaunt-
ing manner* on several occasions? 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xxi. IV. 583 Over one gate had been placed a vaunt-
ing inscription which defied the allies to wrench the prize
from the grasp of Prance. 1897 Sarah Tytler Lady Jean's
Son 205 Rejoicing over him in a vaunting and insolent
manner.

Vauntingly, adv. [f. prec] In a vaunting
manner ; boastfully, ostentatiously, vaingloriously.
*593 Nashe Christ's T. {1613) 16 Let me speake truely and

not vauntingly. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, iv. i. 36, I heard
thee say (and vauntingly thou spak'st it) That thou wer't
cause of Noble Glousters death. 1611 Cotgr.. Piaffeuse-
fnent, braggingly,. .stroutingly, vauntingly. 1636 Prynne
Unbish, Tim. Ded. (1661) 1 Whether seriously or vauntingly
only, let the event determine. 1689 T. Plunket Char.
Good Commander, etc. 6 Who threatned vauntingly That
he.. would England Invade. 1798 Ellis in A nti- Jacobin
1 Jan. (1852)28 And dare you vauntingly decide, The fortune
we shall meet. 1804 Eugenia de Acton Tale without Title
II. 100 Should the scrutiny proclaim your innocence, receive
not vauntingly the clearing verdict. 1836 W. Ikvikg Astoria
I.91 Upon which Mr. M'Dougal would vauntingly lay down
Mr. Astor's letter,, .a document not to be disputed.

T Vauntingness. Obs~° [f. Vaunting vbl.

sb.] Boastfulness.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Ostentatiousness, vauntingness,
bragging, shewiness.

t Vauntise. Obs.— 1 [ad. OF.fcw^/.^vaunting,
vanity, pride : see -ise 2

.] A vaunt or boast.

^1477 Caxton Jason-ligi^) 22 Moche was Iason desplays-
aunt whan he had vnderstande the vauntises of his mortall
ennemy.

Vauntlay. Now arch. Also 5 (9) vauntelay.
[f. Vaunt- + -lay as in Relay sb. The compound
may have existed in AF. Cf. Vanlay v.] The
releasing or setting on of a relay of hounds before

the other pursuing hounds have passed ; the relay

of hounds so released.

i486 Bk. St. Albans E viij b, Even at his comyng yf thow
lett thy howndys goo While the oder that be behynde fer

am hym froo That is a vauntelay. 1616 Bullokar Eng.
Expos., Vauntlay, a terme of hunting, when they sette

hounds in readynes, where they thinke a chace will passe,

and cast them off before the rest of the kennell come in.

[Hence in Blount (1656), Phillips, Holme, etc.] a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, i 'auntlay, Hounds or Beagles set

in readiness [etc.]. 1842 Sir H. Taylor Edwin the Fair 1.

vi, She holds them all together; Relay or vauntlay 'tis the
same to her.

t Vauntmure. Obs? Also 6 vauntemure,
vauntmire, vantmure. [Aphetic form of Avant-
mure: see Vant-, Vaunt-.] = Vaumure.
156a J. Shute tr. Cambini's Turk. Wars 16b, Throughe

their long, .neglygence of the Greekes for want of repara-

tion, their vauntemures were utterlye decaied in many
places. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. m. 135 b,

1'here fell downe a pane of the wall, and vauntmire of the

Towncsixe and twentie Poles longe. 1596 Danett tr.

Comines (1614) 231 Wherewith the wals, towers, and vant-

mures of the castell and towne were tliroughlybattered.

1605 Camden Rem. (1623) 206 He with another engine named
the Warwolfe pierced with one stone, and cut as even as a
thread, two Vauntmures.

t Vauntparler. Obs. Also vaunt(e)perler,

vauntperlor, -parler, vantperlor, -parlar. [ad.

AF. vaunt-parlour, obs. F. avant-parleur ' fore-

speaker '.]

1. ' One that is tpo forward to speak ' (Cotgr.).

a 1539 Skklton Sp. Parrot 427 He tryhumfythe, he
trumpythe, he turnythe all vp and downe, With, skyre-

galyard, prowde palyard, vaunteperler, ye prate ! a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 36 Then sodainly was ther in y*

counsaill, a vauntparler, a botcher which heryng this, called

a great number of his affmitie and went out of the counsayll.

1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 408/1 This Prince .. followed

vpon a wilfull pretence, .the councell and aduice of vaunt-

perlors, and suche as (being aduanced from base degree

vnto hygh authoritiej studyed more to keepe them-selues in

fauoure than [etc.].

2. One who speaks for or on behalf of others ; a

spokesman.
1534 .S7. Papers, Hen. VIII (1830) I. 424 It shuld be best

bestowed ..upon Erire Whitford, and upon Lache, whiche

bee the vauntperlers, and heddes of thair faction. 1579
Fulke Heskins's Pari. 66 He doeth honestly confesse, that

. .Dainascen [was] the first and chiefest of the lower house,

he may make him Vantparlar if he will. 1586 J. Hooker
Hist. Del. in Holinshed II. 120/1 Their vantparler was sir

Christopher Barnwell knight, who being somewhat learned,

his credit was so much the more, and by them thought most

..worthie to haue beene the speaker for that house.

f Vauntpe. Obs.~° [ad. older F. vantfie'.'] =

Vamp sb.1 1.

1530 Palsgr. 284/1 Vauntpe of a hose, uantpie.

tVauntplate. Obs~ l [f. Vaunt- + Plate sb.]

« Vamplate.
1632 J. Hayward tr. BiondCs Eromena 145 He bore him

a thrust under the vauntplate.

tVauntscLuare, R Obs.-' [f. Vaunt- +

Square v.] intr. To face or front squarely.

1561 Phaek /F.ntid IX. A aij, Messapus voward helde, the

rerward kept yong princes twayne Of Tirrhus, but himself

king Turnus midst in battaile mayne, Vauntsquaring spreds

bis armes.



VATTNTY.

Vauntward (e, variants of Vantwakd Obs.

Vatvnty, a. dial, (chiefly Sc). Also 9 Sc.

vanty. [T. Vaunt v.] Boastful, proud, vain.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 21 Altho' my father

was me laird, 'Tis damn to be vaunty, He keepit ay a good
kail-yard. 1789 Burns To Dr. lilttcklock i, Wow, but your
letter made me vauntie ! 1821 [see Vaudv rt.J. 1842 Louisa
S. Costello Pilgr. Auver^ne II. 120 Certainly he had
reason to be ' vaunty ', for his grand new house was worthy
of a more populous town than Thiers. 1875 Porson Quaint
Words S. \Vorcs. 19 A vaunty dame, . .proud woman.
Vaupyn, obs. Sc. form of Weapon.
t Van queline. Obs. [a. F. vaugtuline, f. the

name of the French chemist L. N. Vauquelin
(1768-1S29).]

1. Chan. Strychnine.

1819 J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 290 Vauqueline. .was
discovered by M. M. Pelletier and Caventou, in the bean of
St. Ignatius, and the nux vomica.

2. Mill. Vauquelinite.
1823 in W. PniLr.lps Min. (ed. 3) 35a
Vauquelinite (vJu-klinait). Min. [f. as prec.

+ -ITE. Named by Iierzelius (1818).] Chromateof
lead and copper, found in amorphous masses or

crystalline crusts of a green colour (Chester).
1833 W. Phillips Min. (ed. 3) 350 Vauquelinite. Chromate

of Lead and Copper. 1836-41 Branue Chem. (ed. 5) 914
The mineral called Vauquelinite is a double chromate of
lead and copper.

llVaurien (vbryeh). Also vaut-rien, vaut
rien. [S.vaurim, i. vaut 3rd pers. sing. pres. of
valoir to be worth + rien nothing.] A worthless,

good-for-nothing fellow ; a scamp.
a. 1825-9 Mrs. Sherwood Lady 0/ Manor V. xxx. 152

Then to be called an idle fellow— a v.tut rien—a Miss Molly
—it is what I cannot bear. 1880 Rlskin Fors Clav. lxxxix.
142 You will have every blackguard and vaut-rien in the
world claiming his share.

p. 1868 M. Collins Sweet A tine Page II. 118 Leaving her
to be slowly murdered by the vaunen who possesses her.

1874 Lisle Carr J.Gwynne II. vii. 189 When that vaurien
St. Clair's health broke down. 1885 Diary Actress 133 They
are only vauriens who loaf about town. ., not men of honour.

f Vau-sing, vbl. sb. Obs.-" (See quots.)
i683 Holme Armoury m. 112/2 Vausing, is to make the

Jaumes or sides of Stone Windows and Doors, . . to over sail

the other part of the Wall they are set in. Ibid. 473/2 The
Vausing.is to make_ the Jaumes to over sale the Mullions,
and that is wrought into severall kind of Mouldings.
Vaustity, obs. form of Vastitv.
Vaut, southern dial, yzr.faitt Fault sb.

1568 Fulwel Like will to Like A iiij b, It is a common
trade. . . A small vaut as the world is now brought to passe.

Vaut'e, obs. forms of Vault sb. and v.

tVaU'terer, Obs. rare. [ad. meel.L. vaulrar-
iits, f. OF. vaulre hunting-dog.] — Fewterer.
1679 Blount Anc Tenures 35 To be the Kings Vauterer

or Dog-leader in Gascoigny.

Vauxhall (v^kshgl). [The name of a locality

in London on the south bank of the Thames, where
Vauxhall Gardens (see def.) were situated.] Used
tllipt. for Vauxhall Gardens, a popular pleasure
resort from the 17th to the middle of the 19th
century ; a place of resort or amusement resemb-
ling or imitating this.

Evelyn records in his memoirs under the date 2 July
1661, ' I went to see the New Spring Garden at Lambeth,
a pretty contriv'd plantation '. The gardens were finally
closed on 25 July 1859.

1 7*9 Ann. Reg, Citron, lit Sieur Torre opened his new
Vauxhall, near St. Martin's gate [in Paris], under the denom-
ination of the Feasts of Tempe. 1815 Hid., Chron. 5) Mr.
Sadler appeared in Mr. Harper's gardens, or the Vauxhall
of this place [sc. Norwich], in the evening.
attrii. 1822 l.ond. Lit. Caz. 61/1 But the portions [of

food] are of the Vauxhall order. 1892 Dobson iSt/t Cent.
Vignettes 253 The p >pular legend that an expert Vauxhall
waiter could cover the entire garden (about eleven acres)
with slices from one ham.
Hence Vauxha-iliau a., Vauxha-llify v. trans.
1815 Southey Lett. (1856) 1 1. 429 There is an illumination

to-night in the Alle'e Vert, or Green Walk, which is to be
Vauxhallified in honour of the Emperor. 1817 IVestm. Rev.
VIII. 353 Here follows a description of a very gay festival,
much more Vauxhallian than Attic.

Vav (vxv), variant of Vau. Vav conversive

:

see Conversive a. 1 2 h.

1828 Gibbs Cesenius' Heir. Lex. (1833) 54/1 A prefix.,
usually called Vav conversive of the future. 1869 Liddell
& Scott Or. Lex. s.v. ii'ya*t*ta, But the Lat. F. holds the
same place in the alph[abet] with the Hebr. vav. 1870
J. F. Smith Ewald's Introd. Hebr. Cram. 229 Then thee.dm
regular narration may come in with the Vav of sequence.

Va Vasory. Also 7 valuasserie, 9 vavassory.
[ad. OF". vavas{s)orie, va'

K
u z>asserie, or med.L.

vavasoria, {. vavasor : see next.] An estate held
by a vavasour.
1611 Cotgr., Vavassorie, a Valuasserie; th'estate, land, or

territorie of a Vavassor, Mesne Lord. 1656 Harrington
Oceana (1700) 65 The M iddle.Thane

. . was also call'd a
Vavasor, and his Lands a Vavasory. Hid. 67 It cannot be
imagin'd, that the Vavasorys or Freeholds in the People
amounted to any considerable proportion. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v., There are base Vavasories, and frank, or noble
Vavasories, according as it hath pleas'd the Lord to make his
Vavasour. 1839 Stonehouse Isle o/Axholme 124 He was
enfeoffed with the vavasories of Camville and Wyville. a 1861
SirF. Pai.grave Norm, t, Kng. III. 405 It is not practicable
to ascertain the others who received their rewards by Va-
vassories or Sub-tenancies.
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Vavasour (vse-vasuu). Now arch, and Hist.

Forms : a. 4 vauasour(e, 4, 7- vavasour (4
-oure\ 5 favasour, Sc. wawasour, vauesowre,
7 vaveaour; 5 vavyssoure, vauyssour, 7 va-
ueasour, vauassour, 9 vavassour. #. 5 vauaser,

7. 9 vavasor, vavassor. 7. 6-7 valuasor, 6-8
-vasor, 7-8 valvasour, 9 valvassor. [a. OK.
vavas[s)our, vavas{s)or

t
vavasscur (so mod.K.), or

med.L vavassor, valvassor, also vasvassor, app. f.

vassi vassornm 'vassals of vassals '. Cf. Ol'rov.

va I .vasor, It. varvassore, -oro, barbassore, -oro.'] A
feudal tenant ranking immediately below a baron.
a. 13.. A". A /is. 3300 (Laud MS.). Noot ich no tale of his

squyers, Neof vavasours, ne of Jiachders. C1330 K. Brusnk
Chron. il'ace (Rolls) 10996 He gaf giftes of honurs, & larnles

& rentes, to vauasours. < 1380 Sir Ftrumb. 430 Lttel
growesse for me it were wip a vauasour for to melle. 1456
ir G. Have Bk. Kntkood. iii. (S.T.S.) 21 All Idngis suld

have under thame dukkis and princis, Krllis and vicountes,
and vauvassouris and barouns. a 1500 Lancelot 1729 Syne
to tlii tennandis Sc to thi wawasouris, If [=give] essy hale-

nays, palfrais, and cursouris. 1614 Sklden Titles Honour
n. v. § 4 Now for the nature of a vavasour;, it is plain that

he was ever beneath a baron. 1647 N. Kacon Disc. Govt.
F.u;*. 1. xxxi. (1739) 47 Others served on horseback, and were
called Rad- Knights,, .and these I take to be the Vavasours,
noted in the Conqueror's haws. 1660 Sheringham King's
Supremacy Asserted'(1682) v. 32 There are other great men
under the King which are called Barons, and other which
arecalled Vavasours, men of great dignity. 1756 Connoisseur
No. 102 f 1 Upon my accession, .to my elder brother's
estate and title of a Haronet I received a visit from Rouge
Dragon., to congratulate me upon ray new rank of a Vava-
sour. 1766 Bi.ackstoneC<j«*v«. II.65 William the conqueror
. .directing, .that a certain quantity ..should be paid by the
earls, barons, and vavasours respectively. 1831 Scott Cast.
Dang, vii, One or two Scottish retainers or vavasours, .sat

at the bottom of the table. 1848 I.ytton Harold 111. ii, The
..ignominious flight of the counts and vavasours of great
William the Duke. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xv. 207
It was ordered that the sheriff should be a vavasour of the
County.
£. c 1386 Chaucer Prologue 360 A schirreue hadde he

ben and a counter, Was nowher such a worthi vauaser.
1605 Camden Rem., Surnames (1623) no Baron, Knight,.

.

Vavasor, Squire, Castellan. 1642 Bird Mag. Honour 8

There be others which are called Vavasors, . .men of great
dignity. 1656 Harrin-gton Oceana 35 The Middle-Thane
was feudall, but not honorary ; he was also call'd a Vavasor.
1818 Haixam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 194 The vassals of this

high nobility, who.. were usually termed Vavassors. 1875
K. E, Digbv Real Prop. (1876) 41 note, Similar provisions
follow as to the relief to be paid by barons, vava-sors, and
villeins.

y. 1577 Harrisos England u. v. (1877) 1. 113 As for the
valvasors, it was a denomination applied unto all degrees of
honor under the first three. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

696 The Kings Valvasors in times past they were. 1614
Selden Titles Hon. 289 For a Corollarie to this Discourse
of Barons, we add.. the ancient title of Vauassours or
Valuasors. 1708 J. Chamheklayne Si. Gt. Brit. 1. in. iv.

(1710) 186 Baronets, .are constituted in the Room of the
Ancient Valvasours, between the Karons of England, and the

Orders of Knights. 1765 Bi.ackstone Comm. 1. 403 The first

name of dignity, next beneath a peer, was antiently that of
vidames, vice domini, or valvasors. 1840 Browning Sordello
1. 768 Lord, liegeman, valvassor and suzerain, Ere he could
choose, surrounded him. 1854 Milman Lat. Chr. III. 57
Heribert refused to admit the valvassors of the Church of
Milan to this privilege.

Vavengeour (obs. Sc.) : see \Vavenger.

f Vaver, obs. southern variant of Favour^.
1536 Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 499 That he mythe the

rather bye youre grases mene obtayne the kyng his vaverys.

Vavta, obs. form of Vault sby

Vaward. Obs. exc. arck. Forms : a. 4-
vaward (6 va-ward), 5-6 vawarde. p. Sc. 5
waward^e, waywarde, 5-6 wawart. 7, 5 vau-
warde, fauward, 6-7 vauward; 5-6 vawe-, 6

vawwarde, 6, 8 vawward. 5. 5 wowarde, 5 6

vowarde, 6-7 voward. [Reduced form ofvaum-
ivard Vamwaru. See Vant- fre/ije.']

1. Mil. = Vanguard i.

a. 1375 Barbour Bruce x\u. 48 Thai saw in battale cum
arayit the vaward with baner displayit. rt 1400--50 Alex-
ander 3617 f>e men out of Medy he mas. .To enverom alle

\>e vaward of all |>e vile yndes. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)

3554 Abel, his son bold and hard, Bare the baner in the
vaward. c 1471 Arriv. K. Edit: II' (Camden) 39 His
vawarde so sore oppressyd them, with shott of arrows, that

they gave them right-a-sharpe shwre. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
//en. V, 48 Beside this, he appoincted a vawarde, of the
which he made capitayne Edward duke of Yorke. 1579
Digges Stratiot. 132 To give their attendance at the lodg-
ing of their Chiefes of the Armie, whether it be of the
Battaile, or Vawarde. 1610 Holland CamdeiCs Brit. 11.

17S The English were the first that entered with great
vigour upon the front and vaward. 1640 Habington
Ediv. IV, 81 The Vaward commanded by the Duke of
Olocester, the Rere by the I,ord Hastings. [1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), I'award, an obsolete Word for Van-Guard.)
i8a8 Tvti.er Hist. Scot. {1864) I. 116 He intrusted the
command of the vaward, or centre, to the Earl of Moray.
1846 Torrens Rem. Mrlit. Hist. 148 The disposition of
troops seems,. to have been a vaward, or advance, a centre,

and rear.

P. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 340 And thai haf tald thair

reboytmg. Thai of the waward. c 14*5 Wvntoun Cron. vi.

xix. 2261 He askyt at be kynge Til haf be wawarde [v.r.

wawart] of his batale. isoo-«o[see b].

y. c 1400 Scge Jerus. 430 J>e fauward Titus toke, ..With
six bousand soudiours. < 1440 Bone Florence 604 The vawe-
warde and the myddyll soone, And the rere-warde owte of

Rome The grete ooat removyd and yode. 15*9 Rastsll

VEAL.
Pastyme fi8n) 222 Havinge the rule of the Fienche kynges
vawewarde. 1570 Koxe A. <y M. (ed. 2) I. 127 Sebastian..
was Lieue tenant general of the Vawward of Diocletian the
emperour. 1603 Knoi.i.ks Hist. Turks (1621) 39 The Vauward
of his armie was conducted by lohn and Andronicus. 1791
Cowper Hiad vim. 119 Then, Diomede, unaided as lie was,
Rush'd ardent to the vaw-ward.
$ 1430-40 Lydg. Bocltas tx. xxviii, In his passage to

goueine the wowarde. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 241
In the vowarde of whom were foote men with bawes. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 179 Whiche is more fered of
the feendes than ony vowarde of a batayle. 1543 St. Papers
Hen. F///(i849) IX. 393 The other galees of thKinpeiour
appoynted for the vowarde. 1577 Holiksheu Citron. II.

1593/1 Forthwith the Lord Lieutenant sent to the vowarde,
commaunding that theyshoulde marche towarde the towne.
1631 Chapman Cxsar q- 1'omfey Plays 1873 III. 162 The
voward of the foe Is ranged already.

b. In fig. context.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 57 It ar ;e that stonden bifore,

in Anticristis vauwarde. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlii. 58
Than to battell thai war arreyit all, And ay the wawart kepit
Thocht. 1561 T. Norton Catvin's Inst. 1. 11634) 10 And
therefore lie cloubtetli not to set their mouthes in the vaward,
as bein^' strongly armed to subdue their madnesse. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 1. viii. (1622)30 Her h:\ire being laide at the
full length downe her backe, bare shew as it the voward
faylecl, yet that would conquer.

c. jig. The forefront ; the early part.
In later use only as an echo of Shakspere.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 200 We that are in the

vaward of our youth. 1599 Nashe Lenten .\tuffe 22
The vaward or subburbes oi my narration. 1827 Scott
Jrnl. I. 378 She is not in the vaward of youth. — Citron.

Canongate vi, Those who write themselves in the vaward
of youth. 1884 A. BlRRELL Obiter Dicta Ser. 1. 208 He..
states that he and his accomplices, .are in the vaward of their

youth.

2. atlrib. (Cf. Vanward a.)

1808 Scott Marm. VI. xxiv, Myself will rule this central

host, ..My sons command the vaward post. Ibid, xxxiii,

Where's now their victor vaward wing? 1814 — Lord oj
Isles VI. xii, To centre of the vaward. line Fitz-Louis guided
Amadine.
Vawe, ME. var. Fain a. and adv., Few a.

+ Vawegard, obs. variant of Vanguard (after

VAWARD).
a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. /'/,176 b, The vawegard was

conducted by the erle of Warwycke.
Vawght, obs. form of Vault sbA
Vawmer, -meure, -mure, van. Vaimlke Obs.

Vawmewarde, variant of Vamwaud Obs.

t Vaws-cornice. Obsr" (See quot.)
1688 Holmr Ariitouryiu. 102/1 / 'a~.vs.Coi nice, \^ any small

Cornish lying under a great swelling out peece, a-, under a
Planchier, or swelling Frieze.

Vawtve, obs. ft. Vault sb. 1 and v. 1 Vawthe,
obs. f. Vault v. 1 Vax, obs. Sc. f. Wax sb. and
v. Vax-cayme, obs. Sc. f. Wax-comb.

t Vaye, obs. southern variants of Fay sb. 1

1586 Ferne Hlaz. Gentrie 27 By my vaye, shee looketh
lyke a foule Kite that haunteth our yarde at home. 1603
Contention betva. Liberality ^- Prodigality IV. iii, Come on,

surrah, chill make you vast, bum vay.

Vay, southern dial. var. Fay t'.I ; obs. Sc. f.

Way. Vayage, obs. Sc. var. Voyage. Vayd,
obs. Sc. f. Wade v. Vaye, obs. Sc. f. Way sb.

Vayk, obs. Sc. f. Weak a. Vayle, obs. f. Veil
sb. Vaylliaunce, obs. I. Valiaxce. Vayn,
southern ME. var. Fain a. ; obs. Sc. f. Wain ; Sc.

var. Wane sb. Obs. Vaynd, var. Waind v. Sc.

Vayndis, Sc. var. Wandish v. Vayne, obs. t.

Vein sb. Vayowre, var. Veyouh Obs. Vayr,
southern ME. var. Fair a. Vayrd, obs. Sc. f.

Ward v. Vayre, southern ME. var. Fair a.
;

obs. f. Vair. Vaj, southern ME. var. Faw a.

Obs. Vajt, southern ME. \ax.fought Fight v.

Voh(e, ME. varr. Each a. Vddir. Vder, obs.

Sc. ff. Other a. Ve, obs. Sc. f. Wtipron., Wee a.

t Vea, int. A'aitl. Obs. (See quots.)

1626 CArT. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 30 To row a spell,

hold-water, trim the boate, vea, vea, vea, vea, vea. 1637 —
Seaman's Cram. vi. 27 One and all, Vea, vea, vea, vea, vea,

that is they pull all strongly together.

Veadge, Veage, obs. varr. Voyage sb.

Veak, obs. Sc. form of Vake v.

Veal(v;"l),f*.l Forms: 4vel(.s veil), 5-7 rele;

5 veel (feel), 6 veele ; 5 veylle, 6 veyle {Sc.

veil, weill) ; 6-7 veale (0 ueale,feale),6- veal

(St. 1 weall, 8 veall). [a. AF. vtl, OF. vea (vie/,

veal, vael, etc. ; mod.F. veaii), veJet, = Prov.

vetielyh, Cat. vedei, It. and l'g. viMto:—L. vitell-

us, dim. of vitulus call.]

1. The flesh of a calf as an article ol diet.

c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 176 ' Bet is.' quod he, ' a pyk

than a pikerell, And bet than olde boef is the tendre vel .

e 1400 Mausdev. (1839) vi. 72 Thei eten but lytille or non ol

Flessche of Veel or of Beef, c 1420 Liber Cocornm (180a) 28

A sawce hit is For vele and venyson, iwjs. C1440 Iromf.

Pan. 508/2 Veel, flesche, vitulina. 1515 Barclay Egloges

11. (1570) Biii/a Fat porke or vele, & namely such as is

bought For easier price when they be leane & nought.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 177 They also coompare the

fleshe of these tortoyses to be equall with veale in taste. 1620

Vennkr Via Recta iii. 51 Veale is a more odoriferous flesh

then any other. 1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trax: xxxiv. 137

These people feed on all, as Veal, Mutton, Pork,, .and finally

of all other bexsts whatsoever. 1706-7 Farouhar Beaux'

Strut. 1. i, Aim. Have you any VealS Hon. Veal ! Sir, we



VEAL.

had a delicate Loin of Vea! on Wednesday last. 1780 Beck-
ford Uiog. Mem. 125 The most perfect fillet of veal that ever

made the mouth of man to water. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.

Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 127 In the rearing of calves for veal

in Holland, it is usual to confine them in. .pens. 1890 Spec-

tator 4 Oct., What insipid and tasteless cheer does veal

afford

!

2. A calf, esp. as killed for food or intended for

this purpose. Now rare,

1422 Yonce tr. Secreta Secret. 244 Flesh of Velis, Vynegre,
hemroll, and Potage of oot-mell. < 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun (Roxb.) 71 The ydolatiers of the golden veel. 1466
Paston Lett. II. 269 Tor purveying of all the velys, lambes,

..certain piggs and polaly. 1513 Douglas /Eneid xn,

Prol. 185 Tydy ley lowys, veilys by tliame rynnis. 1544 in

Star Chamber Cases (Selden) 1 1. 305 The prices of Flesh, as

of Beefes, Muttons, Veales,& Porkes. 15821 Nottingham Pec.

IV. 199, vj. fatte wethres, at viij s. viij d. a pece, and ij. veyles,

at vj s. viij d. a pece. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commit'. 25
The flesh, .of their swine, oxen, and veales haue the best

relish. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Paneg. Sir L. Pcmberton
63 When guests make their abode To eate thy Bullocks

thighs, thy Veales, thy fat Weathers. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. 315^1 Upon these [drag hooks] are-hung two Veals or

Muttons at a time. 1737 Ocktertyre House lik. (S.H.S.) 13

Killd a Veall. 1801 Parmer's Mag. Aug. 319 In selling

veals to butchers, their haggling was extremely disagree-

able. 1855 Thackeray Newsomes I. 265 My mother, .would
receive her prodigal and kill the fatted veal for me. 189S

Westcott David Harum xvii, Ttm brought three or four'

veals into town one spring to sell.

collect. 1710 Addison Tatter No. 148 P 1 The Flesh of

Lamb, Veal. Chicken, and other Animals under Age.

3. attrib., chiefly in names of dishes, etc., made
from veal, as veal broth

t
cutlet, gravy

t
pie, etc.

a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 111. vii, Ve Porridg gutted
Slaves, ye Veal broth-Boobies ! 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Gt. Eater Kent 14 Three sixe-penny veale pyes..were pre-

sented to the scalado. 1675 E. W[ilson] Spadacrene Duncl-
vtensis 39 This [water] .. helpeth all internal corrosions, if

tak-m in Veal Broath fasting. 1725 Pant. Diet, s.v,, Put your
Veal Stakes into the Pan again, and finish the dressing with
Veal Sweet-Breads. Ibid., Some Veal Gravy must be pour'd

upon it. 1747 tr. Astruc's Pevers 340 Let the patient also

drink plentifully of veal broth, 1769 Mrs. Raffald Png.
Housek. (1778) 19 About a pound of beef or veal suet. 1827

Scott Surg. Dau. ii, Lamb and spina^e, and a veal Floren-

tine. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 1S2 A large baby in

one arm. and a basket of. .cold veal-pie in the other. 1848
Dickens Dombey xviii, He treats Mrs. Perch to a veal

cutlet and Scotch ale. 1858 Stmmonds Diet. Trade, Veal-
tea, a thick gelatinous soup or broth made of the fleshy part

of the fillet or knuckle of veal. 1885 Jerome On the Stage
48 Property Man, behind, making a veal and ham pie, out
of an old piece of canvas and a handful of shavings.

b. Special Combs. : veal-bled a., bled to ex-

haustion, like a calf intended for veal ; veal-bones,

fig. youth, nonage ; veal calf, (a) = sense 2 ;
(b) a

variety of leather; veal-farmer, one who rears

calves for the butcher; veal-like a,, resembling

(that of) veal; + veal money (see quot.); veal-

skin, (a) the skin of a calf; (b) a skin-disease

characterized by white shining spots.

1899 Westm. Gas. 8 Sept. 3/1 The exhausted, and almost
*veal-bled and forlorn bull. 1785 R Cumberland Obsemer
No. 92, Our process seldom fails in either case, when we
apply it timely, and especially to young poets in their *veal
bones, as the saying is. 1888 Addv Sheffield Gloss. 272
There is a saying ' married in the veal bones always a calf'.

'/1556 Wilis -r t"v. TV. C. (Surtees, 1835) 153 To Thomas
morison. .for ij *veale calves. T%Q$Eoston Heraldi\ March
5/6 Colored leather is firmer and selling more freely: Grain,
i2@i4Cj veal calf, 16 fa; iSAc. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.Parm
II. 469 The *veal-farmers keep from 6 to 12 cows each.
1822-7 * Veal-Hke [see veal-skin below]. 1897 W, Anderson
Surg. Treat. Lupus? An unwholesome, veal-like whiteness,
diversified by tiny blood-vessels. 1684 Manley CowelVs
Interpreter s.v., *Veale money or Veale noble money. The
Tenants of one of the Tythings within the Mannor of Brad-
ford in Wiltshire, pay a yearly Rent by this name.. in lieu

of veale paid formerly in kind. 1591 Exch. Rolls Scotl.

XXII. 171 [ioj. of certain] barkit *weillskynnis. 1822-7
GooDStudy Med. (ifoy) V.6^4 Ep'tchrosis Leucasmus. Veal-
Skin.. .This is the vitiligo or veal-skin of Willan, so called
from the veal-like appearance which these spots produce on
the general colour of the surface. 1858 Simmonijs Diet.
Trade, Veal-skins, an Irish trade-name for hides of the calf,

which are dearer than other leather

Hence Veal v. trans., to rear (calves) for use as

veal ; Vealer, a calf intended or fit for veal. U.S.
1901- in American Diets.

Veal, sb.'- Sc. Mining. (Seequots.)
1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-M. 269 Veal, a tank or water-

barrel placed upon a cage for emptying the sump. 1886 J,
BarrOwman Sc. Mining Terms 69 Veal, or voun, a water
box or chest, usually on wheels, for removing water.

Veale, var. Vele Obs.; obs. Sc. f. Well adv.

Ve&liVLgjVbl.sb.l [f. Vealj^. 1

] a. A-vealing,

procuring veal. b. Conversion into veal.

1664 Cotion Scarron. 1. 47 And up he starts, to go a steal-

ing, Either a Muttning, or a Vealiug. 1847 Jrnl.R. Agric.
Soc. VIII. 11. 394 It is equally suitable, whether the calf is

intended for vealing or to be reared.

f Vea-ling, vbl. sb? Obs. (See quot.)

1688 Holmi-: Armoury ill. 86/2'WorkinR, is to lay them on
the Beam and with the Fleshing Knife and Vealing Knife, to

scrape off the Lime and cleanse them from their Fle^hyness.

Vea-ling, vbl sb.% Sc. Mining, [f. Vealj^]
1886 J. Barrovvman Sc. Mining Terms 69 Vealing, or

vouning, chesting ; getting out water by means of veals.

Vealinous, obs form of Villainous a.

Vealy (vrli), a. [f. Veal^. 1
]

1. Resembling veal.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eug. Housekpr. {1778) 17 Then put

70

in a few boiled forcemeat balls, which must be made of the

veally part of your turtle. 1864 Lowell P~ireside Trav. 259

When we were fairly at anchor. -they crawled out again,.,

their vealy faces mezzotinted with soot.

2. fig. Imperfectly developed ; immature ;
charac-

terized by youthful immaturity.

1890 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 17 July, A vealy medical-

school graduate, whose employment is an insult to intelligent

people. 1907 Outlook 19 Jan. 80/1 The sylvan thief shared

our vealy homage with moonlighters, smugglers [etc.].

Hence Vea'liness, want of maturity.

1895 in Punk's Stand. Diet,

Veand, obs. Sc. variant of weighing Weigh v.

Veany, variant of Veny2 Obs. Vear, obs. f.

Yeeu v. ; obs. Sc. f. War sb. ; south-w. dial. f.

Feahz>. Veare, southern ME. variant of Fakez>.

Vearie, obs. Sc. form of Vehy adv.

Vease. Now only south-w. dial. Forms :

4 (9) vese (9 veze) ; 6-7 (9) vease, 7 veaze; 7

veeze (9 veese) ; 9 vaise, vaze, etc. [Southern

var. of Feeze sb.'] A rush, impetus ; a run before

a leap. (Cf. Feeze sb. 1 and 1 b.)

c 1386 Chaucer Knight's T. 1127 And ther out cam a

rage, and such a vese, That it made al the gate for to rese.

1573 Twynk Aineid XII. Nn4 b, Ibis vp in hand he caught,

and tnmblyng at bis foe did flyng, Arysing up therwith,and

forth his vease he fet withall. 1614 Gorges Lucan 1. 41 In

this flitting whirle-winde vease, I passe the Mountaines
Pyrinees. Ibid. vin. 346 O Marriners stay not my veaze,

Headlong to plunge into the seas, a 1618 J. Davies (Heief.)

Wit's Pilgrimage Wks. (Grosart) II. 31/2 From whence
Loues lightest Muses take their vee2e To leape into those

Seas, which cares destroy. 1646 in Dircks Life Marq.
Worcester x. (1865) 171, I only would retire myself from
further present charge, as a rain doth to take a greater vease.

1678 Ray Prov. 78 Every pease hath its veaze, and a bean
fifteen.. signifies Pease are flatulent, but Beans ten times

more. 1825 Jennings Dial, W. Engl. 80 Vaze,. .the dis-

tance employed to increase the intensity of motion or action

from a given point. 1875 Pokson Quaint Words S. Wofcs.
26 What a vese they [sc. the hounds] did go, surely.

Vease, dial. var. Freeze v. 1 Veasy, var. Vasya.
Obs. Veawe, southern ME. var. Few a. ; obs.

var. View v. Veaze, var. Vease. Veb, obs.

form of Wt
eb sb. Ve^che, Vechche, southern

ME. varr. Fetch v.

||
Veechio. Obs. [It.] An old man.

c 1570 Bugbears 1. ii. 61 Yet it dothe not content our
pinchefiste, the old veechio. Ibid. 73 The three thousand
Crownes that our veechio dothe require.

Vech^e, obs. ff. Vetch. Vecht, Vechtie, obs.

Sj. ff. Weight sb., Weighty a.

t Vecke. Obs. Also 5 vekke, wekke. [app.

nd.lt.vecchia, fern, oivecchio old.] An old woman.
As direct adoption from Italian would be remarkable in

the 14th cent., it is possible that the word existed in OF.
colloquial use.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 98 This olde wybt him hath awaited

. .: Florent his wofull heved uplefte And syh this vecke wher
sche sat. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4495 A rympled vekke, ferre

ronne in age, Fiownyng and yelowe in hir visage. 1412-20

Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2795 Sche cleped anoon vn-to hir

presence An aged vekke, fer in ^eris ronne. 1426 — De Guil.

Pilgr. 12752 An olde wekke a-noon 1 mette. 1430-40 —
Bochas I. xx. (1554) 36 b, Whan these veckes, ferre yronne
in age, Within them selfe hath vaine glory and delite For to

farce and poppe their visage.

t Vecked,///. a. Obs. = Txvecked///. a.

1562 Lf.gh Armoiy 11. 56b, Hee beareth Azure, a crosse

formye vecked Argent.

Vecord. rare~x
. = next.

1788 tr. Swedenborg's Wisdom 0/ Angels v. §378. 364
Hence too the Terms Concord, Discord, Vecord (malicious

Madness) and other similar Expressions.

Veeordy. rare~j
. [ad. L. vecordia, f. vecors

senseless, foolish.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr. [copying Cooper], Veeordy, mad-
ness, trouble of minde, folly, doting.

Vecount, obs. Sc. form of Viscount.

Vecta-rious, a. rare— . [f.L.vecldri-us (eo/tus),

f. vectdre to convey.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vectarious, belonging to a coach,

waggon or any carriage. [Hence in Phillips (1658); in later

edd. (1671-96) Vectorious.]

Vectayllys, obs. variant of Victuals.
Ve*ctible, a. rare-0, [f. L. vect-j ppl. stem of

vehe're to carry.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vectible, that is or may be carried.

Vectigal (vektargal), aM Now only Rom.
Hist. Also 6 vecti-, Sc. victigall. [a. L. vectigal

a payment to the State, etc.] A payment of the

nature of tribute, tax, or rent, made to a superior

or to the State.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 243 Grit tribute and victigall

alsua, Ilk ?eir by ?eir to king Arthure till pa. 1538 Lf.land
,

Itin. (1769) IV. 111 Thereupon they give a Fee Farme or
Vectigall of an 100. 1. yearely. The Vectigall is as it was,
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vectigal, , .used substantively for

toll, impost-money or tribute it self. 1774 T. West Antiq.
Purness (1805) io4_His lands and tenants were exempted
from all regal exactions of talliage, toll, passage, pontage,
and vectigal. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome (1846) I. xvii. 366
The tribunes demanded . . that the occupiers of the remainder
should pay their vectigal regularly.

t Vectigal, *£.* and a. Obs. rare. Also 6

j

Sc. victogall. [ad. L. vecligal-is, f. vectigal: see

!
prec.] a. sb. A collector of tribute, b. adj.

(See quot. 1656.)

VECTURE.
'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 188 Mark Terebell. . Hes

constat him his victogall that tyde, For to collect Ins tribute

and his rent. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Vectigal, that pays
or pertains to paying tribute, subsidy, pension or rent.

tVection, Obs. rare. [ad. L. veciion-, vectio,

n. of action f. vehe're to carry.] The action of

carrying ; vectitation.

r 1610 Sir C. Hkydon Asirol. Disc. (1650) 42 For whatso-
ever moveth another, it doth it either by impulsion, attrac-

I tion, volutation, or vection. 1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 198
Albertus calls this motion a vection or a carrying. 1654 Z.
Coke Logick 40 Local motion.. .Traction or drawing.
Vection or carrying.

II Vectis (ve'ktis). [L. vectis lever, crow-bar.]

f 1. A lever. Obs.

1648 Wilkins Math. Magic 1. v. 33 Rather suppose BC,
to be a Vectis or Leaver, towards the middle of which is the
place of the fulciment. 1674 Petty Disc.Dupl. Proportion
119 In the Fuze of a Watch, the greatest strengtli of the
Spring is made to work upon the shortest Vectis.

2. Surg. a. An obstetrical instrument employed
as a lever to free the head of the child.

1790 Med. Comm. II. 397 It is now near forty years since

an account of the vectis or lever of Roonhuysen was
published. 18*2-7 Good Study Med. (1829J V. 190 If, at

the same time, the head be lying clear on the perineum,
the vectis or forceps should be had recourse to. 1841
Ramsbotham Obstet. Med. <$• Surg. 314 Another instrument
that has been much employed with the view of extracting

the child living, is the vectis or lever. 1881 Trans. Obstet.

Soc. Lottd. XXII. 78, I passed in a vectis, and by its aid as
a lever. . I brought down the second larger head and left arm.

b. An instrument employed in operations on the

eye.

1882 Illustr. to Maw's Price-current 77 (Eye instruments.}

Vectis, Taylor's. 1891 Ibid. 42 Ophthalmoscope lamp,
operation scissors,, .and vectis. 1895 Arnold fy Sons'
fatal. Surg. Ittstr. 158 Vectis (Taylor's), for Extraction of

Soft Lens.

Vectitation, rare. [f. L. vectitdre (rare),freq.

of vectdre to carry, convey.] The action of carry-

ing or conveying (frequently) ; the fact of being

carried or conveyed.
1656 Blount Glossogr,, Vectitation, an often carriage.

1727 PorE, etc. Maitinus Scriblerus vi, Whilst their ener-

vated Lords are lolling in their chariots (a species of Vecti-

tation seldom used amongst the Ancients, except by old

men). 1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 253 A method of

aerial vectitation.

Vectitory, a. rare~ x

. [Cf. prec] Of the nature

of carrying or conveying.
1822 Examintr 8/1 Heaven forbid that.. the bodies of

Turks should be applied to vectitory purposes.

Vector (ve'ktaj). [a. L. vector, agent-noun f.

vehere to carry. So (in sense 1) Sp. and Fg. vector
•,

F". vecteur.~\

fl. Astr. (See quot. 1 704.) AUo vector radius,

= jadius vector Radius 3 e. Obs.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v., A Line supposed to be

d 1 awn from any Planet moving round a Center, or the Focus
of an Ellipsis, to that Center or Focus, is by some Writers
of the New Astronomy, called the Vector; because 'tis that

Line by which the Planet seems to be carried round its

Center. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 28 If a right line,

called by some the vector radius, be drawn from the sun
through any planet, and supposed to revolve round the sun
with the planet [etc.J.

2. Math. A quantity having direction as well as

magnitude, denoted by a line drawn from its

original to its final position.

a 1865 Sir W. R. Hamilton Elan. Quaternions 1. i. 1

A light line AB, considered as having not only length, but

also direction, is said to be a Vector. 1881 J. C. Maxwell
Electr. ff Magn. II. 28 The vector, whose componentsare
F. G. H., is called the vector-potential of magnetic induction.

1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 109 The resultant of a
system of vectors whose type is to. IP dm, \i each were

directed from / to P, would be a vector u»M . IG directed

from / to G.
attrib. 1878 W. K. Clifford Dynamic 95 We are led to

two different kinds of product of two vectors,. .a vector pro-

duct. .and a scalar product. 1880 Nature XXL 256 Some
vector property (such as rotation about an axis). 1897 Curry
Theory Electr. <y Magnetism 361 If we replace the vector-

equation by its three component-equations and the vector-

integrals of the latter by the above values.

Vectorial (vekto«-rial), a. [f. L. vectori-us or

directly f. prec]
j- 1. Capable of carrying or conveying. Obs.

1715 Derham Astro-Tiuol. (1726) 66 From a Vectorial

Power, or Emanations from the Sun. Ibid.tZ If., we should

imagine the Moon to be wheeled about our Earth, by the

Motion and Vectorial Power of the Earth.

2. Math. Of or pertaining to, connected with, a

vector or radius vector.

1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 84 The vectorial area of

the complex path thus traced out.. is the area of the rou-

lette. 1882 C. Smith Conic Sect. (1885) 10 The radius vector

is considered positive if measured from O along the line

bounding the vectorial angle.

Veeto-rian, a. rare- . [Cf. prec] (See quot
; )

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vectoriati, apt to carry, serving

for carriage.

t Vectorship, Obs. [f. L. vector Vector.]

Conveying agency or activity.

1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. 1. iv. 19 This Animall Faculty.,

by the vectorship of the spirit flowes from the Braines into

every particle.

tVe'Cture. Obs. [ad. L. vectura, f. vect~,

vehtYre to carry.] Carriage, conveyance.

1635 Bacon Ess., Sed. % Troubles (Aib.) 405 There be but
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three Things, which one Nation selleth vnto another; The
Commoditie. .; The Manufacture; and the Vecture or
Carriage, a 1643 [see Secture],

Ved, obs. So. form of Wed v., Wked sb.

II Veda (v^-da). Also S Beda; Vidam, Vie-
dam, Vedam. [a. Skr. veda knowledge, sacred

knowledge, sacred book, from the root vid- to

know: see Wit v. The a-forms are from the Skr.

nom. and ace. vedam, peril, partly through Tamil.
The Urdu form fc//(Hind! ved) is also represented

in older use by Bead (1698), Beid (1776), and
Bede (1789).] One or other of the four ancient

sacred books of the Hindus (called the Rig-, Yajur-,

Sd/na-, and Atha>-va-veda) ; the body of sacred

literature contained in these books.
a. 1734 Picart tr. Roger's Relig. «y Manners Bra/nins in

Cerem. fy Relig. Customs Var. Nations I 1 1. 353 The Vedam
is the Book of the Law among these People, and contains
all they are to believe or practise. 1763 Sckafton Indostan
(1770) 4 The Bramins say, that Brumma, their law-giver,

left them a book, called the Vidam, whcili contains all his

doctrines and institutions. 1766 J. Z. Hoi.well /*teresting
Hist. Events (ed. 2) I. 12 The great absurdities and iin-

urities of the Viedam. 1778 Orme Hist. Miiit. Trans, vi,

I. 5 The Shaster . .they assert to be the genuine scripture 1 'f

Bramah, in preference to the Vidam. 1794 R. J. Sulivan
View Nat, IV. 295 The Vedams, or texts of scripture, were
published by Brahma, together with the Shasters, or com.
mentaries, about six hundred years afterwards.

0« x ll§ Justamond tr. RaynaCs Hist. hid. I. 33 The
Bramin.. promised to pardon him on condition that he
should swear never to translate the Bedas, or sacred volumes.
1788 Asiatic Researches I. 340 The first four [parts of know-
ledge] are the immortal Vida's evidently revealed by God.
1808 Colebrooke /Sid. VIII. 387 It may be here proper to

remark, that each Ve'da consists of two parts, denominated
the Mantras and the Brahmanas ; or prayers and precepts.

1841 Elphtnstone Hist. Ind. I. 71 The religion taught in

the Institutes is derived from the Ve'das, to which scriptures

they refer in every page. 1871 Mateer Travancore 35
Accordingly, as a matter of fact, the Sudras never do read
the Sanscrit Vedas.
attrib. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 403 1 In like manner, the

Veda-hymns . . led to the consideration of the laws of metre.

1843 Ibid. XXVI. 171 These various schools of the Veda
theology.

Hence Veda'ic a., = Vedic a. ; Ve'daism, =
Vedism.
1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves x. 176 In ancient Indian

Vedaic mythology the upsaras were heavenly damsels who
dwelt in the aether, between Earth and Sun. 1887 L. Parks
Star in East viii. 202 Their religion sprung from the same
root as Vedaism.

II Veda nta. Also Vedanta, Vedanta. [Skr.

veddnta, f. veda Veda f aula end.] One of the

leading systems of Hindu philosophy. Also attrib.

The Hindi form Vedant has also been occas. used.
18*3 Colebrooke Pkilos. Hindus in Trans. Roy. Asiatic

Sac, (1827) I. 19 The latter (Uttara) commonly called Ved-
anta, and attributed to Vyasa, deduces from the text of the

Indian scriptures, a refined psychology, which goes to a
denial of a material world. 1849 C. S. Henrv tr. Epit.
Hist. Pkilos. 28 The Vedanta philosophy is an exhibition
of pantheism in its greatest metaphysical strictness. Ibid.

29 The Vedanta system shows us .. how pantheism must
logically result in scepticism. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 1/3
The philosophy of Vedanta is the abstract science which
embraces all these methods.

Hence Veda ntic a., Vedantism, Veda'ntist.
The Skr. Vedantiu and Hindi Vedanti have also been

used instead of 'Vedamist '.

1881 Max Muller India vii. 270 The Brahma-Samag..
was *Vedantic in spirit. 1883 Atlunaeum 8 July 41/1 He
commences his enumeration with that system which is

furthest removed from Vedantic speculation,, .omitting, how-
ever, the Vedanta itself. 1849 C. S. Henuy tr. Epit. Hist.
Pkilos. 29 "Vedantism embraces in its wide comprehension,
a multitude of other conceptions, which are common to it

and to the other philosophies of India. 1880 Bikuwoou Ind,
Arts I. 4 But Vedantism is really nothing else than Nihilism.

1849 C. S. Henry tr. Epit. Hist. Pkilos. 26 Brahma alone
exists; everything else is an illusion. The *Vedantists
prove this capital axiom by [etc.]. Ibid. 29 In order to
avoid misconception of the Vedantist reasoning. 1864
Trevelyan Compet. IValtak (1866) 215 His sect went by
the name of ' Vedanti^ts;* in fact, the ' Evangelicals * of
the East.

Ve dda. Also 7 Vaddah, 9 Veddah, Wedda.
[Sinhalese veddd archer, hunter.] A member of

a primitive race inhabiting the forest districts of

Ceylon.
1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 61 In this Land are many of

these wild men, they call them Vaddahs. 1851 Carpenter
Man. Pkys. (ed. 21 289 The Veddahs or wild hunters of
Ceylon. 1875 Jevons Money iv. 28 Somewhat similar pieces
circulated in Abyssinia, the Soulou Archipelago.., and
among the Veddahs. i88t Tvlor Anthropology vi. (1904)
164 In the forests of Ceylon are found, .the Veddas or
' hunters ', shy wild men who build bough huts, and live o\\

game and wild honey.

Ved.de, obs. Sc. f. With v. Vedder, -ir, obs.

Sc. f. Weather, Wether. Vede, obs. Sc. f.

Weed sb. Vede(n, southern ME. van. Feed v.

Veder, southern ME. var. Father, Feathek.
!| Vedette (Wde't). Also 9 vedot ;

7- vidette.
[K., ad. It. vedetta, prob. f. vedere to see. The
incorrect spelling vidette, now rare, was common in

the first half of the 19th cent.]

1. Mil. A mounted sentry placed in advance of

the outposts of an army to observe the movements
of the enemy.

m, 1690 Davies Diary (Camden) 129 And then lay down to
sleep., without posting any scouts or videttes abroad. 1778
Gouv. Morris in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) II. 228 A
few good cavalry may be requisite for the videttes. 1812
Examiner 7 Sept. 561/2 He fell in with the enemy's
videttes. 1843 Prescott Mexico in. in. (1864J 152 One
of the videttes perceived.. a large body of Indians moving
towards the Christian lines. 1868 Regul. fy Orders Army
§ 892 Instructions for the guidance of Outposts,, .videttes,

and sentries. 1902 R. W.Chambers Maids of Paradise
xxii. 376 The rigid system of patrol which brought death, .to

our sleet-soaked videttes.

0. 170a Mitit. Diet., Vedette, a Sentinel of the Horse.,
detached from the main Body of the Army [etc.]. 1746 Rep.
Cond.Sir J. Cope 78 To post the Out-Guard, and see the Ve-
dettes placed properly. 1786 GlLLlES Hist. Greece iii. I. ico
The order of their guards and watches was highly judicious;
they employed, for their security, out-sentries and vedettes.

1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1836) V. 355 note, The
vedettes of the outposts were within shot of each other.

1844 Queen's Reg. $ Ord. Army 394 Whether they have
been in the habit of placing piquets, posting vetlets, con-
ducting patrols, &c 1879 Btackw, Mug. July 23 A vedette
was killed to-day. Half-a-dozen Zulus rushed out on him
soon after he had been posted for the day.
trans/, 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 248, I made a

pretext to halt—established my boy as a vedet, and sat

down peacably under a. bush and made my notes. 1812
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 53 An old cock, who was the
vidette. 1878 L. W, M, I.ocKHARr Mine is Thine xxii.

II. 98 The blackcock vedette rolled his burnished plumage
leisurely against the sun.

Jig. 1801 Jefferson Writ. (1859) VII. 483 Philosophical
vedette at the distance of one thousand miles, .is precious
to us here. 1880 Spectator 13 Nov. 1439 They cannot bear to
see the landlords, whom they regard as their own vedettes,
terrorized.

2. Vedette boat, a small vessel used for scouting

purposes in naval warfare.

1884 Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 6/1 Building armour-clads, f.ist

cruisers, vedette and torpedo boats. 1892 Times (weekly
ed.) 7 Oct. 7/2 They are vedette boats and not torpedo
boats in the proper sense.

Vedic (v^'-dik), a. and sb, [f. Ved-a + -ic]

a. adj. Of or pertaining to, contained or mentioned
in, contemporary with, the Vedas. b. sb. The
language of the Vedas, an early form of Sanskrit.

1859 Max Muller Anc. Sanskrit Lit. 10 The sacred
literature of the Vedic age. Ibid, n The. .publication of
all Vedic texts and commentaries. 1864 Pisky Led. Daniel
ix. 558 The okt Vedic worship was a libation to the god of
fire. 1873 Whitney Oriental A- Ling. Stud. 1 A general
view of the whole body of Vedic literature. 1884 American
VIII. 90 There are still orthodox Brnhmans, who., main tain

old Vedic sacrifices. 1890 Schrumpf First Aryan Reader
p. xi, Specimen B ought to have preceded specimen A, as
Vedic is older than Sanskrit.

Vedir, obs. Sc. f. Weather.
Ve'dism, [f. Ved-a + -ism. Cf. Vedaism.]
The system of religious beliefs and practices con-

tained in the Vedas.
1882 Athenaeum 29 Apr. 542/3 In this paper he showed

the relationship between the Vaishnava religion and three
other forms of the Hindu religious system, viz., Vedism,
Biahmanism, and Saivism. 1895 J. Kiuu Morality <$ Relig.
v. 191 Vedism, then, generally speaking, was a religion of
nature.

Ve'dist. [f. as prec. + -1ST.] A student of, or

authority on, the Vedas.
1896 Seelev Introd. Pol. Set. (1902) 364 Not dealing with

the new matter introduced by Egyptologists or As.>yriolo-

gists or Vudists.

Vedlak, obs. form of Wedlock.
Vedo(u, obs. Sc. ff. Widow.
Vedro. Also8wedro. [Russ. BQUpo pail.]

A Russian liquid measure equal to 2.7 imperial

gallons.

1753 Hanwav 'Trav. VI. Ixxxi. (1762' I. 371, 8 Krushquas, 1

wedro— 13 english quarts. 1799 W, Tooke Vietv Russian
Emp. II. 523 The greater part was then already podraded
(contracted) for at 148 kopecks for every vedro. 1802-3 tr.

/'atlas's Trav.(i&i2) I. 234 Boiled in large kettles contain*
ing from forty to forty-three Russian vedros, or eimers, of
water. 1833 R. Pinkerton Russia 77 The. .distilleries.

.

issue about twenty-five millions of vedros. 1907 Edin. Rev.
Jan. 224 The peasants of that province, .drank this year
62,924 vedros of vodka more than last.

Vee. Mining. (See quot.)
1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal-M. 269 Vee, the junction of two

underground roadways meeting in the form of a V.

II Veedor. Obs. Also 6 veadore, viador. [a *

Sp. and Vg. veeddr, Pg. vedor, veador, viador, f.

ver to see.] An official invested witli inspecting

or controlling power.
a. [i$s&Jldzh Decaslcs (Arb.) 158 OneGonzalus Fernandus

Ouiedus beinge one of the maiestrates appointed in that
office which the Spanyardescaule Veedor.] 1595T.Scarlett
Est. Engl, /fugitives G, Sammariba, the Veedors chiefc
officer. 1612 Shelton Quix. 111. viii. 192 The office of a
Bawde. .should not be practised but by people well borne ;

and ought besides to haue a Veedor, and examinatorof them.
0. 1599 Haki.uyt Voy. II. n. 129 We spake with his Vea-

dore, or chiefe man, that hath the dealing with the Christians.
1615 Pukchas Pilgrims II. vii. 949 (Guinea), They haue one
attending on them, whom they call Viador (which word they
haue learned of the Portugals) ; hee is the Kings Treasurer,
and keepeth his Gold and other Riches.

Veel, southern dial. var. Keel v., Field sb.

Veer (vi»j)
f sb. [f. Veer v.'1] An act or

instance of veering ; a change of direction.

1611 COTGI , Virevoulte, a veere, whirle, . .friske, or turne.

1633 T. James Voy. 70 Wee. .expected a lower veere of the
water. 1871 lissvsos Last Tonrn.2^1 Till the warm hour

returns With veer of wind. 1890 Daily News 21 Aug. 5/7
This project of the Emperor William would explain the
sudden veer round ashort time ago against Prince Ferdinand.

Veer, southern ME. var. FlR; var. Vere
(Spring) Obs.

Veer (vi»i), v. 1 Naut, Forms : 5-7 vere (6
Sc. vire) ; 6 vyere, 7 vier- ; 6-7 veare, 7 vear

;

7 veere, 7- veer, [a. MDu. vicren to let out,

slacken, =» OliG. Jieren, fiaran to give direction

to. Hence also G. vieren, Jieren, Da. fire, Sw.
fira in nautical use.]

1. trans. To allow (a sheet or other sail-line) to

run out to some extent; lo let out by releasing.

Also with out. ? Obs.
So Du. and Flem. ide) school vieren, freq. used fig.

c 1460 Pilgriiti's Sea-Voy. 25 Hale the b_we'yne ! now,
vere the shete ! 1522 Lett. \ Papers //en. V///, III. 11. 975
[The galley was next them, but if she] may vyere the shit,

she will go from us all. 1530 //ickscorncr 302 Ale the
helme ! a-le ! vere ! shot of ! veresayle ! 1549 ( ompl, Scot.
vi, 4: Vire the trossis, nou heise. /bid., \ ire jour liftaris

and 3our top sail trossis, 1590 Spenser /'*. Q. 1. xii. 1 Behold
I see the hauen nigh at hand, ., Vere the maine shete, and
beare vp with the land. 1626 Capt. Smith Acad. Vng.Sea-
men 28 Loure the maine top saile, \eare a fadome of your
sheat. 1627— Seaman s Gram, i.\. 39 Veere more sheat, or
a flowne sheat, that is, when they are not haled home to the
blocke. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 17 Veic out
some of your Fore and Main-sheet-;. Ibid, i3 Vere out the

main Sheet, and fore Sheet. 1694 [see Main-sheet 1].

absol. 1530 [see above], a 1658 Cleveland /mind. 0/
Trent 74 Now Bedfellows do one another greet I' th'Saylors
Phrase, Vere, vere, more Sheet.

b. To let out (any line or rope) ; to allow to run

out gradually to a desired length.

1574 W. Bourne Regiment for Sea xiv. (1577) 42 They
haue a pece of wood, and a line to vere out ouer horde.
1628-9 I^iguy Voy. .1/edit. (Camden) 75, I bore vp to her,

a;;d by a barrel! viered her out a long hawser. 1690 I.ky-

boukn Curs. Math, 608 As you veer out the Tog-Line, set

the Drift of the Log with your Compass. 1721 Phil. Trans.
XXXI. 178 [He] marches on the bottom of the Sea, vearing
out the Coiles of Ins Pipe. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. §68
They rowed it towards the rock, veering out a tope, which
they had fastened to the large boat. 1839 Civil Eng, fy

Arch. JrnL II. 178/2 They had the appearance of a single

rope capable of being coiled and veered out conveniently.

1893 W. R. Mackintosh Around Orkney Peat Eires (1905)
II. 136 [He] veered out the boat's tether till he came along-
side the vessel.

fc. Similarly without adv. Obs, rare,

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 219 As fast as you can hale
and vere a line. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 169 Veer your
line, let it off the reel after striking.

2. To allow (a boat, buoy, etc.) to drift further

off by letting out a line attached to it. Usually

with away or out.

1539 in R. G. Marsden Set. Rec. Crt. Adm. (Selden) I. 67
The marinars of the sayd Venys shippe did vere owt there

grete bote. 1824 Mechanic's Mag. No. 41. 215 They tried

the means of veering away a buoy. 1831 Tkelawny Adv.
Younger Son lxxiv, We veered an empty cask astern, with

a rope attached to it. 1834 Makryat P. Simple (1E63) 207
They veered out a buoy with a line, which we got hold of.

1846 A. VouNG Naut. Did. 357 To veer a buoy in a ship's

wake, means to slack out a rope to which the buoy has been
attached, in order to let it go astern.

3. To kt out or pay out (a cable).

1604 A dm. Ct. Exam. 21 May, The cables were not viered.

1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 2°3 O" both sides was
crying out to veere cable, /bid., Those [cables were] very
short, and vered to the better end. 1627 Capj. Smith Sea-
man's Gram. vii. 30 Veere more Cable, is when you ride at

Anchor. 1743 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's I 'oy. 156 Tho1

they

immediately let go the Sheet-Anchor, and vcer'd almost two
Cables on it, yet they drove out to Sea. 1789 Trans, Soc.

Arts\ II. 211 Cables veered astern, with tackles leading from
them to the ship's quarters. 1854 G. B. KiciiARnsoN Univ.
Code v. (ed. 12) 1280, 1 cannot veer r»-

re cable. 1870

Meade AVw Zealand 290 After veering cable we went to

quarters. 1899 F. T. Uullen Way Navy 4. Lvery anchor
fell anil cable was veered to five shackles.

fig. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. v. 46 Traines shall

seeke out Ingine, . .euery cable Is to be veer'd.

absol. 1769 Falconer Diet, Marine (17S0) .\aa4b, Ne
file plus atnarre ! keep fast the cable ! stopper the cable !

veer no more! 1775 Phil. 'Trans. LXVII1. 404 At 4 a.m.

found .ship drove, veered to a whole cable.

b. With away or out.

(a) 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 437 This obliged us to let go our

Sheet Anchor, veering out a good scope of Cable. 1769

Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) Aaa 4 b, Filer te cable bout

par bout, ..to veer out the cable end-foi-end. 1899 F. T.

Bullen Log Sea--ivaif 74 The warships, which, with top-

masts housed and cables veered out to the clinch, were all

steaming full speed ahead.

[6) 1748 Ansous Voy. n. iii. 138 To veer away the cable

briskly. Ibid. m. ii. 319 After we had veered away one

whole cable. 1765 Commodore Byron Voy. (1773) *• 79 A
thick fog coming on with hard rain, we veered away the

stream cable. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 357 ' Veer away
the cable,' that is, slack it and let it run out.

fig. 1769 M. Cumberland Brothers in Brit. Thcat. {1808)

XVIII. 17 I'll veer away no more good advice after you.

C. To put on (cables) end to end. rare- 1
.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 86 The latter continued, .to drop

to leeward, and the Theseus was obliged to veer on two

cables to keep within reach of them.

4. To veer and haul : (see quots.).

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine, To I 'eeraud haul, to pull a

rope tight, by drawing it in and slackening it alternately,.

.

so that the rope is straitened to a greater tension. 1841

R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 133 To veer ami haul, is to

haul and slack alternately on a rope, as in warping, until
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the vessel or boat gets headway. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., To veer and haul, to gently tp.uten and then

slacken a rope three times before giving a heavy pull, the

object being to concentrate the force of several men. 1875

Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. viii. 282 By hauling and

veerin" on it, ..a sufficiently uniform strain on it would be

obtained.

fig* 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 251 Ihe agents have

a certain margin to veer and haul on in their commission.

1901 Speaker 27 April 109/2 Here is a sum on which the

British Government may fairly veer and haul.

f 5. intr. Of a ship : To sail with the sheet let

out. Obs.
a i6»s Nomenclator Navalis (MS. Hart. 2301) s.v., When

a Shipp sailes, and the Sheate is veered-out, wee saie she

goes veering. 1691 Cafl. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvt.

76 The Ship goes Lasking, Quartering, Veering, or Large;

are terms of the same signification, viz. that she neither goes

by a Wind nor before the wind, but betwixt both.

Veer (vl»i), v.% Forms : 6 verre (?), 7 vere,

vear^e, veere, 7- veer. [ad. F. virer ( = Sp.

virar, birar, Pg. virar, It. virare), to turn, to veer;

of obscure origin. See also Vibe ?;.]

1. intr. a. Of the wind : To change gradually

;

to pass by degrees from one point to another, spec.

iu the direction of the sun's course. Oi ig. Naut.
158a N. LlCNEFIBLD tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 73

And after that the winde verred [sic] to the Southwest they

bare with the same. 1617 Cait. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix.

39 Now the wind veeres, that is, it doth shift from point to

point. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 6 The wind in

one hours space veering about every point of the Compass.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. vii. 234 Their Influence may be

separated so far as to suffer a cooler Wind to blow, which
upon their Rising shall vere to a warmer point. 1744 J.

Claridgic Sheph. Banbury's Rules 15 The wind commonly
veers to the South West. 1777 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 230
The wind was Easterly. At the instant of the shock it is

said to have veered to the West. 1836 Marryat Midsh.
Easy xxxi, The wind had veered round, and the Aurora was
now able to lay up clear of the island of Maritimo. 1849
Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. (ed. 8) xv. 138 When
north and south winds blow alternately, the wind at any
place will veer in one uniform direction through every point

of the compass. 1899 F. T. Bui.len Log Sea-waif 317 The
next night the wind veered to the eastward,

fb. To turn round, revolve. Obs.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. Columnes 459 O ! thou
fair Chariot,. . thoudo'st alwaies veer About the North-Pole.
Ibid. 484 As long as Heav'n's swift Orb shall veer. 161

1

Cotgr., Virer. to veere, turne round, wheele or whirle about.

2. Naut. Of a ship : To change course ; spec, to

turn round with the head away from the wind in

order to sail on another tack.

c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 134 The other veres

as slowe, Lar-board and Star-board. 1697 Dryden JEneid
v. 1088 A-head of all the Master Pilot steers, And, as he
leads, the following navy veers. 1761 British Mag. II. 497
The Packet in haste to Beaumaunce was veering, When,
lo ! a large ship towards our vessel was steering. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar, in. iii, It plunged and tacked and
veered. 1848 I.ytton' Harold ill. ii, The Earl's fleet after a
brief halt veered majestically round. 1878 Susan Phillips

On Seaboard 119 The coble tossed, and veered, and tacked,

As she strove to make the shore.

3. Of things: To turn round or about ; to change
from one direction or course to another.
Also in fig. context (quot. 1690): cf. sense 4.

1633 T. James Voy. 12 The water veer'd to a lower ebbe.
1690 Dryden Amphitryon v. 48 Thou Weathercock of
Government; that when the Wind, .changes for the Sover-
aign, veers to Pierogative.
1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xiii, A narrow inlet,. .Lost fur a

space, through thickets veering, But broader when again
appearing. 18Z3 Byron Island 1. iii, No more at thy
command The obedient helm shall veer, the sail expand.
1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball , Rondel 5 Grief a fixed star,

and joy a vane that veers. 1878 Geo. Eliot Coll. Breakf.
P. 811 The shadows slowly farther crept and veered Like
changing memories.

b. Of persons or animals.
1760-71 H. Brooke FoolofQital. (1809) III. 17 Susanna

slipped, .from the side of her mamma, and veering toward
Harry, she went on one side. 1805 Wokdsw. Prelude iv. 20
'Twas but a short hour's walk, ere veering round I saw the
snow-white church. 1825 Cohijett Rur. Rides 322 After
passing Bullington, Sutton, and Wonston we veered away
from State-Charity. 1879 Tourgee Poofs Err. xxxvi. 256
The amazed horse veered quickly to one side, and stopped
as if stricken to stone.

4. fig. To change or alter; to pass from one
state, position, tendency, etc., to another; to be

variable or changeable : a. Of persons.

1670 Dryden Conq. Granada in. i, Two Factions turn him
with each Blast of Wind. But now he shall not veer. 1682
S. Pordage Medal Rev. 2 When the Tide turn'd, then
strait about he veers, And for the stronger side he still

appears. 1714 Swift Jacks put to their Trumps Wks. 1841
II. f52 Those few at last veer'd quite about, And jotn'd in

my disgrace. ' 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. vm. §4 (1841)
I. 312/1 Alcibiades was of a pliant and flexible disposition,
that would take any impression which the difference of
times and circumstances might require, still veering either
to good or evil with the same facility and ardor. 1821
Praed Gog Poems 1865 I. 95 Linda, like many a modern
Miss, Began to veer around at this. 1858 H. Bushnell
Nat. fy Supernal, x. (1864) 308 The infirmity, .shown by
human teachers, when they veer a little from their point.

.

to catch the assent of multitudes. 1884 F. M. Crawford
Rom. Singer I. 56 He is a man to veer about like a weather-
cock.

b. Of feelings, thoughts, conditions, etc.

1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love iv. i, Like a wind it [love] in

no quarter stays ; But points and veers each hour a thousand
ways. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 296 For as these

passions veer, my interest veers, my steerage varys. 1756
H. Walpole Lett. (1846) III. 198 Madame Pompadour,
perceiving how much the King's disposition veered to devo-
tion, artfully took the turn of humouring it. 1813 Scott
Rokeby 1. xxii, While his own troubled passions veer

Through hatred, joy, regret, and fear. 1833 Hr. Martineau
Fr. Wines fy Pol. iii. 47 Her thoughts were ready to veer

any way in hope of escape. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 52
Seldom has the fortune of war veered round so rapidly.

C. To diverge or differyh?/// something. rare~x
.

1796 Campaigns, 1793-4 I' U iv. 25 Your opinion, dear
Richard, veer'd widely from mine.

5. absol. To alter the course of a ship, spec, by
causing it to swing round with the stern lo wind-

ward so as to sail on another tack. Also of a
ship : To admit of veering.

1625 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1909) III. 54 [The
Portuguese] payde away, vearinge to delay time for our
cominge upp with them. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram.
ix. 40 Foundering is when she will neither veere nor steare,

the Sea wilL.ouer rake her. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav.
Persia66 If the Wind be contrary, they never strive against
it, but vere about. 1692 Capt. Smith's Seamans Gram.
1. xvi. 76 In keeping the Ship near the Wind, these terms
are used,.. Veer no more, keep her to, touch the Wind.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine s.v. Peering, If ..it is ab-
solutely necessary to veer, in order to save the ship from
destruction. 1810 J. H. Moore Pract. Navigator 290 To
veer, to change a ship's course from one tack to the other,

by turning her stern to windward. 1884 Pae Eustace 124
My lads, lie to, then veer and sail against the wind.

b. trans, (with ship as object).

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine s.v. Veering, When it

becomes necessary to veer the ship, the sails towards the

stern are either furled, or brailed up.

6. trans. To turn (something) from one course or

direction to another. Also fig. (cf. 4).
(a) 1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler (1843) 30, I veer'd my

tongue to this Kind of Language de industn'a. 1809
Kendall Trav. III. 18 The tone of the British Cabinet is

veered by every incidental change of war. 1883 Mkridith
Poet. IVks. (1912) 212 Cities and martial States, Whither
soon the youth veered his theme.

(b) 1804 J. Grahame Birds of Scot. 85 Her bleeding wing
she veers..; on him she springs. 1855 Singleton Virgil I.

81 A lofty beech To veer [L. torqueat] the bottom of the

carriage [sc. the plough]. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soe. IX. 167

At each successive scarification he veers the direction of the

parallel incisions.

1 7. To turn about or screw in order to adjust

;

to cause to revolve or whirl. Obs.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jos. V, Wks. (1711) 107

In musical Instruments, if a String jar and be out of Tune,
we do not frettingly break it, but leisurely veer it about to

a Concord, a 1693 Uiyuhart's Rabelais in. xvii. 140 A pair

of Yarn Windles, which she.. unintermittedly veered, and
frisked about.

Veerf south-western dial, variant of Feer v.

Veerable, a. [f.VEERt'.-i.] f Of the wind:
Tending to veer ; changeable.
1670-1 Narborough Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. I. (1694)

56 The wind veerable round the compass. 1698 Corant in

Dampier Voy. (1699) II. III. 55 When we find the Winds.

.

veerable to S.W. and back to South, we stand off to the

Westward. 171* W. Rogers Voy. (171B) 13 Yesterday the

wind was very little and veerable. 174a Woodroofe in

Hanway Trav. (1762) I. 11, xxiii. 98 The winds being light

and veerable favored us very much.
Vee-rer 1

. rare- , [f. Veer v.2] (See quot.)

1611 Cotgr., Vircur, a veerer, or wbirler, a round turner,

or turner of things often about.

Vearer **. Mining. (See quot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coat-M. v6g Veerer (Somferset]), an
old word for Banksman.

Veering, vbi. sbJ- [f. Veer^. 1
3.] The action

of causing or allowing to run out; attrib. in veer'

ing cable, chain.
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-Bk. 71 r The veering cable, that

cable which is veered out in unmooring, and not unspliced

or unshackled in clearing hawse. 1894 Times 20 Mar. 3/5
From the top of the swivel a single veering chain passed
into the lightship through the hawse pipe.

Veering, vbl. *M [f. Veer v.*] The action

or fact of changing course or direction.

a. Of the wind (or a vane), or in general use.

161 1 Cotgr., Virement, a veering, whirling, wheeling.

1696 Whiston Th. Earth iv. (1722) 367 It will not now
depend on the Season of the Year alone, but on the Veering
of the Wind. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. i. (Rtldg.) 393
Scipio . . asked whether the veering of the wind in the politi-

cal horizon might not blow me some good. 1853 Herschel
Pop. Led. Sci. iv. §31 (1873) 168 Nothing apparently can
be more capricious than the shifting and veering of a
weather-cock on a gusty day. i860 Vaughan in Merc.
Mar. Mag. VII. 323 The direction and veering of the wind
. .gave him.. warning.

b. Of a ship. Also in fig. context.
1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Star. 2 Expect rough seas,

flaws, and contrary blasts, and 'tis well if by many cross
tacks and veerings you arrive at the port. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780) s.v., It is evident, that veering as well as
lacking is a necessary consequence of the same, .principle.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 177/2 The disadvantage of veer.
ing is that. .the ship is sometimes carried far to leeward.
1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia II. 301 After some tacking
and veering, we worked up to the entrance.

C. In figurative nses.

1716 Addison Freeholder No. 25 p 7 A soveraign. .that is

prone to fall in with all the Turns and Veerings of the
People. 1780 J. Brown Lett. Toleration (1803) II. 216
After much sinful veering towards the abjured abominations
of Popery, they. .lamented their perfidy to God. 1861
Tuli.och Eng. Purit. i. 147 The strange and apparently
inconsistent veerings in Cromwell's own mind.

Veering, vbl. *M s . dial. m Feering vbl. sb.

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xi. 1 16 The Word Veering
..is the Plowman's Term for turning two Furrows toward
each other, as they must do to begin a Ridge ; and there-
fore they call the Top of a Ridge, a Veering. Ibid., Our
Intervals wholly consist either of Veerings or Hentings.
1839 IG. C. Lewis] Hereford Gloss. 115 Ploughed land is

said to be laid out into broad veerings, when many furrows
are turned up on each side against the same ridge. 1882-90
in Glouc. and Wore, glossaries.

Veering,///, a. [f. Veeu v.%]
1. Changing course or direction

; + turning round,
revolving.

1598 Sylvester Du Bar/as n. ii. Columnes 635 On th'
other side [of the astrolabe], under a veering sight, it Table
yeers. 1736 Yalden Poet. Wks. (1833) 66 Nor tax me with
inconstancy; we find The driving bark requires a veering
wind. 1798 Loves of Triangles in Anti-Jacobin (1852) 124
The veering helm the dexterous steersman stops. 1827
Keble Chr. K, 3rd Sund. after Easter, Like a bright
veering cloud Grey blossoms twinkle there. 1873 R. W.
Church Influence Christ. National Character i. 17 Fickle
as the veering wind. 1896 Strand Mag. XII. 250 A ringing
shout of encouragement rent the veering smoke-wreaths.

2. fig. Vacillating, variable, changeful.
1684 Roscommon Ess. Verse 241 But if a wild Uncertainty

prevail, And turn your vearing Heart with ev'ryGale. 1747
Collins Odes, Passions, Of difl'iing themes the veering
song was mix*d. c 1838 Mrs. Browning Island xix, Man's
veering heart and careless eyes. 1853 W. Ji.rdan Autobiog.
III. xvii. 262 It was thought a veering speech the Duke
had just made in the House of Peers. 1875 Postf. Gains 1.

1 16 After much veering legislation .., Justinian enacted that

a man or a woman who divorced without a cause should
retire to a cloister.

Hence Vee'ringfly adv.,
l changingly, shiftingly'

(Webster, 1847).

Veery (vla-ri). U.S. [? Imitative.] A North
American thrush (Turdus fuscescens), also called

tawny and Wilson *s thrush.

1845 S. Judd Margaret 11. i, The place flows with birds,.,

deep in the forest [are] olive-backs, veeries, oven-birds, i860
Whittier My Playmate xv, There in spring the veeries sing

The song of long ago. 1883 Cent. Mag. Sept. 685/1 Our
thrushes are all frank, open-mannered birds; but the veery
and the hermit build upon the ground.

fVees 1
, Sc. vaiiant of Vives.

a 1585 Montgomerie Flyting$i8 The weam-eill, the wild-

fire, the vomit and the vees [v.rr. veis, weis]. 1608 Melrose
Rccs. (S.H.S.) I. 60 [The mare] thairefter tuik ane seikness

callit the veis.

Vees 2
. Mining. (See quot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-M. 269 Vees, Vccz, and Viese, a
kind of soft earth in a fissure or upon the sides of a dyke.

Veeze, south, dial, variant of Feeze v. 1

II Vega l (vf'*ga). [Sp. and Catal. vega, Pg.
veiga, of obscure origin.] In Spain and Spanish

America, an extensive, fertile, and grass-covered

plain 01 tract of land.

1-1645 Howell Lett. I. i. 24, I am now in Valentia.one of
the noblest Cities in all Spain, situate in a large Vega or
Valley, about sixty miles compass. 1817 Loser. Life (1891)

I. ix. 131 We crossed the beautiful Vega—those delicious and
luxuriant meadows which stretch away to the south and
west of Granada. 1838 Pi escott Ferd. fy Is. 1. viii. (1846)

I. 363 Their spacious vegas afforded an ample field for the

display of their matchless horsemanship. 1850 B. Taylor
Eldorado vii. 11862) 67 Ihe grass on the vega before the

house was still thick and green. 1887 F. Francis Saddle <5-

Mocassin 85 The horses were driven in from the vega.

b. In the West Indies, a piece of fertile meadow-
land used for the cultivation of sugar or tobacco

;

a tobacco-field.

1871 Kingsley At Last ix, The vega is usually a highly

cultivated cane-piece. 1871 Hazard Cuba 329 The pest

properties known as vegas, or tobacco farms, are comprised

in a narrow area in the south-west part of the island.

Vega 2 (v*~'ga). [a. Sp. or med.L. Vega, ad.

Arab. «5l. wdqis falling, in (a/ nasr) at waqis

' the falling (vulture)*, the constellation Lyra. So
I\ IVe'ga.'] The brightest star in the constellation

Lyra ; a Lyrae.

1638 Chilmead tr. Hues Treat. Globes (i88g} 53 The bright

Starre in this Constellation, being the first in number, Alfon-

sus calleth Vega. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 225/2 Its bright-

est star, a Lyra:, also called Vega, is a conspicuous object.

1889 C. R. Markham tr. Hues' Treat. Globes 221 Vega
contains hydrogen, iron, sodium, and magnesium.

Veget, obs. var. Vegete a.

Vegetability (ve^/iabHTti). [ad. med.L.

*vegctabilitas, f. L. vegetdbilis Vegetable a.: see

-ity. Cf. OF. vegetablcte (Godef.), F. vigCtabilitt,

It. vegelabilita, Sp. vegetabi/idad.]

1 1. A vegetable organism. Obs.' 1

C1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lords/i. 90 It shewys

opynly.-lat euerylk kende of vegetabilitez haues a propre

ordre, | at ys, complexioun.

2. Vegetable character, quality, or nature.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 91 [The] lapidificall

juyce of the Sea, which entring the parts of that plant [sc.

coral}, overcomes its vegetability, and converts it into a

Upideous substance. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2035 A descnp-

tion of sundry new Metals, or Semi-metals, as he calls them

;

together with a discourse of their Vegetability. 1686 Plot

Staffordsh. i8g These.. have their vegetability the same

way, with the porous species of Coral. 1854 Eraser's Mag.
L. 192 If any additional proofs of the vegetability of coral-

lines were needed. 1858 T. R. Jones Aquarian Nat. 136

The mineralogists. .questioned the vegetability of such of

these productions as were of a hard and stony nature.
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Vegetable (ve'd^tab'l), sb. Also 6 vegitable.
[f. the adj.]

1. A living organism belonging to the vegetable

kingdom or the lower of the two series of organic

beings ; a growth devoid of animal life ; a plant in

the widest or scientific sense ( = Plant sb. 1 2).

158a J. Hester Compendium Ration. Seer, (title-p.), The
Hidden Vertues of sondrie Vegitables, Animalles, and
Mineralls. 1598 R. Havdockf, tr. Lomazzo 11. 125 Some of

them are taken from minerals.., some from the vegetables,

and some from the animals. 1653 W. Ramesey Astral.

Restored 12, I suppose there is none will .. deny .. the
Heavens and Planets to have influence over Herbs, Corn,
Plants, and all Vegetable*. 1690 Locke Hum. Una*. IV. vi.

(1695) 337 In Vegetables, which are nourished, grow, and
produce Leaves, Flowers, and Seeds, in a constant Succes-

sion. 1737 Gray Lett. Poems (1775) 24 Both vale and hill

are covered with most venerable beeches, and other very
reverend vegetables. 1782 V. Kn*ox Ess. clii. (1819) III. 169

They [i. e. speeches) are like vegetables of a night, or insects

of a day. 1805 R. YV. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 387 After

the rushes or other coarse vegetables have been cut down
and carried away. 18*2-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 265
The expressed oils of mild vegetables, as the pistachio, olive,

and almond. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. (1883)205

Both [trees] are pleasant vegetables. 1884 De Candolle's

Orig. Cultivated PI. 4 The Tetragonia, an insignificant

green vegetable.

fig. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 44 He was a meer
vegetable of the Court, that sprung up at night, and sunk
again at his noon. 1709 Steele Toiler No. 86 P 3, I met
him with all the respect due to so reverend a vegetable; for

you are to know, that is my sense of a person who remains
idle in the same place for half a century.

f b. //. in collective sense : Vegetation. Obs.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 43, I have bin alwaies

naturally afleeted to woods and groves, and those kind of

vegetables. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth vi. (1723)

295 June, July, and August, .exhibit a still different Shew
of vegetables, and Face of Things. 1780 A. Young Tour
Ire I. I. 18 Their only way is to let it cover itself with such
vegetables as may come. 1821 Scott Pirate xxv, Scrubby
and stunted heath, intermixed with the long bent, or coarse

grass, ..were the only vegetables that could be seen.

fc. Applied to the earth or to a mineral

regarded as capable of growth. Obs. rare.

a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iii. (1677) 96 Though
the Earth be not animated with a Sensible Soul, yet it is

possible that it may be a great Immortal Vegetable. 1716

Chevne Philos. Princ. Nat. Relig. t. 278 A hill is nothing

but the Nest of some Mettle or Mineral, either of Stone,

Iron, Tin, Copper or such like lower Vegetables.

2. A plant cultivated for food; esp. an edible

herb or root used for human consumption and
commonly eaten, either cooked or raw, with meat

or other article of food.

1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People (1771) I. 461 The
cultivation of the new-discovered vegetables, and all the

modes of raising the old ones. 1796 Mrs. IttCHBALD Nature

fy Art xlvi. (1820) 158 At a stinted repast of milk and vege-

tables. 1840 Loudon Cottagers Man. 4 in Husb. III.

(L.U.K.), To supply the cottager's family, .with vegetables,

potatoes, and faggots. 1846 Soyer Cookery 450 Where a
dish of vegetables are required for second course. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 243 Cabbages or any other vege-

tables which are tit for boiling.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. in sense 2,

as vegetable-basin , dish, food, garden, -market, etc.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Vegetation, The common Opin-
ion., is, that Water is the great vegetable Food. 1825 T.

Hook Sayings Ser. n. III. 15 Two vegetable dishes. 1853
Hickie Aristoph. (Bohn) II. 416 In the pottery-market and
the vegetable-market alike, a i860 Alb. Smith Med. Stu-
dent (1861) 17 Threading their way through the crowd of

the vegetable-waggons arriving for to-morrow's market.

1898 F. G. Lee Negl. BaM, 11 A vegetable-basin or a soap-

dish was used instead of the font. 1898 Cent. Mag. Jan.

337/1 May I tell him . .about your vegetable garden ?

b. Objective or obj. genitive, as vegetable-eater,

-feeder, -seller ; vegetable-eating, -feeding adjs.

Also with the names of instruments, as vegetable-chopper,

cutter, -grater, -slicer, etc. (Knight Diet. Meek.)
(/>) 1792 A. Young Trav. France 28 There are both sorts

(of bears], carnivorous and vegetable-eaters. 1851-6 S. P.
Woodward Mollusca (1858) 12 All the land-snails are vege-

table-feeders. 1867 M. Arnold Celtic Lit. 4 Bathing people,

vegetable-sellers, and donkey boys. 1875 C. C. Blake Zool.

54 The cheiroptera are, however, vegetable-feeders.

(6) 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 493/1 In a vegetable-feeding

insect the stomach is very voluminous. 1874 J. W. Long
Amer. Wild-fowl xxv. 262 They are exceedingly expert
divers, and can swim under water to much longer distances

than any others of the vegetable-eating ducks. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. III. 966 These stony masses are found in the
intestines of many vegetable-feeding animals.

Vegetable (ve'd^Aab'l), a. Also 6 vegi-

tabile, 7 -able. [a. OF. vegetable (mod.F. vSge-

table,*- It. vegelabile, Sp. vegetable, Pg. vegetavel),

or ad. L. vegetdbilis animating, vivifying, f.

vegetdrc : see Vegetate v.

In some instances the adj. cannot be clearly distinguished

from the attributive uses of the sb.]

fl. Having the vegetating property of plants;

living and growing as a plant or organism endowed
with the lowest form of life. (Of. Vegetal a. 1.)

c 1400 tr. Secrela Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 90 What binge
vegetable bat..makys fruyt, to be sonne ys aproplrd.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy n. 674 Zeplnrus, bat is so
comfortable For to norysche binges vegetable. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) I. 73 Hit may be concludede Paradise not to

be there, sythe noo thynge vegetable may haue lyfe bcr.

c 1531 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1053 All thynces
created of God under the moone . . ben elemented vegetables
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and sensytyves. 1604 R. Cawdrev Table Alph., Vegetable,

springing, or growing as hearbes. 1629 H. Burton Truth's

Tri. 197 How far themselues differ from senslesse stockes, or

come short of the vegetable trees, a 1676 Half. Prim. Orig.

Man. in. iv. (1677) 266 Things vegetable, that have simply
Life, with those operations incident to Life.

fig. 1641 W. Cartwright Lady-Errant 1. ii, The other

counts her apricots, . .lays 'em naked And open to the sun,

that it may freely Smile on her vegetable embraces, a 1678

Marvell Poems, To coy Mistress 11 My vegetable love

should grow Vaster than empires and more slow.

f b. Of the sonl. Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. 'Troy in. 5686 Comparysownyd, as

it weresemblable, To asowle bat were vegetable, \>v whiche,

with-oute sensibilite, Mynystreth lyf in herbe, flour, and
tre. C1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1053 In the

whiche [body] our Lorde hath planted the soule vegetable

by the whiche it groweth. 1610 HealEY St. Aug. Citie of
God xxii. iv. (1620) 821 The earth is full of vegetable soules,

strangely combined with earthly bodies. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry in. vi. !i6ii) 101 A vegetable Sonl is a facultie or

power that giueth life vnto bodies.

t e. Vegetable,power, the principle of simple life

and growth. Obs.
1601 Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) m. 672 The

vegetable power common to men and plants. 1625 Hart
Anat. Ur. 1. ii. 29 The state of the nourishing or vegetable

power ouer the whole bodie.

T d. Vegetable stone, one of the three varieties of

the philosophers' stone, supposed to possess health-

preserving properties. Obs.
After med.L. lapis vegetabilis : cf. Gower Conf. II. 86.

1652 Ashmole Theatr. Chem. Brit. Proleg. 7 By the

Vegitable [Stone] may be perfectly known the Nature of

Man.
2. Of or pertaining to, composed or consisting of,

derived or obtained from, plants or their parts ; of

the nature of or resembling a vegetable. Freq. as

contrasted with animal or mineral products.

a. Of material substances.

1582 Hester Seer. Pkiorav. 1. xxxiii. 39 You shall glue
them 3*j of our Vegitabile Sirrup. 1594 Plat Jcwclt-ho. 1. 3
All sorts of soy!e..do draw their generatiue & fructifying

vertue from that vegetable salt. 1695 Woodward Nat.
Hist. Earth n. (1723) 101 By Retrenching a considerable
Quantity of the vegetable Matter. 1721 Mortimer
Husbandry II. 207 Statues are a lasting Ornament when
vegetable Ornaments are out of Season. 1725 Pope Odyss.
iv. 320 The direful bane Of vegetable venom. 1755 Diet.
Arts -y Sri. IV. 2679/t Almost all concretes that abound
either with mineral or vegetable sulphur. 1800 Hull
Advertiser 31 May 2/2 The superiority of coal to vegetable

tar. 1857 Miller Elem. C/tem., Org. ii. § 3. 84 The insoluble

pectose contained in the vegetable tissue. 1875 Scrivener
Lect. Greek Test. t8 The ancient ink was purely vegetable,

without any metallic base.

poet. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 220 And all amid them stood

the Tree of Life. High eminent, blooming Ambrosial Fruit

Of vegetable Gold. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. m. iv.

no My coursers sought their birthplace in the sun,.. Pastur-

ing flowers of vegetable fire. 1857 Emerson Poems giThe
zephyr in his garden rolled From plum-trees vegetable gold.

b. Of conditions, actions, qualities, etc.

1690 I^oCKF. Hum. Und. tl. xxvii. § 4 The wood, bark, and
leaves. &c. of an oak, in which consists the vegetable life.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 178 My Song to flow'ry

Gardens might extend, To teach the Vegetable Arts. 1712

Pope Vertumnus ty Pomona 4 None taught the trees a
nobler race to bear. Or more improv'd the vegetable care.

1733 Arbuthnot Ess. Effects Air i. 9 The Heat arising

rom vegetable Perspiration is very sensible in a hot Day
near a Field of Corn. 1788 Gibbon Dect. $ F. 1. V. 172 The
lonesome traveller derives a sort of comfort and society from
the presence of vegetable life. 1806 Med. Jrnt. XV, 571
The learned President begins this paper by a theory of

animal and vegetable processes, deriving them.. from fer-

mentation. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hart. 25 This short

passage comprehends the essence of all that can be said on
the subjectof vegetable development. 1874 Spurgeon Treas.

David Ps. xcii. 10 The brutish men grow with a sort of

vegetable vigour of their own.

C. Of earth, mould, etc. : (see later quots.).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 1. vi. (1776) I. 55 In regions
which are uninhabited, . .where the forests are not cut

down,, .the bed of vegetable earth is constantly encreasing.
1812 New* Botanic Gard. L 53 Beds of light vegetable
earth. Ibid., Good light vegetable mould. 1830 M.
Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 137 What remains, when the

decomposition has totally broken down the structure of the

vegetable, is a black pulverulent substance.. .This con-

stitutes what is called vegetable mould, and is also the chief

ingredient in vegetable manure. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sri.,

Inorg. Nat. 185 Whatever rocks may be composed of, they
are sure to be covered, after a time, with debris,. .until at

last there is a covering of vegetable soil.

3. Vegetable creation, kingdom, world, etc., that

division of organic nature to which plants belong.
1668 Cowley Ess. Prose fy Verse, Garden (1906) 427 Who

would not joy to see his conquering hand Ore all the Vege.
table World command ? 1692- [see Kingdom 5]. 1718 Prior
Solomon 1. 49 The Vegetable World, each Plant, and Tree,

. . I amallow'd, as Fame reports, to know. 1823 J. Badcock
Dom. Amnsem. 206 This extends in more or less degree to

every part of vegetable creation. 1843 Fenny Cycl. XXVI.
180/2 The distinction given between the animal and vege-
table kingdoms is the possession of sensation by the former.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 84 To supply the vegetable world
with its carbon.

4. Of, composed or consisting of, made from,

esculent vegetables.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Sat. n. v. 22 What your Garden
yields, . .To him be sacrifie'd, and let him taste, Before your
Gods tne vegetable Feast. 1789 W. Bichan Dom. Med.
(1790) 449 A milk and vegetable diet, .will often perform a
cure. 1842 Combe Digestion 305 Vegetable food and fruit

might, with propriety, be used by the middle and richer

classes in this country to a greater extent than it is. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Vegetable-soups, soups made with
green pease, turnips, and carrots cut small, cabbages, Sec.

5. Resembling that of a vegetable; esp. unevent-
ful, featureless, monotonous, dull.

1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. ii. 46 The
pauper peasantry, weary of a merely vegetable life, were
glad of any pretext for excitement. 1874 Sayck (on/par.
P/iitol. vii. 298 They had no occasion to mark the lapse of
time in their monotonous and vegetable existence.

6. ellipt. Living on vegetables ; vegetarian.
1812 Shelley in Hogg Life (1858) II. 107, I continue

vegetable; Harriet means to be slightly animal, until the
arrival of spring.

7. Special collocations.
Vegetable acid, an organic acid derived from a plant.

Vegetable alkali (see quots. and Alkali 3). Vegetable
brimstone (see quot. and Lycopodium 2). Vegetable
butter (see quot. and Butter sb. 1 3). / egetable camel (see

quot.). Vegetable casein, = Lecumin. Vegetable cater-
pillar, egg, cthiops, firC'Crackcr, flannel, fj?y (see quots.).

/ 'egetable gelatin : see Gelatin i b. Vegetable gold, t (a)

saffron (Mayne, 1859); t^) *'»" acid derived from the root-; of
the plant Trixis Pipizahuac {'Treas. Bot. 1866). Vegetable
hair, the long-beard, Tillandsia usneiodes (Ibid). Vege-
table horse-hair, the fibre of the leaves of the European
palm Chaw.vrops humilis (Ibid. Suppl. 1874). Vegetable
ivory (see Ivory 2) ; also attrib. I 'egetable jelly, = Pectin.

t Vegetable lamb : see Lamm sb. 5 c. / 'egetable leather, \\\r.

plant Euphorbia punicea {'Treas. Bot. 1866). Vegetable
marrow, see Marrow sb. 1

3. Vegetable mummy: see

Mummy sb,1 2 c. I 'egetable oyster; (a) U.S., salsify; (/)

scorzonera. Vegetable parchment : see Parchment.*^, i b.

( 'egetable pear, the chocho (see Pear sb. 3). / 'egetable sheep,

silk (see quots.j. Vegetable sulphur, vegetable brimstone.
Vegetable tallow, vellum isee quots.). Vegetable wax, a
wax or wax-like substance obtained from plants or vege-
table growths. Vegetable wool (see quot.).

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Alkaly, Since "Vegetable Aci<;s

are originally no other than Mineral ones. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. <x Art II. 389 The acetous, and most
other vegetable acids, have some action upon tin. 1892
Photogr. Ann. II. 684 Acids, including vegetable acids.

1778 Encycl. />rz7. (ed. 2) III. 1809 '1 The fixed kind arc

subdivided into . . the "Vegetable, and mineral or fossile

alkali. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 5 Of the fixed

[alkalis] there are two species, the one generally afforded
by the incineration of inland vegetables, and thence called

the Vegetable Alkali. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II.

5S8 Carbonate of Potash.. was characterized by a great

variety of names, according to the manner of preparing it

;

such as fixed nitre, salt of tartar, vegetable alkali. 1646

LlNDLEY Vege-t, Kingd. 70 The powder contained in the spore-

cases of Lycopodium clavatum and Selago..is employed
under the name of Lycopode, or "vegetable brimstone...
in the manufacture of fireworks, and. .to roll up pills. 1836
Penny Cycl. VI. 68 1 * I 'egetable butters, the name given to

the concrete oil of certain vegetables, from its resemblance
to the butter obtained from the milk of animals, and from
being employed for similar purposes. The term is also occa-
sionally, but improperly, applied to some vegetable products
which are entirely of a waxy nature, such as the wax of the

Myrica ccrifera. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. vi. 40
Some of them [plants] flourish in the most dry and sandy
places, exposed to a burning sun ; as the Stapelia, some-
times called the "vegetable camel. 1841 "Vegetable caseine

[see Casein]. 1889 E. Wakefield New Zealand after^n
y'rs. 81 The aweto, or "vegetable-caterpillar, called by the

naturalists Hipialis vircscens. . . For some inexplicable

reason, the spore of a vegetable fungus Spharria Kobertsii,

fixes itself on its neck.., takes root and grows vigorously.

1866 Treas. Bot. 1018/2 S[apota] mantmosa . .yields the

Marmalade fruit sometimes called the "Vegetable Egg.
1823 L Badcock Dom. Amnsem. 26 Of ivory shavings,

sponge, and the "vegetable xthiops, bladerwrack, is char-

coal also made, i860 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 5) III. 949 Vege-
table ethiops, a charcoal prepared by the incineration in a
covered crucible of the fucus vcsiculosus, or common sea

wrack. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl. 1350/2 "Vegetable fire-

cracker, Brcdiieacoccinea. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2695/1
*Vcgetable-jlannel, a fabric made of a fine fiber obtained

from the leaves of the Finns syh'eslris. Pine-wool. 1763
Phil. Trans. LIII. 271 The "vegetable fly is found in the

island Dominica, and (excepting that it has no wings) re-

sembles the drone both in size and colour more than any
other English insect. In the month of May it buries itself

in the earth, and begins to vegetate. 1842- "Vegetable

ivory [see Ivory 2]. 1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 219

A hut was made among vegetable-ivory palm=. 1885 Lady
Bhassf.y The Trades 109 The vegetable-ivory plant (Phyte-

lephas macrocarpa) . . attracted a large share of attention.

1826 Henry Elem. Chem, II. 194 "Vegetable jelly, unless

when tinged by the fruit from which it has been obtained,

is nearly colourless. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. ii. § 3.

83 Vegetable Jelly (formerly called pectin). 1845-50 Mrs.
Lincoln Lect. Bot. 185 Such [compound flowers] as have

ligulate florets ; as the dandelion, lettuce, and "vegetable-

oyster. 1859 Bartlett Did. Amer. (ed. 2) 307 Oyster-

plant, salsify. ., so called from its resemblance in taste, when
cooked, to the oyster. It is also called the Vegetable

Oyster. 1882 The Garden 11 Nov. 425/3 Salsafy and Scor-

zonera. Those fond of using pet names often call one or

other of these the..' vegetable oyster'. 1866 Treas. Bot.

959/1 The name of "Vegetable Sheep (!) is given by the

settlers in New Zealand to R[aoulia\ eximia, because, from

its growing in large white tufts on elevated sheep-runs, it

may be readily mistaken for the sheep. 1895 in Morris

Austral Engl. (1898) 246/2 There is in the Alpine regions

of the South Island a plant popularly called the ' vegetable

sheep', botanically named Faoulia. 1853 1. C. Archer

Pop. Econ. Bot. 18: "Vegetable silk. i86< Treas. Bot.,

Vegetable Silk, a cotton-like material obtained from the

seed-pods of Chorisia speciosa. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl. 402/2

'Vegetable sulphur, a powder obtained from the theca of

..common club moss [etc.]. 1846 Foreign Q. Kcv, April

88 Among the exports of Borneo, .[are] "vegetable tallow,..

coffee [etc.]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1206 Vegetable tallow, a

fatty substance obtained from Stillingia sebifera, Valeria

indica, and other plants. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab.

isi 'Vegetable vellum, Japanese vellum-paper specially
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prepared to imitate vellum. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $
Art 11.495 In China and in Nortn America, wax is obtained

directly from plants, and is then called 'vegetable*wax.

1843 Penny Cycl.XXVL 180 ! \ Myrica guercifolia,* native

of the Cape of Good Hope, is another species which yields

a vegetable wax. 1853 T. C. Archer Pop. Econ. Bat. 281

Vegetable Wax (South American). Ibid. 282 Vegetable

Wax, or Myrtle Wax (of North America). 1884 Chambers's

Jml. 8 March 146/2 The prepared fibre of this plant [Neil,

gherry nettle] is sometimes called "Vegetable wool.

b. In the names of pigments, as vegetable black,

blue, etc.

1807 T. Thomson Chem.(td. 3) II. 174 This acid reddens

vegetable blues, and gradually destroys the greater number

of them. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. x. (ed. 2) 365

Vegetable Black.—This is the cheapest and best black for

all ordinary work.

Vegetablize, v. rare. [f. Vegetable so. or a.

+ -ize.] trans, and refl. To render vegetable
; to

convert into, or cause to resemble, a vegetable

substance.
a 1843 Encycl. Metro/. VII. 113 Having been vegetablized

. .in the leaves, it [the sap] passes into vessels, .in the bark.

1869 in Cosmo/olilan 19 Aug. 314 The mineral vegetables
itself, the vegetable animalises itself, a 1891 O'Neill
Dyeing % Calico Print. 36 {Cent. Diet.), Silk is to be vege-

tablized ..by an immersion in a bath of cellulose dissolved

in ammoniacal copper oxide.

Ve'getably, ach. rare. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In the manner of a vegetable or plant ; with

vegetative properties.

1651 Biggs New Disfi. 39 These things happen in plants

vegetably animate.

2. In respect of, by means of, vegetables ; towards

vegetables. Only in combs.
1827 Examiner 248/i There is a bold enrichment in the

vegetably-marked foreground. 1867 F. Francis Angling \.

(1880) 31 A bait for roach when they are vegetably-minded.

Vegetal (ve'dg^tal), a. and sb. Forms: 5
vegytalle, vygital, 6-7 vegitall, 7 vegital,

vegetall, 7- vegetal, [ad. med.L. *vegetdlis, f.

L. vegetare'. see Vegetate v. Cf. F. vegetal

(16th c), Sp. and Pg. vegetal, It. vegetale.]

A. adj. 1. Characterized by, exhibiting or pro-

ducing, the phenomena of physical life and growth.

(Cf. VEGETABLE a. I.) Now usually in expressed

or implied contrast with animal.
The modern use is due to Herbert Spencer (see Lewes

Physiol. Common Life (i860) II. 430 note), and has largely

influenced the retention or revival of the form in other
senses.

e 1400 in Ashm. Theatr. Chem. Brit. (1652) 211 Wyth
vygital moyster and of the red Grap. 1490 Caxton Encydos
iv. 19 Whan.. the naturel hete of blood humayn comforte
my membris, & made theym vegytalle wyth sencyble
moeuynges. 1611 Cotgr., Vegetal, vegetall, hauingorgiu-
ing a fpiant-like) life, increase,.. or growing. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. I. i. it. v, Necessary concomitants or affections

of this Vegetall facultie is life, and his privation death. 1666
Br. S. Parker Free fy Impart. Censure (1667) i8oThey can
exert no acts but of Imagination, whence spring forth the
powers of the Vegetal life.

1852 SPENCER Ess., Architect. Types (1891) II. 377 That
there is some relation between Gothic architecture and
vegetal forms is generally admitted. 1861 — Education 21
Phenomena of animal and vegetal life. 1879 G. Allen
Colour-Sense iv, Not a trace of any vegetal organism has
yet been discovered in the primary rocks to which [etc.].

1893 T. Fiske Man's Destiny 27 The myriad fantastic hues
of animal and vegetal life.

b. In expressed or implied contrast with sensible

(or sensitive) and rational. Obs. exc. Hist,
i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. Democritus to Rdr. 16 All

creatures, vegetal, sensible and rational. Ibid. 1. i. n. v,
Vegetal Plants, Sensible Beasts, Rational Men. 1664 H.
More Myst. Iniq. 384 The functions and delights of the
mere Vegetal and Animal nature. 1744 Berkeley Sin's
§ 275 The inferior classes of life : first the rational, then the
sensitive, after that the vegetal. 1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult. I.

393 The famous classic and mediaeval theories of the vegetal,
sensitive, and rational souls.

2. Of or pertaining to, derived or obtained from,
plants or vegetables.

1596 J. Hester Experiments <y Cures, etc. ftitle-p.), Cer-
taine Secrets of Isacke Hollandus concerning the Vegetall
and Animall worke. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym.
343 Scorbutick pills are so prepared with noble vegetal
extractions. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Lye, Take this Lye, put
into it an Ounce or two of vegetal Salt X758 J. S. Le
Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 142 Manna, Cassia, and vege-
tal Salt. 1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI. 300 Most of their
vegetal riches might be matched in Covent Garden. 1859
Gullick & Timbs Paint. 143 Vegetal lakes, and the most
tender colours. 1866 Watts Diet. C/iem. IV. 363 All vege.
tal tissues which contain pectose. 1879 G. Allen Colour-
Sense iii, The bright hues of vegetal products like fruits and
flowers.

3. = Vegetable a. 3.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 6r The main..Agent in all

Natures three Kingdoms Mineral, Vegetal, and Animal.
1804 Charlotte Smith Conversations, etc. I. 71 The rose,

..Pride of the vegetal creation. 1859 All Year Round
No. 34. 175 This advice is equally just in regard to many
other members of the vegetal world. 1876 Contemp. Rev.
Jan. 243 Many of the lowest forms of life cannot positively
be assigned either to the vegetal or to the animal kingdom.

B. sb. An organic substance which is neither

animal nor mineral ; a plant ; = Vegetable sb. 1.

Very common in the first half of the 17th c. In recent use
going with the modern application of the adj. in sense 7.

1599 Thynne Animadv. '1875) 15 All other armes whiche
are not Anymalls and vegitalls, . .asCheuerons, pales, Bendes
[etc. J. 1599 Alex. Hume Poems (S.T.S.) 21 He knawes

74

..The vertueof all kinde of fruites, and euerie vegetal. 1610
B. Jonson Alch. 1. i, Your mineralls, vegetalls and animalls
. .Could not relieue your corps, c 1640 Waller For Drink'
ing ofHealths 1 Let brutes and vegetals, that cannot think,
So far as drought and nature urges, drink. 1678 Butler
Hud. in, ii. 1622 All th'other Members shall.. Spring out
of this, as from a Seed, All sorts of Vegetals proceed.
1864 H. Spencer Princ. Biol. I. 112 The largest species

of both animals and vegetals belong to the highest classes.

fh. fig. (Seequot.) Obs.- 1

1626 T. H[awkins] Caussins Holy Crt. 244 A great num-
ber of men are now a dayes vegetalls, that is to say, who so
Hue, as if they had no other soule but the vegetatiue, as
plantes, and lead the very life of the mushrome.

Vegeta'lcule. rare"1
, [f. prec. + -cule, after

animalcule.'] A minnte vegetable organism.
1856 Grindon Life xxv. (1875) 322 Between the first animal-

cules and the first vegetalcules there is a seeming identity.

Vegeta'lity. rare. [f. as prec. + -ity. Cf, F.

vegetalHe'.] = Vegetability 2.

i860 Lewes Physiol. Common Life II. 430 note, We may
thus say vegetal, and vegetality, as well as animal, and ani-

mality. 1879 — Study Psychol. 54 In its evolution it passes
from Vegetality to Animality, and through Animality to

Humanity.

Vegetant (ve-d^/'tant), a. and sb. [a. F. vigil-

antj or ad. L. vegetant-, vegetans, pres. pple. of

vegetare : see Vegetate v.]

A. adj. f 1. Animating, vivifying, invigorating.

Vegetant stone : see Vegetable a. 1 d. Obs. rare.

1576 G. Baker tr. Gesner's Jewell of Health 112 The
making of the vegetant stone.. is borowed out of the prac-

tises of the above sayde Aucthour. 16x5 Chapman Odyss.
v. 629 The sea's chill breath, And vegetant dews, I fear will

be my death.

2. Vegetating; vegetable, vegetal. Now rare.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. iii. 6 The Grouth
& Repletion of productions, both Vegetant and Animall.

1654 Z. Coke Logick 28 Life vegetant as Trees, fruitful and
unfruitful. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 313 Vegetant and
indissoluble salts. 1903 R. Bridges Wintry Delights 70
Rejoicing In vegetant or brute existence.

3. nonce-use. Vegetarian.
1858 Hogg Shelley II. 420 Tooke proposed shrimps and

treacle to one of the fathers of the church vegetant here on
earth.

t B. sb. = Vegetable sb. i. Vegetal sb. Obs.

1605 Timme Quersit. r. xvi. 85 Simple vegetants, with
metallick substances, doe draw those mercurialls . . of a
purging nature. 1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. vi.

13 It intimates howeand wherewith the Plot is. .replenished

both with Vegetants, and Animals.

Vegetarian (ved^i-tc^riari),^. and a. [Irreg,

f. Veget-able after sbs. and adjs. in -arian. Hence
F. vigilarien, G. vegetariancr.
The general use of the word appears to have been largely

due to the formation of the Vegetarian Society at Ramsgate
in 1847.]

A. sb. 1. One who lives wholly or principally

upon vegetable foods ; a person who on principle

abstains from any form of animal food, or at least

such as is obtained by the direct destruction of life.

1843 Healthian Apr. 34 To tell a healthy vegetarian that

his diet is very uncongenial with the wants of his nature.

1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Schm. (1858) 332 A man can scarce

become a vegetarian even without also becoming in some
measure intolerant of the still large. .class that eat beef

with their greens, and herrings with their potatoes. 1885

Salmon Introd. N. T. xi. 241 Even those who used animal

food themselves came to think of the vegetarian as one who
lived a higher life.

b. transf. Of animals, etc.

1854 Poultry Chron. I. 307 For though ours are not vege-

tarians, every chicken we have is a stanch teetotaler ! 1861

P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil. 1860,194 It is

almost certain that some tribes [of Gasteropods] which have
a permanently elongated muzzle are not vegetarians.

2. A member of a fanatical Chinese sect. Also

attrib.

i8gs Tablet 10 Aug. 20S Some 80 men belonging to a sect

known as Vegetarians stormed the station ..at night. 1896

Mission. Herald (Boston) July 279 A large portion of the

vegetarians were unwilling to even plunder the mission-

aries. Ibid., The vegetarian leaders imagined that the

missionaries were at the bottom of this activity against

themselves.

B. adj. 1. Ofor pertaining to vegetarians or vege-

tarianism
; practising or advocating vegetarianism.

In this group possibly attrib. uses of the sb.

1849 Vegetarian Messenger Introd. 1 Condensed accounts
of meetings and the transactions of the Vegetarian Society.

i860 [John Smith] {title), The Principles and Practice of
Vegetarian Cookery. 1890 J. Knight Vegetarianism in
Practice 11 The moral aspects of the Vegetarian practice.

Ibid. 12 The Vegetarian system affords such articles as will

give all requisite nourishment.

2. Of animals : Living on vegetables.
1856 T. R. Jones Aquarian Nat. 342 Mr. Darwin gives

an interesting account of a crab.. which lives on cocoa-
nuts... This vegetarian crab fete.]. 1869 R. Trimen in
Noble The Cape fy its People 100 An order, .composed
almost wholly of vegetarian insects.

3. Consisting of vegetables or plants.
1868 R. Owen Anat. Vertebrates III. 293 The diprotodont

\type of den tition^obtains in the majority of the Australasian
marsupials, and is associated usually with vegetarian or
promiscuous diet, ign Swanton Ind. Tribes Lower
Mississ. (Bureau Amer. Ethnol.) 317 The diet of the Tunica
was more vegetarian than that of American tribes generally.

Vegetarianism (ved.^teVrianiz'm). [f. prec]
The doctrine or practice of vegetarians ; abstention

from eating meat, fish, or other animal products.

VEGETATE.
1853111 Dunglison Lex. 1861 Q. Rev. Oct. 324 All this was

partly owing, no doubt, to mere physical illness; not im-
probably to vegetarianism. 1879 Tyndall Fragm. Sci.
led. 6) I. xi. 339 Is it contrary to the rules of Vegetarianism
to eat eggs? 1885 Salmon Introd. N. T. 241 Among our*
selves . . vegetarianism is regarded as a harmless eccentricity.

t Ve'getary, a. Obs.—1
[f. L. vegetare Veget-

ate v. + -art i.J Vegetable, vegetative.
ei 1595 Southwell Hundred Medit. (1873) 178 As Thou are

one in essence, so is my soul, containing all the powers, with
a vegetary, sensible and reasonable life.

t Vegetate, a. Obs. rare. Also 7 vegit-.
[ad. L. vegetdl-us, pa. pple. of vegetare : see next.]
Endowed with vegetable life

;
growing as plants.

-574 J- Jones tr. Galen, De Elementis Ep. Ded. p. ii,

Whether they be Inanimata..as the Minerals; or Animata,
with life, Vegetat, Sensit, & Rational, Growing thinges, as
Hearbes. a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 79 This may be
evidenced, by undeniable experiments, from things inan-
imate and vegitate.

Vegetate (ve'd:$/Vt), v. [f. L. vegetat-, ppl.

stem of vegetare to animate, enliven, f. vegetus

active, lively, vigorous : see Vegete a.]

1. intr. Of plants, seeds, etc. : To exercise or

exhibit vegetative faculties or functions ; to grow
or develop, or begin to do so.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. x. 38 You might seethe manifest
forme of a rose, vegetating and growing. 1707 Curios, in
Husb.fif Gard. 27 A Plant.. vegetates; that is to say.. it

nourishes itself, shoots, increases in size, and produces
Leaves, Flowers, and Seeds. 1765 A. Dickson Treat.
Agric. (ed. 2) 97 Seeds will not vegetate without air. 1791
W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 107 A young oak, just
vegetating from the acorn. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci.

<5- Art II. 627 The plants being well earthed up, vegetate
with increased luxuriance. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.
Bodies 859 The leaves [of the tea-plant] are not fit to be
pulled till the shrub has vegetated for three years. 185a
Robertson Serin. Ser. in. (1857) xviii. 263 The sun in

autumn may be bright and clear, but the seed which has
not been sown until then will not vegetate.

transf. nxidfig. 1706-7 Farquhar Beaux'1 Strat. Prol., A
weed that has to twenty summers ran, Shoots up in stalk, and
vegetates to man. 1733 Pope Ess. Man m. 16 See dying
vegetables life sustain, See life dissolving, vegetate again.

1792 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 408 That corruption has cast

deep roots in that party, and they vegetate in it . . every day
with greater and greater force. 1836 I. Taylor P/rys. The.
Another Life xiii. 173 Such dispositions., are living powers;
they vegetate, and cover the entire surface of the soul.

b. transf. To increase as if by, to present the

appearance of, vegetable growth.
1744 Berkeley Sin's § 177 All parts of the world vegetate

by a fine subtle aether. ijSzPhil. Trans. LXXIII. 79 They
vegetate, if solutions of both metals [i. e. silver and mercury]
in the same acid be mixed together. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 501 Naturalists have observed that ore in swamps
and pondy ground vegetates and increases. 1823 Ure Diet.

Chem. s.v. Vegetation {Saline), When salts are suffered to

vegetate in this manner [etc.]. X895 Funk's Stand. Diet.,

Vegetate,. .as a wart or pimple; [to] produce excrescences.

c. To produce vegetation.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 105 It is well known that beds of

volcanic ashes and pumice vegetate sooner than any other.

2. fig. Of persons : To live a merely physical

life; to lead a dull, monotonous existence, devoid

of intellectual activity or social intercourse ; to live

in dull retirement or seclusion.

1740 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 18 The man who chuses never

to laugh.. seems to me only in the quiet state of a green

tree ; he vegetates, tis true, but shall we say he lives ? 1777
G. Forster Voy

:
round World 1. 542 In short, we rather

vegetated than lived. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Fam.
I. 25 He repaired with his family, .to vegetate (as they called

it) at Wilmington Park. 1860 Adler Prov. Poet xvii. 380
Weary, .of the obscurity in which he vegetated he resolved

to apply himself to the culture of poetry. 1886 W. J. Tucker
E. Europe 252 The family was vegetating in dingy privacy

in an Austrian provincial town on the shattered remnants
of what had once been a princely fortune,

b. Of a country, nation, etc.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 294 The Polish nation might,

after having vegetated so long in obscurity [etc.]. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. vii. vi. (1849) 407 The vast empire of

China, .has vegetated through a succession of drowsy ages.

1832 tr. Sismondts Hal. Rep. xv. 341 The republics of

Genoa, Sienna, and Lucca had permission to vegetate under

the imperial protection. 1851 Kossuth in Daily News 22

March (1894) 5/6 The House of Hapsburg, as a dynasty,

exists no more. It. merely vegetates at the whim of the

mighty Czar.

f 3. trans. To cause to grow ; to stimulate growth

or development in ; to animate, quicken. Obs.

1620 T. Granger Div. Logike A 4 b, The Roote, whose

sappe doth vegetate the rest. 1646 J. Hall Horm Vac. 79

The continuing and placing of Ideas . . doth greatly quicken

and vegetate the Invention. 1678 Cudworth Intelt. Syst.

^47 This Sensible World, is the Receptacle of all Forms,

Qualities, and Bodies, all which cannot be vegetated and

quickned without God.
absol. 167X H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 300 Therefore in some

parts it [the soul] animates only, and vegetates.

f 4. To make strong or vigorous. Obs. °

1623 in Cockeram. .

5. To provide or supply with vegetables (see

quot.). rare"1
.

1838 Parker Exploring Tour beyond Rocky Mts. (1846)

386 Our stay at Tahiti was employed by the ship's crew..

in vegetating the ship, as they phrase it ; that is. in collect-

ing oranges, bananas, sweet potatoes,, .yams and squashes.

6. In pa. pple. Provided with vegetation or plant-

life. Usually with qualifying adv.

1876 Nature 9 Nov. 31/1 The head of the bay, which



VEGETATED. 75 VEGETATIVE.

appeared from the distance to be well vegetated. 189a Pall
MallG. 25 Nov. 6/1 New Amsterdam.. is densely vegetated,

and consequently more valuable.

Hence Ve'getated ppl. a. ; Ve'getating vbl. sb.

1775 Ash, Vegetating^ the state or act of growing like

plants. 1804-20 Blake jerus. To Deists, Your Greek Philo-

sophy, which is a remnant of Druidism, teaches that Man is

righteous in his Vegetated Spectre. 1884 K. P. Roe Nat.
Ser. Story ii, Frequent removal from one part of the country
to another prevents anything like vegetating.

Ve'getating, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ing 2.]

1. Characterized by, associated with, or causing

vegetation.

1704 Ray Creation fed. 4) r. 95 It's not unlikely, that the

Rain-water may be endued with some vegetating or prolifick

Vertue. 1768 Phil. Trans, LVIII. 78 Seeds in a vegetating

state. 1794 R. J. Sullivan View Nat. II. 48 The vegetat-

ing power which is operating during the whole year in ever-

greens. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. 265 '1 Root fleshy,, .soon

after taken out of the earth becomes highly scented, which
it retains as long as in a vegetating state.

2. Exhibiting vegetation or growth.
1783 Justamond tr. Raynal's Hist. Indies VI. 313 Six

veins of vegetating earth, which were in process of time
discovered, received sugar canes. 1796 Withering Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) II. 152 Mr. Gough informs me that vegetating
germs of the viviparous variety, . .planted in his garden in

the year 1790, still continue viviparous. 1801 Farmer's
Mag. April 128 Sheep may occasionally be allowed to take
a walk over the fallow, to pick up any vegetating weeds or

grass roots that may come in their way. 1882 Vines tr.

Sachs's Bot. 630 The Lemnaceae consist of small branched
leafless floating vegetating bodies.

Vegetation (ved:$ft<* '-Jan). Also 6 vegita-

cion, 7-8 -tion. [ad. (late and) med.L. vegetatio,

i. vegetdre Vegetate v. So F. ve'gitation, It.

vegetazione, Sp. vegetation, Pg. vegetacdo.

The definitions 'a comforting, making strong', etc., in

Cockeram (1623) and Blount (1656) are merely copied from
Cooper's explanation of vegetatio in Apuleius.]

I. Abstract senses.

1. The action of vegetating or growing ; the

faculty, process, or phenomena of growth and
development as possessed by certain organic sub-

stances ; vegetal activity or property.

a. In general use.

1564 J. Day tr. Martyr's Coium. Judges xiii. 212 To eate,

is not onely to chawe the meate,. .but moreouer to conuert
it into the substawnce of bysbodye, by concoction thoroughe
the power of vegitacion. 1594 Plat fexvell-ho. 11. 11 Salt.,

causeth the vegetation, perfection, maturitie, and the whole
good that is contained in euery thing that nourisheth. 1605
Timme Quersit. 1. xiii. 57 A most pure and perfect body,
replenished with vital spirits, and full of vegetation. 1768
Pennant Brit. Zool. I. Pref. 10 Through every species of
animal life,.. to that point where sense is almost extinct, and
vegetation commences. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chew.
(1814) 7 The phenomena of vegetation must be considered
as an important branch of the science of organized Nature.

fig- x755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 2S1 The light

of God's countenance is the sun of the human soul, whence
all its vegetation of real felicity.

+ b. Of the soul. Obs. (Cf. Vegetative a. 1 a,)

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 16 One soul hath those

three essentiall faculties of Vnderstanding, Will, and
Memorie, or (as others) of Vegetation, Sense, and Reason.
1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 55 Sence, and vegetation is

an effect by emanation of the soule.

c. Of plants or seeds, f Also, vegetative power
(quot. 1665).
1661 Sir K. Digby {title), A Discourse concerning the

Vegetation of Plants. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)

333 The root where the snp lies constantly conveying vege-

tation to the tree in those warm Regions. 1707 Curios, in

Hush. «$ Gard. 28 The Operations of each Plant, which are

Nutrition,Augmentation and Propagation, . . we . . express by
the single Word Vegetation, which in Effect includes them
all. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. vii. (176s) 14 The Seed.. is

a deciduous Part of the Vegetable, the Rudiment of a new
one, quickened for Vegetation by the Sprinkling of the

Pollen. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. Prance II. 191 In these
countries vegetation is so rapid, that every thing makes
haste to come and more logo. 1813 Hakewell Introd. Geol,

(1815) 250 The vegetation of perennial grasses in the spring
is at least a fortnight sooner on lime.stone and sandy soils

..than on clayey. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. (1872) iii.

31 Seeds and germs . . incapable of vegetation in the unkindly
climate of their birth. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
P/ianer. 561 The intercellular air-spaces of the cortical

parenchyma are in open communication with the external
air at the time of active vegetation.

T d. Of inorganic substances. Obs.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 739 They are prepossest with an

opinion against the vegetation of all Stones. 1748 Earth-
quake Peru Pref, 1 1 As a Proof of the quick Vegitation of
Silver. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1824) I. 33 This is not a
place for an inquiry into the seeming vegetation of those
stony substances.

+ 2. An act or instance of vegetating ; a stage in

plant growth or development. Obs.
167a Grew Anat. PI. , Idea (16S2) 1 The Method of Nature

her self, in her continued Series of Vegetations ; proceeding
from the Seed sown, to the formation of the Root.

1 3. trans/. The production of a plant-like for-

mation. Obs. (Cf. 5 b.)

1707 Curios, in Husb. % Gard. 305 The Artificial Vegeta-
tion of Silver, commonly called Diana's Tree. 18*3 Ure
Diet. Chem. s.v., The Influence of the Air and Light upon
the Vegetation of Salts. 184a Francis Diet. Arts, Vegeta-
tion of Salts, a curious phenomena [sic], which takes place
when strong solutions of metallic salts are left in glass,

earthenware, or other vessels.

4. fig. Existence similar or comparable to that of

a vegetable ; dull, empty, or stagnant life spent in

retirement or seclusion.

1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. xiii. 114 His state is rather a

state of vegetation. 1833 T. Hook Parson s Dau. 1. xi, In

this state of vegetation he remained until about ten o'clock.

1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon {1855) I. xvi. 290 Hedouville
..went to spend a life of mere vegetation in Spain. 188a Miss
Braddon Mt.-Royal\\. iv. 53 You can't expect to find much
difference in me after three years' vegetation in Cornwall.

H. Concrete senses.

5. fa. A vegetable form or growth ; a plant.

1683 Tryon Way to Health 518 At which times all Vegita-

tions are in their flourishing state. 1691 — Wisd. Dictates

no The pleasant Ferment, .of the Stomach can with much
more facility , . disgest Vegitations, than Flesh or Fish. 1707
Curios, in Huso. $ Gard. 29 Some Vegetations,.. as.. Mush-
rooms and Mosses: the maritime Vegetations, ..are not

properly Plants.

b. A plant-like growth or formation due to

chemical action. (Cf. 3.)

1790 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 378 Bergman relates, that he
has sometimes observed beautiful crystallizations or vegeta-

tions of metallic silver formed on pieces of iron immersed
long in a solution of silver. 1796 Kihwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2)

II. 446 The Nickel forming greenish vegetations. 1800 tr.

Lagrange 's Chem. II. 133 At the end of some hours there

will be formed, at the surface of the small mass of amalgam,
a vegetation in the form of a bush. 1823 J. Badcoch Dont.
Amusem. 124 A beautiful white vegetation will be percept-

ible round the wire. 1849 J- K. Jackson Min. 287 A pretty

metallic vegetation in glass jars :. .called the Tree of Diana.

C. Path. Amorbid fungoid growth or excrescence

occurring on some part of the body.
1835 Cycl. Pract. Med. IV. 419 2 Warty vegetations of the

valves.—These excrescences bear a close resemblance to

venereal warty vegetations. 1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. {1879)

242 Vegetations are papillary growths springing from the

skin or mucous membrane, chiefly in the neighborhood of

the genital organs. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 327
The posterior flap at its right corner bore a large vegetation,
assuming the shape of a mushroom, of about i| inch in

diameter,

0. Plants collectively
;
plants or vegetal growths

as a product of the soil, freq. considered in respect

of a certain area.

1727-46 Thomson Summer^o Deep to the root Of vegeta-

tion parch'd, the cleaving fields, .an arid hue disclose. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xliii, The paths were rude,

and frequently overgrown with vegetation, 1813 Shelley
Q. Mab viii. 170 Blue mists. .Scattered the seeds of pesti-

lence, and fed Unnatural vegetation. 1859 Darwin Orig.

Spec. iii. (i860) 74 When an American forest is cut down, a
very different vegetation springs up. 1881 Nature No. 619.

448 An admirable summary of the vegetation of the different

regions of the globe.

trans/. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mutter's Anc. Art §275.
265 The Corinthian places in the room of the simple bulge
of the Doric order a slender body, .gradually enlarging and
richly clothed with vegetation.

attrib. 1878 \V. R. S. Ralston in Contemp. Rcit. Feb.

536 A reference to vegetation-spirits and their foes.

b. (See quot.)

1870 Eng. Mcch. 21 Jan. 448/2 In old object glasses there

is occasionally an appearance which lias been called 'vegeta-
tion', and which consists of a number of very thin lines dis-

posed in an arborescent form.

Hence Vegfetationless a.

1855 Lewes Goethe I. 233 On the vegetationless surface the

radiation is direct.

Vegetative (ve'dT/te'tiv), a. and sb. Also 5
vegetatiff, -tyf^f, 6 -ife, 6-7 -iue; 6 vegitatiue,

8 -ive. [ad. med.L. vegetdt-ivus, f. the ppl. stem of

L. vegelare Vegetate v. : see -ive. So F. ve'ge'tatij

(13th a), Sp., Pg., It. vegetativo.]

A. adj. I. Having the function of vegetation
;

endowed with the power or faculty of growth.

a. Of the soul. (Cf. Sensitive a. 1.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. (W. de W. 1495) m. xiii,

Pe |soule] vegetatyf desyryth to be, . . & the resonable soule

desyreth to [bej best. 1433 Lydg. St. Edmund App. 334
Quyk lyk a soule moore than vegetatyff. 1^31 Elyot Gov.
iii. xxiv, The one [part of the soul], wherin is the powar or

efficacie of growinge, which is also in herbes and trees. ., &
that parte is callen vegetatife. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. 11. 338 That order, which God hath set betweene the

vermes of the Vegetatiue soule for the nourishing of the

bodie. 1609 Bible {Douay) Gen. vi. comm.. The powre or

force to engender belongeth to the vegetative soul. 1659
Gentl. Calling (1696) 9 As we distinguish mens souls into

the vegetative, the animal, and the rational. 169a Ray
Creation 1. (ed. 2) 40 Kor my part, I should make no scruple

to attribute the Formation of Plants, their growth and
nutrition to the vegetative Soul in them. 1715 [see Soul
sb. 5 {a)]. 1808 Barclay Muscular Motions 262 The ancient
Svi'a4Ji(t<;, the ministers of Physis, were classed by Plato
under three souls, the rational, animal, and vegetative.

1879 Tynoall Eragm, Sci. II. xi. 243 How. .is this vegeta-
tive sdul to be presented to the mind? where did it flourish

before the tree grew?
b. Of material things ; in later use esp. of plants

or parts of these.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652) 20 Also nothing
multiplyed shall ye finde, But it he of Vegetative or of
Sensitive kinde. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 357 b/i Alle
thyngys obeyed to this holy man as well thynges not
sensible as vegetatyf and not resonable. 1509 Hawks Past.
Pleas, xxu. (1555) N iv b, Herbes and fruytest. In erthe he
planted for to haue their life By diuers vertues and sundry
growing, So to continue and be vegitatiue. 1601 Holland
Pliny xvil. xxi, This marrow, this vegetative and vitall

substance. 1613 tr. Mexia's Treas. A unc. <y Mod. Times 32
The vegetative Bodies; as Plants, Trees, and such like.

1670 Moral State Eng. 5 None but sensitive and vegetative

Creatures pursue the primitive end of their institutions.

1 1711 Steele Sped. No. 100 P 2 The indolent Man descends
I from the Dignity of his Nature, and makes that Being

I

which was Rational merely Vegetative. 1796 Be. Watson
1 Apol. Bible 318 Somewhat after the way of your vegetative

speck in the kernel of a peach. 1812 Miss h- M. Hawkins
C'tess <$- Gertr. I. 262 The vegetative adhesions [to books]
of the undisturbed damp. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E.
Bord. I. 22u A very common weed, and so vegetative and
retentive of life that it requires much labour.. to clear the

I

lands infested with it, 1880 C. & F, Darwin Movent. PL
1 523 When a new root-cap and vegetative point had been

formed, they bent themselves perpendicularly downwards.
1 fig. 1782 Paine Let. Abbe Raynel (1791) 40 The mind is

I presented with a wide extended prospect of vegetative good,
and sees a thousand blessings budding into existence,

f c. Vegetative stone, = Vegetable a.\ d, Obs.- 1

1 c 1450 Lydg. & Burgh Secrees 531 Of stoonys, Specially of
three—Oon myneral, Anothir vegetatyff, Partyd on foure to

lengthe a mannys lyff.

d. spec.xn Phys. and Bot. Concerned with growth
I and development, as opposed to reproductive.

{a) 1857 Bullock tr. Cazeaux's Midwifery 172 One has
been called the external, or serous layer, and the other is

denominated the internal, mucous, or the vegetative one.

1891 W. A. Jamieson Dis. Skin i. (ed. 3) 5 The deepest
layer of all is the vegetative or mucous proper. 1909 J. W.
Jknkinson Exper. Embryol. 245 A blastopore is in very

1 numerous cases formed at the vegetative pole.

(b) 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs's Bot. 117 A conical

elongation, .distinguished as the Vegetative ('one. 1882

Vines tr. Sachs's Bot. 246 The multiplication of individuals

being effected by the separation of the ordinary vegetative
' cells. 1884 Bower & Scoit De Bary's Phaner. Introd. 2

Under the term vegetative organs we include all those

organs of the plant which are not organs of reproduction.

/bid.2&2 In the main vegetative axes of L[ycopodiumlcla-
vatum and L. annotinum.

2. Of or pertaining to, concerned or connected

with, characterized by, vegetation or growth.

a. Of faculty, power, principle, etc.

.1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 96 pe wirkynge of

I

bis last [virtue], (bat be Auctour clepys vegetatyf, & I here

j
strenght sustantyf). c 1430 Lydg. Mm, Poems (Percy Sac.)

196 To tempre the spiritis by vertu vegetatiff.

1606 Bkyskett Civ. Life 44 This power of the soule. .is

called vegetatiue (you must giue me leaue to vse new words
ofArt..) because it giue th life and increase to growing things.

1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xi. 143 The sensitive faculty

includeth the vegetative. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrotogie

Restored 215 All things decay and diminish in their vegeta-
1 live vigour. 171a Hughes Sped. No. 554 P 12 The Soul has

in this Respect a certain vegetative Power, which cannot lie

wholly idle. 1791 Cowpek Yardley ( )ak 34 Thou felj'st

mature, and in the loamy clod Swelling with vegetative

force instinct Didst burst thine egg. 1802 Gouvr. Morris in

Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832) III. 161 There is a vigorous

vegetative principle at the root which will make our tree

flourish. ai87i Gkote Pith. Eragm. v.(i876) 178 Of the

irrational soul, one branch is, the nutritive and vegetative

faculty. 1874 Bi-ackie Self Cult. 41 This growth is a con-

stant and habitual exercise of vital or vegetative force.

b. Of life.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 25 b, For in them is the life

vegetatiue or that life which nourisheth. 1598 Barckley
Eelic. Man (1631) 2S8 In naturall things there are three

kindes of life : vegetative or increasing which is in plants ;

sensitive which is in beasts; rationall or reasonable which
is in men. 1600 Surflet Count rie Earme i.ix. 47 The Sunne
. .giueth vnto earthly bodies their forme and vegetatiue life.

1678 Nokkis Miscell. (1699) 251 In Rationals [there is)

Vegetative Life, Sense and Reason. 1716 Leoni Aiberti's

Archil. I. 5/2 Plants, Seeds, and every thing else that has

the vegetative Life. 1719 Savage Wanderer iv. 124 Hail,

glorious sun ! to whose attractive fires, The waken'd, vege-

tative life aspires! 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 126/2

The nerves of organic or vegetative life. 1867 J. Hogg
Microsc. 11. i. 259 The whole vegetative life is run through

in the same cell. 1870 Rolleston Attim. Life 1 Common
Rat, .. dissected so as to show .. portions of most of the

organs of vegetative life.

0. In general use.

1594 Plat feivell-ho. 11. i6Toproue tuaisalt isno enemie,

either to the vegetatiue, or sensatiue natures. 1647 H. More
Poems Interpret. Gen. 432 That immense citiusion of atoms

is to be referred to Psyche, as an internall vegetative act.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 130 [In] Winter. .the Vegitative

Quality stands as it were still. 176a J- H. Stevenson Crazy
1 Tales 7 The work of vegetative laws. 1782-3 W. F. Martyn
1 Geog. Mag. II. 147 Olives and mulberries arrive at full

! vegetative perfection. 1836 J. Gilukkt Chr. Atonem. iv.

1 (1852) 93 A survey of the minute action of vegetative ener-

I
gies. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geogr. vi. 301 The Europasian

! Forest region is characterized by a pretty uniform tempera-

ture during the vegetative season.

3. Causing or promoting vegetation; inducing

vegetable growth
;
productive, fertile.

1594 Plat feivell-ho. 11. 3 A Philosophical 1 discourse.,

vpon the vegetatiue and fructifying Salt of Nature. 161a
1 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 11. iii. (1634) 114 The vegetative

humour or moisture that quickeneth and giveth life to trees,

: plants, herbs and flowers, whereby they grow and increase.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 317 Composts.. are by no means

fit for the Earth,., unless.. so order'd as.. to. .communicate

heat, and vegetative Spirits to what you shall apply them.

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 98 Fullers-earth is very

full of that vegetative Salt that helps the growth of Plants.

178a Ckevecceur Lett. 50 In Europs they were as so many

useless plants, wanting vegitative mould, and refreshing

, showers. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 360 The vegetative mould

which covers the earth in all situations undisturbed by the

plough. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xviu. (1856) 138 The

question whether unmixed snow can act as a vegetative

matrix. . . .

f4. Obtained or derived from, consisting of,

vegetables or plants Obs. rare.

166a R. Mathkw I 'ui. Alch. 2 This pill is a Corrector of

I .ill Vegetative poysons. 1691 Tryoh Wisd. Dictates no
10-2



VEGETATIVELY.
All Vegetative Foods are not only wholsom, but easily

concocted.

5. = Vegetable a. 3.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 175 Having done with the Vegetative,
I proceed to the Animal Kingdom. 1695 Lu. Preston
Boeth. in. 144, I, casting an Eye upon the Vegetative
World, consider Herbs and Trees. 1722 Wollaston Relig.

Nat. ix. 20a, I think I may be sure that neither lifeless

matter, nor the vegetative tribe, ..have any reflex thoughts.

1772-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) I. 3Q In regard to the vegetative

and brute creation. 1859 I. Taylor Logic Theol. 44 The
living world, vegetative and animal.

6. fig. Vegetating ; inactive.

1802 Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit IV. 74 In this veget-

ative state of happiness you found me.

b. Path. Characterized by the exercise or activity

of the physical functions only.

1893 Daily News 25 Apr. 5/4 He is in what his doctor
calls a vegetative state, and incapable of connecting two
ideas together. 1899 A //putt's Syst. Med. VIII. 196 Idiots

of vegetative grade. Ibid. 237 This girl led a vegetative

life, but learnt to recognize those around her.

B. sb. f 1. Vegetative faculty or power, rare.

7605 Timme Qucrsit. 1. xiv. 63 In vegetables there were
only those vegetatiues ; which, in beastes, beside the vege-

tation which they retain, . . become also sensatiue.

f 2. An organic body capable of growth and
development but devoid of sensation and thought

;

a vegetable or plant. Obs.

1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. 1. vi, Having related

unto you the. .nature of the Soile, with his vegetatives, and
other commodities, a 1668 Feltham Reso/ves 1. xxviii.

(1677) 152 Even Plants, which are but Vegetatives, will not

grow in Caues, where the. .Air is barred from them. 1668
Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 93 We live rather the Life of
Vegetatives or Sensitives, .than the lives of reasonable men.
1712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 210 Having run over the living

Creatures and Vegetatives. 1764 in 10M Rep. /fist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 372 We are vegetatives formed by education.

Hence Vegretatively adv., Ve'getativeness.
1886 Encyct. Brit. XX. 431/2 In some instances the one

generation may spring *vegetatively from the other without
the intervention of a spore. 1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Feb.

442 They develop into one of the three following forms all

of which can reproduce themselves vegetatively. 17*7
Bailey (vol. II), *Vegetativeness, a vegetative Quality. 1889
Geddes & Thomson Evol. Sex 48 Superior constitutional

vegetativeness in the females [of Lychnis].

Vegete (Wd^f't), a. Now rare. Also 7 veget,

vegit. [ad. L. vegetus, f. vegere to be active or

lively. Cf. It. and Pg. vegeto, obs. F. vejete

(Cotgr.).]

1. Healthy and active ; flourishing in respect of

health and vigour : a. Of persons, the body, etc.

1639 \V. Cartwright Roy. Slave ill. i, The veget Artist

and the vigorous Poet, whose braines are full and forging
still. 1649 Jer. Taylor 67. Exem6. 1. 22 Even her body
was made aery and vegete. 1670 Maynwaringe Vita Sana
vii. 85 Active stirring people are. .more vegete and lively

in spirit, a 1734 North Lives (1826) III. 350 His face was
always tinted with a fresh colour, and his looks vegete and
sanguine. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 361 That animal.,
was supposed to renew its life, and to become, .vegete and
fresh. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 380 If I forgot that
ample and vegete countenance of Mr. R—

.

b. Of nge, condition, etc.

1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying iv. § 1 He had lived an
healthful and vegete Age till his last sickness. 1665 Need-
ham Med. Medicinx 401 That florid Vegete vigorous con-
dition which ought to be in the less Vegete, or the Vale-
tudinary state of Bodies. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. ComJ>it.
vi. 230 He that is of a firm habit of body, and has a vegete
heat.

o. Of the faculties, mind, etc.

1660 South Serm. (1727) IV. i. 21 A well radicated habit,

in a lively, vegete Faculty, is like an Apple of Gold in a
Picture of Silver. 1662 /&>/. (1697) I. 55 The understanding
..was vegete, quick, and lively. 1727 Earbery tr. Burnet's
St. Dead 84 Before the organical Construction of the Body
is impair'd, and the Spirits are vegete and vigorous. 1769
Granger Biogr. Hist. Eng. (1&04) II. 155 His body was firm
and erect, and his faculties lively and vegete. 1846 J.
Hamilton Mount Olives v. 126 If you would possess such
a mind you must keep it fresh and vegete and lifesome by
secret prayer.

2. Of plants or their parts : Healthy, vigorous
;

growing strongly or promoting active growth.
1651 R. Child in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 106 This be

a very necessary management in taller Plants, and serves to
make them much more vegete and lusty. 1670 Phil. Trans.
V. 2069 Whether the Juyce of Trees, whilst alive and vegete,
can properly be said, .to descend. 1756 Amory -/?««<;/£ (1825)
II. 120 Active in sending the vegete juices through the
vessels of all plants. 1794—6 E. Darwin Zoom. (1801) 1. 137
There are many trees,whose wholeinternal wood is perished,

and yet the branches are vegete and healthy. 1800 — Phytol.
167 Because the lower leaf dies, and the sweet juice is

absorbed, as the upper leaf becomes vegete.

trans/. 1653 Ashwell Fides Apost. 189 The Nicene Creed,
. .by this meanes become vegete and growen, was afterwards
used in the Greeke Church.

t 3. Lively, bright. Obs.~l

a 1643 Cartwright Ordinary iv. iii, In troth a stone of
lustre, I assure you It darts a pretty light, a veget spark.

Hence Vegeteness.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Vegeteness, Liveliness, Quickness,

Soundness, the Quality of having a growing Life.

fVe'getist. nonce-word. [Irreg. f. Veget-able
+ -1ST.] One who is concerned with the growth or

cultivation of vegetable products.

1778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 7 Sept. 1775, The
Vegetist, perhaps, more than any other man, is subject to the

power, .of the elements. Ibid., Digest 25 The Vegetist ought
never to lose sight of this maxim.
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tVegetity. Obs.—1 In 7 vegititie. [Irreg. f.

Veget-ate v. -t -ity.] Vegetative power or quality.

But perhaps a misprint for vegitivitie.

1628 T. Spencer Logick 43 The soule of Peter hath the

same rationalitie with all other mens soules: no singular

tree differs from other trees in vegititie.

Vegetive (ve-dg/tiv), a. and sb. Also 6 vegeet-

yve, 7 vegitiue. [Reduced form of Vegetative

a., after L. veget-are or veget-us.']

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of,

vegetables or plants ; = Vegetative a. 2.

1526 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 534 The oolde tre for lakk

of vegeetyve sprytis maye nott opteeyne perfect rote fast-

nesse. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 123 Not rent off, but cut

off, ripe beane with a knife, for hindering stalke of hir veget-

iue life. 1605 Sylvester Du Barias 11. iii. Vocation 1354
The pleasant Soyl. .is all dry'd and dead; Voydof all force,

vital!, or vegetive. 1631 W. Saltonstall Pict. Loquent. F ii,

His knowledge consists in the vegetive nature of Plants.

1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. 11. 15 Man had not Power so

much as over the green Herb, to deprive it of its Vegetive
Life ;. .but by God's Donation.
1830 Coleridge Church <y State (1839) 192 Thus, without

the first power, that of growth, or what Bichat and others
name the vegetive life or productivity, the second power.

.

could not exist. 185a Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 333 What if

it were that life, .through all The countless grades, vegetive,
animal, Of nature should progress at last to man.

2. Endowed with the faculty of vegetation or

growth ; = Vegetative a. 1 b.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 140 The Castle of Catie, about
which there is nothing vegetiue, but a few solitary Palmes.
1642 H. More Song Soul u. 1. ii. xlvii, That full grasp of
vast Eternitie 'Longs not to beings simply vegetive. 1657
Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 41 Such as are alwayes vegetive
and juicy. 1700 Dryden Pal. <y Arc. m. 1076 So man, at

first a Drop, dilates with Heat, ..First vegetive, then feels,

and reasons last. 1700 — Ovid's Met. 1. 751 The Tree still

panted in the unfinish'd part, Not wholly vegetive, and
heav'd her Heart.

f b. Of the soul : - Vegetative a. 1 a. Obs.
a 1623 Pemble Justification (1629) 196 The Vegetiue soule
whereby Plants Hue.

C. Covered with or productive of vegetation.

1855 Bailey Mystic 68 Ocean and continent, sea, desert,

plain Mineral and vegetive.

d. Leading a merely physical existence. Cf.

Vegetative a. 6.

1882 Symosds Anitni Figura 11 1 Shall these arise winged
by immortal mind, Who toiled on earth obscure and
vegetive ?

B. sb. ~ Vegetative sb. 2, Vegetable sb, 2.

Common in the 17th c.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xm. lxxvi. (1612) 316 Nor Iesse

the only Vegitiues, as trees, fruits, herbes, and such. a 1640
Massinger Old Law 1. i, Make us better then those veget-

ives Whose soules die within tin, 1678 T. P[okier] E'r.

Conjurer 1. 8 Have you not already eat about three parts
of a Pilchard, besides a dish of Vegetives? 1689 Plunket
Char. Good Commander, etc. 55 The Sun to Plants more
welcome is. . . Thus they of Vegetives might learn some good.
1819 H. Busk Banquet m. 479 In snug retreat this vegetive
[i.e. a mushroom] demure, From human reach long deem'd
itself secure.

Vegetivorous, a. [Irreg. f. the stem veget-

after herbivorous, etc.] Feeding on vegetables or

plants.

1859 Todds Cycl. A nat. V. 304/1 The true vegetivorous
genera [of marsupials] have a caecum which is thrice as

long as the body. 1881 Nature XXIII. 406/1 Vegetivorous
snails (Lynrnaeus) eating young newts.

Vegetizing, ppl. a. [f. as prec.J Vegetarian.

1857 'Bait's Mag. XXIV. 6 Those vegetising friends, whose
finer feelings are said to be distressed horribly at the smell

of hot joints.

Vegeto- (ve'd^ttf), irregular combining form of

the L. stem veget-, used in the sense of ' vegetable

and .
.

' or ' having a vegetable origin '. a. With
adjs., as vegeto-alkaline', -animal, •bituminous,

-carbonaceous, -mineral
%
-sulphuric, etc.

Cf. F. vegeto-animal, -mineral, -sulfurique.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 80/1 The *vegeto-alkaline acetates.,
are decomposed. 1799 Anderson Recreations I. 267 Hairs,
spines, feathers, &c„ are all "vegeto-animal productions.

1842 Loudon Suburban fieri. 65 Composts of vegetable or
vegeto-animal matter and earth are of various kinds. 1876
tr. Schiitzenberger's Fermentation 34 The matter which
decomposes sugar is a vegeto-animal substance. 1796
Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 40 By Inflammable sub-
stances I understand all those of Mineral Origin whose
principal character is Inflammability. . .Of these the sim-
plest kinds may_ be reduced to six Genera, namely the Aeri-
form, the Bituminous, Carbonaceous, *Vegeto-Carbonaceous,
*Vegeto-Bituminous, and the Sulphureous. 1776 Percival
Ess. III. 247 Each ounce, therefore, of the *vegeto-mineral
water contains only four tenths of a grain of this metal.
1785 Med. Comm. II. 31 A poultice with Goulard's vegeto
mineral extract had been, .prescribed. 1857 Bullock tr.

Cazeaux's Midtvifery 25 Some of the vegeto-mineral lotions
are usually sufficient to cause their [i.e. caruncles] disappear-
ance. 1838 T. Thomson Chetn. Org. Bodies 654 Some
*vegeto-su!phuric acid is formed at the same time.

b. Withsbs., zsvegeto-alkali, -alkaloid> -mineral,
-principle^ -veratrine, etc.

1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 205 Dr. Sertiirner has ob-
tained some other *vegeto-alkalies from Cinchona. 1844
Fownes Chem. 478 The vegeto-alkalis, or alkaloids, consti-
tute a remarkable, and at present isolated, group of bodies.
c 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sci. I. 416/1 An account of the
vegeto-alkalies. 1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 60
The means of distinguishing^ the *vegeto-alkaloid. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 40_The most interesting fact relative to this
*vegeto-mineral is its geological position. 1830 Amer. Jrnl.
Sci. XVII. 385 M. Dulong hasobtaineda particular *vegeto-
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principle from the roots of Plumbago Europxa. 1887
A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 59 The *vegeto-veratrine
does not reduce the ferricyanide.

t Vegetoiis, a. Obs. [f. L. veget-us Vegete :

see -ous.] = Vegete a.

1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. 11. ii, If shee be faire, yong, and
vegetous. uj6jo Hacket Cent. Serm. (1675) 422 A veget-
ous faith is able to say unto a mountain, Be removed into
the sea. 1696 Whiston The. Earth iv. (1722) 351 The Seeds
of those Vegetables which God originally Created were fresh
and vegetous.

Vegit, obs. f. Vegete a.

Vehemence (vr/mens, v^li/mens). Also 6
-ens. [a. late OF. vehemence (F. ve'he'mence), or
ad. L. vehementia : see next.
In this and the related words the only pron. recognized by

dictionaries, with the exception of the most recent, is that
with (v**h-); this is now unusual in Britain, but appears to
be still the standard pron. in the United States.]

1. Intensity or strength of smell or colour, rare.

1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. ix. io Him might no man now
abyde ner beare, for the vehemence of styncke. 1844 Hood
Haunted Ho. in. xvii, The Bloody Hand shone strangely
out With vehemence of colour !

2. Impetuosity, great force or violence, of physi-

cal action or agents.

1542 Boohde Dyetary xxxv. (1870) 297 The dust also that
rysetli in the strete thorow the vehemensof the wynde. 1667
Milton P. L. :i. 954 A universal hubbub wilde Of stun-
ning sounds and voices all confus'd. .assaults his eare With
loudest vehemence. 1756 Burke Subl. iy B. iv. iii, His
eyes are dragged inwards, and rolled with great vehemence.
X794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat. I. 148 The action, by which
a body is deprived of phlogiston by means of pure air, with
such vehemence as to generate not only heat but flame.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 49 Owing to the feebler

affinities of these elements, the reactions take place with less

veilernenee.

3. Great or excessive ardour, eagerness, or fervour

of personal feeling or action
;

passionate force,

violence, or excitement.

1529 More Dyaloge Wks. 265/2 By waye of excesse &
yperbole, to declare the vehemence of his mynde in the

matter of fayth. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. in. ii. 200 Nay, I

pre'thee now, with most petitionary vehemence, tell me who
it is. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. viii. 35 Sometimes the hurt., is

caused by the vehemence, or long continuance of the Passion.

1699 Burnet 39 Art. i. 27 Passion produces a Vehemence of
Action. 1748 Anson's Voy, nr. x. 544 Hypocrisy and fraud
are often not less mischievous, .than impetuosity and vehe-
mence of temper. 1769 'Junius Lett. xxxv. (1778) 187 You
measure their affections by the vehemence of their ex-

pressions. 1839 Dickens Nickleby xii, With all the vehe-
mence that his indignant and excited feelings could bring to

bear upon it. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia (1863)

29 With an almost savage vehemence of gesticulation. 1874
GuilesShort Hist. vii. § 1.347 Cromwell., was quick to profit

by the vehemence of the Catholic reaction.

b. An instance of this. rare.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. 33 Is it possible that

my brother and sister could make their very failings, their

vehemences, of such importance to all the family?

Vehemency (viVTnensi, vi"*h-). Now rare.

Also 6 -entie, 6-7 -encie. [ad. L. vehementia, f.

vehement- Vehement a. : see -ency. Cf. prec,

and Sp. and Pg. vehemencia, It. veemenza.]

1. = Vehemence 3 and 3 b.

1538 Tonstall Serm. PalmSund. (1823) 51 The greatness

and vehemency..of his fayth. 1579 Fulke Refut. Rastel

735 Hc.excuseth them, by vehemency of desire. 1598
Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ii. 247 Would it apply well to the

vehemency of your affection that I should win what you
would entoy? 1612T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 8 He could

not satisfie himselfe in his vehemencie against such a doc-

trine as this was. 1665 Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm. 74 That
which excites men to endless brawlings, and altercations;

Schisms, Heresies, and Rebellions, by the vehemencies of

Dispute. 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. it. 92 The vehe-

mency of the Spirit, if Nature be feeble, draws it inward,
and masters it. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison xxii. (1781)

III. 211 Well do I know the vehemency with which you are

wont to pursue a new adventure.

b. esp. Of utterance or expression.

1542-3 Brinklow Lament. (1874)91 God shall rayse other

that shall speakewith no lesse loue & vehemency. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 97 Polidore.. wryteth very vehemently
against him in his H istory, which vehemency or fonde malice

I thought meete.. to suppresse. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,

v. i. 148 The best perswasions to the contrary Faile not to

vse, and with what vehemencie Th'occasion shall instruct

you. 1679 Prance Narr. Popish Plot 28 Which he pro-

nounced with a great deal of vehemency and earnestness.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 148 [He] ex-

claimed with some vehemency, Never, never did I behold

such beauty. 1830 J. Milne Widow $ Her Son iv. (1851)

232 You'll learn henceforth to chide with far less vehemency.

1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors xlvii. (1857) II. 314 AH these

speeches were spoken with great vehemency.

2. Intensity or severity : a. Of pain, illness, etc.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chintrg. 11. i. 13 That the payoe,

and the accidens encrease not, nor diminische, but contynue

in great vehementie. 1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. xxx.

193 Doo not differre this tyl the vehemencie of your sickenes

decaye your speache and memorie. x6ia Woodall Surg.

Mate Wks. (1653) 359 According to the strength of the sick,

and vehemency of the disease. 1642 R. Carpenter Ex-
perience 11. vii. 173 No man ever endured such rage, and

vehemencie of pain. 1656 J. Smith Pract. of Physick 146

A Pestilent Feaver differs from the Plague by the vehe-

mency of the mischief and contagion.

b. Of cold, heat, or other influences.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 109 Humour
refresheth heate, and slaketh the vehemencie thereof. 1596
Dalrv.mple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 259 The Podagra or

Gout, quhilk of the Vehemencie of calde he contracted.
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1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acostds Hist. Indies it vii. 96 The
vehemencie of the fire forceth and driveth vp an aboundance
of vapours. 1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. 309
Which if it were Hippocrates his opinion notwithstanding
the vehemency of his remedies [etc.]. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v.

Floiver, On these they hang a Piece of Cloth,which . . defends
'em from the Vehemency of its [sc. the sun's] Kays. 1815
Scott Guy M. iv. Those farther rules by which diviners

pretend to ascertain the vehemency of this evil direction.

3. = Vehemence 2.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 120 The vehemencie of the

wynde is not of poure to caste downe those houses. 1569
Stocker tr. Diod. Sic. III. ix. 118 Many Barques, .with the

vehemencie of the wether were runne on lande. 1609 Bible
(Douay) Dent, xxviii. 49 In Hkenes of an eagle that flieth

with vehemencie. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat.
11. vi. 105 It is continually forced along with Celerity and
Vehemency.

b. Used of sounds.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 84 The earth trembeled throwgh
the vehemencie of theyr owtcry. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x.

439 Least the vehemency of chirking frogs vexe the wish'd-

for Repose of his. .body.

4. = Vehemence i. rare"1
.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Vehemencia odoris, the vehemen-
cie of, &c
Vehement (WVment, vrh/inent), a. and adv.

Also 6 Sc. viement. [a. OF. vehement (F. v4h£«

went, = Sp. and Pg. vehemente, It. veemente), or

ad. L. vehement-, vehement violent, impetuous, etc.,

usually regarded as f.vehe- (= vi- in vecors) lack-

ing, wanting + mens mind.]

I. 1. Intense, severe ; rising to a high degree or

pitch : a. Of pain, illness, etc.

1485 St. Wenefryde (Ca.\ton) 12 The languournnd maladye
was vehement and encreaced dayly. 1555 Kden Decades
(Arb.) 148 Vaschus..fell into a vehement feuer by reason of
excesse of labour. 1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 39 It doeth
also cease vehement dolour and payne. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astrol. Restored 325 [A] Comet, .signifieth. .vehement sick-

nesses. 17*5 N. Robinson Th. Physick 268, I order'd the
following Mixture to be externally apply'd to his Side, .while
his Fain was very vehement. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs.

96 Vehement erysipelatous or irritative inflammation took
place.

b. Of heat or cold, etc.

iS54 W. Prat Discript. Aphriqite C viii b, The earthe.,
is made hole in a lytle space by the vehemente heate of
the ayre. 1576 Newton Lemme*s Complex. (1633) 62 The
fire is vehementer, and the hearth is of heat sometime
extreme, sometime more soft and milde. 1609 C. Butler
Few. Mon. (1623) R 3, The Snow, .causeth them presently
to fall, and with his vehement cold to rise no more. 1666
Boyle Orig. Forms fyQual. 320 Salt of Tartar requires a
vehement fire to flux it. 1796 H. Huntf.r tr. St. -Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 564 The action of the Sun would there
have been too vehement.

2. Of natural forces : Operating with great

strength or violence ; esp. of wind, blowing very
strongly or violently.

153X Elyot Gov. 1. ii. The bees may issue out of theyr
stalles without peryll of rayne or vehement wynde. 1563
Fulke Meteors {1640) 30 When the lightning is not vehement.
1579 Reg. Prii'y Council Scot. III. 242 Aganis sa suddane
and viement ane storm. 1613 Plrciias Pilgrimage (1614)

832 The Land., would be violently hot, if a fresh easterly
breeze did not coole it with vehement breath in the heat of
the day. 1625 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 196 The barge-
windows, notwithstanding the vehement shower, were open.
a 1701 Maundrell Journ, Jerus. (1732) g The Rain was so
vehement. 1728 Morgan Algiers II. v. 299 The succeeding
vehement Deluges of Rain rendered their Incampment
superlatively comfortless. 1837 Bakiiam Ingot, Leg. Ser. 1.

Look at Clock, Like dfcVeather-cock whirled by a vehement
puff, David turned himself round.

b. In general use : Strong and rapid.

1732 Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. 317 Vio-
lent Sweats proceed from a Laxity of the Vessels and too
vehement a Circulation of the Blood.

C. Of sound : Excessively loud.
1752 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) II. 415 The two Gunnings,

who have made so vehement a noise.

3. Of actions : Characterized by great physical
exertion

;
performed with unusual force or violence.

1531 Elyot Gov. i. xvi, By exercise, whiche is a vehement
motion,.. the helthe of man is preserued, and his strength
increased. 1574 Newton Health Mag. 6 Those persons.

.

may use vehementer exercise and stronger ambulations, c 1650
Don Bellianis 34 With such vehement vigour he assaulted his
foes, that his men regained their lost advantage. 1824 \V.
Irving T. Trav. I. 191 At the close of each stanza a hearty
roar, and a vehement thrumming on the table. 1833 Hi.
Martineau Manch. Strike 92 The clapping, .was twice as
long and twice as vehement as usual. 1873 M. Arnold Lit.
V Dogma 309 Who that observes this delighted adoption of
vehement rites.. can doubt, that (etc.].

trans/. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 12 They must
secondly, consider what a vehement efficacy there is in
man's wit. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 1 r 11 These vehement
exertions of intellect cannot be frequent. 1865 Tkollope
Betton Est. v. 53 The woman was making a vehement effort

to speak in her natural voice.

f 4. Of remedies, etc. : Having a powerful effect

upon the system. Obs.
154' K. Copland Galyen's Terap. aEiij, Allthebodymuste

be emptyed.,or that any partye be take subiecte to the
stronge and vehement remedyes. 1562 Bullein Buhvarke,
Bk. Simples (1579) 5 b, The longe Onion is more vehementer
then the rounde, and the Redde more then the white. 1607
Topskll Four./. Beasts 691 The gall of swine is not very
vehement. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) *99 In
the beginning over vehement warmings are to be avoided.

1656J. Smith /*ra<r/./,A>«VXr 96 The juyceof wild Cucumber
is not so vehement as they commonly report.
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f b. Of taste : Strong, pungent. Obs.
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 42 Being in shape

somewhat like to the Millet of Italy, butof a must vehement
and firy last.

fc. Vivid; intensely bright. Obs.

1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 131 These colours in some
rain-bows are more vehement or apparent. 1692 Ray
Creation (ed. 2) 11. 25 Preserving the Eye from being in.

jured by too vehement and lucid an Object.

II. 5. a. Of suspicion or likelihood : Very
strong. Now arch.

1516 Acts Pari. Scot. (1875) XII. 36/2 All Lawis excludis
be said governour fra administracion and governance for

suspicioun vehement and violent. 1565 in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 1. II. 208 The Queues howsbande beinge entred into a
vehement suspicion of David, 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary
11, (1625) 20 Notwithstanding all those vehement likelihoods,

yet I will not condemne you till I see haw you confute me.
1610 Donne Pseudo-martyr 342 From your Syluester wee
learne, That the Popes precepts binde not, where there is

vehement likelyhood of trouble or scandall. 1811 Soutiiky
in Life A. Bell {1844) II. 644 Mrs. Trimmer's book. . I much
wish to see, having a vehement suspicion that some parts of
it have been misrepresented.

+ b. Of proof, etc.: Strong, forcible, cogent;

capable of producing conviction. Obs.
1530T1NDALE Wks. (Parker Soc. 1848) 42S There is not a

better, vehementer, or mightier thing to make a man under-
stand., than an allegory. 1561 T, Norton Calvin's Inst. 1,

33 And these vehement demonstrations twice repctcd suffer

it to be drawen no other where but to Christ. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 61 The valHantnes;'*e

)
constancie, and sober-

nesse of your person, then which nothing can be mure
vehement and patheticall. 1731 Chandler tr. Limborchi

s

Hist. Inquis. \\. 215 When these Proofs are vehement or
sufficient for the Torture, it is left for the Judge to
determine.

t c. Very close or intimate. Obs.— 1

1596 Bacon Max. <y Use Com. Law xiv. (1630) 59 The
law is more strong in that case, because of the vehement
relation which the enrolment hath to the time of the bar-

gaine and sale.

6. Of thoughts, feelings, etc. : Extremely strong

or deep ; ardent, eager, passionate.
1526 Pilgr. Per/, {\V. de W. 1531) 233 Medkacyon is a

vehement or a huge goostly applicacion of the mynde. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 328 The Phisitions. .judged by
and by the disase to come of a vehement thought. 1574 tr.

Mnrlorat's Apocalips 8 It is a salutation or greeting full of
vehement and hartie good wil. 1604 T. Wright Passions v.

§ 3. 177 The vehementer passion venteth forth the liuelier

action. 1631 Hobbes Leviath. 1. vi. 27 Weeping.. is caused
by such accidents, as suddenly take away some vehement
hope. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 73 f 5 The Passion for

Praise, which is so very vehement in the Fair Sex. 1775 De
Lolme Eng. Const. Adv. 11784) p. xix, Influenced by
vehement prepossessions. 1812 Cary Dante, Parad. v. 107
Vehement desire Possess'd me. 1846 H. Rogers Ess, (1874)
I. iv. 162 Leibnitz.. began to tell his beads with Vehement
devotion. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 62 The Queen's vehement
partisanship.

b. Of anger or similar feelings : Violent; intense.

a 1548 Hall Citron., Edw. IV (1550) 50 b, Ye olde rancor
betwene them beyng newly reuiued (The which betwene no
creatures can be more vehement then betwene bretherne).

1552 Hlxoet, Vehement anger, excandesceutia. 1659
Hammond On Ps. cii. 503 By those is meant a vehement
displeasure and anger.up

Of language : Very forcibly or passionately

uttered or expressed; resulting from, and indicative

of, strong feeling or excitement.

1533 Citron, Calais (Camden) 114 The French kynges
mother with very ardente and vehemente wordes sayd [etc.].

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 176 b, Aboute this time
came forth . . a boke of Martin Luthers very vehement. 1596
Edw. Ill, 1. ii, Sharpely to solicit With vehement sute the
king in my behalfe, 1628 Dosst: 6 Serm. 56 In that remark-
able and vehement place where he expostulates with them.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 Feb. 1685, A vehement speech he
made about the compositions. 1734 tr. Rollins Arte. Hist.
Yin. vii. IV. 40 That lively and vehement eloquence which
like a torrent bears down all things on its way. 1836
Thirlwall Greece x\. II. 80 The Corinthian deputy Sosicles,
in vehement language, remonstrated with the Spartans on
their inconsistency. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist.
Ten Y. II. 92 He. .replies with the most vehement protesta-
tions of gratitude and fidelity.

8. Of persons, their character, etc. : Acting, or

tending to act, in a manner displaying passion or

excitement.
1560 Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm. 29 b, I confess to have

been more vehement then became me. 1575-85 Aw. Sandys
Serm. (1841) 194 Vehement therefore and zealous must we
be for the house of God. 1602 Makston Ant. <y Mel. 1.

Wks. 1856 I. 15 Vouchsafe me, then, your hush't observ-
ances, Vehement in pursuite of strange novelties. 1609
Bible (Douay) Ezekiel xxxviii. 15 Thou and manie peoples
with thee, . .a great compauie, and a vehement armie. 1791
Cowpeh Odyss. xv. 254 Summon thy crew on board, Ere my
arrival notice give of thine To the old King; for vehement
I know His temper. 1847 James J. Marston Hall ix, My
nature was too quick and vehement to take pleasure in vice
without passion. 1848 Clough Amoursde Voy. 11. 293 For
the woman .. Ever prefers the audacious, tiie wilful, the
vehement hero. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. xiii. 237 The
Pharisees were scrupulous, exact, vehement, and eager,
about everything connected with religion.

9. Of debate, strife, etc. : Characterized by great
heat or bitterness.

1620 Bedell Lett. 26, I would to Christ that of all other
Controuersies this were the vehementest betweene vs. 1665
Manley Grotius' Lo7u C. Wars 93 Nor by this was the
Warre lessened, onely it was delayed, and not vehement
enough for the time. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. 135
This .. was a sufficiently difficult undertaking,., in which
he had to expect powerful and vehement opposition. 1847

VEHICLE.

j

Harris Life Ld. Hardwicke III. xii. 44 A very vehement
[

debate took place in the House of Lords. 1903 W. Bright
;

fig* ofFathers L v. 70 The dissension caused by Arianism
became daily more vehement.

III. f 10. Sc, As adv. = Vehememtly adv. Obs.
1549 Compt. Scot. vi. 52 The tua vintirs that thai hef ar

!

nocht verray vehement cald. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 407 He became so vehement seik
that no man had hope of his lyfle. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot, II. 10 Althoch the king prudentlie dis-
semblet, thay knew him to be vehement angne.

Vehemently (v/*/mentli, si-\\-),adv. [f. prec.]
1. To a very great extent ; in a very high degree.
Now rare.

« 1513 Fabyan Chron. vir. (181 1) 460 In Fraunce this
yere the people dyed. .so vehemently that in the cytie of
Parys dyed., oner I.M. people. 1563 T. Gale Antidot.u. i3
This [unguent].. taketh awaye superfluous fleshe, and doth
vehemently excicate and drie. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary
1. (1625) 46Two onely that were the conveyers ofhim, sickned
vehemently, and one of them died. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz'
Surg. 11. iv. 56 Vomiting is not very dangerous, .unless it

hold the Patient vehemently. 1695 Ld. Preston Boeth. iv.

172 Whom Wickedness, the most extreme Evil, doth not
only affect, but even vehemently infect. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Womb, This tumour returned again, and..
in three days it became vehemently enraged. 1858 Carlyle
Fred/.-. Gt. 11. it. (1872) I. 54 Preussen was a vehemently
Heathen country.

b. Used with reference to suspicion : cf. prec. 5 a.

'533 Moke Dcbeil. Salem Wks. 981/1 Such thinges..as
makeil) him not slightly but very vehemently suspected.
1588 ]. Udall Demonstr. Discipline (Arb.) 76 One. .that is

vehemently suspected, to haue haynously offended. 1621
Bi'. MountAGu Diatribx vZq It will be very vehemently
susuected that he is Antichrist indeed. 1684 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1938/4 He is vehemently suspected to be concerned in

these Robberies and Burglaries following. 1821 Southev
Lett. (1856) III. 233 Mr. Wilson's letter. -having led me
vehemently to suspect that the document which impeached
his character was an invention of his wife's.

2. a. With strong or violent language ; in a

manner showing strong feeling or excitement.
1545 Brink low Compt. xx. 42 Marke what, and how

vehemently the Holy Gost speakyth here in the prophete.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 97 Politiore bail no good opinion
of king John, and therfore wryteth very vehemently against
him in his History. 16x2 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 610 The Deputies <ol the Religion have very
vehemently protested against these proceedings. 1665
Glanvill Scepsis Sci. Addr. p. .\i, Reckoning it a great
instance of Piety and devout Zeal, vehemently to declaim
against Reason and Philosophy, a 1721 Prior Cronraell <y

Porter 116 Wks. 1907 II, 265, I did actually light in the
field, Preached loudly in the Church, and talked vehemently
in the Parliament. 1756 Burke !'ind. A'at.Soc.Wks. i8o3
I. 60, I could shew how vehemently they have contended
for names. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid.iu Georgia (1863) 14
The slave-owners. .insist vehemently upon the mental and
physical inferiority of the blacks.

b. With strong or intense feeling ; ardently,

eagerly.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 329 Wherewith being

wehemently moued,..he began more and more to be con-
firmed. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 54 It was alwayes of

me maruetlous vehemently and earnestly desiered. 164a K.
Carpenter Experience 11. iii. 141 Doe you think bis heart
is not vehemently prompted to Deitie his saint'.'' 1682

Burnkt Rights Princes H. 36 That they did vehemently,
and out of all measure aspire to that Chair. Ibid. iv. 112
Against this, the Zeal of some Bishops appeared vehemently.

1753-4 Richardson Grandison IV. vii. 54 For a week to-

gether she was vehemently intent upon visiting England.
1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. viii. 277 It requnes a
high degree of improbability to prevent the greater part of

mankind from believing what they vehemently wish.

3. With violence or impetuosity.

1538 Elyot, Per/to, to blowe vehemently or strongly.

a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 312
Ane blast of eistrene winde. .raissit the flame of fyre sa

wehementlie that it blew wpoun the freii : iat atcussit him.

1611 Bible Luke vi. 48 When the flood arose, the streame
beat vehemently vpomthat house. 1666 in >'erney Mem.
(1907) II. 257 The fire broke out vehemently again last

night, a 1796 Waterhouse in Morse Amer. Gcog. I, 500
We see the mineral water boiling vehemently like a pot

over the fire. 1821 W. Irving Sketch Bk, I. 57 He was
observed to smoke his pipe vehemently.

Vehenientness. [f. as prec] =Vehemknce.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 111. 280 The same ought

to be asked with no lesse feruentnes and vehementnesse
of desire. 1571 Goldinc; Calvin on Ps. iv. 2 Both the

vehementnesse of his grefe, & the earnestnesse of his pray-

ing. 1600 Surflet Countrie Farme 111. lxxxiv. 625 Tainted
with some ill smell . . gotten through the vehementnes of the

fire. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. <y Ab. Physic 99 The blame is

iinpos'd on the too vehementness of the Disease, when the

Doctor is often more in fault.

Vehicle (v/'ikM, vMukl), sb. Also 7 vehickle.

[ad. F. vehicule ( = Sp. and Pg. vehiath, It. veicuto,

veicolo) or L. vehnttiuni, f. ventre to carry.

On the pronunciation see the note to Vehemence.)

I. 1. A substance, esp. a liquid, serving as a

means for the readier application or use of another

substance mixed with it or dissolved in it : a. Med.

A medium of a suitable kind in which strong or

unpalatable drugs or medicines are administered.

x6is Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 303 Let all your

Vehicles for your Medicines, .be soft and pleasing to your

Patients. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz* Surg. in. xix. 281 Let him
have of the same pill in a convenient vehicle, of four grains.

1689 G. Harvey Curing Dt's. by Expect, v. 34, I seldom

give less than half a spoonful,, .diluted with a sufficient

measure ofa temperate Vehicle. 1733 Cheyne Ene, Malady
11. iv. §4 (»734) 148 Mineral Chalybeat Waters.. are the
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most agreeable and beneficial Vehicle for such Medicines.

1771 Percival Ess. (1777) I. 72 A sufficient dose of the

medicine cannot be given on account of the heating nature

of its vehicle. 1816 A. C. Hutchison Pract. Obs. Surg.
(1826) 169 The Doctor, .exhibited to him an ounce of castor-

oil, uncovered by any vehicle. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap.

(1879)31 The dried petals.. are almost destitute of thera-

peutic virtues, but their preparations are used as elegant

vehicles.

fig. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. (1848) 19 Both these pleasing

Vehicles, if I may so call them, and Correctives of Reproofs

[etc.]. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 87 P 3 With what

vehicles to disguise the catharticks of the soul. 1755 11.

Walpole Lett. (1846) III. 181 The invasion. . I really believe

was dressed up for a vehicle (as the apothecaries call it) to

make us swallow the treaties. 1844 Wardlaw Prov, (1869)

II. 102 If we have a bitter, .medicine to administer, we are

desirous, .to convey "it in a pleasant vehicle.

h. In general use.

1699 Evelyn Acetaria (1729) 149 There ought to be one

of the Dishes, in which to beat and mingle the liquid

Vehicles, and a second to receive the crude Herbs in. 1725

Fam. Diet. s.v. Malt-Ltquor, The Substance of high dry'd

Malts, which retain many fiery Particles in their Contexture,

and are therefore best lost in a smooth Vehicle. 1831 J.

Davies Mat. Med. 376 It is. .soluble, .in more than 2000 of

cold water, and 9000 of this vehicle when boiling. 1901

Brit. Med. Jml. No. 2097. 39 When the crusts [of eczema]

form, acid, salicyl,, in a vehicle of olive oil, is useful.

c. Painting. A fluid (as water, oil, etc.) with

which pigments are mixed for use.

1787 Trans. Soc. ArtsV. 103 The well known disadvan-
tages that Paintings in Oil lie under, have rendered the
discovery of some other Vehicle an object of attentive

enquiry. 1807 J. Opie in Led. Art iv. (1848) 320 Colours.

.

little muddled by vehicles. 1859 Gullick & TlMBS Paint.
202 The term ' vehicle ', which is borrowed from pharmacy,
is applied in art to the fluid employed to bring pigments
into a proper working state. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop
Receipts Ser. n. 427/1 A perfect vehicle mixes readily with
the pigment.

2. That which serves as a means of transmission,

or as a material embodiment or manifestation, of

something : a. With reference to matter or physical

conditions,

1650 Bulwer Anthropojuet. 117 Drink may not be only
esteemed the Vehicle of aliment. 1683 Tryon Way to
Health 265 To cleanse and purifie those grosser Excre-
ments, the Vehickle.i (or Lodgings) of malignant Spirits.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. ii, As fa, la, la, ra, da, &c. are
in music, only as the vehicles of sound, and without any
fixed ideas. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xxvii.

22i If the water be in reality the vehicle of this disease.

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chcm. (1814I 239 Water, as it is

the vehicle of the nourishment of the plant, is the substance
principally given off by the leaves. 1841 Myers Cath. Th.
in. § 14. 52 There is a considerable portion of all natural
food, .serving rather for the vehicle than for the substance
of our support, 1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. i. (1879) 3
That more advanced Philosophy of the present day, which
regards Matter merely as the vehicle of Force.

b. In other contexts.

1786 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 8 Aug., To receive a favour
through the vehicle of insolent ostentation—no ! no ! 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 297 They viewed the tea as a vehicle
of an unconstitutional tax. 1870 Dale Week-day Scrm. ii.

51 Making the very form of Christian forgiveness the vehicle
of revenge. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. IV. lix. 183 It is..

possible to feel gratitude even where we discern a mistake
that may have been injurious, the vehicle of the mistake
being an affectionate intention prosecuted through a lifetime
of kindly offices.

e. A substance employed as a material in or on
which some work is executed.
1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. 1. i. § 58 The more extended use

of paper as the vehicle of writing instead of parchment.
1850 Mrs. Jameson_ Leg. Monast. Ord. 441 The whole
[picture] has been significantly described as a ' parody of
Divine love'. The vehicle, white marble,— its place in a
Christian church,—enhance all its vileness.

3. A means or medium by which ideas or im-
pressions are communicated or made known ; a
medium of expression or utterance.
a 1652 J. Smith Sei. Disc. iv. 123 A spiritual kind of

vehicle, whereby corporeal impressions are transferred to
the mind. 1709 T. Robinson Vindic. Mosaick Syst. Introd.
7 Philosophical Mythology.. a more agreeable Vehicle,
found out for the conveying to us the Truth and Reason of
Things. 1762 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 347
It might not be improper to contradict it by some vehicle
of the publick papers. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xii. II. 138
But a metrical vehicle did not so well suit Zeno's dialectic
genius. 1887 Saintsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. x. (1890) 378
Quarles was a kind of journalist to whom the vehicle of
verse came more easily than the vehicle of prose.

b. Const, of.

1687 Dryden Hind fy P. in. 106 And alms are but the
vehicles of pray'r. 1688 J. H. Stevenson Mr. Bays
Pref. A 2, Rhyme (which he very Judiciously somewhere
calls the Vehicle of Nonsense). 1751 Johnson Rambler

_ No. 121 F 14^ Allegory is perhaps one of the most pleasing
vehicles of instruction. 1781 Cowper Charity 625 Did
charity prevail, the press would prove A vehicle of virtue,
truth, and love. 1822 Hazlitt Table-T. Ser. 11. xv. (1869)
305 Music is not made the vehicle of poetry, but poetry of
music. 1856 Merivale Rom. Emp. xxii. (1S65) III. 40 In
the common intercourse of life Greek became a fashionable
vehicle of expression. 1885 Ci.onn Myths <$ Dr. 1. iv. 77
The myths . . yielded themselves with ease as vehicles of new
ideas.

o. Const, to or for.

1722 WollAston Relig. Nature v. 123 Words seem to be
as it were bodies or vehicles to the sense or meaning.
I 7S3"4 Richardson Grandison I. xii. 67 You consider skill

in Languages then as a Vehicle to Knowledge—Not I pre-

sume as Science itself. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xii. (1839)
II. 141 It is extremely doubtful how far they were ever used

as a vehicle for the exposition of theological doctrines differ,

ing from the popular creed. C1850 KiNGSLEY^/7'ftr. (i860) I.

385 Which makes it. .afar better vehicle., for many forms of

thought. 1877 Dowden Shaks. Primer \v, 45 In the same
play, rhyme is often employed as a vehicle for generalising

reflections.

4. The form, the material or other shape, in which

something spiritual is embodied or manifested.

Freq. C1650-1700, esp. of the body in relation to the soul

or spirit.

a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. v. 176 The spiritual vehicle of

the soul,.. a kind of umbra or aerial mantle in which the

soul wraps herself. 1670 Moral State England 121 When
our souls are divested of their grosser vehicles. 1699 Burnet
39 Art. i. iS God being considered as the Supreme Light,

this might lead men to worship the Sun as his chief Vehicle.

1756 T. Amory J. Buncle iv. (1770) 288 My friend is now
present with his Saviour, beholding his glory, in a vehicle

resembling the body of the Lord. 1773 Cook's Voy. (1784)

II. hi. ix. 164 They speak of spirits being.. not totally

divested of those passions which actuated them when com-
bined with material vehicles. 1836 I. Taylor Phys. The.

Another Life L (1847) 19 There is a spiritual body and
another vehicle of human nature as well as a natural body.

II. 5. A material means, channel, or instrument,

by which a substance or some property of matter

(as sound or heat) is conveyed or transmitted from

one point to another.

1615 H. Crooke Body ofMan 80 The vmbilicall veine. .is

the first of all the veines, . .because it is the vehicle or con-
tieigher of blood. i66o15oylkNew Exp. Phys. Afech. xvii. 120

If I thought your Lordship could ..imagine that Light could
be convey'd without . . having (if I may so speak) a Body for

its Vehicle. 1707 Cur, in Husb. <y Card, 39 He had ob-

serv'd.. Pores or little Channels in., the Wood of different

Trees...Some of these little Vehicles of Communication go
from the bottom upwards. Ibid. 49 Fibres and little Vehicles
that are in the Bodies of Plants. 1776 BuRNBY Hist. Music
(1789) I, 433 Pythagoras supposed the air to be the vehicle
of sound. 1803 Imisoti's Sci. <y Art (1822) L 227 Air is the

usual vehicle of Sound, but it is not absolutely essential.

1861 Buckle Civiliz. II. 499 The vapour, .becomes another
storehouse of heat, and a vehicle by which it is removed
from the earth.

trans/. 1783 Bl'RKE Rep. Affairs 0/ India Wks. 1842 II.

18 Finding a great parliamentary corporation turned into a
vehicle for remitting to England the private fortunes of
those [etc,].

6. A means of conveyance provided with wheels

or runners and used for the carriage of persons or

goods ; a carriage, cart, wagon, sledge, or similar

contrivance.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vehicle, a Cart, Wain, Wagon, or
Chariot. 1700 Collier 2nd Def. Short View 56 You may
take it in a Cart, or a Waggon, but . . I think a Wheelbarrow
may do ; for the word Vehicle . . will carry that sense. 1709
Tatler No. 32 P 2 She calls her Chariot, Vehicle. 1749
Byrom Rem. (1857)11. 486, I went with Mr. Freke, who had
his vehicle there, to the King's Chapel. 1784 Johnson in

Boswell 17 Nov., I staid at Oxford till Tuesday, and then
came in the common vehicle easily to London. 1829 Lytton
/^(7zc«^28TherumbIingand jolting vehicle stopped at the
door of a tavern in Holborn. 1856 Kane Arctic Explor. I.

x. 113 The shortest, directly fastened to the sledge runner,

as a means of guiding or suddenly arresting and turning the

vehicle. 1871 Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 327 The direct

effects of superior means of communication have been to

create a better class of vehicles.

Comb. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1831) I. 493 Such a pecu-
liar species of insanity as vehicle-madness must have been
pointed at by everybody. 1843 Zoologist I. 36 Several
vehicle-drivers tried to cut it down. 1890 Daily News 10

Dec. 3/6 The National Coach and Van Trade Union, which
comprised the whole of the workers in the vehicle-building

trades.

7. Any means of carriage, conveyance, or trans-

port ; a receptacle in which anything is placed in

order to be moved.
1678 Butler Hud. m. i. 1572 The Spirit hors'd him like a

Sack, Upon the Vehicle, his Back. 1692 Bentley Boyle
Lect. 220 Unless the aithereal matter be supposed to be
carried about the sun like a vortex or whirlpool, as a vehicle

to convey it and the rest of the planets. 1728 Morgan Hist.
Algiers I. ii. 21 The Sunbeams are so fierce and scorching,
that all the Water would, infallibly, be exhal'd thro' the
Pores of those leathern Vehicles. 1774 Bryant Mythot. II.

407 It was a cup. .in which Hercules passed the seas ; and
the same history is given of Helius, who was said to have
traversed the ocean in the same vehicle. 1812 Ann. Reg.,
Chron. 120 The balloon descended.. .On a sudden, his crazy
vehicle struck upon the roof of a bouse. 18x5 Ibid. 4 His
three sons fatally committed themselves to this treacherous
vehicle [sc. a boat], in order to shoot wild-fowl. 1841 Peter
Parleys Ann. II. 250 The show-woman now procured a
lamp; and, fixing it in a proper vehicle, gradually lowered
it to the bottom of the well.

Vehicle (vrik'l, vrh-), v. [f.prec] trans. To
place or convey in a vehicle. Chiefly in pa. pple.
a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 28 There

the Babe's Soul is vehicled, said he; God must with per-
fect Man united be. 1717 Kenton Poems (1790) 38 When
vehicled in flame, thou slow didst pass Prone through the
gates of night. 1732 M.Gheen Grotto Wks. (1790) 251 O..
guard us through polemic life; Krom poison vehicled in
praise. 1905 Salmond Relig. Quest. France iii. 33 Helping
to vehicle to heaven the praises of ransomed souls.

Vehicled, a. [f. as prec] Covered with,
occupied by, vehicles.

1894 Cornh. Mag. July 67 Joe's attempt to cross a thickly
vehicled road was immethodical.

Vehicula, pi. of Vehiculum.
Vehicular (vzhi-ki;?laj, a. Also 7 -are. ("ad.

late L. vehicular-is, f. vehicul-um Vehicle sb.]

1. Of or pertaining to, associated or connected
with, a (wheeled) vehicle.

1616 Chapman Homer's Hymn Venus, Charriots and all

the frames vehiculare. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Vehicular,
pertaining to any instrument or engine of carriage. 1754
Fielding Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 12 By making use of
a vehicular story, to wheel in among them worse manners
than their own. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, i, The Insides and
Outsides, to use the appropriate vehicular phrases. 1847 L.
Hunt Men, Women, a> B. I. ii. 12 Coachmen and cabmen,
and conductors, and horses, and all the exterior phenomena
of things vehicular, i860 G. Meredith Evan Harrington
x, I heard your welcome vehicular music.

fig. 1885 Cent. Mag. XXIX. 510 The poet's walk, talk,

bearing, and intellect, are illustrated by a series of images,
and in a style so vehicular as to deserve unusual praise.

b. Made, performed, or carried on, by means of

a vehicle or vehicles.

1742 Kielding J. Andrews 111. xii, In bis heart he pre-
ferred the pedestrian even to the vehicular expedition. 1816
Scott Antiq. xxxvi, It is the vehicular, not the equestrian
exercise, which he envies. 1854 Lowell Jml. Italy Prose
Wks. 1890 I. 130, I am quite sure that he believes, .the Pre-
Adamites were, .incapable of any but vehicular progression.

1879 Daily News 26 Dec. 5/2 Vehicular traffic was almost
entirely suspended.

c. Of the nature of, serving as, a vehicle.

1807 Byron Let. to Miss Pigot Aug., Places inaccessible

to vehicular conveyances. 1844 Emerson Ess., Poet, All
language is vehicular and transitive, and is good, .for con-
veyance, not as farms and houses are, for homestead. 1871
Lytton Coming Race xiv, They prefer their wings, for

travel,, .to vehicular conveyances.

f 2. Invested with a vehicle or special form
;

embodied. Obs.
1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 29 That every Grove, Grot

and Stream has its tutelar and vehicular Deity, a 1774
Tucker Lt. Nat. II. xxi. 47 We may gather that the
rational soul is compleatly formed, .before entrance into the
human body, and that the fashion and lineaments it after-

wards takes.. are not necessary for iis subsistence in the
vehicular state. Ibid. xxvi. 140 To behold the wonders of
the vehicular state, and boundless glories of the mundane
soul.

Hence Vehixularly adv.
1882 Sala Amer. Revis. x. 130/1 Pullman the beneficent

did not fail.. to be vehicularly manifest on the train which
conveyed us from Washington to Philadelphia,

Vehi'culary, a. raw1
, [ad. late L. vehiculari-

11s.] = Vehicular a. 1 c.

1835 J. Knowles Diet., Litter^ a kind of vehiculary bed.

Vehiculate, v. rare. [f. L. vehicul-um Ve-
hicle sb. : see -ate 3,] a. trans. To carry or

convey in, or as in, a vehicle. In quots. Jig. b.

intr. To travel, to ride or drive, in a vehicle.

1660 Waterhouse Arms # Arm. 27 Giving. .a document
to mortal menageries, which are then only vehiculated to

their central point. Ibid. 195 Kor this courage which
vehiculates his attempts, and occasions his glory, is God's
royal donative. 1843 Carlyle Past <$- P?es. 11. i, The
vehicle for truth, or fact of some sort,—which surely a man
should first try various other ways of vehiculating, and
conveying safe.

Vehiculated, ///. a. rare 1
. [Cf. prec]

Invested with form; embodied.
a 1727 J. Reynolds View 0/ Death (1735) 89 There may

be vehiculated Spirits, of very different orders.

Vehicula tion. [f. as Vehiculate v. : see

-ATION, and cf. med.L. vehiculatio.] Conveyance
by means ofa vehicle or vehicles ; vehicular activity

or traffic.

1834 Gen. P.Thompson Exerc. (1842) HI- 148 By a sort of

parallel to the Game Laws, certain modes of vebiculation

were to be peculiar to the magnificos. 1851 Carlyle in New
Review Dec. (1891) 482 Boulevards yry stirring, airy, loco-

motive to a fair degree, but the vebiculation very light, 1866
— E. Irving in Remin. (1881) II. 212 The New Road with

its lively traffic and vehiculation. 1895 Daily Chron. 12

Nov. 4/4 We know of nothing more handsome or inviting in

the literature of vehiculation.

Vehiculatory, a. [f. as prec. : see -orv K]
Of the nature of, pertaining or relating to, vehicles.

1851 Carlyle Sterling 1. viii, He would accumulate.,

logical swim-bladders, . . and other precautionary and vehicu-

latory gear, for setting out. 1865— Fredk.Gt. xix. v. (1872)

VIII. 177 To cart from Bohemia such a cipher of human ra-

tions daily . . will surpass all the vehiculatory power of Daun.

tVehicule. Obs.' 1 [a. F. vtfhtcu/c or ad. L.

vehiculum : see next.] = Vehicle sb. 1.

1541 Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 H ij b, Of theyr sodayne

passynge as a vehicule, with y' there is hunny it noyeth nat

the vlcere.

II
Vehiculum. Now rare or Obs. PI. vehi-

cula ; also 7 -aes. [L. : see Vehicle sb.]

1. = Vehicle sb. 1. Alsofig. and trans/.

1624 Bedell Lett. x. 143 Here is.. some truth mingled

among, to giue the better grace, and to be as it were the

Vehiculum of a lie. 1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius 1. vii. 33

The Dose is one dram in any proper Liquor or Vehiculum

to swallow it down with. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst
'

1. 1.

§ 8. 12 We doubt not but to make a Sovereign Antidote

against Atheism, out ofthat very Philosophy, which so many

have used as a Vehiculum to convey this Poyson of Atheism

by. 1787 Maty tr. Riesbeck's Trav. Germ. III. 76 Burgundy

is the standing vehiculum of green pease.

2. = Vehicle sb. 6. In quots. fig.

1633 Prynne \st Ft. Hislrio-m. 65 Unchast, Obscene, and

Amorous wordes, are but so many vehiculaes, to carrie men
on to Adulterous and Sinfull deedes. 1642 Howell Instr.

Forr. Trav. (Arb.) 59 Speech is the. .Ambassador of the

mind, and the Tongue the Vehiculum, the Chariot, which

tonveyeth..the notions of the Mind to Reasons Palace.

3. = Vehicle sb. 2.

1652 Ashmole Theat. Che/n. Annot. 451 She is the Planet

neerest the Earth, and appointed as it were the Vehiculum
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of all other heavenly Influences unto what is Sublunary.
1668 HOWS Bless. Righteous 325 Are not the exceeding
great and precious promises, the Vehicula, the conveigh-
ances of the Divine Nature ?

4. = Vehicle sb. 4.

1656 Stanley Hist, Pkilos. (1687) 189/1 Having imposed
each one his proper Star as a vehiculum. Ibid. 191/1 The
rest of the body they appointed as a vehiculum to serve this.

1794 R. J. Sulivan View Sat. IV. 15 Plato, .supposes, that
into the vehiculum of the soul.. is infused.. a particular
formative virtue, distinct, according to that star.

5. = Vehicle sb. 5.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. xvii. 44 The
wheyish. .exceeds the two excrementitious Cholers, by
reason of the Blood, whose vehiculum it was to be.

II Vehme (v^ms,
]|
b/ma). Hist. Also Fehm.

[a. older G. Vehme (now Fehme, Feme), MHG.
veme, veime judgement, punishment.] = next.

1829 Scott A nne o/G. xx, Go hence, . . and let the fear of
the Holy Vehme never pass from before thine eyes. 1838
Spark's Biogr., Eaton IX. 350 Individual opinions are
restrained by a tyranny as inexorable as that of the Holy
Vehme, the secret tribunal of the Middle Ages. 1879
Encycl. Brit. IX. 63/2 It was necessary that a candidate
for initiation into the Fehm.. should not be a party to any
process before a Fehmic court.

II Vehmgericht (v£'-m-, ||f>mg3rix T0. Hist.

Also Vehme-, Fehm-. [a. older G. Vehm-, now
Fehm-,, Femgericht (pi. -gerichte), f. prec. +gericht
court, tribunal.] A form of secret tribunal which
exercised great power in Westphalia from the end
of the 1 2th to the middle of the 16th century.
1829 Scott Anne o/G. xx, Men initiated and intrusted

with high authority by the Vehme-gericht, or tribunal of
the bounds. 1839 Longf. Hyperion 1. vi, Two Black
Knights, who pretended to be ambassadors from the Vehm-
Gericht. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 63/2 It was only with the
restoration of public order., that the influence of the Fehm*
gerichte gradually waned.
trans/. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xliv, 'Was Rebecca

guilty or not ? ' The Vehmgericht of the servants' hall had
pronounced against her, 1880 Edin. Rev. Jan. 143 The
horrors of the Karmathian, the detestable Vehmgericht of
the * Assassins ',. .all owe their origin to the schism of the
House of 'Ali.

Vehmic (v^'-mik, f^'mik), a. Also Vehm-
ique, Fehmic. [f. Yehm-e + -ic] Pertaining to,

connected with, the Vehmgericht.
1829 Scott Anne o/G. xx, Machinations for the destruc-

tion of the Vehmique institutions. Ibid., In the Vehmique
court all must be Vehmique. 1831 Ibid. Introd., The Vehmic
tribunals of Westphalia, a name so awful in men's ears dur-
ing many centuries, a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) I. 276
Invisible as a familiar or agent of the Vehmic association.

1879 [see Vehme]. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knotvl.
III. 2451/1 When the State became able to maintain its

laws, the Vehmic Court became superfluous.

Vehmist. [f. as prec. +-IST.] A member of

the Vehmgericht.
1841 Blackw. Mag. XLIX. 234 [They] thus, like the

Veh mists of Germany, pursued a faithless or refractory
member, even on the throne, with the steel and the cord.

Veht(en, southern ME. varr. Fight sb. and v.

Veiage, obs. var. Voyage sb. Veicht, obs. Sc.

f. Weight sb. Veid, obs. Sc. f. Weed.*-/;. Veie,
southern ME. var. Fay a. Veien, southern ME.
var. Fay v. 1 Veighor, var. Vetour (viewer) Obs.

Vei'gle, v. Now dial. [Aphetic f. Inveigle
v.] trans. To inveigle. Also absol.

174S Gent/. Mag. 161 Venus may veigle to the grove, To
taste the trifling sweets of love. X778 Foote Trip Calais
it. Wks. 1799 II. 345, I asked, if they had veigled one Miss
Minntkin into their clutches. 1887 T. Gibson Leg. <y Notes
Wesim. Gloss. 307 Veigle, to entice.

Veik, obs. Sc. form of Weak a.

Veil (v^l), sb.* Forms: a. 3 ueile, 4-5 (7)
veile, 5veylle, 5-7 veyle; 4-5, 7 veyl, 6 veyll,
veill (veil), 3-5, 7- veil. 0. 4 uayle, 4-5 vayl,
5-7 vayle, 5-8 vaile, vail (5 Sc. waile, wail), 6
vayel(l}e, 8 vaill. 7. 5 Sc. wale, val, 4, 6-7
vale. [a. AF. and ONF. veile (veil/e) or veil

(veyl), — OF. voile (voil/e) and voil :— L. vela (neut.

pi., taken as fern, sing.) and velum sail, curtain,

veil. Cf. F. voile m. (veil) and f. (sail), = Prov.
vel, It. and Sp. velo, Pg. veo. See also Vele.]

I. 1. A piece of linen or other material forming
part of the distinctive head-dress of a nun, and
worn so as to fall over the head and shoulders and
down each side of the face.

a 12J5 Ancr. R. 420 }if }e muwen beon wimpel-leas, beo<S
bi warme keppen and beruppon blake ueiles. c 1375 St,
Leg. Saints x. {Matthew) 422 Pe apostil bane . . bai madynnis
all blyssit, & gefe bam waile & pall. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) V. 33 He ordeynede bat a nonne. .schulde nou^t
handle be towayles of be awter, . .but sche schal bere a veile
on hire heed, r 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. viii. 1563 He gaf
biddynge to bairn ay pat bar wail war na tyme lewide, pan
bai sulde wer it on par hewide. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 200 Rympled liche a nunnys veylle. £1515
Cocke Lorelts B. 14 And many whyte nonnes with wbyte
vayles. C1S30 Crt. 0/ Love 1102 The nonnes, with vaile

and wimple plight. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie** Hist. Scot.

I. 228 Efttr her consecratione, haueng put on the Vale of her
Virginiticeftirthe consuetude of the kirke. x6io Holland
Camden's Brit. 699 Heina-.that put on the Vaile and reli-

gious habite of a Nunne. 163: Townrheno Albion's Tri-
vmpk 17 Religion, a woman in a short Surplusse of lawne
full gathered about the neck, and vnder it a garment of
watchet, with a short vale of siluer. 17*8 Chambers Cycl.
s.v., The Prelate before whom the Vows are made, blesses
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the Veil, and gives it to the Religious. 1753 Diary Blue
Nuns in Cath. Rer. Soc. Pub/. VIII. 126 June the ig,n

peggy Johnson received thevail of postulante from Mother
Abbess Agnes Howard. 18*5 Scott Talisman iv, Six [of

the females], who, from their black scapularies, and black
veils over their white garments, appeared to be professed
nuns of the order of Mount Carmel.

b. To take the veil, to become a nun ; to enter a
convent or nunnery. (See also quots. a 1700-56.)
Originally in sense 34 of the verb Take, but in later use

passing into sense 16 c.

c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 78 Thir maydens ware sent thaire

uayles to take Of that bisschope, ot whaim I spake. . .Thir
maydens come bifore the autere, And toke thaire uayles.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement) 661 Throw hyme be
wale has tan a cusing of domycyane. £1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vn. iii. 264 Hir systyr ban dame Cristyane Off religion

be wail had tane. 1526 Pi/gr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 262 b,

She had forsaken the workle and taken the holy veyle and
habyte of religion. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 395
Taking herself the Vale for opinion of holinesse. a 1700
Diary Blue Nuns in Cath, Rec. Soc. Publ, VIII. 15
Margarite Pigin came from England to be a lay sister and
took the litle vaile for religion. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in

Ci'ltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 259 It was the white vaill

she was to take, that is, she was to enter her noviscet, for

there is here no publick ceremony in takeing the black
vaill, and last vows, for that is done within the convent,
after a year's wearing the white. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffk
Rom. Forest iii, My father intended I should take the veil.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. Iii, She never took the veil, hut
lived and died in severe seclusion, and in the practice of the
Roman Catholic religion. 1867 Lady Herhfrt Cradle L.
iii. 103 Then it.. became a large and flourishing Convent,
the wife of Baldwin I having taken the veil there.

c. The veil, the life of a nun.
1812 Cary Dante, Parad. iv. 95 And thou mlghtst after

of Piccarda learn That Constance held affection to the veil.

1827 Hood Bianca's Dream 202 By twenty she had quite
renounced the veil. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, xiv, One who,
. .according to the laws of the Church, had a right to make
a choice between the world and the veil.

2. An article of attire consisting of a piece of thin

cloth, silk, or other light fabric, worn, especially by
women, over the head or face either as a part ot the

ordinary head-dress, or in order to conceal or pro-
tect the face ; now usually a piece of net or thin

gauzy material tied to the hat and completely
covering the face in order to protect it from the sun
or wind. Also in fig. context (quot. 1648).
a, ft. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3616 Dat folc on him [Moses] ne

mi^te sen Hut a veil wore hem bi-twen. 13.. Caw. <y Gr.
Knt. 958 pat ober wyth a gorger was gered ouer be swyre,
Chymbled ouer hir blake chyn with mylk-quyte vayles.

14.. Siege Jcrus. (E.E.T.S.) 15 £it is be visage in be vail,

as Veronyk hym bro^t. 1513 Douglas Mneid in. viii. 77
Our hedis befoir the altar we aray With valis brown, eftir

the Troiane gise. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 255 His
heare long downe to his shulders, .. with a vaile of silke
rowled abowte his head. 1564 Brie/ Exam. ****iiijh, A
Byshop that suffered a wydowe to syt without a vayle in

the Church among other wydowes. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 250 This same wise Tragxdian hringeth in

Agamemnon with a vaile before his eyes. 1648 Crashaw
Delights Muses Poems (1904) 146 How at the sight did'st

Thou draw back thine Eyes, Into thy modest veyle? 1688
Holme A rntoury in. 240/1 Gipsies. .in the Countrey for a
Vaile use some Durty Clout, having holes only for their

Eyes. 1718 Free-thinker No. 73. 125 She wore a white,
unspotted Vail. 1760—2 Goldsm. Cit. IV, cxviii, They were
covered from head to foot with long black veils. 1774
Pennant Tour Scot/, in 1772, 124 Over her face a veil, so
transparent as not to conceal. 1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt.
B/anc 17 We all put on our veils, as a protection from the
heat and light. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 139 The
women of the lower orders here [Antwerp] wear a veil,

resembling the Spanish mantilla. 1859 W. Collins Q. 0/
Hearts (1875) 20 A bright laughing face, prettily framed
round by a black veil, passed over the head, and tied under
the chin. 1900 J. G. Frazer Golden Bough (ed. 2) I. 313
Amongst the Touaregs. .the veil is never put off, not even
in eating or sleeping.

trans/. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. iv. 200 A Peacock.,
spreads round the rich pride of his pompous vail.

y. 1580-3 Greene Mamil/ia Wks. (Grosart) II. 112 Where
eyther the person or place should haue neede of a vale for

Sunne burning. 1621 Quarles Hadassa Wks. (Grosart) II.

60/1 Haman went home and mourn'd, (His visage muffled
in a mournfull vale).

fb. A loin-cloth. Obsr1

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 187 A small vaile ouer their

priuities.

o. Eccl. = Humeral veil, Humeral a. 2. (Cf.

also Offertory 5.)
1782 [see 4], 1905 Ck. Times 3 Feb. 136 The Offertory

veil is worn on the shoulders like a broad scarf, the pendant
ends being gathered up in the hands for holding and cover.
ing the sacred vessels.

3. A piece of cloth or other material serving as a
curtain or hanging: a. Jewish Antiq. The piece

of precious cloth separating the sanctuary from the

body of the Temple or the Tabernacle.
11300 Cursor M. 16762 + 85 Dede men risen out of J>er

graue, pe temple vayl clef In twoo. 13.. Gosp. Nicod. 660
pe son wex dim ful sone, pe vail rate in be kirk. 1382
Wvclif Exod. xxvi. 33 The veyle forsothe be it sett yn bi

cercles, with ynne the whiche thou shalt put the arke of testy-
monye, 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 1747 In be temple \>c

veil was kut on two. 1528 Mork Dya/<\gue in. Wks. 246/1
Y* veyle of the temple is broken asunder y* diuided among
>•• Jewes. x535Covehdai.e 2 Chron. iii. 14 He madea vayle
also of yalow sylke, scarlet, purple and lynenworke, and
made Cherubins theron. 1611 Bible i Mace, i. 22 Antiochus
..entred proudly into the sanctuarie, and tooke away.. the
vaile. 1737 Whiston tr. Josephus, Antiq. 111. vii. § 7 The
vails, too, which were composed of four things, they declared

VEIL.

I the four elements. 1782 J. Brown Nat. -y Revealed Reiig.
I

iv. iii, 363 While he expired, an earthquake rent the rocks,
and the vail of the temple. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 186/2
The inner sanctuary was separated from the holy place by
a rich curtain or veil.

. Ag' '38a Wycmf Heb. x. 20 Bi a veyl, or keucring, that
is to seye, his fleisch. 1526 Tindale Heb. x. 20 Through the
vayle, that is to saye by his flesshe. 1642 Rogers Naaman
Ep. Ded. a 2, We are comccvcn to the Holy of Holies,
through his flesh that bath broken downe the vaile of
seperation.

b. Eccl. The curtain hung between the altar and
the choir, esp. during Lent. Now Hist.
1427-8 Rec. St. Mary at //ill (1005) 66 Kor makyng of iiij

polesis of bras & iron werk and lede bat serued for >e
vayl. ,11450 Mirk's Festial 126 pe vayle (-at ha|?e be
drawen all be Lenton bytwene be auter and )>c qwere. 1505
.Ice. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 294 For xxvij elne Bertane
. laith, to be the vail in the chapel of Halyrudhons agane
Lenterane. 1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Veyle for the church in
lent, custode. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 67 That
day the vayelle was hongyd [up] benethe the steppes. Ibid.
6q The xxviij. day after was Ester evyne, and then was the
tabulle remevyd, and sette benethe at the vayele northc and
sowthe. 1877 J. I). Chambers Div. Worship 04 A larce
Curtain or Veil should be suspended in the Presbytery
between the Choir and Altar.

C. Used fig. or allusively in various prepositional
phrases, as behind, beyond, or -within the veil,

chiefly after Heb. vi. 19 in Tindale's (1526) and
later versions of the Hiblc ; now commonly with
reference to the next world.
1528 Tin-dale Obed. Chr, <\/an 91 b, Christe hath brought

ys al! in into the inner temple within the vayle or forehang-
inge, and vnto the mercy stole of God. 1722 Wofiaston
Re/ig. Nat. ix. 1S0T0 participate of the mysteries of love
with modesty, as within a veil or sacred inclosure, not with
a canine impudence, 1850 Trnnyson /n Mem. |vi, What
hope of answer, or redress? Behind the veil, behind the veil.

1859 E. FitzGerald Omar xlvii, When You and I behind
the Veil are pa-^t. 1877 A. J. Ross Mem, A/ex. Ewing
xxx. 521 In March, 1870, Thomas Er.skine passed on within
the veil.

t d. A curtain or awning 'cf. quots.% Obs.
i78:GinnOM Dec/. $ F, xxi. (1787) II. 277 The master of the

.offices stood before the veil or curtain ot the sacred apart-
ment. 1790 Bystander 33 To prevent inconvenience from
the heat of the sun, they extended veils., by means of cords
attached to the extremity of the building.

4. A piece of silk or other material used as a
covering, spec. {Eccl.) to drape a crucifix, image,
picture, etc., esp. during Lent, or to cover the
chalice.
(a) 1399 Mem. Rifion (Surtees) III. 129 In salario Juhannis

Payntour pictantis j magnum vale ad cooperiendum ciucem
stantem infra corpus ecclesia; in Quadragesima. 1501 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 64 For xliiij elne iynnyn claith,
that wes antependis and vales in the Kirk of Striveh'n. 1570
B. Googe Pop. Kingd. 1. 11 One vp a Iofte the patten
holdes, enclosde in silken vayle. 1728 Chambers Cyc/. s.v.,

In the Romish Churches, in time of Lent, they have Veils,
or large Curtains over the Altar, Crucifix, Images of the
Saints, &c. 1782 in J. H. Harting Hist. Sardinian Chape/

1 (1905) 25 Burse and veil for the chalice, veils for Benediction
and the desk. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 427
There was a similar veil used also for covering over the

I Sepulchre on Good Friday.
(/) 1781 Gibbom Dec/, fy F. xxx. (1787) II. 151 He.. respect-

fully unfolded the silken veil which covered the haughty
epistle of his sovereign.

5.yf^. Something which conceals, covers, or hides;
a disguising or obscuring medium or influence ; a

t cloak or mask. (Common in the 19th c.)

a. Of immaterial things, f C'nder veil
t

sur-

reptitiously.

1382 Wvclif 2 Cor. iii. 15 But til in to this day, whanne
Moyses is radd, the veyl is putt vpon her hertis.

j

1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy iv. 4542 Daunz Anthenor, and
Pollydamas, pat han contreued amonge hem outierly, And

!

vnder veil concelyd secrely, jiffe [etc.]. 15^7 Hooker Ecc/.
1 Po/.y. Iv. §8 Till that humilitie which had bene before as

a vaile to hide and conceale maiestie were la d aside. i6iz
Bible Trans/. Pre/ r 17 Hee remoueth the scales from our
eyes, the vaile from our hearts. 1619 Sir H. Wotton in
£*£• $ Germ. (Camden) 51, I have likewise a zeale to the
cause, which I hope wilbe some vaile to myne other infirmi-
ties. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Communicant i. iv. 90 For

j

Christ in the Sacrament is Christ under a vail, a 1735
Lansdowne Progr. Beauty 242 Hide with a vail those

!

griefs that none can paint. 1783 W. Thomson Watson's
Philip III, vi. (1839) 337 His indulgence to the reformed

I

religion covered the violence of his usurpations with a
!

specious veil. 1820 Shelley Naples 93 From Nature's
I inmost shrine, Strip every impious gawd, rend Error veil

!
by veil. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 1006 The

1

thickest veil covers the whole of these processes; and so far

,
have philosophers hitherto been from removing this veil,

that they have not even been able to approach it. 1808

'Mkrriman' Roden's Corner xvii. 182 Tearing aside the

I veils behind which human hearts have slept through many
years.

b. Const. (7/"(with defining term).

1382 Wyclif IVisd. xvii. 3 Bi the derc veil of folding
thei ben scatered, . .and with-.myche w[o]ndring disturbid.

<zi475 »n Contin. Brut 601 Thou, shewyng there a face

,
ful benygne, Vndyr a veyle of fals decepcioun. i$43"4 Act

I 35 Hen. VI//
t

c. 1 The vaile of darcknes of the vsurped

I

power. .of the see and bishoppes of Rome. 1598 Shaks.

Merry W. in. ii. 42, I wilL.plucke the borrowed vaile of

I

modestie from the so-seeming MisL Page, a 1639 W.
^ Whatelev Prototypes 1. xi. (1640) 00 To use the mantle or
' veile of love to cover a multitude of sinncs. 1681 Wvndham
Nine's Concea/ment 86 Striving to cover her trouble with

the vail of chearfulness. 1719 Voung Busiris it. i, That
chastity of look, which seems to hang A vail of purest light

I

o'er all her beauties. 1769 Robertson Ckas. V, \\\\. III. 77
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Under whatever veil of artifice or secrecy the Emperor still

affected to conceal his designs. 18*3 Scott Quentin D.

viii, Qualities which were visible even through the veil of

extreme dejection, with which his natural character was.

.

obscured. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 150 [HeJ

dropped the veil of Mahratta diplomacy, and gave utterance

to his opinions. i88j J. Hatton Journalistic London ix.

162 If the veil of anonymity were completely raised, other

. . names would appear in the list.

c. Of material substances, the clouds, etc. With

of or other defining addition.

1598 Florio, F^/^.-tlie mortal vaile, manscarkas or body.

16m Milton Hymn Nativ. ii, She woo's the. .Air To hide

h^r guilty front with innocent Snow, And on her naked

shame.. The Saintly Vail of Maiden white to throw.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche x. cccxx, He who in his Bodie's

vail till now The Rays of his Divinity hath hid. 1663 Bp.

Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xvii, Between us and the invisible

World there is a gross cloud and vail of flesh which inter-

poses, a 1708 Beveridge Priv. Th. 1. (1730) 1, I am sure,

within this Veil of Flesh there dwells a Soul. x8i6 J.

Wilson City ofPlague 11. iii. 45 When the veil Of mist was

drawn aside, there hung the sun. ^1853 Kincsley Misc.

(1860) I. 44 Fifty years of ruin would suffice to wrap them

in a leafy veil. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton ix. 121 A great

veil of rain stretches from the sky to the earth.

d. Similarly without specific qualification.

1604 E. GfRiMSTONF] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies III. xxi. 188

They do vsually see as it were two heavens, one cleere and
bright absve, and the other ob>cure, and as it were a graie

vaile spread vnderneath. (11652 Brome Queenes Exch. II. i,

Imagine now you see break through a Vail Amidst those

Stars... The bright Cynthia in her full of Lustre. 1784

Cowper Task iv. 332 The green And tender blade.. Escapes

unhurt beneath so warm a veil, 1813 Scott Trterm. 111.

xxxvii, Such soften'd shade the hill receives, Her purple

veil when twilight leaves Upon its western swell. 1897
Mary Kingsley W. Africa 129 The climbing plants.. form
great veils and curtains between and over the trees.

e. To draw or throw (also cast) a veil over, to

hide or conceal, to refrain from discussing or dealing

with, to hush up or keep from public knowledge.

Also without const.

{a) 1701 De Foe True-born En*. I. 90 Satyr, be kind ! and
draw a silent Veil ! Thy native England's vices to conceal.

1744 in totk Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. I. 211, I

wished from my Soul that I could draw a Veil over Vice- I

Admiral Lestock's Conduct in the late Skirmish. 1808 Med.
yml. XIX. 55 As far as regards their private characters, it

may ..be the duty of those who are ' liable to other imperfec-

tions ', to draw a veil over them. 1858 Greener Gunnery 351
There wasevidence of proceedings having been enacted over

which I would rather draw a veil.

(b) 1711 Addison Sped. No. 169 r 12 The ill-natured Man
j

. .exposes those Failings, .which the other would casta Veil

over. i8o5 Surr Winter in Lond. II. ior His faithful
!

attachment to the family caused him to throw a veil over

suspicions that the rest of the world will for ever indulge.

1823 Lamb Elia 11. Barbara S— , I must throw a veil over

some mortifying circumstances. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel
(1876) 545 It throws a veil over the grossness of its error.

1875 fowETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 109 He throws a veil of

mystery over the origin of the decline.

6. a. A slight tinge or colouring. rare~x
.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep, it. i. 40 As for colour,

although Crystal! in his pellucid body seems to have none
at all, yet in its reduction into powder, it hath a vaile and
shadow of blew.

b. A/us. A slight obscuration or want of clear-

ness in the voice. (Cf. Veiled///, a. 3 b.)

1884 Grove's Diet. Music IV. 235 Let no student of sing-

ing endeavour to cultivate a veil because some great singers

have had it naturally. A superinduced veil means a ruined
voice.

o. Photogr. An obscure or veiled appearance.
1893 Hodges Elem. Photogr. 132 The clear portions of the

negatives should remain unclouded and free from veil or

fog until the last.

7. In various specific uses : A veil-like membrane,
membranous appendage or part, serving as a cover

or screen ; a velum : (see quots.).

a. Bot. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. ii. (1765)4 Calyptra, a
Veil, in Mosses. X796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III.

811 Polytr[ichum] striatum.. .The veils appear in winter,

and the capsules in Feb. 1822-7 Good Stud. Med. (1829) I.

248 For the most part the smell of these [mushrooms] is

virulent, and they are covered with a calyptre or veil. 1832
Lisdlev Introd. Hot, 208 The velum, or veil [in fungi], is a
horizontal membrane, connecting the margin of the pileus

with the stipes. 1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomyeetes Gloss.,

Veil, a partial covering of the cup ; a membranaceous,
fibrous, or granulose coating stretching over the mouth of

the cup, soon breaking up into fragments.

b. Anat. 1829 Cooper Goods Stud. Med. I. 599 Certain
phenomena, which occasionally show themselves in the
glottis, larynx, and even in the pendulous veil of the palate.

1854 Bushman in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 140 This
expulsion of water is produced by means of a peculiar
arrangement of the veil of the palate. 1859 Mayne Expos.
Lex. s.v. Velum.
C. Zool. 1810 Encycl. Br/'t.(ed. 4) VIII. 190/2 When young

it [the larva] is covered with a veil of black silk. 1834
M cMurtrie Cuvier's Anint. Kingd. 258 A membranous
veil on the mouth supplies the want of tentacula. 1861 J. R.
Greene Man. Ant'm. Kingd.. Client. 36 Around the margin
of the nectosac, the wall of the nectocalyx is produced in-

wards, forming a shelf-like membrane, or ' veil .

8. dial. =s Caul sb. 1 5.

1879- in dial, glossaries, etc. (N. Cy., Yks., Chesh., Shrops.,

and U.S.).

9. attrib. and Comb., as (in senses 3 b ami 4)

veil-cloth, -rope, (in sense 2) veil (head)-dress,

-maker, net ; also veil-hid adj.

1424 Mem. Rifion (Surtees) III. 151 Pro. .ij tenterapes et

i veylrape cum j corda. X551-3 /«• Church Goods in Ann.

Lichfield (1863) IV. 24 Item, .. iij clothes to hang afore

80

thalters, ix towelles, a veil clothe. i6ix Florio, Velaro,

a vaile or sipres maker. 1813 Hrewer Beauties Eng, fy

Wales XII. 11. ii. 146 A woman in a veil head-dress. 1826

W. Elliott The Nun 41 A veil-hid sister beckons at the

door. 1876 Edersheim Jewish Life Days Christ xiii. 217

The veil-dress was a kind of mantilla, thrown gracefully

about the whole person, and covering the head. 1888 Daily

Ntnus 3 Dec. 2/7 Veil nets continue in steady request. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 3/2 The milliner must watch the

coiffeur, the veil-maker the milliner.

II. +10. A sail. Obs.-1

C 1430 Pilgr* Lyf Manhode iv. xxviii. (1869) 191 Aboue
was pc mast of be ship dressed wher vpon heeng be seyl

ystreight, whiche oober weys is cleped veyl.

f Veil, sb. 2 Obs. Also 4 veille, 5 veyle. [a.

OF. veille-.—L. vigilia waking, watching.] A
watcher or watchman.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 223 Sleube for serwe fel doun

i-swowene Til vigilate be veil fette water at his ei^en

[Hart. MS. Ti\ . .vigilate be wakere warned him bo]. 1480

Caxton Myrr, in, viii. (191 3) 147 Thus is he [i.e. the sun] the

right veyle and patrone of all the other sterres.

Veil (v^l), v. Forms : a. 4, 7- veil, 4 veyle,

veill-, 5 veyll-, weyll-, 7 veile. 0. 6 Sc, vale,

vaill, 6-7 vayle, vaile, 6-8 vail. [f. Veil sb. 1
, in

early use after OF. veler, voiller (mod.F. voiler) or

L. veldre. Cf. Sp. and Pg. velar
t
It. velare.]

1. trans. To cover (the person, etc.) with, or as

with, a veil; to conceal or hide (the face, etc.) by

means of a veil or other material ; to enveil.

Freq. in the pa. pple., which in some contexts may be
taken as the passive of sense 3.

1382 Wyclif Luke xxii. 64 And thei veyliden him, or

hidden, and smyten his face. 1513 Douglas sEneid xn.

xiii. 218 Thus mekill said scho ; and tharwyth bad adew,
Hir hed valit with a haw clayth or blew. 1601 Shaks.

Twel. N. 1. i. 28 The Element it selfe. .Shall not behold her

face at ample view: Hut like a Cloystresse she will vailed

walke. ai'joo Evelyn Diary 23 May 1645, A Venus of

marble, veiled from the middle to the feete. 1725 De Foe Voy.

round World (1840) 246 She was veiled till she came into

the room. 1791 Cowper Odyss. vm. 103 Then his robe.,

with both handso'er his head Ulysses drew, behind itsample

folds Veiling his face, through fear to be observed. 1816 J.

Wilson City ofPlague n. ii. 309 We veil our eyes before thy

light. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. v. 119 The same
women closely veiled. .were toiling down the rugged and
slippery street. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros $ Psyche April

xxii, 'Midst them there Went Psyche, all in lily-whiteness

veil'd.

refl. 1891 'Annie Thomas' That Affair \. x 171 Miss
Pofthuan hats and veils herself.

transf and_/*f. 1614^ Sylvester Bethulias Rescue in. 315,

I .. Will with my Silence vail their Countenance. 1667

Milton P. L. ix. 425 Eve separate he spies, Veil'd in a Cloud
of Fragrance, a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche vn. Ixxix, She
Vail'd in the scarlat of her modest cheek, Reply'd. 1728-46

Thomson Spring 3 Come, gentle Spring, And.. veil'd in a

shower Of shadowing roses, on our plains descend.

b. transf. with a thing as object. Also, to

enclose or hang with a veil or curtain (quot. 1656).

Occas. passing into sense 4, but with material object.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. CastanheddsConq. E. hid. 1. xvi.

42 This church. .was made all of free stone, and couered or

vayled ouer with bricke. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. in. v,

In some fit place vaylde from the eyes a' th' Court. 1656

j. Smith Pract. Physick 208 The sides of the Cradle must

be vailed, that the child may look only straight forward.

a 1700 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 279 Three Leagues

in Compass they the Ocean vail'd, And press'd the Billows

prostrate as they sail'd. 1750 Gray Long Story 39 With.,

aprons long they hid their armour, And veil'd their weapons

bright and keen. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. ii, A group of

elms, too scanty at present to veil their desolation. 1847

Tennyson Princ. m. 272 She bow'd as if to veil a noble

tear. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 367 She veils the solar

radiance and brings on the night.
(

Jig. 1589 Commendatory Verses Spenser's E. Q. S. s Wks.

(1912) 409 That faire Hands right : Which thou doest vaile

in Type of Faery land, Elyzas blessed field, that Albion

hi gin".

c. refl. To hide, cover, or wreathe (oneself) in

something. Usually_/f^*.

1799 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. I. 129 [His] grieved and

rankling heart .. veiled itself in smiles. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop lix, ' Done, I say/ added Sampson, rubbing his

hands and veiling himself again in his usual oily manner.

1850 M cCosh Div. Govt. m. i. (1874) 286 High truths, like

high mountains, are apt to veil themselves in clouds.

d. absol. To put on or wear a veil.

17x3 Mrs. Centlivre Wonder 11, You must veil and follow

him. ,1835 Burnes Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) III. 24 Their

head-dress is, perhaps, a little large, but.. as they never

veil, it becomes them.

2. To bestow the veil of a nun upon (a woman)
;

to admit into monastic life as a nun.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 305 Seint Bryde bat

Patrik veilledcoverlevede him by sixty }ere, 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 317 Thei. .make a worthi pourveance Ayein the

day whan thei be veiled, c 1420 Chron, Vilod. 623 And
other maydones mony mo also, Weron veylled bo in bat

. abbay. a 1604 II an uer Chron. Ireland (1633) 43 The
' Nunne Cecubris whom Patricke first vailed of all the

women in Ireland, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Essex (1662}

337, I..conceive she [Matilda Fitz-Walter] had surely been
Sainted if vailed. 1886 Canon Monahan Rec. Ardagh <y

Clonmacnoise 3 Some hold . . that St. Bridget of Kildare was
veiled by St. Macchilla.

b. refl. To make (oneself a nun) by taking the

veil. rare-1 .

X631 Weever A tie. Funeral Mon. 760 A daughter of his,

vailed herselfe a Nunne.
3. To cover, enshroud, or screen as or in the man-

ner of a veil ; to serve as a veil to (something).

VEILED.

a. Of a garment, cloth, etc.

15x3 Douglas sEneid vm. i. 73 A lin^e wattry garmond
dyd hym vaill. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. 99 Thus
ornament is but.. The beautious scarfe Vailing an Indian
beautie. 1703 Pope Thebais 1. 432 His ample hat bis

beamy locks o'erspread, And veil'd the starry glories of his

head! 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xn, Their beauty,
softened by the lawn that thinly veiled it. 1867 Morris
Jason xiv. 732 Scarlet cloth, and fine silk, fit to veil The
perfect limbs of dreaded Goddesses.
transf. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North (1657) II. 9 Shame

never veiled the light of those bold eyes.

b. Of clouds, vapour, etc.

1614 Gorges Lucan x. 436 Thus they the time securely
spent, Till mid-night, vail'd the Element. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 452 And now from end to end Nights Hemisphere
had veild the Horizon round. Ibid. xi. 229 Yonder
blazing Cloud that veils the Hill. 1779 Cowper Olney
Hymns, Submission 23 The next cloud that vails my
skies. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxv, The
clouds. .veiling the sun and stretching their shadows along
the distant scene. x8zo Lamb Elia 1. My First Play, The
green curtain that veiled a heaven to my imagination. 1836
Macgiluvray Trav. Humboldt xiv. 178 The heat became
suffocating . - and a reddish vapour veiled the horizon. 1871
T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 134 A cloud veiling the sun
will cause their tentacles to fold, as though apprehensive of

danger from the passing shadows.

4. flg. To conceal (some immaterial thing, con-

dition, quality, etc.) from apprehension, knowledge,

or perception ; to deal with, treat, etc., so as to

disguise or obscure ; to hide the real nature or

meaning of (something). Freq. with implication

of bad motives.

1538 Latimer Remains (Parker Soc.) 399 And In what
case are they in, that hath veiled treason so long ! 1601

Marston Ant. «y Mel. 1. "Wks. 1856 I. 15 Weele not vaile

our names. 1620-6 Quarles Feast for Wormes Ded.,

I dedicate.. these few leaues to your truly-Noble Selfe,

hoping your Lordship wil vaile my boldnes in your good
acceptance. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Persian Wars 1. 30

Tribonianus. .being a faire spoken man,, .able to vail his

Covetousness with abundance of Learning. 1718 Free-

thinker No. 106. 6 Popery does not appear Bare-faced in

England: the Terrours of it are veiled. 01770 Jortin
Serm. (1771) I. i. 4 note, Pythagoras learned to veil his

precepts. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 311 The
literary delusion.. long veiled the personal history of the

Earl of Surrey. 1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 209 That which
had so long veiled his cleverness from the knowledge of

mankind. 1869 Freeman Norm.Conq. (1875) III. xh. 145

The real names are veiled under the obsolete titles delighted

in by the Latin writers.

5. To render less distinct or apparent ; to reduce,

soften, tone down.
1843 R- J- Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxv. 306 The mucilage

veils the astringent and irritating qualities of the metallic

salt. 1878 Abney Photogr. xiv. 102 The chance of veiling

the image through the reduction of the bromide unacted

upon by light is increased.

6. intr. Photogr. To become dark or obscure; to

darken,
x89o[see Veiling vbl. sb. 4]. 1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr.

(ed. 6) 127 The high lights, .should be just commencing to

veil.

Veil, obs. f. Vail sb 1
; var. Vail v.'2 ; obs. Sc.

form of Weal sb., Well adv.

Veild, obs. Sc. form of Wield v.

Veildar, obs. Sc. form of Wielder.
Veile, obs. form of Vail; obs. Sc. f. Well adv.

Veiled (v^ld), pph a. [f. Veil v. or sb.^

1. Covered with or wearing a veil ; shrouded in

a veil.

1593 Marlowe tr. Lucan I. 597 The Nunnes And their

vaild Matron, who alone might view Mineruas statue. 1607

Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 231 Our veyl'd Dames Commit the Warre
of White and Damaske In their nicely gawded Cheekes.

1614 j. Davies (Heref.J Eclogue 33 Wks. (Grosart) II. 19/2

Than vp (sad swaine) pull fro thy vailed cheeke Hur prop,

thy palme. 18x5 Shelley Alastor 151 He dreamed a veiled

maid Sate near him. i8zo — Prometh. Unb. 11. iv. 1 What
veiled form sits on that ebon throne? 1851 Ruskin in

Collingwood Life (1900) 129 Those veiled vestals and pranc

ing Amazons, .will all be forgotten. X891 Farrar Darkn. %
Dawn iii, No one recognised the veiled figure.

b. poet. Of the eyes.

1817 Shelley Pr. Athan. I. 99 Tis the shadow of a dream

Which the veiled eye of Memory never saw. 1821 —
Adonais U, With veiled eyes, 'Mid listening Echoes, in her

Paradise She sate.

c. Bot. Having a velum; velate.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Calyptra, In this sense

Euonymus is said to be calyptred, calyptrate or veiled.

1866 in Treas. Bot,

2. Concealed, covered, hidden, as if by a veil

;

obscure, unrevealed.

161a T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 1 The vailed knowledge of

the law. 1674 Boyle Excell. Theol. 1. i. 49 A close and
.

critical account of the more vailed and pregnant parts of

Scripture. i8ai Shelley Epipsych. 26 Seraph of Heaven

!

Veiled Glory of this lampless Universe ! 1858 Hawthorne

Fr <$ It.Note-bks.U. 119 Returning the inquirer s thoughts

and veiled recollections to himself, as answers to his queries.

1878 J. P. Hopps Ret. -r Moral Led. xm. 42 On the one

hand, all the masks will drop ofT; and, on the other hand,

all the veiled goodness will appear.

b. flg.
Covert, disguised ; not openly declared,

expressed, or stated.

1875 E. White Life in Christ 11. x. (1S78) 105 There is

a wide difference between a veiled promise and a veiled

threatening. x8ox Farrar Darkn. ^- Dawn v, The scarcely

veiled sneer which marked his tone of voice. 1899 Alden-

ham Colloq. Currency (1900) 316 The Imperfect or Veiled



VEILEDLY.
Bimetallism such as that practised under the Kank Act of
1844.

3. fa. Of sight: Dim, indistinct. Obs.
1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi. lxv, Why do we. .With

curious labour, dimme and vailed sight, Prie in the nature
of this King and Queen ?

b. Of sound, the voice, etc. : Indistinct, muffled,
obscure.

1834 J. Forbes Laennecs Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 35 It some-
times also presents a further modification, which I call the
veiled puff {souffle voile*). In this case, it seems to us as if

every vibration of the voice, .agitates a sort of moveable
veil interposed between the excavation and the ear. 1884
Grove's Diet. Music IV. 235 Veiled Voice... A voice is said
to be veiled when it is not clear, but sounding as if it passed
through some interposed medium. 1897 Daily News 10
Dec. 7/4 Jenny Lind's Veiled Voice. 1898 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. V. 871 The heart-sounds become veiled and impure.

0. Photogr, Of a negative: Lacking clearness or
distinctness; dim.
1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 477 Isochromatic and other very

sensitive pl.ttes requiring the greatest possible protection
during development, to avoid veiled negatives.

Hence Vei ledly adv., Vei ledness.
1879 C. & Mary Cowden Clarke Shaks. Key 690 In the

'Sonnets', there is the same spirit of modesty. .with the
utmost veiledness of diction. 1881 E. Arnold Indian Poetry
73 Blue lotus-blooms, seen veiledly Under the wave.

Veilfair, -fare, obs. Sc. forms of Welfare.
Veiling (v^'-lin), vbl. sb. [f. Veil v. or sbX\
1. 1. Something serving as a veil, cover, or

screen ; a veil or curtain. Alsoyff.
In quot. 1748 prob. confused with Valancej<$.
1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. 11. viii. (1495) 36 A Sera-

phin louith to see god wythout ony wayllynge of fygure
eyther of creature scttebytwene. (bid. xvui. 43 He seeth god
face to face wythout veyllynge put bytwene. i6tt FLORto,
Velame, . .vailings, shadowings or curteins. 1748 Phil.
Trans. XLV. 386 The Breach on the East Side, near a
Window,, .was opposite to the Vailings of the Bed, which
were singed. 1842 Is. Williams Baptistery r. xiv. (1874) 175
Then when strongest heart is failing Death it calls in to its

aid, Strips aside the fleshly veiling Round ourselves that we
have made. 1900 Daily News 14 Feb. 7/4 Vivid flashes of
lightning illuminated the whole room, piercing the veiling
of the windows.

2. Material of which veils are made. Also pi.

Nun's veiling: see Nun sb. 1 6 c.

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Did. Needlework 510/1 The
widths of gau/e for Veiling measure from half a yard to
three-quarters in width. 1894 Times 16 April 4/2 The sale
of veilings is fairly well sustained.
attrib. 1891 Times 15 Oct. 9/5 A considerable business is

being done in silk veiling nets.

II. 3. The action of putting on or covering with
a veil. Also attrib. in veilingplace.
a 1586 Sidney Ps. xix. vi, [The sun comes forth] like a

bridegroome From out his vailing places. i6ix Florio,
Velatio, a vailing. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11.

(1863) 277 Oh the lacing,. .the bonneting, the veiling, the
gloving [etc.].

4. The action or fact of becoming blurred, dim, or

indistinct ; dimness or indistinctness of appearance,
esp. in a photographic fdm or negative.
1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bulletin III. 57 Films which

have a tendency to veiling and thinness. 1893 Hodges
Eletn. Photogr. 122 It is of the utmost importance that the
high lights of a lantern slide should be transparent and free

from the slightest veiling; or discoloration. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VI. 843 A little veiling or uncertainty of the
outlines of the discs.

Veiling (v^'lirj), ppl a. [f. Veil v.] That
veils, covers, or conceals.
a 1672 Sterry Freed. Will (1675) 128 God is seen by the

Soul, but shadowed by this shadowy and vailing Image
within which he resides. 1820 Keats Isabella xlvii, Then
"gan she work again*; nor stay'd her care, But to throw back
at times her veiling hair. 1855 Rossktti Poems (1904)
183/1 Not till this veiling world shall cease And harvest
yield its whole increase. 1867 Jf.an Incelow Story 0/
Doom 1. 278 Then she pushed Her veiling hair back from
her round, soft eyes.

Veill, obs. Sc. form of Weal sb., Well adv.
Veillane, obs. Sc. form of Villain.

Veilless (v^-l,les), a. [f. Veil sb* + -less.]

1. Having no veil ; unprovided with or unpro-
tected by a veil.

1822 Milman Martyr Antioch 55 That head, whose veil-
less blaze Fill'd angels with amaze. 18^9 Tennyson Geraint
<r Enid 536 Half whistling and half singing a coarse song,
He drove the dust against her veilless eyes. 1882 F. Myers
Renewal Youth 86 They scarce could bear Veilless the
tingling incidence of air.

2. trans/. Unshaded, unclouded.
1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I. 117 The com has

been whitening under the sun's hard veilless stare. 1888
H. Dru.mmono Tropical Africa v. 109 The glittering ball,
whose daily march across the burnished and veilless zenith
brings him untold agony.

II Veilleuse (yeyoz). [F.] A small and usually

highly decorated night-lamp.
1826 H. D. Beste Four Vrs. France 379 The reflection of

a veilleuse, or small night lamp.

Veillfair, obs. Sc. form of Welfare.
Veil-like, a. [f. Veil sb.I] Like or resem-

bling a veil, or that of a veil ; having the appear-
ance or character of a veil.

1835 Lytton Rienzi x. viii, He saw the pale and veil-like

mists that succeed the sunset. 1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-
Bk. 115 She had a long flowing white veiMike robe. 1887
Hissey Holiday on Road 154 The air has a perceptible
quality...You feel its veil-like influence pervading all.

Vol. X.
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Veilme, obs. form of Film sb.

Veily (w'ii), a. [f. Veil sbA + -y.] Veil-like;
diaphanous.
1839 T. Miller Rural Sk.q, I had watched.. until the

veily twilight was let down from heaven. 1843 R.USKIN
Mod. Paint. I. 11. iv. §6. 244 The. .rain-cloud, with its

ragged and spray-like edge, its veily transparency [etc.].

Vein (
v^n), sb. Forms: o. 3-7 veyne (4-5

weyne, 6 ueyne), 4, 7 veyn
; 4-7 veine (4

vene), 7- vein. 0. 4-7 vayne (5 wayne), 5
vayn (wayn), 6-7 vain(e. 7. 5, 6-7 Sc.,

vane (5, 6 Sc.
t
wane), [a. OF. veine, vaine (F.

veine) :—L. vena (cf. Vene), whence also Prov.,

Sp., It, vena, Pg. vein {\veya, vea).]

I. 1. One or other of the tubular vessels in which
the blood is conveyed through the animal body

;

in later use spec, one of those by which the blood
is carried back to the heart from the extremities

(opposed to artery).

Many veins are distinguished by special epithets, as atar
t

auricutar, axillary, basilic, cardiac, etc : see these words.
a. 13.. A'. Alis. 1175 {Laud MS.), pe kynges veynes

wexen chelde. Ibid. 2414 per was. .many veyn leten blood.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 59 For betynge of veynes is

bettre i-knowe in be vttre parties of bodies ban ynward and
in be myddel wibynne. 1433 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 11^
Tho men whych haue the neke abowte and the temples,
grete ruddy weynes, bene wrothy and hugely angry, c 1450
Mirk's Festial 291 pe prest blessuth a ring. . and duth hit

on hur fyngur bat habe a veyne to hure herte. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de \V. 1531) 254 For y* whiche his senewes and
veynes brast. 1559 Morwyng Evonym. 359 This oyll
anoynted upon the pulsing veynes, where they appeare
rnoste, as of the temples,, .delivereth.. from all poysons.
:59a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. iv. iii. 15, I haue a faint cold
feare thrills through my veines. 1631 R. Bolton Comf.
Afft. Consc. (1635) 199 When a veine is broken and bleeds
inwardly, . .the Physition is wont to open a veine in the
arme so to divert the current of the blood, c 1673 Traherne
Poet. IVks. (1906) 180 Veins wherein blood floweth, Refresh-
ing all my flesh, Like rivers. 1727 De Foe Eng. Tradesm.
vL (1841) I. 44 Being drawn off", like the blood let out of ihe
veins. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 388 With us
and quadrupedes the blood goes from the veins to the heart.

1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 21 The superficial veins appear
remarkably large. 1840 Thirlwall Greece lvi. VII. 197
Demosthenes now felt the poison in bis veins. 1871 T. R.
Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 227 All these veins terminate
in two large venous canals.

0. < 1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 1908 [If] ilka vayne of be
mans body Had a rote festend fast barby. c 1400 Dcstr.
Troy 5829 The gret vayne of his gorge. 1422 Yonge tr.

Secreta Secret. 240 The blode rynnyth into the waynys
throgh al the body. 1480 Caxton Myrr. ti, xix. (1913) 109
Alle in lyke wyse as the blood of a man gooth and renneth
by the vaynes of the body. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 50
Some men vse to let them bloudde vnder the eye in a vaine.
1582 Hester Seer. Phiorav. 1. xxiv. 28 When the bloud is

alterated of that putrefaction, it goeth to the vaines. 1603

J. DAViEs(Heref) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 67/1 Seas
of Blood . . Might still haue kept the Chanells of the Vaynes.
1647 Hexham i, A Vaine, een Ader.. .Great Vaines or
Arteres, Groot Aderen.
y. C1450 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 229 Thy ryght

hande has I. wane, in fay, Thy litill fynger hath yt aye.
1487 Harbour's Bruce vn. 173 Quhen the vanys fillit ar, The
body vorthis hevy euirmar. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxii.

35 Blude birst out at every vane. £-1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) ix. 34 Ane hairt of gouris bayth vane and nervis.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 95 A vane.,
cuttit in his body, al the blude of his body is lattne outbleid
at the samyn. 1655 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 557, I had
only a vomitt . . and breathed a vane.

t b. Lacteal, lacteous, or milky veins, = Lacteal
sb. 1. Obs.
1656 J. Smith Pract. Physick 4 Obstruction of the Vessels,

especially of the Pancreas, and fault of the milky veins.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 66 The stomach and guts, and
their appendent Vessels, the lacteal Veins. 1704 Ray
Creation (ed. 4) t. 29 The Food.. is further subtiliz'd and
render'd so fluid and penetrant, that the thinner and finer
part of it easily finds its way in at the streight Orifices of
the lacteous Veins.

c. Fluid vein, a separate flow of blood in a

larger vein. (Cf. 6 c.)

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 650 The formation of in-

numerable small fluid veins. 1898 Ibid. V, 502 This change
in the continents sets up fluid veins in the contained blood.

2. In phrases and figurative uses :

fa. To taste, orfeel, one 'svein{s, to feel thepulse.

To die in a vein, to die through loss of blood. Obs.
13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 1048 The yonge man segh the

chtldes peyne, And tasted his senewe, and his veyne. 1300
Gower Conf. III. 315 This noble clerk with alle haste
Began the veines forto taste, c 1440 Alph. Tales 74 pis

Joseph was passand connyng in grapyng of ber vaynys at
war seke, and he come vnto hym & felid his vaynys. 1547-
64 Baldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 35 Seneca, .supposing that
to dye in a veyne was the easiest kinde of death, desired
to be let bloud in the veynes of his arme.

b. In various fig. uses.

1382 Wyclie jfob iv. 12 To me is seid a woord hid, and as
theefli myn ere toe the veynes [L. 7>enas] of his gruching.
C1530 Tindale Pmphete Jonas Pro!. Aij, The fleshly
minded ypocrites stoppe upp the Vaynes of life which are
in y« scripture. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 24
Nowthe cloth being thus stretched forth in euery vaine,
how is it possible either to endure or hold out? 1606 J,
King Serm. Sept. 47 By all princely meanes to put bloud
into the veines of the Church againe. 1651 in M. Sellers
Eastland Co. (Camden) Introd.75 In equityand reason the
benefitt of trade should be equally disposed into all the
vaines of the Commonwealth. 1719 W. Wood Snrv. Trade
73 It is a true Sign, that our foreign Traffick has since con*

VEIN.

vey'd Spirits and Nourishment into each Vein of the Body
Politick. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. II. iii, Here, too, as in
the Euphrates and the Ganges, is a vein or veinlet of the
grand World-circulation of Waters. 1864 Lowell Fireside
Trav. 303 Great poets, .crowding the happy veins of
language ayain with all the life, .that had been dribbling
away. 1866 B. Taylor Poet's Jrnt. 58 As ardent veins of
summer heat Throb thro* the innocence of spring.

O. In miscellaneous fig. phrases.
{a) c 1400 Rom. Rose 3439 If he were touchid on somme

good veyne, He shuld yit rewen on thi peyne. 1589
Pasquil's Ret. C iij b, Vetus Comxdia heganne to pricke
him.. in the right vaine. 1677 GlLPIN Detnonol. (1867) 59
Satan, .makes it his next care, .to strike in the right vein ;

for he loves to have his work easy and feasible.
{b) 1587 Stanyhlrst Descr. Ireland 34/2 in l/olinshed,

Let him with all the veines of his heart beseech God. 1589
Cooi-er Admon. 215 There were many of them that would
haue bene glad with all the veines in their heartes. 1589
R. Harvey PI. /'ere. (1590) 10, I see the vaine is vp in

the forhcad, and Martin shall haue as good as he brings,
i662.Stillincfl.<9^. Sacr.r in. iv. §6 A kinde of a breaking
of vein in which the salt water was conveyed up and down
the body of the earth.

3. t a. A sap-vessel in plants. Obs.
t 1386 Chaucer /V<j/. 3 Whan that Aprillchath. .bathud

every veyne in sw ich licoui ,Of which vertue engendred is the
flour. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. i. (Bodl. MS.',
pei [treesj haue weyes and veynes in \>k whiche kinde mois-
ture is ikepte and passe |> berlii fro be erbe into alle be parlies
abowte. 1513 Douglas /Encid xn. ProL. 255 W'elcum
support of euery rute and vane, Welcum confort of alkynd
fruyt and grane.

b. Bot, A slender bundle of fibrovascnlar tissue

forming an extension of the petiole in the par-

enchyma of a leaf.

In early use less specific in sense. Some botanists have
restricted vein to branches of the midrib, in contrast to

nerves proceeding from the ba-c of the leaf.

1513 DoiGLAS /Encid xn. vii. 76 The herb sweit, Of levis

rank,.. With sproutis, sprangis, and vanis our allquhair.

1553 Edem Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 18 These [leaves] are
somewhat grosser and fatter, with small vaynes running
betwene on the contrarye side. 1731 P. Miller Card. Diet.
s.v. Leaves, They, .consist of a very glutinous Matter, being
furnished every where with Veins and Nerves. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. I'enosum, When it has no veins,.,

it is called Folium Avenium, a veinless leaf. 1812 New
Botanic Card. I. 42 The leaves,. . with a network of veins
underneath. 1832 LlNDLEY Introd. Bot. 88 Till within a
few years the distribution of veins in the leaf had not

received much attention. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1206/2 Costal

or primary veins are such as spring from the midrib ;

external veins are those next the edge. 1880 Bessey Bot.

145 The disposition of the veins in a leaf depends largt ly

upon its mode of growth. Usually several veins form early.

C. Ent. A nervure of an insect's wing.
1817 K.IRRY & Sp. Entowot.x\n\. II. 347 French naturalists

use this term (novurc) for the veins of wings. 1834
M c M('rtkte Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 326 The wings.. are
traversed in various directions by more or less numerous
nervures,. .now forming a net-work, and then simple vdns.
1855 Orr's Circle Set., Org. Nat. II. 336 Each wing is found
to consist of a double membrane, between which a variable
number of veins, or nervures, ramify in different directions.

f4. 4$V. A slender stripe of a different colour or

material on a garment. (Cf. Vein v. 1 a.) Obs.

1539 Inv. R. IVardr. (1815^ 34 Ane coit of fresit claith of
silvir vanit with ane small inset vane of gold. 1542 Ace.

Ld.tHgh Treas. Scot. VIII. 74 To jeit the cote witht thre

vanis aboute the taill.

5. A marking or an appearance suggestive of a

vein ; esp. an irregular stripe or streak of a different

colour in marble or other stone,

1641 Fuller Holy .T Prof. St. m. xiv. 189 The red veins

in the marble may seem to blush at the falshoods written

on it. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 40/1 The Absistos is..

marvellous weighty and black of colour, bestroked with red
Veins. 171a Addison Sped. No. 414 F 2 Those accidental

Landskips of Trees, Clouds and Cities, that are sometimes
found in the Veins of Marble. 1799 G. 1 sith Laboratory
I. 178 When [the paint is] dry, you may with the point of
a needle open fine veins or other embeii'-hments. i860

Tyndall tilac. 1. vii. 54 The blue veins of the glacier are

beautifully shown. i86x B. Sillimas Physics 378 The
beautiful play of colors seen upon mother of pearl is caused
by the delicate veins with which the surface is covered.

b. A streak or seam of a different material or

texture from the main substance.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 28 The Mason must work no Stone
with Sandy veines. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. fy Art
I. 7 Wrought iron may be hardened, .by ignition and plung-

ing in water, but the effect is confined to the surface; except

. .the iron contain veins of steel. 1831 Brewster Optics x.

85 The spectrum formed by a fine prism of flint glass, free

of veins. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shtp-build. xviil 384 Angle,

irons have to be free from veins and cracked holes, and
rivet-iron has to be free from cracks and veins when laid up
and finished.

c. A fibre (in metal), rare"1
.

1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) I. 4 I' "8j ** a sign

of its Goodness, if being made into Bars, its veins are con-

tinu'd strait..; because the streightness of its veins shews

the Iron to be without knots.

II. 6. A small natural channel or perforation

within the earth through which water trickles or

flows ; a flow of water through such a channel.

Also trans/, (quot. 1598).
claoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 318/639 Wellene comiez of grete

wateres and muche del of \>e se ]k>ru3 veynes al vnder eorbe :

.. For I>are beoz ase it veynene weren onder eorbe mam on.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 662 In be veines of be water, as be

water deb vp walle He let closy fur in metal. 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 93 For riht as veines ben of blod In man, riht 10

the water flod Therthe of his cours makth ful of veines.

11



VEIN.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 382/2 Lcte us al praye unto our

lord that he opene to us. ."here the vaynes of a fontayn or of

a welle. 1594 Kvd Cornelia 11. 370 Perceiue we not a petty

vaine, Cut fiom a spring by chaunce or arte, Engendreth
fountaines. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. i. Handycrafts
492 A burning Mountain from his fiery vain An yron River

rowls along the Plain. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <$ Commw.
(1603) 12 These mountaines are full of bathes and veines of

warme water. 1667 Milton P. L. iv.227 The rapid current,

..through veins Of porous Earth with kindly thirst up
drawn. 1789 Brand Newcastle I. 442 There is an order of

common-council for cutting off a vein of water which had
lately been discovered and brought into the town. 1858

Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 90 A feeding reservoir placed

above that from which the invariable vein flows. 1864

Bryant Sella 487 She taught The skill to pierce the soil

and meet the veins Of clear cold water winding underneath.

fig. 138a Wvclif Jet: xvii. r3 For thei forsoken the

veyne of lyuyng watris [1388 the Lord, a veyne of quyk
watirs]. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 62 welle of

swetnes replete in every veyne, That al mankynd preserved

has fro dethe. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. Prol., Wks.

1856 I. 71 The rawish danke of clumzie winter ramps The
fluent summers vaine. 1609 Bible (Douay) Jer. xvii. 13

They have forsaken the vaine of living waters. 1640

Gauden The Love of Truth, etc. 7 Then doth the ray or

veyn of truth flow aright from God to us.

+ b. A streamlet or rivulet ; a current. Obs.

1600 Pory tr. Leo's Africa ill, 158 Through the midst of

these gardens, they deriue some small vaine of the riuer.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 705 When hee entred into

the Streits, he encountred a great veine of redde water, ex-

tending it selfe from Aden as farre as they could see from

the Ships top>.

c. Physics. A slender body of water or other

liquid. (Cf. 1 c.)

1843 Civil Eng. tj Arch. Jrnl. VI. 39/2 The impulse of a
1 vein ' of fluid falling perpendicularly, is equal to the weight

of a column whose base is the area of the vein.

7. Min, A deposit of metallic or earthy material

having an extended or ramifying course under

ground ; a seam or lode ; spec, a continuous crack

or fissure filled with matter (esp. metallic ore)

different from the containing rock.

1387 Trevis* Higden (Rolls) II. 15 pe water bat renneb

and passeb by veynes of certayn metal takib in his cours

grete hete. c 1460 J. Mt.tham Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 149 The
fourths: day ys gode. .to seke spryngys for wellys off water,

to 5eke also veynys off metel. 1530 Palscr. 698 '2 Al this

yerth, so farre as this vayne goth, savoureth of brimstone.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 211 Although golde be founde in

maner euery where in these regions of golden Castile.. the

myne or veyne whiche owghte to be folowed, ought to bee

in a place whiche may stande to saue muche of the charges

of the labourers. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

II. 247 In Clidisdale war funde in Craufurd mure vndir

the erd sum vanes ful of golde. 1617 Moryson /tin. in.

136 The inward parts abound with a rich vaine of Mettals,

where wonderfull quantitie of most pure Tinne is digged up.

1670 Pettis Fodinx Reg. 2 When the Miners by these

Shafts or Adits do strike or threed a Vein of any Metal .

.

then the Metal which is digged from those Veins is called

Oar. 1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist. Westmoreld. 24 These
Fissures, by the Miners, are called Dykes, Rakes, Riders,

or Veins, according to the Nature of those Classes of
Matter they pervade. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. O 2,

Ore is the very Vein itself, all other Si^ns of Ore or Vein
are not comparable to it ; yet this is allowed, that two Sides
and Soil between them, formes a dead Vein. 1793 [Earl
Dundonai.d] Descr. Estate Culross 15 At that time the
vein of Roch Salt in Cheshire had not been discovered.

1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 274 Veins of quartz,

and also of slate and granite, and various earthy minerals.,

frequently intersect granitic and schistose rocks. 1836-41
Brandf. Chem. (ed. 5) 586 Metals are chiefly found in the

earth in veins which traverse the granitic, schistose, and
limestone rocks. 1875 Dawson Datun Life ii. 13 Strata
often diversified with veins. .of crystalline minerals.

fig. a 1667 Cowley Death Mr. Jordan Poems (1905) 22

Like those that work in Mines for others gain. He. .had
much more to do, To search the Vein, dig, purge, and mint
it too. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. ix. 171 These are telling

indications of an original relationship among all the groups
of languages mentioned : outcroppings, as it were, of a vein

which invites further exploration.

8. fa. A strip or limited stretch of ground or

soil, esp. one having a particular character or

quality. Obs.
1555WATREMAN Fardle Facionsw.Xx. ngThe whole contrie

(excepte a Htle vaineof sandiegrauelle) is fertile. 1580 Tusser
Huso. (1878) 48 Each soile hath no liking of euerie graine,

nor barlie and wheat is for euerie vaine. 1611 Coryat
Crudities 49, I saw in divers places very fat and fruitfull

veines of ground as goodly meadowes, very spatious cham-
pagne fieldes [etc.]- i<>z4 Capt. Smith Virginia T44. The
most plantations were placed straglingly and scatteringly,

as a choice veine of rich ground inuited them. 1693 Evelyn
De la Quint. Com/>l. Gard. I. 19 Some Earths are much
better than others in every Climate, nay even sometimes in

a small Compass of Ground, vulgarly term'd Veins of Earth.

b. A channel or lane of water.
1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 1 He prouideth himselfe a

ship, keele, or cocke-boat, out of which he may lay out and
take in his nets, and be in the vatne and way where the best

doing is. 1673 H. Sti'bbe Further Vind. Dutch IVar App.
131 The King of Sweden.. hath also several districts,

channels, or veins Royal in hi* Seas, which are appropriated
to his particular use. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I.

229 A lane, or vein, is a narrow channel of water in packs,

or other large collections of ice. Ibid. 269 Whenever a vein

of water appears in the required direction, it is if possible

attained. 1835 [see Lane sb. 2]. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk., Vein, the clear water between the openings of floes of ice.

The same as ice-lane.

o. A current of wind ; the track in which this

82

1792 Belknap Hist. New Hampsh. III. 24 The next day
a whirlwind began.. and directed its course toward the

east, in a vein of near half a mile wide, i860 Maury Phys.

Geog. xv. § 677 Lieutenant Jansen has called my attention

to a vein of wind which forms a current in the air as remark-

able as that of the Gulf Stream is in the sea. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Vein, . .a very limited current of wind—
a cat's-paw.

d. Whaling. (See quot.)

1851 H. Melville Whale II. ii. 5 When making a passage

from one feeding-ground to another, the sperm whales,

guided by some infallible instinct, . . mostly swim in veins, as

they are called, continuing their way along a given ocean-

line with..undeviating exactitude.

III. fig. 9. A strain or intermixture of some
quality traceable in personal character or conduct,

in a discourse or writing, etc.

1565 Stapleton tr. Staphylus' Apol. 153 With the like

vaine of euangelicall sincerite. 1587 Holinshed Chron.

III. 1266 1 Bicause it is a veine of godlie deuise, and tend-

ing to a verie honorable purpose. 1680 W. Allen Peace <V

Unity 16 ' Let all your things be done with Charity 1

: aline

and vein of this should run through all. 1690 C. Nesse
Hist. Mysl. O. «y N. T. I. 117 This is a fear of faith, which
hath always a vein of love running along with it. 1701 W.
Wotton Hist. Rome 389 A vein of Superstition ran through

all his Actions. 1773 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 446 There is a
vein of natural good sense in him, from which a good deal

might be expected. 1820 Examiner No. 612. 11/2 A fine

vein of sentiment runs through it. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. vi. II. 20 An English Dominican., with some learning

and a rich vein of natural humour. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1877) I. 331 There is a vein of bitter sarcasm in the

way in which the tale is told.

b. A line or course of thought, etc. ; a source of
information.

1704 Swift T. Tub ii, I have.. collected out of ancient
authors this short summary of a body of philosophy and
divinity, which seems to have been composed bya vein and
race of thinking very different from any other systems.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 169 F 12 Delay opens new
veins of thought. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 217 In the

midst of a vein of thought or a moment of inspiration. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 6 He professes to open a new vein

of discourse. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Africa 32 The
many gentlemen who make the Science of Botany a lifelong

study, and who have so many veins of information.

tlO. a. The tenor or general character <?/ some-
thing. Obs.- 1

1555 R. Taylor in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 171, I

doe belieue that the Religion set forth in King Edwardes
dayes was accordyng to the vayne of the holy Scripture.

t b. A kind or species. Obs. rare.

1568 Bp. CiiENYin Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. lii. 525 These
young men, which are of a lower vein,., be not men perfect,

as they seem. 1652-61 Heylin Cosmogr. (1673) III. 29/1
Other Commodities of this Island are.. Honey as good as

any the world affordeth ; and a vein of most delicious vines.

11. A natural tendency towards, a special apti-

tude or capacity for, the production of literary or

artistic work ; a particular strain of talent or

genius: a. With possessives. (The common use.)

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. N ij b, If I had Virgilles

vayne to indite, or Homers quill. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie

(Arb.) 21 They beeing Poets, dyd exercise their delightful

vaine in those points of highest knowledge. 1624 Wotton
Arch. Reliq. (1672) 57 Artizans have not only their Growths
and Perfections but likewise their Vains and Times. 1697
Evelyn Numismata viii. 286 Vittoria Colonna, . . whose
extraordinary Vein in Poetry was equal with Petrarchs.

1729 T. Cooke Tales, etc. 63 Indulge, my Friend, thy

modest Vein ; . . Prospects, gay smiling, aid the Strain. 1762

Kames Elem. Crit. (1833) 336 The fertility of Shakspeare's
vein betrays him frequently [etc.]. 1837 Lockhart Scott I.

iv. 122 His boyish addiction to verse, and the rebuke which
his vein received from the Apothecary's.. wife.

b. With a, that, etc.

1580 G. Harvey Three Lett. Spenser's Wks. (1912) 628
They sauour of that singular extraordinarie veine and
inuention, whiche I euer fancied moste. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. in. i, You must prove the aptitude of your
genius ; if you find none, you must hearken out a vein, and
buy. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 72 All the fabulous veine, and
learning of Greece, proceeded out of this quarter. 1656
Bramhall Replic. ii. 78, I doe not take my self to have so

happy a vein, that all that I utter should be a definition.

X7.. Philips Epistle in Steele's Poet. Misc. (1714) 37 Why
then, in making Verses should I strain For Wit, and of
Apollo beg a Vein? 1731 Berkeley Alciphr. m. § 15 For
the coffee-houses and populace, we have declaimers of a
copious vein. 1820 Hazutt Led. Dram. Lit. 2 To these

might be added others not less learned, nor with a scarce
less happy vein.

12. A special or characteristic style of language
or expression in writing or speech : a. With

1 possessives.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. C j b. Though euerie trans-
latour folowe his owne veine of turnyng the Latin into

j

Englishe. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Oct. 23 To restraine
The lust of lawlesse youth with good aduice: Or pricke
them forth with pleasaunce of thy vaine. 1597 Returnfr.
Parnass. iv. i. n66 Lett mee heare Chaucer's vaine firste.

I love antiquitie, if it be not harshe. 1605 Bacon Adv.
' Learn, u iv. § 2 Then grew the flowing and watery vein of

Osorius, the Portugal bishop, to be in price. 1641 Brome
yoviall Creiv 1, What say, Sir, to our Poet Scribble here ?

Spr, I like his vain exceeding well. 1818 Scott Provinc.
Antiq. Scotl. (1826) 119 After adorning it with an inscription,
somewhat in the vein of Ancient Pistol. 190a G. Sampson
Neivman's Set. Ess. Introd. p. xxxvi, They[sc these words]
are not in Blougram's vein,

b. With a, this, etc.

1576 N. R. in Gascnigne's Steele Glas Wks. 1910 II. 138
1 Thus divers men with divers vaines did write, But Gas-
I coigne doth in every vaine indite. 1598 Barret Theor.

VEIN.

Warres 11. i. 29 To haue a sweet vaine in speech. 1620-6
Quarles Div. Poems, Hadassa Pref., A Sober vaine best
suits Theologie. a 1704 Locke Cond. Underst. Posth. Wks.
(1706) 18 Many a good poetick Vein is buried under a
Trade. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Sat. 1. iv. 133 Such Rancour
this, of such a poisonous Vein, As never, never, shall my
Paper stain. 1850 Kingsley A. Locke ix, Is it not note-
worthy also, that it is in this vein that the London poets
have always been greatest? 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I.

276 The answer, Meno, was in the orthodox solemn vein.

o. With his, etc., and qualifying term.
1865 Kingsley Herew. xii, To which Hereward answered,

in his boasting vein, that he would bring home that mare.
1873 Dixon Tivo Queens xx. i. IV. 61 Writing a letter in his

smoothest vein to Wolsey. 1877 ' H. A. Page ' De Quincey
I. xi. 213 The following shows him in his best vein.

1 13. A particular course of action or conduct

;

a habit or practice. Obs.

1597 Morley Lutrod. Mus. 124 The composers of that age
..followed only that vaine of wresting in much matter in

small boundes, 1615 Lieut, of Tower s Sp. in Harl. Misc.
(Malh.) III. 319, I was much addicted to that idle Vein of
Gambling. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871) 62 Thus he
runs on his course, til 's drunken vaine Ruines his substance.

£1725 Swift Serin, x. Wks. 1841 II. 164/1 Hence it is become
an impertinent vein among people of all sorts to hunt after

what they call a good sermon.

t b. An inclination or desire, a Undency, to-

wards something specified. Obs.

1587 Harrison England 11. in. (1877) 88, I perceiue the
abbeie lands haue fleshed you and set your teeth on edge,

toaske also those colleges.. .As you loue your welfares ther-

fore, follow no more this veine, but content your selues with

that you haue alreadie. 1625 Bacon Ess., Of Envy (Arb.)

513 Adrian the Emperour, that mortally Enuied Poets, and
Painters, and Artificers, in Works, wherein he had a veine
to excell. 1673 Temple Ess. Ireland Wks. 1720 I. 109, I

suppose the Vein I have had of running into Speculations
of this kind.. have cost me this present Service.

14. Personal character or disposition ; also, a

particular element or trait in this.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s,v. Vena, To know the naturall

disposition and veyne ofeueryman. i575GAscoiGNEL7/aji^
Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 6 No Terence phrase:.. The verse

that pleasde a Romaine rashe intent, Mygrit well offend the

godly Preachers vayne. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 83
It is no shame, the fellow finds his vaine, And yeelding to

him, humors well his frensie. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq's
Compi. Woman 1. 17 They have need of somewhat more
than a pleasant veyne, and.. at least they have as much
discretion as vertue. a 1660 Conteuip, Hist. Irel. ilr.

Archaeol. Soc) II. 145 The veir.eof those petty Bourkes..
may seeme strange to any that is both well affected and
fully acquainted with them. 1774 Goldsm. Petal. 59 So
provoking a devil was Dick, That we wished him full ten

times a day at Old Nick ; But, missing his mirth and agree-

able vein, As often we wished to have Dick back again.

1819 Shelley Cenci 1. ii. 28 You have a sly, equivocating

vein. 18*0 Lamb Elia 1. Oxford in Vacation, When the

peacock vein rises, I strut a Gentleman Commoner. 1854
Kingsley Lett. (1878)1. 433, I am afraid I have a little of the

wolf-vein in me, in spite of fifteen centuries of civilization.

b. A temporary state of mind or feeling ; a

;

humour or mood.
1577-82 Breton Toys Idle Head Wks. (Grosart) I. 28/2

For who continues in this vaine Of setting still, . . in the ende
he shall be faine To leaue it. 1588 Marprel. Episl. (Arb.)

34, I am hardly drawn to a merie vaine from such waightie

matters. 1602 in/i Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 11, iv. 609 He
take the Gentleman now, he is in a good vayne, for he

smiles. 1640 Brume Sparagus Gard. iv. vii, Could I get

her In a marriage vaine, but she'll not look Upon a man
not she. 1723 Pope Lett. Wks. 1737 VI. 146 The merry
Vein you knew me in, is sunk into a Turn of Reflection.

1760- 72 H. Brooke FoolofQual.(\Zog) IV. 113 Harry was
in no manner of vein.. for entertaining. 1825 Scott Talism.

vi, He knew not how to pursue the pleasing theme, so as to

soothe and prolong the vein which he had excited. 1863

Geo. Eliot Rotnola 1. iv, If thou art in a classical vein, put

myrtle about his curls and make him a young Bacchus.

c. In the vein, in a fit or suitable mood for

something.

1593 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iii. 122 Thou troublest me, I am
not in the vaine.

1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit.m. (1875) 119 To produce con-

stantly, to produce whether in the vein or out of the vein.

1879 Meredith Egoist xxxiv, I like to hear them when I

am in the vein. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xix. 176 Nobody
can be more amusing when she is in the vein.

fd. A fit ^laughter. Obs.- 1

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) VII. 29 He burst into

a loud vein of laughter.

IV. 15. attrib. and Comb. a. In sense 1, as

\
vein-blood (also = blood-letting), -healing adj.,

-pipe, -streaked adj., -work.

C1386 Chal-cer Knt.'s T. 18S9 That notber veyne blod,

1 ne ventusyng, Ne drynk of herbes may ben his helpyng.

C1425 St. Christina ix. in Anglia VIII. 123 16 She lete

her blode ful often of mykel veyne blode. 1528 Pavnell

Salerne's Re^im. biiij, Hit is nat clere nor nowynge, but

more lyke to veyne bludde. 1545 Kavnald Byrth Man-
kynde 17 b, Vayne blood and artire blood. 1590 Spenser

1 Muiopot. 197 Veyne-healing Veruen, and hed-purging Dill.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. II. To Rdr., The coole

refreshing it hath from the lungs, or the veine-pipes pro-

ceeding from the liuer. 1890 Le Gallienne G. Meredith

I 33 The human form disappears beneath nets of veinwork

i
and muscle. 1894 Mrs. Dyan Man's Kctping (1899) 118

Urquhart..saw the vein-streaked hand gripping the pipe-

stem tremble.

+ b. In sense 6 b, as vein-riveret. Obs.~ l

1656 Heylin Surv, France 34 A veine riveret of the

Seine.

c. In sense j, as vein fissure, -form, -formation,

-gallery, -granite, marble, etc.
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1855 J. R. Leifchit.d Cornwall 105 The general course

of the mineral Vein fissures in these localities. 1883 Science

9 Feb. 18/1 A *vein*form similar to the terrestrial veins

commonly known as fitons en cocardes. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines $ Alining 115 The creeks and gulches.,

cutting channels through this *vein-formation. 1897 P.

Warunc Tales Old Regime 96 The chamber, .into which the

*vein-galleries. .opened. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geot. III. 355
The * vein-granite of Cornwall very generally assumes a finer

grain, and frequently undergoes a change. 186a Catal.

Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 2430, Its great strength, ten

times that of *vein marble and statuary, renders it safe from
breakage. 187a Raymond Statist. Mines fy Mining- 19

Quartz or quartzite predominating as 'vein-matrix, and
compact limestone as foot-wall. 1874 Ibid. 329 The Vein-
matter in the westerly portion . . is of quite a different nature.

1875 J. H. Collins Metal Mining- 47 In Vein mining trial

borings are not often made. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mims
9f Mining 131 The active vein-mining counties of California.

Ibid, 213 The Vein-system consists in most part of a series

of nearly parallel veins. 1778 Phyce Min. Cornub. 42 Pyritae

are to be met with.. Vein-wise.

Vein (v<?'n) f v. Forms: 6 veyne, 6-7 vayn,

7 veine, 7- vein; 6 St, vane, 6-7 vaine {Sc.

uaine, wayne), 7 vain. [f. prec. Cf. F. veiner

in sense 1 b.]

1. trans. + a. Sc. To ornament (a garment, etc.)

with narrow stripes of some suitable material. Obs.

150a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 200 For ij elne wellus

to veyne the samyn cote, iiij li. 1505 Ibid. 332 For ane
elne wellus to veyn the said cote. 1549 Ibid, IX. 351 Ane
elne tannye welwote to vane the said goun. 1654 Burgh
Rec. Glasgow (1881) II. 297 Ane covering of grein cloathe

uained [printed named) with gallowne lace.

b. To ornament with coloured, incised, or im-

pressed lines or streaks suggestive of veins. Also
with in.

1686 [see Veining vbl. sb. 1]. 1687 MlEGE Gt. Fr. Dict.n.
s.v., To vein a Mantle-piece, to paint it Marble-like with
Veins. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 25 They often vein

it by Art, especially for Gun stocks and such uses, by steep-

ing of filings of Iron in Aqua Fortis. X755 Johnson, To
Marble, v.a., to variegate, or vein like marble. 1858S1MMONDS
Diet. Trade, Vein, to stripe or mottle, to marble, etc. 1895
Rowe ChiP'Carving 40 In veining in the marginal lines of a
box or blotter, a ruler is often of great assistance. 1896
Daily News 9 June 9/6 The tinted petals are passed up to

another room, where they are ' veined ' by being squeezed
into a sort of mould.

2. refl. To diffuse like a vein. rare-1 .

1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Rideus No. 19 (1713) I. 129
This is Vox Populi, this is Plato Redivivus, this is Hunt-
scrap Mr. Petyt,..and indeed veins it self through all the
late Pamphlet-; and Libels.

3. trans. Of things : To extend over or through

(something) after the manner of veins.

1807 J. Barlow Coluntb. x. 226 Proud Mississippi. .Flings
forth.. Ten thousand watery glades; that, round him curl'd,

Vein the broad bosom of the western world. 1844 Mrs.
Browning Drama ofExile %gqYon spectacle ofcloud Which
seals the gate up to the final doom, Is God's seal manifest. .

.

The unmolten lightnings vein it motionless. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. iv. 522 All the gold That veins the world. 1889
Rider Haggard Cleopatra n. x, Half Hercules and half a
fool, with a dash of genius veining his folly through.

f 4. intr. To put oneself into a particular ( vein
'

or mood. Also with it. Obs.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxxl. (1612) 154 But her, not

coy I found so chast, as saue a kisse or twaine, I nothing
got, although in all I valued to her vaine. 1592 Ibid. ix.

xlvi. 217 Hence Citizens with Courtiours so do vaine it for

the time, That with their paper Ladders they euen stately

Castels clyme.

1 5. refl. To injure (oneself) in a vein. Obs.

Cf. self-vcin'd in Warner Albion's Engl. (1602) x. lix. 263.

1631 G. Markham Country Con tentm. (ed. 4) 1. xtx. 117

If your Cocke hauc in his fight veined himselfe eyther by
narrow striking, or other crosse blow, you shall find out the

wound.
Vein, obs. Sc. form of Ween v.

Veinage. rare. [(". Vein* sb.] The course of

a vein or veins ; a collection or system of veins.

1875 Blackmore Alice Lorraine xlviii. Therefore one
might see the rich fruit.. with russet veinage mellowing.
1881 — Christowell H. ii. 24 His housekeeper, following
quickly the veinage of his thoughts,, .called back from the
top of the back stairs. 1904 Academy 23 Apr. 454 2 There
is a veinage of supernaturalism through the book.

Vernal, a, rare-~°. [f. Vein sb.] — Venous a
1846 in Worcester (citing Boyle; but perh. a mere error

for vmi a.).

Veined (v^'nd), ///. a. [f. Vein sb.]

1. Furnished or marked with veins (in various

senses) : a. In predicative use ; also with adverbial

qualification, z.% finely veined.
a 1529 Skelton P. Sparoute 1121 Handes soft as sylke,

Whyter than the mylke, That are so quyckely vayned.
161 1 Cotgr., Veine", veined, or full of veines. 1707
Mortimer Husb. (1721I II. 15 The knot of an old Oak. .is

often finely veined like Walnut. 1760 J. La Introd. Bot.
Kxplan. Terms 385 Venosum, veined, with Veins many
Ways. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 313 Leafits
..veined, of the appearance of those of Skirrets. 1834M rMuRTRiB Cuvicrs Anim. A'imrd. 424 Males and females
..furnished with long wings, less veined than those of the
other Hymenoptera of this section. 1883 Jekferies Story
My Heart i. 13 The million leaves, veined and edge-cut, on
bush and tree. 1891 Farrar Darkn. \ Daivn lvii. On
abaci of carved ivory stood myrrhine vases.. red, veined,
lustrous.

b. Used attributively.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Venosum folium, a Veined leaf.

1802 Pi avfair Illustr. Huttonian The. 12 Where that stone
is stratified and either coincides with veined granite or with

gneiss, i860 Tvndai.l Glac. 1. i. 7 The means of observing
together the veined structure of the ice. 1895 Rowk Chip-
Carving 30 A series of arcs described from point 2, where
the two veined circles meet.

2. Intersected or marked with something (esp.

a colour) suggestive of veins.

1611 Drayton Poly-alb. To Rdr., Conveying . . through
delicate embrodered meadowes, often veined with gentle
gliding brooks. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Marble, Marble
of Brabanijon, in Hainault, is Black, vein'd with White.
1766 Entick London IV. 59 Four Gothic demi pillars,

painted white, and veined with blue. 1769 Sir W. Jones
Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 13 The round earth with
foaming oceans vein'd. 1806 Med. Jrul. XV. 266 Flowers
large, white, beautifully veined with purple. 1857 Dickens
Dorrit 11. xxv, The white marble at the bottom of the bath
was veined with a dreadful red. 1882 Floyer Unexpl.
Baluchistan 198 Beautiful blue and purple marble veined
with white.

3. fig. ? Fixed in the blood ; ingrained.

1633 Ford Love's Sacr. v. i, Come, black Angel, Fair devil,

in thy prayers reckon up The sum in gross, of all thy vained
follies.

4. Lodged or distributed in veins.

1827-35 Willis Wife's Appeal S7 To course the veined
metals of the earth.

Veiner (v^-naj), [f. Vein* sb. or v.]

1. a. fSeequot. 18S3, and cf. Veining z;/V..f/;. 1 b.)

1864 [F. W. Robinson] Mem. Jane Cameron I. 119 There
were, .menders and darners, veiners and winders,, .needle-
women [etc. J. 1883 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Veiner, a sewer
of muslin in the neighbourhood of Belfast.

b. One who makes veins in artificial llowers.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 55 [Artificial] Flower
Making: Stiffener. Cutter-out. Veiner. Ibid., Leaf Making:
.Cutter-out Veiner. Shader.

2. In wood-carving, a small V-shaped tool used
for making veins in leaves.

1895 Rowe Chip-Carving 31 If the student has not a V
tool he can use the veiner.

Vei"nery. rare"1 , [f. Vein sb.] - Veinage.
i8a6 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 39a That arm, through whose

blue veinery flowed,. blood as pure as the celestial ichor.

Veing, obs. Sc. form of weighing Weigh v.

Vei'nify, v. rare—1
, [f. Vein sb.] intr. To

produce or form veins.

1615 Crookf. Body ofMan 57 True it is. that in the Bones
there is, that I may so say, a power to bonify or make bones,
in the veins to veinefy, so there be an apt disposition of the
matter.

Vei'niness. [f. Veiny a.] The condition of

being veiny.

1730 Bailey (fob), Veininess, Fulness of Veins. 1884
Trowbridge FaruelPs Folly II. 1. 333 Incipient veininess
of cheek and pendency of jowl were also observable.

Veining (v^'nin.), vbl. sb. [f. Vein sb, or v.]

1. The action or process of ornamenting with
vein-like markings.
1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2197/4 A New Art or Invention of

Making, Marbling, Veining, and Finishing of Mantle-pieces
for Chimneys. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 350/1
(Jewellery), This operation of ' matting ', and another
which is called 'veining', and wlwch consists in indenting
fine lines on and between the woik, are to the raised
design what shading is to a drawing.
attrib. 1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 422/1 Removing

some portions of the graining colour with a small veining
fitch. 1881 Young Ev. Man his (nun Mechanic §648. 297
The veining-tool. .being narrow and used to engrave the
veins of leaves and similar work.

b. The operation of producing vein-like patterns

with the needle; the result of this work.
1849 Craig, Veining, a kind of needle-work, in which

the veins of a piece of muslin are wrought to a pattern.

1888 Catholic Househ. 1 Sept. 14 /i The fine needlework
on muslin which includes * veining \ ' spoking ',

' pointing ',

and ' lace stitching '. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 26 July 3/2 Only
very coarse twist veinings, revealing an underlay of white
or any contrasting tone. 1903 Ibid. 5 Feb. 4/2 The veining
itself is simply the common and universally known herring-
bone stitch.

2. The arrangement of veins or vein-like mark-
ings on or in something ; a veined appearance or

structure ; venation.
i8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 610 The circum-

stance that most strikingly distinguishes ttgmina from
elytra is their neuration or veining. 1835 Use Philos.

Manuf. 86 All the beautiful veining of the riband surface in

these circumstances disappears. 1861 S. Thomson Wild Fl.
1. (ed. 4) 38 Throughout plants generally, the ribbing or
veining is arranged according to two.. plans. 189a Nation
8 Dec. 435/1 He may also, occasionally, have deserted a
statue because of veinings in the marble.

fig. i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.t. x, All the vein-
ings of her nature were impressed on these pages.

3. In weaving, a stripe in the cloth iormed by a
vacancy in the warp. (1849 in CrakO
Veinless (\v'*nles), a. [f. VKYJ&] Having
no veins ; destitute of veins. Chiefly Bot., of leaves.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Venosum, When it (a leaf)

has no veins,, .it is called Folium Avenium, a veinless leaf.

:83a Lindlev Introd. Bot. 91 Veinless.., when no veins at

all are formed, except a slight approach to a costa. 1844
Florist's Jrul. (1846) V. 43 Leaves in pairs, oblong, and
veinless. 1863 Cornh. Mag. VII. 397 Health gives the
bright veinless splendour to the cornea, and lustre to the
pupil.

Veinlet (v^-nlet). [f. Vein**. Cf. Veinulet]
A small or minor vein fin various senses).

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. n. iii. Here, too,, is a vein or

veinlet of the grand World-circulation of Waters. 1855
Emkrson Misc. viii. 63 He no longer fills the veins and

veinlets. 1871 Huxley Physiol, v. 120 The blood of the

capillaries of the lobule is poured into that vein by a minute
veinlet.

b. spec, in Bot. A branch or subdivision of a

vein or venule.
1832 Lisdi.ey Introd. Bot. 91 The area of parenchyma,

lying between two or more veins or veinlets. 1849 Balfouk
Alan. Bot. § 141 There are also other veins of less extent.

.

given off by the midrib, and these give origin to small
veinlets. 1857 T. Mooke Handhk. Brit. Ferns (td. 3) 8
The branches of the veins are venules, and the branches of
the venules are veinlets. 1877 Heath lern World 215
Along on each side of the mid veins of the lobes are alter-
nate veinlets.

Vei nling. rare—1
, [t. Vein sb.] = prec.

a 1618 Sylvester yob Triumphant 111. 273 Sure, there
are mines and veinlings (under ground) Whence Silver's
fetcht, and wherein Gold is found.

Veinous (v^nas), a. [f. Vein sb. Cf. Ven-
ous a. and F. veineux (16th c.;.]

1. Phys. a. Full of, traversed by, veins.

1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. xi. Wks. (167S) 277 The
liver and all the veinous parts being pullutcd. 1719 BoYER
Diet. Royal], I 'eineux, . .veinous, full of Veins. 1878 F.J.
Hell Gcgenbaur's Comp. Anat, 68 We find representatives

of this in the parasitic Dicyemida:, which live in the so-

called veinous appendages of the Cephalopoda.

b. Occupying the veins.

1801 Med. yrnl. V. 564 The black or veinous blood not

sufficiently stimulating the left ventricle.

C. Consisting of veins.

1831 T. Hoi'E Ess. Grig. Man 11. 85 In organized matter

and bodies only pressures and counteruiessures. .produce
all the divisions and differences of a later and more minute
description, first in systems vital, aqueous and aerial,., next

. .in later systems sanguineous, veinous and arterial.

2. Having large or prominent veins ^also IransJ.) ;

formed by outstanding veins.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxvii, The witch, .crouched on the

veinous root of an old tree, pulled out a short black pipe.

1859 — T. Two Cities II. viii, She clasped her veinous and
knotted hands together. 1885 Rider Haggard Witch's

Head II. iv. 68 Plowden's thick lips turned quite pale, the

veinous cross upon his forehead throbbed.

Vein-stone. Also veinstone, [f. Vein sb]

1. Stone or earthy matter composing a vein and

containing metallic ore; gnngue, matrix.

1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist, li estmoretd. 37 The appear-

ance of several Veins of Spar, Soil, and Vein-Sione break-

ing out upon the Surface. 1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd.
1. 273 Several feet wide of ore, mixed with spar and vein-

stone. Ibid. 284 What I call vein>tone, is a compound
mineral concretion, of various colours, appearances, and
degiees of hardness. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 423 before

sufficient time is allowed for the accretion of a large quantity

of veinstone. 1869 Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 580/1 Quartzose

veinstone often contains iron pyrites. 188a U.S. Rep. Free.

Met. 599 A simple and cheap mode of extracting the gold

fiom low-grade vein-stone.

b. With pi. : A portion or variety of this.

a 1728 Woodward Fossils 1. 163 Vein-stones, or Bodies

consisting of Spar, earthy Stones, or other Matter, .found

lodg'd in the Veins.. of the Strata along with the Ores of

Metals and Minerals. 1799 Kirwan Geol. F.ss. 410 Of these,

the most soluble were first carried off,, .and being deposited

on the surfaces of the rift, formed, what are called, the vein-

stones. 1833-4 J. Phillips Geot. in Eucycl. Mctrop. (1845)

VI. 777/1 The veinstones are chiefly quartz. 1883 Science

I. 130/1 All serpentines not veinstones.. appear to belong

to peridotite.

2. - I'HLEBOLITE, -LITH.

1835 Cycl. Tract. Med. IV. 443/1 Of phlebolites, vein-

stones, or calculi in the veins. 1849-52 Todd's Cycl. Anat.

IV. 11. 1400/2 The curious bodies called phlebolites, phleto-

lithes, or vein-stones,.. are true vascular calculi.

Vei'n-stuff. [f. Vein sb.] - Vein-stone i.

i833~4 J- Phillips Geol. in Eucycl. Metrop. (1845) VI.

769/1 Metallic matter and certain nonmetallic substances

usually connected therewith, and cor ? only called vein-

stuff. 187a Smyth Mining Statistics 49 The vein-stuff got

from the deepest levels is not so rich pe. t n as the stone

obtained in the upper half of the mine. 1881 Nature XXV.
50 Malleable native copper ..intimately mixtd with siliceous

vein-stuff.

Veinnlet. rare. [f. Vein sb. Cf. Venule.]

A small vein or veinlet.

Recent Diets, also i;ive vcinule 'a minute vein, a venule ',

as a term of Bot. and Geol. (perh. after F. veinult).

1668 Ccli-eim Eit & Cole Barthol. Anat. 11. vi. 105 Ther«

is plenty of blood . . running back from the remotest Veinu-

lets or smallest branches of the Veins. 1846-50 A. Wood
Classbk. Bot. 85 The secondary branches, or those sent off

from the veinlets, are the veinulets.

Veiny (v^'*ni), a. [f. Vein sb.]

1. fa- Veiny artery, one or other tiunk of the

pulmonary vein. Obs.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Er. Acad. II. 227 For this cause

it is called the veiny artery, because it holdeth of the nature

both of an artery and of a veine. 1603 ). Davies fHtref.)

Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 29/1 The Lunges through

veiny-artire, aire doth shoue Vnio the hart, it to refresh

againe. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. iv. xxiii. note, The

third is called the Veiny arterie, rising from the left side,

which hath two folds three-forked.

b. Foil of blood-veins ; having prominent veins
;

of or pertaining to veins. Ahofig. (quot. 1612).

1611 Cotgr., Veineux, veinie, full of veines. 161a Drayton

Polv-otb v M7 So Gresholme far doth stand ;. .and Gat-

holme, nearer land (Which with their veiny breasts iniice

the Gods of sea). 1681 Grew Muszum 11. 1. .v. 198 W nhin

this Veiny-Coat, lie's a soft, white thick and Oval Body.

1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), / emy, belonging to, or full of

Veins. 1789 M. Madam tr. Perstus (1795) 163 "3™".^
these things among veiny centurions. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob
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ix. 234 A gentle start convulsed Ianthe's frame; Her veiny
eyelids quietly unclosed. 1813 Examiner 22 Feb. 124/1
The hands. .are divested of their too veiny inflation. 1888
' L. Scott' (Mrs. Baxter) Tuscan Stud. 11. iv. 223 There is

a general darkness and veiny roughness about the hands of

the performers.

2. a. Traversed by veins of a different (mineral)

substance or structure.

1708 Ozell Boileau's Lutrin 46 The veiny Flint and
hardy Steel ingage. 1778 Pryck Min. Comub. 96 A kind

of Stone., not at all of a veiny quality. 1783 Justamond tr,

RaynaVs Hist. Indies IV. 476 Veiny diamonds, in which
these extremities are not uniform, and in the same direction.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vi, She could sec the veiny

precipices and tangled thickets that closely impended over

the road.

b. Full of, having the nature of, veins or con-

tinuous passages.

i8»7 Hood Mids. Fairies Ix, We bear the gold and silver

keys Of bubbling springs and fountains, that below Course

thro' the veiny earth. 1854 H, E. J. Howard Rape Pro-

serpine 11 Is it the wind, that works its stealthy way Where
veiny clefts the secret pass betray?

3. Marked by veins of colour.

c 1711 Pktiver Gazophyl. Dec. vim. Tab, 71 A bard reddish

veiny Wood from the Philippine Isjes. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 135 Effulgent, hence the veiny marble shines. 1800

Hull Advertiser 11 Oct. 2/3 Six blocks of very superior

veiny marble. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 162 The
finest specimens, .have been cleansed and repaired till they

look like lapis lazuli jars, stained and veiny.

4. Bot. Of leaves : Having many veins.

c 171 1 Pki ivERGaz<>phyl. Dec. vi. Tab. 59 The true Ipecacu-

anha. .a low Plant with. .soft veiny Leaves. 1760 J. Leb
Introd. Bot. in. v. (1765) 184 Venose, veiny. 1807 J. E.

Smith Phys. Bot. 166 Venosum, veiny, when the vessels by
which the leaf is nourished are branched, subdivided, and
more or less prominent. 1828 — Fng. Flora II. 89 Leaflets

..ovate, veiny, deeply serrated and cut. 1849 Florist 232
It will give an idea of coarseness, as in a veiny Pelargonium.

Veip, obs. Sc. f. Weep v. Veir, southern ME.
var. Fair a. ; obs. var. Vatr sb. ; var. Vere (spring)

Obs. ; obs. Sc. f. w«VWab sb., Wearz>. Veird t

obs. Sc. form of Weird sb. Veirdit, obs. form of

Verdict.

T Veire, adv. and sb. Obs. Also veyre
; veir,

vair. [a. ONF. veire, veir, = OF. voire, voir,

adv. and sb., f. voir :— L. ver-um true.] (/#*) veir{e,

truly, in truth. (Cf. Vaikes.)
13.. K. All's. 1000 {Laud MS.), [They] sworen, & seiden

veire, Atisaundre was fals ayre. Ibid. 5660. Ibid. 5663
And :$if of fele hiwe is be eyre, So shullen be stones ben in

veyre. C1330 Arth. <y Merl. 7640 He had made him in al

air To be lond, bat of hem com veir. Ibid. 8613, etc.

Veire, southern ME. var. Fair a. and adv. ; obs.

f. Vaie. Veiring, obs. Sc. f. Wearing vbl. sb.

Veirs, obs. Sc. f. Verse sb. Veis, var. Vrbs 1
.

Veise, Mining. Also veize, etc. [Of ob-

scure origin.] fSee quots.)

1883 GRESLEV Gloss. Coal-M. 2C9 Veises, joints in the
coal strata. 1886 j. Barrowhan Sc. Mining Terms 69
Veize, vees.vise, the line of fracture of a fault or hitch.

Veit, obs. Sc. f. Wet a., Wite v. Veiunge,
southern ME. var. Faying vbl. sb. Veive, Sc.

var. Vive a. Vei^e, southern ME. var. Fey a.

Veize, obs. dial. var. Feeze vA Vejour, var.

Veyor Obs. Vekke, var. Vecke Obs. Vekyt,
obs. Sc. f. Wicked a. Vel, southern ME. var.

Fell sb. and pa. t. of Fall v. ; obs. Sc. f. Well
adv. Vela, pL of Velum, Velaghe, southern

ME var. Fellow sb. Velam(e, obs. ff. Vellum.
llVelamen (Wl^-men). PI. -amina. [L.

veldmen, f. velare to cover.]

1. Bot. The outer envelope or covering of the
aerial roots of some arums and orchids.
1882 Vines tr. Sachs's Bot. 690 Rain or dew which

moistens the root-envelope (velamen) or wounded surfaces.

1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 227 A continuous
layer of air-containing tiacheides covers, as a sheath or
velamen, the aerial roots of epiphytic orchids.

2. Anal. A membranous covering or integument.
In recent Diets., which also give velamenium in the same

sense.

Velame ntous, a. [f. mod.L. velamenium :

cf. prec. and L. veldmenta pi.] Of the nature of a
membrane or membranous covering
1891 Cent. Diet, s v., The velamentous arms of the

nautilus. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 29 March 773 Velamentous
insertion of the cord.

Velaria, -ly, varr. Villains a., Villalnsly adv.,

Obs. Velany, obs. f. Villainy.

Velar (v/"lai),a. (and ja.) Also perron, vellar.

[ad. It. velare, F. ve"laire, or L. veldr-is
t

f. L. vel-

um sail, curtain, etc. : cf. Velum.]
1. Arch. (See quots.)
1726 Leoni Albert? s Archit. I. 55/1 A Vault.. which for

its resemblance to a swelling Sail, we. .call a Velar Cupola.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 595 Vellar cupola, a
cupola or dome, terminated by four or more walls. 1842
Gwilt Archit. 1050.

2. Phon. Of sounds : Produced by means of the

soft palate.

Applied specifically to one of the two sets of guttural
sounds existing In the original Indo-European language.
1876 Academy $ Nov. 457/1 The author begins with the now

well-known distinction of the h sounds into two sets, which
he calls velar and palatal. 1883 I. Taylor Alphabet I. 160

The Semitic alphabets, .have no symbols for certain classes

of sounds, such as the velar gutturals. 1888 King & Cook-
soti Sounds ^ Infl. vi. 117 According to place of articula-

tion they can be divided into labial, dental, palatal, and
velar sounds.

b. As sb. A velar guttural.

1886 T. Le M. Douse Introd. Gothic 37 The guttural

element of a velar may vanish. Ibid., The velars themselves

may be palatalized. 1888 King & Cookson Sounds $ Infl.

vi. 118 The distinction between palatals and velars is com-
paratively recent and of great importance in the history of

modern philology.

3. Zool. Of or pertaining to a velum.
1878 F. J. Bell Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 328 The cilia

in the velar circlet are those that are most markedly
developed. 1880 Nature XXII. 147/2 Velar centrifugal

canals, .are peculiar to this genus. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 663/1 The post-oral hemisphere of the Trochosphere
grows more rapidly than the anterior or velar area.

Ii Velarium (vfle>ri#m). PI. velaria. [L.

velari-um awning, f. velum sail, etc., Velum.]
1. Rom. Antiq. A large awning used to cover a

theatre or amphitheatre as a protection against

sua or rain.

1834 Lvtton Pompeii v. ii, The obstinate refusal of one
part of the velaria to ally itself with the rest. 1836 C.
Wordsworth Athens xiii. (1855) 76 As if for the insertion
of horizontal beams, on which, in the more effeminate times
of Athens, a velarium, or awning, was perhaps extended.
1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 267 When he sat under the
purple velaria of the Circus Maximus.
trans/. 1892 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 681 The great velarium

of the pulpit, intended as a sounding board for the preacher's
voice, was spread over the nave like a vast bird.

2. Zool. A thin marginal rim on the bell of cer-

tain hydrozoans.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 782 The bell

itself is somewhat flattened.. .Its margin never becomes in-

flected inwards; when it is thin and velum-like.. it is termed
by Haeckel 'velarium'.

v elary, a. [f. L. vel-um sail : see -ary.] Per-

taining to the sails of a ship.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Velat, obs. form of Velvet.
Velate (vTWt), a. [f. L. vel-um Velum, or ad.

L. veldt-us, pa. pple. of velare to cover.] a. Bot.

(See quots. 1857-66.) b. Zool. Having a velum.
1857 A, Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 236 Velate, furnished

with a veil. 1866 Treat, Bot. 1206/2 Velate, partially con-
cealed from view; veiled. 1880 Nature XXII. 147/1 It is

remarkable among all Hydromedusse (velate medusae, that
is, exclusive of Charybdsea).

t Velated, ppl. a. 1 Obs. [f. L. veldt-us : see

prec] Covered over; veiled, hidden.
1542 IJkcon Potat. Lent iv. H vj, Hut what doth it mene.

That the Crosse is caried forth beynge couered with a
clothe..? Phil. The Crosse so velated & couered signified]

Christ. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. A 4 By a sedulous
search into their velated nature, and abscond disposition.

Ve'lated, ppL a.'1 Zool. [f. L. vel-um Velum.]
Furnished with a velum or sail-like membrane.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 527/2 The physiologist, in

contemplating the structure of the velated arms [of the

octopus], is compelled to disallow them the power of being
..expanded to meet the breeze. 1895 A. H. Cooke in

Molluscs fy Brachiopods 384 The principal agents in the

deposition of the shell [of young Argonauta] are the two
velated or web-like arms.

Vela'tion. rare" , [ad. \a.ieh.veldtio,f. velare

to veil.] a. The action of veiling or the fact of

being veiled, b. The formation of a velum.
189 1 in Cent. Diet.

Velau-, Velaarede, southern ME. var. Fel-
lowked Obs. Velawe, southern ME. var. Fellow
sb. and v. Velcom, -cum, obs. Sc. ff. Welcome.
Velde, southern ME. var. Field, pa. t. Feel v.,

Fell v., Fold v.; obs. Sc. f. Wield v.

f Velderude. Obs.—• [app. f. velde Field sb. +
rude Run sb,~] =. Herb John i.

c 1265 Voe. in Wr.-Wulcker 557 Ypis, i. herbe Johan, :.

uelderude.

Veldevare, -ver, dial. varr. Fieldfare.

[j Veldt, veld (velt). Also velt. [a. older Du.
veldt, now veld{yt\t) : see Field sb.]

1. In South Africa, the unenclosed country or open
pasture-land.
Freq. with defining terms denoting character or locality,

as bush-, grass-, high, tow, sour, sweet veldt. Hence occas.
in pi. (quot. 1876).

«. 1851 C. Bartkr Dorp $ Veld 43 My preference for a
less confined sleeping-place on the open ' veld '. 1863 W. C.
Baldwin A/r. Hunting ix. 404 The velt is now full of a
poisonous herl), which is certain death in a few hours to
oxen. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 42/1 The pastoral lands or
velds, .are distinguished according to the nature of the grass
or sedge which they produce as 'sweet' or 'sour'. 189a
Tablet 1 3 Aug. 260 The priest lived under a tent on the veld.
&. 1862 Colesso Pentateuch I. 114 Joseph ..wandering

alone upon the veldt in search of his brethren. 1879 Daily
News 28 June 5/6 In the veldt. .with a saddle for one's
pillow. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 25 May 7/3 Streets and
squares and public buildings, where a year and a half ago
was nothing but the boundless veldt.

2. attrib., as veldt fire, knowledge, lily, side, stool.
Similar uses are common from 1900 onwards.
1861 Andersson Okavango River 49 The tremendous

'veldt' fires, which, ravaging the country far and wide,
make it like a huge fiery furnace. 1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r.
Huntingi. 25 A deal table and a lot of velt stools and wagon
chests the only furniture. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath /r.

Veldt (1899) 78 A faithful native, who instructed him in

veldt knowledge and all the arts of spooring. 1899 Daily
News 24 Oct. 5/4 Here the veldt lilies and creeping con-
volvulus are beginning to bloom.

b. Special Comb, (chiefly with the spelling

veld), as veld-cornet, = field-cornet Field sb. 21

;

veld fever (see quot.) ; veld-kost [Du. kost food]
(see quot.) ; veldman, veldtsman, one skilled in

living or hunting on the veldt ; veldt pig, the
Ethiopian wart-hog {Phacockarus ethiopicus)

;

veld rat, the striped rat of S. Africa ; veld sick-

ness (see quot.) ; veld sores, a form of skin

eruption due to living on the open veldt.
185a J. C. Bkown Arbousset's Narrative xxiii. 350 He

went to the drinking place of a *veldcornet, a kind of country
magistrate. 1899 Ridek Haggard Swallow ix, I, as Veld-
Cornet of the district, have tried the case according to the

law. 1899 Mrs. Phillips S. A/r. Recoil. 9 '*Veld fever' is

a malady, a longing indescribable, which comes over many
South Africans, who have lived much on the veld. 1834
Pringle A/r. Sk. 82 The *veld-kost we will gather. Ibid. 523
Veld-kost, literally country-food, is the term used for the

wild roots and bulbs eaten by the Bushmen. 1899 Contemp.
Rev. Oct. 475 Stout wardens of the marches who are known
to be as good *veldmen and riflemen as any Boers in

Africa. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath fr. Veldt (1899) 286
Tace. .liked to parade himself as an old Veldtsman. 1863
\V. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting vi. 155 Just after sunset..

a

flac fare (*veldt pig) came out of a hole near me. 1905 Rip.
Brit. Assoc. 551 The disease has been observed in *veld

rats [Arvicanthus pumilio), cats, and in one dog. 1896 K.
Wallace Farming Ind. Cape Colony 82 Animals brought
from sweet veld suffer from what is termed *veld sickness,

which results from insufficient nutrition and the hard and
irritating nature of the food consumed. 1898 Rae Malaboch
Campaign 61 Owing to the insufficient supply of vegetables,

there were several cases of *veld sores. 1901 Brit. Med.
Jrnl. No. 2095. 486 Veld sores formed the most frequent

entry in the morning company sick reports.

Veldt-marshal, variant of Velt-makshal.

Veldt-shoe. S, African. Also velschoen
(t>l.) ; veld-, velt-, veldt-schoen, veldtschoon.
[a. or ad. Cape Du. veldschoen, earlier velschoen, f.

Du. vel skin, Fell sb. 1 + schoen Shoe sb. ; the first

element has been assimilated to veld Veldt.] A
light shoe made of untanned hide.

a. 1822 Burchell Trav. I. 214 The Hottentots, .soon took

off the hide, which they cut in small pieces, for the purpose
of making velschoen (hide-shoes). 1883 Olive Schreiner
Afr. Farm 1. ii, On their feet they wore home-made
' vel-schoen*.

£. 1834 Pringle Afr. Sk. iv. 17S A sort of sandals.. are in

common use, called veld-schoenen (country shoes). 1850

R. G. Cumming Hunter s Life S. Afr. (1902) 139/1 Here I

divested myself of my leather trousers, shooting belt, and
veltschoens. 1885 Rider Haggard K. Solomons Mines
(1887) 201, 1 discarded my trousers, . .retaining only my veldt-

schoons. 1894 Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 38 A Boer veldt-

schoen upon the right foot.

y. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting vi. 212 No heels to

my veldt shoes, which were made of blesbuck skin.

+ Vele. Obs. Also veale. [var. of Veil sb,*
t

after It. and Sp. velo, L. velum.] A veil or covering.

a. 1580 Spenser Three Proper Lett. \. Wks. (1912) 611

Wote ye why his Moother with a Veale bath coouered his

Face ? 1591 — Ruines Rome i, Thrice hauing seene vnder
the heauens veale Your toombs deuoted compasse ouer all.

*593 Harvey Pierce's Superer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 161 To
examine matters barely, without their veales, or habiliments.

p. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Heb. ix. 3 After the second vele, the

tabernacle. Ibid. x. 20 By the vele, that is, his flesh.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. viit. 19 In his fall his shield, that

couered was, Did loose his vele by chaunce, and open flew.

Ibid. 11. xii. 77 [Acrasia] was arayd.. All in a vele of silke

and siluer thin. 1591 Savii.e Tacitus, Hist. 1. Ixvi. 37 They
..with sacred veles and infules afore them, .mollified the

soldiers minds.

Vele, southern ME. var. Feel v.
f
Fele a. ; obs.

f. Veal; obs. Sc. f. Weel sb., Well adv.

t Veled,///- a. Obs.~ l [Cf. Vele.] Veiled.

1563 Stapleton Fortr. Faith 116 They were veled, at-

tended to singing Gods seruice, came to a common refectory.

|| Vele 11a. Zool. [mod.L. (Gmelin and La-

marck), f. L. velum sail.] A genus of -siphono-

phorous oceanic hydrozoans ; a member of this

genus.
1834 McMurtrie Cuvicr's Anim. Kingd. 482 The Porpita

and Velella.. which were formerly joined with the Medusa;.

i860 Wraxall Life in Sea x. 243 The Velellse have a

very extended geographical range. 1861 P. P. Carpenter

in Rep. Smithsonian Instit. i8bot 240 The animals are be.

lieved to sleep by day and prey upon the Jelly Kish and

Velellas by night. 188a CasseWs Nat. Hist. VI. 284 The

little Velella.. has been compared to a little raft with an

obliquely placed upright sail.

Hence Vele-llidous a., related to Velella.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 268/1 The Velellidous Acalephs

have within their sofusubstance a cartilaginous or calcareous

plate or disc.

Velem, obs. f. Vellum. Ve]en, Velenie,

obs. ff. Villain a., Villainy. Velewit, obs.

f. Velvet. Velfull, obs. Sc. f. Wealful a.

Velicotte, obs. variant of Wyliecoat.

VeliferOUS (vz'li'feras), a. [f. L. velifer, f.

velum Velum : see -ferous.]

fl. Carrying sails. Obs.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Veliferous, that bears saile, or is

under sail, as a ship. 1674 Kvelyn Navig. # Commerce 53

Nay, so addicted were they to Sailing, that they invented

Veliferous Chariots, and to Sail upon the Land. 1697
—



VELIFIC. 85 VELLICLE.
Numismata viii. 280 Stevinus who framed the Veliferous
Chariot,

2. Zool. Bearing a velum ; membranous.
1871 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 614 With its veli-

ferous arms thus firmly enfbracing its abode, the Argunaut
has two modes of progression.

t Veli*fic(al, a. Obs.- [f. L. velificits .] (See

quots.) Also f Veli'flcate v. [f. L. velifecare,

-an], Verification [ad. L. velifcdtio]. 06s.— °

1623 Cockkram I, Velificate, to saile. Ibid., Velification,
a sailing. 1656 Blount Glossogr,, Velifical, that is done
with sails displayed or full spread. Ibid., Velification, a
sailing forwards, or hoysting sail ; a course or voyage. 1727
Baii.kv (vol. II), Velifick, done or performed with Sails.

Wliform, a, rare- , [f. L. viii- Velum.]
Having the form of a velum,
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Veliger (vrlid.^ai). Zool [f. as prec. + -£W
bearing. Cf. L. veliger sail-bearing.] A mulluscan
larva furnished with a velum or ciliated swimming-
membrane. Also altrib.

1877 Huxlev Aitat. Inv. Anim. viii. 497 In the great
majority of the Odontophora, the young leaves the egg as a
veliger very similar to that of the Lamellibranchia!a. 1878
F. J. Bell Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 319 The Veliger stage

is not always developed. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 654/2 In
development they pass througn the typical trochosphere and
veliger stages provided with boat-like shell.

VeligeroUS (WlrdgCm), a. Zool. [Cf. prec.

and -GEROua.] Of certain larval forms : Bearing,

or furnished with, a velum.
1877 Huxlev Anat. Inv. Anim. viii. 485 It is obvious that

the two have, in common with, .the Annelida, the ciliated or

veligerous larval form. 1880 F. M. Balfour Comp. Embryol.
I. 192 In prosobranchiate Gasteropods..the free-swimming
veliferous larva may have a long existence.

Velirn(e, obs. ff. Vellum. Velinche^r : see

Valisch(er. Velipend, obs. Sc. f. Vilipend v.

f Velitand, v. Obs.—1 In 7 vilitande. [Irreg.

f. L. velit-ari; cf. next.] intr. To skirmish.

1641 Sir E. Dering 4 Sp. cone. Laud, etc. in. 9 [As] the

Roman VeKtes, who did use to begin the Battaile, so shall

I but vilitande, and skirmish, whilst the maine Battaile is

setting forwards.

f Velitary, a. Obs. [ad. L. velitaris, f. velit-,

veles : see Velites.] Of or pertaining to, charac-

teristic of, light-armed troops.

1600 Holland Livy 995 The Consull .. had made pro-

vision aforehand of great store of darts, light velitarie jave-

lines, arrowes, . .and small stones. 1623 Bingham Ltpsius's
Comparison Xenoplwn 5 Surely the most of our men are
vnarmed, and what else, but to be compared to velitarie

bands? 163a Holland Cyrupaedia 139 They, who at that

time defaited the velitary fight and skirmish of Archers and
iaveletiers. 1649 J. Robinson Misc. Propositions Pref. p. iv,

fy intention is.. by excursions, in a velitary way, to skir-

mish with some, whom. .1 dissent from.

Velita tion. Now rare. Also 7 vellet-.

[ad. L. velitdtio, n. of action f. velitari, f. villi;

veles : see next.]

1. A slight or preliminary engagement with an
enemy; a skirmish.
1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Velitations, skirmishes,

fightings. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. m. iv. 1. iv. Let him read
those Pharsalian fields fought of late in France for religion,

their massacres, . . and he shall find ours to be but velitations

to theirs. 1692 O. Walker Grk. <V Rom. Hist. 160 If any
one killed an Enemy in any Velitation or pickering when
they fought man to man, he was rewarded with a Spear
without a head, call'd Hasta pura. 183J J. P. Kennedy
Swallow B. xxix. (i860) 265 In which latter species of em-
ployment it was his luck to hold frequent velitations with
the enemy.

^. fig, A wordy skirmisn or encounter; a con-

troversy, debate, or dispute not carried to extremes.

(Very common in 17th cent.)

1607 B. Barnes Dwils Charter it. i. D 4 b, Forbeare your
idle velletations. 1657 \V. Morice Coena quasi Kou4| xxiv.

249 In all these velitations against their dear brethren.. the
Apologists, .have not drawn much blood. 1670 Jenison
Narr. Popish Plot Pref. 9 This Censure is but a Tight Veli-

tation, if compar'd with that black charge of guilt. 170a C.
Mather Magn. Chr. vn. ii. (1852) 503 All the velitations

were peaceably furled up in this result. 172a Wollaston
Relig. Nat. in. § 4 That question in Plato may have place
among the velitations of philosophers ; but a man can scarce
propose it seriously to himself. 1814 Scorr Si* Ronan's
viii, While the ladies.. were engaged in the light snappish
velitation, or skirmish, which we have described. 1831 De
Quincey in Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 905 The very best of his

performances being mere velitations, skirmishes, or aca-
demic exercUes.

II Velites (vrlitfz), sb. pi. [L. velites, pi. of
velit-, veles. So F. veliles] Light-armed soldiers

employed as skirmishers in the Roman armies.
1600 Holland Livy 532 The light armed darters (called

Velites).. so assailed the defendants, that they [etc.). 1641
[see Velitand v.\ 1728 Chambers Cycl., Velites, in the
Roman Army, a kind of antient Soldiery, who were arm'd
with a Javelin, a Cask, Cuirasse, and Shield. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. XVI. 191 Of the velites, or youngest and fourth
order of troops, . . Polybius makes no mention in his details

of Roman castrametation. 1869 Boutell Arms <y Armour
iv. 59 The velites, or light infantry, whose entire equipment
was in exact conformity with their distinctive denomination.
1892 L. Villari Life 9t Times Machiavelli II. viii. 326
[Transl. M.'s Art of War] In order that the battalion may be
protected on all sides. .it is strengthened by 1500 extra foot

soldiers, of whom ir>oo are armed with pikes, . . and500 velites.

t Veli-volant, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. velivolans.]

(See qnot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vclivolant, running and (as it were)
flying with full sail.

Veil, sb. dial. Also 8-9 velve. [Of obscure
origin ; veil is no doubt a reduction of velve, and
the initial v may stand for original/!] (See quots.)

1724 Act 11 Geo. I. c. 7 Addit. Bk. Rates, Calves Velves to

make Rennet. < 1789 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 369/2 Let
the veil, maw, rennet-bag (or by whatever name it is

called), be perfectly sweet. 1812 J. Smyth I'ract. of
Customs (1821) 58 Calves Velves, or Veils, are the Maws
or Stomachs of Calves, which have fed entirely upon Milk.
After being salted or kept some time, the Veils are infused
in a preparation of salt and water for the making of Rennet.
C 1830 Gkuc. Farm Rep. 32 (L.U.K.) III, Rennet or rutmet
is made from the stomachs of calves, called here 'veils'.

Irish veils are the best. 1861 Tfrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXII. 1.

59 The rennet does not keep well when made in any quantity
of pickled veils. 1886-93 'n dial, glossaries (Glouc, Wilts.,

Som.).

Veil, v. s.w. dial. Also 9 fell. [f. veil, south-

western dialect var. Fell sb.1] trans. To strip

(land) of turf by means of a skimming-plough.
Also Veiled///, a., "Wiling vbl. sb.

1674 Rav S. ff E. C. Words 78 Veiling, Plowing up the
turf or upper surface of the ground, to lay on heaps to burn.
West-countrey. [Hence in Phillips (1706), etc.] 1796
W. H. Marshall Rur. Econ. IV. Devon. I. 143 For veiling,

the share is made wide, with the angle or outer point of the
wing or fin turned upward, to separate the turf entirely from
the soil. Ibid., IV. England II. 8 A considerable portion of
the country is now set with roof heaps of Lime, and with
veiled Beat, now burning. Ibid. 47 Grass Inclosures veiled
for Wheat. 1837 J. F. Palmer Devonsh. Dial. Gloss. 38 The
balk or narrow slip which is left in veiling the land. 1871

J. Couch Hist. Polperro 118 If an old grass field with a
thick face is to be taken into culture, the skimming plough
is used, and the process is called 'felling'.

Veil, obs. var. Veal. Vellam, obs. f. Vellum.
Vellat, obs. f. Velvet. Velle, southern ME.
var. Fell sb. and v., Fill v.

;
pa. t. Fall v.

Velleity (velf'iti). Also 7 velleitie. [ad.

med.L. velleitdt-, velleitas, f. h. velle to will, wish :

see -ity. Cf. F. velleite"' (16th c), It. velleila, Sp.

veleidad, Pg. velleidade.~\

L The fact or quality of merely willing, wishing,

or desiring, without any effort or advance towards
action or realization.

1618 Up. Hall Contempt., N. T. (1634) 101 Thy word
alone, thy beck alone, thy wish alone, yea, the least act of
velleity from thee might have wrought this cure. 1662
Baxtek Saints' R. iv. To Rdr. 831 We must distinguish..

Between the simple Velleity of the Will, and the choice that
followeth the Comparate act of the intellect. 1690 Norris
Beatitudes (1694) 105 By impotent willing meaning that

natural Inclination or Velleity we have to every Good as
such. 1768 Tuckek Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 20 Velleity can
scarce be called a power, for a power which never operates
is no power at all. 1808 Bf.ntham Sc. Reform 77 In your
Lordship will is volition, clothed and armed with power—in

me, it is bare inert velleity. 1838 New Monthly Mag. LI I.

no This singular exuberance of velleity for education must
presuppose a corresponding qualification for the task. 1866
Lowell Study Wind. (1S70) 191 Chateaubriand, .had the

same harmless velleity of self-destruction. 1867 — Rousseau
Prose Wks. 18^0 II. 250 He and all like him mistake emotion
for conviction, velleity for resolve.

2. With a and pi. A mere wish, desire, or in-

clination without accompanying action or effort.

Very common in the 17th c ; now somewhat rare.

1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 78 The antecedent will of God
is only a velleitie or wishing that a thing might be. 1640
Bp. Reynolds Passions xvii. 180 They are onely VelUities

and not Volitions : halfe and broken wishes, not whole
desires. 169a J. Norris Curs. Reflect. 37 The same might
also be illustrated from the Actions of the Will, some of

which are perfect and compleat Determinations, othersonly
Velleitiesor Endeavours. 1710— Chr. Prud. vi. 229 The one
loves it only in some respect or degree, with an incomplete
Love or Velleity as 'tis call'd. 1740 Cheyne Regimen 315
We may have vehement Willings, Longings, Volitions, and
Velleities. 1808 Bentham Sc Reform 2 Preceding adnunis.
trations reckoned this.. in the number of their velleities:

what they had been thinking of doing, your Lordship has
done. 1841 Carlyle in Froude Life in Loud. (18S4) I. 218

He had no fixed intentions, only rebellious impulses, blind

longings and velleities. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.-cap
iv. 415 No matter what his least velleity, I was determined
he should want no wish.

b. Const, with various preps., as after, against,

for, of, towards (something). Also with to and inf.

1633 Ames Fresh Suit acst. Ceremonies n. 20 No imperfect
velleities of good are so interpreted. 1652 N. Culverwel
Lt. Nature (1857) 2^8 Nature that has but some weak
glimpses of Him, has but faint and languishing velleities

after Him. 1680 H. Dodwell Two Lett. (1691) 7 The
designing the more noble end for the less noble, .implies no
volition, but only a velleity, for that which is more noble.
Ibid. 48 Terrifying men from their sins, so as not only to

make them entertain some strugling velleities against them
[etc.]. 1795 Hussey in Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 280 Some of
her prelates have, .showed & velleity to make a stand in the
unper house. 1853 Grote Greece 11. Ixxxiv. XL 102 The
effect was not the less produced, of disgusting Dionysius with
his velleities towards political good. 1861 Mill Reir. Govt.

330 The executive, with their real but faint velleities of
something better. 1887 Dublin Rev. July 194 There is no
reason to suspect the slightest velleity to bring any pressure
to bear on the matter.

Vellem, obs. f. Veu.um. Vellenage, ohs. f.

Villainaue. Vellet t, obs. forms of Velvet.
Velletation, obs. f. Velitation.

Ve llicate, v. Now rare or Obs. Also 7
vellioat. [f. L. vellic&t-, ppl. stem of vellhdte,

frequentative of vellire to pull, pluck, twitch, etc.

Cf. Sp. velicar, Pg. vel/icar.]

1. trans. Of things : To act upon or affect so as

to irritate ; esp. to pluck, nip, pinch, or tear (a pait

of the body) by means of small or sharp points.

Chiefly in old medical use with reference to the action of
medicaments, sharp or acrid substances, etc., on the tissues

of the body. Freq. in the 17th and i3th centuries.

1604 F. Hering Modest Defence 16 They [i.e. strong
medicines] doe forcibly vellicat, offend and violat her
[Nature]. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 27 Those cor-
rosive fretting, pontick, and acid juyces, which vellicate

and prick the nerves. 1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 223
The Fibres . . of the Stomach, Bowels, and other Parts, being .

.

Vellicated by the Plenty or Acrimony of the Peccant Matter.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 113. 2 '2 Some sharp Humor on that
part.. may vellicate and twitch it. 1783 Bryant Flora
Dixtctica 168 A hairy, bristly substance, which., will, by
pricking and vellicating the coats of stomach and bowels,
many times occasion sickness. 1822-7 Good Study Med.
(1829) I. 82 The same effect is produced whenever the teeth

are vellicated by smooth substances, as a piece of silk or velvet.

absol. 1744 Berkeley Sin's § 61 The acthereal oils being
deprived of the acid spirit in distillation, which, vellicating

and contracting as a stimulus, might have proved a counter-
poise to the excessive lubricating . . qualities of the oil.

b. Of persons : To tickle or titillate.

1755 /'Ail. Trans. XLIX. 242, I vellicated the pericranium
with the end of a knife, a 1778 C. Darwin Experiments
(1780) 94 Thus, if yuu vellicate the throat with a feather,

nausea is produced. 1794-6 K. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 281

So when children expect to be tickled in play. .by gently

vellicating the soles of their feet, laughler is most vehemently
excited.

1 2. fig. To carp at ; to criticize adversely. Obs,

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 1 These are they that

vellicate authority, 1662 Owen Animad. Fiat Lux vi, If

any one., have a mind., to vellicate commonly received

maxims. 1686 H. .Mork in J. Norris Lett. 11688J 20S Reading
the confirmation of your Hypothesis, which I t^ok the bold-

ness a little to vellicate.

3. intr. To twitch ; to contract or move con-

vulsively, rare.

1670 Maynwaking Vita Sana xiii. 120 Fast not, but

satisfie the Stomach when it vellicates and calls for meat.

1864 Webster, Vellicate, to move spasmodically; to

twitch ; as, a nerve vellicates.

Hence VeTlicating ppl. a.

1669 Address to Gentry Eng. 81 Many a pregnant spirit

is suffocated in the streight enclosures of a confining vellicat-

ing fortune. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Com/it. 111. 67 It washes
the vellicating Humours from the original of the Nerves.

1743 tr. /leister's Surg. 365 The increased Flux of Tears,
excited by the vellicating Body. 1751 Smollkit Per. Pic.

{1779) I. xiii. 112 Lubricating injections to defend the coats

of the stomach .. from tlie vellicating particles. 1768
Elaboratory 218 A vellicating and pungent action. 1853
Maynk Expos, Lex. 48 Amycticus,. .initating ; vellicating.

Vellica tion. Now rare or Obs. [ad. L. velli-

cdtio, noun of action f. vetlicdre to Vellicate.

Cf. older F. vellication (Cotgr.), It. vellicazione,

Sp. velicacion, Pg. veilit actio.']

1. The action or process of pulling or twitching
;

irritation or stimulation by means of small or sharp

points; titillation or tickling.

1623 Cockkram i, Vellication, plucking. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 37 Therfore we see that almost all Purgers have a
kind of Twiching and vellication. 1655 Ct'LrEppFK, etc.

Riverius vi. i. 130 The Nerve and Membiane in the hole

of the Tooth. .which doth. .suffer distension and vellica*

tion. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais ill, xlv. (1694) 371 Is it

not daily seen how School-masters, .shake the Heads of

their Disciples . . that, by this Erection, Vellication, stretch-

ing and pulling their Ears, .they may stir them up? 1718

Qlincy Compl. Disp. 177 The Vellication or Irritation of

the Fibres and Membranes. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon.

(1801) L 281 Here the pleasurable idea of playfulness

coincides with the vellication. 1822 7 Good Study Med.
(1829) I. 547 The vellication of a hair-"_...sh contrived fcr

the purpose. Ibid. IV. 690 The best artificial means of

obtaining so salutary an action is by a fm - and laborious

process of friction, vellication or shampooing.

2. An instance or occasion of this ; also, a twitch-

ing or convulsive movement, esp. of a muscle or

other part of the body.

166s Collection Plague Pieces (1721) 21 There happens a
Vellication of the nervous Parts. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 302

Severe vellications in the Intestines by shaip humors. 1713

Stukeley in Mem. (1882) I. 69 After some vellications and
preludes the Gout seiz'd upon my right foot. 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters II. 67 Sharp uneasy vellications of the skin.

1783 Johnson Lett. (1788) II. 339 These vellications of my
breast shorten my breath.

transf. 1781 Johnson Prayers <r Medit. (1817) 193 At

night, I had some mental vellications, or revulsions.

Vellicative, a. rare-*, [f. as Vellicate v. +

-ive.] Having the quality of vellicating ; causing

irritation or twitching.
1822-7 Goon Study Med. (1829) I. 82 They (i. e- t«!hj are

colloquially said to be set on edge; and that in two ways,

as follows :—.. From jarring noises. .. From vellicative or

acrid substances.

t Ve'llicle. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *vellicrt-

tum, f. vetlere to pluck, pull.] Something which

pinches or nips so as to hold fast (see quot.).

1676 H. More Rem. 145 The Power.. of the Laws of

Nature, in colligating strictly; Parts of the most distantial

Textures and Consistencies, without the Help of Vellicles,

Hooks, or Grappers. Ibid. 147.

Veiling, vbl. sb. : see Vell v.

Vellom, obs. form of Velll m.



VELLON.

II Vellon (vely^n). Also 7 vellion. [Sp.

vellon : see Billon*.] Copper, as used in Spanish
coinage. Used esp. in the denomination of certain

coins, as real (of) vellon : see Realj^.2
1676 Lady Fanshawe Mem. (1830) 202 We let our dispense

for 72,000 reals vellon, a year. 1681 Rycaut tr. Gracians
Critick To Rdr., We were dispatched thence with..some-
thing under the name of a Largess, to bear our Expences,
paid in Vellion, or the Base Copper Money of Spain. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Money, Spanish Money of Account, is

the Pe-;o, Ducat of Silver and Vellon, Rial of Vellon, and
Cornados and Maravedis of Silver and Vellon. 1798
Mai.thus Popul. (1817) II. 489 The price of the load of four
fanegas of wheat was.. 100 reals vellon. 1839 Penny Cycl.
XV. 323/1 It passes in Spain for 20 reals vellon.
attrib. 1676 Lady Fanshawe Mem, (1830) 196 October

the 14th, the King proclaimed the lowering the vellon money
to the half.

Vellon, dial, form of Felox sb. 2

Velloped, error forjelloped J olloped a.

1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Velloped', a cock
is said to be armed, crested, and velloped, when his spurs,
comb, and gills, are of a different tincture from the body.

Vellot e, obs. forms of Velvet.

t VellOTlS, so. and a. Sc. Obs. Forms : a. 5
veil-, wellowis, vellous, -us, 5-6 wellus. 0. 5
veluous, -vous, -uus, wolwous, 6 -uous, -uos,

velvois,etc. [a. OF. velous, velos, velwis, velvis,

later F. velours Veloubs.J = Velvet sb. and a.

a. c 1450 Maitl. Club Mis.: III. 196, j reid cap of vellowis.
Ibid. 197 A blew claith wellowis. 1474 Ace. Ld. High.
Treas. Scot. I. 16, 2 1 elne of vellous for a fute rhantil.

Ibid. 69, vj elne of velim for a kirtil. 1503 Ibid. II. 297
For ane wellus bonet to the Erie of Murray.
&• x473 dec. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 73, iiijj elne of rede

crammacy veluous. 1491 Acta Dom. Cone. 199 / i, xviij

elne of Welwous. 1530 Burgh Re:. F.dinb. (1871) II. 27
Ane schitt of grene weluos. 1561 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) I2j
Ane bed of blak velvofe. a 1586 Sir R. Maitland Poems
(Pinkerton, 1786) 326 Thair gouns. . Barrit with velvous.

Velluni (ve*li5m). Forms: a. 5 velym, 5-6
velyme, 5, 7 velim, 6 velime, velem, 7 vellem.
£. 5, 7 velum, 5-7 velume (7 velumne), 7-
vellum. 7. 7 velom, 7-8 vellom. 5. 7 velame,
7-8 velam, vellam. [ad. OF. velin {vellin,

veelin, etc.; mod. F. vilin\ f. vel Veal sb.
f

with,

change of 11 to m as in pilgrim, venom.']

1. A fine kind of parchment prepared from the
skins of calves (Iambs or kids) and nsed especially
for writing, painting, or binding; also, any superior
quality of parchment or an imitation of this.

Vegetable vellum: see Vegetable a, 7.

a, c 1440 PrO'up. Paw, 508/2 Velyme, memhrana. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 1. w. 81 That Holi Writt mai b^ take for the
outward lettris writun aid schapun vnder dyuerse figuris
in parchemyn or in velim. 1519 Horman Vitlg. 80 b, That
stouffe that we wrytte vpon, and is made of bsestis skynnes,
is somtyme called parchement, somtyme velem. 1598 R.
Havdocke tr. Lomazzo 11. 127 The Painters vse general
groundes..; saue vpo-i paper, parchment or velime. 1644
Direct. Publ. Worship Ord. 3 A fair register book of velim.

fig. 1611 J. Davif.s (Heref.) To Worthy Persons Wks.
(Grosurt) II. 62/1 Vpon th 1

unspotted vellem of thy face
Nature hath printed characters of grace.
$. 1474 Caxton C/tesse 111, iii. (1883) 93 The Notayres,

skynners, coryours, and cardewaners werke by skynnes and
hydes, As parchemyn, velume, peltrye and cordewan. 1499
Croscombe Church-w. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc) 24 A mass boke
of velum lymmyde. a 1586 Sidney Astr. $ Stella Sonn. xi,

A childe.With gilded leaues or colourd velume playes.
1616 Drumm. of Haw™. Flowers ofSion, Bk. World, But
silhe wee (like foolish Children) rest Well pleas'd with
colour'd Velumue. 1699 Bentley Phal. xvi. 506 And with-
out doubt it was immortal Vellum, and stoln from the
Parchmentesof Jove. 1700 Congkeve Way of World x.'m,
I have an old fox by my thigh that shall hack your instru-
ment of ram vellum to shreds, sir! 1710 J. Clarke tr.

Rohault's Nat. Philos. (1729) I. 243 The Retina [of an
artificial eye] was made of a very white thin Piece of Vellum.
a 1781 R. Watson- Philip III, in. (1837) 159 The deed, .was
written on paper, and not on vellum, as was usual in all trans-
actions of importance. 1819 Keats Fall Hyperion 1. 5 Pity
these have not Trac'd upon vellum or wild Indian leaf The
shadows of melodious utterance. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell North
<V S. iii, The Paradise of Dante in the proper old Italian
binding of white vellum and gold. 1875 Scrivener Led. Gk.
Test. 16 The durable fine vellum of our oldest extant codices.

fig- '784 Cowi'EH Task 1. 560 The sportive wind blows
wide Their flutt'ring rags, and shows a tawny skin, The
vellum of the pedigree they claim.

7 . 1601 Hakrwill Van. Eye xxii. (1615) no [To] beholde
the heavens, and in them (as in large characters drawn in
faire velom) the glory of their maker, 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc, Printing i, One of the first Books Printed on
Paper; (that of Tully being on Vellom). 17*8 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. ParcVimeut, What we call Vellom is only Parch-
ment made of the Skins of abortive Calves, or at least of
sucking Calves.

6, 1600 Fairfax Tasso xiv. lxxvi, The house is builded
like a maze within, ..The shape whereof plotted in velam
thin I will you giue. 1617 Barbier Jan. Ling. 114 He
cancelled a line in themargent of the velame. 1632 Quarles
Div. Fancies it. xiii, Hee.. Whose milk-white Vellam did
incurre No least suspition of a Blurre. 1706 Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 258 A MS 1

, in velam. 1715 Ibid. V. 130
King Henry the VHP 1''* Primer upon Vellam.

fig. 1631 Massinger Emperor East w. iv, Can you think
This master peece of heauen, this pretious vellam, Of such a
purjtie and virgin whitenesse, Could be design'd to haue
periurie, and whoredome

(
..writ vpon 't?

2. A piece or sheet of this material ; a manu-
script or testimonial written on vellam.
c 1430 Lyog. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 204 A froward velym

86

upon to wryt. 1687 Death's Vision (1713) 2 note, Like
a Velum upon the Head of a Drum. 1878 G. Vigfusson
Sturlunga Saga I. p. clx, A quarto of 200 leaves when
entire (about the largest size ever reached by an Icelandic
vellum). 1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 15 Oct. 6/3 He and his brother
..received the vellum of the Royal Humane Society for
their plucky conduct.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Attrib. in the senses
' made of, resembling, of the nature of, bound in,

vellum '.

1565 Goi.ding Ovid's Met. iv. 507 With shere and velume
wings. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/, aj, All these, liuely designe-
mentes..be in velame parchement described. 1586 Hooker
Hist. Irel. in Holinshcd II. 94/1 He ought rather to make
sute for some good vellam parchment for the ingrossing
thereof. 1636 Davenant Platonick Lovers iv. i, Not all

thy Leathern, nor thy Vellum friends, those dead companions
on thy Shelves shall be more faithful [etc.]. 1651 Cleveland
Poems 46 Who place Religion in their Velam-ears; As in
their Phylacters the Jews did theirs. 1707 Hearne Collect.
(O.H.S.) 1. 330 A very Ancient Vellam MS'. 1740 Richard-
son Pamela (1824) I. 216 Mr Longman has already fur-
nished me with a vellum-book of white paper. i8ao Lamb
Elia 1. South-Sea House, The costly vellum covers of some
of them [sc. books]. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal III. v,

83 A large vellum envelope.

b. Comb. With pa. pples., as vellum-bound,
-covered.

1837 Dickens Pickw. iv, With vellum-covered books under
their arms. 1856 Lever Martins qfCro' M. 605 A square
vellum-bound book, with massive silver clasps. 1866 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt (1868) 11 Her writing-table, with vellum-
covered account-books on it.

c. Special Combs. : vellum-binder (see qnot.

1858) ; vellum-binding, the process or trade of
binding account-books ; also attrib. ; vellum
cloth, tracing-cloth

; f vellum mode (see Mode
sb. II, quot. 1795) ; vellum paper, a paper made
to imitate vellum ; hence vellum-papered adj.

;

vellum post (see quot.); vellum thunder /W/.,
the noise made by the parchment of a drum.
1858 Si.mmonds Diet. Trade, * Vellum-binder, a book-

binder who covers books with vellum, and makes account-
books. 1891 Pall Mull G. 20 Nov. 3/1 Three of them are
concerned with the bookbinders— that is, the binders of
printed books—and the foimh with the vellum-binders, the
technical name for account-book binders. 1835 J. Hannett
Bibliopegia in. (Heading) 139 Of Stationery, or *Vellum
Binding. 1891 Pall Mall G. 20 Nov. 3/1 As soon as it

was known that the bookbinders were going to concede
the eight hours, several of the best vellum-binding firms
conceded it also. i888Jacobi Printers'1

Vocab. 151 *Vellum
laidpaper, a laid writing paper with a vellum surface. Ibid.,
Vellum wove paper, a wove writing paper with a vellum
surface. 1858 0. W. Holmks Aut. Brsakf.t, (1883)73 Look
at. .the. .*vellum-papered 32 1110. 1847 Webster, *Vellum-
fiost, a peculiar sort of superior writing-paper. 1716 Gay
Trivia 11. 18 Here Rows of Drummers stand in martial File,

And with their *Vellom-'l'hunder shake the Pile.

Hence Ve'llumy a., relating to or resembling
vellum (Worcester, 1846, citing Ec, AVz/.).

Vellure, obs. form of Velure.

t Vellute. Obs. rare. [ad. It. velluto, or var.

oivellet Velvet sb. after this.] Velvet.
1561 T. Hobv tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 1. (1577) F ij,

Wyth hir shooes of vellute, and hir hose fitting cleane to hir
legge. 163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady v. iii, [It] will save
charges Of coaches, vellute gowns, and cut-work smocks.
Velly, dial. var. felly Felloe.

t Velo ciman. Obs. rare. [ad. F. vtHocimane,

i. viloci- (after Velocipede) + L. man-us hand.]
A contrivance of the nature of a velocipede, but
propelled by hand.
A velocimanipede was advertised in the Morning Chron.

of 13 May 1819 : see Hobby sb. 1
4.

[1869 N. <y Q. 4th Ser. IV. 240 The Swiss inventor styles
his Carriage a vetocimane.] x88s C. L. Dodcson in Col-
Hngwood Liftx. (1890) 219 Went out with Charsley, and did
four miles on one of his velocimans, very pleasantly. 1883
Simmonds^ZVcA Trade, Velotiman,.. a species of tricycle.

Velocimeter (veUsi'mrtaj). [f. L. veloci-,

velox swift + -meter.] An instrument or apparatus
(variously constructed) for measuring the speed or

velocity of engines, vessels, projectiles, etc.

184a H. Spencer in Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jml. V. 231/2
1 he instrument represented in the annexed plate, which I

have named a ' Velocimeter ', is intended to supersede the
long calculations, frequently necessary, in obtaining veloci-
ties in engine trials. 1853 in Abridgm. Specif. Patents,
Opt. etc. lustrum. (1875) 183 An instrument for measuring
the steerage-way of vessels. . .(The apparatus is called a]
Velocimeter. 1876 Catal. Set. Apfiar. S. A'ens. 55 Patent
electric Velocimeter, . . arranged for water currents and
ascertaining the speed of vessels.

Velocious, a. rare. [f. L. veloet-, velox swift

+ -0U3.] Rapid. Also Velociously adv.
In quot. 1872 humorously for 'fast ',

1680 C. Nksse Ch. Hist. 357 Satan was seen to fall like
lightning from heaven, to wit, viewably, violently, and
velociously or swiftly. 1775 Romans Florida App.62 Pro-
viding so facile a navigation for the regions of the west, by
means of a velocious current. 187a Dasent Three to One
III. 233 They are not at all like some of the young ladies of
the present day, ' velocious,' as we have heard a Vankee say.

Veloci pedal, a. rare. [f. next + -AL.] Of or
relating to, depicting, a velocipede.
1868 Pall Mall G. No. 1022. 1908 '2 The velocipedal skill

of M. de Visin. 1869 it, $ Q. 4th Ser. IV. 240 Nor have I

any recollection of a velocipedal plate [ = picture].

Velocipede (vi>-sipfd). [ad. F. vtloa'phle, f.

L. veloci-, velox swift +ped-,pes foot.]

VELOCITY.
1. = Dandy-horse, Hobby sl>A 4, Hobby-horse

' 5. Obs. exc. Hist.
1819 Monthly Mag. March 156 A machine called the

1
Velocipede, or Swift Walker. Invented by Baron Drais and
patented in England by Denis Johnson, coachmaker, of
Long Acre, in 1818. 1819 Keats Lett. (1895) 3°° The
nothing of the day is a machine called the velocipede. It
is a wheel carriage to ride cock-horse upon, sitting astride
and pushing it along with the toes, a rudder-wheel in hand.
x8.*3 J; Badcock Dom. Amusem. 209 He never proceeded
with his machine at a greater rate than five miles an hour,
and yet named it Velocipede. 1839 Civil Eng. $ Arch.
Jrnl. II. 242/1 The horse will take longer steps, and longer
springs or leaps,, .in the same way as a man upon a veloci-
pede. 1850 in Ogilvie.

fb. A kind of roller-skate. Obs.
1825 Mech. Mag. V. 79 A Velocipede intended to be fixed

on one foot ; . . the vclocipedestrian pushes himself away with
the other.

2. A travelling-machine having wheels turned by
the pressure of the feet upon pedals ; esp. an early
form of the bicycle or tricycle, a ' bone-shaker '.

Now rare. (Quot. 1853 may belong to sense 1.)
1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms s.v. 1851 Catal. Grt. Exhib.

v. No. 991, Velocipede, consisting of three wheels. 1853
K. S. Surtees Soapey Sp.Tour (1893) 369 He is riding a
miserable rat of a badly-clipped mouse-coloured pony, that
looks like a velocipede under him. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv.
126 The unprecedented reaction is moving on with the
swiftness of a velocipede. 1886 Cyclist Touring Club Gaz.
IV. 146 Bicycles, tricycles, and other velocipedes. Ibid. 149
Every cyclist using a velocipede.

3. trans/, a. Applied to persons.
1822 New Monthly Mag. VI. 344 In the Ballet we have

nothing new to report. M. Paul, a true velocipede, con-
tinues to electrify the astonished spectators. 1891 Meredith
One of our Cong, xvi, He's a worthy little velocipede, as
Fenellan calls him.

b. A swift-moving vehicle.

1838 Blackvj. Mag. XLIII. 340 Stage-coaches, .were not
the velocipedes that they now are. 1842 R. Ford in Smiles
Publisher $ Friends(i&gi) II. 491, 1 read Borrow with great
delight all the way down per rail, and it shortened the rapid
flight of that velocipede.

4. attrib. and Comb., as velocipede carriage,
-crank, traffic, velocity, -wise adv.
1819 GentlMag. LXXXIX. 1. 423 With our heavy popu-

lation, Velocipede carriages may hereafter be substituted.,
worked by two or more men. 1839 Blackzv. Mag. XLVI.
39 The rush of waiters hurrying with velocipede velocity in
opposite directions. 1869 H. Bushnell Worn. S. viii. 178
He sings velocipede-wise, turning the crank himself. 1870
Betgravia Feb. 444 A paddle-wheel., furnished with veloci-
pede-cranks.

Hence Velocipe'dean, Velo'cipeder, = Veloci-
pedist. Velocipede *strian a., ~ VELOCiPEDica.;
sb. one who uses a velocipede (see sense 1 b above)

;

also Velocipede strianism, the practice of using
the velocipede. Velocipedian, — Velocipedist
Velocipe*dic a., of or pertaining to velocipedes.

Veloxipeding' vbl. sb., the action or practice of

using a velocipede. Velo'cipedist [ad. F. veloci-

pe'diste\ one who rides a velocipede.

1842 Howitt Vis. Remark. Places Ser. 11. 431 He was a
very adroit * Velocipedean. 1869 Daily News 9 March, As
the bicycles gained the open country the velocipedeans
began to work in earnest. 1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 39

\

A "Velocipeder presented himself at a turnpike, and de-
manded, 'What's to pay ?

' 1869 Sci. Amer. 13 Feb. 101 The
votaries of *Velocipedestrian Science. Ibid. 9 Jan. 25
*Velocipedestrianism, a word coined for the times, is easier

to learn than skating. 1869 Echo 3 Dec, The invention of

the crank-axled machine gave a great impulse to veloci-

pede.strianism. 1869 Velocipede (N.Y.) April 20 A *veloci-

pedian, after a fair amount of experience, finds himself, .at

home astride his two-wheeler. 1892 Times 21 April 5/5 Dr.
Mussy, spokesman of the *Velocipedic Union, dwelt on the
advantages of cycling to school-boys, tourists, and soldiers.

1869 / elocipede (N.Y.I April 21 *Velocipeding is a hopeful
sign of progress. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 109 Just
like that velocipeding and Danube-boating at Pesth ! 1820
Williams Hist. Ace. Invent. II. 486 The rest afforded to the

*velocipedist between his steps which set the machine in

motion, enables him to proceed much quicker. 1868 Lond.
Soc. Nov. 408 The velocipedists have stolen a march on the

coming flying man. 1885 Pall Malt G. 28 April 10/2 The
1
St. Petersburg Society of Amateur Velocipedists'.

Velocity (v/lpsiti). Also 6 Sc. velocite, 6-7

velocitie. [ad. F. vtflocite (14th cent. ;
= It. velo-

city, Sp. velocidad, Fg. -idade) or L. velocitdt-,

velocilds, f. veloci- , velox swift, rapid : see -ITY ]

1. Rapidity or celerity of motion ; swiftness, speed.

(1550 Roi.land Crt. Venus u. 672 Thay bad him pas with

all velocite To the Gracis. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 220
This byrdc.is of such velocitie and swyftnes in flying that

[etc.]. 1607 Tocsell Fourf. Beasts 115 The LybianRoes..
(saith hee) are of an admirable velocity or swiftnes. 1646

Sir T. Hrowne Pseud. Ep. 235 Dolphins.. Being the Hyero-
glyphick of celerity, ..men best expressed their velocity by
incurvity, and under some figure of a bowe. 1665 Glanvill
Scepsis Sci. xi. 61 The supposed motion will be near a thou-

sand miles an hour under the Equinoctional line ; yet it will

seem to have no Velocity to the sense. 1704 Fuller Med.
Gymn. (1711) 14 His Blood flows with its due Velocity, 1789

Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 370 Black heaths, and wild

uncultivated plains, over which the unresisted wind sweeps

with a velocity I never yet was witness to. 1802 Bingley
Anim, Biog. (1805) III. 74 Some of the species, .are enabled

to spring with great force and velocity on their prey. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 379 The flying coaches are ex-

tolled as far superior to any similar vehicles ever known in

the world. Their velocity is the subject of special com-
mendation.
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b. spec. Relative rapidity ; rate of motion.
1656 tr. Hobbes* Elem. Philos. (1839) 113 Motion, in as

much as a certain length may in a certain time be trans-

mitted by it, is called Velocity or swiftness : &c. 1715 tr.

Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 91 The Velocity in 'A is to the

Velocity in P, as SN" to SH. But as the Velocities in A
and P, so are the Spaces run in the same time, by the

Bodies. 1743 W. Emerson Fluxions v, It is the general

Practice in Mechanics, to measure the Velocity of a Body
by the Space uniformly described in a given Time, c 1790
Imison Sch. Arts I. 1 Mechanics is a science which treats

of the forces, motions, velocities, and in general, of the

actions of bodies upon one another. 1813 Bakewkll Introd.

Geol. Pref. (1815) 16 In mechanics, the important question

of the ratio between the velocity and momentum is still un-

decided. 1857 Livingstone Trav. xvi. 284 note, A declivity

of three inches per mile gives a velocity in a smooth straight

channel of three miles an hour. 1880 Hauchton Phys.

Gcogr. iii. 137 It has.. a velocity of upwards of three knots

per hour.

2. Rapidity (absolute or relative) of operation or

action
;
quickness.

a 1674 Clarendon Surv. Leviath. (1676) 18 Mr. Hobbes
. .was with the velocity of a thought, .able to decipher that

impertinent Question. 1743 W. Emerson Fluxions 2 He
will find some to increase faster, others slower; and con-

sequently that there are comparative Velocities (or Fluxions)

of Increase during their Generation. 1794 Hutton Philos.

Light, etc. 198 Neither the quantity of the fire, nor the

velocity of its propagation. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II.

v. v. 479 Colonel Brathwaite was instructed to anticipate

resistance by velocity of completion. 1858 Froude Hist.

Eng. IV. 481 The velocity with which the English world
was swept into the New Era. 1871 B. Stewart Heat
(ed. 2) § 228 The rate at which it loses temperature or the

velocity of cooling.

3. altrib. and Comb., as velocity-measurer, po-

tential, ratio*

1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms s.v. Velocimeter, Such a
velocity-measurer was constructed by Breguet, of Paris.

1878 W. K. Clifford Dynamic ill. 203 The circulation

along any path from o to p. . is called the velocity-potential

at/. 1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 160 If. .the velocity

potential has at each point of the curve an assigned value.

1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 36 Velocity Ratio in

Belt Gearing.

Velodrome, [a. F. velodrome, f. velo colloq.

abbrev. of velocipede VELOCIPEDE + -drome as in

Hippodrohe.] A special place or building in

which exhibitions of cycle-riding, cycle or motor
races, etc., are held.

190a Times 26 Nov. 5/6 The Alexandra Palace Velodrome.
Ibid., The sides slope gently from the floor to the ' hog-
backs*, which are placed at either end of the velodrome.

Velom, obs. variant of Vellum.
Velonea, Velonia, variants of Valonia.
Velonye, southern ME. variant of Felony.

t Velope, aphetic form of Envelope v. 06s.— 1

171a \V. Hamilton Wallace 93 With Darkness velop'd,

soon they reach'd the Gate.

Velouet, obs. form of Velvet.

II Velours (v?l«r). Also velour, veluse. [F.

velours (OF. velour, velous) velvet. Cf. Velure.]
1. (See quote, and cf. Lure sbA)
1706 Phillips >'ed. Kersey), Velours, a Velvet-Rubber for

a Hat. 1831-3 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 762/2 A uniform
direction is given to the nap by means of. .a plush brush
called a velours. 1651-4 Tomlinson's Cycl. Use/. Arts
(1866) I. 837/2 The general surface of the hat is. .improved
by means of. .a plush cushion called a velours, or veluse.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2609/1 Velour, a hatter's luster-

ing and smoothing pad of silk or plush.

2. a. (See quot.)

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Velours, a kind of velvet or

plush foi furniture, carpets, etc. manufactured in Prussia,

partly of linen and partly of double cotton warps with
mohair yarn weft.

b. A woollen dress-stuff with a velvet pile.

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 923/1 Velours. .,a French
goods, all wool. 1^13 Play Pictorial No. 134. p. ii/3 A
medium shade of striped grey velours.

II Veloutine (vAiltm). [F., f. veloute velvety

+ -INE.] (See quot. 1884.)
1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 923 1 Veloutine [printed

Velontine).., a corded French fabric, with fancy wool warp
and merino wool weft. 1890 Daily Xexvs 29 May 3/1 The
chemisette is generally made of finely pleated silk, whether
it be in the richest veloutine, bengaline, or ordinary surah.

Velt, southern dial, variant of Felt fM
1879 Jmuai Wild Life 301 The ploughboys call the

fieldfares ' veils*.

Velt, var. Veldt; obs. Sc. form of Welt v.

fVelter. Obs.-1 [ad. OF. veltre or med.L.
veltris : see Fewtekek.] A small hunting-dog.
1598 Manwood Laives Forest Carta de Foresta of Canutus

5 32 margin, These little Dogges called Velteres, and such
as are called Ramhundt (al which Dogges are to sit in ones
lap) may be kept in the Forest.

Velterer. rare- 1
. [Cf. prec] = Fewterer.

1911 J. H. Round King's Serjeants 272 The number of
greyhounds .. accompanying them varied, but each velterer,

noimally, had charge of from four to six.

f Veltfare, obs. dial, variant of Fieldfare.
Cf. the mod. dial, form veltiver.

a 173a Swift Country Parsons Blessings (Hopped, Or else

a veltfare or a snipe.

Velth(t, obs. Sc. forms of Wealth.
Velthy, obs. form of Wealthy a.

t Velt-marshal. Obs. Also veldt-marshal,
vclt-mareschal. [ad. G.feld-marschall, with the

I

spelling of the first element influenced by LG. or

Du.] ^ Field-marshal.
1709 Lend. Gaz. No. 4560/2 The King of Denmark and

King Augustus stood as Godfathers to a Son of the Velt-

Marshal. 1737 Genii. Mag. VII. 641/2 To resign the

Command of the Army provisionally to Velt-Marshal
Philippi. 1774 H. Walpoi.e Corr. (1846) V. 368 You may
be a veldt-marshal by this time. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose
xi, Anent wbilk I have heard the great Velt-Mareschal
Bannier hold a learned argument with General Tiefeubach.

II Velum (vrltfm). PI. vela (v**la). [L.

velum a sail, awning, curtain, covering, veil.]

L f a. A screen or protection. Obs.

1781 Priestlkv in Young Autoldogr. (1898). v. 99 A glass

velum, interposed between the retort and the recipient for

the air, remains quite cool and dry.

b. A velarium.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 197/2 Such ceiling or vault

therefore assumes somewhat the appearance of an awning
or velum stretched immediately upon arches.

2. Anat. a. The soft palate ; the membranous
septum extending backwards from the hard palate.

Also more fully velum falati and velum pendulum.
<:i) 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 303/1 The septum, which may

likewise be termed velum, or valvula palati, terminates

below by a loose floating edge. 178a Hebkrden Comment.
vii. (1806) 27 The velum pendulum was putrid. 1805 Med.
Jml. XIV. 179 One was removed .. from behind the velum
pendulum by the forceps. 1847 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III.

51 The velum palati is a soft moveable curtain stretching

ackwards and downwards into the cavity of the pharynx
[etc.]. Ibid., Muscles of the velum palati. 1859 Semtle
Diphtheria 55 The posterior column of the velum palati.

W T753 Diet. Arts $• Sci. III. 2313/2 The great uses

of this membrane are.. for preventing by its claustrum or
velum, the things to be swallowed from getting up into the
nostrils. 1826 S. Cooper First Lines Surgery 241 The
velum and uvula are occasionally destroyed. 1846 Brittam
tr, Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 365 You see then the
importance of passing the needles through a well determined
point of the velum. 1879 St. George's Hosfi. Rep. IX. 725
A child.. was attacked by sore-throat with false membrane,
which spread from the tonsils over the velum.
altrib. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. I X. 570 Voice husky

;

glands of velum palate enlarged.

b. One or other of two membranes extending
from the vermiform process of the brain.

1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 52 The two medullary vela are
inclined obliquely towards each other. Ibid., The anterior
medullary velum or valve of Vieussens. 1873 Mivart EUm.
Anat. 377 The velum consists only of the ependyma, the pia
mater, and the arachnoid.

C A triangular fold of the pia mater lying

between the third ventricle and the fornix of the

brain. (In full velum interpositum.\
c 1845 TodiVs Cycl. Anat. I II. 635 The velum interpositum is

best exposed, .by removing carefully in succession the corpus
callosum and the fornix. In raising the velum itself [etc.].

d. A small triangular space in the inferior region

of the bladder.
1835-6 TodcCs Cycl. Anat. I. 385/1 This membrane pre-

sents some peculiarities throughout the extent of a small
region named the ' trigone ' or the * velum ' of the bladder.

3. Zool. A membrane or membranous integument,

esp. one occurring in molluscs, medusa.1 , or lower
forms of animal life.

i8z6 KlRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 370 Velum (the Velum),
a membrane attached to the inner side of the cubital spur
in Apis. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 110/1 Though the term
velum is used, which would hardly be applicable to the
paimated arms or vela cf the other kind [of Nautilus]. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 129 The inner margin of the
hell in these medusoids is always produced into a velum.
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 420/1 In the majority of sponges
both excurrent and incurrcnt canals are constricted at in-

tervals by transverse diaphragms or vela, which contain
myocytes concentrically and sometimes radiately arranged.

4. Bot. A membranous structure or covering in

certain fungi.

183a Lisoley Introd. Bot. 208 The velum, or veil, is a
horizontal membrane, connecting the margin of the pileus
with the stipes. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1207/1 Velum, the
annulus of certain fungals. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs's Bot. 337
This formation of a velum is connected with the entire
growth of the whole fructification.

Velum >, Velumne, obs. ff. Vellum.
Velunge, southern ME. variant of Keeling sb.

Veluot, obs. Sc. form of Velvet.
Velure (v/l'uVi). Also 6 vellure. [ad. OF.

velour: see Velours.]

f 1. Velvet. Also altrib. Obs.
1587 Harrison Deser. Eng. m. i. in Holinshed I. 221/1

But now. .the same [wool] hath beene imploied vnto sundrie
other vses, as mockados, baies, vellures, grograines, &c.
1596SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 62 One girth sixe times peee'd,
and a womans Crupper of velure. 160a Marston Ant. <y

Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 57 A yellow tafFata dubblet, cut upon
carnation velure. a 1615 Fletcher Noble Gent. v. i, Did
you not walk the Town, In a long Cloak half compass? an
old Hat, Lin'd with Vellure? 1640 in Entick London (1766)
II. 179 Velures: English, the single piece. 1748 Whitehall
Evening-Post No. 405, [He] had on when he was last seen,
a light Dove-coloured Coat, black Velure Waistcoat, grey
Breeches, and a light Grizzle Wig.
Comb. 1607 Dekker Northiuard Hoe it. i, The bragging

velure-caniond hobbi-horses praunce vp and downe as if

some a the Tilters had ridden them.

2. = Velours i. Hence Velu*re v. trans., to

dress (a hat) by means of a velvet pad.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 520 1 Dressing and polishing.,

come next, after which the hat is ' velured ' in a revolving
machine by the application of haircloth and velvet veluies.

VelU'tillOUS, a. Ent, and Bot. [i. mod. I..

velutin-us, i. med.L. vetutum velvet.] (bee quots._)
1826 Kihbv & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 276 Velutinous,.

.

covered with very thick-set upright short hairs or pile, re-
sembling velvet. 1857 A - Gray First Less. Bot. (18C6) 236
Velutinous, velvety to the touch. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1207/1
Velutinous, velvety ; having a hairy surface, which in
texture resembles velvet, as in Rochea coccinea.

Velvatter, obs. Sc. form ot Well-water.
Velveret, Also -ett. Now rare. [Irrcg. f.

Velvet sb. Hence F. ve/verette.] A variety of
fustian with a velvet surface.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. But. (ed. 7) III. 268 The Cotton
Trade., has been greatiy improved of late, .by the Invention
of Velverets. 1776 [see Velvetekn i]. 1787 G. Canning
Microcosm No. 22 (1788) 258, I shall presently see land-
scapes beautifully diversified with, .plains of Plush, ..valHes
of Velveret, and meadows of Manchester. 1803 Ann. Reg.
828 Cotton velvets, velveteens, velverets, thicksets, cords,
and other cotton piece goods. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 537
'I he cotton stuffs called corduroy, velverett, velveteen,
thicksett, used for men's wearing apparel, belong to the
same fabric. Ibid. 53S Plain Velveret ..Cord and Velveret.
188a Caulfeild & ^award Diet. Seedleu: 510/2 Velveret,
an inferior sort of Velvet, employed for trimmings, the web
of which is of cotton, and the pile of silk.

attrib. 1795 Soltmev Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 12 A soldier
was the other character, in old black velveret breeches.

Velvet (velvet), sb. Forms : a. 4-7 veluet, 4,

6 -ett (5 feluett), 6 -ette
;
4- velvet (5 felvet,

velveut, -ved, velavet), 5-7 velvett (6 -vytt),

7 villvet, S velvit. (3. 5-6 velwet (5 felwet, 6

-weth)
; 5 vele-, vellewet (fellewet, felewote)

;

velouet, -owet. 7. 5 weluette, 5-6 -wet t, 6

wellweut, welvet, Sc. wellvet, welwete. 5. Sc.

5 veluate, 6 -uote, -uot(t ; 6 weluot, -wot;e,
wellwott, wolwat. t. 6 vellett, -at (velat), Sc.

-ot(e, 6-7 vellet. [ad. med.L. velvetum {-ettttm
,

also velj^uetum {•etlum), app. representing a

Romanic type *vit/ntettu//t, dim. of *vi/liilum,

whence med.L. velWututn (z'elotum), It. velluto,

OF. velut, -ute, Sp. and Pg. velludo, ultimately f.

L. vill-us shaggy hnir. Cf. Vei lute, Velouk.s,

and Velure.]
I. 1. A textile fabric of silk having a shrrt,

dense, and smooth piled surface ; a kind or variety

of this.

Also with defining terms as cotton, Genoa, raised^ stamped
velvet: see these words.

a. 1320 Wardr. Ace. Edw. II, -22/14, 1 couerchief de
veluett. 13.. Gaw. \ Gr. Knt. 2027 His cote, wyth be
conysaunce of J:e tlere werkez, Knnurned vpon veluet
yertuuus stonez. 1351 Cat. Pat. Rolls 25 Ediv. Ill, 137,

j fanoun de murre velvet, a 1400 T. Chestre Laun/al 950
> Her sadell was semyly sett, 'I he sambus wer grene felvet.

c 1441 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 208 Farewelle, damask and
clothes of gold; Farewelle, velvet, and clothes in grayn.
1483 in Somerset Med. Wills 11901) 245 To Allhalow Chirch
of Aisheton my gown of blew feluett. 1538 Starkey
England 1. iv. (1871) 130 Yf the nobyllys..be not appay-
laylyd in sylkys and veluettys, they thynke they lake much
of theyr honowre. 1555 Watreman Fardie lotions 1. iv.

46 Tentes and pauilions placed in good ordre, of veluet and
saten. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 124 That cur ladies and
wiues when they go abroad in the street may. .-hine again
in their silks and veluets. 1694 Marten's Voy. Spitzlcrgcn
in Ace, Sev. Late Voy. II. 166 He is not as black as Velvet,

as the Whale is, but like a Tench. 1735 Johnson Lobo's
Alyssinia, Descr. iii. 55 They wear all sorts of Silks, and
particularly the fine Velvets of Turkey. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers
Trav. (176*0) II. 376 A suite of seven rooms furnished wiih
red damask and velvet. 1807-8 W. Ihving Salmag, (1824)

262 The lady in blue velvet, who so atteniively peruses her
book. 1815 Ei.phinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) I. 385 Em-
broidered satin, velvet, and Persian brocade are, of cour>e,

confined to the great. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Fdite. IV.

261/2 Mohair, .is largely made into fabr'f- for ladies' wear,
linings, tabinets, plushes, and velvets.

0. a 1400 T. Chfstkk Launf. 235 Har 1 -.steles wer of
grene felwet, Yboidured with gold. 1423 Rolls cf Parlt.

IV. 255/1 Upon velowet, and Cloth of Gold, c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 3 The noble Mayer clad in reed

velewet. Ibid, 6 The tour arrayed withe velwettcs softe.

1531 Rcc. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 45, iij olde doblettes and
Shredys of velwet. 1558 in Noake Worcester Mon. (i8t6)

172 A coope of blewe fclweth with oystars fethers.

y. 1441-a Durham Acc. Rolls (Surlees)47i, j veslimentum
..de welwett. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2615 Hyr paraylle

All ofone hewe, Off a grene weluette. 1507 Pilton Churchiv.

Acc. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 52 A westement of grene wellwett.

Ibid., A inantell of purpull wellweut. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Edw. IV, 234 On hys bonet of blacke welvet a floure

delyce of golde. a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 174 Anc ryding pie of blak wellvet. Ibid. 368
Claith of gould, welwete, sataine and dameis.

S. 1436 Registr. Aberdon. (Maitland CI.) II. 142 Vnus
mantellus pro nostra domina borderatus cum ly veluate.

1500-wj Dunbar Poems lxxvii. 12 Four men o( renoun, In

gounes of veluot. 157a Satir. /'cents Refrm. xxxiii. 254

His wyfe weiris weluot on bir Gowne and Coller. 1581

Burne in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 136 That the altaris vas

vont to be ornit vith veluot.

«. 1546-7 'n Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI 09M] *

making of one doble turff Cappe of veilett white & Grene

chekyd. 1547 b/arl. MS. 1419 B. foi. 555 b, One placarde

of Murrey vellat ; another of crimson vellat. c 1550 LVMDE-
say Tragedie 21 [A man] In Raymcnt reid..Off vellot and

of Saityng Crammosie. 1605 London Prodigal \. i. 161 My
ryding breeches, Vnckle, those that you thought had bene

vellet. 1668 Bp. Hacket in Surtees Misc. (1861) Introd. p.

xiv, The most curious piece that I have seen of purple vellet.

b. A piece of this material, rare.

c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 636 By hir beddes heed schc



VELVET.
made a mewe, And covered it with veluettes [v.r. velowetys]
blewe. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xli, Ropes, palls,
velvets, ostrich feathers, and other mortuary properties.

c. In various fig. or allusive uses.

a 1591 Grefne & Lodge Looking Gl. G.'s Wks. (Grosart)
XIV. 90 If he were a king of veluet, I will talke to him.
1607 Merry Devil Edmonton iv. i. 37 Thou speakst as true
as veluet. 167a T. Jordan Lond. triumph. 4 My father,
store of velvet wore; My grandsire, beggars' velvet!
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Velvet, a Tongue. Tip the
Velvet, to Tongue a Woman. [Hence in later slang Diets.]
1814 [see Gentleman 5 c], 1823 Egan Grose's Diet. Vulg.
T. s.v. Velvet, To the little gentleman in velvet, i. e. the
mole that threw up the hill that caused Crop (King William's
horse) to stumble. 1882 Piugeos Engineer's Holiday (18S3)
167 Whose hand of iron was never ungloved with velvet.

1898 Westm. Gas. 5 Jan. 3/2 Paul Mercer is born, not indeed
in the purple, but in the velvet of vast wealth.

d. On velvet, in a position of ease or advantage
;

in an advantageous or prosperous condition.

<

Now chiefly in sporting slang (see later quots.), but formerly
in more general use.

1769 Burke Obs. Pres. St. Nat. Wks. II. 142 Not like
our author, who is always on velvet, he is aware of some
difficulties. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar 7\, To be upon
velvet, to have the best of a bet or match. 1789 Anbury
Trav. II. 382 Therefore, only tell General Phillips 'that on
that day I fought upon velvet *. 1828 Scott Jrnl. 23 Feb.,
We stand on velvet as to finance. 1845 Disraeli Sybil
(1863) 41 Before that we were on velvet ; but the instant he
appeared everything was changed. 1874 Slang Diet. 334
Men who have succeeded in their speculations, especially
on the turf, are said to stand on velvet. 1897 Daily Neivs
1 June 3/5 Is that what you call being ' On velvet ' when
you are sure to win something?—Yes.

e. A wearer of velvet.

1782 Mrs. H. Cowley Which is the Man in. iii, We had
all the law ladies from Lincoln's Inn, a dozen good velvets
from Bishopsgate, with the wives and daughters of half the
M.D.'s and LUD.'s in town.

2. trans/. The soft downy skin which covers a
deer's horn while in the growing stage.
C1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) ii, Hir homes

benn keuered with a softe heer, bat hunters call veluetz.
1576 Turberv. Venerie 47 Then they discouer themselues,
going vnto the trees to fray their heads, and to rub of the
veluet. Ibid. 244 His heade when it commeth first out, hath
a russet pyll upon it, the whiche is called Veluet. 1697
Phil. Trans. XIX. 492 The Surface of the Horn, and the
smooth Hairy Skin that covers them whilst they are .grow-
ing (which is commonly call'd the Velvet). 1859 Todd's

\

Cycl. Anat. V. 518/1 In the early condition the horn is soft
i

and yielding, and is protected only by a. .delicate integu- j

ment...From this circumstance the skin is here termed the |

'velvet'. 1892 Pike Barren Ground N. Canada 43 It was
a full-grown bull in prime condition, the velvet not yet

j

shed, but the horns quite hard underneath.

b. In the phr. in velvet, said of the deer.
1880 W. Gill River Golden Sand\. viii. 370 The deer are

only hunted when in velvet, and from the horns in this state
a medicine is made. 1884 Jefferies Red Deer iv. 72 While
this bark or skin remains on the horn the stag is said to be ;

in velvet and is not hunted.

^
3. A surface, substance, etc., comparable to velvet

j

in respect of softness or general appearance.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr. Chirurg. 41/2 The I

Potentiall Cauteryes nowe-adayes are indeede of velvet,
and verve excellent. Ibid. 41 b/i That is one of the best,

j

which Mr. Pare* calleth the Cauterye of Velvet. 1747
Gray Death Fav. Cat 9 The velvet of her paws. 1781
Cowper Ep. Prot. Lady 15 Where Nature has her mossy
velvet spread. 1897 ' O. Rhoscomyl' White Rose Amo
267 Here is something to put velvet in the ale. 1904 R. J.Farrer Garden Asia 240 Every peak is clad in the velvet
of wood and copse.

b. ellipt. A velvet cork.
1830 Edinb. Cycl. VII. 1. 217/1 The finished corks are

finally sorted by a boy into four kinds, superfine or velvets,
fine, common, and coarse.

II. attrib. and Comb. 4. Attrib., in the sense
'made of velvet', as velvet bag, hand, cap,gown>

\

etc., or * covered with velvet', as velvet cushion,
j

furniture.
c 1350 Lybeaus Disc. 838 A velvwet mantyll gay..Sche

caste abowte her swyre. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. IV (1830)
149 A longe gowne of grene velvet upon velvet tisshue cloth
of gold. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxvm. 36 Manyasemely
knyght. .in velvet gownes and cheynes of gold. 1542 Test.
Ebor. (Surtees) Vl. 159 One other jackett.. with velvett
bandes. 1612 Pasquits Night-cap (1877) 37, I thinke them
in their hattes as good, As Gentle-women in their veluet.
hood.

_
1621 Sir R. Boyle in Lismore Papers (1886) II. 17My wives Tawney vellet gown. ^1645 in Verney Mem.

(1907) I. 5 The red velvet furniture. 1780 Burke GScou.
Reform Wks. III. 321 Have their velvet bags, and their
red boxes, been so full, that nothing more could possibly be
crammed into them ?_ 1796 Wolcot(P. Pindar) Satire Wks.
1812 III. 408 Who with a velvet lash would flog a bear. 1828
Lytton Pelham III. v, Beneath this was a faded velvet
waistcoat. 1848 Lady Lyttf.lton Corr. (1912) 388, I am
sending some narrow velvet ribbon to trim it along the
tucks.

b. Attrib., in the sense 'smooth or soft like
velvet, velvety', as velvet down, hand, leaf, etc.

1588 Shaks. L.L. L. iv. iii. 105 Through the Veluet leaues
the winde, All vnseene, can passage finde. 1598 Chapman
Hero <r Leander v. 439 Come Night and lay thy veluet hand
On glorious Dayes outfacing face. 1616 J. Lane Contn.
Sqr.'s T. vi. 23 Which fertil zephirs velvet spirit bloweth.
1634 Milton Comus 898 Thus I set my printless feet O're
the Cowslips Velvet head. 1754 Gray Progr. Poesy 27 O'er
Idalia's velvet -green The rosy-crowned Loves are seen On
Cytherea's day. 1775 Sheridan Duenna n. i, Then the
roses on those cheeks are shaded with a sort of velvet down.
a 1805 H. K. White Remains (1825) 365 Stretch 'd supinely
on the velvet turf. 1862 Mrs. Norton Lady ofLa Garaye

88

Prol. 108 The soft white owl with velvet wings. 1880 Mrs.
Forrester Roy <y V. I. 2 A tuft of dark velvet pansies on
one side.

Jig- 1592 Arden ofFeversham 1. i. 324 Why, what art thou
now but a Veluet drudge, A cheating steward, and base
minded pesant? 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
41 b/i Receipte of the Velvet Cauterye. 1609 Ev. IVoman
in IIum

%
1. i. in Bullen O. PL IV, I cannot soothe the

World With velvet words and oyly (latteries. 1639 Fuller
Holy War Ep. Ded., History is a velvet study and recrea-
tion work. 1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler (1843) 86, I have
..taken a few finish stitches, which may. .please a few
Velvet eares. 1818 Keats Endym. iv. 207 With as sweet
a softness as might be Remember'd from its velvet summer
song._ 1878 Browning Poets Croisic xciii, He . . to such pur-
pose intervenes That you get velvet-compliment, three-pile.

c. With names of colours, esp. velvet black.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 335 Of the suffitus of a

torch, doe Painters make a velvet blacke. 1662 Merrf.tt
tr. Neri's Art o/Glass cii, This is a most fair Velvet Black.
1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iv. xiii, Blue, glossy green, and
velvet black, They coiled and swam. 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool.

I
VII. 11. 496 Velvet-black Paradise Bird. :8u Ibid. VIII. 1.

292 Velvet-crimson Humming-Bird.
5. Parasynthetic and instrumental, as velvet-

bearded, -caped, -draped, -eared, -eyed, etc.
1611 L. Barky Ram Alley in. i, These *Veluet bearded

boyes will still be doing, say what we old men can. 1593Marlowe Edw. II, 11, i. 7S4 A "Veluet cap'de cloake, fac st
before with Serge. 1888 M iss Braddon Fatal Three t. i,

The gentleman was standing with his back to the "velvet-
draped mantel-piece. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric.
I. 540 The hoary white [wheat], by some called the 'velvet-
eared, is by far the most valuable. 1702 Petiver Gazophyl.
1. § 10 The *Velvet-eyed Virginia Snap-Beetle. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fairlxi, The "velvet-footed butler brought
them their wine. 1691 [?J. Bancroft] Edw. Ill with
Fall Mortimer 11. ii, These Peuking "velvethearted Wary
Knaves that pretend to Scruples. 1876 ' Ouida ' Winter City
vi, She let him sit by her in little sheltered "velvet-hung
nooks. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes xxxv, The broad-hatted,
.."velvet-jacketed, jovial colony of the artists. 1859 Geo.
Eliot A. Bedc xxxvii, There were the locket and earrings
in the little "velvet-lined boxes. 1796 Burke Lett, to Noble
I.ordWks. (1907) VI. 71 The demure, insidious, .."velvet-
pawed, green-eyed philosophers. 1854 Greenwood Haps #
Mishaps 17 The "velvet-sheathed dagger of Queen Eliza-
beth. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 103 The two miles
home were like walking in "velvet-soled shoes. 1870
Pouchel's Universe 109 Certain "velvet-winged Phalenai

6. Objective, with agent-nouns, as velvet-dresser,
-mater, -weaver, etc. ; also velvet merchant.
1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Velvetmaker, uelousticr. 1653 Urqu-

hart Rabelais 1. lvi. 247 Velvet-weavers, Tapestrie-makers
and Upholsterers. 1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 1, Veloutier, . .a
Velvet-maker. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. v. § 9 (1876) 51 This
change.. only transfers Employment from velvet-makers to
bricklayers. 1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Velvet-dresser, a
cleaner and dyer of velvet. Ibid., Velvet-manufacturer, a
weaver of velvet, i860 Ruskin Unto this Last iv. § 76 note,
He pays, probably, an intermediate ship-owner, velvet
merchant, and shopman.
7. Special Combs. : velvet-brush (see quot.)

;

fvelvet-eap, one who wears a cap of velvet ; a
physician or student; velvet-cloth (see quots.)

;

t velvet-coat, ? a young fop ; velvet copper-
ore, cyanotrichite ; velvet-cork (see quot. and
of. 3 b); f velvet-guard, a trimming of velvet; a
wearer of such trimmings

; f velvet-jacket, an
attendant or retainer wearing a jacket of velvet

;

velvet-loom, a loom for weaving velvet ; velvet-
painting (see quot. 1849-50) ; velvet-paper (see
quot.) ; velvet-pile attrib., having a pile like that
of velvet; also absol., a carpet or cloth of this

kind
; velvet-plain poet., a card-table ; velvet

tip (see sense 2 ; in quot. used allusively) ; velvet
tree, wire drawer, work (see quots.).
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Velvet-brush, a brush used

by ladies to remove dust, &c. from garments made of
velvet. 1602 -2nd Ft. Return fr. Parnass. II. i. 554 It is
requisite that the French Phisitions be learned and careful],
your English "veluet cap is malignant and enuious. 1630
Randolph Aristippus 12 Euery Prenctice can ieere at their
braue Cassockes, and laugh the Veluet Caps out of counten-
ance. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlew. 511/1
* Velvet cloth, a plain cloth with a gloss, employed in
Ecclesiastical Embroidery. Ibid., Velvet cloths,.. beauti-
fully soft and warm descriptions of cloth, suitable for ladies'
jackets. 1549 Latimer -2nd Serm. bef. Edw. VI, E j, Heare
menes suetes your selfe I require you in goddes behalfe &
put it not to the hearing of these "veluette cotes, these vp
skippes. 1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min., etc. §504 "Velvet
copper ore is probably also a silicate [of copper]. 1855
Orrs Circ. Sci., Geol., etc. 542 (Sulphates) Lettsomite.
Velvet Copper Ore. 1883 Simmonds Diet. Trade, "Velvet
cart, the best kind of cork bark, which is of a reddish
colour. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, ni. i. s6t Sweare me,
Kate,.. A good mouth-filling Oath: and leaue in sooth, And
such protest of Pepper Ginger-bread, To "Veluet-Guards,
and Sunday-Citizens. 1610 Histriomastix ill. i. Ej, Out
on these veluet gards, and black lae'd sleeues, These sim-
pring fashions simply followed. 1600 Heyvvood 1 Edw. IV,
Wks. 1874 I. 17 Spoken like a man, and true "veluet-iacket,
And we will enter, or strike by the way. 1875 Knight
Did. Mich. 2690/! 'Velvet-loom, a pile-fabric loom. 1813
Examiner ,o May 298/1 A little skill in "velvet painting.
1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms, Velvet painting is the art of
colouring on velvet with transparent liquid and other ready
diluted colours. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2699/1 •I'elvet.
/V»>«r, wall-paper printed with glue and dusted with shear,
ings of cloth or flock. 1851 Catal. Gl. Exhib. 11. 564/1
Velvet-pile carpeting. Ibid., Patent velvet.pile and i

Brussels carpets. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit
II. No. 4006, Pilots, Cheviots, velvet piles. 1780 Cowper
Progr. Error 169 Oh the dear pleasures of the "velvet plain,

VELVETED.
The painted tablets, dealt and dealt again. 1638 FordPannes in. m, What, what, what, what ! nothing but
velvet tips; you are of the first head yet. 1875 Knight
Diet Mech 2699/! -Velvet-tree (Puddling), the point where
tne draft from the neck of the furnace is turned upward
into the stack. 1883 Simmonds Diet. Trade, 'Velvet wire
drawer, a manufacturer of the metal wire used in velvet
making. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlew. sii/i
Velvet work is. .largely used in Church Embroideries as

a background for altar cloths and hangings.
b. In names of animals (birds, insects, etc."),

as velvet ant, a spider-ant (Cent. Diet. 1891);
velvet crab, a species of swimming crab {Portunus
puber); velvet-duck, a species of scoter

( CEdemia
Jusca)

; velvet fairy (see quot.) ; velvet fiddler
crab, = velvet crab ; velvet fish (see quot.)

;

t velvet runner, the water-rail ; velvet scoter,
= velvet duck ; velvet sponge (see quots.).
1681 Grew Musxum 1. v. iv. 120 The Claw of the Punger,

or the Velvet-Crab, called Pagurus. 1850 Miss Pratt
Lomiti. Ihmgs Sea-side v. 288 Some of the most beautiful
of our British crabs are those termed Velvet-crabs, on
account of the velvety down with which the shell is covered.
1862 Ansted Channel Islands 11. ix. 232 The spider crab,
and swimming or velvet crab, are also eaten. 1678 Ray
Hillughbys Ornilh. 363 The feathers of the whole body
are so soft and delicate as nothing more, so that it might be
not undeservedly called the "Velvet-Duck. 1768 Pennant
Brit. Zool. II. 493 Velvet Duck;.. the plumage is of a fine
black, and of the soft and delicate appearance of velvet.
1840 Cou Hawker Diary (1893) II. 175, I made a capital
shot at 6 black velvet ducks. 1870 Gillmore tr. Figuiers
Reptiles ,r Birds 235 The Velvet Duck (Anasfusca) . . is the
largest of the Scoters. 1881 Lyell Fancy Pigeons 86 The
black Nurnberg swallow has most of these grease quills,
and from its beautiful green lustre is called the '"velvet
fairy . 1882 Cassclfs Nat. Hist. VI. 199 The "Velvet
Fiddler Crab (Portunus puber) has.. its entire carapace
densely covered with hairs. 1898 Morris A nstral Eng.
489/1 « Velvet-fish, [the] name given in Tasmania to the
fish Holoxenus cutaneus. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith.

I 3J5
The "Velvet Runner. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

I'elvet-Runuer, a Water-Fowl, whose Feathers are black
and smooth as Velvet. 1843 Yarrell Brit. Birds III. 215
Oidemiafusca, "Velvet Scoter. 1882 Casselfs Nat. Hist.
VI. 318 The 'wool' Sponge, which appears to be one or
perhaps two species of the Hippospongia, H.gossypiua,nnd
H. meandriformis, the '"velvet

1

Sponge. 1883 W. S.
Kent in Fisheries Bahamas 47 The so-called Velvet,
Abacco-velvet, or Boat-sponge (S. equina, var. meandrini-
formis), differing from the Sheep 's-wool in the absence of
the fleece-like tufts upon its outer surface.

C. Innamesof plants, as velvet-bean, an annual
climbing-plant {Macuna ulilis) bearing velvety
pods ; velvet-bur, a tropical plant of the vervain
family

; velvet-dock, common mullein ; velvet-
ear(ed) wheat, = velvet wheat; f velvet-flower
(see quots.) ; velvet flower-de-luce, -grass,
-moss (see quots.) ; velvet rose, a variety of rose
with velvety petals ; velvet-seed, a small ever-
green West Indian tree ; velvet wheat, a variety
of white wheat with downy ears.
1898 Gardener's Mag. 3 Sept. 569/2 The accounts .

.

respecting the agricultural value of the Florida "velvet bean
must be received with caution. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1207/2
"Velvet-bur, Priva echinata. 1863 Prior Plant-n.,
"Velvet-Dock, from its soft leaves, Verbascum Thapsus.
1837 Brit. Ilusb. (L.U.K.) II. 138 We have. .the 'golden-
ear

,
the ' "velvet-ear', the ' egg-shell ', and ' hedge-wheat '.

1862 Morton Farmer's Cat. 547 Among white wheats., the
"Velvet-eared, a short-strawed sort, is of remarkable quality
and productiveness. 1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.)
11 The other kynde [of Amaranthus] is called here in
Englande ofsome purple "veluet floure, of other flouramore.
Ibid. 80 Viola flaminea, . . in englishe veluet floure or french
Marigoulde. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 96 Veluet flowers,
or french Marigolds. 1578 Lyte Dodocns 1. xviii. 168 These
pleasant.. floures are called.. in English floure Gentill,
Floramor, and Purple veluet floure. [Hence in Gerarde
and Cotgr.] 1863 Psior Plant-n., Velvet-flower, from its
crimson velvety tassels, Amaranthus caudatus. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 94 Iris Tuberosa. "Veluet flower de-luce.
i8sS A. Gray Alan. Bot. (i860) 573 Helens lanatus, "Velvet-
Grass. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Velvet-moss, a name
for the Gyroplwra murina, a lichen used in dyeing, obtained
in the Dovrefeldt mountains of Norway. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 1085 Rosa Holosericea, the "veluet Rose. ..The
flowers, .of a deepe and blacke red colour, resembling red
crimson veluet, whereupon some haue called it the Veluet
Rose. 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist., Arr. 33/1 Velvet
rose (single). 1893 G. D. Leslie Lett. Marco i. 5 A rose
that is almost obsolete,, .called the velvet rose. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1207/2 "Velvet-seed, Guettarda elliptica. 1771 A.
Young Farmer's Tour East Eng. II. 485 Mr. Arbuthnot
gathered six ears of this wheat, . .and carrying it to market,
the farmers remarked that they knew it, but had lost the
sort, and called it "velvit wheat. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric.
II. 1131/1 Some Scotch wheats have become greatly mixed
with velvet wheat.

Velvet, v. rare. [f. prec]
1. intr. To imitate velvet in painting.
1612 Peacham Gentt. Exerc. 83 Take your verditure, ..it

is the faintest and palest greene that is, but it is good to
veluet vpon blacke in any manner of drapery.

2. trans. ' To make like velvet ; to cover with
velvet.' (1864 Webster.)

Velveted, a. [f. Velvet sb.] Covered with
velvet or a velvety down ; dressed in velvet; having
velvet trappings.
1611 Cotgr., Velout/, Velueted, of Veluet, clad, or couered

with Veluet. 1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Course Chenr.
(ed. 3) 544 Its Leaves are long, divided, and hairy, or
volveted. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) I. 223 They
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..are. .velveted on the Rack like a Bat. 1850 Hawthorne
Scarlet L. xx, This yellow-starched and velveted old hag.
1868 Morning Star 7 Jan., The miniature sleighs, each
containing a fair passenger velveted and furred. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 10 Aug. 8/2 An open hearse, heavily plumed and
drawn by half a dozen horses, also velveted and plumed.

Velveteen (velvetrn). Also 8 velvatean. [f.

Velvet sb. Hence F. velvetine.]

1. A fabric having the appearance or surface of

velvet, but made from cotton in place of silk.

1776 Specif. Woolsteuholme's Patent No. 1123, For his

new kind of goods called velvateans, being an improve-
ment on velveretts. 1795 J. Aikin Manchester 299 Velvets,

velveteens, thicksets. 1843 Ld. Melbourne in Benson &
Ksher Lett. Q. Victoria (1908) I. 467 George Byng came the

other morning in a waistcoat of Peel's velveteen, i860
All Year Round No. 53. 63 The barragons and fustians,.,

dimities and velveteens, for which Bolton was famous. 1882

Caulfeild & Saward Diet. NeedlHv. 511/1 Velveteen, a
description of fustian, made of twilled cotton, and having a
raised pile, and of finer cotton, and better finish than the
latter.

b. atlrib. Made of this material.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 200 He. .gener-
ally sticks to his velveteen jacket. 1841 Lytton At. <$•

Morn. i. i, A man. .plainly clad in a velveteen shooting-
jacket. i860 All Year Round No. 57. 156 He wore a fur

cap, and shorts, and was of the velveteen race, velveteeny.

1887 Doyle Study in Scarlet (1892) 26 A railway porter in

his velveteen uniform.

2. //. a. Trousers or knickerbockers made of

this material.

1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. i, He.. thought of the fine

times coining, when he would be a man,, .and wear velveteens
and ankle-jacks. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. ii, 'The man,'
Mortimer goes on, ..'was only son of a tremendous old
rascal who made his money by Dust*. 'Red velveteens
and a bell 1 ' the gloomy Eugene inquires.

b. transf. A gamekeeper (as commonly wearing
velveteen clothes).

1857 Hughes Tom Broivn 1. ix, What business is that of
yours, old Velveteens? 1880 Carnegie Pract. Trap. 23 Be
it known that Velveteens placed those ' brammels * there in

order that we might move them.

Hence Velvetee ned a. , dressed in velveteen.
Also (in nonce-use) Velveteeny adj. : sec prec. 1 b.

1896 Daily News 10 Nov. 2/1 In the procession thereafter

were the velveteened foresters.

t Velvet head. Obs. Also 6 vellet head, ;
velvet-head. [f. Velvet sb. 2.]

1. The head of a deer while the horns are still

covered with velvet. Also Iransf. of a kid (quot,

«579)-
1576 Turberv. Venerte 244 His heade is called then a

veluet heade. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. May 185 His
Vellet head began to shoote out, And his wrethed homes
gan newly sprout. 1607 Topsell Hist. Four./. Beasts 124
Homes, .couered with a rough skinne, which the hunters
for honours sake call a Veluet head. 1626 Breton Fantas-
ticks Wks. (Grosart) II. 12/1 The veluet heads of the
Forrests fall at the loose of the Crosse-bow. 1674 N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. (1677) 65 If you geld him when he hath a
Velvet-head, it will ever be so, without fraying or burnishing.

2. Applied contemptuously to a person.

1630 B. Jonson New Inn 11. ii, What says old velvet-head?

Hence f Velvet-headed a. In quots.yf^-. Obs.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Fug. vi. 23 Roman Prelacy in

these younger times was but Velvet-headed. 1650 B. Dis-
collintinium 41 You will expose your Flocks to all the new*
fangled Krrours. .that bud so fast, out of the Brow-antlers
of our velvet-headed Brockets. 1678 Marvell Growth
Popery 6 He lays the same claim still,.. and though Velvet-

headed hath the more itch to be pushing.

Velvetiness. [f. Velvety a.] The quality

of resembling velvet in smoothness, etc.

1882 Good Literature 6 May 142 In America, where..
black women have that happy Ethiopian velvetiness of
cuticle. 1889 Mary E. Carter Mrs. Severn I. 1. Prol. 10
The dense velvetiness of the furze.

Velveting, [f. Velvet sb.]

fl. The nap or pile of velvet. Obs.
.17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The Nap or Shag, call'd also

Velveting, of this Stuff., is form'd of part of the Threads of
the Warp. Ibid., The Threads that make the Velveting.

2. Velvet as a commercial fabric ; velvet in the

piece ; esp. //. velvet goods.
1891 in Cent. Diet.

Velvet-leaf. [f. Velvet sb. 4 b.]

1. The tropical shrub Cissampelos Pareira. the
root and bark of which are employed medicinally.
1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 200 Velvet-I,eaf. This has a

round, whitish, wooddy stalk, .having several leaves, .. very
thick set with a whitish down, or soft hair, feeling to the
touch as velvet, whence its name. 1756 P. Browne yamaica
(1789) 397 The Velvet-Leaf is looked upon as an excellent
diuretic. 1866 Treas. Bat. 288/2 The most important plant
of the genus is the Velvet Leaf, C. Pareira, a native of the
West Indies, Central America, and India. 1871 Garrod
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 168 Pareira Root. The dried root of
Cissampelos Pareira, or Velvet leaf.

2. The tree-mallow, Lavatera arborea, or a leaf

of this.

17*8 E. Smith Compi. Houseiv. (1750) 312 Take velvet-
leaves, wipe them clean, chop them small, ..and boil them
gently, till they are crisp. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) III. 614 Tree Mallow, or Velvet-leaf. 1863 Prior
Plant-n. 232.

3. (See quots.)

(«) 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 68 Abutilon Avicnn.r,
Velvet-Leaf. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1207/2 Velvet-leaf,. .Sida
Abutilon. (b) 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Tournefortia. T.
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Argentea is sometimes cultivated under the name of East
Indian velvet-leaf.

Velvet-like, a. [f. Velvet sb.] Resembling
(that of) velvet.

1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 1, I-"Wok//,., made velvet-like. 1770
Pennant Brit. Zool. IV. 4 Velvet Crab with the thorax
quinquedentated ; body covered with short brown velvet-

like pile. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. (ed. 3) II. 134 The
whole plant [is] of a velvet-like softness. 1819 Stephens
in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XL 1. 173 The greater portion of the

head covered by short and serrated, velvet-like feathers.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) 615 The species are

border flowers, in much esteem for their velvet-like leaves.

1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. Ser. iv. 109 The rib or raised

part., is cut. .so as to form a velvet-like pile.

Velvetory. (See quot.)
1829 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 99 Arch-bricks, proper for the

tops of reverberatory furnaces,. .vulgarly called velvetory

bricks.

Ve'lvetry. rare—1
, [f. Velvet sb.] Velvet,

or material resembling this, in a collective sense.

1887 Bi.ackmore SpHnghaven (ed. 4) III. v. 61 They had
sleeved their bent arms with green velvetry of moss.

Velvety (ve'lveti), a. [f. Velvet sb.]

1. Having the smooth and soft appearance or feel

of velvet.

1752 J. Hill Hist, Anim. 77 The oriental velvety Papilio,

with short antenna?. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. (ed. 3) III.

569 Leaves very soft, and almost velvety. 1807 Vancouver
Agric. Devon (1813) 337 Skin loose, free, and velvety to the
touch. 1830 Lindi.ey Nat. Syst. Bot. 185 Their stigmas
generally long and velvety externally. 1882 Garden 10

June 399/3 Its dark velvety and rich yellow flowers are
very fine indeed.
Comb. 1846-50 A. Wooo Class-l'k. Bot. 209 Leaves.,

velvety-tomentose. 1878 Mrs. F. D. Bridges Jrnl. Lady's
Trav. round World i. Aug. (1S83) 2 Our ship moving almost
noiselessly across the velvety-looking sea.

b. Applied to colours. (Cf. Velvet sb. 4 c.)

1819 Stei'HENS in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XL 1. 135 The under
part of the wings are of a fine velvety black. 1876 Black
Madcap Violet vii, She was calling attention., to the light

velvety green. i883'OuinA' Wanda I. 40 A deep brown
hue, like the velvety brown of a stag's throat.

2. Characteristic of velvet ; similar to that of

velvet.

1846 G. K. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 397 Present-

ing a beautiful white velvety appearance. 1847-9 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. IV. 1. 143/2 Of velvety look and feel. 1880
Daily Tel. 16 Feb., The well-remembered tones had lost

something of their old velvety quality. 1884 Law Times
Rep. L. 421/1 It is the grouping and velvety effect they pro-

duce which is original.

3. Jig. Unusually or attractively smooth, soft, or

gentle.

1861 Cunningham Wheat <r Tares 82 The other's velvety
manner made him chafe and fret. 1896 Strand Mag. XII.
329/1 The tiny bells of the lime-blossoms, .mingled their soft,

velvety murmur with the other peaceful sounds of Nature.

b. Smooth and soft to the taste.

1888 Harper's Mag. July 216/2 The rum is velvety, sugary,
with a pleasant, soothing effect. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert
xi. 1 25 Accompanied by the softest and most velvety of sauces.

Velveut, -vytt, -wet, obs. ff. Velvet.
Vely, southern ME. variant offelly Felloe.

fVelyarcL Obs.-1 [ad.F.vieillanljfviellara
7

.]

An old man.
riSaoSKELTON Magnyf. 1904Vyle velyarde, thou must not

nowe my dynt withstande.

Velym(e, obs. ft Vellum. Vem, obs. Sc f.

YfSHsb. Vemen, southern ME. vzx.feme Foam
v, ; obs. Sc. pi. Woman. Vernon, Vemynous,
obs. erron. varr. Venom, Venomous. Ven, south-

ern ME. and dial. var. Fen sb. ; obs. Sc. f. Ween v.

\\ Vena (vrna). PI. venSB (v/~nz). [L. vena.]

A vein.

Used only in conjunction with Latin adjs. or genitives]

many of the specific names thus formed are recorded in

special Dictionaries from the 17th cent, onwards.
( 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. jjy Summe of bese veynes

comeb fro a veyne of be lyuer, bat is clepid vena ramosa.
a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 54 Agayne be
mormale be ber lesnyng of vena basilica, i. lyuer vayne.

1548 Vicary Anat. (1888) vii. 54 Of vena Sephalica springeth
vena occularisi and of vena Bazilica springeth vena Sal*
uatella. 1598 Florio, Assellare vena, a large vaine being
a branch of Vena caua. 16*6 B. Jonson Staple o/N. iv. iv,

The Doctor. .tells you, Of Vena caua, and of vena porta.
1676 Wiseman Surg. Treat. 343 The Bloud being prest out
into the Vena cava. 1755 Diet. Arts <y Set. IV. 3148/2
Between the aorta and the vena azygos. 1793 Hoixroft tr.

Lavater's Physiog. vii. 47 A blue vena frontalis . . in an open,
smooth, well-arched forehead. i8»~7 Good Study Med.
(1829) II. 8 The abdominal branches of the vena portae.

1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 352 The Vense
Thebesii are numerous minute venules[etc.J- 1899 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. VII. 245 The aortic and vena cava pressures are
obtained by passing canulae down the carotid artery and
jugular vein respectively.

tVe*nable, a. Obs."1
[f. L. ven-nm (see

Venal a. 1 ) + -able.] = Vendible a.

1507 in Man Reading (1816) 357 Evcrie burgess, .may.

.

also bye_ and sell all manner of merchandies and thyngs
venable in feyres and markets.

Venabule. rare— , [ad. L. vendbulum, f. ven-

fl"; to hunt.] (See quot.)
1623 Cockkkam i, Venabule, a hunting staffe.

Venfiesection, variant of Venesection.
Venaker, obs. Sc. variant of Vinegar.

Venal (W-nal), a. 1 Also 6 venall. [ad. L.

vcnal-is, i. venum that which is sold or for sale.

So OF. venal. F. vtnal. Sp. and Pg. venal. It.

venale.]

1. Of things : a. Exposed or offered for sale, that

may be bought, as an ordinary article of mer-
chandise. Also, associated or connected with

ordinary sale or purchase. Now arch,
1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 147 Not as a Venal addition to the

price of the Book. .but. .as a Specimen of what we have
alledged. 1663 HoYt.K Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. 358
Premising.. that by Sal Armoniack I here mean the Facti-

tious and Venal. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, bipist. n. ii. 14
He sinks in Credit, who attempts to raise His venal Wares
with over-rating Praise, To put them off his Hands. 1849
Ci.aridgk Cold Water Cure 38 Men., avoid water— perhaps
because it costs nothing (for, in our artificial life, we are led

to esteem things according to their venal price]. 1883
Athenvutn 3 Nov. 564/3 The book, though open for many
years to the frequenters of great libraries, has not been
venal on the shelves of the ordinary bookseller. 1888 Sat.
Rev. 7 Jan. 12 The figs. .might be venal at the nearest stall

without our troubling the stall-keeper.

b. Of offices, privileges, etc. : Capable of being

acquired by purchase, instead of being conferred

on grounds of merit or regarded as above bargain-

ing for.

1675 Hrooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 9 When these places
of honour and trust were made venal,.. and sold for ready
money to such as gave most for them. 177a in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 405 In the last Parliament, the places being
quite venal, the young men, who had purchased, were the
majority. 1796 H. Huntkr tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.
(1799) III. 169 The face of affairs in France is at present

greatly altered ; every thing there is now become venal. 1839

J. Mf.nhham {title), The Venal Indulgences and pardons ot'

the Church of Rome, exemplified [etc.]. 1845 Foko Handbk.
Spain I. 5 They see that wealth is safety and power where
everything is venal, i860 Motlf.v Netherl. ii. (1868) I. 41

All posts and charges were venal.

c. Of support, favour, etc. : That may be bought
or obtained for a price ; ready to be given in

return for some reward without regard for higher

principles.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 196 Prophecy is not venal, or to

be bought and hired with mony and preferments. 1725 Pope
Odyss. 11.217 From him some bribe thy venal tongue requires.

1738 Johnson London 198 The Laureate Tribe in venal

Verse relate, How Virtue wars with persecuting Fate. 1769
Junius Lett. xi. (1788) 73 You may command a venal vote.

1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 26 note, Deigning to

subsidize a venal pen in order to throw a gloss over the

flagrant dereliction. 1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. xliv. II.

165 As the Senate is smaller, .the vote of each member is of

more consequence, and fetches, when venal, a higher price.

2. Of persons : Capable of being bought over or

bribed ; ready to lend support or exert influence

for purely mercenary considerations ; of an un-

principled and hireling character.

1670 Marvf.ll Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 326 We are all

venal cowards, except some few. 1748 Anson s Voy. in. x.

414 Their Magistrates are corrupt.. and their tribunals

crafty and venal. 1781 Cowi'er Table-t. 352 And every

venal stickler for the yoke Felt himself crush 'd at the first

word he spoke. 1842 W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist. x. § 6 (ed. 3)

284 Venal orators conducted the prosecution. 1881 Froude
Short Stud. (1883) IV. 11. vi. 252 Rome was as venal under
the popes as Jugurtha found her under the Republic.

3. Connected or associated with sordid and un-

principled bargaining ; subject to mercenary or

corrupt influences.

1718 Rowe tr. Lucan I. 338 Hence slaughter in the venal

field returns, And Rome her yearly competitions mourns.
1730-46 Thomson Autumn 1067 Thy pathetic eloquence 1

that. .Of honest Zeal th' indignant lightning throws, And
shakes Corruption on her venal throne. 1796 Burke Regie.

J'euceWiis. VIII. 194 To squander us away. .for a venal

enlargement of their own territories. 1838 Prescott Ferd.

fy Is. (1846) III. xxiv. 371 No one has accused him of

attempting to enrich his exchequer by *.ie venal sale of

office. 1885 Farcus Slings fy Arroivs 62 The compartment
of the train which was, by a venal arrai ^ment of the

guard's, reserved to ourselves.

Venal (vrnal), a.~ Now rare or Obs. [f. L.

vena Vein sb. + -al. Cf. Venial ^.2]

1. Of blood : Contained in the veins.

1615 Crooke Body oj Man 30 So the Heart, .containeth in

his right ventricle venal, in his left arterial blood. 1665

Nkedham Med. Medic. 417 Bleeding drains onely the Venal

Bloud. 1745 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887 11. 10, 1 cannot con-

ceive how they are dilated. It is said, by the force of the venal

blood rushing Into them. 1781 P. Bkckkord Hunting{iBo7)

123 He made a strong ligature on his neck, that the venal

blood might be emitted with the greater impetus. 1807

Med. Jrnl. XVII. 303 The blood that was discharged was
evidently venal.

2. Of or pertaining to, connected with, forming,

of the nature of, a vein or veins.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. 319 The right [auriclej

before the vena cava, and the left (before) the venal arterie.

1669 W. StMPSON HydroLChym. 70 Making it (the blood)

to restagnate in some of the arterial or venal chanels. 1744

Phil. Trans. XLII1. 60 The Blood is stopp'd, as mentioned

before, in the little venal parallel Canals. 1748 Hartlev

Observ. Man 1. i. § 1. 45 The venal Sinuses which surround

the Brain and spinal Marrow. 1797 ** Baillie Morb.

Anat. (1807) 107 There was no obstruction at the entrance

of the thoracic duct into the venal system. 18M-7 Good
Study Med. (1829) III. 479 To make the skin do the office

of a valve to the venal opening.

Venal(e, obs. forms of Vennel.

Venali'tious, a. rare"*, [ad. L. venalUitts

(-ictus). U venalis Venal a. 1
] (^See qnot.)
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VENALITY.

1656 Blount Ghssogr., Vet/alitious, belonging to the sale

of men or children, or of staves ; that is to be bought or sold.

Venality (v/narliti). [ad. F. vCnalite
1

, or late

L. vend/itds, f. vend/is Venal aA So It. venatild,

Sp. venalidad, Pg. -I'dade.]

1. The quality or fact of being for sale. rare.
- »6ix Cotgr., Venalitic, venalitie, vendiblenesse; a being
salable; a letting or setting vnto sale. [Hence in Blount

(1656).] 1820 Ranken Hist. France VI 1. 1. ii. 158 They
proposed, .to abolish altogether the venality of offices, which
would have cut off one of the principal sources of finance in

the state. 1874 Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 168 The intense

%'ulgarity of so much English work comes direct from its

venality.

2. The quality of being venal ; readiness to give

support or favour in return for profit or reward
;

prostitution of talents or principles for mercenary
considerations.
a 1683 Sidney Disc. Govt. 11. xxv. (1704) 183 Such as will

rise, must render themselves conformable in all corruption

and venality. 1734 tr. Rollins Rom. Hist. (1827) 111. 288

A soul superior to venality and views of interest. 1749
Bolinghrokk Lett. Patriotism, etc. 128 Want is the conse-

quence of profusion, venality of want, and dependance of

venality. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xxiii. III. 309 It only

proves the opinion generally entertained of Spartan venal-

lty. 1874 Grefn Short Hist. ix. §3. 622 His pride and
venality had made him unpopular with the nation at large.

Vocalization. rare- 1
. [See Venal a. 1 and

-IZATION.] The action or process of making venal.

1906 Athcnrum 3 Nov. 549/2 We fear the venalization of

Literature and a monopoly of its distribution.

Ve'nally, adv. rare~l
. [f. Venal a*] In a

venal or mercenary manner.
1756 Demi-Rep 35 Their souls all free, not venally profuse.

Ve-nalness. rare— . = Venality.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Venalness, Saleableness.

Venarie, -ary, obs. van*. Venery 1
.

Venatic (vihartik), a. [ad. L. venatic-us, f.

venari to hunt. So obs. F. venatiaue.'] Of or

pertaining to, employed in, devoted to, hunting.

1656 Blount Glossogr., 1'enatich, belonging to hunting or

chasing. 1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G. Hope I. 244 The
Hassagaye the Hottentots look upon as the most notable

martial and venatick weapon they have. 1849 Eraser's Mag.
XL. 3 [Stories of hunting] written with ten times the.,

vigour, and picturesqueness, either venatic or literary. 1865
Daily Tel. 4 March, Why are not other nations which have
passed through the same venatic period as deeply imbued
with the spirit of sport? 1889 Badeh-Powell Pigsticking

19, I adore, with a sort of venatic worship, both a fox and a
hound.

So Vena'tical a. Hence Vena'tically adv.
a 1666 HowEt-t. Lett. (1678) IV. 4 Thcr be three [places]

for Venery or Venatical plesure in England, viz. a I'orrest,

a Chase and a Park. 1887 Field 26 Feb. 267/1, I do not
know whether that vernal saint, Valentine, was venatically-

minded. 1893 Ibid, n March 345/1 Venatically workmanlike.

Veila tlon \ Now rare or Obs. Also 4
venacyon. [ad. L. vendtio, f. venari to hunt.

So F. venation (^venacion), It. venazione.
-

] The
action or occupation of hunting wild animals.

1386 Almanak 17 In December .. he son es in Capricorn,
for Esau by venacyon lost hys fader benyson. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry IV. xi. (1611) 217 The last of the foresaid Arts wee
reckoned to bee Venation, which Plato divideth into three

species, Hunting, Hawking and Fishing. 1646S1RT. Browne
Pseud. Pp. 1. viii. 32 There are extant of his in Greeke, foure

bookes of Cynegeticks or venation. Ibid. VI. vi. At one
venation the King of Siam took four thousand Elephants.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 249 Some in ferine Venation take
delight. 1832 phrasers Mag. VI. 160 What sumphs all the
ancients were in venation, notwithstanding their boasted
prowess

!

Venation 2 (v/n^-Jan). [f. L. vena Vein sb.]

•f 1. The arrangement or structure of sap-vessels

in plants. Obs"1

1646 Sir T._ Browne Pseud, pp. in. i. 106 As for the
manner of their venation,.. we shall find it to be otherwise
then as is commonly presumed, by sawing a*vay of trees.

2. a. Bot. The arrangement of the veins in the

leaves of plants.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. p. xxii, Many other
orders are distinguished without exception by modifications

of venation. 1851 G. F. Richardson Gcol. vh. 170 In leaves
we can rarely recognise, in a fossil state, more than their

mode of venation, division, arrangement, and outline. 1890
Science Gossip XXVI. 181, I took a specimen.. with six

well-developed leaves, the venation being very distinct.

b. Ent. The arrangement of the veins in the

wings of insects.

1861-2 Le Conte Classif.Coleopiera N. Amer. 1. Introd.

p. xviii, The venation is subject to variation in different

genera. 1891 Science Gossip XXVII. 53 The venation in

many genera [of the Nematocera] varies in the relative

lengths of some of the veins and their respective positions.

Hence Venational a., of or relating to venation.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

VenatiOUS, a. rare—1
, [f. L. vendt-, ppl.

stem of venari to hunt.] Inclined to hunting.

1660 R.Cokk Justice Find., Arts fy Sci. 22 Take a Hare,

Dear, or Fox, &c. and let them- be kept among Hounds in

their kennel, or so that the venatious appetite of them is

not excited, and they will not meddle with them.

Vena "tor. rare. [a. L. vendtor, agenf-noun f.

venari to hunt,] A hunter or huntsman.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Venator, a hunter or huntsman.

1831 J. Taylor in Edwards Freedom of Will Introd. p. Ixviii,

Itl>y no means appears that the little unlicensed venator

invariably directs his flight towards the nearest or the best-

fed gnat,

90

Venatorial (venaio^'rial), a. [f. L. venatori-

us (see Venatory a.) + -al.]

1. Connected with hunting.

1830 Fraser's Mag. II. 200 What are your sylvan or vena-

torial exploits compared to the high games enacted in the

broad prairies? 1848 Blacktv. Mag. LXIV. 85 The most

northerly tribe, .surpass their southern neighbours in vena-

torial skill. 1872 Coues Birds N.-W. 365 The contrast

between the physique of Rough-legged Hawks and their

venatorial exploits, is striking.

2. Given to hunting ; addicted to the chase.

a 1881 Blackie Lay Serin, i. 52 The migrations of a tropi-

cal bird, or the nosings of a venatorial hound. 1885 Mere-
dith Diana i, Her main personal experience was in the

social class which is primitively venatorial still, canine

under its polish.

So f Venato'rious a. Obs. rare-0.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Venatort'ous, belonging to hunting
and chasing, serving for that game.

Venatory (vematari), a. [ad. L. vendtdri-us.

f. venat-f ppl. stem of venari to hunt : see -OBY.]

= Venatorial a.

1837 Carlyle Misc. Ess.
t
Mirabcau, Man being a venat-

ory creature. 1837 — Fr. Rev. lit. vn. v, The venatory
Attorney-spirit which keeps its eye on the bond only. 1846
Blackw. Mag. LX. 393 Regarding deer-stalking—a branch
of the art venatory which few have the opportunity to study.

Vench, obs. Sc. form of Wench sb.

t Vencue, v. Obs. rare. In 4 venku, 5 vencu.
[a. OK. vencu, pa. pple. ofveinlre: see Vanquish
v.] trans. To vanquish, subdue.
13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 2024 He ne mighte..in batail

spede, That he ne was euer more biwraid, Ouercomen,
venkud, and bitraid. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13240 With-
oute his help Sc his vertu We schal these other sone vencu.

Vencus(e, -cushe, etc., obs. varr. Vanquish v.

Vend, si. [f. Vend v. Cf. Vent sb.%]

1. Sale; opportunity of selling.

1618 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) I. 42 This place

never yet . -gave vend to any quantety of our commodity.
1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 32 Neither have they any en-

couragement for their industry, having no Vend by Traffic

and Commerce for what they have got. 1695 Kennett Par.
Antiq. ix. 510 This Market is of great resort, and a good
vend for all Country Commodities. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Ace. E. Ind. II. xlvi. 152 Pepper is planted for Export, but
not above 300 Tuns in a Year, because they want Vend for

more. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. 165 There is a
person. .who is a great dealer in Indian silks,. .and has a
great vend for them. 1818 Ooi.ebrooke Import Colonial
Corn 60 Corn is stored . . and kept for years . . in expectation

of a future vend and a less glutted market.

2. spec. Sale of coals from a colliery; the total

amount sold during a certain period.

1708 J. C. Compl, Collier (1845) 17 This I think is shame-
ful for Owners, who striving to get all the Trade to them-
selves, or to have a Major Part of Vend, will fall out among
themselves. 1703 [Earl Dunoonald] Descr. Estate Culross

59 Sir Archibald had better have contented himself with a
more limited vend at a greater price. 1834 M cCclloch
Diet. Commerce (ed. 2) 289 The annual vend of coals carried

coastwise from Durham and Northumberland is 3,300,000

tons. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Vend,, .the whole
quantity of coal sent from a colliery in the year. 1893
Neasham North-country Si: 28 By agreement, .they were
limited to an annual vend of 12,000 chaldrons.

Vend (vend), v. [ad. F. vendre ( = ltvendere,

Sp. and Pg. vender) or L. vendfre to sell ; but in

senses 3 and 4 app. substituted for Ventt>. 2 4 and

5, through association of this with Vent zv*]

1. intr. To be disposed of by sale ; to tind a

market or purchaser.
i6za in Foster Eng. Factories India (1908) II. 46 Course

and fine pursleene. . which vend both slowlye and at cheape
rates. 1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 96 Whereby
Wool, the great Staple of the Kingdom, is become of small

value, and vends not. 1689 Hickeringill Modest Inquiries

v. 32 No Books vend so nimbly, as those that are sold (by
Stealth as it were) and want Imprimaturs. 1768 Franklin
Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 371 If our manufactures are too dear
they will not vend abroad.

2. trans. To sell ; to dispose of by sale; to trade

in as a seller.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. ir. vii. 70 No Nation
can be rich that receives more dead Commodities from
abroad, then it can spend at home, or vend into Forrain
parts.

^ 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 279 Formerly all the Silk
made in Sicily was vended at Messina, 1727 A. Hamilton
New Ace. E. Ind. II, xxiii. 124 The Company vends a
great Deal of Cloth and Ophium there, and brings Gold-
dust in Return. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, vi. Wks. 1851
IV, 153 They opened warehouses in different parts of
Europe, in which they vended their commodities. 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 224 The produce of these
small dairies is generally vended at Plymouth. 1840
Thackkrav Shabby-genteel Story vii, Fishmongers who
never sold a fish, mercers who vended not a yard of riband.
1879 Echo No. 3374. 2/5 A license or patent to sell no
matter what, includes the right to vend books and news-
papers.

3. fig. To give utterance to, to put forward,
advance (an opinion, etc.).

1657 North's Plutarch Add, Lives (1676) 7 Doubtless
many have heard some Coridons, or Mechanick fellows.,
vending their judgements on him whose Effigies or Portrai-
ture is here represented. 1673 Cave Prim. Chr. in. v. 364
This uncomfortable Doctrine was if not first coined yet
mainly vended by the Novatian Party. 1715 Bentley.SV?w.
x. 369 He that zealously vends his Novelties, what is he
but a Trader for the fame of Singularity? 1718 Freethinker
No. 26, To incite the Men of Scholarship and Capacity to
traffick together in Truths; and never to vend Falshoods
of any kind to the Vulgar. 1799 Mrs. West Tale ofTimes

VENDEE.
III. 387 The most fashionable, and perhaps most successful,
way of vending pernicious sentiments has been through the
medium of books of entertainment. 1846 G. S. Faber Lett.
Tractar. Secess. 126 Those requisite proofs of a fact, which
convict him and Mr. Ward of having, .vended a double
falsehood. 1907 P. T, Forsyth Positive Preaching iii. ioi
He is not free to vend in his pulpit the extravagances of an
eccentric individualism.

f4. To give vent to, to direct. Obs.
1681 Hickeringill Block Non-Conf. v. Wks. 1716 II. 49

If they will be angry, they should vend their spleen against
the said wickedness of their Under-Officers.

Vend, southern ME. var. Fiend ; var. Wend sb.
;

obs. f. Wend v. ; obs. Sc. f. Wind sb. and weened
Ween v.

Vendable, a. Now rare. [a. OF. vendabfe,
f. vendre to sell, or (in later use) directly f. Vend
v. + -able.] = Vendible a.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5804 But chaunged is this world un-
stable; For love is over alle vendable. 1474 Caxton Chesse
in. iv. (1883) 112 Salustc.saith that alle thynges be vend-
able. c 1580 W. Stelman Dialoge (1896) 4 He to returne to
me such goodes, as I thought to be vendable in Inglond.
1662

J.
Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 90 He courted a

long time the Barberini,.to be made clerk of the apostolick
chamber, he being very rich (and that a vendable honour).
1688 Holme Armoury in. 292/2 The Axe and Cleever are
used to cut the quarter of Beasts into smaller and more
vendable pieces. 1893 Advance (Chicago) 21 Sept., The
vendable commodities of the United States have fallen in

price in 20 years more than 45 per cent.

Vendace (ve'ndes). Also 8 vangis, 9 vendis,
vendise. [app. ad. OF. vendese, vendoise (mod.F.
vandoise) dace.] a. A species of small freshwater

fish {Coregonus vandesius) belonging to the same
genus as the pollan and powan or gwyniad, found

in the lake of Lochmaben in Scotland, b. A
closely-allied species {Coregonus gracilior) found

in Derwentwater, formerly identified with the

preceding.
[1684 Sibbald Scotia Illusirata II. 11. 26 Piscis in Lacu

Mabano, Vandesius. In eodem Lacu Gevandesiu?.] 1769
Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 268 It (the gwiniad] is the same
with the Ferra of the lake of Geneva, the Schelley of Hulse-
water, the Pollen of Lough Neagh, and the Vangis and
Juvangis of Loch Mabon. 1777 — in Lightfoot Flora Scot.

(1789) I. 61 Guiniad. Found in Loch-Mabon ; called in those

parts the Vendace, and Juvangis; and in Loch-Lomond,
where it is called the Poan. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scoil.

II, 272 There is one [fish] that, from every information that

can be obtained, is peculiar to that loch [Castle Loch], ..It

is called the Vendise or Vendace. 1820 Scott Abbot xxiv,

Herlings, which frequent the Nith, and vendisses, which
are only found in the Castle-Loch of Lochmaben. 1856
* Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. Sports 231/1 The Vendace {Core-

gonus A Ibula), found also in the Scotch lakes. 1884 Braith-
waite Satmonidae Westmld. ii. 5 The vendace or vendis

and the smelt, or sparling.

attrib. 1867 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 744/1 Vendace-fishing

at Lochmaben takes place only on the 1st of August each
year. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catat. 366 Vendace Nets,
from Lake Wetter, Ibid. 372 Gwyniad Roc,. .Vendace Roe.

fVendage. Obs. Also vind-, vyndage. [ad.

OF. vendange (also mod.F.), vendenge :—L. vin-

dewia.*] Vintage.
a. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 367 May no drynke me

moiste ne my thruste slake, Tyl pe vendage falle in be

vale of iosephath. 1388 Wvclie 2 Esdras x. 37 The firste

fruytes.. of vendage, and of oile. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
619 Vindemix [sic], vendage.

fl. 1382 Wvclif Lev. xxv. 5 Grapes of thi first fruytis and
vyndage thou shalt not gedere. c 1440 Palladius on Husb.
1. 134 Kitte hem streit aftir thi good vyndage. Ibid. x. 114

This mone in placis warme & nygh the see, Vyndage is

hugely to solempnyse.

Vende, southern ME. variant of Fiend sb.

Vendean (vendran), sb. and a. Also Ten-
d6an. [f. F. Vendue, the name of a maritime

department in western France,]

A. sb. An inhabitant of La Vendue, esp. one

who took part in the insurrection of 1 793 against

the Republic.

1796 Genii. Mag. May 407 The Vendeans are extraordinary

men. 1S37 Ausox Hist. Europe (1847) HI* 326 1'he Vendeans
were in that stage of society when ascendancy is acquired

by personal daring. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 201/1 The
unhappy Vendeans.. were defeated with fearful loss. 1903
W. Bright Age of Fathers I. xii. 244 The experience of a
fugitive Jacobite or Vendean.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to La Vendee, esp. in

connexion with the insurrection of 1793.
1796 Gent I. Mag. May 408/1 The Vendean generals. Ibid.

412/1 The History of the Vendean War. 1839 tr. Lamar-
tine's Trav. 149 1 The west.. would have been organised

once more into Vendean guerillas. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr.

L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. II. 86 The Vendean insurrection

had been combated by means neither suggested nor directed

by the executive. 1911 Ediu. Rez>. Oct. 319 The Breton

and Vende'an royalists were still formidable.

Vended, ppl. a. [f. Vend v.] Sold.

181* Cbabbe Tales xiv. 116 Suppose, .your vended num-
bers rise The same with those which gain each real prize.

Vendee (vendr). [f. Vend v. + -ee.] The
person to whom a thing is sold ; the purchaser.

Most frequently in immediate contrast to vendor.

1547 Act 1 Kdw. VI, c. 3 § 8 Such Lessee, donee, vendee,

or assignee. 1594 West ind Pt. Symbol. § 59 If the writ

of covenant be brought against all the vendors by all the

vendees. 1631 Star Chamber Cases (Camden) 117 The
Vendee cannott get leave to cutt these trees by any meanes,

but the partie must sell the trees to him. 1670 R. Coke
Discourse Trade 19 Vexatious Suits between Vendor and
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Vendee, Morgager and Morgagee. 1766 Bi.ackstone Comm.
II. 447 If the vendor says, the price of a beast is four

pounds, and the vendee says he will give four pounds, the

bargain is struck. 1817 W. Sklwyn Law Nisi firms (ed. 4)

II. 769 A few days after the sale, the vendee gave the factor,

in part payment, two promissory notes. 1&81 Nicholson
From Sword to Share xiii, Unpaid accounts of three months
standing are charged against the vendee at the rate of 12

per cent.

Vender (ve*ndw). [f. Vend v. + -eri. Cf.

Vendor.]
1. One who sells ; a seller; sometimes in restricted

sense, a street-seller.

1506 Bacon Max. fy Use Com. Law 1:. (1635) 62 A deed
of gift of goods is. .good against the executors, administra-

tors, or vender of the party himselfe. 1681 Sc.Acts Parlt.

(1820) VIII. 243/2 Venders & dis'persers of forbidden books.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 251 P5 Take care in particular,

that those may not make the most Noise who have the

least to sell, which is very observable in the Venders of

Card-matches, 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 181 P 11, I

inquired diligently at what office any prize had been sold,

that I might purchase of a more propitious vender. 1800

Coi-quhoun Comm. Thames iv. 103 Small Grocers, and
venders of Smuggled Goods. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. 1. iv.

§ 57 The Swiss reformer was engaged in combating the

venders of indulgences. 1866 Engel Nat. Mus. viii. 301

The melodious cries of venders in the noisy streets of large

and populous towns.

fig. 1834 Southev Doctor vi. (1862) 17 He gathered the

fruit of knowledge for himself instead of receiving it from
the dirty fingers of a retail vender.

2. One who advances or advocates an opinion, etc.

1818 Dwight Theol. (1830) I. 92 Epicurus, the principal

vender of this system.

Hence Venderess, vendress, a female seller.

1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 98 Vendress of ballads and the

bundled match. 1862 Miss M. B. Edwards John <V /, I. v.

96 A stout girl, venderess of coarse green earthenware from
the town.

i| Vendetta (vende'ta). [It., :—L. vindicla

vengeance. Cf. Vindictive #.]

1, A family blood-feud, usually of a hereditary

character, as customary among the inhabitants of

Corsica and parts of Italy.

1855 Edinb. Rev. CI. 456 Paoli. .succeeded in making the

vendetta disgraceful, i860 All Year Round No. 63. 299/2
The deadly ' vendetta '. . which has sacrificed whole families,

and once depopulated an entire village for one girl. 1870

O. W. Holmes Old Vol. 0/ Life (1891) 291, I came away
thinking I had discovered a new national custom, as peculiar

..as the Corsican vendetta.

2. A similar blood-feud, or prosecution of private

revenge, in other communities.
1861 Pearson Early ft Mid. Ages vii. 66 But there are no

traces [among the early Anglo-Saxons] of that vendetta,

which was the sombre glory of the Welsh. 1891 Spectator

7 Mar., The Papuan. .would eat everybody, but that he
fears arousing endless vendettas.

attrib. 1897 Humanitarian X. 209 The vendetta spirit is

hereditary.

Hence Vende'ttist, one who takes part in, or

carries on, a vendetta.

1904 Times 2 lunc 10/3 We. .perceive that they are blood-

thirsty vendettists.

Vendibility. [See next and -itv.] The
quality of being vendible or saleable.

1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor iv.L rules § 31 In Merchandise,

. .in the price of market, and the vendibility of commodities.

1875 Lower Eng. Surnames (ed. 4) II. App. 162 In former

times, a bush or a besom affixed to any article denoted its

vendibility. 189a Jrnl. Education 1 Feb._ 98/1 A course

calculated to give their degrees all the prestige attaching to

vendibility.

Vendible (vcndib'l), a. and sb. [ad. L. vend-

ibilis, f. vendtre to sell. So Sp. vendible, It.

vendibile. Cf. Vendable a.~\
,

A. adj. 1. Capable of being vended or sold ; that

may be disposed of by sale ; saleable, marketable.

Kreq. with more, most, etc., denoting the readiness with
which a thing can be sold.

138a Wvclif 2 Mace. xi. 3 In to wynnynge of money, . . by
eche -,eeris prestehode vendible, or able to be soold. 1530
in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 01 Wync.
alowed by hym to be good and vendyble. 1581 W. Stafford
Exam. Compl. ii. (1876) 37 They come not alwaves for our

commodities, but sometimes to sell theirs heere, knowing it

heere to be best vendible. 1633 Prynne 1st Ft. Histriom.
Ep. Ded., Play.books. .being now more vendible than the

choycest Sermons. Ibid, 905 They cannot therefore bee
vendible because they are not valuable. 1679 in Gutch Coll.

Cur. I. 275 The University of Oxford, by their printing of

Bibles, and other saleable books, will be enabled to go
forward with those other less vendible. 1747 Hooson
Miner's Diet. Kivb, This to make it vendible, is first

knocked out with a Hammer, and the dead Stuff" picked out

as clean as may be. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. IX. iii.

III. 232 They get rid of some commodity, not very vendible.

1839 Ore Diet. Arts 980 In this way all the vendible coal

becomes available. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 90/2 A
thing made which is useful for its own sake, and vendible as

such.

transf. 1581 Burghley in D. Digges Compl. Ambass.
( l655)^94 He is altogether French and will seek to draw
this King into France, where his life I fear will be vendible.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V . 1. i. 112 Silence is onely commend-
able In a neats tongue dri'd, and a maid not vendible.

b. m Venal <z.i 1 b and 1 c.

1579 Kenton Cuicciard. x. (1599) 427 Fauors and voyces

being made vendible and corrupted, discords, .haue bin

kindled amongst themselues. 1586 T. B. La Frimaud. Fr.

Acad. (1594) I. 377 So long as the places of judgement shall

be vendible, and bestowed upon him that offereth most.

1624 Caw. Smith Virginia in. 76 It is not our custouie, to

sell our curtesies as a vendible commodity. 1665 Manley
Grotius 1 Low C. Wars 788 In England and Germany Forces

were levied and raised for both parties with a vendible faith.

1791 Bukke Whs, (1837) I. 566 It attached, under the royal

government, to an innumerable multitude of places, teal and
nominal, that were vendible.

fo. Of persons ; = Venal aA 2. Obs.

1609 Holland Aturn, Marcell. 293 Environed lie was with

a multitude thronged together of vendible or sale souldiors.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 424 Those were
sellable, vendible men,.. to be sold for money, a 1668

Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) Pref. p. xxiii, 1 would not have
him learn the custom of those vendible souls there, who.,
serve any prince for money.

f 2. Offered for sale ; that may be bought or

purchased. Obs,

1552 Huloet, Vendible, or whych mayo be bought, mer~

calls, vendibilis. 1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 281 Lentils.,

was the vsuall food, .commonly vendible in their tabernes.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 150 Houses, like our Tauemes.
Where is vendible Wine. 1665 G. Havers F. delta V'alte's

Trav. E. India 144 He, not finding any [book] vendible

tin-rein, caus'd a small one to be purposely transcrib'd for

me. 1756 Earl Chester p. in Connoisseur No. 107, lam so

great an admirer of the fair sex, that I never let a tittle of

their vendible writings escape me.

f 3. fig.
Current, accepted, acceptable. Obs.

164a Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 20 Certaine vulgar

Phrases, Proverbs, and Complements, which are peculiar

to the English, and not vendible or used in French. 1645

Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1 851 IV. 234 Let the foppish canonist

with his fardel of matrimonial cases goe and be vendible

where men bee so unhappy as to cheap'n him. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. I. iv. § 16. 281 Some may still suspect all

this to have been nothing else but a refinement and interpola-

tion of Paganism, . . or a kind of Mangomzation of it, to

render it more vendible and plausible.

B. sb. A thing admitting of being sold or offered

for sale.

1681 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 520 The prizes ofall vendibles

for the belly of man and horse were stuck up in public

places. 1691 — Ath. Oxon. (1721) II. 384 It appears that

the said Revolutions were occasion'd by the excessive

Gabells laid upon common Vendibles. 1697 J. Potter
Antiq. Greece \. xv. (1715J 83 In the Market, where they had
thecare ofall Vendibles. 1821 Galt Ann, Pariskxxix, The
fanners. .taking their vendibles to the neighbouring towns

on the Tuesdays. 1905 Holman Hunt Pre-Raphaelism I.

368 The gorgeous group of vendibles in the market.

Hence Vendibleness ; Ve*ndibly adv.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 20 The greater they do
then abide, the vendiblier, or readier they will be to be

sotde. 1611 Cotgr., Venalite, venalitie, vendiblenesse; a
being salable. Ibid., Venalement, vendibly, salably. 1727
Bailey (vol. II), Vettdibleness, Saleableness.

t Vendicate, v. Obs. [ad. L. veridical-, ppl.

stem oivendicare, variant of vindicare Vindicate v.

Cf. obs. F. vendiquer.]

1. trans. To claim for oneself.

1531 Elyot Gov. 111. iii His body so pertayneth unto htm,

that none other without his consent may vendicate therein

any propretie. 1543 4 Act 35 lien. Vlltt c. 1, They. .haue
vsurped, and vendicated a fayned and an vnlawfull power
and Jurisdiction within this realme. 1560 Bible (Geneva)

To Rdr. iiij, Not that we vendicat any thing to our selues

aboue the least of our brethren. 161 1 Cot.;k. (
Vendi'/uer,

to vendicate; to clatme, or challenge. [Hence in Blount

(1656).]
.

2. With inf.: To assert a claim, to claim ability,

to do something.
1557 N. T. (Geneva) 1 Cor. ii. 2, I dyd not vendicat to my

selfe to knowe any thyng among you, saue Ie>us Christe.

1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. xil. 230 Wee have twoe

Ladies, which, with your trim paire, dare vendicate to singe.

Vendicatife, -yue, obs. varr. Vindicative a.

+ Vendication. Obs.~° [f. Vendicate v., after

the entry in Blount Giossogr.'] (See quot.)

1658 Phillips, Vendication, a challenging to onesself, a

claiming.

Vendicion, obs. form of Vendition.

Vending, vbl. sb, [f. Vend v.] The action

of selling or retailing.

1666 Act 17 Chas. II, c. 5 § 2 Any publick Vending of the

said Books. 1745 De Foe s Fug. Tradesman (1841) I. xxvi.

254 For the raising and vending of provisions. 1761 Himk
Hist. Eng. I. xiii. 338 The famous mercantile society, called

the Merchant Adventurers, . .was instituted., for the vending

of the cloth abroad. 1823 Lamb Elia \. Praise Chimney-
Sweepers, [He] kept open a shop. .for the vending of this

'wholesome and pleasant beverage'. 1875 Helps Soc.

Press, iii. 38 Now it will astonish most of my hearers that

I have included the vending of oysters amongst noxious

trades.

Vendis(e, variants of Vendace.
Vendish, variant of Wendish a.

t Venditate, v. Obs. [f. L. venditdt-, ppl.

stem of venditdre, frequentative of vend/re to sell.]

rejt. and trans. To set out as if for sale ; to put

forward or display in a favourable light or in a

specious manner ; to exhibit ostentatiously. (Com-
mon c 1600-50.)
reft. x6oo Holland Lwy in. xxxv. no Using them as

instruments to venditate himselfe forth to the common
people. i6ai Buhton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. I. ii. Although hee..

venditate himselfe for a God, by curing of seuerall SMNI.
1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 361 Their doctrine, .wanting

fit opportunity to venditate it self publickly vpon the stage.

a 165a I. Smith Set. Disc. i. 10 Those philosophers, .which

made their knowledge only matter of ostentation, to vendi-

tate and set off themselves.
trans. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 345 Euer as any of these

new commers can venditat and vaunt his owne cunning with

braue words, stiaitwaies we put our selues into his hands.

1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 457 The miracles which
komists venditate .. are eyther Fryars fables, or reports

misapplyed. 1678 Makvell Def. J. Howe Wks. (Giosart)

IV. 239 Let it, in the meantime, ventilate all its street

adages, its odd ends of Latin.

Vendita tion. [ad. L. venditdtio, noun of

action from venditate : see prec.]

f 1. The action of putting forward or displaying

in a favourable or ostentatious manner. Obs.
1609 SlK E. Hoby Lett. Mr. T. II. 74 Caluins censure

of I'urgatorie is held by you as a specious venditation. 1633
Br. Hall Occas. Medit. (ed. 3) xxx. 76 The venditation of

our owne worth, or parts, or merits, argues a miserable
indigence in them all. a 1637 B« Jonson Discoveries Wks.
(Ktldg.) 747/2 Some [wits], by a. .false venditation of their

own naturals, think to divert the sagacity of their readers
from themselves.

2. The action of offering for sale. rare-1 .

1854 Eraser's Mag, L. 163 The orangewomen stride over
the benches with clamorous 'venditation*.

Vendition (vendi'Jan). Also 6 vendicion,

Sc. -itioune, wend-, 7 Sc. venditioun. [ad. 1..

venditio, noun of action from vendire to sell. So
OK. vendition, obs. F. vendition,Sp. vendicion, It.

vendizione.~\ The action of selling ; disposal or

transfer by sale.

1542 TJdall Erasm. Ap<>ph. 109b, It might more truely

bee called a Spuyng, then a vendicion or sale. 1559 Abst.

Protocols Tffivn Clerks Glasgoiv (1896 II. 73 The uendi.

tioune and alienatioune maid thairor to the said Androw.
1602 FlJLBECKE 2nd Pt. Parallel 29 It Is of a vendition by
the tenant in taile. 1659 Arkowsmith Chain Prim. 40U

His directing and ordering great sins to great good, us

Josephs vendition to the Churches preservation, 1754
Fielding Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 60 Several taverns

are set apart solely for the vendition of this liquor. 1828

Sewell in Oxf. Prize Ess. 26 The still more prevailing

practice of vendition to slavery and prostitution. 1863
Temple liar IX. 65 The Marche St. Honore is the most
usual place for their vendition.

1 Venditive, a. 06s.- 1
[f. L. veudit-, ppl.

stem of vendire to sell.] (See quot.)

1633 T. Adams F.xp. 2 Pttt'rM. 10 There is n service of

Inferiorities which is either: 1. Voluntary,. .Or. .5. Native,

such as are borne servants, .. Or 6. Venditive, that have
sukl themselves.

t Ve'nditor. Obs. rare. Also S Sc. vunditor.

[a. L. venditor, agent-noun from vendire to sell, or

ad. It. vendilore.] A seller, vendor.
1698 Money masters all things So The Venditors of Oat-

meal round and small, Do diligently wait <>n Money's C'.d!.

1733 Lady \jMli.\v.11ousc1i. £'/.-. (S. H.S.) 340 To the venditor

in full for Moneths 5, ,£4 o o.

t Vendonging. 0/>s.~ l
[f. OF. vendenger,

-anger (!'. vendanger), f. vendenge, -ange : see

Ye.ndage.] The vintage.

1340 Ayeito. 36 \>e ol>re beggeb..ine herueste bet corn, ine

uendonginge bet wyn.

Vendor (ve'ndjjli). [a. late AF. vendor, earlier

vendour (F. vendeur), agent-noun from vendre

Vend v. Ct Vender.] One who disposes of a

thing by sale ; a seller.

Orig. Law, and still the regular spelling in legal use.

1594 West -2nd Pt. Symbol. § 59 If the writ of covenant be

brought against all the vendors by all the vendees. 1660 R.

Coke Power Iff Subj. 131 It is true indeed.. that then such
vendor does equally to all sellers, and in exchanging observes

arithmetical proportion. 1670 [see Vksdkk]- « 169* Pol-

lexfem Disc. Trade (1697) A6 From the first Buyer to the

last Vendor. 1766 Hlackstone Comm. II. 447 Where the

vendor hath in himself, .the property of the thing sold. 1818

Ckuise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 30 The vendor would immediately

have become a trustee for the purchaser. 186a IIurton Bit.

Hunter (1863) 4 The vendors of quack medicines and cos-

metics are aware of the power of Greek nomenclature. 1891

M. Williams Later Leaves v. 63 A well-known., vendor of

ladies' hats and bonnets.

trans/. 1887 Pall Mall G. 30 March ./a The automatic

vendor has become an institution in our midst.

attrib. 1896 IVestm. Caz. 9 May 6/2 The \ endor company
is now selling the business to a public company.

fVendosy. Obs.—1 [ad. F. vendoise : see Ven-
dace.] The dace.

1528 Payheix Salernc's Regim. O iij, The perche and pike

are the best, so they be fatte: and nexte are the vendo>ies,

and than lopsters.

Vendress, var. Vindshiss.
Vendrosse : see Rekedos 2 (quot. 1552).

Vendue (vendi«). U.S. and W. Indies. Also

7 vendu, 9 vendoo, vandew. [a. Du. vendu,

t vendue, a. older F. (now dial.) vendue sale, f.

vendre to sell.]

L A public sale ; an auction. Freq. in phr. at

{a) vendue, by vendue : see first group of quots.

(a) 1686 Aim. Albany (1850) II 93 Which said lotts of

grounde ye common councill will dispose of at a publike

vendu or out cry. 1748 Smollett A'. Random xxxvi. I.

324, I went ashore [at Port Royal], and having purchased

a laced waistcoat .. at a vendue [1760 a sale], made a

swaggering figure. 1757 Woolmas Jrnl. iv. (1840J145 When
estates are sold by executors at vendue. 1770 I ennsylv.

Even, Post 25 May 263/2 To be sold by public vendue,, a

large quantity of Ship Timber. 1804 «r»jf M«{. XI-V.

20/2, I was. .knocked down at vendue to old Squire Keg-

worth. 1898 Pakmentkb Hist. Pilham, Mass. 167 Bidding

off the poor to support at the inverted vendue, or lowest

lb) 1759 J. Adams Diary Wks. 1850 II. 73, 1 am to attend

a vendue this afternoon at Lambert's. 1781 Mrs. Abigail

Adams in fam. Lett. (1876) 402 The retailing vendues,

whii.li are tolerated here, ruin the shop-keepers. 1806

12 2
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Pinckard Tour W. Indies II. 325 A Dutch ' vendue ' of

Slaves. 1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxvii. Is it a van-

dew, or a weddin,..or what is it? 1897 W. D. Howf.lls
Landlord at Lion's Head 6 [To] have a vendue, and sell

out everything hefore the snow flew.

2. attrib. and Comb., as vendue-crier, master,

room, store.

17x0 S.Carolina Stat. (1837) II. 348 The person herein

after appointed publick vendue master, or his deputy. 1761

Descr.S. Carolina 33 There is also.. a Receiver-general of

the Quit-rents, a Vendue Master, and Naval Officer. 1798
Bay's Rep. (1809) I. 103 The goods were in a vendue store,

a common market, a public place known and established in

law. 1799 The Aurora (Philad.) 10 Apr. (Thornton), By
profession he is a vendue crier. He said he would cry the

vendue in spite of the Standing Army. 1828 Life Planter
Jamaica 180 Marly entered the vendue room. 1828-32

Webster, Vendne-master,. .an auctioneer.

f Vene. Ohs. rare, [ad. L. vena.'] A vein.

1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace xxxiv. i39The Sea.,
powreth foorth in venes to fill the springs and receiueth it

againe from the Riuers. 1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. v. Ixxv,

In ech Mans Body so many Venes appeer. 1716 M. Davies

A then. Brit. III. Diss. Physick 5 Likewise Virsungus might
treat more fully of the Pancr[e}atick Juice, as Aselliusof the
Lacteal Venes.

Vene, obs. Sc. form of Ween sb. and v.

f Venecreke, variant of fenegreke Fenugreek.
i486 Bk. St. Albans ciiijb, Take venecreke and then

anoynt itt with this Oyntement afforsayde.

Venedo tian, a. [f. med.L. Venedotia North
Wales.] Of or pertaining to North Wales.
1841 Anc. Laws .y Inst. Wales Pref. p.vii, The Venedotian

Code, said to be the compilation of Jorwerth.son of Madog.
Ibid. p. x, The Venedotian or North Wales Code. 1887
Edin. Rev. Jan. 77 The last important head of law in the
Venedotian code.

Venee, variant of Veny 2 Obs.

Veneer (v/hl*\i), sb. Also 8 fanneer,vaneer,
venear, 9 vineer. [ad. G.furnz{e)r,fourni(e)rt

fformer in the same sense : see next and Veneer-
ing vbl. sb. The loss of r in the unstressed first

syllable also appears in Da.,finer, Sw.fane'r, Russ.

(Jtaiuipt.]

1. One of the thin slices or slips of fine or fancy

wood, or other suitable material, used in veneering.
1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3806/8 A Large Parcel of French

Walnutt-Tree Venears will be exposed to Sale.. on Thurs-
day. x8o6 Ann. Peg. (1808) 960/2 A new mode of cutting
veneers, or thin boards. 18*3 Macclesfield Courier in

O. \V. Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. (1827) 302 The largest

and finest log of mahogany ever imported into this country
..sawn into vineers. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk.
§ x. 372 Put in as many veneers as the liquor will cover.

2. Material prepared for use in veneering, or

applied to a surface by this or some similar process.

1750 W. Ellis Mod. Ilusb. VII. 11. 43 This [ash] wood and
walnut- tree., makes the best of fanneer. 1778 W. Pain Car-
penter's Repository PL 56 A circular Plan .. representing
the Vaneer and Backing for the Stiles. '1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 586 By gluing several thicknesses of
veneer upon each other. 1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf.Seuiw
212 The cabinet-maker buys the veneer in this rough state.

Ibid., He cuts a piece of veneer. 1886 W. J. Tucker £.
Europe 319 One of the legs [of the chair was] broken and
the grand veneer knocked off the hack.

\>. In veneer, in thin plates or slips.

1853 Singleton Virgil I. 333 Presents, ponderous with
gold And ivory in veneer, commands he to be borne Unto
the ships.

3. fig. A merely outward show or appearance of
some good quality. (Cf. Varnish sb.1 4.)
1868 Holme Lee B. Godfrey xxxii, A veneer of useful

knowledge. 1874 Farrar Christ I. iv. 44 A savage bar-
barian with a thin veneer of corrupt and superficial civilisa-

tion. 1883 W. Ballantine Exper. xv. 148 [The] heartfelt
courtesy.. was replaced by a superficial veneer of forced
politeness.

b. Without article.

187 1 Daily News 7 Dec, A gentleman with some polish—

I

was almost tempted to say with some veneer. 1883 Harpers
Mag. July 165/8 These days of veneer and affectation in
buildings and nomenclature.

4. One or other of many species of moths of the
genus Crambus or family Crambidse ; a grass-moth.
1819SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 386 Crambus saugui-

nca. The buff-edged rosy Veneer. Ibid. 408 C. arborum.
The yellow satin Veneer. 183a Rennie Consp. Moths 215-9.

5. attrib. and Comb., as veneer-cutter, -making,
merchant, 'mill, -room, saw, wood.
Also veneer.press, and veneer-bending, -cutting, -planing,

-polishing, -straighteningmachine (1875 Knight Diet. Mc"h.
2699-2702).

1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manufi IV. 148 The ' veneer-rooms

'

at such [pianoforte] factories are places of importance.

1852 Jerdan Autobiog. II. xiv. 181 He. .purchased all the

veneer wood which he could obtain. 1854 Tomlinson's
Cycl. Usef.Arts (1867) II. 798/1 In all veneer saws the edge
must run very true. Ibid., In saw-mills where veneers are

cut, the arrangement of the segment saw is called a veneer-

mill. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Veneer-cutter, one who
saws furniture wood into thin lengths, by steam-power
machinery. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIVT 138/2 These methods
of veneer-making. 1894 Daily NewsB June 8/4 Witnesses

. .who deposed to knowing prisoner in the^ characters of a

veneer merchant, a tankard maker, and an inventor.

Veneer (vi"nl»u), v. Also 8 vaneer, veneir.

[Later form (cf. next) of Fineek v., ad. G. fur-
ni{e)ren, fourni{e)ren, ad. Y.fournir Furnish v.

Cf. XJz.finere, Sw. fianera.]

1. trans. To apply or fix as veneering.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Marquetry, All the Pieces thus

92

formed with the Saw, ..they vaneer or fasten each in its

Place on the common Ground. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
2700/2 To veneer marble on zinc

2. To cover or lace with veneer.
Also occas. transfi, to cover with a layer or facing of some

different or superior material.

1742 Baskervitte's Pat. in Sixth Rep. Dep. A'pr. App. 11.

156 To veneir the Frames of Printings and Pictures, ..the
fronts of Cabinets, Buroes, &c, now usually veneired with
Ebony, Whalebone, &c. 1766 Entick London IV. 171
The pulpit is veneered, and carved with, .figures. 1845
G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. IV. 206 We suppose our table.,
made either of solid mahogany or veneered upon deal.

1854 Tomlinson's Cycl. Usef. Arts (1867) II. 797/2 Pape, of
Pans, some years ago, veneered a piano-forte entirely with
ivory. 1874 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 758 Mr. Burges" proposal
to veneer the lower part., with marble is objectionable.

transfi 1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 316 The
salt,water bay., was veneered over with a pellicle of ice one-
eighth of an inch in thickness.

b. fig. To invest with a merely external or

specious appearance of some commendable or

attractive quality. Usu. const, with.
1847 Tennvson Princ. Prol. 117 And one the Master, as a

rogue in grain Veneer'd with sanctimonious theory. 1868
Holme Lee B. Godfrey lxvi, Another lady of neglected
education, whom . . Elizabeth was veneering with thin plates

of knowledge. 1872 Jeaffreson Brides <y Bridals I. viii.

126 Paganism thinly veneered with Christianity.

absol. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. (1883) 123 He?
Veneers in first-rate style. The mahogany scales off now
and then.

c. To serve as a veneer to (something).
1875 M. Collins Sweet <$• Twenty II. 11. i. 175 He returned

with a vast amount of polish, which, however, veneered a
good deal of conceit.

Hence Venee'red ppl. a.

1766 Entick London IV. 18 A carved pulpit, a veneered
sounding-board. 1846 G. Dodd Brit. Manufi IV. 214
They are placed so that the veneered surface shall be
grasped between the two clamps. 1875 Carpentry fy Joitu
140 The veneered furniture has ousted the more solid, trust-

worthy articles.

fig. 1884 Harpers Mag. Oct. 798/1 The thinly veneered
Berserkir in the English race,

transfi. 1889 Textile News 5 Apr. 26/2 The Hat Trade. .

.

Large quantities of coloured veneered goods are in demand
from abroad.

Veneering, vbl. sb. [Later form of faneer-
ing, fineering (cf. Jmneer v.), ad. G.fiumi(e)rnng,
fourni{e)rung \ see prec. and cf. D&.finering, Sw.

fianering.
The formfaneerittg occurs in 1670 in Evelyn Sylva xxiv.

\ii, and in 1685 in Cotton Montaigne's Ess. (1711J III. 247.
Blneering is common in the 18th cent.]

1. The process of applying thin flat plates or slips

of fine wood (or other suitable material, as ivory)

to cabinet-work or similar articles in order to pro-

duce a more elegant or polished surface than that

of the underlying material ,* also, the result obtained

by this process.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Veneering, a sort of in-laid

Work among Joyners, Cabinet-makers &c. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Marquetry, The whole is..polish'd with the Skin
of the Sea-dog, Wax, and Shave-Grass, as in simple Vaneer-
ing. 176a Derrick Lett. (1767) II. 66 Their polish is high ;

the inlaying and veneering very beautiful. 1829 Loudon
Encycl. Plants (1836) 611 The old wood furnishes the
cabinet-maker with a beautiful material for veneering. 1854
Tomlinson's Cycl. Usef.Arts (1867) II. 798/2 The opera-

tions of veneering consist in glueing the veneer to the pre-

pared surface, and cleaning and polishing it when so fixed.

1873 Si'ON Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 411/1 In veneering with
the hammer, cut the veneer a little larger than the surface to

be covered.

transfi. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2700 A process termed
veneering has been adopted with some kinds of pottery
where a strong but coarse and unsightly ware is dipped.,
into a paste of superior color and quality.

b. fig. (Cf. Veneek V. 2 b.)

1808 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) II. vi. 208 By thissort

of veneering, he converts, .articles which, in their original

state, might hang in the market [etc.]. 1846 Ford Gather-

ingsfir. Spain {1906) 238 There is little originality in Spanish
medicine. It is chiefly a veneering of other men's ideas.

1867 O. W. Holmes GuardianA ngel'w, Hehad beena good
scholar in college, not so much by hard study as by skilful

veneering. 1884 G. Moore Mummer's Wife (1887) 126 The
. .veneering of the mind with new impressions.

2. Wood or other material in the form of veneer

;

a facing of this.

1789 Burns Sketch, Veneering oft outshines the solid wood.
1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps li. § 18. 46 A veneering of
maible has been fastened on the rough brick wall. 1862
Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3411, The veneering

~ laid in cement instead of glue, will bear an immensebeti

amount of heat, .before it will strip from the underwood.
transfi. 1866 Carlvle Remin. (1881) II. 275 Book press of

rough deal, but covered with newspaper veneering where
necessary.

b. fig. (Cf. Veneer v. 2 b.)
1865 Reader 4 Mar. 253/3 Though the great mass.. have

but a veneering of education and accomplishment. 1874
L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. x. 372 A very thin
veneering of medievalism., covered his modern creed. 1891
C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 235 The thin veneering of civili-
sation gets worn off.

3. attrib., as veneering-hammer, -plane, -press.
A fianeering-saw is mentioned in 1688 by R. Holme

Armoury 365/1.
i8a6 G. Dodd Brit. Manufi. IV. 212 This veneering-plane

is of small size, and the iron . . is jagged with a number of
notches. Ibid. 213 A piece of wood about three inches
square and an inch thick has a straight strip of iron-plate
fixed to one edge, and is called a veneering-hammer. 1888

VENENATE.
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 138/2 The surfaces .. are .. tightly

pressed together in a veneering press.

tVene*fic, a. and sb. Obs. In 7-8 venefick.
[ad. L. venefic-us, i. venenum poison : see -fic. So
older F. venefique, It., Sp., Pg. venefico.']

A. adj. Practising, or dealing in, poisoning;
acting by poison ; having poisonous effects.

1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 27 So may it bee the Serpentine,
the Venefick or Poysonous Witch. 1651 tr. Eather Paul
Sarpis Life (1676) 92 But it appears that science hath a
venefick vertue of swelling many men. 1702 C. Mather
Magn. Chr. 11. App. (1852) 212 They gave it under their

hands that if we believe no venefick witchcraft, we must
renounce the Scripture.

B. sb. One who practises poisoning as a secret

art ; a sorcerer or sorceress ; a wizard or witch.
So L. veneficus masc. and venifica fern.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 173 Is it a matter of much
artifice for veneficks, or witches, to forespeak their own
purposed and laboured malefice?

1 Venefical, a. Obs. [See prec. and -al,] a.

= Venefick. AXsofig. b. Practising, associated

with, malignant sorcery or witchcraft.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Wiichcr. vi. iv. (1886) 95 tnarg. , Of a
butcher a right veneficall witch. 1609 B. Jonson Masque oj
Queens Wks. (Rtldg.) 566 These witches, .came forth, .with
spindles, timbrels, rattles, or other venefical instruments.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 39 This they urge as a proof or

the possibility of veneficall and metamorphosing or trans-

forming magick. 1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. \. Pref. 57
The loose sheets of Northern Sorceries, translated from the

original Code of the venefical Text. 1716 Ibid. 11. To Rdr. 9
The same Contagious and Venefical Distemper of Brains
and Body.

Hence t "Vene'fically adv. Obs.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 280 A magician, .wrought it

venefically, so that thepoore man fell suddenly into a strange
disease.

*t* Venefice. Obs. [ad. L. veneficium, f. vene-

ficus Venefic a. So OF. venefice, F. vhiefice, It.,

Sp., Pg. veneficio.'] The practice of employing
poison or magical potions ; the exercise of sorcery

by such means.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 349 pe sixte werk of leccherie

is venefice, pat is panne done whan men usen experimentis

to geten bis werk of leccherie. 1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probt.

72 By knots, .. incantations, or other impoisonings, and
venefices, to harme, endamage, or hurt any other. 1626 Sir

J. Elliott Defi in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 362 Nor did
he apply the Veneries and Venefices of Sejanus to the Duke.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. To Rdr., 1. .fear them not at all

;

not their.. incantations, venefices, malefices, &c.

I Veneficial,^. Obs. [f. prec] = Venefical a.

a 1646 J, Gregory Posthuma (1650) 200 Simaetha the

Witch.. doth manifestly declare it, where speaking of her
veneficial Philtra [etc.]. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
11. vi. 99 As for the Magicall vertues in this plant, and con-

ceived efficacie unto veneficiall intentions, it seemeth unto
me a Pagan relique derived from the ancient Druides. 1658
— Card. Cyrus 199 Why the Goddesses sit commonly
crosse-legged in ancient draughts, Since Juno is described

in the same as a veneficial posture to hinder the birth of

Hercules?

Veneficious, a. Now rare. [f. as prec]
= Venefical a.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 266 That it was an old

veneficious practice, and Juno is made in this posture_ to

hinder the delivery of Alcma^na. 1650 Charleton tr. Van
HehnonCs Paradoxes 53 In this place we have nothing

to doe with Veneficious Witches, properly called Sorcerers.

1702 Sherburne Seneca*s Trag. 207 note, The Bonds and
Fetters of veneficious Incantations. 1904 Le Queux Closed
Book xxxvi, The actual poison-ring of that veneficious

bacchante, Lucrezia Borgia.

Hence Venefi-ciously adv. Now rare or Obs.

1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Ep. 265 Lest witches should

draw or pricke their names therein, and veneficiously mis-

chiefe their persons.

Vene'ficous,". rare. [f. L. venefic-us + -out.
~\

= Venefical a.

1657T0MLINSON Renous Disp. 593 Mercury, wherewith a

venencous Circulator at Lutetia promised the cure of all

diseases. 1831 in Madden Wilt. Werwolf (Roxb. CI.) 10 A
cup of beer, prepared by one who is skilled in such vene-

iicous arts.

t Venefy. Obs.— 1 Venefice.
1616 J. Lane Coutn. Sqr.'s T. vm. i^onote, Leyfurcke..

vsd all violence and art, which lay in vile Videreaes venefies,

to crosse and disappoint the destanies.

Venegre, obs. var. Vinegar. Veneison, obs.

f. Venison. Venel, obs. f. Vennel. Venem(e,
obs. ff. Venom sb. and v. Venemoua(e, obs. ff.

Venomous a. Venemyn, obs. f. Venom v.

t Vcnenate, a. Obs. [ad. L. venenat-us, pa.

pple. of venenare : see next.] Poisoned; infected

or imbued with poison or poisonous properties.

1633 T. Johnson Gerarde's Herbal App. 1605 They
affirme that this fruit hath a wonderfull efficacie against

venenate qualities and putrefaction. 1634 — Parey's
Chirurg. ix. xi. 331 The wound must be dilated. .that so

the venenate matter may flow forth more freely. 1672 Phil.

Trans. VII, 4029 The fermentation of the venenat humors
being quelled, and the pores closed, a 1728 Woodward
Fossils (1729) II. 1. 22 They give this in Fevers after Calcina-

tion, by which means the venenate Parts are carried off.

f Ve'Iienate, v. Obs. [f. L. venenat-, ppl. stem

of venenare, f. venen-um poison.] trans. To
poison ; to render poisonous.

1623 Cockeram 11, To Poyson, Venenate. 1665 G. Harvey
Adv. agst. Plague 5 The air.. must be first venenated or

rendred poysonous. Ibid. 7 The said Miasms entring the



VENENATED. 93 VENERAL.
Body are not so Energick as to venenate the Entire mass of
blood in an instant.

So f Ve*nenated ///. a. 06s.

1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon xvi. n When poyson'd
iawes and venenated stings, Were both as opposite against
content.

t Venenation. 06s. [See prec and -ATION.]
The action of, or a means of, poisoning.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. vii. no That this

venenation shooteth from the eye, and that this way a
Basilisk may empoyson,..it is not a thing impossible. Ibid.
vn. xix. 385 For, surely there are subtiler venenations, such
as will invisibly destroy.

Venene, #• Nov/ rare or 06s. [Irreg. ad. L.
venen-um poison.] Poisonous, venomous.
1665 G. Harvey Adv. agst. Plague 2 A great ebullition

or fermentation ensuing between the Venene Corpuscles
and the Vital Spirits. Ibid. 7 The more sulphurous parts.

.

assume a venene nature, which expiring infect and venenate
the air. 1694 Salmon Bate's Disfiens. (1713) 503/1 Which
drives away by sweat the malignity of Venene, Pestilential,
and Venereal Diseases. 1839 J. Rogers Antipapopr. vi.

§ 2. 225 It would leave behind no poisonous or venene
particle of matter.

Veneniferous, a. rare' , [f. L. venenifer
(Ovid): see -ferous.] (See quot.) Also Veneui*-
fluous a.j flowing with or discharging venom.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Veneniferous, that bears poyson,

venemous. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v., The venenifluous fang of
a rattlesnake.

Veneno-, employed as combining form of L.
venenum poison, as veneno-sa'livary adj.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 944 They finally find
their way into the large grape-like cells and ducts of the
three-lobed veneno-salivary gland.

Venenose, #. Now rare. [ad. late L. venen-
os-us, f. venen-um poison : see -ose. So It., Sp.,

Pg. venenoso.] Poisonous, venomous.
1673 R-AY Journ. Low C. 275 The venenose vapour.,

ascends not a foot from the ground. 1691 — Creation It.

(1692) 77 All .. Warts, Tumors and Excrescencies, where
any Insects are found, are excited or raised up. .by some
Venenose Liquor. 1698 — in Phil. Trans. XX. 85 The
venenose Quality of this Plant. 1837 Millingen Cur. Med.
Exp. (1839) 376 Many absurd ideas regarding venenose
substances prevailed in ancient days as well as in modern
times. 1845 T. Cooper Purgatory 0/Suicides 11. xxix, The
younger Hellene ceased; and.. The elder.. now, ebriate
with rage, Dashes to earth the foul venenose draught.

+ VeneH0"Sity. 06s. [ad. med.L. venenositas

:

see prec. and -osity. So It. venenosita, Sp. venen-
osideui, older F. venenosite (Par^).] Poisonous
quality or property.

1539 Elyot Cast. Heltlie (1541) 56 b, Men have nede to
beware, what medycines they receyve, that in them be no
venenositie, malyce, or corruption. 1574 Newton Health
Mag. 24 Notwithstanding this their venenositie attributed
to them by Avicen, ..I woulde not willinglie refuse them
for sustentation. 1638 A. Read Chirurg. xv. 109 Poysonable
spirits. . may be mingled with metals, so that they may
participate of their venenositie. 1665 G. Harvey Adv.
agst. Plague 14 We should continually fortifie our spirits
with internal Antidotes, to expell those Venenosities, as fast

as they croud in. a 1691 Boyle Wks. (1772) IV. 318 The
venenosity they suspect in that corrosive menstruum.

Vene'llOUS, a. Now rare. Also 5 Sc, wenen-
ows, 7 venenouse. [ad. late L. venenos-us, or f. L.

venen-um + -ous. Cf. F. vene'neus.'] m Venenose a.

C14JS Wyntoun Cron. vi. iv. 319 A serpent al vgly,..Fel
apperandeand wenenows. Ibid. vn. vii. 1353 His mynyster,
bat made hym ban serwis, Prewaly put in his chalice
Wenenows poysson. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Venenons,
full of poyson or venom. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min.
328 If it exceed it's turned into the plague, which is a
venenouse disease of the heart. 168a Lond. Gaz. No. 1714/5
That Traiterous, Venenous, Insinuating and Trapaning
Association, lately found u the Closet of the Earl of
Shaftsbury.

Venerabi'lity. [ad. med.L. venera6ilitds '. see

next and -ity. So It. venerabilita, Pg. •ilidade.']

1. The quality of being venerable.
1664 H. More Antid. Idolatry viii. 93 The Images have

according to the excellency and venerability of their Proto-
types, some Latria [etc.]. 1805 R. P. Knight Princ. Taste
(ed. 2) n. ii. 161 This air of venerability (which belongs to
the sublime, and not to the beautiful). 1826 Blackw. Mag.
XIX. 388 [They] have lost the loveliness of youth, without
having gained the venerability of age. a 1849 Poe Wks.
(1864) III. 405 Far be it from us. .to dwell irreverently on
matters which have venerability. 1904 Athenaeum 24 Dec.
886/1 Its conventions are. .as much a part of its venerability
as the trappings of the Lord Mayor's Show.
2. Employed as a form of address to an ecclesi-

astic. rare"1
.

184a Borrow Bible in Spain v, I lived in the family of
the Countess**, at Cintra, when your venerability was her
spiritual guide.

Venerable (ve'nerab'l), a. and sb. Also 5-6
Sc. venerabill (5 -ille). [a. OF. venerable (mod.F.
vMrable

t
**§y. venerable\ Vg.veneravel, It.vcner-

abile) or ad, h.venerd6ilis
}

f. venerdri to venerate.]
A. adj. 1. Of persons : Worthy of being vener-

ated, revered, or highly respected and esteemed,
on account of character or position : a. As an
epithet of ecclesiastics (or ecclesiastical bodies),
now spec, of archdeacons or, in theKoman Catholic
Church, of those who have attained the first degree
of canonization. (Freq. abbreviated as yen.)
>43J~5° f. Higdeu (Rolls) V. 187 Venerable faders of

religion were in Egipte in this tyme. 1437 Dunfermline

Reg. (Bann. CI.) 285 A venerabill fadir in crist Androw..
Abbot of Dunfermlyn. 1455 Reg. Aberdon. (Maitland CI.)

I.275 Be it kende.. me Valter of Deskfurde. .to be oblysit

..til ane venerabille man master Johnne of Clat. 1500
Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. 1. 69/1 Ane Letter, .to ane venerable
fader Henry, abbot of Cambuskynneth. a 1700 in Cath.
Rec.Soc. Publ.(it)ii) IX. 336Much Relishing venule Kather
Bakers. .Bookes, w tb she write out and faithfully practised.

1730 Boston Mem. xii. 418 Having the Dissent by me in

writ, from which I read it before this Venerable Assembly
[the synod]. 1756-7^. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 103 Here
..lie together the sacred bodies of the venerable fathers

Sosius and Severinus. 1834 K. H. Digby Mores Cath. v.

iv. no In the same age, Peter the Venerable, of Cluny, was
defending the use of them [organs] against the Petrobrusians.

187a The Month Aug. 25 The Ven. Bartholomew Holz-
hauser..died in Germany in 1658. 1894 Daily News 29
Jan. 5 Joan of Arc has been, .declared ' venerable' by the

Congregation of Rites. That is.. the first step to saintship.

b. In general use. rare.

1641 J. Jackson True Evaug. T. 11. 131 Hee was. ,a man
so venerable amongst both the Christians, and Heathen,
that his ordinary style was, The Doctor of whole Asia.
1681 in Ingleby Shaks. Cent. Praise (Shaks, Soc.) 386, I

can't.. omit the first Famous Masters in't of our Nation,
Venerable Shakespear and the great Ben Johnson. 1748
RiCHAROsox Clarissa (1811) 111 . 195 We have often regretted
the particular fault, which, though in venerable characters,
we must have been blind not to see. 1755 W. Duncan
Cicero's Sel. Oral. ix. (1816) 297 It is with justice, .that
Ennius bestows upon poets the epithet of venerable.

G. Const, for (something) or to (persons), rare.

1653 Vaux tr* Godfan's St. Paul 53 A man even to his

enemies venerable for his piety. 1713 Berkeley Ess.
Guardian t. Wks. III. 144 Persons who have devoted them-
selves to the service of God are venerable to all who fear

Him. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe II. viii. § 29. 256 The
Archbishop of Aries, venerable for his years and his virtues.

2. Commanding veneration or respect by reason

of age combined with high personal character and
dignity of appearance ; having an impressive ap-

pearance in virtue of years and personal qualities.

c 1480 Henryson Eables, Lion <y Mouse 6s, I said, Esope,
my Maister Uenerabill, I }ow beseik [etc.]. 1515 Barclay
Ecloges ii. (1570) B j b/a Suche men with princes be sene
more acceptable Then men of wisedome & clarkes vener-
able- 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. vi. 86b, Daniel was now a
right venerable sage olde father more then l.xxx. yeares
olde. 1609 Dekker Gulfs Hom-bk. Proem. 4 O thou
venerable father of antient (and therefore hoary) customes,
Syluanus, I inuoke thy assistance. 1650 Bllwer Authrop.
130 Man shews more venerable, especially if by age his

hairs be every where fairly superabundantly circumfused.
1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 73 A vener-
able old gentleman, who, they say, had been high pontiff
of Rome in the days of yore, aijoi Maundkell Journ.
Jerus. (1732) 87 Said to be the House of Simeon, that
venerable old Prophet. 1787 Burns Let. J. Skinner 25
Oct., Reverend and Venerable Sir, Accept.. my most
sincere thanks [etc.]. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr. Ranke's Ilist.

Servia 303 Amongst those executed before Belgrade were
venerable Senators, .and aged and renowned Woiwodes.
1862 Miss Braddon Lady Audley i, A white beard which
made him look venerable against his will. 1873 Hamerton
Intelt. Life iv. ii. 143 A venerable country gentleman who
had seen a great deal of the world.
trausf. 1878 Stkvknson Inland Voy. 4 Cattle and gray

venerable horses came and hung their mild heads over the
embankment.

b. Applied to personal features or attributes of

these.

1726 Pope Odyss. xxiv. 325 The father, with a father's

fears: (His venerable eyes bedimni'd with tears). 1738
Glover Leonidas n. 192 His slender hairs, which time had
silver'd o'er, Flow'd venerable down. 1808 W. Wilson
Hist. Dissent. Ch. II. 50 Mr. Barker was in person well
made, ..and of a venerable appearance. 1816 Scott Old
Mart, xxx, He wore a breast-plate, over which descended
a grey beard of venerable length. 1861 Paley sEschylus
(ed. 2) Supptices 314 note, The king might naturally call the
old man iraec7o4>o? from his prudence and venerable aspect.

3. Of things: a. Worthy of, to be regarded with,

religious reverence.

1504 Lady Margaret tr. De Imitatione iv. i. 261 Where-
fore than shulde nat I be more inflamed in thy venerable
presence? 1509 Barclay Shyp of Eolys (1570) 173 Our
Lordes holy woundes hue, His handes, his feete, and his
crosse venerable. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery 111. x. 405 How
wilt thou touch thy mouth with his venerable blood ? 1615
Ckooke Body ofMan 339 Among the vnequall numbers the
seauenth hath the first place, whose maiesty and diuinitie
is so great, that the antients tearmed it sacred and vener-
able. 164a Jer. Taylor Episc, (1647) 169 A Bishop hath
no new power in the consecration ofthe Venerable Eucharist,
more then a Presbyter hath, c 1680 BEVERiDGEJiVr///. (1729)
I. 539 The day of Expiation was.. much more sacred and
venerable than the common sabbath. 1837 J. H. Newman
Par. Serm. I. 322 What a venerable and fearful place is a
Church. 1855 Uain Senses <$• Int. in. Hi. § 12 A strong
natural feeling of reverence accumulates a store of ideas of
things venerable. 1879 C G. Rossetti Seek

fy
Eind 308

Awful_ then and by us venerable is the dignity of each
Christian priest.

b. Worthy of veneration or deep respect ; de-
serving to be revered on account of noble qualities

or associations.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 81 Ios from Naxus 24 miles,

venerable for the sepulchre of Homer. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. viii. 33 Holy Writers, and such whose names
are venerable unto all posterity. 1665 Glanvill. Def. Van.
Dogm. 77 To oppose what custom and great names h.ive

render'd venerable. 1700 Rowe Ambit. Step-Mother 1. i,

The thoughts of Princes dwell in sacred Privacy Unknown
and venerable to the Vulgar. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, x.

Wks. 1813 III. 207 The ancient and venerable fabric of the
German Constitution. 1830 Mackintosh Eth. Philos. Wks.
1846 I. 93 Those qualities which are naturally amiable or

venerable. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 74 Throughout
the whole course of his reign, all the venerable associations
by which the throne had long been fenced were gradually
losing their strength.

o. Fitted to excite feelings of veneration; im-
pressive, august.
1615 Chooke Body ofMan 70 For it is a venerable sight lo

see a man when be is come to the yeares lit for Sr, to haue
his face compassed about with thicke and comely haire.

17:8 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Con ti 31 July, We saw.,
yet stanoing the vast pillars of a temple of Minerva. This
venerable sight made me think. .on a beautiful temple of
Theseus. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Anita, xi. viii. § 5 The
procession was venerable, and the manner of it different from
that of other nations. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. no While oft

some temple's mould'ring tops between With venerable
grandeur mark the scene.

4. Worthy of veneration or respect on account of

age or antiquity ; rendered impressive by the ap-

pearance of age.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 738 An affectionate lover

of venerable Antiquity. 1653 Valx tr. Godeau's St. Paul
151 Against an ancient tradition, which to many seems
so venerable. 1671 Philipps Reg. Necess. Ep. Ded., 'those

evidences and venerable Monuments of Time. 1770 Goldsm.
Des. Vill. 178 His looks adorn 'd the venerable place. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 421 'lhus
it is that you are clothed with majesty, venerable ruins of
Greece and Rome! 1817 Moore Lalla Rookk {1824) 171
That venerable tower, he told them, was the remains of an
ancient Fire-temple, 1870 Dickens E. Drood iii, In the
midst of Cloisterham stands the nuns' house, a venerable
brick edifice. 1904 J. T. Fowler Durham Univ. 63 The
oldest o( the venerable lime- trees dale from time im-
memorial.
absol. 1693 Dryden Juvenal (1697) p. lxxxv, Ancient

Words, which, with all their Rusticity, had somewhat of
Venerable in them.

b. Ancient, antique, old.

1793 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 65 Those muskets cased
with venerable rust. 1842 H. Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks.
1. 1 Thus a single generation often witnesses the complete
demolition of certain venerable eirors, propagated and be-
lieved through a long succession of ages. 1847 C. Bronte
Jane Eyre xi, Chests in oak or walnut, . . rows of venerable
chairs, high-backed and narrow. 1857 Grinoon Life iv. 35
The periodical (atomic) renewal of the body is one of the

most venerable ideas in physiology.

1 5. Giving evidence of veneration ; reverent,

reverential. 06s. {^So L. venerabilis.)

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 145 They speake in order,

and obserue euen without the house a venerable silence.

1624 Fisher in F. White Repl. Fisher 224 Kissing their

feet, and their sores, cut of venerable affection vnto Christ.

1675 G, R. tr. Le Gratia's Man without Passion 77 Although
1 have a venerable value for the favourers of this opinion.
(11701 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1732) 7 The Venerable
presents of some Itinerant Fryars. 1710 Shaftesb. Charact,
(1737) II, 11. 269 To talk magisterially and in venerable
Terms of. .an Infinite being.

6. Comb.) as venerable-like, -looking adjs.

163a Lithcow Trav. vi. 264 Wee found twelue Venerable
like Turkes. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar xiv, Was he not a
venerable-looking man, with grey hair V 1854 tr. Ilettmr's
Athens <y Petoponnese 31 Tall, venerable-looking men, with
noble features.

B. s6. A venerable person ; an ecclesiastic hav-
ing the title of ' Venerable'.
1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 122 Lord M. has engaged

the two venerables to stay here, to attend the issue. 1826
SoUTHEY Vind, Eccl. Angl. 444 But can heieay have come
from the Venerables and Saints of the Romish Church?
1891 Meredith One cf our Conq. xxxv, He described his

country's male venerables as being distinguishable from
annuitant spinsters only in presenting themselves forked.

b. A venerable thing ;. an antique, nonce-use.
1803 Southey Lett. (1856J I. 222 My old and ugly stall-

gleanings are all now turning to account.. .In turning over
these venerables, you would be surprised to see how much
I find that tears upon biography.

Ve nerableiiess. [f. prec. 4 ..ess.] =Ven-
EKABILITY I,

1681 Whole Duty Nations 59 Things that have only the
thin pretexts of Antiquity to give them some venerableness.
1710 Palmer Proverbs 232 As there is a native venerable-
ness in grey hairs, so 'tis impious to make 'em the subject of

a jest. 1753 Richardson Grandison VI. xxiv. 133 Years
written by venerableness, rather than by wrinkles, in her
face. 1813 Lam u Elia It. Tombs in Abbey, You owe it to

the venerableness of your ecclesiastical establishment. 187a
Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms 346 The office.. is one of ex-
treme venerableness and antiquity.

Venerably, adv. [f. as prec] In a venerable

manner; so as to be venerable
; t with veneration.

,1610 Women Saints (1E86) 180 Whose happie passage
the Greeke and Latine Chutche do venerablierecorde. .[on]

the lift of August. 1603 Drvden Juvenal's Satires vi. 31
So venerably Ancient is the Sin. 1699 Garth Dispens. 8

Each Faculty in blandishments they lull, Aspiring to be

venerably dull. 1753 Hanway Trav. in. xxx. (1762) I. 130

The years that had rendered his beard so vtnerably hoary.

1791 Huddesford Salmagundi 135 Might I but. .See thee

in scarlet robe encase thy fur, And at St. Mary's venerably

purr ! 1818 Byron Ch, Har. iv. xxxi, His mansion and his

sepulchre; both plain And venerably simple. 1838 Iraser's

Mag. XVII. 58 It [the beard] had become venerably red.

t Veneral, <*. 1 06s. fad. med.L. Veneral-iSy

i. Vener-, Venus Venus 1 .]"

L = Venereal a. i.

1591 Sparry tr. Caftan's Geomancie 105 This figure is ill,

except it be for warre or actes venerall. 16x4 Heywood
Gunaik. ix. 453 By their unanimous consent they vowed
perpetual abstinence from all venerall actions.

2. = Venereous a. 1 and 3.

1623C0CKEHAM 1, Venerall, giucu to fleshly wantonnesse.



VENERAL. 94 VENEREOUS.
1631 J. F[reake] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. 97 They that will

gather a Venerall, Mercuriall, or Lunary Hearb must look

toward the West.

3. = Venereal a. 2.

1651 French Distill, iii. 75 This Oil so purifies the bloud,

..that it cures all distempers that arise from the impurity
thereof, as the venerall disease. 1698 G. Thomas Pensilvania

10 Sarsaparilla, so much us'd in Diet-Drinks for the Cure
of the Veneral Disease. 1803 Med. Jml. IX. 556 A more
recent case of a true elephantiasis, that followed a veneral

infection, is added.

t Veneral, a.- Obs.—1 [Cf. med.L. venerd/ilas

venerability.] = Venerable a. 2 b.

1631 MaBBB Celestina I. 29 What a venerall and reverend

countenance did hee carry !

Venerance. rare—1
. [Cf. OF. veneranee, It.

veneranza, med.L. venerantia.'] Venerability.

1884 J.
Payne Tales fr. Arabic I. 256 There was once in

a province of Persia, a King of the Kings,.. endowed with

majesty and venerance.

t Venerand, a- Obs. rare. [ad. L. venerand-

us, gerundive of venerari to venerate. So It., Sp.,

Pg. venerando.~\ Entitled to veneration.

1549 Chaloskr Krasiu. on Folly K iij, These friers., up-
holde them in their sermons to the people callyng them
worshipfull and venerande maisters. 1677 ( Iale Crt,

Gentiles iv. 11. iv. § 3. 286 Seing we conceive of Eternitie as

most venerand, there is nothing more venerand than the

intelligible Divine Essence.

Venerant, a. rartr*, [ad. L. venerant-, ven-

erans, pres. pple. of venerari to venerate. So F.

vine*rant) Sp. veneranteA Engaged in veneration.

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. ill. i. § 9 note 2, When we
pronounce the name of Giotto, our venerant thoughts are
at Assisi and Padua.

t Venerate, a. Obs.—1 [ad. L. veuerdt-us, pa.

pple. of venerari : see next.] = prec.

139a R. D. Hypncrotomachia 53 b, They stood all wait-

ing with such a venerate attention, that.. they all at one
instant time alike made their reverent courtesies.

Venerate (ve'ner^'t), v. [ad. L. veneral-, ppl.

stem of venerari (also venerate) to reverence, wor-

ship, adore ; whence also It. venerare, Sp. and Pg.

venerar, F. venererJ]

1. trans. To regard with feelings of respect and
reverence ; to look upon as something exalted,

hallowed, or sacred ; to reverence or revere.

1623 Cockeram 1, Venerate^ to worship. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Generate, to reverence, worship or honour. 1742
Young Nt. Th. 11. 355 Who venerate themselves, the world
despise. 1794 R. j. Sulivan View Nat. I. 481 But there

was a class of Alchynusts, whose genius, probity, and con-
duct, we have reason to venerate. 1851 I). Wilson Preh.
Ann. iv. iv. (1863) II. 293 The ruined chapels are still

venerated. 1870 j. Bruce Life Gideon iv. 70 IWe] have
learned to venerate the Word of God.

2. To pay honour to (something) by a distinct act

of reverence.

1844 Lingakd Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. v. 189 Thrice he
venerated the sacred remains.

Hence Ve'iierated, Venerating///, adjs.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 84 You would have had..

a

reformed and *venerated clergy, 1818 Cohisett Pol. Reg.
XXXIII. 169 In the Reports, the Resolutions, and in the
venerated Acts, of your Honourable House. 1847 Prescott
Pern (1850) II. 143 It would be easier to govern under the
venerated authority to which the homage of the Indians
had been so long paid. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.~cap
272 Smiling and sighing had the same effect Upon the
venerated image. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. I.

iii. 55 The Queen of Sheba..then brake forth into pathetic
and *venerating exclamations. 1828 Miss Higginson in

Drummond & Upton Life Martineau (1902) I, iii. 50 [Her
reply declines to accept from him a] venerating love, 1853
Geo. Eliot Romola 111. xxxiv, He. .saw the faces of men
and women lifted towards him in venerating love. .1888
Ruskin Prxterita^ III. 8 Without, .trouble to their venerat-
ing visitors in coming so far up hill.

Veneration (veneV'Jan). Also 5-6 venera-
cion (6 -acyon). [ad. L. veneration-, veneratio,
noun of action f. venerari to venerate. So OK.
veneration (F. viniralion), It. venerazione

t Sp.
veneracion, Pg. veneracao.]

1. A feeling of deep respect and reverence
directed towards some person or thing : a. In the
phrases to have, or hold, in veneration.
>43*-5o fc Higden (Rolls) I. 389 In that londe the memory

of Seynte Andrewe thapostole is haloede gretely, and hade
in veneracion. Ibid. III. 193 That clerke Pictagoras was
hade so in veneracion of his disciples, that [etc.]. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par, Matt, v, 20 b, So men shall haue you
tn veneration. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 634/1
All those Northern nations, .are wonte therfore to have the
fire and the sunn in great veneration. 1629 J. Maxwell tr.

Herodian (1635) 391 In the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus
(which the Romans have in chief veneration). 01704 T.
Brown Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 38 A custom
framed and cemented by nature ..ought to be .. had in
veneration by all succeeding ages. 1759 Dilworth Pope
62 Mr. Pope held the duke's judgement in such high
veneration [etc.]. 1833 Cruse Eusebius' Eccl. Hist. vn.
xix. (1847) 300 This See.. has ever been held in veneration
by the brethren, that have followed in the succession there.

b. In general use.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 12 They would, .have been
of no less Esteem with the Crown, than of Veneration with
the People. 1683 Robinson in Rays Corr. (1848) 133 He
speaks with great veneration of you. 1774 J. Bryant
Mythai. II. 372 The persons., who were stiled Baalim, had
a great regard paid to their memory, which at last degener-
ated into a most idolatrous veneration. 1791 Burke App.

WMgtVDf&SX. 143 That memory will be kept alive with par-

ticular veneration by all rational and honourable whigs. 1825
in Ushaw Mag. Dec. (1913) 267 When I am in its company,
I feel a certain awe and veneration. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Ckuz. ix, A gentleman., whom two accomplished, .females
regard with veneration. 1891 Nisdet Insanity of Genius.

298 Simple piety or veneration seems to resolve itself into

an absence of the identifying faculty.

C. Const, oj'or for (a person or thing).

(a) 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx in. ii. § 1 All that is

left, is only a kind of Veneration of a Being more excellent

than our own. 1671 F. Philipps Reg. Necess. 409 So tender
were the Judges,, of the Supreme Authority they sate under,
..and had such an awe and veneration of Majesty [etc.].

1806 Sukr Winter in Lond. I. 243 The old domestic. had
almost intoxicated him withasilly, yet enthusiastic, venera-
tion of old times.

(/<) 1681 in Somers Tracts I. 131 The greatest motive that

begot in me a Veneration for the Duke. 1691 Norris
Pract. Disc. (169S) IV. 13 He has a secret esteem and
Veneration for him there [in his heart]. 17x8 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Otess Bristol 10 April, They show
here the tomb of the Emperor Constantine, for which they
have a great veneration. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. v.

Wks. 1851 II. 35 She expressed a great veneration for the

liturgy of the Church of England. 1841 D'Israeli Amen.
I^it. (1867) 106 It is unquestionable that the Reformation
began to diminish the veneration for the Latin language,
1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) I. 79 At this time extravagant
veneration was avowed for mechanical contrivances.

2. The action or fact of showing respect and
reverence ; the action or practice of venerating.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 192 b, The lower
veneracyon or worshyp exhibyte & done to the sayntes of
god, called in the greke dulia. a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573)

357/2 What faith, what learning, what reason will that

Images shoulde bee iudged worthy veneration? 1609 Bible
(Douay) Exod. xxxix. 29 They made also the plate of sacred
veneration of most pure gold. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab.
Pilgr, xxiii, He blushed exceedingly, and fell down in a
humble veneration of her. 1741 Warburton Div. Legal, v.

Note B. Wks. 1788 III. 200 Josephus..saw well the con-
sistency between the veneration paid to Abraham's God,
and the idolatry of the venerators. 1827 Hallam Const.
Hist. ii. (1876) I. 86 No part of exterior religion was more
prominent . . than the worship, or at least veneration of
images. 1852 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Madonna Introd. (1857)18
The veneration paid to Mary in the early Church. 1882-3
Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2562/1 The veneration
of martyrs was accompanied by the feeling that their inter,

cession made prayer effective.

3. The fact or condition of being venerated.

1625 Bacon Ess., Of Empire (Arb.) 309 Princes are like to

Heauenly Bodies,, .which haue much Veneration, but no
Rest. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 116 Claudian
observes there was scarce any Tree that had not its venera-

tion. rjuSPect. No. 467 §2 The various Arts.. which now
give a Dignity and Veneration to the Ease he does enjoy.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 71 f 1 They think veneration
gained by such appearances of wisdom. 1774 Reid
Aristotle's Logic i. § 1. 3 That the air of mystery might
procure great veneration,

f b. In the phrase to be in ( .
.
) veneration. Obs.

1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argenis 352 At that time it

was in highest veneration among the Moores. 1678 Hobbes
Decani, i. 5 The first Astronomers were also in such venera-

tion with the People, that they were thought to have dis-

course with their Gods. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. vii. 335
The leaders of them are in veneration with the multitude.

Hence Venera'tional a.

1854 Orr's Circ. Sci., Org: Nat. I. 310 There is little

vitality in any of their venerational feelings.

Venerative, a. rare. [f. Venerate v. +
-ive.] Of the nature of, inclined or disposed to,

veneration. Also Venerativeness.
1829 T. Hook Bank to Barnes 104 They found the Organ

of Venerativeness strongly developed, i860 Cockburn Muir
Pagan or Chr. ? 37 A venerative love for the teachings of

the Christian Faith. 1862 All tlte Year Round 27 Sept.

61/1, I for one, when a venerative youth, have felt a thrill

of joy at being kindly nodded to over a bumper by some
distinguished personage.

Venerator, [a. L. venerator, agent-noun f.

venerari to venerate. Cf. It. veneratore, Sp. and
Pg. venerador, F. v&iirateur (rare).] One who
venerates ; a reverencer c/" something.
1656 Artif. Handsom. 123 The report seems fitted to the

pulse and bent of those times, which were high venerators
of vowed virginity, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 74
Those great Priests and Venerators of Nature and its

appearances. 1789 Burney Hist. Mits. (ed. 2) II. i. 29 This
prelate, who was a great venerator of ancient rites. 1818
Beniham Part. Reform 75 So many indifferent and in-

curious observers, if not prostrate venerators. 1847 Tenny-
son Princ. iv. 403 Not a scorner of your sex But venerator.

Venereal (v/inVr/al), a. and sb. Also 5 ven-
erealle, 6-7 -all. [f. L. venere-us, f. Vener-,

Venus Venus 1. Cf. Venerial a.]

1. Of or pertaining to, associated or connected
with, sexual desire or intercourse.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 199 The sawle of man in

the vse venerealle [h.^ turn venerea] transnuttethe interi-

ally formes other similitudes conceyvede exterially. 1509
Barclay Shyp of Polys (1570) rriv, Here are vile women,
whom loue immoderate, And lust Venereall, bringeth to

hurt and shame. 1610 Healey St, Aug. Citie ofGodxiv.
xv. (1620) 490 Such is hunger and thirst, and the venereall
affect, vsually called lust. 1688 Norris Love 11. § ii. 95
Concerning sensual pleasure, especially that eminent species
of it which we call venereal, there is more difficulty. 1727
Swift Circumcision ofE. Cwr//Wks. 1755 III. 1. 163 Those
appetites are now become venal, which should be venereal.

1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom C1784) 159/1 We have formerly
descanted upon that venereal appetite which glowed in the
constitution of our adventurer. 1831 J. Davies Mat. Med.
55 In the cure of. .anaphrodisiaor want of venereal passion.

t b. (See quot.) Obs.-1

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. his. 999 Divers Authors
do speak of four other sorts of Moths, viz. the Venereal,
bred in the genitals of men; the Bee Moth, the Cloth
Moth, and the Library or Book Moth.
2. Resulting from, or communicated by, sexual

intercourse with an infected person ; symptomatic
of, or associated with, a disease so caused.
1658 Phillips, Venereal disease. .is vulgarly called the

French Pox. 1660 Milton Free Conimw. Wks. 1851 V.

445 'these new Fanatics of. .the sweating-tub, inspir'd with
nothing holier than the Venereal Pox. 1667 Phil. Trans.
II.564 A lusty robust Souldier dangerously infected with
the Venereal Disease. 1710 Addison Patter No. 226 T5
[He] was particularly famous for the Cure of Venereal
Distempers. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 16
He looked upon the Distemper to proceed from a Venereal
Cause, therefore exhibited Antivenereals. 1805 Med. Jml.
XIV. 127 Unless we suppose the pain he has in his joints to

arise from latent venereal virus, i860 Tanner Pregnancy
v. 228 Another way in which it is highly probable that a
woman may receive the venereal taint. 1878 T. Bryant
Pract. Surg. I. 174 Venereal warts are very abundant.

b. Of persons : Infected with, suffering from,

venereal disease.

1683 Snape Anat. Horse 111. v. (1686) 112 Till it have
mortified and consum'd them (as happens sometimes to

venereal Persons). 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med.
xxiv. 296 A return of the venereal patients treated in the

38th Regimental Hospital.

c. ellipt, as sb. Venereal disease.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxv. 317 [He] does
not consider it [i. e. mercury] a specific for the venereal.

Ibid. xxix. 371 His skin became covered with an extensive
papular, .eruption, which was looked upon by many as
true venereal.

t 3. a. Of persons: Under the influence of Venus;
inclined to be lascivious j addicted to venery or

lust. Obs.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 188 Pronouncing the man.. to be

saturnine, jovial, martial, solar, venereal, mercurial, lunar?

1665 Brathwait Comment. Two Tales (1901) 62 In Sense,
she was Venereal ; in Heart, Martial; Venus gave her the

Gift to be lascivious; Mars to be couragious. 1728 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v., A Venereal Person.

f b. Of animals : (see quot.). Obs."1

1661 Lovell Hist, Anim. <V Min. Isagoge c 3, The
Venereall [animals], are the delirious,., mild, kinde, plea-

sant, and tame ; as the Calfe, cony, dog, goat, and scinck.

f c. (Cf. vitriol of Venus s.v. Venus K) Obs.

1684-5 Boyle Min. Waters 55 Common English Vitriol,

as also that of Danzick which is Venereal.

f 4. Physically beautiful or attractive. Obs.— 1

1598 R. Havdocke tr. Lomazzo I. 117 Raph. Vrbine was
famous for making of delicate and Venereall bodies.

f Venereall, a. (and sb.). Obs, Also 6 Sc.

venereane. [f. as prec. + -an.]

1. Connected or associated with, relating or per-

taining to, Venus or her service.

c 1550 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 223 For hir sake sum sang
venereane I wald thow sang. Ibid. in. 758 Thay thre was
of the Court venereane. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat, 1. ix, His
statue trimd with the venerean tree. 1653 Gataker Wind.

Annot. Jer. 64 Oh but when, trow we, may some loose

people say, will these Halcyon, or Venerean dayes rather

appeer ; 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne (1711) I. xx. 117 My
tigures proved more Venerean than Solar.

2. Of or pertaining to sexual desire or intercourse.

£1550 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 720 Thamar and Raab..
And Barsabe..War all of sport Ladeis venereane. 1634

Wither Embl. 71 The scarres they get in their Venerean
fights. C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 17 With the assur-

ance of Venerean delights in a far higher degree to succeed

after death, c 1700 Jane Shore in Evans Old Ball. (1784)

i. 325 Those with Scythian lad engag'd in several fights,

And in the brave Venerean wars did foil advent'rous

knights.

b. = Venekeal a. 2.

1612 Chapman Widowes T. l. B iv, The Venerean disease,

to which they say, he has beene long wedded.

3. Addicted to venereal pleasures. Also as sb, t

a person of this character.

1612 Chapman Widoives T, v. I ij b, It will be such a
cooler To my Venerean Gentlemans hot liuer. 1631 Mabbe
Celestina xiv. 156 Just about this time rise., your Venereans

and love-sicke soules, such as our master.

Venereo*logy. Med. f. as next + -ology.]

The science or study of venereal diseases.

1900 in Gould's Med. Did. (ed. 5).

t Vene'reOUS, a. Obs, Also 6 venereus.

[f. L. venere-us (whence It., Sp., Pg. venered) +
-ous. Cf. OF. venereeux and Venekious a.]

1. Of persons (or animals): Addicted to, desirous

of, sexual enjoyment ; libidinous, lustful.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) "5 Venereous people

haue all their whole pleasaunce .Their vice to nounshe by

this unthrifty daunce. 156a Legh Ar?nory 95 The gote,

saieth Isidore, is very venereus, but fighteth not therefore.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 300 There is no kind (man

only excepted) that is so venereous and nimble in genera-

tion as is a Horsse or Mare. 1662 J. Davies tr. Oleartus

Voy. Ambass. 94 The Muscovites are extremely venereous.

1713 1)kru \\i Phys.-Theol, {1727) 391 The Males are less

than the Females [and] are very venereous.

2. = Venereal a, 1.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 204 The acte of venereous

copulation. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 182 The Conserve of the

floures thereof, .putteth away all venereous dreames. 1615

G. Sandys Trav. iv. 307 In that heate and moisture are the

parentsof venereous desires. 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality

138 His sinful and venereous thoughts must carry him on.

1681 H. More in Glanvill Sadducismus 36 Their having

any lustful or venereous transactions with them. 1795
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Macknicht Epist. (1820) III. 297 This signifies the grati-

fication of venereous desires.

b. = Venereal a. 2.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <\ Min. 11 The greene caustick

oil of brasse, cureth venereous pushes.

3. Exciting or stimulating sexual desire.

1611 Coryat Crudities 268 As for thine eyes, shut them
and turne them aside from those venereous Venetian objects.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 546 Upon the same reason Mushrooms
are a Venereous meat. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xxix. 146

Salads, wholly made up of venereous Herbs and Fruits,

4. Dedicated to Venus. rare-1 .

1592 R. D. Hypuerotom. 79 Such hayre as Berenice did

never vow to in the Venereous Temple for her Tholemaeus.

Hence fVenereously adv. ; f Vene-reousness.
1659 H. More Immort. Soul lit. viii. 408 Theocritus

merrily sets out the Venereousness of the Goatheard he

describes, 1665 M. N. Med. Medicine 65 Let a man that

hath the Gout be venereously infected.

Venerer. arch. [f. Vener-y 2
.] A huntsman.

1845 Browning Flight of Duchess x, Our Venerers,

Prickers, and Verderers. 1908 H. New bolt New June
xxxii, [He] drove the point into the hart's neck, with the

action of a venerer killing the real animal.

Veneres, pi. of Venus K
t Vene rial, a.* Obs. Also 6-7 -all, [f. I,.

veneri-us, f. Vener-, Venus. Cf. Venereal <z.]

1. = Venereal a. 1.

1531 Elyot Gov. in. xviii, Thinking, .to remoue him from
the faythe, rather by veneriall motions, thanne by sharpe-

nesse of tourmentes. 155a Huloet, Veneriall pastime, aphro-
disia. 1589 Nashr Anat. Absurdity Wks. (Grosart) I. 26

Craftie Cupid, .meditates new shifts, which each amorous
Courtier by his veneriall experience may coniecturallie

concetue. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 553 Those that do
too much follow venerial combats haue their eyes smal and
extenuated. 1636 Davenant Platonick Lovers in, I found
him..Lesse apt for our veneriall Love than Muscovites
Benighted when they travell on the Ice.

2. « Venereal a. 3 a,

XS77 Grange Golden Aphrod. Ep. Ded. A iij b, I (who as

yet neuer receyued one poyntof discourtesie of any veneriall

. Dame). Ibid. Aivb, Veneriall dames, and ruffling Nymphes.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) A Bawd Wks. it. 93/2 Besides,

I found a cursed Catalogue of these veneriall Caterpillers

who were supprest with the Monasteries in England.

3. a. Beautiful or attractive like Venus.
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry in. iv. 38 They described him

like a martial man, when they would expresse his heat...

when a venerial woman, described him with a Mi'rtle

garland on his head.

b. Associated with the planet Venus.
1683 Tryon Way to Health vi. (1697) 106 The cooler the

Water is when you put in the Malt, the Paler or more
Venerial will the Colour of your Wort be. Ibid. too. The
predominant Quality - . in Ale is Solar and Venerial, viz.

Sweet and Balsamick.

4. Employed in curing venereal disease.

17.. M. Barrett in Morse Amcr. Geog. (1796) I. 682 The
next is the venerial root, which, under a vegetable regimen,
will cure a confirmed lues.

Hence fVenerialist, a specialist in venereal

diseases. Obs.~ l

1763 A. Sutherland Attempts A nc. Med. Doctr.X. Introd.

21 Every disease, every member of the body, has its

particular professor. The city swarms with Oculists,

Aurarists, Dentists, Venerialists, Nostrilmites, &c.

tVenerial,^ Obs—1 [f. Venkky*.] Belong-

ing to the chase. In quot. absol.

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xni. 93 Of all the Beasts which
we for our veneriall name, The Hart amongst the rest, the

Hunters noblest game [etc.].

t Venerian, a. (and sb.). Obs. Also 5 uen-
eryan. [f. I* veneri-us, f. Vener-j Venus Venus \
Cf. Venerean and Venerien.]

1. Influenced by, subject to, Venus; inclined to
'

wantonness.
14.. [see Venerien «.]. c 1590 J.Stewart Poems (S.T.S.)

II. 78/192 Heirfoir to vichts venerian I quyt To form in

verse virgilian perfyt Thatr facund fassons. 1596 Nashe
Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 120 Pigmey Dicke
aforesaid . . is such another Venerian steale placard as Iohn
was. 1608 Tarlton Cobter Canterb. (1844) 133 In every
house where the venerian virgins are resident, hospitalitie

is quite exiled.

D. As sb, A person of this character.
1601 Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. HI. 130 They name

one man a Saturnist, another a Martialist, . .or else a
Mcrcurialist, or a Venerian.

2. = Venereal a. 1.

1448 Metham /f£j.(E.E.T.S.) 57 Nwe radyflyid with the
flame off ueneryan dysyre. 1513 Douglas Aineid iv. Pro!.

92 Be nevir oursrt, myne author teichis so. With lust of
wyne, nor werkis venenane. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. ii. Ark 410 A vast multitude Of since-born mongrels, tliat

derive their birth From monstrous medly of Venerian mirth.
160a Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) 111. 734 Euen
as the aire and winde coupleth and conioincth thing-;

seuered, so doth the Venerian power.

3. = Venereal a. 2.

1617 Morvson Itin. in. 59 Because the beds are suspected
for filthinesse of the Venerian disease, passengers use to
weare linnen breeches of their owne. 1650 Blm.wer Anthro*
Pomet. 87 The Nose that is sunk into this figure by the
Venerian rot.

4. Venerian pear, the Venus-pear.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 430 The Barbarian or Venerian

pears, which also be called Coloured.

+ Vene riate, v. Obs. [f. L. Veneri- stem of

Venus Venus 1
.] trans. ? = Vitriolate v.

1665 D. Dudley Mettallum Martis (1854) 31 Sulphurious
veneriated redshare Iron. ..The Sulphurious Arceniall and
Veneriating qualities, which are oftentimes in Iron stone.

Venerid (ve'nerid). 7.ool. [f. mod.L. Vctier-

id-x
t
t. Verier-, Venus Venus 1

.] A bivalve mollusc

of the family Veneridee, of which Venus is the

typical genus.
1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil, i860,

259 The characters of the Venerids, the Cyprinids, and the
Cockles.

t Venerien, a. and sb. Also 6 -yen. [a. OK.
venerien (K vanrien).] => Venerian a. and sb.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 609 For certes I am al

Venerien {Corpus MS. Venerian} In feelyng and myn
herte is Marcian. 1390 Gowkk Con/. III. in Ther mai
no maner man withdrawe, The which venerien is bore Be
weie of kinde. Ibid. 130 Canis maior./I'he fifte sterre is of

Magique, The whos kinde is venerien. 1530 Palsgr. 327/2
Veneryen, belongyng to Venus, Venerien. 1567 Gude <r

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 211 () wick it vaine Veneriens, $e ar not

Sanctis (thocht }e seem hally).

Venerilla. rare~K [Dim. f. L. Voter-, Venus,']

A little Venus.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. ill, ii. in, He admires her on the

other side, she is his idol, lady, mistress, venerilla, queen,

the quintessence of beauty.

t Venerious, a. Obs. Also 6 -yous. [f. L.

veneri-us : cf. OF. venerieux and Venereous «.]

1. = Venereal a. 1.

1543 Boorde Dyetary xviii. (1870) 246 Beware of Venery-
ous actes before the fyrste slepe. 1594 Pi.a 1 Jerce/l-ho. S

Salt.. is very stirring in our bodies, and provokcth them to

venerious actes. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass vii. 44 b, Hee
that presumes with his all-daring quill to put foot th lewde
pamphlets,, .to set vp a venerious schoole. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 195 Titulation in venerious exercises. 1650

BulweR Anthropomet. 242 Immoderate Venery or venerious
cogitations.

b. = Venereal a. 2.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 247 Their inflamation or

exulceration breeds the venerious gonorrhaea or running of
the reines.

2. = Venereous a. 1.

1547 BooiiiiE lire?'. Health Ivi. 25 [A] man that is full of

heare is euer venerious. 156a Legh Armory 138 b, This
prety Kuddoke, ..of nature, though he be not Venerious,

yet [etc.]. 1617 Morvson Itin. lit. 41 Aristotle saith, that

they who ride most, are most venerious. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 146 [The Persians are] mirthfull and
venerious.

3. = Venereous a. 3.

1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 136 They are both somewhat
windie and also venerious, especially the Parsnep.

Hence f Veneriotisness. Obs." 1

1547 Boorde Bre7\ Health ccexxvii. 106 This infirmitic

doth come. .of to much veneriousnes, specially used after a
full stomake. 1727 in Bailey (vol. II).

t Venerist. Obs. rare. [f. L. Vencr-, Venus:
see -1ST.] One addicted to venery or lust.

1596 Fitz-Geffrey Sir F. Drake (1881) 27 Cease to eter.

nize in your marble verse The fals of fortune-tossed

Venerists. 16*3 Cockeram i, Vcnerist, a whoremonger,

Venerology, var. Venereology.

t Ve*ner0US f
a. Obs. Also 6 venerus. [f. L.

Vener-, Venus : see -ous and cf. obs. F. venereuxj]

1. = Venereal a. i.

1562 Bllleyn Bk. Simples (1579) 10 Dandelion .. with

Roses and Vineger..rebateth venerous and fleshly heat,

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xv. (1596) 265 Mtcii

who desire to satisfie their venerous lusts, do yet greatly

shame to confesse it. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's M'or. 655
Hee was not so forward in venerous matters, nor given

much to women. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. lit. ii. It. iii, For
a remedy of venerous passions. 1651 H. More Enthus.
Tri. (17:2) 37 A measurable Abstinence.. from all venerous
pleasures and tactual delights of the Body.

2. = Venereous a. 2.

1597 Legh 's Armory 54b, The Goate, sayeth Isidore, is

vene venerous. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 60 She is a
venerous bird. 1651 H. More Enthus. Tri. (1712) 25 For
it is very hard to find an healthy body very comely and
beautiful, but the same proves more than ordinarily venerous
and lustful.

3. = Venereous a. 3.

1587 Harrison Descr. Brit. II. vi. in Holinshed I. 167/1
The potato and such venerous roots as are brought out of

Spaine, Portingale.and the Indies to furnish vp our bankets.

1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 137 They. -are. .of a venerous
windy faculty. 1651 H. More Enthus. Tri. (1712) 28 For
what means this bold purpose, .but that his judgment was
overclouded by some venerous fumes and vapours ?

Venery l (veneri). *Now arch. Forms : 4-5
veneri, -erye, 5-7, 9 venerie, 5 wenery, 5-
venery; 4 venorye, 5 -ur(i)e, 7 -arie, 7-8 -ary.

[a. OF. venerie {¥. venerie), f. vtntr :—L. vendri

to hunt : see -ery.]

L The practice or sport of hunting beasts of

game ; the chase. Also attrib.

c 1310 Sir Tristr. 296 On hunting oft he }ede, To swiche

a lawe he drewe... More he coupe of veneri pan coupe
manerious. c\"ry> R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 856 To
venerye he gafnis tent; An hcrde of hertes sone pey met.

1422 Vont.e tr. Secreta Secret. 247 Deltte in honeste Play,

and hit l«holde, as..bestts to chase in venurie. i486 Bk.

St. A/bans evb, That is the first worde, my sonne, of

venery. 1577 Harrison Descr. Brit. 11. xv, They.. daily

ouerthrew townes, villages, and an infinite sort of families

for the maintenance of their Venery. 1602 2nd Pt. Return
fr. Parnass. n. v. 893 These are your speciall beasts for

chase, or as wee Huntsmen call it, for venery. a 1666 [see

Venatical a.). 1719 Bover Diet. Royal n f A venery Book,

or Boole of Venery.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 122 These veterans

of the wilderness are exceedingly pragmatical on points of

venery and woodcraft. 1883 Standard 4 May 2/2 Other

I

worthy professors of venery were glad to 'coach' him.
1891 J. G. Austin Betty A/den no 'lis bad venerie when
you have trapped a wolf to let him go free on the chance
some other man will finish your work.

b. In the phrases beasts, game, hounds ofvenery.
< 1400 Maukdev, (Roxb.) xxiii. 105 All maner of wylde

bestez of wenery, as hertez and hyndez. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) VI. 379 That place, .havynge in hit diverse kyndes

' of bestes of venery. c 1450 Pot., Pel., $ L. Poems (1903) 60
Howndes of venery coste more then they aveyle. 1539 Act
31 Hen. I 'III, c. 5 A chacc.for norisshinge, generacion, and
feeding of beastes of venery and of fowles of Warren. 1563
Q. Kliz. Let. in Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 175 Keeper
of park-houses, warrens, or other game of venerie. 1587
Harrison Descr. Brit. 11. xix. in Holinshed 206/1 Thebe.tsts
of the chase were commonlie the bucke, the roe, the fox, and
the marterne. Hut those of venerie in old time were the
hart, the hare, the bore and the woolfe. 1603 G. Owen
Pembrokeshire (1892) 266 These beastes of chace are nut in
estimacion soe royall as the former beastes of Venerye.
1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ultoa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 436 Many beasts
of venery, which feed on the straw or rush peculiar to those
parts. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 289 Forests are waste
grounds belonging to the king, replenished with all manner
of beasts of chase or venary.

T 2. Wild animals hunted as game. h\%ofig,
C1350 Will, Palcme 1685 Hyndes & hertes, .. bukkes and

beris and ober bestes wilde, of alle fair venorye pat falles to
metes, c 1440 Ipomydou 415 This lady to hyr mete gan
gone, And of venery had hyr fille, For they had take game
at wille. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Ixxxvii. 568 In the
meane whyle syr Tristram chaced and hunted at alle maner
of venery. 1539 Elyot Cast. Helthe 29 The hunting of
them [sc. deer] beinge not so pleasant, as the huntyngc of
other venery or vermyne. 1550 J. Coke Eng. fy Fr.
Heralds §3 Parkes. .full of venery, as hartes, hyndes,
falow-dere, wylde bores, and wolves for noble men to course.

1590 Spenser F, Q. 1. vi. 22 To the wood she goes, to.,

seeke her spouse, that from her still does fly, And followes

other game and venery. 1630 /\\ Johnson's Kingd. -y

Commw. 115 Woods wonderfully abounding with venerie.

trattsf. 1550 Latimer Senn. (1562) 114 b, They must haue
swyne for theyr foode to make theyr veneryes or bacon of;

theyr bacon is theyr venison.

t 3. A place where hunting-dogs are kept. Obs.~~x

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. Iv. 242 The Venerie, where
the beagles and Hounds were kt pt, was a little farther oft

drawing towards the Park.

Venery- (ve'neri). Also =,-6 venerie. [f. I,.

Vener-, Venus Venus ] + -Y.]

1. The practice or pursuit of sexual pleasure
;

indulgence of sexual desire.

1497 Extr. Abcrd. Reg. (1S44) I. 425 It was statut. . that
all ficht weman be chargit and ordanit to deci-t fra thar
vicis and syne of venerie. 1535 Stkwart Cron. Scot. II.

430 As btutell beistis takand appetyte, In venerie putting
thair baill delyte. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 34 Bintes
tongue, is an Herbe whose chief working is to prouoke
Uenerie. 1607 Dkkkfr Northward Hoe m, Venery is like

vsery,. .it may be allowed tboit be not lawful!. 1643 Sik T.
Browne Reiig. Med, I. § 30 A body, wherein there may be
action enough to content decrepit lust, or passion to satisfie

more active veneries. 1698 Frver Ace. E. India fy P. 378
Nor does it seldom fall out, from their aptness to Venery,..
that they are afflicted with terrible Mariscx. 1715 N.
Robinson Th. Physick 152 The Passions of the Mind have
a great Influence, as also excessive Venery. 1774 Goldsm.
j\at. Hist. (17761 III. 197 If the tusks, .be broke away, the
animal abates of its fierceness and venery. 1803 Med. Jrnl.
IX. 139 He. .gave himself up to his former intemperance in

spirits and in venery. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder, etc. 1. i.

18 Occasionally it [i.e. acute cystitis] is traceable to the

effects of excessive venery.

1 2. Jig. A source of great enjoyment. Obs.
1602 Middleton The Fho~nix 111. i. F4, *Twas e'en

Venerie to me, y'faith, the pleasantst course of life, a 1625
Fletcher Noble Gent. iv. iv, To me The fooling of this

fool is venery.

Venes, obs. variant of Venice.

Venesect, v. [Hack-formation from next.]

intr. To practise venesection. licr.ee Venesect-
ing///. a.

1833 E'raser's Mag. VIII. fioo He was once a great

enthusiast for the venesecting art.

Venesection (ven/se'kjan). Med. Also 0. 7-9
venisection, [ad. med. or mod.L. vhm sectio

cutting of a vein : see Vena and Section.]

1. The operation of cutting or opening a vein ;

phlebotomy; the practice of this as a medical

remedy.
a. 1661 Lovki.i. Hist. Anim. $ Min. 327 The small-pocks

..are cured by.. venesection in the adult. 1669 W. Simpson

Hydrol. Chym. 78 Too much blood spent in venesection.

1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 370 We must first endeavour

to stop the flux of blood,, .repeating venesection occasion-

ally. 1791 J. Townsf.nd Jcurn. Spain [1792) II. 39 Not-

withstanding this repeated venesection, his pulse was

remarkably full and strong. 1834 J. Forbes Laennec's

Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 67 Leeching has the advantages and dis-

advantages of venesection, only in a less degree. 1877 r. T.

Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 20 To diminish the quan-

tity of the blood, either by venesection, or by local methods.

3. 1676 Wiseman Surg. Treat. 1. iii. 16 The Fever which

attends Pain is removed by Venaesection, or by the resolu-

tion or suppuration of the Tumour. 1728 Chambers Lycl.

of • full habit of body venisection is necessary. 1805 Mid.

Jrnl XIV. 307 The wishes of the medical attendant who
idriM venisection. 1884 I've Surg. Handicraft 70 This

expedient, with the practice of venisection in general, has

been out of fashion for many years now.

2. An instance of this.

1834 J. Fo»bes Laennec's Dis. Chest^ed. \) 233 The same
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scene is renewed, .after as many successive venesections.

1845 G. E. Day Simons Anim. Chem. I. -48 The three

following tables show the mean results of the first, second,
and third venesections. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen,\Path. 2

Change in the fibrin after frequent venesections.

Venesector. rare-1 . [Cf. Venesect v.] One
who practises venesection ; .1 blood-letter.

1890 Cosmopolitan June 139 Our barber also acts as vene-
sector.

Venesion, obs. form of Venetian.
Venoso^n, -sun, obs. forms of Venison.

tVenet, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. venet-us.'] Vcnet
colour, a greyish-blue colour.

' 1425 MS. Digby 233 fob 224/2 Loke J>at..J»e mennes
clothing by coloured with venet colour bat is water coloure.
n 1661 Holvday Juvenal 226 Vegetius..says that ships,

which are sent out as spies, should have their sails of the
venet colour, that they may not be discerned by the enemies.

Venet, obs. form of Vignette.

f Venetia. Obs.—l = Venetian sb. 2.

1579 G. Harvey Letter-Bk. (Camden) 72 Eloquence, if a
man had it, were more worth then.. a payer of tatterid

venetias in his presse.

Venetian (v/hrjan), sb. and a. Forms : a, 5
Venycyen,Venecien, 6 Venesien. £. =;-6Vene-

cian, 6 -ycian. -esyan, -etyan, 7- Venetian;
5 Venicyan, 7, 9 Venitian. 7. 6 Venytyon,
Venyscyon, Venecyon, Venesion, 8 Venition.
[ad. med.L. Venetian-us, f. Venetia Venice : cf.

It. and Pg. Veneziano, Sp. Veneciano. In early

use also a. OF. Venicien, -esien, etc. (mod.F.

A. sb. 1. A native or inhabitant of medixval
or modern Venice; a member of the mediaeval

republic of Venice ; more rarely, one of the ancient

Veneti inhabiting the district of Venetia.
1432 Lydg. Minor Poems (Percy Soc.) 4 Other alyens:..

Florentyns, and Venycyens. c 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in

Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 172 The commodites..of Venicyans
and Florentynes. Ibid. 175 These seyde Veneciance. 1528
in Ellis rig. Lett. (1824' I. 294 His Highnes also lilceth

wel the Frenche Kings Lettres to the Veneciansfor Ravenna
and Servia. 1547 Koorde Introd. Kncnvl, xxiiii. (1S70) 181,

I am a Venesien both sober and sage. Ibid. 185 The Venys-
cions hath great prouision of warre. 1621 in Foster Eng.
Factories hid. (1906) I. 257 Two gentlemen, Venetians, who
are not unknowne to you. 1695 Luttkei.l BriefR el. (1857)
III. 447 The Venetians, we hear, have taken several French
ships. ^1715 Burnet Own Time v. (1734) II. 129 The Vene.
tians and the Great Duke had not thought fit to own the King
till then. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV, 57 German
bravery under the auspices of the Venetians. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy <$• It. Isl. II. 164 There were other slaves
besides Mohammedans in the service of the rich Venetians.
1876 Han-croft Hist. U.S. I. v. 129 The Venetians.. pur-
chased alike infidels and Christians. 1880 Encycl. Brit.
XIII. 446/1 The Gauls, the Ligurians, and the Veneti or
Venetians.

t 2. //. Hose or breeches of a particnlar fashion

originally introduced from Venice. Obs.
1582 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 350, vi paire of

Venetians of Russet gold tyncell. 1586 Fermor Ace. in

Archxol. Jrnl. (1851) VIII. 183 It. for an ell half of brod
taffaty to make him a dublet and venytyons. 1598 Florio,
Brache, all maner of breeches, slops, hosen, breekes, gas-
coines, Venetians. 1611 Cotgr., Chausses a la gigotte, a
fashion of very close Venitians \ old fashioned Venitians.
a i6i» Harington Epigr. (1618) 1. xx, A Captaine.. brought
three yards of Veluet, & three quarters To make Venetians
downe below the garters.

+ b. In sing, with the. Obs.~l

1592 Greene Def. Conny-cateking Wks. (Grosart) XI. 95
The Venetian and the gallogascaine is stale, and trunke
slop out of vse.

f3. A sequin of Venice, as current in India and
adjacent countries. Obs.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 406 The Money which
passes is a Golden Venetian, equivalent to our Angel. 175a
in J. Long Sel.Unpubl. Pecs. 32 (Vule&E.), At this juncture
a gold mohur is found to be worth 14 Arcot Rupees, and a
Venetian 4^ Arcot Rupees. 1835 Burnes Trav. Bokhara
(ed. 2) I. 90 You are then to present a handsome bow, and
each of you eleven gold Venetians.

4. A closely-woven cloth having a fine twilled

surface, used as a suiting or dress material.
1710 Lend. Gaz. No. 4706/4 For Sale.., Venitions,..

Tabbies,.. and other Stuffs. 1883 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Venetian, a fine twilled fabric of carded wool for gentle-
men's suits. 1899 Daily News 30 Oct. 2/6 The newest
designs in coloured tweeds, serges, coverts, meltons,..
Venetians, beavers, and cashmeres.

5. dlipt. t a. A Venetian window. Obs.
1766 Entick London IV. 376 The body of the church is

enlightened by two ranges of windows, with a Venetian in

the center. 1779 Mirror No. 61, His dusky Gothic,windows
have been contrasted to great advantage, with their Bows
and Venetians.

b. A Venetian blind.

1816 ' Quiz ' GrandMaster vii. 167 They're soon disturb'd

—a sudden rap 'Gainst the Venetians spoil'd their nap. 1881

Emma J. Worboise Sissiexvi, It was observed that no one,

all through the day, proposed raising that side-Venetian.

c. //. (See quot.)

188a Caulfeild & Saward Did. Needleiv. 514/1 Vene-
tians, a heavy kind of tape or braid, resembling double
Londons, They are employed more especially for Venetian
blinds, whence the name.

6. = Domino 1.

1891 Century Mag. June 283, 1 then put off my sword, and
put on my Venetian or domino, and entered the bal masque.

B. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Venice.

1554 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1014) 166 A maske of

viij patrons of galleis like Venetian Senatours. 1593 G.
Harvey New Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 264 Who honoureth
not.. the security of the Venetian state. 1642 Howkll For.

Trav. (Arb.) 53 There is in Italy the Toscan, the Roman,
the Venetian, the Neapolitan [languages], . . and all these have
severall Dialects and Idiomes of Speech. 1648 Hexham n,

De Venetiaensche Zee, the Venetian Sea. or, the Gulfe of

Venice. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 378 It is now
some centuries since Padua has been brought under the

Venetian yoke. 1841 W. Spalding Italy ^ //. Isl. III. 37
The republic at first embraced, .the Venetian provinces of

Bergamo, Brescia, and La Polesina. 1893 W. G. Colling-
wood Life Rnskin I. n. iv. 147 The treatment.. of Venetian
matters had to be indefinitely postponed.

b. Venetian School, (a) a school of painting,

distinguished by its mastery of colouring, which
originated in the 15th century and reached its

climax in the 16th; (£) a school of Italian archi-

tecture originating in the early part of the 16th

century.
(a) 1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. \x\. (1749) II. 116

On the contrary, the Venetian school is said to have neg-
lected design a little too much. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths 1.

§ 20 The Venetian school proposed to itself the representa-

tion of the effect of colour and shade on all things.

(/') 1842 Gwilt Archil. § 349 The Venetian School is char-
acterised by its lightness and elegance; by the convenient
distribution it displays; and by the abundant, perhaps
exuberant, use of columns, pilasters, and arcades.

2. In special collocations, denoting things char-

acteristic of Venice, esp. articles actually produced
there, or others made in imitation of these. (Cf.

similar uses of Venice.)
I 'enetian ball (see quots.). Venetian bar, in needlework,

a bar formed by means of button-hole work on a thread

or threads. Venetian blind, a window-blind composed of
narrow horizontal slats so fixed on strong tapes as to admit of
ready adjustment for the exclusion or admission of light and
air. t Venetian breeches, —Venetian sb. 2. I 'enetian brown,
a variety of brown used for colouring glass. Venetian carpet,

a common make of carpet, usually striped, In which the warp
alone is shown. Venetian chalk (see quots.). Venetian
cloth, = Venetian sb. 4. Venetian dentil (see quot.).

Venetian door (see quot. 1S42). t Venetian earth, ? Vene-
tian chalk. Venetian embroidery (see quot.). Venetian
enamel, a hard enamel used for the dials of clocks and
watches. Venetian filigree, a variety of coloured glass.

Venetianframe, a form of window-frame (see quot. 1833).
Venetian glass, Venice glass. Venetian-Gothic adj. (see

quot.). t Venetian /«?«, = Venetian sb. 2. Venetian mast,
a tall pole ornamented with spiral bands of colour, used
in the decoration of streets or open spaces on special

occasions. Venetian pearl, a solid artificial pearl. Vene-
tian point, a variety of point-lace. Venetian red, satin

(see quots.). Venetian shutter, a shutter constructed on
the same principle as a Venetian blind ; hence Venetian-
shuttered adj. Venetian sole, stitch (see quots.). + Vene-
tian sublimate (?). Venetian sumach

t
the southern European

shrub Rhus Cotinus. Venetian swell, an organ-swell hav-

ing the front constructed like a Venetian shutter. Venetian
talc, a hydrous silicate of magnesia, t Venetian thyme (see

quot.). Venetian turpentine, Venice turpentine. Venetian
varnish (see quot.). Venetian vetch : see Vetch. Venetian
white (see quot.). Venetian window (see quot. 1842). Vene-
tian wind(nu-btind,=y enetian blind. Also Venetian bead,

^dollar, lace.

1851-4 Tomlinson's Cycl. Usef. Arts (1866) I. 783/2 The
'Venetian ball consists of a number of pieces of filigree glass

packed into a pocket of transparent colourless glass. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech. 2702/2 Venetian ball, an ornamental
form of glass for paper-weights, etc. 1882 Cauleeild &
Saward Diet. Needlew. 511/2 *Venetian bar.. is used in

modern Point Lace. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.

195 Some bracelets made of #Venetian Beads of several

colours. 1791 in Harpers Mag. March (1885) 535/2 Sur-

charge for *Venetian blinds. 1794 W. Felton Carriages
I. 148 The Venetian blind.. [is] frequently used as a sub-

stitute for the common shutter and spring curtain. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop xiv, It was easy to hear through
the Venetian blinds all that passed inside. i88z Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needlew. 514/1 Another kind of braid or

tape is made for Venetian blinds. 1587 Fleming Contn.
Holinshed III. 1354 Walton.. rent his *venecian breeches

of crimsin taffata, and distributed the same peecemeale.
c 1791 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 774/2 *Venetian brown,
with gold spangles, commonly called the philosopher's

stone. 1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. IV. 95 ' *Venetian*
carpets were never, it has been asserted, made at Venice at

all. 1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 51 Carpets,
treble ingrain, three-ply, and worsted chain Venetian. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 1271 'Venetian chalk is Steatite. 1883
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Venetian clialk, a white compact
talc or steatite, used for marking on cloth, c 1790 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 404/2 A new suit of French and 'Venetian
cloths. 1900 Daily News 6 Jan. 6/6 Venetian cloth is, next
to panne, still the favourite material for dresses. 1881
Archit. Diet., * Venetian dentil, a molding consisting of a
fillet with its sides cut alternately into notches, which
reach the middle of the face, and produce the effect of a
double row of dentils. 1626 in Foster Eng. Factories India
(1909) III. 156 The 'Venetian doller will yeald smahmudis
if full weight. 1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 36 Imitating-
Fools Who., [are] Proud to catch cold at a *Venetian door.
.71744, — Hor. Sal. n. vi. 191 Palladian walls, Venetian
doors, Grotesco roofs, and Stucco floors. 1842 Gwilt
Archit. 1050 Venetian door, a door having side lights on
each side for lighting an entrance hall. 1660 J. H[arding]
Basil. Vatent. Chariot Antimony 123 Mix one part of this
Salt with three parts of 'Venetian Earth, 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needleiv. 512/1 'Venetian embroidery.. is

work resembling Roman Work and Strasbourg Embroidery,
but is lighter than either in effect. 1837 Hebert Engin. fy
Mech. Encycl. I. 468 [In] hard enamelling.. the ^Venetian
enamels are chiefly employed. 1851-4 Tomlinson's Cycl.
Usef. Arts (1866) I. 783/2 The 'Venetian filigree con-
sists of plain and coloured enamel. 1833 Loudon Encycl.
Archit. § 1585 Fix a large solid 'Venetian frame (a frame in

three divisions, the two side divisions being narrower than
the centre one). 1842 Gwilt Archit. 639 Venetian deal
cased frames. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. Index 139/2 'Venetian
Glass. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2703/1 The Venetian-glass
ball [see Venetian bait, quot. 1851-4]. 1867 Chambers's
Encycl. IX. 748/1 "Venetian-Gothic' [style ofarchitecture]
indicates the peculiar phase of that style so common in
Venice and the north of Italy. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abus. E 3, The 'Venetian-hosen, they reach beneath the
knee to the gartering place of the Leg. 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needleiv. 513/1 In 1654 Colbert prohibited
the exportation of the 'Venetian Laces into France. 1883
Harper's Mag. Jan. 311/2 The Strand being one blaze

of colour with 'Venetian masts, and streamers overhead.
1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon 11. xxxiii, There should have
been joy-bells and. .Venetian masts with streamers and
flags. 1864 Chambers's Encycl. VI. 5/1 'Venetian-point,..
Maltese-point : in all these the pattern is flatter than in the

Rose-point. 1877 W. S. Gilbert Foggerly's Fairy 1, Look
at the lace ! It's Venetian point. 1883 Mag. of Art Dec.
66/2 Richard III wore Venetian point at his coronation.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Veneta bolus, a fine red earth

used in painting, and called in the colour-shops 'Venetian
red. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 413 Venetian-Red is

a native ochre, rather inclining to scarlet. 1849-50 Weale
Diet. Terms, Venetian*red\.. the colours sold under this

name are prepared artificially from sulphate of iron, or its

residuum in the manufacturing of acids. 1867 Bloxam Chem.
322 Red oxide of iron has been already, .referred to as oc-

curringin commerce under the names ofcolcothar, jeweller's

rouge, and Venetian red. 1786 Sixth Rep. Dep. Kpr. Public
Rec. App. 11. 175 A method.. of manufacturing Silk and
Mohair,, .with materials which have never before been
combined or manufactured together [as wood, reed, cane,

straw, etc.], and which is called (by the Specifier) "Venetian
Sattin'. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm X. 142 'Venetian
shutters, which may be opened more or less at pleasure.

1892 Photogr. Ann. II. p. exxxiii, The Plate, after exposure,

goes into back chamber, a Venetian shutter being opened
and closed. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 86 An infinity

of flies going into the Venetian shuttered window. 1803

Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 11. 304 'Venetian Sole, Pleuronectes

Linguatula. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlezv.

514/1 ^Venetian stitch, a term sometimes applied to close

rows of Buttonholes as Fillings in Needlepoint Laces. 1725
Earn. Diet. s.v. Ulcer, A Solution of 'Venetian Sublimate.

1755 Diet. Arts $ Set. IV. s.v. Sumach, 'Venetian Sumach,
cotinus, in botany. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 467 R[hus\
Cotinus, . . Venetian Sumach of the English, has wood called

Young Fustick. 1882 Garden 19 Aug. 163/3 There are few

more striking objects than a large bush of the Venetian Su-

mach. 1852 Seidel Organ 27 The 'Venetian Swell, .is the

only sort used in England. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 121

It is to Green that we owe the Venetian swell, which took its

name from the resemblance it bears to the Venetian shutter.

a 1728 Woodward Fossils 1. 62 This very much resembles

what is sold in the Shops for 'Venetian Talc. 1836 T.

Thomson Min., Geol., etc. 1. 186 This mineral . . was formerly

carried to Venice as an article of commerce, being employed
in medicine. Hence the name Venetian talc. 1548 Turner
Names Herbcs (E.D.S.) 78 The greate kynde of thyme,

wherof Dioscorides maketh mention of in Epithymo, is

called nowe 'Venetian thyme. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmcau's

Fr. Chirurg. 42 b/2 'Venetiane 'lerebentine. 1857 Miller
Elent. Chem., Org. 505, 48 parts of shell-lac, 12 of Venetian

turpentine. 1755 Diet. Arts fy Sci. s.v. Varnish, White
varnish, called also 'Venetian varnish, made of oil of

turpentine, fine turpentine, and mastic. 1867 Ure's Diet.

Arts (ed. 6) III. 984 * Venetian white, a carefully pre-

pared carbonate of lead. 1779 Shaw Hist. Moray (1882)

I. 347 It is lighted, besides several windows in the side-walls,

by a 'Venetian window.. in the western gavel. 1837 Lock-

h art Scott IV. v. 148 A square small room... It had but a

single Venetian window. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Venetian

window, a window in three separate apertures, the two side

ones being narrow, and separated from the centre by timber

only. 1769 Public Advertiser 25 May 3/2 'Venetian

Window Blinds made by Edward Bevan.

Venetianed (v/hrjand), a. [f. Venetian sb.

5 b.] Furnished with Venetian blinds or shatters.

1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX. 566 Through the open Vene-

tianed window I caught a passing glimpse. 1854 Stocqueler
Handbk. Brit. India 125 The airy little bauleahs, with their

light venetian'd rooms. 1881 Mrs, C. Praed Policy <y P.

III. 37 Along the white road, past the row of neat vene-

tianed houses.

Venetic (vMe*tik), a. [f. L. Venet-i or

Venet-ia +-IC.] Of or pertaining to the ancient

Veneti or their country, or to the modern province

of Venice.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 494/1 The population of the

Venetian cities is ' Venetian * in language, but the country

districts are in various ways Venetic. 1902 Nature 2 Jan.

212/2 Inscriptions on the outside of their rims, said to be in

Venetic or old North Etruscan alphabet.^ 1903 Ibid. 29 Oct.

635 A large admixture of Albanian,Venetic, or Slav intruders.

Venett, obs. form of Vignette.

Venev, Venew(e, obs. forms of Venue.

Veney, variant of Vent 2 Obs.

Veneymen, obs. form of Venom v.

Venezuelan (ven/zwHan), a. and sb. [See

def.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the republic of

Venezuela in the north of South America, b. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Venezuela.

1836 Penny Cycl V. 81/2 The congress of the Venezuelan

Republic. at Angostura. Ibid. 82/1 The Venezuelan con-

gress. 1881 W.H. Brett Mission Work Guiana vi. 109 From
the Spaniards and Venezuelans they have suffered greatly.

1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlew. 514/1 Venezuelan

drawn work .. resembles the Oriental Drawn Thread Work
and the Italian and Swedish Drawn Works.

Veng(e, southern ME. variant pa. t. Fang v.

fVenge,-r£. Obs. [f. Vengez>. Cf. Avenge sb.]

Vengeance.
1587 T. Hughes Misf. Arthur 1. ii, Why shunst thou feare-

full wrath? Adde coales afreshe- preserve me to this venge.



VENGE.
1632 Chapman & Shirlky Ball 11. D 2 b, You must Lay in

betimes to prevent mutinie Among the small guts, which
with winde ofvenge else Will breake your guarde of buttons.

Venge (vendjj), v. Now arch. Forms : 4-5
vengyn (5 vengy), 4- verge (4 venie, uenge]

;

4-5 wenge, 4, 5 Sc, weng. [ad. OF. vcngier,

venger (mod.F. venger,^ It. vcng/are, Sp. vengar,
Pg. vingar) :—L. vindicare Vindicate v. Cf.

Avenge v.]

1. a. rejl. = Avenge v. i b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5345 For I at bai na wight drightin dred,
He wenged him o bam ful sare. a 1340 Hampole Psalter
ii. 5 When he venges him, his vengaunce is cald woednes.
C1386 Chaucer Melib. P45 but lete us now putte, that ye
han lcve to venge yow; I say ye ben nought of might ne
power as now to venge you. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 31 Be nat to hasty to venge the on thi foo.
c 1450 Mirour Saliiacioun (Rox'u.) 72 He vengid hym on
his enemys horribly. 1509 Fisher 7 Penit. J's. vi. Wks.
{1876) 18 Grete laude and prayse is in wylde beestes lack-
ynge reason, that they wyll forgyue and not venge themselfe
vpon other weyker beestes. 1581 A. Hall //latin. 29 Til
that ech one here of vs al, at wil and ease be plast With
Troyan Dames, .to venge vs of Paris. 1599 Shaks. Jfen, V,
1. ii. 292 Tel you the Dolphin, I am comming on, To venge
me as I may. 1817 Scott Harold 11. xv, Thou shalt know,
If I can venge me on a foe. 1914 Contemp. R,v. April 578
To venge themselves they pursued a policy of obstruction in

the Diet.

b. trans. = Avenge v. j.

ci3aS Meir. Horn. 137 Ef thou prai Godd that he Apon
thi fais venge the. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5533 Haly
Loverd,..How lange sal be ar bow venge our blude Of our
enemys bat in erthe duelles. c 1440 Gesta Rom. x. 29
(Harl. MS.), Do vs to knowe, if per be ony bat bretenith
be ; For we ben redy to venge be. c 1450 Lovelich Grail
' v *- 435 Thus owre lord venged kyng Lawncelot certayn.
1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 16, I greatly dread, hir sonne to
venge, obtainde some suit she hath. 1590 Greene Orlando
Furioso 1093 Now let vs seeke to venge the Lanipe of
France That lately was eclipsed in Angelica. 1613 Hey-
wood Braz. Age n. ii, I sweare. .to. .venge the Gods that
gouerne Sea and Sunne. 1814 Scott Lordof Isles 111. xxix,
With this he cross'd the murderer's path, And venged young
Allan well ! 1887 Bowen sEncid iv. 656, I have.. Venged !

a beloved one, meted a brother measure for guilt.

o. pass. ~ Avenge v. i c.

C1380 Wyci.ik Wks. (1880) 24 For to plede, for to fi^tte

and. .to be vengid on men bat don a^enst here wille, wor-
schipe, or profit. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 202 Bot I wol make
this beheste, I schal be venged er I go. c 1400 Pilgr. So-wle
(Caxton) 11. Ivii. (1859) 55, I myght haue ben fully venged
vpon the. 1480 Con. Lcet Bk. 11. 441 Be-cause be seid

,

Laurens, .feyned maters to bentent to haue be venged for

be due punysshement yeven to hym be be seid Maire. 1489
Caxton Faytes of A. 1. i. 7 They that gretly be vengid on
their enemyes. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline 11. i, I should be
right sorry To have the means so to be venged on you.

f d. intr. — Avenge v. i d. 06s.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B.201 [He] Ne venged for no vilte of

vice ne synne, ..Ne neuer so sodenly so;t vnsoundely to
weng. Ibid. 559 Felly he uenged Quen fourferde alle be
flesch bar he formed hade. C 1400 Destr. Troy 7^33 Achilles
..Of bo kynges, bat were kild,. .Wold haue vengit of be
velany, & be vile harme. 14.. in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 208
A priest ought to be swete and softe more rather to foryeue
than to vengy. a 1500 Rails Raving 3540 Traist nocht \

thine honore in a fulle, Na weng nocht quhil thi blud be cule.

2. trans. -= Avenge v. 2.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3S06 pys yche chylde toke
hym to rede For to venge hys fadrys ded. c 1374 Chaucer
Troytus 1. 62 (Harl. MS.), In dyverse wise. .The ravys^hyng

,

to vengyn of Heleyn, By Paris done, they wroughten all hir
peine, a 1430 Mirk's Restla 1 44 The thre ober also deyden
on spytues depes, so bat, wythyn bre ^ere aftyr, Thomas
deth was thus venget. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix.

244, I praye god that I maye venge your deth vpon theym
or ever I deceasse. 1538 Starkey England 141 That hys
enuemy may not pluke hym out at hys lyberty, nor yet in
such place to venge hys iniury. 1587TURBERV. J'rag. Tales
(1837) 160 To venge which deede, and cursed cruell acte, He
slue them all. 1620 Pyper tr. Hist. Astrea 1. 11. 13 Venge
not my death vpon this faire Lady. 1638 Sanderson Serm.
(1681) II. in We find our selves ready to fret at any cross
occunent, to venge every injury, to rage at every light pro-
vocation. i8oj Leyden in Life % Poems (1875) 3? Thine thi
mighty boast., To venge each ancient violated bust. 1851
C L. Smith tr. i'asso xvm. xlviii, And much he hoped with
such a fiery brood To venge the felling of the precious
wood.

f b. To punish (wrongdoing). Obs.
a 1340 Hamcole Psalter xxix. 5 Wreth, J;at is vengaunce,

bat he vengid in }ow be first syn with ded. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxv. {Julian) 1 16 Syk wykyt wordis of dyspyt In bat
dekine ware wengyt tyt. 1401 Pol, Poems (Rolls) II. in

JThou seist-.that charite is chacid, to vengyn oure defami*, '

and mende us of oure mysse.

t 3. = Avenge v. 3. Obs.—1

a 1470 Harding Chron. lxv. iii, The Scottes and Peightes
he venged & ouercam.

f4. To execute (vengeance); to wreak (anger)
by vengeance. Obs. rare.

1381 Wyclif Jcr. Ii. 36 Lo ! Y *hal deme thi cause, and
venge thi vengyng. a 1470 H. Parker Dives $ Pauper
(W. de W. 1496) iv. xv. 179/2 He is goddes mynystre, to '

venge the wrath of god in hym that dooth amys.

Vengeable, a. and adv. Obs. ox dial. Forms:
|

4-5 veniable, 5-7 vengable, vengeable (6
uen-)

; 5 vengeabyl, -yll(e, -abil. fa. AF. veng-
able (Gower), f. venger Venge v . Cf. Vengibi.e a.]

1. Inclined or ready to take vengeance or inflict

retaliative injury. (Cf. Vengeful a. 1.)

a. Of persons (or animals).
Very common 1 1400-

1 550; in mod. dial, use - destructive.
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c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 189 For $if he were veniable
here no man my^te suffre his veniaunce. 1390 Gower Ccnf.
II. 119 Such a Sor is incurable, And ek the goddes ben
vengable. c 1400 Lydg. in Pol., Ret. % L. Poems (1903) 48
Where god list spare, a tygre is not vengeable. 1421 Hoc-
cleve Min. Poems 153 Al-thogh bat shee were in this cas
vengeable,. .Shee was in bat in partie excusable. c 1450
Mirk's Ftstial 140 Forto schew you how vengabull God ys
apon hum bat ben lef forto sched Cristys blod. 1529 S.
Fish Supplic. Beggers 3 Whate thraunt euer oppressed the
people like this cruell and vengeable geneiacion? 1547
Boorde Introd. Kn<nvl. xvii. (1870) 167 There is a beast called
a Bouy, lyke a Bugle, whyche is a vengeable beast. 1573
G. Harvey Letter-bk. iCamden) 138 To be notoriously
revenged on this vengeable feende. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil
Mem, (1735) 206 The Appetites of envious, vengeable and
greedy Counsellors. 1640 Bastwick Lord Bishops iii. C 3,
Who .should prove the mo.^t ven-able Instruments of per-
secuting and oppressing Gods true children. 1866 Gregor
Banish. Gloss. 232 Rottans are vengeable craiturson young
deuks.

b. Of the mind, will, etc.

1411-ia Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2330 He rathir chees
be disobedient To his vengeable wil,. .Than be forsworn of
bathe swoor so depe. 1513 Bkaushaw^V. IVerburge 1. 1041
His vengeable mynde washymselfe to magnyfy. . Or destroye
hymselfe. 1539 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902)
II. 169 His Inique covetous and vengeable disposicion.
1540 Hyrde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Wont. (1592) H iiij, To
keepe her vengeable mind unto . . occasion of revengement.

0. Of weapons.
c 1400 Hoccleve Compl. Virgin 179 Wei feele I bat deeth

his vengeable bowe Hath bent, & me purposith doun to
throwe. 1430-40 Wycliffite Bible, Rom. xiii. 4 (Carduell
MS.), For not wuhoute cause he berith the vengeable >werd.

2. Characterized by, arising from, vengeance or

revenge; cruel, dreadful.
c 1430 Hoccleve Min. Poems 71 '128 pat the feend..Ne

sese hem nat in the vengeaUe day ! c 1440 Capgrave Life
St. Kalh. iv. 1414 }e .shulde not suffren bis cristen fooik
here Repreue oure goddis with swiche veniable nianere.

1509 Barclay ShypofFolys (1570J 201 For none. .This hurt
outchaseth which is so vengeable. 158a Stanyhvrst JEncis
1. (Aib.) 29 Such folckas the tyrant pursude with vengeabil
hatred. 1627 H. Burton Baiting Pope's Bull 18 Iezabell,
for all her vengeable malice and impotent fury, yet could not
wreck it vpon Elias.

3. As an intensive: Very great, severe, strong,

intense, etc.

1532 Moke Confui. Tindale Wks. 655 2-As the chuiche of
Christe is but one, so be there of those [heretics] a venge-
able maynye. 1542 Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. 49 b, He gave
a vengeable check to those peisones. 1583 Stocker Civ.
Warres Lowe C. iv. 61 A mischeuous mistakyng of a matter
..bredde a vengeable suspicion in the heddes of many.
1601 Deacon& Walker spirits ty Divels To Rdr. 13 [They]
will couertiy flutter their wings, and keepe a vengeable
coyle in Conuenticles and corners.

b. As adv. = Vengeably adv. 2.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apopk. 7 Socrates asked wherfore he
was so vengeable eagre. 1566 Pa^quine in Traunce 48 A
vengeable long leape, or a vengeable lowde lye. 1866
Gregor Banffsh. Gloss. 232 He's vengeable greedy ; he can
hardly be honest.

4. Punishable, rare— 1
.

1650 S. Clarke Ecd. Hist, 1. (1654) 488 [He] delivered
him over to the secular power; Declaring that.. it was a
vengeable matter to eat or drink with him.

Vengeably, adv. Now arch, or Obs. Also

5 veDgably, 6 vengeablie, -eiably, veangeably.
[f. prec]

1. In a revengeful manner ; vindictively ; cruelly,

pitilessly.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 2775 pis Achille of cruelte

. . Le dede cors toke oute of 1 e taas, And vengably bond it.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 105 Right so it plesed vnto
God that he shulde deye vengeably. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes
of Aymon xx. 453 He.. smote a knyghte soo vengably that
he cast hym doun deed to the erthe. 1549 Latimer 4th
Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 103 So that they do it char.ti-

ablye louyngelye, not of malyce, not vengeably, not couet-
ouslye. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. /ret. in Holinshed II. 78/1
The IrUh enimie. . vengeablie haue brent a great towne of
mine inheritance in Meth, called Ramore.
1848 Anne Bronte Agnes Grey xiv, Miss Matilda, having

..vengeably thumped the piano for an hour, in a terrible

humour both with me and it.

2. Exceedingly, greatly, very.
c 1550 Bale Apol. 113 But ye are lyke to come vengeably

short. 1575 Laneham Let. 11871) 12 It woold haue made
mee, for my part, az hardy az I am, very veangeably afeard.

1607 R. C[arkw] tr. Estieune's World of Wond. ayi Some
[priests and monks], .haue bin so vengeably learned.

Vengeance (vend^ans), sb., adv., and a.

Forms: a. 4 veniance, -iaunce, -y(e)aunco,

4-5 ver.ieaunce, 5 veniauns, -iawnce, wen-
iaunoe

; 4 veniounse, 5 venions. 0. 4 ven-
gaunao, 4-6 -aunce. 4-5 -ance, -ans

; 4 ven-
giaunce, 5 -arise, 6 -ans; 4 vengeans, 4-6
-aunce, 4- vengeance (7 veng'ance), 6 ven-
gence

; 4 wengans, -anz, -aunce, -eann, -eanco, 1

4, 6 Sc, wenganoe, 6 Sc. wengence. [a. AF. !

veniaunce, ame, vertg'
Ke)aunce, -ance, = OF. and

i

F. vengeance (It. vengianza, Sp. venganza, Pg.
vinganza), f. venger Venge v.]

1. The act of avenging oneself or another ; retri-
|

butive infliction of injury or punishment ; hurt or
j

harm done from vindictive motives.
a 1300 Cursor M. 827 Son bigan wenganz to kibe. Ibid,

j

13184 But his ded was said fuldere, .. Wit a greithful soth 1

vengeance, c 1315 Shorekam hi. 248 He bat spilleb mannes
lyf, Veniounso hyt schel acwyte. c X380 Wyclit Serm.

j

VENGEANCE.
I

Sel. Wks. I. 149 pis is noo good praier, but more axinge of

! Goddis venjaunce. a 1450 Kut. de la 'Tour 11868) 37 She
i

tuldc.that it was the uengeaunce of God that fell on her,

the whiche she had welle deserued. 1474 Caxton Chesse it.

iv. 11883) 53 For hit is the most hyest and fayr vengeance
that a man may doo. 1535 Covkrimle J's. xciii. 1 Thau God
to whom vengeaunce belongelh, shewe thy self. 1592 Kyd
Murther I. Bremen Wks. 1,1901) 287 The blood of the iust

Abel cried. .for vengeance and reuenge on the murderer.
1613 Pubchas Pilgrimage (1614) 156 Diuine mercie. re-
moued the Christians to Pella out of the c'anger, that with-
out any impediment the fiuud-gates of vengtance might bee
set wide open for Desolations blackguard to enter. 1667
Milton /'. L. 1. 170 But see the angry Vicior hath rccall'd
His Ministers of vengeance and pmsuit Back to the Gates
of Heav'n. 1757 Gray Bard 9.6 Siamp we our venge;, nee
deep, and ratify his doom. 1769 Junius Lett. xv. (17^8) 52
The injuries you have done ..demai.d not only icdrcss, but
vengeance. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bontuville III. 67 Alarm
signals, to arouse the country and collect the scattered bands
for vengeance. 1891 Tarrak Daikn. A> Daxvn xxv, That
in some way she regarded Briiant.icus. .as the ultimate
resource of her vengeance and despair.

b. In the phrase to take (nlso f mm t'cngeancc.

1297 R. Clolc. (Rolls; 6859 \'t king, .si or he nolde abide,

fat he nolde uerst nyme vengaunce in is side, a 1300 C ursor
M. 6094 } air goddes i me on w il wiake, O 1 am mi w engeance
sal 1 take, c 1386 Chalcer Mtlib. p 49 Savi: ge your ^race,

I can nat seen that it mighte greetly harme me though I

toke vengeaunce. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5780 God can wel ven-
geaunce therof take, c 1400 Maisiev. iRtxb.) xii. =1 In
taken of be vengeaunce tat Godd tuke on ha fyue citeez.

1460 Caigrave Chron. Roils) ic6 He rtceyved him with
giete worchip, took veniauns on his enimes. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes of Aymon ii. 59 Vei gance we sholde lake theiof.

1526 TiNDAi e Rom. xiii. 4 To take vengtaunce on ihem that

do evyll. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. i. 8 Gods, if you Should
1 aue 'tane vengeance on my faults, I neuer Had liu'd to

put on this. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Avenger, cue who takes
Vengeance on an OtTtiuier. 1808 Scott Marmion n. xxxi,

Full soon such vengeance will he take, That [etc]. 1847
Sarah Austin Ra/.ke's Hist. R-f. HI. 17 The strong city

of Pavia, on which cruel vengeance was taken for the resist-

ance it had made.

C. Pctsoiiihed or othciwise ngnidcd as an

entity.

i£o2 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 510 Arcwsed Vengeance sets him
new a-worke. 1642 D. Rogkrs i\atu>.an 39 Left to conflict

nakedly with hell and vengeance, till it carry them away
quicke. 1721 Young Rtvenge 11. i, Vengeance is still alive ;

from her dark covert. .She stalks in view. 1799 Campbell
Pleas. Hope 1. 395 Where was thine arm, O Vengeance !

a 1839 Pkaed Red Fiskotiian, Took how the feaiful felon

Sazes On the scaffold his country's vengeance rai>es. 1891
Iarie A. Frown tr. Runtbtrg's Xadesclida 67 Then saw I

vengeance beckon, it lit my path In >ears of woe.

2. With a and pi. An act or instance of retribu-

,

live or vindictive punishment. (Also as in 1 c.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 1592 For-} i in foime of iugement He
thoght a neu wengaunee to sent, c 1400 Scivdoue Bab. 14
For the offences to God i-doon Mary vengeaunces haue be-

falle. 1 1440 Jacob's Well 41 Feure vengaunces comyn to

man here in erthe f> r fals tjthyng. <: 1480 Hinryson
Fables, Wolf $ Lamb x\\, It irjis ane vengeance vnto the-

heuinnis hie. 1659 Hammond On J's. cix. 6-10 Sad extcu-
tions, judgments, and vengeances, a 1704 T. Brown Sat.
agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. ;6 He falls a willing pris'ner 10

her arms, Theie meets a veng'ance of ne'ei -ending haims.
J718 Pote Iliad xiii. 83^ \\ ith his full strength he bent his

angry bow, And wing'd tie feather'd vengeance at the foe.

1728 P. Walker Life Peden 11901) I. 155 Hasty marriages
are sudden vengeances. 1791 Burke Afp. Whigs Wks. VI.
220 Taking. .a ciuel ve-ngear.ee on these deluded wretches.

1838 Thirlwall Greece xxxi. IV. 201 Thrasybulus. .anim-
ated his men by.. the piospect of a just vei geance. 1873
Miss I'roughion Aancy I. 45, I am planning five distinct

and lengthy vengeances against Bobby.

b. In impiecatior.s, usually with on. Also rarely

without aiticle. Cls. or arch.
la 1500 Chester J'l. XIII. 164 Must we afore the pharisies

appe:re? A vengeance on them, far and ntere! 1562 J.
Heywood J>h>v. «V Fpigr. (1867) 178 A .- ngeance on that

lame iade. 1591 Shaks. 'J wo Genii. 11. iii. 21 A \eng'ance
on't, theie 'tis. 1604 ['! Chetj le] Wil oj U '.wan G 4 b, A
vengeance pepper such biaines, as cannot btareene diaught
of Ipocras. 1814 Scott Wav. xxx, D'ye think the lads.,

will care for..yer stool o' repentance? Vengeance on the

black face o't !

0. A person of a violent temper.
1711 2 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 21 Mar., The D— he is !

married to that vei geance !. . Who would have her ?

3. L'scd to strengthen interrogations, t Obs.

1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence (1(07) 167 Thr. Where are

the ether? San. What other in a vengeance. 1607 Shaks.

Cor. in. 1. 262, I would they were in Tyber. What the ven-

geance, could he not sptake "em faire? 1620 Frier Rush
28 His wife., said vnto him: what a vengance needest thou

to take a seruant ? 1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii 213 But what

a vengeance makis thee fly From me too, as thine Enemy?
a 1779 D. Graham U tilings (1883) II. 40 What the venge-

ance uncle, sudna fouks die when th< y're auld? i8«8 Scott
F. M. Perth vi, Art thou beside thjself, boy? or what a

vengeance takes thee from the city, like the wing of the

whirlwind?

4. With a vengeance : t a. With a curse or

malediction. Obs.
1525 W. Smith Merry Jests Widaiv Edyth (1573) D J b i In

she goth,..And came out agayne, saying w' a vengeaunce:

They must go by water. 1581 Hanmer Jesiites Banner
E 2 b, Let such then goe with a vengeaunce, and leaue

those toyes for Poets to prate of and let them preach 1 etler

stuffe vnto the people, 1598 R. Bernard tr. 'J erenee,

Andria if. i, Abi hinc in malum cruc<m. Away with a

vengeance: get thee hence with a mischiefe : goe hence

with sorrow enough. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz.

iv. 493 The Queene. .waxing impatient gave him (Essex) a
cuffe on the eare and bade him be gone with a vengeance.
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VENGEANCELY.
1673 Vinegar^ Mustard lH\r\<\\ey) III. 8 You are land-sick

|

now, and not sea-sick, with a vengeance to you for me. 1836

Carlyle in Froude Life in London I. 70 Why not quit

literature— with a vengeance to it—and turn, were it even

to sheep herding?

b. As an intensive : With great force or vio-

lence; in an extreme degree ; to an unusual extent.

1568 V. Skinner tr. Montanus' Inquisition 24 b, He shall

come downe with a vengeaunce. 1594 Greene & Lodge
Looking Gl. 1. ii. 236 A plaister. .that mends him with a
verie vengeance. 161 1 Middleton & Dekker Roaring
i7*V&Mj, Are you too well, too happy? A(ex. Withaven-
geance. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655)88 The furious

multitude. .struck him down, and mailed him with a ven-

geance. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 63 Accordingly he

lays it on with a vengeance. 1711 '

J. Distaff ' Char. Don
Sachevcrellio 6 This, .is proving the.. Existence of Gyants
. .with a Vengeance. 1761 Foote Liar 11. Wks. 1799 I. 293
His friends, .gloss over his foible, by calling him an agree-

able novelist : and so he is, with a vengeance. 1834 L.

Ritchie Wand, by Seine 94 Some readers will think that we
are drawing our traveller's bow with a vengeance. 1867 M.
Arnold Celtic Lit. 29 Here, at any rate, are materials

enough with a vengeance.

f c. So With the vengeance. Obs.~l

1693 Humours Town 29 This is following the Dictates of
|

Reason with the vengeance.

f5. As adv. a. Extremely, intensely. Obs.

1548 [T,. Shepherd] John Bon $ Mast person (1808) 5 Is not

here a mischeuous thynge? The Messe is vengaunce holye

for all ther sayeinge. 1566 Pasquiue in Trounce 4,1, I

remember that disputation. It is vengeaunce subtile. Ibid.

44 They were also vengeance angry against the Tope. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 6 That's a braue fellow: but hee's ven-

ceance prowd. a 1616 Bkaum. & Fl. Little Fr. Lawyer n.

i, How it grumbles ! This Sword is vengeance angry.
1710-11 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 21 Jan., It has snowed terribly

all night, and is vengeance cold.

f b. Not at all, never. Obs.

'55*5 J. Hevwooh Spider <y Fly xxxix. 7 Vengeance the

whit I am for their woordes the nere.

f 6. As adj. Very great or large. Obs.~ l

1602 Fui.bixke -2nd Ft. ParalL Introd. 4, I bought the

booke.. because it was in English: yet there is a vengeance
deale of Latin in it.

7. attrib. and Comb., as vengeance-cryer, -crying,

-oath, -scathed, sword, -taking.

c 1386 Chaucer Mclib. P65 For al-be-it so that alle tary-

ing be anoyful, algates it is nat to repreve in yevinge of

Iugement, ne in vengeance-taking, whan it is sufiisant and
resonable. <" 1515 Cocke LorelFs B. 11 Cursers, cbyders,

and grete vengeaunce cryers. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. iv. Schisme 1061 Lord, sheath again thy vengeance-sword
a space. 1617 A. Newman Fleas. Vis. 15 Haples wretches,

with the memory Tortur'd of woe, and vengeance-crying

Sins. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 43 When o'erthrown

In first rebellion, vengeance-scathed he fled. 1844 Mrs.
Browning Duchess May xxviii, Thou and I have parted
troth,—yet I keep my vengeance-oath.

Hence f Veng-eancely adv.
;
fVe'iigeancer.

fi44o Promp. Parv, 508/3 Veniawncere, . . vendicator,

utter, vindex. 1622 Fletcher Prophetess 1. iii, Yet I could
poyson him in a Pot of Perry, He loves that veng'ancely.

t Ve*ngeant, a. Obs.~ x In 4 vengaunt. [a.

AF. vengant (F. vengeanl), pres. pple. of venger

Venger.] Avenging ; executing vengeance.
a 1340 Hampolf. Psalter xcviii. 9 Lord oure god bou

herd baim: god bou was til bairn merciabil, and vengaunt
in all baire fyndyngis.

Vengear, obs. form of Venger.
Vengeful (vcnd^ful), a. [f. Venge v., after

revengeful. Cf. Avengeful a.]

1. Harbouring revenge ; seeking vengeance

;

prone or inclined to avenge oneself; vindictive.

a 1599 SrENSER F. Q. vn. vi. 48 [She] thinkes what punish,
ment were best assign'd And thousand dcathes deuiseth
in her vengefull mind. 1701 F. Manning Poems 77 A worse
Event. .The vengeful Cupid sent. 1713 Swift On Himself
Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 12 The queen incens'd, his services forgot,

Leaves lum a victim to the vengeful Scot, a 1763 Shen-
stone Inscription vi. 24 Fair and flow'ry is the brake, Yet
it hides the vengeful snake. 1812 Combe Syntax, Pic-
turesque xxv. 452 Again the vengeful foes appear'd, Again
their angry standards rear'd. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. .

xxx. 414 One of them, the male, is excited—the other, the
female, collected and vengeful. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets
\. 9 Ulysses is.. pitiless in his hostility; subtle, vengeful,
cunning.
transf. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xcix, But for his theft..

A

vengfull canker eate him vp to death. 1848 Faber Spir.

Confer. (1870' 124 Waited time is a vengeful thing. 1879
Geo. Eliot Theo. Such iv. 159 An abandoned belief maybe
more effectively vengeful than Dido.

b. Inflicting vengeance; serving as an instru-

ment of vengeance. Said of a weapon, the hand
or arm, etc.

(a) 1x1586 Sidney Ps. xxi. xii, Thou shalt. .ready make
thy vengefull bow Against their guilty faces. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 198 Here's a vengefull Sword, rusted with
ease, a 1623 Fletcher Love's Cure v. iii, I pray His venge-
ful sword may fall upon thy head Successfully. 1725 Pope
Odyss. 1. 154 The proud oppressors fly the vengeful sword.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. iii. 253 The victorious

career of Ida was stopt..by the vengeful sword of the
valorous Owen. 1869 Goulbourn Purs. Holiness i. i So

,

could he bid the vengeful fire fall from heaven.

ib) 1696 Tate & Brady Ps. cvi. 17 Her vengeful Jaws ex- .

tending wide. 1729'!'. Cooke Tales, etc. 140 Of all who
fought beneath this Chiefs Command Not one escap'd the

Critic's vengeful Hand. 1748 Johnson Van. Hum. iVishes >

i63 Rebellion's vengeful talons, a 1800 Cowper Iliad (ed. 2)

xxi. 343 Allow no respire to thy vengeful arm Till ev'ry 1

Trojan.. within Ilium's lofty walls Be fast enclosed.

.2. Of actions or feelings ; Characterized or
|

98

prompted by revengeful motives; arising from a

desire for vengeance.
1635-56 Cowley Davideis in. Poems (1905) 328 Full thrice

six years they felt fierce Eglons yoke. Till Ehuds sword

Gods vengeful Message spoke. 1649 Milton Eikon. viii.

Wks. 1S51 III. 392 That choleric, and vengefull act of pro-

claiming him Traitor. 1709 Prior Carm. Sec. xvii. With
wise Silence pond'ring vengeful Wars. 1774 Goldsm, Nat.
Hist. VII. 193 To us who seldom feel the vengeful wound,
it is merely a subject of curiosity. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.

xxix, The fury darted her knife at him with the vengeful

dexterity of a wild Indian. 1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors

liv. (1857) III. 77 In no composition that I have met with is

there a greater display of vengeful malignity. 1874 Green
Short Hist. viii. § 7. 534 The Massacre had left them the

objects of a vengeful hate.

Hence Vengefully adv., Vengefulness.
1830-1 Ruskin Iteriad 11. 300 His dark lightning-eye

made him seem.. like his own Thalaba, *vengefully fired.

1844 Kinglake Eothen iv, On he goes vengefully thirsting

for the best blood of Troy. 1897 Advance (Chicago) 31 July

143/1 He looked at his mother vengefully. 1727 Bailey
(vol. II), * Vengefulnas, vindictive or revengeful Temper or

Nature. 186* Meredith Poet. IVks. (1912) 134 He fainted on
his vengefulness, and strove To ape the magnanimity of love.

t Vengfement. Obs. [a. OF. vengement, f.

venger Venge v. Cf. Avengement.] Vengeance.
1338 R. BrUNNE Chron. (1810) 197, I wille of bat feloun

tak vengement, pat so fordos my coroun. 1390 Gowbr Conf
III. 282 His oghne brother therupon ..Tok of that Senn^
vengement. 1484 Caxton Curiall 2, I telle to the that thy
vengement shal engendre to the more greuous aduersytes.

1555 Watfeman Fardle Facions App. 351 That thei should

take vengeinente vpon them, bothe by officer, and without.

1596 Stenser /•'. Q. vi. iii. 18 Witnesse thereof he shew'd his

head there left, And wretched life forlorne for vengement of

his theft.

Vengenca, -ency, varr. Vengeance, -anct.

t Vengeously, adv. Obs. 7-are. [Irreg. f.

Venge v. Cf. Vengeancely adv.] Violently,

viciously.

1599 Breton Miseries Manillia Wks. iGrosart) II. 43/1
If 1 did but even touch her, the monkie would set out the

throate, and crie so vengeouslie, that to it must the mother
come. 1824 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 312 He came up
to me so vengeously in the street, and 1 said to him, 'Can't

it be done without fighting ?
'

Venger (ve*nd5ai). Forms : 4-5 veniour,

-iere, vengere, 5- venger (5 wen-), 6 vengear
(van-), fa. AF. or OF. *vengeour {vangeor, ven-

cheur, F. vengeur) and vengicre, agent-n. f. venger

VENGE #.] An avenger. Now/w/. or rheU
a 1340 Hampole Psalter viii. 3 pat *>ou distroy the enmy
& be vengere. c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III. 297 He is

Goddis mynystre. vengere into wrabbe to hym bat dob
evyl. 138a — Ifosea v. 13 And Effraym wente to Assur, and
sente to the kyng veniour. 1447 Bokknham Seyntys (Roxb.)

54 And this I wyl thou know for sekyrnesse That god is

wenger of wyckydnesse. 1483 Cath. Angl. 400/1 A venger,

vindex, vindicator. 1526 Tindale I'rol. Ep. Romans
A iij, Thou woldest thatt their were no. .God, the auctor

and vangear of the lawe. 1590 Spknser F. Q. I. iii. 20 His
bleeding hart is in the vengers hand. 1601 Yarington Tivo

Lament. Trag. iv. viii. in Bullen O. PL IV, I, he is well, in

such a vengers handes, As will not winck at your iniquitie.

1865 Reader 16 Sept. 399/2 Other champion of our cause

shall come,. .venger of his sire. 1881 H. Phillips tr.

Chamisso's Faust 10 The Venger's Vengeance smites the

guilty head.

tVVngeress. Obs. rare. [a. OF. vengeresse :

cf. prec. and -ess.] A female avenger.

In quot. c 1450 as the name of a spear.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. m. met. xii. u868) 107 {>e bre god-

dess s, furijs, and vengerisse of felonies, c 1450 Merlin xiv.

229 This kynge alain was seke of the woundes of the spere

vengeresse [F. la lance vengeresse]. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
xxvii. 99 O cmelle vltryces, wycked vengeresses, Furyes in-

femalle& Iusticers of helle. 1647 Hexham 1, A vengeresse,

een ivrceckster,

t Vengesour. Obs. rare. [f. OF. vengeis-on

vengeance.] An avenger.

1382 Wvclif Lev. xxvi. 25 And I shal brynge vpon 30W
a swerd, vengesoure [1388 vengere] of my boond of pees.

— Numb. xxxv. 25 The hoond of the vengesour.

t Ve*ngible, a. and adv. Obs. [var. of Venge-
able a.]

1. Vengeful, vindictive.

1548 Cooper Elyot's Diet., Dims,, .vengible, cruell, ter.

rible. 1595 Locrine 1. ii. 16 The desperate god Cuprit, with

one of his vengible birdbolts, hath shot me vnto the heele.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 461 These also are the Epe-
thitesofthe Lionesse :. .bold, stony-harted, vengible. 1609
Holland .4/mw. Marcell. 321 A vengible wayt-layer,..by
bloudie grudges and displeasures doing much mischief.

b. Grievous, severe.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 4 Impose they doe upon them hard
and vengible charges to execute.

2. Remarkable, extraordinnry. Also as adv.

1594 Lyly Mother Bombie m. ii, He spake nothing but
sentences, but they were vengible long ones. 1602 Conten.
Hon betiv. Liberality fy Prodigality iv. ii, Thornes, thistles,

and nettles most horrible stingers, Rauens, grypes, and
gryphons, oh vengible wringers. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 78 Hee was a vengible fellow in linking matters
together, whereupon he came to be surnamed Catena, that
is, a chain.

Hence + Vcngibly adv. Obs.
1580 G. Harvey Three Lett. Wks. (GrosarO I. 40 Some as

vengibly and frowardly bent, as for Example, Woormes,
and Moules, and Cunnyes.

Venging, vbl.sb. : see Venge v. 4 (quot. 1382).

Ve'nging, ppl. a. [f. Venge v.] Avenging;
executing vengeance.

VENIAL.
c nyoGol. 3' Ga-M. 759 Thay fecbtin sa fast, With vengeand

wapnis of were throu wedis thai wet. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. i. Imposture 495 So that th' old yeers' renewed
generations Cannot asswage his venging indignations. 1605
Ibid., Sonn. Late Peace xxvi, The furie of Heav'ns venging
Sword.

Vengit, obs. Sc. form of Winged a.

II
Vengolina. Obs. [mod.L., = F. vengoline

(Buffon), from the native name in Angola, given
as benguelinba by Edwards.] The Angola finch

{Serinus angolensis).

1773 PkU. Trans. LXIII. 254, I therefore educated a
yuung linnet under a vengolina, which imitated its African
master so exactly, ..that it was impossible to distinguish
the one from the other.

Veniable, obs. form of Vengeaple a.

t Wniable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. veni-

abilis, f. venia : see Venial a. 1
] Venial, excusable,

pardonable.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. in. xxiii. 168 It is an in-

sufferable delusion, and with more veniable deceit it might
have beene practised in Harts borne. Ibid.vn. xix. 385 In
things of this nature silence condemneth history, 'tis the
veniable part of things lost.

So f Ve'niably adv. Obs.~ l

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. v. xxi. 268 The Pictures
of the ^Egyptians were more tolerable, and in their sacred
letters more veniably expressed the apprehension of Divinity.

Venial (vf'nial), a. 1 and sb. Forms : a. 4
uenial, veniale, 4-7 veniall, 4- venial ; 4-5
venyal (5 -ale), 4-6 venyall. p. 4 veniele, 4-5
veniel. [a. OF. venia/, veniel (mod.F. z'e'nie/,=

Sp. and Pg. venial, It. veniale), or ad. L. venid/is

(rare), f. venia forgiveness, indulgence, pardon.]

A. adj. 1. Worthy or admitting of pardon,

forgiveness, or remission ; not grave or heinous

;

pardonable, light : a. Of sin ; spec, in Theol. as

opposed to deadly or mortal.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27541 Bot bar-of es ober sines smale.

J>at clerkes clepes veniale. /bid. 27545 Man cals bam venial

and light. ('1340 Hakpole Pr. Consc. 2638 pe saul bat es

clensed wele Of al dedely syn and of veniele. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. 287 In bis wise skipphh venial in to dedly synne.

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems ix. 85 In venyale synne longe to byde,

Makeb dedly synnes to growe grete. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 60/2 Toswere lyghtly without hurteor blame is venyal

synne. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 180 Whome no
synne sholde defoule, neyther originall nor actuall, mortall

ne venyall. 1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. \. 5 If he hath

lightly offended in any venyall synne, he pardoneth him.

1615 Brathwait Strappado {1878) 83 If I but tutch, to

tutch 's a veniall sin, The pretty circle of thy dimpled
chin. 1682 Burnet Rights Princes Pref. 33 That it is only

a Venial Sin in any, to lessen the great authority of another.

a 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 360 She had rather have
suffered a thousand deaths, then wittingly commite >• least

veniall sinne. 1737 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. (1753) 116

By what Rule shall a Person be able to make a Judgment
whether his Sins be mortal or venial 1 1830 Scott Demonol.
ii. 56 The crime of the person who. .consulted the oiacle of

Apollo;—a capital offence in a Jew, but surely a venial sin

in an ignorant and deluded pagan. 1875 Jowf.tt Plato

(ed. 2) I. 408 Those who have only committed venial sins are

first purified of them.

b. Of crimes, offences, etc.

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 9 If they do nothing, 'tis a Veniall

slip. i6aa J. Taylor (Water P.) Sir Gregory NonseuceWVs.

(1630) 4/1 The man that seeketh straying minds to weane
all, From veniall vices, or offences penall. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Rift. Pref. p. x, I hope it will be thought a venial

Crime, if in some of these Meditations I have not aim'd to

express Eloquence, but only to cherish Piety. 1746 Francis

tr. Hor., Sat. 1. iv. 174 Thus, pure from more perniciois

crimes I live : Some venial frailties you may well forgive.

1796 W. H. Marshall Rur. Econ. II. 115 The practice of

pruning off the side boughs of Hedgerow Elms is a venial

crime. 187a Yeats Growth Comm. 56 Our own laws not

long ago punished forgery and even more venial crimes with

death. 1876 Fakrar Marlb. Serm. xiv. 134 Laughter may
be the right cure for venial follies.

+ 0. Of an offender : Committing a venial sin or

offence. Obs~ l

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 225 The venial offender

had been released with a gentle reprimand.

2. Of an error or fault : That may he excused or

overlooked ; of a light, unimpoitant, or trivial

nature ; excusable.

1581 Pettie Guazzd-s Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 66 b, Whereby
we may gather, that if the fault in wordes be veniall, the

fault in sentence and matter be mortall. 1639 Fuller Holy

War v. ix. 243 In the prosecuting and managing thereof,

many not only veniall errours but unexcusable faults were

committed. 1699 Bentley Phal. 326 He thinks it a more

venial fault to make a mistake at Second hand after others.

I73S Bolingbroke On Parties xix. 235 He, who would have

been ashamed to participate in Fraud, or to yield to Cor-

ruption may begin to think the Faults venial, when he sees

Men, who were far below Him, rise above Him by fraud

and by Corruption. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 418 Witness at

his foot, The spaniel dvmg, for some venial fault. 1825

Scott Betrothed Conch, This is a venial error compared to

that of our ancestors. 1876 Farrar Marlb. S*rm. xxxvi.

362 If a boy has committed some, .quite venial fault.

b. In general use.

1806 in Mrs. Hutchinson's Mem. ofCol. H. 304 note, The

account here given of Col. Hutchinson's motives. Jays his

conduct fairly open to the discussion . . of the reader, who .

will determine it for himself to be commendable, censurable,

or venial. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 138 This was

indeed a gross delusion, but, assuredly for young men at

least, a very venial one too. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet xvi.

(1853) 96 An act of plunder and revenge -a venial act in the

eyes of the Arabs. 1880 R. G. White Every-Day Eng. 79



VENIAL. 99 VENISON.
Mere provincialism in pronunciation.. is venial in compari-
son with slovenly speech.

f3. Allowable, permissible ; blameless, rare.

^ 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.lxxi.§8 The Iewes-.not doubt-
ing that bodily labours are made by necessitie veniall,
though otherwise, especially on that day [i.e. the Sabbath],
rest be more conuement. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 5 Where
God. .With Man. .familiar us'd To sit indulgent., .permit-
ting him the while Venial discourse unblam'd. 17*5 Poi-e
Odyss. 1. 210 With venial freedom let me now demand Thy
name, thy lineage, and paternal land.

f B. sb. A venial sin or offence ; a light fault or

error. Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 452 pou 1

; bis be synne, yt it

is venyal, and not dedly, and venyals ben waschen awey
wib preieris of a Hater-noster. a 1395 Hylton Scala Ptrf.
1. xxxiii. (W. de W. 1494), Neuertheles yet shalt thou for this
defawte & all other venyals whyche may not be eschewed in

this wretchyd lyf lyft up thyn hert to god. c 1425 St. Mary
o/Oignies 1. vi. in Anglia VIII. 138, 47 pof she so eshewed
fro smal [sins] and veniels. c 1540 Schole House Women
(1572) D iij b, And were not two small venialles, The femin-
ine might be glorifide. 1596 Hell Surv. Popery in. ix. 364
Howsoeuer our late papists flatter themselues in their
venials. 1609 Bp. Hall Dissivas. Poperie Wks. (1627) 642
It. .gently blanches ouer the breaches of Gods law with the
name of venialls, and fauourable titles of diminution. 1671
Woodhead St* Teresa 1. iv. 15, 1 was careful not to commit
any Mortal sin ; . . but of Venials I made no great account.

t Venial, a.- Obs. rare. [Irreg. var. of Venal
a.-] Venous.

XS74 J* Jones Nat. Beginn. Growing $ Living Things 8

When the heart is opened, it receueth Aire by the veniall
arterie. 1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 70 Galen seemeth
rather willyng to call this veyne a certaine veniall passage
or way.

II Venia lia, sb.pl. Obs.—1 [L. venidlia, neut.

pi. of venidlis: see Venial «.*] Venial sins or

offences.

1654 Gayton Pteas. Notes iv. ii. 183 The peccadillo's and
venialia, which never come into the black book.

Veniality. ? Obs. [f. Venial <*.1 + -ity; cf.

Sp. venialidad, Pg. venia!idade.~\ a. The property
or quality of being venial, b. A matter of favour

or grace.
1628 Bp. Hall Serm. Westm. 54 They palliate wicked-

nesse witli the faire pretence of Venialitie. 1654 H.
L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 138 The Flemish Busses.. were
soon reduced .. to intreat the favour of tishing by his
Majesties commission : a veniality the king was most ready
to indulge them.

Venially (vrniali), adv. [f. Venial a. 1 +
-lt a

.] In a venial manner, esp. in the way of

venial sin
;
pardonably, excusably.

a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter xvii. 26 Na man is in erthe bat

synnes noght venyally. c 1386 CilAUCKlt Pars. T. F288 J>ylk

worldly thynges bat he loueth, burgh which he synnelh
venially. c 1440 Jacob's /^VZ/Eoperfore, takyth heed be my
woordys, whanne 5c synnen in pride venyally, & whanne
dedly. 1534 Moke Contf. agst. Trio. 11. Wks. 1 183/1 Wher
as els in dede he had offended but venyally. 1588 A. King
tr. Canisius' Catech. 227 Thay ar aduersaries to the doctrine
of trew religion quha sayis that aue iust man sinnes at leist

veniallie in euery guid wark. 1608 Wili.et Hexapla Exod.
659 A iust man in his good workes doth not shine so much
as venially. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Ded., The
Antients venially delighted in flourishing Gardens. 1740
Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 128 All the faults, follies, and affec
tation of that agreeable tyrant were venially melted down
into so many charms and attractions. 1847 Erasers Mag.
XXXVI. 53 So it fares with genius which, when only venially
erroneous, is not to lie forgiven. 1878 tr. Viilari's Machia-
vetii II, 1. viii. 249 If he sinned again however venially, he
would certainly be hung.

Ve nialness. rare~°. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

= Veniality.
1737 Bailey (vol. II), Venialness, Pardonableness. 1755

Johnson, Pardonableness
%

venialness ; susceptibility of
pardon.

Veniance, etc., obs. ff. Vkngkance.
Venice (venis). Also 6 Venysse, Venise,
Ven(i)ys, Vennya, Venes, 7 Vennia, Venia.
Also Venus-, [a. K. l'enise:—L. Venetia (It.

Venezia, Sp. Venecia, Pg. Veneza) : see def.]

1. The name of the city (the capital of the pro-

vince of the same name) in the north-east of Italy,

used attrib. to designate various articles made theie

or having some connexion with the locality, as

Venice looking-glass, paper, point (lace), tinsel, vial,

work, etc. (Cf. Venetian a. 2.)

*T Venice beam : see Roman a. 1 15. / 'mice blue (see quot.).

Venice crown, Her. (see quot.*. Venice gold, silver (cf.

Gold j*. 4, Silver sb. 4). Venue lac (see Lac 1
2, quot.

1763). Venice soap (see quots.). t ' 'enice sumach, Venetian
sumach. Venice talc, ivhite (see quots,).

1611 Cotgr., Traineau a plommec,. .a Roman, or "Venice
beanie, for the weighing of things. 1598 Florio, Veneto,
a light or "Venice blew, a Turkie colour, c i8a8 Bkrry
Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., * Venice Crown, the crown, or cap of
state, worn by the Doge, is made of cloth of gold,, .covered
with precious stones, and having two long ears, or lappets,

pointed at the ends, hanging down at the sides. 1506 Paston
Lett. III. 404 The (horse-] harnes of *Venys cold. 15*0-1
Rec. St. Mary at Hilt (1905) 310 Item, paid for a vnce of
venes golde iijs viijd. 1535 Wardr. A'ath. Arragon 26 m
Camden Misc. Ill, Fringid withe grene silke and Venysse
golde. 1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. EUz. (1908) 40, viii

Aperns of white gowlde sarsnet edged with veniys gowlde
frenge, 18ji Scott A'enilw. ii, Her hat. .being of tawny
taffeta, embroidered with scorpions of Venice gold. t 1645
Howell Lett. (1655) IV. 43 A new "Venice Loolung-Gla^se,
wherin you may behold that admired Maiden-Citty in her

true complexion. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixiv, The
freat Venice looking-glasses, framed in silver, a 1661
uller Worthies, Cambridge 1. (1662) 149 To such who

object that we can never equall the perfection of "Venice-
paper. 188a Caulfeild & Saward Vict. Needleiv. 51^/1
The fine Needlepoints made at Brussels, .were worn.. in

preference to the heavier "Venice Points. 1883 Mag. 0/Art
Dec. 66 '2 Louis XIV. had a passion for Venice point. 1574
in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 234 Kitchly wroughie
with *venys sylver. 184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 171 1 White
soda soap.. in a less pure state.. is called Alicant, 'Venice,
or Spanish soap. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Venice-
soap, a mottled soap made with olive-oil and soda, with a
little sulphate of iron in solution, or sulphate of zinc. 1597
Gf.rahde Herbal 1293 The first is called Coggygria and
Coccygria: in English 'Venice Sumach, or Silken Sumach.
1728 Bkadlky Diet. Bot.s.v. Rhus, The Venice Sumach, or
Coggygria, sive Colinus Coriaria. 1867 Chambers's Encycl.
IX. 109/1 Steatite, or Soap-stone, . . is sold . .under the names
of Briancon Chalk, French Chalk, and "Venice Talc. 1547
in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 23 Tilsent (- tinsel]

whyte and "venice. 1697 T. Brown Dispensary u. Wks.
1709 III. ill. 77 My cordials are all put into "Venice Vials.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts $ Manvf. 1298 When white lead is

mixed in equal quantities with ground sulphate of barytes,

it is known in France and Germany by the name of "Venice
white, i860 Chambers's Encycl. VI. 722/1 Venice White
contains 1 part of Baryta, and 1 part of White Lead. 1555
Eden Decattes (Arb.) 257 They esteeme nothyng more
precious then drynkyng glasses of "Venice woorke.

2. a. Venice glass, (a) a very fine and delicate

kind of glass, originally manufactured at Murano,
near Venice; (/;) an article made of this, esp. a

drinking vessel or vial
;
(c) a Venetian mirror.

The extreme brittleness of vessels made of this glass isfreq.

alluded to in the 17th century.
(a) 1527 Andrew Brunswyke y

s Distyll. Waters A ij b,

They must be made of venys glasse bycause they shokle
the better withstande the hete of the fyre. a 1583 in Halii-

well Rara Mathem. (1841) 41 Then they must prepare very
cleareand white Glasse.

. ; as fyne and whiteVennys Glasse.
1626 Bacon Sylva §770 The Crystalline Venice Glass is

reported to be a mixture, in equal portions, of Stones
brought from Pavia, by the River Ticinum, and the Ashes
of a Weed called by the Arabs, Kail. 1673 A. Walker
Lees Lachrytnans 13 Their Venice-glass. .cracks with as
slight a blow as pots of courser clay.

(/•) 1587 Harrison England II. vi. in Holinshed 1. 166/2 As
for drinke it is vsuallie tilled in. .bols of siluer in noble mens
houses, also in fine Venice glasses of all formes. 1591
Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. ii. 72 In a Venice Glass before our
eyne, We see the Water intermix witli Wine. 1620 Ga rAKEK
Marriage Duties 41 The more britle a Venice glasse is, the
more gingerly we handle it. 1669 Boyle Certain Physiol.
Ess. (ed. 2) Absol. Rest Bodies 22 Having enquired of a
famous. .Maker of Telescopes, .whether he did not observe
that the Venice-Glasses he employed would sometimes
crack of themselves whilst they were yet in I'lates. 1688 ( hi

Death in Jane Barker Poet. Recreations 11. 44 Life is a
Bubble;. .Tis far more brittle than a Venice-Glass.
(c) 1850 Mrs. Browning Sonn.fr. Portug. ix, I will not

. .breathe my poi>on on thy Venice-glass. 185a Thackf.hay
Esmond 1. IX,On which poor Lady Castlewood gave a rueful

smile, and a look into a little Venice glass she had.

b. Venice treacle, in old pharmacy, an electu-

ary composed of many ingredients and supposed to

possess universal alexipharmic and preservative

properties. Cf. Treacle sb. 1 c. Now arch.
Also occas. called treacle of Venice.
i6xa Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 95 A little Venice

Triacle or other Triacle. 1635 J. Tavlok (Water P.) Life
Thomas Parr C 3, And Garlick hee esteem 'd above the rate

Of Venice-Triacle, or best Mithridate. 1691 T. H[ali:] Acc.
New Invent, p. xxv, And as well may we be afraid to take
the Venice Treacle, because of its being long kept in boxes
of Lead, c 1720 W. Gibson Earrier's Dispens. UL (1721) 146

Venice Treacle. This is also called the Theriaca, or Treacle
ofAndromachus. 1753J. Uartlv.t Gen 1 1. Earriery xlii. (1754)

323 Internally, for bites from vipers, may be given cordial

medicines, such as Venice treacle and salt of hartshorn,

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 573 2 The Muscovites at all

times reject as impure, .rabbit, ass's milk, mare's milk, and
Venice-treacle. 1821 Scott Kem'lw. x\\\. footnote, Orvietan,
or Venice treacle, as it was sometimes called, was understood
to be a sovereign remedy against poison.

o. Venice turpentine (see quots. c 1789, 1800,

and Turpentine sb. 1 b\
1577 Frampton Joyful News 45 Adde therto three ounces

of Venise Turpentine. 1736 Bailey itouseh. Diet. s.v.

Ague, Mix the powder of white Hellebore roots with right

Venice Turpentine, c 1789 Encycl. Brit. ted. 3) IV. 567/1
The kind now called Venice turpentine, is no other than a
mixture of eight parts of common yellower black rosin with
five parts of oil of turpentine. What was originally Venice
turpentine is now unknown. 1800 E. Dakwin Phytol. vi. 84
Thus what is called Venice turpentine is obtained from the

larch by wounding the bark about two feet from the ground,
and catching it as it exsudes. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Prm i.

Agric. (ed. 4) II. 278 The ointment is made as follows:—
Quicksilver, 1 lb. ; Venice Turpentine, £ lb. 1857 Miller
Etem. Cht-m., Org. 503 The common varnish used for cil

paintings and maps consists of 24 parts of mastic, 3 of V enice
turpentine, and 1 of camphor.

Venie, var. Vent Obs. Venieaunce, obs. f.

Vkngkance. Venifice, var. Venefice Obs.

VenigenOUS, a. (Jeol. [f. L. type *venigena ]

Of ruck-masses : Bearing or containing veins of

metal or quartz.

1817 Blackiu. Mag. I, 421 A series of specimens of the

diamond imbedded in a venigenous mass. 1833-4 J. Phillips
Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 762/2 The intricate

character of the venigenous masses of Mousehole.

Venim(ous, obs. ff. Venom(ous.
t Venin, sb.l Obs. In 4-5 venyn. [a. OF.

venin :—L. venen-74/nJ] Venom, poison.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9005 Venyn for

salue wyb hym he nam, Als a monk to court he cam. c 1380
Wyclif Three Treat. (1851} p. xxxvi. As Cristtechib inTiis

gospel, hou hat men shulden.. forsake hercumpeine as venyn
[v.r. venym]. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 57 Triacle is turnid in to
venyn, and bis bat was foundun to remedie, is foundun
to deb.

Hence + Venin v. trans., to poison. Obs.—°
a 1500 Prompt. Parv. 508/2 (MS. H.J, Venynyn or ven-

yinyn, veneno.

Ve'nin,^. 2 Chcm. Also -ine, -ene. [f. Ven-
om -r -in '.] A toxic substance forming the distinct-

ive element in snake-venom. (In recent Diets.)

Veniour, obs. var. Vengeh.
II Venire (v/hai»'r?). Law. [EUipt. for next]
1. - next 1.

1665 Evek Ttyals per Pais \\\. 31 Therefore where the
Sheriff ought not to rclorn the Venire, he cannot retorn the
Tales. 1676 Office Clcik Assize Z> In the mean time doth
the Clerk of the Peace lite the / cnire, and the panncl with
the Indictment. 1722 Bkvkklly Hist. Virginia iv. vi. 223
A Writ of / 'enire issues in such Cases, to summon six of the
nearest Neighbours to the Criminal. 1771 E. Long in Hone
Every-day Bk. (1826) II. 200 You must have a venire for a
jury. 1821 Archhold Digest Law Pleading q Evidence
415 Stating the names, &c. of the knights and recognitors,

as in the venire. 1825 Act 6 Geo. IV, c. 50 § 16 marg., If

Plaintitl sue forth a Venire, etc. in order to Trial, and pro-

ceed not, he may afterwards sue forth another Venire, etc.

and try at any subsequent Assizes.

b. Venire de novo, = next I b.

1797 To.mlins Jacob's Law Diet. s.v. Venire Facias de
noi'O, The following seem to be the cases in which a Venire de
Novo is grantable. 1885 Law Rep. 10 App. Cas. 414 With-
out .sume ^ich power [of ascertaining what the circumstances
were] no judgment, except a venire de novo, could be given.

C. / enire man, one summoned to serve on ajury

under a writ of Venirefacias, a juryman. U.S.
1780 Virginia Statutes at Large X. 4S9 An act for re-

gulating tobacco fees, and fixing the allowance to sheriff-.,

witnesses, and venire-men. 1895 Weekly Examiner (San
Francisco) 5 Sept. 2/1 Shcriit VVhelan's deputies had ap-
parently summoned most all of the veniremen from the

foreign sections of the city.

f 2. = next 2. Obs.

1763 Ld. Harhwickf. in Harris Life (1847) III. 344, I

believe he came 111 upon the venire or capias, ii put in bail.

1769 [see Venire facias 2J.

f 3. The place lrom which the jurors were to be

summoned or in which the cause was to be tried
;

= Venue 5. Obs.
1682 Luttrell Brief'Ret. (1857) '• 185 Mr- Graham havemg
moved once or twice the court of kings bench that the

venire might be laid in another comity. 1682 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1720/7 This day the great Case between the Karl of

Shaftsbury and Mr. Cradock came on in the King^s-liench

about changing the Venire out of London.

II Venire facias (vfnai»*r* f^'Ji^s). Law. [L.,

lit. ' that you cause to come '. Cf. prec]
1. A former judicial writ directed to a sheriff

requiring him to summon a jury to try a cause ur

causes at issue between parties. Obs. or Hist.

1444 Rolls ofParlt. V. 1 12 1 Thissue joyned and entred of
record, and a venire fac' of ye Jure retorned. 1531 Star
Chamber Cases (Seidell) II. iSg They have pursued seuerall

venire facias returnable the First day of the terme of seynt

Hillary next comyng. 1543 Ludlow Churchw. Ate. (Cam-
den) 14 Payde fur a venire facias, xvjd. 1607 Middleton
Phoetnx Ii 4 b, Yuul get a Venirefades tu warne your Iurie,

a Decern tales to fill vp the number. 1665 Evek Tryals
per Pais iii. 24 Of a ( enirefacias : To whom it shall bo

directed [etc.]. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 352 When
therefore ail issue is joined, ..the court awards a writ of

venirefacias. 1790 Amer. State Papers Misc. (1834) I. 32
(Stanf.), Juries shall be summoned by writs of venirefacias.
1821 Archbold Digest Law 414 The jury process is the

same as in ordinary cases, namely, a venire facias and a
habeas corpora juratorum. 1825 Act t> 1.Y0. IV, c. 50 % 16.

125 No former Writ of Venire Facias hau been prosecuted
in that Cause.

b. Venirefacias de novo (lit. 'that you cause to

come anew'), an order for a new trial of a cause,

upon the same record, owing to some defect or

irregularity in the first trial.

1797 Tomlins JacoEs La7u Did. s.v., New Trials are

generally granted where a General Verdict is found; a
Venire Eacias de Novo, upon a Special Veidict.

+2. A writ issued against a person indicted of a

misdemeanour, summoning him to appear befoie

the court. Obs.
1463-4 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 10, I shall send you

another [capiasj with the Copie of your new suites and a

venire facias against the ministre. 1769 Ulackstonk Comm.
IV. 313 The proper process on an indictment for any petty

misdemesnor, or on a penal statute, is a writ of venirefacias,
which is in the nature of a summons to cause the party to

appear. And if by the return to such venire letc.J.

Venia^e, obs. forms of Venice.

Venison (ve'nz'n, veniz'n). Korms : a. 3-5

venesun, 3-6 veneson, 4 veneison, ueneysun,

4-5 venesoun, 5 St* wennesone, 6 vennesoun,

7 venueson ;
4venisun, 4-5 venisoun, 5 veni-

syn, 6 venicen, venuisone, 7venizon, 4- veni-

son
;
4-5 venysoun,4-6 venyaon, 5 venysone,

-soune, -sowne, vennysoun, St* wenysoune,
-son. £. 5 vensoun, 6-S venson, 7-8 ven'son,

7 (9) venzon. [a. AH. veneso{u)n, veneysun,

venysoan, venison , OH. veneson, veneisun, vent-

son, venoison (mod.H. vcnaison,^Yx. venaizo
t

13 -a



VENISON.

venazo, obs. Sp. venation, Pg. veaccio, It. vena'

gi'one) :—L. venation-em hunting, f. venari to hunt.

The pron. (ve'nz'n), given as colloq. by Smart in 1836, is

now usual in England. The fuller (ve'niz'nj or (ve'nizsujis

current in the United States, and (ve'nis'n) is common in

Scotland.]

1. The flesh of an animal killed in the chase or by
hunting and used as food ; formerly applied to the

flesh of the deer, boar, hare, rabbit, or other game
animal, now almost entirely restricted to the flesh

of various species of deer. Cf. b.

a. 111300 Havelok i-;t6 Kranes, swannes, ueneysun, Lax,
lampreys, and god Sturgun. 13.. A'. A/is. 5233 (Laud MS.),
To mete was greibed beef & motoun, Bredes, briddes, &
venysoun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) L 89 pei..eteb
no flesche but venysoun. c 1420 Liher Cocorum (1862) 28

A sawce hit is For vele and venyson, iwys. c 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wtilcker 662 Hec ferina, wenyson, c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes of Ayman xxi. 463 Soo toke he a dysshe that was
before hym, that was full of venyson, and sente it to hym by
a squyre of his. a 1500 RemedieofLoue in Thynne C/iaurer

(1532) 3675/2 Venyson stolne is aye the swetter. 1578 T. N.
tr. Cong. IV, India 200 They sel in this market venison by
quarters "or whole, as Does, Hares, Conies, . .and many other

beastes, which they bring up for the purpose, and take in

hunting. 1598 Man* wood Waives Forest v. (1615)49 Amongst
the common sort of people, nothing is accompted Venison,

but the flesh of Red and Fallow Deere. 1617 Moryson
/tin. in. 149 Hares are thought to nourish melancoly, yet

they are eaten as Venison, both rosted and boyled. 1672

Josselyn' AVw Eng. Rarities 48 Bears are very fat in the

(all of the leaf, at which time they are excellent venison.

1736 Sheridan in Swift Lett. (17-81 IV. 167 Our venison is

plenty: our weather too hot for its carriage. 1769 Gray
Lett., etc. (1775) 363 Fell mutton is. .in season.. ; it grows
fat on the mountains, and nearly resembles venison. 1818

Scott Br. Lamm, ix, The huntsman's knife, presented to

her for the purpose of making the first incision in the stag's

breast, and thereby discovering the quality of the venison.

1837 W. Irving Cafit. B >nncville III. 63 The party . .hunted
for a few days, until they had laid in a supply of dried buffalo

meat and venison. 1885 J. G. Bertram Brit. Aim. Com/.
70 The best venison for the table is supplied by the fallow

deer raised in the home parks of England.
^. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 689 in Babecs Bk.,

Capoun, pigge, vensoun bake, leche lombard. 1502-3 Rec.

St. Mary at Hill (1905I 248 Payd. .ffor a reward for bryng-
yng of venson, 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest v. (1615) 50
Our eldest English writers doe call the same Venson, and
not Venison : But by what reason I see not. 1697 Dryden
sSncid 1. 274 The jars of gen'rous wine.. He set abroach,
and for the feast prepar'd, In equal portions with the ven'son
shar'd. 1717 Prior Alma 1.37S If You Dine with my Lord
May'r, Roast-beef, and Ven'son is your Fare. 1780 Cow per
Progr. Err. 220 Turtle and ven'son all his thoughts employ.
1784 — Talk iv. 612 Whoso seeks an audit here Propitious,

pay-, his tribute, game or fish, Wild-fowl or ven'son.

b. With ^/"(an animal) or defining term.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 472 Huy nomen with heom into

heo:e schip bred i-nov? and wyn, Venesun of heort and
hynd, and of wilde swyn. 0:1400 Sqr, loiot Degre 324
Storkes and snytes ther were also, And venyson freshe of
bucke and do. C1410 Master 0/Game (MS. Digby 182) iii,

pe venysoun of hem [i.e. bucks] is reght goode, and ykept
and salted, as bat of be hert. 1545 Elyot, Aprugna, the
venyson of a wylde boore. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Kings iv.

23 The venison of hartes, roes, and bufnVs. 1648 Hexham
ii, Met zvildt-braedt van een Beer, the Venison of a wilde
Boare. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1. v. 12 Venison both red and
fallow. 1814 Scott IVav. xii. note, The learned in cookery
..hold roe-venison dry and indifferent food, unless [etc.].

1852 Mundy Antipodes (1857) 6 A haunch of kangaroo
venison. 1885 J. G. Bertram B/it. Aim. Comp. 70 A
haunch of red deer venison is not much appreciated, as it

is expensive and troublesome to cook.

O. Used allusively (see quot.).

1579 Nohthbrookk Dicing (1843) 22, I pray God the olde
prouerbe be not found true, that gentlemen and riche men
are venison in Heauen (that is), very rare and daintie to
haue them there.

2 Any beast of chase or other wild animal killed

by hunting, esp. one of the deer kind. Now arck.
13.. K. Alts. 1863 (Laud MS.', Hij charged many a sel-

coube beestc.Wib Armure & ek vitayles ; Longe Cartes
wib pauylounes, Hors & oxen wib venisounes. 1338 R.
Bkunne Chron. (i3io) 64 Whan Harald or be kyng wild
com bider eftsons In be tyme of g[r]ese, to tak bam veny-
son s. c 1400 Sow tone Bab. 51 To chase the Bore or the
Veneson, The Wolfe, the Bere and the Bawson. 1456 Sir
G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 234 He slttand in a busk.,
bydand the venysoun come stalkand by him stillely. 1535
Coverdale Isaiah U. 20 Thy sonnes He com forties at y*
heade of euery strete like a taken venyson. 1588 Parkk tr.

Mcndoza's Hist. China 9 One whole venison is bought for

two rials. 16:1 Shaks. Cymb. m. iii. 75 He that strikes The
Venison first, shall be the Lord o" th' Feast. 1651 Cleve-
land Poems 12 The Ven'sons now in view, our hounds
spend deeper. 1727 [Dorrington] Philip Quart1 1$ Ten to
one but I may give you a Venison. 1854 Thoreau IValden
(1884) 302 One [hare] sat by my door. ..I took a step, and.,
away it scud with an elastic spring, ..the wild free venison,
asserting its vigor. 1876 Forest a> Stream 13 July 368/2
When you see a ' venzon ', shoot him, shoot him, When
you shoot a venson, se:id me some to cook.

b. coiled. (See quot. 1603.) Now arch.

a. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 112 pe kyng. . Forsters

did somoun, enquered vp & doun, Whilk men of toun had
taken his venysoun. £1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 83 A
theof of venisoun . .Can kepe a forest best of every man.
c 1400 Brut 105 pe Kyng Elle was gon to be wode him forto

desporte : and of venysoun somdele he bade tak. 1464 Rolls

of ParIt. V. 533 The surveyng aswell of the Verte as of the

Venyson of oure forest, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. 1. clxxiL(isi6)

99/3 Yet Cherts is Venyson and other wylde beestes, and
Fowle, and Fysshe great plente. 1550 J. Coke Eng. <j- Fr.

Heralds § 6 You sayyou have fayre forestes,chases and parkes

full of venyson marvelous. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire

100

(1892) 268 The fyve sortes of beastes of the Foreste. .as alsoe

the fyve sortes of the beastes of Chace, all which ten sortes

are comprehended vnder the name of Venison. 1680 Mordf.n

Geog. Reel. (1685) 347 Their Venison is the Wild Boar, the

Hart, the Stag, the Fallow Deer and Hare, which are most

excellent. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 819 The Verderers

and Foresters shall meet to view the Attachments of the

Forest, as well of Vert, as Venison. 1791 W. Gilpin

Forest Scenery II. 17 Under him are two distinct appoint-

ments of officers; the one to preserve the venison of the

forest ; and the other to preserve its vert 1854 Thorf.au

Walden xiii, I was interested in the preservation of the

venison and the vert more than the hunters.

0. 1597 Constable Poems (1859) 75 Course the fearefulle

Hare, Venson do not spare, a x6i8 Sylvester Little Bartas

484 Wks. (Grosarti II. 89 For Him, the Mountains, downs,

& Forrests breed Buffs, Beefs, Sheep, Venzon.

f 3. The action or practice of hunting ; venery.

Obs. rare.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 68 Therscholde he with his Dart on
honde Upon the Tigre and the Leon Pourchace and take

his veneison. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. xxxiv.

(Tollem. MS.), These men. .gon aboute in large wildirnesse

as wylde men,, .and lyuen by prayesand by venison, c 1520

Adam Bell, Clim of Clough, etc. iv, They were outlawed
for venyson, These thre yemen euerechone.

4. attrib. and Comb., as venison dish, plate, pro-

vider, salesman, thief, etc. ; venison-like adj.

1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 74 b, His flesh is Venesonlike :

for the which he is so often hunted. 1734 Arbuthnot in

Pope Lett. (1735) I. 340 My Venison Stomach is gone.

a 1743 R. Savage Progr. Divine Wks. T777 II. 120 Some
plunder fishponds ; others (ven'son thieves) The forest

ravage. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., Thus, in some
places, the wolf and the fox are reckoned among the Veni-
son beasts. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 167 Thomas Fricker,

Game, Poultry, Pork, Venison, and Egg Salesman. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Venison-dish, a metal dish to keep
venison hot at table. Ibid., Venison-plate, a hot plate for

eating venison on. 1897 Outing XXIX. 437/2 A hound-
master, gamekeeper, and venison provider.

b. In the sense of ' made of or with, consisting

of, venison*, as venison dinner, pasty, pie.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 202 We haue a hot Venison
pasty to dinner. 1665 in Maitland Club Miscell. (1840) II.

527 For Venusone py, 005 08 00. 1681 T. Flatman Herac-
iitus Ridens No. 28 (1713) I. 184 The Whigs shall not
always Rule the Roast, nor the Custards and Venison-
Pasties neither. 17*1 Amherst Terrae Fil. No. 1. 4 To see

the virtuous munificence of founders, .tost up in fricasees

and venison pasties. 1818 Scott Rob Roy vi, ThornclifTs

person, stuffed as it is with beef, venison-pasty, and pudding.
1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggnrty Diamond iv, Since my
venison dinner and drive with Lady Doldrum. 1864 C.

Geikie Lifein Woods vi. (1874) 117 Venison pie,. .for days
after, furnished quite a treat in the house.

Hence Ve'nisonized ///. a., cooked so as to

resemble venison. Venisoni'vorous a., given to

eating venison, nonce-words.

4:1831 G. C. Lewis Lett. (1870) 10 People are very
venisonivorous. 1881 Mrs. A. R. Ellis Sylvestra II. 29
The venisonized loin of mutton.

Veni'tary. rare~~x
. [ad. med.L. venitarium,

{.venite: see next.] (See quot.)

1853 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. 11. xii. 213 The Venitaty
was a small book, in which the ' Venite, exuhemus Domino,'
. . with the appropriate invitatorium, . . was written out, and
the notation for the chant put beneath the words.

II Venite (Waart*). [L. : 2nd pers. pi. imp.

of venire to come.] The ninety-fifth psalm (the

ninety-fourth in the Vulgate, beginning Venite,

exultemus Domino) used as a canticle at matins or

morning prayer ; the invitatory psalm ; also, a

musical setting of this.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 18 pus do5 et euerich Gloria Patri, & et

te biginnunge of be Venite. c 1450 in Aungter Syon (1840)

364 The two sustres that be tabled to synge the versicles

schal synge the Venite and the first verse at matens. 1657
Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer 32 The Venite. O come let us

sing unto the Lord. This is an Invitatory Psalm. 1713
Gibson Codex Juris Eccl. Augl. 299 Invitatories, Some
Text of Scripture, adapted and chosen for the Occasion of
the Day, and used before the Venite. 1853 Rock Clu of
Fathers III. 11. xii. 213 On high feast days, the 'Venite'
used to be sung with great solemnity, by the rulers of the

choir. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 134 The mode
of singing the 'Venite*, with an Invitatory superadded.
1899 A. C. Benson Life Abp. Benson I. xv. 589 He had
himself ushered to his place by the verger before the Venite.

fb. Venite book, a book containing a musical

setting of the * Venite ' ; a venitary. Obs.

1434 Invent. St. Mary's, Scarborough in Archaeologia LI.
66 Et unum librum vocatum Venite boke. 1537 in Glassock
Rec. St. Michaels 127 Item nj pryntid masbooke and a
venyte booke. 1559 Dunmoiv Churchiv. MS. 43 b, A booke
of parchment conteyninge in yt a Venite booke, an ymnall,
and a boke for diriges and berialls.

Venitian, obs. f. Venetian. Venizon, obs. f.

Venison. Venk, southern ME. pa. t. Fang vA
Vjnkes(s, -is, -us, obs. varr. Vanquish v.

tVenlin. Obs. [a. obs. LG. wait* (obs. G.
fenlin, -lein ; now fahnlein), dim. of vane (G.
fahne) banner. Cf. Banner sbA 3.] A company
(of soldiers). (See also Vanlin.)
1541 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1849) VIII. 550 [They had

set up four] venlins tor banners, each of which ought to]
conteyne [500]. 1587 Fleming Contn, Holinshed III. 1994/1
They prouided the best they could to repell them, appointing
foure venlins or ensignes of lance knights to keepe a stand-
\ni watch that night in the trenches.

Ven'mowse, obs. form of Venomous a.

Venn(e, southern Mii. variant of Fen sbA

VENOM.
Vennel (vemel). Sc. (fr.) and north. Forms:

5- vennel, 5 venal(e, 6 wennall, -el, 6-9 ven-
nell, 7 venel, 7-9 vennal, 8 vannile

; 7 vinell,

9 vinnel. \ji.OY.venele, vznelle, vanel/e (mod.F.
venelle) :—Rom. type *venella (med.L. venella),

dim. of L. vena vein.]

1. A narrow lane, passage, or thoroughfare in a

town or city ; an alley or wynd. Chiefly Sc.

1435 in Laing Charters (1899) 30 A land in the west gate
lyand neste the comoune vennel. 1439 Charters, etc. of
Edinb. (1871) 64 The comon venale cailit Sanct Leonardis
wynde. 1477 Extr. Aberd. Rec. (1844) I. 36 That the
alderman.. pass through the toune to see the venalis that

are closit. 1531 Abst. Protocols Town Clerks ofGlasgow \\

.

(1897) 43 The common wennel of the Gray Freris. 1562 in

Archzol. AKliana (1856) I. 41 Two burgages or tenements
lying together in Spycer Lane, abutting on a vennel called

the Stonye Hyll. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 155 Gif ther be
any venels stopped, or bigged vp. 1706 in M'Naught
K'ilmaurs xix. 251 To send one man out of every house.,
to repair the high wayes and venniles. 17*7 Rec. Eight
(New Spald. CI.) I. 425 The vennell or wynd called Lossie
or Carman's wynd. a 1774 D. Graham Writ. (1883) I. 101

Some through Preston vennal fled. 1859 \V. Anderson
Disc. Ser. n. (i860) ic6 When he is away to hold the prayer-
meeting down the Vennel. 1879 N. <y Q. 5th Ser. XI. 137/1
In the town of Strabane, Ireland, there are a number of

narrow passages, called ' vennels ', from the main street to

the river shore.

2. north. An open drain or gutter; a sewer.

1641 in Heslop Northumlld. Wds. s.v., Paid Strother for

making cleane the common vennell before Widdow Wilson's
doore, is. a 1800 Pecge Suppl. Grose, Vennel, a gutter,

called the kennel.. elsewhere. Northumb. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Gloss., Vennel, a sewer. 1881 Sargisson Joe Scoap

93 (E.D.D.), Carry't t' watter oflT beaath ways inteh t'

vennels.

Venneson, -soun, obs. ff. Venison. Venney,
Vennie, varr. Veny^ Obs. Vennis, obs. f.

Venice. Vennisone, -ysoun, obs. ff. Venison.
Venny, var. Veny - Obs. ; dial. f. Fenny a?
Venom (ve*nam), sb. and a. Forms : a. 3-6

venym, 4 uenym, fenym (femyn), 4-5 wenym,
venyme

; 3 uenim, 3-7 venim, 4 wenim, 4-7
venime, 6 venimme

; 4-5 wenem, 5-7 ven-
em(e. @. 4-6 venurn (6 Sc. winam)

; 4-7 ven-
ome, 7 venombe, 4- venom (4,9 dial., vemon,
9 dial, wenom) ; Sc. 5 wennonie, 6 vennom(e.
[a. AF. and OF. venim (venym], variant of venin

(see Venin !
) :—L. venen-um (whence also It., Sp.,

Pg. veneno) poison, potion, drug, dye, etc.

The change of the final « to m may have been due to dis-

similation (a different effect of which appears in the OF.
variant velin and It. veleno), but cf. pilgrim, vellum.)

A. sb. 1. The poisonous fluid normally secreted

by certain snakes and other animals and used by
them in attacking other living creatures.

The venom of snakes is secreted in a poison gland com-
municating with the fangs, through which it is ejected in

the act of striking.

a. < 1220 Bestiary 139 in O. E. Misc. 5 Oc he [sc. a
serpent] spewed or al 3e uenim Sat in his brest is bred.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14871 Strangli was bis folk felun,..Was
nedder nan o mar wenim. c 1325 Prose Psalter xiii. 5

Venim of aspides, .i. nedders. £1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

T 195 The galle of the di agon shal been hire drynke, and the

venym of the dragon hire morsels, c 1450 St, Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6313 A serpent him ourqweld..; hiot his venym it

did na sare. 1484 Caxton Fables of AZsop v. viii, The
serpent came oute and slewe the child through his venym.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 67 ruarg., Serpentes without
venime. 165a j. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox m. 49
Like Spiders which make venim of Roses.

p. a 1300 Cursor M . 20959 pe nedder o venum sa Strang.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiii. 5 Venome of snakis [is]

vndire be lippes of ba. a 1400-50 Alexander 4797 As gotis

out of guttars in golanand wedres, So voidis doun be vemon
be vermyns schaftis. X614 Disc. Strange fy Monstrous
Serpent B 4, [The dragon] will cast his venome about foure

rodde from him. 11645 Mii.ton Arcades 53 What the.,

hurtfull Worm with canker'd venom bites. 1727-46 Thom-
son Summer 909 He [sc. a serpent].., Whose high-con-

cocted venom thro' the veins A rapid lightning darts.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. ix. 195 The venom con-

tained in this bladder is a yellowish thick tasteless liquor.

1813 Byron Corsair 1. xi. 28 Man spurns the worm, but

pause* ere he wake The slumbering venom of the folded

snake. 1821-2 Shelley Chas. /, I. 127 As adders cast their

skins And keep their venom, so kings often change. 1873

Mivart Elem. Anat. 438 Poisonous serpents however are

provided with an extra glandular structure placed beneath

and behind the orbit. This gland it is which secretes the

venom.

+ b. Of venom,-? Venomous a. 3. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 311 pey} bere be no grete

bestes of venym, 3it bere beeb venemous attercoppes.

2. Poison, esp. as administered to or drunk by a

person ; any poisonous or noxious substance, pre-

paration, or property ; a morbid secretion or virus.

Now rare.

o. c X290 S. Eng, Leg. 408/207 Venim ich habbe, strong

i-novjh, bat ho-so barof nimeth ou3t..to debe he worthy

i-brou^t. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1010 Ech gtas bat berinne

wexb) a^en venim is. a 1300 Cursor M. 21055 Venim he

drank wit-outen wath. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvin. 152

For venym for-doth venym. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb.

MS.) 1133 Whi schuld venym or stynk lette vsto visite men
in presun? c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. Bo If venym or

puyson be bro3t in place whare he dyamaund es, alsone it

waxez moyst. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret, 195 Many
kingys..that myght not be ouercomewith armys by wenym
loste thar lywis. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distylt. Waters



VENOM.
C j , Water of the same . . is good to be dronke for venym and
impoysonynge. «555 Lden Decades (Arb.) 108 Fogeda,..
throwgh the maliciousnes of the veneme [of a poisoned
arrow], consumed and was dryed vp by lytile and lyttle.

J593 Q- Eliz, Boeth. i. pr. iii. 6 Thou haste not knowen
Anaxagoras flight, nor Socrates Venim, nor Zenos torment.
1616 Surfi.. & Mahkh. Countrie Farme 179 Garlicke eaten
fasting, is the Countrey mans Tieacle in the time of the
Plague,, .as also against all manner of Venime and Poyson.
0. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxx. 5 As venome is hid vndire

a swet morsell. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. \ John) 329, I wil
bat bu drinke be venome I sal be gyfe. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Foetus (Percy Soc.) 1S6 Ther is no venome so parlious in

sharpnes, Os when it hathe of treacle a lyknes* c 1480
Henryson Orpheus fy Eurydice (Asloan) 106 This cruell

wennome was so penitryf, As natur is of all mortall poisoun.
1584 Cogan Haven Health ccxliii. 265 The houses and
the houshoulde stuflfe, vnlesse they bee purified with fire

..and such like, keepe their venom for the space of a ycare
or more. 1594 Shaks. Rich, III, iv. i. 62 Anoynted let

me be with deadly Venome. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n.
xxix. 173 Till (if Nature be strong enough) it break at last

the contumacy of the parts obstructed, and dissipateth the
venome into sweat. 1685 Temple Ess., Gardens Wks. 1720
I. 178 A great Preservative against the Plague, which is a
sort of Venom. 1797 Coleridge Rev. G. Coleridge 29 Some
[trees] . . Have tempted me to slumber in their shade . . ; then
breathing subtlest damps, Mixed their own venom with the
rain from Heaven, That I woke poisoned ! 1896 Allbutt's
Syst.Med. I. 731 Infection of the deeper tissues and of the
whole body is chiefly due to absorption of soluble venom
from the place where the growth of microbes is proceeding.
1910 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 337 Fields of nightshade that are
sufficient to themselves in their own foul venom.

3. fig. Something comparable to or having the
effect of poison ; any baneful, malign, or noxious
influence or quality ; bitter or virulent feeling,

language, etc.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 15385 Of all venim and of envi ful

kindeld vp he ras. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 574 pe venym
& be vylanye & be vyoos fyl,»e, pat by-sulpez mannez saule
in vnsounde hert. c 1380 Wyci.ik Wks. (1880) 417 $if manye
wolden holde to^edere in bis bileue a3enus be fenii, it were
a triacle a^enus venym bat emperour prelatis sowen in be
folc. c 1400 Filgr. Sowle 11. xlv. (1859) 51 They have ben
wretched and irous, ful of venym, of rancour, and of hate.
c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 205 God gaue mankynde fowde of
lyfe wherin the enmy spued venym by a worde of lesyng.

1509 Fisher 7 Penit. Fs. xxxviii. Wks. (18761 79 They laye
before a man venym pryuely hyd vnder the colour of apper-
ynge vertue. a 1560. Kingf.smyu. Man's Est. vi, (1580) 33
That venime hath infected the whole race. 1607 Hieron
Wks. I. 361 Hauing in him the arrowes of the Almightie,
the venime thereof drinking vphis spirit, a 1674 Clarendon
Surv. Leviath. (1676) 168 The veneme of this Book wrought
upon the hearts of men.
p. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wcmen 166 To speik..I sail

nought spar. ..I sail the venome devoid with a vent large.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv, 152 Lat men be war,
and keip thame suire Fra wemenis vennome. 1596 Dal-
Rv.MPLEtr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 215 Quha venum
verie poysonable and deidlye in Germanie had souked out
of Luther, and otheris Archheritikis. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. in. ii, Well, I am resolv'd what lie doe.

—

What, my good spirituous sparke?—Mary, speake all the
venome I can of him. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 533 Who
this had scene, with tongue in Venome steep'd, 'Gainst
Fortunes State would Treason haue pronoune'd. 1675
Marvell Corr. Wks. iGrosart) II. 467 He was gone into
the country, swoln with his new honour, and with venom
against the fanatics. 1715-6 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V.
170 Dr. Charlett continued his venom ag[ains]t nonjurors.
1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 416 A dose of venom
apparently prepared, and administered to poison the pro-
vince. 18:8 Scott Br. Lamm, xxxiii, The venum of your
present language is sufficient to remind her, that she speaks
with the mortal enemy of her father. 1860 Emerson Cond.
Life, Fate Wk*. (Bobn) II. 321 Whilst art draws out the
venom, it commonly extorts some benefit from the van-
quished enemy.

b. With of (nin, envy, etc.).

o. c 13x5 Shoreham iv. 93 porwe be fenym of senne pat al
mankende slakp. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. f 530 Certes
than is love the medicine that casteth out the venime of
envie fro mannes herte. 1497 Bp. Alcock Mons Perfect.
Biij, Y* deuyl. .sessed neuer with his venym of dyscorde.
1557 Totters Misc. (Arb.) 245 Beware also the venym swete
Of crafty wordes and flattery.

0. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 64 If any odyr gretter, fayrar
or strengar be cald in be pepyll, onon he is heuy touchyd
with venum of envy, c 1440 Alph. Tales 122 Fie told so
mekull horrible venom of syn at bairn irkid to here hym.
1562 WinJet Wis. (S.T.S.) I. 40 The sweit venum of
deuyllish eloquence of wordis. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv.

iv. 45 Mingled with Venom of Suggestion. 1643 R- Baker
Chron., Rich. 7,91 Kit may not have the name, yet certainely
it had the venome of a bitter Taxation. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 445 It were to be wished all the Venome of
Detraction were spent against it selfe. 1697 P«I°R -^ Satire
51 The Venom of a spiteful Satire.

+ 0. Used in addressing persons. Obs. rare.
159a Breton Pilgrim. Paradise Wks. (Grosart) I. 12/2

The pilgrime gan repfie, Die ougly venum in thy villany.
1601 Shaks. Tivel, A. m. ii. 2 And. No faith, lie not stay
a iot longer: To. Thy reason deere venom, giue thy
reason.

4. With a and pi. A poison ; a particular kind of
poison or virus.

.
a - x377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 153 Ofalle venymes, foulest

is be scorpioun. 1402 Hoccleve Lett. Cupid 258 With 00
venym another was distroyed. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence
16 panne it schal be no nede to vse in this perilous cure
venemys, as s-une lechis doon. a 1533 l-D - Berners Gold, Bk.
M. Aurel. (1546) Uiijb, Suche herbes and venims that
might poyson them in theyr meates. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 102 One Richard Roose.dyd caste a certyne
venym or poyson into a vessell replenysshed with veste or
barme. 1594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol., Chancerie $ 29 Discern-

101

ing and tempering by just proportions good venims from
evil. 1604 Jas. I Counterbt. to Tobacco (Arb.) 100 The
stinking Sutiumigation whereof they yet vse against that
disease, making so one canker or venime to eate out another.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <V Min. 255 [Salamanders'] biting
is deadly, having as many venims as colours.

/3. 1513 Douglas /Eneidxix. iv. 88 King Picus.., Quham,
revist for his lufe, throu vennomys seyr, Circes his spous
smatewyth anegoldin wand. 1580 Frampton tr. Monarde's
Two Med. agst. Venome 115 These venoms partly doe kill

us; partly we use them for our profite, and bodily health.

1613 Pl'rchas Pilgrimage (1614) 480 A man, whose nature
infected with a stronger venome, poysoned other venemous
creatures, if any did bite him. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 4 59
Were all as tame. .as their Queei was fair? Not one to flirt

a venom at her eye*, Or pinch a murderous dust into her
drink? 1904 Brit. Med. Jml. 10 Sept. 571 The an ti -effect

of different specific antivenoms upon their venoms. Ibid.

574 The toxicity of the most powerful venoms.

\>.fig. (Cf. 3.)

1523 Ld. Berners I-roiss. I. ccclxxxiv. 647 These people
..retourned into their owne countreis ; but the great venym
remayned styll beiiynde, for Watte Tyler, Jacke Strawe,
and John balL.wolde nat departe so. '1x578 Limdesav
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 82 Ane winam aganis
the poure man. 1583 BabiNGTON Coiumandm. (1590) 346
There is no speciall calling amongst men, whereunto by
name this vice is not forbidden as a venome of all vertue.

1757 Burks Abridgytt, Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 411 Taunts and
mockeries ..which infused a mortal venom into the war.

1910 A. R. Macewen Antoinette Bourignon ii. 54 All the
poisons and venoms with which sin has polluted God's
handiwork.

f 5. A colouring matter; a dye. Obs. rare.
<' *374 Chaucer Boeth. ii. met. 5 (1868) 50 pei cou^e nat

medle the bri^te flies of be con t re of sirieus wib be venym
of tirie. 155a Huloet, Venym,. .Vs generallye [to denote]
anye thynge whych altereth coloure, or nature of that wher-
with it is myxt.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Comb., as venom -breed-

ing, -hating, -sputtering-, venom-flanged, -noyed,

-spotted adjs. ; venom-maker ; venom-cold adj.

I'enom mouthed: see Venomed///. a. 4.

111340 Hampole Psalter Ivii. 5 Crist ..lufes not charmers
and venym makers. 138a Wvclif Ps. Ivii. 6 The vois of the
enchaunteres ; and of the venym makere. C1400 Laud
1
"roy Bk. 926 Medee. . By-tau^t Iason a riche ryng, That

alle venym for-dede & strued,—That he schul not be venym-
noyed. X598 Marston Sco. Villanie Hi. xi. 229 Avaunt
lewd curre, presume not to speake, Or with thy venome-
sputtering chaps to barke 'Gainst well-pend poems. 1612
Drayton Poly-otb. 1. 52 Jernsey, . .whose venom-hating
ground The hard'nedemeril hath. 1760 Fawkes Anacreon,
Odes xlii. 12 By rankling Malice never stung, I shun the

venom-venting Tongue. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 4S1
The venom-spotted coils and serpent eyes, a 1847 Eliza
Cook There's a Hero iv. 2 A venom-breeding Ocean. 1864

J. C Atkinson Stanton Grange 220 A venom-fanged viper.

1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg's 'Feu.'. Mythol. 9-2 The
venom-cold Elivogs. 1904 Brit. Med. Jml. 10 Sept. 581
The treatment of venom poisoning.

b. Simple attrib., as venom-albumen, -flood,

-globulin, -peptone, -snake, etc.

1845 Zoologist III. 1031, I found also five pairs of rudi-

meutal fangs, ..apparently unattached to the venom-sac
1847-9 Todd's Cycl. A nat. IV. 291/1 In the most deadly
venom-snakes, .the poison fangs acquire their largest size.

1855 Bailey Mystic 54 Fire, ice and scalding venom-floods
of hell. 1883 Science II. 24/1 Three distinct proteids may
be isolated from the venom of the moccason and the rattle-

snake. These they propose to call respectively, venom-
peptone, venom-globulin, and venom-albumen. 1897
Allbittt's Syst. Med. II. 811 One observer classing a
venom proteid with the albumins or globulins.

B. adj. Venomous; virulent, malignant, spite-

ful. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1350 Si, Laurence 158 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (i83i)

109 And seyn bete his body bare With scorpions bat uenym
ware. 1398 Trevisa Barth. He P. R. xvur. xi. (Bodl. MS.),
The venem spiper hatte Aranea. 01425 Cursor M. 20959
(Trin.*, pe venym nedder pat was strong, c 1511 1st Eng.
Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. p. xxxiv/i Forestis full of snakes
and other venym beestes. 1538 Bale God's Promises 111.

in Dod^ley Old Plays (1780) 1. 18 In my syght, he is more
venym than the spyder. 1590 Shaks. Com. Flrr. v. 69 The
venome clamors of a iealous woman. 1594 Nashk Unfort.
Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 116 Things like sheep-lice, which
aliue haue the venomest sting that may be. 1600 Breton
Melanch. Hum. Wks. (Grosart) I. 13/1 Tis a subtill kinde
of spirit, Of a venome kinde of nature. 189a E. Anglian
Daily Times (E.D.D.1, A man remarked to two boys fight-

ing, ' You-a-munshy [you amongst youj fare as wenom as
harnets '.

Venom, v. Now Obs. or arch. Forms : a. 4-5
venem(e, 4-6 venym(e, (4 venymp-, femyne\
4, 6-7 venim{e, 6 veaeymen. &. 5-7 venome
(5 vemon), 6- venom, 7 veunura, fad. OY.ven-
imer to envenom, or f. Vknom sb. Cf. Anvknom
v. and Envenom t>.]

1. trans. To injure by means of venom ; to

poison (a person, etc.) ; = Envenom v. i.

c 1310 Sir Tristr. 1526 pe tong [of be dragon] y liar oway ;

pus venimed he me pan. 1375 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg.
(1878) 136/1 Who so were, .venympd wib eny wikked
beste. a 1400-50 Alexander 4842 A Basilisk, .vemons in be
vaward valiant kni^tis. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xviii. 332 (Harl.

MS), It befelle in shorte tyme. that dragons and venemous
bestes venemed men. 1483 Cath. Angl. 400/1 To venome,
venenare, jntoxicare. 155a Huloet, Veneymen, infet'o,

ct's, intoxico, as, ueneno, nas. 1579 Langham Card. Health
202 He that rubbeth his hands with the root [of Dragons]
in May, take adders, and they shall not venim him. 1610
Markham Masterp. 11. cviii. 390 Out of the same will runne
a., humor, which will venome the whole foote. 1665 Binvan
Holy Citie 230 The Dragon is a venemous beast, and
poisoneth all where he lieth ; he beats the Earth bare, and

VENOMED.
venoms it, that it will bear no grass. 1694 Phil, Trans.
XVIII. 280 These with many other different Herbs spread-
ing and running upon the Trees choak and venom them.
fig' 1579 Tomsom Calvt'/t's Serm, Jim. 116 2 We shall see
these vermine that seeke nothing else but to rotte or venime
the Church of God. 1607 Tolrseur Re:: 'Frag. III. E 4 b,

Since 1 must, Through Brothers periurie, dye, O let me
venome Their soules with curses.
transf. 1679 Dkyden & Lee (Edipus 111. i, Oh his

murd'rons Bieath Venoms my airy Substance !

b. absol.

1563 HylL Arte Garden. (1593) in Linnen cloathes..laid
to any place, where either Spider 01 waspe hath venomed,
dooth quickly take away the paine thereof. 1575 Tlrbi rv.
Venerie 187 She venometh with hir byting when she is

sault, as the Wolfe doth. 1607 ToPSELL Fottrf. Feasts 515
A shrew, which biting horses and labouring cattell, it dotn
venome vntill it come vnto the hart, and then they die. i6:o
Markham Masterp. n. exxv. 427 Looke that you touch no
part of the horse therewith, saue the sorrance onely ; for it

will venome.

2. To put venom in or on (somethir.g' ; to render

venomous; — Envenom v. 2.

c 1350 Libeaus Desc. 2050 For boru5 bat swordes dint.

,

t>e
venim will me spille : I venimed [v.r. femyncdc] hern

iol>e,. -Our foinen for to fille. 1387 Trevisa H/gdcn (Rolls)

V. 443 A swerdman, wib a sweid i-venymed, a 1470
Hahding Chron. LXXII. xiii, There was a well whiche his

enemyes espied.. .Whiche they venomyd with poyson on a
daye. 1569 J. Sanm>kd tr. Agrip/a's I'an. Ar:es 105b,
They have poysoned the water, infected the corne, and
venomed the victual^, a 1604 Hanmeh Chron. /re/and
(1^33) 52 He also was sore wounded with a Speare, whose
head was venomed. 1612 J. DaviES iHeref.) Muse's Sacr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 18/1 'J lie Med'cine, so, thou gau'st to

cure my Wounds, I venomed to make my hurt ihe more.

1725 Pope Odyss. x. 272 Vtiiom'd was the bread, and mix'd
the bowl, With drugs of force to darken ail the soul. 1834
Becki-ord Italy II. 78 The beat seems .. to have new
venomed the stings of the fleas and the musquitot s.

fig. 1794 Southey Fllinor 52 All her rankling shafts

Barh'd with disgrace, and venom'd with disease. 1800

Coleridge Piccolom. v. v, Wherefore barb And venom the

refusal with contempt?

b. To embitter ; = Envenom v. 2 b.

1621 Lady M. Wroth Crania 154 Loue like a serpent

poysoning my ioyes, and biting my best daiei, venonid all

myblisse. 1819 Keats / 'is. Hyperion 1. 175 Only the dreamer
venoms all his days, Bearing more woe than all his sins

deserve.

3. fig. To infect with moral evil; to corrupt,

deprave, vitiate ;
— Envenom v. 3.

13. . A". Alls. 2860 [They] saide we], er that tyme. Al f.r 1

•

was of heom venynie [v.r. venymed]. c 1380 Wvci ih Wks.
(18801 286 pes religious & seculere prtstis,. .bi brekynge oi

l>is lawe, ben cursid of god & venemyn ctistencome. c 1407
Lydg. Reson fy Sens. 3391 And of venym. .Venus plcynly
took her name. For she venemyth many wy-e Al that doon
to hir servise. 1536 ISellenden Cron. &cot. (1821) I. 51

Sen our time is now sa venomit with uncouth and superflew

metis and drinkis. 1591 R. Turnblll^V. James 161 b, Lyes
blasphemie, ..filthie talke,. . whereby the soules of men are

often poysoned and venomed to death. 1616 Breton
Invective agst. Treason Wks. (Grosart) I. 4/2 Pride doth
blinde y

e Eie, Infects y Minde, vennums y harte, and
gives the Sowle a sting. 1681 Peace fy Truth 10 1 his was
the felicity of innocent Man before his Heait was venomed
with Lost and Vanity. 1906 Weytm.Gaz.24 Dec. 2 1 To
the pyre With this fund that venoms all our sinful veins!

Ve nomed, ///. a. [f. Venom sb. or v. Cf.

Envenomed///, a.]

1. Of reptiles, insects, etc. : Endowed with venom;
= Venomous a. 3.

1381 Wyclif Wisdom xvl. 10 Thi sonus forsothe, nouther
the teth of dragounes, ne of venymed thingus ouercamen.

1445 in Anglia XXV II I. 269 She [Lechery] misshapith

soni bodies More cruelly than circes herbis, which venemyd
be with poysoun. 155a Huloet, Venemed, itifcctus, in-

toxicatus. 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen {1627) 15

Against the venomed tongue of a beast, and also hi* body.

159a Breton Fi/grim. Paradise Wks. 'r rosart) I. 8/2 A
wood. .Where Snakes, and Adders, and such veiiumed
things, Had slaine a number, with thel <:ruell stinges.

1607 TorsF.Li. F'our.f. Beasts 26 Ihe liver ol an asse burnt,

driueth away venomed things. 1697 Dryden I trg. Georg.

in. 629 To drive the Vipers Brood, and all the venom d

Kace. X794 Matiiias I urs. Lit. (1798) 157 And venom'd
insects cluster round the tomb, a 1806 Housley Serm.
(1816) IV. 35 The natural advantages of man over the

venom'd reptile.

2. Covered, charged, imhued, impregnated, or

smeared with venom ; full of venom ;
poisoned,

poisonous; = Venomous a. 5.

? 1402 Quixley Ball. iii. in Vorks. Arch. Jml. (1008) XX.
44 Hercules Of a venymed schert was foul deseyue And
brent hym self. 1540 Hyrpk tr. V'hes' lustr. Chr. Wont.

II. iv. 69 Her husband in warre against the Syrians had

catched a great wounde in his arme with a venomed swoide.

'555 KDW Decades (Arb.) 116 Theyr weapons are nother

bowes nor venemed arrowes. 01604 Hanmer Chron.

Ireland (1809) 103 A Speare, whose head was venomed.

1631 P. Fletcher Piscatory Ectog. IV. xvu, 'Ihe fish their

, life and death together drink, And dead pollute the seas

with venom'd stink. 1634 Milton Comus 916 Ihis marble

venom'd seat Smear 'd with gumms of glutenous heat. 1700

Drvden Ovid's Met. xv. 360 With venom d Grinders you

corrupt your Meat. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Sat. 1. vm.

n They, who turn poor people's brains With venom d drugs

and magic lay. X757 W. Wilkie Epi?oniad v,i. 2.0 The

venom'd garment hiss'd ; its touch the fires Avoiding. iH»<

in Spirit Pub. Jmts. (1825) 3°8 Though he often sting me

with a dart, Venomed and barbed. 01830 Prakd Poems

(1864) II. 20 Beneath their venomed breath Life wears the

pallid hue of death. i88j Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II. \x,

168 He had aimed many a venomed arrow at her breast.

b. Of a wound.
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1425 tr. Arderne"s Treat. Fistula, etc. 79 Also vitriol

combuste be itself or with salt combuste yputte vpon a

venemyd wonde drawe)> \>e venym fro bynep vnto aboue.

1597 A. M. tr. GmlLmeait*s Fr. Chirurg. a/a Some woundes
are of a worser nature, as beinge venoumede, rebellious and
entermingled with some badde accideutes. 1805 Scott
Last Minslrelvi. ix, The venom 'd wound. .Long after rued
that bodkin's point. 1870 Bryant Iliad u. I. 71 A venomed
wound Made by a serpent's fangs.

c. Of a bite, sting, etc. Alsoyf^-.

1602 Makston Ant. <y Mel, IV, Wks. 1856 I. 53 We have
breasts of proofe Gainst all the venom'd stings of misery.

1697 Drvobn Virg. Georg. 11. 522 The greedy Flocks;
Their venom'd Bite, and Scars indented on the Stocks.

1765 Goldsm. New Simile 48 The serpents round about it

twin'd, Denote the rage with which h^: writes, His frothy
slaver, venom'd bites. *8ia S. Rogers Ep. to J-'riend 4
When, .thy curious mind Has class'd the insect-tribes of
human-kind. Each with its busy hum,.. Its subtle web-work,
or its venom'd sting. 1822 Jodrell Persian Heroine II.

ii. 758 How sharp thy venom'd sting is, U Remorse ! 1903
Bridges Wintry Delights 377 All the venom'd stings And
dread sharpnesses of fury.

3. fig. Imbued with some virulent or malevolent

quality; harmful or injurious in some way; noxious;
= Envenomed ppl. a. 2.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Katherine) 222 Gyf bou bad
invent, me think bu wald with venemyt slycht, tak ws in

gyrne dissatfully. 1382 Wyclif Josh. Prol., To reproue
with venymyd tonge. 1435 MlSYN Fire ofLove 90 So bat non
erthly binge nor odir of venemyd swetnes in qwhilk ba suld

haue luste ba take. 1602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. I, Wks.
1S56 I. 11 Till their soules burst with venom'd arrogance.

1656 Earl Monm. Xx.Boccalinis Advts.fr. Pamass.i.xxx.
(1674) 34 [They] appease the minds of incenst Princes, and
the hearts of venomed people. 1718 Prior Solomon in. 206
The Venom'd Tongue injurious to his Fame. 1726 Pope
Odyss. xix, 115 Him, my guest, thy venom'd rage bath
stung. 1821 Shelley Ep/psych. 256 One, whose voice was
venomed melody. 1859 Tennyson Merlin <V V. 170 She
play'd about with slight and sprightly talk, And vivid

smiles, and faintly.venom'd points Ofslander. 1865 Spectator
14 Oct. 1133/3 The kind of scribe who speaks of Sir. Delane
as having left behind him 'a venomed trail '.

4. Comb, in venomed-mouthed adj.

1613 Shaks. /len. I'll I, 1. i. 120 This Butchers Curre is

venom'd-inouth'd [Row (1709) venome mouth'd ; mod. edd.
venom-mouth'd], and I Haue not the power to muzzle him.

Hence f Venomedness. Oos.~->

1611 Cotgr., Venenosite, venoniednesse, venomousnesse.

Venomer, rare, [f. Venom v.] One who ad-

ministers venom ; a poisoner.

1647 Hexham i. s.v., A venomer, or poysoner. 1880
Howells Venetian Life xix, 1S1 As sovereign against the
arts of venorners as an exclusive diet of boiled eggs.

t Ve'liomful, a. Ol's. ff. Venom sb.~\ Venom-
ous, poisonous.

1544 Exhort, in Priv. Prayers (1851) 569 We must beware
. .of that venomful poison of all good prayer, that is to say,

when our mouth prayeth, and our hearts pray not. 1612
R. Fenton Usury 54 Verily they discerned some malignant
and venomfull qualities in vsurie.

Ve noniing, vbl. sb. [f. Venom v.] The action

of the verb
;
poisoning ;

*j* poison.

1382 Wyclif 2 Kings ix. 22 5it the fornycaclouns of Jeza-
bel. .and hyr many venymyngis thrijuen. a 1470 Harding
Citron, ccx. v, Some in bis sherte put ofte tyme venemyng.
i5io Markiiam Maste/p. 11. exxi. 421 All bruisings and
swellings come vnto a horse., by accident, as by some blow,
rush, pinch, or outward venoming. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden xxxvi, The wreathed form of the Root is a sign that

it is good for the venoming of Toads, Spiders, Adders.

Venomization (wnamaiar^an). [f. Venom
sb. + -1ZATI0N.] The action or process of treating

with snake venom.
1905 Jml. Exfier. Med. VII. 201 The effect of washing

the Corpuscles after Venomization.

t Venomly, adv. Obs. rare. In 4venymlicho,
6 venumly. [f. VJEVOKJ& + -lt *.] Venomously

;

with venom.
1387 Trevisa fligden (Rolls) VIII. 147 Also among be

peple he blamede venymliclie [Harl. MS. venymouslich;
Caxton venymously]..be outrage of riche men. 1556 I.

Heywood Spider <$ Fly xliii. 40 This formost spider and fiie

..Frowning ech on other, this prosesse thei perst, And
vengeable venumly, ech other verst.

Ve'iionmess. Now rare. [f. Venom sb. +
-Ness.] Venomousness.
1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. 11. iv. 21 Than stampe

them togyther excepte the PsilHum bycause of his venom-
nisse whych he hath in him. 1648 Hexham 11, Fenijnigheyt,

venomnesse, or poison. 1654 Cokaine Dianea 11. 162 Per-

ceiving the Infanta began to shew signes of the venomnesse
of the poyson. 1886 Ii. Roosevelt Copper Queen I. ii. 30 A
glittering serpent coiled in arrogant and tortuous venomness.

Venomo-sa livary, a, Zooi. [irreg. f.

Venom sb. + Salivary a. Cf. Veneno-.] Of or

pertaining to, secreting or conveying, venomous
saliva.

1888 Amer. Naturalist XXII. 886 The venomo-salivary

duct [of the mosquito]. Ibid. 888 The two efferent ducts.

.

carry forward, .the venomo-salivary products. 1900 Lancet
18 Aug. 528/2 The secretion of the ve 11inioUiV]-salivary

glands.

Venomous (ve'namss), a. Forms : a. 4-5
venymus, -ouse, 4-6 -ous, 5 -ows, venymra-
(o)us (vemynousse)

; 4 uenimous, venimouse,

4, 6 -us, 5-7 -ous
;
4-6 venemouse, 4-8 -ous, 5

SC, -us, 5-6 Sc. vennemous
; 5 venamous, Sc.

-us, -use, 7 Sc* ven'mowse. 0. 5- venomous,
5 Sc. wenomose, 6 Sc. weuuomus, vennomous,

6 venumous, venoumous. [a. AF. venimus,ve-
nimous

t
= OF. (also mod.F.) vettimeux, f. venim

Venom sb., after L. venenosus : see Venenous a.]

1 1. fig. Morally or spiritually hurtful or injuri-

ous ; pernicious. Obs.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 120/484 pat word me binchez ven-

imous to be pays of pe londe. « 1340 Hami'Ole Psalter
cxlix. 2 To forsake \>e venymous delius of bis warld. c 1380
Wyclif Sel. IVks, III. 20 Venemouse lustis and Hkingis of
deedly synnes. c 1480 Hknrvson Fables, Cock fy Pox 606
(Harl. MS), Thir Lwa sinnis, flatterie and vane gloir, Ar
vennomous. i 1490 Caxton Rule St. Benet (E. E. T. S.)

129 Yf ony be founde gylty in this venemouse offence
of properte. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 55 The
religyous seruaunt of god..destroyeth by holy medita-
cyon y« flyes & spyders of venymous thoughtes. 1580 Lylv
PIuplines (Arb.) 414, I will at large proue that there is nothing
in loue more venemous then meeting. 1610 Holland Cam-
den s Brit. 707 Saint German, who happily confuted that

venemous Pelagian Heresie.

2. Containing, consisting or full of, infected with,

venom
;
possessing poisonous properties or quali-

ties ; destructive of, harmful or injurious to, life on
this account.
Common from c 1470 to c 1650 ; now rare.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 1
1-

'ace (Rolls) 16594 »>>' passagers
wel nerde he seye pe venimuuse eyr was al a-weye. c 1340
Hampqlk Pr. Consc. 6751 Another manere of drynk bat es

il!e, pat sal be bitter and veneraus. c 1366 Chaucer A. B. C.

149 With thornes venymous,Oheuene queen,.. I am wounded.
1474 Caxton Chesse ui.V. (1S83) 126 That they put in theyr
medicynes no thynge venemous. 1490 — Eneydos xxiv. 88
Heibes..wherof the I use is passyng venyinouse. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 45 Of the venemous apples wherwith the
Canibales inueneme theyr arrowes. 1584 Cogan Haven
Health ccxliii.(i636) 2^7 Not that the ayre is venomous of
it selfe, but through corruption hath now gotten such a
quality. < 1614 Sik \V. Murk Dido 4- ACneas ill. 108 Col-
lecting als..The milkie poyson of each ven'mowse weed.
1651 Hodbes Levialh. 11. xxix. 173 The fleshy parts being
..by venomous matter obstructed. 1672 Maxell lieh.

Transp. 1. 132 The cultivating of a Garden of venimous
Plants. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam x. xxxviii, On the heap
Pour venomous gums. a 1839 Pkaeu Red Fisherman
l*0-'ms 1S64 I. 197 The trees and herbs that round it grew
Were venomous and foul.

t b. Of a wound, etc. : Marked or characterized

by the presence of poisonous matter ; foul with
venom ; envenomed. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xix. lvii, A^ens be venemos
posteme bat hatte antrax & a^ens ober venemous postemes.

1541 R, Copland Guydon's Farm. U j, It shutde be an oynt-
nient profitable to all sores that be venymous. ^1550 H.
Lloyd Treasury Health T v, Leuen of whete breketh the

venemouse humors and apostumes. 1656 J. Smith Pract.
Physic 363 A wound made by bullets is not venemous, nor
alwaies bruised. 1702 Echaro Eccl. His.'. 1. i. 36 His Dis-

temper daily encreas'd, . . and he himself labour'd under..
venomous Swellings in his Feet, . . accoinpany'd with
intolerable Smells. 1707Wattb Hy//ins II. cliii. Poet. Wks.
IV. 148 Sin like a venomous disease Infects our vital blood.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. ix. 196 When the serpent is

irritated to give a venomous wound.

fig- x597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lit. (1611) 292 A soueraign*
preseruatiue. .from the venemous infection of heresie.

c. Of a bite or sting.

1567 Gude ff Godiie Ball. (S.T.S.) 81 He ouerthrew The
Seipent, and his vennemous slang. 1653 Walton Angler
146 The biting of a Pike is venemous and hard to be cured,

1753 J. Baktlet Gentl. Farriery 322 Of Venomous llites

from Vipers and Mad Dogs. 1787 IiEST-4«£7/«£"(ed. 2) 48
Ue careful how you take a pike out of the water, for bis bite

is venomous.

f d. Harmful or injurious to something. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. i. 23 Thy teares are Salter then a
yonger mans, And venomous to thine eyes. 1691 T. H[ale]
Ace. Neiv Invent. 17 A Cancarous and Corroding substance,

and venomous to Iron.

3. Of animals, esp. snakes, or their parts : Secret-

ing venom ; having the power or property of com-
municating venom by means of bites or stings;

inflicting or capable of inflicting poisonous wounds
in this way.
Formerly in general literary use, now chiefly restricted to

certain species of poisonous snakes.
a. c 1375 Sc Leg. Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 396 Na serpent

has a bed sa fel, sa venamuse, ua sa cruel, as be hed of be

colubre is. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) I. 51 Yuel doers,

corrupte ayre, wylde bested and venemous woneb berynne.

,1400 Maundev. (1839) 199 Thanne have thei no drede of

no Cocodrilles, ne of non other venymous Vennyn. c 1450
Mktjiam Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 46 For off summe off thise ser^

pentys, the eyn so venymmus be That with her loke thei

slee yche erthly creature. 1480 Caxton Myrr. 11. xiv. 97
Irland isagrett Ilondein whiclie is no serpent ne venemous
b^este. 1522 More De yuat. Noviss. Wks. 85/1 Like as

the venemous spider bnngetb forth her cobweb. 1596

Spenser /'. Q. vi. vi. 9 That beastes teeth, which. .Are so

exceeding venemous and keene. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. /.. 11. i.

13 Aduersitie Which like the toad, ougly and venemous,
Vveares yet a precious lewell in his head. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astrol. Restored 229 Those places subject thereunto shall

be afflicted with water, and venemous Creatures. 1748
Anson's Voy. in. ii. 314 We found, .scorpions, which we sup-

posed were venemous. 1791-3 in Spirit Public 'Jrnls. (1799)

I. 225 To sleep in a dungeon with venemous reptiles.

(3. c 1515 Henrysons Orpheus % Eutydice (Asloan MS.) 105

As scho ran, all bairfut, in ane bus Scho trampit on a serpent

wennomus. 1595 Locrine 1. i. 76 Triple Cerberus with his

venomous throte. 1651 Wittif. tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv.

xxxviii. 271 If poyson, or some venomous creature be neare

unto it, it sweats. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 111. xxii. 442 It

..cures the bitings of venomous beasts. 17:3 Derham
Phys.-'Pheol. 11. vi. 56 Many. .of our European venomous
animals carry their Cure .. in their own Bodies. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. ix. 194 If it [sc. the serpent] has
the fang teeth, it is to be placed among tbe venomous class.

1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 182 Serpents are
divided into venomous and non-venomous; and the former
are sub-divided into such as aie venomous with several
maxillary teeth, and those which are venomous with in-

sulated fangs. 1876 Miss Uraudon % Haggard's Dau. III.

23 The serpent had lifted his venomous ciest from among
the flowers, c 1880 Casse/fs Nat. Hist. IV. 301 The poison-
ous Snakes are divided into two groups—the Viper ifor in

Snakes and the Venomous Culubrines.

b. fig., chiefly with allusion to the Devil.
1340 Aycnb. 171 pe uenimouse eddre of helle. C1450

Mankind 40 in Macro Plays 2 Vt hath dyssoluyde
mankynde from be bittur bonde Of be mortall enmye, bat
vemynousse serpente. a 1548 \i ma. Chron., Hen. IV, 25 The
Earle of Northumberland, .bare still a venemous scorpion
in his cankered heart. Ibid., Hen. VI, 160 That venemous
worine, that dreadfull dragon, called disdain of supeiioritie.

01578 LindesAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 239
The Devill,. .that wicked and venimus serpent quho gois

about to sie quhome he may catch.

4. fig. Having the virulence of venom ; rancorous,

spiteful, malignant, virulent; embittered, en-

venomed.
a 1340 HaMPOLK Psalter x. 2 pai haf redy in babe hertis

venyinouse wordis and sbarpe. Ibid, xxviii. 8 J>aim..bat
. .puttis away venomus tongis, 1340 Ayeub. 27 pe venimouse
berteof beenuiouse zene^e^ generalliche. c 1400 Rom. Rose
5528 With tonge woundyng, as feloun, Thuryh venemous
detraccioun. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 56 It is not good
to . . take sodeyne acqueintaunce that bathe the herte of faire

speche, for sum tyme her speche is deseyuable and venom-
ous. 1 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn li. 196 The venymouse
nialyce of the false traytoure Subyon. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 52 To speake venemous woordes. .ageynst the an-

noynted of god. 1588 Shaks. Titus Andron. v. iii. 13 The
Venemous Mallice of my swelling heart. 1648 Hexham
n, Feeni/tiighticky venommously, spightiully, or [with] a
venomous envy. (71721 Prior Session of Poets 36 That
with very much Wit he no anger exprest Nor sharpen'd his

Verse with a Venemous Jest. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 623/2

One R. C.sent me venemous Libels against the Great
Man. 1857 Palcrave Hist. Nou/tandy <y Eng. II. 18 A
venomous opposition was festering against him. 1879
Proude Csesar xii. 5? The most innocent intimacies would
not have escaped misrepresentation from the venomous
tongues of Roman society. 1885 Manch. Exam. 20 May
4/7 A venomous and scurrilous attack.

b. Of persons, their character, etc.

'{a i\oo Morte Arth. 299 Of thisgiett velany I salle be ven-

gede ones On ^one venemus mene, wyth valiant knyghtes !

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 109 O wickit wemen,
vennoinus of nature ! 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim.
901/2 What shall men say, when a mortall man dareth thus

to become venemous against God. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholays Voy. 111. ii. 71 [Of these] christian children

Mahometised, the venemous nature is so great, mischieuous

and pernitious. 1607 Hiehon IVks. I. 225 [Satan is] a

venimous aduersary to empoyson our soule. 1643 8n T.

likowNE Relig. Med. 11. § 10 There are in the most depraved

and venemous dispositions, certaine pieces that remaine un-

touch!. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref Ch. Ping. 11. 244 His moat
bitter enemy, the venomous and unscrupulous Foxe. 1911

Blackw. Mag. Aug. 221 The doctor seemed to me a venomous
little creature.

+ 5. Treated with venom or poison ; envenomed,

poisoned* Obs.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 2570 With the venymous swerde a

vayne has he towchede. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle 1. i. (1859) 1

Thennecomme cruel dethe and smote me with his venemous
darte. a 1470 Hakding Chi on. 11. exxxix, Kyng Rychaid..
Was hurt right ther, with dartes venemous. 1555 Eden
Decattes {Avb.) 107 These people also, vse bowes and venem.

ous arrowes. 1578 Lytk Dodoeus 305 It is good against.,

venimous shot of dartes and arrowes. 1631 Gouge God's

Arrows Ded. p. ix, How fane the veuime thereof (for it is

a venimous arrowj may infect, who knowes?

6. Of or pertaining to, of the nature of, venom.
c 1423 Wyntoun Cron. vin. clviiL 3135 (

: ai thoucht to gere

Him with sum venamus poisoun Be distroyit. 1604 Jas. I

Counterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.) 103 Tobacco.. hath a certaine

venemous facultie ioyned with the heate thereof. 1650

P.ULWEK Anthnpo/net. 159 There being a venemous quality

in the paint. 1675 J. Owen Indwelling Sin vi. (1732) 50
It is in the Heart like Poison, that hath nothing to allay its

venemous Qualities, and so infects whatever it touches.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. ix. 195 The glands that

serve to fabricate this venomous fluid. 18*6 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. 11. (1863) 417 It has a fine venomous smell,.,

and will certainly when stilled be good for something or

other. 1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 2 Gaspard
and Stick . . had detected a venomous principle in cadaverous

extracts.

fg. 157a Pekky in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III 363 The
God of Truth defend you.. from the venomous Poyson of

Lyais. 1596 Dalrymi-le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 41 Lyk
a traytour he steilis in, that.. he may saw his venumous
poyson. 1866 C. J. Vauchan Plain Words i. 10 The per-

sonal sins of each one of us.. eating like a venomous
poison into his soul.

7. Comb, in venomous-hearted, -looking adjs.

1740 Richardson Pamela (1S24) I. xv. 256 Several

innocent creatures, might have been entangled.. in the

ensnaring web of this venomous-hearted spider. 1899 F. 1".

Bullen Way Navy 65 We sighted the enemy in the shape

of one of those venomous-looking four-funnelled destroyers.

t Venomoushead, Obs.-1 [f. prec + -head.]

Venomousness.
14.. LanglamCs P. PI. C. XXI. 161 j'enne hit destroieb

The ferst venemoste [v.r. venymous-heede] thorgh vertu of

hymselue. [Cf. Venomousty.]

Ve*nomously. adv. [f. Venomous a. +-ly 2.]

In a venomous manner ; with venom or virulence ;

fiercely, malignantly, virulently. Chiefly fig.
ci4oo[see Venomly«(/c.1. C1450METHAM Wks. (E.E.T.S.)



VENOMOUSNESS. 103 VENT.

47 The serpent namyd jaculus, - .Qwat that he vppon fallytb,

so venymusly he doth ytsmyght, That forthwith yt deyth.

1591 Pf.rcivall Sp. Dict.y Chinche, a worme that in hot
countries lieth about beds, and biteth venemously. Cimex.
1605 Shaks. Lcari\.'\\\. 48 (Q.), These things sting his mind,
So venomously that burning shame delaines him from Cor-
delia. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 360 He.. put his hand into

the hole, and had it most venomously bitten by a poysonous
serpent. 1687 DxTDBN Hind ty P. in. 1172 His praise of

Foes is venomously Nice. 1868 Farrar Seekers 1. ii. (1875)

34 These facts are surely sufficient to refute.. those gross

charges against the private character of Seneca, venomously
retailed by a jealous Greekling. t88o Mrs. Forrester Roy
ty V. III. 134 'Oh, yes,' he cried venomously, 'you look
very innocent '. 1898 J. Arch Story IJ/e xvi. 385 The
Union.. was venomously assailed by men who up till then
had declared they were its best friends.

Venomousness. [f. as prec. + -SES8.] The
condition or quality of being venomous; f venom-
ous matter.

c 1530 Judic. Urines n. xiv. 45 b, Through excesse and
vyolence of hete and of venymousnes and malyce of the
sekenesse. 1571 Golmng Calvin on Fs. lv. 21 They
wounded him with the^r privie venemousnes. 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillemeatt

1

s Fr. Chirurg. 38/2 The parte is onlyc
soacked throughe with some cei tayne venoumousenes. 1599— tr. Gabelhouer 1

s Bk. Physickc 132/2 When the people
doe suddaynly dye of this disease, it is then to be feared

ther was any venoumousnes annexed thervnto. 161

1

Cotgr., Virulence, ..poison, venomousnesse. 1717 Bailey
(vol. II), Venomousness, poisonous Nature or Quality. 1728
Chambers Cycl., Viper, ..a. kind of Serpent, famed. .for the
exceeding Venomousness of its Bite. 1775 in Ash ; and in

later Diets.

t Vcnomousty. Obs.~l In 4venymo(u)ste,
venemoste. [f. Venomous a. + -ty. Cf. OF.
venemoselJ, venemensete, etc.] Venomousness.
1377 Lasgl. /'. PI. Ii. XVIII. 156 For of alle venymes foulest

js fr>e scorpioun, May no medcyne helpe \c place here he
styngeth, Tyl he be ded & do ber-to be yuel he destroyeth,
be fyrst venymouste [C". text venemoste, venymoste, etc.]

porw venym of hym-self.

Venomsome, £• Now dial. Alsoovemon-.
[f. Venom sb. + -some 1,] Venomous, spiteful.

1660 Treasons, etc. IV. Lillcy 2 Many hundreds such
venomsome passages as these. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 209
Vemonsome, spiteful. 189s J. Prior Rente vii. 71 Like a
raivenous roaring lion or a venomsome saipent.

tVenomy, sb. Obs.~ l [f. Venom ^. + -y.]

Venomousness.
1548 Cranmf.r Catrc/i. 88 Y« venomie of such persons,

which secretly by poysened wordes or other meanes causeth
his neyghboure to be suspected.

Venomy, a. rare. Also 5 venemi, -y. [f.

Venom sb^\ Venomous, spiteful, malignant.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 80 1 f be vlcus be virulent, bat is

t j seie venemi [v.r. venemy], loke if bat be venym bat goib
out be redisch or ^elowisch. 1594 Carkw Tasso (1881) 74
Ruddy his eyes and plaguefull venomy. a 1849 Mangan
Poems (185'j) 394 Except the hate that persecutes him
Nothing hath cruder venomy might.

tVeno'Sal, « Obsr~l [f. L. venos-us: see next.]

Venose, venous.
162 1 Burton Anal. Mel. 1. i. 11. iv, His. .office is to coole

the Heart, by sending aire vnto it, by the Venosall Artery.

Venose (vinja-s), a. [ad. L. vbtds-us (whence
also It., Sp., Pg, venoso), f. vena Vein sb."] Venous;
spec, in Bo/, and Enl. (scequots.)-
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ty Min. 321 The short vessels

arteriose and venose. Ibid., By this branch of the artery it

passeth to the spleen .
. ; by the venose branches to the trunk

of the vas breve. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf,
Venose Leaf, that on the surface of which there are a vast
number of branched vessels, which frequently unite in an
odd manner one with another. 1760 J. Lek Introd. Bot.
111. v. (1765) 184 Venose, veiny; when the Vessels are
branched all over the Leaves, and their Anastomose[s] or
Joinings are plain to the naked Eye. i8>6 Kirby & Sp.
Entomol. IV. xlvi. 290 Venose,, .painted with lines that
branch like veins. 1828 Ibid. ted. 2) xxxix. 91 The arterial

and venose currents [in insects]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1208 1

Indirectly venose is when lateral veins are combined within
the margin, and emit other little veins.

Hence Venosely adv.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 271 The disks and ridges..

venosely furcate, or reticulate.

Venositv (v/'n£>*sTti). Pa/h. [ad. mod.L. vin-
osi'/ds : see V enose a. and -ity.] The state of being
venous; spec, of the blood (see Venous a. 2 b).

1855 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 12), Venosity, a condition
in which, it has been supposed, the blood is moved slowly

;

is more venous; and the venous blood itself in greater
quantity. 1874 Jones & Sievf.kikg Pathol. Anat. 42 The
venosity of the blood is marked. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
1- 333 Abdominal venosity is a prominent feature of many
chronic ailments.

Venoso-reticulated, a. Ho/. (See quot.)
1802 R. Hall Etetu. Bot. 194 Venoso-reticulated,

.

.having
the veins disposed so as to form a net work.

VenOUS vrnss), a. [ad. L. venos-us (cf. Ven-
ose a.)

t or f. L. Ven-a + -ous.]

1. Filled with, full of, or having veins ; veined
;

veiny. Venous leaf (see quot. 1832).
1626 Hacon Sytva p 839 The Consistences of Bodies are

very diuers; Dense, Rare;. .Venous, and Fibrous [etc.]. 1796
Withering Brit. Pla>tts{ed. 3) II. 250 [Root-leaves] above
s>mewhat glossy, with scattered hairs; underneath venous
and woolly. 183a Lindley Introd. Bot.BS I fthe veins diverge
from the midrib towards the margin, ramifying as they
f>roceed, such a leaf has been called a venous or reticulated
eaf. 1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. III. 373 If the more remote
beds.. are not thus affected,, .they never could have existed,

or would have been all granitic and venous gneiss.

2. Anal, and Phys. Of or pertaining to, of the

nature of, a blood-vein or veins; having the form
or function of a vein.

t Venous artery =c veiny artery Veinv a. 1. Venous hum
(see quot. 1891).

1681 in Willis's Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab. 1694 \V\ Wotton
Anc. ty Mod. Learn. (1697) p. xxx, The subtil Blood. .is

..transfused out of the Arterious Vein into the Venous
Artery. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Circulation, Both
Venous Sinus's are fill'd, and grow turgid at the same time.

1744 Armstrong Art Presets. Health (1770) 8 Thedrunken
venous tubes, that yawn In countless pores o'er all the
pervious skin. 1746 R. James MoufeCs Health Improv. 10

The Blood conveyed by the Arteries, is carried to corres-

ponding venous Canals. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 85/2 A
fluctuating motion in the jugular vein, called 'venous
pulse'. 1876 Bristowe Fh. ty Pract. Med. (1878) 562 The
symptoms of venous inflammation. 1876 F. 'I'. Roberts
Handbk. Med. fed. 2) 433 Venous hum.. .This is the only
venous murmur, .likely to be met with. 1891 F. Taylor
Pract. Med. (ed. 2) 677 If the stethoscope be placed over
the lower end of the jugular vein. .a continuous humming
or rushing noise will be heard, which has been called the
venous hum, or bruit de diable.

b. Of blood : Contained in the veins ; character-

ized by a dusky or blackish red colour due to loss

of oxygen. (Opposed to ar/erial.)

1728 Chamhers Cycl. s.v. Circulation, The venous Blood .

.

continually moves out of the Sinus, .thro' the right Auricle,

and right Ventricle, into the Pulmonary Artery. 1793 T.
Beduoes On Calculus, etc. 225 This experiment proves..
that the deep colour of the venous blood is not owing to the
combination of hydrogene air. 1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 501
In the act of respiration then, the venous blood loses some
combustible principles. 1834 McMurtkie Cuvier's Anim.
Kini;d.2g In all the Vertebrata, the blood which furnishes

the liver with the materials of the bile is venous blood.

1896 Newtom Diet. Birds 1009 The venous blood is collected

and conveyed to the right atrium of the heart by 3 great
trunks.

0. Consisting or composed of veins. Venous
system, the aggregate of veins by which the blood
is conveyed from the various parts of the body to

the heart.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 81 In the Arachnida and
Branchiopod Crustacea the long dorsal vessel . . is connected
with an arterial and venous system, which receives, dis-

tributes, and returns the blood. 1852 E. Hamilton Flora
Homaeopathica 1 . 94 Berberis. .seems to act upon the venous
system and mucous membranes. 1875 C. G. Blake Zool. 1

The venous portal system is entirely formed of veins derived
from the spleen and other viscera.

3. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, vein-

blood.

1845 G. E. Day tr. Simon^s Anim. Chem. I. 192 These
experiments are sufficient to prove that.. the dark venous
tint [of the blood] does not arise from carbonic acid or
carbon. 1846 Carpenter Man. Phys. vi. 324 After passing
through these, it is transmitted to the general system;
and on returning thence, in a completely venous state, it

is mingled with the blood which has been arterialized in

the lungs.

4. Comb, in venous-arleriat adj. In quot.yf^-.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. in. vii, Venous-arterial circula-

tion of Letters.

Hence Venously adv., Ve nousness.
17*7 Bailey (vol. II), Venousness, fulness of or having

Veins. 1890 Lancet 5 April 751/2 The membranes of the
brain were venously congested.

tVenque, v. Obs~ l
[f. OF. vent/-, stem of

vein/re Vanquish v. Cf. Vencle v.] trans. To
vanquish, subdue.
?i4oi Quixley Ball. xvi. in Yorks. Arch. Jml. (1908)
XX. 48 Who bat his flessh venqueth most haue he prys.

Venqueresse : see Vainquekess. Obs.

Venques, -quis, etc., obs. ff. Vanquish v.

Venson.Ven'son, VenBOun,obs.fT. Venison.

Vent (vent), sbA Also 5 ventte, 5-6 vente.
[Variant of Fent sb.]

1. An opening or slit in a garment, = Fent^. 1
;

now spec, the slit in the back of a coat.
c 1430 Filgr. LyfManhode iv. Iviii. (1869) 203 She hadde

. .drawen out hire oon brest bi be vente of hire cote. 1459,
<7 1500 [see Kent sb. 1]. 1535 in Archaeologia IX. 244 A
dublette;. .the ventes lyned with sarcenet te. a 1548 Hall
Chron.

t
Hen, VIII, 207b, Twoo gounes;..the capes and

ventes were of frettes of whipped gold of damaske very
riche. 1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2) III. 820/1 The
trappers of the coursers were mantell harnesse coulpened,
and in euerie vent a long bell of fine gold in bullion. 1828
Carr Craven Gloss., Vent, the opening of the breast of a
shirt, orof thesleeve, etc. 1851 Mayne Rkid Scalp-Hunters
vii. 55 Dark-velvet embroidery around the vent and along
the borders. 1906 Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 3/4 The vent is

n«cessary.. owing to the length of the coat,

f2. = Crenel i. Obs.
1429 in Wilhs & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 445 Item

venttes crest xij fott et di., v\ Ibid., Item pro xij pedibus de
ventes pro enbatylment', v*. ij

d
. 1531 in Bayley Hist. Toiver

(1821) p. xyii. Also fynnysshed and made the vents of brycks
of the White Tower. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1596)
424 Kernellarcsignifieth that indented forme of the top
of a Wall which hathe Vent, and Creast, commonly called
Embatteling. 1603 B. Jonson A". jas."s Entertainm. Wk*.
(1616) 843 The Scene presented it selfe in a square and flat

vpright, like to the side of a Citie : the top thereof, aboue
the Vent, and Crest, adorn'd with houses, towres, and
steeples.

Vent (vent), sb* [Partly a. F. ven/ ( = It., Pg.
vento, Sp. vien/o) :—L. ven/-us wind

;
partly ad. F.

even/ (OF. esven/), vbl. sb. from even/er Event z>.2]

1. L The action of emitting or discharging;

emission or discharge of something; utterance of
words, rare.

1508 Duntiar Tua Mariit Wemen 166, I sail ihe venome
devoid with a vent large, And me assuage of the swalme,
that suellit wes gret. 1592 Shaks. Ven. ty Ad. 334 Free
vent of words love's fire doth assuage, 1616 Daniel Hist.
Eng. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 95 By this immoderate vent, both
of the Garrisons, and the ablest people of the Land hec dis-

furnisht and left it in that impotencie.

t b. To make vent of, to spenk or talk of. Obsr~ x

1601 Shaks. All's Well n. iii. 213 Thou didst make
tollerable vent of thy traucll.

2. The action, usually on the pait of something
confined or pent up in a comparatively small space,

of escaping, or passing out ; means, power, or

opportunity to do this; issue, outlet. Chiefly in-

phrases with verbs, as lo find, get, have, make, take
t

or wanl ven/. (Cf. senses 4 and 5.)

1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Sea: (1568.; 12b, Stop well the

said violle, that nothing maie take vent. 1594 Nashe
Unfort. T?-av. Wks. (Grosart) V. 121 Ve tail of the siluer

pipe stretcht itselfe into the mouth of a great paire of
b^lowse, where it was clo-e soldered, and baildc about with

yron, [that] it coulde not stirre or haue anie vent betwixt.

1605 Sylvester />« Bartas n. iii. Fathers 293 New Wine
..wanting vent, Blows up the Bung, or doth the ves.--t:ll

rent. 1652 French Yorkshire Sfia ii. 18 By reason of the

Suns opening the earth, and making vent. 1684 Contempt.
St. Man ii. vi. (1699) 196 That tire of Sulphur, being pent

in without vent or respiration, shall send furih a poysonous
scent. 1703 Art ty Mystery of Vintners ty Wine-Coopers 60

Beat them and put them into your WInes,so let it rest with

Vent, and it will be pursued. 1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 263
They [waters] got vent chiefly in the night, when in an hori-

zontal position, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. iii. 24 The smoke
found ample vent through the holes. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech. 1463/1 Blo7c, the forcing of displaced air through the

molten metal from insufficient vent.

trans/. 1798 Malthus Poput. (1817) I. 161 The enterpris-

ing spirit and overflowing numbers of the Scandinavian
nations soon found vent by sea. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT
Napoleon (1855) I. xxxii. 496 The inhabitants of Lombardy
felt the foreign yoke only in the quickened circulation of

wealth, the increased vent for industry,

b. The windage of a firearm or gun.
1644-7 N> NYE Art ofGunnery 46 Divide ihe Bore of the

Piece into Twenty equal parts, and one of these paits is

Sufficient vent for any Piece; the rest of the nineteen parts
must be the height of the shot. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
'J'echn. I, Vent, in Gunnery, . .the Difference between the
Diameter of a Bullet, and the Diameter of the Bore of the
Piece. [Hence in Phillips (1706), etc.] 1798 Hut ton Course
Math. (1S07) II. 353 The loss of the elastic fluid by the vent
and windage of the gun.

3. Togive ven/ (with /o or indirect object) : a. To
afford or provide with an outlet or means of escape ;

to cause or allow to issue or flow out.

After F. donner vent, used in the same senses.

1594 Plat Jctvell-ho. 68 Be carefull in the beginning to
give some little vent to the hogshead while it worktth. 1661
Hickeringill Jamaica 32 A milky liquor 1 mining out, so
soon as you give it vent. 1662 CharlBTON Mjst. Vintners
(1675) 181 To cure Rhenish of its Fretting, .they seldom use
any other art, but giving it vent, and covering the open
Bung with a Tile or Slate. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v.,

To give Vent to a Cask of Wine. 1725 Favt. Diet. s.v.

'Fart, You must, .make a small Hole in the form of a Cross
in the middle to give the Farce in the Crust some vent.

1830 Lvell Frinc. Geol. I. 318 The principal region in the

old World, which, from time immemoiial, has been agitated

by earthquakes, and has given vent at ceitain points to

subterranean fires. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hott. 289 In
order to give vent to the rising sap. 1875 [see vent-wirt in

sense 17 a].

transf. 1719 Boyer Diet. Royal I, Eventer une Mine {la

rendre inutile), to give vent to a Mine, to counter-work or

countermine it.

b. fig. To give outlet, expression, or utterance

(to an emotion, faculty, etc.) ; to relieve in this way.
1625 Massinger Parlt. Love III. ii, Had I not found out

a friend to whom I might inq art them [i. e. emotions], and
so give them vent, In their abundance they would force a
passage. 1677 GiLi'iN Demonol. in. ii. 10 The vent which
the afflicted parties give by their bemoaning of their Estate.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 597, I found he wanted to

five Vent to his Mind. 1781 Johnson Lett. (17S8) II. 198,

have nobody whom I expect to share my uneasiness, .. I

give it little vent. 1823 Chalmers Serm. I. 423 Oh! how
I rejoice when compassion may give full vent to its tender-

ncss. :85a Longe. Emderor's Bird's-nest iii, Thus as to

and fro they went, ..Giving their impatience vent. 1904
.spectator 20 Feb. 285/2 The voices which gave vent to any
great wave of feeling.

C. To utter, burst out with (an exclamation).
1870 }. Bruck Life of Gideon xi. 193 He gives vent to the

exclamation *Oh my Lord, wherewith shall /save Isra«l?'

f 4. To lake ven/, in various fig. or transf. senses.

Obs. a. Of news, etc. : To become known, to te

divulged or let out.

1611 Sir D. Carleton in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 542 Though all care hathe been taken to came y>

matter secretly, . .yet hath it taken vente [etc.]. 1668 D.

Smith in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 57 Th" presently took vent,

and the Turks thought that they had got a Man among
them, that could Cure all Diseases Infallibly. 1723 Pres.St.

Russia II. 123 If Affonassief is no longer at Petersbourg,

this Affair cannot take vent ; for besides us two and him, 110

body knows of it, 172B Morgan Algiers II. iii. 253 A con-

spiracy was formed against him: But it took Vent; and he

made cruel Examples of many of the Contrivers.

b. Of coin: To pass into circulation. rare~~ l

1641 Sc. Acts, Chas. I (1870) V. 341/2 Concerneing..the

copper money allreddycoyned, how the same shall take vent

and passe in payment in tyme comeing.



VENT.

C. Of a mine, or powder : To explode imper-
fectly ; to lose explosive power.
1684 J. Petkr Siege Vienna 41 At which time they sprung

two Mines. .without any considerable Effect, one of them
taking Vent. 1693 Evelyn Dc la Quint, Compl. Car,/. I.

27 Gun-Powder, which being bad, or having taken Vent,
cannot take Fire.

5. fig. a. Means of outlet afforded to or obtained
by a feeling, faculty, activity, etc. ; expression or
utterance, or the relief afforded by these. Now
chiefly in the phr. tofind vent [in something).
1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmcs Wks. (Grosart) I.

76/2 Giiefes doe breake the heart if vent they misse. 1682
Drvden Medal 205 The swelling Poison of the sev'ral Sects,
Which, warning vent, the Nations Health infects. 1724 A.
COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. Pref. p. xxviii, Enthusiasm

. . would
spend itself by free vent and amicable collision. 1803
Edwin I. 206 At his words I found my angry passions heave
for vent. 1838 Fr. A. Kkmule Rcsid. in Georgia (1863) 13
A malevolent feeling, which might find vent in some violent
demonstration against this family. 1880 W. H. Dixon Royal
Windsor III. xit. 113 Passion found vent in words.
t b. To get or have vent, = sense 4 a. Oh.

1667 Drvden & Dk. Newcastle Sir St. Mar-all 111. ii, This
frightened him into a study how to cloak your disgrace, lest
it should have vent to his lady. 1671 Marvell Reh. Trans/:.
t. 46 Should they unhappily get vent abroad, . . what scandal
must it raise! a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 197 But
the thing had got some vent. 1722 De Foe Plague 2 As it

had gotten some Vent in the Discourse of the neighbour-
hood, the Secretaries of State gat Knowledge of it.

6. With a : An opportunity or occasion of escap-
ing or issuing from a receptacle ; a discharge or
evacuation.

v'Cf. 12.)
1644 Z. Boyd Card. /Jon in Zions Flowers (1855) APP-

10/1 Which by some chink, if it get not a vent, Blowes up
the bung, or doth the Hodg-head rent. 1672 R. Wilo
I'ott. I.icent. 30 The other day into a place I went, Where
Mortals use to go, that want a vent. 1719 De Foe Cms, e
I. (Globe) 290, I verily believe, if it had not been eas'd by a
Vent given in that Manner, to the Spirits, I should have
dy'd. 1725 N. Robinson Th. Physick 255 Whereupon the
r luids..run to the Bowels for a Vent.
b - fig- (Cf. senses 3 and 5.) Now chiefly tofind

a vent.

(a) a 1S14 D. Dyke Myst. Self-Deceiving (1630) 341 Tappes
to giue a vent to corruption. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles
I. 1. ix. 49 The Egyptians.. gave a great vent to Jewish
Learning and Institutes. 1777 Pitt in Almon Anted.
(1810) II. xiiv. 319, I could not have slept, .without giving
this vent to my eternal abhorrence of such preposterous and
enormous principles.

(*) 1697 Collier Ess. Mar. Subj. 11. (1703) 64 Those who
live within the communication of friendship have a vent for
their misfortunes. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. ix. 752 For,
though in whispers speaking, the full heart Will find a vent.
1838 Prescott Fcrd. ^ Is. Introd. (1846) I. 60 'The tumul-
tuous spirits of the aristocracy, . .instead of finding a vent.,
in these foreign expeditions, were turned within. 1873
Black Princess Thule (1874) 46 His distress at his own
rudeness now found an easy vent.

7. Something which serves as an outlet for an
emotion, energy, etc.

1667 .Milton P. E. xn. 374 With such joy Surcharg'd, as
had like grief bin dew'd in tears, Without the vent of words.
1713 Guardian No. 29, Laughter is a vent of any sudden
joy. 1828 Southey Minor Poems Poet. Wks. 1837 II. 255
1 his love,

. .and the woe Which makes thy lip now quiver
with distress, Are but a vent.. From the deep springs of
female tenderness. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. 1. x, Words at
best are hut a poor vent for a wronged and burning heart.
1883 iqlh Cent. May 887 'The French have . . to find and to
use such vents for their energy in undeveloped and promis-
ing regions.

II. 1 8. Sc. A flaw in a mould. Obs.- 1

Fr. event is used in similar senses.
IU1 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 125 At the quhilk

melting becaus of ane vent in the cuppeling of the mulde
with! the tayll, the pece feljeit.

9. + a. An opening by which blood issues from
the body. Obs.

1567 Mapi.et Gr. Forest 7 b, Ematites..is called of some
stench bloud, for that it stoppeth his vent or course of flow,
ing. 1606 Shaks. Ant. 4 CI. v. ii. 353 Heere on her brest
lhere is a vent of Bloud, and something blowne.

b. The anus, anal, or excretory opening of
(t persons or) animals, esp. of certain non-mam-
malians, as birds, fishes, and reptiles

; f the vulva
of a female animal.
1587 Fleming, Contn. Holinshed III. 1270/2 For those

that bled till they died, stroue so much with their sicke-
nesse, that the bloud issued out at their vents. 1653 Moufet
& Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 241 As for their [i.e.
crabs'] manner of Preparation, their Vents are first to be
stopped with a Stick's end. 1675 Hannah Woolley Centiew.
Comp. 132 Geese Boiled. . . Fasten the neck and vent. Ibid.
146 Take a Pig, and draw out his Entrails, Liver, and
Lights, draw him very clean at vent. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. in. 421 For when her pouting Vent declares her
Pain, She [i.e. a mare) tears the Harness, and she rends the
Rein. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Houseipr. (1778) 21 Take
a lobster, if it be alive, stick a skewer in the vent of the tail.

1774 Golosm. Mat. Hist. 11776) IV. 347 Like birds, they [i.e.
sloths] have but one common vent for the purposes of propa-
gation, excrement, and urine. 1790 Bewick Hist. Quadrup.
(1807) 488 As soon as the Otter has caught a fish, it..
devours a part, as far as the vent 1833 Jardine Humming-B.m The vent and under tail-coverts are dirty white. 1874
Carpenter Alent. I'hys. I. ii. (1879) 68 If the vent of a Frog
be irritated with a probe, the hind-legs will endeavour to
push it away.

10. An aperture or opening occurring or made
in something and serving as an outlet for air,

liquid, or other matter ; a passage or hole by

104

which matter is carried off or discharged from the
interior of something ; a vent-hole.
1570 Levins Manip. 66 A Vent, meatus, poms. 1580

Harvey Three Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 44 The poores, and
ventes, and crannies of the Earth being so stopped. 1605 B.
Jonson Volpone 11. iv, Now, he flings about his burning heat,
As in a furnace, some ambitious fire, Whose vent is stopt.
1648 Wilkins Math. Magic 11. xii. 250 Others are of opinion
that this may be effected in a hollow vessell, exactly luted
or stopped up in all the vents of it, 1677 in Misc. Curiosa
(1708) III. 249 They leave a small vent about two Inches
from the bottom, by which it empties it self into a little Pit.

..The vent being stopped, they fill the Cistern they have
made with Water. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock iv. 92 The
swelling bag he rent, And all the Furies issu'd at the vent.
1728 E. Smith Compl. Housew. (1750) 3 If the knife be
greatly daubed, has a rank smell, and a hoogoo issue from
the vent, it is tainted. 1796 Morse Amer. Geogr. I. 609
The Shenandoah having ranged along the foot of the moun-
tain an hundred miles to seek a vent. 1831 J. Holland
Mann/. Metal II. 165 It was generally thought sufficient
for the purpose, .that the smoke should ascend the proper
vent. 1877 in J. A. Allen Amer. Bison A pp. 459 There are
old spring vents., that no longer give forth saline waters.

b. spec. An aperture or outlet by which volcanic
matter or exhalations are emitted; the funnel or
pipe of a volcano.
1604 E. G{rimsiosy.] D'Acostas Hist. Indies in. xxiv. 193

Akhough we finde vents of fire in other places, as mount
./Etna and We^uvio. 1684-5 Boyle Min. Waters 19 Any
subterraneal fire, that hath manifest chimneys or vents.
1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 242 A volcano, or
burning vent among the hills, had flamed out. 1772-84
Cook's Voy. (1790) IV*. 1219 Another volcano, which had
opened by at least thirty different vents within the compass
of half a mile. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 135 These igne-
ous vents were extremely numerous. 1869 J. Phii.lii'S
Vesuv. iii. 60 A new vent was formed below the lip of the
old mountain. 1882 Geikie Text-Ik. Geol. 201 A 'solfa-
tara ', or vent emitting only gaseous discharges.

C. In various special uses (see quots.).
1611 Coigr., Es-cent, the vent of a wine vessell. 1730

Bailey (fob), Vents (in Archit.\ Pipes of Lead or Potters-
Ware, one End of which opens into a Cell of a Necessary.
House, the other reaching to the Roof of it for the Convey-
ance of the fetid Air; also Apertures made in those Walls
that sustain Terrasses to furnish Air, and to give aPassage
for the Waters. 1756 Diet, Arts <\ Sci. s.v. Foundery 0/
Statues, The vents are passages at top to let the air freely
out, whilst the metal runs. 1823 E.Moor Suffolk Wds.,
I ent, the hole ofa cask for thereception of a vent-peg. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech. 2703/1 Vent, the term employed to com-
prehend the channels and passages by which the air, or
gases, escape from the mold.

d. Sc* The flue or funnel of a chimney; a
chimney.
1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maul. Club)

253 Neither are they [the stoves] put in the place for the
chimney, but in another part of the room, and have a com.
munication with the vent. 1798 in Gordon Shaw's Hist.
Moray (1882) I. 322 Each vent springs lightly from the blue
roof of its own separate airy column. 1815 Ann. Register,
Citron. 43 A hole broke through into a neighbouring vent to
carry off the smoke. 1842 J. Aiton Domest. Leon. (1857) 77
Sometimes all the purposes of a stove have been served by
having a flue introduced into the kitchen vent. 1889BARRIE
ll'indozu in Thrums 11 Ye micht gang up to the attic,

I

Leeby,an'seeif the spare bedroom vent at the manse is gaen.
e. Mining, (See quot.)

1886 J. Barrowman 6V. Mining Terms 69 Vent,, .a return
airway.

11. An opening, aperture, or hole ; occas., one by
which air, etc., enters or is admitted.
1593 Shaks. Lucrece 310 Through little vents and crannies

of the place The wind wars with his torch to make him stay.
"597 — ^ Hen. IV, Induct. 2 Open your Eeres : For which
of you will stop The vent of Hearing, when loud Rumor
speakes? 1659 Leak Waterwks. 23 Pour W'ater into the
Vessels by the hole or vent M. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
iv. 56 Th' industrious Kind.. contrive To stop the Vents
and Crannies of their Hive. 1728 Pope Dune. ir. 80 A place
there is . . Where, from Ambrosia, Jove retires for ease. There
in his seat two spacious vents appear. 1730 Bailey (fob),
Vents (with Essayers, Glass-makers, &c.) is a Term applied
to the Covers of Wind-Furnaces, by which the Air enters.
1768 White Selbome xiv, Deer [when drinking], .can open
two vents, one at the inner corner of each eye, having a
communication with the nose. 1810 Eucycl. Brit. (ed. 4)
VI. 410/2 An oblong gaping vent on the anterior slope [of
the shell]. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. 11. 69,2 One of the
numerous cracks or Assures (locally called vents) that inter-
sect the strata at this place [near Maidstone].

+ b. A creek or inlet. Obs.—1

1604 E. G[kimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies m. xi. 155
Having discovered this vent [Sp. aora], they found it ramie 1

more and more into the land.

C. An opening or aperture in a building, etc.,
communicating with the outside air.
1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 223 This Church.. is very darke, I

having no light but by one window or vent, made through 1

the earth. 163a Lithgow Trav. vii. 306 The streets are..
couered to saue them from the parching heate with open
vents for light. 1675 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (ed. 2) 286 i

\ou may this Month stop up your Bees close, so that you
leave breathing vents, 1821 Scott Kenihv. x, By some
concealed vent the smithy communicated with the upper air.

,

d. The hole or channel in the breech of a cannon
\

or firearm through which fire is communicated to
the charge ; the touch-hole ; the adjustable part
of a gun containing this, a vent-piece.
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 583 For sudden all at once thir Reeds '

Put forth, and to a narrow vent appli'd With nicest touch.
1797 Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 238 The velocity ofthe bullet
is considerably greater when the cannon is fired off with a
vent tube,.. than when the vent is filled with loose powder.

VENT.

j

180a James Mih't. Diet. s.v., The most common meLhod is
to place the vent about a quarter of an inch from the bottom
of the chamber or bore. 1828 Spearman Brit, Gunner (ed. 2)

I 412 Spare vents should be sent to replace such as might be
damaged. 1859 Wraxall tr. R. Houdin xxi. 319 The pistols
wan handed to me ; I called attention to the fact that the
vents were clear. 1876 Voyi.e & Stevenson Milit. Diet.
s.v., A vent is formed by drilling a channel, i-inch in dia-
meter, through a copper bush, /did., There are two kinds
of copper bushes used, viz, the through vent, and the cone
vent.

e. Mining. (See Vent-hole i b, quot. 1883.)
12. trans/. Any outlet or place of issue; a passage,

• exit, or way out. Chiefiyfig.
In some contexts not clearly separable from sense 6.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 11. iii, Heie is a vent to

passe my sighes. 1629 Ford Lover's Melancholy v. M j,My teares like ruffling winds lockt vp in Caues, Do bustle
for a vent. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. I. x. 25 Such
widows grief is quickly emptyed, which streameth out at

I

so large a vent. 1711 Pope Temple Fame 481 When thus
ripe lies are to perfection sprung,. .Thro' thousand vents,
impatient, forth they flow. 1794 Cowper Needless Alarm

1

86 Winds for ages pent In earth's dark womb have found
!

at last a vent, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Behaviour Wks.
(Bohn) II. 389 There is some reason to believe that, when
a man does not write his poetry, it escapes by other vents

;
through him. 1868 Bain Ment. .r Mor. Sci. iv. iii. § 2. 339
There is at the outset a struggle, but the refusal of the
muscular vent seems to be the extinction of the othtr effects.

III. fl3. a. The scent given off by a hunted
animal ; — Scent sb. 2. Obs. rare.
1576 Turberv. Venerie 61 When my Hounde doth streyne

vpon good vent. 1591 Hakington Orl. Fur. xvn. xxiv, He
hunteth like a spaniell by the vent, H is sent is such as none
can hope to shun him. 1719 Boyer Diet. Royal 1. s.v., The

; Stag leaves a stronger wind, vent, or scent than the Hare.

f b. Perception by scent or smell. Obs.~l

I576Turberv. Venerie 73 These be olde hartes.., whiche
cliaunge their laire, as the wynd chaungeth, to haue ptrfect
vent.. what faulte may peihappes be in their feede.

1 14. A wind. Obs.—1

1580 Hudson Du Bartas Judith v. (1613) 64 Let him that
serues the time,.. With faith vnconstant saile at euerie vent.

+ 15. A hint or whimper t/ something. Obs.— 1

^
1613 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm.) I. 149 There

is great reason you should, .recommend this cause to my
.-ecresy; for if there come forth but the least vent of it, I

know actum est de me.

16. The action on the part of an otter of coming
to the surface of the water in order to breathe

;

an instance or occasion of this.

1653 Walton Angler ii. 43 The Otter, which you may now
see above water at vent. 1741 Ccmpl. Fam.-Piece 11. i. 306
Observe his Vents, that you may strike him with your Otter
Spear. 1856 ' Stonehence ' Brit. Rur. Sports 144/2 Unless
the hunters are in sufficient numbers to watch the stream
for miles, for his 'vent*, be will probably never be seen
again, a 1862 Foster in Whistle-Binkie (1878) II. 262 The
vents grow more frequent, the music more deep, And scarce
from the surface the otter can keep.

IV. 17. attrib. a. In the sense ' used for, serving
as, providing, or connected with a vent \ as vent-
pit, -shaft, -way ; in the nan.es of things or devices,
as vent-cock, -faucet, -pipe, -plug, -wire (see quots.).
See also Vent-peg.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Veut-cock, a device for ad-

mitting air to a vessel from which liquid is to be drawn, or
permit the escape of gas. Ibid.,*Veut-fauc*t, an instiu-
ment which may act as a vent-hole borer or a faucet to draw
a portion of liquor from the ves>el. 1843 Tizard Brewing
451 This plan is greatly superior to the iron 'vent nail.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Vent-pipe, an air-pipe; an
escape pipe for steam. 1725 J. Reynolds View Death ltd. 2)
22 This pit is, with us, call'd the *veni-pit or the air-shaft.

1843 Tizard Brewing 451 The nature of the mateiials em-
ployed., demands an adequate number of *vent plugs. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Vent-wire (Founding), a long steel
wire,, .used, .for giving vent to green and dry .-and-molds.

b. In sense 11 d, as vent-astragal, -bit, -field,

-piece, -plug, -server, tube, etc. (see quots.).
Also vent-cover, -punch, -stopper {1$, 5 in Knight).
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11780) s.v Cannon, The first

reinforce therefore includes, .the vent-field ; the Vent-
astragal, and first reinforce-i ing. 1802 James Milit. Diet.,
Vent-astrogal, that part of a gun or howitzer which de-
termines the vent-field. 1846 A. Young Saut. Diet. 358
*/ ent-oit, a species of gimblet used for clearing the vent of
a gun when choked. 1769 'Vent-field [see vent-astragal
above]. 1802 James Milit. Diet., Vent-field, is the part of
a gun or bowitz between the breech mouldings and the
astragal. 184^6 A. Young Aaut. Diet. 358 Vent-Jield, a
rectangular piece of the metal raised a little upon a gun j

through it the vent is bored. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artill.

Man. (1862) 205 *Vent Piece, a plug of steel or wrought
iron, containing the vent. 1868 Rep. Munitions War 146
A 7-inch bieech-loading pol) grooved rifled gun on the
Armstrong ventpiece system. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Vent-piece, . . the block which closes the rear of the bore in

a breech-loader. 1846 A. Young Naut. Did. 358 *Vent-
Plug, a tight plug made of leather, plaited rope-yarn, or

oakum, which one of the men thrusts into the vent of a gun.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-ck., Veni-plug, a fid or stopple
made of leather or oakum fitting in the vent of a piece to

stop it against weather, etc. 1876 Voyle & Si evenson
Milit. Diet. 452/1 * Vent-server, an article used for serving
the vents of M.L.R. guns, 64-prs. and upwards, in lieu of
serving the vent with the thumb. 1797 Phil. Trans.
LXXXVII. 238 The velocity of the bullet is considerably
greater when the cannon is fired off wuh a 'vent tube.

e. In sense 9 b, as vent-feather, one of the
feathers covering or surrounding a bird's vent.
1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 571 The whiteness of the

coverts of the tail and vent-feathers. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

led. 3) XIII. 5°5/'2 The Vent, or vent-feathers {crissum\
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which lies between the thighs and the tall. 1815 Stephens
En Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. 1. 98 Abdomen and vent-feathers

whitish. 1834 Mudie Feathered Tribes I. 11 The vent
feathers, and under tail coverts, which cover the hinder part

of the bird.

Vent, sb.% Obs. exc. arc/i. Also 6-7 vente. [In

senses 1-3 a. F. vente ( = Sp. venta, Prov. and Pg.
venda, It. venditd) :— pop.L. *vendila sb., from L.

vendittiSj pa, pple. of venderc to sell. Cf. Vend sb.

In sense 4 directly ad. Sp. venta.
In senses 1 and 2 the word is very common from c 1550 to

c 1750, freq. with adjs. denoting the readiness or profitable-

ness of trade.]

1. The fact, on the part of commodities, of being

disposed of by sale or of finding purchasers ; freq.

in the phrases to find or have (. .) vent. a. With
a (or no).

1545 BllKKLOW Comfit, ii. (1874) 11 This being reformed,
aboue ail other actes shal bryng the cloth of England to a
contynuall vent. * 1548 Ham. Chrou., Edw. II'', 236 b, The
wolles at Caleis, because of the warre, could haue no vent,

nor be vttred. 1655 tr. Sorel's Com. Hist. Francion lit. 70
Divers Authors of this our Age have more ridiculously clad
their names in a Roman disguise, .that their books might
have a better vent. 1714 French Bk. Kates 242 The Mer-
chandizes carried there from France.. He on Hand, and
cannot find a Vent or Market. 1730 Cot. Fee. Fennsytv.
III. 391 Encouragement, .given to raise such Commodi-
ties that might have a constant and ready vent in Britain,

178* Pegge Curialia Misc. 141 One often sees them ad-
vertised for sale; and, if bought at all, they find a vent, no
doubt, at Wapping.

b. Without article.

1564 in Hudson & Tingey Fee. Norwich (1910) II, 332
The seyde clothes which nowe were owte of estimation and
vente. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 45 A remedie sent,

where pease lack vent. 1581 \V. Stafford Exam. Comfit.
iii. (1876) 84 Whatsoeuer thing is rered vpon grasing, hath
free vente both ouer this side and also beyond the sea, to be
sold at the highest penny. 1617 ISacon in Fortescne Fafiers
(Camden) 34 For the yearely makeinge of soe many tonnes
of nllome as. .can possiblely receave vent eyther at home
or abroade. 1641 Hest Farm. fiks. (Surtees] 112 Att these
three fayres..the most timely sorte of lambes have very
goode vente. 1694 J. Locke in Ed. King Life (1830) I. 383
For our books are so dear, and ill printed, that they have
very little vent among foreigners. 1768 H. Wa[.poi.e Lett.

(1891) V. 116 Like fish that could not find vent in London.
a 1797 — Geo. It (1847) II. vii. 228 The original caricature,

which had amazing vent, was of Newcastle and Fox.

2. The fact, on the part of persons, of disposing

of goods by sale ; opportunity for selling ; market
or outlet for commodities.
a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VIII, 174 We trust you will

not moue vs to bye the thyng, whiche wee cannot vtter, for

in all places our vent is stopped and forbidden. 1575 Brieff
Disc. Troub. Franckford (1846) 84 Saying that he woulde
stoppe all mennes vents (as he termed it) and receiptes.

1600 Holland Livy 1002 To the end, that, .they might.,
be served of a mart-towne for vent, and a place* of receit for

all forreine merchandise. C1630 T. Mus England's Trcas.

(1664) 17 So far forth as the high price cause not a less vent
in the quantity. 1671 Charente's Customs Tafileita 69 As
for the Trade and Traffick of those parts, it is much the
same,. .unless it be that the vent is better in some places

than others. 1709 in Hearne Cotlect. (O.H.S.) II. 191 The
Amsterdam publisher. .carrying a considerable part of his

impression into France, and hoping for a quick vent there.

1760-72 tr. Juan <$• Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) IE 398 The traders

. .consign, .their European goods.. to their correspondents
in other parts for vent. 1778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes
Aerie. 19 May 1776, What, then, must be the fate of those
who do not keep a minute account, neither of the yield nor
of the vent?

b. In phrases with verbs, as to find or have vent.

1557-71 A. Jf.nkinsom Voy. fy Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) I. 116
We be vncertaine what vent or sale you shall finde in Persia.

1601 Holland Ptiuy I. 367 They vsed in old time to gather
the Incense but once a yere ; as hauing little vent, and small
returne, and lesse occasion to sell than now adaies. 1674
Marvell Reh. Transfi. tr. 54 Or by only naming it hoped to
procure vent or better their Hvelyhood. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. (1721) IE 62 Such Uses as you design to sell your
Wood for, which you must be regulated in by the vent you
have.

C. Const, of.

'j 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 241 Thether was one of
their common traflficques and ventes of all their Merchaun-
dice. 1577 Holinsiied Chrott. II. 951/2 By this grant it

was thoughte, y l the king might dispend a M. markes ster-

ling a day, such vent of woolles had the English merchants.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. (i8iol III. 504 Where he had peaceable
traffique, and made vent of the whole number of his Negros.
1690 Child Disc. Traile (1698) 59 Much foreign trade will

encrease the vent of our native manufactures, and much
vent will make many workmen. 1700 Law Council of Trade
(1751) 141 This demand. at home will in all probability
make way for the exportation and foreign vent of at least so
much more. 1778 Eng. Gaz. (ed. 2) s.v. Malton, Malton..
was heretofore famous for its vent of corn , fish, and country
utensils. 1812 G. Chalmers Historical Vieiv 46 The alien
duties, which had always obstructed the vent of native
manufactures.

d. Const,for.
1583 Stuhbes Anat. A bus. it. (1882^ 39 To filch and steale

whatsoeuer they can lay their hands vpon, seing they may
haue such good vent for y* same. 1591 Gkef.ne Conny
Catch. 11. 3 Any Faire, Mart, or other place where any good
vent for horses is. a 1661 Flller Worthies, Essex 1. (1662)

318, I know not whether it be better to wish them good
Wares to Vent, or good Vent for their Wares. 1689 Apol.
Fail. Walker's Ace. 23 The tenth being more than he hopes
to have vent for in England. 17*7 Pope, etc. Art of Sink-
ing 72, I doubt not, but we shall .. procure a farther vent
for our own product. 1761 Ht'ME Hist. Engl. II. xxvi. 118
If husbandmen understand agriculture, and have a ready

Vol. X.

1782

lviii. 460 If. .they find a vent for these goods abroad, they
will have wherewith to purchase the produce of other

countries. 1828 Southey in Q. Rev, XXXVII. 546 Yet,

even then, more goods were produced than there was vent

for. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. vi. 97 The ordinary vent

for timber of any sort, in Ireland, was very limited.

f3. A place where goods are or may be sold ; a

market, mart. Obs.-1

1580 R. Hitchcock Politic Flat f ij, At Rone in Fraunce
which is the chefest vent, be solde our Englishe wares, as

Welche and Manchester Cottons.

+ 4. [After Sp. venta.'] An inn or tavern ; a bait-

ing or posting house. Obs. (Cf. Venta.)
1577 H Ei.lowes Gueuaras Citron. 14 The seate of Ysto-

briga was, where nowe the ventes of Caparra, being bayting
places, stand. 1612 Shelton Don Quix. 1. ii. (1620) 10 He
perceiued an Inne, neere vnto the high way ;. .forthwith as

soone as he espied the Vent, he fained to himselfe that it

was a Castle, a 16*5 Fletcher Love's Filgr. 1. i. Our
house Is but a vent of need, that now and then Receives a
guest, between the greater Towns As they come late.

t Vent, app. a variant spelling of Went sb.

1513 Douglas ACneid m.iv. 40 Fro that place syne ontill

ane cave we went, Vndir a hingand hewch, in a derne vent
[v.r. went],

t Vent, v. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Vent sb}]

1. trans. To trim the openings or slits of (a gar-

ment). Cf. Kent v.

1547 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI{iqia,) i6Longe gownes
or Cassockes for women of red Sarcenet. . puffyd with whyte
snrcenet & ventyd with the same. 1606 in Lismore Fafiers
Ser. 11. (18S7J E in Fustain to ventt it [sc. a gown] doune
before.

2. To crenellnte (a wall).

1531 in IJailey Hist. Totvcr (1821) p. xi, The walls.,

roundeaboute to be copyde, ventyde, lowpyde, andcrestyde.
Ibid., The walls of the same with one turret to be ventyde.

Vent (vent), v." Also 7 vente, ventt. [f.

Vent sb.%, or ad. F. cventer Event v.- Cf. also

Avent v. The senses of OF. and F. venter arc

barely represented here.]

I. trans, f 1. To provide (a liquor cask, etc.)

with avent or outlet for gas or vapour. Obs.
i398[see Venting vbl.sb.]. 1495 Trevisa^s Earth. DeF. F.

xvii. clxxxvi. 727 The strengthe of feruent must ..brekyth

fid stronge vesselles that it is put in, but thei be vented.

1570 Levins Manifi. 66 To vent, afierire, euacuare. 1580-3
Gkee^e Mamilliti Wks. (Grosart) II. 57 The wine vessel

beyng fid, lets passe no wine, though neuer so wel vented.

1607 W'alkisgton Opt. Glass 45 The vessel beein[g] vented
and broch't, tels the taste what liquor issueth from it. 1703
Art fy Myst. Vintners <y iVine-Ccofiers n They draw them
forth for sale as fast as they can vent them.

fig. 1589 Nashe nat. Absurdity Wks. (Grosart) I. 35
These Bussards thinke knowledge a burthen, tapping it

before they haue half tunde it, venting it before they haue
filled it.

b. fig. To relieve or unburden (one's heart or

soul) in respect of feelings or emotions. Ahoref.
c 16*6 W. Bosworth Areadius fy Sefiha 1. 843 With these,

and such like words,he vents his soul Of those. .Conjectures.

1631 Heywood Engl. Elizabeth (1641) 55 The King having
something vented himself with laughing, replied. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 22 r 2 Without any Purpose in his Talk,

but to vent an Heart overflowing with Sense of Success.

1799 Winter Let. in Jay Wks. (1843) V. 92, I vented my
soul in a line to Mr. Peronet.

t 2. To discharge, eject, cast or pour out (liquid,

smoke, etc.) ; to carry off or away ; to drain in

this way. Also with advs., as azuay, down, forth,
out. Obs.
Said usually of the containing thing, but sometimes of the

force or means by which outlet is given. Examples with
advs. are placed under (a).

(a) 1587 HoLiNS*tED Citron, (ed. 2) III. 558/1 The infec-

tious smother of this venemous vapor . . had beene readie to

choke all christendome, had not by the wisedomc.of the

princes there, the same the sooner beene vented away. 160*

2nd Ft. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. iii. 1S88 Those leaden spouts,

That nought downe [v.r. doe] vent but what theydoreceiue.

1644 G. Plattes in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 198 The pits.,

will vent away the superfluous water continually, and keep
the sellar alwaies dry. 165a French Yorkshire Spa ii. 19

They being vented forth, the heat would, .be extinguished.

(b) 1633 G. Hfrbert Temfilc, Providence xviii, Springs

vent their streams, and by expense g^et store. 1646 P.

Bulkei.ey Gosfiel Covt. 1. 114 Be not like dry vessels that

will vent nothing. 171a W. Rogers Voyage (1718) 383 We
found it [the leakj did not encrease more than one pump
could vent. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 297 The copper
funnels for venting the smoke from the kitchen fires.

fig. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 98 If there should bee any bad
Bloud left in the Kingdome, an Honourable Forraine Warre
will Vent it. a 16*7 Sir J. Beaumont Bonvortk F. 552 My
Strength is spent, And some perhaps of Villain Blood will

vent Sly weary Soul.

t b. Of persons, animals, or their organs : To
cast out, expel, or discharge, esp. by natural

evacuation ; to evacuate (urine, etc.). Oft.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Feasts 249 With a medicine made of

an Affrican Sparrow mixed with this, he procured one to

make water, and to void a great stone which had not vented
his vrine in many daies. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. ii. 5 Where
ayre comes out, ayre comes in : There's none abroad so

wholesome as that you vent. 1641 Milton Reform. 11.

Wks. 1851 III. 70 The very maw of Hell ransack't, and made
to give up her conceal'd destruction, ere shee could vent it

in that horrihle and damned blast. 1656 J. Smith Pract.

Physick 94 The Chylus .. cannot all be changed into

water, and if it were changed, yet the Reins can vent it

forth. 1738 tr. Gitazzo's Art Convers. 74 Such as vent such

pestiferous Blasts, ought to have their Wind stopt with a

Halter. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agnc. (ed. 4) IE 99

Sheep that are infected with this disorder cannot vent the
seed, the ova, from their liver, on the ground.
transf c 1611 Chapman Iliad xix. 97 When Alcmena was

to vent the force of Hercules.
fig. 1608 T. Morton Prtamb. Encounter 121 Whatsoeuer
bittcrnesse the gall of this man could vent out.

fC. To shed (tears). Also with ant. Obs. rare.
,032 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 123 Having first

suffered me to vent out my teares, for the disbuidning of my
heart [etc.). 1760-7* H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III.

16 He. .vented the tears of.. pleasure, love, and gratitude.

3. a. To give, heave, or utter (a groan, sigh,

etc.). Now rare ox poet.
160a Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iv, I.. vent a heaving

sigh. 1615 T. Adams White Devil 4s The poore confident
plaintife goes home undone; his mcanes, his groanes are
vented up to heaven. 1718 Pope Iliad xv. 123 Behold
Ascalaphus ! behold him die, But dare not murmur, dare
not vent a sigh, a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xiv. 45 Beneath
her palm Idume vents her moan. 1858 H. Bushnell Serin.

New Life to They even complain, venting heavy sighs.

1872 Blackie Lays Highl. 122 Not wise is he who vents an
angry breath.

t b. poet. To pour out (one's soul) in death. Obs.

1718 Pope Iliad xvt. 387 He sinks,.. And vents his soul,

effused with gushing gore.

4. fig. To give vent to (an emotion, feeling,

passion, etc.) ; to give free course or expression to;

to express ; to make manifest or known.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. i;g Giemio. 'tis now no time

to vent our loue. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. it. iv, I

must vent my gricfes, or heart will burst. 1641 Tatham
Distr. State 11. 1, Did you e'er Hear spleen better vented.

1676 HouiiKS Iliad iv . 174 Would Agamemnon thus would
alwaies vent His Choler. 1722 De Foe Plague {1840) 74
Others, unable to contain themselves, vented their pain by
incessant roarings. ,/ 1781 K. Watson Hist. Philip III
v. (1783) 349 The resentment of Spain was farther veined in

a manifesto. 1820 Scott Monast. xiv, Martin.. suppressed
not his indignation a moment after he coidd vent it with

safety. 1841 Dickens Barn. Fudge xxxii, Me vented the

lightness of his spirit in smiles and sparkling looks. 1873
SvMOSDS Grk. Poets v. 139 Habituated to associate together

in large bodies, the Dorians felt no need of venting private

feeling.

transf. cr 1716 Solth Serm. (1744) XI. 222 Things con-

trary will vent their contrariety in mutual strife.

b. To let loose, pour out, wreak (one's anger,

spleen, etc.) on or upon a person or thing. (Cf. 5 b.

)

1697 Dryden ,'Eneid in. 703 The Winds and Waves com-
plain, And vent their malice on the Cliffs in vain. 1710
Tatter No. 260 f 3 That fatal distemper, which lias always
taken a particular pleasure in venting its spight upon the

Nose. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. ix. 03 'I he
Viceroy disappointed in this Scheme, vented all his rage

upon father James. 1750 — Rambler No. 87 r 9 The un-

successful vent their discontent upon those that excel them.
1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Halt xiii, To \ent their

spleen on the first idle coxcomb they can find. 1878 Bosw.
Smith Carthage 55 The Carthaginians unable to vent their

anger even on the lifeless corpse of the unfortunate Hamil-
car,.. vented it on his innocent son.

5. fig. To give out or forth, publish or spread

abroad, by or as by utterance ; to give utterance or

publicity to (a doctrine, opinion, etc.) ; to utter (a

word, expression, etc.). + Also const,fort/i or out.

Very common from c 1600 to c 1750 ; now somewhat rare

or arch.

1601 2nd Pt. Return ft: Parnass. II. vi. 954 What lack,

faith I cannot but vent vnto thee a most witty ie*t of mine.

1633 lb. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 277 After that God had
once vented and declared that his good purpose to mankind.

1648 Gage West Ind. 102 And they will be sure to vent out

some non-truth. 171a Steele Sfiect. No. 278 Pi Learning

by Heart Scraps of Creek, which she vents upon all

Occasions. 1764 H. Wai.ioi.k Lett. (1891) IV. 279, I hate

to send you every improbable tale that is vented. 1817

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iv. 431 The Presidency vent

the most bitter complaints. 1850 Mkkivalf. Rom. Emfi. iii.

(1865) I, 107 The notsy declamations he vented about the

imaginary dangers of his new Carthag*. 1871 Blackie
Phases of Morals i. 48 He who in an impulse of fearless

fervour Tents a little too much truth [etc.].

b. With on or upon. (Cf. 4 b.)

183a Ht. Martineau Hitl*f Valley\\. 85 Many a curse did

the least wise.. vent upon the French. 1843 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) V. 65 The nameless author who has recently

vented his chaff, .upon the public. 1844 LEVER T. Burke
v, The curse vented on me by one whose ruin.. lay at my
own father's door.

tc. To disclose, divulge, or let out (a secret,

etc.). Obs.

1678 Marvell Grmvth Popery Wks. (Grosart) IV. 276

This affair was carried on with all ihe secresie of so great

statesmen, that they might not by venting it unseasonably,

spoil [etc.]. 1679 Everard Polish Plot 7 When these

matters were vented out of [-by J Sir Robert.

6. refl. Of a thing; To discharge (itself); to

find issue or exit.

1650 Fuller Pis?ah iv. v. 81 Nilus venteth itself into

the Mediterranean Sea with seven mouths. 1665 Sir
: 1 -

Herbert Trav. (1677) 120 That very year the earth swelled

with such a tympany, that in venting it self all Larr was

forced to quake. 1684 J. Peter Siege Ptenna 45 I« hapnetl

that they were all left standing, the Mine venting it sell

upon the Edge of the Ditch. 17*6 Aat Iltst. Ireland 193

A lake., called Loughchorib. .vents it self into the sea at

b. e'sfi. Of an emotion, faculty, quality, etc.
:
To

find vent; to express or show (itself) in something.

(a) 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vii. 138 It is to be feared that

this sin rinding itsusuall way obstructed, will watch its own

advantage, to vent itself by some other conveyances. 170a

Rowe Amb. StefiAfoth. I. i. 375 The Malice of the Faction

which I hate Would vent it self even on thy Innocence.

14
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1808 in Knox <y Jebbs* Corr. I. 456 The fears of men.,
having been taught . . to vent themselves, if I may so speak,
through the channel of sacrifice. 1849 Macavlay Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 367 The coffee houses were the chief organs through-

which the public opinion of the metropolis vented itself.

rti86a Buckle Civiliz. (1869) III. iv. 193 This ill-feeling

increased until, in 1580, it vented itself by the abolition of
episcopacy.
(b) a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 468 Able and active

bodies are not to vent themselves in such vain, though gain-
ful, ostentation. 1669 GalsCW. Gentiles 1. in. i. 8 Affections
. .delight to vent themselves in Poesie. 1763 J- Brown
Poetry <<(- Music 102 When the first Fire of Enthusiasm had
vented itself in the Rapture of Hymns and Odes. 2819
Scott Ivankoe xxvii, The.. decrepit hag. .whose wrath must
vent itself in impotent curses, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Brit.
Poets xiii. (1857) II. 159 This cheerfulness has vented itself

in his playful poetry.

+ 7. a. To eject or expel (people) out of a
country. Obs.~~l

1609 in Gardiner Hist. Eng. I. 438 [A wish that as many
natives as possible might be] vented out of the land.

+ b. To rid (a kingdom) of people. Obs.~" K

16x3 Sir T. Stafford in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1837) I.

199 It will be a good meanes to vent that Kingdome. .of a
number of Idle men that haue nothinge to doe.

t C fig* To spend, get rid of (a fortune). Obs.~x

1610 B. Jonson Alch. in. iv, How doe they Hue by their

wits, there, that haue vented Sixe times your fortunes?

t 8 a. To dispense, distribute. Obsr~ x

1616 Chapman Odyss. xvn. 345 The Pallace royalL.he
enter'd..and his Trencher's fraight The Keruers gaue him,
of the flesh there vented.

fb. To put (coins, etc.) in circulation or cur-

rency ; to give in payment; to pay out. Obs.
1629 Reg. Privy Counc. Scot/. Ser. II. III. 20 That nane

of thame presoomc.to vent and putt amongs his Majesteis
subjects anie of the saids Fmbden dollours. 1655 tr.

Sorei*s Com. Hist. Francion xn. 31 Valerius having filled

his Purse with pieces more current than those which he
ordinarily vented. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsy/v. I. 84 A
Question put whether there be not some persons to vent such
money here.

T 9. To explode or fire (a mine'). Obs. rare.

1687 J. Richa?ds Siege Buda 14 With directions that if

the Miners should meet with the Turks Mine, to Vent it.

10. To supply (a gun) with a vent or vent-piece.
1828 Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 412 It was recom-

mended that iron ordnance, .might be vented previously to
their being issued. Ibid., A gun of the same description
vented with pure copper. 1879 Man. Arti/l. Exerc. 201
The 80-pr. is vented in the same manner as the 64-pr. 58-

cwt. gun.

II. intr. 11. Of an exhalation, liquid, smoke,
etc. : To find or make an outlet or way of escape

from a confined space ; to come, flow, pass, or pour
out or away by a vent or opening. Now rare.
(a) 1540-1 Elvot Image Gov. (1556) 64 Corrupt exhala-

cions, ventynge out of mens bodyes. 1560 Whitehornf.
Ord. Sou/diours (1588) 45 It will bee surer to let nothing vent
out but the glasse it selfe. 1615 Day Festivals Vt. 100 They
were full of new Wine, and the new Wine venting out, the
Tongues of all Nations were immediatly set a float. 1704
Diet. Rust. (1726) s.v. Blood-Spavin, When the Blood and
Water have vented away as much as they will do.
(b) 1604 T. Wright Passions iv. i. no New wine.. by

venting burstetbthe bottle. 1645 Rutherford TryaI ^ Tri.
Faith (1845) 69 Smoke venteth at the window, when the
chimney refuseth passage. 1694 Congreve Double-Dealer
iv. ii, A cold deadly dew already vents through all my
pores. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 69 To
Vent, to have room to pass away.
fig. 1615 Brathwait Strappado, etc. (1878) 265 For loue

enclos'd like raging elements of fire and water, though
imprisoned, vents, a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (1641) 4
It staved off all Emulations.. apt to rise and vent in
obloquious acrimonie. .where there is one onely admitted
into high administrations.

f b. To become known, be divulged. Obsr~x

z6zi Bacon Hen. VII (1876) 26 The earl presently com-
municated the matter with some of the nobles, . .at the first

secretly; but finding them of like affection to himself, he
suffered it of purpose to vent and pass abroad.

f 12. Of a bottle, confined space, etc. : To have
or obtain an outlet by which the contained matter
can escape. Freq. fig. or in fig. context. Obs.

1599 Broughton's Let. ii. 9 Like an old bottle with new
wine, vnlesse you should vent, you would burst. 1614 J.
Cooke Greene*s TuQuoque in Dodsley O. PI. (1744) III. 56
My heart is swol'n so big, that it must vent, Or it will burst.

1626 B. Jonson Staple ofN. 1. ii. (1905) 13 Quiet his mouth,
that Ouen will be venting else. 1655 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 324, I cannot forbeare filling vpp my paper
with it, for such as we are must vent or we burst.

b. Sc. To let out or discharge smoke ; to carry

off smoke (well or ill).

1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Co/tness Co/hct. (Maitl. Club)
225 And neither great nor small [houses] will vent, which
obliges them to use stoves: nay, these stoves will not vent
at the chimney, but are often let out in a hole in the outer
wall. Ibid. 236 As you know we cannot have in any kitchin
above two stoves, because they must vent up the chimney.
1816 Scott Antiq. xi, The Green Room disna vent weel in

a high wind. 1825 Jamieson Suppl. s.v., That lum vents
very ill.

o. U.S. Of a brook : To flow into a river.

1784 J. Belknap Tour to White Mts. (^76) 7 A large
brook, which vents into Pine River.

fl3. spec. (See quot.) Obs.-1

1721 Bailey, To Vent, (among Glass Plate Workers,) is to
crack in Working.

III. fl4. intr. Of an animal: To snuff up
the air, esp. in order to pick up the scent of some-
thing. Obs.
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1538 Elyot, Nicto, tere, to vent as the hound doth, whiche
foloweth the dere or hare, or other game. 155a Huloet
s.v., Vent or snucke as a hound or spaniell doth, nicto.

1579 Spenser Sheph, Cal. Feb. 75 Seest, howe brag yond
Bullocke beares, So smirke, so smoothe, his pricked eares?..

See howe he venteth into the wynd. 1612 Drayton Poly-
o/b. xiv, 20 At the full-bagg'd cow, Or at the curl-fac'd bull,

when venting he doth low,. . He never seems to smile. 1660

R. Coke yustice Vind. 9 It is observed of the Fox, that

whensoever hunted to ground, he never comes out, but at

the mouth of the Burrow, he lies and vents a while.

fb. transf. To search or seeker. Obs.-1

1574 Hkllowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 3441 I cannot
deme, but that after the manner of a drunkarde, that venteth

for the best wine : so doe mine eyes stare and wander to

finde out some olde Sepulture.

fl5. trans. Of animals, hounds,etc. : To become
aware of, to detect or perceive, by means of the

sense of smell; = Scent v. i. Obs.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 75 If they chaunce once to vent

the huntesman or his hounde, they will straight way dis-

lodge from thence. Ibid. 187 He which maketh the trayne,

must rubbe the soales of his shoes with Cowes dung, least

the Foxe vent his footing. 1611 Noble Art Venerie 96 My
Hege, I went this morning on my quest, My hound did

sticke, and seem'd to vent some beast. 1660 R. Coke
yustice Vind. g The Fox, ..if he vents any thing which
causes fear, returns to ground again. Ibid., So Deer do
naturally desire to eat Apples, but if approaching, they vent

them to have been handled by man, they forsake them.

1735 SoMERViLi.E Chace in. 544 Then as o'er the Turf he [a

stag] strains, He vents the cooling Stream, and up the
Breeze Urges his Course with eager Violence.

f b. transf. To discover or discern. Obs."
1611 Cotgr., Onjlaire ce/a,. .men begin to discouer it,

vent it, find it out.

16. To smell or snuff at (something), rare.

1634 Massinger Very Woman in. v, Antonio (pours out
some ".vine). She stirs, and vents it : Oh ! how she holds her
nose up ! 1880 Shorthouse J. Inglesant I. ii. 43 The
hounds came trailing and chanting along by the riverside,

venting every tree root.

17. intr. Of an otter, or beaver: To rise to the

surface in order to breathe. Also transf. of a person

(quot. 1600).
1590 Cockaine Treat, Hunting D ij b, He [the otter] will

vent so oft, and put vp ouer water. . .At which time some
must runne vp the water, some downe, to see where he vents.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xv. lx, As when the morning starre

escapt and fled, From greedie waues with dewie beames vp
flies, . . So vented she. 1647 Hexham i. s.v., To Vent or take
breath as an Otter. 1733 Phi/. Trans. XXXVIII. 180
When she [sc. a beaver] swam under Water, which she would
do for two or three Minutes, and then come up to vent,

sometimes raising her Nostrils only above Water. 173S
Somkrville Chace iv. 433 Th' ascending Bubbles mark his

[i.e. an otter's] gloomy Way. Quick fix the Nets, and cut off

his Retreat Into the sheltVing Deeps. Ah I there he vents 1

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiii, One of the otter-hunts, .where
the animal is detected by the hounds from his being neces-

sitated to put his nose above the stream to vent or breathe.

1856 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. Sports 144/2 The otter . . is

obliged to come up and 'vent' for want of air. 1885
Standard 2 April 5/3 Their prey is rising to ' vent \

f b. trans. To cause or force (an otter) to come
to the surface. 0bs."~°

1688 Holme Armoury n. 134/2 An Otter : We watch, and
Vent him, when we disturb him. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Vent the Otter, Dislodge him.

1 18. trans. To blow (a horn). Obsr1

1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord. Edw. II, § 57 (1876) 44, j to
vent the home shal have ij

d
. a day wages.

fl9. To supply with fresh air; to ventilate. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 440 That all the Apples.. be so

couched as that they touch not one another, but haue spaces
between to receiue equall aire for to bee vented.

f20. To lift up so as to admit air. Obs~l

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. i. 42 The braue Mayd would not
disarmed bee, But onely vented vp her vmbriere, And so did
let her goodly visage to appere.

Vent, v.% Now dial. Also 6 Sc. went, 7
vente. [f. F. vents Vent sb. 3]

1. trans. To sell or vend (commodities or goods);
to dispose of by sale.

Very common from c 1600 to c 1670.
1478-9 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) 1. 36 It is thocht expedient

that all persouns haif licence and leif to cum to the towne
with victualls to.. vent the samyn on Mononday, Wedins-
day, and Fryday. 154* 3 ^ct 34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, c. 6
Pynnes which be dailie vented, uttered, and put to Sale
within this Realme." 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii.

Colonies 665 The In-Iand Lands might truck and barter, And
vent their Wares about to every Quarter. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpone 11. ii, They are quack-saluers, Fellowes, that Hue by
venting oyles, and drugs? i66x in J. Simon Ess. Irish
Coins (1749) 127 Several persons.. took a liberty.. to make a
kind of brass or copper tokens,.. and vented them to the
people for a penny each piece. 167a Collins in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I. 200 England doth not vent above
twenty or thirty of any new mathematical book he brings
over.^ 1719 W. Wood Surz>ey Trade 217 While Spain
remains an independant Nation,.. we may always hope to
maintain, .our Trade to that Kingdom, and vent our Manu-
factures in the Indies. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 153 Hemp
and flax,, .which now people neglect to sow, because they
have no way to vent or employ it. 1790 Shirrefs Poems 316
Tak ye tent, How, and to whom your bills ye vent. 1864
in O'Donoghuk St. Knighton (Cornwall) Gloss. 301.
transf. 165a Gaule Magastrom. xxvi, Hereupon the

astrologers doe mart or vent the effects of the heavens and
the stars.

T b. With various advs., as away',forth, off. Obs.
c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 62 As much as he

should haue for the more wolt vented ouer, so much should
he haue for the lesse woll at a greater custome vented ouer.

VENTAIL.
160a Carew CornwaU $ The nearenesse helpeth them, .to
vent forth and make return of those comodities, which their

owne, or either of those countries doe afford, c 1630 T.
Mun England's Treas. 79 We trade to divers places where
we vent off our naitive commodities. 1631 Heywood Fair
Maid of West in, To vent away our had commodities.

f C. To let out (land). Obs.~l

1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire viii. (1891) 63 Some land-
lordes. .founde it more comodiouse to keape it in their
owne handes then to vente it aut at xii* an acre which is the
vsualle rent thireof.

f 2. intr. Of goods : To have or find sale ; to

sell, go off (well or ill). Obs.
1622 in M. Sellers Eastland Co. (Camden) Introd. 54

Either over cheap pennyworths must cause our said cloths
to vent there, or else they will not vent at all. 1628-9
Digby Voy. Medit. (Camden) 29 Other thinges that I had
which would vent better in that place then in England.
1670 J. Smith Eng. Improv. Reviv'd 202 Cherries will

vent at most Markets. 1670 Narborough Jml. in Ace. Sev.
Late Voy. 1. (1694) no Commodities would bear a much
greater price than what I mention, and there would vent
greater quantities.

II Venta (venta). Also 7 vento. [Sp. venta

( = Pg. venda) :—L. vendita : see Vent sb.%\ A
Spanish hostelry or wayside inn.
1610 in Birch Crt. <V Times yas. I (1848) 1. 107 Our ventas

and hostelries without victuals or lodging. 1618 R. Cocks
Diary (1883) II. 89 As we retorned, we went into a vento
or tavarne. 1662 J. Davies tr. O/earius' Voy. Ambass. 205
Those places.. are as the Ventas in Spain, and serve for

Inns upon the High-way. 1775 Twjss Trav. Portug. fy Sp.

39 note, A venta is a lone house, established by public
authority, for the convenience of travellers. 179a Towns-
end yourn. Spain iii. 104 The waggoners and drovers.,

being seated on the grass before the doors of a venta. 1817
Keatince Trav. I. 69 A venta is seated at the foot of this

road of ascent. 1846 Thackeray Comhill to Cairo Wks.
1900 V. 609 Through the flaring lattices of the Spanish
ventas comes the clatter of castanets. 1897 ' H. S. Merri-
man ' In Kedar's Tents v, Beguiling the journey with
cigarette and song, calling at every venta on the road.

t Ventaffe *. Obsr 1 In 6 -adge. [f. Vent
TV* + -age.] The action of selling or vending ; sale.

1577 in roth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V, 426 The
great losse they sustayned in this ventadge by meanes of

those with whom they have sente.. their goodes in toSpayne.

Ventage a (vented^). Also 7-9 ventige. [f.

Vent sb.* + -age.]

1. One of the series of apertures or holes in the

length of a wind instrument for controlling the

notes ; a finger-hole.

In mod. use perh. originally from Shakspere.
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 373 (Q.

2
), Gouerne these ventages

[fol. ventiges] with your fingers, ..& it wil discourse most
eloquent musique. 1776 Bi'rney Hist. Music I. 264 It was
found practicable to produce the same variety of tones with a
single pipe, by means of ventiges or holes. 1794 Burns Let.
to G. Thomson 20 Nov., The stock has six or seven ventiges

on the upper side, and one back-ventige, like the common
flute. 1834 *M. Scott Cruise Midge xxiii, An instrument
made of some bright yellow hard wood, . . the ventiges [1842

ventages] inlaid with gold. 1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. <y

Shaks. v. 171 It is enough for him to finger the ventages of
a recorder and invite Guildenstern to play upon it.

transf. 1612 Webster White Devil 11. i. 299 He will shoot
pils into a mans guts, shall make them have more ventages
than a comet or a lamprey.

2. A comparatively small opening for the passage

of air, etc. ; an air-hole or vent-hole.

1623 Webster Duchess Malfi 11. v, I would have their

bodies Burnt in a coal-pit with the ventage stopp'd. 1726

Leoni Aibertis Archit. II. 112/2 In subterraneous Conduits
you shou'd open Ventiges like Wells. ..I have seen such
Ventiges in the Country of the Marsi.

b. —Vent sb. z n d.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2703/1 The ventages of ordnance
are bushed with copper.

3. Means for the escape of air.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. (1857) 226 She rises with a

purpose to be extreamely sober : this begets silence, which
gives her a repletion of aire without ventage ; and that takes

away her appetite.

Ventage, obs. form of Vintage.

Ventail. Now Hist. Forms : a. 4-6 (9)

ventayle, 5 -tayll(e, -tayl; 4-6 (9) ventaile,

5-6 -tale, 5 -taill (9 -taille), 4, 9 ventail (5 Sc.

wen-). &. 5 ventaile, 5-6 -tall, 6 -tal. [a. OF.
ventaiile, -taile, ventaile (mod.F. ventail masc, =
OProv. venlallta, It. ventaglia), f. vent wind, air.

Hence also MHG. vin-jfinteile, vintale. A purely

English variant is Aventail.
As the sense of 'breathing-place* appears to be inapplic-

able to the earliest use of the word (see sense 1) in French
and Knglish, the name may originally have been given to

the piece of armour from a real or fancied resemblance to

some other article so designated. Other senses of the OF.
word (and of the related forms vente/e, ventail, and venta/)

are fan, vane (of a windmill), sluice, shutter, leaf (of a. fold-

ing door or picture). In OF. romances the ventai/Ze is freq.

mentioned as covering the heart or breast: cf. Chaucer
C/erk"s Ta/e 1148.]

j 1. A piece oi armour protecting the neck, upon
which the helmet fitted ; a neck-piece. Obs.
a. a 1330 Roland <y V. 863 His ventail he gan vn-Iace &

smot of his heued in be place. 13. . Guy Want'. (A.) 92 His
helme was of somichel mi^t, Wasneuer man ouer-comen in

fi^t pat hadde it on his ventayle. a 1400 Sir I'erc. 1722 He
hitt hym evene one the nekk-bane, Thurgh ventale and pe-

sane. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14375 Her helmes were on her

ventayles sperde. c 1450 Lovelich Grail xiv. 33 Helmes,
hawberkes, & ventaylles also, Alle to the Grownde he dyde
hem go.
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ft. a 1400 Sqr. lowe Degre 222 Your basenette shall be
burnysshed bryght, Your ventall shalbe well dyght, With
starres of gold it shall be set.

2. The lower 'movable part of the front of a

helmet, as distinct from the vizor ; latterly, the

whole movable part including the vizor.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7030 The duke with a dynt derit hym
agayn, pat the viser & the ventaile voidet hyin fro. c 1400
Anturs ofArth. xxxii, Then lie auaylet vppe his viserne

fro his ventaile. c 1470 Got. <$ Gaw. 867 He braidit vp his

ventaill, That closit wes clene. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
cxxiv. 448 Vnder the ventayle of his helme the terys of
water fell downe fro his eyen. 1590 Si»enser F. Q. hi. ii. 24
Through whose bright ventayle.. His manly facclookt
foorth. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vi. xxvi, Her ventall vp so hie,

that he descride Her goodly visage, and her beauties pride.

180a James Milit. Diet., Ventail, that part of a helmet
which is made to lift up. 1865 Kingston James Tasso xx.
xii, Thro' the barred ventayle bis flushed features shone.

[1869 Boutell Arms <$• Armour \'i\\. 127 This piece, called

the mesail, or vtursail,.. but more generally known in Eng-
land as the 7>entaile, or visor, was pierced for both sight

and breathing ] 1906 S. Heath Fjffigies in Dorset 10 Some-
times with a movable ' ventaille ' or visor.

fb. One ofthe vents or air-holes of this. Obs.-1

1470-85 Malory -^W/jwt* x. lx. 5i6The blood brast oute at

the ventayls of his helme.

•f 3. Something acting as a sail or fan. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Col, Cloute 400 IThe nuns] Must cast vp

theyr blacke vayles, And set vp theyr fucke sayles, To catch
wynde with their ventales.

tVentailet. Obs—1 In 5 ventaylett. [Dim.
of (or error for) prec] = prec. 2.

1459 Paston Lett. I. 487 Item, v. ventayletts for bassenetts.

Vental (vental), a. rare. [f. L. vent-us Vent
sb.% + -AL.] Of or pertaining to the wind.
1887 Field 14 Nov. (Cassell's), The strange, vental eccen-

tricities that had been occurring on our coasts.

Ii Ventana. Also 7 ventanna. [Sp., f. L.
vent-us wind.] A window.
1670 Drvden Conq. Granada I. iii, What after pass'd

—

Was far from the Ventanna where I sate. 1851 Mayme
Reid Scalp Hunt. ix. I. 121, 1, .dress myself, and sit in my
4 ventana*. 1873 Dixon 'Two Queens v. lii. I. 249 She could
..breathe her evening hymn from the ventana of Zoraya.

Vented (ve'nted), ppl. a. [f. Vent v?} + &•

Exploded, blown up. Obs. b. Allowed to escape

;

discharged.

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus Admir. Events 30 All the

subtilties. .were as so many vented mines, without any
effect, iqiz Contemp. Rev. Oct. 522 The moral forces dis-

engaged by the death of David Livingstone are a singular

instance of this vented energy.

Venteduct, obs. form of Ventiduct.

tVentel, *« Obs.~ l [ad. OF. ventel-cr (mo&.Y

.

venti'ber): see Ventilate v.~] intr. To set sail.

'! a 1400 Morte Arth. 737 Qwene alle was schyppede that

scholde, they schounte no lengere, Bot ventelde theme tyte,

as betyde rynnez.

Venter l (ve'ntaj). Also 6 ventre, [a. AF.
ventre, venter; or L. venter (whence It., Fr., Prov.,

and Pg. ventre, Sp. vientre), paunch, womb, etc.

In anatomical use the L. pi. ventres is occas.

employed.]
I. 1. One or other of two or more wives who

are (successively or otherwise) sources of offspring

to the same person. Usually in phrases with by.

Orig. (and in later use chiefly) Law (after Ab. per
un, per autre, venter).

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 2 b, Yf man haue issue .it.

sonnes by ,ii. ventres. Ibid. 157 b, Yf a tenaunt in tayle
haue issue .ii. daughters by dyuers ventres. 1628 Coke On
Lilt. 1. i. § 7 If a man hath issue a sonne and a daughter by
one venter, and a son by another venter. 1650 Weldon Crt.

fas. I, 89 M r George Villers a younger sonne by a second
Venter. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 60 To his Sons
by another Venter, .he gave Money-portions. 1677 Sand-
ford Geneal. Hist. Kings Eng. joi Sons of his said Father
by the first Venter. 17*6 Avliffe Parergon 35 A man
dying left Issue by two several Venters. 1760 Sterne Tr.
Shandy iv. xxix, His sister by the father's side (for she was
born of the former venter). 1766 Bi.ackstone Comm. II.

227 If the father has two sons, .by different venters or wives.
1818 Cruise Digest ted. 2) VI. 463 A. having two sons, K.

and C, by several venters.

fig. 1651 Cleveland Poems 3 Her Speech. .Is a Kiss oth"
second Venter, c 1651 — London Lady 24 The small Drink
Country Squires of the first venter. 1687 R. L'Estrange
Ans. to Dissenter 47 The Author Writes himself a Church-
of-England-Man, but it must be by a Second Venter then ;

for he gives his Orthodox Mother most Bloudy bard Words.

T b. Irregularly used of a woman's first or second
marriage. Obs.
1707 Cibber Double Gallant iv, An unlick'd thing, she

call'd Son—I suppose by her first Venter. 1765 Foots
Commissary 1. (1782) 16 Mrs. Lov. Because.. the more
children I have by the second venter, the greater [etc.1.

2. The womb as the source of one's birth or
origin ; hence trans/., a mother in relation to her
children : a. In the phrase of one (or the same)
venter. (After AF. de mesme le venter?) ? Obs.

I579-8° North Plutarch (1656) 113 Mnesiptolema. .was
married unto her half brother Archeptolis, for they were
not both of one venter, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <* Mon.
(1642) 19 Of Isaac by Rebekah, twins were born,. .Of one
venter, though not.. of one minde or disposition. 1655
Stanley Hist. P/titos. 1. 47 He allowed brothers and sisters

by the same father to marry, and prohibited only brothers

Hid sistersof the same venter. [1865 F. M. Nichols Britten
II. 319 The sister of the same venter as the purchasor shall

be the nearest heir.]

fig. 1669 Truth Triumphant (title-p.), That Quaking is

the Off-Spring of Popery; at the least, the Papist and
Quaker are both of one Venter.

b. In phrases with by (passing into sense 1).

1591 Harington Orl. Pur. XXXI. xxvi, I am your fathers

sonne, not by one venter. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met.xiu.
(1626) 258 Laertes was my Sire... By the venter I From
Hermes spring, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 266 (1810) 275
My Sister, by one Venter. 1756 Nugent Montesquieu's
Spirit Laws I. v. 63 It was not permitted to marry a sister

by the same venter.

t C. trans/. (See quot.) Obs.~ l

1661 Lovei.l Hist. Anim. iy Min. 138 Those egges are

most wholesome that are most temperate, they being like

their venters.

3. a. The womb of ix. woman, rare,

a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658)342 Another son of Lysimachus,
but by the Venter of Odryssias, another wife of his. 1767
tr. Voltaire's Ignorant Philos. 169 The brother Cordeliers
averred that Mary had not sinned in her mother's venter.

f* b. A single occasion of child-bearing. Obs.-1

1657 Penit. Conf. vii. 127 As to bring forth at one venter
twins. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Venter is also used for the

Children whereof a Woman is deliver'd at one pregnancy.
Ibid., Thus, two Twins are said to be of the same Venter.

II. 4. In man, quadrupeds, etc. : One or other

of the three chief cavities containing viscera, con-

sisting of the abdomen, thorax, and head. Usu. in

pi. or with qualifying term. ? Obs.
1615 Crooke Body 0/Man VII. \. (1631) 432 It is now time

wee should ascend into the third venter, the seate and very
residence of the Soule. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min.
299 The venters are the inferiour, or abdomen 1 the midle, or
thorax ; or the supreame, which is the head. 1682 Gibson
Anat. 2 The three venters are the cavities of the abdomen
or Belly, the Chest, and Head. 1710 Phil. Trans. XXXI.
84 The Liver, Spleen and other parts of the lower Venter.

1758 J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 218 Deep Ab-
scesses, in the Neighbourhood of one of the three Venters,

1771 Fncycl. Brit. I. 277/1 The middle venter, or cavity of
the breast,

fb. spec. The chest or thorax. Obs.'
-1

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol.Anat. 11. Introd.85The
middle Venter or Belly termed Thorax the Chest, and by
some absolutely Venter.

5. fa. One of the four stomachs in ruminants.
1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 83 In the second venter of a

cow there is a round black Tophus found. 1661 Lovelj.
Hist. Anim. fy Min. 45 They [elephants] have short joynts,

4 venters ; a liver four times as bigge as an oxes. 1676
Grew Musxttm, Auat. Stomach <y Guts iv. 17 The Sto-
machs or Venters in a Sheep are Four. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Venter, ..one of the four Stomachs of Beasts that
chew the Cud.
trans/. i66x Lovell Hist, Anim. <y Min. Isagoge b 8,

Neere to the mouth is a venter, like the craw of birds.

b. Anat. The abdomen, the belly.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Venter, the Belly or Paunch.
1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Jonah is said. .to have been
three days in the whale's venter, or belly. 1847-9 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. IV. i. 639 2 Those very structures which in the
saurian venter opposite its Iumt>ar spine . . appear as the ven.
tral ribs. Ibid. 654 The reptilian venter and loins. 1859 in

Mavnb Expos. Lex. s.v.

C. That part in lower forms of animal life more
or less corresponding in function or position to

the belly of man or mammals. (Sometimes distin-

guished from abdomen : see quots.)

c 1790 Fncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 678/1 Venter, the Belly, is

the inferior part [of the insect]. 184a Brandk Diet. Set'.,

etc. 1288 Venter, in Entomology, signifies the lower part of
the abdomen. 1848 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 306 Venter
..of a paler tint than the back. 1851 Dana Crust. 1.629'l'he

animal frequently throws its abdomen forward along its

venter towards its head. 1872 Coles N. Amer. Birds 17
Abdomen, -has been unnecessarily divided into epigastrium,
or ' pit of the stomach', and venter, or ' lower belly ' ; but
these terms are rarely used.

6. Anat. -f &. (See quot. 1728.) Obs.

1615 Crookk Body of Man 759 [This muscle] was called

Digastricus because it hath two Venters or Bellies. 172S
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Muscle, The Venter or Belly is the

body of the Muscle, being a thick, fleshy part, into which
are inserted Arteries and Nerves. Ibid. s.v., Venter, or
Belly of a Muscle [etc.]. [Hence in later Diets.]

b. The belly or hollowed surface of a bone.
1851 Ramsbotham Obstetric Med. fy Surgery 2 The chief

extent of the inner surface [of the hip bone] is concave and
smooth, and is called the venter, a 1883 C. H. Fagge
Princ. # Pract. Med. (18S6) 1. 89 A large bossy prominence
projecting from both the dorsum and the venter. 1887
CasseWs Encycl. Diet., Subscapular muscle, . . a muscle aris-

ing partly by muscular . . fibres from the venter of the scapula.

f7. trattsf The space included within the out-

line of the square Hebrew characters. Obs.-1 .

1771 Lickombe Hist. Printing 467 The Powers of the

Hebrew Alphabet are distinguished by Points that letters

have either in their venter, or over their body.

Venter - (ve-ntsi). [f. Vent v.2 + -er.]

1. One who utters or gives vent to a statement,

doctrine, etc., esp. of an erroneous, malicious, or

objectionable nature.
1611 G. H. Anti-Coton 76 This erroneous doctrine ought

to be refuted, and the venters thereofpunished. 1683 Hooker
Pordage's Myst. Drv. Pref. Ep. 15 But what of. . Blasphemies
stupendous; to pass by., thetr Utterers, the villanous

Venters? 1707 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 318 A Venter
of Lies and false Stories. 1739 W. Wilson Def Re/. Ck.
Scot. ii. 79 The Venters of the said Errors. 1885 Bkvkridgr
Culross <V Tulliallan I. ix. 243 Venters of strange oaths.,

are called to account and forced to do penance. 1906 Oman
Stutiy Hist. 4 Some earlier venter of such harangues,

t 2. One who smells or scents out. Obs."1

1611 CoiCR., Ftaireur,. ,a senter, smeller, venter.

f 3. Sc. One who utters forbidden coin. Obs -1

1629 Keg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 11. III. 20 Panes..
upoun persouns venters, outputters, and homebringers of
forbiddin and discharged coyne.

t Venter :!
, Obs. rare. [f. Vent z>.3 + -eb.]

One who sells or offers for sale ; a vendor.
1620 Shklton Quix. (1746J III. 188 Now let the Venter

and the grand Sancho be Arbitrators and Price-Setters
between your Worship and me. ..The Venter and Sancho
both agreed.

_
1681 Sc. Act in Lond. Gaz. No. 1649/2

Venters and Dispersers of forbidden Books.
Venter, etc., obs. or dial. varr. VENTURE, etc.

t Venter-point. Obs.- 1 (Some game.)
1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blcod Sat. iv. D 8 b, At

shoue-groate, venter poynt, or crosse and pile.

Vent-giver. [Vent sb.'-] = Venter- i.

1611 Cotgk., Fsveuteur, . .a venter, or vent-giuer.

Vent-hole. Also venthole, vent hole. [f.

j
Vent sb.~ + Hole sb.]

1. A hole or opening for the admission or passage

of air, light, etc.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11, (1586) 70 Afterward
stop the vent holes that the Mole hath in euery place. 1733
Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xiv. 186 A large Ua.sket drawn
up the middle of each [rick of sainfoin], to leave a Vent- Hole
there. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760J III. no Two large

vent-holes for light and air are made through the roof of

this grotto. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. III. 123 It was
covered with good oak planks, ..leaving only suine vent-

holes, with trap doors, or coveis, fitted very exactly to them.
1856 Kanf. A ret. Fxpl. II. 113 Two huts and fuur families,

but for these vent-holes entirely buried in the snow.

2. A hole or opening in a furnace, etc., for escape

of smoke and gases or the admission of fiesh air.

1612 Stuktevant Mctallica (1854) 118 The lower \ent-

holes let out the sinoak. 1664 Evelyn Sylva lot You niu.it

make Vent-holes, .through the stuff which covers your heap
to the very wood. 1678 R. K[lssell] tr. Geber \\. 1. iv. vi.

96 A Furnace with large Ventholes gives both a clear and
strong Fire. 1715 Disaullikhs Fires Impr. 16 The Passage
X of the Bellows or Vent-Hole. Ibid., The Air will be made
so thin over the Vent-Hole, as to press less than that which
is coming from without. 186* M. Hoi-kins Hawaii 25 The
suffocating gases which escaped from the red hot ventholes

of these furnaces.

b. Any hole by which an enclosed space com-
municates with, or discharges into, the outside air.

1750 Warhukton Julian 11. vi, A bare and hollow rock;
which would here and there afford vent-holes for such fume-.

as generated within to transpire. 1799 G. Smith Labota.
tory I. 43 Water-balls have a hollow-globe, turned some-
what oblong, with a vent-hole. 1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 234
The case.. was charged through its vent-hole, and intro-

duced into a twelve-pounder carronade. 1802 Fncycl. Brit.

Suppl. II. 74S/1 Vent-holes may be bored in convenient

Earts of the deck., from whence the state of the corn may
e known by the effluvia which ascend.

O. In fig. uses.

1711 E. Ward Vutgus Brit. n. 124 The Ventholes of their

Passion. 1908 Parish Councils 22 The council serves as a
vent-hole for complaints and suspicions.

3. spec. a. An air-hole in a cask ; a vent.

1669 Woklidge Syst. Agric. 120 Turn it up into the
Vessel.. to ferment, allowing but a small Vent-hole, lest the
spirits waste. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 573 Have near the
Bung-hole a little Vent-hole stopp'd with a Spile. 172s
Fain. Diet. s.v. Brewing, Opening and stopping the Vent-
hole on every Change o( Weather.
Comb. 1875 K.N1CHT Diet. Mech. 2703 I'ent-faucet, an

instrument which may act as a vent-hole borer.

b. (See quots.)

*7»8 Chambers Cycl., Vent, Vent-Hole, or Spiracle, a little

Aperture, left in the Tubes or Pipes of Fountains, to facili-

tate the Wind's escape. 1883 Gkeslev Glass. Coal-.M. 269
Vent or Vent Hole, a small passage made with a needle
through the tamping, which is used for admitting a squib, to

enable the charge to be ignited.

Ventiduct [ve*ntid»kt). Also 7 venteduct.
[f. L. venti-, ventus wind + duct-us a conducting.]

1. A pipe or passage serving to ^ing cool or

fresh air into an apartment or place, esp. in Italy

and other warm climates.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 261 Cold winds, .such as by vente-

ducts from the vast caues aboue Padua they let into their

roomes at their pleasure. 1660 Poylk New Exp. Phys.-
Mech. 173, I have been informed of divers Ventiducts (as

they call them) by veiy knowing Travellers that have ob-

serv'd them. 1685 Coiton tr. Montaigne III. 320, 1 would
fain know what pain it was to the Persians,. to make such

ventiducts, .as Xenophon reports they did. 170a Floyfr
Cold Baths 1. iv. (1709) 108 They stop their Sweats, un-

seasonably by Cold Air, by Fanning, Ventiducts, or Cold
Baths. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 33 From
these Caves arise extreme cold Winds, .through certain

subterranean Vaults, named. .Ventiducts: and. .through all

the Chambers.. these Wind-Pioes, or Ventiducts, are dis-

charge. [1818 Southey in Q. Bev. XIX. 18 (copying

Evelyn Acetaria if. xi) His scheme of a Royal Garden com-

prehended, .precipices and ventiducts.] 1884 Health Fxhib.

Catat. 106/1 Ventiduct, to bring in fresh air without dust or

pig. 1651 Benlowes Theopk. xn. cxvii, TV herb [sc. to-

bacco] that cramp and tooth-ache drives away,, .whose

pipe's both ventiduct and stove, a 1658 Cleveland Aews

from Newcastle 52 What need we baths? What need we

bower, or grove 7 A Coal-pit's both a Ventiduct and btove.

b. A conduit for the passage of wind, air, orsteam,

1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 922, I . . discover'd in severall dry

places of the ground thereabouts, many little Ventiducts,

passages, or clefts, where the Steam issued forth. 1715 J-

Reynolds Vinv 0/ Death (173O z* This channel is called

by. .the English miners the drift ; by Mr. Boyle, the venti.

duct. 1843 in C. Morfit Tanning * Currying (1853) 177 A
ventiduct, made of plank, . .should extend from the centre.

14-2
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trans/. 1876 Mitt. Whitnky Sights <$ Ins. II. xvi. 458
From these cold, dark ventiducts [i. e. thoroughfares] you
may come out suddenly upon a bright warm corner of an
open square.

2. attrih. Of a hat : = Ventjlatoky a.

1862 CataL Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 480S, Patent

corrugated ventiduct hat.

+ Ventil 1
. Obs~ y [ad. med.L. ventile: see next.

So OF. ventelle, -aille.'] A sluice.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/, d ij, All occasions of waters possible

leading. To speake of the allowance of the Fall, .or of the

Ventills (if the waters labour be farre, and great) I neede not.

Ventil 2 (ve-ntil). Mns. [a. G. ventil, ad.

med.L. ventiie sluice, shutter, f. L. venl-us wind.]

1. One or other of the valves or shutters which

control the wind-supply of the various groups of

stops in an organ.
1876 Hilks CaUch. Organ vii. (1878)50 A Ventil, or Wind-

trunk valve is a valve in the wind-trunk for. .stopping the

wind from certain stops in the manuals or pedals, and thus

making them silent. 1884 Encycl. Brit.W7

II. 835 Practical

opinion appears decidedly to condemn the use of ventils.

attrib. 1876 Nature XIV. 275/1 The French ventil system
of shutting off or bringing on the wind to a complete, .group
of stops by the depression of a pedal.

2. (See quot.)
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mns. Terms 446/1 Ventil,

a valve, by means of which brass tuljes may be made to

sound the semitones and tones between the natural open
harmonica.

Ventilable, «. US, \j. Ventil-ate v. +•

-akle.] Capable of being ventilated.

188a Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 713 Ventilable and perfectly

dry floors and areas are made. 1886 Philadelphia Times
28 Feb. (Cent.), The sleeping room is rarely ventilable, and
still more rarely ventilated.

Ventilabral, a. rare- 1
, [f. L. ventildbr-um

winnowing-fan + -Ah.] Concerning or pertaining

to a fan or fans.

i83z World 14 June 9 One hundred and sixty fans. ..Mr.
Walker's collection may, ..from a ventilabral point of view,

[be] quite enchanting,

t Ventilary, a. Obs.—1 [f. L. ventil-are Ven-
tilate v. + -akv *.] Due to or caused by the wind.
1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 11. 15 The neighbouring Motions

of the Sea (which are regular, lunary, or ventilary).

+ Ventilate, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ven-

tilat-us, pa. pple. of vcntildre: see next.] Dis-

cussed or debated ; thoroughly sifted or ventilated.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 141 A cause was ventilate

and movede thro the commaundemente of the pope. Ibid. -

299 This Foroneus ordeynede.. causes to be ventilate afore

a iugge. 1528 in Burnet Hist. Re/, Pec. (Pocock) I. 126

All the matter declared and ventilate. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen.
I 'It I, c. 12, Courtes.. where the said niattier nowe beyngin
contencion.. shall happen to be ventilate, commensed, or

begunne.

Ventilate (ventil^t), v. Also 5 ventilatte,

6 tylate, 7 -tulate, -tillate. ff. L. veniilat-, ppl.

stem of venlilare to brandish, fan, winnow, agitate

(whence It. venlilare, Prov., Sp., Pg. ventilar, F.

veniiler\ i.vent-us\\\nt\. Cf. Eventilate vl]

I. f 1. trans. Of wind : To blow away (some-
thing) ; to scatter. Obs~1

a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew'1

s (E.E.T.S.) 8 Of .iiil.

wyndys, remembrith Zacharie seiynge,..' these ben the
hornnys that shall blowe and ventilatte [L. ventilaverunt]
lude, Israitl, and Jerusalem \

2. To fan or winnow (corn, etc.). Also in fig.

context.

1609 [Bp. W. Barlow) Answ. Nameless Catk. 323 Yet is

it not the peeuish ..tongue of Father Parsons, that must
Ventilate the Come of this Floore, to trie whether I bee
chaffe or wheate. 1623 in Cockkram i. 1791 Cowpkr Iliad
v. 594 As flies the chaff. . O'er all the consecrated floor, what
time Ripe Ceres with brisk airs hergolden grain Ventilates.

1846 Landor Imag. Conv, Wks. I. 226 It is required.,
not merely that we place the grain in a garner, but that
we ventilate and sift it; that we separate the full from the
empty.

f 3. To increase (a fire or flame) by blowing or

fanning. Chiefl )'_/?£-. or in fig. context. Obs.
1613 Jackson Creedi. 144 They blow the fire which it hatl

kindled, ventilating and inlarging the deuouring flame.

1648 Sparer Pre/. Shutel

s Sarah <$• Itagar b j b, Pouring
out the water of his tears up^n our common Flames, which
others ventilated. 1691 Nohris Tract. Disc. (1707) IV. 21
So will Devotion [languish] if it have not vent by good Dis-
course, which fans and ventilates its Holy Fire. 1742 Young
Nt. Th. 11. 478 Speech ventilates our intellectual fire.

f4. To put or set (air) in motion; to move or
agitate ; to renew or freshen in this way. Obs.
1635 Valentine Foure Sea-Serm. ^x If a man have a fan

in his hand he may ventilate and agitate the still ayre into
a winde. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. in. 180 To keep con-
stant fires under-ground to purifie and ventilate the Ayr.
1710 J. B. Let. Sacheverell 4 You . .seem to fight Blindfold,
..and by thus ventilating and beating the Air.. .expose
your own Persons. 1775 Sir E. BAftnvObserv. Wines 403
Putrid exhalations in low marshy ground. .where the air is

not ventilated.

5. a. To expose (blood) to the chemical action

of the air; to aerate, oxygenate.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthoi. Anat. 377 The blood is

yet more ventilated if it be speedily moved. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey) s.v., When the Bloud is ventilated and purged
from oppressing Vapours. 1891 Cent. Did. s.v., Lungs
ventilate the blood.

b. To expose (substances, etc.) to fresh air so as

to keep in, or restore to, good condition.

1755 Hales in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 344, I ventilated three

gallons of slinking Jessops-well purging water. 1763 Mills
Tract. Husb. III. 123 This corn.. was not ventilated more
than six days in a year. 1771 A. Young Farmer's Tour
East Eng. I. 345 The cows gave vast quantities of milk, .

.

but it was very strong, though ventilated. 1846 Landor
Imag. Conv. Wks. II. 86/1 Thy carcase did not even

receive a fly-blow. . . Thy guardian angel . .could not ventilate

thee better. 1855 Poultry Chron. 1 1 1. 449 The wheat should

be kept cool, well ventilated, and frequently moved.

6. Of air : To blow upon, to pass over or circu-

late through, so as to purify or freshen.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 229 The Air,

which ventilates and cools the Mines. X784 Cowper Task
ui. 426 That air and sun, Admitted freely, may.. ventilate

and warm the swelling buds. 18x0 Sir A. Boswell Edin-

burgh in Chambers Sc. Poems (1862) 166 Sweeping breezes

ventilateeach street. 1835 Mrs. Somerville Cotiuex. Phys.

Sci. (ed. 2) xxv. 267 Neither can the warmth of mines be
attributed to the condensation of the currents of air which
ventilate them. 1869 J. Phillips Vesuv. ii. 37 Strabo
describes it as ventilated by the south-west wind.

fig. 1760 Goldsm. Ess. No. 15, Opposition, when restrained

within due bounds, is the salubrious gale that ventilates the

opinions of the people. 1795 Burke Let. W. Smith Wks.
1812 IX. 403 The divisions, which formerly prevailed in the

Church,, .only purified and ventilated our common faith.

b. Of a fan : To cool by producing a current of

air.

1805-6 Cary Dante, In/, xv. 39 Whoever.. One instant

stops, lies then a hundred years, No fan to ventilate him,

when the fire Smites sorest.

7. To supply (a room, building, mine, etc.) with

fresh air in place of that which is vitiated, ex-

hausted, or stagnant; to produce a free current of

air in (some enclosed space) so as to maintain a

fresh supply. Cf. Ventilatok i.

1758 S. Hales Descr. Ventilators II. 39 When the Wards
of the lower Floors are to be ventilated. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVIII. 639/1 The order for ventilating the fleet

issued by the lords of the admiralty in 1756. 1842 Loudon
Suburban liort. 217 The great object in ventilating houses
which are kept at a high temperature is to avoid thorough-

draughts. 1854 Konalds & Richardson Chetn. Technol.

(ed. 2) I. 251 The House of Commons, .has been warmed
and ventilated under the superintendence. .of Dr. Keid.

1888 Miss Braddon Fatal Three 1. v, How to ventilate and
purify his cottages.

absol. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 1054 About the year

X74.I1 Dr. Hales introduced a method of ventilating by
bellows. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technol.

(ed. 2) I. 244 A very admirable system of heating and venti-

lating by hot water.

8. fa. = Breathe v. 16. Ohsr~°

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v., To ventilate a vein, i. e.

to breath or open it.

b. To provide (a mould, etc.) with a vent or

vents to allow the escape of air or gas.

X895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

f 9. intr. To get rid of exhalations. Ohsr~x

1698 Frylr Ace. E. India A> P. 39 The Lamps always

burning, are by open Funnels above suffered to ventilate.

II. 10. trans. To examine or investigate (a

question, topic, etc.) freely or thoroughly by dis-

cussion or debate ; to sift or discuss in free

argument, controversy, or examination; to bring

to public notice or consideration in this way.
Freq. c 1620-c 1680, and from c 1850.

1527 in Fiddes Wolsey (1726) II. 172 This cawse of matry-

monie myght no where be ventylated or dyscussed. 1597 J.

King On Jonas (1618) 225 There was no Father in the

Church who had greater reason to ventilate this argument
vnto the bottome. x6aa Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 VI. 213

Some Articles concerning the falling away from justifying

grace.. had been ventilated in Conventicles. 1657 Heylin
Ecclesia Vind, 95 The point had been somewhat ventulated

betwixt the honourable Remonstrant on the one part, and
the Smectymnians on the other. X674 Grew Led. in Anat.
PI. (1682) 222 The experience of so many years, wherein it

hath been ventilated by the disputes of men, proveth as

much. X7J6 Avliffe Parergon 151 Nor is the Right of the

Party, .so far perempted, but that the same may be.,venti-

lated tie Novo. 1759 Hurd Mor. $ Pol. Dial. (1760) 97
Questions of natural science will doubtless be effectually.,

ventilated in the new society. 1784 in Boswell Johnson 27

June, He is.. not enough known: his character has been

only ventilated in party pamphlets. 1846 W. H. Mill Five
Serm. (1848)52 We have discussed and ventilated all points.

1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 351 Politicians do not 'discuss'

subjects in the year of grace 1857 : they 'ventilate' them.

1868 M. Pattison Academ. Organ. 2 The subject has not

been sufficiently ventilated. 1870 Beaconsmkld Sel. Sp.

(1882) II, 325 Those friends who were, to use a barbarous

expression, ' ventilating ' the question.

11. To publish abroad; to make public, rare.

1530 Pai.sgb. 765/2 He is nat worthy to be a counsaylour
that ventylateth the maters abrode. a 1734 North Lives
(1826) II. 65 Such a step., would have been loudly ventilated

abroad as a plain declaration that popery was to govern.

1877 Landor Pentavteron v. Wks. 1855 II. 346/1 Deeming
it better, when irregular thoughts assailed me, to ventilate

them abroad.

12, To utter; to give utterance or expression to

(an opinion, view, etc.) ; to make known to others.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cere/u. 11. ix. 44 Why then doeth
he ventilate words for reason? 1855 F. Stephen in Cambr.
Ess. 183 The habit. .of using novels to ventilate opinions.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/ iv, There were already
several things in his head which he was anxious to ventilate.

187a E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 219 An angry Kentish
landholder, .might have ventilated his grievances upon
Pennenden Heath. X883 Jrnl. Education XVII. 264 To
rush into print and 'ventilate his views*.

tram/. 1856 Sat. Rev. 2 Feb. 241/2 Although it is

necessary for Lord Derby.. to ventilate his oratory, Parlia.

ment and the country are ready for peace. 1870 W, R.
Greg Polit. P?-oblems 198 It reflects and ventilates the
national conceptions.

b. To give vent to, provide outlet or escape for

(passion, etc.).

1823 Lamb Lett. xiii. 128 He is welcome to them. .if they
can divert a spleen or ventilate a fit of sullenness.

1 13. To carry on, lake part in (a controversy).
1607 R. C[ahew] tr. Estienne's World IVoud. 275 There was

neuer yet controuersie in Christian religion so. .virulently
canuased and ventilated. X678 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. Pref.,
Strangius..has ventilated this controversy with.. force of
argument beyond his sectators.

f 14. To estimate the value of ; to appraise. Obs.
Directly from F. ventiler: cf. Evaluate v. b.

1682 Warburton Hist. Guernsey (1822) 82 [To] see his

goods. .ventilated, i. e. appraised and sold for discharge of

the debt.

Hence Ve'ntilating///. a,

18x7 Rirby & Sp. Entomol. II. 196 Approach your hand
to a ventilating bee, and you will find that she causes a very
perceptible motion in the air. c 1853-4 Tomlinson^s Cycl.

Arts, etc. (1866) II. 836/1 Throttle-valves.. by which the

rate of the ventilating current can be increased or diminished.

Ventilated, ///. a. [f. prec.] Purified by
or as if by ventilation

;
provided with means of

ventilation.

1743 S. Hales Descr. Ventilators I. 111 As ventilated

Corn may He thick without leaving any spare Room to turn

it. 1758 Ibid. II. no That wet State will be more unwhol-
some in a close unventilated, than in a ventilated Ship.

1840 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jr?il. III. 363/1 The pieces of

wood.. so combined, .[become] what the inventor terms a
'Ventilated Faggot.' 1868 Chambers's Encycl. X. 67/2
Close ill-ventilated apartments. 1892 Phctogr. Ann. II.

p. ccxxi, It is a Three-cornered Lamp; the back has a
sliding ventilated door.

fig. 1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 790 The wholesome winds

Of Opposition hence began to blow. . . A pestilential ministry

they purge, And ventilated states renew their bloom.

Ve "11

1

Hating", vbl. sb. [f. as prec] The
action of the verb in various senses ; ventilation.

1661 J. Childrev Brit. Bacon. 86 This is a very strange

thing indeed, and very well worth the Ventilating. 1743 S.

Hales Descr. Ventilators I. 50 The thus ventilating of

Ships. x8oa Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 748/1 It is the centre

of the cargo which most requires ventilating. 1845 Encycl.

Metrop. XXV. 1053 The ventilating of rooms by openings

at any height above the level of the floor.

b. attrib., as ventilating-engineer, -fan, tube, etc.

A few technical combs, are recorded in Knight Did.Mech.
and Suppl., as ventilatiug-brick, heater, saw, -stack, water-

wheel. Also ventilating grate, jack, mill-stone in recent

Amer. Diets.

1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 44 This ward .. had been

supplied by a ventilating tube. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV.
1054/2 The ventilating fan of Dr. Desaguliers. Ibid. 1055/2

A ventilating pump 3 feet square and 5 feet high. 1868

Chambers's Encycl. X. 68/1 Dr. Arnott's ventilating-valve.

Ibid., Special ventilating-flues in the walls. 1889 Welch
'Text Bk. Naval Archil. 132 Fresh air . . led into the bunkers

from the ventilating shafts, c 1890 W. H. Casmey Ventila-

tion 1 My experience as a ventilating engineer. •

Ventilation (ventite'-Jan). Also 5 Sc. ven-

tulacioun, 6 ventilacyon. [a. L. ventilation-,

ventildtio (Pliny), an exposing to the air, f. ven-

lilare Ventilate v. ; hence also It. ventilazione t

F. ventilation, Sp. -acion, Pg. -actio."]

I. f 1. A stir or motion of the air ; a current

of air ; a breeze. Obs.

X456 SIR G. Hay Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 158 The
ayr passis sa throu the warlde, throu blastis of wyndis, and

othir inaner of ventulaciounis. 1644 Howell Twelve Treat.

(1661)9 Sometimes we have a clear azur'd skie with soft

gentle ventilations. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 52 Tis affirmed

that almost any Ventilation and stirring of the Air doth

refrigerate. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 40 p 4 The Soil

..must lie fallow. .till it has. .again enriched itself by the

Ventilations of the Air. 1743 S. Hales Descr. Ventilators

1 . 24 A like Ventilation of warm dry Air from the adjoining

Stove.

Jig. 1643 Sir T. Browne Retig. Med. 1. § 32 Whosoever

feels not the warme gale and gentle ventilation of this Spirit

[of God] (though I feele his pulse) I dare not say he lives.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 205 T 5 The mind that is to be

moved by the gentle ventilations of gayety.

2. Movement or free course of the air.

1605 Timme Quersit. il vii. 138 That renuing is to be

attributed to the tire,, .the outward ventilation or winding

comming between as the instrument, a 1682 Sir T. Browne
Tracts (1683) 44 Upon such consideration of winds and

ventilation the Egyptian granaries were made open. 1690

T. Burnet Theory Earth II. 55 This present earth. .is in

most places capable of ventilation, pervious and passable to

the winds. 1804 C B. Brown tr. Volney's View Soil^ U.S.

271 The mercury ranges between 84 and 88 degrees in the

shade, where there is ample ventilation. 1813 J- Thomson

/ ed In/lam. 487 The fust of these means that is usually

mentioned, is a free ventilation of air. 1883 Gresley Gloss.

Coal-M. 270 Ventilation, the atmospheric air circulating in

a mine. , , . ,, c

3. Oxygenation of the blood, spec, in the act of

respiration ; = Aehation 3.

t6,5 CitJOKK Body 0/ Man >« liy ventilation .to cherish,

refresh and increase his natnrall heate with their heat and

vi.ali spirit. 1660 Bovi.k Nezu Rxf. My*. Mcch. ,5°

Another Opinion there is touchins Respiration, which makes

t!,e cenuine useofit to he Ventilation .. of the Blood. 1665

G Hahviy Disc. Plague xiv. in Mori. Angl. (1673) 144 1"

procure the Blood and Spirits.. a free Course ventilation,

and transpiration, by suitable Purges. i8«-7 Goocii.tu.ty

Med. (.829) I- 5o4 The lungs ..in which the_ air undergoes

the important process of ventilation. Ibid. 1 1 1. 209 1 he new

and unripe blood is hurried forward to the lungs.. to be

completed by the process of ventilation.



VENTILATIVE. 109 VENTOSITOUS.
4. The admission of a proper supply of fresh air,

esp. to a room, building, mine, or other place
where the air readily becomes stagnant and viti-

ated ; the means or method by which this is accom-
plished.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1, 65 We see in wet Hay, how the
Spirits, .(if they be not cooled and prevented by Ventilation)
. .break out into a flame also. 1743 S. Hales Descr. Venti-
lators I. 34 This Ventilation will also be of service to pre-
serve. .the limber and Planks of the Hold itself. 1753
Scots Mag. Feb. 99/2 Before ventilation, the foul air.,
became infectious. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1750) in
When cleanliness and ventilation are neglected. 1836-41
Bkande Chew, (ed. 5) 145 The rooms are close and oppres-
sive^ because due ventilation is not associated with the
admission of the hot air. 1854 Poultry Chroit. I. 32 Sufli.

cient ventilation to prevent the house becoming too hot or
close in summer, .must also receive attention. 1889 Welch
Text Bk. Naval Archit. 131 Pipes, .leading from above the
upper deck to the compartments requiring ventilation.

Ag* '751 Johnson Rambler No. 101 r 14 The mind
stagnates without external ventilation.

b. Const, of (the place ventilated).

1817 Gentl.Mag. XCVII. 509 Attention to the construc-
tion, ventilation, and cleanliness of prisons. 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek. 307/1 The steam-jet for the ventilation of mines
was used long ago, and then abandoned. 1893 Hodges
Elem. Photogr, 36 To ensure the efficient ventilation of the
dark-room.

o. altrib., as ventilation-fan, -pipe, shaft, etc.

1823 in Hebert Engin. <$ Mec/i. Ettcycl. (1837) II. 846 The
end of the ventilation-pipe. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 853 The
ventilation shaft. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit. 133
Where, .platforms are pierced for ventilation purposes.
1:1890 W. H. Casmev Ventilation 7 We must bring the
ventilation-fan to our aid.

II. 5. The action of fanning or blowing; fthe
winnowing of corn in this way.
1519 Horman Vulg. 42 It is no good phisike, that whan a

man is sore chafed with heate, for to cole hym with venti-
lacyon of clothes, 1658 Phillips, Ventilation,*, fanning,
or gathering of winde; also a winnowing of Coin. 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 245 Operations belonging to Agri-
culture, do concern. .the graue.., [as] Winnowing, fan,
Ventilation. 1743 S. Halks Descr. Ventilators I. 97 If it

[sc. corn] were afterwards dried by the Ventilation of these
Bellows. 1755 — in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 316 In several
other distillations of a quart at a time, I found the quantity
distilled by ventilation to be more than the double of that
in the usual way. 1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xx. II. 194
These vibrations are so rapid as to render the wings almost
invisible. When they are engaged in ventilation, the bees
[etc.]. Ibid. 199 Amongst the bees .. ventilation goes on
even in the depth of winter.

Q.fig. Free or open discussion of or debate upon
a doctrine, question, or subject of public interest

;

the action or fact of bringing to public notice in

this way.
Freq. c 1645-1660, and from c i860.
a 1614 Donne BiaBavaros (1644) 97 The other reasons of

Divine Authors, .shall have their ventilation in this Distinc-
tion. 1651 Baxter Inf. Baf>t. 19 If the kindled humor had
not had a free ventilation in Pulpit and in Press. 1677 Gale
Crt. Gentiles iv. 302, I shal not now enter on the solemn
ventilation and debate of this Antithesis. 1850 J. H. New-
man Diff. Anglicans 177 Careful ventilation of questions.
1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii."205 That the grievances
of the nation ..should be submitted to a complete ventila-
tion. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 237 What new aspect of the
subject can call for ventilation and publicity in Photography
Anuuall

f b. The utterance or expression of one's
thoughts, etc. Obs.

161S. Crooke Body 0/ Man 300 So by the ventilation or
skirmish of aduersary opinions the truth conies best to be
knowne. a 1639 Wotton Buckingham m Reliq. (1651) 106
Dr. Mason, whom he layed in a Pallet neer him, for naturall
Ventilation of his thoughts.

fc.pl. Windy speculations ; vapourings. Obs.—i

1648 Lichtfoot Horse Heir. (1684} II. 611 It would be
very tedious to quote their Ventilations about it.

Ventilative (ve-ntiU'tiv), a. [f. Ventilate
v. + -IVE.] Of or pertaining to, producing or pro-
moting, ventilation.

1791 Bentham Panopl. I. Postscr. 199 Over these impure
methods of obtaining heat, the ventilative is capable uf
possessing a great advantage. 1864 Webster s.v., Ven.
tilative apparatus. 189a A. K. Lee Hist. Columbus II.

576 The introduction of fireplaces and other ventilative
expedients.

ventilator (vcntiVtoi). [f. Ventilate v. +
-OK, or a. L. ventilator a winnower. Cf. F. ventil-

ateur, It. ventilatore, Sp. and Pg. -at/or.']

1. A mechanical contrivance or apparatus (such
as a revolving fan or wheel fixed in a special open-
ing) by which the vitiated or heated air is drawn
or removed from a building, ship, mine, etc., and
a fresh supply introduced ; also freq. a simple
opening, or open shaft, so placed or contrived as
to facilitate renewal of the air.

1743 S. Hales {title), A Description of Ventilators ; where-
by Great Quantities of Fresh Air may with Ease be conveyed
into Mines, Goals, Hospitals, Work.Houses and Ships.
I7S3 &*£ -'^V-

*'e °- 99< 1 Ventilators, worked by a wind-
mill, having been fixed. 1766 Complete Parmer 7 S 3/1
Two of the ventilators are constantly drawing in tne air,
and two of them . .are blowing it out at their proper valves.
180a M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) II. 79 Giving oppor-
tunity to workmen to fix some ventilators, which were
greatly wanted in the Hall. 1836-41 Brande Chem. (ed. 5)
143 The different ventilators may terminate in tubes con-
nected with a chimney. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par,

Churches 216 The ventilators should always be above the
heads of the congregation. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval
Archit. xii. 132 It is down these ventilators that air is

drawn by the steam fans F to supply the boilers.

attrib. 1824 Tredgold Priuc. Ventilating Buildings fed.

2) 94 At this centre the ventilator tube T should be placed.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 924 -5 Ventilator deflector,

hood, shaft.

b. The former Ladies' Gallery in the House of

Commons.
1832 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. 269 A dis-

cussion by which Nancy, if she had been in the ventilator,

might have been greatly edified. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d.
Pamph. vi. 20 A modern honourable member, with.. his

strangers* gallery, his female ventilator. 1880 Disraeli
Endym. Ixxix, Lady Koehampton and Lady Montfort were
both in the ventilator, and he knew it.

C. jYaut. A wind-sail (see quots.).

1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 368 Wind-sail, or Ventilator,
a sort of long canvass bag. .let down a vessel's hatchway for

circulating air below. 1851 Kipping Sai'i'making (ed. 2) 59
The.. ventilator is made of canvas No. 5. It is employed
to convey a stream of fresh air downwards into the lower
apartments of a ship.

d. Applied to devices for admitting air into a

head-dress, boot, etc.

1870 C. C. Black tr. Demmin's Weapons 0/ War 255
Lar^e tilting heaume of the fifteenth century.. .It has a
hinged flap or ventilator. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2706
The ventilator for hats consists of a hole in the crown, and
a head-band supported at a certain distance from the sweat-
lining. Ibid., The ventilator for boots consists of a double
upper with holes.

2. One charged with ventilating a building, etc.

Also transf.

17. . in Temlinson s Cycl. Arts, etc. (1866) II. 833/1 [This

wheel was] able to suck out the foul air, or throw m fresh,.

.

according as the Speaker is pleased to command it, whose
order the ventilator waits to receive everyday of the session.

1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. II. 195 A certain number of

workers, .vibrating their wings before the entrance of their

hive. . .The station of these ventilators is upon the floor of

the hive, i860 tr. Hartii>ig*s Sea <y Wond. v. 55 The sun is

not only the great fountain of warmth, he is also the uni-

versal ventilator.

3. One who ventilates a subject.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

ventilatory, a. rare" 1
, [f. Ventilate v. +

-OHY.] Of a hat: Provided with ventilation.

1850 in ' Hat ' Cricket Man. 112 Light summer hats, made
on a principle entirely new, and being quite permeable to

air, are. .perfectly ventilatory.

1' Ventile. Obs.~l [f. L. vmtil-dre Ventilate
V., or ad. OF. vcntail (F. eveutail), ventailte fan.

Cf. also Ventil 2 and next.] A fan.

iSSS Watreman Eardle Eacions 11. vii. 156 Making winde
as it ware with a ventile, or trenchour.

t Ventilous, «. 0/>s~ l In 5 ventillous. [ad.

OF. ventilleus, -tileu.\\\ Fluttering, unsteady.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour II j b, [The eldest daughter]
had her sight ventillous lyke a vane.

t Ventilow. Obs. rare. [app. ad. It. ventola.']

A fan.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. iii. 6 Whereupon we.,
kissed the Ventilow that she held in her hand. Ibid. viii.

23 [He] made one of his followers to fan me with a Ventilow
to refresh me.

Venting, vb/.sb. 1 [f. Vent v.- + -ing i.]

I. 1. The free emission or passing of air, etc.,

from some confined space.
138a W'yclif Job xxxii. 19 My wombe as must withoute

venting, that breketh newe litle win vesselys. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. XI. i. (Tollem. MS.), And so eyer is element
of bodies and spirites, for ventynge of eyer Cumynge to

spirites is cause of..c!ensynge and of purgacion. Ibid.

xvii. clxxxvii. (liodl. MS.), Bi ventinge fome & ober vn-
clennes of wine is brou^th vp to be moubeof be vessel. 1600
Surflet Countrie Forme vi. xiv. 754 The vessels to auoid
the venting which commonly hapnethvnto wine, must haue
the bunghole very well stopt. 1611 Cotgr., Halenee, a
breathing, venting, winding, exhaling.

b. Venting-hole, a vent-hole. rare~~x
.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 409 If pits be subject to the rising

of such vapours, cunning and expert workemen make.,
tunnels, or venting-holes.

2. The action or fact of giving utterance, expres-

sion, or publicity to an opinion, etc.

1654 D. Dickson Expos. Ps. lxix. 26 The very talking and
venting of ill speeches.. is a high provocation of God's

1 wrath. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re/I. iv. xi. (1848) 174 He.. was
wont.. as much to aim at the exciting others thoughts, as
the venting of his own. 1825 Coleridge Aids RejI. xxii.

< 12 The venting of that knowledge in speech. 1*11854 H.
Reed Led. Brit. Poets (1857) 403 They seem to be rather
the relief of a heavy heart than the ventings of a light one.

II. \ 3. The action of snuffing or smelling.

Obs.~°
161 1 Cotgr., Elairement, a senting, smelling, sauoring,

venting, winding.

4. The rising of an otter to the surface of water
in order to breathe.
1741 Compl. Eam.-Piece 11. i. 305 When he lifts up his

Nose above Water for Air, it is termed Venting. 1856
4 Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. Sports 144/1 The remainder (of

the otter-hunters] must watch every intervening yard for his
'ventings'.

t Venting, vbl. sb.'* Obs. [f. Vent t>.3 + -ing '.]

The action ot selling ; * Vending vbl. sb.

Frequent from c 1600 to c 1645.
i53*~3 Act 24 Hen. VIII,c. 4, Straunge count reis. .by the

..inakyng and ventyng therof are greately enriched. 1548
Burgh Ree. Edinb. (1871) II. 144 Vnder the payne of..

spayning frfl the venting of wyne be the space of ane yeir
thairafttr. 1605 Breton* Old Man's Lesson Wks. (Grosart)
II. 6/2 The Vinter, tiie CJrocer,. .and the Butcher, doe by
the venting of their wares, the letter maintaine their trades.

1641 Milton Church Govt. 11. Wks. 1851 III. 139 How they
may suppresse the venting of such rarities and such a
cheapnes as wouid undue them. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

BoecalinVs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. x. (1674) 12 A very spruce
Potititian who looked to the venting of Wares.

tVenting, ///. a. Obs~ l
[f. Vent v* +

-in<; -.] That snuffs or smells.
l637 _B. Jonson AW ShipAerd II. !, As doth the vauting

Hait bis venting Hind,

VcntleSS, a. rare- 1
, [f. Vent sb.% + -LESS.]

Having no vent or outlet.

1603 ). Davies (Heref.) Microcosnios Wks. (Grosart) I.

61/1 A restlesse ventlesse Flame of lire, That faine would
finde the way streight to aspire.

Ventle-trap, obs variant of Wentletrap.
Ventner, obs. form of Vintner.

f VentOTious, a. Obs. [Irreg. f. Vint-uke^. :

see -oiuours.] Characterized by venturesomtness.
1640 R. Baillie Canterb. SelfConviction 48 Their ven-

torious boldnesse seemes not m< re marveillous then their
ingeuuitie commendable. 1707 Sir W. Hope Ntio Method
Eeucingiijn) 105 This venloriuus uncertain, and dangerous
play upon time.

|| Ventosa. Surg. Obs. [med.L. : see Ven-
T08E Sb.] « VEMOSE s/>.

156a Bui.lein Bulwarke, Sick Men 68 There are twoo
kitides of the ventosas, or Boxinge*.

t Ventosal, a. Obs.- 1
[f. I., ventos-ns Ven-

to.se a. +-.\L.] Performed or done by the wind.
1782 W. Hoofer Rational Reer. (td. 2) II. 209 A ventosal

symphony. At the top of a summer*house, or other build-
ing, freely exposed to the wind, let there be fixed [etc. J.

t Ventose, sb. Sttrg. Obs. Also 7 Sc. van-
tose. [a. OF. ventose, ventouse (F. ventouse, =
Prov., Sp., Pg., It. ventosa, ad. L. ventosa (sc.

atiurbita), fern, of ventosus, f. renins wind.] A
species of cupping-glass. Also attrib.

1500 Ortus Vocal:, Guna, a ventose boxe. 1541 K. Copland
Gindon's Quest. Chirurg. N iii, Ventose is an instrument
made in maner of a boxe with a streyt necke and a wyde
bely. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk, Physicke 346 1

Kxhauste the bloode and froth therout with ventoses, a
kinde of boxinge. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 137
Cupping glasses, boxes, and ventoses, draw the woorst
matter out of the flesh. 1656 J. Smith Tract. Pkysick 44
Heurnius useth first Cupping-glasses and ventoses to the
feet and Liver. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Tcchn. I, Ventose, a
Cupping-glass...The ingenious Mr. Hawksbee hath now
found a way of applying Cupping-glasses without Hie, by
means of a small Air-I'ump.

Ventose (verity's), a. rare. [ad. L. ventosus
(It., Sp., and Pg. ventoso, I'rov. ventos, obs. F.

ventons, mod.F. venteux) windy, conceited, etc.,

f. vent-us wind.] Windy, flatulent.

1721 Bailey, Ventose, windy, also empty, bragging, vaunt-
ing. 1867 J. BlGELOW Bench <$• Bar v. 294 (Stand.), The
ventose orator was confounded, and put himself and ihe

glass down together. 1885 Huxley in Life (tgoo) II. vi. 94
It is better to wind up that way than to go growling out
one's existence as a ventose hypochondriac.

t Ventose, v. Sure. Obs. Also 5 ventosen,
-touse, -tuse. [ad. OF. venlouser (13th c), ven-

toser (F. venlouser, = Prov. ventozar, It. ventosare),

ad. med.L. ventosare, f. L. ventosa Ventose sb.]

trans. To bleed (a patient) by means of a cupping-

glass ; to apply the cup to (a wound, etc.).

a. .1400 Lanfrancs Cir/irg, 12 Ventose him on be two
buttokkis, if bat he be feble. c 1410 Master of Game (MS.
Digby 182) xii, Let be wounde be ventosed and garsede.

1541 R. Coi'land Gnydous Quest. Chirurg. N iv b, Howe
ought they to [bej gouerned that must be ventosed?
p. < 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 13 pe Jxrc.schal not be

leten blood ne ventusid. < 1440 Astron. Cat. (MS. Ashm.
391), Which places been perlous to ventuse . to kutte in h 1

tyme. l 1440 MS. Line. A. 1. iy fol. 301b, Or elles be
ventoused on the thee with a boyste.

b. absol. To practise cupping.
,1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 51 pou schalt not lete blood,

but bou maist ventosen, if pat it be nesses.«aiie.

Ventoseness. ? Obs. [f. L. ventos-us Vek-
tose a. + -NESS.] Windiness, flatulence, ventosity.

a 1425 tr. Ardernes Treat. Eistula, etc. 78 No medtcyue
so sone helpeb. . .And it avoideb soueranly ventosenez. 17*7
Bailey (vol. II), Ventoseness, windiness.

tVentOSer. 06s.~~ l In 4 ventuser. [ad.

AF. venteuser (F. ventouseur, = Prov. ventozaire), f.

vento(j4)ser Ventose v.] = Cupper 2.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 378 The ventuser of rawe flesch.

t Ventosing, vbl. sb. Surg. Obs. [f. Ventose
v.~\ The operation of drawing blood by means of

a cupping-glass ; cupping. Also attrib.

c 1386 Chaucer A'ut.'s T. 188a That neither veyne blood,

ne vemusynge. .may ben his helpynge. 1386 Almanak 52

Mynucyons to be made by blode-lattyng or ventosyng m
ful profytabul. a 14*5 tr. Ardeme's Tteat. Eistula, etc 62

And ber be no blode-laterredy, be ber made ventosyng with

garsyng atuix be buttokez. c 1440 MS, Line. A. 1. 1, fol. 299

Of bolnyng or whelynge of garsynge or ventousynge. 1483

Cath. Angt. 400/2 A ventosynge boxe (A. a venttsynge box),

guma. X54> **• Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. N iij,

What is ventosyng?. .It is the puttynge of boxes vpon any

membre for toexpuls the mater betwene theskynneand the

llesshe.

t VentositOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. next: cf.

\ kntosk a. Mid -lTois.J Kull ol wind ; windy.



VENTOSITY. 110 VENTRICLE.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii. 515 Hora. Barmy froth,

puffy, inflate, turgidous and ventosuous are come vp. Tibv.

O, terrible, windie wordes ! Ibid. 513.

Ventosity (vent^*siti). ? Obs. Forms: 5 ven-
toaytee, 6 -ytie, -yte

;
4-6 -ite, 6 -itee, -itye,

7 -itie, 6- ventosity. [a. OF. (and F.) ventosite'

(= It. ventosita, Prov. vtntositat, Sp. -idad, Pg.

-idade), ad. L. ventositas windiness, flatulency,

conceit, f. ventds-us Ventose <7.]

1. Path. The state of having the stomach or

other part of the alimentary canal charged with

wind ; flatulency.

Freq. from 1540 to 1600.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. xxxvii. (Bodl. MS.), pat
comeb of, .bikke humours ober of grete ventosite. a 1400 in

Ret. Antiq. I. 51 For wynd and venlosite, that men callis

collka passio. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 58
If be flowyng be olde, Anathemasis is made for aboundance
of blode or for ventosite descendyng doune. c 1530 Judic.
Urines in. iii. 49 It sheweth but lytell crudyte and ventosyte

of the humours. 1582 Hester Seer. Phiorav. in. Ixv. 89 It

will defende hym from all interiour passions that are caused
of ventositte. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1639) IQ7
The Collick. . .This infirmitie is engeudred of ventositte, or

winde in the gut Colon. 1639 T. de Gray Compi. Horsem.
115 Peccant humours, .being hindred by oppilations in the

guts, through co-aiven-'sse and ventosity. 1684 tr. Bonet's
Merc. Compit. 1. 31 The Gout arises from . . a flatulent

Ventosity. 1748 tr. Vegetius Renatus' Distempers Horses

75 The Disease which arises from Ventosity or Constipation.

b. //. Gases generated in the stomach or bowels;

attacks of flatulence.

Common from c 1600 to c 1630.

1422 Vonge tr. Secreta Secret. 241 Goynge afor mette
dryuth away the ventositeis. 1456S1H G. Haye Gov. Princes
Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 140 Quhen it [sc. wine] is our suete it.

.

engenderis ventositeis. c 1530 yudic. Urines II. x. 38 And
therfor are caused many fuinjsytes and ventosites in the

body. 1545 Raynald Byrtk Mankynie 77 The which do
vaynqueshe and expelle ventositees and windenesse. 1602

Dolman La Primaud Fr. Acad. (1618) ill. 790 It driueth
away ventosities, and flourisheth first amongst all trees.

1628 Venner Paths of Bath: (1650) 355 To take cold

betwixt the bathings, .induceth ventosities. 1659 Macallo
Can.Physick 72 Belching Ventosities, or Winds, . .are prog*
nosticks that a future Crise will be by vomit.

c. The quality in things that produces flatulence.

1822-7 C^orj Study Med. (1829) I. 171 Many of the vege-
table materials introduced into the stomach possess far more
ventosity than apples.

2. A blast or puff of wind, esp. one coming from
the stomach.
1513 Douglas /Emid vn. Prol. 123 Quhais cryis bene

pronosticatioun Off wyndy blastis and .ventositeis. 1568
Bk. Culture, Helke ncre no mans face;.. it is a stinking
ventosity. 1614 Purchas Pilgrimage ix. v. 842 This
commeth of a ventositte which it voideth. .or casteth..out
being in danger to be taken. 1725 Font. Diet., Belching, a
Ventosity coming out of the mouth with a disagreeable
noise.

3. The state of being windy ; windiness.
c 1570 Pride fy Loivl. (1841) 30 His breeches great, full of

ventositie. 153a Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 35 Wee cay-
tiefe Troians, with storms ventositye mangled. 1599 B.

Jonson Ev. Man out 0/ Hum. in. iv, The. .ventositie of
the Tropicks. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Essex 1. (1662) 319
The ventosity thereof [sc. powder] causing the violent ex-
plosion of the bullet.

4. fig. The state of being inflated or puffed up;
pompous conceit, vanity, or bombast.

c 1550 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 77
But turne from such occasyon, friend, hate such ventositye.
1589 Nashe Martin Marprelate Wks. (Grosart) I. 120 They
are so full of ventositie, that I cannot come at their matter
for winde and words. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 3
Some effects of that venome which is ventositie or swelling.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature iv. 24 Vaine glory
..is windy and full of ventosity, consisting of popular
applause. 1710 Shaftesbury Charac. (1711) I. 1. 159
Apprehensive of the Effects of this Frothmess or Ventosity
in Speech.1807 W. Irving Salmag. (1811) 139 He is a man
of superlative ventosity, and comparable to nothing but a
huge bladder of wind. Ibid. (1849) 3°4 This general, with
all DM outward valour and ventosity.

b. An instance of this ; an idle conceit.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. 13 Many men.. do esteeme

desire of name and memory but as a vanitie and ventositie.

1657 G. Si arkey Helmont's I 'ind. 240 Whose rash ventos-
ities and aery promises we reject. 1681 Rycaut tr. Gra-
cian y

s Critick 164 The Swelling Ventosities of Vanity.

f 5. Surg. = Ventosing vbl. sb. Obs. tare-1
.

1 1485 tr. Bp. Knutsson's Litt'l Bk. Pestilence 9 And if a
swellyng appere in the sholdres lesse it with ventosite.

tVentOSO. Obs.
-1

[Cf. Sp. ventosa vent, air-

hole.] (See quot.)
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India fy P. 222 The Structures are all

plain atop, only Ventoso's, or Funnels, for to let in the Air.

*t* Vento'SOUS, #. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ventosus :

see Ventose a.] Windy, flatulent.

1639 T. DE Gray Expert Farrier 86 Paines and gripings

..do proceed ofttimes from.. the working of the spleene,

which is most ventosous. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' I'oy.

Ambass. 320 Unless the ventosous humour of it [hemp] be
also expulsive.

Ventour, obs. Sc. variant of Venture v.

Ventousing, var. Ventosing vbl. sb. Obs.

T Ventoy. Obs. rare. [? ad. obs. F. ventail =
iventail!\ A fan.

1602 Middlkton Blurt, Master-Constable il ii, One of

you open the casements, t'other take a ventoy and gently

cool my face. 1616 in Bullokar Eng. Ex6os. 1631 Dekker
Match Mce 11, Lacke you no rich .. Venetian ventoyes,

Madam?

Vent-peg. [Vent sb.^] A small peg for in-

serting in the vent-hole of a cask ; a spile.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 573 Leaving your Vent-peg always
open palls it [sc. March-beer]. Ibid. 574 If once you pull

out the Vent-peg, to draw a Quantity at once. 1747-96 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery xxii. 349 Mind you have a vent-peg at the

top of the vessel. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 209 If

on drawing out the vent-peg of the cask the liquor spurts
up with force. 1844 Dickens Chimes iii, Pulling out the
vent-peg of the table-beer. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
2703/2 The vent-peg (of the vent-cock] consists of a tubular,

threaded stem, which may be screwed into a cask.

Ventrad (ve'ntr&d), adv. Anat. and Zool. [f.

L. ventr-, stem of ve?iter zhdomtn, + -ad.] Toward
the ventral surface of the body.
1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 1. 639 There appears ven-

trad of the saurian cervix.. that series of osseous pieces
marked c, d. 1882 Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. 44
C may be said to lie either ventrad or laterad of B. 1895
Mivart in Proc. Zool. Sot. 369 The greater extension ven-
trad of the apex of the prosoplum.

Ventral (ventral), a. and sb. [a. F. ventral

( = Sp. and Pg. ventral, It. ventrale), or ad. L.
venirdl-is, f. venter abdomen.]
A. adj. 1. Occurring or taking place in the

region of the abdomen ; abdominal.
a. Path. Of ruptures.

1739 Phil. Trans. XLI. 644 In some ventral Ruptures (as

they are called) this also may be necessary. 1797 Encyct.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 155/2 Ventral rupture is a protrusion
of some of the bowels through the interstices of the abdom-
inal muscles. Ibid, margin, Ventral hernia. 1838 Penny
Cycl. XII. 160/1 Umbilical and ventral hernia;. 1891
MOULLIM Surg. 1047 Ventral Hernia, hernia through the
linea alba (except at the umbilicus), . .or some other part of
the abdominal wall that is not usually weak.

b. Of laughter or breathing, or in general use.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xii, He continued at intervals to
..shake luxuriously with a silent, ventral laughter, i860
O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1891) 65 A trained rector, who
read the service with such ventral depth of utterance. 1892
Stevenson I'ailima Lett. (1895) 197 His breathing seemed
wholly ventral: the bust still, the belly moving strongly.

2. Anal, and Zool. Of, pertaining to, situated in

or on, the abdomen ; abdominal.
a. In ventralfin. (Cf. B. 1.)

175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. -23,-2. The ventral fins are con-
nected in a remarkable manner together. 1769 Pennant
Brit. Zool. III. *34 The ventral fins placed behind the pec-
toral fins as in the minow. 180a Paley Nat. Theol. xii, §8
The pectoral, and more particularly the ventral fins, serve
to raise and depress the fish. 186a Huxley Led. Working
Men 23 [In] the Codfish, .you have the hinder limbs restored
in the shape of these ventral fins.

b. In general use.

1817 Kiruy & Sp. Entomol. xxii. II. 290 By the assistance
of their mandibles,, .and also of several dorsal and ventral
tubercles. i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 86 Mammae
six, two pectoral and four ventral. 185a Dana Crust. 1. 26
What is the proper relation of the ventral pieces of the
Carapax ? 187a Huxley Physiol. I. 6 Nearer the dorsal (or

back) than the ventral (or front) aspect of the body.

C. Ventral cord\ (see quots.).

1874 Carpenter M^eni. Physiology 1. ii. 52 The longitu-
dinal gangliated chain of Articulated animals is often dis-

tinguished as the ventral cord. 1880 Pastian Brain 91
The double ventral cord has a fibrous structure along its

upper surface, whilst below there is an irregular stratum of
ganglion cells.

3. Pot. Of or belonging to the anterior or lower
surface.

183a Lindley Inirod. Bot. 144 These edges often appear
in trie carpellum like two sutures, of which.. that which
corresponds to the united margins is named the ventral
suture. X870 Hooker Stud. Flora 114 Fragaria :.. styles

ventral. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 1. vii. 89 The inner angle
of each carpel., answers to the line of union of its infolded

edges. This line is called the ventral suture. 1875 Darwin
Insectiv. PI. xvii. 398 The lower side where the foot stalk

arises is nearly straight and I have called it the ventral

surface.

4. Ventral segment
t
in Acoustics : (see quots.).

1830 Hekschel in Encyct. Metrop. (1845) IV. 782 Such
points of rest are called nodes or nodal points, the inter-

mediate portions [of a cord] which vibrate are termed
bellies or ventral segments. 1873 W. Lees Acoustics 1. iii.

24 The direct and reflective pulses, .divide the string into a
series of vibrating parts, called ventral segments.
" 5. quasi-a^/y. — Ventkally adv. i.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 807 Structures which re-

spectively He ventral and lateral.

B. sb. 1. A ventral fin ; one of the fins corre-

sponding to the hind legs of quadrupeds.
1834 M cMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 217 The anal

..seems to be continued forwards by the ventrals. 1854
Owen in Orr's Circ. Set, Org. Nat. 1. 186 The ventrals are
situated near the vent. 1875 C. C. Blake Zool. 202 The
pectoral fins are distant from the bead, and not produced to
the ventrals.

2. lint. One or other of the segments of the
abdomen, esp. in Coleoptera. (1891 in Cent. Diet.)

Ventrally (ve-ntrali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

1. In a ventral direction; on or toward the
venter ; with respect to the venter or abdomen.
_
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 368 Actinocarpus Damason*

turn:., carpels dehiscing ventrally. 187a Humphry Myology
2 Ventrally, it is attached to the margin of the lower jaw.
1883 Martin & Moale Vertebr. Dissect. 137 The anterior
abdominal vein., runs ventrally and forward.
Comb. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 83 The various ven-

trally-placed appendages of the articulate Neuropods. 1904
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1631 The ventrally bending limb'
. .having no mesoblastlc somites dorsal to it.

2. In or from the venter or abdomen.
1889 H. J. Barker Orig. Eng. i. 15, I laughed myself

(ventrally, of course,) when the youngsters so innocently
committed themselves.

Ventralward(s, adv. [t Ventral a. +
-ward(s.] To or towards the belly or ventral

surface of the body.
1883 Sedgwick & Heape Embryol. 165 This branch,

starting from near the dorsal beginning of the fold, runs
ventralwards and forwards. 1893 Tuckey Amphioxus 156
Here the mesoblast does not grow forward so far ventral-
wards.

Ventre, obs. f. Venter 1
, Venture, Vintry.

Ventri- (ve'ntri), comb, form of L. ventri-,

venter Venter \ occurring in various terms, as
ventrico'rnu Anat., the ventral extension of gray
matter in the substance of the spinal cord ; hence
ventrico*rnual a. ; ventricu*mbent a., lying on
the belly

;
prone, prostrate; ve ,ntriductz'.,to bring

to or turn towards the belly; j ventrifluous a.

[ad. L. ventrifluus\ ' laxative, purging the belly

'

(1727 in Bailey) ; ventrime-son Anat.
s
the

median line on the ventral surface of the body

;

hence ventrimesal adj. (1891 in Cent. Diet.)
\

ventri'petal a. [after Centripetal a.], directed

towards the belly or stomach ; ventripyramid
/J»a/., = PiRAMiD sb. 7 a.

1890 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 528 The *ventri-

comu (ventral or ' anterior ' extension of the myelic cinerea).

Ibid., The myelic cornua are strictly dorsal and ventral,.

.

permitting the adjectives dorsicornual and *ventricoruual.

188a Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. 36 The body is *ventri-

cumbent, so as to expose the dorsal aspect. Ibid. 537 To
pith [a frog] *ventriduct the head with the index, and pass
the tip of the right index [etc.]. Ibid. 33 For convenience,
the dorsal and ventral borders of this plane may be called

the dorsimeson and the *ventrimeson respectively. 1819 L.

Hunt Indicator No. 12 (1822) I. 90 Every thought of
mind, and every feeling of his affection, . . tends to one point,

with a *ventripetal force. 1882 Wildek & Gage Anat.
Technol. 485 *Ventripyramid.

Ventric (ve'ntrik), a. rare~l
. [f. L. ventr-

}

stem of venter Venter ! + -ic.] Connected with,

pertaining to, the stomach.
1869 M. Collins in F. Collins Lett. <$ Friendships (1877)

I. 63 Magister artis . .venter, says Persius—the art of
accurate time-keeping is ventric.

Ventrical, prob. a misspelling and misuse of

Ventricle.
1824 Galt Rothelan II. iv. iv. 125 He reached a small

postern entrance, which.. many years after.. became cele-

brated as the ventrical into Moorfields.

Ventricle (ve-ntrik'l). Anat. and Zool. Also
6 ventrikle, ventrycle, 7 ventrickle. [ad. L.

ventriculus Ventriculus or F. ventricule : see

Ventkicule.]
1. One or other of the two cavities iu the heart

by means of which the blood is circulated through

the body ; also, the cavity of the heart in certain

animals and molluscs which fulfils this function.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 162 }>e herte hap two ventrlclis

.1. two holowe placis wipinne, & pat oon ventricle sittib in

be ri3tside of be herte, & pat ober in be liftside. 1607
1'opsell Four-f. Beasts 195 There is a double ventrickle

and bone in the heart of an Elephant. 1660 Boyle New
Exp. Phys. Mech. Digress. 347 The Blood that passes out
of the right Ventricle of the Heart into the Lungs. 169a

Ray Creation (ed. 2) 1. 33 An Ebullition and sudden Expan-
sion of the Blood in the Ventricles. 1730 Chamberlayne
Relig. Philos. I. vi. § 2 The Heart has two Cavities or

Ventricles, separated from each other by a thick fleshy Wall,
or Septum. 1760 H. Walpole Lett, to Mann (1846) IV. 105

The great ventricle of the heart had burst.
1
1828 Stark

Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 365 The animals of this order [sc.

Batrachia] have a heart with a single auricle and ventricle.

1876 Bristowe Th. tf Pract. Med.(iB-;i) 173 In the ventricles

of the heart fibrinous clots may be discovered.

trans/. 1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 1. 63 Branchiic

two, furnished with muscular ventricles.

attrib. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 780 Cases of right

ventricle failure. Ibid. 794 The hypertrophy was probably
..due to left ventricle trouble.

2. One or other of a series of cavities in the brain

(normally numbering four in the adult human
being) formed by enlargements of the neural canal.

Pineal ventricle : see Pineal a. b.

c 1400 Lanfranc''s Cirurg. 113 Summen seien bat per ben
.iiij. ventriclis of be brayn. Ibid., pis ventricle is sett

bilwene two addiamentis of be brayn. 1548 Vicaky Anat.
iv. (1888) 31 From the foremost Ventrikle of the brayne

springeth seuen payre of sensatiue or feeling senews. 1594
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. II. Ep. Rdr., Heere may
you seethe seuerall ventricles of the braine, as so many
sundrie chambers for the intertainment of the animal spirits.

1620 Venner Via Recta ii. 35 Beere that is too bitter.,

causeth the head-ach, by filling the ventricles of the braine

with troublesome vapors. 1655-87 H. More App. Antid.

(1712) 206 SupposeMemory were thus seal'd upon the Brain,

and transmitted its Image through the Animal Spirits in

the ventricles. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. 1. § 1. 8

Blood, Matter, or Serum, lying upon the Brain, or in its

Ventricles. 1800 Med. Jr/it. IV. 553 The vapour or water

in the ventricles of the brain. 1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 23

The calamus scriptorius in the floor of the fourth ventricle.

187a Huxley Physiol, vii. 158 Cilia are found. .in the

ventricles of the brain.

3. The stomach in man or animals. ? Obs.

Freq. in 17th cent, use.

1574 Newton Health Mag. 9 It is good for the Ventricle

or Stomacke also. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. II.



VENTRICOSE.

343 Wee will beginne at the ventricle, commonly called the

stomacke. 1610 Venner Via Recta viii. 182 That no part

of the meat may sticke . . about the mouth of the stomacke,
but may. .be carried into the ventricle, which is the bottome
of the stomack, a 1676 Hali'. Prim. Ort'g. Man. 1. ii. (1677)

59 Whether I will or will not,, .my Heart beats,. .my Ven-
tricle digests what is in it. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Exte/np.

18 Purging Ale.. takesofftheslipperiness of the Ventricleand
Intestines. 1805-6 Carv Dante, Inf. xxvur. 26 Dangling
his entrails hung, the midriff.. and wretched ventricle, That
turns the englutted aliment to dross.

b. The digestive sac or organs in birds, fishes,

insects, and certain reptiles.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 249, I have thruste my fore

finger into hir gorge, .and by that meanes have caused hir

to fill in the ventricle sooner than otherwise she woulile have
done. 1607 Topsrll Four-/. Beasts 182 The powder of a
Storks craw or Ventrickle. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufefs
Theat. Ins. 907 It may. .be termed the Cbylus of the Bees,
..having its perfection and consummation from their

ventricles. 1681 Chf.tham Angler s Vadc-m. xli. § 1 (1689)

307 His ventricle is large and capacious. 1704 Ray Creation
(ed. 4) 1. 30 The Meat [is], .transferr'd into the Giz/ard. .,

where by the working of the Muscles compounding the
sides of that Ventricle,, .it is.. ground small. i8a6 Kirby
& Sp. EntomoL xlviii. IV. 424 That the Orthoptera have a
ventricle or gizzard. 1868 Duncan Ins. World Introd. 10
Two kinds of appendages belong to the chylific ventricle.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv, Anim. 412 That part of the
alimentary canal which lies in front of the chylific ventricle

[in cockroaches].

fc. The belly. In anot.jig. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L.L.L. iv. ii. 70 Ideas, apprehensions,.. are

begot in the ventricle of memorie, nourisht in the wombe of
primater.

d. attrib. in + ventricle unguent.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 238/2 [A recipe

for] An excellent Ventricle vnguente, which is verye commo-
dious for the Childebedde Woemen.
4. Any small hollow or cavity in an animal body,

serving as a place of organic function ; in later

use, the recess or space between the true and false

vocal cords on each side of the larynx; a laryngeal

pouch or sac.

1641 Milton Church Govt. 11. Wks. 1851 III. 44 All the
faculties of the Soule are confin'd of old to their severall

vessels, and ventricles. 169s Bentlbt Boyle Led. 109 The
various ducts and ventricles of the body. 1730 BAILEY (fob),

Ventricles, any round Concavities in a Body. 1808 Barclay
Muscular Motions 500 The lateral depressions that have
been denominated the ventricles of the larynx, or the
ventricles of Morgagni. 1877 M. Foster Physiol, in. vii.

(1878) 532 The ventricles of Morgagni are apparently of use
in giving the vocal cords sufficient room for their vibrations.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 273/2 The ventricles no doubt
permit a free vibration of the true vocal cords.

T" 5. In gen. use : A cavity or hollow. Obs. rare.

i6»7 Donne Serm. IV. 5 In what corner, in what ventricle

of the sea lies all the jelly of a body drowned in the general

flood? C1630 Risdon Snrv, Devon §225 (1810) 237 The
caverns and ventricles of the earth.

Ventricose (ventrikJ"*s), a. [ad. mod.L. ven-

tricosusy f. L. ventr-, venter belly Venter * : see

-10 and -08E.]

1. Swelling out in the middle, or on one side,

after the manner of an animal's belly; bellied,

protuberant, strongly convex.

a. Bot. (esp. of the corolla or calyx).

1756 J. Hill Hist. Plants 153 (Jod.), There is no peri-

carpium; but the calix becomes more ventricose, and con-
tains a single seed. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot, xvi. (1794) 179
In Comfrey and Cerinthe the corolla is ventricose. 1821

W. P. C. Barton Flora N, Atner. I. 13 Capsule setigerous

..(included in the ventricose calix. 1841 Florist's Jrnt,
(1846)11.243 The flowers are white and ventricose. 187a
Oliver Elem. Bot. App. 310 Outer Glumes [of wheat]
nearly equal,. .ventricose.

b. Conch. (Usually of the body of the shell.)

1770 Pennant Brit. Zool. IV. 123 M[urex] carinatus
with five or six spires, the body ventricose. 1828 Stark
Elem, Nat. Hist. II. 79 Shell rounded, ventricose, golden
red. 1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 1. 70 Cranehia. Body
large, ventricose. Ibid, no Whirls ventricose. X865G0SSE
Land <r Sea 155 Their ventricose or parallel-sided form.
Comb. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 25 Shell oblong,

ventricose-cylindrical.

o. Zool. or Anat,
1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 11. 304 Ventricose Sucker.. .Oliv-

aceous Sucker, with ventricose abdomen. 1813 Montagu
Ornith. Diet. Suppl. s.v. Golden~eye, The ventricose part
consists of the same cartilaginous rings as the rest of the
windpipe. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 533 The ventricose

and short-bodied species of Cephalopoda. _ 1841 E. New-
man Hist. Insects 111. iii. 185 The gullet.. is ventricose or
ventricosus when it dilates into a large bag or crop before
its union with the stomach.

2. Of persons: Big-bellied; having an unusually

or abnormally large abdomen.
1843 F. E. Paget Warden Berkinglwlt 266 The Reverend

Rory O'Flannigan rose like the full moon.. when first she
peeps from behind the hill, rubicund, coppery, ventricose,
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. 11. xxv. 248 Ending with the ventri-
cose little Accommodah. 1876 W. Roberts Urtn. fy Renal
Dis. in. viii. (ed. 3) 485 A little boy, who had been ventri-
cose from birth.

Hence Ventrico'seneas, Ventricosity.
1857 Tubton Land <y FreshAV. Shells 183 [The shell]

varies greatly insize, ventricoseness, and colour. 1868 Proc.
Zool. Soc. May 374 The greater ventricosity of form.. of
M[elo] georginm. 1909 I. W. Jenfcinson Exper. Embryol.
71 The ventricosity ' (ratio of breadth to length) of the shell

of the Periwinkle.

Ventriccvso, comb, form of prec, with the

sense ' distended and — *, as ventricoso-globose.

111

i8ai J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 5S Aicyoninm putrid,
osum.—Ventricoso-globose, somewhat pear-shaped.

Ventricous, a. rare. [See -ous.] = Ventri-
cose a., in various senses.

170a BATNARO Cold Baths (1709) ii. 341 Such Children.,
are usually ventricous, and not so agil and nimble as other
Children. 1828-31 Webster, Ventricous, in botany, bellied;

distended; swelling out in the middle; as, a ventricous
perianth. 1850OGILVIE, I V«^r/c«.f, ..in conchology, applied
to shells which are inflated, or which swell in the middle.

Ventricular (ventri*ki/?laj), a. Chiefly Anat,
and Path, [f. L. venlricul-us (see next) + -ah, or

ad. mod.L. *veutricu/dris. So F. venlriculaire.']

1. Of or pertaining to the stomach; abdominal,

gastral, ventral.

1822-7 Goon Study Med. (1829) I. 249 It is also said that

the common garden rue . . , when eaten to excess, is succeeded
by the same symptoms of ventricular pains. 1840 Nero
Monthly Mag; LIX. 164 No one.. ever listens to ventri-

cular admonitions, but ' greatly daring dines ' on, in defiance

of dyspepsia. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 610 Louis XIV
actually did wear it buttoned below the ventricular curve.

b. Distended in the middle ; ventriculous.

1850 in Ogilvir.

2. a. Affecting a ventricle or ventricles (of the

heart, brain, etc.).

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 79 Its [the heart's] point, .strikes

at each ventricular contraction, or systole, as it is called,

against the wall of the chest. 1853 Markham Skoda's
Auscult. 205 The ventricular systole may also be accom-
panied by two distinctly different sounds. 1888 W. R.
Gowers Man. Dis. Nerv, Syst. II. 298 Limited ventricular

meningitis occurs especially in young children.

b. Of or pertaining to, forming part of, a

ventricle.

1840 E. Wilson Anat.'s Vade -1/. (1842) 338 The Deep or
Ventricular veins commence within the lateral ventricles by
two vessels. 1870 Rollkston Anim. Life Introd. p. Ivi, A
complete separation of the ventricular part of the heart into

two cavities. 1875 Paynk Jones ry Siev. Pathol. Anat. ix.

244 The surface either of the plexus or the ventricular walls.

1896 Al/butt's Syst. .Med. I. 109 So far as regards the heart

and ventricular muscle.

3. Of the nature of a ventricle.

1841 T. R.Jones Anim. Kingd. xxiii. 397 A single auricle

that communicates with a strong ventricular cavity. Ibid.

xxix. 606 The heart .. separated into two distinct sets of
cavities, each composed of an auricle and of a strong ventri-

cular chamber. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv, Anim. iii. 115 In
the simplest Calcispongise, . .the pores open directly into the
ventricular cavity.,

Ventricule (ve*ntriki«l). Anat. [a. OF.
ventricule (14th c. in Littre" ; = Sp. and ?g. ven-

tricule, It. ventricolo), ad. L. ventriculns Ventri-
culus.] — Ventricle in various senses.

a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 14 J>e synowez.

.

habe festnyng with be stomake and wib yc ventriculez of he
brayne. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 97 The Apostle addes
' Meats are for the belly ', i.e. for the ventricule or stomach
and intestines. 174a Phil. Trans. XLI I. 125 In the Right
Auricle and Ventricule of his Heart was found a large tough
subrubicund Polypus. 1880 GUnther Fishes 152 The walls

of the ventricule are robust.

Ventriculite (ventri'kirflait). [ad. mod. I,.

Ventriculites, f. L. ventriculus ventricle : see -1TB l

2.] A fossil sponge belonging to the genus Ven-
iriculitcs or the family Ventriculitidm.
1822 Mantell Geol. Sussex 176 The difference in the

form of this ventriculite. 1885 J. K. Taylor Brit. Fossils i.

24 In the white chalk of Sussex,..Ventriculites occur in

great numbers.

Hence Ventrical! *tic a.
t
of or belonging to,

containing, ventriculites. (In recent Diets.)

Ventriculo'se, a. rare~°. [ad. L. ventricul-

osus pertaining to the belly, f. ventriculns Ven-
triculus.] a.

( Paunch-bellied '(1727 in Bailey,

vol. II). b. Bot, = next. (1891 in Cent. Diet.)

Ventri culous, a. rarer- , [Cf. prec. and -ous.]

(See qnots.)

1802 R. Hall Elem. Bot. 194 Ventriculous, ..somewhat
ventricose. 1828-32 in Webster, Veniriculous, somewhat
distended in the middle.

II Ventriculns (vcntrrki/?l£s). [L, (in senses

1 and 2), dim. of venter Venter *.]

1. Anat. and Zool. = Ventricle 3.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Ventriculns, the

Stomach.] 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II. s.v., The Sto-

mach or Ventriculns is placed immediately under the Mid-
riff. 177X Encycl, Brit. I. 258/1 Ventriculus, or Stomach,.,

a great bag or reservoir, situated [etc.]. 1843 Wilkinson
tr. Sivedenborg's Anim. Kingd. I. iv. 109 The stomach or

ventriculus is a hollow membranous viscus. 1894 Athenxum
21 April 514/3 ine alimentary canal is more of the type of

other Gamasid* than of the Uropodina:, the ventriculus

being small and its c.-cca long.

b. The gizzard in birds and insects.

1891 in Cent. Diet, 1896 Newton Diet. Birds 916 [The]

Stomach.. consists of an interior portion, the Proventri.

cuius, . .and a posterior, the Ventriculus or Gizzard, which

is muscular.

2. = Ventricle i.

1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 278/2 The heart.. is hollow within,

and divided by a septum which runs between the edges into

two cavities, called ventriculi.

3. The body-cavity of a sponge.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 115 In the simplest

Calcispongise.. the wall of the ventriculus is thin. Ibid.v'n.

409 The anterior end of the ventriculus.

f Ventrilocu-tion. Obs.-° = Ventriloquism;

1846 in Worcester (citing C. B. Brown).

VENTRILOQUIST.

Ventriloqual (ventrrlokwal), a. rare. [V{.

next and -AL.J = Ve.ntriloq.uial a.

1864 Tallis's Thcatr. Newspaper 30 July 258 The pheno-
menon will be attributed to some kind of ventriloqual trick.

1888 Doughty Arabia Destrta I. 89 These Western men
are distinguished by their harsh ventriloqual speech.

Hence Ventriloqually adv. rare~~ y
.

1871 B.Taylor Faust (1875) II. it. 152 Proteus, speaking
ventriloqually, now near, now at a distance.

Ventriloque, s6. and a. rare. [Anglicized
form of Vf.ntkiloo.uus : cf. K. ventriloque!] a. sb.

A ventriloquist, b. adj. Ventriloquial.
1681 Glanvill Evid. Witches London it. 63 This Pythoness

being a Ventriloque, that is. speaking as it were from the
bottom of her Belly. 1826 Hood Irish Schoolm. iii. And
oft, indeed, the inward of that gate, Most ventriloque, doth
utter tender squeak. 1834 Ml die Brit. Birds (1841) I. \\%
The voice of the birds, .is also made up partly of echo-notes,
in all cases where it is ventriloque, or varies in apparent
place.

Ventriloqui, pi. of Ventriloquus.

Ventriloqnial (ventrilJu-kwial), a. [f. Ven-
triloquy + -AL.]

1. Of sounds : Such as are produced by ventrilo-

quism.
1836-7 Dickens .*>"£. Boa., Char, viii, The symphony., was

soon afterwards followed by a faint kind of ventriloquial
chirping, a 1845 Hood To Kitchener \iii, Potent to bush
all ventriloquial snarling. 1879 Boddam-Whetham Roraima
xiii. 152 It was very delightful to hear one of them pouring
forth his rich and ventriloquial notes.

2. Of or belonging to, consisting of, ventrilo-

quism.
1838 Dickens O. Twist xli, ' A bad one I'. .growled Mr:

Gtiniwig, speaking by some ventriloquial power, without
moving a muscle of his face. 1865 Pall Mall (r. 23 Oct. 1

1

His ventriloquial entertainment is. .a clever piece of vocal
imitation. 1875 Flo. Marryat Open Sesame I. x. 146 Ex-
pecting to receive another proof of her ventriloquial skill.

Hence Ventriloquially adv.
1893 Ganthony Tract. Ventriloquism 27 Should Ventri-

loquial practice make your throat ache, ..do not use it

ventriloquially for a time.

Ventriloqnism (ventri'Wkwiz'm). [f. Ykx-
TKILOQU-Y + -ism : cf. next.]

1. The art or practice of speaking or producing
sounds in such a manner that the voice appears to

proceed from some person or object other than the

speaker, and usually at some distance from him.
(The common use.)

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII I. 639/2 It is with no great
propriety that, .their art [is called] ventriloquism, since they
appear more frequently to speak.. from the roof or distant
corners of the room, than from their own mouths or their
own bellies. 1826 Scott Diary 12 Jan., Mathews, .con-
firms my idea of ventriloquism (which is an absurd word),
as being merely the art of imitating sounds at a greater or
a less distance. 183a Brewster Nat. Magic vii. 167 This
uncertainty with respect to the direction of sound is the

foundation of the art of ventriloquism. 1856 Kask Arct.
Expl. II. xii. 126 Their deceptions are simply vocal, a
change of voice, and perhaps a limited profession of ven-
triloquism.

trausf. c 1819 Coleridge Rem. (1836) II. 275, I call it

ventriloquism, because Sejanus is a puppet, out of which
the poet Ijonsoti] makes his own voice appear to come. 1874
Fortn. Rev. Feb. 244 We consider the poem [' Maud

1

about as striking an instance as could be named of what
we call poetical ventriloquism.

b. Aii instance of this ; a ventriloquial sound.

1839 T. Bealk Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale 302 All our talent

and ingenuity in these ventriloquisms were thrown away.
1878 Hardy Ret. Native v. vi, Soft strange ventriloquisms
came from holes in the ground, hollow stalks, ..and other

crannies.

2. The fact or practice of speaking or appearing

to speak from the abdomen.
:8i8 in ToDO. 1846 TrEHCN Mirac. v. (1S62) 156 note. The

notion of a ventriloquism such as this, of a Itphit havinghis
lodging in the body of a man. 185s CoNYBSARi & Howson
St. Paul I. ix. (1862) 276 It was usual for the prophetic
spirit to make itself known by an internal muttering or
ventriloquism.

Ventriloquist (ventrrWkwirt). [f. Vkntri-
loqi:-y + -1ST.J One who practises, or is expert

in, ventriloquy or ventriloquism; spec, in modern
use, one who gives public exhibitions of his skill in

this art.

With early quots. cf. prec. 2. The modern application (cor-

responding to Ventriloquism i) appears just before 1800.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Ventriloquist, one that hath an
evil spirit speaking in his belly, or one that by use and
practise can speak as it were out of his belly, not moving
his lips. 1681 H. More in GlanvilCs Sadducismus 1.

Postscr. (1726) 19 Who knows but some of his counterfeit

Ventriloquists may prove true ones. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson
Witchcraft ir There are also many that can form Words
and Voices in their Stomach, which shall seem to come from
others rather than the Person that speaks them. Such
people are call'd Engastriloques, or Ventriloquists. 1749
Wesley Wks. (1872) IX. 7 There was a compact. .be-

tween the ventriloquist and the exorcist. 1797 Encycl.

Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 639/2 As the ancient ventriloquists,

when exercising their art, seemed generally to speak from
their own bellies, the name.. was abundantly significant.

1815 Stage I. 176 A ventriloquist at Paris has attracted the

attention of the whole metropolis. 1840 Dickens Old C.

Shop xix, And pale slender women with consumptive faces

lingered upon the footsteps of ventriloquists and conjurors.

1893 Ganthonv Pract. Ventriloquism 147 It is curious that
Ventriloquists are nearly all English.

fig. C1819 Lolkhioge Rem. (1836) II. 317 The scenes
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are mock dialogues in which the poet solus plays the ven-

triloquist. 1885 Pall Mall G. iojan. i/i The 'Ventrilo-
quist of Varzin , who can pull the strings of three Imperial
Chancelleries.
attrib. 1850 A7. <$<?. Ser. I, II. 101 It can hardly be doubted

that the Archbishop's miracle was a ventriloquist hoax.

b. Applied to birds or animals. Also atlrib.

1802 Paley Nat. Theot. x. § 5 A tuneful bird is a ventrilo-

quist. The seat of the song is in thebreast. 1879 Jkfferiks
Wild Life 218 The belief that the [corn-]crake is a ven-
triloquist. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet,, Onappo (Braz[il]>, a
reddish-gray nyctipithecine monkey or teetee (Callilhrix
discolor). Called also ventriloquist-monkey.

Ventriloquistic (ventriUkwrstik), a. [f.

prec. + -ic]

1. Using or practising ventriloquism.
In first quot. used to translate Gr. eyy\otTToya<jToip, which

has also been rendered by 'ventrilinguist *.

1830 tr. Aristophanes, Birds 1651 At Phame.Jive a vil-

lanous ventriloquistic race, ..and from these same ventrilo-
quistic Philippi in Attica the tongue is severed in twain.
1851 G. S. Faber Many Mansions 79 Hence the Seventy
scruple not to express their sense of the liebrew Baalath
Ob, by rendering it a Ventriloquistic Woman.
2. Of or pertaining to ventriloquism or ventrilo-

quists ; ventriloquial.

1853 F. O. Morris Brit, Birds III, 182 This ventriloquistic
power is certainly very remarkable. 1873 B. Harte Fiddle-
town 32 He even uttered a short ventriloquistic laugh with-
out moving his mouth. 1885 H. <). Forbes Nat. Wand.
F. Arch. 72 Its deep and ventriloquistic voice.

Ventriloquize (ventrrl£fcw9iz), v. [f. as

prec. +-IZE
]

1. intr. To use or practise ventriloquism ; to

apeak or produce sounds in the manner of a ventri-

loquist ; to cast the voice.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 297 When the corn-crake
..ventriloquises in the corn or grass. 2846 Landor Imag.
Conr. Wks. I. 148/2 The horses capered and neighed and
ventriloquized right and left. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot
ii, Leave thy caverned grumblings, .. and discourse elo-

quence from thy central omphalos, like Pythoness ventrilo-

quising. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life 219 Some say in like

manner that the starling ventriloquizes.

fig. 1831 Coleridge Table-t. 21 July, I have no admira-
tion for the practice of ventriloquizing through another
man's mouth. 1890 Spectator 1 Nov., It looks as if the new
Radicalism had entered into bis soul and were ventrilo-

quising through his organisation.

2. trans. To utter as a ventriloquist.

1865 Spectator 14 Jan. 45 It is a falsehood ventriloquizing
truth. 1871 Farhar Witn. Hist. iv. 131 The little Temple,
up which the priests.. crept to ventriloquise behind the
deceptive statue their lying oracles. 1900 Daily News
18 July 2/5 He not only mimics but ventriloquises his
imitations.

Hence Ventriloquizing vbl. sb. Also aitrib.

1805 Eugenia de Acton Nuns of Desert II. 52 Mrs.
Mervin's ventriloquising powers, exhibited in the church.

Ventriloquous (ventrrUkwas), a. [f. L.
vcntriloqn-us t^see next) + -ous.]

1. Of persons : = Ventriloquistic a. 1.

1713 Drrham Phys.-Theol. iv. vii. (1727) 149 note. In the
same Tract, Chap. 6 is this Observation of Ventriloquous
Persons. 1737 Byrom Kent. (1857) 116 There came the ven-
triloquous fellow, who imitated a friend's voice out of his
mouth. 1775 in Ash, and in later Diets.

2. Produced by or as by ventriloquy ; ventrilo-

quial.

1768 G. White Selbome xvi, In breeding-time, snipes play
over the moors, piping and humming.. .Is not their hum
ventriloquous, like that of the turkey? 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm III. 738 The harsh ventriloquous cry of the corn*
craik amongst the grass. 1880 Cable Grandissimes (189S)
200 The dismal ventriloquous note of the rain-crow.

II Ventriloquus. Obs. Usu. in pl.ventrilo-
qui. [L., f. ventri-, venter belly + loqui to speak,
after Or. tyyaarpifiWos. Cf. Vektriloque.] A
ventriloquist (esp. in the original sense).
The fern, vcntriloqua (pi. -loqux) is employed by R. Scot

Discov. Witchcr. (1584) vii. i, 126 and xiii. 150.
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxv'm.% 2. 251 They that are called

ventriloqui, do persuade ignorant people that the Diuell
speaketh from within them deepe in their belly. 1667 Phil.
Trans. II. 603 How by a peculiar use of the Epiglottis, one
may come to speak inwardly, as do the Ventriloqui. 1706
Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 306 Two or three pretty stories
. .of Ventriloqui^ or those that speak in their bellies. 1748
Hartley Observ. Man 1. ii. § 5. 228 We may see how Ven-
triloqui, or Persons that speak in their Throats, without
moving their Lips, impose upon the Audience. 176a Ann.
Keg. L 143/2 The known faculty many people called Ventri-
/<??»•* have had of uttering strange noises [etc.].

Ventriloquy (ventrW^kwi). [ad. raed. or
early mod.L. ventriloqui-um (It. ventri/oquio , Sp.,

Fg. ventriloquia, F. ventriloquie), f. L. ventrilo-

quus : see prec.]

1. «= Ventriloquism (in both senses).

1584. R. Scot Discoz'. Witchcr. vn. i. (1886) 101 A wench,
practising hir diabolicall witchcraftand ventriloquie An. 1574.
164s Fuller Holy <$ Pro/. St. n. ix. 83 Some have ques-
tioned ventriloquie, when men strangely speak out of their
bellies, whether it can be done lawfully or no. a 1680 Glan-
vill Sadducismus u. (1684) 64 For Ventriloquy, or speaking
from the bottom of the Belly, 'tis a thing.. as strange..as
anything in Witchcraft. 1775 in Ash. 1823 Examiner 338
His excellent imitations of ventriloquy. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI, 248/1 The lips and jaws being always somewhat
open during ventriloquy, a slight labial movement remains
unnoticed. 1889 MacColl Mr. Stranger's Sealed Packet
xxx, You would have put it all down to ventriloquy and
imposture.

T2. (See quot.) Odsr"
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1623 Cockeram i, I'cntriloquie, diuination by the inwards
of beasts.

Ventrine, a. rare—1 , [f. L. venlr-
t
venter

belly + -ink J.] Of or pertaining to the abdomen.
•11859 D« Ql'incev Posth. Wks. (1891) I. 235 note,

Prompted by a principle that sank him to the level of the
brutes, viz., acquiescing in total ventrine improvidence.

t Ventrio'Se,tf. Obs. rare. [ad.L. ventrios-us,

f. ventri-, venter belly.] a. Bot. = Ventricose
rt.ia. b. * Gorbellied ' (1727 in Bailey, vol. II).

1707 Sloane Jamaica (1725) II. 60 Pods, .having here and
there eminences over the peas within, or being ventriose.

Ibid. 59 Smooth ventriose pods.

Ventripotent (ventrrpJtent), a. [a. F. ventri-

potent (Kabelais), f. L. ventri-, venter belly +
potent-, potens powerful, etc.]

1. Having a large abdomen ; big-bellied.
161 1 Cotgr., Ventripotent, ventripotent,big-paunch, bellie-

able, huge-guts. [Hence in Blount.] 1892 Harper's Mag.
Sept. 504/2 His mind is obviously not of the finest fibre, nor
bis massive and ventripotent person either. 1905 Fitz-
Maurice-Kelly Cervantes in Eng. 5 The short, ventripotent
rustic [ = Sancho Panza].

2. Having great capacity of stomach
;
gluttonous.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 115 These ventripotent
melodists called up from the Red Sea of my port and claret

all their buried swells, shakes, and cadences. 1837 Blachw.
Mag. XLII. 425 The ventripotent vermin [sc. fleas] were
in the midst of their meal. 1863 Ln. Lennox Biogr.
Keiiiinisc. I. 303 Louis des huitres, as the ventripotent
monarch was called.

Hence Ventripotcntial a. noncc-ivord.
1824 New Monthly Mag. XL 313 A ventri-potential

citizen, into whose Mediterranean mouth good things are
perpetually flowing.

Ventro- (ve"ntrc), comb, form, on Gr. models,
of Venter 1

, occurring in various terms (chiefly

Anat. and Surg.), as ventro-a*xial a., of or

pertaining to the ventral and axial portions of the

human trunk ; ventro-do'rsal a., of sections or

lines of direction : extending from venter to back;
hence ventro-dorsally adv.; ventro-inguinal a.,

of or pertaining to the abdominal cavity and
the inguinal canal ; ventro-la'teral a., of or

belonging to the ventral and lateral sides of the

body; hence ventro-taterally adv. ; ventro-me*sal,
-me'sial adj's., of or pertaining to, situated at or

on, the ventrimeson; ve:ntronudibra*nchiate a.

[cf. Nudibranchiate a.], characterized by having
naked gills depending from the ventral region

;

ventro *podal a. [cf. Podal a.~\, walking with the

venter or breast touching the ground ; ventro-
poste'rior*?., situated on, pertaining to, the under
and hinder part of an organ, etc. ; ventro'tomy,
the operation of opening the abdomen by incision

;

abdominal section. (Cf. Ventri-.)
Various other terms, as ventrocystorraphy, -fixation,

•scopy, -suspension, etc., appear in recent Diets, or special

works.
1902 F.ncycl. Brit. (ed. 10) XXV. 399/1 These muscles may

be divided into two series— those of the trunk (*ventroaxial),

and those of the limb (appendicular). 1895 Funk's Stand.
Die', s.v., *Ventro-dorsal. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 613/1
When the heart contracts *ventro-dorsally. 1882 Wilder
& Gage Anat. Technol. 28 *Ventroinguinal. 1835-6 Owen
in Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 522/1 ^Ventrolateral cartilages of
the mantle. X883MARTIN & Moale Vertch. Dissect. 141 The
ventro-lateral aspect of the trachea. 1888 Howes & Scott
Flem. Biol. (ed. 2) 95 Slitting open the body-wall "ventro-
laterally. 1882 Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. 36 The
line, .might be called dorso-lateral instead ofdorso-sinistral;

or it might be called *ventro-mesaI. 1872 Humphry Myology
8 The "ventro-mesial position and relations of the pelvic

bones, a 1843 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 289/2 The naked
branchial fringes .. indicate the In/ero or *Ventronudi-
branchiate Order [of molluscs]. 1898 Shufeldt in Ibis Jan.
48 Audubon, .gave them [grebes] both the erect attitudes, as

well as, what may be termed, the *ventropodal ones. 1903
Trans. Amer. Microsc. Soc. Nov. 62 {Cent. Supply, The
*ventro-posterior limit of the proton. 1887 H. A. Rf.fves in

Brit, Med. Jrnl. 12 March 593 There is much need for a
single and simple word to express the operation of opening
the abdominal cavity, for whatever purpose. . . I would there-

fore suggest the use of an etymologically hybrid word,
namely, ' *ventrotomy '.

Ventro-se, a. rare— , [ad. late L. ventrds-us,

f. venter belly.] (See quot. and Ventricose a.)

1859 Mayne Expos. Lex., Ventrosus, having a belly, or
swellings like the belly * ventrose.

Hence Ventro'sity, corpulence. (1801 in Cent.
Diet.)

Ventr(o)us, -ly, obs. fT. Venturous, -lt.

t Ve'XituOTtS,^. Obs. Also 5 ventuos. [Irreg.

f. L. ventu-s wind + -ous.] Windy, flatulent.
Some other Instances of the word in the same work {v. Ix.

and xvn. clxxxvi.Jare due to mistranslation ofthe Latin text.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. liv. (1495) 895 Rawe
hony not well clarefyed is ryght ventuous and bredyth
curlynge and swellyng in the wombe.

t Ventnrable, a. Obs. rare. [f. Venture v.]

a. Adventurable, attcmptable. b. Venturous,
hazardous.
1576 Fleming Panofil. Epist. 390 That whiche is harde and

skarse venturable. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 34 Whose
valure and venturable servys. .deserveth the favour.. of all
true subiects.

Venture (ve*ntiui, -t/u), sb. Also 5-6 ventur.
0. 6-7 (9 dial.) venter. [Aphetic f. aventure

VENTURE.
Adventure sb: : cf. It. and Pg. ventura. In some
senses perh. from the verb.
The form is no doubt partly due to the initial a- of aven-

ture having been taken as the indefinite article, esp. after

the stressing ave'nture had become usual. In 15th cent,
texts it is probable that occasional instances of a venture or
a venter should be read as one word.]

I. 1 1- Fortune, luck ; chance. = Adventure i.

ai^oLeMorle Arlh. 2&11 Launcelot saw ther was no
socoure, nedysse muste he hys venture abyde.

+ b. A venture's stroke, one delivered at a ven-
ture ; a chance stroke. Obs,-1

c 1450 in Rel. Ant. I. 308 Come In with a rake in every
a syde, An hole rownde and an halfe. wath so hit betyde,
iiij. quarters and a rownd and a ventures stroke wyth.

e. At a venture, at random, by chance, without
due consideration or thought; = Adventure 3b.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. vii, Howe at a venture, and

by sodayne chaunce He met with Fame, by fortunes pur-
ueyaunce. c 1590 Sir T. More iv. i. i57Then, good Inclina-
tion, beginne ata venter. 1602 Fulbeckf. 1st Pt. Parall.
15 But if the things aforesaid be not.. weighed or marked,
but be sold at a venture. 1611 Bible i Kings xxn. 34 A
certaine man drew a bow at a venture. 1696 Whiston Th.
Earth 11. (1722) 215 'Tis possible that I may several times by
guess, or at a venture, hit upon It. 1720 De Foe Capt.
Singleton xv. (1840) 256 They should rather fire at a ven-
ture. 1780 Cowfeb Let. 2 June, I never in my life began
a letter more at a venture than the present. 1841 Lane
Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 77 As I no longer knew where I was, I

continued swimming at a venture. 1886 Mbs. Lynn Linton
Paston Carctu xvi, ' And your mother was an Indian,' said
Lady Jane, drawing her bow at a venture.

+ 2. Danger, jeopardy, hazard, or peril ; the

chance or risk of incurring harm or loss. Obs.
a. 1550 Cfowley East Trumpet 655 Thy lyfe thou must

put in venture For Christes congregation. 1634 SmT. Her-
bert Trav. 79 [He pressed] on the Persians, that they
desired to come off without more venture, and so.. retired

home. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 156 I»y this way the

.Seed was put into the Husbandmans hand, and no venture
to him. c 1705 Pope Jan. <$• May 182 The venture's greater,

I presume to say, To give your person, than your goods
away. 1813 Scott Qneniin D. xxviii, 'Nevertheless,' said

the King, ' it is not our pleasure so to put thee in venture '.

/3. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. lii, One that hath now
made the sixth returne upon venter. 1623 T. Scot Highw.
Cod 75 The venter and hazard is the buyers and the sellers,

but the certaine gaine fals betwixt both to the usurer. 1640
Habincton* Ediv. IV, 90 When she perceived the Lords
earnest to have the Prince present in the battle, shee vio-

lently opposed. In respect of his youth, want of experience,
and the so mighty venter.

t b. To run the venture of, to run the risk of.

1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 169 To run the venture of

the gallows rather than the venture of starving. 1729 Butler
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 164 [He] had rather forego his known
right than run the venture of doing even a hard thing.

3. An act or occasion of trying one's chance or

fortune ; a course or proceeding the outcome of

which is uncertain, but which is attended by the

risk of danger or loss ; an enterprise, operation, or

undertaking of a hazardous or risky nature.

a 1566 R. Edwards Damon <y Pithias Ejb, Gronno.
Wilt thou venter thy life for a man so fondly? Pithias. It

is no venter, my friende is iust, for whom I desire to die.

<( 1625 Fletcher Noble Gent. iv. i, I'll be your scholar, I

tannot lose much by the venture sure. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Kejl, Ded. Let. A 4 Your Charity, .made you so resolute

and pressing to have me run a Venture, which you are

pleas'd to think but a very Small One. 1686 tr. Chardins
Trav. Persia 181 The rest, which they durst not remove, for

fear of endangering all at one venture. 1819 Shelley Peter
Bell3rd \u.xx\\\, No bailiff dared, .to enter; A man would
bear upon his face, For fifteen months, ..The yawn of such

a venture. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II. v. 60, I made the

desperate venture of sending off my. .huntsman, .to find the

Esquimaux. 1868 Freeman Nortu. Conq. (1877) II. 326 He
deemed it better not to make his great venture till ne had
strengthened his force.

trans/. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. I. 7 A kind of proba-

tionary venture of the will.

t b. In the phrases to put in or to a (or the)

venture, to hazard or risk. Obs.

1638 R. Baker Xr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 18, 1 have put my
selfe to the venture to goe as far as Gascogny to seek you
out. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 101 He
resolved to put all in a venture. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman
146 How loath would I bee.. to have the matter put to a
venture, c 1670 M* Bruce Gd. News in Evil Times, etc.

(1708) 33 This Love of Christ makes us put all to the ven-

ture ; what loss had thir poor Women that put their All to

the venture for him? 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke"s Voy. E. Ind.

323 As soon as they have paid their Debts, what is left they

put to the venture. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Ad-
venture, to venture, or put to the Venture, to hazard,

t C. To give the venture, to make the attempt.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. n. 58 That although the people

were blacke and naked, yet they were ciuill : so that hee

would needs giue the venter without the consent of the rest

to go without weapon. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 194 Then
Patroclus gave the venture. 165a Heylin Cosmogr. 28

However I will give the venture, and make as. .profitable

a discovery, as the times enable me, of the whole World.

d. An adventure or remarkable feat, incident,

etc. rare.

1810 Scott Lady o/L. in. i, The race of yore, Who.. told

our marvelling boyhood legends store, Of their strange

ventures happ'd by land or sea. 1844 Kinglake Eothen

vi, The ventures of the Greeks are surrounded by such a

multitude of imagined dangers, that [etc.].

4. An enterprise of a business nature in which

there is considerable risk of loss as well as chance

of gain ; a commercial speculation.
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1584-7 Greene Carde of Fancic Wks. (Grosart) IV. 145

Your venter was much, but your gaines such, as.. you are
Hke to Hue by the losse, 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. in. ii. 270
Hath all his ventures faild, what not one hit? 1605 B.

Jonson Voiponei. ii, If you died today, And gaue him all, ..

What large returne would come of all his venters. 1610 —
Aick. n. ii, But I buy it. My venter brings it me. 1660

Pepys Diary 3 Oct., I heard the Duke speak of a great

design that he and my Lord of Pembroke have, .of sending
a venture to some parts of Africa, to dig for gold ore there.

1810 Crabbe Borough xvii. 219 Of both he keeps his

ledger :—there he reads Of gainful ventures and of godly
deed-;. 1867 Smii.es Huguenots Eng. i. 5 [He] agreed
to join them in their venture, and supply them with the

necessary means, 1884 Lain Rep. 29 Chanc Div. 465 In-

ducing other people to spend their money. .on such a
venture as a limited company.

b. That which is ventured or risked in a com-
mercial enterprise or speculation.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 69 There's a whole
Marchants venture of Burdeux-Stuffe in him. 1598 B.
Jonson Ev. Alan out of Hum. 11. iii, He may pricke his

foot with a thorne, and be as much as the whole venter is

worth, a 1764 K. Lloyd Temple Fat*. Poet. Wks. 1774 II.

135 The consequence has ^sop told, He lost his venture,
sheep and-gold. 1771 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary 3 June,
As to merchandise, the few ventures he took out with him,
he has brought back unchanged. 1814 Canning in Croker
Papers (1884) I. 57 It is the ship Kingsmill, . .destined for

the East Indies. ..She is a venture of 40,000/. 1841 Stephen
Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 565 The importer is now
enabled to bring his goods into this country, without being
obliged to pay the duties until he finds for his venture
either a foreign or a home purchaser.

t 5. Chance or risk of something (Se.) ; also

ellipt., chance of being efficacious or beneficial. Obs.
1623 Lodge Poore Mans Talent Wks. (Hunt. CI.) IV. 16

Dropp..two or three dropps into your eies. If you could
get the liuer of a buck and mix it with these, it would bee
the better, and the water would haue greater venture. 1637
Rutherford Lett. 1 1862) I. Ixxviii. 200 Your Lordship hath
now a blessed venture of winning court with the Prince of
the Kings of the earth. 1671 M. Bruce Gd. News in Evil
Times Pref. (1708) A 2, That it is better for you to come and
take your venture of suffering nor bide away.

6. The (or an) act of venturing upon something ;

an attempt at some action ; also, the means or

result of so venturing.

1841 Lover Handy Andy Preface 6 A few short papers,
under the title of this little venture, appeared at intervals in

Bentley's Miscellany. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lumps iv. § 3. 96
There are many forms of so called decoration in architecture,

habitual, and received, . .without any venture at expression
of dislike. 1883 Mericdith Earth fy Man i, On her great
venture, Man, Earth gazes.

7. = Advkntl'rk^. 8. rare.

1844 KlNGi.AKE Eothen vi, Navigating the seas of their

forefathers with the same heroic, .spirit of venture. 187a
Blackie Lays Highl. 26 Who. .fled from pomp of Courts.,
to win lost souls, .with loving venture.

II. f 8. A prostitute ; = Venturer 3. Obs.— l

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 123 Diseas'd ventures That play
with all Infirmities for Gold, Which rottennesse can lend
Nature.

t 0. One who or that which ventures out. Obs~x

170a in Pennsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 123 The cruisers..

may pick up all ventures out without hazard.

10. Venture-girl^ -miss, a girl or woman who
goes to India in order to get a husband.
1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <y Princ. iii. II. 287

It was a rule in the carnal bazar of Bengal for Venture-
Misses to take the first man who proposed. 1836 — G.
Gurney III. 107 Mrs. Nubley was a venture girl from
England.

Venture (ve'ntiui., -tjai), v. Forms: a. 5-7
ventsr 6 ventre). £. 6 ventur (Sc. ventour),
6- -venture. [Aphetic f. aventure Adventure v t

Cf. prec]
I. 1. trans. To risk the loss of (something);

to expose to the chance of loss or injury, esp. in

the hope of obtaining some advantage or gain ; to

hazard, risk, or stake.

Freq. const, with preps., asfor, in, on, or upon.

a. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 109 Alle ys for

your love, madame, my lyfe wold I venter, So that ye wylle
graunt me, I have desyryd many a wyntter. 1560 Daus tr.

Steidane's Comm. 260 Som of the religion and league of the
Protestauntes . . wil venter their lives & spend their blud in

this war. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i. 101 And Prince of
Wale-;, so dare we venter thee. Albeit, considerations in-

finite Do make against it. 1618 Withek Brit. Rememb.
11. 1992 There many thousands are Of Townes and Cities

..Who would conceive it were unjustly done, That he
should venter all their wealth in One. 1645 m Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser 1. III. 306 Hee that venters his life for the libertye

of his countrie [etc.]. 1689 Poh>i.e tr. Locke's 1st Let.
Toleration L.'s Wks. 1727 II. 418 We are persuaded to
venter our eternal Happiness on that Belief.

0* '575 Gascoigne Floivers Wks. 1907 1. 77 He. .lykea ven-
turer. .Determined for to venture me and all his worldly
pelfe. 1580 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 75 note, A
girdle ventured by Brothers of the Company in the Lottery.

1634 W. Wood New Eng. Pros/, t. i, Many of his Majesties
faithful! Subjects have beene imboldned to venture persons,
states, and indeavors. 1665 Pepys Diary 27 Dec, I will

not venture my family by encreasing it, before it is safe.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. § 66 It is a very wrong and
irrational way of proceeding, to venture a greater Good for

a less. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 486 Mamaea, who
durst not venture her son thro her overmuch Fondness. 1779
Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 46 Pope was seized with the

universal passion, and ventured some of his money. 1801

Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xi. 89 Few people
chose to venture a hundred guineas upon the turn of a straw.

£"1853 Kisgsi.ey Misc. (1859) I. 34 His whole fortune is

Vol. X.

ventured in an expedition over which he has no control.

1885-94 R. Bridges Eros <V Psyche April xix, What hour
the happy bride Ventures for love her maiden innocence.

b. Const, to with inf.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus O ij b, I rather would to

shield mine honour, & preuent his shame,.. so venter life

& limme. 1584 Cogan Haven Health exxxvi. (1636) 137
Many men rashly will venter their credit, yea, and some-
limes their lives too, to steale Venison. 1647 R Stapylton
Juvenal 76 As D. Junius Brutus ventured his [life], to free

Rome of Tarquin. 1667 Pepys Diary 4 April, Himself and
three more would venture their carcasses upon it to pay all

the King's debts in three years. 1706 Stevens Sp. Diet.

s.v. Rico, O rico, o pinjado, Either rich, or hang'd, when a

Man ventures his Neck to get Wealth. 1748 Anson's Voy.

1. ii. 17 The Commodore did not care to venture the ships

long boats to fetch the water off", i860 Motley Netherl.

ii. (1868) I. 59 To further this end, many leading personages

in France avowed, .their determination to venture their

lives and their fortunes.

C. In proverbial use, esp. in the phrase nought
(or nothing) venture, nought (or nothing) have.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 31 Nought venter nought
have. 1553 Eden Treat. A'ew Ind, (Arb.) 42 Nought
venter nought haue, is a saying of old. 1604 [?Chkttle]
Wit ofWoman C 4 b, And she that will not venter her egges
shall netier haue chickens. 1668 Sedley Mulberry Gard.
111. ii, Who ever caught any thing with a naked hook?
Nothing venture, nothing win. 1777 Boswell in Life John-
son (1904) II, 145, I am, however, generally for trying,
' Nothing venture, nothing have '. 1885 Cent. Mag. XXIX.
186 ' Nothing venture, nothing have,' Betty replied saucily,

f d. To venture a joint, to take some risk. Obs.

'573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 173 To trust without hecde
is to venter a ioint. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600.1 17

The poore woman, .promised to venture a ioynt, but shee
would further him.

2. rejl. To risk (oneself) ; to dare to go. Now
arch.

Const, with preps., as in, on, upon, "with, or adverbs of

place, as abroad, thither.

157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxviii. 80 For better it is to

fecht it, ..With speir men and weir men, and ventour our
sellis. 1597 Deloney Gentle Craft (1912) 169 Lo thus her
selfe she ventred, And streight her streets we entred. 1642
D. Rogers Naamau 21 Yet so venture thyselfe as a forlorne

wretch upon the Lord. 1676 Doctrine of Devils 92 For who
being of the Demonologists opinion . . will . . so much as ven-
ture himself in a sound Boat? 1705 Addison Italy, etc. 518
We wereadvis'd by our Merchants, by no means to venture our
selves in the Duke of Bavaria's Country. 1735 Johnson Lobo's
Abyssinia, Descr. xi. 108 When I was to Cross this River
at Boad, I durst not venture myself on the Flotes. 1746
Hervey Medit. (1818) 153 One so. .delicate in her constitu-

tion, that she dares not venture herself abroad in the open
air. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. iv. i, Dare you venture
yourself alone with me? 1825 Scott Talism. xxiii, Was it

not through thy conversation.. that I ventured me thither

in disguise.

3. To take the risk of sending, or causing to go,

where loss or detriment is possible. Now rare.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, t. ii. 192 Others like Merchants venter
Trade abroad. 1611 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
I. 552, I have thought good to venture these with y* Frenche
poste by y" way of Lyons. 1617 Moryson /tin. n. 82 The
streame. .he found so exceeding swift, that it was like to be
dangerous to venture our horses ouer. 1686 tr. Chardin's
Trav. Persia 173 No body would venture their Goods into

Mingrelia. 1707 Dobson in Heame Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 83,

I can't think any Gentlemen will venture their Sons here.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. C'tess Mar 10 Mar., Which
induces me to venture this letter to your house at London.

1734 in .Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 77 As I would not venture

my character abroad in the world without the advice of

those who have succeeded in it. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err.
520 Like something precious ventur'd far from shore, *Tis

valued for the danger's sake the more. 1814 Scott Diary
19 Aug. in Lockhart, Our own log-boat being too heavy and
far too valuable to be ventured upon this Cocytus.

b. To risk entrusting (a thing) with a person,

or letting go out of one''s hands.
1618 Fletcher Chances III. i, Now could I willingly..

Venture my Body with thee. 1666 Blnyan Grace Abound.
§ 329 But yet. . I must venture you all with God, though it

foeth to the quick to leave you. 1716 Swift Gulliver \. ii,

apprehended they might be lost or spoiled, if I ventured
them out of my possession.

II. 4. To run or take the risk of (something

dangerous or harmful) ; to brave the dangers of

(ice, water, etc.).

Passing into sense 5, and now rare.

1548 Cooper Elyot's Did. s.v. Coeo, Societatem perknli
coire, to venture the. .daunger of a thing with another. 158a

Stanyhurst AZneis 11. (Arb.) 67, I was determind fully, too

ventur al hazards, Al Troy too trauerse, too suffer danger
al hapning. (11604 Hanmer Ckron. Ireland (1633) 156
Such as would not venter the water, were slaine oy the

English. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. iii. 77 Why, who would not

make her husband a Cuckold, to make him a Monarch?
I should venture Purgatory for't. 1675 Hatton Corr.
(Camden) 120 That they had rather venter hanging than
starving. 1707 Freind Peterboroxv's Cond. Spain 38 They
were unwilling to venture the disorders that might have
happened to their Army. 1741 Lady Harteord Corr. (1805)

III. 3 Eighty-one of them ventured his resentment, a 1774
Goldsm. tr, Scarron"s Com. Romance (1775) I. 213 They

,
could hardly believe his relation that I threw him into the
water, and verttured my own drowning to procure his. 1853
Kane Grinntll Exp. xi. (1856) 362 The temptations of the

flesh were too much for me : I ventured the ice.

b. To risk allowing (a person) to do something.
1710 Addison Sped. No. 21 p 8 A Man would be welt

enough pleased to buy Silks of one, whom he would not

venture to feel his Pulse.

c To risk trusting or confiding in (a person).

1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. iv. i, Well, this once I'll ven-

ture you. But if you disparage me— . 1817 Jas. Mile Brit.
India II. iv. ii. 92 His Sepoys deserted for want of pay, and
he durst not venture them in sallies.

5. To dare, or have the courage, to attempt or

undertake ^some action) ; to risk the issue or
result of; to venture upon (see 9 b).

I59S Shaks. John iv. iii. 5 The WT

all is high, and yet I will

leape downe. . . I am afraide, and yet He venture it. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. 11. xv. (1622) 54 Catualda. .ven-
tured a reuenge. 1633 T. Stafford I'ac. Hib. 1. viii. 62
O Conner did undertake that the Connaught men should
not.. take our parts, being the only encouragement of the
English, to venter this Lnterprize. 1650 Mii.ton J-.ikon.

fed. 2) Pref. A 3, It shall be ventur'd yet, and the truth not
smother'd, but sent abroad. 1742 C. Middleton Cicero III.
xi. 230 For we neither think it safe to venture a battel, nor
[etc.]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. ^57 It hunts about
to find out the web of another spider, . .with whom it ven-
tures a battle. 1815 Scott Guy M. 1, Miss l.ertram accom.
panied her fiiend. . without venturing a second glance at the
object of her terror. 1858 FroL'DE Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 71
The garrison did not wait to make closer acquaintance with
men who would venture such an enterprise. 1879— C<Tsar
xxii. 384 No more opposition was ventured by the Greek
cities.

b. To dare to give, put forth, or express (an

opinion, statement, etc.); to make or utter tenta-

tively, or with some degree of presumption.
1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Let', (vol. II) 101 A prudence

that is so.. scrupulous, that feares to venture a word for a
vertuous friend. 1828 Lytton Peiham II. xxvi, I . .ventured
a sly juke at the good effects of matrimony. 1849 Kastwick
Dry Leaves 64 Those who had not the shadow of a ground
for venturing any statement at all. 1906 Makj, Bowfn
Viper of Milan viii, 'They say in Milan Lady Valen-
tine is to marry the Duke of Orltans,' Tomaso ventured
presently.

t c. With abroad : To risk publishing (an

article, etc.). Obs.

1674 Boyle E.icetl. Theology Pref. 3 The Philosophical

papers I have hitherto ventured abioad. 1709 Chandlkk
Eff. agst. Bigotry Ded. A 2 b, When 1 first ventur'd it abroad
in the World, I expected the Fate that usually attends such
as attempt to part a Fray, even to be box'd on both Ears.

III. 6. intr. To risk oneself; to biave the

risks or chances of a journey, voyage, etc. ; to daie

lo go or proceed. Const, with preps, and advs.

1534 in Star Chamb. Cases (Selden) II. 292 Your mar-
chantes. . venteryng to Lseland for Fysshe. 1550 Ckowley
Last Trumpet 1033 If thou venter into straunpe landes. And
biinge home thynges profitable. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Sabrina
xxii, For love to ayde her, venter in would I. 1624 Cait.
Smith Virginia 111. 66 Into the great vast deep to venter

out. 1676 Doctrine of Devils 92 For who being of the

Demonologists Opinion, .will daie to venture to either of

the Indies, a 1727 Newton Ch/onol. Amended (172S' in
The first men who left the Sea-coasts, and ventured out into

the deep. 1797 S. & Hi. l.Y.ECauterb. T. I. 328, I thought
not of venturing jiear this spot till dark. 1823 F. Clissold
Ascent Mt. Blanc 21 It being hall past six, it was considered

too late now to venture to the summit. 1832 W. Ikying
Alhambra II. 239 Venturing on. she came at last to a great

hall. 1856 Ka\e Arct. Expl. II. iii. 46 With a good stock

of fresh meat.. I can venture away from the vessel to draw
supplies from the Esquimaux.
Jig. 1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr 133 Olde Monkes were
vsed heretofore to be but Coasters, .. further then the Con-
templation of Heauen. .guided them, they did not easily

venter. 1633 Massingek Guardian 111. i, 1 affect A hand-

some mistress, and on good terms, Will venture as far i' the

fire, so she be willing To entertain me. 1877 Fkoude Short
Stud. (1883) IV. 1. ix. 104 The archbishop had not ventured

so far to be frightened at the fust haid word. 1898 ' H. S.

Mehriman ' Roden's Corner xvi, She knew that in love he

was the incarnation of caution, and would only venture so

far as she encouraged him to come.

7. To run or take risks ; to incur the chance of

danger, peril, loss, disapproval, etc.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 64 And where as you
may preuayle more by other meanes, whv vyll you venter

with so great daunger? 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 53

It is the token of a high minde to venter for 1
Queene. 162

1

Lady M. Wroth Crania 503 Three Gentle-women_ were

then sent forth to-seeke a Knight that would venter in her

defence. 1657 T. Jordan Walks Islington v. ii, As I live

here's Sir R. Lamard that broke the prison; how the devil

dares he venter ? 1715 Watts Logic 11. v. § 4 Where the im-

probabilities of success or advantage are greater than the

probabilities, it is not prudence to act or venture. 1820

Byron Mar. Fal. 1. ii. 539 You have deeply ventured ;
But

all must do so who would greatly win. 1895 H. H. Furness

Mids. N. Dream Pref. p. xxi, In emending Shakespeaies

text. .those who know the most, venture the least.

b. To be boldly speculative, rare—V

1559 Aylmer Itarborowe E 4, It is a wonder, that men
vnskilled in the diuersities of times, and hisioris, dare thus

ventre in so great matters.

c. To take part in, invest in, a financial venture

or speculation. rare~ x
.

e 1620 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1915! 20 The Lottery shall

be presently removed .with speciall care of the Governors

that the poor be not suffered to venture.

8. With inf. : To dare, presume, go so far as, be

so bold as (to do something").

Common from c 1610; in later use frequently in weakened

sense (cf. next). . .... . ,

1550 Aylmeh Harborowe E 4, A Queue in Illina, who

dur^t venture to withstand the Romams. 1^9 I asquiCs

Ret Db The holie Patriarche. -neuer venturde toahenate

the ' possessions of Idolatrous Priestes. 1609 Rowlky

Search for Money (Percy Soc.) II Biskets, which nere a

souldier there durst venter lo breake. 1656> Cowxey Pm*iar.

Odes New Year iv, Upon the Brink..We should stand

shivering, and but slowly venter The Fatal Flood to enter.

1699 Burnet 39 Art. xviii. 173 Instead of stretching (he



VENTURED.
severity of Justice.. we may rather venter to stretch the

Mercy of God. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 252
He would at any time venture to send his two sons into the

mountains. 1774 Burke Sp. Amer, Tax. Wks. II. 355 Why
do you venture to repeal the duties upon glass, paper, and
painters colours? 1840 Thirlwall Greece\\. VII. 71 Archias
. .did not even venture to crossover to the Arabian side of the

Persian Gulph. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.v. I. 617 Thirty

times the fugitives ventured to look through the outer

hedge : but everywhere they found a sentinel on the alert.

1887 Bowen Virg. EcL vni. 102 Over thy shoulders fling

them, nor venture behind thee to look !

b. Used with reference to the expression of

opinions, etc.

1610 H ollan i) Camden's Brit. 1. 354 Some of these, .were
by a new English Saxons name called Wiccij : but where-
upon, I dare scarse venture to guesse. 1660 Boyle Nettt
Exp. Phys.-Mech. xviii. 134, I should not undertake to
answer so difficult a question, and should venter to say no
more, a 1687 PetTV Pol.Arith. (1690) 95, 1 humbly venture
to say, all these things may be done, a 1774 Tucker/,/. Nat.
IV, hi, 203 If you observe those people who pretend to be
fullest of doubts you will find them most fond of that posi-

tive phrase, I will venture to say. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 297,
1 now ventured to pronounce, that what I took for a bilious

fever was in reality the influenza. 1850 Grove Corr. Phys.
Forces (ed. 2) 98 The view which I would venture to suggest
is, that such vibrations are themselves electricity or mag-
netism. 1875 Jo'-vett Plato (ed. 2) V. 244 The sound of the
voice which reaches and educates the soul, we have ventured
to term music.

9. To venture on or upon: fa. To make trial of

(a person or animal); to dare to advance upon,

approach, or attack. Obs.

1c 1520 Everyman 484 in Pollard Eng. Mir. Plays (1890)

87 Yet will I venter on her now. My Good Dedes, where
be you? 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi, The sly Rhino-
cerot : Who. .doth venter Upon his Foe. 1592 Shaks. I'en.

<y Ad. 628 Being irefull, on the lyon, he [the boar] will

venter [rime enter]. 1631 A. Wilson The Sivisscru. iii,

I*Ie venture on the Beauty. (He kisses her.)

b. To attempt or undertake (something of a

dangerous or difficult nature) without assurance of

success; to accept or take the risk of (an action,

course, or proceeding) ; to dare to do, make, or

take (something), realizing that a risk is being
run. f Also with of.

1557CHEKE Let. to Hoby in Hoby Courtyer{\*$>i\ Zzv, If

the old denisoned wordes could.. ease this ncede we wold
not boldly venture of vnknowen wordes. 1560 Dais tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 2S2 There is no daunger so great, that
they wyl refuse to venter vpon for his preseruation. 1609
B. JfoNSON Sil. Worn. 1. ii. Can he endure no noise and will

venter on a wife? 1652 H. L'Estkange Amer. no Jcivcs 7
To venter upon such another voyage as Noah's. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 121 P 1 They never venture upon the
Fruit of any Tree,, .unless they observe that it is marked
with the Peckingof Birds. i755YoUNGc"V«/««ri, Wks. (1757)
IV. 123, 1 venture on it out of what I conceive to be charity,
greater still ! 1781 CowpKft Charity 6 A task I venture on,
impell'd by thee. 1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 296 Not only
could they have no semblance of a public meeting, but they
could not even venture upon the slightest approach to.,

lesser gatherings. 1876 ' L. Carroll ' Hunting Snark 11.

xviii, The third is his slowness in taking a jest, Should you
happen to venture on one.

10. To venture at, to make a venture or attempt
at; to guess at.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, \\. i. 156 [It is] held for certaine
The King will venture at it. 1653 More Antid.Ath. n.xii.

$ 1 7 To view the asperities of the Moon through a Dioptrick-
Glass and venture at the Proportion of her Hills by their
shadows. 1671 R. Bouun Wind 85 Wee might likewise
venture at a better account. ^1710 Celia FlKKHES Diary
(1888) 158 They cannot venture at that sort of tillage. 1736
Aissworth 1. s.v., Mankind will venture at anything. 1823
J. Simpson Ricardo the Outlaw I. 24 She debated for a few
minutes, which door she should venture at. 1863 Cowden
Clakke Shaks. Char. xx. 508 The only time he.. ventures
at a reason for what he says.

Hence Ve'ntured///. a.

1623 Massinger Dk. Milan n. i, Is this..The fair return
of both our ventured favours ! c 1625 Bradford Plymouth
Plant. (Massach. Hist. Soc.) I II. 201 The cade were y« best
goods, for yB other, being ventured ware, were neither at y>
best, . . nor at y* best prises. 1892 J. B. Mayor Ep. James,
Author p. xxiv, His mother. .did nevertheless.. draw upon
herself his reproof for ventured interference.

t Ve ntureling. Obs.—1 In 6 venterlyng.
[f. Venture sb. or v.] A young or petty adventurer.
156a Bullein Bulwarke, Dial. Sorenes <$ Ckir, 27 b, It is

not to be marueiled, that soche venterlynges and young-
linges, stomble so ofte at a strawe.

Venturer. Also 6 venterer, -our. [f. Ven-
ture v. Cf. Adventurer and It. venluriere.]

1. One who ventures, in various senses ; an ad-
venturer.

1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Venturer on the lande, aduenturler.
Ibid., Venturer on the see, piratte. 1538 Tonstall Serm.
Palm Sund. (1823) 67 To make this realme a praye to al
venturers, al spoylers, . .all rauenours of the worlde. a 1560
Yhaer sfineidx. (1562) Ggijb, Fortune is frend to venturers,
and cowards hateth most, a 1631 Donne Poems (1635) 274
No faniily Ere vigg'd a soule. . With whom more Venturers
more boldly dare Venture their states. 1654 Whiti.ock
Zootomia Pref. a 6, Lastly for Detraction and Censurc.it
is more my scorn than feare, and ought to be to any Venturer
abroad into publike view. 1717 in Bailey (vol. II). 1841
Dickens Barn. Pudge xxviii, A visit to the gaming-table

—

not as a heated, anxious venturer, but fete.]. 1863 King-
lake Crimea I. 447 The next night Prince Louis Bonaparte
and his fellow venturers destroyed the French republic.

187a O. W, Holmes Poet. Breakf.-t. vii, No Arctic venturer
on the waveless sea Feels the dread stillness [etc.].

114

fig. 16*4 Donne Serm. (1649) II. xlix. 463 Was God a
venturer with me in my sinne?
trans/. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 201 Airy leaves of

woodbine.. Are earliest venturers to unfold their buds,

fb. (See quot.) Obs.— 1

1599 Hakluyt Voy. 1 1. 1. 129 The venturers with the sword
were 60. thousand in number [marg., Gli Venturieri da
spaiia, are a kind of venturing souldters, who commonly are
wont to folow the army in hope of the spoile.].

2. One who undertakes or shares in a commercial

or trading venture, esp. by sending goods or ships

beyond seas ; a merchant-venturer.

1557 Recorde Whetst. a ij, The gouerners, Consulles, and
the reste oft he companie of venturers into Moscouia. 1593
R. Harvey Philad. 3 What trafhque should a venturer

I
haue [etc.]. 1621-3 Middleton & Rowley Changeling \. i,

I meant to be a venturer in this voyage. 163a Massinger
1 City Madam 1. iii, You were.. the main venturer In every

ship that launched forth. 1661 Webster Curefor Cuckold
III. iii, This beginning May make us of small venturers to

become Hereafter wealthy merchants. 1844 Kinglake
i Eothen vi. 88 The great Capitalist whose imperial sway is

1 more withering than despotism itself, to the enterprises of
humble venturers.

+ 3. A strumpet or prostitute. Cf. Venture sb.

8. Obs.-1

1607 Dekker & Webster Westw. Hoe 11. ii, Mist. Just.
Had thy Circasan Magick me transformd .. that I were
turn'd common Venturer, I could not loue this old man.

t Vcntureship. Obs.—1 In 6 venter-, [f.

j

Venture sb.] Venturousness.
1583 Golding Calrin on Deut. exxx. 801 For there must

bee no ventersiiippe in this behalf.

Venturesome, a. Also 7, gdiaf., venter-.
[f. Venture sb. or v. + -some.]

1. Of persons : Disposed or ready to venture or

take risks; bold, daring ; m Venturous a. 1.

1677 Gilpin Demonol. i. xviii. 155 Even as courage whetted
on and enraged, makes a Man ventersome beyond the
due bounds of prudence, or safety. 1698 Hearne Duct.
Hist. (1714) I. 13* Does he not make his Hero more Rash
than Wise, and more Venturesome than Ambitious? 1798
Edgeworth Pract. Educ. 11811) II. 395 We should even in

trifles avoid every circumstance which can tend to make
girls venturesome. 1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 214 He was
most venturesome in Ins schemes for action. 1886 C. E.

Pascoe Land, of To-day xxix. (ed. 3) 262 Some persons.,
are sufficiently venturesome to visit Billingsgate when at the

high-tide of business.

2. Of the nature of, characterized by, or involv-

ing risk; hazardous, risky.

1661 in Phoenix (1721) I. 84 These two last Opinions of
the Father, which seem the most bold and venturesome of
all the rest. 1711 Strvpe Eccl. Mem. I. Hi. 391 It must ever
redound unto the honour of his memory, that bold and
venturesome act of his. 1755 Johnson, Hazardable, ven-
turesome; liable to chance. 1849 Dana GcoL ix. (1850) 451
From the sunny plain above, the streamlet made the ven-
turesome descent. 1885 Public Opin. 9 Jan. 2S/2 General
Stewart has returned safely from his venturesome ride across
the desert.

Hence Venturesomely adv., Vcnturesome-
ness.
1727 Bailey (vol. II,1

, *Venturcsomly, daiingly. 1882 Sat.
Rev. LIV. 597 To a butterfly also, may we venturesomely
compare this strange. -tome of weird verse. 1883 Evang.
Mag. Aug. 343 The rocks toasted almost enough to blister

the hand that should venturesomely touch them. 1727
Bailey (vol. II), Fool Hardiness, Rashness, Temerity, a
Thoughtless *Venturesomness. 1740 Richardson Pamela
I. 236 She seem'd full of Wonder at my Resolution and
Vcnturesomeness. 1869 Ron itedge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 16
Did ever one hear of such venturesomeness? 1876 Geo.
Eliot Dan. Der. in, xxiv, A handsome girl, whose lively

venturesomeness of talk has the effect of wit.

t Veiiturine. Obs. [ad. It., Sp., or Pg. ven-

turina, = Y.aventurine Aventurine.]
1. (See quots.)
The sense is not recorded for the Continental word, and

may be due to some misunderstanding.
1704 Diet. Rust. (1726) s.v. Japan, That it [sc. varnish]

may not dry before the Venturine or Gold-Wire reduced
to powder is sifted on it. Ibid., Venturine or Aventitrine,
is the most delicate and slender sort of Gold-wire, us'd by
Embroiderers, &c. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 441 As
for the black and venturine, you must first lay a coat of
varnish on the wood letc.].

2. Venturine-stone : (see quot. and cf. Aventur-
ine 1).

1775 Ash, Venturiuestone, a kind of transparent stone
brought from Italy powdered with a kind of gold dust.

Venturing, vbl. sb. [f. Venture v.]

1. The action of the vb. ; spec, engagement or

participation in a commercial venture or enterprise.

1548 Admiralty Crt. 17 Dec. Exam. 35 Having the licence
of the Lorde Protectors Grace to goe a venturing [i.e.

having a letter of marque]. 156a J. Heywood Prov. <V

Epigr. (1867) 139 Ventryng of much, May haue a lyttle.

J59S (? J- C) Alalia xlviii. (Grosartj27 Much good successe
men misse for lack of ventring. 1631 in ioth Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. V. 476 Theire daylie losses sustained in
the ventring of theire goods by sea. a 1695 Makq. of
Halifax Wks. (19x2) 245 Wise Venturing is the most com-
mendable Part of human Prudence. 1706 Stephens Sp.
Diet, i, Arries°amiento, hazarding or venturing.

t 2. Venturing pin, a disposition to us?, or the
habit of employing, the phrase ' I venture to say '.

(Cf. Pnrj&l 15O Obs.

1671 Eachabd Obs.Answ. Cont. Clergy 23 Thus far I durst
venture to say, (seeing that we are yet upon the Venturing-
Pin) that [etc.]. 1680 Refi. Late Libel Curse-ye-Meroz 5,

I know him by the same old, insipid, phlegmatic-style, the
same old Supposals, Dilemma's, and venturing-pins.

VENTUROUS.
Venturing, ///. a. Now rare. [f. as prec]
Of a person : That ventures ; engaged ur engaging
in a venture ; venturous.
15.. Voxpopulivox Dei 288 in E. P. P. (Hazlitt) III. 278

For of one C ye have not ten, That now be marchantes
ventring men. 1599 [see Venturer 1 b]. 1616 J. Lane
Contn. Syr.'s T. vii. 536 Enginers, stronge laborers and
ventringe pioners. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. S iv b, In the
High and Low Peaks, where ventureing Miners get but
small Quantitys of Booss.

fb. Of an expression : Bold, daring. Obsr~l

1652 N. Culverwel Lt. Nature xi. (1661) 79 The Stoicks
..have indeed some doting, and venturing Expressions.

Hence VentTiringly adv.
1884 Fawcett Rutherford i, ' They were very nice people

..', Rutherford proceeded, somewhat venturingly. 1893
Sunday Mag. July 465/1 He bent down and touched the
child's cheeks venturingly with a hard, horny finger-tip.

Venturous (ve-ntiurss, ventjaras), a. Also
0. 6-7 venterous. 7. 6 ventrus, 6-7 ventrous,
6-8 vent'rous. [Aphetic f. of Adventurous a.

after Venture sb. and z>.]

1. Of persons, etc. : Disposed to venture upon
or undertake something ot a dangerous "or risky

nature j willing to take risks or incur danger

;

bold, daring, or enterprising in action or opinion
;

adventurous, venturesome. Also const, at, in, of,

or with to and inf.

a. 1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. T iii b, I waxed venturous,
and like a confident fellowe amended my pase. 1581 Pettie
tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 63 b, 1 count those, which
wil vndertake to speake of euerie matter, rather venturous
than learned. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. in. (ed. 3) 328
Skenk a Frieslander and Sir Roger Williams a Welshman,
two venturous men. 1694 Kettlewell Comp. Penitent 21

A most presumptuously venturous and daring Sinner. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 110 but I had no need to be ven-

turous-; for I had no Want of Food. x8oo Wokdsw. Brothers

275 Every corner Among these rocks, and every hollow
place That venturous foot could reach. 1831 Scott Ct. Rib.
ii, I know I am but too apt to be venturous in action. 1853
C. Bronte Villette xi, The directress was very prudent,

but she could also be very venturous.

£. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India Pref. p. ii, It is nowe
approoved by the venterous travellour. . Martin Frobisher.

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 94 Thou art not. .more venterous

to challenge the combatte, then I valiant to aunswere the

quarrell. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 156 Some bold and ven-

terous Empiricke, who made great boast of his deepe skill.

1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 101 Taking vpon him (as he

is very venterous) to answer an argument, a 1660 Contemp.
Hist. Iret. (Ir. Archseol. Soc) I. 256 The noble and venttrous

sparke, Phelim mc Tuhill Oneylle.

y. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 71 His ventrous manhood
and valure. 1601 Weever Mi>r. Mart. Cvb, All the

Armie, ventrous, valorous, bold. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman
249 Let a besieger of a City be too ventrous, and what penll

ensueth. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 205 Those who at the

Spear are bold And vent'rous. 1725 Pofe Qdyss. m. 89
Savage Pirates seek thro' seas unknown 'I he lives of ethers,

vent'rous of their own. 1747 Francis tr. Horace, Odes
(ed. 2) 1. xxxi. 16 The golden Goblet let Him drain, Who
vent'rous plows th

1

Atlantic Main.

b. absol. with the.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Ffij, And nowe shalt thou

trie it, that fortune most vsually fauoures the venterous.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 35 The acts

of the ventrous, and the praise of the vertuous.

C. Of things.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, A bies audax, a venterous shippe.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Eden 27 But (sacred Pilot)

thou canst safely steer My vent'rous Pinnasse to her wished

Peer. 1634 Bp. Reynolds Shieldes of Eatth (1656) 41

Remember a Shield is a venturous weapon, a kind of suretie,

which.. receives the injuries which were intended to another.

1676 Shadwell Virtuoso 1. i, Those venturous blossoms,

whose over-hasty obedience to the early spring does

anticipate the proper season. 1705 Watts in Sotheby's

Sate Cat. 30 July (1902) 49 Accept of this fir:-t labor of the

press, this ventrous Essay of Poesie in so Nice and censor-

ious an Age. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 187 He.. drives his

venturous plough-share to the steep. 1804 Charlotte
Smith Conversations\ etc. I. 151 The first bud whose ven-

turous head The Winter's lingering tempest braves. 1862

Calverley Verses $ Transl. (ed. 2) 28 He who erst with

venturous thumb Drew from its pie-y lair the solitary plum.

2. Of the nature of a venture ; marked or charac-

terized by, attended with, involving, hazard or risk;

hazardous, risky.

1570 YoxeA. ty M. (ed. a) I. 114/1 Desperation, ..which is

wont in ventrous affaires to do much. 1598 Bakket Theor.

Warres 111. ii. 75 It is venturous to set ones fortune vpon

the brunt of one sole battell. 1670 Eachard font. Clergy

22 The meer venturous and inconsiderate determining of

youths to the profession of learning. 1709 Pkior Carm.

Sec. 75 Bloody Wreaths in vent'rous Battels won. 1783

Crabbk Village 1. 117 The tost vessel. .Which to their coast

directs its vent'rous way. 1840 F. D. Bennett lr haling

Voy. II- 186 Now but few seas are entirely free from the

visits of ships occupied in this venturous service. 1862

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXIII. 277 Twenty years ago the

manufacture and sale of artificial manures partook more of

the character of a venturous speculation.

b. Marked by, full of, adventures.

1813 Scott Rokeby m- ii, And well his venturous life had

proved The lessons that his childhood loved.

3. Arising from, indicative of, a readiness to

encounter hazard or risk ; hold, daring.

1584 Mirr. Mag. Epist., If their forfeats were wel knowen,

I fere, thei do acts as ventrus. 1387 Turberv. Trag. Tales

74 b, I thinke him such a one as dares Such ventrous parts

to play. 1622 Bacon Henry VII, 51 Meane men, who would

make it their Master-piece of Credite and Fauour, to giue

Venturous Counsels, a 1661 Fuller Worthies in. (1662) 43



VENTUROUSLY.
He was.. knighted by the King for his venturous Activity.

1711 Shaftesd. Chirac. (1737J II. IN. 346 Bear with my
ventrous and bold Approach. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvii,

There was something of romance in Jeanie's venturous
resolution. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vm. 349, I

scarce marvel much you took it for a venturous piece of
spite. 1877 Bryant Sella 21 Her clear, calm eye Was bright
with venturous spirit.

b. Of opinions, etc. : Daringly bold or original

;

going further than the evidence or facts appear to

warrant.
1608 Wii.let Hexapla Exod. 571 Contrarie then to this

orthodoxall doctrine of the Fathers . . are these ventrous and
bold positions. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.)57 One sentence
of a ventrous edge, utter'd in the height of zeal. i68r
Baxter ApoL Noncon/. Jllin. 5 Men's uncertain and Ten-
turous reports. 1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry
I. 333 Lessing..was distinguished by the venturous origin-
ality of his opinions. 1837 J. H. Newman PropIt. Office
Church, tyc. 138 Nothing is gained to the intellect ; rather,
something is lost by this venturous claim.

Venturously, adv. Also 6 venter-, 6-7
ventrously, 8 veut'rously. ' [f. prec. + -ly 2

.]

In a venturous manner ; boldly, daringly.
a - a J533 I-10- Berners Huon xvL 42 Than venturously

they releuyd them. 1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakluyt Soc.) 199,
I stode emonge the rest venturously. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 476 To make shifts and expose themselves
venturously into any danger. 1651 Fuller Perkins in

Abel Redivivus 435 A difficult taske no lesse valiantly
performed than venturously undertaken. 1701 Nokris
Ideal World 1. v. 324 They, .determine venturously upon
the first views. 1814 Scott Wav. i, I have venturously
essayed to read a chapter to the public.
Comb. 1629 Hobbes Thucydides 104 Vou ought not to

bee lesse venturously minded against the enemie.
SiY-.ci555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. /''///(Camden) 150
He stickeui not venterously to avouch that it was not law-
ful. '573 TwYKB /Eueid Ded. A ij, I haue enterprised more
ventrously then wisely.. to end that which be left vnperfect.
1650 Bclwer Anthropomet. 170 This agitation of mind.,
makes the Soule more boldly and ventrously to reflect upon
it self, a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) '• 85, I have often
wondred with my self, how men durst die so ventrously,
except they were sure they died well. ^1701 Sf.dley Ven. <%

Ad. Wks. (1766) 251 He vent'rouslyagain the chace pursues.

Venturousness. [f. as prec] Thecharacter
or state of being venturous ; boldness, daring,
venturesomeness.
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, exxxvii. £42 Although men

. . through their venturousenesse and their rashnes, make a
confusion of all thinges, and enterprise whatsoeuer their lust

fancieth. 1643 D. Rogers Naaman 40 Checking and taming
them from old ventrousnesse, and saucinesse against God.
1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. P/iilos. 11. i. it Though his

relation may be credited, his venturousness ought not to be
imitated. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Venturousness,. .Boldness,
Daringness, Hardiness. 1828 Webster s. v., The event made
them repent of their venturousness. 190a A. T. Innes in

A. B. Davidson Called of God 46 The faith which they
demand always goes out . .with an objective venturousness
or heroism.

Ventuse, variant of Ventose v. Obs.

Veuue (ve*ni«). Forms: 4 venov, venev,
veneu, 5 venyw, 6-8 venew, 6-7 venewe ; 6
verm, feuue, 6- venue. See also Veny 2. [a . OF.
venue coming, vbl. sb. from venir to come]

I. f 1. A coining on, in order to strike ; an
assault or attack. Obs. rare.
a 1330 Roland <$- V. 845 And at anober venov, Roland

smot vernagu, pat he fel doun to grounde. 13. . Sir Bents
(A.) Si 1 Beues in hat ilche venev,.. Wib is swerd out a slinte
Twei toskes at be ferste dent, 13.. Coer de L. 1074 The
lyon made a gret venu, And wolde have him al to-rent.

1 2. A thrust or hit in fencing ; a stroke or
wound with a weapon. Obs. Cf. Veny- i.

1591 Percivai.l Sp. Diet., Treta, a fenue at defence,
tactus. 1600 Holland Livy 513 Divers of the guard let

flie at Indigemines, who by this time was readie to oppose
himselfe, and to ward all venues, c 1605 Harington in
Month. Rev. (1770) 53 Like a perfect fencer that will tell

aforehand in which button he will give the venew. 1652-62
Heylin Cosmogr. m. (1682) 146 He valiantly charged upon
the Rebel, and at the second venew slew him.

b. fig. and in fig. context.
1588 biiAKs. L.L. L. v. i. 62 A sweet tutch, a quicke

venewe of wit, snip, snap, quick & home. 1590 Nashe
Pasquit's Apol. 1. Cij, The second venue the Welch-man
hath bestowed vpon vs, is a wipe ouer the shinnes of the
Non Residents. 1622 Mabue tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf.
II. 195 Shee had no more any Nunnerie to shelter, but lay
open to the venues of Fortune, a 1640 Massinger, etc. Old
Law 111. ii, I've breath enough at all times, Lucifer's musk-
cod, To give your perfumed worship three venues.

t 3. A bout or turn of fencing. Also/%. Obs.
1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. t. v, Mat. But one

venue, sir. Bob. Venue! Fie: Most grosse denomination,
as euer 1 heard. 1615 Heywood Foure Prentises 1. ii. Into
the Fencing-schoole, To play a venew with some friend.
1640 Shirley Love's Cruelty 11. i, Faces aljout, good Master
Fencer !.. Vou and I will try a venue below. 1659 Fuller
App. Injured Innoc. (1840) 357 If the Animadvertor hath a
mind to.. have a venue with him to try whose skill is most
and weapon best. [1820 Scott Monast. xxi, Let us pause
for the space of one venue, until I give you my opinion on
this dependence.]

II. f4. The action of coming ; arrival. Obsr x

? a 1400 Arthur 307 Eche of bese vyve at her venyw
Brou^t zyx bousand at har retenyw.

f b. concr. That which has come ; an importa-
tion <?/"something. Obsr~x

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 74 To kepe the
first venues of wynes in vesselles or shippes. .from any sale.

5. Law. The county, district, or locality where

115

an action is laid ; the place where a jury is sum-
moned to come for the trial of a case. Freq. in

the phrase to lay (alsoy£c ox place) the venue.
'53* StarChantb. Cases (Selden; II. 190 The venewe most

nedes be of Stevenage aforsed. Ibid. 194 The layng of the
venew or issue at Stevenege. .to have an indefferent Jury.
1543-4 Ad 35 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 3 Within the saide hundred
where the venewe lieth. 1641 Termes de la Ley 260 Venew
or Visne is a terine used. .often in our bookes, and signifies
a place next to that where any thing that comes to be tryed
is supposed to bee done. And therefore.. some of the Jury
must be of the same hundred, or sometimes of the same
parish in which the thing is supposed to be done. 1664 5
Act 16-17 Charles //, c. B § 1 Tne Plaintiffe might have de-
murred and shewen the same for Cause, nor for want of the
Averment.. or for that there is noe right Venue. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v., Thus we say, Twelve of the A>size
ought to be of the same Venew where the Demand is made.
1796 J. Anstey Pleader s Guide 1. i. ( 1826,1 5 For Bards and
Lawyers, both, with ease, May place lh<i J'euue where they
please. 1816 Syd. Smith Lett. Electors Cath. Quest. Wks.
1859 II- 22 7/ 1 I he venue of several crimes imputed to the

prisoner is laid in countries to which the jurisdiction of this

court does not extend. 1838 Mei-.son K; W'f.lsby Reports
II. 23 The Attorney-General may lay the venue where he
pleases. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 350 The plaintiff

laid the venue in Warwickshire.

b. In the phrases to change the venue or {a)

change of venue.
1768 Bi.ackstone Comm. III. 291 If the defendant will

make affidavit, that the cause of action, if any, arose not in

that but another county, the court will direct a change of
the venue, or visne. 1796 J. Anstey Pleader's Guide To
Rdr., Partly owing to. .the changing of the Venue in the
Trial. 1817 W. Selwym Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 984
Where the writing and publication are confined to the same
county.. the venue may be changed into such county. 1881
Macm. Mag. XLIV. 134 If we often change a venue because
a fair jury cannot be had, why should we not go further to

insure justice? 1893 Times 3 June 13/4 The dropping of
such obvious and effective weapons as secret inquiry and
change of venue.

C. The scene of a real or supposed action or

event ; alsoy?^., a position taken up by a disputant.
a 1843 Southly Doctor clxxxviii. (1848) 496 When I was

young there was no tradition of any such thing in the town
where the venue of the action is laid. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain 1. 46 Sterne would have done better to have laid the
venue of his sentimentalities over a dead ass in Spain rather

than in France. 1861 Sala Dutch I'ict. 269 A something
far more.. vexatious. .changes the venue to a kingdom of
realities. 1873 Stencer Stud. Sociol. ii. 38 Here Mr. Froude
changes the venue and joins issue on the old battle ground.

d. An appointed place of meeting, csp. for a

match or competition.
1857 G. Lawrence Guy Liv. iv, A steeple-chase in which

both Universities were to take part.. .The venue was fixed
at B. 1884 Truth 13 March 36^/2 It showed a great want
of judgment ..to select the former town as the venue for the
semi-final tie. 1901 Scotsman 12 March 5/4 The question
of the venue of the annual meeting : at present this was held
on one of four greens.

Venued, obs. variant of Vinowed///, a.

Venuing, obs. form of VmowiNQ vbl. sb.

Venular, a. rare"1
, [f. next + -Ait.] Marked

with veins; veined.
181 1 Pinkkrton PetraL 1. 387 The marble statues, .present

the following colours; milk-white, the same with venular
silver-white mica,. .and yellowish white.

Venule (ve'niwl). [ad. L. venula, dim. oivena
Vein sb. Cf. F. veinule and Veinulet.] A small

or minor vein.

a. Bot. 1850 Ogi i.vie, Venules,, -the name given to the last

ramifications of the veins of a leaf, which intenninyle fre-

quently, and form the skeleton. 1857 T. Moore Handbk.
Brit. Perns {ed. 3) 8 The branches of the veins are venules,

and the branches of the venules are veinlets. 1866 J. Smith
Ferns Brit. <y For. (1879) 101 Venules arcuately or angu-
larly anastomosing, producing two or more excurrent free

veinlets.

b. Anat. 01853 MacgiluvrayA*«/. Hist. Dee Side (1S55)

171 The minute glandular bodies are all situated on the
venules, and are of a circular form. 1876 Trans. Clinical
Soc. IX. 91 The white cells accumulate in the small venules
in surprising numbers. 1899 Alibutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 826
The venules on the skin of the nose and cheeks of old people.

Venulite. rare—'. [Irreg. f. Venu-s + -lite.]

(See quot. and Venus * 10.)
1828-3* Webster, Venulite, a petrified shell of the genus

Venus.

Venulose, «. Bot. [f. Venule + -ose.] (See
quot.)

1857 A.Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 236 Venulose, fur-

nished with veinlets.

Venum(ouB, obs. forms of Venom(ous.
t Venundate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. venundat-,

ppl. stem of venun-dare, var. (by assimilation) of

venum-dare to sell, vend.] (See quots.) Hence
t "Venundation. Obs.~°
1613 Cockeram i, Venundate, to sell. Venundation, a

selling and buying. [Also in Phillips (1658).] 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Venundate, to buy and sell.

Venus x (vi"'n£s). PI. Venuses (7. 9Veneres

Y

Also 5-6 St. Wenus. [L. Venus {gen. Veneris .]

I. 1. Mythot. The ancient Roman goddess of

beauty and love (esp. sensual love\ or the corre-

sponding Greek goddess Aphrodite.
a 1000 Sal. $ $<**• (Kemble) 124 Done syxtan da:*, hi

jesetton fl.tre sceamleasan gydenan Uenus ^ehaten, and
Frycgon Denisc. 1*97 R. Glouc. Chron. (Rolls) 2433 After

him (Jupiter] we honoureb venus mest, bat frie ycluped is.

c 1330 R. Brunnk Chron. IVace (Rolls) 604 So fane ladies

VENUS.
1 ar none lyuand ; Hot me bynkes of 30W bre Dame Venus

seines fairest to be. 1390 GoWEft Con/. II. 64 The Coper

I

set is to Venus, And 10 his part Mercurius. 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 3443 In honour only of Venus,
be goddes, Whom £e Grekis with al her besynes Honoured
most of euery maner age. 1490 Caxton Eneyaos xiv.
50 Certes, Venus, thou and thy sone Cupydo are gretely
to be praysed. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 21 The bhdis
sang.. With curiouse note, as Venus chapell clerkis.
1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tatuburl. iv. ii. Thou shall. .Sit
like to Venus in her chaire of Mate, Commanding all thy
princely eie dt-siies. 1687 Drvl.en Hind $ P. in. 1064
As if this troublesome intruding Guest Would drive the
Birds of Venus [=doves] from their Nest. 1781 CowPER
Conversat. 824 Certain feasts .. Where Venus hears the
lover's tender vow. 1835 THlKLWALLGr«« I. 141 The temple
of Venus at Eryx, which was most probably founded by
Phoenicians. 1875 Encycl. Brit. 11. 172 2 The native
Roman goddess Venus, as distinguished from the Venus
who through contact with the (. reeks was afterwards identi-
fied with Aphrodite.

b. In allusive use : (cf. sense 2).

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3890 pere wole he cuten
his langnge, And do to Bachus and Venus homage, c 1508
C. Btowbol's Test. 62 in Hazlitt P.P. P. I. 94 He gai me
many a good certacion. .That he had labouied in Venus
secret cellc. 1693 tr. Biancard's Phys. Did. (ed. 2) s v.

Mastach, Sometimes they take Three Drams, without any
prejudice, especially when they are about to tight the
Battels of Mars or Venus, a 1796 Burns Lines Windows
(.•lobe Tavern, Dumfries, In wars at hame I'll spend my
blood, Life-giving wars of Venus. 1809 Malkin Gil Bins
IV. vii. P 8 He could not stomach those beauties who call

a spade a spade. Such were not for his market ; the rites

of Venus must be consummated in the temple of Vesta.

C. A representation, esp. a statue or image, of

Venus.
a 1568 Ascham Schotem. 11. Wks. (1904) 301 Caesar, .is like

the halfe fa<:e of a Venus, the other part of the head beyng
hidden, the bodie and the rest of the members vnbegon.
1601 Holland Puny 1 1. 566 But of all the images that ever
were made, ..his [sc. Praxiteles] Venus passeth, which bee
wrought for them of Gnkios. a 1700 Lvelyn Diary 23 May
1645, 'Twixt the pictures two naked Venus'* by Titian.

Ibid, A Venus of marble, veiled from the middle to the feete.

1722 Richardson Statues etc. in Italy 134 There is a Venus
which stands just by This which is Irreproachable. 1834
Penny Cycl. II. 157/2 Many representations of the goddess
[Aphrodite].. are extant : among these, thecelebratea statue,

called the Venus de' Medici, is that with which we aie most
familiarized. 1850 Thackeray I'endenuis lii, The wig. box
beside the Venus upon the middle shelf of the Look-case.

d. A local or other distinct conception of the

goddess; also trans/., a goddess in other mytholo-
gies corresponding to Venus.
1770 Percy tr. Mallefs Northern Antiq. I. 94 This Frea

became in the sequel., the Venus of the north, doubtless
because she p;issed lor the principle of all fecundity. 1828
Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 136 He also shewed us a little

bronze statue of a Venus. 1877 W. R. Cooper Egypt.
Obelisks vii. 1 187S) 30 Under the special protection of Hathor,
the Egyptian Venus.

+ 2. The desire lor sexual intercourse ; indulgence

of sexual desire ; lust, venery. Obs.

1513 Douglas sEnetd iv. Prol. 97 Childir to engener ois

Venus, and nocht in wne. 1573 L. Lloyd Marroiv 0/ Hist.

(1653* 253 Sardanapalus .. was alwaies werid but never
satisfied with Venus. 1620 Vennek Via Recta iii. 61 It

yeeldeth very Rood nourishment, which, .encreaseth seede,

and exciteth Venus. 1697 Dkvden Virg. Georg. iv. 269
What's more strange, their modest Appetites, Averse from
Venus, fly the Nuptial Rites. 1746 I-kancis tr. Horace,
F.pist. 1. xviii. 43 If Venus be his darling Vice. 1746 —
Sat. 1. iv. 148 An honest Venus will indulge your Flame.

f 3. A quality or characteristic that excites love
;

a charm, grace, or attractive feature. Obs.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Livb, Her* dwell Venusis and
graces of al kynd. 1607 Middi.eton Five Gallants 1. i, A
pretie, fat eyde wench, with a Venus in her cheeke. 1621

Burton Anat. Met. I. ii. iv. vi, All the Graces, Veneres,

pleasuies, elegances attend him. 1647 R. Stapylton
Juvenal 236 Know'st not how many Venuses appear In
others gold? 1711 Shaetesb. Charac. (173; ; I. 138 Every*
one is a virtuoso, of a higher or lower degree: every-one

pursues a Grace, and courts a Venus of one kind or another.

Ibid. 337 If he knows not this Venus, these Graces letc.J.

f b. Beauty ; charm. Obs. rare.

1657 G. Thornley Daphnis <v Chloe 1S1 The Garden ;..the

place now made a waste ;. all the Venus of the place was
j;one, 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I* 337 To discover,

amidst the many false manners and ill stiles, the true and
natural one, which represents the real beauty and Venus of

the kind. Ibid., Tis the like moral Grace, and Venus,
which. .is copy'd by the writing artist.

4. A beautiful or attractive woman.
a 1579 T. Hacket tr. Amadis of Fr. vnr. 188 (Stf.\ One

day ye reputed me for a Venus, that rested, .in your heart.

1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. 111. 8 I he great Beauty of

the Land, an Helen, a Venus. 1706-7 Fakquhar Beaux
Strat. iv. ii, Had my Spark call'd me a Venus directly, I

shou'd have believ'd him a Footman in good earnest, a 1814

Woman's Will 11. i. in New Brit. Theatre IV. 62 Witness

the Hottentot Venus before she has strung on her heads.

1816 Tuckey Narr. Exped. R. Zaire 1. (1818) 18 1 h

e

dreams they had indulged in of the sable Venuses which

they were to find on the banks of the Congo 0,-841 »•

Hook AW Musgrave i, The evening on which he first saw

this Venus of the village.
.

II. 5. Astr. The second planet in order ol

distance from the sun, revolving in an orbit between

those of Mercury and the earth ; the morning or

evening star.

ciaaoS. Eng. Leg. I. 311 Sethhe be sonne K Venus sethbe,

be clere steorre. M97 R. Glouc Chron. (Rolls) 4704 To
sterren, bat me sucb ylome, Venus & Mercurius,

hii weneb bat hii bicome. C1374CHAUCBR Troytus v. 1016

15-2
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The bryght venus folwede and ay taughte The wey, ther

brode Phebus down alighte. c 1400 Treat. Astron. 8 b

(MS. Bodl. B. 17), The secunde owre of be same day is the

owre of be planet Venus, c 1480 Henryson Test. Cres. 11

Fair Venus, the bewtie of the nicht, Uprais. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. lit, ii. 107 Let her shine as gloriously As the Venus
of the sky. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. Hi. 530 Venus you retriv'd.

In opposition with Mars, And no benigne friendly Stars T'

allay th" effect. 17*7-46 Thomson Summer 1695 Sudden to

heaven Thence weary vision turns; where, .with purestray
Sweet Venus shines. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 436/2 When
Venus appears west of the sun, she rises before him in the

morning, and is called the morning-star; when she appears
east of the sun, she shines in the evening after he sets, and
is then called the evening-star. 1842 Francis Diet. Arts
s. v., Venus changes herpliases like those of the moon, ac-

cording to her position, relative to the earth and sun. 1868
Lockyer Guilleuiin's Heavens (ed. 3) 81 Thus the solid

ground of Venus is uneven, like that of Mercury and the

Earth.

f6. Akh. Copper. (In quot. 1797 allusively.)

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol, fy T. 276 Sol gold is,.

.

and Jubiter is tyn, And Venus coper, by my fader kyn. 1594
Plat JewelLlto. 1. 20 The Alcumists giue a blauncher vuto
Venus with the salt of Tartar. 1610 li. Jonson Alch, 11. i,

The great med'eine ! Of which one part proiected on a hun-
dred Of Mercurie, or Venus, or the Moone, Shall turne it

to as many of the Sunne. 17*8 Chamueks Cycl. s.v. Copper,
The Chymists call it Venus; as supposing it to have some
more immediate Relation to that Planet. 1758 [see Jupiter
abj. 1797 \V. Johnston tr. Bed-matin's Invent, I. 398 One
may justly doubt whether, at present, Mars, Venus, or

Saturn, is most destructive to the human race.

f b. So in crystals, saffron, salt, vinegar, vitriol

of Venus (see quots.). Obs.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 901 This very elaborate method
of procuring the Salt of Venus. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.
I, Vitriol of Copper or Venus is Blue Chrystals made by a
Solution of Copper in Spirit of Nitre, Evaporation, and
Chrystallization in a cool place. 1728 Chambers Cycl, s.v.

Copper, The Calx of Brass, called, .sometimes.. Saffron of
Venus, is nothing but Copper calcin'd in a violent Fire.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 62 \ The acetous salt of copper,
called crystals of Venus, or of verdigris, by the chemists.

1807 T. Thomson C/iem. (ed. 3) II. 259 When acetate of
copper, reduced to powder, is put into a retort and distilled,

there comes overa liquid, .and afterwards a highly concen-
trated acid. . . The acid . . was formerly distinguished by the
names of radical vinegar and vinegar of Venus.

f 7. Her. A name for the tincture green or vert

when the names of planets are used in blazonry.
(1562 Lt.cn Armory 16, 1 pray you what planet belongeth

to this colour [sc. vert]? Venuv) 1572 Bossewell Armorie
II. 78 b, The fielde is parted per Fesse Dented, Venus, and
Saturne, five brasauutes. 1680 Sir G. Mackenzie Her.
18-19. 1704 J. Harkis Lex. Techn. I, Vert, the Heralds
Word for a Green Colour;, .in Coats of Nobles, 'tis called

Emerauld ; and in those of Kings 'tis called Venus.

8. The highest or most favourable cast or throw
in playing with huckle-bones.
1611 Cotgr. 9.v., The play at huckle-bones, wherein he

that turns vp Venus (figured on one side of the bonei doth
winue ; whereas he that turnes vp the dog, doth lose, c 1650
in MS. Ashmole ySSio\. 162 The game of Astragalls.. .When
all ye fower boanes shal shew seuerall sides this is the most
fortunate cast & is called Midas or Venus take all Cock-all.

1737 Ozi.ll Rabelais III. p. xvi, Venus was the best Cast,
three Sices. [1876 Browning At the ' Mermaid' xv, Well
may you blaspheme at fortune! 1 'threw Venus' (Ben,
expound !).]

9. Girdle, mound, mount, ring of Venus, in

palmistry (see quots.) ; also mount of Venus, in

anatomy (see quot. 1728).
Cf. Venus girdle (1653) in 12 below.

1695 Cosgrzw. Lovefor L. 11. hi, She has. .a moist Palm,
and an open Liberality on the Mount of Venus. 1728
Chambers Cycl.s.v., Mount of Venus,Mons Veneris, among
Anatomists, is a little hairy Protuberance, in the middle of
the Pubes of Women. Ibid., Among Chiromancers, the
Mount of Venus is a little Eminence in the Palm of the
Hand, at the Root of one of the Fingers. 1865 Beamish
Psychon. Hand 31 The line of Saturn, the ring of Venus,
and the line of Apollo. 1894 Paul Bello Palmistry 21 The
Girdle of Venus is a line describing a semicircle, extending
from between the Mounts of Jupiter and Saturn to the
Mount of Mercury. This girdle is generally absent. 1900
Ina Oxenfohd Mod. Palmistry 22 The Mount of Venus
encircles the root of the thumb, and is bounded more or less

by the Life-line.

10. ZooL A genus of bivalve molluscs typically

representing the family Venerid-.r ; a member of

this genus or family ; a venerid. Cf. Clam sb* 1 d.

1770 Pennant Brit. ZooL (1777) IV. [p. xiv], Commercial
Venus [and various other species]. Ibid. 93. 1802-3 tr.

Patlas's Trav. (1812) II. 293 A ribbed Venus, rounded at

one extremity. 1857 Gosse Omphalos \\\\. 228 That lilac-

tinted Prickly Venus {Dione Veneris). i88oBastian Brain
75 The Razor-fish, Cockle, Venus, and other bivalves pos-
sessing.. 'siphon- tubes'.

0. pi. 1770 Pennant Brit. ZooL (1777) IV. 89 Telliua
rugosa. . .Dredged up at Weymouth. Misplaced among the

Venuses. 1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 257 That these

supposed fresh-water shells are sometimes found scattered

among a multitude of acknowledged sea shells, as, Oysters,

Venus's, &c. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 209/2 In the Veneres
the animal, furnished with longer siphons, is provided with
a retractor muscle.

III. attiib. and Comb.
11. Simple attrib. (also possessive without V),as

Venus bower, courts knot, f mole, f star, throw, etc.

c 1550 R.OU.AND Crt. Venus 1. 90 In *Venus Bowr to eik

baith game and glew. 1513 Douglas sEneid iv. Prol. 159
Lat ws in riot leif, in sport and gam, In *Venus court. 1579
Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 108 If [she is] one. of Venus court,

they haue vowed dishonestye. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i.

171, I sweare to thee, . . By the simplicitie of *Venus Doues,

1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta (1877) 35 Her hair fastened in a
sort of *Venus knot behind. 1620 Swetnam Arraigued\.i&So)

45 By Art they know . . how to adde A "Venus mole on euery
wanton cheeke. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V, 11. vi. 5 O ten times

faster *Venus Pidgions flye To steale loues bonds new made.
1902 Edinb, Rev. Oct. 321 Helen, by reason of the *Venus-
spell,.. loves Paris, a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 39
* Venus swannes shall shed their siluer downe, To sweeten
out the slumbers of thy bed. 1591 Spenser Daphn. 483
And night without a *Venus stane is found. 1611 Florio,

Ventre,, .the day or morning star, called Lucifer or Venus
star. 1879 Lewis & Short Lai. Diet., Venereus, the

*Venus-throw at dice.

b. In sense 2, as Venus act, exercise, life, play',

work, etc
c 1400 Deslr. Troy 753 pai solast horn samyn .. With

venus werkes, bat ftoiu well pleasid. 1508 Dunbar Tua
Mariit IVemen 399 He that wantes riches, And val^eandnes

in Venus play, is ful vile haldin. 1513 Douglas sEncid iv.

Prol. 187 With Venus henvifis qubat wyse may I flite?

a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 158

That licherie and wenus lyfe hes oft tymes a euill end.

1611 Florio, Venereo,. .given to Venus-sports, or letchery.

1617 Morvson Itin. 11. 166 Most of them when they were
stripped, were seene to have scarres of Venus warfare. 1623
Cockeram 1, Venus-escuage, wanton fleshlinesse. Ibid, in,

Barnacle, a kinde of Sea Gull, it growes not by Venus
act, but as Dubartas writes [etc.]. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 151 Opium. .makes them strong and long in Venus
exercises. 1658 Rowland tr. Mou/eCs Tkeat. Ins. 1004
Unless there had been plenty of milk at hand, this Venus
bird had died and suffered deservedly for his Lechery. 1786
Burns A Dream xiii, A glorious Galley, . .Weel rigg'd for

Venus barter. 1821 Liddle Poems 26 Your venus jobs now's
a' kend thro' The Loudins braid.

o. In sense 10.

1816 Tuckev Narr. Exped. R. Zaire ii. (1818) 58 Frag-
ments of shells of the cockle and venus genera. 1861 P. P.

Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil, i860, 256 The
Venus-tribe may be regarded as the types of the Lamelli-
bianchs.

12. Special combs, (of the possessive, with or

without V) : "Venus + gem, t girdle, f hair,

Venus's hair-stone, pencil (see quots.).

1601 Holland Pliny II. 621 Such Amethysts as these..;

many give them the name of Venus gems, for the great

grace that they have, .both in fashion and colour. Ibid. 629
The stone called Venus haire, is exceeding blacke and
shining; howbeit it maketh a shew of red haires sprinckled

among. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 49 Venus Girdle is a
Semicircle that begins between the fore-finger and the

middle finger, and ends between the fourth finger and the

little one. 1884 Imp. Diet. IV, Venus's hair-stones,

Venus's pencils, fanciful,names applied to rock crystals in-

closing slender hair-like or needle-like crystals of horn-

blende, asbestos, oxide of iron, rutile, oxide ofmanganese, &c
b. Bot. Venus's basin, bath, the wild teasel,

Dipsacus sylvestris; Venus's comb, the shep-

herd's needle, Scandix Pecten- Veneris', Venus's
cup, Venus's basin; Venus's flytrap, the North

American marsh-plant Dionsea muscipula
; f Ve-

nus' garden, = Venus's navelwort (a) ; f Venus'
glass, Venus's looking-glass ; Venus golden
apple (see quot.) ; Venus' hair, the maiden-hair,

Adiantum Capillus- Veneris (see also quot. cl'jli)
;

t Venus' laver, Venus's basin ; Venus('s) look-

ing-glass, one or other of certain plants belonging

to the genus Specularia, esp. S. (or Campanula)
Speculum (f Speculum Veneris) ; Venus' navel,

= next (a) ; Venus's navelwort, (a) the penny-

wort, Cotyledon Umbilicus ; (b) one or other

species of annual plants belonging to the genus

Omphalodes, esp. O. linifolia; f Venus needle,

Venus's comb ; Venus-pear, a variety of pear

mentioned by Pliny and Columella ; Venus's
pride, U.S. (see quot.) ; Venus's slipper, the

lady's slipper, Cypripedium Calceolus.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. Oivb, Dipsacos, called in latin

labrum veneris: that is *venus basin, because it holdeth

alwayes water. 1578 [see below J. 1597 Gerahde Herbal 11.

cccclxxi, 1006 Teasell is called ..Carde Teasell, and Venus
Bason. 1671 Skinner, Venus-bason, Dipsacus vulgaris.

1763 Stukeley Palaeogr. Sacra 25 Ladys fingers, ladys

traces, ladys linnen, Venus glass, Venus bason, . -etc. 1863
Prior Plant-n., Venus bason, Veneris labrum, so named
..from the hollows formed by the united bases of the

leaves being usually filled with water, that was used.. to

remove warts and freckles. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 522
Called in..Englishe, Fullers Teasel, Carde Thistell, and
*Venus bath or Bason. 1855 Miss Pratt Elcnver. PL III.

169 Wild Teazel.. is still often called Venus's Bath. 1866
Treas. Hot. 1208/1 Venus' bath, Dipsacus sylvestris: so

named from water collecting in the connate bases of the

opposite leaves. 1597 Gerarde Herbal u. cccc. 884 Pecten
Veneris, sine Scandix, Shepheards Needle, or *Venus
combe. 1671 Skinner, Venus-Comb. 1753 Chambers' Cycl.

Suppl., Scandyx, venus comb... The flower is of the rosa-

ceous kind, consisting of several petals, which are arranged
in a circular order on a cup. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xvii.

(1794) 238 Venus's-comb is remarkable for long processes or
beaks terminating the seeds, 1863 Prior Plant-n., Venus'
Comb, from the slender tapering beaks of the seed-vessels

being set together like the teeth of a comb. 1855 Miss
Pratt E'lo-wer. PL III. 69 Wild Teazel.. is still often called

.."Venus's Cup. 1775 Ann. Reg. 11. 93 A Description of a
newly discovered Sensitive Plant, called Dionara Muscipula,
or "Venus's Fly-trap. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866)

171 The Venus's Fly-trap, .growing where it is always sure
of all the food a plant can need. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible
Teach, vii. (1870) 148 The leaf of the Venus' fly-trap of
North America, closing together on its prey by turning on
its mid-rib as on a hinge. 3597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cxliii.

424 Nauelwort is called . . of some Hortus Veneris, or

"Venus garden. 1611 Cotgr., Nombrit de Venus,. .Wall
Penniwort, Venus garden, Hipwort. 1728 Bradley Diet.
Bot. II. s.v., *Venus Glass, . .Speculum veneris sive Viola
Pentagona. 1763 (see Venus basin). 1888 Nicholson's
Diet. Gard. IV, "Venus' Golden Apple, a common name
for A talantia monophylla. 1548 Turner Names Herbes
(E.D.S.J 9 "Venus heir is in a meane tempre betwene hote
& colde. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 409 Venus beare groweth
in walles, and in stony shadowy places. 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. <y Min. 450 Leaves, of venus-hahe, and lungwort.
C17K Petiver Gazophyt. vi. liv, Round leaved Malabar
Venus-hair. . . Its large notch'd Leaves on single Stalks,
distinguish it from others. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade
s,v., Venus'.hair, the Adiantum capillus- Veneris, given as
an expectorant, and forming the basis of the celebrated
syrup of capillaire. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 376 The little

grub or worme which is found in the hearbe Tazill, called
"Venus Laver. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. civ. 356 Speculum
Veneris, "Venus Looking glasse . . groweth in ploughed fields

among the corne. z68i Grew Musaeum 11. lii. iii. 234 The
Seed of Venus Looking- Glass. 1x1689 Mrs. Behn Kx.Cowley's
Plants C's Wks. 1711 III. 372 But say Corn-Violet, why
thou dost claim Of Venus Looking-Glass the pompous Name.
1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xvi. (1794) 189 Venus's Looking-
glass is a Campanula, with a weak, low, and very branching
stalk. 1863 Pkior Plant-n., Venus' Looking-Glass, from
the resemblance of its flowers set upon their cylindrical

ovary to an ancient round mirror at the end of a straight

handle. 159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 24 b, With other
murall and wall weeds comming out of the chinkes as..

"Venus Navill. 1635 B. Jonson PaiCs Annivers. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 643/1 Bring. . Bright crown imperial, kingspear,

holyhocks, Sweet Venus-navel. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4),

'''Venus Navelwort,. .a Plant of Venus, esteemed of great

use ;, .otherwise called Wall Penywort, and Kidneywort.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet, s.v. Otnphalodes, Low Vernal
Venus Navel-wort, with a Comfry-leaf, or Lesser Borage.

1767 Aberckombie Ev. Man his cwn Gardener (1803) 104

Hardy Annual Flower-seeds :. .Lobel's catch-fly, Venus'
navel-wort, dwarf poppy. 1866 Treas. Bot. 812/1 Ompha-
lodes ; . . several species are grown in English gardens,

under the name of Venus's Navelwort. 1882 Garden 10

June 41 1/3 Small bouquets of pink Brier Roses with Venus's
Navelwort. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccc. 884 Scandix,..
Venus Coombe, or "Venus Needle. 1648 Hexham 11. App.,
Venus-peere, a "Venus- pee re. 1879 Lewis & Short Lat.
Diet., Venerea pira, a kind of pear, Venus-pear. 1845-50
Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 143 The Houstonia cxrulea. .is

known by different common names; as Innocence, "Venus's
Pride, and Blue Houstonia. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xxvii.

(1794)423 It has more resemblance to a wooden shoe in form,

and therefore is unworthy the title of "Venus's Slipper,

which Linnaeus has bestowed upon it.

o. ZooL Venus-basket, Venus's flower-basket

;

Venus('s) comb, Venus's cup (see quots.)

;

Venus's ear, a sea-ear or ear-shell ; Venus's fan,

a sea-fan, esp. Rhipodogorgia {G'orgonia)flabellum;

Venus's flower-basket, a glass-sponge of the

genus Euplectella, esp. E. aspergillum ; Venus's
girdle (see quots.)

; f Venus purr (see quot. and
Purr sb.*) ; Venus' purse, Venus's flower-basket

{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895) ; Venus-shell, a
bivalve mollusc belonging to the family Veneridsc

or related species; a venus, murex, or cowry;
Venus's slipper (see quot.); f Venus-winkle
(see quots. and cf. Porcelain 3).

1882 Casselfs Nat. Hist. VI. 318 In some the form is con-

stant and characteristic, as m the fairy-like *Venus-basket
(Euplectella). 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 54/2 Murex
Tribulus, Linn. ..This is the *Venus's Comb of collectors,

and when perfect is a most delicate and striking shell. 1864
Chambers's Encycl. VI. 616/2 The Venus Comb of the

Indian seas is. .a very., beautiful shell, with many long thin

spines. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 312 There were..

grey sponges, sometimes called "Venus's cups,—in shape
not unlike coral Neptune's cups. 1859 H. Kincsley G.
Hamlyn xxxiv, They fell to gathering shells, .like children,

. .Trochuses, . .and ' * Venus-ears', scarlet outside. 1880

Miss Bird Japan II. 87 One urn and a large covered bowl

are beautifully inlaid with Venus' ear. 1855 Kingsley
Glaucus 33 The great stony *Venus's fan which hangs in

seamen's cottages, brought home from the West Indies.

i860 Worcester (citing Baird 1

, Venus's Fan,.. the common
name of much branched and reticulated polypes of the

family Gorgonix. 187a Good Words 703 One of the most
beautiful of all natural productions, the Euplectella, or
' *Venus's Flower-hasket . 1896 ir. Boas" Text Bk. ZooL 121

The beautiful Philippine Venus's Flower-Basket (EupLc-

tella aspergillum), which like several of its allies, lives at

considerable depths. 1870 Nicholson Man. Zool. xvi. I.

114 In Cestum, or "Venus' Girdle, 'elongation takes place to

an extraordinary extent*. 1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. ZooL
118 Cestus veneris (Venus's girdle), with body much com-

pressed and elongated to a ligamentous form. 1713 Petiver

Aquat. Anim. Amboinx Tab. 18/12 Purra Venerea,..

White *Venus Pur. 1589 Rider Bibl. Schol. ws A sea

snaile, or *Venus shell, cochlea Vetteris. 1615 tr.^ De
Mont/art's Surz>. E. Indies 31 Their Venus-shells consist of

certame kind of earth or clay which hath remaind a 100

yeares in one place. 1666 J. Davies tr. Rochefort's Caribby

Isles 121 The Venus-shells may justly be numbred among
the rarest productions of the Sea. 1681 Grew Atuszum 1.

vi. i. 137 Venus-Shell. Concha Veneris. Because beautiful.

187a A. Domett Ranolf vi. ii. 112 Exact as roseate streak

for streak Some opened Venus-shell displays. 1836 Penny
Cycl. VI. 294/1 The shells of this genus [sc. Carinaria] were

formerly known to collectors under the name of ' *Venus's

Slipper ' and ' Glass Nautilus '. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 253

The Porcellanesor *Venus Winkles swimme above the water,

and with their concavilie and hollow part which they set into

the weather, helpe themselvesin stead of sailes. 16x1 Florio,

Veneria, a Scallop called a Purcelane or Venus-winkle.

Ve*nUB 2
, error for Venice, by association with

prec.

1629 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1009) III. 349
Cordage, wheat, Venus cloth. 184* Penny Cycl. XIX. 485/1
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Rhus Cotinus, Venus Sumach, or Wild Olive. 1866 Treas.
Hot. 080/1 R. Cotinus, another South European species,

called the Venus or Venetian Sumach, yields the yellow dye-
wood called Young Fustic.

t Ventist, a. Obs. [ad. L. venust-us, f. Venus
Venus 1

. Cf. It. and roj, venuslo.'] Handsome,
beautiful ; elegant, graceful ; comely in appearance.
1313 Douglas A^ncid xu. Prol. 87 The variant vestur of

the venust vaill. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian
CI.) 672 My bird, my bony ane, my tendir Lab venust. 1604
R. Cawdrky Table Alph., Venuste, faire, beautifull. 1657
Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 673 Amber is a. . Rostne flowing
from the incisures of a. . Venust tree. 1663 Waterhousk
Fort. 187 As the Infancy of Rome was venust, so was its

Manhood notably strenuous. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$•

P. 270 Nor could [they] have ever thought it [supra so
Magnificent a PileJ veuuat enough, whilst they abounded
with Pious Benefactors.

Hence + Venustity, fVenustness. Obsr~°
1717 Bailey (vol. H). Venustness, Venustity, beautifulness.

f Venuatate, v. Obs.—° [f. L. venustdt-,\>\A.

stem of venustdre, f. venust-us 1 see prec] (See

quot.) Hence f Venuatation. Obs.~°
1656 Blount Glossogr., I'enustate, to make beautiful, fair

or sightly. 1658 Phillips, / 'enustation, a making handsome
or beautiful.

fVenuaty. Obs.—1 [ad. L. venustas
}

f. venust-

us (see Venust a.), or a. obs. K. venuste. Cf. It.

venttsld.'] Elegance of form ; beauty.

1559 Bercher Nobylytye Wymen (Roxb. 1904) 105 Nature
hat he geven hym [sc. man] a bewtye— it is called maiestye,
or venustie, ..—which passethe all other bewtye.

Venville (vcnvil). local. Forms : 4 wenge-,
vengefetld, vennefeld, 6 vyndefelde, 7 fen(g)-

fleld, venvill, 8- venville. [Of obscure origin
;

the suggestion made in quot. 1829 does not account
for the earliest forms of the word.]

1. A special form of tenure obtaining in parishes

adjoining Dartmoor, by which the tenants enjoy

certain privileges in the use of the forest. Usually

in the phrase in venville.

1 13. . in Trans. Dezwnsh. Assoc. (1876) VIII, 40S M[emo-
randujm quod Tenent[es] d[omi]ni princip[is in] Wengefeild
a![ia]s Vennefeld clamant . . habere eos articulos et Ubertates

subscript, infra forestam de Dartmoore. Ibid., Et eorum
Tenentes iacent in vengefeild [etc.]. 1609 in S. Rowe
Peramb, Dartmoor (1848) 279 Blacktorrebeaie (which is

part in the Forest of Dartmoore and part in Venvill). 1794
R. Fraser Gen. Vieiu Devon 49 It is customary, .to take
from those not in venville one shilling. 1829 T. Moore
Hist. Devon iv. i. I. 473 Many of them belonged to parishes

lying in what is called venville, which paid annually for the
cattle, when trespassing within the forest bounds, certain

compensations, entitled 'fines villarum', thence corrupted
into ' fin vil ' and ' venville'. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII, 450/2
Part of the waste [of Dartmoor] is appropriated by the
surrounding parishes, the freeholders of which possess the
right of common, or as it is termed the right of venville, on
these appropriated parts. 1887 W. F. Collier in Trans.
Devonsk. Assoc. XIX. 378 The tenants in venville are said

to have the right to take anything off Dartmoor. .except
green oak and venison.

2. altrib. with farm, man, money, rent, rights
t

tenant, etc.

a 1600 in S. A." Moore Rep. Dartmoor Preserv. Assoc.

(1890) 48 The vyndefelde men of Chagford and Mannaton,
1609 in S. Rowe Peramb. Dartmoor (1848) 279 Payinge for

the same their Venvill rents and other dues as hath bene
tyme out of mynde accustomed. C1630 [see Fenfield],
1676 in Trans. Devonsh. Assoc. (1899) XXXI. 142 Paid..
Phillip Andrew for Venvill rent,.. [4s. id.]. 1796 W. H.
Marshall W. England 1 1. 26 Many of those lands have a
prescriptive right, on the forest, by paying an inconsiderable

sum.. annually, under the name of Venville money, to the

Duchy. Ibid. 28 The good estimation in which Venville
farm-; are held. 1829 T. Moore Hist. Devon iv. i. I. 473
The names of the venville parishes are Sheepstor, Walk-
hampton, Sampford Spiney [etc ]. 1848 S. Rowe (titled, A
Perambulation of theantient and royal Forest of Dartmoor,
and the Venville Precincts. 1887 W. F. Collier in Trans.
Devonsh. Assoc. XIX. 377-85 Venville Rights on Dartmoor.

t Veny l
. Obs. Also 3 uenie, 5 //. venyse,

veneis. [a. AF. venie ( = OF. veine Veyne), ad. L.

venia indulgence, pardon, remission.] Pardon or

forgiveness; a request for this; the gesture of

kneeling or prostrating oneself as an indication of

penitence and desire for pardon.
a 11*5 Ancr. R. 46 5if ^e burh ^emeleaste gluffeS of wordes

. .nimed ower uenie dun et ter eor5e mid te honden one.

Ibid. 426 Ase ofte ase heo hit do5..makien hore uenie
akneon adun to ber eorfte biuoren hire, & s'lgge ' Mea
culpa', c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 141 When sho comes
whare the cuuent takis bare venyse, ban sail sho prostrate
downe. 14. . in Maskcll Mon. Rit. II. 279 All other obser-
vance of the order as. . Inclinacyons, veneis and prostracyons.
1482 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 39 And thanne y came and
lay prostrate before hym, askyng my veny and rehersyd
ftffayite my Confiteor, etc.

Veny 2
. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 6-7 veny,

veney, venie, 7 venee, veany ; 6-7 vennie,
venney, venny ; 8 dial, vinny, 9n\nney. [Altera-

tion of Venue, with the terminal vowel weakened
through loss of stress. Freq. c 1 580-*: 1640.]

1. A hit or thrust in fencing ; a wound or blow ;

= Venue 2.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controuersie 27 In dauneer to

receiue a venny at my hande. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
1. i. 813 A sacred Fencer.. Whose two-hand Sword, at every
veny, . .keenly slyces through whole Troops at once. 1635
Long Meg of Westminster vii. (1816) 14 Or else take that

staffe and haue a bout with me for thy brakefast, hee that

giues the first three Venies scape free. 165a Uhquhart
Jewel Witt. (1834J 223 The three aforesaid gentlemen, who
were wounded in the very same parts of their bodies by
other such three venees as these.

b. fig. and in fig. context; esp. a sharp retort, a

pungent remark.
1586 Bright Melaneh. xxxvi. 224 Accompt not these small

venies of Sathan for deadly woundes. 159a Greene De/.
Conny- Catching To Rdr., I meanc.to giue him such a
veny, that he shalbe afrayd heereafter to disparage that

mysticall science of Conny-catching. 1606 Heywood .jW
Pt, 1/ you knoiv not me (1609) F4b, lohn. Name the

weapon. Courtez. Nothing but kisses, and enticing lookes.

Iohn. Then ward your lips well, or youle ha the first venney.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 55 That whilst we lye

at close ward against one vice we lye [not] open to the vennie
ofanother. 1685 Life William Bedell 302 As for these vain

flourishes of mine, if he had not taken a veny in them, and
found it smart, he had not strook again so churlishly.

C. Venyfor veny, tit lor tat.

i6ix Chapman Widow y

s T. Wks. 1873 III. 20 So, there's

venie for venie, I haue giuen't him 'ith speeding place for

all his confidence.

2. A bout or turn of fencing ; = Venuk 3.

1594 Greene Ft*. Bacon $ Fr. Bungay 1944 Why standst

thou Serlsbie ? doubtst thou of thy life '! A venie man : faire

Margret craues so much. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 2c6,

I bruiz'd my shin, .with playing at Sword and Dagger with
a Master of Fence (three veneys for adish of stew'd Prunes).

1615 Heywood Eoure Prcntises I. i, I am no sooner got into

the fencing-school To play a venie with some friend [etc.].

'673 Jackson's Wks. III. 134, I had a Venie or 'Bout for it,

and the Intent, though not the Hap, to kill him.

fig. 1606 Dekkek Ser-en Sins in. (Arb.) 28 One Vennie
more with thee, and then I haue done. 1618 Mynshul Ess.

<y Charac. Prison, Jailers 34 One Venny more, and if that

hit, so, if not.. I will lay downe the Bucklers. 1644 Sin E.

Dering Prop. Sacr. Pief. c, And now, my sacrificing Jesuite,

stand forth and let us occasionally here try a veny.

3. south, dial. (See quots.)

1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.) 139 Dist hiie ma, Dem?
Chell ha tether Vinny wi' tba. Ibid. Gloss., Vinny,.,*
scolding Bout. 188 1 Isle of Wight Gloss, n Finney, a

frolic; to have to do with. ' I'll hey a bit of a finney at

that ' ; I'll have something to do with that.

Venyed, obs. var. Vinnikd ppl. a. Venym^e,
obs. ff. Venom sb. and v. Venymous(e, -ows,
-us, etc., obs. ff. Venomous a. Venyng, obs.

Sc. f. Weening vbl. sb. Venyson(e, -oune,
-owne, Venzon, obs. ff. Venison. Venyss(e,
obs. ff. Venice. Venyw, obs. f. Venue.
Veo, southern ME, var. Fee sb. 1

; south-west

dial. var. Few a. Veolar, obs. Sc. f. Violer.

Veolau, southern ME. var. Fellow. Veolau-
reden, southern ME. variant of Keli.owued Obs.

Veole, ME. var. Fele a. Obs. Veol(l, southern

ME. pa. t. Fall v. Veolthe, Veond, Veor,
Veorlich(e, southern ME. varr. Filth sb., Fiend,
Fak adv., Fehly a. and adv. Veorme, var.

Fakm- sb.i Obs. Veorne, VeorBe, Veotere,
southern ME. varr. Fern a. Obs., Foubth a.,

Fetters.
Vepe, obs. Sc. f. Weep v. Vepen, ME. var.

Weapon. Veper, obs. Sc. f. ViPXB.

Veprecose, a. Obs.~° [ad. med. or early mod.
L. veprecos-us, f. L. vepres (vepris) brier-bush,

bramble-bush.] (See quot.)

1721 Bailey, Veprecose, full of Brambles.

f Vepricosous,a. 06s.—° (See prec. and quot.)

1656 Blount, Vepricosous, full of briars or brambles.

+ Ver, sb. 1 Obs. Also Sc. 5-6 wer, 6 uer. [a.

L. ver or OF. ver. In ME. a variant of Vere.]

The season of spring ; springtime.
1382 Wvclif Ecclus. 1. 8 He shyneth..as the flour of roses

in the dajes of ver. c 1407 Lvdg. Reson <y Sens. 91 Whan
the clere sonne aroos In grene ver, ful of delyt. c 1450 Harl.
Contin. I/igden (Rolls) VIII. 435 In whiche yere in the

tyme of ver [etc], 1450-80 tr. Secrtta Secret. 27 Ver
bigynneth whan be sonne entrith into the signe of be Katn.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 226 Syne into ver,quhen that

thedagiew lang, This king., tuke the feild. 1581 T. Howell
Denises (1879) 197 The more to mourne Our Ladie lost in

source of sorrowes shaken Which loe in Ver to heau'en hath
tane the waye. 1600 Eng. Helicon (1887) 253 Ver hath
made the pleasant field Many several odours yield.

b. In more or less personified use.

1390 Gowlr Conf. III. 118 Whan Ver his Seson hath be-

gonne. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 4037 Ver entrid full euyn, egcr with
all. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas v. xv. (1554) 132 Ver came in

with hys newe grene, a 1547 Surrey in Tottets Misc. (Arb.)

8 There might I se how Ver had euery blossom hent. 1568 T.

Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 24 Now Lady Ver in liuely

greene doth showe her grace in fielde. 1577 Grangk
Golden Aphrod. etc. F iv b, When Veris in hyr pryme. 1630
Drayton Muses Eliz. Nymphal hi. 179 Whilst fresh Ver is

flinging Her Bounties abroad.

t Ver, ;^.- Obs~~ l (Meaning obscure.)

13. . Gaw. £ Gr, Kut. 866 t>e ver by his uisage verayly hit

semed Wei ne^ to vche habel alle on hwes.

tVer, v.i 06s.—1 [Of obscure origin.] trans.

? To spot or bespatter with something.
la 1400 Morie Arth. 2573 The vesere, the aventaile, his

vesturis ryche. With the valyant blode was verrede alle ouer !

t Ver, v.* Obs.~ l [Aphetic f. Aver v.] trans.

To aver, declare.

c 1400 Destr, Troy 49 Ouyd and othir bat onest were ay,

Virtjill be virtuus, verrit for nobill.

Ver, southern ME. var. Far a. ami adv., Fir,

Fire^., YoRprep.

Ver, obs. Sc. f. were, pa. t. of Be v. ; obs. Sc. f.

War j*. and a., Were sb. (doubt).

Ver-, southern ME. var. Yon- prefi*

fVera. Naut. Obs. [App. 1. Veer vA] ?A
command to let out more of the sheet.

c 1530 Hickstorner 302 A-le the helme 1 a-le ! vere ! shot
of ! vere sayle ! vera !

Vera, obs. or dial. f. Very a.

Veracious (ver^-Jas), a. [f. L. verde-, verax
according to truth, that speaks the truth + -IOU3.

Cf. next.]

1. Habitually speaking or disposed to speak the

truth; obseivant of the truth ; truthful.

a 1677 Harrow .SVrw.(i686) 1 1. 63 That God is good, vera-

cious, and faithful]. 1778 Johnson L. P., Swift (1781) III.

409 The credit of the writers, both undoubtedly veracious.

1820 Shelley Hymn Merc. Ixii, I am a most veracious

person, and Totally unacquainted with untruth. 1839
Dickens Nickleby xxviii, The testimony of the two vera-

cious and competent witnesses. 1864 Bowen Logic x\\\. 431

A witness is presumed to be veracious in this case, in propor-

tion as his love of truth is already established from others.

2. Characterized by veracity, truthfulness, or

honesty; conforming to truth ; true, accurate.

1777 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 27 Oct., Is not my soul

laid open in the>e veracious rases? 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 718 The testimony which
has served as the instrument of the mischief, has been.,

veracious. 1868 W. R. Greg Lit. cy Soc. Judgm. 400 He.,
showed His back but not His face to Moses ; and dictated

the veracious narrative of Balaam and his ass. a 1871 De
Morgan Budget Farad. (1872) 250 That it was the must
veracious of books written by the most honest of men.

3. That estimates or judges tiuly or correctly.

1851 CarlyLE Sterling i. v, The young ardent soul that

enters on this world., with veracious insight,, .will find this

world a very mad one.

Hence Veraciously adv., Veraciousness.
1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. in. vii. 405 In Shakspeare,

it was fiction, to lay the murder of Duncan, at a plate differ*

ent from Bothgowanan, where the Chronicle has veraciously

fixed it. i860 I. Taylor Sp. Hebr. Poetry (1873) 63 The
veraciousness of the record. 1879 MoRLEV Butke v. 07
Burke's habitual veraciousness. 1905 Athenseum 25 Nov.

71Q/1 How diplomatists plot, -is veraciously related.

Veracity (verae*slti). Also 7 veracitie. [ad.

F. vtfracite ( = It. veracita, Sp. veracidad, Pg.

veracidade"), or med.L. veracitat-, verdcitas, f. L.

virdci; verax, i. ver-us real, true.]

1. The quality or character in persons of speaking

or stating the truth ; habitual observance of the

truth ; truthfulness, veraciousness.

1623 in Cockekam 1. 1624 H. Mason New Art Lying v.

55 Truth morally taken, which hee calleth veracitie. 1678

Norris Coll. Mtsc. (1690) 154 A due conformity between the

Words and the Understanding, when I speak as I think ;

which is moral Truth or Veracity. 1714 K. FlDDES Pract.

Disc. 11. 87 Veracity, .is a moral virtue, and consi*ts in a due
conformity of our words, or declarations, with our thoughts.

1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 57 To send deputies to the

Congress of Philadelphia, to that seat of Virtue and Veracity.

1809 Coleridge Friend (1865) 23 Veracity, therefore, not

mere accuracy ; to convey truth, not merely to say it, is the

point of duty in dispute, i860 Emerson Ccnd. Life, Illu-

sions Wks. (Bohn) II. 447, I look upon the simple and
childish virtues of verauiy and honesty as the root of all

that is sublime in character. 1900 L. HUXLBV Life -y Lett.

T. H. Huxley II. 427 Huxley's passion for veracity was
perhaps his strongest characteristic.

b. Of veracity , trustworthy, veracious, truthful.

(Also with qualifying adjectives.)

1671 J. Webster Metaliogr. i. 8 Authors, .of the gieatest

authority and veracity. 1700 Astry tr. Soavedra- / a.xardo

I. 88 Speaking of a Man of Veracity, we say he carries his

Heart in his Hands. 1704 in Penn&ylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX.

331 Those in this place, of unblemished credit and undoubted

veracity, who were witnesses. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 11

The same Author of veracity attests, tuat [etc.]. 1780

Harris Phitol. Enq. Wks. (1841) 494 Pbilosopheis, men
of veracity, studied the heavenly bodies. 1839 James
Louis XIV, III. 31 A few instances.. from one author alone,

of undoubted veracity.

c. This quality as manifested in individuals.

Const, of (a person) or with possessive.

1669 W. SlHPSON Hydro/. Chym. 1 14, I . .doubt not of the

veracity of that noble philosopher. 1687 T. Hrown Saints

in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 81 Authors of that undoubted

credit, that no body.. will call their veracity in question.

1726 Swift Gulliver 1. viii, Which, after great astonishment,

clearly convinced him of my veracity. 1785 Paley Mor.

Philos. 111. 1. xv, AH the benefit of conversation, depends

upon our opinion of the speaker's veracity. 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 2 But for the preparations, .going on before my eyes,

I should have.. doubts of my own veracity. 1870 J. H.

Newman Gram. Assent 1. ii. 14 The child assents. .to the

veracity ofhis mother in her assertion of the inapprehensible.

2. Agreement of statement or report with the

actual fact or facts ; accordance with truth ; cor-

rectness, accuracy.

1736 Butler Anal. II. vii. 369 Mere genealogies.. perhaps

do carry some presumption of veracity. 1750 Johnson

Rambler No. 4 P 19 In narratives where historical veracity

has no place. 1825 Coleridge in Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 275

The character of veracity and simplicity on the very coun-

tenance, as it were, of the Gospel, i860 Emerson lond.

Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 31° No picture of life can have

any veracity that does not admit the odious facts.

b. Const, of or with possessive.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 101 The veracity of the voice

of Christ sounding in the Scriptures. 1684 T. Goddard

Plato's Demon xoo For Testimony concerning the Veracity

of his History, we find even [etc.]. a 1706 Evklvn Hist.
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Relig. (1850) I. 386 Were the tradition of the Scriptures'

antiquity and veracity not enough. 1755 Lloyd in Con-
noisseur No. 73. 434 The veracity of these posthumous en-
comiums may, indeed, be fairly suspected. 1803 Edwin I.

vi. 89 The hand of warriors no longer doubting the veracity
of his Words. 1843 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) 1. 151
Such, at least, is the ancient narrative:, .and. .1 see no reason
to disbelieve its general veracity. 190a Hichens Londoners
42 Finding the veracity of his paragraph thus impugned.

3. Correspondence with external facts ; exactness

in the indication of these.

1666 lip. S. Parker Free t$ Impart. Censure (1667) 59
Suppose that we were born with these congenite Anticipa-

tions,., how can I be certaine of their Truth and Veracity?

1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, He was under the painful necessity

of admitting the veracity of liis optics. 1869 F. \V. Newman
Misc. 53 Every Specific Informant [i.e. scientific instru-

ment] needs to have its veracity put to the test

4. That which is true ; a truthful statement ; a
truth.

1852 F. W. Robertson- Semi. Ser. lit xvi. (1857) 204 It is

possible for a man to utter veracities and yet to be false to
himself and to his God. 1867 Stubbs Study Met. $ Mod.
Hist. (18861 18 A world whose falsehoods and veracities are
separated by so very thin a barrier.

5. Comb., as veracity-assuring, -serving.
1832-12 Bbntham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 194

According as. .the force of.. the veracity-insuring, .motives
is the strongest. Ibid. oZi Veracity-serving information, in-

formation considered as a source of truth.

Verade, variant of Ferbed Ohs.

Verai, ohs. form of Very a.

f Verament, adv, Obs. Forms: a. 4 vere-,

4-6 verrement (4 verree-}. j3. 4-6 vera-, 4-5
verra-, 5 Sc. werrament. [ad. AF. veirement

(cf. mo i. Walloon verement), = OF. voirement
(still in dial, use), f. veir, voir i—L. virus true.

The /3-forms may be partly due to the influence of

verraiment Veuiment.] Really, truly ; as Veri-
MENT adv.
Freq. c 1330-c 1560, esp. in /3-form, often as a mere tag or

rime-word.
a. 1303 R, BruNNE Hand!. Synne 651 3>'f bou wene bat

verement, Hyt ys averts bys comaundement. c\yx.<Spec.
Gy iv'arw. 877 ]>u shall fonge verreement pare bi rihte

iugement, c 1400 T.Cnestre Launfal 485 Manyaknyght,
verement, To ground was ibore. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr.

390 These bre poyntes verement Nowber schale do, bot
bobe assent. 15.. \V. Broun in Baunatyne MS. (Hunt.
CI.) 138/6 With havy hairt and mekle dreid I red the scrip-

tour verement.

£. c 1325 Lai it- Freine 255 He. .bad his man sigge, verra-
ment, He schuld toward a turnament. c 1386 ChavCZR Sir
Thopas 2 Listeneth, lordings, in good entent, And I wol
tell you verament Of mirth and of solas. 1426 Audelay
Poems 6 Fore thou art bounden, go were thou goo,..Ther
is no inon may hit undoo Uot he be cursid verament. c 1460
Towneley Myst. iii. 6 The son, the moyne, verament, Thou
maide. a 1510 Douglas A". Hart 11. 470 Go send for Deid,
thus said he verament. 1561 Queen Esther A iij b, In their

mynde they thyncke verament That either for riches &
honour Iustis will doe. 1606 N. Baxter Sidney** Ourania
D4I), Vet not in any sort colour verament For no colours
hath the starrie firmament. 1611 in Coryat's Crudities
Panegyr, Verses, He did his homage verament And salued
them each one.

b. Quasi-f£. In verament, = prec.
c 1450 Son'Zs, Carols, etc. (1907) 1. xi. 3 In this tyme God

hath sent Hys own Son.. To dwell with vs in verament.
c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1208 It is for gud at he is fra us
went; It sail ye se, trast weill, in werrament. ^1550
Holland Crt. Venus 1. 763 [They] deput arte to gif diffini-

tius Answer agane. .Quhilk Lady hecht Themis in vera-
ment. 1599 Nashb Lenten StuJfWks. (GrosarO V. 247 In
verament and sincerity, I neuer crouded through this con-
fluent herring faire.

Veranda, verandah (venc-nda). Forms

:

a. 8- veranda (8 -do, -der). £. 8- verandah.
7. 8-9 viranda, -dan (8 -do, -der). 5. 8 feran-
da, feerandah, verunda,voranda, 8-<)varanda,

9 varhandah. [Originally introduced from India,

where the word is found in several of the native

languages, as Hindi varandd, Bengali haranda
%

mod. Skr. baranda, but appears to be merely an
adoption of Pg. and older Sp. varanda (baranda)
railing, balustrade, balcony. F. veranda appears
to have bsen adopted from English.
The evidence for the origin of the word is fully presented

in Yule and llnmeWs Hobson- Jobson. The supposition that

it was native to India accounts for some of the spellings

placed under fi.J

1. An open portico or light roofed gallery ex-

tending along the front (and occas. other sides) of

a dwelling or other building, freq. having a front

of lattice-work, and erected chiefly as a protection

or shelter from the sun or rain.

a. 1711 C. Lockyer Ace. Traiie India 20 The Building is

very ancient, two Story high, and has.. two large Verandas
or Piazzas. 1757 J. H. Grose Voy. E. Indies 84 A pent-

house or shed, that forms what is called in the Portugueze
Lingua-franca Verandas, either round, or on particular sides

of the house. 1793 Hodges Trav. India 39 These boats.,

are, however, extremely commodious, having in the center

a small verander, or open portico. x866 Lowell Biglow

P. Introd., Poems (1890) II. 201 The Captain was walking

up and down the veranda of a country tavern in Massachu-

setts while the coach changed horses. 1884 J. Gilmour
Mongols xxvii. 325 A crowd of women, .take their stand in

the veranda of a temple.

fi. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Keg. 314/1 All around is a wide

verandah, containing ranges of cells. 1808 Eleanor Sleath

Bristol Heiress V. 208 Emma, .advanced to meet Lady
Castelton as she quitted her chair at the verandah. 1859
L. Oliphant China q Japan II. ix. 198 The building itself

was in the form of a shed, with very deep verandahs. 1879
H. H. Elliot Written on Foreheads II. 2 After dinner we
will sit in the verandah.

y. 1751 ' Philai.ethes ' Jrnl. Boscaweu's Voy. Bombay
(ed. 2) 45 When we got to the Prince's, he was silting in a
miserable little Viraudoor Piazza. 1765 Phil. Trans. LVII.
219 Hence people get out into the virando's and elsewhere

for breath. 1793 Hodges Trap. India vii. 146 The space
between the angle rooms are viranders, or open porticoes,

to sit in during the evenings. 1818 Lady Morgan France
(ed. 3) II. 5 The pretty grisettes.. were, .not unconscious.

.

of the glasses pointed from the virandas of Tortoni's or

Hardy's cafes. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 184
When a slightly projecting roof, or a viranda, shadows.,
the whole front of a house. 1844 Dickens Pictures from
Italy ( 1 846) 1 74 There are virandas and balconies . . to almost

every house.

8, 1754-73 E. Ives Voy. India 1. iii. 45 Near each of the

vorandas, there is a square room with a pillar in the

middle. 1784 in Archasologia VII. 287 A feerandah, or

piazza, which extends from east to west sixty feet. 1786
Ibid. VIII. 254 The other gate leads to what in this

country [India] is called a veranda or feranda, which is a

kind of piazza, or landing place. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Keg,
128/2 His Lordship is supposed to be seated in the east

verunda of the government-house. 1836 T. Hook G.

Gumey I. 46 Vestibules, varhandahs, .. palanquins and
punkahs.

fb. Without article. Obs.

1776 Trial Nuudocomar 33/2 He was not in the room I

saw him in yesterday ; but in a little room of Veranda.

C. Austr. (See quots.)

1873 Tkoi.lope Australia I. 418 The verandah is a kind
of open exchange,—some place on the street pavement
apparently selected by chance, on which the dealers in

mining shares do congregate. 1898 Morris Austral Eng.
489/1 Verandahs, .are an architectural feature . .of most City
shops, where they render the broad side-walks an almost
continuous arcade. ' Under the Verandah ' has acquired
the meaning, ' where city men most do congregate '.

2. attrio, and Comb., as veranda pillar, -post,

etc. ; veranda-builder, -like adj.

1852 Life in Bombay 17 A support to a light verandah-
like roof. 1858 Simmonhs Diet. Traiie, Verandah-builder,
a maker of wire or wood lattice-work. 1868 Rep. U.S.
Commissioner Agric. (1869) 204 There is no. .climbing

plant that can excel this as a covering for veranda pillars,

i 1890 A. Murdoch Yoshuuara Episode 73 She clasped the

verandah post.. to keep her from falling in a swoon. 1897
Kii'LiNG Capt.Cour. io6Cheyne,in a verandah-room,, .toiled

along wearily from day to day.

Vera nda h ed, a. Also 9 virandoed. [f.

prec]
1. Provided with a veranda ; furnished with

verandas.
o. 1823 L. Hunt Poems (i860} 272 Nor would I have

Veranda'd windows to forestall my grave; Veranda'd truly

from the northern heat ! 1885 Howells Silas Lapham
(1891) I, 144 The stretch of verandaed hotels and restaurants

..along the shore.

0. 1825 Heber Jrnl. 14 Sept., Three good-sized rooms,
verandahd all round. 1865 E. Lott Governess in Egypt
107 The lower basin was surrounded by a marble-paved
verandahed walk or terrace. 1885 R. L. & V. Stevenson
Dynamiter 145 A large verandahed court.

v. trans/, a 1818 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834) 84
The whole house is virandoed with shifting Venetian blinds

to admit air.

2. Abounding in verandas.

1893 The Critic (U.S.) 16 Nov. 316/2 The verandahed
South is the home of the open-air trouvere.

t Verangene. Obs.—x [ad. Sp. beretigena.]

m BRINJAL.
1587 Harrison Descr. Eng. 11. xx. in Holinshed I. 208/2

The nobilitie.. adventure further upon such fruits as are

verie dangerous and hurtfull, as the verangenes, mushroms.

Ver-arnd, var. vor-arnd; see ¥ov.-pref. 1 6 b.

Veratr-, combining form or stem of Veiutrum,
occurring in chemical terms, as veratralbia,

-albine (see quots.) ; veratrate, a salt of veratric

acid (1884 Imp. Diet.) ; veratric a., derived from
or contained in species of Veratrum ; veratroidea

(-oidia), = Vehathink ; veratroidine (see quot.)

;

veratrol, a colourless aromatic oil obtained by
distilling veratric acid with excess of baryta.

1876 H. C. Wood Therap. <ed. 2) 156 Chas. L. Mitchell.

.

finds two alkaloids in the rhizome (of Veratrum album], one
of which he denominates jervia, the other *veratralbia.

1891 Cent. Diet., * Veralralbine, an alkaloid obtained from
Veratrum album. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 251 * Veratric
acid, the acid with which veratria exists combined in

Cevadilla. 1866 Chandlers's Encycl. VIII. 395/2 Two
special organic acids, to which the names Cevadic and
Veratric acids have been given. 1877 Watts Fowncs' Chem.
II. 542_I_>imethyl-protocatechuic or Veratric acid.. is con-
tained in sabadilla seeds (from Veratrum Sabadilla). 1874
Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 382 This rhizome is stated
to contain two alkaloids, Viridia and * Veratroidea ;. .the
latter is insoluble in ether. 1879 H. C. Wood Therap. 156
Recently Prof. Wormley has arrived at the conclusion that
veratroidia is identical with veratria. 1891 Cent. Diet.,
* Veratroidine, an alkaloid, supposed to be identical with
rubijervine, obtained from Veratrum viride. 1868 Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 997 *Veratrol does not appear to unite with
alkaline bisulphites.

Veratria (veV'tria). Chem. [f. Veratr-um
+ -1a l.] = Veratrine.
1821 Ure Diet. Chem., Veratria, a new vegetable alkali,

discovered lately [in July, 1819] by MM. Pelletier and
Caventou,in the. .cevadilla, the. .white hellebore, and the.

.

meadow saffron. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 251/1 Veratria

is a white or greenish.white powder, which has a silky and
crystalline appearance under the microscope. 1865 Daily
Tel. 20 Oct. 2/2 An alkaloid known as veratria or white
hellebore. 1876 Harlky Royle's Mat. Med. 388 It., does not
excite sneezing like the closely allied substance veratria.

Veratrin (ve-ratrin). Chem. [f. as next + -in 1.

Cf. ¥. ve'ratrin.] a. Veratrine. b. Vera-
trum-resin (Watts, 1868).
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 272 The medicinal properties

of the root of Veratrum are owing to a peculiar alkaline
principle, called Veratrin. 1866 Aitken Tract. Med. II.

730 Of all remedies, digitalis, aconite, and veratrin are the
most useful in tranquilizing the action of the heart. 1899
AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 726 Ergot, aconite, veratrin,..
and many others have been prescribed.

Veratrine (ve-ratroin). Chem. [a. F. ver-
atrine, I. Veratr-um + -ine

r
>. The mod.L. form

veratrina has also been employed.] A poisonous
vegetable alkaloid or mixture of alkaloids, obtained
esp. from various species of Veratrutn (as the seeds

of V. Sabadilla and the root of V. album), and
used medicinally as an ointment for the relief of

neuralgia, rheumatism, etc. ; veratria.

1822 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (ed. 3) 257 Its [sc.

Colchicum] acrimony resides in a peculiar alkali, which can
be separated from the other principles, and has been named
7'eratr,ne by M.M. Pelletier and Caventou, who discovered
it. 1852 W. Gkegory Handbk. Org. Chem. {ed. 3) 362
Veratrine, in the form of tincture, and still more in that of

ointment,, .is now much used. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop
Receipts Ser. 11. 27/1 Veratrine is easily exhausted from the
seeds of Veratrum Sabadilla.
attrib. 1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 259, I got the thing

he mentioned, Veratrine liniment. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.
V. 997 A solution ofa veratrinesalt, mixed with tartaric acid.

Ve*ratrize, v. rare. [t. Veratrine + -ize.
j

trans. To drug, poison, or treat with veratrine.

Hence Ve*ratrized ppl. a.

1874 H. C. Wood Therap. 143 These facts, however, do
not prove that the convulsions in the veratrized frog are
not spinal. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

II Veratrum (ver£'"tr;pm). Bot. \y.verdtrum
hellebore.]

1. A perennial genus typical of the family Vera-

trex of liliaceous plants; a plant belonging to this

genus, esp. the white hellebore ( V. album) ; also,

the rhizome of this.

[1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvn. lv. (Bodl. MS.),
Lloborus;. .be Romayns clepep bis herbe Veratrum, ..and
berof is twei inanere of kinde, white & blacke. 1548
Turner Names Ihrbes (E.D.S.) 79 Veratrum. .maye be
called in englishe Nesewurte.] 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 11. (1586) 69 Veratrum, there are two kindes of it, the
blacke and the white. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 232 The
root of Veratrum or Elleborcmaketh a most excellent

medicine to rid it [dandruff] away. 1693 tr. Blancard's
Rhys. Diet. (ed. 2), Veratrutn, the same with Helleborus.

1753 Chambers's Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The species of white
Hellebore, enumerated by Mr. Toumefort, are these: 1.

The greenish-flowered Veratrutn. And 2. The early-flower-

ing Veratrum, with blackish purple flowers. 2797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 642/1 Veratrum has likewise been
found useful in epilepsy, and other convulsive complaints.

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet, s.v., White-flowered Veratrum,
or White Hellebore. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 448/1 We
strongly suspect that all these supposed Veratrums really

belong rather to the genus Helonias [etc.]. 1871 Garrod
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 345 Therapeutics [of Veratria]. As
veratrum, but much more powerful.

2. attrib. and Comb., as veratrumfamily^ -leaved

adj. ; veratrum-resin (see quots.).

1836 J. M. Gully Magendies Formul. (ed. 2) 69 That all

the .individuals of the veratrum family possessed a very
acrid taste. 1843 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) IV. 156 Calanthe
veratrifolia. (Derived from veratrum-leaved.) 1833 Roylic
Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 664 Veratrum Wine. 1868 Watts Diet.
Chem. V. 997 Veratrum-resin, . .a constituent of sabadilla-

seeds. x888 CasseiVs Encycl. Did., Veratrum-resin,.. a
brownish resin, extracted from sabadilla seeds.

Veray, obs. form of Very a. andaflfe.

Verayly, obs. f. Verily adv.

Verb (v5ib). Also 4-7 verbe. [a. OF. (also

mod.K. ) verbe or ad. L. verbum word, verb (whence
also It., Sp., Pg. verbo).']

1. Gram. That part of speech by which an

asseruon is made, or which serves to connect a

subject with a predicate.

For the numerous kinds of verbs distinguished by special

epithets see the adjs. active, auxiliary, deponent, desidera-

live,frequentative, etc.

1388 Wycltffite Bible Prol. xv. (1850) I. 57 Suintyme it mai
wel be resoluid into a verbe of the same tens. 1483 Cath.

Augl. 400/2 A verbe, verbum. 1530 Palsgk. Introd. p. xxx,

Of verbes in the frenche tong be two dyvers soites. 154a

Udall Erasm. Apoph. 120 b, The greke verbe iKnlnTtiv

souneth in latin excidere. 1544 " Littleton's Tenures (1574)

107 b, In some case these verbes dedi & concessi have the

same effect in substaunce. 1655 S. Ashe Eu?t. Sertu.

Gataker 6 There is no verb to limit it unto any term of time,

either past, present, or to come. 1668 Wilkins Re.d Char.

in. i. §8. 303 That part of speech, which by our Common
Grammarians is stiled a Verb,.. ought to have no distinct

place amongst Integrals in a Philosophical Grammar. 1725

Watts Logic 1. iv. § 6 There are also verbs, or words ot

action, which are equivocal as well as nouns or names. 1784

Cowper Tiroc. 619 No nourishment to feed his growing

mind, But conjugated verbs and nouns declin'd ''. 1835 1.

Mitchell Acham. o/Aristoph. 241 note, 'i'he four forms of

future verbs with a passive signification, which occur in

Greek writers. 1904 Verney Mem. I. 42 The inversion of

the sentences, the verb coming at the end, is curiously like

the German construction.
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fig. 1730 Fielding Rape upon Rafe it. v, I will be a verb
active, and you shall be a verb passive,

b. attrib. and Comb., as verb-formation,

-grinder
t
-root, -stem.

1809 Mai.kin Gil Btasx. 1. F 3 The verb-grinder engendered
in his noddle a most ingenious device. 1865 Tylor Early
Hist. Man. iv. 63 The reference of substantives to a verb-

root in the Aryan languages. 1884 Philol.Soc. Trans. 557
A more systematic consideration of the verb-formations,

1904 Khadley Making English 124 Prefixing an adverb to

a verb-stein, such as 'outbreak, outfit'.

f 2. Principal verb, the chief or most important

thing. Obs.
1616 J. Lane Contn, Sqr.'s T. vit. 582 'Sirrah/ Cambuscan

lowrd, 'all yee haue loste Your principale verbe (credite)

which yee boste '. 1642 Remonstr. Lords fy Coinm, in Pari.
26 May 20 That therefore which is the principle Verbe in

this Statute, is the serving of the King for the time being.

1670 in C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet (1894) 122 The Quality
of the Commodity is not considered, but the gratuity to the

officer is the principal Verb. 1728 North Mem. Music
(1846) 80 The violin was scarce knowne tho' now the prin-

cipal! verb,

t 3. A word. Obs. rare.

a 1716 South Serm. (1744) IX. 12=; That so it might
appear, that the assistance of the spirit promised to the

church was not a vain thing, or a mere verb.

Verbage, variant of Verbiage, rare-1 .

1787 Poi.whele Engl. Orator in. 770 As the flippant

Phrase Glides from his hollow Tongue, tho' oft debas'd By
low commercial Verbage.

Verbal (va'jbal), a. and sb. Also 6-7 verbale,
-all;e. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) verba/ ( = Sp. and
Pg. verbal, It. verbale), or ad. L. verbdlis consist-

ing of words, pertaining to verbs, f. verbum word,

Verb.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons : a. Dealing in or with

words, esp. with mere words in contrast to things

or realities.

1484 Caxton Curtail 4 We be verbal or ful of wordes and
desyre more the wordes than the thynges. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 38 Henoch himselfe is made, not a verball

but a reall Preacher. 1648 Milton Ten. Kings (1650) 58
While they are onely verbal against the punishing of
Tyrants, all the Scripture they bring is direct to inferr it

altogether lawful. 1677 in Hubbard Indian Wars (1865)

II. 275, I am perswaded if Mars and Minerva go Hand in

Hand, they will effect more Good in an Hour than those

verbal Mercurians in their Lives. 1770 Beattie Ess. on
Truth Intrud. (1776) 4 A verbal disputant ! what claim can
he have to the title of Philosopher?

fb. Usingmany words; talkative, verbose. Obs,
1611 Shaks. Cymb, 11. iii. in, I am much sorry (Sir) You

put me to forget a Ladies manners By being so verbal!. 16*0
MiDDLETON Chaste Maid I. i, He's growne too verbal], this

Learning is a great Witch. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astral, 1. xiii.

78 A meer verball fellow, frothy,, .constant in nothing but
idle words and bragging.

o. Interested in, attending to, the mere words of

a literary composition.
1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 264 Neglect the rules each verbal

critic lays, For not to know some trifles, is a praise. 1782
V. Knox Ess. xxxiii. (1819) I. 180 It is from the labours

of verbal critics, that our language will receive the only
excellencies it wanted. 1855 Paley sEschjlus Pref. (1861)

p. xxviii, Hermann, the leader of the verbal-critics.

2. Consisting or composed of words; also, of or

pertaining to, manifested in, words.
Verbal inspiration : see Inspiration 3 a.

1530 Palsgr. 327/2 Verball, full of wordes, verbal, verb-

alle. 158^ Cooper Admon. 60 As he and other of his crewe
babbling in their verbale sermons vse to doe. 159a Shaks.
Ven.ff Ad. 831 All the neighbour caves, as seeming troubled,

Make verbal repetition of her moans, i6ao W. Folkingham
Brachigraphy 1, Short-writing is either of the bare Letter,

or of Words composed of Letters. That I call Literall or

Elementall, this Dictionall or Verball. 1662 Hibbert Body
Divinity 1. 253 There is a threefold He, . . 1. Verbal, when a
man tells a false tale. 1677 Govt. Venice 163 The Council
ofTen having stretched their Law against Treason, to Verbal
Expressions. 17** Wollaston Relig. Nat. i. 9 Now.,
what has a meaning, may be either true or false ; which is

as much as can be said of any verbal sentence. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 140 Fit Samson's complaint of the in-

conveniences of imprisonment is not wholly without verbal

quaintness. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 26/2 Several pages of his

sermons consisting of a series of verbal quibbles and jingles.

1820 Hazlitt Table-T. Ser. 11. iii. (1869) 72 We cannot by
a little verbal sophistry confound the qualities of different

minds. 1868 Peahd Water-farm, vi. 67 Instead of a verbal

description, we will give a rough sketch of the nursery. 1874
Green Short Hist. vii. §7, 424 The young playwright
quizzes the verbal wit and high-flown, extravagance of
thought and phrase which Euphues had made fashionable.

b. Of the nature of, or denoting, a word.
1605 TryallChev. ill. iii, Bourbon ! who names him? that

same verball sound Is like a thunderclap to Philips cares.

1690 Locke Hum. Un*i. 11. xi. §8 These verbal signs they
[sc. children] sometimes borrow from others, and sometimes
make themselves. 1701 Grew Cosmol. Sacra 11. vi. 68
Observing by degrees, that all Words consist of a certain

Number of Simple Sounds ; they., brought them [sc. marks],
from many Thousands of Verbal Marks, to Two or Eour and
twenty Literal ones.

fc. Verba/process (also process verbal), a de-

tailed account or report. [After V . procts-verbal.]
168a Burnet Rights Princes viii. 263 In the Process

Verbal of the Assembly General of the Clergy of France.
1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2330 2 But the Nuncio and Clergy.,
have drawn up a Verbal Process of all that passed, which
they have transmitted to Rome. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias
vn. xv, I took an inventory of the particulars, of which I

formed in my pocket-book a small verbal process. 1756-9
A. Butler Lives 0/ Saints, St. Jane Prances, He left an

authentic verbal process of this vision, but as of a third

person. 176a Ann. Reg. 1. 129 The next day, what is called

the verbal process, was taken at the town-house. . .This
verbal process is somewhat like our coroner's inquest.

d. Verbal note, in diplomacy, an unsigned note

or memorandum sent as a mere reminder of some
matter not of immediate importance.
i860 Wharton Law.Lex. (ed. 2). •

3. Concerned with, affecting or involving, words
only, without touching things or realities.

1605 Bacon Adz: Learn. n. 36 Socrates, .separated Philo-

sophy and Rhetoricke, whereupon Rhetorick became an
emptie and verball Art. 1611 BlBLE Transl. Pref. r 16 Wee
might iustly feare hard censure, if generally wee should
make verball and vnnecessary changings. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. in. xi. § 7 Whether the greatest part of the Disputes
in the World, are not meerly Verbal, and about the Signifi-

cation of Words, a 1761 Law Comf, Weary Piigr. (1809)

122 Men fallen from the, .truth of the Christian life under
the power of natural reason, and verbal learning. 1785 T.

Reio Powers Hum. Mind iv. 369 If all the general words
of a language had a precise meaning, ..all verbal disputes

would be at an end. 1807 Knox <y Jebb's Corr. I. 372 If

our liturgy, .had been cast. .in a vulgar mould; subsequent
alterations, not only verbal but radical, would have been
indispensable. C1820 Whately Logic in Encycl, Metrop.

(1845) I. 224/1 A definition of the term. .; viz. a verbal, not
necessarily a real definition. 1875 JoweTT Plato (ed. 2) V.

121 The opposition between these two modes of speaking is

rather verbal than real.

b. Finding expression in words only, without

being manifested in action.

1622 Rowlands Good Nerves <y B. 32 Telling him that her
selfe, and herestate Is not to be obtain'dwith verball prate

Of lone, and fancie, 1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat iv. i,

Nor shall you find A verbal friendship in me, but an active.

1690 C. Nesse Hist. -T Myst. O. <y N. T. I. 68 They put nut

God off" with empty complements, and verbal acknowledg-
ments. .11718 Prior Knowledge 706 My Prophets, and my
Sophists finish d here Their Civil Efforts of the Verbal War.
1741 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 256 These merely verbal

professions . . were thought the proper language for the public

car. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xli. V. 173 Some solid and
extraordinary benefit, something, .beyond a mere verbal

recognition of its independence.

c. Consisting merely in words or speech.
1618 Bolton Etorus (1656) 301 How true is that speech..

That vertue was only a verbal thing, and not a real. 1633
P. Fletcher Puiple 1st, vn. v, Of these great monarchies
. .Onely a fading verball memorie, And empty name in writ

is left behinde. 1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 349
But our Ministers, .for the verbal labor of a seventh days
Preachment . . exact as due the tenth . . of our . . Labors.

4. Expressed or conveyed by speech instead of

writing ; stated or delivered by word of mouth
;

oral.

1591 Horsey Tr.iv. (Hakluyt Soc.) 241 His Majestys
verball answer to those two points conteyned within her

Majestys letters. 1617 Morvson /tin. 1. 193 The Chamber
of the Pal lace where verball appealesare decided, is called,

the Golden Chamber. 1646 Hamilton Pap*rS
m
(Camden)

131 The gentleman ..carried nothing from hence in writing;

but I belieue he had a verball commission. 1667 Pepys
Diary 14 June, He did it by verbal order from Sir W.
Coventry. 1727 Swift Poisoning ofE. CurllWks. 1755 III.

I. 150 Mr. Curll.. immediately proceeded to make a verbal

will. 17*8 Chambers Cyct. s.v., A Verbal Contract, is that

made merely by Word of Mouth; in opposition to that

made in Writing. 1776 Trial Nundocomar 61/a Did you
send a verbal or a written message? 1807 Landseer Led,
Engraving Viet 8 The verbal communications of Sir Henry
Englefield.and Mr. Douce ; the printed researches of Raspe,
Hayley,..and various other authors. 1834 Marryat P.

Simple xiv, Sending a polite verbal refusal to the com-
missioner, upon the plea of there being no paper or pens on
board. 1877 Froude Short Stud. {1883) IV. 1. iii. 37 The
archbishop believed that a verbal ?greement was all which
would be demanded of him.

b. Of persons : Using uttered words.
1822 Scott Nigel i, The verbal proclaimers of the excel-

lence of their commodities, had this advantage over those

who. .use the public papers for the same purpose.

5. Corresponding word for word ; — Verbatims.
1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 238, I take the. very same help of

translations, either Veiball or Grammaticall, to be the moftt

speedy furtherances. 1656 Cowley Pimiar. Odes Pref.,

When he that understands not the Original [of Pindar] reads

the verbal Traduction ofhim into Latin Prose. 1712 Addison
S/>ect. No. 464 P 1 Of this kind is a beautiful saying in

Theognis;..to give it in the Verbal Translation, Among
A/»r«tcl 1786 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 46 You will

perceive that it is almost a verbal Copy. 1909 R. Law
Tests of Life \\. 29 We have what may be supposed to be
almost verbal quotations of current forms of Gnostic

profession.

b. In respect of each single word.
1790 Paley Horjf Paul. i. 4 In close and verbal conformity

with the account.. preserved by St. Luke. 188a Farrar
Early Chr. I. 443 note, The sacred writers never aim at

verbal accuracy in their quotations.

6. Of, pertaining to, or derived from a verb.
1530 Palsgr. 17 They come of latyn nownes verballes

endyng in tw. ibid. 154 All nownes verballes endyng in eur
he of the masculyne gendre. 1636 B. Jonson Eng. Gram.
xvi. Wks. (Rtldg.) 780/1 A person is the special difference

of a verbal number, whereof the present, and the time past,

have in every number three. 1648 Hexham 11. Gramm.
(1658) V u 4 b/2 All Substantives derived from Verbals are

called Verball words. X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Verbals
or Verbal Nouns, those Nouns that are derived from Verbs;

as Considerable,, .from the Verb, To consider. 1755 John-
son, Abandoning. (A verbal noun from abandon.) c 1818

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 54/2 Verbal adjectives (commonly
so called), which express the conception in the form of an

attribute, as the Latin verbals in bilis, &c 1843 Proc.

Philol. Soc. I. 31 Tke Grammar proceeds to describe other

verbal derivatives. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. iii. 38 The
plural verbal inflection.

B. sb. 1. A noun, or other pait ot speech,

derived from a verb.

1530 Palsgr. 154 Broaercsse, a woman brodurar, ..ten-

ceressc, a woman chyder; and so of all other verballes

1570 Levins Mattijp. 89 Some verbals in bill's. 1591 Pkr.
civall Sp. Diet. B4IJ, Verbals in or, are of the masculine
gender, 1/1620 A. Hume Brit. 'Tongue (1S63) 19 [Words]
that we derive from latin verbales in tio, sould also be
wrytten with t. 1665 R. Johnson Scholars Guide 6 The
Latine tongue loves Verbals, Participial*, Gerundives, and
Participles of the future in rus. 1726 S. Lowe Lai. Grant.
12 Verbals are wanting, for the most part in Impersonals.
': a 1800 Lett, on Eng. <\ Er. Nation I, 293 l Jod.^ The rules
of etymology and formation of Greek verbals evince that it

must be so. 1836 J. R. Major Guide Gtk. Trag. 105 A is

long before y.a in verbals derived from the first person cf the

preterite passive. 1882 F. W. Newman Libyan- Vocab. 38
Kabail Verbs and Verbals, including Adjectives.

f 2. [After med.L. verbale.'] A collection of

words; a vocabulary or dictionary. Obs. rare.

1599 Bk. Preserv. A'. //en. VII, i, Until! I have set forth

a Verball or little Dictionarie. 1623 T. Sficer in Cockeiam
Eng, Diet. A vij b, To the Reader on this Verball of his

esteemed friend, Master Henry Guckerani of Exeter.

Verbalism voubaliz'ni;. [f. prcc. + -ISM.]

1. A verbal expression ; a word or vocable.
1787 Anna Seward Lett. (1S11) I. 372, I always write in

too much haste to pause for best-possible verbalisms. 1799
Ibid, V. 207 This propensity has probably left several

erroneous verbalisms in myself-revised sheets. 1837 Whit-
TOCK Compl. Bk. Trades 3^,0 With those instructions, and
other verbalUms, that he acquires daily, ..the apprentice
may acquire a taste for the art. 1881 J. Rcsshi.l Ilaigs xi.

50S Its quaint orthography and archaic veibalisms.

b. collect. Words, phrasing.
1800 Anna Seward Let!. (1S111 V. 285 It is not amongst

our modern songs that the musical composer is to look for

his happiest verbalism.

2. Predominance of what is merely verbal over

reality or real significance.

1871 A. C. Fraser Life Berkeley ii. 28 His abhorrence of

scholastic verbalism and empty abstractions. 1879 11. N.
Hudson Hamlet Pref. p. xv, Our children must be con-

tinually drilled in a sort of microscopic verbalism. 1889

J. M. Robertson Christ <$ Krishna xii. 65 1 he rest is mod-
ern Talmud ism — the ancient 'demoniacal possession' of

verbalism over again.

Verbalist (vaubalist). [f. as prec. -r -1ST.]

1. One who deals in, or directs his attention to,

words only, apart from reality or meaning.
c 1609 F. Greville Hum. Learn, xxxi. (1894) 209 Yet not

ashamed these Verbalists still are . . To engage the Grammar
rules in civil war For some small sentence which they
patronize. 1629 Gm le Holy Madn. 100 Vainc Verbalists,!

whose words are but wind. 1660 GAUDEN Brcnvnrig i-ji

Not that he was such a Formalist, Verbalist, and Senten-

tiolist, as could not enduie any alteration of word-, or

phrases, or method, a 1750 A. Hilt. Whs. (1753) II. 236

God grant now, that he mayn't think, I have piddled out

this little heedlessness, with purpose to be even with him,

in behalf of the poor verbalists. 1797 Monthly Mag. 111.

509 That this circumstance should have escaped the notice

of mere verbalists, is not surprising. 1864 Reader No. 99.

638/2 The extreme conclusions of the Verbalists. 1883 j.

Parker Apost. Life II. 15 The mere verbalist ;
yes, and

even the mocker, may find his way into the church.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1889 J. M. Robertson Ess. Crit. Meth. 130 The verbalist

and confused pantheism of last century. 1891 — Mod.
Humanists 43 He himself became viciously verbalist.

2. One who is skilled in the use or knowledge of

words.

1794 T. Taylor Pattsanias's Descr. Greece I. Pref. p. viii,

His meaning is, frequently, on this account, inaccessible to

the most consummate verbalists. 1822 — Apuleius 351

This blunder of the editor, who was otherwise a good
verbalist, is a deplorable specimen of ignorance in things of

the greatest importance, i860 1 Phiio.. Soc. Trans. 164

The opinion of the best EnglUh verbalist I ever knew.

Verbality (vwbflrllii). [f. as prcc. + -in .]

1. The quality of being ^merely) verbal ; that

which consists of mere words or verbiage.

1645 lip. Hall Peace-Maker 23 That it may appeare, this

controversie hath in it more verbality then matter. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. E/. 1. x. 42 He will seem to be charmed
with words of holy Scripture, and to five from the letter and

dead verbality. 1661 Keltham Resolves I. iii. 181 Let men
be never so specious in the formall profession and Verbal-

ities of Religion. 1721 Bailey, Verbality, a being Verbal.

1816 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etjm. 251 Verbality is the cover-

ing which such quack philosophers as Kant and Stewart put

over their poor, naked, false theories. 1826 — Lecture 45

note, I know of nothing so much calculated to reduce it [sc.

Scripture] to a mere mass of verbality.

2. //. Verbal expressions or phrases.

1840 New Monthly Mag. LX. 316, I recollect, .the

glorious emanations . . of my author—but I cannot remember

the intoxicating verbalities wherein he clothes them.

3. The quality appropriate to a verb.

1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 26 The forms of substantivity,

adjectivity, and verbality.

Verbalization, [f. next + -ation. Cf. F.

verbalisation.'] The action of verbalizing or the

fact of being verbalized.

1846 Wouckste» (citing Palmer), i860 G. P. Maksh Ltd.
/-'»». Lang, xiv, The verbalization, if I may so express it, of

a noun, is now a difficult matter, a 1001 F. W. Myers //«<«.

Personal. (1903) 1. 37 Each of the four forms of communica-

tion, of verbalisation, with which human life is familiar.

Verbalise (v5 -jbilsiz), V. [a. F. verbalistr

(16th c. ; = Pg. vtrbalizar), or f. Verbal a. + -ize.]



VERBALIZING.

1. inlr. To use many words ; to talk diffusely ; to
be verbose.

1609 [Bp. W. Barlow] /}«*«/. Nameless Cath. Ded. p. vii,
Verbalize he can, dispute he cannot. 1648 Hexham 11. App.,
Verbalisercn, to Verbalize, or make a speech. 1721 Bailly,
Verbalize, to he tedious in Discourse, to make many
Words. 1889 J. M. Robertson Ess. Crit. Meth. 130 Mr.
Lowell verbalizes as to Duty being an eternal harmony.
2. trans. To make into a verb.
1659 O. Walker Instr. Oratory 31 So nouns, .are some-

times verbalized
; as, to complete, to contrary, to experience.

1818 Q. Rev. XIX. 207 To supply the place of the nouns
thus verbalized Mr. Keats, with great fecundity, spawns
new ones, i860 G. P. Marsh Lect. Ens. Lang, viii, English
no longer exercises.. the protean gift of transformation,
which could at pleasure verbalize a noun.
3. To express in words.
1875 Dora Greenwf.li. Liter Humanitatis 42 The man of

the world, whose creed has been thus, .verbalized, ' There's
nothing new, and nothing true, and it's no matter '. 1886
GuRNEV,etc. Phantasms ofLiving II. 23 It is more natural
..to visualise it,. .than to verbalise it in some imagined or
remembered phrase.

Hence Verbalizing vbl. si. and///, a.

1824 J. Gilchrist Etym. Interpr. 90 What that something
more or verbalizing property is, he cither could not or would
not inform the world. 1869 W. G. T. Shedd Homilclics vi.

133 If the formation of the plan is merely a verbalizing
process. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com. iv. (1892) 48 A burst
unnoticed in the incessantly verbalizing buzz of a continental
supper-table.

Verbally vvaubali), adv. [f. Verbal a. + -ly 2
.]

1. Word tor word ; in respect of each word.
1588 Lambard Eiren. iv. v. 502 It is not of necessitie, that

the Statute be verbally rehearsed, but only that the offence
against the Statute be sufficiently and with full words
described. 1680 Drvden Pre/. Ovid's Ep. Ess. (Ker) I.

238 'Tis almost impossible to translate verbally, and well, at
the same time. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. 111. § 8. 29 To make
them., such a record of Divine utterances as to be through-
out verbally and literally true. 1864 FroUDE Short Stud.
11867) I. 245 If all three agreed verbally, we should feel cer-
tain it was more than accident. 1883 A. Roberts O. T.
Revision ix. 198 They could not but verbally agree in the
reports which they furnished of His addresses.

2. In or with (mere) words, without accompany-
ing action or reality.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God 573 This passion of
Christ, the reprobate preach verballie onely. 1640 Up. Hall
Episc. in. § 8. 257 Would God I might not say, even the
Lords Anointed, whom they verbally professe to honour.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 55 Some of the Pagans.., ,

though they Verbally acknowledged a Deity, yet supposed
a certain Fate superiour to it.

b. So far as words (only) are concerned.
1855-6 T. T. Lynch Lett. Scattered (1872) 572 It is vain

to be verbally light, if we are not livingly real. 1862
Spencer Eirst Princ. I. ii. § 11 (1875) 35 Thus these three
different suppositions.., verbally intelligible though they
are,. .turn out. .to be literally unthinkable. 1908 W. M.
Ramsay Luke Physician viii. 251 You can with sufficient
ingenuity always explain—verbally—any thing out of any.
thing.

3. In actual words
; by means of words or speech.

1646 Jenkyn Rlmora 12 They said not so verbally, but
mentally and practically. 1650 Bp. Hall Casts Consc.
(ed. 2) Addit. 402 Justly supposing, there may be as strong
a prohibition in a sense implyed, as verbally expressed.
01691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 55 Nature.. has furnished
men with sensones capable of distinctly perceiving a far
greater variety of objects, than they are able verbally to
express. 1796 Mme. D'Ahblay Camilla II. 395 But, til]
then, here he will stay, .till you have deigned to pronounce
verba y his doom. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxi, She
verbally fell upon and maltreated her.

b. In speech, as contrasted with writing.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc) 503 Then, after

long reasoning and protesting, .. the King's Commissioner
arose, dischargeing the Assemblie verballie. 1673 ESsser
Papers (Camden) I. 70 My humble advice. .is to content
your selfe with what his Ma[jes]ty has verbally been pleased
to declare in this matter. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. 1 1, xxxvi
292 It was universally said that the Emperor, .would verb-
ally agree to any terms. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia VII.
vn, Give me but the commission, either verbally or in writ,
ing. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Print ^d. 4) II. 793 It
was verbally agreed between plaintiff, defendant, and J. S.
that the defendant

. .should pay the amount. 1864 Lincoln
in E. McPherson Hist. U. S. Rebell. (1864) 336 You ask me
to put in writing the substance of what I verbally said the
other day in your presence. 1878 S. Walpole Hist. Eng.
II. 675 The King was verbally assured.. that at least fiffy
fresh peerages would be required.

4. With the function of a verb.

, »*7S Whitney Life Lang. xii. 233 The verbally used
[Scythian] forms are, rather, but one step removed from
nouns used predicatively.

Verba rian, a. and si. [f. L. veri-um word, I

after forms in -arian.] a. adj. Having to do with
words, b. si. An inventor or coiner of words.
1830 Coleridge Church A> State (1839) 25 note, A verbarian

Attorney-General, authorized to bring information, .against
the writer or editor of any work. .who. .should persevere in
misusing a word. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 21 In The
Doctor, Southey gives himself free scope as a verbarian.

Verbarnd, southern var. pa. t. Forburn v. Obs.

II Verbascum (vajbarskom). [L. (Pliny),
whence also It., Sp., Pg. veriasco.] A widely dis-
tributed genus of herbaceous plants, = Mullein

;

one or other species of this.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 161 The whyte Verbascum is called
commonly in English mollen or hickis taper, and. .longwurt.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 264 That kind of Verbascum or
Mullen, the flower whereof resembleth gold. 1741 Compl.

120

j
Eam.-Piece 11. iii. 367 Venetian Vetch, Borrage-leav'd Ver.

!
bascum. 1765 Phil. Trans. LVI. 234 Phlomis, verbascum,
stocchas, sage, thyme. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 254/1 All
the species of Verbascum are tall, robust, handsome plants,
and may be cultivated in gardens and shrubberies. 1857
Henfrey Bot. § 528 Verbascum, having 5 stamens, is some,
times referred to Solanacea.

tVerbate, v. Obs.—1
[f. L. veri-um word,

perh. after verialim.'] trans. To reproduce word
for word.
1511 Helyas in Thorns Prost Rom. (1828) III. 2, I have al

cnely verbated and folowed mine auctour as nighe as I
could with the profoundite of good herte.

t Verba tical, a. Obs.-1 [Irreg. f. L. verb-um
word : see -atic and -al.] Verbal.
1612 T. Wilson Chr. Diet, Pref., His is Axiomaticall, of

simple propositions ; mine is partly Verbaticall and Remat-
icali, . . of Wordes with their significations [etc.].

Verbatim (vaib/'tim), adv., a., and si. [a.

med.L. verbatim, f. L. verb-um word : cf. LITER-
ATIM.]

A. adv. 1. Word for word ; in the exact words :

a. With reference to a copy of a document or
passage in a book, or to the report of a speech, etc.

_
1481 Cov. Leet Bk. 4?7 Stodealf. .brought like writyng as

is before wreton verbatim direct to be Maire. ? 1503 in gt/i
Rep. Hist. KISS. Comm. App. 263/2 The said patent.,
which is now verbatim copied in this boke in the xlviii. lef.

'557 Order of Hospitalls F vij, And . . make for him a treue
and iust..Coppie thereof verbatim. 1579 W. Wilkinson
Confut. Earn. Love 9 h, Although the place., be verbatim
and word for word as I alledged it, yet will he not be satis-
fied. 160a Willis Stenographic A ij b, He that is well
practized in this Art, may write Verbatim, as fast as a man
cantreateably speake. 1653 W. Ramesev Astral. Res. 155A Volume five times as large as is this, is not able to contain
them all verbatim. 1709 Steele Taller No. nr 4 , I shall
give you my Cousin's Letter Verbatim, without altering a
Syllable. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 620/2 Merchants are pro-
vided with a large book, infolio, into which is copied ver-
batim every letter of business before it be sent off. 1826 F.
Reynolds Life <y Times II. 184 It was, according to the
previous directions of the great critic and editor, inserted
verbatim. 1893 Forbes-Mitchell Great Mutiny 274 The
following is the English version, verbatim, ..word for word,
and point for point, italics and all.

b. With reference to a translation.

1583 Fulke Def. Tr. Script, i. 69 The Scriptures trans-
lated verbatim, exactly, and according to the proper vse and
signification of the wordes. 1612 Bkinsley Lud. Lit. xxi.
(1627) 251 The Hebrew, in most places translated verbatim,
doth keepe a perfect sense. 1668 Drvden Even. Lovt
Pref., Witness the speeches in the first act, translated ver-
batim out of Ovid. 1687 A. Loveli. tr. Thevtnot's Trav. I.

Cij, The Translator could do no less than Verbatim to
English the aforesaid letter from the Original. 1786 tr.

Btckfords Vathek (1883) 28 The venerable personage read
the characters with facility.and explained them verbatim as
follows. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbltomania 124 note,
A translation verbatim from the french.

o. In the phrase verbatim et literatim.
174a Fielding J. Andrews iv. v, We have .. procured an

authentick Copy ; and here it follows verbatim tt literatim.
X787 Hawkins Johnson 94 note, Mr. Newsham printed and
dispersed some thousand copies verbatim et literatim of this
letter. 1828 Congress. Debates IV. 276 (Stf.), It was, ver-
batim tt literatim, a copy of the log-book of the brig.
1900 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Jan. 7 The following slon Is
copied.. from his noie-book verbatim tt littratim.

f 2. In so many words ; exactly, precisely. Ois. '

1501 PlumptonCorr. (Camden) 151 That your sayd conn.
ell may have all the estayts.. wrytten verbatim in paper.

|

1564 Brief Exam. ****ij, Did he not appoynt temperall
rites . . .which he had not Verbatim expressely at his masters
hands? a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 666 That which the Spirit
speaks in the Written Word, that it speaks perils, verbatim,
expresly.

fb. In exact accordance with the words. Ois.
1575.."" W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 368 Ye

said Citie could not. .performe ye same verbatim.

t 3. ? By word of mouth ; verbally. Obs.— '

1591 Shaks. i Htn. VI, 111. i. 13 Thinke not.. That there-
fore I haue forg'd, or am not able Vtrbatim to rehearse the
Methode of my Penne.
B. adj. 1. Corresponding with, or following, an

original word for word.
1737 Genii. Mag. VII. 14/1 Which grammatically repre-

sented in a verbatim Translation of the Verse into English,
will run thus. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 732/1 A mere simple
verbatim repetition . . of the romances and scandalous
anecdotes. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. Pref. p. viii, Verbatim
reports were taken on the former occasion. 1880 Print.
Trades Jrnl. xxxi. 6 A machine for verbatim reporting,
which will print phonetically.

2. trans/, a. Able to take down a speech word
for word (in shorthand).
l88* Daily News 24 May 8/5 Thoroughly experienced

and efficient verbatim reporter. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 9 April
7/2 I he Major spoke so rapidly that the fastest ' verbatim '

hands seemed to be embarrassed.
b. Of a speaker: Usually reported, or worth

reporting, word for word.
1892 Pall Mall G 7 April 1/3 The verbatim men, the

column men,.. and the paragraph men. Ibid. 14 May 1/2
So much has Lord Rosebery slipped out from the front rank
of verbatim politicians.

C. si. A full or word-for-word report of a
speech.
1898 Daily News 14 April 10/2 Crisp writer wanted, who

can also do a verbatim. 1899 Ibid. 6 March 8/5 Verbatims
of Mr. Morley were at a discount even before be quitted the
Irish Office.

I lence f Verba'timly adv Obs.~l = prec. A. 1,

VEBBEBATE.
1597 E- T11.NEY in Feuillerat Revtls Q. Eliz. (1908) 417 A

Composition layd uppon me.. rated verbatimly by certain
orders sett doun by my Lord Treasorer.

Verbena (v3jb;-na). [a. L. verbena (usually
in pi. verbena-) in sense 1, med. and mod.L. ver-
bena ( = L. verbenaca) in sense 2 ; hence also It.,

Sp., Pg. verbena, and F. verveine Vervain.]
i. Roman Atitiq. In //., the leaves or twigs of

certain plants or shrubs (as olive, myrtle, laurel,
etc.) having a sacred character and employed in
religious ceremonies.
1600 Holland Livy App. 1359 There was an hallowed

place likewise upon the Capitoll. from whence they gathered
Verbena:, or sacred hearbs. 1685 Temple Ess., Gardens
Wits. 1720 I. 178 Verbenas, which signifies all Kinds of
Sweet or Sacred Plants that were used for adorning the

j

Altars: as Bays, Olive, Rosemary, Myrtle. 1856 R. A.
\ aughan Mystics (i860) I. 98 Passages were culled . . with as
much care and reverence as the sacred vtrbtnx that grew
within the enclosure of the Capitolini.

2. The plant Vervain
; also, one or other plant

of the genus Verbena or. the order Verbenacem.
1562 Turner Herbal it. j6t b, And Pliny maketh two

kindesofVerbena,or Verbenaca. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
I trbtna, the Herb Vervain, much us'd by the ancient
Heathens in their Sacrifices. 1731 Miller Card. Diet.,
1 trbtna, Vervain. 1827-44 Willis Dtclaration 4 A scent

;

Of orange leaves and sweet verbena. 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort. 201 Cuttings of hardy or half-hardy herbaceous plants,
such as pinks, ..petunias, verbenas, rockets. 1891 Hall
Caine Scapegoat ix, The country of the verbena and the
musk that lies outside the walls of Fez.
attrib. 1855 Miss Pratt E'lmotr. PI. IV. 207 I'trbtnactx.
The Verbena Tribe.

b. With distinguishing terms.
1847 Darlington Amir. Weeds (i860) 228 Nettle-leaved

Verbena. Common Vervain. 1852 G. W. Johnson Cottage
Card. Diet. 27/1 Aloysia, sweet-scented Verbena. 1866
Treat. Bot. 1210/1 The Aloysia citriodora is the Lemon-
scenled Verbena of the gardens. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
163 2 The garden verbenas, once so popular for bedding
out, are derivatives from various South-American species.

3. A perlume obtained from the leaves of ver-
vain. Oil cf verbena (see quots.).
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, I trbtna, an otto, one of the

finest perfumes, obtained by distillation from the citron-
scented leaves of Aloysia citriodora. Owing to its high
price it is . . imitated . . by mixing the otto oflemon grass with
rectified spirits, and this passes as oil of verbena. 1866
Trtas. Bot. 1210/1 The lemon-grass, Andropogon Schos-
nanthus or A. citratum, from which the ' oil of verbena ' is

extracted.

Verbenaceons (vSjbfnr'-Jas), a. Bot. [See
prec. and -aceous.] Of or pertaining to the
Verbenaces, an extensive order of monopetalous
(chiefly tropical) plants.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 481,2 The 'white mangrove'

Avicenma, a verbenaceous plant.

Ve-rbenate, v. rare—", [f. Verbena.] trans.
To strew with vervain. (Webster, 1S47, citing
Drake.)

Verbene. ran. [Anglicized f. Vepbena ]
fl. (See Verbena i.) Obs.
1533 Bei.lenden Livy (S.'l'S.) I. 54 ' Deliutr to n.e,' said

be flfeciall, ' the herbe namyt verbene'. Ibid. 55 This
fecial.. twichit baith his hede and his hare wilh li herbe
verbene.

2. A plant of the order Veibenacese.
1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. £63 The properties of Verber.es

are much the time as those of Labiates. Ibid. 664 By far
the most interesting plant .. belonging to the Order of
Verbenes is the 'leak. 1879 CojmtV's Encycl. Diet., A loyiia,
..a genus of plants belonging to the. .Verbenes.

t Verberable, a. Obs.-" [ad. L. verberabilis
(Plautus).] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cooper), Verberable, that

may be, oris worthy to be beaten.

Verberant (va-jberant), a. [ad. 1.. verberant-,
verberans, pres. pple. of verba lire: see next.]
Keverberant.
1890 Advance (Chicago) 23 Jan., He was grateful then,

that he had escaped before the streets became verberant
w-ith such shrill echoes. 1891 Meredith Ont of our Cong.
I. xiii. 251 Like the verberant twang of a musical instru-
ment that has had a smart blow.

Verberate (vaubere't), v. [f. L. verberat-,

ppl. stem of verbcrare to beat, flog, f. verier a

lash, scourge, blow. Cf. It. verberare, Sp. and Pg.
verberar, obs. K. verberer."]

1. trans, a. To strike so as to produce a sound.
rare.

1587 Mirr. Mag., AlbanaU Ixxv, The sounde that both by
sea and land out flies, Reboundes againe, and vtrberates
the skies. 1656 Stanley Hist. Phitos. I. vm. 114 Hearing
is made when the aire betwixt the speaker and hearer is

verberated in a circulation.

b. To beat or strike so as to cause pain, esp.

by way of punishment.
1625 Shirley Lovt Tricks in. v, You shall be verbeiated,

and reverberated, my exact piece of stolidity. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Verbtrate, to beat, punish or stiike. 1657 Abp.
Sancroft Mod. Pol. (ed. 7) B 7, He feels sometimes, those
Bosome-quat rels that verberate and wound bis Soul. 1873
Leland Egypt. Sketch.Bk. 201 So the native verberated him
till he reverberated. 1880 Daily Tel. 14 Oct. 5 It was proved
. . that he had been verberated to this extent while with his
regiment

t o. To beat or whip up (a substance). Obs.—1

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 648 Oyl is assumed, ver-
berated, and washed in Fountain-water.



VERBERATING. 121 VERDAGE.
2. intr. To vibrate or quiver.

175S T. H. Choker Orl. Fur. xxxiv. I, A fragrant breeze
. . Made the air trem'lous verberate [ 1 1. tremolar\ around.
Hence Ve'rberating///. a.

1867 J. B. Rosf, tr. Virgil's /Eneid 33S Crooked beak and
verberating wings.

Verberation (v3.iber^ j^n). [ad. L. verberd-

lio, noun of action from verberdre : see prcc. So
F. verberation (13-14^ cent,), Sp. verberaeion,

Pg. verberacdo.]

1. The action of beating or striking, or the fact of

being struck, so as to produce sound
;
percussion.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xvi. vi. (1620) 547 Not
admitting sound or verberation of aire. 1696 Phillips s.v.,

The cause of sounds that proceed from the Verberation of
the Air.

_ 1728 Chambers Cyct. s.v., Sound.. arises from a
Verberation of the Air. 1865 Sala Diary A me r. II. 1^1
Canada has often been declared . . to be ' knocking at the door
of the Union 1

;., if Canada ever resorts to that method of
verberation [etc.].

b. Reverberation of sound.
1855 Singleton* Virgil I. 1S6 Where The vaulted rocks

with verberation ring.

f2. (Seequot.) Obs.-°
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 387/2 A Verberation, or Ver-

berous feeling; a smarting pain, as when we are beaten
with rods, whips, or scourges.

3. The action of beating or striking so as to

cause pain or hurt ; esp. flogging or scourging
;

also, a blow or stroke.

61730 Arbuthnot (J.), Redness and inflammation; all

the effects of a soft press or verberation. 1768 Blackstonk
Comm. III. j 20 The Cornelian law. .prohibited pulsation as
well as verberation ; distinguishing verberation, which was
accompanied with pain, from pulsation which was attended
with none. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. 427 It is

by the strong folds of the body, by the fierce verberations
of the tail, that the enemy is destroyed, i860 Thackeray
Round. Papers, Lazy little Boy, The anger, or.. the ver.

berations of his schoolmaster. 1879 Daily Tel. 21 July, The
beadle, alas ! was armed with a different instrument of ver-

beration. 1895 Class. Ret'. April 146/1 It is idle to translate

'go on striking ', for the word is found repeatedly when the
verberation had not yet started.

Verberative, a. [f. Verberate v. : sec

-ative,] Addicted to the practice of flogging.

1866 Pall Mall G. 1 Aug. 9 Her mother was a strict dis-

ciplinarian of the verberative school.

Verbere, southern ME. var. Forbear v.

f Ve'rberous, a. Obs.—° [f. L. verber a blow.]
1688 [see Verberation 2].

Verbiage (voubied^). [a. F. verbiage (17th a),

irreg. f. L. verb-um word : see -age. So Pg.
verbiagem.]

1. Wording of a superabundant or superfluous

character; abundance of words without necessity

or without much meaning; excessive wordiness.
a 1721 Prior Dial. Locke fy Montaigne 275 Withoit..

being guided by any sort of Verbiage like this. 1738 War-
burton Div. Legat, I. 69 The Matter, when ..cleared from
the Perplexity of his abounding Verbiage, lies open to this

easy Answer. 1787 Charlotte Smith Rom. Real Life I.

167 The repetitions and verbiage of the pleadings [have
been] reduced. 1858 Sears Atkan. 1. iii. 20 In vain you
take refuge in abstractions and verbiage. 1880 L. Stephen
Pope iii. 73 The Homeric phrase is thus often muffled and
deadened by Pope's verbiage.

2. Diction, wording, verbal expression.
1804 Wellington in Gurw. Des/. (1835) III. 153 All that

is nothing ; the previous verbiage [of the treaty] is thought
sufficient to bind us. 1814 New Brit. Theatre III. 286 The
language of the dialogue is as familiar as the verbiage of
the parlour fireside. 188a Farrar Parly Chr. I. 186 Inde-
pendently of this distinctiveness of verbiage there is a wide
difference between the two Epistles in the general form of
thought.

Hence [or f. F. verbiager vb.] Verbiagerie.
1817 Blackw. Mag. I. 469 Her obscurity,—her high,

sounding phrases,— ..and all the imposing apparatus of
verbiagerie, are not unsparingly employed.

Verbicide l (vaubisoid). [f. L. verbi-, verbum
word + -CIDE 1 .] One who mutilates or destroys a

word.
1867 Independent (N.V.) 2 May (Cent.), These clownish

verbicides have carried their antics to the point of di<~ust.

1894 Let. in Atelbourue Argus 10 Jan., It is this laziness in

speaking which makes them [the Australians] grow up
habitual verbicides.

Verbicide 2
. [f- as prec. + -cide 2.] The act

of destroying the sense or value of a word ; the

perversion of a word from its proper meaning.
1858O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. i. (1859) 10 Homicide

and verbicide—that is, violent treatment of a word with
fatal results to its legitimate meaning. .—arealike forbidden.
1886 Q. Rev. Jan. 177 It is 'verbicide ' in a higher sense
than that in which Oliver Wendell Holmesapplied the term
to punning.

Verbification (vajbifik^ Jan). [See next and
-fication.] The action of converting a substantive

into a verb.

1871 Earle Philol. P.ng. Tongue vi. 259 Reason will be
given, .for supposing that it had its Iwginning in the verbifi-

cation of a Frenchsubstantive. 1884 Trans. Amer. Philol*
Assoc. XV. p. xxxii, Tin- languages of Maskoki affinity..

have the power of expressing accidental and real existence
by a verbification of the noun.

Verbify (vaubifai), v. [f. Verb i+-(i)fy.]
trans. To convert (a noun, etc.) into a verb. Also
ahsol.

a 1813 [see ppla.\ 1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue 183

Vol. X.

Not only does the language avail itself of this facility of
verbifying a noun, but even [etc.]. 1884 Trans. Amer.
Philol. Assoc. XV. p. xxvii, Nouns become verbified by the
appending of inflectional affixes, generally suffixes, and are
inflected like verbs. Ibid. p. xxxii, Hitchid verbifies in the
same manner.

So Ve'rbified, VeTbifying///. adjs.

a 1813 Murray Hist. Europ. Lang (1823) II. 265 A con-
sonant or long vowel may intervene, which vowel or con-
sonant may be justly called the verbifying consignificative.

1884 Trans. A titer. Philol. Assoc. XV. p. xxxii, An instance
of a verbified substantive, miki, ' chief , was presented above.

Verbigerate (vajbi'd.^er^t), v. [f. ppl. stem

of L. verbigerdre to talk, chat, f. verbi-. verbum
word + gerfre to conduct, carry on.]

+ 1. intr. (See quot.) Obs.~°
1656 Blount Glossogr., Verbtgerate, to speak, to talk, to

noise abroad.

2. Path. To go on repeating the same word or

phrase in a meaningless fashion, as a symptom of

mental disease.

1891 Tuke Diet. Psychol. Med. II. 1355/1 The patient

repeats in a verbigerating monotone the sentence, 'Please,
do give me the keys'.

Hence Verbigeration. Path.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 189a Tuke Diet Psychol. Med. II.

1355/1 Verbigeration is an abnormal and unnecessary repeti-

tion of words. Ibid. 1355/2 Verbigeration as a symptom, is

not rare. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 345 Verbigera-
tion has been noticed in some during the post-paroxysmal
automatism.

Verbill, obs. Sc. f. Warble.
Verbing, vb/. sb. [f. Verb i.] The using of

words as verbs.

1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry 3- Prances (1767^ IV.
60 As to the Nouning and Verbing, which he so heavily
charged you with, I told him. .that you never confounded
Grammar.

VerbleSS (vaubles), a* [f. Verb + -less.]

Having no verb.
a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1S51) I. 75 What is called a

fluent man,., in whose discourse are no verbless nominative
casei 1858 J. Robertson Poems 80 The nounless, verbless

tongue. 1908 Daily Citron. 27 Jan. 4/7 After searching
through a solid page of verbless matter.

Verbo- (voubc), irreg. comb, form of L. verbum
word, employed in a few nonce-words, as verbo-

to'miea/, verbo'tomist, verho'tomy.
Also, in recent use, verboma'nia, -ma'niac.
1802 (title). Hints to Legislators, by W. P. Russel, Verbo-

tomist 1804 W. P. Russel {title). Verbotomical Spelling-

book. 1805 — {title), Verbotomy, or a classical improved
vocabulary, .of the English language.

t Verbocination. Obs. rare. [a. F.verboci'

nation (Rabelais), f. L. verb-um, after ratiocina-

tion.] Expression of ideas by means of words.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. vi. 31 We despumate the

Initial verbocination. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 252
Where Rules to polish Loquels are prescrib'd, and Doct
Verbocination is imbib'd.

Verbose (vDibtfu's), a. [ad. L. verbos-us, f.

verbum word. Cf. It., Sp., Pg. verboso, OF. verbos.

mod.F. (from 17th c.) verbeux.~\

1. Expressed in an unnecessary number of words

;

prolix, wordy.
167a Penn Spir. Truth Vind. 8 Which I am assur'd is

quite another thing, from what is Verbose, Abusive Cavel-
hng, Airy, and meerly Notional. 1681 H. Nevile Plato
Rediv, 159 For there was no need to make Acts verbose,

when the great Persons could presently force the Execution
of them. 17*1 Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xlviii. 357 [They] fore-

saw, that in these conferences, -there would happen nothing
but verbose jangUngs and endless disceptations. 1756 7
tr. Keysler's Prav. (1760) I. 170 A verbose, but not a very
elegant inscription. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xxviii. (1787)
III. y^note, Few facts, and few sentiments, can be extracted
from his verbose correspondence. 1826 F. Reynolds Life
<y Times II. 97 Wilkes,, .instead of attempting to gain
silence, by any verbose circumlocutory appeal, proceeded at

once to the point. 1841 W. Spalding Italy fy It. 1st. II. 392
His style, .is not only inartificial!)' complex, but verboseto
the very brink of tediousness. 1870 Burton Hist. Scot. lxix.

(1873) VI. 164 Countless papers, expressed in.. verbose and
tedious tenor.

2. Using an excessive number of words ; writing

or speaking at excessive length ; long-winded.
169a Washington Milton's Def. People Eng. M.'s Wks.

1851 VIII. Pref. 1, I fear, lest.. I might seem to deserve
justly to be accounted a verbose and silly Defender. 1716
Ayi.iefe^ Parergon 56 They ought to be brief, and not too
verbose in their way of speaking. 1776 Adam Smith IV, N.
n. iv. {1869) I. 358 The conveyances of a verbose attorney.
i8ao Scott Monast. x, Undergoing the legends of the dull

and verbose Father Nicolas. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii.

8 3. 67 Dudo of S. Quentin, a verbose and confused writer,
has preserved the earliest Norman traditions.

b. quasi-a</r>. In a verbose manner.
1791 Cowper Odyss. xvii. 474 Peace ! answer not verbose

a man like him.

Verbosely (vaibju'sli), adv. [f. prec, + -LT 2
.]

In a verbose manner ; wordily.

177S in Ash. 1784 Cowper P.p. J. Hill 44, I hate long
arguments, verbosely spun. 1794 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rev. XIII. 45 Passages may be found which will seem to

have been rendered indolently or verbosely. 190a Sat. Rev.
29 Nov. 682/3 Miss Taylor. .tells the story' effectively if a 1

little verbosely.

VerboseneSS (vajbJu-snes). [f. as prec.

+

-ness.] The character or quality of being verbose;

verbosity.

1717 Bailey (vol. II), Verbosness, the using many Words,

Fulness of Words, Prolixity in Discourse. 1748 Richard.
son Clarissa (1811} III. 73, I don't often gratify him
..with giving him the praise for his verboseness. a 1797
H. Walpolk George II (1847) II. xi. 378 When his verbose-
ness did not persuade, he quickened it with impertinence.

1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 73 He has been mesmerised
into a mystical verboseness without positive thought. ,

t Verbosious, a. Obs.—1 Verbose a. 2.

1676 J.Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 258 Among all the Ver-
hosious Grecians there is not one compleat Tract upon this

Subject only.

Verbosity (voityvsiti). Also 6 verbositee,
6-7 -tie. [a. F.verbositt? (16th cent.), or ad. L.

(post-classical) verbosilas, f. vcrbosus Verbose a.

Cf. It. verbositd, Sp. vcrbosidad, l'g. -idade~\ The
state or quality of being verbose ; superfluity of

words; wordiness, prolixity.

1542 Udai.l P.rasm, Apoph. 74 b, Diogenes noted Plato
of unmesurable verbositee. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 18
He draweth out the thied of bis verboMtit', finer then the
staple of his argument, a 1610 Heai.by 'Theoplirastus (1636)

29 Seeking the like occasions of pratling and verbosity.

1649 Milton Eikou. iv. Wks. 1851 III. 397 It were an end-
less work to walk side by side with the Verbosity of this

Chapter, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 373 But O! the
Verbosity of thy Writings ! 1781 MmE. D Arblay Diary
May, He gave his opinion, .with an emptiness and ver-

bosity, that rendered the whole dispute .. ridiculous. 1837
Hai.i.am Hist. Lit. 1. ii. §31 Vitello, avoiding the tedious-

ness of Arabian verbosity, is far more readable than Alhazen.
1898 Bodley Prance II. in. iv. 197 A high standard of style

is a check on rash verbosity.

b. With pi. An instance of this.

1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sci. 116 These Verbosities emascu-
late the understanding, and render it slight and frivolous.

t Ve'rbous, a. Obs. rare. = Verhosk a.

1657 (i. Starkey Heimont's Vind. 46 Which Art. .hath

been opposed, slandered, reproached, reviled and gainsaid
by the verbous, railing Galenists. 1659 O. Waikek Oratory
A 4 b, To be Concise for the Pen ; . . Vet more circumlocu-
tory and verbous for extempore-speech.

Verbroyde, var. pa. pple. Forbratd 7'. Obs.

Verbum sap. [A shortening of L. verbum
sapienti sat est 'a word is sufficient to a wise

person'.] A phrase used in place of mnking a

lull statement or explanation, implying that an

intelligent person may easily infer what is left

unsaid, or understand the reasons for reticence.

Examples of the full phrase, and of the shortened forms
verbum sapienti {sat), occur in English works from at least

1602 onwards. The wording appears to be a combination
of verbum sat est (see nextj and dictum sapienti sat est,

bothof which are used by PlautUS, the latteralso by Terence.

1818 T. Moore Pudge Pant, in Paris vi. 6 But never fear

—

I know my chap. And he knows me, too—rerbum sap. i8afl

Lvtton Pelham xxiv, I am very sorry I could not see you
to breakfast—a particular engagement prevented me

—

rerb-

urn sap. 1862 W. Collins No .\ame III. 12, I say no more.
Verbum sap.

II Verbum Sat. Also sat verbum. [See note

to prec] A phraee used to conclude a statement,

implying that further explanation or comment is

unnecessary or unadvisable.
In the first quot. perhaps equivalent to prec'

1649 Evelyn Corr. (1850) III. 49 Against which [conquest]

I find most men inclined to oppose, by a junctine with the

new Commonwealth. Verbum sat—. 1668 in Extr. St. P.
ret. Friends in. (1912) 277 He say they are not of >

e brood
of ye old Piesbitenan. verbum sat. 1838 Thackeray Misc.

Ess. (1885) 129 Verbum sat—this naughty 'Somnolency'
ought to go to sleep in her night-gown. 1856 Kane Arct.

Exfl. II. xix. 195 The thing can be done, and we did it

:

tat verbum.

Verby (v5ubi), a. ra>e—\ [f. Verr + -y.]

Abounding in verbs.

a 1845 Hoon Sir John Porvrtng 10 No grammar too abs-

truse he meets However dark and verby.

Vercifier, obs. f. Versifier. ^rercJef, south-

ern ME. pa. t. oiforcleavc For- pre/A 5 b.

tVerd, sb. Obs. [a. obs. F. itrd (= Cat
verd, Sp., Pg., It. verde) :—L. virid-em, viridis :

cf. Vert sW\
1. Her. The tincture green or vert.

C1450 I. MRTHAM Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 36 For Arge, [w]hos

kyng a lebard pas^aund Off syluer in uerd bare, he vsyd

greuys that with grene were dyght.

2. trans/. Verdancy, freshness.

1603 Harsnet/V/. Impost. 121 For Reliques. .worke like

an Apothecaries potion or new Ale : they have best strength

and verd at the first.

3. Forest-verdure; =*Vert.t<M i.

1641 Termes de la Ley 261 b {heading), Verde or Vert.

1664 in Spet'man's Gloss.

4. Geol. ? m Green-stone i.

1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emf. I. 142 There are like-

wise, .mica spathosa, verd, serpentine,. .and marlstone.

Verd, southern ME. var. pa. t. of Ferkt. 1 Obs.

t Verd, v. Obs."x [Hack-formation from next.]

trans. To sow for verdage. In quot. absol.

1778 [W. H. Marshall) Minutes Ague., Digest 60 If

Verdage and Pasturage be wanted, verd with .Spring-Corn

and Ley-Grasses. .

t Verdage, sb. Obs. [f. verd- (as in verdure)

+ -age; introduced by Marshall. Of. F. verdage

young grain ploughed in as manure.] * Green

herbage, cut and given to cattle green ' (Marshall).

1778 [ W. H. MarshallJ Minutes Agric. 9 June 1775, The

weeds are now tender and full of sap. and make very good

verdage. Ibid., Digest 74 Lucerne is an excellent Spring-

vcrdage. Ibid. 84 Clover and Tare verdage.
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Hence f Ve'rdag-e v. trans., to cut or use as

verdage. Also with off.

1778 f.W. H. Marshau.] Minutes Agric., Digest 62 Plow-
in or Verdage-orTa foul Crop. Ibid. 71 Verdaging the Corn
encourages the young Grasses, Ibid. 72 Verdage weedy
margins early in Summer.
Verdancy (vaudansi). [See Verdant a. and

-ANCY.]

1. The quality, condition, or character of being
verdant; greenness.
1631 May tr. Barclay"s Mirr. Mindcs 1. 39 But the greatest

delight is, that soe faire a verdancy is almost distinguished
into diuerse colours. Ibid. 100 England abounding in rich
pastures,. doth cuery where delight the eyes of the beholders
with a most beautifull verdancy. 1881 Gd. Words 608
Yellow freckles in some leaves may bestrew a surface of
unfaded verdancy. 1888 Harpers Mag. July 220 We see
..the same wonderful varieties of verdancy,

fb. transf. Freshness of appearance. Obs.—1

1678 Norris Coil. Misc.(i6gg) 368 Had not the Youth and
Verdancy of her Face contradicted the ripeness of her Dis-
coursings, you would have thought her well in years.

2. fig. Innocence, inexperience ; rawness, sim-

plicity.

1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah xxxvii, True, in the verdancy
of youthful sentiment, many a one has shrunk from the
profane association ofruby lips with the processes of mastica-
tion and deglutition. 1863 Baiiy's Mag. Jan. 358 Alas for

my verdancy

!

Verdant (v5\idant), a. Also 7 verdent. [f.

verd- (as in verdure) 4- -ant, perhaps partly after

L. viridant-y viridans, pres. pple. of vlridare, f.

viridis green. Cf. also OF. verdeant (virdeant),

verdoiant (F. verdoyattt).~\

1. Of a green hue or colour
;

green : a. Of
vegetation.
1581 A. Hall Iliad r. 1 Chryses. .With verdant crown,

wherewith Apoll his seemely head had clad. 1590 Spenser
/'". Q. 1. ix. 13 The verdant gras my couch did goodly diglit.

1633 Cowi.ey Coustantia 114 Th 1 verdant grasse was dew'd
with many a teare. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav.
267 Fruit-trees,, .which keep on their verdant Liveries all

the year Ion<j. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 64 The
Walks which before were covered with Nature's verdent
awning.. are now open to the Sun. 1764 R. Lloyd
Capricious Lovers v. ii, When eve embrowns the verdant
gro\e. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)
III. 334 We soon discovered the profound and verdant
forests which cover Celtic Gaul. 1843 Loudon- Suburban
Hort, 337 Where ornamental hedges and other verdant
architectural structures are to be grown. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. 1. (1856) 474 Crowned each with its little

verdant tuft,—ten radishes!

b. In other applications, rare.

1649 Lovelace Grasshopper Poems 35 Poore verdant
foole [sc. a grasshopper], and now green Ice ! 1667 Milton
P. L. IX. 501 [The] Serpent . . With burnisht Neck of verdant
( Jold, erect Amidst his circling Spires. 1738 Gray Tasso 67
Here the soft emerald smiles of verdant hue.

2. Green with vegetation; characterized by
abundance of verdure.

1590 Spenser F, Q. 1. ii. 17 Streames of purple bloud new
dies the verdant fields. 1647 Ogilby Virg. Georg. iv. 322
Gliding Streams. .Which border nigh the Quivera Persian
Land, And verdant Egypt Marl with fruitful Sand. 1667
Milton P. L. vin. 631 The parting Sun Beyond the Earths
green Cape and verdant Isles Hesperian sets. 1738 Wesley
Ps. XXIII. ii, Where peaceful Rivers soft and slow Amid the
verdant Landskip flow. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 70 As I
tread The walk, still verdant, under oaks and elms. 1815
Elphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) I. 381 In the midst of a
verdant and pleasing country, which enjoys a temperate
climate. 1817 Moore Laila R., Fire-Worshippers iv. 90
Like those verdant spots that bloom Around the crater's
burning lips. 1868 Miss Braddon Dead Sea F. ii, The
verdant avenues and placid water.

3. fig. Of persons : Green, inexperienced, gullible.
1824 Byron Juan xv. xciii, Because my business is to

dress society, And stuff with sage that very verdant goose.
1854 Poultry Chron. I. B69/2, I spoke of simple facts in my
own experience, and with the.. object of warning 'verdant

'

purchasers. 1869 Punch 14 Aug. 57/1 Flush of his money
and just as refreshingly verdant.

Hence Verdantness, verdancy. rare~°.
1717 Bailey (vol. II), Verdantness, a flourishing, bright,

or lively Greenness.

II Verd-antique, verd antique (v5id an-
trk). Also 9 verde-. [Older F. inow vert an-
tique), c antique green'. Cf. Verde antico.]
1. An ornamental variety of marble, consisting

chiefly of serpentine mixed with calcite and dolo-
mite.

1745 Pococke Descr. East II. 1. 193 The hills of Antioch
are part of them of a crumbling stone, like verd antique.
175S/V»V- Trans. XLIX. 109 Columns of verd' antique and
oriental alabaster. 1806 J. Pinkerton Recollect. Paris II.

139 Egyptian breccia, .has been mistaken for the serpentine-
marble, called verd antique. 1838 Macaulay in Trevelyan
Life vii. (1876) II. 32, I should like to see the walls of St.
Paul's incrusted with porphyry and verde antique. 1884
Mag. Art Apr. 226/1 Its design must have been made
entirely to suit the twelve columns of verd-antique which
surround its walls.

attrib. 1828 Lights <$• Shades II. 282 A verd-antique
pitcher with an ear. 1857 Dana Min. (1862} 147 Serpentine
forms a handsome marble when polished, especially when
mixed with limestone, constituting 7,'crd-antioue marble.

b. Oriental verd-antique, green porphyry. Oc-
casionally without adj. Also attrib.

1852 E. Barber Painters* (etc.) Assist. 75 To imitate
Oriental Verdantique Marble. 1857 Dana Min. {1862) 356
Green porphyry is the orientalverd antique of the ancients,

and was held in high esteem. 1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks
xii. 240 The verde-antique porphyry is one of the diabase-

porphyrites.

2. A green incrustation on brass or copper;

verdigris.

(11835 Mrs. Hemans Last Wasp Scot. Poems {1849) 523
Never may housemaid wipe the verd antique From coin of
thine. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. 111. v. 447 Another
example. ., covered with verd antique, is a light beautiful

bracelet.

Verdantly (v3Mdantli), adv. [f. Verdant a.

+ -LY".] In a green or verdant manner; freshly,

flourishingly.

1828 Moore Believe me, if all those endearing young
charms i, Around the dear ruin each wish of my heart
Would entwine itself verdantly still. 1847 in Webster.
1889 Gretton Memory's Ilarkb. 257 The special song of
Madame A. was * With verdure clad ... Madame E. elected
to be ' verdantly ' clothed.

b. Iii a raw or inexperienced manner; greenly.

1864 R. Kimball Was he successful? 1. xiii. 151 Perhaps
to give the young fellow who was so verdantly staring at
him a start.

fVerdate. Chem. Obs. [f. Verd-ic a, + -ate 1

1 c] (See quot. 1859.)
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 256/1 The earthy or metallic

verdttes are yellow, while the verdates of the same bases
are green. 1859 Mayne Expos. Lex., Verdate, . .a com-
bination of verdicacid with asaliflable base.

Verd-aznre, a. rare—1
, [ad. It. verdazzurro

sea-green : see Verd sb. and Azure a. Cf. obs. F.
verdaamr (Cotgr.), used by Holland ./Y/'/y (1601)
II. 528.] Of a bluish-green colour ; sea-green.
1876 Whitney Sights <y Ins. xxxui. II. 147 The gold-

green water that, out from the mountain shadows, grew
verd-aznre in the sun.

t Verdazurine, a. Obs~l [See prec. and
-tne 2

.] Bluish-green; sea-green.
1681 Grew Mus&um ill. iii. iii. 349 A Verdazurine Bole.

So I call it, for that it is on the out-side of a blewish-green,
like Verdegriese.

Verde, southern ME. var. Ferd sb. 1 and pa. t.

Fere vA Obs.

tVerd6. Obs. rare. Also verdi(e. [ad. It.

verdea or F. verde'e.'] — next.
c 1645 Howell Lett.(i6$o) II. 74 Nor is ther in Italy any

wine transported to England but in bottles, as Vera/ sum
others. Ibid. (1655) IV. 16 They must not be us'd like
Saffron bags, or Verde bottles winch are thrown into som
by-corner when the wine and spice are taken out of them.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Verdi, a kind of white Muscadine
wine.

Verde "a. Also 8 verd(e)dea. [a. It. verdea

(whence F. verdee, Vg. verdea), f. verde green.] A
wine made of a white grape grown in the neigh-

bourhood of Arcetri near Florence. Also attrib.

a 1625 Fletcher & Mass. Elder Bro. n. i, Say it had
l«en at Rome, and seen the Reliques, drunk your Verdea
Wine, and rid at Naples. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Verdea,
a kind of white Muscadine wine, made in Toscany, which
is sometimes brought into England in bottles. 1719 Eoyer
Diet. Royal j, Verde'e,.. Verd-dea, White-Florentine Wine.
1760 Baretti Ital. Diet., Verdea, a kind of white grapes
called Verdedea, of which is made a kind of wine, called
also Verdedea. 1833 C. Redding Hist. Mod. Wines (1851)
278 The celebrated Verdea is a white wine, having a bright
green tinge, grown at Arcetri ; it was formerly held in high
esteem. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 1285/1.

b. transf. (See quot.)
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Verdea, a. white Tunisian wine.

II Verde antico. [It.] — Verd-antique i.

I 7S3 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Marble, Carystium
Marmor..; the Italian antiquaries particularly mean tins,

by a name also in use among us, and prostituted to every
other species of green marble, the verde antiguo. 1765
Smollett Trav. Italy xxviii. Wks. (1841) 756/2 The great
profusion of granite, porphyry, jasper, verde antico, lapis-

la/uli, and other precious stones. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
409/1 Some Verde Antico, as that dug near Susa in Pied-
mont. 1883 Miss Braddon Gold. Calf 11. vi. 185 Placid
gods and goddesses smirking at vacancy, on pedestals of
verde antico.^ 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 520/1 The famous
verde antico \s a rock of this character [i.e. serpentinous
limestonej.

Verdegreace, -gres(e, etc., obs. fif. Verdigris.
Verdeour, variant of Verdour 1 Obs.

tVerder 1
. Obs. Also 6 vardar. [var. of

Verdour \ with weakened ending on the analogy
of agent-nouns in -our, -er, -ar.]

1. = Verdour i 2, Verdure 3 : a. In plural.
1500 Inv. in Ann. Reg. (1768) 11. 134 One dozen of

cushions of verders stuffed with feathers. 154s in Harrison
Ann. Old Manor Ho, (1893) 207, vij peces of smale verders
storyed with bests & ffowles ; iiij peces of verders paued with
redd and white. 1547 in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 152
Sixe longecarpyttsof grene vardars, with flowers lyned with
canvys. 1660 in Statutes ofRealm (1819) V. 198 1 Verders
of Tapistry with haire. 1662 in Stat, at Large, Ireland
(1765) II. 417 Verders Tapistry, containing eight or ten ells
with hair.

b. In singular.
1522-3 Inv. inArchaeol. (i860) XXXVIII. 364 A counter,

paynt of verder and a pleyn cuhborde. Ibid.,'ij° gret cown-
terpoyntes of verder. 1535-6 in Dugdale Monasi. Angl.
(1823) IV. 542 One chare of lether frynged with one cuysshon
of verder. 1594 Inv. in Archaeol. (1884) XLVIII. 126 Item
two wollen blancketes and a coveringe of verdere xl s.

2. m Verdure 4. rare-1 .

1532 More Confut. TindaleWks, 357/1 That theolde hoi-
some wine, .offend their dronken taste, because it is not sq
walowe swete but drinketh more of the verder.

f Verder 2
. Obs. rare. [a. AF. verder (13-

14th c.) = OF. and F. verdier Verdier. See
also Verdour 2.] = Verderer 2 1.

a 1625 Sir H. FtxcH Law (1636)497 De exonerando virid-
arioforestx, to discharge a verder of the forest in like sort.

1717 Hist. Reg^ Chronol. Reg. 41 Thomas Gage, Esq.,
elected Verder of the Forest of Dean.

t Verder 3, ? mispr. for Verger \
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 214 [The] high Constable

of England bearyng the verder of siluer appertainyng to y*
office of Constableship.

t Verderer * Obs.- 1 [Extended form of

Verder l
: cf. next.] = Verdure 3.

ci$*,aDisc.Co7nmon Weal Eng.(iSg^) 85 The arrisses,

verderers, and tapstrie worke, wheare with they be hanged.

Verderer (v^Mdaraj). Forms: a. 6-7 ver-

derour, 7-9 -or. 0. 7- verderer. 7. 8- ver-

durer. [a. AF. verderer (1278), extended form
of verder Verder 2

(
f. OF. verd (var. divert : see

Verd sb. and Vert sb.*) :—L. viridis green. In

med.L. rendered by viridarius.]

1. ' A judicial officer of the King's forest . . sworn
to maintain and keep the assises of the forest, and
also to view, receive, and enroll the attachments

and presentments of all manner of trespasses of the

forest, of vert and venison ' (Manwood).
In later use chiefly surviving in connexion with New,

Epping, and Dean Forests. Otherwise only arch, or Hist.
a. 1541-2 Act 33 Hen. VIII,c. 38 § sSurveiyng ofWoodes
..in any of y<> said Parkes, Forrestes or chases,. .and the

namynge, rulinge and orderinge of the verderours thereof.

1614SKLDEN TitlesHon. 269 These . . foure seem to haue been
as those which later time haue stiled Verderorsof the Forest.

1644 Coke's lust. iv. c. 7

3

Courts 0/Forests (1797) 289 It was
presented by the foresters, verderors, and agisters that the

plaintiff has chased and taken deer within the forest. 1667-8
[see Regardkr i], 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 709 Heap-
pointed likewise in each [part] two gentlemen of his house-
hold, as verderors to take care of the vert and venison. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 343 He is likewise to decide the

elections of knights of the shire, ..of coroners, and of ver-

derors. 1791 Gilpin Forest Scenery 11. 20 Besides these

officers.. there are four others, called verderors. Ibid. 21

The verderor is an ancient forest -officer. 1866 Chamb. Jml.
Apr. 261/1 Under the Norman rtgime, the officers of the

Forest were Verderors, Regarders, and Foresters (besides

others). Ibid. 261/2 The verderor, to look after the vert.

p. i6u Cotgr., Segrayer, a Verderer,or such a like Officer

ot some authoritie, in forrests. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655)

II.1v.xvi.39 A Forest bath Lawesof her own, to take cognis-

ance of all trespasses; she hath also her peculiar Officers, as

Foresters, Verderers, Regarders, Agisters, &c. 1664 Evelyn
Sybva 114 The amplitude of the distance., resign'd to the

care of the Verderer. C17X0 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888)

39 There are severall Rangers of ye forest, and 6 verderers

y* are their justices or judges of all matters relateing to ye
forest. 181* W. Taylor In Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 210

A forest has laws and officers of its own, as foresters, ver-

derers, &c. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 175/1 The verderers

and regarders [of the New Forest] are chosen by the free-

holders of Hampshire. Ibid., The verderers have no salary,

emolument, or perquisite, besides a fee buck and a fee doe
yearly. 1893 Times 16 July 11/2 Hampshire.. has com-

Eleted its roll of Unionist county members, the New Forest

•ivision.. returning the son of the Verderer, Lord Montagu.

y. 1734 Sir R. Atkins' Pari. <$• Pol. Tracts 62 As Coro-

ners and Verdurers [1689 Verderers].. are chosen by Writ
at the County-Court to this day. 1763 Martin Nat. Hist.

Eng. II. 221 The. .Forest of Sherwood, .has.. a Ranger,

4 Verdurers, 12 Regarders. i8a6 Scott Woodst. xxxii,

[The] hut. .of old Martin the verdurer. 1884 Tennyson
Becket 1. iv, The King's verdurer caught him a-hunting in

the forest, and cut off his paws.

f 2. local. A petty constable having supervision

of a city ward. Obs.—1

1791 [see Verdery],

Verderership. Also 8 verdurer-. [f. Veb-
]>eber 2 + -ship.] The office of a verderer.

1611 CoTGK.,Segrarie,3. Verderership ; or such a like Office

of account in forrests. 176a tr. Busching's Syst, Geog. VI.

296 The verdurership over Osterforest. 1863 Guardian
14 Jan. 25/1 The election of proper persons to fill the vacan-

cies in the verderership of the Forest. 1901 Blachw. Mag.
Nov. 660/2 Why should not the author of * The Forest

Lovers '..be offered a verderership?

tVexdery. local. Obs. [a. OF. verderie (j^lh.

c. in Godef.), f. verder Verder-.] (See quots.)

1791 T. Collinson Hist. Somerset HI. 375 The city of

Wells . . is divided into four verderies in the manner of wards,

and thus denominated :—High Street Verdery,.. and South

over Verdery. Ibid., These verderies, each of which is

superintended by two verderers, or petty constables (an office

originating from the Viridarii of the Bishop's Forest of

Mendip). 1839 Phelps Somersetsh. II. 11 These Verderys

[in Wells] are named Chamberlain-street Verdery [etc.].

Verdet (va'idet). [a. OF. verdet (16th c.,=

Prov. and Cat. verdet, Sp. and Pg. verdete, It.

verdetto), dim. of verd Verd sb.]

1. Chem. An acetate of copper (see quots.).

1558WARDE tr. Alexis 1 Seer. 118 Take verdet, or Verde-

grise, Vitriol of Almain, and salt Armoniacke. 1559 Ibid.

in. 1. S3 Take Spanishe greene called Verdet,.. Vitriol], and

Alome of eche equally. 1673 Ray Journ. Loiv C. 454 At

Montpellier the best Verdet or Verdegreece is made,, .which

is.. nothing but the rust or scurf of copper calcined by the

vapour of wine. 1863 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 14 Acetates of

Copper... The normal salt (C3H 3 2
)
!Cu", called also Crys-

tallised Verdigris, Verdet, ..is produced by dissolving cupric

oxide or common verdigris in acetic acid. 1896 Lodeman
Spraying Plants 44 Verdet is an acetate of copper. There

are many such combinations, all being known under the

general name of verdet, or verdigris.

2. A fungus which grows upon maize.



VERDETTO. 123 VERDITE.

1897 Atlbutt'sSyst. Med. II. Soi There seems therefore to
be some quality in the maize itself, which when acted upon
by the 'verdet as the fungus is called, produces a specific
poison.

Verdeter, var. Verditek.

Ii Verdetto. rare, [It.] = Verdet i.

1598 K. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo 111. 99 They which make
Greenes, are greene bize, Verdigrease, verdetto called holy,
inclining towards a yeallow. 1835 G. Field ChromatO'
graphy 129 The greens called Verona green, and Verdetto,
or holy green, are similar native pigments [to terre-verte].

Verdeur, var. Verdour Obs. ; obs. f. Verdure.
Verdges, obs. f. Verjuicb.

tWrdic, a. Chem, Obs. [ad. mod.L. ver-

dicus or F. verdique,i. Y. verdir to become green.

Cf. Verdous aj] (See quots.)
1836-41 Branue Man. Chem. (ed. 5) 1198 Verdic Acid.—

This acid was extracted by Runge from several of the L'm-
bclHfcrx and Plantaginex, &c, but chiefly from the root of
the Seabiosa succisa. 1843 PcnnyCycl. XXVI. 256/1 Runge
states that he found by analysis that verdic acid contains
one equivalent of oxygen more than the verdous acid.

Verdict (voMdikt), sb. Forms: a, 3-7, gdia/.,

verdit, 4-7 -dite, 6*7 -ditt, 3-6 verdyt, -dyte,

5 -dytt, -dyth^e
; 4 veirdit, 5 veredit, -dyte;

4-5 voirdit. &. 5 wardytte, 6 varditt, -dytt,

6, 9 dial., vardit, 9 dial, vardite. Also Vardy,
7. 5 verdoit, 6 verduytt, 7 verduit, -duict.

5. 6-7 veredict, 6- verdict, 6 -dicte. [a. AF.
verdit (= OF. voirdit), *™Z± 1'"'*' trt^ t *?_*ft

pa. pplg. of dire to say, speak. Hence med.L.
verdicturn (veredictttm), to which the mod. spell-

ing and pronunciation are due. The mod.F. ver-

dict, Pg. verdict, Sp. verdicto, are from Eng.]
1. Law, The decision of a jury in a civil or

criminal cause upon an issue which has been sub-

mitted to their judgement.
a. 1397 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2980 He stod vp & sede be verdit

vor al obere bat bere were, a 13*5 MS. Raivl. B.520 fol.

60b, 3if..be Juree segge in his veirdit bat te askare is bas-

tard, c 1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 2952 Until baihave gyven
bair verdite, And outher bar-of made hym qwyte Als be
laghe walde, or made hym gilty. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 508/2
Verdyte, veridieum. 147a Pastou Lett. III. 40, I took
syche a wey with hym that the qwest gave no verdyt. 1544
tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574) 78 The verdyte of twelve men
taken at large in Assise of disseysine. 1559 Mirr. Mag.
(1563) K v, I gyltles was condempned : Such verdits passe
where iustyce is contemned. 1391 Q. Elizabeth in List/tore

Papers Ser. 11.(1887) I. 3 To order the laudestoour pattentes

as shalbe found due, vpon the saide Verdyte. 1614-5 Boys
Exp. Fest. Epist. fy Gosp. Wks. (1630) 750 When any suite

concerning the Clergie shall be tried by your verdite. 162:

Quarles HadassaWks. (Grosart) II. 44/2 At last, .they put
their choyce Vpon the verdit of a Iurie's voyce.

fl,y. 1479 Prcsentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 28

Thys is the wardytte of xxij men & the constabylls. 1531
Star Chamb. Cases (Selden) II. 193 To wryte any such pre-

sentment or vardytt. Ibid. 196 The same homage deed
pleynly shewe. .the same to be their trewe verduytt.

6. 1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 996/1 Whose verdicte

the iudge taketh for a sure sentence, .without ani examina-
cion of the circumstances, wherby they know. .their ver-

dicte to be true. 1559 Aylmer Harborowe Lj b, Our lawe
committeth it to the veredict of .13. men. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, v. i. 131 Not euer The Iustice and the Truth o'

th' question carries The dew o' th* Verdict with it. 1657 in

Verney Mem. (1907) II. 121 A house and lande, which nee
had recovered by law, and by a second verdict lost the same
again. 1674 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 281 The jury were
about to pass their verdict. 1716 Life Penn P.'s Wks. 1. 15
The Agreement of Twelve Men is a Verdict in Law. 1781
Cowper Truth 448 The jury meet, the coroner is short, And
lunacy the verdict of the court. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

II. 519 On the trial the Judge directed the jury to find a
verdict for the plaintiff. 1885 Public Opinion 9 Jan. 36/3
An advocate who wins an unjust verdict has contributed to

bring about a miscarriage of justice.

Comb. 189s Daily Netus 10 May 2 Though Mr. Bramwell
had a good practice, he was never a great verdict-getter.

b. Without article.

1437 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 509/2 Founde gilty be verdite of
xii notable men. a 1500 in Archaeol. (1904) LIX. 10 By the
comyn lawe..ther lith non atteynt upon untrewe verdit

gyffyn in London. 1535 Wriothesley Chron. (Camden) I.

27 A jurie . . incontinent gave verditt of them beinge guiltie

of the same treason. 1577 Harbison England 11. ix. (1877)
I. 202 Our trials and recoueries are either by verdict and
demourre, confession or default. 1589 t Lyly Pappe iv.

Hatchet (1844) 25 The Iurie gaue verdit and said guiltie.

171a Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 22 In case any
should, .obtain Verdict on their side. 1797 Tomliss Jacobs
Law Diet, s.v., Another rule at Common law is, that sur-

plusage will not vitiate after Verdict,

c. With particularizing addition.

1607 Cowell Interpr. s.v., This verdict is two-fold : either

generall or especiall. ..A general verdict is that, which is

giuen or brought into the Court, in like generall termes to

the generall issue, /bid.. This special! verdict, if it containe
any ample declaration of the cause, from the beginning to
the end, is also called a verdict at large. 1628 Coke ( hi

Litt. 1. 226b, There be two kindes of verdicts; viz. one
generall, and another at large or especiall. /bid.. It is there-

fore called a speciall Verdict or a Verdict at large, because
they limit: the special! matter at large, and leaue the iudge-
ment of law thereupon to the Court. 1628 [see Pkivy a. 8).

1665 [see Special a. 7]. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 377
The only effectual and legal verdict is the public verdict

;

in which they openly declare to have found the issue for the

plaintiff, or for the defendant. 1769 Ibid, IV. 354 The jury
..cannot, in a criminal case, give a privy verdict. But an
open verdict may be either geneifel, guilty, or not guilty.

1835 Tomlins Law Diet. s.v., Where a verdict is given by
thirteen jurors, it is said to be a void verdict; because no

attaint would lie. 1854, 1884 [see Perverse a. 1 c]. 1894
[see Sealedppt. a. 2 J.

2. trans/. and_/rf. A judgement given by some
body or authority acting as, or likened to, a jury.

c 1381 Chaucer Parlt. Foules 525, 1 iuge on eueiy folk

menshulon calle Toseyn the verdit foryow foulysalle. 1579
W. Wilkinson Confut. Familye ofLove 63 b, The euidence

, .whereby. .that verdict should be gathered, which shall

passe agaynst vs. 1589 Warner Alb. i:ng. Prose Add. (1612)

^38 The Iurour could not but giue Verdict for Elisa, and the

udge sentence against /Eneas. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. ii. § 8 They are here presently to abide the verdite of

battaile. 1671 Milton Samson 324 Though Reason here

aver That moral verdit quits her of unclean. 1684 T. Burnei
Th. Earth 1. 295 Ought we not in this, as well as in other

things, to.. bring in an honest verdict for nature as well

as art? i860 Hawthorne Marb. Faun (Tauchn.) II. xvi.

177 Might we not render some such verdict as this?

—

' Worthy of Death but not unworthy of Love '. 1867 Free-
man Norm. Conq. (1877) I. vL 501 The great Earl is at least

entitled to a verdict of Not Proven, if not of Not Guilty.

3. trans/. A decision or opinion pronounced or

expressed upon some matter or subject; a finding,

conclusion, or judgement.
a. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 787 (Petworth), Vs bou}t it was

not worbe to make to wis. .And bad him seie his veredit

[v.r, verdit(e, voirdit, verdoit] as him lest, c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 23 Clatering pyet, whan thacome in pre-

sence, Most malapert there verdit to purpose. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph, (Arb.) 73When the messenger was gone, euery man
began to say his verdite. 1585 Daniel Paul. Iouius Pref.,

Neither must wee depend vpon the verdite of some conceled
Philosophers. 1627 Bp. Hall Epist. \\. v. 302 There is

none of all my labours., whereof I would so willingly heare
the verdit of the wise and iudicious. 1671 Milton Samson
1228 Cam'st thou for this, vain boaster, to survey me, To
descant on my strength, and give thy verdit ? 1825 Jennings
Observ. Dial. IV. Eng. 80 Verdi, Verdit, opinion. 1873
Williams & Jones Somerset Gloss. 40 That's my verdit,

therefore I zay't.

0. 1565 Stapleton \x. Staphylus" Apol. 161 b, For they par-

die by the vardit of Luther, are all damned, if they thought,
as they taught. 1577 Misogonus iv. ii. 97 To take thy neigh-

bours varditt in such a case thou must not sticke. 1828

Carr Craven Gloss., Vardite, verdict, opinion. 1877 Pea-
cock N. IV. Line. Gloss. 265, I think we shall hev snaw

;

what's your vardit ? Ibid., Thoo's alus pokin' in thy vardit.

v. 14.. Verdoit [see a]. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman 197 No
one mystery, administration, worke or ordinance of his can
passe her fingers, without some verdutt or other of her oivne.

Ibid. 345 The ten spies bringing a verduict of sense to their

brethren.

6. 1585 Greene Planetomachia, Saturnes Trag. Wks.
(Grosart) V. in Psamnetichus. . thought it a longe time to

yeelde so small a verdict. 1632 Lithgow Trav. 1. 43, I end
with this verdict, the lew and the Iesuite, is a Pultrone and
a Parasite. 1683 D. A. Art Converse Pref., It.. shall stand

or fall by your Verdict. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks.
VI. 76 This representation is authenticated by the verdict of
his country. 1819 Keats Otho v. v.Those tears will wash away
a just resolve, A verdict ten times sworn ! 1857 W. Collins
DeadSecret in. 1, The verdict of humanity is always against

any individual member of the species who presumes to differ

from the rest. 1882 C. Pebody Eng. Journalism xvii. 127

No controversy is supposed to be closed till the Times has
given its verdict.

b. Without article.

1537 [?Tindale] Exp. St. John 93 Of such he geueth ver-

dyte contynently. Ibid. 100 The Apostle Jhon..gaue such
verdyte. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. x. Evj b, In leamyng
rype, in vertue juste, in verdite sbarpe and sage. 1^96
Spenser F. Q. vii. vii. 27 Iudge thy selfe, by verdit of thine
eye, Whether to me they are not subiect alL

t 4. A vote or suffrage. Obsr~x

1580 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 431 Neither
the Mayor, . . nor any Mayors peare, shall have either at the
tyme of ellection or for any other cause but the verdicte of
one man.

Verdict, v, rare, [f. prec]
1. trans. To pass judgement upon, to give deci-

sion or pronounce an opinion concerning (some
person or thing).

1594 Q. Elizabeth in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 349
We princes are set upon highest stage, where looks of all

beholders verdict our works. 1634 Rainbow Labour (1635)
16 Must a Iury of Trades be busied to verdict him readier

2. intr. To pronounce a verdict or sentence

against something.
1898 Literaturexi Nov. 439 Lawful men of the neighbour,

hood ..verdict entirely against their own temporal interest.

tVerdier. Obs,—° « Verder2.
1611 Cotgr., / 'erdier, a Verdier, or ouerseer of a forest

;

a Iudge or Officer., who commaunds all the Raungers,
Woodwards, Foresters, &c.

Verdigris (vaudigris). Forms: a. 4 verde-
gree, 4-0 -gres(e, 5 -greys. 7 -gresse. -griese,

7 S -grease
;
5-6 verdegrece, 6-7 -greace, 7-S

-greece ; 6-9 verdigrease, 6 -grese, 6-8 -greese

(7 verdie-), 6 verdigrece, 7 -greace, -greece ; 6
verdygresse, -grace, 7 virdigreace, -greese.

tf. 4 vertegrez, 5-6 -grece 5 vertagrece, 6

verthigreace, 5 vertgrez, -grees, 6 -grese,

-grease, 7 -greece. 7. 5 vert de grece, 7 vert-

degrease. 8. 6, 8-9 verdegris (6 verddegris\
y-g verdigrise, 8- verdigris. «. 6 vargrasse,

vergres se (wer-), vergrys, St* vera-, varn-
gris. [a. AF. and OF. vert de Grece {c n 70),

OF. verte grez(i$X.h. c),vert de grice (1314), vert-

de-gris (15th c. ; also mod.F.), lit. *green of

Greece' : see Vkut sb.1 Cf. med.L. viride grecum
(i4-i5thc). The terminal syllable at an early

date was no longer understood and hence under-

went various corruptions of spelling and pro-

nunciation.]

1. A green or greenish blue substance obtained

artificially by the action of dilute acetic acid on
thin plates of copper (or a green rust naturally

forming on copper and brass), and much used as a

pigment, in dyeing, the arts, and medicine; basic

acetate of copper.
a - : 336-7 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 92 In ij libris dim. de

verdegrez cinpt., ijs. vd. c 1386 Chaucer Chanon Yeom.
Prol. <$• T. 791 (Corpus), 3't wol I telle hem,..As boole
armonyak, Verdegres, Boras. 1417 in For. Ace. S Hen. V

t

D j/2 Vermelont', Coperos, Verdegres, Verny^she. 14.. Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 619 Viride grecum, verdegrece. 1495 'Pre-

visa's Barth. De P. R . xix. xxxviii. 879 In the same wyse
as Cerusa is verdegreys made,., and cornyth of vapour of
stronge vyneygre >hed vpon plates of brasse. 1532 in E.
Law Hampton Crt. Pal. (1885) 363, 3 sackes of veitlygrace

conteynyng 23 lb. 1582 Batman Tre-.'isa's Barth. De P. R.
Add. 259 Verdigrese, which as it is a colour for Painters, so

it is a fretting poison. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 291 Metalls give

Orient and Fine Colours, .in their 1'utrefactions or Rusts;

as Vermilion, Verdegrease, Bise. 1681 Gkhw Musaeum in.

iii. i. 341 A sort of Native Verdegriese, from the Copper-
Mines of Herngrundt. 1691 Patent Specif.Ho. 270, Verdi-

grease being a commodity of great vse in this our reahne,

especially for painting and dying, and never hitherto made
here, ciyzo W. Ginsox Farrier's Dispens. it. iii. (1734) 97
The Verdigre?se which is made by the pressings of the Wine
put upon plates of Copper. 1758 Ann. Reg. 292 That their

process in salt-making would dissolve the surface of_ the

copper, into verdigreese. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia 1.

1. lit. 107 The head of a Roman spear. .of brass, .and. .en-

crusted with verdigrease.

0. 1300-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 502 In vertegrez,

melle, atramento. 01386 Chalckh Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T.

791 (EUesm.)i Boole armonyak, vertgrees, Boras, a 1425 tr.

Ardeme^s Treat. Fistula, etc. 82 Wax and oile..dulle be

scharpnez of vertgrese, and vertgrsse represseb beir putre-

faccion and humeccacion. 1487-8 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1S66) I. 412 I'ro xj li. de colore viridi, anglice, verta-

grece, xs. xd. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 151 [Turpentine] is

good for lepres, wyth vert gresse. 1573 Art of Limuting 6

To temper Vertgrese, called Spanishe greene. 1612 Peacham
Gentl, Exert. 82 Vert-greece is nothing else but the rust ot

brasse. 1656 Blount Gtossogr., Verdigrease or vert-greece.

y. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. -25-] Take hony. .& £>an do
berto 5 .ij. of vert de grece. 1674 Vertdegrease [see 2].

S. 1565 Coopf.r Thesaurus, Aerugo,., verd degris : the rust

of brasse either artificiall or natural!. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
196 Gladyn pounde with a little Verdegris. .draweth forth al

kindes of thornes. 1601 Holland Pliny 11. 471 This is

altogither artificial!, and is made of Cyprian verdegris or

rust of bra.sse. 1681 Ciietham Angler's I'ade-m. ii. §4
(1689) 9 Haifa Pound of jjreen Copperas, [and] as much
Verdigrise. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 279 Corrosive drugs.. Dry
allum, verdigrise, or vitriole keen. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi

Journ. France I. 37S Here is a brassy scent in the air as of

verdigris. 1819 Shelley Uidipus 11. i. 76 Scorpions are green,

and water-snakes, and efts, And verdigris. 183*) Ure Diet.

Arts 1273 Verdigris is a mixture of the crystalh/ed acetate

of copper and the sub-acetate, in varying proportions. 1853

Koyle Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 172 /Erugo or Verdigris must have

been early known, from the employment of Copper vessels.

t. 1505-6 Ace. I.d. High Treas. Scot. III. 187 For tua

pund verngreis to him, xij s. 1506 Ibid. 193, vj pund varn-

greis. 1531-J in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 65 Pro

duabus libris ly wergresse, ij*. 1595 Shutitovorths Ace.

(Chetham Soc.) 103 For vargrasse to dresse the oxe feete.

b. trans/ (See quots.) rare.

1608 Topsell Serpents 186 There is no part of the Frog so

medicinable as is the bloud...The same also being made
into a Verdigreace, & drunke [etc.]. [1844 Hood The
Turtles 116 He memion'd Aldermen deceased,. .And specu-

lated on that verdigrease That isn't poison.]

C. With qualifying adjs. (see quots.).

1747 Wesley Prim. Physiek (1762) 91 One or two Drams
of distill'd Verdigrease. 1755 Diet. Arts $ Sci. s. v., These

are the crystals of verdegrease, improperly called distilled

verdegrease. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chen [I. 339 Crystal-

lized verdigrise or acetite of copper. 1855 J. Scofeern Elem.
Chem. 490 Neutral acetate of copper is kno\- R popularly by
the absurd term distilled verdigris. 1863 Watts Diet. Chem.
I. 14 The bibasic salt or blue verdigris is prepared at

Montpellier. Ibid. 15 Green Verdigris.

2. attrib.y as verdigris blue
)
colour, water ; ver-

digris green, a green of a bright, bluish hue
;

xrug inous green.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. A nat. 111.1. 129 His skin

became of a Verdigreese or yellow-green colour. 1674 W.
Leybourne Compt. Surveyor 311 Vertdegrease water and

yellow berry water make a transparent Green. 1758 in

Dodsley Fug. />/><« (1761) II. 84 The Unwholesomeness of

the Rust and Verdegrease Suffusions. 1796 Kikwan Elem.

Min. (ed. 2) I. 28 Verdigris green—that [colour] in which no

shade of yellow is perceptible, rather bluish. 1805-17 R.

Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 67 Verdigris-green is emerald-

creen mixed with much Berlin-blue, anda little white. 1832

which one associates only with early spring in the temperate

Hence VeTditfrisy a.,oi the colour of verdigris.

1897 C. Morley Stud. Board Schools 193 Can that bit of

verdigrisy green be dried salt f

Ve-rdigrised, //A*'. [C prec. + -kd.] Coated

or tainted with verdigris.
.

1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son I. 218 \Ve hoisted up

four verdigrised brass nine-pounders. 1853-8 Hawthorn*

Eng. A-ote.BJks.US79) I- 63 An old verdigrised brass bugle.

Verdingalfe, variants of Vardixgale Obs,

Verdite, obs. forms of Verdict.

+ Verdite. Chem. Obs. [f. Vkrd-oi:h^. + -itkI



VERDITEL. 124 VERDURE.

4 b.] A salt produced by the action of verdous

acid on a base
1838 T. Thomson Client. Org. Bodies isg The precipitate

consists of verdite of lead. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 256/1
The earthy or metallic verdites are yellow, while the ver-

dates of the same bases are green.

fVerditel. Obs.—1 m next I,

1778 Pryce Min. Comub. 250 By gradually adding the
powder, in some time, on the ceasing of the violence of
effervescence, the Copper will precipitate in a green powder,
called Verditel.

Verditer (v5udit3j). Forms: a. 6-verditer,
6 viriditer, S verdeter. #. 6 verdytor, 7
verditor. 7. 7-9 verditure, 7 virditur, [a.

OF. verdde terre (jater F. vert de ierre),\\\.. * green
of earth' : see Verd sb. Holland Pliny (1601)
II. 528 employs the OF. form.]

1. A kind of pigment of a green, bluish green, or

(more freq.) light blue colour, usu. prepared by
adding chalk or whiting to a solution of nitrate of

copper, and much used in making crayons and as

a water-colour.
a. 1505-6 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 184, iij di. pund

verditer; ilk pund vjs. 1558 in Feuillerat Rez'els Q. Etiz,

(190.3) 94 Rossct j lb. viii- ; verditer xiiij4. 1662 in Statutes
at Large', Ireland (1765) II. 417 Verditer, the hundred
weight,. .£1 6s. Zd. 1674 W. Leyboukne Compl. Suweyor
310 Verditer, washed and tempered with Gum-water, is a
good Blew. 1738 CiiA.MiiLRs Cycl. s. v. Dyeings Bright preen
is first dyed blue, then back-boiled with braziletto, and ver-
deter. 1783 Priestley in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 406 An
ounce of copper from verditer absorbed 403 ounce measures.
1839 Uke Diet. Arts 150 Bremen blue, or verditer, a green-
ish blue colour obtained from copper mixed with chalk or
lime. Ibid. 1275 Verditer, or Bremen Green.. is a light
powder, like magnesia, having a blue or bluish green colour.

1873 Beetoii's Diet. Comm., Sealing-Wax . .is a composition
of gum-lac, melted and incorporated with resin, and after-

wards coloured with some pigment, as vermilion, verditer.

/3. 1532 in E. Law Hampton Crt. Pat. (1885) 363, 2 lb. of
verdytor, at i6flf. the lb. 1660 Act 12 Chat. II, c. 4 (1786)
III. 157/2 Verditor, the hundred weight,. ,j li. vj" viijd .

v. 1606 PeachAM Art Drawing 54 Take your Verditure,
and grind it with a weak Gum Arabick Water, it is the
faintest and palest green that is. 1674 W. Leybourne
Compl. Surveyor 310 Verditure washed and tempered with
Gum water, makes a Green not transparent.

b. With particularizing terms, as blue, green,

refined blue, refiners' verditer.

1683 MoxoN meek, Exerc., Printing xxiv. p 17 Virdi-
greace, and Green Virditur, for Greens. .. But all must be
ground with soft Varnish. 1732 J. PeeLE Water-Colours 62
Blue Verditer is a very blight, pleasant blue. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory (ed. 6) I. 184 Blue verditer or smalt, mixed with
enamel, will make a good blue paint. 1837 Penny Cycl.
VII. 504/2 It [blue carbonate of copper] is of a fine light

blue colour, and known by the name of refiners' verditer.

1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade s. v., There are refined blue,
and green verditers. 1867 Blox\m Client. 345 The paint
known as blue verditer is hydrated oxide of copper obtained
by decomposing nitrate of copper with hydrate of lime.

C Hence occas. in pi.

1665 Hooke Mierogr. 71 For Smalts and verditures, I

have been able with a microscope to perceive their particles
very many of them transparent. 1835 G. Fieljj Chromato-
graphy 113 These blues.. as pigments are precisely of the
character of verditers.

2. The blue or green colour characteristic of
verditer.

1819 H. Busk Vestriad v. 422 The sacred hill.. Clad in
bright verditure and Prussian blue. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov.
507/2 Flies.. done in the brightest of verditer and ultra-
marine. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile vii. 185 The
prevailing colours, .are verditer and chocolate.

3. attrib. a. With names of colours, esp. ver-
diter blue.

1551-2 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 71 Grownde
white leade, viijd. Verditer grene, ixd. 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc, Printing xxiv, r 17 Virditur Indico and Bice for
Blews. Ibid., Virditur Indico. .and Green Virditur. 1732
J. Peele Water-Colours 62 Verditer.Green is a light Green.
1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 571 Greenish blue approaching
in richness to verditer blue, 1864-5 Wood Homes "without
H. xiii. (1868) 239 A large patch of feathers on the top of
the head glows and flashes with metallic splendour, and is

of a vivid verditer blue. 1891 G. E. Shelley Catat. Birds
Brit. Mus. XIX. 95 Throat verditer-blue, with paler blue
central lines. 1901 Q. Rev. July 18 The magnificent verdi-
ter-blue giant plantain-eater.

b. In the sense ( of the colour of verditer \
1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 571 A grayish white chin is fol-

lowed by a verditer throat. 1893 Symonds In Key 0/ Blue
11 Verditer hues of water-snakes.

Verdius, Verdjuice, obs. ff. Verjuice.
fVerdoire. Obs.~l [Irreg. var. verdor- Ver-
uour 1

.] = Verdukk a c.

1586 Ferse Blaz. Gentrie 142 The Smaragd (commonly
called the Emeraud). .ewceedeth the cullors of all herbs or
Verdoires.

Verdoit, obs. variant of Verdict sb.

II Verdona. [Sp., f. verde green.] A variety

of wine (see quots.).

1703 Dampier Voy. III. 1. 10 Verdona is green strong-
bodied Wine, harsher and sharper than Canary. 1833 C.
Redding Hist. Mod. Wines (1851) 210 Verdona, a green
wine, ol good body, . . formerly grown on the western side of
that island, and shipped at Santa Cruz for the West Indian
market, little or none coming to Europe.

t Verdour 1
. Obs. Forms: a, 5 verdeur, 5-7

verdour (6 Sc, "wer-), 6 veerdour, Sc. ver-

deour
; 5 Sc. wardur, 6 vardour, Sc, wardour'e.

j8. 5 Sc. wardor, 6-7 verdor, 7 verdore. [a.

OK. verdour, verdor (13th c. ; = Prov., Sp., Pg.
verdor, It. verdore), later verdeur (mod.K. dial.

vardeur). f. verd green : see -OR l and cf. Ver-
deb 1 and Verdure.]
1. Fresh greenness (of vegetation); fig. fresh or

flourishing condition.

1447 BOXKNHAM Seyntys (Koxb.) 213 The verdour or gren-
nesse & the redolence Of good fame. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Eeg. 156 b/2 The blessyd George was hygh in despysyng
lowe thynges and therfore he had verdeur in hym self. 1610
Guillim Heraldry 111. vii. (1611) 106 He beareth Argent,
three sterued branches, . .this being mortified and vnuested
of the verdour which sometime it had. 1646 Quarles
Judgem. «y Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 87/1 (heading), The
worldly man's Verdour. Contrasting the prosperous condi-
tion of the worldly., man [etc.].

b. Taste, esp. fresh or pleasant taste ; — Ver-
dure 4. AUo fig.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 154 And the vyne

answered sayenge, I may not leaue my swetnes ar,d pleas-

aunt verdour, whiche so delytelh. .bcthe god & man. 1549
Coverdale, etc., Erasm. Par. Jos. II. 35 But every frute

is lyke unto hys owne tree, and hathe the verdour of the
juyce of hys owne rote. 1570-6 Lamuakde Peramb. Kent \

(1826J 223 Those plantes which our auncestors had brought
hither out of Normandie had lost their native verdour,
whether you did eate their substance, or drink their iuice,

which we call Cyder. 1605 Bacon- Adv. Learn. 1. vim § 5 '

We see in all other pleasures [than learning] there is sacie-

tie; and after they bee used, their verdour departeth.

2. = Verdure 3.

1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. IV (iZ^o) 118 Oon other [counter-
point] of greene verdours with trees; oon other of white '

verdour with a scripture. 1493 Halyburton's Ledger (1867)

10 A cuvaryng of wardur, cost 12s. 1531-2 RutlandMSS.
j

(Hist. MSS. Comm.j IV. 271 For iiij peces of verdours for !

hanginges, vjff. xiij*. \\\yi. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,
165 b, The newe banket chamber, .was hanged with a costly
verdor all new, the ground therof wa» all gold and the '

flowers were all of Sattyn silver. 1574 Burgh Rcc. Glasgow
j

(1876) I. 32 Ane lettgant bed furneist witht Flandreis wer-
dour, blancattis, scheittis, and coddis.
attrib. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 157 A verdour

bed to the Duk. 1501 Ibid. II. 31, vj elne cammas deliverit

to Jame Dog to mend the verdeour claihis in Strivelin.

1532 .V. Country Wills (Surtees) 133 A covering of a bedde
of verdour werke lyned with canvas.

3. = Verdure 2.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 30 As new spynist
rose, Arrayit ryallie about with mony rich wardour. 1587
Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2) III. 857/1 Vnder it antike images
of gold inuironed with verdor of olifs cast in compasse. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn. \. vi. § n. 30 Salomon became inabled..

to compile a uaturall Historie of all Verdor, from the Cedar
vpon the Mountaine, to the mosse vppon the wall.

4. = Verdure i b. rare—

K

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 266 There appeareth to the eye a
certeyne verdour shynynge lyke the beames of the soonne.

t Verdour
V

K Obs. rare. Also 6 vierdour, 6-7
verdor. [a. AF. verdour (1327), var. of verder
Verdersj.] = Verderer- 1.

1502 Arnolde Chron. p. lxxx/i And to this Swanmot..
shall com togedurs forestursand vierdoursand non other be
distraint. 1594 Crompton Jurisd. 169 If a man be indited
of Trespasse done in the forrest before verdors, regardors,
agistors, and other Ministers of the Forrest [etc.], 1607
Cowell lulerpr., Verdour, ..a Iudiciall Officer of the
Kings forest, chosen by the King, m the full county of the
same shire, within the forest, where he doth dwell. Ibid.,

The verdour is made by the Kings writ, .. which is directed
to theshyreeuefor the choice of him in a full Countie. 1656
Blount Glossogr. (after Cowell), Verderer or Verdor, a
Judicial Officer of the Kings Forrest. 1812 W. Taylor in

Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 210 A forest has laws and officers

of its own, as foresters, verdours, rangers, and agisters.

f Verdous, a. Chem. Obs. [See Verdic a. and
-ous.] Verdous acid: (see quots.).

1836-4X Branue Chem. (ed. 5) 1198 On evaporation [of an
extract from the root of Scabiosa suecisa] a yellow acid pro-

duct is obtained : in this state Berzelius proposes to call it

verdous acid. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 256/1 Berzelius.

.

proposes to call the colourless the verdous and the coloured
the verdic acid.

Verdoy, sb. and a. [ad. F. verdoye, pa. pple.

of verdoyer : see next.]

t A. sb. «= Verdure 3. Obsr*
1542 Test. Ebor. (SurteesJ VI. 166 Item v peces of ver-

doyes for hanginges.

B. adj. iler. Of a bordure: (see quots. 1562
and 16 10).
1562 LEiciii Armorie 190b, The sixte [emborduring] is

called Verdoye, as when it is occupied with frewtes, leaues,

or slippes. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. v. (1611) 20 This
tenne Verdoy is appropriated to all bordures charged with
leaues, flowers, fruits, and other the like vegetables. [Hence
in Phillips (1658). and in later Diets.] 1661 Morgan Sph.
Gentry 11. vi. 62 Sable, a bordure or, charged with Verdoy
of Trefoiles sliped to the number of eight. 1725 Earn. Diet.
s.v. Bordure, If a Bordure be charg'd with any Parts of
Plants or Flowers, they say Verdoy q{ Trefoils, or whatever
Flower it be. 1882 Cussans Her. (1893) 68.

t Verdoy, v. Obs.-1 [ad. OF. verdoier (12th
c), verdoyer, f. verd Verd sb.] intr. To become
green.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. x. i, A grene medowe full of
herbes verdoying or wexyng grene.

tVerd-aauoe, variant of Vert sauce. Obs.
1499 Promp. Parv. (P.), Verdsawce, viride salsamentum.
+ Verdue, irreg. variant of Verdure.
In the earliest instance app. a simple misprint, but perh.

accepted by later writers.

1641 Sylvester's Du Bartas n. i. Hmndycrafts 334 A Grove

Upon the vwdue [edd. 1605, 1621 verdure] of whose Virgin-
boughs Bird had not percht. 1650 Eakl Monm. tr. Senault's
Man bee. Guilty 176 Twill make snow black, to make a
womans face seem fair, tarnish the verdue of the rose, to
exalt the freshnesse of her Complexion, a 1670 Hacket
Alp. Williams 1. (1692) 124 The month of May coming in
with its verdue.

liVerdugal. Obs. Also6vardygall, 7vertu-
gal, vertigal. [OF. verduga/e, vertugale: see
Vardi.ngale.] A farthingale.

IS58-9 Sir R. Clolgh in Burgon Gresham (1839) ! lv- 2 5 r

Alter that, came 1 other horse coveryd with clothof goldeto
the grownde, which stoode lyke unto the gentyllwomen's
vardygalls. 1584HLDSON Du Bartas' Judith v.215 Amongst
his vertugals for ayde he drew From his Lieutenant. 1611
Coryat's Crudities Panegyr. Verses, The Gallery of ' Donna
Amorosa'..in Arabia Deaerta which is a meere Magazin of
verdugals.

i! VerdugO, Obs. rare. [Sp. (also Pg.) verdugo
hangman, lash, rod, shoot, = It. verditco narrow-
bladed sword.] A hangman or executioner. Also
employed as a term of abuse.
a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady il i, Wei. Where are
my slippers Sir? Ser[vaut\. Here Sir. Wei. Where Sir?
have you got the pot Verdugo? have you seen the Horses
Sir? a 1625 Fletcher Woman 's Prize IV. i, Contrive your
beard o'th top cut like Verdugoes.

Hence f Verdug^oship, the personality of a ver-

dugo or executioner. Obs.^ 1

1610 B. Jonson Alch. in. lit, His great Verdugo-ship [ — a
Spaniard] has not a iot of language ; So much the easier to
be cossin'd, my Dolly.

Verduict, -duit, obs. variants of Veedict.

tVerduraut, a. Obs.-1
[f. next* -ant ».]

Green, verdant.

1583 Melbancke Phitotimus N ivb, As she walked one
daye in her verdurant garden alone.

Verdure (vaudiiu). Also 5 uerdure, 6 ver-

dur, 7 verdeur, 8 verduer. [a. OF. verdure

(12th c. ; = It., Sp., Pg. verdura), f. verd green

-r--URE. Cf. Verdour 1
.]

I. 1. The fresh green colour characteristic of

flourishing vegetation
;
greenness, viridity.

13.. Caw. <5- Gr. Knt. 161 Alle his vesture uerayly was
cleue verdure. 1413 Pilgr. Soiuie (Caxton, 1483) iv. i. 58
This appel was.. borne fro the grene tree and put vpon the

drye tre for to restoren this drye tree to verdure and to

fresshenes. c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 212 The
large feeldys shulde be bareyn, No corn up giowe nor greyn
in iiis verdure. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. \\. 87 He was The Iuy
which had hid my princely Tiunck, And suckt my verdure
out on't. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman 11. 67
We see the Ivy full of Verdure, on the mo.st withered tree.

1675 Tkahekne Chr. Ethics 404 Ingratitude, .cuts off the

soul like a branch from the root that gave it life and verdure.

1700 Pkiok Carmen Seculare xli, Let twisted Olive bind
those Laurels fast, Whose Verdure must for ever last. 1765
Museum Rust, IV. 229 When the snow lay very thick upon
the burnet, that part of it which was above the snow had
all the verdure of spring. 1838 Murray's Hand Bk. N.
Germ. 165/2 Another valley, .clothed with meadows of the

brightest verdure. 1910 tqth Cent. Feb. 285 The perennial

verdure of cypress and pine, ilex and box was invaluable.

Jig. 1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics 390 A spark of fire,. .if it

falls.. into green wood or watery places,. .does no harm.
Penitent tears, and the verdure of humility prevent such
flames and extinguish the quarrel.

b. With a and pi. A shade or tint of green.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel^776 A cronell of lawrell with

verduris light and darke I haue deuysyd for Skelton. 1610

Guillim Heraldry {1611) 10 Mostvegitables, so long as they

flourish, are beautified with this verdure : and is a colour

most wholsome and pleasant to the eie. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. p. xxv, The fir. .clothed

with leaves stiff, filiform, and of a dark verdure.

2. Green vegetation ; plants or trees, or parts of

these, in a green and flourishing state.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4979 A ferly faire tre.. void of all

hire verdure & vacant of leuei £1477 Caxton Jason 104

Some ran for to gadre of the grene herbes and verdure for

to caste a long on the waye. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn.431
The tyme of wynter which trees doth deface And causyth

all verdure to a voyde quyte. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 828

Then shall this Mount, .by might of Waves be moovd Out
of his place,.. With all his verdure spoil'd. 1729 T.Cooke
Tales, Proposals, etc. 115 To him who longest shall main-

tain the Field This blooming Verdure on my Brows I yield.

1775 Johnson Lett. (1788) I. 288, I can look into Lucy's

garden... I believe she has hardly any fruit but gooseberries;

but so much verdure looks pretty in a town. i8« Shelley
tr. Calderons Mag. Prodig. 111. 59 Voluptuous Vine,..To
the trunk thou interlacest [thou] Art the verdure which em-

bracest, 183a Ht. Marttneau Homes Abroml i. 2 Flourish-

ing young plantations put forth their early verdure. 1886

Sheldon tr. Elaubert's Salammbo 14 The fire spread from

tree to tree, until the tall ma-ss of verdure resembled a vol-

cano beginning to smoke.

fig. 1818 Keats Endym. 111. 187 At this a surpris'd start

Frosted the springing veidure of his heart.

Comb. 101a Blackw. Mag. Sept. 316/1 Around us were

the precipitous verdure-clad cliffs.

b. esp. Green grass or herbage.

1447 Bokesham Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 3 In may was
neuer no medews sene Motleyd with flours on hys verdure

grene. 1515 Barclay Egloges v. (1370) Dij/i What time

the verdure of ground & euery tre, By frust and stormes

is priuate of beautee. 1638 Cowley Love's Riddle iv,

[Thoughts] and the pleasant verdure of the fields Made me
forget the way. 1690 Locke Hum. Unit. iv. xiii. § 2 The
earth will not appear painted with flowers

;
nor the fields

covered with verdure, whenever he has a mtnd to it. 1794

Mrs. Kadclifee Myst. Udolpho iii, Along the bottom of

this valley the most vivid verdure was spread. 1846

M cCulloch Ace". Brit. Empire (1854) I. 143 The Cheviot



VERDURED.
hills are. .distinguished by their fine green verdure. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 52 Praising still That soft tread on
velvet verdure, as it wound through hill and hill.

fo. pi. Green plants or herbs. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 3824 She lepte the fenestre vppon, Abcue

beheld she uerdures flouresshin;.;. c 1481 Caxton Dialogues
13/22 In wodes ben the verdures, Brembles.bremble berits.

1631 G. Townsheno Tempe Restord\ All this second story
seem'd of Silver worke niixt with fresh Verdures. 1693
Evklyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 199 Parsley . .is com-
prehended under the Title of Verdures or green Pot-herbs.

1719 London & Wise Compl. Gard. ix. 282 May. It is now
the time of the flourishing reign of all Verduers and green
things. 172a Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 206 He might
perhaps now and then meet with a little smooth way, . . or he
flattered with some verdures and the smiles of a few daisies
on the banks of the road.

+ 3. A rich tapestry ornamented with representa-

tions of trees or other vegetation. Obs.
Common ^1525-^ 1550 after French usage : see also Ver-

der 1 1, Verdour 1 2.

1513 MS. Papers 5 Hen. VIII, No. 4101 (Publ. Rec. Office),

A Counterpoynt of paly verdure, ..an old counterpoint of
Redde verdures, c 1550 Dice-Play (Percy) 9 Divers well
trimmed chambers, the worst of them apparelled with ver-
dures. 1586 Rates ofCustome E viij, Tappistry with wul or
Verdure the flemish elle, xii.d.

II. f4. Freshness or agreeable briskness of
taste in fruits or liquors ; also simply, taste, savour.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 614 A swete tree bryngeth

forth.. Swete fruyte and delycyous in tast and verdure.
^-1540 tr. Pol. Verg

%
Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 216 Being

parched and brent., it engenderethe the verdure and taste
of salte. 1574 R. Scot Hop Gard. (1578) 6 That Ale . . borow.
eth the Hoppe, as without the which it wanteth his chiefe
grace and best verdure. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 424 Upon
such a chaunce and unhappie accident it [new wine] looseth
the verdure and quicke tast. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit.
xxiv. (1614J 47/1 The very wines made thereof.. being little

inferior in sweet verdure to the French wines.

fig. 1630 Donne Strut. (1640) 133 Every word in them {the
Scripturesl hath his waight and value, his taste and verdure.

+ b. Sharpness, tartness, or unpleasantness of

taste. Obs.

In last quot. perh. only a contextual application of the
general sense of ' taste '

; see prec.

1508 Stanbridge Bulgaria (W. de W.) L» v b, This wyne
is of verdure. Hoc vinnm est acre. 1601 Holland Piiny
II. 152 The wines which by age and long keeping, lay
downe their verdure and become sweet. 1626 Be. Hall
Contempt., O. T. xxi. vi, 512 Something they must haue to
complaine of, that shall giue an vnsauory verdure to their
sweetest morsels.

+ 5. Smell; odour. K\$o fig. Obs.
1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 15 This wyne drynketh of a

good verdure (deiicati odoris). 1589 Greene Tallies Lone
Wks. (Grosart] VII. 165 Let Hllies wither on the stalke,

and weare violets in thy hand, the one faire and vnsauorie,
the other blacke but of sweete verdure. 1594 R. Qarew]
Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 309 What is the cause, that
the excrements of brute beasts haue not so vnpleasant a
verdure, as those of mankind 'i 1601 Holland Pliny I.

377 The good Baulme .. in smell .. should have an harsh
verdeur. Ibid. 429 The Oile-oliue..hath of all other the
best verdure, and in tastexcelleth the rest. 1716 M, Davies
Athen. Brit. II. 351 The powerful Verdures of the foresaid
Allium, Cepa, &c.

6. fig. Kresh or flourishing condition.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Psalms lxxi. v, Do not then,

now age assaileth, Courage, verdure, vertue faileth, Do not
,

leave me cast away. X591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 49 Euen
so by Loue, the yong and tender wit Is turn'd to folly,

blasting in the Bud, Loosing his verdure, euen in the prime.
1619 Donne Lett. (1651)222 Whatsoever 1 should write now,
of any passages of these days, would lose their verdure
before the letter came to you. a 1664 Kath. Philips Poems
(1667) 44 In Youth she did attract 'for she The Verdure
had without the Vanity). 1670 Clarendon Contempt,
on Psalms Tracts (1727) 653 If he discontinues to give,
all his former bounties have lost their verdure, and wither
away. 17*6 Pope Odyss. xix. 149 My lord's protecting hand
alone would raise My drooping verdure, and extend my
praise. 1754 H. Walpole Lett. (1S46) III. 67, I am in no
fear of not finding you in perfect verdure. 1829 Lytton
Disowned x, Those years make the prime and verdure of !

our lives.

7. fig. Signs of gullibility ; = Gheen sb. 2 c.
1861 H. C Pennkll Puck on Pegasus 75 Perceiv'st thou

verdure in my eye?

Verdured (voudiuid), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

fl. Of wine: Having a (specified) taste. Obs.
1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe 111. xviii. (1541) 69 Moderate vse

j

of small wynes, clere and well verdured, is herein very com*
j

mendable. 1548 Udall Erasmus Par. Luke vi. 73 The I

sower verdured wyne of the oldc supersticion.

2. Clad with verdure or vegetation ; covered with
grass.

a 1718 T. Parnell Gift of Poetry (1894) 193 Lonely plea-
sure leads To verdur'd banks, to paths adoru'd with
flowers. 1798 W. Mavok Brit. Tourists V. 71 The terrific

ascent of St. Catherine's, .is well verdured. 1839 Arnold in

Life <S-
Corr. (1844) II. App. 398 There are two houses just

built by the roadside, and opposite to them a little patch of
ground just verdured. 1893 Scribiter's Mag. June 734 a
A peculiar valley .. made up of palisades and verdured
plateaus.

Verdureless (vaudiujles), a. [f. Verdure
+ -less.] Destitute of verdure ; lacking vegeta-
tion ; bare, bleak. (Kreq. from c 1850.)
18*4 Moir in Blackw. Mag. XVI. 394 The bright-feather'd

tribes of the sea . . bask on the verdureless brow of the deep.
1831 James Phil. Augustus xiv, My heart is like a branch
long broken from its stem, withered and verdureless. 1877
Dawson Orig. World viii, 181 It was a world uf bare,
rocky peaks, and verdureless valleys.

Verdurer, variant of Vekderer *.
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Verdurous (v3\idiur3s
,

)
a. Also 7-9 poet.

verd'rous. [f. Verdure + -ous.]

1. Of vegetation : Rich or abounding in verdure

;

flourishing thick and green.
1604 Drayton Moyses it. 51 The loathsome Hemlock as

the verdurous Rose, These filthy Locusts equally deuowre.
161a — Poly-olb. xv. 196 The sent-full Camomill, the ver-
durous Costmary. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder 1. 35 Where the
lowing Herd Chews verd'rous Pasture, c 1750 Shenstone
Economy 1. 129 Lovely as when th' Hesperian fruitage
smil'd Amid the verd'rous grove ! 1812 Cary Dante,
Purg. xxix. 89 Four animals, each crown'd with verdurous
leaf. 1835 J. P. Kennedy Horse Shoe A', xii, The rich,

verdurous and lively forest that encompassed this blighted
>pot. 1837 Howirr Rur. Life li. i. (1862) 89 Green fields

and verdurous trees or deep woodlands lying all round.
1885 Athenxum 23 May 669/ 1 Verduruus musses of foliage
and sward disposed with great simplicity and breadth.

fig. and transf. 1857 Willmott Pleas. Lit. xxiii. 148 Of
these, Philosophy is one of the most verdurous and throws
the broadest shadow. 1876 Blackie Songs Relig. <$ Life 197
With banners of gold and of silver, . .And verdurous power
in his path When he comes in the pride of the May.

b. Of places, etc. : Covered or clothed with
verdure; displaying a rich (green) vegetation.

1717 E. Kenton Poems 93 There the Flocks And Herds of
Phu;bus o'er the verd'rous Lawn Browze fatt'ning pasture.

1772 Sir W. Jones Seven Fount. Poems (1777) 37 Green
hillocks, .. And verdurous plains witii winding streams
Ledew'd. 1796 Coleridge To Chas. Lloyd 51 That ver-

durous hill with many a resting-place. t;i8i8 Keats Ep.
J. H. Reynolds 58 The verd'rous bosoms of those isles.

1856 K. A. Vaughan Mystics (1S60) II. 8o Spots like those
in the lowlands of Northern Germany, verdurous and seem,
ingly solid. 1892 Mrs. H. Ward David Grieve II. 303 A
playing wind sprang up, . .freshening the verdurous ways
through which they passed.

2. Consisting or composed of verdure.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 143 Yet higher then thir tops The

verdurous wall of Paradise up sprung. 1772 Nugent tr. Hist.
Er. Gerund I. 533 Why did not the Earth protend her
verdurous offerings. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vi. xxvii,
Clasping its gray rents with a verdurous woof, A hanging
dome of leaves. 1818 Keais Etuiym. ill, 420 Just when
the light of morn.. Stole through its verdurous matting of
fresh trees. 1860 Motley NetherI. (i363j I. v. 259 The
soldiers themselves, attired in verdurous garments of foliage
and flower-work, . .paraded the bridge.

3. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, verdure.
1820 Keats Ode to Nightingale iv, Through verdurous

glooms and winding mossy ways. 1851 Meredith London
by Lamplight xxiv, This night of deep solemnity, And ver-

durous serenity. 1859 Neale Disciples at Emmaits in

Seatonian P. (1864) 187 Every tinted leaf Opes its young
channel to the verdurous sap. 1883 Harper's Mag. July
166/1 Its verdurous hue is more noticeable than its elevation.

Hence Verdurousness.
1856 Lynch Lett, to Scattered (1872) 557 Many of them

\sc. sermons] have an invigorating verdurousness, and are
like the wide green fields.

Verd(u)ytt, obs. variants of Verdict.
Verdynggale, variant of Vahdingale Obs.

T Vere, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 4-5 veir, 5 veyr,
Sc. weyr, 6 Sc. weir. 0. 4 veer

v
e, 5 weere, 6

vear. y. 4-6 vere, 5 Sc. were. Sec also Vek^A. 1

[a. OF. ver masc. or vere fern. :—L. vPr Veh sb. 1
]

The season of spring ; spring-time.
a. C1325 Prose Psalterlxxui. 18 pou madesta'.le be cuntres

of perbe ; somer and veir, bou fonnedest po bynges. c 1400
tr. Secreta Secret. % Gov. Lordsh. 72 Veir bigynues wheunc
be sonne entres yn to |-e toknyuge of be sheepe. c 1470
Henky Wallace viil. 1697 Gud Wallace.. Ere^t 111 weyr
to Sanct Jhonstoun couth fair. 15x3 Doc<,las Hineid in.

i. 17 Scant begunnin was the fresch weir, Quhen that

Anchises..Bad ws mak sail. Ibid. x. Prol. 11 Fresche veir

to burgioun herblsand sweit flouris.

0. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 157 pe tyme Of Aperil, when
clothed is be mede, With newe grene, of lusty veer the

prime. 1388 Wyclik Ecclus. 1. 8 As a flour of rosis in the

daies of veer. 142a Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 243 The tyme
of weere is hole and moist i. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 244 b 2

Some say that the transfyguracion was made in veer. 1583
Melbancke Philotimus H iv, In vear, the husbandmen lop

their trees, to the intent that afterward they may growe the

better.

Y. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. ix. (Skeat) 1. 1 33 The same
yere maketh springes and jolite in Vere.. to renovel with

peinted coloures. (.1400 Soiudone Bab. (,65 In the prym*
sauns of grene vere. 1471 Ripley Comp. A.'ch. n. xii. in

Ashm. Theat. Chem. Brit. (1652) n8 And then be Wynter
and Vere nygh over-gon To the Est. 1509 Payne Evylt
Marr. {PercyJ 25 In tyme of vere when lovers lusty be.

a 1529 Skelton On Time Wks. 1843 I. 138 The rotys take

theyr sap in tyme of vere. 1563 Jack Juggler (E.E.D.S.j

36, I never use to run away in winter or in vere.

Hence f Vere-time, spring-time. Obs.
138a Wvclie Gen. xxxv. 16 He goon out thens, com in

veer tyme to the loond that ledith to Effratam. 1388 —
Ps. lxxiii. 17 Thou madist alle the endis of trthe; coiner

and veer tyme, thou fourmedi>t tho. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Leg. 48 b/i He wente thens and cam in veer tyme unto the
londe that goth to effratam.

+ Vere, v. Obs.—1 [Of obscure origin.] trans.

To raise up; to nplift.

13.. F.. E. A Hit. P. A. 254 That Iuel beune in gemmyz
gente, Vered vp her vyse with y}en graye.

Vere, ME. var. Febk sb., Fihe sb. ; obs. f.

Very a. ; obs. Sc. var. War jA. ; obs. f. Weak v.
;

Sc. f. Were (doubt) Obs.

Verecund (ve'r/ktrnd), a. [ad. L. verccund-tts

(whence obs. F. vtrecond (Cotgr.), It. vcreconJo,

Pg. verecum/o), f. vereri to leverence, fear.]

Modest, bashful ; shy, coy.

VERGE.
c 1550 Holland Crt. Venus 111. 325 Than said Venus vith

vult verecund, Say quhat }e will and keip 30W within bound.
1656 Blount Glossogr. (following Cotgrave,', Vmccund

y

modest, shamefae'd, demure, ba.-hfull. [Hence in later
Licts.J 187a ' Alifh Cheeji ' (Yeldham) Lays of Ind (1876)
2 One day this said vtrtcur.d Mr. McPherson He chanced
at a nautch to be present in person. 1873 Ruskin Eors
Clav. xxvii. 12 And veiecund Mr. M'-'Losb,. .has he no sug-
gestion to offer;

Hence Verecundity, Verecundness. rare" .

1721 Bailey, Verecundity^ Modesty, Bashfulness. 1727
Ibid. (vol. II), Verecundness, Modesty, .. Yerc-Lundity.

t Verecundious, a. Obs.- 1
[f. prec.

+

-10U.S.] Characterized or accompanied by modesty.
a 1639 WorroN in Reiia, (1651J 160 Your brow proclameih

much fidelity, a certain vciecundiuus generosity giuceth
your eyes.

So f Verecundous a. [ ors.] Obs.~~°
1656 Blount, Verecundous, modest, shamefae'd, demure.

t Verefiance. Obs- 1
[f. verejy Verify v. r

-AjfCE.] Verification, confirmation.
c 1450 Lovelich Grail xliv. 113 To morwen sthule^e htm

alle se To londe aryven, .. Whiche to 50W schal ben ^ret
verefiaunce And gret fultihenge to ^cure cteaunct.

Verefie, -fy, obs. ff. Verify. Verejouse, obs.

f. Verjuice. Verelaie, obs. f. Vireiav. Vereli,
-liche, -ly(e, -lyche, obs. ff. Verily adv.

tVerement. Obs~° (See quot.')

c 1440 Promp. Patv. 56/2 Buschtmtnt, or vtrtment,
cuueus. [Also 508/2.]

Veren, obs. pi. f. were, pa. t. of Re v.

Veresimilous, var. Verisimiu ua a. Obs.

Veretie, obs. Sc. form of Verity',

Veretilliform, a. Zool, [f. mod.L. Veretill-

um i- -(i)form.] Having the form of a member of

Veretillum, the typical genus of VeretiIIidse
t

a

family of pennatuloid polyps.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 270/2 The ordinary or VeretiUiform

HoTothuriae. 1891 in Cent. Diet.

Verey(e, -liche, obs. ff. Very, Verily.

Vergaloo. U. S. Also vergaleu, virgaloo,

-ieu. [var. of VlRGOULEL'SE, prob. taken as a pi.]

The white doyenne or Warwickshire bergamot.
1828-32 Webster, / V/^VM/fMf^,aspeciesofpear; contracted

to vergaloo. 1840 j. Bubl Farmer's Comp. ^6y It is as easy
10 cultivate the vergaleu as it is the choke pear. 1845 A. J .

Downing Fruits <V Fruit-trees A titer. 373 Virgalieu, of New
York. . .Virgaloo, Liergaloo, of some American gardens. ..It

is an old French variety, but with us, is in the most perfect

health.

t Ve rgantine. Obs. rare. [a. older Sp. ver-

gantin (Sp. bergantin, Pg. bergantini) Brigaktink.]
— Brigantine I.

1578 T. N[icholasJ tr. Conq. IV. India 1S Hee then
bought a Carvell and Yergantine. 1648 Gai.ic West Ind. 38
Hernando Cortez went. .from Ihaxcallan to Mexico, to

besiege it by land and by water, with Vergantines which
for that purpose he had caused to be made.

Verge (v5jdg),j£.l Also 6-7 verdge, viergo,

7 varge. [a. OF, (also mod.F.) verge ( — It. verga)

:—L. virga rod, etc. : cf. Virgk.]
I. 1. f a. The male organ ; the penis. Obs."1

a 1400 Stockh. Med. MS. i. 343 in Amglia XVIII. 303 >if

be verge be brente, As man of woman may so be scheme.

b. Zool. [After mod.F, use.] The male organ

of a mollusc, crustacean, or other invertebrate.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 114 All [sea-snails].,

tiiat have this orifice, or verge, as some call it, on the right

side. 185a Dana Crust. I. 242 The male verges are similar

in position. 1861 Hclme tr. Moqum-Tandon 11. vii. 333
In these animals the sexts may be separated or united.

The males are generally provided with a verge or spiculum.

t 2. Arch. 'The shaft of a column, or a small

ornamental shaft in Gothic architecture* (Parker).

Obs."1

1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy it. 653 If I schulde rehersen

by and by |-'e korve knottes by crafte ot masounry, pe
frtsche enbowyng, with vcrgis iv#. as linys [etc),

t3. A species of torch or candle. Obs. rare.

1494-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 653 Pro factura vii*

torchez, xij torchettes, cum iiij vergez pro capella d'ni

Prioris. 1500-1 Ibid. 656, ij torches, iij tonhetez, ij verges.

4. a. A rod or wand carried as an emblem ol

authority or symbol of otfice; a staff of office; a

warder, f sceptre, mace, f Sergeant of the verge
t

- Skkgkant sb. 8 b,

1494 Ilouseh. Ord. (1790) 124 The abbott to take to her

her scepter and her verge to her hand. 1514 in Ellis Orig.

Lett. Ser. it. I. 251 The said Cardinall. .delivered her the

Scepter in her right hande, and the vieige of the hand of

Justice in her lyfte hand. 1566 Aulingtos Apideius

11, I pray you tell me what meaneth these servitours

that follow you and these roddes or verges which they

beare ? 1602 Segar Hon., Mil. <$ Civ. iv. viii. % 4. 218 To this

decree of Archduke belongeth a Surcoat ; . . hee also bearelh

a Verge or rod of gold. 1609 Holland Amm. Manell.

divb, He u>ed to go before the Emperour with a golden

Verge or Warder. 1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 22 Io

support his [the King's] right Arm.. whilst he held the

Regal Verge or Scepter. 1688 Holmk Armoury iv. xiu

(Koxb.) 506, 1 Then marched the sergeants of the Verge of

the Guildhall in Paris. 1708 h Chambeklavne St. <''•?"'•

1. 11. vi. (1710) 62 Putting into his Hand a Verge of Gold.

i7oi Hurke App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 530 His nund will be

heated as much by the sight of a sceptre, a mace or a

verge. 1867 1st Rep. Commissioners Pubt. »* orship 38/*

Have you any cross or other emblem earned in procession

in your church ?-On!y a verge. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit.

Fleet 151 The verge formerly borne in stale before a newly.

appointed member of the board.



VERGE.

t b. A rod or wand put in a person's hand when
taking the oath of fealty to the lord on being
admitted as a tenant, and delivered back on the
giving up of the tenancy. Also in phr. tenant by
the verge. Obs.
1607 J. Norden Surv. Dint, in. 101 Tenants of Ease

tenure, are they that hold by verge at the will of the Lord.
1628 Coke On Litt. 61 Tenants] by the Verge are in the
same nature as tenants by copy of Court roll. 1651 tr.

Kitchins Courts Leet (1675) 161 Plow-holders of base tenure
are those which hold by Verge at the Will of the Lord.
5. fa. A chariot-pole. Obs.- 1

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. v. iv. § 13. 25 They will . . run
vpon the vergies [L. per temonem], and stand stedfastly
vpon the beames [L. in jugo), and quickly recouer them-
selues backe againe into the waggons.

b. A rod, wand, or stick, rare.
1897 Church Q. Rev. 5 The Pope's pastoral staff gradually

swallowed up the sceptres of kings, as Aaron's verge de-
voured the other rods.

1 6. An accent-mark. Obs.—1

1555 Eden Decades ill. vii. (Arb.) 166 The names.. are
pronounced with thaccent, as yowe may know by the
verge sette ouer the heddes of the vowels.

7. Watchmaking. The spindle or arbor of the
balance in the old vertical escapement.
1704 in J. Harris Lex, Techn. I. 1757 Phil. Trans. L.

201 In the. .clock, .the verge, that carries the pallets, was
bent downwards. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic
$21 The socket..!* turned pretty small on the outside, in
order to allow the arbors of the detents to be laid a-; close
to the verge as may be. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 145
He. .contrived to break the verge of one watch and the
cylinder of another. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm.
279 The Verge, .has no pretensions to accuracy in presence
of such escapements as the Lever and Chronometer.

b. ellipt. A verge watch (see next).
1871 ' M, Legrand ' Cambr. Freshm. iii, Mr. Samuel had

previously worn an antiquated verge, once the property of
the worthy Captain. 1904 Times 11 July 2/6 The watch
was simply described as a gold verge with seal.

c. attrib, and Comb., as verge escapement, -file,

hole, -maker, -pivot, spring, watch.
1792 Trans. Soc. Arts X. 217 Common verge watches

have no oil upon the pallets. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 508 The verge-pivots of a good sized pocket-
watch. 1841 Civil Eng. tf Arch. Jml. IV. 29/1 The end
of the screw is attached to a strong verge spring. 1858
SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Verge-maker, a maker of pallets;
a branch of the watch-movement trade. 1875 Knight Diet.
Jllech. 2707/1 I'erge-file, a fine file with one safe side,
formerly used in working on the verge of the old vertical
escapement. Ibid. 2708/1 The vertical or verge escape-
ment is old-fashioned. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y

Clockm. 128 In good clocks the pallets and verge holes are
jewelled.

8. a. A part of a stocking-frame (see quot.).
1851-4 Tondinson's Cycl. Use/. Arts (1867) II. 877/1 In

front of the needle-bar is a small piece of iron, called the
verge, to regulate the position of the needles.

b. U.S. That part of a linotype machine which
carries the pawls by which the matrices are released

;

an escapement pawl link.

In recent use.

II. 1 9. & A measure of length or superficies

for carpentry work. Obs.~°
C 1440 Promj>. Parv. 508/3 Verge, yn a wrytys werke,

virga ta.

fb. Verge of land [tr. OF. verge de ierre,

med.L. virga terrse], = Virgate. Obs. rare.
1467-8 Rolls ofPartt. V. 609/1 A mese, iii verge of Land,

..iii Acres of Medowe. 1651 tr. A'iichin's Courts Leet
(1675) 152 Upon two Verges of Land are built houses. 1672
Cornell"s Interf>r., Yardland

. .is a quantity of Land
various, according to the place... It is called a Verge of
Land, anno 28 E. 1, Statute of Wards.
IIL 10. Within the verge, within an area sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the Lord High Steward,
defined as extending to a distance of twelve miles
round the King's court. Also with in, and freq.

const, of (the court, etc.). Obs. exc. Hist.
The phrase is a rendering of AF. dedeinz la verge (in

Anglo-L. infra virgam), in which verge originally referred
to the Steward's rod of office (see sense 4 a) ; in early use
the full expression verge de noster hostel (L. virga hospitii
tiostri) is employed. In the 18th century commonly denot-
ing the precincts of Whitehall as a place of sanctuary.
1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c 14 § 1 The Lorde Stuarde of

the Kynges House. .wythin the Verge and Justices of
Assize, and Justices of the Peace,.. have also power to
inqwercof every Defaulte. 1529 fa Fiddes Wolsey n.
(1726) 177 According to the ancient custom us'd within
your verge. 1591 Lam bar de Archeion (1635) 38 That the
Alarshall of the Kings House have the place of the King,
to heare and determine Pleas of the Crowne within the
Verge. 1604 Proclam. Prices Victuals 10 July, The
Clarkes of the market of our Houshold within the Verge of
our Court. 1643 in Clarendon Hist. Red. vi. § 231 That
both He, and the Lord Herbert, . . may likewise be restrain'd
from coming within the Verge of the Court. 1669 K.
Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. 244 Murders, .committed in

the Court or within the Verge, which is every way within
12 miles of the chief Tunnel of the Court. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 101 ? 7 Men and Women were allowed to meet
at Midnight in Masques within the Verge of the Court. 1764
in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 375 M. D'Eon who
was to have receiv'd his sentence on fryday last.. chose
rather to take post in the neighbourhood of Whitehall, in

the Verge of the Court. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 448/1 The
original court of the marshalsea is a court of record, to
hear and determine causes between the servants of the
king's household and others within the verge.

trans/. 1606 Bi\ Andrewes Serpn. (1841) II. 202 We were
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not only within the dominion, but within the verge, nay
!
even within the very gates of death.

b. Hence The verge [of the court), employed
! with other prepositions or in other constructions

to designate this area or jurisdiction.

1529 in FiddesWolsey 11. (1726) 177 All manner of victuals
within the precinct of the verge. 1614 Nottingham Rec.
IV. 319 Ye Clarke of the Markett for the verge. 1641
Termes de la Ley 261 The Coroner of the Kings house.,
cannot intermeddle within the County forth of the Verge,
because that his office extendeth not thereunto. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 431, I got safe into the
verge of the court, where I kept snug. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. IIL 76 By the statute of 13 Kic. II. st. 1. c. 3. .the
verge of the court in this respect extends for twelve miles
round the king's place of residence. 1813 H. & J. Smith
Horace in Lond. 75 Place me beyond the verge afar,

Where alleys blind the light debar. 1865 Nichols Britton
I. p. xxxiv, This officer [of measures] appears to have been
styled Clerk, or Keeper, of the Market ; and his duties were
generally united with those of the Coroner of the Verge.
attrib. 1708 J. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Gt. Brit. (1710)

[538 Officers of the Hall.. .Marshalsea.. .Verge. Ibid.\

Index, Verge Officers, [p.] 538.

c. Court of {the) Verge: (see quot. 1730).
1647 ^T

- Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lxviii. 285 All cases.,
of trespassis vi et armis, where one [party].. was of the
houshold, were handled in the court of the Verge, or the
Marshals court. 1682 Ll'ttrell Brie/ Ret. (1857J I. 159
Sir Phillip Lloyd . . haveing been tried at the court of verge
for killing one Mr. Holborne. 1730 Bailey (fol.), Court of
Verge, is a Court or Tribunal in the Manner of a King's
Bench, which takes Cognisance of all Crimes and Mis-
demeanours committed within the Verge of the King's
Court. 1904 Mary Bateson in Scottish Hist. Soc. Misc.
II. 11 A well-developed Court of the Verge, presided over
by the Constable, is here revealed in the Scotland of 1305.

11. The bounds, limits, or precincts ofa particular

place. Chiefly after the preps, within, in, out of.

The examples placed under (<i'i keep closer to the original

use (see sense 10) than those under ip).

(a) 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111. (1692) I. 411 The
English and Dutch Merchants within the Verge of the
Castle [of Dublin], a 1668 Davenant Poems (1673) 210 Th'
Aldermen by Charter, title lay ("Cause writ 'ith City's
Verge) to my new play. 1693 Southerns Maid's last

Prayer iv. i, I wou'd not be known by any good will out
of the verge of Whitehall. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II.

xxxvt. 294 She should be beheaded within the verge of the
Tower. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Lid/ord, The
parish [of Lidford] may. .compare with any in the kingdom,
the whole forest of Dartmore being in the verge of it.

0) 1650 Fuller Pisgah 394 Probably there were some
wells within the verge of the Temple. 1703 Dami-ier Voy.
III. 1. 13 The Canary Islands are.. within the usual Verge
•f the True or General Trade-Wind. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Ace. E. Ind. II. xlvit. 165 Whatever Animal comes
within the Verge of a Temple, it is secured from Pursuit or
Violence. 1772-84 Cook's 3rd Voy. L iii. I. 31 This shews
that the Cape de Verde Islands are either extensive enough
to break the current of the trade-wind, or that they are
situated just beyond its verge, i860 Hawthorne Marb.
Faun xxxviii, All splendour was included within its [sc.

the cathedral's] verge.

fig. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 633 The chamber.. Is privi-

leg'd beyond the common walk Of virtuous life, quite in the
verge of heav'n.

+ b. In //. in the same sense. Obs* rare.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 46 The Circle of the Throne

. .is thus conceived to be drawn about it, but so near that
the Beasts. .will have the same faces appear within the
verges of the Throne that appeared without. 1690 C. Nesse
O. ff N. Test. I. 324 This only of all Jacob's children was
born within the verges of the land of Canaan.

f 12. In phrases (as prec). a. The range, sphere,

or scope of something ; all that is naturally in-

cluded or comprehended under a particular concept,

category, etc. Obs. (common in 17th c).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 219 Voide
ground in the towne from the walls to the houses.. is not
within the verge of my Geometry. 1633 P. Fletcher Purp.
1st. 1. xlvi, He. .gave it. .a perfect motion, To move it self

whither it self would have it, And know what falls within
the verge of notion, 1664 Owen Vind. Animad. Fiat Lux
Wks. 1855 XIV. 294 These things are without the verge of
Christian religion,—chimeras, towers and palaces in the air.

1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 188 They fall within the verge of
that dispensation. 1717 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. III. 35 Made
without the Verge of the ancient Laws of that Kingdom.
1734 Treat. Grig. % Progr. Fees 34 They do not fall within
the Verge of my Undertaking in the present.

transf. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 1. iii, Nay, brother,
you reach out o' th Verge now.

+ b. The pale or limit of a class or community.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev v. vi, We will live inclos'd

In holy verge of some religious order. 1649 Jer. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. 1. 57 As he was included in the vierge of
Abrahams posterity. 1699 Shaftesb. Charac. II. I. I. § 1

'Tis as hard to persuade, .the other [sort] that there is any
Virtue out of the Verge of their particular Community.
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ., Dwarf'(1778) I. 188 Driven out
of their own proper class into the very verge of another.

f c. The power, control, or jurisdiction of a
person or persons. Obs.
1648 Milton Observ. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 573 For

the Conscience, we must have patience till it be within our
verge. 1653-4 Whitelocke Jrnl. Swed. Emb. (1772) I.227
The master of the ceremonies (as in his own verge) imperi-
ously urged Whitelocke to pledge the health. 1676 Marvell
Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 143 The dextrous bishops.,
hooked within their verge, all the business and power that
could be catch'd. 1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit (1711)
291 Engag'd in wise Dispute about certain Walks and Pur-
lieus, whether they are in the Verge of God or the Devil.

IV. 13. The edge, rim, border, or margin of
some object of limited size or extent. Now rare.

VERGE.
'459 Paston Lett. I. 468, ij. galon pottes of silver wrethyn,

the verges gilt. Ibid., ij. flagons of silver, with gilt verges.
1482 Ibid. 1 1 1. 282 A scochen . . with a scripture wretyn in the
verges therof rehersyng thise wordes, ' Here lieth Margret
Paston [etc.]'. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed IIL 1337/1
About the verges [of the coins] was written ; Francis of
France duke of Brabant. 1616 B. Jonson Masques, Hy-
menal 926 A transparent veile . .whose verge, returning up,
was fastened [etc.]. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Love Un-
kttown 25 A boyling caldron, round about whose verge Was
in great letters set Affliction. 1673-4 Grew Anat. Trunks
1. i. § 14 On the inner Verge of the Barque, stands another
Sort of Sap-Vessels, in one slender and entire Ring.
1716 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 256 A Gravestone, round
the verges of which [etc.]. 1747 Gray Death Fav. Cat 29
Again she bent, Nor knew the gulf between... The slippVy
verge her feet beguil'd, She tumbled headlong in. 1864
Boutkll Hist. $ Pop. Her. xix. § 5 (ed. 3) 310 The Verge of
the Escutcheon charged with 4 half Fleurs de lys or. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. 111. i, He stood on the verge of the rug.

tb. With a and pi., etc.: A brim or rim; a
circle of metal, etc. Obs.

1561 J. Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 64 b, A raine-
bow lyke an Emeraud compasseth or incloseth it as a
verdge. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 59 The inclusiue
Verge Of Golden Mettall, that must round my Brow. 1621
Ainsworth Annot. Pentat. (1639) 102 These Cups. .had
verges at the bottome, that they might rest upon the table.

1649 Markham Eng. Housew. 11. ii. 116 Then having rold
the coffin flat, and raised up a small verdge of an inch, or
more high, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 129 There
is another [statue] . . whose garments and all are marble . . and
a verge all down before and round ye neck with ye figures
of the Apostles done in Embroydery as it were.

+ C. Bot. (See quots.) Obs.

1704 Diet. Rust. (1726), Verge,, .among Florists, ..is taken
for the edge or outside of a Leaf; as A dented Verge. 1728
Chamuers Cycl. s,v., Among Florists, a dented Verge, is a
jagged edge or outside of a Leaf.

d. Arch. (See quots.) Cf. Verge-board.
1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. §83 To give a slight incli-

nation to the verge or border-slates, where they butt against
brick- work. Ibid. § 849 The verges are the external edge of
the tiling in gables, which are covered with lime and hair,

or Roman cement. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 475/2 Verge, the
edge of the tiling projecting over the gable of a roof.

14. The extreme edge, margin, or bound of a

surface of an extensive nature, but regarded as

having definite limits. Also occas. without const.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. i. 93 The furthest Verge That
euer was suruey'd by English eye. 1603 Marston Ant. 4*

Mel. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 30 The shuddering morne that flakes,

With silver tinctur, the east vierge of heaven. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. 1. 73 The spacious verge of that well peopled
Towne. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 1038 Here Nature first

begins Her fardest verge, and Chaos to retire. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India a> P. 16 To return to Johanna ; the innermost
part we suppose to be fruitful, by what the Verge of it

declares. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 944 Sad. .he sits, And
views the main that ever toils below, Still fondly form-

ing in the farthest verge. 1735 So.uekvillk Chase 111. 549
Close to the Verge Of a small Island. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) 111. 337 The jackall. .pursues even to the verge
of the city, and often along the streets. 1791 Mrs. Kad-
cliffe Rom. Forest )\ f

T\\e first tender tints of morning now
appeared on the verge of the horizon. 1829 Scott Rob Roy
Imrod. P 2 He owed his fame in a great measure to his

residing on the very verge of the Highlands. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. ling. iii. I. 342 About a day's journey south of Leeds,
on the verge of a wild moorland tract, lay an ancient manor.
1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. iii. 53 On the western verge
of Egypt.

b. fig. The end of life.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 71 f 11 The computer.,
believes that he is marked out to reach the utmost verge of
human existence. 1864 Pusey Leet. Dauiel(i8j6) 503 The
utmost verge of this life. 1874 Holland Mistr. Manse
xxvii, It had the power to stay his feet Yet longer on the

verge of life. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrosian 55 The mind
was wandering, as it often does On the dim verge of life.

c. The utmost limit to which a thing or matter

extends ; the distinctive line of separation between

one subject and another.

1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla V. 406 Having lived up to

the very verge of his yearly income. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
x, He carried his dislike to youthful amusements beyond the

verge that religion and reason demanded. 1820 Hazlitt
Leet. Dram. Lit. 173 Sforza's resolution, .is. .out of the

verge of nature and probability. 1870 Emerson See, <$ Solit.,

Work <$• Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 70 The verge or confines of

matter and spirit. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Libr. (1892)

I. v. 180 The very outside verge of the province permitted

to the romancer.

15. a. The extreme edge of a cliff or abrupt

descent. Used absol. or with of.

(a) 1605 J. Rosier in Capt. Smith Virginia (1624) 19 The
rocky clifts. .are all overgrown with Fine,.. and Oke, as the

Verge is with Gousberries [etc.]. 1728 Eliza Hevwood tr.

Mme. de Gomez" Belle A. (1732) II. 61 He fell off the Verge
he had been so bold to climb, dying the Sea with his

Blood. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 519 His steed.., wheeling

swiftly round, Or e'er his hoof had press'd the crumbling

verge, Baffled his rider, sav'd against his will ! 1813 Byron
Corsair 1. xvi, The verge where ends the cliff, begins the

beach. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra II. 234 In the centre of

this basin yawned the mouth of the pit. Sanchica ventured

to the verge and peeped in.

(b) 1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 320 Like a man that walks
upon the utmost verge of a river's brink. 1817 Moore Lalla
R., Fire- Worshippers iv. 128 The mighty Ruins. .Upon the

mount's high, rocky verge. 1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt.
Blanc 23 This rock is seated upon the verge of a precipitous

eminence. 1863 Baring-Gould Icetamt 257 Thorbjorn
shouted and brought Grettir and bis brother to the verge

of the cliff".

fig. 174a Young Nt. Th. 1. 62 My hopes and fears.. o'er

life's narrow verge Look down—on what? a fathomless



VERGE.
abyss. 1760 Gray Let. to Wharton 22 June, You see him
[i.e. Sterne] often tottering on the verge of laughter.

1817 Jas. Mill Brit, India II. iv. viii. 276 The fortunes
of Hyder tottered on the verge of a precipice. 1849 Sir J.
Graham in Parker Life .y Lett. (1907) II. iv. 86 He is now
tottering on the verge of the grave. 1861 Sir G. Trsvelyam
Horace at Athens iii. (1862) 39 We still consume. .Veal
that is tottering on the verge of beef.

b. The margin of a. river or the sea. Also with-

out const.

1606 Svi.vestfr Du Hartas if. iv. Tropheis 1157 The
fiowry Verge that longst all Jordan lies. 1614 Gorges
Lncan 1. 26 Where the Tarbellians bound at large A calmed
sea, with crooked varge. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia iv.

Ill Vpon the verge of the Riuer there are fiue houses. 1814
Scott Ld. ofIsles v. vii, The leaders urge Their followers to
the ocean verge. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 163
There, at length, on the verge of the ocean, ..the imperial
race turned desperately to bay. 1878 SuSAN Phillips On
Seaboard 81 What do they [sc. ships] bring to us? wno..
Sport by the verge and gather rosy shells.

fig. 1843 Neale Hymnsfor Sick 23 And when I tread the
utmost verge Do Thou divide the flood.

o. poet. The horizon.
182a Byron Hear. <y Earth 1. in, Their brazen-colour'd

edges streak The verge where brighter morns were wont to
break. 1847 Tennyson Princ. vn. 23 She. .sees a great
black cloud. .Blot out the slope of sea from verge to shore.

16. With a and pi. A limit or bound ; a limit-

ing or bounding belt or strip. Somewhat rare.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. 1. 16 Within the narrow verges

of this mortal life. 1667 Milton P. L. XI. 877 Serve they as
a flourie verge to binde The fluid skirts 0fth.1t same watrie
Cloud? 1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 6 A verge, six yards
broad, on two sides, is filled with a variety of Forest-trees.

1851 Meredith Death of Winter 19 He melts between the
border sheen And leaps the flowery verges. 185a Wiggins
Embanking 136 Such pasturable verges or grassy fringes as
have already been subject to acts of ownership.

b. spec. A narrow grass edging separating a

flower border, etc., from a gravel walk.
1718 Chambers Cyct. s.v. Grass-plot, The Quarters, or

Verges, are to be prepared with . . Earth to lay the Turf on.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Verge. .'in Gardening. .is gener-
ally understood to be a Slip of Grass which joyns to Gravel
Walks, and divides them from the Borders in the Parterre
Garden. 1858 Glenny Gard. Every-day Bk. 71/1 The
verges of green turf, so apt to encroach upon the gravel-
walks and inwardly upon the beds.
attrib. and Comb. 1822 Loudon Encycl. Gard. § 617 Verge-
Shears., are a smaller variety, in which the blades are joined
to the handles by kneed shanks, to lessen stooping in the
operator. They are chiefly used for trimming the sides of
box-edgings [ed. 1824 adds and grass-verges]. 1882 Garden
28 Jan. 65/1 Verge cutting and levelling of turf.

17. The brink or border ^/"something towards
which there is progress or tendency (from without)

;

the point at which something begins. Usually in

the phrases on or to the verge of.

Various types of context are illustrated by the different
groups of quotations.

(a) 1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. Induct., I will, .ding his
spirit to the verge of hell. 1718 Pope Iliad xv. 14 His senses
wandering to the verge of death. 1740 Smollett Regie, iv.

ii, But let us seize him on the verge of bliss. 1791 Cowper
Iliad v. 787 Sheer into his bone He pierced him, but . .Jove
Him rescued even on the verge of fate. 1820 Scott Abbot
xiii, Her maternal fondness for her grandson . . carried almost
to the verge of dotage. 1842 J. Peddie Exp. fonah v. 88
He seems to have been driven to the very verge of despair.
a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 5 Spencer. . was
more than once brought to the verge of ruin by his violent
temper. 1884 L'pool Mercury 22 Oct. 5/4 He was jealous
and volatile to the verge'of insanity.

(*) '754 Johnson Let. to Chesterfield 7 Feb., I have been
pushing on my work . . and have brought it, at last,to the verge
of publication. 177a Shrubsole & Denne Hist. Rochester
35 The nation seemed on the verge of a civil war. 1848
W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 599 A generous
city., driven to the verge of revolt. 1851 Robertson Serm.
Ser. 11. xi. (1864) 145 Such men tread, .on the very verge of
a confession. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. JVeighb. xxiv,
I had driven Catherine Weir to the verge of suicide.

(c) 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 121, 1 was now upon the
verge of the proper season for action. 1876 Mozley Univ.
Serm. v. (ed. 2) 107 Just before death.. his expressions and
signs upon the verge of that moment awaken our curiosity.
(d) 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 173 [This]

brings us to the verge of modern astronomy. 1862 Sir B.
Brodik Psyckol.'Inq. II. iv. 138 We are here on the verge
of an inquiry which has perplexed thegreatest philosophers.
eltipt. 1859 Meredith/?. Feverel xxxviii, She touched on

delicate verges to the baronet, and h« understood her well
enough.

b. With vbl. sbs. On the verge of on the very

point of (doing something).
1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 123 He.. reached the

town to find., the commons and the gentlemen on the verge
of fighting. 1858 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 42 We were on
the very verge of granting an.. annuity. 1887 [?Miss
Ingham] Poor Nellie (1888) 91 Twice she was on the verge
of telling all.

18. The space within a boundary ; room, scope.

Also const, to or for.
Chiefly in echoes of quot. 1757.
1690 Drypen Don Sebastian 1. i, Let fortune empty her

whole quiver on me, I have a Soul, that like an ample
Shield Can take in all; and verge enough for more. 1757
Gray Bard 51 Give ample room, and verge enough 1 he
characters of hell to trace. 1837 I,ockuart Scott II. i. 8
The bard,, had ample room and verge enough, .for every
variety of field sport, i860 Hawthorne Marb. Faun xxiv,

In this vast housc.agreat-grandsireandall his descendants
might find ample verge. 1877 * H. A. Page * De Quincey I.

xiii. 283 When numbers of freebooters found ample verge
for their predatory propensities.

b. Jig. and in fig. context.
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1836 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 338 In no other
country was there so little verge, far le>s encouragement,
allowed to theological speculation. 1863 I). G. Mitchell
My Farm ofEdgewood 283 Here is verge, surely, for a man's
cultivation. 1879 M. Pattison Milton 178 Not giving verge
enough for the sweep of his soaring conception.

t Verge, sb.~ Obs. rare. [f. Verge v. 2
] The

act of verging or inclining to or towards some
object, etc.

1661 Glanvif.l Van. Dogtn. 223 If by this verge to the

other extream, I can bring the opinionative Confident but
half the way. 166a — Lux Orient, xiv. 119 Though they
have had.. their Verges towards the body and its joys, as
well as their Aspires to nobler, .objects.

Verge (vaidg), v. 1 Also 7 verdge. [f. Vergk
aw
f 1. trans, a. To provide with a specified kind

of verge or border ; to edge. Chiefly in passive.

Also with about. Obs.

1605 J. Rosier in Capt. Smith Virginia (1624) \. 20 An
equall plaine.. verged with a greene border of grasse. 1621
Markham Prev. Hunger 13 This Net shall be verdgd on
each side with very strong Corde. [Hence in later works.]
1625— Bk. Hon. 11, x. § 10 Long Mantles, .verdged about
with a small fringe of siluer. 1708 IVeio View of London
I. 101/1 The Figures of a Man and a Woman in Brass, and
the Stone verged with Plates of the same.

b. To bound or limit by something, rarer—l t

1759 Mills tr. DuhameVs Hush. 1. viii. 20 Sending, .for
horse-dung, to manure those very lands which never fail of
bang verg'd, or bottom'd, by a substance, .more proper for
the end they aim at.

c. To form the verge or limit of.

1817 Chalmers Astron. Disc. iv. (1830) 132 How to draw
the vigorous land-mark which verges the field of legitimate
discovery.

d. To pass along the verge or edge of ; to skirt.

1890 F. Barrett Betiv. Life <y Death II. xxviii. 179 The
chariot can verge the dais all the way.
2. intr. a. To be contiguous or adjacent to ; to

lie on the verge of. Const, on or upon, along.

1787 G. White Selborne vii, Forests and wastes .. are of
considerable service to neighbourhoods that verge upon
them. i8ai Clare /'/'//. Minstr. II, 37 The air was still;

The blue mist, thinly scatter'd round, Verg'd along the
distant hill. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. % It. Note-Bks. (1872)
I. 11 The Place de la Concorde.., verging on which is the
Champs Elysees.

b. To border on or upon some state, condition,

etc. (Cf. Verge v.% 3.)

1815 [see Vergency']. 1827 Faraday Cheat. Manip. vii.

(1842J 197 Mercury or zinc require one [sc. a temperature]
verging upon, or even surpassing, a red heat. 1853 C.
Bronte Villette xviii, Your generosity must have verged
on extravagance. 1874 H. K. Reynolds John Bapt. v. §3.
352 Philo, however, verges on allowing the Adyos to be the
centre of the personality of God.
fig. 184a Tennyson Gardener's Dau. 71 Vague desires.,

made. .all kinds of thought, That verged upon them,
sweeter than the dream [etc.].

3. To rise up so as to show the edge. rare~ x
.

1726-46 Thomson Winter S6S Wish'd Spring returns; and
..The welcome sun, just verging up at first, By small
degrees extends the swelling curve !

Hence Verging ppl. a.

1796 W. H. Marshall IV. England I. 165 Wild Deer.,
were found very injurious to the verging crops.

Verge (vsidg), v.'1 [ad. L. vergJre to bend,
incline, turn. Cf. Converge v., Diverge v.]

1. intr. Of the sun : To descend toward the

horizon ; to sink, or begin to do so. Also transf.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tr. 11. xxv, Yet when he [the

sun] verges, or is hardly ris. She [the moon] the vive image
of her absent brother is. 1815 Scott Talism. iii, The light
was now verging low, yet served the knight still to discern
that they two were no longer alone in the forest. 1800 K.
Bridges Indolence Poems (1912) 270 The summer day Had
verged already on its hot decline.

2. To move in a certain direction (esp. down-
wards) ; also, to extend or stretch.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Somerset (1662) 33 Henceforward
the Sun of the Kings cause declined, verging more and
more Westward, till at last it set in Cornwal. 173a Port:
Ess. Man 1, 59 So Man.. Touches some wheel, or verges to
some goal. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. cv. (1783) IV. 6
A tear, .still upon the back of my hand, verging to the very
finger that [etc.]. Ibid, exxvi. 149 The higher we climb.,
the nearer to the gods..: as we verge towards earth., we con-
volve with the dirt. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 513/1 Verge
not downwards, a precipice lies under the earth. 182a ' B.
Cornwall' Misc. Poems, Hall of Eblis, The pillars.,

verged away In long innumerable avenues. 1886 Mrs.
Hungf.rford Lady Branksmere i, Towards this rather
dilapidated apartment they always verge when perplexed.
fig. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 430 Learning, once the man's

exclusive pride, Seems verging fast towards the female side.

b. To diverge or deflect ; to run or trickle off.

169a Bentlev Boyle Led. 215 The Epicurean theory, of
atoms descending down an infinite space, .and verging from
the perpendicular no body knows why. 1780 S. J. Pratt
Emma Corbett (ed. 4) II. 74 The tear had verged off,

possibly wnile he was bowing.

3. To incline or tend, to approach or draw near,

towards or to some state or condition. Also with
advb. complement. (Cf. Verge v.1 2 b.)

(a) 1664 H. More Myst. Inia., Apol. 514 Presbytery, .that
verges nearer towaid Populacy or Democracy. 1837
Carlylk Fr, Rev. 1. 11. iv, A man of light wit, verging to-

wards fourscore. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. lvi. 135 At
a time when the people is supposed to have been verging

J

toward utter degeneracy. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith 1

Introd. § 5. 19 The more human knowledge progresses, the
more does man. .verge towards the infinite.

(b) ai6yy Barrow Sertn. xvi'u Wks. 1686 III. 195 The '

VERGENT.
farther we go on, especially in a bad course, the nearer we
verge to the dregs of our life. 173a Arrutmnot Rules of
Diet 256 Where the Blood verges to the contrary State.
«737_P0PE Let. to Swift 23 Mar., The nearer I find myself
verging to that period of life which is to be labour and
sorrow. 1762-71 H. Wai.pole / 'ertucs A need. Paint.
(1786) IV. Advt.6 As refinement generally verges to extreme
contrarieties. 1883 Scott Quentin D. Introd., A man
whose credit was actually verging to decay. 1844 Thirl-
wall Greece VIII. Ixi. 125 When the reign of Demetrius was
verging to its close. 1851 Trench Poems 14 When I began
First to verge upward to a man. 1865 Parkman France in
Amer. ii. (1876) 16 Vet, verging to decay, she [Spain] had
an ominous and appalling strength.

(c) 1776 Bentham Fragm. Govt. iv. Wks. 1843 I. 288/2 It

is not that,.. or any discourse verging that way, that can
tend to give him the smallest satisfaction. 1837 Caklyle
Fr. Rev. 1. 1. ii, In such a decadent age, or one last verging
that way.

b. Const, to with inf. rare~x
.

1818 CoLEBROOKE Import Colonial Corn 45 A country in
which capital has accumulated, population become dense, .

.

is necessarily a manufacturing one, or verging to become so.

C. To approximate in shade or tint to a specified

colour.

1815 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zoo!. IX. 1. 87 Plumage
nearly black, with a green gloss, which, in some parts,

verges to a violet. 1835-6 Todd's Cyct. Anat. I. 462/2
When large, its colour is dark red, verging to purple.

d. To pass or undergo gradual transition into

something else.

1756 Burke Subl. .$• B. Wks. 1842 I. 57 It is not to make
a strong deviation from the line oi the neighbouring parts;

nor to verge into any exact geometrical figure. 1854
Poultry Citron. I. 282/1 The 'Poultry Chronicle' is fast

verging into a state of monomania. 1858 Mrs. C. Gore
Heckington II. xiii, 267 The close and trimly shrubbery
verged, after a few hundred yards, into a beautiful copse.

4. To have a particular direction ; to lie or extend

towards a specified point.

1726 Leon I Alberti's Archil. II. 74 2 A large semi-
circular area verging to the South. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 557 The flat [boat] always being put in an oblique
direction, with its foremost end verging towards the line

described by the rope. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab. ix. 7 Whose
rays. .Verge to one point and blend for ever there. 1822 7

Good Study Med. (1829) I. 469 Indurated tumour in the
left hypochondrium, verging towards the spine. 1828-33
Webster s.v., A hill verges to the north.

Hence VeTging///. a., approaching, converging.

1741 H. Brooke Constantia Poems (1810) 397/1 Through
his foe's shield the verging weapon press 'd, And raz'd the
plume that wanton'd on his crest. 1910 Conttmp. Rev.
Mar. 339 My sleek limbs cramp in this verging gloom.

Verge-board. Arch, Also dial, varge-. [f.

Verge sbS 13 d.] = Barge-board.
1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. §470 Sixty-six feet lineal

one and a half inch verge board to gables. 1835 F. Goodwin
Rural Archil. Add. 2 The Verge Boards to be cut out of
2^ inch Timber plank, well spiked to the rafter-ends of the

Roof and Purlins. 1861 B. Boste m Archasol. Cantiana
IV. 116 There are mouldings on the verge-boards of the

pediment. 1910 Athenaeum 3 Sept. 272/2 The. .church of
Witley has good fourteenth-century verge-boards attached
to the gable of its stone porch.

Hence Ver(re-boarding. rarc~x
.

1835 F. Goodwin Rural Archil. Add, 2 The Gables and
Verge Boarding.

Verge-line. rare. [f. Vergk j/U] (See quot.)

171a J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 119 The Verge-
Line, in the Business of Terrasses, is the Place where the
Corner of a Wall, or the Bank of a Terrass, comes to termi-

nate. Ibid. i2t The Verge-Line of the Terrasses.

Vergelt, obs. Sc. form ofWERGILD.
Wrgency l

. [f. Vkrge v. 1
'. cf. next.] The

fact of bordering on something.
i8as Ld. Cockbukn Mem. iii. (1856) 179 [He] said of him-

self, *I often verge so nearly on absurdity' [etc. J.. .This
was quite true; especially the vergency on absurdity.

Vergency - (\\vjd3ensi). [f. Verge z>.2 +
-ENCY.J

f 1. The act or fact of verging or inclining

towards some condition, etc. ; tendency, leaning

;

an instance of this. Also const, to, toward. Obs.

a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled with the Spirit (1867) 486 The
general vergency and leaning of the Scriptures on that hand
we speak oL 1668 H. More Dh\ Dial. II. 451 The visible

vergency of the World to another Degeneracy or Apostasic

from the Kingdome of Christ. 1680 — Apocal. Apoc. 27
Which is a sign you are in a state of languishment and ver-

gency towards death. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. m. 11.

xxix. 164/1 Scarce a Minute [would] pass him without a
Turn of his Eye towards Heaven, whereto hisheaven-touch'd

Heart was carrying of him, with its continual Vergencies.

fb. Bent or inclination. Obs,

1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn. 33 It were but

justice to him that the naturall vergency ofhis Genius should

be found out.

2. The fact or condition of being inclined toward

some object or in some direction.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. vii. § 3 That respect of the

imaginary face of a thing towards some other thing or place,

called vergency, tending, leaning, inclining, a 1696 Scar-

burgh Euclid (1705) 13 First, there must be. .an Inclination,

Vergency, . .or Tendency, ofTwo lines one to the other.

b. Optics. (Seequots.)
183a ^ir W R. Hamilton in Trans. R. Irish Acad. (1837)

XVII 80 We may therefore call the curvatures of these two

diametral sections the two vergencies of the final ray-lines.

i860 Worcester (citing Lloyd), ' ergency,
.
.\he reciprocal

of the focal distance, being the measure of the degree of

divergence or convergence of a pencil of rays.

Vergent, a. Geol. [ad. L. vergent^ vergens,

pr. pple. of vergfre to Verge.] Constituting, or
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belonging to, a series of Appalachian strata corre-

sponding in age to the middle Devonian strata of

British geologists.

1858 H. D. Rogers Cert. Penmylv. I. 108 Vergent Flags
(Portage Flags of New York). Ibid., Vergent Shales (Che-
mung Group of New York). Ibid. If. 732 The Cadent and
Vergent rocks contain important bands of iron ore.

Vergeous, obs. form of Verji'ice.

t Verger 1
. Obs. Also 5 vergere, vergier, Sc.

virger. [a. OF. verger (nth c. ; so in mod.F.),

vergier (12th c. ;
- Pr, vergier) :—L. virdiariuw,

viridiarium (also viriddrinm), f. viridis green.]

A garden or orchard ; a pleasure-garden.
13. . Seuyn Sag. 167 Thai wolde make a riche halie, Whh-

outen Rome, in on verger.. bi o riuer. ct^oo Rom. Hose
3831 Why hast thou hen so nedigent, To kepen .-This verger

heere left in thi warde? c 1450 Merlin xix. 310 Merlin lete

rere a vergier, where-ynne was all maner of fruyt and alle

maner of flowres. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xiv. xii, To
wede and pyk oute nlle the evyl herbes and wedes out of her
verger or gardyn. 1501 Dour. las Pal. Hon. r. Prol. 44 The
greshoppers amangis the vergers gnappit.

Verger 2 (vaudgai^ Also 7 vierger. [prob.

a. AF. *verger, f. verge Verge sbl Cf. OF. ver-

giere {vergeur) ganger, vergier maker of rings, obs.

F. verger verger (Cotgr.) ; also med.L. virgarius,

and Virger.]
1. An official who carries a rod or similar symbol

of office before the dignitaries of a cathedral,

church, or university (for before justices).

1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 48/1 Howe that Henr' late

Duke of Lancastr'. .founded, .a Churche. .of a Deane, . .
vi

Choresters, and a Verger perpetucll. 1530 Palsgr. 284/2

Verger that bereth a Yodde in the churche, sergent He
lesglise. c 1549 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896) 75
To Thomas Johnson y e verger at owr ladye churche. 1607

Cowell Interpr., Vergers, .be such as cary white wands
before the Iustices of either banlce, &c. . . ; otherwise called

Porters of the verge. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass
iv. iv, I must walk With the French sticke, like an^old
Vierger, for you. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 197/1 The
Verger [of the Cathedral Church] is a Man in a Gown
..whose Office it is to conduct the Reader to his place

[etc.]. 1818 Byron Ch. liar. \\\ Notes 117 The Emperor,
. .taking a wand in his hand, officiated as verger,., preced-

ing the pontiff to the altar. 1846 Hook Ch. Diet. (ed. 5)900
Verger,.. hz who carries the mace before the dean in a
cathedral or collegiate church. 1854. Ibid. (ed. 7) 782 Verger.

An officer with a similar title precedes the vice-chancellor in

the English universities. 1867 Troli.oi-e Ckron.Ba.rset II.

xlix. 59 For nearly a week, .he had been unable to face the

minor canons and vergers.

attrib. c 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 340 Item oone Ver-

ger Rodde of silvar parcel gilte. 1546 Inv. C/i. Goods
(Surtees) 137 Two verger rodys of sylver.

trans/. 1615 Chapman Odyss. XII. 555 This by Calypso, 1

was told, and she Inform'd it, from the verger Mercuric

b. One whose duty it is to take care of the

interior of a church, and to act as attendant.

1707 Farquhar Beaux' Strat. II. ii, Then I, Sir, tips me
the Verger with half a Crown. 1784 Gentl. Mag. May 349/1,
I felt a secret satisfaction on visiting, .the tombs in West-
minster Abbey, that the verger no longer amuses the gaping
vulgar [etc.]. 1824 \V. Irving T. Trav. I. 258 The parish

clerk bowed low before him [sc. the squire] and the vergers

humbled themselves unto the dust in his presence.^ 1861

Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 568 How splendid an opportunity for

architectural study is afforded by the Abbey, if only the

vergers would allow any one to enjoy it. 1881 Besant &
Rice Cha.pl. ofFleet I. 182 The beadles and vergers curtsied

to the quality and remained behind for doles.

T 2. (See quot.) Obs.- 1

1469 Liber Niger in Househ. G>d. (1790) 48 Mynstrelles,
xiii, whereof one is verger that directeth them all in festivall

dayes to theyre stations, to bloweings, pipynges [etc.].

Hence Ve'rgrerless a., unaccompanied by a
verger; Vergership, the office of a verger.

1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 383/2 The Office of our Sergeaunt.
ship at Armes, and . . the Office of Vergership of Wyndesore.
1871 Daily News 12 Aug., The Vergershiu in St. Paul's
Cathedral, vacant by the death of Mr. Cumrnings. 1886

HlSSEY On Box Seat fr. Pond, to Land's End 167 The
cathedral, over which we were considerately allowed to

ramble vergerless, much to our enjoyment.

tVerger 3 . Obs.~~x
[? a. AF. vergiere (Gower).]

A rod carried as a symbol of office ; = Verge sb.*

4 a.

1547 in Strype Feci. Mem. (1721) II. App. A. ioThen came
the sergeant of the vestry with his verger, and after him the

cros, with the children [etc.]. 1647 Hexham i, A Verger,

een roedeken.

+ Vergerer. Obs. Also 5 vergerar-. [Ex-

tended f. Verger 2 i : see-ER 1 3.] - Verger 2 i.

Hence f Vergerership. Obs.

1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 347/2 The Office of Vergerarshipp

of Wyndesore. 1566 tr. Beza's Admon. to Parlt. Dj,
Cathedrall churches, where master Deane, . . petitioners,

readers, vergerirs, &c. liuein great idlenesse. X617M1NSHEU
Drtctors.v., Vergerers . . be such, as carry Virgas, i. roddes

before the Iustices of either banck, &c. 1676 Wood Life

(O.H.S.) II. 362 His father was vergerer of Westminster.

Vergeress (v5\id:$3res). [f. Verger 2 + -ess.]

A female verger or caretaker of a church.

1889 Daily Ne7t's 13 Nov. 3/3, I wonder some old verger-

ess did not come forward to claim the purse. 190a IVestm.

Caz. 4 Jan. 3/1 The vergeress who sweeps the floor.

VeTgerism. rare—1
, [f. as prec. + -ism.]

Action, etc., characteristic of a verger.

1857 Ruskin Elem.'Drawing \\. 155 There is always some

discordant civility, or jarring vergerism about them [sc.

English cathedrals].

Vergery (vs'idgon), rare" 1
, [f. as prec. +

-T.] A sacristy.

1882 M'Clintock & Strong Cycl. Bib. Lit. VIII. 515
Cassell's Suppl.), The consecrated priests repair to the

vergery, and put down the missal garments.

Verges, obs. form of Verjuice,

t Verge-salt. Obs—l (Meaning obscure.)

1656 S. H. Golden Law To Rdr., All which .. are

immaterial to Matter, and but ceremonies to substance, as

Rose-leaves and Verge-salt are to a sound and wholsome
dish of meat.

f Verge-sauce. Obs. rare. = Verd-satjce.

c 1440 I'romp. Parzi. 509/1 Vergesawce, . . virlde snlsamen-

turn, c 1450 Two Cookery Bks. 102 pe sauce is verge sauce.

Vergesse, -geus, etc., obs. ff. Vkrjuice.

Vergier, variant of Verger 1 Obs.

Vergiform (vsud^if^jm), a. Zoo/, [f. Verge
shy + -(

i
i)FORM.] Of the feet of certain crustaceans:

Resembling a rod; rod-like.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 197/2 Podophthalmia. . J feet or

extremities vergiform, partly prehensile, partly^ ambulatory.

1852 Dana Crust. 1. 433 There are a few in which these feet

are vergiform.

Vergilian, var. Virgilian. Vergine, obs. f.

Virgin. Vergious, -is, -ius, obs. ff. Verjuice.

Vergobret (v5*j£#bret). [ad. L. vergobrclus
,

of Gaulish origin. So obs. Y. vergobert.~\ The
chief magistrate among the ancient yEdui of Gaul.

Also iransf,

1563 Goloing C<rsari. ii The principal! office, whichthey
call Vergobret, ..is an offyce that lasteth but from yere to

ycre,and for the tyme hath absolute power of life and deathe.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1839 Keighti.ey Hist. Fng.
I. 3 The power of the Vergobret, or Prince of each tribe, was
absolute. 1892 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. IV, v. 107 The pre-

sent literary veigobretoi the/Eduan state., refused all help.

Vergon, southern ME. variant of Forgo v.

t Vergoyne. Obs. [ad. OF. (also mod.F.) ver-

gogne ( = It. vergogna, Pg. vcrgonha) :—L. vere~

candia, f. verccundus Verecuxd a.~\ Shame.
1484 Caxton Fables of^Esop 11. xv, Hast thow no shame

ne vergoyne to come in oure companye. C1500 Alclusine

xxxvi. 285, I shuld haue grete vergoyne yf I smote the

behynd.

t Vergoynous, a. Obs. [ad. OF. vergoignos

(12th c., later F, vergogtienx, = It. vergognoso, Pg.

vergonhosd), f. vergogne : see prec] Ashamed.
1483 Caxton G. de la 'Pour exxxiv. 190 Wherof he was

mocbe vergoynous and shamefull. c 1500 Melusine iv. 21

Whan Raymondyn herde thus spek hys vncle, he was in

hvmself vergoynouse.

Vergres^se, obs. ff. Verdigris. Vergus,
-uys, -ws, etc., obs. ff. Verjuice. Vergyn(e,
obs. ff. Virgin. Verhede, southern ME. var,

ferhede Ferred Obs. Veri, obs. f. Very.

Veridical (v/ri'dikal), a. [f. L. veridic-us

(whence F. veridique, It., Sp., Pg. veridicd)
t

f.

verum truth, and die- stem of dlcere to speak.]

1. Speaking, telling, or relating the truth ; truth-

ful, veracious.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxv'iil. 185 Who shall read this

so veridical history, a 1693 Ibid. in. xlvi. 375 The veridical

Tnboulet did therein hint at what I liked well. 1784 S.

Henley Beckfonfs Vathek Note (1868) 147 Notwithstand-

ing the reference of Ariosto to the veridical archbishop. 1816

Keatinge Trav. I. 321 The veridical Gulliver. 1847 Med-
win Life Shelley I. 359 That very veridical review which

assumes to be the oracle.. of literature. 1861 A. Hayward
Set. Ess. (1878) II. 105 Mr. Gladstone's argument for con-

verting Homer into a veridical historian.

2. spec, in Psyehol. Of hallucinations, phantasms,

etc. : Coincident with, corresponding to, or repre-

senting real events or persons.

1884 F. W. H. Myers in Proc. Soc. Psychical Research

Apr. 48 The truth-telling, or, as we may call them, veridical

hallucinations which do, in fact, coincide with some crisis

in the life of the person whose image is seen. iSgSAthcnxum
25 June 824/1 The vision of the lady, .is certainly spoken of

. . as if it had been ' veridical '.

Hence Veridica'lity, VerPdically adv., f Ve-
ri'dicalness.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Veridicalness, Truth-speaking, or

the Quality or Faculty of speaking Truth. 1836 Johnsoni-
ana 264 Pope draws human characters the most veridically,

of any poetic delineator, a. 1901 F. W. H. Myers Hum.
Personality (1903) I. p. xliii, The only valid evidence. .for

veridicality depends on a coincidence with some external

event.

Veri'dicous, a. [f. L. vcridic-us (see prec.)

+ -0U8.] Veridical, veracious.
App. used by Peacock only.
1817 ']". L. Peacock Melincourt xix, Our Thalia is too

veridicous to permit thisdetortion of facts. 1831 — Crotchet
Castle xvii, This veridicous history began in May.
Verie, obs. form of Very a. and adv.

Verie(n, southern ME. varr. Ferry v.

Verier, Veriest, compar. and superl. Very a.

Verielie, obs. form of Vbrily adv.

Verifiability (ve:rif^i,abi-liti). [f. next +
-ity.] The fact of being verifiable.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 234 Doubts
..as to the verifiability of that conception.

Verifiable (ve'rifoiiabT), a. Also 7 verefiable.

[f. Verify v. + -able.] That can be verified or

proved to be true, authentic, accurate, or real

;

capable, admitting, or susceptible of verification.

Common in the 17th cent., and freq. from c 1865.
I 593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. n6, I

could peraduenture arread him his fortune in a fatall booke,
as verifiable, as peremptorie. 1593 R. Harvey Philad. gWhy should not.. Geffrey be as plaine and verifiable as
Buchanan? a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 789 It is commended
for a modest, discreet, learned, regular, and of all in that
list most verifiable, discovery. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm.
199 If this notion be strictly verifiable. 1677 Cary Chronol.
11. i. 1. iv. 102 That of the Foundation of the City, .is verifi-

able by the like Authorities. 1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I.

n. v. i. § 4 A few only of the broadest laws verifiable by the
reader's immediate observation. 1846GROTE Greece B. xix.

(1862) II, 76 Neither Homer nor Hestod mentioned any veri-

fiable present persons or circumstances. 1885 Clodd Myths
<y Dr. 11. xii. 227 The authority . . will rest on the accredited,

because verifiable, experience of man.
Hence Ve-rifiableness, verifiability.

1 881 A. Bruce Chief End Revelation i. 42 While the ab-
stract possibility of a revelation is admitted, its verifiable-

ness is in effect denied. 1886 — Mirac. Element Gospels

294 They satisfy the modern requirements of verifiableness.

+ Veri*ficalf
a. Obs~x

[f. med.L. verific-us

(Diefenbach),true, truthful + -al.] True, veridical.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archa;ol. Soc.) 1. 157 This
proposition transposed unto its verificall sense.

f Veri-ficate, v. Obs.—° [f. med.L. verificat-,

ppl. stem of verificare : see next.] (See quot.)

1721 Bailey, To Veri/icate, to prove a thing true.

Verification (ve:rifikr*j3n). Also 6 verifica-

tioun, -acioun, veryfycacyon. [a. OF. Veri/i-

caeion (mod.F. virification^^=-\\.. verificazione, Sp.

verijieacion, Pg. verijicaedd)^ f. verifier, or ad. med.
Iv. Verification-, verification f. verificare: see

Verify v. and -atiox.]

1. The action of demonstrating or proving to be
true or legitimate by means of evidence or testi-

mony ; formal assertion of truth. Now rare.

1523 Reg. Aberdon. (Maitl. CI.) I. 388 For be verifica-

tioun and prewyng of his indorsyng and execution of my
lordis precept. 1533 Hellenden Livy 1. xix. (S.T.S.) I. no
In venficacioun hereof [i. e. an intended act of treason] be

said turnus did maist cruelie inway aganis him. 1599 Skene
De Verb. Sign. (ed. 2) Q 3 b, The Schireffe. .suld summond
certaine persons. .& suld be present in proper persone. .with

the verification of the saidis summoundes. 1634 W. Tir-
whyt tr. Balzac's Lett, iq, I say nothing (my Lord) I am
not ready to sweare in verification of my belief. 1660 Jer.
Taylor Ductor 11. i. rule 7 § 2 If she be a woman, if she
can be a wife, and can be his, there is no more requir'd to a
verification of the contract in the law of nature. 1911 A. G.
Hogg Christ's Message Kingd. 111. xi. 140 To use an oath

even for the purpose of verification, is to make a convenience

j

of God.

2. Demonstration of truth or correctness by facts

or circumstances.

1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chtrurg. Bj b, Thus
than appereth the verylycacyonofthe fyrste condycyon that

a Cyrurgyen ought to haue, for he ought to be lettred and
learned. 1651 Hobbfs Leviath. 11. xxvi. 142 The Sentence

of the Judge.. is a sufficient Verification of the Law of

!
Nature in that individuall case. 175. Warbijrton Disc,

1 Rise Antichrist Wks. 1788 V. 443 It hath.. only the tradi-

tional verification of the Evidence of a past Fact. 1782 J.

I Urown View Nat. 4- Rev. Relig. n. i. 139 All the disposi-

1 tions and actions of mankind are a plain verification of the
I leading truths of his word. 1802 Plavfajr Iltustr. Hutton.

Th. 507 A very unexpected verification of some of the con-

: elusions deduced above. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil.

j
12 They afford the readiest and completest verifications of

his theories. 1882 U.S. Rep. Prec. Met. 613 Let us await

the verification of time.

3. The action of establishing or testing the truth

or correctness of a fact, theory, statement, etc., by

means of special investigation or comparison of

data.

1603 Florio Montaigne m. v. 521 You waste away and die

in puisuite of so concealed a misteiie of so obscure a verifi-

cation. 1635 Jackson Creed vin. x. § 3 Fitter occasion.,

could not be offered for the exquisite verification or exact

fulfilling of this prophecy.. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 111 The
latter wrote a verification of all the fix'd stars, as to then-

longitude and latitude, for the year 1440. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Sci. I. in. iv. § 1. 190 Periods of verification,

as well as epochs of induction, deserveto be attended to.

1855 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea v. § 294 This estimate, .is not

capable of verification by anymore than therudest approxi-

mations. 1885 Manck. Exam. 12 May 5/3 Nearly a month
will be swallowed up in the verification of the returns.

b. The action of verifying or testing the accu-

racy of an instrument, or the quality ofgoods. Also

attrib.

183a Babbage Econ. Manuf. xiv. 103 In the Irish flax

trade, a similar example of the high price paid for verifica-

tion occurs. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 Dec. 5/2 The total number

of instruments rejected as unfit for a verification certificate

owing to excess of error or to other causes was only 346.

4. [After French usage.] Katification.

1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref III. v. iv. 141 When
the verification of it was laid before the parliament, the pro-

cureur genera!, .solemnly protested against it. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 50 By the old constitution of

France, these letters patent required the verification of the

Parliament. 190a W. L. Mathieson Pol. $ Ret- Scotl. I.

i. 49 The Parliament of Paris in their act of verification

adopted a very superior tone.

Vcrificative, a. rare. [f. L. verified!-, ppl.

stem oiverificdre \ see Verify v. and -ative. Cf.

OF. verificatif, obs. F. verificatif, Sp., Pg., It.

verificativo.'] Verificatory.

i860 in Worcester (citing jV. Amer. Rev.). Hence in

recent Diets.
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Verificatory (wrtfikMwI), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ORY*.] That verifies; having the property of

verifying ; of the natureof, serving as, a veritication.

1834 Erasers Mag. X. 362 There is nothing new under the

sun—an observation which is indeed verificatory of itself.

1870 J. 1 1. Newman Gram. Assent 11. viii. 297 Syllogism has
no part, even verificatory, in the action of my mind. 1875
W. Jackson Bamfiton Led. 156 The evidence becomes
accumulative, or, if you please, verificatory.

Verified (ve'rifaid),///. a. [f. as next-h—ED 1
.]

Proved to be true by verification.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits Proem to Rdr. ii, By
this example of our first parents., it is a verifyed conclusion,
that he infused the lesser portion [of wisdom] into her. 1911
Edin. Rev, Oct. 281 To lay down principles. .as a basis
or verified induction.

Verifier (ve'rifoijw). [f. Verify P. + -XB.1

L One who verifies, in various senses.

In quot. 1718 a translation of the Arabic title of Abubekir.
1648 Hexham ii, Een waer-maker, a Verifier, or a Maker

good. 1718 Ockley Saracens II. 355 Then the Verifier

succeeded^ him with the good liking of the Muslemans. 1736
Ainsworth I, A verifier, conftrmator, assertor. 1865
Reader No. 141. 283/2 Valued by some verifier of the past.

1885 Mrs, Lynn Linton Chris. KirklandW. vii. 223 Who
will keep the keeper ? and who will verify the verifier?

2. techn. In the names of tools or devices (see

quots.).

1881 Raymond MiniugGloss., Verifier, a tool used in deep
boring for detaching and bringing to the surface portions of
the wall of the bore-hole at any desired depth. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl. 394 Gas verifier, an apparatus intended
to verify whether the gas comes up to a given standard.

Verify (verifai), v. Forms : 4-6 veryfy, 5
-fye, Sc. weryfy, 6 veryfie

; 4-7 verifle (5, 7
verrifle), 6 verifye, 5- verify (4 ferify)

; 4-6
verefy (5 -offy, 6 Sc, vare-, warefy), verefye
(6 Sc. werafye), 5-6 verefie. [ad. OF. verifier

(1348 ; - mod.)?, verifier, Sp., Pg., Pr, venficar. It.

vcrificare)
i
ad. med.L. verzficdre t

f. L. virus true.]

1. trans. Law. To prove by good evidence or
valid testimony; to testify or affirm formally or
upon oath. Also const, that, and to with inf.

a 13*S [see Verifying vbl. sb.\. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 638
[The abbess appeared, denying] bat she leuied or causid
ony noiinge or tumid ony course of watur as hit was pre-
sentid afore, & bat she is a-redi to verifie. c 1483 in Cat.
Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1830) II. Pref. 65 Alle whiche maters
the seid Richard is redy to verifie and prove, as this court
woll awarde. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 12 ri To the
intent to maynteyne, upholde, and veryfie suche reporte as
he had made. 1561 in Mai.'l, Club Misc. 1 1 1. 289 The saidis
George and Wiliam diaconis warefyis That thai lawfullie
chergit ye said Mr. Thomas Meflen . . to compeyr. 1579 W.
Wilkinson Confut. Earn. Love Brief Descr. iij b, lohn
Careles in his examination by Doctor Martin verifieth that
to bee true, whiche. .those two were burdened withall by
Steuen Norish. 1631-3 Canterb. Marriage Licences (MS.),
Catherine Whitfield, .is expressly consenting to this in-

tended marriage, as is verified by Thomas Hatcher. 1689
Acta Parti. Scott. (1875) XII. 66/1 The Heraulds who
denunced the viscount of Dundee at the inercat cross, .did
verefie beir executiones upon oath. [1768 Blackstone
Comtn. III. 312 In any stage of the pleadings, when either
side advances or affirms any new matter, he usually, .avers
it to be true ; 'and this he is ready to verify '.J 1786 Burke
IV. Hastings Wks. XII. 192 The said charge to be verified
by the oath of the said Frazer. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law
Scot. 1028 He must be prepared with a cautioner, .at giving
in his defences, unless he instantly verify a defence exclud-
ing the action. 1884 Law Times Rep. 10 May 320 The
Court . . ordered that the receiver should withdraw and verify

\

his accounts by affidavit.

b. In general use : To testify to, to assert, to
j

affirm or confirm, as trae or certain. Now rare,

1535 La Berners Froiss. II. cc 252 b/2 The landes,
I

seignories, lordshippes, and baronyes in Acquytayne, whiche
\

they verifyed to pertaygne to the kynge and realme of i

Englande. 1586 Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 20 Him,
whose approued fidelity for that it r-.-maineth of no small
record to my certaine knowledge, I will presume to verifie.

1600 Holland Livy xxxix. xhx. 1054 At first the tidings
;

seemed so incredible, that the furmost messenger was held
..for a vaine lyar..: but after that there came one after
another, and all with one voice vereficd and affirmed the
same. 1608 Topsell Serpents 19 So that it may as truly be
verified of the Serpent as it was of Esau, that the hands of
all men and beastes are against them. 1617 Moryson /tin.
1. 239 This Novice at his confession made this knowne and
after verified as much to the Guardian and chiefe Friars.
1866 Meredith Vittoria xxxix, 'Does Major Weisspriess
know it to be true?* The question came from Anna,
Weisspriess coolly verified it, on the faith of a common
servant's communication.

C. To support or back up by testimony.
1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 17, I haue euer verified my Friends

..with all the size that verity would without lapsing suffer.

2. To show to be true by demonstration or evid-

ence ; to confirm the truth or authenticity of; to

substantiate : a. Of persons. Now rare.
c 1386 Chancer Can. Yeom. Prol. .f T, 315 As witnessen

thise olde wyse; And that ful soone I wol it verifie In this
Chanon. 1406 Hocci.eve La Mate Regie 35 ' Prospcritee
is blynd ' :.. And verifie I can wel it is so. < 14*5 Audi lav
Xt Pains Hell 211 in t). E. Misc. 217 In erb, be fyndis
bem verefyd, [The soul] Dispisid godis laus euerechon. c 1500
Metusine i. 16 Be nat you displesed yf I haue recounted
vnto you this auenture, For it is for to adkmste more of
feyth, & for to veryfy thistory. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
(Rolls) II. 250 This suith example.. I verifie ma richt weill
be the Britis. 158a Bentley Mom. Matrones 111. 286
Verifie Ix>rd the words on me, drawe me after thee. 1595
Shaks. John it. i. 277, I bring you Witnesses Twice fifteene
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thousand hearts of Englands breed,.. To verifie our title

with their Hues. 1617 Lisander «y Cat. v. 87 [He] only
desired to cleer so dangerous a suspicion, and never to

speake of it but when he could verifie it. 1671 Milton
/'. R. 1. 133 Gabriel this day by proof thou shalt behold
.. how I begin To verifie that solemn message late, On
which I sent thee. 1781 J. Brown View Nat. <y Rev. Relig.

v. ii. 430 The covenant-form of this law is not changed

;

and God hath verified it in the. .dreadful sufferings of his

only begotten Son. 1828 Webster s.v., The first act of
the house of representatives is to verify their powers, by
exhibiting their credentials to a committee of the house, or
other proper authority.

b. Of things, or in passive.

("1449 Pecock Rcpr. 1. x. 53 Therfore neuer neither of tho
ij. textis . . serueth neither forto grounde neither forto verrifie

the seid firste opinioun. c 1475 Mankind 9 in Macro Plays
1 pat may be seyde & veryfyede : mankynde was dere
bought. 1508 Kennedie Flytingw. Dunbar 354 In to thy
mowisand mokis It may be verifeit that thy wit is thin. 1560
Daus Xx.Sleidane'sComm. 150 If this myght be verefied of us
in dede, it were.. detestable to be heard of. 1583 Stocker
Civ. IVarres Lowe C, 11. 63 The prince greatly marueileth
that such great learned men.. would set downe and pro-

pound such matters, as neuer can nor shalbe any way veri-

fied. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. w. xxvi, 142 The knowledge
of the publique Registers, publique Counsels, publique
Ministers, and publique Seales; by which all Lawes are
sufficiently verified. 1756 Mitchell in Ellis Grig. Lett.
Ser. 11. IV. 376 All which has been verified by the examina-
tion of the persons in whose company he was. 1849 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. v. I. 629 The strongest evidence by which
the fact of a death was ever verified. 1876 Mozley Univ.
Strut, iii. (1877) 55 The same scene of action which brought
the rational expectation brings also the event which tests

and verifies the correctness of it.

3. In passive : To be proved true or correct by
the result or event, or by some confirming fact or

circumstance ; to be fulfilled or accomplished in

this way.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 213 So bat now beeb feri-

fied be vers bat Hildebertus .. made, c 1400 Maundlv.
(Roxb.) xxxtv. 154 pus es be prophecy verified. 1456 Sir
G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 10 That is ane office of ane
angel, to. .bring the hye new tydingis, thequhilk is verifyit

be the haly writt. 1462-3 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 268 Scrip-
ture saithe heritage holdyn wrongfully Schal never cheve..
As bathe be verified late ful playne. 1527 Prose Life St.
Brandan (Percy) 49 'than the sayenge of Saynt Brandon
was veiyfyed. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 38 The old Pro-
uerbe is herein verified : the ill weedc ouercroppeth the
good corne. 1631 Gouge Gods Arrows in. §6. 192 The
like hath been verified time after time. 1667 Milton P. L.
x. 182 So spake this Oracle, then veriti'd When Jesus. .Saw
Satan fall like Lightning down from Heav'n. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. vi. Wks. 1874 I. 123 This reasoning from fact is

confirmed, and .. verified, by other facts. 1799 Ht. Lek
Canterb. 'P., F'reuchm. T. (ed. 2) I. 221 Of these doubts one
only was verified. 181* H. & J. Smith Rcj. Addr. x, Pro-
fessions lavishly effused and parsimoniously verified are.,
inconsistent. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos I, xxxiv. 286 The
Pope's suspicions were verified. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 226 The picture, .is verified in the course of the dialogue.

b. Const. in, of, on, or upon.
1387-8 T. Usk Pest. Love 1. i. (Skeat) 1. 71 God graunt

that proposicion to be verifyed in mc. a 1400 Afiol. Loll.

(Camden) 8 And be pope isPetir's vicar, berfor it be howfib
to trowe bat bis feib is verified of him. 1456 Sir G. Haye
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 4 The prophecyes. .be verifyit in ?our
maist noble and worthy princehede. 1530 Rasiell Bk.
Purgat. 1. vii, Everythynge in the world is verefyed upon
one of them. 1577 Nokthbrooke Dicing (1843) *53 And as
this was spoken of the Phariseys, I feare me it may be like,

wise verified^ in vs. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxix. § 2
That which is vttered of the time, is not verified of time
it selfe, but agreeth vnto those things which are in time.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 242 If be doth, I fear it will

be verified in him, that a ' fool and his money is soon
parted '. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe u. (Globe) 387 It is true, they
..made Fences; but Solomon's Words were never better

verified than m them. 1768 Sterne Sent, Journ., Dwarf
1. 191, I ..content myself with the truth only of the remark,
which is verified in every lane and by-lane of Paris.

C. Used actively of the circumstances, person,

etc., serving as proof or confirmation.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. 127 For soth then y sobbed Veryfy-

yng thys wordys. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 152 The fyrst

[cause] ys, forto verefy be fayb of his resurreccyon. 1530
Palsgr. 765/2 He hath nowe verifyed my sayenges. 1598
Barckley F'elic. Man 11. (1603) 72 The 1 em pie fell downe
and verified the answere of the oracle. 1631 Gouge God's
Arrows 1. 825. 37 The issue verifieth thus much. 1659
Milton Touching Hirelings 9 A voice [was] heard from
heaven.. crying aloud, This day is poison pourd into the
church. Which the event soon after vcrifi'd. 1671 — P, R.
in. 177 So shall thou best fullfil, best verifie The Prophets
old, who sung thy endless raign. 178s Trusler fltod. Titties

III. 47 The case of Wheble, the bookseller, verifies this

assertion, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xv. 308 The measure-
ments of Agassiz.. completely verify the anticipations of
Rendu. 1870 J. Bruce Life Gideon xiii. 229 The people
themselves did verify this pregnant saying of the Lord by
their own immediate conduct.

f d. rejl. To demonstrate or prove (oneself) to

be of a certain character. Obs.
11586 C'tess Pembroke Ps, lxxvi. v, And so him self

[the Lord] most terrible doth verify, In terrifying kings.

1596 Drayton Leg., Dk. NormandU exxxiv, Fortune..
Turned her selfe, as shee away would flie,..As what she
was, her selfe to verifie,

4. To ascertain or test the accuracy or correct-

ness of (something), esp. by examination or by
comparison with known data, an original, or some
standard; to check or correct in this way.
1527 R. Thornf. in Hakluyt I'oy. (1589) 254 For this cause

can be no certaine situation of that coast and Islands, till

VERILY.
this difference betwixt them be verified. J559 W. Cunning-
ham Cosmogr. Gtasse 162 When you will verifie your nedle
..you shall use the healpe of the Sunne. 1774 M. Mac-
kknzih Maritime Surv. 11, i. 67 To verify these protracted
Distances, go to any of the Objects, as D, take the Bearing
of X and Y, to find if they agree with the Protraction. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1709) III. 18 Let
us now proceed to verify the elongation of the Poles. 180a
Mar. Edgeworth Moral 7'., Forester, A Clerk, Hours.,
spent in casting up and verifying accounts. 1834 Ht.
Martineau Dett/eraraiil. 4^, I have seen a calculation and
I mean to verify it. 1848 H. II . Wilson Brit. India III.

237 Capt. Dillon was.. sent back.. to verify the reported
existence of some of the survivors of the wreck. 1875
Chambers's Jml. No. 133. 7 A set of instruments which
have been properly verified at Kew Observatory.

b. To establish by investigation.

180 1 Med. Jryil. V. 3S6 A medical committee was
appointed to verify the phenomena which precede, accom.
pany, and follow the Vaccine Inoculation. 1854 Badham
Halieut. 537 In reading over various poetic bills of fare
preserved by Athenieus, we have verified twenty-six species
in one Attic supper. x88o Barwell Aneurism 52 If. .the
disease [be] verified as seated on the second or third part of
the subclavian vessel.

5. To give the appearance of truth to ; to cause
to appear true or authentic, rare.

1581 [see Verifying vbl. sb\ 1768 H. Walpole Hist.
Doubts 99 All Henry's art and power could never verify

the cheat of Perkin. 1815 Scon Guy M. xl, He assumed the
name and profession of bis friend Dudley, having command
enough of the pencil to verify his pretended character to his
host of Allonby.

Hence Verifying///, a.

1634 Wood New Eng, Iyrosp. (1S65) 61 A false assevera-
tion usually winneth more beleefe than two verifying
negatives can resettle. 1870 J. Bruce Life Gideon xxiii.

412 An appendix, .of verifying deeds and documents. 1884
R, Burn in Atheweum 15 Nov. 630/3 Its [i.e. archaeology's]
verifying and corrective spirit in historical investigations.

Verifying, vbl. sb. [f. Verify v. + -ing ]
.]

The action of the vb. in various senses ; the prov-

ing <?/" something; verification.

a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. $20 ful. 47 b, Wan ha be} icleped to

uererihinge, boru bat Julke i-voched weren in present.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 23 In verefiyng of thys thyng he fyrst

masse, .begynnyth thus. 1561-2 Reg. Pnvy Council Scot.

I. 196 Sik richtis..and documentis as thai will use for

verefying of thair content. 1581 Sidney A/ot. Poetric
(Arb.) 37 Zopirus. .fayned himselfe in extreame disgrace of

his King: for verifying of which, he cau-ed his own nose
and eares to be cut off. 1598 Fi.orio, Verificatione, a
Verifying, an approouing, an auerring. 1632 Le Grvs tr.

lelleius Paterc. 16S Catullus second to none in verifying
of the worke which he tookein hand, a 1653 Binning Serm,
(1845) 480 For verifying whereof, We appeal to the Know-
ledge of some Noblemen and Ministers. 1670 Milton
Hist, F.ng. 11. 79 The verifying of that true sentence, the
first shall be last 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Verification,

a verifying, or proving.

t Ve'rifyment. Obs.~ x In 4 uerefiement.
[a. OK. verifiemtnt \ see Vebifv v. and -MBKT.]
Verification.

a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. J20 fob 47 5if bilke bM is i-voched .

.

wolle waranti be tenaunt be foreseide uerefiement to be
askare ne costumez no,t.

Ve-rigreen. U.S. slang, [f. Very a. + Green
a.] A very simple or gullible person.

1854 i'1 M- Johnson J/'. L. Garrison % Times (1880) 269
That man must be a veritable verigreen who dreams of

pleasing slaveholders, .by any method but that of letting

slavery alone.

Verilay, obs. form of Yibei.ay.

t Veri loquous, a. Obsr~x
[f. L. vcrifoquus.]

Speaking the truth ; truthful, veracious.
Cf. Veritoquent (Blount, 1656), Veriloquious (Bailey,

1727), and Veriloquy (Blount).

1672 G. Thomson Let. to H. Stubbe 14 Those.. Calenisls

. .contrived therefore a scurrilous Pamph'n against a veri-

loquous Treatise of mine.

Verily (ve'rili), ath. (and a.). N>w arch, or

rhet. Forms: a. 4 verrailiche, verrayle, 4-5
verrayly (4 varrayly% verraily, 4-6 verayly, 5
veraily

; 4 verei-, ver(r)eyliche, verreyly, -li,

verreili, 4-5 -ly, 5 verreilly. 0. 4 verali, 4-6
veraly, 4-5 verraly, 5 verralye, 5-6 -ie, 6

veralie, 5 Sc. wer(r)aly, weralio. 7. 5 vere-
lyche, -liche, 4-5 verrely, «; vereli, 5-6 vere-
lye, 5-7 verely,6 verelie, verrellej Sc. werelie.
8. 4 verilyche, verrylyk, verrili, 4-5 verry-,
verrily (5 varily), 5-8 veryly, 6 verilye, Sc.

verie-, weri(e)-, verrilie, 5- verily, [f. Very a.

+-I.T1, Cf. next and Verament ai/v.]

A. adv. In truth or verity ; as a matter of truth

or fact ; in deed, fact, or reality; really, truly.

Frcq., latterly almost entirely, used as an emphatic aflirrna-

tion of the truth of a statement, esp. with verbs of believing,

thinking, etc. In ME. and older Sc. poetry often used as

a mere rime-tag.
a. 01300 Cursor M. 17288+423 pai..told bam [sc. the

apostles] openly, How (>ai sa*e crist & with him spake,

on-line ful verraily. c 1340 Hamiole Pr. Conse. 9239 pe

nerrer bat bai sal hym be, pc verreylyer bai sal hym se.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 177 So bat be raber welles

beeb now but lakes, ober more vereylichedreyechanels wib
oute watir. £-1400 Maunuev. (Roxb.) xv. 70 pe whilk..

descryued me be maners of ober cuntrees. als graythely

and als verraily as bat had bene euer jit dwelland in bam.

C1430 Pitgr. Lyf Manhode 1. Ixxxvii. (1869)49 With inne

this bred al the souereyn good is put,..presentliche and
verreyliche. c 1450 Mir. Saluacioun (Roxb.) 44 This pro.

nhecie was fulllillid in dede fulle verrayly. 1485 Caxton
17
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Paris <$ V. (1868) 33 Knowe ye verayly that it Is not longe
sythen, that the sayd Jewels were, .gyueu to me.

0. a 1340 Hami'OLE Psalter cxviii. 175 My saule sail

verraly & perfidy loue be in new sange. c 1350 Will.

Pulerne 5197, I schal hastili me bijfi, .to venge be verali for

ou3t bat bi-tideb. 142a Yongk tr. Secreta Secret. 135 Who
so weralydesyryth good rennoune he shall he renounet and
preysid. c 147S Golagros ty Gaiv. 1036 Me think farar to

dee. Than schamyt be, verralie, Ane sclander to byde.

1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 90 Gud Maister Walter Kennedy,
In poynt of dede lyis veraty. 156a WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.)

I. 87 Gif 3e beleue that our Saluiour did thir thingis veralie

and indeid.

y. 1:1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. iv, (1868) 127 Whan I con-

sidre bi resouns, quod I, I ne trowe nat bat men seyn any
bing more verrely. C1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 399 Lazar
and ober weren verely deede, and verely reysid by Crist to

lyve. 14.. Sir Beues (O.) 2577, I thanke you, sayde Heuys,
verely. c 1460 Fohtescue Abs. <y Lim. Mon. (1885) 153
Wich materes thrugly considered, it semyth verely good,
bat [etc.]. #1513 FABYAxCAro/i. (1516)27/1 Whenne he had
reygned or more verely vsurped by the terme of .iiii. yeres.

1568 Gbafton Chron. II. 295, I think verely by his valyant-

nesse that he will not flie. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. n. 7, I

doo verely beleeue y' the spirit of God. .did make them to

be of that nature, a 1647 Habington Surv. Worcs. (Wore.
Hist. Soc.) 11. 301 The father, I verely thincke, of Sir Walter
Skule.
S. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10045 Whan pe vble

was on pe auter leyd,. .AHe bre bo^t ban verrylyk, Before

be prest, bat a chyld lay quyk. C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel.

Wks. I- 374 pei knowen verrili how hat Crist is Goddis Sone.
C1410 SirCleges 305 The vsscher lyfte vp the lede smartly,
Andsawe thecheryse verily. 1451 Paston Lett. 1. 215 If he
wold make yow promys that ye myght veryly trust upon
hyni. 1483 Cain, Angl. 399/2 Varily, . .vere. a 1533 Ld.
Bekners Huon lxxxii. 255, I beleue veryly that thou dydyst
dye on the holy crosse to redeme vs all. 1532 Huloet,
Verilye so manye, totidem. 1604 E. G[rimstoneJ D*Acosta's
Hist. Indies ill. ix. 147 Some in the passage demaunded con-
fession, thinking verily to die. 1610 Holland CamdaCs
Brit. 207, I am therefore verily perswaded, that the name
of Hercules even to this place came either [etc.]. 1682-3
Pennsylv. Arch. I. 55 1 hough I could veryly hope my
enemy were reconciled. 1708 Swift Sacram. Test Wks.
1755 II. 1. 127 We are verily persuaded, the consequence
will be an entire alteration of religion among us. 1771
Junius' Lett, liv. (1788) 293 He .. verily believes him an
honest man. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral 'P., Forester,
A Clerk, A person whom he now verily believed to be, as he
had originally suspected, insane. 1839 Carlyle Chartism
i. (1858) 3 The time is verily come for acting in it. 1851
Mrs. drowning Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 122 Thou couldst..
laugh the laugh back, I think verily.

Comb. 1586 Day Eng. Secretary II. (1625) 4 The first.,

appeareth to be Accusatorie, which.. either simply by
coniectures or by matter of knowne, or verily supported
truth,.. may bee conueyed.

b. Placed in front of a sentence or statement

as an emphatic asseveration of its truth or accuracy

;

freq. connoting the truth of a preceding statement.
In versions of he N.T. regularly used to render L. amen,

G. ifirju, which are freq. strengthened by repetition.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10068 pys y beleue, and euer

y shal; For verryly we se hyt alle. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xx.

12 Forsotheand verreili my sister she is. c t^oGesla Rom.
xlvi. 194 (Harl. MS.), perefor he that hathe be Ringe of
Feithe, vereliche he shalle have al thinges to his likinge.

c 1460 Fortescue Abs. «f Lim. Mon. (1885) 114 But verely
thai liven in the most extreme pouertie and miserie. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems\. 52Verralie,thatwargrytrycht. 1535 Cover-
dale Jo/in ill. 3 Verely verely I saye vnto the [etc.]. Ibid.
11 Verely I saye vnto y« [etc.]. 1548 Hall Chron., Edit: IV,
44 b, Verely the kyng of England had so great trust . . in the
honor. .of the French kyng. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.
(1637) 268 And verily there remaineth yet a great Castle.
1632 Sanderson Serm. 11 As if despising were an especial!
..kind of offending, or scandalizing. And verely so it is,

especially to the Weake. 1711 Steele Sped. No, 43 F4
Verily, Mr. Spectator, we are much offended at the Act for
Importing French Wines. 1849 Lytton Caxtons 37 Verily
at times he looked on him as a book. 1871 B, Taylor Faust
(1875) II. 11. iii. 127 Verily, we sit securely ! 1879 Butcher
& Lang Odyssey 158 For verily the might of the sun was
sore upon him.

C. Used to emphasize a negative or affirmative

particle.

c 1489 Caxtom Sonnes of Aymon ix. 224 Dyde ever ony
man so grete a trayson as I have doon, nay vereli. 1509
Fisher Fun. Serm. C'less Kichm. Wks. (1876) 307 Were
not she an vnkinde & vngentyl moder? Yes verayly. 1549
Chaloner Erasm. on Folly F iij, Naie, verifier, that is it

to be a man. 1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 138 You
saye I shall take the Angles of sight of euerye place that I

can see... Yea verelye. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. Annot.,
Should they then becom perfect chords? No verily. 1611
Bible Acts xvi. 37 Nay verily, but let them come them-
selues, and fetch vs out. 1647 Hexham, Yea verily, ia
trouwens, ofte ja vooriuaer. [1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in.

viii, Yes, verily, my lords and gentlemen,.. so you must.]
j* B. adj. True, very. Obs. rare.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxxix. 8 Lord, verralyest lord,

noght as men ere lordis. c 1425 Lydg. Assembly ofGods 1285
Morpheus, That hym before warnyd of the verryly tyde.

t Veriment, adv., sb.
t
and a. Obs. Forms :

4 verrei-, verrey-, 4-5 verray-, 6 Sc. verrie-, 6

veriment. [a. OF. veraie-, verrai-
f
vraiement,

etc. (mod.F. vraiment) truly, f. verai true: see

Very a. and -ment and cf. Verament adv.]

A. adv. In truth or verity ; truly, verily.

13.. K. AUs. 717 (Laud MS.), By sterren & by be firma-
ment He hym tau^tteverrayment. c i$xsCItron. Eng. 617 in

Ritson Metr. Horn. II. 296 From him verreiment He brohte
a riche present. 1370-80 Visions 0/ St. Paul 235 in O. E.
Misc. 229 po Fendes seiden verreyment—He ha^ se^en his

Iuggement. c 1400 Yiuainc <y Gaw. 1491 The lady said,

Sir, verrayment, I wil do al yowr cumandment.

B. sb. Truth ; verity.

1528LYNDESAY Dreme 801 Efter my sempyll intandiment,

. . I sail declare the suith and verrayment As I best can. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 27 Gif that he traistit nocht

To that tha said wes suith and verrteinent [etc.]. 1570
Levins Manip, 68 Veriment, Veritas.

C. adj. Veritable, correct.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon 940 To speake like a proctor,

And tell vnto you, what is veriment and true.

t VerinaS. Obs. rare. Also 7 Verrinus. [var.

of Varinas. Cf. Sp. veriua and F. verine (1675).]

A superior quality of roll tobacco (see Varinas).
1618 in Capt. Smith Wks. (Arb.) 541 There are so many

sofisticating Tobaco-mungers in England, were it neuer so

bad, they would sell it for Verinas, and the trash that re-

maineth should be Virginia. 1670 Merry Drollery 1. 10 But
all the day long you do us the wrong ; When for Verrinus

you bring us Mundungus.

tVe*riness. Obs.- 1 In 6 verynesse. [f. Very
a."] Actuality, reality, truth.

1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 21 He is sayde to be lyke

the sonne of man, to betoken the truenesse or verynesse of

humane nature in him, with the same fygure of speeche that

Paule vsed.

Veriour, obs. Sc. form of Warrior.
Verious, -iowce, -ioyce, obs. ff. Verjlice.

Verisimilar (verisi'mihu), a. Also 7 very-,

9 veri-similar. [f. L. verisimilis, vert similis (see

Verisimilitude), after Similar a. Cf. It. vert-

simile, Sp. verosimil, Pg. veri-
s
verosimil.] Having

the appearance or semblance of truth or reality

;

appearing true or real
;
probable.

In early use rare. Frequent since c 1845, app. after Carlyle,

who used it freely.

1681 Ess. Peace <y Truth Ch. 2 As the Opposition to Truth
is either from a downright Lie ; or a verisimilar Semblance.
168a Dryden Dk. Guise Dram. Wks. 1725 V. 334 Now I am
to perform all this it seems, without making any Thing
verisimilar or agreeable. 1683 T. Hunt Def. Charter Lond.
29 Our Poet hath not so much art left him as to frame any
thing agreeable or very-similar to amuse the People or

wherewith to deceive them. 1727 Bailey (vol. II).

18*7 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I, 39 Are these dramas of his

not verisimilar only but true? 1846 G. S. Faher Lett.

Tractar. Secess. 3 Since I judge the doctrines of Rome to

be more rational and verisimilar than any other doctrines

whatever. 1887 Lowell Democracy, etc. 165 But ' Don
Quixote*, if less verisimilar as a narrative, ..appeals to far

higher qualities of the mind.

Hence Verisi'milarly adv.

1833 Carlyle in Froude Life {\%%t) II. xiv. 338 Words-
worth . . [was] represented verisimilarly enough as a man full

of English prejudices, idle [etc.].

tVerisrmilary, a, Obs.-1 [Cf. prec. and
Similary a.] Verisimilar.

f 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. vi. 31 Like verisimilarie [F.

verisimiles] amorabons, we capiat the benevolence of the

. .faiminine sexe.

t Verisimile. Obs—J In 7 very simile. [See

Verisimilar a. and Simile sb.] A plausible sem-

blance or appearance ^something.
1653 Cclpkpper Eng. Physic. (1656) 300 Almost al Astro.

logo-Physitians hold this to he an Herb of Mars, and they
give a very simile of a truth for it too, viz. Because it cures

diseases of the Head.

Verisimilitude (verisimiditiwd). Also 8-9
veri-similitude. [a. obs. F. verisimilitude (1 549),
or ad. L. verl similitudo, verisimilitudo, f. vert

similis, verisimilis, f. vert, gen. of veram truth,

and similis like. Cf. Sp. verisimilitude Pg. veri-

similitude. It. verisimilitudiite.]

1. The fact or quality of being verisimilar; the

appearance of being true or real ; likeness or re-

semblance to truth, reality, or fact; probability.

In very frequent use from c 1850.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1031 If we wil use the rule

of probability and verisimilitude. 1654FLECKNOE TenYears
Trav. 30 Truth has no greater Enemy than verisimilitude,

and likelihood. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 64 Verisimili-

tude and Opinion are an easie purchase ; and these counter-

feits are all the Vulgars treasure. 17*7 Wahburton Tracts

(1789) 83 Was it but Falshood's Mask of Veri-similitude

that we doated after. 1764 Reid Inquiry vi. § 19 His con-

jectures have more verisimilitude than dogmatic theories.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 289 A depth of
tenderness in her large black eyes, .gave a great verisimi-

litude to her representation of the lovelorn damsel. 1870

J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 11. vii. 221 They are nothing
more to me than..judgments on the verisimilitude of intel-

lectual views, not the possession and enjoyment of truths.

189a Stevenson & Osbourne Wrecker i, To add a spice of
verisimilitude 'college paper' had an actual marketable
value.

b. esp. Of statements, narrative, etc.

1671 Milton Samson, Of Tragedy, The Plot... which is

nothing indeed but such ceconomy, or disposition of the
fable as may stand best with verisimilitude and decorum.
1733 G. Cheyne Eng. Malady 1. vi. § 1 (1734) 48 If what I

have advane'd ..have any Truth or Verisimilitude. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. II. v. 60 They would appear.. so
extravagant, as to go far beyond the bounds of that veri-
similitude which must be preserved even in fictitious narra-
tion. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. xvii. (1882) 165 The char-
acters . .have all the verisimilitude and representative quality
that the purposes of poetry can require. 1858 Merivale
Rom. Emp. Iv. (1865) VII. 2 We must accept in the main
the verisimilitude of the picture they have left us of this arch-
tyrant. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 422 The traditional
form was required in order to give verisimilitude to the
myth.

2. A statement, etc., which has the mere appear-

ance or show of being true or in accordance with
fact ; an apparent truth.

1783 H ailes A ntiq. Chr. Ch. iv. 141 Perhaps, the author had
no farther view, than to state the Academical verisimilitudes
on each side of the controversy. 1797 J. Lawrence in
Monthly Mag. (1810) XLVI1L 112/1 The advantages of
sophistry are infinitely beyond those of real truth; because
a fortunate and well-sounding verisimilitude is so adapted
to the comprehension of nine-tenths of mankind. 1821
Lamb Elia 1. Old Benchers Inner 'P., Henceforth let no one
receive the narratives of Elia for true records ! They are,
in truth, but shadows of fact—verisimilitudes, not verities.

1850 L.Hunt Autobiog. vii. (i860) 128, I felt. .that there
was more truth in the verisimilitudes of fiction than in the
assumptions of history.

tVerisimilitudinary,a. Obs.—1 [Cf. prec.

and Similitudinary a.] Of persons : Having a
show of being correct in opinion or judgement.
167s E. W[ilson] Spadacrene Dunelm. 4 Those that hold

the materiality of the Air to be from water, are not in
opinion altogether paradoxical, but verisimilitudinary.

t Verisimi'lity. Obs. Also 7 veri-simility.

[f. L. type *ve~risimilitas i i. verisimilis {vert sim-
ilis) : see Verisimilitude.] Verisimilitude.
1646 Sir T. Brown Pseud. Ep. m. xxi. 157 Touching the

vertsimility or probable truth of this relation. Ibid. vii.

xviii. 382 Assuredly it was a noble Nation., upon whom, if

not such verities, at least such verisimilities of fortitude
were placed. 1668 Dryden Dram. Poesy Ess. (Ker) I. 59
The spirit of man cannot be satisfied but with truth, or at
least verisimility. 1706 tr. De Piles'* Art Painting 71 The
third [copy], which is Faithful and Easy, . . puzzles the great-

est Criticks, and often hazards their Pronouncing against
the Truth, tho' it may be agreeable to Verisimility,

t Verisi milous, a. Obs. Also 7 veresimil-

ous. [Irreg. f. L. veri similis^ verisimilis : see

Verisimilitude.] Verisimilar.

1635 F. White Sabbath 16 Many erronious doctrines of
Pontificians, are in our dayes wholly supported by veri-

I

similous and probable reasons. 1642 Gauden Three Serm.
I 62 A Judge . . needs bee a Critick, . . to discerne betweene man
and man, cause and cause, just and unjust, true and vere-

similous. 1675 E. W[ilsonJ Spadacrene Dunelm. 33 Any
verisimilous conjecture concerning the causation of Springs.

Verism (vi»'riz'm). [f. as next + -ism. Cf.

Veritism.] The literary or artistic style practised

or advocated by the verists.

1892 I/lustr. Lond. News 24 Sept. 407/1 This triumph of
realism, verism, naturalism, or whatever sort of ' ism ' it

may be called.

Verist (vi»'rist). [f. L. ver-um (neut.) or It.

ver-o true + -ist. Cf. Veritist.] One who believes

in or practises the rigid representation of the truth

or reality in literature or art. Also attrib.

1884 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 395 This observation.. would
lead us to a controversy with the verists, realists, naturalists,

or whatever their name. 1899 Acajiemy 18 Feb. 213/2
These provoked the Verist reaction which followed.

Hence Veri'stic a.

1884 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 450 The veristic school does
indeed go too far in holding up the things of sense as exclus-

ively true and real. 1891 tilackw. Mag. CL. 869/1 The key-

note of George Eliot's art Signor Negri qualifies as essentially

realistic, or, as he puts it, veristic.

Veritabi'lity. rare—1
, [f. next.] A truth or

verity.

1864 A. Leichton Myst. Leg. Edinb. (1886} 119 It even
happens often that many ventabilities pass through the

mind without leaving any traces.

Veritable (ve'ritab'l), a. (and adv.). Also 5

veritabill, 6 verytable. [a. OF. and AF. verit-

able (mod.F. veritable , = It. veritevole), f. verite

Verity : see -able.
App. the word had become obsolete by the middle of the

17th century, and was revived early in the 19th. Webster
(1828-32) notes it as 'little used'.]

1. Of a statement, etc. : That is in accordance

orconformity with the truth or verity ; true. ? Obs.

1474 Caxton Chesse 11. i. (1883) 21 Therfore hym ought to

saye no thynge but yf hit were veritable and stable, c 1485

Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 1068 We shall here tidinges..

shortlye; For that is suth veritabill. 1514 Barclay Cyt.

<y Uplondyshm. (Percy) 20 In good fayth . . thy tale is veryt-

able, Grounded in lernynge, and gretly commendable. 1604

Shaks, Oth. 111. iv. 76 Des. Indeed 1 is't true? Oth. Most
veritable, therefore looke too 't well. 1649 Evelyn Liberty

Servitude iv. Misc. Writ. (1825) 21 It was not lesse lawfull

to men who comprehended thoughts worthy and veritable,

such as we might have of things divine, to possesse an heart

elevated and a courage invincible.

fb. Of persons: Speaking the truth; truthful,

veracious. Obs.

1489 Caxton Fayteso/A. i.vii. n The maners and condi-

cions whiche belongen to a good conestable ben these, that

he be not testyf. .ne angry, ISut amesured and attemporat,

..verytable in worde and promesse hardy, a 1533 Ld.

Berneks Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E vij b, The greatest

faute. .is to spare the trouthe and not to be verytable. 1594

R. Ashley tr. Lays le Roy 46 The second warned him to bee

all his life true, and veritable.

2. Genuine, real, true ; not counterfeit, false, or

spurious; correctly or properly so called.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg, 19/1 And to thende to preve that

his deth was veritable he wold lye therin thre dayes. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseuti. Ep. v. xix. 262 But where the real

works of Nature, or veritable acts of story are to be

described, digressions are aberrations.

1830 J . G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 24 Few persons . . form any-

thing like just estimates of the veritable size of trees. 185s
Miss Cobbe Intuit. Mor. \. 73 Then Intuition must be

given its natural position as the basis of the only veritable



VERITABLENESS.
System of Ethics. 1871 Mokley Voltaire (18S6) 8 A moral
relish for veritable proofs of honesty.

b. Of things or persons.
1649 Earl Momm. tr. Scuault's Use Passions g The same

Philosophers., imagined it [the soul] had parts as well as the
body, and though they were more subtle, they were not less

veritable. 1833 Lamb Elia If. Imaginative Faculty in
Productions Mod. Art, He had painted a laudable orchard,
with fitting seclusion, and a veritable dragon. 185a MlS8
Yosge Cameos II. xxiii. 249 A veritable personage was
Whittington. 1881 Lit. World vi Jan. 37/1 Nelson, we all

know, was a veritable sea king.

0. With the, in emphatic use.
1831 Miss Mitford in [/Estrange Life (1870) II. xiv. 320

A cast of the skull of Raphael—the veritable skull dug up
at Rome. 1856 Kane Arct. E.x/>1. II. ix. a\ Next, sugar;
what complex memories the word brings back !—the verit-
able sugar has been long ago defunct. 1871 Blackie Four
Phases i. 150,1 who am now talking..am the veritable
Socrates.

3. In extended use, denoting possession of all the
distinctive qualities of the person or thing specified.
1861 C. Stretton Chequered Life I. 24, I tell you that

Charley is a veritable eel. 1869 A. Harwood tr. De Pres-
sensfs Early Years Chr. ill. i. 360 They had a succession
of governors who were veritable brigands. 1897 Standard
2 Feb. 7/5 At Rochefort there was. .a veritable hail of tiles,

slates, etc. blown off the roofs.

f4. Ks,adv. Veritably, truly. Obs.—'1

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvi. 93, I beleue veritable that it

is for to take vengeaunce of the feyth & of the grete othe.

.

whiche I haue violated falsly.

Hence Veritableness, truth, veracity, rare-1.

1664 J. Nf.wburgh in Evelyn Pomona, etc. 44, I am so
well assured of the veritableness of my neighbours relation,
that I dare not question it.

Veritably (ve-ritabli), adv. [f. Veritable a.

+ -LI *.] In a veritable manner ; with truth or
verity ; truly, truthfully

; genuinely, really.
1481 Caxton Godfrey cxliii. 214 The nombre of them that

were slayn was neuer verytably knowen. a 1513 Fabvan
Chron. I. xxiii. 18 Kymarchus y* sone of Secihus, as some
wryters haue, but more veritably as sayth y olde Cronycle,

. the brother of lago was made ruler of Hrytayne. c 153a Dv
Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 927 Veritably, veritablement.
1567 MapletGV. Forest 25b, l'heyesteeme many things by
figure and fanticie, but few veritably and vprightly.
1804 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) VI. 143 Allpossible hazard

may be precluded, by observing more veritably to the
youthful reader, that [etc.]. 1875 Postk Gains 11. (ed. 2)
237 Veritably afterborn, that is to say born after their father
has made his will.

Veritism. [f. Verit-y + -ism.] = Verism.
So Ve-rltist, Veritistic a. = Verist, Vebistic a.
Originally and chiefly U.S.
1894 Nation (N.Y.) 19 July 53/2 Veritism is the name by

which devils are to be cast out, and the artist himself is to
be a vermst. 1894 H. Garland in Forum (N.V.) Aug. 690My own conception is that realism (or veritism) is the truth-
ful statement of an individual impression corrected by refer,
ence to the fact. Ibid., The ventist chooses for his subject
not the impossible, not even the possible, but always the
probable, lldd. 693 The critic cannot distinguish between
the entirely fictitious characters of the veritistic novel and
the characters drawn from life.

Verity (veriti). Forms: 5 varyte, Sc. weryte,
5-6 verite, Sc. veryte, 6 veritee, Sc. varite

;

5-6 Sc. veretie, 6 veritye, verytie, ueritie, Sc.
werietie, weratie, 6-7 veritie, Sc verritie, 7-
verity. [a. AF. and OF. verite, veritet (mod.F.
verite', = It. verita, Prov. veritat, vertat, verdad,
Sp. verdad, Pg. verdade) :-L. veritat-, Veritas, f.

ver-us true, Very a. : see -ITT.
App. not in common use in the 18th cent., but revived in

the 19th.]

1. Without article. Truth, either in general or
with reference to a particular fact ; conformity to
fact or reality. Also personif.
* '375 iSfc L'g- Saints i. (I'eter) 254 Bot-gyf bat pece be

and concorde, to fynd veryte In-to na thing may be profyte.

Wj ,?
n^e tr

: Secreta Secret. 161 Verite getyth halrcdyn.
Il'id., Verite [is] caste doune, whan any vnryghtly thynge is
prcferrld to trouthe. c 1470 Henry Wallace VIM. 1406 And
verite war seyn, That ye me lufTyt, I awcht yow luff agayn.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 87 Than demaunded he of Tiym,
what thyng he professed. He aunswered : Veritee. 1579W. Fulkk Confut. Sanders 577 Iletweene veritie & falsitie
there is no meane. 1641 H. More Song of Soul ir. in. iii.

8 Mirth, and Free-mindednesse, Simplicitie,. .These be the
lovely play-mates of pure veritie. 1653 Gataker / ind.
Annot. Jer. 66 Historical verity, saith he, shews the
sepulkers of their false Gods here on earth. 1698 G. Thomas
Pensilvania 30, I.. have all along, and shall still declare
nothing but Verity. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxiii, He is a
prelatist..,and all, and more than all, that has been said of
him must needs be verity. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. vi.
(1872) 137 A little verdant flowery island of poetic intellect,
of melodious human verity. 1874 II. R. Reynolds "John
Baft. v. ; 2. 325 The hypothesis of Catholic verity does
not attempt to solve the problem.
Comb. 1802-12 Hentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I.

191 A motive of any description may be termed a veracity
or verity-promoting, or mendacity.restraining, motive.

b. In various prepositional phrnses and construc-
tions used adverbially, freq. with emphatic force,
as in (t of) verily.
X4.. Sir Beues IS.) 4313 + 127 Foure bousand men, pur

varyte, bey broirjten with hem to Lundone cyte. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay 39 Hir cleyne virginite wes (wjvndcrlie and in
verite prouine be the prophetis. a 1557 Diurn. Occurr.
(Bann. CI.) 14 Thequhilk Johne Scott iastit without meit or
drink of veritie xxxij dayes. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lvii.

i 5 For we take not baptism nor the eucharist for bare reseat-

131

blances. ., but (as they are indeed and in verity) for means
effectual. 1849 James Woodman xxxiv, It is somewhat
sudden in verity and truth; but he must depart for Dorset
by daybreak to-morrow. 1875 Ruskin Fort Clav. lvi. 231
In verity it was not I who fed my nurse, but my nurse me.

f c. Of verity (used predicativelyj : True. Sc.

Obs. (Cf. 3 b.)

1549 Contpl. Scot. v. 35 Bot admittand ..that Socrates
opinione var of verite, }it [etc.]. a 1578 Lindksay tPits.

cottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 134 'the provist ansuerit
and said, ' that is of truth and weralie, and gif ' [etc.], c 1593
in Spalding Club Misc. I. 5 Gif this be of ueritie I remit
me to the Erlle of Angus declaratioun. 1658 in Hawick
Archseol. Soc. Trans. (1868) 30/2 The which the said David
Baddic hes maid faith before the baillies that it was of
verritie.

2. With article or pronoun. The truth ; the true

or real facts or circumstances.
Freq. in the 16th c. in reference to religious belief, some-

times taking the sense of 'the true religion or faith'.

1423 Yonge tr. Secrcta Secret. 161, I sey that ham lackyth
men that sholde say to ham the Verite, or the trouthe.

c 1450 Merlin xxi. 372 Telle me what ye be, and of youre
felowes telle me the verite. c 1480 Henryson Fables, Sheep
<r Dog x, Seikand full mony Decreitis of the Law, And
Glosis als, the veritie to knaw. 1535 Coverdale i John iii.

19 Hereby knowe we, that we are of the verite. 1582
Stanyhurst sEneis ir. (Arb.) 46 King: my faith I plight
heere, to relate thee veritye soot hi ye, 1607 J. Carpenter
Plaint Mans Plough 22 '.therefore Lactantius approacheth
neerer to the veritie. 16:3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 73
The Apostles preached here the Christian veritie. 1696 in

Aubrey's Misc. (1721) 212, I have set it down fully, . .being
curious for nothing but the Verity. 1754 in Nairn* Peerage
Evidence (1874) 55 [ToJ grant commission for taking his
oath on the verity.

b. Const, <?/" (something).
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xi. (Percy) 39 The comon wyt.

.

Maye well ajudge the perfyt veritie Of theyr sentence.
1535 '" L<ttt Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 80 Howbeit
no farder than the verity of Scripture will justifie my cause.
1604 T. Wright Passions 1. x. 43 By which auncient
Proverbes may be collected the verity of the assertion set
downe. 1651 Hobbes Leviatk. in. xl. 250 The verity of
his Miracles. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. u. iii. (1692) 79 We
cannot.. allow That a meer Belief of the Verity and
Authority of the History and Doctrine of Scripture is..

Faith. 1727 Swift Further Acc. £. Curll Wks. 1755 III.

1. 154 The verity of this hypothesis is justified by the
symptoms. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 210 He
wrote a volume denying the verity of my experiments. 1830
Gen. P. Thompson Exerc (1842) I. 238 The most powerful

froof of the verity of the rule, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. x. 66,
felt in all its force the brave verity of the remark of

Mirabeau. 1888 Sat. Rev. 21 Jan. 83 It is a pity Mr.
Ashton should not have clearly distinguished, .between the
veracity of the author and the verity of his book.

o. Said of God or of Christ. Usu. with defin-

ing adj. preceding.

*535 Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 6 The verite hath sayd it

and wryten it. 1559 Homilies l. 0/Faith 11. G iij b, Chryst
hymself: the eternal and infallible veritie. 1563 Ibid., Of
the Resurrection Ggggij b, O man, cal to thy minde, that
therefore hast thou receyued intothyneowne possession the
euerlasting veritie

;
our Sauiour Jesus Christ. 1645 Vane Lost

Sheepe 41 God being the Prime Verity. 1870 J. H. Newman
Gram. Assent 1. v. 126 We have no experiences in our
memory which we can.. transmute into an Image of the
Ineffable Verity.

t d. The exact wording and meaning of the
original Hebrew or Greek text of the Bible. Obs.

x535 Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 45 But yet let Tindale
loke ouer his Testament once agene and conferre yt a lytic

j

beter withe the verite and greke to [ = too]. 1539 Bible '

(Great) title. The Byble in Englyshe, truly translated after
j

the veryte of the Hebrue and Greke textes. 1627 W. Bedell
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 136 For the translation sake
(being not in the Vulgar, but according to the Hebrew
verity). 1659 Bp. Walton Consid. Considered 91 The
greatest assertors of the Hebrew verity. 1771 Luckombe
Hist. Print. Pref. B 2 b, When they quote the Scripture
wrong.., the authority of the Greek and Hebrew verity
should be cast in their teeth.

e. The actuality or reality ^"something.
a 1633 Austin Mcdit. (1635) J 76 He [Christ] offered also

his Hands, to the other Disciples,, .toproove. .the veritie of
his humane Body. 1686 W. Hopkins Ratrantnus' Bodyfy lit.

Dissert, v. (1688) 75 Concerning the Verity of Christ's Body
and Blood in the Eucharist. 1913 Act 3 <\ 4 Ceo. K, c. 20
821 Such oath. .shall be taken by aim to the verity of the
debt.

3. With a and pi. A true statement, doctrine, or
opinion ; an established fact, a reality ; a truth.

J533 Frith Anrtv. More (1548) 42 There are many verities,

which yet may be no such artycles of our faithe. 1577
Harrison England 11. vii. in I/olmshcd I. 80/2 Sith con-
jecturs are no verities & mine opinion is but one mans
iudgement. 1605 Camden Rent. (1623) 22: Magicke, in
the time of Nero, was discouered to be but a vanity, in
the declining siatcof the Roman Empire, accounted by the
Gentiles a verity. 1640 Bulwer Pathomyot. 11. i. 60 A
great Anatomist, whom I find running away with an errour
instead of aconceited verity. 1690 Locke Hunt. Und.w.
vii. 5 1 1 Which [propositions] being settled in the minds of
their scholars, as unquestionable verities. 1765 Sterne Tr.
Shandy vn. xxxiv, But it is an indubitable verity, con-
tinued I, addressing myself to the commissary. 1845 Bailey
Festus (ed. 2) 122 Thus dreams are verities. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1877) I. App. 643 The quarrel and the recon-
ciliation are unquestionable verities. 1878 Tait& Stewart
Unseen L'niv.Wu § aoj. 203 Our strength lies in keeping up
a communication with those verities which we all acknow-
ledge.

b. Of a verity (chiefly in parenthetic use) :

Truly, assuredly, in truth, indeed. (Cf. 1 b.) rhct.
1850 W. Irving Mahomet vi. (1853) 33 Oh Mahomet, of a

Terity,thouartthe prophet of God I 1856 Kane Arct. Expl.

VERJUICE.
II. i. 15 The liver of a walrus eaten with little slices of his
fat ;. .of a verity it is a delicious morsel i860 Sai.a Bad.
dington Peerage I. xv. 271 Down she came, in about ten
minutes, looking of a verity, radiant.

4. Truthfulness, veracity, sincerity. ? Obs.
C1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878)51 Justice,

verity, holiness, fear of God. 1565 T. Stafleton Fortr.
Faith 14 b, Thou hast sworen to Dauid in thy verite. 1605
Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 92 The King-becoming Graces, As
Iustice, Verity, Temp'rance, Stablenesse. 1606 Bkyskktt
Civ. Life -24,11 Veritie is the vertuc.by whuh a man in all
his conuersation, in all his actions, and in al his words shew-
eth himselfe sincere and ful of truth. 1808 E. S. Barkett
Miss-led General 47 If my verity is called in question, I will
state in what manner, and by what means it was paid. 1848
Scottish Jml. T<pog.

t etc. II. 167/r Scoto-Gallicisms...On
my veritie, [from French] verite. My certie, [from French]
certes.

Verjuice (\5-ic\7us), sb. Forms: a. 4-5 var-
ious, 5 veryous, -yose, -ius(e, -iuys, -jusae,

-iowce (vere jouse), 6 werius, verioyce, -juce
(verdjuice), 6-7 veriuice, -iuce, -iuyce, 7 ver-
juyce, -juce, -jus, 7- verjuice. j3. 4 vergws, 5
wergoys, 6 vergus, -uys ; 4 vergieux, 4-6
-eous, 6 -ews, -eus, 5 vergyous, 6 -ious, -yus,
-ius (4 verdius, 5 vertious). 7. 5 vergys, 5-7
vergia, 6-; verges, 6 werges, vergesse, -i(e^,sse,

7 verdges; 6 warges, 6-7, 9 dial, varges, 7, 9
dial, vargis. [a. OF. vertjus, verjtis, vergus, etc.

(mod.F. verjus), f. vert green, unripe +jus JriCK.]
1. The acid juice of green or uniipc grapes, crab-

apples, or other sour fruit, expressed and formed
into a liquor ; formerly much used in cooking, as a

condiment, or for medicinal purposes. Also in com-
parisons as, as sour (bitter, tart, etc.) as verjuice,
o. 1302-3 Fly Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 18 Pro j harillo ad

verious. 14.. I'ot. in Wr.-Wiilcker 619 I'itidis snecus,
veriuys. C1440 Promp. Parv. 508/2 Veriowce, sawce,
agresta. 1450-80 tr. Secrcta Secret. 33 Make him drynke
of verious and watir. c 1460 Towneley Myst, xn. 236 A calf

lyuer skorde with the veryose; Good sawse. This is a re-

storete To make a good appete. 1534 in Peacock Eng. Ch.
Furniture (1866) 187 A brake to make verioyce with. 1544
Phaer Regint. Ly/e (15C0) B iv b, 'Ihe juce of Purcelane, of
Plantaine, and verjuce of grape, or crabbes. 1594 Plat
Jewell-ho. in. 71 Crabs after the veriuice is expressed from
them. 1626 Middleton Women Beivare Worn, lit, iii,

Having a crabbed face of her own, she'll eat the less ver-

juice with her mutton. 1657 Trapp Comtn, Ezra vi. 13 II.

22 Their obedience was wrung out of them, as verjuice is out
of a crab. 1748 Hartley Observ, Man 1. ii. 124 The good
Effects of Vinegar, Verjuice, Spirits of Wine, in Sprains.

1799 <). Smith Laboratory (ed. 6) I. 343 Beat pumice stones

to an impalpable powder, and mix up with verjuice. 1853
Royi.e Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 358 When unripe the fruit is

remarkable for the harsh acidity of its juice, which is then
called verjuice. 1881 Harpers Mag. LX1II. 266 To distort

the face as if one were quaffing verjuice.

Jig. 1616 R. C. 'Limes' Whistle (1871) So They must have
veriuice that will squeese such crabbes. 1624 Middlkton
Game at Chess v. iii, 'S foot this Fat Bishop hath. .50

squelch'd and squeez'd me, I've no verjuice left in me. 1662
Hibisert Body Div. 1. 269 Take heed of matching with one
of the daughters of Heth ; he that graffs into a crab-slock, is

like never to want verjuice.

0, 1349-50 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 551 In xvjlag.de
vergeous. 139a Fart Derby's Exped. (Camden) 155 Et pro
viij galonihus vergws. a 1400 Leg. Holy Rood via. 175 }it

Moyses in Rule hab rad, We schulde ete vr lomb in sour
vergeous, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhcde 11. cxlvii. (ifiog) 134,
I serue of vinegre and of vergeous, and of greynes bat ben
soure. c 1440 Douce MS. jj fol. 7 Then take.. a quantite

of vertious & saffron & salte & cast ther to. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 23 A baiell with wergoys, and a botel for

wynne. 1513 W. de Worde Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk.
278 It ought for to be eten with grene garlyke, or with

sorell, or tender vvnes, or vergyus in somer season. 1558
Warde tr. Alexis Seer. (1568) 65 b, P

"

:e it in iii glasses

full of good vergeous or whyte wyne. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 57 Some adc thereunto Ver-

gius, or the iuyce of soure Grapes, to make the taste more
tarte.

y. 1412-3 Abingdon Acc. (Camden) 75 De vuis..pro ver-

gis inde lact*. c 1518 Skelton MagnyJ. 1779 Somtyme,
parde, I must vse largesse. Ye.mnry, somtyme in amesseof
vergesse. 1527 Luton Trin. Guild (1906) 186 Payd..for
galone of wargis. 1557 Lane. <y Chesk. Wills (Chetham
Soc. 1884) 64, ij barrells to keepe varges in. 1573 TVMU
Husb. (1878) 53 Be sure of vergis. .so good for the kitchen.

1610 Markiiam Masierp. 1. Ixxi. 148 You shall then onely

giue it a pint of strong verdges to drmke. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Begger Wks. 1. 97/2 And for a Sauce he seldom

is at Charges, For cuery Crabtree, doth affoord him Vergis.

1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Secrets 102 Make a posset of

Varges or Vinigar and Milke, bath the joynt very hot there-

with. 1837 Hood Ode to Dr. Hahnemann 38 A drop of

'varges '. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. 375 As sour

as vargis. 1904 E. STEf Wayside <fr
Woodland Trees 103

Cyder is made from the rotting Crabs; also a kind of

vinegar called verjuice or vargis.

t b. In fig. phrases to crowd, crush, squeese to

verjuice. Obs.
1605 TryatlCkev. H. i. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III. 289

And that sowre crab do but leercat thee I shall squeeze him

to Vargis. x6ax Fletcher Isl. Princess 111. i. They love a

man that crushes 'em to verjuce. a 1625 — WifeforMonth
it. i, They have crowded me to Vergis, I sweat like a butter-

box.

2. In fig. use, with reference to the characteristic

acidity or sourness of verjuice.

1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 39 Oh how the varges from
his blacke pen wrung, Would sauce the Idiome of the Eng-
lish tongue. Ibid. 65 To mittigate The sharp tart veriuice

of his snap-haunce hate. x6a6 B. Jonson Staple ofN. r. i,

17-3



VERJUICE.
Hang him, an austere grape, That has no iuice, but what is
venulce in him. 1685 Crowns Sir C. Nice 1, The Devil ofEnvy suck d it all out, and left verjuice in the roome. 1750Mrs

. Delany in Life f, Corr. (,862) 543 To be sure there
must bean infinite deal of verjuice in her composition ! 1701
J. Wolcot (P. Pindar) Rights 0/Kings xviii. Wks. 1816 II.
209 The heart should be a medlar, not a crab ; Milk, and not
Verjuice, from its fount should flow. 18*5 Scott Betrothed
*£"• 5"S* 8'ancing towards her a look of verjuice (etc 1

1833 I. Hook Parson's Dau. 11. xi, Miss Budd, although
she said nothing, looked vinegar and verjuice. 1873 Sv-
monds Grk. Poets IV. 101 The temper of hisproposedson-in-
law was a mixture of gall, wormwood, vinegar, verjuice,
vitriol and nitric acid.

3. attrib. or as adj. a. Simple attrib., as ver-
juice barrel, bottle, brake, house, sauce, tub, vessel.
M3» B. E. Wills (1882) gr A vergyous barell. T1450 Ttvo

Loo/eery Bis. 103 The sauce is vergyus sauce or sauce
ginger. 1516-7 Durhaii
ostiis le Weriushouse.

132

Wordsw. White Doe 11. 12 This Maid, who wrought. .In
vermeil colours and in gold An unblest work. 181a SKogers Columbus Poems (1839) 42 Tinging with vermeil
light the billows blue. 1898 Meme U. Down Crook of

but

Ice. Rolls (Surtees) 106 Pi _

l55'-*o in Hall Eliz. Soc. (1887)
150 A verguys tubbe. 1578 Knaresl,. Wills (Surtees) I. 134

A , SOS^Z? ,'" a v«giaus brake. 1588 Lane. *
Chesh. Wills (tlietham Soc. 1893) 150, ij kneadinge tubes,
lJJ chelses, 11 verges barrells. 1629 Inv. Househ. Goods in
Jrans. Essex Archxol. Soc. III. 11. 161 In the West Larder
..8 vergis vessells.

b. Passing into adj. in the sense of ' bitter, sour,
sour-looking', as verjuice countenance, face, wit.
1598 Marston Sco. Villanie To Iudiciall Perusers, I

d
,

are_de.

r™d my plainenesse against ihe veriuice-face of
the Uabbedst Satynst that euer stuttered. 1613 Hevwood
brazen Age 11. 111, She scarce will let me kisse her, But shee
makes vergisse faces. 1632 Brome Court Beggar 11. i, Thou
hast a verjuice wit, 1823 Scott Peveril vii, A verjuice
countenance ..is no such temptation. 1853 Hickik tr
Anstoph. (1887) I. 12 You bear the basket prettily, with a
verjuice face.

t C Verjuice grape, one or other variety of
grape suitable for the making of verjuice (cf. quot.
1725 and F. verjtts a sour or green grape). Obs.
1648 Hexham 11, Verjurs-besien, Verjus or Sowre grapes.

1053 Urquhakt Rabelais I. xxv, The great red grapes, the
muscadine the verjuice grape. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
Sept. 74 lhe Verjuyce-grape excellent for sauce, Xc. 1706
London & Wise Retired Card. I. xi. 52 Having planted
your Irees, you ought.. to set some Chasselas, or Verjuice
Grapes, about your Squares. 1725 Earn. Diet, s.v., There
are three sorts of Grapes to which they properly give theName of Verjuice, viz. the Gouais, Farineus, and Bourdelas
otherwise le Grey; and 'tis from these three that they com.
monly press Verjuice.

Hence Ve'rjuice v. trans., to embitter, make
sour; Verjuiced///. a.

1836 W. H. Maxwell Capl. Blake xv, The maid was a
verjuiced spinster. 1848 Lowell Rublefor Critics (1865) 217

J?,
ls„se"nons wlth satire are plenteously verjuiced. 1802W G. Ihorpe Still Life Mid. Temple 3 Sir John Key,

where the inherent rhyme to 'donkey' verjuiced the
baronetcy.

Verke, obs. Sc. forms of Work sb.

t Verken, obs. form of Firkin.
1485 Ccly Papers (Camden) 184 P' per me for an verken

ot gonpouder, vuj d.

Verlay, Verlet(te, obs. ff. Virelay, Varlet,
Verlich;e, ME. varr. Ferly a. and adv
t Verling-line. Naut.

ing obscure.)

1420 in For. Act. 3 Hen. VI, ij. haunserspro verlyng-lynespondens ex. lb.
'

Verlore, var. f. pa. t. and pa. pple. Forlese v.
Obs. Verlot(te, obs. ff. Varlet. Verm
southern dial. var. Farm sb. ; obs. Sc. var. Worm
sb. Vermayn(e, obs. ff. Vermin sb.

t Verme. Her. Obs. [ad. L. vermis worm
(Hononus of Antun De Iniag. Mttndi 1. xiii) in-
correctly taken as the name of a fish.] An alleged
fish of the Ganges, able to seize and destroy
elephants.
Bossewell elsewhere (11. 66) has the form vermante, proban error for verme hariante by accidental omission of letters'
157a Bosseweu. Armorie 1.1. 25 b, H. hathe to hys

/erme hariante propre, subsigned aboute the tayle

That
1906 C. M. Doughty

i Her rud as apple blossoms, vermeil.
3 sunny rays.

Obs.
Obs. (Origin and mean-

rare-', [f. Verhe-s + -an.]

with a scrowe.

Ve'rmean, a.

= Vermian a. 1

.

. "90S Q- Eev. Apr. 493 Parasites, both external and
internal, both protozoan and vermean, were met with.
Vermechuili, obs. f. Vermicelli.
Vermeil, vermil (vaumil), a. and sb. Forms

:

a. 5 vermaile, -mayle, -meyle, 6 vermayll, 7-meyl; C vermeill, 8-9 -meille, 6- vermeil.
0. 6 vermeil, 7 vermel ; 6-7 vermile, 7 -myle

;

8-0 vermil. [a. AF. and OF. vermail, vermeil
adj. and sb. (nth c., mod.F. vermeil, = Prov. ver-
melh, vermel):-ace. sing, of L. vermiculus, dim.
of vermis worm

: see Vermicle, and cf. Vermilion
sb. and Vermily.]
A. adj. Of a bright scarlet or red colour;

vermilion. Chiefly poet.
a. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3645 Ful fayre it [sc. the rose] spradde

the god of blesse For suche another as I gesse Aforne ne
was ne more vermayle. c 1420 Lviw. Ballad at Reverence
Our Lady 45 (Skeat), Benigne braunchelet of thepyne-tree,
Vyneyerd vermayle. 1509 Barclay Ship ofPolys (1570) 74Take not colde water in stede of vermayll wine. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 37 The pretty fische .. vitht there rede vermeil
fynnis.

>
1596 Spenser Prothal. ii, With store of vermeil

Koses, To decke lliuir Bridcgromes posies. 1802 Sporting
Mag. XII. 359 Nature's vermeil robe and lilied vest. 1807

Bough 165 The vermeil flood mounted in her cheeks,
she met Ins glance fully.

P. 1592 Wyrley Armorie, Ld. Chandos i, A vermile
Crosse

:

the Cyprian king still wore. 1637 Milton Lycidas
(Alb. dralt), ihat sad Iloure that strove To write his own
\\ oes on the Vermel Graine. 1692 J. Salter Triumphs
Jesus 17 A Face with Vermile Paint still over-laid. 1701
L. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. I. 4 In noon's bright blaze thy
vermil vest unfold. 1800 Moore Anacrcon lvi, The ripeand vermil wine, Sweet infant of the pregnant vine.

b. Freq. of the countenance, lips, etc.
c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido /, sEneas I. 626 The dimples of

a vermile cheek. 1754 Gray Pleasure fr. Vicissitude 3With vermeil cheek and whisper soft She {sc. the mornlwoo s the tardy spring. 1780 S. J. Pratt Emma Corbett
(ed. 4) II. 176 Ihe invisible sigh steals through its vermeil
passages. 1820 C. R. Maturin Melmoth (1892) III xxx
198 A lip as vermeil as her own. 1864 Musgrave Ten Days
in Fr. I arsonage I. i. 29 The vermeil checks.. faded away
into creamy hues. 3

transf ,759 Mallet Fragment Wks. I. 50 The vivid
pulse the vermil grace,.. Youth, beauty, pleasure, all are
thine

! 1800 Moors Anacrcon xiv. note 3 So many vermil,
honeyed kisses, Envy can never count our blisses.

c. \\ ith names of colours ; esp. vermeil red
1590 Spenser F. Q u. iii. 22 In her cheekes the vermeill

red did shew. 1791 Huudesford Salman. 121 Thy vermeil
red and living green In mimic folds thou shalt display. 18,9Tennyson Emd 364 Like a blossom vermeil-white, That
lightly breaks a faded flower-sheath
Dawn in Britain 1.

while, Her locks.. Like
B. sb. 1. Vermilion hue or colour.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 45 The snowy substaunce [ante

frothy blllowes] sprent With vermeil, like the boyes bloud
therein shed.. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. x. xli, Sowhen cleare ivone vermeil fitly blols, By stains it fairer
grows. 1728 Fielding Love in Sea. Masques 1. v, It has
exagitated my complexion to that exorbitancy of venneille
eiKO Shbnston* Ruined Abbey 180 The vivid vermeil
fled his fady cheek. 1848 Lytton Harold in. iv, The orbwas sinking red and lurid, amidst long cloud-wracks of
vermeil and purple. 1892 ' M. Field ' Sight * Song 1 A
cloak Of vermeil and of blue.

fb. transf. Blood. Obs. rare.
'59° Si-rasER F. Q. 11. x. 24 How oft that day did sad

Lrunchildis see The greene shield dyde in dolorous vermeil?
1594 Greene Sclimus 670 He follow Mars,.. And die my
shield m dolorous vermeil. 1812 Cary Dante, Paratl. XVI
IS* X

Y.',
th ,llese "I saw her so glorious and so just, that ne'er

Ihe .lily from the lance had hung reverse, Or through
division been with vermeil dyed.
1 2. = Vermilion sb. i a. Obs. rare—'.
1610 G, Fletcher Christ's Vict. 11. xxxii, A painted face,

belied with vermeyl store.

3. (See quots.)

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 250 Oriental Ruby.
Its colour is carmine red,.. sometimes red and white, or red
and blue, and thence called sapphire ruby, or orange red,
by some called vermeille or rubicelle. 1884 Imp. Diet.,
Vermeil, a jeweller's name for a crimson-red garnet inclin-
ing slightly to orange.

4. Gilding. (See quot.) Also attrib.
Directly from mod. F. vermeil; the quotation is part of

a description of the French method of gilding.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 613 The venneil coat. Vermeil is a

liquid which gives lustre and fire to the gold, and makes it
resemble or-moulu. [Hence in later Diets.]

b. Silver-gilt
; gilt bronze.

1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Vermeil (French), silver
gilt, or gilt bronze. (Hence in later Diets.] 1889 Harper's
Mag. Aug. 334/2 The iconostase or screen is a high wall of
burnished vermeil. 1911 iqth Cent. May 841 Golden
pheasants sat. .on platters of embossed vermeille.

C. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic), as vermeil-
cheeked, -dyed, -rimmed, -tinctured, -tinted, -veined.
1634 Milton Comus 752 What need a vermeil-tinctured

1'P 'or that? 1777 Potter rEschylus, Furies 451 Let th'
Athenian train... now advance, Array 'd in richest vesture
darting round Its vermeil-tinctur'd radiance. 1810 Shelley
Hope iv. Orig. Poetry (1898) 25 The vermiel [sic] tinted
flowers. 1818 Keats Endymion 1. 50 Before the daisies,
vermeil rimm'd and white, Hide in deep herbage. 1820 —
St. Agnes xxxviii, Thy beauty's shield, heart-shap'd and
vermeil dyed. 1821 L. Hunt Indicator No. 67 (1822) II.
117 Ihe bearded and the vermeil-cheeked. 1905 Holman-
Hunt Pre-Raphaelitism i. 4 Cheeks vermeil-veined by the
pencilling of nature.

Vermeil, vermil (v5-imil), v. Chiefly /to/.
[f. prec. Cf. the earlier Ekvermeil z\] trans.
To colour or suffuse, to stain over, with or as with
vermilion or bright red. Also transf.
IS9« Danett tr. Comines (i6r 4 ) 278 The presses painted

& vermiled with golde. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xm.
Ixxxix Euen nil his armes with blood were vermeil^ o're.
1616 J. Lane Conlu. Soris V. xi. 164 Their bewties, all
sophisticate to viewe (Vulgarlie vermilld to pretende as
trewe

. 1785,}. Sterling Cambuscan cclii, Abundant roses
vermil o er the plain. 1832 _J. Bree St. Herbert's Isle. etc.
171 was vermil ed o'er with sweetest dye That nature's
pencil ever spread.

Hence Ve rmeiled, Ve'rmiled///. a.
16x6 J. Lane Contn. Ser.'s T. ix. 17 Her pail

her vermild modestie.

Vermeillone, -meleon, obs. ff. Vermilion.
t Vermelet. Obs.-* [ad. OF. vermellet, ver-

tueillet, dim. of vermeil Vermeil a.] Vermilion.
C

?
53°9

C&y L7e
J
41 ° br 'Bht Regina, who made theesomir / W ho made thy colour vermelet and white ?

Vermelon(e, -oun, etc., obs. ff. Vermilion.
Vermeil, obs. form of Vermin.

' painted truith,

VERMICELLI.

t VeTment. Obs.- 1 Aphetic f. Averment.
1471 Rolls of Parll. VI. 64/r By his Othe,..withouten

any issue, triall or verrement to be takyn bitwene you and
fay in theruppon.

Vermeo-logist. [f. Verme-s + -ologist.] One
who treats of worms ; a helminthologist.
1828-32 Webster.
So Vermeo-logy, = Helmintiiology. (/««•.)
Vermeon, variant of Vermion Obs.
II Vermes (vaum/z). [L., pi. of vermis worm.]
1. Path. (See quot. 1728.)
[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Vermes, see

Lumbnci.] 1728 Chambers Cycl., Vermes, in Medicine, a
Disease popularly call'd Worms; arising from some of
those Reptiles being generated, and growing in the Body.
iBooMed. Jrnl. IV. 203 Observations on Diseases in London.
.

.
Vermes, . . Epistaxis, . . Epilepsia.

2. Zool. One or other of the primary divisions,
sub-kingdoms, or groups of the animal kingdom
proposed or adopted at various times by certain
classifiers, comprehending worms and allied forms,
but differing widely as to the nature and number
of the classes or families included.
The term was introduced by Linnreus in his Systcma

Aaturz (1766).

1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 362/2 Linnams divides the whole
animal kingdom into 6 classes.. .Class VI. Vermes, or
Worms. 1796 Morse Amer. (Jeog. I. 225 The following
catalogues of insects and vermes. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 4r8 Linnams.. arranged the whole in his class
Vermel. 1878 Bell Gcgenbaur's Comp. Anat. 125, I
arrange the various divisions of the Vermes in the follow.
ing order.. I. Platyhelminthes..n. Nemathehninthes [etc.],
1

1

l'

r^C3":l
:
Brit

- XX1

V

- 677/2 The group Vermes as used
.

.
by Claus includes several distinct phyla, viz., Nematoidea

[etc.]. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson A nim. Life 579 Other
Vermes are certainly unisegmental.

Vermeselly, obs. f. Vermicelli.
Vermetid. Zool.

L.
[ad. mod.L. Vcrmetid-x, 1.

vermes Vermes.] An individual of the family
Vermetidas of holostomatous gasteropods.
i860 P. P. Carpenter in Refi. Smithsonian Instil. /SjQ

205 (The Vermetidae (worm shells). Ibid.] Some of lhe
Vermetids assume a looseness of growth as great as that of
the worm,

Vermi- (vaumi), comb, form of L. vermis (cf.
Vermes), used in various words, as Vermicide,
Vermiform a., Vermifuge, Vermiparous a., etc.

;

also as a base in a few other terms, as Vermi ceous
a., of or pertaining to worms ; wormy (Webster,
l847)i Vermicious a., = prec. (Craig, 1849);
Vermidom [cf. L. dom-us house] Zool. (see
quots.)

; Vermi-ferous a. [-ferous], producing
worms ; Vermi'g-erous a. [-geroos], infested with
intestinal worms.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. v. 242 The ova undergo

their development, .in masses of gelatinous matter which
adhere to the tubes of the *vermidom in Protula. 1894
Jrnl. Marine Zool. May 57 The examples . . « ere not all
from the same cluster of tubes or vermidom. 1854 H.
Miller Sch. f, Schm. x. (1857) 206 Many a half-bour have
I spent beside it, ..watching its numerous inhabitants,—
insect, reptilian, and *vermiferous. 1853 G. Johnston
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 129 The inexperienced mother is

recommended to give.. cakes and puddings tainted with
Tansy to her *vermigerous child, i860 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8)XXL 974/1 It must not .. be concluded, that, .every indivi-
dual [animal] is vermigerous.

Vermian (vaumian), a. [f. Verm-es + -ian ;

see Vermi- and -an.]

1. Of or pertaining to Vermes ; characteristic of
worms ; worm-like.
1878 Bell Gcgenbaur's Comp. Anat. 307 In this point

also we can make out an affinity with Vermian larva:
(Actinotrocha). 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life
578 The types of structure seen in most Vermian classes are
very distinct from one another. 1905 Outlook 28 Oct. 589/2
Human nature is not the same m alt ages;., it was once
simian nature, once vermian, once lower still.

2. Anat. Pertaining or belonging to the vermis
of the cerebellum. (In recent Diets.)

tVermicell. Sc. Obs.—1 [a. F. vermicel,
-celle,m\. It. vermicelli: see next.] Soup-vermicell,
~ next 2.

1724 Ramsay Health 63 Soup-vermicell, sous'd turbot,
Cray, and soles.

Vermicelli (varmise-li, vajmitje-li). Also 7
vermecriulli, virmizzelli, 8 vermigelly ; 8 ver-
micelly (-cella), vermeselly. [a. It. vermicelli,

pi. of vermicello, dim. of verme :—L. vcrmem, ace.
sing, of vermis worm. Cf. prec]
1. A wheaten paste, of Italian origin, now usu.
made of flour, cheese, yolks of eggs, sugar and
saffron, prepared in the form of long, slender, hard
threads, and used as an article of diet. Cf.
Macaroni i.

1669 Davenant Mau's^ the Master;, i, Vermechuili shall
my Palat please, Serv'd in with Bisques, Ragous, and Inter,
mets. . 1674 Boyle Excell. Theol. 1. i. 54 Vermicelli, wafers,
and pie-crust, are all of them diversified meal. 1709 Prior
Paulo Purganti 65 With Oysters, Eggs, and Vermicelli,
She let Him almost. burst his Belly. 1747 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery xix. 155 It will run up like little Worms, as Vermi-
cella does. 1767 Ann. Reg. 1. 92 The free importation of
rice, sago dust, and vermicelli . . from the American colonies.
i8ig Byron Juan 11. clxx, Ceres presents a plate of vermi-

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1276 The macaroni requires tocelli.



VEBMICIDAL. 133 VERMICULE.
be made ofa less compact dough than the vermicelli. 1887
L. Olii'haxt Episodes (1888) 153 A soup in which was
floating what appeared to be pieces of vermicelli.

b. attrib., chiefly in the sense ( made of ver-

micelli ', as vermicelli pudding, soup ; also ' re-

sembling or suggestive of vermicelli ', as vermicelli
braid, braiding.
1769 Mrs. Rafkald Eng. HouseZpr. (1778) 1 When you

make any kind of soups, particularly portable, vermicelli,
or brown gravy soup. Ibid. 175 A Vermicelli Pudding*
Doit four ounces of vermicelli in a pint of new milk till it is

soft [etc.]. 1806 A. Hunter Cutina (ed. 3) 207 White
Vermicelli Soup. 1884 lilustr. Land. News 20 Sept. 267/2
We had vermicelli soup (flavoured with grated parmesan
cheese), 2904 Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 8/1 Quite the newest
of these embroideries are the so-called vermicelli braids,
narrow crinkled cords formed into whirligig devices of no
decidedly definite pattern. 1907 Ibid. 1 Oct. 8 Sleeveless
coats in fine cloth, covered entirely with vermicelli braiding.

2. cllipt. Vermicelli soup.
1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 26 April, We., commonly slop

at Mr. Gill's, the pastry-cook, to take a jelly, a tart, or a
small basin of vermicelli. 1850 Maynk Reid Rijle Rangers
xiv, 'Perhaps you would prefer Julienne or vermicelli,

gentlemen?' inquired the Don.

Ve-rmicidal, a. [f. next + -al.] Of the nature

of a vermicide ; destructive to worms ; anthelmin-
tic. (In recent Diets.)

Vermicide (vaumisaid). Med. [f. Vermi- +
-cide I.] A medicine for killing intestinal worms

;

an anthelmintic, a vermifuge.
1849 tr. Pereirds Mat. Med. <$ Therap. {ed. 3) 230 Anthel-

mintics are of two kinds:—Some act obnoxiously on
intestinal worms—destroying or injuring them. ..These are
..the vermicides of some authors. 1876 Bakthoi.ow Mat.
Med. (1879) 490 Vermicides are remedies which kill as well
as expel worms. 1899 Cagnev Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vi.

(ed. 4) 228 Sandwith tinds thymol by far the most efficient

vermicide in cases of anchylostomiasis.

Vermicle (va\imik'I). Also 4 vermycle. [ad.

L. vermicitlus little worm; also (late L.) scarlet

colour. Cf. Vermicule and Vermeil.]
1 1. - Vermilion sb. % a. Obs. rare.
138a Wyclif Exod. xxxviii. 23 A worcher with ncdlis, of

iacynct, and purpur, reed clooth [alteredfrom vermycle],
and bijs. Ibid, xxxix. 1.

2. Biol. A small worm or grub ; a vermicule.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 392 A certain insect, or fly

or vermicle. 1667 Plul. Trans. II. 426 A little Vermicle,
as small asa Mite. 174.6 Ibid. XLIV. 353 The Vermicles [of
Ants], .in a few Days infold themselves in asoft silken kind
ofTissue. 1747 Gould Eng. Ants 76 The next.. Exercise
belonging to the working Ants, is feeding the Maggots or
Vermicles. 1811-7 Good Study Med. (1829) III. 366
Vermicles or the larvee of insects have at times been found
in the open ulcer of a cancer, /bid. V. 661 An egg, which
gives rise to a minute vermicle or larve. 1880 Nature
XXI. 453 The bodies thus evolved simulate worms so
closely. .that Gaule styles them ' Wurmchen ', which may
be translated vermicles.

t Vermi culant, a. Physiol. Obs.—1
[a. med.

L. vermiculant-, vermicttlans {pulsus), pres. pple.

of L. vermicularl \ see Vermiculate v., and cf.

¥. vermiculant, l'g. -ante\ Of the pulse : = Ver-
micular a. 1 b.

1707 Floyer Phytic. Pulse-Watch 33 The Pulse before a
Syncope is very quick, then small, languid,.. obscure,
veriniculant, formicant.

Vermicular (vamMridMU), a. and sb. [ad,

med.L. vermicularis, f. L. vermiculus : see Ver-
micule. So F. vermiculaire (Pari), Sp., Pg.
vermicular, It. vermicolarcJ]

A. adj. L Physiol, f »• ? * «U of vermicules.

Obs. rare"1
.

1655 Culpepper & Cole tr. Riverius TO. Hi. 159 Somtimes
it [the blood] is intermitting, watery, vermicular, when the
Lungs are rotten by too much moisture.

b. - Peristaltic a.
Freq. from C1835.
167a Phil. Trans. VII. 5137 We instance the Vermicular

motion of the veins [of plants) when exposed to the air.

1713 Ciieselden Anat, 111. xii. (1726) 236 After this it (the
food) is continually moved by the. . vermicular motion of
the guts. 1791 E. Darwin Hot. Card. 1. Notes 99 In
such a structure it is ea.sy to conceive how a vermicular or
peristaltic motion of the vessel . . must forcibly push forward
its contents. 1834 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 9 Its (the
stomach's] muscular fibres arc calculated to produce a
constant undulatory vermicular movement. 1835-6 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. I. 668/1 On the suppoMtion that the arteries
undergo an undulatory or vermicular contraction. 1881
Mivart Cat 181 This form of movement is also spoken of
as the vermicular motion of the intestine.

trans/. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 201 Sometimes
these muscles are seen working under the skin in vermicular
fashion.

2. Having the sinuous shape or form character-

istic of a worm; consisting of, characterized by,

tortuous outlines or markings ; sinuous, wavy.
171a tr. Vomers Hist. Drugs I. 1R0 The Vermicular, or

Worm-like Gum, is one of the Arabian or Senega Gums.
1753 Phil. Tratis. XLVIII. 87 This second furrow was. .not

in a strait line, but in a vermicular direction. 1784 Cow per
Task 1. 30 A generation more refin'd . . made three legs four,

Gave them a twisted form vermicular. 1815 Kiruy & Sp.
Entomol. xiv, (1816) I. 438 The vermicular shape.. of the
masses with which the [larval] cases are surrounded, i860

Hook Lives Abps. I. x. 33 His mantle. .ornamented with
stripes or vermicular figures. 1875 Foktnum Maiolica iu

16 Pottery of Moresque character and ornamentation with
vermicular pattern in copper lustre.

b. Pol. (See quot. 1866.)
1766 Compl. Earmer s.v. Madder, The [madder] plants

whicli are raised from layers.. produce very few of those

vermicular roots, which are the only valuable ones. 1849
Balfour Man. Hot. Gloss. 641/1. 1866 Trcas. Hot. 1210/2

Vermicular, worm-shaped; thick, and almost cylindrical,

but bent in different places.

c. Anat. ^ Vermiform a. 3, 3 b.

1843 J. G. Wilkinson Swedenborg's Anim. Kingd. I. v.

148 The vermicular appendage is seen on one side of the

fundus of the ccecum, resembling a miniature intestine.

1891 Cent. Diet. s,v., Vermicular appendix or process.

3. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, a worm
or worms ; resembling or like a worm.
1713 DsJtHAM Phys.-Theot. (1716) 385 In its Vermicular

State it is a red Maggot. 1720 S. Parker Bibliothcca BibI.

I. 152 Without the Taint of the polluted Vermicular Life.

175a Phil. Trans. XLVII. 449 Several species of vermi-

cular tubes found in the sea. 1802 BiNGLKY Anim. Biog.

(1813) III. 7 Across the body there are several annular
divisions, or rather ruga: of the skin, from which the fish

should seem to partake of a vermicular nature. 1804 J.
Grahamk Sabbath (1S39) 16/1 We may compare the erect

spirit of a British legislature with the vermicular servility

of. . the senate of France. 189a Scottish Leader 24 May 4
Vermicular patience, however, has its limits.

b. Accomplished or made by worms; performed

by means of worms. AUoJig.
1715 tr. Pancirollus* Rerum Mem. II. i. 266 From thence

came also Indian Figs, Nuts and Canes, and a vermicular
kind of Web made of Silk. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 153
The party, which the work stood pledged to oppose through
all its vermicular attacks on the glorious fabric of British

Institutions. 1887 C. Hazard Mem. y. L. Dimau xv. 338
The trout here disdain flies. As Lewis phrases it, vermi-
cular fishing is what succeeds.

O. Vermicular work : (see quot. and VKRMICU-
LATED ppl. a. 1 c).

1728 Chambers Cycl., Vermicular lVork
t

. ,\n Sculpture,
a sort of Ornaments used in Rustick Work; consisting of
Frets, or Knobs, cut with Points, representing, in some sort,

the Tracks made by Worms.
4. Of the nature of a worm. Vermicular ascarts,

the threadworm, Oxyurus {Ascaris) vermicularis.

1784 Cowpkr Let. 13 Dec, No animal of the vermicular or

serpentine kind is crested but the most formidable of all.

1802 BlMGLKY Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 395 The Vermicular
Ascarides are very common in the intestines of children.

1823-7 Good Study Med, (1829)1. 365 For the cure of vermi-
cular ascarides, or maw-worms and bots, these oils have
been used in the form of injections.

Jig. and trans/. 1825 Examiner 307/2 Fawcett . . wanted a
little more personal flexibility..; he cannot, at his time of
life, be sufficiently vermicular. 1854 Lowell Cambridge
30 V. Ago Prose Wks. 1890 I. 89 Refusing to molest the

canker-worms, .because we were all vermicular alike. 187a

Ruskin Arrows 0/ Chace (1S80) II. 189 Criminals. .are

partly men, partly vermin; what is human in them you
must punish—what is vermicular, abolish.

b. Comprising or consisting of worms.
1886 H. F. Lester Under two Fig Trees viii. 117 Their

[sc. worms') minds, like their bodies must be glutinous;

hence they stick to the thin-end theory... There is no sect of

'bigendians' in the vermicular fold.

5. Path. Of diseases : Cue to, caused by, in-

testinal worms.
1794 R. J, SuLIVAM Vieiv Nat. I. 237 Hence the probable

utility of fixed air in vermicular diseases, a. 1822 Shklley
Devil Pr. Wks. 1880 II. 400 Persons subject to vermicular

and animalcular diseases.

fB. sb. = Vermicule. Obs. rare.

1690 R. Clark Vermiculars Destroyed 9 A sort of invisible

Worms or Vermiculars. Ibid. 11 The Putrefaction.. is

degenerated into innumerable Vermiculars.

Hence Vermi'cularly adv.
1812 New Bot. Card. I. 84 The seeds .. vernacularly

wrinkled.

Vermiculate (vajmrki/M), a. [ad. L. ver-

miculdt-us, pa. pple. of vermicularl': see next.

Several other senses given in various Diets, are merely
inferences from senses of the ppl. adj.]

Vermiculated ; vermicular ; sinuous. Chieflyjig.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. tv. §5 It is the propertie of

good and sound knowledge to putnfie and dissolue into a
number of subtile, idle, vnholesome, and (as I may tearme
them) vermiculate questions. 1658 Phillips, Vermiculatet

worm-eaten, a 1864 R. Choate (Webster), Vermiculate
logic. 1872 G. Macdonald Wil/.Cumb. III. xvi. 214 My
life seemed only a vermiculate one, a crawling about of
half-thoughts-halffeelings through the corpse of a decay-
ing existence. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v., Vermiculate color-

markings.

b. spec, in Eul. (See ouot.)
1826 Kiruy & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 271 Vermiculate,..

having tortuous excavations as if eaten by worms.

t Vermi'Culate, v. Obs. [f. L. vcrmiculal- t

ppl. stem of vermicularl (Pliny), f. vermiculus,
dim. of vermis worm.
Other senses which appear in various Diets, are merely

assumed from the ppl. adj.]

1. intr. To become worm-eaten. rare~\
c 1631 Elegy on Donne D.'sPoems (1654) 11 bivb, Speake,

Doth his body there vermiculate, Crumble to dust, and
feelc the lawes of Fate?
2. To beat with peristaltic motion. rare-1 .

1706 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 183 Her pulse indeed
vermiculates, Her breath is short & little.

Verilli Culated, ///. a. [See prcc. and -ED I.]

1. Worm-eaten ; covered or ornamented with
markings resembling those made by the gnawing
of worms.
1623 Owmii 1, Vermiculated, worme-eateu. (Hcuce

in Blount. J 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 78 The pinnae set in

the middle are largest,.. having on the backside several

verrnu ulated, ferrugineous lines, in which is the seed. 1886
C. I>. Warner Their Pilgrimage \\. (1888} 157 The worms
worked underneath.. until the bark came off and exposed
the stems most beautifully vermiculated. 1914 ILL. Iolv
Caial. Bekrens Coll. iv. 24 Uronze Koro, vermiculated
design charged with dragons.

f b. Bot. Of plants or leaves : ? Presenting a
worm-eaten appearance. Obs.

1731 Miller Card. Diet., Santolina, vermiculata,
Cretica, Tourn[efort]. Vermiculated Lavender Cotton of

I Candy. 1746 Robt. James Introd. Mov/et's Health's
;
Improv. 17 Those Vegetables also which contain an

' aromatic alcaline Oil.. [include] Savory. Acrid vermiculated

I

Houseleek. Mustard. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Santolina, The species.. enumerated by Sir. Tournefort,
\

are these, r. The common santolina with cylindric vermi-
culated leaves... And 14. The Crctic santolina with vermi-
culated leaves.

C. Arch. Of stone-work or other surfaces so

carved or moulded as to present the appearance of
' worm-tracks.

1788 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) II. 242/1 The rustics may either

)
be plain, hatched, or verm icu la led. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 4S2 In different parls of the Louvre, wormy
or vermiculated rustics are to be found. 1833 Loudon
EncycL Archit. § 1526 The rocky surface,, .the vermi-
culated, and the punctured, are among the kinds used by
the Italians. x88i Young Ev. Man his own Meek. % 1173
The caps and key-stone are frequently of stone, the latter

being 'vermiculated', as it is called, or indented with
irregular hollows.

2. Of mosaic work: Wrought, ornamented, or

inlaid so as to resemble the sinuous movements
or tracks of worms.
After L. {opus) vermiculatum.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vermiculated, .. embroidered,

wrought with checquer work, or with small pieces of divers

I

colours, representing sundry pictures, as we .see in Tables
! and Counters. 1712 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) 111. 311 So
1 livelily were their Countenances describ'd in thi-- vermicu-

lated work. 1883 EncycL Brit. XVI. 850,2 For Walls and
Vaults :—Fictile or vermiculated ; pieces of opaque glass,

in small cubes, arranged so as to form complicated pictures.

3. Ornamented with sinuous or wavy lines or

markings of a specified colour.

1872 Coues A'. Amer. Birds 124 Our species are.. white
more or less evidently vermiculated with black below.

Verniiculatiou (vaimikirfl^'Jan). [ad. L.

vcrmiculdtion-,vermiculdtio (Pliny), noun ofaction

{.vermicularl: see Vebmiculate v.]

1. The fact or condition of being infested with

or eaten by worms ; conversion into small worms.
1611 I'Yokio, Venuiculatione, a vermiculation, a breeding

or crauling of vermine or grubs, 1630 Donne Last Serm.
Wks. 1839 VI. 285 Putrefaction and Vermiculation and In-

cineration and Dispersion in. .the Grave. 1640 Howell
Dodona's Gr. 70 This huge Olive which flourishd so long..

1 fell, as they say, of vermiculation, being all worme-eaten
within. 1658 ). Rowland Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 933 A
certain kinde of Flies which are bcgolten in the bark of the
Elm, ..and so perchance in other herbs and plants, without
any preceding vermiculation, or being turned into little

worms first. 1704 J. Harris Lex. 'leihn. I, Vermiculation,
is an Infection of Plants by Worms. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Vermiculation,. .the breeding of Worms in Trees,

Herbs, or Fruits.

fig. 1907 Daily Chron. 3 Apr. 3/1 The decay and vermi-
culation of faith has aheady brought European theology to

the verge of collapse.

f2. Path. Vermicular or peristaltic movement of

the intestines, etc.; peristalsis. Also trans/.

1652 Sfarke Prim. Devot. (1663) 117 [There is] a vermi-
,

culation in his muscles. Convulsions seize on his whole
body. 1671 [R. MacWard] True Noneon/. 44 This is the
vermiculation of your puLe. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig.
Man. 1. i. (1677) 31 Sly Heart moves.. by the motion

J

of Palpitation, my Plood by the model •( Circulation,..

my Guts by the motion of Vermiculation. 1710 T. Fuller
Pharm. ExtcmJ. 192 Hypochondriac. .Afi _>ions, such as
Vermiculations, Flushings.

fb. (See quot.) Obs~°
1706 PiiiLLtrs (ed. Kersey), Vermiculation,.. the griping

|
of the Guts, a Disease.

3. With pi. A tortuous boring or marking made
. by, or resembling the track of, a worm.

1670 Evelyn Sylva (ed. 2) xxv. 123 The wood of the
1 Enzina, . . when old, is curiously chambletted, and embroid-

ered with Natural vermiculations. 1874 T. Hardy Ear Jr.

Madding Crowd ix, The face of the boards is shown to be
eaten into innumerable vermiculations. 1891 G E. Shelley
Catal. Birds Brit. Mus. XIX. 24 The under surface of the

body pale sulphur-yellow, more or less mottled.. with dull

ashy vermiculations.

b. (See quot.) rare~°.
1828-32 Webster, Vermiculation, the act of forming so

as to resemble the motion of a worm.

C. Without article. Vermicular marking or

ornamentation.
i366 Daily Tel. 17 Feb. 5/3 This enigma of honeycombing

and vermiculation. 1872 Coles N.Atner. Birds 21 note.

Cross-wise streaking is called barring, and always runs

transverse to the axis of a bird ; if the lines are straight, it

is banding. . ; if very fine and irregular, it is vermiculation.

Vermicule (vaumiki/H). Biol. [ad. L. ver-

micul-us, dim. of vermis worm. Cf. Vermicle.] A
small worm or worm-like creature ; a maggot or

grub. Also aitrib.

1713 Dermam Phys.-ThcoU vm. vi. (1716) 391 We sec

many Vermicules towards the outside of many of the oak-

apples. 1778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 24 Jan.

1775, Perhaps, from insects or vermicules, or both, comes
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smut. 1832-7 Good Study Med. (1S29) IV. 392 A transfer

of vermicules from one individual to another. 1898 P.
Manson Trop. Diseases i. 18 The halteridium .. Jowly
changes form, becoming elongated into a pigmented spindle-
shaped body or vermicule. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
043 In the former.. there is a corresponding or travelling
vermicule stage.

Hence + Vermiculist, a supporter of the view
that generation is due to vermicules.
1784 tr. SpallanzanVs Diss. Nat. Hist. II. 249 The three

principal systems respecting the generation of animals, the
system of the ovarists, that of the vermiculists, and that
founded upon the two liquors.

Vermiculite (vwml'ldtfbit). [f. L. vermi-
ctil-arT (see Vermiculate v.) + -ite *.]

1. Alin. ( Hydrous silicate of aluminium, iron,

and magnesium, occurring in small foliated scales'

(Chester).

1824 T. H. Webb in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. <y Arts VII. 55 If
subjected to the flame of a blowpipe, . . it expands and shoots
out into a variety of fanciful forms, resembling most gener-
ally small worms.. .If this proves to be a new variety. .

I

term it Vermiculite (worm breeder). 1862 Dana Man. Mitt.

149 Vermiculite .. looks and feels like steatite; but when
heated before the blowpipe, worm-like projections shoot out,

owing to a separation of the thin leaves composing the
grains. 1888 Rutley Rock-forming Min. 199 Vermiculite'
and Jeffreysite are considered to be altered varieties of
phlogopite.

b. pi. (See quot.)
1875 Ore's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. 1074 Vermiculites, a

group of minerals resembling the chlorites, remarkable for

their exfoliation before the blowpipe.

2. Geo/. 'A short worm-track seen on the surface

of many flagstones' (1884 Imp. Diet.),

VermiculO'Se, a. rare. [ad. late L. vermicu-
Ids-us (Palladius), f. vermiculus Vermicule. Cf.

It. vermicoloso and next-]

1 1. Of the pulse : = Vermicular a. 1 b. Obs.—1

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 124 The Pulse is

languid, slow, vermiculose if without a Fever.

2. Infested with worms ; worm-like. rare~~°.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Vermicutose, full of worms. 1847
Webster, Vermiculose

%
1. full of worms or grubs. 2. re-

sembling worms. [Hence in later Diets.)

Hence Vermiculo*sity. rare~^.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Vermiculosity, Abundance or Ful-

ness of Worms.

Vermiculous (vaimrkirfbs), a. [See prec.

and -ous. Cf. F. vermiculcux.]

1. Full of worms. rar<r*\
1690 R. Clark Vermuulars Destroyed 14 Slime and

vermiculous matter.

2. Of or pertaining to worms.
1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. in. Comm. p. xxv, Otherwise,

the vermiculous souls will be portions of human souls, 1819
H. Busk Banquet 111. 462 The race vermiculous.

3. Having a wormy appearance.
1818 Todd, Vermiculous, ..resembling grubs. 1839 .Afou

Monthly Mag. LVII. 406 The more prominent part of the
[man's] nose,on whose vermiculous top, the Prussian blue
mostly prevailed.

4. Path. Of strangury : Accompanied or marked
by the discharge of worms or helminths.
1822-7 Good Study Med. (1820) V. 469 They lay a

foundation for the following varieties :. .Spasmodic strang-
ury. . . Scalding strangury. . . Vermiculous strangury.

t Vermiculus. 06s. PI. vermiculi. [L.,

dim. of vermis worm. Cf. Vermicule.]
1. A small worm or grub ; a vermicule.
1694 W. Salmon Bate's Dispeus. (1713) 12 All the VermU

cult, or Miasmata, which are the Progenerators of the
Plague, or Pestilence. 1728 Chambers Cyel. s.v. Vermes,
Some Authors assert,, .that this Spolium is not animated,
but receives its Sense and Motion from Vermiculi, or
Cucurbitini inclosed in it. Ibid. s.v. Vermicular.
2. A species of marine annelid ; a sea-worm.
a 1728 Woodward Fossils (1729) I. 11. 22 A Vermiculus

growing to a Piece of a Pinna Marina. 1753 Chambers*
Cyel. Suppl. s.v., These shells are called vermiculi,

.

.from
the fish contained in them, which is always a sort of worm.
1776 Da Costa Elem. ConchoL 284 A chambered Vermi-
culus, taken from Davila's Catalogue.

tVe'rmified,//z.///£. Obs.—1 [SeeVERMi-and
-FT.1 Troubled with, infested by, intestinal worms.
1666 G. Harvey Morbus A ngl. xvii. (1672) 36 Persons thus

vermifyed, seldom go to stool without avoiding a great
quantity of those verminous seeds.

Vermiform (vaumiffum), a. [ad. med.L.
vermiform-is (whence F., It., Sp., and Pg. vermi-
forme), f. L. vermis worm : see -form. Cf.

Vermes and Vermis.
Vermiformalls used by Urquhart Rabelais (1653) 11, xiii,

translating F. vermiforme.\

1. Zool. Having the form of a worm ; resembling

a worm in appearance or shape ; long, thin, and
more or less cylindrical.

1730 Bailey (fol.), Vermiform,.

.

shaped like a Worm. 1816

Kikby & Sp. Entomol. I. 437 A covering of vermiform
masses, apparently composed of honey and pollen. 1828

Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 211 Body elongated, but not

vermiform or linear. 1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 641 [It]

feeds on the insects with its protruded vermiform tongue.

1881 Darwin Veg. Mould iv. (1882) 1S6 Five or six vermi-

form castings had been thrown up.

b. Of animals.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvii. 374 One species,

which much resembles thevermiform larva? ofHymenhptera.
1846 Patterson Zool. 57 The Leeches and Worms present

very much the same aspect as the vermiform or worm-

shaped Echinodermata. 184,6 Carpenter Man. Phys. 505
In some of the lowest Vermiform (worm-like) Fishes, such
as the Lamprey. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 283 These
young vermiform and semi-transparent eels.

O. spec, (see quot.)

1877 Coues Fur Anim. iv. 116 In genera! form, the Stoat
typihes a group of carnivorous Mammals aptly called

'vermiform , in consideration of the extreme length, tenuity
and mobility of the trunk, and shortness of the limbs.

2. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, a worm;
like or resembling that of a worm ; vermicular.

1835-6 Todd's Cyel. Anat. I, 327/2 The Spleen.. in Birds
..sometimes presents an elongated and vermiform shape.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec, (i860) xiii. 442 If we look to the
admirable drawings, .of the development of this insect, we
see no trace of the vermiform stage. 1878 Bell Gegenbaurs
Comp. Anat, 11S In the Discophora they form tufts of fila-

ments,., and execute vermiform movements.

3. Anat. a. Vermiform appendix or appendage,

a small, worm-like process or diverticulum extend-

ing from the caecum in man and a few other

mammals.
(a) 1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) I. 368/2 Of the little vermi-

form appendix of the caxum, it will be sufficient to say
that its uses have never yet been ascertained. 1872 Huxley
Phys. vi. 150 An elongated, blind process, .which from its

shape is called the vermiform appendix of the caecum. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 28 Caecum with vermi-
form appendix . . of rabbit.

{6) 1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Ktngd. 6S0 In Man, the
Orangs,..and the Wombat,, .both caecum and vermiform
appendage are met with. 1876 Bristowe 'flu. $ Pract.
Med. (1S78) 674 Concretions are mostly found in the vermi-
form appendage and are the usual causes of perforative

ulceration of this part.

b. Vermiform process, the median lobe of the

cerebellum, the upper and lower lamina; of which
are distinguished as the superior and inferior

vermiform processes.

Also, = prec. (In some recent Diets.)

1836 Penny Cyel. V. 332/1 The cerebellum. . . In the centre
of its upper surface there is a distinct prominence termed
the vermiform process, 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M.
(1842) 383 The cerebellum is divided into two lateral hemi-
spheres or lobes, two minor lobes called superior and inferior

vermiform processes, and some small lobules. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VII. 497 A very little lymph on the superior
vermiform process of the cerebellum.

Hence Vermiformous a. y
* shaped like a worm

'

(Bailey, 1727, vol. II).

Vermifugal (vajmi'fiwgal), a. Med. [f. next

+ -al.] = Vermifuge a.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 8 The seeds of Delphinium
Staphisagria are vermifugal and caustic. 1875 H. C. Wood
Therap. T1879) 447 Especially in the case of the seat-worm
the vermifugal enemata should be medicated.

Vermifuge (v5*jmifi;7d.^), a. and sb. Med. [a.

F. vermifuge (= It., Sp., Pg. vermifugo), or ad.

mod.L. type *verm?fugus
t

f. L. vermis worm

:

see -fuge.]

A. adj. Causing or promoting the evacuation or

expulsion of worms or other animal parasites from
the intestines; anthelmintic.
In some instances perh. an attributive use of the sb.

1697 in Mem. Rokeby (Surtees) 58 Vermifuge pills, a box
3s. *di 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 54 Their vermifuge
quality ..justly intitles them to particular attention. 1803
Med. Jml. IX. 468 The physician had suspected the
presence of worms, and prescribed vermifuge medicines
accordingly. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sindhooka,
Sinduya, vernacular names in India for the VitexNegundo,
the fruit of which is considered vermifuge. 1876 Bristowe
T/ie. <$• Pract. Med. (1878) 711 The administration of vermi-
fuge drugs.

B. sb. A medicament or substance having the

power or property of expelling worms from the

intestines; an anthelmintic.
1718 Quincv Compl. Disp. (1719) no It is used hardly in

any other Intention in Medicine, than as a Vermifuge.
1763 Phil. Trans. LIII. 14 Vermifuges of the most cele-

brated kind,, .and such other medicines as tend.. to carry
off or destroy the worms, were assiduously administered.
1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 364 In the former [class

of anthelmintics] we may rank.. all the oleaginous vermi-
fuges, as oil of olives, beech-nuts, castor, and turpentine
[etc.]. 1843 Youatt Horse xiii. (1847) 292 Arsenic was
once in great repute as a tonic and vermifuge. 1871 Garrod
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 404 Anthelmintics are employed for the
following purposes:— . .2. The indirect, or vermifuges, to
expel any worms, living or dead.

f Vermi -rugous, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ous.] Vermifugal, vermifuge.
1726 C. D'Anvers Craftsman xxxix. (1727) 374 If my

ingenious friend can by any vermifugous preparation bring
away or destroy this pernicious Animalcule.
Vermigelly, obs. form of Vekmicelli.

t Vermiglion, obs. var. Vermilion sb. (perh.
after It. vermiglione),
1592 Greene Conny-Catch. hi. Wks. (Grosart) X. 234

Paynters coulde not..make away theyr Vermiglion, if

tallow faced whoores vsde it not for their cheekes.

Vermil(e, obs. or var. fT. Vermeil a., sb., and v.

Vermilion (vajmrlyan), sb. and a. Forms :

a. 3 vermelyon, 6 -eieon, -eleoun
; 4-5 ver-

milyon, 5 -ylyoun, 5-6 -ylyon(e, 6 -ylion

;

4-5 vermilioun, 5- vermilion (6-7 -milian, 7
virmilion). 3. 4 vermeillone, 5 -clone, 5-7
-elon, 6 Sc. -eloun

; 4-5 vermylone, 4 fer-, 5
vermyloun, 5-6 vermylon; 4-5 vermulon,

4-5 vermilon(o, -iloun ; also 6 vermelonde,
Sc. -wermeling, -myling. 7. 6-9 vermillion, 7
virmillion. [a. AF. and OF. vermeil/on, ver-

milion, vermilo{u)n, etc. (mod.F. vermilion, =
Prov. vermeillon, vermilion, vervtelho, Cat. ber-

mello, Sp. bcrmellon, bermillon, vennellon, Pg.
vermelhao, It. vcrmiglione), f. vermeil Vermeil a.

Hence also Du. vermiljoen. Da. and Sw. ver-

milion.]

A. sb. 1. Cinnabar or red crystalline mercuric
sulphide, esp. in later use that obtained artificially,

much valued on account of its brilliant scarlet

colour, and largely used as a pigment or in the
manufacture of red sealing-wax; also, any red earth

resembling this and similarly used as a pigment.
In early use rendering L. minium and occas. confused

with 'red lead' (as in quot. 1546 in £) : see Minium.
<i, 1296 Ace. Exclu K. R. 5/20 m. 4 In duabus libris de

Vermelyon emptis. 1336-7 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 83
In ij libris de vermilioun empt. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 508
Vermylyone, minium. 1471 Ripley Comp. Atch. Adm. i,

in Ashm. Theat. Chem. Brit. (1652) 189 Many Expery-
ments I have had in hond ; .. Which I wyll tell the re-

hersyng sone: Begynnyng wyth Vermylion. <xi533 Ld.
Berneks Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Kkj, All the Decade
was written with blacke ynke, and these wordes with redde
vermylyon. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 384 Cinoper or ver-

milion which the paynters vse in certeyne coloures. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 291 Metalsgive Orient and fine Colours. .in

their Putrefactions or Rusts, as Vermilion, Verde-grease
[etc.]. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 11. 119 This will be.,

as ready to you, as if these Letters were painted out for you
in Vermilion. 1758 Reid tr. Macouer's Chym. I. 82 Cinabar
finely levigated acquires a much brighter red colour, and
is known to painters by the name of Vermilion. 1841
Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xii, All this while Mary
was anxiously looking in his face,. .as pale as death ; while
Gus..was as red as vermilion. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med.
(ed. 3) 103 Dark scarlet shining crystalline masses, forming,
when powdered, a beautiful scarlet colour, known by the

name of vermilion.

0. 1300-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 503 In tribus

libr. Gummi, di. li. de vermiloun, iij s. 1356 Pipe Roll 32
Edw. Ill, m. 33/2 b, In..ij. clench' hamers, iiij. boltes

ferri, .. xxxj. lb. de vermeillone. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 63 Of the. .strondes of be Reed See is i-gadered

vermylon. Ibid. II. 331 And bere is i-founde scharpe fer-

myloun [L, minium], c 1400 Pety Job 580 in 26 Pol.

Poents 139 Ynke blak or rede, Made with gumme and
vermylone. 1412-20 Lydg. Chroru Troy 11. 4717 We may
al day oure colour grynde & bete, Tempre our azour and
vermyloun. 1480 Root. Devyll 21 Robertes clothes were
readde as vermulon. 1505-6 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

III. 184 For iij di. pund vermeloun to him, xiiij s. 1546
Langley Pol. Verg.de Invent. 11. xiv. 50 b, Vermilon_ or

redde lead was founde in Ephesus by Gallius an Athenien.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 98 The Parret. .about hir necke..

hath a Collar or Chaine naturally wrought like to Sinople

or Vermelon. 1609 Bible (Douay) Isa. \. 18 If they be red

as vermelon, they shal be white as wooll.

y. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii'i. 901 Tie onely now
emboss my Book with Brass, Dye 't with Vermillion, deck 't

with Coperass. 1594 Plat Jeivell-ho. in. 46 Mingle..
Vermillion with Masticke for a red colour. 1604 E. G[rim-

stone) D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xi. 237 Quicke-silver is

found in a kinde of stone, which dooth likewise yeelde

Vermillion. 1698 T. Froger Vcy. 112 Calices .. made of

Gold, Vermillion, and silver. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's

Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 8 New cloathing them in vermil-

lion and ultramarine. 1796 Withering Brit. PL (ed. 3)

IV. 397 Dust the colour of vermillion. 1839TJRE Diet. Arts
1278 The vermillion of commerce is often adulterated with

red lead, brickdust, dragon's blood, and realgar. 1865 Watts
Diet. Chem. III. 912 Mercuric Sulphide, ..in the latter

[crystallised state}, ..has a fine red colour and constitutes

the well-known pigment called cinnabar or vermillion.

b. Used as a cosmetic or for painting the body.

In later use chiefly with reference to the 'war-paint* of

the American Indians.

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa in. 144 The morrow after a
companie of women goe to dresse the bride, to combe her

locks, and to paint her cheekes with vermillion. 16..

MmoLETON Old Law in. i, The old wrinkles are well filled

up, but the vermillion is seen too thick. 1635 SwAtiSpec. M.
vi. (1643) 294 Camillus, when he triumphed in Rome, was
painted with this Vermilion. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I.

542/2 A thick coat of vermilion commonly distinguishes

the [Red Indian's] cheeks. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 247 The
men were almost entirely naked, and their bodies painted

with a red ochre, procured in the mountains, and often called

vermilion. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 71 Happy was he

who could render himself hideous with vermilion. 1843

Marryat M. Violet xxiii, When does a Comanche turn his

back on receiving the vermilion from his chief? Never I

2. The colour of this pigment ; a bright red or

scarlet.

41400-50 Alexander 4336 Noutlnre to toly ne to taunde

transmitte we na vebbis, To vermylion ne violett ne variant

littis. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 11. xiii. (1554) 5il>» Fenix as

Clerkes e"ke endite Found fyrst the colour of vermilion.

1530 Palsgr. 284 /2 Vermylon, reed colour, uermillon. 1587

A. Day Daphnis $ Chloe (1S90) 51 A vermillion more

perfect, thair rested in the freshe springing rose. 1590

Spenser F. Q. i. v. 9 Streames of bloud..With which the

armes, that earst so bright did show, Into a pure vermillion

now are dyde. 1638 Guillim's Her. (ed. 3) 1. ii. 19 Amongst
Colours.. this Colour Vermilion, or Red, hath the prime

place. 1646 J. Hall Poems 52 A Rose can more Vermilion

speake, Then any cheeke. 1681 Dryden Abs. «$• Achit. \.

649 His long Chin prov'd his Wit ; his Saint-like Grace A
Church Vermilion, and a Moses's Face. 1708 Ozell tr.

Boileau's Lutrin 30 Streight the Vermillion vanish 'd from

her Face. 1793 Beddoes Calculus 230 The blood became

of a brighter vermilion. 1822 [M. A. Kelty] Osmond I. 274

The soft vermillion.. of her complexion. 1838 Thiklwall



VERMILION. 135 VERMIN.
Greece II. xv. 255 The negroes of Nubia—with their bodies
painted half white, half vermilion. x88a Garden 23 Dec.
548/1 The colour is a vivid vermilion.

t b. A blush. 06s.- 1

1787 Minor in. ix. 183 Miss Charlotte.. never beheld me
without the vcrmillions increasing in her cheeks.

+ 3. a. (Rendering L. vcrmiculum.) Wool or

yarn of a red or scarlet colour. Obs.
1388 Wvclif Exod. xxxv. 25 Tho thingis, whiche thet

hadden spunne, iacrnt, purpur, and vermyloun, and bijs.— Lev. xiv. 4 He schal comaunde to the man which is

clensid, that he offre for hymsilf. .a tree of cedre, and ver-
mylyoun, and isope.

t b. A fabric dyed with vermilion. Obs.~l

1641 L. Roberts Treas. Trafftck 33 They buy Cotton
wooll, in London, ..and perfit it into tustians, Vermilions,
Dymities, and other such Stuffes.

*f 4. A red or reddish coloured variety of pear.

1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 169 Pears:. .Ambrosia,
Vermilian, Lunsac.

T 5. (Also vermilion-stoned) A particular gem or
precious stone. Cf. Vermeil sb. 3. Obs.
1703-4 in Ashton Soc. Life Reign Q. Anne (1882) I. xiv.

181 Several Gold Rings set with Turky and Yermil lions.

a 1728 Woodward Fossils (1729) I. r. 191 The Common
Crystal, .appears to be the Basis, .of the Opal,, .the Jacinth,
the Vermilion. 1747 Phi?. Trans, XLIV. 504 The Ver-
milion-Stone is more tawny than the Jacinth.

6. a. Comb., as vermilion-dyed, -like adjs.

;

t vermilion-writer, a scribe or illuminator using
vermilion.
c 1470 CatJu Angl. 400 A vermylon wrytter, minographus.

1581 G, Pettib tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. mi. (1586) 125 b,

Those dawbed, pargetted, vermilion died faces. 1647
Hexham i, Vermillion like, roodtachtigk.

b. attrid. with colour, etc. (passing into next)
;

hence in combs., as vermilion-coloured.

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. 11. 327 The face is

painted with a vermillion colour. 1655 tr. Sorei's Com.
Hist. Francion 1. iii. 56 It was of a vermilian colour like
blood, 1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics 465 Modesty., is a
tincture of humility, visible in a vermilion and deeper die,

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. it. s.v., A vermilion Tincture,
couleur vermeilU. 1697 Dryden Virg., Past. x. 40 Great
Pan arrived j. . His cheeks and temples of vermilion hue.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vermillion-Tinciure, a Natural
red Die upon the Face; a Cherry-red. 17*8 Chambers
Cycl, s.v. A'ermes, Unless, perhaps, it be so call'd from its

beautiful Vermillion Colour. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.*
Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 381 Of a vermilion hue.

1835 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 414 If vermilion-coloured blood
be subjected to the action of carbonic acid. 1856 Henslow
Diet. Bot. Terms 107 Minialus (of a vermillion colour).

B. adj. Having the colour of vermilion ; of a
bright red or scarlet colour.

1589 Greene Menafihon (Arb.) 45 Shec.died her cheekes
with such a vermillion blush. 16:2 Dhayton Poly-old. x.

153 The pure vermillion bloud, that issu'd from her vaines.

1639 G. Daniel Vervic. 442 Let, let, that fatall Day record
my Name, In bright vermilion Letters. 1675 Hoiihes
Odyssey iqi For the good ship with the vermdion cheeks
The Cyclopses have not. a 1711 Prior Vicar 0/ Bray fy
Sir T. Moor P64 A lusty young Fellow with large white
Teeth, and a Vermillion countenance. 1788 Gibbon Decl.

*r F. lxvii. VI. 462 The Greek monarch., with his own hand
impressed three vermillion crosses on the golden bulk 1853
C. Bronte Villette xvi, How warm [the room) in its amber
lamp light, and vermilion fire- flush I 1878 H. M. Stanley
Dark Cont. II. vi 167 The handiwork of their artisans in
copper and iron and wood, the vermilion camwood.
Comb. 1818 Keats Endymion 11, in All my clear-eyed

fish. Golden, or rainbow-sided, or purplish, Vermilion-tail'd.

fb. Painted with vermilion ; rouged. Obs.
163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 27 These vermillion Nymphs, to

let me vnderstand they tiauelled with a chearefull stomacke,
would oft runne races.

C. With names of colours, as vermilion-crimson
t

-red, -scarlet, -tawny, etc.

1815 J,.Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 411 With mercury,
a vermilion red; with silver, a carmine red. 1838 Stark
Elon, Nat. Hist. I. 246 Rump and upper coverts vermilion.
red. 188a Garden is July 57/3 Well formed flowers of a
brilliant vermilion-crimson. Ibid. 14 Get. 347/2 The colour
being a vivid vermilion-scarlet. 1887 W. Phillips Brit.
Discomycetes 85 Peziza asperior., .Scattered, vermilion-
tawny, applanate.

Vermilion, v. Also 7-9 vermillion, 7 vir-
milion. [f. the sb. Cf. OF. vermeiltoner

t later
and mod.F. vermi/loncr.]

1. trans. To colour or paint with, or as with,
vermilion; to give the colour of vermilion to (the
face, etc.).

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. cL 400 Nay, why should
faces fairc indeed bo-peepe behinde a Fanne, Or be con-
ceild in Satten, now Vermiliond, now drugd wanne. 1740
tr. De Mouhy's Fort. Country-Maid (1741) II. 85, I dis-
approv'd of the Red with which their Faces were ver-
million'd. 1756 Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 215 Lusty
lovely health vermillions the honest cheek. 1771-a Ess.fr.
Batche/or(i 773) I. 93 When a blush vermilions the face of
a wtll-hred woman. 181a G. Colman Br. Grins, Latiy of
Wreck 11. viii, A transient hectic spread, Vermilioning
health's softer red. 4x1849 Mangan Set. Poems (1897) 105
The pall of the sunset fell, Vermilioning earth and water.
fig. 1667 Df.nham Direct. Paint, iv. viii, Vermilion this
mans guilt, ceruse his fears, a 1849 Mangan Poems (1859)
154 By thee [sc. Hope) are his visions vermillioned,

b. Const, over {o'er).

1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 32 That lip. .was not Ver-
milhon'd over for any to kiss. 1697 Concreve Mourn.
Bride 11. iii. I..chafd Thy temples, "till reviving blood
arose, And, like the morn, vermillion 'd o'er thy face. 1769
W. Jackson in Monthly Per. XLIL 171 The choicest
fruits.. vermillioned over with maiden blushes.

c. slang: To cover or besmear with blood.
1817 Sporting Mag. L. 53 Holt's face was completely ver-

millioned.

2. intr. To blush, rare-".
1719 ISoyer Diet. Royal 11. s.v.

Hence VermiTioned///. a.

1615 R. Niccols Marriage
<fr

iVivingy'i'i. 21 To what end
is the laying out of the embrodred haire, embared breasts,

virmilioned cheekes, alluring lookes [etc.). 1725 Earn. Diet.
s.v. Verjuice, The Secret how to keep Verjuice Grapes, as
vermillion'd and as fresh as if they were growing. 1773 J.
Ross Fratricide v. 6)7 (MSJ, Those once- vermillion'd lips

now pale with death! 1836-48 15. D. Walsh Aristopk.,
Acharnians 1. i, The citizens are.. running up and down,
To get away from the vermilion'd rope. 1867 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xxv, Then, pink flesh, hazel eyes, vermil.
ioned lips, and glossy hair had preferred incontestable claims
to beauty.

Vermilionette. [f. Vermilion sb. + -ette.]

A substitute for or imitation of the pigment ver-

milion, the chief constituent of which is eosin or

similar dye.

1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. II. 989 Several of the bright red
colours used as pigments, .contain arsenic; for example
cochineal red, Persian red, vermilionette, and rosaniline.

1900 Daily Ncivs 3 Aug. 7/5 [He] said defendants had been
making vermillionette, without providing a bath.

Vermilionize, v. rare—1
, [f. as prec. + -IZB.]

trans. To vermilion.

1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXVI. 325 The genius of Mr. Owen
Jones^which, plunging into colouring matter, would ver-
milionise the palest face of Death.

tVermily. Obs.— 1 [Irreg. f. vermile Ver-
meil sb.] Vermilion.
1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. viii. 6 The same she tempred with

fine Mercury, And virgin wex,..And mingled them with
perfect vermily.

Vermin (v3Umin\ sb. (and a.). Forms : a.

4-6 vermyn, 4-7 vermyne, 6 vermynne, Sc,

verming, 6-8 vermine, 6- vermin
; 7, 9 dial.,

varmin, 7, 9 U.S., virmin. /?. 5-7 vermen, 6
varmen. 7. 5 vermayn, 6 vermayne. See
also Varment I. [a. AF. and OF. vermin masc,
vermine fern. (mod.F. vermine, Pg. vcrmena, It.

vermine) :—pop. L. *vermlnum, -ina
t f. vermis

worm. The rare 7-form is prob. directly from
the OF. variant vermain{c(. mod. Burg, vermaigne,
Picard. vermeinn).']

1. collect. Animals of a noxious or objectionable

kind : a. Orig. applied to reptiles, stealthy or
slinking animals, and various wild beasts; now,
except in U.S. and Austr. (sec b)

f
almost entirely

restricted to those animals or birds which prey
upon preserved game, f Also in phr. beast of
vermin.

a. {a) 13. . A". Alls. 6112 (Line. Inn MS.), Euctis& snakes
and paddokes brode, pat heom bou^te mete gode, Al vermyn
bey eteb. a 1400-50 Alexander 5422 A vale full of vermyn
8: all of vile neddtrs. 1406 Patent Roll 7 Hen. IV, 11.

m. 28 Ferasetaliaanimalia vermyne nuncupata. 1439 Rolls
ofParIt. V. 24/1 Chese and Buttur is a Merchaundise that
..wil take grete empayryng by bestes of Vermyn and
Wormes, 1523 Fitzherb. Huso. § 146 Whan they haue
broughte forthe theyr byrdes, to see that they be well kepte
from the gleyd, crowes, fullymartes, and other vermynne.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 355 The Catt frayeth away
rattes, myce, and noysome vermine. 1577 13. Googe Herts*
bach's Husb. 40 When the Corne is ripe.. it is to be cut
downe out of hande . . because that birdes and other vermine
wyll devoure it. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 268
The rest, .are rather vermyne than beastes ofgame; such is

the wild Catte, the Brocke and such like. 111631 Drayton
David fy GoliaJt 38 His father's flock.. he From ravenous
vermin hourly us'd to free, His only arms his sling and sheep-
hook were. 164a D. Rogers Naamati 23 We are still at

Gods advantage in all, by wet, by drought, by fire, and ver-
mine. 1684 Contempt. St. Man ti. vi. {1699) 193 A hole..
filled with Snakes, Lizards, and other poisonous Virmin.
1719 Dk Foe Crusoe 1. 120 From these three Cats, I after-

wards came to be so pester'd with Cats, that I was fore'd

to kill them like Vermin, or wild Beasts. 1825 Wqsk Every,
day Bk. 1. 991 The other dogs were good-looking savage
vermin, averaging about 40 lbs. weight. 1859 Darwin Orig.
Spec. iii. (i860) 68 That the stock of partridges, grouse, and
hares on any large estate depends chieflyon the destruction
of vermin. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 10/1 The fox. .is..

regarded in the Highlands by farmers and game-preservers
as one of the worst species of vermin.

0) 183a Kennedy Swallow Barn xvi, The finest place to
catch vermin, as they call the three latter species of animals
[racoons, opossums, and rabbitsj. 187a De Vehk American-
isms 564 Varmin, as all wild animals are called in hunter's
phrase, whether they are hunted for sport, for profit, or for

extermination. 1891 E. Jenks Govt. Victoria xxxi. 291
note%

* Vermin' includes Kangaroos, wallabies, dingoes,
stray dogs, foxes, and rabbits, and any other animal or bird
proclaimed by the Governor in Council.
£. C1400 Pilgr. Sowte (Caxton, 1483) lit. x. 56 There also

sawe I a wondre grete pytte ful of vermen. i$a6 Tindalk
Acts x. 12 A certayne vessell ..where in wer all maner of
iiij. fotod beastes of the erth and vermen and wormes. —
A'«'.vi

;
8Powerwasgeven vnto them, .tokyll withswearde,

and with honger, and with deeth that cometh of vermen
of the erth. 159a Warner Alb. Engl. vn. xxxvti. (1612) 178
The Weascll, Prince of Vermen.
y. a 15x3 Fabyan Chron. ccxix. 140 b/i Of the Famyne. .,

wonders are reported that they shuld ete all maner of Ver-
mayne, as Cattes, rattes, dogges, & other.

b. Applied to creeping or wingless insects (and

other minute animals) of a loathsome or offen-

sive appearance or character, esp. those which

infest or are parasitic on living beings and plants;

also occas. applied to winged insects of a trouble-

some nature.
a. t'1340 Hami'ole Fr, Consc. 916 Aftir man, .. vermyn

es, And aftir vermyn stynkand uglynes. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) viii. 31 In bat abbay commes neuer flees>, ne flyes,

ne nan ober swilk vermyn of corrupcioun. 1484 Caxton
Cutiald We after ouermoche drynkyng of wynes and grete
paynes lye doun ofie in beddes ful of vermyne. X486 Bk.
St. Albans cvb, A medecyne for vermyn. 155a Hui.oet
s.v., Vermyn, as flees, ly^e, wormes, etc. 1591 Nashe
Prognostication Wks. (Grosart) II. 165 Beggers on Sunne
shine dayes.. commit great murthers vpon their rebellious
vermine. 1608 Topsell Serpents 103 Some of them.,
are transformed very strangely into a kind of vermin or
wormes, who beeing couered with a hard crust or shell, lye
as it were dead all the winter. 1665 Sir T. Hehuert Trav.
(1677) 314 In Summer, their Slaves attend about them.. to
scare away the Gnats and such like buzzing vermine. 1671
Milton Samson 574 Here rather let me drudge and earn
my bread, Till vermin or the draff of servil food Consume
me. 17a* De Foe Plague (Rtldg.) 278 Hot Weather fills

the Air with Vermine. 1748 Anson's Vcy. 1. v. 42 These
operations were extremely necessary for correcting the noi-

some stench on board, and destroying the vermin. 1819
Keats Otho iv. ii, No wrinkles where all vices nestle in

i
Like crannied vermin. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 374 Vermin of the Insect kind. The insects

which infest plants, orchard trees, &c, are almost as
numerous as the plants or trees themselves. 1875 H. C.
Wood Therap. (1879) 364 For this reason tobacco ought
never to be employed, as it formerly was, to kill vermin on
the person.

transf, andyi^'. 159a Lodge Euphucs Shad&to (Hunter.
Club) 10 Many there were that carryed vermine in theyr
toon^ues to open secrecie. c 1621 Donne Serm. Iviii. (164^)

585 To the Consideration of those Vermin of the Soule, lesser

and Unconsidered Sins.

/3. 1353 Eden Treat. New Did. (Arb.) 16 When any flyes

or other creping vermen are entered into the sayde rifles of
theyr skinnes. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy, Levant (Hakl,
Soc.) 54 1 hare we saw diverse sortes of varmen, which we
have not the like in Inglande.

2. With a, that, this, etc. a. Tn generic or

collective sense : A kind or class of obnoxious

animals.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1039 Youre woful moder wende

stedefastly, That cruel houndes or som foul vermyne Hail
eten yow. a 1400-50 Alexander 3948 Quen he had voidid
pis vermyn & vencust bat of ynae. 1548 Coot'ER Elyot's

Did., Volucra, a vermine, whiche eateth the tender vines.

1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 16 Euen this greate

beaste [i.e. the elephant] also.. is troubled with this lyttle

vermyne (i.e. flies]. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl. Soc.) 54 We. .weare sodonly wonderfully tormented
with a varmen that was in our pillowes, the which did bite

farr worss than fieaes. 1609 Holland Amm, Marcell. 212
This Crocodile is. .a dangerous vermine used to both ele-

ments. 1634 Wither Embt. 215 Though the mice a harm-
full vermine be. 1785 T. Thomas in Portland Papers
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. no Afox just suspended on a pole,

..the shepherds, .being much infested by this vermin all

hereabouts, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 44 Diseases

.. proceeding from an imperceptible vermin swarming
within us.

f b. A single animal or insect of this kind.
<:i46o J. Mf.tiiam /K4*.(E.E.T.S.) 62/1668 As at the segc

off Thebes Ampyorax. . Fyl in-to belle alle qwyk, ryght io
this foule best an vermyne Myght falle thorw the erth to

helle pyne. 1484 Caxton babies of' sEsop v. viii, Ha cursed
& eujlle serpent, vermyn and fals traytour, thow hast dc-
ceyued me. 1526 Tindale Acts xxviit. 5 He shuke of the

vermen [L. vipera] into the fyre. 1590 Sienser World's
Vanitie 77,The subtill vermin [sc. a spider] creeping closely

neare, Did in his drinke shed poyson priuilie. 1604 Breton
Passionate Sheph. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 10/1 If I see the Wolfe,
the Brocke, the Foxe, Or any varmin stealing downe a
furrowe. 1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy D'Ambois K j b, Storme
not, nor beats your selfe thus gainst the dores, Like to a
sauage vermine in a trap. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. ii. 1030

Tis true, a Scorpion's Oyl is said To cure the Wounds the

Vermine made. 1809 Scott Poacher n li.me eje, applau-
sive, each sly vermin sees, That baulks the snare, yet battens

on the cheese.

+ C. In//, in preceding senses. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. iii. 277 Of beestes of venery
and beestes of chace, and alle manere of vermayns. Ibid.

x. Iii. 500 Whiche were beestes of chace and beestes of

venery, and whiche were vermyns. 1563 Homilies 11. Agst.

Idolatry lit. Nn iij, We haue not folowed the Gentylcs in

makyng of images of beastes, fyshes, and vermins also.

1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 1. viii. 86 It must be cast out to

serue for the food of vermines. x6ox Holland Pliny II.

145 There doe engender in pulse, certain little venomous
Vermins. 1648 Hexham ii. s.v. Vermeluwen, To be full of

Maggots, Vermins, or Wormes.

3. Jig. Applied to persons of a noxious, vile,

objectionable, or offensive character or type.

Freq. u:ed as a term of abuse or opprobrium j in mod.
dial, sometimes without serious implication of bad qualities.

a. In collective use.

136a Win^ht Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 31 On the wthir syde.con-

trare cryis certane padokis, filthy verming, and fleis.., of

the quhilk sort are the Pelagianis. 1577 L. de £'*'**''*

Legendarie M ivb. We may then vtterly roote out this ver-

mine (for so did the Cardinal call the Protestantes). 1586

T. B. La Primauii. Ft. Aca<1. t. (1594) **8 Dancers, min-

strels, bands, and such like vermin, whereof commonly there

is no want about great personages. 1610 Holland Cam-
den's Brit. (1637) 107 Whole swarmes of duslcish vermin, to

wit, a number of hideous highland Scots and Picts. 1690

T. Burnet Theory Earth 11. 214 No knaves, cheats, hypo-

crites ; the vermin of this earth, that swarm every where.

17x0 Palmer Proverbs 81 He that falls once into the com-

pany of »uch vermin has a misfortune. 1767 (A. Young)

Farmer's Lett, to People 143 These vermin, who are gener-

ally labourers, swarm in every village round me. x8ao



VERMIN.
Macaulay in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. ii. 98 A coronation

all unknown To Europe's royal vermin. 1859 Tennyson
Geraint 217, I will avenge this insult,.. And I will track

this vermin to their earths. 1876 G. Meredith Beauch.
Career I, ii. 29 The poacher was another kind of vermin
than the stupid tenant.

b. A single person or individual of this type.

1581 J. Bell Haddons Anstu. Osor. 76 b, O monstruous
vermine : did I ever speake or thinke any such matter?
1627 J. Taylor Navy ofLand Ships C viij, As a Horse
being dead in the feilds and stripd, is a banquet for Dogs, .

.

so i^a Surety to those Vermins, who.
.
prey vpon his estate.

a 1656 Rolle A bridgnt. Lit. Action surCase (166S) 57 He is

a corrupt man, he is a Vermine in the Commonwealth. 168a
Dryden Medal 31 A Vermin wriggling in th' Usurper's ear,

Bart'ring his venal wit for sums of gold. 1720 Humourist
192 Human Society is not infested with a more dangerous
Vermin than a Flatterer. 1796 Southey Lctt.fr. Spain

(1799) 373 Here I was shown a den in which a Hermit lived

twelve years; a small hole for so large a vermin. 1842 J.
Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 137 The accursed vermin died

somewhere in the Cottage. 1881 Ld. Salisbury in Daily
Tel. 14N0V. 2/5 The landlord is an outcast, and a vermin
so horrible [etc.].

4. To stand true vermin, to show pluck and
persistency. rare"1

.

1834 Col. Hawker Diaty (1893) II. 67 My horse shied.,

and down we both came. ..But I stood true vermin, and
tried the islands afterwards for snipe.

6. attrib. ^r\& Comb, a. Simple attrib., as vermin
head, -trap, etc. b. Objective and obj. genitive,

as vermin-catcher, -destroyer, -killer; -destroying,

-killing, c. Instrumental or similative, as vermin-
covered, -footed, 'haunted, -ridden, -tenanted adjs.

;

vermin -like adj.; also vermin puddle (see quot.).

1 1 is not clear whether wermine brome, glossing L. vturica
in \V r. -Wiileke r 644, is an attrib. use of this word.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 221 ^N^tft they associated

as a body of *vermin-catchers? Ibid, 222 They were aclub
of 'vermin-destroyers. ?i88. Dogs (Brit. Stand. Handbks.)
iv. 18 Any of the *vermin-destroying powders. 1865 E.
Burkitt Walk Land's End 182 There were scarcely any
daisies or buttercups, or even the *vermin-footed charlock.

1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 417 To throw it

off like a *vermin-haunted garment. 1861 Neale Notes
Dalmatia 97 A tolerable inn, not more dirty nor vermin-
haunted than usual. 1799 Addingham (Cumberld.) Par.
Bk. (MS.)

V
8 "Vermin Heads, 2:8.' 1680 W. W. (title), The

*Vermin Killer, being a very necessary Family-Book, con-
taining Exact Rules and Directions for the Artificial Killing
and Destroying of all manner of Vermin, etc. 1772 T.
Simpson {title), The Complete Vermin-killer. 1889 Daily
News 21 June 7/1 Two packets of vermin killer containing
about six grains of strychnine. 1893 W. H. Hudson Idle
Days Patagonia v. 59 The common dog of the country is.

.

a good watch-dog and vermin-killer. 1772 Ann. Reg. 1. 129
He acquired 2000/. by *vermin-killing. 1829 Scott Guy M.
Note B, The race of Pepper and Mustard are in the high-
est estimation at this day, not only for vermin-killing, but
for intelligence and fidelity. 1863 Atkinson Stanton
Grange (1864) 67 Vermin-killing was well carried out there.

1685 Roxb. Ballads (iS$ 4) V. 214 His. .disagreeable *Ver-
min-like Face. 1850 Ouilvie, *Vermin Puddle, puddle
formed of stiff clay and small stones or gravel beaten to-

gether until it forms a mass like pudding stone. It is used
in the embankments of reservoirs, to prevent.. the inroads
of water rats and other vermin. x86i Neale Notes Dal-
matia 104 The *vermin-tenanted houses are washed by the
pure green waves of the lovely bay. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort. 61 February... Continue *Vermine Trapps, &c. 186a
Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6133, Every descrip-
tion of wild beast, game, and vermin traps. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 139 The *vermin voices here May buzz so loud—we
scorn them, but they sting.

t 6. As adj. Verminous. Obs,"~x

^
x6oa 2».'/ Pi. Return fr. Parnass. 1. iv. 443 See how a

little vermine pouerty aftereth a whole milkie disposition.

t Vermin, v. Obs.- 1
[f. the sb.] trans. To

clear of vermin.
I573~8o Tusser Husb. (1878) 72 Get warrener bound to

vermin thy ground.

t Verminai'lle. Ods

r

1
[f. Vekmin sb., after

canaille, etc.] = Vebmin sb. 3 a.

1600 O. E. (M. Sutcliffe) Repl. Libel 1. v. 129 The Par.
liament o( Paris.. did banish the whole society or rather
verminaille of Jesuitesout of France.

Vernxinate (voumin^t), v. rare. [f. L. ver-
mindt- ppl. stem of verminare to have worms or
griping pains, f. vermis worm. Cf. L. vermina
griping pains caused by worms, stomach-ache.]
1. intr. To breed or produce parasitic vermin.
1693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 263 He having taken

extraordinary care and pains to observe, that always on the
Flesh, before it did Verminate, there sate Flies of the self
same kind with those that were afterwards produe'd thence.
1721 Bailey, To terminate, to breed Worms. 191a D.
Crawford Plunking Black xxii. 441 Here, then, we see
them [sc. people] crowding and verminating m their filth.

f2. Path. (See quot.) Obs.~°
1721 Bailey, To Verminate (among Physicians), to have

a griping or wringing in the Belly ; to. -void Worms.
Hence Ve'rminating vbl. sb. (used attrib,) and

///. a.

1720 S. Parker Bihliotheca Biblia I. 15a The Seed of
the Serpent, and its Verminating Principle, 1856 Boker
Leonor de Guzman I. i, Out, thou flea-bitten, verminating
rogue 1 1912 D. Crawford Thinking Black vi. 97 Their
average beehive hut isa verminating hole, a den of disease.

Vermination (vaimin^-Jan). [ad. L, ver-

minalion-, verminatio, n. of action f. verminare :

see prec. Cf. obs. F. vermination^]

*t*l. The fact or condition of being gnawn by
worms; vermiculation. Obs. rare.

136

1628 Donne Serm. liv. (1640) 542 Against this vermination,

(as the originall denotes) against this gnawing of the worme,
that may bore through and sink the strongest vessell that

sailes in the sea of this world, there is no other varnish.

2. The breeding, growth, or production of vermin,

esp. parasitic vermin. A\&o fig. r Obs,

1628 Fkltham Resolves 11. lxxxiv. 241 A Mouth, nasty

with offensive fumes, till it .sicken the Braine with giddy
verminations. 1665 Needham Med. Medicinae 203 This

..may serve to give some li^ht, how much Diseases are

altered from their old state in reference to Vermination.

1699 R. Burthoggf. Soul of'World 37 The Vermination in

Human (as well as other Animal) Bodies, of which there are

innumerable Instances in Medical Writers. 1713 Derham
Phys.-Theol. viii. vi. 414 Seigneur Redi.-tryed more Ex-
periments relating to the Vermination of Serpents, Flesh,

Fish, putrified Vegetables, . . than any one hath done since.

f& (See quot.) Obsr*
t

1656 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cooper), Vermination,.. a
disease with worms, properly in Cattle, a vehement ache by
the wringing of the Guts, as if they were gnawn with worms.

4. The fact of being infested with parasitic ver-

min; esp. Med., the morbid condition due to this.

18 18-20 E. Thompson Cullen's Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 318,

76 Parasitismus... Vermination. 1822-7 Good Study Med.
(1829) V. 656 Cutaneous Vermination. Ibid. 657 Generally
speaking, vermination is a proof of weakness, whether in

animals or in plants. 1836 J. M. Gully Magendies Formal.
{ed. 2) 91 H is success was particularly great in the vermina-
tion of children.

VeTmine, a, Zool. rare. [ad. mod.L. vermine-

us.~\ — Vermineous a,

1839-47 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 237 The smaller ones with
a long slender body, and short extremities, as the Weasel
or Vermine tribe. Ibid., The canine and vermine genera.

Ve'rmined,///. a. [f. Vermin sb.'] Infested

with vermin.
185a Meanderings cf Mem. I. 2m Yon vermined Sarco-

phage. 1859 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. lxxxvi. 55
Why not . .bring back the Stuarts, or install Saint Thomas
of the vermin'd shirt at Canterbury?

t Vermi*neous, a. Zool, Obs.'-'1 [f. mod.L.
vermine-us (Ray) : see -EOUS.] Belonging to the

animals classed as vermin.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 851 The Wolf, Fox, Badger,.,

which from their long slender Bodies, like to the Weasel,
we call the Vermineous or Weezel-kind.

Verminer. rare. Also 7 varminer. [f. Ver-
min sb. + -En L] A destroyer of vermin,

1615 Markham Country Contentm. L i. 5 The grissell..

shag-haird [hounds] are the best varminers, and therefore

are chosen to hunt the Fox, Badger, or any other hot sent.

1848 Ainsworth Lanes. Witches in. i. (1878) 421 The
lurchers, and, lastly, the verminers, or, as we should call

them, the terriers.

tVermvnian, a. Obs.~l
[f. Vermin sb.+

-IAN.] Consisting or composed of vermin.

1640 Balfour in Maidment Scottish Ball. (1868) I. 334
God, Whose heavie hand with his verminian hoast Hath
quell'd our courage and laid all our boast,

Vermini'ferous, a. rare, [f. Vermin sb. +
-(i)ferous.] Breeding or producing vermin.

Also fig.

1895 Farrar in Clarion 9 Nov. 1/2 Places horrible to live

in, ..foul with. -gin, and verminiferous dirt, 1898 — One
Flock, Many Folds 53, I usually commit these verminifer-

ous fragments [R. C. newspaper cuttings] to the purging

flame unread.

T Verminly, a. Obs, rare. [f. as prec. + -ly *.]

Of the nature of vermin ; like (that of) vermin.

1653 Gavdex Werasp.'Pref. 37 A verminly generation (ever

destroyed, yet ever breeding) who owe their best education

to their bellies. Ibid. 379 They have nothing in them but a
verminly nimbleness and subtlety.

Verminoiogy. rare-1 , [f. as prec. + -ology.]

The science of vermin.
1830 KiTTO in Eadie Life vi. (1857) 184 On removing some

clothes.. one day, I found one [scorpion],..and not being

sufficiently acquainted with verminology to recognise it, I

felt no alarm.

t Vermino'se,^- Obsr~x \j\d.'L.verminds-us

:

see next and -ose.J = Verminous a, 4.

1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 9 In like manner the verminose
fevers are so called from their cause, viz. worms.

Verminous (vauminss), a. [f. Vermin sb. +
-OUS, or ad. L. verminos-us (whence OF. vermin-

ous, vermenous, -eux, etc., = mod.F. vermineux^
-cuse, It., Sp., Pg. verminoso, Prov. vermenos) :—

•

vermis worm.]
1. Of the nature of, consisting of, vermin ; like

or resembling vermin in character ; noxious, ob-
jectionable, offensive : a. Of animals or persons.
1621-3 Middleton & Rowley Changeling m. iv, Do you

place me in the rank of verminous fellows, Todestroy things
for wages? 1624 — Game at Chess iv. iv

(
Like that ver-

minous labourer [sc. the mole], which thou imitat'st In hills

of pride and malice. 1691 Ray Coll. Words (ed. 2) 12S A
Fowmart, a Polecat, is a noted Beast of this verminous kind.

I79S-6 Wordsw. Borderers n. 587 That soft class of de-
votees who. .spare The verminous brood, and cherish what
they spare While feeding on their bodies. 1830 Southey
Lett. (1856) IV. 177 Both in Russia and Poland I believe
they [Le. Jews] are a verminous population, preying upon
others. 1887 Swinburne Stud. Prose <$- Poetry (1894) 140
He has exactly as much claim to a place beside Dante as
any.. other murderous and verminous muckworm.

b. Of things.

c 1616 Chapman Batrachom. Ded., If yet the vile soul of
the verminous time Love more the sale-muse and the squir-
rels chime. 1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. I. 201/2 The
smoky, verminous, unconcocted doctrine of passive obedi-

VERMIVOROUSNESS.
ence. 1884 Browning Ferishiah, Sun 14 Fancies verminous
Kreed in the clots there.

2. Infested with, full of, vermin, esp. parasitic

vermin , foul or offensive on this account.
163a Brome Crt. Beggar 1. i, Note the necessity, that they

[perruquesjbewell made Of.. No verminous or sluttish locks
or combings, liut[etc.L 1641 Milton Prel. Episc.11 Search-
ing among the verminous and polluted rags dropt overworn
from the toyling shoulders of Time, a 1691 Bovle Hist. Air
(1692) 230 He.. found that divers drugs, salves, and ..espe-
cially ointments, were verminous. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1862) I. xix. no In these tropical climates also,,, drugs and
plasters lose their virtue, and become verminous. 1819
Metropolis III. 128 The lively companions of a verminous
bed. 1865 Pall Mall G. No. 211. 1/2 A verminous, over-
crowded vagrant ward. 1899 A tlbutt"s Syst. Med. VIII.
866 In 'verminous persons' the hair is sometimes matted
together by pus, nits, scales and scabs.

transf 1861 Dickens Tom Tiddler" s Ground i, How long
he had held verminous occupation of his blanket and skewer.

3. Tending to breed vermin, rare-1 .

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Atigl. (1672) 39 A wasting of their

[sc. children's] flesh, .must depend upon some obstruction of
the Entrails, or Verminous disposition of body.

4. Of diseases, or morbid conditions, etc.

:

Caused by, due to, characterized by the presence
of, parasitic vermin or intestinal worms.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. (1672) 35 Of a Verminous

Consumption. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Contpit. x. 366/2
Their hypothesis is sufficiently known, concerning vermin-
ous putrefaction. 1733 tr. Belloste's Hosp. Surg. II. 71
Pestilence, Small-pox and all Verminous diseases. 1748
Phil. Trans. L. 837 The lead.. might, by its weight, assist

in removing the verminous filth, especially as the bowels
were made slippery by the oiL 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 25
You may frequently observe. .ladies poisoned with bark in

verminous inflammations. 1832 Barker Lempriere^s Class.

Vict. (ed. 2) s.v. /Ethiopia, Almost all these people die of

verminous diseases produced by this food. 1861 Hulme tr.

Moquin-Tandon 11. vii. 332 Some families appear to be more
predisposed to verminous affections than others. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1033 There have been many
instances of verminous abscess recorded.

b. Of persons : Subject to vermin or intestinal

worms.
i860 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XXI. 974/2 Females may be

more verminous than males.

Hence VeTminousTy adv., Ve rminonsness.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Verminousness, Fulness of Worms,

Worm-eatenness. i860 Worcester (citing Ec. Rev.), Ver-
minously. 1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., Verminou.sly unclean.

tVerminxilous, a. Obsr1 [f. Vermin sb,]

Made by vermin.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 205 In the shaking he saw all the

Communications of these little Verminulous holes, like to

the hole of the Worms in Wood.

Ve'rminy, a. rare. [f. Vermin sb. 4 -y.] In-

fested with vermin ; verminous.

1859 All I'ear Round No. 36. 219, I avoid his verminy
robes and his flowing rags.

Vermion, -eon, obs. varr. Vermilion sb.

Cf. med.L. fermeum, var. ofvermellum, etc.

1399 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 129 In j lib.de vermion

emp. pro pradicto vale [ = veil], lid. a 1400-50 Alexander

3945 pan come a fli5tir in of fowls as fast as it dawid, To vise

on as vowtres, as vermeon hewid. 14.. MS, Harl. 22S7,
Miniographus, a writer with vermion. Minium est genus
colon's rubei,. .anglice vermion.

Vermi'parous, a. rare. [f. Vermi- + -parous.

Cf. Sp. and Pg. vermiparo.]

1. Producing young, or produced as young, in

the form of small worms or maggots.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 135 We deny not that

many animals are vermiparous, begetting themselves at a
distance. Ibid. 297 In creatures oviparous, as birds and
fishes; in vermiparous, as Flies, Locusts, and Gnats; in

animals also viviparous, as Swine and Conies. 1650 Ibid.

(ed. 2) v. v. 203 The same . . may be also true in some vermi-

parous exclusions. 1765 Treatise on Dom. Pigeons 14 All

animals are distinguished into three sorts : oviparous, . . vivi-

parous, ..and vermiparous, or such as are formed from a

worm. iqioD'A. W.Thompson tr. Aristotle's Hist. Anittr.

538 In oviparous and vermiparous creatures, .the female is

larger than the male.

2. Producing verminous parasites.

i860 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XXL 974/2 Very few averte-

brated animals are vermiparous, while there is probably no

species of vertebrate that is exempted from parasites.

Hence t Vermi-parousness, ' worm-breeding

quality' (Bailey, 1727, vol. II). Obs,-°

|| Vermis (voumis). Anal. [L. vermis worm.]

The vermiform process of the cerebellum.

1890 Cent. Diet., Postvermis, the vermis inferior of the

cerebellum. Ibid., Prevermis, the anterior and prominent

part of the vermis of the cerebellum. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VII. 365 In one [case of cerebellar atrophy]. .the

vermis was less affected by atrophy than the hemispheres.

VermivorOUS (vsimi'voras), a. [f. mod.L.

vermivor-us worm-eating + -ous. Cf. F. vermi-

vore, Sp. and Pg. vermivoro.] Feeding on worms,

grubs, or insect vermin ; said esp. of certain birds.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vcrmivorous, are such

Animals, as Feed upon Worms. 1828-32 Webster s.v.,

Vermivorous birds are very useful to the farmer. 1861 H.

Macmillan Footnotes fr. Page Nat. 172 Guano, the pro-

duct of those vermivorous shore-birds which inhabit the

desolate islands of the South Seas. 1870 Gillmore tr.

Figuier's Rept. $ Birds 344 They [sc. the Pressirostresjare

mostly vermivorous; some, however, are granivorous or

herbivorous.

Hence Vermi'vorousness, ' a worm-devouring

nature* (Bailey, 1730).



VERMOUTH.
Vermouth, (ve»-jm»t, vS'jmwJ)). Also ver-
muth, [a. F. Vermont (vfrm«t), ad. G. tvermuth
wormwood, Wkrmuth.] An alcoholic cordial or
liqueur consisting of white wine flavoured witli

wormwood or other aromatic herbs and taken in

order to stimulate the appetite. Also attrib.
1806 J._ Pinkkrton Recollect, ParisW. xv. 208 A decanter

of Jamaica rum, Wormwood wine, or tliat of Vermoutli.
1837 Lvtton /;'. Maltreat, til i, 'thinking that you soften
the hearts of your friends by soups a la bisque, and I'er.
muth wine at a guinea a bottle ! 1870 fall Mull G. 5 Nov.
12 Absinthe and vermouth began to be sold in them. 1884

J. Colborne /licks Pasha 83 There is one Italian firm
importing good vermouth.

b. A glass or drink of this.

1899 J. Conrad in Black™. Mag. Feb. 201/1 As we sat
over our vermuths he glorified the Company's business.
1903 'Marjoruianks' Fluff-Hunters 151 He 'felt discom-
fited, and ordered a Vermouth to gain time for reflection.

Vermulon, -ylone, -yl(y)oun, etc., obs. ff.

Vermilion. Vera, southern dial. var. Fern si. 1

Vernaola, var. Vernici.e.

t Vernacly, adv. Obs.—1 [Irreg. f. L, vtrnac-
ulus : see below.] = Vernacularly adv.
1673 HlcKERlNGiLl. Greg. /''. Greyb. 284 liy Hebrew Jews

you mean Jews that vernacly speak Hebrew.
Vernacul, obs. f. Vernicle.

Vernacular (v3Jnarki»lai), a. and sb. Also
7 vernacular, [f. L. verndcul-us domestic, na-
tive, indigenous (hence It. veniacoto, Pg. verna-
culo), f. verna a home-born slave, a native.
The Latin adj. occurs in a large variety of applications;

the restricted use common in English is represented by
ver/iacula vocabula in Varro.]

A. adj. 1. That writes, uses, or speaks the
native or indigenous language of a country or
district.

1601 llr. W. Barlow Defence 2 A vernaculer pen-man.,
hauing translated them into English. 1715 M. Davies
Athen. Brit. I. 77 The Office of the Virgin Mary .. is Trans-
lated also in most Languages for the Use of the Vernacular
Romanists.

_
X716 Ibid. III. 38 The Learned vernacular

Editor of Hippocrates's Works in French, Mr. Dacier. 1819
W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLVII. 30 The vernacular
public remained unmoved, and gazed at the labours of
authorship, as Londoneis at the opera. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (1S75) III. xii. 145 The vernacular poet more
kindly helps us to the real names.
2. Of a language or dialect : That is naturally

spoken by the people of a particular country or
district ; native, indigenous.
Usu. applied to the native speech of a populace, in con-

trast to another or others acquired for commercial, social, or
educative purposes; now freq. employed with reference to
that of the working classes or the peasantry.
c 1645 Howell Lett. II. lvi. 78 The Welsh . . is one of the

fourteen vernacular and independent tongues of Europ.
1697 IIentley Phalaris (1699) 316 Being Dorians born,
[they] repudiated their vernacular Idiom for that of the
Athenians. 1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 35 They
don't understand their Breviaries and Mass-Books, not.,
when translated and expounded in their respective ver-
nacular Tongues. 183a U. Downes Cont. Countries I. 197
The congregation here being chiefly peasants, and artisans,
a sermon was delivered in the vernacular dialect. 1858
Gladstone Homer II. ii. 50 When the Chaldee tongue be-
came the vernacular, and the old Hebrew disappeared from
common use. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Baft. v. § 3.
338 There were 'voices '..which expressed in some ver-
nacular idiom of Hebrew or Greek the thoughts of the
Almighty.
trans/. 1778 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry II. 50 They much

improved the vernacular style by the use of this exotic
phraseology.

178J European Man. VIII. 467 Several pas.
sages are modulations on the vernacular airs of Otaheite.
1850 Ecclesiologist XL 176 Even Rome, then, cannot con.
sistently blame words to the vernacular Gregorian melodies.

b. In predicative use. Also with preps.
1808 Svu. Smith Whs. (1859) I. 103/2 The Scriptures

translated into the Tamulic language, which is vernacular
in the southern parts of the peninsula. 1835 Macaulav in
Trevelyan Compel. Wallah (1866) 321 The intellectual im-
provement of those classes, .can at present be effected only
by means of some language not vernacular amongst them.
1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred II. xxxii. 323 He commenced a
speech in that peculiar slang dialect which was vernacular
with them. 1870 Anderson Missions Amer. Bd. IILiv. 52
The Arab-speaking race.. must receive the gospel mainly
from those to whom the language is vernacular.

O. Coupled with the name of the language.
1775 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1870) 61 The vernacular

English, as I have, .remarked, was rough and unpolished.
1840 Bariiam Ingot. Leg. Ser. II. Lay St. Aloys, The
' Requiem ' was sung ; Not vernacular French, but a classi-
cal tongue. 1864 Dasent Jest/, Earnest (1873) II. 10 The
vernacular Anglo-Saxon before the Conquest was undergo-
ing that change which all languages suffer. 1883 Froude
in Contemp. Rev. XLIV. 18 He (Luther] began to trans-
late the Bible into clear vernacular German.
3. Of literary works, etc. : Written or spoken in,

translated into, the native language of a particular
country or people.
1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 156 Though, in Greek or

Latine, they amuse us, yet a vernacular translation un-
masks them. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 20 Dr.
Harvey's Family-Physician, and most of Will Salmon's
Books, with other such like Vernacular Pharmacy. 1788
Warburtoh Tracts (1789I 170 I-ong vernacular Sermons
from Dr. Parr. 1841 D Israeli Amen. Lit. Pref. (1859)
p. iii, A history of our vernacular literature has occupied
my studies for many years. 1808 J. H. Bi.unt Re/. Ch.
Eng. I. 495 Vernacular prayer-books had, indeed, been long
known 111 England. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. 5 5. (1876)
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49 The Chronicle remains the first vernacular history ofany
leutonic people.

b. Performed in the native language.
1874 A. Somerville Led. Missions xiii. 243 A paper

which he read on Vernacular Preaching at the Ootacamund
Missionary Conference.

4. Of words, etc. : Of or pertaining to, forming
part of, the native language.
1716 M. Davies Athen'. Brit. II. 174 This Ralph is call'ii

also Roger, the Latin name, Ranulphus, being possibly
capable of both those Vernacular Appropriations. 1728
Pops Dime. 1. Notts, Which being a French and foreign
termination, is no way proper to a word entirely English
and vernacular. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even, xxii. (1790)
1. 193 Brown.. preferred polysyllabic expressions derived
from the language of ancient Rome, to his vernacular voca-
bulary. 1816 Scott Old Mori, Peroration, O, ignorance !

as if the vernacular article of our mother English were
capable of declension ! 1848 Gallenga Italy I. ii. 146 Low-
born vernacular idioms were handed down to posterity as
the poet's creation. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. XV.O875)
257 Whose official style of Augustus, as well as the verna-
cular name of ' Kaiser ' [etc.].

b. Native or natural ton particular language.
1844 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 176 The finding an isolated term

in an Anglo-Saxon or German vocabulary by no means
proves it to be vernacular to that language.

5. Connected or concerned with the native lan-
guage.
1845 Stocqceler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 234 The

southern side of the building is appropriated to the verna.
cular department, and the northern to the English. 1883
R. B. Smith Life Ld. Lawrence II. 535 Efforts were made
to extend vernacular education.

6. Of arts, or features of these : Native or peculiar
to a particular country or locality.

1857 Sir G. Scott Sec. <$- Dom. Architecture 6 Look at
the vernacular cottage-building of the day. a 1878 —
Led. Arc/tit. (1879) II. 315 The revived knowledge of the
architecture of Greece rudely disturbed the vernacular style-

derived from Rome. 1893 Harper's Weekly 21 Oct. 1011/2
The theatre is a big, rather bare room, apparently of verna*
cular Javanese construction.

t 7. Of diseases: Characteristic of, occurring in,

a particular country or district; endemic. Obs.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. i. (1672) 2 Which instances

do evidently bring a Consumption under the notion of a
Pandemick, or Endemick, or rather a Vernacular Disease
to England. 1728 Chambers CycL s.v., Diseases which
reign most in any particular Nation, Province, or District,
are called Vernacular Diseases.

8. Of a slave : That is born on his master's
estate ; home-born. rare—1

.

1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 326 A disposition to use
kindly, and to emancipate frequently, the vernacular slave.

9. Personal, private.
1840 G. S. Faber Regen, 38, I was favouring my evil

propensities, as if they were specially my own vernacular
property.

B. sb. 1. The native speech or language of a
particular country or district (see A. 2).
a 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850J I. 427 It is written in

the Chaldaeo-Syriac, which was., the vernacular of our
Lord. 1840 Bariiam Ingot. Leg. Pref., Mr. Maguire,. .in
his account of the late Coronation, retains his own rich
vernacular. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. i. 94 Even within
the native stronghold of the Dutch vernacular. 1874 Sayce
Compar. Philol. v. 179 A child can learn as readily the ver-
nacular of Canton as the language of London.
_
trans/. 1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Re-.'. V. 575 By neglect,

ing the vernacular in idea, he has missed in part the advan-
tage of home praise and hereditary sympathy.

b. Kreq. in phr. in the vernacular.
1815 J. C. Hobhol-se Substance Lett. (1816) I. 176 The

court confessor in his sermon at St. Denis. .took the oppor-
tunity of what is called in the vernacular preaching at the
Duke of Orleans. 1856 Dasent Jest*? Earnest (1873) I.

337 The performance of the services of religion in Latin, and
no longer as of old in the vernacular. 1889 J essopp Coming
ofFriars \. 37 Of the five . . no one of them was qualified as
yet to preach in the vernacular.

C. Without article. (Cf. next.)
1857 Hughes Tom Brcnvn 1. i, Repeating in true sing-song

vernacular the legend of St. George and his fight. 188a
B. D. W. Ramsay Recoil. MIL Serv. I. i. 25 The fair song.
stress opened upon me such a volley of choice Tuscan ver-
nacular, that I fairly fled.

2. With a and pi. A native or indigenous lan-
guage.
1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 325 Charles the Fifth,

King of France, order'd the Bible to be translated.. in the
Picardian and Korinau Vernaculars, a 1734 North Lives
(1826) III. 322 Latin, and the vernaculars westward,, .carry
nearly the same idiom. 1850 S. Dobei.l Roman vii, The
wayfarer Of many lands is not responsible For each verna-
cular. 188a Athenaeum 4 Mar. 2S0 Some of the peoples and
tribes whose vernaculars that class comprises. 189s Times
24 Dec. 3/1 Spain, destined to be for long the most active
enemy of the circulation of the Scriptures in modern
vernaculars.

3. trans/. The phraseology or idiom of a parti-
cular profession, trade, etc

1876 Tact Rec. Adv. Phys. Science vi. 151 To use the
vernacular ofengineers. 189s Century Mag. May 1 28/2 On
the bar we found friends that we had made in Panama, who
had preceded us a few days, long enough to sjwak the ver-
nacular of mining.

Hence VernaonlarueM. rare-9
.

i7»7 Bailey (vol. II), I 'ernocularness, Properness, or
Pecuharness to one's own Country.

Vernacularism (v«nce-ki/21ariz*m). [-ISM.]

L A vernacular word, idiom, or mode of ex-
pression.

1846 Woicester (citing Q. Rev.). 1863 Nealk Est.
I

VERNAGrE.
IMurgfol. 527 Wherever the Church., was not established
till a late period, there such vernacularisms are scarcely, or
not at all, perceptible. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 307 note,
'I he more of such vernacularisms [as ' belongings 'J we call
up from the past, the better.

2. The use of the native language.
1850 Ecclesiologist XI. 176 IfRomenut merely allows, but

authorises such vernacularism, whocan forbid us to employ
our own Ecclesiastical English ?

Vernacularity (vajnreki/n^rlti). [itv.]
1. The fact of belonging or adhering to the

vernacular or native Language.
,

[1842 Sir W. Hamilton in Reiets Wis. I. 100/2 note, As
the expressions are scientific, it is perhaps no loss that their

:

technical precision is guarded by their non-vernacularity.J
1847 De Quincey in Tail's Mag. XIV. 579 The merit,
which justly you ascribe to Swift, is vernacularity ; he never

1 forgets his mother-tongue in exotic forms.

2. A vernacularism.
1867 Carlyi.e E. Irving in Remin. (i£8i) I. 335 Rustic

Annandale begins it, with its homely honesties, rough ver-
nacularities, safe, innocently kind.

Verna culariza'tion. [f. next + -ation.]
The action of making, or fact of being made, verna-
cular or native to a language.
1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 105 Thou-ands of words, . .on their

first appearance, or revival, as candidates for vernaculai iza-
tion, must have met witii repugnance.

Vernacularize (vojnarki/Haraiz), v. [f. Ver-
naculars. + -1ZE.] trans. To render or translate

into the native speech of a people; to make
vernacular.
i8ai W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XCIV. 3S4 The Stephens,

or Stephenses, as their names have. . been vernaculai ized
among us. 1830 — Hist. Sun: Germ. Poetry III. 450
Godfred of Strasburg, who vernacularized Ttystan <y

Essylda. 1666 Songs fy Ball. Cumbertd. 397 Prince Louis
Lucien Buonaparte employed him to vernacularize the Song
of Solomon.

Hence Vema'cularized ///. a.

(11874 m A. Sonierville Lect. Missions xiii. 243 His sanc-
tified and vernacularized intellect lives in the numerous
Tamil works.

Vernacularly (vamse'kitflajli), adv. [f. as

prec. + -ly ^.]

1. In conformity with the vernacular manner; in

the native or mother tongue.
1808 Scott /-*•/. 23 Feb. in Lockhart, To expound more

vernacularly, I wrote you.. a swinging epistle of and con-
cerning German Romances. 1822 Nciv Monthly Mag. VI.
298 He sang .. very vernacularly. 1840 Erasers Mag.
XXI. 23 A wonder that he, a Spaniard, could write Eng-
lish so vernacularly. 1878 Maclear Celts viii. (1879) 123
The family, vernacularly called ' muintir\ consisted of
' brethren'.

2. With or among the people of a particular

country.
1839 Maginn in Eraser's Mag. XX. 263 An author so ver.

nacularly popular as their familiar and national dramatist.

t Verna culary, a. Obs.— 1 [Irreg. f. Verna-
cular a. + -V.] = \ ERNACUI AR U. 2.

1651 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 202 After the manner
of our English and other vernaculary tongues.

f Vernaculate, v. C'.S. [Irreg. t Vernacul-
ar a. + -ATE 3.]

1. trans. To call or term in the vernacular.
1887 Setui-wcchly Tribune iN.V.) 15 July (Cent.), Very

large Antwerp 'patches ', as they are vernaculated by the
average fruit-grower.

2. intr. To use vernacular language.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Vernacule, obs. form of Vernicle.

t Vernacule, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. verndcul-
us: see Vernacular a.] - Vernaculaba. 2.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. 71 The Syr-*- Tongue is now
no where vernacule, save in some few towns about Libanus.
Ibid, 76 Mariana Victorius makes three Dialect* of the
Ethiopic Tongue, the Vernacule, the Babylonic, the Sacred.

tVernaculize, v. Obs.- 1 [See prec. and
-ize.] trims. = Vernacularize v.

a 180a A. Geddes Notes Ps. cvii. 42 (1807) 205 Tongue-
tied, lit. mouth-shut : which, perhaps, might be not im-
properly vernaculized.

t Verna culous, a. Obs. [f. I . ventdcul-us :

see -ous.]

1. a. Low-bred, scurrilous.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone Ded., When a Name, so ful of
authority,, .is.. become the lowest scorne of the age: and
those men.. subject to the pendancy of euery vernaculous
Orator, that were wont to bee the care of Kings.

b, (Seequot.)
1623 Cockeram i, r'ernaculous, a yong or green wit.

C. (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr. (following Cooper), Vernaculous.

that is born and brought up in our own house.

2. Of products : Indigenous, native.
1606 Boom Kirk-Buriall (1833) 11 Where gold is verna-

culous and plentifull. 1657 Tomlinson Renous Disp. 388
Some of them are exoticall, not easily cicurable in our soyle,

as the Cedar of Palestina and Lebanon : others are indeed

Ve[r]naculous, but altogether, wild and Sylvestrian.

3. - Vernacular a. 1 and 2.

1658 Phillips Diet. Ded., I have, rendred it. .worthy of

the greatest masteries of Rhetoricians and the tongues of

our Vernaculous Oratours. a 1682 Sir T. Bkowne Tracts
viii. (1683) 130 The common Language, which besides their

vernaculous and Mother Tongues, may serve for commerce
between them.

TVernage. Obs. [a. OF. vernage, vernace,

vernache, ad. It. vcmacct'a ' a kind of strong wine

18



VERNAGELLE.

like malmesie or muskadine, or bastard wine'

(Florio, 1598). Cf.med.h. veriiagiiim,vernacium,

vernac/iia'.'] A strong and sweet kind of white

Italian wine.

c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 563 He drinkith ypocras, clarre,

and vernage Of spices hote, 10 encrese his corrage. 1390

Gower Con/. III. 8 In stede of drinke I underfonge A
thoght so swete in mi corage, That nevere Pyment ne

vernage Was half so swete forto drinke. c 1430 Two Cook-

ery.bks. 22 Take vernage, ol>er strong wyne of be beste ]>at

a man may fynde [etc.]. c 1460 Tiny Sacrum. 428 I hey

faryd as dronk men of pymente or vernage. c 1500 Colin

Btmobofs Test. 339 Malmasyes, Tires, and Rumneys,..

Vernage, Cute, and Raspays also.

attrib. a 1400 Sor. Imue Degre 754 Ve shall have rumney

and malmesyne, Both ypocrasse, and vernage wyne.

So t Vernagelle, a variety of vernage. Obs.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 118 The namys of swete

wynes y wold bat ye them knewe : Vernage, vernagelle,

wyne Cute, pyment.

Vernage, Sc. form of Warnage Obs.

Vernakill, -ylle, obs. forms of Vernicle.

Vernal (vaunSI), a. (and sb.). Also 6-7 ver-

nall. [ad. L. vernal-is (rare), f. vermis pertaining

to spring, f. vir spring, Ver sb.1 So OF. and F.,

Prov., Sp., Pg. vernal It. vernale.]

1. Coming, appearing, happening, occurring, etc.,

in spring, a. Vernal equinox (or t equinoctial) :

see Equinox i and 2.

1534 More Trent. Passion Wks. 1308/1 The xini. daye

after theyr vemall Equinoctiall in the euenynge. 1594

Blundevil Fxerc. 1. xvi. (1597) 151 The beginning of Aries,

which is called the vernal Equinoxe. 1607 Topsell /list.

Four-/. Beasts 299 From the vemall asqumoctiall to the

summer solstice. 1696 Whiston The. Earth I. (1722) 39 At

this time, the Vernal Equinox is on the oth of March. 1715 tr.

Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 316 You will have the Longitude

sought from the Vernal Equinox. 1796 H. Hunter St.-

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 135 The tides at our vernal

Equinox, in March, rise higher than those of September.

1837 Brewster Magnet. 216 During the three months be-

tween the vernal equinox and the summer solstice. i8j8

Lockver Elem. Astron. 5 171 The days and nights areequal

all over the world on the 22d of March and the 22d of

September, which dates are called the vernal and autumnal

equinoxes.

b. In general use.

1634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 4 Such time as the Sunne is

vernall, [the Island of Ferro] becomes exceeding hot and

scalding. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 52 Which are generall

rules for vernall and autumnall settings. 1709 T. Robinson

Vind. Mosaici Syst. 6) These Worms are . .ordained for the

Food of the Vernal Birds, such as the Cuckow. 17S9 Gray

Installation Ode 61 Sweet is the breath of vernal shower.

1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 54 The vernal heat of the sun.

i8ao Co.mbe Syntax, Consol. 1. (Chandos CI.) 139 'Twas asa

vernal evening clos'd. 184a J. Wilson Chr. i\orlh I. 244

The whole building is.. as fresh as if just washed by a vernal

shower. 1871 Yeats Growth Comm. 24 The Babylonian

plain was subject to vernal floods.

c. Med. Of affections or diseases.

1821-7 Good Stud. Med. (1829) II. 134 The vernal agues

generally disappear with the advance of summer. 1843 Sir

T. Watson Lect. Princ. /, Pract. Physic 1. xl. 710 You will

hear and read a good deal of vernal intermittents, and

autumnal intermittents.

2. Of, pertaining or belonging to, the spring-

time ; appropriate to the spring ; spring-like : a.

Of weather, scenery, etc.

i6n Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. 1. ii, We must have none

here But vernal blasts, and gentle winds appear. 1634 T.

Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg. 1. xiii. (1678) 18 Such an Air,

..if it have a vernal temper, is good against all diseases.

1646 Crashaw Sosp. dHerode xiv, He saw a vernall smile

sweetly disfigure Winters sad face. 17*0 Prior Truth
_
<y

Falsehood 8 The purling stream, the margin green, With
flowers bedeck'd, a vernal scene. 1778 Warton Hist. Eng.

Poetry II. 51 We fondly anticipate a long continuance of

gentle gales and vernal serenity. But winter returns with

redoubled horrors. i8aa W. Irving Braceb. Hall xix, It

was a beautiful morning, of that soft vernal temperature,

that seems to thaw all the frost out of one's blood. 1847 L.

Hunt Jar Honey ii. (1848)23 Both heaven and hell are in

it—the freshest vernal airs, with the depths of Tartarus.

1871 B- Taylor Faust (1875) II. 1. i- 6 The Alpine meadows
sloping, vernal, A newer beam descends.

trans/. 1869 Lowell Under the Willows 39 By vernal

Chaucer, whose fresh woods Throb thick with merle and

m-wis all the year.

b Vernal season, the season of spring.

1644 Milton F.ducat. 7 In these vernal seasons of the

yeer, when the air is calm and pleasant. 1687 Miege Gt.

Fr. Diet. II, The Vernal Season, or the Spring, le Printems.

1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 120 In the vernal season. 1864 A.

McKay Hist. Kilmarnock 296 In the vernal season of the

year.

c. In miscellaneous uses.

1715 Earn. Diet. s.v. Sallet, They also make an excel-

lent Vernal Pottage. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 118 Whatever

sweets salute the northern sky With vernal lives, that blos-

som but to die. 1817 Wordsw. (.title), Vernal Ode. Beneath

the concave of an April sky [etc]. 1838 J. L. Stephens

Trav. Russia 6j[l Moscow seemed basking in the mild

climate of Southern Asia, rioting in its brief period of vernal

existence. 1885 Pater Marius I. vi. 112 A kind of mystic

hymn to the vernal principle of life in things.

d. Jig. Suggestive of spring ; having the mild-

ness or freshness of spring ; early, youthful.

1700 Coleridge Monody Death Chatterton viii, Ah !

where are fled the charms of vernal grace, And joy's wild

gleams, light-flashing o'er thy face; 1805 Foster Am.

1 i 11 What is become of all those vernal fancies, which had

so much power to touch the heart! 1837 Southey Funeral

Song Princess Charlotte 17 Late in beauty's vernal bloom.

138

1844 Mrs. Browning Caiariua to Camoens ii, When I

heard you sing that burden In my vernal days and bowers.

1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 100 Captain and Colonel,

Sere Generals, Ensigns vernal, Were there.

3. Of flowers, plants, etc. : Appearing, coming

up, or blooming in spring-time.

1695 Ld. Preston Boeth. 111. 121 Fading sooner than a

vernal Flower I 1718 Pons Dune. III. 33 As thick as bees

o'er vernal blossoms fly. 174* Collins Ode to Liberty 4

The youths,. . Like vernal hyacinths in sullen hue. At once

the breath of fear and virtue shedding. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II.

491 A Journal kept in Spring 1798, to record the time of

flowering of several vernal plants. 181* H. S: J. Smith

Horace in Lond. 65 The wood nymphs crown'd with vernal

flow'rs.

b. In specific or popular names of flowers,

plants, or grasses, as vernal crocus, cyclamen,

gentian, sandwort, sedge, squill, etc. (see quots.

and cf. Spuing sb\ 7 c a).

zjlSFncycl. Brit. (ed. 2) III. 2311 The varieties of the

•vernal crocus are, the small and large [etc.]. 1881 Garden

18 Mar. 188/3 The common Vernal Crocus . . is so predomin-

ant among spring flowers. 1715 Earn. Dict.s.v.Cyclamen,

Our Botanists reckon upon several Sorts of this Plant.. as

the "Vernal one 1 .. another white Vernal single, and the

small Purple Cyclamen. 1718 R. Bradley Diet. Bot., Gen-

tianella minor Verna, the smaller "Vernal Gentian. 1796

Withering Brit. Pl«nts(ed. 3) II. 282, Ithought it possible

that the vernal dwarf Gentian . . might he our plant. 188a

Garden 18 Nov. 442/3 The lovely Vernal Gentian. 1753

Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Orobus, The "vernal, wood
orobus, with a pale red flower. 1731 Miller Card. Diet.

s.v. Orobus, "Vernal Purple-Wood Bitter-Vetch. 1848

Johns Week at Lizard 303 Arenaria verna, variety

Gerardi, "Vernal Sandwort, is a small plant with numerous

needle-like leaves, and star-like flowers ofthe most dazzling

while. 1859 Miss Pratt Brit. Grasses 39 Order. Cyper-

acea:. .."Vernal Sedge. ..A humble plant from 3-8 inches

high. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 13 Veronica

verna...- Vernal Speedwell. 1855 Miss Pratt Flo-.ver. PI.

IV. 102 Vernal Speedwell. ..This very rare Speedwell, .has

..pale blue flowers. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. II. 338

Scilla verna. . ."Vernal Squill. [Grows in] meadows and

pastures. 183a Johnston in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. 10

It was. .believed that the vernal squill was peculiar to the

western coasts of England. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. II.

5 Callilriche verna.. ."Vernal Stargrass. Water Starwort.

Water Fennel. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. II. 296 Calif

tiiche verna. "Vernal Water Starwort.

C. Vernal grass, one of the grasses commonly

cultivated for hay.

176a B. Stillingfleet Misc. Tracts (1791) 382, 1 saw this

spring a meadow not far from Hampstead . . with some of the

vernal grass and the corn brome grass. 1765 Museum Rust.

IV. 428 The vernal, or spring grass, we find in the class

Diandria Digynia. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 208

The meadow fescue.. and the sweet scented vernal grass

(ailthoxanthum odoratumi. 180a Med. Jrnl. VIII. 477 The

vernal grass (Anthoxanlhnm odoratum, L.) which is fre-

quently met with in hay. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org.

489 This substance [i.e. coumarin] is found.. in the sweet

scented vernal grass, to which much of the fragrance of hay

is owing.

d. Sown in the spring.

179a A. Young Trav. France 331 They sow here a vernal

rye, which is a true spring corn, that will not succeed if

sown in autumn.

4. Comb., as vernal-bearded, -seeming, -tinc-

tured adjs.

1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 11. 104 The melting rain-

bow's vernal-tinctured hues. 1857 Whittier Last Walk
A utumn iv, And that the vernal-seeming breeze Mocked

faded grass and leafless trees. 1874 L.Morris Old Maytide

iii, Here be stalwart youths and lissome, honest-eyed and

vernal bearded.

5. cllipt. or as sb. t a. The vernal season ; the

spring. Obs.-1 .

1654 E. Johnson Wonder-work. Provid. 106 The vernall

of the yeare 1637. being now in his prime.

b. = Vernal grass (see 3 c above).

1771 Young Farmer's Tour East Eng. II. 256 The grass

has consisted chiefly of the holchus,..a little meadow fox

tail, and great poa : . . it is remarkable that no vernal has

appeared. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 514 Anthoxanthum odora-

turn, or sweet-scented vernal, is one of the earliest of our

grasses. 1908 Animal Mamigem. 114 The aroma of good

hay is due to the aromatic grasses contained in it, Sweet

Vernal being the variety which is mainly responsible.

o. //. Seeds of vernal grass. rare~x
.

17S4 Trans. Soc. Arts II. 60 Mix the Vernals and Hay
seeds together.

Hence Vernally adv. rare.

i?ij Bailey (vol. II), Vernally, according to or in the

Spring of the Year. 1888 Ainger Let. in Sichel Li/e (1906)

xiii. 235 He thinks the Tweens are also vernally cleaning

themselves.

Verna'lity. rare. [f. Vernal a. + -ITT.]

f 1. The ' spring-time ' of something. Obs.

1639 Wotton in Reliq. (1672) 477, I was then surprized

with an advertisement from Court, of the death of . . iny

dear nephew, in the vernality (as 1 may term it) of his

employments and fortunes.

2. (See quot.)
1896 Agric. Gas. 18 May 470/1 Vernality expresses that

property of rich and shaded pasture land which makes them
a lovely green, with tender and close clustering spring

shoots.

Vernalize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -ize.] trans.

To render vernal or spring-like.

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 500 By the amenity of their smile

and their dallying jocundity, irradiating and vernalising

whatever that smile and jocundity consecrate by tipping and
touching. 1898 W. Watson Poems, Lines Richmond Park
165 The stored sunlight in your hair and eyes Would
vernalise November, and renew the aged year.

VERNICLE.

tVernancy. Obs.~l [See next and -ancy.]

The condition or quality of being vernant.

1669 Addr.hope/ulyng. Gentry 0/Eng. 6 He that expects

after a deluge the same vernancy, disposition and order,

the soil was before adorn'd with.

Vernant, a. Now rare or Obs. Also 5 ver-

nand, 6 vernaunte, varnaunt. [a. OF. vernant

vernal, ad. L. vernant-, vernans, pres. pple. of

vernare to flourish, be verdant.]

1. Flourishing or growing in, or as in, spring.

c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 498 Hayll ! vyolett vernand with

swete odoure. 1513 Bradshaw St, Werburge 1. 606 A..

Slante, Whiche dayly encreased by sufleraunce deuyne,

lerueylously growynge in her, fresshe and varnaunt. Ibid.

2808 Whiche tree to this day, endurynge all the yere, By
myracle is vernaunte, fresshe, green, and clere. I5a6 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 83 A floure, whan it is fresshe, ver-

nant & newe,.. is moche delectable & swete. 1567 Tur-

bervile Poems no Vernant flowers that appeere To clad

the soile with mantell newe. 1615 Brathwait Strappado,

etc. (1878) 316 The tree sent out her Branches, which did

couer their corps with vernant blossoms. 1667 Milton P.L.

x. 679 Else had the Spring Perpetual smil'd on Earth with

vernant Flours. i7a8-30 Thomson Spring 81 The pene.

trative Sun.. sets the steaming Power At large, to wander

o'er the vernant Earth. 184a Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 80 The

vernant branches feel the breeze. Ibid. 82 The cool delicious

shade Of vernant oak.
. ...... _,

trans/, and fig. 1607 Brewer Lingua I. 1. A uij b, Oft

haue L.embelisht my entreatiue phrase With smelling

fiowres of vernant Rhetorique. 1615 Brathwait Strappado,

etc. (1878) 317 Let not your vernant bosome so retaine, all

comfort from the oat-pipe of a Swaine. 1661 Bp. Rust

Origin n his Opinions 89 The excellencie of the vernant

youth and spring of the renewed world.

b. Freshly green; verdant.

1594 Willobie Avisa (1880) 07 The flowring hearbes, the

pleasant spring, That deckes the fieldes with vernant hew.

i6ai Brathwait Nat. Embassie 3 Should I not.. garnish

her with Flora's vernant hue?

2. Pertaining to the spring ; vernal.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. 211 The Trees, .were so

closely interwoven, that the vernant and jestivall Sunne

beames could not pierce their rare imbroydery.

3. Of or forming the ' spring-time ' of life.

1794 W. Roberts Looker-on III. 381 The green platform

of our vernant years.

f Ve-rnate, v. Obs.— [f. L. vemat-, ppl. stem

of vernare (see prec.).] intr. (See quot.)

i6a3 Cockeram I, Vernate, to wax young againe.

Vernation (varn^-Jan). [In sense 1 ad. mod.L.

verndtio (Linnreus), f. L. vernare : see Vernant

a. (So F. vernation.) In sense 2 directly f. L.

venial-, ppl. stem of vernare^

1. Bot. The arrangement or formation of the

leaves of plants or fronds of ferns in the bud ; the

manner in which the rudimentary or unexpanded

leaves are disposed ;
prefoliation.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Folialio, foliation, vernation,

or leafing. i8a9 Lindley Syn. Brit. Flora SB Primus,

vernation convolute. Ibid., Cerasus, vernation con-

duplicate. 1830 — Nat. Syst. Bot. 157 The vernation of

both the calyx and petals. 1857 P. H. Gosse Omphalos 131

The green and leafy arches were once coiled up in a

circinate vernation. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 428 The leaves

of Ferns are usually characterised by a circinate vernation.

2. Vegetable growth or development, as charac-

teristic of the spring, rare or Obs.

i8a7 Sieuart Planter's G. (1828) 320 The season of

vernation erelong will come on, the leaves will be enlarged,

and assume a far deeper and more lively green. 1867 A. L.

Adams Wand. Nat. India 68 From the earliest appearance

of Vernation in March up to the end of May.

Verne, obs. var. Fern *M (windlass).

+ Verne, obs. var. urne Run v.

a Mas MS. Rami. B. 520 fol. 32 pat alle ben certein in

eueriche contreie bat te foreseide peine sal verne [F. curra)

grefliche.

Verneuk (vajmJ-k), v. S. African slang. Also

vinook. [ad. Cape Du. verncuken (also in W.
Flem., with variant vernuiken).'] trans. To cheat,

humbug, swindle,

1871 Cape Monthly Mag. III. 46 (Pettman), How Hend.

rick enjoyed verneuking the Boer. 1905 D. Blackburn

R. Hartley, Prospector xiii, So you have verneuked me

!

1909 R. Cullum Compact xviii. 213 He has vinooked the

Kaffir chiefs into granting large concessions.

Hence Vernetrker. Also Vernerrkerintr vbl.

sb., Verneu'kery [a. Cape Du. vertuuierie.]

1896 in Wcstm. Gaz. 4 July 8/1 But we women of South

Africa despise such maudlin verneukery. 1900 Sir J.

Robinson Li/e Time S. A/rica vii. 185 Hence arose the

practice of ' verneukering '—by which buyer and seller each

sou'"hl to get the better of the other. 1905 D. Blackburn

R Hartley xiii, Do you take me for a Boer verneuker /

Verniee, obs. form of Varnish siA

Vernicle (va-jnik'l). Forms : o. 4, 8-9 ver-

niole, 4 fernycle, 4-6 vernycle. P. 5 verna-

cul(l, -eule, vernakill, -kylle, 5-9 veraacle,

6 varnacle. [a. AF. and OF. vernicle, = OF.

veron(ii)icle, varr. of veronique, ad. med.L. veron-

ica the sudarium of St. Veronica : see Veronica *

and cf. Veuonicle, Veronique. On the change

of -ique to -icle see the note to Chronicle sb.]

1. The picture or representation of the face of

Christ said to be impressed upon the handkerchief

or sudarium of St. Veronica (see 2); any similar

picture of Christ's face, esp. one engraved, painted,
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or worked upon a vessel, garment, ornament, etc.,

used for religious or devotional purposes ; an orna-

ment or token bearing this as worn by pilgrims*
a. 136* Langl. P. PI. A. vi. 14 Moni Croi on his cloke

and kei^es of Rome, And be vernicle [C. fernycle) bi-fore

for men schulde him knows, c 1386 Chaucer Pro I. 685
Swiche glarynge eyen hadde he as an hare, A vernyele
hadde he sowed vp on his cappe. 1467 Paston Lett. Suppl.
in -My master gaff her a gret sygnnet of goolde with the
vernyele. 1716 Hailey (ed. 3). 1825 Fosbrokk EncycL
Antiq. (1843) .!'• 805 The Vernicle, or Veronique,..or face
of Christ, miraculously impressed upon a handkerchief.

1853 Rock Ch. 0/ Fathers III. x. 438 A medal stamped
with the vernicle showed the pilgrim had visited Rome.
1901 Athenxum 27 July 131/3 The vernicle, or face of our
Lord, appears in the centre of the paten.

^
0, a 1400 Leg. Rood (tE-ji) 170 O vernaculefz/.**. vernacul],

i honoure him and the, pat be made borow his preuite.
C1450 in Maitl. Club Misc. III. 204 Item a tabill of the
vcrnakill in thevestre. 1473 Wiill o/Belasice (Somerset Ho.),
My newe chalice with a patent of siluer, the crucifix in the
foote of the same chalice gilt and the vernacle upon the
same patent gilt. 1516 Will o/Grene (ibid.), Lytle masserof
syluer and gylt with the vernacles hed in the bothom. 1536
in E. Ledwich Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 202 A cope of Green
cloth ofgold, with a goodly Orphery, having in the Morse a
Vernacle. 1534 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1S66) 196
Item a Masar with a sengle band with a prynt of the ver-
nacle in the bothom. 1711 Hailey. 1849 Rock Ch. of
Fathers i. iii. I. 20.3 A large convex piece of fine crystal,

showing beneath it the vernacle or face of our divine
Redeemer. 1901 E. Hoskins Ilorx B. Marias Virg. 125
(tr. text of 1510), The pope John the xxii. .hath granted
unto all them that devoutly say this prayer beholding the
glorious visage or vernacle of our Lord v thousand days of
pardon. Ibid. 127 A devout orison to the blessed vernacle
of our Lord.

2. The cloth or kerchief, alleged to have be-
longed to St. Veronica, with which, according to

legend, the face of Christ was wiped on the way
to Calvary, and upon which His features were
miraculously impressed.
This cloth is preserved at St. Peter's, Rome, and is

venerated as a relic.

a 1400 Stac. Rome 50 Whon be vernicle schewed is, Gret
pardoun forsobe ber is. 1517 TOKKIMGTOM Pilgr. (1884) 33
We cam to the howse of Veronica,, .wher as our blyssyd
Savyor impressyd the ymage of hys Face in hyr wymple
whiche ys at Rome. And it ys callyd ther the Vernacle.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)304 Y® blessed relyke the
Vernacle, whiche is the very similitude & imprynte of thy
blessed & gjoryous vy>age. 1581 J. Bell Haddons Atutv.
Osor. 460 [1 he Vernyele wherewith Christes face was wyped
is shewed in S. Peters Church at Rome, a 1648 Ld. Herbkrt
Hen, VIII (1683) 625 He would ask leave to see the Ver-
nacle; which he said, was the picture of Christ given to
Women by himself as he went to death. 1677 W. Hughes
Man 0/ Sin 11. iii. 51 A large Handkerchief, or Towel,..
whereunto, with many others, they put up this devout
Orizon: namely, to the Holy Vernacle, as they christen it.

Ibid. 52 The most holy Face. .Imprinted on a Snow-white
Cloth by th" Power above, And on the Vernacle bestow'd, as
Pledge of Love. 184s J. Saunders Cabinet Pict. Eng.
Lift) Chaucer 14 Thus originated the Sudarium or holy
kerchief—the Veronica—and, by corruption, the vernicle.

Vernico-se, a. Bot. ran- , [ad. mod.L.
vernieds-us, f. med.L. vemie-ium Varnish sbX[
'Covered with a natural varnish ' {'freas. Bot.,

1S66).

Vernier (vauniai). [From the name of the
inventor, Paul Vernier (1580-1637), a French
mathematician, who described it in a tract on the
Quadrant Nouvcau de Mathe*matiques published
in 163 1.]

1. A device, consisting of a short movable scale,

by which more minute measurements may be
readily obtained from the divisions of the gradu-
ated scale of astronomical, surveying, or other
mathematical instruments to which it is attached.
Sometimes erroneously called a Nonius (q.v.).

1766 Instruct, for Hartley's Quadrant 17 A scale of
divisions graduated on the chamfered edge or sloped side
of the index, which scale is called the vernier. 1774 M.
Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 38 It would likewise be an
Advantage if the Vernier was made to give every Minute of
a Degree, in place of four or five, as in most Theodolites.
1798 Phil. Trans. LXXXV1II. 473 Another small slip of
ivory is placed at each end of the arm, serving as a vernier,
and subdividing these divisions into five parts. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Set. <$ Art II. 26 The scale of variation is

furnished with an instrument called a vernier or nonius.
1856 Kane Arct. Explor. I. xiii. 144 Though I had much
clear weather we l>arely succeeded by magnifiers in reading
the verniers. 1888 Kutlky Rock-Forming Min. 18 For
very exact work, the circle may be divided to half degrees,
and a vernier may be employed.

2. attrib. and Comb., as vernier circle, division,

piece, plate, scale, etc.

Also with the names of instruments or tools having a
vernier scale or attachment, as vernier caliper, compass,
transit (Knight Diet, Mech.).
1788 EncycL £rit.(ed.3) II. 587/2 The fir^t division of the

vernier piece marked 15. 1797 Ibid. XVI II. 644/1 Vernier
scale, a scale excellently adapted for the graduation of
mathematical instruments. 1843 fenny Cyel.XWl. 267/1
In order to read oiT the hundredths of an inch whieh the
vernier zero advances beyond any tenth in the stale, we
have merely to see what vernier division comes nearest to a
division of the scale. tdfoCataL Intemat. Exkib., Brit.

II. No. 2947, The vernier plate is carried on four arms, and
a diagonal brace. Ibid., '1 Ive horizontal limb, vernier circle,

&c. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 925/2 Vernier Scale
sight (Rifle), a hind sight with a vernier scale for accurate
adjustment. 1884 F. J. Lhitten Watch <$• Clockm. 148 To

the bottom of the stock of a Vernier slide guage he attaches

a spring.

t Vernile, a. Obs. rare. Also 7 vernill. [ad.

L. vernilis, f. verna a home-born slave.] Servile,

slavish.

1623 Cockeram i, Vernill, slanish. 1727 Bailey. 1843
De QutHCV in Blatlnv. Mag. LIV. 60 This scandal of
Roman society was not.. a pure product, from the vernile

scurrility of which we hear so much in Roman writers.

t Vernility, 06s, [ad. L. vernilitds, f. ver-

nilis: sec prec. and -ITY.j Servility, slavishness.

1623 Cockeram i, Verniiitie, slauery. 1656 Blount
Gtossogr., Vernility, Mattering, servile or slavish behavior.

1665 Evelyn Let. to Sir P. Wyche 20 June, I conceive the

reason both of additions to and the corruption of the

English language . . has proceeded from . . affectation of
travellers, . . vernility & mincing of citizens, pulpits, political

remonstrances, .. &c. 1788 H. Clarke Sch. Candidates
(1877) 9 Oh, the stupidity and vernility of mankind, that

there should be permitted such an abuse of power in the
world, as either a public or domestic Gynecocracy I

Vernish, obs. form of Varnish s6A and v.

|| Vernix. Obs. rare. [med.L. : see Varnish
sbX\ Varnish.

XS73 -'t rt n/ Limming 9 To make a kynde of colouring
called Vernix wherewith you may vernishe goldc, siluer, or
any other colour or payntinges.

t Vernon, error for Vernal a. Obs.
1658 R. Fkanck North. Mem. (1694) 1 The Vernon Ingress

smil'd a Blessing, when she sent the melodious Harmony of
Birds to melt the Air. Ibid. 127 The Race of Salmon,
especially the Female in the Vernon /Equinox, is for the
most part..casting against the rapid Streams.

Vernysoun, Sc. form of Warn 1SON Obs.

rVe'rol, Obs. rare. Also 7 veroll. [a. F.
verole, doublet of varioh Variola.]
1. French pox ; syphilis.

1596 Harincton Metam. Ajax Prol. B j, He met a french
Surgeon. .y

l cured him both of that and the Verol, y 1 he
had before in his priorums.

2. (See quot.) rare" .

1688 R. Holme Armoury it. 238/1 The Veroll, the Web,
are two Diseases in the eyes of Hawks, some call them the
Pynne ; they do proceed from Rume.
So t Verola [cf. Cat. veiola\ = prec. 1. Obs." 1

1600 Breton PasouiTs Passe fy Passeth Not Wks.
(Grosart) I. 9/1 From. .The French Verola, and the English
feuer, ..The blessed Lord of heau'n deliuer me.

Verona (v/r<Jirna). [a. It. Verona : see def.
-

]
1. The name of a city in northern Italy used

attrib. to designate articles found or produced in,

or associated with, the locality, as Verona brown,
earth, green, serge, etc. (see quots.).
2716 iHct, Rust. (ed. 3) s.v. Peach, Verona [peach].

1835 G. Field Chromatography 129 The greens called
Verona green, and Verdetto,..are similar native pigments
of a wanner colour. 1830 Ure Diet. Arts 619 Verona
green is merely a variety of the mineral called green earth.
1850 Ansted Elan, Geol., Min., etc. §435 Hisingerite,.

.

Verona earth, Nontronite, . .are also impure silicates of
[iron]. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Verona-serge, a thin
worsted and cotton fabric. It is also made of mohair and
cotton, and of various colours. 1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Broivn,
Verona brown, a pigment used by artists in oil-painting.
It is a calcined ferruginous earth, of a reddish-brown tone.

2. ellipt. (See quot.)

1904 Tailor ^ Cutter 4 Aug. 480/2 Verona, a thin make
of woollen material with a cotton warp, having a blight
twill; used for linings.

Veronal (ve-r^nal). Chem. [a. G. veronal]
Diethyl-malonyl-urea, a whitccrystallinesubstance
used as a hypnotic. Also attrib.

1903 Merck's Ann. Rep. XVII. 183 Veronal has been
thoroughly tested in a large number of noted public and
private hospitals, 1904 Lancet 23 Jan. 223/2 A box of vero-
nal cachets, each containing eight grains.

Veronese, a. and sb. [a. It. Veronese: see
Verona and -ese.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to, made in or ob-
tained from, Verona in the north of Italy.

1757 tr. Keyslcr's Trav. III. 181 Four hundred and fifty

Verontse feet. 1776 in EncycL Brit. (1780) VI. 4124/2 The
Vicentine and Veronese lavas and volcanic ashes, 1833 C.
Redding Hist. Mod. Wines (1851) 278 Even a wretched
Veronese wine.. is called 'vinosanto'. 1885 Encycl. BriL
XIX. 88/1 Veronese earth or terra verde, a form of ochre.
1888 Ibid. XXIV. 171/2 Many good pictures of the Vcron-
eseschooL 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v.Creen, Veronese gri-en,
a pigment consisting of hydrated chromium sesquioxid. .

.

Also called vir.dian.

B. sb. 1. The natives or inhabitants of Verona.
Also as sing.

1757tr.AVy.KVrV Trav. III. 176 The Veronese might justly
er<-^t statues to other illustrious persons. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXV I. 24^3/1 Therevolutionists.. threatened the other pro-
vinces which remained in obedience to the senate, and espe-
cially the Veronese. 1873 'Ocioa' Pascarel I. 56 The
Veronese used to call me L'Uccello.

2. The form of Italian spoken in Verona.
187a Ruskin Fors Clou. II. xix. 11 Some talk followed,

of cold and heat, and anything else one knew the Italian
for, or could understand the Veronese for (Veronese being
more like Spanish than Italian).

II Veronica l (v^nika). [med.L. veronica
(whence also Sp, and Pg. veronica, Y. ve'roni.jue),

app. from the name of St. Veronica.]
1. Bot, A larye genus of scrophulariaccous

plants (herbs or shrubs) having leafy stems and
blue (rarely white or pink) flowers borne in

racemes or spikes.

Many species are indigenous to the British Isles and are
commonly called Speedwell. Others are cultivated in

gardens for their foliage and flowers.

1527 Andrew tr. Brunsuyke's Distyll. Waters 11. Ixxix.
F ij, 2 A dragma of pouder of ye same herbe Veronka. 1578
Lvte Dodoens 27 The Female Veronica is,. much weaker,
and not so good as the Male. 1657 S. Pukchas Pol. Flying
Ins. 1. xv. 92 Ordinarily they gather not of many little or
small flowers, as. .Veronica. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. 67
May. Flowers in Prime. . .Valerian, Veronica double and
single. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Veronica, the Herb
Fluellin, or Speed-well, good for Wounds and to provoke
Sweat. 1753 Chambers's Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The common
small procumbent Veronica, called male Speedwell. 1796
Withering Brit. PL (ed. 3) II. 15 Brooklime,..and some
other species of Veronica, afford nourishment to the Papilio
cinxia. 1833 B'hess Bunsen in Hare Li/e {1&7 9) I. ix. 377
For the first time in Italy I found my mother's favorite
veronica. 1834 Mrs. Somkrville Conner. Phys. Sit. 275
The primrose, the lily of the valley, or the veronica which
adorn our meadows.
attrib. 1868 J. T. Bl-rgess Eug. Wild Ft. 42 One dis-

tinguishing feature of the Veronica tribe.

b. With distinguishing epithets, as earth-oak,

field,foreign veronica. Cf. Speedwell b,

1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 406 Veronica arvensis.
Field Veronica. Corn Speedwell. 1847 Daki.ingion Amcr.
Weeds, etc. (1S60) 227 V. pcrtgrina.. . Foreign Veronica,
Purslane Speedwell. Neckweed. 1856 Delamer Fl. Card.
(1861) 105 Veronica Chamxdrys, or Earth-Oak Veronica
(.from the shape of its leavesj.

2. a. With a and pi. A plant or species of the

genus Veronica.
1855 Poultry Chron. III. 38/1 To make the garden gay,

the following roots may be Ranted out either in Leds or
patches: American cowslips,, .veronicas, wall-flowers. 1882
Garden 6 May 317/3 Tall Veronicas will now need tying
up. 1899 K. Uridges Idle Flowers Poems (1912) 353 blue-
eyed Veronicas And grey-faced Scabious.

b. In pi. with the. The various species which
compose this genus.
1856 Delamer Fl. Card. (1861) 105 The Vtronicas [have]

..something graceful, feminine, and fragile in their a-pect.

Vero*nica 2
. [Proper name : see Vehnicle.]

= Vernicle i and 2.

In quot. 1812 stressed Veronica.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 15 Jan. 1645, The Zitelle.. walked

in procession to St. Peter's, where the Veronica wasshew'd.
1718 Chamuers Cycl. s.v., Veronica's are Imitations of that
celebrated Original one, preserv'd with great Veneration at

St. Peter's m Rome. 1788 Gibdon Decl. ty Fall, xlix, V.

94 The veronica of Rome, or Spain, or Jerusalem, which
Christ in his agony and bloody sweat applied to his face.

x8ix Cary Dante, Farad, xxxi. 95 Like a wight, Who haply
from Croatia wtnds to see Our Veronica. 1855 Mii.man
Lat. Chr. ix. viii. IV. 214 The Pope.. showed him the Ver-
onica, and allowed him to touch the holy face of the Lord.
trans/. 1788 Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) 1. 24 It is disputed

whether the Veronica of Montreuil, or the granite obelisk
mentioned by Gori, be Abrajcascs.

tVeronicle ( Obs. rare. [3..0Y.veron(n)icfe;

see Veknicle.] m Vernicle.
14.. Leg. Rood (1871) 170 O vernacule [Addit. MS.

veronicle], i honoure him and the, (at be made borow his

preuite. c 1450 MS. Hart. 149 ful. 276 Here aftyr foloweth
a story of be veronycle.

tVeronique. Obs. rare. Also 7 veronicke.
[a. OK. ana later K. veronique Veronica 2

.]

= Vernicle i. Also^-.
16*4 Gataker Transubst. 95 The veronicke or the print

of Christs face in a towel. (11711 Ken Psyche Poet. Wks.
1721 IV, 222 My soul, I.i.'rI, thy Veronique make, That
I may thy Resemblance take. 1825 [see VbrNICUE i a],

t VeTOny. Obs.—1 Also weroni, veroni. [a.

AF. or OK. *veronie :—med.L. veronica.] = prec.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18859 O suilk a modtr, wel slik a child.

Wit fair wisage and modes mild, It cs seiie be be weroni
[v.rr. veroni, veronyj.

tVerport. Obs. [f. the Du. peisonal name
Verpoort or VerportJ] A class of tulips (see quots. ).

1796 C. Marshall Cardeu. xix. (1813)380? ! ^ plain tulips

..are called whole blowers, or breeders; and accordingly
as they break into other colours, stripes and variegations,.

.

are denominated and classed into baguettis, bybloemens,
verports, and bizarres, 1824 Loudon EncycL Card. (ed. 2J

832 The Dutch florists class their late-blowing tulips as
under :. . Prime baguets,. . Baguets Rigaut's, . .Incomparable
Verports.

tVerquere. Obs. [Ultimately (prob. through
an obs. 1* . *ver</ucre) ad. Du. verkeer (in the comb.
verkeer-bord, f -berd) backgammon, f. verkeeren

to turn round, to play at backgammon (Kilian).]

An old form of backgammon.
a 1700 Games most in Use 50 The Famous Game, call'd

Verquere, came originally.. from Holland, and is said to be
the only noted Game, upon the Tables, that they practise

and are good at. 1714 T, Lucas Mem.Gamtsters (ed.a}67
He was very dextrous also at Verquere, Tick-lack, Grand
Trick-track, Irish, and Back-Gammon. 1721 T. Aitkkn
Compl. Gamester (tiile-p.), The Famous Game of Verquere,

Tick-Tack, IrUh, Back-Gammon.
Verra, southern dial. var. Farrow a. ; Sc. and

northern dial. f. Very. Verrai^e, obs. ff. Very.

Verrailiche, -ly, obs. ff. Verily a</v. Verra-
inent, var. Verament adv. Obs. Verray, obs.

f. Very ; obs. Sc. f. Worry v. Verrayle, -ly,

obs. ff. Verily adv. Verrayment, var. Vebi-

ment adv. Obs.

t Verre. Oh. Also 4 verr, 5 ver, virre. [a.

OK. (also mod.K.) verre ;—L. vitrttm glass.]

1. Glass.

c 1374 Ciiaucek Troytus 11. S67 And forthi, who that hatb

18-2



VERREL.

an hede of verre Fro caste of stonys ware hym in the werre.

Xil^S" Alexander^! Make we na yessaU ofvirre ne

of nTclere siluir. i . Lvuc. Life Virgin (MS. Antiq

loc .14) fol. 14 (Halliw.), In alle the erthe y-halowid and

y-holde. In a closet more clere than verre or glas. c 144°

Promfi. Parv. 508/2 Verre, glasse, vitrum.

2. A vessel made of glass, esp. a drinking-vessel

;

Mb Wyclif Prov. xxiii. 31 Ne beholde thou the win,

whan it floureth, whan shal shine in the verr the colour

of it [1388 the colour therof schyneth in a ver]. CM"
Mauncev. (.839) iv. 3, It is alle ful e of Gravelle ..of the

which Men mates fair Verres and clere. c 14'° *™'*rP
Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, Putte it in be houndes brote f.e

niountauce of a verre full. « J4S0 A nt. de la Tour 27 She .

.

lepte upon the borde,..and brake the verres and spilt all

that there was on the horde. l<,i* Ace. Ld. High lrcas.

Scotl. (1905) VI. 75 For iiijverris with thair caceis,.. price

of the pece vj. s. ,,„.
Verre, ME. var. I ab a. and adv. ; obs. 1. \ ery.

Verrei;lly, etc., obs. ff. Vekv, Vekily adv.

Verrel, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : sverelle,

7 verrill, 8 verril, 8-9 verrel, 9 verel, verrell.

[ad. OF. virelle, viral (mod.F. viroli): see rER-

rule sb. and Vibl sb.] A ferrule.

1483 Cath. Angl, 400/2 A verelle of a knyfie Spirula.

1611 Cotgr., Fretc, a Verrill ; th' yron band or hoope that

keeps a wooden toole from riuing. Ibid., Touril/on, an

inner Verrill ; the round plate of yron whereby a peece ot

wood, often turned on, is prcserued from weanny. 1700

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Verrel ot Verrtl,* little Brass or

Iron-ring, at the small end of a Cane, or Handle of a Tool,

&c vrnPhil. Tram. LXIII. 418, I cover this part of the

tube with a brass verrel. 1807 Vancouver Agrie. Devon

(181-,) 120 On the upperend of this spar is fixed a stout ring

or verrell. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss., Verel, . .a small iron

tVeTrel, v. Obs.~x In 5 virell, vyrell. [ad.

OF. virclcr, virolcr.] trans. To furnish with a

ferrule; = Ferrule v.

a 1450 Fishing w. Angle (1883) 8 pen virell [v.r. vyrell] be

staff wel at bothe endys with hopy[s] of yren.

Verrelay, obs. f. Vibelay. "Verrelle, -ly,

obs. ff. Verily. Verrement, var. Vebament

adv. Verren, ME. var. Ferben adv. and a.

+ Verrer. Ods.-1 In 5 verrour. [ad. AF.

ww (1300), = OF. (and mod.F.) verricr (1265

in Godef.), f. verre Vebbe.] A worker in glass
;

a (/lazier. _
1415 in York Myst. p. xxvi, Sellers, Verrours, Fuystours

Verret, dial. f. Ferret sb> Verrey, obs. f.

Very ; obs. Sc. f. Worry v. Verreyli, -liche,

-ly, obs. ff. Verily adv. Verreyment, var.

Vebiment Obs. Verri, southern ME. var. Jab

v. ; obs. f. Veey a. and adv.

Ob

I

t Verricular, a. Obs.—° [ad. mod.L. vari-

ations, f. L. verric irfum Vebbicule.] Resembling

a net in form or construction (see quot.).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Verricular Tunickfm Anal.),

a Coat of the Eye, the same with Amfihiblestrotdcs. [Alter

Brancard's Phys. Diet. (1633).] ,

Verri-culate, a. Ent. [ad. mod.L. vcniculat-

11s, f. L. vciriculum : see next.] (See quot.)

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 277 Verriculate,..

having one or more verricules.

Ve-rrioule. Ent. [ad. L. vcrricul-um a drag-

net, seine, f. verrlre to sweep, etc.] (See quot.)

1816 Kmnv & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 277 Vcrncule,..2.

thick-set tuft of parallel hairs.

Verrie, obs. form of Veby.

f Verril, obs. variant oivcrvil Vabvel.

c 1605 God Speed the Plow 23 in Roxb. Ball. (1889) VI.

24 When the Hauk on his fist doth stand, His hood and

.lis verril's brave, and other things we have, Which yeelds

joy to a Serving-man. .

Verrili, -ly, obs. ff. Vebily adv. Verrinus,

var. Verinas Obs. Verritie, obs. Sc. f. Verity.

Verrore, southern ME. var./arwFAB a. Ver-

rour, var. Vebreb Obs. ; var. werrour Warrer.

11 Verruca (verw-ka). PI. verrucas (verw-sij.

[L. verruca wart, excrescence on precious stones.

Cf. It. verruca, Prov. vertical a. A wart. b. Bot.,

Conch., Ent. A wart-like formation, growth, or

prominence. ......
The pi. appears as veruee in Lanfranc s Ctrurg. (fc.fc. l.s.)

*
a." 1565 I. Hall Lanfrank's Cirurg.TzbU 41 Galen

(rekeningit with Veruea, .

.

and other Tyke affectes of the

skinne,) teacheth how with a holowe quille to plucke it

out. [1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. xlviii. 1 15 Verruca a W art,

is a little tubercle on the Skin. 1693 tr. blancanfs Phys.

Diet. (ed. 2), Verrucx,Warts, a sort of Tuiercula. ] 1770 i EN-

nast Zool. IV. 85 On the chin [of the Noctule bat is) a little

verruca. J876 Duhring Dis. Skin 349 Verruca is a hard

or soft, rounded, flat, or acuminated, circumscribed, papil-

lary formation, a 1883 Fagge Princ. t, Pract. Died. (1886

II 718 Warts.— Verrucx, fapillmnata.—-These are small

cutaneous tumours consisting in overgrowth of the papilla:

°b da J.' Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 118 The upper parts

of all the areas (of Echinus fientagouus) are remarkably

bare ; but, about the rounded margin, the verruca:, become

frequent. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 273 Verruca,

a small flattish wart-like prominence. 1861 Bentley Man.

Bot. i. 51 When sessile glands consist of cells containing

solid secretions so that they form hardened spherical or other

appendages upon the surface of the epidermis, they are

termed verrucx or warts.

140

Verrticated, a. Conch. Also 8 veruooated.

[f. mod.L. verruedt-us, f. L. verruca Verruca +

-ed 1.1 Having or covered with verrucoe or warty

growths.
,

.

,,

a 1728 Woooward Fossils (1729) I. "• 33 This small Shell

has Stripes of brown, very thick, running parallel with the

Voluta:. ..Two veruccated. 1819 Samouelle Entomol.

Comfiend. 88 VerrucatedshelUofacrab).

Verm ci-, combining form, on L. models, ot

L. verruca VERRUCA, occurring in a few terms in

Biol, and Bot., as Verruciferous a., of a zoo-

phyte : bearing verruca- ; Verrtr ciform a., wart-

shaped.
Vcrrucx/orm adj. (= prec.) occurs in Henslow Diet. bot.

Shi? HooKMt in Smith Eng. Flora V. I. 132 Afiothecia

verruciform. 1846 Dana Zoofih. (1848) 506 Corallum with

deep immersed cells, interstices verruciferous, verruca: con-

vex. Ibid. 525 Summit branchlets verruciform.

Verrucose (verwktw-s), o. [ad. L. verrucos-

us, f. verruca VERRUCA.]

1. Covered or furnished with, full of, verrucre or

wart-like excrescences or growths. NowA'o/. Hist.

and rath.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 181 A verrucose stone found near

a petrifying Spring. 1721 Bailey, Verrucose, bull ot

Warts. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 273 Verrucose,

having several verruca:. 1828 Stark Elcm. Aat. Hist.

1 1. 68 Tritonia Ilombcrgii. . . Body oblong, subtetragonous,

verrucose above. 1846 Dana Zoofih. (1848) 527 Branches

rather stout, ..verrucose. 1883 Le Conte & t>. H. Horn

Class!/. Coleofitcra N. Amcr. 242 Head roughly granulate,

or verrucose. 1S00 A llbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 816 I he skin

is covered by epidermis, in some parts thin and delicate, in

others thick, horny, and verrucose.
,

fig. 1823 Blackm. Mag. XIV. 311 What designation could

be more apt to mark the scurvy, verrucose, uneven,.. and

repulsive style of this man ?

2. Bot. Studded with small warty swellings or

protuberances ; tubercular.

1802 R. Hall Did. Bot. Terms 194 Verrucose, .
.
warty.

1821 W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 79 Seeds numer-

ous, small, oval, verrucose, yellowish. 1874 Cooke Fungi 77

The sporidia in many cases are large, reticulated, echinu-

late or verrucose, and mostly somewhat globose. 1887 W.

Phillips Brit. Discomycctes 292 The verrucose epispore

distinguishes this from its congeners.

Hence Verruco'seness, ' fulness of warts .

1727 Bailhy(vo1. II). _ _

Verrucous (ver*Vkss), a. [a<\A,.verrucos-us,

i. verruca Verruca : cf. prec. So OF. vcrrucueux,

veruqucux, mod.F. verruqueux, -euse.]

1. - Vebeucose a. i and 2. rare.

1656 Blount Clossofr. (following Cooper), Verrucous, full

of warts, hillocks or knaps. 1658 Phillips, Verrucous,

full of warts or little excrescences of the flesh. [Similarly

I in Chambers Cycl. (1728).] 1828-32 Weuster s.v., A ver.

1 rucous capsule.

2. Path. Of the nature of a wart or warts
;

i

characterized by the formation of warts.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Verruca, Verrucous is applied

to any Excresccncies which have a resemblance to Warts.

1849-52 Todd's Cycl. Auat. IV. 11. 1262/2 The urethra is

sometimes occupied by verrucous vegetations, the result of

gonorrhoea. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 165 In thickened,.

.

localized patches of eczema a peculiar warty, verrucous

condition at times shows itself. 1900 Hutchinson s Arch.

Surg XI. 223 They are of the kind known as the Verrucous

VerrUOUlOSe (ver;<ki;?li7u
-
s), a. [ad. mod.L.

verruculos-us,i. L. vcrrucula, dim. of verruca Ver-

buca.] Covered with small verruca? or warts.

1846 Dana Zoofih. (1848) 656 A series of granules.. range

along each side of the medial space, as if the surface were

minutely verruculose. 1866 Treas. Bot. iar 1/2.

||Verruga (vera-ga). Path. [Sp. (also Pg.

and Prov.) verruga wart :-L. verruca Vebbuca.J

A febrile disease endemic in Peru and character-

ized by warty eruptions or tumours on the skin

;

Peruvian wart. Also in pi. verrugas.

[a 1883 Fagge Princ. * Pract. Med. (1886) II. 744 Yaws

appears to be identical with what is known, .as Verrugas

i'n Peru.) 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 499 Patients suffering

from verruga, .do not communicate the contagion to others.

attrib. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 498 Verruga cases

do better in warm places. Ibid. 499 The inhabitants of

these verruga districts.

t Verry, «. (andii.). Obs. Forms: 6verrye,

verrie, 6-9 verrey, 6-8 verry. [var. of varry

Vairy a.]

1. Her. = Vairy a. i.

a 1550 Leland Itin. II. 03, I marked yn the Wyndowes

i soites of Armes, one al verry of blew and white. 1562

Lf.gh Armoric 131b, The seuenth doubling, is properly

called Verrey, and is on this fashion, Argent, and Azure, or

els Azure and Argent. 1572 Bossewell A rmorie It. 31 b,

Some are borne Barrie vndee', barrye verrye, or enuecked.

1610 Guillim Her. (1611)1. iv. 15 Hee beareth Verry, Or

and Azure by the name of Claude de Rochlord. 1655 M.

Carte Hon. Keviv. (1660) 99 The next is called Vayre or

Verry, this being of Argent and Azure, is termed Vaire

onely; but if any other Colours, then must it be blazoned

Verry of such Colours. 1656 Blount Glossogr. [Hence

in Phillips, Harris, Kersey, etc.] 1780 Edmonston Heraldry

1 1 Verrey, or Varry, are names given to . . fur . .called Vair,

if 'it is composed of., any other tincture than argent and

azure. b- ,
. . .

,

% 2. Used as sb. , as if the name of a material

or colour. Cf. Vairy 2.

Drayton's use may be due to confusion with Vair sb. fa

VERSANT.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 11. xxii, A Ladies sleeue hie.

spirited Hastings wore, Ferrer bis Taberd with rich verry

spred. 1812 Cary Dante, Pnr.xn. 100 the column, clothed

with verrey [It. rajo\ still was seen Unshaken.

Verry, southern MF. var. Far v. ; obs. f. Very.

Vers, southern ME. var. Fresh a. ; abbreviation

of Vebsin.

t Versability. Obs. [See next and -ity.]

a. = Versatility 2. b. Aptness or readiness to

be changed or turned (round).

1673 O. Walker Educ. xi. 122 Wit .. consists (saith

Thesauro) in I. perspicacity, which is the consideration of

all. .circumstances : and 2. versability, or speedy comparing

them together. 1721 Bailey, Versability, an aptness to be

turn'd, chang'd or wound any way. 176a Sterne Tr.

Shandy v. xlii, By the versability of this great engine,

round which they are twisted, to open new tracts of enquiry.

Ve-rsable, a. Obs.- [ad. L. versclbilis, f. ver-

sare : see Verse v. 2] (See quots.)

1623 Cockeram i, Versatile, which may be turned. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Venable, that turns, or may be turned

j

turned or wouiiden one about another. 1721 Bailey; and

in later Diets.

Hence fVe-rsableness. Obs.

1727 Bailey (vol II), Versableuess, Aptness to be turned,

or wound any way. [Hence in later Diets.]

Versail, var. Veksle v. Obs.

+ Vcrsal, sb. Obs. rare. [f. L. vers-, ppl. stem

of vertfrc to turn (cf. reversal), associated with

Verse sb.'] = Versification 3.

1657 Bmipfield in Burton's Diary (1828) II. 222 Such .
.as

they shall think fit to advise with, concerning the test versal

of the Psalms. Ibid., The amendment of Mr. Sternhold and

Mr. Hopkins's Versal of the Psalms.

Versal (vsusal), a. ? Obs. Also 8 'versal.

[Illiterate or colloq. abbrev. of Universal a. Cf.

the later Varsal a.]

1. Universal ; whole. Usu. coupled with world.

ieoa Shaks. Kom. Sr 7»t. " iv. 219 Shee lookes as pale as

anyclout in the versail world. 1664 Butler Hnd.n 111. 930

Some, for brevity, Have cast the Versal World s Nativity.

1777 Sheridan Trifi to Scarborough iv. 1, That which they

call pin-money, is to buy everything in the versal world.

2. Single; individual.

,709 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. I. 151 She.. had pro-

vided no versal Thing for the Child. 17.7 Susanna Wesley

in Southey Wesley(ii-2o\ 1. 444 We are secluded from sight,

or hearing, of any versal thing except Jeffrey.

Versalie, pres. subj. of Veksle v. Obs.

Versant (vs-tsant), sb. [a. F.versanl (15th c.

in Littre), f. verser : see Verse v.*]

1 The slope, side, or descent of a mountain or

mountain-chain ; the area or region covered by

this. (Usu. with specifying epithet.)

l8« Catal. Gf. Exhib. iv. 1341/2 The species of oak which

produces the cork vegetates.. over the versants or faces o

the Pyrenees. 1883 Eucycl. Amer. }. 47?/? !>'= ^«t part

of the United States for bee-farming is considered to be the

Pacific versant. .901 Q. Rev. July 18 The conifer forests .

.

which clothe the eastern versant of the Victoria Nyanza.

2. Tendency to slope or descend ;
declination.

18=9 R. F. Burton Ccntr. Afr. in 7rnl. Geeg. Sec. XX.IX.

,0 Thus the oriental half of the African continent has a

compound, versant, eastward with southing, and westward

with southings _- m .

Versant fvausant), a. [f. L. versant-, versans

pres. pple. of L. versare, versdri :
see Verse v?

Cf. Conversant a.]

1. Concerned, anxious, or busy about, occupied

or engaged in or with, something.

1645 Arraignm. of Persecution 15 [His] nature hath ever

been and is always versant in such cruelties. 1681 i lavel

Method of Grace xxv. 432 His fears were once versant

about noxious creatures, now God is the object of the

fear of reverence. 1682 Boyle Cont. New Exfi. Phys.-

Mech. II. Pref., The other [matter] was [for me] to be ver-

sant about those trials, which were not to be made.. with

natural air. .but factitious air. 1861 Temple bar Mag. 111.

409 The literary question of the age was versant almost

exclusively with verbal accuracy.

2. Of persons : a. Skilled, versed, or experienced

in a subject, practice, etc., as the result of having

been occupied with it.

In frequent use from 1 1790 to c i860. Now rare.

I766 W. Gordon Gen. Countingho. 3 It may be known

by any person versant in accounts, what sums are due.

^77 Boswell in Johnson 18 Sept., That is owing to his

being so much versant in old English poetry. 1789 I hit.

Trans. LXXIX. ,07 Who is perfectly versant in the method

of breeding the insect. 1805 T. Hahral Scenes ofLiJe II.

in This gentleman, .was completely versant in the gram-

matical niceties. .of the language. 1842 Syd. Smith Vks

(1850) 669 These excellent directors, versant in wood and

meial. 1870 Burton Hist.Scot. Ixxu.(i873) VI. 312 Persons

versant in the history of Scotland.

b. Conversant, familiar, or intimately acquainted

with a subject or person.

1787 I. Howie in Reformation Princ. Re-exhib.,elc. r 5 t

The Author,.. being mostly versant with country-people,

labours to speak and write in the vulgar dialect. 182a bYD.

Smith Wks. (.850) 35" A man not versant with courts of

justice will not believe it. 1836 Frasers Mag XIII. 89

Mr. Puff. .had become versant with all the private affairs ot

all the boroughs. 1877 ' H. A. Page •DeOnincey II. xvl 30

A shepherd.. who was versant with all the approaching

changes of the weather.

3. Conch. Turning or curling over.

18W PennyCycl. XIV. 321/1 Family Columellida... Shell

without a canal, but having the base of us aperture notched

or versant, and the whorls of the spire large.
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4. Her. (See quot.) rare— .

c i8a8 Berry F.ncycl. Her. I. Gloss., Versanti the fame as
rectivaut, called also sursuant ; and implies elected, or
elevated.

Vcrsate, v. rare-1 , [f*. L. versdl; ppl. stem
of versdre : see Vehse v.-] trans. To turn about.
1887 Sat. Rev. 17 Sept. 405 An edition which we can really

versate in the . . hand without causing the said hand to droop
and ache.

Versatile (vavisatail, v5\isatil), a. Also 7
versatle, versatil, varsatile. [a. F. versatile

(16th c, — It. versatile, Sp., Pg. versatil), or ad. L.

versdtilis, f. versdre : see Vehse v. 2]

I. 1. Marked or characterized by changeability

or inconstancy ; subject to change or fluctuation

;

variable, changeable.
1605 Uacon Adv. Learn. 1. iii. § 6. 15 It is rather the

reuerence which many times both aduerse parts doe giue to
honestie, than any versatile aduantage of their owne carri-

age. t6saQnames on Proposolls of Officers of Annie to

Partt. 4 To mold the versa tie hypocrisy of his depraved
mind. 1665 Glkhwll Safisis Set. xxvt t6i Those versatile

representations in the neck of a Dove. 168a Burnet Rights
of Princes Pref. 36 He also observes the Varsatile Temper of
the Jesuits. 1791 BuRKI Let. to Member ofNat. Asse/u/',

Wks. 1842 I. 482 The versatile tenderness which marks the
irregular and capricious feelings of the populace. 1798
Grant Sun: Prov. Moray 279 The number of scholars
vibrates from 20 to 90; but from the versatile state of the
establishment, it is not possible that [etc.]. 1801 Parmer's
Mug: Jan. 67 Our author, .is of such a versatile disposition,

that..hestates[etc.]. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. ix. (1856) 67
The things were there half an hour ago. I saw them, capri-
cious, versatile, full of forms, but bright and definite as the
phases of sober life.

Comb. 1850 Thackeray Pendennls Ixiii, For at one instant
to hate and defy a man, ..and at the next to be.. friendly
with him, was not an unusual process with our versatile-

minded Baronet.

b. Of persons : Fickle, inconstant, rare.
1682 Burnet Rights Princes viii. 293 Thomas Becket..

was a proud varsatile and factious Man. 1697 Evelyn
Numism. ix. 315 The French, Versatile, Unconstant. 1855
MiLMANAar. Chr. vil. iv. (1864) IV. 148 The versatile people
rose on his side [and] drove out the troops. 188a Miss
BsADDOM Mt. -Royal iii, He is too versatile, too soft-hearted
and impressionable.

2. Characterized by readiness or facility in turn-

ing from one subject, pursuit, or task to another

;

marked by many-sidedness or variety of talent.
In early use somewhat rare; freq. from c 1795.
1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1687) 151/1 He was of a ver-

satile wit, and in composure of his speech a difficult advar-
sary.

_
1667 Sprat Hist. Royal Soc. 18 Disputing is a very

good instrument, to sharpen mens wits, and to make them
versatil. 1791 Cow re r Odyssey 1. 2 Make the man thy
theme, for shrewdness famed And genius versatile. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stnd. Nat. (1799) H- 29° What
then is that versatile faculty, called reason! a 1828 H.
Nef.lk Lit. Rem. 19 Chaucer's genius was vast, versatile
and original. 1856 Froudk Hist, Eng. I. 158 A multitude
of other subjects, with which his versatile ability made him
conversant. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 6 (1876) 52 His
nature was sunny, versatile, artistic.

transf. 1791 Nrwtb Tour Eng. fy Scot. 171 The physical
as well as the moral nature of man is extremely versatile,
and accommodating to circumstances, i8ox Lusignan IV.
152 Absorbed in meditations and versatile reflections, he
wandered, unconscious of the progress of time.

3. Of persons : Turning easily or readily from
one subject or occupation to another; having an
aptitude or faculty for fresh pursuits or tasks;
showing facility in varied subjects; many-sided.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue'sAnecd. Paint. (1786) II. 95

In 1665 the versatile Gerbier published a piece he called
Subsidiuin Peregrinantibus. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleo-
mania 213 Of this versatile writer, ah ! what should be
said. 1841 Macaulay Ess., W. /Listings (1851) 634 The
able and versatile Henry Dundas. 1851 Thackeray Eng.
Hum. vi. (1858) 327 The vivid and versatile genius who
has touched on almost every subject of literature, 1874
Swans Const. Hist. I, xii. 460 He was an able man of busi-
ness, versatile, politic

b. Const, in,

1807 D'Israeli Cur. Lit, (td. 5) I. 22 An individual, how-
ever versatile and extensive in his genius, would soon
be exhausted. 184a Miss Mitforo 111 L'Kstrange Life
(1870} III. ix. 144 0'Connell is versatile in his words and
ways, and the Repeal seems to me incomprehensible. 1872
Minto Eu£ . Prose Lit, 1. i, 58 He is more versatile in the
pitch of his style.

II. 4. Capable of being turned round on, or as
on, a pivot or hinge; that may be turned different
ways. In later use spec, in Ent. and Ornith.
1658 Phillips, Versatile, apt to be wound or turned any

way. 1671 K. IloiiUN Wind 72 A feather, or other versatil
body. 1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 930 The Eyes resemble a
Lens or Convex Glass set in a Versatile globular Socket.
i8a6 KOST & Sp. Entomol. IV. xliii. 172 Some muscle of
tins kind must be in Gryllotalpa, and in those that have a
versatile head. Ibid. 175 The Head.. is sometimes versa-
tile. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 306/1 Tarsus (in barbets is]
shorter than the versatile toe. itftCouu N. Amer. Birds
200 Hallux of average length,, .outer toe more or less per-
fectly versatile (but never permanently reversed).

D. Hot. Of an anther: Swinging or turning
about freely on a filament to which it is attached.
1760 J. Lee Introd.Bot. Ill, xxii. (i 76s) 228 The Anthera

is versatile and incumber, when it is fastened on at its Side.
1787 Families of Plants I. 254 Anthers oblong, versatile.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 47 Their small round and
versatile anthers. 1861 S. Thomson Wild FL 1. {ed. 4) 65
lhe filament., may., be so attached to some point of the

anther as to allow it to swing loosely, when a versatile
anther is constituted. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 182 Dip-
sacese,. .anthers versatile.

O. Of a leaf: Turning either way. rare~~x
.

1870 Hooker Stnd. Flora 335 Populus tremula.. .Leaves
1-4 in., versatile.

Hence Versatilely adv., Versatileness.
1646 Gaulr Cases Consc. 130 [A witch] that works not only

darkly and closely, but variously and versatilly, as Cod
will permit [etc.]. 1654 R. Coorington tr. Iustine viii.

129 According to the versatilness of his wit. 1717 Bailey
(vol. II), Versatileness, aptness to be turned or wound any
way. 1791 J. Learmont Poems, Mutability of Man 20
Versatileness attends him still; A deep inwoven art Con-
ceals, .the guile And rancour of his heart. 1872 M. Collins
Two Plungesfor Pearl iv, An intellect so different from
his own—so versatilely fluent, yet passionately obstinate.

Versatility (vwsatHTti). [a. F. versatility

(^It. versatility Sp. vcrsaiilidad, Pg. -idade), or

directly f. prec. + -iTY.]

1. The condition or quality in persons, their con-

duct, etc., of being changeable, fickle, or incon-

stant ; tendency or liability to vary in opinion or

action ; variableness, inconstancy.
J 7S5 Johnson, Versatility, the quality of being versatile.

1782 V. Knox Ess, xii. (1819) I. 71 This versatility and du-
plicity of the grandc monde. 1783 \V. Thomson Watsojts
Philip III, v. 324 To his holiness, whom they suspected of
a versatility of character, which might soon had him to re-

lapse:., they answered [etc.]. 18x4 J/Israkli Quar.Auth.
(1867) 346 We are apt to condemn their versatility of prin-
ciples as arising from dishonest motives. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Engl. ii. I. 21 3 Ashley's versatility was the effect, not
of levity, but of deliberate selfishness. 1855 Milman Lat,
Chr. vii. ii. HI. 168 He might indeed dread the versatility

of Henry's character, and his ready assent to the advice of
flattering, .counsellors.

2. The faculty or character of turning or being

able to turn readily to a new subject or occupation,

csp. of an intellectual nature; facility in taking up
varied pursuits or tasks with some success or dis-

tinction ; many-sidedness.
1798 Bisset Life Burke 210 Wedderburne [was] eminent

for acuteness, versatility, and ingenuity. 1827 Scorr Surg.
Dan. x, His intelligence, his learning, above all, his versa-

tility and freedom from prejudices of every kind. 1874 Gr ken
Short Hist. vi. §6 (1876) 325 It was with Italian versatility

that he turned from the camp to the counting house. i88z J.
Sully in Mind No. 27. 366 In the scientific treatment of
the subject.. we shall make versatility synonymous with
width of faculty, or diversity of capability in all its measures.

b. Const, of (wit, character, etc.).

** *773 Chesterf. Charm: Pitt (1777) 46 He., had such a
versatility of wit, that he would adopt it to all sorts of con-
versation, a 1842 Arnold Hist. Rome II. 495 Cineas..was
in the versatility and range of his talents worthyof the best

ages of Greece. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Si: (1873) II. t.

ii. 70 Not often indeed do the Oriental nations present us
with an example of versatility of character. 1866 Fllton
Anc, <y Mod. Gr. I. xii. 231 [Aristophanes] reminds us. .still

oftener of the splendid versatility of poetical genius.. dis-

played by Goethe.

c. //. Features or traits of versatile intellect.

1841 O'Israei-I Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 123 A voluminous
commentary expounded the morality of the ravishing ver-

satilities of Ariosto.

3. Diversity of nature or character ; variety of

application, etc.

1802 Playfair lllustr. Hutton. The. 339 The Huttonian
system cannot boast of theories of equal versatility. 1822-7
Good Stutiy Jlfed. (1829) II. 419 The symptoms, that prin-

cipally mark the progress of this disease in all their versa-

tility;.. it is this versatility that has produced the chief
differences of opinion, entertained concerning it. 1871
Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue 458 The Book of Proverbs
abounds in examples of the versatility of the Hebrew and.
1879 Church Spenser 35 The inexhaustible versatility of
the English tongue.

4. Capability of turning about as on a pivot.

1884 Couks Key N. Amer. Birds 126 Wc have no case of
true versatility of the hind toe among North American birds.

t Versa tilous, <*. Obs. rare, [f. L. versdtil-is

Versatile a. + -ous.] Marked or characterized by
versatility or variableness ; versatile.

1629 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 347 He can finde no
certaine demonstration, .but that he can stoppe with his

versatilous wit. 1650 Elderfield Civ. Right Tythes 135
Whose versatilous shifts are hard to be avoided.

Hence f Versatilousness. Obs.^
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxvi. 269 Another cause of

Boldnesse, is Immunity from Danger, or at least a Versa-
tilousnesse and Dexterity of wit to evade it.

t Versa'tion. 06s. [a.d.L.versdtidn-
t
versdlioT

noun of action f. versdre: see Verse v.2] A turn-

ing over or backwards and forwards. Also attrib.

1656 Blount Glossogr. (following Cooper), Versatiou,a.
turning or winding. 1673 Olf.y Pref. to Jackson's Wks. I.

p. xxx, Reader, if thou wilt believe thirty or forty years
experience, or versation of this author, thou wilt find at
every return new matter both of observation and delight

in him. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 8 Any other of
the Rough Versat'ion-Orders of our Dissenting Separatists.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XV. 717 Requiring such perpetual
versation of the pages backwards and forwards to connect
one section with another.

Wiaative, a. rare-"1
, [f. L. versdt-, ppl. stem

of versdre Vekse z>.'-] Marked by adaptability or

variety.

1846 Blaekw. Mag. LIX. 4x6 Homer possibly had no
choice ; but in the hexameter there is the greatest vcrsative
power.

Versche, southern ME. variant of Fresh a.

Verse (vais),^. Forms: I, 4 fers (1 faers,

fyrs )j 3 Orm. ferrs ; 1-4 uers, 1
,
3-4,5-6 Sc., vers,

4-5 wers
; 4- verse, 5, 6 Sc., werse

; 5 veerse,
veerco, 6 vearse, 5-6 Sc. veirs, 6 Sc. veir;e.

[OK. fers, corresponding to OFris. fers (WFris.

fers, NFiis.y^y, etc,*), MDu. (Du.^and MLG. vers,

OHG., MHO. vers, fers (G. vers\ ON. (Da., Sw.)

vers, ad. L. versus a line or row, spec, a line of

writing (so named from turning to begin another
line}, verse, f. verttre to turn ; in ME. reinforced

by or newly a. AK. and OF. (also mod.F.) vers

{-Vv.vers, It.,Sp.,Pg. verso) from the same source.
In OE. (the word being neuter), and to a certain extent

in ME., the pi. was the same as the sing.]

1. A succession of words arranged according to

natural or recognized rules of prosody nnd forming

a complete metrical line ; one of the lines of a

poem or piece of versification.

cooo tr. Baeda's Hist. tv. xxiv. (iFoc) 344 J*a ongon he
sona sincan in htrencsse Godes Scvppendes ba ftrs [?:>:

uers] Sc ba word be he nafre gehyrde. c 1000 ^Elfric
Gram, xxxvii. (Z.) 218 Uersijicor, ic fersije o33e ic wyrce
fers-. c 1050 ByrhtferVCs Handboc in Auglia (1S85) VIII.

313 J
Kt pentiinemeris bycS he tod.xlft bait vers on bam

o3mm fet. c 1200 Okmin Ded. 59 And ice ne mibhte nohht
min ferrs A3^ wibb Goddspelless wordessWel lillenn all. 13.

.

Cato 633 in Minor P. I 'ernon MS. 609 J*e [ = thee] merue) les

of J-ise nakede vers [that] Beob maked bi two and two.

c 1369 Chaucek Detlie Blanche 1. 463 He made of ryme ten

verses [v.r. vers] or twelue Of a complaint, t 1380 WvcLiF
Last Age Ch. (1840) 33 Sibille acordib herto b;U suche
tribulacioun is ny:e in pes verse, c 1400 Maukdkv. (Roxb.)

ii. 5 As it es contende in bi* werse, whilk es heie writen.

1479 Paston Lett. III. 242 Thes too verse afore seyde be

of myn own makyng. 1483 Caxton Cato 0, I haue made
this Iytel book in double verses the whiche contcynen two
shone and utyle sentences for the symple folke. ^1513
FABYAN Chron. (15161 200 And for this Scisme thus gra-

ciously was endyd, a Versifier made this verse folowjiige :

Lux fulsit mundo cessit Felix Nicholao. 1567 in Gude fy

Goalie B. (S.T.S.) [p. exxxiv], Sing thir four veirs efter

euerie Psalme as followis. 1597-8 Bacon Ess., Ceremonies
(Arb.) 26 Some mens behauiour is like a verse wherein

euery sillablc is measured. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof St.

iv. xv. 316 When, .the Spanish Embassadour..had summed
up the effect thereof in a Tetrastich, she instantly in one
verse rejoined her answer. 1664 Luilek Hnd. 11. i. 28 But
those that write in Rhime, still make The one Vtrse for

the others sake. 1709 Heakne in Chron. R. Gloucester

(1724) App. 601 There are eight Verse's in the Tale it self,

which are not in the common Editions, a 1771 Gray
Ol-scrv. Eng. Metre Wks. 1843 V. 260 The verse of fourteen

[syllable-]., and verse of six. 1822 S. Tillbrook in Sowtkey's

Poet. Wks. (iSsj) p. xx/2, Fight verses of htwametiical

dimensions. 184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 370/1 An hexameter
verse which has a spondee in the fifth place, is called a
spondaic verse. 1895 A. W. Ward Pope's Wks. p. Ii, The
ordinary rule as to the position of the caesura in the \erse.

b. In the pi. occas. merging into sense 5.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dlctes 14 He hadde many
verses techyng folkis to eschewe their propre willes, 1500-

zo Dl'Nbar Poems lix. 16 He hes inoorsit myn indytting

With versis off his awin har.d vrytting. 1579 Sienser
Sheph. Cat., June 42 Tho couth I sing cf loue, and tune my
pype Vnto my plaintiue pleas in verses made. 1601 Shaks.

Jul. C. ni. ui. 34 CinfUT. I am Cinna the Foet...4[M Cf/,]

Teare him for his bad verses, a 1643 W. Cartwright
Love's Convert iv. v, They do swarm hither with iheir

Verses, like Town-poets on some Lord's Son's Wedding-
day. 1714 (title), Rynur's Translations from Greek, Latin

and Italian Poets; with other Verses and Songs. 1779
Johnson L. P., Lyttclion r 1 The verses cant of shepherds

and flocks, and crooks dressed with flowers. 1805 H. K.
White Let. to B. Maddock 18 Get., I have this week
written some very elaborate verses for a college prize.

C. With distinguishing terms. (Cf. 6 c.)

1546 Langley tr. Pol. Verg. De Invent. 1. \iii. 16 A songe

of Exameter Verses. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 377 To
write in heroicall Verses. 1603 Holland Jlutarch's Mor.
1246 A chronicler penning the historie of these affaires in

elegiack verses. 1605, 1656 [see Sertkntine a. 1 b]. 1658

[see Leonine a. al I7a8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Hexameter,
Epic Poems, as the Iliad, Odyssce, /Eneid, &c. consist of

Hexameter Verses alone. Ibid., Serpentine Verses, are

such as begin and end with the same Word. 1756 J. Warton
Ess, Pope x. (1782) II. 211 Like Ovid's Fasti, in hexameter
and pentameter verses. 1774 Wakton Hist. Eng. Poetry

(1870) 30 The verses which we call Alexandrine. 1815

[see Fescennine a.]. 1818 J. C Hobhocse Hist. Illust.

(ed. 2) 442 [Italian] heroic verses have not the advantage

of the hexametral length.

2. Litttrg. = Versicle i. Now rare.

C960 Rule St. Bcnct ix. (1885) 33 Cwete arest bis fers:

Deus in adiutorium meum intende. Ibid. xi. 35 Singe man
serest six sealmas and bonne on ende fers. 1 1030 Ibid.

(Logeman) 41 /Efter b'sum radingum fylian..syx sealmas

mid antiphonam, swa m \ a a:reran & mid ferse. a 1400

Prywer (i$qi) 88 R\ Delyuere me lord. With these thre

ueers. V', Now cryst. V'. Brennynge soules wepib [etc.J.

V. Schappere of alie bynges. c 1450 A/yrr. Our Ladye 114

What is vnderstonded by the thre lessons wyth the

Responces & verses folowynge. a 1500 Chaucer sDretue

1806 Many orUones and versus, Withoute note full sofu ly

Said were and that full heartily. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Cow.

Prayer Pref, Respondes, Verses, vaine repeticions. iOay

CosinsCorr. (Surtees)L in Doth he begin with the Lord s

Prayer; orderly proceeding with the Veises and Responds,

1657 Sparrow Rationale 29 1'h™ follow the \ erses, O
Lord open Thou our Lips And our mouth shall shew foith

thy praise '. 176a Evening-Office ofChurch (ed. 2) Direct.

3 Then is sung the Hymn with its Verse and Responsory.

1703 Burn Eccl. Law I. 38 The invitatones.responsories,

verses, collects, and whatever is said or sung in the quire.

1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 91 The Gradual,

Alleluya, and Responsory and Verses.



VERSE.

f3. A clause, sentence, or the like ; an article of

the Creed. Obs,
c 1000 /Elfric Gram. I. (Z.) 291 Se bridda hatte distinctio

o'33e periodos, se belyc'A baet fers [v.rr. fa^rs, fyrs]. c 1000—Pre/. Genesis (Grein) 23 Eft stynt on hxre bee on bam
forman ferse : Et spiritus det/erebatur super aquas, c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 75 pet rihte ileue setten be twelue apostles on
write,. .& ec of lieom wrat ther of his uers, & sancte peter

wrat bet ereste. Ibid. 77 We habbe5 bigunnen ou to

seggen on englisch hwat biqueb be crede, & habbe5 ou
iseid twa uers. c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. v. xL 3495 Sancte
Jerome wrat til hym.. Gloria Patri in til twa werse. 1535
Covekdale Dcut. iv. 13 He declared vntoyou his couenaunt,
which he commaunded you to do, namely, the ten verses.

1560 Proud* IVyves Paler Noster 116 in Ha/1. P.P. P. IV.

157, I pray you, gossyp dere, vnderstand well this verse.

4. One of the sections of a psalm or canticle

corresponding to the compound unit (usually a

couplet) of Hebrew poetry. (Now merged in next.)

c 1200 Okmin 11943 Forr basr iss sett an oberr ferrs patt

spekebb off be deofell. a 1225 A tier. R. 36 pe vorme psalm
is ' Iubilate ' .

.
, be vifte, ' Laudate Dominum in Sanctis ejus

'

;

and in euericlion beo'5 vif vers, c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 34
[He] seide beos two vers of be sauter. Ibid. 225 pe foweles

sunge ek here matyns,. .&of be sauter seide be uers. c 1315
Spec. Gy Warw. 460 Sein Daui seib, if bu wolt loke In a
vers of be sauter boke [etc.]. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xn.
290 pe glose graunteth vpon bat vers [Ps. xxiii. 4] a gret

mede to treuthe. £1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. xi. 3508 Of be
psalmys distyntly pe ta syde sulde be fyrst werse say, pe
tobir be next wer.se ay Sulde begyn. c 1450 Reivle Sustris
Menouresses (1915) 103 pan be quere on )?at one syde schal

take his verse, & be Quere on bat ober syde schal take
anober verse [of Ps. li]. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. exxx.
Wks. (1876) 208 It is also profytable for good & ryghtwyse
people ofte to reherse this verse [Ps. exxx. 1] wherby they
may auoyde the grete pery lies of this wretched worlde. 1^26
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 163 b, Yf..for ony necessite,

a psalme scape ony persone, or a lesson, or else yl they
omyt one verse or twayne.

b. One of the sections into which a chapter of

the Bible is divided. Freq. abbreviated as v.

The practice of dividing the chapters of the Bible into

verses, introduced by Stephanus in 15511 was adopted by
Whitiingham in his New Testament (1557) and followed in

the Geneva Bible (1560).

Chapter andverse: see Chapter sb. 10b.
1560 Bible (Geneva) To Kdr., The argumentes bothe for

the booke and for the chapters with the nombre of the

verse are added. 1643 Caryl Expos, Job 178 Verse 2 [of

ch. iii]. . .This verse is only a transition into the matter of
the next. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. ii. 1170 One single Red-
Coat Sentinel, .could disperse Whole Troops, with Chapter
rais'd, and Verse. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. John viii. 3
The last Verse of the foregoing Chapter and the eleven first

Verses of this Chapter.
^ 1729 Law Serious C. \. 8 That

Religion., is to be found in almost every verse of Scripture.
1818 Hohnk Introd. Script. (1834) H.75 The verses into

which the New Testament is now divided. 1847 ditto's

Cyd. Bibi. Lit. II. c.09 note, The twentieth verse of the
tenth chapter of Matthew. 1888 E. Aubot Crit. Ess. xx.

465 The first edition of the New Testament divided into

our present verses was printed by Robert Stephens at
Geneva in 1551.

Comb. 1855 I. Taylor Restor. Belie/ (1856) 186 A verse-
by-verse commentary.

5. A small number of metrical lines so connected
by form or meaning as to constitute either a whole
in themselves or a unit in a longer composition ; a
stanza.
In quots. c 1340 and 1387 applied to elegiac and hexameter

couplets. In later use the ph is sometimes not clearly dis-
tinct from 1 b,

ciy&Sat. Kildare i. in E.E.P. (1862) 153 pis uers is

ful welMwro^t, hit is of wel furre y-bro^t. Ibid, iii, pis uers
is imakid wel of consonans and wowel. c 1340 Hamtole Pr.
Consc. 246 Of bis Saynt Bernard witnes hers And er ba four
wryten in bis vers. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 83 So
hit semeb_ bat bis vers wolde mene bat bese feyned goddes
regneb..in Chestre. 1502 Douglas Pah Hon. 111. xcii, In
laude of honour 1 wrait thir versis thre. 1573-80 Baret
A Ivearie s.v. , A verse ; a charme : a prophesie, carmen. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. in. XfU, (1622) 83 The Sinyr-
nxans alleaged an oracle of Apollo,.. the Tenians a verse
[L. carmen} of the same Apollo, commanding them to
offer an image and Temple to Neptune. i6ox Shaks.
Ttvcl. N. 11. iv. 7 Now good Cesario, but that peece of song,
That old and Anticke song we heard last night;.. Come, but
one verse, iffl Addison S/ect. No. 74 r 5 The Country of
the Scotch \\ arriors, described in these two last Verses [of
'Chevy Chase']. 1793 Burns Let. to G. Thomson 7 April,
I remember the two last lines of a verse in some of the old
songs of ' Logan Water ',

. . which I think pretty. 1801
Busby Diet. Mus, s.v., In secular music, as a song or
ballad, each stanza of the words is a verse. 1838 Dickhns
0. Twist xxvi, A young lady proceeded to entertain the
company with a ballad in four verses, i860 Tyndall Glac.
1. xxiii. 167 It was at once proposed to sing a verse from
Schiller's play.

b. Alus, (See quot.)
1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Verse, the appellation given

to those portions of an anthem meant to be performed by
a single voice to each part,

6. Without article: Metrical composition, form,

or structure ; language or literary work written or

spoken in metre
;

poetry, esp. with reference to

metrical form. Opposed \o prose.

a 1300 Cursor M, 22227 Wt wat bath thoru stori and wers,

pat pe kingrikes o grece and pers War hefd kingrikes in

form tide. 14.. Chaucer's Somfin. T. 297 (Harl. MS.),
Schortly may no man, by rym and vers, Tellen her

thoughtes, thay ben so dyvers. £1425 Wyntoun Cron. v,

xi. 3492 This Damasyus.. Couth rnak rycht Weill in metyre
vers, a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 50 That Verse
farre exceedeth Prose in the knitting vp of the memory,
the reason is manifest. 1651 Houuts Leviatk. 11. xxvi. 24X

142

In antient time, before letters were in common use, the

Lawes were many times put into verse. 1696 Prior
Secretary 16 Athens. ., Where people knew love, and were
partial to verse. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.y. Stanza, For
though we speak Verse on the Stage, 'tis still presumed we
are speaking Prose. 1779 Johnson L.P., Dryden (1868J

186 To write verse, is to dispose syllables and sounds

harmonically by some known and settled rule. 1827 Pollok
Course P. in, He searched again. . For theme deserving of

immortal verse. 1883 R. Noel in Coniemp. Rev. Nov. 709

note, We find.. much nakedly argumentative ratiocinative

verse, but that is not, strictly speaking, poetry at all.

Person if. 2580 Spenser Let. to Harvey Wks. (1912) 636

Unhappy Verse,. . Make thy selfe fluttring wings of thy fast

flying Thought, £-1645 Milton So/in. to Lawes 9 Thou
honour's! Verse, and Verse must lend her wing To honour

thee.

b. Freq. in verse, in metrical form. Also^/g".

(quot. 1390 .

c 1315 ShorehaU vii. 191 O god hyt hys, and stent in uers

Inefiulke song [= Athanasian Creedl 1340 Ayenb. 128 He
wenb lihbe yet uourti yer, ase zayb elyuans ine uers of be

dyape. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 3 For Dronkeschipe is so

divers, It may no whyle stonde in vers. C1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vi. x. 859 His epitaphi ban in werse Wryttyn bus men
may rahers. 1483 Caxton Cato 3 Two partyes—the fyrst

is in prose and the second in verse. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xxxii. 43, I will no lesingis put in vers. 1557 Tottefs Misc.

To Rdr., That to haue wel written in verse.. deserueth

great praise [etc.]. 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poet. (Arb.) 30
Thinking nothing to be learnedly written in verse, which
fell not out in ryme. 1643 Cakvl Expos. Job 178 Job
breaths out his passion in verse, and in verse receives his

answer. 1689 Prior Ep. to Eleetwood Shephard 97 In

Verse or Prose, We write or chat. 1762-71 H. Walpole
Virtue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 132 The Introduction to

knowledge, partly in verse and partly in prose. 1838

Thirlwall Greece II. 124 In Crete and at Sparta. .the

maxims of the constitution were delivered in verse. 1841

W. Spalding Italy <y It. 1st. III. 272 The Romans choose

this form.. for conveying their feelings in verse.

c. With distinguishing terms. (Cf. I c.)

Adonic, Alexandrine, blank, elegiac, heroic{al, hexa-
meter, Leonine, Saturnian verse, etc. : see those words.

1552 Huloet s.v., Verse heroicall, or of sixe feete, versus

heroicus. 1583 Jas. VI Ess. Poesic (Arb.) 68 For flyting,

or Inuectiues, vse. .Rouncefallis, or Tumbling verse. 1685

Dryden {title), The twenty-ninth Ode of the third Book of

Horace; paraphrased in Pindarick Verse. 1711 Addison
SpecL No. 39 F 5 Aristotle observes, that the lambick Verse

in the Greek Tongue was the most proper for Tragedy.

1855 Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. iv. VI.488 An interminable

length of harsh hexameter, or of elegiac verse.

7, The metrical or poetical compositions of a

particular author, etc. ; a certain amount of metri-

cal work or poetry considered as a whole.
1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 32 Lydgate.., surely

for good proportion of his verse.. comparable with Chawcer.
1611 Shaks. IVint. T. v. L 101 Thus your Verse Flowed
with her Beautie once, c 1715 Pope Ep. Jervas 1 This
Verse be thine, my friend, nor thou refuse This, from no
venal or ungrateful Muse. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. 1. xxxii,

Till to her lips in measured frame The minstrel verse

spontaneous came. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 401
The verse of Waller still breathed the sentiments which had
animated a more chivalrous generation. 1906 Lit. World
15 Nov. 487/2 Some of the poems are spoiled by. .hate of
England... Had it been omitted the verse would have been
improved.

t b. A particular style of metre or versification.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 30 A singuler gyft in

a sweete Heroicall verse. Ibid. 34 Master D, Phaer. .had
the best peece of Poetry whereon to sette a most gallant

verse.

8. attrib., as verse-book, -crafty -cup, -s/iot, -wit,

etc. ; verse anthem (see quots.) ; f verse-fellow,

a fellow or companion verse-maker ; verse-

service (see quots.).

i8ox Busby Diet. Mus., * Verse, .. the epithet applied

to an anthem beginning with verse. 1876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 446/1 A verse anthem is one
which begins with soli portions as opposed to a full anthem,
which commences with a chorus. 1849 Lytton Caxtons 22

Rude songs, modelled from such *verse-books as fell into

my hands. 1894 Daily News 20 Oct. 6/i_Her own skill In

'versecraft gives her unusual felicity of insight. 1885 S.

Cox Expositions xxii. 290 We have kept the best wine in

this little *Verse-cup until now. 159a Nashe Four Lett,

Con/uted Wks. (Grosart) II. 235 To beare his old *verse-

fellow noble M, Valanger company. 1851 J. S. Adams
jooo Mus. Terms 105 * Verse service, a service in which
verses are introduced. 1889 GfWtJtfS Diet. Music (1002) IV.

257 A verse-service or verse-anthem sometimes includes
portions set for a voice solo. 1794 Mathias Purs, Lit.

(1797) 11. 13 note, Before they were half finished,, .as many
of the others as were within hearing or *v£rsc-shot.. were
all found fast asleep ! ! ! 1668 Dryden Evening's Love in. i,

The prose-wits playing and the *verse-wits rooking.

b. In the sense ' composed or written in, con-
sisting of, verse \ as verse-exercise, miscellany,

narrative, -part, -tale, -text, translation, etc.

1685 Dryden Sylvse Pref. r \ The hot [prose], which suc-
ceeded them, in this volume of Verse Miscellanies. 1687
Nokris Coll. Misc. Pref. (1699) 4 Thus much for the Verse-
part. 1817 Colkridce Biog. Lit. 23 In verse or prose, or
in verse-text aided by prose-comment. 1881 Encycl. Brit.
XII. 19/1 Verse narrative, even when it deals with true
events,, .is either more or less than history. 1896 R. Palmkr
Mem. I. 1. viii. 122 He.. gained both the University prizes
for verse-exercises.

C. Comb, Objective or obj. genitive, as verse-

gracer, -merchant, -reciter, -smith, -wright, -writer;
verse-making, reading, •repealingp\y\. a., -writing;
instrumental, as verse-commemorated adj. Also
verseward adv.

VERSE.

1841 S. C Hall Ireland II. 339 The long celebrated and
*verse-commemorated month of August. 1881 W. Wilkins
Songs 0/ Study 127 *Verse-gracer ! deign to grace mine
Wiih lucky chosen words. 181 1 Andw. Scott Poems p. x,

My attachment to *verse-making, 1873 Symonds Grk.
Poets v. 147 A father taught the trade of flute-playing and
chorus-leading and verse-making to his son, 1845 Bkown-
ing Lett. (1899) I* J 8 The Rialto where *verse-merchants
most do congregate. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 31 Ye
procure By your lasciuious speache, that fathers sage
Defends *verse reading, to their yonger age. x8as
Shelley To Jane, The Invitation 36 You, tiresome "verse-

reciter, Care, a 1704 T. Brown Dial. Dead "Wks. 1711 IV.

75 The *Verse-repeating Beaux of Will's Coffee-House.
1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 205 Ye *verse-suiiths and
bard-mechanicians ! 1887 Saintsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. i.

(1890) 8 The supposed editor. .is but a journeyman verse-
smith. 1810 Miss Mitford Let. 3 Apr. in JL'Estrange Lt/e
(1870) I. 99 That feeble *verse-spinner Bloomfield. 1809
Byron Bards <y Rev. 230 But if, in spite of all the world
can say, Thou still wilt *verseward plod thy weary way.
1729 Savage IVandereri. 335 These scorn (said I) the "verse-

wright of their age. 1840 Piekpont Airs Palestine p. v,

The pieces that make up this volume will be seen . . to be .

.

the wares of a verse-wright, made ' to order'. 1726 Swii-t

{title), Advice to the Grub-street* Verse-Writers. 1885 Pater
Marius I. vii. 121 A familiar playfulness of the Latin verse-

writer in dealing with mythology. 1850 Thackeray Pen-
dennis ii, If he was disiinguished for anything it was for

•verse-writing. 1884 Tennyson Becket n. ii, So if the city

be sick . . your lordship would suspend me from verse-writing?

t Verse, a. Obs. rare. [ad. h.vers-us, pa. pple.

of verttfre to turn, change, vary.] Verse-sine, —
versed sine : see Versed a.

177a Phil. Trans. LXII. 102 An arch equal to the verse-

sine of the deviation.

Verse (v5js), v\ Also 1 fyrsian, fersian,

uersian, 4 uersie. [f. Vekse sb., prob. formed
afresh at different times.]

1. intr. To compose or make verses ; to versify.

Also with it.

c 1000 i^hxi HicGram. xxxvii. (ZJ218 Versi/icor, ic fersije

[v.rr. uersige, fyrsige] odoe ic wyrce fers. 1393 Langl./7
.

PI. C. XVIII. 109 For £er is nouthe non who so nymeb hede,
That can uersie [v.r. versitie] fayre, o\>gt formelicheendite.
1606 Chapman Mons. D 01. iv. 1. K iij b, Prettie little Witt,
y' faith ; Can he verse ? . . I meane, has he a vaine Natural) ?

1647 Ward Simp. Colder 87 You verse it simply, what need
have we of your thin Poetry. 1688 W. Scot Hist. Scots

11. (1776) 73 Come on as many as you will, And for a wager,
I '1 verse with them still. 1787 in Currie Burns'1 Wks. (1800)

II. 105 It sets na ony lawland cheel Like you to verse or

rhyme. x8ia Cowky. Syntax, Ficturcsquei. 129 I'll prose it

here, I'll verse it there, And picturesque it everywhere. 1856
Mkredith Shav. Shagpat (1909) 66 He began to verse

extemporaneously in her ear.

2. trans. To tell in verse ; to turn into verse
;

to write, recount, or celebrate in verse.

1446 LviKh Two Nightingale Poems i. 108 This brid, of
whom y haue to you rehersed, Whych in her song expired
thus ande deyede, In latyn fonde y in a boke well versed.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N.w.'x. 67 When thou, .sate all day, Play-
ing on pipes of Come, and versing loue To amorous Phillida.

c 1712 Prior * Pull o/t doth Mat' 4 But Topaz his own Werke
rehearseth; And Mat. mote praise what Topaz verseth.

1869 F. HALLECKConuecticut xxxiv, He., versed the Psalms
of David to the air Of Yankee- Doodle, for Thanksgiving
Days. 189a Stopford Urooke Early Eng. Lit. 1. 12 The
wanderer, .sang his stave of thanks, or versed for the chief

in the high seat, who he was.

f 3. To accompany or bring with verses. Obs,~~x

160a Marston Ant. fy Mel. v, If that thou canst not give,

goe hang thy selfe: He time thee dead, or verse thee to the
rope.

Hence Ve*rsing///. a,

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Pennilesse Pilgr. Wks. 1. 125/1
My versing Muse craues some repose, And whilst she sleeps

He spowt a little prose. 1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Proph. 55,

I should, .throw out the vast rabble of rhyming, clinching,

versing Prophets, as persons that tell the worst lies in the
best maner.

VerseXv9JS))^- J D1 * F« ww*r(i*thci ;
=Prov.

and Pg. versar, vessar, Sp. versar, It. versare), or

ad. L. versare, freq. of vertcre to turn, etc. In

mod. use, in sense 4, app. a back-formation from
Veksed///. a. 1

] .

1 1. trans. To pour out (the voice). Obs.'1

c 1530 Ld. Bekners Arth.Lyt.Bryt. (1814) 453 Than she
[sc. a nightingale]., fylled her throte full of wynde, the more
shryller to verse out her swete voyce.

f2. To overthrow, overturn, or upset. Obs.
-1

1556 J. Hevwood Spider fy P. xliii.4oThis formost spider

and flie, in furius fret, ..this prosesse thei perst. Andvenge-
able venumly, ech other ver.it.

f3. To turn over (a book) in study or investiga-

tion, Obs.
1606 Lirnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 6 By versing and search-

ing the Scriptures, a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. 1. (1673) 271

If you be versing the Ancient Histories, then provide you
Ptolomy's Maps.

t b. To revolve or turn over (something) in the

mind. Obs.
1614 T. Adams Sinners Passing Bell Wks. (1629) 260 Who

versing in his minde this, thought, can keepe hischeekesdry j

4. To instruct, to make (one) conversant or ex-

perienced, in something. Now refl. Cf. Versed

1673 O. Walker Educ. 132 For reading: verse him well

in inventive Authors. 1677 W. Combe Diaboliad (1777) 43
Having vers*d them in each common evil, (you] Lead them
to Masques to personate the Devil. 1786 Mrs. A. M.
Bennett yuventte Indiscr, V. 164 The intrigues of state

affairs had thoroughly versed him in chicanery and dis-

simulation. 189s G. Alexander in Daily News 4 Oct. 2/2 If
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students while versing themselves in the classics were [etc. J.

1898 K. F. Horton Commandm. Jesus xx. 362 This is my
own feeling—a feeling which grows and intensifies the more
I verse myself in His commandments.

T Verse, v.% Cant, Obs. [Of uncertain origin ;

pern, a special sense of Vkrse v."1 Cf. Yersek 2.]

1. inir. To practise fraud or imposition. Also

with it.

1591 ?Greene De/.Conny-catch. 11859) 4, I had contorts

that could verse, nippe, and foyst. 1591 Grekne Discov.
Cosenage 10 b, If the poore Karmar be bashful!, and
passeth by one of these shameles strumpets, then wit she
verse it with him, and claime acquaintance of him. c 159a
— Theeucs Falling out (1615) A iv, We goe so neate in

apparell. .that wee are hardly smoakt; versing vpon all men
with kinde courtesies and faire wordes.

2. trans. To impose upon ; to cozen, cheat, de-

fraud. Also const, to.

1591 Gbekne Discov. Cozenage 10 b, Till sbee and her
crosse-biters haue verst him to the beggers estate. Ibid. 1 1 b,

Heere is a Simpler, quoth shee, He Verse him or hang me.

Hence f Versing vbl. so. Cant. Obs.

1591 Greene Discov. Cosenage 7 Versing Law, coosenage
byfalse gold.

Verse, obs, form of Verst. *

f Verse-coloured, obs. var. Versicoloured a.

1607 Topsell Four./t leasts 57 The Chamaeleon and
Polypus.fish, are pilled or bare without haire,and therefore

may more easily be verse-coloured.

Versed (v5.ist), a. [f. mod.L. vers-us (sc.

sinus), pa. pple. of L. verte're to turn.] *
L Versed sine. a. Trig. Originally, the segment

of the diameter intercepted between the foot of the

sine and the extremity of the arc ; in mod. use, the

ratio of this line to the radius, or (equivalently, as

a function of an angle) the quantity obtained by
subtracting the cosine from unity.

In mod. use also in the contracted form Versin.
1596 W. B[urrough) Variation o/Compasse 65 b, The

versed signe of the semidiurnall arke. a 165a S. Foster
Deter. Ruler, A large Scale of Versed-Sines. 1690 Lev-
bourn Curs. Math. 397 The Line VS. .is the Line of Versed
Sines. 173a HADLEYin Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 353Draw^ D
the Sine, and b r the Sine complement of the Arch B b : HD
is the versed Sine of the same. 1763 Emerson Meth. Incre-
ments 91 Hence we have thefollowing series of versed sines.

1828
J.

M. Speakman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 319 The arcs be-
ing similar, the versed sines are proportional to the arcs or
to their radii. 1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3)

43 A segment of a sphere whose radius is r, the sagitta, or
versed sine, being a.

b. Bridge-building. The rise of an arch.
1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jml. I. 127/1 The Dover road is

carried over the railway by aflat segmental arch, 30 feet span,
the rise or versed sine {.printed line] is only two feet. 1839
Ibid. II. 191/2 Span of the arch. .58 feet—the rise or versed
sine being ten feet. 1879 Cassetcs Techn. Educ. IV. 384/1
It forms the strongest arch ;. .but in consequence of the
height of the versed sine. .it becomes necessary. .to limit
the span.

f 2. Versed scale, a scale of versed sines. Obs.
a 165* S. Foster Descr. Ruler viii. 31 The Versed Scale

is in length four times the same Radius. Ibid. 32 Let the
Tangents., be measured out of the Versed Scale,

Versed (varst), ///. aA Also 7 verst. [ad.

L. versiitus,pa. pple. of versdri to occupy oneself,

be busied or engaged (in something). So Y\versi,
It. versato, Sp. and Pg. versado.]

1. Of persons: Experienced, practised, or skilled

in a subject, matter, art, etc. ; conversant with,

having an intimate knowledge of, something;
expert, skilful ; =* Yeksan't a. a a.

Very frequent from c 1630 in this and sense 1 b.

161a Bacon Hen. VII, 16 [The bishops of Ely and Exeter]
had bcene both versed in his Affaires, before heecame to the
Crowne. 1663 Gi:rbm i< Counsel 24 A Clarke of the works
must be verst in the prises of Materials. 1686 tr, Chardins
'Trav. Persia 34 Levant Merchants, and others that were
verst in the Affairs of Turkey. 171a Hearnk Collect.
(O.H.S.) III. 361 Neither of us being vers'd in Latin. 1769
Junius Lett. xii. (1788) So, I am not versed in the politics
of the north. iSai W. Irving Braceb. Hall xviii, The
servants are all versed in the common modes of trying luck.
1843 Mill Logic u\. 5 1 A mind not previously versed in
the meaning and right use of the various kinds of words.
1880 L, Stkphen Pope vi. 137 Curll was. .versed in every
dirty trick of the Grub-street trade.

D. With defining or limiting adverbs, esp. well
(better, best) versed.

(a) «i6io Healky Theophraslus To Rdr. (1616) 13b,
Such as are well verst in Antiquitie. 1653 W. Ramesev
AstroL Restored 160 A Physician.. must beLetter versed in
his Art before he can do any thing. 1655 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 176 He is certainly best versed in all his
Majesty's present affairs, 171 1 Addison Spec/. No. 108 p 3
He is extreamly well versed in all the little Handicrafts of
an idle Man. 1791 Burke App. IVhigs Wks. 1808 VI. 18
Men [sc. Jews] well versed in swearing. 1815 Cobbett Rur.
Rides 279 He was very well versed in his prayer-book. 1841
Borrow Zincali II. xi. in. 56 Reverend gentlemen, .much
better versed in the points of a horse than in points of
theology. 1874 Bursand My time xxix. 277 Our tutor was
sufficiently well versed in his subjects.

0) «$$4 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac s Lett. A iv, A man no less
versed in the art ofwell-speaking then himself. 1641 Vimi.
Smectyntnuus x. 107 He that is but meanly versed in Cyprian.
1662 S riLi.iNGFL, Orig. Sacr. 111. iv. § 10 Those who profess
themselves most versed in their own Antiquities, a 17*1
Prior Ess. Learning F 3 Other parts of general Learning in
which they may not be so perfectly versed. 1747 tr. Astrucs
Fevers 106 He was ill-versed

(
in anatomy, botany and

chemistry. 1780 J. Pickering In Jesse Selwyn $ Ccntemp.

I

(1844} IV. 356, I wish I was sufficiently versed in politics

[
[etc.]. 181s W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 190, I am not

]

much versed in Egyptian hieroglyphics. 1836 H. Coleridge
North. Woriliies Introd. (1852) p. xxiv, Men long versed in

I
public affairs. 1888 Bl-rgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iii. 346

! He.. delivered his opinion.. like one thoroughly versed in

the law of farms.

c. Without const, rare.

1734 tr. Rollin"s Aitc. Hist, xviii. iii. (1841) II. 214/1 A
general.. prudent, able, versed by long experience. 1888

Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 6/1 Observing that Lord Randolph
Churchill used to keep the Premier and Foreign Secretary

combined in order, which at present there was no one in the

Cabinet versed enough or bold enough to do.

f 2. Employed or exercised about something

;

« Versanti, i. Obs."1

1654 Vilvaim Theol. Treat. \\. 80 Hope is properly versed

about some good to be attained by industry.

Versed (v5jst),///. a'1 [f. Verse vA] Com-
posed or written in verse ; turned into verse.

1890 Athenseum 27 Dec. 896/2 Monsieur Pott/, the versed

biography of a dog. 1901 Dublin Rev, Apr. 413 Versed
commonplaces set to florid music.

VeTSeless, a. [f. Verse sb.] Lacking verse

or poetry ; unable to compose verses.

1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 655 Verseless myself, I conn M not
bluhsom song ; Nor lute had I, nor harp, nor tuneful lyre.

Verselet. [f. Verse sb. + -let.] A little

verse ; a small poem.
1836 B. D. Walsh Aristophanes, Acharnians it. ill. 43

His mind, which is collecting Small verselets out of doors, is

not at home. 1865 Reader No. 151. 567 2 Each page con-
taming a verselet. 1880 Warren Book-plates i. 8 Mottoes,
texts, and verselets directed against borrowers.

Versemaker. Also verse-maker, verse
maker. [f. Verse sb. + Maker sb. Cf. Du.
vcrzenmaker, G. versmachcr, Da. versemager.]

One who makes or writes verses ; a poet or versifier.

1647 Hexham i. s.v., A verse maker, or a Poet, . .ecu Poet.
1728 Young Love Fame 191 All other trades demand,
verse-makers beg. 1791 Boswell Johnson (1004) II. 124 A
mere verse-maker, m whose numbers, .there is no poetry.

1836 Sol'thf.y in Li/e A> Corr. VI. 302 The versemaker gets

the habit of weighing the meanings and qualities of words,
1871 Tylor Print. Cult. I. 269 What we call poetry was to

them real life, not as to the modern versemaker a masque-
rade of gods and heroes.

Versemaii (wvjsm&n). Also verse man,
verse-man. [f. as prec. + Man sb.] A man who
writes verse ; a versemaker ; a poet, esp. (in recent

use) a minor poet or versifier.

165a Gaulk Magas/rom. 235 To conclude, all the antient
verse men consent in this. 1718 Prior Better Answer v(

The God of us Verse-men (you know Child) the Sun. 1733
[see Proseman]. 1779 Johnson L. P., Prior p 13 When the
battle of Blenheim called forth all the versemen. 1847 L.
Hvnr Men, Women, <$ B. I. xv. 300 Even miserly Pulteney
was a verseman. 1883 Pall Mall G. 30 Oct. 5/1 Almost
alone among recent English versemen, he preserves, .a tine-

gentlemanly air of urbanity, 1892 A. Dobson iZth Cent.
Vignettes 171 Madrigalists and minor versemen.

Hence Ve'raemanship, verse-making, rare-1 .

176a J. Wilkes N. Briton No. 22, The dull mechanical
part ofversemanship indeed is found, but the spirit of true
poetry is wanting.

Versemonger (vaMsmtfrigai). Also verse-
monger, [f. as prec. + Monger.] A versifier,

esp. one who writes poor or indifferent verse; a
poetaster.

1634 Up. Hall Contempt., N. T. iv. xii, Which of those
verse-mongers ever durst write a ballad, without imploring
of some deity? 1768 Baretti Ace. Mann, tf Cust. Italy
I. 254 Some few verse-mongers of Rome. 1866 Blackif,
Homer 4- Iliad 1. 120 A set of inferior versemongers. 190a
W. L. Mathieson Pot. *f Relig. Scotl. I. x. 338 His virtues
..were cordially recognised even by the scurrilous verse-
mongers of the day.

Hence Vcrsemon^ering' vbl. sb., Terse-
mongery.
1836 Eraser's Mag. XIV. 488 Earning his bread by

scribblement and verse-mongery. 1875 Lowell Spenser
Prose Wks. 1 890 I V. 268 There is little to distinguish it from
the contemporary verse-mongering south of the Tweed.

Verser 1 (v5ms3j). [f. Verse i».1 + -er I, Cf.

versyowre s.v. Versifilk i a
t
quot. c 1440.] A

writer of verse ; a verseman, versifier.

c i6n Chapman Iliad xin. Comm., Such as abuse the
name of Critics as many versers do of poets. 1619 Dblmm.
ok Hawth. Conv. tv. Ben Jonson Wks. (1711) 225 He
thought not Bartasa poet, but a verser; because he wrote
not fiction. 1644-58 Cleveland Gen. Poems (1677) 63 O
That I could but vole my self a Poet,.. Or like the Doctors
Militant could get Dubb'd at adventure Verser Ilanneret.
1854 Mrs. Oliphant Magd. Hep/urn I. 9 The archer
Simon,, .a verser as much as a bowuan, 1907 U'es.'m. Gaz.
21 Aug. 4 1 The invidious task of separating the poets from
the vergers.

t Verser 2. Cant. [Cf. Verse v. 3] One of
a ganj; of cozeners or swindlers (see quots.).
C1550 Dice-Play (Percy Soc.) 38 He lightly hath in his

company a man of more worship than himself, th;it bath
the countenance of a possessions of land, and he is called
the verser. 1591 Gkeene Discov. Cosenage 1 There bee
requisite effectually to act the Art of Conny-catching, three
seuerall parties : the Setter

t
the Verser, and the Barnackle.

Ibid. 3 Imagine the Connie is in the Tauerne, then siis

down the Verser, and saith to the Setter, what sirha, wilt
thou giue mee a quart of wine, or shall I giue thee one?
(etc J. 1606 Chapmas Moms. D'Oi. iv. i. F fij b, D'Ol. Can
he verse? Pac. I, and sett too, my Lord; Hee's both a
Setter and a Verser.

Verset (vSuset). Also 5 werset. [a. OK.
(also mod.F.) verset ( = Prov. verset, Pg. verseto

t

It. versetto), dim. of vers Vkiise sb.]

1. m Verse sb. 2, Versicle i. Now Hist.
a 1225 A tier. R. 16 Sigged so at 3e imne vt mid te uerset

4 Emitte Spiritum tuum'. Ibid. 42 Her sigged fifti auez. .,

alast bet uerset, ' Ecce ancilla Domini ' letc], 1377 Lancl.
/'. PL U. xii. 189 Dominus pars hereditatis mee is a meri
verset. c 1400 Rule St. Bcnet (Prose) 16 Wen bai [i.e.

psalms] ere said and te verset, babba>se saie be benecun.
Ibid., And eftcr[Mng] o^ir sexe salmis wid ^e antefens, . .wid
be werset. 1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 209
They beare an equall part with the Priest in many places,
and have their cues and versets as well as he. 1844
Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. M. 378 The manu-
script, both here and in several other places, interposes two
versets with their responses.'

2. A little or short verse, esp. one of the Bible or

similar book ; a short piece of verse.

1625 Lisle Du Bar/as, Noe Pref, 1 Among the sundrie
versets or prosets which besides this I have or shall set out.
1861 I, Taylor Spir. Heir. Poetry 335 The metrical Scrip-
tures—infixed as they were in the memory by the very
means of these artificial devices of versets,. .became food to

I the mind. 1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. 143 A Koran
I verset is often written above.

Versical (vausikal), a. rare. [f. Verse sb.

+ -ical, after poetical, vietrical.] Of or pertaining

to, of the nature of, composed or written in, verse.

1854 Tail's Mag, XXI. 257 He already made some
1 versical efforts in the literary periodicals of Vienna. 1886

R. V. Burton Arab. Nts. (Abr. ed.) I. Forew. p. xiv, When
1

treating the versical portion... I have not always bound my-
self by the metrical bonds of the Arabic.

Versicle (vausik'l),^. Also 5 Sc, wersikill,

5-6 veraycle, 6 versickil. [ad. L. versicul-us
' Vebsiculus. Cf. Versicule.]

1. Liturg. One of a series of short sentences,
1 usually taken from the Psalms and of a precatory

1

nature, said or sung antiphonally in divine service
;

,
spec, one said by the officiant and followed by the

I response of the congregation or people ; often

;

collect, pi. , a set of these with their accompanying
j

responses.
I a 1380 St. Paula 191 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1S78) 7
j

J>eos versicles heo seide and bad. 1425 in Entick London
,

{1766) IV. 354 This psalm, de pro/undis, with the versicles
I and Orissons that longcth thereto, i486 Rec. St. Mary at

Hill (iqo$) 16 To go on procession, .syngyng a Respond..;
that done, a versicle with the colet of S3 Stephen. 1570 W.
FuLKE Re/. Rastel 743 The very sound and sense of the..
Respondes, and Versicles, declare whence they proceeded.
i6«s Gonsalvio's Sp. luquis, 97 The Psalme being ended . .

,

the chiefe Inquisitour singeth a sort of Versicles : and the
whole Quier answereth them with their Responses. 1631
Prathwaitk Whimzics, Zealous Brother 120 Anthems and
versicles he holds papistical!. 1710 WhkatlV Bk. Com.
Prayer \\. % 21. 50 Of the Versicles before the Lord's
Prayer. 17M in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VIII. 295 The
Ordinary Discipline is to last the time of a Miserere, with
the Versicle Cnristus /actus est, and the prayer Respice
quxsumus. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. 11. 154 The unaccom-
panied Chaunt, used in the versicles and responses. 183a
W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. I. 219 From this it appears, that
these versicles were not, perhaps, originally repeated in
church, but at home, as a preparation for divine service.

1893 W. Walkkr Three Churchmen 175 When he repeated
the versicle ' Lord save this woman, Thy servant !

' the
clerk responded [etc.].

b. The sign ( V, V\ ty otJv~) with which these

are noted or indicated in prayer-books, etc,

1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc. 151.

2. A little verse, in various senses of that term :

t a. A short clause or sentence ; = Verse sbX 3.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 231/1 A boke..in whiche was

wreton thys versycle In euerlastyng memorye shal be my
rightful hoostesse. 1613 Purchas Ft'lpt"'- age (1614) 198
Proceed in like manner, with the titles, attributes, and
workes of God. Doe it for thy name, Doe • for thy good-
nesse,. .&c. in seuerall versicles. 1668 Halk RolhsAoridgm.
Pref. s In Justinians time there were an incredible number
of Versicles and Volumes of their Laws. C1710 Burnet
Autobiog, 11. (1002) 507 The condemnatory versicles in

Athanasius' Creed. 1711 R. Keith tr. T. a Kempis, Vail.
Lilies vi. 13 Expound me this Word which thou spakest,
open the Sense of this Versicle for the Comfort of thy
Servant.

b. *t* A verse of the Psalms or the Bible (obs.)
;

now spec, one of the subdivisions ofa Hebrew verse.

1614 Bp. Hall Art Medt't. (1627) 36 Wee shall lift vp our
heart and voice to God in singing some versicle of Dauids
diuine psalmes. 1641 J, Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 82
That versicle of Psal. 119, * Righteous art thou, O Lord, and
right are thy Judgements '. 1711 Strvpk Feci. Mem. (1822)

if. 1. 204 The psalms were in number fifteen,.. made in

imitation of David s Psalms; being digested into versicles.

1737 CHALLONERCaM. Chr. Instructed (1753) 100 Then wip-

ing the Chalice,, .he goes to the Book, and reads a Versicle

of the holy Scripture, called the Communion. 1783 Blair
Led. xii. II. 389 When.. one band began the Hymn tboi

:

'The Lord reigneth, let the earth rejoice', the chorus..
took up the corresponding versicle. 1873 Speaker's Com-
mentary IV. 483/a The second clause of the first versicle

of this verse.

c. A short or single metrical line ; a little verse.

1573 G. Harvey Lettcr~bh. (Camden) 128 Onle] pore simple

versicle Had bene too mutch for such an article. 1589
Pcttknham Eng. Poeslc i. v. (Arb.) 26 The American, .and
the very Cannibal t, do sing and also say, their highest

and holiest matters in certaine riming versicles and not in

prose, i6jo Vennir Via Recta v. 89 It behoueth him..

to be mindfull of that prouerbiall versicle: Caseus est

sanus, ouem dat auara manus. 1637 Gillespie Eng, Pop,
Cerem. iv. iii. 7 The principal! circumstances..arc compro
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hended in this versicle : Quis, Quid, Vbi, Quibus auxiliis.

Cur, Qttomodo, Quando. 1652 Needham Selden's Mare
CI. Ep Ded. 8 According to that old Versicle Frangit <$

attollit vires in Militt causa. 1817 Kyron Let. to Moore
25 Mar., Here are some versicles. 1849 Thackeray Pen-
dennis \i&s°) II. 257 To these pretty little compositions Mr.
Pen replied, .with points of wit, nay, with pretty little

verses very likely, in reply to the versicles of the Muse of
1 Mes Larmes '. 1893 McCarthy Red Diamonds III. 143
She was fond of writing versicles and setting them to music.

+ d. Without article. Obs~l

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. v. (Arb.) 26 How the
wilde and sauage people vsed a natural! Poesie in versicle

and rime as our vulgar is.

Hence fVe'rsicle v. intr. (with it), to sing

versicles. Obs.—1

1550 Bale Apol. 131 b, I knowe theyr progresse was great,

as ye were wont to versycle it on theyr daies.

Ve'rsicler. rare—1
, [f. Versiclk^.] A writer

of versicles or short verses; a versifier.

1885 Meredith Diana xxx, I'll read your versicler to-

morrow morning early.

Versicolorate, a. Eni, [-ate 2
.] =-= Versi-

coloured a.

i8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 292 Versicolorate,. .

when a surface changes its colour as the light varies.

VersicolOTOUS, a. rare" 1
, [f. late L. versi-

colorus : cf. Versicolor a.~\ = prec.

1847 Hardy in Proc. Benv.Nat. Club 11.242 Abdomen
shining, versicolorous.

f Veraicolour, sb. Obs.—* (See quot. and next.)

1775 Ash, Versicolour, a variegated or changeable colour.

Ye rsicolour, a. rare. Also 7, 9 -color, [ad,

L. versicolor, f. vers-, ppl. stem olvertere to turn,

change, Verse v. 2 + color Colour sb. So F.

versicolored = next.

1628 Burton Anat. Mel. (ed. 3) 264 Neate gardens full

of exotick, versicoloure, diuersly varied, sweete smelling

flowers. 163a Ibid. (ed. 4^ 478 Why doe they, .decke them-
selues with . .chaines, girdles, rings, ..versicolor ribbands?
[1828-32 Webster, Versicolor, ..having various colors;

changeable in color.)

Versicoloured (v5usik»:bjd), a. [f. as prec.

+ Coloured ///. a. Cf. the earlier Vekse-
coloureu.] Changing or varying in colour; irid-

escent ; also, of various colours, variegated.

1721 Bailey, Versicoloured, changing Colour, of sundry
and changeable Colours. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829)

I. 421 Under these circumstances, the bile has at different

times.. been found, .whitish, black, green, eruginous, and
versicoloured. 1846 La^dor /mag. Conv. Wks, I. 467/1 If

thou hadst enveloped him in thy versicoloured and cloud-

like vestiary. 1873 M. Cql.uhs Squire Silchester III. xxii,

246 A rocket. .drops its versicoloured shower.

fig. 1867 Visct. Strangford Selection (1869) I. 135 Such
views., on the subject of the versicoloured policy of France
in the East,

Hence Versicolouredness, ' the being of

changeable Colours' (Bailey, 1727, vol, II).

t Versixnlar, sb. Obs.-1 [ad. med.L. versi-

cu/drius, f. L. versiculus Versiculus : see -ar 2.]

One whose office it was to say or sing the versicles,

c 1450 in Aungier -Sjvn (1840) 364 Of the versiculars for the
wyke. The two sustres that be tabled to synge the versicles

schal synge the Venite.

Versicular (vajsi-ki/ZlaT), a t [f. L. versicul-

us Versicle sb. + -ar V,] Of or pertaining to,

characterized by, consisting of, versicles or verses,

esp. Biblical verses.

1812 J. Jzbb Corr. (1834) II. 72 The theological uses of the
hebraic versicular system. 1840 G. S. Faber Christ's Disc.
Capernaum 20 That the sort of unconscious delusion, pro-
duced by the versicular figures, may be dissipated, I have
. .omitted those figures altogether, *%&*-$ Schaff's Encycl.
Relig. Knowl. III. 2242 It was in this edition that the ver.
sicular division of the New Testament was., introduced.

Versicula'tion. rare. [f. L. versicul-us or
Versicule.] The action or practice of making
versicules ; the result of this.

1893 Edin. Rev. Oct. 484 But here we will escape from the
polyglot versiculations of Sir Edwin Arnold.

Versicule (vausikiwl). rare. [a. OF. (also

mod.F.) versicule (14th c. ; t= It., Sp., Pg. versi-

culo), or ad. L. versiculus : see next and Versicle
sbj\ A versicle; a short verse or poem.
1491 Cartul. St. NicJwtai Abcrdon. (New Spald. CI.) I.

356 Gif he be ane choristar and playne Sangster pat can
singe Anthoms,Responseris and Versiculis. IjTjm jf fTiWifff.
LXI. 84 A booke with the Invitatorys and the versiculis

noted, a 1550 Wyntoun's Cron. (Wemyss MS.) v. xi. 3625
Versiculis thare to he can write, And ympnis alsua maid in
dite. 1861 W. H. Russell in Times 14 May, A variety of
versicules, songs, and rhetorical exercitations.

II Versiculus (v3isi-ki#l#s). PI. -ouli. [U,
dim. of versus Verse sb. Cf, prec. and Versicle
sb.] A versicle. Chiefly in pi.

1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 93 The late bishop Hare, .began
his enquiry by attempting to discover the length of the ver-

siculi or lines. 1820 Blnckiu. Mag. June 323 A sentence of
panegyric on my own vcrsiculi. 18*0 Ryron Lett. $ Jrnls.

(1900) IV. 39s Pray let not these versiculi go forth with my
name, except among the initiated.

Versie : see Versy a. Obs.

Versifiable (v5*Jsifai|ab'l), a. rare-1 , [f.

Versify v. + -able. Cf. OF. versifiable. 1 That
can be versified or put into verse.

1828 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 107 Names and dates, &c,
will precede it [i.e. the epitaph] in the usual form, telling

all that is not versifiable.

144

tVersifical, a. Obs.—1 In 6 versyfycaU.
[f. late L. versific-us (cf. L. versificare to versify) +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the making of verse.

1545-7 *n Archaeol. XXXIV. 40 They have the versyfycaU

rulys of Sulpice gevyn in the mornyng of one of the vj th

forme.

fVe-rsificate, v. Obs.—° ft I- versifcat-, ppl.

stem of versificare to versify.] intr. 'To make
verses' (Bailey, 1721).

Versification (vsjsifik^'Jan). [ad. L. versifi-

cation-^ versifcdtio, noun of action f. versificare to

versify. So F, versifcation (1680), Sp. versifica-

tion, Pg. -actio, It. -azione.']

1. The action of composing verse ; the art or

practice of versifying.

In Rollaml Crt. Venus (C1550) n. 176 'Versification,

meter ' should perhaps be read for ' Versificat in meter ' of

the text.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1198 The order of writing

an historie. .came downe as one would say from the stately

chariot of versification, to prose, and went a foot. 1658
Phillips, Versification, a making of Verses. 1706 Pope
Lett. Wks. 1736 V. 53 The thoughts I have already sent

you on the subject of English Versification. 1774 Warton
Hist. Eng. Poetry 1. 11. 27 Camden affirms, that Aldhelm..
taught his countrymen the art of Latin versification. 1790
Cowper Lett. 13 Sept., After perpetual versification during
five years I find myself, .reduced to read for my amusement.
1824 Coleridge Tabled. 7 June, How lamentably the art

of versification is neglected by most of the poets of the

present day ! 1861 Wright Ess, Archxol. II. xx. 153 The
southern ecclesiastics, .adopted this new style of versifica-

tion for their chant music. 1875 Olseley Mus. Form ii. 3
Vou may teach a man the rules of versification or of melody.

2. The form or style in which the words in a

poetical composition are arranged ; the structure

of poetry or verse ; measure, metre.

1693 Drydkn Juvenal Ded. p. v, Donn alone, of all

our Country-men, had your Talent ; but was not happy
enough to arrive at your Versification. 1720 J. Wei.woou
Pref. to Rowe's Lucan p. xliii, As to the Translation it self,

. .the Language is pure, and the Versification both musical
and adapted to the subject. 1729 T. Cooke 'Pales, etc. 137
His Versifycation is mostly as faultyas his Sentiment. 1759
Johnson Idler No. 60 f 7 The versification of Rowe he
thought too melodious for the stage. 1813 Byron Corsair
Ded., I shall.. take my chance, with that versification in

which I have hitherto published nothing. 1841 W. Spalding
Italy <V It. 1st. I. 139 Virgil was the great model, and his

picturesque groups and flowing versification were imitated

by many men of letters. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iii. 75 To
make the versification as smooth and the sense as transparent

as possible.

3. A poetical or metrical version 0/ something.
1821 Q. Rev. XXV. 36 Of this song we have been favoured

with the following beautiful versification. 1858 Doran Crt.

l'"ools 154 Many of his epigrams, .are said to have been
versifications of his own jokes.

Versificator (v5\isifik^t3.i). [a. L. versifi-

cator (whence also It. versifcatore, Sp., Pg. versi-

ficador, F. versifcaleur), i. versifcare to versify.]

One who writes verse ; a poet, versifier.

x6n Cotgr., Versificateur, a versificator, versifier, maker
of verses. 168a Shadwell Medal Ep. Ajb, His Fort is,

that he is an indifferent good Versificator. 1693 Dkvden
Juvenal Ded. p. xi, Statius, the best Versificator next

to Virgil. 1746 W. Horslev Fool (1748) I. 15 The Sonsof
Imagination, whether Lovers or. . Prose*Writers, or Versifi-

cators. 1760 Jortin Erasm. II. 105 Erasmus was very far

from being as mean a poet as this versificator. 1805 Edin.
Rcv.W.-zqt The system, upon which a certain sect of versi-

ficators have lately proceeded. 1841 DTsraeli Amen.
Lit. (1867) 477 Alliterations and epithets. .with mechanical
versificators are a mere artifice.

f VerBificatory, a. Obs.~~° [f. Veksificate v.]
1 Belonging to versifying* (Bailey, 1727, vol. II).

Versificatrix. [a. L. type ^versificatrix,

fem. of versificator Versificator.] A female

versifier ; a poetess.

1784 Ueattik in Forbes Life (1806) II. 147 Johnson told

me, with great solemnity, that she {Hannah JNlore] was * the

most powerful versificatrix in the English language.

Versified (vausifsid)), ///. a. [f. Versify v.

+ -ed.] Written or composed in verse.

1841 W. Spalding Italy £ //. 1st. III. 205 His versified

epistles are greatly prized, .for their taste and feeling. 1874
L. Stephen I/ours in Libr, (1892) II. vii. 210 His poems
were versified sermons.

Versifier (v5usif3i,3j). Forms: a. 4-5versi-
flour, 5 -fyowre

; 5 verseflour, -fyour. $. 5
versyfyer, -fyar, 6 vercyfyer, 5 vercifler, 5-
veraifler, 6 -fiar, 0, 8 -fyer

; 5 versefler, 5-6
-fyer. [a. AF. versifur (13th c.), versifour,

OK. versefere, ferre (1 3th c), versifeur (14th c),

f. versifier : see Versify v. and -er.]

1. One who versifies or composes verses; averser
or verse-maker ; a poet.

o. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 897 He suld fynd ful litel

matere To mak ioy whilles he here duelles, Als a versifiour
in metre bus telles. 138a Wyclif Job Pref., The whiche
thing versifioures more than a symple redere vnderstonden.
1398 Tkevisa Earth. De P. R. xvw. xci. (Bodl. MS.), It is

seide b l versifiours Hkned be lelye to mannes iuwitte. a 1495
tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 4 Wherfore seib a versi-
fiour, ..Mat werke ouercome thi worde, for hoste lessenep
gode lose '. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 508/2 Versifyowre {//. ver-
syowre), versificator.

&. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 681 Hie versificator, a ver-
syfyer. a 1450 Mankind 746 in Macro Plays 27 As a nohyll
versyfyer makyth inencyon in pis verse. 1477 Karl Rivcks
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(Caxton) Dictes 13 Omerwasan auncient vercifierin Grece.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. 405 Of this noble prynce a vercy-

fyer made these .ii. verses folowynge. 1567 Drant Horace^
F.p. 11. ii. H iv, Euil versefyers mocked be, yet haue they
to theire ioy. 1603 Daniel Dcf. Rhime Wks. (1717) 32 This
Self-Love, whereunto we Versifiers are ever noted to be
especially subject. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v. Wks. 1851
V. 227 Other pretious things, ..desciib'd in Malmsbury,
tak'n. .out of an old versifier, some of whose verses he re-

cites. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. xvi. § 1 More elevated

language than the fondest critics have ever found in any of

the Heathen versifiers either of Greece or Rome. 1789
liKLSHAM Ess. I. xii. 232 Pope has often been stiled the best

Versifier in the English language. 1828 Harrovian 46 He
was a good classic, and an excellent versifier. 1873 Svmonds
Grk. Poets x. 333 Those purely rustic poems which.. have.,
been imitated by versifiers emulous of his gracefulness.

2. With depreciative force : A mere or poor writer

of verse(s); a timester, a poetaster.

1531 Elvot Gov. 1. xiii, Semblably they that make verses,

expressynge therby none other lernynge but the craft of
versifyeng, be. .of auncient writers, .onely called versifyers.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poctrie (Arb.) 28 Now swarme many
versifiers that neede neuer aunswere to the name of Poets.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. i. (Arb.) 19 The translator,

who.. may well be sayd a versifier, but not a Poet. 1642

Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 262 Rather nice and
humerous in what was tolerable, then patient to read every
drawling versifier. 1652-62 Hkvlyn Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 85
Philip whom the Versifier (I do not say the Poet) called

Philippus Hispanus. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Versifier, a
maker of Verses, generally taken in an ill sense. 1781 Sir

J. Reynolds journ. E'landers Wks. 1797 II. 11a The
modern versifiers,.. carrying no weight of thought, easily

fall into that false gallop of verse. 1821 Hyron Diary Wks.
(1846) 531/2 As different from an orator as an improvisatore

or a versifier from a poet. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I
am xi t

She thought liyron an ephemeral versifier.

Ve*rsiform, a. rare— , [ad. L. versiformis

(post-class.) : see -fohm.] (See quots.)

1727 Pailey (vol, II), / 'ersiform, that changes its Shape.
1884 Imp. Diet., I 'ersiform, varied in form ; changing
form: used in botany.

Versify (vousifai), v. Also 4-7 versifye,

-fie (5 uersefi3e, versfy), 5 versyfyyn, wer-
syfy, 5-6 versyfy. [ad. OF. vercifier, versifier

(131I1 c. in Godef. CompL, = Prov. versifar), ad.

L. versificare (whence It. versificare, Sp., Pg. ver-

sificar), f. versus Vekse sb. +facere to make.]

1. intr. To make or compose verses; to write

poetry ;
m Verse v."1 I. Also const, upon (or +<?/")

a theme.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 367 For is none of pis newe

clerkes. .patcan versifye faire ne formalich enditen, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 508/2 Versyfyyn, versificor. 1483 Calk.
Angl. 401/1 To versifye, versificare, versiculare. c 1520

Skelton Magnyf. 1162 Yes, infaythe; I can versyfy. 1579
Lodge Def Poetry, etc. (Hunt. Club) 15 Tully atnbtiteth

it for piais to Arcbias y
1 vpon any theaine he cold versify

extempory. x6xa Urinsley Lud. Lit. viii. (1627) 121 To
learne to versifie, ex tempore, of any ordinary Theame. 1656

H. More Enthus. Tri, (1712) 8 Maracus a Poet of Syracuse,

who never versified so well as when he was in his distracted

fits. 1693 Dryden Juvenal 1. 24 Since the World with
Writing is Possest, 1 11 versifie in spite, 1718 Free-thinker

No. 136. 236 The Subject, .promises no small Glory to the

Genius who shall versify upon it. 1798 Lady Pedincfield
in Betham Lett. (1905) 51 Cannot you versify as you walk ?

1824 Uykon Juan xv. xix, Speculating. .On what may suit

..my story, And never straining hard to versify. 1841

DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 394 A few scholars, .had the

intrepidity to versify in French with the ancient metres.

1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly L. 301 The true poet does not
versify because he would, but because he must.

2. trans. To narrate or recount in verse ; to treat

as the subject of verse.

c 1386 Chaucer Monk's Prol. 90 They [tragedies] ben
versified communely Of vj. feet which men clepen Exa-
metron. 1596 Daniel Civ. Wars 1. vi, I versify the truth,

not poetize. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xvii, The silly poet
runs home to versify the disaster. 1868 Freeman Norm,
Conq. II. App. 533 The story is versified at great length

in the French Life. 1871 Lowell Study Wind., Pope 315
His more ambitious works may be defined as careless

thinking carefully versified.

3. To turn or convert (a literary piece) into verse

;

to change from prose into verse ; to translate or

rewrite in verse-form.

1735 Pope {title), The Satires of Dr. John Donne,. .Versi-

fied. 1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope I. 11 The exalted pro-

phesy of Isaiah, which Pope has so successfully versified.

1789 liuRNKY Hist. Mus. III. 35 note, The 30th. Psalm was
the first which Luther versified. 1814 D'Israkli Quarrels
Auth. (1S67) 256 Bolingbroke really wrote the *Kssay on
Man', whicli Pope versified. 1837 Lock hart *£<:<>/* I. viii.

247 These are all in prose like their originals; but he also

versified . . some lyrical fragments of Goethe.

Versifying (va\isifai|in), vbl. sb. [f. prec.

+

-ikgM The act or practice of making verses

;

an instance of this ; the art of composing verse
;

versification.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 1S9 Noclerke abyl to here

oure book Of versyfyeng, nor of other scyens. 1479 Paston
Lett. III. 241, 1 lake no thynge but wersyfyynge, whyche I

troste to have with a lytyll contynuance. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 147 Yet neither of them hath fullie hite

erfite and trew versifying. 1580 Spenser Let. to Harvey
Vks. (1912) 636, I perceiue you other whiles continue your
old exercise of Versifying in English, a 1653 Gouge Comm.
Hebr. v. 14 A scholar exercised in versifying will readily

distinguish between a true and false verse. 1677 J. Peter
{title), Artificial Versifying; a New Way to make Latin

Verses. 1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 61 Of what
Use Versifying is, ..I do not understand. 1830 Southey
bunyan p. xlix, In versifying he was attempting an art

S
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which he had never learnt, and for which he had no apti-

tude. 1891 Athenaeum 6 Aug. 190/1 What really genuine
poetic inspiration he showed is lost in the commonplace of
too idle versifyings.

b. attrih., as versifying dialogue , etc.

1686 in I'erney Mem. (1907) II. 424 As to y[ou]r Versify-
ing Dialogue with Him, I like it very well. 1715 Watts
Logic m. ii. § 3, I confess some of these logical Subtilties
have much more Use than those versifying Tables. 1737
Grntl. Mag. VII. 148/1, I shall exemplify by a Text, where a
Singing, or mere Versifying Repetition, is literally express'd.
1787 Skinner Let. in Wks. Burtts (1800) II. 127, I know a
classical education will not create a versifying taste. z8n
Bvron Hints fr. Hor. 839 If free, all fly his versifying fit.

1885 Athenaeum 11 July 50/1 Godwin desired Wordsworth
to undertake the versifying part of the business.

Versifying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That versihes or writes verses.

1580 2nd %3rd Blast Piays fy Theatres no These versi-
fieng Plaie-makers. 1750 Gray Long Story 18 Shame of the
versifying tribe 1 1893 Walker Three Churchmen 134 The
reviewers he looks upon as * gamekeepers ', doing invaluable
service to literature by keeping the versifying 'poachers'
off Parnassus.

f Versi-loquy. Obs.-° [C(.\ateL.versilot/mts

that speaks in verse.] (See quot.)
i7«7 Bailey (vol. II), I'ersiloquy, speaking in Verse.

Versin, contracted f. versed sine Versed a.

18*7 Airy in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 685 Versin c = 1 —
cos c. Ibid., Versin c m versin a— o [etc.]. 1859 Parkinson
Optics fi866) 254 The quantity of light received by the disc
is air'rt3 /? versin o.

Versine, variant of Vebzine Obs.

Versing (va-jsirj), vbl. sb. [f. Vbbsk v* +
-ING 1

.] The action or practice of writing verse; an
instance of this ; the art or science ofverse-making.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 49 That which gyueth

greatest scope.., is ryming and versing. 1613 W. Brownk
Brit. Past. n. i. (1616) 9 For well it seemes in versing he
hath skill. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ftoiucr vi, I once
more smell the dew and rain, And relish versing. 1644
Bulwer Chirol. A iij b, Physick and Versing in his flaming
Chaire Plac'd Phoebus, and bestow'd that blazing Haire.
Z856 Anne Manning Tasso % Leonora 46 Charmed with
his smooth versings. 1874 M. Collins Transtnigr. II. ix.

162 The man who can. .relish versing has nothing much the
matter with his. .psychical health. 189a Stopford Bkooke
Early Eng. Lit. I. vii. 146 He had before him some ancient
versings of the fight.

attrib. 1645 G. Da-niel PoemsWks. (Grosart) II. 51 What
mad men are wee of the versing trade 1

+ Versing box. Obs ~ l (Of obscure meaning

;

perh. connected with Verse tv* and Verser 2.)

a 15*9 Skhlton Bouge of Court 232 As I stode musynge
in my mynde, Haruy Haftercamelepynge, lyghte as lynde.
Vpon his breste he bare a versynge boxe.

Version (vavijan), sb. [a. F. version ( = It. ver-
sione, Sp. version, Pg. versao), or ad. L. version-,

versio, noun of action from verttrre to turn.]

L A rendering of some text or work, or of a
single word, passage, etc., from one language into

another; a translation; also (rarely), the action or
process of translating.

Freq. with adjs. denoting the language into which the
translation is made.
158a N. T. (Rhemish) Pref. b ij, Trusting that it may

giue occasion to you ., to lay away at lest such their
impure versions as hitherto you haue ben forced to occupie.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 435, I vtterly seclude al their
opinions, which translate this word Arabian wolues, for the
Hebrew notes cannot admit such a version or exposition.
C1645 Howell Lett, (1650) II. 61 Things translated into
another tongue lose of their primative vigor and strength,
unless a paraphrastica 11 version be permitted. 1681 Grew
Anat. Plants Pref., The Second Lecture, .is also translated
into French, by Mons. Mesmin, . . whose Version is very well
approved by those who are competent Judges. 1718 Prior
Poems Several Occas. Pref., His excellent Version of the
Carmen Seculare. 1794 Burke Pre/, to Brissot's Addr.
Constit. Wks. VII. 327 The translator has only to say for
himself, that he has found some difficulty in this version.
c 1806 H. K. White Bern. Eng. Poets Remains (1825) 156
None of our better versions have been able to preserve the
original graces of these verses [of Ps. xviiij. 1841 Ei.phin-
stone Hist. India I. m. vi. 293 Such of those literal ver-
sions as we possess in English (which are mostly from the
1 Ramayana '). 1874 Grken Short Hist. viii. \ 1. 448 The
English version of the Bible remains the noblest example
of the English tongue.

b. Sc. A translation from English into Latin
prose done as a school or university exercise ; a
piece of English prose set for translation into I .atin.
1711 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (1872) II. 34sTher proficiency

in themms, versions, poeticall composurs, and oration*.
c 1850 Hurry in Walker Bards Bon-Accord'(1886) 629 When
we our versions wrote, nae lexicon had we To help us.

2. The particular form of a statement, account,
report, etc., given by one person or party ; an ac-
count resting upon limited authority or embodying
a particular point of view.
1788 in Ld. AucklamVs Corr. (1S61) II. 93 The version

which we received here respecting the famous Scarborough
cruise. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 214 The
Whig version of the story was that the old robl>er Mac Ian
had laid an ambuscade for the soldiers. ..The Jacobite
version .. appeared in the Paris Gazette of the seventh of
April. 1879 Froudh Caesar x\. i 40 The version generally
received of what he actually did say. 1907 I'erney Mem.
II. 154 Sir Roger sends his version of the reconciliation
between Monk and the City.

b. A special form or variant of something.
1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, viii. 345 To see Christianity

freed from the bonds of every peculiar version. 1858

Vol. X.
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1 Masson Milton (1859) I. 679 In the cause of true religion,

j

or of the Scottish version of it. 1908 Sir H. Maxwell
Guide Holyrood 20 This painting is a larger version of one

I at Windsor Castle.

t 3. A turning about ; a change of direction. Obs.
1615 Bacon Ess., I 'iciss. 0/"Things (Arb.) 571 What Kindeof

Comet, for Magnitude, Colour, Version of the Beames, . .or
' Lasting, produceth what Kinde of Effects. 1706 Congrkve

Disc. Pindaric Ode A j b, The first was call'd the Strophe,

I

from the Version or circular Motion of the Singers in that

!
Stanza from the Right Hand to the Left.

b. Obstet. The operation of manually turning

,
the child so as to facilitate delivery.

1853 J. V. Simpson Obstet. Path, fy Tract. 17, I now found
an obstruction to the complete version of the infant. 1889
Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 628/2 The term version is

applied to all operations by which the long axis of the child
is changed in its relation to the long axis of the uterus.

f4. Conversion, transformation. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 27 Springs, which the Ancients

thought.. to be made by the Version of Aire into Water.
1626 — New Atl., Magn. Nat. giij, Version of bodies into
other Bodies. 1666 Boyle Orig. Forms <y Qua/. 407 As to
the version of Water into Earth, by a seemingly slight
Operation.

Hence Version v. trans., to translate. Ver-
sioual a., pertaining to a version or translation.

Versioner, VeTsionist, one who produces a
version; a translator. Vo'rsionize v. trans., to

render into another tongue, to translate.

1716 M. Davies ^ //*<«. Brit. III. Arianism 19 Biddle's
brief Scripture.Catechism was caus'd to be *version'd into
Latin. 1884 Advance (Chicago) 3 Jan., At the time the
Scriptures had been versioned into the King James version.
1871 Independent (N. Y.) 23 Mar. (Cent.), All the sugges-
tions for emendations [of the Bible), whether textual or
*versional. 1910 Expositor Nov. 40Q The versional variants
rest on divergent Hebrew texts, c 1806 in //. A'. Whites
Rem. (1825) 159 Our *versioner, by adding an s to it, has
rendered them both plurals. 178a ElpHINSton tr. Afar-
tial Pref. p. iv, His[$c. Martial's] Editor and *Versionist.
1811 R. Dixon Interpr. Sixty-eighth Ps. 46 note, All the
ancient versionists seem to have thought, that the valley in
this ver*e received its name [etc.]. 1861 I. Taylor Spir.
Hcbr. Poetry 338 Serviceable as Jewish versionists. .are, it

was not their function to concern themselves with the soul
..of the national literature. 1874 H. Coppee Eng. Lit.
(ed. 3) 52 Wace's poem..was soon again.. to be *versiou-
ized into English.

+ Versipellous, a. Obs.—1
[f. L. versipell-is,

i. vers-) vertifre to turn + pellis skin.] Having the
faculty of changing the skin. In quot Jig.
1650 B. Discolliminium 28, I could demonstrate it to be

Heterogeneous, Heterodoxous, Incongrous, .. Versipellous.

fVe-rsity. Obs. [Abbrev. of University] =
Varsity.
ci68o Hickeringill Hist. Whiggism 1. Wks. 1716 I. 37

M. Tantivee is a Graduate, and no small Fool, 1 assure
you, he has been at the — Versity. 1691 Mrs. D'Anveks
Academia 8 When e're he's sent to th' Versity.

tVe*rsle, v. Obs. rare. Also 3 uerslen,
uersalien, 4 versail. [ad. OF. verseiller, -saillcr,

-seller, etc. :—L. type *versiculdre, f. L. versiculus

Versicle sb.] intr. To say or sing versicles or

verses of the Psalms, esp. during Divine Office.

Also trans.

a i»5 Attcr. R. 44 Mid him ne schule ^e nouSer uerslen
ne singen bet he hit muwe iheren. Ibid, 120 pauh heo
uersalie, & sigge hire vres, & hire Pater nosters. a 1325
Prose Psalter c. 1 Lord, y shal synge mercy and iugement
to be ; y shal versail and vnderstonde in wai unfiled, c 1330
R. Ukuns'e Chron. IP'ace (Rolls) 16472 J>ys salme bey songe,
& versled hit al wyb o tonge.

Hence t VeTsling vbl. sb. Obs.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 44 Verslunge of hire sautere ; redinge of

Englichs, ooer of Freinchs; holi meditaciuns.

f| Verso (vo-JStf). [L. verso (sc. folio leaf), abl.

sing. neut. of versus, pa. pple. of verte're to turn.

So Fi and Pg. verso.]

1. The back of a leaf in a manuscript or printed

book; the side presented to the eye when the leaf

has been turned over. Also abbrev, v., vo.

The left-hand page of a book is the verso of that leaf, and
faces the Recto of the next.

1839 Halliwell Maundevile Introd. p. xiii, See f. 2, vo.

1850 Forshall & Madden Wycliffite Bible I. p. lxi, The
verso commences with the eleventh chapter of the Epistle
to the Romans. 1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 43 Sines, cosines,

]

and secants are given on the versos of the pages in columns.
1898 Athenaeum 12 Nov. 676 The text begins on the verso

j

of the title-page.

fig. 1873 j. Henry Aeneidea I. Pref. 77 It was not long
\

before I had the verso of this agreeable recto of one leaf of 1

my library life.

2. The reverse of a coin, medal, or the like.

1891 Cent. Diet. 1914 P. E. Newiierrv in Anc. Egypt 6
On the verso of the same palette there is a scene [etc.].

Versoke, southern ME. pa. t. Forsake v.

tVersOr 1
. Obs. In 5 veraoux(e. [a. AF.

;

*versour (F. verseur), f. verser to pour, Vehsk
#.-] (See quots.

1

)

'i 1483 Liber Niger in Hcmseh. Ord. (1790) 77 One chief
sobyr yeoman versoure, to resceyve all the ale or beere
that shall be potirv^yede. Ibid., Othyr twoe groomes
versours in this office to helpe to lodge theyre ale, to helpe
drawe it [etc.).

Versor a (va-js^fi). [a. L type *versor, (. vers-,

vert/re to turn.]

1 1. The needle of a compass. Obs. rare.
1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn, v. ii. 229 So

VERSY.

I

the versor of a Mariners needle applies it selfe to the Poles
of the world.

2. Math. In quaternions, an operator which
changes the direction of a vector without altering
its length.
a 1865 Sir W. R, Hamilton Elettt, Quaternions 11. i.

(1866) 133 We shall now say that every Kadia! (Quotient is
a Versor. A Versor has thus, in general, a plane, an axis,
and an angle. 1886 W. S. Alois Solid Geom. (ed. 4) xiv.
235 If the two vectors OA and Oil be of equal length the
change of one into the other is merely an opeiation of
rotation. In this case the quaternion is called a versor.
Veras^e, southern ME. varr. Fresh a.

Verst v
v5jst). Forms: a. 6-8 werste, fi,

8-9 -wer/st, 7 worst, 7-8 wurste. fi. 6- verst,
6-8 verste, 7 vorst ; 6 verse (//. versso), 7
ferse. [ad. Russ. uepCTa, partly through (I.

I

werstzmi F. verste.] A Russian measure of length
equal to 3500 English feet or about two-thirds of
an English mile.
a
:

I5S5,, Eden Decades (Arb.) 322 From Moscouia to the
citie of Vuolochda, are numbered [500] Werstes, one Werst

. conteynynge almoste the space of an liatyan myle. 166a J.
1 Davif.s tr. Oleariits'

1

I'oy. Ambass. 27 We left Novogorod
and got forwards 36. Werstes, or seven Leagues. 1715 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5293/2 He was not gone above 12 Wurstes or
Russian Miles. 1774 Ann. Reg. u. 151 Having approached
this island within almost three wersts, or two English miles,
their vessel was suddenly surrounded by ice. 1818 Byron
Mazeppa xvii, Many a werst, Panting as if his heart would
burst, The weary brute still stagger'd on. 1841 Motley
Corr. (1889) I. iv. 73 The road from Tauroggen to Petersburg
is 14 wersts.

£• *5*>7 Jenkinson in Hakluyt Voy. (1886) III. 108
Vologhda and Mosco. . are accoiiipted 500 verstes a-iinder
ciS7t J. Stow Voy. $ Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) II. 339 The
ryuer oca, which is 20 versse distant from ye moscow
a verse is Hi quarters of an yngleshe myle. 1591 G.
Ei.ktcher Russe Commiv. (Hakl. Hoc.) 7 A little isthmus
or narrow slippe of lande, a fewe versts uuerthwart. 1617
Morvson /ttn. 1. 295 In Russia among the Moscovites con-
fining upon Poland, a mile is called a ferse. 1635 Pag lit
Christianogr. 23 From the furthest part westward.. to
Siberia Eastward, is 4400. verst or thereabouts, a 1670 [S.

Collins] Pres. St. Russia (1671) 83 Some ran away ten
Versts before they could be overtaken. 1760 Phil. Trans.
LI. 490 It runs from a great lake, which lies a verste and a
half from its mouth. 1775 Wraxai.l 'Tour North. Europe
218 Muscovite lords commonly go fifty and sixty versts. .to

make visits to each other. 1808 R. K. Portur Trav. Sk.
Russ. <y Swed. (1S13) I. iv. 27 Seventy or eighty versts above
St. Petersburgh. 1864 Plrton Scot Abr. II. ii. 204 A
country house of the T7aar's seven ver?.ts from Moscow,
1879 PtRowNiNc /van Ivan, 194 No stiength, old crone,

—

not she !—to crawl forth half a verst !

Verst
v
e, southern MK. varr. FiiiST a. and adv.

;

obs. Sc. ff. WoitST a. Versuore, southern ME.
var. forswore Forsworn.

II Versus iyvnfc\prep, [L.] Against ; em-
ployed in Law to denote an action by one party

against another. Also trans/'. Freq. abbrev. v.

^also ver.
t
vs.).

1447-8 Shillingfobd Lett. (Camden) 53 Also the jugement
by twencjohn Husset versus John Notte. 1451 Paston
Lett. I. 221, I send yow the seire/acias for Osbern and Poke
versus Heydon and Wyndam. i6ai Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden) 26 Suyt per Fowles in the Starr-chamber versus
Lake and others. 1744 J. CoMYKfi Reports 0/ Cases 634
Wallis ver. Pain and Underhill. 1774 J. Adams in Earn.
Lett. (1876) 19, I am engaged in a famous case,— the cause
of King, of Scarborough, versus the mob that broke into
his house. i8» Scott Pcveril Pref. Ep., She may sue me
for damages, as in the case Dido versus Virgil. 1839 IH.

Sltncev Casuistry Rom. Meats Wks. 1S90 VII. 22 Oener-
ly such a person is 'rather yellow, rather yellow ' (to

quote Canning versus Lord Durham). 1873 H. SPKNCER
Stud. Sociol. ii. 38 The old battle-ground of free will versus
necessity. 1894 Outing Feb. 397/2 Th* Rambler vs. the
Lumberman ; an indictment for the larceny of a path.

Versute (vsisi/rt, varsiwt), a. [pd. L. versio-

ns, f. vers-, verltreioivim.] Cunning, crafty, wily.
1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr?s T. ix. 15 Her attishe hers,

wittie versute theeves. Ibid. 73 Ne bee out reachd at
versute pollecie, or once out runn at bardie chivalric. 1659
Gauden Tears Ch. 1. xiv. 132 A person of very supercilious

gravity, also of versute and vertiginous policy. 1790 Palev
Horx Paul. i. 6 The second, which is a more versute and
specious forgery.

flence Versutely adv. ; Verauteness.
Also Versutiloquent, 'a crafty talker, one using words

craftily' (Blount G/ossogr., 1656), and I'etsuiilo^uous,

'talking cunningly or craftily ' (Bailey, vol. II, 1727): both

after L. vcrsutiloquus.
1616 J. Lane Contn. Sor.'s 7*. x. 128 Now guiltie Horbell,

Leifurcke, Gnartolite, castinge on chaunge, the lipp versutlie

bite. 1685 H. More Cursory Rejf. Baxter 29 That he may
become really sensible and ashamed of his present Crooked

Versuteness and Hypocrisie. 1710 R. Ward Life H. More
8i Some Neatness of Stile, Versuteness of Temper, and

Hypocrisie in Religion. 1857 Malrice Mor. ff Met. Philos.

IV. vi. §89. »86 An ingenious explanation of astuteness

and versuteness.

t Versutious, a. Obsr 1 [f. L, versut-us.\

= prec.
1660 w4 Con/, betw. CroitnveU A H. Peters 7 What do I

not ow thee for thy versutious Complements to my Lady
Laml>ert.

t VeTSy, a. Obs.~x Her. In 6 versie. [a. F.

vers/, pa. pple. of verser: see Vkr.sk -.- F. verse
1

has been used in some moth heraldic books]

Renverse, reversed.

1571 Bossbwri l Armorie n. 36b, He beareth d'Or, a

Chcuron Ver>ie d' Azure.
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VERT.

Versycle, obs. form of Versicle si.

Versyowre : see VerserI.
Vert (vajt), sbA (and a.). Also 5 veert, 5-7

verte. [a. AF. and OF. vert (so mod.F.
; for-

merly also verd Verd si.), = Prov. vert, Cat.
vtrd, Sp., Pg., and It. verde :—L. virid-em, viridis
green, ViRina.]
1. Green vegetation growing in a wood or forest

and capable of serving as cover for deer.
14.. Forest Laws (MS. Douce 335) fol. 73 As touching

the kinges veert, that is to say, the kinges wodes ; if ther be
ony mann, that hath felled ony gret okes [etc.]. 1577
Harrison England 11. xv. in Itolinshed I. 89 b/i 'the
better preseruatjon of such venery and vert of all sortes as
were nourished in the same. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest
vi|i. 33 b. (Hence in later Diets., etc.] 170a Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1073 While this Country was a Giace, and while
the Vert was preserv'd. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 71
The_ punishment of all injuries done to the king's deer or
venison, to the vert or greenswerd. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) III. 143 Destruction of vert is destruction of venison.
1839 Stonehouse Axhotme 62 A royal demesne.. covered
with vert, and well stocked with deer. 1871 Daily Neivs
18 Sept., The Lord of the Manor, .had.. enclosed four
hundred acres of waste land, and had destroyed the vert on
parts thereof.

trans/. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory c vij b, 1'he fourth
is humble Ivy, intersert, But lowlie laid, . . Preserved, in her
antique bed of Vert, No faith's more firme, ..then where't
doth creep.

b. Coupled with venison. (The common nse.)
Freq. without article.

1455 Rolls <>/ Parlt. V. 319/2 The oversight of verte and
venyson, in all the Parkes. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II.
439/2 The k[ing].. appointed foure iustices..to be as sur-
ueyers aboue all other Foresters of vert & venison. 1598Manwood Lawes Forest xvii. 102 b, That which tendeth to
the hurt and annoyance of the Vert and the Venison. 1613
Sir J. Davies Why Ireland, etc. (t74 7) 164 The great plenty
botli of Vert and Venison within this land. 1700 Tyrrell
Hist. F.ng. II. 820 Every Forester in Fee shall . . Attach Pleas
of the forest, as well concerning Vert as Venison. 1772
Junius Lett. Ixvili. (1788) 347 If a man was taken with
vert, or venison, it was declared to be equivalent to indict-
ment. 1835 J. P. Kennedy Horse Shoe R. xxxvii, He gave
much of his time to the concerns of vert and venison 1840
Penny Cycl. XVI. 175/1 The master-keepers' and groom-
kejpers duty is to preserve the vert and venison in their
respective bailiwicks and walks.

fo. Nether, over, special vert: (seequots.). Ois. '

1598 .Manwood Lames Forest vi. §2. 34 There are two
sorts of Vert in euery Forrest, that is to say, Ouer vert, and
Neather vert

:
Ouer vert is that, which the Lawiers do call

Hault Boys, and Neather vert is that, which the Lawiers
do call South Boys, and in the Forrest lawes, Ouer vert is
all manner of Hault Boys, or great wood, aswel such as
beareth fruit, as such as beareth none. Ibid. 35 Speciall
vert, which is euery tree and bush within the Forrest, that
doth beare fruite to feed the Deere withall, as Peare trees,

I

Crabtrees, Hawthornes,. .and such like. (Hence in later
Law Diets., etc.] 1727 Nelson Laws cone. Game 231 I

Sfecial-yert, which may be either over or nether-vert, or '

both if it bears fruit, for nothing is accounted special-vert
but such which beareth fruit to feed the deer.
2. el/ipt. The right to cut green trees or shrubs in

a forest. Now arch.
1639 in Maitland Hist. Edinburgh U 7S3) II. 151/! All

their antient Rights, . . with Pit and Gallows, Sack and' Soke,
Thole, Iheam, Vert, Wrack, Waifs [etc.]. 1707 in State,
Eraser 0/ Fraserfield 310 (Jam .), Cum furca, fossa,. .vert
vettl, venison, .pit et gallows. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xl, The
Holy Clerk shall have a grant of vert and venison in my
woods of Warncliffe. ^43 James Forest Days vii, His
rights of vert and venison, extended over a wide distance
around. 1864 Kingsley Rom. $ Teut. 257 The noblesahout
gave up to him their rights of venison, and vert, and pasture
and pannage of swine. '

1 3. A green plant or shrub. Ois.-1

1648 J. Raymond // Merc. /tat. 129 Bayes, Locusts,
Pomegrannets, and such like Verts, that grow wild in the
Hedges.

1 4. A green colour or pigment. Ois.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) 339 Item, ..for

iBL dos. of golde paper, and silver rowche clere and verte
viij. s. 1572 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 178 Vert
Sapp, . . Crymseri, .. White, . . Broune. 1582 Ibid. 359 Paste
bord, paper, and paste, white, sise, verte, Syneper.
5. spec, in Her. The tincture green. Also as adj.
e 1507 Justes Moneths May % June 28 in Hazl. E.P P

II. 114 For a cognysaunce Of Mayes month they bare a
souenaunce, Of a verte code wasthe resemblaunce, Tatched
ryght fast. 1562 Leigh Armorie 15b, That is greene, &
biased Vert. Ibid., And nowe we to the fourth colour, Vert
a 1586 Sidney Astr. >, Stella xiii, In vert field Mars bare a
golden speare. 1622 Peacham Compl. Gentl. xv. (1006) , Q4A plauie crosse Vert, by the name of Hussey 1646 G
Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 44 [To] tell you how they
beare Gules, or, vert, azure, -heathen words for Red Yellow
green, blue. 1655 Fuller Antheologia (t867) 278 The
whole field was vert or green. 1656 Blount Glessorr.
[Hence in Phillips, etc.] 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Vert (in
Heraldry) signifies Green, and in Graving, is expressed by
Diagonal Lines, drawn from the Dexter Chief Corner, to
the sinister Base. 1815 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. i. (1816) I
10 Some [insects] she \sc. Nature] blazons with heraldic
insignia, giving them to bear in fields, .vert—gules—argent
and or, fesses—bars, .and even animals, c 1828 Berry
hncycl. Her. I. Gloss., Vert, the common French term for
green, and the proper heraldic term for that colour.

Vert (van), si* Also Vert. [Shortened f.

Convert si., Pervert si.] A pervert or convert
from one religion to another, esp. to the Roman
Catholic faith.

1864 Union Rev. May 277 Old friends call me a pervert

:

new acquaintances a convert ; the other day I was addressed
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S a

/
vert

- • • Th
.

is term
.

' 'vert
'
I have every reason to believehas been only just coined. 1886 Pall Mall G. 25 May 4/2Cardinal Manning stands alone. ., and as he is an Anglican

vert he does not count.
trans/. 1886 North Star 5 May, Your Vert [to HomeKule] is ever vigorous.

Vert, v.1 [ad. L. verttre to turn, overturn, etc.]
1 1. trans. To turn up, root up (the ground).
1578 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (1848) II. 32 It sail be lesum to

quhatsumewir personne apprehendand the said swyne
vertand the ertht, to distroy the samen.
2. To turn in a particular direction

; to turn or
twist out of the normal position. Now spec, in
Path, or Anat. Hence Ve'rting///. a.
C1590 J Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 47 His sourd..did

clinck and clak, Quhair euir he verts his force And awfull
face. 1659 Fuller A// Inj. Innoc. 111. 2I When a
tt nter s words are madly verted, inverted, perverted
against his true intent, and their Grammatical! sense
1883 Duncan Clin. Led. Dis. Worn. (ed. 2) viii. 59 A ladv

had ulceration of the interior of the body of the uterus
which was not flexed or verted. 1003 Med. Record 7 Feb'
210 Al of the muscles of the eyes may be relatively weak
1 he ducting or verting power is not as great as it
should be.

3. intr. To change direction ; to dart about.
1859 Meredith R. Feveril II. x. 198 He flew about in the

very skies, verting like any blithe creature of the season.

Vert, v.t Also Vert. [f. Vert si.?] intr. To
become a pervert or convert from one religion to
another, esp. to Roman Catholicism.
1888 Echo 17 Mar. (Cassell's), As a man he is welcome to

vert and re-vert as often as he pleases. 1891 Hist. Si. Par
St. Martin, Colchester j William Murray, .'verted to theRoman Church after J. H. Newman.
Ve-rtant, a. Her. [a. F. vertant, = L. vertent-,

vertens, pres. pple. of vcrte"re: see Vert vX\
Bending, curving.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 473/1 He beareth Argent,

eight Leaves, the Stalks conjoyned and contrary bowed. .

.

But the most compendious, is to blazon them conjoyn'd
dorse endorse : though good Artists will say, conjoyned and
vertant to the Dextre and Sinister, c 1828 Berry Encycl.
Her. I. Gloss., Vertant and Revertant, or Verted and Re.
verted, the same ns/lexed and re/lexed, or bowed embowed
that is formed like the letter S reverted. [Hence in later
Diets.]

Vertdegreaae, Vert de grece, obs. forms of
Verdigris. Verte, southern ME. var. Fart v.
Verteber, var. Vertebre.
Vertebra (vS-iUbri). PI. vertebra (va-jt/

-

-

brij
; also 7-S vertebras, [a. L. verteira joint,

joint of the spine, f. vertere to turn. Hence It.,

Sp., Pg. vertebra, F. verttbre : cf. Vertebre.]
1. Anal, and Zoo/. One or other of the joints

composing the spinal column in man or other
vertebrate animals ; any segment of the backbone.
o. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man (1631) 930 The vertebra in

the middest receiueth that spondell which is aboue it. 1634
A. Read Descr. Body Man C vj/i The transvers processe
of the first vertebra, a 1728 Woodward Fossils (1729) 1. 11
82 A large Vertebra of a Fish. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds
I. 367 The Thoracic Duct or canal runs, .as far as the fifth
vertebra of the back. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 726 The
oesophagus.. terminates in the stomach about the eleventh
or twelfth vertebra of the back. 1840 E. Wilson Anat.
fade M. (1842) 7 A Vertebra consists of a body, two
lamina;, a spinous process, two transverse processes, and
four articular processes. »88i Mivart Cat 35 Each of
these small bones is called a vertebra.
Comb. 1839 G. Roberts Diet. Geol. 180 Vertebralis,

vertebra-like.

&. 1664 Power Ext. Philos. 1. 42 The Lamprey.. hath a
Cartilaginous^ flexible Tube or Channel, without any

VERTEBRARTERIAL.
Evelyn Diary 2 May 1644, They show also the ribs andvertebra: of the same beasL 17.8 Chambers Cycl. s.v , AWeakness of the Ligaments and Muscles fasten 'd to he

fe Si!' *'he *"*£*• '759 Sterne TV. Shandy u. ix,Dr Slop s figure, coming waddling thro' the dirt upon thevertebra: of a little diminutive pony. 1834 McMurtrie

freZVjrt™& 27 W»« "rticuffied at one"-tremity with the verteira:. 1856 Kane Arct. Exit II. Xv160 1 he vertebra: of a whale similar to that at the igloiiof Anoatok. ,872 Huxley Phys. i. 6 The bones thus cutthrough are called the bodies of the vertebral
tig. 1768 Iucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 429, I should hive

neT
n
,hT K

f°r
: Ft Search b >' *« P'i'weness of your

vertebr*
*

haVe
" "^'^ ^illness & the

b. Without article.

1849 Murchison Siluria xx. 478 Large fossil fishes withvertebra, sometimes ossified. ,86, MusLave Byw"3 4He had made the tour of all Europe without once leaning

fihre^j"
5,""^^ Th

J
S indicat^d matchless rigid?, o!iibre and strength of vertebra;.

3. In sing. = sense 2. rare—'1
.

hIS
WwKE" Pron

-
Dkt sv

' ,87« J- G - Wood Nat.

ihetl' £ , "T *"'" l

?
pon anolher vast division in whichthere is no true brain and no vertebra

4. Zoo/. (See quots.)
1704 Ray Disc n. iv. (i 7I3) ,82 Great Stones, and evenbroken Pieces of Lime-stone Rocks,, .almost wholly compo,d of those Vertebra, or broken Pieces of the Radii oiSea-Stars, which are commonly call'd Fairy-Stones. ,891Lent. Diet., Vertebra, in echinoderms, any one of thenumerous axial ossicles of the arms of starfishes.

ymyiiwi iicxiuie xuue or i^nannel, without any
Vertebra: or Spondyls in it. 1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby
Isles 1 32 Having no vertebra: in the back.bone,

. . he [sc. the
crocodile] goes straight forwards, not being able to turn.
1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 362 For there be some with

»r
wer

1
erteDra5 in their Necks than others. 1774 Goldsm.

Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 140 The vertebra; of the neck [of the
ourang-outang] also were shorter. 1831 S. P. Woodward
Mollusca 1. l 3 A backbone, composed of numerous joints,
or vertebra:. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii. 73 The angler
should . . sever the vertebra; at the back of the neck.
trans/ 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 233 The shattered

vertebra: of the [Roman] aqueducts,
y. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ff Min. Isagoge b 8 b, Their

vertebra s are cartilagineous and flexile. 1667 Phil. Trans.
11. 461 The Vertebra's descending from the Back. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Cyphoma,. .a bending backwards of
the Vertebra s, or Turning-joynts of the Back. 1770 Phil,
irans. LXI. 134 It extended.. to the right ovarium, and
vertebras of her back.

b. With particularizing terms.
1726 Monro Anat Bones 178 The Spine is commonly

divided into true and false Vertebra:. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I.
169 I he lumbar vertebra:, as they descend, have their oblique
Droces^es at n o-rcitor ,i;.-. ........ c i_ _.i „ ^
_, „, ,„ ^„ia,

t
<,;, lllCy uoaccDo, nave meiroDun tie

?K5"2 a
J
a
„
greater dista"ce from each other. 1847-0Cvr/ ......' TV . *_. ti .^ *

• w--r ,
-- o— --• wvmom iiuiii eacn otner. ih.Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. I. 624 The cervical vertebra, .diners

in this respect from the dorsal vertebra j this from the lumbar
vertebra; this from the sacral vertebra; and this from the
coccygeal vertebra. 1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org.Nat I. 193 This unusually developed spine of the mesen-
cephalic vertebra. Ibid. 236 In the odd-toed, .ungulates,
the dorso-lumbar vertebra; differ in different species! 1866Huxley Preh Rem. Cailhn. 109 A horse's skull with its
upper cervical vertebrae. 1873 - Phys. vii. 171 The
odontoid peg of the axis vertebra.

2. //. (with the). The vertebral column ; the
spine or backbone.
« 1627 Middleton Anything/or Quiet Life III. i, I will

hnde where his Disease of Cozenage lay, whether in the
Vertebra:, or in Oscox-Jndex [= Os Coxendix). a 1700

Vertebral (v3-jt/"bral), a. and si. [ad. med.
or mod.L. vertebralis (= F. verteira/, Sp. Pg
verteira/, It. verteirale), or f. prec. + -al.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, situated on or

near, the vertebrte
; spinal.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wis. Vocab., Vertebral, be-
longing to the joynts of the back-bone. 1704 Ray Creation
11. (ed. 4) 3 r9 Ihe carotid, vertebral and splenick Arteries
are. variously contorted. 1737 Bracken Farriery Imtr.
(1756) I. 83 lhe Carotidal and the Vertebral Arteries
1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 218 Of the Vertebral Muscles, ifei
K. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 27 Vertebral Canal .. extends
along the whole length of the spine, following its various
curvatures 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 342lhe Vertebral vein descends by the side of the vertebral
artery. 1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. 1. 107 The
pleurapophyses or vertebral ribs in serpents. 1887 Eucyci.
Brit. XXI I. 1 1 1/2 A sort of bony canal in which runs the
vertebral artery.

trans/ 1824 Galt Rothelan I. i, The acts of.. the Black
Prince constitute the vertebral portion of his history.

b. Ent. ' Situated on or noting the median line
of the upper surface' {Cent. Vict. 1891).
2. Composed of vertebrte ; spinal. Freq. in

vertebra/ column.
1822 J. Flint Lett. Amer. 234 The vertebral column was

completely pliant, her body. . bent in every direction sue.
cessively. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 1. 632/1 Every
lesser unit of the vertebral chain. 1877 J. A. Allen Amer.
bison 449 The smaller size of the posterior part of the
vertebral column in the American bison.

3. Of the nature of a vertebra.
1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 1. 648 The vertebral pieces

hold their own serial order, and thus we know them. Ibid
670 T hese two iliac bones (r, c) are homologous . . to the two
vertebral laminae of A.

b. Zoo/. (See quots.)
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. 563 (In] the Ophiuridea,

..each of these [quadrate axial] ossicles (which are some-
times termed vertebral) is surrounded by four plates. 1877
F. Butler in Encycl. Brit. VII. 633 The deep ambulacra!
grooves which occupy the middle of the lower face of each
ray (in star-fishes] are formed each by a series of plates the
vertebral ossicles.

4. Of animals: Having a spinal column; = Ver-
tebrate a. 1.

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 299 Cuvier, who was the
first to divide animals into vertebral and invertebral. 1822-7
Good Study Med. (1829) IV. 16 All the classes of vertebral
animals possess the same number of senses as man. 1854
H. Miller Sen. /jr Schm. xxi. (i860) 229/1 Under what
peculiarities of form. .vertebral life existed in the earlier
ages of the world.

B. sb. 1. A vertebral artery or vein.
1718 J. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) I. iii. § 3 We

here see the Jugular Veins, and the Vertebrals. 1755 Diet.
Arts tjr Sci. s.v. Medulla, The arteries and veins of the
spinal marrow., are derived from the vertebrals of the neck,
the intercostals, and the lumbar. 1880 Barwell Aneurism
53 If we ligature the first part of the subclavian, ought we
also to occlude the vertebral? 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VII. 390 The arteries of the medulla oblongata, .arise from
the vertebrals.

2. A vertebrate animal. rare~°.
1828-32 Webster, Vertebral, n., an animal of the class

which have a back-bone.

3. One of the unpaired dorsal plates in the cara-
pace of a turtle.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 456 Dermal Scutes [olTeslndo
f>ardalis] :—co, costals | r>, vertebrals; m, marginals.

Hence Ve-rtebrally adv.
1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. , Segmented vertebrally; vertebrally

articulated ribs.

Vertebrarterial, a. Anat. and Zoo/, [f.

Vertebr-a+ Arteriai, a.] Of or belonging to a
vertebra and an artery ; vertebro-arterial.
1884 Coues If. Amer. Birds 139 The series of these fora-

mina is called the vertebrarterial canal. 1902 Cunningham's
Text-bk. Anat. (1906) 75 The vertebrarterial foramen.. is
traversed by the vertebral artery and vein in the upper six
vertebra;.
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I

II Vertebrata (vaiti'br£ ,

*ta). Zool. [mod.L.
(Cuvier), a. L. vertebrata (sc. animalia), neut. pi.

of vertebrdtus Vertebrate a.]

1. With the. A division of the animal kingdom
including all animals which have a backbone or its

equivalent.

i8a6 Kikhv & Sp. Entomol. xxviii. III. 44 The difference

here between Insects and the Vertebrata seems very wide.

1854 M c Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 232 The blood of
the Mollusca. .appears to contain a smaller proportionate
quantity of fibrine than that of the Vertebrata. 1843 fenny
Cycl. XXVI. 277/2 In the Vertebrata the brain and princi-

pal trunk or chord of the nervous system is enclosed in a
bony or gristly case composed of the skull and the vertebrae.

1877 Huxley Anat.Inv. Anim. 49 Even the hiatus between
the Vertebrata and the Invcrtebrata, is partly, if not
wholly, bridged over.

2. A group or class of these ; a number of verte-

brate animals.

1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. iv. vii. 644 The geologist,
without seeking to reanimate these extinct vertebrata, learns
much regarding the past from . . their colossal remains. 1855
H. Spencer Pri'ne. Psychol. (1872) I. 1. i. 4 Between the
water-breathing vertebrata and. .air-breathing vertebrata
there is an equally conspicuous unlikeness in energy. 1870
Rolleston Anim, Life* In every Mammalian skeleton..
the vertebrae in the trunk always differ from those of the
different lower vertebrata in ..the following points.

Vertebrate (vsut/brtt), a. and sb. [ad. I,.

vertebrdt-us (Pliny), jointed, articulated, f. vertebra

Vebtebka. Cf. prec. and Invertebrate.]
A. adj. 1. Zool. Of or belonging to the Verte-

brata ; characterized by having a backbone or

spinal column. Freq. in vertebrate animal.
i8a6 Kikby & Sp. Entomol. xxviii. III. 42 Size forms a
retty accurate distinction between insects and the great
>ulk of vertebrate animals, a 1843 Encycl. Mctrop. (1845)
VII. 292 The passive motive Organs or Skeleton of the
Vertebrate Series of Animals. 1870 Gillmore tr. Siguier's
Rept. A Birds Introd. 4 A bountiful Creator appears to
have adopted one general plan in the organization of all

the vertebrate creation. 1881 Mivart in Nature No. 615.

337 The highest of them, called the vertebrate sub-kingdom
..comprises ourselves, with all beasts, birds, reptiles, efts,

frogs and toads, and fishes.

Comb. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 276 In most of these verte-
brate-tailed species the vertebral column extends into the
upper lobe of the tail.

D. Bot. (See quot.)
183a Lindley Introd. Bot. 390 Vertebrate,., when the leaf

is contracted at intervals, there being an articulation at
each contraction ; as in Cussonia spicata.

2. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of, found in,

a vcrtebrated animal or animals.
1848 Owen {title), On the Archetype and Homologies of

the Vertebrate Skeleton. 1854 H. Mii.i.ek Sc/t. % Sc/u/t.

xxl. (i860) 229/1 The second age of vertebrate existence on
our planet. 1857 H. Spencer m Westm. Rev. Apr. 450 The
earliest known vertebrate remains are those of Fishes. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 663/2 In the vertebrate eye, the fila-

ments of the optic nerve penetrate the retina.

fig. 1871 Minto Eng. Prose Lit. 1. iii. 201 A vertebrate
skeleton of the work.

3. fig- a. Of persons : Having connective mental
powers.
1879 O. W. Holmes Motley xix. 146 The archivists and

annalists will pile up facts. .until the vertebrate historian
comes with his generalizing ideas.

b. Of writings, etc. : Connectedly put together

;

characterized by strength or consistency.
1881 Gosse in Grosart Spenser III, p. xlvi, Ramsay s

Gentle Sheplterd. .remains the most vertebrate and inter-

esting bucolic drama produced in Great Britain. 1884
Atlienxum 15 Nov. 635/2 The new comedy, .is more than
a little lachrymose and is scarcely vertebrate. 1900 Sat.
Rev. 24 Mar. 367 We have the right.. to expect something
more vertebrate, if he is to take place in literature.

B. sb. A member of the Vertebrata ; a verte-

brate animal.
i8a6 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xlv. IV. 240 The antenna: of

insects are analogous to ears in Vertebrates. 1840 Cuvier s
Anim. Kingd. 33 The general plan of their organization u
not so uniform. .as that of the vertebrates. 1870 F. Bowen
Logic \\. 155 Some wingless animals are not vertebrates.

Vertebrate, v. [f. prec] trans. To con-
nect or join after the manner of vertebra:.
1891 in Cent. Diet. 1894 Blackmore Pcrlycross 129 As

like each other as three peas vcrtebrated in one pod. 1910
Q. Rev. Jan. 69 They [sc. satires] were written in rough dia-
lect and vertebrated with peasant phrases and peasant wit.

Vertebrated (va-itiWted),///. a. [f. Vek-
TEBHATE a. + -ED.]

L = Vertebrate a. 1. Freq. in vertebrated

animates).
i8a8 Stark Etem. Nat. Hist. I. 371 Vertebrated animals

with cold red blood, respiring by gills or branch ia:. 1835
I. Duncan Beetles (Nat. Lib.) 74 Certain relations of ana-
logy which some of the species are thought to bear to the
vertebrated tribes, 1849 Saxe Pocws{i8?$) 120 One of those
vertebrated vermin That lie in the grass so prettily curled.

1874 Cari-knier Ment. Phys. \. ii. § 57 (1879)57 The Verte-
brated series, of which Man is the highest representative.

2. Consisting of, provided with, vertebra.'.

1863 Dana Man. Geol. 276 All these ancient fishes [Gan-
oids] have vertebrated tails. 1864 Howen Logic x. 323
Among inorganic bodies,.. the metallic property is an in-

stance of the former class ; among animals, the possession
of a vertebrated column or backbone.

3. trans/. Constructed in a manner suggestive of

vertebrae.

1840 Civil Eng. <5- Arch. Jml. III. 56/2 A vertebrated

carriage .. left the station at Euston Square with one of the
trains for Birmingham. Ibid. , The vertebrated carriage.,
adapted itself to all curves with the greatest facility.

Vertebration (va-it/br^'Jan). [f. Vertebra.]
1. Vertebral formation ; division into segments

like those of the spinal column. Also in fig. context.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 179/2 Some writers have main-

tained that the vertebration of the Vertebrata. may be

understood as having reference to the segmentation of the

muscles of the body-wall. 1889 T/uot. Monthly Jan. 48
His style rather resembles a cellular tissue., which may ad-

vance by growth on many sides, rather than a.. compact
logical vertebration.

2. fig.
' Backbone'; strength or firmness.

1884 \\. G. Wills in Pall Malt G. 28 July 4/2 Poetry and
rhetoric, . .which have not the heart, life, and vertebration

behind, are an impertinence and intrusion. 189a W. S. Lilly
Gt. Enigma 313 Doctrine is the vertebration of religion.

Vertebratist. rare— 1
, [f. Vehtebkate sb. +

-1ST.] An authority upon the spine or back-bone.
1866 Reader 31 Mar. 331 (Theory of the skeleton), The

' orthodox ' ideas of ordinary vertebratists.

Vertebre. Anat. and Zool. ? Obs. Also 7, 9
verteber. [a. F. vertebre : see Vertebra. In

sense 1 ad. L. verlebrum.]

fl. The rounded top of the thigh-bone. Obs~x

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Onest. Chirurg. I v, The endes
of the bones of the thyghes, called vertebres,

2. — Vektkbra I.

a. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 19 b, The first Vertebre
. .of the necke is more solid, .. then all the bones els of
the backe. 1650 Bulwer Anthrepomct. 9 That part of the
neck which is next to the Atlantick Vertebre. 1692 Ray
Disc. 109 The Vertebres of Thornbacks and other Canila-
gineous Fishes 1738 Phil. Trans. XI- 37 The upper ex-
tremity of the medulla spinalis, in the first vertebre of the
neck. 1769 Ibid. LX. 32 A kitten.. had its head cut off

betwixt the first and second vertebre of the neck. 1834
CauntercV/Vw/. Ann. vjii. 107 Amorah,or footstool, formed
of a vertebre of some huge creature. Ibid, 108 The atten-
dants brought away thejaw and half a dozen of the vertebres.

)3. 1828-32 Webster, Verteber. 121843 Encycl. Metrop.
(1845) VII. 292/2 The spine consists of a set of consecutive,
cartilaginous, horny pieces,.. called Vertebers.

t 3. The spine ; — Vertebra 2. Obs.—4*

1623 Cockeram 1, Verteber, the chine or backe bone.

t b. pi. = prec. Obs~°
1696 Philliis (ed. 5), Vertebers, the whole Ridge of the

Back-Bone.

Vertebriforni, a. rare, [f. Vektebr-a +
-(Tform.] Having the form of a vertebra.

1847-9 Todd's Cycl. A nat. IV. 1. 672/2 The mode in which
the vertebriform scapulae contract a connection with the
costiform clavicles and coracoid bones. Ibid.

Vertebro- (v5*it/bro), comb, form, on Greek
models, of Vertebka, occurring in various terms
of Anat. , as vertebro-arterial, -basilar, -chondral,

-costal, 'femoral, -iliac , -sacral, -sternal.

In recent medical and other Diets.

Verted, ///. a. Her. rare— , [f. Vert v. 1
]

^See (mot. c 1S28 s.v. Vertant a.)

Verte(e N
go, obs. ff. Vertigo.

tVertely, adv. Obs.— 1 [After OK. vertemenlj

verdement (15th c.) in the same sense, f. vcrtegrceii,

youthful, energetic, etc.] With activity or readi-

ness; quickly, readily.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 3168 Vertely the avawmwarde voydez
theire horsez, In the Vertennone vale, the vines i-mangez.

t Ve'rtent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vertent-,

vcrtens, pres. pple.ofzv/V/rtftoturn, etc.] Vertent

year, a cycle of the celestial bodies, containing

15,000 solar years.

After L. annus vcrtens (Cicero Rep. yi. 22, 24).

1635 Heywool* Ilierarch. m. 147 This great and vertent

yeare is, when we see All stars and planets brought to their

first station After their much and long Peregrination. 1636
— Love's Mistress 2nd Prol., Who so un-read, doth not of

Plato heare, His Annus Magnus, and his Vertent yeare ?

Verteous, -ly, obs. forms of Virtuous, -ly.

Vertew, obs. form of Virtue.

Vertex (voutcks). PI. vertices (vautis/z)

;

also vertexes. [a. L. vertex whirl, whirlpool,

Vortex ; crown of the head, highest point, summit,
etc., f. vertlre to turn. Cf. Vertice.]

1. Geo/n* The point opposite to the base of a

(plane or solid) figure; the point in a curve or

surface at which the axis meets it; an angular

point, as of a triangle or polygon.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. Cij, From the vertex, to the Cir-

cumference of the base of the Cone. 1571 Digges Pantom.
IV. xxv. Hhij, A transfigured Icosaedron may be resolued
into 12 Pentagonal and 20 hexagonal Pyramides, concurring
with their toppes or vertices all in the centers of this trans-

formed body, a 1608 Dee Rclat. Spir. t. (1659) 355, 4 Tri-

angles or rather Cones, of water, whose vertices rest cut oft

(as it were) by the middle stream of water. 167a Boyle
Virtues Gems is So as to make six triangles, that terminated
like those of a Pyramid in a Vertex. 1715 Desaguliers
Fires Impr. 13 Two half Parabolas's whose Vertex's are
Cc. 1743 Emerson Fluxions 150 In the vertices of Curves,
where they cut the Abscissa at right angles. 1840 Lakunek
Geom.xx. 17 These lines are called the sides of the angle, and
the point C where the sides unite, is called its vertex, i860
Tvndall Glac. 1. vii. 54 Along the two sides of a triangle,

the vertex of which was near the centre of the glacier. 1882

Minciiim Unipl. Kinemat. 12 The parallelogram must now
be jointed at its four vertices.

b. Optics. (See qnots.)

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vertex o/a Glass (in Op-

I ticks) is the same with its Pole. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XIII. 288 Draw the ray RC through the centre, cutting the

I
{spherical] surface in the point V, which we shall denominate

I the vertex, while RC is called the axis. 1803 Imison Sci.

I <V Art I. 348 To find the vertex or centre of a lens. 1867

J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 18 The point where the axis cuts the

j

surface is called the vertex of the lens,

C. Astr. ^See quot.)

1876 G. F. Chambers Astron. 922 Vertex.., a term used
1

to designate that point in the limb of the Sun, the Moon, or
of a planet, intersected by a circle passing through the

I

zenith and the centre of the body.

2. The point in the heavens vertically overhead,
or directly above a given place ; the zenith. Lati-

tude or meridian of vertex (see quot. c 1850}.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. n. ii. 62 The true meri-

dian is a major circle pas?ing through the poles of the world,

]
and theZenith or Vertex ofany plate. 1665S1K T. Herbert

;

Trav. (1677) 5 These sorts of people freeze within the polar
I

circles, ..the Pole being their vertex, and the /Equator..
! their direct Horizon. Ibid. 39 The heat.. when the .Sun

comes to the Vertex, is much more intense . . than it is about
the Polar Circles. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 346
When the Phamomenon . . is in XDZ the common Az :muth
. .of the two places on the Earth pitch'd upon for this pur-

pose, whose Vertices are X and Z. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11.

v. i'c.2 The Sun was within about three degrees of the ver-

tex, c 1850 Kudim. Navig. (Weale) 54 Either of the^e

I points is called the vertex of the great circle to which it

belongs; the arc intercepted between the vertex and the

equator is the latitude of'vertex ; the meridian that passes

I

through the vertex i* the meridian of vertex. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Vertex, the zenith, the point oveihead.

3. Anat. (and Zool.). The crown or top of the

head; esp. in man, the part lying between the
' occiput and the sinciput.

[1615 Ckooke Body Man vn. ii. (1631) 434 The middle part

of the scalpe. . is gibbous or round ;..the Latins call it Ver-
1 tex, because in that place the haires runne round in a ring

as waters i\oq in a whirle-poole. ] 1638 A. Read Man. Anat.
111. i. 3S9 Vertex, the crown, that which is betwetne the

former two, somewhat archtd. 1680 S. Haworth Disc.

Cone. Man 115 The middle Part l>etwten these which is

; Gibbose is called Vertex. 1754-64 Smeli.ie Midwif. I. 80

I [In child-birth] the crown or vertex is the first pait that is

I pressed down, because. . the bones at that part of the skull

I make the least resistance. 1771 F.7icycl. Brit. II. 226/2

I The [Columba] turbita, with.. a short bill, and a plain

vertex. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 43 The
skull. .is divisible into four regions,—a superior region or

vertex, a lateral region, an inferior, and an interior legion.

1873 Coles Birds N.IV. (1874) 2S1 That the young males
have more or less of the vertex red or yellow, instead of an

i occipital crescent of scarlet. 1888 P. L. Sclater Argentine
Ornitk. I. 137 Vertex more or less tinged with rufous.

attrib. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 4S2 In these vertex

1

cases [of tuberculous meningitis]. Ibid. VIII. 8 'Iheforceps

was employeel fifteen limes in vertex presentations.

b. Ent. i^See quots.)

1826 Kikbv& Sp. Entomol. III. 365 Vertex, the horizon-

tal part of the Fades, next the front, that lies behind the

eyes and between the temples. Ibid. 487 In Blatta and
some other Orthoptera the posterior angle of the head is

the vertex. 1861-1 Le Conte Classif. Co.'ecptcra N. Amer.
1. Introd. p. x, The upper surface is divided into regions,

1 the back part being called the occiput, the middle the vertex,

j
and the anterior the front. 1897 W. F. Kikhy in Mary

\
King-ley IV. Africa 719 Trkhomcra insignata.

.

. Face

j
nearly smooth, shining black below the vertex.

4. The top, summit, or highest point of some-
thing, esp. a hill or structure ; the crown of an arch.

t Also, a high piece of land, an tmiiunce (obs.).

1641 R. IJrooke Eng. Episc. 21, I am neere the Apex of

thisquestion, which yet (Fernassus-like) hath a double Ver-

tex, a twofold toppe. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 203 The
great diversity of Soyls that are fount! there, every Vertex,

or Eminency, almost affording new kinds. 176a Falconer
Shipzur.iw. 243 Its [an altar's] vertex thirty cubits from the

ground. 1770 Pennant Brit, Zool. (1777) IV. 142 Patella
vulgata...\cx\.cx pretty near the cenlie. 1811 Pinkehion
Tetralogy II. 338, I was not more than ^ ' undrtd and fifty

paces distant from the vertex of the cone. 1827 Gcutl. Mog.
XCVII. 11. 9 A conical dome, on the vertex f which is a gilt

cross. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. I. 197/ 1 The highest

point in the intrados is called the vertex or crown.

Jig. 1865 Mozley Mirac. vi. 130 The question whether

man is or is not the vertex of nature.

Vertgrees, -gres s e, etc., obs. ff. Vebdicjkjh.

Verpe, Verging, Verfore, Verpuorp, south-

ern ME. variants of Fourth, Fakthikg, Farther,
Far-forth.

t Vertibility. Obs. Also 5 vertybylyte. 6

vertibilite. [ad. mcd.L. vertibilitdt-,vertibilitds :

see next and -ity. Cf. Sp. vertibiiidad.] Capacity

for turning or changing ; changeableness, incon-

stancy, mutability.

1447'RoKENHAM Seynfys (Roxb.) 255 Whom fro servyl con-

dycyouu fortune up hente Of hyr whele by vert>bylyle And
put hym in the state of hy degre. a 1519 Skllion A est.

Venemous Tongues Wks. I. 134 Veaie so full of vertibilite,

And of frenetvke folabilite. a 1617 P. Bayne Oh Eph. 1 1

1

(1618) 268 God may. will that his crtatuie shall siniif, DtlM

suffered to it selfe, by accident v( it own liberty and verti-

bilitie. 1675 H. Moke in R. Ward Life (1710) 206 In this

capacity of being United with the Matter, consists the

Liberty and Vertibiiity of the Soul.

tVertible,^ Obs. Also 5 vertybyl. [a. OF.

vertible, or ad. med.L. vertibilis, f. L, vert-, stem

of verthe to turn : see -ible.] Capable of turning

or being turned ; changing, inconstant, mutable.

1447 Hokenham SeyutysiRoxb.) 272 Uy the vertybyl court

of fatal deth. 1657 I. Servant Schism Dispaekt 134 A
parallel of your vertible and Windmill uncertainty. 1667

H MoreX>/V. Dial. n. xx. (1713)151 But were it not better

19 - 2



VERTIBLENESS.

that God Almighty should annihilate the Individuals of this

middle vertihle Order, as you call it, as soon as they lapse

into Sin?

Hence fVeTtibleness, 'aptness or easiness to

turn' (Bailey, vol. II, 1727). Obs.—°

Vertic, « poet. Also 7 vertick. [Irregular

shortening of next, after tropic^ etc.] Vertical, esp.

of the sun.

1607 Bakksted Mirrha (1876) 51 Thus much the Goddesse
of the floods doth deign to change thy shape, into a vertick

flower. 1762 Falconer ShtpTvr. 1. 745 While Phcebus down
the vertic-circle glides, a 1769 — Occ. Elegy ix, Unfelt by
you the vertic sun may glow. 1800 T. Sanderson Grig.

Poems 9 Where vertic suns, that torrid fervour pour, Check
the grove's music and the vernal flow'r. 1876 J. Ellis

Cmar in Egypt 79 Their sacred Well, One day illumined

by the vertic Sun.

Vertical (vautikal), a. and sb. Also 6-7 ver-

ticall. [a. F. vertical (1545,= Sp., Pg. vertical,

It. verticale), or ad. late L. verticalis (Quicherat),

f. vertic-, stem of vertex Vertex.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, placed or situ-

ated at, passing through, the vertex or zenith;

occupying a position in the heavens directly over-

head or above a given place or point.

t a. Verticalpoint, -Vertex 2. Also _/%-., the

culminating or highest point, the point of greatest

development or perfection (freq. in the 1 7the). Obs.

1559 W, Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 16 Leuell with th'

earth, and his vertical! point, in the forsaid Equinoctial.

1622 Placham CompL Genii, ix. (1906) 61 Latitude is the

distance of the Meridian, betweene the verticall point (or

pole of the Horizon) and the Equinoctial!. 1653W. Ramesey
Astral. Restored 1. viii. 15 Those that live further North
are of stronger body, ..because their vertigal [sic] point

being far removed from the Suns course, they more abound
in cold and moisture. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726)

I. 368 Let XBL be a Vertical Circle, X the Zenith, (for the

Vertical point may be consider'd as mov'd in regard of the

Ecliptic unmov'd). 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Point, The
Zenith and Nadir are the Vertical Points.

fig. >6ii Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 103 Such successe,

as well declared it was Gods will .
.

, that the English name
should now be brought to the verticall poynt thereof without

any thing being able to resist it. 1626 T. H. Caussin's

Holy Court 363 Saint Ireneus..calleth Charity, .the top,

and verticall point of all vertues,guifts,and fauoursof God.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jos. Ill, Wire. (1711) 43
This family seemed now in the zenith and vertical point of

its greatness, a 1671 Ld. Fairfax Mem. (1699) 103 Here
was the vertical point on which the army's honour and
reputation turned into reproach and scandal. 1698 Frveb
Ace. E. India 4; P. 284 Both Christianity and their Country
are past their Vertical Point, and are upon their Declension.

b. Vertical circle, an azimuth-circle (see Azi-

muth 1),

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glass 22 Here you se

A.E.C. represent the verticall point, B.D, the poles of the

world, by which and A. (being the vertical circle) is the

meridian circle A B. CD. delineated. 1594 Bluxdevil
Extrc. ill. 1. xix. (1597) 154b, Ther is another great circle

called the circle Verticall, which passeth right over our
heades through our Zenith. 1594 J. Davis Seamen's Seer.

II, (1607) 8 Circles ofAzumuths, or verticall circles, are quar-

ters of great circles, concurring together in the Zenith. 1669

Sturmy Mariner s Mag. vi. iii. 112 Measure the extent

CM on the Vertical-Circle, and apply it to the Line of Signs.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Azimuths or Vertical Circles,

are great Circles intersecting each other in the Zenith and
Nadir,.. and cutting the Horizon at Right Angles. 1715
tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. ^48 Let ZBL be a Vertical

Circle, in which Z is the Zenith. 1846 A. Young Naut.
Diet. 24 The vertical circle which passes through the east

and west points of the horizon is termed the Prime Vertical.

i860 Olmstead Meek. Heavens 23 But if the point is above
the horizon, then its azimuth is estimated by passing a
vertical circle through it [etc.].

C. Of the sun, stars, etc., or in general use.

1594 Blunuevil Exerc. iv. xxvi. (1597) 22S As many stars

as passe right vnder your Zenith are said to bee verticall.

1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. x. (1635) 220 To them the

Sunne is twice in the yeere verticall, that is directly ouer
their heads. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 43 The ex-

tream heat of the Sun, which when vertical usually raises

vapors in abundance. 1679 Moxon Math. Diet. s.v. Vertex,
The Equator is said to be Vertical to them who have a contin-
ual Equinox ; because, it constantly passes by the Vertex of

the Place. i7iStr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 271 The Globe
must be turn'd about till the first of the two Places becomes
Vertical, (which it will be, when it arrives at the Meridian
of the Globe). 1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. I.21 He knew that

the sun, at the summer solstice, was vertical to the inhabit-

ants of Syene. 1815 J- Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 53
We find the services of the winds almost equally important
in meliorating the fervour of a vertical sun. 1844 Kinglake
Eothen xvii, Becalmed under a vertical sun in the midst of

the wide ocean. x88o Geikie Phys. Geog. 1. ii. 16 At each
equinox the sun appears vertical over the equator.

fig. 1593 Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 266
Come all the daintiest dainties of this toungue, and doe horn*

age to your Verticall Starre. a 1734 So«TB jfjawL 1. ii. §96
(1740) 82 It fell out in a Conjuncture so vertical, that without

it both Nations might have plunged into a mischievous
Condition of Civil War. 1844 Kinglake Eothen iv, The
strong vertical light of Homer's poetry is blazing so full

upon the people and things of the Iliad.

fd. fig. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or de-

noting "the period or position of greatest eminence

or perfection; at one's highest point or position.

Cf. vertical point {z.fig. above). Obs.

1641 Ld. J. Digby Sp. in Ho. Com. 19 Jan. 25 In voting

this bill, we shall contribute., to the perpetuating our Sun,

our Soveraigne, in his vesticall [sic), in his noone-day lustre.

165* Fuller Ck. Hist. iv. 175 But now in the time of the

148

aforesaid William Heyworth, the Cathedral of Litchfield

was in the verticall height thereof. 1655

—

Hist. Camb.
(1840) 186 As Cambridge was his vertical place, wherein he

was in height of honour. 1673 Hickekingill Greg. E.

Greyb. 38 Though Greg, and his virtuoso's seem to them-

selves to be vertical and cock-a-hoop.

2. Vertical angle : a. An opposite angle (see

Opposite a. i and quot. 1704). b. The angle

opposite the base of a triangle or polygon.

1571 Digges Pantom. I. vi. C iij, Two right lines crossing

one another, make the contrary or verticall angles equall.

x66o Barrow Euclidi. xv. Schol.,The vertical (or opposite;

angles. 1704 T. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v. Angles, Oppo-
site or vertical Angles, as, 1, Those that are made by two
Right Lines crossing each other, and which touch only in

their Angular Point. 1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 910 2 The
tangent of half the vertical angle. Ibid., The line CF bi-

secting the vertical angle. 1798 Hutton Course Math.
(1806) I. 368 In a Triangle, having given the two Sides about

the Vertical Angle. 1862 Todhunter Euclid 1. 15 If two
straight lines cut one another, the vertical or opposite angles

shall he equal.

3. Placed or extending at right angles to the plane

of the horizon
;
perpendicular ; upright.

a. Geom. Of a straight line or plane surface.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Line Vertical, in Perspec-

tive, is the common Section of the Vertical Plane and of the

Draught. Ibid. s.v. Plane, Vertical Plane, in Opticks and
Perspective, is a Plain Surface which passeth along the

Principal Kay, and consequently thro' the Eye, and is per-

pendicular to the Geometrical Plane. 1715 tr. Gregory's

Astron. (1726) I. 436 Therefore there is given the Angle Ll\
the Difference or Sum of them, and Elf Vertical to iU

i8ia-6 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 11 A plane at any
place perpendicular to the line in which bodies gravitate, is

called a horizontal plane ; and any plane passing through

that line is called a vertical plane. 1851 S. P. Woodward
Mollusca 1. 62 Their shell is usually straight, or coiled in a
vertical plane. 1871 Tyndall Eragm. Sci. (1879) I. iv. m
When the short diagonal of the prism was vertical.

b. In general use.

1725 Earn. Diet. s.v. Wi'ndmil, That is reputed the best

made with vertical Sails, like the ordinary Windmils.

1756 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) 1. 10 Vertical rainbows in the

sky are not uncommon, whereas the horizontal are very ex-

traordinary. 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 187 In

some coal fields one part of a stratum is inclined, and the

other part vertical. 1831 Brewster Optics xxxi. 260 Some
phenomena both of vertical and lateral mirage. 1855MALKY
Phys. Geog. Sea vi. 326 Under the vertical rays of the never

clouded sun. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 940 The adaptation of

the Virginian Creeper to climbing up vertical walls.

Comb. 1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ecrns (ed. 3) ioThe
vertical-ringed spore-cases, when mature, split suddenly with
a transverse fissure.

c. With abstract nouns, esp. of movement or

direction.

1794 [see Verticity i]. 1802 PaleyAW. Theol. ix.

§ 6 The compound motion of the lower jaw, half lateral,

and half vertical. 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815) 3*

Plates of rock, separated by seams which have generally a
vertical direction. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 410 Four-

fifths of the town of Cumana was shaken down by a vertical

shock, 1859 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd. 1. Proto-

zoa Introd. p. xxix, The relations of animals to the elements

in which they live.. .Their vertical (bathymetrical) distribu-

tion. 1872 Darwin Emotions xi. 273 We give a vertical

nod of approval, .when we approve of their conduct
Comb. 1850 Denison Clock ty Watch-m. 48 It would fail

for a balance or vertical-force-magnetometer,

d. Of mechanical appliances or structures. Also

in technical use applied to machines which operate

vertically.

Numerous other examples are given in Knight Diet. Mech.

(1875 and 1884).

1825J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 141 The comparative

power of horizontal and vertical windmills. 1859 Handbk.
Turning 79 The vertical, or universal cutter. 187s Knight
Diet. Mech. 2708/1 Vertical Boring-machine, a drill or

boring-machine having a vertical spindle. Ibid., Vertical

Planing-machine. x888 Jacobi Printers' Voc. 151 Vertical

engine, an upright engine, as distinct from a ' horizontal

one ',

e. Special collocations, as vertical bond, care-

j

grinder, dial (cf. 13. 3), escapement,fire, watch, etc.

A number of other scientific or special terms are defined in

recent encyclopaedic Diets.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Ay-chit. 1131 "Vertical bond is a

i

course of bricks, stone, or other materials, tending to sup.

,

port or strengthen the building vertically. 1859 Slang
,

Diet. 114 * Vertical-care-grinder, the treadmill. 1669

Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vii. vi. 11 The Vertical Dial,

whose Plane lieth in the Horizon, for which cause many
!

call it the Horizontal Dial. 1728 [see B. 3 a]. 1877 Encycl.

I
Brit. VII. 155/1 Vertical dials, when on a vertical plane

1
facing one of the cardinal points. 1850 Denison Treatise

I

Clock $ Watch-making 33 The escapement was exactly the

same as that of a bottle-jack, or the commonest kind of
watch, and is called a ^vertical escapement. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch fy Clockm. 248 Vertical Escapement, .[is]

an escapement in which the pallet axis or the balance staff

is set at right angles to the axis of the escape wheel. 1842
Burn Nov. cy Mil. Techn. Diet. 1. s.v. Eeu, Eeu coxa-be ou
vertical, curved or ^vertical fire, generally from mortars
laid at an angle of not less than 15 . 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk. 712 Vertical fire, in artillery, that directed up-
ward at such an angle as that it will fall vertically, or nearly
so, to its destination. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 302/2 We
shall now give a description of a common Vertical watch.
1850 Denison Clock <y Watch-m. 145 The old vertical watch,
so called because the scape-wheel stands vertically when the
other wheels are horizontal.

4. Having a position at right angles to the plane

of the axis, body, or supporting surface ; pointing

or situated directly upwards or downwards.

VERTICALITY.

a. Bot. Of a leaf or other part.
Martyn Lang. Bot. (1793) also gives vertical leaf (after

Linnaeus's^'//«/« verticalc) as -- obverse leaf, but objects to
the use of the term.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 382 Vertical,
Leaves so situated that the Base is perpendicular to the
Apex. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1212 1. 1879 A. Gray Struct.
Bot. iii. § 4 (ed. 6) 108 Vertical leaves, those with blades of
the ordinary kind, but presenting their edges instead of
their faces to the earth and sky, or when erect with one
edge directed to the stem and the other away from it.

b. Zool., esp. of certain fins of fishes.

1834 M cMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 203 A vertical

caudal, as in Gymnetrus, but shorter. 1880 Gunther >/$//«
40 The vertical fins are situated in the median dorsal line,

from the head to the extremity of the tail.

5. Zool., Anat., etc. Of or pertaining fb, situated

on, affecting, the vertex of the head.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 315 Stemmata: Vertical,

when they are placed in the Vertex. 1891 Cent. Diet, s.v.,

Vertical eyes of a fish. Ibid., The vertical crest of some
birds is horizontal when not erected. 1899 Allbntt's Syst.

Med. VII. 546 Meningitis, whether vertical or posterior-

basic, is caused by an invasion of micro-organisms.

T 6. Belonging to giddiness. Obs.~°
1623 COCKERAM.
B. sb. [Ellipt. use of the adj.]

1 1. The vertical point ; the vertex or zenith. In

quots.77^. Obs.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. §119 King Henries

glory thus ascended to the highest verticall in France.
a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc, iv, vi. (1821) 104 A naked intui-

tion of eternal truth which is always the same, which never

rises nor sets, hut always stands still in its vertical, and fills

the whole horizon of the soul with a mild and gentle light.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, ix. 100 Now she was in the Verticall

of her favour, wherein hence-forward she began to decline.

2. A vertical circle, line, or plane.

Prime vertical : see Prime a. 9 b.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vii. x. 15 If you have not
time until the Sun cometh unto the Azimuth of the Wall, or

the Vertical of it, which cutteth the Pole thereof. Ibid., The
Sun is neerer to the Meridian, than to the Vertical of the

Plane. 1674 Moxon Tutor Astron. v. Prob. iv. (ed. 3) 154
You may reduce all Verticals into Horizontals [in dialling].

1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 52 This Angle PZs..
is therefore equal to the horizontal Distance of the Vertical

of the two Stars from the Meridian. 1834 Mrs. Somkrville
Connex. Phys. Sci. vii. 55 The difference of the latitudes

being the angle contained between the verticals at the ex-

tremities of the arc. x868 Lockylr Guillemin's Heavens
(ed. 3) 449 Every portion of matter left to itself.. falls in the

direction of the vertical of the place on which it falls. 1882

Geikie Text-bk. Geol. iv.TL 526 In an inclined fault the

level of the selected stratum is protracted across the fissure

until a vertical from it will reach the level of the same bed.

b. Math. A vertical angle (see A. 2).

1728 Chambers Cycl. s,v. Angle, The Measure of an Angle
without the Centre, is half of the Arches HI and LM, where-

on it and its Vertical K do stand

O. The vertical the vertical line or position ;

the perpendicular.

1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. vii. 56 Local

attractions, which cause the plumb-line to deviate from the

vertical. 1840 Ibid. xxix. (ed. 5) 335 The dip [of the needle]

was 89° 59', which was within one minute of the vertical.

1882 Vines Sac/is' Bot. 849 A line drawn tangentially to the

apical portion will very nearly coincide with the vertical.

Ibid. In consequence of the continuing curvature, .the now
erect apical portion becomes bent over out of the vertical.

3. A vertical dial (see A. 3 e).

In contrast to later use, Sturmy gives the name of vertical

to the horizontal dial.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. Aaaa 2, I will name the

Dials,, .viz. Eight Verticals and Decliners. 1728 Chambers
Cycl., Vertical Dial, is a Sun-Dial, drawn on the Plane of

a Vertical Circle ; or perpendicular to the Horizon.. .These

are particularly call'd. .East,.. West, ..South, and. .North
Verticals, when opposed to one, or other of these Cardinal

Points of the Horizon.

4. (See quot.)

1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 180 In the slang of the

rock garden the plants living.. on upright rocks are called
* verticals '.

Hence Ve'rticalness. rare~~°.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Verticalness, the being right over

one's Head. [Hence in later Diets.]

Ve rticalisni. rare—1
, [ism.] = next 2 b.

i860 Cockburn Muir Pagan or Christian? xii. 88 The
spirituality of Verticalism is so positive and manifest, that

it is hard to believe that the pious Architects.. had not

these things ever in their mind.

Verticality (vaitikarliti). [f. Vertical a. +

-ITV. Cf. F. verticaliti, It. verticalita.]

1. The fact on the part of the sun or other celestial

body of being at the vertex or zenith.

157*0 J- Dn M*tk. Pre/. 23 To consider., Sterres in their

Longitudes, Latitudes, Declinations, and Verticahtie. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xi. 284 Kor unto them the

Sunne is verticall twice a yearj making two distinct Summers

in the different points of verticality. 1656 W. D. tr. Comen-

ius's Gate Lant>. Unl. § 557 In the Torrid [Zone], by reason

of the perpetual verticality of the Sun, there are most vehe-

ment heats. 1867 E. B. Denison Astronomy without

Mathematics i. 37 The heat received anywhere depends on

the directness of the sun's rays, or its apparent verticality

overhead.
, » . . .

2. The condition or quality of being vertical or

perpendicular; vertical position ;
perpendicularity.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 283 Their [ue. argillitesj verti-

cality arising only from the drain of water. 1833 Lyell

Princ Geol. III. 318 The verticality of the strata in the

Isles of Wight and Purbeck. 1856 Kuskin Mod. Paint. IV.

v. xvi. § 6 Precipices which produce 011 the imagination the



VERTICALLY.

effect of verticality. 1884 G. M. Dawson in Handbk. Dom.
Caneuia 325 Good sections of.. Cretaceous rocks.. become
folded together and lie at all angles up to verticality.

b. Of buildings, or architecture.

1843 Cfctf Eng. £ Arch. Jrnl. VI. 09/1 The verticality

which is designed and usually conveyed by the orders he
communicated to his buildings by rustic quoins, i860

Cockburn felon Pagan or Christian I 61 The first and mo^t
striking feature [of the architecture of the 12th and 131(10.]

is the Verticality of composition, as directly opposed to the

Horizonlality of all anterior structural modes. a 1890

Lightfoot Hist. Ess. iii. (1895) 146 The leading conception

of Gothic architecture,.. I mean its verticality, as contrasted

with the horizontal lines of the Greek.

c. In weakened sense : Krectness, uprightness.

1838 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 687 She walked. .in unswerv-
ing verticality.

Vertically, adv. [f. Vertical a. +-ly 2
.]

In a vertical manner, direction, or position ; so as

to be vertical to the plane of the horizon, the

earth's surface, or some other horizontal line or

plane
;

perpendicularly, or approximately so

;

directly overhead or down below.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.w. x. 326TheDogstarre,

. .although it be not vertical! unto any part of Asia,., yet is

it so unto America, and vertically passeth over the habita-

tions of Peru and Brasilia. 1677 Grew Anat. Emits v. § 17

The Seed-Case of Anagallis. .opens not by its Meridian or

Vertically, .but by its Horizon. 1679 Moxom Math. Diet,

s.v. Vertex^ A Star is said to be Vertical, that . .Vertically

hangs over anyplace. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 17 If Lighten*
ing causes these Circles, it must afso be allowed that it

descends vertically. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos.

II. xvii. 261 note, The pupil in animals of the cat kind, .is

oblong vertically. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III.

763 Capsules opening vertically. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat.
Hist. II. 22: Some [insects], as the butterflies, raise their

wings vertically in repose. 1841 Loudon Suburban Hort.
615 Some modification of lateral training will, in almost
every case, be found preferable to training vertically. 1880

Hauchton Phys, Geog. ii. 21 An earthquake occurred, ver-

tically under the town of Arica.

Comb. 1793 Martyn Lang. Dot. s.v. Verticale, A vertically

ovate leaf is the same with an obversely-ovate or obovate
leaf; and a vertically cordate leaf is the same with an ob-
versely cordate or obcordate leaf. 1878 Abney Treat.
Pkotogr. xxxiii. 268 A fair general focus can.. be obtained
by using with the camera a vertically-pivoted swing-back.

b. Math. (Cf. Vertical a. 2).

1660 Harrow Euclid 1. xv. Schol., If four right lines, pro-

ceeding from one point, make the angles vertically opposite

equal. 1840 Lardnek Geom. 24 When two straight lines

cross each other, ..the angle BAD is said to be vertically

oppos te to the angle KAC.

t Vertice. Obs.-1
[a. F. vertice (~ Sp., Pg.,

and It. vertice)) ad. L. vertic-em
t
vertex Vertex.]

The vertex or zenith.

1665 SirT Herbert Trav. (1677) £ But the Periscii have
their shadow circulating, their meridional shadow having
no existence from the vertice, but oblique and extended to

the plain of the terrestrial Horizon.

Verticil (vautisil). Also 8-9 verticel. [ad. L.

verticill-us Verticillus. Cf. F. verticiile in sense

2 (also, in earlier use, a whorl).]

f L (See <juot.). Obs.-1

1703 A. de La Prime Let. to Sir H. Sloan (Sloan MSS.
4056) fol. 33 Verticels or glass Beads formed on purpose to

wind thread on.

2, Bot, A number or set of organs or parts

arranged, disposed, or produced in a circle round

an axis (see quot. 18S2); a whorl. False or

spurious verticil^ a verticil laster.

Also similarly in Zool. (in recent Diets.).

a. 1793 Martyn Diet. Bot. s.v., A Verticil or Whirl may
be 1. Sessile or peduncled. a. Naked. ..3. Crowded. 1806

J. Galpine Brit. Bot. $258 Ajuga. .. Hairy : verticils

crowded into a pyramidal form, many-flowered. 1826-34
Encycl. Metro/. (1845) VII. 43/2 The stamens in the same
verticil are sometimes joined together, and sometimes with
the neighbouring verticils. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 170 An
axial structure may produce either several equivalent lateral

members at the same level, or only one ; in the second case
the members formed in succession are termed solitary, in

the first case a Whorl or Verticil.

$. 1856 Hknslow Diet. Bot. Terms 214 Verticel, Verti.

ciitns,. .a whorl. 1871 Nicholson Palseont. 483 The joints

of the stems give off verticels of leaves. 1881 Spencer in

Science Gossip No, 202. 229 It is generally supposed that

the branches were al>o arranged in verticels.

t Verticillary, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. vcrticill-
us Vehticillus; see-ARY.] Of motion: Rotatory,
whirling, vertiginous.

1757 E. Darwin in Phi/. Trans. L. 247 The verticillary

motion given to charcoal-dust thrown on nitre in fusion.

1794-6 — Zoon. (1801) III. 145 When the legs are straight,

as in standing erect, there is no verticillary motion in the
knee-joint.

Verticillaster VoMtisilarstai). Bot. [mod.
L., f. L. verticill-us Verticillus + -asteh.1 A
form of inflorescence occurring in certain labiate

plants (see quots.) ; a false whorl.
183a Lindlky Introd. Bot. 112 If the cyme is reduced to

a very few flowers, and those few become corymbose, such a
disposition has been called a verticillasterby Hoffmansegg.
1861 Ukntley Man. Bot. 213 The Verticillaster.—This kind
of cyme is seen in the White Dead-nettle. 187a Oliver
Etem. Bot. 11. 217 A coarse perennial herb, with. .axillary

cymes (forming verticillasters) of bilabiate white flowers.

Verticillate (vajtisi'Wt, vaitrsilA\ a. Also 9
verticellate. [ad. mod.L. verticillat-us

y
f. L. ver-

ticillus Verticillus : see -ate * 2. So It. verticil'
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lato, vSp. verticiUufo) Pg. verticil/ado, F. verticilU

1. a. Bot. Of plants : Having leaves, flowers,

branches, etc., arranged or produced in circles or

whorls around the stem. Now rare or Obs.

1668 Wilkins RealCliar. it. iv. §4. 81 Herbs considered

according to their flower, .may be distinguished into.. Ver-

ticillate ; by which those kinds of Plants are meant, whose
flowers grow in rundles or whirles about the stalk, j.686

Phil. Trans. XVI. 286 The Verticillate Herbs, so called

from the Flowers embracing the stalk like a whirl, or wherle.

C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. x. 94 A Verticillate Water Herb,

whose Husks stick to Cloaths like Burrs or Clivers. 1710

P. Blair Bot. Ess. iii. 135 The Verticillate Kind are for the

most part Irregular. 1796 C. Marshall Garden. xix. (1813)

357 Coreopsis, verticillate, yellow. 1822 7 Goon Study
Med. (1829) 1. 174 The verticillate order affords an abundant

stock, from which we may select [carminatives] at pleasure.

Ibid. IV. 568 Many of the warmer sedatives and antispas-

modics, as assafcetida, camphor, most of the verticillate

plants, and cajeput.

b. Ent.
y
etc. (See quots.)

1826 Kirbv & Si*. Entomol. IV. xlvi, 324 Verticillate..,

antenna beset with hair in whorls. 1883 LE Conte & Horn
Classif. Coleoptera N. Amer. Introd. p. xv. In this form
the joints are frequently surrounded at tip with a circle of

longer hairs, in which case the antenna; are said to be
verticellate.

2. a. Bot. Of leaves, flowers, branches, etc. :

Disposed in, or forming, verticils or whorls.

1793 Maktyn Diet. Bot. s.v., Verticillate flowers; or

flowers growing in a Whirl; or round the stem in rings one
above another at each joint. 1830 Lindlky Nat. Syst. Bot.

202 Square stems and verticillate leaves [of the Madder
tribe]. 1851 Mantei.l Petrifactions i. §2. 26 Specimens of

a common, .tribe of coal-plants. ., whose verticillate foliage

is too remarkable to escape notice. 188a Vines Sachs* Bot.

396 The branches and roots spring exclusively from within

the base of the leaf-sheath ; and as this forms a whorl, the

branches and roots are also verticillate.

b. Similarly in Zool., £nt., etc.

1818 Stark Elan, Nat. Hist. II. 378 Antenna; filiform,

long, of from fifteen to sixteen globular joints, furnished
with verticillate hairs. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 675 Ver-
rucas ascending,, .verticillate. 1871 Duncan Transjbrm.
Insects m Each tubercle carries several verticillate hairs.

3. Marked or characterized by verticillation.

183a I.indlf.y Introd. Bot. 113 The most exterior verticil-

late series of the integuments of the flower within the

bracteae. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 414/1 Simple tubes,

divided in a verticillate manner. 1877 Coles & Allen .V.

Amer. Rod. 475 The verticillate whorls of scales between
which the short hairs spring. 1882 Vines Sachs* Bot. 46 y

The phyllotaxis is sometimes verticillate, sometimes spiral.

Verticillated, a. Now rare. [Cf. prec]

1. = prec. 1 and 1 b.

1698 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 315 Like the Whorles
on a Verticillated Plant, 175a J. Hill Hist. Amm. 110

The Lacerta, with the tail verticillated with denticulated

scates. 1821-7 Good Study Med. (1829) IV. 531 The ver-

ticillated stimulant plants have, in many instances, also,

been found serviceable. 188a Card. Chron. XVIII, 70 To
make trial of seeds of any verticillated plants.

2. =» prec. 2, 2 b, and 3.

1718 Chamberlayne Rclig. Philos. I. x. § 17. 184 Tho" the

Calculation had been made from a greater Number of the

Fibres of a verticillated Body, c ijSqEncyct. Brit. (ed. 3)

III. 440/2 Different species of stellated or verticillated

leaves. x8a8 Stark Eletn. Nat. Hist. II. 377 Antenna:
..furnished with verticillated hairs, or simply pubescent.

1844 Elorist's yrnt. (1846) V. 84 Flowers produced from the

base of the bulb on a long drooping raceme, verticillated

along the raceme. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks i. 20 Its

fluted stem and verticillated series of linear branches.

Verticillation (vaitisil^jan). [f. Verticil-

late a. : see-ATlox.] The formation of verticils
;

a verticillate form or structure, a verticil.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 297 The degree of verticilla-

tion requisite to constitute a calyx. 1843 Penny Cyil.

XXVI. 131/2 The tail is rounded.
.

; its verticillations are

composed, above, of large tubercles, and below, of flat,

quadrangular scales. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. I. 167 In

the Diaaematidx the spines are hollow, long, and set with

rings or verticillations.

Verticillato-, combining form, on Greek
models, of mod.L. verticilldtus Verticillate a.

t

as vcrticillato-pinnate see quot.).

1829 T. Castle Introd, Bot.yi Verticillato-pinnate—when
the leaflets, instead of being arranged in the same plane on
each side of the common leaf-stalk, arc placed around it.

II Verticillus (vaitisHiV). Bot. Pi. verti-
oilli (-si'bi). [L. verticillus (Pliny) whorl (sc.

of a spindle), dim, of vertex Vertex. Cf. Verti-

cil.] A verticil or whorl.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. lit. iv. (1765) 174 Verticillus, a

Whorl, expresses a Number of Flowers that are subsessile,

and are produced in Rings round the Stems. 1783 Encyct.
Brit. (cd. 2) X. 8570/2 The.. smaller creeping germander,
hath, .reddish flowers, growing almost in a verticillus, or
whorls, round the stalk. 1829 T. Castle Introd. Bot. 04
In the verticillus or whorl, the flowers surround the stem in

a sort of ring. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. p. xxv,
In most orders the sepals occupy one series or verticillus

only. 1870 tr. Poucnet's Universe 388 When the floral

apparatus is complete it is formed of four rosettes, or verti*

cilli, of depressed concentrated leaves.

Verticity (v.xttrsiti). Now««. [ad. mod.L.
verticitas, f. L. vertic-, stem of vertex Vertex. So
F. verticity Sp. verticidad, Pg. verticidade.']

I. 1. The faculty of turning, or tendency to turn,

towards a vertex or pole, esp. as exhibited in the

loadstone or magnetic needle.

VERTIGINOUS.
Very common in the 17th c. ; now rare or Obs.

1625 N. Carpentek gV<'a'. Del. 1. iv. (1635) 72 The Verticity

is that whereby the Poles of the Earthly Spheare, conforme
and settle themselues vnto the Poles of the Heauen. 1661

Glanvill Van. Dogm. 140 We believe the verticity of the

Needle, without a Certificate from the dayes of old. 1705
Derham in Phil. Trans. XXV. 21^6 And having again
straitened it, I was surprized to find it had quite lost its Ver-
ticity. 1794 CI. Adams Nat. «y Exp. Philos. (1806) IV. I. 393
His poker and tongs were natural magnets, and hail their

verticity fixed by being heated and cooled in a vertical

position. 1837 Brewster Magnet. 169 The little magnet
or needle turned itself briskly,, .shewing great verticity.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Ik. 712.

Jig. 1687 Xorris Coll. Misc. 184 The Soul will then point

to the center of Happiness with her full bent and verticity.

1691 — Pract. Disc. 170 His Will has lost much of its Ver-
ticity or Magnetick Inclination towards the chief Good.

b. With a and pi.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud- Ep. 68 A Loadstone fired.,

according to the portion in cooling contracts a new verti-

city. 1658 — Gard. Cyrus v. 72 If any shall further quicry
why magneticall Philosophy excludeth decussations, and
needles transversly placed do naturally distract their vera-

cities. 1705 C. Plrshall Meek, Macrocosm 265 If you heat

an Iron Red, and let it cool perpendicular to the Earth,, .its

lowest end will gain a Verticity towards the North Pole.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Magnet, A Bar of Iron that has
gain'd a Verticity by being heated red-hot and cool'd again.

Jig. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 244 Though the tody by
a kind of Magnetism be drawn down..

; yet the thus im-

pregnate spirit contracts a Verticity to objects above the

Pole.

2. The power of turning or revohing ; rotation,

revolution. ? Obs.

167a Hooker in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 181 The
verticity of Jupiter and Mars on iheir axes. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. iv. ii. §11 (1695) 307 A certain number of

Globules, .. having a verticity about their own Centres.

1819 H. Busk Banquet in. 241 Hence on all subjects sparks

of light you throw.. : Blaze with the comet in his swift

verticity, Or rouse us with a fla>h of electricity.

II. f 3* The vertex or top of something. Obs.~°

1656 Blount Glossogr.

f4. Vertical position in the heavens. Obs. rare.

1646 J. Gregory Notes -y Obs. (1650) 151 The verticity of

any of those [stars] could not haue come and ' stood over

the place where the young child was'. 1686 Goau Celest.

Bodies 11. xiii. 333 The /Estival Part of Heaven does more
invigorate those Planets which attend the 0, not only by
their higher Exaltation or Approches to Verticity, but [etc.].

5. Pole of verticity (see quot.).

1886 Cummikg Electricity 54 There are two points, one in

the northern hemisphere and one in the southern, at which

the dip is 90°, or the magnetic force is vertical. These
points are called the Magnetic Poles of the earth. ..The
term Pole oj l 'erticity is sometimes applied to them.

t VeTticle, erron. f. Vertical a. and sb. Obs.

1611 Cotcr., Azimuth, an Azimuth, or Verticlc circle,

which discends from the Zenith. 1653 Waterhouse Apot.
Learning 51 Now grows Our Nation to its Zuiith : Fame
is no friend to Continuance; the Verticle is near, when
Admiration from abroad, and Luxury at home, threaten

our Change.

t Verticle. Obs. rare. [ad. L. verticula, -us
t

-urn joint, vertebra, dim. of vertex VebteX, or OF.
verticuU (rare) vertebra.] A vertebra.

1658 A. Fox IViirtz' Surg, v, 363 Some Children* back
bone have I seen crackt in two, and the vertic.es thereof

were disjoyned.

t Verticordious, a. Obs.~ x [f.'L.vertUcrdia

tumer of hearts (an epithet of Venus), f. vert/re to

imn + cord-f cor heart : see -ous.] That turns the

heart (from evil) ; regenerative.

170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. 111. 11. xxvi. 149/1 The
Regenerating and Verticordious Grace of Heaven, took

advantage from his Religious Education . . to steal into the

Heart of this young Disciple.

t Vertixularly , aitv. Obs.- 1 [f.L. vtrticula
,

etc., Verticle.] In a whorled w verticillate

manner.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Djsp, 610 Spinous cups do ver-

ticularly circumvest its Caulicles.

t Verti ginal, a. Obs.' 1 [f. L. vertigin-, ver-

tigo Vertigo.] — Vertiginous a. 2.

161* Benvenuto's Passenger l. it 177 For vertiginall

dizzines.

Vertiginate, a. rare- . [Cf.next.] 'Turned

round, giddy' (Webster, iS6*t).

Vertiginate (vwti-dsinA), v. rare. [f. L.

vertigin-y vertigo Vertigo.] intr. To turn tound,

spin, or rush dizzily.

[1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. (ed. 2) 23 My steed, with an

incredible acceleration of velocity, vertiginated along the

arable. Ibid. 52 Brine, that once vertiginated in the pactfick

ocean.] .11814 Last Act 1. iii. in Neiv Brit. Theatre 11.

372, I, your great Chiron, was your instructor ; and thither-

ward my glory vertiginates, a 1834 Colfhidgk in Lit. Rem.

(1819) IV. 212 Surely never did argument vertiginate more I

Vertigine, -inie : see Vertiginy.

Vertigintrsity. rare, [ad. F. vcrtigincsiti

(16th c). Cf.next.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cotgr.), Vertiginosity, a

giddiness, dizziness, swimming of the head or brain.

Vertiginous (vmU'JS&m), * Also 7 virt-.

[ad. L. vertiginous one sufTcrinL,' from giddiness,

F. vcrtigin-, vertigo Vertioo. So F. vertigweux,

Sp., Pg., It, ve/tigitioso.]

L Of persons, the head, etc : Affected with,

suffering from, vertigo or giddiness
;
giddy, dizzy.

16*1 Burton Anat. Met. r. ui. u i, Many phanuitical!



VERTIGINOUSLY.
visions about their eyes, vertiginous, apt to tremble. 1653
Jer. Taylor Serm.for Yean. xix. 233 They grew vertigin-

ous and fell from the battlements ofheaven. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth iv, 206 The former of these [damps].,
makes the Workmen faint, and vertiginous. 1707 Reflex.
upon Ridicule 136 The Head turns and grows vertiginous.

1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 69 By these balls fishes are ren-

dered vertiginous, and as it were intoxicated. 1808 Med,
Jrnl. XIX. 299 The ocular spectra of objects, .augment
the disturbance of the eyes, and thereby add to the confu-
sion of the vertiginous person. 1822-7 Good Study Med.
(1829) I. 170, I have never been able to raise it [the drug]
above seven grains without making the head stupid and
vertiginous. 1906 G. Tyrrell in Life (1912) II. xi, 260 At
first I was very vertiginous, but am slowly getting my nerves
in hand.

fig. 1624 [Scott] Vox Regis 41 The heighth of prosperitie
so amazeth the eyes of men, as it makes them vertiginous.

1687 Nokris Misc., Disc. Rom. xii. 3 § jg If they can stand
there without growing vertiginous,.. they arc still within
the Region of Humility,

b. fig. Giddy-minded ; unstable or unsettled in

opinions, etc. ; inconstant; apt to change quickly;

marked by inconstancy, instability, or rapid change.
Frequent in the 17th century.

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiu. Nameless Cath. 209 This
vertiginous Vertumnus, whom Plato describes for an in-

artificiall disputant. 163a Burton Anot, Mel. (ed. 4) 1. iii.

I. ii. 185 Inconstant they are in all their actions, vertiginous,

restlesse, vnapt to resolue of any businesse. 1681 Manton
Serm. Ps. cxix. 20 Wks. 1872 VI. 190 Therefore take heed
of being given up to this vertiginous spirit, to be turned and
'tossed up and down with every wind of doctrine'. 1789
Gol'v. Morris in Sparks Life <y Writ. (1832) II. 66 As all

men and things are in the same vertiginous condition. 1841
Diskaeli Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 378 The sphere of publica-
tion widened, in this vertiginous era. 1898 Bodley France
in. v. 271 When one thinks of the vicissitudes of those
vertiginous days, it is not surprising that .. sons of the
Revolution [etc.].

2. Of the nature of, characterized by, vertigo.

1608 TorsELL Serpents 76 Sluggish dulness, a giddy and
vertiginous pace,, .are sure arguments that Bees are not in

good health. 1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 134 Fisticke
Nuts.. distemper the bloud, and being much eaten, often-
times procure the vertiginous euill. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria
(1729) 133 Mustard., strengthening the Memory, expelling
Heaviness, preventing the Vertiginous Palsey. 1733 Cheynk
Eng. Malady in. iv. (1734) 327, I was suddenly seiz'd with
a vertiginous Paroxysm, 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829)
1. 460 That staggering or vertiginous disease which is pro-
vincially known by the name of Dunt. 1854 Gilkillam
Beattie p. xvii, Beattie was troubled with a vertiginous com-
plaint. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 183 He found that if he
closed his eyes the vertiginous feeling was mitigated. 1901
Brit. Med. Jrnl, No. 2092. Epit. Anc. Lit. 18 Vertiginous
attacks became troublesome at times.

fig. 1626 Ailf.suury Passion Serin, 13 Their theory was
vertiginous, sworn in the braine, there floating without
anchor, and was of no credit with the will. 1642 H. More
Song of Soul 11. nt. iii. 22 My strong-winged Muse feeble
to slide Into false thoughts and dreams vertiginous.

3. Liable to cause vertigo or dizziness; inducing
giddiness. Alsofig.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. L ix. 143 There., the

station is least firm, the posture most uneasie, the prospect
vertiginous. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 326 The
Dervis and other Santoons.. express their zeal by turning
round, ..and others I have seen in this vertiginous exercise
at the Cavalcades, a 1701 Maundrell Jottrn. ferns. (1721)

95 After they had by these vertiginous circulations and
clamours turn'd their heads. 1865 W. Kay Crisis Hupfel-
diana 78 If any one chooses to look further into this verti-
ginous subject, he may examine [etc. \ 1874 Stevenson Ess.
Trav., Unpleasant Places (1905) 242 There is nothing
more vertiginous than a wind like this among the woods,
with all its sights and noises. 1899 Altbutt's Syst. Med.
vii. 796 It is generally necessary to avoid crowded rooms
and the vertiginous influence of the dance.

4. Of motion : Having the character of rotation
or revolution ; rotatory.
In some cases prob. implying the preceding sense.
1663 Baxter Div. Life 215 The thoughts oFearthly fleshly

things have power to delude men, and mislead them, and
hurry them about in a vertiginous motion. 1690LEYBOURN
Curs. Math. 449 It is found to have a Vertiginous Motion
about its own Axis. 171a Blackmore Creation 251 So give
the air impression from above, It in a whirl vertiginous
would move. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 117 r 10 That
vertiginous motion, with which we are carried round by the
diurnal revolution of the earth. 1766 G. Canning Anti-
Lucretius iv. 323 We see, with whirl vertiginous, the Sun
From west to east around his axis run. 183a Nat. Philos.,
Electro-Magn. xii. § 257. 80 (L.U.K.), The peculiar kind of
movement. .which Dr. Wollaston attributed to the electro-
magnetic agent, and which he termed its vertiginous
motion. 1B37 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 111. vii, It is the centre
whereon infinite contentions unite and clash. What new
universal vertiginous movement is this? 1883 Salmon in
Contemp. Rev. Oct. 512 All the souls in hell and purgatory
. .who, in the earth's vertiginous double motion, must roll

about like grains of coffee in a grocer's mill.

b. Of an axis : Revolving, rotating.

1680 Counterplots 6\Vhirl'd about with perpetual agita-

tions upon the Vertiginous Axis of that Globe.

Hence Vertiginously adv., giddily, dizzily.

1766 G. Canning Anti- Lucretius v. 368 Which. .to the
centre of the cloud repair, And there.. With furious rage
vertiginously roll. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. xi. 2365 The
smoothest safest of you all . . Will rock vertiginously in turn,

and reel, And, emulative, rush to death like^ me. 1886

Symonds Renaiss. It.
t
Cath. React. (1898) VII. ix. 45 Anew

philosophy occupied his brain, vertiginously big with in-

coherent births of modern thought.

Vertigrnousness. [f. prec.+ -ness.] The
condition or state of being vertiginous ; dizziness,

giddiness. Also
fig.
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1599 A.M. tr. Gabclhouer s Bk. Physicke 12/1 Applye it on
his Foreheade and on the Temples of the heade, . .as long as
the vertiginousnes dureth and continueth. c i6a8 Donne
Serm. 658 It was a staggering, a vertiginousnesse, an ignor-
ance. 1653 Jer. Taylor Serm. 1. xxi. 2S2 He that commits
sacriledge, is marked for a vertiginousnesse and changeable
fortune, a 1677 Barrow Serm. {1810) II. 416 We would all

climb into high places, not considering the precipices on
which they stand, nor the vertiginousness of our own brains.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Giddiness,.. Vertiginousness. 1846
Browning Lett. (1899) II. 528, 1 got up with the old verti-

ginousness, or a little worse.

t Vertiginy. Obs. Also 5, 7 vertigine, 6-7
-inie. [a. L. vertigine, abl. sing, of vertigo.]

= Vertigo.
c 1400 Lanfraucs Cirurg. 310 [It] is good for be brayn

wibinneforb as for scotomia & vertigine. 1583 Stubbes
Anal. Abus. E vj b, Y e vertiginie, & instability of their
more than fantastical brains. 1605 B. Jonson Voipone 11. ii,

For the Vertigine, in the head, . . a most soueraigne, and ap-
prooued remedy. 1608 Topsell Serpents 32 It induceth a
kinde of heanines or drunkennesse in their head, with a
vertiginie [1658 vertiginy] or giddines.

tVerti'gious, a. Obs. rare. = Vertiginous a.

1623 Cockeram, Vertigious, belonging to giddinesse. 1653
E. Chisenhale Cath. Hist. xv. 461 The nauseating juyce
..hath intoxicated them, making their Vertigious heads
turn after the Laterane Weather-cock. 1656 Blount.

II Vertigo (v5*itig<?, varUi-go, vaatrga). Also

7 vertego, -teego, virtigo. [L. vertigo a turning

or whirling round, giddiness, etc., f. verttre to turn.

Cf. F. and Sp. vertigo ; also F. vertige, Pg. verti-

gem, It. vertigine.
The various modes of pronouncing this word form the

subject of an elaborate note by Walker (1797), arguing in

favour of that with the stress on the first syllable. The
fashionable pronunciation, however, appears to have been
(vaatz'gt?), and this alone is given by Smart (1836-40) as really
current, in spite of its divergence from English analogy.]

1. Path. A disordered condition in which the

person affected has a sensation of whirling, either

of external objects or of himself, and tends to lose

equilibrium and consciousness ; swimming in the

head
;
giddiness, dizziness : a. Without article.

Sometimes applied to the staggers in horses or the sturdy
in sheep, and m quot. 1619 to a disease of hawks.
1528 Paynell Salerne's Regim. C iij b, The heed ache

called vertigo : whiche maketh a man to wene that the
world turneth. 1558 13ullein Govt. Health Av, Apoplexia
and Vertigo will neuer fro the[e] starte, Untill the vitall

blode be killed in the harte. 1619 E. Bert Hawkes A>

Hazvkingm. v. 85 A disease. .of some called Vertego, it is a
swimming of the braine. x68i tr. Willis'' Rem. Med. Wks.
Vocab., Vertigo. 1766 Beattie Let. in Life <$ Writ. (1806)

I. 93 Have I not headachs, like Pope? vertigo, like Swift?

1799 Med. yrnl. II. 119 The most common effects observed
from full doses, are vertigo, pain, or throbbing of the fore-

head. 1803 Ibid. X. 306 The general symptoms were pain
across the forehead with vertigo. 1840 Thackeray Paris
Sk. Bk. (1872) 185 He felt as if attacked by vertigo, and his

thoughts whirled in his brain. 1875 Richardson Dis. Mod,
Life 72 In those who have irregular circulation through the
brain, the tendency to giddiness and vertigo is more easily
developed.

b. With the.

1605 B. Jonson Volfone in. vii, Our drinke. . we will take,
vntill my roofe whirle round With the vertigo. 1631
Brathwait Eng. Gentlew. (1641) 316 What a circular ges-

ture wee shall observe some use in their pace as if they were
troubled with the vertigo. 17*5 Fain, Diet, s.v., The Ver-
tigo will sometimes seize upon those who look down from
an high Place. 1794 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 335 Thus on
turning round on one foot, the vertigo continues for some
seconds of time after the person is fallen on the ground.
i8a7 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1838) VII. 29 Your letter has
given me the vertigo—my head turns round like a chariot-

wheel, a 1883 Fagge Princ. <$• Pract. Med. (1886) I. 702
The vertigo caused by derangement of the liver.

C. With a, etc., and pi.

c i6ao Fletcher & Massinger Trag. Bamavelt V. ii,

Here's a Sword . . cures all rhumes, all Catharres, megroomes,
verteegoes. 1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 5 Your Faulkners
seele a Pigeons eye . . to prevent a Vertigo. 1698 Fryer Ace.
E. India $ P. 129 The Mountains fenced with horrible

Gulphs, till strange Vertigoes prejudicate Fancy. 1731
Swift On his Death Wks. 1755 III. 11. 242 That old vertigo
in his head Will never leave him, till he's dead. 1789 W.
Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 3g These.. occasion palsies, ver-
tigoes, and other nervous affections, which often prove fatal.

1830 Galt Life Byron xlvii. 310 He complained of frequent
venigos, which made him feel as though he were intoxicated.

1895 Zangwill Master in. ii. 302 The fumes of expensive
wines and cigars gave him a momentary vertigo.

2. Jig. A disordered state of mind, or of things,

comparable to giddiness.

1634 Wither Embl. 231 Those ustlesse and vaine temp'rall
things . . which if thereupon our hearts we set Make men and
women the vertigo get. 1661 Bagshaw in Baxter Ace. to
Inhabitants Kidderminster 43 For him now to be suddenly
advanced so much beyond his Art, will run the poor man
into a dangerous Vertigo. 170a Steele P'uneral 1. ii,

How dizzy a Place is this World you live in ! All Human
Life's a mere Vertigo ! 1709— Tatter No. 29 P 7 Absolute
Power is only a Vertigo in the Erain of Princes. 1810
Bentham Packing (1821) 187 The British Themis seems
little . . in danger of being healed of her habitual vertigo by
this one hand. 1831 Carlvlh Sart. Res. 11. v, There was
a certain delirious vertigo in the thought. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 217 That dangerous kind of intellectual vertigo
which often attacks writers on the currency.

3. The act of whirling round and round.
X853 De Quincey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 44 It was not a

humming-top that was required, but a peg-top. Now, this,

in order to keep up the vertigo at full stretch,, .needed to be
whipped incessantly.

VERUMONTANUM.
t Vertilage. Obs. [Irreg. f. L. vert-fre to turn.]

(See quots.)
1610 W. Folkincham Art of Survey 1. vii. 14 Tillage

generally taken may comprehend all maner of husbandings
of grounds, but it is heere limited to Vertilage and Fertilage.
Vertilage consists in Deluage and Fictilage. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 111. 333/2 Vertillage, is a preparing of Ground to
receive its Seed by stirring, tossing or turning the same.

t Vertingale, obs. var. Farthin-, Yardingale.
155a Huloet, Vertingale for agentilwoman, limus. 1869

Mrs. Palliser Lace vi. 79 Under the vertingale of black
taffety they wear a dozen or more petticoats.

Vertious, obs. form of Verjuice.

f Vertoll, obs. var. Yahdle, Vartiwell.
155a Huloet, Vertoll of a dore, vertebra, vertibulum.
Vertousnes, obs. f. Yiktuousn-ess.
Vertouyse, obs. Sc. f. Virtuous a.

Vertre, southern ME. var. Fir-tree.

t Vert-sauce. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. (also mod.
F.) sauce verte green sauce.] A sauce made prin-

cipally with green herbs. Cf. Green sauce.
(1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 441 Vert

Sause. Take parsel, and myntes, and peletur [etc.]. c 1440
Promp. Pan-. 509/1 Vertesawce, or vergesawce, , . viride
salsamentum. c 1450 Two Cookery Bks. 104 And sauce is

vergesauce [Douce MS. vert sauce]. 1483 Cath. Angl.
401 /i Vert sawse, vlridis salsa.

Vertu, Vertu, varr. Virtu. Vertual, obs. f.

Virtual a. Vertue^less, obs. ff. Virtue(less.
Vertuest, obs. superl. of Virtuous a, Ver-
tueux, obs. var. Virtuous a. Vertugal, var.

Verdugal Obs. Vertuise, obs. Sc. f. Virtu-
ous a. Vertules^se, obs. ff. Ylrtueless.

t Vertumnal, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. Vertumn-
us (see next); by Adams falsely associated with
ver spring, Ver sb. 1

] a. Vernal, b. Of or

pertaining to Vertumnus.
1622 T. Adams Eirenopolis 182 Her smiles are more

reuiuing then the Verttimnall Sunneshine. 1633

—

Exp.
2 Peter iii. £ We cannot, .keep back the cowslip to August,
nor the vertumnal flowers to autumn. 1705 N. Tate tr.

Coivleys Plants C.'s Wks. 1711 III. 405 The Goddess her
Vertumnal Kites prepares.

f Vertu mnals, sb.pl. Obs.~° [ad. L. Ver-

tumndl-ia sb. pi., the festival of Vertumnus, f.

Veriumn-us god of the changing year.] (See quot.)
1656 liLOL'NT Glossogr. (citing Eroughton), Vertumnals,

Feasts dedicated to, or Books treated [1674 treating] of the
god Vertumnus.
Vertuose, obs. f. Virtuous. Vertuositie,

obs. f. Virtuosity. Vertuoso, obs. f. Virtuoso.
Vertuous jiess, obs. forms of Virtuous(ness.
Vertuse, -tuyse, obs. Sc. ff. Virtuous a,

Vertw, obs. Sc. f. Virtue.

tVertwell. Obs.~l [ad. OF. vertevellc. see

Vartiwell.] = Varvkl.
13.. Part. Three Ages 238 Hchenntis thaym [sc. the

hawks] one honde.., Lowppes in thaire lesses thorowe
vertwells of siluere.

Verty, a- Sc\ Also 5 werty, 9 vertie, vair-

tie. [Aphetic f. Avertv a.] Attentive to busi-

ness
;

prudent, cautious, wide-awake, early, etc.

In early use coupled with wise.

1375 Harbour Bruce xvm. 439 King Robert.. was Wis in

his deid and ek verty. c 1425 \Vyntoun Crott. vm. 3121 He
wes wys and rycht werty. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 115 It efferis wele to a constable to be wys and
verty, and wele avisit in all his dedis. 1804 Tarras Poems
2 Archie, fu' vertie, owre the moorlan'spangs Ilk strype and
stank ; nae doubt he itchin langs To crack wi' San'. 1825

Jamieson Supply Vairtie, early. Buchan.

Hence VeTtyneas. rare"1
.

1456 Sir G. Have Bk. Knighthood Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 54
A man can . . mend ane evill fortune apperand be vei tynasse.

Veruel, obs. var. Varvel.
Verulamiaii, a. rare. [f. L. Verttlami-um

St. Albans.] Performed by, emanating from,

Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam.
1671 K. Bohun Wind 13 From another of the Verulamian

experiments. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 406 The
discipline, .had brought the public toa temper well fitted for

the reception of the Verulamian doctrine.

f Verule, obs. f. Ferrule sb. and v.

I 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., I'erules, or Ferrils,

several rings, one within another, which have the same
centre. Ibid., Vcruled, or Ferrilcd,. .are terms used in

heraldry to express the ornamental rings round hunting-

horns, &c.

II Verumontanum. Anat. [f. L. vera spit

+ montdnutn, neut. of montanus hilly.] (See quots.

1728 and 1831.)
1728 Chambers Cycl., Veru-montanum, in Anatomy,..

a

kind of little Valve, in the Place where the Ejaculatory

Ducts enter the Urethra. . . Its use is, to prevent the Urine,

in passing the Urethra, from getting in at those Ducts. 1771

Encycl. Brit. 1. 273/1 A small oblong oval eminence, .ter-

minating forward in a point, called caruncula or verumon-
tanum. 1831 R. Knox Cloauct's Anat. 817 The inferior

median line ends posteriorly at an oblong, rounded pro-

minence, about an inch long, called the Verumontanum
[Caput Gallinagiuis). This prominence is formed by the

mucous membrane. . . Anteriorly, it becomes thin and-ends in

a point, i860 Sir H. Thompson Dis. of Prostate^(1868) 16

Some minute vessels, chiefly venous, . .on either side of the

verumontanum. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder, etc-557 The
sinus in front of the verumontanum.

Verunda, obs. form of Vekanda.



VERVAIN. 151 VERY.

Veruorb, southern ME. var. Fak-fokth adv.

Vervail(e, obs. ff. Varvel.
Vervain (vauv^n). Hot. Forms : a. 4-6

verueyn(e, -veyn(e, 5, 7 -ueine, 4. 7 verveine,

4, 7-9 vervein. &. 5, 7 vervaine, 5 -wayne
(warwayu), 6-7 -uaine, 7- vervain, 7. 5-6 '

veruen(e, 6-7 -ven. 5. 6 veruyne, 6-7 ver-
;

uine, 6-S -vine ; 6 veruin, -uyn, 6-7 vervin,

-vyn (7 varvin). [a. AF. and OF. vervewe
\

(13th c. ; OF. also vcrvaimie, mod.F. verveine, =
[

Pro*., It. vej-vena) , ad. L. verbena Verbena.]

1. The common European and British herbaceous

plant, Verbena officinalis, formerly much valued I

for its reputed medicinal properties. Also rarely, '

some other species of the genus Verbena^ or the
[

genus itself. Cf. Verbena 2.

o. 1390 Goweb Con/. II. 262 Tok sche fieldwode and ver- '

veyne, Of herbes ben noghtbetre tueine. c 1400 L an^franc's
Cirurg. 243 A ^elke of an eij, & as miche of oile of rosis, &
as miche of iuys of verueine. 1x1435 tr. Arderne's Treat.
Fistula, etc. 64 Vitriol.. made with luyse of moleyn, or of

j

plantayne, or verueyn. 1611 Cotgr., Verveine, Verueine,
\

Holie hearbe, lunoes teares. 1706 Stevens Sp. Diet, r,

Verbena* the Herb Vervein. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1210/1 The
common name of Verbena officinalis,. .Vervein, our only \

native species. 1874 O'Shaughnessy Music <y Moonlight
161 Between the pathway and the wood She seemed to make
a softer clime For vervein, violet, and thyme. 1887 Moloney
Forestry IV. Afr. 401 Vervein {Verbena officinalis, L.).—
Herbaceous plant.

0. a 1400 Stockltolm Med. MS. ii. 315 in Anglia XVIII.
315 A lytyll wyl I tellyn of verwayne, Herbc rat meche is

of mayne, c 1425 Voe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 645 Hec neruena,
warwayn. 1477 Norton Ord. Alc/t. iii. in Ashm. (1652)

39 Vervaine, Lunara, and Martagon. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
11. cexxxv. 580 There be two kindes of Veruaine as Pliny
saith, the male, and the female; or as others affirme, vp. 1

right, and creeping. 161a Drayton Poly-olb. xiii. 21S And ,

hard by them againe he holy Vervaine finds. 1671 Salmon
Syn. Med. in. xxii. 439 Vervain.. is good against Tertian
and Quartan Agues. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 132 Ver-
vain flowers in June and July. 1757 Burke Abridgm.Eng. >

Hist. Wks. X. 196 The Druids also looked upon vervain, and
some other plants, as holy. 1781 J. Scott Poet. Wks. 97 ;

Vervain blue for magic rites renown 'd. 1816 Scott Anti-
quary xxiii, You have used neither charm,, .magic mirror,

nor geomantic figure. Where be.. your May •fern, your (

vervain ? 1830 Lindlf.y Nat. Syst. Bot. 239 The properties

formerly ascribed to the Vervain appear to have been ima-
ginary. 1873 ' Ouida' Pascarel \\\. vi. II, 90 About the feet

of the Tower of Galileo, ivy and vervain, and the Madonna's
herb, grew among the grasses.

y. a 14*5 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 63 Mirabolan
ow to be dissolued in gote mylk, ..or in rayne water or rose

water, or of veruene, or of anober stiptike herbe. 1545
Elyot, Hierobotane, the herbe called Veruen. 1567 Mai-let
Gr. Forest 64 Veruen, of some after their language is called

Holy Herbe. 1591 Lodge Hist. Dk. Normandy B ij b,

Thou art like the veruen, . .poyson one wayes, and pleasure

an other.

1. 1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Vervyn an herbe, uerueyne.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 9 b, Thynges good for
;

the eyes: Eyebryght : Fenell : Vervyn. 1561 Turner
Herbal u. 162 The second kindeof Veruine. ..The leauesof

j

thys . . are good agaynst . . serpentes. 1596 Cogan Haven
Health xxl. 41 Also one olde saying I haue heard of this

herbe, That whosoeuer weareth Veruin and Dill, May be
|

bold to sleepe on euery hill. 1610 Fletcher Faith/. Shepk.
11. i, And thou light Varvin too, thou must go after, Provok-
ing easie souls to mirth and laughter. 1638 Rawley tr. I

Bacon's Life $ Death {1650) 32 These yield a Robust heat, '

especially Elecampane, Garlick,. .Vervin, Valerian, a 1801

in Leyden Cout 0/ Keeldar xxiv. note. Gin ye wish to be \

leman mine, Lay off the St. John's wort and the vervine.

b. With distinguishing terms, denoting varieties

of this or other species of the genus Verbena. Also
applied to various species of plants resembling

or allied to (and sometimes formerly classed with)

the vervains.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 125 Verbena recta, ..Upright or
straight Veruayne. /bid., Verbena supina, . . Low and base
Veruayne. 1601 Chester Love's Mart, xlii, Base or flat

;

Veruine, and the wholesome Tansie. 1611 Cotgr., Ver-
vein* basse, Holie Verueine, creeping Verueine. Ibid.,

Verveine/emelle, Female Verueine. tbid.
t
Verveine tnasle,

Male Verueine, straight or vpright Verueine, common Ver-
ueine. c 171 1 Petiver Gazopnyl. x. 93 Luzone Vervain with
Mint like Leaves. 1731 Miller Gard. Dict.%y. Verbena,
Taller broad-leav'd Portugal Vervain. Ibid., Canada Nettle.
leav'd Vervain. Ibid., American Vervain with many Spikes.

J

1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl. s.v.j The fine-leaved Vervain.
. . The narrow-leav'd nettle Vervain of America. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXII. 403/2 Stockytarpha Jamaicensis, Jamaica !

Bastard Vervain. 1843 Ibid. XXVI. 254/2 Verbena An-
bletia, Rose-coloured Vervain.. .V. [now Lippia\triphylla, '

Lemon-seented Vervain. 1846-50 A. Wood Ctass-ok. Bot.

412 Verbena Spuria. Spurious or Jagged-leaved Vervain.
V. Angustifolia,.. Narrow-leaved Vervain. 1856 A. Gray

;

Man. Bot. (i860) 29S Verbena hastata. Blue Vervain... V. :

stricta, Hoary Vervain. 1868 — Less. Bot. (1874) 340 Vtr->

bena officinalis, European Vervain. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. I

Stink, Stinking vervain, the guinea-hen weed.

c. With a and pi. A single species or plant of

the genus Verbena.

1597 Gerarue Herbal 11. ccxlvi. 718 The Veruaines floure
in July and August. 184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 403/2 Many
of them [species of Slachytarpha] have been described as !

Vervains, but they are distinct from that genus. 1891 F.
',

Tennyson Psyche i, Garden sweets, Jasmin and vervains,

and old lavender.

.

2. Incorrectly used to render (or represent) L.

verbena: see Verbena I.

1548 Cooper Elyot's Diet., Verbenarius, was one of the

amhassadours sent from the Romaines vnto their enncmie*,
which ware on his heade a garlande of Veruen. 1567 Gold-
ing Ornefs Met. vn. (1593) 159 Altars twaine of turfTe she
builded:. .Both the which as soone as she had dight With ver-

vine [etc. J. 1600 Holland Livyxxx. xliii. 771 They should
carrie with them everyone by himselfe, certaine flint stones
of their owne, and likewise Verven. 1603 li. Jonson Scjanus
v. iv, Bestow your garlands : and, with reverence, place The
vervin on the altar. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vin. 90 Bind
those Altars round With Fillets; and with Vervain strow the

Ground. 1720 Ozell Vertofs Pom. Rep. I. v. 276 Shall we
..say to the Mqai and Sabines, take Branches of Vervain,
and return and sue to us humbly for Peace? 1759 W.
Mason Caractacus Poems 1830 II. 77 Lift your boughs of
vervain blue, Dipt in cold September dew. 1855 Singleton
Virgil I. 55 Festoon these altars and fat vervains burn.

1863 CoMIHGTON Odes Hot: iv. xi. 7 The altar, strew'd With
vervain, hungers for the flow Of lambkin's blood.

3. att?t'b. and Comb., as vervain family, order,

root, tree, etc. ; vervain-like adj. ; vervain hum-
ming-bird, the small Jamaican species, Mellisuga

minima; vervain-sage U.S. (see quot.).

c 1580 G, Harvey Marginalia, Hoppcrus (1913) 182 Redd
Roses, Verueyn rootes, ..Good for the sight. 171a tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 144 Which signifies the Planus, or
a kind of Vervain Tree. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Veronica, American shrubby Speedwell, with vervain-like
leaves. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 968 Verbenacea;, the
Vervain Family. 1861 Bkntley Man. Bot. 611 The Ver-
vain Order.—Herbs, shrubs, or trees. 1865 Woon Homes
without H. xxviii. 560 This is the Vervain Humming Bird,

..one of the minutest of the feathered race. Its popular
name is derived from its fondness for the West Indian ver-

vain. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 163 '2 The vervain genus
gives its name to the natural order (Verbenacex) of which it

is a member. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Vervain-sage, a
European species of sage {Salvia Verbenacd) with small
bluish flowers, sparingly naturalized in the United States.

b. Vervain mallow, a species of mallow,
Malva alcea.

1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 10 Alcea.. in eng-
lishe. .may be named Veruen mallowe, or cut mallowe. 1611
Cotgr., Guimauves sauvages, the wild Mallowes called,
Veruine Mallowes, cut Mallowes, and Simons Mallowes.
1681 Grew Musxum 11. iii. iii. 235 The Seed of the Ver-
vaine Mallow of Japan, c 1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's Eng.
Herbal Tab. xxxix. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Alcea. The common larger vervain matlow with red flowers.

178s Martyn Lett. Bot. xxiv. (1794) 342 Vervain Mallow
has an erect stem, ..the flowers large, and light purple.
1822 Hortus Angl. II, 204 Vervain Mallow. Stem erect;
lower leaves angular.

Vervall, obs. variant of Varvel.
Verve (vaiv). [a. F. verve, of obscure origin

;

in OF. (from 12th cent.) the sense is 'caprice,

fancy '.]

1. Special bent, vein, or talent in writing. Now
rare or Obs.

1697 Dryden Mneid Ded., Ess. (Ker) II. 216 If he be
above Virgil, and is resolved to follow his own verve, (as the
French call it,) the proverb will fall heavily upon him : Who
teaches himself, has a fool for his master. 1756 Gray in
W. Mason Mem. (1807) II. 119 You will not expect there-
fore I should give you any account of my Verve which is at
best., of so delicate a constitution. 1783 H. Wai.pole Let.
to IV, Mason 8 Nov., One of my most fervent wishes has
long been that you would exercise more frequently \\\cz>erve

that is so eminently marked as your characteristic talent.

1878 Smiles Robt. Dick 412 He had a strong poetic verve.

2. Intellectual vigour, energy, or * go ', esp. as

manifested in literary productions
; great vivacity

of ideas and expression. (Common from c 1870.)
1803 Beddoes Hygeia x. 35 Many such processes .. are

carried on with as high a verve or as true fervour as ever
accompanied poetic fiction. 1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog.
(1859) 233 There is Madame de Genlis, . .approaching her
eightieth year, full of verve, and announcing her ' Me*moires
de Dangeau'. 1871 Morley Voltaire 327 He.. launched
forth during the rest of the meal with his usual verve and
fanciful extravagance of imagination. 1879 M. Pattison
Milton 17a That thorough enjoyment of the labour, which
is necessary to give life and verve to any creation, whether
of thepoetorthe orator. 1894 A. Birrell Ess. v. 56 Cumber-
land tells the story with the irresistible verve of falsehood.

8. In general use : Energy, vigour, spirit.

1863 'Ouida' Held in Bondage iv. I, 87 There isn't one
half the verve among you new people there was in my
young time. 1885 Miss Braddon Wyltard's Weird I. 250
Such a man, not too young nor yet too old,.. full of verve
and enjoyment of life. 1893 Vizetelly Glances back II.

xxiv. 48 Thackeray's ' Mahogany Tree ', which.. [Mayhew]
gave in his deep bass voice with uncommon verve,

tVervecean, a. Obs~° [See next and -eak.]
(See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vervecean, Vervecine, of or be-

longing to a Weather or Sheep ; like a Weather.

Ve'rvecine, a. rare. [a. F. vervecine ;Rabe-
lais), or ad. L. vervecin-us^ f. vervec-is, vervex
wether : see -ink 1.] Of or belonging to a sheep.
The first quot. merely follows the burlesque diction of the

original text.

»<&53 Urquhart Rabelais it. vi, Goodly vervecine spatules
perforaminated with petrosile. 1656 [see prec.). 1835 Kirby
Hob. ft Inst. Anim. I. xi. 330 The vervecine and ovine
hydatids, which penetrate into their [sc. sheep's] lungs and
liver and occasion the rot.

Vervel(l, variants of Vakvkl.

t "Verven, obs. variant of Fervent a. 2.

Attributed to a rustic speaker.

1633 B. Jonson 7 ale Tubiu. ix, To mark the verven Heart
of a Beast,

Verven, etc., obs. if. Vervain. Vervena,
Vervente, obs. varr. Fervence, Fervent.

Vervet (vauvet). Zool. [a. F. vervet (Cuvier),

of obscure origin.] A species of monkey {Cerco-

pitkecus pygerythrus or C. lalandii), native to

various parts of Africa. Also attrib,
1884 Imp. Diet. 1893 Lyoekker Roy. Nat. Hist. I. 97

Still better known than the malbrouck h the South African
vervet monkey. Ibid., The fur of the vervet is of a greyi>h-
green colour. 1897 H. O. Forbes Hami-bk. Primates II.
00 The Vervet Guenon.. [is] very nearly allied to the G rivet,
..the Malbrouck, and.. the Green Guenon.
Vervil

v
e, obs. variants of Vakvel.

tVervise. Obs.-'1 (See quot. and PtrNKET^.)
1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. S § 18 Eny Clothe called Vervise,

otherwise called Plounkettes, Turkyns, or Celestrines with
broode listes,

Verwound, southern ME, var. ForwoUND v.

Very (ve*ri), a., adv., and sb. Forms: a. 3-5
(6 Sc) verray (4 verrai, -aie, 6 Sc. varray), 4-6
werray (4 werrai, warrai, 6 Sc* warray), veray
(5-6 veraye, weray), verai

; 4 6 verrey (4
verrei, ferrey, 5 werrey), verey (5 uerey, ver-
eye, 7 Sc, werey). 3. 4-5 verra, 6 Sc. vera,

werra ; S-g Sc. vera, 9 Sc. and north, verra ; 6-7

(9 north.) vara, 9.SV.varra. 7. 4-5 verre(5vere),
5-6 werre 6 were}. 5. 4-5 verri, verry (5, 9
dial, werry), 6-7 Sc. verrie (6 werrie), 9 dial.

varry, vurry
;

4-6 veri, 5- very (5 vary, 5, 7

•Sir., wery), 5-6 verye, 5-7 verie (6 werie, Sc.

vearie). [a. AF. verrai, verrey, verai, veray,

OF. verai, varai, vrai (mod.F. vrai, Pr. verai),

f. the stem of L, virus true.]

A. adj. I. 1. Really or truly entitled to the

name or designation
;
possessing the true character

of the person or thing named
;
properly so called

or designated; = True a. =.

Very common from c 1300 toe 1600 ; now rare except as an
echo of Biblical usage.

a. Of persons, or the Deity.
a, ff. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in 0. E. Misc. 27 lie bet hi

offrede gold, .seawede bet he was sothfast kink, and be bet
hi offrede Stor. .seawede bet he was verray prest. a 1300
Cursor M. 22729 A elude.. bar him vp, wonder bright;
Warrai man and godd warrai. 13.. Guy IVanv. 3563 Wele
hab Gij don bat day, As gode kni}t & verray. a 1380 in

Horstm. Altengl. leg. (1878) 32/1 A mayden, forsobe, wente
her in, But now forsobe, as i seo con, }onde sitteb a verrei
mon. 171400-50 Alexander 3S9 A verra victor a-vansid
with all be vayne werde. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv. 66
He..es a haly prophete and a verray in worde and in dede.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle 1. xv. (Caxton, 1483) 14 lhesu, .. that
were of Mary veray mayd bore in veray flesshe and bloode.
c 1470 Gel. <y Gaw. 957 Grant me confort this day, As thow
art God verray ! 1509 Fishek Funeral Serm. C'tess Rich-
mond Wks. (1876) 301 All the lerned men of Englonde to
whome she was a veray patronesse. 1521 — Serm. agst.
Luther i. Ibid. 313 To be vnto her in all suche stormes a
veray comforter. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 37 Be this word.,
be is veray God.

Y, «. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 310 Sib Crist, verrest
bischop of alle, cursede not for his tibes. c 1403 Lvdg.
Temple Glas 571 Nou am I cau^t vnder subieccioun, Forto
bicome a verre homagere, To god of loue. c 1450 Myrroure
our Ladye 323 Thow arte the certayne hope of wretches,
very mother of motherlesse. c 1460 Wisdom 15 in Macro
Plays 36 pe belowyde sone.., Spows of be chyrche, & wery
patrone. 15*6 TlHOALSAKtnt xi. 32 All men counted Ihon,
that he was a veri prophett. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, VI,
150b, She had one poynt of a very woman, ..she was..
mutable, and turnyng. 1549 &&> Com. Prayer, Ccmm.
Creed, Very God of very God. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips
21 I n respect wherof he is called thesonneof man, that is too
say, verie man. 1615 BsDWBU. Moham. Imp. it. 5 53 God is

a very spirit, a 1680 Hutler Rem. (1759) I. 102 Th are very
Men, not Things That move by Puppet-work. 1801 Mar.
Euceworth Moral P., Mile. Panache (181-^ 252, ' I confess,

1 am a very woman,' said Lady Augusta, with a sigh. 1854
Trench Synonyms §8 (ed. 2) 30 But he is oA-fln-o?, ..very
God, as distinguished from idols and all other false gods.

1857 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1870) II. 329 Thence we
went into Queen Mary's room, and saw that beautiful por-
trait—that very queen and very woman.

b. Of abstract things, conditions, or qualities.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 26103 And ban we sat be pointes rede
bat warrai scrifte al of has nede. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A.
1 184 So was hit me dere bat bou con deme, In bys veray
avysyoun. c 1^80 Wvclif Set. Wks. 1. 15 For ri^t-wisnesse

generaly is fulfillinge of lawe, and so fulfillinge of Goddis
lawe is verrei ri;t-wisnesse. c 141a Hoccleve Dt Reg.
Princ. 3313 Mercy.. Of hertc is a verray compassioun Of
othir menys harm, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. ix. gi The
fertilitee Of withi, reede, aller, yvy, or vyne That ther

is water nygh is verrey signe. c 1470 Hknrv Wallace 1. 3

Our antecessowris..\\e lat ourslide, throw werray sleuth-

fulnes. 1539 Cromwell in Merriman Li/e «t Lett. (1902) II.

202 Under the colour of a veray peax, whiche is neuertheles

but a cloked and furred peax. 156a WnfBT Cert. Tractatis

i. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. is Thre of the gretast ydolb,. .verray

ydolis in deid.

fi, i. 1303 R. Brunnb Hand! Svnne 1659 pere was verry

matrymony, witb-oute fleshly dede of any. c 1380 Wvclif
Set. Wks. I. 315 Crist axib here mekenes and poverte, wt£

verri pees. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret., Prtv. Pnv.\tf>

This goodis of Fortune or of kynde. .be not werry goodva,

for now thay byth.and now thaybythagone. c ijjpMertm
i. 1 1 Thou . . haste very repentaunce ofherte. Ibid. 1 3, 1 haue

very trust in god. that (etc. J. 1486 Bk. St. Albans aij,

Therfore thys book fowlowyng in a dew forme shewys veri

knawlege of suche plesure. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 24 A generall syght of y« principles & processe ol

very religyon. «54©-i Elyot Image Gov. 7 The moste pre-

ciouse garment of verie nobilitee. 157a J. Jones Bathes

Buckstone 5 Which wee abusively call worldely wealth, when



c 1410 Master 0/Game (MS. Digby 182) xv, pough ber be
alauntes of alle hewese, be verrey hewe of be good alauntes
. .shuld be white with a blake spotte aboute be eres.

3. In emphatic use, denoting that the person or
thing may be so named in the fullest sense of the
term, or possesses all the essential qualities of the
thing specified. Cf. Veritable a. 3.
Common from c 1550 to c 1700; now chiefly in the super-

lative, freq. qualifying something bad, objectionable, or
undesirable. Occasionally repeated in order to give addi-
tional emphasis.

a. With a or the preceding (or rarely without
article), or with pi. sb.
(a) 1384 Chaucer L. G. IV. 259 (Prol.), Thow thynkist in

thyn wit . . That he nys but a verray propre fole. 1484
Caxton Fables of Anion vi, He.. is a very fole. 1535
Coverdale 2 Kings xxii. 19 They shall become a very
dcsolacion and curse. 1545 Brinklow Compl. xxv. 75
Euery one of them is become a very Nero. 1576 Gascoigne
Kenelworih Castle Wks. 1910 If. 122 Heaven was not
heaven, it was rather a verye Hell. 1609 Holland Amm.
Marcell. Fj b, When he was dead, Valentinian his sonne a
very childe, was by the army stiled Augustus. 1662 Petty
Taxes 83 Not to rate., wool until it be cloth, or rather until
it be a very garment. 1693 Dkyden Juvenal vi. 592 When

VEHY.
as very wealth, is health. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. ]|. xxvi.
147 Also, Unwritten Customes. .by the tacite consent of the
Emperour. .are very Lawes. a 1679 — Rliet. xvi. (1681) 20
The written Law is but seeming justice; the Law of Nature
very justice. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 58 Half dead
with very death still drawing nigh.

c. Of material things.
a 1330 Roland \ V. 129 For to wite be sobe bere, Sif be

rel.kes verray were, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. (Martha)
i38 bono.. bad bame hyre in askis lay, & schaw til hyre a
cioice verra. C1449 Pecock Repr. 11. ix. 193 Ech lyuyng
man is verier .. ymage of Crist. .than is eny vnquyk stok
'495 1 revis.i's Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlvii. 569 It is harde
to knowe betwene the very precyous stones and fals. 1555Eden Decades (Arb.) 356 Many bouwes and branches
muche like vnto verye trees that are in owlde woddes. iSi\Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 23 The other parts
which we call compound, or instrumental!, which are the
verie members of the bodie. 1591 Timue Ten Eng. LepersKj b, They which are out of their wittes do not see the
verie things, but the fantasies of their passion. 1678 Hobbes
Decani, ix. 106 Such Iron were indeed a very and vigorous
Loadstone.

t d- Full, thorough, unqualified. 06s.
1446 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 339 The said

maister. .shal do his verray diligence to pourvey..a place as
gode. 1496 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 5,2/1 The said Quene is of
verrey will and mynde, that the same Erie shall be trulv
and fully contenteJ.

+ e. spec, in Law. (See quot. 1607.) 06s.
IS44 tr Littletons Tenures (1574) 96 b, But if it be verye

lord and verye tenaunt, and the tenaunte maketh a feoffe.ment in fee. [So Coke On Litt. (,628) 269.J .607 Cowell
Interpr. s.v Very Lord, and very Tenen,,. .are they that
be immediate Lord & lenent one to the other.

2. With limitation (usually expressed by the or
a possessive) to particular instances : The true or
real

;
that is truly or properly entitled to the name.

ISow arch. a. Of material things or places.
c J375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. (Christopher) 61 |>e king canma pe takme of be croice verra on hyme. 1387 Trevis\

H,gde„(RMs) 1. 255 Ysidre seib bat verray [ h.proprie dicta]
Germania nab in be est side be mouth of be ryuer Danubius
1414 Lay Lolxs Mass Si. App. ii. 120 The materyall
bred that was before is turnyd into Chrystys verray bodv
c 1450 Merlin xx. 329 Than he made vpon hym the signe
of the very crosse. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. ,5,,) 4lheyr tourney. .stgnifyeth the iourney to ye very Jerusa-
lem. 1535 Coverdale John vi. 55 For my flesh is »•• very

Godhe b. (S.T.S.) 61 He is the way, trothe, Iyfe.and lycht,
Ihe varray[t>.r. verray, verie] port, till heaven full rycht.
1651 Hobbes l.eviath. 1. i. 4 Though. .the reall, and very
object seem invested with the fancy it begets in us. 1849
"X^J&iiuuMSici (1906) 26 Thy very Flesh and Blood

D. Of abstract things, conditions, etc.
<ri374 Chaucer Boeth. m. pr. iii. (1868) 69 And by a maner

boujt..5e looken from a fer til bilk verray fyn of blisful-
nesse. C1400 Maundev. (1839) xii. 139 The! that schoiden
ben converted to Crist, .ben thorgheoure Wykkednesse..fer
fro us and straungeres fro the holy and verry ISeleeve

'

C1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xii. 65 But the trewe and verry I

vndirstonding ther of is this. C1465 Pol., Rel.,t, L. Poems
('y°3) 3 Pe welfare of Edward Rex moste riall, That is be
verie purpos that we labure fore. <i47o Col. % Gam. 161
I he verray cause of his come I knew noght the cace 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 b, Euery religious persone
sholdc intende the perfeccyon of his soule, whiche is the
very peace of the spiryte. 1538 Starkey England 1. i 10
I hys ys the veray true and cyuyle lyfe. 1577 St. AugManual (Longman) 106 The very wisedome of God shali
shew himselfe to them. 1S47 Saltmarsh Sparkles Gloiy
(1847) 80 Pastors, .. who cannot now minister as the oracles
of God, nor according to the very gifts of the Holy Ghost

"ri.
S9 GeN% P

'
Thomps°n <4"di Alt. Part. II. Ixxxvii

57 Ihe vulgar animosity against a skin,—the stamp of
lowly-mindedness, and very indication of cart blood.

o. Of persons or the Deity.
c 1430 Mirour Saluacioun 3 Xrist, goddes verray son and
wysdame. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 24 The
verray pape sanct Innocent had bene put out [by a false
pope). 1513 [CoverdaleJ Old God A> New (1534) 15 j

After yt >- eternall & the verye god had shewed hym selfe
vnto Adam. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Com,,,., PreAEasier 126 He is the very Pascall Lambe. 1567 Gude\
Godhe Ball. (S.T.S.) 184 The Priestis..ar the verray Antf-
chnstis. i6ooShaks. A. Y. L. iv. i. 71 What would you say
to me now, and I were your verie, verie Rosalind? 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 21 His minde was enlightened
to know the onely very God.
t d. Proper, correct. O/is.—1

152

I
£°°r

!

she
'

s scarce a tollerable Evil ; But Rich, and Fine, a
[

Wife s a very Devil. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 157 p 1 Marius
I 7as tH" a ver>' Boy. 1771 Franklin Auto/nog. Wks. 1840
I

I. 55 ine attorney was a very knave. 1826 Disraeli Viv.
<--rey 111 vi, \ es, it is madness ; very, very madness. 1829

•J?"
Anne of G. xxi, Sigismund Biederman will aid him

[

willingly, and he is a very horse at labour. 1888 J. Inclis
J entLifeinJigerlandi North Bhangulpore. .is admittedly
even for India a very sportman's paradise.
(*) «593 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 11. vii. § 6 Which insolency

must be repressed, or it will be the very bane of Christian
religion. 1648 Art. Peace in Milton's li'ts. (1851) IV 546Ihe intermedling of Governours and Parties in this King-
dom, with Sidings and Parties in England, have been the
very betraying of this Kingdom to the Irish. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 393 p 2 A Region, which is the very Reverse of

ifi
•

'f-
I7f L»*,5'r&" C- "iv. 234 Mortification, of

all kinds is the very life and soul of piety. 1779 Warner
in Jesse Stlwjm f, Contemf. (,844 ) ]V. 308 And then forow s

,
it is their very kingdom. 1872 Morlev Voltaire 5Voltaire was the very eye of modern illumination. 1882Manch.hxam. 29 Nov. 5/4 The atmosphere of most of the

courts, .is the very reverse of healthy.

b. With a inserted between the adj. and the sb.
qualified, esp. as or so very a. Cf. So adv. 14 d.
Now rare or Oiis,

1560 Da us U.Sleidane's Com,,,. 405 There can no man be
imagined so very a coward or so barbarouse. 156s Cooi-er
Jhesaurus, Adatque miser, euen as very a wretch. 1573-80
Tusser Huso. (1878)69 For oftentimes seene, no more verie
a knaue than he that doth counterfait most to be graue
1634 W. TiRWHVTtr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 352, I will onely
content myself to protest that you were never so very a poet
as when you spake of me. 1667 Pepvs Diary 29 July He
is as very a wencher as can be. 1704 J. Trapp Abra.Mule
111. 1. 1047 l'hou cam'st to find as very a Madman As ever
rav d in Chains. 1739 A. Hill in Richardson's Corr. (1E04)
I. 36, I was so very a boy when I suffered that light piece
of work to be published, that [etc.]. 1747-8 Richardson
Itnd. I. 182 A thing.. so very a nothing tn itself. 1804 H
Martin Helen o/Glenross IV. 118 So very a soldier. 1828
Scott Tapestr. Chaml: P47, I sank back in a swoon, as
very a victim to panic terror as ever was a village girl. 1844
C. Macfari.ane CampofRefuge v. (1897)77 Without know.
ing..how very a prisoner she is in her own manor-house.

O. In the comp. verier and (in later use more
commonly) the superl. veriest.
(a) 1548 Cooper Elyot's Diet. s.v. Ccrtus, There is no

veryer knaue. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Sen,,. Tim. 767/1The Lord will.. suffer vs to come home verier fooles and
doltes then wee went. 1648 Hunting ofFox 40 Your selves
veryer beasts then the hogs you lost. 1681 Flavel Meth.
Grace vu. 145 To represent it as a verier trifle, and need-
less thing than these his agents have done, a 1701 M mind-
XKLiJourn. Jerus. (1732) 94 Where the stump of the Tree
stood it meets with not a few Visitants so much veryer
stocks than it self, as to fall down and worship it. 1735
1\>pe Donne's Sat. iv. 28 A verier monster than on Africk's
shore, 1 he Sun e'er got, or slimy Nilus bore. 1814 Southfv
Irltocounselspeacer iv. All too long in blood had he been

nurst, And lie er was earth with verier tyrant curst. 1840
Clough Dipsychus 11. iv. 11 1 A verier Mercury, express
come down To do the world with swift arithmetic 1856
Avtoun Bothwell (1857) 8 A verier knave ne'er stepped the
earth.

VERY.

j

done of this thynge. 1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. 86 b/j Allethey meruaylled and saitf that thys was a veray and ryghtgood answere of the question.
,B

trut

A
'o°bs

very ^"e) "ght '
justly

'
Pr0Perly> riehtly,

r<"366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1627 This welle is cleDidas wel e .s knowen, The welle of Love, of ,erray rightri43oLYDG.A/m/w (percySoc . ) fcrnnw Zgffceke prosperity and nches.se, Withe scripture appering h>ther sighte, To him applyed of verray dew righteYe i4«o-HJ*h Y"t *,<- 57 Equ«, *b 'equo' is se d of "rraTr.ht And cheualere is saide of cheualrye. 1470-85 Malorv
f^Jf X

-
lxxxvl

v565. » ^d ony knyght. .ou|hTi oWryght socoure and rescowe soo noble a knyghte as ye are

e In (or fof) very deed: see Deed sb. 5 c
t&. Exact or precise, as opposed to approxi-

mate ; = 1 bi-e a. 4. 06s.

J^f^-^TS'"''"'- (lSlo
> 83 How "lykelle Iond &rent holykirke had to a prowe, Alle bei did extend to wittebe yerrey valowe. ,382 Wvcl.f Dent. xxv. ,5 Wei,t Thowshat haue ,ust and verrey, and euen busshel and verrey

shal be to thee, c 139. Chaucer Astrol. 1. § i 7 Euermo this
cercle equinoxial turnyth Iustly fro verrey est to verrey
west. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 40 The seid places with
t>
e?°,r,'?nances [to1 be soold to the verray valew. 148s loth

hep. Hut. MSS.Comm. App. V. 318 Ihe veray value of
the same. 1577 B. Gooc-e Heresbach's Hush, il (1586) 53Ihe verie time, as Theophrastus writeth, is at the spring.
1594 West Symbol. n.Chancerie § 95 Gently requiring him
..to deliver, such and so many of the said sheepe,. .or the
verie value thereof. 1652 Needham tr. Seidell's Mare CI
33 Ihey are not well agreed about the very particular
place. 1657 Trapp Com,,,. Job xxxix. 25 Horses will per.
ceive aforehand the very time of the fight.

tb. Of a copy, writing, etc. 06s. (Cf. 10c.)
i47o-85MALoRv^rM«>-xix.xiii.796Andbycause I haue

lost the very mater of la cheualer ducharyot 1 departe from
the tale of sir Launcelot. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VU,
49b, His awne confession written with hys awne hande the
very copy wherof hereafter ensueth.

te. Of a friend, servant, etc.: True, faithful,
sincere, staunch ; = Tbue a. 1. 06s.
Very common in the 16th c. In later use perh. merelv

intensive. '

^1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1686 Lucretia, Tc.drawe tomemorye The verry wif, the verry trewe Lucresse. c 1386—
W'fes 1 348 Pouerte a spectakele is, as thynkyth me,
Ihorw whech he may his veray frend i-see. a 1475 G
Ashbv Dicta Philos. 245 Who that cannat disseure wise
Irom bad Shal haue no verrey freendes bat be sad c J487-
1500 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 474 Your verrey
bedeman the provost of the kynges College. 1532 Crom-
well in Merriman Life t, Lett. ( IOo2) I. 347 My veraye
Frend^ and Felow Mr. John Welsborne. 1^84 B. R. tr.

I ende. Your very fnende. B. R.

(b) 1530 Palsgr. 327/2 [The] Veryest foole, le plus fol.
1571 Digges Panto,,,. 1. xxx. Kj b, He hath erred euen
in the pnncipall, and as I might tearme them the veriest
trifles. 1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 111. (1586) 126, I
know not which of these two sortes are the veriest fooles.
1630 Prvnne Anti-Armin. 155 He is no more. .for the
Elect, than hee is for the veriest Reprobate. 1695 Congreve
Love for L. lit. vi, I swear Mr. Benjamin is the verriestWag in nature ; an absolute Sea.wit. 1709 Steelb Taller
No. n r$ His Sons and his Sons Sons, have all of 'em been
the veriest Rogues living. 1742 Blair Grave 642 The
veryest Gluttons do not always cram. ijBo Mirror No. 104,hrom the same causes, the veriest trifle. .had become to
him an object of importance. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man
(1835) I. ii. 129 There is no enjoyment whatever in the
veriest hell of assembled outcasts. 1859 Kingsley Misc.
(i860) I. 227 Poetry, which read by the veriest schoolboy
makes music of itself. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 200 Even
the deep sinking at the Rosebridge Colliery is but the
veriest dent in the earth's surface.

4. t a. Truthful, true ; sure, reliable. 06s.
ni3oo Cursor M. 3473 Oure lauerd..Had don hir in to

sikernes, Thoru his werrai prophecie, Quat suld be baa
chllder vie. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9965 pese
wurdes are verry and clere; Dauyd hem seyth yn be
sautere. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 87 Sekyrly I hop that
Ihomas prophecy Off Hersildoune sail verray be In him.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 34 Come lord y' thi prophets

53 Y?'!
d
i
e
r?.i'

!le and verra >'- c '45o Harl. Contin. Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 516 A verey prove cowthe not be hade in that
mater, wherefore the kynge grawntede to beim bothe theire i

Iyves. 01505 Chron. Lond. (Kingsford) 222 This yere.. I

came veray tydynges vnto the kyng..that the frensh kyng
was dede.

b. Of truth : Exact, simple, real, actual.
c 1386 Chaucer Sar.'s T. 158 This is a verray sooth with

outen glose. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 66 Herkenes now, and
3e may here The werre sothe alle plenere. c 142s Lvdg.
Assembly ofGods 1226 And I shall yow tell the verrey sothe
ot all. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour e vij b, And alle this is I

yery trouthe 1534 More Com/ agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1193/2
it he. can by no meane be shogged oute of bis deadde
slepe, but wil nedes take hys dreame for a verye trouth.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 237 I n verv tru th, sir, I had as
net be hang d sir, as goe. 1611 Florio, Verila, truth, veritie,
yene-sooth. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anal. 1. v. 8
10 speak the very truth. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. xi. '

(1852) 133 He had spoken the very truth, and transformed
1

it into the veriest falsehood. 1882 Myers Teneriffe vii,
And is the World's in very truth An impercipient Soul ?

te. Of decisions, etc.: Just, true. 06s.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. 1. xlvii. 202 (Addit. MS.), Therfore we

are turned agayn, to here a verrey dome, what is for to

Herodotus To Rd
1607 R. Qarew] Ir.'Estienne's World'of IVmders ^Va
gentlewoman of Lorraine, my very friend. 1608 Rowlands
*"."»,* Poking Gl. 14 A Gentleman a verie friend of mine.
1676 Wvcherley PI. Dealer in. i, Sir, Sir, your very Ser-
vant

; I was afraid you had forgotten me.
t V. Of persons : Truly or rightfully standing in

a certain position or relationship ; rightful, lawful,
legitimate. 06s.
? 1461 Paston Lett. II. 68, 1 am very heyre, by the disceas

of my fader, to a place called Keswyk. 1495 Act 11
Hen. VII, c. 56 Preamble, Landes..to the whiche the vere
owners be now restored by dyvers actes. 1513 Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) V. 51, I do give my full power.. unto my saide
suster Lucie, and I do charge hir, as she is very mother ofmy saide nece [etc.]. 1545 Charters ret. Glasgow (1906) II.
509 His varray lawful cessionaris, donatouris and assignais.
1568 Grafton Chron. (1809) II. 105 Neither King Edward
himselfe nor the Duke of Clarence were lawfully begotten,
nor were they very children of the Duke of Yorke. 1606
Mum,,,. Metros (Bann. CI.) 657 We . . constitutis .. Oure
verrie lauchfull vndoubtit and irreuocabill Procuratouris,
actons, factoris [etc.].

trans/ 1570-6 Lambakde Peramb. Kent (1826) 203 In the
yeere, 1146, was founded Boxleyin Kent.theverie daughter

I

of Clarevalle.

t b. Legally valid or established. 06s.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 24 To be put in rememoraunce

of youre auncien enheritaunce, verray right and titlein youre
duchies of Gascoigne and Guien. 1487 Munim. Metros

1 (Bann. CI.) 618 pe Abbot, .hes verray ncht to )>e erdesiluer
of be quer of be said Kirk.

II. 8. Used as an intensive, either to denote
the inclusion of something regarded as extreme or
exceptional, or to emphasize the exceptional pro-
minence of some ordinary thing or feature.
In very common use from the 16th cent. With slight

change of syntax the sense may commonly be expressed by
theadvs. 'even' or 'actually . Various types of context
(with the, possessives, etc.) are illustrated in the several
grouos of quotations ; the use in (d) is now obsolete, and that
in (c) a rare archaism.
(a) c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 565 Ran cow and calf,

and eek the verray hogges Sore fered were for berkyng of
dogges. 1526 Tindale Luke ii. 35 The swearde shall pearce
the very hert off the. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xcvi.6 The very
heauens declare his rightuousnes, & all people se his glory.
1590 Sir T. Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. 8 b, All Coronells
and Captaines of footmen, yea euen the verie Lieutenants
generalls. 1632 J. Havward tr. Biondfs Eromena 180 Sore
was she troubled with vomiting, so as having nothing in her
stomack, she cast up the very pure bloud. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. iv. 184 The Provost.. being provided for in all parti-
culars, to the very points of his hose. 1712 Steele Sped.
No. 306 P 1 It goes to the very Soul of me to speak wha\ I
really think of my Face. 1728 Pope Dune. in. Notes (1736)
223 All tastes and degrees of men, from those of the highest
quality to the very rabble. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vu.
ix, The very air was rent with cries. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
xxxiu, He flew like the very wind. 1832 Warren Diary



VERY.
Late Physic. II. iii. 122 The room was crammed to the very
door. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 5 (1882) 140 The very
retainers of the royal household turned robbers. 1891 *

J. S.
Winter ' Lumlcy xv, It's absurd on the very face of it.

(b) 1535 Coverdale //aa. iii. 2 In thy very wrath thou
thinkest ypon mercy. 1563 Homilies 11. Rogation Weekiv.
P2 Tostriueforour very nghtes and dueties, with the breche
of loue & charitie, . . is vtterly forbydden. 1595 Locriue 1. i.

68 A greater care torments my verie bones. 1600 in Morris
Troubles Cath. Fore/. (1872) 1. iv. 194 Oftentimes their very
beds they lie upon.. are sold before their faces. 1620 T.
Granger Dtv. Logike 100 Yet in their verie mutuall rela-
tion there is also force of arguing to explicate a sentence.
1681 Dryden Ads. $ Ac/tit. To Kdr. , The Chyrurgeon's work
of an Ense rescindendum, which I wish not to my very
Enemies. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 27 You may imagine
what Case we were in when one of them began to hack our
very doors with an Ax. 1768G0LDSM. Good-n. Man 1. i, His
very mirth is an antidote to all gaiety. 1807 Crabbe Far.
Keg: 1. 735 His very soul was not his own. 1831 Carlvle
Sart. Res. 1. i, That we do not. .see what is passing under
our very eyes. 1836 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (1837) III.
vi. 86 The plain and solemn sense which they bear on their
very front. x88o M cCarthy Own Times III. xlvii. 433 His
very defects were a main cause of his popularity.

(c) 1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. John 118 b, So nowe
they sawe certainly at very hande the thing to be true. 1561
T. Hobv tr. CastigUone's Courtyer 11. (1577) Kiij, There
needeth no art, bicause very nature hir selfc createth and
shapeth men apt to expresse pleasantly. 1571 Dicges
Pantam, 1. xvii. E iij b, And yet in conueying of waters any
great distance, very experience wil bewray an error. 1609
Bible (Douay) Numb. xiv. comm., It is so absolutely
necessarie in everie communitie to have one Superior of af,

that verie mutiners themselves do ever choose such a one.
1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 233 They keepe the Roman Lent, but
more strictly, abstaining from Fish, and very Oyle (which
they use for butter). 1649 Karl Monm. tr. Senauit's Use
Passions (167 1) 81 The noise of Trumpets puts them in good
humor, and.. very hurts do animate their courage. 1657
Cromwell in Burton's Diary (1828) II. 329 Their greatest
persecution hath been of the people of God, .. as I think very
experiences will sufficiently demonstrate. 1851 KEBLROccas.
Papers fy Rev. (1877) 240 By the way in which things are
managed all Apostolic authority is denied in the Church,
and very unbelievers may settle what we are to believe.
Id) 1616 in J. Russell Haigs(iSSi) vii. 15S For fear that

his very being my brother left., some impression of the truth
of his accusations 1665 Boylb Occas. Reft, v. x. (1675) 335
Those Beams, which derive a new Glory from their very
being broken.

b. Emphasizing sbs. which denote extremity of
degree or extent.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. 5 1 Ley thi reule vp that same
day, & thanne wol the verray point of thy rewle sitten in the
bordure, vp-on the degree of thy sonnc. 1330 Palsgr. 806/1
At the very dawnyng of the daye. Ibid. 820/1 In the very
myddes..of a thyng. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Jofot viii. 4
The Scribes..said,.. Master, this woman was taken in adul-
terie, in the verie act. 156s Ai.len Def. P'urgat . (1886) 3
That matter which.. I perceived of all other causey in the
world, most to touch the very core of heresy. 1590 Swin-
burne Testaments^! He that is at the very pointe ofdeath.
1605 Camden Rem. t It cannot be impertinent, at the verie
enterance, to say somewhat of Britaine. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. 116 From the very brims of Tigris banke,
as farre as to Euphrates, there was no greene thing left.

1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 401 He.. then draws the
lower part of that noose close up to the very corner of it.

1851 Gallenga Italy 359 The Milan government, we are in-
formed, was a bankrupt from the very outset. 187a Rout'
ledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 347/1 Reduce this movement to the
very minimum. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 18 Quiet slow
sure money-making proves the matter's very root.

+ c. Qualifying prononns in order to give em-
phasis. Sometimes emphasizing identity (cf. sense
10 b). Obs.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 281, 1 wys even veray I myself
am y« manne. 1548 — Erasm. Par. Luke i. 17 And verai
he shal be the expectacion of all nacions. 1561 T. Hoby tr.

Castiglione's Courtyer 1. (1577) E v, For very such make the
greatnesse and gorgeousnesse of an Oration. 1624 Quarles
Job xv. 26 I'm ttirn'd a laughing-stock To boyes, & those,
that su'd to tend my Flock,, .these (euen very these) Flout
at my sorrowes. 163a Holland Cyrupxdia 200 And this
U even very Bhe, whom you.. were wont to sport with.
ai7oi Sedley Venus fy Ad. Wks. (1766) 56, I am ty'd to
very thee By ev'ry thought I have.

d. Coupled with own.
1863 Kinglakk Crimea (1877) I. vi. 89 A prince who

wielded with his own very hand the power of All the
Russias. 1884 Mrs. Ewing Mary's Meadow (1886J 72, I
had to have it, for my very own.
9. Neither more nor less than (that expressed by

the sb. qualified); exactly that specified without
qualification ; = Sheer a. 8.
Qualifying abstract nouns, esp. those denoting emotions or

conditions, and usually following a prep., esp.y&r.
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 132 For verray feere so wolde

hir herte quake, a 1440 Partonope 849 She gynneth to wepe
For verray joye. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 69
(He) throu verray furs was the first lord of that realme.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 37, I yevc.to my neve..my
best purs . . and xx li. to put ther inne, . . and wil he be servyd
apart with the fyrst, of verray love. 1535 Cover da le Zech.
viii. 4Sochasgo with statics in their hondesfor very age. 1568
Grafton Chron. 1 1. 168 The Sommer was so hote that men
dyed with very heat. 1577 Hoi.insheo Hist. Scot, in Ckron.
I. 157/1 Through verie displeasure of suche iniuries as shee
daylye susteyned at the handes of his concubines, shee
founde meanes to strangle him. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. ia
As a man who.. for very spight Stilt will be tempting him
whofoyls him still.

x8ia Crabbe Tales x\\\\. 73 Fondly she pleaded and would
gently sigh, For very pity, or she knew not why. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Ettg. 11. I. 191 The sailors mutinied from
very hunger. 1878 Masque Poets 31 For veriest joy her red
mouth laughs.

Vol. X.
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b. With a limiting or restrictive force: That
alone to the exclusion of any thing else; = Mebb
a-* 5-

1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) 495 Having no
other promocions but theyre verye stipende or wages.
1574 Bourne Regiment/or Sea xix. (1577) 50 b, Then haue
they no other helpe but onely the very account of the
shippes way. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iv. 9 Your very good-
nesse, and your company, Ore-payes all 1 can do. 1618 in

Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 424 There be.. 17,000 Sheets of paper
in that Book, which, upon ordinary account, cometh to eight
hundred and fifty pound, the very writing. 1657 Crom-
well Speech 23 Jan. {Cartyie), So give me leaue, in a very
word or two, to congratulate with you. 1703 Rowe Fair
Penit. 1. i, At thy very Name My eager Heart springs up.
Ibid., Sure 'tis the very Error of my Eyes. 1817 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II. v. vii. 595 The Governor-General treated the
very request as a high offence. 1843 *• W. Bugin Apol.
Reviv. Chr. Archit. 40 The very weight and massiveness of
the work causing it frequently to settle and give. 1894 P. H.
Hunter Jas. inwick xii. 153 The verra mention o* Tod-
Lowrie's name was eneuch.

10. Used (after the, this, that, etc.) to denote or

emphasize complete or exact identity : a. Of
points of time.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke x. 20 In that very houre he

reioyced in spirit, and said [etc.]. 1610 Day Festivals i.

(1615) 20 Even in this nickeof time, this very, very instant.

1617 Moryson Iiin. 1. 193 The bell of that Church was
sounded upon the verie day of Saint Bartholmew. 1683
Brit. Spec. Pref. p. ii, To which, .this our Island has been so
fortunate as to have been subjected from its very first being
inhabited to this very Day. a 17x1 Prior Dinvn-Hall
xxviii, Come this very instant. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat.
141 She died just this very Day Seven Years. 1796 Sted-
man Surinam I. i. 29 On the very day of our debarkation,
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II.26S It is a rule of law., that a
remainder must vest, either during the continuance of the
preceding estate, or at the very instant of its determination.
18x0 Keats St. Agnes xiv, My lady fair the conjuror plays
This very night. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 643
Jeffreys gave directions that Alice Lisle should be burned
alive that very afternoon.

b. In general xtse.

In quots. under (b) corresponding to a defining clause
which follows the sb.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. i. 84 Why this is.. the very
hand : the very words. 1605 — Macb. 1. vii. 76 When we
haue mark'd with blood those sleepic two. . ,and vs'd their
very Daggers. 1611 Bible Ps.xxxv.8 Into that very destruc-
tion let him fall. 1657 Sparrow Ilk. Com. Prayers We are
taught to pray, ' And lead us not into temptation '...which
very method holy church here wisely imitates. 1661 Ait
13 Chas. II, c. 9 §6 All the Papers.. shall bee duely pre-
served and. .the very Originals sent up intirelyand without
fraud to the Court of Admiralty. 171a Arbuthnot John
Bull in. i, Timothy Trim; whom they did, in their con-
science, believe to be the very prisoner. 1771 Lucko.mbe
Hist. Print. 390 We put neither folio nor any thing else
over the very Dedication. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxv,
' Young woman,' said he, * your sister's case must certainly
be termed a hard one \ ' God bless you, sir, for that very
word!' said Jeanie. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. vii.

(1852) 201 It must be made apparent, that what was
demanded of human nature was the perfection of that very
human nature. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 394 First of all
answer this very question.

(/<) 1641 J. Shuts Sarah fy Hagar(i64$) 151 We have but
little reason to expect, that God should gratifie us in the
very individual thing that we desire. 1681 Dryden Abs. <y

Ackit. 1. 61 Those very Jews who at their very best Their
Humour more than Loyalty exprest Now wondred. 1705
Stanhope Paraphr. III. 566 Each are continually intent
upon^ that very thing, to which Each are respectively
appointed. 1780 Mirror No. 99, The supposition, that
this is the very character which Shakespeare meant to allot

him. 1796 Jane Austen Pride $ Prej. x, Seeking the
acquaintance of some of those very people, against whom
his pride had revolted. 1857 Buckle Hist. Civiliz. I. i. 6
They.. take for granted the very question at issue. 1891
Law Times XC. 463/1 The contents of the deed were
falsely stated by the very person who ought to have
advised her on such legal matters.

c. Of words : Exactly corresponding to those of
an original or previous statement.
«598 [see bj.^ 1778 Jefferson Autobiog. App., Wks. 1859

I. 146 Preserving, however, the very words of the established
law. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. II. 11. i. §57. 51 He has
neglected to quote the very words of his authorities. 1865
Kingsley Hcrew. xv, I said it, I said it. Those were my
very words t

d. The very thing, the tiling exactly suitable or
requisite.

I768Sterne.SV«/. Journ., MonlreuiKijjS)!. ooltoccurr'd
to me that that was the very thing. 180a Mrs. J. West
Infidel Father II. 123 This behaviour was certainly the
very thing. 1868 Newman Let. in The Month July (1909)
66, I am both surprised and glad at your news. . . I think it

is the very thing for you.

B. adv. f 1. Truly, really, genuinely ; in or
with truth or reality ; truthfully. Obs.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 333, I dewoutly awowe, bat verray
bes halden, Soberly to do pe sacrafyse when I schal saue
worbe. c 1375 Cursor M. 22973 (Fairt), Hot mani man bat
wele can rede vnderstandis no',t al verray quat be vale of
Iosaphat is to say. C1384 Chaucer H. Fame u. 571 It..
hath so very hys tykenes That spack the word, c 1440 Bone
Florence 1928 The abbas, and odur nonnes by, Tolde hyt
full openlye, That hyt was so verraye. c 1485 Digby Myst.
(i?i2) 11. 357 The compyler bere-of shuld translat veray so
holy a story.

t b. Qualifying an adj. or pa. pple. Obs.
Not always clearly distinguishable from next.
i387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) V. 329 But for he was verray

repentaunt he was exciled for be fey. 14*3 Jas. I Kingis
Q. cUix, ! verray sely wrech, I sc welc by thy dedely

VEEY.
colour* pale, Thou art to feble of thy-self to streche Vpon
my quhele. C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 335 None schal
be ouer skypped in any wyse for any suche chaunge, withe
oute a very resonable cause. C1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon viii. 191 Two thousand knyghtes. ., all yonge men
of pryme berde, whiche were very frenshe. 15*9 More
Dyaloge in. Wks. 244/ 1 Both those tonges [i. e. Greek and
Latin] wer as verye vulgare as ours, c 1593 in Spalding
Club Misc. I. 5 Your Maiestie and the consell hes to Judg
gif thay be laucliful, and uerray qualifiit.

2. In a high degree or measure ; to a great ex-
tent ; exceedingly, extremely, ^roatly.
Sometimes emphasized in speaking, and italicized in

printing, to give additional force. (Cf. 4.)

a. Qualifying positive adjs. (and ppl. adjs.)

used predicatively, attributively, or absolutely.
a. C1470 Henry Wallace 1. 86 Erie Patrik than till Ber.

weik couth persew ; Ressawide he was and trastyt werray
trew. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 328 In the latine it hath
a veray good grace. 1554-5 >» Feuiilerat Revels Q. Mary
(igi4> 173 Of verey fayer quaint & strange attier. 1560 Dals
tr. Steidane's Coinm. 255 Machlin (a veraye fayre Towne..
in Brabant), a 1578 Linuksay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 4 Topray me think it is verray necessarie.

{. a 1500-34 Cov. Corp. Christi PI. 11. 513 Those fowlys
the ar full far fro me And werie yvill for me to fyiule. 1530
Palsgr. 327/2 Very good,/orr ton. Ibid. 828/1 Very farre,

very hye, very lowe, etc. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 317 The said pest come in the
towne of kirkcaldie that thair deit veirie mony. 1588
Knarcsborough Wills (Surtees) I. 169 My father.. ys a
verye old man. 1600 J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa 56 This isle

is very scarce of oile and of corne. Ibid. iv. 224 Hatha,
whereof now there remaine but very few ruines. 1661 Pr.
RurERT in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm. App. V. 8 Tell
him that [I] am very glad to heere of his recouvry. 1676-7
Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 530 A Bill for exporting
Coals free, or at a very easy custome. 1709 Steele Patter
No. 44 r 6, I have, I fear, huddled up my Discourse, having
been very busy. 1774 Goldsm. Aat. Hist. (1776) V. 56
They lay very large eggs, some of them being above five

inches in diameter. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Biog.
III. 175 Vou yay this to relieve me, and 'tis very kind of
you. 1803 Med. Jrttl. X. 304 An intermittent tendency
was also very observable in some instances. 1838 T. Thom-
son Chem. Org. Bodies 580 A soft mass,.. very soluble in

alcohol. 1856 Ln. Granville in Life (1505) I. 211 Very
few of our Embassy were invited (to the party]. 1880
Disraeli lindym. 1.x vii, Cards of invitation to banquets and
balls and concerts, and ' very earlies'.

b. Qualifying another adverb.
1448 J'aston Lett. 1. 76 Vere hartely your, Molyns.

I53° Palsgr. 814/1 Very erly in the mornynK, au plus
tnatyn. Ibid. 843/2 Very gladly, moult 7 ouleu tiers. Very
hardly, a paynes... Very seltlome, /Yw soituent. a 1553
Udall Royster D. iv. vi. (Arb.) 70 But very well I wist he
here did all in scorne. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 22 The Roucrnour hard thir vordis verrey
plesandlie. 1630 B. Jonson New Inn Dram. Pers., Sir
Glorious Tipto.. talks gloriously of any thing, but very
seldom is in the right. 1664 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery
ii. §8. 118 For if it were [necessary], very extremely few
would do their duty. 1691 tr. Emjiianne's Irauds Rom.
Monks (ed. 3) 130 The next day we set out very betimes in
the Morning towards Mount Alvtrne. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 58 r 4 Several Pieces which have lived very near as
long as the Iliad it self. 1795 Ceutl. Mag. 543/1 Nonjuring
clergymen and their families partook very largely of his
benevolence. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 510 Courts of
equity would do very ill by not adopting that rule. 1835
Ure Philos. Manuf. 158 The spindles should revolve very
quickly in the spinning frame. 1867 Drane Chr. Schools
II. iii. 129 The school at Sempringham very soon became
famous.

c. Qualifying past pples. used predicatively or

attributively: = Very much. (See Much adv.

I c.) Also exceptionally with like vb.
The correctness of this usage, which has been prevalent

from the middle of the 17th cent., depends on the extent to
which the participle has acquired a purely adjectival sense.

1641 in Nicolas Priv. Mem. Digby (1827) Introd. p. lix,

At which the good Knight seemed very ' scontcnted. 1664
Extr.St. P. ret. Friends in. (1912) 215 Faber, a Jerman,..
being a very suspected person, reatber of t-.. fty principalis.

170a Addison Dial. Medals ii. (1726) 35 Many very- valued
pieces of French, Italian, and English appear in the same
dress [i. e. dialogue). 178a R. Cumberland Anetd. Painters
(1787) II. 00, I was a very interested and anxious spectator.

179a W. Roberts Looker-on No. 14 (1794) I. 179 Betty.,
looked very pleased at several passages. 1804 Syd. Smith
Mor. Philos. (18=0) 54 A very over-rated man. 184a Geo.
Eliot Life in Lett. ^ Jrnls. (1885) I. 112, I am becoming
very hurried. 1874 Dasent Half a Life III. 60, I should
so very like to know who this Mr. BaH and his daughter
are. Ibid. 177 Her foot is very swollen. 1876-7 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) I. 79 In this rather confused and very dis-

appointed letter.

d. With a negative, freq. denoting * only moder-

ately '. 'rather un—

\

1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 31 Oct., Then it went off,

leaving me sickisb, but not very. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Observ. Surg. (1771) 269 It was not very adherent to any

other Place than the Coccyx, a 1871 Grote Eth. Fragm.
i. (1876) 24 They leave them unnoticed, and are not very

willing to admit them in their full extent at all.

3. In purely intensive use. a. Kmphasizing

superlatives, esp. best, last, next.

t Also with virtual superlatives, as principal.

1567 Drant Horace, Pp. vii. D iij. He will see the. .wyth

the swallowe verye firste that cummes into that place. 1654

Gataker Disc. Apol. 17 This fel out to be the verie next

day after Qeen Elizabeths decease. 1664 Extr. St. P.

ret. Friends D. (1911) 188 A greater meeting, .at her house

then ever, the very next Sunday after the Sessions. 1684

Scanderbeg Rediv. vi. 142 The City was now redue'd to the

very last Extremity. 17x7 ATTKMBrRv Serm., 1 Pet. ii. 21

(i7i*) I. vi 161 How then should the very Best of us..
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expect, to be free from them? i7S3 Miss Collier Art
Jormenl., Gen. Rules{iSn) ,99 If you kr.ow yourself to be
ot some consequence, although not the very principal per-
son of the party. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy ix. xxx, In the
very next page. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Bug, iii. I. ,o8Three
or the very richest subjects in England. 1865 BarincGould
Hemoolves v. 53 Whenever they stray in the very least.
189a E. Reeves Home-ward Bound 143 You have missed
the very best thing in Kandy.

b. Denoting and emphasizing absolute identity
or difference, esp. with same or opposite.
?<zi5oo Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc) 215 It is the vereyesame [Wind man]. 154a Udall Erasm. Apofh. I. Socrates

$86eirj, Plato,., whiche in rebukyng hym [Socrates] did
conurfitte the veraye selfe same faulte, that he rebuked
2601 Shaks. Alts IV. 11. iii. 29 That's it, I would haue said,
the vene same i66aj. Davies U.OIcarius Voy.Ambass.
182 I hat which happen'd on the very same day the year
before. 17,, Addison Sped. No. 44 P 6 Whose Murther hewould revenge in the very same Place where it was com.muted. I78i [see Selfsame a. 1]. 1833 I. Tavlor Fanat.
1. 7 Ihe very same spirit of kindness which should rule us
in the performance of a task such as the one now in hand.
183S \

Mitchell Acharn. ofAristoph. 690 note. The verv
opposite word was of course expected.

to. With advs. of time, place, or manner:
Exactly, precisely, just ; = Even adv. 6. Obs.
(<•) 1530 Palsgr. 808/! Evyn very now, tout fin, may*.

tenant, a ,553 Udall Roister I). ,v. vi. (Ar'b.) 70 T.
J rusty. But when gost thou for him ? M. Mcry That do
1 very nowe. * 1555 Pnu.r0T Exam, f, Writ. (Parker Soc.)
334 It is possible some part of the Church for a time to be
deceived when, .they have a zeal of the truth,., yea, very
then when they err, and plunge into any vice or sin. 1644Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings 74 If we alleadge Ignatius,
it is to be feared lie'l fare no better, for a great Scholar
hath very now rejected all we have of him. 1645 Quarles
sol. Aecant. vm. 41 Did not that voice, that voted Wisdome
vain But very now, now cry it upa-ain?
(*) 1530 Palsgr. 823/2 Very here, very ther, droit cy,

droit la. 161a Two Nolle K. v. iv. 115 In this place firstyou fought
: ev n very here I sundred you.W a 159a Greene Alphonsus 11. ii, What newes is this ?and is it very so? Is our Alphonsus yet in humane state?

1632 Sanderson Serm.al Very so ought we to conceiue the
meaning of the vniversall panicle 'Every man '.

4. Repeated in order to convey greater emphasis
1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 128, I haveaverry verry

great jealousy Lord Digby will be left in the lurch. r653Walton Angler ,37 He [the salmon) is very, very seldom
observed to bite at a Minnow, .and not oft at a fly. i7aa

, .J??
Fla«ue < l896) 46 It was indeed very, very, very

dreadful .807 Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary ,3 July 1862)
11. 317 I he retribution may be just but it is verv verv

f
ver

j\ ,

l8*5 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/ Many Fr.
1. 300, I think him pleasant, and handsome, and—.' 'Oh'
very, very, said George. 1837 Dickens Piciw. iii, Oh I f
see.

. j negus too strong here-liberal landlord—very foolish
-very. J

t C si. Truth, verity. Obs.-1

138a Wyci.if Rom. Prol.,Thes reuokith the apostle to the
verrey [1388 treuthe] and the gospels bileue.

t b. For, in, or into very, = Truly, verily. Obs
IS-. Smyth a> his Dame 52 in Hazl. E.P.P. Ill 203 Iam mayster of all, That smyteth with hamer or mall. And

so may thov me call, I tell the for ueray. c 1550 Holland
Crt Venus 11. 96 Terpsichore [the] fift is callit in verray
Ibid. 772 Ane messinger said scho, into verray Thair erandis
gais, baith mcht and als be day.
tVery(e. Obs.-1 (Meaning obscure ; occurring

only as part of a charm.)
<ri386 Chaucer Millers T. 299 Ihesu Crist and seint

iienedlght Blesse this hous from euery wikked wight For

noster
63 ""^ *"*"' veTy{e> verie

'
verrayl 'he white pater

Very(e, obs. Sc. ff. Wary v., Weary a
Worry v. Veryen, southern ME. var. Ferry v.
Veryly, obs. form of Vewly adv. Veryn
obs. variant of Fern sb.3 Verynes, obs. Sc. f!

Weariness. Verynesse : see Veriness. Very-
similar, obs f. Verisimilar a.
Verjete, southern ME. var. Forget v.

t Verzine. Obs. rare. Also versine. = next
1SS8 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. 90 A pounde of Verzine or

Lrasyl cutte in pieces. i599 Hakluvt Vcf, II. 1. 218
bandols, Marsine, Versine, Porcelane of China.

II Verzino. Obs. rare. Also verzina. [It 1
Brazil-wood.
[I5S5 Eden Zter.wW (Arb.) 80 None other trees then bra-

sile, whiche the Italians caulc Verzino.] 1588 T. Hickock
tr. c. Fredericks Voy. 23 b, In whose harbour euerie yere
there ladeth some Shippes with Verzina, Nypa, and Benia.mm. 1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 1. 229 There goeth another
ship for the said Captaine of Malacca to Sion, to lade
Verzino.

Ves, obs. Sc. form of was : see Be v.
Vesage, obs. Sc. form of Visage.
Vesalian (v/s^-lian), a. [f. the name of the

Belgian anatomist Andreas Vesalius (1514-64).]
1. Connected with anatomical researches.
In quot. with reference to body-snatching
1870 H Lonsdale Life R. /Cnox65 The students, .set out

on Vesalian crusades, and succeeded beyond expectation.
A. Vesalianforamen, vein : (see quots.).
1891 Cent D,ct. s.v. The Vesalian foramen (foramen

Vesalu) of the sphenoid bone (a small venous opening). 100aHughes Man. Pract. Anat. III. r88 The Vesalian, an
emissary vein from the cavernous sinus, which, however is
only occasionally present. 1913 Dorlajids Med. Diet.
1040/2 Vesalian vein, a vessel which connects the pterygoid
plexus with the cavernous sinus.

il Vesania (v^'nia). Path. [L. vesania, £
vesanus mad, I. ve- not + sdnas sane.] Mental de-

|
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rangement, esp. of a particular type (sec quot.
l857)-

[ 1693 tr. Rlancard's Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Vesania, Madness
ram I ,nVP /• Tint 1.'*,^..^/ O-.'^ t ,. A '. V T _n _ /\. i »ir

VESICATION.

. ,j . .. „ . ,»,.,. j^, t( . vcu . -4
}) ? esania, maaness

from Love, c 1793 Encycl. Erit. (ed. 3) XL 282 Order IV.
Vesania;.] 1800 tr. Cullen's Nosology 130 note. For who
would consider ..any other Hallucinatio or Morosiias,
which do not depend on the judgment, as a Vesania? 1820
Good Nosology 278 Parr.. makes Vesania the genus, and
arranges melancholia, mania, and even oneirodynia as sepa-
rate species under it. 1857 Dunglison Diet. Med. Sci
<fnl* Vesania, madness j derangement of the intellectual
and moral faculties, without coma or fever.

Vesa'nic, a. Path. [f. L. vesdn-us insane +
-10.] Of or pertaining to, of the nature of, vesania.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 196 This includes eight

types [of mental disease], namely i. vesanic type.

T Vesanous, a. [ad. L. vesanus.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr. (following Cooper), Vesanous.mzd,

wood, furious, out of his wit, cruel, outragious.

Vesar, obs. f. Visor. Vesatour, obs. Sc. var
Visitor. Veseel, Veschale, -all, -el, obs. ff.

Vessel siJ Veschje, obs. Sc. varr. Wash v
tVe-sculent, a. Obs.-" [ad. med.L. vesculent-

us (full ot dainties, f. L. vescus small, dainty),
associated with L. vesci to feed.] (See quots.)
165S Blount Glossogr., Vesculent, apt to eat or feed. 1658

Phillips, Vesculent, to be eaten, fit for food.
Vese, ME. var. Vease Ofo.and Feeze z\1; obs

var. Vizy v. Sc. Veseal, obs. f. Vessel sb.i
Veaeir, obs. Sc. f. Visor. Vesen, southern
ME. var. I-eeze z\1 Veshel(l, obs. Sc. ff.

Vessel sb.1

tVesiar. Sc. Obs. [f. vesy Vizy v.] An in-
spector. So t Vesiater. Obs.

? a 1500 Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Cerciouris, vesiaris. run
Burgh Sec. Edin. (1869) I. 167 Vesiaier and serchare of
the skynnis.. within the said burgh.

II Vesica (v/sai-ka). [L. vesica, a bladder,
blister.]

1. Anat. A bladder.
Rarely used exc. with defining term, esp. v. nataloria or

v. urinaria,

[1693 tr. Rlancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Vesica, the Blad-
der, an hollow membranaceous Part, wherein any Liquor
that is to be excerned, is contained.] 1706 P1111 Llrs (ed
Kersey), Vesica, a Bladder. [Hence in Bailey, etc.] i8«Mavne Expos. Lex. ™
t 2. A copper vessel used in distilling. Obs.

_
1683 Salmon Doron Medicum l. 21 Put a quarter of the

infusion. .into a vesica and powre on more rain or riverW
-T'

m ^*-~ B£te
'

! °^*VU- ( '7'3) '2/2 Vou may
either distil in a Copper Vesica,, .or. .in a Glass Body.
'7»4 J- Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vesica,.. the large Copper
Body Iinned withln-side, which is commonly used in Dis.
filiation of Ardent Spirits. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs
I. 126 Put all the Matter into a Copper Vesica, tinn'd
within. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Distillation, Odoriferous
Plants, .are distill d by the Cucurbite, or Vesica.

3. Vesica piscis (also pisciuni), a pointed oval
figure, the sides of which are properly parts of two
equal circles passing through each other at their
centres, freq. employed as an architectural feature
and by early artists as an aureole enclosing figures
of Christ, the Virgin, etc.
The reason for the name (fish's or fishes' bladder) is dis.

puted : see quot. 1813.

1809 T. Kerrich in Archaeol. (1812) XVI. 313 [A figure)
formed by two equal circles, cutting each other in their
centers... We are told that it was called Vesica Piscis. 1813
J. S. Hawkins Gothic Archil. 244 Vesica piscium cannot,
therefore, signify a fish's bladder, but a bladder, which
when filled with wind, would be in the form of a fish. i8aot. ,; — ........ ...u

, r-w-_w* in me 101111 01 a nsn. 1020
I. Kerrich in Archaeol. XIX. 353 Observations on theUse

Figure, called Vesica Piscis, in the Archi-
lrldlp Acrpe finrt in C.r,,^.'.^. A — u:. .

01 the mysterious . . t

lecture of the Middle Ages, and in Gothic Architecture.
1845 Parker Gloss. Archit. ted. 4) I. 399 Vesica piscis, aname applied by Albert Durer to a pointed oval figure [etc ]

JZ1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. I. v. 189 Their heads
{sc. of the two portals of Ely] were formerly filled with the
Vesica Piscis.

"ttrib. 1884 Imp. Did. s.v., Vesica piscis Seal, Wimborne
Minster. 1901 Athenxum 16 Nov. 667/2 A Vesica Piscis
windowofunusual characteratMillom Church, Cumberland.

b. ellipt. in this sense. Also atlrib. and Comb.
1820 T. Kerrich in Archaeol. XIX. 361 The precise form

ot the Vesica which was used. 1848 Rickman o'r>/«A rchit.A pp. p. xxxvi, A figure standing in a shallow niche, holding
a vesica, probably intended to represent the Trinity. 1878M'Vittie Christ Ch. Cathedr. 68 The figures are combined
in vesica-shaped medallions. 1907 Times Lit. Suppl. 2?
Jan. 30/2 1 he very beautiful vesica form . . adopted in conse.
quence of the prevailing taste for the pointed arch, and the
fashion for the vesica in architecture.

Vesical (ve-sikal), a. [ad. mod.L. vesical-is,
t. L. vesica

: see prec. and -al. So F. visual
(10th cent.), Pg. vesical, It. vessicale.]

bladd
f or Pertaining to, formed in, the urinary

.797 «//. 7W. LXXXVIII. 45 The specimen.., which

F?,m A°e
a
r7

eS 'Cal Ci
,'r

C '!'us of
,

a horse
- l857 fc££Elem. Chem., Org.7,1 Urine.. always contains a little

princi
™°US

'

tog<:th" Wlth some otber '"-defined azotised

b. spec, in Anat. of various appendages of the
bladder (see quots.).
1831 R. Knox Cloquet'sAy,at. 511 Vesical Nerves. These

IZl^l ? r

Jr'"r-'",
m
l'":*?'

i
„
a
o
r
,
e ^regularly interlaced.

1835-6 PoddsCyc Anal. I. 388/2 The pelvic and vesical
fascia; 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade At. (1S42) 348 The
vesical and prostatic plexus is an important plexus of veins

which surrounds the neck and baseol the bladder and pros,
tate gland. 1881 Mivart Cat 213 Amongst them we have
the superior vesical [branch], which goes to the side of the
bladder.

c. Path. Affecting or occurring in the urinary
bladder. '

1846 G. E. Dav tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 183 Whenmucus is separated in large quantity (as in vesical catarrh)
1859 R. K Durton Cent,: AJr. in 7rnl.Geog.Soc. XXIx'
"•V, c

„
ougl

i
a
,

nd vesical irritali°n- 1876 Gross Dis.
Bladder, etc. 82 Of the causes of vesical neuralgia verv little
is known. 1888 Doughtv Arabia Deserta I. 527, I found
the women lying on the ground far gone in a vesical disease.
A. Having the form of a vesica

; pointedly oval.
1865 Reader No. 121. 462/2 Seals . . of vesical shape. 1880

Archxol. Cant. XIII. 72 The circular boss or knob, and
the elliptical or vesical shape, are seen upon the jewels in
the cover of the celebrated Durham Gospels of St. Cuthbert.

Vesicant (vesikant), sb. and a. Med. [ad.
mod.L. vesicant-, vesicans, pres. pple. of vesicare :

see next and -ant. So F. visicant, Pg. vesicanle,
It. vessicante.']

A. J-*. An application employed to raise blisters

;

a vesicatory.

1661 Loveli. Hist. Anim. $ Min. 459 Vesicants. Simple.
Roots, of lhapsia, and pellitoryofSpaine. Seeds, of mustard.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 249/1 The terebinthinate solution
may be used as a most efficacious vesicant. 1871 Garrod
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 417 The postulants induce a still deeper
action, and are sometimes of greater value than vesicants.
B. adj. Causing, efficacious in producing, blis-

ters ; vesicatory.
J826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlviii. 468 There appears

no particular affinity between the Predaceous and Vesicant
beetles. 1857 H enfrev Elem. Rot. § 531 Polygonum Hydro-
piper, a common native weed, is very acrid, even vesicant
when fresh. 1864 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 54 It is astiin.
gent, irritant, vesicant, or even escharotic, according to the
mode of its application.

Vesicate (ve-sikv't), v. Chiefly Med. [f. ppl.
stem of mod.L. vesicare: see Vesica and -ate.]
1. trans. To cause to rise in a blister or blisters;

to raise blisters on (the skin, etc.).

1657 G. Starkly Helmonfs Vind. 173 He will perhaps
apply pigeons or the like to the feet or vesicate the external
members for revulsion sake. 1676 Wiseman Surg. Treat.
VI. viii. 43s Celsus proposes, that.. the externall Parts be
vesicated, to make more powerfull Revulsion from within.
1720 Quincy tr. Hodges' Loimologia 189 The Parts thus
vesicated were never suffered to heal till the Malignity of
the Disease was spent. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 149 If
. .this bark is stripped off with their teeth, it inflames and
vesicates their lips and gums.

b. in pa. pple. Covered with, converted into,
blisters.

1676 Wiseman Surg. Treat. 1. vi. 38, I saw [the arm]
swelled, the Cuticula vesicated, and shining with a burning
heat ofa citron colour. 1802 Jenneh lustr. Vaccine Inocula.
tion (1884) 59 A little red spot will appear on the third day .

.

which . . becomes perceptibly vesicated. 189a Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 482 Outbursts of persistent wheablike forma-
tions, sometimes vesicated.

2. absol. To produce blisters.

1809 Phil. Trans. XCIX. 343 The fluid effused by vesi-
eating with cantharides. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (ed. 2)
I. 315 In America the Lylta cinerea and vittata. .are said
to vesicate more speedily and with less pain. 1843 R* }•
Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xii. 133 Blisters [applied] would
be doubtful, and the probability was that the patient would
sinkbefore they vesicated. 1864 Garrou Mat. Med. (ed. 2)
41 Liquorammonia; fortior. .will vesicate rapidly, ifevapora-
tion is prevented.

3. intr. To become blistered.
x899 7. Hutchinson's Arch. Surg. X. 120 It [i.e. an

eruption] consists of erythematous patches which vesicate
at their borders and spread.

Hence Ve-sioated ///. a., Vesicating vbl. sb.

(also attrib.) and ///, a.
In quot. 1703 app. meaning ' having large air-cells '

: cf.
Vesiculated a.

1703 Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1393 The Lungs of these Water
Lizards being *vesicated, and not vesiculated. 1806 Med.
Jml. XV. 44 Blistering plasters were applied, and the vesi.
cated parts treated as above. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin.
Med. ix. 102 note. Dressing the vesicated surface with the
French blistering paper. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat.
Philos. 11. ii. 61 The Chirurgion, unknown to me, made use
of Cantharides, among other ingredients of his "vesicating
plaister. 1771 T. Percival Ess. (1777) I. 196 Neither mus-
tard,., nor any other vesicating stimulus but cantharides,
excite this complaint. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 249/1 A yellow
viscid matter, .which has no vesicating power. 187a T. G.
Thomas Dis. Women 297 There are two preparations of
vesicating collodion.

Vesication (vesik^-Jsn). Med. [ad. mod.L.
vesicatio, noun of action from vesicare : see prec.
So F. vesication (16th cent.), Pg. vesicacao, Sp.
vejigacion. Cf. Vesiculation.]
1. The result of blistering or of rising in blisters

;

a blister or group of these.
r543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. 11. xi. 25 This, .appayseth

the paine, and purgeth the vesication or bladerynge and
inflation, 1676 Wiseman Surg. Treat. 1. iii. 23, I applied
a Pledgit of basilicon upon it, and dressed the Vesications
with unguent, tutioe. 1720 Quincy tr. Hodges' Loimologia
no Those poisonous Vesications called Blains. 1769 E.
Bancroft Guiana 105 These leaves are also applied to
vesications, to promote a copious discharge. 1785 C. Kite
in Med. Commun. II. 47 A small vesication appeared on the
navel. 1813 J. Thomson Led. In/lain. 595 The early open-
ing of the vesications will, .not occasion pain. 1861 Hulme
tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. iv. i. 236 The stinging apparatus of
the Medusae.. may even give rise to vesications. 1899



VESICATORY. 155 VESICULATION.
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 466 In exceptional cases vesica-

tions are produced.

2. The formation or development of blisters;

the action or fact of blistering.

1753 Phil, Trans. XLVIII. 325 An enlargement of the
eyelids, and vesication of the tunica, conjunctiva. 1807
Med. Jml. XVII. 320 A complete vesication had taken
place over the whole extent of the metatarsal bones. 1843
R. J, Graves Syst. Clin, Med. vii. 85 They have no hesita-

tion in applying a large blister, leaving it on until it pro-

duces full vesication. 1864 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 335
Vesication is also made use of on account of its revulsive

action in internal congestions, as of the head, &c.

Vesicatory (ve'sik^tari, vesi'katari), sb, and a,

Med. [ad. med. or early mod.L. vesicatoritts,

-ortum (whence F. v/sicatoire, It. vessicatorio, Pg.

vesicatorio, Sp. vejigatorio) , f. L. vesica : see

Vesicate v. and -oky.]

A. sb. A sharp irritating ointment, plaster, or

other application for causing the formation of a
blister or blisters on the skin ; » Blister sb. 3.

Very frequent fromc 1650 to c 1780; now somewhat rare.

1604 K. Hering Mod. Defence 18 Vesicatorys to be ap-

plied neere vnto the most principall Part. 1655 Culpepper,
etc. Riverius I. vii. 32 You must apply a Vesicatory to

the forepart of the head. 1676 T. deGarencieres 0^1^58
Carrying in his pocket a vesicatory made of cantharides.

170^. F. Fuller Med. Gymn. (1711) 38 It can't be done by
Vesicatories without some I'aiu. iy$* Phil. Trans. XLVI I.

504 These were blistered slightly, by means of a small vest-

catory. 1803 Med. Jml. X. 310 A vesicatory applied to

the affected part, constantly relieved the pain, and produced
the desired effect. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 7 The
leaves of Knowltonia vesicatoria are used as vesicatories in

Southern Africa. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 5^t

Epispastics, vesicatories, or, more colloquially, blisters.

B. adj. Of the nature of a vesicant ; capable of,

characterized by, raising blisters.

i6t» Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 173 The use of
Vesicatory medicines ; namely, Cantharides in painfull

swolne limbs. 1663 Hoyle i/sef. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. ii.

43 If you duly perpend what I lately mentioned, of the
transmutation of water into hot and vesicatory substances.

1817 Kiruy & Sp. Eutomol. II. 227 The vesicatory beetles

..are not improbably defended from their assailants by the
remarkable quality.. that distinguishes them. 1822-7 Good
Study Med. (18291 I. jg The cerambyx moschatus, which
f>ossesses a vesicatory power nearly equal to that of the

ytta. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 103

Many ofthese beetles [sc. Meloi'dx] possess strong vesicatory

powers.

Vesicle (vesik'l). Also 6, 8 vessicle. [ad. F.

visicule, or L. vesicula Vesicula.]

1. a. Anat.?a\AZool, A small bladder-like vessel

in an animal body ; a cavity or cell with a mem-
branous integument; a small sac or cyst.

Freq. with defining terms, as blood-, food-* germinal,
semi'na I, umbilical vesicles; see also Graafian, Purkinjkan.
1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 64 The intrels, which receiue

the dryer excrement, as the Vessicle of Choler. 1607 Walk-
ington Opt. Glass ix. 103 Those men which want the vesicle

of cholor, are both strong and couragious. 1664 Power
Ex6. Philos. 1. 4 If you divide the Bee near the^ neck, you
shall see the heart beat most lively, which is a white
pulling vesicle. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692) 63 That the
Lungs should be made up ofsuch innumerable Air-pipes and
Vesicles interwoven with Blood Vessels in order to purifie,

ferment, or supply the sanguineous Mass with Nitro-aerial

Particles. i7I3Cheseldbn^4«<i/. i. i. (1726) 12 The marrow
in the larger cells is also contained in their membranous
vesicles. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. ii. 156 The
vesicles, that go to form the brain. 1797 M. Baillie Morb.
Anat. (1807) 390 The small vesicles which make a part of
the natural structure of the ovaria. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst.

Clin. Med, xxii. 260 These cells may be represented as

so many minute vesicles. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life
Introd. p. xxxvi, The brain [of Amphioxus] consists of three

primary vesicles.

Comb. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 155 Contractile Polian
vesicle-like sacs are developed.

b. Similarly in Bot.
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1 176 There are found many leaves of

other trees, on which grow Vesicles, or small baggs. 1673
Gkkw Anat. Trunks 1. i. §3 A simple, white, and close

Parenchyma or Barque; made up of Vesicles, .hardly visible

without a Glass. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. v.(i765) 183
Pappiltose, nipply; when it is covered with Vesicles, little

Bladders. 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Vegetation, All the
roots becoming longer, put forth new branches out of their

sides, the second leaf withers, and its vesicles are emptied.
1831 Lindley Introd, Bott 158 This third envelope always
begins by being a mass of cellular tissue,.. and generally
finishes by becoming a vesicle. 1882 Vines Sacks* Bot. 59
The older hypothesis of a deposition of new layers from
within presupposes that the starch-grains were at first

hollow vesicles.

o. Physics, A minute bubble or spherule of

liquid or vapour, esp. one of those composing a
cloud or fog.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Dew, The thin Vesicles
of which Vapours consist. Ibid., The Warmth .. forms
those Vesicles that are specifically lighter than the Air.

1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. IV. Hi. 446 Clouds
are composed of a mass of vesicles like soap-bubbles. 1854
Brewster More Worlds iii. 61 The aqueous vapour which
it [sc. the atmosphere] contains, whether it exist in minute
vesicles, or in masses of clouds. 1869 Phipson tr. Guillemin s

Sun (1870)42 When the vesicles which constitute clouds are

cooled they unite to form drops. 1884 J. Tait Mind in

Matter (1892) 87 The salt is brought by the travelling

clouds, each vesicle charged with a precious burden.

d. Geo!. A small spherical or oval cavity pro-

duced by the presence of bubbles of gas or vapour
in volcanic rocks.

1811 Pinkerton Pciratogy II. 328 The vesicles are some-
times of an oblong form, but often spherical. 1849 Dama
Geol. vi. (1850) 346 Occasionally we see fragments in which
the vesicles are thickly disseminated. 1879 Rutley Stud.
Rocks xi. 191 In some of the obsidians of Hawaii the

vesicles are quite spherical.

2. A hollow swelling, rare"1
. (Cf. next.)

1672 Marvell Re/i. Transp. 11. n He demonstrates at

large how impossible it was . . for Mankind to be produced at

first from certain Vesicles or Pimples of the Earth.

3. Path, A small, generally round, elevation of

the cuticle containing fluid matter.

1799 Jenner Eurt/u-r Obs. Variola Vaccinae (1S01) 33
The patient felt no general indisposition, although there

was so great a number of vessicles. 1801 Med. Jml. V, 338
He has twice scratched off the surface of the rising vesicle.

1847 Youatt Horse viii. 204 Vesicles will sometimes appear
along the under side of the tongue. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut.

viii. (1872) 107 Small vesicles rose above the skin. 1876
Bristowe Th. fy Proct. Med. (1878) 295 The amount of

fluid relatively to the solid constituents of vesicles varies

very much.

b. Without article.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 755/1 The vaccine pustule runs

a given course of varus and of vesicle.

Vesico- (ve"sikc), combining form, on Greek
models, of Vesica, occurring in various terms

referring to the bladder in connexion with some
other part of the body denoted by the second

element, as vesico-cervical, 'intestinal, -prostatic,

-rectal, etc. (So F. vesico-.')

Various other terms, as vesicocele, vesicoclysis ; vesico-

abdominal, -Pubic, -spinal, etc., appear in recent Diets.

1889 Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 581/2 The tear,

beginning in a rigid os, extends.. up the cervix to the
*vesico-cervical junction. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I.

400 "Vesicointestinal fistula; sometimes establish a com-
munication between the bladder and the ileum or colon.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1879) II. 64 Vesicointestinal

Fistula is sometimes met with. 1839-47 Todd's Cycl. Anat.
III. 933/2 The veins in the neighbourhood of the prostate

gland and of the neck of the bladder . .are called the *vesico-

prostatic plexus. 1876 Gross Dis, Bladder, etc. 156 Vari-
cose enlargement of the vesico-prostatic plexus of veins was
described. Ibid. 339 * Vesico- Rectal Fistule is between the
bladder and rectum, and between the latter tul>e and the
urethra. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 400/2 When the

disease is a "vesico-umbilical fistula, the communication is

with the summit of the bladder. 1885 Buck's Handbk.Med.
Sci. I. 526/2 *Vesico-urethral fissure. .is a crack or fissure

between the folds of the mucosa, at the point of junction of
the urethra and bladder. 1839-47 Tod<ts Cycl. Anat. III.

943/1 There are a pair of recto-uterine peritoneal folds in

the female and a pair of *vesico-uterine folds. 1889 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 581/2 All the tissues below may
heal, leaving an opening at the upper angle of the tear—

a

vesico-uterine fistula. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 400 z

^Vesicovaginal fistula? are sometimes, .the result of the

progress of a uterine cancer. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder,
etc. 326 Vesico-vaginal fistule is an opening between the

bladder and vagina. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII.

580/2 The tear reaches up to, or dissects off the vesico-

vaginal tissue from the uterus.

11 Vesicula (Wsi-ki/Zla). PI. vesiculro (-i&M).

[L. vesicula a little blister, a vesicle, dim. of

vesica Vesica.]

1. = Vesicle i. Usually in pi.

In Anat. also with defining terms, as vesiculs scminales
a. Anat. 1715 Cheynk Prhic. Relig. 1. iii. § 12 (ed. 2) 134

Spiral Threads, which divide these hollow Fibrils into so
many elastick Cystes or Vesicular 17*8 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Lungs, A Stone-Cutter, the Vesiculae of whose Lungs
were.. stuffed with Dust. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 282/2 The
thoracic duct, .terminates in some subjects by a kind of
vesicula. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 380/2 (Bladder),
Towards the vesicular it [the cellular coat] is dense and
white, and supports a number of veins. 1849-52 Ibid. IV.

ti. 1431/1 The difficulty of proving the identity of sacs called

vesicular in other animals.

b. Bot. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Vegetation, These
Seed-Leaves consist of a great Number of little Vesicula:,

or Bladders. 183a Lindley Introd. Bot. 207 Vesicula, in-

flations of the thallus, filled with air, by means of which the

plants are enabled to float

c. Physics. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. !. iii. 22 note,

Vapours being., no other than inflated Vesicular of Water.

2. Path. «= Vesicle 3.

1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 43 Vesicula are circumscribed,
rounded elevations of the epidermis, varying in size from a
pin-point to a split-pea, containing a clear serous fluid.

Vesicular (v/si'ki/flai), a. [ad. early mod.L.
vesicular-is (whence F. vhiculaire, Pg. vesicular

,

It. vescicolare), f. L. vesicula : see prec]
1. Having the form or structure of a vesicle

;

bladder-like.

a. Anat.c 17*0 Gibson Barrier's Guide t. App. (1722) 101
These receive the Chyle.. into the vesicula* Kernels of the
Mesentery. 1715 Earn. Diet. s.v. Lungs, Its inner Lamina?
fill up the Interstices, which arc below the Bunches of the
small Lobes [in the lungs], with little vesicular Cells. 182a 7
Good Study Med, (1829) V. 10 There are no organs of
generation that differ so much.. as these vesicular bags.
1873 Mivart Elem. Anat. x. 416 A simple vesicular heart
may be continued on forwards into a median artery. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim, Life 859 The nucleus is

singlet it is large when full grown, vesicular, with chro-
matin globules or ribbons.
b. Bot. 1848 Lindley Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 147 A vesi-

cular organ, which he terms Cistome. 1867 J. Hogg
Microsc. 11. i, 303 The spores are developed freely in the
vesicular cells destined to produce them. 188a Vines Sack*
Bot. 514 Their capacity for transport is increased by the
vesicular hollow protrusions of the extine.
C. Physics, i860 A. Greely Amcr. Weather vii. (1888) 60

It was formerly advanced that these minute drops of rain

or fog were vesicular— that is, hollow spheres ! 1863
Tyndall Heat vi. § 224 (1870) 176 If the particles of water
be sufficiently small they will float., without being vesicular.

2. Characterized by the presence of vesicles

;

composed of parts having the form of vesicles.

a. Anat. 1715 Cheyne Princ. Relig. 1. vi. § 37 (ed. 2) 312
A Muscle is a bundle of Vesicular 'I h reads, or of solid
Filaments, involved in one common Membrane. 1833 Sir
C. Bell Hand (1834) 69 Cold-blooded animals.. respiie less

frequently than other creatures, . . hence their vesicular
lungs. 1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. i. (1872) 76 We find a
form of nervous tissue, . .generally known as the vesicular.

1855 Bain Senses § Int. 1. ii. § 16 These central masses all

contain grey substance, the cellular or vesicular matter.
i860 Gossk Rom. Nat. Hist. 364 A true serpent, with large
vesicular lungs.

b. Bot. 1793MARTYN Lang. Bot., Vesicularis . .scabritics,
vesicular or bladdery ruggedness. 1802 R. Hall Elem.
Bot. 195 Vesicular, . . having small bodies like bladders on
the surface.

c. Physics. 1794 Sulivan View Nat. I, 357 He calls

them vesicular vapour, whose particles may be distinguished
by the eye. 1832 Macgillivray Trav. Humboldt xvi. 204
In the beginning of March the accumulation of vesicuhr
vapours became visible. 1834 M*s. SoMERVll.lk Ccnnex.
Phys. Sci. xx viii. 296 The vesicular state constituting a
cloud. 1880 Times 25 Dec. 5 The silicate of soda was left

in the state of a highly vesicular mass.
d. Geol. 1811 Pinkkrton Tetralogy II. 328 {heading),

Vesicular Lava. 1813 1!a kkw ell Introd. Geol.

(

1815)330'! he
cavities in vesicular lava vary in size fiom that of a pea to

a small nut. 1843 Porilock Geol. 106 The whiter gntsare
also sometimes vesicular from the local removal of the
calcareous pa-te. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. iii. 89
When this cellular structure is marked by comparatively
few and small holes, it may be called vesicular.

3. Zool. Of worms: (see quot. 1S61).
1830 K. Knox Bet lard's Anat. 378 The cysts which con-

tain vesicular worms. 1861 Hi'i me tr. Moquin-Tandon 11.

vn. xiii. 391 Under the name of Vesicular or Cystic Hel-
ndntlia are included those entozoa which terminate in a
vesicle, are contained in a cyst, or are composed of the latter

only. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol, (ed. 6) 115 Vesicular
Tape-worms are ot considerable size.

4. Path, a. Characterized by the formation or

presence of vesicles on the skin.

1818-20 E. Thompson Cutlen's Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 328
Pemphigus; Vesicular Fever. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst.
Clin. Med. xxv. 318 The vesicular and scaly eruptions
occurred in delicate persons. 1876 Duiiking Dis. .Skin 78
Vesicular eczema e>hibits the lesion in its most perfect
State. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 632/1 Vesicular
eczema may occur in very small patches or in quite exten-
sive areas.

b. Affecting or connected with the vesicles or

air-cells of the lungs.

1829 Cooper Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 622 These
organs [the lungs] are in a stale of vesicular or pulmonary
emphysema. 1853 Markham .Skoda's Ausiuit. 101 Hy
vesicular breathing, I understand that murmur only which
ts heard during inspiration. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med.
(1880)244 Vesicular emphysema, .consists in an abnormal
accumulation of air within the air-cells, whereby they be.

come distended and their walls often atrophied, a 1883
Facce Princ. fy Pract. Med. (i£86) I. F53 It is commonly
called the 'vesicular murmur ', having been so named when
the idea that it arose in the air-cells of the lung was accepted
without question.

So Vesi'culary a. rarcr-^.

1754 Phil. 'Trans. XLVIII. 632 We found, that the
animals in the vesicles were dead; but.. we had an oppor-
tunity of discovering the vtsiculary polypes alive, in another
coralline.

Vesiculate (v/si'ldtflA), a. [ad. mod.L. vesi-

culates, f. L. vesicula Vesicula.] = Vesicul-
ate!) a.

1828-31 Webster s.v., Vesiculate a., bladdery; full of
bladders. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 1212 2 Vesiculate, inflated,

bladdery. 1874 Cooke Eungi 55 Innumerable protuber-
ances, which.. soon become round vesiculate cells. i88x
Encycl. Brit. XII. 551/2 One of the vt.>.«.ulate medusae.

Vesiculate, v. [Back-formatior from next.]

1. trans. To make vesicular or full of air-cells.

1865 Pall Mall G. 18 Oct. 10 He tells us that bread is
1
vesiculated ' by the carbonic acid gas forced into the

dough.

2. inir. To become vesicular; to develop vesicles.

1891 Cent. Did.

Vesixulated, a. [f. as Vesiculate a. + -ed.]

1. Having or full of small cavities or air-cells,

1703 /'/(//. Trans. XXIII. 1390 Frogs, Toads, Snakes,..
that nave their Lungs Vesicated, as well as Vesiculated.

1774 Ibid, LXIV. 213 Any air, which gets beyond the vesi-

culated lungs themselves. 1886 A. H. Church Eood Grains
Ind. 33 Its[,(r. wheat's] admirable appropriateness for the

making of a light vesiculated bread.

2. Of the nature of a vesicle or vesicula.

1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxvii. 56? A threatening

boil may often be aborted by touching the little ini ial

itching or vesiculated papule with some penetrating anti-

septic.

3. Path, Covered with vesicles.

a 1858 Bright Abdominal Tumours (1660) 210 They
boih presented most extreme specimens of the vcsiculattd

kidney.

Vesiculation (v/sikirfl^Jan). Path. [f. Ve-

sicula +-ation. Cf. Vesication.] The formation

of vesicles, esp. on the skin ; a vesicular condition

or pustule.
1876 Duiiking Dis. Skin 67 Typical fluid exudation is

observed in vesiculation, in the vesicles of ccrcma and
herpes. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 138 In some cases.,

the minute papules which characterize the scarlatinal erup-

tion actually proceed to vesiculation. 1898 P. Manson
20-2
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Trop. Diseases xxxv. 546 There may be evidence in the
shape of vesiculations and thickening of the mucosa of a
greater or less degree of catarrh.

Vesiculi- (Wsi*ki*/li), combining form of
Vesicula, occurring in a few terms, as vesieuli*-
ferous a., bearing vesicles ; vesi'culiform a.,

resembling a vesicle
; vesieulrgerous£.,vesicuIi-

ferous.

1846 Dana Zoopk. 125 The inner tentacles clavate and
vesiculigerous. 1859 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1330 Vesiculi-
ferous. 1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., Vesiculiform,

il Vesiculitis (v/siki/noi'tis). Path. [f. Vjesi-

CULA + -ITIS.] Inflammation of a vesicle, esp. of
the seminal vesicles.

1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 183 A case in which
vesiculitis terminated in an abscess. 1893 Buck** Handbk.
Med. Sci, IX. 380/2 In chronic vesiculitis local measures
are of little value.

Vesiculo- (Wsi'kiwb), combining form, on
Greek models, of Vesicula, occurring in a few-

terms referring to vesicles in connexion with some
part or thing denoted by the second element, as
vesiculobronchial, -spinal, -tympanitic.
1885 EncycL Brit. XIX. 35/2 Ano-spinal and vesico-

spinal centres. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 82/1 In
emphysema a characteristic sound, somewhat less resonant,
is heard, which is called vesiculotympanitic. 1898 A //butt's
Syst. Med. V. 98 Mingled^ with this diminished dulness and
with the 'vesiculobronchial ' breathing, ..may be heard an
adventitious murmur.

Vesiculose (v/sikwfl<J B,s), a. [ad. L. vesicul-

os-us full of blisters : see Vesicula + -ose.] Full
of vesicles ; vesicular.

1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. II. 223 The elytra.., shrowd-
ing its vesiculose abdomen, gave it much the appearance
of a fine flower. 1856 W. Clark Van dcr Hoeven's Z00L
I. 332 Abdomen inflated, vesiculose. 1861 Hacen Synopsis
Neuroptera N. Amer. 171 Abdomen compressed at base,
vesiculose, triquetral.

Hence Vesiculoso-, employed as a combining
form, as vesiculoso-cellular adj.
1826 Kikby & Sp. EntomoL IV. xxxviii. 69 In Sphinx

Ligustri the bronchix terminate in oblong vesiculoso-
cellular bodies, almost like lungs.

+ Vesiculous, a. Obs. [f. Vesicul-a + -ous.
So K. vesiculeux.~\ = Vesiculose a.

1698 Phi/. Trans. XX. 119 The vesiculous Parts of the
Body; which, according to my Notion, are part Muscles,
part Glands. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 150 This
Rind covers a Vesiculous Substance.
Veaigh, obs. form of Vizy sb. Sc.

t Vesike. Obs. Also 6 vesyke, visyke. [ad.
L. vesica Vestca.] a. The bladder, b. A bladder-
like vessel or formation ; a vesicle.

1540 R. Jonas Birth Man. 1. 14b, Sometyme the vesyke
or bladder, .be also apostumat & blystered. 154s Ravnald
Byrth Mankynde p. 1, Yf. .the visyke or bladder be swollen
or encombred with the stone. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. viii.

( 1 883) 7 1 The chest of the Gal . . is as a purse or a pannicular
vesike in the holownesse of the Lyuer.
Vesir, obs. form of Vizier.

Vesper (ve'spai). Also j pi. vespres. [Partly
a. L. vesper masc. (hence OF. vespre, older F.
vepre, Pr. vespre, Sp. vespero, Pg. vespera, It. ves-
pero, vespro), evening star, evening, cognate with
Gr. eairtpos Hesperus. Partly ad. older F. vespres
(mod.F. vepres), vespers, evensong, ad. L. vesperas
(nom. vesperas), ace. pi. of vespera fern. ; hence
also Pr. vespras, Sp. visperas, Pg. vesperas. For the
use of the plural form cf. matins, nones.]

I. In the singular form.

1. poet, (or rhet.). With capital. The evening
star; Hesper, Hesperus.
1390 Gower Con/. II. 109 Whan that thi liht is faded And

Vesper scheweth him alofte. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 2
Ryght as the stern of day begouth to schyne, Quhen gone
to b^d war Vesper and Lucyne, I raise. 1577 Grange
Golden Afihrod., etc. R iij b, Phebus . . His course was done,
& Vesper she with Luna playde their partes. 1593 G,
Peele Hon. Order Garter B j, About the time when Vesper
in the West Ganset the euening watch. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purp/e 1st. v. lxx, Vesper fair Cynthia ushers, and her
train, See, th' apish earth hath lighted many a starre. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 343 Red Vesper kindles there the
tapers of the night. 176a Falconer Shipwr. 1. 657 While
glowing Vesper leads the starry train. 1820 Keats Ode to
Psyche 27 Fairer than Phcebe's sapphire-region'd star, Or
Vesper, amorous glow-worm of the sky.
trans/. 1815 Shelley Adonais xlvi, Assume thy winged

throne, thou Vesper of our throng !

2. Evening, eventide ; an evening. Alsopersonif.
Now rare or Obs.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <5- CI. iv. xiv. 8 Thou hast seene these
Signes, They are blacke Vespers Pageants. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 123 From which ninth houre the Iewes
began their Vespera or Euening...In these Vespers, as
also on the Euen of euery Feast and Sabbath, after the
euening sacrifice, they which doe any worke. .shall neuer
see good signe of a blessing. 1712 Budgell Sped. No. 425
F 3 The one [companion] was Aurora . . : The other was Vesper
in a Robe of Azure beset with Drops of Gold. 1798 Cole-
ridge Anc. Mar. 76 In mist or cloud, on mast or shroud,
It perched for vespers nine, 1849 Thoreau Week Concord
Riv. 26 From highest noon till the red vesper sinks into

the west.

Jig• I701 Norris Ideal World 1. Hi, 160 There cannot be
any vespers in the great sun of truth.

3. Vespers, evensong. (See 6.) Also trans/, f In
early use with a or the.

156

1636 Massinger Bash/. Lover 1. i, If you miss him when
She goes to the vesper or the matins, hang me ! 1657
THORNLEYtr.Z,0«£-wj' Daphuis <$- Ch/oe Aiij b, I will tell you
a storie, one I had at a Tavern vesper. 1737 OzeWs Rabelais
1. xl. 315 A Mass, a Matine, a Vesper well sung is half said.

1815 Shelley A/astor 694 Mighty Earth From sea and
mountain, city and wilderness, In vesper low or joyous
orison, Lifts still its solemn voice. 1844 Mem. Baby/onian
Princess II. 309, I knew that many of those with whom I

was acquainted attended mass and vesper at this chapel.

4. ellipt. The vesper-bell.
1808 Scott Marmion 11. xxxiii, Even in the vesper's

heavenly tone, They seem'd to hear a dying groan. 1817
Moore Lal/a A*., Paradise fy P. 440 But, hark ! the vesper
calls to pray'r.

II. In collective pi. Vespers.
1 5. a. In Univ. use : The public disputations

and accompanying ceremonies which immediately
preceded the inception or commencement of a

Bachelor of Arts ; esp. in later use at Oxford, the
day on which these were held, the eve of the Act.
Cf. Vespery. Obs.

1574 M. Stokys in Peacock Stat. Cambr. (1841) App. A.
p. xxii, The Bedyll shall bryng the Inceptours in Arte to
the Place where the commensement shall be kepte, and so
shall begynnthe Vespers in Arte and in Civill. Ibid. p. xxiv,
The Father in Arte in the Ve[s]pers shall sytt in the West
ende off the Chyrche. 1657 Owen Find. Treat. Schism i.

Wks. 1855 XIII. 217 A learned gentleman, whom I had pre-
vailed withal to answer in the Vespers of our Act, sent me
his questions. 1681 Grew Musaeum iv. ii. 361, I read
two Publique Lectures at Oxford, on the Vespers of the
Publique Act. 1715 Hearne Co/kct. (O.H.S.) V. 93 Lectures
in the Vespers. The Vespers on Saturday.

fb. The eve of a. festival, or of the Passion.
1629 Donne Serm. 73 What a dimme Vespers of a glorious

festivall. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. i. § 3. 49 The
Sacrament of the Lords Supper .. being instituted in the
vespers of (he passion. 1663 — Serm. t Cor. xv. 2j, 33
And as the Apostles in the vespers of Christs passion, so he
in the Eves of his own dissolution was .. heavie unto
death. 1697 Burghope Disc. Re/ig. Assemb. 132 Our blessed
Lord in the vespers of his death.

6. Eccl. The sixth of the Canonical Hours of the
breviary, said or celebrated towards evening ; =
Evensong i ; also, the time of this office.

Usually without article, but occas. with the, and some-
times with a sing. verb.
1611 Coryat Crudities 14, I came into their Church at

the time of prayers in the afternoone, the Nunnes being
then at their Vespers. 1644 in ting. Hist. Rev. Apr.0913)
341 The parish Church in Kuell where the King and Queene
were at Vespres. 1702 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Pub/. VII. 127
Afternoon we went to Vespers to ye Abbay of S l Floraux,
a Benedictine Order, c 1731 Diary Biue Nuns Ibid. VIII.
92 About three a clock in the afternoon whilst we were at
vespers. 1756 tr. Keys/er's Trav, (1760) IV. 19 On Ascen-
sion-eve, vespers are performed with great pomp and splen-
dor. 1832 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 34, 1 stopped
to attend vespers at the Cathedral of St. Denis. 1871 Miss
Mulock Fair France \v. 142 Vespers is, I conclude, a litany
rather than a mass. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer 1.

24 Then we went into the Capella del Coro to wait for the
vespers.

t b. Applied to the Evening Prayer or Even-
song of the Church of England. Obs. tare.
1660 Pepys Diary 2 Oct., At Will's I met with Mr. Spicer,

and with him to the Abbey to see them at vespers.

o. With distinguishing terms denoting special
forms of this office.

Sicilian vespers: see Sicilian a. 2 a.

a 1700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 368 At y« first vespers
of y» Assomption of or Blessed Lady. 1762 Evening-Office
0/Church (ed. 2) 300 In the second Vespers, is a commemo-
ration of S. Paul. Ibid. 363 After Benedicatnus Domino,
the Vespers of the Dead are said. 1908 Ch. Times 13 Mar.
347/2 Vespers for the Dead, in the form sanctioned by
Bishop Creighton, was sung.

d. poet. Evening prayers or devotions.
1814 Shelley in Dowden Li/e (1887) 1. 496 Adieu ; remem-

ber love at vespers before sleep, I do not omit my prayers.
1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxvi, Her vespers done, Of all
its wreathed pearls her hair she frees.

7. transf. The evening song of a bird. Cf.
Evensong 2. Chiefly/^.
1678 H. Vaughan Pious Th. 225, I heard last May. .The

pleasant Philomel her vespers sing. 1795-1814 Wordsvv.
Excurs. iv. 1169 If the solemn nightingale be mute, And the
soft woodlark here did never chant Her vespers. 1813 Scott
Rokeby v. ii, Hoarse into middle air arose The vespers of
the roosting crows. 1854 Thoreau Walden iv. (1884) 135
The whippoorwills chanted their vespers for half an hour.

HI. 8. attrib. a. In the sense ' of or belonging
to, used at or for, vespers or evensong*, as vesper-
bell, -carol, -chime, -hymn, light, psalm, -song, etc.

;

vesper-book (also f vespers book), a vesperal
;

vesper music (see quot.); vesper service,
vespers, evensong.
In general use freq. passing into next.
1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udo/pho xxxvi. The monas-

tery, whose *vesper-bell she had heard on the preceding
evening.^ 1844 Dickens Pictures/rom Italy (Collins) 244To the ringing of vesper-bells, darkness sets in. 1864SKEAT
Uh/and's Poems 223 The sun sinks down, the vesper-bell
bids men to rest and pray. 1772 in Catho/ic Records
Soc. Publ. I. 138,4 Vols: of Mass Books, ..*Vesperse Book.
1850 {title), Vesper-Book; containing the complete Order
for Vespers for the entire Year, according to the Roman
Breviary. 1865 Pa/l Malt G. No. 140. 3/1 The vesper-
book used by Roman Catholics. 1818 Keats Eudym. iv.

834 Therefore for her these *vespcr-carols are. a 1835 Mrs.
Hemans My own Portrait Poems (1875) 487 Kven as a
sound of "vesper-chimes Can wake departed things. 1808

VESPERTILIONID.
Skurrav Bidcombe Hill 7 The blackbird from the ivied
temple chants His *vesper-hymn. i866Engel Nat. Music
viii. 281 The Roman Catholics., have their Vesper Hymns,
and the singing of these appears to be customary in most
countries where the Roman Catholic faith prevails. 1892
Ch. Times 4 Nov. 1094/2 An oaken altar.. with *vesper
lights. 1888 Jacom Printers' Voc. 151 *Vesper music,
plain chant or Gregorian music is thus designated. 1823
Mrs. Hemans Vespers 0/ Palermo in. iii, Here. .meet
me, when the bell Doth sound for *vesper-prayer ! 1896
Swete Ch. Serv. 62 The *vesper Psalms were five in num-
ber, recited as at Mattins in regular course. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffk Italian vi, The *vesper-service of the monks.
1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. v, The old cathedral bell began
to ring for vesper service. 1904 Wordsw. & Littlehales
Old Service Bks. 79 The Evensong or vesper service of
Sunday and other days of the week. 1810 Scott Lady 0/
Lake in. xxiii, To-morrow eve.. My *vesper song [may
be] thy wail, sweet maid 1 ^871 Longf. Wayside Inn 11.

Baron St.Castine 169 No day is so long But it comes at
last

(

to vesper-song. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. i, Holy as her-
mit's "vesper strain. 1866 Neale Sequences <y Hymns 81
I.t shall blend its *vesper summons With the day's depart-
ing smile. 1808 Scott Marmion v. vi, There must the
Baron rest, Till past the hour of *vesper tide, a 1849 Mangan
Poems (1859) 49 From streaky gleam of morning's light
Until the *vesper-toll. 1845 R. S. Hawker Ba/L Cormv.,
etc. (1869) 45 Teach me, Father John, to say *Vesper-verse
and matin-lay.

b. In the sense ' of or belonging to, character-

istic of, occurring in, the evening ; vespertinal '.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. 63 Soft fell the vesper-drops,
condensed below, Or bent in air the rain-refracted bow.
1794 Sporting Mag. IV. 58 A vesper-blue curricle. 18x0
Associate Minstre/s 6 Fair shines the vesper-star. 1832 G.
Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 63 To preside over bread
and butter at the vesper tea-table. 1839 De Quincey
Recol/. Lakes Wks. 1862 1 1. 134 Yet in these eyes of vesper
gentleness, there was a considerable obliquity of vision.

1887 J. Ashbv Sterrv Lazy Minstrel (1892) 208 When
rooms with the vesper tobacco are clouded. 1890 Sat. Rev.
23 Aug. 225/1 Rich in every imaginable tint of vesper
beauty.

c. (Chiefly l/.S.) In the names of animals,

birds, or insects, as vesper-beauty, vesper-bird
or -sparrow (see quots.) ; vesper mouse, a
mouse of the genus Hesperomys or Vesperimus or
related genera; a white-footed mouse.
183a J. Rennie Consp. Butter//, fy M. 115 The Vesper

Beauty {lipione vesPertarid) appears the middle of July.
1859 S. F. Baird Mammals N.Avter. 455 A striking feature
of the North American vesper mice, to anglicize Wagner's
name, is their diminutive size compared with the South
American. 1869 J. Burroughs in Galaxy Mag. Aug., They
[i.€* grass-finches] sing much after sundown, hence the
aptness of the name vesper-sparrow, which a recent writer,
Wilson Flagg, has bestowed upon them. 1884 Coues N.
Amer. Birds 364 Passerculus gramineus,. . Grass Finch.
Bay-winged Bunting. Vesper-Bird. 1893 Scribners Mag.
June 764/1 Our little vesper sparrow is said to have had
the same end in view when he made his soft sweet carol
the vesper-song of the uplands.

T d. In sense 5 a, as vesper disputations. Obs.
X715 Hearne Col/ect. (O.H.S.) V. 93 Vesper Disputations

in Philosophy. Vesper Disputations in Law.

Vesperal (ve-speral), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

vespcral-is, I. L. vespera : see prec. Cf. F. vesperal

sb.]

A. adj. a. Vespertinal, vespertine. b. Per-

taining to vespers or the vesper-bell. rare.
1623 Cockeram 1, Vespera/l, of or belonging to the euen-

ing. [Hence in Blount.] 1827 Carlyle Germ. Rom. III.

135 Amid the vesperal melodies of the steeple sounding-
holes.

B. sb. 1. Eccl. An office-book containing the

psalms, canticles, anthems, etc., with their musical
settings, used at vespers ; an antiphonary contain-

ing the vesper-chants.
1869 Li/e Marg. M. Hallahan (1870) 431 They were pre-

sented with a Vesperal and Processional. 1884 Grove's Diet.
Music IV. 257 The most correct Vesperals now in print are
those published at Mechlin in 1870, and at Ratisbon in 1875.

2. An evening song.
In quot. as the title of a poem.
1896 E. Dowson Verses 39 Vesperal. 'Strange grows the

river on the sunless evenings 1

'

t Ve-sperate, v. Obs.~° [f. ppl. stem ofmed.L.
vesperare to become evening, f. L. vesper Vesper.]
4 To wax night' (Cockeram I, 1623).

Vespe'rian, a. rare~~x
. [f. Vesper + -ian.]

Vespertine.

1777 Toplady Solar System Wks. 1794 IV. 271 [Venus]
enters on her short vesperian regency, and shines by the
name of Hesperus, or the evening-star.

Vesperti'lian, a. rare— 1
. [See next and -an.]

Bat-like. In qvtot.Jig.

1874 Ruskin Proserpina I, iv. §22 Mr. Darwin. .in his

vespertilian treatise on the ocelli of the Argus pheasant.

II Vesperti'lio. rare—1
. [L. vesperiilio bat, f.

vesper \EsrER.] A bat.

In modern Zoology Vesperti/io (pi. -iones) is one of the

many genera of Cheiroptera : cf. next.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 385 These vespertilios..

bang in swarms upon the boughs of Trees.

Vespertilionid, a. Zool. [ad. mod.L. Ves-

pertilionid-az (see def.).] Of or belonging to the

Vespertilionidm, a large family of insectivorous

bats, including the common British species.

1875 Dallas in Casse/Cs Nat. Hist. I. 332 The tail tra-

verses the mterfemoral membrane in the fashion of that of
a Vespertilionid Bat.
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Vespertilionine, a. {sb.). Zool. [f. L. ves-

pertt/ion-, vespertilio bat + -ml a. adj. Of or

belonging to, comprising or consisting of, a large

distinct group of insectivorous bats included in

the sub-order Microchiroptera.
1875 G. E. Dobson in Ann. Nat. Hist. XVI. 350 The

families of Microchiroptera. .form two natural alliances,

which may be called the Vespertilionine and Emballonurme
alliances respectively.

b. sb. A bat belonging to this group.
1891 Cent. Diet.

Vesperti lionize, v. nonce-word. [f. asprec.

+ -ize7| trans. To convert or turn into a bat.

1854 Badiiam Ilalieut. 451 Others., have vespcrtilionized

thU skate into the Sea-bat.

Vespertinal (vespajtoi'nal), a. [ad. late L.
vespertinai-is, f. L. vespertinus : see next and -al.

Cf. obs. F. vespertinal, el,] — next.

1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX. 469 All my troubles, cares,

anxieties, perplexities—matutinal, meridional, and vesper-
tinal. 1849 Thoreau Week Concord Riv. 119 The vesper-
tinal pout had already begun to flit on leathern fin. 1854
Lowell Cambridge 30 Yrs. Ago Prose Wks. 1890 I. 90
F. became purely vespertinal, never stirring abroad till after

dark. 1901 Athetuenm 28 Dec. 876/3 Vespertinal events.,
might be dated in Saxon times in four different ways.

Vespertine (ve'spajtsin, -in), a. (and sb.).

[ad. L. vespertin-us (hence also OF. vespertin, It.,

Sp., Pg. vespertind), f. vesper Vesper : see -ine '.]

1. Of or pertaining to the evening; coming,
occurring, or taking place in the evening; spec, in

Astrol. (cf. 2).

1502 Arnoi.de Chron. 16S Yfthou wil kepe late set plantis,

kepe hem from vespertyn reynes. C1550 Holland Crt.
Venus n, 695 Fra Phebus rais to the hour vespertine, c 1610
Sir C. Heydon Astrol. Disc. (1650) 6oThe second is. .the
Vespertine oriental Apparition, which he calleth the last

rising. 1634 Sir T. Herbkrt Trav. (163S) 217 The starres ;

their heliacal!, acronicall, matutine.and vespertine motions.
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 33 The Morning and Ves-
pertin Service in that Church. 1812 Cary Dante, Purg.
xv. 140 Far onward as our eyes. .could stretch against the
bright Vespertine ray. 1851 Glenny Handbk. Ft. Card. 68
It is desirable on account of its powerful vespertine fra-

grance. 1901 Athcnxum 28 Dec. 877 The vespertine
portion of the ecclesiastical day.

b. Of animals, birds, etc. : Appearing or espe-

cially active in the evening.
In quot. 1607 after L. lupus vespertinus, the Vulgate ren.

dering of Heb. z'eb Cereb in Hab. i. 8.

1607 Topsell Four-f.^ Beasts 435 This first and vulgar
kinde of Hy<cna is bred in AfTricke and Arabia.. .God him-
selfe in holy scripture calleth it by the name of a Vespertine
Wolfe. 1802 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. I. 114 Vespertine Frog.
..Native of Siberia. 1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., The vespertine

or evening grosbeak, Hesperiphona vesperlina.
*}* c. Dim, imperfect. Obs.""1

1623 Bp. Hall Best Bargaine Wks. (1625) 518 If ye had
already that vespertine knowledge of the Saints which ye
shall once haue in heauen.

2. Astr. and Astrol. Of a star, planet, etc. : Set-

ting at or just after sunset.

x6ox Holland Pliny 11. xvi. I. n These stars or planets
in their evening setting, are neerest to the earth : . . and then
they be called Occidentall Vespertine, i. when the sun to-

ward the evening covereth them with his raics. 1647 Lilly
Chr. Astrol. exxvii. 577 An Infortune in the Nativity,, .if

Vespertine, [shows] long Diseases. 1679 Moxon Math.
Diet., Vespertine, when a Planet sets after the Sun. [Hence
In Harris, Kersey, etc.) 1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 449
She [i.e. Venus] is. . sometimes almost Full, at other times
Gibbous, .. as well when she is Vespertine as Matutine.

1819 J. Wilson Diet. Astrol. 288 Vespertine planets, viz.

those between the 10th and 7th, or on the cuspof the 4th or
near it, or Q and ° rising vespertine by day.

3. Geo/. Used todesignatethe lowest carboniferous

formation of the Pennsylvanian coal-measures.
1858 H. D. Rogers Geol. Pennsylv. II. 735 The. .horizon

which separates the Umbral red shale from the underlying
Vespertine conglomerate. Ibid. 756 The Vespertine, or
I,ower Carboniferous series. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
258/1 Iri its Vespertine areas are numerous patches of
anthracite and semi-anthracite coals.

t 4. h%sb. Vespers, evensong. Inquot.y?^. Obs.
a 1635 Randolph Hey for Honesty v. Wks. (1875) 489

Their breakfasts are their matins holy zelibus, Their ves-
pertines are eating beef and velibus.

II Vesperugo. Obs. rare. [L.] Evening, or
the evening star. (Cf. Vesper r and 2.)
In mod. Zool, used as the name of a genus of bats belong-

ing to the group Vespertitiones.

1600 Tourneur Trans. Metam. vu.The skie..Is cloath'd
with inoorie Vesperugoe's coatc. 1679 Moxon Math. Dict, t

Vesperugo, the Kvening-Star, Venus, when she shines after
Sun-Set. [Hence in Kersey, Bailey, etc]

Vespery. Now Hist, [a. F. vespcrie (16th c.),

or ad. med.L. vesperia, f. L. vesper VtsrEB.] //,
= Vespers Vesfeh 5 a.

1 1656 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cotgr.), Vesperies, Even-
ing Exercises or Disputations (among the Sorbonists). 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vesperies, the last Act, or Exercise
for taking the Degree of Doctor, among the Sorbonists in

France.] 1886 I.ytk Hist. Univ. Oxford 213 The vesperies
of the Facuity of Arts Bight l>e held, .on any day that was
available for lectures. The exercise consisted of a disputa-
tion between the inceptor and some Masters of Arts on cer-

tain questions propounded in Latin verse by the presiding
Master.

Vespiary (ve'spiari). [Irreg. f. L. vesp-a wasp,

after apiary. Cf. med.L. vesparium] A wasps'

nest.

1817 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. II. 108 The numl>er of females
in a populous vespiary is considerable. 1830 Insect Archi~
tecture (L.E.K.) 71 We have never met with a single vespi-

ary in any situation likelv to have been frequented by moles.

1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 122/1 Wasps clothe their vespi-

ary with ten or twelve layers of paper.

Ve SpidouS, a. Ent. rare. [f. med.L. Vespid-x

(see def.) + -Otis.] Of or belonging to the Vespidx,

an extensive family of wasps, including the social

wasps and hornets ; vespoid.

1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 72^ A Vespidous insect

having the first joint of the abdomen elongated into a pedicel.

Ve'Spifbrm, a. Ent. Also 8 vespse-. [f. L-.

vesp-a, -as, wasp + -(i)form.] Having the form or

appearance of a wasp; wasp-like.

1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 31 The vespa^form Asiltis, with
the antennas longer than the head. 1817 Kirry & Sp.

Fntomol. II. 263, 1 once found one of the vespiform bees

(Apis Goodeniana . .) hanging by its mandibles from the edge
of a hazel-leaf.

f Vespillo'n. Obs. rare. Also vespilone.

[a. L. vespillon-, vespillo (also vespa), ace. to

Kestus f. vesper evening. So obs. F. vespilbn.~\

(See quot. 1656.)
1631 Wekvkr Anc. FuneralMon. iii. 11 Such as. .were of

high parentage .. were buried in the euening by certaine

men who had that charge, who were called Vespillons.

Ibid. iv. 12 Such.. were buried in the night time, by the

Vespillons clothed all in white. 1643 ^ IR i • BrOWNH A'e/ig.

Med. 1. § 38 My raking into the bowells of the deceased,

continuall sight of Anatomies, Skeletons, or Cadaverous
reliques, like Vespilloes, or Grave-makers. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., I 'espilone, he that carries forth dead bodies in the

night to be buried, as ihey use in time of plague and great
sickness.

Vespine (ve'spain
1

!, a. [f. vesp-a wasp + -IHI 1
.]

Of or pertaining to a wasp or wasps ; consisting of

wasps.
1843 Penny Cyct. XXVII. 105/1 The neuters are the.,

busiest class of the vespine community. 1863 Miss Yonge
Wars Wapshurg 25 Vespine laws of fortification could not

be more perfectly observed. 1884 Cortth. Mag. Oct. 400
To meet this abnormal fancy of the vespine intellect, the

fig-wort makes its sensitive surface mature first.

Vespoid, a. Ent. [f. L. vesp-a wasp + -oid.]

Resembling a wasp; wasp-like; spec, of or be-

longing to the Vespoidea, a super-family of Hymeno-
ptera containing the typical wasps.
1815 Kirby & Sp. Entotnol. iv. (1816) I. 122 Pompilus

viattcus, a vespoid insect that deposits its eggs in spiders.

1859 Mavne Expos. Lex. s.v. Vespoidcs.

Vessche, obs. form of Vetoh.

tVesse. Obs. [Of unknown origin.] A kind

of worsted fabric formerly made in Suffolk. Only
in pi.

148* Act 1 Rich. IH, c. 8 § 18 The makyng of any Clothes
called Vessees, Cogware, or Worstedes. 1511-3 Act 3 Hen.
VII I, c. 7 The drapyng and makyng of such clothes, called

vesses, rayes, saylynge clothes, and other clothes. 15*3
Act 14 <v 15 Hen. VIII, c. 11 That Vesses oiherwyse called

Set Clothes of dyvers Colours be made in your said Countie
of Suffolk, which be made to be worne in far Countries and
nat in Englond.

Vesse, var. Vessky Obs.

Vessel (ve*sel), j<M Forms : a. 4, 6 vessele

(4 wessele), 4-5vesselle (5 wess-), vessale; 4
vescel, vessil, 4- vessel (4-5 weasel, uessel,

4, 6 fessel), 5-7 vessell (wessell, 5 fessell) ; 4
vesseal, 5 veseal, vessall. 0. Sc. 5 vyscele,

weschele, 5-6 'wesoh-, veschale, 5 wes (s)-

chael(le
; 5 wischeall, 5-6 veschall (5 wesch-,

vessche-), 6 weschail ; 5~6wesch-, 5-7 vesohell

(6 vessch-), 6 veshel, 7-8 veshelL 7. 4-5,

7 vessayle, 5 veassayle, vessaile. 5. 5 vayssel,
vaissel. [a. (1) AF. and OF. vessel, OF. vesseal,

vaisse/, vaisseau, etc. (mod.F. vaisseatt) masc.,s=

Pr. vaisei, Sp. vasil/o, It. vascello :—L. vascellum
small vase or urn, ship, etc., dim. of vas Vas

;

(2) AF. and OF. vessele, veselle, OF. vassel/e,

wasse//e, vaissele, etc. (mod.F. vaisse/le) fem., repr.

the L. pi. vascel/a and used in a collective sense.]

f 1. In collective singular : Vessels or utensils for

the table or for use in the household, csp. those
made of gold or silver ; » Plate sb. 15. Obs.
Freq. from c 1300 to c 1600.
a. a 1300 Cursor A/. 6145 Fra bis folk..pe folk of israel to

boru Asked silueren vessel [v.r. wessel] sere. 13.. Coerde
L. 1488 Now, styward, I warnc the, Bye us vessel gret
plente, Dysschys, cuppys, and sawsers, Holies, treyes, and
platers, c 1400 Maunubv. (1839) xx. 220 Alle the Vessclle,
that men ben served with, in the Halle or in Chambres, ben
of precious Stones. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 A dosen of
peutre vcs^ell. 1494 Ibid. 56 All my seluere vessel!. 1477
Roils 0/ Parlt. VI. 184/2 That Sterfyng Halpeny nor Fer-
thync, shuld not be molten for Vessell, 1513 Ld. Hfrkers
Froiss. I. xx. 29 All his Vessell was of golde and siluer,
pottis, basons, ewers, dysshes, flagons, barels, cuppes, and
all other thyngis. 1587 Harrison England 111. xi. in
Hotinshed I. 237/2 Such furniture of houshold of this

mettall [sc. pewter], as we commonlie call by the name of
vessell, is sold vsuallie by the garnish. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marctll. 192 They shamed now to drinke out of
earthen vessell. 16x3-8 Danikl Coll. /list. Eng. (1826)
107 He., made restitution of much Church vessell, that had
l>eene taken and sold for ransome. 1664 Marvell Corr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 148 Have L.Iayd them in mine own
beds, mine own hangings, and treated them continually 111

mine own vessel ?

$. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 117 All thai.. that chargit war
Of pal3eonys and veschall vith-all. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xviii. (Mary Egypt) 1094 pan godis blud & his body put in

to weschale, bare-to worthy, c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. 11. xti.

1073 Goldc, siluir and wesschaelle, Cleynly made of gud
metallic 1490 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 132 For the

caryage of the siluer vesscheall to Lythgow again Payee.

1513 Uolglas ALncid 1. ix. 109 Siluer plait- .was biocht To
set on buirdis; and weschail forgit of gold. 1549 Compl.
Scott, xvii. 145 Coppir, bras, and yrn and vlhir mettcllis var
nifltit to mak vtensel veschel necessair to serue anc hous-

hald. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I.

3^7 Costlie beding, wcschell and naiperie according for ane
king. 1627 [see sense 7].

y, 5. 1474 Caxton Chesse u. v. (1883) 69 He sayde that hit

was better and more noble thynge to sliyne in good maners
than in vaysscl. 1605 Tryatl Chn-alr. iv. i, And so, sir,

you that walk in pewter vessayle, like one of the worthyes,
will you be rul'd by me? [1820 Scoit Monast. xvi, Every
bit of vassail atid silver work have we been spoiled of

since Pinkie Cleuch.]

b. dial. (See quots.)

1854 Miss Bakkr Northantpt. Gloss. 375 J 'essel, . . a.\\ the
plates, dishes, and culinary utensils which are put into

requisition during a meal. ' Wash the vessel up. Never
applied to a tea-service or to glasses. 1893 Wilts, (rlcss.

176 To wash up the vessel is to uash up plates, dishes, &C.

2. Any article designed to serve as a receptacle

for a liquid or other substance, usually one of cir-

cular section and made of some durable material

;

csp, a utensil of this nature in domestic use,

employed in connexion with the preparation or

serving of food or drink, and usually of a size

suitable for carrying by hand.
Often with defining term preceding (sometimes hyphened 1

,

indicating its special use, as dairy, drinking, kitchen^

niillc-, 'A'inC'Vcsscl. See also Air-, Sti am-yksskl i.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 13395 Iesus badd £ain ban o-nan Fil

pair gret wessels [Fair/, vessels] o Stan O water clere. 1340
Ayenb. 235 pe binges pet byeb y-hal^ed, ase be uesscles y-

blissed, be chalis, be copereaus. c 1386 Chauckr Monk's T.

204 Goth, bringcth forth the vessealx . .The which my fader

in his prospente Out of the temple of Jeru-alem byraft.

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 43 A vessell of gold full of

manna, c 1450 MS. Douce^S *01' 11 Steep hem with sugre
water.. in to a feyre fessell. c 1471 Kokikscue Wks. {1869}

45S Oftyntyms bis Highnesse must and will bye . . Wessels,
SV'estiuents, and other Ornaments for bis ChapeL 1526
Tindalk Luke v. 37 Also no man poureth newe wyne into

oide vessels. 1550 N.C. Wills (Surtee.s, 1908) 208 Such
vessels, barkes, and uther thinges as belonges to the tanners

craft. 1577 H kRMSon England in Hotinshed 1. 110/1 After-

ward putting it [sc, brawn] into close vessels, they poure..

good small ale. .thereto tyll it be couered. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 650 An earthen vessel in which was
hourded a mighty deale of Komaine coine. 1658 J. Har-
rington Prerog. Pip. Govt. 11. ii. 11 His Enemies break-

ing down his Statues,, .made homely Vessels of them.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 121 To my great Misfortune, I had
no Vessel to boil or stew any Thing. 1791 Cowi'eh Odyss.

II. 381 Join thou the suitors, and provide, In separate vessels

stow'd, all needful stores. 1831 Urewster Optics iii. 23 Let
the board with its pedestal be placed.. in a glass vessel of

water. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 11. ix, bending over a steam-

ing vessel of tea. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 8 Queer tin vessels

of many shapes.
Prov.phr. 1599 Suaks. Hen. V, iv, iv. 71 I5ut the saying

is true, The empty vessel makes the greatest sound.
trans/. X645 L'ssher Body Div. (1647) 10° '^ne third night

(as it seemeth) God caused the Waters to retire into their

Vessels.

p. c 1415 Wvntoun Cron. v. 1458 J"at..his blude In til a
weschael tycht and gude Sulde be put. a 1500 Ratis Rax^
ing, etc. 101 As lekand weschell haldis no thinge, Sa opin

tung has na traistingc. 1561 Win^et^ Wks. (S.T.S.)^1. 94
The weschelis and ornamentis appropriat to the seruicc of

God. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 120 In

dischis of daintie, m veschelis of al sortis. 1756 Mrs.
Calderwood Jrtil. (1884) 84 They immediatly put those

vcshells into cold water.

y. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1713 [>ou..has hofen by hcrt

agaynes be hyie dry3tyn,. .& now his ves-v les [are]avyled

in vanyte vnclene. £1420 Liher Cocornm (1862) Lay
pigges in a vessayle, with bothe hande.

b. In various fig. applications. (Cf. 3.)

1303 R. IIrunne Handl. Synne 7859 J"e lew bey called 'a
voyde vessel ', And forsobe, so hyt fel. c 1315 Shofeham i.

1548 per-fore ech man. .wessche and greydy hys fessel, And
do trewlyche hys charge. 1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2)

III. 832/1 The vessell of ainitie betweene the king of Eng-
gland& the French being first broched by this popes letters.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. Chorus 3 Of a time, When creep-

ing Murmure.. Fills the wide Vessell of the Vniuerse.

1605 — Macb, 111. i. 67 For them, the gracious Duncan
haue I murther'dj Put Rancours in the Vessell of my Peace

Onely for them, a 1650 May Old Couple v, Gently, my
joys distil Lest you do break the vessel you should fill. 1667

Milton P. L. xn. 559, Greatly instructed I shall hence

depart.. and have my fill Of knowledge, what this vessel

can containe. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W.
(1884) 270 Who will not willingly exchange his shallow vessel

for Christ's well of living water

!

O. The contents of a vessel; a vessclful. rare.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 25 *>,
'^he vyntcrmr

gyueth frely-a taste of his wyne though he gyue not the

hole vessell at ones. X609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat. A.

William 3 Ane free man.. sail gif for multure at the nulne

the sextene veshelt.

t d. Arch. (.See quot. and Vase i b.) Oto.-°

1704 I. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vessels, in Architecture^

are certain Ornaments, usually set over the Cornices, and

so named, because they represent divers sorts of Vessels,

which were in use among the Ancients,

f e. slang. The nose. Obs.

1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 170 There d-n your eyes, I r«

tapped your vessel. „.,,., v c* • 1

3. fig. (chiefly in or after Biblical use), a. i>aiu



VESSEL.

of a person regarded as having the containing
capacity or function of a vessel. Freq. const, of (a

condition, quality, etc.). "How arch.

For the phr. the weaker vessel
%
see Weak a.

a 1300 Cursor M.^ 19674 pou ga til him [sc. Paul], he es
me lele, And o mi chesing he es wessele. 1382 Wyclif
2 Tim. ii. 21 He schal be a vessel halwid into honour, and
profytable to the Lord. 1388 — Gen. x\'ix. 5 Symeon and
Leuy,,.fi3tynge vessils of wickidnesse. a 1400 A. T. (Paues)
Acts ix. 15 For he es maked vnto me a vessel of choos forto
here my name bifore kenges ande folke. 1451 Capgrave
Life St. Gilbert xxxvii. 115 [They] came on-to be graue
wher-.Gilbertes body was hid, and..bei lifte up bat holy
uessel of God. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 19 Ther-
fore let vs apply our wylles at all tymes to be vesselles of
grace. 155a Lyndesay Dreme 254 The cursit Empriour
Nero, Off euerilk vice the horrabyll weschell. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. xlix. § 1 We know there are vessels of wrath.
a 1629 Hinde J. Bnten ii. (1641) 6 If he [God] had a pur-
pose to reserve him as a vessell of honor, and for his own
house. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 89 Him after long debate .

.

his final sentence chose Fit Vessel, fittest Imp of fraud, in
whom To enter. 1738 Wesley Psalms lvi. v, And cast into
the burning Lake The Vessels of thine Ire. 1773 Mrs.
Chapone tmprov. Afind {i-j-j ^) I. 93 We know not whether
..they might not prove .. chosen vessels to promote the
honour of God. 1819 Scott Ivan/we xxxviii, Nature .

.

grieves that so goodly a form should be a vessel of perdi-
tion. 1837 Dickens Ptckw. lii, It makes a vessel's heart
bleed ! 1905 A. Innks Shand Days 0/Past vii. 129 As for

the archbishop, he was a seasoned vessel.

fb. Said of the body, esp. as the receptacle of

the soul, Obs.

c 1360 Know Thyself 4 in E. E. P. (1862) 130 Vche cristen
creature knowen hym self ouht His oune vessel. 138a
Wyclif i Thess. iv. 4 That ech of 50U kunne welde his
vessel in. .hoolynesse and honour. — 1 Pet. in. 7 }euynge
honour to the wommans vessel, or body. 1532 Du Wks
Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1061 The body . . is the vessell of the
soule. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras iv. 11 How shulde thy
vessel then be abletocomprehende the waye of the Hyest?
1610 Healey St. Aug: Citie of God 526 The seede of
generation should have been sowne in the vessell, as come
is now in the fielde. 111629 Hindf. % Brnen vii. (1641) 28
They possessed their vessels in holinesse, and in honour.
1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit (1711) 299 The Saint felt

his Vessel full extended in every Part.

f C. In other Biblical uses (see quots.). Obs.

1340 Hampole Psalter vii. 14 And pare in he has redid
vessels of ded [L. vasa mortis]; his aruys till brennand he
made. [So in Wyclif (1382).] 138a Wyclif i Mace. xiv.
10 The citees he..ordeynyde..that thei weren vessels of
strengthing. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 71 Dauid in

the Psalmes calleth bowes the vessels of death. 1609 Bible
(Douay) 1 Mate. xiv. 10 He gave victuals to the citie, and
he appointed them that they should be vessels of munition.

4. Any structure designed to float upon and tra-

verse the water for the carriage of persons or goods
;

a craft or ship of any kind, now usually one larger

than a rowing-boat and often restricted to sea-going
craft or those plying upon the larger rivers or lakes.
Freq. with distinguishing terms, as bomb-,/ siting, gun-,

machine-, sailing-, steam-, trading-, transport-, war-
vessel, etc.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 1662 Bot ar i wil mi wengeaunce tak
I wil bat bou a wessel mak. ..A schippe be-houes be to
dight. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 197 Hire Schip goth in among
hem alle, ..And hath the vessell undergete, Which Maister
was of al the Flete. 1452 Wars Eng. in France (Rolls)
II. 477 Ordeyne as meny shippes and vessels of thoo that
bylonge to oure port of A. as ye shal mowe. a 1489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xxxv. 131 Blanchardyn drew hymsylf aside
wyth-in his vessell. (11533 Ld. Bf.rners Huon xxxv. no
Sum maner of shyppe or wessell to passe ouer y* see. 1590
Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 12 All the long boates and
vessells of oares for the landing of men. 1625 Bp. Hall
Whs. $9 A little saile to a large vessell, rids no way. 1683
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 69 All Ships and Vessells vnder 10
Tunns..to pay no fees. 1736 Gray Statius 11. 21 Where.,
parting surges round the vessel roar. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine, Vessel, a general name given to the different sorts
of ships... It is, however, more particularly applied to those
of the smaller kind, furnished with one or two masts. 1836
Marryat Midsh. Easy xix. 67 All the varieties of vessels
which float upon the wave. 1844 Kinglake Eothen vi, I
knew enough of Greek navigation to be sure that our vessel
would cling to earth. 1889 Welch Naval A rehit. 13 For
ships of ordinary form (including probably the great
majority of vessels).

jig. i6n Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 319 Damn'd Pisanio Hath
with his forged Letters.. From this most brauest vessell of
the world Strooke the maine top ! Oh Posthumus, alas,
Where is thy head? 1781 Cowper Hope 168 Hope, as an
anchor.., holds fast The Christian vessel, and defies the
blast. 1876 Tkevelyan Macau/ay I. v. 250 In 1832 the
vessel of Reform was still labouring heavily.
trans/. 1882 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs i. 6 And every

variety of horseflesh maybe seen,., from Lord Stephen Kil-
dare's thoroughbreds to the broad-sterned equestrian vessel
of Mr. Currie Ghyrkins.
(* c X37S Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. {Martha) 106 Bot for na

vyscele wes bane nere, he enterit in riuere faste, & swemand
ay._ c 1470 Henry Wallace xi, 326 He A weschell gat, and
maid him to the se. a 1568 Sempill in Satir. Poems Reform,
xlvi. 25 A fair vesschell abone be watter. 1609 Reg. Ma%.
Sig. Scot. 71/1 The dewtie of coqueitis, entres of shipis,

barkis, crearis and wtheris veshellis.

y. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <$• Lint. Man. vi. (1885) 123 To
Uorde with carrikkes and ober grete vessailes. 1470-85
Malory Arthur vnr. vi. 282 He commaunded his seruaunt
Gouernayle to goo to his vessaile ageyne. 1497 Naval Ace,
Hen. VII (1896) 250 The seid veassayle fyrst freight at

London with cordage.
5. c 1477 Caxton Jason 76 And the sayd vaissels and ships

were blowen unto the perrillous yle of Colchos.

f b. In collective singular. Obs,

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13996 Whan Eneas was exiled, euyn
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were his shippes Two hundreth full hole, all of hede vessell.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 160 The
haven of Sluse. . . Where many wessell and fayre arne abyd-
ynge. C1470 Henry Wallace ^,749 Sum fled to Tay, and
in small weschell ^eid.

5. Anat. and Zool. One of the membranous
canals, ducts, or tubes in which the fluids of tiie

body are contained and by means of which they
are circulated ; freq., a blood-vessel.
Often with distinguishing term, as blood-, iliac, lymphatic,

Pulmonary, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. vii. {1495) 90 Veynes
ben the vessels of Mode. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. (1888) 21

There is no more difference betweene these two vessels of
blood, but that the Artere is a vessel of blood spiritual or
vytal. 1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 113 The double mem-
brane of this mesenteric doth inclose and sustaine the
vessels which runne through it. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis
iv. Poems (1905) 3S0 A nimble thrust his active Enemy
made,.. And opened wide those secret vessels where Lifes
Light goes out, when first they let in aire. 1691 Ray
Creation n. (.'692) 65 All the Bones, and all the Muscles,
and all the Vessels of the Body, 1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/
Diet 279 In short whatever relaxeth the too strict vessels,

or straitens the too lax, ..is a Cordial. X793 Holcroft
Lavaters Physiog xii. 65 Vessels everywhere penetrate the
bones, supplying them with juices and marrow. 1831 R.
Knox Cloquet's Anat. 5 The Vessels .. are canals which
divide and subdivide into branches, are more or less elastic,

and are formed by the superposition of different membranes.
They are distinguished according to their uses and general
disposition into Arteries, Veins, and Lymphatic Vessels.
1871 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol. 286 Portions of new
growths, ..which having perforated the vessels, have been
carried away by the current. 1893 \V. R. Gowers Man.
Dis. Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 422 If a cist forms in an artery
it may be detached . . and may obstruct the vessel further on.

b. Bot. One of the cellular or tubular structures

composing the vascular system of plants and hav-
ing the function of containing or carrying sap or
other secretion ; a duct.

m
1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. iii. § 30 Of the Lignous Body

it is so apparent by its Pores, or rather by its Vessels, that
we need no farther Evidence, For to what end are Vessels,

but for the conveyance of Liquor? 1731 Miller Card. Diet.
s.v. Vegetable, Bulk for Bulk, the Plant imbibes into its

Vessels 17 times more Fluid than the Quantity of the Chyle
which enters into a Man's Vessels. 1787 Winter Syst.
Hush. 93 Air. .passes., into the absorbent vessels of the root.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 36S The leaf has no
rib, but seems composed of vessels equally dispersed. 1842
Loudon Suburban IIort. 40 Whenever the sap in the vessels

of a plant freezes, they become ruptured and the plant dies.

1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. xii. 285 Some of the vessels are
barred and punctured instead of being spiral.

0. Bot. = Pericarp, rare.
Common in the comb, seed-vessel: see Seed sb. 8.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 100 Such Mosses as grow upon
Walls,, .and other high Places, have Seeds so excessively
small, that when shaken out of their Vessels they appear
like Vapor. [1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vasculiferous
Plants, are.. such as have besides the common Calyx or
Flower Cup, a peculiar Vessel or Case to contain their Seed.]

7. attrib. and Comb. a. In senses 1 and 2, as

vessel ambry, -cleaner, cloth, house, maker, •man,

stuff. Chiefly Sc.

Vessel-bearing, defining vasi/erous (q.v.), is given by Coles
(1676) and Bailey (1721).

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 367 in Babees Bk., For wesselle
clothes,. ,J?e porter hase jiat warde in holde. 1488 Acta
Dom. Cone. (1839) 98/2 A weschale almery, a cop almery,
153a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. VI. 39 To the court
weschellmen. 1590^1 Exch. Rolls Scot I. XXII. 121 To..
William Murra, aid in the vessel hous. 1598 Flokio,
Vascellaro, a potter, or vessell maker. 1627 Reg. Decreets
Sc. Admiralty Ct. I. 93 Clapeburde, pype stalves, veschell

and veschell stuff, pitche, tar, rosin, etc. 1886 Cheshire
Gloss. 377 Vessel-cleaner, an under dairymaid, whose busi-

ness it is to clean the cheese tub, cans, and dairy apparatus.

b. In sense 5, as vessel-dilator, -sheath, -wall.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 428 In the right lateral

sinus, where the clot was adherent to the vessel-wall. 1896
A libitIt's Syst. Med. I. 234 Vessel dilators are of special use.

1899 Ibid. VIII. 609 A proliferative inflammation of the
vessel-sheaths.

C. In sense 4, as vessel-load, man, etc.

1894 Pop. Set. Monthly XLIV.483 The first Russian crew
which ' rescued ' a vessel-load of Circassians on their way to

Turkey. 2898 Daily Tel. 6 Jan. 10/7 Other couriers were
despatched to see the railroads and the vessel men.

Ve*ssel, *M [Of uncertain origin: connexion
with prec. is not clear.] Vesselofpaper (see quots.).

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss., Vessel 0/paper, half a quarter
of a sheet, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia. 1840 Spurdens
Suppl. Forby, Vessel, . . was used for theme-papers formerly
at Bury School, and perhaps at others, i860 Guide to Eton
Gloss., Vessel, the eighth of a sheet of foolscap, on which
derivations are written. 1891 Wrench Winchester Word-
Bk. 51 Vessel, a half quarter of Long-paper. 1910 Sat. Rev.
10 Dec. 751/1 Acton.. made copious extracts,.. written on
vessels of paper specially made for him.

Vessel, v. Now rare or Obs. [f. Vessel sbX]
1. tram. To put or enclose (a liquid, etc) in a

vessel. Also with up.

m
1577 Harrison England m. vi. (1878) 11. 37 Our home.,

is harder, better wrought, and clenlier vesselled up, than
that which commeth from beyond the sea. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 520 The Fourth Rule shall be, to mark what Herbs
some Earths doe put forth of themselves; And to take that
Earth, and to Pot it, or to Vessell it. 1640 Harvey
Synagogue (1647) C vtj b. I would have this bread, This wine,
Vessel'd in what the Sun might blush to shed His shine,
When he should see. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 129
In vesselling ud and stopping in the Tunbridg.waters.
trans/. 1650 T. Vauchan Anthroposophia 2 Man had at

VEST.

the First, and so have all Souls before their Entrance to the
Body, an explicit methodicall Knowledge, but they are noe
sooner Vessel'd but that Liberty is lost.

2. To take or lift out by means of a vessel.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6022 When they pour this solu-
tion into the Vessel, they use a stick, . . whereby they agitate
and beat the Wine in the Vessel, and then they vessel it out
into other vessels.

Vessel-cup, north, dial. var. Wassail-cup.
Vesselful. [f. Vessel sby\ As much or as
many as a vessel will hold. i860 Worcester,
Vesselled, ppl. a. [f. Vessel v. or sbX\
1. Enclosed in a vessel. Now rare or Obs.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. iii. 42 The Vessel'd

Mercury.
^ 1664 Power Exp. Philos. n. 91 You may with

great facility move the Tube to and fro in the vessel'd Quick-
silver. 1670 Boyle in Phil. Trans. V. 2037 That 4 parts of

5, or rather 5 of 6 of the vessel'd Air (if I may so call that
which was shut up in the Receiver) had been pump'd out.
1708 R. Neve Baroscop. 10 Upon opening of the inverted
Tube into the vessel'd Mercury,

2. Bot. Having or provided with vessels or ducts.

1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 499 The vesseled thorns, .are
disposed in a fixed and regular manner.

t Vesselling. Obs. rare. [f. Vessel sb.l +
-ing!.] Vessels collectively. (Cf. next.)
C1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 410 When they beth cold, in

picched vessellynge And cleyed, close hem vp. Ibid. XL
no The chanels of this oil & vesselynge.

tVesselment. Obs, [a. A*, vessel/metit, OF.
vesselement, vaissellement, etc., f. vaisselle Vessel
sb\ : see -ment.] Vessels collectively, esp. church
vessels or plate.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9338 Curteynes, or ouber
vestyment, Or any ober vesselement pat failed to holy
cherches seruyse. Ibid. 9480 For sacrylage, alle bys ys
tolde, pat vesselment of cherche ys wybholde. 13.. E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 1280 Dere disches of golde & dubleres fayre,

pe vyoles & be vesselment of vertuous stones. Ibid. 1288.

t Vessey. Obs. rare. Also 6 vesse (9 vesey).

[Of uncertain origin. Cf. Fesse 2
.] Vessey colour,

a light-blue or sky-blue colour.
1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 116 b, Fishes, or something.

.

appertaining to them, Whereof the maisterie must bee of

I

colour vesse, that is, the colour of the Turcas, c 1573 in

1 Nichols Progr. Q. Elizab. Ci823) I. 415 He hath twoe
« clokes, th' one of Vessey Collorgarded with.. black Clothe

]
and twisted lace. [Hence 1826 Hor. Smith Tor Hill I.

186 A vesey-coloured cloak, guarded with black cloth, and
twisted lace of carnation.]

Vessiole, obs. f. Vesicle.

Vest (vest), sb. Also 8 dial. west. [a. F.

veste, a. It. veste (also vesta) robe, gown :—L. vest-

em, vesiis garment, attire, clothing, cognate with
Gr. kaOrjs, Skr. vastra. Cf. Sp. veste garment,

f vesta vest, Pg. veste garment, vestia vest.]

1. A loose outer garment worn by men in Eastern
countries or in ancient times; a robe or gown.
16x3 Sherley Trav. Persia 20 We were forced to send his

maister three verstes [sic] of cloth of gold, for beholding his
person. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 Their [Persians*]
out Garment or Vest is commonly of Callico quilted with
Cotton. 1665 Ibid. (1677) 131 Artaxerxes the Great gave
Mithridates..a Gown or Vest of gold which he wore during
a Royal banquet. 1725 De Foe Voy, round World (1840)

85 The Persians make their long vests of such cloths. 1746
Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. vi. 63 Lucullus.. being ask'd
to furnish for a Play An hundred martial Vests, 1791
Cowper Odyss. 1. 555 Putting off his vest Of softest texture.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xi. xiv, A hermit's vest Concealed
his face. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome I. 215 Kaeso then put
on his vest, such as the Roman generals were used to wear
in battle, 184a Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. n. Eragment, The
slanting ray of the evening sun shone .. With fitful light

on regal vest, and warrior's sculptured mail.

trans/. 1643 Davenant Un/ort. Lovers i. i, Not in his

Perfume and Silks ; but in his Iron Vest. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants 1. § 3 If then we take a Bean and dissect it, we
shall find it cloathed with a doubled Vest or Coat.

b. A similar garment worn by women. Chiefly

poet,

1700 Dryden Pal. ff Arc. in. 193 Attended by her Maiden
Train, Who bore the Vests that Holy Rites require. 1717
Lady M, W. Montagu Let. to C'tess 0/ Mar 18 April, I

found the lady sitting on her sofa, in a sable vest. 1759
Johnson Rasselas xxxvii, When my upper vest was taken
off, they were apparently struck with the splendour of my
clothes. X797S0UTHEY Triumph Woman 30 Thy daughters
..for this high feast Weave the loose robe, and paint the

flowery vest. 1801 Scott Glen/inlas xli, O gentle hunts-

man, hast thou seen . . A lovely maid in vest of green ? 1810
— Lady 0/Lake iv. xii.

O. A garment, in various fig. uses.

1655 H. Vaughan SHex Scint. 118 The fair woods.,
flourished in that youthful vest With which their great

Creator had them drest. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1.

v. 790 The Ancient Asserters of the Souls Immortality, sup-

posing it to have besides this Terrestrial Body another

Spirituous or Airy Body.. as its Interiour Vest or Tunicle.

1746 Collins Ode Poet. Charac. 45 Truth, in sunny vest

array'd. 1781 Cowper Charity 262 When ev'ning in her

sober vest Drew the grey curtain of the fading west. 1820

Shelley Witch Ail. Ded. v, Light the vest of flowing metre
She wears.

fd. Without article. Clothing, attire, rare-1 .

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 252 Our Means of Life are

Pote, and Cibe, and Vest.

2. An ecclesiastical vestment, rare.

1663 Pefys Diary 16 Feb., A priest was taken in his vests

officiating somewhere in Holborne the other day. a 1700
Evelyn Diary 17 Nov. 1644, The precious vessels of gold,

silver, and gems, with the vests and services to be seene

in the Sacristy. 173a Lediakd Scthos II. vm. 222 The
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initiate's vest. -hung out under my cuirass. 18*9 Cassan
lips. Bath <y Wells 162 He gave also many splendid vests

to the Churches of Hath and Wells.

3. a. A sleeveless garment of some length

worn by men beneath the coat. (Introduced by
Charles II : see first quot.) Now Hist, b. A
short garment worn beneath the coat or jacket as

a usual part of male attire ; a waistcoat.

1666 Pepvs Diary 8 Oct., The King hath yesterday, in

Council, declared his resolution of setting a fashion for

clothes. ..It will he a vest, I know not well how; but it is

to teach the nobility thrift. Ibid. 15 Oct., This day the
King begins to put on his vest;. .being a long cassocke
close to the body, of black cloth, and pinked with white silk

under it, and a coat over it, and the legs ruffled with black
riband like a pigeon's leg. 1667 in Vcrney Mem. (1907) II.

300, I doubt the old fellow must have a new vest and tunick.

1668 Etheredge Shewouldifshe couldui. in, You are not
To learn. .how absolutely necessary A rich Vest and a
Perruque are to a man that aims At their favours. 17:1
Overseers' Ace. Holy Cross, Canterb., Payd for mackin a
west anil briches for gouddins child, [£lf>- »• 6- 1818 Scott
Rob Roy v, She wore.. a coat, vest, and hat, resembling
those of a man. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lix, Provided
with some of the most splendid vests that Calcutta could
furnish. 1907 Daily News 3 Sept. 3/2 Lightish striped

cashmere trousers would not be correct.. if worn with a
dark blue coat and vest.

trans/. 1830 Whittier Mogg- Megone 1237 The rivets of
the vest Which girds in steel his ample breast. 1863 Hates
Nat. Amazon viii. (1864) 220 A bird resembling our starling

in size . . and not unlike it in colour with the exception of the
rich rosy vest. 1876 Holland Sev. Oaks i, Among the
charms that dangled from this liquid chain—depending from
the vest of a landscape, which ended in a ruffle of woods.

C. A knitted or woven undergarment for the

upper part of the body, worn next to the skin.

1851 Catal. Gt. Rxhib. in. 583/1 Cotton, ..spun silk,

merino and Cashmere gentlemen's and ladies
1

vests. 1883
' Sylvia* Lady's Guide to Home Dressm. fy Millinery xiii.

107 [List of under-linen], 4 merino vests, L£k> 5 9.

d. Part of a woman's dress bodice, consisting of

a collar and front, usually of lace, net, silk, or other
soft material.

1887 Lady's World June 256/1 Vests of spotted kersey-
mere . . are made with military collars and t wo pockets. 1913
Daily Graphic 26 Mar. 11/4 The bodices having vests and
collars of ecru lace. 1913 J'lay Pictorial No. 134 p. ti/x It

(a ' waistcoat blouse 'J has a soft net vest that ends in short
sharp points.

e. aitrib. and Comb., as vest-maker, -pocket;

also vest-pocket voter If.S. (see quot. 1883).
1823 Mass. Spy 3 Dec. (Thornton), He found him asleep,

took from his vest pocket the key [etc.]. 1828 Webster,
Vesting, cloth for vests; vest patterns. 1879 G. W. Cable
Grandissimes xliii, I could he a confectioner, a milliner, a
dressmaker, a vest-maker. 1883111 Bryce A mer. Commw.
(1888) III. v. lxxxix. 217 The class of 'vest-pocket voters'
—men who come to the polls with their tickets made up,
to the confusion of ' the boys.'

Vest (vest), v. Also 5 Sc. west. [ad. OF.
vestir (mod.F. vetir

t
= Sp. and Pg. vestir, It.

vestire) :—L. vestire to clothe, f. vestis clothing:

see prec]
I. 1. trans. To place, settle, or secure (some-

thing) in the possession of a person or persons

;

= Invest v. o. Chiefly in passive, and usually

const, in (rarely upon or with), a. With reference

to estates, rights, titles, etc.

c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. vnr. xl 7089 Al Gascon wibe be
portynance To be insesit and westit He and al his ayris
qwhit. 1475 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 147/1 That all such astate,

title, right, . .and possession . . in the same persone and
persones and their heires be vested. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen.
Vff, c. 34 § 7 The seid Castels . . [shall] in the same persone
or persones and their heires be vested and they therin be
intituled. 1585 Holinshed Hist. Scot, in Chron. II. 244/2
The riijht of which countie king Dauid affirmed to be
iustlie in him.. as truelie vested in his possession by the
forfeiture. 1650 Vind. Hammomfs Addr. § 60. 24 What is

yetted in me, I may give or derive to another; what is

intrusted onely, I cannot. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.
it. viii. (1739) 52 No Legianceisdue tohim, before the Crown
is vested upon him, 1701 Loud. Gas. No. 3830/4 Until all the
said Estates and Interests vested in them are disposed of.

1758 in Nairne Peerage Evid. {1874) 68 The late act of
parliament vesting the estates of certain traitors in his
majesty. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 22 There were no
words to vest the portions in the daughters till a marriage
with consent. 1847 Bright Sp., Ireland 13 Dec (1S76) 1^5
A bill with this title to vest the ownership of the land with
the present occupiers. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy Bk.
Prop. Law xvi. 107 The Court may direct the parts so laid
out to remain vested In the trustees.

b. With reference to power or authority.
1655 Hammond On Ps. Ixxx. 17 By which the power is

vested on him. 167a Marvell Ren. Transp. 1. 98 The
Government of Religion was vested in Princes by an ante-
cedent right to Christ. 1691 T. HfALF.J Ace. New Inr>ent.

p. txxxvii, That power of abating Nusances..is vested in
both of their Offices, both by Grant and Prescription. 1756
C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 244 There is a particular juris-
diction vested in the officers, 1774 Pennant Tour Scott in
iyj2, 45 The right of voting is vested by burgess tenure in
certain houses. 1801 Wkli.kslky in Owen Desp. (1877) a *o
It is my intention to proceed immediately to vat the
administration of the ceded districts in the hands of the
Company's civil servants. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India
I. 37 The government of the society thus constituted was
rested in an absolute monarch. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cona.
I. 533 That vague power of recommending a successor
which the Law vested in him.

C. transf.

1849 Ruskin Sez>. Lamps v. §21. 157 If completeness is

thought to be vested in polish, and to lie attainable by help
of sand paper. 185J Thackeray Esmond 1. iii, Proud of
this confidence and secret vested in him.

2. To put, place, or establish (a person) in full

or legal possession or occupation of something;
= Invest v. 5. Chiefly in passive, and usually

const, in (or t of).
In early use only Sc. in the phrase vested (also vest) and

seized.

1464 in Ace. Fat/r. Innes (1864) 78 The said schir Robert
deyt last ves[t]it and sesitas of fee. 1488 Acta Dam. Audit.

(1839) 123/2 It beis piefit bat Williame be barde dcit last

westit and Sesit in he said land is. 1557 Rec. Inverness
(New Spald. CI.) 1.6 For sesing takyn of all landis Wilyam
Paterson his fadyr deit last vestit and sesit conforme to his

serwing. 1597 Burgh Rec. Giasgo-zu (1876) I. 186 All landis,

rowmes, heretageis, . .quhairin he deitt last vest and seasit.

167a Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 329 Of which the Irish that

are vested by restoration, seem rather to take part with the
divested. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones tx. iv, The sergeant
presently inquired for the principal magistrate of the town,
and was informed by my landlord that he himself was vested
in that office. ai774GoLUSM. Hist. Greece I. 108 Miltiades
thus vested in the supreme command [etc.], 1905 Times
8 June 6/4 The Government proposed that the Free Church
should be vested in the property to be allocated to her.

fig. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655J 126 Not all his
most gracious and debonair mine towards them could vest
him in that Nations affections. C1680 Hevekidge Serm.
(1729) I. 29 In order to their being actually vested in that
salvation. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 442 All, who partake
of this Nature, are not only certain of, but may in some
sense be said already vested in, the Happiness, which [etc.].

b. To invest (a person) with some quality, esp.

power, authority, etc. Chielly in passive.

1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 126 It is his Person as
vested with all his Offices, that is the immediate Fountain
of all Grace unto us. 1699 Burnet jq Art. iv. (1700) 67 He
is vested with an unconceivable high degree of Glory. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 574 God's most glorious and
best Creature,, .vested with a reasonable Soul. 1727 —
Hist. Appar. iv. (1840) 32 They may be reasonably sup-
posed to be vested with the same powers. 1771 Goldsm.
Hist. Eng. IV. 13 [He was] created a peer, and was soon
after vested with the dignity of chancellor. 1797 Ht. Lee
Canterb. 7\, Old Woman s T. (1799) I. 361 [Thou] art

vested with the mission of thy. .king. 1803 in Gurwood
Wellington's Desp. (1837) II. 50 note, I further vest you
with full powers to decide any question which may arise.

1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India 1 1, iv. ix. 288 To vest the officers

of the Crown in India with powers independent of the
Company. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 227 The
Indian Government was vested with the power of sove-
reignty within its own limits.

o. To endow formally or legally with some
possession or property.

1756 Anson's Voyages (ed. 8) r. v. 70 This company, in
consideration of a sum paid to the king, is vested with the
property of all diamonds found in Brazil. 1858 in J. B.
Norton Topics 246 We propose, .that every ryot should be
vested with the freehold of his farm.

3. ititr. To become vested {in a person) ; to pass

into possession ; to descend or devolve upon one as

possessor.

159a West 1st Pt. Symbol. § 44 Euerie estate either
executed maintenant, or executorie by limitation of use,

which vesteth in possession by vertue of the Statute of 27
H. 8. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xli. (1739) 66 In
those days the title vested not unless the Child opened his

eyes, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 137 If the Duke
came to be King, the prerogative would by that vest in

him. 176s Blackstone Comm. I. 196 For the right of the
crown vests.. upon his heir. 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI.
500 The Court held.. that the whole estate vested in L.
his executors and administrators, 18*7 Jarman Pozuelfs
Devises 1 1. 223 The principle . . does not apply, if there be an
express declaration that the land shall vest at twenty-one.
1865 Lowell Reconstruct. Prose Wks. 1890 V. 227 In all

cases of land granted to freedmen no title should vest till a
fair price had been paid. 1885 Sir R. Baggallay in Law
Times' Rep. LI I. 671/2 The property vests in the official

receiver qua trustee.

II. 4. trans. In pa. pple. : Dressed, clothed,

robed in some garment. Also without const.

{spec, with reference to ecclesiastical vestments).
1513 Douglas AEneid vn. ii. 3 And heich abuf. .cleirlie

schane Aurora vestit into broun sanguane. Ibid. xi. 29 In
rob ryall vestit,. .And ryche purpour. 158a N. T. (Rhem.)
Rev. i. 13 One like to the Sonne of man, vested in a priestly

garment to the foote. 1622 I. W. Ouutin's Sp. Gram. 297 He
, . saies that a Frier stayes for you readie vested at the Altar.

c 1655 Milton Sonn. xxiii, My late espoused Saint.. Came
vested all in white, pure as her mind, a 1668 Davenant
Fair Favorite Wks. (1673) 97 Your Brother (Madam) and
he brings A Lady with him, vested like a Nun. 1718 Ozell
tr. Tournefort's Voy. I. 92 The Piiest being vested, sets

about the Preparation of the Bread and Wine at the little

Altar. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 362 On the dexter side, a pil-

grim or friar, vested in russet. 1849 Pock Ch. of Fathers
I. v. (1003) I. 328 Thethurifersand taper-bearers, in our large
collegiate and cathedral churches, were vested in tunicles.

1859 Jephson Brittany vi. 76 A priest, vested in surplice
and stole.

b. transf. tsx\c\fig. Also const, with.
1679 Drvoen Trail, fy Cress. Pref., Ess. (Ker) I. 219

Spirits, according to Plato, are vested with a subtle body.
a 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 81 We see other living

creatures come vested, armed, able immediately to find their

pasture, a 1711 Prior Dial. behv. Charles % Ctenardr 18
Hast thou not seen me.. vested in all the Types and Orna-
ments that Human Greatness is capable of receiving. 1805
D

;
Johnston Serm. for Blind 44 The brightest ornaments

with which our natures can be vested. 1865 Neale Hymns
Paradise 8 The Saints, in beauty vested.

5. Of a garment : To clothe or cover (a person).

Also^f. Cf. Invest v. \ b.

158a Stanyhuhst AEneis 1. (Arb.) 38 Which plad vested
Helen, from Greece when to Troy she flitted. 1812 Cary
Dante, Farad, xxi. 59 The light that vests me.

6. To dress (a person) in a rolxj or garment, esp.

as a formal act or ceremony. Cf. Invest v. \.

In the 17th cent, chiefly with reference to Oriental usage.
1648 W. L. Ncwes fr. Turkic 7 My Lord was privatly

informed he intended an affront by not Vesting him. 1670
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. §47 The Speaker.. vested him
with a rich purple Velvet Robe lined with Ermines. 1695
Voy. Eng. Merch. to Tatimor in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 130
To draw him near the City, he vested and caressed some of
his Followers. 1840 H. Jolly Sunday Services 219 The
words formerly pronounced at vesting the baptized with
their white garments, were very solemnly expressive. 1868
Gladstone Juv. Mundi viii. 292 The Charites receive her
on her return from the scene of the Net to C) prus, where
they bathe, anoint, and vest her.

fig. 1639 G. Daniel Fcclns. ii. 71 Prepare their hearts,
and in Humilitye New vest their Soules.

b. KccL To drape or cover (an altar).

1867 Fortuary Calendar p. v, Our right.. to vest the
Altar in colours . . is grounded on the old law of the English
church. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 305 It

is best for the ends as well as the front of an altar to be
vested. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 641/2 Altars are 'vested'
during service; that is, covered with cloths of various
kinds.

7. 7'cft. To apparel or robe (oneself), esp. in

ecclesiastical vestments. Also fig.
ai668 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) 1. 41 Thinking it had

been a priest putting on the amice and vesting himself to

say Mass. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. iv. (1840) 30 If we
grant that spirit, .may vest itself so with flesh and blood.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. 63, 1 shall vest my-
self, as I may say, in classical armour. ^1771 in E. H.
Burton Life Bp. Challoner (1909' I. i.x. 140 Just before the
liisbop vested himself to say M;iss. 1892 C. E. Nokton
Dante's Farad, iii. 17 There are who vest and veil them-
selves. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xvii. 159 Don Agostino
disappeared into the sacristy to vest himself.

b. absol. in the same sense.
i88z Maskkli. Anc. Litutgy Ch. Eng. fed. 3) 219 A com-

mon custom . . that the priest (whether or not he vested before
the altar) should vest in the sanctuary. 1892 in A, E. Lee
Hist. Columbus (Ohio) II. 657'! be imposing procession.

.

moved., up the main aisle to the sanctuary where the
celebrant vested.

III. 8. trans. — Invest v. 9. Now rare or

Obs.
1710 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe! 36 The Merchant, .vesting

this Hundred Pounds in English Goods. 1771 H. Wali-ole
Vertue's Anecd. Faint. (17S6) IV. 139 He was then in good
circumstances, and it was said came to vest his money in

our stocks. 1794 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 247 He vested in
some kind of property, .all, or almost all, that he had
brought out of Fiance. 1804 Earl Lauderd. Publ. Wealth
(1819J 178 He vests his capital either in seed.. or in a stock
of cattle. 1845 M cCulloch Taxation Introd. (1852) 11

Her capitalists were tempted to vest very large sums in

foreign countries. 1863 [see Vested ppl. a. 3J.

Vest, southern ME. var. Fast a. ; obs. Sc. f.

West.
II Vesta (ve'sta). Also4Veate. [L. Vcs/a, the

goddess of that name (see sense 1) answering to

the Gr. 'Etma, identical with koria hearth, house,

household.]

1. Mythol. A Roman female divinity, the daughter
of Saturn, goddess of the hearth and household.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 73 He ;af a temple..

Wip fyre to be goddes Vesta and here maydenes to be
worsehipped. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 157 Sche which was
the Prioresse In Vestes temple the goddesse. 1513 Douglas
s&neid 11. v. 91 The. .garlandis Of Vesta, goddes of the
erd and fyre. 1589 Greene Roundelay Poems (1876) 102
Vesta's virpins with their holy fires Do cleanse the thoughts
that fancy hath defiled. 1600 Holland Z,/7;y xxvm. xi. 676
The minds of men were put in feare, for the going out of the
fire in thechappell of Vesta. 1632 Milton Penseroso^ Yet
thou art higher far descended, Thee brigni-hair'd Vesta..
To solitary Saturn bore. 1697 Dryden AEnrid \\. 395 He
said, and brought me.. The venerable statue:, of the gods,
With ancient Vesta from the sacred choir. 1718 Chamuers
Cytt. s.v. Vestals, The Romans were not the only People
who kept the perpetual Fire of Vesta, in imitation of the
celestial Fires. 1820 Shelley Witch Atl. xxxiv, Couched
..as on Vesta's sceptre a swift flame. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI. 285/1 Vesta was regarded as the goddess of domestic
union and happiness. 1888 F.ncycl. Brit. XXIV. 193/1 If

ever the sacred fire of Vesta did go out, the negligent vestal

was to be punished by scourging.
attrib. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XX IV. 193/1 Fire was solemnly

sent from the prytaneum or Vesta temple of the mother
colony.

2. Astr. One of the minor planets, revolving in

an orbit between Mars and Jupiter.

1807 Phil. Trans. XCVII. 245 Observations and Measure
mentsofthe Planet Vesta. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 285/2

Vesta performs lis revolution in about 1326 mean so'ar

days. 1868 Lockver Guillemin's Heavens {ed. 3) 214 The
distance, and other elements of the orbit of Vesta, presented

serious differences both with this theory and Bode's law.

3. Used as the distinctive name of a special make
of household stove.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 68/2 In.. the ' Vesta stove',..

the ashes can be raked from the grate.. without any dust

rising into the room. 1843 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. VI.

422/2 The various stoves, Vesta, Chunk, &c.,..are all

founded on the Arnott Stove.

4. A kind of wax match. Orig. attrib.

1839 Cath. Sinclair Holiday House ii. 25 Laura after-

wards singed a hole in her muslin frock, while lighting

one of the Vesta matches to seal these numerous notes.

1857 Act 20
«fr

2i Vict. c. 62 5 2 The following Duties of

Customs shall be charged :. .Lucifers, Vesta, <,f Wax, the



VESTAL.
1,000 Matches, o. o. oj. 1859 Cornwallis Panorama New
World I. 326 Wax vestas, pipes, maccaroni, and candles.
1863 Abel in Lond. (etc.) Phil. Mag. Nov. 356 Varieties
of wax or Vesta matches. 1864 Strauss, etc. Eng. Work-
shops 233 The vesta boxes are put in parcels of half-a-dozen
and one dozen. 1886 D. C. Murray First Person Singular
xix, Frost's trembling fingers had to strike one or two vestas.

1899 T. M. Ellis Three Cat's-eye Rings 68 The major pulled
a vesta-case from his pocket.

Vestal (ve-stal), a. and sb. [ad. L. vestalis, f.

Vesta Vesta. So Sp. and Pg. vestal, It. and F.
vestale.~\

A. adj. 1, Vestal virgin, one of the priestesses
(originally four, subsequently six in number) who
had charge of the sacred fire in the temple of Vesta
at Rome.
1432-50 tr. Higdsn (Rolls) IV. 473 Cornelia, the most

noble of virgynes vestalle, . . was put in to therthe on lyve.
1533 Bellenden Livy n. xix. (S.T.S.) I. 202 pai condamp-
nit Oppia be virgine vestal for hir Incest. 1600 Holland
Livy I. xx. 14 Numa.. instituted also a Nunnerie as it
were, of religious vestall virgines. Ibid. xxvm. xi. 676
The Vestall virgin who had the charge that night. .was.,
throughly skourged. 1692 tr. Sallust 20 Cataline had..
Debauch'd a Lady of Noble Extraction, and a Vestal
Virgin. 1710 W. King Heathen Gods $ Heroes ix. (1722)
26 The Vestal Virgin Claudia, whose . . freedom of Behaviour
had made her Modesty suspected. 1770 Langhorne
Plutarch (1851) II. 882/2 What is there in Rome so sacred
and venerable as the vestal virgins who keep the perpetual
fire? 1865 Lecky Ration. (187S) I. 23 The miracles which
clustered so thickly around the vestal virgins. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. $ Dawn xlix, In defiance of every law.. he had
recently seized Rubria, one of the Vestal Virgins.

2. Of fire, etc. : Of or pertaining to Vesta.
1599 Broughton t Let. xii. 40 They counted it vnlawfull

to refresh the Vestall fire. 1627 Drayton Sheph, Sirena 53My coate with light should shine, Purer then the Vestall
fire. 1S97 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 553 Shesprinkl'd thrice,
with Wine, the Vestal Fire. 178a V. Knox Ess. cxiv. (1819)
II. 287 Those institutions.. have still kept the light burning
like the vestal fire. 179a S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. Poems
(1839) 4 Oblivion steals upon her vestal-lamp. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1S56) 301 Three stoves and a cooking-
galley, four Argand and three bear-fat lamps, burn with the
constancy of a vestal shrine.

fig- i75» Young Brothers I. i, Thou in whose eye, so
modest, and so bright, Love ever wakes, and keeps a vestal
fire. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam Ded. xi, Through thine
eyes, even in thy soul I see A lamp of vestal fire burning
internally. 1853 Chr. Remembrancer Jan. 70 Then it was
that the Jeromes and the Eustochiums retired .. from a
world whose light seemed on the eve of extinction, to nurse
the vestal fire which was never to be really put out
3. Resembling a priestess of Vesta in respect of

chastity ; chaste, pure, virgin.

. '595 Locrine v. iv. 54 Beleeue me, Locrine, but the girle
is wise, And well would seeme to make a vestall Nunne.
1705 Pope Jan. .f May 202 Demure and chaste as any
vestal Nun.

_ 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. ix, Jones had
no reason to imagine the lady to have been of the vestal kind.
1821 Shelley Epipsych. 390 The day is come, and thou
wilt fly with me. To whatsoe'er of dull mortality Is mine,
remain a vestal sister still. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall
xviii, Mrs Hannah, the vestal gentlewoman of my Lady
Lillycraft, has had long walks and talks with Phcebe.
trans/. 1806 Moore Dream Antiq. i, Upon the bank

awhile I stood, And saw the vestal planet weep Her tears
of light on Ariel's flood. 1818 Keats Endym. I. 874 Oft
have I brought thee flowers, on their stalks set Like vestal
primroses.

4. Pertaining to, characteristic of, a vestal virgin
or virgins ; marked by chastity or purity.
1592 Shaks. Rom. t, Jul. 11. ii. 8 Her Vestal liuery is but

sicke and greene. 1594 Drayton Min. Poems (1907) 4
Since holy Vestall lawes haue been neglected. 161a Two
ffif-^E V

" '• ls6 This !s my last °f vestall office; I am
bride habited, But mayden harted. 1729 T. Cooke Tales
etc 18 Young Men, and Virgins,.. Attend a Song fit for a
vestal Ear. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab 111. 68 O dear and
blessed peace ! Why dost thou shroud thy vestal purity In
penury and dungeons ? 1825 Scott Betrothed xvii, Neces-
sarily introducing many male guests within those vestal
precincts. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 204 Love. whispers may
not breathe Within this vestal limit.

B. sb. 1. A vestal virgin.
1579-80 North Plutarch's Lives, Numa (1612) 68 He

also hath the keeping of the holy virgines which they call
Vestales. Ibid. 69 [ He) taketh out . . the condemned Vestall,
muffled vp close. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Exp. s.v., These
Vestals were first instituted by Numa Pompilius, or as
some write, by Romulus. 1671 Phillips (ed. 3) s.v. Vesta,
Certain Virgins called Vestalis, who were to take care of the
Vestal fire. 1722 J. Richardson Ace. Statues, etc Italy,
etc 135 The Head of the young Vestal was the most engag-
ing thing I had seen in Italy. 1740 J. Dupre Conform.
Anc.ff Mod. Cerem. 47 The Chief of the Vestals was called
Maxima. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 265 A. .face
formed exactly like the Venus of Medicis, or the sleeping
vestal. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 286/1 The habits which
the vestals had acquired during their priesthood. 1869
Lecky Europ. Mor. I. iii. 433 note, The vestal Urbinia was
buried alive on account of a plague.

fig. and trans/. 1594 Drayton Min. Poems (1907) 4 Here
Chastity that Vestall most diuine, Attends that Lampe with
eye which neuer sleepeth. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy ix.
xvn, I keen neither man or boy,.. or any thing that can
eat or drink, except a thin, poor piece of a Vestal (to keep
my fire in). 1828 Hawthorne Fanshawe iv, A flame. . which
Hugh was so far a vestal as to supply with its necessary
fuel at all seasons of the year.

2. A virgin ; a chaste woman ; a nun.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 158 A certaine aime he tooke

At a faire Vestall, throned by the West. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. 80 A grosse-pencild Painter, who.. vnder colour
of drawing of pictures, drawes more to his shady Pauilion,

160

then depart thence pure Vestals. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. v. 7
Shall's go hear the vestals sing? 1717 Pope Eioisa to
Abetard 207 How happy is the blameless vestal's lot !

The world forgetting, by the world forgot. 1784 Cowper
Task iv. 554 The stain Appears a spot upon a vestal's robe,
The worse for what it soils. 1848 Thackeray Van. Eair
x, She was the most hospitable and jovial of old vestals,
andhad been a beauty in her day. 1879 Gladstone Glean.
II. L 10 He states that he never knew souls more polluted
than those of some of the professed vestals of the Church.
Hence Ve'stalship, the state or condition of

being a vestal or virgin.

1893 F. Thompson Poems 42 A mouth too red for the
moon to buss it, But her cheek unvow its vestalship.

t Vestament, erroneous var. of Vestment or
Vestment.
163a MA8SINGKB& Field Fatal Dowry iv. i. Hj b, His

vestaments sit, as if they grew vpon him.

Veste, southern ME. var. Fast v. and adv.,
Fist sb.l

Vested (vested), ///. a. [f. Vest v. + -ed.]

1. Clothed, robed, dressed, spec, in ecclesiastical

vestments. Also^rf.
1671 Milton P.R. i. 257 Just Simeon and Prophetic Anna

..spake Before the Altar and the vested Priest. 1769
Goldsm . Dcs. i'ill. 360 The cooling brook, the grassy vested
green. 1841 Chalmers in Hanna A/em. (1852) IV. 256 Why
do 1 not go forth as a forgiven and vested creature. 1842
Wordsw. Secies, Sonn. in. xxvi, The Vested Priest before
the Altar stands.

b. Her. (See quot.)
<ri828 Berky Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Vested, habited, or

clothed, as a cubit arm, &c. vested az. or the like.

2. Established, secured, or settled in the hands of,

or definitely assigned to, a certain possessor.
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 168 Vetted remainders.,an

where the estate is invariably fixed, to remain to a deter-
minate person, after the particular estate is spent. Ibid.
513 A legacy to one, to be paid when .he attains the age of
twenty-one years, is a vested legacy. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 185 He held it to l>e a vested estate in fee in the
son. 1832 Lewis Use t, Ab. Pol. Terms iii. 25 In its legal
sense, vested is opposed to contingent. 1845 Williams Real
Prop. 241 The alienation of an executory interest, before
its becoming an actually vested estate. 1868 E. Edwards
Ralegh I. Introd. p. xlv, After, .months of struggle with
the vested privileges of record-keepers.

b. csp. with right or interest. Also/ig.
(a) a 1797 J. P. Andrews Man. Constit. 211 (Thornton),

Violative of a vested legal right 1832 Austin Jurispr. App.
p. xxxiv, Vested rights essentially differ .. from rights
which are contingent. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. ix. § 3 (1876)
89 The vested right which Parliament has allowed to be
acquired by the existing companies. 1858 J. Mahtineau
Stud. Chr. 285 Let its vested right, of paying out the
truth, be flung into the free air of history. 1876 Digbv
Real Prop. v. § 3. 233 It is not such a right as the law
regards as vested, that is, as completely created.

(b) 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 481 The limitation.,
gave him an immediate vested interest in the surplus of the
estate. 184a Abdy Water Cure (1843) 154 Finding that new
truths have not as many vested interests to recommend
them as old fallacies. 1859 Mill Liberty iv. (1865) 53/1
The doctrine ascribes to all mankind a vested interest in
each other's moral, intellectual, and even physical perfec-
tion. 1889 W. Donisthorpe Individualism iv. 122 Vested
interests may perhaps be defined as rights based not upon
contract but upon custom.

3. Invested.

1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 20 The returns for vested
capital and the comfort of the working classes both [being]
considered.

Vestee'. Law. rare. [f. Vest v. + -ee.] One
who is vested with a right, property, etc
1879 Austin's Jurispr. II. Iii. 883 Subject to a series of

vested rights (descendible perhaps from present vestees).

Vesten, southern ME. variant of Fast v.

Ve'Ster. rare. [f. Vest v. 8.] One who in-

vests money ; an investor.

1829 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 146 They declare that their
vesters aim at. .a community in land and in goods.

t Vesterer. Obs. rare. In 4 westerer. [f.

vester-ie Vestky, or OF. vestier vestiary.] A
person having charge of vestments.
1388 in Archaeol. LII. 213 Fyrste the westerer shall lay

the abbotes cope lowest opon the awter w'in the sayd westre.
Vesterie, obs. form of Vestby 1.

tVesteye, v. Obs. rare. Also vestoy-. [app.
ad. an unrecorded AF. *vesleier, OF. *vestoier,
of obscure origin.] trans. To inspect, examine.
Hence \ Vesteying vbl. sb.

f
W Master «/ Came (MS. Digby 182) xxv, It is to

weten bat ofte tyme a deere is herbored with vestoynge of
mannys eye. Ibid, xxx, If his lymer be dislaue, late him
vesteye it with his eye. Ibid, xxxiii, And if be lymer ouer-
shete, or kan not put it forth, euery hunter bat bere is, ought
to go somedele a broode forto se yf bei may fynde be
reghtes with vesteynge of eye.

Vestiarian (vesti.eVrian), a. [f. Vestiar-y
+ -IAN.]

1. Of or relating to, concerned with, ecclesiastical
vestments or their use.
1850 Marsden Early Puril. (.853) 19 The question of

the habits, or as it has since been termed the vestiarian
controversy. 1866 Contemp. Rev. II. 557 The ecclesiastical
Adria, agitated by ritualistic and vestiarian gales, has
thrown up a great heap of pamphlets. 1881 Guardian 16
Feb. 232/3 We should have been well pleased had these
vestiarian differences never found place amongst us.

2. Of, belonging or peculiar to, clothing or
dress ; vestiary, rare-1 .

VESTIBULABY.
, 1854 R. H.Patterson Ess.Hist.^ ArtdMii) 34 Whiten,
mg of the seams—a disagreeable vestiarian phenomenon
produced by the surface, or best-coloured portion, of the
cloth being rubbed off.

t Vestiarier. Obs. rare-". Also vestyaryer(e.
[f. med.L. veslidritts sb. Cf. OF. vestiarieur
(Godef.).] = Vesteber.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 509/1 Vestyaryer [printed -ce) (A"

vesuanere \}rincli. MS. vestyaryere), P. vestyar). vesti-
arius.

||
Vestiarium. rare. [L. vestidrium, f. vesti-s

clothes, clothing
: see-AKiun.] A vestiary, vestry.

1855 Thackeray Newcomes xliv, The chapel by the little
door near to the Vestiarium. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 13/1
The upper story of the refectory lin a Benedictine abbey]
is the 'vestiarium', where the ordinary clothes of the
brethren were kept.

Vestiary (,ve-sti,ari), sb. Forms: 3-6 vesti-
arie, 4 vestiare, 5 vestyarye, -iarye. 5- vesti-
ary, [a. OF. vestiarie, vcsliaire, vestyaire, etc.
(mod.F. vestiaire,=Vt. vestiari, Pg. and It. vesti-
arid), or ad. L. vestiarium clothes-chest, wardrobe,
neut. sing, of vestidrius adj., f. vesti-s clothing,
vesture. Cf. Vestuaky.]

I. 1. A vestry of a church. Now rare or Obs.
C1290 i

1

. Eng. Leg. I. 455 A lodlicb cloth he bou;hte for
fif panes ; to be bischope he gan it bringue. pe bischop eode
into be vestiarie ; is Cope he gan of strepe. 1427-8 Rec.
St. Mary at Hill (1905) 69 For a plomer on be vestyarye
1448 Hen. VI Will in Willis & Clark Cambridge (,886)1 1.

354 1 he vestiarie to be sette oon the north syde of the saide
yuere. 1503 in Blyth Hist. Notices A Rec. Eincham (1863)
S7 My bodye to be'nerved in the vestiary of Sent Martyns
Chirche. 1551 T. Wilson Logtke^iu) 57 b, The Church,

1
the pulpne, the vestiarie, the chauncell. 1668 T. Smith in

I

Phil. Trans. (1697) XIX. 604 Toward one end of the
English Church, just by the Vestiary. 1727 Bailey (vol.
II), Vestiary, a Vestry or Dressing-Room. 1819 W.
Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 212 And monie ane that

J

day did herrie Braw spulyie frae I he vestiary. 1841 Gresley
For. Arden (1842) 61 The service being at length finished,
..he returned to the Vestiary. 1866 Mrs. R. T. Ritchie
Village on Clijff xvii, The cure.. walked through his wild
overgrown wilderness to the vestiary.

b. A room or building, esp. one in a monastery
or other large establishment, in which clothes are
kept. Also, a cloak-room (quot. 1893).
C1450 Capgrave Li/eSt. Aug. 45, I haue do mad 30U

clothis & hosyn and schon..whech 1 wil bat bei be kept in
a comon vestiary, pat euery man may haue part as him
nedith. 1467-8 Rolls 0/ J'arlt. V. 596/2 Davy Chirke,
Yoman of oure Vestiarye of oure Houshold. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Vestiary, a place in a Monastery, where the
Monks Cloaths are laid up; the Friers Wardrobe, i860
Ainsworth Ovingdean Grange 157 The room . . being used,
at the present day, as a vestiary. 1E62 Sir H. Taylor Si,
Clement's Eve 11. i, Go to the vestiary, wherein thou'lt find
Provision of all garbs for the masqued ball. 1893 McCarthy
Red Diamonds II. 161 'All right,' said Granton,. .turning
to the vestiary for his light overcoat,

fo. (See quot.) Obs.~°
1656 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cooper), Vestiary, .. a

Wardrobe, Press, or Chest, where apparel is laid. [Hence
in Phillips, and recent Diets.]

t 2. = Vestibule i . Cf. Vestby i b. Obs. rare.
1382 Wyclif Exod. xxxv. 17 The tentis in the ;atis of the

vestiarie [L. in/oribus vestibuii]. 1382 — 2 Sam. xvii. 18
Thei wenten in a swift paase in the hows of a maner man in
Bahurym, that hadde a pit in his vestiarye.

IX 3. Clothes, dress, garments. rare~l
.

1846 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1. 467/1 Thy versicoloured
and cloudlike vestiary, puffed and effuse, rustling and
rolling.

Vestiary (ve'sti,ari), a. [ad. L. vestidri-us

:

see prec. and -aky \ Cf. obs. f, vestiaire (Littrt*).]

Of, pertaining or relating to, clothes or dress.
1622 E. Misselden^>« Trade (ed. 2) 109 The Superfluity

of other Commodities may bee restrained by lawes Vestiary
and Sumptuary. 1648 Br. Hall Select Th. §93. 271 Some
are for manuary trades, .. another for Vestiary services. 1829
Blackiv. Mag. XXV. 346 The soul may remain the same,
but a new body is actually given to it by the interposition
of vestiary talent. 1866 R. Chambers Ess. Ser. n. 113 A
collection of vestiary curiosities. 1870 W. R. Greg Polit.
Problems 167 Some vestiary materials have become more
abundant and lower in price. 1891 Han. Lynch G. Meredith
78 We learn of vestiary elegances, and temper.

Vestible, obs. foim of Vestibule.

Vestibular (vesti-bi«laj), a. [f. next + -ABl.
Cf. obs. F. vestibulaire.~\ Of or pertaining to, of
the nature of, resembling or serving as, a vesti-

bule: a. Anat. (Cf. Vestibule sb. 2.)

1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 537/1 The vestibular part

of the membraneous labyrinth . . is all that is really funda-
mental in the structure of an organ of hearing. 1851 Wood-
ward Mollusca 1. (1856) 23 As 111 the vestibular cavities of

fishes. 187a Huxley Phys. viii. 211 The vestibular nerve
tells us that sounds are weak or loud, but gives no impres-
sion of tone or melody or harmony. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VII. 580 The vestibular termination of the auditory
nerve.

b. In general use.

1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. tgth C. 158 The outer

world was fenced off by the interposed atrium or vestibular

cloister.

o. Zool. (See quot.)
1887 Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416/1 This pseudc-

stomosis is due to a folding of the entire sponge, so as to
produce secondary canals or cavities, which may be in-

current (vestibular) or excurrent (cloacal).

So Vesti'bulary a. rare.

1843 in F. H. Ramadge Curat. Consumption (1850) 37



VESTIBULE.
The.. morbid conditions of this vestibulary portion of the
respiratory apparatus.

Vestibule (ve'stibiwl), sb. Also a. 7-8 ves-
tible. [ad. L. vestibulum (hence F. vestibule,

OK. vestible
t

It., Sp. and Pg. vestibuld), entrance-

court, fore-court, entrance. The origin of the L.
word is uncertain.]

1. In reference to ancient times : The enclosed or

partially enclosed space in front of the main en-

trance of a Roman or Greek house or building;

an entrance-court or fore-court.

In some instances approximating to next.
a. 1623 Cockeram [, Vestible, the porch of a dore. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Vestible, ..a. void place without the door,
a Porch, an Entry. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Atrium, Some have mistakenly confounded the Atrium
with the porch or vestible, from which it was distinct. 1796
Burnev Mem. Metastasio II. 163 Porticos, vestibles of
temples, and other public buildings.

£• <« *75« Bolingdroke Study Hist. ii. (1752) I. 19 The
citizens of Rome placed the images of their ancestors in the
vestibules of their houses. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch
(1851) II. 1081/1 This tyrant.. would not suffer his guards
to d<> duty inthe palace, but only in the vestibule and
porticos about it. 1791 Cowper Iliad xt. 943 While ye on
preparation of the feast Attended both, Ulysses and myself
Stood in the vestibule. 1819 Keats Lamia. II, 163 He met
within the murmurous vestibule His young disciple. 1819
Shelley Cyclops 219 [ToJ Throw you as ballast into the
ship's hold, And then deliver you, a slave, to move
Enormous rocks, or found a vestibule. 2891 Farrar
Darkn. <$• Dawn i, In its vestibule was a bronze statue,
fifty feet high.

D. In modern usage : A chamber or hall immedi-
ately between the entrance-door and the interior

of a building or house (usually one of some size),

to which it gives admittance ; an ante-chamber,
entrance-hall, or lobby.
a. 1730 Bailey (fol), A Vestible is also used for a Kind of

little Anti-Chamber before the Entrance of an ordinary
Apartment. 1747 in Naime Peerage Evidence (1874) 80 In
the low vestible ane old clock.

&. 1756 Mrs. Delany in Autobiog. <$ Corr. (1861) III. 437
Her apartment is the prettiest thing I ever saw, consisting
of a skylight antechamber or vestibule, adorned in the
Gothic way. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, He was soon
admitted to a small vestibule, where he found Bianchi wind-
ing balls of silk. 1828 Ann. Keg. 76/1 A scene almost of
butchery took place in the staircases and vestibules. 1863
Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxxvi, The clock in the vesti-
bule struck nine as Robert opened the library-door. 1881
Owen in Nature No. 618. 425 The impressive and rather
gloomy vestibule which leads to the great hall.

_
Comb. 1887 J'all Mall G. 11 Nov. 2/2 This room opens

into a long and lofty vestibule-like chamber.
c. trans/. andy7§\

Freq. from c 1800 ; usu. const, of, as in the first group.
(a) 1755 Young Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 141 The dark,

solemn approaches to, or dismal vestibules of, the grave.
1785 Burns Common-pi. lik. Oct., If ever any young man,
in the vestibule of the world, chance to throw his eye over
these pages [etc.]. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 254 There can l»e

no very groat deviation, while we remain at the vestibule of
useful inquiry. 1833 H. Coleridcb Lives Northerns 3 A
single copy of verses (by Marvell].. keeping its station in
the vestibule of Paradise Lost. 1861 J. G. Holland Less*
Life iii, 48 To-day we stand in life's vestibule. 1875
Grindon Li/ex. 4 True figurative language is. .the vestibule
of philosophy.

(b) 1781 Harris Phjlol. Enq. n. iv. 106 Looking upon
Knowledge, .to pass into the Mansions of the Mind thro'
Language, they were careful.. not to offend in the Vesti-
bule, a 1848 R. W. Hamilton Kew. ij- Punishm. viii. (1853)
379 The present is the vestibule to a boundless existence.
1850 Maurick Mor. <y Met. Philos. (ed. 2) 131 One large
class of the Platonic Dialogues, which are the induction or
vestibule to the rest. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets i. 3 Language
and Mythology form the vestibules and outer courts to
Homer, Pheidias, Lycurgus.

d. An enclosed and covered-in portion at either

end of a railway carriage, serving as a means of
passage from one carriage to another. Also attrib.

in vestibule train (see VEsTinui.EDa.). Orig. U.S.
1889 Daily Neius 7 May 7/3 Communication was then

established by throwing a board across, and privacy secured
by stretching a piece of canvas above to connect the two
roofs. It was the vestibule train principle established un-
expectedly in a new quarter. 1890 T. M. Coolky, etc.
Railways Amer. 246 A perfectly enclosed vestibule of
handsome architectural appearance between the cars. 1896
Daily New>s 14 July 9/7 The new vestibule East Coast
train.

2. Anal, (and Zoo/.). One or other of various
cavities or hollows regarded as forming an ap-
proach or entrance to another, usually a larger or
more important, part.

A number of these, as vestibule 0/ the aorta, larynx,
month, pharynx, are specified in recent encyclopaedic and
medical Diets.

a. The osseous cavity which forms the central

portion of the labyrinth of the ear and is situated
between the tympanum and the internal auditory
canal, immediately behind the cochlea.
1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Ear, The Labyrinth . . is divided

into three Parts; the first called the Vestibule. 1781 A.
Monro Anal. 72 The other [hole] ends in several very small
canals that allow a passage to the branches of the Portia
mollis., into the vestibule and cochlea. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl.
Anat. II. 530/1 Of the compartments of the osseous laby-
rinlh, the vestibule lies in the middle, the semi-circular
canals behind it, and the cochlea in front. 1856 Todd &
Bowman Phys. Anat. II. 96 The essential part of the organ
of hearing is the vestibule 1884 Couks .V. Amer, Birds

Vol. X.

161

188 The bony labyrinth consists of an irregular central
cavity, the vestibule.

b. (See quot. 1857.)
1841 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Medicine 55 The Meatus

Urinarius,

.

.which is the canal leading to the bladder, is

situated at the further extremity of the vestibule. 1857
Bullock Cazeaux' Midwif. 43 The vestibule is a small
triangular space placed at the upper part of the vulva.

1883 Duncan Clin. Led. Dis. Worn. (ed. 2) xvii. 167, I call

them inflammations of the pudendum; but they are often

called inflammations of the vulva, and sometimes of the
vestibule.

C. Membranous vestibule^ the membranous sacs

contained within the osseous vestibule of the ear.

1857 Dunglison Med. Lex. s.v., There is also another
membrane, constituting the membranous vestibule, but it is

not an exact imitation of the osseous cavity.

d. Zool. — Vestibulum 2 b. rare.

1875 Huxley & Martin Elem.Biol. 87 When fxcal matters
are discharged, they make their way out by an aperture
which is temporarily formed in the floor of this vestibule.

Vestibule, v. [Back-formation from next.]

trans. To provide or supply (a railway carriage)

with vestibules ; to unite by means of vestibules.

1891 in Cent. Diet. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 20 Apr. 2/1 The
two cars.. are * vestibuled ' together by a central lobby.

1904 N. is Q. 10th Ser. I. 346/2 Through carriages on a
certain train between London and Hull will henceforward
be ' vestibuled through ' to an express.

Vestibuled, a. [f. Vestibule sb] Of a
train : Provided with vestibules. Orig. U.S.
1890 T. M. Coolf.y, etc. Railways Amer. 249 The first of

the vestibuled trains went into service on the Pennsylvania
Railroad in June, 1886. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 26 Apr. 6/4 The
vestibuled corridor dining-car trains on the East and West
Coast routes to Scotland.

Vestibulitis. Path. [f. Vestibule sb. +
-itis.] Inflammation of the vestibule of the vulva.
1889 Duncan Clin. Led. Dis. Worn. (ed. 4) xi. 65 When

they do so women suffer.. from slight superficial inflamma-
tion— vestibulitis.

Vestibulotomy. Surg. [f. as prec. : see

-T0KT.1 The operation of cutting or opening the

vestibule of the ear.

1908 Lancet 9 May 1341/2 We have come to regard
inferior vestibulotomy as a good and adequate means of
draining the vestibule in cases of infection.. .Double vesti-

bulotomy was performed with partial removal of the cochlea.

II Vestibulum ;vcsti'bi/?15m). [L.: see Vesti-

bule sb.]

1. = Vestibule sb. 1.

x66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 286 In the
midst of the Vestibulum, there was a great Fountain. 1664
Evelyn tr. Freart's Archil. 132 In those large Xystas,
Porticos, A trios and Vestibula of the Greeks and Romans.
1699 Howe Redeemer's Dominion Wks. 1724 II. 64 Having
the Keys of the Celestial House of God,.. he should also
have the Keys of the Terrestrial Bethel; which is but a
sort of Portal or Vestibulum to the other. 1718 Ozell tr.

Tourne/orCs Voy. II. v. 176 In the Vestibulum of a Convent
of Greek Nuns, there is a Christ very ill painted. 1834
Lvtton Pompeii 1. iii, You enter.. by a small entrance-
passage (called vestibulum) into a hall.

2. Anat. and Zool. a. =* Vestibule sb. 2.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techt. I, Vestibulum, is a Cavity
in the Os Petrosum, behind the Finestra Ovalis. 1726 A.
Monro Anat. 101 Canals, that allow a Passage to the
Branches of the Portio mollis of the seventh Pair of Nerves,
into the Vestibulum and Cochlea. 1797 M. Uaillie Morb.
Anat. (1807) 420 The external parts, particularly the inside

of the nympha? and the vestibulum, are subject to inflamma-
tion. 1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 9 The vestibulum.. is com-
pletely separated from the tympanum. 1880 Gunthek
Fishes 116 The membranous vestibulum is continued by a
canal to a single opening in the roof of the skull.

b. Zool. The cavity or chamber in certain in-

fusorians into which the oesophagus and anus open.

1859 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. A'ingd., Protozoa 56 In
addition to the oral orifice, the vestibulum is provided with
a lateral aperture which would appear to discharge the
function of an anus. 1875 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol.

87 A groove [in the bell-animalcule], which, at one point,

deepens and passes into a wide depression, the vestibulum.

tVestigate,^. Obs. rare. [f. L. vesttgdt-, ppl.

stem of vestigare to track, trace out, investigate.]

intr. and trans. To investigate, in various senses.

11562 G. Cavendish Wolsey% etc. (1825) II. 4 Wherefore
Dame Reason did me persuade, and move To be content
with my small estate, And in this matter no more to

vestigate. 1623 Cockeram t, Vestigate, to tracke, or trace.

1656 I'.lou nt Glossogr. (following Cooper), Vestigate, to seek
out, to seek by the print of the foot, to trace, to search,

diligently, to hunt after. 1780 J. T. Dillon Trav. Spain
(1781) 28 To vestigate their mode of propagation.

Hence t Wstigatingr {vbl.) sb. t a footprint.

(Cf. Vestigiating.) f Vestig-a tlon (see quot.

and Investigation). Obs. rare.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 189 [The Cingalese holdj that
Adam was their Created and liued there ; they beleeue it

rather in regard his vestigatings are yet imprinted in the
earth. 1658 Phillips, Vesligation, a seeking anyone by
the print of their foot, a searching diligently.

Vestige (ve'stid^). [a. F. vestige, ad. L. ves-

tigium footstep, footprint, trace, mark, etc. Cf.

the earlier Vestigy.]
I. 1. A mark, trace, or visible sign of something,

esp. a building or other material structure, which
no longer exists or is present ; a piece of material

evidence of this nature ; something which remains
after the destruction or disappearance of the main
portion.

VESTIGIAL.
In the singular freq. in negative phrases.

//. 1602 J. Co\.\il\.¥. Panenese u ij, Not ..farder. .nor vnto
ye vail of Septimius Seuerus. . vharof the vestiges y it re-

mane, a 1700 Evelyn Diaty 20 Nov. 1644, Descending the
Mons Cadius we come against the vestiges of the Palazzo
Maggiore. 1730 A. Gordon MaJ/ei's Antphith. 297 We see
the beginning of a Vault.. with the Vestiges of the Stair
upon it. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 136 The ves-
tiges of different buildings, and the walls of a small chapel,
still remain. 1816 Sir H. Davy in Faraday's Exp. Res.
(1859) 4 Vestiges of extinct volcanoes exist in all the low
countries 011 the western side of the Appennines. 1847
Presgott Peru in. viii, I. 459 They had not been molested
by enemies. But more than once they had seen vestiges of
them in smoking hamlets and ruined bridges. 1864 D. G.
Mitchell Sev. Stor. 243 Others wandered thither, seeking
vestiges of old inheritance.
sing

%
1730 A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 240 Of these

there is not the least Vestige remaining. 1743 Kames Decis.
Crt. Sess. 1730-32 (1799) 63 There was no remaining vestige
of any moveable effects. 1756 C. Lucas Fss. Waters III.

370 No. .vestige of the inflammable principle [will] appear.
1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 98 Not the least vestige of a slough
could be perceived. 1839 Veowell Anc. Brit. Ch. xii. 140
A vestige of some ancient fabric may be seen. .near the
church. 1886 Rusk in Ptxterita I. 2Su There is now scarce
vestige left of any building prior to the fifteenth century.

b. A surviving memorial or trace (/"some con-

dition, quality, practice, etc., serving as an indica-

tion of its former existence. Usu. in pi.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 29 Jan. 1645, The once mighty Capua
..shewing some vestige of its former magnificence in pieces
of temples, arches [etc.]. 1792 BVHKsCorr, (1S44) III. 378
That line of policy which government has pursued :. .that, I

mean, of wearing out the vestiges of conquest. 1805 Foster
Ess. 1. iii. I. 35 The vestiges of the first indeliUe impres-
sion, a 1850 Calhoun Wl-s.(iSj^) III. 2E2 These consolida-
tion doctrines sweep away at a blow every vestige of State
Rights. 187a Yeats Growth Cotttm. 197 A toll, .droveaway
the last vestige of lawful traffic. 1875 Juwktt Plato (ed. 2)

V. 71 Modern enquirers, .have also detected. .the vestiges

of a patriarchal state still surviving.

C. Without of, in prec. senses.

1735 Thomson Liberty n. 404 Scarce any trace remaining,
vestige grey, Or nodding column. .To point where Corinth,
or where Athens stood. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France
I. 127 A mode.. that I think will, .leave no vestiges behind.

'789 J-
Williams Min. A'ingd. I. 32 A solid body of stone

..which exhibits no manner of vestige or leader whatever to

point out which way the coal is gone. 1814 Scon Border
Antiq. I. 1 This ancient baronial edifice is now in ruins,.,

and nothing scarcely remains but a few melancholy vestiges,

which [etc.]. 1830 G. A. Cooke Topogr. Descr. Surrey 68
Not a vestige is now standing, but the colouied bricks,

stones, etc.. prove that the materials have not been entirely

destroyed.

d. A very small or slight trace, indication, or

amount (^/"something); a particle, a scrap.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 111 If it contains the least

vestige, the slightest taint,, .precipitation follows. 1781
Cowi'ER Conversat. 219 On all the vestiges of truth attend,
And let them guide you to a decent end. 1802 Playfair
Illnstr. Huttonian Theory 334 'J he mountain.. appeared
to me to be without any vestige of stratification. 1834
Pringle A/r. Sh. ix. 298 Not a vestige of green pasturage
was to be descried. 1884 Chr. Cotuiuonwealth 12 June
824/1 The general ruck and run of our politicians nave
scarcely a vestige of lofty motive or noble principle.

2. Biol. A surviving trace of some part formerly

existing in the species ; a vestigial organ or

structure (see quot. 18S6).

1859 Darwin Orig. Species xiii. (i860) 454 Rudimentary
organs... as. .the vestige of an ear in earless breeds.
1868 Lyeli. Prim: Geol. (ed. 10) 111. xxxv. II. 274 The
aquatic reptile called Proteus atiguinns,. .which retains

only the vestiges or rudiments of eyes. 1886 J. A. Rvoer
in Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 80 On investigating the condition
of the vestiges of these limbs we find that the skeletal parts

have actually been arrested. Ibid, note, Structures which
are disappearing should be called vestiges.

IL 3. A mark or trace left on th" ground l>y the

foot ; a footprint ; a track, rare.

1656 IIlount Glossogr. (following Cooper;, Vestige, the
print of a mans foot, a footstep, a trace, or track, or mark
of any thing. 1719 Boyer Did. Royal I, Vestige, step,

footstep, vestige. i8ao Shelley Hymn Merc, xxxvii, Who
with unwearied feet could e'er impress The sand with such
enormous vestiges? 1841 Klphinsione Hist. India I. 363
In a dry country a bare foot leaves little print to common
eyes j but one of these people . . will pursue a robber by these

vestiges for a distance that seems incredible.

Jig. 1844 Lanuok Imag. Conn. I. 8 A country where pro-

phet comes after prophet, and each treads out the last

vestige from the sand.

b. iransf An impression made upon the brain

by an image, rare.

1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. The. 1. ii. $ 2 Through the

senses, external objects act upon the brain,, .leaving a dur-

able vestige there. Ibid. 1. ii. § 8 An imageof sense or fancy,

persistent in proportion to the depth of the cerebral vestige.

t Vestigia, error for Vestigium.

1789 J. Williams Min. A'ingd. I. 28 Every slip of the

coal metals has a vise, or vestigia, which points out to a

skilful eye which way the metals are thrown out of their

former course.

Vestigial (vesti'dsial), a. [f. L. vestigi-um

(see Vestige) + -al 1.] Of the nature of a vestige

;

remaining or surviving in a degenerate, atrophied,

or imperfect condition or form : a. spec, in Biol.

of certain organs or structures.

1884 Couks N. Amer. Birds 215 The transitory wolffian

bodies and ducts, ultimately disappear from the female,..

leaving only a trace of their former existence in certain

vestigial structures. 189a Month Jan. 16 The existence of

what are called ' rudimentary ' or ' vestigial ' organs. 1898

H



VESTIGIALLY. 162 VESTMENT.
Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 727 A triangular fold—the 'vesti-

gial fold ' of Marshall—formed by a duplicative of the

serous layer, . . passes between the left pulmonary artery and
the subjacent pulmonary veins.

b. In general use.

189a lgth Cent. Jan. 37 They are only the stunted rem-
nants, the vestigial and atrophied traces indicating the later

stages of ages of [mental] development, a 1901 F. W.
Myers Hum. Personality (1903) II. 308 Vestigial beliefs

which still encumbered the spirit have had time to atrophy.

Hence Vestigially adv.
1902 Amer. Anthropologist IV. 33 This conception persists

up through barbarism, albeit vestigially, into civilization.

Vesti'gian, a. and sb. rare. [f. Vestige +
-IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to, or designating,

the theory of evolution propounded by K. Cham-
bers in his Vestiges of the Natural History of
Creation (1S44). b. sb. One who agrees with or

supports this work or theory.
i860 Darwin \v\Life $ Lett. (1887) II. 295 The case would

be a decided difficulty on the Lamarckian or Vestigian doc-
trine of necessary progression. 1891 Tablet 12 Sept. 414
Men who had never been known to read a scientific book in

their lives, were found poring over it, and taking sides as
Vestigians and anti-Vestigians.

t Vestigiary. Obsr*x
[f. L. vestlgi-um +

-art *.] A vestige or trace.

1651 Biggs iV^ry Disp. § 238 The adored Fontanell. .helpes

nothing, before the crustous eschar be taken away ; and the
vestigiaries of heat and drynesse be first removed.

f v esti'giating. Obsr x
[f. L. vestigi-um : cf.

Vestigatixg.] Footprints, tracks.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 307 Upon Colombo's
high peake..is also shew'd and scene.. the vestigiating or
footsteps of old Adam.

II Vestigium. PI.vestigia (also 7 vestigia's).

Now rare or Obs. [L. : see Vestige.] A vestige

or trace ; a mark or indication left by something
destroyed, lost, or no longer present.

1637 Nabbes Microcosm, v. in Dodsley O. PL (1744) V. 355
Repentance stays as the vestigium, Or mark impress'd, by
which the past disease Is found to have been. 1644 Digby
Nat. Bodies vii. § 7. 50 Experience assureth vs, that after it

[sc. light] is extinguished, it leaueth not the least vestigium
behind it of hauing beene there. 1665 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1677) 3£3 Upon better view I may discover his

[ Terah's] Vestigia near Malacca amongst his other Brethren.

1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 197 Ruinous Heaps and Vestigia
nearly effaced by Length of Time.

b. Const, of.

1644 [H. Parker] Jus Popnli 54 Neither Nature nor His-
tory afford us any Vestigia of it. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's
Archil, ii. 9 Of which there is to this day some Vestigia's

remaining. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. 92 So univer-
sally and utterly abolishd, that no part, no vestigium of them
should remain. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 42 It is covered
with bark of a light brown colour, variegated by the vestigia

of the fallen off stamina of the leaves. 1771 Ann. Reg. n.

200/1 The vestigia of antiquity in a vicinage ought always
to have great weight in determinations of this kind.

f O. spec. (See quot. 1704.) Obs.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 22 The same Vestigia

of Tendons, .in each [fossil shell]. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techn. I. s.v., Vestigia of Tendons, are the little Hollows
in the Shells of Fishes, which are formed on purpose for the
fastening or rooting of the Tendons of their Muscles.

tVe'Stigy, Obs. [a. older F. vestigie, or ad. L.

vistigium Vestige : see -y.] A vestige or trace.

'545 Joye Exp. Dan. 1.13 b, In that cite yet. .there re-

maineth the temple of Iupiters image,.. or els is there no
nother memoriall or skant any vestigie thereof. Ibid. x.

169 b, It behowued not one stone vpon another nor vestigie
of the temple to stand and remaine. 1637 Gillespie Eng.
Pop.Cerem. in, viii. 192 The Canon Law it self hatli some
vestigies of the auncient order. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies
xxxvi. § 13. 317 We see how the doubting, the resoluing,
. .and the like, which we experience in beasts, may by the
vestigies we haue traced out, be followed vnto their roote.

t Vestiment. Obs. Forms: 3-4 uestiment,
4-6 vestyment (5 -mente), 4-7, 9 vesti-
ment (5 Sc. westiment) ; also //. 3 -menz, 4
-mens, 4-5 -mentz. [a. OK. vestiment (= Pr.

vestimen
y
Sp. and It. vestimento, Pg. vestimenta)

i

or ad. L. vestimentum clothes, a garment, etc., f.

vestire to clothe, Vest v. Cf. Vestment sb.]

1. A vestment, esp. one worn by an ecclesiastic.

Common from c 1380 to c 1600, freq. in pi.

(j 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Ne wite 3e nout in oure huse of o5er
monnes binges. ., ne nout ne underuo }e be chirche uestU
menz. azgo S. Eng. Leg. I, 133 po seint thomas hadde is

masse i-songue his chesible he gan of weue, Alle is ohur
uestimenz on him he let bi-leue. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 9337 Curteynes, or ouber vestyment, Or any ober
vesselement pat falleb to holy cherches seruyse. 1387 Tre-
visa Higden (Rolls) V. 87 He ordeyned bat mynystres of
holy cherche schulde nou3t were holy vestymentis in be
comyn use of every day. C1400 Plowman's Tale in Pol.

Poems (Rolls) I. 332 Now been pristes pokes so wide, That
men must enlarge the vestiment. c 1450 Merlin vi. 107 And
ther-with thei risen vp, and toke hym by-twene their armes,

and ledde hym to the vestymentz rioall. 1523 [Covekdale]
Old Godfy Nezu(i$$4) Lj, This day the preest hath a redde
vestiment . . , and when he syngeth masse of requiem, he hath
on a blacke vestiment. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia

11. (1895) 287 Thies priestes, ..whiles the armes be fighting

together,.. knele vpon their knees in their hallowed vesti-

mentes. 1596 Nashe Saffron IValden Wks. (Grosart) III.

108 Hee creditted Newgate with the same metamorphized
costly vestiment. 1603 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. § 5. 9 Socrates

answereth: you haue reason, and it becomes you well, beeing

a man so trimme in your vestiments. 1661 Morgan S/A.

Gentry 11. ii. 27 The High Priests Vestiments was linnen

Breeches next his fiesh. 1850 Browning Christmas Eve 11.

74 Mine's the same right with your poorest and sickliest,

Supposing I don the marriage-vestiment [rime Testament]
Comb. 1479-81 Rec. St. Mary at Hill {1905) 101 The

Vestyment makere. c 1515 Cocke LoreWs B. 10 Stacyoners,

vestyment sewers, and ymagers.
trans/, and Jig. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xii. 29 All that

day she outwore in wandering,. .Till that againe the second

euening Her couered with her sable vestiment. 1620 E.
Blount Horce Subs. 30 Howsoeuer a man may appeare to

himselfe more complete, and full, in the vestiments of

Vertue. 1655 T. Vaughan Euphrates 91 With the fire he

attracts the Air which is the vestiment or body of the fire.

1656 Hevlin Surv. France 51 There we beheld nature in

her richest vestiments.

2. collect. Clothing, garb, vesture, rare.

1637 G. Daniel Genius of Isle 25 The Naiades in Azure
vestiment, With Hairs vnbound, the willing Sand shall print.

Vestime ntal, a. rare. [f. as prec. +-al.]
= next.

1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathers I. v. 495 John of Salisbury, in one
of his letters to Alexander III, reminds that Pontiff of a
belt,— very likely one of these vestimental ones, which he
had deigned to bestow upon him. 1908 Times 25 Nov. 4/2
If they were going into vestimental matters, it would take

too long.

Vestimentary (vestime'ntari), a. [f. as prec.

+ -aky !.] Of or pertaining to, in respect of,

clothes or dress ; vestiary.

Freq. in journalistic use.

1803 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VII. 15 What has been the

effect of all the sermons, dissertations, essays, and para-

graphs that have been written against vestimentary errors

and offences? 1863 Sat. Rev. XV. 17^/2 Such vestimentary
sufferings as he has been exposed to in the changing course
of fashion. 1890 Spectator 10 Mar., An American dentist's

wife was not quite the person to inaugurate a vestimentary
revolution.

Vestin, obs. Sc. form of Westen a.

Vesting, sb. [f. Vest sb. 3 b.] Cloth or

material for making vests or waistcoats. Usually

in pi.

1828 Webster, Vesting, cloth for vests ; vest patterns.

United States. 1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. lit. 495/1 Chinese
prints for vestings. Ibid., Angora velvet plushes for vest-

ings. 1889 Textile News 20 Sept., Advt., Damasks, Vest-

ings, Piques, Twills. 1892 Daily News 5 Dec. 2/4 The
Berlin vesting is still much liked, as it is produced in such
pleasing combinations of colour.

Ve sting, vbl. sb. [f. Vest v. +-ing *.]

1. The action or fact of investing, confirming, or

establishing, esp. by legal process.

1596 Bacon Max. Com. Lazu ix. (1630) 42 But that holdeth
place onely upon the first vesting of the vse. i6n Cotgr.,
Vesture,.. a. vesting, inuesung, or putting into possession

of. 1678 Cudwortii Iutell.Syst. 798 This Christian Resur-
rection of Life, is the Vesting and Setling of the Souls of
Good men, in their. . Immortal Bodies. 1729 jkcobLow
Diet. s.v. Remainder, The Vesting of the Estate in the

Crown, during the Life of the Father. 1826 G. Bell
Comm, Laivs Scot. (ed. 5) II. 609 Of some Points in the

Vesting of Estates, in Trust, Judicial or Voluntary. 1827

Jarman Detnses II. 217 The Court held. .that the adverbs
of time, when, &c. do not make any thing necessary to pre.

cede the settling (/. e. the vesting) of the remainder. 1880
Muirhead Ulpian xxiv. §23 It is requisite that, when the

time of vesting arrives, the legatee shall be no longer in the

heir's potestas.

attrib. 1700 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) IV. 631 Yesterday
the lords.. went thro most part of the land tax and Irish

forfeiture bill ; postponed the first clause, called the vesting

clause.

2. The action or process of putting on, or invest-

ing with, vestments. Also attrib.

1648 W. L. Newesfr. Turkie 9 To hinder his Lordships
Vesting, c 1660 Jer. Taylor Serm. Wks. 1S31 IV. 144 That
observation of St. Jerome made concerning the vesting of

the priests in the Levitical ministrations. 1879 Simmons
Lay-Folks Mass-bk. 164 The subsequent directions prove

that this vesting was not at the altar. 1905 Times 27 Sept.

4/2 Liturgical vestments are worn., and the vesting prayers

used in the Church of Rome.

t Vestite, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. veslil-, ppl. stem
of vestire to Vest.] trans. To cover or clothe as

with a garment.
1597 A. M. Guiltemeati's Fr. Chirurg. 42b/i [To] vestite

the edges of the vlcerationes with plasters. 1657 Tomlinson
Renou s Disp. yji Citrons . . vestited with a thin cortex.

Vestiture (ve'stititii). [ad. med.L. vestitura
}

f. L. vestire to Vest. Cf. Investiture.]

1. Investiture of a person in an office or with
power, etc. ; = Investiture 2 and 3. rare.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 419 He resigned to

God and to seint Peter be vestiture of prelates hat was i-doo
by seculer hundes. 1861 J. A. Alexander Gosp. yesus
Christ xxxix. 521 A proof of man's original formation in

God's image, and his original vestiture with delegated
power as God's vicegerent.

2. concr. That which clothes or covers : f a. =
Vesture sb. 2. Obs. rare.
In quots. translating L. vestitura in documents of the

second half of the 13th c.

.71460 Oseney Reg. (1913) 152 pe saide Abbot and ober
lordes aforenamed.. haue i-suffrid bat be saide John the
vestiture (or grasse) of be same telthe be which abode, .in
\>\s ?ere alone may gadur & haue. Ibid. 156 pe vestiture
of be saide In-hoke.

b. Clothes, clothing, vesture. Also transf. and

fig- . .

The first quotation is the source of the inexact definition
given by Worcester (1846) and some later Dictionaries.

1842 R. Park I'antotogy (1847) 472 Under the head of
Vestiture, we include all those arts which relate immedi-

ately to the manufacture of cloth, and preparation of cloth-
ing. 1853 Kane Gnnnell Exp. xl. (1856)366, I claim to be
the first who has reduced all vestiture 10 a primitive form.
1856 — A ret. Expt. II. i. 23 A pair of bear-skin breeches,
..the characteristic and national vestiture of this strange
people. 1877 Tinsley's Mag. XX. 512/1 It is night in the
streets of a fair Italian city, and the lonely queen of light is

..arraying in snowy vestiture the tall shafts and broad
walls of marble that rise here and there. 1879 J. Hawthorne
Sebast. Strome II. xi. 175 Mary, .felt herself pointedly un-
equal to introducing her ungainly news under a graceful
vestiture of words.

Hence f Ve'stitured a. Obs.~°
1623 Cockkram 1, Vestitured [printed -nted], apparelled.

Vestless, a. [f. Vest sb.] Having no vest

;

lacking a vest.

1888 Daily Ncii-s 28 Sept. 5/3 The plucky clergyman
pursued the vestless burglar. 1891 Ibid. 29 April 7/1
Bodices are often vestless now.
Ve stlet. Zool. [f. Vest v.] A sea-anemone

of the genus Cerianthus, which is invested with a
tube-like stem.
i860 Gosse Actinologia Brit. 268 The Vestlet, Cerianthus

Lloydii. Ibid. 272 Tne Vestlet feeds freely in captivity.

Vestment x (vestment). Forms: a. testa-
ment, 4-6 weslement(e, 4-6 vestement (6
festement). £. 5-6 westment, 5 vestmente,
5- vestment (7 vest'ment). [a. AF. and OF.
vestement (mod.F. v£temenl)^zA. L. vestimentum :

see Vestiment.]
1. A garment or article of clothing, esp. one of

the nature of a robe or gown ; freq. an outer gar-

ment of this kind worn by a king or official either

ordinarilyor upon some ceremonial occasion. Also
collect., clothing, dress, vesture.

Now somewhat rare or rhet.

a 1300 Cursor M . 3701 pe odor o \n uestement It smelles

als o piement. c 1386 Chaucer Sgr*s T. 51 This Kambyn-
skan..In riall vestement syt on hys deys. 1474 Caxton
Chesse iv. v. (1883) 176 He is bounden to deffende and kepe
them that make his vestementis & couertours necessa^ye
vnto his body. 1489 — Foytes ofA. iv. xvii. 280 The scrip-

ture saith that the vestement of Ih[es]u Crist dide seme to

his apostles white as snowe. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 374 The heraulds with thair awfull

westmentis. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. i. 94 Doe their gay
vestments his affections haite? 166a J. Davies tr. Oleariusy

Voy.Ambass. 288 The five principal Persons of the Retinue
had each of them a satin Vestment, and another of Taffata.

1718 Prior Solomon 1. 99 A fairer Red stands blushing in

the Rose, Than that which on the Bridegroom's Vestment
flows. 1764 Harmer Observ. vi. § 23. 2£o Presents of vest-

ments, .are frequently made in these countries to the great

and those that are in public stations. 1771 H. Waltole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. IV. 2 '1 he slightness of their

vestment and the lankness" of their hair. 1790 Cowper
Odyss. vi. 313 Her charge Of folded vestments neat the

Princess placed Within the royal wain. 1826 Lamb Etta
11. Wedding, She stood at the altar in vestments white and
candid as her thoughts. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix.

381 Their clothes saturated with the freezing water of the

floes, these iron men.. did not strip themselves naked, .and

hang up their vestments in the air to dry. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VIII. 497 Remembering to warn (the patient]

against heated rooms,.. stewing in bed, and any po>sible

irritation by vestments.

2. A garment worn by a priest or ecclesiastic on

the occasion of some service or ceremony ; a

priestly robe. + In early use also collect.^ a set of

these.

13.. K. Alls. 1560 (Laud MS.), £e Bisshcp. .dude hym
on a vestement, And made. .To jubiter sacrifise. c 1415
Wvntoun Cron. v. 1898 Hee [a priest of Jupiter] tuggit uibe
his teythe in taggis His westment rewyn al in raggis. c 1485

Digby Myst. {1882) 111. 1183 To my awter I wyll me dresse;

On xall my westment and myn aray. 1560 Bible (Genev.)

2 Kings x. 22 Bring forihe vestements for all the seruants

of Baal. And he broght them out vestements. 1598 J.
Howson Serm. 2t May 35 Thimelicus, a dauncer, had
bought by chaunce some holy Vestement, and abused it

publickly in the open theater. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. in.

xxxvi. 228 The High Priests.. put on the holy vestments,

and enquired of the Lord [etc.]. 1737 Whiston tr. Josephus,

Antiq. hi. vii. §2 Over this he [the priest] wore a linen

vestment, made of fine flax doubled. Ibid., This vestment

reaches down to the feet, and sits close to the body. 1796

Morse Amer. Gecg. II. 659 The surplice, a vestment of the

Pagan Priests, introduced into churches. 1843 Prescott

Mexico vi, v. (1864) 371 A few piiests, clad in their usual

wild and blood stained vestments, were to be seen. 1868

Marriott Vest. Chr. Introd. p. v, The attempt., to trace out

in detail a correspondence between the 'eight vestments

'

of the Jewish high-priest, and those of Christian ministry.

b. An article of attire worn by the clergy of

various branches of the Christian church, or by

certain of their assistants, during divine service or

on some special occasion ; spec, one or other of

those worn by the piiest or priests at the celebra-

tion of the Eucharist ; esp. the chasuble.

In early use perh. sometimes (like med.L. vestimentum)

employed in the collective sense of ( a set of vestments '.

a. 1303 R. Bkunse Handl. Synne 4675 Jyf prest or clerk

lene vestement pat halwed ys (urgh sacrament. 1340

Ayenb. 41 pe crouchen, be calices, be creyme, becorporeaus,

be yblissede uestemens. c 1400 Plowman's Tale xxix. in

Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 311 They halow no thing 1 ut for hiie,

Church, ne font, ne vestement. c 1450 Mirk's Fecial 140

Thys was be fyrst man bat euer song masse yn vestementys,

as prestes now dobe. 1493-4 ^ec- *& Mary at Hill (1905)

199 Payd to mastyr parson for halowyng of the weste-

mentes, xij d. 1549 8*. Com. Prayer, Holy Commun., The
Priest, .shall put upon hym. .a white Albe plain, with a

vestement or Cope, 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Fumiiurt



VESTMENT. 163 VESTRY.
(1866) 35 Item nj vestements—sold to Christopher Paudwine
in anno 1565 who hathe put them to prophane vse.

0. i 1440 rromp. Par-it. 509/1 Vestment.., vestimentum.
c 1460 Fortescuk Abs. $ Lim. Mon. vii. (1885) 125 Often
tymes he [the king) woll hie riche hangynges and other ap-
parell for his howses; vessaill, vestmentes, and ober orna-

mentesforhis chapell. 1509 Will in Archaeologia LXVI.
312 A payre of Vestmentes of Whit clothe ofgold of Tissue.

1531 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 23, Item, I will that a vest-

ment be maide..of my damaske gowne. 1580 Parsons
in Relig. Pamphlets (1898) 166 For this Sacrifice was Preistes

apparell made: Vestments, Sensors, Frankensence, and the

lyke. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xiv, In costly vestments
sacred William dight, With fear and trembling to the altar

went. 1687 A. LovELLtr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 82, I shall not
here spend time in describing their way of celebrating Mass,
..nor shall I.speak of their Sacerdotal Vestments. 1783 in

J. H. Harting Hist. Sardin. Cltafiel (1905) 25 Priest's vest-

ment, two dalmatics to correspond, with maniples and stoles

[etc.J. 1797 Mrs. Radcuffe Italian xvi, Your years, old
man, and those sacred vestments protect you. 1816 Scott
Antlg. xxv, Another churchman in his vestments bore a
holy-water sprinkler. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset II.

xlix. 59 He had kept his surplice in bis own room, and had
gone down in his vestment. 1881 A. O'Shaughnrssy Christ
will Return, Songs of Worker 10 And where, 'mid all the
glory Of vestments rich, are Joseph's working coat And
Mary's rags?

3. trans/. andy%\ Something which covers as a

garment ; a covering.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 118/2 Ryght so the majeste of god
hydde the lyght of hys dyuynyte by a carnal vestement
whyche he toke of our nature humayne. 1620 Quarles
Jonah 1300 Their nakednesse with sackcloth let them hide,
And mue the vest'ments of their silken pride. 1660 Shar-
rock Vegetables 40 The verdure, .that is generally the
beauteous vestment of all vegetables. 1669 W. Simpson
Hydrol. Chym. 146 This hidden spirit.. putting on new
shapes according to the mineral vestment wherewith he is

cloathed. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xi, 84 Green,, .which
colour nature hath chosen for the vestment of the earth.
1836 Emerson Nature, Lang. Wks. (Bohn) II. 152 A
material image, .arises in his mind, contemporaneous with
every thought, which furnishes the vestment of the thought.
184a \V. A. Butler Serm.Scr. 1, x. (1849) *72 His per-
petuated humanity is, then, in heaven,.. the vestment of the
divine priesthood.

4. Comb, in vestment-maker.
Freq. in 15th and early 16th c. accounts.

1405 Close Roll, 6 Hen. IV, b, Johannes Est, vestment
makere. 1477-9 ^ec. Si, Mary at Hill (ioo<0 80 Item, paid
to a vestment-maker for the mendyng of the Blak Copes.
1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Vestmentmaker, ckasublier. 1537-8
Rce. St. Mary at Hilt (1905) 378 Paid to a vestment maker
for xxvij dayes labour.

Vestment 2
. rare- 1

, [f. Vest v. Cf. Invest-
ment.] A right or privilege with which a person
or body is invested or endowed.
'795 J- Phillips Hist. Inland Navig. Add. 149 It is en-

acted, that they be one body politic and corporate, by the
name of ' The Company of Proprietors of the Mersey and Ir-

well Navigation ', with all customary powers, vestments, &c
Vestmental, a. rare—1

, [f. Vestment 1 +
-al. Cf. Vestimental a.~\ Vestimentary.
1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. vi, 249 Amongst the few

episcopal ornaments still to be found in England . . is one of
the ' caligae ', or vestmental stockings of Bishop Waneflcte's.

Vestmented, a. [f. as prec] a. Of per-

sons : Dressed or robed in vestments, b. Of a
service : Celebrated or conducted in vestments.
1859 Sala Dm round Clock (1861) 338 The black-vest-

mented groom of the chambers. 1867 1st Rep. Commis-
sioners Pnbl. Worship 52/1 From your changing the service
from the high choral to the vestmented service. 1871 Miss
Mulock Fair France 142 There came filing in a line of
priests richly vestmented.

Vestni, southern ME. var. Fasten v. Ves-
torie, obs. f. Vestry*. Vestour, var. Vouster,
boaster. Sc. Vestoure, obs. form of Vesture.
Vestoy, var. Vesteye v. Obs,

Vestral, Vestrical, Vestrtfication, etc :

see after Vestry 1.

Vestry 1 (vestri). Forms: 4, 6 westre, 6
vestre

; 5 vestri, 5-6 vestrye, 6-7 vestrie (6
vestorie, 7 vesterie), 5- vestry. [Prob. a. AF.
*vest{e)rie, f. Vest z/. + -(e)ry, substituted for OF.
vestiarie, vestiaire : see Vestiary, Cf. Revestry.]
1. A room or part of a church, usually situated

in close proximity to the chancel or choir, in which
the vestments, vessels, records, etc., are kept, and
in which the clergy and choir robe for divine ser-

vice ; a room used for similar purposes in connexion
with any church, chapel, or place of worship.
The vestry of parish churches is also used as a placeof meet-

ing for the transaction of certain parochial business (see 2).

1388 in Archaeologia LII. 213 The awter w* in the sayd
westre. 14.. in Wr.-Wulcker 619 Vestibulum, a vestrye.
c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 509/2 Vestrye, vestiartum, 1496-7
Ret. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 225 For colys to brenne in
the vestrye. 1506-7 Ibid. 261 Payd for makyng of ij keyes
for the tresory chest in the vestry, vid. 1540-1 in Archaeo-
logia XIX. 272 On the South Syde of the same Churche
ys the Vestrye well covered with lead. 1593 Rites ofDur-
ham (Surtees, 1903) 8 When the monkes went to say or
sin^e the hi^h masse they put on theire vestments.. in the
Vestrye. 1617 Moryson /ml i. no In the Vesterie lie the
bodies of nine kings in coffins of wood. t68a N. O. Boileau's
Lutrin tn. 25 With equal pace the Temples Nave they
measure ! Into the Vestry came : Here lies the Treasure !

1608 T. Y9.0GV.fi Voy. in The Jesuits are very potent there.

, .Their Vestry is one of the most magnificent that ever was
seen. 1756-7 Keyslcr's Trav. (1760J III. 73 Formerly, in

the Tribuna hung a large picture ot St. Joseph ; . . but this is

removed into the vestry. 1796 Mme. D'Abblay Camilla
I. 303 They sauntered about the church while the Doctor
retired to the vestry to take off his gown. 1798 Southey
Surgeon's Wanting xxiii, Three men in the vestry watch
To save him if they can. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxviii,

The ceremony was performed, .in the parish church,, .and
Mr. Pickwick's name is attached to the register, still pre-
served in the vestry thereof. 1864 A. McKay Hist. Kilniar.
nock 225 The church consists of a nave with an organ-gallery,
a chancel, and a vestry. 1873 Hale In His Name viii. 73
Candles which furnished the light to the dim vestry.

fig. 1648 Milton Observ. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 572
So that this rough Garment to deceive, we bring ye once
again, Grave Sirs, into your own Vestry. 1847 Emekson
Repr. Men, Sivedenborg Wks. (Bohn) 1. 324 The worshipper,
escaping from the vestry of verbs and texts, is surprised to
find himself a party to the whole of his religion.

b. A similar room or part in a temple or other

non-Christian place of worship.
X53S Coverdale 2 Kings x. 22 Then sayde he vnto him

that had the rule of the vestrye: Brynge forth rayment for

all Baals mynisters. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus I, 57 In this

sacred house or vestry no image is erected. 1609 Bible
(Douay) Ezek. xliv. 19 They shal put of from them their

vestiments..and shal lay them up in the vesterie of the
sahctuarie. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. Wks. 1851 III. 2 In
Palls and Miters, gold and guegaw's fetcht from Arons old
wardrope, or the Flamins vestry.

e. A place or room where clothes (f or valu-

ables) are kept; a robing room, cloak-room; fa
treasure house or chamber. Now rare.

1574 HzLLovjEsGueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 263 Also they
make report of your Ladyship here, that you entred the
vestorie or treasure house of Toledo, to fetche the plate that
was there. 1600 Holland Livy xxtx. xxi. 725 For all the
holy money which they found . . they bestowed againe in the
privie vestries where the treasure was kept. 1613 T. Godwin
Rom, Antio. (1625) 109 By the Scene in this place, I vnder-
stand the partition betweene the players vestry, and the
stage or scaffold. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. (1900) 192 Then
said the Interpreter again to the Damsel that waited upon
these Women, Go into the Vestry and fetch out Garments
for these People. 1891 G. Gissing New Grub Street I. 198
Where are your out-of-door things? I think there is a
ladies' vestry somewhere isn't there?

2. In English parishes : An assembly or meeting
of the parishioners or a certain number of these,

held usually in the vestry of the parish church, for

the purpose of deliberating or legislating upon the

affairs of the parish or upon certain temporal
matters connected with the church (see next).
Also without article (b),

(a) 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) 24 This worke being
finished and red ouer and ouer by the head of the parish,
they called a Vestry, wherin they concluded [etc.J. 1596 tn

W. H. Hale Prec. Causes Office (1841) 87 That they cause
a vestrye to be warned on Sondaye next.. to mete at the
evening the same daye. 1640 Minutes Archdeaconry of
Essex (MS.) fob 195 William Petchicnotatur for keeping
a private vestry in Rookitt's hall on Easter Munday in

tyme of divine service. 1643 Sir E. Dkring Sp. on Relig.
90 The Parish Minister to hold weekly Vestries, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 6 Nov. 1692, There was a Vestry call'd about
repairing or new building of the Church. 176a Footk
Orator 1. Wks. 1799 I. 194, 1 did speechify once at a vestry.

1885 Eucycl. Brit. XVIII, 296/3 Common vestries are meet-
ings of all the ratepayers, assembled on a three days' notice.

(b) 1764 in W. Wing Ann. Steeple Aston (1875) 63 It was
agreed at vestry to sow Sandhill tumoops this next year.

1845 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) I. 120 The affairs

of a {parish... are regulated in vestry, which is, properly
speaking, an assembly of the minister, churchwardens and
parish ioners.^ 1857 Hughes Tom Brown I. iii, He himself
had.. gone birds'-nesting with the farmers whom he met at

vestry.

b. The body of parishioners meeting in this

way and constituting a parochial board or council

of management.
This body had formerly the administration and manage-

ment of the whole of the business affairs of the parish ; but
now its authority is almost entirety restricted to certain

temporal matters connected with the parish church, its

former powers being invested in the Parish or District

Council.
a 167a If. Wren in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 229 It was very

difficult to find a man, who .. followed the persuasion of
Calvin, who had not also strong propensions to the Elder-
ship and Vestry, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 Apr. 1662, Being
of the Vestry,,. we order'd that the Communion Table
should be set as usual altar-wise. 1708 Swift Reply to

Bickerstaff detected S.'s Wks. 1755 II. 1. 167 If I had not
used my utmost interest with the vestry. 1766 Entick
London IV. 45 The vestry is select, pursuant to the will of
William Tudman, who, hoping thereby to prevent the in-

conveniences which usually arise from a general vestry
[etc. J. 179a Young Trav. France 549 The first attempt
towards a democracy in England would be the common
people demanding an admission and voice in the vestries.

1820 Southey Wesley II. 40a As the vestry would not be
persuaded to erect a gallery, he built one at his own ex-
pense. 188a Besant Revolt ofMan iv. (1883) 78 The Lower
House.. had degenerated into something noisier than a
vestry. 1882 Eneyct. Brit. XIV. 820/: The vestries and
district boards are entrusted with the management of local

sewers, the lighting, paving, and cleaning of their own
thoroughfares, and the removal of nuisances.

o. Any similar body elected by members of the

congregation of a church and invested with the

conduct of its business affairs ; a meeting of such
body. 1891 Cent. Diet.

t 3. Clothing or vesture. Alsoyfc. Oh. rare.
1606 J. Welsh in Set. Biog. (Wodrow Soc.) 1 . 22 She shall

be arrayed with the golden vestry, and needlework of his

manifold graces. 1616 B. Jonson Masques, Lor* freed

I fr' Ignorance, One o' the Black-guard had his hand in my
vestrie.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. In sense I, as vestry

door, fire, -keeper, window, etc.

1477-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) Si A key to the
ve>try dore beneih. 1510 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886J II. aoo The largienge of the vestrie dore. t6it
Cotgr., Sacristatn, a Sexton, or Vestrie keeper, in a
Church. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. in, 75 They are
oblig'd .. to give to the Popes Vestry-keeper .. five and

1 twenty Ducats. 1706 Phillips (ed, Kerrey), i'estry-Keeper,
a Sexton, whose Business is to look after the Vestry. 177a

i tr. Life LadyGuian II. 5, 1 had taken the office of Sacristan
(or Vestry Nun) and the care of waking the Sisters at the
hour they were to rise. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxi,

j

I have left the vestry winduw unfastened. 1855 — Dorrit
xiv, Having stirred the Vestry fire, he looked round the
shelves of registers.

b. In sense 2, as vestry assessment, -brother,

-business, -consult ( = consultation), meeting, etc.

1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades (1876) 139 Like a Reuer-
end Ve>try wit. i68z N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 1. 224 Him
time preferr'd. . From poor Church-warden to a Vestry-
brother, a 1683 Oldham Satyrs Wks. (16S6) 194 At Vestry-
Consults when he does appear For t_hoosing of some Parish
Officer. 1731 Genii. Mag. 1. 159 In the Parish where I serve,

the Vestry is compos 'd of thirty select Members, besides the
Rector, and two Vestry Justices of the Peace, a 1734 North
Exam. 11. v. § 94 (1740) 374 No more of Plot than a Vestry
Meeting to settle their Rates. 1808 Edin. Rev. XII. 509
An imperial sovereign summoned to settle a petty vestry-

squabble ! 1833 Act 3 f 4 Will. IV, c. 37 §63 Such Ex-
pences, .as have been heretofore defrayed by Vestry Assess-

ment in Ireland. 1888 W. Morris in Mackail Life (1899)
II. 206, I don't see why they should not keep out of the

vestry-business.

c. Special Combs. : vestry-book, (a) a book
in which the proceedings of a parochial vestry are

recorded
;

{b) a book kept in a vestry in which the

births, marriages, and deaths of the parishioners

are registered ; vestry cess, in Ireland, a church

rate or tax levied by a vestry ; vestry-clerk, the

clerk of a parochial vestry ; vestry-tax, — vestry-

cess.

1773-4 Ir. Acts 13 if 14 Geo. Ill, c. 10 § 4 The said elect ion

or nomination shall be entered in the * vestry bock of every
parish, union, or chapelry. 1789 Sir W. Scott in J. Haggard
Rep. Consist. Crt. London (1822} I. 13 As. .no pull appeals for

Anthony, and the vestry book, which must be taken to be the
authentic book, makes no menticn of him, I cannot look on
him as elected. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro' M. lxv, I was
sent for to the Castle to give a private baptism. ., and request-
ing that I would bring the vestry-book along with me for

the registration. 191a A. Gordon in yml. Friends 1

Hist.
Soc. IX. ioa A modern forgery, entered in the church-
wardens' vestry- book at Cheltenham. 1864 Act 27 <$• 28
Vict. c. 17 § 1 It is expedient to abolish 'Vestry Cess in

Ireland. 1706 Phillii-s (ed. Kersey), * Vestry-Cttrk, a
Scrivener that keeps the Parish Accounts. 1763 Burm Fed.
Law II. 478 The vestry clerk is chosen by the vestry. 1836
Dickens Sk. Bos, Our Parish ii, The vestry-clerk, .is an
attorney, and generally in a bustle. 1807-8 Syd. Smith
Plym ley's Lett, Wks. 1859 II. 170/1, I request to know if

the "vestry taxes in Ireland are a mere matter of romantic
feeling ?

Hence in various terms, chiefly in nonce-use, with
reference to sense 2 : Ve'stral «.,of or pcitaining

to a vestry or vestries. Vestraliza'tion, admin-
istration by means of vestries. Ve'strical a., =
vestral. Vestrifica'tion, the action of vestrify-

ing. Ve'strlfied (///.) a., governed by a vestry.

Ve'strlfy v. pans., to transform into, cause to

resemble, a vestry in character or function. Ve's-
trydom, the system of local government by a vestry

or vestries
;
parochial vestries collectively ; hence,

the parochial narrowmindedness or selfish spirit

regarded as characteristic of vest ties, v e'Stryhood,
« prec. Ve'stryish a., affected wit 1

' or charac-

terized by the spirit of vestrydom. Ve'stryism,
vestrydom. Vestryize v. trans., = vestrify.

1884 Content/*. Rev. June 802 The fire-lrigade as adminis-
tered by the *vestral authorities. Ibid. 805 The disadvan-

tages of disunity under the vestral administration. 1886
Times 13 Mar. 5/1 The wastefulness of "vesiralization.

1881 Daily News 31 Jan. 5 The magistrate, .discovered on
Saturday an instance of "vestrical sapience which (etc.).

1884 Ibid. 31 Dec. 5/4 The *vestrification of Parliament.

1865 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 144/1 We can hardly expect an ordin-

ary "vestrified general-reading Englishman to understand

..the intensity of passion tetc.J. 1884 Chaplin in Daily
Nezvs 5 Dec. 3/1 If he might coin a phrase, its general effect

would be to 'vestrify the House of Commons, i860 Temple
Bar Mag. I. 80 It was the defeat of beadledom and *ves-

trydom. 1884 Christian World 22 May 409/1 The opposi-

tion raised by a stolid vestrydom to a more rational svstem

of local self-government. 1871 Content/. Rev. XVK 374

Vestryhood had for generations flourished as a calling.

188a Society 16 Dec. 10/2 The public instinct recognises

something petty and *vestryish about the Board. 1861

Itlustr. Land. News 23 Feb. 168 1 The House displayed a

greater tendency to what may be called ' "vestryism than

ever. 1870 W, R. Gbeo Polit. Problems 226 To deal

systematically and thoroughly with the giant evil of pauper-

ism,, .would bring those who undertook it face to face witn

the vast opposing army of vestryism. 1869 Contemp. Rev.

XI. 235 How many disappointed competitors for that

honour.. will submit to be 'vestryized.

Vestry 2
. Mining. [Of uncertain origin.] The

refuse or rubbish of a mine.

1784 (MS.), Rubbish and vestry from a lead mine. 1830

Eng. V For. Mining Gloss. (Newcastle), Vestry, refuse.
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Vestryman. Also vestry-man, vestry-

man, [f. Vestry 1 2.] A member of a parochial

vestry.

1614 in W. H. Hale Free. Causes Office (i%4,\) 39 So many
of the vestrie men as shall, .meet there for the makeing of

a rate. 1641 ' Smectvmnuus ' Vind. Ansiu. Pref. a iij b,

Indeede hee saith, that these were but as our Church-
wardens, or Vestry men. 1651 Cleveland Poems 26 These
Linsie-Woolsie Vestry-men. 1701 Maryland Laws (1723)

15 Two New Vestrymen shall be annually chosen in the

Places of Two others, a 1721 Prior True Statesmen 35
If thou ever has't a voice Tho it be only in the Choice Of
Vestry Men or grey-Coat- Boys. 1847 C. G. Addison Law
of Contracts xv. § 3. 391 Vestrymen, in vestry assembled,

may, like any other persons, exceed their duties as vestry-

men. 1873 ^' Harie Fiddletown 37 She was roused by
a formal visit from a vestryman.

Hence Ve*strymanly a., befitting a vestryman;

Ve' Btrymanship, the position ofa vestryman.
1885 Pall MallG. 12 Jan. 4/1 That may be*vestrymanly,

but it is hardly gentlemanly. 1879 Escott England I. 123

The mere fact of a parochial office being the coveted prize

ofa political competition raises its duties above the level of

*vestrymanship.

Vestry-room. Also vestry room. [f. Ves-
try *.] The vestry of a church ; the room in

which a parochial vestry assembles.

1710 Lond. Gas. No. 4721/4 The Vestry-Room of the

Parish Church of Lambeth was broke open. 1745 Viner
Abridgm. Law fy Equity XXI. 549 His proper Remedy
for the Injury done by the Defendant, by hindrtng him to

come into the Vestry-room. 1810 W. Wilson Hist. Dissent.

Ch. III. 224 He opened a day-school, in the vestry-room of

his meeting. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXII. 227/1 It compre-
hends a nave, ..and a chantry, now used as a vestry-room.

1891 *S. Mostyn ' Curattea 136, I thought I should have
seen you in the vestry-room.
attrih. 1838 Dickens O. Twist v, The clerk, who was

sitting by the vestry-room fire.

Vestsohipe: see Fastship Obs.

Vestuary. Now arch. [ad. OF. vestuaire

(= Pr. and Cat. vestuari, Sp, and Pg. vestuario\

or med.L. vestuarium, (. vestura Vesture sb. Cf.

Vestiary sb.~\ A vestiary or vestry ; a wardrobe.

Also traitsf.

c 1490 Caxton Rule St. Benet 136 Whan in \>e chirche he
shall doo of his seculerarraye and becladde with the habite

of the place; those [clothes] that he puttyth off shall be
kept in the vestuary. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 449
Some. .small bones wrapped up in fine silke of fresh colour,

which the Abbot tooke for the reiiques of some Saints, and
laied uppe in his Vestuary. i860 Trench Serm

%
IVestm.

Abb. xxxii. 368 The trappings of men's outward existence.,

must be laid aside in the vestuary of the grave.

fVesturage. Obs~x [f. Vesture^. + -age.]

An allowance lor vesture or clothing.

1679 E. Chamberlayne Pres.St.Eng. 11. (ed. 12) 262 Note
that out of the Sergeants afore-mentioned, the King by
Writ, usually calls some to be of his Council at I^aw, allow-

ing each one Wadage, Feodage, Vesturage, and Regardage.

Vestural (ve'stiiiral), a. [f. as prec + -al.]

Of or pertaining to vesture or clothing; vestiary.

1831 Carlyle Sart, Res. 1. i, How, then, comes it.. that

the grand Tissue of all Tissues, .should have been quite

overlooked by Science, —the vestural Tissue, namely, of

woollen or other cloth? 1883 Times 13 Nov. 9/3 Vestural
adornments less suited to military purposes than to a mas-
querade. 1891 Miss Dowie Girl in Karp. ii. 17 His
vestural advantages.. are what I grudge a man sole pos-

session of.

Vesture (ve *stiu.i) , sb. Also 5 vestoure, wester
(9 dial, veater), 6-7 vostur. [a. AF. and OF.
vesture (mod.F. veture), f. vestir Vest v. Cf.

med.L. and It. veslura.]

I. 1. That with which a person is clothed or

dressed : a. With a or pi. An article of apparel
or clothing; a garment or vestment.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1288 Wyth alle be coyntyse

bat he [i. e. Solomon] cowbe clene to wyrke Deuised he
pe vesselment, be vestures clene. c 1384 Chaucer H.
Fame 111. 235 Alle and euery man Of hem.. Had on him
throwen a vesture, Whiche that men clepen a cote armure.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1539 (Ashm.), And sithen he castis

on a Cape of kastand hewes,..A vestoure to vise on of
violet floures. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. 558 Fyre was put
to the vesturis of the disguysers. c 1550 Disc. Common
Weal Eng. ii. (1893) 75, I hauehearde vestures weare made
only of gold then. 1535 Eden Decades (Aib.) 113 Acerteyne
Kynge made towarde theym appareled with vestures of gos-
sampine cotton. 16x1 Bible Gen. xli. 42 Pharaoh .. arayed
him in vestures of fine linnen. 1643 Burroughes Exp.
Hosea xL (1652) 344 It anathematizes all those that shall

judge one vesture, onegarment more holy then another. 1827
G. Higgiss Celtic Druids 214 Clothed with never-fading
vestures. 1856 Mrs. Browning A ur. Leigh v. 322 The whirl-

ing white Of choral vestures. 1871 Longf. Wayside Inn n.

Leg. Beautiful 17 And he saw the Blessed Vision Of our
Lord, with light Elysian Like a vesture wrapped about him.

b. collect. Apparel, clothing, garb, raiment.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2691 (Ffypermnestra), I am a

mayde,..And be my semblant, and by my vesture, Myn
handes ben nat shapen for a knyfe. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C
11. 23 Aren non nudful bote bo bre [things]. ..The ferst of bo
ys fode, and vesture be secounde. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

V. 347 A kny^htc.clothede also with regalle vesture, as if

he hade bene the kynge. a 1475 Ashby Active Policy 535
Lete nat the pouer Comyns be dysguised Nee haue precious

clothe in theire Vesture. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cexx.

283 The kyng of Cypre holpe them to complayne the dethe

of the kyng, ..and.. clothed hymselfe with the vesture of

doloure. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxi. 18 They haue parted

my garmentes amonge them, and cast lottes vpon my ves-

ture, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 13 They adorned

Magdalene.. in roiall and princely vesture. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. in. ii. 200 Kinde Soules, what weepe you, when you
but behold Our Caesars Vesture wounded? 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. in. Wks. 1851 V. 132 The Abbots Coap, which
he had thrown over them, thinking by the reverence of his

vesture to have withheld the murderer. 1790 Cowper
Receipt Mother's Pict. 75 Could time.. restore the hours,

When, playing with thy vesture's tissued flowers,.. I prick'd

them into paper with a pin. 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xxxv,
Her graceful vesture swept the ground. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xiiL III. 305 Seers wrapped themselves up in

bulls' hides, and awaited, in that vesture, the inspiration

which was to reveal the future. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur.
Leigh 1. 887 The rustling of your vesture through my
dreams.
at tn'b. a 1743 Savage Progr. Divine Wks. 1 775 1 1. 1 10 To

tear off rings, . . To part 'em, for the vesture-shroud cast lots.

c. trans/. andy%*. (Freq. in the 19th c.)

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (\V. de W. 1531) 8 For there all shall be
clothed with the vesture of immortalite & garment of glory.

1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serin. (Parker Soc) 208 To clothe

ourselves with the comely vesture of innocency. 160a

Marston Ant. 9f Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 26 Would'st thou
have us sluts, and never shift the vestur of our thoughts?

1653 J. Hall Paradoxes 76 The strongest and most hand-
some Animalls are satisfied in their owne naturall Vestures.

1727 Dyer Grongar Hill 99 Thus is nature's vesture

wrought. 1738 Glover Leonidas 1. 271 The moon through
all the dreary vapour spreads The radiant vesture of her silver

light. 1768 Johnson in Johnsoniana (1836) 438 When a
nation, .acquires new ideas, it must necessarily have a suit-

able vesture for them. 1862 Stanley Jew.Ch. I. xil. (1877)

223 The golden clusters of the Syrian vine, . . so beautiful a
vesture of the bare hills of Palestine. 1867 H. Macmillan
Bible Teach, iii. (1870) 45 Natureas a whole was meant to

be for man the vesture of the spiritual world.

d. Conch. (See quot.) rare~°.

*755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 32 Vesture, the inner covering of

a shell that first appears upon removing the epidermis.

2. Law* All that grows upon or covers the land,

with the exception of trees ; one or other of the

products of land, such as grass or corn.

1455 Rolls of Parlt, V. 305 /i, xl acres of Wode, and the

Vesture of the same, in our Forest. 1467-8 Ibid. V. 575/2
The vesture of Grasse and Comes therof. 1533 Fitz-

herbert Surv. v, It is to be enquered of parkes..howe
many acr^s ar conteyned in them, and for how moche the

vesture of euery acre may be sold. 162a Ckll\s Stat. Sewers
(1647)105 He which hath the Vesture or Herbage of grounds
..may be charged to the repairs. 1630 Capt. Smith Advt.
Planters 25 The best [ground] is ever knowne by the great-

nesse of the trees and the vesture it beareth. 1768 Black-
stone Comm. III. 210 It is requisite that the party have a
lease and possession of the vesture and herbage of the land.

1817 W. Selwyn Laiv Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1217 Where
plaintiff is intitled to the vesture of land, that is, corn, grass,

underwood, and the like. 1869 Austin's Jurispr. (ed. 3)11.

881 In English Law it has been held that one person may
have a freehold in the soil and another in the vesture. 1885
Law Times ReP. LIL 572/2 Certain hay, straw, and other

vestures which have arisen on the said farm.

II. j 3. The investiture of a person as a novice

in a religious order. Obs.~~ x

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 184 The
two youngest, designated to the monastery, were yet fair

from the age not only of profession but of vesture.

f4. Lazv. (See quot. and Investure.) Obs.—°

160? Cowell In terpr., Vesture,., in thevseofour common
lawe, [is] turned metaphorically to betoken a possession, or

an admittance to a possession.

Hence Venture v. trans., to array in a vesture

or vestments, rare.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 309 That he shuld bee honor-

ably receaued and vestured with silke.

Vestured, ///. a. [f. prec.] Clothed or

dressed in vesture ; wearing vesture. Also transf.

Chiefly in predicative use and const, with or in.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxi. 640 They ar clothed

in veluet. .and we be vestured with pore clothe, c 1530 —
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 156 She was vestured wyth a samyte
of grene. a 1814 Apostate 11. iv. in New Brit. Theatre

HI. 319 When I contrast my naked ignorance, With that

rich-crown 'd, that flowing vestured knowledge. 188a Nature
XXVI. 61 Cables have. .been lifted richly vestured with

the spoils of the bottom. 1893 R. H. Charles Bk. Enoch
129 They will be vestured with life.

Vesturer. [f. Vesture sb. + -er. Cf. Ves-

teher.] (See quot. 1877.)
1779 G. Keate Sketchesfr. Nat. fed. 2) I. 20 The vesturer

conducted us thro' this great repository of the dead. 1877
F. G. Lee Gloss. Feci, «$• Litnrg. Terms 437 Vesturer. 1. A
sacristan. 2. A sexton. 3. A keeper of the vestments. 4.

A sub-treasurer of a collegiate church or cathedral. 1898

Guardian 31 Aug. 1313 The site [of the depository of the

Easter sepulchre] has recently been localized by. .the worthy
hon. vesturer.

Vestynge, obs. form of Fasting vbl. sb.

Vesuvian (Ws/rvian), a. and sb. [f. Vesuvi-

us, the name of the active volcano on the Bay of

Naples in Italy. Cf. G. vesuvian, F. v&uvien.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Vesuvius ; esp. {a)

like or resembling Vesuvius, or that of Vesuvius, in

volcanic violence or power.
(a) 1673 EL Head Canting Acad. 11 The fury of this

smoaking rage being . . abated, and having pretty well
drench'd their Vesuvian throats. 1809 Campbell Ge?t.
Wyom. in. xx, Then looked they to the hills, where fire

o'erhung The bandit groups in one Vesuvian glare. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v, Such a fire, .did actually burst-

forth, with explosions more or less Vesuvian, in the inner

man of Herr Diogenes. 1878 Huxley in L. Huxley Life
(1900) II. xxv. 432 The inflammation of the pudding was
highly successful—in fact Vesuvian not to say jEtnaic.

(b) 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. i25Thereisa tendency

j
in almost all the Vesuvian dikes to divide into horizontal
prism-. 1886 A. Winchell Walks Geol. Field 87 History

I

records a large number of Vesuvian eruptions. 1897 Geikie
Anc. Volcanoes Brit. Ii. II. 471 The three modern types of

1 Vesuvian cones.

f b. Vesuvian salt, aphthitalite. Obs.
1813 Shitiison in Phil. Trans. CHI. 262 This Vesuvian

[

salt.. has presented no less than nine distinct species of

j

matters.

B. sb. 1. A/in. A silicate of aluminium, lime,
and iron, or other base, occurring massive but more
freq. in square crystals of various colours, found

j

originally in the ancient Vesuvian lavas ; idocrase.
Named by Werner, the German mineralogist, in 1795.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 285 Vesuvian, or

white Garnet of Vesuvius. Found principally in the lava of
Vesuvius. 1815 Aikin Min. (ed. 2) 224 Vesuvian occurs
crystallized in groups, or lining cavities, or massive. 1859
R. Hunt Guide Mus. Tract. Geol. (ed. 2) 255 Idocrase
was first observed in the ancient Vesuvian lavas, and thence
it is called sometimes Vesuvian. It is a compound of
silica, alumina, lime, and iron. 1879 Rutlev Study Recks x.

142 Idocrase or Vesuvian is in its chemical composition
closely allied to the lime-alumina garnets.

2. A kind of match or fusee, burning with a
sputtering flame, used especially for lighting cigars

or tobacco-pipes in the open air.

1853 Pract. Mechanics Jrnl. VI. 147 One of Palmer*s
Vesuvians is a still more sure.. way of igniting the fuze.

186a Whyte-Melville Inside Bar 348 Striving by the aid
of a 'Vesuvian ' to relight my cigar. 1886 R. C. Leslie
Sea- Painter's Log 103 Beyond a few vesuvians, they had
nothing among them that would burn.
attrib. 1879 Man. Artillery Exerc. 175 A vesuvian match-

box. 1904 ' E. Nesbit ' Phanix «$ Carpet i. 4 They tried to

light it with Vesuvian fusees.

Vesu vianite. Mm* [f. prec. + -itel] =
Vesuvian sb. i.

1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet. 189a E. S. Dana Min. 480
Vesuvianite was first found among the ancient ejections of
Vesuvius and the dolomitic blocks of Monte Somma,
Vesu'viate, v. nonce-wd. [J. Vesuvi-us: see

Vesuvian.] intr. Of weather : To be very hot.
a 1876 M. Collins Th, in Gard. (1880) I. 166 It vesu-

viates. This sudden heat in the atmosphere has something
to do with the eruption of the mountain which killed Pliny
the Elder.

Vesuvin (Ws£*vin). Chem. [a.G. vesuvin, f.

Vesuv-ius, from its explosive property : fee -in *.]

Phenyl-brown, used esp. as a staining matter for

histological preparations.
1885 Klein Micro-Organisms 84 Stained with methylene

blue and vesuvin, 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III.

678/1 Bismarck Brown, Vesuvin. The chloride of triamido-
azobenzol. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med, II. 4 Bismarck brown,
eosin, or vesuvin may be used as a counter stain.

Vesy, obs. form of Vizy v. Sc.

Vesyke, variant of Vesike Obs.

t Vesyness. Sc. Obs.—1
[f. *vesy, aphetic f.

Advisy a. + -ness.] Caution, foresight, prudence.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. 6555 Wip wit.. And vesynes,

throu quham bai wan This batall.

Vesyte, obs. form of Visit v.

Vet, sb. [Colloquial contraction of Veterin-
arian or Veterinary.] A veterinary surgeon.
1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden III. 328 A lieutenant,

accompanied by the vet, did the honours of the stables.

1876 Bl-rnaby Ride to Khiva xv. (ed. 3) 136 The Kirghiz
themselves have but little faith in doctors or vets. 1883

E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestcrsh. 223 A battered
stud was left in the hands of the groom and the vet.

Vet, v. [f. prec]
1. trans. To submit (an animal) to examination

or treatment by a veterinary surgeon.
1891 'Annie Thomas' That Affair II. i. 11 Beau is

shaky in his fore legs. I shall have him vetted before the

races. 1904 Times 9 Mar. 8/1 Of the 73 stallions.. only 39
came back for a second inspection after they had been
' vetted '.

2. To examine or treat (a person) medically.
1898 Mrs. Ckoker Peggy of the Bartons xiv, You will

have them [sc, friendsj round to 'vet' you. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 14 Apr. 2 /i ' Where are you going this afternoon? '..

'Going to be vetted,' he grunted.

Vet, southern ME. var. Fat a., feet Foot sb.
;

southern dial. var. Fet v. ; obs. Sc. f. Wet v..

Wit v. Vetail(l)e, obs. ff. Victual sb. and v.

t Veta-tion. Obs.- [f. L. vetare to forbid.]

' A forbidding to do a thing.'

1623 Cockeram 1. (Hence in Blount and Phillips.]

Vetayll, obs. form of Victual sb.

Vetch, (vetj"). Forms: a. 4-5 fecch(e, 5

fechche, fehche, fech, 5-6 feche, 4-7 fetche,

4-8, 9 dial, fetch. 0. 5 vache, 5, 9 s.w. dial.,

vatch; 5-7 veche (5 vessche), vech (5 wech),

4-6 vetche, 6- vetch (9 veitch). See also

Fatch and Fitch sb.i [a. ONF. veche, vecche,

veiche, vesche, = OF. vecce, vece, vesse (mod.F.

•vesce) :—L. vicia, whence also It. veccia."]

1. The bean-like fruit of various species of the

leguminous plant Vicia.

Also with defining terms, as gore-vetch : see 3 b.

Occas. used as a type of something of little or no value

(seequots. C13741 1632).

o. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 936 (Hail. MS), This

seid is by hem that be not worth two fecchis. c 1400 Lan*
francs Cirurg. 209 Oon [cancer] comep of malancolie rotid,

& bigynneb for to wexe in be mychilnes of a fecche or of
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a pese. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vii. 612 For this scarcyteof
whete iu Englande, in many places the people made them
hrede of fetches pesyn, and benys. 1533111 Archacologia
XXV. 519 Fetchys bought for scdcij combe of fetchys.

155a Cooper Elyot's Die/., Eruum . is greater and
bittcrotir then a fech. 1615 Latham Falconry (1633) 95
Take of alloes the quantity of a Fetch unwashed. 163a

Rowley Woman never vext n. 26 You may Imagine it to

be Twelfe-day at night, and the Beane found in the corner

of your Cake, but 'Tis not worth a fetch l'l assure you.
1661 Petit, for Peace 11 The Fetches are beaten out with
a staff.

0. 1388 Wyclif Ezek. iv. 9 Take thou . . beenys, and tillis,

and mylie, and vetchis [1382 vetche], 1398'TKF.visA Barth.
De P. R. xvii. xcv. (Bodl. MS.), Amonge codware,..
tilles & vacches beb smalleste in quantite. c 1483 Caxton
Dial. 22 Otes, vessches, Benes, pesen. 1539 Elvot Cast.

Helthe 84 b, Some is lyke lyttelle redde vetches. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 482 Afterward there come vp long flat coddes,
wherein are Vetches. 1617 Moryson Itin. 111. 112 English
Merchants bring into Italy. .Conny skins, Veches, Kersies,

and sometimes English Corne. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 59
P 4 Cicero . . was marked on the N ose wit h a little Wen like a
Vetch. 1756 J. Kennedy Curias. Wilton House (1786) 65
The Busts of Cicero,, .with the Mark of the Cicer or Vetch
on his Face. 1790 Cowpek Iliad xm. 715 As vetches or
as swarthy beans Leap from the van and fly athwart the
floor, By sharp winds driven. 1866 C. C. Felton Anc. fy

Mod. Gr. I. vi. 406 Beans, lupines, radishes, Vetches,
wild pears, when we can, And a locust now and then. 1870
Bryant /Had xm. II. 32 The swarthy beans Or vetches
bound before the whittling wind. 1901 Daily Ncivs 12 Mar.
8/6 Some large Swedish gore-vetches are now offering at

attractively low rates.

f b. « Fitch sbA 2 (q. v.). Obs.

2. //. Plants belonging to the genus Vicia, esp.

to the species Vicia saliva, the common tare.

Frequently with special reference to the produce.
a. a 1387 Sinon. Bartlwl. (Anecd. Oxon.) 43 Vesces, i.

fecches vel mous pese. 1388 Wyclif Isaiah xxviii. 25 He
schal not sette wheete hi ordre, and barli . .and fetchis in his

coostis. c 1440 Pallad. on ffusb. 1. 237 Lupyne and fetches
sleyn, and on thaire roote Up dried, are as dounging landes
boote. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 61 Rich Leas Of Wheate,
Rye, Barley, Fetches, Oates and Pease, c 1640 J. Smyth
Lives Berkeley* {18&3) I. 303 From hence also came their

great proportions of wheat, rye, barly, . .and flfetches, apples
and pears, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Leicester 11. (1662)

126 Whereas lean land will serve for puling peas and faint

fetches. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 145.

ft. 1551 Hcloet, Tares or vetches, a kinde of pulse or
grayne, eruila, eruum, orobum. 1575 in Phillipps Wills
{c 1830)457 Corne in the felde.. . Item, gacresof peaze. . . Item,
12 acres vetches. 1576 Fleming Fanopl. Epist. 352 With
Wheate,.. with Vetchesse, with Millette, & all other kinde
of putse. i6bt Holland Pliny I. 572 Vetches also doe
manure and fat the ground where they be sowed. 1688
R. Holme Armoury n. 97/2 Vetches, Lentils, Tares, have
leaves like Pease. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. ito Where
Vetches, Pulse, and Tares have stood, And Stalks of
Lupines grew. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 386 Beans, Peas,
and Tares or Vetches. 179a A. Young Trav. France 7 A
piece of wheat; a scrap of lucerne; a patch of clover or
vetches. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 28
The vetches attained by the 4th of July a height of ten
inches. 1882 ' Ouida ' Maremma 1. 188 Amidst the maiden-
hair and the vetches about the orifice of the warrior's tomb.

3. In generic use as a plant-name (or, in early

use, as that of a grain), usually without article or

with the ; also occas., with a and pi., one or other
species of the genus Vicia,
138a Wyclif Ezek. iv. 9 Take thou.. bene, and lent, and

mylie, and vetche. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 619 Vicia,
a wech. Ibid. 625 Uicia, vache. C1440 Promp. Part'.

153/1 Fetche, corne, or tare,., vicia. £1531 DvWes Introd.
Fr. in Pafsgr. 91$ Fetche, ncsche. 155a Huloet, Vetche,
fetche, or t&re,passilus. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 482 The Vetche
hath stalkes of a sufficient thicknesse. 1649 J. Ogilby
Virg. Georg. 1. 241 Wouldst thou the Ground should Vetch
and Fascls bear. 1707 Mortimer flush. (1721) I. 139
The Chich, Fetch or Vetch are of several sorts, but the
most known are the Winter and the Summer Vetch.
1750 Shenstone Rural Elegance 204 The tangled vetch's
purple bloom. 1797 Washington Writ. (1892) XIII. 407
The Vetch of Europe has not succeeded with me. 1821
Clare Vilt. Minstr. II, 144 Heath's creeping vetch, and
glaring yellow brooms. 1866 Treas. Bot. 66-2/2 The true
Lalhyri . . are herbs.. with fewer and larger leaflets than in
the vetches. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. viii. {1872) 125 A
peculiar species, that resembles a vetch, bears a circular
pod as large as a horse-bean. 1890 D. Davidson Mem.
Long Lift viii. 211 In a field of toor (a kind of vetch),
we saw a fine buck antelope lying pretty well concealed.

b. With distinguishing names, denoting various
species of Vicia.
a 171a Lisle Ohserv, Hush. (1757) 125 The pebble-vetch

is a summer-vetch, different from the goar-vetcn and not so
bigi they call it also the rath-ripe vetch. 1725 Fam. Diet.
s.v.. The most known (sorts) are the Winter and Summer
Vetch. 1731 Millkr Gard. Dict.s.v. Vicia, Common Vetch
or Tare. ..White Vetch... Many-flower'd Vetch. 1753
Chambers' CycL Suppl. s.v. Vicia, The species of Vetch,
enumerated by Mr. lournefort are these: r. The common
cultivated Vetch.. .4. The great wild bush Vetch.. .12. The
white-rlowered hairy wild Vetch [etc.]. 1777 Jacob Catai.
Plants 122 Vicia saliva, Common Vetch.. . Vicia st-pium.
Bush Vetch. Vicia tathyroides, .. Wild Vetch. 1777
Lightfoot Flora Scot. (1789) I. 3,54 Vicia cracca. Tufted
Vetch. 1796 Wimmn Brit PI fed. 1) III. 638 Vicia
lathyroides. Strangle Vetch. Ibid. 639 V. lutea. Yellow
Vetch. . . V. hybr'tda. Bastard Vetch. . . * . hithynica. Rough
Vetch. 1805 [see Tufted a. 3J. 1813 [see Tare sb. 1

4).
1829 Loudon Fncycl. PI. (1836) 622 [Many species J. 1843
Penny CycL XXVI. 296 [Biennial, Pea-like, Bush, Rough-
podded Yellow and Purple Vetch, etc.]. 1846-50 A. Wood
Class-bk. Hot. 220 Vicia Americana. American Vetch...
V. Carolinian,!. Carolinian Vetch... V.tetrasperma. Slen-
der Vetch. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things Seaside 78

The rough podded Yellow Vetch {Vicia lutea). Ibid. 79
The smooth-podded Vetch {Vicia lwigata)...'l'hs. rare

rough-podded purple Vetch {Vicia Bithynicd).

4. Applied, with distinguishing terms, to plants

of various genera more or less resembling vetches.

See also milk-vetch Milk sh. 10 b, wood-vetch.

[1562-1717 (see Ax-fitch).] 1753 Chambers' CycL Suppt.

App., *Ax-vetch, in botany, the English name of a genus
of plants, called by authors securidaca. 1760J. Lee Introd.

Bot. App. 330 Ax Vetch : see Hatchet Vetch. 1829 Loudon
Encycl.PL (1836) 636 Phaca. "Bastard Vetch. i-j$$Cha>/:*

hers* CycL Suppl. s.v. Aphaca, There is only one known
species of Aphaca, which is the yellow vetchling, called by
some the *bind-weed-leaved vetch. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 462
Of the "bitter Veche called in Greeke Orobus, and in latine

Eruui/t. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1051 Cich, or true Orobus
..: in KngHsh it is called bitter Vetch. 1661 Lovell Hist.

Amm, <y Min. 44 Uetony,.. bitter vetch with Wine. 1728

Bradley Diet. Bot., Ervum of Columella, .is the Orobus
or Bitter Vetch. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 330 Jointed

Podded Bitter Vetch, Ervum. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1212/2

*Bladder Vetch, Phaca, 1731 Millkr Card. Diet., Lathy-
rus, 'Chichling Vetch. 1756-1861 [see Chickling 3 b).

1887 Amcr. Naturalist XXI. 710 Chickling Vetch. Lathy-
rus sativus L. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 221 Ervum
hirsutum. Hairy or "Creeping Vetch. 1671 Phillips s.v.,

The crimson 'grasse Vetch [is called] Cantananee. 1731
Millkk Gard. Diet., Nissolia

l

Crimson Grass-Vetch. 1760

J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331 Crimson Grass Vetch,/,a/7yrw$.

1822 flortus Anglicus II. 243 Lathyrus Nissolia. Crimson
Lathyrus, or Grass Vetch. 1846-50 *Hairy Vetch [see

Creeping vetch]. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1055 The first

kinde of * hatchet Fetch, hajh many small branches trailing

..vpon the ground. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), f'clecinus

or Pelecinum .., Hatchet-vetch, a Weed that grows amidst
Corn. 1728 Bradley Diet. Bot., Hedysaritm,..\x\ English,

Hatchet Vetch, or Sickle-wort. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot.

App. 331 Hatchet Vetch, Coronilla. Ibid., Clusius's foreign

Hatchet Vetch, Biscrrula. 1829 Loudon Encycl. PL (1836)

628 Coronilla Securidaca. Hatchet-Vetch. Ibid. 638
Biserrula Pelecinus. Bastard Hatchet Vetch. 1640 Pain
kinson Theat. Bot. 1091 The greater "Horse shooe Vetch.
Ibid., Many codded Horse shooe Vetch. 1671 Skinnkk
Etymol. Ling. Angl. Llll, Horshoe Vetch, Ferrum Eoui-
num. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331 Horse-shoe Vetch,
flippocrepis. 1640 Parkinson J heat. Bot. 417 Galega...

Some with us call it Mtalian Vetch, but most commonly
Goates Rue. 1728 Bradley Diet. Bot. s.v., Italian Vetch,
or Goats-Rue, in Latin, Galega, 1597 Gerarde Herbal
1060 "Kidney Vetch hath a stalke of the height of a cubite.

Ibid., The Starrie Kidney Vetch, called Stella leguminosa.
1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1091 Bladder Pease or Kidney
Vetch of Spaine. Ibid., Crooked Kidney Vetch of Candy.
1753 Chambers' CycL Suppl. s.v. Vulncraria, The common
yellow-flowered Vutneraria, called kidney-vetch, and
ladies finger. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331 Kidney
Vetch, Anthyllis. 1865 Gosse Land fy Sea (1874) 7 The
kidney vetch or lady's finger. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot.

1098 The most common "Licoris Vetch. 1731 Miller Gard.
Diet., Apios, the knobbed rooted Virginian Liquorice-

Vetch. Ibid., Astragalus, Wild Liquorice, or Liquorice
Vetch. 1753 Chambers' CycL Suppl. App. s.v., Liquorice*
Vetch, the English name of a genus of plants, known
among botanists by that of glycine. 188a (see Liquorice
4^ I597 Gerarde Herbal 1064 Onohrychis montana...
Mountain "Medick Fetch. 1753 Chambers' CycL Suppl.

App. s.v., Medic- Vetch, the name by which many call the

onohrychis. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App, 331 Medic
Vetch, Hedysarum. 1731 Mh.lkr Gard. Diet. s.v. Orobus,
Broad-leav d Creeping Orobus, with a small Pod, commonly
call'd, "Venetian Vetch. 1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece 11. in. 367
Persian Lilly, Lichnis, Venetian Vetch. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
485 The "wilde Vetche [Galega altera], .serueth onely but

for pasture, and feeding for cattell. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
1053 Of the yellow wilde Fetch, or Tare euerlasting. 1640
Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1067 Aphaca. The yellow wilde

Vetch. 17*5 Fam. Diet. s,v., The Seed of the Wild Vetch
is bitter.

5. attrib. and Comb.
t as vetch Jiower, -grass,

-leaf, seed-, vetch-leaved, -like pdjs.

1725 Fam. Dict.s.v., Vetch Flower mixt with Honey, .will

take away Freckles, 1731 Miller Gard, Dict.s.v. Orobus,
Wood Orobus, with Vetch-Leaves. 1753 Chambers' CycL
Suppl. s.v. Onohrychis, The great, vetch-leaved onohrychis.

Ibid,, The stone onohrychis, with long, and narrow, vetch-

like leaves. Ibid., App. s.v. Grass, Vetch-grass, the English
name of a distinct genus of plants called by authors nissolia.

1831 J. F. South tr. Otto's Path. Anat. 455 One [knot] as
large as a date seed., and a third of the size of a vetch seed.

1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Rot.\%>\ Vicia satr'va. Common
vetch-tare. 185a Mundy Antipodes (1857) i4TheKennedya,
with a purple vetch-like blossom.

Vetch, southern dial, variant of Fetch v.

Vetchling (vetjliij). Bot. Also 6 vitche-
linge, 7 fetchling. [f. Vetch + -ling.]

L A plant or species of the genus Lathyrus

(f also Hedysarum) ; the genus itself.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 485 Galega altera.. may also be wel
called.. in English Small wilde Vetches or Vitchelinges.

1640 [see buckler vetchling in 2). 1753 Chambers* CycL
Suppl, App., Vetchling, the English name of a distinct

genus of plants, known among botanists by that of aphaca.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331 Vetchling, Hedysarum.
1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 243 Lathyrus Aphaca. Yellow
Lathyrus, or Vetchling. 1844 C. W. Johnson Farmer's
Encycl. 1216/2 There are seven indigenous species of vetch-

ling, or everlasting pea. 1861 S. Thomson Wild Ft, (ed. 4)

mi. 200 We have a good many, .vetches and vetchlings. 1894
Daily News 5 June 6/5 Mineral manures, including potash,

give a great development of clover, vetchlings, &c.

2. With distinguishing terms.

1777 Jacob Catal. Plants 57 Lathyrus pratensis, Tare
everlasting, or common yellow 'bastard Vetchling. 1640
Parkinson Theat. Bot, 1082 Onohrychis clyPcata aspera
minor. The lesser 'buckler Fetchling. 184a Hooker Bn't.

Flora I. 90 L. Ar/«o//a,..*crimson Vetchling, or Grass

Vetch. 1796 Withering Brit. PL (ed. 3) III. 635 Lafhy
rus palustris. Chickling Vetch, *Marsh Vetchling. Ihtd.

634 Lathyrus pratensis. Common Yellow, or "Meadow
Vetchling. 1834 Brit. Hush. I. 51 r Lathyrus pratensis, or
meadow vetchling, furnishes a copious, succulent and tender
herbage. 1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 174 Meadow
vetchling and the tall meadow crowfoot, 1578 Lyte Dodoens
484 Saint loin. "Medick Vetcheiing. 1731 Miller Gard.
Diet. s.v. Onohrychis, Smaller Cock's-Iiead, with rough
Fruit or Medick Vetchling. 1760 J. Lek Introd. Bot. App.
331 Medic Vetchling, Hedysarum. 1843 Hookkk Brit.
Flora 89 Lathyrus hirsutus, L., 'rough-podded Vetchling.

*1¥$ Chambers' CycL Suppl., Aphaca, . . the "yellow vetch-
ling. 1775 Essays Agric. 426 The common yellow vetch-
ling, Lathyrus pratensis, or everlasting tare. 1863 Gosse
in Intell. Observer III. 318 The hedgirows are still gay with
flowers; the abundant yellow vetchling, two specits of St.

John's wort, the toad-flax . . and hawkweeds supply the
golden colours. 1880 Jefferies C,t. Fstate 138 The yellow
vetchling had climbed up from the ditch.

Vetchy (veuji)^. rare. [f. Vetch + -y.] Com-
posed ot, abounding in, vetches.

1579 Spenskr Sheph. Cat. Sept. 256 If to my cotage thou
wilt resort,. .There mayst thou ligge in a vetchy bed. 1806

J. Grahamk Birds ofScot. 26 The blooming, vetchy ridge.

Vete, obs. 8c. form of Wet v., "Wit v.

Veteran (veteran), sb. and a. Also 6-7 vcter-

ane, 7 -ant, veterean. [a. older Y. veteran <Y.

veth-an, = It., Sp., Pg. vetcrand), or ad. L. veteran-

us, f. veter-, vctus old.]

A. sb. 1. One who has had long experience in

military service ; an old soldier.

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxvii. (Percy Soc.) 132 The
Sturdy knight well named Fortitude, With the noble vcter-

ane syr Consuetude. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. ll'ks.

Vocab., Veterans, o\<\ soldiers. 1700ASMW it. Saavedra-
Fa.vardo II. 24s Even Veterans, who had never kept Guard.
1758 Johnson Idler No. 8 r 9 A sound that will force

the bravest veteran to drop his weapon, and desert

his rank. 1769 Junius Lett, xxxiv. (17S8) 170 Military
governments, which were intended for the support of
worn-out veterAns. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ isles iv. xix, Veter-

ans of early fields were there, Whose helmets press'd

their hoary hair. 1843 Prescott Mexico in. ix. (1864) 100

Then came the Spanish infantry, who in a summer's cam-
paign had acquired the discipline and the weather-beaten
aspect of veterans. 188a Rnvs Celtic Brit. in. 80 Ostorius
establishes a strong colony of veterans at Catnulodunon.

2. One who has seen long service in any office or

position; an experienced or aged person.

1597 Hooki:r Eccl. Pot. v. xlii. §5 The Arrians for the

credit of their faction take the eldest, the best experienced,

the most wary and the longest practised Veterans they had
amongst them. 172a Wollaston Relig.Nat. ii. 34 A sturdy

veteran in roguery. 178a Miss IJukney Cecilia 11. ii. 152

The servants were all veterans, gorgeous in their liveries.

1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. vi, Miss Fanny. .said the usual

nothings with the skill of a veteran.

trans/, 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 22 The new
backely [South African ox] is then joined with one of the

veterans of his own kind, from whom he learns his art.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Set. I. 422 Sending into the

field a reserve of new physical reasonings on the rout and
dispersion of the veterans.

Comb. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunters Life S. Afr. (1902)

95/1 Several of the adjacent veteran-looking trees.

B. adj. 1. Of soldiers: Having much experience

in warfare or military matters ; long practised or

exercised in war.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 2 Veterant Sonldiers,

most of which were of skill sufficient to be Commanders
themselues. 165a Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist.

Relat. 170 The Veteran Souldiery of the United Provinces.

1686 tr. Charditfs Trav. Persia 55 The veterane Janizaries

were all either slain or dead. 1759 in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS,
Comm. App. L 316 So much has the present War drain'd

them of their Veteran Troops. 1781 Gibbon DecL <t F. xviii.

(1787) II. 121 The loss of a veteian army, sufficient 10 defend

the frontiers. 1819 Scott Anne oj G. xxxiii, Here report

said, that Adrian de liubenberg, a veteran knight of IJerne,

commanded. 1849 Macaulay tiist. Eng. iv. I. 460 His pro-

fessional skill commanded the re-pect of eteran officers.

1870 Emerson Soc. <V Solit., Coinage Wks. (Bohn) III. 108

It is theveteran soldier, who, seeing the flash gf thecannun,

can step aside from the path of the ball.

2. Of persons in general : Grown old in service;

experienced by long usage or piactice.

1728 Chambers CycL s.v., A Veteran Counsellor has a

Voice and Seat at Audiences. 1789 P>elsham Ess. II. xl.

502 Did it never occur to this veteran politician that there

are degrees of misconduct? x8«4 Dibdin Libr. Comp.
528 The veteran English author was not slow to reply.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. it I. 255 Godolphin had.. early

acquired all the flexibility and the self-possession of a veteran

courtier. 1881 B. Smith Life Ld. Lawrence II. xxviii. 532

The veteran Viceroy walked round to the sacred spot.

trans/. 1847 Stoddakt Angler's Comp, 250 Give me.. the

rush of some veteran water-monarch, or the gambol. .of a

plump new-run grilse.

3. Of things : Old ; long-continued, rare.

1653 Gaudkn Hierasp. 44 Our old bottels and veterane

Wines. .are sound, sweet, well-refined, and full of spirits.

1710 Phioeaux Orig. Tithes iv. 208 The payment of Tithes

was grown to be a Veteran and thorough settled Constitu-

tion of this Kingdom. 183a Longe. Coplas de Maunaue
Ixvi, By great And veteran service to the state,..He stood

. .The proudest knight of chivalry. .

Hence Ve'terancy, the state or condition ol

being a veteran. Ve'teraness, a female veteran.

Ve-terani«o v. U.S. a. trans. To render a

veteran, b. intr. To re-enlist as a soldier.

190a Daily Chron. 23 July 5 *1 This cricketer.. is now, in

his 'veterancy, both batting and bowling better than ever

before. 1880 Sat. Rev, 8 May 588 On the platform, .many

heroines gathered, some of them •veteranesses in this war

and others recruits to the cause. 1884 A. J. Johnson s



VETERASCENT.
Univ. Cycl. (1893) I. 355/2 The proportion was at first a
little over three pieces for 1,000 infantry, but as the latter

became more *veteranized this was reduced to about two
pieces. 1891 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 7 Oct., They were
the first to veteranize, and this signified a great deal at that
time.

t Vetera scent, a. Obs.~l [ad. pres. pple. of
L. veterascire to grow old.] Growing old.

1642 Gauden Three Sernt. 136 The clothing of our soules,
is daily veterascent and mouldring away.

t Ve'terate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. veterat-us,

I. veler-, vetus old.]

1. Of long standing; inveterate.

1541 R. Copland GalyetCs Terap. 2 G iij b, Seing y
l he

made no mention of veterate vlceres. 156a Bullein Bui*
warke 49 b, My sicknesse is so veterate and olde, that the
aire was unsufficient to bee my helpe.

2. Having the authority of age or antiquity.
J 5<>5 J- Halle Hist. Expost. 31, I have thought good to

gather the councels, and good documentes of dyvers good
and veterate authores.

So f Veterated a. Obs. (Cf. next.)

1547 Bookde Brev. Health cviii. 41 They may be holpen
so be it that the infirmitie or the impediment be not veterated
or of a lon^e continuance.

f Ve-terate, v. Obs.-° [f. late L. veteran.]
intr. 'To wax old* (Cockeram, 1623).
fVeteratorian, a. Obs." [{.!,. veterdtori-us,

f. vcterator an old hand.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cooper), Veteratorian,

crafty, subtil, gotten by long use.

Vetere, southern MK. variant of Fetter sb.

Veterean, obs. form of Veteran.
Veterinarian (ve:terineVrian), sb. and a. [f.

L. veterinari-us (see next) + -an.]

A. sb. 1. One who is skilled in, or profession-

ally occupied with, the medical and surgical treat-

ment of cattle and domestic animals ; a veterinary

surgeon.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef>. 107 Thesecond Assertion,

that an Horse hath no gall, is very generall, nor onely
swallowed by the people, and common Farriers, but also
received by good Veterinarians. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 179
Thus the subtile Veterinarians procure white stars, or other

j

desired marks in the fore-heads of their horses. 1716 M.
Davies A then. Brit. III. 12 Such were call'd at first..

Unguentarians, Emplastrists, Veterinarians, Hippo-Jatrists.

180a Med. Jrnl. VIII. 271 Mr. Barrier, veterinarian, is said
to have observed a disease in dogs, perfectly similar to the
small-pox in men. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 81 It

is . . not desirable that you should consider yourself a veter-

inarian. 1886 E. R. Lankester Advancem. Sci. iii. (1890)
124 Rabies in a dog is recognised without difficulty by the
skilled veterinarian.

f 2. (See quot.) Obs.~°
1656 Blount Glossogr. (after Cooper), Veterinarian, he

that lets Horses or Mules to hire, a Muletor, a Horse-
courser, a Hackney-man.

B. adj. = Veterinary a.

X656 Blount Glossogr., Veterinarian

.

.is also used adjec-
tively. 1716 M. Davies Atlten. Brit. III. 43 Neither is

the Collection of the Veterinarian Greek Physicians much
less representative of the Series of the old Minor Physical
Prophets of Medicinal Greece. 1789 Trans. Soc. ArtsVll.
75 A few remarks on the necessity of., a Veterinarian School.
1 86 1 Times 11 July, This may be a reason why some very
eminent veterinarian authority should occupy a place on
the bench.

Hence Veterinarianism.
1816 L. Towne Farmer <$• Graziers Guide 10 Analogy

will often hold good.. between the human [maladies], and
those which come under the Head of Veterinarianism.

Veterinary (ve'terinari), a. and sb. [ad. L.
veterinari-us, f. veterm-us belonging or pertaining

to cattle (velerTnx fern, pi., veterina neut. pi.,

cattle). So F. vtiirinaire (16th cent.), It., Sp.,

Pg. veterinario.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to, connected or con-
cerned with, the medical or surgical treatment of
cattle and domestic animals.
1791 Gentl. Mag. n. 10x6/1 Veterinary College, London.
Established April 8, 1791. For the.. Improvement of Far-
riery, and the Treatment of Cattle. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 182
Experiments made at the Veterinary School have confirmed
this hypothesis. 1832-3 (title), The Veterinary Examiner;
or Monthly Record of Physiology, Pathology and Natural
History. 1835 H. Harewood Diet. Sports s.v. Clystering,
They may be purchased at any of the veterinary instrument
makers in London. 1865 Daily Tel. 16 Oct. 4/6 Medical or
veterinary problems are regarded by some as absolutely in-

capable of definite solution. 1888 Field 21 Jan. 92/3 It is

curious to notice the entire absence of any idea of specific
infection among the older veterinary writers.

b. Veterinary art, science, etc.

1790 Genii. Mag. 1. 298/2 The veterinary art is a practical
application of sure and scientific principles to the preserva-

tion of health in animals. Ibid. 496/1 The important sub-
ject of Veterinary Medicine. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 412 The
Veterinary Art. 1804 Ibid. XII. 278 Hence they were led

to bring the therapeutics, .of the human body to veterinary
science. 1825 Bentham Ration. Reward 218 The veterin-

ary art, or the art of healing as applied to animals, has only
within these few years been separately studied in England.
1884 American VII. 343 Medicine, veterinary.

o. Veterinary surgeon, = Veterinarian sb. 1.

Frequently abbreviated as Vet.
180a James Milit. Diet. 1809 European Mag. LV. 22

The ancient farriers of our metropolis have conferred on

themselves a title highly pre-eminent, that of veterinary sur-

geon. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 393/2 If an experimental

hospital could . . be established under the care of a veterinary

surgeon.
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B. sb. - Veterinarian sb. i.

1861 S. Lysons Claudia <$• P. 18, I must have an especial

portion set off as a forge, for the armourers and veterinaries.

x88x S. R. Macphail Relig. House of Pinscardyn ii. 51

Sometimes, indeed, a man was veterinary and a member of
the fraternity too.

T Veterine, a. Obs. rare, [ad, L. velerln-us

:

see prec] (See quot. 1656.)
1656 Blount Glossogr. (after Cooper), Veterine, that bears

burdens; used in carriage. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. fy

Min. Isagoge b j b, The hoofes are solid in those [animals]

that are not cornigerous :. .and they are renewed only in the

veterine. ..The taile is. .setose in the veterine.

Veterlok, southern ME. var. Fetterlock,

Veth, dial. var. Faith int.; Sc. var. Waith Obs.

Vethym, southern ME. variant of Fathom sb.

t Vetite, ppl- a. Obs." 1 [ad. L. vetit-us
i
pa.

pple. of vetare to forbid.] Forbidden.
ha 1500 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian CI.) 768 Grit was

the lust that thow had for to fang The fruct vetite,

Vetitiv6 (ve'titiv), a. rare—1, [f. L. vetit-,pp\.

stem of vetare (see prec.) + -ive.] Amounting to

a veto.

1853 F. Lieber Civil Liberty xvii. 164 The only case in

which our executives have a real vetitive power, is the case

of pardon,

Vetiver (ve'tivaj). Also -veyr, -vert, viti-

vert. [ad. F. ve'tyver, ad. Tamil vetiiveru (f. ver

root).] m Cuscus 2
.

[1846 Lindlev Veget. Kingd. 113 The Anatherum muri-
catum, called Vetiver by the French, and Khus in India.]

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Vetivcyr, a name for the

Khuskus grass ; a scent or perfume so named. 1883 Ibid.,

Vetivert, a perfumer's name for kuskus root. 1886 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 308/1 Aromatic substances, such as

vanilla, tonba bean, orris, and vetiver root. 1899 M. Thorn-
hill Haunts Indian Official 18, I saw some [roots of Khus-
khus] once years ago in a shop in Bond Street. It was there

known under the name of 'vitivert'.

Vetles, southern ME. variant of Fetles Obs.

Veto (vi"'t0), sb. [a. L. veto I forbid (1st pers.

sing. pres. ind. oi vetare), the word by which the

Roman tribunes of the people opposed measures
of the Senate or actions of the magistrates. Hence
also F., Sp., Pg., It. veto.]

1. A prohibition having for its object or result

the prevention of a proposed or intended act ; the

power of thus preventing or checking action by
prohibition. Freq. in phr. to put (also place, set)

a veto on or upon (something).
1629 Sir W. Mure True Crucifix 1108 Hee who doth

exalt Himselfe to raigne, ..Dare gainst this Law most im-
pudently stand, And God's great Veto boldly counter-mand.

1654 Trapp Comm., Zaclu i\. 13 God .. refraineth the re-

mainder of mans wrath... If he do but.. interpose his Veto.

1788 H. Walpole Remitu in Lett. (1857) I. p. cxvui, They
persuaded her to demand of the new King an earl's coronet
for Lord Bathurst. She did—the Queen put in her veto,

and Swift.. returned to Ireland [etc.]. 1794 U. Price Ess.
Picturesque 1. 43 note, Had I not advanced too far to think
of retreating, 1 might possibly have been deterred by so

absolute a veto from such authority. 1809 Svd. Smith Wks.
(1859) L I 39/ 1 It is not the practice with destroyers of ver-

min to allow the little victims a veto upon the weapons used
against them. 1837 Lockhart Scott III. x. 323 Upon this

ingenious proposition Scott at once set his veto. 1866 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt xxiv, The Rector had beforehand put a veto

on any Dissenting chairman. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. xv.

(1872) 255 They were much displeased at my immediately
placing a veto upon their bloody intentions.

transf. 1865 Mozley Mirac. 111. 73 Confounding the re-

sistance of impression to a miracle with the veto of reason.

2. spec. The act, on the part of a competent

person or body, of preventing or checking legisla-

tive or other political action by the exercise of a

prohibitory power ; the right or power to inter-

pose prohibition against the passing, or putting in

force, of an enactment or measure.

[1759 E. W. Montagu Anc. Republics 372 The Cartha-
ginian constitution, where the single, Veto, of one discon-

tented senator, referr'd the decision of the most important
affair to a wrong-headed, ungovernable populace.] 1793^ A.

Young Trav. France 127, I was. .answered, that the King
of France must have no veto on the will of the nation. 1806

Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) p. xxviii, In fact, though the king
possessed no veto, yet . . nothing could come before parliament
which could require his negative. 184.x W. Spalding Italy

fy It. 1st. I. 87 He deprived the plebeian tribunes of every
prerogative except the veto, which he restricted to certain

cases, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) II. xii. 112 It could
neither enact its own decrees nor interpose a veto on the
decrees of the Governor. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. I.

xvi. 232 The President's veto kills off some vicious measures.

b. Without article.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. vn. i, Journalism is busy, France
rings withVeto. 1879 M. Arnold Mixed Ess., Irish Cathol.
124 The bishops claimed, .the right of veto on the appoint-
ment of professors.

3. attrib., as veto power, proposition, etc.

Veto Act, an act of the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland, passed in 1834, providing that no minister
should be presented to a parish against the wish of the
congregation.
1838 Edinb. Christian Instructor Jan. 47 Cases of Tain

and Strathbogie.—Veto Act. 1840 in Acts Gen. Assembly
(1843) 1 103 The act anent calls, called the Veto Act. 1861
W. J. Fitz-Patrick Life Doyle (1880) I. 163 The friends of

the Catholic claims had abandoned the old veto propositions.

1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 941/2 While it did not give them
actual control, [it] allowed the exercise of a veto power
somewhat akin to it.

VETTTTRINO.

Veto (w'to), v. [f. prec]
1. trans. To put a veto on, to refuse consent to;

to stop or block by this means : a. With reference

to legislative measures or similar matters.
1706 Hearne Collect. 1 Apr. (O.H.S.) I. 213 Letters for

degrees.. vetoed by the Proctors. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. Amer. II. 210 Mr. Monroe vetoed the bill authorising
the collection of tolls for the repair of the Cumberland road.
i86x May Const. Hist. (1863) III. xvii. 572 Measures passed
by the assembly were refused by the council, or vetoed by
the governor. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. I. 1. vi. 74
Washington vetoed (to use the popular expression) two bills

only. Ibid. App, 563 The President is permitted to veto
any particular item.

b. In general use.

1879 E. K. Bates Egypt. Bonds L vii. 146 Fred's common
sense vetoes this suggestion at once. 1886 H. F. Lester
Under Two Fig Trees 7 The area garden plan was unan-
imously vetoed. 190a Buchan Watcher by Threshold 1S2,
I proposed shooting, which he promptly vetoed.
transf. 1871 E. F. Burr Ad Fidem iv. 66 [God] will be

hampered by no necessity of general laws. The nature of
free moral agents will not veto His activity.

2. To refuse to admit or accept (a person).
1885 Graphic 24 Jan. 74/2 The right of vetoing persons

whom they deemed ineligible. 1891 Spectator 21 Mar., The
power of choosing their own Prime Minister, and .. the
power of immediately vetoing and removing him.

Hence Ve'toed ppl. a.; Ve-toing vbl. sb. and
///. a. Also Ve'toer, one who vetoes.

1893 Sir A.Gordon Earl of Aberdeen vi. 144 Another
vetoed minister. .applied to the Court of Session to issue

a similar decree,. on his behalf. x888 New York Weekly
Tribune 24 Oct. 1 (Cent.), *Vetoer. 1892 Columbus (Ohio)
Dispatch 27 Sept., Cleveland's record as a vetoer of pension
bills. 1867 Latham Black «$• White 72 The President.,

used his pardoning and his Vetoing powers. 1890 Daily
Nc7vs 12 July 5/5 A total of 433 Presidential vetoings in the

century 1789-1889. 1892 Pall Mall G. 18 Feb. 2/2 The
committee suggested the establishment of a controlling and
vetoing body.

Vetoism. rare. [f. Veto j£.4--ism.] Exercise

or advocacy of the power of veto.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 17 Dec. (Cassell's SuppU, Vetoism has
nothing to say against the immense amount spent in that

way.

Vetoist (v*"tf?,ist). [f. Veto sb. + -IST.] One
who exercises the right, or supports the use, of the

veto ; one who advocates the possession of a power
of veto, esp. for some particular purpose.
The term has been specifically applied to supporters of

(a) a veto on the appointment of Roman Catholic bishops in

Ireland, [&) the Veto Act of the Church of Scotland, (c) local

veto on the sale of liquor.

1822 New Monthly Mag. V. 484 A little further on you
will come upon another, a group of learned vetoists and
anti-vetoists. 1832 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 355 The vetoists

..intimate their disapprobation by hissing the unfortunate
performer. 1840 Gladstone Ch. Princ. 489 The principle

for which the Vetoists contend I believe is. .really this [etc.].

1863 A. H. Charteris Life J. Robertson iv. 68 If.. the

vetoists desired to give effect to the people's conscientious

objections. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 5/2 He considers

that unless the Liberal Party is dissociatedfrom the Tem-
perance reformers and Vetoists . . its future will be disastrous.

Hence Vetoi'stic, Vetoistical adjs.

1815 D. O'Connell in W. J. Amherst Hist. Cath.
Emancifi. (1886) II. 183 He came into Ireland on a veto-

istical mission. 1861 W. J. Fitz-Patrick Life Doyle (1880)

I. 163 Dr. Milner branded Mr. Plunket's bills as vetoistic.

1862 F. C. Husf.nbeth Life Bp. Milner 155 His subsequent
uniform opposition to every form of Vetoistical arrangement.

tVetonCy. Obs. Also 5 vetoyne, 6 Sc. ve-

toun, veyton, 7 vett'ny. [a. AF. *vetonie, OF.
vetoine, var. (after L. vettonica) oibetoine Betony.]
The plant betony.
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. ii. 99 in Anglia XVIII. 310

Betoyne is be erbis name, And vetonye eke in same, c 1440
in Thornton Romances p. xxxv'i, Take vervayne, or ve-

toyne, or filles of wormod, and make lee therof. 154^9

Compl. Scot. vi. 67, I sau veyton, the decoctione of it is

remeid for ane sair hede. 1568 Skevne The Pest (i860) 25

Of herbis. . . Pimpinell, Vetoun, Finkill. a 1689 Mrs. Behn
tr. Cowley's Plants C.'s Wks. 1711 III. 295 From Spanish
Woods the wholsom Vett'ny came, The only Glory of the

Vettons Name.

Vette, southern ME. var. Fat v., Fet v.

Vettell, obs. form of Victual sb.

II Vettura (vet*7*ra). [It :—L. vectura
t
con-

veyance, carriage, f. vect~, veki^re to convey.] A
four-wheeled carriage used in Italy.

1792 [see next 1]. 1851 J. Gibson in Lady Eastlake Life

iii. (1870) 45, I proceeded on my way in the vettura. 1883

C. E. Norton Lett. (1913) II. x. 152 We took a little one
horse vettura and drove, .to Ponte Grande.

HVetturino (vetwrrn^). PI. -ini. Also 7

-ine. [It., f. vettura ; see prec]

L In Italy: One who lets out carriages or horses

on hire ; also, a driver of a vettura.

In early use, one who provided horses and made other

arrangements for the convenience of travellers whom he
accompanied on a journey.

1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 99 We agreed with a Vetturine or

letter of horses, that each of us paying him fiftie five Poll,

hee should finde us horses, and horsemeate, and our owne
diet to Rome. ax668LASSELS Voy. Italy (1670) 11. 2s80thers

take with them a Velturmo, that lets them have horses, and

dyets them to. 1756 tr. Keysler's Trav.^ xxxv. I. 301, I

made a little excursion into the Milanese, in which I found

that the best way of performing it is with the vetturini.

7792 A. Young Trav. France 209 Yesterday I agreed

with a vetturino, to take me this morning at six o'clock, to
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Brescia; but.. I insisted that he should not come for me
without his vettura. c 1820 S. Rogers Italy, IIarper{i8\8)
232 note, Within a crazed and tattered vehicle,.. Then de-
graded, and belonging to a Vetturino. 1883 W, H. Russell
in tgth Cent. Sept. 483 Asserting my right of way notwith-
standing the fierce opposition of many of the local zvtturini,

I toiled up the steep ascent for the hotel. 1905 R. Bagot
Passport xi. 104, 1 must drive back to Genzano. I told the
vetturino to wait.

2. = Vkttuba.
1789 A, Young AutoHog. (1898) viii. 176, I went by a

vetturino to Turin. 1857 Lady Morgan Autobiog. iii.

(1862) L 16 A lumbering post-coach, the Irish vetturino,
the * leathern convenience of that time dike those of Italy

of the present day). 188s Blackw. Mag. July 122/1 The
lumbering vetturino.. was packed with the jolly party of
bachelors

!

3. attrib., as vetttirino-carriage, -fashion, etc.

1838 Murray's Hand-Bk. N. Germ. 193 In vetturino
travelling, he must expect to start at break of day, in all

weathers. 1851 Helps Comp. So/it. vi. 82 It wasnecessary
to stay some time (for we travelled vetturino- fashion) at the
little post-house. 1859 Lever Dai'. Dunn lxx, A miserable-
looking vetturino carriage stood at the inn door.

Vetu st, a. rare. [ad. L. vetusttis, related to

veins old.] Old, ancient.

1623 Cockeram r. 1637 Bastwick Ausw. Inform. Sir
y. Banks n Neither novell nor hereticall but according to
both the Divine Scriptures and all Antient trueth, and the
vetustest Bishops, and by the whole clergy of England in

King Henry the eights dayes. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXI.
748 This is something too vetust to abide the shock of any
agitation.

Hence Vetu*atness, 'ancientness, antiquity'.

1727 Bailey (vol. II).

Ve "tasty, rarer'1
. [a.d.L.vetustas

}
f.veltistus:

see prcc] Antiquity.
1861 J. H. Ben-net Winter Medit. m. xv.(i87s)499 Some

had on two or even three of these bournous, ..in various
degrees of vetusty and dilapidation.

tVeuterer. Obs. Also veutrer. [ad. AF.
veutricr: see Fewterer, and cf. Vauterer.] A3
an epithet of a hound : Kmployed for hunting.
c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xv, Ober per be

bat men clepeth alauntes veutreres. Ibid., pat other nature
of alauntes is ycleped veutereres.

Veveres, obs. Sc. form of Vivers, provisions.

Veveri, erron. obs. form of Ivory.

Vew (vi»). north* dial. Also 6 veiwe, 7-9
view, 7 vewe, vue. [Prob. an alteration of Yew,]
A yew-tree, or the wood of this.

16 . . in Weber Floddon Field (1808) 383 A Scottishe Myn-
strelL.broughte a bowe of vewe to drawe. 1699 M. Lister
Journ. Fan's 215 Here are several Acres of young Pines,
Cypresses, Vues, &c. 1796 I'egge Derbictsms Ser. 1.

(KD.S.) 79 Vezu or View,., the yew tree, 1828-111 northern
dial, glossaries (Yks., Lanes., Chesh., Derby).
attrib. a 1600 Robin Hood <$ Guy of Gisborne xv, Iohn

bent vpa good veiwe bow, And fetteled him to shoote.
c 1675 G\ Heywood Diary, etc. (1883) III. 213, 4 view trees

set about my house Sept. 1. 1674. 1790 G rose Prcv. Gloss.,
View-tret, yew-tree.

Vew, southern dial. var. Few a. Vewar, obs.

Sc. f. Viver, a fishpond. Vewe, southern ME.
var. Few a. ; obs. f. View. Vewlie, obs, f.

Viewly. Vewter (in hunting) : see Fewterer,
and cf. Vauterer and Veuterer.
Vex, sb. [f. the vb.]

1. Sc A cause (or state) of vexation or grief.

18:5 Scott Guy M. xxxvi, It was a sair vex and grief to
a' her kith and kin. 1814 — St. Ronan's \\, That is another
vex to auld folk such as me, 1877 G. Macdonald Marquis
of Lassie iii, Her man's in a sair vex. 1882 — Cast/,: War.
lock xlix, A sair vex it wad be to mony a puir body like
mysel' to lowse the richt o' 't.

2. Distressing or vexing commotion.
1861 R. S. Hawker in Li/e {igo$)xv\\. 393 The Vex of the

coming Confirmation is now great. 1866 Alger Solit. Nat.
<r Man iv. 412 Let trust sink in peace beneath the struggling
vex of mortality.

Vex (veks), v. Also 5-7 vexe, wex (5 uex,
wix). [a. OK. (also mod.F.) vexer, ad. L. vexare
to shake, agitate, disturb, etc., whence also It.

vessare, Pg. vexar, Sp. vejar.~\

I. L trans. To trouble, afflict, or harass (a
person, etc.) by aggression, encroachment, or other
interference with peace and quiet.

M*6 Paston Lett. I. 26, I have nought trespassed ageyn
noon of these iij,. .and yet I am foule and noysyngly vexed
with hem, to my gret unease, c 1440 Alphabet of Pales 331
So on a day hym happend toconi vntoaplace per adamysell
was vexid with a fend. 1487 Munim. de Metros {Mmnn.CX.)
618, I sail neucr inquiet, vex, nor distrub'd be said Abbot
and conuent. 1535 Goverdalb 2 Mace. viii. 32 They slewe
Philarches that wicked personne, which was with Timo-
theus, and had vexed many Iewes. 1560 Daus tr.Steidane's
Comm. 184b, He,.. to thend he might vex the Turkes in an
other quarter, was fully resolved to go foreward. 1576
Fleming Panopl. F.pist. 381 By who-e meanes I am so
molested, vexed, & disquieted. 1617 Mouyson Itin. n, 95
His Lordship hereupon had called the Counsellors to Tre-
dagh, . . to deliberate how the Army might be imployed most
to vex Tyrone. 1651 Hobbfs Leviathan \\. xxvi. 142 He
does unjustly, and bewrayeth a disposition rather to vex
other men, than to demand his own right. 1738 Wesley
Psalms 11. v, Then shall He in his Wrath address. And vex
his baffled Enemies. 182 1 Shelley Adonais xxxv, Let me
not vex, with inharmonious sighs, The silence of that heart's
accepted sacrifice. 1845 Polson in Eneycl. Metrop. II.

723/1 When intestine divisions vex a state. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. xxix, With such compelling cause to grieve
As daily vexes household peace. 1887 Bowen sEruid vi.

in A thousand arrows, that vexed our flight as we came,
Safe from the ranks of the foemen.

b. Const, with (some action, etc.).

a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573) 246/1, I wyll bryng you S.

Augustines wordes, the which was vexed of the Donatistes
wyth tliys same reason, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV,
16b, It was not sufficient .., this realme to be. .vexed with

thecraftie practicesandinvencionsofthe Frenche men. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit, (1637) 126 They never ceased to

vexe the IJritans with skirmishes and in-ro:ides. 1641 J.
Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 40 So did hee vexe the Church
with various and interchangeable pomp of sufferances. 1667

Milton P.L. 11. 801 These yelling Monsters., bursting forth

Afresh with conscious terrours vex me round. 1827 Pollock,

Course of Time nr. (1869) 62 Whom she praised to-day,

Vexing his ear with acclamations loud.

c. To worry (one) out of something, rarer**
1878 Prodigal Son 111. 103 Such openhanded fellows are

not often to be found. So we must fasten on him, till we
have stolen and vexed him out of all he has.

2. Of diseases, etc. : To afflict or distress physic-

ally ; to affect with pain or suffering. Now poet.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. in. xxi. 219 To putte in pryson
a man that is vexed with suche a maladie what a valyaunt*
nes were it. 1509 Fisher Funeral Scrm. C'tess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 300 To endure the moost paynful crampes soo
greuously vexynge her. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,
179 b, He was so sore vexed with the gout that he refused
all suche solempnities. 1596 Mascall Cattle 208 Although
they [sc. sheepl are housed, they are oftentimes vexed with
cold, a 1614 Donne BiaOavaros (1644) 147 After the perse,

cutors had beat out her teeth, and vexed her with many
other tortures. 1746 Fbancis tr. Horace, F.pist. 1. vi. 42
Would You not wish to cure th' acuter Pains, That rack thy
tortur'd Side, or vex thy Reins? 1784 Cowiek Task 1. 5S2
Feigning sickness oft, They swathe the forehead, drag the
limping limb, And vex their flesh with artificial sores. 1817
Keats On the Sea 9 Oh ye ! who have your eye-balls vex'd
and tir'd, Feast them upon the wideness of the Sea.
transf. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. $ Commiv. (1603) 22 It

is most certaine, that Flaunders and Brabant are more vexed
with colde and yce then England. 1718 PorB Iliad in. 5
When inclement winters vex the plain With piercing frosts,

or thick-descending rain. i8«o Shelley Prometh. L'nb. 1.

16) Lightning and Inundation vexed the plains.

absol. a 1614 D. Dyke Myst. Selfdeceiving 42 The stone
. . so bedded in the bladder, that it cannot greatly vexe.

3. To afflict with mental agitation or trouble ; to

make anxious or depressed; to distress deeply or
seriously ; to worry with anxiety or thought.
1423 Jas. I A'ingis Q. clxxiv, Though that my spirit vexit

was tofore In sueuenyng, alssone as euer I woke, By
twenty fold it was in trouble more. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixix. 12, I walk, I turne, sleip may I nocht, I vexit am
withhavy thocht. 1535 Covebdale Dan. v. 9 Then was the
kynge sore afrayed, . . and his lordes were sore vexed. 1596
Spenser F. Q. vi. v. 6 She. .day and night did vexe her
carefull thought, And euer more and more her owne afflic-

tion wrought. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 313 Vex not his
ghost, O let him passe. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig.
1. 83 Thus doe we see Christ to be on all sides so vexed, as
being over-whelmed with desperation. 1806 Wordsw. Horn
Egreuwnt Castle 55 It was a pang that vexed him then •

And oft returned, again, and yetagain. 1847 Helps Frientfs
in C. 1. viii. 154 Most of us know what it is to vex our minds
because we cannot recall some name, or trivial thing, which
has escaped our memory for the moment. 1880 Watson
Prince's Quest (1892) isThere fella sadness on him, thus to
be Vext with desire of her he might not see, Yet could not
choose but long for.

b. reft. (In later use passing into sense 4.)
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 128 J>is preste gretlie blamyd

hym for his syn,. .& bis man wexid hym [= himself} gretlie
and slew hym. 1526 Tindale John xi. 33 He groned in his
spret and vexed hym silfe and sayde : Where have ye layed
hym? 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 148 Not to eate our
heartes : that is, that wee shoulde not vexe our selues with
thoughts. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xii. 18 How will he then vexe
himselfe, if we tell him that the childe is dead? a 1651
Binning Serm. (1845) 123 Ye toil and vex yourselves and
spend your time about that body and life. 183a J. J.
Blunt Sk. Reform. Eng. U. 35 He vexes himself because
he cannot make a hundred watches go by his own. 1873
* Ouida' Pascarel I. 41 Why will you vex yourself about
your father?

C. To trouble, exercise, or embarrass in respect
of a solution.

1612 Brerewood Lang. $ Relig.dZ, I could produce other
forceable reasons, such as might.. vex the best wit in the
world to give them just solution. 1871 Markby Elern.Law
553 1 No subject has vexed English judges more than the
question, what remedy a debtor has for a wrongful, .sale by
a creditor ofproperty which he holds as security.

4. To affect with a feeling of dissatisfaction,

annoyance, or irritation ; to cause (one) to fret,

grieve, or ft el unhappy.
a 1450 Mirk's Festiat 57 | e forme woman Eue vexude

God more ben dyd man. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 33 This wexit him mair nor all the
troubillis that he had of befoir, and [he] was the mair crabbit
with him sellfle [etc.]. 1591 Shaks. Tjvo Gent. iv. iv. 66
Away, I say: stayest thou to vexe me here? 1613 —
Hen. VIII, 11. iv, 130 They vexe me past my patience. :66a
in I'erney Mem. (1907) II. 182 It vexes my very soul to
heare how the base bumpkins triumph. 1676 Hobbes Iliad
1. 312 Which, angry as he is, will vexe him worse. 17x0
Swift Lett. (1767) III. 37 The bishop., complains of my not
writing; and what vexes me, says he knows you have long
letters from me every week. 1714 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to IV. Montagu (1887) *• 95 Your letter very much
vexed me. 1809 Malkin Git Bias x. viii. (Rtldg.) 358
Nothing vexes me, but that Antonia has not a thumping
fortune to bring with her. 1835 Politeness $ Gd.-breedutg
28 This boy or girl . . who never sneers at or jeers you, or
tries to vex your feelings. 189a Law Rep., Weekly Notes
188/1 The defendant had been maliciously making noises

for the mere purpose of vexing and annoying the plaintiffs.

b. In pa. pple., freq. const, at or with,
c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xxi. 187 Sir, ye ar vexed at all, And

perauentur he shall here after pleas you. 1555 Phaer
ACneid 11. 31 For amends to Pallas wrath, so vext with sore
offence. 1611 Cotgh., St Marrir, to gritue, or sorrow for,

..be sad, or vexed at. 1664 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 204
I am slepy and vexet, and now I fear I have vexed you.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 165 f 6 The Curate. ., upon the
reading of it, being vexed to see any thing he could not
understand.^ 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 55 That
inward feeling, which,.. in familiar speech, we call being
vexed with oneself. 1783 Johnson in Boswell Life 15
May, I would have knocked the factious dogs on the head,
to be sure; but I was not vexed. 1833 Hi, Martinfau
Briery Creek ii. 26 He was amused at some of his foibles,

vexed at others. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. v, A little

vexed that she had spoken precipitately. 1885 'Mrs.
Alexander: ' At Bay i, I am always vexed with pet pie who
don't care what they eat.

C. To irritate or tease (an animal).
^1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Sept. 1657, 2 Virginian rattle-

snakes, . .when vexed, swiftly vibrating and shaking their

tailes. 1770 Langhokne Plutarch (1851) II. 1002/2 She
vexed and pricked it [an asp] with a golden spindle till it

seized her arm. 1835 Lyiton Rienzi I. iv, Vex not too far

the lion, chained though he be,

5. inlr. To be distressed in mind ; to feel un-

happy or dissatisfied ; to fret or grieve. ALo
const, at.

Common in the 17th cent. ; now rare or Obs.
159a Greene Groat's IV. Wit Wks. iGrosart) XII. 122 A

yong Gentleman,, .vexing that the sonne of a farmer should
be so prefen ed, cast in his minde by what meanes. .he might
steale away the Bride. 1598 Marston Scourge of Viiianie
in. viii. (1599) 214, I doe sadly grieue, and inly vexe, To
viewe the base dishonour of our sexe. 1621 Lady M. Wkoth
Urania 346 If. .we should faile, I should hate my i-elfe, and
vexe incessantly at my fortune. 1663 Bp. Patrick Par,:/:

I'itgr. xxx'ii'i. (1687) 412 It makes us vex if webecrosbed in the

least of our desires, a 167a Wilkins Nat. Re/ig. 257 Men
usually vex and repii.e at that which is extraordinary and un-
usual. 1770 Mrs. Thkai.e Lett, to Jihnson (1788) I. 31 Mr.
Thrale particularly vexes lest you shculd not see Matlock
on a moon-light night. 1804 Charlotte Smith Conversa-
tions, eta I. 137 But since it is so, ..I must not vex about it.

II. 6. trans. To disturb by causing physical

movement, commotion, or alteration ; to agitate,

toss about, work, belabour or tear up, etc.

1627 Hakewill ApeI. (1630) 151 Even there uhere they
[the minerals] are most vexed and wrought upon, yet are
they not worne out. 1666 Drvden/J««. Mirab. ccvii. Some
English wool, vex'd in a Belgian Loom, And into Cloth cf

spungy softness made. 1697 — Virg. Past. iv. 40 And
sharpeu'd Shares shall vex the fruitful ground. 1759 Mills
tr. Duhamel's Husb. 1. viii. 20 Clay... In these cases laxa-

tives are to be prescribed,, .and continually vexing it with
the spade or plow. 1775 Burke Sp. Coned. Artier, Wks.
1842 I. 186 No sea but what is vexed by their fisheries.

1817 Shelley Rez: Islam vii. vii, Some calm wave Vexed
into whirlpools by the chasms beneath. 1861 T. A. Tkollopb
La Beata II. xviii. 213 Well shelieied from the blasts that

even in summer vex the upper Apennine. 1879 J. I). Long
sEneid vii. 905 His followers they, who vex 'Ihe Massic
glebe, so fruitful of the vine.

b. To disturb by handling ; to twist, rare.

1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 35 He exalts bis supercili-

urns and vexes his formal beard.

o. fig. To press, strain, or urge.
1678 Marvkll Def. f. Hcnve Wks. (Grosart) IV. 191, I

would not too much \ ex the similitude, a 1680 Butler Rein.

(1759) I. 218 Distinctions, .. By b'ing tco nicely overstrain'd

and vext, Have made the Comment haider than the Text.

7. To subject (a matter) to prolonged or seveie

examination or discussion ; to debate at excessive

length.

a 1614 Donne BiaOavaTOs (1644) 20 The best way to findc

the truth in this matter, was to debate and vexe it. a 1648
Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII {1683) 243, I shall now come to

the business of the Divorce ; so much vexed by our Writers.

1869 Blackmork Lortia D. xli, Be that as ' may: and not

vexing a question (settled for ever without our votes), let

us own that he was, at least, a. .gentlemar 1877 R. K.

Burton in Athenaeum 3 Nov. 569/1 Upon this point I must
join issue with him, with Stanley, and with others who have
vexed the subject.

Vex, obs. form of Wax v.

Vexable(ve'ksab'l),a. tare. [a.<].L.vextibi/ist

or f. Vex v. + -able.]

+ 1. Troublesome, oppressive. Obs,

150a in Antiq. Rep. (1E08) II. "320 Without distrobill, en.

syrchyng, or any other vexable demaundsof his liage people.

2. Capable of being vexed.
1810 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 191 The printers use me

ill, but they do not vex me, became I am not vexable by

such things.

Vexation (veks^'Jon). Forms: 5-6 voxa-

cione, -acyon (5 wexacion), 6 vexatyon, 6-

vexation
; 5 wex-, vexacioun, 6 vexatioun.

[a. OK. (also mod.K.) vexation, or ad. L. vexation-,

vexatio, n, of action f. vexare Vbx v. Cf. Pg.

vexafilo, Sp. vejaeion, It. vessazione.]

1. The action of troubling or harassing by ag-

gression or interference (sometimes spec, by un-

justifiable claims or legal action) ; the fact of

being troubled or harassed in this way.

Common in the 16th cent. ; now rare. .... .

ri4oo Beryn 3842 Yce shulle fynde. .amendis for to make

For our vndewe vexacioun. 14.. Cat. Anc. Rec. Dullin

(1889) 324 Such persones as will cum to the cittcbe fre

withoutc eny wexacion, cumyng, goyng and abydvng a

day befor and a day after. 14*1 Coventry Leet Bk. 404

Be his longe defferynges, cautels, vexacions & troubles,
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he wold neuer haue conclucion, but fynde measne of
trouble & vexacion to hurt & disheryte the pore comiens
here of their rightfull comeu, which he wolde do.
15*3 £«* 13 * 14 H'n. VIII, c iii. §9 The said maire..
may have and use all..powers and auctorities.. without
trouble, lette, or vexacion of any of the Inhabitauntes. 1560
DAUStr, Slcidane's Comm. 144 b, They loved rather the
vexation of the common wealth, than peace and quietnes.
1621 Sir T. Coventry in Fortcscue Papers (Camden) 156
The vexacions of informers and other new devised straynes
I shall endeavour to represse. 1647 N. Uacon Disc. Govt.
Eyig. 1. lxvii. (1739) 161 Therefore the Law provided a Writ
of remedy against_ unjust vexation. 1654 tr. Martini's
Conq. China 191 Finally., came out an Edict, which forbad
all further vexation, after they had killed a hundred thou-
sand men. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 95, I still had hopes,my
long vexations past, Here to return. 1788 Cowper Negro's
Compl. 37 He, foreseeing what vexations Afric's sons should
undergo. 1831 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. 232 He was
constrained by their vexations to abandon that University,

t b. Strict examination or calling to account.
Obs.-*
ai$o$ Chron, Land. (Kingsford, 1905) 262 This yere was

Sir William Capell ayein put in vexacion, . . for thinges doon
by hym in the tyme of his mairaliie.

t 2. The action of troubling, disturbing, or ir-

ritating by physical means ; the fact or state of
being so troubled or distressed. Obs.
14. . Hoccleve Minor Poems (1892) 220 The vexacioun Of

deeth so haastid him, bat his spiryt Anoon forsooke his
habitacioun. c 1440 Gesta Rom. lxvi. 298 Abowte cockis
crowe be mayde, for gret vexacion |>at she hadde with bo
tempest, fell on slepe. ngjPelrouylla 18 ;Pynson), Though
she had of brennynge greate feruence Twene colde and hote
vexacion inportable There was no grutchinge. 1513 Bar-
clay Egloges ii. (t57o) Biv/i In all that thy sight hath
delectation, Thy greedy tasting hath great vexation, a 1548
Hall Chrmi., Hen. VII, 3 b, By the tonnentyng and vexa-
cion of which sicknes, ..they cast away the shetes & all the
clothes liyng on the bed. 1377 Hanmer Anc. Eccles. Hist.
(1619) 143 Maiming, racking, and scourging, and thousands
of other vexations. 1390 Shaks. A/ids. N. iv. t. 74 That he
..May..thinke no more of this nights accidents, But as the
fierce vexation of a dreame. 1610 B. Jonson Catiline lit.

ii, No noise, no pulling, no vexation wakes thee, Thy
lethargie is such. 1704J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Assodes
febris. The Distemper usually arises from the Vexation of
the Stomach by sharp and cholerick Humours.
3. The state or fact of being mentally troubled or

distressed, in later use esp. by something causing
annoyance, irritation, dissatisfaction, or disappoint-
ment.
£1465 Pol, Rel., Sf L. Poems (1903) 2 Raynyng with

Rewles resenable and Rightfull, The whiche for oure sake
hathe sofferde grete vexacion. c 1471 in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 279 What vexacioun was then To the quene and
the lordis.. .Then aftur kynge Edwarde thay cryed and did
wepe. 1500-20 Dunuar Poems xxv. 41 Tak consolatioun in
Sour pane, In tribulatioun tak consolatioun, Out of vexatioun
cum name agane. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 71 Contente
onely to satisfie nature, without further vexation for knowe.
lege of thinges to come. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 22 Full
of vexation, come I, with complaint Against my childe, my
daughter Hermia. 1683 Brit. Spec. 101 Those Britains.

.

did. .so infest the Roman Province, that the very Vexation
of it cost Ostorius his Life. 1725 De Foe Voy. rontui

j

World (1840) 344 They let it [a canoe] go to the first catar-
act,., and had the vexation of seeing it dashed all to pieces.
1782 Miss Burney Cecilia III. viii, [She] very openly ex-
pressed her vexation and displeasure. 1828 Scott P. M.
Perth xx, The King, .heard of this new trouble with much
vexation. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 122/2 The vexation of
the poultry owner when he sees his favourites fall under the
ravages of disease. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. 19, 1 spoke
of the constant vexation I suffered because I could not draw
better,

b. In thephr. vexation of mind, spirit.

1535 Coverdale Isaiali lxv. 14 Ye shal crie for sorow of
hert.and complaynefor vexacion of mynde. 1540-54 Croke
1st Chap. Eccles. (Percy Soc.) 49 Nought fynde I but vexa-
cion Of spryte and mynde. 1560 Biiile (Genev.) Eccl. ii. 17
All is vanitie, & vexacion of the spirit. 1588 Fraunce
Layiiers Logike Ded. rzb, The perpetuall vexation of
Spirite, and continuall consumption of body, incident to
every scholler. 1611 Cotgb., Marrison, . .chafing, fuming,
vexation of mind. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. n. iii. vtt. 422
Many men spend themselues..vpon small quarrels, ..with
much vexation of spirit and anguish of minde. 1818 Scorr
F. M. Perth xiv, She found her reward in vanity and vexa-
tion of spirit.

4. A source or cause of mental trouble or dis-
tress; a grief or affliction. Chiefly with a.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 305 Your Children were
vexation to your youth, But mine shall be a comfort to
your Age. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. iii. (1627) 13 It is an
extreme vexation, that we must be toiled amongst such
little petties. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill)
165 Sir, I am your vexation in ordinary. 1765 Cowper
Let. to Lady Hesieth 1 Aug., It is a mark of their great
charity for one who has been a disappointment and a
vexation to them. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom A> Lugger
11. v. 94 It may be a vexation and disadvantage to us.

1879 Froude Cxsar xx. 344 My own vexation is, that I

must pay Caesar my debt.

1 5. The action of subjecting to violence or
force ; the fact of being so treated. Obs.
1603 B. Jonson Sejanus iv. ii, As the wind doth try strong

trees, Who by vexation grow more sound and firm. 1610— Alch. n. v, Name the vexations, and the martyrizations
Of mettalls.in the worke. 169* L'Estrange Josephus,
Antiq. iv. viii. (1733) 94 The Earth hath enough to do..
without the superfluous Vexations of the Plow over and
above.

Vexations (veks^'Jas), a. Also 6vexacyus.
[f. prec. : see -ious.]

1. Causing, tending or disposed to cause, vexa-

168

!

tion (in later use in sense 3) : a. Of persons, their

disposition, etc.

'534 S/ar Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 319 Henry.. of his
vexacyus mynde purchased a writte of monstrauerunt in the
Comen place ageynst the seid defendaunt. 1651 G. W. tr.

C (rivets Inst. 246 They might meerly through envy, and the
pleasure they took in being vexatious, take men upon Writs.
1676 Wychekley PI. Dealer 1. i, She is as vexatious as her
Father was, the great Attorney. 17x5 land, Gaz. No. 5343/2

I

The Townsmen.. are. .turbulent and vexatious to the Regi-

I

ment. 1738 Wesley Psalms cxviu. iv, Begirt with Hosts of
!

Enemies Vexatious as thick-swarming Bees. 1853 Dickens
1
Bleak Ho. xxiv, The Lord Chancellor described him, in
open court, as a vexatious and capricious infant.

b. Of things.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. m. 184 If he could but stiffly

1

wrangle out a vexatious dispute of some odd Peripatetick
.

qualities, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 38 Flies and Gnats
are more vexatious in hot Climates, than Creatures that are
able to do greater Mischiefs. 1705-6 Penn in Pennsylv.
Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 108 The business of Beaumont proves
very vexatious to me here. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 176
r 1 There are many vexatious accidents and uneasy situations
which raise little compassion for the sufferer. 1804 Abe r-

UETHY Surg. O&s. ior The opening ofthe cyst generally leaves
a vexatious and intractable sore. 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort. 709 It is most vexatious to find a fruit tree has been
planted untrue to name. 1869 F'kkeman Norm. Cong. (1875)
III. xii. 75 It is somewhat vexatious that we have to trust
almost wholly to authorities on one side.

c. spec. Of legal actions: Instituted without
sufficient grounds for the purpose of causing
trouble or annoyance to the defendant.
1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 9 It is a Sin, that a Gentle,

man. .should be the occasion of ruining so many Families..
by putting them to such vexatious Suits for their Moneys
lent. 1696-7^/ 8-9 William III, c 11 Diverse evil dis-
posed Persons are incouraged to bring frivolous and vexa-
tious Actions. 1746 Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 1. vi. 6 Persius
had wealth by foreign traffic gain'd, And a vexatious suit
with King_ maintain'd. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) II.
vi. 72 Their courts were unceasingly occupied with vexa-
tious suits.

trans/. 1909 H. M. Gwatkin Early Ch. Hist. I. viii. 142
If the charge turns out vexatious (calumniz gratia) the
accuser shall be severely punished.

+ 2. Full of trouble or uneasiness. Obs.
1644 Dic;by Two Treat. Ded. aiijb, He leadeth a vexa-

tious life, that in his noblest actions is so gored with
scruples, that he dareth not make a steppe, without the
authority of an other to warrant him. 1671 H. M. tr.

Erasm. Colloq. 529 Riches and honours which bring not a
pleasant, but rather a careful and vexatious life.

f 3. Vexed, annoyed. Obs.~i

17S6 Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 106 Heartley grew
vexatious with himself for having parted with the watch.

Vexatiously (veks^jasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a vexatious manner; so as to cause
annoyance or irritation.

1653 R. Sanders Physhgn. 140 Thy soul is vexatiously
perturbated. 1709 Swift & Addison Taller No. 43 r 2,
The rugged Cares and Disturbance that Publick Affairs
brings with it, which does so vexatiously affect the Heads of
other great Men. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. ix. 227 We were
most strangely and vexatiously disappointed, by finding that
the light., was only a fire on the shore. 1788 Mme. D'Ar.
blay Diary 2 Aug., Very vexatiously, however, my message
arrived. .late,_ 1847 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 531
At the same time difficulties were vexatiously thrown in the
way of the protestant procurator. 1879 S. C. Bartlett
Egypt to Pal. xi. 242 We paused here and interrogated our
Arabs, but, vexatiously enough, we could extract from them
no such tradition.

b. spec, in Law. (See Vexatious a. i c.)

1880 Muiriiead Gains iv. §172 The praetor allows an
oath to be exacted from him ' that he is not vexatiously
denying his liability'. 1883 Law 'limes 20 Oct. 412/1 The
bankrupt, .must not have vexatiously defended any action.

Vexatiousness (veks^'-Jssnes). [f. as prec.

+ -ness.] The character of being vexatious.
1668 Bp. Hopkins Sermons, Vanity (1685) 39 There is a

fourfold vexatiousness in all worldly things. 1727 Bailey
(vol. II). c 18*5 Ld. Cockburn Mem. (1856) 300 Amidst the
vexatiousness of the most complicated case,.. Monypenny
sat . . serenely, a 1859 De Quincey in ' H. A. Page Life
(1877) II. xvii. 54 The vexatiousness of writing letters.

Vexatory, a. [f. L. vexat-, ppl. stem of
vexdre Vex v. : see -OBY.1 = Vexatious a. i.

1900 Speaker 8 Sept. 622/1 The objection that they are
not Englishmen may be brushed aside as futile and vexa-
tory. 1903 P'orin. Rev. Oct. 585 The only people who
would gain by these vexatory measures would be the lawyers.

f Vexed, variant of Faxed a. Obs.
0:1259 [see Faxed a.], a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Yorks.

in. (1662) 200 Hence Mathew Westminster calleth a Comet
. .a Vexed Star.

Vexed (ve-kst), ///. a. Also 7 vex't, vext,
7-9 vex'd. [f. Vex v.]

1. Troubled, harassed ; kept in a disturbed or
unquiet state.

£1440 Promp. Parv. 509/2 Vexid, vexatus. 1583 Mel-
bahcke Philotimits T )b, If you wilL.kepeme still aliue in
vexed plighte, for some offence I haue committed, then
shew fetc.J. 1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. \\\. ii. 13 The night. .With
direfull visions wake my vexed soule. c 1670 Wood Life
6 Sept. 1645, Col. Legge charged them so gallantly, that the
rebels ran back...Yet farr had they not gone, before these
vexed rebels came on againe. 1816 Shelley Sunset 43 The
tomb of thy dead self Which one vexed ghost inhabits. 1870
Burton Hist. Scot. (1873) VI. Ixx. 189 He thus was chosen
to settle the vexed affairs of Scotland.

2. Distressed, grieved ; affected with vexation

;

annoyed, irritated.

1602 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 11, i. 564 O how it

VEXILLATION.
greeues my vexed soule to see Each painted asse in chayre
of dignitye. 1652 Crashaw Carmen Deo JVostro, Epi.
phanie Wks. (1904) 211 [The sun] hiding his vex't cheeks in
a hir'd mist. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 96 The
vexed father now sighed to himself. 1810 Scorr Lady ofLake 11. v, While her vex'd spaniel from the beach Bay'd
at the prize beyond his reach. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy II. iv. 95 The priest looked vexed and perplexed.
1894 Mrs. Dyan Alans Keeping (1899) 247 'You think I
look it?' he said, with a vexed little laugh.
a
£t°*' I

8*4 CAMI<BEL t- Theodoric 193 Hers was the brow
.

.
I hat cheered the sad, and tranquillized the vexed.

3. Subjected to physical force or strain ; tossed
about, agitated, belaboured, etc.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 229 Where once Thou calldst

mevp..to fetch dewe From the still-vext Bermoothes.
1667 Milton P. L. 11. 660 Vex'd Scylla bathing in the Sea
that parts Calabria from the hoarce Trinacrian shore. Ibid.

1 x. 314 A ridge of pendent Rock Over the vext Abyss. 1718

u
P
j ^if

(i xv,n
' 549 The ponderous hammer loads his better

hand, His left with tongs turns the vexed metal round.
1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. i, The peak of an aereal pro-
montory, Whose caverned base with the vexed surge was
hoary. 1850 Blackie jEschylus I. 21 What time the
Chalcian strand Saw the vexed Argive masts In Aulis tides.
1853 G. W. Curtis Lotus-Eating-viii. 117 The vexed river
rages and tumbles among channeled rocks.

4. Vexed question
%
a much debated or contested

question.

1657 Heylin Ecclesia Vind. 215 Nor do I mean to meddle
in so vexed a question. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. v. § 8
{1876) 48 This leads to the vexed question to which Dr.
Chalmers has very particularly adverted, i860 Ruskin
Unto this Last iii. § 54 The vexed question of the destinies
of the unemployed workmen. 1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life
Greece ii. 9 The great vexed question of the origin and
composition of the Homeric poems.
Hence Vexedness. rare"1

.

'754 Richardson Grandison V. xx. 90 My teazing uncle
broke out into a loud laugh, which, .had more of vexedness
than mirth in it.

Vexedly (ve-ksedli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly.] In
a vexed manner; with vexation.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811J II. xxiv. 165 My heart

is vexedly easy, if I may so describe it. Vexedly—because
of the apprehended interview with Solmes. 1796 Anna
Seward Lett. {1811) IV. 241, 1 am in a society which makes
me vexedly feel the rapid flight of those weeks, whose period
must close an intellectual intercourse very gratifying. 1856
Household Words XIII. 300/1 Then he turned round,
neither vexedly nor impatiently. 1865 Dickens Mut. E'r.
11. xvi, Eugene answers, and answers nastily and vexedly :

' No, no, no; he doesn't mean that '. 1901 Clive Holland
Mousme 223 'Some one else come and have her,' she
remarked vexedly.

Vexer (ve*ksai). Also 6 vexar, -or, [f. Vex
v.~] One who or that which vexes or annoys.
1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Vexar, a grevar, turbateur. 1552

Huloet, V exor, animaduersor. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke
Psalms lxxxix, viii, I will quaile his vexers in his sight.
1608 Topsell Serpents 93 Hornets.. are great vexers and
troublers.

^
1620 Rowlands Night Raven 34 Pray speake,

had you this vexer and abuser, And were thus plagu'd as I,

how would you vse her; 1691 Wood Ath. Vxon. II. 235
He was.. a vexer of two Parishes with continual suits of
Law. #1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 45 They can't be
blessed because they are their own Vexers and Tormentors.
1788 Burke Impeachm. W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 59 The
disgracers of government, the vexers and afilicters of
mankind.

t Ve'xful, a. Obs. rare. [f. Vex v. + -ful i.]

— Vexatious a.

1598 Florio, Essoso, vexfull, cruell, exacting. 1603 —
Montaigne 11. xi. 243 Maintaining for his exercise the
peevish frowardnes of his wife, then which no essay can be
more vex-full.

Ve-xil, Anglicized f. Vexillum 2 (Webster,
1S2S-32). The stem of vexillum is also the base
of the following formations given in Diets, without
evidence of their currency : Ve'xillar a., ofor per-

taining to a vexillum, spec, in Bot. and Ornith.
Vexilla-rious a., = Vexillaky a. 2. Ve'xillate
a., having a vexillum or vexilla (Bot. and Omiih.).

Vexillary ivcksilari), sb. and a. Also 7
vexiliarie. [ad. L. vexillari-us standard-bearer,

etc., f. vexillum standard, Vexillum.]
A* sb. a. One of the oldest class of veterans

in the Koman army, serving under a special

standard, b. A Koman standard-bearer.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 11. xviii. 63 Three Praetorian
cohortes, and a thousand Vexillaries. Ibid. c. 111 With the
Vexillanes of the three British Legions. 161 1 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. vi. xi. § 7. 84 The Vexillaries of three British

Legions followed VitelHus in his Expedition against the
Illyrian Army. 1656 Blount Glossogr. 1793 A. Murphy
Tacitus (1805) V. 220 In the left wing were placed the
vexillaries of the thirteenth legion. 1872 Tennyson Gareth
<y Lynette 1172 In letters like to those the vexillary Hath
left crag-carven o'er the streaming Gelt.

B. adj. fl. Vexillary soldier, = prec. a. Obs* 1

1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. 1. ix. (1622) 16 Certaine
vexiliarie souldiers which continued vnder ensignes, and
were placed for a guard to the countrey.

2. Bot. Of estivation : (see quot.).

1832 Lindley Introd. Bot. 411 Vexillary, when one piece
is much larger than the others, and is folded over them, they
being arranged face to face.

Vexillation (veksibJ^Jan). [ad. L. vexilldtio
t

{. vexillum standard, Vexillum.] A company
of veteran soldiers (see prec. A. a) or of soldiers

grouped under one standard.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vexillation, a company of men of
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arms under one Standard. 1731 Hist. Litteraria III. 507
The quantity of Work perform'd by the Vexillations, ap-
pears to have nearly equalled that of the whole Legions.

1851 I). Wilson Prek. Ann. (186^) II. 111. ii. 44 The vexilla.

tion of the twentieth Legion dedicated four thousand paces
of their wall to the Emperor whose name it bore. 1876 Skene
Celtic Scot. I. ii. I. 78 The vallum., had been constructed
by the second.. and twentieth legions, or rather by their

vexillations.

Vexillator (vcksik'taa). [a. med.L. vexilla-

tor, t vexillttm : see next.] A banner-bearer in

a mystery or a miracle play.

1801 Strutt Shorts <y Fast. m. ii. 137 The prologue to

this curious drama is delivered by three persons, who speak
alternately, and are called vexillators. 1831 Collier Hist.
Dram. Poetry II. 155 The Chester Whitsun-plays are pre-

ceded by a kind of proclamation.. made by certain Vexilla-
tors in various parts of the city.

liVexillum (veksrltfm). [L. (in sense 1), f.

the stem of vthire to carry.]

1. a. A flag or banner carried by Roman troops;

a body of men grouped under one banner.
17*6 Gordon /tin. Sept. 7g The Figures of two winged

Victories.supporting the Roman Vexillum. 1805 James Mil.
Diet. (ed. 2), Vexillum, the standard which was carried by
the Roman horse. 1891 Cent, Diet, s.v., These vexilla

averaged from 500 to 600 in strength.

b. Eccl. A small piece of linen or silk attached

to the upper part of a crozier.

1877 F. G. Lee Gloss. Eccl.
<fr

Liturg. Terms 438 Many
examples of the vexillum are represented in illuminated

MSS. 1905 Ck. Times 3 Feb. 136/3 The vexillum some-
times attached to a pastoral staff was a ' sudarium ' or
handkerchief, in all probability.

2. Bot. The large external petal of a papiliona-

ceous flower.

17*7 Hailev (vol. II), Vexillum, the Banner of the broad
Single Leaf, which stands upright. 1760 J. Lee Introd.
Bot. 11. xx. (1765J 116 Vexillum, the Standard, a Petal
covering the rest, c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 446 2 The
superior [petal] ascending, (called the vexillum or flag).

i8ax W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 11 Corolla with
a long sabre-shaped vexillum of a deep carmine-red colour.
187a Oliver Elem. Bot. App. 304 Corolla [of garden pea]
papilionaceous, white; vexillum large.

o. Ornith. The vane or web of a feather.

1867 P. L. Sci.ater tr. NitzsctSs Pterylography 10 The
Barbs, .form, with the parts sealed upon them, the so-called
Vane {vexillum). 187a Coues N. Amer. Birds 2 The
rhachis. -alone bears vexilla. Ibid. 34 Except in the case
of a few of the innermost remiges, their outer vexillum.. is

always narrower than the inner.

Vexing (ve-ksirj), vbl. sb. [f. Vex v. + -ing *.]

The action of the verb in various senses.
a 1450 Mirk's Festial 281 pat is of no wexyng of be fend,

but of grace of God. 1530 Palsgr. 284/2 Vexyng or troub-
lyng, conturbation. 16x1 Cotgr., Inquietation, a disquiet-
ing, . .vexing, molesting, troubling. 1617 Hiekon Wks. 11.

263 It is a kind of vexing to him, that he cannot master it.

1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor 1. i. § 2 The first is that which
Nazianzen calls, .accusations and vexings of a man when
he is in misery.

Vexing, ppl. a. [f. Vex v. + -ing 2.] That
vexes ; causing vexation.
a 1586 Sidney Psalms vi. vi, The while a swarm of foes

with vexing feates My life besitteth. 1599 Uavies Immort.
Soulxxw. vi. (1714) 79 Trembling Fear, and vexing Griefs
annoy. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 28 Reckoning lmp<^s.
ibles not to concerne our Desires ; nor Unavoydables our
Feare% ; nor things past our Remedy, our vexing sorrow.
1684 Leighton Comm. 1 Peter v. 8-9 The burden of vexing
carefulness. 17*7 Bailey (vol. II), Vexatiousness, trouble-
some, perplexing, vexing Quality. 176a Kames Elem.
Crit. xviii. (1833) 286 From this vexing dilemma I am
happily relieved. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlv, I am glad to see
that this vexing job hasna taen awa your appetite, Captain.
1910 1 >th Cent. Feb. 279 Let others seek.. the games and
pleasures which bring with them a thousand vexing cares.

Hence Ve*xingly adv.
1 63S-56 Cowley Davideis iv. 81 At Courts, and Seats of

Justice to complain, Was to be robb'd more vexingly again.
1643 ). Caryl Expos, yob I. 868 This they did so vexingly,
that they are said to wrest his words. 1710 Steele Taller
No. 269 r 5 H is the same poverty which makes men speak
or write smuttily, that forces them to talk vexingly.
Vexor, obs. form of Vexer.

t Vey, v. Obs.—1 [ad. OF. veier: cf. Survey v.

and Vkyok.] trans. To inspect, examine.
1511 Act 4 Hen. / 'HI, c. 18 § 3 Accomptes. .to be taken,

veyed, sui veyede, & comtrolled.

Vey, southern ME. var. Fey a. ; obs. f. Weigh
v. Veyage, obs. Sc. f. Voyage. Veycht, obs.

Sc. f. Weight. Veye, obs. f. Way sb. ; obs. Sc.
1. Wkichv. Veyle, obs. f. Vail sbA ; obs. Sc. f.

W%ll tuiv. Veyllard, obs. f. Vieillakd. Veyn,
obs. f. Vain, Vein, Ween. Veynde,obs. Sc f.

Wind v. Veyne, southern ME. var. Feign v,;
obs. f. Vain, Vein.

tVeyne. Obs. Alsoveino. [a. OF. c*j)i*,ad.

L. venia pardon] =* Veny K
c 1400 Pule St. Bt-net xliv. 31 When (>ai say ' Kirieleison ',

sal sho take hir veine by-fore be auter at te grece. c 1450
in Aungier Hist. Syon (1840) 250 Any brother that hathe be
seek..schal first ryse and take his veyne for hys defawtes
and omissyons in lyme of hys sekenes. Ibid. 328 Than
.. the sustrcs may take ther veyncs, and proclame ther
defames.

t Veyor. Obs. Also g veyour, vayowr, 7
veiour (7-8 vejoux), veighor. [a. OK. veicur
(also veier, vaier, voier

t etc.), f. veier (voier) : see
Vey v.] One appointed to view or inspect a thing.

Vol. X.
^

1470 Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 132 Vcyours sworne
before John Shipward, Meire, to make vewe and put in

sight of a grond and tenement. 1493 Hud. 134 The vew of

the partable wall, . . the namysse of the sayd vayowres and
ther verdyt. 1607 CowBLL interfr., Velours,, .signifieth in

our common lawe those, that are sent by the court to take

view of any place in question, for the better descision of the

right. a\6z$ Sir II. Finch Law (1636) 305 An action of

deceit.. must be brought during the life of the Sommoners,
but not when all the Sommoners and veighors be dead.

Ibid. 344 To take the land into the Kings hands by the view
of lawfull men, called thereupon Veyors.

Veyr, southern ME. var. Faika. ; obs. f. Vaih;
var. Veiie, spring ; obs. Sc f. War sb., Weabo.
fVeyra. Se. Obs. [?Cf. Vera.] (See quot.)

'549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 40 Than the marynalis began to

veynd the cabil, vitht mony loud cry. .. And as it aperit to

me, thai cryit thir vordis aseftir follouis, veyra veyra, veyra
veyra, gentil gallandis [etc.].

Veyre, obs. southern var. Fire ; obs. f. Vair.

Veyton, var. Veton Obs. Vey;e, southern M E.

var. Key a. Ve3er, southern ME. var. Fair a.

Vezar, obs. f. Visor. Veze, obs. var. Feeze
sb. andv.l; var. Vease Obs. Vezir, var. Vizier.

fVezon. Obs~l (Meaning obscure.)

1706 K. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1707) II. iv. 4 Look, look,

Joan, how the Yezons fight. Who'd think they were so full

of Spite?

Vh-, obs. Sc. variant of \Y11-.

Vi-, pre/., reduced form of vis- Vice-. (See Vl-
CTJRATE, -POLITIC, -PRESIDENT, -QUEBK.)

II Via (voi-a), sb. [L. via a road or way.]
Several senses of the word (by itself or with Latin adjs.),

which are recorded in earlier and copied in later Dictionaries,

appear to have had no real currency in English.

1. Via Lactea, the Milky Way.
1615 [see Milky Way i]. a 1635 Sibhes Breathing after

God (1639) 144 As we say of the Via lactea,or Milky way in

the heavens,., it is nothing but a deale of light from a com-
pany of little starres, that makes a glorious lustre. 1704 J.
Harris Lex. Techn. I, Milky-way or Via Lactea, the
Galaxy, is a broad white Path or Track, encompassing the
whole Heavens. 1786 M. Cutler in Life, etc. {1888) II.

238 In the via lactea he found the whitish appearance com-
pletely resolved into a glorious multitude of stars of all

possible sizes. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 267 He
found that the via lactea and nebutse consisted of a collec-

tion of fixed stars. 1802 O. Gregory Treat. Astron. 42
The Via Lactea, Galaxy, or Milky Way, may also be
reckoned under the head of constellations. 1840 T. Dick
Sidereal Heavens 185 This mighty zone .. is sometimes
termed. .the Via Lactea, but more frequently.. the Milky
Way, from its resemblance to the whiteness of milk.

traitsf. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, London II. (1662) 208
Sir Thomas More was.. born in Milkstreet, London (the

brightest Star that ever shined in that Via lactea).

2. A way or road ; a highway. Alsoyf^,
1787 J. Williams (A. Pasquin) Chi/dr. Tltes/is 11.(17921 157

'Tisbut few little years since the charms of bis voice Made
..thousands rejoice;. .And by walking approv'd thro the

Thespian via, Tho'aslave to the tribes, prov'd the Drama's
Messiah. 1009 W. J. Don in A. Reid Regality of Kirrie-
muir xxiii. 301 It was no mere track, but a substantial via,

20 feet wide.

3. Via media, a middle way; an intermediate

course or state. Hence via-medialiam (see quot.

1881).
1845 Ford Handhk. Spain 1. 168 The whole nation.. is

divided into two classes— bigoted Romanists or Infidels;

there is no via media. 1866 Geo. Eliot /*'. Holt Introd. 1.

5 They were kept safely in the via media of indifference.

1881 Church Times XIX. 128 Via-medialism, then, signifies

a scheme whereof one party is asked to believe a little more,
and the other a little less, than what they conceive to be
true. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton Faston Ca> ew xxx'w. There
was no via media, seeing that money was not to be found.

II Via (vai a\ int. Obs. exc. arch. Also 6 fla.

[It. via (special use of via way : see prec.) ' an
aducrbe of encouraging, much vsed by riders to

their horses, and by commanders' (Florio, 1598).]

1. As an exclamation encouraging, inciting, or

preparatory to movement or action, = Onward,
come on, come along, etc.

1596 l-.divard III, it ii. 12 Then via for the spatlous bounds
of Kraunce. 1596 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. i. 182 Why Via, to

London will we march. 160a Middleton Blurt, Master
Constable 11. H iv b, Via for fate, Fortune, loe this is all, At
griefes rebound He mount, although I fall. 1619 Fletcher
Atons. Thomas \\. ii, Tho. Away then, find this Fidler, and
do not miss me Uy nine a Clock. La[uncelot\. Via. 16*3
Markham Cheap ty Good Hush. 1. ii. (ed. 3) 15 First the
voice, which sounding sharply and cheerefully,. . crying, Via,
how, hey, and such like, adde a spirit and hmllntHO to the
horse. i8so Scott Mtmast.xx'x, He exclaimed,* Thy death*
hour has struck— betake thee to thy sword—Via !

'

2. As an exhortation or command to depart,
-* Away, be off, begone.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 9 The.. fiend bidsmepacke,

fia saiesthe fitnd.away sales the fiend. 161 1 Chapman May
Day iv. *i. 56 Your reward now shall be that I will not cut
your strings nor breake your fidlcs. via, away. 1616 11.

Jonson Devil an Ass 11. i, Via Pecunta \ when she's runne
and gone, And fled and dead ; then will I fetch her, againe.
18x8 Scott Rob Roy\'\\, Horsewhip the rascal to purpose—
via— fly away, and about it.

b. Used to check argument or reply, or to dis-

miss a subject.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. it. iL 159 Ah ha, Mistresse Ford
and Mistresse Page, haue I encompass'd you? goe to, via.

1811 Scott A'enihv. vti, And what was Ralph Sadler but
the clerk of Cromwell,, .ria ! I know my steerage as well as
they. Ibid, xxix, Why, via, let that pass too.

II Via (v9»*&),/r#. Also via. [L, vi£t abl. sing.

of via way, Via sb.] liy way of; by the route

which passes through or over (a specified place).

1779 J. Lovku. Let. to Adams 13 June, A.'s Wks. 1854
IX. 483 This night is tlie fourteenth since we first had the
news of his victory, via New Providence. 1813 Sir R.
Wilson Priv. Diary (1862) II. 139, 1 would sweep through
Berlin, revictual the fortresses, and return via Magdeburg.
1833 1. Hook Parson's Dau. Hi, x, Lord Weybridge. . is on
his way to London via Paris. 1882 1 >e Windt Equator 127,
1 arranged to proceed through Spain and via Paris, home.

Viability 1 (v^am-llti). [ad. F. viabilite

(1812), or f. Viable a. 1
: see -1TY.] The quality

or state of being viable ; capacity for living ; the

ability to live under certain conditions.
In common use from c i860.

1843 BoUvier Law Diet. U.S., Viability, med. jur., an
aptitude to live after birth ; extra uterine life. 1853 SIMP-
SON Obstet. Path. \ Pract. 21, I have repeatedly been
astonished at the viability of the infant after traction had
been applied to it. 1870 Maudsley Body <y Mind 44 The
general and ultimate result of breeding in and in is to pro-

duce barrenness and sterility, children of a low degree of
viability and of imperfect mental and physical development.
1883 Cent. Mag. Sept. 727/1 An animal or plant which is

only partly adapted to its conditions uf existence is ugly in

exact proportion to its lack of viability.

trans/. 1893 C. B. Upton Bases Rclig. Belief"157 It means
spiritual viability or immortality.

Viability'-, [ad. F. viabilite
1

(1878), or f.

Viable a.-] The condition of being traversable.

188a \V. Cory Guide Mod. Eng. Hist. II. 470 The quality
which convicts gave it [Tasmania], can be expressed by one
word ' viability '

: they made some roads.

Viable (vsiabT), aA [a. F. viable (1539% f.

vie life : see -able.] Capable of living; able to

maintain a separate existence.

a. Of children at (normal or premature) birth.

1828-32 Webster, Viable, capable uf living, as a new.
born infant or premature child. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat.
V. 200/1 The delivery of a fetus of viable or full-grown
size. 1881 Trans. Obstet. Soc. Land. XXII. 276 Such
narrowing or deformity uf the female pelvis, .as will abso-
lutely preclude the birth of a viable child.

b. In other physical applications.
1885 (Joouale Physiol. Bot. (i8ya) 446 Polyembryony [is]

the production of two or more viable embryos in a seed.

r 1890 Stevenson In South Seas 1. iv. (1900) 26 Tojudge by
the eye, there is no race mure viable; and yet death reaps

them with both hands.

C. fig. Of immaterial things or concepts.
1848 fail's Mae:. XV. 702 The rest are waiting for the

proper medium, the viable medium, the medium of harmony.
1883 G. P. Lathkop Hawthorne's Wks. XI. 435 What we
have here is a romance i.i embryo ; one, moreover, that

never attained to a viable stature and constitution.

Viable, #•- [i- L. via way : cf. Viability 2
.]

Traversable.
i&$&'Sat. Rev. II. 151/2 If the building, .has the advan-

tage of standing at the end uf a vista, it is but mocking the
needs of the many not to make the vista viable.

t Viadant. Obs. rare. [Irreg. ad. Sp., Pg., It.

viandanie, f. via way + andarie to go.] A way-
farer, traveller.

163a Lithgow Treat, in. 120 They are but poorely cled,

yet wonderfull kinde to all Viadants. Ibid. vm. 353 The
voluntary exposement of many vn necessary Viadants.

Viadge, obs. form of Voyage sb.

Viador, variant of Veedor.
Viaduct (vai'adi'kt). [f. L. via way, after

AQUEDUCT, So F. viaduct] An elevated structure,

consisting of a series of arches or spans, by means
of which a railway or road is carried over a valley,

road, river, or marshy low-lying ground.
1816 Kepton Fragm. Landscape Gard. 161, I have ven-

tured to suggest a hint for such a structure as may support
the road .., rather calling it a Via-duct tl a Bridge. 1837
Civil Eng. fy Arch. frnl. I. 57 Great Viaduct now erecting
over the River Wear, near Sunderland. Tt.ii viaduct con.
sistsof four large and six small arches. 1869 Times 15 Oct.

7/5 New bridges and viaducts and new streets can do much
in enabling Londoners to pass more quickly to their places

of business. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1875) III. xii.

240 The modern viaduct, a work worthy of old Roman days.
attrib. 1831 T. Grahame Lett. N. Wood 23 The Sankey

viaduct bridge.. consists of nine arches of fifty feet span.

1897 Daily News 11 Feb. 6/4 The viaduct ganger, who
would be responsible for the erection of timbers.

Viage, obs. var. VOTAOI sb.

Viaggiatory, a. nome-wd. [f. It. viaggiare io

travel.] Given to travelling about.

1847 M edwin Life Shelley 1 1. 54 The viaggiatory English
old maids, who scorn the continent.

Vial (vai'al), sb. Forma : a. 4-6 vyoI(e, 4-8

viol(e, 4, 6-7 violl(e, 5-6 vyoll.e. &. 5-7

vyaLT, 6 voyalle, vialle, 6-7 viall, 7- vial.

\yvs.fyole,jiol,fiall, etc, Phial sb. See the note

on the letter V.J A vessel of a small or moderate

size used for holding liquids; in later use spec, a

small glass bottle, a phial.

a. \\.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1280 Dere disches of golde &
dubleres fayre, j>e vyoles & be vesselment of verluous

stones, c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. f, I. 240 Sondry

vessels maad of erthe and glas,. . Violes, croslet/, and sub-

lymatories, Cucurbites and alcmbikes. c 1400 Lanfrancs

Cirurg. 185 Sette be viol vpon soft colis & lete hem boile.

141120 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 3052 After bat, for his chefe

socour, Sche toke to hym a viol with hcour. 147085
Malory Arthur v. x. 178 Pryamus tokefrohispageavyolle

fui of the four waters that came oute of pMR 1530
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Palsgr. 285/1 Vyole, a glasse, fiolle, uiole. c 1550 H.
Lloyd Treas. Health E vj, Mengle them togither and put

them in a vyol of glasse, and stop the mouth thereof close.

1609 Dekker Ravens Aim. Wks. (Grosart) iy. 238 The
Iewc.spyed the Violl that the poore man held in his hand
vnder his cloak. 1660 Boyle New Exf. Phys. Mcch. vi.

S3 The Air in the little Viol began to dilate it self. 1705
Addison Italy 232, 1 plac'd a thin Viol, well stopp'd up with.

Wax, within the Smoak of the Vapour.

0. a 1450 Mirk's Festial 146 He toke vyals of cristall and
of lambur and of glas, and put bys blod yn hom. 1530
Palsgr. 284/2 Vyall, a glasse, Jiolle. 1576 in Femllerat

Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 275 Two glasse voyalles for the Lord
Howardes servauntes. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's

Voy. 111. ix. 84 b, A cruese or viall ful of sweete and smelling

water. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit. (1637) 433 Glass vials

also and sundry small earthen vessels. 1683 W. Hedges
Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 86, 1 gave him a small Vyall of Balme
of Gilead. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1762) 67 Put a
spoonful of this Water in a Vial. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour,
France IV. 298 The holy vial, containing the oil used at the

coronation of their kings. 1820 Shelley Witch Atlas
xvii, Liquors clear and sweet . .She in her crystal vials did
closely keep. 184a A. Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 114
[He] placed the vial in a basin of water on a sand-bath.

1871 K. H. Hutton Ess. I. 296 France would not be what
she is if men had not believed for a thousand years in the

holy vial of Rheims.
attrib. and Comb. 1647 Hexham 1, A viall-maker, een..

Fiolen-maker. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man ofMany
Friends I. 321 There were two little vial-bottles and a box
of corn. plaster in the drawer of the basin-stand. 1880 Mrs.
Cameron Three Flower-Pots 25 He saw upon the table

a large vial bottle with something very black in it.

b. In allegorical or purely figurative use.

Freq. in allusion to Rev. xv. 7, etc. (see first quots.).

1382 Wyclif Rev. xv, 7 Seuen golden violes, ful of the
wraththe of God. Ibid, xvi. 1 Go ?e, and schede 3e out the
seuen violes of Goddis wrath in to erthe. c 1420 Lydg.
Ballad Commend. Our Lady 113 O glorious viole, O vitre

inviolate ! 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 11. vi, And with a vial

fild with baneful wrath, . .Which in her blacke hand readily
she hath, And drops the poison vpon euery wight. 1611
Shaks. Wint, T. v. iii. 122 You Gods looke downe, And
from your sacred Viols poure your graces Vpon my daugh-
ters head. 1656 Blount Clossogr. s.v., Vials of wrath, men-
tioned in the Apocalipse, stgnifie Gods readiness to be fully

revenged on sinners, c 1680 Beveridgb Serin, (1729) II. 5
To behold the almighty Creator, .pouring out the utmost
viols of his wrath, .upon them. 1718 Pkior Solomon ill. 386
The frighted Angels.. o'er the Earth from wrathful Viols

pour'd Tempests and Storm. 1780 Burke CEcon. Reform
Wks. 1842 I. 239 You have tuns of ancient pomp in a vial of
modern luxury. 1820 Bykon Mar. Fal. IV, ii. 134 Now the

destroying angel hovers o'er Venice, and pauses ere he pours
the vial. 1853 K.INGSLEY HyPatia xvii, Everywhere sen-

suality, division, hatred, treachery, cruelty, uncertainty,

terror; the vials of God's wrath poured out. 1880 W. G.
Blaikie Livingstone vii. 135 For one so patient and good,
he had a very large vial of indignation, and on occasion
poured it out right heartily over all injustice.

HenceVi'alz'. trans. , to put into a vial; also _/?£*.

Vi'alled a., kept or stored in a vial. Vi'alful, as

much as can be contained in a vial.

1634 Milton Comus 847 Helping all urchin blasts, and ill

luck signes. .Which she with preiious viold liquors heals.

1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 46 The distilled perfume
of the bookmaker's style.. is here not sprinkled over every
p:ige, and vialled in every sentence. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita
xii. 404, I had, in my little clay pitcher, vialfuls, as it were,
of Wordsworth's reverence [etc. J.

Vial, a, rare—1
, [f. L. via way, or ad. L. vidlis.]

Serving for a way or road.

1813 ). Forsyth Rem. Excurs. Italy 353 The arch of
Augustus, being a vial one, was necessarily much wider than
the triumphal arches, which succeeded.

Vial 1, Vialle, obs. forms of Viol sb,

Viallin, obs. form of Violin.

Via 'meter, rare. [f. L. via way + -meter.]

A device for recording the number of miles tra-

versed by a wheeled vehicle ; a hodometer or
cyclometer.
1831-3 Encycl. Metrop. (1845^ VIII. 311/1 marg., Count-

ing Machines fur road carriages, or viameter. 1858 Mrs.
Sinnett tr. B. MbllhausetCs Diary I. vi. 75 The viameter
gave an accurate measurement of the number of miles
passed, by counting the revolutions of the waggon wheel.
i860 Worcester. [Hence in later Diets.]

t Vianoe. Obs.—l [Alteration of viandes (see

next) after forms in -ance : cf. Gardeviance.]
Food, sustenance.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4121 He. .at bam enquires, Quat

was baire viaunce in pa vales. ' ser, venyson,' bai said.

Viand 1 (vai'and). Forms: 4-5 vyaunde, 5
viaunde ; 4, 6 vyand(e, 5-8 viande, 6- viand
(7 viond). [a. AF. viaunde, viande, OF. viamie

( = Sp. and Pg. vianda, It. vivandd) :—pop.L.
*vivanda, for vivenda, neut. pi. gerundive of L.

vivere to live.]

1. pi. Articles of food
;
provisions, victuals.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 253 Flesche and dyverse
vyaundes. a 1548 Hall Chron.

t
Hen. VII I, 80b, Then

spices, fruites, ielies. and banket viandes wer brought.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 48 b/2 His viandes,

or meate and drincke, must only be Diureticke. 1615 H.
Crooke Body ofMan 629 Whilst wee chew our meate the

Tongue rowleth it selfe on euerie side of the mouth and
applyeth it selfe to the Viands to take a say or Taste of them.

1646 J. Hall Horz Vac. 92 A good and strong stomack will

convert course viands into good nourishment. 1691 Ray
Creation 1. (1692) 116 Neither of which Viands [honey and
bee-bread] isany whereto be found amass'dby Nature. 1735
Somerville Chase 1. 154 Soon as the growling Pack, with

eager Joy, Have lapp'd their smoking Viands. 1805 Med,

yml. XIV. 555 The means of inducing the invalid or con- 1

valescent to derive every benefit that arises from delicacy
and variety of viands. 1854 M ILMAN Lat. C/tr. iv. v. (1864)
II. 290 He dashed the wine on the earth and scattered

about the other viands. 1886 C. Bigg Chr. Platonists of
Alexandria iii. 104 Viands of every kind.. were provided
by the liberality of the wealthier brethren.

fig. i8z6 Lamb Elia n, Sanity of True Genius, Lane's
novels, . . those scanty intellectual viands of the whole female
reading public.

transf. 1870 Emerson Soc. <$• Solil., Farming Wks.
(Bohn) III. 61 He will pamper his peaches and grapes on
the viands they like best.

+b. Applied to a viaticum. Obs."~x

Compare sense 2 b, quot. 1555.
1607 Hieron Bapt. Eunuch (1613) 7 To passe ouer the

Sacrament of the supper, to some old people.. who must
take it (as was said in the daies of superstition) for their

viands, being neerer (in opinion and possibility) to their

last passage.

2. sifig. a. collect. Food, sustenance.

c 1450 Lovelich Grail xvi. 563 Othir viaunde hadde he
non verament, But everiday swich as God him sente.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 17 His dayly
dyet was not muche in sotyle and delicate vyaunde. c 1515
ItiterI. Four Elem. 465, 1 . .oft refresshe nature agayne With
delycate vyand. (71548 Hall Chron. , Hen. IV

t
jb, The

same treasure [he] spent in folie, not paiyng pore men for

their vitail and viande. Ibid., Edw. IV, 233 Euery table

was abundantly furnished with all sortes of delicate viand.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 103 The Belly.. 1' th' midd'st a th'

body, idle and vnactiue, Still cubbording the Viand. 1643
Prynne Sov. Power Pari. 1. (ed. 2) 95 All things necessary
both for viande and apparell. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 17

Before us glow'd Fruit, blossom, viand, amber wine, and
gold. 1862 Calverley Verses A/ Transl. (ed. 2) 46 Say
I grow hourly thinner,.. Tho' I do try and absorb some
viand Each day.

b. With a
}

etc. An article or kind of food.

(Cf. 1.)

1527 in Ellis Ortg. Lett. Ser. ill, II. 128 Two small bar-
rylls of a viande vsyd among the lordes here. 1555 W.
Watheman Fardte Facions 11. xii. 2S7 That euery christian

manne, when he stode in any daungier of death,. .should
receiue it [the Sacrament] as a waifaring viande. 1658 R.
White tr. Digby's Powd. Symp. 36 By this thin viand
[the air], they came in lesse than a year to a foot long. 1704
W. King Mully of Mountoun 20 Thy White-wine, Sugar,
Milk, together club, To make that gentle viand Syllabub.
1829 Lytton Disowned 7 Not a viand they had fed on but
had its appropriate legend. 1849 W. Irving Astoria 320
Having made a * famous repast ', where this viand happened
to be unusually plenty. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iv, After

some discussion, .a decision was pronounced in favour of
veal-cutlet. . . R. W. himself went out to purchase the viandi

f c. Viand rial, as the name of a dish, spec, one
composed of paste, eggs, sugar, wine, etc., and
ornamented with gold and silver foil.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xviii. 193 Of theise Snayles. .men
makeu Vyaunde Rialle, for the Kyng and for other grete

Lordes. 14.. Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 455
Viande Riall for xl. Mess. [Recipe follows.] c 1500 in

Babees Bk. (1868) 376 Veneson in broth, viaunde Ryalle,
veneson rosted.

t Viand-. Obs~x [ad. Du. vijand: see Fiend.]
An enemy.
1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. vn. 87 Arme, arme, the

viand comes !

t Vi'ander * Obs. Forms : a. 4 vyaundour,
viandoure, 5 Sc. vyanddour, wyandoure.
0. 5 vyander (?), 6 vyandre, 6-7 viander.

[a. AF. via{u)ndonr, viandere, OF. viandiere,

viandier,{. viande Viand 1
.]

1. One who provides viands or good cheer for

his household or guests ; a (liberal) host or enter-

tainer. Usually with adjs., esp. good.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4076 Knyght was
he fol god in stour, & lyberal man, & vyaundour [v.r.

& metegift man viandoure]. 14.. F'orme of Cury in

Warner Antiq. Culin. (1791) 1 Kyng Richard the Secunde
kyng of Inylond, . .the which was accounted the best and
ryallest vyand[er] of alle cristen kynges. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. ix. x. 1 130 This Kyng wes wys and debonare; Gud
vyanddour, and fed hym fare. 1519 Horman Vnlg. 152 b,

Placis to kepe all maner of foulle be requyred in a good
vianders house [L. in domo dapsili]. 1534 Whitinton
Tullyes Offices 11. (1540) 101 One called Cimo in Athenes
was also alyberall vyandre to his frendes. 1577STANYHURST
Descr. Irel. iv. 18/1 in Holinshed, Wherein she fareth lyke

one, that, to purchase y* name of a sumptuous francklene

or a good viander, woulde bidde diuers guestes to a costly

and daintie dinner [etc].

2. One who provides himself with good cheer

;

one who is fond of good living.

i539 Cranmer Let. in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 396
How. .prebendaries have, .spent.. their substance in super-

fluous belly cheer. . .Commonly a prebendary is neither a
learner, nor teacher, but a good viander. 1780 Pegge Pref.
to F'orme ofCury p. v, It is certain that Hardicnut stands

on record as an egregious glutton, but he is not particularly

famous for being a curious Viander.

3. A supplier or seller of provisions.
i5g8 Barret Theor. Warresv. ii. 151 These vianders, and

marchants, doth the Lord Marshall assure and guard. 1622
F. Mark ham Bk. War in. iv. 94 The Annie shall euerhaue
great resort of Victuallers, Vianders, Sutlers and all occupa-
tions to relieve euery want.

4. (See quot.)

1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2), Neitporl, Cornwall], . .has
sent members to parliament ever since the 6th of Edward
VI, who are returned by two officers, called vianders.

t Vi'ander 2
. Obs. Also 6 viandre, 7 -dour,

[ad. OF. viandier
}

f. as prec] Viands, victuals,

food.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 142 b, The Englishemen .

.

prohibited the Gascoynes to minister to his arnre, viandre
and sustenaunce. Ibid. 148 b, The sumptuous feast, the
delicate viander. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 105 She..goeth
another way to the Viander and vittailes, and there eateth
hir fyll. 1625 J. Robinson Ess. xxxi. (1851) I. 134 Though
it seem unreasonable that the less way men have to go, they
should be careful for the more viandour and provision for
their journey.

tViandry. Obs. In 6 viandrye, -rie,

viaundrie. [f. Viam>1 + -ry.] = prec.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 55 They had bounteous
stewardes and proctours for all their necessarie store of
foode and viandrie. 1543 Grafton Contn. Hardyng 574
When they had as well sufficiente viandrye as all other
thynges ready, they tooke theyr iourney to Welles. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke ix. 96 The Apostles had
provision of viaundrie.

t Vi'ary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vidri-us, f. via
way.] Relating to, occurring on, a road or way.
1628 Fkltham Resolves 11. xcvi. 282 So in Beasts, in Birds,

in Dreames, and all viary Omens, they are onely the guess-
iue interpretations of dim-ey'd Man; full of doubt, full of
deceit, 1656 Blount Glossogr.

Viatccture. rare— . [Irreg. f. L. via way, after

architecture] (See quot.)

1842 R. Park Pantology (1847) 447 We propose the term
Viatecture, as nearly synonymous with Civil Engineering,
to include the construction of roads and bridges, railroads,

and canals, and water works ; and the improvement of rivers

and harbors. [Hence in Worcester (1846), etc.]

T Viatic, sb. Obs. In 7 viaticke. —Viaticum.
1641 Impeachm. Father Phillips x. A iij b, After a Viaticke,

hee was dispatched againe for England, with some few
small Gifts.

f Via'tic, a. Obs,—1 [ad. L. vidtic-us (rare), f.

via way.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Viatick, pertaining to a Journey,
or travelling by the way. [Hence in Phillips, Bailey, and
later Diets.]

Viatical (v3i,3e*tikal), a, and sb. rare. [f. L.

viatic-its or ~um : see prec. and Viaticum.] a. adj.

Of or pertaining to a way or road ; relating to a
journey, b. sb.pl. Articles for use on a journey.

1855 Landor Imag. Com'. Wks. 1876 II. 450 His back
would have been bent.. under the weight of armour and
viaticals which Titus [Livius] carried with him easily and
far. 1863 J. G. Baker N. Vorks. Stud. Bot.,etc. 188 Such
stations as are denominated by the terms paludal, viatical,

agrestal, sylvestral, and septal exist no longer.

Via'tioated, a. rare— , [f. L. vidtiedt-us

(Plautus), f. viatic-mn : see next.] (See quot.)

1727 Bailky (vol. II), Viaticated, furnished with Things
necessary for a Journey.

II Viaticum (vai^'tik^m). PI. viatica. [L.

viaticum travelling-money, provision for a journey,

neut. sing, of vidticus (rare), f. via way. Hence
Sp., Pg., It. viatica, Y. viatique.]

1. Eccl. The Eucharist, as administered to or

received by one who is dying or in danger of death.

1562 in Cooper Anszv. Priv. yi/rt,r,K*(ParkerSoc.) n Divers
Christians, .would. .be always sure to have their viaticum,

as it is termed in the old canons, that is to say, their

voyage-provision. 1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 126

Whiche the auncient fathers called Viaticum, the viage

provision of Christen men departing oute off this world.

c 1610 Women Saints 78 After that she had receiued her

holie Viaticum or voiage foode.. she departed this life.

1667 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. III. 63 Wee durst not giue

him the holy viaticum, he being so farre spent. 1685
Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin 151 As if presageing what was alt

hand, she.. furnish'd herselfe with the heavenly Viaticum.

1744 in J. O. Payne Old Eng. Cath. Missions (1889) 28, I

administered the viaticum to Will. Slie at E. Wilton, he dyed
Sep. 3. 1774 Ann. Reg. 151 Many people were dangerously
wounded, 18 of whom had the viaticum admini>tered. 1839
[Wiseman] Lives St. Alph. Liguori, etc. 225 Her mother
fell so dangerously ill, that the Viaticum was brought to her.

1855 K.1NGSLEY Westw. Hoi xxvi, No absolution, no via-

ticum, nor anything ! I die like a dog ! 1894 J. T. Fowler
Adamnan Inirod. p. liv, Having received the holy viaticum

at the hands of St. Kevin, he passed away in peace.

attrib. 1686 tr. Chardiu's Trav, Persia 101 They make
their Viaticum Bread once a year ; that is to say, upon
Holy Thursday.

2. A supply of money or other necessaries for a

journey ; a sum given or taken to cover travelling

expenses.
1582-8 HUt. James VI (1804) 100 This was very accept-

abill to the Duke, and thairfoir he gaue him a reasonabill

viaticum for performance of this fact. 1594 in Cath. Rec.

Soc. Publ. V. 243 He was sent by his superior into Scotland,

and had fiftee[n] crownes for his viaticum. 1621 Fletcher
Pilgrim 1. ii, A poor viaticum j very good gold, Sir ; But

holy men affect a better treasure. 1637-50 Row IIht. Kirk

(Wodrow Soc) 423 The Earle of Duuibar dealt many angells

of gold pretended for a viaticum, but indeed for voteing.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. vi. 102 The smallnesse of

their viaticum and accommodation for their voyage.. were

so many circumstances of poverty. 17" Wodrow Corr.

(1843) II.587 There is L.i2oofdebt on the Church, and the

viaticums are stopped. i7§» in Scots Mag. (1753) 5" Ihis

pannel caused to be sent him his baggage, and a viaticum

of money. 1821 T. Taylor Apuleius xi. 285 When a few

days had elapsed, I rapidly collected together my viatica

in bundles. 1899 B. Camm Brave Days of Old 85 'I his

money had been given to him by the most munificent Pope

Gregory XIII, for his viaticum or travelling expenses the

year before.

b. Without article.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. m. 88 He allowed them only bare

viaticum to bear their charges. 1883 Law Rep. 9 Probate

Div. 41 The Gustafh an authority in favour of the seamen's
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claim for viaticum, and it is always the practice to give sub-
sistence money.

o. Provisions taken for use on a journey. Also
trans/, (quot. 1862).
1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xviii, It will be a very good

Viaticum for you, and in the strength of this Food you may
travel many days. 1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby hies 239
Afterwards sitting clown on thegrass, every one fell to what
he had brought along with him for his Viaticum. 1701
Wollev Jml. tftm York (i860) 36 This Indian Corn is

their constant Viaticum in their travels and War. 1791 W.
Bartkam Carolina 344, I . .comforted myself with a frugal

repast of biscuit and dried beef, which was all the food my
viaticum afforded me by this time. 1862 Rawlinson Arte.

A/on., Chaldxa 1. 135 In the Chald.xan sepulchres a numi>er
of dishes are always ranged round the skeleton, containing
the viaticum of the deceased person. 1880 W. G. Hlaikie
Livingstone v. 89 Purchasing a loaf and a piece of chetse
as viaticum, he started for a college at Oberlin.

3. transf. and £f. (from senses 1 and a\
a 1618 Daviks H'ittes Pilgr. Wks. (Orosart) II. 46/1 And

sith thy Pilgrimage is almost past Thou needst the lesse

Viaticum for it. 1640 Klecknoe Trav. xxxiii. (1667) 103
Tis to.. travel without viaticum for any to.. undertake a
voyage without the language of the Country,where he goes.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. § 12, 96 The grace of God
is our viaticum and entertains us by the way. 1676 Hale
Contempt. 11.(1677) J 86 He. .hath a great freedom from fear
of Death, and no small viaticum to attain Tranquillity of
mind in his life. 1741 Warburtox Div. Legal, vi. § 6 The
doctrine of a future state .. was their constant viaticum
through life. 1775 J. Jekvll Corr. (1894) i. 20 Hunbury's
etchings and Sterne s tourney are almost as good viaticums
in France as the post book. 1853 C. D. Yonge tr. Laertius
v. iSgAnother of his sayings was, that education was the
best viaticum for old age. 1891 Farrar Soc. «y Present Day
Quest. 211 There is all liiography. .to nourish you with the
viaticum of good examples.

Viator (vaii^'tw). Also 6 yyatour. [a. L.

viator, f. via way. Cf. obs. F. viateur, It. vialore,

Sp. viador.] A traveller, a wayfarer.
The ancient Roman sense of ' court-officer, apparitor ' is

given in various Diets, from Chambers (1728) onwards.
1504 C'tess Richmond tr. De Imitations iv. i. (1893) 262

He is our helth and redempcyon, and the consolacion of
vyatours, and theeternall fruycyonof sayntes. 1,655 Capfx
Tentations 12 Because the sight of God is not a duty of ours
whilest we are viators here. 1660 T. Watson in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav, Ps. iii. 8 The saints are not only blessed when
they are comprehensors, but while they are viators, a 1704
T. Brown Comm.-pl. UK: Wks. 1709 III. n. 128 We find
the Inscriptions address 'd to the Viator, or Passenger. 1875
Ruskin F'ors Cluv. liv. 157 Concealed by the fine trees,, .so
. .that the passing viator remains unapplied by them.

Viatorial, a. rare. [f. L. vidtori-us, f. viator:

see prec. and -orial.] Of or pertainingtotra veiling.
[1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. (1774) 54 We continued our

viatorial progression through the royal perambulations.]
1816 Kkatinge Trav. 1. 5 As to France and Flanders, if ever
a subject were exhausted of viatorial novelty, this is the case
with regard to these countries.

Hence Viato'rially adv.
1880 Daily Tel. 22 Nov., The Americans, viatorially con-

sidered, are the most patient and long-suffering people in the
whole world.

t Viato-rian,<7. Obs.-° [Cf.prec] (See quot.)
Also f Viato'rious a. Obsr°
1656 Blount Glossogr., Viatorian, belonging to the way,

travelling or journeying, or serving to way-faring-men.
1717 Bailey (vol. II), Viatorious, belonging to the Way.

t Viatory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. viatdri-usJ]

Of the nature of wayfaring.
16J9 Donne Ser/tt. Wks. 1839V. 251 In a word, this is our

viatory, our preparatory, our initiatory, and inchoative
blessedness. 1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 86 A Militant
condition and a viatory state.

II Vibex (vai-beks). Path. PI. vibices (vai-, vi-

bsi's/z). [L. vibex, vibix mark ofa blow or stripe, a
weal.] Along and narrow mark or patch in the skin
caused by the subcutaneous extravasation of blood,
occurring esp. in some fevers. Usually in pi.

[1603 h Blancants Phys. Diet. (ed. 2). 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kerrey), Vibex,.. tl black and blew Spot occasioned by
a Flux of Blood.] 1771 Encyel. Frit. HI. 68, 2 The vibices,
or large livid or dark greenish marks, seldom appear till very
near the fatal period. 1793 Hehdoes Consump. 115 Dark
coloured spots, vibices, or any other scorbutic symptoms.
«8*a-7 Good Study Med. (1829) II. 164 Petechial spots,
vibices, and hemorrhages from different parts. 1876
Bristowe Th. .y Pract. Med. 208 In malignant cases [of
diphtheria] . . petechia; and vibices appear. . beneath the skin.

tVi-brablo, a. Obs.-° [ad. L. vibrdbilis, f.

vibrare to brandish, shake.] ' That may be shaken
or brandished* (Bailey, 1727, vol. II).

Vibracular, a. Z00L [(". Vibracul-uh +
-ab.] Of or pertaining to, of the nature of, vibra-
cula ; furnished with vibracula.
1891 Cent. Diet. 1896 Harmkr Potyzoa xvil iCamb. Nat.

Hist. II.) 486 The large vibracular zocecia occupy nearly
the whole of the surface.

Vibraculoid, a. Zoo!, [f. next + -oin.] Re-
sembling (that of) a vibraculum or vibracula.
1896 Harmer Poljzoa xvii. {Camb. Nat. Hist II.) 4S4

Avicularium with vibraculoid mandible. Ibid. 485 In
Microporctla ciliata . . the avicularia are very variable, and
in some cases take on a 'vibraculoid' character.

II Vibraculum (voibrx-ki/rlrm). Zoo/. PI.

-oula. [mod.L., f. L. vibrare to shake] One of
the long whip-like movable processes or organs
possessed by certain polyzoans; now regarded as
a modified zooid.

1854 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 165 Eye tentacles deflected

at the tips, beyond the eyes ; vibracula much shorter,

also deflected. 1865 Gosse Land ff Sea (1874) 225 But..
there are some special organs of defence which were want-
ing in the Canda. One of these is called the vibraculum, or

the whipla-.li. 1877 Huxley Anat. Imv. Anim. viii. 457
The dilated bases of the vibracula contain muscles by the

contraction of which the flagelliform appendage is moved.

Vibrancy (vaibransi). [f. next : see-c\\] The
condition or quality of being vibrant.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1906 Sat. Rev. 8 Dec. 703^1
With a vibrancy of tone that seemed to bring her voice quite

close to him.

Vibrant (vai'brant), ///. a. [ad. L. vibrant-,

vibrans, pres. pple. of vibrare to Vibrate. Cf.

K. vibrant, Sp., Pg., and It. vibrante.]

1 1- a. Agitated with anger or emotion. Obs.~x

c 1550 Holland Crt. Venus 1. 735 This is the case I half lo

}ow to mene, Quhilk in ane part to $ow als dois pertene, As
to my self, thocht I Ije mair vibrant

fb. Moving or acting with rapidity or energy
;

stirring. Obs.~~x

1616 Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. xi. 295 Next came a stowt
couragious vibrant knight, larglie proportiond, and as large

of might.

f2. Her. Brandishing, flourishing. Obs~^
1571 IJossewell Armorie 11. 97 b, P. bcareth Gules and

Sable,, .a Lyon rampaunt d'Or.vibranteasworde d'Argente.

3. Moving or quivering rapidly ; vibrating.

1616 Lane Contn. Sqr?s T. vi. 273 Theare, theare, three
squares of vibrant pikes out glides. Ibid. vm. 222 Till pikes,
and pikes, .. sidewise, and foreright, vibrant thrustes in

strikes. 1761 Falconer Shipwr. 1.239 While Phoebus down
the vertic' circle glides: He, o'er th' horizon, vibrant seems
to swim, And, tangent, sweeps it with his nether limb. 1817
W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLIII. 236 His voice of song
..Thro' their crystalline caves the vibrant billows bear, i860
O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1S61) 136 She danced with a kind of
passionate fierceness, ..her round arms wreathing and un-
winding, alive and vibrant to the tips of the slender fingers.

1876 Dowden Poems 22 A vibrant tongue Had in a moment
pricked upon my brow The mystic mark.
trans/. 1858 W. Cory Ionica 87 That vibrant hearts of

ours repeat What they with him were wont to feel.

b. Vibrating or thrilling with something.
1867 Bailey Universal Hymn 8 Ye orbs, .. Even the

nebulous star, ..with fearful joy Vibrant, conclude God is.

1883 Cent. Mag. Oct. 828/2 The greatest of commercial com-
munities, . . so stirring and vibrant with commerce and specu-
lation. 1895 Zangwill Master 11. vii. 213 The wonderful
city, .vibrant with the swirl of perpetual currents of traffic.

4. Of sound : Characterized by, exhibiting, vibra-

tion ; resonant.
1848 Bailey Festus fed. 3) 204 While yet these words

were vibrant on my tongue. 1874 Howells F'oregone Concl.
viii, The vibrant accents of Chiozza. 189a Zangwill How
Mystery 117 The speaker paused a moment, his low vibrant
tones faltering into silence.

Vi'brate, /#. pple. and ppl. a. rare. [ad. L.
vibrdt-us

t
pa. pple. of vibrare : see next.]

fa. pa. pple. Vibrated (cf. Vibrate v. 7 b.).

(-1420 Lydg. Ballad Commend. Our Lady 115 O fyry
Tytan, persing with thy hemes, Whos vertuous bryghtnesse
was in tni brest vibrat.

h. ppl. a. Vibrating with something. rare~x
.

1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 9 The sightless belfry clock.. had
..rung, vibrate with triumph.

Vibrate (vai'brtf't), v. [f. L. vibrat-, ppl. stem
of vibrare to move rapidly to and fro, to brandish,

shake, etc So F. vibrer, Sp. and Pg. vibrart It.

vibrare.]

I. f 1. intr. Of persons : To move to and fro

in a fight or straggle. Obsr~x

1616 Lane Contn. Sor.'s T. ix. 177 Pusshinge, repussh-
inge, vibratinge agen, as valient mortal and immortal men.
2. Of a pendulum, etc.: To swing to and fro;

to oscillate.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 440 A Pendulum, .three foot, three
inches.. between the middle of the Bullet and the upper
end of the Thread, where it is fastned. .when it vibrates.

1698 Keill Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 265 At Cayenne in
America, ..it is observ'd, that a Pendulum Vibrating in a
second is shorter [etc.]. Ibid. 279 The Gravity where the
swiftest Pendulum Vibrates. 1704 S. Clarke Attributes
iii. (1738) 26 Pendulums, which (being of equal Lengths and
unequal Gravities) vibrate in equal Times. 18*7 N. Arnott
Physics I. 96 Long pendulums vibrate more slowly than
short ones. 18*7 r araday Chem. Manip. ii. {1843) 33 To
ascertain that they (i.e. balances] really are in adjustment;
and that, after vibrating freely, they take a horizontal posi-
tion. 1883 Encyel. Brit. XV. 718/1 The double complex
pendulum, when it vibrates in one plane.

3. a. Of sounds : To strilre on
t
sound in, the

ear, etc., with an effect like that of a vibrating
chord; to resound; to continue to be heard.
Chiefly /W/.
X73S Pope Prof, Sat. 357 The whisper, that to greatness

still too near, Perhaps, yet vibrates on his Sov'reign's car.
174a Young Nt. Th. 111. gt Her song still vibrates in my
ravUht ear. 1797 Mrs. Raocliffk Italian i, The touching
accents of her voice still vibrating on his heart. 1813
Byron Corsair 1. xvi, He hears The clang of tumult vibrate
on his ears. i8ai Shklley ' Music, when [etc.) ' 2 Music,
when soft voices die, Vibrat*. in the memory. 1910 Mac-
intosh Poets Ayrshire 46 The sound of the anvil had
ceased to vibrate in the streets.

b. To circulate about, move or pass through,
pierce or penetrate to, by or as by vibration.
1756 W. Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 167 This strange

news had vibrated about the town. 1764 Goldsm. Trav.
220 Those powers that . . Catch every nerve, and vibrate
through the frame. 1836 Johnsoniana 323 Surely the finest

sensibilities must vibrate through his frame, since they
breathe so sweetly through his song ! 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India I. 211 The consequences of the ambition of the
French Emperor thus vibrated to the heart of Asia. 1863
Geo. Eliot Romola x), The voice., had vibrated through
her more than once before. 1875 II. Taylor Faust I. Notes
230 The puppet-play echoed and vibrated in many tones
through my mind.

4. To move or swing backwards and forwards,
or upwards and downwards, with some degree of
rapidity; to quiver, shake, or tremble.
1756 Burke Snbt. $ />'. Wks. I. 267 The whole capacity of

the eye, vibrating in all its parts, must approach near to the
nature of what causes pain. 1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 345
The heart continued the whole time to \ibrate.. about thirty
times in a minute. 1816 Tuckby Narr. Flxped. R. Zaire iii.

(18181 91 A variety of palm trees vibrating in the breeze.

1853 Kane Grinnell Fxp. x\ix. (1856) 250 The timbers.,
vibrated so as to communicate to you the peculiar tremor of
acotton-factory. 1897 Mary Kincsley W. Africa 358 The
burning heat .. making the whole desolate, hideous scene
vibrate before your eyes as you can see things vibrating
through the hot air over a line of gas jets.

b. spec, in Physics (see Vibration 3).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 163 If we strike a
bell, or a stretched string, for instance,.. a single blow pro-
duces a sound.. which is multiplied as often as it happens
to undulate, or vibrate. 1812-6 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819)
I. 287 A musical string may vibrate, but if it is touched by
a bit of cloth, or any soft body, no sound is heard. 1832
Brewster Nat. Magic viii. 180 If this string is taken by
the middle and pulled aside, <<r if it is suddenly struck, it

will vibrate between its two fixed points. 1871 Tyndall
Fragm. Sci. (1S79) I. xiv. 784 When a hammer strikes a bell,

the latter vibrates. 1875 Manning Mission It. Chest i. 25

You know that if you strike a note of music, all the octave
notes will vibrate.

C. transf. xsxi&Jig.

1813 Shelley Q. Mab 111. 186 When Nero.. felt A new-
created sense within his soul Thrill to the sight, and vibrate

to the sound. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tern's C. xl, Nerve
and bone of that poor man's body vibrated to those words.
1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter I. 46 A hidden pang or gust of
wrath has vibrated behind that placid countenance. 1898
' Merriman ' Rodois Corner xxix. 306 The si^ht of him,

the sound of his voice, stirred something within her that

vibrated for hours.

&.Jig- To move or oscillate between (or betwixt)

two extreme conditions, opinions, etc. ; to fluctuate

or vary from one extreme to another. Also with-

out const. : To vacillate in opinion.
1782 Priestlky Inst. Rcltg. (ed. ?) II. 107 A person who

is less conversant in these tilings would feel his mind, as it

were, vibrate between both [gams and losses]. 1798 Survey
Province ofMoray iii. 279 '1 he number of scholars vibrates

from 20 to go. 1818 Kankkn Hist. France V. v. 403 The
marc of silver. . vibrated betwixt 5 livres and 20 or 30 livres.

1857 Mai-rick Mor. A> Met. Philos. IV. viii. §33. 466 The
third method is to vibrate between these two opposite state-

ments. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix. § 1. 589 The life of a
man of fashion vibrated between frivolity and excess. 1875
Mbrivalb Gen. Hist. Rome Ixxi. 582 While his susceptible

imagination was in this state of fusion, his rival.. was vibrat-

ing'furiously from one side to the other.

II. +6. trans. To brandish or flourish (asword).

Obs. rare. (Cf. Vibrant///, a. 2.)

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 188 They.. shake and vibrate

their Swords vpon their Shields. Ibid. 207 In this their

Extasie. .the boyes .. vibrate a readie sword against the

beholders.

7. To throw with vibratory motion ; to launch

or hurl (a thunderbolt, sentence, etc.). Now Obs.

or arch.
i64i'S.mectymnuus'/1«j7('. ix. (1653) 39Excommunication
..was never vibrated but by the hand of those that laboured
in the Word and Doctrine. x66o H. More Myst. Godl.To
Rdr. p. xxi, Such a Bishop as I have hitherto described..,

that., vibrates that sacred thunder and lightning, the truely-

dreadfull sentence of Excommunication. 1664 — Myst.
Iniq., Aprt. 555 Though I must confess Sat this is very
stoutly and smartly vibrated, as a dart from a strong and
agil arm. 1840-1 De Qlincey Style ill. in L*. '. Se/fEduc^
etc. (i860) 272 That orator [i e. I'ericles] of whom (amongst
so many that vibrated thunderbolts) it was said peculiarly

that he thundered and lightened. 1846 Lanpor hnag.
Conv. II. 44/2 Many vibrate sharp comminutions from the

embrasures of portentously slit sleeves.

b. To emit, give forth, send cut (tight, sound,

etc.) by, or as by, vibration or vibratory motion.
c 1643 Ln. Herbert Auiobiog. (1824) 59 A Foil.. whereby

it [i.e. a diamond] may the better transmit and vibrate its

native Lustre and Kays. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 218, I have
seen the Dog-starr to vibrate so strong and bright a radia-

tion of light. 1788 Encyel. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 812 As to the

frequency with which they [sc. chords] vibrate the deepest

tones. 1810 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 416

O chear, Editha, and allow thy bosom To vibrate sym-

pathy. 1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 578 Star to star vibrate*

light. 1874 Csntcmp. Rtv. XXIV. 421 Any number of

strings that are in unison will vibrate an answer to one of

themselves when struck.

8. Of a pendulum, etc. : To measure (seconds)

by vibration ; also, to swim; (so many times).

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 440 A Pendulum, vibrating Seconds,

. .must be three foot, three inches, and one fifth of an inch

long. Ibid. 441 A Pendulum, held in the hand, vibrating

58 single strokes in a Minute. 1704 W. IHrham Ibid. XXV.
1785 The Movements.. were an Eight day Clock vil rating

seconds, and an Half-seconds Movement of mine, 1760 in

Sixth Rep. Dep. Apr. App. 11. 130 A pendulum.. which..

will vibrate seconds in a true and regular manner. 1803 J.

Woon Princ. Mech. viii. 173 A pendulum which vibrates

seconds in very small arc*. 1871 C. Dames Metr. Syst. 11.

22 The length of a pendulum which should vibrate seconds

at a civen point on the earth's surface.

22-3
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9. To give a vibratory motion to (something)

;

to cause to move to and fro or up and down, esp.

with a quick motion ; to put in vibration.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Sept. 1657, 2 Virginian rattle-

snakes. .swiftly vibrating and shaking their tailes. 1728
Young Love Fame vi. 107 With skill she vibrates her eternal

tongue, Kor ever most divinely in the wrong. 1796 Morse
Amcr. Geog. I. 221 Their tails terminate with a hard horny
spur, which they vibrate very quick when disturbed. 1822

T. Taylor Apuleius vn. 145 Though I vibrated my pendu-
lous lips with excessive rotundity. 1879 G. Prescott Sp.

Telephone 115 Bars, which, when to be vibrated by the

action of heat, are made of brass, a 1887 C. C. Abbott
Naturalist's Rambles 303 The last spotted adder, .vibrated

the tail in a very marked manner.

b. fig. or ui fig. context.

1815 Keats Ode to Apolio v, Each vibrates the string That
with its tyrant temper best accords. 1875 Lowell Words-
worth Pr. Wks. 1890 IV. 365 He saw man such as he can
only be when he is vibrated by the orgasm of a national

emotion. 1876 — Among my Bks. Ser. II. 165 The ' Muio-
potmos* pleases us all the more that it vibrates in us a string

of classical association.

c. rejl. To bring into a certain state by or after

vibration. rare-1 .

a 1849 Poe Tales, Monos A> Una fad fin.), That feeble thrill

had vibrated itself into quiescence.

Hence Vi brated ppl. a. ; Vrbratirjg vbl. sb.

1669 Addr. Young Gentry Eng. 58 The pale face, vibrated
eies, inequal pulse, .shew this to be under an acute feaver.

1743 Emerson Fluxions 303 To find the Time of a Pendu-
lum's vibrating in the Arch of a Cycloid. 1882 Bum Mill
iii. 133 There was a clear walk, which was his principal place
for ' vibrating ', as he [IJentham] called his indoor exercise.

Vibratile (voi'bratil, -ail), a. [ad. mod.L.*»»-
bratilis : see Vibrate w. + -ile. Cf. F. vibratile.]

1. Of the nature of vibration; marked or charac-

terized by vibration ; vibratory.
1826 Kirby&Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 301 Motion:.. Vibra*

tile, . .when there is a constant oscillation of any part. 1857
F.din. Rev. July 36 The effect is produced. .by the propa-
gation of alternating atomic polarisations in a vibratile way.
1862 H. W. Puller Dis. Lungs 36 A body not possessed of
much molecular elasticity or vibratile power. 1881 Mivart
Cat 245 'the vibratile, lashing action of the spermatozoon.

2. Of cilia, etc. : Endowed with the power of

vibration ; having a rapid and constant oscillatory

movement.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. A nat. I. 108/2 Po'ygastn'ca, .. aqua-

tic animals, . .with a circular exsertile dental apparatus
around the mouth, and with vibratile cilia for respiration

and progressive motion. 1874 Lubbock Orig. <v Met. /us.

iii. 55 This larva swims by means of minute vibratile hairs

or ciliae. 1888 Kolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 861 The
longer process is vibratile and breaks away ; the other be-

comes vibratile as soon as it has absorbed the remaining
protoplasm.

b. transf. Of persons, or parts of the body.
1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. viii. (1883) 158 She fa

woman] is vibratile and resonant ail over. 1898 H. G. Wells
Personal Matters 135 One has to resort to the extended arm
and finders vibratile.

Vibratility. rare~\ [Cf. prec] The quality

of being vibraule ; vibratory power.
1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 183 The different degrees of the

spissitude and excication [sic\ of the fluids, and vibratility

of the solids. 1828-32 Webster (citing Rush), Vibratility,

disposition to preternatural vibration or motion.

Vi brating, ppl. a. [f. Vibrate z>.]

1. Of, or characterized by, vibration; causing

vibration ; vibratory.

1685 Boyle Effects Motion ix. 108 That a vibrating mo-
tion is thereby produced, may be argued by the dancing of
the water. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Vibrating-
Motion, is a very quick and short Motion of the solid Parts
of Bodies, caused by the Pulse or Stroke of some Body upon
them.' 1765 Phil. Trans. LV. 105 This weight supported
him in a vibrating state. 178a A. Monro Compar, Anat.
(ed. 3) 252 The vibrating force of arteries. 1828 J. M.
Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 313 The angular velocities

of the vibrating system.

2. That vibrates ; having a vibratory motion
;

oscillating.

17 . . Ramsay Ep. to Friend at Florence 33 The vib'rating

harmonious strings, And breathing tubes, which the soft

eunuch sings. 1743 Emerson Fluxions 230 The Center of
Oscillation is the Point in the Axis ofa vibrating Body [etc.].

1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Set. xviii. 154 Sup.
pose a vibrating string to give the lowest C of the piano-

forte. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. i. 225 The little songster's

organ of voice.. is a vibrating instrument, resembling. . the
reed of a clarionet. 1879 Stainkr Music of Bible 149 A
sistrum, either with three rings on each bar, or with three

vibrating bars.

b. Of machines or their parts, implements, etc.

1831-3 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. i83/i Vibrating en-

gine.. .It may be worked either by high or low pressure

steam, or by means of a vacuum. 1837 Hebert Engin. fy

Mech. Encycl. II. 711 The vibrating lever, called the tum-
bling-bob. 184a Francis Diet, Arts s.v., [In the] Vibrating

Steam Engine, ..the steam cylinder vibrates upon two
hollow gudgeons. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2709/2 Vibra-

ting-propeller. .. Vibrating-roller. 1878 Prescott Sp. Tele-

phone (1879) 36 In the latest form of transmitter., the

vibrating diaphragm is done away with altogether.

c. Of insects, etc. : Having vibratile antennce or

cilia, rare.

1870 tr. Pouchet's Universe in. iii. 163 Some ichneumons,

or vibratingflies, are much more rapacious and bold.

3. Of sound : Vibrant.

1849 James Woodman ix, The swinging of the great bell,

as it continued to pour forth its loud vibrating call for assist-

ance. 1898 AUbutt'sSyst. Med. V. 754 In different cases it

[i.e. a pericardial frictlon-fremitus] is described as harsh and
grating, rasping, vibrating, or creaking.

Hence Vibra'tingly adv.
l835 Ww Monthly Mag. XLIV. 280 A note to which all

the tender sympathies of Miss Fanny vibratingly responded.

Vibration (v3ibr«?J3n). [nd. L. vibration-^

vibrdtio, n. of action f. vibrare to Vibrate. So
F. vibration> It. vibrazionc, Sp. vibration, Pg.
vibracdo.]

f 1. ^See quots. and cf. Vibrate v. 6.) Obs~°
1656 Blovst Glossogr., Vibration, a brandishing, shaking,

or wagging, as men do drawn swords, when they threaten
others.

2. The action on the part of a pendulum or simi-

larly suspended body of moving or swinging to and
fro; oscillation.

1668 Wilkins Peal Char. 191 The most probable way for

the effecting of this, is that winch was first suggested by Doc-
torChristopher Wren, namely, by Vibration of a Pendulum.
1700 Moxon Math. Diet., Vibration, the Motion of a Pen-
dulum in a Clock, which moves in the long sort a Secant in

Time backward and forward. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.
I, Vibration, is the Swing or Motion of a Pendulum ; or of
a Weight hung by a String on a Pin. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XIV. 119/2 Whence the lengths of pendulums are as
the forces and the squares of the limes of vibration. 1822

Webster Imison's Sci, A> Art I. 80 The vibration of bodies
when suspended must have been long observed. 1830 Kater
& Lardnf;k Mech. x. 129 When the alternation [of motion]
is constant and regular, it is called oscillation or vibration,

as in pendulums and balance-wheels. 1877 Encycl. Brit,

VI. 14/2 The time of vibration depends entirely on the

length of the pendulum.

b. A single instance of this.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 442 The Pendulum was this Day
adjusted,, .there having been but 58 vibrations in a Minute,
the other Day. 1668 Wilkins KealChar. 191 Let this Ball

be suspended by this String, being extended to such a
length, that the space of every Vibration may be equal to a
second Minute of time. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v.,

The Proportions of the Vibrations of Pendulums. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 118/1 The point or axis of sus-

pension of a pendulum is that point about which it performs
its vibrations. 1803 J. Imjson.S'c/. <y Art I. 124 Each swing
that it [i.e. a pendulum] makes, is called a vibration, or
oscillation. 1812 6 Plavpair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 129 The
time of one vibration of the pendulum in seconds. Ibid.,

The times of the vibrations of pendulums are as the square
roots of their lengths. 1895 R. H. Pinkerton Theoretical
Mechanics (ed. 5) 103 The acceleration of gravity is pro-

portional to the square of the number of vibrations of the

same pendulum in a given time.

3. Physics. The rapid alternating or reciprocat-

ing motion to and fro, or up and down, produced
in the particles of an elastic body by the disturb-

ance of equilibrium ; the motion in the particles of

a sonorous body by which sound is produced.
1656 tr. Hobbes* Elem. Philos. (1839) 527 When the string

of a lute or viol is stricken, the vibration, that is, the recip-

rocal motion of that string in the same strait line, causeth
like vibration in another string which hath like tension.

a 1721 Prior Dial, betiv. Locke
(J-

Montaigne Wks. 1907
II. 243 The vibration of the Air and its Undulation.

_ 1794
Sulivan View Nat. I. 168 An jether,. .rendered luminous,
by a vibration occasioned by the planetary motion. 180a

Paley Nat. Theol. iii, The office of the drum of the ear is

to spread out an extended surface, capable of receiving the

impressions of sound, and of being put by them into a state

of vibration. 1869 Tyndall in Fortn. Rev. 1 Feb. 247 The
plane of vibration of the polarized light turns suddenly
through an angle of 90 . 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 100 Its am-
plitude of vibration ordistance between its extreme positions.

attrib. 1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 751/1 Vibration
Figures, are certain figures, formed by sand or very dry
saw-dust, on a vibrating surface, which is connected with
the sensation of sound in our organs of hearing.

b. A single movement of this kind.

1666 Pepys Diary 8 Aug., A certain number of vibrations

proper to make any tone. 1731 S. Hales Stat. Ess. I. 143
Which perspiration is effected by the bri>k rarifying vibra-

tions of warmth. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. xx, But still

their trembling ears retain'd The deep vibrations of his

witching song. 1808 Med. frnl. XIX. 406 The height of

the longitudinal vibrations is. .inverselyas the length of the

sonorous body. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci,

xviii. 153 When the particles of elastic bodies are suddenly
disturbed by an impulse, they return to their natural posi-

tion by a series of isochronous vibrations. 1871 Tyndall
Fragm. Set. (1879) II. xi. 244 Each vibration asserts its in-

dividual rights; and all are at last shaken forth into the air

by a second sound-board.

fig. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks. (Bohn) I. 358
Ben Jonson-.had no suspicion of the elastic fame whose
first vibrations he was attempting. 1863GEO. Eliot Romola
xxxviii, The words arose within him, and stirred innumer-
able vibrations of memory. 1866 — F. Holt (i8c8) 8 Vibra-
tions that make human agonies are often a mere whisper in

the roar of hurrying existence.

c. spec. A supposed movement of this kind in

the nerves, regarded as the means by which external

impressions are conveyed to the mind. Obs. exc.

Hist.
1728 Chambeks Cycl. s.v. Madness, Confused Vibrations

of the Nerves, and a remarkable Energy of Imagination.
1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. i. n External Objects im-
pressed upon the Senses occasion, first in the Nerves, . .and
then in the Brain, Vibrations of the small., medullary Par-
ticles. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xii. 95 Those more or
less pleasing vibrations of the optic nerves, which serve to
inform the mind. 1777 Priestley Matt, ty Spir. (1782) I.

x. 120 The vibrations of the brain are [not] themselves the
perceptions. 1801 Kelsham Philosophy ofMind § 4. 38 The
theory of vibrations suggested by Sir Isaac Newton, [andj
adopted and amplified by Dr. Hartley, ..assumes that the

nerves are continuations of the medullary substance of the

brain, that impressions made upon the organs of sense pro-
duce vibrations in the minute particles of the nerves. 1829
Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 104 Hartley's vibrations and
vibratiuncles. 1857 [.see Vibratiuncle].
4. In wider sense : Movement to and fro or up

and down, esp. when quick and more or less con-
tinuous; a quivering, swaying, or tremulous
motion of any kind.
1681 tr. Willis Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Vibration, a

shaking, striking or quavering. 1725 N. Robinson The.
Physick 83 An increas'd Motion of the Blood, arising
from a Vibration of the Vessels. 1822 Shelley Lines Bay
of Lertei 16 Feeling ever— oh ! too much !—The soft vibra-
tion of her touch. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 251
Our brig had just mounted the floe, and as we stood on the
ice watching her vibration, it seemed so certain that she
must come over on her beam-ends. 1870 Dickens E. Drood
x, There was a vibration in the old lady's cap. 1901 D. B.
Hall & Lo. A. Osborne Sunshine <y Surf ii. 17 The
vibration and smells of the modern steamer.
attrib. 1897 Altbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 678 Massage, vibra-

tion-massage, electrolysis and the constant current are said
to give excellent results in suitable cases.

b. An instance of this ; a quiver or tremor.
1655 Vaughan Silex Sciut., Midnight (1858) 54 What

Emanations, Quick Vibrations, And bright Stirs are there 1

1676 Glanvill Ess. iii. 27 He will perceive the Quick-
silver to descend from the Tube into the subjacent Vessell,

till it comes to 29 Digits or thereabouts; there, after some
Vibrations, it ordinarily rests. 1811 Shelley St. trvyne,
Sister Rosa xviii, In long vibrations shuddered the ground.
1849 Lyell 2nd Visit U.S. 1 1. 298 The vibrations and noise
[are] much less than in other boats on thesame high-pressure
principle. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. ix. 254 Accompanied by
tremors or vibrations in the rocks.

5. The action or fact of vacillating or varying

in respect of conduct or opinion ; an instance of

this ; a changing or swinging round.

1785 Jefferson Corr. (1829) I. 300 The late proceedings
seem to be producing a decisive vibration in our favor. 1791
Boswell fohnson (1904) II. 301 This was a fair exhibition
of that vibration between pious resolutions and indolence.

1848 Gallenga Italy (1851) 171 It is of little importance.,
to talk about the perpetual vibrations of Charles Albert's

weak mind at this period. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. iv.

170 There was the same restlessness and fickleness.., the
same vibration between anarchy and abject submission.
188a Bancroft Hist. Const. U.S.A. II. 354 In Virginia
there had been a great vibration of opinion.

b. Variation in extent, etc.

i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea vi. § 329 The breadth of the
calms of Cancer is also variable.. .The extreme vibration of
this zone is between the parallels of 17 and 38 north.

6. Electr. (See quot.)

1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Vibration, in electricity, is

known as a quantity of the fluid intermediate between a
spark and a shock.

Vibra tional, a. [f. prec. + -al.] Of or per-

taining to vibration ; vibratory.

1878 Prescott Sp, Telephone 249 The number of vibra-

tional forms which may arise from the composition of

simple forms are mathematically infinite. 1884 H. R.
HaweisMy Musical Life iii. 86 The very appearance of the
wood would guide him to its probable vibrational powers.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 242 In order that the vibrational

impulse may be given as nearly as possible at the centre of

the mass of air in the resonant box.

b. Vibrational number (see quot. 1SS1).

1879 C. Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 670 As far as the
ratios of the vibrational numbers of the limiting sounds are

concerned. 1881 Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 48 We are
accustomed to take a second of time as the unit, and con-
sequently mean by vibrational number the number of vibra-

tions which the particles of a sounding body perforin in one
second of time.

Vibra tionless, a. [f. as prec] Free from
vibration.
Freq., in recent use, of motor-cars.

1896 Prospectus Lond. Electrical Cab Company, We are

of opinion that theyljc. motor cabs] are thoroughly adapted
to meet these requirements, being practically noiseless and
vibrationless.

Vibratiuncle (vaibr^Jiwrjk'l). [ad. mod.L.
vibratiuncula, dim. of L. vibrdlio Vibration.] A
minute or slight vibration. Cf. Vibration 3 c.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. i. § 2. 58 Diminutive
Vibrations, which may also be called Vibratiuncles and
Miniatures. Ibid. 101 Concerning the Derivation of
ideal Vibratiuncles from sensory Vibrations. 1764 Reid
Inquiry ii. § 3 Our sensations arise from vibrations and
our ideas from vibratiuncles or miniature vibrations. 1794
R. J. Sulivan View Nat. IV. 156 Do you take the soul

to be an Eolus's harp, and ail the fine things in it, to be

vibratiuncles ? 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 244 Their

hearing or analogous sense is much nicer than ours, collect-

ing the slightest vibratiuncle imparted by other insects, &c.

to the air. 1857 Maurice Mor. % Met. Philos. IV. viii.

§ 43. 478 Through what vibrations or vibratiuncles that

conviction came to him we do not care to enquire.

SoVibraitiuncula'tion, a vibratiuncle.

1885 Coues Daemon of Darwin 58 (Cent.).

Vibrative (vai'brativ), a. Now rare. [f. L.

vibrat-y ppl. stem of vibrare : see Vibeate v.

and -ative.] Vibrating, vibratory.

1667 Sprat Hist. R, Soc. 254 The variation of the vibrative

motion of Pendulums. 1675 J. S[mith] Horolog. Dial. 28

The vibrative traine of the Pendulum or Hallance. 1747

Gentl. Mag. ii^fa The sun, by which the ethereal medium
is always kept in a vibrative motion. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Drama of Elxile 804 It throbs in on us like a plaintive

heart, Pressing, with slow pulsations, vibrative, Its gradual

sweetness through the yielding air.

II Vibrato (v/bra'to), adv. and sb. Mus, [It.,

:—L. vibrdt-us, pa. pple. of vibrare to Vibrate.]
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A. adv. With much vibration of tone.
1861 J. S. Adams 5000 Mus. Terms 106.

B. sb. (See first quot.)

1876 Stainkr & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 446 '1 Vibrato,
a tremulous quality of tone, as opposed to a pure equal pro-
duction. 1901 Daily AVtM 5 Jan. 3/2 Dr. Stanford charac-
terised the vibrato as the most detestable of devices except
when used in the proper places.

Vibrator (varbr^'tai). [Agent-noun, on L.
models, f. Vibrate v. + -or. Cf. It. vibratore~\

1. That which vibrates, or causes vibration.

a. One of the vibrating reeds of an organ, har-
monium, etc., by which the sound is produced.
1861 Catal. Internet. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3391, Notes

or vibrators, keys, pipes, stops, Sec, for harmonium making
or organ building. 1873 Routledge*s Vng. Genii. Mag.
Feb. 167/1 This vibrator is the origin of our reed instru-
ments.

^
1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv.

293/1 There can be no escape of wind from the wind-chest,
except through the vibrators and pallet-holes.

b. One or other of various appliances, instru-

ments, or parts, which have or cause a vibratory
motion or action. Also attrib.

A number of these are specified in recent American Diets.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 706/1 A composition roller,

called a vibrator. 1888 Jacobi Printers* Voc. 152 Vibrator
rollers, those rollers on a machine which have a vibrating
motion, and convey the ink to the slab for distribution.
1906 Daily Citron, 6 Apr. 9/5 There are also beauty rollers
and massage vibrators,

2. Math. (See quot.)
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. r. § 345 The reciprocal

of this time we shall call.. the rapidity of the system, for
convenience of comparison with the frequency of a vibrator
or of a rotator, which is the name commonly given to the
reciprocal of its period.

Vibratory (vai-bratari), a. ff. Vibrate v. +
-ory

A

K Cf. F. vibratoire, Sp. and Pg. vibratorio ]
1. Of the nature of vibration ; characterized by

or consisting of vibration.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Vibration, Sensation is supposed

to be perform'd by means of the vibratory Motion of the
Nerves. a 1734 North Lives (1826) I. 247 When the
vibratory pulses are so slow as may be distinguished, sound
vanisheth. 1788 Gibbon Decl. A> F. xliii. IV. 326 An im-
pulsive or vibratory motion was felt [in the earth], 1801
liKi.SHAM Philosophy of Mind §4. 41 Impressions made
upon the principal organs of sensations, are vibratory; the
vibratory agitations of light and of air. 18x3-7 Goou Study
Med. (1829) IV. 449 The vibratory and irregular action,
which we denominate palpitation of the heart. 1878 Pres-
cott Sp. Telephone (1879) 7 The tone or pitch,, .which
depends upon the rapidity of the vibratory movement.
2. Causing or producing vibration.

1756 Burke Subl. <* B. iv. §21 The smoothness of the
oil, and the vibratory power of the salt, cause the sense we
call sweetness. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. $ 323 So many
vibratory strokes, can do it no service. 1813 Religionism
44 Vibration lends its aid ; for human throats Have vibra-
tory powers, that swell our notes. 1899 R. W. Trine hi
Tune w. Infinite vi. (iooo) 128 Don't be afraid to voice
your desires. In this way you set into operation vibratory
forces which go out and . .make their impress felt somewhere.
3. Of or pertaining to, connected or associated

with, vibration.

1831 Blakey Free Will 170 The vibratory, or automatic
system of Dr. Hartley. 1834 Mrs. Somf.rvii.ie Connex.
i'hys. Set. xvii. 140 All the particles of an undulating fluid
which are at once in a vibratory state. 1838 Penny Cycl.
XII. 85/2 Producing a peculiar vibratory sensation. i88g
Science-Gossip XXV. 43/1 This is explained by the vibra-
tory theory of light.

4. Capable of vibrating; readily admitting of
vibration.

1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. i. 17 The animals move with
the narrow apex forwards, by the aid of their vibratory
cilia;. 186a K. H. Patterson Ess. Hist.

<fr Art 13 The
vibratory rays of the

t
spectrum. 1878 Prescott Sp. Tele-

phone (1879) 23 It being^ necessary to keep the vibratory
bells at each station in circuits, in order that calls may be
heard

.

b. Of the voice : Vibrant. Also const, with.
1890 *R. Boldrewood* Miner's Right (1899) 95 He..

commenced in a resonant vibratory voice. 1891 Clark
Uissili. Marriage at Sea vii, A voice vibratory with
excitement,

II Vibrio (v3i-brL?«, vibrio). PI. vibriones
(-(Tu-n/z) and vibrios. [mod.L,, f. L. vibrare
Vibkate ?.]

fl. A genus of minute nematode worms; an
anguillule. Obs.

1835 Kirby Hob. ^ Inst. Anittt. I. iv. 150 The species of
t'ibrto found in diseased wheat by M. Bauer is oviparous.
1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 113 2 The higher organized
Vibriones have distinct generative organs, and ate ovo-
viviparous.

2. A group or genus ofbacterioid orschizomyce-
tous organisms characterized by vibratory motion

;

a member of this genus ; spec, in Hacteriot., a form
of bacterium having vibratile cilia and closely
resembling spirilla.

1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. 33 The bacteria and
the vibrios now exhibit a vibratile or serpentine movement
through the surrounding fluid. 1875 Payne Jones \ Siev.
Pathol Anat. (ed. 2) 98 This has been shown to depend
upon the presence of a peculiar vit rio which lives on the
surfaces of wounds and the bandages. 1879 Encycl. Brit.
IX. 95/1 Professes of putrefaction naving long been known
to be invariably accompanied by the formation of vibriones
and other microscopic organisms endowed with voluntary
motion.
Comb. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Scu (1879) I. v- 190 In ex-

amining the secretion I regularly found . , certain vibrio-like

bodies in it. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xvii. 281 If

the cholera vibrio be the germ of cholera, then such healthy,
vibrio-t>earing individuals may well suffice to start an
epidemic.

Vi brioid, ci. rare. [f. prec. : see -oid.] Of or
belonging to, allied to, the group Vibrio.
Also in recent Diets, as a sb.

1864 Intell. Observ. VI. 70 Parasitic vibrioid worms.

Vibrion. [ad. mod.L. vibrion- Vibrio. Cf.

F. vibrion.']

1. A vibratile filament or appendage.
1853 Kane Grinnelt Exp. xlvii. (1857) 433 Clios..were

flashing colored light in shady places from their ciliary

vibrions.

2. Ihicteriol. A vibrio or vibrioid bacterium.
1882 Pop. Sci. Monthly^ XX. Soi Studies on butyric

fermentation and the vibrion which is characteristic of it.

1889 S'ature 7 Nov. 3 ' Vibrions ' or 'microbes' and the so-
called bacteriology.

Vibrionic (vai-, vibri^'nik), a. [f. as prec. +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to, caused by, vibrios.

1875 '*• C. Wood Tfurap. (1879) 6^7 It was found that
the proto-sulphate of iron completely prevented the develop-
ment of either protoplasmic or vibrionic life. 1896 A I

'Ibu.'t's

Syst. Med. I. 883 A firm believer in the vibrionic unity of
cholera.

II Vibrissas (voibri-s/), sb.pl. [L. (Festus), f.

vibrare to Vibrate. Cf. next.]

1. Anat. (See quots.)

1693 ,r- Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Vibrcssx, the
Hairs in the Nose. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Teckn. I, Vu
briss.v, are the Hairs which grow in the Nostrils: They,
with the .Mucus, which the Glands separate, stop any Filth
from ascending too high up into the Nostrils. 1839-47
Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 730/1 Those hairs., which converge
from the inner circumference towards the centre of the
nostril... These hairs are of the kind named vifir/st.v. 1875
Encycl. Brit. I. 8S5 1 The vestibule or entrance to the
nasal chamber.. is studded with numerous short hairs or
vibrissas.

2. Zool. Stiff or bristly hairs, esp. those growing
about the muuth or other parts of the face in certain

animals.
1839 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club I. 202 These vibrissa [uf an

aquatic larva].. possess no vibratory motion, nor do they
appear to be furnished with cilUe. 1871 Darwin- Dcsc.Man
I. 1. 25 These hairs apparently represent the vibrissa?, which
are used as organs of touch by many of the lower animals.
1877 Couks Fur Amm. ix. 265 The vibrissae are sparse
and short, the longest scarcely or not attaining the eye.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 490 They strongly suggest
the function of vibrissae.

b. Ornith. The coarse hairs or bristles grow-
ing about the rictus of certain birds, esp. of insecti-

vorous species.

1874 J. G. Wood Nat. Hist. 287 The beak of this species
[of goat-sucker] is not so powerful as in many of its relatives,
but the vibrissas arc long and well-developed.

Vibri SSant, a. rare~ l
. [ad. pres. pple. of L.

vibrissare (Festus), f. vibrare Vibrate v.
J
Vibrant.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. t A greenish glistering circle,

which is the Iris tas vibrissant and glorious as a cats eye).

Vibrissa tion. rare- , [f. L. vibrissare : cf.

prec. and -ation.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Gloss'gr., Vibrissatiou, a quavering or war-

bling in singing, a shaking a thing.

Vibro- (vai'brt?), irregular combining form of
L. vibrare to vibrate, used in some recent technical
and scientific terms, as vibrograph, vibro -meter,
vibromotor, vi'brophone, vibroscope (hence
vibrosco'pic adj.), etc.

1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 110 1 Greater accuracy [in studying
the relation between pitch and vibration] may be attained
with the so-called * Vibrograph or Phonautograph. 1904
Nature 25 Feb. Suppl. p. lii, Vibrograph, or instrument for

recording photographically vibrations of a building or of the
ground. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 May 42 An ingenious
instrument termed a "vibrometer.. accurately records the
vibration, and by its means every boat is tested before it

leaves the builder's hands. 1894 Standard 8 Feb., liy Mr.
Beaumont's method the cause of vibration., is converted
into a 'vibromotor. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2709/2
* Vibroscope, .. an instrument invented by Duhamel for

counting the vibrations of a tuning-fork. 1881 Buoadhouse
Mus. Acoustics 101 Another method of measuring pitch
is the vibroscope, which as its name implies, is a method of
making vibrations visible.

II Viburnum (vaib£;\inpm). [L. viburnum the
wayfaring-tree.] An extensive genus of shrubs,
natives of Europe, Asia, and N. America, to which
the guelder-rose and laurustine belong ; a species
or plant of this genus.
1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Acacia,Thc third Sort ..will

. .stand in a common Stove amongst Guava's, Viburnums,
&c. Ibid, s.v., The common Viburnum, or Pliant Mealy
Tree. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331 Viburnum, Ameri<
can, Lantana. 178a J. Scott Poet. Wks. 267 And white
viburnum o'er the border strays. 184a Bfvant Fountain
ii, The viburnum there, Paler of foliage, to the sun holds up
Her circlet of green berries. 1867 A. L. Adams Wand. Xat.
India 204 A viburnum, differing in several respects from the '

English Guelder rose, bloomed sweetly by the sides of
J

streams. 1884 Athenxum 20 Dec. 808/t The remaining
j

third include rhododendrons, rues., viburnums.
attrib. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Viburnum Galls,. . I

a species of galls, or small protuberances, frequently found
on the leaves of the Viburnum.
Hence Vibu'rnian, a moth of the genus Lozo-

txnia ; Viburnic a., derived from Viburnum

;

Vibu*rnln, a substance found in viburnum-bark.

183a J. Rennie Consp. Butter/I. $ M. 157 The Viburnian
(Lozoticnia Vibumana). 1868 Watts Diet. Chfm. V. 998
The bark and berries of the guelder-rose. . contain valeric

acid iviburnic acid). 1886 Biuk's Handbk. Med. Sci. III.

509/2 The bark [of Viburnum prunifolium\ is said to con-
tain viburnin

(
valerianic, oxalic, citric, and malic acids,

besides other ingredients.

Vica'mbuiate, v. nonce<od. [f. L. vicus street

+ ambuidre to walk.] intr. To walk about in the

streets.

1873 M. Collins Squire Silchester II. xiii. 159 Many
strangers were there among them, as Musical Willie, who
vicambulated greatly, soon perceived.

So Vica'mbulist. rare~l
.

i8aa Etonian 1 . 5
' To see and to be seen, ' is the professed

object of these unwearied vicambulists.

Vicax (vi'kai). Forms: a. 4 vikero, 4-6 vy-
kere, vyfeer (5 vykeyr ), viker ; 4 veker, 6 -ere ;

4, 6 vicker(6 ficker, fycker, vyckyr). #. 4-6
vicare (4 wic-, 6 vycare), 4- vicar (5-6 vycar,
6 Sc. wicar ; =; vikar, 6 vykar), 6 St., 7 viccar (6

Sc. vyecar, wickar)
; 5 vicour. 7. 4, 7 vicaire,

5 vie-, vycayre
; 4, 7 vieair, 5 vicayr, 6 vycayr.

[a. AF. vttrre, vicare, vicaire (OK. and F. vicaire),

ad. L. vicarius substitute (Vicary j/". 1

), f. vic-is

change, occasion, place ^of another), etc. Cf. It.

and Sp. vicario, Pg. vigario.] One who takes the

place of, or acts instead of, another; a substitute,

representative, or proxy. Chiefly EccL
1. Applied to persons, etc., as earthly representa-

tives ot God or Christ ; also to Christ or the Holy
Ghost as representing the Father.
The second line of the first quot. is partly corrupt.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27106 Noght anes to preist his sinnes [to]

scriue, Uot elles to godd liot was wicare In mans scappe he
sittes bare. £"1366 Chaucer A. B.C. 140 God. .hath \>cc

maked vicair Sc maistresse Of al be world, c 1380 Wvclif
Wks. (1880) 30 Sip prelatis ben vikcris of cr:st. C1400 Love
Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 122 The preostes that he hath spe-
cially ordeyned in his stede as his vikeres. 1546 Svpplic.
Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.) 73 These hierlinges intend, to
be taken for Goddes vicars upon earthe. 1548 L'dai.l, etc.

Erasm. Par. St. John xviii. iu2 b, If thou [sc. Peter] wylt
succede me as my vicar, thou must tight with no other
swerde than of (Jodswoorde. 1621 Bukton Aunt. Met. 11.

i. 1. i. 290 He calls a Magician Gods Minister and his Vicar.
1651 C. Cartwkight Cert. Relig, 11. 32 Christ sitting at the
right hand of his Father, holds but a second degree with
him in honour, and rule, and is but his Vicar. 1678 R,
Barclay Ap<>l. Quakers ii. g 2. 21 Knowledge might be..
brought 10 perfection by the holy Spirit, that Vicar of the
Lord. 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. vii. 161 Though the vicar
of Christ [sc. every true Christian minister] be not uncondi-
tionally responsible for the happy result of his labours.
1848 Lowell Big/ow P. Ser. 1. viii. Introd., By and by
comes along the Slate, God's vicar, c 1850 Arab. Nts.
(Rtldg.) 496, 1 tell you again I am Commander of the
Faithful, and vicar upon earth of the Lord of both worlds.

b. spec. Applied to tlie Tope vf or the Patriarch
of Jerusalem) ; also to St. Peter in a similar sense

(cf. quot. 1548 above).
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3837 pat falles hym of office to

halde, For he es in erthe, Codes vicar calde. ?i370 Robt.
Cisyle 50 Hys oon brodur in^ovthe Codes generalle vykere,
Pope of Rome, as ye may here, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xix. 60
(Harl. MS.) ' How of the Pope?' ' For god is oon, ' seid he,
'and bet-fore he hath made a vyker '. 1481 Caxton Godfrey
ccv. 301 The due godeffroy and the prynce buymont,..
whtcne had gyuen to hym this honour as for to be the vy.
cayre of IhesuCriste in that londe,. assygned rentes to the
newe Patriark. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 203
Heare deuoute chrystyan what saynt Peter the apostle and
bye viccar of Chrystea chirche sayth. 1570 Jewel Sedit.
Bull (1609) 17 Would the Vicar of Christ give this counsell?
1638 Penit. Couf.vYx. (1657) 132 God and the Pope. .are not
alwayes of one mind ; and if Christ confirm not in heaven
the sentence of his Vicar on earth, we [etc]. 17*8 Chambers
Cycl. S.V., The Pope pretends to be Vicar o. lesua Christ on
Earth. 17S6-7 tr. Kcysler's Trav. (1760) III. 244 The vic-
tory gained by the Most Christian King, Lewi, XII. when
he made war upon the Vicar of Christ. 1847 S. Austin
Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 311 The divine right of the catholic
church, and the character of its head as Vicar of Christ.
1864 Urvce Holy Rom. Bmp. x. {1875) 160 Proclaiming that
to the Pope, as God's vicar, all mankind are subject, and
all rulers responsible.

o. nonce-use. (See quot.)
1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 198 For Anti-

christ wee know is but the Devils Vicar, and therefore
please him with your Liturgie, and you please his maister.

2. In early use, a person acting as priest in

a parish in place of the real parson or rector, or

as the representative of a religious community to

which the tithes had been appropriated; hence, in

later and modern use, the incumbent of a parish

of which the tithes are impropriated or appropri-

ated, in contrast to a Rector.
o. c 13JS Metr. Horn. 87 Erles, knihtes and baronnes,

Prestes, vikers, and parsonnes. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

76 pei.. don neiber office of prelatis,.. nei|er be office of

parsones ne vekeris to here parischenes. Ibid. 424 pe fend

nab founden cautels to bringe in vikeris in jpersouns stede.

i4*S Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV. 290/2 All mancr of Persones, and
Vykeyrs, and Hospiiilers. c 1456 Pecock Bk. 0/ laith

(1909) 224 A greet famed kuanyng mayster of divuulc is

curat, and parsoun and viker. 1533 i'» Archaeohgta XXV.
523 To the vykers woman of Dokkynge. Ibid., 1 he vykere

of Snettysham servante, 1556 Chron. Gr. Iriats \Camden)

49 A gret generalle processione of alle parsons, vekeres,

curat tes, with alle other prestes. 1588 J. Udall Diotrrphet

(Arb.) 28 How shall we doe for the parsons and vickers?

ft. 71388 in Wycli/'s Set. Wks. III. 493 Pat no person*
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ne vicare ne prelate Is excusud fro personele residense..

in ber beneficys. 140a y. Upland 279 Silh persounes and
vicares alone,, .with bishops above hem, were y-nough to

..do prestes office. 1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 15 She.. openly
seide unto y" seide Vicar, that she wold never . . have hym to

hur Husbond. 1482 — VI. 210 Upon the sameapropriation,
ther shuld be a vicour endowed sufficiently. 1521 Lincoln
Wills (1914) I. 90 Sir Thomas Markby vykar off the sayd
church. 1531 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 24 The vicare to

have iiijd. and the clerke ijd. 1560- [see Parson i]. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. iv. vi. 52 He to the Vicar, Bring you the

Maid, you shall not lacke a Priest. 1609 Dekkek Guls
Horn-bk. Wks. (Grosart) II. 206 Like some pedantical Vicar
stammering out a most false and crackt latine oration. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Rcb. I. §185 He was preferred., to the

Bishoprick of Coventry and Litchfield, .before he had been
. .Vicar or Curale of any Parish Church in England, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 2 Mar. 1682, Our Viccar preached on Pro-
verbs. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 1. xi. 301 A vicar has
generally an appropriator over him. 1796 H. Hunter
St. -Pierre's Stud. JVrt/. (1799) III. 482 Not a simple village

Vicar ought to be without the actual necessaries of life.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 59 Where the vicar produces
an endowment, then the situation of the parties is reversed.

1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 99 The present vicar.,
speedily brought about a different aspect.

Y* c x395 Plowman's Tale 830 (Skeat), Pope, bishoppes,
and cardinals, Chanons, persons, and vicaire, In goddes
service. 1520 Carton's Chron. Eng. vn. 00/r There was
decreed y l all persones & vycayres sholde be called prestes.

b. fig. or trans/'.

1563 Homilies II. Perils Idolatry 111. Yy iij b, We nede
not to complayne of the lacke of one dombe person, hauyng
so manye dombe deuyllyshe vycars (I meane these ydolles
and payn ted puppettes) to teache in theyr steade. 1588
Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 38, I doubt not. .to get a hundreth
of these stratagemes, especially if I trauell neere where any
of the vickers of hell are. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr, Pamass.
IV. ii. 1722 And you Maister Amoretto, that art the chiefe

Carpenter of Sonets, a pi iuileged Vicar for the law) esse

marriage of Inke and Paper. 1660 Tatham Rump v, i, Sure
the viccar of fools was his ghostly father.

c. Vicar of Bray, one who readily changes his

principles to suit the times or circumstances.
Bray is the village of that name near Maidenhead in

Berkshire. According to Fuller (see ref. below) the 'viva-

cious vicar ' held the benefice from the reign of Henry VIII
to that of Elizabeth, and was twice a Papist and twice a
Protestant. In the later song, to which the currency of the
phrase is mainly due, the sovereigns under whom the vicar

successively changes his religion and politics are those from
Charles II to George I.

[a 1661 Fuller Worthies I. Berks. (1662) 82 But first we
will dispatch that sole Proverb of this County, viz. The
Vicar of Bray, will be Vicar of Bray still, c 1720 Song,
I 'tear of Bray (Chorus), This is the law, I will maintain,
Until my dying day, Sir, That whatsoever King may reign,

Still I'll be the Vicar of Bray, Sir. 1735 Bbome in Lett, by
Eminent Persons (1813) II. 100, I have had a long chase
after the Vicar of Bray, on whom the proverb. ..I am in-

formed it is Simon Aleyn or Allen, who was Vicar of Bray
about 1540, and died 1588.

J

1725 Ld. Harley in Dk. Portlands MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) VI. 116 His chief crime is having been once Epis-
copal, and playing the Vicar of Bray up m them, and keep-
ing his living, when the rest of his Episcopal brethren were
ejected. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T, s.v. Bray, A vicar 0/
Bray, one who frequently changes his principles, always
siding with the strongest party. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S.
Wales (ed. 3) II. 248 The regularly educated thieves. .are
Vicars of Bray to every man whom it is their interest to
humour,—blaspheming with the blasphemer and praying
with the saint.

transf 1895 Daily News 12 June 5/4 A habit which the
Iguana shares with many lizards.. is the habit of changing
its colour; most lizards are Vicars of Bray to this extent.

td. Temporal vicar (see quot). Obs.
1726 Aylieef. Parergon 509 Temporal vicars.. are much

the same with our Curates as we now call them ; and these
are constituted for some particular Acts and Seasons.

3. = VlCAU CHORAL.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 465 For clerkes fli? he

travayle of be queere,. .and dede vikers in here stede bat
hadde ful litel for to lyve by. 1*531 Protocols ToiunClcrks
Glasgoiv (1897) IV. 33 To the wiccaris of the qweyr ; with
the borrow maell. 1641 Baker Chron.., Eliz. 116 This
Queen, .ordained a Dean, . .forty Schollars, Vicars, Singing-
men, &c. 1700 J. Brome 7'rav. Eng. 248 A Collegiate
Church, consisting of a Dean, four Prebendaries, five Sing-
ing-Men, three Vicars, and four Deacons. 1878 Grove's
Diet. Mus. I. 52 His choir was well appointed, and every
vicar, clerical as well as lay, gave his daily and efficient aid
in it.

b. Lay vicar, = prec. (Also Priest-vicar : see

Priest sb. 10.)

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. no The Choir is also the term by
which the lay-vicars, or lay-clerks, and choristers, i. e. the
singers, of a cathedral, are collectively designated. 1843
Jf.bb Choral Service xii. 108 The Lay Vicars of the old
Cathedrals . . are sometimes members of the inferior Colleges,
sometimes merely part of the foundation at large. 1877 Lee
Gloss. Litnrg. <y Eccl. 'Terms 184 Lay tricar, a term used
in the statutes of some of our cathedrals to designate the
superior grade of singing men.

4. One who takes the place of, or acts as the

representative of, another (esp. the Pope or other

high dignitary) in the performance of ecclesiastical

or religious functions ; spec, in the Roman Catholic

Church, a bishop's deputy.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 18 }if be Pope and his

vikcris wolden studie wel bis mater. 1426 Lydg. De Guil.

Pilgr. 1393 Andsempte that he sholde be Lyk a vykerdoute-

!es Off Aaron & of Moyses. J576 W. Lambarde Peramb.
Kent 130 This Prelate [the Bishop of Ely], hauing noweby
the Kings commission the power of a Viceroy, and besides

by the Popes gifte the authoritie of a Legate and Vicar.

15S6 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 129 Directed to the Arch-

bishopp of Cant: or to his vicar or Commissary generale.

161 1 Sir D. Carleton Let. in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 546 Upon ye late remove of our patriarch's vicar

there hath fallen vacant a benefice annexed to ye vicariat.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. I. 372 When S. Paul sent for

Timothy from Ephesus, he sent Tychicus to be his Vicar.

a 1677 Barrow Pope's Supremacy vi. Wks. 1637 I. 261 The
Popes., began to piactise a fine trick,., which was to confer

on certain Bishops . . the title of their Vicar or Lieutenant

;

thereby pretending to impart Authority to them. 1782
Priestley Corrupt. Ckr. II. x. i. 238 They [the patriarchs]

appointed vicars, or deputies, to act for them in the remoter
provinces. 1820 Milner Suf>pl. Mem. Eng. Cath. 108 The
late B. Berington's Vicar, Dr. Bew. 1898 W. Bright Some
Aspects Prim. Ch. Life ii. §6. 83 This 'high and Divine
power ', which Cyprian claimed as inherent in the episco-

pate, was larger than that which St. Paul had entrusted to

his own ' vicars '.

b. With defining term preceding, as grand,

papal, Pope's vicar,

1662 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VIII. 236 M* Hoden
*Grand Vicairof Parts being Superior. 1688 [see Grand a.

2]. 1696 Phillips s.v., The Pope's Grand Vicar, who is

a Cardinal, has a Jurisdiction, .over all Secular and Regu-
lar Priests [etc.]. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) I. 249
Some days since, . .the king unexpectedly nominated him
grand vicar to the archbishop. 1796 Helen M. Williams
Lett. France IV. 102 (Jod.), One of my college companions
had become grand-vicar and first confidant to the arch-

bishop of my diocese. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 827/2
Faber, grand-vicar of the bishop of Constance. 1844

LiNGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. E. 341 The bishop

of Aries the *papal vicar in Gaul, in place of the pope,
whose representative he was. 1902 J. K. Mann Hist. Popes
I. 1. 22 He came to Thessalonica;. .its metropolitan, .was a
papal vicar. J670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. III. 84 And first

I shall begin with the *Popes Vicar, which office is the most
antient of all, and was for a long time executed by Bishops,
and other Prelats. 1902 J. K. Mann Hist. Popes I. I. 159
Augustine, .was consecrated bishop by Virgilius of Aries,

the Pope's vicar in Gaul.

c. With defining term appended, as vicar

apostolic, capitular, episcopal, foran{e) or foreign,

provincial.
See also Vicar-general.
1766 in E. H. Burton Life Ckalloner (1909) II. xxvii. 83

After all, by the terms of the circular letter, the Vicars

•Apostolic have, in case of necessity, a power to dispense.

1799 C. Butler Life A, Butler vii, The vLar-npostolic of
the middle district claimed him as belonging to that district,

and appointed him to a mission in Staffordshire. 1856
Penny Cycl. VI. 373/1 Where the succession of the Catholic
hierarchy has been interrupted, as in England,, .the bishops
who superintend the Catholic church and represent the

papal authority, are known by the name of vicars apostolic.

1851 Bright Sp , Eccles. Titles Bill 12 May (1876) 518 The
changing of vicars-apostolic to bishops in ordinary. 1849
Stovel Canne's Necess. p. xxxv, Wolsey, to carry on the

policy of his church, obtained his own appointment as vicar-

*apostolical of England. 1846 M cCulloch Ace. Brit. Em-
pire (1854) II. 305 On the death of a bishop, the clergy of
the diocese elect a vicar 'capitular, who exercises spiritual

jurisdiction during the vacancy. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 7 Sept.

10/2 A special meeting, .for the purpose of electing a Vicar-

Capitular to administer the See of Southwark during the

vacancy. 1877 Lee Gloss. Eccl. Terms 439 Vicar *Epis-
copal, an office corresponding in some particulars to the

English archdeacon, as well as to the Greek ' Chorepis-

copus '. 1825 Doyle in Fitzpatrick Life xi. (1861) I. 282
Whenever a priest falls into any dangerous illness, the

Vicar-*Foreign within whose deanery he lives shall visit

him. 1888 CasselCs Encycl. Diet, s.v., Vicar-forane,
Roman Church, a dignitary or parish priest appointed by a
bishop to exercise a limited jurisdiction in a particular town
or district of his diocese. 1896 Tablet 18 Apr. 619 The
curd and vicar-foran at Castries, .receives ,£200 a year.

1856 Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. 134 Vicar-'provincial of

Andalusia, he plies his task anew.

5. In general use : One acting, or appointed to

act, in place of another, esp. in administrative

functions ; a vicegerent.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 250 [The prefect] deput
in his sted bare, pe law to hald bairn, a vicare, & sorouful

went away, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret,, Gov. Lordsh. 109
Folwe banne vche comandour tene vicaires, & vche vicaire

tene lederes. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vin, viii. (1558) 6 In his

empyre he set two vicars, Gaue them power in euery region

[etc.]. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 169/2 Gordyan that was
vicayr unto Julyan themperour. 1533 Bellenden Livy v.

vii. (S.T.S.) II. 170, I wil mak him (for he is weil institute

in chevelrie) vicare and lieutenent for me. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 278 He com-
mandes that women, barnes, and citisems all to him cum
and craue mercie as to the Kingis vicare. 1602 T. Fitz-

herbert Apol. 38 To assemble his friends, and witnesses of

his wil, and those whome he meant to make his heyres, his

vicars, and stibstituts. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xxv. 207
Lord Cromwell.. sate in state above all the Bishops, as the

King's Vicar, or Vicegerent- Generall in all spirituall matters.

170a Lond.Gaz. No. 3814/3 It is said, the King of Spain has
made the Duke of Burgundy Vicar of the Spanish Low-
Countries, which Title gives him a Power over those Pro-
vinces, equal to that which the King would have if he* were
there in Person. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 27/1 During a
vacancy of the Imperial throne, the government of the em-
pire devolves upon the two vicars. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y

/'".

xyii. (1787) II. 37 The eleven remaining dioceses [- pro-
vinces]., were governed by twelve vicars, or vice-prasfects,

whose name sufficiently explains the nature and dependence
of their office. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 111. iii, He was chosen
afterwards vicar (or vice-gerent) of Louis in Aversa. 1870
Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. 1. (1873) "69 We may be very
sure that Heminge and Condell did not, as vicars, take
upon themselves a disagreeable task.

transf. 1474 Caxton Chesse 45 The rookes ben vycayrs
and legates of the kynge. 1541 R. Copland GuydotCs
Quest. Chirurg. C ivb, All the synewes of the body brede
and come out of the brayne by it selfe, or of the noddle that

is his vycare.

b. A thing substituted for another, rare.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 16 All dungings and other
sordid temperings, being but the vicars succedaneous to
this improvement. 1846 Thackeray Comhill to Cairo xiii,

Abraham caught the Ram, which was to serve as the vicar
of Isaac.

Vicarage (vikared^). Forms: 5 viker(i)age,
vicerege

;
5- vicarage, 6 viccar-, vye(e)ar-,

Sc. wicar-, vicrage, 7 vicaradge
; 5 vycary-,

5-6 vicariage
; 5-7 vicarege, 6-7 -edge, -ige,

6-8 -idge, 7 viccari(cTge. [f. Vicar + -age.]

1. The benefice or living of a vicar.

1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 200/2 That they holde residence
opon thaire Parsonages, Vikerages, and Hospitalites, opon
payn of lesyng the valeu of thaire Benefice, c 1438 Ld.
Clifford in Finchate Priory (Surtees) 71 There is a vicer-

ege in Craven, .of the which the presentacion longith to you.

1459 Rolls ofParlt. V. 365 The advouson of the Vicariage
of the same. 1536 Protocols Town Clerks Glasgoiv (1897)
IV. 98 Factouris as thai allegit to the vycearage of Mwnk-
land. 1589 Cooper Admon. 47 That of Euans concerning
the Vicarage of Warwike, is maliciously reported. 1631
High Commission Cases (Camden) 246 He was charged
with the simonaicall resignation and bestowing of his

viccaridge of Castor upon a young man, a minister. 1660

R. Coke Power $ Subj. 206 Tythes appertaining to Parish-

Churches, Prebends, Hospitals, Vicaredges. 1695 Kennett
Par. Antiq. ix. 91 We meet with no such early records that

make them distinct and proper Vicariges. 1729 Swift
Libel on Dr. Delany 132 The offals of a church distrest;

A hungry vicarage at best. 1749 Pote Hist. $ Antiq.
Windsor 12 It is a Vicaridge in the Deanery of Reading
and Diocess of Salisbury. 1815 Jane Austen Emma iv,

Though the vicarage of Highbury was not large, he was
known to have some independent property, 1863 H. Cox
lustit. in. vii. 700 The hereditaments of the Crown (except

advowsons and vicarages). 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 May
5/3 The plaintiff, a clergyman, who at one time had a
vicarage at Bow.
transf 1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2)111. 558/1 The three

pei uerse prelats . . stroue togither for the sacred see of papasie

Gods vicarage. 1653 H. Whistler Upshot Inf. Bapthme
2 Whether they were redeemed by the Vicarage of a Levite,

or by a ransome.

fb. A benefice attached to a parsonage. Obs."1

1501 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 98 The parsonage of Sanct
Colinez Kirk., with the annexis and vicaragis thairof, that

is to say, Kilmolowok in Rasay and Kilmory in Walternes.

1 2. A college of vicars. Obs.

1485 in Ripon Chapter Acts (Surtees) 277, I will that my
messebuke be gyffyn to the vicarage in Rypon. 1503 Ibid.

304 The said mesc.goo to the vicarege of Ripon, they

doynge therfor a yerely obbett.

3. The house or residence of a vicar; also, those

who live in this.

1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Vycrage a preestes house, presbytoire.

1611 Cotgr., Presbitere, a Parsonage, Vicarage, or Priests

house. 1612 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. in. 157 The ancient

coateof Bassingborne, which by chance I found in a window
at the Vicaredge in Fulham. 1820 Praed Poems (1864) II.

136 The traveller was to blame And not the Vicarage or the

Vicar. 1891 ' S. Mostyn ' Curatica 150, I had bidden the

Vicarage farewell the night before.

f4. Sc. A (or the) payment due to a vicar;

vicarial tithes or other dues. Obs.

1579 Munim. de Metros (Bann. CI.) 653 pe teind schevis

. . with small teindis and Viccaragis pertenand to be saming
Kirk. 1595 in Maiiland Club Misc. I. 73 The amount and
quantitie of the vicarages of the said benefices, with the

glebbis and mansis. 168^ Rec. Baron Crt. StitchitliS.H.S.)

95 For not paying of Vicaradge at Mertimas, which, .the

Judge decerns them to pay punctually. 1762 in Nairne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 92 The town and lands of Kinnaird
and the lands of Tullybeagles with the tiends parsonage and
vicarage of the saids haill lands. 1775 L. Shaw Hist. Moray
3;3 The Stipend is 80 Bolls of Victual, and about L, 50 of

Vicarage. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii, What have I been
paying stipend and teind, parsonage and vicarage, for?

t 5. The position, office, or duties of a vicar or

representative. Obs. rare.

1622 Donne Serm. yohn xi. 35My vicarage i$ to speak of

bis [Christ's] compassion and his tears. 1642 Jer. Taylor
Episc. § 37. 264 This whole discourse showes . . that they [the

Bishops] have sole jurisdiction, and the Presbyters only in

substitution and vicaridge. 1734 Bp. Petre in E. H. Burton

Life Challoner (1509) 1 . 93 He gave up his pious spirit . m
the ninety second year of his age and forty sixth of his

episcopate and Apostolic Vicarage.

6. atlrib.f as vicarage church, + duty, house,

stipend, teind.

1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 118 From hence the Writer takes

occasion to consider the State of 'Vicarage Churches. 1597

Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 303/2, 50 pundis money as for the per-

sonage dewtie and 10 merkis for the 'vicarage dewtie foir-

said. a 1550 Leland /tin. (1769) IV. 118 From the which

Water is conveyed to the Prebendaries Houses, to the

"Vicarage Houses, and the Choristers. 1369 IJp- Pahkiilkst

Injunctions Aiv, Whether., your Parsonage and Vicaredge

house be well., maintained. 1638 H. Sielman in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 156 There is a reasonable Vicarage

house upon it. a 1704 T. Brown Two Oxford Scholars

Wks. 1730 I. 10 An old rotten Parsonage or Vicarage house.

1785 I. Wesley Strm. lvii. Wks. 1S11 IX. 25 He removed

into the Vicarage- House. 1837 Lockhart Scott II. xu.378

An ornamental cottage in the style of the old English

vicarage-house. 1867 J. Campbell Batmerino <* Abbey 111.

ii. 170 lie was also minister of Logic. and drew its 'vicar-

age stipend. 1610 in T. Font's Topogr. Ace. Cunningham
(Maitl. CI.) 185 To Mr. WMliame Birsbane, of 'vicarege

teynd the said yeir, aucht pund. 1640-1 Kircudbr. War-

Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 163 The halfe of the said gleib and

vicarege teindes.

Vicarate (vi-kar^t). [f. Vicar + -ate. Cf.

Vicariate.] A parish, district, etc., under the

jurisdiction of a vicar ; a vicariate.



VICAR CHORAL. 175 VICARIED.

1883 American V. 319 Retaining the administration of
the vicarate of North Carolina. 1910 Q. Reg. Presbyt. Ch.
Aug. 337 In the diocese of Albi,..a number of vicarates have
been suppressed.

Vicar choral. Also vicar-choral. [Vicar 3.]
(See quot. 1854, and cf. Choral a. 1 1 b.)
The pi. occurs in various forms, as vicars choral, f vicars

chorals, and, rarely, vicar chorals.
i5$o-i- Act 22 Hen. VIII, c 15 All other, .canons, pety

canons, vicars choral), Si. clerkes. 1546 V'orks. Chantry
Surv. (Suttees 1 348 The same prebendaries have, .vicars.

.

under them.. called vicars choralles, uhich..are bound to
discharge the said prebendaryes of all iheir cures and ser-

vice in the sayd church, a 1661 Fcllkh Worthies, Wilts.
ill. (1662) 157 William Lawes, son of Thomas Lawes, a
Vicar Choral of the Church of Salisbury. 1704 Ace. Innoz>.
Abp. Dublin 3 He calls. .the Vicar-Chorals, and orders
them to answer, notwithstanding [etc.]. 1770 \\\Mem. Rev.
W. Richardson (1822) 14 You seem to have been much
taken with York Minster and Cathedral Service, would you
like to be one of the Vicars Choral ? 1837-8 Act 1 & 2 Vict.
c. 106 § 39 Any Spiritual Person, being Prebendary, Canon,
Priest Vicar, Vicar Choral, or Minor Canon. 1854 Hook
Church Diet. (ed. 7) 791/1 Vicars choral [Arc] the assistants
or deputies of the canons or prebendaries of collegiate
churches,, .especially, though not exclusively, in the duties
of the choir or chancel, as distinguished from those belong.
ing to the altar and pulpit. 1873 Phillimore Ecet. Law
Ch. Eng. 161 The two classes of petty or minor canons and
vicars-choral. Ibid.. A vicar-choral of the cathedral church
of Wells.

Hence Vicar-choralship, the office of a vicar-
choral.

1868 Ecclesiologist XXIX. 171 The endowments .. of
vicars-choralships. 1891 Star 1 Nov. 1/7 The vicar-choral-
ship of St. Pauls is by no means a poor appointment.

Vicaress (vi'kares). Also 7 viccaris. f.

VlCAIl + -ESS 1.]

1. The sister ranking immediately beneath the
Abbess or Mother Superior in anunnery or convent.
C1611 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (1914) XIV. 34, 2 years

before ner death [she] was chosen first Vicaress of y
1 Mon-

astery, aijoo Diary Blue Nuns Ibid. VIII. n Sister
Margarite Bruno alias Floyd was again chosen Viccaris.
17*1 Ibid. 291 The Office of Vicaresse is nearest the Ab-
besse in Authority, .. The Vicaresse represents in every
place, the Abbesse when she is absent. 1804 in Archaco-
login {1840) XXVIII. 198 Mother Austin was afterwards
Vicaress [of the Blue Nuns' convent) several years. 1857
G. Oliver Coll. Cath. Relig. Cornwall, etc. 136 The vicar-
ess, the Rev. Mother Kyston, was sent to Bruges. 1892
J. M. Stone Faithful unto Death 244 To govern the new
community as abbess and vicaress respectively.

2. A (female) representative. In quot._/ff.
1661 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 125 The sensi-

tive Soul, the vicaresse of the minde, doth surely rejoyce in
a greater liberty than the souls of bruit Beasts.

3. The wife of the vicar of a parish.

1770 W. Huddeskord in J. Granger Lett. (1805) 146, X
am under the greatestobligation to the vicaress, for her for-
giveness of my impertinence. 1849 Ln. Coleridge in Life
HtCorr. (1904) I. viii. 190 Nothing could be kinder than the
Vicar and Vicaress. 186a Mrs. Hol'stoin Recommended
to Mercy xii, The encroachments of the Vicaress in the
government of the parish.

Vicar general. Also vicar-general. [Vi-
car 4 c, alter mt&X,. vicarius generalis, V.vicaire
general.]
The pi. occurs variously as vicarsgeneral(s,vt'cargenerals.

f 1. The title assumed by or bestowed upon the
Pope, as head of the Church under Christ. Obs.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 253 At Rome..The vicair general of

alle Of hem that lieven Cristes feith. 1456 Sir G. Haye
Lata Arms (S.T.S.) 104 God.., and next him his vicare
generale the pape. 1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sund.
(1823) 46 All power is gyuen to me that Christe had : and I

am his vicar general, as Peter was here in erthe ouer all.

1581 Allen Apol. 17 Whither should we rather flee for
releefe either of body or soul, then to . . the Vicar general of
Christ? 1651 Hoboes Leviath. iv. xliv. 335 Consequent
to this claim of the Pope to Vicar Generall of Christ in the
present Church,.. is the Doctrine, that it is necessary for a
Christian King, to receive his Crown by a Bishop.
transf. c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 20 Lo, I, Nature, Thus

can I forme and peynte a creature. .. For He that is the
Former principal, Hath maad me bis viker general [etc.].

2. A'. C. Ch. An ecclesiastical officer, usually a
cleric, appointed by a bishop as his representative

in matters of jurisdiction or administration.
C14S0 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 8023 Before his pepill

ordande he pc prior archedekyn forto be, And his generall
vicare. 1498 Reg. Privy Seal Scotl. I. 36/1 A presentation
..Direct to the vicare general of Sanctandris, the segethair-
of vacand. 1509 Plumpton Lett. (1839) 205 Master Plomp*
ton, ..at his departing out of England, comaunded to me
John Carvar, his Vicker generall, .. to wryte unto you.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 286
Pryor Johnne Hepbume was at that time wicar generall of
the bischoperick of Sanctandrois. c 1628 in Foley Rec. Eng.
Prov.S. J. I. 1. 137 His inferior officers, dispersed through,
out all the Countycsof this realme, with titles, powers, and
formalities belonging to any Catholique Bishops whereso-
ever, as Vicaires Generalls. 167a in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ.
III. 100 M r George Richardson.. was ordained in Ireland
by ye Ch" dimissoryes given him by ye Vicar Gen[era]ll.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vice-Dominus Episcopi, the
Official, Commissary, or Vicar-general of a Bishop. 1767
Phil. Trans. LVII. 461 The vicar-general of this diocese.

1797 Mrs. Raocliffk Italian xxvi, While Vivaldi spoke the
vicar-general listened with attention. 1799 C Butler Life
A. Butler xiii, He was immediately appointed vicar-general
to the bishops of Arras, St. Omer's, ipres, and Boulogne.
X847 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 81 The bishop.,
sent some delegates, unaer his vicar-general Faber. 1885
Lady Herbekt tr. Lagrange's Life Dupanloup I. 358 The

Abbe" Valgaller, .. and the Abbe Desnoyers, were made
titular vicar generals.

b. Similarly in the Church of England ; spec, a
permanent lay official serving as a deputy or

assistant to a bishop, or to the Archbishop of

Canterbury or York, in certain ecclesiastical causes.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. :o § 4 All and every Arche-
bisshoppes, Bisshippes and Archedeacons, ..their Commis.
saries, Vicars generall, and other their Mynisters . . shall make
diligente inserch [etc. J. 1588 Mar/rel. Epist. (Arb.) 3 To
the right puisante, and terrible Priests, my cleargie masters
of the Confocation-house, whether fickers generall,.. or any
other of the holy league of subscription, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 31 Aug. 1663, After which the Vicar-general went
to the vestry, and brought his Grace into the Cbapell [at

Lambeth]. 1726 AyUFFE Paragon 161 According to the
common way of Speech, a Chancellor is a Vicar General to

the Bishop to all Intents and Purposes of Law. 1836 Penny
Cycl. VI. 481/2 The Chancellor of a Church or of a lii^iop

is Vicar-general to the bishop, holds his courts [etc.]. 1854
Hook Church Diet. (ed. 7) 792.1 The Vicar-General, an
ecclesiastical officer who assists the bishop in the discharge
of his office, as in causes and visitations. 1887 Pali Afall
G. 23 June 2/2 The Vicar-General [in the Isle of Man] is a
man of many callings, holding, in addition to the Vicar-
Generalship, the positions of secretary to the bishop, keeper
of the records, coroner, and magistrate. 1907 Who's Who
413 Cripps, C. A... Vicar-General of Canterbury; Chan-
cellor and Vicar-Gen. of York since 1900.

3. Hist. The title given to Thomas Cromwell in

T 535 as representative of the King in ecclesiastical

affairs. (Cf. Vicegerent sb. 1, quots. 1536-3S.)
1679 IJlrnet Hist. Ref. I. III. 181 The first act of the Kings

Supremacy was, his naming Cromwell Vicar-General, and
General Visitor of all the Monasteries and other Priviledged
places. 1706 tr. DuphCs Reel. Hist, ibth C. II, iv. vii. 419
«t>rV,The name of Vicar-General, as appointed by the Prince,
had been odious ever since Cromwell's management of that
office in Henry VIII 's time ; and was never, for that reason,
taken up afterwards. 1714 Jer. Collikr Eccl. Hist. (it.

Brit. II. 11. 104/1 It appears that Cromwell by being made
Vicar General had an entire Delegation of the King's
Supremacy.

t 4. (See quot.) Obs.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 235 The King was made Vicare
generall, and Lieutenant for the Lmperour.

Hence Vicar-generalship, the office of a vicar-

general.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 287

Thebischope. .be theconsall of wysemengaif to this pryour
the wickar gcnerallschip. 1714 Ter. Collikr Eccl. Hist.
Gt. Brit. II. 11. 104 1 A Mistake in confounding this Vicar
Generalship with his following Dignity of Lord Vicegerent
in Ecclesiastical Matters. 1850 Gladstone Glean, (1879) V.
103 The Vicar-generalship of Cromwell and., the episcopal
Commissions of both these reigns. 1892 Pall Mall G. 4 Feb.
j/t Twenty-five years of Vicar-Generalship under Manning
..ought to weigh in the balance even against aristocratic
descent and Court favour.

Vicariage, obs. form of Vicarage.

Vicarial (vai-, vike*Tial), a. [ad. L. type
*vicdrid/-is, i. vicarius VlCAB. So F. and Sp.
vicarial'.]

1. Delegated, deputed; vicarious.

X617 Slingsbv Diary (1836) 297 Our Lord communicated
his power to preistis and his ministires and vicars, and so
thar power is ministerial! and vicariallas they call it. a 1734
North Lives (1826) I. 392 lly these vicarial offices in the
house his lordship was educated to the employ there. 1747
West Resurrection (ed. 2) 275 God. .promised to continue
that delegated vicarial Sceptre of Righteousness in his
[David's] Posterity for ever. 1803 Edin. Rev. I. 390 The
contest for vicarial and deputed power. .is more prudent
than the struggle for that which is original and supreme.
1830 Col. Wiseman Pastoral 7 Get., The silver links of
that chain which has connected their country with the See
of Peter in its Vicarial Government. 1868 Lightfoot Philip.
(1885) 267 His office is representative, and not vicarial.

2. Ol or belonging to a vicar or vicars.

1744 J. Comvns Reports ofCases 634 Wa\\\s ver. Pain and
Underhill. . . Mr. Underbill the Vicar insisted upon the Tithe
ofClover Seed asa Vicarial or small Tithe. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 376 Hence many things, as wood in particular, is

in some countries a predial, and in some a vicarial tithe.

i8»s R. Churton in R. Chandler Trav. Asia M. I. Introd.

p. viii, He fitted up the vicarial house. 1840 John Bull 7
Nov. 540/2 A question relative to the liability of vicarial
lands to Church rates was mooted before the bench. 1865
M. E. C. Walcott Cathedralia 165 The vicarial stalls of
Gaia major and Sandiacre have been also restored.

3. Consisting of vicars.

1771 in Mem. Rev. IV. Richardson (1821) 13 In May, the '

death of poor Frank, by a consumption, made a vacancy in

the vicarial body.

4. Holding the office of a vicar.

1806 V. Knox Serm. Isa. xxviii. 16 Wks. 1824 VI. 377
But the great proprietors of land soon . .obtained for each a
resident pastor, either rectorial or vicarial, either an incum-
bent or a substitute.

Vicarian (voi-, vike>rian), sb. and a. [ad. late

L. vicdridn-us
}

f. L. vicarius Vicar, or iudepea- ,

dently f. vicdri-us + -AN.]

A. sb. f 1. A substitute or deputy holding some
office. Oi$r*
1598 Marston Sco. Villanie \. iii. (1599) 183 Shall Palbus.

;

the demure Athenian, Dreame of the death of next Vicarian r
|

Cast his natiuitie t

2. One who accepts the view of religious vicari-

ousness.

1851 Ruskin Sheepfolds 37 Ecclesiastical tyranny has, for

the most part, founded itself on the idea of Vicarianism, one
of the most pestilent of the Romanist theories... Of this 1

have a word or two to say to the modern ' Vicarian '.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to, governed by, a

deputy ruler.

1643 Ussher Disquis. Asia 16 The greater part of the in-

land Lydia was brought under this Vicarian regiment. 1654
Vii.vain Thcol. Treat, vi. 156 The Dragon, .covertly erected
a Vicarian Kingdom.
Hence Vica'rianism (see A. 2 above).

Vicariate (vai-, vikc-'ri^i), sb. Also 7 vi-

cariot, 7-9 vicariat. [ad. med.I.. vicarial-us,

f. L. vicari-us Vicab. Cf. OK and Y. vicariat
}

It., Sp., Pg. vicariate]

1. The office or authority of a vicar in a religious

or ecclesiastical sense : a. Of persons acting as

earthly representatives of God or Christ.
1610 Donnk PseudO'tnartyr 247 [To make] Kings, which

,

before had their Lieulenancie and Vicariate from God,
but Magistrates, .to his Vicar. '{ 1614 — Elegy to Ld.
Harrington Poems (1669) 249 To deliver up to God that
state Of which he gave thee the Vicariate, a 1676 Hai.k
True Relig. 11. (16S4) 28 Hold what you will, if you hold
not the Supremacy and Vicariot of the Pope, all the rest of
your Religion is not worth a rush. 1882 3 Schaf/~"s f.ticycl,

I

Relig. Kno^vl. III. 2456/1 Through St. Peter the vicariate
' was forever conferred on the bishop of Rome.

b. Of the deputy of a bishop, etc.

1611 Sir D. Caki.kton Let. in 10M Ref. Hist. MSS.
I

Comm. App. I. 546 Upon ye late remove of our patriarch's
1 vicar there hath fallen vacant a benefice annexed to y vic-

j

ariat. 1725 tr. Duptn's Eccl. Hist, ijth C. I. v. no Vi^ilius
gave his Vicariate to this Arch-Pishop in the Provinces.

!
a 1773 A. liuiLKK Lives Saints (1845) XI. 103 St. Charles

! established a vicariat, that things might be done with deli-

beration and counsel, which many other bishops imitated.

c. Of a vicar in the Church of Kngland. Also

;
freq. t

the period of a vicar's ministry.

'857 J- Jordan Paroch. Hist. Enstonc iv. 191 The Rev.

I J. iieckiii^ham was at some period of his vicariat ejected.
1 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Jan. 10/1 He .. pointed to the record

of his fifteen years' vicariate, during which he had taken
none of the parish income.

2. A political office held by a person as deputy
for another; deputed exercise of authority by a

person or governing body.
1619 F. Cottington Let. in Eng. *,- Germ. (Camden) 33 If

he should chance to fayle, the vicariate of Upper Germany
must neades fall upon the Palatin. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No.
4844/2 He has accepted and taken upon him.. his part of
the Vicariate of the Empire during the present Vacancy.
1769 Roukrison Chns. I ', 11. Wks. 1813 V. 249 The vicariat

of that part of Germany which is governed by the- Saxon
laws, devolved to the elector of Saxony. 1844 Disraeli
Coni'/gsby v. viii. 220 An educated nation recoils from the
imperfect vicariate of what is called a representative govern-
ment. 1898 DlLL Rom. Soc. / ast Cent. II estcrn Empire 16

Flavianus received the vicariate of Africa.

at/rib. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Gcog. iV. 38 They may
hold vicariate aulic courts.

3. a. A district under the rule of a deputy
governor.
1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) IV. 204 Donna Guiomar dc

Quinones, wife to the regent of the vicariate of Naples.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 404/2 The provinces which con-
stituted, under the Christian emperors, successors of Con-
stantine, the vicariate of Rome. [Ibid., These provinces
were under the lay jurisdiction of an imperial vicar.]

b. A'. C. Ch. A district under the charge of a

vicar apostolic ; the see of a vicar apostolic.

1818 Hallam Mid. Ages(i%iq) II. 226 Iiy the constitution

of the church, .every province ought to have its metro-
politan, and every vicariate its ecclesiastical exarch or
primate. 1857 G. Oliver Colt. Hist. Cath. Relig. Corn-
wall, etc 425 This western vicariat becoming vacant by the
death of Pishop Haggs. 1890 T. Cooler in Diet. Nat.
Biog. XXI. 374/1 He was selected by the propaganda to

preside as bishop over the vicariate of the \V est Indies.

C. A church ministered to by a vicar.

176a tr. Busching's Syst. Gcog. IV. 335 In it is one collegi-

ate and seven other churches, which are i*ftariatet to the

former.

4. Vicariousness. rare-1 .

1877 A. Cave Script. Doctr. Sacr. L 1. ii. 52 They knew
that the lives of innocent.. animals were taken in lieu of
their own.. ; what did they regard as the reason of this

singular vicariate?

Hence Vica'riateship. rare-1 .

1753 Scots Mag. XV. 27/1 There is a dispute.. between
the Klector Palatine, and the Elector of Havana, about one
of these Vicariatships.

Vicariate, a. rare. Also 7 vicariat. [f. L.

vicdri-us + -ate 2
f
or attrib. use of prec] Pertain-

ing to, characteristic of, a deputy or representative

;

delegated.
1619 Nacnton in Eng. 4- Germ. (Camden) 33 Such strength

and forces as may.. enable him to maintaine the vicariat

dignitie when it shall fall uppon him. a 1677 Harrow
Pope's Suprem. vi. Wks. 1687 1. 261 We thought it conven-

ient that you should be held up by the vicariat authority

of our See. 1849 RocK Ch. of Eathers II. vi. 137 To the

Bishops of Aries had the Holy See deputed a vicariate

power there.

Vicariate, v. rare. [(. Vicariate sb.\ tntr.

To act as a deputy or substitute.

i8a7 Carlvle Germ. Row. III. 139 Her he edified by bis

Literary History, as relating to himself and the bubrector
;

how, for instance, he was at present vicariating in the Second

Form [etc]. _ _ , .

t Vicaried. Obs.-1 In 4 vikened. (App. a

mistranslation of med.L. vicaridtus Vicariate sb.)

1388 Wyci-if Ecclus. xxxiii. 6 note, Netheles he [an evil

prelate] scorneth God, and takith the office of his vikeried,

and chargith not of his ooour.

/



VICARIOUS.

Vicarious (vai-, vikeVriss), a. [f. L. vieari-us

adj. and sb., f. vic-is change, turn, stead, office,

etc. : see -arious.]

1. That takes or supplies the place of another
thing or person ; substituted instead of the proper
thing or person.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. lit. iv. 56 If I.. reli-

giously adore before the Pastor, as the Vicarious Signe of
Christ himself. 1664 H. More Myst. /m\/. 319 The In-
terreges are necessarily reducible to the Regal Power, being
but a vicarious Appendage thereto. 1688 Koyle Final
Causes Nat. Things 11. 70 Gravel and little stones.. are
often found . . in their stomachs, where they prove a vicarious
kind of teeth. 1709 T, Robinson Vind. Mosaick Syst. 29
God.. made it [sc. the moon] a vicarious Light to the Sun,
to supply its absence in this lower World. 1785 Burke
Sp. Nabob Arcot's Debts Wks. 1842 I. 320 These modern
flagellants are sure.. to whip their own enormities on the
vicarious back of every small offender. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. vii. 161 Every right-minded and heaven-com mis-
sioned minister of religion is.. in.. a real sense.. a vicarious
person. 1850 Blackik Aeschylus 11.68 This, And worse
expect, unless some god endure Vicarious thy tortures. 1853
Abp. Thomson Laws Th. § 30 (ed. 3) 59 The cry or excla-
mation, .would be consciously reproduced to represent or
recal the feeling on another occasion ; and it then became
a word, or vicarious sign.

b. Const, of (something), rare.
1831 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852)404 The University

and Colleges are thus neither identical, nor vicarious of each
other. 1836-7 — Meiaph. viii. (1870) 131 If the science be
able to possess no single name vicarious of its definition.

2. Of punishment, etc. : Endured or suffered by
one person in place of another; accomplished or
attained by the substitution of some other person,
etc., for the actual offender. Freq. in Theol. with
reference to the suffering and death of Christ.
1692 Bentley Boyle Led. ix. 319 Some means of Recon-

ciliation must be contrived; some vicarious satisfaction to
Justice. 1698 Norkis Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 137 But as
Precious as it was, it was not the very thing that the Law
required, but a Vicarious Punishment. 1736 Butler Anal.
Relig. 11. v. 211 Vicarious Punishments may be.. absolutely
necessary. 1781 Johnson in Boswell 3 June, Whatever
difficulty there may be in the conception of vicarious
punishments. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iii. (1852)
80 The Christian doctrine of vicarious expiation. 1850
Blackie sEschylus II. 319 The idea of vicarious sacrifice,

or punishment by substitution,, .does not seem to have been
very familiar to the Greek mind, i860 Pusey Min.Proph.
i2The manifold harvest, which He. .should bring forth.

.

by His vicarious Death. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xvii. 202
Vicarious suffering too seems strange to them, their own
system teaching that for his sin a man must suffer,and there
is no escape.

3 Of power, authority, etc. : Exercised by one
person, or body of persons, as the representative or
deputy of another.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vicarious, belonging to a

Vicar, subordinate; as A Vicarious Power. 1777 Johnson
in B >s:ut-ll (1904) I. 126, 1 shall be considered as exercising
a kind of vicarious jurisdiction. 1807 J. Barlow Columb.
1. 5 Who sway'd a mome.it, with vicarious power, Iberia's
sceptre. 1844 H. H.Wilson Brit. Indialll. 285 Such vicari-
ous powers were conferred upon His Majesty's Courts at all

the Indian Presidencies. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III.

487 He had . . held, during some months, a vicarious primacy.
trans/. 1835-6 J'odtfsCycl. Anat. I. 322/1 Redi's opinion,

that the pebbles [swallowed by birds] perform the vicarious
office of teeth.

4. Performed or achieved by means of another,
or by one person, etc., on behalf of another.
1806 Fellowes tr. Milton's 2nd DefeuceVSks. VI. 377 He

had not the courage . . to prefix a dedication to Charles with-
out the vicarious aid of Flaccus. 1822 Lamb Elia\. Bachelor's
Complaint, I must protest against the vicarious gluttony of
Cerasia, who .

. sent away a dish of Morellas . . to her husband
at the other end of the table. 1846 Edin. Rev. LXXXI V.
68 The increasing laxity of the Mussulman world, and the
practice of vicarious pilgrimage, have greatly diminished
the numbers of the sacred caravans. 1877 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) IV. 347 May we never be subjected to the
humiliation of dependence upon vicarious labour. 1894 H,
Drummond Ascent Man 301 Unconscious of their vicarious
service, the butterfly and the bee., carry the fertilizing dust
to the waiting stigma.

b. Of qualities, etc. : Possessed by one person
but reckoned to the credit of another.
1842 Pusey Crisis Eng. Ch. 136 To confound, .individual

duties with vicarious merits. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng,
(1858) II. vi. 36 A system. .where sin was expiated by the
vicarious virtues of other men.

c. Of methods, principles, etc. : Based upon the
substitution of one person for another.
1857 Hughes Tom MM 11. iii, It may be called the

vicarious method; it obtained amongst big fellows of lazy
or bullying habits, and consisted simply in making clever
boys, .do their whole vulgus for them. 1870 J. H. Newman
Gram. Assent 11. x. 400 On this vicarious principle, by
which we appropriate to ourselves what others do for us, the
whole structure of society is raised.

5. Physiol. Denoting the performance by or

through one organ of functions normally dis-

charged by another ; substitutive.

1780 Eucycl. Brit. VI. 4747 The Vicarious Haemoptysis.
1822-7 Good Study Med. (18^9) I. 650 With a view of ex-

citing a vicarious action, I opened an issue in one of the

arms. Ibid 668 Where the complaint is strictly idiopathic

and uncombined, it has often been found to give way to

some local irritation or vicarious drain. 1846 Day tr.

Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 170 The vicarious action of the

skin and lungs. 1877 Foster Physiol. (1878) 477 Vicarious

reflex movements may also be witnessed in mammals.
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Vicariously (vai-, vikeVriasli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY*.]

1. By substitution of one thing or person for

another ; by means of a substitute.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace ii. Wks. 1808 VIII. 237 Not
beingable to revenge themselves on God, they have a delight
in vicariously defacing .. his image in man. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth xvii, Some one must drink it for him, he shall

be cured vicariously. 1835-6 '/'odd's Cycl. Anat. I. 133/1
Respiration is also carried on vicariously in a very large pro-
portion of animals. 1861 T. G. Sheppard Fall Rome vii.

397 His campaigns were . . vicariously carried on by a general
whom common report designated as the Achilles of the
Vandals. 1883'OuiDA ' Wanda 1. 60 She never did anything
vicariously which concerned those dependent upon her.

2. As a substitute for another.
1868 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 410 To cause the skin to

act vicariously when the action of other secreting organs is

excessive. 1886 J. Morley Crit. Misc. I. 298 He suspected
the practice by which one man offered up prayer vicariously
and collectively for the assembled congregation.

Vica-riousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or condition of being vicarious.

1727 Bailey (vol. II). 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr.
188 If the vicariousness be not this mere pretence, it de-
scribes an outrage upon the first principles of rectitude.

1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. v. § 2. 328 The vicarious-

ness of the sacrifice makes a more severe demand upon our
conscience and intelligence. 1889 Lancet 27 July 175/1
Another favourite assertion of the opponents of vaccination
—the vicariousness of zymotic mortality.

f Vicariship. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Vicaby sb.l]

— VlCARSHIP.
C1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. xv. (1869) n Thowshuldest

also not foryete ofwhom thow doost the vicarishipe.

t Vi-carly, a. Obsr1
[f. Vicab 2.] Holding

the position of a vicar.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Ep. Ded., A deuine vicarly
brother of his, called Astrologicall Richard.

Vi carship. Also 6 -shyp, vycarship(pe.
[f. Vicar + -ship.] The office or position of a
vicar, in various senses of the word.
1534 Henry VIII in Liber Regis p. viii, Every other

person that hath any dignitie, prebend, vycarship,. .or other
office. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries i. (1560) 49 The general
commission, whiclie he had of Sathan his great mastre, in

that vycarship of his. 1579 Fulke Confut. Sanders 540 Y a

Bishop of Ierusalem should more reasonably claime this
supremacie & vicarship vnto Christ. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brit. ix. xii. §66 Lewis of Bauar the Emperour sodainely
..re-called his Vicar-ship or delegation, which heehad made
to Edward, to exercise iinperiall power in lower Germany.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Scarlet Gown 66 After his arrival at
Rome, Cardinal Capucino paid him all the profits accruing
of his Vicarship by him administred in his absence. 1677
W. Hughes Man o/Sin ill. iv. 139 If St. Peters, and so his

Holiness universal Vicarship follow hence. 1739 Swift Let.
to Tope 10 May, There is a man in my choir, one Mr. Lamb;
he has at present but half a vicarship. 176a tr. Busching's
Syst. Geog. III. 130 The crown of Spain held the vicarship
of Siena as a fief of the Empire. 1839 I. Taylor Ancient
Chr. I. 96 The universal vicarship of the bishop of Rome.
1867 R. Palmer P. Howard 71 He was recommended to

the master-general by Cardinal Pole for the vicarship of the
province. 1896 Oxford Chron. 25 July 5/4 The Bishop of
Oxford has lost no time in filling up the Vicarship of
Abingdon.

tVicary, s&^ Ovs - Forms: a. 4-5 vicarie

(4 vik-), -arye, 4-6 vycary (4 -arye), 4-7 vicary

(5 -ari), 6 vykary. p. 4-5 vicori(e, viccorie;

4 vycory, 4-5 vicory, vecory, 5 vicorye. *y. 4
vi(c)kery, 5 vekery. [ad. L. vicdri-us Vicar.]

1. - Vicar i and 1 b.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 11789 pe prest ys crystys

vycarye. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 283 No man has powere
per of to deme no wirke, Withoute be pape of Rome, Gode's
vicarie. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 379 Nature, vicarye

o the almyghty lord. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C, xv. 70 Cleregie
is cristes vikery to conforte and to curen. 1502 Arnolds
Chron. (181 1) 159 Unto the most holyest and fauorablist

Prince in erthe, Vicary and Lieftenaunt of Cryst. 15*9
More Dyaloge n. Wks. 179/2 The Pope which is vnder
Christ vycary & the head of our churche,

2. *= Vicar 2.

a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 11607 Alle prestes haue
nat powere. .to assoyle be. . But hyt be by parysshe preste

.., Or at by parsone or vycary. c 1330 — Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 5775 To parsones & to vicaries Was graunted grete
seignuryes. c 1386 Chaucer Parson's Prol. 22 (Corpus),
Sire Preest, quod he, art bou a vicary Or art bou a person V

say sob, by py fey. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 28 Sir Iohn
Dey, parsone of Bageworthe, . . sir Edward Osbourne, vicary
of Thornecombe. 1463 in Somerset Medieval Wills (1901)

200 The same writinges I send you nowe by the vicarye of
Porestoke. c 1502 Joseph Aritn. 253 The vykary of welles,

that thyder had sought, . . Released he was of part of his in.

fyrmyte. a 1529 Skei.ton Col. Chute 572 Of persons and
vycaryes They make many outcryes. 1538 North Country
Wills (Surtees, 1908) 158 To the vicarye of Willoby a
mortuary.

P> Y- x377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 407 Thanne is many man
ylost, quod a lewed vycory. 1406 E. E. Wills (1882) 12
V wyt to the vekery of the same Kyrke xij d. 14316
Audelay Poems 16 Alas he nera parsun or a vecory. c 1450
Chron. London (Kingsford, 1905) 134 Ther was a prest of
thaksted, that whas vicory some tyme, whas brent in

Smythfelde. 1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 421 The Maire. .and
the Vicorye and the Propters [sic] with them.
3. = Vicar 3.

M3z-5° tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 465 For those men fleynge
the laboure of the qwere. .ordeynede vicaryes to occupye
theire places. 1505 Will R. Gybbys 26 March (Prerog. Crt.
Canterb.), Alsoe to Owen Parsons my rosecuppe. .; but if he
shold dye, thenne to my brethren the Vicaries of the Quere.

VICE.

4. « Vicar 4.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 243 He jaf to be pope,

Peter his vicary, a rente by be 3,ere of everich hous of be
kyngdom. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. xiii. (1869) 8 A
maister j sigh fasteby that seemede to be a vicarie of aaron
or of moyses.

5. = Vicar 5.

(U" •$*• Eng. Legendary (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig's
Archiv LXXXIL 383/57 To myssian be vecory bey were
betake anon, pat he hem cholde make here sacrefise to don.
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 214 Whan thou haste mestere
to the Service of ten thousand men, thou cal a gouernoure,
and hym shal Sewe ten vicaries, and wyth euery vicarie
shall cvm ten leders. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. 1. clviiL

(1495) 166/2 One of toe sayd chyldren was made Senatour
of Rome; the other Consul of Cartage, and thother vycarye
in Affryque. 1648 Hunting ofFox (1649) 8 Vet this [coun-
cil of stale J is not our new intended King;., this is but his
vicary.

t Vicary, sb.2 Obs. Also 5 wycari, 6 vicarye.
[a. AF. and OF. vicarie (vitarie), or ad. med.L.
vicdria, i. L. vicdrius Vicar.] The office or posi-

tion of a vicar; a benefice held by a vicar.

^1420 in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 119 note, Forasmuch as
I am enfourmed that there is a vicary voide w*in your
College of Hemmynburgh.. I prayyoww 1 all myn hertthat
ye will graunte hym the seid vicary. c 1450 Godstow Reg.
437 The lond of the vicary of seynt Gyle , . without the north
gate of Oxenford. /bid. 580 Longyng..to the said chirch
of Seynt Petir by the reson of the vicary. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 401/2 A wycari, . . vicaria. 1563 Becon Reliques of
Rome 254 Houses of holy church, graunges, personages,
or vicaries, or any maneries of men of holy church. 1598
Marston Sco. Villanie 1. iii. (1599) 185 By chance .. [he]

Hath got the farme of some gelt vicary. 1612 R. Shel-
don Serm. St. Martins 4 The ambitious Bishop and Mon-
arch of Rome.. in his pretended Vicary for the Messias.
171a Lond. Gaz. No. 5079/3 The Vicary, part of Killcrusaper
Tythes.

T Vicary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vicdri-us.']

Vicarious ; delegated.
C1400 Apol. Loll. 85 If ymagis be worschipid, not bi

vicary worschip, but by be same worschip of God, doutles

it is idolairie. 1660 J. Lloyd Prim. Ephc. 25 Putting the
hand and seal of his highest Vicary authority, as God's Vice-

gerent, to the resolves of the subordinate Vicary authority
of the Vicegerents of our blessed Mediator. .Jesus Christ.

Vicayr(e, obs. forms of Vjcab.

Vice (vais), sb. 1 Forms: 3- vice (5-6 Sc.

•wice), 4-6 vyce (5-6 Sc. wyce) ; 5 vise, wise,

wisse
; 5 vys, vijs (vyhs, Sc. vis), 6 vyss, Sc.

wys. [a. AF. and OF. vice (mod.F. vice, = Fr.

vicij Sp. and Pg. vicio
t
It. vizio) :—L. vitium fault,

defect, failing, etc.]

L Depravity or corruption of morals ; evil, im-

moral, or wicked habits or conduct ; indulgence in

degrading pleasures or practices.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4025 Hit is ney vif ;er bat we
abbep yliued in such vice, Vor we nadde no^t to done, & in

such delice. a 1300 Cursor M. 24701 (Edinb.), If ani man in

vice be cast He mai him draw fra bat last And be bat he was
are. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4116 In wham al be tresor

of malice Sal Lehidde with allemaner of vice. 1390 Gowek
Conf. I. 7 Tho was the vertu sett above And vice was put
under fote. c 1400 Pil$r. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxiv, 70
Vyce destroyeth the myght and the rygour of the sowle.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 18 God..heryth alle men
gladly Wych to hym preye, puryd from vyhs. a 1500 Ratis
Raving, etc. 3662 Quhen thai tak it our mesour, Thai
turne in wys and in anoure. 1509 Haw es Past. Pleas. XI.

(Percy Soc.) 46 Fy upon slouth, the nourysher of vyce,
\Vhych unto youth doth often prejudice. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 119b, That churche. .isreplenyshed with
theftes, robberies, and all other kynd of vice. 1620 T.
Granger Div. Logike 123 As, vertue is to be insued :

Ergo, vice is to be eschewed. 1644 Milton Educ. 5 In-

structing them more amply in the knowledge of virtue, and
the hatred of vice. 1687 A. Loveil tr. Thexenot's Trav.
1. 104 It is impossible but that Vice must reign, where
People are so ignorant of the commands of God. 1729
Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 109 Vice is vice to him who is

guilty of it. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 395
In order to avoid vice (says he), men must practise per-

petual mortification. 1821 Myron Mar. Fal. 11. i, Vice
cannot fix, and virtue cannot change, . . For vice must have
variety. 1835 Ure Phiios. Manuf. 406 To exist by beggary
or plunder, in idleness and vice. 1873 'Oliua' Pascarel
I. 6 Vou, who blush for your mirth because your mirth is

vice.

b. Personified.

c 1420 Lvdg. Assembly ofGods 602 A son of myn bastard,

Whos name ys Vyce—he kepeth my vaward. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. in. iv. 154 Vertue it selfe.of Vice must pardon begge.

1634 Milton Comus 760, 1 hate when vice can bolt her
arguments, And vertue has no tongue to check her pride.

1739 R. Hull tr. Dedekindus* Grobianus 78 Oft in the

mingled Scene, I've chane'd to see A rev'rend Vice, a grey
Iniquity. 1754 Gray Progr. Poesy 80 Alike they scorn the

pomp of tyrant-Power, And coward Vice, that revels in her

chains. 1784 Cowper '/'ask 111 106 Vice has such allowance,

that her shifts And specious semblances have lost their use.

1813 Shelley Falsehood 4- Vice n Where .. War's mad
fiends the scene environ,..'! here Vice and Falsehood took

their stand.

2. A habit or practice of an immoral, degrading,

or wicked nature.

a 1300 CursorM. 23286 f>ai . .Ne wald noght here hot bair

delices, pat drogh bam vntil ober vices. 1340 Ayenb. 17

Vor prede makep of elmesse zenne, and of uirtues vices.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xix. 308 pat loue my^te wexe Amonge
be foure vertues and vices destroye. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta

Secret. 205 Als often [as] he is touchid wyth any wyce.

j

Ibid., Ofte Prayer quynchyth the Pryckynyes of vices. 1474
Caxton Chesse \. i. (1883) 9 Whan he reccheth not ner taketh

;
hede unto them that repreue hym and his vices. 1545
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Brinki.ow Lament, 79 They sett vp and mayntayne idol-

atrye, and other innumerable vices and wickedness. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 452 Such unaccustomed vices.,

semed not so muche to be forboden, as shewed. 1605 Shaks.
Lear v. iii. 170 The Gods are iust, and of our pleasant vices

Make instruments to plague vs. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. 1. § 3 Nor [to] speak of Persons otherwise, than as the

mention of their Virtues or Vices is essential to the work in

hand. 1719 Law Serious C. ii. (1732) 16 How it comes to

pass that Swearing is so common a Vice amongst Christians.

1771 Junius Lett. xlv. (1788) 257 There are degrees in all

the private vices. 1818 Miss Mitfokd in L'Estrange Life
(1870) 1 1, ii. 46 An Englishman's worst vice is more human
than a Roman's best virtue. 1841 Emkrson Ess. i. x. (1905)
180 The virtues of society are vices of the saint. 1878 J. C.
Morison Gibbon 160 Madame de Maintenon,. .a woman,
cold as ice and pure as snow, was freely charged with the

most abhorrent vices.

b. Const, of (the vice in question).

1303 R. Brunne HaniH. Synne 5967 pou art falle ban yn
be vyce Of coueytyse, beft, and auaryce. C1375 Sc, Leg.
Saints Prol. 7 Thru be vicis of ydilnes, gret foly.., & van-
tones, a 1450 Mirk's Festial 118 per may no man fynde a
Eayne,forto poynych dewly be vyce of vnkyndnes. 1500-20
>UN8AR Poems xlix. 1 In vice most vicius he excellis, That

with the vice of tressone mellis. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, lit.

ii. 325 How subiect wee old men are to this vice of Lying.
a 1637 B. Jonson Undenvoods lv. Ef. to Friend 8 Not like

their country neighbours that commit Their vice of loving
for a Christmas-fit. 1754 J. Edwards Freed. Will 111. v.

171 The Vertue of Temperance is regarded.. as a necessary
Means ofgratifying the Vice of Covetousness. 1859 Tenny-
son Geraint 195 The dwarf, .doubling all his master's vice

of pride, Made answer sharply that she should not know.

e. In horses : A bad habit or trick. Also with-

out article (cf. sense 1).

1726 Did. Rust. (ed. 3) s.v., Bad Horsemen occasion most
of these Vices, by correcting unduely or out of time. 1753
Chambers" Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The rider is first cautiously to
find whether this Vice proceeds from real stubbornness, or
from faintness. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. T54 The
horse was warranted sound, free from vice, and not more
than three years old. 1847 T. Brown Mod. Farriery 377

, Of all the vices incidental to the horse, shying is one of the
worst, a 1901 F. W. H. Myers Hum. Personality {1003) I.

200 Those defects of stability which in a horse we call vice.

3. A character in a morality play representing

one or other vice ; hence, a stage jester or buffoon.
Very common c 1560-1630; now only Hist.
i55i-j in Feuillerat Revels Ediv. VI (1914) 73 One vyces

dagger & a ladle with a bable pendantc.deliverid to the
Lorde of mysrules foole. 1553 Respublica (1905) 1 Avarice.
. .The vice of the plaie. 1573 ^ USSER Hush. (1878) 147 His
face made of brasse, like a vice in a game, His iesture like

J hums, whom Terence doth name. 1600 W. Watson
Decacordon (1602) 156 He stands at their deuotion, and is

but like an Ape, a Parrot, or a Vice in a play, to prate what
is prompted or suggested vnto him. 1627 Hakewill Apol.
(1630) 162 Luceia a common vice in playes followed the
stage and acted thereon an hundred yeares. 1645 Milton
CoList. Wks. 1851 IV, 377 For I had rather. .not to have to
doe with Clowns and Vices. 1767 S. Paterson Another
Trap. I. 113 Tom was the vice of every comedy, and the

punch of every puppet-shew of his time. 1801 Strutt Shorts
tfPast. in. ii. 140 note, I remember to have seen a stage
direction for the vice, to lay about him lustily with a great
pole. 1886 A. W. Ward Old Eng. Drama (1001) 297 A
favourite piece of horse-play in the old miracles and
morals, when the Vice belabours the Devil.
trans/. 1565 Calfhili. Answ. Treat. Crosse (1846) 210

When the Vice is come from the Altar, and the people shall

have no more sport [etc.].

4. Moral fault or defect (without implication

of serious wrongdoing) ; a flaw in character or

conduct.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 106 Sir Henry mad befyne,

& mad be manage- pe may withouten vice, his weddyng
was wele dight. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 355 For hardyment
vith foly is vis ; Bot hardyment, that melltt is Vith vit

;
is

vorschip ay. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in, vi. 161 Yet forgiue
me God, That I doe bragge thus ; this your ayre of France
Hathblowne that vice in me. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients
229 Whitest they thinke it enough to be without vice, they
fall into that same maine vice to lacke vcrtues. 1794 Paley
Evid. in, iv. (1817) 319 Contempt, prior to examination, is

an intellectual vice. 1817 Macaulay Ess., Machiavelli
(1897) 44 Ferocity and insolence were not among the vices
of the national character.

5. A fault, defect, blemish or imperfection, in

action or procedure or in the constitution of a thing.

c 1386 Chaucer Sar's T. 93 He with a manly voys seith

this message, . . Withouten vice of silable or of lettre. a 1400
Bk. Curtasye 131 in Babces Bk., In salt saler yf bat pou
pit Ober fisshe or flesshe bat men may wyt, Pat is a vyce,
as men me telles. ?a 1400 Morte Artk. 911 The vesare, the
aventaile, . . Voyde with-owttyne vice, with wyndowes of
syluer. c 1440 Palla<t. on Hush. 1. 100 The londis fatte, or
lene, or thicke, or rare, Or drie, or moyst, and not withouten
vice. 1548 Cooper Elyot's Diet,, Anncolutkos, a vice in

writyng or speakynge, whan the wordes aunswere not the

one to the other. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. xxii.

(Arb.) 257 The foulest vice in language is to speake bar-
barously. 1604 E. G[rimstone) D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
in. xxii. 188 There growes neither bread nor wine in these
Hands, for that the too great fertilitie and the vice of the
soile suffers them not to seede. 1700 Rowe Ambitious
Step-Mother Ded,, I will engage not to be guilty of the
common Vice of Dedications. 17*9 Shelvockf. Artillery
ill. 166 The first and most remarkable Vice in Rockets.
1781 J. Moore View Soc. Italy (1790) I. xxxvii. 405 In
edifices, .capable of sublimity from their bulk the vice of
diminishing is not compensated by harmony. 1810 Southey
in C. C. Southey Life ( 1 849) III. 274 The vice of the Friend
is its roundaboutness. 1854 A. W. Fonblanque in Life <V

Labours (1874) 513 Tenacity to fopperies and neglect of
essentials is the vice of our Service. x88x Armstrong in
Nature XXIV. 451 The vice of the steam-engine lies in its

inability to utilise heat of comparatively low grade.

VOL.X.

b. A physical defect or blemish ; a deformity ; I

a taint, imperfection, or weakness in some part of
!

the system.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 99 Myda hadde vnder hislonge

heres Growynge vpon his heed two asses eres; The which
vice he hyclde, as he best inyghte. i 1400 I.anfrancs
Cirurg. 181 If itsobebatallopuciacomebof vijsof humouris,

. .banne vlcera wole be in be skyn. a 1415 tr. Arderne's
Treat. Fistula, etc. 81 Iuyse of caprifoile pat is called lid-

umavaileb bi itself to al he vicez of be moube. cx^oAiph.
Tales 218 Demostenes..laburd so agayn a vice it ane im-

pediment in his mouthe, bat no man inyght speke fayrer.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 Fj, Nat that the

dyuturnyte indyketh the curacyon, but the vyce of the

blode. 155a Huloet, Vice of a shorte breath, or winde,

apnxa. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 41, I perceive

1 doe anticipate the vices of age. 1697 Drydbn / 'irg.

Georg. 111. 693 Launce the Sore, And cut the Head ; for 'till

the Core be found. The secret Vice is fed, and gathers

Ground. 1743 tr. neuter's Surg. 303 Physicians. .attribute

most Disorders of the Body to some Vice in the Blood.

1830 R. Knox Beclard's Anal. 65 The numerous vices which

consist in a disunion or separation in the median line. Ibid.

104 Vices of conformation are observed in some of these

membranes. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. iii, Shall I take a

thing so blind, Embrace her as my natural good ; Or crush

her. like a vice of blood ?

T c. A spoiled or vitiated condition. Obs.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. vi. (Bodl. MS.), Mete
and wyne ikept in suche a vessel takeb an horrible sauoure

and smelle of pe vice of bras.

6. Viciousness, harmfulness.

1837 [Miss Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 162 The
poison, .will dry up,., but. .will not lose its virtue, or rather

its vice. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, In fact, half the

vice of the Slogger's hitting is neutralized, for he daren't

lunge out freely.

7. Comb. a. With pa. pples., as vice-bitten,

-corrupted, -created, -haunted, -polluted, -worn
;

also vice-sick adj.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 115 For a Devil to be so

Vice-haunted as that he should roare at the picture of a
Vice burnt in a pece of paper . . is a passion exceeding all

apprehension. 16x4 Gorges Lucan 11. 56 These our vice-

corrupted times. 1735 Thomson Liberty 11. 496 Indepen-
' dence stoops the head, To Vice enslav'd, and Vice-created

J

Wants. J754 Richardson Grandison V. xxx. i36 What a

!
paltry creature is a man vice-bitten, and sensible of detected

;
folly. 1777 Potter sEschylus, ChoepJwne 337 Rouse, sting,

,
and drive the vice-polluted wretch With brazen scourges

1 tortur'd thro' the city, a 1849 H.Coleridge Ess. (1851) II.

223 He has converted, .the over-grown coxcomb boy, into

. the vice-sick, dispirited debauchee. 1884 'Edna Lyall '

! We Two iv, The usual careworn or viceworn faces. 1890

i
E. Johnson Rise Christendom 104 Many a vice-haunted
monk must have gone mad but for this resource.

b. With pres. pples., as vice-loathing -punish-

ing, -rebuking, -taming, -upbraiding.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas it. i. Imposture 506^ Vice-

loathing Lord, pure Justice, Patron strong. Law's life,

Right's rule; will he do any wrong? Ibid. 11. Babylon 35
Such vice-upbraiding objects Who. .Spares neither mother,

brother, kiff, nor kin. 1611 Cotgr., Satyre, a Satyre; an
Inuectiue, or vice-rebuking Poeme. 1619 A. Newman Pleas.

Vision (1840) 5 And still, vice.punishing Authority, He
(outlaw-like) would slight, 1641 H. More Song of Soul
in. in. v, Religious Plato, and vice-taming Orpheus.

8. attrib., as vice-complexion.

1635 Qcarles Embt. 11. x. 4 A Hagg, repair'd with vice-

complexion, paint, A quest-house of complaint.

Vice (vais), sb. 1 Forms: (4 viz, vicz), 4-6

vys (5 vijs, 6 Sc. wys), vyse, 5-6 Sc. wise, 6-

vise; 4-6 (9) vyce (6 fyce), 4- vice. [a. OF.
vis (also mod.K.), viz, vitz, etc. :—L. vitis vine,

with reference to the spiral growth of the tendrils.

So Pr. vitz, It. vite screw.]

1. A winding or spiral staircase. Obs. exc. arch.

[1334-5 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 73 In j serrura empt.

pro hostio in le Viz in novo Campanile, ij d.] 138a Wyclif
1 Kings vi. 8 Bi a vyce [L. cochlea] thei stieden vp into the

:

mydil sowpynge place, and fro the mydil into the thridde.

1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 87 He ordeyned games
and plaies, and made walles and vices, and obere strong

places. 1435 Contractfor Fothennghay Ch. (1841) 28 In

the said stepill shall be a Vice towrnyng, servyng till the

said Body, Isles and Qwere. c 1450 Contin. Brut 347 An aun-

gell come doun fro be stage on high, by a vice, and sette a

croune of golde & precious stonez & perles apon he Kingez

hed. 1525 Bury Wills (Camden) 244 The byldyng and '

fynysshynge of the vise of Seynt James's Chirche. 1543
Dunmow Churchw. MS. fol. 36, vi. days warke and a half

abowt the sowth ile and the vyse off the stepull. 1648

Hexham ii. s.v. Spille, A Vice to gett up on, or a Winding-
stares.

1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge 1. 16 A handsome stone

vice or spiral staircase. 1900 Hope in Vorks. Archaeol.

Jml. XV. 334 In the north-east corner is a vice, partly

built of glazed bricks.

f b. The case or shaft of a spiral stair, rare.

1466 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 03 Thei shal
j

make, .the Roofe of the vice of the staire. And. .shal ..

fynde alle the bord and tymbrcfor the Roof of the vice

aforsaid. a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1312, I rise and walkt

..Till I a winding staire found, And held the vice aye in
j

my hond, And upward softly so gan creepe.

•f 2. A device of the nature of a screw or winch

for bending a crossbow or catapult. Hence bow

(etc.) of vice. Obs.

13. . Coerde L. 3970 Richard bent an arweblast off vys,
;

And schotte it to a tour. [1371-3 Ace. Exch. K. R. 397A0 1

m. 3, ij. vicz ad tendendum balistas.] ? a 1400 Morte Arth.

2424 Thane they beneyde [read bendyde] in burghe bowes of

vyse. ci4»5 Wyntoun Cron. vm. 4227 Awblasteris, and I

bowis of wise, And a! thynge bat mycht mak serwice.

•f*b. A mechanical contrivance or device by
which some piece of apparatus, etc., is worked.
Obs. (common in the i6thc).
Orig. no doubt implying some application of a screw, but

in later use employed more loosely and peihaps associated
with Device 7 (cf. Vice sb.5

).

a 1400 A*. Glouc, Chron. (Rolls) II. 7S0 Man mai..binche
muche wonder hou hij were arerd For nis ber nober gyn
ne vys bat hit my^te do. 1509 Hawes Past, Pleas, iii.

(Percy Soc.) 15 The little turrets with ymagesof golde About
was set, whiche with the wynde aye moved, Wyih propre
vices. ^1513 Fabyan Chron. vi. clvi. 145 Iraagys on horse
backe aperyd out of sondrye placis, and after departyd
agayne by meanc of sertayne vyces. 1547 Wriothesley
Chron. (Camden) II. 1 He shewed a picture of the resurrec-
tion of our Lord made with vices, which putt out his legges
of sepulchree ..and turned his hcade. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeaus Fr, Chirurg. p. xiii b/i The vice, or meanes,
wherby this Instrumente is opened and shutte agayne.
a 1614 Ovkrbury /! Wife, etc. (1638) 169 His whole body
goes all upon skrewes, and his face is the vice that moves
them. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard

49 Idolles, and Statues, which artificially are inoued by
vises & gynnes. 1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Low C.
Warrts VIII. 20 All the power was in the Burgesses, :it

whose pleasure they were nominated and moved, like

wooden Puppets with a Vice.

f c. A clasp or fastening for a hood. Obs.~°
c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 510/1 Vice, hood sperynge, spira.

t o. A screw. Obs.
Not always clearly distinguishable from sense 2 b.

1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy iv. 62S2 Many vys and many
sotyl pyn In bestede he made aboutegoon, pe crafty lokkes
vndoynge euerychon. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf'Manhode iv. xvii.

(1869) 184 pe anguisbe hat so harde presseth troubel herte,

pat it thinketh it is streyned in .1 pressour f-het with a vys.

1450 Fysskynge w. Angle (1883) S [A starY] with a pyke yn
be neber ende fastnyed with a remevyng vise. 1527 Inv.
Goods Dk, Richmond iS in Camden Misc. Ill, A Bedstede
of waynscote. .well kerved, with vices and garthes to the

same. 1551 Sir J. Williams Accompte (Abbotsford CI.) 73
Paid for viij paier of vices of iron made for the saied seven
images. Ibid. 76 An other paier of candellstickes. . lackinge

a vice. 1571 DiCGES Pantom. 1. xxvii. H iij b, In his backe
prepare a vice or scrue to be fastned in the top of some
staffe. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 484 A broad goblet or

standing peece there was . .with a devise appendant to it,

for to be set too and taken off by a vice. 1605 Stow Ann.
12S1 A Pinnace was made by an house Carpenter;, .this was
made to be taken a-sunder, and set togither with vices.

1611 Couwt Crudities 134 He is pour trayed in white stone,

. .his deske with a vice turning in it, and his bookes vnder it.

b. A screw-press, rare.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Agony ii, Sinne is that presse

and vice, which forceth pain To hunt his cruel) food through
ev'ry vein. [1866 Rogeks Agric. <$- Prices I. xxi. 54S Apples
were pressed in a mill with a screw or vice.]

c. spec. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2716/2 I 'yce (Coopering), a gim-
let-pointed hand-screw employed to hold up the head while

the staves are closed around it.

t 4. A tap of a vessel ; a screw-stopper. Obs.

1530 PaLSCR. 158 I'nevis,. .a viceofacuppe, or suche lyke.

Ibid. 284/2 Vyce to putte in a vessell of wyne to drawe the

wyne out at, chanteplcure. 1564 Richmond Wills (Surtees)

174 One vice of gold enameled, one sylvtr spone doble gilt.

159: Harington Orl. Fur. xui. lxxv, This took the water
from the azure skic From whence, with turning of some
cock or vice, Great store of water would mount up on high.

1613 in Halj burton's Ledger (1867) 305 Flagones of glase

with vices covered with leather, the do?en, xii li. 1653
Urquhakt Rabelais 1. v. (1664) 26 The bottle is stopped and
shut up with a stoppel, but the flaggon with a vice.

5. A tool composed of two jaws, opened am!

closed by means of a screw, which firmly grip and

hold a piece of work in position while it is being

filed, sawn, or otherwise operated upon ; used

especially by workers in metal or carpenters. Cf.

Hand-vice.
The spelling vise is now usual only in U.S.

1500 Nottingham Rec. III. 72 Unum vise et diversa files.

1584 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 145 All mv stiddes,. .one

vice, all my naile tooles and all my hammers. 1677 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. i. 5 The wider the two ends of the Spring

stand asunder, the wider it throws (he Chaps of the Vice

open. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 331/2 The Vice, called

the IJench Vice,, .holdelh all sorts of Iron work that re-

quires Fileing. 1745 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. No. 10

(1748) II. 201 Theie is no doubt but a pair of globes will

make a better figure in their anti-chambers than the vice

and wheel. 1797 Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 258 In this

machine the body to be pulled asunder is held fast by two
strong vices. 1837 N. Arnott Physics I. 177 It is a screw

which draws together the iron jaws of a smith's vice. 1857

Dickens Dorrit xxiii, A long low workshop, fitted with

benches, and vices, and tools, and straps, and wheels.

1867 F. Francis Angling xiii. (1880) 464 The vice for trout

flies isasmall brass table vice. 1884 F.J. ISritten Watch *
Clockm. 284 For nearly all operations connected with watch-

making either the work or the tool is gripped in the vice.

fig. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 24 If I can close with

him, I care not for his thrust. .. If I but fist him once : if he

come but within my Vice. 1866 B. Taylor Poems, The

Waves, Bound in the vice Of the Arctic ice. 1901 Munsey's

Mag. XXIV. S03/1 The doctor's hands, picking at the iron

vise at his windpipe, grew feebler.

b. Used in similes or comparisons.
i8s8 Scott F. M. Perth ii, To secure him with a grasp

like that of his own iron vice, was, for the powerful Smith,

the work of a single moment. 1846 Mrs. A, Marsh Father
Darcy II. v. no Catesby stretched out his hand across the

table; took hold ofthat of his friend, and held it withagrasp
as of an iron vice. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. xii.

363 The jaws of a gigantic vice appear to have closed upon
them. 1885 Harper's Mag. Dec. 90/1 The other hand..

was crossed upon my breast, and held there as if in a vise.

23



VICE. 178 VICE-.

6. A tool used for drawing lead into grooved rods

for lattice windows.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vice,, .an Instrument with two

Wheels made use of to draw the Lead in Glazing-work. 1728

Chambers Cycl. s.v., There are some of these Vices double,

and that will draw two Leads at once. 1825 J- Nicholson
Operat. Mecltanic 638 A vice, with different cheeks and
cutters, to turn out the different kindsof lead as the magni-

tude of the window or the squares may require.

7. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) + vice-door,

-foot ;
(sense 3) + vice-candlestick, -hasp, -nail, -pin,

-tttrcas ;
(sense 5) vice-bench, -block, -board, -end,

-jaw, -leg, -maker, -pin, -post, -screw, etc.
; f vice-

arch (see quot.) ; vice-hand (see quot. ; in mod.

use = next) ; vice-man, a workman who manipu-

lates a vice (cf. quots.). Also Vice-like a.2

Also vice-cap, -clamp, -press (Knight, 1875-84).

1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 71 pere were somtyme
buldes wib *vice arches and fontes [v.r. voutes] in be manere
of Rome [L. Romano wore cocleata]. 1850 Weale Diet,

Terms, * Vice bench, the bench to which a vice is fixed.

1895 Model Steam Engine 94 *Vice Blocks.—Of various

sizes, shapes, and patterns, used as supports upon which to

bend tubes. 1808 A. Scott Poems 140 An' Vulcan loud,

wi' squeakin clang, Was at the *vice-board rispin Fu' soon
that day. 157a in Feuillerat Revets Q. Eliz. (1908) 176
*Vice candlesticks xii, xiis. 1576-7 Ibid- 2

f>3»
Y) vlce*

candlestickes at xij J the peece, vj». 1687 Miege Gt. Fr.
Diet. 1, Machoires d"Etau,. . *Vice-chops, or the Chops of

a Vice. 1354 Mem, Ripon (Surtees) III. 91 In mercede..
reparantis serur. et claves del *Vicedores in ecclesia. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 29 Seynt Marie preest tohaueakeye
of mycost of the vys dore goyng vp to the candilbem. 1501

Yatton Churchiv, Ace, (Som. Rec. Soc.) 125 A Key. .for y
B

fyce door. 1512-3 Rec, St. Mary at Hill (1905)281 Nayles
for be gainettes on the vyse dore in the steple. 1875 Car.

Pentry <y Join. 35 At the left hand or *vice-end of the bench,

1533 in E. Law Hampton Crt. Pal. {1885) 348 The dore at

the "vyce fote goyng up to the bartyllmentes of the haull.

1644 Bulwer Chiron. 76 The *Vice-hand or Thumb, ex-

tended out with the Eare- Finger. 1612 in Halyburtorts
Ledger (1867) 332 *Vice haspes the dozen, xiis. 1793-4
Matthews 1

s Bristol Directory, Austin, Aaron, Clock and
*Vice-maker, Old-market. 1858 Simmosds Diet. Trade,
*\ r

ice-7itikkcr, a manufacturer of iron vices. 1837 W. B.

Adams Carriages 179 The business of the *vice-man is to

file and smooth the work from the rough marks of the

hammer, to fit joints, and finish screw-bolts and nuts. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Vice-men, smiths whose work is

at the vice instead of the anvil. 1488 92 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. S5 A grete *vice nail maid of siluer. 1501

Ibid. II. 26 For mending of ane vice nale of the Ktngis

cowp that was brokin. 1622 F. Markham Bk. War 1. ix.

34 His screwes, with which he shall unloose euery *vice-

pinne or engine about the musquet. a 1642 Sir W. Monson
Naval Tracts in. (1704) 353/2 They neither want Vice-Pins

nor Scourers. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. vii. 28 The Hole
for the Vice-pin. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 145
The vice-pin intended to be screwed, .is placed in the stock.

Ibid. 146 A very simple machine used for cutting •vice-

screws. 1549-50 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 58 The gret

scheris, ane taingis, ane *vice turkes.

+ Vice, sb.'t Obs. Also 4 viis, vijs, wijs, 4-5
viya (4 uiys, 5 vyys)

; 4 vis, vys(e
; 5 vyce.

[a. OF. vis :—L. vis-um, visits face.] Kace, visage.

Common in the first half of the 14th century.

«i3oo Cursor M- 18841 His vice [v.rr. vijs, viys] sumdel
wit rede was blend ; On nese and muth was noght at mend.
a 1325 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 144 As we..went
toward paradys; bus he hot him in be viis. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 104 Vnto be se side chaced bei Sir Lowys, He
durst not abide, no turne Thebald his vis. '.'..1400 Emare
742 Leue we at he lady, clere of vyce. c 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 7733 His vice was red as any fir.

Vice, sb.* Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 vyse, 6 vise,

Sc. wice, vyce, 9 dial. vize. [Aphetic f. avise,

avyse, etc., Advice.] Counsel ; advice.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. (Skeat) 1. 60 Now thou

comest goodly by thyn owne vyse, to comforte me with
wordes. a 1500 Lancelot 1909 Mot euery king have this

wice in mynd In tyme. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) v.

23 Sic sen^eoris tymis our weill this sessone ; Vpoun thair

vyce war lang to waik.
a 1847 Isle ofWight Gloss. (E. D.S.) 40 Vice, or Vize, advice.

fVlce, sb$ Obs. Also 5 vyce, 6 vyse. [Aphe-
tic f. Device.] Design, figure, device.

a 1400-50 A lexanden 539 (D.), A vesture of vyce of vyolet

flourez, 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, (Percy Soc.) 180 On the
fourth head, on the helmet crest There was a stremer ryght
white, ..Wheron was written with vyse of the best, My
name is Variaunce. a 1650 Sir Lambewell 116 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 148 In that pauillion was a bed of price that

was couered ore with goodlie vice.

Vice (vais), sb.b Chiefly Sc. [a. L. vice, abl.

of vicis (gen. sing.), change, turn, stead, place, etc.]

1. Stead or place (of another). Now rare.

1598 Florio, Vece, stead, place, Hew, vice, standing for

another. 1607 Hume Admonit. (Bannatyne CI.) 13 If suche

a man, indewed with so gryte giftis, did so, Who ar ye litle

ones to succede wittinglie in his vice? 167a Burgh Rec.

Aberdeen (1872) 283 Nominating and setleing ane post-

master. .in the deceist John Wells his vice. 1681 Stair

Instil. 1. xix. § 55. 397 Succeeding in the vice is a kind of

intrusion, whereby after warning any person comes in

possession, by consent of the parties warned. 1838 W. Bell
Diet. Law Scot. 1027 The person succeeding in the vice.,

will be subjected as an intruder, unless he have a colour-

able title of possession to protect him. 1868 Act 31 % 3 2

Vic. c. 101 § 105 The mediate over superior, as acting in

the vice of such superior.

t 2. Turn (of sequence or alternation). Obs.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 356 It was Mr
Thomas Sydserf his vice to have sermon that day in the

Grayfrier kirk. 167a Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (1872) 279 Ane
..watch of the inhabitants [to] besetled,..and no person to

be absent in their vice without sicknes..or vther lawfull

excuse. 1711 Ibid. 344 That the saids elementarians. .be

taught for this vice be Mr. William Mestone. 1775 L. Shaw
Hist. Moray 357 After this, the Family of Seafort claimed a
Vice [of nomination]. ijg$Statist. A cc.Scot. VII. 34 Messrs.

Alexander Hamilton, .and Cunningham of Sea-bank are

vice-patrons [of the parish]. The former has the next vice.

Vice (vais), sb.7 Also 6 vise. [Absolute use

of Vice- prefix.'] One who acts in the place of

another ; a substitute or deputy.
In mod. use the second element is usually implied or ex-

pressed in the context, as in quot. 1852.

1597 Harvey Trimming T. Nashe Wks. (Grosart) III. 17

The Barbers were serued and they cut them, and were as

Ioues Vises to make them fit for warre. 1728 Chambers
Cycl., Deputy, is.. frequently used among us, for an Office,

or Employ, not a Dignity; and stands indifferently for a

Vice, or Lieutenant. 1811 Ora $ Juliet II. 180 Lord Ber-

lington offered himself as Henry's Vice, to conduct the

other end of the table. 1820 Byron Mar. Fal. v. iii. 66 The
few.. shall fawn Round a barbarian Vice of Kings' Vice-

gerent. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho.x, Hesolaceshis imagina-
tion, too, by thinking of the many Chancellors and Vices,

and Masters of the Rolls, who are deceased. 1889 Gretton
Memory*s Harkb. 140 It was indirectly a proof of the esti-

mation in which the Vice [ = Vice-Chancellor] was held.

Vice, obs. Sc. form of Wise sb. (manner).

Vice (vais), v> [f. Vice sb£\

+ 1. trans. To fix on with a screw. Obs.~l

1542 in Archxol. Jml. XVIII. 144 Item oone Cuppe of
glasse with a cover, the fote being of silver and gilt and
viced on.

2. To force, strain, or press hard as by the use

of a vice ; to fix, jam, or squeeze tightly.

In early use only in highly figurative context.

i6oz Makston Antonio's Rev. 11. ii. D j, I see false suspect
Isvicde; wrung hardly in a vertuous heart. 1611 Shaks.
Wint. T. 1. ii. 416 He sweares, As he hadseen't,or beene an
Instrument To vice you to't, that you liaue toucht his Queene
Forbiddenly. 1637 N. Whiting Aibinofy Bellama 12 Who
viceth honour, lyes. 1806 J. Berksford Miseries Hum.
Life vi. iv, You find yourself suddenly viced in, from the
shoulder to the hip. 1849 ^e Quincey in Blackw. Mag.
LXVI. 748 The coachman's hand was viced between his

upper and lower thigh, a 1859 — Aelius Lamia Wks. X.
306 The glory may envelop one in a voluminous robe,.. or

may pinch and vice one's arms into that succinct garment
[a spencer].

3. intr. To employ or apply a vice. rare~l
.

1612 Sturtevant Metallica (^854) 99 Pressing or im-
pressioning of things is performed . .secondely by screwing
or viceing.

Hence Vi'cing vbl. sb.

1648 Hexham ii, Een vijsinge, a Vicing, or a Screwing.

t Vice, P.2 Sc. Obs. Also vryce. [app. ad.

OF. vicier, med.L. vicidre, L. vitiare to spoil,

vitiate, but with change of meaning.] trans. To
treat arrogantly or oppressively.

For the explanation of walentyne see Volentine.
c 1450 Holland Howlat giB Thus wycit [v.r. viciit] he the

walentyne thraly and thrawin, That all the fowlis . . plen;eit

to Natur.

II Vice (vai'sz), prep. [L. vice : see Vice sb$>\

In place of ; in succession to.

1770 Scots Mag. Jan. 55 /i, 6th reg. of foot : Capt. Mathew
Derenzy to be Alajor, vice John Forrest ; by purchase.

1787 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 1015/1 The Lieutenant-Governor
has appointed. .James Miller Lieutenant of the said

fort, vice Frederic Gottsched, who is gone_ to Hallifax.

1806 Bekesford Miseries Hum. Life in. ix, A jarring

bat ;—a right-hand bat for a left-handed player ;—a hat,

vice stumps. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxii, He was
gardener and out-door man, vice Upton, resigned. 1886

C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xi.(ed. 3) in It was. .soon

afterwards reorganized, with Mr. Randegger, vice Mr.
Leslie, as conductor.

Vice- (vsis), prefix, representing L,. vice in place

of ; see prec. Originally this governed a following

word in the genitive, but in late L. the tendency

to use the phrase as a compound noun appears in

vicequ&stor (equivalent to proquivstor of analogous

origin). In med.L. such formations became com-
mon, as vicecomes, -consul, -decanus, -dominus,

-princeps, -rector, -rex, etc. From the 13th cent.

onwards a number of these appear in OF., at first

usually with the prefix in the form of vis-, vi-, but

latterly assimilated as a rule to the Latin original.

Similar compounds with vice- are also employed
in It, Sp., and Pg. The older examples in

English, having been taken immediately from

French, also present the prefix in the reduced

forms vis- {vys-, viz-) and vi- {vy-), subsequently

replaced by vice- (also in early use vize-) except in

Viscount. The more important compounds are

given below as main words ; the following are

illustrations of less usual or more recent terms.

a. With personal designations, especially titles

of office, indicating that the person so called acts

temporarily or regularly in place of, in the absence
of, or as assistant to, another who properly holds
the office or bears the title or name, as vice-abbot,

-agent, -Apollo, -apostle, -architect, etc. Also occas.

transf., as vice-nature.
In the dictionaries of Florio and Miege many examples of

similar forms are employed to render the Italian and French
equivalents, e. g. vice-captain, -cardinal, -censor, -com-
missary, etc.

a x66i Fuller Worthies 11. (1662) 50 Gregory ofHuntington

.. was bred a Benedictine Monke in Ramsey, where he
became Prior, or *Vice-Abbot. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.
xli. § 1 A vassal whom Satan hath made his *Vice-agent.
1648 Crashaw Poems (1904) 138 Him the Muses love to
follow, Him they call their *vice-Apo!lo. 1641 *Smectym-
nuus ' Vind. Answ. xiii. 114 They were Comites, and
Vicarii Apostolontm, *Vice-ApostIes. X779 Phil. Trans.
LXIX. 598 M. Forfait. ., *vice-architect of the French navy.
1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2617/2 The Troops there under the
Command of the Ban and *Vice-Ban, were obliged by the
bad weather to separate. 1686 Ibid. No. 2201/2 He who
formerly commanded that Garison was *Vice-Bassa. 1778
Stiles Diary (1901) II. 288 The Diploma Exaniinatorium
. .was delivered to the President, who gave it to the *Vice
Bedellus, directing him to read it. 1671 F. Philjpps Reg.
Necess. 433 The Baron of Limpurgh *Vtce-Butler to the
King of Bohemia. 1600 J, Pory tr. Leo's Africa 1. 10

Hauing first put to flight the "vice-Califa of Aegypt. i860
All Year Round No, 46. 475 The unmanageable 'Arry, who
was a species of *vice-chair, and was also provided with a
hammer. 1882 J. Hardy in Proc. Ber. Nat. Club IX. 440
Mr. Charles Watson, .discharged the duties of the vice-

chair. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Vice-chairman, a
person who presides at the lower end of a table, supporting
and aiding the chairman or president ; the deputy-chairman
of a board of officers. 1659 Baxter Key Cath, xlii. 300
Prove that Christ hath commissioned a *Vke-Christ. 1691
— Nat. Churches x, 42 Being an Usurpation of Christ's

Office, and making a Vice-Christ, which is an Antichrist.

171a [see Vice-god]. 1497 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 58
It is thought expedient that the Popes Holynesse comaund
the said aide., to be publisshed by his^vtcecollectour. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Tratie, * Vice-commodore, a deputy com-
mander of a naval squadron. 1631 Weever Ane. Funeral
Mon. 541 Edward the third.. did substitute Edward Bohun,
the Earles younger brother, *Vice-Constable vnder him.

1878 J. Gairdner Hist. Rich. Ill, iv. 175 Sir Ralph Ashtou
was . . appointed Vice-Constable . . to exercise all the powers
of the Lord High Constable for the particular emergency.
1566 tr. Beza's Admon. ParIt. D j, Cathedrall churches,.,

where master Deane, master *Vicedeane, ..readers, ver-

gerirs, &c. Hue in great idlenesse. 1637 Gillespie Eng.
Pop.Cerem.wx. viii. 161 Deanes, Vice-Deans,. -Subdeacons.

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3341/1 The Vice-Dean with the

Clergy, made a Congratulatory Speech. 1875 W. H. Jones
Fasti Eccl. Sarisb. 265 There is always a distinction to be
observed between a ' Vice-Dean ' or a ' Locum Tenens ', and
the 'Sub-Dean*. 1647 R- Stapylton Juvenal 153 He
made choice of his-. master or generall of the horse, or

*vice-dictatour. 1882 Macm. Mag, XLVL 249 A Vice-
director of the military college. 1818 Shelley Eug. Hills

244 But Death promised .. That he would petition for Her
to be made *Vice-Emperor. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII.
lxvi. 451 Before Diams came to Corinth, a council was held

there by the *vice-general Sosicrates. 1711 Hickes Two
Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 188 Would he not have been

a *vice-high-priest as well as a viceroy? 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones xi, x, As the law hath foolishly omitted this

office of *vice-husband, or guardian to an eloped lady. 1817

Byron Be/po xxix, And so she thought it prudent to con-

nect her With a vice-husband, chiefly to protect her. 1609

J. Davies Hum. Heaven 11. cvi, My *vice Ioues quoth he
are ne'r afraid. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 112 Lupus
Olanus the conductor of one of the shippes of Nicuesa, and
nowe also *vice Leauetenaunt in his steede. 1690 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2527/3 And after them Count Popenheim, *Vice-

Marshal of the Empire, carried the Sword of State naked
before the Emperor. 1593 G. Harvey Piercers Super.

Wks. (GrosaitJ II. 212 He hath not played the *Vicemaster

of Poules, and the Foolemaster of the Theater for naughtes.

1618 Barnevelt's Apol. Gj, The Vice-maisters place of the

fees hath not allowed one halfe penny for stipend. 1690 C.

Nesse O. $ N. Test. I. 370 Potiphar..made him his vice-

master. 1886 Abp. Benson in A. C. Benson Life (1899) II.

122, 1 sate, .next to the Vice-Master, a 1631 Donne Love's

Deity i, Since this god produe'd a Destiny, And that "vice-

nature, custome, lets it bee. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4395/2
Advices from Hungary say, lhat Prince Ragotzki had
declared Count Berezini *Vice-Palatine of that Kingdom.

1775 L, Shaw Hist. Moray 357 Fraser of Strichen, who, as

*Vice-Patron, presented Mr. John Anand in 1640. 1793
[see Vice sb. a

2]. 1643 Prynne Popish R. Favourite 69

And therefore the Popes Holinesse bath given these his

*Vice-popes instructions. Commissions thus to do. 1705

Hickeringill Priest-cr. u (1721) 54 As the Pope keeps the

Keys, they say, of Heaven Gates, being *Vice-porter under

St. Peter. 1781 Gibbon Decl. A F. xvii. (1787J II. 37 The
eleven remaining dioceses . . were governed by twelve vicars,

or *vice-pra;fects, whose name.. explains the nature. .of

their office. 1877 J. Morris Tro-ub. Cath. Forefathers Ser.

in. 116 During this time he was Socius to Father Henry
Garret, Vice-Prefect oftheEnglish Mission. 1600 Holland
Livy xxvi. i. 582 Those legions which were commaunded
by P. Cornelius the *Viz-pretour in Sicilie. i8oi-ia

Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 161 The celebra-

tion of the ceremony . .proved by the habitual operator, the

*vice-priest, a tobacconist. 1810 Oxford Univ. Cat. 129

Edmund Hall. . . Principal, George Thompson, D.D. . .*Vice-

Principal, Daniel Wilson, M.A. 1B64 J.
H. Newman Afol.x.

(1904) 7/2, I became very intimate with him [Whately] in

1825, when I was his Vice-Principal at St. Alban Hall.

1857 G. Oliver Coll. Hist. Cath. Relig. Cornwall, etc. 486

Adeodatus 1'Angevtn, elected *vice-prior at the fourth

general chapter. 1602 Archpriest Conlrov. (Camden) II. 2

To present ourselves first to the Protector and *Vice-pro-

tector. 1:1890 Stevenson In South Seas 1. xiv. (1900)122

The sergeant of gendarmerie enjoys the style of the *vice-

re.sident. 1878 Stubbs Const. Hist. xx. III. 421 The undue

return made by the *vice-sheriff, who had substituted

another name. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4015/2 Baron Taston

is made *Vice-Stadholder, and as such will preside over the

Regency at Amberg. 1710 Ibid. No. 4664/2 Lieutenant-

General Weebe, Vice-Stadtholder of Norway, is lately

dead. 1835 App. Munic. Corp. Rep. iv. 2345 (Lincoln), A
Deputy Recorder, "Vice Steward, Gaol Chaplain (etc.).

1894 tqtk Cent. XXXVI. 425 The *vice-sultan of Haura
received us right well. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies,

Zealous Brother 119 Hee was once in election to have been

a *vice-verger in Amsterdam, but he wanted an audible

voice. 1848 Curzon Monast. Levant 1. iii. (1897) 22 The
great man, who was *vice-viccroy on this occasion.
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b. With nouns or .idjs. derived from personal

designations, as vice-apostolical, -cancellarian,

-deity , -duchy, etc. , or associated in some way with

the holding of office, as vice-chair, -government,

-throne.

This type is represented in late L. vice-quxstura, med.L.
vice-eomitalis, -comitalus, 'dominium, etc., and occurs
freely in French and the other Romanic languages.

1641 'Smectymnuus' find. Ansiu, xiii. 119 He bids him
goe on with speed to execute his * Vice- Apostolical 1 office.

1843 Whewell in Life (18S1) 285 Much too should I like to

see you in your *Vice-CancelIanan chair. 1850 Thackeray
Pendennis lxxvi, The chair was taken by Sir Francis
Clavering, ..the *vice-chair being ably filled by — Marker,
Esq. 1884 Cyclists' Tour. Cluo Gaz. Mar. 82/1 Messrs.
W. B. Tanner and A. R. Shcppee occupied the vice-chairs.

i8a6 Southev Vind. Eccl. Angl. 304 You have to reconcile

the pretensions of the Popes with their practices,, .their

*vice-deiiy with their crimes. 1611 Florio, Vicedomin-
anza

x
a *vice-gouernment. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV.

xxxvi, 113 The offer of a baronetcy and the vice-govern-
ment of Virginia. 1856 Merivale Hist. Rom. Emp. F. (1865)
VI. 188 In the mean time he was deputed to hold pro-
consular, or *vice-imperial, power beyond the city. 1880
Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 240 His poor little vice-regal or
vice-imperial parasite, a 1617 Bayne On Coloss, i. <r ii.

(1634) 97 We must not supply Him with *vice-ministeriall

heads. 1574 Life 70th Abp. Cattterb. Pref. C vij, The same
Austen haumge thus gotten by conquest this uniuersall
*vicepapaci ouer England. 1775 L. Shaw Hist. Moray
343 How far the King may claim a *Vice-Patronage, I

shall not determine. 1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 1, Vice-
rectorat, a *Vice-principalship. 1870 Kentledge's Every
Boy's Ann. Apr. 211 Fortunate enough to obtain the vice-

pnncipalship of the college. 1868 Daily Neivs 23 Oct.,
I'he "Vice-Provostship of Eton College, c 1890 Stevenson
In South Seas 1. xiv. (1900) 125 He was being haled to the
"vice-residency, uncertain whether to be punished or re-

warded. 1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon in. 114 A royal
salute was fired, and then Gordon had to make his speech
from the "vice-throne.

O. With verbs, as vice-reign (after viceroy).
1889 Sat. Rev. 1 June 653/2 If it were not for the Civil

Service, the Viceroy simply could not vice-reign.

Vice-admiral. Also 6 Sc. wice admerall,
weis admirall, 6 vize-, 7 vizadmirall, -erall.

[a. AF. visadmirail (OF. visamiral, F. vice-

amirat) : see Vice- and Admiral. So It. vice-

ammiraglio, Sp. and Pg. vicealmirante.']

1. A naval officer ranking next to an admiral.
i5«o in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. r. I. 165 Your Grace hath

deputed the Master of the Rolles and the Vice Admirall to
examyn the Inglysh marchaunts robl)ed and spoyled in
September. 156a Act 5 EH*, c, 5 § 33 The Lorde Admirall
of Englandc.or. .any his Viceadmiralles. 158*) Bicces
Summarie Drake's W. Ind. Voy. 21 The Lieutenant
general!, the Vizeadmirall, and all the rest of the Captaines.
1604 E

;
G{rimstone] D'Acostd's Hist. Indies in. xi. 156

Returning now to the Viceadmiralles shippe, ..they tooke
the sea. i6ao R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II- 121 The
admerall and vizadmerall gave hym to understand shipps
were ready to departe. 1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl. Soc.) 102 Capt. Robinson in the Greenwich, as
Admiral,. .and Capt. Wild, in the Assurance, as Vice-
Admiral. 17*6 Swift Gulliver, Lilliput viii, I.. desired
his Imperial Majesty to lend me.. three thousand seamen
under the command of his vice-admiral. 1777 R. Watson
Philip II, II. 259 Philip, giving him Martinez de Recaldo,
a seaman of great experience, for his vice-admiral. 1833
Penny Cyet. 1. 126/2 There are also vice-admirals and rear,

admirals of each flag, the former ranking with lieutenant

fenerals..in the army. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade s.v.,

here are vice-admirals of three grades, who hoist respec-
tively a red, white, or blue flag.

b. (See quot. 1769.)
a 1618 Raleigh Royal Navy (1650) 37 Ifthe Vice-Admirall

of the Shire where men are mustered . . had directions given,
to joyn with the Mustermasters. 1710 J, Chambf.rlayne
State Gt. Brit. (ed. 2) 581 A List of the Vice-Admirals.
Sir John Molesworth, Bar., North parts of Cornwall. Earl
Rivers, County of Essex [etc.J. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1780) s.v. Admiral, Vice-Admiral ts also a civil

officer appointed by the lords-commissioners ofthe admiralty.
There are several of these officers established in different
parts of Great-Britain, with judges and marshals under
them, for executing jurisdiction within their respective
districts. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 159/2.

o. (^See Admikal sb. 4.)
1698 Act 10 Will. //Ac 1484 That the Master of every

such Second Fishing Ship as shall enter any such Harbour
or Creeke (in Newfoundland) shall he Vice-Admirall of such
..during that Fishing Season. 1708 [see Admiral sb. 4J.

•f-
2. A vessel commanded by a vice-admiral. 06s.

C1595 Capt. Wvatt Dudley's Voy. (Hakl. Soc) 3 Our
General! concluded that the vice-admerall with her pinness
should sett saile and make for Plimworth before. 1598 W.
Phillip tr. Linschoten 4/1 Their names were the Admirall
S. Phillip, the vue Admiral S. Jacob. These were two new
ships. 1629 Wadsworth I'itgr. iv. 31 The Captaine of the
Vice-Admirall. .began to encourage his Marnners. 1660
Ingelo Bentiv. 4- Ur. 11. (1682) 180 Lysander commanded
the Vice-Admiral. 1693 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) III. 9
Another Tripoline, their vice admiral, was the next day
taken by the Malta gallies.

attrib. 1706 Stevens Span. Diet. 1, Almiranta, the Vice
Admiral Ship of a Fleet.

3. Contrh. A variety of shell of the genus Conus.
1819 [see Admiral sb. 7].

Hence Vice-admiralship.
1677 Sir C. Wvche in Essex Papers (Camden) II. 118

That some man of integrity should succeed him in ye vice
Admiralship of Munster.

Vice-admiralty, [f. prec. + -TT. Cf. F.
vice-amirauti^ The office or jurisdiction of a
vice-admiral (in sense 1 b); an area under the

jurisdiction of a vice-admiral. Court of vice-

admiralty, = vice-admiralty court.
1602 Carew Cornwall 1. 87 b, The Vice-admiralty is

exercised by Mr. Charles Treuanion. 1679-88 Seer. Serv.
Money Chas. <y Jos. (Camden 1 29 Daniel Gyles, Marshall
of the Vice Admiralty of Southampton and the Isle of
Wight. 170a Proclam. in Lond. Gaz. No. 3872/2 All Vice-
Admirals, and Judges of the Vice-Admiralties are also to

do the same. 1706 Act 6 Anne c. 11 § 10, That the Heret-
able Rights of Admiralty and Vice Admiralties in Scotland
be reserved to the respective Proprietors as Rights of
Property. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 402 The extending
the power of the courts of vice-admiralty to so enormous a
degree, as deprives the people in the colonies, .of their in-

estimable right to trials by juries. (1876 Bancroft Hist.

U.S. II. xxxi. 283 The crown lawyers overruled all objec-

tions. .and the king set up his courts of vice-admiralty in

America.]

b. Vice-Oiimira/ty court (sec quot. 1867).
1761 Ann, Reg. 1. 127/2 Their lordships reversed the

sentence of the vice-admiralty court, and ordered restitution

of ships and cargoes. 1768 Blackstone Conun. III. 69
Appeals from the vice-admiralty courts in America.. may
be brought before the courts of admiralty in England. 1829
MarrVat F. Mild/nay xxi, The True-blooded Yankee was
libelled in the Vice-Admiralty Court at Cape Town. 1863
H. Cox Instil. 1. v. 28 The Queen.. may regulate the
practice of her Vice-Admiralty Courts abroad. 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Word-bh., Vice-admiralty courts, branches of the
High Court of Admiralty, instituted for carrying on the
like duties in several of our colonies, prize-courts, &c.

Vice-chamberlain. [Vice-.] A subordin-

ate or deputy chamberlain ; spec, an officer of the

Royal Household under the Lord Chamberlain.
'545 m Rymer Fardera (1713} XV. 81/1 Our Vice-

chamberlane, Our two Principall Secretaries for the tyme
being. 1589 Cooper Admon. 56 Master Vicechambcrlaine
at her Maiesties. .tolde the Bishop that her Maiestie mis-
liked nothing. 1614 Selden Titles of Honor 358 Vpon
knowledge thereof giuen to the Lord Chamberlaine of the

Houshold or Vicechamberlaine for the time being. 1645
Doc. Lett. Pat. at Oxf (1837) 403 Bills.. subscribed and
allowed by the Chamberlaine, Vicechamberlaine, or Princi-
pal Secretary of his Maiestie. 1695 Ld. Lonsdale in Eng,
Hist. Rev. Jan. (1015) 93 The Prince had reserved for me
the Vice Chamberlain's place. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3S40 1

The Rt. Hon. Peregrine Bertie Esq., Vice-Chamberlain to

Her Majesty. 1780 Burke CEron. Reform Wks. III. 287
He has an honourable appointment ;. .and he has the vice

chamberlain to assist him. 1835 App. Munic. Corp. Rep.
1. 154 The Chamberlains [at Worcester! are annually elected.

.. Their business, which is performed by a deputy called a
Vice-chamberlain, is to receive the rents and keep all the
accounts of the corporation.

Vice-chancellor. Forms: 5 vichaun-
celler, 6 vychancellour, vyschancelar ; 6 vice-

enauneelour, -ellor, -ohancelor, 6- vice-chan-
cellor (7 -our); Sc. 6 vicechancellair, 7 -ellar,

-eler. [a. OF. vi(s)chaticelier (F. vice -chaneelicr),

or ad. med. L. vicecancellarius : see Vice- and
Ch.vncfxlob sb. So It. vicecancelliere, Sp. vice*

canciller, Pg. vieechanceller.~\

1. The deputy or substitute of an ecclesiastical

chancellor; spec, the cardinal at the head of the

Papal Chancery.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 297 This bischop induedc

the prior of Dirhem firste with his honoure that he is decan
in that bischopryche and as vichaunceller. 1670 G. H. Hist.

Cardinals 1. in. 85 Six of the Abbreviators places are in the
Gift of the Cardinal Vice-Chancel lor. a 1700 Evklvn Diary
18 Feb. 1645, Belonging to Cardinal Francesco Barberini as
Vice-chancelor of the Church of Rome. 1845 Sarah Austin
Ranhe's Hist. Ref. v. v, We have already alluded to the

proceedings of his vice-chancellor, Waldkirch. 1884 Cath.
Diet, (1897) 263 The more pressing, weighty, public, and
solemn affairs of the Apostolic See., pass through the hands
of the Vice-chancellor.

2. The acting representative of the Chancellor of

a university, usually the head of a college specially

appointed to the office for a limited time, or the

principal of the university.

*53° Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Scolers of the Universites of
Oxford & Cambrydge that goo about beggyng, not beyng
aucthorysed .. by the Commyssary, Chauncelloure, or

vichauncelloure of the same, a 1540 Barnks Wks. (1573)
222/2 Because I had once submitted my selfe to the Vice-

chauncelour, and I was thereby circunuentcd. 1577 Harri-
son England 11. iii. (1877) I. 82 Ouer each vniuersitie also

there is a seuerall chancelor, whose offices are perpetuall,

howbeit their substitutes, whom we call vicechancelors, are
changed euerie yeare. 1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. Ded. Aiij,

The Reuerend Vice-Chancellor, Doctors, Procters, Gouer-
nors of Colledges and Hals. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1656/3
Afterwardsseveral of the Nobility were admitted Doctors
of I-aw, His Majesty allowing the Vice-Chancellor to be
Covered in His Presence, while the Orator presented them.
1705 Ibid. No. 4114/1 Mr. Vice-Chancellor, and the other
Members of the University, watted.. upon the Prince.

*7$3S Churchill Author Poems 1767 II. 128 Vice Chan-
cellors, whose knowledge is but small,.. Ill-brookM the
gen'rous Spirit, in those days When Learning was the cer-
tain road to praise. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 482/t In both
the English Universities the duties of the Chancellor are in

nearly all cases discharged by a Vice-Chancellor. 1864

J. H. Newman Apol. 235 The late Vice-Chancellor threatens
to take his own children away from the church.

3. A deputy or subordinate of one or other state

official bearing the title of Chancellor.
1587 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 167 Schir Johnne

Mai: land of Thirlstane, knycht, his Majesteis secretare
and vice-chanccllair. 161a Maitland Club Misc. III. 113
Appoynting him [sc. the archbishop) to be Vicechanceler
in the Parlement, if my Lord Chancelar thoght not the
Chancelaiie and CommUsionarie compatible, c 1653 Baillik

1 in Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) Introd. 53 The Vice-
Chancellar was dead. 1694 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) HI.
272 Mr. Hambden, vicechancellor of the exchequer, has laid

down that place. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Chancellor,
Sometimes the Lord Chancellor [of England] had a Vice-
Chancellor, who was Keeper of the Seal. 1777 R. Watson
Philip II, II. 217 She was offended at their artifice, and
immediately despatched her vice-chancellor to complain of
their conduct. 1876 Bancrojt Hist. U.S. V. 1. 94 The
vice-chancellor (at Moscow], therefore, calmly explained
the impossibility of conceding the request for troops. 1889
Diet. Nat. Biog. XVI II. 49 Eustace {d. 1215), bishop of
Ely, -

.
became vice-chancellor and keeper of the royal seal,

and ultimately chancellor.

b. spec. One of the higher judges in the former
Court of Chancery.
1813 Act 53 Geo. Ill, c. 24 To nominate and appoint from

time to time. .a fit Person, ..to be an additional Judge
I

Assistant to the Lord High Chancellor, . .and to be called
Vice Chancellor of England. 1823 Ecan Grose's Diet.
Vulg. T.

t
Vice Chancellor's court, creditor's last shift. 1835

Tomlins Law- Did. I. s.v. Chancellor, In his judicial

capacity, be hath divers assistants and officers, viz. the
Vice-Chancellor of England,, .the Masters in Chancery,
&c. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 390, 1 Previous to being merged
in the New Supreme Court of Judicature, the Court of
Chancery consisted of the Lord Chancellor,..and three
Vice-chancellors.

Hence Vice-chancellorship, the office or dig-

i nity of a vice-chancellor; the period during which
1 this is held.

1579 Feston Guicciard. 1. 4 He made the Pope promise
him . . the office of vicechancellorshippe (the principallest

place in the Court of Kome\ 1589 [VNashk] AlntoJidfor

\

Parrat 29 T. C. in Cambridge first inuented this violent

i
innouation, when as his mounting ambition went through

j

eucrykinde of Ambitus, to compasse the Office of the Vice-

j

chauncelour-ship. 1655 T. Bailv Life Bp. Fisher 10 But
i

now Vicechancellour-ship, Mastership and all must be laid

I
downe. 1601 Wood A th. Oxou. I. 593 He did undergo with

\

great honor the Vicechancellourship of this University.

1761 T. Warton Life Balhurst 94 The spirited orations
which he spoke in his Vice-chancellorship. 1813 Sir S.

Romillv Pari. Deb. 15 Feb., The Vice-Chancellorship
might in a short time become a sinecure. J889 W. Wilson
State § 426 (1S93} 266 I'lhe German chancellor] is. .ultim-

ately responsible in every case— even for the non-exercise

of his office. The vice-chancellorship is only a convenience.

Vice-CO'mital, a. [Cf. Vice-county 2 and
Comital a.] Belonging to a vice-county (sense 2).

1859 H. C. Watson Cybele Brit. IV. 275 The comital and
vice-comital floras are yet incompletely ascertained.

Vice-COnSTll. [Vice-. So med.L., F., Sp.,

Pg. vice-consul, It. viceconsolo.~\

•f 1. A Roman proconsul. Obs.

1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. App. x. 33
Certeyn wycked persons, .brought hym before their vice-

consul, called Gallio. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595I 346
The author of this epigramme reckoncth the two times of
his being viceconsull, for two whole Consuli-hippes. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 526 Aterius Labco, a noble man of
Rome, .. who otherwise had been vice-Consull in Gallia
Narbonensis.

2. An assistant or deputy of a consul.

1601 W. Parry Trav. Sir A. Shertey 10 The English con-
sulls and vice consulls. 170a W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant
xxxii. 121 The next Morning we waited upon the Vice-

Consul. C1744 in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. lxxt. 327
Which oath or affirmation, the said embassador, agent,
resident, consul or vice-consul respectively, is hereby
authorized to administer. 1788 Jf.fferson Writ. (1859) II.

495 The consul's presence in his port should suspend, for

the time, the functions of the vice-consul. 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Word'bk. 713 If there be a resident consul, the

vice-consul is appointed and paid by him. 188s Ld. Acton
Let. to Mary Gladstone 9 Mar. (1904) 128 The Vice-Consul
is a singularly intelligent and practical man.

Hence Vice-co'nsnlar a., Vice-co nsulatc,

Vice -consul ship.

1587 Golding De Mornay zxtil. (1592) 344 In Afrik they
sacrificed men, vntill in the Viceconsu'.. . ip of Tyberius.

2819 Byron Let. to Murray 29 Oct., You say nothing of the

vice-consulate for the Ravenna patrician. "836 Marrvat
Midsh. Easy{\%b$ 164 They found Mr. Hicks looking very

red and vice-consular indeed. 184)4 Kinglake Fothen \\\,

The only anomaly which had been detected by the vice-

consular wisdom. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Jan. 5/1 We
should re-establish our two vice- consulates in the interior

of Macedonia.

t Vice-COunt. Obs. [Vice-, after med.L.

vicecomes."] A viscount.

1461 Rolls ofParlt. V. 477 Henry late Erie of Northum-
berlond, William Vicecount Beaumont [etc. I 1633 T.

Stafford Pac. Hib. m. xvii.<i8si) 658 John Barry, brother

to the Vicecount. 1655 Diggks Cctnpl. Ambass. 367 The
Vice-Count of Turayne, a Gentleman very dear unto

Monsieur. 1671 Phil. Trans. VIII. Ded., To the Right
Honourable Richard Lord Vice-Count Ranalaugh.

So f Vice-countess, a viscountess ; hence

f Vice-oountess-ship. f Vice-countllo a., vis-

countile.

<ri6«4 J. Williams Let. in Cabala (1654) 79 A strange

Creation passed of late, of a Vice-Counteship °f
n
M
j

1 "len •

head, passed to the Heires Males, who must be called here-

after
vVice-Countesse Fynch. 1685 /roadside, Coronal.

James II a. Newcomb), Vice-Countesses, Four a-Breast,

Risdoh Surv. Derwn (1810) 13 The *vicecountiIeC1630
jurisdiction was hereditary.

Vice-COUnty. [In sense 1 ad. OP. wonts,

•ei, -ey, etc. (mod.K. vicomtf) Viscounty, or

med. I,, vicecomitdtus, f. vt'eecomes : sec prec. In

sense a, f. Vicb- + County * a.]

+ L A viscounty. Obs.~*

1630 Fubler Holy War in. xxii. 147 And for a breakfast
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VICEGERENCE. 180 VICE-LEGATE.

to begin with, he [Simon de Montfort] was seised of the
Vicecounty of Besiers. 1706 Stevens Sp. Diet, i, Villa-

Nueva de Cardenas, a Town in . . Andaluzia, . . made a Vice-
County by King Philip the 4th.

2. A division ofa large county, treated as a county-

area with regard to the distribution of species of

plants, etc.

1859 H. C. Watson Cyhcle Brit. IV. 130 Smaller and more
numerous sections could be formed by dividing the great
counties into vice-counties. 1873-4 — Typographical Bot.
(title-p,), The 112 Counties and Vice-counties of England,
Wales, and Scotland. 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 110/1
Not more than ten out of the 112 counties and vice-counties
into which Great Britain is divided.

Vicege'rence. Now rare. [Cf. next and
-ence. So older F. viagerenee (mod. V . -ge'rance).']

= next.

15*7 Andrew Brunswykcs Distyll. Waters P iij, Also yf
oyle be made of the same floures it hathe the offyce of
bawme and vycegerence of his vertues. 1660 Milton Free
Commw. Wks. 1851 V. 432 Christ.. hath not left the least

shadow of a command for any such Vicegerence from him
in the State. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 38 His title.,

signifies substitution and vice-gerence. 1681 Flavel Meth.
Grace xix. 336 In which words. .the vice-gerence of his

death is plainly expressed. 1814 Mrs. J. West Alicia de
Lacy IV. 202 He could have endured the consciousness of
. .his rights invaded, from the hope that the vice-gerence of
truth and retribution would return. 1835 Pinny Cycl. III.

173 (Avignon), The Court of Vicegerence was lor all cases
in which the military and leligious orders were concerned.
1902 K. Bagot Donna Diana xiv. 156 The Papal Court, .is

nj freer from petty jealousies, .than the Court of any ruler
in no wise claiming Divine vicegerence,

Vicegerency (vait|d£l«°r£nsi). [See next and
-SHOT. So mod.L, vicegererztia (1601 in Du Cange),
It. vicegerenza."]

1. The office, dignity, or rule of a vicegerent

;

the fact of ruling or administering as representa-

tive of another.

1596 Drayton Legends iv. 511 But to the great Vice-
gerencie I grew, Being a Title as Supreme as new. 1600
W. Watson Decacordon (1G02) 119 If euery Priest shold
take place agreeing to their Vice-gerencie vnder Christ,
there could be no order kept. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc.
Wks. 1851 III. 73 Timothy, and Titus, ..had rather the
vicegerency of an Apostieship committed to them, then the
ordinary charge of a Bishoprick. .71668 Davenant Law
agst. Levers Wks. (1673) 323 The Duke, . .During the time
of your Vicegerency, Remain'd here in disguise. 170a
Sachbvbbell Serin. Univ. Oxford (1710) 9 The highest in-

dignity .. to any crown'd head is. .denying its vice-gerency.
1761 Hume Hist. Eng. III. App. 75 James was vaunting
his divine vicegerency. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ.
ix. 224 To gain a just conception of civil government...
If it be that Divine vicegerency which many have
described [etc.]. 1891 Daily News 29 Dec. 6/1 He has.,
put to death more than forty persons who have dared to
question his authority or argued against his vicegerency.
trans/. 1711 G. Hickes Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. I. it. 16

This Vicegerency, or mediatory Office to transact and
minister in sacred Matters betwixt God and Man.

b. A district or province ruled by a vicegerent.
1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia I. vi. 244 History and tradi-

tion record no rebellious outbreak of any importance during
their sway among the numerous vicegerencies of Arabia.

+ 2. Vicarious nature or character. Obs*
1671 Flavel Fount Life vii. 18 His sanctifying himself

for us plainly speaks the Vicegerency of his Death. 1679
C. Nesse Antichrist 24 Antichrist, .signifies substitution
and vice-gerency.

Vicegerent (vaisid^Tent), sb. and a. Also
6 vitz-, 7 vize-gerent. [ad. med.L. vicegerent-)

vicegerens, f. L. vicem*(z.cc.) stead, place, office,

etc., *ix6.gerens
t
pres. pple. oigercre to carry, hold.

So F. vicegerent (also -gerant), It., Sp., Pg. vice-

gerents The hyphen, formerly not uncommon, is

now rarely used in this and the preceding words.]

A. sb. 1. A person appointed by a king or

other ruler to act in his place or exercise certain

of his administrative functions.

1536 Cromwell in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 26
Thomas CrumwelL.keper of the privey Seale of our said
soueraigne Lords the king and vitzgerent to the same for.,

all his Jurisdiction ecclesiasticall within this Realme. 1538
Ibid. 151, I Thomas lorde Crumwell,. .Vice-gerent to tiie

kynges said highnes. 1545 Act 57 Hen. VUIy c. 17 Censures
ecclesiastical 1 made by your Highnes and your Vicegerent,
officialls, commissaries, and Judges and visitators. 1593
R. Harvey Philad. 1 Mordred Arthurs kinsman being
appointed Vicegerent in his royalty, gaue great giftes..to

Cerdrick a Saxon. 1606 G. W[oodcockeJ Hist. Ivstine vi.

30 Lysander whome Agesilaus appointed his Vize-gerent
the time of his absence. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Eng. 11. xv. (1739) 79 It hath therefore been the ancient
course of Kings of this Nation, to constitute Vice-gerents
in their absence. 1733 Swift On Poetry Wks. 1755
IV. 1. 198 Now sing the minister of state, ..Thou great

vicegerent of the king [etcj. 1788 Gibbon Decl. ff F. lvii.

V. 671 He was trusted by the sultan as the faithful vice-

gerent of his power. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xiv. 194
His vicegerent was at first willing to resign hisauthority.

1878 Stvbiis Const. Hist. III. xviii. 95 He intended..

Gloucester to act as his vicegerent in England.

b. In general sense : One who takes the place

of another in the discharge of some office or duties.

1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. Tim.i. 3 b, I left the

there euen as my selfe, to liaue the autoritie as a notable

vicegerent in so excellent and so paynefull an office. 1641

Baker Chron., Etiz. 24 The Governours of Ireland. -were

at first called Iustices,.. afterwards, Lievtenants, and their

Vicegerents were called Deputies. 1683 Brit. Spec. 114

iHis] Vice-gerent was the Vicar General of Britain, honored

with the Title Spectabilis. 1773 Observ. State Poor 47 The
humanity and generosity of some of these parochial vice-

gerents, the farmers or managers of workhouses. 1781
Gibbon Decl. .$ F. xvii. (1787) II. 38 These prerogatives
were reserved to the prefects. .: their vicegerents were con-
fined to the trifling weight of a few ounces. 1851 Hl'ssey
Papal Power iii. 130 For what respect will be thought due
to the vicegerents of the holy apostle St. Peter if what they
ordain, .be undon ;. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org.'w:
109 There is in all cases, a vice-gerent, who in the absence
of the head exercises his powers.

C. A ruler or commander of a country, etc., in

virtue of deputed power.
1577 HoLiNSHEDC/irow. II. 482/1 Herewith he [Richard I]

dothe commaunde them also to obey Robert Earle of
Leycester, whome he appointed.. as his Lieutenant or vice-

gerent of those parties during his absence. 1589 Greene
Tallies Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 117 The Romanes had
made mee Vicegerente of their forces, c 1610 Women Saints
151 Aspasius the vicegerent of Rome. 1786 Burke Art.
agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 208 The said Mogul has
been obliged to declare the head of the Mahratta state to

be vicegerent of the Mogul empire.

2. Applied to rulers and magistrates as represen-

tatives of the Deity.
Frequent in the 17th century.
*547-64 Baldwin Mot. Philos. (Palfr.) 74 Princes, being

by God put in authority, are His vice-gerents, and should
therefore require obedience. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.
iv. xx. (1634) 735 If they [the Magistrates] remember that

they bee the vicegerents of God. 1595 W. Qlerke] Poll-
manteia Civh, This likewise is the cause why the Prince
is tearmed Gods Vicegerent vpon earth. 1641 Milton Ch.
Govt. v. Wks. 1851 III. 114 We acknowledge that the civlll

magistrate wearesan autority of Gods giving, and ought to
be obey'd as bis vicegerent. 1681 Drvden Abs. <$ Achit.

To Rdr., God is infinitely merciful ; and his Vicegerent is

only not so, because he is not Infinite. 1700 Astry tr.

Saavedra-Fa.xardo I. 230 The same has place in Princes,
who are God's Vicegerents in Temporals. 1710 Prideaux
Orig. Tithes ii. 120 All Governours of Nations being Gods
Vicegerents, they are bound in all things to order their

Government so as will best agree with the will of him. 1840
Thackeray Paris Sk.-Bk. (ed. 2) II, 274 ' Dieu seul est

grand,' said courtly Massillon; but next to him. as the
prelate thought, was certainly Louis, his vicegerent here
upon earth.

b. Applied to priests, and spec, to the Pope, as

representatives of God or Christ.

157a R. T. Discourse 49 Hee onely is Antichrist that
fayneth himself to do all that Christ can doo, to bee his

vicegerent in earth, to sit in his place. 1593 in J. Morris
Troub. Cath. Forefathers Ser. 111. (1877) 130 Unto all

which things the jurisdiction and authority of the Pope,
Christ's Vicar and Vicegerent, did extend. 1660 Milton
Free Commzu. Wks. 1851 V. 432 All Protestants hold that

Christ in his Church hath left no Vicegerent of his Power.
1678 Marvell Growth Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 255 The
Pope, .does persecute those to the death who dare worship
the Author of their Religion instead of his pretended Vice-

gerent. 1737 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. (1753) 81 The
Priest that officiates in the Mass officiates as Christ's Vice-

gerent. 1841 Cdl. Wiseman in E. Purcell Life A. P. de
Lisle (1900) I. xiii. 285 Let me know that the Vicegerent of
Xt. approves of my course,, .and I shall not care for all the

world. 1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible ii. (1875) 78 Moses.,
did not affect to be, like.. the Pope, the visible representa-

tive and vicegerent of God.
transf. 1624 Gataker Transubst. 96 They say it to

Christ, whose deputie and vicegerent the Image there is.

C. Similarly applied to man in general or in

some special respect; also (b) to nature, the sun,

conscience, etc.

(a) 1601 Sir W. Cornwallis Disc. Seneca{i6^i) Mm viij,

That this confusion is incident to our Hues, is our owne
fault, since the disorders of a state belongeth to.. the

Gouernors of a state ; so this to man who is Vicegerent of

the earth. x6a6 Jackson Creed vm. x. 93 Our first parents

being Gods vicegerents here on earth, Lords of all his

visible creatures. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 344 Indiffer-

ently bent to the Continuance of it, or change; as God,
and his Vice-gerents, her Parents shall think fit. 1845
Encycl. Metro/. II. 561 [A Deity who] communicates to

men a knowledge, .of his purposes that they may be his

vicegerents in executing them. 1861 J. A. Alexander
Gosp. Jesus Christ xxxix. 521 A proof of man's original

formation in God's image, and his original vestiture with

delegated power as God s vicegerent.

(b) 1646 H. P. Medit. Seige 76 Nature (God's great vice-

gerent). 1676 Sir M. Hale Contempt, n. 82 God Almighty
hath substituted the Soul of Man, as his Deputy or Vice-

gerent in that Province which is committed to him. 1681

Flavel Meth. Grace xxxiii. 556 Conscience,.. that noble

power, God's vicegerent in the soul. 1794 G. Adams Nat.
<$• Ex6. Philos. (1806) II. xxi. 415 When the sun is said to

rule the day,, .what else can be understood but that he acts

as a vicegerent. 1821 Shelley Hellas Prol. 142 Thou
Destiny ;..Go, thou Vicegerent of my will, no less Than of
the Father's. 1835 Miss Sedgwick Linwoods iv, Let man
beware how he wilfully or carelessly perverts and blinds

God's vicegerent, conscience, i860 Pusey Min. PropJu 192
They dethroned righteousness, the representative and vice-

gerent of God, and made it rest on the ground. 1881 C. A.
Young Sun i. (1882) 12 It has been reserved for more
modern times.. to show clearly just how.. the sun himself
[is] the symbol and vicegerent of the Deity.

d. Applied to persons as representing some
other supernatural or spiritual power.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. i. 222 Great Deputie, the Welkins

Vicegerent, and sole dominator of Nauar. 1615 Heywood
Foure Prentises 1. xviii, Joves great Vice-gerent over all

the world. 1701 De Foe Truebont Eng. 1. 17 The List of
his [the Devil's] Vice-gerents and Commanders Outdoes
your Ceesars or your Alexanders. X"j*$ Pope Odyss. xi.

310 Now in the time's full process forth she brings Jove's
dread vicegerents, in two future kings. 1763 J. Brown
Poetry <y Music v. 61 Apollo, the God of Music, was their

Author [of oracles] ; The Pythia or Priestess was his Vice-
gerent. 1786 tr. BeckforcCs Vathek (1868) 104 Merciful
Prophet ! stretch forth thy propitious arms towards thy
Vicegerent

!

3. A thing which takes the place of another.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Ccij, If my lasie leggs..
should deny to make this voiage, my hearte would.. sub-
stitute my handes to be their vicegerentes. 1871 Earle
PhiloL Eng. Tongue 390 The pronouns are, as their name
signifies, words which are the vicegerents of nouns.

4. A vicarious bearer 0/" sorrow. rare-1.

1594 Southwell M. Magd. Funeral Tearcs (1823) 73 All
creatures.. leaving me as tne vicegerent of all their sorrow.

B. adj. (or attrib.). 1. Taking the place, or

performing the functions, of another.

1577 tr. Bttllinger's Decades (1592) 853 The Scripture
teacheth that Christ ascended into heauen, and hath
established a vicegerent power, to wit, the holie Ghost.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 56 But whom send I to judge them?
whom but thee Vicegerent Son. 1712 Blackmoke Creation

355 Next Man arose at thy creating word, Of thy terres-

trial realms Vicegerent Lord. 1749 Deity 17 But Conscience,
fair vicegerent light within, Asserts its author.

2. Characterized by deputed or vicarious power.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 609 Under his great Vice-gerent

Reign abide [ye],.. For ever happie. 1847 H. Bushnell
Chr. Nurt. 11. v. (1861) 208 The vicegerent office to be
maintained, and the gracious ends to be secured, make it

indispensable that parents should themselves be living in

the Spirit.

Hence VicegeTentship.
1600 O. E. (M. Sutcliffe) Kepi. Libel 1. vi. 157 Let this

Noddy.. shew foorth the popes commission eyther for his

vicegerentship, or for his pretended apostolicke office. 1646

Gillespie Mali Audis 10 The capacity of a Vicegerent,

which he hath by his Vicegerentship. Ibid. 35 The two
fold Vicegerentship of God and of Christ.

Vice-god. [Vice-.] One who (on earth) takes

the place, or exercises the power, of God.
Freq. in the 1 7th cent, as a hostile designation of the Pope.

1600 Darkell Detect. Harsnet 204 Our Vice Godes which
are here on earth in Gods steade will take vengeance of

those traitors. 1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg 63 There is an
headship which will not reach that illimited power giuen

to the Pope, Our Lord, Vice-God vpon earth. 1664 Owen
rind. Animad. Fiat Lux xvi. Wks. 1855 XIV. 392 The
consequences so startled the wise state of Venice that you
know they disputed it to the utmost with your vice-god

Paul V. 171a M. Henry Popery Spir. Tyranny Wks.
l853 *!• 34 2 '£° caN them Anti-gods, and Anti-christs, how-
ever they pretend to be Vice-christs and Vice-gods. 1724

R. Welton Chr. Faith <$• Pract. 434 Man is a vice-God in

the world. 1830 Bentham Constit. Code Wks. 1843 IX. 38

On neither side has any vice.god been seen or fancied.

1873 L. Stephen Freethinking ix. 347 Man.. is hopelessly

ignorant, but set on a throne and properly manipulated he

becomes an infallible vice-God.

Hence Vice-gfodliead.

1659 Baxter Key Cath. xx. 84 Not only the Romish
Universal Monarchy and Vice-godhead, but even its

Patriarchal Primacy was no Apostolical Tradition.

Vice-governor. [Vice-.] An official acting

under, or in place of, a governor ; a deputy-

governor. Hence Vice-go*vernorship.
1598 Florio, Vicegouematcre, a\icegoutmo\iT, a deputie-

gouernour. 174a Woodroofe in Hanway Trav. (1762) I.

11. xvii. 77 The governor, vice-governor, and commander of

the garrison, came on board. 1760 Ann. Keg. 73 He has

for some time resided as vice-governor under the King of

Prussia, 184a J. F. Cooi-er Jack o' Lantern I. 159 Vito

Viti had long before gone up the street to see the vice-

governor. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. 500 [Francis

Bernard] thankfully accepts baronetcy and vice-governor-

ship of Virginia. 1897 Mary Kincsley W. Africa 393
Spanish possessions., under a Vice-Governor to the Governor

of Fernando Po. Ibid., The Vice-Governorship of Eloby.

Vice-king. [Vice-.] One who rules as the

representative of a king ; a viceroy. Also attrib.

X579 in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 739 In coasting along the

Island of Mutyr, belonging to the Kingof Ternate, his De-

putie or Vice-king . . came with his Canoa to vs. z6» Mabbe
tr. A Icman's Guzman d'A If. 11. 132 Vnder his protection we

went vp and downe the Citie, as If we had beene so many
Vice-Kings of the Country. 1659 Baxter Key Cath. xlii.

300 A Deputy, or Vice-King in Ireland. 1681— Ace. Sher-

locke\l 210 There is no need ofa Vice King to make this a

Kingdom. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) IIL 5°3 So that

now he is subject to the Father in the Capacity of a Vice-

King to a supreme Sovereign. 1800 Hist. Ind.'m Asiat.Ann. •

Keg. 24/2 He appointed Don Francis D'Almeyda, Governor,

general, with the pompous title of Vice King of the Indies.

1848 Lytton Harold m. iii. 99 F'arther still down the hall

are the great civil lords and vice-king vassals of the ' Lord

Paramount '. 1876 Tennyson Harold 11. ii, Thou shalt be

verily king—all but the name—For I shall most sojourn in

Normandy ; And thou be my vice-king in England.

Vice-legate. [Vice-, after F. vice-legat or

It. vicelegato (Sp. and Pg. vice/egado).] One who

acts as the representative or deputy of a (Papal)

legate.

1549 Sir T. Hoby Trav. 17 in Camden Misc. (1902), The

Pope is lord of yt. Vicelegate there for him was Annihale

Borio. X670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 111. S3 To meet the

eldest son of any Prince, or the Ambassadors of the Dukes

of Savoy, . . the Cardinals . . send their Vice-Legats with some

small number of Coaches. 1683 Apol. Prot. France iv. 31

The conference the Queen had, as she passed by Avignon

with the Vice- Legat, which gave him wonderful satisfaction,

pleased them not so well. X708 Land. Gaz. No. 4497/ 1 The

Legat and Vice- Legat are excluded from having any part

in the new State. 1765 Ann. Keg. 143 At Avignon..the

vice legate.. dispatched couriers to the neighbouring cities.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 173/1 The popes governed the city

[of Avignon], .by a cardinal-legate, or rather, as the legate

was always non-resident, by a vice-legate.
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Hence Vice-le - gate ship.
1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2685/1 The Vice-Legatship of

Avignon is given to the Bishop of Fieschi. 1818 Genii.

Mag. Aug. 127/1 In the exercise of the several governments,
..he has. .acquired great praise, as likewise in the Vice-

lcgateship of Bolonia.

Viceless (vai-sles), a. [f. Vice sb.* i.] Free

from vice.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages 5 To that effect, that he may
viceless be, Of all vices, and sic thing as gais wrang. 1591
Savile Tacitus, Hist. 1. xlix. 27 Galba.. rather vicelesse

than greatly vertuous. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rett, v, ii. C675)
301 Errours about Religion,, .maintain'd by Men that are
resolute, and viceless. 1671-4 Lady Warwick Autobiog.
(Percy Soc.) 164 Mr. Henry St. John was very good natured
and viceless. /did., The young men were not viceless. 1847

J. Halliday Rustic Bard 321 Viceless virtue, undecaying,
Shed her lustre on our name. 1890 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov. 575/1
Those who are themselves sinless and viceless.

Vice-like, a. 1 rare- 1
, [f. Vice sd.l i.] Par-

taking of the nature of vice.

1590 Nashe Martin Marprelate Wks. (Grosart) I. 184
Beemg once entered into the vicelike vaine of foolerie, ..I

was caried most wickedlie. .in a scorne against the Saincts
of God.

Vice-like, «- Also U.S. vise-like. [f. Vice
sb.% 5.] Resembling (that of) a vice; firmly

tenacious or compressive.

1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 127 Traitors! that vice-like

fang the hand ye lick. 1856 Emersos Eng. Traits, Lit.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 104 What he relishes in Dante is the vice-

like tenacity with which he holds a mental image before the
eyes. 1890 D. Davidson Mem. Long Life x, 258 [He] seized

my hand in his vice-like fist.

Vicelinge, ME. var.^&/*!w#"FiCKiJNG vbl. sb.

Vicenarious, a. rare—°. [See next and -ious.]
* Of or belonging to the twentieth ' (Blount, 1656).

Vicenary (vi'senari), sb. and a. [ad. L. vt~

cemri-us, f. vlceni, distrib. f. viginti twenty.]

f a. sb. One who has command oyer twenty
persons. Obs.
1603 Hahsnkt Pop. Impost. 49 Delicat, another Captaine,

or vicenarie in Sara, hauing vnder him twenty assistants.

b. adj. ' Belonging to twenty ' (Bailey, 1727)

;

based on the number twenty. Cf. Vigexary a.

i8a6 Peacock in Encyd. Metrop. (1845) I. 371/1 Such a
practice would naturally lead to the formation of a vicenary
scale of numeration. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 337/2 In France
the scale from 60 to 100 is strictly vicenary (by twenties).

Vice'ntials. rare— , [ad. L. vicennalia.]
1656 Blount Giossogr., Vicennals, solemn games and vows

for twenty ..years.

Vicennial, a. Sc. Law. [f. L. vicenni-um : see

next. Cf. L. vtcenndlis, K. vicen/ial.] Extending
to twenty years.

1737 Kames Decis. Crt. Sess. 1730-52 (1799) 19 What use
would there be for the vicennial prescription of retours, if a
purchase [etc. J. 1785ARNOT 7>i«/jr(i8i2) 261 Lord Fountain-
hall laid down this doctrine, that the vicennial prescription

of Crimes had no place with us. 1826 G. J. Bell Comment.
Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I, Vicennial Prescription of Holograph
Obligations. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 770 By the
act 1617, c. 13, a vicennial prescription of retours was
introduced.

|| Vioennium. rare—1
. [L., f. vtc-

y
stem of

vicies twenty times, etc., + annus year.] A period

of twenty years.

1846 M cCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 623 The
danger of dying of consumption.. is greater in this than in

the preceding vtcennium.

Vice-president. [Vice-. So F. vUe-pri-

sident, It., Sp., and Pg. vicepresidente.] One who
acts as the representative or deputy of a president

(in various senses); an official ranking immediately
below a president.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 66 Under Sergius the Vice-
president of Asia, .ther arose a great strife, .about the keep-
ing of the Easter. 1586 in I. .Morris Troub. Catk, Fore-
fathers (1877) 84 The Lord Evers sitting as vice-president
with Meares, Hurlstone, Cheeke, and the rest. 1629
Wadsworth Pilgr. vii. 64 This North was created D.D. in

P.ui>, ;ind was sometimes Vice-President of the Colledgeof
Doway. 1660 K. Coke Power $ Subj. 235 The President,
or Vice-president of the Queens Councell established in the
North. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. (1789) IV. i3 The college
[Magdalen, Oxford] was filled with catholics; and Char-
nock., was made vice-president. 1796 T. Twining Trav.
India, etc. (1893) 54 The Vice-President always breakfasted
in his own room. 1800 St. Papers in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 6/3
That nothing, .shall prevent such Governor, when absent,
from nominating a Vice-President and Deputy-Governor of
Port William. 1841 W. Si'ALDiNC Italy <y //. 1st. III. 57
Melzi d'Eril was vice-president : and in the Council ofState
were found Serbelloni [etc.]. 1855 Poultry Chron. III.

411/1 The society consists of a president, vice-president,
committee, secretary, and members. 1874 Bancroft Footpr.
Time ii. 234 The Vice-President becomes an officer of much
power or dignity.

HenceVice-presidentiala. ; Vice-president-
ship. Also Vice-presidency.
1690 Lond.Gaz. No. 2600/1 The Vice-Presidentship of the

Council of Arragon. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 132,
I would accept the Vice-Presidentship of the Board of
Trade. 1833 Story Comm. Consttt. U.S. III. 336 Suppose
there should be three candidates for the presidency, and
two for the vice-presidency. 1889 W. Wilson State § 1099
(1893) 562 Each party.. nominates the candidates of its

choice for the presidency and vice-presidency. 1904 Daily
Chron. 20 June 5/6 There has never before been so pro-
nounced a reluctance to accept the vice-presidential
nomination.

Vice-queen, [Vice-.] a. A woman ruling

as the representative of a queen, b. The wife of

a viceroy. (Cf. Vicereine.)
1378 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India (1596) 7 His mother and

three sisters.. came to the Hand of Santo Domingo, with
that vicequeene the Lady Mary cf Toledo. 16*8-9 F)igby

Voy. Medit. (Camden) 77, I ..sent some letters to the Vice-

queene of Sardinia. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 221/3 Naples,

Dec. 13...The next day the Vice-Koy went incognito to

visit him, which was the day after returned him by the

Cardinal : who paid also his complements to the Vice
Queen. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias til. ix, Heavens ! what
luxury and magnificence ! I believed myself in the palace

of a vice-queen. 1796 Nelson 28 Sept. in Nicolas Disp.

(1845) II. 284 If the Enemy land near Bastia, the Vice-

Queen's Yatch may be useful. 184* Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life (1870) IIL.bc. 139 Think of.. the vice-queen

of Portugal labouring as a bookseller's drudge. 1894
Dublin Rei'. Oct. 463 A great Roman lady, who played the

part of a vice-queen in Judea.

Vice-rextor. [Vice-. Cf. F. vice-redeur,

It. vicerettore, Sp. viceredor, Pg. -reitor.] A
deputy rector (of a theological college).

1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 12 Entire obseruance and
duty to bee performed to the Rector.., next to the Vice-

Rector as his minister. 1824 in Ushaw Mag. Dec. (1913)

259 Your late worthy Vice Rector has been at Ushaw some
days. 1890 J. Morris in Month Apr. 491 With Dr. Ferdi-

nand English, then Vice-Rector of the English College at

Rome,..! left England.

Hence Vice-rectorship.
1856 J. Mokris in J. H. Pollen Life (1896) vii. 165 When

the Vice-Rectorship of the English College was offered me,
I did not hesitate to accept it.

Viceregal, a. [Vice- + Regal a., after Vice-
roy sb.'] Of or pertaining to, associated with, a

viceroy.

1839 Lever H. Lorrequcr'w, One of my fellow-passengers
was a gentleman holding a high official appointment in the

viceregal court. 1859 Lang Wand. India 325 He found a
carriage ready to convey him to the vice-regal dwelling.

1874 Stubus Const. Hist. I. xiii. 563 The viceregal character,
which the justiciar certainly possessed.

Hence Vice-re'gralize v. trans. , to convert into

a viceroyalty ; Vice-regally adv., as a viceroy.

1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in Air xxvHI, In many things,

our poor vice-regalized kingdom only too strongly resembles
Ireland. 1881 Academy April 271 The people whom he had
ruled vice-regally.

Vice-re 'gent. [Vice-. Cf. It. vicereggente.']

One who acts in place of a regent.
In some early instances perh. an error for vice-gerent.

1556 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. X. 315 To ane boy ryn«
nand..to Dunkell witht clois writtingis of the viceregentis.

1581 Mardeck Bk. Notes 842 Who doubteth then, but if the
Pope bee Vicar to the Prince of this world, he is Viceregent
to the Diuell. 1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love in. i. But
Monarchs are the Gods Viceregents here. 1827 Scott
Surg. Dau. xii, The Nawaub has placed his young son,
Tippoo, as Vice-Regent of his newly-conquered territory of
Bangalore. 1889 W. Wilson State § 104 (1893) 67 The five

Efjhors. .were originally mere deputies of the kings, ap-
pointed., to act as vice-regents in the absence of their royal
principals.

trajisf. 1660 Marq. Worcester Water-Comm. Engine
(1663) 15 A Viceregent or Countervail supplying the place
and performing the full force of a Man, Wind, Beast or Mill.

Ii Vicereine (v*srfn). Also vice-reine. [a. K.

vicereine, f. vice- Vice- + reine queen.] The wife

of a viceroy; also (less usually), - Vice-queen a.

Common from c 1885.

1823 Mrs. A. Judson Amer. Babt. Miss. Burman Emp.
Contents, Letter v. Visit of the vice-reine. [Cf. p. 63 Her
highness, the viceroy's wife, visited us,] 1833 Lady Beuing-
feld in yerningham Lett. (1896) II. 391 Residing 3 years
at Brussels . . at the time that it belonged to Austria and had
..the Arch D. Mary Christine for Vice-Reine. 1882 Times
27 July 5/1 Those . . who have expressed to her Highness the

Vicereine and [the Khedive] himself their sympathy. 1896
Pall Matt Mag. Jan. 105 The Viceroy and the Vicereine
stand before Tippoo 's throne, supported.. by the leading
officials.

Viceroy (vai*sroi), sb. Also 6-7 viceroys, 6

wize roy, vizeroye (7 -roy), 6-7 vizroy; 6-7

//. -roies. [a. older F. vice-ray, visroy (F. vice~

roi), f. vice- Vice- + roi king. So It. vicere', Pg.

vicerci, Sp. virey.
Formerly freq. written or printed with hyphen and occas.

as two words.]

1. One who acts a3 the governor of a country,

province, etc., in the name and by the authority of

the supreme ruler ; a vice-king.
a. 1534 Chron. Calais (Camden) 34 The xxiiij. of Febru-

ary Frauncis the Frenche kynge was taken prisoner, .by the

vice-roy of Naples, 1555 EutN Decades (Arb.) 103 Inacus
Iopez Mendocius

1 ..viceroye of Granata. 1598 Barckxey
Felic. Man 111. (1603) 241 The part rather ofa tyrant then of
a vice-roy. a 1641 Br. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. (1642) 13$
The custome being in Persia, that in the necessary absence
of the Prince in State, the Heire apparent was Vice-roy.

1698 J. Fryer Ace. E. India >y P. 151 A lone Gallery, hung
round with the Pictures at length of all the Vice-Roys that

had been in Fast India down to the present Vice-Roy.
\-jyjGcntl. Mag.Vll. 685/2 His Catholick Majesty's.. dis-

patching all the necessary Orders to his Vice-Roys, Gov-
ernors, and other Officers. 1787 A. Hamilton Wks. (1886)

VII. 15 The government lately established in Canada—the
splendid title of Viceroy—seems to look beyond the dreary
regions o( Canada and Nova Scotia. 1808 Pike Sonnes
Mississ. 111. App. 4 The whole political government of the

vice-roy of Mexico. 1877 W. R, Cooper Egypt. Obelisks

xu (187S) 61 This obelisk, .was presented to the late Duke
of Northumberland . . by the Viceroy of Egypt. 1880 Eneycl.

Brit. XII. 768/1 The supreme authority over all British

India. .is vested. .in the viceroy or governor-general-in-

Council.
fi. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. I.

lxxvL 156 b, And so they remained untill the comming of
the Vizeroye Don Francisco de Almeda. 1590 Webue
Trav. (Arb.) 24 These 60 Kings are all his Wize Royes in

seuerall places. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. a> Commiv. (1603)
236 The vizeroies of that huge tract do acknowledge him
for their soueraigne and supreme gouernour. i6ao Dekker
His Dream Wks. (Grosartj III. 20 About him, ruund (Like
petty Viz-royes), Spirits (me thought) all-Crounde.

2. trans/. One having authority or rank com-
parable to that of a viceroy.
c 1590 Greene Friar Bacon 178 Now Maisters of our

Academicke State, That rule in Oxford, Vizroies in your
place. 1591 Lambarue Archeion (1635)97 The King. .is

within his owne Kingdome the Vice-roy of God. a 1631
Donne Serm, 1. (1634,1 21 God creates man whom He con-
stitutes His Vice-roy in the world. 1644 [H. Parkeh] Jks
Populi 45 The Judges were Gods Vice-Roys, in regard they
did transact affairs by direction from Gods own mouth.
1676 Grew Anal. I 'I , E.\pcr. Luct. 238 For what Dominion
a Prince hath over the Moial, that a PhyMcian hath, as

one of God Almighty's Vice-Roys, over the Corporeal
World. 1818 Lady Morgan Autoliog. (1859) 279 When
Barras reigned, and the beautiful Madame Tallien reigned
viceroy over him. 1837 Scott Chron. Canotigate iii,

Christie Steele was my mother's body servant, her very

right hand, and . .something like a viceroy over her.

attrib. 1656 Cowlky Chronicle Wks. (1905) 41 But in her

place I then obey'd Black-ey'd Bess, her Viceroy-Maid ;

To whom ensu'd a Vacancy.

3. Ent. An Ameiican species of butterfly, Basil-

archia Archippus, distinguished by handsome red

and black colouring.
1881 S. H. Scuddf.r Buttcrfics vii. 103 The caterpillar of

the Viceroy signifies its displeasure at any dUturbance by
tossing the head upward.

Hence Vi'ceroy v. (with it), to rule as or like a

viceroy.
i8ai E.xaminer 596/1 They, forsooth, may viceroy it over

authority with propriety.

Viceroyal, a. [f. prec. + -al. Cf. Viceregal

#.] Of or pertaining to a viceroy.

t 1728 Swift Two Lett. Improv. Ireland Wks. 1S41 II. 91

Burnet.. has not hitherto been able to persuade his vassals

..to settle a revenue on his viceroyal person. 1868 Mrs.
HokaceMann Lifein Argentine Republic 122 A viceroyal

government was expressly created for it [sc, Buenos Ayres
'n 17771-

Viceroyalty. [ad. F\vice-royautl': seeVicE-

and Royalty. Stressed either on the first or

second syllable.]

1. The office, rank, or authority of a viceroy.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 38S3/1 The Ambassador is not con-

tented.., having entertained great hopes of being advanced
to the Viceroyalty of Naples. 1740 Smollett Gil Bias
vni. ii, Here 1 saw commanders and knights of Calatrava
and St. Iago, solliciting for governments and viceroyalties.

1800 Hist. Ind. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. -2<).-2 Pedro Malcar-
enhas, on whom the viceroyalty devolved on the decease of

Meneses. 1849 Macalxay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 156 Sunder-
land. .offered to procure for Tyrconnel supreme military

command, enormous appointments, anything but the vice-

royalty. 1867 Frf.eman Norm. Conq. I. vl 475 This fact,

coupled with Thurkill's similar viceroyalty in Denmark,
shows that Cnut [etc.],

b. In quasi-concrete use: A viceroy or viceregal

household.
1842 Lover Handy Andy ix, Fancy might suggest that

the house rejoiced, as it weie, in its honoured position,.,

because it was under the nose of viceroyalty. 1909 Wesim.
Gaz. 16 Sept. 4/2 This property .. was bought by the
Government in 1864 as a dwelling for Viceroyalty.

2. A province or dependency commonly ad-

ministered by a viceroy.

1715 Lend. Gaz. No. 5323/2 The. .Ship, .which is to carry

the Prince to his Viceroyalty of Peru, t-77 Robertson
Hist. Amer. vii. (1778) II. 332 Costa Rica and Veragua..
belong to the vice-royalty of New Spain. 1816 Tuckey
Narr. EAped. R. Zaire iv. (1818) 159 'J he opposite sides of

the river form two vice royalties. 1844 Regul. if Ord. A rmy
37 The Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland shall be entitled to re-

ceive from the forts and batteries within His Vice-Royalty
a Royal Salute. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. VI. lvi. 441
The seeds of rebellion were already [in 1782] sown in the

vice- royalties of Buenos Ayres and Peru.

3. The period during which a particular viceroy

holds office.

1849 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace v. ii. (1877) III, 207

Ireland bad never been so well governed as during the vice-

royalty of Lord Mulgrave. 1865 Maffei Brigand Life II.

21 During the vice-royalty of the Count of Castrillo. 1883

B. Smith Life Ld. Lawrence xxvul.II. 534 There had been
a deficit in more than one year of his Viceroyalty.

"Vioeroydom. rare- 1
, [f. Vicekoy sb. + -uom.]

= prec. 1.

HU in 10th Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. V. 125 To
putt altwayes the Vkeroydom into the hands of an Irish

Catholick.

Vleeroyed, a. rare- 1
, [f. as prec] Committed

to a viceroy.

1839 Bailey Festus 347 His is the sway of social sovereign

peace :. . His is the vice-royed, vouched-safe, sway of God.

Viceroysliip. [f. Viceroy + suir.]

1. = Vicekoyalty I.

1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xxxv. 89 The Saracen Caliph
commanded in Egypt ; under whom, two great Lords.. fell

out about the Sultanie or Vice-royship of that land. 1686

Lond. Gaz. No. 2156/2 The Viceroyship of Sardinia, vacant
by the removal of the Count de Fuensahchi to the Govern-
ment of MUau, is not yet disposed of. 171* Ibid. No. 5,/53/x
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The Prince, .took Possession of the Viceroyship of this

Kingdom. 1794 Nelson 24 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I.

498 Since your Excellency has taken upon you the Viceroy-

ship of Corsica. 1893 Sir H. W. Norman in Mem. (1908)

297, I cannot face the Viceroyship [of India]. ..I feel I am
not really equal to five years of arduous work.

2. — VlCEROYALTY 2.

1609 Rowley Search for Money (Percy Soc.) 24 These
gardners, or guardians, of this their little viceroyship, were
now approached us. 1703 J. Savage Lett. Antients lxxxii.

225 The Dominion and Viceroyship ofthe Triballians. 1766

J. Z. Holwell Orig. Print. Anc. Bramins ir. iv. (1779) 20
Thus the empire was divided into as many kingdoms, as
there had been Vice-royships and Governments. 1827 Scott
Napoleon xlvii, I will.. divide it [sc. Spain] into five.. vice-

royships.

3. = VlCEROYALTY 3.

1709 E. Ward tr. Cervantes -zoo The Viceroy.. resolv'd to
be more favourable to Don Vincent, in case he should be
found in Valencia, before his Viceroyship was expir'd. 1822
New Monthly Ma?. VI. 51 His viceroyship will never be
forgotten. 1889 Sir S. Walpole Life Ld.

J. Russell I.

xvii. 460 During the first few months of his Viceroyship.

Vicesimal (vaise'S'mal), a. rare. [f. L. vtci-

sim-us twentieth, f. vicenii see VlOBNABY.] =
Vigesimal a. Also t Vice-sim. Obs.~°
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vicesimal, Vicesim, the same with

Vicenarious. 1902 Daily Chron. 11 Jan. 5/2 Our system
has inherent advantages for conversion over the former
vicesimal and duodecimal system of France.

t Vice'sime. Obsr~l [ad. h.vTcesima (sc. pars) :

see prec] A twentieth part.

1600 Holland Livywi. xvi. 260 He proposed a law.. con.
cerning a twentith part or vicesime, to be levied of their

goods that were made free.

Vice-trea"surer. [Vice-.] One who acts

as the deputy or representative of a treasurer;

spec* an official acting in this capacity in the govern-

ment of Ireland.

1541-2 in R. Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 231 Which shall be
proued by writing, .before the two chiefe Iustices, the chiefe
Baron and the Vicethesaurer. 1547 Privy Council Acts
(1890)11. 135 The Vicethresaurier of the Mynt at Brtstowe.

1551 Sir J. Williams Accompte (Abbotsford) 79 Roberte
Fowler, vice-treasourer, and Thomas Fowler, receivor. 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Hib. i. (1821) 31 The Vice-treasurer and
generall Receiver of the Queenes Majesties revenewes of
this Realme. 1676 Earl Essex in Essex Papers (Camden)
II. 57 All the projects .. w[hi]ch arise from our Vice
Treasurer, do still tend to this not to have any money left

here in the Treasury. 1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4699/3 Mr.
Pratt, Deputy-Vice-Treasurer, delivered . .several Papers
relating to the Receipts and Payments of the Vice-
Treasurer. 01797 * n 3 rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 434/1
Mr. Flood & Air. Hussey Burgh, the two best popular
speakers, were very much softened, & Flood made Vice-
Treasurer. i860 L. Harcourt Diaries G. Rose I. 71 The
office of Vice-Treasurer of Ireland.

Hence Vice-trea surership,
1671 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 396 My Lord

Angier, who bought, .the Vicetreasurership of Ireland,, .is,

betwixt knavery and foolery, turned out. 1765 Ld. Holland
in Jesse Selwyn ty Contemp. (1843) I. 394 Will he have a
Vice-Treasurership of Ireland? 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI.
296/2 Lord Rockingham had.. offered him the chancellor-
ship of the exchequer, and the vice-treasurership of Ireland.

tVicety. Obs.~ l (App. f. Vice sb. 1 + -ty, for

the sake of rime.)
1633 B. Jonson Love's Welcome Wks. (1641) 278 Acci.

Here is to the fruit of Pern. Fit*. Grafted upon Stub his
Stem. Acci. With the Peakish Nicetie. Pitz. And old
Sherewood's Vicetie.

II Vice Versa (vai's/ vsusa), adv. pkr. Also
vice versft. [L. (also versa vice), from vice, abl.

sing, of vicis turn, place, position, etc, and versa,

abl. sing. fern, of versus, pa. pple. of vertZre to

turn. So F. vice versd, Sp., Pg., It. vice versa,

viceversa.] With a reversal or transposition of the

main items in the statement just made ; contrari-

wise, conversely.
i6ox A. Copley Answ. Let. Jesuited Gent. 23 They are

like to bee put to such a penance and the Arch-Priests vice-

versa to be suspended and attainted as Schismaticall. 1665
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 335 When it rains and blows
. .all along the Coast of Malabar., no Sun appears: con-
trarily.. those Countreys on that side Bellagate have then
clear Sun-shine weather. . . And vice versa, the season varies.

1689 Prior Epist. to F. Shephard 60 The Thesis, vice-versa
put, Should Hebrew-wise be understood. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs 78 Nor can we ask his favour upon occasion, and
so vice versa he can make no use of us. 177a Regul. H.M.
Service at Sea 21 The Number of the first Entry is to be
noted against the Number of the Re-entry, and vice versa,
the Number of the Re-entry against the Number of the
first Entry. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 524 It may probably
happen that those who have the disorder mildly are con-
sidered only to have a common cold ; and, vice versa, a
heavy accidental catarrh may rank as influenza. 1830 R.
Knox Biclara*s Anat. 315 So that each portion of muscle
is single at one extremity, and at the other is continuous
with two portions; and vice versa, each of the latter is con-
nected with a double portion of the opposite extremity.

b. Freq. in and (fso) vice versa, or vice versa,

used to imply the complementary statement with-

out expressing it in words.
164a Howell For. Trav. \x. (Arb.) 47 The yeaue of the

Conquering of France [by Spain], is the morning of the

Conquest of England (and vice versa). 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.
246 For Clay ground they have their seed from Red-land
or Chalk, & vice versa. 1688 Boyle Final Causes Nat.
Things iv. 227 Not Anatomical but Chymical, or Vice
Versa. 1761 Stiles in Phil. Trans. LV. 255 These separ-

ated parts . . stretching or contracting themselves from round

to oval and cylindrical, and viceversa. 1787 Best Angling
{ed. 2) 42 The larger he [the pike] is, the coarser the food,

and so vice versa. 1835 W. R. Hamilton tr. Suveru's Ess.

Birds ofAristoph. 101 Flying is compared to rowing and
sailing, and vice versa. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 313/2 The
young birds are sent packed in the old class hamper, or,

vice versa. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 122

Consequently the tangents at four harmonic points are

harmonic, and vice versa.

Vice-warden. [Vice-.] A deputy warden
(esp, of the Stannaries or the Borders). Hence
Vice-wardenry, -ship.

1536 in Priory of Hexham (Surtees) App. p. exxxv, The
lord Ogle beyng admytted as vice-warden. Ibid. p. exxxvi,

Sir Ingram Percy beyng dischargid of the vice-wardenry.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 17 b, In the retume he was
encountered with therle of Northumberlandes vicewarden,

and other gentilmen of the borders. 1640 Act 16 Chas. I,

c. 15 The Warden, Vice Warden, or Steward of the said

Stanaries. 1703 Ld. Granville in Lond, Gaz. No. 3951/2,
I refer to my Vice-Warden to lay before you the present

State of the Stannaries. £1790 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V.

462/1 (Cornwall), The lord-warden appoints a vice-warden

to determine all stannery disputes every month. 1836 Act
6-7 William IV, c. 106 § 1 The Court of Equity of the Vice
Warden, .of the said Stannaries. 1863 Rules for Appeals
to Lord Warden of Stannaries i, Any person desiring to

appeal to the Lord Warden of the Stannaries from a.. de-

cision of the Vice-Warden. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 13 Dec. 2/3
Ejected from the Vice-wardenship of the Stannaries, he was
again returned to the House of Commons.
Vioh, ME. var. Each a. ; obs. Sc. f. Which.
Vichaunceller, obs. f. Vice-chancellor.
Vichoraft, obs. Sc. form of Witchcraft.
Vicht, obs. Sc. var. Wight sb. and a.

II Vicby (v/[V)- [See def.] The name of a town
in the department of Allier in Central France, vised

altrib. and ellipt. to designate a mineral water ob-

tained from springs there.

1858 Simmosds Diet. Trade s.v., Vichy-water. 1876
Nature XIV. 320/2 Vichy waters, from a physiological and
hygienic point of view. 1903 Smart Set IX. 16 He., mixed
the contents of the phial in a glass half-filled with vichy.

Vioiat(e, obs. ff. Vitiate.

Vicinage (vi'sinedg). Also 4 vesinage, 7

vicenage, visinage. [ad. OF. visenage (visnage),

vicenage, or voisinage (see Voisinage), with as-

similation of the stem to the original L. vicin-us\

cf. Vicinity.]

1. A number of places lying near to each other

taken collectively ; an area extending to a limited

distance round a particular spot ; a neighbourhood.
Usu. with lite, this, or similar word, but occasionally with

a or in pi.

a 1325 MS, Rawl. B.520 fol. 55 Somune boru gode som-
unse xii fre men ant trewe of vesinage of N. 155a Hulokt,
Vicinage, vicinia, uicinetum. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11.

136 King Ethelred.. began the tryal of Causes by a Jury of

twelve men to be chosen out of the Vicenage. 1683 in

Vcrney Mem. (1007) II. 376 All our most able and Eminent
Doctors of this Vicinage, c 1700 Pomfret Poet. Wks. (1833)

37 Adam by an injured Maker driven From Eden's groves,

the vicinage of Heaven. 1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. ty

Port, exx, The regiments are . . recruited from the vicinage.

1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 122 The Metropolis and
its Vicinage. X813 C. Vancouver Agriculture of Devon
216 All such other parts of the district as at this time are.

.

open to all the inhabitants of the vicinage, a 1853 W. Jay
Autobiog. (1854) iv. 37 So it was with the vicinages all

around Marlborough. 1868 Lossing Hudson 1 The agricul-

tural and mineral treasures of its vicinage.

b. Freq. in the phrase in the (also, this, our,

etc.) vicinage*

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 182, I am afraid of

a Potgun or a Squib; far from running upon Muskets and
Swordpoints as they say in our Vicinage, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840) III. 394 No less than twenty thousand
pounds worth of this coarse commodity [lime] is yearly

made, and vended in the vicinage. 1676 Doctrine of Devils
92 Until he have gotten the favour and blessing of all the

Witches in the Vicinage, yea in the Hemisphere. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. xxxiv. 255 She is the only

flower of fragrance, that has blown in this vicinage for ten

years past. 1791 H. Walpole Let. to Misses Berry 11 Sept.

(1840) VI. 455 The French ladies in my vicinage. 1814

Scott Wav. x, He had lived in retirement, conversing

almost entirely with those of his own principles m the vicin-

age. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. viii. 274
The. .recommendation of a sufficient population in the vi-

cinage. 1883 Manch. Exam. 3 Oct. 54 People in the

vicinage.. were not in a mood to regard it as a gratuitous

picturesque display.

fig. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Disc. v. § 24 That soul

that, .invites an enemy to view its possessions and live in

the vicinage, loves the sin itself.

c. transf. The people living in a certain district

or neighbourhood.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixvii. 262 Barrons shall

be amerced by their Peeres, others by the vicinage. 167a

[H. Stubbe] Rosemary ty Bayes 17, I could wish they would
not disturb the visinage with declamations against Mr.

Calvin. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 187 Where
there is no constituted judge, . . the vicinage itself is the natu-

ral judge. i8ax Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 46 Relying,

for influence, not on the good will of the vicinage, but upon
the dread of their power. 1836 Ld. Cockburn Jrnl. (1874)

I. 122 Towns and their rustic vicinages are agitating against

this measure. x86a J, Thrupp Anglo-Sax. Home 269 The
vicinage applied, .to the bishop for leave todig up the body
and burn it.

2. The fact of being or living close to another or

others ; nearness, proximity : a. Of persons ; spec.

in Law as entitling to certain rights of common.

iSo8MARSTON5rfl. Villaniei. iii. 182 Ilewinke at Robrus,
that for vicinage Enters common, on his next neighbors
Stage. 1602 Fulbecke jst Pt. Parall. 14 If I prescribe to
haue common because of vicinage in such a village. 1626
Daniel Hist. Eng. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 101 By reason of
the vicinage, and innumerous populacie of that Nation.
1679 J. Goodman Penit. Pard. 1. ii. (1713) 30 As if his
father's presence or vicinage would put too great a restraint
upon him. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 33 Common be-
cause of vicinage, or neighbourhood, is where the inhabit-
ants of two townships, which lie contiguous to each other,
have usually intercommoned with one another. 1823 Cob-
bett Rur. Rides (1830)203 The tarred, trowsered, and blue.
and-buflF crew whose very vicinage I always detest. 1830
Mackintosh Partition ofPoland Wks. 1846 II. 338 In a de-
claration delivered at Warsaw, Catherine declared, that she
did nothing but in virtue of the right of vicinage, acknow-
ledged by all nations. 1891 J. Winsor Columbus xvi. 357
St. Augustine, St. Basil, and St. Ambrose had placed the
Garden of Eden far in the Old World's east, apart from the
common vicinage of men.

b. Of things or places.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ix. 34, I began to guess the
Reason of its Activity, as borrowed from the vicinage of the
warmer Corpuscles. 1696 Whiston The. Earth iv. (1722)

356 The particular Prerogatives . . do not entirely depend on
..the Vicinage of the Central Heat. 1826 Cobbett Poor
Man's Friend ii, Are they, now, to complain, if the vicinage
of these same works causes a charge of rates there ? 1844
Disraeli Coningsby vi. ii, The common white pottery, .will

not bear vicinage to a brisk kitchen fire for half-an-hour.

x88o Scribner's Mag. Mar. 660/2 The vicinage of the tra-

veling studio was an occasion and a pretext for unprece-
dented larks.

3. In the vicinage of, near or contiguous to, in

the neighbourhood of. Cf. Vicinity 4.
178a Mrs, H. Cowley Bold Stroke for Husb. v. ii,

In the vicinage of Rosalvo, bounded on the west by the
river. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 151 If I had had any in

the vicinage of my plantation. 1812 J. Henry Camp,
agst. Quebec 99 The Canadians in the vicinage of Quebec
lived as comfortably. 1830 Croly George IV, 412 The
length of canal navigation in the vicinage of London.
1852 H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 151 They had become a
centre and a source, .of moral pestilence, in the vicinage of
which it was unsafe for men to dwell.

Vicinal(vi'sinal, vissrnal^, a. [ad. L. vicinai-is,

{. vicJn-us neighbour. So OF. and F. vicinal.]

1. ' Belonging to neighbours or neighbourhood.1

1623 Cockeram r. 1656 Blount Glossogr. 1727 Bailey
(vol. II).

2. Vicinal way or road* a local common way as

distinguished from a highway ; a by-road or cross-

road.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 314 Of these [public ways] amongst
the Romans some were called pubhek kcit' «£oxV, ant*

others Vicinal. 1727 Magna Brit, ty Hib. IV. 210/2 Among
the Vicinal Ways, or Chemini mhiores, there is also one
in this County. 1790 Pennant London (1813) 13 A vicinal

way went under Aldgate. .towards Oldford. 1791 Newte
'Pour Eng. ty Scot. 259 From this permanent station, a vici-

nal or cross road is carried through Glenartney. 1807 G.
Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. iv. 135 From this place.. there

probably went ofTa vicinal way to the Roman stations in

Tweedale. 18x2 J. Bigland Beauties Eng. ty Wales XVI.
15 This, .appears to have been only a vicinal road of the

Romans. 1878 Hardy Ret. Native 1. i, In many portions

ofits course it overlaid an old vicinal way, which branched
from the great Western road of the Romans.

b. Similarly with other sbs.

i79g R. Warner Walk thro' W. Counties (1800) S The
operations of husbandry have depressed, and indeed obliter-

ated in many places, this grand vicinal Dorsum. 1851 O.
Wilson Preh. Ann. II. in. ii. 73 A small vicinal camp on
the banks of the Kirble. 1901 Speaker 31 Aug. 618 He saw
a good-looking cure smoking in a vicinal railway.

o. Neighbouring, adjacent, near.

1739 Maitland Hist. London 1. ii. 10/1 The noisom
Vapours incessantly emitted from that and the vicinal

Marshes. 1790 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 232 In vicinal situa-

tions, the next best mode to angular measurement is no
doubt that of marking, by means of well-regulated clocks, .

.

the repeated . . explosion of light. 1842 Proc. Lond. Electr.

Soc. (1843) 355 Sparks will pass from such a wire, and,
,
there-

fore, from a lightning-rod, to vicinal conducting bodies.

b. Math, and Min* Nearly coincident with a

given surface or plane.

1895 Cayley Math. Papers VIII. 302, 1 investigate the

values of a, b, . . for the point P' on the vicinal surface.

Ibid. 309 The lines which .. correspond to the principal

tangents of the vicinal surface must be the principal tangents

of the given surface.

o. Org. Chetn. Of substituted groups or atoms :

Lying in consecutive order ; adjacent to each other.

i898 J. Wade Introd. Org. Chem. 288 With regard to the

higher substitution products . . there should be three classes

of tri-derivatives, and only three ... all conceivable arrange-

ments being reducible to the positions 1:2:3, or vicinal,

1:2:4, or unsym metrical, and 1:3:5. or symmetrical. 1900

E. F. Smith tr. Richter's Org. Chem. II. 39 We call them

adjacent, .or.. vicinal.

4. Connected with the relations between a per-

son and his neighbours.

1855 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. 11. 570 No harm, agricul-

tural or fiscal, vicinal or political, shall betide the giver of

such, .assistance.

t Vi*einate, v. Obs. rare. [ad. h.victtidt-, ppl.

stem of vicindrt, f. vicinus : see next.] trans. To
lie near to, to adjoin.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 23 The Land . .seated so

advantagiously for traffique,..and vicinating those golden

countries of Mozambiq', Guiloa [etc.]. Ibid. 114 lasques

and Kostack in Margastan vicinating them.

Vi'cine, a. Now rare* Also 6 vycyue, 7



VICINITY. 183 VICIOUS
vicin. [ad. L. vuin-us neighbouring, near.] =
Vicinal a. 3.

a 1513 Fabvan Chron, vii. 312 These men. .subdued y«
Partyes, and many other vycyne countreys, a 1550 Lkland
Itin. (1769) V. 2, Aii Myles a this side Montgomericis a
River cumming owt of the vicine Hilled 1553 in Haktuyt
Voy. (1599) I. 229 God, vnder whose merciful! hand naui-
gants aboue all other creatures naturally bee most nigh, and
vicine. 1605 L. Hutten Aunsivere 28 With.. due regardc
alwaies had, to the easines and familiarity of the Ceremonie,
that it be vicine, hard at hand, and obvious, not far fetcht.

1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. iv. 35 The opening of other
vicine passages might quickly obliterate any tracks ofthese.
1676 Jas. Cooke Marrow Chirurg. iv. 11. i. 715 In Ustion
take heed of Vicin parts, and apply Cauteries through a
Pipe. 1824 Guide to Aberystwyth 31 The visitor of Aber-
ystwyth. .parading the Terrace Castle Ruins or the vicine
hills,. gives the subject but an ordinary thought.

Vicinity (visrniti). [ad. L. vtcinitas, f.

vtcln-tis : see prec. and -ity. So It. vicinitii, Sp.
vecindad.]

1. The state, character, or quality of being near
in space

;
propinquity, proximity.

1560 DAUStr. Sleidane's Comm. 12 b, For the Frenchmen
come of the same offspringe that we do.. : and for the
vicinitie therof are very necessary for the Italians and us.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. §4. 275 The vicinitie also of
the evill moveth much, for dangers afarre off we little

esteeme. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. m. 169 The
third is 'to feed, and eate together'. Another degree of
vicinity, and neerenesse. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India \ P.
226 The most unhealthy of these [winds] are the South-East,
for that then the Air is thicker, by reason of the Seas Vicin-
ity. 1717 Swift St. /re/. Wks. 1755 V. n. 166 The abund-
ance and vicinity of country seats, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist.
Greece I. 105 But the Athenians were not to be intimidated
by any vicinity of danger. 1835 Scott Betrothed xix, The
Constable alleged the vicinity of the Welsh, as what might
possibly again render the abode of his betrothed bride..
perilous. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vL II. 102 He had
forgotten that vicinity operates in more ways than one.
1892 Photogr.Ann. II. 247 Under these conditions all vicin-
ity of watercourses, unless bridged, should be avoided.

b. Const. to, with.
1651 Baxter Lett, to Church at Bcwdley 10 That we may

enjoy the comfort of unity, .according to our vicinity with
you on Earth. 1681 Rycaut tr. Gracian's Critick 23 All
those Epithets ofchangeable, defective, ..and the like, are..
derived from her too near vicinity with the Earth. 1781
GdMM Heroism 52 Ill-fated race ! how deeply must they
rue Their only crime, vicinity to you ! 1836-7 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Scenes xxv, How much more awful is it to reflect on
this near vicinity to the dying ! 1858 J. Martineau Stud.
Chr. 206 This vicinity to the great capital drew him, how-
ever, into a wider circle of duties.

f 2. Nearness in degree or quality ; close rela-

tionship or connexion ; resemblance, likeness. Obs.
«594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol., Chancerie § 145 Unto whom

your said Oratrices husband, for the vicinity of bloud, and
abilitie ofsubstance, was bolder to make his mone forhelpe.
1599 Hroughton's Lett. xii. 42 Speeches farre more differ-
ing from any vicinitie to prophanenes then this of yours.
1614 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2) 51 The vicinity
with mans nature it hath. 1643 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647)
281 An honorary, and extraordinary priviledge indulged to
them for their vicinity and relation to our Blessed Lord the
fountaine of all benison to us. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig.
Man. 1. iii. (1677) 83 There is a vicinity between Agents and
Patients.

8. =* Vicinage i.

1781 Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 293 Lord Cornwallis
had advanced to the vicinities of the Moravian towns.
1789 Ibid. III. 26 The progress of light .. has equalled
expectation in Paris only and its vicinities. 1835 I. Taylor
Spir. Despot, iv. 173 That .. tendency of things, which
places the clergy of a vicinity in opposition the one to the
other. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. viii, It commanded a full

view of the vicinity without, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xi. 75We were glad . . to escape the vicinity of that ugly crevasse,
1875 Helps Soc. Press, iii. 41 That might gradually have
the effect of removing all noxious trades from London and
its vicinity,

4. In the vicinity {of), in the neighbourhood (of),

near or close (to). (Cf. Vicinage i b and 3.)
(a) 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) H.

229 It would most probably have in it's vicinity, the tree
which Nature designed should contrast with it in the same
site. 18x0 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 121 The merchant has
his snug retreat in the vicinity of the metropolis. 1840
Hood Up Rhine 161 The extraordinary transparency of
the atmosphere in the vicinity of the Rhine. 1804 Trevel-
yan Compel. Wallah (1866) 185 Amidst the park-like un-
dulating scenery in the vicinity of the town. 1891 Science-
Gossip XXVII. 14/1 During a severe storm in that year
the Port Glasgow ship ' Marseilles ' capsized in the vicinity
of Portpatrick.

(b) 18*7 Faraday Chem. Manip. xviii. (1842) 479 The
minute hole . . may be obliterated by a little pressure towards
it upon the lute in the immediate vicinity. 1843 Lytton
Last Bar. 111. v, A young man of low stature.. slowly
approaching towards the arch, and every cap in the vicinity
was off, and every knee bowed.

b. With similar sense in other constructions.
Also transf.

t something near to (a specified
amount, etc).
1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. iv. 145 A detachment

of grenadiers were very expeditiously quitting the vicinity
of danger. 1901 Proc. New-Eng. Hist. Geneal. Soc. g Jan.
o. xvi, Raising the extra cost of that number of the Annual
Proceedings to the vicinity of one hundred dollars.

Vioinous, a. rare-1
, [f. L. vfctn-us: see

Vicine a. and -oua.] Extending to immediately
adjacent parts.
1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) V. 621 Local tetter.

Limited to particular organs ; stationary, or viciuous.

Viciosity, variant of Vitiositt.

Vicious (vi"Jas), a. Forms : a. 4- vicious
(5-6 -ouse, 6Si~. -us), 4 vecyous, 6 vicyous, Sc.

wicious
;

5-6 vycious(e, vycyous (5 -owse, 6

-ouse), 5 vysyous; 4-5 viciose (4 vycios).

0. 5-6 vitius, 6-8 (9) vitious (6 -ouse). [a.

AF. vicious, OF. vicious {vitious), vicieus (F.

vicieux, = Sp. and Pg. vicioso, It. vizioso), or ad. L,
vitiJsus (med.L. also viciosus), f. vitium fault,

Vice sbA]

I. 1. Of habits, practices, etc. : Of the nature

of vice; contrary to moral principles ; depraved,

immoral, bad.
a. c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 15 Righte als before be

lykynges in be sensualite ware fleschely, vayne, and vecyous
I . ., righte so now bay ere made gastely, and clcne. c 1380
!
Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 430 pe mor part of men, hi her

| viciose lijf, ben combred in bisheresye. 1390 Gower Con/.

j
III. in He is so ferforth Amourous, He not what thing is

vicious Touchende love. 1:1420 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods
2097 From hys gloryous syght thus he vs estraungeth, For

! our vycyous lyuyng, thorough owre owne foly. c 1430 —
Min. Poems (PercySoc.) 70 O loode-sterre of al goode

i governaunce ! Alle vicious lustes by wisdom to represse.

! 1535-6 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 28 § 1 Ther [sc. monks']
1 vycyous lyvyng shamelesly encreasseth & augmentith. 1555
Eden Decades (Arb.) 53 Dissolute lyuyuge, licentious
talke, and such other vicious behauoures. 1613 Pubchas

[

Pilgrimage iv. ix._ (1614) 391 Richard lohnson caused the
!

English, by his vicious Iiuing, to bee worse accounted of

j

then the Russes. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. § 45 He
I . . who prefers the short pleasures of a vicious Life upon any
I consideration. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 54
!

Vicious actions, considered as mischievous to society, should
j

be punished. 1791 Mrs. Radclifff. Rom. Forest viii, The
Marquis pursuing her with insult and vicious passion. 1838
Thirlwall Greece V. xliii. 249 Interpreted by his enemies
as a proof of unmanly luxury and vicious habits. 1875

' Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 13 Plato attempts to identify

j
vicious pleasures with some form of error.

/3. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. (Rolls) II. 426 How Donaldus
..wescrownit King of Scottis, and of his vitius Lyfe. 1585

' T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xviii. 21 [He] changed
his good maners and vertues into most vitious tyrannies.
i(Sax Burton Anat. Mel. i.i.n.xi. 45 Thence come, .many
times vitious Habits, customes, ferall Diseases, c 1670
Hobbes Dial, Com. Laws (1681) 7 How can a man be
indicted of Avarice, Envy, Hypocrisie or any other vitious

1

Habit till it be declared? 1700 Prior Carmen Secularc
xxxiv, Some [Societies] that to Morals shall recal the Age,
And purge from vitious Dross the sinking Stage, a 1763

' Shenstone Elegies xv. 54 To fire with vitious hopes a
modest heir. 1791 Burke Let. to Memb. Nat. Assembly
32 Though his practical and speculative morals were vitious

in the extreme. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II, v. ii. 370
His conduct was vitious and weak.

2. Of persons : Addicted to vice or immorality
;

of depraved habits; profligate, wicked.
a. C1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 473 Albouhe Nero were

as vicious As fende bat Hbe fui lowe adoune. c 1400
Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxxv. 83 Vpon theues and
morderers,..mysprowde men and vicious they shalle be
fyers in jugement. C1450 Mirk's Festial 253 For yche
good man ys lobe forto be yn company wyth a vycyous
man. 1483 Rolls 0/ Parlt. VL 240/2 Personnes insolent,

vicious, and of inordinate avarice, a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. V, 33 b, A vicious prince doth muche more hurte with
his pernicious example to other then to hymself by his

peculier offence. 1598 Uarcklky Pelic. Man v. 518 Such
as he found rich & vicious, he would depriue them from
the Senate. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage viii, iv. 629 He saith,

that the Armouchiquois are a great people, but haue no
adoration. They are vicious and bloudie. 165a Lovedav
tr. Calprenede's Cassandra m. 161, I have known indeed
many of the viciousest persons lead a long life with sweet. 1

nesse and contentment. 17J9 Butler Serm. Wks, 1874 II.

22 Mankind is in this sense naturally vicious, or vicious by
nature. 1766 Fokdyce Serm. to Vng. IVm. (1767) I. L 20

'

There are foolish and vicious women. 1793 Holcroft tr.

Lavater's Physiog. xxxi. 164 Vicious men resemble valu- '

able paintings which have been destroyed by varnish. 1813
Shelley Q. Mab vii. 124 Every soul on this ungrateful
earth, Virtuous or vicious, . . Shall perish. 186a Thackeray
Philip v, I know his haunts, but I don't know his friends,

Pendennis. . . I don't think they are vicious, so much as low.

1874 Green Slwrt Hist. ix. § 1. 589 Vicious as the stage
was, it only reflected the general vice of the time.

0. c 1400 Destr. Troy 527 Voidis me noght of vitius, ..Ne
deme no dishonesty in your derfe hert. 156a WinJet Wks.
(S.T.S.) I. 44 He causis sumtyme vitious or tyraue princes

;
. . to haue dominioun aboue vs. 1596 Dalkymi'le tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 161 Jn the beginning of his regyne a gude
i Prince, eftirwarde vitious. 1628 Burton Anat. Mel. (ed. 3)

11. iii. vii. 330 Themistocles. .was a most deboshed and
j

vittous youth. 1660 Milton Free Commw. Wks. 1851 V.
' 451 Monarchs.. whose Aim is to make the People wealthy,

..but otherwise softest, basest, vitiousest, servilest. 1678
1

L'Estrangk Seneca's Mor. (1702) 178 Drunkenness.. does
1 not make Men Vitious but it shews them to be so. 1755
i Young Centaur iv. Wks. 1757 IV. 200 My less vitious
companions fell frequent around me ; and dismal was
their fall.

t b. Const, of. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. v. 47 pe whiche seruauntes

yif bei ben vicious of condiciouns it is a greet charge and a
destruccioun to be house. 1453 Coventry Leet Bk. 278 Yf
eny officers fro this tyme forward be founde vicious of his
body, that then he be put oute of his office in eny wise. 1460
Capgrave Chron. 116 He was vicious of lyvyng, a hunter
outeragious. 1530 Palsgr. 328 Vyciouse of conversacyon.
1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr. Prol. A j b, The man that
is vitious of his personne. .deserveth to be banished. 1577
Holinsheo Chron. II. 1556/1 Some Princes basterd, ..high
minded, full of reuenge, vitious of his body.

c. absol. with the.

1390 Cower Con/. Ill, 226 He putte awey the vicious

1 And tok to htm the vertuous. 1536 G. Wishart in Misc.
Wodroiv Soc. 18 And by all meanes compell and rtproue
the faultie and vicious, a 1581 Campion Hist. Irel. v.

j

(1633) 13 In which vertuchow far the best excell, so farre
in gluttonie and other hateful! crimes the vitious. .are worse

I

then too badde. 1673 (J. Walkkk Educ. (1677) 220 Most
men have greater averseness to the incompliant than the

j
vitious. 17x1 Aijuison Sped. No. 16 p 3 If I attack the

' Vicious, 1 shall only set upon them in a Body. 178a V.
i

Knox Ess. xii. (1819) I. 71 With the vicious you must be
vicious, a 2805 H. K. White Mel. Hours ix, She. .has

j

founJ, by bitter experience, that the vicious.. are devoid of
I all feeling but that of self-gratification. 2863 Biogr, Sk. E,

j

Fry 72 Her example of devotedness, in the care of the
1

wretched and vicious, was emulated with blessed effect.

d. The vicious one, ? the Evil One. rare-1 .

1713 Shaftesb. Judgm. Hercules i. § 2 He is wrought,
agitated, and torn by contrary Passions, "lis the last Effort
of the vitious-one, striving for possession over him.

3. Falling short of, or varying from, what is

morally or practically commendable; reprehen-

sible, blameworthy, mischievous.
c 1386 Chaucer Melib.fxZ He that is irous and wroth.

.

may not speke but blameful thinges, and with his vicious
wordes he stireth other folk to anger and to ire. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xviii. 38 Thair vicious wordis and vanitie,

Thair t ratling tungis. 1531 Elvot Gov. hi. xxii. (1880) II.

346 All thoughe I dispraysed nygarsbippe and vicious
. scarcitie, . . I desyre nat to haue . . meates for any occasion to

1

moche sumptuous, 1575 Gascoigsf. Glasse 0/ Govt. Wks.
1910 II.45 1° Dee opinionate of him selfe is vitious. a 1578
Lindf.sav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 47 James..
thinkand it was wicious to denude the auld herietaigof ane
house [etc.]. 1611 Shaks. Cynib. v. v. 65 It had beene
vicious To haue mistrusted her. 1648 Milton Tenure
A'ings (1651) 1 Being slaves within doors, no wonder thry
strive to have the State govern'd conformably to the inuard
vitious rule, by which they govern themselves. 1692 Prior
Ode Imi't. Horace ii, See the Repenting Isle Awakes, Her
Vicious Chains the generous Goddess breaks. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 159 P 7 A timidity which he himself knows
to be vicious. 1780 Cowter Let. 18 March, The love of
power seems as natural to kings as the desire of liberty is to
their subjects, the excess of either is vicious and tends to
the ruin of both. 1825 Jefferson Autob, Wks, 1S59 I. 36
Our legislation, under the regal government, had many very
vicious points. 1845 M cCulloch Taxation 1. iv. 115 We
look upon every system of taxation as radically vicious that
sets the interest and the duty of individuals at variance. 1879
Harlan Eyesight viii. 107 Young people often acquire the
vicious habit of reading with the book held close to the eyes.

fb. Of a person: Holding faulty or wrong
opinions. Obs.

1657 Trai'p Comm. Ps. v. 26 Pope John 22 held the mor-
tality of the soule, and was otherwise erroneous and vitious.

4. Of animals [esp. horses) : Inclined to be savage
or dangerous, or to show bad temper ; not sub-
mitting to be thoroughly tamed or broken-in.
In quot. 1720 in fig. context, referring to persons.

1711 Shaftesii. Charac. II. 30 Tho we may vulgarly
call an ill Horse vitious; yet we never say of a good-one, ..

that he is worthy or virtuous. 17*0 Swift Fates Clergy-
men Pg People in power may.. drive them through the
hardest and deepest roads.. and will be sure to find them
neither resty nor vicious. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
II. 363 Those [horses] naturally belonging to the country,
are very small and vicious, ibid. IV. 319 Although in its

native wildness, it is said to be fierce and vicious, this

[nylghau) seemed pleased with every kind of familiarity.

1818 Ranken Hist. France IV. iv. iii. 267 A vicious animal,
having injured any person, was forfeited. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. vi. 195 Look at that bay horse rearing bolt up-
right ; what a vicious one ! 189a J. A. Henderson Annals
Lower Deeside 156 Philip, being flung by a vicious horse,
likewise succumbed.
trans/. 1814 Ld. J. Russell in Sir S. Walpole Li/c (1889)

I. iii. 75 He [Napok-on] has a dusky grey eye, which would
be called vicious in a horse.

b. Full of malice or spite ; malignantly bitter or

severe.

i8js Jknnings Dial. W. Eng., Vitious, sh ;._-ful
(
revenge-

ful. 1859 Tennyson Marriage 0/ Geraint 194 The dwarf,.

.

being vicious, old and irritable, . . Made answer -narply that
she should not know. 1908 ( \. Tsxkki.i .in Petre Li/e (1912)
II. xvii. 348 Three nasty vicious letters against the poor
Baron in the Tablet.

o. trans/. Of weather : Severe, inclement.
188a Jamieson's Sc. Diet. IV. 695/2 Vitious weather.

190a J. Ulchan Watcher by Threshold 81 The weather
seemed more vicious than ever.

II. 5. Law. Marred, or rendered void, by some
inherent fault or defect ; not satisfying legal require-

ments or conditions; unlawful, illegal.

X393 in Collect. Topographica (1836) III. 257ToenscIe the

same forsald vicious fenyd chartre. t 1555 Hakpsfield
Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 44 The act being vicious and
nought at the beginning, cannot be by tract of lime con-

firmed. i<6x Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 174, 1 rcssavit the

gudislibeihtimmediailie fra thesaidisCantis eftir thespolia-

tioun thairof, knawing the same to be spulyeit and vicious.

1765 H. Walpole Otranto iii, I have consented to put my
title to the issue of the sword—does that imply a vitious

title? 1880 Muiriifad Gains iv. $151 Nor can there be

any accession in favour of a party whose own possession u
vitious, i.e. acquired from his opponent violently, clandes-

tinely, or in defiance of the recal of a grant during pleasure.

Ibid. 513 In the ordinary case it was lawful to use force to

eject a vitious possessor.

b. Vicious intromission, intromitter (sec quot.

1838 and Intromission 2). Scots Law.
1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xix. 5 12

(1699) 102 If it be proved that he was actually denuded,

that will liberat him from vitious intromission. 1696 [see

Inthomittkr). X747 >" Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 149

Universal and vitious iutrotuitters with his goods and gear.



VICIOUS.

1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. in. ix, § 49 Though vitious
intromission be a delict, it may be referred to oath. Ibid.

§ 52 Before lie be cited by any creditor as a vitious intro-
mitter. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 520 The term
vitious intromission is applied exclusively to the heir's un-
warrantable intromission with the moveable estate of the
ancestor, a 1856 G. Outram Lyrics (1887) 95 (K.D.D.), I

then attempted Vitious Intromission, And was immediately
conveyed to prison. Ibid. 216 Vitious Intromitter.

6. Impaired or spoiled by some fault, flaw,

blemish, or defect ; faulty, defective, imperfect,

bad; corrupt, impure, debased : a. Of language,
style, spelling, etc. Also trans/, of writers.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxi. (Arb.) 256 It hath
bene sajd before how. .a good figure may become a vice, and
. .a vicious speach go for a vertue in the Poeticall science.
1638 Bakkr tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 208 He shall have
the honour to purge his country of a vitious phrase. 1655
Vacghan Silex Scint. 1. Pref., The complaint against vitious
verse.. is of some antiquity in this Kingdom. 1695 H.
Wharton in Laud's Wks. (1853) V. 371 Althougli the
orthography be vicious (a matter common to many learned
men of that time). 1711 Shaftesb. CJiarac. I. 145 What-
ever Quarter we may give to our vicious Poets, or other
Composers of irregular and short-ltv'd Works. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy fy It. 1st, I, 141 His mode of writing was
vicious, rhetorical, antithetical, and forced. 1883 I>. H.
Wheeler By. Ways Lit. 100 It is believed that the Welsh-
Keltic manuscripts are unusually vicious in the texts.

b. Logic. Of arguments, etc.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xiiL § 3. 50 The Induction
which the Log'itians speake of;. .their fourme of induction
I say is vtterly vitious and incompetent. 1646 SirT. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. iv. 16 If this fallacy be largely taken, it is

committed in any vitious illation, offending the rules of
good consequence. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic n.
viii. 40 If from true premisses follows what is false, it is a
sign that the form of the syllogism is vitious. 1774 Reid
Aristotle's Logic v. § r. 219 The form [of syllogisms] lies

in the necessary connection between the premises and the
conclusion ; and where such a connection is wanting, they
are said to be informal, or vicious in point of form. 1856
P. K. Dove Logic Christian Faith v. i. 290 We have, .de-
parted from the region of mind and spirit and introduced
the natural method where the natural method is utterly
vicious and illegitimate. 1864 Bowen Logic vii. 189 It is

not difficult to prove, .that arguments are vicious only when
they fail to observe this method, and are always good when
it is observed.

C In general use.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients n-zZ The uttermost on either
side is vicious. 1650 RuLWBR Anthroponiet. 4 A vitious
figure of the head is known by sight. 1725 Leoni Albertfs
Archt't. II. oob, Rightly supposing that the truth must lie

in some medium between these two vitious extremes. 1746
Francis tr. /lor., Sat. 11. lit. 35 Here the rudechizzel's rougher
strokes I trae'd ; In flowing brass a vicious hardness found.
1846 Art- Union Jml. Oct. 285 The foundations of the
bridge were originally vicious. 1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng.
xxi. IV. 611 A wooden model of that edifice, the finest spe-
cimen of a vicious style, was sent to Kensington for his in-

spection. 1880 Eraser's Mag. May 672 Thus the country's
money becomes thoroughly vicious: it breaks down in its

most essential quality.

Td. Of a person: Wrong, mistaken. Obs.
1604 Shaks. Oth. lit, iii. 145 Though I perchance am

vicious hi my guesse.

7. Foul, impure, noxious, morbid. ? Obs.

1597 Gf.r.krde Herbal in. xxxv. 1168 Berries, .full of clam*
mie or vicious moisture, 1608 Topsell Serpents 188 Theyr
liuer is very vitious, and causeth the whole body to be of ill

temperament. 1641 Milton Reform, 55 Thou.. that art
but a bottle of vitious and harden'd excrements. 1656 J.
Smith Pract. Physick 49 The vicious matter must be eva-
cuated. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 721 Here from the
vicious Air, and sickly Skies, A Plague did on the dumb
Creation rise. 1831 South Otto's Path, Anat. 73 The last

object of pathological anatomy is the consideration ofvicious
contents . . which have no organic connexion with the animal
body.

T b. Harmful, noxious. Obs.—1

1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccallni's Advts.fr. Parnass. I. x.

(1674) 12 Those Shops wherein vitious things are sold.

f 8. Of a part or a function of the body: Morbid,
diseased ; irregular. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 304 Who euer saw a concep-

tion, although it were vitious and illegitimate, which was
not couered with a Filme as it were with a Garment? 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. ii. 342 The vicious excesse
in the number of fingers and toes. 1707 Floyer Physic.
Pulse-Watch 373^ The five Members and their Intestines
being changed twice five times by five vitious Pulses. 1733
Cheyne Eng. Malady 11. vii. § 2 (1734) 185 A vitious Liver
seems to be one of the primary.. Causes of Nervous Dis.
tempers.

9. Vicious circle, a. Logic. (See sense 6 b and
Circle^. 19.)
c 179a Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 69/r He runs into what is

termed by logicians a vicious circle. 1812 Woodhouse
Astron. viii. 52 This seems to be something like arguing in

a vicious circle. 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil. 209 It

may seem to be arguing in a vicious circle to have recourse
to observation for any part of those .. conclusions. 1865
Mozley Mirac. iv. 76 The whole evidence of revelation

becomes a vicious circle. 1876 [see Circle sb. 19].

transf. 1839 Sir H. Holland Med. Notes $ Refl. 100

Thus the practice proceeds, in a vicious circle of habit, from
which the patient is rarely extricated without . . injury to his

future health.

b. Path. A morbid process consisting in the

reciprocal continuation and aggravation of one

disorder by another.
1883 Duncan Clin. Led. Dis. Women (ed. 2) x. 78 There

is, in this disease, what is sometimes called a vicious circle,

and I shall have, in the course of this lecture, to point out

to you several instances of this vicious circle.

184

10. Comb.y as vicious -looking.
1871 'M. Legrand' Camb. Freshm. 247 The gray mare

expressed her denial.. by giving one or two slight but un-
commonly vicious-looking kicks. 1894 Mrs. Dyan Man's
Keeping (1899) 60 Those vicious-looking knives looked as
if they could do such work well.

Viciously (vi-Jasli), adv. Also 4 uiciouse-
liche, 5 vicously ;

6-8 (9) vitiously. [f. prec.

+ -LT-.] In a vicious manner.

1. With addiction or inclination to vice ; im-
morally, dissolutely.

a 1325 Prose Psalter xlviii. 13 pys her way his sclaunder
to hem; and efter hij shul plesen uiciouseliche in her
moube. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 41 Sum are gostly pore, and
sum bodily; sum vertuously, and sum vicously, or syn.
fully; and sum peynfully. 1415 Hoccleve Addr. to Sir

J. Oldcastle 130, I putte cas, a prelat or a preest Him
viciously gouerne in Ids lyuynge. 1446 Lydg. Nightingale
Poems 1. 285 Moch peple viciously Were in this age damp-
nably demeyned. 1509 Barclay Shyp cfFolys (1570) 57 He
was.. Viciously liuing in couetise and gyle. 1560 Daus tr.

Sle.'dane's Comm. 41 b, They live dissolutely and vitiously

at Rome. 1611 Cotgr., Vicieusement, viciously, lewdly,

corruptly, faultily. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. §17
(17 16) 17 Perversity of Will, immoral and sinfull enormities

. . pursue us unto Judgment, and leave us viciously miser-

able. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 432 By nature weak, or

viciously inclin'd.

b. In weaker sense : In an improper manner or

to an improper extent ; reprehensibly. Also spec,

illegally (quot. 1 880).
1617 Moryson Itin. in. 17 Many. .are vitiously proud,

that their neighbours should see strangers thus visit them.
Ibid. 35 The Italian being a great and somewhat viciously
curious observer ofceremonious complements. 1620 Venner
Via Recta (1650) 297 They that against Nature viciously

use the night for the day. 1824 Southey Sir T. More
(1S31) II. 200 A practice virtually or rather viciously the
same has been imputed to the Venetian aristocracy. 1880
Muirhead Gains Dig. 512 He eventually prevailed who
proved that he was actually in possession.. and had not
taken it vitiously from his adversary, i.e. either forcibly,

stealthily, or by refusal.

c. Spitefully, ill-naturedly, savagely; with (or

as with) animosity or intent to injure.

1841 Dickens Bam. Rudge ix, ' I wouldn't,' said Miggs
viciously, 'no, not for five-and- forty pound !

' 1852 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxii, The mill, from which he had
viciously driven two or three tired women, who were wait-

ing to grind their corn. 1872 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann.
1 14/2 One of the sharp little telegraphic bells rang viciously.

2. Faultily, badly, incorrectly ; corruptly.

1635-56 Cowi.ey Davideis III, Note §8 Which Lucan
(methinks) avoids viciously by an excess the other way.
1679 Dryden Pref. to Tr. fy Cres. Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 226 The
thoughts are such as arise from the matter, the expression
of 'em not viciously figurative. 1680 Burnet Trav. (1686)

266 They have the Gospels in Greek Capitals, but they are
vitiously writ in many places. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Viciously, . . corruptly, falsely, as Viciously writ, 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 91 An assembly.. viciously or

feebly composed in a very great part of it.

ViciousneSS (vrjssnes). Also 5 vycyows-,
6 vycyous-, vyciousness(e, 6-8 (9) vitious-

ness, etc. [f. Vicious a. +-ness.] The character

or quality of being vicious.

1. Inclination or addiction to vice or immorality

;

depravity of life or conduct.
1440 J. Shirley Delhe K. James (1818) 5 He wexe full of

viciousness yn his lyvyng. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 510/1
Vycyowsnesse,7//W<7«7tfj. 1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys Prol,

a vij b, Whan this Socrates perceyued the mindes of men
to be prone & extremely inclyned to viciousnes, he had
gret affeccion to subdue suche maners. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. if. 72 We bring with vs from the womb of our
mother a vitiousnesse planted in our begetting. 1598
Marston Sco. Villanie 11. vii. 203 Marke those : for naught,

butsuch lewd viciousnes, Ere graced him
;

1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 218 Venus,. -their goddesse of viciousnesse. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. 99 Now began the Saxons to be in-

fected with an universall Vitiousnesse. 1736 Butler Anal.
1. iii. 72 The., advantage., is gained by the action itself, not

by the morality, the virtuousness or viciousness of it. 1796
Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 379 Some men have been warped
to infidelity by viciousness of life. 1838 DtcKENS Nick.
Nick, xliv, I never will supply that man's extravagances

and viciousness. 1892 Tennyson Foresters in. i, These be
the lies the people tell of us, Because we seek to curb their

viciousness.

transf 1583 Melbancke Philotimus Kivb, Hatefull

viciousnes in wordes, and hurtfull Joosenes in life.

b. Tendency, on the part of animals, to be

savage or refractory.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist, (1824) I. 383 In.. this country.,

they [sc. stags] are become less common than formerly; its

excessive viciousness during the rutting season.. inducing
most people to part with the species. 1775 Adair Amer.
Indians 427 The youngambitious heroes ascribed the whole
disaster to the viciousness of my horse, saying ' he was
mad'. 1818 Ranken Hist. France IV. iv. iii. § 2. 267 If

the owner of it [sc. an animal) swore falsely, .that he was
ignorant of its viciousness. 1847 T. Brown Mod. Farriery
372 It is not an unfrequent occurrence for horses in harness to

back instead of drawing when first started, and some add to

this considerable viciousness. 1908 Animal Manage//:. 81

Aplayful habit of snatchingat the man whilst being groomed
which some horses display, may not come under the head
of viciousness.

c. Maliciousness, spitefulness.

1879 Huxley Hume 11. viii. 159 One feels ashamed of hav-
ing suspected many excellent persons of being moved by
mere malice and viciousness of temper to call other folks

atheists.

2. The quality of being faulty or defective.

VICISSITUDE.

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits <y Divels 90 The absence,
the vitiousnesse, the depriuation or fault of some other
thing. 164a Fuller Holy <$• Prof. St. n.xvii. 114 Then the
low value shews the viciousnesse of it. 1687 M. Clifford
Notes on Dryden's Poems iv. 13, 1 intended to have made
no more Animadversions upon the viciousness of your
Style. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. (1755) III. 76 3 The arret
above mentioned being repealed, these conservators were to
judge of the goodness or viciousness of cloths.

f b. Faultiness or badness in respect of physical
constitution. Obs.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 67 The Brimstone
will burn up the gross victiousness [sic] of the Salt-peter.
1706 Stevens Span. Diet. 1, / 'icio, . . Rankness, Viciousness
in Land, or the like.

3. Improper or illegal procedure.
1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 458 In

the cases above brought to view, as cases of unfairness or
vitiousness.

Vicissitous, a. U.S. = Vicissitudinous a.

1865 E. Burritt Walk to Land's End 165 A city set upon
such a hill could not have been hidden in the vicissitous ex-
periences of a nation. 1892 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 9
June, About all of them reach their affluence.. along the
same vicissitous road.

t Vicrssitudal, a . Obs. rare, f f. next.]

Vicissitudinal a. Hence f Vici-ssitudally adv.
1598 J. Keeper tr. A. Romei's Academi i. 7 The sensible

world hath two parts, one subiect to vicissitudal generation
and corruption ;.. the other is the celestiall world. 1612
Benvenuto's Passenger 1. iv. 322 The which sport they con.
tinuing. for foure times vicessitudally [sic] euery day [etc.].

Vicissitude (visrsitiwd). [a. OF. 'and F.

vicissitude (14th c), or ad, L. vicissitftdo, f. vicis

turn, change : see Vice sb.G and prefix. So Sp.
vicisitudy Pg. vicissitude^ It. vicissitudinc.']

1. The fact of change or mutation taking place

in a particular thing or within a certain sphere

;

the uncertain changing or mutability ^/"something.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 105 Richeborowe. .came

to ruine, by the alteration and vicissitude of the Sea.
x6a§ Bacon Ess., Vicissitude of Things (Arb.) 570 The Vi-
cissitude or Mutations, in the Superiour Globe, are no fit

Matter, for this present Argument. 1640 G. Sandys Christ's
Passion in. 268 O dire Vicissitude ofThings ! 1654 Bkaviiai..!.

Just Vind. vi. (1661) 115 According to the Vicissitude and
conversion ofhumane affairs, and the change of Monarchies.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxvi. 153 The notice, that our
Senses take of the constant Vicissitude of Things. 1720
W f.lton Suffer. Son of God II. xxv. 659 Take Compassion
of the Fleeting Inconstancy and Vicissitude of the Dangers
with which we, poor Mortals, are surrounded. 1773 Cook
Voy. in. vii. III. 606 And now, such is the vicissitude of life,

we thought ourselves happy in having regained a situation,

which but two days before it was the utmost object of our
hope to quit. 1864 Plsey Led. Daniel ii. 61 It is remark-
able that this vicissitude of human things, this marked out-

line of the succession of Empires till our Lord should come,
is laid open.. to the Heathen Monarch.

b. With a, in the same sense.

1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 3 Of all things else there

is a vicissitude, a change both of cities and nations. 1643
Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 17 Because the glory of one
State depends upon the ruine of another, there is a revolu-

tion and vicissitude of their greatnesse. 1753 Johnson
Adventurer No. 95 F5 There is likewise in composition, as

in other things, a perpetual vicissitude of fashion. 177a

Birmingham Counterfeit II. viii. 106 Her history, .abounds
with such an amazing vicissitude of incidents.

2. Without article : Change, mutation, muta-

bility, as a natural process or tendency in things

or in life generally ; successive substitution of one

thing or condition for another, taking place from

natural causes.

1596 Drayton Legends iv. 757 Vicissitude impartially

will'd The goodlyest things be subject to annoy. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1310 He endeavoreth by vicissi-

tude of mutations, and by periodicall passion, to continue
alwaies yoong, as if he should never die and perish. 1654
Whitlock Zooiomia 32 The Sisters Web of our lives is

checkered with Vicissitude, The whole peece proving but

a medley of Light and Shadow. 01664 Kath. Philips
Submission Poems (1667) 108 Where were our Springs, our
Harvests pleasent use. Unless Vicissitude did them produce.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 4PII Whatever is left in the hands
of chance must be subject to vicissitude. 1781 Cowper
Hope 17 Vicissitude wheels round the motley crowd, The
rich grow poor, the poor become purse-proud. 1833-5 J. H.
Newman Hist. Sk. Ser. in. (1873) i. 1 This is a world of

conflict, and of vicissitude amid the conflict. 1869 J.
Phillips Vesuvius vii. 197 On such a fault-Hne atmospheric

vicissitude has been effective.

3. A change or alteration in condition or fortune

;

an instance of mutability in human affairs.

1616 B. Jonson Devilan Ass 11. iv. 38 Nature hath these

vicissitudes. Shee makes No man a state of perpetuety, Sir.

1665 Manley Groiius' Low C. Wars 429 That the vicissi-

tudes of War should be brought to a stay, if equall Coun-
sels should be found on both sides. 1681 J. Flavel Right.

Man's Ref 120 His people may find.. rest and comfort

amidst the vicissitudes of this unstable world. 1709 Steele

Taller No. 41 T 4 A deplorable instance of the Fortune of

War, and Vicissitudes of humane Affairs. 1794 Godwin
Caleb Williams 314 Mr. Collins promised, as far as he was

able, to have an eye upon my vicissitudes. 183a Lyell Princ.

Geol. II. 1 We shall treat first of the vicissitudes to which
species are subject. 1856 Kane Arcl. Expl. II. xxviii.281

My sturdy second officer,, .long accustomed to the vicissi-

tudes of whaling life, shed tears at the prospect. 1879

Church Spenser 31 For fifty years the English people

had had before its eyes the great vicissitudes which make
tragedy.

4. Alternation, mutual or reciprocal succession,
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of things or conditions; esp. alternating succession

of opposite or contrasted things.
1614 Burton Anal. Mel. (ed. 2) 11. ii. 111. 211 At Berna..

ashippe was digged out of mountaine. . . Came this from
Earth-quakes, ..or is there a vicissitude of Sea and Land, as
Anaximenes held of old ? 1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep.
105 Reason cannot conceive that an animall.. should live in

a conlinuall motion, without that alternityand vicissitude of
rest whereby all others continue. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 8
Which makes through Heav'n Grateful vicissitude, like Day
and Night. 1689 tr. Locke's Let. Toleration 26 How the
Church was under the Vicissitude of Orthodox and Arrian
Emperors is very well known. 1711 Steele Sf>ect. No. 143
p 1 This Vicissitude of Motion and Rest, which we call Life,

1740 (Jibber Aflol, (1756) I. 323 When I consider that various
vicissitude of hopes and fears we had for twenty years
struggled with. 1773 Monboddo Language (1774) I. 1. ix.

111 Corporeal forms which are. .in a constant vicissitude of
generation and corruption. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vi.

2 1 ) The succession of light and darkness, . . the vicissitude
of the seasons. 1854 Mks. Oliphant Magd. Hepburn II.

21 Hergirlish shyness., made the colour come and go in

rapid vicissitude upon her cheek.

6. An instance of alternation or succession ; a
change from one physical state to another, esp. as

one of a constant series.

1648 Wilkins Math. Magic it. v. 183 How those vicissi-

tudes of rarefaction and condensation may be maintained.
169a Bentlev Boyle Led. vi. 180 The periodical and con-
stant Vicissitudes of Day and Night. 1718 Prior Solomon
it. 832 What Pangs, what Eires, what Racks didst Thou
sustain? What sad Vicissitudes of smarting Pain? 1747
T. Sto*y Life, etc. 86, I kept close to Meetings, and to
Business^ in their proper Vicissitudes. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

A- F. xvii. (1787) II. 6 The vicissitudes of tides are scarcely
felt in those seas. 18M-7 Good Study Med. (1829) III. 352
Extreme heat and cold.. are far more injurious when flow,
ing in irregular vicissitudes, than when in an unifotm tenour.
1853 Phillips Rivers Yorksk. iii. 90 The surface influence
of descending rains, and all the agency of atmospheric
vicissitudes. 1893 Ball Story ofSun 319 There must have
been remarkable climatic vicissitudes during past ages.

T 6. Reciprocation, return. Obs.~~l

1565 Testimonial to R. Campbell in Wodr<nu Soc. Misc.
(1844.) 288 In doing whairoL.so shall you bynd ws to the
lik vicissitude,

f 7. A turn or occasion of action. Obs.—1

1605 \l\coa Adv. Learn, 1. vi. § 13. 30 In the next vicissitude
or succession, he did send his diuine truth into the world.

T b. By vicissitudes, by turns. Obs.
1749 Lavington Enthus. Meth. <$• Papists u. (1754) 47 The

Moravian Mystics are the Persons, whom Mr. Wesley repre-
sents by Vicissitudes as the best, and as the worst, of Men.

t Vicissitttdinal, ci. Obs.—1 [See next and
-al.] Vicissitudinous. Also f Vicissttudinarian
a., -arioYts a., -a'riously adv,
1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 23 A *vicissitudinall conuer-

s'1011, or temporal 1 transformation of the elementarie or
terrestrial! globe of this world, c 1729 W. Stukeley Mem.
(Surtees) I. 210 Here we measure not time, nor have we need
of your *vicissitudinarian planet called the sun, 1667
Waterhouse Fire o/Lond. 2 God, . . by whom only they [sc.

dreadful effects] can be transformed into comforts (which
as elementary and "vicissitudinarious, they can in no true
sense be). 1715 Meteorological Essays II. 191 *Vicissitu«
dinariously.

t Vicissitudinary, a. Obs. [f. L. vicissitft-

din-, stem of vicissitude : see -ary.J
1. Marked by alternation ; coming alternately or

by turns.

16x4 Donne Devotions, etc. (ed. 2)296 Wee say.. the dayes
of man [are] vicissitudinary, as though he had as many
good days, as ill. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 11. xvii. 180 This
presidence. .is not perpetual!, but only for the time and
vicissitudinary. 1650 Descr. Future Hist. Europe 6 A
vicissitudinary time of Affliction and Ease, Persecution and
rest, pure Doctrine and Heresies, is signified.

2. Reciprocal, responsive, rare"1
,

1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635)93 When a mans Friend
hath (first) obliged him by Signall Offices; if hee shew not
all vicissitudinary Expressions of a thankefull Heart [etc.!

Vicissitu dinous, a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

1. Marked by vicissitudes ; subject to various or
frequent changes of fortune.
1846 Worcester (citing Q. Rev.). 1853 J. Stevenson in

Trans. Ch. Historians Eng. II. 227 In this mode was the
king's administration conducted during the whole of his
vicissitudinous life. 1865 Reader 23 Sept. 335/1 His career
has been vicissitudinous in the highest degree. 1891 Sat.
Rev. 4 July 2/1 A second Oxford innings, which, though
'vicissitudinous ', almost equalled the first Cambridge total.

2. Of a person : That has experienced changes
of fortune or circumstances.
1856 Hawthorne £*^. Note-Sis. (1870) II. 189 An Eng-

lishman .
. who suggests himself as a kind of contrast to this

warlike and vicissitudinous backwoodsman.
tVici-ssity. Obs.~Q [ad. L. vicissitas (rare)

change, alteration.] (See quot.)
17a! Bailey, Vicissity, a changing or succeeding by

Course ; an interchangeable Course.
Vicker(y, obs. forms of Vicar, Vicary.
Viokid, -it, obs, forms of Wicked a.

Vicont, obs. form of Viscount.

+ VicO'ntiel, sb. and a. Obs. Also 7 vicon-
dell, visoontiel. 0. 6-7 vicountiell, 7-9 -iel.

See also Vicountilk. [a. AF. vicontiel, f. viconte
Viscount. Cf. OF. vicontal, F. vicomta/.]
A. sb. pi. Certain sums regularly payable to the

Crown by a sheriff and charged against him in the
Exchequer accounts.

1548 Act 2*3 Edw, W, c. 4 $ 3 [To] be discharged of
Vol. X.

all suche Fermes and Sommes of money.. excepte onlie of
the Vicountielles of their Shires wherewithe they shalbe
chardged. 1607 Cowki.l Interpr. s.v., There are also
certaine fermes called Vicountiels, which the Shyreeue for

his time payeth a certaine rent for to the King, and maketh
what profit he can of them. 164a C. Vehnon Consid. Exck,
11 The..Sherifle..to deliver a book written in parchment,
declaring of whom and where he receiveth the vicondells,

and other the Rents and Farmes written unto him in the
Summons of the Pipe. 1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. v. 89 This
sum was an Item placedafter his Vicontiels. [\Ziq Statutes
of Realm IV. 43 marg., Allowance to all Sheriffs for Vi-
countiels out of lands coming into the King's Hands.)

B. adj. L Of or pertaining to a sheriff.

a. 1614 SSUHEM Titles Honor 253 Our olficiarie Vice*
comiies or Shirifes, which bane diuers Actions Viscontiel,

and inquirie of criminall causes. 1622 Callis Stat. Stivers
(1824) 230 The highest authority that he [the sheriff] hath is

but vicontiel. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. 1. Ixi. 191 Other
Courts also were in the countrey, and were Vicontiel or
Courts of Sheriffs and Lords of Hundreds and corpora-
tions. 1670 Act 22 Chas. II, c. 6 § 1 Guild Rents, Pensions,
Vicontiel Rents, Assart-Rents [etc.]. 1798 Gentl. Mag.
Oct. 850/1 Not far from the church of Bromham lies.. the

chantry-house, to which appertained certain annual vicontiel

or fee farm rents.

0. 1630 Doduhidge Hist. Wales 40 For all the ordinary
Ministers and executioners of the processe of the Lawcs of
England, or which haue Vicountiell Jurisdiction, are the
Officers of particular Shires. [1819 Statutes ofRealm IV.

43 marg., Sheriffs taking 'tallies shall be chargeable for

Vicountiel Farms, &c]
2. Of writs: (seequots.).
1607 Cowell Interpr. s.v. Vicountie, Writs vicountiel are

such writs as are triable in the countie or Shyreeues court.

a 1683 Scroggs Courts-Leet (1714) 84 This Writ is a Vi-
countiel, and in the Nature of a Justicies in which the
Sheriff shall hold Plea. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 238
This writ of admeasurement . . is one of those writs, that are
called vicontiel, being directed to the sheriff, . .and not to be
returned to any superior court, till finally executed by him.

Vicori(e, etc., variants of Vicary j*. 1 Obs.

Vicount, obs. variant of Viscount.

tVicountile, sb. and a. Obs. = Vicontiel.
1542-3 Act 34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, c. 16 §2 Where divers.,

soomes of money been respected to . . Shirieffes . . upon theyre
accomptes..of the foresaide fermes and other vicountyfes.

'593 Nokden S6ec. Brit., Essex 12 Hertfordshire, in the
time of Edw. Ill, was annexed vnto this shire, as towching
vicountile iurisdiction. 1664 Spetman's Gloss. 555/1 Vice*
cowitalia, vicountiles.

Vicour, obs. form of Vicar.
Viost, southern ME. i.flghtest, Figiit v,

tVict 1
. Obs.— l [ad. L. vict-us, pa. pple. of

vinc^re to overcome.] One who is vanquished.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2145 Ofte sith hit is senc.That a

victor of a victe is vile ouercomyn.

t Vict 2
. Obs~l App. an abbrev. of Victim sb.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xlvii. 3 As the Fatt is disparted
from the Vict, Soe David from the People, by the strict
Survey of Heaven.
Viotail, -ale, obs. forms of Victual sb.

Victim (vi*ktim), sb. Also 5 vyctym, 6-7
victime. [ad. L. victima (in senses 1, 2). So F.

victims (i6thc), Sp. and Pg. victima, It. vittima.

The Rhemish translators of the Bible were the first

to make free use of the word as English, and its

general currency dates only from the latter part of

the 17th century.]

1. A living creature killed and offered as a sacri-

fice to some deity or supernatural power.
1497 Pp. Alcock Mons Perfect. C iij/2 Obedyence excellith

al vyctyms [printed vyayms] and holocaustis in the whiche
was sacrefyced y« fiesshe of other creatures. 158a N. T.
(Rhem.) Mark ix. 49 Euery victime shal be salted with
salt. Ibid., Acts vii. 42 Did you offer victims and hostes
vnto me 7 1609 Bible (Douay)Z,rt". i. 2, etc. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage 1. vi, 33 Of sacrificing there were from the be-
ginning two kinds, the one called Gifts or oblations of
things without life: the other Victims (so our Rhemists
have taught us to English the word Victima) slaine sacri-

fices of birds and beasts. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos.,
Victime, a sacrifice, a beast offered in sacrifice. [Also in

Cockeram, Blount, etc.] 1697 Drydkn Vt'rg. Georg. iv. 784
Select four Brawny Bulls for Sacrifice,. .From the slain
Victims pour the streaming Blood. 1705 Addison Italy 3
Ulysses here the Blood of Victims shed, And rais'd the pale
Assembly of the Dead. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Sacrifice,
The Priest. .then took Wine in a Vessel. .and. .poured it

between the Horns of the Victim. 177a Priestley Inst.
Relig' (17&2) I. 202 The Mexicans used human victims.

1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. Iv. 105 He had inquired of
Peithagoras as to the nature of the tokens which he had
seen in the victims. 1867 Tennyson Victim v, But the
Priest was happy, His victim won. Ibid, vi, The rites pre-
pared, the victim bared.
fig. 1646 Chasm uv Carmen Deo Nostra, Hymn, Thou

artlove's victime, & must dy A death more mysticall & high.
1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Isaiah xxxiv. ii, The Altar alt

the Land, and all Men in't the Victims are. 173* Lediard
Setkos II. x. 374 These 20,000 men were a victim to save
the rest of their nation. 177a Junius Lett. Ixix. (1788) 367,
I have bound the victim, and dragged him to the altar.

1818 Shelley Julian 376 The red scaffold.. May ask some
willing victim. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 112 Knaves are
men, That. .dress the victim to the offering up. 1855
Kikgsley Heroes iv. (1868) 50, I am accursed, devoted as a
victim to the sea-gods.

b. Applied to Christ as an offering for mankind.
1736 Butler Analogy n. v. P6 lj«us Christ] is de-

scribed.. in the Old Testament, under the same charac-

ters of a priest, and an expiatory victim. 1745 W. Robert-
son in Transt. «r Paraphr. (Sc. Ch.) vi. 8 All Heaven's
Wrath tho' due to us On him. our Victim, lay. a 1833 J.

Dick Led. Theol. (1834) III. Iviii. 119 In the other [case],

I it was a man, the Son of the living God, who was the

j

victim. ci86s W. C. Dix Hymn, * Alleluia, sing to Jesus,'
Thou on earth both Priest and Victim. 1870 H. Maktin

j
Atonement iv. 74 They evidently concentrate attention..

i

on that aspect in which Christ appears as the piacular
victim, or ihe Lamb of Sacrifice.

2. A person who is put to death or subjected to

I

torture by another ; one who suffers severely in

1

body or property through cruel or oppressive
treatment.
1660 R. Cokf. Justice Vind. Ep. Ded. 5, I designe no

more than to demonstrate, that it was. .the iniquity of the
I

times which made him [Charles I] a victim, and your sacred
i Self an Exile. 1691 ir. Fmiliane's Frauds Rom. Monks

(ed. 3) 61 The great Provost.. was one of the number of
these unhappy Victims. 1783 Crabbe Village 1. 283 A

j

potent quack, long versed in human ills, Who first insults
the victim whom he kills. 1785 Uukkr Sp, Naivab A rcot's

I
Debts Wks. 1882 I. 331 Among the victims to this magni-
ficent plan of universal plunder, .you have all heard. .0? an

;
Indian Chief called Hyder Ali Khan. 1839 Keightlev
Hist. Eng. II. 32 If he had not died the victim of a tyrant.
1854 Cm.. Wiseman Fabiola 11. xxii. 163 The hostile pas-

I

sions of heathen Rome, .excited by the coming slaughter of
so many christian victims. 1871 Frf.kman Xorm. Conq.
(1876) IV. xviii. 169 The list of bis possessions, lands of Kail
Harold, of the Sheriff Mojrleswegen, and of a crowd of
smaller victims, is simply endless.

b. One who is reduced or destined to suffer

under some oppressive or destructive agency.
1718 Prior Solomon in. 170 Behold where Age's wretched

Victim lies : See his Head trembling, and his half-clos'd
Eyes. 1742 Gray Pros}. Eton Coll. 52 Alas ! regardless of
their doom The little victims play ! 1799 Monthly Rev.

' XXX. 539 This new poet, .is M. Ksmenard, . .at present a
victim of the persecution which has followed that event.
1827 Scott Highl. IVidow v, About the centre of the pro-
cession, .came the unfortunate victim of military law. 1865

1
Viscr. Milton & W. IJ. Chfadi.e N.-IV. Passage viii. (1867)

i 124 We. .even went to the length of fixing upon one useless,
toothless old fellow [sc. a dog] as a victim to our appetites,

I in case of extremity. 1890 C. Li. Pitman tr. Boscoivitz's

j

Earthquakes 211 The houses which had only partially

I

fallen in continued to collapse and make fresh victims.

C. One who perishes or suffers in health, etc.,

! from some enterprise or pursuit voluntarily under-
taken.

17*6-46 Thomson Winter 487 The last of old I.ycurgus'
sons, The generous victim to that vain attempt To save a
rotten state. 1831 G. R. Porikr Porcelain <y 67. 259
Frauenhofer died.. at an early age ; a victim, it is said, to
unremitting attention bestowed upon an unhealthy employ-
ment. 1847 Kmkkson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Uohn)
I. 338 The studious class are their own victims. 185a Miss
YonGxCameos I. xxxi.271 While here he narrowly escaped
becoming a seventh royal victim to the Crusade.

d. In weaker sense: One who suffers some in-

jury, hardship, or loss, is badly treated or taken
advantage of, etc.

1781 Gibbon Decl. .y F. xxvii. (1787) III. 23 Gregory soon
became the victim of malice and envy. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 342 Tnat spirit of in-

tolerance, .of which they are the victims. 1835 Ure Phil.
Manuf. 42 Several individuals, .are to a very great extent
the victims at least, if not the dupes, of scheming
managers. 1844 Dickf.ns Mart.Chuz. xx, He went off.,

without further ceremony, and left his respected victim to

settle the bill. 1875 .\ur, Benson in A. C. lienson Life
(1899) I. xL 393, I am that miserable man the Victim in

Residence, and there is a Cathedral Festival to-day.

3. In the phrase tofall a victim to (some thing

or person), in preceding senses.

1764 H. \V*ALroLE Otranto \, Manfred will suspect you, ..

and you will fall a victim to his resentment. 1769 Robert-
son Chas. V, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 411 Some officers, who rashly
attempted to restrain them, fell victims to their fuiy. 1803
Ellicott Jrul. 13 Many of the inhabitants that season fell

victims to the yellow fever. x86i M. Pattison Ess. (1889)

I. 46 The Flemish and other foreign residents fell helpless

victims to the rage of the populace. 1884 '.". ties (weekly ed.)

5 Sept. 17/2 It appeared as if he had fallen a victim to an
assassin. Ibid. 19 Sept. 6/4 He fell a victiii to goodness
of heart and to the interest he felt in his people.

4. attrib. (chiefly appositive) and Comb., as vic-

tim beast, carrion, -flock, horde, -lamb, 0* ; victim-

laden adj. ; victim-ship, a ship carrying victims.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 733 The Victim Ox, that

was for Altars prest,..Sunk of Himself. 1697 — /Eneid

J

iv. 293 Blood of victim beasts enriched the ground. 17*5

i

Pope Odyss. xiii. 27 A victim Ox beneath the sacred hand

j

Of great Alcinous falls. 181 j Bvron Ch. Har.xx. Ixxxix,

The Battle-field, where Persia's victim horde First bow'd
beneath the brunt of Hellas' sword. 1835 Thirlwall
Greece I. v. 133 Deceived by the black sail of the victim-

ship, which Theseus had forgotten to exchange. 1843 Cdu

I

Wiseman Ess., Minor Rites (1853) I. 49* 'Phere is one altar

..on which the same Victim-Lamb rr poses. 01847 Eliza

I Cook Thanksgiving \v, I could not sue for mercy at a

I
victim-laden shrine. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa t.uidi

! Wind. 11. 660 The tyrant should take heed to what he doth,

Since every victim-carrion turns to use. 1868 J. H. Newman
Verses Var. Occasions 171, I cleanse Thy victim-flock, and

bring them near In holiest wise.

Hence Vi*ctim v. trans., to slay in sacrifice.

1671 Crowne Juliana 1. 11 Barbarous Idol, not content

with blood, But must have kingdoms victim d at ih> altars *

1694 — Married Beau iv. 54 I II rather victim A hecatomb

of such as thou to her. . _ .... ,

tVixtimary. Obs. [ad. L. victtmart-us, f.

victima Victim sb. So F. victimaire.] A slayer

of sacrificial victims.

165a Gale Magastrom. 373 So they were burned by the

victimaries or sacrificers themselves, in the sight of all the

i>eoDle 1660 — Crt. Gentiles 1. 11. ix. 261 Amongst the
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VICTIMATE.
Romans, the Priest did not kil the Victime, but the Popa
or Victimarie, at the beck of the Priest. 1778 Apthorp
Preval. Chr. 298 Who had the same office as the latin
papx and victimaries, that of killing the victims.

t Victimate, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. victimdt-
us, pa. pple.ofvictimdre : see next.] = Victim sb. 1.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abuses Ep. Ded., Sacrifices, Vic-
timates & Holocaustes offred. Ibid. O ij b, Hauing offred
vp their sacrifices, victimats and holocaustes to their false
Gods.

t Victimate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. victimdt-, ppl.
stem of victimdre, i. viclima Victim sb.~\ (See
quots.)

1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Victimate, to offer in sacri-
fice, to kill and sacrifice. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Victimate,
to Sacrifice, to make an Oblation.

Victimhood. [f. Victim si.] The state of
being a victim.
1861 Mrs. Carlylk Lett. (1883) III. 138 Wearing a sullen

look of victimhood.

Victimizable, a. [f. Victimize v.] Capable
of being victimized.
184a Emerson Ess. a. iii. (1901) 273 Have you been vic-

timised in being brought hither?— or, prior to that, answer
me this, ' Are you victimisable ?

'

Victimization, [f. next.] The action of
victimizing, or fact of being victimized, in various
senses.

1840 Nc~.v Monthly Mag. LIX. 397 The man who does
not grow savage at victimization is an inert, unsentient
booby, i860 A. L. Windsor Ethica v. 278 On Pope's com-
'lete victimization, perhaps, les* stress is to be laid. 1885

_
.. Oliphant Sympneumata 57 But the victimisation of the

infant terrestrial man was not to be -so fully consummated.
1900 Pilot 30 June 544/1 The Companies Bill and the
Money-Lending Bill.. had the common object of putting
down fraud and victimisation.

b. spec, in Theol. (See quot.)
1893 Month April 485 Christ's Body in its Eucharistic

state, whkh Theologians, when they explain the sacrificial
character of the Mass, call a slate of victimization.

Victimize (vi-ktimaiz), v. [f. Victim sb.]

1. trans. To make a victim of ; to cause to suffer

inconvenience, discomfort, annoyance, etc., either
deliberately or by misdirected attentions.
1830 Lvtton Let. Sept., in M. Napier's Corr. (1879) 87

Your contributors are at full liberty to ridicule, abuse, and
(allow the author of Paul Clifford to employ a slang word)
victimize me. 1839 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 166, I

had the honour of being kindly victimised on the occasion
by our hospitable host, as the leader of the shooting world
1848 Thackeray Van. Eair xli, Becky., described the occur,
rence, and how she had been victimised by Lady Southdown.

b. To cheat, swindle, or defraud.
1839 [see Victimizing ppl. a.]. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs

xxxix, In a turf transaction, cither Spavin or Cockspur
would try to get the better of his father, and, to gain a point
in the odds, victimise his best friends. 1859 J- Lang Wand.
India 20 After several officers have been victimized at play,
their friends are apt to talk about the matter in an unpleasant
manner. 1883 Greenwood Odd reople 96 In what way has
the rascal victimised his customer?
2. To put to death as, or in the manner of, a

sacrificial victim ; to slaughter.
1853 Tail's Mag. XX. 487 Fifty thousand Gentoos were

victimized by the scimitar. 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 541
By this wound 'Tis Pallas, Pallas, victimiseth thee, And
taketh vengeance on thy cursed blood. 1899 lqth Cent.
Nov. 816 note. The sacrifice used to be human, and virgins
were victimised on the hill at Kandy.
trans/. 1880 McCarthy Own Times liii. IV. 148 The pris-

oners., must have shared the fate of those who were vic-
timised outside [by an explosion].

b. To destroy or spoil (plants) completely.
1849 jfrnl. R- Agric. Soc. X. I. 96 The wireworm had

been at work to so fearful an extent, that in ten days the
whole crop seemed victimised. 1881 Hardy in Proc. Berw.
Nat. Club IX. 463 Some shrubs had been victimised by the
winter.

Hence Vi-ctimized///. a. ; Vi-ctimizing vbl.
sb. and ppl. a.

1849 Sovkr Mod. Housew. 242 "Victimised Cutlets. 1850
Thackeray Pcndennis lxiii, [He] had pledged his word.,
to he content with the allowance which his victimized wife
still awarded him. 1855 Smkdi.iv H. Coverdale iv, A
..system of reprisals which those victimised individuals
appeared inclined to res=nt. 1859 Habits ofGd. Society
xv. 372 The. .broken sentences of the victimized bridegroom.
1834 Tail's Mag. I. 392/2 The Jews were to have his money
any way. If not for their conversion, then for his own
•victimizing. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis lv, There was
no such thing: there was no victimizing. 1839 Morning
Herald 1 Sept., Toe defrauded victims of.. a "victimising
artist.

Vi ctimizer. [f. prec] One who victimizes
another or others.

1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 578 A gambling house, in which
the cards are played for the victim by the victimiser. 1837
Thackeray Kavenswing ii, He . felt the presence of a vic-
timiser as a hare does of a greyhound. 1863 Bates Nat.
Amazon II. 46 The dress of the victimisers is arranged with
especial reference to their prey. 1879 ' E. Garrett ' House
by IVorks II. 137^ Rather partners in fall and loss, than
victimiser and victim.

t Victitation. Obs. rare. [f. L. victitdre

to subsist (on something), f. victus food, susten-

ance.] The taking of food or nourishment.
'597 A. M. tr. Guillt'meart's Er. Chirurg. 51/2 In eatinge

and drinckinge, without ohservinge anye rule 0/ victitation.

1599 — tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 155/2 He must ob-
serve a good dyet in al his victUations.

VictTar, obs. form of Victualler.

186

t Vixtless, a. Obs.-1
[f. L. vict-us food : cf.

Victitation.] Lacking food ; hungry, starved.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xvn. 285 Why thou vnenuied

Swaine, Whither dost thou leade this same victles Leager?
Tfcis bane of banquets ; this most nasty begger ?

Victor (vrktsj), sbX Forms: a. 4- victor, 5
victore, uyctor, 6 Sc* wictor. 0. 4-7 victour
(6 Sc. wictour), 5 victur, -oure, vyctour(e,
-owre. [a. AF. victor', victour (OF. victeur), or

I* victor , agent-noun f. vict-, ppl. stem oivincere
to overcome, conquer.]

1. One who overcomes or vanquishes an adver-

sary ; the leader of an army which wins a battle or

war. Sometimes collect. , the winning army or
nation. Also const, of.

a. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xxiii. 1 A bedel bat eftere be
victory cries bat all be land is be victors. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) II. 99 pe Saxons were victors, and eueriche
prouince, as he was strengere, made hem kynges. (1400
Destr. Troy 2145 Ofte sith hit is sene. -That a victor of a
victe isvileouercomyn. 1448-9 J. Metham Wks. (E.E.T.S.)
52/1403 Yowre welffare and prosperyte Is in my uyage, yff
I may uyctor be. 1570 Levins Manip. 171 A victor, victor.

1592 Wvrlev Armor/e, Cabitall de Buz i, Assailant con-
queror, this braue English king Triumphant victors his
noble offspring. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <\Cr. iv. v. 67 What shalbe
done To him that victory commands? or doe you purpose,
A victor shall be knowne. 1663 Manley Grotius' Low-C.
Warres 235 His Body, when found by the Victors, ..was
exposed to publike shame and laughter. 1697 Dryden
sEntidxu. 497 In vain the vanquish'd fly ; the victor sends
The dead men's weapons at their living friends. 176a Hume
Hist. Eng. I. 6 BoadiLea herself, rather than fall into the
hands of the enraged victor, put an end to her own life by
poison. 1781 Gibbon Deel <y F. xxx. (1787) III. 161 The
Huns.. soon withdrew from the presence of an insulting
victor. 1821 Scott Keniliv. xxxvii, The light yet strong
buckler, and the short two-edged sword, the use of which
had made them victors of the world. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. Ind. II. 567 Two of the surviving brothers soon after
came to an open conflict, and the third attacked the victor
on the morning after the battle. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
Ixiv. 112 Thence in safety, a victor, in height of glory
returned,

0. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 87 pan afterward bey
serued be Macedonyes, when be Macedoynes were vic-
toursjn pe est londes. a 1400-50 Alexander 186 pan sail

bat victoure }ow venge on aour vile fais. 1412-20 Lvdg.
Chron. Troy 1. 4321 pe feld pei han, and ben bat day vic-
tours. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 510/1 Vyctowre, victor, tri-

uniphaior. 1508 Dunbak Poems viL 20 Welcum invincible
victour moste wourthy. 1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 78 Thinking
that victour now he stoode, thus Pandarus doth braue At
the stoute Greeke. 1658 Phillips, Victour, an overcomer
or Conquerour.

b. trans/'. and jig. One who overcomes in any
contest or struggle.
a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Venwn MS. xxiii. 132 Com tovs

wib-outen wene, Victor of olde Enemys. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
\

Poems (Percy Soc.) 97 Verray victor withe his woundes I

fyve. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 90 Help lady that
he.. Of bis goostly enmyse may victour be. c 1450 Cap-
crave Life St. Gilbert 81 These same maydenes, desyring
to be victouris of her kynde & eke of be world. 1508
Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 326, I crew abone that crau-
done, as cok that wer wictour. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B.
(S.T.S.) 23 Christ,.. Victour of deid and hell. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 345 Now having obtained the chase, the
victor calleth for a knife to take essay. 1687 Boyle Mar-
tyrd. Theodora\\\. (1703) 104 O admirable contest ! where
the noble antagonists did not strive for victory, but death,
. .that the victor might perish for the vanquished. 173a
Pope Ep. Batkurst 313 There, Victor of his health, of for-

tune, friends, And fame, this lord of useless thousands ends.
1811 Shelley Love 7 Since withering pain no power pos-
sessed,..Nor time's dread victor, death, confessed. 1865
Daily Tel. 31 Oct. 6/5 The silent Victor that meets us all,

sooner or later.

+ c. Sc. The dux of a school. Obs.
1651 Caldwell Papers (Maitl. CI.) 1. 105 To y* shoillmaster

and doctor in Glasgow for \\'m Mure his candilmas offering,

he being victor that year, 20.0.0. 1724 R. Wourow Life
J. Wodrow (1828) 78 The Archbishop Paterson's second son
was then in it [the school], and was what we then called
victor.

2. attrib. (chiefly appositive), passing into adj.

(cf. Victorious a.), a. Of weapons, etc., as

victor arms, arrow, -banner, -spear, stvord.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. x. 23 He with his victour sword
first opened The bowels of wide Fraunce. 1605 Shaks.
Learv.iW. 132, 1 protest,.. Despite thy victor-Sword,. .thou
art a Traitor. 1716 Pope Odyss. xxx. 477 My victor arms
Have awed the realms around with dire alarms. Ibid. xxiv.
202 Thro* ev'ry ring the victor arrow went. 1776 Mickle
tr. Camoens* Lusiad 168 O'er the wild waves the victor-
banners flow'd. Ibid. 229 The victor-spear One hand em-
ployed. 1817 Shellky Rev. Islam iv. xxv, Why pause the
victor swords to seal his overthrow?

b. Of persons, animals, etc., as victor brethren,

eagle, god, -hand, -head, -hero, etc.

-1640 Shirley Cont. Ajax fy Ulysses (1659) 128 Upon
Deaths purple Altar now, See where the Victor-victim
bleeds. 1697 Drvden I'irg. Georg. in. 747 The Victor
Horse, forgetful of his Food, The Palm renounces, and
abhors the Flood. 1703 Pope Thebais 668 To Argos'
realms the victor god resorts, c 1716 Somerville To Addi-
son, Estate^ IVarwicks., The victor-host amaz'd, with horror
vjew'd Th' assembling troops. 17x7 Pope Iliad xn. 257
'Hie victor eagle, whose sinister flight Retards our host. 1730
Thomson Sophonisba 11. ii. 7 If she may touch Thy knee,
thy purple, and thy victor-hand. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens'
Lusiad 96 On Jordan's bank the victor-hero strode. Ibid.
328 The victor-youth the Lusian flag displays. 1814 Scott
Lord of Isles iv. xxx, O Scotland ! shall it e'er be mine.. To
raise my victor-head, and see Thy hills, thy dales, thy
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people free 7 1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 388, 1, it seems, am
first Of all my victor brethren to declare The triumph past
and coming.

c. Miscellaneous, as victor-deed, -poean, -palm,
-pomp, shore, -shout.
c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 182 The olyue of pes, & ek

the dronke vyne, The victor palm, the laurer to deuyne.
1776 Mickle tr. Camoens'' Lusiad 171 'Twas his in victor-

pomp to bear away The golden apples from Hesperia's
shore. 1803 Leyden Scenes Infancy iv. xviii, The groans
of wounded on the blood-red plain, And victor-shouts exult,
ing o'er the slain. 1808 Scott Marmion in. xxiv, Shouting
crews her navy bore, Triumphant, to the victor shore. 1814— Lord of Isles v. xxxii, Then long and loud the victor-
shout From turret and from tower rung out. 1819 Keats
Ol/to 1. ii, I wonder not this stranger's victor-deeds So hang
upon your spirit. 1885 J. H. Dell Daivning Grey, Pre-
fatory, For the leader that shall bring To the field the
mightiest forces, shall the victor-paean ring.

t 3. Victor penny, a fee paid to the schoolmaster
by the scholar owning the victorious cock. Obs.
1525 Foundation Stat. Manchester Gram. School 15

April, [The Schoolmaster shall teach the children] with-
oute any money or other reward taking therefor as cokke
peny, victor peny, potacion peny or any other except his
said stipend.

t Victor,^. 2 Obs. Chiefly 6V. Forms: a. 4-5
victor, 5 Sc. victour, wictour(e, 6 Sc. wict-,
victore. &. 4 victoire, 5 victoyre. [a. OF.
victore and victoire: see Victory sb.] Victory.

a-. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 277 Scho..bad him till the
battale spede, For he suld victor haf but drede. Ibid. vm.
255 Gif that we may. .Haf victour of our fayis heir, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xi. {Simon <£ Jude) 176 To knaw hyme
& his helpe ciafe, be quham bu mycht be wictoure hafe.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2^96 Alexander be athill. . A-vanced
with be victore &vengid on his faes. 1413 26 Pot. Poems
xii. 131 pat hab victor, wole be euel payed, So many good
men ben lest, c 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 148 The gold
takynnis.. Wictour in armys, that thou sail haiff be grace.
iS33 Gau Richt Vay 45 Deid is swolit throw wictore. 1549
Compl. Scott. Ep. 4, I suld nocht forget the tryumphant
victore,. .conqueist be the vailjeant. .kyng ofsecilie.

p. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 37 Fulofte is sene.. The fieble
hath wonne the victoire. Ibid. 125 Tokepe and drawe into
memoire Of his bataille the victoire. 1474 Caxton Chesse
11. iv. (1883) 52 Scyllathat was Due of the Romayns wyth
oute had many fayr victoyres agaynst the Romayns wyth
Inne.

t Victor, v. Obs. [f. Victor sb.*] trans. To
overcome, vanquish. Chiefly in pa. pple. and
ppl. a. Vi'ctored. Hence tVrctoring^//. a.

1576 Bedingfield tr. Cardanus' Comf. 38 For that neither
in victory or victored he would hinder the common wealth.
1594 — tr. MachiavellVs Florentine Hist. (1595) 12 It was
condescended among them, to diuide the places victored,
by foure parts. 1602 Segar Hon. Mil. $ Civ. 111. xii. 124
Whosoeuer is defender ..ought to be reputed victorious ii

hee be not victored. 1624 A. Holland Inguis. agst. Paper
Persecutors 3 All the Pamphlets and the Toyes Which I

haue seene in hands of Vectoring Boyes. 1683 Gadbuky in
Wharton's Whs. Pref., Where the Noble and Valiant Sir
Jacob Ashley was unfortunately victor 'd, and taken Prisoner.

tVi'Ctorage. Sc. Obs~l Inswictorag. [f.

as prec. + -age.] Victory.
c J375 Sa Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurence) 138 Fere mare

Ioyful wictorag pu sal resawe syne to bi wag.

t Victordom, Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -DOM.]
The condition of being a victor ; victory.
1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 135 Innumerable

martyrs by thelyght & strengthe of this gyfte had the
triumphe 8c victordome of paynes vnspekable. a 1540
Barnes Wks. (1573) 278/1 Then will I stand by, and looke
on, and see what victordome thou shalt get.

t Vi'ctorer. Obs. Also 6 victorour, vic-
tourer. [Extended form of Victor dM, in com-
mon use c 1560-1610.] A victor or vanquisher.

X5S3 Brende Q. Curtius iv. 57 He that is so juste an
enemy, and so merciful a victorour. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb,) 50 Greater commoditie hath therof ensewed to the
vanquisshed then the victouiers. 1577 B. Googk Heres-
bach's Husb. \. (1586) 5 b, The Earth in the mtane time
reioysing to be torne with a Victorers shaare. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 300 The manner was to hang this ridiculous
puppet under the chariots of noble victorers riding in

triumph. 1631 Gouge God's Arrcnvs 111. § 71. 314 Like
victorers they continued to bold up their banners.

tVixtoress. Obs. [f. Victor sb.i + -ess. Cf.

Victress.] A female victor.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. xi. (1589) 44, I am his Victor,
but thy selfe art Victoresse of me. 1590 Spenser E\ Q. 111.

xii. 44 But when the victoresse arriued there, .. Neither of

them she found where she them lore. 1624 Heywood
Gunaik. v. 237 Oh Elphlede mightie both in strength and
mind. The dread of men and victoresse of thy kind. 1634
[see Victress, quot. 1601I

II Victoria l (viktoVria). [L. victoria (or Sp.

and Pg. victoria) : see Victory sb."]

1. The word employed as a shout of triumph.
1638 Ford Lady's Trial 11. i, Steal her away and to her

Cast caps and cry z>ictoria ! 1672 Drydkn Assignation iv.

iv, Victoria, Victoria! he loves you, madam. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. II. 284 The judicious reader, may easily rout
those Troops, which began too soon to cry victoria, and
thought . . but of dividing the spoil. 1855 Kingsley Westw.
Hoi xxxi, 'There go the rest of them ! Victoria !' shouted
Cary, as.. every Spaniard set all the sail he could. 1861
Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. Part. III. clxL 175 The
opposite party at the same time made simpletons of them«
selves by throwing up their caps and crying ' victoria '.

transf. 1863 Bradford Advertiser 18 July 5/2, If you
conquered, all the post-horns in Europe were set to sound
' Victoria

!

'

2. A figure of the goddess Victory. rare~~K
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a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 May 1645, The stamp of the

Roman Denarius varied ;.
'. if with a Victoria, so nam'd.

Victoria '*• (vikto»*ria). [The name of the

Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, etc., from

1837 to 1901, employed attributively or by itself

as a designation of various things.]

1. A light, low, four-wheeled carriage having a

collapsible hood, with seats (usually) for two
persons and an elevated seat in front for the driver.

(1844 Art Union Jml. VI. 238 A caleche. .which the

French have named after Queen Victoria.] 1870 PallMall
G. 24 Aug. 11, I have taken a victoria and driven to the
Porte Maillot to watch the engineers fell the trees in the
Hois de Boulogne. 1876 Maky M. Grant Sun-Maid xi, A
victoria is the prettiest carriage a lady can possible drive

in. 1886 PaU Mall G. 10 May 3/2 We are threatened with
an inundation of new cabs and victorias for the coming
season.

attrib. 1903 Motor. Ann. 258 The motor-car best suited to
India would be that. .with a canopy—or, better still, a
victoria top.

2. Hot. A gigantic species of water-lily, Victoria

regia, indigenous to South America.
1846 Lindlky Veg. Kingd. 411 Floating plants.. on the

continent of South America . . are represented by Victoria. .

,

Victoria, the most gigantic and beautiful of water plants, is

..called Water Maize in South America. 1853

/

>
AiY. Trans.

CXLII. 289 The specimen of Victoria which flowered in

the Gardens of the Royal Botanic Society. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1215 The Victoria ..has delighted.. thousands, by the
size of its leaves and the beauty and fragrance of its flowers.

attrib. 1861 Bentlf.y Man. Bot. 445 The plant is com-
monly known in this country as the Victoria Water-lily.
1880 Bkssky Botany 558 Victoria regia, the Victoria Lily
of the Amazon Valley in South America.

3. Astr. One of the minor planets, discovered by
Hind in 1 850.
1851 J. R. Hind Solar System 91 The name selected for

the twelfth member [of the extra-zodiacal groupj is Victoria.
Ibid. 92 The discovery of Victoria.. was quickly followed
by that of another small planetary body. 1868 Lockyer
Etem. Astron. 328.

4. A variety of domestic pigeon.
1879 L. Wright Pigeon Keeper 208 Victorias are simply

Hyacinths of a lighter shade. 1881 Lyell Fancy Pigeons
97 These varieties, .have been promiscuously named Hya-
cinths, Victorias and Porcelains in our pigeon literature.

b. Victoria crown{ed) pigeon, a queen's pigeon
(Queen sb. 14 b).

c 1883 CassclCs Nat. Hist. IV. 127.

6. A variety of plum characterized by its luscious

flavour and rich red colour. Also attrib.

i860 R. Hogg Fruit Manual 256 Denyer's Victoria...
Skin bright red on the side next the sun, but pale red on
the shaded side. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Stir.
IV. (1884) 364 He arranges his. .plums in his shop window.
He may tell me a magnum bonum from a Victoria. 1883
iQth Cent. Nov. 870 Some sixteen years ago. . I planted two
Victoria plums. Ibid., A Victoria plum tree.

6. A kind of woollen dress material.
1891 Times 26 Oct. 4/2 The parcels of miscellaneous

goods.. have consisted of blue victorias, meltons in all

colours, brown Venetians.

7. attrib. a. Victoria Cross, a British military

and naval decoration bestowed for conspicuous
bravery in battle. (Abbreviated V.C.) Victoria

Day, the anniversary of the birthday of Queen
Victoria, May 24. (Also called Empire Day.)
1856 Royal Warrant in Lond. Gaz. 5 Feb. 410/2 The dis-

tinction shall be styled and designated ' The Victoria Cross',
and shall consist of a Maltese Cross of Bronze, with Our
Royal Crest in the centre, and underneath which an escroll

bearing this inscription 'For Valour'. 1863 Chambkrs
Bk. Days I. 319/1 The 1st of March, 1857, & one among
many days associated with the bestowal of the Victoria
Cross upon heroic soldiers and sailors. 1901 Scotsman 28
Feb. 7/4 A bill was introduced in the Canadian parliament
to make Victoria day—May 24th—a permanent public
holiday throughout Canada.

b. Misc., as Victoria blacky blue, Court, crape,

frilling, lawn (see quots.).
1888 Jacoiii Printers" Voc. 152 ^Victoria black, a fancy

black-letter character. 1891 Cent. Diet , *Victoria blue.

1895 Buck's Hanibk. Med. Sci. IX. 429 Victoria Blue. is

a brilliant and useful nuclear siain. 1899 Cagnky Jaksch's
Clin. Diagnosis x. 437 Staining with alcoholic solution
of Victoria-blue. 1847 M rCuLLocn Brit. Emp. (ed. 3) II.

220 The principal sheriff.. visiting the county.. for the pur-
pose of holding statutory, registration, and small debt, com-
monly called * Victoria Courts. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 553/1
A very successful imiiation of real crape is made in Man-
chester of cotton yarn, and sold under the name of "Victoria
crape. 188a Callkeild & Saward Diet. Needier. 515/1
* Victoria frilling,', .a description of cotton cambric Frill-

ing. Ibid., 'Victoria lawn, ..a description of muslin.,
employed as a lining for skirts of dresses. 1851 Catal. Gt.
F.xhib. 495 Cloakings :— Frazer tartan,. ."Victoria [larianj,
Royal Stewart, Forbes, and Gordon. Ibid. 491/1 Silk and
worsted and cotton and worsted "Victoria velvet damasks.

t Victoria!, a. and sb. Obs. [a. OK. victorial

or ad. late L. victdridl-is, f. L. victoria Victory
sb. So It. vittoriate.]

A. adj. Oi or belonging to victory; victorious.
e 1460 IVisdom 11 19 in Macro Plays 72 Now ye haue

receyuyde he crownnys vjctoryall To regne in blys with-
owtynende! 150 1 in Dunbar's Poems lxxxviii. 38 London,..
thy Tour founded of old May be the hous of Mars victoryall.

1513 Bkadshaw St. IVerburge n. 298 They kneled all downe
with mycle reuerence, Saint ynge the shryne with honour
yictoriall. 1611 Cotgk,, / ictorial, Victonall, of or l>elong-

ing to victorie. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 114 This Song
is a Triumphant Victorial Song, or Song for Victory that
Israel had over Sisera's Host. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais

187

11. xxvii. (i6;4) 163 Pantagruel for an eternal Memorial
wrote mis victorial ditton.

B. sb.pl. Games in honour of victory.

1657 Thorni.ky tr. Longus' Daphnis <y Chloc 83 They
carows'd, and dane'd, and celebrated victorials.

Victorian, a. 1 [f. the name of Victorius, an

ecclesiastic of the =,th century.] Victorian cycle,

period (seequot. 172S and Dionysian a. 3).

1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Period, Victorian Period, an
Interval of 532 Julian Years, which elaps'd, the new and full

Moons return on the same Day of the Julian Year. 1905

j. B. Bury St. Patrick App. 372 The Celtic Church in

Britain and Ireland never adopted the Victorian cycle.

Victorian ^vikid^rian), a.- and sb. [I. Vic-

toria 2
.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to, designating, or

typical of the reign of Queen Victoria (1837-1901)-
1875 Stedman Vict. Poets i. 6 The significant likeness

between the Alexandrian and Victorian eras. 1880 C. H.
Pearson in Victorian Rev. I. 544 The changes . . were more
radical than any programme of Victorian Liberalism
suggests. 1897 -^ ARV Kingsley IV. Africa 591 An old-

fashioned petticoat such as an early Victorian-age lady
would have worn. 1907 Miss F. F. Montkesor Burning
Torch 426 The furniture.. was adorned in a heavy Early
Victorian style.

B. sb. 1. A person, esp. an author, who lived

in the reign of Queen Victoria.

1876 N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 219 We can scarcely avoid
calling him [HrowningJ the strongest, truest poet of the
Victorians. 1886 K. Harrison Choice Bks. lii. 61 He
[Tennyson], alone of the Victorians, has definitely entered
the immortal group of our English poets.

2. An article of furniture from the time of Queen
Victoria.

1905 Ens. Glyn Viciss. Evangeline 189, I shall have the
suite.. done up with pale green, and burn all the Early
Victorians.

Hence VictOTianism; Vlctorianize v.

1905 IVestm. Gaz. a Feb. 4/2 The turban . . is, of course,
an early Victorianism. 190s Speaker 8 April 32/2 They
Victorianise his [Bunyan's] spelling and parade his Calvin-
ism on shiny paper.

Victorian, a.Z [See def.] Of or belonging
to, native to, the colony of Victoria in Australia
(named in 1851 after Queen Victoria).
In recent use occurring in a number of plant-names, as

Victorian dogwood, laurel, lilac,parsnip.
1857-65 [title), The Victorian Hansard; containing the

debates.. of the Legislative Council and Assembly of the
Colony of Victoria. 1867 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 787/1
The Victorian samples [of wheat] at the last Great Exhibi-
tion ranked amongst the very best. 1889 Maiden Useful
PL 449 Eucalyptus globulus. .. [Called] ' Tasmanian or
* Victorian Blue Gum ' from the colour of its foliage.

tVictoriat;e. Obs. rare. [ad.L.victoridt-us
t

f. victoria Victory sb.] A Koman silver coin

stamped with the image of Victory, equal in value

to half a denarius. Also attrib.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 182 If this hearbe be taken in
wine to the weight of a victoriat peece of silver, 1.

halfe a Romane denier, it..stoppeth the course of a new
cough. 1657 W. Rand tr, Gassendis Life Pez'resc vi. 205
They make so frequent mention of Coincs and Weights, as
Talents, Sides,. .Victoriates, Sesterces. 1771 Phil. Trans.
LXI. 490 What is now called the Victoriat, was coined by
the Clodian Law.

Victorine (vrktorm), sbA [? f. Victor-ia - +
-ine 4

.] A kind of fur tippet worn by ladies,

fastened in front of the neck and having two
loose ends hanging down.
1849 Ann. Reg. in The several articles now produced, a

bonnet, a fur victorine, &c. 186a Catal. Intcmat. Exhib.,
Brit. II. No. 4502, Manufacturer of self-fasteners for vic-

torines and mantles. 1881 MissC M. Yonge Lads <$• Lasses
Langtey L 47 The first prize was a lovely fur victorine. 190a
Delineator Dec. 614 1 The Victorine and collarette are
again promised favour.

Victorine ^vi-ktor/h), sb.2 and a. [ad. F.

Victorin, f. the name of the monastery of St.

Victor near Paris.] a. sb. One or other of the

founders or adherents of the type of mysticism
developed at St. Victor in the 12th and 13th cen-

turies, b. adj. Of or pertaining to the mysticism
of St. Victor.

1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 583 '1 The art of the Victorine
school was carried to its greatest perfection by Adam of St.

Victor. t88a~3 Schaff's Encycl. Reiig. Knowt. 1 1. 1603
There is a palpable connection . . between the pseudo«Diony-
sian writings and the Victorines. 1886 C. Iiicc Christian
Platonists 0/ Alexandria v. 189 Thus Origen ..became
also the spiritual ancestor of Bernard, the Victorines, and
the author of the De Imitations.

Victorious (vikto»Tias), a. Also 5-6 victor-

iouse, -yous, -ius (6 -yua) ; 5-6 vyctoryous(e,
6 -ioua. [a. AF. victorious ( = OK. and F. viclori~

eux) or ad. I« (ante- and post-class.) victon'os-us,

f. victoria Victory sb. So Sp. and Pg. victorioso,

It. vittorioso.]

1. Having gained victory or obtained supremacy
as victor; triumphant over adversaries or rivals;

successful in any contest or struggle ; a. Of per-

sons or an army. Also const, over.

< 1400 Destr. Troy 1101 Hit was neuer herd .. In any
cosle where ye come, but ye were clene victoiius. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 171 This Mitridates apperede ever

moore . . victory< >us after I hat be noble consulles of the Ro-
manes.. hade victory of hym. 1474 Caxtom Chesse 11. iv.

(1883) 53 Be mercyfull to them wyth whom we haue ben

VICTORY.
victorious. 1535 Covf.hdale Ecclus. xviii. 1 God onely is

righteous, & reniayneth a victorious kynge for euer. 1546 in

Eng. Gilds 11870) 197 The most valiant and victorius kinge,
.. kinge Edward. 1596 Nashe Saffron- it allien Wks.
(Grosart) III. 183 The victorious! Captaiues and Warriours,
the inuinciblest Ca:sars and Conquerors. 1617 Mokyson
Itin. 1. 39 With much wonder that shee-.was so victorious
against the Spaniards. 1667 Milton /', L. 11. 997 Heav'n
Gates Pourd out by millions her victorious liand^ Pursuing.
a 1717 Newton Chroitol. Amended iv. (1728J 299 They led
their victorious armies against the King of Egypt. 1757 tr.

Keysler's Trav. III. 309 Giacomo da Pe.saru,..victonous
over the Turks in war, and over himself in peace. 1781
Cowper Table-t. 473 Vengeance at la>t pours down upon
their coast, A long despis'd, but now \ictorious, IionI. 1837
J. Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) I. 176 Montaigne, .yet had
honesty and warmth of soul to see in Socrates a victoiious
witness for the. .lastingness of truth. 1840 Keiohtley
Rom. Emfire 11. vi. 2^6 Victorious over all his rivals,..

Aureiian celebrated a triumph with unusual magnificence.
1864 Pusey Led. Daniel ii. 60 The young monarch, .had
already shown himself .. energetic and victorious.

b. trans/. Ot tilings.

c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 35S Victorious tre, pro-
teccioun of trewe, That oonly were worthy tor to bere the
kyngof heven. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xxii. (1904) 485
Love, be asham-jd to be called Love : cruell Hate.. is vic-

toiious o*er thee. 1667 Milton P. L. n. 142 111' Ethereal
mould Incapable of stain would soon.. purge off the baser
fire Victorious. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 420 The
smouldering flame the trunk receives; Ascenuing thence, it

..At length victorious to the top aspires. 1781 Cowper
Conversat. 320 Now the di.stemper, spite of draught or pill,

Victorious seem'ti. 1889 J. Ii. Huky Hist. Later Rom.
Emp. 11. ix. 1. 185 Julian's championship of the dying cause
furthered the victorious creed.

2. Of, belonging to, or characterized by victory ;

producing victory ; emblematic of victory.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi, 62 He shulde be dygnc.to
obteyne by bataylles the conqueste vyctoryouse of the.,

empyre of Vtalye. a 1513 Fauvan Chron. cxlvii. (1533) 7S
For the w h\che vyctoryoti:* actt.the sayde Charlys obte> 11yd

a surname, and was called . . Caroius Mai tellus. 1596 bi'KN-

ser F. Q. vi. iv. 36 As their victorious deedes haue often
showen, Ueing with fame through many Nations blowen.
1606 Shaks. Ant. q CI. iv. ii. 43, I hope well of to morrow,
and wdl leade you, Where rather He expect victorious life,

Then death, and Honor, c 1630 Milton At a Solemn
Muiick 14 The Cherubick host. . With those just Spirits that
wear victorious Palms. 1711-4 POPB Rape Lock 111. 104
Sudden, these honours shall be snatch'd away, And curs'd

for ever this victorious day. 1791 Cowper liiadsnx. 331
And I will give to thy victorious hand, Alter my own, the
noblest recompense. 18*9 Scott Guy M. Introd., He had
not power to explain the assurance of pardon which he con-
tinued to assert, or to name the victorious name on which
he trusted. 1831 — Ct. Rob. iv, It now became a serious

and doubtful question whether our victorious eagles might
be able to penetrate any farther into the country of the
enemy. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Ranke's Hist. Servia 95 They
who had borne victorious arms against the Turks.

Victoriously ^vikto»'ri9sli), adv. [f. prec.

+

-ly -.] In a victorious manner ; triumphantly.
150a Ord. Crysten Men (VI. de W. 1506) v. vi, NN ij b,

Of as moche that they ben escaped the more vyctoryously.
11513 Kabyan Chron. vi. clxxvii. 175 He.. bare hym so
victoryously agayne the Danys that he forced theym to
obey to all theyr former promyse and condycions. 1534
Act 26 Hen. Vlll, c. 3 5 1 His majestie hathe moste vic-

toriously, .defendyd and governyd this his Kealme. 1626
Gouge Serm. Dignity Chivalry fi6 (They] waged many
battels valiantly and victoriously. 1655 Fuller Ch. /list.

it. viii. $ 7 All whom he is said victoriously to have van-
quished. 1718 Pope Iliad xn. Argt., Hector, .enters at the
Head of his Troops, who victoriously pursue the Grecians
even to their Ships. 1755 Johnson, Triumphantly,, .vic-

toriously; with success. i8»7 He Quincey Last Days Kant
Wks. 111. 105 Over all which the benignity and nobility of
his nature mount, .victoriously to the last. 1884 ManJt.
Exam. 8 April 5/1 The Hill . . in due course.. will be sent

victoriously to the House of Lords.

Victoriousness i,vikto»ri3snes). [f. as prec
+ -NK8H.] The s>tate or quality of t ting victorious.

1705 tr. BosmatCs Guinea 4 Several Authors have repre-

sented Guinea as a Mighty Kingdom, wliov Prince by his

Victoriousness had subdued numerous Countries. 1805 A.
Knox Rem, (1834) 1. 38, I will add another instance of
Christian victoriousness. 1851 J.

H. Newman CatA. in Eng.
369, 1 have an intense feeling in me about the power and
victoiiousness of truth. 1876 M. Arnold Last Ess, Ch.

(1877) 144 No one has spoken more truly. .of the natural
victoriousness of virtue.

t Victorize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Victor sb. 1 +

-I/.E.] a. trans. To make victoiious. b. intr.

To win the victoryfor one.

1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue vi. 189 Most of all did

Amnion's Prince admire God's dreadlull Judgement: and
to scape his ire, Who Israel thus, of vanquisht, victorizd.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. t. 11. ic6Christ Jesu.s..was

;i Lyon, but it was to victoruc for us, not to prey upon us.

t Vi'Ctorship. Obs, rare. [f. Victoh sb.*] J he

position of a victor ; the chiet place.

1613 Hrinslky Lmd, Tit. 281 To haue a disputation for

the victorship once euery quarter of the yeare. Ibid., la

incourage them, and all the re>t of them by iheir ensample

tostriueat length to come vnto the Victorshippe.

Victory ^vrktori;, sb. Forms: 4-7 victorie

(4 uict-, 4-5 vittorie, 6 S<; wictorie, -orrie),

victorye, 4- victory (.5 -V. wictory) ; 4-6 vyk-

torye (4 fyctorye), vyctory ^6 vyctone) ; 45
vict-, 4 wict-, vikt-, 5 vittori. [a. AK and OK
victorie (var. of OK. and F. vnt.'tre), ad. L.

victoria, f. victor Victor sb. 1 Cf. Sp. and Pg.

victoria, It. vittoria.J

1 The position or state of having overcome an
1
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VICTORY.
enemy or adversary in combat, battle, or war

;

supremacy or superiority achieved as the result of
armed conflict.

a. With the, as in the phr. to have {get, win) the
victory. Also const, of(an enemy, etc.).
13.. A'. Alls. 7663 (Laud MS.), Of troye was Perinne al

pe story, Hou Gregeis haddeu )>e victory, c 1330 A rtk f,Meet 3370 (Kolbing), He Ponked |,e king of glurie, pat him
hadde 3ouen be victorie, To ouercomen his fomen. 1,87
Irevisa Hidden (Rolls) II. 167 Pese men.. beep i-woned to
haue the victorie and be maistrie in euerich fijt. C1400

1 A l' 6 ' 34 0ur 8°<itiis the gouerne, & soche grace
lene, pat bou the victorie wyn, thi worship to saue. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) ii. 5 When any man had be victory of
his cnmy. c 1410 Lvdg. Assembly of Gods mir To wete
whyche of hem shuld haue the victory. Hid. 1700 Thus
they contynu fyght for the victory. <ri44o Gcsta Rom. iv.

9 (Harl. MS), So bis yong kny?t. .fought with theenemeys,
and wan be victorie. 1509 Hawes Past. Picas, xxxvi.
(tercySoc.) 190, I. .for her sake shalbe invincible Of this
great monster to have the victory. 1535 Coverdale Dan.
vii. 21, I behelde, and the same home made battail agaynst
the sayntes, yee and gat the victory off them. 1591 Kvd
Span. Trag. 1. 11. 64 In all this turmoyle, three long houres

»/
n°re

'--
vlctory t0 neither part inclinde. 161 1 Bible

2 Mace, xii. 11 Whereupon there was a very sore battel! sbut Iudas side. .got the victory. 1647 Hexham i. s.v., Tocame away the victorie. 1666 Pepys Diary 29 July A
letter from Sir W. Coventry tells me that we have the vie.
tory i737 L. Clarke Hist. Bible (1740) I. ix. 580 For
Lathyrus having gotten the Victory, pursued it to the
utmost. 1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. 374 This so encouraged
the Grecians, that they fought strenuouslv, and obtained
the Victory over the Persians. 181 1 G. Bruce Poems *
Songs 19 lo him.. Wha..caa the victory bestow On those,who to his precepts bow.

b. Without article.

J"-
Off
tane
T
C
'°7io ^ter

.
bataile & victorie. 1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy

1. 3808 Nor inarmys conquest nor victorie Ben not assured
vp-on multitude. t4S7 Harding Chron. in Eng. Hist. Rev.

ps,$ 2
\
nL01 hls fose^ <: had ay vyctory. 1526 Pitgr.PerKjW. deW. 1531) 15 By the whiche they crudfye the

worlde, and hath victory of it. 1535 Coverdale Pi. lxxxviii.
43 1 hou hast taken awaye the strength of his swerde, and
geuest him not victory in the battayil. 15,3 Shaks. 3 Hen.
VI, iv. i. 147 Why so : then am I sure of Victorie. Now
therefore let vs hence. 1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen.
(1076) 515 Jmrena covered with Blood and Victory came tomy Chamber. 1788 Gibbon Decl.t, F. xliii. IV. 282 Victory
is the fruit of moral as well as military virtue. 1791 Cowper
Iliad xvil 681 lor him Jove leads to victory. 1839 JamesLouis Xir. I. ,44 In following up the flying squadrons
of Grarnrnont and Chabot, [he] suffered victory to escape
from his hands. 1847 Grote Greece II. xxxi. IV. 229 Victory
still continued on the side of Athens. 1881 F. W H MyersWordsworth 80 When in victory. . Nelson passed away

'

o. personif.
1563 B Googe Eglogs, etc (Arb.) 124 In fyne lo Vic.

torye at hande Bent for to spoyle our Foes of Fame.
1594 o"AKS Rich, til, v. 111. 79 Fortune, and Victory sit
or, thy Helme ,667 Milton P. L. vt 762 At his righthand Victorie Sate Lagle-wing'd. 1783 Crabbe Villager.
,52 Victory seems to die now thou art dead. 1820 KeatsHyperion 11. 342 That was before we knew the winged
thing Victory, might be lost, or might be won. 188sHarpersMag. April 819/2 He., has now fallen in the arm!
ot victory.

d. Used interjectionally as an expression of
triumph or encouragement. (Cf. Victoria ! i )

Victory; fight Souldiers^ fight. 1593-3 Hen. VI, v. i.

F,
3
.i'

0rdLt

?t
th

?-
field: 5aint GeorSe .

a n<l Victorie. ,681

J,»,h i t ,. £
ra» >"»"»• 479 The day of a believer'sdeath is better than the day of his birth. Never till then,op we put off our armour, sheath our sword, and crv

vgS l,'-

C
',°
ry

- ^ She"-ct R™- t*to* v.' Song v^Victory Victory to the prostrate nations I 1821 _ /filial
948 Victory! Victory! Russia's famished eagles Dare nSto prey beneath the crescent's light.

2. An instance or occasion of overcoming an ad-
versary in battle, etc. ; a triumph gained by force
of arms. '

v^ryT^Z:^a.1Cty: ~ *~^ «"

<
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) 25°° 0fte he l>ankede be king in glori
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•
al*° H*»<°<-£ Psalter x£i."A bedel, bat eftere be victory cries bat all be land is bevictors. <r,38s Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 2rThese oldeaprouede storyis Of holynesse, of regnys, of victoryis Of

1°,V, £*,& ' '43° Lvdg, Min. Poems (Percy SocS

lerasatm 2ZTo!^ "" ?£'0ry^^^ whas alii

tw 1 7
-

- .1^ Clre«*™C*™i 33 f'he ix. [labour ofHercules] is the gret v.ctorie of the l>este Achildes, thatblewe out fyre at his rnow.h. .508 Dunbar Poems v\i.MAt pa, lament thow suld be hye renownit, That did so minyvictoryse opteyn. ,584 Powel Lloyds Cambria n Let vs
. .choose vnto vs a head, to leade, direct, and gouerne vssuh without a head there is no victorie to be looked for'.60, Chester Loye's Mart. 33 This Brytish Kingln warresa Conqueror And wondrous happie in his Victories. 55B. HarrisWi Iron Age 53 Where, after they hav?been repulsed or routed, they have rallyed, and carriedaway many glorious victories. 1769 Robertson Chas. V,
III. P2 S Ihe victory at V.llalar proved as decisive as it was
complete. 1815 Morning Chron. 22 June, We stop the
press to announce the most brilliant and complete Victorv
ever obtained by the Duke of Wellington. 1856 Froude
nisi. t.ng. (1858) I. 11. no The victory was great ; but likemany victories it was fatal to the conquerors.

3. Supremacy or superiority, triumph or ultimate
success, in any contest, struggle, or enterprise.

a. WithM*, or in pi., etc.

188

13.. Leg. Rood (1871) 83 Mak bis in bine arraeS for bi,
pan sal. bou haue be victori. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi.
6, I hope be victory thoro his help. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.
III. 331 Se what Salamon seilh in Sapience bokes, That hij
bat jjuethjiftes be victorie wynnelh. 14.. Tuudale's Vis.ii
Whom [sc. martyrs] Cryst Jesu eternally in glory Ordeyned
hath a palme of his victory. 1526 Tindai.e i John v. 4
This is the victory that ouer commelh the worlde, euen oure
fayth. 1573-80 Harvey Lett. Wks. (Grosari) I. 136 From my
chamber the daye after mye victorye. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. l.vxi. § 7 Such is euer-more the finall victorie of all
truth. I «<39 J. Tavlo« (Waiejr P.) PartSummat Travels
33 (Hindley, HI), The cooks hath laid small Isles ofmutton,
which you may invade With stomach, knife and spoon...
With these, the victory you cannot fail. 1683 Norris
Passion 0/Saviour 130 This little Victory He won, Shew'd
what He could have done. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iil
164 Observe, if he disdains to yield the Prize; Of Loss im.
patient, proud of Victories. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe)
598 But I hope I have got the Victory over my self. 1779
Bukkf. Corr. (1844) II.273 We have obtained two victories,
..victories, not over our adversaries, but over our own
passions and prejudices. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi.
II. 74 The victory of the cabal of evil counsellors was there-
fore complete. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serin, v. (ed. 2) 189The victory over the terror of death, in self-devotion pro-
duces the highest state of mind.

b. Without article.
C1315 Shoreham vii. 407 Hy^t moste neades for be glorye,

tiles hedde y-fayllcd fyctorye. 1340 Ayenb. 167 Wyp.oute
pacience non ne heb uictone. 1382 Wyclif Prov. xxii. o
Victorie and worshipe shal (he) purchace, that 3eueth jiftis.
a 1450 Ant. de la Tour vii. (1868) 10 And that fast is tomake you haue victori avenst youre ffesshe. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xxxvn. 27 All honour we this Lord with. .glory,
^.That wan on tre trevmphe of he victory. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. t>-Jul. IV. i. 30 The teares haue got small victorie by

n
:

a
T
j " WaS ^ inough before their spight. 1605Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. v. § 11 Men have entered into a desire

of learning.. sometimes to enable them to victory of wit and
contradiction. 1667 Milton /'. L. XII. 570 That suffering
tor truths sake Is fortitude to highest victorie. 179a Gouv
Morris in Sparks Life f, Writ. (1832) II. 261 He has gained
no victory but over his own conscience. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xxxii, ' There is neither victory nor defeat in the
case, returned the Prince, drily. ' The girl loves me not '.

'83S T. Mitchell Acharn. of Aristoph. 430 note, The
daughter of Antaeus is placed at the goal, as the prize of
victory.

4. The Roman goddess representing or typifying
victory

; a figure or statue of this.

lS6gSmiSERSonn.,'/saivraisdevponpillers', On eche
side portraide was a victorie, With golden wings. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholafs Voy. 1. xxi. 26 b, Within it [the
chariot] was Victory sitting with two wings. 1610 Holland
Camden s Brit. 99 Indeed by this very same portrature..I
have seen .. the goddesse Victorie expressed. 1704 Hearne
Duct. Hist.(i 7 n) I. 437 The Sepulchral Monument of one
iatius. .at Sipylus; whoseTomb was adorned with Wreaths
of Plenty, held up by Victories. 1788 Gibbon Decl. f, F.
xlv. IV. 419 Crowned with a winged figure of Victory. 1810
?" E

-

LLEY Naples 60 Bright Altar of the bloodless sacrifice,
Which armed Victory offers up unstained To Love, the
flower-enchained ! 1841 Thackeray Sec. Fun. Nap. iii. 63
Statues of plaster representing., victories, and other female
personages painted in oil so as to represent marble. 1864
Tennyson Boadicea 30 Suddenly giddily tottering, . . down
their statue of Victory fell, 1872 Head Set. Grk. Coins in
Electrotype Brit. Mus. 6 Above is a flying Victory, crown-mg the bull with a wreath.

5. attrib. and Comb., as victory-anthem, -flashing
adj., match, -worthy adj.
I55» Huloet, Victory vionby.palmarius. 1709 The Post-

Boy 1-3 Dec, The Victory Handkerchief, which gives
account of. .five most Glorious Victories.. over the French.
1769 in Waghorn Cricket Scores 70 A cricket-match was
played at Swaffham (being the victory match). 1820
Shelley Liberty xv, Lift the victory-flashing sword. 1869
W. P Mackav Grace f, Truth (1875) 122 After we have
joyfully sung the victory-anthem recorded in Romans viii.

t Victory, v. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. victorier or
med.L. victoridre (It. vitloriare), f. L. victoria:
see prec] trans. To overcome, vanquish.
a 1470 Harding Chron. clxxxvti. ix, Greate syckenesse

so had hym victoried, And droue hym out from all his
region. 1576 Bedingfield tr. Cardanus' Com/. 45 b, If he
had beene victoryed, hee coulde not haue left to Alexander
meane and power of happy procedinge.

Victoryless, a. [-less.] Lacking victory.
1892 Brooke Early Eng. Lit. II. xvii. 102 Hell is then

described, the abyss of pain, swart, victoryless, deep-daled.
1914 Times 14 Nov. 10/1 A protracted, victoryless affair of
mere give and take on three or four vast firing-lines.

Victress (vi-ktres). [f. L. victr- + -ess. Cf.
next and Victrix. ] A female victor or vanquisher.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 452 Posthumius Tubertus. .rode

trlumpnant in this manner, to wit, crowned with a chaplet
ofMyrtle, dedicated to Venus Viclresse [1634 Victoresse],
1606 — Sueton. 243 When the one of them was foyled and
overcome, a third [eagle] came at the very instant from the
s"nne ns

!
n.S and chased the victresse away. 1637 Hevwood

Dial. xvui. 244 She that's crownd Victresse by the Trojan
Boy, For meed this golden Apple shall enioy. 1658 W.
Burton Itin. Anton. 44 She as a Mother not a Victresse
calls. 174! Shenstone Judgment Hercules 514 Not such
the victress, Virtue's constant queen, Endur'd ihe test of

#!<£u if'
78° M ' MoNSEY in Jeaffreson Bk. about Doctors

(iboo) II. 84 O Venus, send dire ruin on her head; Strike
the destroyer, lay the victress dead. 1850 W. P. Scargill
h.ng. Sketch-Bk. 11 Peggy Mumps, his sister, was victress
in a chemise race. 1867 Howells Itat. Jouru. 101 The
P
oo2'

e
«
r
, ,,.".'; "" best for the victress in this rivalry.

1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere xlv, 'I wouldn't have
given it him,_ .

.
the supposed victress was saying to herself.

T VlCtnce. Obs. Also 5 victrych, 6 -yoe,
viotris. [a. OF. victrice or L. vutric-, victrix :

see next.] = prec.

VICTUAL.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 421 O Elflede my3ti, Omayde mennene drede; victrice of kynd, wel worpy by

name. J447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 85 He wyl now
delendyn me, And of al thi serpentys me victrych make.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxv. 63 Empryce of pryss,
Victryce of wyce, hie genetrice Of Jhesu. 1533 Anne
boteyns Coronal, in Furniv. Ballatts fr. MS.S. (i86Sj I
309 He knewe, certes, that you, victrice, of all ladies Should
•fue the price of worlhynes. 1567 Drant Horace, Et. x.
L) vnj, i he victns hath a swifte recourse by stealth unto her
place. ? z633 B. Jonson Underwoods, Latly V. Digby ix
96 And, 111 her hand With boughs of Palme, [to have] a
crowned Victrice stand.

II Victrix (vi-ktriks). [L., fern, of victor Vic-
tor.] A female victor ; a victress.
1651 Biggs New Disp. r 113 Before Nature is victrix in

diseases. 1672 [Tuke] (title), Souls Warfare, Comically
digested into Scenes Acted between the Soul and her
llneinies, Wherein she CI Will off Victrix. 1716-20 Lett.
Jr. Afh.4 Jrnl.{i 722) I. 174 Carried away by the triumphant
Victrix, who will be proud of the Conquest. 1770 GKeate Sketches fr. Not. (ed. 2) II. 9 The victrix has it
la smock] slipped over her running dress, and marches off
triumphant. 1853 C. Bronte Villelte xxxii; In his victrix
he required all that was here visible. 1895 E. J. Dillon in
Conlemp. Rev. Nov. 620 A war which, if Russia prove the
victrix, will deliver Constantinople and the Balkan Penin-
sula into her hands.

Victual (vit'l), sb. Forms: a. 4-6 vitaile (4
-aille), vitayle (5 -aylle), 5 vitayll, 5-6 -ail(l

;

4-6 vytayle (5-6 -aylle, 5 Sc. wytaylle), 5-6
vytaile (5 -aille), 5 -ayl(l

; 4-5 vetaille (4
-aile), 5 vetayle, 6 -ayll

; 5 Se. wittail(e, -aill,
wytaill, 6 vittayle, -aile, 6-7 vittail

; 5 Sc.
wictaill, 6 -ayll, -ayle, veetayll, 6-7 victail.
0. (Chiefly Sc.) 5 vitt-, vet-, 6 viet-, 5-6 vyt-,
vitale; 5 wit(t)-, wyt-, wet-, wictale. 7. 5-6
vitall (6 -al, witall), 5 vytall, 6 -al ; 5-6 vitell
(5 vet-, wetell), vitel, 5 fyt-, 6 vytel(l

; 5
wetyl ; 6 vitoll. S. 5 vittale, 5-6 vittail, 5 (9)
vittal

; 5-6 vittell (5 wytt-, 6 wett-, vyttell),
6, 8,9 dial., vittel, 6-7, 8-9 dial, vittle (7 vietle),

9 dial, flttle, wittle. t. 6 wyttuel, wittual,
7 vittual, 8 vitual ; 6 victuayle, St. wictuale,
viotuale, -wale, -uel(l, 5-7 victuall (6 wietuall,
-wall), 6 vyotual, 6- victual, [a. AF. and OF.
vitaile, -aille (OF. also vitale, -aile, vittalle, vict-
aille) fern. :— late L. victudlia, neut. pi. of post-
classical L. victualis, f. villus food, sustenance : cf.

Prov. vilipyUha, Sp. vilualla, Pg. vitualha. It.

vettovaglia. The variant OF. and mod.F. form
victuaille has been assimilated to the L. original,
and a similar change in spelling has been made in
English, while the pronunciation still represents
the forms vittel, vittle. (See also Vitaly.)]
1. collect. Whatever is normally required, or may

naturally be used, for consumption in order to
support life ; food or provisions of any kind.
Occasionally applied to food for animals, but more com-

monly restricted to that of persons.
a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10555 V was wunt to

ledc vytayle To kny}.tes bat were yn batayle. 13 ..Sir Beues
(A.) 3025 Al pus pemperur hap him dijt . . par to schipes wip
gode vitaile. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W, 1488 Hypsipyle,
Askynge hem a-noon If they were broken or woo begoon Or
hade nede of lodesmen or vitayle. 1309 Langl. Rich.
Reticles 111. 371 Devourours of vetaile pat fou^ten er bei
paide. a 1417 York Manor. Bk. (Surtees) I. 222 Fysshe and
other vitaill ar ofte tymes conceled . . in this citee. c 1450
Mirk's bestial 98 He schuld haue vii }ere plentebe of corne
and all oper vytayle. a 1500 in C. Trice-Martin Chanc.
Proc. tjth C. (1904) 4 Yf the dette be surmysed to growe by
the bying or sellyng of any maner of vetayll. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Huon xlvi. 156 He shall departe in this lytell
shyppc.and take vytayle in to it for there prouysyon.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 105 By that w aie neither
man nor vitaill could passe or come. 1548 Patten Exped.
Scott. Pref. a viij b, The time and place whan and whither
they shall cum, and with how much prouision of vilail.

1592 Kyd Sol. ,j- Tcrs. III. i. 50 Footemen . . well exercised
in war ; And, as it seemes, they want no needful vittailc.

0. 1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 168 Quhar thai mycht get Till
thame and thairis vittale and met. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxx. (Theodera) 425 pai ordenyt byr pare out-rydere, par
witale to be house to by. c 1400 Yivaine A> Gaw. 1873 Syr
Alers,..with swith grete vetale, Come that kastel toasayle.
1487 Act 3 Hen. VI

I

t
c. ix. §3 That every freman . . may

lede, carie, and goo, with his or their Vetale, Ware or mer-
chaundise. 121500 Bernard, de cura rei /am. (E.E.T.S.)
no Geff thow. .hase to sel wetale in gret substance, Se be
na way na derth pat thou desyre.

y. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5176 In pat prouyns is plenty all

of prise vitell, Of corne, & of catell. 1472 Presentmts. oj
Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 23 We say y l yer have boght
of late . . unsesanahyll wetyl, y l is to say. feche & berrynge,
bothe Thorn Smythe & John Clyffe. laid. 27 For bryngh-
yng in of wetell for the welfare of comhons. c 1475 Henryson
Tables, Twa Mite 102 (Fiann. MS.), Thair barbery wes tane
In till a spens with vitall of grit plentie. 1513-4 Act 5 Hen.
VIII, c. 6 The great scarcyte of grayne and vytell at this

Eresent tyme. 1531 in J. Bulloch Pynours (1887) 61 The
erne of salt, .and all wther witall. .borne be the Pynouris.

1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 74 In so much that vytel and
nuryschment suffycyent for them can skant here be found.
1570 Levins Manip. 13 Vital!, penu, victus.

8. c 1480 IVyntoun's Cron. 1. 564 (MS. E.), Within bat ile ar
citeis ten Stuffit with wittall gudand men. 1482 Cciy Papers
(Camden) 108 They schall lacke no men nor vettell. 1494
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1. 247 For a bayte that careit
Ihe wrychtis and thar wyttell to the lochc, vj. 1573-80
Tusser Husb. (1878) 41 Twise a day giue him fresh vittle

and drinke. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl.



VICTUAL.
Soc.) 88 The Hand Zante hathe all thcirc provition of vittell

1 from ihcnce. a 1618 Sylvester Maiden's Blush 355 Th'
Heav'nly Herald, .sees there the Brethren lying Along the
Grasse, ;ind busie at their Vittle. 1663 Butlek Hud. 1. L
316 For, as we said, he always chose To carry Vittle in his
Hose. 1713 Swift SUlla at Woodiark Wks. 1755 IV. I. 40,
I must confess your wine and vittle I was too hard upon a
little. 1748 Makv Leator Poems Sev. Occasions 124 When
you gather Strength a little, Can walk abroad and eat your
Vittle. 1780 Burns Robin shure in llairst iv, Robin pro-
mised me A my winter vittle. 1847- in dial, glossaries, etc.

(Wore, Hereford, Shropsh., Warw., Gloc., Dorset) in the
(orm/itt/e. 1881 Gd. IVords 846/1 It's a pity as you've no
stomach to yer vittle.

f. 15.3 Ckomwkll in Merriman Life <fr
Lett. {1902) I. 39

The Krenche men.. lye yn wayte..to destroye the Con-
ductours of our victuayle. 1559-66 in Wodroiu Soc. Misc.
(1844) 7 1 To hinder the victual! from comeing to Edinburgh.
1570-6 W. Lambarde Feramb. Kent 130 Deuouring and
consuming . . the victualt of the countrey. 1603 Knollks
Hist. Turks (1621) 1247 Germenchius hath put in three
moneths victual! into Hust in Transylvania. 16*7 Bacon
Sylva § 649 The Making of Things Inalimental, to become
Alimental, may be an Experiment of great Profit, for Mak-
ing new Victual. 1681 H. Nevile Plato Rediv. 92 The
cheapness of Victual, and the want of Labourers. 1765
Blackstonb Comm. I. 60 It might seem to prohibit the
buying of grain and other victual. 1817 Byron Beipo xxix,
And Laura waited long, and wept a little, .. She almost lost
all appetite for victual. 1856 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks.
(1870) I. lit A refreshment-room, with drinks and cakes and
pastry, but.. no substantial victual. 1859 Tennyson Geraint
fr Enid 2oi A fair-hair'd youth, that in his hand Bare
victual for the mowers.

t b. Produce of the ground capable of being used
as food. Obs.
White victual (quot. 1799), ^ next.
* '374 Chaucer Former Age 36 Ther as vitayle is ek so

skars and thinne pat nat but mast or apples is ther inne.
c 1386 — Clerk's T. 3 Ther is at the West side of Ytaille.

.

A lusty playne, habundant of vitaille. 1625 Bacon Ess.,
Plantation (Arb.) 531 Then consider, what Victual! or
Esculent Things there are, which grow speedily, and within
the yeere. 1627 May Lucan iv. 99 Nor can the souldiers
goe To forrage : the drown'd fields no vittaile leaue. 1798
Malthus Point. (1878) 228 This may be justly attributed to
the elTccts of the scarcity and bad victual in the year 1783.
"799 J- Robertson Aerie. Perth 147 The land is pulverized
and better made for the succeeding crop of white victual.

O. Sc. Grain, corn. ? Obs.
1473 Rental Bk. Cupar.Angus (1879) I. 171 Alsua tha sal

haue the tend vitale for ij ch of here and mele. 1557 Rec.
;«;«r«ii(Nt»r Spald. CI.) I. 7 To.. pay Isbel! Damster
the hyest price of ane boll wyttuell andthrepects toentres.
1585 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 292/1 For payment, .of aucht
chatderis 3 bollis wictuall, thairof 4s bollis beir and the
remanent meill. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Slat. Robert I,

36 It is statute be
_
the king, that all they quha buyes

victual!, .fra burgessis at their granares, they. -may carie
that victuall quhere they please. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie
Crim. Laws Scot. I. xxiv. j 1 (1699) 119 Usuryis that Crime
. .committed in Bargains of Victual, or Tacks. Ibid. 11. xiv.
8 r. 211 A landed man, whose Rent exceeds a thousand
Merks, or ten Chaldcrs of Victual. 1716 P. Walker Life
A. Peden in Biog. Presbyt. (1827) I. 53 He enquired at Mrs.
Steil, if she wanted a Servant for threshing Victual ? 1785
Burns yd Epist. to Lairaik vii, [Till] a' the vittle [be] in
the yard, An' theekit right. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth
99 In drying on the iron floor, the victual must be constantly
turned. 1811 G. Chalmers Dom, Econ. Gt. Brit. 262
Though neither the nominal, nor the real, prices of victual
were equal to those of the times of queen Anne. 18S2GALT
Sir A. lYylie xlii, He has been very kind to the poor, hav-
ing divided five load of victual among all the needful in the ;

parish. 1843 Report Jedburgh Thirlagt TriatB A portion
of that corn or victual, ground at the mills, which is kept
by the miller.

td. "See quot.) Obs.~°
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 241/1 Vitell, or Viandes, the !

term for Hawks meat.

2. //. Articles of food ; supplies, or various
kinds, of provisions ; in later use tsp. articles of
ordinary diet prepared for use.
a. 13 . A'. A tit. 855 (Laud MS.), And Olyfauntz & ek

Camayles, Bobe hij charged wib vitailes. a 1350 Will.
Palerne 1121 Wei bei were warnesturcd of vitayles i.now,
plentiuosly for at peple. 1387TRKV1SA Higden (Rolls) II. 55Whanne derbe of vitailles is in al Engelond aboute. here is
be lasse i-solde. c 1444 Lydg. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 220
To chese suych vitaylies tlier braynes wer to woode. 1489
Caxton Faylet ofA. 11. xxx. 142 Cartes shal folowe for to
bryng and arriuc the vitailles fro the shippes. a 1533 I*
Berners liuon lxi. 213 They bare all in to y. shyp, (4 vy-
taylles sufTycyent. 1555 Eden Decadcs(Kx\i.) 77 The vytaylcs
(especially the byskette breade) corrupted by takynge water.
1596 Br. W. Barlow Three Serin, ii. 47 Among all other,
famine and Dearth of vittails is not the least. 1607 I)i kkkr
& Webster Sir T. Wyatt Wks. 1873 1 1 1. 103 Good victailes
makes good blood. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871) 85
Which I paide.., Because they should not think I came
to shaike Only for vittailes.

0. 1375 Barbour Bruce xv. 92 Schir Eduard cert men
gang and se All the vitalis of that cite. Ci4»5 Wyntoun
Cron. vin. 5027 [He] Saw his wictalis war nere gane, And
hop of reskew had he nane. 1453-4 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin
(1889) I. 2S0 That al maner of viteiloures..shulde have
bene arrested by har bodys . . that byinn of them any vittalis.

535 Coverdale Ps. exxxi. 15, I will blesse hir vylales with
increase, & wil satisfle hir poore with bred. 1547 Boordk
Introd. Ktiowt. ii. (1870) 127 In the whych is vscd good
fashion and good vytales. 1575 G - Harvey Letter-hk.
(Camden) 97 Mye miserable Mistnsse. . is oftentymes driven
very harde .. for her vittalcs and lodginge.
y. C1400 Melayne 1195 He garte dele his vetclls then

Pirste ainanges oure wonded men. 1401 in Ellis Orif.
/.ett.Ser. 11. I. ijWe faylyth vitels and men. Ibid. 1 A They
mowe have godes and fytelles plente. c 1481 J. Kay tr.

Caoursin's Siege of Rhodes r 3 Also they lakked vylalles.
1510 Set. Casts Crt. Star Chamber (Seldcn) 205 So he toke

189

fro many pore men their vitals to ther grete hurte. 1545
Brinklow Compi. ii. 13 In London and other placys ther be
many offended with the great price of vitells. 1509 Dallam
in Early Voy. Leitant (Hakl. Soc.) 83 We could not gitt

any vitels. Ibid. 86 We ever had vitals reddie dreste for 3
dayes.
& ,5S4-9 Songs

-J-
Bali. Phil. <\ Mary (Roxb.) 12 And

dear cheape of vittels withe the ihowe hast brought To the
towne. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 46 With plate,

monny, harnes, horse, & wettelles. 1573-80 Tlsser I/usb.

(1878; 98 To thy sheepe go and looke, for d«>gs will haue
vittles. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe'x, Good companions yfaith ; I

see you come not for vittles. xfiai in Foster Eng. Factories
Ind. (icp<3) I. 271 Wee had great store of fresh victles.

c 1645 I. Tully Siege of Carlisle (1840) 27 One John Head
. . who pretended to fetch vittells out of the Country. 1696
Monthly Mercury VII. 87 We saw. .vast Provision of
Vittles and Ammunition. 1731 8 Swift Pol. Ccnversat. 112,

I would rather want Vittles than Elbow-Room. 1838 J as.

Grant Sk. Lond. 171 You knows that no one can hact well
without viitals, and I have not had a mouthful since yester-
day. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. ix, Dinner was announced
by Bailey junior in these terms,— ' The wittles is up !

' 189a
' Q ' (Quiller-Couch) I saw Three Ships vi. 106 And so say
I, wi" all these vittles cryin' out to be ate,

*. 1523 Cromwell in Merriman Life <t Lett. (1902) I. 39
As for victuaylys in our waye we shuld be sure none to
fynde. 1560 Daus tr. Sle/'dane's Comm. 452 b, The Frenche-
men, to the intent they might have victualles in a readines
[etc.]. 1596 Eduard III, iv. ii. 4 That neither vituals nor
supply of men May come to succour this accursed towne.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 422 Great store of
victuals and all things necessary. 1618 in Foster Eng.
Factories Ind. (1906) I. 45 When the Bannyans saylo by it

they heave vittuals overboard, .as a sacrifice, a 1687 Petty
Pol. Arith. (1690) 101 The Wages of a. . Labourer, .is 4s.

per week without Victuals. 1727 Swift Gulliver 1. vi, I had
three hundred cooks to dress my victuals. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 299 The young animals, .began to
dispute about their victuals, although they were given more
than they could use. 1798 Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos.
I. 56 She once lost a salt spoon by one of them, whom
Master George thought proper to bring to her door for cold
victuals. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 218 It seems to me a very
odd proceeding for. .a town to lay a tax on the persons who
bring it victuals, 1863 Kincslev Hereiv. xv, There was
..decking of the hall in the best hangings.. ; cooking of
victuals, broaching of casks.

t b. Clerk of the victuals, = the victualler of
Calais (see Victualler 3 a note). Obs.
<ri570 R. Turpvn in Chron. Calais (Camden) Introd. i3

Havinge ther another offyce of the Quencs Majesty called
by the name of Clarke of the Victuals.

t O. At victuals, engaged in eating. Obs.
1681 H. Foulis Hist. Romish Treasons 40 Books read to

him whilst he was at Victuals.

1 3. //. a. Animals serving for food*. Obs.
<ri55o Disc. Common Weal Eng. ii. (1893) 60 The more

husbarulrie is occupied, the more vniversall brede should
be of all victualles, as of neate, shepe, swyne, gese, eges,
butter, and chese. 1641 More's Ediv. V, 104 The Pageants
were amaking day and night at Westminster, and vitailes
killed which afterwards was cast away.
tb. Military stores ; munitions of war. Obs.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. iv. 10 Moreover he
added, that they had great abundance of Victuals, amongst
the which there were 12 Basilisks.

4. An article of food. rare.
1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. ix. 50 This heauenly

foode is
.
.a strong vitale, making vs able to endure the pain-

ful iomey to the kingdoineof heauen. 1829 Caklvle Misc.,
German Playwrights (1840) II. 50 The Germans, who
instead of a measurable and sufferable spicing of theatric
matter,, .have in fact nothing else to live on but that highly
unnutritive victual,

6. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly Sc), as victual-
dealer, -house, land-male, -merchant, office, -rent,
-scanting adj., silver, stipetul, wain.
1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 310 Giffin to the

skippar oftheschip..for3onkGherardis nieunis fraucht and
wittalis siluir, vij It, 1567M aplet Gr. Forest 105 The Female
..espying hir tune, when and how she may come to the
Lawdcr or Vittailchouse. 1592 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.{i3g2)

The victuall land maillis of Clestrane benorthe the
urne. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 95 If

there were any, that had repining victuall-scanting Maisters
tyrannizing neuerthelesse for their work. 1600 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. (1890) 354/2 Pro preservatione navium contra
tempestates ct tie victnelUwusis. 1668 in Extr. St. P. ret.
Frien<is in. (19

e

riends in. (1912) 278 Of late since his Ma[jesjties imploy-
ment has slackn'd at the Victuall Office. 1765-8 Erskinb
Inst. Laiv Scot. \\. vi. $ 40 If the landlord refuse to receive
his victual-rent when offered to him in due time. 1801
Farmer's Mag. Jan. 28 The farmer or victual-merchant.
Ibid., The profession of the farmer or the victual-dealer.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiv, There was no knowing how
long he might be in paying the next term's victual stipend.
1891 Dovle White Company xix, The rogue got between
me and the nearest French victual wain.
Hence Victual-leas a., destitute of victuals.
1831 Carlyi.k in Froude First 40 Years (1882) II. 165, I

arrived at Liverpool, .quite sleepless, and but for your
dinner, ..quite victual-Iess.

Victual (vi-t'l), v. Forms : a. 4-5 vitaile (5
-aille), 4-6 vitayle, -ayllo, 6 vitaill'; 4-5 vet-
ayle, 5 -aille; 4 vytaile (5 -aille), 4-6 vytaylle,
5 -ayle

; 4-7 vittaile (6 Sc. victaile , 6 vytteylo,
vittaill- (Se, wictaill). 0. 5 St. vitt-, wittale,
5-6 vitale (5 vytale). 7. 4 vitele, 5-6 vitel;

5 vetele, 5-6 vitell-
; 5 vytel, 6 -oil

; 5 vitule,
6 -alle. 8. 5 vittall, 6 vitt-, vyttell; 5 St.
wittule, 6 Sc. wittall, wictill ; 6 vitle* 6-7
vittle (7 wictle). «. 6-7 victuaile (6 Sk wictu-
ale), 6-8 victuall (6 Sc. wictwall), 6- victual

(7 victual), [ad. AF. and OK. vitailler (also

VICTUAL.

OF. vit-, victuailler), f. vitaille Victual sb. Cf.

Sp. vituallar, Pg. vituaIhar, It. vettovagliare.']

1. trans. To supply or furnish (a ship, castle,

garrison, body of troops, etc.) with victuals, esp.

with a store to last for some time.
a. 1.3.. Coer de L. 1382 Two hundred schyppys ben wel

vytaihd, With force hawberks, swerdes and knyvys. 1375
Bakhour Bruce in. 339 For thaim thocht thai mycht
sekyrly Duell thar, quhill thai war wittail lit weile. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 194, I charge you and bidde this, 1 hat ye
the same Schip vitaile. c 1450 Brut 11. 428 That Towne
and the Castelle weren welle vitailid and eke mannyd. 147a
Paston Lett. Suppl. 143 Thei stuffe and vetayll sore the
place. 1485 in lath Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 318
That no.. man victaile, nor make to be viaailcd, none of
the saide men of warre. 1523-4 R. GruffITHI in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 193 They haveayded and vittailed the Kynjps

J

enymyes. 1553 Brbnde Q. Curtius D vij, So great an army
as he had.. could not be vitailed in a desolate countrey.
0. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 63 The castcll weill vittalit

thai Wiih met, and fwaill can purvay. 1473 Wakkw.
Chron. (Camden) 2 Certeyne castelles. . whiche I hey hade
vytaled. c 1520 M. Nisokt Acts xii. 20 Thai a?kit pece,
for alsmekile that thare cuntreis war vitalit of him.
v. t 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 274 He werc.^it more

traitour, ^if be lettide obere kny;ttis..to vitele l>es men
asegid. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 4710 At this tenydon truly «as
a tried castell,. . Wele vitcld, I-wisse, for winturs ynogbe.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 205 When he had vyteld his schippis,
and made hym redy. 1482 Ce/y Papers (Cnniden) 109
Thaye hawe vetellyd and mannyd! the town of Ary. a 1533
Ld. Hkkners Huon \\x. 203 It was impreyngnable so it

were well vytellyd. 1534 in 67rtr Chamb. Cases (Selden)
II. 290 They may always vitaile theite townes, castelles

and fortresses with suche playntieof vitailes. 1550 J. Coke
Eng. <^ Fr. Heralds § 75 Richard, .destroyed th' oost of the
Egiptians comminqe to vytel] the Soldane in Jerusalem.

6. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. 1580 iCott. MS.), Kneas gert
twa schippis be Wittulyt and laid to be sc. 1490 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. I. 129 Eftir at the Kingis schip wes
chaysit in Dumber tane,. .send with Johne of Haw to vittall

hir,..xviij li. 1555 Bhadforth in Strype Etcl. Mem. (1721)
III. App. xiv. 129 For, saye they, yf we have the sea to
vyttell us, we shall have powre to rule Ingland. 1587
Harrison England 11. i. (1877) 1. 6 The king, .commanded
the Londoners not to aid nor vittell them. 1611 J. Davies
(Heref.) in Coryat Crudities i. 3 He his Gorge with Grapes
did vittle. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. vi. Wks. 1851 V. 248
New Ships in every Port were builded, vitll'd, . . and
appointed to meet all at Sandwich.

•:. 1558 Br. Watson Sev. Saeram. Ser. 1. 3 The fift thing
..is when his armye is. .well victualled,, .then to merche
forward. 1583 Stocker Civ. Wanes Love C. in. 97 b,

Letters from the Prince, adutrtising them, that bee meant
the night following to victuall them. 1598 Bacon Sacr.
Medit., Miracles Ess. (Arb.) 103 He (Christ] multiplied
the scarsitie of a few loiies aiid fishes to a sufficiency to
victuaile an host of people. 1640 Gf:nt Knave in Gr. 1. i.

B ij, A Leaguer cannot be planted, mann'd, victuall'd, and
munition 'd, with a small magazine. 1670 R. Coke Disc.
Tratle 34 Before the Act we could Victual Ships with good
and substantial Food cheaper than the Dutch. 1709S1EF.LK
Taller No. 28 P5 'I hese dangerous Captains who could
victual an Army as well as lead it. 1765 Museum Rust.
IV. 196 The veiy large extent of foreign trade, which
requires a great many more ships to be \ictualled out now
than formerly. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. 11. (17S3) I.

100 This squadron, .was victualed for twelve months. 1800
Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 265, I have also
written . .requiring the reason for which he did not victual
this corps. .as I ordered. 1836 Makryat Midsh. Easy xvi,

Jack ..pushed his way through the prisoners, who were being
mustered to be victualled. 1865 H. Phillips Amer. Paper
Curr. II. 84 By unscrupulous foraging the troops were
victualed from day to day.

fig. 1648 Beaumont Psyche xn. 189 They who with all

riotous Dainties strive To fortify the Belly, but can finde
No time to victuall and enforce [1702 recruitj the Minde !

b. refl. To provide or stock (oneself) with
victuals.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb) 375 They vyttaylcd them selues
with frcsshe mcate. 157a in Feuillcrat Revels C1. Eli*.
(1908) 163 Expences in vittelling him sc"- and iii of his

fellows. 1612 Selden Hlustr. Drayten's /Wy-rtb. ix, 326
Lhcwelin-.compeld the English campe to tuall them-
selves with horse-flesh. 1719 De Fok Crusoe 11. (Globe)^i5
If they could get Provisions to victual themselves with.
1768 in Kits, n Life Jos. Cook vi. (1907) 90, £120 a year
for victualling himself. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose v, He
will. .do wisely to victual himself for at least three days.
1887 Field 24 Dec, 973/1 To see that the crew properly
victual themselves.

2. intr. a. To partake of victuals; to eat. Also
of animals, to feed or pasture.

1577 Tusser l/usb. (1878) 187 At mcales my fiicnd who
vitleth here, ..Shall both be sure of better chetc, and scape
with lesser cost. 1587 Turbekv. 7 rag. 'P. 55b, When.,
euery man at boorde Had vittled well, and all was whiste.

1622 Maude tr. AUman's Guzman a*Al/.\.\% In houses,

where men vittaile vpon the way, a man shall meete many
times with a bare couple of Hens. 182a Byron Juan yn.

xlviii, As a.. bell-wether [will] form the flock's connection

By tinkling sounds, when they go forth to victual. 1869

Black more LornaD. iii, Soon we found Peggy and Smiler

[the horses] in company,., victualling where the grass was

good.

b. To lay in or obtain a supply of victuals.

1615 Chapman Odyss. m. 418 When he (there victling

well, and store of gold Aboard his ships brought) his wild

way did hold. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 32a

Others (say) that he hath only victualed or taken in ficsh

water in those partes and is gone southward, a 1687 Petty

Pol. Arith. iii. (1691) 61 Because the French cannot Victual

o cheap as the English, and Dutch, nor Sail with so f< w
Hands. 1709 Lond. Ga*. No. 4582 3 Men belonging *o

Ships which are .Cleaning, Refitting, or Victualling at the

Ports. 1725 De Foe Voy. round Wortd{\Z^o) 46 Which was

a voyage of such a length, that no ship could victual fw.



VICTUALAGE.
Hence Vrctualled ppl a.

1855 Kingsley IVeslw. Hot xxxii, Some five and twenty
of the soundest and best victualled ships.

Victualage. rare. [f. Victual si.] Victual-
ling; victuals.

1622 Mabbe tr. A lemon's Guzman a"A I/, it. 343, I im-
ployed all that little money that 1 had, in matters of victu.
allage. 1847 C. Bronte J. Lyre xvii, I could not proceed
to the schoolroom without, .running the risk of being sur.
prised with my cargo of victualage.

Victualler (vi-t'lai). Forms : a. 4 vit-, 4, 6
vittailler, 5-6 vitailer (6 vict-), 6 vi(t)tayler
(vict-)

; 4 vytail(l)er, 5-6 vytayler (6 -ayHer)
;

6 viteilour, vitaylour, vittaillor. (3. 4, 6 vit-
eler, 5-6 viteller, 5 vitai;i)er, vitalar, -eer,
vituller

; 5 veteler, 6 -ellsr, -uler
; 5 vytalere,

6 yytiller. 7. 5 vittaler, 6 -allar, victaller

;

5 vittelour, 5-6 vitteller (6 -eler, wytteller)
;

5-7 vitler, 6 vittler. S. 5- victualler (7 -ailler),
6-7 (9) victualer, 6 victuelar, 7 vict'lar. [a.

AF. and OK. vitaill[i)er, vitaillour (OF. also vit-
ailleur, vit-, victuail/eur), i. vitaille Victual si.]

1. A purveyor of victuals or provisions ; spec, one
who makes a business of providing food and drink
for payment ; a keeper of an eating-house, inn, or
tavern ; a licensed victualler (cf. b).
Also spec, (in local Irish use), a butcher.
o. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 60 Forgoeres and vitaillers

and vokates of be arches. 1386 Rolls of Pari/. III. 126/1
While vittaillers, bi suffraunce, presumen thilke states upon
hem. 1453-4 Cat. Anc. Rcc. Dublin (1889) 279 Al maner of
viteiloures, as wel deynsynes as foreynes. 1530-1 Act 22
Hen. I'll/, c. 13, liere bruers and bakers whiche bene
comon vitaylers. 1550 J. Coke Eng. t Fr. Heralds § 133
To robbe the marchauntes of Englande,. .lykewyse pore
yytaylers and fysshermen of all nacions. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Caupo, a hucster; a tauerner ; a victayler.
0. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 153 Bot men of laue and

marchauntis, and chapmen, and viteleres, synnen more in
avarice ben done pore laboreres. 1421 Coventry Led Bk.
25 We commaund bat no vitaler. .passe out of the Cite of
Couentre for to by fische, ne non othur vitayle comyng
toward the Cite, c 1440 Prosnp. Parv. 511/1 Vytalere,
victuarius. 1477 Rolls 0/ Parlt. VI. 186/1 Every Mer-
chaunt Alien, and every other Vitaler, and other Straunger.
1519 I'resentmts. 0/ Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 32 That
no veteller, nor other man, herber no begers nor vaca-
bundys. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 13 (1551) Cv, Bere
bruers and bakers, whiche bene common vitellers. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 72 Every viteler to selle as
they wolde and had done before.
trans/. ? c 1430 Lydg. St. Giles 109 (The hind] Of god

provided to be thy vitaleer, With a repaast of hyr mylk
inoost soote.

y. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 408 That no maner vitteller
pay eny thynge for the occupacion of the kynges Borde.
1523 in ior/< Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 400 Common
vittlers and hostlers. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford (1880) 87 Other vitlers and artyficers yn Oxford.
'573 ln Feuillerat Revels Q. Eiiz. (1908) 227 The vitteller
at Reading for the dyet of sundry persons. 1599 Breton
Miseries AfamlliaWlu. (Grosart) II. 37/2, I had sent away
this olde vitler with more crownes then shee was mistresse
of many a day before. 1600-12 Rowlands Four Knaves
(Percy Soc.) 45 The vitlers poasts all chalk'd with scores.
J. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 123 The bakers, Brewers, and

other victuallers of the City. 1592 Greene Groat's If. Wit
(1617) 34 Let not Tauerners and Victualers bee thy Execu.
tors. 1614 J. Taylor (Water P.) Nipping Abuses Diij b,
The vintner and the vict'lar get most games From dayly
drunkards, and distemperd braines. 1642 Ord. <y Declar.
Both Houses : Lords Day 6 Any other Tipler or Victualler
whatsoever within your Ward. 1699 Poor Man's Plea 19We have as firm Laws in England as need be to compel
the Victualler to sell a certain "Measure of Drink, mention-
ing what Pots and what Price. 1742 Lond. <y Country
Brewer 1. (ed. 4) 29 This may be a benefit to a Victualler
that brews to sell again, and cannot vent his small Beer.
1765 Blackstone £>/«?«. I. 414 Tlie several inn-keepers and
victuallers throughout the kingdom. 1835 Willis Pencil-
lings I. ii. 20 A commissary from Villa Franca, who is to be
our victualler during the quarantine. 1844 Ld. Brougham
Brit. Const, xv. (1862) 221 Making victuallers pay for a
license to retail wines.

b. Licensed victualler, one who has a licence to
sell food or drink, but esp. the latter, to be con-
sumed on the premises ; a publican.
1824 {title). The Licensed Victualler's Almanack and

Tablet of General Information for.. 1825. 1841 Dickens
Barn. Rud;rc xiii, Believing, .that the publicans coupled
with sinners in Holy Writ were veritable licensed victuallers.
1878 E. Jenkins Haverholme 26 They are hardly governed
by the abstract principle that a Licensed Victualler is a.,
healthy institution, I suppose.

2. spec. a. One who supplies, or undertakes to
supply, an army or armed force with necessary
provisions

; fpl. those engaged in bringing up
victuals to an armed force.
Applied both to purveyors on a large scale, and to mere

sutlers, t Victualler ofCalais occurs as a special designa.
tion in the 15th century.
a. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3144 pe vytailers bay alto-hewe, &

be vytailles with hymen )>ai ladde. 1447 Ordinance of
Exchequer 35. c. 62 (6) A v, Item for the tresourer of Caleis,
xl.s. Item for the vytayler of Caleis, xxxiii.s. iiii.d. 1489
Caxton Faytes ofA. t. xiii. 35 Dyspensatours and vitaillers
of the oost. 11513 Fabyan Chron. vn. 459 The kynges
hoost . . was plenteously vytaylled by y° Flemynges and by
other vytayllers. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 24 b, The
duke of Vandosme . . toke his aduantage and set on the vie-

tailers. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 11. lxxxvii. 104 With
infinite vittailers and followers of the campe.

Pt V- 1375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 407 Thai raid till meit the

190

vittelleris, That with ther wittale. .Com.haldand to the host
the way. Ibid. 429 bum of thair niekill host has seyne
Thair come, and wende Weill thai had beyne Thair vittel-
ouris. 1456 Sir G. Have La-ai Arms (S.T.S.) 116 Playntis
of his men as to merchandis and vitalaris of the ost and
otheris. 1487 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 407/! William Rosse
Esquier, Vittaler of the Towne of Caleis and Marches of the
same. 1587 Holinshed Chron. led. 2) III. 823/1 At last they
met with a vitteler comming from the campe, which was
their guide and brought them thither.
&. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. iv. xv. 179 The victuallers

and merchants [were] cut of. 1601 Ld. Mountjoy in Mory.
son /tin. (1617)11. 200 The Victualer issues.. but one pounde
and a halfe of beefe per diem, to a souldier. 1633 T.
Stafford I'ac. Hib. 11. ii. (1821) 235 Although it seemeth to
us by the Certificate of the Victualler, that you were better
stored at your writing, then you knew for. 1681 Moores
Bajfled 4 Which careful foresight nothing could hinder from
being effectual, but the negligence of the Victuallers. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 39 r 4 Charles II. victual'd his Navy,
with the Bread which one of his Dogs chose. ., rather than
trust to the Asseverations of the Victuallers. 1802 James
Milit. Diet., Sutler and Victualler may be considered as
synonimous terms as far as they relate to military matters.
ottrib. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. xvi. (Roxb.) 103/2

Things necessary for Armyes. . .Victualler sutlers.

b. One who furnishes a ship or navy with pro-
visions. Also agent'-victnailer (see quot. 1 769).
In early use, one who undertook to provision a trading

vessel in return for a share in the profits.

1432-50 in Cal. Proc. Chanc. Q, Eliz. I. Pref. 38 On
balynjer cleped the Cristofre,. .and therof Wolfe maister,
and Sir Ramfray Arundell and Sir John Trerys Knyghtes
owners and vitallers. 1623 Whitbourne Newfoundland 26
Those men are yeerely hired by the Owners, and Victuallers
foorth of ships in those voyages. 2626 Capt. Smith Accid.
I ng. Seamen 35 The Ship hath one third part ; the Victu-
aller the other third ; the other third is for the Company.
1647 Haward Crmvn Rev. 20 Victualer of the Navy : Fee,
b£]58.o.o. 1757 W. Thompson A'. N. Advoc. 18 The Vic-
tuallers and their Officers Report .. being of equal Account,
it will be needless to animadvert thereon. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780), Agent. Victualler, ..an officer sta-
tioned at a royal port, to regulate the victualing of the
king's ships, under the direction of the commissioners for
victualing the navy. 1796 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845)
II. 248 Mr. Heatly, the great victualler, writes me that the
supply he is now procuring, will he the first and last, for the
Port of Genoa will be shut. 1809 R. Langford Introd.
Trade lot Beg your victualler (oget the beefproperly salted.
1834 Encycl. Mctrop. (1845) VI. 341/1 To the Victualling
establishment., [at Malta] there is attached an agent victu-
aller and clerks.

3. A ship employed to carry provisions for a fleet

or squadron (or for troops over-seas) ; a victual-
ling ship.

(11572 Knox Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 216 Besydis the
galayis, being twenty twa then in nomber, thei had threscoir
great schippis, besydis vitiallaris. 1588 Losses and Dis-
tresses of the Spanish Navy A iij b, They were in all, at
their coming forth, a hundred xxxv. sayle, whereof foure
were Galliasses, foure gallics, and ix. of them were vic-
tallers. 1625 in Birch Crt.s, Times Chas. /(1848) I. 63 To
your last of the fleet, you must add five victuallers, and as
many horse-ships, having only seamen in them. 1668 Lond.
Gaz. No. 238/3 All these Men of War are to be attended
by a proportionable number of Galliots, Advice Boats, and
Victuallers. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 454 A Dutch
Squadron of about 13 Sail of Men of War and Victuallers.
x 748 Anson's Voy. 11. ii. 131 We never were joined by any
other of our ships, except our Victualler, the Anna Pink.
1780 Ann. Reg. 204* Some men of war, which he had sent
with a convoy of store-ships and victuallers to the island of
Minorca. 1813 Southey Nelson I. 145 There were now .

above 100 sail of victuallers, gun-boats, and ships of war.
4. Sc. ' One who deals in grain ; a corn-factor,'
1808 Jamieson.
Hence Victualler/ship.
1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 196/1 As in the vitelershipp of the

Casiell. 1487 Ibid. VI. 407/1 The Office of Vitellershipp of
the forsaid lowne [Calais].

Victualling (vi-t'lirj), vbl. si. Forms: (see
Victual v.). [if. Victual v.]

L The action of providing or storing a ship,

town, army, etc (now esp. the Navy) with victuals.
a. 146a Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 313 For the vitalyng

of the sayd citte. 1462 Fasten Lett. II. 102 My Lord
Tresorer had put hym to a gret charge for the vetelyng of
Mary Talbot. 1496 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 165 Cer-
teyn vitayle & fewell bought for vitaylyng of the seid Ship.
'544 .War Chamb. Cases (Selden) II. 281 His highnes pro-
clamacion for the viltalyng of his highnes Toune of Callis.
1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. t. E iij b, They looke to vit.
tayling of Campes, when bloudie warres doe raigne. 1606
J. Clapham Hist. Gt. Brit. 11. 1, it. 179 By attaching some
of the Roman ships.. they became first acquainted with
their manner of vittailing.

A, 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 20 § 1 Victuale goyng oute
of this your said Realme for the victualyng of your Towne
of Calice. 1551 Sir J. Williams Accompte (Abliotsf. CI.)
88 Towardes the victuellinge of his maiesties armyes then
at Portesmouth. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (1621) 250
He commanded also the Prince.. to make prouision for the
victualing of his campe. 1650 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
168 It was become necessary for the victualling and seting
forth your fleete. 1705 Load. Gaz. No. 4091/3 His Royal
Highness has.. appointed.. Captain Thomas Harlow to lie

a Commissioner of the Victualling. 1755 Magens Ess. In-
surances I. 165 The dear Victualling of the Ship in America.
1834 Encycl. Melrop. (1845) VI. 339/1 A Comptroller of the
Victualling of the Navy and of the Transport Service.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 390 There men might
learn. .how grossly the Navy Board had cheated the crown
in the victualling of the fleet. 1901 IVhitaker's Aim. 154
Admiralty. . . Director of Victualling.

b. The business of supplying food and drink for

payment ; supply of food for this purpose.

VICTUALLING-OFFICE.
I

1534 in Gross Gild Mcrch. (1890) II. 192 It ys enacted.,
that no person ne persons shall . .exercise eny vytelyng
bying or sellyng. .wythyn the seyd Town. 1552 in \otliA ep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 390 A comon housse or
ynnc for victuallinge and lodginge of .. strangers. 1580
Lyly huphues (Arb.) 252, I keepe no victualling, yet i, my
nousean Inne. 1891 Anthony 's Photogr. Bull IV. 309 The
average return saloon fare is £6 including very liberal
victualling. *

2. A supply of food for personal use.
1532 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. VI. 119 To be in Edin-

burgh the v day of Januar with xxx dais wittaling. 1539Cromwell in Merriman Life t; Lett. (1902) II. 234, I haue
. .deyuered vnto him money for two monelhis wagies
vilailling and al other thinges for that tyme necessary,
a 1618 Svlvester Letanie 4, v, They from thee prepared had
Each one his sev'rall victualling, After his kind, herb fruit
and seed. 1792 N. Chip.man Rep. (1871) 27 The prisoner
should pay to the gaoler one shilling and sixpence per day
for his victualing. 1819 R.Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 112
leyme whispert, 'twad be best, For vittelin heame to run.
3. altrib., as victualling-bill, -board, -book,

t booth, f cart, f cook, department (also trans/.),
dry store, estailishment, -note, place, provisions,
service, -ship, -society, -yard.
1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesm. vi. (1841) I. 41 From whence

proceeded that black trade of buying and selling navy and
'victualling-bills, and transport-debts. 1809 R. Langford
Introd. 'Jraile 130 Bills victualling, bills issued by the
Victualling board, bearing interest till due and paid. 1846
A. Young Naut. Diet. 72 The master of any vessel outward-
bound has to apply to the searcher for a victualling-hill,
which is a warrant for the shipment of such stores as he may
require. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Victualling-bill,
a custom-house document, warranting the shipment of such
bonded stores as the master of an outward-bound merchant,
man may require for his intended voyage. 1757 W. Thomp.
son A'. N. Advoc. 13 Half an Hour after the "Victualling-
Board broke up, I was sent for. 1834-6 Encycl. Mctrop.
(1845) VIII. 380/1 The Victualling Board, .consumes many
hundred tons [of old hoops] annually for the service of the
navy. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., "Victualling-book,
a counterpart of the ship's open list, which is kept by the
purser, to enable him to make the necessary entries in it.

1588 Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI. 304 And "vittaling boothes in
Elentie were, Where ihey sold meate, bread, cheese, and
eere. 1578 Knarcsb. It ills (Surtees) I. 134 One 'victual-

ling carte, a bord and a carte in the haie laith. 1568
Withai.s Diet. 41 b/t A "viltayling cooke. 1839 Penny
Cyel. XIV. 343/2 To the eastward of Valletta, .are ..spa-
cious stores for the 'victualling department. 1878 Athletic
World 31 May99/2 Francis., led off with a clever double on
the.. chin. Bassano then retaliated on the victualling de-
partment [- stomach]. 1757 W. Thompson A'. A". Advoc.
52 Hewas.. appointed to inspect all the King's'Victualling
Dry Stores. 1834 'Victualling establishment [see Victual-
ling 2 bj. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, "Victualling,
note, an order given to a seaman in the Royal navy by the
paymaster, when be joins a ship, which is handed to the
ship's steward as his authority for victualling the man.
1667 Pepys Diary 2 Aug., Though I lay down my 'victual-
ling place, yet, as long as he continues victualler, I shall be
the better by him. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1851) II.
837/2 He.. furnished himself also with cattle and other
'victualling provisions. 1757 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc.
20 One. .had been in the 'Victualling Service from a Boy.
1665 Peivs Diary 28 April, Down the River to visit the
'victualling-ships. 1711 Broadside, Sailors Danger <(•

Hardship at Sea (title-p.), 'lhe loss of Seven large Trans-
ports and a Victualing Ship. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Traile,
* Victualling-society, a union or association of operatives,
&c. to supply themselves with meat and bread, &c. at the
lowest prices. 1757 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. 48 The
'limber .. sent into Portsmouth 'Victualling-yard was.,
complained of. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 105 The Vic-
tualling Yards for the Royal Navy, where provisions and
similar stores are deposited.

Victualling-house, [f. prec] A house
«heie victuals aie supplied or sold; an eating-
house, inn, or tavern.

a. I540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 57 To see that no vitailyng
house, .shoulde haue their doores open.. either before the
soonne risen, or after the soone set. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 148 They ..deteimyned to buylde townes, . that ihey
myght bee bay tinge places and vytailynge houses forsuche
as shulde iorney towarde the southe. 1568 Withals Diet.
41 b/i A vittellynge house, where meate is to be solde. 1617
Moryson //>«. 1. 122, L.tookeachamberina vitling house,
in the Market-place.
0. 1571 in 13M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. IV. 2

Licenced to keep a victualinge house within the towne of
Ry. 1600-9 Rowlands Knaue ofCiubbes 16 T'will be my
ca.stle for some three moneths space, while they search
Tauerne, rifle viclualing-house. 1662 in Extr. St. P. ret.
Friends 11.(1911) 146 To keepe an Alehouse or Victualling-
house within your precincts. 1712 Thorksby Diary (1830)
II. 151 After dinner at a viclualling-house, I walked to Mr.
Dawson's. 1737 Genii. Mag. VII. 371/1 No License shall
be granted to sell it by retail but to Publick Victualling.
Houses, Inns, Coffee Houses or Alehouses. 1842 Act 5-6
Vict. c. 44 5 1 Any Act or Acts in force touching the Regu-
lation . . of . . Victualling Houses. 1885 Law Times 28 Mar.
389 2 A refreshment and victualling house.. on the Steep
Holms, a rocky island in the Bristol Channel.

Vi ctualliiig-o ffi.ee. [f. M ptec] An office

concerned with the victualling of ships, esp. ol ships
of the Royal Navy.
1668 Extr. St. P. rel. Friends III. (1912) 278 The Place

w-as originally called Maison de diew, but now his
Ma[jes]tis victualing office in this Port is seated there.
1710 C. Shadwell Fair Quaker Deal 1. i. 9 We.. pry into
the Rogueries of the Victualling-Office. 1757 W. Thompson
A\ N. Advoc. 48 The Labourers of Portsmouth Victual-
ling Office are. .employed In extra Hours. 1751 Flnglauds
Gazetteer s. v. Dover, The courts ol chancery, admiralty, rvc.
relating to them all, are kept in St. James's Ch., and here are
a custom-house and victualling-office. 1827 Scott Chron.
Canongate iii, Now, my wife had keepit a victualling office.



VICUNA.

1834 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 350 The Victualling Office
at Plymouth.. is now brought almost into juxta-positioa
with it [sc. the Dockyard!.

b. Boxing slang. The stomach.
17SJ Smollett Per. Pic.c, He.. found it impracticable to

smite his antagonist upon the victualling office. 1785
Gbosf_ Diet. i'ulg. Tongue s.v. 1830 Sporting Mag. VI.
80 Spring put in a heavy claim on his opponent's victualling
office.

II Vienna (vik-jJ-n'a), vicuna. Forms: a. j
becunia, 7- vicuna, 8-9 vicunna, 9 va-, veouna,
vicugna, vicunnia, 9- vicufia. /3. 7 viougne,
9 vicune. [a. Sp. vicuna (Pg. vicunha), the
Quichuan name of the animal. See also Vigogne,
Vigone, and Vigonia.]

1. A South American animal (AucAeniavicunna),
closely related to the llama and alpaca, inhabiting
the higher portions of the northern Andes and
yielding a fine silky wool used for textile fabrics.
o. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sta 47 It may be surmised,

that it is as that of the Becunia, and other Beasts, which
breed the Beazer stone. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. t* Min.
28 The beast is about the bignesse and likeness of a Stagg.
Their hair., is said also to help the gout : sc. Of that called
Vicunas. XTO^Cotleet. Voy. (Churchill) III. n/2 The Wild
Goats are numerous; theyarccall'd Vicunna's. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 1. vi. 68 There are in all parts of this country a good
number of Vicunnas or Peruvian sheep. 1771 tr. Pernety's
Voy. Maloiiine 1st. (1773) 289 Several of our people went a
shooting . . and saw some carcases of vicunas. 1805 Luxcock
Nat. Wool 14 We allude particularly to. .the camel, and
the dromedary, in the East, and the vicuna in South
America. 1847 Prkscott Peru (1850) II. 100 His dress.,
was composed of the wool of the vicuna wrought into
mantles, so fine that it had the appearance of silk. 1875
Encyct. lirit. I. 598/1 The vicugna is a much rarer animal
than the alpaca. 1894 Lvdekker Koy. Nat. Hist. II. 413
During the wet season of the year the vicunias seek the
highest ridges of the Cordillera.

0. 1604 E. U[rimstone) D'Acosta's Hist. Indies IV. x\. 316
Amongst the most remarkable things at the Indies of Peru,
be the Vicugnes, and sheep of the countrie, as they call
them. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 732 The Vicugne
somewhat resembleth a Goat, but is greater, c i8ofi Ace.
Viceroyalty Buenos Ayres at note. There is also a wild
species of the pacos, called vicunes.

2. cllipt. Vicufia cloth ; also, a garment made of
this.

1851 Catal. Ct. Exhib. 491 '1 Ponchos :—Plain and
brocade, striped ; araveiias, Vicunas. 1853 Household
Words 24 Sept. 76/1 The verbiage by which coats are
transformed into.. alpacas, vicunas, ponchos, ..and siphon-
ias. 1883 Daily Ne-.vs 22 Sept. 3/3 A dress of cigar-brown
vjcugna. 1887 Standard is Sept. 2/1 A thick diagonal
vicuna has been introduced as a jacket cloth.

3. attrib. and Comb., as vicuHa-fur, -hunter,
-skin ; viouiia-oloth, cloth made of vicuna-wool
(hence ellipt vicuna-costume); vicufia-wool,
(a) wool or fur of the vicuna

; (d) a mixture of
fine wool and cotton.

1851 Catal. Gl. Exhib. 490/2 Union cloth. . . "Vicuna cloth.
1881 Cauleeild & Saward Did. Needlew. 51J/1 Vicuna
cloth. .is employed as a dress material, and is very soft in
texture. 1889 Daily News 22 Oct. 6/1 Vicuna cloth is much
in favour for dresses just now. 1884 Cassett's Fam. Mag.
Oct. 697/2 The standing figure wears a pale brown "vicuna
costume. 1851 Catal. lit. Exhib. 487/1 'Vicuna fur, with
woollen back. 1880 C. R. Markham Perm. Bark 125 This
ed us down into a valley, where I parted with my young
•vicuna-hunter. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI 1 1. 228 '2 The finest
[ponchos] are made of 'vicuna skins. 1804 Gentl. Mae. Nov.
1059 On board, .were 20 sacks of 'Vicuna [wispr. vieunaj
wool. z8i8Amer. St. Paters, For. Retat. (1834) IV. 327
The imports, .consisted of. .771 arrobas of vacuna wool.
1861 Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4073 Tweeds
. .made from Vicugna wool. 1880 C. R. Markham I'eruv.
Bark 135 The exquisite fabrics they weave from vicufia-
wool.

tVi-curate. Obs.- 1 [See Vice- prefix.] A
substitute in ecclesiastical functions.
a 1617 Hieron Aarons Bells (1623) 20 Their unlearned

and for the most part ungodly Vi-Curates.
Vid.i, abbrev. of Vide v.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Table 94 The father by reason of I

poverty may revoke the gift or donation made to his Sonne.
vid. father. Ibid. 95 Querrell (complaint, pley). Vid. '

Pleyes. 1706 Stevens Span. Diet. I, Enxaguaduras, vid.
Enjuagaduras. 1736 AiNswoRiii Eng.-I.at. Diet. 1. Index
Geogr., Atrecht. Vid. Arras. 1788 Lkmfriere Class. Diet.,

\

Iphimedusa, one of the daughters of Danaus. . . I 'id.
Danaides. 1&03 Leyden Scenes Infancy 1. xxii. note, Vid.
'Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. 1836-9 Tod.Cs CycL \

Anat. IX 626/2 Vid. the diagram^^-. 283.

t Vid.-, abbrev. of Videlicet. Obs.
1676 W. II vRnonn in Essex Papers (Camden) 61 He was I

..found guilty of manslaughter by 6, vid: Ld. Tren[sur]er,
Ld. Privy Seale [etc. J.

II Vidame (v/dam). Also 6 vydam(e, vi»-
damme, 7 vidam. [a. F. vidame, OF. visdame,
ad. med.L. vicedominus, f. vice- Vice- + dominus
lord.] Formerly in France, one who held lands
from a bishop as his representative and defender
in temporal matters.
1513 Ld. Bkrners Froiss. 1. xlv. 25 b.'i The Vydame of

Calons dyd marueyles. 1550 Acts Privy Council III. 121
!

Ordrc.for the sending of. .oone of the Gromes of the
Chambre, to be furreror harbenger to the saide Visdamme.
1614 Selden Titles Honor 252 Neither is there in France
any Vidame which holds not of some Bishoprik, vnlesse
that of Beauu.iis,

. .and from the chief Town of the Bishop.
rique are the Vidames denominated. 1635 R. N. tr.
Camden's Hist. Eliz. 1. 47 The French Embassadour in
England solicited her that the Vidame of Chartres . . might
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be delivered to the King. 1680 Mackenzie Set. Her. 87
To Counts, Vidames, and Viscounts [they allow] a direct
standing Helmet, with 9 Barrs. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist.
i/th C. I. v. 179 The Advocates and Vidames succeeded
the Defenders, and by little and little these last Offices were
abolish'd. 1801 Rankln Hist. France I. 334 They em-
floyed a vidame, vice-dominus or commissary. x8oa Hid.

I. 259 They commissioned generally their avoue*s, or
vidames, or some superior vassal, to levy and head the
troops of their barony. 185a Sir J. Stephen Led. Hist.
France I. 131 The advocate or vidame of an ecclesiastical
corporation was usually some powerful count.
trans/. t6aa in Birch Crt. <*t Times fas. I (1849) II. 346

Here is a speech of a new dignity of vidams to be created,
which should wedge in 'twixt knights and baronets.

Hence t Vidameship. Obs.
a 1641 Spelman Ant. Deeds Eng. Wks. (1723) 11. 242

These Officers obteyned likewise of their Lords the Bishops
to have the Office of Vidameship in Fee.

Viddeful, obs. So. form of Widdiful a.

Viddie, obs. Sc form of Widdy sb.

\\ Vide (vsi-oVj, v. imp. [L. vide, imp. sing, of
1 videre to see.] ' See, refer to, consult

'
; a direction

to the reader to refer to some other heading,
passage, or work (or to a table, diagram, etc.) for

fuller or further information.
Freq. abbreviated as vid. : see Vid. 1

; also occas. as v. V 5.

I

s5$5 Cooper Thesaurus App., Pysades, the sonne of
Strophius:.. Vide Pisades. 16*6 Bacon Sylva §59 For
which I haue compounded an Ointment of Excellent Odour,
which I call Roman Ointment, vide the Receit. 1699
Evelyn Acetari,i 51 The Limon is somewhat more acute,
cooling and extinguishing Thirst... Vide Limon. 1713
Swift Cadenus <\ Vanessa in She then referr'd them to a
place In Virgil, vide Dido's case. i8aj J. Baihjock Dam.
Amusem. 33 Vide Rotlin passim. 1837 Wilkinson Mann.
<y Cust. Attc. Egypt ii. (1841) I. 66 note, Vide my Egypt
and Thebes, p. 194 note. 1857 Gosse Omphalos xii. 354
note, I have already proved that blood must have been in
..the newly-created Man {vide p. 276, supra).

+ Vide, aphetic form of Divide v. Obs.~ x

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1249 The bourder of his basnet [he]
brestes in sonder, And videt the viser with a vile dynt.

t Videl., abbreviated f. next.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 82 But the three is

made of one number, videl. of two and an vnitie. 1615 W.
Bedwell Moham. impost. 11. 59 Therefore there remaineth
yet another great difficultie, vide/. How this law should be
vniuersall.

II Videlicet (videliset, vai-), adv. and sb.

Also 7 videllicet. [L. videlicet, f. vidi-, stem of
videre to see + licet it is permissible. Cf. Scilicet.
The pron. (vi-, vaid/liset) is also to some extent in use.]

A. adv. That is to say ; namely ; to wit : used
to introduce an amplification, or more precise or
explicit explanation, of a previous statement or
word. (Cf. the abbreviated forms Vid. 2

, Videl.,
Vidz(t., and Viz.)
1464 Mann. <\ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 452 AHe odre percellis

that are enteryd and engrosyd in my lordis book : vide-
licet: Ferst[etc.J. 149a in Rymer FarderaUjn) XII. 480/1
To serve him in his Werres,. .videlicet, himself, having his
Custrell and Page. 1509 Will in Archaeologia LXVL 310
Massez of" Requiem to be saide and song for my Soule by
Preestes in mancr and forme folowing videlicet Euery Freer
[etc.J. 1563 Fox E A. ry M. 796/1 Sundry clauses, pointes,
matters..: Videlicet, amonges other thinges, where the
bishop offred to make particular aunswere [etc.], 1579
Fulke f/eskins' Pari. 131 We doe not take one thing : vide-
licet bread. 1601 T. Fitzherbf.rt Apol. 27 The words of
our sauiour following the former in S. Mathew videlicet : I

wil geeue thee the keyes of the kingdome of heauen. 1665
in Parish Bks, St. Julian's, Salop I. 125 (MS.), Due to
Nath: Clemson for work done to the Clock Videlicet for
a new Spring,, .for wyer and oyle, $[s]. 1717 Swirr Cir-
cunuhion E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 165 The wisest man
that ever was, and inasmuch the richest, beyond all per-
adventure was a Jew, videlicet, Solomon. 1769 Phil. Trans.
LIX. 452 To confirm farther what I say, videlicet, that the
water, the more glutinous it is, the more it is disposed to
become luminous. 1829 Scott Rob Roy Introd., One of
Rob's original profession, videlicet a drover. 1840 Babham
Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Si. Oditte, Then let's act like Count
Otto, and while one survives, Succumb to our She-Saints—
videlicet wives t

B. sb. The word itself as used to introduce an ex-
planation or amplification, esp. in legal documents.
a 1658 Cleveland Wks. (1687) 100 You shall never take

a Pamphleteer, one of these Haberdashers of small Wares,
without his Videlicets, or his Vtpotes. Ibid., A Videlicet is

an Hie Cam's, it argues a Bungling Writer, as that a Painter.
1774 L". Mansheld in Cowper Rep. (1783) 170 He has
stated it to be in Minorca; with a videlicet. 1805 East I

Reports V. 252 In Stukely v. liutler k Hob. 172) Lord C J.
Hobart speaking of the use of a videlicet, says [etc.J. 1834
Stephen t'rinc. Pleading 313 And here, as in the case of
a local Tact, the insertion of a videlicet will give no help.

Vide nda, sb.pl. rare. [L., pi. oividenduM,
f. videre to see.] Things worth seeing or which
ought to be seen.

1760 Sterne TV, Shindy vn. xxxi, In my list, therefore,
!

of Videnda at Lyons, this, tho* last,—was not, you see,
J

least. 1771 M. Tyson Let. in Nichols Lit. Anecd. (1814)
VIII. 571 Gray's notes, .contain the Videnda in all parts of

i

Great Britain, as Houses, Antiquities, Views, &c.

t Vi'dent. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vidett/-, videns,
pres. pple. of videre to see.] (ScequoL)
1588 I. Harvey Disc. Probl. 40 The holy prophets .. were

j

properly called Vidents. or Seers.

vide-ruff: see Vied///, a.

Vidette, variant of Vkdetth.
Vidian (vi-dian),a. Anat. [f. Vidus Vidius,

Latinized form of the name of Guido Guidi,

VIDTJATE.

an Italian anatomist (died 1569).] The special

designation of certain anatomical features of the
head, as Vidian artery, canal, nerz>e.

1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 39 The posterior orifice of
the vidian canal. Ibid. 473 The superficial petrous fiia.

ments of the vidian nerve. Ibid. 663 The Vidian or Ptery-
goid Artery. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842I 279
The Vidian branch passe-* backwards along the pterygoid
canal. 1875 Turner in Encycl. lirit. I. 824/1 At the root
of the pterygoid processes is the vidian canal, for the trans,
mission of a nerve of the same name. 1886 Buck's IIandbk.
Med. Sci. II. 328,2 A small nerve.. goes to the sphenu.
palatine ganglion, and, after being joined by a branch from
the carotid plexus, is known as the Vidian nerve.

II Vidimus (vai'dim^s;. [L. vidimus we have
seen', 1st pers. pL perf. of videre to see. So F.
vidimus (from 14th c.).]

1. A copy of a document bearing an attestation
that it is authentic or accurate. Also attrib.
1436 Rolls ofFarlt. IV. 500/2 Credence shuld be yeven

to the copie named Vidimus sealed under the autentyke
seales, and approved as to ye Original], 150a Aknoi.de
Chron. (181 1) 230 We will the vidimus or copy auctentike
take effect and strenght as this present saufconduyt after
ten nionethispast. a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus iv. 310 The
prothogoll heirof I w aid haif drawin In writ, for cost to be
my Vidimus. 1670 Blount Law Diet. s.v. Innotcsiimus,
An Innotescimus and Vidimus are all one. [Hence in
Chambers Cycl. (172S) s.v.] 1853 F. S. Thomas Ha>nibk.
Publ.Rec. 93A Vidimus is similar to a Notarial Certificate,
in which the tencr of Royal charters.. and other writings
is copied and attested. Hid., Each of these persons was
supplied with a vidimus copy of such letters, properly sealed
and authenticated. 1899 ). H. Round Cat. Doc. I ranee I.

p. xxviii, He claims that the transcripts are most carefully
made from charters, cartularies, 'vidimus ', or other authen-
tic sources.

+ b. Without article : Confirmation of authenti-
city or correctness. Obs.— 1

1513 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soe. VI. 362 The said Schir
William is oblist to gif vidimus tharapune.

C. f.See quot. 1S50.)
1850 Ocilvie, Vidimus, an examination or inspection ; as,

a vidimus of accounts or documents. 1880 Black White
Wings xxi, He told us that the last vidimus of the affairs

of the Burgh of Strathgovau was most satisfactory.

f 2. Arch. A design lor a painted or stained-

glass window. Obs.
i5a6-7 in H. Walpole I'ertues Anecd. Paint. (1765) I.

App. Lddj, Good and true patrons, otherwyse called a
vidimus, for to fouime glasse and make by other four
wyndowes of the seid churche. 176a H. Walpole Ibid.
108 What a rarity in a collection of drawings would be one
of their vidimus's !

f 3, The fact or reality ^something. Obs.—1

1610 B. Rich Descr. Ire'/, xvj. 64 The vidimus of the
matter is, our Londoners are neither vowed nor sworne to
the Pope,

4. (bee quot.)

1884 Imp. Diet., Vidimus,., an abstract or syllabus of the
i contents of a document, book, and the like.

!
Vidonia (vid(7unia). [Of doubtful origin:

(see quot. 1833).] A dry white wine made in the
Canary Islands. Also attrib.

1783 Lond.Gaz. No. 6173'?, 31 Pipes.. of. .White Vidonia
Madera Wine. 1816 Accum Lhem. 'Tests (1818) 191 Various
wines or spirituous liquors:.. Vidonia. 1833 C. Rldding
Hist. Mod. It Ines (1851) 210 What is called Vidonia is pro-
lerly the dry Canary wine, of a good body. ..Perhaps it was
so called because it is derived from the vuiigna grape, or is

a corruption of Verdona. Ibid. 211 At Canary both Malm-
sey and Vidonia are grown. 1876 Encycl. Put. IV. 707/1
(Canary Islands), None, however, is considered as good as
the wine of Madeira. The most esteemed kind is sent to
England under the name of Vidonia.

Vidou, Vidoy, obs. forms of Widow.
Viduage (vidiwed^). [f. L. vidua widow : cf.

next and -agk.] The condition of widowhood,
viduity ; widows collectively.
183a Lamu Lett, xviii. (1865) 174 What can nenty votes

do for one hundred and two widows? I cast my eyes hope-
less among the viduage. 1894 Story qfMy Two Wives 67
One of the last acts oi her viduage.

Vidual (vi-dittal), a. Also 6 -widual- [ad.

late L. vidual-is, f. vidua widow. So OF. vidual,

Sp. vidual, It. viduale.] Of or belonging to,

befitting, a widow or widowhood ; widowed.
1550 Bale A/ot. 37 The estate of widual clenncsse is than

most fvtt, whan [etc.]. 1598 Florio, Vedouite, viduall,
widow-like. 1634 Heywood i.unaik. VS. 282 Others there
bee that have kept a viduall chastitic even in wedlocke.
1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Tim. v. 12 'Cast off their first faith':

Not that of their baptisme. .but their viduall promised
chastity and service to the Saints. 1710 Norris(7/>. Prud.
iii. 106 One may as well say, Virginal, or Conjugal, or Vidual
Prudence as any of these. 175a Richardson Let. in Mrs.
Barbauld Life (1804) III. 192 Shall we show Harriet, after

a departure glorious to the hero, in bef vidual glory? 187*
World V. 12 She too retains still a deeply vidual costume.

1897 F. Thompson New Poems 34 She. .Who in most dusk
and vidual curch, Her I-ord being hence, Keeps her cold

sorrows by thy hearse. Ibid. 44 No more shall you sit

sole and vidual.

Hence Vi dually adv.
1818 J. Brown Psyche 93 If marriage solace she prefers

Before a solitary pillow, Or wearing vidually the willow,

t Vi duate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vidudtus, pa.

pple. of viduare, f. viduus destitute.]

L Destitute ^something.
1 69 j Plukenbtt Let. to Ray 17 July (1718) 249 Its Stalks

really viduate of Leaves.

2. Widowed.
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c 1780 Mock Ode in Boswcll Johnson (1904) II, 623 Cervisial

coctor's viduate dame.

t Viduated, pa. pple. and ///. a. Ohs. [f. L.
viduat-, ppl. stem of vidudre : see prec.] Left

widowed, desolate, or destitute.

i66q Waterhouse Arms fy Arm. 175 St. Pauls, thy vidu-
ated Mother Churchy 1687 Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 218
In the beginning of this month came up at Oxon ' a health
to the Church dowager ', i.e. distressed or viduated Church
of England. (.1718 Life R. Frampton (1876) 202 To inter-

cede with them at helm, that the Church might not be
viduated. 1727 LJailey (vol. II).

t Vidua tion. Obs. rare, [f. L. vuiuare : cf.

prec. and -ation.] The state of being widowed
or bereaved.

1653 Watekhouse Apol. Learn, 149 {T.) (
Their triumphs

rise from the church's viduation, from her learning's con-
tempt and prostemation. [1656 Blount Gtossogr., Vidua-
tion, a dividing, a leaving alone, a depriving, a making
widow.]

Vidue, obs. Sc. form of Widow.
t Vidui'fical, a, Obs—1 [f. L. vidua widow :

see -Pic and -al.] (See quot.)

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 267 Mezereon is as much as

viduifical, or widow-making plant.

Vi duine, a. Ornith. [f. mod.L. vidua widow-
bird: see -ins 1

.] Belonging to the Viduinm or

widow-birds.
1896 G. E. Shelley For. Finches 294 By scientists the

Viduine Weavers are placed among the Ornamental Finches.

Viduity (vidi/Hti). Also 5 Sc.t 6 viduite, 6-7

-tie. [a. OF. viduite (AF. veduete ; F. viduite

= It. viduitd), or ad. L. viduitas, f. vidua widow :

see -ity.] The state of being or remaining a
widow ; the time during which a woman is a
widow; widowhood.
1420 Indenture in J. Campbell Balmerino iv. i. (1867)

258 The said Sir Williame is oblist that he sal nocht trete

the forsaid [Alesoun?] of Murray, .neither in virginite na
viduite, til [alienate?] ony parte of hir heritage fra the

richtwiss aii is. 1574 Watcrford Archives in 10th Rep. Nisi.
MSS. Cotnm. App. V. 354 Every widowe shoulde have like

benefitt. .during her viduite. . .Aldermen's widowes shall

have but a bahves shift during their viduite. 1575 in Agnew
Sheriffs Galloway (18)3) I. 404 Patrick McKie. .shall infeft

. .Katheren Agnew.. in her viduity in all and haill the

lands of Larg. 1620 Be. Hall Honour Marr. Clergy 1. vi,

As for that other which hee imagines, a vow of continued
viduitie, it was neither * faith * nor 'first'. 1647 Trait
Co/n/u. Corinthians 79 Yet doth not the apostle simply
prefer virginity or viduity before marriage as better, a 1726

Gilbert Law Evidence (1791) 497 If a Woman, who has an
Estate during Viduity, makes a Lease for Years [etc.]. 1729
Macfarlane s Geneal. Coll. (S.H.S.) II. 101 Indenture be-

twixt Marion Uliphant in her Viduity on the One Part and
Pat. Gray of Broxmouth on the other Part. (11856 G.
Outram Annuity, Lyrics (1S74) 27 There I met a waesome
wife Lamenting her viduity. 1896 Abst. Protocols Tcnun
Clerks oj'Glasgow (1896) III. 9 note, Widows of rentallers

in the barony were entitled to enjoy their husbands' lands

during viduity.

ViduoUS (vi-diw^s), a. rare~x
. [f. L. vidu-us

or vidu-a + -ous.] Empty, unoccupied.

1855 Thackeray Newcomes lxvi, She gone, and her vidu-

ous mansion your heart to let, her successor, the new occu-

pant, . .finds her miniature., hidden away somewhere.

t Vidz(t., obs. variants of Viz. m Videlicet.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. iv. (Arb.) 85 Both verses

be of egall quantitie, vidz. seauen sillables a peece. i6i6in

Eastland Co. (Camden) 158 That the same [allowance] be

raysed vidzt to twenty nobles apeece. 1669 Mrs. A. Thorn-
ton AntoUog. (Surtees) 80 The articles of agreement ..

vidz., that all his estate should be passed by fine and
recovery.

t Vie, sb.1 Obs. Also vye, uye, uie, vi. [a.

OF. (also mod.F.) vie :—L. vita life.]

1. An account of the life of a saint.

a 1200 St. Marher. 34 Here i mai tellen ou..The vie of

one meidan, was hoten Maregrete. a iazg Juliana a Her
cuinse3 be uie of seinte iuliane, ant telleO of liflade hire.

a 1300 Marina 227 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 173 He
bat made & wrot bis vie, & hyre hab in memorie, From
shome Crist him shilde.

2. Way of, or lot in, life.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 3474 Oure lauerd . . Had don hir in to

sikernes,. .Quat suld be baa childer vie, O hair weird and o

bairlijf. Ibid. 21740 pecroice. .es. . Fondement of ur ctergi,

Keule it es of hali vi. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 122

Angeles bat in helle now ben, hadden ioye some tyme, And
diues in deyntees lyued, and in douce vye,

+ Vie, sb.'l Obs. rare. Also vye. [Aphetic f.

envie Envy sb.~\ Envy.
13. . Seuyn Sages (W.) 1028 Tho Ypocras wel he fond. Bi

craft of the childes hond, That he couthe al his mastrie, And
brast negh forth [read for] onde and vie. 111450 Mvrc 435
Ihesu cryst. .pat. .vnder pounce pylate Was I-take for vye

and hate, And soffrede peyne and passyone.

tVie, sb.z Obs. Also 6-7 vy(e. [Aphetic ad.

F. envi increase of stake (in OF., challenge, pro-

vocation), vbl. sb. from envier to increase the

stake (in OF., to challenge, provoke, invite) :-L.

invitdre : see Envy v. 2 So Sp. and Pg. envite

(Sp. fembite), It. invito. The adv. Avie is found

slightly earlier (1509-). See also Revie sb.']

1. In card-playing : A challenge, venture, or bid
;

a sum ventured or staked on one's cards. Also in

fig. context. (Common C1590-1650).

1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 955/2 He fareth . . as

though we sate together playing at post*. For first he

casteth my contradiction as a vye, to witte whether I woulde

geue it ouer with a face. 1591 Greene Conny Catch. (1859)

27 The Conny upon thys, knowing hys Card is the third or

fourth Carde,. .pawnes his rings if he hath any, hyssworde,
his cloake, or els what hee hath about him to maintaine the

vie. 1592 Wotton Lett. (1907) I. 273 Not unlike a bad
game at Mawe, wherein the first vye being seene, the cards

are given before the second, a 1618 J. Davies (Heref.)

WittesPilgr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 32/1 Both which an end do
make Of all Love's Games saue when the Vies are paid.

1648 Gage West Ind. ix. 26 So the cards were handsomely
shuffled, the vies and revies were doubled. 1680 Cotton
Co/npl. Gamester xxii. (ed, 2) 106 The Vye is what you
please to adventure upon the goodness of your own hand.

b. In the phr. to drop vie(s
}
in fig. use.

1599 Nashk Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 227 But
Parish for Parish.., both for numbers in grosse of honest

houshoIders,..and substantial! graue Burgers, Yarmouth
shall droppe vie with them to the last Edward groate they
are worth. 1636 B. Jonson in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 23, I

cannot bring my Muse to dropp Vies Twixt Cotswold, and
the ©limpicke exercise.

2. A challenge to contest or rivalry ; a display of

rivalry or emulation ; a contest or competition.

Occas. const, of. (Very common in 17th c.)

1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) °4 O Gratious Golde,
Whose glittring vie Doth cheere and holde Eche gazing
eie. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Captaines 10

Samuel succeds : Jews crave a King: a vie Of People-
Sway: States-Rule: and Monarchy. 1611 Steed Hist. Gt.

Brit. ix. xxiv. 876/1 They, .beganne a vie, who should be
first in shewing their alteration. 1662 Owen Animaii. Fiat
Lux xxi. Wks. 1855 XIV. 169 Let him begin the vie when
he pleaseth ; if I live and God will, I will try this matter
with him before competent judges. 1674 Govt. Tongue vi.

109 The King of Ethiopia in a vie of Wit with the Kin^ of

Egypt, propos'd it as a Problem tohim, to drink up the Sea.

b. In prepositional phrases, as at (a) vie, at the

vies, in vie (of), on vie. Cf. Avie adv.
1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xxxix. xiv, They wast the

fields, and seeme on vye to runne, By which of them most
damage may be donne, 1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxxix,
Philip having heard his sonne great Alexander sing at a
feast in vie of the best musitians. 1626 Daniel Hist. Eng.
Wks. (Grosart) IV. 231 The Empresse at the Vies with her
Councell, resolues to send ouer her brother intoNormandie.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xlv. 264 It was worth him
above ten thousand Duckats, wherewith the Lords rewarded
him as it were in vye of one another in recompence of the

good service he did. 1674 Govt, of Tongue vi. § 12. 127

However as to this particular of defaming, both the sexes

seem to be at a vie. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v.

Taudryt They. .Bedeckt the Shrines and Altars of the

Saints, as being at vye with each other upon that occasion.

3. A challenge as to the accuracy of something ;

an objection or difficulty, rare.

1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) App. 340 f He] hindred al

the procedings I had begone, standinge uppon termes and
vyes, saeing they were not the Quens letters I brought,
nether her hand and sealle. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 1197 Then came in Theon also with his vie, adding
moreover & saying, that it could not be denied, but that in

truth herein there haue bene great changes & mutations.

1640 Sanderson Ser/u. (1681) II. 177 For private men to

put in their vie, and.. to call in question the decency or ex-

pediency of the things so established, . . is it self indeed the

most indecent and inexpedient thing.

4. attrib., as vie crown, stabs.

The meaning of three [? read thee] a vies wits in quot. 1589
is not clear.

1570 Foxe A. % M. (ed. 2) III. 2292/2 The Lord of Tame,
with an other Gentleman beyng at Tables, playing, and
dropping vye crownes, y« Lady Elizabeth passing by, sayd

:

she would see the game out. 1589 [? Lylv] Pappe w.
Hatchet B ij, Thinkst thou thou hast so good a wit, as

none can outwrangle thee? Yes Martin, wee will play
three a vies wits. Ibid., Art thou so backt that none dare
blade it with thee? Yes Martin, we will drop vie stabbes.

1593 Harvey Pierce's Superer. Wks._(Grosart) II, 128 Vie
stabbes, good Ecclesiasticall learning in his Apologie ; and
good Christian Charitie in his Homilie.

Vie (vai), v. Also 4, 6-9 vye, 7 vy. [f. prec.

or ad. F. envier : see prec. Sp. and Pg. envidar

(Sp. f embidar), It. invilare are used in sense I.

For an isolated earlier instance of the form see the note

to sense 7.]

fl. intr. In card-playing : To make a 'vie'; to

hazard a certain sum on the strength of one's hand.
The use of the word by Singer Hist. Playing Cards(i8i6)

245 is merely an echo of iuvitasi in the Italian original (1526)

of the passage.

1565 Jewel Replie Hardings Answer iv. 302 Hecommeth
in onely with ioyly bragges, and great vauntes, as if he were
plaieinge at poste, and shoulde winne al by vieinge. 1591

Greene Conny Catch. Wks. (Grosart) X. 27 They vie and
reuie till some ten shillings bee on the stake. Ibid. 95 The
next game they vied, and laid some fiue pound by on the

belt. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits viii. (1596) 1 12 To
play well at Primero, and to face and vie,, .and by coniec-

tures to know his aduersaries game, . .are all workes of the

imagination, a 1618-1640 [see Revie :.'. 4J.

fb. In fig. context. Obs.
1622 Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman d*Alf. 11. To Rdr., He

hath made a second part out of my first ; and I onely

imitated his second. And shall doe the like in the third, if

being elder hand, he shall vye vpon me. 1646 Quarles
Judgem. <$- Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 83/1 As for thee, thy
Cards are good, and having skill enoughto play thy hope-
full Game, vie boldly, conquer and triumph. 1654 [see

Revie v. 4].

1 2. trans. To hazard, stake, or venture (a cer-

tain sum, etc.) on a hand of cards. Freq. in fig.

context. Obs.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod.
t
etc. Pj, Then will they

vaunt, and graunt, and for affinitie, At cardes they will vye

and reuye, each their virginitie. 1591 Greene Conny Catch.

Wks. (Grosart) X. 28 At last the barnacle plies it so, that

perhaps he vies more mony then the cony hath in his purse.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. xvi. 84 The worlds false-hood,

that playeth with Scepters, and vieth Diademes, vsing men
like Counters. 1640 Quarles Enchirid. 1. c. G iv, You,
..Princes of this lower World, who.. vye Kingdomes, and
winne Crownes. C1645 Howell Lett. II. xv, I find that

you have a very hazardous game in hand, therfore give it

up, and do not vie a farthing upon't. 1658-9 Burton's Diary
(1828) III. 35 note, The Commonwealth party and the Pro*
lector's or Court party, began to vie stakes, and pecked at

one another in their light skirmishes.

fb. To venture (money) in other ways. Obs.

1599 Hall Sat. iv. ii. 93 More than who vies his pence to
view some tricke Of strange Moroccoesdumbarithmeticke.

f 3. To back (cards) for a certain sum ; to de-

clare oneself able to win (a game, etc.). Obs.

In first quot. in fig. context : for the use otpair cf. quot.

a 1618 in 3 b.

1583 Melbancke Pkilotimus Eenj, So that hee which
hath my misaduentures, and is enthralled with thypresente
state, maye vie the paire for sorrowe, whatsoeuer the stake

be. 1591 Greene Conny Catch. (1592) 7 He vie and reuie

euerie card at my pleasure, til either yours or mine come
out. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. iv. ii, Wel. S'light,

here's a trick vyed, and reuyed ! 1655 J. Cotgrave Wit's
Interpr. (1662) 366 The first, or eldest, 'tis possible, sayes,

lie vye the Ruff; the next says, lie see it.

+ b. In the phr. to vie it ; also in fig. context.

1591 Florio 2nd Fruites 69 S. Let vs plaie at primero..

.

A. What shall we plaie for? S. One shilling stake, and
three rest... I vye it, will you hould it? A. Yea Sir, I hold

it, and reuie it. 1608 Chapman Byron's Trag. Plays 1873
II. 285 Qu. Passe. Byr. I vy 't. a 1618 J. Davies (Heref.)

Wittes Pilgr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 38/1 One, vies it, beeing
but a Knaue, perchance, Against a King, or Queene, or

Paires of both. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. ix. 235 All

this time the Knights play'd it at Dutch Gleek, and had so

vied it, and revied it, that they were all Honours in their

faces. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/1 The
eldest hand may pass and com in againe, if any of the

gamsters vye it, else the dealer may play it out, or double it.

+ G. In fig. use. Obs.

1604 Middleton Father Hubburds T. fa Bullen O. PL
VIII. 95 One. .likened me to a sea-crab;.. another fellow

vied it, and said I looked like a rabbit 1641 H. L'Estrange
Gods Sabbath 31 As for the Protestant writers,, .we dare vie

it with the Anticiparians, and give them oddes, two for one
at least. 1654 Gatakek Disc. Apol. 3 He makes grievous

complaint elswhere of scurrilous Mercuries, that vie it with

his scurrilous Merlins. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Refu 100

To vye him, and see him, and re-vye him in contradictions.

This figure now is lost to any man that is not a gamester.

4. To display, advance, practise, etc., in com-
petition or rivalry with another person or thing

;

to contend or strive with in respect of (something).

Obs. or arch. (Very common in 17th c.)

c 1570 Bugbears 11. iv. 39 in R. W. Bond Earty Plays
from Italian (191 1) 106, I will vye slepes with him that

lookes oute of a hood. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone iv. vi, Out,
thou Chameleon harlot ; now, thine eyes Vie teares with

the Hyaina. 1642 Fuller Holy a> Prof. St. iv. vi. 267 The
Queen, vying gold and silver with the King of Spain, had
money or credit, when the other had neither. 1660 Ingelo
Bentiv. $ Ur. 1. (1682) 102 One eye vied drops with the

other. x6ga R. L'Estrange Fables ccclxxx. (1694) 4_ox

Nothing else will serve him.. but to vye Exellencies with

those that took him out of the Dirt. 170a S. Parker tr.

Cicero's De Finibus 11. 126 The Mortal might vie Pleasures

and Summum Bonuin with the Eternal Being. 1720 Mrs.
Manley Power of Love (1741) n So beautiful, that thou

may'st vie Advantages with the East and West. 1822

Lamb Elia 1. Some old Actors, I have seen some. .very

sensible actresses.. who.. have seemed to set their wits at

the jester, and to vie conceits with him in downright
emulation.

fb. Similarly without const. Ohs.

1597 J. King On Jonas (1618) 282 An auncient historie

of vowes vied and reuied between the citizens of Croto.

1598 K. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 60 By and by Thei'le be by
the ears, vie stabs, exchange disgraces. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. 1, 40 They vyed cruelties, and strove who
should overcome each other therein. 1650 Weldon Crt.

Jos. I, 7 Had you seen how the Lords did vye courtesies

to this poor Gentleman,, .you could not but have condemned
them of much basenesse. 1694 Atterburv Serm. (1723) I.

79, I think it by no means a fit and decent thing to vie

Charities, and to erect the reputation of one upon the ruins

of another.

fo. To rival (a thing). Obs. rare.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. it 72 He did it to vie

that triple crowne which the Emperour had. 1691 J.

Wilson Belphegor in. i, Bating that Palace, there's not a

House in Genoa better furnish'd ;—and for Picture— I dare

almost vie Italy.

5. To match (one thing) with another by way of

return, rivalry, or comparison. Nowotn*^,

1583 Melbancke Phiiotimus T iij b, Though I enuie thee

now, thou shouldest not vye it with malice. 1633 G.

Hkkbekt Teu/p/e, Sacrifice xxii, The Jews.. vying malice

with my gentlenesse, Pick quarrels with their onely happi-

nesse. 1664 J. Wilson A. Commenius 11. ii, I'll vie his

Autumn, with the pride of springs. 1685 Lady R. Russell
Lett. I. xxvii. 73, I will take your advice, and vie my state

with others. 1718 Entertainer No. 19. 124 People would

never be so vilely corrupted, as to vie Shade with Substance,

and prefer Trash.. to intrinsick Worth. 1877 Tennyson
Har. v. i. 86-7 Leofwin. And someone saw thy willy-nilly

nun Vying a tress against our golden fern. Harold. Vying

a tear with our cold dews, a sigh With these low-moaning

heavens.

f6. To increase in number by addition or repe-

tition. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 311 Shee hung about my
necke, and kisse on kisse Shee vi'd so fast . . That in a twinkle

she won me to her loue. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. m.
Furies 664 Sorrow.. Creeping in corners, where she sits and

vie« Sighs from her heart, tears from her blubbered eyes.



VIED.

1630 RKf.rwxait Eng-. Gentian. (1641) 24 I est shee be forced
to vie sighes for their sinnes. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Easter iii, Since all musick is but three parts vied And
multiplied.

t b. To add on ; to give or take by way of
addition. Obs.
a 1635 Randolph Amyntal II. iv. 101 Minds in love, Doe

count their daies by minutes, measure howres, .. And for
each vie a tc-are. 1635 Quarles Emblems I. viii. Wks.
(Grosart) III. 57/2 Onedotes; the other loathes : One frisks
and sings, and vies a flagon more To drench dry cares.

7. intr. To enter into, or carry on, rivalry ; to be
rivals or competitors

; to contend or compete for
superiority in some respect. Also const, for or in
(the object or matter of rivalry).
In Chaucer's DetheofBlaunehe 173 the Tanner M.S. (15th

c.) has vie, and Thynne (1532) vye, for envye of the Fairfax
MS., which is prob. the correct reading.
1615 lJRATHWAir.S7ny>

/W«(i878) 146 Her teares by his
finde their renew'd Supplies, Both vie as forawager, which
to winne, The more she wept, the more she forced him.
1648 Gage West Ind. 209 In Rome Sir William Hamilton
..vied much for the said Cardinals Cap. a 1700 Evelyn
Dairy 6 June 1687, The Commanders profusely vying in
the expence and magnificence of tents. 1718 Prior Proto-
gettes y Apeltes 86 Howe'er Protogenes and I May in our
Rival Talents vie. 1736 Thomson Liberty iv. 291 Not un-
worthy, she lsc. Genoa) Vy'd for the trident of the narrow
seas. 1785 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Lyric Odes, To P. Pindar
i, Theyshow'd their gold-lac'd clothes with pride, In harm,
less sallies frequent vied. 1806 Miss MlTFORuin L'Estrange
Life (1870) I. xi. 54 They all vied in paying me every
attention.^ 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 1. v, As vainly had her
maidens vied In skill to deck theprincely bride, i860 Maury
P/tys. Geog.Sea (Low) iii. §168 The China seas and the
North Pacific may vie in the fury of their gales.

b. Const, with • also f against, fori, + upon.
1601 [see Revie v. 4 bj. 1614 W. Browne Shepli. Pipe v.

E 3, Who 'gainst the Sun (though weakned by the morne)
Would vie with lookes, needeth an Eagles eye. a 1650
Montrose in Watson Sc. Poems (1711) III. 108 If., in
the Empire of thy Heart, Where I should solely be,
Another do pretend a Part, And dare to Vie with me. 1683
Kennktt tr. Erasm. on Folly (1709) 128 How the tawdry
butterflies vie upon one another. 169a Washington tr.
Milton's Def. Pop. vii. Wks. 1851 VIII. 183 Many other
things I omit, for.. my design is not to vie with you in
Impertinence. 1731-8 Swift Polite Coiiv. Introd. 81 One
Isaac Newton

. .might possibly pretend to vye with me for
tame in future times. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. iv.
(1778) I. 359 They vie with one another in refinements of

'L
,r 'Ur
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' & J' Lander Exped. Niger I. i. 1 In fact
they all vied with each other in making themselves agree-
able. 1840 Macaulay Ess., Clive (1897) 531 The wealth of
Clive was such as enabled him to vie with the first grandees
of England. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1875) III. xii.

79 Distant Kings would have vied with one another in
offering their daughters to such a bridegroom.

c. transf. Of things.
1615 Bratiiwait Strappado (1878) 173 For know (though

my ability be poore) M y good-will vie's with any Empcrour.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India t, P. 184 We beheld Lamps at
Night striving to vie with the Stars for Number and Lustre.
170a Pope Ilryope 23 Fruits that vie In glowing colours
with the Tyrian dye. 1747 Gray Death Fav. Cat 10 Her
coat, that with the tortoise vies. 1773 Johnson Let. to
Mrs. Thrale 25 Aug., A library that for luminousness and
elegance may vie at least with ihe new edifice at Streat-
ham. i8»3 F. Clissold Ascent Aft. Blanc 23 The glassy
pinnacles of the.. Alps,. .vying with the brightness of the
western horizon. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.x. II. 617 The
wealthiest merchant of London, ..whose banquets vied with
those of kings. 187a Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879)
224 The view from the summit will vie with that from any
one of the Lake mountains.

T 8. To contend in debate. Obs.
a 1610 -a 1734 [see Revie v. 4 c].

Hence f Vied.///. a.; Vie'ing vbl. sb. and///, a.;
Vie'ingly adv.
1605 Armin Foole upon F. (18S0) 5 lack Oates . . was deal-

ing to himselfeat *vide-ruffe (for that was the game he ioyed
in). 1607 Heywood Worn. Killed w. Kindn. 128 Gentle-
men, what shall our game be?.. Faith, let it be vide-ruff,
and let's make honours. 1610 R. Cocks Diary (1901) 114
Dec. 12. Loste at vyed ruffe ij s vi d. 161a Bacon Charge
touching Duels Wks. 1879 I. 681/1 A difference.. made in
case of killing and destroying man, upon a fore-thought
purpose, between foul and fair, and as it were between
single murder and vied murder. 1620 Siielton(?i«>. (1746)
III. 245 My Sport shall be vy'd Trump at Christmas.
1591 Pekcivall Sp. Diet., Embite, «vieng at any game,
Iteratio. 1689 lryal Bps. 6 The King's Counsel have
answered your Objections, and we must not permit Vying
and Re-vying upon one another, a 1660 Contemp. Hist.
Irel. (Jr. ArchaioL Soc.) II. 43 Colonell Jones, governor of
Dublin, the other *veyinge gamster, played his parte very
well hitherto. 1831 Examiner 691/1 People would have to
be careful how they, .exaggerate their afflictions, as they
are apt "vyingly with each other to do.

Vie, southern ME. variant of Fav p. 1

Viealde, southern ME. variant of/aide Fold v.

tVieillard. Obs. Also 5 viellars (//.),
veyllard, 6 villard, vylarde. [a. F. vieillard
(OF. also viellard, -art, villard, etc.), f. otViV old

:

see -ard.] An old man.
147S Bh. Noblesse (Roxb.) 64 That noble duke Agamemnon

required of the goddis six suche wise viellars as was Nestor.
1485 Caxton Chas. GL 117 Of whens art thou, veyllard?
? a 1500 Chester Pl.i. 1 56 'I hat oulde vylarde Jacobe, doted
for age. 1:1500 J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 38 This
vitius vieillard now mycht tak Of hir his plcsour. l6ai T.
Williamson (title), The Wise Vieillard or Old Man. Trans-
lated out of French into English.

VieiTin(e. Med. Alsovierin(e. [app. f. the
Portuguese surname Vitira] (See quot.)

Vol. X.
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1893 Dunglisem's Diet. Med. Set, Vieirin, bitter principle
from bark of Remijia Vellozi of Brazil, where it is used as
an antiperiodic and tonic, like quinine.

II Vielle (vi,e-l). [F. vitlle, OF. viele, ofdoubt-
ful origin.] A musical instrument with four

strings played by means of a small wheel ; a
hurdy-gurdy. Also Comb.
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ., Grace, The old man had . . been

no mean performer upon the vielle. 178a Ann. Reg. II. 11

Few songs, guittars, vielles, or organs enliven the evenings.
i8o7_ [see Hurdy-gurdy i]. 1880 Shorthouse J. Inglesant
II. ii, He played upon a small and curiously shaped instru-

ment called a vielle, . . with four strings, and a kind of small
wheel instead of a bow. 1905 Edin. Rev. July 129 The
vielle-player's story, and the Papal election, and much of
the talk about music and the drama 1

Vienna (viie'na), the name of the capital of

Austria used in various collocations, as Vienna
blue, cobalt blue ; Vienna caustic, = Vienna
paste ; Vienna cross, a stitch used in fancy em-
broideries; Vienna green (see quot. 1852);
Vienna paste, a paste made up of equal parts of
caustic potash and quicklime ; Vienna white
(see quot.).

183S G. Field Chromatographym [Cobalt blue] has been
called *Vienna blue, Paris blue, azure, and, very improperly,
ultramarine. 1865 G. B. Wood & Bache Dispensat. U. S.
Amer. (ed. 12) 1279 This preparation is a grayish-white
rwder, sometimes called "Vienna caustic. 1882 Caulfeild

Saward Diet. Nccdlevj. 18S/1 Persian Cross stitch, a
stitch ..also called "Vienna Cross. 184a Francis Diet.
Arts, * Vienna Green, the same as Schweinford green : it is

an arseniate of copper. 185a W. Gregory Handbi. Org.
Chem. (ed. 3) 214 Schweinfurt or Vienna Green is a double
salt, formed of acetate and arsenite of copper. 1867 Berke-
ley Hill Essentials 0/ Bandaging 148 "Vienna paste, that
is, equal parts of potassa fusa and quick lime worked into a
paste with spirits of wine. 1886 Buck's Handbi. Med. Sci.
II.5/2 To preventits diffusion it is usually mixed with
quicklime in what is known as Vienna Paste, or Potassa
cum Calce. 1861 Chambers's Encycl. II. 744 The "Vienna
white of artists is simply purified chalk.

b. The distinctive name of a grade of wheat-
flour, and of certain forms of plain or fancy bread.
1879 IVarne's Model Cookery 603/2 Vienna Cake.. .Take

a large round spongecake and cut it very carefully into thin
slices [etc.). 1889 R. Wells Pastrycook «, Con/ect. Guide
12 Vienna Bread. Take 12 lbs. of Vienna flour [etc. L 1893— Mod. Pract. Bread Baker 50 Vienna Bread. This
I claim to be our highest grade of white bread. Ibid. 52
Common Vienna Loaves. 1906 J6j Breads <y Biscuits 61
Vienna Rolls, .may stand half an hour befoie baking if

desired.

Viennese (vi,eni"-z), sb. and a. [f. Viknn-a
+ -ESE.]

A. sb. a. A native or an inhabitant of Vienna;
also in collective sense, b. The variety of German
spoken in Vienna.
1839 J. Pagett Hungary ff Tramyh. I. 2 The foolish

tales the good Viennese told us. i860 Chambers's Emycl.
I. 575/i In order to prevent the Hungarians coming to the
aid of the Viennese [in Oct. 1848]. 1894 Parry Stud. Gt.
Composers, Beethoven 166 His behaviour was not of the
kind affected by polite Viennese.

B. adj. Of or belonging to Vienna; originating
in Vienna.
1839 J. Pagett Hungary fy Transylv. I. 1 Viennese

Reports of Hungary. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 221/2 The
Viennese school of painting is of modern origin. 1889 R.
Wells Pastrycook f, Con/ect. Guide 10 Viennese Rolls.
Take 8 lbs. of Vienna Flour [etc. I

Vier (v3i-si). rare. [f. Vie v.] One who or
that which vies with another.
C1700 W. Hamilton in Watson Sc. Poems (1706) I.

68 They'll witness that I was the Vier Of all the Dogs
within the Shire, I'd run all Day, and never tyre. 190a
Academy 18 Oct. 41 1/2 We have flocks of poets who are
word-painters and nothing more, mere viers with painting.
Vier, southern dial. var. Fihe; dial. var. Vair

sb. ; obs. f. Veer n.l ; var. Vire sb.

Vierdour, variant of Vebdoob 2 Obs.

t Vierge. Obs.-1 [a. OF. (also mod.F.) vierge
:— L. virgin-em Virgin sb.] The Virgin.
146a I'ol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 270 Now blyssed saint George,

pray the vierge immaculat To be good mediatrix.
Vierge, var. Vergk sb.l Viea, var. Vives.

Viese, var. Vees 2. Viesly, obs. f. Wisely.
View (vi»), sb. Forms : 4-6 vewe, 5-7 vew,

6 veu(e, vue
; 5, 7 vywe, 5-7 viewe (6 veiwe),

5-8 vieu (6 vieue, 8 viue
,
5- view. [a. AF.

vewe, veue, vue, vieue, view, = 'Oi?. veue (F. vue),
ppl. sb. from veoir (F. voir) to sec. The OF.
veiie corresponds exactly to It. veduta in the same
sense.]

I. 1. a. A formal inspection or survey of lands,
tenements, or ground, for some special purpose.
Now rare or Obs.
1415 6 in Madox Form. Ang. (1702) 16 Wee [masons and

carpenters], beyng Vewers for the tyme of the seid Cite,
have to these Vewes afore writton, putte our sealles. c 1450
Oseney Register 123 We schall Jeve to them sufficient
Eschaunge, by the vewe of lawfull men, in my othir londes
to a.convenient valewe. 1509 Set. Cases Star Chamber
(Selden) II. 7 As it apperith by the viewe and ouerseyng [of
the fields] takyn by maister llrudcncll one of the kynges
Justeses. I5a3 Fitzherb. Surv. 35 b, The vieu of the
maner of Dale taken the tenth day of May, the .xiiii. ycre
of the raygne of kyng Henry the .viii. 1607 J. Nonius
Surv. Dial. 1. 21 It is true that you say, such a view was

VIEW.
taken at the time, that euery Tribe might haue his portion
of inheritance. i6sa Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 80 There
is a diversity between a view and a survey, for Dy the view
one is to take notice only by the eye, but to survey is.

.

by using other ceremonies and circumstances. 1834 Lincoln,
etc., in Nicolay Si Hay Life 11890) I. 119 note, We. .respect-
fully report that we have performed the duties of said view
and location [of a road], as required by law, and that we
have made the location on good ground.
fb. A formal examination or inspection ot

something, made by a properly appointed or quali-
fied person

; the charge or office of inspecting some-
thing. Obs.
In early quots. denoting the submitting of accounts to in-

spection. ihe sense in quot. 1654 is not quite clear. View
oj/rank-pledge: see Frank-pledge i b.

1454 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 273 1 That the Collectours..
paye

:

the money.. in youre seid Reseil, and make the views
of their accomptz. 147a Paston Lett. 111. 49 And oil
Saturday next comyng he shall send me a vewe of hys
acompte. 1497 Naval Acc. Hen. f7/ (1896) 83 It semeth
necessane that another viewe be taken of all the Kynges
said ordenaunces within his said Tour of I-ondon. 1520
Coventry Lcct Bk. 674 A veu was takon by the said Maier
and his brethern what stores of all Maner of Come, and
what nombre of people was then whilhin the said Cite. 1538
Cartular. Abb. ,ie Kicvallc (Surtees) 353 The office of the
ferme gathering in Swawdall, and the oversight of the
woddts and vue of tiler grownde. 1558 in FeuUleral R,-.ets
Q. Lliz. (1008) Table i, 'Ihe Masler and officers., shall.

.

peruse the remaines of the whole stuffe and other stoare
lefle at the laste vewe. 1647 N. Bacon Disc Govt. Eng. 1.

xxxviii. 92 'Ihe Coroner. .even in those old daies had the
view of bloodshed. 1654 0. Goddard in Burton's Diary
(1828) I. Introd. 188 That the excise of all tobacco of the
English plantations, be reduced from yi. to id. the pound ;

and that thereupon, no view or allowance be made for, or in
respect of the said tobacco. 1700 J. Tyrrell Hut. Erg.
II. 819 Our Regarders or Viewers shall go through the
Forests to make a View or Regard. 180a James Milit.
Diet, s.v., 'ihe view of a place is said to be taken when the
general, accompanied by an engineer, reconnoitres it. 181a

J. Smyth Pract. ofCnsroms(iEn) 329 Bill of View or Sight.
1827 Hai.lam Const. Hist. ix. (it 7 6) 11. 132 A view of ibis
armour^ was to be taken twice in the year by constables
chosen in every hundred.

t o. A review (of troops, etc.). Obs.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Condo, Lustrum condere,

to apoynt a muster or view. 1681 W. \\omKKQKPhrascol.
Gen. (1693) 1260 A View of soulditrs at a Muster, armilus-
Mum. 1693 Luttrell Brief Relat. (1857) III. 15 The
duke of Ormond took a view yesterday of his troop, and
ordered all that had bay or grey horses to change ihcm for
black. 17a! De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 56 The vii:w
being over, and the troops returned to their camps.

d. Law. (See quots.) 1 Obs.
1567 Expos. Termes of Lam (1579), Viewe is when anye

actyon real js brought and the tenaunt knoweth not well
what lande it is, that the demaundaunt asketli, then the
tenant shal praye the viewe. 1607 Cowell Interpr. , Veiours
..signifleth in our common lawe those, that are sent by the
court to take view of any place in question, for the better
descision of the right, a xoas Sir H. Finch Lmu (1636) 366
View is in reall actions of the thing demanded, . .when it is

so necessarie as without view the defendant cannot well
answer. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 298Hemay,in real
actions, demand a view of the thing in question, in order to
ascertain it's identity and other circumstances.

f e. By view of, under the inspection of. Obs.—1

1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 820 Every. .Earl, or Baron,
coming to us at our Command, and passing through our
Forest, may Lawfully take one or two Deer by view of the
Forester if present.

2. In general use : An examination, inspection,
or survey. (Cf. 18.)
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 277 They roadc in the ficldesall

that daye, and made a diligent vewe. 159a Slow Ann.
518 The which volume was since againe, .. by viewe of
diucrs written copies, correct. d by my self. 1612 Bacon
Hen. I'll (1876) 29 Edward Plantagenet.. having passed
the view of the streets, was conducted to Paul's church.
1668 Denham Poems Ep. Ded. A iij b, Nemicr have I any
need of such shifts, for most of the parts of this body have
already had Your Majesties view. 1697 LaVDEN Virg.
Georg. in. 450 We too far the pleasing Path pursue ; Sur-
veying Nature with too nice a view.

t 3. An interview or meeting. Obs. rare,
isao Sir R. Wingfiei.d in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 170

Suche personnaiges as shall aitende apon hym at the Veue.
///</. 173 The noble personnaiges of thys Realme . . be
asmoche affectionatt to this Veue as could be wysshyd.
4. The exercise of the faculty of sight ; the faculty

or power of vision ; the possibility or opportunity
of seeing something : a. Without article.

Field ofview : see Field sb. 16 b.

i573Tusser Husb. (1878) 211 At length by vew, to shore
I drew. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 35/1 Thinking it good
to vnderstand all things by view that might appertaine
to the vse of that warrc. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxli, lis my
heart.. Who in dispight of view is pleasd to dote. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 193 Hoise him vp to his greater

height of view. 1671 Milion Samson 723 And now at

nearer view, [it is} no other.. Than Dalila thy wife. 1697

Dryden AKneid xtt. 1m The hero mcasur d first, with

narrow view, The desttn'd mark. 1727- (see Point sb. p.
ill i?«4 Eccltsiologist XXV. 274 The steeple, may. .be

taken into view with the loftier saddleback of S. Alban %.

1876 7 in Abney Photogr. (1878) 207 The diminution of light

from the centre towards the margins of tbe pictures from

both these causes increases rapidly with any increase of

angle of view beyond 40 .

b. In the phr. to view, chiefly after vbs.

a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. i, Whose looltes set

forth no mortall forme to view. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Earth (1723) 24 Their Parts when dissolved have the same
Appearance to View. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art ed
Poetry 5 If he gave to View a beauteous Maid. 1757 W.

25



VIEW.
Wilkie F.pigoniad ix. 270 Towards the Cadmean gate

;

where full to view Expos'd, the armies and the camp she
knew. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. vi. 586 One of
the most important features of the case was then held up
to view. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xl, Tom was
already lost to view among the distant swamps of the Red
River. i860 Tvndall Glnc. I. iii. 28 The snow.floor had, in
fact, given way, and exposed to view a clear green lake.

c. Similarly with the. (Cf. 14.)
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11, ix. 42 h, Where

he sayth the second to lye on the North part, he may by the
view & eisight onely be reproued. 1603 G. Owen Pem-
brokeshire i. (1892) 3 That euerye shere is of biggnes as
the same appeareth to the vywe. 1664 Power Exp. Philos.
Pref. 15 The Knowledge of Man (saith the learn'd Verulam)
hath hitherto been determin'd by the View or Sight. 1721
Ramsay Tarlana 148 These give not half that pleasure to
the view. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Horn. Forest ii, It seemed
as if heaven was opening to the view. 1820 Shelley Sky.
lark 50 Like a glow-worm .. Among the flowers and grass,
which screen it from the view ! 1842 Tennyson Vision of
Sin 23 [They] Caught each other with wild grimaces, Half.
invisible to the view.

d. With limiting terms (possessives, etc.).

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshecl III. 1357/2 He hath set
downe to the vew of all men these necessarie notes follow,
ing. 1592 Shaks. Rom. S, Jul. 1. i. 177 Alas that loue, whose
viewis muffled still, Should without eyes, see path-wayes
to his will. 1614 Latham Falconry (1633) 73 For your
flight to the Hearne, it is wrought, flown, and maintained
by the eie and view of the Hawke. 1640 Bp. Reynolds
Passions Ded., This treatise hath had the marvellous felicity
to light on the view.. of a very gracious Princess, a 1668
Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) II. 118 None are suffered, .to do
or speak anything scandalously that may shock civility or
publick view. 1711 Pope Temple Fame 420 Before my
view appear 'd a structure fair. 1812 Cary Dante, Paratt.
xxii. 19 Elsewhere now I bid thee turn thy view. 1833
Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de Vere 34 When thus he met
his mother's view, . .She spake some certain truths of you.
1903 Morley Gladstone I. Pref. note, Between two and
three thousand papers of one sort or another must have
passed under my view.

. fie- 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xi. n My Lady and my loue
is cruelly pend In dolefull darkenesse from the vew of day.

e. Range of sight or vision.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Agricola (1622) 184 Lest any sparkle
of honesty should by mischance remaine within view. 1722
Woli.aston Relig. Nat. i. 29 No one can tell, in strict
speaking, where another is, if he is not within his view.
a 1732 T.Boston Crook in Lot (1805) n Providing that the
crook in his lot should not be set afresh in his view. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. lxxv, Somewhere, out of human view,
Whate'er thy hands are set to do Is wrought 1855— Maud
1. xx, Was it gentle to reprove her For stealing out of view
From a little lazy lover?

5. An act of looking or beholding ; a sight, look,
or glance.

1581 W. S. Com/tend. 21 b, The first view would displease
many. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. i. 144 Mineeare is much
enamored of thy note; On the first view to say,.. I loue
thee. 1611 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems 1. 50 Seik no to
subdue And kill ane hert, hot for a vieu. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 190 Who [can] deceive his mind, whose eye Views
all things at one view ? 1S97 Dryden Virg. Past. vui. 53,
I view'd thee first ; how fatal was the View ! 1704 J.Harris Lex. Tcchn. I. s.v. Measures, To see in one View
an Account of the Ancient and Present Measures of several
Parts of the World. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art of
Poetry 495 That gives us Pleasure for a single View ; And
this, ten Times repeated, still is new. 1813 Shelley Q. Mai
11. 100 The thronging thousands, to a passing view, Seemed
like an ant-hill's citizens. 1886 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 224 For
an hour at each view will this monstrous eye.. gaze analys-
ingly on many hundreds of stars at once.

b. ellipt. A view-halloo.
1903 Longm. Mag. Jan. 244 There is, however, in my

humble opinion, no great harm in a view when the hare is
first found.

6. The sight or vision ^"something. Also with
possessives.

1588 Shaks. Titus A. m. ii. 55 Out on the murderour:
thou kil st my hart, Mine eyes cloi'd with view of Tirranie.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xiv. xiv, Thy weak armies .. Shall
take new strength, new courage at his view. 1632
Guillims Heraldry (ed. 3) 111. ii. 113 Thus should their
view put us euer more in minde, to raise our thoughts to
Godward. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trazi. 23 Towards night
[we] got view of Ioanna He. a 1771 Gray Dante 29 Pisa's
Mount, that intercepts the view Of Lucca. 1794 Godwin
Caleb Williams 247 The view of his figure immediately
introduced a train of ideas into my mind. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. (1821) II. 29 We had now come in full view of
the old family mansion. 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. viii 263He proceeded to thread his way westwards, across moor
and bog, until we lost view of him.
trails/. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. f Art II. 191

Hitherto the distinction, .appears to have been scarcely
thought of. The distinct view of it was accidentally
obtained by Stephen Grey, in the year 1729,

7. Visual appearance or aspect.
1551 Recordk Cast. Knoml. (1556) 152 If the earthe were

of anye bygnes in comparison to the worlde, then should
his semidiameter beare some vewe of byggenesse to the
semidiameter of the skie. 1370-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 102 The same man also, persuaded partly by the
viewe of the place itselfe, . .supposeth, that Richborow was
of auncient time a citie of some price. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <\

Jul. 1. i. 175 Alas that loue so gentle in his view, Should
be so tyrannous and rough in proofe. 1603 G. Owen Pem-
brokeshire i. (1892) 2 It most Consequenlelye followe that
the_ shere must be but little, much lesse then other sheres
which seem lesse in vywe. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 142 A
Silvan Scene, . .a woodie Theatre Of stateliest view. Ibid.
247 A happy rural seat of various view. 1713 Guardian
No. 1 f 1 His Countenance is communicated to the Publick
in several Views and Aspects. J718 Pope Iliad XVI. 203
Like furious, rush'd the Myrmidonian crew, Such their

194

dread strength, and such their dreadful view. 1812 Crabbe
Tales xviii. 9 As certain ores in outward view the same.
/g. 1581 Petite Guazzo's Civ. Conv. m. (1586) 123 To

maintaine himselfe in that view which belongeth to his
calling.

b. Aspect as affected by position.

1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art 450 The coins
exhibit his head generally in front view.

8. f a- Hunting. The footprints of a buck or
fallow-deer. Ois.
Common in 17th c. works of reference, but merely as an

echo of Turbervile.

1576 Turberv. Venerie xxxvi. 97 Then if she aske, what
Slot or view I found, I say, the Slot, or view, was long on
ground. Ibid. 239 The footyng or printe of an Hartes foote
is called the Slot. Of a Bucke and all other Fallow Deare,
it is to be called the View. i6u Cotgr., Foitlee, the Slot
ofa Stag, the Fuse of a Bucke (the view, or footing of either)
vpon hard ground, grasse, leaues, or dust. 1679 Lovell
Indie. Univ. 26 The strain, view, slot or footing of a deer
are the marks he makes in soiling.

b. A sight or prospect of some landscape or
extended scene ; an extent or area covered by the
eye from one point.

1606 Bryskett Civ. Li/e 93 Hauing the prospect not onely
of the citie, but also of the sea and hauen, . . and some com-
mending the ayre, some the delightfulnesse of the view.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 14, I neuer saw ground more
pleasant for view. 1667 Milton P.L. ii. 890 Before thir
eyes in sudden view appear The secrets of the hoarie deep.
1718 Prior Solomon 11. 22 Fish-ponds were made, where
former Forrests grew j And Hills were levell'd to extend
the View. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltncss Collect.
(Maitl. CI.) 192 It is the finest viue ever I saw ; the ground
lies about it, you would think, in a circle. 1766 [Anstey]
Bath Guide vii. 4 Fine Walks, and line Views, and a
Thousand fine Things. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. 11. 220
From the flat roof of the church we had a delightful view
of the village. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 68 Here were
telescopes For azure views; and there a group of girls In
circle waited. 1883 Munch. Exam. 30 Oct. 8/4 A local
resident.. whose house. .has a beautiful view down the
valley.

e. A drawing, painting, print, etc., representing
a landscape or other prospect.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 18 Jan. 1645, We were then con.

ducted into a new Gallery, whose sides were painted with
views of the most famous places, towns, and territories in
Italy. 1709 (title), Britannia lllustrata; or, Views.. of the
Principal Seats of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain.
1791 Robertson Hist. India App., Wks. 1851 VI. 510 Mr.
Hodges has published views of three of these [fortresses].
<ti8ii Fuseli in Led. Paint, iv. (1848) 449 That kind of
landscape which is entirely occupied with the tame delinea-
tion of a given spot,.. what is commonly called 'views'.
1853 Mrs. Carlylf. Lett. (1883) II. 220 The little view at
the top of this sheet is where I live in London. 1854 Haw.
thorne Eng. Note-Bis. (1883) I. 527 A photographist pre-
paring to take a view of the castle. 1898 Binns Story 0/
the Poller 222 Portraits, views, and fancy scenes were pro-
duced in different self-colours.

II. 9. Mental contemplation or vision (alone
or combined with ocular inspection) ; observation,
notice.

Point o/view. see Point sb. 1 D. 12.

c 1440 Alph. Tales 530 per is no thyng bod som peple will
gift" per vew and ber fantasye ber-vnto. 1593 Norden (title),

Speculum Britannia?. By the travaile and vew of John
Norden. 1612 in Eng. Hist. Rev. April (1914) 249, I will
be bold out of my zeale and duty to present yt [a proposi-
tion] unto his Magesties vieu. 1642 in Verney Mem. (1907)
I. 243 But I hate to have my secrets laid open to every.
bodie's view. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. ii. 26 'The
Poet sets Ulysses in our View. 1762 Kames Elem. Crit. i.

(1833) 20 The mind extends its view to a son more readily
than to a servant. 1846 Whately Rhetoric (ed. 7) Introd.
vi. 34 Such a habit.. also, in a rhetorical point of view, if

I may so speak, often proves hurtful. 1850 Hawthorne
Scarlet Letter Introd., One. .who appeared to have been
rather a noteworthy personage in the view of our ancestors,
191 1 J. H. Round King's Serjeants 254 After this, the
scalding serjeanty. .fades from view.

b. A single act of contemplation or attention to
a subject,

1570 Levins Manip. 94 A view of things, gestimatio. 1676
Dryden Aureng-zebe Ded., The hasty Critick, who judges
on a view, is as liable to be deceived. 1776 Adam Smith
IV. N. 1. i. (1869) I. 10 The advantage. .is much greater
than we should at first view be apt to imagine it.

10. A particular manner or way of considering
or regarding a matter or question ; a conception,
opinion, or theory formed by reflection or study.
Kreq. const, of.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 1 Uppon a reasnable
vew of the matter. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. ii. (1692) 60
Let us take the most impartial View we can. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. iij. 50 Good Actions are never punished, considered
as beneficial to Society, nor ill Actions rewarded, under the
view of their being hurtful to it. 1780 Mirror No. 100 r I

The view of Hamlet's character, exhibited in my last
Number.^ 1800 Trevelyan in G. O. Trevelyan Macanlay
(1876) I. i. 22 Miss Hannah took a more unselfish view of
the subject. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. ix. (1852) 281
Atonement presents to us this view of God. 1855 Bain
Senses <\ Int. I. ii. § 8 The application of this view of the
plan of structure of the brain will appear in the sequel.
1884 Sir W. B. Brett in Law Rep. 14 Q. B. D. 798 That
was the view which the judgment of the Court below
upholds.

b. An aspect or light in which something is

regarded or considered. (Cf. <j.)

1713 Guardian No. 5 r 3 The Widow of Sir Marmaduke is
to be considered in a very different View. 1729 Law Serious
C. x. 145 If we consider mankind in a farther view, as a
redeemed order of fallen spirits. 1794 Paley Evid. m. iv.

VIEW.
F22 We are well warranted in calling the view, under which
the learned men of that age beheld Christianity, an obscure
and distant view.

c. //. Opinions, ideas, or theories, of an indi-
vidual or speculative character, held or advanced
with regard to some subject.
1769 Robertson Chas. V, 111. r 33 Nor did his political

views and maxims seem less strange. 1792 J. Barlow
Conspir. Rings &6 Gallia's sons. .Make patriot views and
moral views the same. 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII
106 Reformers, not so well able to express as to think!
would have had an answer to all questions relating to their
views. 1841 Arnold in Li/e f, Con: (1844) II. ix. 270 Of
course, he who believes his own views to he true, must
believe the opposite views to be error. 1870 Jevons Elem
Logic 11. 11 It does not seem that the views of the logicians
named are lrreconcileable. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 408 The
time must come when the views of our committee will prevail.

d. Without article : Comprehensive survey.
1821-30 Ld. Cockburn Mem. (1856) 177 Allen's single

lecture contained as much truth and view as could be ex.
tracted from all the books in Europe on the subject.
11. A survey, a general or summary account, of

something.
1604 Daixington (title). The View of Fraunce. 1623

Cockeram 11, The full View of a thing, synopsie. 1647 May
Hist. Pari. Title-p., A short and necessary view of some
precedent yeares. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. Pref.
14 It may not be amiss to give the reader the whole argu-
ment here in one view. 1779 Mirror No. 31, An author who
draws characters in the other manner, .gives a view of the
particulars themselves. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. 11. 44/1, I
proceed finally to offer a combined view of the whole.
1815 J. Smith JJanorama Sci. * Art. II. 157 With the
record of a late excursion of his we shall close this view of
the practice of aerostation.

12. An aim or intention ; a design or plan ; an
object or purpose.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 83 [Nicanor slew Antiochus],

because interposing the view of his ambition. 1711 Marl-
Uorough in io:/r Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 144, 1 haue
no other views then what tend to the firmest vnion with his
Lordship. 1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 483 What-
ever view the governor had to serve by his opposition, he
neither did himself or views any service by it. X771 Wesley
Wks. (1872) V. 20 It is necessarily implied, that a man
have a sincere view of pleasing God in all things. 1815
Scott Guy M. xxii, Part of Brown's view in choosing that
unusual tract, .had been a desire to view the remains of the
celebrated Roman Wall. 1831 Society I. 295, I have told
you my views for Jemima. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xlvii.

(1862) IV. 160 Such were the views of Pericles in regard to
his country.

b. Kegard or reference to a person or thing
{rare), f Out of a view to, with an eye to.
1718 M. Tomkins in W. Wilson Dissenting Ch. (1808) II.

540 He assured me he had no particular view to me, or sus-
picion of lne, when he brought down that sermon among
others to Newington. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Choir, But
the antient Ballustrades have been since restor'd ; out of a
View to the Beauty of the Architecture. 1736 L. Welsted
Wks. (1787) 486 In view to the second [commandment], this
necessity was greater.

13. A prospect, anticipation, expectation, or
outlook.

1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 17 That we were brought in
View of a truly safe, honourable, and advantagious Peace.
1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 210 We could have no
better views at present than of falling into their hands
sooner or later._ 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) II. 50 He that
hath good in his view, and yet will not evil eschew, his folly
deserveth to rue. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xiv. 408 It gives
the christian., the sweetest composure in the views of death.
1813 Shelley Q. Mab iv. 253 Are not thy views of un-
regretted death Drear, comfortless, and horrible? 1827 D.
Johnson Ind. Field Sports Pref. p. x, I entertain no view
of any emolument whatever from the present publication.

III. In various phrases.

T 14. At or to the view (in hawking and hunting)

:

By sight. Also in fig. context. Ois.
i486 Bk. St. Albans dj, An bawke fliethto the vew, to the

Beke,or totheToll. 1607 Chapman Bussy D'Ambois u. Wks.
(1895) 148 Both fell as their spirits flew Upwards ; and still

hunt honour at the view. 1628 Bp. H. King Ex/. Lord's
Prayer 144 'Tis dangerous to hunt such abstruse mysteries
at the view, or looke too neere. 1657 — Poems (1843) *7
Teach me to hunt that kingdom at the view Where true
joyes reign.

15. In (. .) view. a. In {the) view of, in the

sight of, so as to be seen by ; also, within sight of,

near enough to see.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 174 These armies thus
liyng, the one in the conspect and vewe of the other, studied
all meanes and pollecies, how to take aduauntage eche of
other. 1594 Sec. Pi. Contention (1843) 122 Richard The
second in the view of manie Lords Resigndethe Crowne to

Henrie the fourth. 1634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 22 An
Hand called M^ottey scituate in view of some three other.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 394 Neerer our ancient Seat ; perhaps
in view Of those bright confines. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 22 While I was in View of the Moor that was
swimming, I stood out directly to sea with the Boat. 1728
Watts Let. 20 July in Pearson's Catal. No. 76 (1894) 64
Are not my sermons in your view and within your reach?

11774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece II. 101 Here he chose his

station, in view of a temple dedicated to Hercules. 1814
Wordsw. Excursion ix. 706 For sacrifice performed Exult-

ingly, in view of open day. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ii,

Shaking hands with them and smiling in the view of all

persons.

b. In view, in sight, in such a place or position

as to be seen ; also {i) in contemplation or notice,

under attention
;

(c) as an end or object aimed at.

In the latter uses chiefly after have or keep.



VIEW. 195 VIEW.
1605 Shaks. Lear v. i. 51 The Enemy's in view. 1667

Milton P. L. 1. 563 And now Advane 't in view they stand,

a horrid Front Of dreadful length. 1731 W. Halfpenny
Perspective 4 Here inserted more plainly to discover what
part of the Cube is in View. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, tv.

Wks. 1813 V. 415 Hissoldiers, now that they had their prey
full in view, complained neither of fatigue nor famine. 1780
Cowpek Progr. Error 570 None sends his arrow to the

mark in view, Whose hand is feeble, or his aim untrue.

18x2 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 88 The hounds.. were run-

ning a hare hard in view. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II.

xxvi. 262 There was nothing in view except Dalrymple Rock.

fig> X7S7 Foots Aut/ior 11. Wks. 1799 1. 149, 1 shall never
be able to hold out long ; I had rather be taken in view.

(6) 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1030 Then let us seek Som safer

resolution, which methinks 1 have in view. 1690 Lockk
Hum. Und. it. x. § 1 By keeping the idea.. for some time

actually in view, which is called contemplation. 1779Mirror
No. 66, It is necessary that we keep in view the character
of Lady Anne. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. Introd. 2 It is

probable the resemblance Josephus had in view, was chiefly

that of the outward form. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. IV.

455 This should always be kept in view. 1891 ' L. Malet*
Wages ofSin II. 38, I have a quantity of work in view.

(e) 1730 Ramsay Prosp. Plenty 165 This, this our faithfu'

trustees have in view, And honourably will the task pursue.

1771 Junius Lett, lviii. (1788) 312 Liberty.. we all profess

to have in view. 7178a A, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 278 So
fiercely they fought, having honour in view, Ten hour*
quite elapsa. 1853 Browning In a Balcony Wks. 1907
VII. 30 Who keeps one end in view makes all things serve.

1878 Stubds Const. Hist. (1896) III. 453 It may be ques-
tioned whether the advisers of Henry VI.. had any deep
political object in view. 1908 Animal Manage/it. 291 And
with this in view, the saddles are very generally left on.

c. In that {this, etc.) view, on that account, for

that reason or consideration. ? Obs.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) 1. 108 It is in that view,
that Socrates, .set so high a value upon Euripides. 1788
Priestley Led. Hist. v. Hi. 401 How vastly profitable these
our plantations are to us in every view. 1827 in Scott Chron.
Canongate Introd. App. % It was in that view that he pro-
posed to drink to the memory of his late Royal Highness
the Duke of York.

d. In view of, in prospect or anticipation of,

with a view to ,* \b) in consideration or regard of,

on account of.

(a) 1709 Mrs. Mani.ey Secret Mem. (1736) III. 16 Let us
with achcarful Boldness loose the Reins, to View of attain-
ing the Latter. Ibid. 277 In view of marrying Ethelinda.
1859 S, Wilberforce Sf. Missions (1874) 182 He writes to
this lady, in a letter with which she has entrusted me, in
view of this meeting. 1867 C. S. Parker in Quest Re-
formed Pari, 197 An unreformed Parliament, which. .has
never been more disposed to bestir itself for good than now
in view of approaching dissolution. 1878 R. Simpson Sclt.

Shales. I. 26 Musters were being taken through England in

view of wars with Scotland and France.
(/) 1819 T. Hope Anastasius II. 160 In view of the readi-

ness she showed to second my search, all was, or appeared
to be, forgiven. 1831 — Ess. Origin Man III. 113 In view
of the excellencies of the works embodied in it, [the lan-
guage] continued to be occasionally used. 1874 Morley
Compromise 54 Error, therefore, in view of such considera-
tions may surely be allowed to have at least a provisional
utility. 1885 L. Oliphant Sympneumaia 212 In view of
this aspect of the class of phenomena in question, we regard
with leniency their presence in the human nature of the
past.

16. On or upon {the) viewof, on ocular inspection

or perception of, spec, by way of inquest.
1488 Rolls of Parit. VI. 414/1 All Enditements. .taken

afore any of your Corowners .
.

, upon the viewe of the Body
of the said Thomas Portyngton. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII,
c. 20 Preamble, [They] caused a Crouner to sit and inquere
on the vieu of the Bodies of the said John Cristofore,
Gerard, and Genet. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VII'/, c.12 ft 1, All
inquisicions upon the viewe of persons slayne.. within any
the Kinges saide pallaces or houses. 1600 E. Blount tr.

Conestaggto 228 Yet vpon view of the horse, they mette
them with the keies of the citie. x66t W. Lowther in
Extr. St. P. rel. Friends 11. (1911) 118 His Maiestyes Jus-
tices of the peace, vpon viewe or haueing Informacion of
such persons soe offending. 1779 Mirror No. 66, The feel-

ings that arise on the view of ability, self-possession, know-
ledge of character. 1815 Ann. Reg. t

Chron. 47 An inquest
was held . .on view of the body. 1841 L'pool Mercury 2/5
An inquest was held before Mr. Curry, on view of the body
of Win. Clare, aged 21.

b. On the view, by simple inspection.
i8»3 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 31 Making an estimate

of the original purity of the material . . may be accomplished,
first on the view ; second by heat 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xxL IV. 615 The High Bailiff then walked round the
three companies of horsemen, and pronounced, on the view,
that Montague and Fox were duly elected.

O. On view, on exhibition ; open to general or
public inspection.
188* Miss Braddon Mt. Royal\\\.\\. 104 He shall be on

view in the drawing-room before dinner.

17. With the (or a) view of, with the object or
design of (doing something').

1713 Pres. St. Russia II. 112 You acted only with a view
of deceiving me. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. i. 18 Religion
must be formed with a View of securing a future Happiness.
x8oa O. Gregory Treat. Astron. 257 With a view of ascer-
taining more accurately the nature of the sun. 18*7 Fara-
day Chem. Manip. xxiv, 590 With the view, .of expediting
the acquirement ofthe necessary habits. 1884 in A. Cawston
Street tmproy. London (1893) :o6 Power of taking possession
..with the view of carrying out the necessary work.

b. With a vierv to, with the aim or object of

attaining, effecting, or accomplishing something

;

const, (a) with nouns or pronouns, or (&) with verbs.

Also (e), with regard to
;
(d) in view of.

(«) 1718 Chambers Cycl. s,v. Hair, It was with a View to

this, that such . . procured their Hair to be shaven off. 1767
Cowper Let. 20 Oct., I am willing to suspect that you make
this inquiry with a view to an interview when time shall

serve. 1833 Ht. Martineau Vamierput % S. I 20 [He]
allowed that such an indulgence might,—especially with a
view to increased knowledge,—be extended to a sufferer like

Christian. 1866 R. Chambers Ess. Ser. 11. 89 Providence
has constituted us with a view to activity. 1875 Helps
Soe. Press, iii. 49 The tendency is more and more to pro-
mote individual effort with a view to individual comfort.
189 1 Law Times XC. 373/1 The Belgian Government
desired his extradition with a view to his trial in Belgium.
(b) 1723 Present St. Russia I. 160 With a View to secure

the Cuban-Tartars to the Russian Interest. 1765-8
Ekskink Inst. Law Scot. iv. iv. § 55 The forcible, .ab-
duction of the woman's person, with a view to violate it.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Rcg^ Charac. 54/2 The troops had been
embarked with a view to retake the island of Grenada.
1843 Loudon Suburban Hort. 53 They might.. be advan-
tageously introduced witli a view to watering summer crops.

1891 Law Times XCII. 105/2 The lady had contracted
specifically with a view to bind definite separate estate.

{c) 1785 Palky Mor. Philos. vi. xii, War may be con-
sidered with a view to its causes and its conduct.
(di 1808 Eleanor Slf.ath Bristol Heiress V. 329 With a

view to his approaching nuptials, Lord Castleton presented
him with a handsome service of plate.

C. With this (or that) view, with this intention

or aim, for this purpose.
1765 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint, (ed. 2) III.

159 Preudhomme went to Wilton with that view. 1769
Robertson Chas. V, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 413 With this view
he dispatched a courier to Bourbon. 1815 J. Smith Pano'
rama Sci. <y Art II. 191 With this view he fixed a cord to
a nail which was in one of the beams of the ceiling. 1857
Buckle Civiliz, I. ix. 573 With this view, the people, even
in their ordinary amusements, are watched and carefully
superintended. 1893 Liddon Life Pusey II. xxv. 164 With
this view the writer reviews fourteen of the Articles.

18. To take a view of, to take a look at, to make
an inspection, examination, or survey of. + Also
with the or without article.

1476 Pasion Lett. III. 162, I suppose that my lorde wille

take the vywe off alle hys retynywe heer. 15*6 Pilgr. Pcrf.
(W. de W. 1531) 17 [They] had sente theyr spyes to take the
vewe of the countre. 1557 Order of Hospitalls ¥ v, When
Veiwe is taken, whether the same Childe be living.. in the
Howse or at Nurse. 1578 in Feuillerat Revets Q. Eliz.
(1908) 298 When my Lord Chamberleyne toke a viewe of
the stuffe at mr Brydemans. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral
Mon. To Rdr., I likewise tooke view of many ancient Monu-
ments not inscribed. 1658 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 236 He
had taken a view of the monuments, a 1774 Golosm. Hist.
Greece II. 233 The next day he took a view of all Darius's
money and moveables. 1780 Ncivgate Cat. V. 30 No sooner
had he taken a view of it, than he declared, that . . he had
made the paper. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci.

<J-
Art II.

305 In order to take a view of the means employed, to lessen,

increase, or otherwise modify the affinities of bodies.

IV. 19. attrib. and Comb. a. In senses 1 and 4,
as view-day, -making, -zuorthy adj.

1589 Greene Ciceroni's Amor Epistle Ded., Thinking no-

thing rare, nor view-worthy^ sufficiently-patronized, vnlesse

shrowded vnder the protection of so honorable a Maxenas.
1600 Maldon (Essex) Documents (Bundle 162) 11, xyXxxd
for fire, and bredd, and beare spent in the Moote-halle on
the pettie vew daye. 1607 in W. H. Hale Prec. in Causes
of Office (1841) 10 They shall certify., of the vew making by
the workmen.. and likewise how farr they have proceeded
in the repayer of the church.

b. In sense 8 b and 8 c, as view-hunter, -hunt-

ing, 'lens, -station, -taking, etc. ; view-finder, an

attachment to a camera by which it is more readily

adjusted to take a particular view.
1831 Carlvlb Sart. Res. 11. vi, I mean the epidemic, now

endemical, of View-hunting. 1837 J. E. Murray Summer
in Pyrenees II. 65 The most greedy view-hunters of them
all will leave it [Canigou] satisfied with the beauty and
magnificence of the prospect. 1886 Pall Mall G. 11 Sept.

42 It was his delight to make.. good roads to all the best

view stations on his estate. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull.

II. 38 When the ordinary view lens, giving barrel distor-

tion, is used. Ibid. 339 If they are view-takmg in a region

of streams and woods. 1891 Ibid. IV. 426 A revolving view.

finder, flash-lamp, dark slide covers.

View, var. Vew (yew-tree), dial.

View (vi«), v. Forms : 6-7 veue (6 vue),

vewe (6 veawe), viewe (6 vieue) ; 6 vieu, veu,
vew, 6- view (6 veiw, Se. wew). [f. the so. Cf,

Aview v.]

1. trans. To inspect or examine in a formal or

official manner; to survey carefully or profession-

ally
; f to review (troops).

15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccxcvii. 278 b/2 Whan they
were nombred and viewed, they thought themselfe able to

fight with the greatest prince in all the worlde. 1539 Crom-
well in Memman Lire $ Lett. (1902) II. 237 Furthermore
his Maieste woolde that you shuld cause the stretes and
Lanes there to be vieued for the pavementes. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidarte's Comm. 258Captayncs were sente oute to view
the situation of theyr ennemies Campe. 1617 Morysom
IUn. 11. 251 In Christmas holidayes his Lordship viewed
the toune of Galloway, and judging it a place of great im-

portance [etc. J. 16*3 Gouge Serin. Extent God's Provid.

i 15 The Coroner and his Inquest comming to view the

bodies, found remaining but 63. 1697 J. Lewis Mem. Die.

Glocester (1789) 21 About this time, there came Scotch regi-

ments of dragoons to be viewed by the King in Hyde Park.

1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 419 Offices.. in which all Goods
coming from Foreign Parts, or going to Foreign Parts,

shall be declared, viewedj visited, and discharged. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vu.xii. The Surgeon,.. having viewed
the wound,, .ordered his Patient instantly to bed. 1793
Smeaton Edystone L. 8227 We.. took the opportunity of

viewing the progress of our moorstone works at Lanlivery.

1819 Shelley Ccnci 1. i. 17, I once heard the nephew of the
Pope Had sent his architect to view the ground, Meaning
to build a villa. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xi, ' Well, gentle-
men I ' resumes the Coroner,..' the first thing to be done is

to view the body'.

f b. spec. To inspect or examine (records, ac-

counts, etc.) by way of check or control. Obs.
1534 Henry VIII in J. ttacon Liter Regis (17S6) p. vi,

[They shall] also se and veu such regesters, boks of
accoumpt, Ester boks, and all other writings, c 1545 in

J. S. Leadam Set. Cos. Crt. Requests (1898) 88 A com-
maundement . . to vue, serche, & ouersee certayn Courte
Rollis. 1554-5 in Feuillerat Rmels Q. Mary (1914) 178
Comissyoners specially appoynted and aucthorised to vewe
and take the accompte state and reniayne of and within that
offyce.

_ 1647 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 495
The said twelve men.. shall view the late booke of Excise,

f o. To survey or explore (a country, coast,

etc.). Obs.

1551 Bible Josh. vii. 2 Then Josua sent men from Jericho
to Ai.., saying, get you vp, and vewe the countre.
1607 J. Norden Surv. Dial. 1. 21 Joshua conimaunded
..that euery tribe should choose out three men, that he
might send them thorow the land of Canaan, to view,
suruey, and to describe it. 1652 Neeoham tr. Sclden's
Mare CI. 189 They permitted none besides Merchants to
sail unto the Island without their Icav. nor any man at all

to view or sound the Ports and Sea Coast. 1745 1'. Thomas
Jrnl. Anson s I 'oy. 32 The Commodore sent the Trial Sloop
to view the Island. 1796 Morse Amer. Gerg. I. 143 John
Davis, .viewed that and the more northern coasts.

2. To look at (something) more or less atten-

tively; to scrutinize; to observe closely.

Cf. examples ofview and re-view s.v. Review V. 2.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 199 Vieu arid

beholde you my handes. 1563 B. Googe Eg logs, etc. (Arb.J

115 When I had vewd these wrytlen lines and maikde the
Storye well, I ioyed muche. 1577 — Heresbach's Husb.
1. (1586) 7 b, Let vs walke aboute, that I may viewe yuur
house tyll dinner be redy. a 1593 Marlowe & Nashk
Dido 11. i. 73 Illio. Looke where she comes: ./Eneas, viewe
her well. JEn. Well may I view her, but she sees
not me. 163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 390 IHc] sent a Guide
with me.. to view the Monntaync more strictly...Hauing
viewed and reuiewed this [etc]. 1673 Ray Jcum. Low
C. 27 A Museum well stored with natural and artificial

Rarities, which we viewed. 1697 Dkyden lirg.Georg. in.

36, I, to ihe Temple will conduct the Crew : The Sacrifice

and Sacrificers view. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Abbe" Conti 31 July, The women flocked in to see me, and
we weie equally entertained with viewing oneanother. 1748
Anson's Voy. lit. x. 405 The Chinese contented themselves
with viewing it (the conflagration]. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe
Rem. Forest it, She stood for some time viewing the
shadowy scene. 1835 T. Mitchell Achat n. of Arisioph.
428 note, Ihe writings of one who had viewed the manners
of Greece with no incurious eye. 1891 /'//<>tegr. Ann. II.

B75 They. .give no false impression when viewed in the
developing tray.

absol. 1818 Shelley Hymn Minerva 18 Pallas from her
immortal shoulders threw The arms divine; wise Jove re-

joiced to view. 1827 Pollok Course T. I. vi, Thus view-
ing, one they saw, on hasty wing, Directing towai ds heaven
his course.

b. To see or behold ; to catch sight of.

('1586 C'tlss Pembroke Psalms cxix. G ii, I quake to
view how people vile Doe from thy doctrync swerve. 1634
Sir T. Hniiin Trav. 51 Where a little from us, wee
viewed a Iilacke Tent, and going thither found three old
Arabians. 1660 F. Ukooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 331 One
plainly views the Isle, and go to the place you find nothing.
1706 Estcolrt Fair Example v. i. Whims. Look up and
view me then. Sym. Thats a Jest indeed, when lis so
dark I can't see my own Hand. 1773 Life N. Ftowde 27,
I. .was not a little surprized to view such an extent of Sky
and Water. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 152 The fox was
viewed several times by the horsemen. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair Ixiv, The alternations of splendour and misery
which these people undergo are very queer to view. 1887
Field 31 Dec. 981/3 Mr. Godson viewed our hunted fox
sneaking away.

f C. To admit to an interview. Obs.
1676 Dryden Aurengz. in. i. 1435 ril\.«.w this Captive

Queen ; to let her see, Pray'rs and Complaints are lost on
such as me.

d. Hunting. With away : To see (a fox) break

cover ; to give notice of (the (ox as doing so) by
hallooing.

1853 Whyte Melville D. Grand x, Excitement .. not
diminished by my ' viewing away ' a magnificent old fox.

1856 'Stonehence' Brit. Rural Sports 127/2 The first

whip is sent on to the point where the fox is most likely to

break, in order to view him aw ay,and save time.by hallooing.

3. To survey mentally ; to pass under mental

review or examination ; to consider.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Agricola 255 When I view and
consider the cause of this warre, and our present necessity.

1634 Sib T. Hekdkrt Trav. 33 Hee had well viewed her

seuerall forces. 1657 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 50
These, .have been viewed and allowed by the.. Church for

many ages past. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. \\. ii. 65 If we
will yet rise higher in our enquiry and view the Mischiefs

of Earlier Times, a 1704 T. Hrown Satire Antients Wks.
1730 I. 22 When we view him to the bottom, we find in

him all the Gods together.
t
a 1768 Srcker Serm. 1 Thess.

v. 31-2 (1770) I. 16 Viewing Things on every Side.. is

grievous Labour to Indolence and Impatience. 1845 M.
Pattisom Ess. (1880) I. 13 Bede viewed the world only from
the retirement of his cell. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV.

12 All knowledge maybe viewed either abstracted from the

mind, or in relation to the mind. 1875 Heli-s Sec. Press.

v. 6$ He.. has viewed the matter in hand more gravely.

b. Const, with (pleasure, etc.).

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. viii. 14 Whale er may
hurt me, I with Joy pursue; Whate'er may do me good,
with Horror view. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xvii. 509 The
soul.. views bis various perfections.. with pleasure. 1769
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VIEWABLY.
Robertson Ckas. V, in. r 38 To view all the constable's
actions with a mean and unbecoming jealousy.

O. To regard or consider in a certain light.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. no If you, gentlemen, view this
matter in that important light I do. 1779 Mirror No. 28,
He seems to have viewed the unhappy people of that
country merely as the instruments.. to furnish himself and
his countrymen with, .wealth. 1832 Lewis Use $ Ab. Pol.
Terms x. 84 A third manner of viewing mixed govern-
ments. i86i Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2), Agam. 1548 note,
So far from regarding the murder of her husband as a
crime, she views it simply as a just retaliation. 1875
JowETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 32 Wisdom, viewed in this new
light merely as a knowledge of knowledge and ignorance.

4. inlr. To look or see into something, rare" 1
,

1711 Swift Exam. No. 27 r n Mr. Harley [is] sagacious
to view into the remotest consequences of things.

Hence Viewed (vi«d), Viewing,^//, adjs.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. Fijb, For my vewyng eyes
haue seene your paynting penne. 1882 Society 4 Nov. 5/1
The hounds ran on the line of a viewed fox.

Viewably, adv. rare~ x
. [f. View v.] Visibly.

*68o C. Nessk Church Hist. 357 Satan was seen to fall

like lightning from heaven, to wit, viewably, violently, and
velociously or swiftly.

Viewed, a. rare"1
, [f. Viewj^.] Inclined or

given to views or theories.
(Z1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (1641) 33 It is a certaine

note of the times, that the Queene in her choyce, never
tooke in her favor a meere vew'd man, or a Mechanicke.

Viewer (vi«-ai). Also 5 vywer, vyewer,
5-6 vewer, 6 vewar. [f. View v. + -er.]

1. A person appointed to examine or inspect
something, either on a special occasion or per-

manently ; in later use esp. an inspector or ex-
aminer of goods supplied by contract ; f spec, in

Law, one appointed by a court to inspect a place,

property, etc., and report upon it.

Formerly the designation of certain officials in the town
of St. Albans: see A. E. Gibbs Corpor. Rec. St. Albans
(1S90) 11.

1415-6 [sec View sb. \\ 1447 Scrlptores Tres (Surtees)
App. p. cccxiii, The said. .Alexander [etc.]. .sail werkman-
like wirke the said niync.be the si^ht of certeyn vewers
tharto assigned. 1479-81 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 111
Item, payd to the vywers for to ouerse the howse bat
dyghtondwellith in. Ibid., Payd for the vywers labour and
attendaunce at diuerse tymez. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen.
VIII, 103 For the capitaine of the horsemen was appointed
sir Edward Gyldford, by whom the currers and vewers of
the countrey were appointed. 1601 J. Kkvmor Dutch Fish-
ing{i66t) 7 She [the herring-buss] imployeth. .at Land..
Viewers, Packers, Tellers, Dressers, Couchers to make the
Herrings lawfull Merchandizes. 1651 G. W. tr. CoweCs
Inst. 252 The Judg commands the SberifTe, That at a day
assigned, he cause a view to be taken by such Viewers or
Surveyers, as may certifie the Court [etc.]. 1700 Tyrrell
Hist. Eng. II, 819 Our Regarders or Viewers shall go
through the Forests to make a View or Regard. 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. (1710) 490 Viewer and
Examiner of Tobacco [at the Port of London]. 1714 in
Hist. Northfield, Mass. (1875) 134 One-half of said fence to
be accounted as Public Fence, and the whole to be under
the viewers for the security of the Great Meadow. 1828
Webster, Viewer, ..in New England, a town officer whose
duty is to inspect something; as, a viewer of fences, who
inspects them to determine whether they are sufficient in
law.

_ 1834 in Nicolay & Hay A. Lincoln I. 119 note, To
appoint viewers to view and locate a road from Mustek's
ferry on Salt Creek. 1863 Cornh. Mag. VII. 323 The very
viewers who first examine the stores, and on the nature of
whose report so much depends. 1886 Pall Mall G. 6 Mar.
4/2 A large number of viewers, male and female, are kept,
whose sole duty it is to see that everything is faultless and
in good order.

trans/, c 1540 J. Heywood Witty fy Witless (Percy Soc.)
1 And that experyens may schowe the trewer, Accept we
reson to be owr vewer. 1574 Hellowes tr. Gueuaras
Fam. Ep. (1577) 225 For if I will bee a Judge of your
goodes, for the same you will be a viewer of my life.

b. An overseer, manager, or superintendent of
a coal-mine or colliery.

1708 J. C. Compleat Collier (1845) 31 And now I must
leave you to your Viewer, or Head Under-over Man, who
is to take charge of a regular working of the colliery. 1761
Brit. Mag. 1 1. 668 Mr. Curry, a viewer, and three others
were burnt at Hartley Colliery, near Newcastle upon Tyne,
by an explosion of foul air. 1797 Curr Coal Viewer 8 The
viewers or superintendents ot collieries. 1813 Ann. Reg.,
Chron. 49 Among the sufferers, .[was] one of the Viewers.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 964 Coal viewers or engineers regard
the dislocations now described as being subject in one
respect to a general law. 1867 W. W. Smvthe Coat $ Coat-
mining 175 Many of the most experienced colliery viewers
..hold to the opinion that they substitute one danger for
another. 1883 Grksley Gloss. Coal-Mi 273,

2. One who views anything closely or attentively

;

one who looks at a thing with attention or interest.

156S Cooper Thesaurus, Speculator, . . a beholder: a
viewer. X572J. ]ohes Bat/tes o/Bathi. 8b, The Phisicyon is

a viewer and sercherout of Nature. 1579 W. Fulke Confut.
Sanders 692 You are such a narrowe vewer of such idle
pictures. 1611 Bible Isaiah xlvii. 13 The astrologers {marg.
viewers of the heauens), the starre.gazers. 1719 G. Adams tr.

Sophocl., Oedip.-Colon. 1. ill. II. 87 Be silent, for hither come
some ancient Men as Viewers of your Seat. 1857 Dickens
Dorrit 11. xv, [The bride's outfit! was exhibited to select

companies of female viewers. 1892 Daily Neivs 25 May
6/8 There will probably be amongst viewers of the collec-

tion more than one., who will covet [etc.].

3. One who sees or looks at anything ; a be-

holder, observer, spectator.

1576 Flemino Panopl. Epist. 143 The Proulnce where
you are.. hath.. many viewers of a yong Gentleman right
nobly disposed, 1593 Q. Lliz. Boet/t. 56 Not thy nature

196

I but weaknes of vewars sight makes the seeme fayre. 1599
Greene Alphonsus iv. ii. 16 A canapie was set.. all beset
with heads of conquered kings,, .which, .strooke a terror

,
to the viewers harts, a 1625 Fletcher & Massinckr
Cust. Country 111. ii, Can it be possible this frame should
suffer, And built on slight affections, fright the viewer?
1652 Benlowes Theoph. in. xxix, Her eyes amaze the
Viewers, and inspire To hearts a warm yet chast desire.
1810 Crabbe Borough xvii. 33 'Tis summer now ; all objects
gay and new ; Smiling alike the viewer and the view. 1880
L. Wallace Ben-Hur\u, v, The features, .were ruled by
a certain expression which, as the viewer chose, might [etc].

1885 Meredith Diana xxvi, Teaching gloom to rouse a
songful nest in the bosom of the viewer.

View-halloo (vi«,hal/r)* Also 9 -holloo.

0, -hollo(w. 7. -holla. 8. -hallo(a, -holloa,
-hilloh, -hullow. [f. View v. + Halloo, Hol-
lo(w, Holla, Hallo(a, and Hillo(a.
The earliest form recorded is viciv-hottcnv (see )3), and early

examples of view-halloo have the stress on the penultimate
as in the first quot. The various forms are freq. written or
printed as two words without hyphen.]

The shout given by a huntsman on seeing a fox

break cover, A\so jig.

a. i7ga S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. n. 298 He scour'd the
county in his elbow-chair; And, with view-halloo, rous'd
the dreaming hound. 1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 3 At the
very moment of ' Who ! Whoop !

' a view halloo was given
by a third. 1858 Trollope Dr. Thome I. i. 21 He. .had
a fine voice for a view halloo. i$$y Art ofTaming Horses,
etc. xii. 202 When a huntsman carries the pack forward, .to
a view halloo. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xxv, Lavender in the
distance heard a long view.halloo.

0. 1761 G. Colman Jealous Wife H. iii, What is become
of the Lady all this while?. .You told me she was not here,
and . . I was just drawing off another Way, if I had not heard
the View-Hollow. 1806 Col. Hawker Diary (1803) I. 4 A
dragoon.. gave a view hollow. 1833 in R. E. Warhurton
Hunt Songs (1883) ii. 8 Once more a view hollo from old
Oulton Lowe! 1846 R. Bell Canning vii. 198 Lord Mel-
ville, .was no sooner condemned, than.. Sir Thomas Mostyn
is said to have given a view hollo 1

v. 1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Hall\m, Their landing
was hailed with a view-holla from the delighted Squire.
1858 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. Ixv. 250 The do§s
that answered to the view-holla that chased them to their
end. 1861 Ibid. III. clxii. 179 It is therefore 'Hark For-
ward ' again, and the View Holla is not far off.

8. 1840 J. T. J. Hewlett P. Priggt'ns v, Mr. Scrape gave
a loud view hilloh ! and galloped after me. 1853 Lytton
My Novel 1. ii, The Squire.. bellowed out with all the
force of lungs accustomed to give a View-hallo ! 1886
Stevenson Dr. Jekyll 6, I gave a view halloa, took to my
heels, collared my gentleman.

Viewiness (vi/nnes). [f. Viewy a.] The
state or quality of being viewy ; tendency to specu-
lative or unpractical views.
185a J. H. Newman Scope Univ. Educ. Pref. (1859) P* xx%

>

That spurious philosophism, which shows itself 111 what,
for want of a word, I_ may call ' viewiness '. i860 Guardian
23 May 473/1 It exhibits the broad views of the writer, of
course, and is written with characteristic tendency to over-
generalisation and viewiness. 1880 Athenaeum 2 Oct. 429/1
Viewiness is bad, no doubt, but it is still worse to be with-
out views.

Viewing (vi?2'in), vbl. sb. [f. View v.] The
action of beholding or observing ; examination or

inspection.

1548 Cooper Elyofs Diet., Inspectio, . . a viewynge.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. xv. (1634) 79 The Under-
standing minde, which with.. quiet viewing beholdeth all

those things that Reason is wont to discourse upon. 158a
Stanvhurst ASneis 111. (Arb.) 79 Thee mount Leucates..
Vp peaks to the viewing. 1593 Galway Arch, in 10th Refi.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 453 A gennerall Assembly
houlden. .for vewinge of the waste plott of grounde. 1613
in Scott. Hist. Rev. Oct (1910) 12 Denton had the vewe-
ing and marshalling of all his evidences and was trusted
to have access unto them at his pleasure. 1633 Earl
Manch. Al Mondo (1636) 139 Often viewing will make
familiar, and free it from distaste. 167a Penn in Life Wks.
1726 I. 45 Such as foolishly think thy Dreams and Impos-
tures worth a viewing. 1785 Burns To W, Simpson
Postscr. iii, They thought the Moon-.Woor by degrees,
till her last roon Gaed past their viewin. 1838 J. P. Kennedy
Rob of Boivl xiv, People are quick to censure, especially
such as look to the tobacco viewing.
attrib. 1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xxi. G j, If it be lower at the

glasse than at the viewing station. 1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly
Nov. 138 The viewing differ from the taking screens.

Viewless (vi/Hes), a. [f. View sb. or v.]

1. That cannot be perceived by the eye ; incap-
able of being seen ; invisible. (Cf. Sightless a. 2.)

#
Originally and chiefly poet. ; in the 19th cent, not unusual

in prose, but frequently as a direct echo of quot. 1603.

1605 Shaks. Meas. for M. in, i. 124 To be imprison'd in
the viewlesse windes. 1634 Milton Comus 92 But I hear
the tread Of hateful! steps, I must be viewles now. 1651
Davenant Gondibert 1. ii. 56 That viewless thing call'd
Life._ 1718 Pope Odyss. vi. 25 Light as the viewless air, the
warrior maid Glides through the valves. 176a Sir W. Jones
Arcadia (1777) 105 This pipe, on which the god of shepherds
play'd When love inHam'd him, and the viewless maid,
Receive. 1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 328 Whence is heard
the heavy roar of waters dashing through a bottom almost
viewless. ciSzo Wordsw. Poems Nat. Indep. «r Liberty
11. xxx, Gone are they, viewless as the buried dead. 1821
Scott Pirate vi, The air of majesty with which. .she ad-
dressed the viewless spirit of the tempest. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley xxiii, The speed of the current in her veins was just
then as swift as it was viewless. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. <fr

Dogma (1876) 38Q We shall find ourselves more and more,
as by irresistible viewless hands, caught and drawn towards
the Christian revelation.

_
absol. J831 Campbell View from St. Leonards 88 The

imaginative power That links the viewless with the visible.

VIGIA.

2. Devoid of a view or prospect.
1840 R. Bremner Excurs. Denmark, etc. II. 350 Long

,
and viewless, but with lofty, handsome nouses on each side.

3. Having no views or opinions.
1885 AGME8 Clerke Pop. Hist. Astron. 72 The turbid

sense of groping and viewless ignorance. 1892 Pall Mall
\

G. 4 May 1/3 The passion-less, conscience -less, viewless
I

creature of the Chronicle's fancy portrait.

Hence "Viewlessly adv., invisibly.
1828 Mrs. Hemans Spanish Chapel vi, For something

I

viewlessly around Of solemn influence dwelt. 1842 Tait"s

J

Mag. IX. 21 They rose higher and viewlessly in distance
I

on either side. 1890 Lippiuco/t's Mag. May 608 View-
:

lessly your whole being has become slowly interorbed with
hers.

Viewly (vi*Hi), a. Now only dial. [!". View
sb. + -ly *.] Of o;ood or attractive appearance.
c 1536 Man. Dk. Richmond'in Camden Misc. I II. p. Ixxiii,
To knowe whether the kinges highnes will take a
sertyne of my lordes servauntes suche as be veiwly men,
and men of good honesty. 1638 Brathwait Bamabees
Jml. 111. (i£i8) 137 A captain's wife most vewlie. 1825
Brockktt N.C. Gloss., Viewly, pleasant to the sight, strik-
ing to the eye, handsome. 1828- in northern dial, glossaries.

1907 M. C. F. Morris Nunbumholme 233 The more
' viewly ' appearance of the countryside.

View-point. Also viewpoint, [f. View sb.]

A point of view : a. A mental position or attitude
from which subjects or questions are considered.
1856 W. L. Lindsay Pop. Hist. Brit. Lichens 13 To paint

Nature from a higher and holier view-point. 1887 Fox
Bourne Eng. Newspapers L vi. 156 Wilkes's private life

was at no stage blameless from a modern viewpoint. 1892
M. W. Stryker Dies Irae 13 Writing from the Roman
Catholic viewpoint.

_ b. In literal sense.

1858 W. Arnot Lawsfr. Heaven Ser. 11. xxv. 200 Change
the view-point, and the scene will change. 1875 W.
McIlwkaith Guide Wigtownshire 75 Mochrum Loch is of
striking beauty from this view-point. 1880 Miss Bird
Japan I. 127 A zigzag path on the face of the precipice
tends to a view-point 200 feet below.

Viewy (vi*?i), a. [f. View sb.~\

L 01 persons : Given to adopting speculative
views on particular subjects ; inclined to be un-
practical or visionary.

1848 J. H. Nkwman Loss <t Gain 1. iii. 20 Sheffield, .was
..fonder of hunting for views, and more in danger of taking
up false ones. That is, he was ( viewy ', in a bad sense.
1865 Pall Mall G. I. 805/2 He there tempts viewy and in-

experienced witnesses into a frank confession of their weak-
nesses. 1885 Spectator 3 Oct. 1281/2 Lord Shaftesbury..
was no viewy or screaming philanthropist ;. .he was a man
of hard sense.

b. Similarly of writings, theories, etc.

1883 Black Shandon Bellsix, I doubt whether the public
care much about viewy books. 1885 Pater Marius the
Epicurean II. 145 Some fine speech you were pondering,
some knotty question or viewy doctrine. 1889 Spectator 9
Nov. 642/1 [Her] explanation of the French elections is

viewy perhaps, but there is a thought in it which deserves
attention.

2. slang. Attractive in appearance; showy.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 178/2 Then there's a

sort of meal, now and then, off the odds and ends of the
ham, such as isn't quite viewy enough for the public. 1851-
61 Ibid. III. 230/2 The slaughterers cared only to have
them [sc. chests of drawers] viewy and cheap.

Vif, southern ME. var. Five ; obs. Sc. f. Wife.
Vifda, var. Vivda St. Vifelie, var. Vively
adv. Obs. Vifte, -tene, -tepe, southern ME.
varr. Five, Fifteenth.
Vig, southern dial. var. Fig sb. and v.*

t Vige, v. Obs.- 1 [f. L. vigcre to be lively, to
flourish.] trans. To invigorate.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 209 Rollo

betooke himselfe to reste and sleape (as it is a thinge which
moste of all vigethe the weried persons).

Vige'nary, a. rare—1, [f. L. vigenl, var. of
vichii'. see Vicenaky a.] Of or relating to the
number twenty.
1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 93 A method

of designating the successive numbers., by means of names
framed according to the decimal, quinary, or vigenary scale.

Viger(otis, obs. ff. Vigour, Vigorous.

Vigesimal (voi-, vu^e-simal), a. [f.L.vigesim-

us, var. of vtedsim-ns : see Vigesimal «.] Of or

pertaining to twenty ; based on the number twenty.
1656 Hlount Glossogr., Vigesimal, pertaining to the

twentieth in number. 1727 Bailey (vol. II). 1827 F. A.
Walter tr. Niebuhr's Rom. Hist. I. 215 The ancient
Azteks.. calculated a great year of one hundred and four
solar years. This they divided according to the Quinaland
Vigesimal scale. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man I. v. 182 When
we speak of three score and ten, we are counting by the

vigesimal system. 1881 Tvlor Anthroppl. xiii. (1904) 312
The vigesimal counting (by twenties) which is the regular

mode in many languages.

fVigesima-tion. 0bs.~° [ad. L. vig-, vicesi-

matio : cf. prec. and Decimation.] (See quot.)

1727 Uailev (vol. II), Vigesimation, a putting to Death
every twentieth Man.
Vige*aimo-quarto. = Twentyfourmo.
1864 Wi:BSTfiR. 1888 Jacobi Printers* Voc. 152.

Vigeur, obs. form of Vigour sb,

Vight, obs. Sc. form of Wight.
II Vigia (vi-d^ia). [Sp. or Pg. vigia a look-

out, etc. :—L. vigi/ia (see next). Hence also F.

vigie.] A warning on a sea chart to denote some
bidden danger.
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1867 Smyth Sailer's Word-bk., Vig'ta, a hydrographical

warning on a chart to denote that the pinnacle of a rock,

or a shoal, may exist thereabout. 1875 Bedford Sailor s

Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 147 Vigias.—Numerous imaginary
dangers are traditionally inserted in all Ocean Charts. 1899
M. koiiERTs in Brit. Soldiers (1900) 228 'There's a vigia

marked on the chart for hereabouts,' said Captain Spiller.

f Vigi-dity. Obs.— 1 [Irreg. f. L. vig-Pre to

flourish.] Vegetation, growth.
1628 T. Spencer Logick 46 Wee haue an example of this,

in the rationalitie of man, and vigiditie of plants.

Vigil (vi'dgil), sb. 1 Forms: 3 uigile, 46
vigile, 5-6 vygylo ; 4-7 vigille (5 vygylle),

vigill (6 vygill), 5 vigell, vygell, wygell,

6 Sc. wigel, 5-6 vygyl, 6 vigyl, 6- vigil, [a.

AK. and OK (also mocl.K.) vigile, = Sp, and It.

vigilia :—L. vigilia watch, watchfulness, wakeful-

ness, f. vigil awake, alert. Cf. Vigilw]
1. Reel. The eve of (i.e. preceding) a festival or

holy day, as an occasion of devotional watching or

religious observance.
u 1125 After. R. 412 3e schulen eten. .eueriche deie twie,

bute ur'idawes and umbridaues and $oing dawes, and
uigiles. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. x. 232 Eche halyday to

huyre hollycne be seruice,Vigiles and fastyngdayes forthere-

more to knowe. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 28 pe date of |>is

my testament,. on Setrysday in be vygyle of he Holy Try.
nyte. 1432-40 tr. Hidden (Rolls) VII. 91 Whiche takynge
hytn in the vigille of Ester, }afe choyce to hym [etc.]. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur xm. i.612 The vygyl of Pentecost whan
alle the felauship of the round table werecomen vntoCame-
lot. 1523 Ld. IIerneks Froiss. I. ccxiii. 108 b/i And y°
next mornyng, ya whiche was in the vigill ofsaynt Symonde
and lude, the frrenche kynge departed out of Calais. 1555
Eden Decotics (Arb.)73 The thyrde day before thecalendes
of Aprell : which was that yeare the vigile of the Resurrec-
tion ofowre Lorde. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,w. iii. 45 He that
shall see this day, and liue old age, Will yeerely on the
Vigil feast his neighbours, And say, to morrow is Saint
Crispian. 1649 J eh. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. xiv. 43 The
dayes from henceforward to the death of Jesus we must
reckon to be like the Vigils or Eves of his Passion. 1704
Nelson Fcst. ff Fasts ix. (1739) 566 If any of these Feasts
fall upon a Monday, then the vigil or Fast-Day shall be
kept upon the Saturday, 1808 Scott Marmion 1. xxi. Since,
on the vigil of St. Bede, In evil hour, he cross'd the Tweed.
1834 K. H. DlOST Mores Cath. v. viii. 233 By the rules of
fraternities of workmen, playing cards on the vigil of Christ-
mas subjected offenders to be banished from the society.

1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. 843 He even contends
that the law of fasting binds on the vigil of the Epiphany.
trans/, andy%-. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.

(1546) Ff iv, The calnie seson moste sure, is the vigile of the
more vnfortune. 1637 T. Jackson Wks. (1844) VI.188 The
very time itself., being the vigils of that great anniversary,
November 5. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. (1902) 43 This
manifesto, .is dated..on the vigil of the festive day of cor-

dial unanimity so happily celebrated by all parties in the

British Parliament.

b. A devotional watching, esp. the watch kept

on the eve of a festival or holy day ; a nocturnal

service or devotional exercise. Chiefly in pi.

14.. Chaucer's Prol. 377 (Lansd.1, It is ful faire to be
cleped via dame And gone to vigiles al to-fore, c 1484
E. E. Misc. (Warton CI.) 24 When thy concianse wold the

have mad chastessed, With wygellus, fastynge or with
allmysdede. 1504 C'tess Richmond tr. De Imitatione iv.

vii. (1893) 269 Wepe and haue sorowe that thou art yet. .so
slepy to holy vygylys. 1551 Huloet s-v., Vigill, or saynctes
euen bcynge fasted, peruigilium. 1591 G. Fletcher Russe
Commomv. (HakL Soc.) 138 They have also three vigils or
wakes in their great Lent, .and the last Friday, their great

vigil, as they cal it. 1603 Draytos Odes ii. 13 Thy ancient
Vigils yeerely, I have observed clecrely. 1649 J er. Taylor
Gt. E.xemp. in. xvi. 54 There are some things, .voluntary,

such as are .. prostration, long prayers, vigils, a 1681

Wharton Fasts
ty

Eest. Wks. (1683) 31 At length the Vigils

themselves were inhibited ; and these Fasts.. instituted in

their stead. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ff F. xxvii, (17S7) III. 34 As
the patience of the multitude might have been exhausted by
the length and uniformity of nocturnal vigils. 1836 J. H.
Newman Par.Serm. III. xxi. (ed. 2) 338 These holy days.,
were commonly ushered in by a Vigil or religious watching.
1840 Macaulay Ess., Range's Hist, f 22 Thence he wan-
dered back to the farthest West, and astonished . . the
schools of France by his penances and vigils. 1896 Swetk
Ch. Services 29 The solemnity of the Easter vigil was
deepened by a tradition that the Second Coining of the
Lord would surprise the world on some Easter Eve.
trans/. 1390 Gower Con/. II. no Ek to thee, Diane, I

preie,..With al myn herte I wolde serve Be nyhte, and thi

vigile observe.

c. In the phr, to keep (a) vigil or vigils. Also
transf. (Cf. 4 b.)

"555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions n. xii. 206 The night
afore euery ordenary holidaie or feastefull daie, the whole
clcrgie, and the people, ware bounde to kiepe Vigill in euery
churche. 1616 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. III. 40 They.,
expose the Blessed Sacrament, institute supplications &
keep a vigil throughout the whole night in prayer before
the same. 1695 Pkior Ode to Ring i, At Mary s Tomb, (sad,
sacred Place !) The Virtues shall their Vigils keep. 1714
Pope Wi/e 0/ Bath 285 Visits to ev'ry Church we daily paid,
..The Stations duly, and the Vigils kept. 1717

—

Eloisa
21 Shrines ! where their vigils paleey'd virgins keep. 1803
Heber Palestine 251 Ye faithful few,.. Who round the
Saviour's cross your sorrows shed, Not for his sake your
tearful vigils keep. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 89 The
first discoverer of the river and country, kept a kind of vigil

there. 1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. 843 St. Charles for-

bade the keeping of any vigil except that before Christmas.

d. //. Prayers said or sung at a nocturnal

sen-ice, spec, for the dead.
Sometimes applied to the Office for the Dead: cf. F.

vtgiles des ttwrts, and med.L. vigilix.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour A iv, And she sayd vygylles
for thedede men. 1671 Milton/*.^. 1. 182 They in Heav'n
their Odes and Vigils tun'd. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 5 If they
would yet further sing four Vigils for his Soul. 1834 K. H.
Digby Mores Cath. v. iii. 84, I have seen the sublime
Cathedral of Amiens on the night of All-hallows, when the
vigils of the dead were sung there.

f 2. A wake. Obs.
C1374 Chauckr Troylus v. 305 Of the fyr and flaumbe

funeral. .And of the feste and pleyes palestral At my vigile,

I pray thee take good hede That al be wel. 1606 Holland
Sueton. 234 Upon the top of the Apentiine Hill, hee cele-

brated a sacrifice, with a Vigil [marg. Or wakej all night
long.

f3. a. One or other of the four watches into

which the Romans divided the night. Obs,
1' 1380 Wyci.if Sel. Wks. II. 44 Aboute be fourbe vigile

of be ny^t cam Crist to hem, walking on be water. 1533
Bellenden Livy (S.T.S.) II. 65 At be fourte vigill he rasit

his baner. 1536 — Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 259 The Romanis
..at the third vigill maid thaim reddy to battall. 1656
Blount Glossogr. s.v., The first Vigil began at six of the
clock in the Evening, and continued till nine.

*t* b. A place from which watch was kept. Obs.

1533 Bellenden Livy (S.T.S.) I. 284 The romanis. .be
wilfull eruptiouns fra bare statiouns and vigilis [v.r. wigelis],

effrayit be equis.

to. Hot. (See quot.) Obs.
1783 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) X. 8716/t Vigils 0/Plants,..

the precise time of the day in which the flowers of different

plants open, expand, and shut. 1802 K. Hall Elem. Sot. 196.

4. An occasion or period of keeping awake for

some special reason or purpose ; a watch kept
during the natural time for sleep.

1711 Pope Temp. Fame 301 With studies pale, with mid-
night vigils blind. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 120 P 7
There is nothing that wears out a fine Face like the Vigils

of the Card-Table, 1781 Cow per Rctirem. 260 Soft airs,

nocturnal vigils, and day dreams ..Conspire against thy
peace. 1817 Byron Man/red tit. iii. 2 He hath pursued
long vigils in this tower. 1818 — Mazcppa x, The patient
search and vigil long Of him who treasures up a wrong.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiv. V. 139 His delicate frame
worn out by the labours and vigils of many months. 1879
Beerbohm Patagonia 23, I confess I should have liked
some companion to enliven my weary vigil.

trans/ 1817 Byron Man/red 1. i. 6 In my heart There
is a vigil, and these eyes but close To look within. 1843
J. Martineau Chr. Li/e (1867) 166 The vigils of eternal
Providence.

b. In the phr. to keep a vigil or vigils. (Cf. 1 c.)

^1695 Ken Hymn, 'All Praise to Thee' x, O may my
Guardian, while I sleep, Close to my bed his vigils keep.
1728 Pope Dune. 1. 93 While pensive Poets painful vigils

keep, Sleeplessthemselvcs, to give their readers sleep. 1748
Gray Alliance 42 There industry and gain their vigils keep.
1845 Hirst Com. Mammoth, etc. 98 Lies some quaintly
sculptured God, O'er the scene no vigil keeping. 1850 S.

Dobell Roman i. Poet. Wks. 1875 I. 4, 1 steal forth to keep
my twilight vigil. 1856 Harriett Parr ' Hear my praftr,

heavenly Father' \, Bid Thy angels. .Round my bed
their vigil keep.

c. Without article : Watching, watch.
1816 Byron Siege 0/ Corinth xiii, While he alone, where

thousands pass'd A night of sleep,. . In sickly vigil wander 'd

on. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp. xxiv. (1856) 195 Many miles
to the south, Captain Back passed a memorable term of
vigil and exposure. 1856 Merivale Hist. Rom. Emp. %X\.

(1871) V. 06 The abiding sense of moral obligation, which
should hold sleepless vigil round the desk of the historian.

189a C. Taylor Hennas ff Gospels 35 Hernias and the
twelve virgins keep vigil by the tower.

5. A wakefulness, or period of this, due to in-

ability to sleep. Somewhat rare.

1747 Berkeley Tar-water in Plague Wks. 1871 III. 481
In the plague are observed, .drowsiness, anxiety, vigils,

sinking of spirits. 180a Coleridge Dejection viii, *Tis mid-
night, but small thoughts have I of sleep: Full seldom may
my friend such vigils keep ! 182a Shelley Fragm. in-
finished Drama 74 On a wintry bough the widowed bird .

.

Renewed the vigils of a sleepless sorrow.

0. attrib. and Comb., as vigil-keeping, -rage,

service, -wasted adj.

1819 Shelley Peter Bell3rd vn. xv, To wakeful frenzy's
vigil-rages, As opiates, were the same [pages] applied. 1846
Keiile Lyra Innoc. (ed. 3) 240 But who is this that comes
with mantle rude And vigil-wasted air? 1896 Swete Ch.
Services 29 Every Saturday night was marked by a vigil

service. 1897 R. Kearton Nature <j Camera 330 The
terrible loneliness of his vigil-keeping.

tVigil, sb.% Obs.-1
[a. L. vigil: see prec.] A

watchman, custodian.
1648 Herrick Hesper., Panegyric to Sir L. Pemberton

13 For no black-bearded Vigil from thy doore Beats with a
button'd-stafTe the poore.

t Vigil, a. Obs.- 1
[a. L. vigil."} Vigilant.

1576 Common Conditions Prol. 3 What openly by Actours
deeds in place shall straight appeare Beefore your vigill

wakcfull eyes.

Vigil (vi'd.^il), v. rare, [f. Vigil j<U] intr.

To keep a vigil or vigils.

1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 1 10 So I*vc claim to ask By
what richt you task My patience by vigiling here?

Vigilance (vrd^ilans). Also 7 -ence. [a.

F. vigilance (=Sp. and Pg. vigilancia, It. vigil-

anza), or ad. L. vigilantia : see next and -anck.]

1. The quality or character of being vigilant

;

watchfulness against danger or any action on the

part o4" others; alertness or closeness of observation.

1570 Levins Manip. 22 Vigilance, vigilantia. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 14 In regard of which enormi-

ties, it behooved parents to represse and bridle their wilde

and untamed affections with great care and vigilance. 16x0

Shaks. Temp. m. iii. 15 For now they are oppress'd with
trauaile, they Will not, nor cannot vse such vigilance As
when they are fresh. 1656 in Nicholas Papers (Camden)
III. 261 Y* dlscouery and preuention of nis designes is

attributed to y« vigilance of Monke. 1713 Steele Guardian
No. 18 P 3 A Soldier's [profession] . . should put him upon this

religious Vigilance. 1748 Anson's I'oy. 11. xi. 253 Thus we
kept up our hopes, ancf did not abate of our vigilance. 1781
Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1850. I. 284 His vigilance has.,
supplied the want of force in preventing the enemy from
crossing the river. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. hut. I. 45 The
King is to provide for his safety by vigilance, and a state
of preparation. 1875 Helps Soc Press, iii. 40 Does not
this one fact show what constant vigilance it requiies to
preserve the public health in a large city,

fb. A guard or watch. Obsr~ x

1667 Mn.ton P. L. iv. 580 In at this Gate none pass The
vigilance here plac't.

2. The state of being awake ; spec, in Path.,

abnormal wakefulness, inability to sleep, insomnia.
1748 Hartley Obsctv. Man t. L § 3. 92 That moderate

Degree of Contraction .. which is observable in all the
Muscles, .during Vigilance. 1777 Priestley Matt. $ Spir.
I. iv, 36 That imperfect manner [of thinking] which we call

dreaming, ai:d which is nothing more than an approach to

a stale of vigilance, 1858 Mavne Expos. Lex., Pervtgi-
lium,. .disinclination to sleep; watching; vigilance. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 25 The probability of its occur,
rence is still further increased if, in addition to a continu-
ously high temperature, unusual restlessness or vigilance be
present.

3. attrib., as vigilance committee (U.S.), a

self-appointed committee for the maintenance of

justice and order in an imperfectly organized com-
munity ; hence, vigilance man, work.
1858 Nciu York Tribune 30 Sept. (Bart lett), As gross a

violation of justice as vigilance committee or lynching mob
was ever guilty of. 1871 Moslv.y Cnt. Misc. I. 357 Whether
the resource of the strongest be the thunders of Sinai or the
rope of the Vigilance Committee. 1885 W. A. Coote in Li/e

J. B. Paton (1914) xii. 211 The ordinary phases of vigilance

work had failed to arouse their enthusiasm. 1892 Gunter
Miss Dividends (1893) 84 They ..had organized a Vigilance
Committee before they built the town of Hamilton, ibid.

85 The best citizens of these places were Vigilance men.

t Vi'gilancy. Cbs. Also 6 vigilancye, 6-7
-ancie, 7 vigillancy

;
7-8 vigilency. [ad. L.

vigilantia, f. vigilant-, vigilans : see next and
-ANCY.l

1. =5 Vigilance i. (Very common c 1550-1700.)
1537 Cromwell in Merriman Li/e ff Lett. (1002) II. 97

For your vigilancy. .touching the investigacion of th'oc-

currantes there. 1559 W. Cunningham Costuogr. Glasse 3
If we.. should by our vigilancie, fynde out suche misteries.

1594 T. Ii. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 382 Wee must labour
..to quench such inclinations, as much as wee can, through
sobrietie, vigilancie, and continuall practise to the contrary.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 237 Our vigilencies. .pre-

uented the aduantage they expected. 1650 Weldon Crt.
y<is. f, 29 Endearing himself to the King by shewing his

diligence and vigilancy for his safety. 1686 F. SpbMCI tr.

I'arilta's Ho. Medici's 65 While he was. . labouring at this

with that indefatigable vigilancy that mace him subdue so
many places. 1707 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. II. 367 The Con-
sideration of the Vigilancy of his Enemies. 1767 Eliz.
Carter Lett. (1E0S) 152 My material constitution cannot
possibly subsist in a state of perpetual vigilancy.

2. « Vigilance 2. rare-1.

1657 Tomunson Rencu's Disp. 6ao This Antidote.. takes
away too much vigilancy, and restrains fury.

Vigilant (vid^ilant), a. and sb. Also 6 -aunt,

7 -ent. [a. F. vigilant ( -= Sp., Pg., It. vigilante),

or ad. L. vigilant-, vigilans, pres. pple. of vigildre

to keep awake, f. vigil awake.]

A. adj. 1. Wakeful and watchful ; keeping
steadily on the alert ; attentively or closely ob-

servant.

( 1480 Henrvson Fables, Paddock ff *fousc xxiv, Be
vigilant, thairfoir, and ay reddie, For mannis lyfe is brukill,

and ay mortal!. 1538T0NSTALL Sertn. Palm Sund. (1823)97
Saint Paulesayth. .Gyue you to prayer, beinge vigilant in it.

1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Cotum. 120 Would to God you
were as diligent in avancing his glory, as they are vigilante

and circumspect in handlyng of their matters. 1611 Bible
1 Pet. v. 8 I3c sober, be vigilant. 1640 Quables En-
chirid. iv. xcix, Be very vigilent over thy Childe in the

April of his understanding. 1660 in Verney Mem. {1007) I.

561, 1 am forced to be vigilant least I should be by him in-

snared. 1709 Stekle Tatter No. 65 T 4 You are so little

vigilant, as to let the Dogs run from their Kennels to this

Place. 1781 GiBiioN Decl. * /'. xviii. (1787) II. 109 The
vigilant citizens improved the opportunity of the night.

1821 Bvron Mar. Fa/, in. ii, Disperse then to your posts

:

be firm and vigilant. 1849 Macallav Hist. Eng. ii. I.

274 A vigilant observer of all those minute circumstances

which throw light on the dispositions of men. 1855 Prfs-

cott Philip //, n. iii. I. 171 He evaded the vigilance of the

custom-house officers and the more vigilant spies of the

Inquisition. ,

absol. 1848 Wharton Law Lex. 691/1 Laws come !o the

assistance of the vigilant, not to the sleepy.

t b. Const, of. Obs. rare. . ,

1654-66 Earl Orrerv Parthen. (1676) 166 Planus is so

vigilant of his Daughter, that your Rival can derive no

advantage by his freedom. 1739 Swift Let. to Ld. Arran

Wks. 1841 II. 819/3 Your lordship's p.esent agent being

extremely vigilant of all your loitbhip's interests, has lately

renewed the claim of the Ormond family to those nthei.

O. //er. Of animals : (see quots.).

c 1828 Bbrrv Encycl Her. I. Gloss., Vigilant. This term

is applicable to the cat, when borne in a position as if upon

the watch for prey. 1863 Houtbll Her. Hist. A Pop. (ed. 1)

57 The Lion.. may be Vigilant or Vorant— watching for his

prey, or devouring IL



VIGILANTE.
d. Vigilant men, members of a Vigilance Com-

mittee (see Vigilance 3). U.S.
1824 Missouri Intelligencer 12 Feb. (Thornton), We hate

what are called vigilant men ; they are a set of suspicious,
mean spirited mortals, that dislike fun.

2. Of attention, etc. : Characterized by vigilance.

1531 Elyot Govemour 1. xiii. (1880) 1. 131 To the augmen-
tation of understandyng. .is required to be moche redyng
and vigilaunt studie in euery science. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 145 He tooke order with one Clere..
that he shoulde have a vigilant eie to his arrival!. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxxiii. § r That vigilant and erect
attention of mind, which in prayer is verie necessane. 164a

J. Taylor (Water P.) Life Walker the Ironmonger A ij b,

In which businesse there was used such vigilant care, that
they were both taken that very day. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 12 p 2 A long week, I lived with my cousin, before the
most vigilant inquiry could procure us the least hopes of a

Elace. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 340 She has lost Much of
er vigilant instinctive dread, Not needful here. 1836 W.

Irving Astoria III. 64 They kept a vigilant eye., upon
every height where a scout might be posted. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India I. 400 It was impossible for him to
exercise a vigilant personal supervision over the officers of
the police.

1 3. Wakeful ; sleepless. Obs. rare.
1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 131 It is a drinke very profit,

able.. for students, for them that are too vigilant. 163a
Lithgow Trav. x. 439 Least the vehemency of chirking
frogs vexe the wish'd-for Repose,..and cast him in a vigilant
perplexity.

B. sb. 1. A guardian or keeper, rare.
i8aa Repository No. 80. no Persian women of rank.,

hardly move but on horseback, and escorted always by trains
of eunuchs and other trusty vigilants.

2. One who is wakeful or watchful.
182a T. G. Wainewright Ess. fyCrit. (1880) 267 Nina no

doubt shrank within her shadowy bower .. from the hazy
vision of these vigilants.

Hence + Vi-grilantness, vigilance. Obs. rare.

(11598 Rollock Passion xi. (1616) 97 Pilate had a great
vigilantnesse in his conscience. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Vigi.
lautness, Watchfulness.

Vigilante (vidjilaiit*). [a. Sp. vigilante

Vigilant «.]

1. U.S. A member of a Vigilance Committee.
1865 A. D. Richardson Beyond Mississippi (1867) 487

The power [in Montana] is vested in the 'Vigilantes', a
secret tribunal of citizens, organized before civil laws were
framed. 1883 Cent. Ma%. XXIX. 194/2 An old-time Vir-
ginia City vigilante. 1888 Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 7/2 Forty
well-armed vigilantes surrounded the camp and sent in a
committee, .to demand the surrender of the thieves.

2. A night-watchman.
1899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea-waif 7% We. .found a big jug

of water, which Zeke carefully poured upon the head of the
muttering vigilante.

Vigilantly (vrd^ilantli), adv. [f. Vigilant
a. + -L\*2.] In a vigilant manner; watchfully,
alertly.

1531 Elyot Gov. ii. xiv. (1880) II. 185 To the intent to
persuade the reders to enserche therfore vigilauntly. 1587 in
iot/1 Re/. /list. AfSS. Comm. App. V. 445 To serve him
truly, humbly, diligently, vigilantly and faithfully. 1617
Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11. ix. 361 Then more vigilantly, more
accurately, and more circumspectly, he denies it vtterly.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 115/1 The Corrector in his
first reading of the Printed Coppy ought to be very carefull
and vigilantly examine the proofe. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.
vi. §21 How vigilantly you guard against imposture. 1788
Gibbon Decl. fy F. lxiv. VI. 311 These passes had been
vigilantly guarded. 1835 J. B. Williams Life Hale Pref.

p. ix, Such a misuse. .is to be vigilantly avoided. 1884
Church Bacon ix. 217 There is a group of them.. which
show how vigilantly., he had watched the. .intriguers of
Elizabeth's and James's Courts.

tVigilate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. vigilat-, ppl.

stem ofvigildre to remain awake.] intr. To be
wakeful or sleepless. Hence f Vi'gilating ppl. a.

1758 Phil. Trans. L. s^The flowers are in their expanded
or vigilating state from five or six in the morning till about
ten. 1774 IVestm. Mag. II. 184 If the same quantity be
given to a person, .who is heated with exercise, instead of
producing sleep it will cause him to vigilate.

t Vigilation. Obs. rare. Also 7 vigill-. [ad.

L. vigildtio (rare), noun of action f. vigildre : see

prec] Wakefulness; watching.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 28/1 The patient

might be debilitated [by] great abstinence, continualle vigi-
latione. 1623 Cockkram 11, A Watching, vigilation. 1655
tr. SoreVs Com. Hist. Francion x. 22 He believed that his
elaborate Vigillations were not well recompenced.

||
Vigrlia. 06s.—1 [L. vigilia : see Vigil sb.1]

*= Vigil j//.1 5.

_ 1728 Chambers Cycl.s.v. Poison, A good Anodyne, useful
in Vigilia's, Rheumatisms, Hysteric Cases, &c.

VigilouS (vi-dgibs), a. rarer"1
, [f. L. vigil

wakeful, watchful + -OUS.] Of or pertaining to

watching.
1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas II. i, I believe vela means

both, acquiring its metaphorical sense from the vigilous
uses of a rushlight.

tVigily. Obs. Also 5 vigilie, vigylye. [ad.

L. vigilia : see Vigil sbX]

1. m Vigil sbA 1.

1377 Langu P. PI. B. v. 416 Vigilies and fastyng dayes,
Alle bise late I passe. 1388 Wyclif John xix. 42 Therfor
there thei putten Jhesu, for the vigilie of lewis feeste.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 6 In the vigylye of

the natyvyte. (:146s Eng. Chron. (Camden) 40 The king
sailled forth in to Normandie. .and land id at Kitcaux, in

the vigily of Assumpcion of our Lady. 1588 in Cath. T?act.

198

(S.T.S.) 210 Obserue the fastes commandit..in the euinnes
or vigilies of certane solemne daies.

2. - Vigil sbA 5.
1665 G. Harvey Advice agst. Plague 3 Continual vigilies,

or a perpetual restlesness, with anguishing jactitations, or
throwing ones self from one part of the bed to the other.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVI 1 1. 25 A confused ..expansion of the
Optick Nerve, attended with, .continual Vigilies.

Viginti- (vaid^nitai) [a. L. viginti twenty],

a first element employed in a few combs, in the
sense having or consisting of twenty (things) ', as

Vigintiangular a. [L. viginti-angulus], having
twenty angles. Also f" Vigintiquintuple Math.,
the result of multiplying by twenty-five.
1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 349 If any Root be multiplied

by. .5 the Product shall be the Rootofthe..Vigintiquintuple
..of the Squares of the Multipliers. 1822 T. Taylor Apu-
tcius 329 He calls, .the other [body] vigintiangular,

T Vigintile, a. Astr. Obs. [ad. med. or mod. L.

vigintilis, f. L. viginti'twenty : see -ile.] Vigintile

aspect, the aspect of two planets when distant from
each other a twentieth of a circle or 18 . Also
absol.

1674 Jeake A rith. (1696) 10 Aspects... Vigintil[etc.]. 1686
Goad Celest. Bodies 1. xi. 39 Sometimes the Quintile makes
a shew, and ifThat have ought in it, the Biqutntile will look
for some Respect ; and if so, then the Vigintile, and Quin-
decile, and Decile, &c. will also look to be courted. 1819

J. Wilson Diet. Astral. 99 To these [aspects of Ptolemy]
Kepler added eleven more, viz. the Vigintile,.. the quin-
decile, ..the semisextile [etc.].

t Vigintivirate. Rom. Hist. Obs. [ad. L.
viginti-virat-us, f. vigintJ-viri a board of twenty
men.] The office or position of the vigintiviri, a

body of twenty men charged with certain adminis-

trative functions ; this body itself.

1598 Grekewey Tacitus. Ann. in. vi. 72 He [Tiberius]
recomended Nero, one of Germanicus children, . . to the
Lords of the Senat : and requested that he might be dis-

pensed with for the office of Vigintiuirat. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Vigintivirate, the Office of the Vigintiviri, or of
twenty men in like authority. 1793 Murphy Tacitus, Ann,
in. xxix. 196 That the young prince might be excused from
serving the office of the vigintivirate.

Vigner, variant of Vineu, vineyard. Obs,

II Vigileron (Wntood). Also 5 vigneroun,

7 vineron. [F. vigfieron, f. vigne Vinej^.] One
who cultivates grape-vines ; a wine grower.
a. 1456 Sir G. Hay Bk. Knighthood Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 60
The vignerounis labouraris had wroucht all the day, fra the
morne early till nycht. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xiv. xii,

Lyke a vigneron beryng a sarpe or croked knyf to cut
vygnes. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 15 Let Readers also
surely think and trow, They see the painfull Vigneron pull

the grapes. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D A Costa's Hist. Indies
iv. xxxii. 296 They are become with time and practise more
expert vignerons. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard. (1675) 273 Be-
cause it Is a plant which is to be governed like the other
vines I refer it to my vignerons. a 1680 Butler Rem.
(1759) II. 117 [He] prunes The End of's Life, as Vignerons
Cut short the Branches of a Vine. 1731 P. Miller Gard.
Diet. s.v. Vitis, But as to this, you need not consult
either the Merchants or the Vignerons. 1787 Jefferson
Writ. (1859) H* 294» I •- can procure for you the best

crops from the vigneron himself. 1801 Charlotte Smith
Lett. Solit. Wand. II. 123 Assisting the vignerons in their

now commencing labours of the vintage. 1834 Miss Berry
frnl. (1865) III. 424 To make some new wine, to give the

vignerons when getting in the general crop. 1884 Blackw

.

Mag. Dec. 769/2 The vignerons of South Australia, .suc-

ceeded in producing a vinous liquid that [etc.].

£. 1683 Penn Wks. (1782) IV. 317, I would advise you to

send for some thousands of plants out of France, with some
able vinerons, and people of the other vocation. 1698 G.
Thomas Pensilvania 16 [These lands] have produe'd Choice
Wine, being daily cultivated by skilful Vinerons.

Vignette (vinye*t, vine't), sb. [a. F. vignette :

see Vinet.]

1, An ornamental or decorative design on a blank
space in a book or among printed matter, esp. at the

beginning or end of a chapter or other division,

usually one of small size or occupying a small pro-

portion of the space; spec, any embellishment,

illustration, or picture uninclosed in a border, or

having the edges shading off into the surrounding

paper ; a head-piece or tail-piece. Cf. Vinet 2.

1751 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 13 June, He is

drawing vignettes for his [Gray's] Odes. 1802 I)ibdin
Introd. Classics 33 note, The engravings have a spirit and
brilliance equal to the best finished French vignettes. x8zo
T, Hodgson Ess. Stereotype Printing 132 In the American
bank notes, the vignette, words, and writing, usual in

such notes, are surrounded by a curiously engraved border.

1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt in, An excellent guide-book and
descriptive cards, surmounted by vignettes, were printed.

1880 Print. Trades frnl. xxx. 5 Charming vignettes, and
head and tail pieces for bookwork.

b. An ornamental design, drawing, or picture in

a manuscript or written document.
1830 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) I. ix. 347 How

many vignettes did I make in my idea for my intended
letter to my mother ! 1860 Adlek Prov. Poet. xvi. 3^2 On
the vignettes of the old manuscripts he is represented in the

costume of a traveller. 1875 H. James Transatlantic Sk.
213 Assist, in the January twilight, looked like a vignette
out of some brown old missal.

2. A photographic portrait, showing only the

head or the head and shoulders, with the edges

of the print shading off into the background.
1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3182, Un-

VIGOGNE.
touched and coloured photographic portraits, vignettes,
cartes de visite. 1869 Eng. Mcch. 17 Dec 328/2 Our present
style of vignettes, and the former style of cartes-de -visite,
are. .very pretty. 1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 296 He
found a coloured vignette of her that pleased him.

t3. (Seequot.) Obs.-1

1790 Bruce Trav. I. Introd. p. ix, Vignettes, or little

ornamental shrubs, which generally hang from and adorn
the projections and edges of the several members [of ruined
architecture], are finely expressed.

4. attrib. in various senses, as vignette head,
moulding, view, etc.

1842 Francis Diet. Arts, Vignette moulding,*, moulding
ornamented or enriched with vine leaves, grapes, or ten-
drils. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 129 The prettiest
effects were produced by the vignette views, seen through
the depressions. 187a Ruskin Fors Clav. xviii. r 12, I can
get a pretty little long vignette view of the roof of the
Pantheon.. through a chink between the veneering and
the freestone. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 501 Placing eight
3-lengths, eight vignette heads and so on together.

Vignette (vinye't, vine't), v. [f prec] trans.

To make a vignette of; spec, in Photogr., to pro-

duce (a picture or portrait) in the style of a vignette

by softening away or shading off the edges, leaving

only the central portion.

1853 De Morgan in Graves Life Hamilton (1889) III.

478, I shall remember to have an Hippopotamus neatly
vignetted for the title-page. 1878 Abney Photogr. 246 For
outdoor portraiture an angle of a wall facing the north with
a background formed by a blanket is suitable for producing
pictures that can be vignetted. 1885 C. G. W. Lock Work-
shop Receipts Ser. iv. 401/2 A very good enlargement is

made by vignetting the picture with the opal.

transf. and/ig. 1883 Saintsburv in Academy 5 May 307/2
Forgetting that its chief function is to finish off and vignette

isolated sketches of manner, character, arid thought with
more precision.. than is possible or suitable in prose. 189s
Athcn&um 5 Oct. 451/1 How happily is autumn vignetted
here and there!

b. To take in or introduce as a vignette.

1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 54 Keep moving the mask so as to

vignette in the clouds.

Hence Vigne'tted ///. a.

1867 Rouilcdge^s Ev. Boy's Ann. March 169 An album of
1 vignetted ' heads of all my bird friends. 1886 Athena>um
18 Dec. 831/3 The Wrath of the Fay, ..with vignetted
designs in outline.

Vignetter. [f. Vignette^. + -ER1 .] A de-

vice Tor producing photographic vignettes, usually

consisting of a mask or screen with a central hole

or of graduated opacity from the centre outwards.
1875 Knight Diet. Mcch. 2710/1 Vigneiter .., the photo-

grapher's instrument for giving a vignette appearance to a
portrait or print, the edges fading away insensibly into the

background. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 23 A head
rest, vignetter and other accessories.

Vigne'tting, vbl. sb. [f. Vignette v.] The
action or process of producing vignettes, esp. in

photography.
1885 Pall Mall G. 7 May 11/2 The vignetting is, without

doubt, the most difficult form of printing. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. II. 227 Generally, unless vignetting is de-

sired, the background may be made of hangings of some
rough material, absorbent of light.

b. attrib., as vignetting glass, mask, table, etc.

%86g Anthony''s Photogr. Bull. II. 261 For quarter-plates

and half-plates, the vignetting mask should be about three-

quarters of an inch from the negative. 1892 Photogr. Ann.
II. p. clxxix, Vignetting Glasses. Ibid. 486 Revolving
Vignetting Table.

Vignettist (vin^e'tist, vine-tist). [f. Vignette
sb. + -IST.] An artist or engraver who produces

vignettes.

1884 F, Wedmore in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 67 Voltaire wrote to

congratulate Eisen
;
the vignettist. 1892 Athcnxuiu 7 May

597/1 This library is rich in the work of the vignettists.

Vignite (v/-nyait, vi'gnait). Min. [ad. G.
vignU (see def.) : named by Karsten (1828).] A
variety of magnetic iron ore found near Vignes in

the department of the Moselle, France.
1846 Worcester (citing Dana). 1868 Watts Diet. Chem,

V. 909 ; and in recent Diets.

tVi'gnoble. Obs. rare. Also 5 vygnoble.
[a. F. vignoble :—pop. L. *vineobulum, f. L. vinea

vine-plantation, vineyard.] A vineyard.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. ii, He [Hacchus]. .lefte this

contre and translated hym unto vygnobles of Thymolon.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 15 July 1683, This gentleman was
owner of that excellent vignoble of Pontaq and Obrien.

Vignour, variant of Viner 2 Obs.

II Vigogne {vigon?). Also 7 vicogne. [F.,

ad. Sp. vicuna Vicuna.]

1. = Vicuna i.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Lc Blanc's Trav. 381 Vicognes are

like Deer without homes. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862)

I. xiv. 234 The Sheep, the Goat, the Lama, the Vigogne,

the Gazella.

2. A textile fabric made from the wool of the

vicuna, used as a dress material ; vicuna-cloth.

1876 Echo 30 Aug. (Stanf.). 1882 Caulfeild & Saward
Diet. Needlew. 515/1 Vigogne, a delicate all wool textile,

twilled, and produced in neutral colours. 1887 Pall Mall
G. 19 Feb. 8/2 The bride's going-away dress was composed
of chocolate brown vigogne.

3. Vigogne yam, a mixture of the wool of the

vicuna, or other fine wool, and cotton.

1884 W.S. B. McLaren Spinning 47 In making vigogne or

angola yarns, which are mixtures of cotton and wool. Ibid.

185 For mixing wool and cotton together for Vigogne yarn.
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t Vigone. Obs. [ad. F. vigogne : see prec]
(See quuts.)

1656 Blount Glossogr. To Rdr., The Haberdasher is

ready to furnish you with a Vigone, Codcbec, or Castor, &c.
Ibid., Vigone, a kind of Dcmicaster, or Hat, of late so called,

from the fine Wool, which for the most part they are made
of, borne by a kinde of sheep of Spain of that name. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vigone, ..a. sort of Spanish Wooll

;

or a Hat made of that Wooll. 1714 Ft. Bk. 0/Rates 379
Hats of Vigone.

Vigonia (vigJu *nia). Also vigo( g)na, vegonia.
[App. a Latinization of F. vigogne Vigogne.]
1. a. Vigonia wool, vicuna-wool.
1763 Ann. Reg., Chron. 163, 8 bales Vigonia, and 1 ditto

Alpaca wool. 1804 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 1069 Vigona wool.

b. Vigonia cloth, vicuna-cloth. Also ellipt.,

e= Vigogne 2.

185a Rep. Juries, Exhibition tSjr, 375/1 [Brown & Foster's]

waistcoatings of plush vegonia will be found remarkable for

novelty and excellence. 1857 J. James Worsted Manuf.
438 Vigonia cloth, merino robe cloth, . .shags, vigogna shags.

2. =* Vicuna i. rare.

1834 Nat. Phihs. III. Phys. Geog. 55/2 The paco, which
in its domestic state is called bicunia or vigonia. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIV. 73 A herd of 36, including the kinds
called Llamas, Alpacas, and Vicunas or Vigonias.

t Vi'gorate, v. Obs. [f. L. vigorat-,pp\. stem
of vigorare to animate, invigorate, f. vigor Vigour
sb. : sec -ate *.] trans. To invigorate or strengthen.
1613 If. Ridley Magn. Bodies 63 They will be much re-

freshed, vigorated and animated with the polar and direc-

tory vertue. 4165a J. Smith Set. Disc. vi. 207 All this

foreign force that is upon them, serves only to vigorate and
impregnate their fancies and imaginations. 1670 Mayn-
waring Physycian's Repos. 21 This Medicine vigorates and
cherisheth that part. 1782 Pains Let. Abbe Raynet (1791)
Introd., To call three powers of the mind into action at once,
in a manner, .that each shall aid and vigorate the other.

Hence t VPgorating vbl. sb. Obs.
1670 H. Studbe Pius UUra 8 The Mercurial Cylinder

rtseth and falls in the Magdeburgical Air-Pump, according
to the lessening or vigorating of the Spring of the Air.

f Vigorious, a. Obs. rare. Also vigeryouse,
vygoryous, -ious. [Erron. var. of Vigouous a.]

= Vigorous a. 1.

150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de \V.) v. vi. 00 ij, By hym
the wbichc.is so vygoryous in all his puyssaunces. 1641
Vox Borealis Cj b, Man by the contrary being too vigor-
ious, looseth God his Image in his privUegdc.

So f Vigo*riously adv. Obs.
C1450 Lovelich Grail xii. 413 More vigeryousely neuere

reden men Into non place thanne they diden then, c 1489
Caxton Sonncs 0/ Aymon x. 263 Reynawd had medied
hymself vygoriously among the frenshemen. 160a Wakner
Alb. Eng. Epitome 367 [The Danes] whom, albeit the King
vigorously withstood, yet they..forceably helde themselues
..in the Land.

Vigorist (vi'gorist). rare. [f. L. vigor Vigour
sb. + -1ST.] One who acts with vigour or energy,

or who advocates vigorous action.

1807 Syd. Smith Lett. Catholics viii, An addition of pole-
mics..which must highly gratify the vigorists, and give

them an ample opportunity ofdisplaying that foolish energy
upon which their claims to distinction are founded. 1901
Daily News 2 Mar. 6/1 A repulsive study of the younger
vigorist who replaces the old Abbe*.

Vigorite (vrgoroit). [f. as prec. + -ite 1 4.]

A nitro-glycerine explosive used in blasting.

1879 Webster Suppl. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.
?|28/i Bjorkmann.. gives the following recipe for the maiiu-
acture of the new explosive, vigorite.

tVigorize, ft Obs—l
[f. L. vigor Vigour^.

+ -IZE.J trans. To invigorate.

1603 J. Davihs (Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) L
29/1 And, for the Veines and Artires necde each other,.,
'lhey meete, and..goe togither, Thereby to vigorize the
vital! Band Which the Hart's vertue wholy doth command.

Vigorous (vi'goras), a. Forms : 4, 7 vigrous,

5 vygerous, 5-6 vigerous-, 7-9 poet, vig'rous

;

5-6 vygorous (5 vygorowse, 6 -ouse ; 5 Se.

wygorous-), 4- vigorous (5 vigorows-, St»

wigorus-); 4, 6-7 vigourous. [a. AF. vigrns,

vigerous, vigorouse, OF. vigorous^ vigourous, vig-

oros, etc. (mod.F. vigoureux), = Pr. vigoros, Sp.,

Pg., It. vigoroso, med.L. vigorosus (Diefenbach)

:

see Vigour sb. and -ous.]

1. Of persons or animals : Strong and active in

body ; endowed with or possessed of physical

strength and energy ; robust in health or constitu-

tion
;
hardy, lusty, strong.

App. not in common use during the 15th and 16th cent
13.. K. Atis. 6923 (Laud MS.), We habbeb many pryuee

foo, pat..willen fonde to greuen vs, Bot bou bee make
vigourous! c 1330 Arth. ty Merl, 9060 (Kolbing), Herui,
bat was vigrousIt li^t, On be scheld him hit a dint hard.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 57 Euer ordeyn bi

bough tes in goodnesse
j ;eld by seluyn glorious & vygerous.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 510/1 Vygorowse, vigorosus, ferox.
1530 Palsgr. 328/1 Vygorouse, vigoreux, vigoreuse. i6n
CorGR., Vigoureux, vigorous, lustie, liuely, strong. 1658
Phillus, Vigorous, full of vigour, /". strength, courage,
lustinesse. a 1687 Waller Presage Ruin Turkish Emp. 20
Bred in the camp, fam*d for his valor young ; At sea success-

ful, vigorous, and strong. -11721 Prior Dial. Locke ff

Montaigne Wks. 1907 II. 238 We commend a Horse for

being Vigorous and Handsom. 1780 Harris Pht'lol. Enq.
Wks. (1841) 450, I have seen great geniuses miserably err.,

and, like vigorous travellers who lose their way, only wander
the wider on account of their own strength. 1797 S. & Ht.
Lee Canterb. T.iijgg) I. 350 Vigorous in health and youth,

to him the water had long been an element almost as fami.
liar and as natural as air. 1844 Emerson Led. New Eng.
Re/. Wks. (Bohn) I. 268 Men are Conservatives when they
are least vigorous, or when they are most luxurious. They
are Conservatives after dinner, or before taking their rest

;

when they are sick, or aged. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii.

§7. 428 At forty-five he was so vigorous that he made his

way to Scotland on foot. 189a Mivart Ess.fy Crit. I. 161

The life of every healthy and vigorous animal consists
mainly in the repetition of actions which have become
habitual.

b. So of the body or its parts, henlth, etc.

1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. A iiij b, Mith-
ridate, that vigrous health prescrues. 165a — Journ.
Wales (1859) 8 He was more then 80 yeares of age, yet of
a very able body, and vigorous constitution. 1683 Burnkt
tr. More's Utopia (1684) 131 Their Bodies are vigorous and
lively. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4469/4 Thomas Scott, .. round
fae'd, little vigorous Eyes. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 363 The
learned finger never need explore Thy vig'rous pulse. 1813
Shelley Q. Mab ix. 65 How vigorous then the athletic

form of age ! 1841 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 3) 294
In twenty-five days the dog. .was in the enjoyment of vigor-

ous health and strength, 1870 Macduff Mem. Patntos xiv,

The strong frame, the vigorous pulse, and undimmed eye.

c. Of plants, etc. : Growing strongly and freely.

Also of growth or vegetation.
1706 London- & Wise Rctir'd Card. I. 109 Some Trees

are weak, others strong and vigorous. 1748 Anson's Voy.
1. v. 45 The vigorous vegetation which constantly takes
place there. 1783 Crahbk Village it. 119 The tall oak,
whose vigorous branches form An ample shade. 1800 Med.
Jml. IV. 237 My strongest and most vigorous plants grow
in a bed or bank sloping to the south. 184a Loudon Sub-
urban /fort. 37 In general . . the seeds produced by them [are]
the largest and most vigorous of growth, 1881 1. Mooke in

Encycl. Brit. XI I. 242/1 Near the base of the stem are two
prominent buds, which would produce two vigorous shoots.

d. Marked or characterized by, requiring or in-

volving, physical strength or activity.

1697 Walsh Life Virgil T 8 in Dryden Virgil, Which
work took up seven of the most vigorous years of his life.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 260 r 1 The Time of Youth and
vigorous Manhood. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1.

xviii. 79 While He the vigorous Chace pursues. 1797
Burke Regie. Peace iii. (1892) 215, I mean, .plentiful nour-
ishment to vigorous labour. 1836 J. H. Newman in Lyra
Apost. (1849) 237 The keenness of youth's vigorous day
Thrills in each nerve and limb. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. ii.

77 His professional visits to Roxburghshire and Ettrick
forest were, in his vigorous life, very frequent. 1856 Kane
Arcl. Expl. I. xxxi. 433 It requires the most vigorous efforts
..to tear from the oak ribs, .a single day's firewood.

2. Full of, exhibiting, characterized by, vigour
or active force ; powerful, strong.

a. Of natural agencies or phenomena, substances,

etc. Now somewhat rare.
(a) a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 57 b, He had sayledno

great waye before that a vygorous tempest by reason of con-
trarietie of wyndes sodeynly arose. 163a Lmicow Trav.
vi. 295 [They] tumbled downcstarke dead, being suffo-
cated with the vigorous Sunne. 1660 Boyle New Exi.
Phys. Mech. xvi. 105 We apply'd a Load-stone moderately
vigorous to the out-side of the Class. 1770 Lanchorne
Plutarch (1879) II. 792/1 The air was dark and heavy, for
want of that vigorous heat which clears and rarefies it. 1794
Sulivan View Nat. I. 209 At first they [sc. monsoons] aie
feeble, they afterwards become vigorous. 1909 A. Reid
Regality ofKirriemuir xxw, 31s Granted a more vigorous
flow of water, the Northmuir need fear no local rival.

(£)<xi66i Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 2 The fat of veni-
son is conceived to be . . of all flesh the most vigorous nourish-
ment. 1601 Ray Coll. Words, Making Salt 209 A Rock of
Natural Salt from which issues a vigourous sharp Brine.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 764 The too vig'rous Dose
too fiercely wrought ; And added Fury to the Strength it

brought. 17*8 Chambers CyeL, Elaterium is a vigorous
Purge, and is used in Lethargies. 1759 B. Martin Nat.
Hist. I. 23 Of a more vigorous and nigh Spirit than the
Hereford Cyder. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Mor. 'P., Forester,

a Printer, The fresh seeds,.. scattered upon the vigorous
soil, took root, and flourished. 1826 Disraeli Viv.Grey vi,

i, A pint of most vigorous and powerful wine.

b. Of the soul, mind, etc.

1640 Walton Life Donne in D.'s Serrtt. Cj, His mind was
liberal!, and unwearied in the search of knowledge, with
which his vigorous soule is now satisfied. 1797 Mrs. Rad-
clifpe Italian xvii, His soul became stern and vigorous in

despair, a 1800 in Southey Comm.-Pl. Bk. (1849) II. 41/1
Whilst they lay apparently senseless,, .their minds were
more vigorous . . than they had ever been before. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. vii. II. 226 His [Bunyan's] vigorous
understanding and his stout English heart.

o. Of immaterial things, qualities, etc.

1634 Milton Comus 628 He.. Would, .shew me simples of
a thousand names, Telling their strange and vigorous facul-

ties. 166a H. Hidhkrt Body Divinity 11. 105 All the cere-

monies, services and sacrifices at that time ..through Christ
..were vigorous, and for his sake acceptable to God.
1675 J. Owen Indwelling Sin x. (1732) 121 Suggestions of
the Law of Sin,, .advantaged by any suitable or vigorous
Temptation. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 3 At a near dis-

tance I have experienced [an object] to make a vigorous and
large appearance. 1758 S. Havward Serm. xvii. 518 Grace
may not be always in the same lively exercise ; sometimes
it appears cool and indifferent, at other times vigorous and
lively. 1791 Mrs. Rai>clikkk Rom. Forest ii, Whose hopes
are, therefore, vigorous. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. x. 347
In her case sound sense as well as vigorous ability had
unfortunately condescended to an absurd disguise. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 330 Where the opportunities
of vigorous intellectual exercise were frequent. 187a
Morley Voltaire (1886) 6 So vigorous and minutely pene-
trative was the quality of his understanding.

d. Of language, etc: Energetic, forcible,

powerful.
i8ax Scott Kenilw. xxxvi, Doth your new spirit ofchivalry

supply no more vigorous ejaculation, when a noble struggle
is impending? 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. ii. 40 It contains
many vigorous pictures, and splendid verses. 1864 Tre-
velvan Compel. Wallah (1866} 156 A copious fount of
vigorous English. 1873 C. M. Davies Unorth. Lond. (1876)

43 A vigorous hymn was being sung.

3. Of actions, measures, etc, : Characterized by,

attended, carried out, or enforced with, vigour or

energy.
Freq. connoting some degree of boldness or severity.

1599 Hakluyt / 'oy. II. 81 They had so sharpe and vigor-
ous answere, that there was not one mantellet that abode
whole an houre. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 146 No
Man could expect that the vigorous designs and enterprizes
undertaken by the Duke, would be pursued with equal
resolution and courage. 1679 Evekard Prof. Princts
Europe \2 [He] did also by his most vigorous Representa-
tions. .cause his Imperial Majesty., to resolve to arm
vigorously. 170a in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.Comm. App. I.

81 The allies made a vigorous attaque on the conterscarpe
of Keiserswart. 1769 Burke Corr. ( 1 84 4) I. 182 Various
matters have so dissipated me, as to hinder me from a
vigorous pursuit of this object. 1777 Watson Philip 1 1, xm.
(1S12) II. 171 This measure, .shewed how firmly determined
the citizens were to make a vigorous defence. 1844 II. II.

Wilson Brit. India I. 33 The Nizam's troops being eilher

unable or unwilling lo suppress the insurrection, it became
necessary to adopt more vigorous measures. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 556 If in a severe case [of simple meningit is]

vigorous treatment is adopted at an early stage of the

disease, recovery is by no means hopeless.

b. Of persons, etc. : Acting, or prepared to act,

with vigour.
1638 Bak^r tr. Balzac's Lett.{yo\. II) 115 Having you on

my side, and knowing you to be as vigorous a friend of mine,

as I am [of you]. 1701 Penn in Pennsyiv. Hist. Soc. Mem.
IX. ^4 Be vigorous about my properly matters. 1796B1KKE
Let. Noble Lord Wks. 184a II. 258 To be commended by
an able, vigorous, and well informed statesman. 1856
Krolde Hist. Eng. (1S5S) II. ix. 323 A vigorous govern-

ment placed in circumstances of extreme peril.

4. Comb., as vigorous-growing, -looking adjs.

1842 Loldon Suburban Hort. 37 When it is wished to

have plants of a vigorous-growing (-pedes. 1890 'R.
Uoldukwood ' Col. Reformer (1691) 269 A frank, stout,

gray-haired, but vigorous-looking man.

Vigorously, adv. Forms : (see prec). [f.

prec. + -ly -.] In a vigorous nmnner ; with vigour

or energy ; by means of vigorous action, measures,

etc. ; actively and strongly.

1375 Barbour Bruce in, 142 Then the king. .Strak at the

tothir wigorusly, . . That at the fyrst strak he him slew.

c 1440 Lovelich Merlin 11378 He.. forth wente thorwh the

pres vigerously fyhtyng, with-owten les.^ c 1450 Merlin x.

155 Thei smyten in a-monge hem so vigorously that oon
myght here the crassinge ot speres half a myle longe. 1481

Caxton Godfrey xvi. 44 The peple of the Royame of

Fraunce, . .aftir they herde this prechyng, entreprysed so

vygorously the werke of our lord,, .as ye shal here. 1518

H. Watson Hist. Oliver ofCastile (Roxb.) M j, 'lhey that

were within the castell defended them vygorously. 1564

Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 306 The Qucnis Majestie will

sa vigorouslic puneis him. .that the West Marchis sail tak

exempill thairof. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. } 69
The Duke [of Buckingham] .. being resolv'd to make
Peace with Spain, to the end he might more vigor-

ously pursue the War with France. 1685 I'eitv Last Will

p. iv. Having vigorously followed my studies, .at Utrecht,

Leyaen, Amsterdam, and Paris. 1709 Steele Taller No. 4

p6 Except more effectual Measures were taken for acting

vigorously against the Knemy. 178a A. Monro Con/par.

Anat. (ed. 3) 304 Pronation is performing vigorously. 1813

Sir H. Davy Agric. Chertt. (1814) 67 At the time the leaves

are most vigorously performing their functions. i860

Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv. 190, I saw Balmat. .thrust his hands

into the snow, and commence rubbing them vigorously. 1877

Lady Brassey Voy. Sunbeam ix. (1878) 148 Cheery looking

little dogs, barking vigorously.

b. Intensely, prominently.
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 279 One or other [nHghtDcd

part of the picture becommeth more vigc . isly bright.

o. Comb. j as vigorously-correct, disciplined,

'phrased adjs.

1824 T. Foster in Life $ Corr. (1X46) II. 60 There Is no
one thing more urgently wanted.. than a class of vigorously

disciplined young scholars. 1867 F. H. Lidlow Iteeingto

Tarshish 132 A young man of such vigorously-correct

habits. 1897 Daily News 31 March 8/3 The Lady Mayor-
ess., made a short but vigorously-phrased plea.

Vi gorousness. [f. as prec. 4 -ness.] The

quality or state of being vigorous ; vigorous con-

dition ; vigour.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 510/1 Vigorowsnesse, vigorositas,

ferocitas. 1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Vygorousnesse, uigeur.

1648 Beaumont Psyche ix. 15a Perpetuall sparks of Vigor-

ousnesse they shot From the two founts of their prospective

fi.-e. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. xvi. 67 Her coming to the

Crown inspirited the weakest and oldest with vigorous-

nesse and vivacity for a time. 1709 Berkeley Th. I is/on

856 The vigorousness or faininess of the aforesaid visible

appVarance. i7ay Bailey (vol. II), Sprighttiness, FalMf
of Spirit, Liveliness, Vigorousness. i860 Pusiv Mm. I top*.

619 The fulness of health, that is, the vigorousness of in-

corruption.

Vigour (vi'ga-O, sb. Forms : 4- vigour, 4-5

vigoure, 4-6 vygour, 6 vygure,
^J^J^[>

vigeur, 7 viger
; 5 vigor©, 6 vygor, 4-8,9 £/..>.

" AF. vigur, vigour, OF. vigor {vigheur,

later and mod.K. vigtteur, Pr., Sp., Pg.
vigor,

etc.

viror, It vigore), ad. L. vigor-, vigor liveliness, ac-

tivity, force, f. vigireio I* lively, to thrive, flourish,

etc In some instances directly ad. L. vigor.]

L Active physical strength as an attribute or
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quality of living things; active force or power;
activity or energy of body or constitution.

a. In persons, animals, or their limbs.

_ 13. . E. E. AWL P. A. 971 Inwyth not a fote, To strech
in be strete bou has no vygour, 13ot bou wer dene with-
outen mote, c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw*s T. 845, I seye
this entente That right as god spirit of vigour sente To hem,
and saued hem out of meschance, So sente he myght and
vigour to distance, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 2738 There was
no man durst hem assayle, For drede of here vigour. 1484
Caxton Fables of /Esop v. xii, Thenne the dogge toke
strengthe and vygour ageyne. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V,

1531) 256 b, Bycause [he] wolde shewe hym selfe more than
man, he wolde, after that all his blode was shed, reserue in

hym vygour and vertue of lyfe, 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv.

ill. 308 As motion and long during action tyres The sin-

nowy vigour of the trauailer. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod.
259 His naturall strength or vigor was not abated. 1667
Milton P. L. vr. 436 Now we find this our Empyreal forme
. . Inperishable, and though peirc'd with wound, Soon clos-

ing, and by native vigour heal'd. 1680-90 Temple Ess.,
Health fy Long Life Wks. 1720 1, 278 That the Natives and
Inhabitants of hilly and barren Countries have not only
more Health in general, but also more Vigour than those of
the Plains. 1717 Prior Alma H. 128 Thus He who runs
or dances, begs The equal Vigor of Two Legs. 1775 Harris
Philos. Arrangem. (1841) 2S9 Health and sickness, vigour
and decay, are all to be found.. in each individual of the
human race. 1783 Crabbe Village 11. 132 When Honour
lov'd and gave thee every charm, Fire to thy eye and vigour
to thy arm. 183a Tennyson CEnone 158 So that my vigour,
wedded to thy blood, Shall strike within thy pulses. 1841
Lane Arab. Nls. I. 113 And this is the cause that prevents
the return of vigour to my body. 1888 Goodk A mer. Fishes
276 The Muskellunge, Esox nobilior, is the rival of the Pike
in size and vigor.

trans/. 1501 in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) lxxxviii. 19
London, thou art the flour of Cities all;.. Strong Troy in
vigour and in strenuytie.

fb. Freq. in ME, verse in the adverbial phrase
with (. .) vigour. Also in pi. Obs.

13.. K. Alls. 1431 (Line), Bobe wib coyntise, and wib
vigour, He wan of bat lond be honour. 13., Coer de L.
1936 And ever men bare them up with levours, And slew
them with great vigours, c 1380 Sir Fenimb. 2322 Now
habbeb bes frensche lordes stoute conquered be stronge
tour, And habbeb a-slawe & dryuen oute be Sarsynz with
vygour. C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13330 The vanwardis met
with gret hidoure, Thei rod to-gedur with gret vigoure.

c. In plants or vegetable growths.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. iii. 209

Nature is contented to give them vigour to bring forth

fruites. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xxix. 90 It should be in this

status, vigour and perfection of Trees, that a Felling should
be celebrated. 1706 London & Wise Retired Gard. I. 181
That the Branches for Wood may not shoot out with so
much Vigour. 1731 P. Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, The
Vines . . must be annually dress'd, according to the Vigour of
the Plant. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Boi. 33 The more vigour
there is in a tree, ..the sooner is its alburnum made perfect

wood. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 470 In order.. to
equalise the production of fruit, and maintain a sufficient

degree of vigour in the vines. 1856 Stanley Sinai fy Pal.
vii. (ed. 3) 286 The tropical temperature, calling out into
almost unnatural vigour whatever vegetation receives the
life-giving touch of its waters.

d. Const, of (life, etc.). Sometimes with im-
plication of next. Also jig.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. in. i, Before I touch The
banks of rest, my ghost shall visite her. Thou vigor of my
youth, iuyce of my loue, Seize on reuenge. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 29 These surely prove even greater
vigour of life than bodily strength does. 1874 Green Slwrt
Hist. v. § 1. 212 The vigour of English life showed itself

socially in the wide extension of commerce.

2. Mental or moral strength, force, or energy

;

activity, animation, or liveliness of the mind or the

faculties.

1587 W. Fowler Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 22 In his youthe at that
tyme when the senses hes most force and vigeur. 1617
Moryson /*/». i. 197, 1 considered, that those kindes of gain-

ing onely required strength of body, whereas this and the
like required also vigor of minde. 1677 Temple Ess., Gout
Wks. 1720 I. 135 The vigour of the Mind decays with that

of the Body. 1748 Gray Alliance n Those kindly cares,

That health and vigour to the soul impart. 1777 Robert-
son Hist. A mer. vi. Wks. 1851 V. 584 A race of men.. in

their bodily constitution, as well as vigour of spirit, nearly
resembling the warlike tribes in North America. 1823 J.
Gillies tr. Aristotle's Rhel. 11. xiv. 308 The mind retains

its utmost vigour to forty-nine. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge ii, Leaving their hearts and spirits young and in full

vigour. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. i, 6 He had.

lost none of his intellectual vigour.

3. Active force or strength as an attribute of
things, natural agencies, conditions, or qualities

;

intensity of effect or operation.
1 a 1445 Gascoign Life St. Bridget in Kal. Leg. England

(Pynson) 125 Nat dredying the vigour of the colde nor the
impedyment of the great hete. 1534-5 More Treat.
Sacrament (1576) 61 Although we beleeue it, yet is that
beliefe in many of vs very faint & farre fro the point of
suche vigour and strength, as would God it had. 1554 W.
Prat A/ricaC viij b, Moystnes shed by nyght and by the
vygueur of the son ne. hod Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 81 My
bones beares witnesse, That since haue felt the vigor of his
rage. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 293 The vigour of the day
gone, and the cooling night come, we aduanced. 1638 Be.
Wilkins New World xiv. (1707) 119 The Loadstone does
cast forth its own Vigour round about its Body. 1653
W. Ramesey Astrologie Restored 72 Moreover a Planet
that is hot and dry, is lessened of his vigour in a term that

is cold and moyst. 1789 W, Buchan Do/n. Med. (1790) 243
If at the turn of the disease the fever assumes new vigour,

..the patient must be bled. 1798 Ferriar Illuslr. Sterne
l. 12 They had seen absurdity in its full vigour. 1863 Geo,

Eliot Romola xliv, Her enthusiasm was continually stirred

to fresh vigour by the influence of Savonarola. 1880 Ruskin
Arrows pfChace 1. xii, The crystalline vigour of a truth.

b. Oi drugs, medicaments, wine, etc.

1542 Boorde Dyetary xx. (1870) 280 Borage. .doth set a
man in temporaunce. And so doth buglosse, for he is taken
of more vygor, & strength, & effycacye. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabethoucr's Bk. Physicke 43/1 This salve must be praepared
before you annoynct your heade, and it continueth in his

vigor two yeares after other. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 68
And with a sodaine vigour it doth posset And curd.. The
thin and wholsome blood. 1664 Evelyn Pomona xxix, It

is a laudable way of trying the vigour of Cider by its

promptness to burn.

c. Of words, arguments, etc.

153a More Con/ut. Tin-dale Wks. 813/2 Some thinges yet
shal I shew you. .in thys laste booke besyde, that shal haue
such vygour and strength therin, that [etc.]. 1581 Pettie
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 57 It is certaine that a sen-

tence hath so much the more or lesse force and vigor,

according to the difference of persons from whom it com-
meth, and of the words by which it is uttered. 1596
Edward III, I. i. 44 The fiery vigor of thy words.

d. As an artistic or literary quality.

1774 Mitford Ess. Harmony Lang. 135 Vigor is added
by the rapid flow of the short syllables. 1849 Ruskin Sev.
Lam^s iii. § 23. 91 The relative majesty ofbuildings depends
more on the weight and vigour of their masses, than on any
other attribute of their design. 1873 E. Spon Workshop
Receipts Ser. 1. 255/1 If.. the whole picture is wanting in

vigour and contrast, it is caused by over-exposure. 1896 H.
Holiliay Stained Glass i, 24 The painter has., to repeat the
two matt processes till he has obtained the necessary vigour
and depth in his work.

4. Legal or binding force ; validity. In vigour,

in force or operation.

1425 Rolls 0/ParIt. IV. 277/1 But bat neverbeles bap-
pointement stand in al thyngs unhirte, and in his vigor
and strengthe. 1455 Ibid. 329/2 That the saide Lettres
Patentesbe. . inalsuch force, vigore and effect. 1644 Milton
Judgm. Bucer xxii. 6 Neither did she know the vigor of
the Gospel, wherin all cause of marying is debarr'd from
women, while their husbands live. 1654 Bramhall Just
Vind. \. (1661) 4 Secondly, ..in abandoning the Court of
Rome they make not any new Law, but onely declare and
restore the old Law of the Land to its former Vigour. 1678
Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xxiv. § 2 (1699) 120
Then the former Act.. was in vigour, and so the Lords
could not restrict the annualrents to six [per cent], against
an expresse Law. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 201

The Five Mile Act and the Conventicle Act were in full

vigour.

5. Strong or energetic action, esp. in administra-

tion or government ; the power, exercise, or use of

this, esp. as possessed by or as an attribute of a
ruler or governor.
Freq. implying some degree of severity or rigour.

ei6i8 Moryson /tin, iv. in. iii 279 The Cantons of
Sweitzerland,.. by inviolable observation of theire leagues,

constantly governed theire Commonwealth in the old viger.

1712 Sped. No. 467 f 9 Never failing to exert himself with
Vigour and Resolution in the Service of his Prince. 17^1
C. Middleton Cicero I. iv. 234 The vigor of his Consulship
had raised such a zeal and union of all the honest in the
defense of the laws, a 1781 R. Watson Philip III, 11. (1783)

143 When they reflected on the vigour and great abilities

he had exerted during this campaign. 1830 DTsraeli
Chas. I, III. v. 64 The Star Chamber.. was invested with
a vigour beyond the laws. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xiii, The
slaying of the guide was of course easy enough, and would
look like an act of what politicians call 'vigour*. X874
Green Slwrt Hist. vii. § 4. 375 The issue of the Scotch war
revealed suddenly to Europe the vigour of Elizabeth.

b. In wider use : Force, heartiness, energy.

1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betw. Trent # Ancholme 3G5 It

was sung, .with much vigour by the congregation.

6. The condition or state of greatest strength or

activity, esp. in the life of a man ; spec, in Med.,

the height or acme of a disease.

1563 T. Gale Enchirid. 35 b (Stanf.), Thereis another
excellent plaster which Galene vseth in the Vigour of an
inflammation. 1588 Kyd Housch, Philos. Wks. (1901) 244
They are in the vigor of their yeeres when the youth of their

sonnes begin to flourish. 1656 J. Smith Pract. Phys.

153 [As a remedy for thirst, take] the decoction of the

Roots of Sorrel, which will look like red Wine ; Give drink

in the vigour. 1697 Bentley Phal. (1699) 78 He was then
in the Vigour of his years. 1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 66/2
When this disease is at its state, or vigor, all the symptoms
are worse 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne ii. 52 A work pro-

duced in the vigour of his fancy. 182* Lamb Elia 1. Distant
Correspondents, Your puns and small jests are.. extremely
circumscribed in their sphere of action. . .Their vigour is as

the instant of their birth. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867)

544 Shakespeare, in the vigour of life, withdrew from the

theatre ana the metropolis. 1855 Brewster Neiuton II.

xxvii. 399 The flower of his youth, and the vigour of his

manhood, were entirely devoted to science.

+ 7. By or in vigour of, by force of, in virtue of.

Obs. rare.

1636 Brathwait Rom. Emp. 383 Who. .refused to per-

forme homage in vigour of a cession made by Albertus the

Arch-Duke. 1641 Heylin Hist. Episc. 11. (1657) 366 By
vigour of his Episcopall function and the Authority of his

Chaire, he had power enough, to be straightway avenged
of him for the same.

Vigour, southern ME. variant of Figure sb.

T Vigour, v. Obs.—1 In 7 vigor, [f. Vigour
sb.] trans. To invigorate ; to inspire with vigour.

1636 Feltham in Ann. Dubrensia D iii b, Nor does
Apolloes harpe ere sound more high, Then when 'tis

vigor'd from a Ladies eye.

Vigourless, «. Also vigorless. [f. Vigour
sb. + -less.] Destitute of or lacking vigour.

1738 Phil. Trans. L. 756 Indeed one can scarce call it

living, merely to breathe, and trail about a vigorless body.
1888 Outlook (N.Y.) Apr. 483 The marked contrast between
the vigorless conscience of Continental Europe, and the
vigorous conscience of the Puritans. 1902 Westm. Gaz. 20
Jan. 4/2 In those vigourless days of Whig ascendency.

Vigourous(ly, obs. forms of Vigorously.
t VigOUrsly, adv. In 5 vygour(e)sly. [var.

of Vigorously : cf. villainsly, etc.] Vigorously.
£-1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv. 155 Thei [sc. Amazons] gon

often tyme in sowd..: and thei meyntenen hem self right
vygouresly. c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 14192 Merveilleng sore
what these knyhtes were, That so Vygoursly fowhten there.

Vigrous, Vig'rous, obs. and poet. ff. Vigor-
ous a. Vigure, southern ME. var. Figure sb.

Vihte(n, southern ME. var. Fight sb. and v.

Vijs, obs. f. Vice sb.; obs. Sc. f. Wise^. Viked,
ME. var. Wicked a. Vikel(i, southern ME.
varr. Fickle a. and v.i Viker(y, etc., obs. if.

Vicar(y, etc.

Viking (vai'kin). Hist. Also vikingr, -er,

-ir; wiking, wicking. [ad. ON. and Icel.

viking-r (whence also Norw., Sw., Da. viking, G.
wiking), — OE. wiring, OFiis. witsing, wising.

Cf. also ON. and Icel. viking fern., the practice of

marauding or piracy.
The ON. word is commonly regarded as f. vik creek, in-

let, bay, + -iugr-isG ', a viking thus being one who came
out from, or frequented, inlets of the sea. The name, how.
ever, was evidently current in Anglo-Frisian from a date so
early as to make its Scandinavian origin doubtful; wtciug-
sceada is found in Anglo-Saxon glossaries dating from the

8th century, and si-wtcingas occurs in the early poem of

Exodus, whereas evidence for vikingr in ON. and Icel. is

doubtful before the latter part of the 10th cent. It is there-

fore possible that the word really originated in the Anglo-
Frisian area, and was only at a later date accepted by the
Scandinavian peoples ; in that case it was probably formed
from OE. wfc campj the formation of temporary encamp-
ments being a prominent feature of viking raids.]

1. One of those Scandinavian adventurers who
practised piracy at sea, and committed depreda-

tions on land, in northern and western Europe
from the eighth to the eleventh century ; some-
times in general use, a warlike pirate or sea-rover.

a. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. m. iii. 341 At the age
of fourteen, Torfin commenced his career, as a vikingr.

c 1827 W. Motherwell Poet. Wks. (1847) 13 It is a Vikingir

Who kisses thy hand. 1838 Crichton Scandinavia I. 176
Hakon commanded the intrepid Vikingr to be put to death.

1864 [H, W. Wheelwright] Spring fy Summer in Lapland
1. 8 When the * Viking * or pirate vessel . . bore the ' Vikinger

'

or dreaded sea pirate to the opposite shores of Britain.

p. 1840 Longf. Skeleton in Armour \\\, I was a Viking
old ! 1848 Lytton Harold vi. v, A fleet of vikings from
Norway ravaged the western coasts. 1877 Black Green
Past, xxviii, I am already convinced that my ancestors were
vikings.

y. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1877)!. iv. 165 He [Rolf]

is described as having been engaged in the calling of a
wiking. 1868 Ibid. II. vii. 96 The wikings harried far and
wide. 1883 Vigfusson & Powell Cor/us Poet. Bor. IL 139
The warden of the land had the heads of many Wickings
(pirates) cut short with keen weapons. 1904 E. Rickekt
Reaper 53 Beyond that, we were Wickings, back to the time

of Odin.

2. attrib,, as viking age, expedition, invader,

line, ship, vessel.

1847 I. A. Blackwell Mallefs Northern Antiq. 86

Halfdan enriched himself by successful Viking expeditions.

1864 [see 1 a]. 1866 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. 226 The
lower compartment is a noble Wiking-ship. 1867 Free.
man Norm. Conq. (1877) I. App. 665 He may have joined

the Danes or have done anything else in the wiking line.

1881 Daily News 3 Sept. 2/2 This Viking ship, with its

sepulchre chamber, in which the Viking had been buried.

1883 Vigfusson & Powell Corpus Poet. Bor. I. 259 The
Northmen confederates of the Wicking invaders. 1889 Du
Chaillu Viking Age I. iii. 26 We must come to the con-

clusion that the ' Viking Age ' lasted from about the second

century of our era to about the middle of the twelfth.

Hence Vikingism, Vi'kingship, the practices

or spirit of vikings.

1880 Stubds Led. Stud. Hist. (1886) 222 The conquest of

Palestine was to Robert of Normandy . .a sanctified experi-

ment of #vikingism. 1899 Somerville & Ross Irish R. M.
239, I prefer their total lack of interest in seafaring matters

to ithe blatant Vikingism of the average male. 1883 G.
Stephens Bugge's Stud. Northern Mythol. Exam. 15

*Wikingship began to be felt, .as an unbearable curse.

ViMt, Vikkid, -it, obs. Sc. ff. Wicked a.

Vii, obs. f. Vile a., obs. Sc. f. Will sb. and v.

Vilain(e, etc, obs. ff. Villain, etc. Vilains(ly,

van Villains(ly Obs. Vilanie, -ye, obs. f.

Villainy. Vilans, var. Villains a. Obs.

II Vilayet (vila-yet). Also wilayet. [Turkish,

ad. Ar. *>5L welaye*, -yet district, dominion.]

A province of the Turkish empire ruled by a vali,

or governor-general.
1869 Times 15 Oct., Those Ottoman subjects who have

passed an examination, .will be admitted for three years as

boarders to the Lyceum in each chief town of a vilayet.

1880 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 174 An honest man is sent to intro-

duce reforms into some vilayet. 1884 Pall Mall G. 5 April

3/1 Everything seems to be going as well in the late

Vilayet of the Danube as it is going ill in the Pashalik of

the Nile.

Vilayn, obs. form of Villain.

t Vild, sb. Obs."1 (Cf. next, but perh. an error.)

1605 London Prodigal v. i. 265 My daughter is missing:

hath been looked for ; cannot be found. A vild upon thee I



VILD. 201 VILE.

Vild (vaild), a. Obs. exc. arch, or dial. Also
6-7 vylde, 6-7 (9) vilde ; 6 Sc. vyild, 6-7 (9)
vyld, 7 vil'd. [Variant of Vile a., with excres-

cent -d. The earliest instances are Scottish (cf.

tylde for Tile sbl), but the form is extremely

common from ^1580 to 1650.] =Vile a. t in

various senses : a. Of actions, things, etc.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages 48 The inorne he sail go to

the deid maist vylde, Howbeit he he my onlie gottin

Chylde. X568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 35 Shall I be
prest in simpler sort and vylder case then hee. 1597 J.
Payne Royal Exch. 24 Since whose vilde death manie a
good Christian have bene no less vmbraded and reproched.
1598-9 K. Forde Parismus 1. (1661) 40, With great patience
he endured the imprisonment, continuing in that most
vilde place, a 1613 Overbury A Wife, etc. (1638) 38 Her
breath should be as horrible and vild, As ev'rie word you
speake is sweet and mild. 1650 Uui.wek Ant/iropomet. 158
A vild thing, thus to force and wrong Nature. 1713
Croxall Grig. Canto Spenser xiv. (1714) 14 With Witch-
craft vild he then enwrapt her round. 1748 Thomson Cast.
Indol. 11. xxvi, O hide thy head, abominable war !.. From
Heaven this life ysprung, from hell thy glories vild ! 1767
Mickle Concub.i. xx, Loud and angrie then Gan she of
shame and haviour vild complain. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel in. xiii, Could he have had his pleasure vilde, He
had crippled the joints of the noble child. 1853 N. <y Q.
1st Ser. VII. 234/1 (N. Cy. sayings), Looks as vild (worth-
less) as a pair of Yorkshire sleeves in a goldsmith's shop.
1866 Edmondston Glass. Shetland, Vyld, dirty, fdthy, vile.

b. Of persons.

1567 Gude fy Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 122 Quhen I was impotent,
Fragile, vaine, vylde, and pure. 1581 Rich Fareiv. (1846)
116 The desolate damsell.. ceased not to rebuke the vilde

caitive. 1588 Babincton Prof. Exp. Lord's Pr. (1596) 235
The good Prophet had a bad seruant, a vilde Gehezt. 1608
Tarlton Cobler Canterb. (1844) 118 Vilde strumpet as thou
art. 1618 Gaule Pract. The. (1629) 11 Lo how the vtldest

Earth-Worme now turnes against thee ! 1656 Hf.ylin Surv.
France 324 That vilde Butcher [Herod] caus'd to cut in

sunder Euery Male childe of two years old and under. 1767
Mickle Concub. 1. xxii, She. .clept her Lemman and vild

Slutt aloud. 1865 Gidley Aletes 145 Their influence mild
Withdraw from presence of those monsters base and vild,

Intolerance and Injustice.

absol. 1597 Shaks. 2 lien. IV, m. i. 15 O thou dull God,
why lyest thou with the vilde, In loathsome Beds? 1607— Timon 1. i, 15 When we for recompence haue prais'd the
vild.

Vild, obs. Sc. form of Wild at.

Vilderbeeste, var. Wildebeeste (gnu).

t Vilderoy. Obs—l The name of some fabric.

1769 Lloyd's Even. Post 30 Oct.-i Nov. 420/3 Damasks,
Vilderoys, Paolis, corded Tabbies.

Vildever, dial, variant of Fieldfare.
Vildirnes, obs. Sc. form ofWiLDERNEas.
Vi'ldly, adv. Now rare or Obs. [f. Vild a.

Common c 1590- 1650.] = Vilely adv.

«575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 127 So vildly agaynst
my honour and trueth. 1588 Babington Prof. Exfi. Lord's
Pr. (1596) 234 To haue true good will, .so vnkindely, yea so
vildly requited. 160a Middleton Phwnix 11. ii. 328 Cap-
tain ? off with that noble title ! thou becomes! it vildly.

1655 Theophanta 162 If Parmenio had sense of honor, he
could not thus vildly blemish the yertue of Artemia. 1681
Hickeringill Black Non-Conf. ii. Wks. 1716 II. 20 They
are vildly loth to lose their domineering, insulting Kingdom
of Darkness. 1748 Mendez Syr, Dames 11. xxix. in Dodsley
Coll. Poems (1755) IV. 150 Have I not cause to weep from
rising morn.. 'I o see my dearling's fame thus vildly torn 7

Vi'ldness. Obs. exc. arch, or dial. [f. as prec]
VlLENESS.

1597 J. Payne RoyalExch. 35 What vyldnes and wycked-
nes is not fownd in many of you? 1600 Dymmok Ireland
(1843) 46 Enraged with a consideration of the vildenes of
his men,. .[he] brake from them in a fury. 1607 Markham
Caval. 1. (1617) 22 His inward parts may retaine a secret
vildnes of disposition, which may be insufferable. 1654 E.
Calamy Serm. igOct. (1655) 2 The body of vildnesse shall

then be a body of glory. 1866 Edmondston Gloss. Shet.
land 140 Vyldness, dirt, filth.

Vildyveer, dial, variant of Fieldfare.
Vile (vail), a., adv., and sb. Forms: 3-4 vil

(3 uil, 4 wil), 3-5 vyl (5 wyl), 5-6 vyll; 3-7
vyle (4 uyle, 5-6 Sc. wyle), 3- vile (3-4 file,

4-5 wile, 5 & wille). [a. AF. and OF. (also
mod.F.) vil masc, vile fern. ( = Pr., Sp., Pg. vil,

It. vile) :—L. vilem, vilis of low value or price,

cheap, common, mean, base.]

A. adj. 1. Of actions, conduct, character, etc.

:

Despicable on moral grounds ; deserving to be
regarded with abhorrence or disgust; characterized
by baseness or depravity.
c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 192, 4 pare ne scholde vil dede ne

word neuere fram hire wende. iagT R. Glouc. (Rolls)
4504 Modred..huld hire in spousbrucne, in vyl flessesdede.
Ibid. 10003 He suor he wolde awreke be of bis vil trespas.
1303 R. Brunnf. Handl. Synne 1586 Here wurdys were al
vyle & waste. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 79 So vengeaunce
fel vpon hem, for her vyle synnes. 1393 Ibid. C. xxi. 97
Thenne gan faith foully be false lewes to despisen, And
calde hem ' caytifs a-corsed ', for bis was a vil vitanye. c 1450
Holland Howlat 226 The Sparrowe Wenus he wesit for
his vyle deidis, Lyand in lichory, laith, vnloveable. 1477
Caxton Dictes 67 Summe thinges that ye loue & preyse ar
euit and vyle. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 65 These
w-ycked theues. .cloke al this abomination . . with the couer
of Christianize, which is the vylest and moste vnworthiest
thing, that can be imagined, a 1586 Sidney Psalms v.
iv, Let their vile thoughts the thinckers mine be. 1615
Bacon Ess., Envy (Arb.) 517 It is also the vilest Affection,
and the most dcpraued. 1651 Hobues Leviath. n. xviu. 89

Vol. X.

Not onely an act of an unjust, but also of a vile, and un-
manly disposition. 1671 Milton Samson 376 If aughtseem
vile, As vile hath been my folly, who have profan'd The
mystery of God. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. iii. (1840) 22

Turning the whole frame of nature upside down by his vile

doings there. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 761 Within some pious

pastor's humble cot, Where vile example.. May never more
be stamp'd upon his breast. 1838 Lytton Alice 82, I see

already that from the world, vile as it is, you have nothing

of contagion to fear. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxiii,

That abandoned wretch, ..of whose vile arts he became a

victim. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 555 The Earl's

past life had been stained by what they regarded as the

vilest apostasy.

b. Used to qualify nouns denoting faults of

mind or character, rare.
a. 1340 Hampole Psalter \x. 1 A vile errour it is bat sum

men says that god does vnrightwisly. Ibid. xv. 1 Here is

be vileprideof mencoiifoundid. i$6ySatir. Poems Reform.
iv. 91 Quhat sail I wryte of ^oure uyle vanitie?

c. Of names, etc. : Implying (moral) baseness

or depravity.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 3S3 This greved the

moste, y* their religion was described by so vile & con-
temptuouse a name. 1590 Shaks. Mzds. N. 11. ii. 107 Where
is Demetrius? oh how fit a word Is that vile name, to

perish on my sword 1 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S.

Seas Pref. p. xvi, The Gentleman, .represented us to the
English Merchants in a very vile Light. ? a 1800 A. Young
in Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (1846) II. p. xxiv, I am dis-

gusted with such vile assertions. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1877) II. vii. 104 This was the vilest epithet in the
English language.

2. Of persons : Of a low, base, or despicable

character ; morally depraved or degraded ; cap-

able of the basest conduct.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1153 Wit all bou salbi haldenvile,Quar-

sa bou wendes in exile. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne
2597 5yf an okerer my3t founde be, pey helde hym vyler
ban a lew c 1330 Arth. <$• Merl. 8738 (Kolbing), Leggeb
on be traitours vile, Sparep nou^t, ac sle doun ri^t. a 1400-50
Alexander 186 pan sail bat victoure }ow venge on sour
vile fais. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. a, 73T Repruffand thaim
as sottis wille.. For to lieff it fayntly, And leif lownderaris
caytefly. 1500-20 Dukb\r Poems xx. 14 In cumpanycheiss
honorable feiris, And fra vyle folkis draw the far on syd. 1535
Coverdale Job xv. 16 An abhominable and vyle man, which
dryncketh wickednesse like water. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-

dane's Comm. 237 b, Freers vile in lyfe and lcarnyng. 1603
Dekker Batchelars Banquet Wks. (Grosart) I. 156, I pray
thee wife tell me, where lies thy griefe ?.. wherevpon the
vile woman fetching a deepe sigh, makes this answere. 1677
Earl Essex in Essex Papers (Camden) II. 133 There is a
vile woman who has bin guilty of severall wicked practices

here. 1708 Prior Turtle
-f-
Sparrcnv 429 Notions like these,

from Men are giv'n, Those vilest Creatures under Heav'n.
(11715 Burnet Oivn Time (1766) II. 47, I was against the
making use of so vile a man. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. III.

578 A victim to the snare, That vile attorneys for the weak
prepare. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 591 In every age
the vilest specimens of human nature are to be found among
demagogues. 1883 Stevenson Silverado So. (1886) 37 With
that vile lad to head them off,., they would have, .stumbled
through the woods.
absol. 1817 Moore I. alia R.

%
Fire- Worshippers ii. 278

Bondage grows Too vile for ev'n the vile to bear !

b. Applied to animals, esp. of a destructive or

dangerous nature.

13 . . Sir Beues (A.) 2624 par-fore h'ti deide in dedli sinne.

..After in a lite while pai be-come dragouns vile. 1393
Langl. P. PLC. xxi. 158 Of alle fretynge venymes be vilest

is be scorpion, c 1450 Holland Hcnutat 88 The Howlet
wylest in wyce, Raikit vnder the rys. C1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 287 Lordis, behald, inwy the wyle dragoun,
In cruell fyr he byrnys this regioun.

3. Physically repulsive, esp. through filth or

corruption; horrid, disgusting.
Also depreciatingly applied to the body.
a 1300 Sarmun ui. in E. E. P. (1862) 1 To be-hend if we

wold loke, wel file hit is bat of us come. Ibid, iv, Hit is

wel vile pat commiJ> vte. 13. . SeuenSa^es (W.) 1353 Was
nowt the boi of wit bereued, Whan he tok his fader heued,
In a vil gouge slong hit inne? c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.
610 Ilk man..Suld thynk of be wrechednes of his kynde,
|>at es foul, and vile, and wlatsom. CX375 Sc. Leg.Saints
\\. (Paul) 773 At his mastere askit he, quhar-for nis birth

[sc. a frog] wes sa wile, sa foule, and sa horribyle. c 1423
Wyntoun Cron. u. 576 In bar bledderis bolnyt bilis And
alkyn brukandskab bat wile is. 1535 Coverdale Phil. iii.

ai Which shal chaunge oure vyle body, y' it mayc be like

fashioned vnto his glorious body. 1553 Eden Treat. New
Ltd. (Arb.) 17 The Image. .is surely a thing most vyle to
beholde, and no less terrible. 1560 Bible (Genev.) fVisd.

xi. 13 They, .worshiped serpents, that had not the vse of
reason, & vile beastes. ifi.. Sir W. Mure Sonn. xx. 2
Name spotted, fame defy!d,..Too long in such a carioun
vyle inclois'd. 1637 Prynne Will in Documents agst. I'.

(Camden) 96 My vile body I bequeath to the dust, c 1738
Wesley's Hymns (1744) 129 Array 'd in glorious Grace Shall
these vile Bodies shine. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist.
11. ii. 106 Hence runs a madding Dog. . : Thence a vile Pig
polluted with the Mire.

b. Of clothes, etc. : Mean, wretched.
i5j6Tini)ale Jos. \\. 2 A man.. in goodly apparell and..

a poore man in vyle rayment. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 465 b, They put upon hima most vilegarment. 1591
Si'enser M. Hubberd 465 Farrc vnfit it is, that person
bace Should with vile cloaths approach Gods maiestie. 1783
Crabbe Village 1. 204 Such is that room.. Where the vile

bands that bind the thatch are seen, And lath and mud are
all that lie between. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. i. 85, 1 will

pass, wrapped in a vile disguise ; Rags on my back.

4. Of conditions, situations, treatment, etc.:

Base or degrading in character or effect ; igno-

minious. Durance vile : see Durance 5.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4374 Wanne hii wolde. .noblemen,
as 3e beb, bringe in so vil seruage. 1340 Ayenb. \%i Huo

bet him let ouercome be his ulesse, he is ine a wel zor^uol

preldome and wel vil. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2140 Hit sittisvs

all, For to proffer our persons & our pure goodes, To venge
of our velany and our vile harine. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
\. 146 Thou has vs doyn a vyle dispyte, and broght thi self

to sorow and sitt. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 83 Many
thousandes of men. .lead away in so miserable & vyle cap-

tivitie. 1653 K-. Sanders Moles xlviii. 15 A Mole appearing
on the lower part, or tip of the ri^ht Ear. ..To a woman it

predicts, .she is desperately forlorn, and of most vile con-
ditions. 1718 Prior Henry <$• Emma 616 Rescue my poor
Remains from vile Neglect. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11.

ii, Such base-born children . .ought to be brought up to the
lowest and vilest offices of the Commonwealth. 1770-94
[see Durance 5]. 1784 Cowpkr Tiroc. 456 To work at a vile

trade For wages so unlikely to be paid. 1879 Fakrar St.

Paul (1883) 689 He had been a stave, in the vilest of all

positions.

5. Of things : Of little worth or account ; mean
or paltry in respect of value ; held in no esteem or

regard. Also absol.

c 1320 Cast. Loz'c 1 1 12 Woldestou bi finger ^eue, .. So
vnworp and so vyl chaffare to bugge? 1340 Ayenb. 82

Hi neconne. .deme. .betuene precious an vil. 1390 Gower
Conf. Prol. I. 33 This world.. That whilom was so magne-
fied, And now is old and fieble and vil. 1426 Lydg. De
Guil. Pitgr. 21132 A thyng of no valu, And. .Most wyl off

rcputacioun. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 6 b, The
transytory honours of this worlde sholde appere to vs vyle

and nought. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 233 b, That
doctryne began to wa.ve vyle to him every day more and
more. 1670 Moral State Eng. 24 Who contemneth Reli-

gion as a vile thing? who never uameth God but in his

Oaths or Burlesque? a 1677 Harrow Exp. Creed {1697) 23

The vilest and commonest stones. 1678 R. Barclay Apel.

Quakers V. § 23. 171 That it may_ cut off Iniquity from
him, and separate betwixt the Precious and the Vile. 1700
Howe Amb. SUp-Moth. 1. i. 261 All returns are vile, but

Words the poorest. Ibid. 424 Everlasting Fame Grows
vile in sight of thee. 1784 Cowper Task v. 589 That low

And sordid gravitation of his pow'rs To a vile clod. 1818

Shelley Rosal. $ Helen 667 All that others seek He casts

away, like a vile weed Which the sea casts unreturningly.

1867 Morris Jason VI. 388 And all the feasts that thou hast

shared erewhile With other kings, to mine shall be but vile,

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 75 Thou sea, wherein he counts

Not one inch of vile dominion.

b. Similarly of persons (or animals).

1340 Ayenb. 132 J?e zobe milde wyle by hyalde uor vyl,

na;t ase milde y-praysed. 1390 Gower Conf. Prol. I. 112

To so vil a povere wrecche Him deigneth schewe such
simplesce. 1398 TSEVisA Earth. De P. R. vi. xiv. (Bodl.

MS.), Soche children for trespas be made vile pore ser-

uauntes. c 1480 Henryson Fables, Lion <y Mouse 10 Thow
catyve wreche, and wyle vnworthy thing. 1540- 1 Elvot
Image Gov. 8 His bondemen and moste vile servauntes.

1548 Latimer Ptoughers (Arb.) 27 Appoynte them Judges
that are moost abiecte and vyle in the congregation. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. Oct. 37 Abandon then the base and
viler clowne, Lyft vp thy selfe out of the lowly dust. 1653
W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored 245 They shall be indigent,

Eoor and vile. 1674 Govt. Tongue iii. 20 Tis God only that

ath power of annihilation, and we (vile worms) seek here
to steal that incommunicable right 1718 Pope Iliad 11. 835
But if a clamorous vile plebeian rose, Him with reproof he
check "d, or tamed with blows.

to. Cheap, low (in price). Obs.

? 1490 RuleSt. Benet (Caxton) 134T0 bye suche cloth that is

made in that countre or prouynce, of the vilest and lyghtest

pryce. 1551 Crowley Pleas. <y Pain 185 In euery place Ye
made my bloude vylar then golde. 1598GRENEWEY 'Tacitus,

Ann. vi. iv. (1622) 127 The value of lands was rated at a
very low and vile price. 1601 B. Jonson Ev. Man in his

Hum. 1. i. 61 For he thats so respectlesse in his course Oft
sels his reputation vile and cheape.

6. Of poor or bad quality ; wretchedly bad or

inferior.

Now freq. used as an intensive to express strong dis-

approval or disgust.

a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 34 pe tre was vil and old. 13.

.

K. Alls. 5953 (Laud MS.), porou^ goddes wrethe [they]

shoten away, In to bat vile contreye. ci^ Laud Troy
Bk. 7274, 1-wis thei hadde a vile ny^t ; It my?t haue ben no
worse wedur, Off heuene & erthe hadde gvo to-gedur.

c 1400 Rule of St. Benet 2020 Schos bai sail haue... Of be
farest bai sal not by, Bot be vilist. 1521 Bra*lshau's St.

Werburge Prol. 20 [He] toke the payne and laboure Thy
legende to translate. .Out of latine in Englisshe rude and
vyle. 1551 Turner Herhal 115 Cistus. .that cummeth out

of arabia..is viler then the other be. 1700 Prior Carm.
Sec. iv, With the Blood of Jove there always ran Some viler

Part, some Tincture of the Man. 1746 Fkancis tr. Hor.,

Sat. n. v. 121 Writes he vile Verses in a frantic Vein? 1756

C Lucas Ess. Waters III. 259 This vile structure was, this

year, removed. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xvii, This appear-

ance of Craigengelt. .is a most vile augury for his future

respectability. 1841 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. Auto-da*

fe, A Vile compound, .called Olla podrida. 1851 Ruskin
Stones Ven. (1874) I. viii. 91 The vile cathedral of Orleans.

1003 Times 10 Jan. 6/6 It is scarcely possible to conceive a

viler day than . . this.

b. Used as an intensive emphasizing some bad

quality or condition ; f also, heavy, severe.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4164 pan fandis he furth,..Come lo

avelans vale J»are was a vile cheele. c 1400 Destr. Troy

1249 The bourder of his basnet [he} brestes in sonder. And

videt the viser with a vile dynt. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. 1.

265 Will he steale out of his wholsome bed To dare the

vile contagion of the Night? 1615 Work for Cutters 9,

I think that Powder is a vile bragger, he doth nothing

but cracke. i7i» Steele Sfrct. No. 474 r 1 lo.be obliged

to receive and return Visits, -is a vile Loss of 1 ime. 179a

Fehkiar Illusir. of Sterne ii. 54 The brightest wit is con-

founded with the vilest absurdity.

7. Comb., as vile-bom, -hearted, -natured, etc.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 7 Such a dongehvll knaue

and vyle borne -villeyne. 159 1 Spenser M. Hubberd 986

Be therefore counselled herein by me, And shake off this

26



VILE. 202 VILIFY.

vile halted cowardree. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 1. i, I

wonder how ill-featur'd, vile-proportion'd That one should
be [etc.]. 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor I, v. rule 8 §6 The
necessities of women married to.. morose vile-natur'd hus-
bands. 1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta II. 30 The Hayil
princes.. are perhaps mostly like vile-spirited in their youth.

B. adv. = Vilely adv. Now only in combs.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 16461 Iudasstode. .for to be-hald and se
Hu vile bat bai wit him delt. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2145
Ofte sith hit is sene. .That a victor of a victe is vile ouer-
comyn. 1590 Spenser F. Q. tl. x. 18 The noble daughter
of Corineus Would not endure to De so vile disdatnd. 1595
Shaks. John 11. i. 586 A most base and vile-concluded
peace. 1601 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. v, No, no song;
twill be vile out of tune, a 1734 North Lives, Guilford
(1890) I. 288 Roe was a close servant of Monmouth's : which
comes vile near siding against his master and benefactor
the Duke of York. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 16 Feb. 1/3 The
vile-smelling tramp on which we had taken passage. ^

f C. sb. A base or despicable person. Obs.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 818 Sche wolde be more certayn

That he schulde here no-wayes be-gile Ne holde here affur
for no vile, c 1400 Song ofRoland 76 They synnyd so sore
in tat ylk while that many men wept and cursid bat vile.

1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Vyle, a noughty person, loricart.

t Vile, v. Obs. Also 4, 6 vyle, 4 vili. [ad.

AF. and OF. viler to blame, revile, or aphetic for

Avile v.~\

1. trans. To bring to a vile or low condition ; to

abase or degrade. Also rejl.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 802 pus he bigan is mone ; Alas,
alas, bou luber wate [= Fortune], bat vilest me bus one, pat
bus clene hringst me adoun. a 1300 Leg, Rood (1871) 34
pe tre was vil and old ; and to vih our lord also. .3m hem
bo^te bat tre to vair hat he were heron ido. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. B. 863 Avoy 1 hit is your vylaynye, 3c vylen your
seluen. 1536 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 288 That the
hye god omnipotent wolde vouchesafe to vyle hymself so
lowe. 1530 Palsgr. 765/2 Thou oughtest to be a shamed
to vyle thy selfe with thyn yvell tonge,

2. To revile.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25509 Suet lauerd !. -baa felun juus dai
and night, vild [Fairf, reuiled] be wit al bair might.

3. To defile.

c 1400 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 147 In be ny^t byfore he
viled hym self [L. sefcedasset] with a comoun womman.
Vile, southern ME. var. File sb. 1

, v.\ and v. 2

Vile cotte, obs. form of \Vyltecoat.

Vilefy, obs. form of Vilify v.

t Vilehead. Obs.- 1
[f. Vile a.] Vileness.

1340 Ayenb. 130 Huanne be man..knaub his pourehede,

be vilhede, be brotelhede of his beringe.

Vilein, Vilein- : see Villain, Villein, etc.

Vileins, variant of Villains Obs.

f Vilely, a. Obs.—1 In 5 villiche, filich. [f.

Vile a. Cf. next.] Vile in appearance.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. x. vii. (Tollem. MS.), The

fayrer it was by bis firste onynge to be fye, be more
unsemely and be more villiche [Bodl. MS. filich; L. vilior]

in quenchynge of be fyre.

Vilely (v3i*l,li), adv. Forms: a. 3-4 villiche

(4-5 fllliche), 4 vylliche, vyllyche. 0. 3-5
viliche (4 vileche), 5 vilich; 4 vilike, wilik

;

4, 6 vyly, 6-7 vylie
; 4, 6-7 vily (4-5 vili), 6

vilie, vilye. 7. 4-5 vileliche (5 villiliche), 4
vilelik, 4, 6- vilely (6 vylely). [f. Vile a. +
-ly 2

}
after AF. and OF. vilemenl.] In a vile

manner (in various senses of the adj.).

a. £1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 296/82 Huy nomen and drowen
bis holie man villiche boru3 pe strete, Forto huy comen
with-oute toun. ^1300 St. Margarete 123 Hire suete
tendre flesch so filliche to-drawe was so; Alias, hou mi^te
eni man for reube such dede do. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W .)

1433 And than before the folk him bring, And thourgh the
toun him villiche driue. 1340 Ayenb. 133 pet is wylny..to
by y-hyealde vyl and villiche to by v-dra^e.

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 15833 pai huited on him viliker pan
he had ben a hund. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2609
No man was so hardy To bryng hym byng opunly, pat he
ne shulde vyly be shent. a 1340 Hampole Psalter i. 6
Hathen men sal viliere be dampned. 1388 Wyclif Lev.
xviii. 28 Be ;e war, lest it caste out viliche also 30U in lijk

manere. C1400 Destr. Troy 6912 Vlixes, his aune cosyn,..
To venge of pat vilany vili dissirit. c 1425 Eng. Cong.
Ireland 4 Of the schame bat hyme was done, & of bat bat
he was so vilich out of hys kynd lond Ldryue. 1553 T.
Wilson Rhet. 56 b, We shall sone make our adversaries to
be lothed, if we. .declare how cruelly, how vilie, and how
maliciously thei haue vsed other men heretofore. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 62, I will neyther cowardlye shrinke,
nor vilye forsake my flocke committed to my charge. 1616
Chami'ney Voc, Bps. 119 For which reason doubtles do our
English Puritans esteeme so vily of ordinations made by
Bishops. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 1. iv. § 6. 132 It ts..a
vile thing, vily to obey any vile thing, such as sin is.

y. 13.. Cursor M. 16951 (G5tt.), He bat neuer no sin did,
vr sinnes all he bare, And vilelik for vs was ledd. 13.,
K. Alts. 3068 (Laud MS.), Ne had myne hauberk ben
be strongere pou haddest me vilely yslawe. c 1430 Pilgr.

LyfManhode iv. ii. (1869) 175 pilke beste was disgised so
vileliche, and so foule figured bat [etc.]. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 86 Declaringe howe vylely, vylaynously, and violently

he had byn vsed of owre men. 1581 Mulcaster Positions
xxxvii. (1887) 161 So vilely to abuse, where they ought to

honour. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. i. 21 The shield of the mightie
is vilely cast away. 1694 Wood Life (O. H. S.) III. 462
The commons [were] enraged at it and spoke vilely of the

Earl of Abandon and his son—calld them Jacobites. 174s
P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 144 This so generally re-

ceived, tho' vilely mistaken Opinion, has caused many poor
Sufferers to Endure more.. than from the Distemper it-

self. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxxi, How is it, sir, that.. his

daughter [is] vilely seduced as a recompence for his

hospitality? 18x5 Scott Guy M. xxi, Some drawings I

have attempted, but I succeed vilely. 1856 Mrs. Browning
Aur. Leigh ix. 619 A woman proud As I am, and I'm very
vilely proud. 1894 Gladstone Horace in. v. 20 Swords, that

Roman once had been, From unresisting legions vilely ta'en.

Vilenage, obs. form of Villeinage.

Vileness (vsWnes). Also 5-6 vylenesse,
6-7 vilenes(se, 6 vylynesse. [f. Vile«. + -ness.]

fl. Foulness, filthiness, foul matter. Obs.

1495 Trezdsa's Barth. De P. R. vin. xxviii, (Caxton) 341
Though it passe by vylenesseand fylthe, it is not defoylled.

1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 229 By suche vilenes

disfigure they nature, Their chekes dirtie, their teeth by
rustines Blacke, foule and rotten, expresseth their vilenes.

1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Vylenesse, notbyng clenly, fetardise.

155a Huloet, Vilenes, fylth, or ordure, sordes.

2. The quality or character of being morally

vile; moral depravity ; baseness of character.

1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 169 b, Secondaryly [are

to he considered] the vylenesse, vnkyndnesse, & vnworthy-
nesse of man to that loue. 1555 Bradforth in Strype Eccl.
Mem. (1721) III. App. xlv. 128 The natural disposition of
the Spaniards whose vylenes doubtles I cannot showe. 1588
Marfrel. Epist. (Arb.) 32, I will so lay open your vilenes

yat I wil make the very stoones in Kingstone streets shall

smell of your knaueries. 1635 Life Long Meg of Westm.
xviii. 46 (Hindley), I do enjoin you that.. you come into

the church, and there . . declare to the people the vileness of
your life, a 1677 Barrow Wks. (16S7) I. vii. 85 God being
most holy and pure, ..we, sensible of our corruption and
vileness, may be fearfull and shy of coming near unto him.

1693 Creech in Drydens Juvenal xiii. (1697) 318 He ex-

patiates on the Vileness of the Times. 1740-2 Richardson
Pamela (1785) III. x. 45 Her Vileness could hardly be
equalled by the worst Actions of the most abandoned Pro-
curess. 1769 Lett. Junius \. (1788) 37 Judges are superior
to the vileness of pecuniary corruption. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. li. 4 Is there no baseness we would hide ? No inner
vileness that we dread? 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. i. 8

One of the very few worthies who had redeemed the vileness

of a reign. 1880 E. White Cert. Relig. 95 The vileness ofthe
temper which affronts the Eternal Mercy by the response of
a scoffing criticism.

b. An instance of this.

1863 Pusev in Oxf Lent. Serm. 14 When years of life have
been spent in such preference of self, self-will, ambition,
vilenesses to God. 187a Ruskin Eagle's N. §79 Ghastly
convulsions in thought, and vilenesses in action.

3. Low or mean condition.

1549 Covfrdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. xv. 41 He ther-

fore submitted hym self to our vilenes, to thend lie would
by ly tie and lytle exalt vs to a hygher state.

4. Extreme badness or worthlessness.
1723 T. Thomas in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.)

VI. 74 One [picture] which, upon account of the vileness

of the artist, ought not to have been placed there. 1807
Anna M. Porter Hungar. Bro. iv. (1832) 40 While she plied
the modelling-sticks, or the chisel, with equal vileness.

Vilena(ly, varr. Villains(ly Obs.

Vilentyne : see Volentine.

t Vilesse. Obs. rare. [a. OF. villesse (-esce),

var. viellesce, etc. (mod.F, vieillesse), f. vieil old.]

Old age.
C1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 32 Thouhe she be

yong, yet wol she. .take a buffard riche of gret vilesse.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. ix. (1869) 181 pou shall,

quod she, wite whan bou hast seyn vilesse, and bat she shal
bicomen in bee. And where is vilesse, quod j, and where
dwelleth she, and what thing is it? [In ch.lv, p. 202, of
this work the reading viletee is prob. an error for vilece.\

Vilet, Vi'let, obs. forms of Violet.

tVilety. Obs. Forms: a. 3-5 vilte (uilte,

4 fllte), 4-5 vylte, 6 vilty. 0. 4-5 vilete, 5-6
vylete(e, 6 vilety, 6-7 viletie. [a. AF. and
OF, vilte ( = It. viia, Pr. viltat), i. vil Vile a. Cf.

Vilitv.] Vileness, in various senses ; a vile action,

a. a 1225 Ancr. R. 380, I hwuche uilte, i hwuche wo, he
ledde his lif on eor^e. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) io8r Gret
vilte bou askest ous, wanne we of one kunde Beb icome.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5206 He bat was hanged on
a tre Bysyde Ihesu for vylte. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xlix.

22 pat bou wit bat pou ill did and see \>\ vilte. 13. . E. E.
Allit. P. B. 199 Neuer get in no boke breued I herde pat
euer he wrek so wyberly on werk bat he made, Ne venged
for no vilte of vice ne synne. c 1400 Rule St. Benet lviii.

(Prose) 38 AHe be uiltez bat,man wille put hir to. 14 . . .S\ E.
Leg. (MS. Bod). 779) in Herrig's Archiv LXXXII. 352/84
Foneue hem bis gult bat dob me soch filte. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. -2c^f\ After the passion the Crosse was moche
enhaunced for the vylte was transported in to preciousyte.

1598 Barret Theor. IVarres v. i. 148 Whosoeuer shall.,

loose the same [horse] through vilty or negligence.

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 20340 par-for baror* hei [v.r. hauej
bou be thoght,..bat tai do me na vilete, c 145011. De Imi-
tatione DL xxiii. 93 Having euer in mynde his oune wicked*
nes & his vilete. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. vtii. 74 For yf ..it

happed that.. [I] put the to deth it shold to me be vylete
and reproche. 1504 Atkvnson tr. De Imitatione m. xxiv.
217 If man consyder well his vylete, pouerte & great in-

digence. 1576 Bedingfield tr. Cardanus' Comf. 57 b, And
misery, vilety, shame,.. are al more euil then death. 1602
Secar Hon. Mil. $ Civ, in. v. 118 Better it is therefore to
iustifie honour by Armes, then incurre suspition of viletie.

Vileyn(e, obs. ff. Villain a.
t
Villein. Vil-

eyne, etc., obs. ff. Villainy. Vileyna, var.

Villains a. Obs. Vilful(ly, obs. Sc. ff. Wil-
ful(ly. Vili, obs. f. Vilely adv.

tViliaco. Obs. Also villiaco, vili-, viliago.
[ad. It. vigliacco ( » Pg. velhaco

y
Sp. bellaco, obs.

F. viliaque, vieillaque) :—pop.L. *viliaecum, -us, f.

L. vTlis vile.] A vile or contemptible person ; a
villain, scoundrel,
a. 1599 B. Jonson Ev, Man out ofHum. v. iii, Now out,

base viliaco ! Thou my resolution ! 1602 Dekker Satirom.
Wks. 1873 I. 187 Before they came near the great hall, the
faint-hearted villiacoes sounded at least thrice. 1630 j
Taylor (Water P.) Jacke-a-Lent Wks. 1. 115/2 Panders
are plagued, and the chiefe Commanders of these valorous
villiacoes. .purchase the inheritance of a Jayle.

. 0- ?593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 48 Me thinkes alreadie
in this ciuill broyle I see them Lording it in London streets,
Crying Villiago vnto all they meete. 1607 Dekker &
Webster Sir T. Wyatt E ij b, A Dondego is a desperate
Viliago, a very Castilian, God blesse vs. 1651 Randolph's
Hey for Honesty n. i. 10 Why you Villiago's, my master
has brought home an old lame . . Dotard.
Viliage, obs. form of Village.

t Vilicate, v. Obs.- 1 [Perhaps a misprint for

vilificate.] trans. To vilify.

1646 R. Junius Cure of Misprision §54. 113 Basenesse,
what it cannot attaine to, it will vilicate and deprave.
Viliche, Vilie, obs. forms of Vilely adv.

t Vili-ficate,/a. pple. Obs.-1 [ad. late L. vili-

ficat-us, pa. pple. oivilijicare Vilify v.] Rendered
vile.

a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomezv's (E.E.T.S.) 48 This
suttell serpent, transformyng hym-self yn-to the lyknes of a
fair yonge man, . . more vyiyfycat with precyous ornamentis,
than I-bewtified for shynyng of his bewte.

Vilification (viditik^'-Jan). [ad. L. type
*vilificdtio : see Vilify v. and -fication. So
OF. vilification (15th cent.).]

1. The action of rendering vile in worth or estate

;

degradation. rare~ l
.

1630 Donne Deaths Duell (1632) 22 That.. that priuat and
retir'd man. .must [in his dust], .bee mingled with the dust
of euery high way. ..This is the most inglorious and con-
temptible vilification.

2. The action of vilifying by means of abusive
language ; reviling ; an instance of this.

1653 " More Def Cabbala Pref. 83, 1 will not deny, but
they have mingled their own fooleries with it. . : Such as.

.

reproaches against the Pleasures of the Body; Vilification
of Marriage, and the like. 1660 Trial Regie. (1679) 203
Then you spake in vilification of Monarchical Government.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 230 Either way is declared that
which isa contumely and vilification ofGod. 1780 Bentham
Princ. Legist, xviii. § 34 Thus we have twogenera or kinds
of offences against reputation merely; to wit, 1. Defama-
tion and 2. Vilification or Revilement. 1859 Boyd Recreat.
Country Parson iii. 83 Ifyou try. .to live an honest, chris-

tian life, it will go hard, but you will live down such mali-
cious vilification, a 1884 M. Pattison Mem. (1885) 322 The
whole literary effort of the Catholic reaction, .had been
directed to beating down his fame by an organised system
of detraction and vilification.

b. An abusive remark or speech, rare.

1709 Strype Ann. Ref[ I. xxxii. 524 This epistle was
made up of falsehoods, misrepresentations and vilifications.

a 1734 North Lives (1826) II. 164 In the mean time vilifi-

cations plenty there were at their tongues' end.

3. The action of bringing into disrepute.

165a Earl Monm. tr. Benti7soglio's Hist. Relat. 134 The
losse of reputation (the soul of Empire) to the Crown of

Spain ; the Truce being made to the so much vilification

thereof.

Vilifier (vi'lifaiaj). [f. next.] One who vili-

fies ; a defamer or abuser.
16x1 Florio, Vilificatore, a vilifier, a debaser. 1691 Wood

Ath. O.xon. 1. 103 He [T. Robertson] was a great Oppugner
and Vilifier of the Questionists in the University. 1707
Hearne Collect. 6 June (O.H.S.) II. 18 A Vilifier of the
Common-Prayer, a 1718 Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 713
Those that are Disturbers and Vilifiers of them that believe

in Him. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. li. 288 Meantime,
the modern Prometheus.. stood conspicuously erect, con-

fronting his vilifier and the privy council. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 28 Mar. 5/4 The apology extracted from his vilifier

is the smallest retribution which can be exacted.

Vilify (vrlifai), v. Also 5-8 vilifie, 7 villifle,

8 -fy ; 6 vilefy, 7 villefle. [ad. late L. vilificdre

(Jerome), f. vilis Vile a. : see -(i)fy. Hence also

It. vilificaret
Pr., Pg. vilificar.']

1. trans. To lower or lessen in worth or value

;

to reduce to a lower standing or level ; to make of

little (or less) account or estimation. Also rejl.

Freq. in the 17th c. ; now rare or Obs.

(a) c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. ix. 76 If. . I vilifie myself
& bringe me to nou3t,..& make me dust as I am, hi grace

shal be merciful to me. 1617 Moryson Itin. mi. 85 He who
vilifies himselfe, doth not thereby save one penny. 1630
Brathwait Eng. Gentlem, (1641) 21 Who humbled himself

in the forme of man..: vilifying himself to make man like

himself. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. \x\\. 253 The
recompenses which God hath promised to those that vilify

themselves to serve him. a 1684 Leighton Comm., 1 Peter

1. 23 (1850) 212 Are you not born to a better inheritance ?.

.

Why then do you vilify yourselves?

(b) 1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 4. 251 Long delayes and
many suites vilifie the giftes ;..for..it is bought dearely,

which is purchased with long prayers. 1645 Milton
Telrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 157 Such a manage, wherin the

minde is so disgrac't and vilify 'd below the bodies interest,

..is not of Gods institution. 1654 Whitlock Zootomies. 448
Though seeming Commendations,, .yet. .enough to vilifie,

and cheapen the Noblest Merit. 1677 Govt. Venice 129

The Republick of Venice not only detains their Dukes
Prisoners in their Palace,.. but it daily retrenches their

Pnviledges, to vilifie them the more. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. 29 It would vilify, and, I may say, vulgarize

the Almighty, to imagine him resident among ourselves.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 147 The wealth and pride of indivi-

duals, .makes the man of humble rank and fortune sensible

of his inferiority, and degrades and vilifies his condition.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, v, 207 When [a hierarchy's]

distinctions of rank are of such vast compass as to vilify the

humbler clerical orders.



VILIORATE.

+ b. To make morally vile; to degrade; also,

to defile or dirty. Obs.
16x5 J. Taylor (Water P.) Taylor's Rev. Wks. (1630) 11.

1 46/1 Such Motley, Medley, Linsey-Woolsey speeches
Would sure haue made thee vilifie thy breeches. 1619 H,
Hutton Follie's Anat. (Percy Soc.) 19 You vilifie your
selfe with endlesse shame, Imposing scandall toeach poet's
name. 1667 Milton P.L. xi. 513 Thir Makers Image.,
then Forsook them, when themselves they villifi'd To serve
ungovern'd appetite. 1684 Contempt. St. Man 1. iv. (1699)
38 Altho* the Soul be of it self of a most Noble Substance,
yet his Vices do so much vilifie it, that he makes it more
abominable than the Body. 1781 [see Vilifying/*/*/. a\
absol. 1749 Chesterf. Lett. (1774) I. 44o.Nothing vilifies

and degrades more than pride.

+ C. To bring disgrace or dishonour upon. Obs.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 139 The Anabaptists, .resisting

the most painfull godly Ministers, and reproaching and
vilifying them, by their wicked lives. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

BoecalinVs Advts.fr. Parnass, 1. lxxxvii. (1674) 117 [They]
blush to think that their Ancestors have so shamefully
vilified their house. 1674 tr. Scheffers Lapland ix. 34
Their Priests, who either take no care of instructing the
people, or vilify their doctrine by the sordidness of their
lives. 1749 Smollett Regicide It. x, Heav'n shall not see
A deed so abject vilify my name.

2. + &. To depreciate or disparage in discourse
;

to talk slightingly or contemptuously of. Obs.
(passing into next).

1586 Day Eng. Secretary \. (1595) 77 Your Vncles care,
was by vilefying his wealth vnto you . .to purchase for you
the endowment of a farre more greater and assured treasure.
1619 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 288 The Pontifician so
much depressing and vilifying his owne indisposition. 1645
Pagitt Heresiogr.{ed, 2)71 As these Sectaries villefie others,
so they magnifie themselves. 1667 Anne Wyndham King's
Concealm. (1681) 53 Some envious persons have sought to
diminish and vilifie the faithful services which the Colonel
..performed. 1691 Ray Creation 1.(1692) i62Todisparage,
deride, and vilifie those Studies which themselves skill not
of. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. Hi. Wks. 1874 I. 180, I express
myself with caution, lest I should be mistaken to vilify

reason. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 117 p 1 The disposi-
tion of vulgar minds to ridicule and vilify what they cannot
comprehend.

b. To depreciate with abusive or slanderous
I

language ; to defame or traduce ; to speak evil of.
'

1598 Marstqn Sco. Villanie Prol. (1599) 168 When I once
j

hear.. some span-new come fry Of Innes a-court striuing to
vilcfy My dark reproofes. 1624 Gatakek Transubst. 51
After he hath thus spent some part of his railing Rhetoriclc
in traducing and vilifying this Protesianticai Divine his !

Adversary. 1659 T. Peckk Parnass. Puerp. 175 Mother-in-
Lawcs, Poets much Vilifie. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div.
Concl. Pref. §5 Not.. to hate and flye from one another;
nor to vilifie and backbite one another. 1713 Steele
Englishman No. 13. 83, I have really taken a secret Plea-
sure in seeing him employed in villifying me. a 1720 Sewel
Hist, Quakers (1795) I. iv. 348 One of those persons whom
even his enemies could not vilify without praising him.
1764 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. iii. (1765) 351 Randolph,

!

in return, vilified Dudley, in a great number of letters.

1842 Borrow Bible in Spain xxxviii, The priestly party..
spared no effort to vilify me. 1850 Mrs. Jamieson Leg.
Monast. Ord. (1863) 115 He was slandered and vilified by
the corrupt monks. 1889 G. C. Brodrick in Ox/ Chron.
11 May 7/7 Those who had devoted their whole influence to
vilifying such a remedial policy.
absol. a 1854 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. iv. (1855) 439 So

j

artfully does he misrepresent them, so vehemently does he :

vilify.

t o. To regard as worthless or of little value ; •

to contemn or despise. Obs. (Common in 1 7th c.) !

1598 Marston Sco. Villanie in. x. (1599) 223 Opinion !

mounts this froth vnto the skies, Whom iudgemente reason
I

iustly vilifies. 1641 Baker Chron., Hen. /, 60 A private !

man, vilified, and thought to have but little in him. 1652-
6a Heylyn Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 64 Gold here so vilified that
they exchange it gladly for Brass. 1671 Trenchfield Cap
Gray Hairs (1688) 40 For no man but vilifies that person in
his own estimate, who is loose bodied upon that account.

+ 4. intr. To become common or worthless; to
lose value. Obs.—1

a 1654 Binning Sinners Sanctuary x. Wks. (1735) 210/1 It
j

is Ignorance that magnifies other Mysteries, which vilify ;

through Knowledge.
Hence Vilified ///. a. ; Vilifying vbl. sb. and

|

ppl. a. ; Vi'lifyingly adv.
1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiv, He knows how willingly 1

Clement Blair will lay down a* vilified life upon earth. 1611
Bible Transl. Pre/, p 12 Their second defence of their
"vilifying and abusing of the English Bibles. 1643 Chas. I !

Proclam. Wks. 1662 II. 345 To countenance the vilifying '

of the Book of Common Prayer. 1676 Hale Contempt. 11.

183 In the midst of all the. .Vilifyings that the World heaps
j

upon me. 1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xv, I will not recite
\

all the 'vilifying language, .which he was affronted with.
1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 81 That vilifying Malice and

j

Contempt, which Proud and Profligate People.. let fly at
;

Them and their Office. 1781 J. Moore View Soc. It. (1700) !

II. 1. 68 Free from all the villifying effects of dirt. 168a
Bunyan Holy War 203 Thou didst also teach the Town of
Mansoul to speak contemptuously, and Vilifyingly of their
great King Shaddai.

Vilike, obs. f. Vilely adv.

t VHiorate, v. Obs.-1
[f. L. vtlior

t
com par.

of vilis Yitz a.
t after meliorate.'] trans. To make

less good ; to worsen.
a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 303 There is a medium in the

watery temperature of the earth, either extream of which ,

viliorates the juice.

t Vilitvnty. Obs-1
[f. as prec] The fact of

j

being cheaper or of less value.
1703 [R- «w»1 City <* C. Purchaser 281 Mr. Wing's I

Price* are much cheaper than those about London ;. . which
j

203

. . proceeds from the Viliority of Commodities in his
Countrey.

Vilipend (vrlipend), v. Also 5-6 vylypende
(5 philipend), 6 vilypend, 7 villipende, 8

-pend ; 6 velipend, Sc, weliepend ; 6-7 vile-

pend(e. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) vilipender, or ad.

L. vilipendere, f. vilis vile, worthless + pendere
to consider, esteem. Cf. It. viiipendere

} Sp. and
Pg. vilipettdiar.']

1. trans. To rate or regard as being of little

value or consequence ; to contemn or despise ; to

treat contemptuously or slightingly.
Very common C1500-1660, in some cases not clearly dis-

tinguishable from sense 2.

c 1470 G. Ashbv Active Policy 105 For youre birthe of
theim discended, In whome al vices ben vilipended, c 1480
Henryson Fables, Lion <y Mouse 135, For thy trespas thow
can mak na defens, my noble persoun thus to vilipend.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. xxxvi. 41b 1

The chyrches were pylled; and the sacred vesselis vyly-
pended or dyspysed. 150a Atkynson tr- De Imitatione
in. xlvii. (1893) 234 The more profoundly, .he descendeth in

humble consyderadon of hym selfe and vylypendynge hym
selfe. 1573 L. Lloyij Marrow 0/ Hist. (1653) 157 Phidias
. .was threatned with death, to vilipend so great a Goddess
and to make her in Ivory, which was wont to be honoured
iii Marble. 1606 Holland Sucton. Annot. 25 Whom they
did vilipend and despise, they were wont to cast stones at
their Images and Statues. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vii. § 3
(1643) 331 The terrible accidents that succeed eclipses may
not be forgotten nor vilipended. 1694 Motteux Rabelais
v. 251 Since, thanks to Jove's Benignity you're valid, Choose
not a frigid State, while yours is calid, Unless Salubrity
you vilipend. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 4 Aug., I would
not willingly villipend any Christian, if pcradventure he
deserveth that epithet. 1814 Scott IVav. xiii, A youth
devoid of that petulant volatility, which is impatient of, or
vilipends, the conversation and advice of his seniors. 1856
Froudk Hist. Eng. I. 182 One Richard Hunt was summoned
..for vilipending his lordship's jurisdiction. 1879 Fahrar
St. Paul II. 213 This then is the proof that the doctrine of
Justification is not contrary to Scripture, and does not vili-

pend, but really establish the Law.

2. To speak of with disparagement or contempt

;

to represent as contemptible or worthless ; to

abuse or vilify. (Common in 19th c.)

a 1529 Skelton Bk.3 Poles Wks. 1843 I. 202 If that I am
exalted vnto honoure. . thou wylt vilepende me with thy
wordes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V//I, 246 b, Vilipend-
yng all holy Religion, affirmyng it to bee an abusion of
the people.

_ 1584 Leycesters Commw. (1641) 90 Hee-.did
diminish, vilipend, and debase among his friends, the in-
estimable benefites hee hath received from her Majesty.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1120 Wherein he doth vili-

pend and mocke Socrates most, in that he demaundeth the
question, What is man ? 1651 C- CartwRIGHT Cert. Relig.
1. 76 You shall find Luiher. .vilipending those books of
Scripture, which were received into the Canon, a 1806
C. J. Fox Reign Jas. //(180S) p. viii. Even Dryden, who
speaks with proper respect ofCorneille, vilipends Racine.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xviii, Menacing the youth with
maledictions.. and vilipending the poor innocent girl as the
basest and most artful of vixens. 1880 Meredith Tragic
Com. (1881) 227, I am the object of her detestation. .She
will seize her opportunity to vilipend me
Hence ViTiponded ///. a. ; Vi'lipending vbl.

sb. and ppl. a. Also ViTipender, one who vili-

pends ; Vilipe'nditory a.
t
abusive.

1836 HOB. Smith Tin Trump. I. 9 Pleasant was the well-
known revenge of the •villipended author. 1849 H. Mayo
Pop.Superst. (1851) 197 Trie long-vilipended influence of
Mesmer. 183a Westm, Rev. July 133 He., would deserve
to be laughed at with the mathematical *vilipender of
Milton's poem. 1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 463 In
manifest Vilipending of thair Hienessis autoritie. a 1626
Bp. Anorf.wrs Comw. Decalogue 508 (T.), If it be to the
scorning and vilipending of a man, it may be called the sin
of the men of Succoth, who slighted Gideon. 1659 C.Noble
Answ. Immod. Queries 6 What greater vilipendings. .can
be cast upon any man ? 1884 Manch. Exam. 20 Feb. 4/7
An occasion for a wholesale vilipending of the Government.
1618 Hist. Pcrkin IVarbeck 15 Neither security or presume-
tion. .of their owne great nesse, . .nor Vilipending and slight
regard of the contrary, a 171a Fountainhali. Decis. I. 548
The Lords., considered his. .vilipending expressions and
carriage, and thought that deserved a fine, 1824 Scott
St. Rattan's xii, Sir Hingo. .was.. in a thoughtless and vili-

pending humour, a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. U%$t) II. 195
The passionate Romeo, and the vilipending Mercutio. 1884
Kenttal Merc.ff Times-Z2 Feb. 5/3 If 'vilipenditory rhetoric
could overthrow a Government then Mr. Gladstone ought
to have collapsed.

t Vilipendency. Obs. rare. [f. prec: see

-ency.] The expression of disparagement or

contempt.
*653 Waterhouse Apot. Learn. 149 The mighty Goliahs

of Rome, who by this way of vilipendency, hope to give our
Clergies flesh to be food for the birds of the Air. a 1670
Hacket A bp. Williams L (1692) 77 Some Lords,.. not con-
tent with that vilipendency, ..would have this contempt
agains' the prelates inserted in their Journal Hook.

tVilipe nclious, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

Cf. Pg. vilipendioso.] Contemptible. AlsoVili-
pendiously .;./>•

, abusively, opprobriously.
1536 in Froude Hist. Eng. {1858) III. 168 (They

inquired whether Cromwell,] whom they called most vili-

pendiously, [was put WH of the king's council], 1630 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Laugh $ be Fat Wks. 11. 70/1 Thou
ignoble horse-rubbing peasant,.. being but a vihpendious
mechanical Hostler.

t Vilipension. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 5-6
vilipensioun, 6 -pentioun, 7 vilepension. fa.

OK. vilipen$ion
l
-petition, or ad. med.L. vi!ipensio

t

VILL.

noun of action f. L. vilipendere Vilipend v. Cf.

also It. vilipensione.'] 'The action or fact of con-
temning or despising.

1456 Sm G. Have Gov. Princes (S.T.S.) 98 Mekle lauchtcr
..engenderis vilipensioun and lichtlynes quhen it excedis.
1500 20 Dunbar Poems ix. 116, I synnit in ..he cxaltit arro-
gance, ..derisioun, scorue and vilipentioun. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 512 With so grit schame and laic, In
vilipemioun of the nobill blude. 1574 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. II, 386 Committand heirthrow. .contemptioun and
vilipensioun of his authorise and lawis. 1601 Ibid. VI. 377
In grittar contempt and vilipensioun of his Majestic 1651
in Maitt. CI. Misc. III. 274 In vilepension of his precious
blwd sched for me and mankynd.

b. The condition of being despised.
1538 Abp. Drown in St. Papers Hen. Vllt (1834) III. 6

The very occasiouer and author off the vilipension and con-
tempt that I am yn.

Vilipe*nsive, a. [t. ppl. stem of L. vilipen-
de~re; see -ivt;.] Abusive.
1824 Blackw. Mag. XVI. 3 Strains not simply laudative

,

of Oporto, but vituperative and vilipensive of Bourdeaux.
1838 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 468 Southey.. tacks vilipensive
prefixes and postfixes to several of these.

Vility (vsrliti). Obs. exc. arch. Forms: 5-6
vilite, vylyte, vylite, vilitee, 6-7 vilitie, 7, y
vility. [a. OF. (also mod.!1'.) vilite (var. oivilte"

VlLETY), ad. L. vilitas, f. vilis Vile a. : see -IT*.

So It. zi!ita.~\

1. Yileness of character or conduct ; moral de-
gradation or baseness.
1388 Wvclif Deut. xxiv. j If. .sche fyndith not grace

bifor hise i^en for sum vilite [L.viiitattw], he schal write a
libel .. of forsakyng. 1502 ATKVNSON tr. De Imitatione
in. v. (1S91) 199 That all vylyte or synne, specially thyn
owne synne & foulenes, dy^please the. 1549 Chalonf.r
F-rasm. on Lolly Piij, They coumpt it vilitee for theim to
yelde theyr valiant joules to God, any where els than in a
foughten fielde. 1599 Sandys EurppaeSpec. (1632) 209 Then
surely have wee nut now so great cause to dread him, a->

to blame our selves and our wranglings and vility.

1888 Doughty Arabia Vescrta I. 556 Ztlots, who of their
natural vility were busy-bodies, questioners of other men's
religion,

f 2, a. Mean or low estimate. Obsr~x

C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodc \. Ixi. (1S69) 37 For charitee
holdtth in cheertee that that oolbere holden in vilitee.

fb. Meanness or lowliness of condition. Obs.

1549 Cowpl. Scot/, xx. 170 Al ^our gloire, veltht, and dig-
nite, sal change in vilite. c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng,
(1893) 1^3, 1 mervaile mucbe theare i.^ anie (seinge a vilitie

and conlempte of the thinge) will occupie the feate of hus-
bandrie at all. 1596 Bell Sutv. Popery 11. iv. 165 He
suffered.. in time of his infancie, baseness of his mothers
womb, pouertie, asperitie, vilitie in the manger, a 1618 J.
Davies (Heref.) Witte's Pilgr. Ixxii, TheSunne..Disdatnes
nut to behold the basest Worme, To glad bis Soule and
grace his vility. 1664 H. Moke Myst. Iniq.vi. 17 That idle

mistake ..may probably be grounded upon the seeming
vility of these figures. 1696 Kennbtt Rom. Antiq. 11. v.

vi. 2S1 The Comedians wore these [sc. socci] to represent the
vility of the Persons they represented.

f o. Lowness ot value or price ; cheapness. Obs,
1623 Cockeram E'ng. Diet, it, Cheapnes, vility. 1638

pENKBTHMAN Artach. Cij, Such vilitie or cheapnesse of.,

graine, as 6(i. the Quarter. 1674 Stavelev Rom. Horse-
leech (1769) 221 The vility of habits [i.e. dress] should be
measured by the custom of every country.

+ 3. Impurity, filth. Obs.

1540 Sc. Acts, Jos. KO814) II. 374/2 Hecaus of be vilite

bat cumis be slaying of flesche be the flescheouris. 1545
Raynai.d Byrth Mankyndc 44 The refute, drosse, & vilar

part of the outher bind, .separated fioni the purer for tlie

vylite & euel qualite therin comprehendyd.

Vill(vil). Alsn6-8(9)ville. [a. AF. vi/l, vile,

OF. vile, vylle, ville farm, country-house, village,

collection of villages around a city (mod.F. ville

town) :—L. villa : sec Villa sb.]

1. Law and Hist. A territorial unit or division

under the feudal system, consisting of a somber of

houses or buildings with their adjacent lands, mote
or less contiguous and having a common organiza-

tion ; corresponding to the Anglo-Saxon tithing

and to the modern township or civil parish.

1596 Bacon Maxims Com. Law m. (1630) 14 If. .part of

the ville is his severall, and part his waste and common-
a x6»5 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 261 A plea of land which
is for land or other such things in demesne, .must alwayes
bee brought in a ville, or place knowne out of any ville.

And not in a hamlet which isparcell of avill. 167a Manlky
CowetCs Interpr., Vill, ..is sometimes taken for a Mannor,
and sometimes for a Parish, or part of it. (11676 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 235 There are very many more
Vilis and Hamlets now than there were then, and very few
Villages, Towns or Parishes then, which continue not to

this Day. 1711 Act Parlt. in Loud. Gaz. No. 5927/ 6 Any
Parish, Township, Vill, or Extiaparochial Place. 1768

Blackstone Comm. IV. 291 The party raising it must ac-

quaint the constable of the vill, ..and thereupon the con-

stable is to search his own town, and raise all the neigh-

bouring vilis. 1799 E. Hasted Hist. Canterbury 106

This borough [i.e. St ablegate), .was some time past erected

into a ville, in order to maintain its own poor. 1839 Stone-

house Axholme 316 One or two small houses have been

built here, but they are hardly sufficient to constitute a

handet or vill. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hht. L in. 54 The

social organisation of the vill may be identical perhaps with

lhat of the mark. 1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. (ed. 2) 87

If. there were more than one [field J within the vill.

2. poet. A village.

(11700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 383 Paro-

chial Priests were fix'd in ev'ry Vill, Who under him should

saving Tiuth instil. 1814 Wobdsw. Excurs. vm. 100
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Among the tenantry of thorpe and vill, Or straggling burgh.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 69 In every vill, at morning's
earliest prime, To early-risers many a Hodge is seen, 1834
Sir H. Taylor Arteveide if. m. ii, So in field or forest, Or
in wall'd town, by stipend lured, or vill Surprised and sack'd,

by turns he lived at large.

t3. A villa. Obs. rare.

1684 tr. Eutropius x, 170 [Constantine] died in a publick
Vill of the City Nicomedia. 1755 Amory Mem. (1766) II.

6t He saw a vill, that seemed to him of wood, and consisted

of ground-rooms. 1766 — Buncle (1770) III. 203 The vill

here was very odd, but a charming pretty thing. The house
consisted of [etc.].

Vill, obs. Sc. form of Will a.

Villa (vrla). [Partly a. L. villa country-house,

farm, etc., perhaps a diminutive from the stem of

vicus village, hamlet, country-seat
;

partly a. It.

villa (whence also F., Sp., and Pg. villa) from the

same source.]

1. Orig., a country mansion or residence, together

with a farm, farm-buildings, or other houses

attached, built or occupied by a person of some
position and wealth ; a country scat or estate ; in

later and more general use, a residence in the

country, or in the neighbourhood of a town, usu-

ally of some size and architectural elegance and
standing in its own grounds.

a. Among the ancient Romans, Greeks, etc.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. iv. 274 Passing by Ciceios Villa,

euen at this day so called, where yet do remaine the

ruines of his Academy. 1644 Statylton Juvenal 1. nt
Who built so many villa's? when wast knowne Our
Fathers with seven dishes supt alone? 1697 Wai.su Life
Virgil ?3 The beautiful Villas of the Roman Nobility,

equalling the Magnificence of the greatest Kings. 1771 H.
Walpolk Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (17S6) IV. 254 Pliny has
left us descriptions of two of his villas. As he used his

Laurentine villa for his winter retreat fete.]. 1781 Giubon
Dcct. <y F. xxxvi. (1787) III. 443 The villa was pleasantly

seated on the margin of the lake. 1797 S. Lysons Rom.
Antiq. Woodchester 16 The remains of a Roman house, or

rather, perhaps, of a villa. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain

fy Gl. xiii. 269 The ruins of a villa built by Tiberius in the

island of Capri. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 97 The dwell-

ings which were thickly scattered in the neighbourhood of

the capital, .seem to have been chiefly villas of the more
opulent Spartans. 1879 Frocde Caesar iv. 52 Their great

men had country houses and villas, the surest sign of a settled

state of society.

b. With reference to modern Italy or other

Continental countries.

1611 Coryat Crudities 139 A certaine Gentleman called

Bassano. .liued at a villa that lie had in the country. 1636

Massinger Gt. Dk. Florence 1. i, And how, I pray you, (For
we, that never look beyond our villas, Must be inquisitive)

are state affairs Carried in court? 01700 Evelyn Diary
27 Feb. 1644, We went to see Cardinal Richelieu's villa at

Rucll. Ibid. 10 Nov. 1644, We went to see Prince Ludo-
visio's villa. . , The house is very magnificent, and the extent

of the ground is exceeding large. 1737 [S. Berington]
G. di Lucca's Mem. (1738) 238 Their Villa's, or Palaces of
Pleasure, are scattered all over the Country. 1756-7 tr.

Kcysler's Trav. (1760) I. 510 The road from Pistoia to Flo-

rence. .exhibits no villa's or plantations to the view, and
consequently, .there's the greater number of them in the

neighbourhood of Florence. 1806 Dallaway Observ. Eng.
Archit. x. 23a The capricious lightness of an Italian villa.

1838 Murray's llandhk. N. Germ. 320/1 On the borders of
the Havel.. is the little villa of Glienecke, once the resi-

dence of the minister Von Hardenberg. 1905 ' G. Thorne '

Lost Cause Hi, The gay villa at Nice by the old citadel of
Mont-Albano.

C. In English use. Now merged in next.

171X Shaftesb. Cltarac. III. Misc. m. ii. 184 note, Be-
hold the Disposition and Order of these finer sorts of Apart-
ments, Gardens, Villa's I 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iv.

§ 1. 427 The Villas and Cabinets of the Noble, the Rich, and
the Curious. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 338 The profits of some of
whom are so extravagant, as to support them in enormous
magnificent town-houses and country villas. 1830 Pkaeu
Poems (1865) II. 227 Hurrying madly after marriage To
some lord's villa. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 1677 A
villa should always form part of a village, and be placed, if

possible, on rather higher ground. 1842 Gwilt Archit.

§ 3000 The villas at Foot's Cray and Mere worth, imitations

of Palladto's Villa, Capra, ..are the maxima of villas : be-

yond this the villa becomes a mansion.

[fig. 174a Young Nt. Th.tx. 1732 What behold I now?
A wilderness of wonders burning round; .. Perhaps the
villas of descending gods !

d. Hence, any residence of a superior or hand-

some type, or of some architectural pretension, in

the suburbs of a town or in a residential district,

such as is occupied by a person of the middle-

class; also, any small better-class dwelling-house,

usually one which is detached or semi-detached.

The word is frequently employed in the names given to

particular houses of this type, as Windsor Villa.

1755 Johnson Connoisseur No. 81 r 4, I cannot help

observing, that persons polite enough to be fond of such
exquisite refinements, are partly in the same case with the

mechanic at his dusty Villa. 1781 Cowier Retirem. 481

Suburban villas, highway-side retreats, That dread th'^ en-

croachment of our growing streets. 179a A. Young Trav.

France (1889) 114 To Havre de Grace,. .the hills almost

covered with little new built villas. 1815 C. M. Westmacott
Eng. Spy I. 318 Incongruous edificies called villas. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. lii. I. 349 No long avenues of villas,

embowered in lilacs and laburnums, extended from the

great centre of wealth. 1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp.

Tour ii. 6 The farm houses are dotted about as thickly.. as

to look like inferior ' villas ' falling out of rank. 1882 Miss
Braddon Mt. Royal II. ix. 167, I wish you would let me
build you a villa at Torquay or Dartmouth.

f 2. (See quot.) Obs.-1

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 May 1645, In these (valleys] are

faire Parks or Gardens call'd Villas, being onely places of

recesse and pleasure, at some distance from the streetes,

yet within the walls [of Rome],

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. (passing

into adj.), as villa architecture, garden, -gate,

style, -work, etc.; villa-house, f(a:) a house

attached to a villa; {b) a villa residence; villa

dwelling, residence, = Villa i c, d.

^1700 Evelyn Diary 10 Nov. 1644, In the villa-house is

a man's body,, .petrified. 1813 Scott Let. 13 Mar. in

Lockhart, What I shall finally make of this villa-work I

don't know. 1828 R. Lugar {title), Villa Architecture.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 1620 All the essential com-
forts of a villa dwelling. Ibid. § 1624 Of the Choice of a
Situation for a Villa Residence. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby
iv. iii, A ..dwelling-house, built in what is called a villa

style, with a variety of gardens and conservatories. 1855
Browning Old Pict. in Florence i, The aloed arch Of the

villa-gate. 1876 'Ouida' Winter City xu. 367 Mme. Mila
was organising alfresco dinners in villa gardens.

b. In instrumental or similative combs., as villa'

dotted, -haunted, -like adjs. Also in objective or

obj. gen. combs., as villa dweller, owner, etc.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 264/1 The houses are for the

most part neat and villa-like. 1871 Miss Ckaik Fair
France 154 Flat, tame, and villa-haunted, what we should

call Cockneyfied. 1881 Miss Braduon Asphodel III. 148

The smiling waters of Thun, with its villa-dotted shores.

a 1894 Stevenson Lay Morals, etc. (1911) 123 It is.. from
the villa-dweller that we hear complaints of the unworthi-

ness of life. 1898 Bnginecring Mag. XVI, 35 This sort of

viila-owner's selfishness.

Hence (in nonce- use) Villaette (vilaie*t),a small

villa ; Villafy (viTafai), v. trans., {a) to turn into

a villa
;

(b) to cover with villas.

1836 Tail's Mag. III. 563 Sweet nestling cottages and
*villaettes upon the shrubby braes. 1862 W. H. Russell
Diary North <$• South (1863) I. 274 Pretty villarettes [sic] in

charming groves of magnolia, orange-trees, and lime oaks.

1884 Harpers Mag. Aug. 33S/1 [The chateau] has. .been

..restored and 'villafied. 1887 Oxford Mag. 9 Mar. 129

A railway which would villa-fy the shores of Rydal.

Villadom (vi'ladam). [f. Villa + -dom.] The
world of villas ; suburban villas or their residents

collectively. (Freq. in recent use.)

1880 Macm. Mag. May 76 Respectable and well-to-do

vllladom in the suburban counties. 1888 Earl of Desart
Heme Lodge I. i. 1 Oases in the desert of gorgeous villa-

dom. i8g7 S. S. Spricge Life IVakley xxv. 233 The street

still reserves many of the features of suburban villadom.

attrib. 1898 Daily News 2 Mar. 5/6 The roads., look to

be of the lower villadom type.

Village (vi-leds), sb. Forms : 4- village, 5

vylage, villach-, 5-6 vyllage, 5-7 vilage, 6

wylage, Sc. willage, -aige, welage ; also //.

6 vyllagies, Sc. willagies. [a. OF. village,

vilage (mod.F. village), = Pr. vilatge, Sp. village,

Pg. villagem (fern.), It. villaggio :—L. villaticum,

neut. sing, of villaticus of or pertaining to a villa,

f. villa Villa : see -age. Cf. late L. villagium,

vilatgiuffu\

1. A collection of dwelling-houses and other

buildings, forming a centre of habitation in a coun-

try district; an inhabited place larger than a

hamlet and smaller than a town, or having a

simpler organization and administration than the

latter. (Cf. the note to Town sb. 4.)
c 1386 Chaucer Parti. T. 225 Henne ouer a myle, with-

inne a greet village, a 1400 Sor. lowe Degre 491 He had
not ryden but a why le, . . Or he was ware of a vyllage. 142s

Yongk tr. Secreta Secret. 184 A Candrede in frensh and
in Irysh, is a Porcion of grovnde that may contene an
hundrid villachis. 1477 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 184/1 In any
Toune or other village not corporat. c 1515 Cocke LorelPs
B. 14 They sayled England thorowe and thorowe, Vyllage,

towne, cyte, and borowe. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 85
Much carting, ill tillage, makes som to flie village. 1600

Shaks. A. Y. L. 111. iii. 60 A wall'd Towne is more worthier

then a village. 1600 J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa vn. 287 A
large and ample village containing to the number of sixe

thousand or mo families. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 51, I

remember not to haue scene a more pleasant village than
this [the Hague]. 1667 Milton/*. L. ix. 448 Forth issuing

on aSummersftlorn to breathe Among the pleasant Villages

and Farmes,..The smell of Grain. 1723 Watts Logic 11.

iii. § 4 Consider also, that . . the Customs of different Towns
and Villages in the same Nation, are.. contrary to each
other. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Village 1. 1806 Gazetteer Scot.

(ed. 2), Wallacetou-n ; a thriving and populous village in

Ayrshire.. .The village nearly joins to the Newtown of Ayr,
and contains about 960 inhabitants, i860 Will Repr. Govt.

(1S65) 115/1 A mere village has no claim to a municipal
representation. 1882 T. Coan Life in Hawaii 43 When the
meeting closed at one village, most of the people ran on to

the next.

transf. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n.

vi. 94 There are whole villages of these Vros inhabiting in

the Lake in their boates of Totora, the which are tied

together and fastened to some rocke.
pkr. 1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 559 To express the Condition

of an Honest Fellow and no Flincher, under the Effects of
good Fellowship, he is said to. .Come home by the Villages,

this is Provincial, when a man comes home by the fields he
meets nobody, consequently is sober, when he comes home
by the Villages, he calls first at one house, then at another,

and drinks at all.

b. Applied jocularly to a large town or city,

esp. London.
1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. S/>y I. 129, I used to keep

a good prad here for a bolt to the village. ? a i860 Du

Maurier in Moscheles In Bohemia (1807) 124 Living with
Henley, No. 85, Newman Street.. .This is a very jolly little

village, and I wish you were over here, i860 Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf. xxviii, You had much better come up to the
little village at once, Brown, and stay there while the coin
lasts. 1874 Slang Diet. 334 Bi.mingham is called ' the
hardware village .

c. Cambr. slang. (See quot)
1865 Slang Diet. 266 A Cambridge term for a disreputable

suburb of that town, viz., Barnwell, generally styled 'the
village '.

d. U.S. A minor municipality with limited

corporate powers (see quots.).
1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. II. it. xlviii. 240 A minimum

population of three hundred, occupying not more than two
square miles in extent, may by popular vote become in-

corporated as a 'village'. Ibid. 247 Of these villages

and other minor municipalities there are various forms in

different States. Ohio, for instance, divides her municipal
corporations into (a) cities,.. (b) villages, with two classes,

the first of from 3000 to 5000 inhabitants, the second of from
200 to 3000, . .and (c) hamlets.

2. The inhabitants or residents of a village ; the

villagers.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamesche iv. 25 The corte, the

contre, wylage, and towne, Sayth..Of all prowde knauys
thow beryst the belle. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 207 The
village all declar'd how much he knew. 1820 Combe
Syntax, Consol. 1. (Chandos) 138 The Village on their

Pastor gaz'd, At once afflicted andamaz'd. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 35 A sleepy land,. .Where almost all the village

had one name.
3. trans/, (from 1). A small group or cluster of

the burrows of prairie-dogs. Cf. Town sb. 7 b.

1808 Pike Sources Mississ. 11. (1810) 156 note, The
Wishtonwish of the Indians, prairie dogs of some travellers,

. .reside on the prahies of Louisiana in towns and villages.

1814 Brackenridge Jrnl. in Views Louisiana 239, I

happened on a village of barking squirrels, or prairie dogs.

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies xxxii. 295, I learned that a
burrow, or village, as it is termed, of prairie dogs had been
discovered.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. passing

into adj., = of or pertaining to, characteristic of, a

village or villages ; living in or belonging to a

village ; rural, rustic.

Kreq. in poetry from the early 18th c
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. 111. xiii. 95 The

Voinuchz or Graician village men. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,

v. iii. 209 The early Village Cock Hath twice done saluta-

tion to the Morne. 1608 Topsell Four-f, Beasts 160 Of the

Village dog or house-keeper. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11.

iv. 159 Enemies, that know not Why they are so; but like

to Village Curres, Barke when their fellowes doe. 1634
Milton CVw/ms 346 Might we but hear. .Or sound of pastoral

reed.., or village cock Count the night watches to his

feathery Dames. 1697 Dryden Ded. ALneis Ess. (ed. Ker)
II. 233 Those village words, as I may call them, give us a
mean idea of the thing. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit. 11. i,

Faithful as the simple Village Swain. 1770 Goldsm. Des.

Vill. 327 She once, perhaps, in village plenty blest, Has
wept at tales of innocence distrest. 1779 Mirror No. 42

P 4 The village-surgeon being then absent. 1783 Crabbe
Villageu. 2 No longer truth. .disdain, But own the Village

Life a life of pain. 1813 Scott Rokeby v. xxv, But village

notes could ne'er supply That rich and varied melody. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 91 Much might be said of

village manners in America, i860 in V. Galton Vac. Tour.

(1861J 114 The literati of the southern Slaves are not to be

found among a higher class than the village clergy, and
masters of village-schools. 1871 Maine {title), Village-

Communities in the East and West. 1883 Smiles in

Longm. Mag. June 159 He was followed to the grave by a
large number of the village labourers.

f b. Attrib., = village-like ; of the size or con-

stitution of a village. Obs.-1

1642 Jer. Taylor Flpisc. (1647) 89 In populous Cityes, not

in village Townes, for no Bishops were ever suffered to be

in village Townes.

c. In objective and obj. genitive, instrumental,

locative, or other combs., as village-founder,

-haunter ; village-born, -dwelling, -lit adjs.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxcix, These.,
wrought more With village-haunters. 1852 Badger Nes-

torians I. 343 The Jes were all Igrdwy, that is village-

dwelling Arabs, who cultivate the soil. 1872 Howells
IVcdd. Journ. (1892) 270 The landscape of village-lit plain

and forest-darktned height. 1880 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 35

The local hero or eponymous village-founder was the man
who cut down the jungle. 1891 Daily News 11 Sept. 3/4
The many village-born men in towns.

d. Special combs. : village burrow, = sense 3

;

village butler Cant (see quot.) ; village-house,

the chief house of a Malay village.

1795 Potter Diet. Cant (ed. 2), Village butlers, old

thieves, that would rather steal a dishclout than discontinue

the practice of thieving. 1862 S. St. John Life Forests Far
East I. 7 A passage raised on posts three feet above the

ground, led to the great village-house. 1893 W. H.Hudson
Idle D~ys in Patagonia 1. 11 Like.. the vizcacha's village

burrows, and the beaver's dam, it is made to last for ever.

Hence Vi'llage v. intr., to settle down to a vil-

leggiatura. Villagedom, the condition or status of

! a village ; also, the system of village communities.

ViTlageful, as many as a village contains ; the

whole of the people of a village. Vi-llagehood,
= villagedom. ViTlageless a., having no village.

Villaneous a., of or concerned with villages or

village-life, t ViTlageship, ? a village commu-
nity. Vi*llageward(sa</w., in the direction of the

village. ViTlagism, a mode of expression usual

I

in villages ; a rustic phrase.



VILLAGE-LIKE.

1819 Byron Let. to Ii oppner 6 June, I shall go kick to
Venice before I *village on the lirenta. 1867 McDowall
Hist, Dumfries xiii, 144 William I. raised it [Dumfries]
from humble "villagedom to be one of the King's own
burghs. 188 1 F. T. Palgrave Visions Eng. 4 O'er the land
is wrought The happy villagedom by English tribes From
Elbe and Baltic brought, c 1890 Stevenson In South Seas
IV. (1900) 312 A *villageful of gay companions. 1897 Mary
Kingsley IV. Africa 401 They come down in villagefuls
among the older tribes. 1890 Murray's Mag, May 662
Caudebec is only redeemed from pure Villagehood by its

possession of a Mayor. 1889 Hissey Tour in Phaeton 169
An old and lonely country church, standing by itself
*villageless 011 rising ground. 1858 Thoreau Lett. (1865)
171 Let it be a local and *villageous book. 1761 tr. Busch-
ing's Syst. Geog. IV. 72 The town contains some corpora-
tions of villages or 'villageships. 1883 Harper's Mag,
Sept. 493/2 We strolled *villagewar& 1884 May Crom-
HBUM Broiun-Eyes xix, Then the two groups, .went back
villagewards. 1771 Nugent Hist. Fr. Gerund W. 169 To
say, *Command_me, in every thing/ they would think a
vulgarity and "vtllagism.

Village-like, a. [f. Village sb.] Like or
resembling a village or that of a village.

1838 Ht. Martineau West. Trav. I. 251 The village-like
character of some of the arrangements at Washington.
1840 Arnold Hist. Rome (1846) II. xxxv. 437 They lived
mostly in villages, or in small village-like towns. 1864 A.
McKay Hist. Kilmarnock 186 The town no longer pre-
sented a village-like aspect.

Villager, [f. Village j£. + -ER 1
.] One who

lives in a village; now usually, a working-class
inhabitant or native of a village.

1570 Levins Manip, 80 A villager, vitlicus. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. 1. ii. 172 Brutus had rather be a Villager, Then to
repute himselfe a Sonne of Rome Vnder these hard Con-
ditions. 1634 Milton Comas 166 Som harmtes Villager
Whom thrift keeps up about his Country gear. 1718 Rowe
tr. Lucan 1. 59 No chearful Maid nor Villager is seen. 175a
Young Brothers 11. i, Each villager Is queen of her affec-
tions. 1796 Mouse Amcr.Geog. II. 47 Vast districts, which
the nearest villagers took possession of. 1841 Lytton Nt.
tt Morn. 1. i, The desolate parsonage was committed to the
chargeof one of the villagers. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S.
IV. 1. 314 All Frenchmen, alike townspeople and villagers,
were free.

transf 1634 W. Wood New Eng, Prosp. (1865) 36 These
waterie villagers [= fish] with thousands more, Doe passe
and repasse neare the verdant shore.

Hence ViTlageress, a female villager, a village
girl or woman.
1873 M. Collins Miranda II. 22 The villageresses were

terribly jealous at first. 1894 A. D'Heristal Discord, Life
101 She was so indifferent about what the squiresses and
villageresses might say about her.

Villagery (vi-led^ri, vi-led^ri). Also 6
villagree. [f. Village j£. + -(e)ry.] Villages
collectively.

Now chiefly as an echo of the Shaksperian passage.
1590 Shaks. Jlfids. N, 11. i. 35 Are you not hee, That

frights the maidens of the Villagree. i8aa W, Tbnnakt
Thane ofFife iu. 1, Crowding they come from all her coasts
so rife Of villagery. a 1839 Galt Demon Destiny (1840) 5A vista bright appeared Of riant villagery. 1883 Blackw.
M*g* Jan. 75/2 Unkempt mountain ponies startle the
maidens of the villagery.

Vi'llaget. rare. [f. as prec. + -ET. Cf. older
¥. villagette (Godef.).] A little village.
1781 Twining Papers Ser. it. (1887) 81 The mountains.,

arc, for some distance, so close to the river as scarcely to
leave room for even a villaget. 1846 D. W. Pughe Harlech.
Castle 26 Naentwrog is a romantic villaget.

Villagey, a. [f. as prec. + -Y.] Somewhat
village-like.

x88a Advance (Chicago) 21 Dec, Washington Street lays
aside entirely the villagey aspect commonly ascribed to it,

1889 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames 100 The quiet waterside,, .so
villagey, and all that kind of thing, you know.
Villagio, error ormispr. for viliago Viliaco.
18*0 Scott Monast. xv, Truly, good villagio, your question

hath in h^somewhat of embarrassment.
Villain (vi'lan), sb. Forms: a. 4 vyleyn, 6

villein(e
; 4 vilaine, 4-5 vylayn (5 vil-), 5-6

vylayne; 5 vyllayn, 6 -ayne, -aine, 5-7 vill-
ayno (7 -ayn), 6-7 villaine, 7- villain. 0. 4
velaun, 6 vyl-, vilane {Sc. veill-, vill-, willane),
villan, wellantt-, 7 villiane, 7-8 villian, 8 villin.
[a. AF. and OF. vilein, vilain, villain (=» Prov.
vilan, It. and Sp. villano, Pg. villdo):—pop.L.
*villdn-um, ace. sing, of *villdnus (see Villains
a.)

t
f. L. villa Villa. See also Villein.] ^

1. Originally, a low-born base-minded rustic ;

a man of ignoble ideas or instincts ; in later use,
an unprincipled or depraved scoundrel ; a man
naturally disposed to base or criminal actions, or
deeply involved in the commission of disgraceful
crimes: a. Used as a term of opprobrious address.
1303 R. Brusne Handl, Synne 11557 Goddys treytour,

and ry^t vyleyn ! Hast bou no myndeof Marye Maudeleyn.
«3»°-3? Horn Ch. (Ritson) 857 The begger answered in
that tide, Vilaine, cunestow nought ride ? c 1380 Sir
Ferumb, 54^1 panne he cryde and gan to sayn :

' Whar art

f>ow, Charlis, fc>ow vylayn ?
' 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. I.

vii, Ane me fand, quhilk said, and greit disden^eit, * Auant
veillane, thow reclus imperfite '. c 1590 Marlowe Faustus
vi, Villaine haue I not bound thee to tel me any thing?
1596 Shaks. Tain. Shr, 1. ii. 20 Now knocke when I bid
you: sirrah villaine. 1623 Massinger & Dekker Vt'rg,

Martyr iv. iii, Tkeoph. It matters not, We can discharge
this work without his help...6"<x^. Villain ! 1663 Cowley
Cutter Coleman St. v. xii, Villain, Rebcl^ Traitor, out o'

my sight. 1764 II. Walpole OtrantJ 1, Presumptuous
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villain I cried Manfred, dost thou provoke my wrath? 1821
Scott Kenihv. xli, Drunken villain,, .thy idleness and
debauched folly will stretch a halter ere it be long. 1855
Kingsley Westw. Hoi v, ' Villain ! give me your papersr
cried Amyas.

b. In descriptive use. (Common from c 1590.)
a. L.-1400 Bom. Rose 2183 Thise vilayns arn withouten

pitee, Frendship, love, and alle bountc. I nyl resseyve unto
my servise Hem that ben vilayns of emprise. 1474 Caxton
Chesse ill, iii. (1883) 99 They..answerd to hym that be was
a vylayne to requyre & desire of them thyngc that was so
peryllous. 1483 — G. de la Tour h vij, For he is a chorle
and a vylayne that of his mouthe sayth ony vylony. 1509
Barclay Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 1S2 In all the worlde
nought vyler can I fynde Nor wors, than is a fals unkynde
vylayne. a 1533 Lu. Hkrners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)
E vij b, The greateste vyllany in a villayne is to be gyuen
in largesse of lyes. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 29 Thou art
a Villaine to impeach me thus, He pioue mine honor, and
mine honestie Against thee presently, if thou dar'st stand.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia ui. 84 The two most exact
villaines in all the Country. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. (Globe)
260 He told me there were two desperate Villains among
them, that it was scarce safe to shew any Mercy to. 1769

j

Junius Lett, xv, (1788) 89 Every villain fancies himself a
man of abilities. iJJrj Byron Corsair 1. xi, He knew him.
self a villain—but he deem'd The rest no better than the
thing he seem'd. a 1843 Arnold Hist. Later Rom. Commw.
(1845) II. 56 The soldiers.. told him that, .if he played the
villain he might win the throne. 1869 Riskin Q. ofAir
§ 128 .They are not made villains by the commission of a
crime, but were villains before they committed it.

transf 1691 Hahtcliffe Virtues 241 Thus they slander
Human Nature, and make a Villain of it.

£• *535 Coverdale Job xxx. 8 They were the children of
fooles & vylanes, which are deed awaye from the worlde.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform. (S.T.S.) xiii. 95 Wa worth 30W
Uillanis that slew that Prince maist wise. 1573 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 154 For be-callyng the Constabelles knaves and
wellanttes. 1593 Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Crosart)
II, 319 The Straunge Newes of the railing Villan. 1598 B.
Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. ((j.

1

) v, Gui. I obey thee varlet

;

but for these villianes—. Mus. Keepe the peace I charge
you sir. 1678 Blnyan Pilgr. 1. 132 He hath not been
afraid to rail on you, my Lord,, .calling you an ungodly
Villian. 1704 Blair in W. S. Perry Hist. Colt. Amer. Cot,
Ch. I. 132 Several of them of the most noted good preachers
he affronted and abused with the most opprobrious &
villifying names as Dog, Rogue, Rascal, Villin, Jesuit.
1727 Philip Quar J (1816) 66 Those villians had most
sacrilegiously rifled and ransacked his habitation.

c. Used playfully, or without serious imputation
of bad qualities. Also applied to a woman.
1590 Shaks. Com, Err. 1. ii. 19 A trustie villaine sir, that

very oft. .Lightens my humour with his merry iests. j6oi— Twel. N. 11. v. 16 Enter Maria... Heere comes the little

villaine : How now my Mettle of India ? 1606 — 'Tr, <y Cr,
in. ii. 35 He fetch her; it is the prettiest villaine. 1815 Scott
GuyM.i, Jock, ye villain,. .are ye lying routing there, and
a young gentleman seeking the way to the Place? 1837
Dickens Pickzu. ix, 'Where's that villain Joe?' 'Here
I am j but I han't a willin,' replied a voice. It was the fat

boy's. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert xxiii. 300 If this after-

noon's post does not bring me a letter from Jim,.. I shall
telegraph to the young villain.

a. (Usually with M^.) That character in a play,

novel, etc., whose evil motives or actions form an
important element in the plot. Also transf.
1822 Lamb Elia I. Old Actors, The fact is, you do not

believe in such characters as Surface—the villain of artificial

comedy— even while you read or see them. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. I. iv. 252 Arnulf, as usual, appears as the vil-

lain of the piece. 1879 D. Cook Nts. at the Play (1883) II.

222 Mr. Vezin represented the villain, a welcher, pretending
to be a Russian count.

f 2. A bird {esp. a hawk) of a common or inferior

species. Obs.
1480 Caxton Myrr. 11. viii. 85 Ther ben popengayes..of

whom, as men saye, they that haue on eche foot fyue clawes
ben gentyl, and the vylayns haue but thre. 1575 Turberv.
Faulconrie 123 Of all kmde of hawkes. ., as Sacres, Ger-
falcons, peregrine Falcons, and Vilanes. Ibid, 124 The
Vyllaine and the Lanerette may be sette vpon the stone in-

continently, as soone as they be made.
3. A person or animal of a troublesome character

in some respect. Const, to with inf.

1895 I, G. Millais Breathfr. Veldt (1899) 201 The sable
is a villain to run.

4. Comb., as villain-like adv.
1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 98 He.. that names me Traitor,

villain-like he lies. 1611 — Cyntb. v. v. 218 Villain-like, 1 lye.

Villain, variant «f Villein.

Villain (vrTan)f a. Now rare. Forms : a. 4
vilein, 4-5 vil-, 5 vyleyn, 4 vyl-, 6 vileyne,
villeine, 7 -ein

;
5-6 vyl-, 6 vilayne, 5-6 vyl-

ayn, 6 vylaine, vilane
; 5-6 vyllayne, 6 vill-

ayne, 6-7 -aine ; 5 Sc. villayn, 5 Sc, 7- villain.

0. 5 veleyne, velaine, 6 velayn, velen. [a.

AF. and OF. vilein, vilain : see prec. and cf.

Villains a.]

+ 1. Deficient in courtesy or good-breeding ; boor-
ish, clownish. Obs.
1340 Ayenb. 194 Zome ber byeb zuo uyleyne to be poure

huanne hi ham yeueb enye elmesscbet wel is worp bet
zeluer. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 319 Will seith..That such an
herte is to vilein, Which dar noght love, c 1407 Lvdg.
Reson + Sens. 1508 And she [Venus] kan also, in certeyn,
Hertys which that be vileyn Disposen hem to genlilessc.

2. Base in character or disposition
;

given to

committing vile or criminal acts.

1340 Ayenb. 18 Vor-zope he is wel vileyn and ontrewe
auoreye his Ihord feet alle guod him heb y-do, ..and [he] yelt

him kuead uorguod. 1390 Gower Conf. II I. 282 And whanne
be hadde hem so forlein, As be the which was al viUui,

VILLAINIST.
He dede hem out of londe exile. 1447 IJokknham Siyntys
(Roxb.^226To a cros of trcnaylytl was he And hangyd
up betwyx thevys tweyne As mayster of hem and mo.st
veleyne. c 1450 Merlin xxxiii. 690 Thou art the moste
vileyn knyght that euer I mette in my lif. c 1489 Skklton
Death Earl Northuutbtd. 24 Vilane hastarddis in their
furious tene, Fulfylled with malice of froward entente.
a 1500-34 Gov. Corpus Chr. PI. 1. 802 Owt ! velen wrychis,
har apon you I cry ! 1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 170 Ye
villaine generacion, full of pestiferous malice. 1598 Min.
Archdeaconry Colchester (MS.) 211 b, He sayd that Thomas
Reinoldes, senior, dyd call hym theefe and villaine thefe in
the Church. 1605 Rowlanus Hell's Broke Loose (Hunler.
Club} 23 So these leawd wretches, sprung from Villain race,
That had all IMetie in detestation. i6ix Shaks. Cymb. iv.

ii. 71 Soft, what are you That flye me thus? Some villaine-
Mountainers? 1727-46 Thomson Summer 269 Where
gloomily retired The villain spider lives, cunning and tierce,

Mixture abhorred! C1750 Shexstone Love <y Hon. 269
No ! may the deep my villain corse devour. 1812 Shu. ley
Mexican ill. S Thousands wake to weep Whilst they curse
a villain king. 1897 Glntek Ballyho Bey x. 123 Go, leave
me, villain-girl !

transf. 1591 Spenser Visions Bellay xii, A troupe of
Satyres in the place did rout, Which with their villeine feete
the strcame did ray.

3. Marked by baseness or depravity
;
partaking

of the nature of villainy.

1340 Ayenb. 59 J>e zenne of yelpynge. .is wel grat and wel
uoul, wel uals and wel vileyn. c 1385 Chalckk L.G. IV.
1824 (Camb. 1

, Alias of the this was a vileyn dede. 1474
Caxton Chesse in. vi. (1883) 134 To thende that they shold
kepe them and defende them fro that vyllayne and horrible
synne. 1523 Li). Ijkkners Froiss. I. Ixxvii. 99 God y father
glorious be your conduct, and put you out of all vylayne
thoui;htes. ibid, cexxix. 30S To wasshe, clens, ami purge
hym of suche vyllayne dedes as he was gyltye in. 1689
Prior P.p. F. Shephard 118 When Lobb had sifted all his
Text,..' Now to apply,' has plagu'd me more, Than all his
Villain Cant before. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxi, Narrow-
ness or spite, Or villain fancy ileeting by. 1869 Ulackmohe
Lorna D. xv, This villain job shall not have ending here.

+ b. Bringing 01 casting opprobrium. Obs.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (18 10) 53 He did a grete outrage,

His brober a foule despite, him self vileyn skandre. c 1440
JacoPs Well 154 A vyleyn woord is scharpere ban a rasour,
& more peryschande ban an allys-poynt. a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour {1868) 128 Hire thinges distrained her for to
eschewe diuerse plesauncez, ..and tho were loue, dicde, and
shame ;. .shame, to be auised and saued from velanie [read
velaine] reproche. C1530 Ld. Hkrnkks Arth. Lyt. Bryt.
(1S14) 374, I ensure you I wyll shewe him these vylayne
wordes that ye say of hym.
4. fa. Of occupations : Low, mean. Obs.
1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 114 He suld nocht

..be na Stewart, na procuratour, na advocate, or ony othir
villayn craft, a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.
(1546) Dd vij, Cursed bee soo vylaine an office.

b. Low or mean in respect of birth or position
;

belonging to the common herd.
1483 Caxton Cato c v, Thou art of vylayn blood by the

fadres syde. Ibid, i vj, Thou oughtest not to doubt neyther
old nor yonge, pouer ne ryche, ne noble ne vylayne. c 1500
in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 36 Who can than holde hym selfe fro

loue, nother fre nor vilayne ? 1513 IIkahshaw St. iVerburge
1. 949 Nother of duke, erle, lorde, by auncet re, But uf vylayne
people. 1528 Roy Rede Me (Arb.) 106 This is a grett pre.
sumpcionFor a villayne bochers sonne. 1816 Scott Old
Mart, xxxv, Sweeping from the face of the earth some few
hundreds of villain churles, who are born but to plough it,

+ c. Of disposition : Menn-spiritcd, bnse. Obs.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xii. (Percy Soc.) 48 The vylayne

courage they do much refuse That is boystous and rude
of governaunce. 1534 More Comf agst. Trib. 111. Wks.
1234/1 That seruante could skante be founden that were of
suche an vnkynde vyllayne courage, that [etc.].

5. Of bad quality ; vile. rare.

1607 Cowfxl tnterpr,, Villein Jlceces, are fleeces of wolle

that are shorne from scabbed sheep. 1851 Mitchell Fresh
Gleanings 161 And carters shout to their mules in such
villain patois Lycnnais.

t Villain, v. Obs. Also 5 vileyn-, 6 vilayn-,

villan-. [ad. OF. vilainer, vil{l)aner, etc., i.

vilain Villain sb.]

1. trans. To debase or degrade ; to insult.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2492 For.. it is to hygh a
routhe A man tappere or dare do shewe his head When he
hath ones his honour vyllanede. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.)

74 SufTre ye not the prelates of the Chirche of that lande..

to be oppressed, revaled, ne vileyned. 153a More Confut,
'Findalt Wks. 344/1 When they haue once vilayned tho
sacrament of matrimonye, then woulde they make vs
vyolate the sacrament of the aulter too.

2. To call villain ; to address as a villain.

1609 Rowlands Crew Kind Gossips E 2, Some Rascall

told my wife, ..And I was villaind for it sound at night.

Villainage, var. Villeinagk.
ViTlaindom. rare—1

, [f. Villain sb.] The
class of villains.

1880 W. F. Butler Far Out 267 In the simple and un.

lettered Africander the educated villaindom of Europe and
America has found a rich field for exploit.

Villainess (vi-lanes). [f. Villain sb. + -kss.J

A female villain. (Common in recent use.)

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburt. v. ii, My wife, my
Queeneand Emperesse, . . Villanesse to shame, disdame, and

misery. 1865 Readier 20 May 563/3 Her villainess is a she-

devil. 187a M. Coluks Pr. Clarict II. «& 99 He can

follow his hero and heroine, his villain and villainess, into

holes and corners. . ,

+ ViTlalnist. Obs.-1 [f. Villain sb.] A con-

firmed villain.

1596 Nasme Saffron IVatden Wks. (Grosart) III. 66

Some.. clicking Remembrancers (not with the multiplying

spiriteof tha ALbumiat, but the villanUt).



. VILLAINIZE.

Villainize (vrlanaiz), v. Also 7-8 villanize,

9 villainise. [f. Villain sb.] m
1. trans. To render villainous; to debase or

degrade.
16J3 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon. m. xii. 487 To blame or

abuse Ladies.. is.. for a man to villanize and sbame him*
selfe. 1700 Dryden Wife ofBath?s T. 405 Were Virtue by
Descent, a noble Name Could never villanize his Father's
Fame. 1745 Law Consid. State World hi. 245 That those
Writings which villanize Mankind have a pernicious
tendency towards propagating and protecting Villany.

2. To treat or revile as a villain.

Cf. Villainizer below.
1857 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <$ Eng. II. 437 Here in

Rouen had he been villainized, disgraced, hooted, im-
prisoned, bullied, degraded.

3. intr. To play the villain.

188a Echo 11 Feb. 3 Let us hope that, .these gentlemen
[sc. actors], whose mission it is to dabble in crime.., will in
future ' villainise ' no more.

Hence Vi'llainizing vbl. sb. Also Vi-llainizer,
one who reviles or defames.
1599 Sandys Europm Spec. (1605) P iij b, What renouncers

of God, blasphemers of his onely begotten sonne, villanisers
of his Saints. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. §31. 890
The foundation [of the atheistic ethics and politics] is first

laid inthe villanizing of Humane Nature. 1693 Bentlev
Strut* 1. 13 In the debasing and villainizing of Mankind to
the condition of Beasts,

t Vi'llainly, adv. Obs. Forms: a. 4 uilein-,

vileyn-, vyleyn-, vilain-, vylaynliche ; 4
vilayn-, 5-6 vylayn-, 6 villaynly. 0. 4 vilan-
liehe, 5 wylanlyche

; 4 vilenlych, villenliche,

4 vylenly, 5 velenly. [f. Villain a. + -ly 2
.]

After the manner of a villain ; villainously, vilely.

"* a *3*5 MS- Rawl. B. $20 fol. 49 b, Hoanokne : bat is

quite of amerciament for entre of houses uileinliche ant
bi-boute leue a3en be kinges pes. 1340 Ayenb. 64 Efterward
huanne me zuere)? vileyuliche by god and by his haljen.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5345 How wer bou so hardy,. .come
armed on by stede,..& pus vylayn[li]che on by resoun by
message to me abede ? 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour e vij b,

Within a lytell tyme after she deide vylaynly and sodenly
of an euyil deth. £1500 Melusine xx\. 130 Perceyue you
not how this Dogges oppressen vylaynly these valyaunt &
worthy crystens? a 1560 Phaek sEueid ix. Aa iij b, If but
one harme Suffized had their sinne, and not with spyte all

female kinds Thus villaynly disdain.

,0. c 1330 A rth. $ Mcrl. 5794 (Kolbinsr), So bai deden, siker.
liche, Uefuiland vilanliche, Toward.. king Rion. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1825 To. .presenty til him with such outrage bay
heuedes bi-fore him selue, & so vylenly beode ys message.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7499 Thow art now dede and ouer-
throwen,.. Velenly thow hast thi mede. a 1450 Le Morte
Artk. 1156 Thou oughtiste with no Ryghte to gabbe on
hym so wylanlyche, thus be-hynde hym, oute of hys syghte.

Villainous (vi-lanas), a. l-'orms : a. 4 vyl-
aynous, 5-6 vylaynous, 6 velaynous, vilayn-
ouse; 6 vyllayn-, villayn-, 6- villainous (7
villainus, -einous). fi. 4, 6-7 vilanous, 5-6
vylanous, 6 -ouse, vilanus, 4, 6-9 villanous
(6-ouse); 5vilenous^e, 6villenus, 7-S -ous ; 7
villonous. 7. 6 velanus-, velanous, 7 vealin-
oua. [f. VILLAIN sb. + -ous, or ad. OF. vUenncus
insulting, defamatory.]

1. Of persons : f a. Churlish, ill-bred, unman-
nerly. Obs. rare.
13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1497 5e ar stif in-noghe to con-

strayne wyth strenkbe, }if yow lykez, 5^*" any were so
vilanous bat vow devaye wolde. '/ a 1366 Chauckk Horn.
Rose 178 Ful foule and cherlysshe semed she, And eek
vylayneus for to be, And litel coude of norture.

b. Having the character or disposition of a
villain; infamously depraved or wicked; vilely

criminal.

t
C1550 Rolland Crt. Venus iv. 281 Not for to say, Venus

is velanous: Bot that hir warkis may na les be vndone Nor
of befoir, bot Vesta is mair Famous. 1570 Levins Ma/tip.
226 ViW&nouse,flagitiosus. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv.

138 There is lie-thing but Roguery to be found in Villanous
man. 1610 Holland CamdetCs Brit. 475 The furious
outrage of that most villanous Rebell Ket. 1623 in Foster
Eng. Factories Ind. (1908J II. 244 A ploottof that vealinous
strompitt Nahar Malle. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <$• P.
368 They are yet reckoned a Villanous sort of Breed. 1719
De Foe Crusoe u> (Globe) soo We have not half done yet,
villainous Hell-hound Dogs I 1793 Mrs. Inchbald Ev. One
has Faults 111. ii, I repeat, he is the vilest, the most villan-

ous of men. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. iv. 83, I should think
such a villanous, banditti-like army, was never before
collected together. 1855 Bkewster Newton II. xv. 56 The
Elector of Hanover, whom the villanous English wished to
deprive of the succession to the kingdom. 1869 D. Cook
Nts. at the Play (1883) I. 116 Mr. Cowper gave a. .careful

portraiture of the villanous Stukely.

c. Miserable, wretched, rare*1
,

158a Stanyhurst j&neis n. (Arb.) 45 Oh, quod he, what
region shal shrowd mee villenusowtcast?

2. Of actions: Of the nature of villainy ; marked
by depravity or vileness of conduct ; deserving

severe condemnation on moral grounds.
14.. Chaucer's L. G. W. 1824 (Fairf.), Alias of the thys

was a vilenouse dede. 1573-80 Baret Alv. s.v., A Vilanous
and shamefull act. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakluyt Soc.) 84 He came but to speake with our Turke
aboute their vilanus plott. 1664 H. More Myst. Inig. m
Which Figment is stdl the more vile, if we consider, .with
what vtilainousand barbarous injuries it must necessarily be
conceived to be accompanied. 1681 H. Hallywell Melamj>.
80 [They] have incorporated themselves into the Dark
Society by all manner of villanous and flagitious actions.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1S40) 27 If their brutish
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rage led them to one villanous action, they would soon go
on to another. 1772 Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 127
One villainous action is sufficient to imbkter a man's whole
life. 1813 Shelley Q.Mab iv. 184 Their cold hearts blend
Deceit with sternness, ignorance with pride, All that is

mean and villanous. 1837 Lytton E. Mattrav. ix. ii, I

have done a villanous thing, but 1 thought it only a clever

one. 1846 Gki£icnek Set. Gunnery 153 A villainous system
of covering or plating barrels with fine iron, over a body of
iron of the most inferior description.

b. Of looks, etc. : Indicative of villainy.

1828 Southev Epistle to A llan Cunningham, I shall show
thee, Allan, . . an array of villainous visages. 1840 Dickens
O/dC. Shop xxix, Isaac [had] a very ill-favoured face, and
a most sinister and villainous squint. 1841 Borrow Zincalt
I. iv. 11. 284 With an expression so extremely villanous, that

I felt uneasy. 1863 [see Leer sb. 2
].

3. Of words, etc. : Pertaining to or characteristic

of a villain ; vile, scurrilous ; offensively oppro-
brious or profane.
a. 1470-85 Malory Arth. 1. xxvii. 74 The most vylaynous

and lewdest message that euer man herd sente vnto a kynge.
1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 261/2 Thus these wretched
heretiques.. lay more vilaynouse rebuke to the great maieste
of god, than euer any one ribaude layd vnto a nother. 153a
— Confut. Tindale Wks. 602/2 Wee fynde not that he
called hym false wretche, nor no suche vylaynous word.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 28 Apr. 1696, A most villainous revil-

ing book against K. James. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia ix.

viii, My heart swelled with indignation at so villainous a
calumny. 1883 Stevenson Trcas. /si. 1. i, He at last broke
out with a villainous, low oath.

0. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. lxvi. 36/2 Whan the other
commons sawe that, they began to sterre and sayde to the
burgesses many euyll and vylanous wordes. 1559 Homilies
1. Agst. Contention 11. (1569) M viij b, Pericles being pro-
uoked to anger with many vilanous wordes, answered not a
worde. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 265 One that hath
spoke most villanous speeches of the Duke. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World v. i. 285 Princes doe rather pardon ill deedes,
than Villanous words.

f4. Shameful, atrocious, horrible. Obs.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 301b, Euer conspyr-

ynge for thy grace the moost vyliaynous & shamefull deth
of the crosse. 1529 More Dial. Concern. Hercsyes iv. vii.

106/2 To pyteouse and to abomynable were yt to reherse
the vylanouse payne and tormentys that they deuysed on
y° sely women, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxx. 239 They
are worthy to receyue a velaynous dethe. 161a Holland
Camden's Brit. 359 Prince Edward., was there put to death
and in most shamefull and vilanous maner his branes dashed
out. 1616 Barbour's Bruce (Hart) 373 As Sir Dauid the
good Brechyne. .Was put to sa villanous a dead.

f b. Villainous judgement, a sentence of ex-

treme severity (see quot. 1641) passed on one
found guilty of conspiracy or other grave offence.

1607 Cowell Lnterpr., Villenous iudgement , .is that
which casteth the reproch and shame vpon him against
whom it is giuen, as a Conspiritour, ike. 1641 Terntes de
la Ley 264 Villeinous judgment is.. that the party found
guilty shall lose the benefit of the law, ..that his lands,
goods & chattels shall be seised into the Kings hands,, .and
his trees digd up, and his body imprisoned. 1769 Black-
stone Comm. IV. 136 It now is the better opinion, that the
villenous judgment is by long disuse become obsolete; it

not having been pronounced for some ages.

5. Extremely bad or objectionable ; atrocious,

detestable.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. i. 15, I thmke this is the most
villanous house in al London rode for Fleas. 1598 —
Alerry W. 111. v. 93 There was the rankest compound of
villanous smell, that euer offended nostrilL 1607 B. Barnes
Divils Chartery. ii. K 4, Out vpon thee, thou hast poysoned
mee with thy stinking breath or with thy villonous powders.
1638 K. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 123 Women
are bound, . . for the very interest of their beauty, to shun a
passion, that makes such villanous faces, and sets so many
wrinkles upon their countenances. 1672 Marvell Reh.
Transp. 1. 5 The Press (that villanous Engine) invented
much about the same time with the Reformation. 1706
Addison Rosamond 1. ii, Thou art ugly and old, And
a villainous Scold. 1806 J. Beresford Miseries Hum.
Life I. 102 The only place, .which by some villainous mis-
chance you did not see. 1821 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885)
I. 20, I passed through that villanous hole, Cricklade,
about two hours ago. 1853 Kane Grinnetl Exped. xxvi.
(1856) 214 This is the second I have killed with this villain,
ous carbine. 1884 Chr. World 25 Sept. 719/2 The weather
was villainous. It rained every day.

tb. As adv. Villainously, vilely. Obs*1

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 250 We shall loose our time,
And all be turn'd to Barnacles, or to Apes With foreheads
villanous low.

1 6. Low or base in respect of social position

;

servile. Obs. (Cf. Villein.)
1607 Cowell lnterpr. s.v. Base, Base tenents be they.,

which do to their lords villeinous service. Ibid. s.v. Villen-
age, This villanous soccage is to cary the Lords dung into
his feilds, to plow his ground [etc]. 1645 Ussher Bod. Div.
{1647) 143 The slavish and villanous estate of the parents is

communicated unto all their off-spring. 1679 Blount Anc.
Tenures 155 note, I suppose, .by sanguinem suum emere,
was meant, that the Tenant being a Bondman, should buy
out his Villainous blood, and make himself a Freeman.
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 62 These were the only free
holdings or tenements ; the others were villenous or servile.

7. Comb., as villainous-looking adj.
1842 Borrow Bible in Spain vii, They were villainous,

looking^ ruffians. 1844 Dickens Pictures fr. Italy (1846)
163 Seeing nothing but. .avillanous-Iooking shepherd. 1897
Mary Kingslev W. Africa 271, I must admit my good
friend was a villainous-looking savage.

Hence Vi'llainousness (Bailey, 1727, vol. II).

Villainously (vi-laiwsli), adv. Forms: (see

prec). [f. prec] In a villainous manner, in

senses of the adj. ; atrociously, vilely, detestably.

VILLAINY.

I

a. 1484 Caxton Fables of A uian ix, Better is to lyue in
I pouerte than to deye vylaynously and oppressyd ofthe ryche.
',

c- 1489 — Blanchardyn vi. 26 Her true louer, be whiche. .ye
haue betrayd & wounded vylaynously. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 86 Howe vylely, vylaynously, and violently he had byn

' vsed of owre men. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy.

I

1. xx. 25 They were thus villainously intreted, lying along
the ground as halfe desperate. 1639 Fuller Holy Wariu.

.
xvii. 137 His sonne was villainously strangled by Alexius

i Ducas. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2443/3 On Sunday last Sir
' George Lockhart . . was Villaniously [sic] Assassinated by one

Cheeseley, who Shot him through the Back. 1749 Fielding

j

Tom Jones xvm. xi, The Man whose Ruin he hath so villain-

! ously contrived. 1758 L. Temple Sketches (ed. 2) 5 His
Verses were what one may call most villainously bad. 1842

I
Borrow Bible in Spain xl, He had a villainously formed

:
head. 1892 A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus I. 725 Thedrainage

j

of the town was villainously bad.

p. 1490 Caxton Eneydos Prol. 10 For a thynge more
I

noble is to dye than vylanously to be subdued. 1533 More
i Apol. ix. Wks. 865/2 Agaynste the beste,. .these blasphem-

ous heretiques in theyr vngracyouse bookes so vilanouslye

I
ieste and rayle. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 355 They set

! nothing by them, but hated and spake shamefully, and vilan-

ouslyofthem. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. m.ii. SoMaria. Hee's
' in yellow stockings. Sir Toby. And crosse garter Yl 1 Alaria.

Most villanously. 1631 Gouge Gody

s Arrotvs in. § 6a 296
They had Villanously entreated the Ambassadors . . sent

unto them. 1825 Cobbett Rur. Rides 66 Verily the most
villanously ugly spot I ever saw in England. 1863 W. C.

Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix. 436, 1 have been living villan-

,
ously since the death of my nags.

+ Villains, a. Obs. Forms: a. 4vyleyn(y)s,
vileins, 4-5 vileyns (5 vileynes-)

; 4 vilains-,

4-5 velaynes-, 5 vilayn(e)s-, vylayn(e)s, vyl-

layns, villaynis. /3. 4-5 vylens, vilens (5

vyl-, vilenis, vylence, velens-) ; 4-5 vilans (5
velans, vilance-), 5-6 vylans, Sc. welan(y)s,

willans, 6 villanes
; 5 ueloais, vilonis-, vil-

onys-, vyloyns-. [a. OF. vileins^ vilains (nom.

J

sing, niasc.) :—pop.L. *villdnus : see Villain sb.

and a.] = Villain a. }
Villainous a.

a. Of actions, speech, etc.

a. 1303 K. Brunne Handl. Synne 1555 Many tyme a
vyleynys [v.r. vylens] wurde Gadryb foule boup to hurde.

Ibid. 1847 For bat yche vyleyns synne, Ys here body partyd

a-twynne. ^1386 Chaucer Alelib. P46 (Camb. MS.), He
dede neuere synne ne neuere cam there a vileyns word out

of his mouth. C1450 Merlin ii. 26 Thow.. haste putte oure
frendes to so vileyns deth. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) x 16 Quha ever strykis with wappin or othir villaynis

manje. 1474 Caxton Chesse 111. iii. (18S3) 97 For a man
ought not to demande ner doo to be doon to his frende no
vyllayns thynge that ought to be kept secrete.

p. c 1340 Hamtole Pr. Consc. 4412 Bot other bat wille

noght do his rede Sal be done to vilans dede. a 1400-50
Alexander 4164 He . . Come to a velans vale bare was a vile

cheele. c 1400 Destr. Troy 527 Voidis me noght of vitius,

ne vilans of tunge. c 1440 Aiph. Tales 236 And at be laste

he sulde hafe a vylans dead, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour(i%b%)

25 With gret uelonis wordes, dispraising hym. 1460 Cap-
grave Chron. (Rolls) 122 He said vilenswordis ageyn the

,
Seint. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxxiv. 48 He that dyde
otherwyse, shulde be reputed as an euyll doer, and for a
vylans dede.

b. Of persons.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 28 Rome., laste so Long time
amonges the Romeins Til thei become so vileins [etc.].

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov, LordsK 104 Man ys hardy
as a lyon, . . vyleyns and boystous as asse, rebell as a ranibe.

: c 1407 Lvdg. Reson <$ Sens. 3800 A cowardc and of no
renoun, And vileyns of condicion. c 1430 Merlin vi. 102 Yef
he be fool, or fell, or vilenis, ye owe better to suffre hym
than eny other. 1470-83 Malory Arthur x. xxii. 450 He
is the moost coward and the vylaynst kyng and knyght that

is now lyuyng. 1556 Olde Antichrist 92 Their legesires

were neuer ful ynough of such myscheuous villanes popes.

t Vi'llainsly, adv. Obs. Forms : (see prec).

[f. prec] = Villainly adv., Villainously adv.

a. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1498 That he shulde feelc

..What sorowe trewe louers maken, That ben so velaynesly

forsaken. C1386 — Pars. T. T 12 Than was bis visage.,

vileynsly byspit. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 225

jit was hir sorwe moche more, seynge hir maister and lorde

so vileynsly ferde with, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf'Manhode 11. c.

(1869) 112 Thou shall neuere keepe thee so wel, that thou

ne shalt be vileynesliche treted. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 47 Thai war discomfyte rycht vilaynsly.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 191/3 Whan they had so vylaynsfy
1

beten hym they put hym out of the cyte.

0. 1388 Wyclif 2 Sam. x. 5 The men weren schent ful
' vilensly. a 1400 Cast. Love tHalliwell) 1628 How vylensli

he wes ladde jet, With crowne of thornes on his hed set.

1 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv. 165 pat be comnionys willansly

Giewit sulde be throw bar mastry. Ibid, v, 1676 pat he..

had supprysit hyr welansly. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls)

233 Thei that were his rebelles he killid vilensly. 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. liii. 503 Whanne syre Harre sawe hym

: doo so vyloynsly,he cryed traytour kny^t leue of for shame.

, 1487 Barbour's Bruce v. 164 Thainobill menand thaiworlhy

Ar distroyit so vilonisly ! tifioo Gest Robyn Hodt cxiii. in

Child Ballads III. 62 The abbot lothely on hym gan lokc,

And vylanesly hym gan call.

Villainy (vi'lani), sb. Forms: a. 3-4 vileinie

(3 uil-), 4 vileynye, vyleyny(e, vileyne; 4
vylaynye, vilaynie, 5 vilainy. /3. 4 vilani(ie,

wHani^e, 6 vilanie, 4-5 vylanye (6 -ie), 4-6
vylany, vilany(e ; 4 velani(e, -ije, 4-5 velanye,

4-6 -any (5 -ane), 6 welany
; 5 villane, wyl-

lanye, &. willany, 6 vyllany, 6-7 villanie, 6-9

villany (7 -ey). 7. 4 vilenie, -ye, vylenye

I

(fyl), 4-5 vi-, vyleny, 5 vylney, Sc. vilne ; 5
veleni, -eny ; 6 villeny(e

>
6-7 -enie. 8. 4-5

I

vilonie, -ony(e, 4-6 vylonye, 5 -ony ; veloni,



VILLAINY. 207 VILIiAN.

velonye, welonye ; villonye. f. 7 villainie,

7- villainy, [a. AF. vile{i)nie, vilatnye, vilanie,

OF. vileinnie, villenie, vilanie, vilonie, vilenie (so

mod.F.), etc., = Pr. vilania, -onia, Sp., Pg., and
It. villania, whence also nied.L. villania: see

Villain sb. and -y.

The present spelling was rare before the 18th c. and did
not become established until the 19th, when it gradually
displaced the more prevalent villany.]

1. Action or conduct befitting, characteristic or

typical of, a villain ; evil or wrongdoing of a foul,

infamous, or shameful nature ; extreme wicked-
ness on the part of a person in dealing with others.

a. a u»5 Ancr, R. 216 Lechurs, bet habbeS so uorloren
scheome j>et ham nis nowiht of scheome, auh secheS hwu
heo muwen mest uileinie wurchen. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

1329 Vor it is ech prince iwis & king vileinie To defouli is

knifes boru warn he ab be maistrie. 1340 Ayenb. 18 He is

wel vileyn and ontrewe auoreye his lhord, ..and yelt him
kuead uor guod, and vileynye uor corteysye. 13., E. E.
Allit. P. B. 863 Dos away your derf dyn & derez neuer my
gestes, Avoy I hit is your vylaynyc, $e vylen your seluen.

)9. a 1300 Cursor M, 2422 Bot godd hir [kept] bat was hir

wit.. bat moght naman o licherie Hir body neght wit wil-
anie. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 71 For iwyssehitarn so wykke
bat in bat won dowellez, & her malys is so much I may not
abide, Bot venge me on hir vilanye & venym bilyue. 1396-7
in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1907) XXII. 297 We knowe wel b^t
euery lesyng opinU prechid turnith him to velanye bat euere
was trewe and with oute defaute. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron.
it. 981 Tenelayus..mad hym cortasse welcummynge... Bot
hedidwillany bar agayn : pis Tenelayus hewalde hafslayn.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E vij b, The
greateste vyllany in a villayne is to be gyuen in largesse of
lyes. 1538 Elvot, Obsccenitas, villany inactes; rybauldrie.
i$95 Shaks. John 111. i. 116 Thou little valiant, great in

villanie, Thou euer strong vpon the stronger side. 1616
R. C Times' Whistle (1871) 55 From thirst of wealth &
golden villany I now am come to brutish gluttonie. 1679
Hatton Corr. (Camden) 199 He hath been twice pillor'd,

and committed all manner of villaney. a 1716 Blackai.l
Whs. (1723) I. 95 He will hardly ever be able to carry his
Matters so cunningly, but that his Villany will at last be
discover'd. 1771 Junius Lett. Hv. (1788) 300 This may be
logic at Cambridge, . . but among men of sense and honour,
it is folly or villany in the extreme. 1841 James Brigand
iii. 41 There is some mistake here, and I think some vil-

lany. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 217 He had
been induced, by the villany of Tyrconnel, to trust himself
at Saint Germains.
person/. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 166 Another image,

that Vilanye Y-cleped was, saugh I. .. Vilanye was lyk
somdel That other image [sc. Felony]; and.. She semed a
wikked creature.

trans/. and^5>. x6xi Shaks. Cymb. v. ii. 13 Nothing rowts
vs, but The villany of oure feares. 1638 Sir T. Herbert
7Vaz>, (ed. 2) 340 Ignorant of the deceits of men, and unused
to the villany of powder.

y. C1315 Shoreham in. 328 Ac ys [deadly sin] bat uoule
wyl al so To swyche fylenye. 1393 Lanc;l. P. PI. C. vn.
433 Ichcan nouht speke for shame The vylenye ofmy foule
moube and of my foule mawe. a 1125 Cursor M. 4405
(Trin.), Here may men se be vileny pat he sou^te on his
lady, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 36 He and y hadd
gret communicacion diuerse tymes, but it was neuer in no
ueleni, nor in no euell thought nor in dede. 158a Stany-
hurst /Eneis n. (Arb.) 61 In father his presence with
spightful villenye cancred, Thee soon that murthrest, my
sight with boucherye stayning. 1596 Spenser F, Q. vi.

vii. 23 The gentle knight Would not be tempted to such
villenie.

S. c 1380 Wvclif Tracts Wks. (1880) 204 To be aschamyd
of eche euyl speche, & namely of lecherie & euyl conten-
aunce of synne & ribaudrie & vilonye. c 1430 Hcnv the
Good Wife in Babees Book (1868) 38 Kepe bee from synne,
fro vilonye, & fro blame. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 44 Who
wold haue thought that I shold haue had vylonye of Rolland ?

c. 1605 1st Pt. Jeroninto 11, iii. 49 O, that villainy should
be found in the great Chamber. 172a Wollaston Relig.
Nat. vi. 133 He may .. endeavour to recover what has
been by any kind of violence or villainy taken from him.
177a Pennant Tours Scot. (1774) 10 Murdered by assassins
who crossed the moat to perpetrate their villainy. 1819
Shelley Cenci 1. iii. 175 Manhood's purpose stern, And
age's firm, cold, subtle villainy. 1843 Bethune Sc. Fireside
Stor. io£ Jenny and his other friends declaimed loudly upon
the villainy of Mr. M'Quiddit, in keeping him so long from
his own. 1861 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. cxlvu III.

133 The same kind of villainy was meditated in China.

b. With a and pi., this, that, etc. An instance
or case of this ; a piece of wicked conduct or deal-
ing ; a vile act or deed.

13 . . Gaiv. <$• Gr. Knt. 634 Gawan was for gode knawen,
& as golde pured, Voyded of vche vylany, wyth vertuez
ennourned in mote. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvin. 94 For bis
foule vyleynye veniaunce to 30W alle. 1390 Gower Con/.
II. 153 Him thenkth it were a vilenie, Bot he rewarde bim
for his dede. C1400 Destr. Troy 6912 Vlixes..To venge
of bat vilany vili dissirit. 1483 Cath. Angl. 400/1 A velany,
dtdicus. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 755 Requiryng them
therefore to studie how to reuenge and punishe so great a
villanie. 159a Kyd Sp. Trag. m. viii. 12 Bought you a
whistle and a whipstalke too, To be reuenged on their
villanies? c 1618 Moryson /tin. iv. (1903) 482 Though
indeede they take it rather for a grace to be reputed actiue
in any Villany, espetially Cruelty and theft. 1677 Gilpin
Demonol. n. i. 187 Other Errours there are, that lead to
beastly and unnatural Villanies. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues
53 Under pretence thereof Wars might be raised, Robberies
and all manner of Villanies committed. 17*5 De Foe Voy.
round World (1840) 42 If they are honest men and would
not appear in this villany. 174a Fielding J. Andrews I.

x[i]v, The greatest villanies are daily practised to please
thee. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 152 He was
determined to keep his place, if it could be kept by any
villany but one. i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt.
exxviii. III. 8b But such is what the poor have to expect,

when they assist in the villainies of the rich. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. I. 411 /Kthelred, if he had not ordered this

villany, at any rate made himself an accessory after the fact.

f 2. Treatment of a degrading or shameful nature

as suffered or received by a person ; ill-usage, in-

jury, indignity, insult. Obs.
Not always clearly distinct from sense 3.

a 1300 Cursor M. 171^0 Befor mi moder eien. .Sufferd i

al bis wilani [::r. velani]. 13. . A'. Alt's. 2500 (Laud MS.),
per dude Alisaunder curteisie ; He kepte hem from vche
vilenye, Darries moder, & darries wijf. c 1375 Sc. Leg:
Saints i. (/V1VO548 He.. mad gret playnt of (>e schame, "of

be vilne, and of be blame, bat lytil befor tholit he. C1440
York Myst. xxii. 70 And gladly suffir I for thy sake swiik
velany. 1567 Trial Treas. Ciijb, Ye, ye they haue vsed
me with to much vilanie. 1586 _[. Hooker Hist, Ircl. in

Holinshedll. S2/2 Kiktare pursuing Oimond to the chapiter
house doore, vndertooke on his honor that he should 1 eceiue
no villanie. 1590 Greene Royal Exch, Wks. (Grosart) VII.
263 To see villanie offered him, and to holde his peace.

fb. In the phr. toput (a person) to villainy.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge u. 207 Wyddowes nnd

wyues were put to vilany, Maydens were corrupt and slayne
chamfully. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark ix. 62
Syth menne shoulde se hym [sc. Jesus] sone after putte to
so muche shame and villany. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Conculco, . .to treade vnder foote : to put toextreme vilanie.

+ c. ? A punishment of a degrading or ignomin-
ious nature. Obs.—1

a 1400-50 Bk. Curfasye 56 in Babees Bk., Yf bou make
mawes on any wyse, A velany bou kacches or euer bou rise.

fS. Disgrace, dishonour ; ignominy; discredit.

Obs. (freq. c 1400-f 1500).
c 1375 Cursor M. 803 (Fairf,), pai clad ham ban for velane

wib brade leues of fyge tree. 137s Barcgir liritcc ix. 545
Schir Amery . . Raid till Yngland, and purcha.st thcr Ofarmyt

men gret cumpany, To venge hym of the velany. c 1430
Chron. Vilod. 2384 Y be mekely prey.. to correcty hit so
bat y naue no vyleny bere-by. 1436 Hen. VI in Rcf>.
Hist. MSS. Com??:. Var. Coll. IV. 199 To caste this land
oute of all reputacion into perpetual reprofe, vylonye and
shame thorwgh the wordil. a 1470 Harding Chron. vn.
clxxxi, The kyng Edwarde had all the victorye, The kyng
Philyp had all the vilanye. c 1530 Ld. Bkrners Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 23 Dame Luke .. knew wel y* her dou^hter
Perron was no mayde, therforeshe doubted greatly to haue
vylonye. a 1533 — Huon viii. 20 It shalbe greatly to your
veleny and reproche yf I be thus slayne by you. 1565
Jewell Reply Harding "(161 1) 371 They thought great
villanie in that kind of Death. 1594 T. \\. La Primattd.
Fr. Acad. u. 327 For this cause there is in Shame not
onely a feare of villanie, but indignation also, after the
committing of some fault.

*t*
b. Used predicativcly : A fact or circumstance

bringing disgrace or discredit to a person. Also
without const. Obs.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 27 It es a velany a man for to

be curyously arrayede apone his heuede, .and all his body
be nakede and bare as it ware a beggere. la 1366CHAUCKU
Rom. Rose 1231 But she hym holpe his harme to aswage;
Hir thought it elles a vylanye. a 1400 Minor Poems Jr.
Vernon MS. 533/173 jif bat bou cliyde }>i soget, Hit is to

be vileynye gret, 1467 Paston Lett. II. 308, If I wer ther
withought I had the mor sadder or wurchepfull persones
abought me,.. it shuld be to me but a vylney. 1470-85
Malory Arthur ni. viii, 108 Ye haue doone a passynge
fowle dede in the sleyinge of the lady, the whiche will be

frete vylany vnto yow. a 1533 L». Herners HuonXv. 185
t shal be to you grete velany [ed. tdot dishonour].

fc. A person or thing that is the source of
discredit or disgrace. Obs. rare.

138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxiii. 31 He shal ben vileny to alle :

forthi that he vnderstod not the drede of the Lord. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Galat. 21 The Gentiles.,
coumpte his crosse for a vilanie and reproche.

f 4. To do villainy or a villainy, esp. to (a per-

son), in prec. senses. Obs.
a. 1303 R. Urunne Handl. Synne 6516 The syxte synne

ys glotonye; bat ys a shameful vyleynye bat men doun of
mete and drynk. a 1330 Otuel 358 King charles . . was
hende & good, & nolde"for hise wordes heje Don otuel no
vileinie. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 287 f>ei..don hynx
more dispite and vileyne ban diden Judas Scarioth and
lewis, a 1435 Cursor M. 20340 (Trin.), perfore beron haue
pou bi fc>ou3t..pat bei me do no vilayne.

p. a 1300 Cursor M. 16306 Pilate said and badd pai ne
suld do him [sc. Jesus] na vilani. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W.
1823 Lucrece

t
Wh\ hast thow don this lady vilanye? <-' 1450

Mirk's Festial 106 By helpe of be fende, he made hym
Iyke an angyll,and come to dyuers maydyns,..and soo lay
by horn, and dude horn gret vylany. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Ping. ciii. 52 b, The kyng Osbright me hath done shame &
vilanye ayens my wyll, 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
254 [They] spared not to do all the vylany & shame to
the sone of £od that they coude deuyse. 1597 Shaks. 2
Hen. IV. 11. l 130 Pay her the debt you owe her, and vn«
pay the villany you haue done her. a 1683 Sidney Disc
Govt. 1, i. (1704) 8 A third sort of Men who would neither
do Villanys, nor suffer more than the Laws did permit.

y. ^1385 Chaucer L.G.W. 2333 Philomene, This false

thef Hath don this lady 3U a more myschef For fere lyst she
shulde his shame crye And don hym opynly a vilenye.
14a* Yongk tr. Secreta Secret. 136 In that he dothe to god
ouer-grete veleny.

5. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2254 He wende wib is ferete [to]

haue do be vylonye. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) III. 389
Aithalus hadde despitousliche i-scorned bis Pausania, and
i-doo hym grete vilonye. c 1449 Pecock AV/r. 1. xvii. 100
Ther in thei doon foul vilonie to Cristis lawe of feith. 1474
Caxton Chesse \u t. (1883) 20 Thanswer of a noble &
debonair prynce That suffred that villonye don to hU
doug liter.

t 5. To say or speak (a, no, etc.) villainy, to

speak evil, to use wicked, low, obscene, or oppro-

brious language. Also, to speak villainy oJ\ to

defame or throw discredit on (a person). Obs.

After OF. dire znlonic (Du Cangc s.v. I'illania),

{a) a 1300 Cursor M. 7832 For qua lais hand in ft-loni O
king, or sais him vilani, . . wit-vten grith, He dei. 1303
R. Urunnk Handl. Synne 1549 A nunne. .pat ^ede to helle
for no byng ellys Hut for she spake euer vyleyny. c 1386
Chaucer I'rol. 70 He neuere yet no vileynye ne sayde In
al hislyf vn to no maner wight. 14191118. Hentley Excerpta
Historica (1831) 38 That no man saye no vilony to non
other, throughe the whiche vilony saynge, may falle sodenly
man slaughter, or risinge of people. 1474 Caxton Chesse
11. i. (1883) 20 This prince had also a frende that..sayd on
a tyme as moche villonye unto the prynce as ony man miht
saye. 1483 — Cold. Leg. 424/1 She.. said many Iniuryes
& vylonyes to fyacre contumeleyng & blasphemyn^ hym.
1611 Bible Isaiah xxxii. 6 The vile person wil speakc
villenie, and his heart will worke iniquhie.

(/') 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. xix. 832 Alle the world
wylle speke of yow vylony. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 285
Do not a thing that should Uemishe your renowne, neither
geue occasion for any to speake vilanie of you. 1581 A.
Hall Iliad v. 83 Al men of vs great villany would say.

fb. So words oj villainy. Obs.

1300 Cursor M. 285-51, I ha bene wont thoru lucheil
iv. c 1386 Cmal'cf.r Pars. T. 7 22Wordes to spek of vila

If., he be a talkere ofydil wordes of vanite or of vilonye.

1568 Bk. Nurture To Parents, Take heede they speake no
wordes of vilany.

f6. Lack of courtesy or politeness; discourtesy,

incivility, rudeness; boorishncss, rusticity. Obs.
c 1340 Hampolf. Pr. Consc. 15^3 For bat somtyme men

held velany Nowyhung men haldes curtasy ; And bat som
tyme was curtasy cald, Now wille yhong men velany hald.
C1386 Cuaucf.r Prol. 740 Crist spak hym self ful brode in

hooly writ, And wel ye woot no vileynye is it. 14.. Voc,
tn Wr.-Wiilcker 590 Ifturbam'tas, vylonye. .148a in Ha/1.
E. P. P. I. 45 Syr erle, he seyd, take and be^yn ; He seyd :

nay, be seynt Austyn, That was to me vylony. C1481
Caxton Dialogues 29 For I reffuse not The cuppe ; That
were vylonye [F. villonie\
a 1677 Harrow Scrm. Titus iii. 2 Wks. (16S7) I. 239 This

practice [of railing and reviling] doth plainly signiticill
breeding and bad manners.. . In our modern languages it is

termed Villany, as being proper for rustick boors. 1694
Drvdf.n Love Triumph. 1. i, But this large courtesy, this

overpraise You give his worth, in any other mouth Were
villainy to me,

+ 7. The condition or state of a villein; bondage,
servitude; hence, base or ignoble condition ot

life ; moral degradation. Obs.

4:1386 Chaucfr Pars. T. P 9 Certes wel aughte a man
hauedisdeyne of synne, nnd wijdrawe him fro bat braldom
and vilenye. 1540 Coverdale Fruit/ul Less. i. Wks.
il'arker Soc.) I. 300 Jesus.. took upon himself the most
extreme shame.. to deliver us from eternal villany. 1543
T. Ufxon New Catech. Wks. 1560 I. 415b, These, these
goo about to bring vs vnto vilany,

t b. Low or wretched condition. Obs.
1570 Jf.wei. View Seditious Bull (1582) 47 Haue not they

spoiled & wasted those two noble Cuntries & brought them
to such vilanie & miseiie, as they neuer felt before?

f 8. Imperfection, defect, or injury in things.

Obs-1

c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) it, Ivili. (1859) 5^ The bones
stoden vp, as men, in the same persones, ryght as they were
byfore, withouten ony spot or vylonye.

9. Base, villainous, or wicked quality.

170a Addison Dial. Medals ii. (1726) 101 Ingratitude.,
can arisejfrom nothing but a natural baseness and villany

of soul.

Hence f Villainy (in 5 vylonye) v. trans., =*

Villain v. i. Obs.— 1

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 113/3 f*or as moche as they haue
dyspyted and vylonyed the blood of Jhesu,

Villakin(vi-lakin). [f. Villa + -kin.] A little

villa; a villa-residence.

Chiefly in familiar or jocular use, or with some degree of

disparagement.

1730 Swift Let. to Gay 19 March, I writ lately to Mr.
Pope: I wish you had a little Villakin in his neighbour-
hood. 1730 Gay Let. to Sxvi/t 31 March, I am every day
building vdlakins and have given over that of ca-'' s. 1805

J. Ai.mom Corr. Wilkes V. 79 In this cottage (or vftta b"*»,

as he usually termed it) he passed the pleasantest hours
which he had enjoyed since the period of his adversities.

1841 Tail's Mag, VIII. 258 The villakin was transformed

into a domestic paradise. 1883 Mtss Uroughton Belinda
II. 159 Spick and span villas and villakins, each with its

half acre of tennis-ground and double daisies,

Vi llaless, a. [f. Villa.] Having no villa or

villas.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 481 The touch at the end, as to

the villalcss condition of Bulwer, is admirable.

Vi'llau. Also 6-7, 9 villane. [ad. med.L.
villan-us villager, etc., f. L. villa Villa.]

1. Hist. A villein ; an occupier of land in the

feudal vili.

155a Hlloet, Viltan, scntus, . . uillanus. 1570 Levins

Manip. 19 Villane, verna. 1609 Skene Reg. AfaJ. 98 Gif

ane over-ford causes marie the heires of his vassall, being

in his custodie, with villans (or bondmen) or Burgesses,

quhereby the heires are disparaged [etc.J. 1699 Temple

Hist. Eng. (ed. a) 355 What Stock they were possessed of,

and how many Villans upon their respective Estates. 1809

Bawdwen Domesday Bk. 9 There are only two villanes there

and four bordars having one plough and a half. 1851 I. H.

Turner Dom. Archit. X. iii, 105 To these woods [at Ostcrley,

MiddlesexJ resorted moreover all lawless men, fugitive

villans, and persons of the like description.

f2. A villager, a peasant. Obs.

1685 Hhwes Diary (HakL Soc.) I. 208 Vineyards stored

with excellent good grapes, which the villanes carry every

night to sell at Shirash.

Villan, obs. f. Villain. Villanage, variant

of Villeinage. Villane, obs. f. Villain.



VILLANELLA.
iVillaneUa(vilSne-la). Pl.-elle. [It.,fem.

of villanello rural, rustic, f. villano : see Villain
sb. and a.] (See later quots.)

1597 Morley Introd. A/us. in. 180 Though many times
the dittie be fine enough, yet because it carrieth that name
Villanella they take those disallowances as being good
enough for plow and cart. 1667 C. Simpson Compend Mus.
139 Then, Cansonets, Vilanella's, Airs of all sorts; or what
else Poetry hath contrived to be set and Sung in Musick.
[Hence in R. Holme Armoury (1688) m. 159/2.) 1801
ISusby Diet. Mtis., Villanella, the air of an old rustic
dance, the time ofwhich was gay and brisk, and the measure
strongly marked. 1884 W. S. Rockstro in Grove Diet.
Mus. IV. 264 Villanella, s.n unaccompanied Part-Song, of
light rustic character, sharing, in about equal proportions,
the characteristics of the Canzonetta, and the Balletta.

Villanelle (vilane-1). Also 6 villanell, 7 -el.

[a. F. villanelle, ad. It. villanella : see prec. In the
first quot. perh. an Anglicizing of the Italian word.]
f 1. = prec. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia, etc. (1629) 535 To the tune of a

Neapolitan Villanell. 1603 Florio tr. Montaigne 1. liv. 170
The Villanclles, homely gigges, and countrie songs of Gas-
conie. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne (1711) I. liv. I. 472.
2. A poem of fixed form, usually of a pastoral

or lyric nature, consisting normally of five three-
lined stanzas and a final quatrain, with only two
rhymes throughout.
The first and third lines of the first stanza are repeated

alternately in the succeeding stanzas as a refrain, and form
a final couplet in the quatrain.
1877 Gosse in Cornhill Mag. July 65 It appears that

,
villanelles may be any length, if only they retain this num.
ber and arrangement of rhymes. 1877-8 Henley in Bal.
lades <y Rondeaus (Canterb. Poets) 252 A dainty thing's
the Villanelle. Sly, musical, a jewel in rhyme, It serves
its purpose passing well. 1886 C. Dick Model, etc. 90 A
Vacation Villanelle.

Vi'llaner. rare. [f. Villan + -EK 1.] = Villax.
1862 Toulmin Smith Pari. Rcmemb. Oct. 189 The ' In-

quisitio Eliensis ' states that book to have been the record
of an inquisition made on the oaths of the priest, the pro-
vost and six villaners of every Vill.

Villar (vi-lau), sb. and a. rare. [ad. L. villaris,
f. villa Villa : see -ah.] a. si. A peasant hold-
ing land in the feudal vill ; a villein, b. adj.
Pertaining or relating to, concerned with, the
feudal vill or vills.

1874 A. P. Forbes S. Ninian f, S. Kentigern Notes 313
Stephen gave his forest of Fulness., a fishery at Lancaster,
and one or twovillars with their property. 1897 Maitland
Domesday f Beyond 13 Manorial and fiscal geography
interferes with physical and villar geography.
Villarsite (vilausait). Min. [a. F. villars-

ite, f. the name of the French botanist D. Villars
(1745-1814): named in 1842 by Dufrenoy.] A
hydrous silicate of magnesium occurring massive
or in rounded grains at Traversella, Piedmont.
1846 Worcester (citing Dana). 1850 Ansted Etem. Geol.,

Mm., etc. § 429 / "illarsitc, silicate of magnesia with iron and
manganese. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sei., Geol., etc. 511 Villarsite.
—Prismatic, ..Translucent. Col[our], yellowish-green. 1889
A. Irving Metamorphism 0/ Rock 55 Villarsite, which
agrees with olivine in crystal form and optical characters,
contains 4 to 6.2 per cent, of water.

Villate (vi-Lft). Hut. [ad. med.L. villata,
f. L. villa Villa.] A feudal territorial division
consisting of a number of vills.
The Latin term has had some currency in English histori-

cal works.

1897 Leader Rec. Burg. Sheffield p. xxvi, Proceedings
were taken against the constable and villate of Wakefield
Villatic (viltE-tik), a. [ad. L. villalic-us, f.

villa \ illA.] Of or pertaining to a villa or villas,
or the inhabitants ; esp. (after the original sense of
villa), rural, rustic ; village-.
The Miltonic passage has been freely echoed in the 19th c

:

see the first group of quots. and 1822-56 in (b).

(a) 1671 Milton Samson 1695 The perched roosts, And
nests in order rang'd Of tame villatic Fowl. 182a Lamb
Corr. (1870) 164 Widgeon, snipes, barn-door fowls, ducks
geese—your tame villatic things. 1889 Gd. Words Nov.
786/2 [Jacob] herding the tame villatic sheep of his father

(i) 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 147 p8 He. .consulted with
her.

.
how I might be . . disencumbered from villatick bashful,

ness. 1771-2 Ess.fr. Batchelor{iji2) 1 162 Two rebellious
enchanters, whom villatic rusticity styled, Cow-herds —or
Cow-boys. 1822-56 De Quincey Con/ess. App. 284 Little
asteroids that formed ample inheritances for the wants of
this or that provincial squire, of this or that tame villatic
squireen. 1846 Lowell Biglo7u P. Ser. I. ix. Introd., A feel-
ing of villatic pride in beholding our townsman occupying
so large a space in the public eye.

t Ville '. Anat. Obs. [ad. L. villus Villus.]
= Villus 2. (Only in pi.)

_
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 30 pe corde whanne he entrib

into be brawn is departid into many smale bredis, & bei ben
[

clepid villes [v.r. vyllesj—bat is to seie wrappingis. & bese
villes ben of iij. manner. 1541 Copland Guydan's Quest.
Chirurg. Ij b, Ofwhat villes is the stomacke composed ! 156a
Bullein Buhvarke, Dial. Sorenes f, Chir. 26 Iskyng [ =
yexing] procedyng of driyng of the villes of the stomacke.

f Ville 2, etc., varr. Fille 1, chervil. Obs.
c 1265 Vac. Plants in Wr.-Wu!cker 557 Cer/olittm, i. cer-

foil, i. villen. 01387 Sinon. Barlhol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 15
Cerfalium, i. villes. Ibid. 43 Ville, cerefolium.

Ville, obs. f. Vill; var. Fille 2 Obs.

II Villeggiatura (viled,z,at»Ta). Also (incor-

rectly) villegiatura. [It., f. villeggiare to live at a

villa or in the country, f. villa Villa.] Residence
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at a country villa or in the country; a holiday
spent in this way.
1742 Walpole Let. to Mann i Nov., I don't wonder that

she hates the country ; I dare to say her child does not owe
its existence to the Villeggiatura. 1765 Smollett Trav.
xxix. (1766) II. 80 The mountain of Viterbo is covered with
beautiful plantations and villas belonging to the Roman
nobility, who come hither to make the villegiatura in
summer. 1822 Shelley Prose His. (1880) IV. 2S4 Lord
Byron is in villeggiatura, near Leghorn. 1845 Prescott
in Life Longfello-.v (1891) II. 22 We keep our villeggiatura
atPepperell, not flitting at all to Nahant this summer. 1885

I

Times (wkly. ed.) 18 Sept. 15/3 [They] occasionally left
the cares and dignity of the Vice-regal Lodge to come

1 down fur a quiet villcgiatura here.

So
||
Villegiature. Ois.- 1 [F. villegiature.']

1740 Corr. betw. C'tess Hartford A> C'less Pomfret (1805)
II. 172, I am sorry the nobility of Florence did not defer
their villegiature till Christmas.

Villein (vi-l/n). Now Hist. Forms: a. 4
vilein, 4-5 vileyn, 5 veleyn, 6 vylleyne, 6-7
villeine, 6- villein, 8-9 villeyn ; also 6-7 vil-
len. 0. 5 vylayn, 5-6 -ayne, 6 vyllayn(e,
villayne, 6-7 villaine, 6- villain (7 vilain).
[a. AF. villein {vilein, -eyn, vyleyn, etc.), var.
villain, etc., Villain si. Both types of spelling
have been freely employed for this special sense of
the word, and the tendency to use the form villain
has increased in recent years.]

1. One of the class of serfs in the feudal system
;

spec, a peasant occupier or cultivator entirely sub-
ject to a lord (villein in gross Gross si.'2 2 e) or
attached to a manor {villein regardant Regakdant
a. 1) ; a tenant in villeinage; also applied to a
person regarded as holding a similar position in
other communities, a bondsman, t Hence formerly
in general use, a peasant, country labourer, or lowJ
born rustic. '

a. a 1325 MS. Rawl. B.$2o fol. 56 b, Also Iith assise after
excepcion of villenage ajf bat vileyn vnder his louerdes
power purchasede ani lond. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 325Nou lete we this maiden hiere, And speke of Dionise ayein
And ofTheophile the vilein, Of whiche I spakof nou tofore.
[Cf. p. 320, 1. 1358.] C1400 Maundev. (1839) 191 Olifauntz..
that he makethe for to ben brought up amonges his Vileynes.
C1450 LovelICH Merlin 11625 And while the veleyn 1

hadde seyd al this, Evere stood sire Vlphyn and herkened
I

j-wys. 1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2) III. 1100/1 In case
my adversaries villen or bondman be impaneled, I may
lawfullie chalenge him. 1590 Swinburne Testaments 34Amongest the second sort are comprehended such as lacke
freedome, & full liberty, as bond.slaue, slaues. and vil-
leines. 1620 J. Wilkinson Courts Baron 146 If any Vil-
leine or Bondman of blood hath purchased any land within

j

his Lordship, the Lord may seise both it and such villeines
goods at his pleasure. 1648 D. Jenkins Wis. 10 The Vil-
leine of a Lord, in the presence of the King cannot be seized.
1699 Temple Hist. Eng. 65 The Villens, that held nothing
but at the Willof the Landlord. 1765 Blackstone Coimn.
I. 72 Villeins might be enfranchised by manumission. 177s
Archaeol. III. 80 Is it probable, that two day labourers, and
at that time villeins, should have any fine to compound t
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 256 After the conquest the
estates of the great lords were cultivated by their villeins.
1848 Lytton Harold I. v, The villeins are many and their
hate is strong. 1875 K. E. Digby Real Prop. (1876) 51
If the villein could not depart from the land, no more could
the lord remove him so long as he rendered the service due
to the lord.

fig. 1607 Hieron Wis. I. 333 The scorner and scoffer at
the word, is euen a villen to his own profanenes.
0. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. iii. 277 That..aIIe men

of worship maye disseuer a gentylman fro a yoman, and
from a yoman a vylayne. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 148/2 It
happed upon a day that he tormented a vylayn or a carle

,-.„ c°uelyse of hys good. 1532 Dial. Laws Eng. 11.
xlni. P v, \ f a vyllayn be made a preste, yet neuertheles the
lorde may sease his goodes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI,
104 There were slain and taken foure hundred gentlemen
and the villaines frankely let go. i57o"Lambarde Peramb.
Kent 452 Bondseruants, which we do now sence call by
a strained worde Villaines, ar not here talked of. 1600
Holland Livy xi.v. xliv. 1233 b, This K[ing). .was wont, .to
acknowledge & cal himselfe the freed villaine and vassaile
of the people of Rome. 1622 Bacon Henry VII, 156 John
Cut, .

.
Henry Wyat, and such other Caitifes and Villaines of

Birth, have beene the principall Finders. 1698 Frybk Ace.
E. India f, P. 267 They are Preferred to no higher Em.
ployment than to Cultivate the Earth as Villains, not In-
heritors. 1714 Siect. No. 607 F 12 The Steward shall cause
these two Neighbours to swear, .if he be a Free-man, or a
Villain. 1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 602 An act for disabling
the villains or copyholders of prelates and monasteries to
purchase lands in fee. 1776 Dalrymple Ann. Scot. 320 A
covenant between the Lord and the villain. 1839 Keightley
Hist. Eng. I 168 They the judges] were likewise required
. .to receive the oath of fealty from all persons from the earl
down to the villain. 1866 Rogers Agric. t, Prices I. iii 62Time out of mind the services of the villains had been com-

??
u

o £v
0r

M?ney Payments. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq.
V. 478 Ihe villain was not a slave, but a freeman minus the
very important rights of his lord. As against all men but
his lord, he was free.

t b. A servant, a retainer. Obs.—1

•535 Goodly Primer, Passion iv. The villains had made a
great fire beneath in the midst of the hall.

2. altrii., as villein burgher, class, issue, land,
etc. ; villein service, service which a villein was
bound to render to his lord as a condition of hold-
ing his land ; villein-sooage, socage or tenure by
villein service (cf. quot. 1 766) ; so villein-socman.
1529 Rastell Pastyme E iij b, Swanus .. besegyd Can-

terbury, and wan it, ..and slew the monkys; but euer

VILLEINAGE.
kept the .x. monk alyue to do vylleyne seruyce, & slew
.ix. of them. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures xi. 40 b, Lande
holden in vyllenage or vyllayne landes. a l6as Sir H
Finch Lam (1636) 23 A villein shall make free land to bee
villein land, but villein land shall not make a free-manto be
a villein. ifiSi G. W. tr. Cowl's Inst. 9 There may be vil.
lain Issue between those which are our Captives. i6«i tr
Ritchin's Jurisdict. (1657) 327 If my Villain Infant be in
ward of one, by reason that he holds of him by Knights
service. 1764 Blackstone Comm. II. 61 These villein-
socmen do villein services. Ibid. 79 But socage.. is of two
sorts : free-socage,

. .and villein-socage, where the services,
though certain, are of a baser nature. 1776 Dalrymple
Ann. Scot. 320 Merchetum . .was also used for expressing
another villain custom. 1864 J. F. Kirk Ch. the Bold I. v.
244 tor what purpose were the taille and the gabelle levied
on the villain burghers, if the nobles derived no benefit
from these exactions. 1875 K. E. Digby RealProp. (1876)
51 Freemen sometimes held lands by villein services. 1878
Stubbs Const. Hist. xix. III. 367 The villein class, .aspired
to holy orders as one of the avenues to liberty.

1 3. As atij. Of base or servile birth ; belonging
to the class of feudal villeins or serfs. Obs.
1551 in J. S. Leadam Sel. Cases Crt. Reoucsls(Se\den) 55Your Oratour repplyede that he was Free and of Free

estate and nott vyllayne.

Villein, obs. f. Villain sb. and a.

Villeinage (vi-l/nedj). Now Hist. Forms:
a. 4-9 villenage (6 vyllenage, vyllynage,
vellenage), 5 vilenage. 0. 6-9 villanage, 7
Villon-, villianage, 7-9 villainage. 7. 7- vil-
leinage (9 vileinage). [a. AF. vilenage, villen-
age, OK. vilenage, villenage, vila{i)nage, = Pr.
vilanatge, Sp. villanage, Pg. villanagem), or ad.
med.L. villenagium, vil{l)anagium, vilcinagium

,

from the same source : see Villein and -age.]
1. The tenure by which a feudal villein held or

occupied his land ; tenure of lands by bond-service
rendered to the lord or superior. Also called
tenure in villeinage.
a. a 1325 [see Villein i a]. C1450 Godstew Reg. (1905)

207, liij. acres and an half acre and half a Rode of arable
lond, .

.
the whiche he holdith in vilenage or bondage. 1523

Fitzherb. Sum. 12 Ail these tenauntes maye holde their
landes by dyuers tenures..: as by.. burgage tenures and
tenure in vyllenage. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures xi. 40

, v,
n

,

ur
L

'" Yy"enage is most properly whan a vylleyne
[

holdeth of his lorde to whom he is vyllayne certayne landes
t

,

en
r
m

.?
ntes afler the custome and maner or els at the

wyl of his lorde, and to do his vyllayne seruyce. 1598Marston Sea. Villanic 1. ii. 176 Once Albion liu'd in such
a cruell age Than men did hold by seruile villenage. 1602
Fulbecke 1st Pt.Parail. 211 Villenage, is where a man
holdeth of his Lord, either by doing vnto him some parti-
cular base seruice, and such a one is called a tenant by
villenage, or by doing generally whatsoeuer base seruice
his Lord will commaund and impose vpon him, and such a
tenaunt is termed in our Law a villaine. 1607 Cowell
Interpr. s.v., For euery one that houldeth in villenage, is
not a villein, or a bond man. 1612 Davies Why Inland,
etc. (1787) 204 There was but one freeholder made in a
whole country, which was the lord himself, all the rest were
but tenants at will, or rather tenants in villenage. 1672
Manley Cornell's Interpr. s.v., Copy-holders is but a new
Name, for anciently they were called Tenants in villenage,
or, of base Tenure. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 92 With
regard to the folk-land, or estates held in villenage. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 308 Copyholds being derived from
the tenure in villenage, they were not originally within
the jurisdiction of the king's courts at Westminster. 1818
Hallam Mid. Ages in. viii. (1819) III. 259 The tenements
in villenage, whether by law or usage, were never separated
from the lordship. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. xvi. (1896) II.

475 So villenage grew to be a base tenure, differing in degree
rather than in kind from socage, and privileged as well as
burdened.
attrib. 1670 Blount Anc. Tenures 21 This was an usual

restraint of old in Villenage Tenure.
0. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Cotanarii, ..rusticall people,

tenantes in villanages. 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 11. 77 A
matter almost out of vse, a tenure called Villanage: that is,

where the Tenants of a Mannor were Bondmen and Bond,
women. ai6i8 Raleigh Rem. (1644) 59 The bondmen.,
were grievously prest by their Lords in their tenure of
Villanage. 1681 H. Nevile Plata Rediv. 133 Not only all
Villanage is long since abollished, but the other Tenures
are so altered and qualified, that they signifie nothing to-
wards making the Yeomandry depend upon the Lords.
1776 Adam Smith IV. N. hi. ii. I. 473 Tenure in villanage
gradually wore out. 1812 G. Chalmers Dam. Econ. Gt.
Brit. 23 It is extremely difficult to ascertain the time, when
villainage ceased in England, or even to trace its decline.
1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Brcaif..t. vi, We return to the
state of villanage, holding our tenement-houses.. of the
State.

fig. a 1653 G. Daniel Idyll v. 132 The Earth runs in one
Tenure, and we but Prevent Repeals; Villainage is the
Lott.

y. 1641 Termes de la Ley 262 To hold in pure Villeinage,
is to do all that the Lord will him command. 1845 S.
Austin Ranie s Hist. Re/. II. 225 The abolition of the
punishment of death, of the lesser tithes, and of villeinage
were especially insisted on. 1845 Williams Real Property
111. 265 Villeinage is to hold part of the demesnes of any
lord . . by villein services.

1 1>. Land held by this tenure. Obs.
c 1450 Gadstaiv Reg. (1906) 576 The tythes of the villenagis

of medys and litell medis of the same towne. c 1460 Oseney
Reg. (1913) 26 In cleydon, ij. hides of villenage, be which
my modur jafe to be same church.

2. The state or condition of a feudal villein

;

complete subjection to a feudal lord or superior

;

bondage, serfdom, servitude.
a. 1531 Star Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 196 Ony maner

of Entree into the seid Courte Rolles..Concemyng ony



VILLEINESS.

vyllenage agenst tlie seid defendauntes. 1551 in J. S.
Leadam Set Cases Crt. Requests (Selden) 58 To dyscharge
the vyllynage and bondage of the bloudde of the said com-
playnants. 1600 Holland Livy xli. viii. uoi They that
were to leave such yssue at home, gave their children as it

were in villenage to some Romane citizen or other whom
they liked of. 1643 Milton Sov. Salve 26 Reduced to the
terms of the Peasants of France, of villenage and slaveiy.

1699 Tkmtle Hist, Eng. 59 The Children that were born of
these miserable People, belonged to the Lord of the Soil, .

.

and thus began Villenage in England. 1818 Halla.m Mid.
Ages (1872) II. 57 The villenage of the peasantry in some
parts of Catalonia was very severe. 1853 H. Rockrs Ed.
Faith 418 Mr. Newman says that it was Christians, not
men, that the Church sought to enfranchise; it little

matters; she sought to abolish all villenage. 1866 Rogers
Agric. ff Prices I. iv. 70, I do not doubt that the social
state of villenage existed.

fig- »590 Spenser F.Q. 11. xi. 1 No wretchednesse is like
to sinful! vellenage. 1604 Hieron IVks. I. 481 The con-
tinuall gamster is, as it were, in the state of villenage to his
humor. 1644 Milton Divorce 11. in. 36, I spake ev'n now,
as if sin were condemn'd in a perpetual villenage never to
be free by law, never to be manumitted.
0. 1589 Warner Albion's England v. xxiii. 101 Thus

Englands hope with Englands heire in one same Hark did
saile; When desprat from their villanage was English blond
of baile. 1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts 449 For those
[ichneumons] that are ouercome in combates one with
another, are branded with a warlicke marke of Villanage,
or subjection to their Conquerors. 1700 Dkvdf.n Wife
0/ Bath's T. 443 Their Glories shine ; .But Infamyand Vil-
lanage are thine. 1761 [see Serf 2 b]. 1796 Morse Amcr.
Geog, II. 245 Joseph II rendered an essential service to
humanity, in abolishing the servitude or villanage of the
peasantsof Bohemia. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Imi, II. 2S7
The original population . . had . . been conquered and reduced
to a sort of villanage by certain Afghan tribes. 1876
Freeman Norm. Couq. xxiv. V. 480 While the churl sank
to the state of villainage, the slave rose to it.

y. 1641 Termes de la Ley 262 b, The division of Villeinage,
is villeine of_ blood, and of tenure, 1832 Ht. Martineau
Demcvara 11,22 Then came the bondage and villeinage of
the Gothic nations. 1873 Spencer Stud. Sociol. v. 103 When
villeinage had passed away and serfs were no longer main-
tained by their owners. 1889 J essopp Coming 0/Friars ii. 66
A man or woman born in villeinage could never shake it off.

3. The body of villeins; villeins collectively.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. i. 31 The French peasantry or

villainage of the period.

Villeiness. rare. [f. Villein + -ess.] A
female villein.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Corps, Femnte de corps, a Villeinesse, a
woman of a seruile condition. Ibid. s.v. Fcmme.
fVilleining. Obs.-1 = Villeinage.
1471 mArchaeol. XLVII. 196 That. .ye. .paye yerely..

the sume of ten marcs according to the terms of th" enden-
tures of Vilenyng between us and the said William.
Villeinous, -en(;o)us, obs. fF. Villainous a.

Villenie, -enye, obs. varr. Villainy. Villi, pi.

of Villus. Villiaco, -ago, varr. Viliaco Obs.
tVMlicated,///. a. Obs.~° [I L. villicat-us,

pa. pple. of villicdre to act as bailiff.] (See quot.)
Also Villica-tion [ad. L. villicdtzo'].

1623 Cockeram r, Villicated, busied about husbandrie.
Ildd. y VilUcatiou, husbandry. 1656 Blount Glossogr.
(copying Cooper), VilUcatiou, the rule of Husbandry under
the Master or Owner of a Mannor.
Villiche, obs. form of Vilely adv.

Villiform (vi'liijpm), a. Zool. [ad. mod.L.
villi/brm-is \ see Villus and -form. So F. villi-

formed Of the teeth of certain fishes : Having the
form of villi ; so numerous, slender, and closely
set, as to resemble the pile of velvet
Also Bo/., * resembling villi '.

1849-5* Owen in Todds Cycl. A Hat. IV. 874/1 The teeth
of the Sheat-fish.. present all the gradations between the
villiform and raduliform types. 1859 Mlrchison Siluria
(ed. 3) App. 562 The minute villiform teeth of osseous
fishes. 1880 GL'nther Fishes 126 Very fine conical teeth
arranged in a band are termed villiform teeth.

Villify, obs. form of Vilify v. Villin, obs.
f. Villain sb. Villipend, obs. f. Vilipend v.

yillose (villi's), a. Bot. and Ent. [ad. L.
villos-us hairy, rough, f. villus Villus. Cf. It.

villoso, velloso, Sp., Pg. velloso.
-

] = Villous a.
a. Bot, 1727 Bailey (vol. II). Viliose, hairy. ijs^Cnattt.

bers Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Leaf, Viliose Leaf. See Pilose Leaf,
supra. 181a New Bot. Card, I. 29 The involucre remote
and viliose. 1844 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) V. 26 The various
parts of plants, when clothed or furnished with hair>, are
described as being downy, pilose, viliose, tomentose. 1887
W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetcs 185 Margin fimbriate,
viliose.white.

b. Ent. 1819SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 156 Dryf\ta\
emarginata. Blue, punctate, viliose. 1826 Kirby & Sp.
Entomol. IV. 39 The substance is unusually thick in the
spinose caterpillars of buttertlies; and in the pupa of one.,
it is viliose. 1847 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 235
Abdomen and elytra fulvo-pubescent, the last with a viliose
cinereous angulated band. 1861 Hagf.n Synop. Neuroptera
N. Amer. 153 Libellula julia. ..Fuscous, viliose.

Villosity (vilp-sTti). [ad. L. type *villositds

:

see prec. and -ity. So F. villositi, Sp. vellosidad.\

1. Bot., Zool.
y
etc. The condition or fact of being

viliose or villous.

a. 1777 Lightfoot Flor. Scot. II. 606 This villosity [of
the leaf] soon wears off. 18*3 Scoktsdy Jrnl. 414 They
differ from both in the form and villosity of the leaves,

1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 59 Villosity,. .when they
[sc. hairs] are very long, very soft, erect, and straight. 1857
Darwin in F. Darwin Life (1887) II. 98, I find Moquin-
Tandon treats in bis

l

Teratologic ' on villosity of plants.

Vol. X.
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b. 1789 Bf.ntiiam Princ. Legist xvii. 309 The villosity of
the skin. 185a Dana Crust. 1. 200 But slight traces of any
villosity can be detected. 1861 Hagen Synop. Neuroptera
N. Amcr. 180 Thorax obscure brassy-brown, with brown
villosity.

2. a. A villous formation or surface, b. A villus.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 229 This villosity is

supposed to be composed of tubes adapted to taking up the
surrounding fluids. 1857 Bullock Cazeaux* Midwifery
70 Its internal surface, .exhibiting granulations, and some
extremely delicate villosities. 1879 De Quatrefages' Hum.
Spec. 50 The modifications of the hair and villosities,

Villcvso-, comb, form of L. villosus ViLLOSEd.,
as in villoso-scabrous adj.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 390 Exterior finely striate and
villoso-scabrous or spinulous.

Villous (vi'bs), a. [ad. L. villosus Villose a.

Cf. K. viileux.~]

1. Anal. Covered with numerous thick-set,

slender projections resembling short hairs : a. Of
the inner coat of the stomach or intestines.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 169 pe stomak & be guttis is

ordeyned a skyn, bat is clepid be siphac ; & is a syngle skyn
& is not villous. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments i. (1735) 7 The
quick Sensation of the inward villous Coat of the Stomach.
1733 Chkyne Eng. Malady 11. vii. § 1 (1734) 1S4 Either it

[the stomach] is too thin and weak, ..or the inner villous
Membrane is worn off. 1769 Hewson in Phil. Trans. LIX.
210 The lacteals in the cod.. are remarkable for having a
beautiful net-work of vessels between the muscular and
villous coat of the intestines. 1843 Comue Digest. 94 On
examining the surface of the villous coat with a magnifying
glass. i88i_Mivart Cat 183 There is thus a great contrast
between its interior and the villous internal surface of the
small intestine.

b. In general use.

1764 Reio Inquiry ii. § 1 The meynbrana pit nit'aria, and
the olfactory nerves, which are distributed to the villous
parts of this membrane. 1792 Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 179

j
The tongue itself is extremely villous, having some very

I long villi at the point, which act, I conceive, somewhat like
capillary tubes. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's A not. 555 The
surface of the ciliary processes is reticulated and villous.

1846 CARPENTER Man. Phys. 192 The villous and vascular
condition of a Mucous membrane. 1870 Rollestom Anim,
Life 124 The pharynx has a coarsely villous exterior.

2. Of the nature of villi.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. I. 22 An Appendent Proboscis
or Trunk, consisting of many villous filaments in figure of a
Cone. 1854 C. H. Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. iv. 188
Rokitansky describes a variety of cancer, which he calls
villous, from its consisting of a kind of delicate fibrous
stalk branching at its end into villous processes. 1873 F. T.
Roberts Handbk. Med. 44 The weak new vessels . in cer-
tain vascular cysts, or villous processes. 1876 Ukistowe
Th.fr Pract. Med. (1S78) 93 Fungous, papular, villous, or
cystic formations.

Comb. 1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (1874) 13 Covered with
small red vilious-looking granulations.

3. Of animals: Hairy, furry, rare— 1
.

1661 Lovkll. Hist. Anim, <$- Min. Isagoge b 1, Horses
have most haire upon the mane, lions upon their shoulders,
..and the hare is most villous j in all they grow thick.

4. Bot. Of paits of plants: Thickly covered with
long soft hairs.

1766 Museum Rust. VI. 444 The flowers, .are succeeded
by a swelling, villous pod. 1787 Earn. Plants!. 41 Stigmas
two, villous on the side. 1808 Roxburgh in Asiat. Pes.
VIII. 500 Leaves alternate, ..smooth above, villous under-
neath. 1844 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) V. 18 Its petals being far

less taper-pointed, and not villous. id&iGard. Chron. XVI.
780 The whole plant is more or less villous.

b. Consisting of villi.

i8ai W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 37 The lower
leaves, .invested beneath with a villous pubescence.

Hence Villously adv.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 429 Empty glumes villously

ciliate.

II Villus (vi-l&). Bot. and Anat. PI. villi
(vi'bi). [L. villus tuft of hair, shaggy hair, etc.]

1. Bot. A long, slender, soft hair.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Villain Botany are small
Hairs like the Grain of Plush or Shag, with which, as with
a kind of Excrescence, some Trees do abound. 1884 Bowrr
& Scott De Bary's Phaner. 00 The multicellular heads of
the.. glandular hairs, villi, and scales.

2. Anat. A slender hair-like process or minute
projection forming one of a number closely set

upon a surface.

J>1. 17*8 Cham inns Cycl. % Crusta Vitlosa, .. the fourth
Tunic, .of the Stomach. ..On the inner Surface of this Coat,
are seen innumerable Vtlliox Fibrillar. 1771 Encycl. Brit.
I. 260/1 The villi of this intestine [sc. the duodenum] are
thicker than In the stomach. 179a [see Villous a. 1 h}.

1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 174 The lacteals originate in

the numberless villi, or minute projections- with which the
mucous membrane that lines the alimentary tube is covered.
1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd. t Cxtent. 31 The
surface of this layer is often elevated into a number of villi,

or conical processes. 1881 Mivart Cat 26 It maybe pro-
duced into many, often relatively large, papilla; or villi.

sing. 1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 40 In the intervals of
the digestive action, only a few granules., can be seen at the
end of the villus. 1880 IIeale Slight Ailments 89 Every
villus of the intestinal canal is supplied with nerve fibres.

Vilm(e,obs. varr. Film sb. Vilne, Vilony(e,
etc., obs. varr. Villain?. Vilou, obs. f. Willow.
Vilte, var. Vilety Obs. Vilthy, southern dial,

var. Filthy a. Vily(e, obs. varr. Vilely adv.
Vilycoit, obs. f. Wyliecoat.
Vim (vim). Orig. U.S. [Commonly regarded

as a. L. vim, ace. sing, of vis strength, energy

;

VINAIGRETTE.
but the earlier adverbial use (see quot. 1S50) sug-
gests a purely imitative or interjcctional origin.]

Force or vigour, energy,
( go\ f Also as adz:,

vigorously, sharply.
1850 Odd Leaves 51 (Thornton), He thought of his spurs,

so he ris up, an' drove them vim in the boss's Manx. Ibid.
91. 1875 New Yo>k Herald 17 April (Bartlett), With a
vim and determination that sometimes makes victory half
assured. 1876 F. L. Galt in Urton Andes fy Amazons II.

xliv. 586 [The Portuguese] seem still to carry about the vim
of a Vasco de Gama in their « anderings, 1880 John^un
IV. L. Garrison 128 There was. .a Garrisonian grip and vim
in the anti-slavery sentiment of the county. 1894 Outing
XXIV. 259/1 He fought well and with a vim that I have
never seen equaled.

t Vimaue. Obs.—l [ad. OF. vimauve, mod.F.
guimauve. Cf. Maw sb.-'] Marsh-mallow.

c 1410 Master ofGame xii. (MS. Bodl. 546) fob 58, penne
take ^eof be inatiys & of be vimauys & of \>e white lylyes.

Viminal, a. rare~°. [ad. L. vwiitial-ts, f.

vimin-, vimen osier.] (See quots.)
1623 Cockeram r, Viminal, apt or fit to bind with. 1656

Blount Gtsss^r. icnpying Cooper), Viminal, apt to winde
or_ binde, belonging to Osiers or Twigs. [Henue in later

Diets, with varying detinitions.]

Vimineous (vimi-n/as), a. Now rare. Also

7 viminious. [f. L. vimine-us (f. vimin-,
vimen : see prec.) + -ous.]

1. Made ot pliable twigs or wickerwork.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 1S9 Chirurgions have in.

vented an /Estuary of a vimineous texture like a bird-cage.
1664 Evelyn Sylva 37 The Timber is incomparable.,, be-

cause it is exceedingly light, for Vine, and Hop-props, and
divers viminious works. 1717 Prior Alma in. 172 As in a
Hive's vimineous Dome, Ian thousand Bees enjoy their

Home._ 1736 H. Buooke Univ. Beauty vi. 309 Here light ly
some vimineous burdens bear.

2. Bol. Producing long, flexible shoots or t\vig>.

1664 Kvelyn Sylva 3 Willows, and all the Vimineous
kinds, which are raised of .Sets only. 1694 Wkstmacoi

t

Script. Herb. 154 This vimineous Tree [poplar] is properly
but of two kinds, ibid. 222 This [the willow] is one of the
Vimineous family. 1731 }'. Miller Gard.Dict. s.v. Vege.
tation, In sonu-, it [the principle of life) is seated both in the
Roots, and all over the Trunk and Branches; as, in the

Vimineous or Willow Kinds. 1857 A. Gkay First Las. Bo!.

236 / 'imincous, producing slender twigs, such as those used
for wicker-work. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 1216/2.

Vin, southern dial, variant of Find v.

II Vina (v;"na). Also 8 vena, 9 veena. [Skr.
and Hindi vvjd.] An Indinn musical instrument
consisting of a fretted fingerboard, to which seven

strings fitted with pegs are attached, with a gourd
at each end ; an Indian lyre.

1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hiudco Rajah (1S11) I. 211
A musician softly touched the chords of a vena. 1817
Moore Lalla Rookh, hire-it-orshippers v. Introd., As the
story was chiefly to be told in song,.. he borrowed the vina
of Lalla Rookh's slave. 1837 [.YFrs. Maitland] Lett. jr.
Madras (1843) 55 Hist, .came in an old man. .to play and
sing to the vina, an instrument like a large mandoline. 1896
Did. Mag. Jan. 39 Instrumental music on the veena. .isalso
much in vogue among them.

Vinaceous (voin^-Jos), a. [f. I., vinace-us,

{. vin-um wine: see -ACEOL'a.] Of the (reddish)

colour of wine ; wine-coloured.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 244 The Throat lis] tinctured

with a lovely vinaceous, graplike colour. 1776 1'knnant
Brit. Zool. (ed. 4) I. 267 The rump a line cinereous : breast
and belly, pale chesnut dashed with a vinaceous cast. 1802
liiSGLEV Anim. Biog. (1805) II. 388 The fore part of the
neck and breast are vinaceous. 1815 Stephens in Shaw's
Gen. Zool. IX. 1. 91 Throat and sides of the head vinaceous.
1889 1'. L. Sci.ater Argentine Ornith. II. 140 Beneath
plumbeous, with a strong vinaceous tinge.

b. Qualifying names of colours.

1788 J. White Jrnl. Voy. N. S. Hales (i /vJ) 146 The
general colour of the bird otherwise is brown, changing to

vinaceous red on the breast. 1817 Sti.phens u Show's
Gen. Zool. X. 1. 5 Vinaceous-grey Coly, with a blue tail,

crested head, and shining green occiput. Ibid. XI. 1. 84
Pigeon with the head . .of a vinaceous purple. 187a Couvs
A'. Amer. Birds 226 Olive-gray with a reddish tinge, crown
and under parts vinaceous-red. 1889 P. L. Sclater Argen-
tine Ornith. 111. 140 Above pale vinaceous brown.

c. ellipt. or as sb.

1819 Stephens in Slmw's Gen. Zool. XI. 1. 126 The belly,

sides, thighs, and under tail-coverts, of a reddish vinaceous.

1877 Coues& Allen N. Amer. Rod. 811 The prevailing tint

of the dorsal surface varies from gray to pale vinaceous.

Vinacre, Vinager, obs. forms of Vinegar.

t Vinager. Obs.~° [Cf. med.L. vinagen'a,

vinacheria (Du Cange\] ? A wine-vessel.

ri440 Promp. Parv. 510/1 Vynagere (A', vynagre, /'.

vyncgyr), vinarium.

II Vinaigrette (vin^gre-t). Also 7-8 vinai-

gret, 7, 9 vinegrette, 9 vinaigaret. [K. vinai-

grette vinegar-sauce (also in senses 2 and 3), f.

vinaigre Vinkoab sb.]

1 1. A condiment prepared with vinegar. Obs~ l

1699 Kvelyn Acetaria 20 Cucumber,, .tho' very cold and

moist, the most approved Sallet alone, or in Composition,

of all the Vinaigrets, to sharpen the Appetite.

2. A small two-wheeled carriage drawn or pushed

by persons, formerly in use in France. Now only

Hist.
1698 W. King tr. Sorbiire's Journ. I.ond. 6. I saw a little

Master in a liulc Vinegrette, drawn along by two Hoys
much bigger then himself, and push'd behind by a Maid.
1608 M. Lister Journ. Paris (1699) 13 The VineRrette, a

'Z7



VINAIGBOXTS. 210 VINDICATE.

Coach on Two Wheels, dragg'd by a Man, and push'd
behind bv a Woman or Boy, or both. 1898 A. Balfour To
Anns xxiv. 272 The vinegrettes plying hither and thither

. . are like Sedans mounted on two thin wheels.

8. A small ornamental bottle or box usually

containing a sponge charged with some aromatic

or pungent salts ; a smelling-bottle.

1811 Miss L. M, Hawkins Ctess <$ Gertr. I. 55 She had
no resource but silence, her fan and her vinaigrette. 1847
C. Bronte yane Eyre xviii, The matrons, meantime, offered

vinaigrettes and wielded fans. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt
xxxlx, She. .took up. .a gold vinaigrette which Mrs. Tran*
some often liked to carry with her.

b. transf. Applied to a person.

1836 T. Hook G. Gurney I. iv. 140, I would not.. have
ventured to confess to my most exemplary parent, more
especially in the presence of the fair vinaigrette,, .the

adventure at Twickenham.
Vinaigrous, a. rare"1

, [f. F. vinaigre vine-

gar.] Vinegary; sour-tempered.
1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 1. vn. ix, Even the ancient vinai-

grous Tantes admit it; the King's Aunts, ancient Graille

and Sisterhood.

Vinakir, obs. Sc. form of Vinegab.

Vinal (vai'nal), a. [ad. L. vTndl-is (rare), f.

vin-um wine, or directly f. vin-uw + -al.~\

f 1. Addicted to, fond of, wine. Obs.""*

1652 S. S. Weepers 6 His Vinal and Venereous temper
opened the little Wicket for the five other Deadly Sinnes.

2. Produced by, originating in, wine.
1658 R. White tr. Digby's Powd. Syntp. (ed. 2) no The

bodies., attract unto themselves, .such as are of their nature
. . ; as wine doth the vinall spirits, a 1700 Ken Edmund
Poet, Wks. 1721 II. 313 Their vinal Steams evaporating,
they Felt of their usual Vigour a Decay. 1894 Froude
Erasmus xi. 210 She drank it [the wine] to the last drop...
Then she.. tried to pitch him overboard. There is vinal

energy for you.

VinaTious, a. rare~°. [f.L.vtndri-ust f.vwum
wine : see -ariods.] Of or belonging to wine.
1656 Blount Glossogr.

Vinato-rian, a. rarer . (See quot. and Vini-

TOBIAN a.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vinatorian, belonging to the
dresser of a Vineyard.

fVince, v. Obsr~x [ad. L. vintfre^ intr. To
win the day, be victorious.

1530 Cromwell in St. Papers Hen. VI II, I. 367 The
Florentynes dothe styll continew and defend e the power of
the Pope, and it ys supposyd that they shall vynce.

t Vincent, slang. Obs. rare. [Of obscure

origin.] The dupe in a belting game of bowls or

the like. Also Vincents law, the art of cheating

at bowls, etc.

159a Gkef.se Conny-catching u. B ij b, The Vincents Law
is a common deceit or cosenage vsed in Bowling-allies,

amongst the baser sort of people. Ibid. 11. B iij, The vin-

cent, ..that is the simple man chat stands by, and not ac-

quainted with their cosenage.

Vincentian (vinse'njan), sb. and a.^ [f. Vin-
cent (see def.) + -ian.] a. sb. A member of an
order of Roman Catholic mission-priests founded
by St. Vincent de Paul (1576-1660). b. adj. Of
or pertaining to this order.

1854 Newman in W. Ward Life (1912) I. xi. 33S [I] went
off to Cork to the Vincentians.

Vincentian (vinse'njan), a.2 [f, Vincent (see

def.) + -ian.] Originating or associated with St.

Vincent of Lerins (died <"450 a. d.).

The reference is to St. Vincent's test of orthodoxy :
' quod

ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum est '.

1875 Liddon in Johnston Life fy Lett. (1904) vii. 200 Your
difficulty seems to be in the meaning of 'Semper 'in the
Vincentian Canon. 1887 Ld. Acton Lett. Mary Gladstone
(1913) 182 No consensus, no Vincentian Rule, exists that
can decide this question.

t Vincetoxic Obsr1 [ad. med.L. vincetox-

icum, -icus (used as a plant-name), f. L. vincere

to overcome + toxicum poison.] An antidote to

poison.
1658 J. Robinson Calm Ventilation vn. in Eudoxa, etc.

151 Some Vincetoxicks [printed .toricks] are generall, and
will be contrary to several! kinds [of poison].

Vinch, obs. So. form of Wench sb.

Vincibility (vinsibWtti). [f. next + -ITT.]

The state of being vincible ; capability of being
conquered or overcome.
175a Richardson Co>r. (1804) III. 203 An instance of his

favourite observation in behalf of the vincibility of a first

love. 1753 — Gratuiison (1781) VI. xii. 47, I don't know
what to say to the vincibility of such a Love. 1807 Ann.
Rev. V. 344 A belief in the vincibility of Frenchmen. 1856

J. Strang Glasgotv jr its Clubs i4r In Egypt they had
testified to the vincibility of the French InvincibUs.

Vincible (vrnsibl), a. [ad. L. vincibilis, f.

vinc/re to overcome : see -ible. So obs. F. vin-

cible, It. vincibile, Sp. vencible, Pg. vencivel.]

In the 15th cent, version of Higden (Rolls) IV. 167 vin-

cible occurs as an error for invincible.

L Of persons : That may be overcome or van-

quished in battle or conflict, or in some contest

;

susceptible of defeat or overthrow.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. iv. 33 b, Christ ouer-

came hym to shewe vnto vs that he was vincible. 1590 R.

Adams in Hart, Misc. I. 120 The English fleet, .dispersed

that invincible Navy, and made it vincible._ 1630 J.
Havward Edw. VI, 75 He not easily vincible in spirit..

drew his sword and caused others to doe the like. 1680

! C. Nesse Ch. Hist. 483 That Spanish Armado (which was
stiled Invincible, but proved Vincible). 1736 A insworth
Lat. Diet. 11, Vincibilis, vincible, conquerable. 1852

Wilks Hist. Half Cent. 68 The allies .. could scarcely

believe that the Napoleon who had sooften conquered them
was really vincible. 1899 S. E. Herrick in W. H. Salmon
Culture Chr. Manhood 240 And the heart is so exultant, so

vigorous, and the man is so feeble and so vincible.

transf. 1882 Atlantic Monthly XLIX. 418 He [Peel] was
vincible by the truth.

2. Of material or immaterial things, obstacles,

arguments, etc. : That may be overcome ; conquer-

able, surmountable.
a 1568 Coverdale Bk. Death (1579) no To heare howe

vnhurtfull, yea wholesome and vincible death is become
thorow Christ. 1589 Marprel. Epit. Title-p., Very in-

sufficiently furnished, with notable inabilitie of most vincible

reasons. 1631 Fuller Davids Sin xxxv. (1868) 49 Nought
is so hard but vincible by paines. 1666 J. Smith Old Age
(1676) 153 All imminent evil is looked upon either as vincible

or invincible. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 191 A Pox-stone, Le.
a stone scarce vincible by fire. 1753 Richardson Grand/son
(1781) III. xxviii. 315 Were this great difficulty to be
vincible. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. V.
130 He dreaded.. her sense of duty, her obedience to her
parents, had their objections been vincible. 1824 Blackw.
Mag. XVI. 581 The form of faith that Lydia held (a vincible

objection in other circumstances) was made a reason. 1872
Chr. World Pulpit II. 183 It is because these influences
are vincible, .that we are exhorted not to grieve the Spirit

of God.
b. Vincible ignorance, an ignorance the means

of overcoming which are possessed by the ignorant

person himself. Cf. Ixvincirle a. 1 c.

.1626 Donne Serm. lxxvi. (1640) 775 God forgives none
of that which is left undone, out of a wilfull and vincible

ignorance. 1689 Dial, beiiv. Timothy fy Titus 5 Though I

must tell you, Tim, 'tis vincible ignorance; for that you
j

have not read them, is your own fault. 1724 A. Shields
Life f. Renwick Ep. Rdr. (1827} p. vii, Their Ignorance

I

also proved vincible, when they had got that One Minister,

j

whom he so reproaches. 1884 Cath. Did. 424/2 All vin-

j

cible ignorance of the things a man's duty requires him

I

to know is in itself sinful. 1891 Cath. Netvs 31 Jan. 3/4
; Violation of duty attended byculpableor vincible ignorance.

Hence Vincibleness ; Vincibly adv.
1654 Bhamhall y»st Vind. vi. (1661) 157 Such Papists as

i they count vincibly ignorant of Roman errours. 1656 —
J

Replic. viiL 325 The Roman Church.. doth not excom-
I

inunicate all the Christians of Africk, Asia,, .but only such
! as do erre vincibly or sinfully. 1727 Baiuev (vol. II),

Vincibleness, Capableness or Liableness to be conquered or

overcome.

Vi'ncture. rare~°. [ad. L. vinctiira. f. vincire

to bind.] ( A binding or tying.'

1656 Blount Glossogr, [Hence in later Diets.]

Vi*ncular, a. rare. [f. L. vincnl-um a bond or

tie.] Of a vowel : Connective. Also ellipt. as sb.

So Vinculation (see quot.).

1871 Kennedy Public Sen, Lat. Gram. 9 The weakest
vowel is I, for which reason it is used as a Vincular, to

link parts in Flexion and Derivation. Ibid. 19 Vinculation,
or insertion of a Vincular Vowell.

f Vi*nculate, a. Obs.— 1 [ad. L. vinculdt-us,

pa. pple. of vinculdre to bind.] Bound.
1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. D j, Yf the vlceres be

nat bounde yt thou mytygate the phlegmon. For it is

necessary that they be nat vynculate.

II Vinculum (vi*gkirfl»m). PI. vincula. [L.,

f. vine-, stem of vincire to bind+ -uhtm -ule.]

1. A bond of union ; a tie. Usually /5k
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 697 The Religion of an

Oath is a Necessary Vinculum of Civil Society. 1699
Phil. Trans. XXI. 236 Which., does diffuse it self through
the Whole, and breaking the Vinculum of the more solid

Parts, does dissolve their Compages. 1710 T, Fuller
Pharm. Extemp. (1730) 4 The gentle Intestine motion of
Fermentation knocking asunder their Vincula of mixture,
they naturally fall to pieces. 1831 Blakey Free-will 19S
In material objects we do not see the connecting principle

—the vinculum, as it is termed, which links causes and
effects together. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II.

vm. iii. 279 The vincula of the Intellectual World are
principally formulas of invocation, a 1871 Gkote Eth.
Fragm. i. (1876) 13 Intimate connection drives us to con-
ceive an ideal vinculum.

2. Math. A straight line drawn over two or more
terms, denoting that these are to be considered as

subject to the same operations of multiplication,

division, etc., by another term.
1710 J. Harris Lex.Techn. II, Vinculum, is a Term in

Fluxions, implying that some compound surd Quantity is

multiplied into a Fluxion, &c. 1743 W.Emerson Fluxions
24 The fluxionary Part may be divided by the Fluxion of
the Root (or Part under the Vinculum). 1798 Hutton
Course Math, {1807) II. 292 When the Root under a Vin-
culum is a Compound Quantity ; and the I ndex of the part
or factor Without the Vinculum, increased by 1, is some
Multiple of that Under the Vinculum. [1842 Brande Diet.
Sci., etc 1297 Vieta first used the bar or line over the
quantities for a vinculum.] 1857 B. Smith Arith. <y Algebra
(ed. 4) 5 The sign vinculum, placed over numbers, . . [is]

used to denote that all numbers under the vinculum, .are
equally affected by all numbers not under the vinculum.
1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 519/1 Each of these [quantities] has a
line drawn over it called a vinculum.
fig.i&v] Tate Grk. Metresjn Theatre of Greeks (ed. 2)

427 The words from rov to ttalBa. are inclosed as it were in

a vinculum of syntax. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) I.

38 The other notion of unity..denotes the vinculum, or
sheath, under which branches of thought or existence,
really different in kind, are taken up into a single complex
root or stem.

3. Anal. A ligament or frenum.

1859 Mayne Expos. Lex. (and in later Diets.).

1
Vincus, obs. or dial. Sc. var. Vanquish v,

Vind, southern dial. var. Find v.; obs. Sc. f.

Wind v. Vindage, var. Vendage Obs. Vin-
dak, obs. Sc. var. Window. Vinde, southern
ME. var. Find v. ; obs. f. Vine sb.

Vindemial (vindrmial), a. rare. [ad. L. (post-
: classical) vindemial-is , f. vindhnia Vindemy.] Of
j
or belonging to, associated with, the gathering of

\ grapes.
1656 Blount Glossogr. [Hence in Phillips, Kersey, etc ]

1819 H. Busk Dessert 418 Ves, come, Lya:us, leave thy
lucid rills, Thy ivy borders and vindemial hills.

Vindemiate (vindriWt), v. [f. L. vindem-
iat-, ppl. stem of vindemiare^ f. as prec] intr.

To gather ripe fruit, esp. grapes. Hence Vin-
de'miating vbl. sb.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Aug. 72 Now vindemiate and
take your Bees towards the expiration of thisMoneth. 1670
Blount Glossogr. (ed. 3), Vindemiate, to gather grapes
or ripe fruit in harvest. [Hence in Phillips, etc.] 1728
Chambers Cycl., Vindemiating, the gathering of Grapes, or
other ripe Fruits. 1831 Whewell in Todhuuter Ace. Writ.
(1876) II. 123 People will ask you to reckon your fruits: so
vindemiate as fast as you can.

Vindemiation (vindAni^'Jan). [ad. med.L.
vimiemidtio, f. L. vindemiare : see prec] The
gathering of grapes or other fruits. Also transf.

and _/?£-.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mou. x. (1623) Tij, Of the fruit

j

and profit of Bees: Wherein is shewed first the Vindemia-
!

tion or taking of Combes. 1653W. G. Bacon's Hist. Winds,
etc. 305 Let this be the first Vindemiatkm or -inchoated
interpretation of the Forme of heat. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric. 277 Vindemiation, the gathering of Grapes, or reap.

ing the Fruit of any thing; as of Cherries, Apples, Bees, &c.

1727 Bailey (vol. II 1

, and in later Diets.

Vindemiatory, a. rare— , [ad. L. vindemidt-

ori-us (Varro\] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vindemiatory, of or belonging to
' gathering Grapes, or ripe Fruit in Harvest.

II
Vindemiatrix (vind/mi^'triks). [raed.. or

mod.L. fem. of vindemiator vintager, star in Virgo,
1

f. L. vindemidre : see Vindemiate v.]

1. A bright fixed star in the constellation Virgo.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vindemiatrix, a Fixed
Star of the third Magnitude, in the Constellation Virgo,

whose Longitude is i85degr. 23 min. Latitude 16 degr.

15 min. [Hence in later Diets.] 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Virgo, Stars in the Constellation Virgo [include].., Upper
of North Wing, Vindemiatrix. 1843 l >en,iy Cyct. XXVI.

1 373/1 Of the bright stars in this triangle, Vindemiatrix is

! the one nearest to the line joining Arcturus and jS Leonis.

i860 Olmsted Alech, Heav. 347 Twenty degrees north of

Spica, is Vindemiatrix, in the arm of Virgo, a star of the

third magnitude.

2. * A female vintager' (Bailey, 172 1).

tVi'ndemy. Obs.-1 [ad. L. vindemia vintage,

fruit-gathering.] The taking of honey from bee-

hives.

1609 C. Butler Fem. Mon. v. (1623) K iij. At the Vin-

demie, in a fair calm morning, before any Bees be abroad,

shut up close all the stalls in your Garden.

Vinden, southern ME. variant of Find v.

Vindicabi'lity. rare~°. [f. next.] 'The
quality of being vindicable, or capable of support

or justification.*

1828-32 Webster (citing yrnl. ofScience).

Vindicable (vi-ndikab'l), a. [ad. late L.vin-

dicdbilis (Du Cange), f. L. vindicdre to vindicate.

Cf. OF. vindicable punishing.]

f 1. Vengeful, vindictive. Obsr x

1632 Lithgow Trav. 1. 7 Any obuious obiect of disastrous

misfortune : or perhaps any vindicable action, [which] might
from an vnsetled ranckour be conceiued.

2. Capable of being vindicated ; admitting of

being justified or maintained.

1647 Engl. Mountebank Cast. Sickly Water State 5 Their

freedoms, liberty of person, property of Estates given away
and become meere Notions, and not vindicable, nor pre-

servable by Law. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5090/1 The most

vindicable Quarrel can be imagin'd. 1736 Chandler Hist.

Persec. 436, I think this manner of subscribing to Creeds..

is infamous in its nature, and vindicable upon no principles

of conscience and honour. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin.

xlviii. (1783) II. ^9, I think every work of God vindicable.

1836 J. Hallev in W. Arnot Mem. (1842) 61 Feelings which

were natural, but by no means vindicable. 1844 H. H.

Wilson Brit. India II. 336 Hostilities in this campaign

were generally prosecuted in a stern and inflexible spirit,

vindicable, perhaps, by the cruelty and treachery of the

Mahratta princes.

Vrndicant. Roman Law. [ad.L.vindicant-,

vindicans, pres. pple. o( vindicdre 1 see next.] The

claimant in a suit.

1880 Muirhead Gaius 11. § 24 The praetor adjudges the

thing to the vindicant. Ibid. IV. § 16 'lhe vindicant held in

his hand a rod.

Vindicate (vi-ndikA), v. Also 6- 7 zsfa.fple.

[f. L. vindicate ppl. stem of vindicdre (also ven-

dicare : see Vendicate v.) to claim, to set free, to

punish, etc., f. vim, ace. sing, of vis force + dic~,

stem of dicire to say. Cf. It, vindicare, Sp. and

Pg. vindicar, F. vendiquer.]

f 1. trans, a. To exercise in revenge, Obs."1

1533 Bellenden Liyy (S.T.S.) II. 326 Praying bain to

provid bat be peple viudicat na Ire nor wraith [altered to

vse na vengeance nor punycioun] on bam.



VINDICATE.

f b. To avenge or revenge (a person, cause,

wrong, etc.). Obs.
16*3 Cockf.bam i, Vindicate, to reuenge. 1655 Stanley

Hist. Philos. 1. (1687) 17/2 Solon declared, that it behoved
them.. that they should vindicate the Gods cause, 1660
Ingelo Bcntiv. $ Ur. 11. (1682) 164 Resolving by God's
assistance to vindicate his Wrongs, 1665 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1677) 67 News.. being brought King Achbar that
Mirza Sharoph..had been injured by the Ouzbeg Tartar;
the King resolves to vindicate him. 1713 Swift Cadenus
<r Vanessa Wks. 1755 III. 11. 18 But Cupid, full of mischief,
longs To vindicate his mother's wrongs.

f C. To punish ; to visit with punishment. Obs.
1631 Lithgow Trav. vm. 367 There are seuerall Seates of

Iusttce heere (though none to vindicate beast linesse). 1659
Pearson Creed i. 86 God is more powerfull to exact sub-
iection, and to vindicate rebellion. 1665 Manley Grotius'
Low C. Wars 974 Private Trespasses should be vindicated
upon the Authors thereof themselves, or else where they
lived. 1770 Burke Pres. Discont. 8 Because our grievances
are ..not precisely those which we bore from the Tudors,
or vindicated on the Stuarts.

1 2. To make or set free ; to deliver or rescue.

Usually const, from, Obs. (common 1620-60).
1568-71 {title), The Warlcis of..Schir Dauid Lyndesay...

Newly correctit, and vindicate from the former Errouris
quhairwith thay war befoir corruptit 1570 Buchanan
Admou. Wks. (S. T. S.) 22 How 3e haue vindicat this
realme out of thraldome of strangearis. 1613 Sir A.
Sherlev Trav

;
Persia 85 Nothing will giue you more

honour then . . First to vindicate those places, in which your
religion is oppressed. 1610-51 I. Jones Stone-Heng (1655)
2 To vindicate, as much as in me lies, the Founders of this
venerable Antiquity from oblivion. 1650 Ashmole Area-
num in Pose. Chem. 166 A faithfull. .Teacher, that may
make the clear Sun conspicuous unto them, and vindicate
their eies from darknesse. 1665 Needham Med. Medicinx
267 The Liquor ferments, and is vindicated from Putrefac-
tion and Stagnation. 1756 Burke Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks.
1842 I. 21 We should renounce their dreams of society, to*
gether with their visions of religion, and vindicate ourselves
into perfect liberty. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. xiii. 328 His
successful valour seemed to vindicate the nation from the
ignominy into which it had fallen by its tame submission.
absot. 1628 Gaule Pract. The. (1629) no Crcsar vindi-

cates from a knowne Enemie j Christ redeemes from a
secret Aduersarie.

3. To clear from censure, criticism, suspicion, or
doubt, by means of demonstration; to justify or
uphold by evidence or argument.
« 1635 Nauntow Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 61 And so I shall

onely vindicate the scandall of his death, and conclude
him. 1651 Baxter/«/ Bapt. 150 O that God would find
out some way to vindicate his own honor, and clear his
cause. 1691 Langbaine Acc. Eng. Poets Pref, I might be
capable of doing them better Service, in vindicating their
Fame. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. viii. 389 The design of this
treatise is not to vindicate the character of God. 1776 Sir
J. Reynolds Disc. (1778) 28oPoussin. .is said to have vindi-
cated the conduct ofJulio Romano for his inattention to the
masses of light and shade. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia v. ii,

I don't mean to vindicate what has happened. 1817 Jas.
Mill Brit. India I. 11. ix. 413 Mr. Playfair admits that the
Indian tables cannot be entirely vindicated in this respect.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 75 Those who had
effected this Revolution thought it prudent to send a
deputation to France for the purpose of vindicating their
proceedings, 1884 Vpool Mercury 18 Feb. 5/2 He has no
secret treaties to vindicate, no occult motives to gloss over
in dubious pleadings.

b. With personal object.
16^6 Crashaw Steps to Temple, Treatise Charity 13 These

learned leaves shall vindicate to thee Thy holiest, humblest,
hand-maid Charitie. 1659 in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 338,
I rise up to vindicate the Committee. 1675 Baxter Cath.
Theol. 11. 11. 238, I must be so far justified, that is, vindi-
cated against Calumny by my innocency in those points.
170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. 111. iii. (1852) 536 The mention
of this gives me an opportunity, .also to vindicate another
great man unto the churches of our Lord Jesus Christ.
reft. 1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat iv. i, The torch

that feeds them was not lighted at Thy altars, Cupid.
Vindicate thyself, And do not own it I a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. F/// (1683) 232 It was thought, by some, he might
haue Vindicated himself in great part. 1679 J. Smith
Narr. Popish Plot 19 There being no way left to vindicate
themselves, or discredit their Accusers, save the making
their recourse to lies. 1828 D'Jsraeli Chas. /, II. v. 130
He could have vindicated himself, if his enemies had chosen
to be his listeners. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 661
I he wicked judge and the wicked king attempted to vindi-
cate themselves by throwing the blame on each other.

c. Const,from (a charge, imputation, etc.).

1664 H. More Apol. in Myst. Iniq. 487 Those more notable
Philosophick Truths in the Scripture doth, .vindicate her
from that vile Imputation of Ignorance in Philosophy. 1675
J. Howe Living Temple 1. ii. 20 He makes Vellems highly
vindicate from this imputation. 1700 Locke Hum. Und.
(ed. 4) iv. viii. 367 But how that vindicates the making use
of Identical Propositions for the Improvement of Know-
ledge, from the Imputation of Trifling, I do not see. 1713
J. Dart Westmonasieriutn I. 87 This I here mention to
vindicate my self from those Mistakes of which I am not
guilty. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne,.etc. 37, I must vin-

,

dicate Sterne from a charge of plagian>m. 18*5 Scott
,

Betrothed xxix, When he vindicated him from the suspicions !

thrown out by Guarine. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I.
j

18 He turned all his defence to vindicate himself from the
,

charge of treason. 1891 Speaker 2 May 526 2 It is.. the 1

first serious attempt that has been made to vindicate Horace
Walpole from the aspersions of Macaulay and his followers.

|

d. To provide justification for (something) ; to |

justify by facts or results. Also with personal object.
170a Farquhar Twin Rivals IT, iv, For Heav'n's sake, ,

Mr. Richmore, what have I ever shewn to vindicate this
j

presumption of yours? 1749 Fielding Tom Jonesv. vi,Tbe '

infidelity of Molly, .would perhaps have vindicated a much
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f
greater degree of resentment than he expressed on the

I
occasion. £11763 Shenstone Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 203 One
should not destroy an insect . . without a reason sufficient to
vindicate one through all the courts of morality. 1836 J.
Gilbert Christian Atonetn. vii. (1852) 205 The mere fact

of voluntariness is insufficient to vindicate the justice of
allowing the assumed responsibility. 188s Pkhouy Ping,
journalism xx. 150 No man has more brilliantly vindi-
cated the sagacity which placed him in a position of power
and responsibility.

4. To assert, maintain, make good, by means of
action, esp. in one's own interest ; to defend against

encroachment or interference.

1650 Mahvell Horatian Ode 62 He nothing common did,
or mean,. .Nor called the gods with vulgar spite To vindi-
cate his helpless right 1654 Bramiiall Just Vind. i. (1661J
4 That. .they. .vindicate that liberty left them ;is an in-

heritance by their Ancestours, from the incroachments
..of the Court of Rome. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 47
Arise and vindicate Thy Glory, free thy people from
thir yoke. 1738 Wesley Ps. lxxx. ii, Stir up thy strength,
thine Arm make bare, And vindicate thy chosen Race. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. vt. (177SJ 196 He thought the
happy period was at length come for vindicating his own
rights. 1821 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 394 2 Prevention
of intrusion upon private property is a right which every
proprietor may act upon, and use force to vindicate. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. II. 4 The liberties of the nation are
not yet vindicated.

5. To claim as properly belonging to oneself or
another ; to assert or establish possession of (some-
thing)^;*' oneself or another.
1680 Drvden Ovid's Ep. Pref., Ess. (ed. Ke T. 235 It

appears not from their writings, that any of the Grecians
ever touched upon this way, which our poet therefore justly
has vindicated to himself. 1737 Gent1. Mag. VII. 332
Though Christ's Appeal to the noth vindicates that Psalm
to David, it vindicates none else. 1822 I . Taylor ApuLius
218 Exciting a frivolous controversy about the boundaries
of the fields, he vindicated the whole of the land to himself.
1855 Prescott Philip II, 1. 11857) 76 Paul the Fourth, one
of those remarkable men. who.. have vindicated to them-
selves a permanent place in history. 1858 Hawthorne Fr.
<t It. Noie-hks. II. 42 Grand enough to vindicate for him
all the genius that the world gave him credit for. 1884
Schaff's Encycl. Rclig. Knowt. III. 2466/1 Robert Flint.

.

vindicates him [sc. Voltaire) an honorable place in the
development of the philosophy of history.

b. Without const. : To claim for oneself or as
one's rightful property.
1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 224 Affianc'd in your friendly power

alone, The youth wou'd vindicate the vacant throne. 1733— Ess. Man in. 38 Is thine alone the seed that strews the
plain? The birds of heav'n shall vindicate their grain. 1781
Cowper Truth 490 The soul. .Can. . Possess herself of all

that's good or true, Assert the skies, and vindicate her due.
1807 J. Barlow Cotumb. m. 850 The wide-beak'd hawk,
that now beholds me die, Soon.. my flesh shall tear, And
wolves and tigers vindicate their share.

c. spec, in Law. Also absol.

<j 1859 Austin Jurispr. (1863) III. 207 A right to vindicate
or recover the subject from any who may be in the possession
of it. 1880 Mujhheau Rules Ulpian xxv. § 17 The senate
has decreed that he shall not be entitled to deduct his

fourth, nor yet. .to vindicate gifts under the testament that
have become caducous. 1880 — Gains 11. §24 When he
has thus vindicated, the praetor asks the cedent whether
he makes any counter-vindication.

Hence Vrndicated ppl. a. ; Vindicating vbl.

sb. and///, a. ; Vi'ndicatingly adv.
1624 Gataker Transubst. 42 The vindicating of this piece

of antiquity to his right Author. 164s Drumm. of Hawth,
Skt'amachia Wks. (1711) 191 The equity of his taking of
arms, for the vindicating of his crown and state from the
implacable malice of those men. 1700 Prior Carm. Sec.
xv, To rescu'd States, and vindicated Crowns His Equal
Hand prescribe! their ancient Hounds. 1724 A. Shields
Life Renivick (1827) 177 Instead of a reproached Minister,
we got a vindicated Martyr. 1850 Mhs. Browning Sonn.

fr. Portug. xi, I obtain From that same love this vindicat-

ing grace, To live on still in love. 1891 Mkredith One of
our Cong, xii, Her mother required schooling to tell the
story vindicatingly and proudly.

Vindication (vindik^'Jan). Also 5 vyndi-,
vyndycacion. [a. OF. (now F. dial.) vindica--

lion vengeance, or ad. L. vindicatio action of

claiming, defending, punishing, etc., f. vindicdre:

see prec. Cf. Sp. vindication, Pg, -acao, F. vendi-

cation, It. vendicazione.']

fl. a. The action of avenging or revenging. Obs.
1484 Caxton Fables ofAKsof 1. xvi, An asse.. smote hyin

[the lion] in the forhede with his feete by maner of vyndyca-
cion. 1490 — Eneydos xxii. 83 [She] pursued hym at all«

houres, in alle places, for to distroye hym, in makynge
vyndicacion of the deth of his sayd moder. 1658 Phillips.
1690 N orris Beatitudes (1694) 77 As to private Vindication
of Injuries, that which we more especially call Revenge,
this I shall readily allow to be utterly unlawful.

tb. Retribution, punishment. Obs."1

1647 ^ AV //"/. Pari. 1. ii, i^ Things carried so far on in a
wrong way must needs, .require a vindication sosharpe and
smarting, as that the nation would groan under it.

f 2. Deliverance; emancipation. Obs.~~x

1613 Sir A. Siierley Trav. Persia 7 So abhorred a neigh-
bour, from whom their vindication, into liberty, must beo
maintained by their own constancy.

3. The action of vindicating or defending against

censure, calumny, etc.
;

justification by proof or

explanation.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. j 1 So the Memory of those
..may not lose the recompense due to their Virtue, but.

.

may find a vindication in a better age. Ibid. x. § 85 The
soldiers publish'd a Vindication, as they call'd it, of their

Proceedings and Resolution*. 1669 Galk Crt. Gentiles

VINDICATOR.

J

To Rdr., The vindication of the Jewish and Christian
Religion, against the (Jentile Philosophers. 1705 Aijdison
Italy (1733) 33 Pere Mabillon is now engaged in the
Vindication of this Tear, which a learned Ecclesiastic,
would have suppressed, as a false and ridiculous Relick.
1769 Junius Lett. ix. U7S8) 65 The author of the vindica-
tion of your conduct.. writes from his own mere motion.
1825 J. NKAL Bro. Jonathan I. 299 Leave the vindication
of your character to your children. 1837 Lytton /:. Mai-
trav. 1. xi, He enriched Mrs. Jones for life, in gratitude for

,
her vindication of his lost and early love. 1870 Dickens

j

E. Drood vii, He begged to thank Miss Landless for her
vindication of his character.

b. In the phr. in vindication of.
1660 Coke Power <y Snbj. 266 It will not ill become mee,

I sure, to add a word or two in vindication of Sir Edward
Coke, a 1667 Cowley Ess., Obscurity, This seems a strange
Sentence, ..and looks as if it were in vindication of the men

j

of business. 1709 Steele Taller No. 39 p 3, I can add
I

other circumstances in Vindication of the Account of this

I

Learned Body. 175J Hp. Thomas in 10//: Rep. Hist. MSS.
t

Comm. App. I. 307 Then Lord Sandwich spoke in Vindica-
r tion of the Measure. 184^ M cCui.loch Taxation l. iv.

j

1 1852) 114 It has been said, in vindication of this inequality,
that the properties are of a different description.

c. A justifying fact or circumstance.
1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. 45 The position which it

has won., is itself its vindication now. 1848 L. Hunt Jar of
Honey x. 134 The great vindication of evil is, we could not
manifest so much virtue without it. 1856 Kake A ret. Expl.
1 1, xvii. 179 It must, .stand, .as my vindication for the step,
in case we should be overtaken by disaster.

4. The action of asserting or maintaining.
1871 R. W. Dale Commandm. vi, 166 The Command-

ment ' Thou shalt not kill ', is a Divine vindication of the
greatness and sanctity of man. 1874 Grkkn Short Hist.
viii. §3. 490 The bulk of the members MJpported Eliot in

his last vindication of English liberty.

5. Roman Law. (bee quots.)
1880 Mumhead Gaius 11. § 194 A legacy by vindication is

so called because the thing bequeathed becomes the pro-
perty of the legatee in quiritarian right the moment the
inheritance has been entered upon. Ibid. iv. § 5 Actions
in rem are called vindications; while those in which we
contend that something ought to be given to or done for us
are called condictions.

Vindicative (vindi'kativ, vi-ndik^tiv), a.

Also 6 vendicatife, -yue, vindicatyfe, -iue.

[ad, OF. vindieattf (also mod.F.), or med.L. vin-
dicdtiv-us\ see Vindicate v. and -ive. So Sp.
vindicat'ivo, It. vendicativo.~\

+ 1. « Vindictive a. i. obs. (Common c 1590-
1690.) a. Of persons (or things personified).

1521 Bradshaw's St. Werburge (Chetham Soc.) 211 O
cruclldeth,otheuevindicatyfe, To persons vertuous ennemy
mortal], 1584 Lcyccsters Commiv. (1641) 13 This his Sonne,
who. .is..farre more insolent, cruel], vindicative,, .and fox-
like then ever hee was. a 1637 N. Ferbar tr. Vaides' 1 to
Consid. (1638) 89 Understanding, that he doth not pardon,
when hee is offended, wee hold him for cruel], inhumane,
and vindicative. 166a J. Uargkave /**>/*<: W/e.r. VII (1867) 53
Some people believe him vindicative ; but his anger is only
a soden impetus. 1693 Dryijen Disc. Satire EsS. (ed. Ker)
II. So, I.., being naturally vindicative, have suffered in
silence, and possessed my soul in quiet.

t b. Of nature, disposition, etc. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scott, xii. 101 For thai ar of ane vendicatife
nature. Ibid. xx. 177 My vendicatyue particular affectioue.

16*8 Donnk Scrm. xxix. (1610) 287 i'hey discerned not
between a zealous and a vindicative spirit. 1646 Sir J.
Temtle Irish Reb. 68 They let loose the reins of their own
vindicative humour and irreconcilable hatred. 1689 Shad-
well Bury F. iv. He is one of the Nobless, and his nature's
vindicative in Honour's cause. 11734 North Examen
in. vii. §79 (1740) 566 When Persons are fallen upon in our
Heat, as upon the vindicative Turns of Parties.

2. = Vindictive a. 2. Now rare. (Common
in 17th cent.)

1610 Bp. Carleton Jurisdict. 31 Vindicative power or
coaction belongs not to the Church. 1649 J tK - Taylor Gt.
Exemp. Disc. iv. 120 Repentance being in very many
actions a primitive duty, afnictive, and vindicat. -c. 1678
Gale Crt. Geuttles iv. 111. vi. 200 That wherein he |>er-

pctually is mistaken, is the making of Non-election or

Negative Reprobation a Vindicative act, the confounding
it with the judicial Sentence of Damnation. 181a Ann.
Reg., Gen. Hist. 78 His act, which he always defended as

vindicative of the injury he had sustained. 1854 Trench
Synon. N. T. Ser. 1. (i860) 27 The vindicative character of

the punishment is the predominant thought.

b. esp. As an epithet oijustice.
i6j6 J. Yates Ibis ad Cxsarem 11 30 Cod may separate

from any creature in regard of his love, ..and yet not be

angry with them, which alwayes piesupposeth vindicative

Justice or fatherly castigations. 16^7 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.

Eng. t. Hii. 150 In proceedings in cases of vindicative

justice delinquents might seem to be left rather to the fury

then mercy of the law. 1679 Mansell A'arr. Popish Plot

Addr. c 2 b, They will find it ill striving against the Stream

and Current of Vindicative Justice,

3. Serving to vindicate by defence or assertion.

1660 T. White {title), Religion and Reason mutually

corresponding and assisting each other, a Reply to the

Vindicative Answer lately published against a Letter [etc. J.

1863 H. Cox Instil, l. ix. 204 We have to treat of the vindica-

tive powers of each House; that is, its independent power

to vindicate its authority.

Hence Vindicativenew, vindictiveness.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. Ded., Whilest his ignorant

auditors condemned their mutual vindicativeness, the wiser

sort admired., ihrir peaceable dUpositions. 1711 Miuthsb.

Charac. III. 306 They.. extol Voluptuousness, Wilfulness,

Vindicat ivenes*, Arbitrariness, Vain-Glory.

Vindicator (vindik^'taj). [a. late L. (eccL)

vindicator; a^ent-n. f. vindUdrt Vindicate v. So
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OF. vindicateur, It. vindicators, Pg. vindicador."]

One who vindicates, in various senses of the verb.
1566 Painter Pal. Picas. I. 68 For as Romulus was the

first builder and peopler of that citie, so was Camillus the
vindicator and deliuerer of the same. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Keb. in. § 3 A man, who in the memory of many
present, had sate in that House an earnest vindicator of the
Laws. 1651 Baxter Inf.Bapt. 314 Dr. Twisse, and all our
modern vindicators of grace. 1693 Dryden Disc. Satire
Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 87 A noble soul is better pleased with a
zealous vindicator of Roman liberty, than with a temporis-
ing poet. 1714 Fortkscue-Aland Fortescu.csAbs.tf I.im.
Mon. Ded. 4 Our Author was so great a Lover and Vindi-
cator of it [the English Constitution]. 1791 Genii. Mag.
Jan. 32/1 A certain vindicator of the Marbles.. has taken
occasion.. to insult.. Le Clerc. 1827 Scott Surg. Dan.
xiii. When this eager vindicator of betrayed innocence
arrived in the capital of Hyder. 1849 Robertson Serm.
Ser. 1. xi. (1855) 190 Job knew that God was the vindicator
of wrongs. 1884 Sped. 4 Oct. 1320/2 Our author, .has.,
entered the lists. .as the vindicator of the claims of the
Highland Crofters.

Hence Vindicatorsliip, the personality of a
vindicator, rare1

.

1695 J. Sage Fnndam. Charter Prcsbyt. Pref. (1697) ! 4,

It was necessary for his Vindicatorship to justify this

Separation.

Vindicatorily, adv. [f. Vindicatory a.] In

a vindicatory or justifying manner.
1854 N. P. Willis in Life $ Lett. IV. Irving (1S64) IV.

179 Thus vindicatorily of his friend spoke the just and
kind Geoffrey Crayon. 1891 tqth Cent. Dec. 1019 The
vindicatorily personal denial of Councils of War in 1S66.

Vindicatory (vrndUciHari), a. [f. Vindicate
v. 4- -ORY.]

1. Serving to vindicate ; justificatory, defensive.

1647 Royally Royattist's Plea 13 The warreon the Kings
side is vindicatory and defensorie. 1755 Johnson, Vindi-
catory, defensory j justificatory. i8oz Mrs. J. West Infidel
Father III. 25S No proud aggression of vindicatory virtue
would be visible in her manner. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
in. xxiii, A favourable magistracy . .were writing urgent
vindicatory letters to Rome on his behalf. 1884 iqthCcnt.
May 869 The teaching of the parent Legislature does not
end with the record of the famous contentions and vindica-
tory triumphs of the past from which it is derived.

2. Avenging; punitive, retributive.

1655 Bramhall De/. True Liberty 83 The afflictions of

Job were no vindicatory punishments to take vengeance
of his sins, . .but probatory chastisements to make triall of
his graces. 1765 Blackstone Comm, I. 56 To make the
sanction of their laws rather vindicatory than remuneratory,
or to consist rather in punishments, than in actual particular

rewards. 1800 Ann. Reg. 153 The laws should be vindica-

tory on such occasions. 1874 Bushnkll Forgiveness ty Law
iii. 188 By the law. .we are only held in terms of penal dis-

cipline and not of desert or vindicatory justice. 1882-3
Schajps E'icycl.Rclig. Knoivl. 1973 Every true philosophy
of punishment must recognize the deterrent, and especially

the vindicatory element, as well as the reformatory element.

Vindicatress [vrndik^'tres). [f. Vindicator :

see -ess, and cf. OF. vindicateresse, med.L. vin-

dicalrix.'] A female vindicator.

1854 C. Knight Once upon a Time II. 201 Had the
vindicatress of the ' Rights of Women * lived in these days.
1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer 87 The Lrinues, afterwards
called the Furies in a degenerated tradition, but more truly
the vindicatresses of nature and the moral order.

t Vindict. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vindicta.] Ven-
geance, revenge ; retribution.

1639 Guild in Spalding Troubles (1828) I. 314 As Simeon
and Levi, pretending religion, but intending their own
private vindict. 1675 K. Burthogge Causa Dei 141 The
Punishments annexed to them must be executed on
offenders, they being Vindicts and concerning God,

Vindictive (vindrktiv), a. and sb. [f. L,
vindicta vengeance, revenge + -ive.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons: Given to revenge ; hav-
ing a revengeful disposition. (Cf. Vindicat-
ive a. 1.)

1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Vindktiue, reuengefull, or
apt to reuenge. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1851) II. 904/1
He wasvindictive in his nature. 1787 Burke Corr. (1844)
III. 52 You have vindictive people to deal with, and you
have gone too far to be forgiven. 1808 Jlbb in A. Knox &
Jebb Corr. (1834) I. 455 There exists in human nature, .a
perturbed dread ofsome superior, powerful and most vindic-
tive being. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr. Rankers Hist. Servia
206 He was not vindictive: when he had once pardoned an
offender, he never recurred again to the offence. 1875
W. S. Hayward Love agst. World 18 He is as vindictive
as a demon.

b. Of actions, qualities, etc. : Characterized by
a desire for, or the exercise of, revenge.

1627 J.
Carter Plain Expos. 46 To forbeare irefull and

vindictive courses, to say or doe nothing at all in anger, or
hot bloud. 1629 J. Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635) 430 Nor
let any of you imagine that any vindictive resolution is

harboured against you, either by us or the Romans. 1743
Francis tr. Ilorace, Odes 11. viii. 8 When. .you engage To
meet high Heaven's vindictive Rage. 1791 Cowper Iliad
in. 450 Then with vindictive strides he rush'd again On
Paris. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 305 This spirit of
vindictive cowardice is not owing to any inherent depravity

of soul. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 80 After the

fashion of oppressed sects, they mistook their own vindic-

tive feelings for emotions of piety. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 11. xxx, With the first movement of vindictive rage

awoke a vague caution.

2. Involving retribution or punishment
;
punitive,

retributive; avenging. Now rare. a. As an

epithet ofjustice. (Cf. Vindicative a. a b.)

1613 R. Carpenter Come. Chr. 100They are euer awaked

with the remembrance of Gods presence, m all your actions

and censures of vindictive or remuneratiue Iustice. 1660

Jer. Taylor Ductor \\. ii. rule 7 § 5 For in all penal laws
and inflictions, although there be much of Vindictive

justice, yet this justice is but a handmaid to Government
and Correction. (Z1711 Ken Div. Love Wks. (1838) 313
Our sins, . . which are the vast debts we owe to thy vindictive

justice. 174a Ln. Cholmondf.ley in Johnson's Deb. (1787)

II. 150 It has been unanswerably shewn, .that vindictive

justice is of the highest importance to the happiness of the

public. 1824 Southey Colloq. Soe. (1887) 103 The shallow
moralists who exclaim against vindictive justice, when
punishment would cease to be just, if it were not vindictive.

b. In other contexts.

1656 Bramhall Replic. i. 11 The judgements of God in this

life are more exemplary for the amendment of others, than
vindictive to the delinquents themselves. 1695 Blackmore
Pr. Arth, n. 436 Th' Almighty his Vindictive Arm makes
bare. 1718 Pope Iliad xvi. 654 First to the fight his native

troops he warms, Then loudly calls on Troy's vindictive

arms. 1780 Cowper Progr. Error 44 Pleasure brings as

surely in her train, Remorse, and Sorrow, and vindictive

Pain. 1827 Poli.ok Course T. n, He.. Amidst vindictive

thunders lets them try The stoutness of their heart. 1875
Poste Gains 1, Introd., Sometimes the sanction is retribu-

tive or vindictive, the expression of the conscience or moral
sentiments of the Society.

c. Of deities : Inflicting punishment for wrong-
doing.

1703 Rowe Ulysses in. i, Vindictive Jove prepares his

Thunder. Let the Wrong-doer and the Tyrant tremble.

1781 Cowper Expost, 407 The fast that wins deliv'rance,

and suspends The stroke that a vindictive God intends, Is

to renounce hypocrisy.

3. Vindictive damages, damages awarded not

only as compensation to the plaintiff but also as

a punishment to the defendant.

1813 A nn. Reg. , Chron. 67 It seemed established that there
was no gross misconduct ..on the part of the coachman, to

call for vindictive damages.

f B. sb. An act of punishment. Obs."1

1726 De Foe Hist. Devil 1. i. 12 Who. .could give a full

1 . .account of the deluge, whether it was a meer vindictive,

I

a blast from heaven ?

Vindictively (vindi'ktivli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a vindictive manner; revengefully.

1727 Bailey (vol. II). 1755 Johnson, Revengingly, with
vengeance; vindictively. 1827 Pollok Course T. x, Has
He not. .given at times Example fierce of wrath and judg-
ment, poured Vindictively on nations guilty long? 1837

i
Syd, Smith Wks. (1S59) H- 287/2 Such a power might be
maliciously and vindictively exercised. 1878 Lecky Eng.
in tSth C. I. iv. 534 The leaders of fashion. .steadily and

1 vindictively derided them.

Villdictiveness (vindi-ktivnes). [f. as prec.

1 + -ness.] The state or character of being vindic-

tive ; revengefulness.
1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 476 If it found any corruptions

;
within, either of Pride, Vain Glory, Insolence, Vindictive-
ness, or the like. 1679 Prance Add. Narr. 45 That which
makes it more remarkable, is, That this Vindictiveness was
exercised towards men of his own Religion. 1740 Richard*

I son Pamela (1824) I. 381 Here, to recapitulate my faults, is,

i in the first place, vindictiveness; I will not call it down-

I

right revenge. 1800 Cogan Passions 11. i. (1802) 195 'there

! is a vindictiveness in fear, which may render it dangerous
to its most innocent cause. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India

j III. 180 The shield thrown over their dependants against
1 their tyranny or vindictiveness. 1884 A. R. Pennington
I IVicli/vi'i. 242 He tells us. .that vindictiveness had mingled
!

with his righteous indignation.

Vindictrvolenoe. nonce-ivd. [f. L. vindicta

;
vengeance, after malevolence.] The desire of re-

I venging oneself or of taking vengeance.
1865 J. Grote Moral Ideals (1876) 261 Ill-will is perhaps

always a form or mode of vindictivolence, i.e. is connected
with a feeling of ourselves as somehow wronged.

t Vindi'Ctor. Obsr~l [Irreg. f. L. vindicta.]

= Vindicator.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 6 It being a Science that

teacheth the difference of good and evil; and the Conser-
vator and Vindictor of al Laws.
Vindo, obs. Sc. form of Window.
Vine (vain), sb. Forms: a. 4 vygne (7 vigne),
vinyhe, 5 vyny. 0. 4-6 vyne (4-5 vyn, 5 viyn),
4- vine (5 vijne)

; 4, 6 wine, 5-6 wyne. 7. 6
vinde, vynde. [a. OF. vigne and vine (mod.
ft vigne, = Pr. and Pg. vinha, Cat. vinya, Sp.
vi/ia, It. vigna) :—L. vtnea vineyard, vine, etc., f.

vln-um wine.]

I. 1. The trailing or climbing plant, Vitis vini-

fera, bearing the grapes from which ordinary wine
is made (= Grape-vine); also generally, any
plant of the genus Vitis.

13.. K. Alts. 5758 (Laud MS.), In cueryche felde rype is

come ; pe grapes hongen on He vyne. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xiv. 30 pough neuere greyne growed ne grape vppon
vyne. c 1440 Palloit. on Hush. vi. 57 Now vyne and tre

that were ablaqueate, To couer hem it rs conuenient. 1535
Coverdale Judg. ix. 12 Then sayde the trees vnto the vyne

:

Come thou and be oure kinge. 156a Turner Herbal 11.

168 b, [It] is lyke vnto a gumme, and waxeth thicke aboute
the bodye of the vinde. 1573 Tl\sser Husb. (1878) 75 Get
doong, friend mine, for stock and vine. 1501 Sylvester
Dh liartas 1. iii. 586 There, th' amorous Vine calls in a
thousand sorts (With winding arms) her Spouse that her
supports. 1600 Surflet Countrie Far/tie vi. xxii. 774 Olde
writers arenot of one minde concerning the first originall

and inuention of the vine. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med.m.xxW.
440 VMs,..fa* Vine, the leeues bind strongly [etc. J. 1708
j. Philips Cyder I. 16 Everlasting Hate The Vine to Ivy
bears. X776 Gibbon Decl. fy F. ii. (1782) I. 64 In the time of

l Homer, the vine grew wild in the island of Sicily. 181

1

Scott Don Roderick in. ii, The land. .was rich with vine
and flock. 1856 Stanley Sinai <y Pal. hi. (1858) 164 The
elevation of the hills and table-lands of Judah is the true
climate of the vine. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, ix.

(1870) 186 The vine is one of the most graceful of plants.

b. A single plant or tree of this species or genus.
a. a 1300 £. E. Psalter civ. 31 He-.smate bar vinyhes

and figetres in-twa. c 1315 [see 2 a], c 1440 Promp. Parv.
510/1 Vyny, or vyne, mm Ibid. 510/2 Vyny, bat bryng-
ythe forbe grete grapys, bumasta. 1604 E. G(rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxii. 296 Peru and.. Chilli,

where there are vignes that yeeld excellent wine.
p. 1303 R. Brunne Handi. Synne 882 Euery jere at be

florysyngge, whan be vynys shulde spryngge, A tempest.,
fordede here vynys alle. 1340 Ayenb. 43 ye zenne of ham
betuor wynnynge. ,destruep be vines ober cornes. 1340-70
Alex. <$- Dind. 847 3e telle vs bat :e tende nauht to tulye pe
erbe,..no plaunte winus. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 168 For
he fond.. how men scholden sette vines. 1422 Yonge tr.

Sccreta Secret. 244 In al regions the hettes bene encreschid,

. .the wynes growyth, the cornes wixit rippe. c 1450 Mirk's
Festialao He taketh a branche of a vyne, and puttyth yn

, Thomas hond. 1535 Coverdale Gem. xl. 9, I dreamed that
there was a vyne before me, ..and the grapes therof were
rype. 1562 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S-) I. 45 The vnclene baris,

quha. .infectis the tender burgeounis of the Jong wynis.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 54 A Porch with rare deuice,

Archt ouer bead with an embracing vine. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 269 The vines. .which we have had
in Britaine. .rather for shade than fruit. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Gcorg. iv. 388 Raisins from the Grapes of Psythian
Vines. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v, Vitis, Those in the

Plains .. sow a Hole of Melons between Vine and Vine.

1794 Mrs. Radclikfe Myst. Udolpho xv, The vines were
torn down from the branches that had supported them.
1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 17 It is quite clear that
wine could not have been first known at an Egyptian town,
if the Egyptians had no vines. 1870 H. Macmillan True
Vine v. (1872) 190 The celebrated vine of Hampton Court is

a most productive bearer.

c. A representation of a vine in metal, em-
broidery, etc. ; also, in mod. use, an ornamental
figure cut by a skater on the ice.

a 1400 Sqr.lcnve Degre 207 With vines of golde set all

aboute Within your shelde, . . Fulfylled with ymagery.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3667 Be-twene be pelers was pi^t with
precious leuys, Gilden wynes with grapis of gracious stanes.

1506 Lincoln Wills (1914) I. 44 A whyte pece with a cover-

yng wroght with grapes or vynes on it. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Isi. xi. xlii, Agneia.. spying Methos fenc't in 's iron

vine, Pierc't his swoln panch. 1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's
Salamml'd 9 These cups were embellished on each of their

six golden faces by an emerald vine. 1891 G. H. Kingsley
Sp. ty Trap. (1900) 460 When you have a pair of skates on,

j

and an admiring circle of spectators to excite you into

developing your most exquisite 'vines'.

d. collect. Vine-plants, rare"1
.

1779 Forrest Voy. IV. Guinea 382 The Chinese keep the

ground very clean between the rows of vine.

2. jig. a. Applied to Christ, in renderings or

echoes of John xv. 1 and 5.

C1315 Shoreham 1. 804 For iesus seyb pe vygne he hys,

And eke be greyn of wete. 13.. F. E. Allit. P. A. 628 In
be water of babtem bay dyssente, J'en arne bay boro^t in-to

be vyne. 1382 Wyclik John xv. 5, I am a vyne, je ben the
braunchis. c 1450 Myrr. oure Ladye 281, 1 as a vyne haue
fruited the swetne^se of smelle. .. In this Chapyter, oure

lordeys lykened to a vyne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W.
1531) 222 b, For in that our lorde is as a vyne, and all

chrystyans be as the braunches of the sayd vyne. 1568
Lauijer Godlie Tract. 395 Christ Iesus, the faithfull wine.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pot. v, lvi. (1611) 308 That true Vine
whereof wee both spiritually and corporally are branches.

1870 H. Macmillan True Vine 26 Its full significance was
not known until Christ, the True Vine, made it known.

b. In allusion to Ps. exxviii, 3.

1787 M. Cutler in Li/e, etc. (1888) 1. 289 He., has married
a wife, who bids fair to be a fruitful vine, for she has had
three children in four years. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. 477
Now of that vine he'd have no more increase, Those playful

branches now disturb his peace.

o. In miscellaneous uses.

1590 [see Elm sb. 3]. x6u Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 60 Grow
' patient, And let the stinking-Elder (Greefe) vntwine His
' perishing roote, with the encreasing Vine.^ 1639 S. Du
Verger tr. Camus' A dmir. Events 149 Zotique..bad like

a furious wild Boare made a prodigious spoyle in the vine

of many womens honesty. [Cf. Ps. Ixxx. 8, 13.] 1643 [see

1
Elm sb. 3 J. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 969 He. .recompenses

j
well The state, beneath the shadow of whose vine He sits

1 secure. [Cf. 1 Kings iv. 25.] 1820 Shelley Promctk.

i l/'ib. 11. W. 64 That vine Which bears the wine of life, the
' human heart. 1887 Meredith Ballads <y P. 43 The train-

j
ing of Love's vine of flame Was writ in laws.

3. Applied, with distinguishing epithets, to some

species of Vitis distinct from the ordinary grape-

!
vine, and to many plants of other genera which in

j
manner of growth, or in some other feature, re-

semble this : a. Wild vine, the fox-grape, Vitis

j

Labrusca (now rare or Obs.) ; also, one or other

I

of several wild climbing or trailing plants, esp.

bryony and traveller's-joy.

In quot. 1382 (and similarly in later versions) vine is a

literal rendering of the original text ; the plant intended is

app. the colocynth.

1382 Wyclif 2 Kings iv. 39 And oon.-foond as a wijld

1 vyne, and he gederde of it wijld gourdis of the feeld.

c 1400 Maundev. fRoxb.) vii. 26 f>ai er lyke vnto wylde
wynes. Ibid, xviii. 83 Pepre giowez in maner of wilde

I wynes be syde be treesse of be forest. 14. . in Wr.-Wiilcker

629 Oliaster, wyld vyne. Labrusca, wylde vyne, 1548

Turner Nantes lierbes (E.D.S.) 45 labrusca .. may be

called in englishe a wild vine. 1562 — Herbal 11. 168 Of the

seconde kinde of Vitis syluestris, called wild vynde. 1600
SuRFLEr Countrie Farme vi. xxii. 774 Grapes., like vnto



VINE.

. them which the wilile vine (called of vs Labrusca) doth now
bring forth. 1607 Tor-SELL Four-/. Beasts 372 Take of the
stalkes of Vitis alba, otherwise called Brioni, or wilde Vine,
two..handfuls. 1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Vitis, The
Wild Vine, commonly called the Claret Grape. This Sort
of Grape is pretty well known in England. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Vitis. The species of Vine enumerated by
Mr. Toumefort, are these: 1. The common, or wild Vine.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 67 lied berried
Bryony. Wild Vine. 1814 Scott Lord of Isles 1. xxvilt, As
the wild vine in tendrils spread, Droops from the mountain
oak. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I. 18 Clematis vitalba.

..Country people call it. .Wild Vine. Ibid. II. 312 A very
pretty climber is this Wild Bryony,, .called also Wild Vine.

b. In other special names, chiefly of non-British

plants,

Alleghany vine, an American biennial plant (Adlumia
fungosa), also called ' climbing fumitory '. Arbor vine :

see Spanish a a. Balloon vine, an Australian plant (see
quots). Bean vine, Pkaseolus diversi/olius (see IJean 8).

t Black vine, black bryony. Burdekin vine, an Aus-
tralian species of Vitis (see quot.). Caustic vine (see
quot.). Climbing vine, t (a) the Virginian creeper ; (b) a
cinchonaceous plant, Psychotria parasitica. Condor
vine, Gonolobus Cundurango. Cypress vine, quamo-
clit. Deer vine, the twinfl'ower {Linttea). Granadilla
vine : see Granadilla b. Harvey's vine, an Australian
plant, Sarcopctalum Harveyanum. Hungry vine, the
green brier or cat-brier (Smilax). India-rubber vine,
Cryptostegia grandiflora. Isle of Wight vine, bryony
or black bryony. Lawyer vine: see Lawyer 6. Link
vine, a West Indian species of vanilla (V. articulata).
Madeira or Mexican vine, the climbing plant Boussin-
gaultia basclloides, a native of the Andes. Matrimony
vine: see Matrimony 7. Mignonette vine: see
Mignonkite 3. Milk vine, (a) the Southern European
plant Pertploca grxca \ {b) a Jamaican plant, Forsteronia
fioribunda. Negro vine, a hairy-leaved species of Vincc-
toxicum. Pea vine: see Pea-vine. Pepper vine: see
Pepper sb. 5. Pipe vine: see Pipe sb* n b. Poison
vine : see Poison sb. 5 b. Potato vine: see Potato 7.
Red-bead vine, Abrus precatorius (India). Rubber
vine : see Rlbrer sb} 12 b. Sand vine, Gonolobus Ixz-is
(N.America). Scrub vine, Austr. {a) the dodder laurel
{Cassytha)

;
(b) the native rose (Bauerarubioides). Seven-

year vine : see Seven-year. Silk vine, -milk vine (a).
Sorrel vine: see Sorrel sb.' 7 c. Spanish arbor-
vine : see Spanish a. 9. Strainer, Virginia(n, Water,
White vine : see these words.
Many of these names appear to be first recorded in the

|

Treas. Bat. (1866, and Suppl. 1874) and in American die-
,

tionaries. In Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. (1753) Tournefort's <

species of Vitis, twenty-one in number, are enumerated.
1889 Maiden Useful PL i^Cardiospermum halicacabutn,

..'Heartseed', * Heart-pea', 'Winter-cherry', 'MJalloon
Vine'. Ibid. 161 'Balloon Vine' (because of its inflated
membranouscapsule). 155a HuLOET,*IUacke vyne, <2/r<?«*rt.

1760 J. Lf.e lutrod. B"t. App. 331 Vine, Black, Tamns.
1898 Morris Austral Eng. 490/1 *Burdekin Vine. Called
also Round Yam, Vi.'is opaca. Ibid. 84/1 Caustic-Plant,
or "Caustic- Vine, ..Sarcostemma australis. 1760 J. Lee
Introd, Bot. App. 331 Vine, *Climbing five-leaved, of !

Canada, Ilcdera. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 443 j

Quamoclit vulgaris. Bindweed. "Cypress Vine. Ibid. 449
Lycium Barbarum. "Matrimony Vine. 1866 Treas. Bot.
234/1 Some of the Australian species (of Cassyl/ia] are
called *Scrub-vines. 1898 Morris Austral Eng. 22/1 ,

Bauera rubioides,.. the Scrub Vine, or Native Rose.

4. The stem of any trailing or climbing plant.

Abo collect, without article.

1563 \i\hl. Art Garden.(itf4)12 \ And if not on this wise,
then may you let their [sc. gourds'] vine run along on the
earth, if you list. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 179 On
the outside of this Floor the Pickers [of hops] sit, and pick
them into Baskets after the Vines are strip'd from the
Poles. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Melon, When your
Melons begin to appear upon the Vines. 1779 Forrest
Voy. N. Guinea 382 They do not let the vine, which bears
the pepper, twist round a chinkareen tree, as is the custom
on Sumatra. 1844 Welijv Poems (1867) 163 When sweet
jasmine vines their wreaths were looping Around her
bower. 1855 Delamer Kitchen Garden (1861) 117 Leading
points in growing frame cucumbers are, to pinch off the

a
\' A° ^eep tlie ^ra,nc c,ear of useless vine. 1898 J tan

A. Owen Hawaii iii. 79 A hero, .who descended by means
of a long rope, made of convolvulus vines, into the abyss.

D. dial. A straw rope.
1577 8. Gooce Hereshach %

s Husb. 28 Ryc.strawe is
gentle and flexible, seruing for Vines. 1884 Jefferies Red '

Deer v. 97 The farmers, .hang a vine of straw along from !

stake to stake. . . A vine is a rope of twisted straw.

C. tf.S. A trailing or climbing plant.
184a Longf. Slave in Dismal Swamp ii, Where.. the .

cedar grow>, and the poisonous vine Is spotted like the
;

snake. 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 2 Ranunculacea:. .

.

Herbs (or woody vines) with a colorless acrid juice. 1879
Boddam-Whetham Roraima <y Brit. Guiana 9 Nearly
every house has a garden, and passion-flowers, morning
glory, and other vines creep up the pillars. 1886 C. I>.

Warner Summer in Card. 114 The bean is a graceful,
confiding, engaging vine.

II. f5. A vineyard. Obs.
So AF. vine, vyne (Gower).
13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 507 f>e lorde ful crly vp he ros To

byre werkmen to hys vyne. Ibid. 521 Gos into my vyne.
138a Wvclif I'rov. xxxi. 16 She beheeld a feeld, and
bo^te it; of the frut of hir hondis she plauntide a vyne.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) x. 111 The cursed Queen., that toke
awey the Vyne of Nabaothe. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas n. xxxi.
(i554) 67 Jmst [that] He will not refuse thyne axing, But
thee receiue to labour in his vine. 1484 Caxton Fables of
sEsofi 1. x, A man was som tyme whiche fond a serpent
within a Vyne. 1514^ Bainbridge in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 1. I. 227 Boith in the Citie and also in vynes and
garthynges without! the Citie. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Song
Sol. i. 5 Thei made me the keper of the vines : but I kept
not mine owne vine.

6. A grape. Obs. or poet.

213

I a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 50" If bai be rede
bai ar called uve, i. grapcz, and bai haue be scbap of a rede
vyne or grape. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. x. 54 Ah ! that
your birth and bus'ness had been mine—To pen the sheep,
and press the swelling vine !

7. Roman Antiq. = Vinea. tare.

1563 Golding Caesar (1565) 51 b, He made Vines [marg.
an instrument of war made of timber & hurdles for men to

go vnder safelye to the walies of a towne], and began to
make prouision of thinges meete for the siege. (1x641 Br.
Mountagu Acts $ Mou. (1642) 480 The Romans, .plyed
their mines, ..their vines and other engines against the
walls and gates, a 1656 Ussher Ann. (1658) 142 Some say,
those Engines of Battrie, as Rams, and Vines, and Galleries,
were there first invented. 186a Kington Fredk. II, II. 191
Various warlike Machines. ..TheSow, the Vine, and the Cat.

III. altrib. and Comb. 8. a. Simple attrib., as

vine-arbour, border, -bough, -bower, -bunch, etc.

1731 Mili.fr Gard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, Care is to be taken
..not to mingle with them the Grapes of the *Vine-
Arbour. 1839 tr. Lamartinc's Trav. 147/1 Houses. .lying
under the shade of vine-arbours or plane-trees. 184a
Loudon Suburban I/ort. 467 The most valuable manure
that can be deposited in a *vine border. 1867 Mokkis
yason xili. 222 A golden *vine-bough wreathed her golden
head. 1848 tr. HoJ/meisters Trav. Ceylon, etc. xii. 4(42

A few *viue-bowers appear somewhat lower down. 1832
Tennyson (Enone 177 Between the shadows of the *vit:e-

bunches Floated the glowing sunlights. 1886 Conder
Syrian Stone-lo/e vi. (1S96) 221 A door sculptured with
vine-bunches. 1611 Fi.okio, Vineto, a "vine-close, a vine-
plot. 1865 J. H. Ingraham Pillar of Fire 1. xiii. 152
There were wines from the *vine country of Helhona. 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 23S/2 The success of *vine.cultme
in .. the Canary Islands. 1601 Holland Pliny I, 530
Strengthned with the wood of 'vine-cuttings. 1782 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 2) X, S725/1 From whence Columella ;^ives the
title of malleolus to the vine-cuttings. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem.

%
Org. vi. 405 Each vat is filled with vine cuttings,

and rapes. 1846 Keigiiiley Notes Virg., Terms Husb. 35S
The cross-pieces in the "vine-e^palieis. 1847 Darlington
Amer. Weeds, etc.(iS6o) St Viiacex. ('Vine Family.) 1600
Surflet Countric Farme VI. x.\i. 769 To gather the grcene
grapes from of the *vine frames. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
s.v. Bampinus, A "vyne garlande. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xxv. (1592) 382 Assigning to one. .the Corne countrie, and
to another the *vinegrounds. i8i3Ladv Morgan Autobi^g.
(1859) 324 The vine-grounds being nothing but black eartli

and dry sticks until the middle of summer. 1611 Cotgk.,
Vendange, .. vintage, *vine-harue>t. 1733 TuLL Horse-
Hoeing Husb. 158 The Ancients were perfect Masters of
the * Vine- Husbandry. 1841 Lever C. O Malley Iii. 262 A
little weak wine savouring more of the borachio-skin than
*vine-juice. 1886 Mrs. Caddy Footsteps Jeamtc D'Arc
25 One should make a point of seeing these "vine-lands in

October. 1861 Bentley M^an. Bot. 495 Vitace.v or Ampel-
ide.e.—'lhc *Vine Order.. .Usually climbing shrubs with
a watery juice. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vitis,. .the
"Vine-plant. 1843 Penny Cyd. XXVI. 342/2 Some of the
finest of the soil is put into each hole, and the vine-plants
. .are carefully inserted. 1856 R. Knox tr. Edzuards' Man.
Zool. § 32S In the timber of the hedge-rows, of fruit-trees,

and of *vine-po!es. 1601 Holland Pliny I. Table s.v.,

*Vine props and railes which be best. 1610 Hkaley St.
Aug. Citie ofGod 251 First was carryed..a pine apple, and
a vine-prop. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, Others
make use of a Vine-prop, or some other Piece of Wood.
1815 Kiruy & Sp. F.ntomol. xiv. (1816) I. 438 The upright
putrescent espaliers or vine-props, c 1380 Wvclif Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 99 Digge aboute be *vyne rods, and dunge
hem wel. 1424 E. E. Wills (1882) 56 Also I wull he haue
my maser of a vine rote. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 545 To
open a s!uce..for to overflow their Vine roots with the
river. C1440 Tallad on Husb. Table (1896) 15 "Vyne
sciouns, tosette. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 529 In setting a
nourcc-garden with vine-sions. Ibid. 527 A Vine-set or
cutting, that hath joints standing thin. 1648 Hexham ii,

Een wijngacrdt-schcute, a *Vine-shoote, or Sprigge. 1793
Holcroft tr. Lavater's Physiog. i. 5 Though these vine-
shoots look well, they will bear but few grapes. 1647
Hexham i, A *vine slip, een Wijngacrt-snijtsel. 17*5 Fam.
Diet. s.v. , Vine-slips, .being put into the Ground will easily
take Root. 1854 Whittier Poems Nature, Fruit-Gift 22
Perchance our frail, sad mother plucked.. A single vine-
slip. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 48 Now on the merry "vine-
spray swell the buds. 187a Head .SiA Grk. Coins in Electro-
type Brit. Mus. 38 Rose with bud, and vine-spray with
bunch of grapes. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Sarment, To bridle
himselfe with a *vine--;prig; be so drunke that he cannot
speakc. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xlix, She
found the old woman within, picking *vine-stalks. 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 237 The conformation of the *vine
stem has elicited a vast amount of explanatory comment,
1531 Tindale Exp. t John (1537) 94 He y* is cut from y*
"vynestockc.can not but abyde vnfruteful. 1600 Surflet
Countrie Farme m. xxxiv. 497 The Italians graft it [sc.

olive-tree] v|x>n the vine, boring the vine stockc neer vnto
the earth [etc.]. 1690 Temple Ess. Anc. <* Mod. Learn.
(1909) 19 A large Table at Memorancycut out of the thick-
ness of a Vine.stock. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) II.

111. 3 Above them did they see the terraced way, And over
that the vine-stocks, row on row. 1898 Manson Trcp.
Diseases 462 The male worm is characterised, .by the
peculiar "vinc-tendril-like tail 1846 Ixhjisa S. Costello
Tour Venice 192 There is., no want of gardens and Vine-
terraces. 1848 Clough Amours de Voy. in. 16 Ah ! that I

were far away . . Under the Vine-trellis laid. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais iv. i. 3 A Golden *Vine-Tub of Mozaic work.
i?«7 Bailey (vol. II), Wicker, a *Vine Twig, an Osier
Iwig. 1776 J. Bryant Myikol. III. 229 The soft pliant
vine-twigs, moving round In serpentine direction. 1883
Browning lerishtahs Fancies, Shah Abbas, I weep like a
cut vine-twig. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 404 A great standing
cup or boll to be seene of "Vine wood. 1700 tr. Danet s

Dtct. Grk- .y Rom. Antiq. s.v. Templum, A Pair of Stairs
made of Vine-wood. 1818 Keats Emiym. iv. 257* I saw
Osirian Egypt kneel adown Before the Vine-wreath crown !

b. Objective and obj. genitive, with agent-

nouns, as vine-i utter, -grower, -planter, etc., and

VINE.

I

vbl. sbs. or ppl. adjs., as vine-bearing, -dressing,

-growing, etc. ; also vine-prop acij.

(a) 1388 Wyclif 2 Rings xxv. 1- He lefte of the pore men
of the lond vyntilieris, and erthetilieris. a ic86 Shjney
Arcadia It. xv. (1912) 247 The King one morning, .saw a
vine-labourer, that finding a bowe broken [etc]. 1601
Holland Pliny I. 501 Yet kind it is and wliole-some for the
V ine-planter and husbandman. 1611 Coi gh., / endengcur,
a Vintager, or vine-reaper. 1648 Hexham ii, Een . .-.vijn-
gaerdenier,..a. Vine-gardener. 1801 tr. G.i/rielli's Myst.
Husb. II. 119 One of our vine-cutters was telling yesterday
[etc.]. 1835 T. Mitchell Acham. of Aristoph. App. ..45
A metaphor which the vine-growers of Athens easily appre-
ciated. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 928, 1 Vine putter,
a machine for extracting vines.

(b) C1440 Pallad. on Husb. Table (1S96) 16 Vyne couer-
ynge and vindage apparayle. 1580 Hollyiiand Treas. Fr.
Tot.g, Bincment, a vine working, weeding. 1590 Si'FNSER
/•'.

<J. I. i. 8 The .sayling Pine, the Cedar proud and tall,

J he vme-prop Klme. 1601 Holland Pliny Table s. v., Vine
planting and pruning. 1791 Cowper Iliad 11. 613 Ame
claims A record next for her illustrious sons, Vine-bearing
Arne. 1848 Bl-cki.ky Iliad in An enclosure of land, .. plea-
sant, vine-hearini;, and arable. 1867 Augusta Wilson
/ asiiti i, Had Timour been trained to cabbage. raising and
vine-dressing. 188S Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 237/1 A vine-
growing country hitherto free from Phylloxera.

C. "With pa. pplcs. and adjs., chiefly in instru-

mental sense, as vine-bordered, -clad, -(overed,

-cro-itned, etc. ; also vine-like adj.
?
vine-'wise adv.

1868 Morris Earthly Pur. (1S70) I. 11. 4-7 He saw a man
draw nigh Along the dusty grey Vine-bordered road. 1854
J. .S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. ix. 162 The luxuriant
valleys and Vine-clad hillsides. 1856 R. A. Vaughan

.

Mystics (1S60) I. 115 Among the luscious slopes of vine-clad
Burgundy. 1791 W. Roscoe in II. Koscoe Life (1S33 I.

108 The Vinc-eovcr'd hills and .cay regions of Krance. 1840

;

Hood ' IV Tourists <y Tra:,:' vi, Old'Castles you'll see on
the vine-covered hill. 1743 Francis tr. Horace, Odes in.
xxv. 27 When *Vine-crown'd Hacchus leads the Way. 1851
S. Jackson tr. Krummacher's l.lisha vi. 90 1'rom the .sea-

coast to the vine-crowned banks of the Jordan. 1625 K.
Long tr. Barclay's Areenis iv. xviii. 306 Behold, with
frolicke stirre comes Bacohus here, In's ''Vine-deck't Cha-
riot high. 18 ,5 Praed Poems I1S65) II. 15S The merriest
giil in all the land Of 'vine-encircled France. 1746 Fkancis
tr. Horace, Sat. n. iv. 55 The 'Vme-fed Goat's not always
luscious Pare. 1871 Palgrave I.yr. Poems 90 Line-, of
white, Vine-yarlanded.

_
11835 Mks. HeMANS She/herd-

PoetofAlps 54 The cabin's Vine-hung eaves. 1835 Willis
Pcnctlliiigs II. lviii. 147 The same square, Vine-laced, per-
fectly green pastures and cornfields. 1855 Singleton Virgil
I. 107 For thee, With Vine-leafed autumn laden blooms
the field. 1822 Hortus AnglLus II. 20S * Vine-leaved Kitai-
belia. 1727 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. v. 215 Viticulatcd, or
* Vine-like Leaves. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man 345 Stories
. .of the climbing from earth to heaven by a tree or vine-
like plant. 1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 35 The Vine-mantled
brows The pendent goats unveil, a 1593 Marlowe tk-ia's
Elcg. 11. xvi. 33 Although Vine-planted ground Conteines
me. 1848 Buckley Iliad 39 Vine-planted Kpidaurus.
1809 J. Montgomery West Indies, etc. (iSio) 34 On pure
Madeira's 'vine-robed hills of health. 1839 Bailey Festus
143 A Vine-shadowed cottage door, a 1869 Kossetti
House of Life xc, Upon the broad Vine-sheltered path.
1876 Lanier Psalm (Vest 183 O Stars wreathed Vinewise
round yon heavenly dells. 1791 Cowper Iliad vi. 159 They
their wands * Vine- wreathed cast all away. 1828 Miss M it-

ford Village Ser. iv. (1S63) 71 Working at her needle under
the vine-wreathed porch.

9. Special Combs.: + vine apple (see Squash
sb.2 1); vine-bamboo, a species ol panic-grass

(Panicum divaricatutn)
; f vine-bind (seequots.);

vine-black (see quot.) ; vine-bower, a species

of clematis (Clematis Viticella) ; vine-disease,
one or other disease attacking vines, esp. vine-

mildew and the vine-pest (Phylloxera); fvine
dragon [ad. V.drageon], (see quot.); vine-feeder,
any insect living on vines ; vine-fly ? = vine

saw-Jly ; vine-fungus, - vine-mihiew ; vine
gall-insect (see quot.) ; vine-garden,

J
garth,

a vineyard ; vine-grub, = Vine-fbktter; vine-
hook, -knife, implements used in pruning vines

;

vine-leek, round-headed garlic (Allium ampclo-
prasum) ; vine-louse, the phylloxera; f vine-
man, -master, a vine-dresser or vine-grower

;

vine-mildew, a disease of vines caused by the

fungus Oidium Tuckcri; the fungus or mould
itself; vine-moth, a species of pyralis infesting

vines; fvine-poar (see quots.); vine-pest, the

phylloxera; f vine-press, a wine-press; vine-

rake U.S. (see quot.) ; vine-rod, a rod of vine-

wood, spec, as the staff of a Roman centurion
;

vine-sawfly, a species of sawfly, the larva.' of

which feed on the vine ; vino-acroll, an ornament

representing a vine; vine-scrub, in Australia,

scrub abounding in various species of Vitis ; vine-

snail [P. escargot des vignes\ the Roman snail;

f vine-wand, « vine-rod; f vine-water, the sap

which issues from vines when pruned ;
vine-

weevil, a small weevil destructive to vines;

vine-worm (see quot.); vine-worta, the order

Vitacex.

Also in recent American dictionaries, vine-beetle, -borer,

chafer, ^urculio, -fea beetle, gall, -gall-louse, -hopper,

inch-worm, .procris, -root-l>orer, -slug, -sphinx, etc.

1871 Kingslkv At Last viii, Overhead, sprawled and

dangled the common 'Vine-bamboo, ugly and unsatisfactory

in form. 1483 Cath. Angl. 400/1 *Vynbynd, comubus.



VINE.

I* *. Holland Pliny I. 537 A certaine hearbe, which the
Sicilians in their language call Ampelodesmos, (i. Vine-
bind). i860 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) III. 966 'Vine Hack,
a black procured by charring the tendrils of the vine and
levigating them. 1852 Johnson' Gard. Diet., "Vine Bower,
Clematis Viticella. 1834 Forrester in Proc. Royal Soc.
VII. 156 On the "Vine-Disease in the Port-wine Districts of
the Alto-Douro. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 536 The manner
of. .planting by a trees side a "Vine Dragon (for so we use
to call the o!d_ hraunch of a Vine past all service, which
hath done bearing many a yeare, and is now growne to be
hard). 1855 Zoologist XIII. 4680 Speyer gives Agrotis
aquihna as a "vine-feeder. 1661 Walton Angler (ed. 3) 97Now for Flies;.. I will name you but some of them, as. .the
cloudy, or blackish Hie, the flag-flye, the "vine-flye. 1668
Charleton Onomast. 47 Ips,. .the Vine-Fly. 1728 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Fishing Fly, Natural Flies are innumerable:
..the Tawny- Fly, the Vine- Fly, the Shell- Fly. 1857 Hen-
frey Bot. § 636 The "Vine Fungus appears to be a plant of
this tribe [Oidiuin], rarely producing perfect fruit. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., ''Vine Callinscct, an insect of the
gallinsect class, principally found on the Vine, though cap-
able of living on some other trees, c 1449 Pecock Rcpr.
III. xvi. 383 Whanne money is paied to. .a laborer in a "vyne
gardein for his day labour in the same vyne gardein. 1839
w. Chambers Tour Rhine 57/1 A tolerably long reach of
the river, between banks richly clad with vine gardens.
c 1440 Alph. Tales 201 When bai come ber, )>e "vyne-garth,
at no frute was in befor, was growyng full of rype grapis.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, Vine-fretter, or *Vine-grub.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vine-grub, a kind of Worm
that gnaws the Vine. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.,
Reaumur observes, that., both the winged and the un winged
Vine-grubs are females. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 547 Men
are wont to take their "Vine hookes when they be newly
ground & sharpened [etc.]. 1615 Thomas' Diet. (ed. 10),
Averrunco,.. to purge vines with a vinehooke. 14830^/;.
Angl. 402/1 A "vyne knyfe, falx, faleicula. 1611 Cotgr.,
Serpette, a Vine knife, or Gardeners knife. 1735 Fam. Diet.
s.v. Vintage, You must also provide Paniers, Dressers,
Vine-Knives, Shovels and Rakes. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
I. Ixxxvui. 139 The "Vine Leeke groweth of it selfe in vine-
yards, and neere vnto vines in hot regions, whereof it both
tooke the name Vine Leeke and French Leeke. 185a
G. W. Johnson Cottage Gard. Diet. 24/2 A\llium\ nmpelo-
prasum (vine-leek). 1882 Gard. Chron. XVII. 20 The new
•Vine-louse Convention, held at Berne. i$Jo Coverdai e
Spir. PtrUvi, Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 115 The heavenly
vmeman bringeth the Christians unto the winepress. 1579-

80 North Plutarch (1612) 368 In the morning.. he went
out.. with his vine-men to labour in his vineyard. 1588
Fraunce Lawicrs Log. 1. i. 2 b, The word . . is metaphoricall
.., being borrowed of the "Vinemayster. 1855 Ogilvie
Suppl. 283 Oidiuin tuckeri is the "vine-mildew, parasitical
upon the leaves ami green parts of vines. 1867 Chambers's
Encycl IX. 800/2 The vine disease, or vine mildew,, .has of
late years made great ravages. 1842 Loudon .Suburban
Hort. in A.. very efficient mode of destroying the "vine- '

moth in France. 1704 Diet. Rust. (1726), 'Vine-Pear, or
Damsel- Fear, is gray, reddish, round, and pretty big. 173X
Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Pyrus, Poire de Vigne, i.e. The
Vine Pear. 1887 Westm. Rev. June 364 The ravages of the
vine-pest with the terrible name of Phylloxera vastatrix

in France. 1897 Outing XXIX. 434/1 Then came the
terrible vine-pest, and on its heels came ruin. 1587 Greene
huphues Wks. (Grosart) VI. 237 Alaying the heate of
Bacchus "vynepresse, with the sweete conserues fetcht from
Myneruaes Library. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 459 A Vine-
presse house, standing alone amongst Vineyards. 1760-72
H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1S09) II. 123 As grapes are '

squeezed in a vine-press. 1846 Keightley Notes Virg.,
l,eorg. 11. 4 The vinepress, or vat in which they trod the
grapes. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcch. 2710/2 ''Vine-rake, an
implement for pulling sweet-potato or other vines off from
the ridges preparatory to the digging of the ground. 1601
Holland Pliny 1. 406 For the Centurion hath the honour to
cane in his hand a *Vine-rod. «i66i Holydav Juvenal
(1673) 263/1 They may get a vine-rod, that is, a centurion's
place. 1856 Merivale Rom. Emp. xlii. (1871) V. 145 Some
showed him the scars of their wounds, others the marks of
the centurion's vine-rod. 1852 T. W. Harris Insects Injur.
Veg. vi. (1862) 512 Fir Saw-Fly.—'Vine Saw. Fly.—Rose-
bush Slug. [Ibid. 522 A kind of saw-fly which attacks the
grape-vine,.. named Sclandria Vitis. The saw-fly of the
vine is of a jet-black color.] 1886 Conder Syrian Stone- I

Lore ix. (1896) 357 The "vine-scrolls and grape-bunches on
the oldest mosaics of the Dome of the Rock. 1881 A. C. j

Grant Bush-Life xxii, Impenetrable *vine-scrubs line the
river-banks at intervals. 1889 Lvmholtz Among Cannibals
24 Along the streams vine-scrubs often abound. 1831 J.Davies Mat. Med. 413 Some animals of an inferior class,
such as bull-frogs, the "vine-snail, turtle, viper, crayfish, &c.
root Holland Pliny I. 406 The "Vine wand is now entred
into the campe, and by it our armies are raunged into bat-
taillons. 1736 Bailey Household Diet. s.v., The "vine-
water without distilling, will have the same effect. 188a
Garden n Mar. 172/1 Specimens of the black "Vine weevil
(Otiorhynehus sulcatus), a very destructive insect. 1896
Lode.man Spray. Plants 280 Fire-worm ; Cranberry-worm

;

"Vine-worm; Blackhead (Rhopobota vaceiniana). 1846
Lindley Veg. Kingd. 439 The propriety of placing Leea
along with "Vineworts has been questioned. 1870 H. Mac- !

millan True Vine vii. (1872) 296 note. The vine-worts,
distinguished for their wholesome and nutritious qualities,
seem closely allied to the Umbelliferas.

Hence Vine v. trans., to graft {in or into a vine)
;

intr., to develop tendrils like a vine.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love 15 b, The vine
braunch is to be vined in the vine. Ibid. 16 Neither doth
the Greeke or Latin translation afford any such termes of
viuyng into avine, as ye seme to import. 1796 C. Marshall
Gardening xv. (1813) 247 Sticking pease is to take place as
soon as they begin to vine (or put forth tendrils).

Vine, obs. Sc. form of Wine si.

II Vinea (vi-nza). Also 7 vinia. [L. vinea :

see Vine si.'] A kind of protective shed or pent-
house anciently used in siege-operations.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 406 How to appruch the walls of

their enemies, to give an assault under a frame devised for

214

the purpose, which thereupon took the name Vinea. 1614
Gorges tr. Lucan m. 106 Their Vinias to the wall they
brought, Couerd with greene turfes all aloft. 1678 Phillips
(ed. 4). 17x8 Rowf. tr. Lucan m. 721 Beneath the Vinea
close th' Assailant lies. 1783 W. Gordon tr. Livy's Rom.
Hist. 11. xvii. (1809) 130 The Vineae and other works were
repaired. 1885 Oman Art War 47 The vinea and testudo,
the catapult onager and balista, were as well known in the
tenth century as in the first.

Vineal (vi-nzal), a. rare. [ad. L. vinealis, f.

Vinea Vine si.] Of or pertaining to vines or wine

;

living on vines ; consisting of wine.
1659 H. More Imnwrt. Soul in. xii. 454 These exhala-

tionsof the Vineyards must spread, .from.. the Canaries to

j

England. . . So that there will be an Hemisphere of vineall
Atoms of an incredible extent. 1859 Maynf. Expos. Lex.,
Vinealis, applied by Mirbel to plants that grow spontane-

I ouslyon the vines, ..vineal. 1908 Daily Chron. 30 Oct. 9/5
To obtain a 50 per cent, drop on Italian vineal exports to
that country.

Vineat, variant of Vinet l Ois.

Vinea-tic, a. rare-", [a. L. vineatic-us, f.

vinea Vine si.~\ (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vineatick, belongingto Vines, apt,

or that serves for Vines.

Vine-branch. Also vine branch. [Vine
si.] A branch of a vine-tree.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 11201 The vyne-braunche with alle

here grapes, c 1440 Palla I. on Husb. Table (1896) 15 Vyne
braunclns, to enoynte. 1535 Coverdalf. John xv. 6 He
that abydeth not in me, is cast out as a vyne braunche.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Nahum ii. 2 The emptiers haue
emptied them out, & marred their vine branches. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 683 He that gladly would in
winter season weare a chaplet of vine branches. 1673-4
Grew Anat. PI., Anat. Trunks i. § 8 In Summer time,.,
the Vessels also, in the Barque of a Vine- Branch, do Bleed
a Sower Sap. 1691 Ray Creation II. (1692) 128 If in
Summer-time you denude a Vine-branch of its Leaves, the
Grapes will never come to maturity. 1731 Miller Gard.
Diet. s.v. Vitis, That Bulk which they have acquir'd upon
the Vine-branches. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1851) II.

1107/1 He lifted up the vinebranch, with which the cen-
turions chastise such as deserve stripes. 1818-22 Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) XIV. 49o'2 The vanilla is a plant of the
thicknessof a small vine branch. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. in
Pacific xi. 133 Posts of wood, interlaced by vine branches.

Vined, a. rare. [f. Vine si.]

1. Ornamented with the representation of a vine.
1577 Harrison England II. xxiii. (1877) 1. 351 A table

hauing at each hand an image vined and finelie florished
both aboue and beneath. 1624 Wotton Elem. Arehit. 31
Other licentious inuentions, of Wreathed, and Vined, and
Figured Columnes, which our Author himselfe condemneth.
2. Impregnated with the qualities of a vine.
1600 Surfi.et Countrie Farme ill. xxxiv. 498 These

Oliues will last both of the one and of the other, and be-
come as it were vined Oliues.

t Vinedage, variant of Vendage Obs.
'574 Hellowes Guetiara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 237 Since

your garden is blasted, your vinedage ended, ..your prime
tyme finished.

Vine-dresser. [Vine si.] One occupied in

the pruning, training, and cultivation of vines.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Joel i. n Houle, o ye vine dressers

for the wheat, and for the barly. 1611 Bible Jer. Hi. 16
Nebuzaradan

. .left certaine of the poore of the land for Vine-
dressers and for husbandmen, a 1653 Gouge Cotnm. Heb.
vii. (1655)11. 131 The Apostle exemplifieth the equity of this
..by a Vine-dressers partaking of the fruit of it. 1709
Pond. Gaz. 4556/1 Of these there are, Husbandmen and
Vinedressers, one thousand eighty three. 1763 Mills Syst.
Pract. Husb. IV. 341 That so the vine dresser may dig all
round the vine. 1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 123
When the vines were all gathered, the vinedressers came in
procession under the castle windows. 1884 J. De Mills
Castle in Spain iv, Shepherds, goatherds, and vine-dressers
stared lazily up.
fig. 1770 Burke Pres. Discont. Wks. 1S08 II. 273, I do

not mean those branches [of trade] which bear without the
hand of the vine-dresser.

Vine-fretter. Now rare or Ois. [Vine si.]

A grub or insect (in later use, a species of aphis)
feeding upon vines.
1608 T'oisell Serpents 105 After the manner of Vine-

fretters, which are a kind of Catterpillers, or little hayrie
wormes with many feete, that eate Vines when they begin
to shoote. 1661 Lovell Hist. Auim. f, Min. Isagoge c 2
T. he butyn in vines, and ipes, and the vinefretter in the
leaves thereof. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Diseases of Trees, The
Vine-fretter, a little black Animal, does a great deal of Mis-
chief to Trees. 1762 Mills Syst. Pract. Husb. I. 471
Almost all the peas in his neighbourhood were destroyed
that year by a kind of vermin called vine-fretters. 1777 W.Hooper Helvctius' Treat. Man I. 01 note. We should, .in-
close a vine-fretter in a phial. 1848 Bartlett Diet. Atner.
374 Vine-fretter, .

.
an insect very destructive to vines, rose

bushes, cabbages, &c. in the Southern States. 1895 Dublin
Rev. Oct. 444 He considered the generation of vine fretters
from a new point of view.

Vinegar (vi-nfgai), si. Forms : a. 4-6 vyne-
gre (4fyn-), 5-6vynagre, 6 -ygre

; 4-7 vinegre
(5 uin-, win-, 6 winnegre)

, 7 vin'gre
; 5 ven-

agre, 5-7 venegre; 5 vyneygre, -aygre, 7
vinaigre. 0. 5-6 vyneger, 6 -egyr, vynyger;
5-7 vineger (7 -era, vinneger), 6-7 viniger
(7 win-)

; 5 venegur, 6 -eger; 5, 7 vinager, 7
vinaiger, 5-6 vineager. 7. 6 vynegar, 6-
vinegar (8 ven-). S. 4 vynacre, 5, 7 vinacre,
7 vinaicre

; 6 vinyoare, vinyker, vyneker,
venyker, -iker, Sc. vinakir, venaker, wynakar,
-akir, 7 Sc. winiker. [a. OF. vyn egre (14th cent.),

VINEGAR.
vinaigre (so mod.F.), f. vin:-L. vinum wine-t-
egre, aigre Eager a. Cf. Pr. vina{i)gre, Sp. and
Pg. vinagre. It. vinagro. Some of the spellings
are influenced by the later F. form, or by mod.L.
vinum acre.]

1. A liquid (consisting of acetic acid in a dilute
form) produced by the acetous fermentation of
wine and some other alcoholic liquors or special
compounds, and employed either pure or with
various admixtures in the preparation of food (or
as a relish to this) and in the arts, etc.
The chief sources of vinegar are indicated by the names

mine-, malt-, sugar-, and wood-vinegar. Radical vinegar

:

see Radical a. 9. Thieves' vinegar : see Thief 5
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 16762+13 Vinegre & gall be jews

blend And to his mouth put bore. c 1315 Shoreham I. 629
Al so longe hyt hys blod, Ase lest be forme of wyne, Nauat
of fynegre kende [ = kind] chald. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v.
70 Venim.., or vinegre, I trouwe, Walleb in my wombe.
(11425 tr. Ardcrne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 40 te Iuyse of
cehdone y-medled wib vinegre and warmed at fie fire. 1489
Caxton Faytes cf A. I. xiv. 37 Flessh, benes, salt and
vynaygre. a 1500 Bale's Chron. in Six Town Chron. (191 )
118 Powles steple was sodenly on fire., but it was holpen
and quenched wt venegre. 1502 Arnoldf. Chron. a iij

b/i To make winnegre shortly it nede be. 1552 Huloet,
Vynygre, and honye sodden together, oxymeli. 1561
Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 2 Let the same . . put a litle vinegre
thereto. 1662 Charleton Myst. Vintners (1675) 164 Of
which we have an instance in the making of Vinegre.
a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche (1702) ix. 81 A flood, to which
most fretful Vinaigre [1648 Vinaiger] Is gentle Oile.

£. c 1408 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 52 In vinager et
cepis emptis. 1409 Ibid. 53 In j quart de vineger empt.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 6 Goode wyne schalle turne to
venegur be dene, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxviii. 105 (Harl.
MS.), Vyneger was gode, ..wyn is gode,. and muste shalle
be gode. 1502 Arnoi.de Chron. 72 b/i To make veneger
shorth if[ye] haue nede. 1539 Elyot Cast. Helthe 22 Olyues
. .dothe corroborate thestomake. . being eaten with vyneger.
1598 Barret Thtor. Warres v. iii. 133 Vineger to coole the
Ordinance. 1608 Armin Nest Niun. (1842) 20 The king
calls for winiger to his sallet, because his sweet meate
should haue sower sauce. 1612 Webster White Devil iv.
iii. 105 Best wine Dying makes strongest vinneger. 1647
Cowley Mistr., Passions iii, Since Love by mixing Poyson
there, Has made it worse than Vinegere. 1660 Boyle New
Exp. Phys. Mech. 180 Spirit of Vinager being try'd after
the same manner, exhibited a moderate number of bubbles.
y. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 148 Hard Cheese

wrapped in cloutes wet in Vinegar.. returne to a softnesse.
x596_ Lodge Wits Miscrie M, One cast his paile of water
at his head, another his oile, another his vinegar. 1612
W'oodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 11 Vinegar I utterly
mish'ke. 165a in_ Gross Gild Merchant (1890) I. 133 In
buying and selling a can of vinegar. 1732 Pope Ess.
Man 11. 138 As heav'ns blest beam turns vinegar more
sowre. 1750 tr._ Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 93 If it be
drenched nine times in vinegar, it makes a fine eye-salve.
1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 109 They ought.. to
keep the patient very clean, to sprinkle the room where he
lies with vinegar, or other strong acids. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 386 Vinegar appears to have little
or no effect upon iron, unless assisted by the air. 1838 T.
Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 1033 The weaker the wine or
the beer.., the more readily it is converted into vinegar.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 241/1 All sources of alcohol may
be regarded as possible materials for making vinegar.
6. a 1400 in Ret. Ant. I. 196 Seeth the rote in vynacre of

wyne. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 88 Vinacre,..

j

hoggshed. c 1500 Kennedy Passion of Christ 963 Intill
wynakar bai soupit it full sone. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 41
Thay suld..giff to hime vinakir and gal to drink. 1583
Shuttlevjorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 8 A querte of vinycare,
iiijd . 1583-4 Ibid. 16 For foure quartes of veniker, xvjd

.

1586 Ibid. 26 A gallon of vyneker, xvj a
. 1652 Gaule

Magastrom. 44 The waterof the wisemen, the philosophers
vinacre, the minerall water. 1691 in Hawick Arehaeol. Soc.
Trans. (1905) 13/2 I[tem] for osters and winiker, brandi and
spis, lC)o. 6. o.

fig. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams I. (1693) 59 To stoop
this Vinacre to the very Lees ; some will say [etc.].

fb. ellipt. The accidental conversion of wine
into vinegar. Ois.~x

1584 R. Scot Diseov. Witchcr. xn. xiv. (1886) 201 A
charme against vineager. That wine wax not eager, write
on the vessell [etc.].

o. With a and pi. A particular kind, or special

preparation, of vinegar.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 13 The fallacy of trusting to the
hydrometer for determining the strength of vinegars. 1875
H. C, Wood Thcrap. (1879) 18 Vinegars are those prepara-
tions in which vinegar, or dilute acetic acid, is used as the
menstruum.

2. In allusive use : a. With reference to the

painful or harsh effect of vinegar on a wound,
or on the teeth (after Prov. x. 26).

1548 Udall Erasmus Par. Mark ii. 20 He that put in
the vinegre of sorowe, dyd also giue him the oyle of good
hope. 1590 Nashe Mart. Marpret. Wks. (Grosart) I. 224
It is vineger to his teeth, and maketh him very sawcie with
his g. of Cant. 1645 Quari.es Sol. Recant, in. xii, To
qualify with oyle The soule-anlicting vin'gre of his toyle.

1656 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. § ix>) Our desire is. .not to
pour Vineger but Oyl into the wounds.

b. With reference to Hannibal's use of vinegar

in making his way over the Alps, according to

Livy xxi. 37 (cf. Juvenal x. 153).
Cf. the quotation for vinegar. railing in 6.

1636 Quarles Elegie Wks. (Grosart) III. n/i We cut
our way Through these our Alpine griefes, and sadly rise

With the sharp vinegre of suffused eyes. 1776 in Boswell
Johnson 12 Apr., Davies said of a well-known dramatick
authour, that 'he.. made his way as Hannibal did, by
vinegar ; having begun by attacking people '. 1779 Warner
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"in Jesse Selwyn ^ Contemp. (1844) IV. 108 The Alps ofyour
difficulties subside before you, and without vinegar.

3. fig. Speech, temper, etc., of a sour or acid

character. (Cf. 5 b.)

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in, iy. 158 Heere's the Challenge,

reade it : I warrant there's vinegar and pepper in't. 1681

Crowne Hen. VI, Prol., A little Vineger against the Pope,

1848 Dickens Dombey xiii, Mrs. Pipchin.. freshened the

domestics with several little sprinklings of wordy vinegar.

1873 [see Verjuice sb, 2].

f b. In the phr. to wish one at vinegar. Obs.—1

1774 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Setzvyn ty Contemp. (1844)

III. 73 He will soon do something, and play some prank,

which I dare say his uncle will wish him at vinegar for.

4. slang. (See quots.)

a 1700 IJ. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Vinegar, a Cloak. 1725
A>7</ Cant. Diet., I

T
inegar,

.

. the Fellow that makes a Ring,
and keeps Order among Wrestlers, Cudgel-Players, &c.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. '/'., Vinegar, a name given to the
person, who with a whip in his hand, and a hat held before

his eyes, keeps the ring clear at boxing matches and cudgel
playings.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Attrib., as vinegar-

bottle (also _/?£*.), -cask, -cruet (also^O, -manu-
factory, -pot, -poultice, -powder, -work, -yeast

;

obj. genitive, as vinegar-drawer, -maker, -making

;

also vinegar-flavoured
%
-tart adjs.

1459 Paston Lett. I. 400 Item, j. *venegre botell. 1593
Nashe Christ's T. To Rdr., It will bee some of their des-

tinies to carrie the vineger bottle ere they die. 1602 2nd
Ft. Return Pamass. \. ii. 1 What Ingenioso, carrying a
Vinegar bottle about thee, like a great schole-boy gluing
the world a bloudy nose? 1706 Stkvkns Span. Diet. 1,

Vina^rera, a Vinegar-bottle, or Cruit. 1837 Hkbkrt
Engin. <y Meek. Encycl. II. 850 In some country districts,

the people keep . . a Vinegar cask, into which they pour such
wine as they wish to acetify. 1713 Lo/td. Gtiz. No. 5086/3
A Sett of Casters with *Vinegar Crewets. 1744 Parsons
in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 187 A little Piece of Camphire,
exactly shaped like a common Vinegar-Crewet, having a
round Bottom, and a long taper Neck. 1851 H. Mklville
Whale xvii, Mrs. Hussey soon appeared with a mustard-
pot in one hand and a vinegar-cruet in the other. 1873
Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 113 A morose, narrow-minded,
hide-boundset of vinegar-cruets. (Z1704T. Brown Laconics
Wks. 1711 IV. 12 He is a *Vinegar-drawer. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 158 *Vinegre dregs are knowne to be verie good
for to heale burnes. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vu. xiii. p 18

A Vinegar-flavoured vintage of Parnassus. 1611 Cotgr.,
Vinaigrier,..iL "Vineger glasse, violl, or bottle. Ibid.,

Vinaigrier, a Vineger-man, or "Vineger-malcer. 1697
Loud. Gaz. No. 3283 /3 All Malsters.., Brewers, ..Victual-
lers, and Vinegar-makers. 1713 Ibid. No. 6134/4 John
Gregory, . .Distiller and Vinegar-maker. 1853 Uke Diet.
Arts (ed. 4) II. 905 This axiom cannot be too strongly in-

culcated into the minds of vinegar-makers. 1862 Miller
Elem. Chem.

x
Org. (ed. 2) 60 In the ordinary process of

Vinegar-making from sugar and water. 1611 Cotgk.,
Vinaigrier, a *Vineger-man, or Vineger-maker, 1839 Ure
Diet* Arts 1278 "Vinegar manufactory, by malt. 1842
Penny Mag. 29 Oct. 425/1 The vinegar-manufactories are
but few in number. 1669 R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Com m.) I. 448 A "vinegar pot, oil pot, and
sugar box. 1854 Mayne Expos. Lex.,Cataplasma Aceti,
. . the "vinegar poultice ; made of vinegar and bread crumb,
or the like. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., A sort of
•Vinegar-powder, or Vinegar in a dry form. 1599 Nashb
Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 307 Let none of these
scumme of the suburbs, be too "vinegar tarte with mee.
1608 [Toft k] A riosto's Sat. iv. (161 1) 53 A viniger tart looke
or clowdy brow. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Rape, The Rape
is. .put into a Place to sour itself, before it is cast into the
•Vinegar Vessel. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 3 When new vessels
are mounted in a "vinegar work, they must be one third
filled with the best vinegar that can be procured. Ibid. 2 1

Several azotized substances serve as re-agents towards the
acetous fermentation,—such as vinegar ready-made, "vine-
gar-yeast, or lees.

b. Attrib., in the sense extremely sour in

temper or disposition * ; also in combs., as vinegar-

faced, -hearted adjs.

1596 Shaks. Mereh. V. 1. i. 54 Other of such vineger
aspect, That they'll not shew their teeth in way of smile.

1597 Return fr. Pamass. 1. ii. 165 Such barmy heads wil
alwaiesbe working, when as sad vineger wittessit souring at

thebottomeof abarrell. 1654 H. L' Estrange Chas.

I

(1655)
28 The Commons nothing mortified with these tart and '

vinacre expressions [of the king], kept close to their proper
stations. 1662 Rump Songs (1&74) 1. 161 From a vinegar Priest
on a Crab-tree stock,.. Libera nos. 1694 Motteux Rabe-
lais v. iii. 11 More grum, vinegar-fac d,. .than any kind
whatsoever in the whole Island. 1824 Miss Fkrrikk
Inker, xxix, The habitual vinegar expression of his long
triangular visage. 1842 Miall in Nonconf. II. 145 A peev-
ish and vmegar-hearted step-mother. 1846 De Quincev
Orthogr. Mutineers Wks. i860 XIV. 108 He was too vine-
gar a fellow for them : nothing hearty or genial about him.
1847 E. Bkontk Wutktring Heights ii, Vinegar-faced
Joseph projected his head from a round window of the barn.

1850MKS. Carlylk Neiv Lett. (1903) II. 13 You may fancy
the vinegar looks of the Lady of the House and the visitors

whom I had kept from their dinner one mortal hour.

6. Special Combs. : t vinegar beer, ? beer em-
ployed for conversion into vinegar ; Vinegar
Bible (see quots.) ; vinegar-eel, a minute nemat-
oid worm (Anguiltula aceti) breeding in vinegar ;

vinegar-fleld, = vinegar-yard'; vinegar mother,
vinegar-plant (b) ; vinegar-plant, (a) the

Virginian sumacb, Rhus typhina; (b) a mould
which grows on tbe surface of liquids undergoing
acetous fermentation ; vinegar-railing /?£;, bitter

abuse; vinegar-tree, = vinegar-plant (a) ; vine-

gar worm, = vinegar-eel ; vinegar-yard, a yard

or open space in which vinegar-casks are arranged.
|

1677 Act 20 Chas. II, c. 2, For every Barrell of Beere com-
monly called "Vineger beere brewed or made to be sold,

Six pence. 1854 Lqwndks Bibliogr. Man. I. r3o A most
magnificent edition, called 'The * Vinegar Bible', from an
error in the running title at St. Luke, chap, xxii, where it is

read ' the parable of the vinegar ', instead of ' the parable uf
the vineyard '. 1868 Mackay Annals Bodt. Lib. 147 Uaskett,
the r<rinter, presented to the Library a magnificent copy on
ve"um of the 'Vinegar' Bible, printed by him in 1717.

1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 113/3 The Anguiilitla
aceti, or common *Vinegar-eel. 1842 Penny Max. 29 Oct.

426/2 Behind the store-house, .is the *vincgar-jietd, a re-

markable feature in most vinegar.works. 1839 Ure Diet.
Arts 2 The Germans call it the "vinegar mother, as it serves
to excite acetitication in fresh liquors. 1853 Ibid* (ed. 4)

I. 1 In the vinegar of wine, .there appears a peculiar mould-
plant, belonging to the genus Mycoderma Pers. ; which is

usually called vinegar mother. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVI. 228/1 The.. Virginian sumach, or "vinegar plant,

grows naturally in almost every part of North America.
1857 Henfhey Bot. § 637 Klocculent or gelatinous massrs,
constituting the curious object called the Vinegar-plant.
1866 Preas. Bot. 1217/1 The exact mode in which the
Vinegar-plant operates on the solution is not known. 1609
Dkkker Gull's Ilorn-bk. Wks. (Grosart) II. 203 Though,
with Hanniball, you bring whole hogs-heads of 'vinegar-
railings, it is impossible for you to quench or come ouer my
Alpine-resolution. 1874 'Preas. Bot. Suppl. 1350/2 •Vine-
gar-tree, Rhus typldna. 1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zoot. 163
Anguillula aceti, the "Vinegar worm, lives in sour paste
and in vinegar. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3893/4 A Distilling-

house, Brew-house, and *Vinegar-yard. 1858 Si.mmonds
Diet. Troiie, Vinegar-yard, & place where vinegar is exposed
to season.

Vinegar (vi'n/giu), v. [f. prec] trans. To
treat with vinegar in some way ; to add or apply
vinegar to; to restore by means of vinegar. Also

fig. Hence Vrnegaring vbl. sb.

1610 B. Jonson AleA. in, v, Then, to her Cuz, Hoping,
that he hath vinegard his senses, As he was bid, the Faery
Quecnc dispenses, By me this Kobe. 1721 Gibber Rival
Pools v, Ev'n forgive her all.. .No, faith ! I must crab her,

she must be vinegar'd 1 1804 W. Ikving in Life <y Lett.
(1864) I. 8j Where I should he detained, quarantined,
smoked, and vinegared. 1831 Bbntham Memorandum-
Bk. Wks. 1843 XI. 73 You do as you do by a cucumber,
when you cut it into slips to be eaten, when it has been
peppered, salted, and vinegared. 1837 Dickens Piekiu. x,

The landlady.. proceeded to vinegar the forehead, beat the
hands, titillate the nose, and unlace the stays of the spin-
ster aunt. 1841 — Bam. Rudge xix, After. . much damping
of foreheads, and vinegaring of temples, and liartshorning
of noses, and so forth. 1897 JVestm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 2/1
Aurora rose and thrust a smelling-bottle under his nose,
tapped his hands, vinegared him.

Vinegarette, variant (after vinegar) of Vinai-
grette.
1855 Thackeray The Almack's Adieu i, And at parting

I gave my dear Marry A beautiful vinegarette !

Vinegarish (vi'n/garij), a. Also 7 vinegrish.
[f. Vinegar sb.] Somewhat resembling vinegar

(in taste); sourish. Also fig.
1648 Hkxham 11, Azijnachtigk, Vinegrish. 1669 W.

SiMi'SON Hydrol. Chy/n. 163 Animal juyces. .degenerate
into acid, sowre, vinegarish liquors. 1693 Evelyn De la
Quint. Compl. Card. I. 141 'Tis another fault to be some-
times so Vinous, as to contract from thence a Vinegarish
sharp taste. 1845 TSUPLB in E. II. Coleridge Life Ld.
Coleridge (1904) I. vii. 167, I expected that Scott. .would
have given him rather a vinegarish reply ; but [etc.], 1867
C. J. Smith Syn. $ Antonyms, Acid, Syn.. . Acetose. Vine-
garish.

Vinegarist, rare— 1
. [f. as prec] A vinegar-

maker.
1676 Worlidge Cyder 146 The Rape our Vinegarists make

use of, they have out of France.

Vinegary (vi*n/gari), a. [f. as prec] Re-
sembling vinegar ; sour like vinegar. Chierlyyi^-.

1730 Bailey (fob), Acetous* Vinegary, or being something
like Vinegar. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxi, A vinegary face

has Mrs. Miff. 1850 Kingsley A. Locke (1876) II. 33 So
you'll just leave alone that vinegary, soul-destroying trash,

1870 Friswell Mod. Men Lett. viii. 143 Commonplace
bishops and vinegary bishops' wives. 1879 Miss Braddon
Vixen iii, This is one of Miss Skipwith's servants, ..rather
a vinegary personage.
Comb. 1885 Advance (Chicago) 6 Aug. 509/3 A vinegary

visaged lady. 1891 C Roberts Adrift Amer. 116 The
only person who was in the house was a vinegary-looking
woman, who told me that I could not stay.

Vine-ity. rare—"1 , [f. L. vine us vinous + -ity.]

Vinous quality or property.

178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. vi. II. 4a Innocent the
third acknowledged that, after consecration, there did
remain in the elements a certain paneity and vineity, as he
called them, which satisfied hungei and thirst.

Vine-leaf. [Vinej^.] A leaf of a vine.

ci4»o Lydg. Assembly ofGods is} Of grene vyne leueshe
weryd a ioly crowne. c 1440 Promp. Parz\ 510^ Vyny
IccffPautpinus, abestrum. c 1475 Piet. Voc. in \Vr.«Wulcker
810 Hie pamplus, a vynelefFe. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vi.

(181 1 ) 160 They were fayne to take vyne leuys tocouer with
theyr secret membrys. 1601 Htjlland Pliny I. Table s.v.,

Vine leaves to be cleansed once in the spring. 1634 Peach a m
CompL Gentl. xii. (1006) 109 Whereby we are taught to

know. .Bacchus by his Vine-leaves. X731 Miller Gard.
Diet. s.v. Vitis, That vile Tasie of a rotten Vine Leaf.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vu. xliii. There were two dozen of

eggs covered over with vine-leaves at the bottom of the

basket. 1818 Shelley Rosal. 4 Helen 1258 Its casements
bright Shone through their vine-leaves in the morning sun.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 2382 The imago, .shortly after

lays its eggs upon the upper surface of the vine leaf.

attrib. 1874 H. H. Cole Catai. hid. Art S. Kens. Mus.
358 Muslin. Figured; diaper vine-leaf pattern.

b. Vine-leaf miner, an insect infesting vine-leaves.

Also vine-Uaffolder, hopper, roller. (In recent Amer.
Diets.)

1830 Insect Architecture (L.E. K.) 238 The vinedeaf
miner, when about to construct its cocoon, cuts, .two pieces
of the membrane of the leaf.

Vineless (vai*nles), a. [f. Vine sb.] Having
no vines ; destitute of vines.

1898 Meredith Odes Er. Hist. 7 Broken hoops,, .vineless
poles, worm-eaten posts.

Vinelet (vai-nlet). [f. Vine st>.] A young
vine.

1881 Bi.ack.mobe Christowcll vii, A human form. .rolled
in upon a newly-potted platoon of those sensitive vinelets.

Vinell, obs. variant of Vknnel.
Vinello, obs. variant of Vanilla.

t Vi'ner l
. Obs. Forms : 4-5 vyner (4

vigner), 5 viner, -ere. pad. med.L. vindrium,
f. L. vinum wine. Cf. Vinert i.] A vineyard.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter Ix.wii. 52 He sloghe in haghil be

vyners of ba. Ibid. Cant. Hab. 27 Burioyn sail noght be
in be vyners. 1382 Wyclif Luke xiii. 7 Sum man badde a
fyge tree plauntid in his vyner. ^1449 Pecock Repr. in.

xvii. 389 The lord uf the vyner. .and of the werk duon in

bis Vyner.

t Vi"ner 2
. Obs. Also 4 vinour, 5 -oure, vyn-,

vignour ; 6 vyner. [a. OF. vignour, vigneur,
or AF. viner (Gower) vine-grower; with sense 2

cf. OF. vittier, vignier wine-merchant.]

L A vine-grower or vine-ilresser.

a- 1390 Goukr Co/f III. i^s The king and the vinour
also Of wommen comen bothe tuo. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xvii. cxciii. (Bodl. MS.), Vligu is be kinde vinoure
of be erbe,..for his tie rere}> vp and susteyne)> bowes.frute,
& spraies of vines, a 1470 H. Parkek Dives <v Pauper
(W, de \V. 1496) 1. xxii. 58 1 Some ben shepeherdes, .

.

some vynours, some of other craftes as the contre axeth.

1474 Caxton Ch.sse u. iii. u£8,0 41 Vf the smythes, the
carpenticrs, y° vignours anil other craftynien saye that it is

most nccessarye to studye for the comyn prouftit.

0. 15S2 HuLOET, Vyner, or orderer, or trymmer uf vynes,
vinetor. 1570 Levins Manip. 77 A viner, vinitir. 1611
Flokio, Vignaio, a vineroll, a viner, a vine dresser.

2. A member of the Vintners' Company.
1674 y\wxx\:.\.i.Ld. Mayor $ Crt. Aldermen xviii. And now,

worshipful sirs, Go fold up your furs, And Viners turn
again) turn again.

Vi-ner:-. U.S. [f. Vine sb. 4C + -ERI.] An
implement for gathering the produet of ' vine* '.

1903 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 10) XXVI. 558 1 By the aid of
modern machinery, the [pea-] pods are gathered by a viner.

f Vineroll, alteration oivincron Vignekox.
1598 Flokio, Vendemmiatore, a vintager, a vineroll, a

vintner, a maker of wines or a f.rape gatherer. 1611 Ibid.

Vignaio, a vineroll, a viner, a vine dresser.

Vineron, obs. variant of Vignebon.
t Vinerous, a. dial. Obs. (See quot.)

1674 Ray J\
r
. Co. Words 50 Vinerous, hard to please.

Vinery (voi'neri). Also 5 vinary, 6 vynory.
[ad. med.L. vindrium (cf. VlNEB 1 and OY.vigne-
rie) or f. Vine sb. + -ery.]

T 1. A vineyard. Also in fig. context. Obs.
c 1420 Lydg. Commend. Our Lady 45 Paradys of ple-

saunce, gladsom to all good,. .Vinarye envermailyd. a 1513
Fabyan Chron. vu. (1S11) 511 The kyng shuld haue in

recompencement of his wiongys, the erledam of Bygoire,
& the vynery of Ramer.
2. A glass house or hot-house constructed for the

cultivation of the grape-vine. Also attrib.

1789 Abercrombie {title), The Hot-House Gardener on
the. .Methods of forcing Early Grapes,, .and other Choice
Fruits, in Hot-Houses, Vineries, Fruit-Houses, Hot-Walls,
&c. 1805 Loudon Improv. Hot-Houses 34 A considerable

depth [of flue] may generally be obtained.. in vineries and
peach houses. 1842 — Suburban Hort. 215 A vinery

twenty- five feet long by thirteen feet six inches wide in the

roof. 1879 Elorist <y Pomologist Mar. 37/2 A three-quarters

span or hipped roof vinery.. . For general purposes there is

no better form of vinery than tins.

3. Vines collectively.

1883 Cent. Mag. XXVI. 720 Overgrown with masses of

vinery. 1895 Outing XXVI, 445/1 Its ruins. .are over-

grown with vinery and bushes.

fVinet 1
. Obs. Forms: a. 5 vynnett, vyn-

ette, -ett, 5-6 vynet, 5-7 vinet, 6 vinite, 7

vinnet; 5 venett(e, 7 venet. 0. 6 vynyette,

vyniot, viniet, vineyet, vineat, 7 vignet. [ad.

OF. vignete, vignette (whence obs. It. vignetta

(Florio), Sp. vifieta, Pg. vinheta) dim. of vigM
Vine sb. Keadopted in the iSth century as Vig-

nette sb.]

1. A running or trailing ornament or design in

imitation of the branches, leaves, or tendrils of the

vine, employed in architecture or decorative work.

141 a-ao Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 656 And f»e vowsyng fut of

babewynes f
= baboons), pe riche koynyng, be lusty table-

mentis, Vynnettis rennynge in be casementis. c 14*0 Life

Alex. (1913)64 Bitwene be pelers of golde, ware hynganue

venettez of golde & syluere, wit leues of go de. And J>e

brawnchez of this venett ware sum of cristalle, . .& sum ot

Onychcs, and bay semed as bay hade bene verray vynes.

.* 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I III, 7 Apparcylcd in Crymusyn,

satyne, and purpull. embrowdered with golde and by yyn-

yettes [Ifoiinshed viniet] ran floure dehces of golde. /*•*-,

Kyrtels of Crymosyne and purpul satyn, embroudered with

a vynet of Pomegranettes of golde.

attrib. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 93 The Pervincle.
.
Pas*,

ing good and proper indeed for vinet and stone worke in

borders.

2. - Vignette sb. i band i.



VINET. 216 VINNY.

a. 1467 Pas/an Lett. II. 336 For viij hole vynets,.. prise

the vynett, xiid. Item, for jotj dtmi vynets. 1573 Art
Limming (1588) 2 Trace all thy letters, and set thy Vinets

or flowres, and then thy Imagery, if thou wilt make any.

1579 Fulkk Confut. Sanders 60.1 Commonly such super-

fluous vinttes (I tvowe they call them) bee not set to, vntill

they presse the whole leafe. 161a Pkacham Genii. Exerc.
1. xv. (1634) 47 You may, if you list, draw, .any kinde of

wllde traile or vinet after your owne invention. 1637 Star-
Chamber Decree cone. Printing n July &q That no person
shall hereafter print ..vpon any booke or books, the name,
title, marke or vinnet of the Company or Society ofStationers.

0. 1584 Star Chamber Decree Printers <y Stat. (1863) 10

That everie founder of letter, cutter and pocher, be likewise

bound not to cast any letter, vineyet, mark, singing notes,

or such like. 1611 Cotgr,, Vignettes, Vignets ; branches, or

branch-like borders, or flourishes, in painting or Ingraverie.

b. An ornamental border on a page.
1630 Brathwait Eng. Gent/em. Draught of Frontisp.,

Upon the other Border or Venetof the Picture, is presented

a Summer Arbour, /bid., In the middle betwixt the Venets,

is the Portraiture of a comely Personage.

3. An ornamental title-page or similar production

containing various symbolical designs or figures.

1562 Leigh Armorie (heading), The Description of the

Viniet with the circumstaunce thereof, contayned in the

fyrst Page of the booke. 1570 Foxk A. <y M.(ta. 2) I. 688/2
Certaine there were which resorted to him, of whom some
were drawers for his petygree and vyniet. 1625 F. Markham
Bk. Honour iv. iii. § 3 Prudence.. is to be esteemed aboue
all other Vertues ; for Philosophy cals it the Guide, and our

Heraulds make it the first in the Vinet.

Hence + Vinetting" (vignetting) vbl. sb. Obs.

1611 Cotgr., Vigneitemeut, a vignetting; a bordering, or

flourishing with the branches of Vines, or other plants.

f Vinet 2
. Obs.~x In 5 vynet(te. [f. L. vinea^\

= Vinea.

1408 tr. Vegetiits' Art War iv. xv. (MS. Digby 233) fol.

220/2 The vynet [MS. Laud vynette] is a gynne of werr &
framed of li;t tymber.

Vineter, variant of Vinter.

Vine-tree, Also 4 vintre, 4-5 vyntre, 4-6
vyne-tree (5-6 Sc. wyne-). [Vine sb.] A tree

of the genus Vitis bearing grapes. AlsoJig.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7153 And sua pair corns did he brin,

pair oliues, wit pair vintres. a 1340 Hami'OLE Psalter
exxvii. 3 pi wife as vyntre haboundand in sides of hi house.

C 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 401 Ensampil tane ma
be sufficiandly be be wyne-tre. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 402/1 A
vyne tree, argitis, propago, vitis. 1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. II. 105 To the Franch man that set the wyne treis in

Strivelin, xiiijs. 1576 Fleming Panofil. Epist. 356 The
Vinetree hath yeelded her purple grapes, by clusters. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 519 The manner how to graffe a Vine
tree. 1624 Fisher in F. White Repl. 340 The Saints being

but branches of Christ lesus, the true Vinetree. 1786 G.
Fkazer FallofMan 136 You will be as a fruitful vine-tree.

1786 Abercrombie Arrangem. 43 in Card. Assist., Ever-

green Trees and Shrubs, Proper for.. shrubberies, ..&c. [in-

clude].. Vine tree, winged leaved. 1813 Q. Rev. IX. 159
Oft to mark, with curious eye, If the vine tree's time be nigh.

fVinetry. Ot>s.~* [App. f. Vinet * + -by.] Or-

nament, decoration. In quot. fig.

1622 Peacham Contpl, Gent. 43 First your hearer coveteth

to have his desire satisfied with matter, erehelooketh upon
the form or vinetrie of words, which many times fall in of

themselves to matter well contrived.

+ Vi'new, sb. Obs. Also 6 vinue, 7 vinow, 8

vinnow. [var. of Finew sb. Cf. mod. Hamp-
shire dial, vinny.] Mould, mouldiness.

1538 Elyot, Mucor, fylth, vinue, suche as is on bred or

meate longe kept. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 9^ If it were
not thus well followed, soone would it catch a vinow, begin
to putrifie [etc,]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vinciv,

Mouldiness, Hoariness, Mustiness. a 1722 Lisle Husb.
(1757) 303 Two sorts of vinnow on cheese, one in the nature

of mouldiness, or long downy vinnow, not blue,

t Vi'new, z>. Obs. Also 6 venu-, 6-7 vinow.
[var. of Finew v. Cf. mod. Som. and Dev. dial.

vinny.] intr. To grow mouldy.
1570 Foxe A. fy M. (ed. 2) III. 2250/2 Which bread doth

vinow, and mice oftentimes doe eate it. 1581 [see Finew v.].

1601 Holland Pliny I. 364 Soone it vinowethand catcheth
a kind of mustines.

Hence f Vi*newing vbl. sb.

1552 [see Finewing vbl. sb.]. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Mucor, filthe : vinewynge : hoarenesse. 1580 Hollvband
Treas. F'r. Tong, Mucilage, venuing, hoarinesse.

t Vinewed, a. Obs. Also 6 venued, vynued,
uinewed, 7 vinnewd, vinowed, vinnow'd. [f.

Vinew sb. otv. Cf. Finewed a. and ViNtfiEDa.]

Moulded, mouldy.
1538 Elyot, Mucidus, fylthy: vinewed. 1558 Warde tr.

Alexis' Seer. (1580) 103 You must take first of the saied

paste, that is not mouldie, vinewed or putrified. 1574
Newton Health Mag. 55 Sweete Almonds .. decline to

moysture, untesse they be vinewed and restie for then they

are drye. 1576 — Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 179 Such a

.like hoary downe, or uinewed mouldinesse. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 530 If it be let alone,, .[the vine] would proove to

be slender, vinewed, leane, and poore. 1654 Gayton Pleas.

Notes in. ii. 71 Like a mouldy Cheese, where three parts

are blew and vinnow'd. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 70

Mould, Horiness, Vinnewd.

fig. 1602 [see Finewed a.}.

Hence fVinewedness. Obs. rare.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Situs, . .horenesse : mouldinesse :

vinewednesse. 1611 Cotgr., Chansisseure, . . mouldinesse,

vinewednesse. Ibid., Moisissure, mouldinesse,.. vinowed-

nesse.

t Vinewinesa, -ewy, van . Finewiness, -ewy.

1727BAiLEvtvol.il), Vinewiness, Mouldiness, Hoariness,

Mustiness. Ibid., Vinewy, mouldy, hoary.

Vineyard (vi'nyaid). Forms: 4 vin3erd, 6

-yard(e, vin$ard, -yearde, 6 vyny(e)arde, wyn-
yard, 7 viniard

; 4-5 vyne5erd(e, 5 -3orde,

-ye(e)rd, 6 -yearde
; 4 vineyard, 5 -yerd, 6

-y(e)arde, 5- vineyard ; Sc. 5 wyne-, 6 wine-
^arde, wyne$ard, -yaird. [f. Vixe sb. + Yaiu>

sb., after the earlier wineyard, OE, wingeard,~\

1. A piece of ground in which grape-vines are

cultivated ; a plantation of vines.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter civ. 31 He smate baire vynseidis

& baire fige trese. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn.
cxli. {Bodl. MS.), pis tree., is beste in gardines to close hem
wip and vine3ardes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 337 In
bis lond is plente of hony and of mylk and of wyn, and
noujt of vyne^erdes, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 66 A husband-
man, .hyryd men to hisvyne^orde for labour. 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour f vj, A good man., whiche had an Aker of a
vine yerd. 1535 Coverdale Job xxiv. 6 They, .gather the
grapes out of his vynyarde, whom they haue oppressed by
violence, c 1585 [R. Browne] Answ. Cartivright 45 Where
no yarde is, there may be vynes growing, but there can bee
no vineyarde. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 171 There is

a right learned man that feareth lest hee have inconsider-

atly put this down in writing, as if this land were unfit for

vineyards. 1661 J. Childrey Brit. Bacon. 71 This Shire is

very full of Vineyards. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl.
Card. II. 73 The good Grapes, which Compose part of our
Gard'ning, and the common Grapes that grow in Vineyards.

1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 449 The vineyards
begin to bear two years after their planting ; and continue
in heart fifty or sixty years. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

IV. 211 When they [baboons] set about robbing an orchard
or a vineyard,.. they do not go singly to work. 1832 G.
Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 218 We sought the

elevated Cathedral, which stands without the town in the

midst of vineyards. 1840 Hood UpRhinei02, I wasrather
disappointed at Bonn, by the first sight of what sounds so

poetically, a vineyard. 1878 Emerson Misc., F'ort. Republic
Wks. (Bonn) III. 387 The wine merchant has. .also, I fear,

his debts to the chemist as well as to the vineyard.

b. fig. A sphere of action or labour, esp. of an
elevated or spiritual character.

Chiefly in allusion to passages of the New Testament, as
Matt. xx. 1 and xxi. 28, 40.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. {Machor) 1293 Trawale par-

for all thi mycht in goddis wyne-3arde for to vyne feile folk

bat bundine ar with syne, c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks.
1 . 98 pis housbonde is God, and bis vyne3erde is his Chirche.

1555 Eden Deccules (Arb.) 51 This noble and Catholyke
prince.,whom God raysed for a Capitayne. .vnder whose
banner they myght ouercome theyr enemies and pourge
his vineyarde from suche wycked weedes. 1596 Dal-
ryhple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 467 Mr. Ninian..wasa
faithful labourer in the Lordes viniard, ernist, and bissie.

1618 IIaret {title), An Hipponomie; or the Vineyard of

Horsemanship deuided into Three Bookes. 1628 in Foster
Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 295 Their principall

merchants and factors, who are indeed the true labourers

of their viniard, and th' other, if rightlie considred, no
other then carriers. 1702 Clarendon's Hist. Reb. I. Pref.

p. xviii, Every Man. .that had laboured all the heat of the

day in the Vine-yard, .was not..recompenced immediately
according to their Merit. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI., To
Sir IV. Phillips 10 June, The vineyard of methodism lies

before you. 1791 Hampson Mem. Wesley III. no The
assiduity of the labourers in this vineyard was the chief

visible cause of their success. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 12

Sincerely wishing you success in your labours in the vine-

yard of humanity. 1905 G. Thorne Lost Cause x, The
League MI go on safe enough, there'll always be labourers

in the vineyard.

Mo. = Vinea. Obsr1

1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Lo^v C. Wars ix. 58 The
pioners, working under long and thick boards, in the form
of a Tortois, covered with raw hides to secure them from
Granadoes (anciently called Vineyards, and Galleries) to

enter the ditch.

2. allrid.^tid Comb., asvt?teyard-cuUure
t
-dresser,

-ground, etc. ; + vineyard leek, a wild species of

leek.

1562 Turner Herbal it. 102 The wild or wynyard leke is

more hurtfull for the stomack then the comon leke. 1577 tr.

Bullinger s Decades (1592) 1 121 The ministers of the Church
are sometime called souldiers or vineyard-keepers. 1636
Prynne Unbish. Tint. (1661) in Like as an higher place is

made for the Vineyardkeeper, to keep the Vineyard, so an
higher place also is made for the Bishops, a 1704 T. Brown
Declam. Def. Gaming Wks. (1709) III. 146 Bacchus was
made a God, a Vine-yard-keeper [etc.]. 1731 P. Miller
Gard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, I have seen in one Place in this

Vineyard-Plot great Pieces of old Vines replanted after

the aforesaid manner. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb.
(title-page), A Method of introducing a Sort of Vine-
yard-Culture into the Corn-Fields. Ibid. vii. 62 Without
which they could not give it [sc. corn] the Vineyard-
Hoeing. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Porrutu, The
wild vineyard leek. 1 1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 41 As I

rambled through thy vineyard-ground. Ibid. 223 When on
a vineyard-hill we lay concealed. 1848 Clough Amours de
Voy, 11. 122 And we believe we discern some lines of men
descending Down through the vineyard-slopes. 1849 K. H.
Digby Compitum II. 361 Pope Urban I should be painted
with grapes and a vine, being the patron of vineyardmen.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. SuppL 928/1 A French double
vineyard plow.

Hence Vi'neyarded «., enclosed as a vineyard
;

covered with vineyards ; Vrneyarding1

, the culti-

vation of vineyards ; vine-growing; Vi'neyardist,
one who engages in vine-growing.
1820 Keats Isabella xvii, In that land inspired, Paled

in and *vineyarded from beggar-spies. 1886 Mrs. Caddy
Footsteps Jeanne D yArc 83 One now walks from the train

to the town by the side of vineyarded hill-slopes. 1870
Congregationalist 19 May (Cent.), Profits of *vineyarding
in California. 1868 Rep U.S. Cotnm. Agric. (1869) 267

The necessity of depending mainly upon professional *vine-

yardists. 1897 L. H. Bailey Prhic. F'ruiingrowing 291
Careful vineyardists are able to continue the practice [of

girdling] year after year without apparent injury to the vine.

Vineyet, var. Vinet Obs. Vineyetour, var.

Vinitok Obs. "Vinger, southern MI£. var. Fin-
GEit sb. Vingre, obs. f. Vinegar sb,

II Vingt-et-un (vghuon), vingt-un (vghton).

Also 8 -una. [K., ' twenty-one '.] Aroundgame
of cards in which the object is to make the number
twenty-one or as near this as possible without ex-

ceeding it, by counting the pips on the cards,

court-cards counting as ten, the ace one or eleven

as the holder chooses. (Cf. Van John.)
Also applied to a game at dominoes : see Stone sb. 13.

a. 1781 Westm. Mag. IX. 604 Cive the Beau-monde im-
pertinent advice, Proscribe Vingt-une ! prohibit box and
dice! 1790 A. C. Bowkrs Diaries <y Corresp. (1903) 109, I

was sat down with every Miss in Winchester to play Vingt
une. 1804 Jane Austen Watsons (1879) 358, I have played
nothing but vingt-un of late. 1868 E. F. Pardon Card
Player 69 Vingt-un may be played by two or more players.

p. 1842 Dickens Avier. Notes (1850) 13/1 This passenger
is reported to have lost fourteen pounds at Vingt-et-un.,

yesterday. 1853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green xi. 102 It was a
very different thing to playing vingt-et-un at home. 1872
E. Braddon Life India viii. 338 Happy gamblers, who
look upon the scientific game much in the same way as

they do vingt-et-un.

Vinic (vai-nik), a. Chem. [f. L. vln-um wine.]

Obtained or derived from wine or alcohol.

1835 T. Thomson in R. D. $ T. Thomson's Rec. Gen. Sci.

II. 98 The term racemic acid given by the French is prefer-

able ; because vinic is the name applied frequently on the

Continent to tartaric acid. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org.
28 Vinic Acids. Ibid. 119 Ethylic or Vinic Alcohol, Spirit

of Wine. Ibid. 155 Ethylic or Vinic Ether. 1876 Harlev
Royle's Mai. Med. 330 Vinic aether prepared from alcohol.

Viniculture, [f- L. vini-, vinum wine +
Culture^.] The cultivation of grapes for the

production of wine.
1871 Echo 3 Jan., The fair for the best and newest speci-

mens of viniculture has been held in Florence last week.

188a Advance {Chicago) 23 Nov., Viniculture from year to

year is gaining ground in Southern Palestine. 1891 H. M.
Stephens Portugal 368 He did not neglect to encourage
agriculture and viniculture.

Hence Vinicu'ltural a. ; Vinictvlturist.
1888 Voice (N.Y.) 5 July, The Vinicultural Commission

will establish in San Francisco, a Wine Exchange. 1888

Sci. Amer. 24 Nov. 327/2 The harvesting of the grape crop

is the period of anxiety for the viniculturist.

Viniet, variant of Vinet l Obs.

Vini'ferous, a. rare. [f. L. vini-, vlniun

wine : see -fekous.] Producing wine.

1832 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 80 On the left

lies the viniferous district of La Cute.

Vinification (vainifik^-Jsn). [f. as prec. : see

-FICATION.] The conversion of grape juice or the

like into an alcoholic liquid by fermentation.

1880 Lib. Univ. Knowl. VII. 71 The vinification [of

Greek wines] is very imperfect. 1894 Thudichum {title),

A Treatise on Wines:.. with Practical Directions for Viti-

culture and Vinification.

Vining (vai-nin), a. [f. Vine sb.] Twining

like a vine.

1814 Lewis & Clark Trav. Missouri xx\\. (1815) III. 124

Vining and whiteberry honeysuckle. 1897 Voice (N.Y.)

4 Mar. 5/3 The vining maples twined in so close about it

that we had to get right in the water and follow up the

stream.

Vinipote. rare— , [f. L. vini-, vimtm wine +

foius having drunk.] (See quots.)

1623 Cockeram 1, Vinipote, a wine drinker. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Vinipote, a drinker of Wine, a Wine-bibber, a

Drunkard.
Viniter(ie, obs. forms of Viniteb, Vintky.

t Vinitor. Obs. Also 7 vinetor, vineyetour.

[a. L. victor, f. vinum wine.] A vine-grower.

1559 Abp. Sandvs Serm. iii. (1585) 48 Nowe it behooueth

the vinitor to take great heede what vine heplanteth in this

vineyard. 1595 Charldon lud/ordo et Ful/ordx 33 This

skilfull vinitor.. hath caused the stones that pestered the

vineyard to bee gathered out. 1606 True <y Per/. Relat.

D dd 3, The branch beares fruit no longer then it continues

in the naturall and proper Vine.. cut and pruined by the

same Vinetor. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 155 The
Vineyard our Vineyetours had brought to a good forward-

nesse. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xvi. 280

Had not IezabeL.made him a Potion and Caudell of the

blond of the Vinetor, and Grapes of the Vineyard.

Vinito-rian, a. rare- , [f. L. vhiitori-us

(Columella), f. vinitor : see prec] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vinitorian, of or belonging to the

keeping a Vineyard or Vines.

Vinnel, obs. variant of Vennel.

Vinnewed, variant of Vinewed a. Obs.

Vi'nnied, a. dial. [var. Vinewed a.~\ Mouldy.

1519 Horman Vulg. 162 b, This bredde is olde and venyed.

1670 H. StvbbePIus Ultra 40 The moon is a Cheese. .odly

figured . . (and perhaps a little vinnyed in some parts). 1787

Guose Prov. Gloss., Vinnied, fenny, mouldy. 1834- in

south-western dialects {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

Vinnow, Vinnowed, Vinnowy, variants of

Vinew sb., Vinewed a., Kinewy a. Vinny,
dial. var. Veny 2

, Fenny 0.2, Finny a.2

Vi'nny, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 vynye.

[var. of Vinew v., Finew v.] intr. To become

mouldy.



VINO-.

14.. Voc. in Wr.Wiilcker 597 Muc/do, to vynye. 1837-
in Somerset and Devon glossaries.

Vino- (varno), combining f. L. vTnum wine,

employed in a few chemical terms, as vino-acetous,

-methylic, -sulphureous.

1730 Phil. Trans. XXXyi. 289 And the Retort being
clapped in the Hand, there is found in the Receiver a Vino-
sulphureous Gas. 1843 Tizard Brewing 519 Vino-acetous
fermentation. 1864 Watts Diet. Client. II. 542 Methylate
of Ethyl ; Ethyhnethylic -Mcthylethylic, or Vinomeihylic
Kther.

Vi'nolence. rare. [See next and -knce.] -
next.

1430-40 Lydg. Boohas iv. i.v. (1554) 106 b, lie. .Through
vyuolence lost oft his reason. 1607 11. Uarnes Dhnis
Charter 1. ii. A 4, Such odious Auarice and perlidie, Such
vinolence and brutish gluttony. [1727 Bailey (vol. II),

Vinoleuce, Viuolentness, Drunkenness.]

Vrnolency. rare. [ad. L. vlnolentia, f. vtno-
lentus : see next and -enx'V.] Drunkenness.
1623C0CKKKAMI. (Also Bailey (1721), etc.] 1804 Trotter

Drunkenness ii. 21 note, No bad assemblage of the pheno-
mena of Vinolency.

Vinolent (vai'n^lent), a. Also 4-6 vyno-.
[ad. L. vinoknt-us, f. vintwi wine.] Addicted to

drinking wine ; tending to drunkenness.
1382 Wvclif Titus \. 7 It bihoueth a bischop for to be

withoute crime,.. not proud, not wrathful, not vynolent.
c 1386 Chauceh Wife's Prol. 467 In woinmen vinolent is no
defence, This knowen lecchours by experience, c 1386 —
Sowpn. T. 223 They ben . . Al vinolent as hotel in thespence.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 5758 For man or woman bat

is vinolent Is verreyly abeste vnresonable. c 1440 Cafcrave
Life St. Kath. iv. 1533 Venus was lecherous and also
vynolent. 1515 Barclay Egloges (1570) C vj/si There is no
secrete with people vinolent, By beastly surfeit, the life is

breviate. 1556 Lauder Tractate 286 }e sulde nocht chuse
vnto that cure Ane Vinolent nor wod Pasture. 1656 Blount
Glossogr. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristoph. II. 80 note,
The vinolent propensity of the Athenian females.

Hence Vinolentness, drunkenness. rare~°.
1727 Bailey (vol. II).

Vino'logist. rare—1
, [f. L. vln-um wine +

-OLoaisT.] A connoisseur in wines.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 309 The true vinologist
should go down into one of the cuez'as or cellars and have
a goblet of the ruby fluid drawn from the big-bellied
Tinaja.

Vinomadefied, a. rare*1
, [f. L. vln-um wine

+ madefieri to be soaked.] Soaked with wine.
165a Urquhart ^fatf/Wkfc (1834) 239 He, with his vino-

madefied retinue, resolved to press in upon the page.

Vino'meter, [f. L. vln-um wine + -ometeu.]
An instrument for measuring the strength or purity

of wine ; an cenometer.
1863 Atkinson tr. GanoVs Physics 81 Lactometers and

vinometers. .are used for measuring the quantity of water
which is introduced into milk or wine for the purposes of
adulteration.

Vinook, variant of Vekneuk v.

Vinose (vsin^i-s), a. [ad. L. vlnos-us full, or
fond, of wine. Cf. It., Sp., and Pg. vinosOj Pg.
vinhoso.] = Vinous a.

1727 Bailey (vol. II). 1732 Hist. Litteraria III. 382
The Acids.. are divided by the Author into Vinose and
Acetose. 1826 Examiner 187/2 Their salaried tutors, their
rich professors, their vinose and indolent fellows.

Vinosity (vain^-siti). Also 7 vinocitie. [ad.

L. vhwsitds (Tertullian), the flavour of wine, f.

vlnos-us : see prec. and -ity. So OF. and F. vin-
osite

1

, It. vinosita, Sp. vinosidad, Pg. vittosidade.']

1. The state or quality of being vinous; vinous
character or flavour.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 33 Vessels of Oyles and
Aromaticall Liquors.. .And some yet retaining a Vinosity
and spirit in them, which if any have tasted they have farre
exceeded the Palats of Antiquity. [Hence in Blount
Glossogr. (1661).} 1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) II.

210 If we consider, how necessary fermentation is to the
vinosity of the liquor. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 1. ii. (1760)
20 It is common with Distillers, in order to. .give it a par-
ticular Flavour, or improve its Vinosity. 1843 Tizakd
Brewing 465 The vinosity and mellowness [of vinous

|

liquors] are at the same time improved. 1889 Pall Mall G. \

20 July, A Mcdoc wine-taster can tell at a sip what sort of
ground a bottle of wine has grown in;. .that grown on a
stony layer is marked by greater body and vinosity. 1890
O. Ckawkurd Round Calendar 195 All the rich and subtle
chemistry of vinosity, which help to cheer and sustain the
body.

2. Fondness for, addiction to, wine.
1624 Heywood Gunaik. vn. 348 The souldiers. .reproov-

ing his intemperate vinositie. ibid. ix. 441 Riots, Reuels,
Banquets, Pride, Surfets, Vinocitie, Voracitie. 1857
Eraser's Mag. LVI. 486 Aristophanes himself, notwith-

;

standing his jokes on the vinosity of Cratinus, Is said in
Athenxus to have been well primed with wine when he sat

|

down to write.

Vinour(e, obs. variants of Vinkr 2.

Vinous (varnas), a. [ad. L. vinos-us, f. vinum
wine : cf. Vinose a. and F. vincux (OF. vineus).]

1. Of the nature of wine ; having the qualities of

wine; tasting or smelling like wine; made of, or
prepared with, wine.
1664 Power Exp. Phitos. 1. 65 The fermentation and heat

presently appears, with a kind of vinous steam. 1680 Boyle
Exp. Chetn. Princ. 1. 26 Fermentation rarefy's the oyly
parts of the Juice of Grapes, and subtilizes them into vinous
spirits. 1604 Salmon Bate s Disfiens. (1713) 114 2 So will

the Liquor "be Vinous in Smell, and more delicious in Taste,
j

1713 I. Warder True Amazons 156 The most whole>ome '
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of all the Vinous Liquors in the World. 1741 C. Middle-
ton Cicero I. iv. 324 He was obliged, he said, to take some
vinous medicines. 1818 Accum Chetn. Tests 72 All vinous
fluid*, even the mildest, contain a portion of a free acid.
1856 N. Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. I. 242 They would
perhaps have preferred a vinous potation. 1874 H. R.
Revs-olds John Baft. iii. §2. 154 John was deprived from
his birth of all vinous stimulus.

b. Producing wine or similar liquor, rare.
1676 Worlidge {title), Vinetum Bntannicum : or, a

Treatise of Cider ;. .Together with the Method of Pro-
pagating all sorts of Vinous Fruit-Trees. 1708 Ozell tr.

Boiieau's Lutrin 41 Burgundia's vinous Fields she hovers
round.

2. Pertaining to, characteristic of, wine.
1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 106 Water will imbibe The

small Remains of Spirit, and acquire A vinous Flavour.
1719 London ik. Wise Compl. Card. 78 It has a vinous and
delicious Taste. 1775 Sir E. Barry Observ. It ines A ncients
9 A more rich and sweet taste than is natural to them in a
recent true vinous state. 1834 J. Fokbes Laenncc's Vis.
Chest (ed. 4) 173 An accumulation of blood., which, .tinges
the lungs of a livid or vinous colour.

b. / '/nousfermentation: (see quot. 1S57).
1748 Hartley Observ, Man n. iii. §2. 220 All Liquors

which have undergone vinous Fermentation ..have a Mark
set upon them as dangerous. ^1791 Encyci. Brit. (ed. 3}
VII. 216/1 When the vinous fermentation was finished,
the liquor. .was found converted into vinegar. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 562 The vinous fermenta*
tion never takes place except in substances containing

I
sugar, and it is most remarkable in those which contain
the most of the saccharine principle. 1857 Miller Elem.

I C/iem.
t
Org. 102 When spirit of wine is formed from sugar,

I the change is called the alcoholic or vinous fermentation.
fig. 1870 Lowlill Among my Books Ser. I. 147 The Re-
formation had passed the period of its vinous fermentation.

3. Caused or produced by, resulting from, indul-
gence in wine.

i 1776 Johsson in Boswetl 12 Apr., I have heard none of
those drunken,—nay, drunken is a coarse word,—none of
those vinous flights. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xii, It has even
been reported by maligners, that I sung a song while under
this vinous influence. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xlvi,
Frank and familiar, .from vinous excitement. 1874 Ld.
Lytton in Lady Balfour Lett. (1906) I. 318 On our way
back to town I was seized with a vinous inspiration.

b. Affected by, showing signs of, the use of
wine.

1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, fy B. I. ix. 161 He was a
shortish stout man, in powder, with a huge vinous face.
1848 Thackkray Van. Fair xxxiv, Winking at his cousin
with a pair of vinous eyes. 1882 ' F Anstey ' Vice Versa
iii. 44 C gave a vinous wink.

4. Addicted to wine.
1816 T. L. Peacock Headlong Hall ii, Indefatigable in

his requisition for the proximity of his vinous Achates.
1820 Byron Juan in. xlii, The vinous Greek to whom he
had address'd His question, much too merry to divine The
questioner, fill'd up a glass of wine. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin, x, Let us fancy them reeling to bed,.. and their
vinous General, .conducted to his chamber by the young
gentlemen of the house.

5. With names of colours : Like that of (red)

wine ; having a wine-coloured tinge.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 79 '2 The general colour of the body
is a dark vinous red on the upper parts and silvery grey
beneath._ 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 203/2 The colour of the
flowers is a yellow-green with blotches of deep vinous-
purple at the basis of the flower-cup. 1887 W. Phillips
Brit. Discontycetes 65 Cup.. rough, vinous-brown. 1894
R. B. Sharps Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 65 Ear-coverts
and throat vinous-chestnut.

b. Of the colour of wine; vinaceous. Also Comb.
1894 R. B. Sharpe Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 19 The

white or vinous-throated birds. Ibid. 80 The median and
lesser wing-coverts vinous.

Hence Vi'nously adv. ; Vi-nonsness.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Viuousness, winy Quality, Taste or

Smell. 1836 Eraser's Mag. XIII. 733 He felt himself
'vinously inclined '. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel xvii, He
determined to overbear his client vinously. 1891 — One of
our Cow/, vi, His voice and words had a swing of convic-
tion: they imparted vinousness to a heart athirst.

Vinow, Vinowed, variants of Yinew sb, and
V., VlXKWEDa.
Vinquish, Sc. var. Vanquish sb.

1844 H. Stkpiiens Bk. Farm III. 1122 It is quite a new
disease on the Border 1. . nor did I ever hear its name Mm
from Galloway, where it was called the vinquish.

Vint, sb. rare. [Back-formation from Vintage
sb, Cf. next.] Vintage.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxiv. 88 Opulent As Gehonj in the
season of the vint. 1895 Snaith Dorothy Marvin vii, Such
is the beauty of this rarest of vints [that, etc.].

Vint (vint), v. [Back-formation from Vjntnku
or Vintage.]

t L trans. To sell or vend (wine). Obs.- 1

1728 North Mem. Music (1846) 113 The taverner finding
the sweets of vinting wine and taking money.
2. To make (wine, etc.1; = Vintage v. i.

1857 Trollope Barchester T. xxi. II. 38, I wouldn't give
a straw for the best wine that ever was vinted, after it nad
Iain here a couple of years. 1908 Academy 1: April 666/1
Mr. Pickwick, .drinks a brandy that was vinted and distilled

in Strius.

Vintage (vi'nted^), sb. Also 5-6 vyntago.
[a. AF. vintage (1353). altered f. of vindage, ven-
dage Veniuge, OF. vendange, by association with
Vintek or Vintner]
1. The produce or yield of the vine, either as

grapes or wine ; the crop or yield of a vineyard or

district in a single season. Now rare or Obs.

VINTAGE.
Quot. r46o refers to the capture of large supplies of wine

from the French.
c 1450 Brut 11. 372 £>ere bay restid ham a while, and sette

pecunlre yn pees oc rest tylle be vyntagc were redy to saylc
a i46oCai-gka\'k Chron. 239 Than the vyntage of Vnglond
took a othir felauchip, where thei had a thousand tunne wyn
and V. hundred. 1523 Ld. Berkehs //-< iss. xxii. (1812J II.

55 And there he tar> ed lyll they had inned all their come
and vyntage. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 11. 21 Not one
and selfe same vintage hangs on our Italian trees. 1605
liACOx Adv. Leam. 1. iv. §n 13y reason of their stirring and
digging the mould about the roots of their vines they had
a great vintage. 1657 Burton's Diary (1S2S) I. 327 The
commonwealth wdl be cheated ; for most of the wine of this
vintage is now in the vintners* cellars. 1697 I;r\di s Virg,
Past. v. 109 Two Gobk-uwill I crown with sparkling Wine,
The gen'rous Vintage of the Chian Vine. 1713 Volng Last
Day 11. 348 Shine we in arms? or sing beneath our vine?
Thine is the vintage, and the conquest Thine. 1748 Gray
Alliance 57 With grim delight the brood of winter view A
brighter day.. ; Scent the new fragrance of the breathing

j

rose, And quaff the pendent vintage as it grows. 1818 Mis.
I Shelley i-rankenst. i. (1865) 62 Never did . .the vines yield
1 a more luxuriant vintage. 1818 Shflley Euganean Hills

221 Where.. the milk-white oxen slow With the purple

j

vintage strain, Heaped upon the creaking wain.
fig. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. iv. xxi. (1589) 89 The Vintage

,
of my thriftles loue i* blasted in the bloome. 1647 N. Uacon
J)isc. Govt. Eng. 1. ii. 11739) '9 This was the vintage of

1

Kings and great men, but the gleanings of the People were
much more \.Y ntiful. i8zo Shellev Ode Liberty xii. 7How like Uacchanals of blood Round France, the ghastly
vintage, stood Destruction's sceptred slaves, and Folly's
mitred brood !

b. poet. Wine, esp. of t;ood or rare quality.
1604 Dkkkek Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 n - 5 1 VVe had ex-

I

cellent cheerc, rare vintage, and were drunke alter supper.
1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 67 In solid gold the purple vintage

,

llow>. 1820 Kkats To a Nightingale ii, O ! for a diaught
1 of vintage, that hath been Could a long age in the deep-

j

delved earth. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 266 The great

j

knight, .. Whom they with meats and vintage of their Lest
,
And talk and minstrel melody entertaiii'd. 1887 UoweN
/Eneid 1. 729 Soon for tiie goblet she asks,.. Then with the
vintage tills it.

I
trans/'. 1856 l). Taylor Summer's Bacchanal 109 Where

I the crystal vintage of the mountain Runs in foam from
dazzling fields of snow.

c. Used with reference to the age or year of a
I particular wine, usually connoting one of good or
outstanding quality ; now spec, a wine made from
the grape-crop of a certain district in a good year
and kept separate on account of its quality.
1746 Francis Jr. Horace, Epist. 1. v. 6 Nor old, .. nor

excellent, my Wine, Of five Years Vintage, and a marshy
Vine. 1760 Johnson Idler No. 97 P4 He may. .regale his
palate with a succession of vintages. 1817 Byron Manfred
11. i. 18 Taste my wine ; "lis of an ancient vintage. 1864
Tennyson Aytmer's F. 407 Honest Averill ..fetch'd His
richest beeswing from a binn reserved For banquets, praised
the waning red, and told The vintage. 1888 Encyci. Brit.
XXIV. 605 The principal claret vintages of the 15th cen-
tury are considered to have been those of 1S15, '25, '2S
[etc.]. Hid. 60S The last year when the wine was shipped
as a vintage.

transfi 1874 L. Stephen //ours in Library (1879) III.

231 There are vintages, both material and intellectual,
which are more frequently praised than heartily enjoyed.

d. A property yielding wine. rare~ l
.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 231 Last summer we purchased a
small cask of wine from a woman who owns a little vintage.

2. The gathciing of the ripe grapes in order to

make them into wine, including the preliminary
processes of wine-making, as pressing and placing
the juice in the fermenting vats, etc. j the grape-
harvest.

Also in the phrase fto make vintage (see b).

(a) 1540 Act 32 Hen. /'///, c. 14 §2 From Burdeux to
London for everie tonne Wyne at the fyrst vintage,, .xviij.s.

155° Nicolls Thucydides IV. 1:4b, Sone after that, a 1> tie

bifore the vintage, that stlfe somer. 1560 I^i^^f. (Genev.)
Micah vii, 1, 1 am as the somer gatherings, & as the grapes
of the vintage. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 405 'l..c grape*
gatherer in time of Vintage. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Vtu-
tage,.. Vine-harvest, Grape- harvest, Grape-gathering, Wine
making. 1710 J. Clarke tr. Rohauit's Nat. Phitos. (1729)
I. 175 For if it rains a little before the Vintage, the Wine is

sharper. 1790 Bukke Fr. Rev. 261 The produce of the vin-

tage in Guienne and Languedoc. 1833 Redoing Mod.
Wines iii. (1851) 53 The time of the vintage being fixed, the
gathering is begun as early in the day as possible. 1863
T. G. Shaw Wine, Vine <V Cellar xi. 285 The vintage is

often delayed to such a late period of the season as to incur
the danger of injury from frost 1888 Encyci. Brit. XXIV.
605/1 The vintage in Me*dcc usually commences between
the middle and end of September and lasts from two to

three weeks. The process is a very simple one.

fig. i860 Pusev Minor Pro/A. 197 It was a vintage, not

of wine, but of woe.
(b) 1600 Nash r Summer's Last U ill Fj b, My I-ord askes

thee, what vintage thou hast made? 2609 Bible (DouayJ
Jer. xxxL 5 The planters shal plant, and til the time come
they shal not make vintage. 1731 Miller Card. Dut. s.v.

Vitis, My Conjecture is founded upon more than twenty-

five Vintages, which I have seen made.

fig. 1609 Bible (Douay) Lam. I 1a See if there be sorow

like to my sorow 1 because he hath made vintage of me, as

our Lord hath spoken.

b. The season or time when this is done. Also

with a and p).

1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Vintage, the time of yeare

when wine is made. 1651 R. Chii d in Hartitl's Legacy

(1655) 148, I lived in Charanton two leagues from Pans, a

whole Vintage, purposely to see how wine was made in

France. 1764 Harimer Observ. i. 9 18. 43 If St. Jeromemay
be believed, the vintage of ludjea is not till ibe end of Sep-

tember or beginning of October. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
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VINTAGE. 218 VINY.
Trade, Kj«/<*£*A the season of gathering grapes, 1876 W. C.
Ervant in St, Nicholas Mag. Dec. 101/2 The cider-making
season in autumn was, at the time of which 1 am speaking,
somewhat correspondent to the vintage in the wine countries
of Europe.

3. attrib., as vintage-ball, -day, -dinner, -eve,

feast, -festival, -god, -home (after harvest-home),

-man, etc
1876' Ouida' /KrwjW-OVj'xiv, Forthe Palestrina "vintage

balls. 1857 Emerson Poems 51 'Twas the *vintage-day of
field and wood. 1838 Miss Pardoe River fy Desert II. 31
A *vintage-dinner, at which I have just assisted. 1826
Mrs, Hemans Forest Sanctuary 1. xliii, The hour, the

scene, ..came floating o'er my mind—A golden * vintage-eve.
a 1820 S. Rogers Jacquel. Poems (1839) 24 Thro' Provence
had ceased The vintage and the 'vintage-feast. 1846 Grote
Greece (1869) I. 36 Even the spontaneous joy of the vintage-
feast was conferred by the favour.. of Dionysos. 1833
Phtlolog. Museum II. 297 The difficulty of assigning a
•vintage festival to the month of February. 1877 Encycl,
Brit. VII. 24.7 The lesser Dionysia. . were held. .in the
month of December. This was a vintage festival. 1873
Symonds Grk. Poets ix. 276 The cultus of the *vintage-god
[sc. Dionysus]. 1657 Thornley tr. Longus" Daphnis

<J-
Chloe

65 The young gallants thinking to keep the * Vintage holy-
dayes, 1839 T. Mitchell Frogs ofAristoph. Introd. p. cxix,
The ingathering of grapes, and, if we may be allowed such
a term, the *vintage-home which followed. 1800 Moore
Anacreon lix. 12 The choral song, the * vintage hymn Of
rosy youths and virgins fair. 1706 Stevens 1, Vendimiador,
a *Vmtage-man that gathers the Grapes. 1694 Mottelx
Rabelais v. vii. 29 An infinite number of little pimping
Wine-presses, all full of *Vintagemongers, who were pick-
ing, examining, and raking the Grapes. 1860 Pusey Mitt.
Proph. 197 Where aforetime was the *vintage-shout in

thankfulness for the ingathering, there, .should be wailing.
c 1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 280 From the first hour, when
*vintage-songs broke forth. 1836 Earl Carnarvon Portu-
gal <$• GalUcia I. 94 Groups of vintagers.. were gathering
grapes, and singing the vintage song. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 148 Staphis. .waxeth ripe., at Vintage time. 1671
Milton P. R. iv. 15 As a swarm of flies in vintage time.

1731 \hi.LT.KGard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, Dew is rarely wanting
in Vintage-Time. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb, 1. i. 574
"Tis the vintage-time for death and sin. 1885 Pater Marius
xxvii. II. 222 To see their emperor living there.., his hands
red at vintage-time with the juice of the grapes.

b. In sense 1 c, as vintage claret, class, wine, etc.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 608/2 The cheaper wines are
an exception.,, also those of the so-called 'vintage* class,

which are the finest wines of a good year kept separate and
shipped as the produce of that.. year. 1895 Westm. Gaz.
31 Dec. 1/1 There does not seem to be much ' depression ' in

the market for vintage wines. 1900 Ibid. 1 Sept. 2/1 We
are allowed to make our little bids for fame with clean
shirts, cut hair, sound coats, vintage clarets.

Vintage, v. [f. prec]
1. intr. ^Seequot.) rare.

1598 Florio, Vcndemmiare, to vintage, to gather grapes,
to make wine.

2. trans, a. To strip (vines or a vineyard) of
grapes at the vintage. h\%ofig. ? Obs.
1618 Bacon Lett. (1734) 87, I humbly beseech his Majestie

that these royal boughs of forfeiture may not be vintaged
or cropped by private suitors. 1648 tr. Senault's Parapkr.
Job 222 They either carry away the corne which is not yet
cut, or pillage the vines which are not yet vintaged. 1694
Motteux Rabelais iv. xxiii. 99 The Devil take me.. if the
Close of Seville had not been all gather 'd, vintag'd, glean'd
and destroy'd.

b. To gather (grapes) in order to make wine

;

to make (wine) from gathered grapes.
Usually with special reference to the production of wine of

fine quality (cf. Vintage sb. 1 c).

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 605/2 If. .a first growth is vin-
taged a little too late and does not succeed so well as some
second growths. 1890 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 3/2 The De-
partment of the Marne, where the true sparkling champagne
is vintaged.

Vintager, [f. Vintage sb. + -eb.]

1. One who gathers grapes in the vintage; a
labourer or worker at the vintage.

1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. n. 21 The grapes which
Lesbian vintager doth crop from Methym vine. x6ixCotgr.,
Vendengeur, a Vintager, or vine-reaper. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey), Vintager, a Vine-reaper, or Grape-gatherer. 1731
Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, Because there are green
Grapes that the Vintagers ought not to gather and mingle
with the others. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1799) H- 454 'A'he basket of the vintager, and the
apron of the reaper. :8o6 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 719
The annual dances of the vintagers, in which they smeared
their faces with lees of wine. 1846 Landor Story of San-
lander Wks. II. 464 The officer was. .threatening both
vintagers and mules for their intractability. 1887 Pater
Imag. Portraits 167 The sharp sound of a bell—death-bell,
perhaps, or only a crazy summons to the vintagers.

Jig. 1680 H. Moke Apocal. Aj>oc. 147 They are the same
that are pressed here by Christ's Vintagers or Grape-
pressers. 1865 Mozlev Mirac. i. iii. 207 An element of
prophecy . . unfolding itself beneath the fostering care of the
Divine vintager.

b. transf Also attrib.

1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts 6 A. .hill, abounding in these
beasts [sc. monkeys], who are a great hinderance to the poore
vintagers of the countrey of Calechut, for they will climbe
into the high palm trees,, .breaking the vessels set to re-

ceiue the Wine. 1829 T. L. Peacock Mis/ort. Elphin 16

From the flower cups of summer on field and on tree Our
mead cups are filled by the vintager bee. 1871 Lowell
Study Wind. 7 A dozen of these winged vintagers [sc.

robins] bustled out from among the leaves.

2. A bright star in the constellation of Virgo.
After h.vindemiator; cf. Vindemiatrix,
1588 Ashley Wagenar's Mariners Mirr. B j, Praeuinde-

miatrix, The Vintager. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 604 Eleven
daies before the Calends of September,., the star named in

Latine Vindemiator, i. the Vintager, beginneth to shew in

the morning.

Vintaging1

, vbl. sb. [f. Vintage v.] The
action or process of gathering the grapes at the

vintage.
1830 H. N. Coleridge Grk. Poets (1834) 218 Then follow

successive representations of acity at peace, ..of reaping, of

sheaf-binding, of vintaging. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.
III. 280 And timorous must he let the time go by For
vintaging. 1890 O. Ckawfukd Round Calendar in Portugal
198 'JLhe maize-harvest.. comes just after the vintaging of

the grapes.

t Vintaine. Obs. rare. Also 5 vintayne.
[a. OK. vintaine, -eine, -ene, (also mod.F.) vingt-

aine (= Pr. and Pg. vintena, Sp. veintena), f.

vingt twenty.] A company of twenty soldiers, etc.

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3367 Make we bre vintaine, pat be
gode and certaine ! pe ferste ich wile me self out lede.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 114 pai er wele arayd and
ordaynd by thowsands, hundreths and vintaynes.

I!
Vintem (vinte'6). Forms: a. 6 vintiin

(vinton), 7 ventin, vinteen, 8 vinten, 8-9

vintin. j3. 8-9 vintain. 7. 8-9vintem. [Pg.

vintem, f. vinte twenty.] In the coinage of Portu-

gal and countries colonized from there : A small

silver coin of the value of 20 reis, equivalent to

about \\d. sterling; also, a copper coin of the

same value.

a. 1584 Barret in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 1. 274, 5 vintons
make a tanga, and 4 vintenas make a tanga of base money.
1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1. xxxv. 69/1 There is like-

wise a reckoning of Vintiins, which is not likewise in coyne,
but onely named in telling: of these foure good, and fiue

badde doe make a Tongas. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's
Trav. 11. (1669} 86 Eight of these Basarucques make a
Ventin. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 207 The Tango,
5 Vinteens. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 206

We had hitherto been suppli'd at the Rate of eight Vintins
each Man per Day. 1775 Twiss Trav. Portug. <y Sp. 22

Exacting a viuten, or about three halfpence per head. 1805

T. Lindlev Voy, Brazil 260 The ships.. sell the beef on
board by retail, at two vintins a pound.

8. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Coin, Portuguese Coins. . . The
Vintain, whereof they have two sprts, the one Silver, and
the other Billon. 1819 J. H. Vaux Mem. I. 218 They stop,

and empty their [water-] vessel, for which they receive a
vintain.

y. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 183 Dr. Geddes tells us
of one.. who was allowed no more than three Vintems a
day; a Vintem is about an English penny farthing. 1801

Southey in C C. Southey Life (1849) ** I 3° *"* ferrv
price varies, .from one vintem to nine,—that is, from a penny
to a shilling. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 326/2 At Rio de
Janeiro, .there are vintems of copper also current for 20
rees. 1856 H. Owen Here $ There in Portugal 122, I

purchased . . for three vintems (a trifle more than three-

pence 1

, a capita! figure of a negro dandy.

f Vintenary. Obs. rare. Also -are. [ad.

med.L. vintendrius, f. vintenum twenty : cf. next.]

A military officer in command of twenty men.
c 1450 Contin. Brut 540 Sir Iohn Ward, knyght, with x

Centenaries, .and viij vyritenaries. Ibid. 541 Sir Howell
Griffith.. with.. ij Cand iij vintenares, and iiij M'CC Walsh-
men.

t Vintener. Obs. rare. [ad. OF. vintenier

{vingt-), f. vintene Vintaine.] = prec.

c 1450 Contin. Brut 541 The nombre of be retenue.., that

is to say, of erles, ..Constables, Centeners, capteyns, vyn-
teners, Archers on horsbak [etc.]. 1533 [see next].

t Vinteney. Obs. rare. [f. Ob\ vintene, vin-

teine Vintaine.] ~ Vintaine.
1533 Chron. Calais (Camden) 156 One vintener with his

hole vinteney shall kepe the stand watche. Ibid. 157 The
saide vintener and constables, .shall not depart more than
fyve of the vinteney and iij of the constables at one tyme.

t Vinter. Obs. Forms : a. 3 viniter, 5
vineter. 0. 5 vintere, vynter, 5 vinter. [a.

AF. viniter, vineter, vyn-, vinter, OF. and early

mod.F. vinet'f-jier (= Pr. vinatier, It. vinattiere,

Sp. vinatero, Pg. vinhateiro, med.L. vmetdrius,
vindtdrius) wine-seller, f. L. vinum wine.] A
vintner.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1 1226 In be soubhalf of be toune &
subfie be spiccrie, Hii breke fram ende to ober & dude al to
robbene. Vur be mer was viniter, hii breke be viniterie,

1428 E. E. Wilts (1882)77 Iohn Toker, Citezein and Vineter
of London, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 192 The
vintere tretethe of his holsom wynes, Of gentiile frute
bostethe the gardener. 1486 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905)
10 Iohn Walworth, late Citezein & vynter of london.

Hence f Vi'nteress, Vi'ntress, =VlNTNERESS.
1681 Rycaut tr. Gracian's Critick in The Nobles, .were

served with Cups of Gold, which a pritty Nimph, the
Vinteress of this Uabylon, filled with much Courtesie. 1727
Bailey (vol. II), Vintress, a Woman Tavern-keeper.
Vintiin, obs. form of Vintem.
Vintir, obs. Sc. form of Winter.
Vintner (vrntnai). Forms : a. 5 vyntenere,

-tyner, 5-6 -tener, 6 -tenar (.5V. ventennar),
6-7 vintener ; 6 vyntoner, 7 vintoner. &. 5-6
vyntner(e, 6- vintner (8 vinctner). [Alteration
of Vinter.] One who deals in or sells wine ; a
wine-merchant ; fan innkeeper selling wine.
a. <:i43o Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 211 Masouns,

carpenterys, of Yngelond and of Fraunce, Bakerys, bruw-
Sterys, vyntenerys, with fressh lycour. c 1440 Promp. Pan/.
510 Vyntenere, vinarius. c 1470 Cath. A ngl. 402/1 (Add.
MS.), Vyntyner. 1526 PUgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 25
Or as the vyntenar gyueth frely to his customers or byers
a taste of his wyne. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

O.rfoj'd (18S0) 91 No vyntoner shuld set any wyne a bi\*_he.
1587 Harrison England 11. vi. (1677) 1. 149 Such [wine] as
was anie waies mingled or brued by the vintener. 1617
Moryson Itin. in. 156 They had not our Vinteners fraud
to mixe their Wines. 1636 J. Taylor (Water P.) Tr.iv.
Signes Zodiack A v b, All the worthy Company of Vin-
toners. 1669-70 Marvell Corr. Wks.(Giosart) II. 301 One
Mr. Wadlow, a vintener,.. was represented as notoriously
faulty.

P. c 1460 Promp. Paru. (Winch. MS.), Vyntnere.zvV/a/-//^.
1483 CatA. Angl. 402/1 A vyntner . . , vinilor, merothecarius

.

1548 Cooper Elyofs Dict.,Oenopola, . .a tauerner or vintner.
1570 B. Googe P<p. Kiugd. iv. (1880) 54 Straight after this
comes Vrban in, the Vintners God deuine. 159a Greene
Upst. Courtier Gij, Now sir for the vintner, hee is an
honest substantial! man, a friend to al good fellowes. 1605
Breton Old Mart's Lesson liij, The Vintner, the Grocer,
the Comfit-maker,.. doe by the venting of their wares,
the better maintame their trades. 1657 Trapp Comvt.
Job xxxiii. 3 They.. may here learn.. not to huckster the
Word of God, or corrupt it with their own mixtures, as
Vintners do their wines. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 22S5/4
Charles Courtney.. Vintner and Innholder. 1725 W. Half-
penny Sound Building List of Subs., Mr. Peter Hudson, of
Richmond, Vinctner. 1772 Johnson in Bostuell 6 April,
Mr. Pitt might think it an advantageous thing for him to
make him a vintner, and get him all the Portugal trade;
but [etc.]. 1810 Crabbe Borough v. 195 Uncheck'd, the
vintner still his poison vends. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
v. I. 633 Once, merely from a malignant whim, he staved
all the wine in a vintner's cellar. x88o Dixon Windsor III.
xxxi. 306 A vintner was a big man in Elizabeth's time.

t b. Merchant vintner. (Cf. Merchant sb. I

and Merchant tailok, etc.) Obs,
*53*~3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c.6 If at the tyme of any suche

sale of Wyne purposed to be made, themerchaunt vyntener,
or other owner, .thereof, do.. declare [etc.]. 1600 Chester
PL Proem. (Shaks. Soc.) 4 And you, worthy marchauntes
vintners that nowe have plenty of wine, Amplifye the stone
of those wise Kinges three.

Hence Vi'ntneress, a female vintner. Vi'iitner-
siiip, the occupation or position of a vintner.

Vi'ntnery, the trade of a vintner ; wine-selling.
1641 J. Johnson Acad. Love 89 Hosts and Vint'neresses

looke to your score. 1673 O. Walkeh Educ. 67 He that
lives abstemiously, .needs not study the wholesomnes of
this meat,, .nor is critical in cookery and vintnership. 1816
Stkuthehs Poet. Wks. (1850) I. 148 Before engaging in the
tempting carter, let them consider.. how they will enjoy a
Vintnership. 1837^ Carlyle Fr. Rez: 11. v. ii, Unless. .the
father of him did, in an unexceptionable manner, perform
Cookery and Vintnery in the Village of Ouarville.

t Vi'llton. Obs. [Obscurely related to Vin-
tenary or Vinteneb.] t^See quots.)
1610 Holland Camden s Brit. 1. 275 The whole country

[i.e. the Isle of Wight] is divided into eleven parts: and
every of them hath their severall Centoner, as one would
say Centurion, their Vintons also, leaders as it were of
twenty. 1751 Eug.Gazetteers.v. Wight-Island, The militia
here is divided into 11 bands, over each of which is an
officer, called a centurion, though he commands more than
100 men ; and the inferior officers are called vintons.

Vinton, obs. f. Vintem. Vintre, obs. f.

Vine-tree. Vintress: see Vinteress.

Vintry (vi*ntri). Now arch, or Hist. Forms :

3 viniterie, 5 vyntrye, 6 vyntry, 5-6 vyntre
(6 ventre), 6 vyne-, vintree, -trie, 6, 8 vintrie,
6- vintry. £f. Vinter + -Y: see-ERY.] A place
where wine is sold or stored ; a wine-shop; a wine-
vault, or a number of these.

1297 [see Vinter]. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 619/30
Vinitrta, vyntrye. 1593 * P. Foulface ' Bacchus' Bountie
C j, Claudius Tiberius, ..for the zeale hee had to the vintree,

was merely termed Caldius Biberius mero. 1901 Contemp.
Rev. May 728 In the markets, restaurants, and vimries,
Jesus saw. .that men's faces were not joyful and friendly.

b. With the (and usually with initial capital) :

A large wine-store formerly existing in the City of

London ; also, the immediate neighbourhood of
this as a part of the city.

The name survives in the designation of the church St.

Martin Vintry, now united with St. Michael Paternoster
Royal and All Hallows the Great and Less.

a 1456 Scogans Moral Ballad (heading), At a souper of
feorthe merchande in the Vyntre in London. ai529SKELTON
Replyc. Wks. 1843 I. 208 They iuge them selfe able to be
Doctours of the chayre in the Uyntre At the Thre Cranes.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden; 86 Item the furst day
of February [1554] the qwenes grace came. ,un-to the yelde-

halle of Londone, . . & wente home agayne by waiter at the

Crane in the ventre. 1557 in Mar»denCV«r/ Adm. (Selden)

II. 98 Haye Wharf or the Three Cranes in the Vynetree.

1598 Stow Sttrv. 191 Then next ouer against S. Martins
church, is a large house builded of stone and timber with
vaults for the stowage of wines, & is called the Vintry.

[1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, n, Vintry, a great Place for

selling of Wine. (Hence in Phillips and liailey),] 1790
PtNNANT London 310 In this neighborhood was the great

house called the / intrie, with vast wine-vaults beneath.

1826 Scott Woodst. vii, The bargain was made in a cellar

in the Vintry. 1836 Hkrbert Livery Companies Loud. II.

630 St. Martin in the Vintry was, in the reign of Edward I,

called St. Martin baremanne church.
attrib. 1598 Stow Sum. 189 The Vintry ward, so called

of Vintners, and of the Vintrie.

Vinue, variant of Vinew sb. Obs.

Viny (vai-ni), a. Also 6-7 vinie, 7, 9 viney.

[f. Vine sb. + -y.]

1. Of or pertaining to, of the nature of, vines

;

composed or consisting of vines.

1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. iv. 54 Fast vpon his head a
crowne of vinie leaues is wounde. 1600 Surflet Countrie
Farvte in. xxxiv. 498 Both the nourishment and vinie

qualitie of the stocke of the said vine. 1624 Trag. Nero 1.



VINYL.

iii. in Bullen Old PI. (1882) I. 19 Not Bacchus drawn from
Nisa downe with Tigers, Curbing with viny rains their

wilful heads. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 143/2 Colo-
quintida is a Kruit..that grows upon a climbing or viny
Plant. 1715 Pope Iliad 11.701 Whom strong Tyrinthes
lofty walls surround, And Kpidaure with viny harvests
crown'd. 1816 Ann. Reg., Chron. 539 The cranberry is of
the low and viny kind. 1848 Bailey E'estus (ed. 3) 213
Who enter are by kindest angels clad., in robes Woven of
sunset clouds, while viny wreaths Gemberries bearing form
their coronals.

b. fig. Of an embrace: Clinging, close.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1605) 395 These unfortunate
louers. .not forgetting with vinie embracements, togiue any
eye a perfect moddell of affection.

2. Abounding in, full of, or covered with vines;

bearing or producing vines.

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xv. 109 The Skeld, the goodly
Mose, the rich and Viny Rheine, Shall come to meet the
Thames. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. ir. xiii, From thence
he furrow'd many a churlish sea, The viny Rhene, and
Volgha's self did passe. 1680 Morden Geog. Red., Germany
{1685) 115 Wurtzburg,. .environed with Meadows, Gardens,
and Vinie Downs. 1729 Fenton Ded. Lady Ilarley 104
Wks. (1790) 375 Trophies, atchiev'd on Gallia's viny plains,

x 735 Thomson Liberty 1. 58 BaiaVs viny coast ; where
peaceful seas., ever kiss the shore. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

<y It. 1st. \. 277 The steepest, but most lovely of pleasure-
paths, conducts through viny woods and white villas to
[etc.]. 1854 F. Tennyson Days <y Hours 87 Whisper of
viny hills, and sands of gold.

3. Comb., as viny-croioned adj.

18x9 Wiffen Aonian Hours 111 'Twas too sad For viny-
crowned Thalia.

Vinyl (voi'nil). Chem. [f. L. vtn-um + -yl.]

The compound univalent radical CII^CH, isomeric

with ethenyl, and characteristic of many derivatives

of ethylene (which is the hydride of vinyl). Also
attrib.

1863 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 675 Bromide of vinyl, C2H l

Br. 1873 — Bournes' Chem. (ed. ir) 611 Vinyl alcohol. .is

produced by combining ethine or acetylene with sulphuric
acid, whereby vinyl-sulphuric acid. .is formed. Ibid. 612
'the univalent radical vinyl.. may be supposed to exist in
it [vinyl alcohol].

Vi: "Trnjhe, obs. form of Vine sb.

Viol (voi'al), sb. 1 Forms : a. 5 vyell, 6-7
viall, vyall (6 wyall), 7 vial. 0. 6 veol, 6-7
viole (7 vyolle), violl (7 wioll), 7- viol (7
vyol). [Orig. ad. AF. and OF. viele, vielle (see

Vielle), but subsequently assimilated to, or re-

placed by, OF. and F. viole ( It., Sp., Pg. viola,

Prov. viu/a).
That OF. viole and vielle represent earlier *vidule and

'riddle (with variant forms of the diminutive suffix) is

indicated by the med.L. vidula, vituta. On the relation
of these to Germanic forms, see the note to Fiddle sb.]

1. A musical instrument (in common use from
the fifteenth to the eighteenth century) having five,

six, or seven strings and played by means of a bow.
Now Hist, or arch.
a. 1483

C

axton G.de la TourV vj, SyreGefTroy called hym
before hym and deinaunded hym where his vyell and clauy-
cordeswere. a1soo-34Cov.C0rpusChr.Pl. i.538Thewhyle
thatt I do resst, Trompettis, viallis and othur armone Schall
bles the wakyng of my maieste. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
li. 170 He spyed lyeng beside hym an harp and a vyall
wheron he coude well play. 1540 Rutland MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) IV. 304 To a man to hclpe to bryng the
wyalls betwixt Croxton and Belwer, \\d. 1578 E. Cliffs
in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 751 They were exceedingly
delighted with the sound of the trumpet, and vialles. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 102 If any Man think that the String of the
How, and the String of the Viall, are neither of them Equal!
Bodies,.. he is in an Errour. 1664 Pepvs Diary 28 Sept.,
So home, and find Mercer playing on her Vyall, which is

a pretty instrument. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. (1847) 336
Christiana.. could play upon the Vial.

0. 154a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 149 To be..x
pair of hois to the fourplayerrison the veolis, four trumpettis
of ware, and twa taburnerris. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Amos
v. 23 For I wil not heare the melodie of thy violes. 1581
Marbeck Bk. 0/Notes 545 Sing vnto him with Viole, and
instrument of ten strings. 1604 Dkkker King's Enter.
tainm. Wks. (1873) 1. 307 Nine Boyes..sang the dittiu

following to their viols and other instruments, a 1619
Hinde J. Bruen iii. (164 1) 10 By occasion of Musiti.ins and
a chest of Viols kept in the house, he was drawn by desire
and delight into the Dancing-schoole. 1676 T. Mack
Music's Mon. 247 The Viol is an Instrument.. very much
in use. 174a Young Nt. Th. vm. 745 Dost call the bowl,
the viol, and the dance, Ix)ud mirth, mad laughter? 1776
Hawkins Hist.Music IV. in. vii. 339 Compositions of many
parts adapted to viols, of which there are many. 1801
Bushy Diet. Mus. s.v., The viol was for a long while in such
high esteem as to dispute the pre-eminence with the harp.

1839 Longf. Black Knight v, Pipe and viol call the dances,
Torch-Hght through the high halls glances. 1875 Fortnum
Maiolicax. 83 On another [cup] are the figures of a gentle-
man and a lady who plays the viol, in the costume of the
15th or early 16th century,

f b. One who plays a viol. Obs. rare.

1540 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. xii. 241 Item, for Hans
Highorne, Viall, wagis, xxxiij s. liij d. 1647 L Haward
Croivn Rev. 25 Musicians and Players,. .Six Sackbuts :

Eight Vials: Three Drumsteds.
2. With distinguishing terms, denoting esp. the

form or tone of the instrument.
See also Bass-viol, gamba viol Gamba' 1 (quots. 1598,

1710), lyra viol Lyra 5, and Viol da gamba.
1611 Coryat Crudities 250, I heard much good musicke,

. .especially that of a treble violl 166s [see Viol da gamba
t ]. 1664 Pkpys Diary 5 Oct., The new instrument was
brought called the Arched Viall,. .being tuned with lute-
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strings, and played on with kees like an organ. 1714
Short Explic. For. IVds. in Mus. Bks., Viola Bastard<\ a
Bastard Viol, which is a Bass Violin, strung and fretted like
a Bass Viol. 1730 Bailey (fol.), Viola Tenoro, a Tenor-
Viol. Ital. 1836 DuitouRG Violin i. (1878) o The viol class
—consisting of the viol d'amore, or treble viol ; the viol da
bract ia, or tenor viol; and the viol da gamba, or great
viol. 1889 Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 267 Viola di Fagotto
(Bassoon Viol), a name sometimes given to the Viola
Bastarda.

b. Viol d"amove or iVamour (see quot. 1S01).
Cf. viola d'amore s.v. Viola a

. The F. form viole d'amour
is also occasionally employed.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 20 Nov. 1679, The viol d'amore of

5 wyre-strings plaied on with a bow. 1760-72 H. Brooke
Fool ofQuad. (1S09) III. 145 The psaltery, the viol damor,
and other instruments. 1801 Bushy Diet. Mus., Viol
d'Amour, or Love Viol, a viol, or violin, furnished with
six brass or steel wire*, instead of sheep's-gut, and usually
played with a bow. [1856 Mrs. C. Clarke tr. Berlioz'
Instrumentation 29 The viole-d'amour is peculiarly appro-
priate to chords of three, four, or more notes.] 1880 Short-
house y. Inglesant xxiii, If you could accompany me for
some months, with your viol d'amore, across the mountains.
1889 Daily News 25 Jan. 2/2 Two performers upon that
once obsolete but recently revived instrument, the viol
d'amore.

f 3. A variety of organ-stop. Obs.~~ l

1688 Brr. Smith in Hopkins Organ {1870) 453 Choir
Organ. • -A Vtoll and Violin, of mettle,. .61 pipes, . . 12 foote.

4. attrib. and Comb., as viol bow, -case, class,

-lesson, -play, species, -string; viol-maker, -tuning.
a 1668 Davenant Play-house to Let Wks. (1673) 76 A

man may bring a Pageant through the streets As privatly
upon my Lord Mayor's day, As a burden of Viol-cases
hither. 1674 Playeord Music 101 In the choice of your
Viol Bow, let it be proportioned to the Viol you use. 1676
T. Mace Music's Mon. 258 This.. may suffice for the Best
Directions in Viol-Play. Ibid. 264 Viol-Lessons of all sorts
of Forms, and Shapes; Suited to the Five Best of the Viol-
Tunings. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, ir, A Viol-maker, un
Faiseur de Violes. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Music IV. m. vii.

342 That sweet and delicate tone, which distinguishes the
viol species. 1836 [see 2]. 1897 H. N. Howard Footsteps
Proserpine 7 Life is the viol-string, Love is the melody.

Hence Viol v. intr., to play the viol. rare-1 .

1865 J. M. Ludlow Epics Mid. Ages II. 212 A thousand
dancing, and a thousand violling.

tViol, sb.- A'aut. Obs. Also 7 vial, violl,

vyoll ; 8-9 voyol, 9 voyal. [Of obscure origin.]

(See later quots.)
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 8 The violl is

fastened together at both ends with an eye or two, with a
wall knot, and seased together, c 1635 Capt. Botelkr
Dial. Sea Services (1685) 236. 1667 Davenant & Dryobn
Tempest I. i, Must within. Our vial's broke. Vent, within.
Tis but our vial-block has given way. 1711 W. Sutherland
Shipbuild. Assist. 153 Viol cabl'd, as big as the Fore Stay.
Ibid. 165 Viol, a large Hawser used to heave in the Cable.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780^, Voyol, a large rope
used to unmoor, or heave up the anchors of a ship, by
transmitting the elTort of the capstern to the cables. 1841
R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 133 Viol, or Voyal, a larger
messenger sometimes used in weighing an anchor by a
capstan. [Cf. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 713 Viol, or
Voyol, a large messenger formerly used to assist in weigh-
ing an anchor by the capstan.] 1869 W. M. Thomas tr.

Hugo's Toilers ofSea 191 Its chain was there, and. .might
still be of service, unless the strain of the voyal should break
away the planking.

b. attrib., esp. in viol-block.

1667 [see above]. 1694 in Navy Board L.ctt. xxtx. 833
Blocks. Vyoll, of 54 inch. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. Ixxii,

He may man his capstans and viol block, if he wool ; but
he'll as soon heave up the Pike of TenerifF, as bring his

anchor aweigh ! 1794 Rigging & Seamanship I. 157 Voyol
or Viol Block is a large single-sheaved block. ..It is used
in heaving up the anchor. (1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.,

Viol or Voyol Block, a large single-sheaved block through
which the messenger passed when the anchor was weighed
bythe fore or jeer capstan. Ibid., This voyal-purchase.]

Viol, obs. form of Vial.

Viola 1 (vai^la). [a L. viola violet.]

fl. The violet. Also/^-. Obs. rare.

c 1430 Lvdc. Minor Poems (191 il 300 Haile, fresshe Rose,
planted in Iericho ! Swettest viola, that neuer shal fade.

c 1480 Henryson Fables, Lion $ Mouse 16 The Rosis reid,

..The Prymeros, and the Purpour Uiola.

2. A large genus of herbaceous plants of the

order Violaeem, including violets and pansies;

a plant or species of this genus.

1731 Miller Card. Diet, [as Latin generic name, and so
in many later Diets.] 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 345/2 The
principle. . has been separated by Boultay from some species
of Viola. Ibid., The capsule is like Viola. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 241/2 The violas are credited with powerful
emetic and diuretic properties. 1904 H'estnt. Gaz. 23 July
4/2 The Alpine viola, in wondrous shades of mauve and
violet and purple, stands an inch above the grass.

b. A hybrid garden-plant of this genus, dis-

tinguished from the pansy by a more delicate and
uniform colouring of the flowers.

1871 Field II. 250/2 There is still a good early- flowering
white Viola wanted. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 24^/2
' Bedding violas,* which differ from pansies in some slight

technical details, have been raised by crossing V. tutea
with V.calcarata. 1897 iVesttn. Gaz. 22 Nov. 1/3 Patches
of pale mauve and purple show where colonies of violas

and pansies are in bloom.
attrib. 1871 Field II. 250 '2 Another manifest want in the

Viola tribe. 1896 Daily News 22 June 3/5 Viola Show.—
The first show of the National Viola Society was held on
Saturday afternoon.

3. attrib. In chemical terms denoting substances

derived from the violet or pansy.

VIOLAN.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1001 Violin, or Viola- Emetiti,
', an emetic substance contained, according to Boullay, in all

parts of the common violet. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med.
j

Sri. V. 490/2 Little, if anything, of value lias been found in

I

pansy; a glucoside, violaquetcitrin, of probably no aciive
properties, and a little salicylic acid.

il Viola 2 (v*,<?a-la). [It, and Sp. viola, » F.
viole Viol sbA]

1. A four-stringed musical instrument slightly

larger than a violin ; the alto or tenor violin.

1797 Soithey Lett. Resid. Spain xv. 265 The King of
Spain wished to hear his daughter play on the viola, and an
express was.. sent to Lisbon for her instrument! 1801
Hl'sbv Diet. Mus., Viola, a tenor violin.. .The pai 1 it Likes
in concert is between that of the bass and the second violin.

1845 E. Holmks Mozart 14 The father. .took the bass part
on the viola, Wenzl played the first violin, I the second.
1891 Meredith One of our Conq. xxviii, Colney brought
his viola for a duet.
attrib. 1856 Mrs. C. Clarke tr. Berlioz Instrumentation

25 Viola players were always taken from among the refuse
of violinists.

b. One who plays the viola.

1804 Daily News ?$ Apr. 5 Herr Ludwig Strauss, for many
years viola in the quartet at the Monday Popular Concerts.

C. A variety of organ-stop.
1876 Hiles Catech. Organ i.\. (1878) 65 Viola, An open

stop of narrow measure, and a particularly soft and agree-
able, .tone. •

2. / 'tola da {also di gamba, — Viol da gamba i .

1724 Short Explic. For. lids, in Mus. Bis., Viola Pa
Gamba, is the same as Viola Basso, or Bass Viol. 1787
Ann. Reg., Chron. 210/1 '1 he Viola di Gamba is not an in-

strument in general use; .'ind will perhaps die with him, but
his performance rendered it exquisitely charming. 1885
Daily News 17 Aug. 6, 1 (Stanf.), The early 18th century
room contains the spinet, the viola da gamba, and the viola
d'amore.

b. = Viol da gamba 2.

1876 Hii.es Catech. Organ i.\. (187S) 66 Viola di Gamba,
or Gamba,. .is of tin or metal, and the tone is soft, and some-
what cutting. 1889 K. J. Payne in Grove Diet. Mus. IV.
267 Under the incorrect title of Viola da Gamba it desig-
nates an organ stop of 8 ft. pitch, with open pipes, in the
choir organ.

3. Viola d'amore (or t d'amour) : see VlOL * 2 b.

17*4 Short Explic Ear. ll'ds. in Mus. Bks, Viola
D*Amour, a kind of Treble Viol, strung with Wire, and so
called because of its soft and sweet Tone. 1885 [see 2I

1889 Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 267.

Violable '.voi'(*Uib'l),<2. fad. L. (poet.) viol-

abilis, f. violate to violate. So OF. violable, It.

violabile, Pg. vicdavel.']

fl. Destructive. Obs.— 1

a 1470 Harding Chron. lii. ii, Y e Pightcs & fugitiues..

Destroyed the lande by waire full violable.

2. Capable of being violated, in senses of the vb.

155a Huloet, Violable, or able to be defiled,.. or easy
to be violated, -iolalHis. 1612 Sei.den lilustr. Praylon's
I'oly-oib.xvi. 255 Churches, Plough's, and High-waies should
haue HI erties of Sanctuarie by no authoritie violable. 1633
Marmion Fine Companion 111. i, Alas, my heart is Tender
and violable with the least weapon Sorrow can dart at me.

1674 Case 0/ Bankers £ Creditors Introd. 4 The Subjects

firoperty is not violable but by his own consent. 1858
tt shnell Serm. New Life 347 If God had no violable

sympathy he would be anything but a perfect character.

1885 J. Martinkau Types Eth. Th. I. 1. 11. 331 A rule

which Spinoza treats as absolute, and will not allow to be

violable, even to save one's life.

Hence Vi'olableness, ' capableness of being

violated* (Bailey, 1727, vol. II;.

Viola Cean, a. rare~~\ [-acean.] = next.

a 171 1 Ken £Vf'///tfW Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 162 The Hyacinth
of violacean Hue, The purple Amethyst, and Sapphite blue.

Violaceous (vai^^fas), a. [f. I., violdce-us

violet-coloured, f. viola Viola 1
: see -ackous.]

1. Of a violet colour; purplish blue.

1657 Tomlinson Raton's Disp. 498 Incra-sated by coction

to make it more violaceous. 1686 Pi.or StaJ/ort^a. 175 [A

transparent stone] of an Amethystine violaceous colour, and
a genuin luster. 1790 Shaw Nat. Misc. III. ¥ 2, The Vio-

laceous Partridge. 1819 Sieihens in Shaw Gen. Zool. XI.

1. 42 The inferior tail-coverts are whitish, with violaceous

tinges towards the sides. 1844 Flou'st's jrnl. (1846) V. 17

The flowers differ in having the violaceous tint. . mixed with

the crimson in the texture of the flower. 1876 Duhring
Dis. Skin 247 In color they possess a dull red or even

violaceous hue.

b. Qualifying names of colours.

1790 Shaw Nat. Misc. 111. Fa, Violaceous-blackish Par-

triage with a cast of green. 180s — Gen. Zool. HI. 11.

521 Violaceous-brown Snake. Ibid. 549 Violaceous-green

Snake. 1818 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. t 8 Violaceous

black ; sides of the wing and tail feathers white. 18^4 tr.

Pereiras Polarized I. ight led. 2) 268 The extraordinary

violaceous blue lint which immediately precedes the yellow-

ish red.

2. Bot. Belonging to or resembling the order

Violaeem.

Hence Violaceou»ly adv.

1888 Harper's Mag. Aug. 336 The stricken flesh, .changes

color, spots violaceousty. ,.

Violal, a. and sb. Bot. [f. Viola'.] *•"«/

Resembling or related to the genus Viola, b. sb.

pi The ' violal alliance ' in Lindley's classification.

1846 I.indih Vjg. Kingil. j»o They s«m evidently to

join the Violal Alliance. IHJ. 3=5 A per'Ky'ious form of

Violals. Ibid. 338 Violal Exogcns, with polypetalous

flowers. rp T .... 1

Violan (wMUo). Mm. [( L. viola viola '

;

named by A. Breithaupt, 1838.] (See quots.)
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VIOLANTIN. 220 VIOLATION.
1850 Ansted Eicm.Geoi., Min. etc. §407 Pistacite, .. Vio-

lane, Withamite,are either synonyms or varieties of Epidote.
1857 Dana Min. {1862) 182 Violan is a dark violet-blue
mineral, resembling glaucophane. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.
V. 1000 Violau, a silicate of aluminium, calcium, magne-
sium, and sodium. ..It occurs massive, and in indistinct,

elongated, granular concretions.

Violan(d, obs. variants of Violin.
Violant, obs. form of Violent v.

Violailtin (vatflse'ntin). Chem. Also -ine.

[f. L. viola Viola 1 + (Allox)antin.] ( A com-
pound containing the elements of violuric and
dilituric acids ' (Watts).
1866 W. Odling Anim. Chem. 128 Baeyer has increased

the list of compounds by his discovery of pseudo-uric acid,
hydantoine, violantine [etc.]. 1873 Watts Fozvnes' Chem.
(ed. 11) 939 Hydurilic acid. .with nitric acid of ordinary
strength . .yields alloxan, together with violuric acid, viol-

ailtin, and dilituric acid.

Violar, variant of Violer.

t Vi'Olary. Obs—l [ad. L. violarium, f. viola

Viola 1
.] A violet-bed.

1657 Thornley tr. Longus' Daphnis <y Chloe 182 The
Violaries, how are they spurned and trodden down !

Viola-scent, a. rare- , [f. L. viola Viola 1
.]

'Approaching a violet colour' (Smart, 1S40).

t Violastre. Obs~ l [a. OF. violasire (mod.F.
violdtre) violaceous.] (See quot.)
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xi v. 160 There ben also Dyamandes

in Ynde, that ben clept Violastre? (for here colour is liche
Vyolet, or more browne than the Violettes).

Vi'Olate, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Now only poet.

Also 5 violatt, 6 -at, -ait, 6 vyolate, Sc. weol-
ait. [ad. L. viotdt-us, pa. pple. of violdre : see

next.]

1. Characterized by impurity or defilement.
£1485 Digfy Afysi, (1882) hi. 1557 Now, lord of lordes,

to bi blyssyd name sanctiftcatt, most mekely my feyth I

recummend. Pott don be pryd of mamentes violatt ! 1513
Douglas sEneid v. i. 12 For weill wist Eneas In violait [L.
polluto\ luif. .quhat thingis mycht be controvit IJy wemen
in fury rage that strangle Iovit. 1594 Warres Cyrus C ij,

The prince.. bare my daughter thence with violate hands
Vnto his pallace. 1856 Mrs. H. King Disciples, Agesilao
Milauo (1873) 303 Take home the lesson to thee,.. Who
makest of this lovely land, God's garden, A nation violate,
corrupt, accurst.

2. As pa. pple. Violated, in various senses of the

verb; subjected to violation or injury.

1503 Hawss Examp. Virt. vii. 112 Mayden and moder
yet not vyolate. a 1513 Fabvas Chron. vi 1. 321 The peace
..was, by the kynge, vyolate and broken. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 317 Wherwith. .no parte of the maiestie of a
kyng is vyolate. 1590 H. Harrow BriefDiscoverie 4 That
heauenly patterne left by the Apostles was soone violate.

a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 11. ii. § 5 (1622) 203 If Iustice may
be violate, for any cause at all. 1675 Marvell Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 479 It was declared and resolved to be an un-
douted ancient standing order, not to be violate. 1733 W.
Crawford Infidelity (1836) 159 The law of innocency..
being violate by man's apostacy. 1847 Tennyson Princ. vi.

44 And now, Q maids, behold our sanctuary Is violate, our
laws broken.

b. = Violated///, a.

1655 Theophania 169 My Fathers blood, Agnesias languish-
ing griefs, my violate marriage,, .raised several passions.

Violate (v^i-^'t), v. Forms : 5 violatt, 6
-at, 5-6 vyolat(e, 6 voyolate, Sc, wiolate,
violet; 5- violate, [f. L. violat-, ppl. stem of

violdre to treat with violence, to outrage, dis-

honour, injure, etc.]

. 1. trans. To break, infringe, or transgress un-
justifiably ; to fail duly to keep or observe : a. An
oath or promise, one's faith, etc.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 347 His bloode be schedde
in lyke wyse that dothe violate and breke this bonde of
luffe. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 187, I haue
despoused you to a noble man, se y l you violate not your
fayth & spousage. 1558 Knox First Blast (Arb.) 50 If any
man be affraid to violat the oth of obedience, which they
haue made to sucbe monstres. 1596 Edw. Ill, iv. iii. 27
Ah, but it is mine othe, my gratious Lord, Which I in con-
science may not violate. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in.

viii. 76 Your promise I find, .euery day violated by some of
yoursubiects. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. 1. xiv. 68 A Power set

up to constrain those that would otherwise violate their

faith. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, vii. Wks. 1813 III. 53 The
indecency of violating a recent and solemn engagement.
1777 R. Watson Philip II, n. (1839) 25 Being convinced
that Henry would never violate the truce of Vaucelles.

1835 Thiklwall Greece I. 259 Fearing lest the sight of the
fertile land.. might tempt the Heracleids to violate their

compact with him. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 189
These arrangements were scarcely concluded when the
Raja manifested a disposition to violate them. 1878 Brown-
ing La Saisiaz 18 She violates the bond.

b. A law, commandment, rule, etc.

1552 Huloet, Violate a lawe or custome, soluere legem,

uel morem. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 195 Thou praisest

ye Empresse for instituting good lawes. and grieuest to see

them violated by the Ladyes. 1611 Bible Ezek. xxii. 26

Her priests haue violated my law, and haue prophaned
mine holy things. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xxvii. 153 He
which does Injury.. should suffer punishment without other

limitation, than that of his Will whose Law is thereby

violated. 1691 Hartcliffi-. Virtues 363 If we live contrary

to this, we violate the Law of him (hat made us. 1726

Swift Gulliver 11. vii, Power,, .liberty, and. .dominion. All

which, however happily tempered by the laws of that king-

dom, have been sometimes violated by each of the three

parties. 1774 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 485, I have not usually

made any scruple to violate, in some degree, the strict letter

and sJtmmum jus of decorum and propriety. 1836 J.
Gilbert Chr. Atonem. vii. (1852) 204 It is of the essence
of atonement, that while it protects all rights, it must not
violate any. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <y It. 1st. III. 126
The sovereigns, .resolved to violate their own late prece-
dents of non-intervention. 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost
i. 11 The predestination of God in no way violates or takes
away the perfect liberty of the human will,

C. Abstract and moral qualities, etc.

1588 K.yd Housch. Philos. Wks. (1901) 253 First wold I that

the parched earth did riue, . . Ere I to lose or violate my
chastity beginne. 1671 Milton Samson A. 893 An impious
crew Of men. .violating the ends For which our countrey
is a name so dear. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. vi. 137
He that would not violate truth, must avoid all injustice,

a 1745 Swift Hen. I, Wks. 1768 IV. 290 He was a strict

observer of justice, which he seems never to have violated.

1794 Paley Evid. m. vii. (1817) 369 Differences of opinion
..accompanied with mutual charity, which Christianity
forbids them to violate. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iii.

(1852) 62 Let not the Rationalists be suffered, in the very
name of justice, sacred as it is, to violate justice. 1892
Tennyson Z>aiuM iii, The press.. easily violates virgin Truth
for a coin or a cheque.

2. To ravish or outrage (a woman).
c 1440 Alph. Tales 57, I hafe violatt & fylid many mens

wyvis, & J>er chuldre. a 1533 Ld. Berneks Huon cxiii.

398 He made it to be cryed in euere strete that no man
shulde be so hardy on payne of dethe to vyolat any woman,
or deflowreany mayd. 1585 T. Washington' tr. Nicholay's
Voy. 1. xv. 16 [To] see his wife and his daughters rauished
and violated. 1611 Cotgr., Forcer,.. to violate, force, or
rauish (as a woman). 1696 Phillips (ed. 5). 1709 Addison
Taller No. 117 P4 She was discovered by Neptune, and
violated after a long and unsuccesful Importunity. 1754
Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. xiii. 344 We gratify our Lust by
violating his Wife or Daughter. 1841 Elphinstone Hist.
Ind. II. 509 This young man, ..having attempted to violate

the wife of a Bramin, was imprisoned. 1879 Fife-Cookson
With Armies 0/Balkans 38 It was alledged however that
they [sc. the Cossacks] committed separate excesses of their

own, violating all the Turkish women they could find.

absol. 1821 Shelley Hellas 951 Impale the remnant of
the Greeks ! despoil 1 Violate 1 make their flesh cheaper
than dust

!

3. To do violence to; to treat irreverently; to

desecrate, dishonour, profane, or defile.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxi. 76, I haue not rented, vyolated
ne broken, the pyramyde of his faders sepulture. '! a 1500
Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) I. 217 This man. .Is not of God, .

.

Which doth voyolate the Saboath daye. 1513 Douglas
JEneid xi. xi. 127 Quha evir with wond dois hurt or violat

Hyr haly body onto me dedicat. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. John xix. 115 A place perdye detestable and violated
with dead bodyes. 1579 W. Wilkinson Coufut. Familye
of Love 13 Gods ministery is an holy and sacred thing,
in thought not to be violated. 1635 Pagitt Christiano-
grafihie 1. iii. (1636) 129 If by chance any Catholicke Priest
shall celebrate upon one of their Altars, they violate it and
breake it. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 17 They
would commonly violate the graves of those dead men we
buried. 1673 Lady's Calling H, i. § 7 She that listens to any
wanton discourse has violated her ears. 1797 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Italian xvi, What sacrilegious footsteps thus rudely
violate this holy place. 1846 Arnolo Hist. Later Roman
Commiv. I. vii. 277 Some of the most famous and richest

temples, .were violated and ransacked. 1849 James Wood,
man ix, It would be searched, and the sanctuary violated.

reft. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <£ CI. in. x. 24 Experience, Man-
hood, Honor, ne're before, Did violate so it selfe,

b. To destroy (a person's chastity) by force.

1592 Arden of Fcversham 38 That iniurious riball, that
attempts To vyolate my deare wyues chastitie. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 1. ii. 347 Thou didst seeke to violate The honor of
my childe. 1769 Blackstone £*£>/«.>//. IV. 213 The civil law
..not allowing any punishment for violating the chastity
of her, who hath indeed no chastity at all.

c. To interfere with by appropriation.
1823 Lamb Elia 11. Poor Relations, A particular elbow-

chair was appropriated to him, which was in no case to be
violated. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxv, No boy attempted
to violate the sanctity of seat or peg.

f4. To vitiate, corrupt, or spoil, esp. in respect

of physical qualities. Obs.
l555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 98 If wee. .consyder the large-

nes and wydenes of. .the mouthes of the famous ryuer of
Ister. .andhowe farre they violate or corrupte the sake water
with their freshenes. 1598 Yong Diana 61 But this mis-
chieuous absence doth violate and dissolue those things,

which men thinke to be most strong and firme. 1630 Venner
Via Recta vii, 131 They breede phlegme, violate the lungs,

and soone offend the stomack . . by their windie and cloying
substance. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. iv. iii. (1687) 141/2
He said, that Coals, when they forsake the nature of Wood,
acquire a solidity not to be violated by moisture.

+ b. To damage or injure by violence. Obs.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 1. lxxxiii, Like to a River that is

stopt his Course Doth violate his Banks. 1606 G. W[ood-
cocke] Hist. Ivstine xliv. 136 For first it Heth not within
the racing heate of the Sunne, as Affricke doth; neither is

it violated with outragious windes like France. 1634 T.
Johnson Parey 's

C
'hirurg. xv. xiv. (1678) 335 If the fracture

violate.. the spinal marrow contained therein, then the
Patient can scarce scape death. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard.
(1675) 208 Couch it down without violating any of the
leaves. 1675 J. Rose Eng. Vineyard Viud. 41 Fear not
your vessel if well made; since the force of the working.,
will not violate it as some imagine.

to. To despoil ^/"something. Obs."1
1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosart) II. 57 When the

bleake Face of winter spreads The Earth, and violates the
Meads Of all their Pride.

f 5. To treat (a person) roughly or with violence
;

to assail or abuse. Obs.
a 1628 Pkeston Breastpl. Love (1631) 88 If a man should

come and violate thee with ill termes thou wouldest be
angry with him. 1629 Chas. I Declarations Wks. 1662 II.

27 Precedents of former times were disobeyed, the Speaker
violated [etc.]. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. in. 239
The Act was made against those which should violate the
king by seditious writings.

6. To break in upon ; to interrupt or disturb ; to

interfere with rudely or roughly.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 883 To question thy bold entrance

on this place; Imploi'd it seems to violate sleep. 1697
Dryden Aineid xn. 474 O Trojans! cease From impious
arms, nor violate the peace. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat.
vi. (1724) 132 Since he, who begins to violate the happiness
of another, does what is wrong. 1775 Johnson Tax. no
Tyr. 31 Legislation passes its limits when it violates the
purse. 1796 W. Combe Boydell's Thames II. 3 [Pope's]
garden has not yet been violated. It retains its early form.
1809 W. Irving Kuickerb. m. vi. (1849) 175 The dark forests
which once clothed those shores had been violated by the
savage hand of cultivation. 1819 Shelley Ceuci v. i. 13 To
violate the sacred doors of sleep.

7. To treat without proper respect or regard; to

do violence or injury to (feelings, etc.) in this way.
1692 Dryden St. Euremont's Ess. 81 Never were they

more careful of hindring the Majesty of the Roman People
from being violated. 1705 Addison Italy, Monaco 15 They
have never entertain'd a Thought of violating the Publick
Credit. 1713 Berkeley in Guard. No. 3 pi A Body of
Men, whom of all other a good Man would be most careful
not to violate, I mean Men in Holy Orders. 1729 Butler
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 24 Man may act. .in a way dispropor-
tionate to, and violate his real proper nature. 1798 Bloom-
field Farmer's Boy, Summer 336 Lre tyrant customs
strength sufficient bore To violate the feelings of the poor.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vm. xxvii, Do ye thirst to bear
A heart which not the serpent Custom's tooth May violate?

1822 Lamb Elia 1. Compl. Decay Beggars, Do we feel the
imagination at all violated when we read the ' true ballad ',

where King Cophetua woos the beggar maid?
Hence Vrolating vbl. sb.

1548 Cooper Flyofs Did., Violatio, . . a violatyng, a
breakyng. 1581 NOWEIX & Day in Confer. 1.(1584) Cij,
Master Campion did vs wrong, to charge vs with violating

of the Maiestie of the holy Bible. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. 11. xiii. 48 b, The violating and deflouring of
. .his daughters, & other Ladies. 1611 Cotgr., Violation, a
violation, or violating. 1671 Phillips {ed. ^)s.v . Sacrilegious t

A robbing of Churches, or violating of holy things. 1765-8
Krskine Inst. Law Sect. iv. iv. § 52 The violating of a
bride, or espoused virgin. 1769 in Boston Gaz. 8 Jan. (1770)

3/1 Since the 'Tories are so set upon ruining this continent,

as not even to scruple the violating their own plighted faith.

Violated (vsrJk'ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED *.]

That has been subjected to violation.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1059 Thou shalt not know The stained

taste of violated troth. 1600— A. V, L. m. ii. 141 Violated
vowes, twixt the soules of friend, and friend. 1625 K. Long
tr. Barclay's Argent's ill. xxi. 217 He foresaw the infamy
of violated hospitality. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851

IV. 164 They argue nothing to the continuance of a false or

violated Mariage. 1697 Dryden A£neid xn. 221 Of ev'ry

Latian fair, whom Jove misled To mount by stealth my
violated bed. C1760 Smollett Ode to huicp. 6 Deep in

the frozen regions of the north, A goddess violated brought
thee forth. 1784 Cowper Task n. 340 By him the violated

law speaks out Its thunders. 1828 Tytler Hist. Scot.

I. 118 In vindication of his violated rights. 1879 Dixon
Windsor II. xii. 131 The violated charters were restored.

Violater (vsi^'tai). Now rare. [f. Vio-

late v.] = Violator.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.ccxii. 107/1 We shall punysshe

all such as violaters and brekers of the peace, .as the cas

shall requyre. 1608 Willet Hcxapla Exod. 274 The
punishment of the., violater of the sabbath. 1645GATAKER
God's Eye on Israel 83 Amnon was an incestuous violater

of his sister. 1665 Manley Grotius" Lcnv C. Wars 914
They made a League, wherein it was agreed, That the

King should give Assistance against the Violaters thereof.

1718 Chamberlayne St. Gt. B>it. (ed. 4) 1. m. xi. 267 The
Two Proctors, .assist in the Government of the University,

..punishing all Violaters of Statutes. 1767 R. Burn Eccl.

Law (ed. 2) III. 31 Violaters of virgins consecrated to

god. 18x2 L. Hunt in Examiner 21 Dec. 801/2 Calling

us libellers and violaters of the law. 1863 W. H. Russell
Diary North fy S. I. 355 Here were seventy murderers,

pirates, burglars, violaters, and thieves.

Violation (vai^'-Jan). Also 5-6 vyolacion,

violaciou(e,- 6 -acyon, -atioune. [a. OF. vio-

lacion (F. violation, = Sp. violation, Yg. violacdo,

It. violazione), or ad. L. violation-, violatio, noun

of action f. violdre to violate.] The action of

violating, in various senses.

1. Infringement or breach, flagrant disregard or

non-observance, 3/" some principle or standard of

conduct or procedure, as an oath, promise, law,

etc. ; an instance of this.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 291 An objeccion was
made to hym of the violacion of his religion and beleve.

C1440 Gesla Rom. xxxiv. 133 (Harl. MS.), f>e Emperour
beynge in gret Wiethe, for violacion of his precepte & co-

maundement. 1518 Star Chamb. Ozj«(Selden) II. 150 The
further violacion and disordryng of the ordenatmces, vsages,

and auncient custumes of the said towne. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 15 The harme that groweth by violation

of holie ordinances. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 488 It

cannot faile, but by The Violation of my faith. 1655 S.

Ashe Fun. Serm. Gataker iS It will be no violation of the

Law of charity to affirm, that he was never truly good who
doth not strive to be better. 1681 Klavel Met/t. Grace

xxxiii. 556 This is a sure rule, that the greatest violation of

conscience is the greatest sin. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 99

P7 The great Violation of the Point of Honour from Man
to Man, is giving the Lie. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

153 The violation, or non-performance, of these contracts

might be extended into as great a variety of wrongs, as the

rights which we then considered. 1776 Gibbon Decl. tf F\

iii. (1782) I. 75 Without any violation of the principles of the



VIOLATIVE.

constitution. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I, 232
Of this rule there are many violations to be met with. 1863
Kinglake Crimea (1877) I. 360 It would be regarded by
the Czar as a flagrant violation of treaty. 1875 Jowktt
i 'lato i'e'd. 2) V. 11 Laws are passed concerning violations
of military discipline.

b. Without const, rare.

1481 Coventry Led Bk. 475 Eny thyng. .wherby the seid
trevves & other conuencions passed bctwen vs .. myght
fall in vyolacion or Ruptur in any wyse. a 1513 Fabyan
Chron. vtl. 472 The peas whiche then was proclaymed.

.

whiche endured nat longe without vyolacion. 1640 Gkim-
ston Speech 9 Nov. (1641) 5 To adjourne the house upon
any command whatsoever, without the consent and appro-
bation of the House it selfe, were breaches and violations
that highly impeached our priviledges.

f2. The action of treating or handling violently

and injuriously. Obs.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1S82) tr. 179 All. .with furyous vyola-

cion.. Thus shalbe subduyd. 1616 Hullokar Eng. Expos.,
Violation^ offeringofviolence, abreaking. a i656U.sshi:r
Ann. VI. (1658) 424 Perseus, .sent away the Rodians open
Vessels, and Eudemus their President without Violation,
nay even civilly entreated. 1699 Evelyn Kal. l/ort. (ed. 9)
23 To apply the Collateral branches of his Wall Fruits.,
(without violation and unnatural bending, and reverting)
to the Earth or Borders.

3. a. Defilement of chastity, etc. ; in later use
esp. by means of violence.

1497 Br, Alcock Mons Perfect. D iij, In clennes of body &
soule without voluntary pollucion or vyolacion. 15x6 Piter.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 182 Thou, .conreyued thy chylde
without corrupcyon or violacyon of thy virginite. 1696
Phillips (ed. 5) s.v., A forcing of a Woman against her
Will, is call'd a Violation of her Chastity. 1727 Baiiey
(vol. II), Rape... a Ravishing, or forcible Violation of the
Chastity of a Woman, or Virgin,

b. Ravishment, outrage, rape.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, m. iii. 21 What is't to me, when you
your selues are cause, If your pure Mayuens fall into the
hand Of hot and forcing Violation? 1728 Chamuens Cycl.
s.v. 1769 Blacksto.ne Comm. IV. 81 By violation is under-
stood carnal knowledge, as well without force, as with it,

1810 Southey Kehama ix. 126 When Arvalan, in hour
with evil fraught, For violation seized the shrieking Maid.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 171/2 The law [of treason] has been
held to apply to a criminal connection by consent as well
as to a forcible violation,

4. Desecration or profanation of something
sacred.

1546 Gardiner Detect. Dcvits Sophistrie 15 b, The break-
yng of the most blessed sacrament, by the ininistre in the
masse, doth no violacion to christes most precious body
there present. 1548 Uimll, etc. Erasm. Par, Mark iii. 26
They sawe the duinme beast might lawfully be drawen out
of the hole, lest it shoulde peryshe, without anye violacion
or breache of the sabboth. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. 1777
R. Watson Philip //(1839) 221 The Spanish soldiers them-
selves, .were afterwards., touched with remorse on account
of their violation of the churches. 1849 James Woodman
ii, What he desires to do, that he will do—even to the
violation of sanctuary. 1856 C, Knight Hist. Eng. I.

xxvij. 425 The violation of a sacred place by murder was
considered a greater crime than the murder itself.

5. Improper use ^something.
i8zi Shelley Chas.f, ir. 75 Look that those merchants.,

take fullest compensation For violation of our royal forests.

Hence Viola'tional a. rare,
x8io Bentham Packing (1S21) 04 Something or other..

' injurious ',
' prejudicial ,

' hurtful ', or ' violational '. 1876
J. J. G. Wilkinson Hum. Sci. <r Div. Rev, 25 Medicine
has made great strides of late, and this is owing noticeably
to violational science. \Violationism and violationist are
also used in this work, pp. 577, 579, etc.]

Violative (vai^le'tiv), a. Chiefly U. S. [f.

Violate v. + -ive.] Involving or causing viola-
tion (0/" something).
a 1797 J- P« Andrews Man. Conslit. 211 (Thornton), Vio-

lative of a vested legal right. 1856 F. Pierce Message to
Congress 2 That no act shall remain on its statute book,
violative of the provisions of the constitution. 1878 Masque
Poets 26 Those Who have dared in violative wise To assault
with strong and impious blows, The awful, slumbering
Pharaohs. 1891 Nation (N. Y.) 24 Dec. 495/2 Four of the
judges held that the act was violative of the amendments,
and therefore invalid.

Violator (vai'^t^-oi). Also 6-7 -our. [a. L.
violator, agent-noun f. violan to violate. So F.
violateur (OF. violatour), It. violatore, Sp. and
Pp. violador. Cf. Violater.]
1. A ravisher or outrager of women.
M3»-5« tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 33 Sardanapallus, a man

hauenge grete delectacion of women, and a violator of
heim. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 41 That Angeloisan
adulterous thiefe, An hypocrite, a virgin violator. 1748
Richardson Clarissa VI. 327 If, by vowing love and honour
at the altar to such a violator, I could sanctify, .his un-
precedented and elaborate wickedness. 1864 Tennyson
Boadicea 50 Me the sport of ribald Veterans, mine of
ruffian violators 1

2. A desecrator or profaner of something sacred
or venerable.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 825A But Guye de Mount-
fort was excommunicate, as a violatour of the churche.
l59 l m Jfis. Camplwll Balmerino ft Abbey (1867) ill. ii.

178 Ordanis thesessione of the kirk nf Balmerinoch to cause
violatoris of the Sabbath day publictlie to make publict
repentance thairfor. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett, (vol II)

13 The persecuter^ of those who submit themselves are to
me in equal execration with the violatours of sepulchers.
1665 Manlev Grotius' Low C. Wars 30 Commanding the
Inquisitors to execute judgement upon violators, and
novelties in Religion. 1841 Lytton Nt. ff Morn.\. i, Now
..glared upon the startled violators of the sanctuary, with
glassy eyes and horrent visage, a grim monster. 1863
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Baring-Gould Were-Wolves xv. 250 It is well known that
Oriental romance is full of stories of violators of graves.

1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist., Rev. x, They, violators of
home, dared hope an inviolate home.
3. An infringer, breaker, or transgressor (of a

law, compact, etc.).

1642 C, Vernon Consid. Exch. 104 That due punishment
be inflicted upon the violators thereof. 1644 Milton .'/.

Bitter Wks. 1851 IV. 331 They. .are no more in bondage
to such violators of Marriage. 1676 Temple Let. to Sir J.
Williamson 21 Mar., Nor could it easily be found out how

j

the Violator of any such Passport should be punished. 1738
Warburton Div. Legal. I. 16 The Violator of the Laws of
the Society. 1775 De I.olme Eng. Const. II. xvi. (1784) 239
To give up the violators of these laws. 1809 W. Irving
Kmckerb. (1820) 199 Whoever thought wrong,.. was a
flagrant violator of the inestimable liberty of conscience.
1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 76 Those who attack others, not
those who defend themselves, are the real violators of
treaties.

4. One who injures, disturbs, or interrupts vio-

lently,

1792 A. Young Trav, Eranee 31 The incendiaries, robbers,
and violators of mankind. 1828-32 Webster s.v., A violator
of repose.

Violatory, a. rare. [f. Violate v. + -oby.]

J

= Violative a.

1802 Times 13 July, Nothing was so violatory of the rules

:

of ratiocination and eloquence. 1850 W. Anderson Re-

]

generation 144, I contend, that the dogma is glaringly un-
philosophical, and violatory of common sense.

I Viol da gamba. Als de gambo, 7
di gambo, de gamboys

;
7- de gamba, 9 di

gamba. [ad. It. viola da gamba ( leg-viol': cf.

Viola 2 and Gamba 2
.]

1, A viol held between the legs of the player
while being played ; in later use restricted to the
bass viol corresponding to the modern violoncello.

*597 J Dowlamd (title). The Firste Booke of Songes or
Ayres of foure partes with Tableture for the Lute: So
made that all. .may be song to the Lute, Orpherian or Viol
de gambo. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. in. iii,

East. I doe more., admire your .. predominate perfections,
than, .euer I shall haue. .facuitie toexpresse. Saui. Vpon
the Violl de Gambo you meane! 1601 Shaks. 'fivel. PP.

1. iii. 27 He playcs o'th Viol-de-gamboys. 1611 Corvat
Crudities 252 Their instruments ten Sagimts, fuure Comets
and two Violdegambaes of an extraordinary greatnesse.
1662 Pi.ayford Skill Mus. 11. (1674) 91 Of this Viol de
Gambo there are three several sizes, ., viz., Treble Viol,
Tenor Viol, and Bass Viol. .. These three Viols agree in one
manner of Tuning. 1774 'J. Collier* Mus, Trav. 34, I

ihink the effect was equal to any viol di gamba I ever
heard. 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. vii. 361 Charles I..
had been a scholar of Coperario on the viol da gamba.
1801 Busby Diet. Mus.. Vialda Gamba, or Greater Viol, a
viol with six- strings, formerly much used in Germany. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 343/2 Viol da Gamba. .was the last

survivor of the family of viols. 1908 ' Aberdeen Jrnl*
N, $ Q. I. 32/1 The music ceased, and died away in a long
note, Tike the stroke of a viol-de-gamba.

2. An organ-stop having a tone resembling that

of the above instrument.
185a S ElDEL Organ 108 Viol di gamba, or simply gamba,

is one of the finest registers. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organs
157 The VioI-dt-Gamba is soft, reedy, and sweet,

t Viole, v. Obs, rare. Also5vyole. [ad, OK,
violer, ad. L. violdre : sec Violate v.] trans. To
violate.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 75 He took fro them all that he
couthe, and enforced their wyues, and vyoled their dough-
ters. 1480 Caxton Oviifs Mel. xi. xxu, She moche en-
forced her for to flee for t'escapc fro hyme, to th' ende that
she were not vyoled ne defowled.

Viole, obs. form of VlAL, Viol sbA

Violence (varans), sb. Also 4 uiolence,
4-6 vyolence, 5 Sc. wyol-, wiolence, 5-6 vio-
lens (7 voyolence). [a. AF. and OF. (also

mod.F.) violence, ad. L. violentia vehemence, im-
petuosity, etc., f. violentus Violent a. Cf. Pr.

violensa, -ansa, Sp. and Pg. violentia, It. violenza,]

1. The exercise of physical force so as to inflict

injury on, or cause damage to, persons or property

;

action or conduct characterized by this ; treatment

or usage tending to cause bodily injury or forcibly

interfering with personal freedom.
C1290 Beket 932 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 133 ^if ani man hond

on ov set, ich ov hole al-so pat ae fe sentence of hoii

churche, for swuche violence $e do. 1303 R. Bbunnk
Handl.Synne 11 142 Clerk to bete, or handes on ley yn vyo-
lence, hyt ys grete eye. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 1175
pe world es..a sted of mykel wrechednes, ..Of filthe and of
corrupcion, Of violence and of oppression, c 1380 Wvclif
Wks. (:88o) 161 pel holden neuer neiber lawe of god in

dymes takynge, & taken hem bi vyolence & stronge curses
a^enst mennusgoode wille. c 1420 Prymerj^ Lord ! ysuffre
violence; answere bou for me! la 1445 [7 Gascoigs] Life
St. Bridget in New Leg. England (Pynson) 123 When >«
cvtezens sawe y* by prayers they profyted nat, somwhat
with^ vyolence, neuerthclesse reuerently they ledde hir out
of hir house vnto the watersyde. 1504 Atkynson tr. De
Intitatione 1. xxiv. 174 They that by vyolence rcstrayne
theyr selfc fro synne and euer be busy to make the bodye
obedyent to the soule. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
38 Then might they also be in the more hope to give the
repulse to the Turke, with all his violence, a 15966'//* /'.

More 11. iii. 14 They intend to offer violence To the amazed
Lombards. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 47 Charles the fifth..

was wont to say, that the King of Spaine ruled over Asses,
doing nothing without blowes and violence. 1651 Hobbks
Leviath. 11. xx. 102 Promises proceeding from fear of death,

or violence, are no Covenants, 1718 Prcc-thinkerHo. 58.

VIOLENCE.
I 20 Almost all the Governments, .had their Commencement

in Violence. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxxvii[ij, The violence

I
of war admits of no distinction. 1784 Cowper Task \. 604

I

In remote And barb'rous climes, where violence prevails,
And strength is lord of all. 1844 II. H. Wilson Brit.

,

India III. 524 The Government . .protected them against
the perils of violence and rapacity, and ensured them tran-
quillity and repose. 1876 Buistowk Theory <y Tract. Med.
(1878) 532 It occasionally originates, .in the effects of very
violent muscular exertion ur of violence indicted from
without.

prrsonif 1609 DtKKRR Work Armcrcurs Wks. fGiosart)
IV. 131 Violence hath borne many great otticcs, and Money
hath done much for him. 1787 Burns Death A\ Dundas

1
v, Mark ruffian Violence, ingrain'd with crimes, Rousing
elate in these degenerate times.

b. In the phr. to do violence to, unto (nr with

j

indirect object) : To inflict harm or injury upon
;

to outrage or violate. + Also to make violence.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19325 pai durst na uiolence to bam do

For t<e folk bam heliied to. 13.. E. E. A/lit. J'. B. 1071

j

When venkkyst was no vtrgynyte. ne vyolence maked.
1390 Gowek Conf. III. 340 He telleth hem the viulence,
W hich the tretour Strangulio And Dionise him hadde do.
XS3S CoviiKUALE Luke iii. 14 Do v.o man violence ner
wronge. 1594 Kvn Cornelia iv. i. 28 Iuba and I\-treus,

fiercely combatting, Haue each done other equall violence.
i6oz Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 171 Nor shall you doe mine
care that violence, To make it truster of your owne
report Against your selfc-. a 1619 I-'i etchkr, etc. Knt.
Maita v. ii. They have dor.e violence unto her Tomb, Nut
granting rest unto her in the grave. 1692 Hryden .S (

'.

Euremont s Ess. 93, I make no question, but that in the
violence of the Triumvirate, he did much Violence to him.
self. 1749 Fielding Tom janes xn. iii, To say the truth,

we have, .often done great violence to the luxuriance of our
genius, i860 Fusey Mitt. Proph. 474 They did violence to
the majesty of the law,.. and then, through profaning it,

did violence to man.

c. In weakened sense : Improper treatment or

use of a word ; wresting or perversion of meaning
or application; unauthorized alteration of wording.
1596 Lamharde J'cramb. Kent (ed. 2) 143 But Master

Camden with les^e violence, .deriucth it [sc. dele) from the
Bryttish Dole. 1659 Pearson Creed 11. 294 Being in some
piaces Adonai cannot be read for Jehovah, whh< til mani-
fest violence offered lo the Text. i66z Kvklyn Chalcogr.
7 Neither the Paradigmatic. or any of the Flasticcan be
call'd Sculpture without a Catachresis and some Violence,

1749 Fiklding Tom Jmcs iv. \i, A passion which might
without any great viulence to the word, he called love. 1856
Mauhice Gosp. St. John vii. 94 Wherever violence is done
to the truth of language, 1 believe more or less of violence
is done to some higher truth. 1861 Palev Aischylus (ed. zj

Surplices 510 note, l!ut this is a ieckle>s alteration. He
might with less violence have written iraTpby. 1875 F.
White Life in Christ iv. xxvii. (1878) 446 The violence of

the proposed interpretation is. . conspicuous.

d. Undue constraint applied to some natural
process, habit, etc., so as to prevent its free de-

velopment or exercise.

1715 tr. Gregory's Astroit. (1726) I. 200 We must., not
make our Reason and Philosophy perpetually offer violence
to our Sight and other Senses. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
vi. iv, He was obliged to attend near a quarter of an hour,
though with great violence to his natural impetuosity, before
he was suffered to speak. 1847 J. Ykowkll Attc. Brit.
Ch. ix. 03 The first Christian missionaries in Ireland seem
to have carefully avoided all unnecessary violence to the
ancient habits of the aborigines.

e. Law. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailer's Word-bk. 713 Violence^ the question
In tort, as to the amount of liability incurred by the owners
for outrages and irregularities committed by the master.

2. With a and pi. An instance or case of violent,

injurious, or severe treatment ; a violent act or

proceeding.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. (Pitagia) 234 f>e feynde. .can

cry, .

.

' Alace ! I thole but defence of hyme bis aid gi et wyo-
lencc. 1390G0WER Conf. I II. 208 'I he tidinge of this violence
..Sche sende anon ay wydewhere Tosuche .". ndes as schc
hadde. 1435 Misyn Eire ofLove \\, vii. 86 Well bis is cald a
rauischynge als be todyr, for with a violens ii ' doyne is:

als wcr agayns kynde. 1508 Dcnuak Gold. Targe 159 Cur-
age in thame was noucht begonne to spring; Full sore thay
dred to done a violence. 1596 Svv.xser State /ret. 510 b, She
perhaps, for very compassion of such calamities,will not only
stop the stream of such violences, and return to her wonted
mildness, but [etc.]. 1649M11.TON Eikon. Pref., A tedious.,
warr on his subjects, wherein he hath so farr exceeded his

arbitrary violences in time of peace. 1682 Burnkt Rights
Princes ii. 64 He laments the Violences that were used in

some Elections. 1704 Col. Rcc. Pcnnsylv. II. 191 If they
were clear of the violences done lately upon a family of the

Knglish. 1759 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 23 Dec,
Has your brother told you of the violences in Ireland 1 1818

Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXII 1. 12 They saw nothing but the

violences on Sir Francis's side. 1850 Kingsley A. Lackt
Pref., If the violences and tyrannies of American Demo-
cracy are to be really warnings to us [etc. J. 1864 Maine
Anc. Law vi. (1870) 206 The violences inseparable from the

best-ordered ancient society.

b. In weakened sense (cf. 1 c and 1 d),

1706 Estcourt Fair Example iv. i, I yielded lo the In-

treaty of my Friends, Acted a violence on my reluctant

Heart, And gave my trembling Hand.. to Another. 1777

Hlmk Ess. * Treat. 1. 184 If he have but resolution enough

. . to impose a violence on himself. 1793 Smeaton hdystone

L. § 119 It would yet be a violence to myself, lo refrain

from doing the Proprietors justice. 1818 Ckuis* Digest

(ed. 2) IV. 371 Then a violence would be offered, as well to

the words, as to the meaning of the party.

3. Force or strength of physical action or natuial

agents; forcible, powerful, or violent action or

motion (in early use frcq. connoting destructive

force or capacity).
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Now often merging into next, with an intensive sense.

c 1384 (Jhaucf.r //. Fame 11. 775 i'or whan a pipe Lsblowen
sharpe, The aire ystwyst with violence, c 1386— Can. Yeom.
Prol. $ T. 355 Thise metals been of so gret violence, Oure
walles mowe nat make hem resistence. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxxiii. 151 Sum ware drouned by violence of be
wawes. 1426 Lydg. De Gut/. Pilgr. 12210, L.sawh a whel
..By vyolence tourne aboute Contynuelly to-for my face.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane 's Comm. 414 b, Than chiefly was the

citie meruelouslye beaten with shot, the violence wherof
was so great, that [etc.]. 1603 Shaks. Mens,for M. ill. i.

125 To be imprison'd in the viewlesse windes, And blowne
with restlesse violence round about. 1610 Holland Cam-
den's Brit. 513 The river Aufon..breaketh forth with more
violence upon the flats adioyning. 1659 Leak Water-wks.
1 To make the Water enter therein with force, . . the vessel.,

shall be made as high as may be, that it may give so much
the more violence to the Water. 1703 'SloxoaAfech. Exerc.
84 The shorter the Stuff that the Tennant is made on, the

less Violence the Tennant is subject to. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. §6i note, The strokes of the sea may at the
Edystone be so great as to wash the poison out again from
the wood, that in a situation of less violence could, .slowly

insinuate itself. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 104 He knocked
a fourth time, and with violence. 1862 Darwin Fertil,

Orchids ii. 57 The pollinia cannot be jarred out of the
anther-cells by violence. 1895 Laiu Times Rep. LXXIII.
156/2 Two vessels., drifted through the violence of a storm
on to the toe of a breakwater.

4. Great force, severity, or vehemence ; intensity

ofsome condition or influence.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 280 Wrathe.. Which hath hise wordes
ay so hote, That all a mannes pacience Is fyred of the vio-

lence. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv. 70 Oft tymes he fell

by violence of bat sekeness. Ibid, xviii. Si pe grete violence
of hete bat dissoluez baire bodys. 1577 Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 28 Rye., suffered! the violence of mystes and frosted

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n. x. 103
Arabia, the which is burnt with the Sunne, having no
showres to temper the violence thereof. 1658 Phillips s.v,

lutercident, An extraordinary critical day, ..being caused
by the violence of the disease. jyoz J. Pukcf.ll Cholick
(1714) 137 If an Inflammation arises, .. Bleeding is to be
order 'd, and repeated according to its Violence. 1794 Mrs.
Rahcliffe/I/j'j/. Udolpho x\\, She went off as peacefully as
a child, for all the violence of her disorder was passed. 1809
Med, jrnl. XXL 518 The inflammatory complaints, par-
ticularly pneumonia, have recurred with considerable vio-

lence. 1874 jf. L. Patterson Ess. Relig. fy Lit. yd Ser. 134
It is yet obvious that.. these laws apply with a far different

and more grievous violence to the Catholic, than to anyother
..Church.

b. Intensity or excess of contrast.

1874 H. H. Cole Catal. hid. Art S. Kens. Mus. 218
Violence of contrast either of light or dark colours, orgaudy,
florid, and large ornament are among the common sources
of error which ruin design.

5. Vehemence of personal feeling or action
;

great, excessive, or extreme ardour or fervour
;

also, violent or passionate conduct or language
;

passion, fury.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 47 But arche wives,
egre in ther vyolence, Fers as tygres for to make affray.

1563 Golding Cxsar (1565) 119 The enemy being not able
to withstand the violence of oure fotemen, . .toke them to
flyght. 1604 Shaks. Oth. II. i. 224 Marke me with what
violence she first lou'd the Moore. 1654 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 84, I was trubled to see the violence it putt
him into, 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Violence, . . figuratively

spoken of Human Passions and Designs, when unruly, and
not to be govem'd, 1735 Someryille Chace in. 544 He
vents the cooling Stream, and up the Breeze Urges his

Course with eager Violence. 1818 Coleridge Friend (1865)
142 To expect that the violence of party spirit is never more
to return. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxii, I said nothing to
deserve such a horrid imputation as your violence infers.

1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. 321 It was concluded by
Akber's reproving the mullahs for their violence,

f 0. Violation <?/some condition. Obs.~l

rt 1754 Fielding Remedy Afflict. Wks. 1775 IX. 251 Nor
is there any dissuasive from such contemplation [of the loss

of friends]: it is no breach of friendship, nor violence of
paternal fondness.

tVrolence, z>. Obs. [f. prec]
1. trans. To do violence to ; to violate.

Common in the 17th century.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. x The one was so farre

from violencing the other, as one of them could not stand
without the other. 1650 tr. Caussin's Angel Peace 6 The
most Sacred things are violenced, and the most Profane are
licenced, a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1686) III. 304 In doing
otherwise he would thwart and violence his own conscience,
and be self-condemned.

2. To compel or constrain ; to force (a person)

to or from a place, etc., or to do something, by
violence.
1620 Brent tr. SarpPs Counc. Trent vn. (1676) 618 Shew,

ing there was a desire to violence the Fathers by weariness.

1647 Hammond Power of Keys ii. 8 Sure 'twill not be
thought reasonable, that these two shall be forced and vio-

lenced to consent to that. 1648 Symmons Vind. Chas. I
206 They have done what they could to violence him from
his Religion.

Hence f Vi'olencing vbl. sb. Obs.

1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus L 6 Christ himself taxetb, it

as a violencing of the first institution, a 1615 Donne Ess.

(1651) 82 The distortions and violencing of Scriptures. 1649
Hammond Chr. Oblige etc. 68 A kind of constraining and
violencing of the spirit.

t Violency. Obs, Also 6 violensie, -eye,

6-7 -cie. [ad. L. violentia: see Violence sb.]

Violence, in various senses.

1545 Kaynald Byrth Mankynde Y v, Accordynge to the

aptitude or feoblenesse in resistence of the place receauyng
it : and the force or violencye of nature, .sendynge it. 1556

J. Heywood Spider fy Fly xix. 25 My carte wheele catchth

holde of the corner poaste Against my will, and by violencie,

Asunder crussheth it. 1559-60 Hist. Estate Scot, in IVodroiu
Soc. Misc. (1844) 66 To resist the violencie of their adver-
saries. 1607 W'alkington Opt. Glass i. (1664) 13 Such fare, as
may banish and expel contagion and violencie from nature.*

b. Jnpl. Cf. Violence^. 2.

c 1630 Sanderson Serin. (1681) JI. 258 Although the text
speaks expresly only of death ; yet. .all other violencies and
injuries are intended. 1632 Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathieus
Unhappy Prosperitie 199 Of all his violencies, the most
execrable was the death of the Architect, wiio skilfully re-

edified, .the.. portall of Rome. 1660 Jek. Taylor Ductor
in. ii. rule 3 § 2 He may do what is in his natural capacity
to avoid these violencies and extremities of nature.

Violent, obs. form of Violon.

Violent (varment), a, (adv., sb.). Also 5
wyolent, 5-6 vyolent, violente. [a. OK. (also

mod.F.) violent, or ad. L. violent-us (whence It.,

Sp., and Pg. violentd) or violent-, viotens (whence
It. violente), forcible, impetuous, vehement, etc., f.

vis strength.]

A. adj. I. 1. Of things : Having some quality

or qualities in such a degree as to produce a very

marked or powerful effect (esp. in the way of

injury or discomfort) ; intense, vehement, very

strong or severe : a. Of the sun, heat, etc. t Vio-

lent signs (see quot. 1679).
c 1340 Hampole Ft. Consc 852 It myght pe ayr swa cor-

rumpud mak, pat men barof be dede suld take, Swa vile it es
and violent. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 116 That planete which
men calle Saturnus,.. His climat is in Orient, Wher that he

i is most violent, c 1400 Destr. Troy 339 A playne, Full of
I floures fresshe, . .With voiders vnder vines for violent sonnes.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy \. 2158 So violent and fervent

I

wasbe hete. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. IV.

xxvi. i45b,Vppon thecoales. .they cast acertaine seede, the
smoke whereof was so violent, that foorthwith it made them
..dissy. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 11.

vii. 97 If the sunnebeames be weake, they draw vp no fogge
from the rivers, if they be violent [etc.], 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. iv. (1626; 67 Signes onely vtter their vnwitnest
loues: But hidden fire the violenter proues. 1679 Moxon
Math. Diet. 161 Violent Signs, are those in which the
Malefick Planets, viz. Saturn or Mars have any notable Dig-
nitie...And also those in which there are any violent fixed
Stars of note, and within the Zodiac. [Hence in Phillips,

1696.] 1719 London & Wise Conipl. Card. 171 Till such

I

times as the violent Frosts are over. 1815 J. Smith Pano-
I
ramaSci. fy Art II. 380 Being again evaporated to dryness,

1 it is.. exposed to a violent heat in a crucible. 1864 Swin-
I

dukne Atalanta 815 And thunder of storm on the sand,..

I

Fierce air and violent light.

b. Of poison, f the blood, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 539 Sterue he shal, and that in
lasse while. Than thou wolt goon a paas nat but a Mile;
This poyson is so strong and violent, a 1400 Stockholm
Med. MS. ii. 24 in Anglia XVIII. 308 Powdyr of betonye
eke is good, Medelyd with bony, for vyolent blod. 1460-70
Bk. Quintessence 22 Discreet maistris seyn, bat \>e feuere
agu comounly is causid of a uyolent reed coler adust [etc.].

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Sublimate, Corrosive Sublimate
1 . .is then a violent Poison, which corrodes and destroys the

j

Parts of the Body with much Violence.

o. Of pain, disease, etc.

14.. W Paris Cristine 314 (Horstm. 1878), Foure men
rokede hire to & froo, To make hire payne more violente.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 257 And ben was bys kyng smyton
wyth a meselry bat was soo vyolent to hym, pat.. he slogh
hymselfe. 1607 Shaks. Cor. m. i. 222 Those cold wayes,
That seeme like prudent helpes, are very poysonous, Where
the Disease is violent. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Poison,
The Hyoscyamus [is successful] in Htemorrhagies, violent
Heats and Inflammations. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xi.

ii, The violent fatigue which both her mind and body had
undergone. 1776 Trial oj Nundocomar 23/ 1 Some days he
has violent purgings, at other times he gets better. 1799
Med. Jml, II. 474 As the intestines had been sufficiently

emptied.. by a violent diarrhoea. 1803 Ibid. X. 102, I think
the influenza distinguishable from a common catarrh, inas-

much as the symptoms are, in general, more violent, painful,

and distressing. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst, Clin. Med. ix.

100 The patient . . was attacked . . by intensely violent macu*
lated fever. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 739 The con-
dition was associated with violent headaches and neuralgia
of the tongue of the same side.

d. Of passions. (Cf. sense 8 c.)

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 291 Even the vio-
lentest and most common passions of mans nature. 1605
Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 116 Th expedition of my violent Loue
Out-run the pawser, Reason. Ibid. iv. iii. 169 Alas poore
Countrey,.. Where violent sorrow seemes A Moderne ecs-
tasie. 1697 Dryden Mneid 1. g 48 A love so violent, so
strong, so sure, That neither age can change, nor art can
cure. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 120 r 10 This natural Love
in Brutes is much more violent and intense than in rational
Creatures. 1789 W. Buchan Dam. Med. (1790) 119 Love
is perhaps the strongest of all the passions ; at least, when
it becomes violent, it is less subject to. .control. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffe Italian 1, She was of violent passions, haughty,
vindictive, yet crafty and deceitful. 1808 W. Wilson Hist.
Dissent. Ch. I. 272 Parker was a man of violent passions.

+ e. Of taste or smell : Very strong. Obs.
1604 E. G[himstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxvii.

284 It hath a strong savour, and in my opinion, too violent.
1780 Netvgate Cat. V. 232 In the morning she perceived a
violent smell of sulphur.

f. Of colour : Intensely or extremely bright or
strong ;

vivid. Alsoyf^. of outline.
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ., Le Dimanche, As the blue was

not violent, it suited with the coat and breeches very well.

1873 B. Harte Fiddletenvn n Her hair, which was a very
violent red, was [etc.]. i886Ruskin Prxtcrita II. 204 The
accurate study of tree branches . . had more and more taught
me the difference between violent and graceful lines. 1888
Cent. Mag: Feb. 539/1 Rouge, if too violent, by a natural

law of color causes the planes of the cheeks to recede from
the planes of the . . whiter portions of the face.

2. Of natural forces : Possessed of or operating
with great force or strength ; moving, flowing,

blowing, etc., strongly and impetuously.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii. {Adrian) 509 Of be hewine

a rayne gert fal, sa wyolent & fellonny, pat be fyr slokit
wes in hy. 1508 Dunbar Cold. Targe 238 1 hay fyrit gunnis
wyth powder violent. 1593 Shaks. Rick. It, 11. i. 34 For
violent fires soune burne out themselues. i6co E. Blount
tr. Conestaggio 230 Hee knewe it [a river] was verie violent,
running betwixte high mountaines without anie foide.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 680 It carrieih so violent a
streame that presently it is able to driue a mill. 1658 T.
Willsfokd Nature's Secrets 107 Venus and J,.. increases
the flowing of the Seas, causing violent 'tides. 171a E.
Cooke Voy. S. Sea 382 The South and S.W. Winds, which
are the violentest Winter Winds there. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Alyst. Udolpho xxix, The accumulating clouds.,
assumed a red sulphureous tinge that foretold a violent
storm. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 46 In some
places the time of change is attended with calms, in others
..with violent tempests. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 407/2
The circumstance of their having been in a violent storm and
completely drenched. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 809/2 The
violent explosives disintegrate the rock into a plastic ma-s.

b. Of noise: Extremely loud.
1602 Kycfs Span. Trag. 111. xii a. 131 Then, sir, after

some violent nojse, bring me foorth..with my torch in my
hand. 1761 in Encycl. Biit. (ed. 3) X. 56/2 There appeared
a prodigious smoke, attended with the same violent noise.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. iy Art II. 836 At the instant

of its beginning to melt, it explodes with a violent report.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. vi, The stranger only answered
with another violent snort.

3. Of persons : Acting with or using physical

force or violence, esp. in order to injure, control,

or intimidate others ; committing harm or doing
destruction in this way

; f acting illegally, taking

illegal possession.

1382 Wyclif Matt. xi. 12 The kyngdam of heuenes suf-

freth strengthe, or violence, and violent men rauyshen it.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 87 Men bey acounteb vio-

lent and wommen mylde, and euere bei beeb vnesi to hir

neiheboures. C1460 ly'isdom 1101 m Macro Plays 71 With
my syght I se be people vyolent. 1533 More Apol. xl. 225
The man is bysyde so violent and so iubardouse, that none
of theym dare be a knowen to speke of it. 1555 Sc,
Acts

t
Mary (1814) II. 494/2 The actioun aganis the vio-

lent occupyaris and possessouris foirsaidis. 1560 Bible
(Genev.) Ps, lxxxv. 14 The proude are risen against me, and
the assemblies of violent men haue soght my soule. 1662
Bk. Com. Prayer, For Restoring Public Peace, The out-
rage of a violent and unruly people. 1687 Assur. Abbey
Lands 195 A violent possessor of Church-lands. 1782 J.
Brown Nat, ty Rev. Relig. 1. i. 29 Violent injurersof others
being public pests of society. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng.
v. 1. 662 He had.. been very unwilling to employ as his

deputy a man so violent and unprincipled as Goodenough.
absol. 1388 Wyclif Job v. 15 God schal make saaf. .a pore

man fro the hond of the violent. 'x535CovERDALEil/a^. xi.

12 Yv kyngdome of heauen suffreih violence, and the vio-

lent plucke it vnto them.

b. Ol the hand. Chiefly in the phr. to lay vio-

lent hands on or upon (also Sc. f in),

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margaret) 125 pan ware
handis wyolent layd one bat cristis Innocent. 15*9 More
Dyaloge iv. Wks. 274/1 Ai our dedes good or badde ascend
or descende by the violent hande of God. 1588 Shaks. Tit.

A. 111. ii. 22 'leach her not thus to lay Such violent hands
vppon her tender life. 1597 in Ataitl. CI. Misc. I. 129 A. H.
..is fund, .ane quha hes put violent handis in his father.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 70 His Fiend-like Queene, Who
(as 'tis thought) by selfe and violent hands, 'looke off her
life. 166a Bk. Com. Prayer, Burial Dead, The Office en-

suing is not to be used for any that, .have laid violent hands
upon themselves. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn. iii, He
laid violent hands on the collar of poor Partridge. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Vices, Staying him [sc. a hor>eJ,

by degrees, with a steady, not a violent hand, c 1850

Bryant The Path 70 What guilt is theirs who, in their

greed or spite, Undo thy holy work with violent hands !

fc. With to (a person or thing). Obs.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 109, I pray thee doe on them
some violent death, They baue bene violent to me and mine.

1645 Milton Tetrach. 67 Colluders your selves, as violent

to this law of God by your unmercifull binding, as the

Pharises by their unbounded loosning I

4. Of actions : a. Characterized by the doing of

harm or injury ; accompanied by the exercise of

violence.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1013 pis was a vengaunce violent

bat voyded bise places, pat foundered has so fayre a folk &
pe folde sonkken. C1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat.

Wyclif \ib pe first persecution of be chirche was violent,

whenne cristen men weren compellid bi exilyngis, betyngis,

& debis to make sacrifice to ydols. 1548 Cooper Elyot's

Diet., R aptio,. .violent taking of a persune. 1598 Shaks.

Merry IV. in, ii. 44 To these violent proceedings all my
neighbors shall cry aime. 1606 — Tr. $ Cr. v. iii. 21 [To

use] violent thefts, And rob in the behalfe of charitie. 1617

Moryson Itin. in. 43 The more violent, at least more
lasting persecution of them by fier under Marie, late Queene
of England. «X72o Sewell Hist. Quakers I. Pief. a 3,

They., have at length Triumphed .. by suffering, .. and
under violent Oppression from High and Low. 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1865) 140 There could be no motive fur

a sudden and violent change of government. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop Hii, Thus violent deeds live after men upon the

earth. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 546 The injustice

with which lie had been treated would have excused liini if

he had resorted to violent methods of redress.

b. Characterized by the exertion of great physi-

cal force or strength ; done or performed with

intense or unusual force, and with some degree of

rapidity ; not gentle or moderate.



VIOLENT. 223 VIOLENTLY.
In later use (/') tending to a weaker sense.

(«) 1398'i'RKViSA Barth, De /'. R. m. xv. (1495) 60 By
vyolent stoppyng of the throte and of the arteryes. 1516
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 114b, Ily the violent fall of
the sayd crosse in to the morteys. a 1547 Surrey in Tottels
Misc. (Arb.) 27 The lofty pyne the great winde often riues:
With violenter swey falne turrets stepe. 1595 SHAKS. Jofut
v. vii. 49 Oh, I am scalded with my violent motion And
spleene of speede, to see your Maiesty. xooi — All's Well
in. ii. us you leaden messengers, That ride vpon the
violent speede of fire. 1664 H. Power Exp. Philos. 93 We
perceived, .the little particles of air. .on the suddain to
become more visible by a violent and rapid dilatation. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 69 The Piece is Level, and '

will carry the Bullet Horizontally in his violent Course.
1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 332 There was..
some more violent motion at a distance. 1798 S. & Ht.
Lee Canterb. T. II. 133 Wine acted powerfully on a consti-

tution already feverish with violent exercise. 1837 Whe-
wkll Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 7 Classifying them into
Natural Motions and Violent Motions.

i.b) 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. viii. 536 The action of
bromine upon indigo is analogous tothat of chlorine, though
it is less violent. 1862 H. Spencer First Princ. 1. v. § 32
(1875) 119 During those early stages.. both political and
religious changes, .are necessarily violent ; and necessarily
entail violent retrogressions. 1868 Bain Mental .5- Mor.
Sci. iv. iii. 341 A certain impetus has been given, ..and, if

restrained outwardly, it seems to be more violent inwardly.

o. Tending to wrest or pervert the meaning.
1720 Watehland Eight Serm. 104 That we ought not to

he wise beyond what is written, nor put a violent Construc-
tion on any Passages.

5. f a. In violent, by force or constraint. 06s.— 1
\

c 1440 Alph. Tales 148 pai. .told hym bat bai tuke not his
son 6c made him freer [ = friar] in violent, bod he offerd hym
berto on his awn gude will.

f b. Dae or subject to constraint or force ; not

free or voluntary ; forced. 0/>s.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 124 They desyre the
j

kynge to forsee, that there be no violent counsell called, in i

a place suspect Sc perillous, to the intent that vnder the !

name of a counsel, the true doctrine be not extinguished.
\

1574 Hellowes Gueuaras Earn. Ep. (1577) 297 All violent
marriages engender hatred betwixt the married. 1625 N.
Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. v. (1635) 71 This conformity of the
water dropps in a round figure is rather Violent, then
Natural!. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 97 Ease would recant
Vows made in pain, as violent and void.

C. Of death: Caused by or due to physical vio-
j

lence ; not natural.

1588 Soaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 108, I pray thee doe on them
some violent death. 1593 — 2 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 34 The Duke '

yet liues, that Henry shall depose: But him out.Hue, and
dye a violent death. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. II. xxi. 114
Though Soverai^nty. .is,, .in its own nature, not only sub- '

ject to violent death, by forreign war ; but also [etc. J. 1790
Paley Serm. Wks. (1834) 598/2 Sudden, violent, or untimely

j

deaths.. leave an impression upon a whole neighbourhood.
I

1822 Scott Nigel xxv, Men, who had both, within.. less !

than half an hour, suffered violent death. 1836-7 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Scenes xxv, Whose miserable career will shortly

j

terminate in a violent and shameful death. 1863 Boyd '

Grazier Tlwughts Country Parson Ser. 1. iv. 67 The violent
end of the martyr Stephen.

d. Sc. Law. Of profits: (see quot. 1765-8).
1594 Sc. Acts, Jas. K/(i8i6j IV. 69/1 In all tyme cum-

;

ing the partie pursewit be ane vther for eiectioun sail find
cautioun for the violent proffittis. 1606 Ibid. 286 The saidis
decreittis..may bring be danger of the 5eirlie violent prof-
feittis vpoun the persones. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim.

,

Laws Scot. n. vi. § 4 (1699) 190 When spoilzies or ejections
are civilly pursued, the conclusion is violent profits (which
is the double Rent of the Lands, and restitution of the thing
craved). 1752 W. Stewart in Scots Mag. (1753) 294/1 It

can be no more than violent profits, which is often modified
in inferior courts. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. vi.

§ 54 Violent profits are so called, because they become due
on the tenants forcible or unwarrantable detaining the
possession after he ought to have removed. 18x4 Scott
Wav. Ixvi, Even when ye hae gotten decreet of spuilzie,

oppression, and violent profits against them. 1838 W. Bell
Diet. Law Scot. 1028 In rural tenements, the violent profits

are held to be the full profits which the landlord could have
made... In urban tenements, the violent profits are gener-
ally estimated at double the stipulated rent.

6. Of persons, their temper, etc. : Displaying or

exhibiting passion, excessive ardour, or lack of

moderation in action or conduct. Cf. sense 3.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. in. § 149 If this Bill were once

passed .

;
the Violenter Party would be never able to prose-

cute their Designs. 1654 Gataker Disc. A/ol. 27 Some of
the violenter sort of the other partie. 1706 Heahne Collect.
(O.H.S.) 1. 291 Dunster, one ofye Violentest Whiggs. 1715
Burnet Hist. Own Time (1766) I. 155 One of the violentest
Ministers of the whole party. 1769 Bukkk Corr. (1844) I.

215 He entertained me with an account of the present state
of Lord Chatham's politics; violent, as before, against the
ministry. 1858 Ld. Granville in Fitzmaurice Life (1905)
I. 306 Shaftesbury, .is much more violent for you than he
was against you. 1888 S. Maimon Antob. ix. 59 In my
passions I was violent and impatient.
absol. 1681 Dryden Abs. <y Achit. To Rdr.,The Violent on
both sides will condemn the Character of Absalom. 1713
Pope Lett. (1735) I. 200, I am no way displeased that T
have offended the Violent of all Parties already.

7. Of language, or writings: Resulting from, in-

dicative or expressive of, strong feeling.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xi. v. He.. concluded by a very
fond caress, and many violent protestations of love. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xiv, The letter,.. the contents of which
were as singular as the expression was violent. 1826 Dis-
raeli Viv. Grey v. xi. He wrote violent letters, protesting
his innocence. 1872 J. Morlev Voltaire {1886) 5 The tern-

perament which mistakes strong expression for strong judg-
ment, and violent phrase for grounded conviction.

II. 8. In intensive use: Very or extremely

great, strong, or severe, a. In legal use, chiefly

Sc, of suspicion or presumption.
1516 Sc. Acts, Jas. 1^(1875) XII. 36/2 All Lawis excludis

be said governour fra administracion and governance for

suspicioun vehement and violent. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie
Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xxiv. § 3 (1699) 256 Except the Pre-
sumptions be very violent, I cannot allow this Limitation.
Ibid. xxv. § 4. 263 Presumptions are divided, in Presump-
tions that are violent ..and these that are not violent. 1768
Blackstone Comm. III. 371 Violent presumption is many
times equal to full proof.

b. In general use.

1578 Timme Caluine on Gen. 30 It is too violent a cavill

that Moses for instructions sake, distributeth all those

thinges which he made at once, intosixe day>. 1589 Pi' hen-
ham Eng. Poesie 111. ii. (Arb.) 153 My Lord the simple
woman is not so much to blame as her lewde abbettours,
who by violent perswa.sions haue lead her into this wilful-

nesses 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 73 He and Autiidius can no
more attone Then vioient'st Contrariety. 164: .Mii.ion

Animadv. v. Wks. 1733 I. 92 If your meaning be with a
violent Hyperbaton to transpose the Text. 1807 Syd.
Smith Lett. Catholics Wks. 185:) II, 176/1, I cannot make
use of so violent a metaphor. 1830 IIkrschel Study Nat.
Phil. 154 Ammonia is, however, a violent outstanding ex-
ception. 1891 Farhar Darkn. <r Dawn Ixii, Judaea was in

a state of violent revolt, and the presence of an able general
was urgently needed,

c. Of feelings, etc.

XS93 Shaks. Lucr. 894 Thy violent vanities can never last.

1609 Uikkkr Gulfs Horn-Ik. 27 That argues a violent im-
patience to depart from your money. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 45 A blind fit of a most violent and irresistible fury.

1742 Fielding Jos. Andrews 1. iv, The violent respect he
preserved for her. a 1770 Joktin Serm. (1771J II. ii. 28 Re-
pining and discontent arise from a violent affection for

things here below. 1828 Lytton Pelham I. xxiii, The
duchesse was in a violent fright. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy II. xiii. 231 With that feeling of violent

irritation which the slightest contradiction now produced.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 76 The intemperate life has
violent delights, and still more violent desires,

t B. As adv. Violently. Obs.

1709 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. Hcwet 12 Nov.,
These wars make men so violent scarce, that these good
ladies take up with the shadows of them. 1712 W. Rogers
Voy. 39 This was a fair pleasant Day, but violent hot. 1719
London & Wise Compl. Card. 171 If it freezes so violent

as that we are expos'd to danger.

f C. sb. Something which acts with violence or

force; a violent passion or person. Obs. rare.

1619 Lushington Resurrect. Rescued 11659) 2I All those
Violents of the Soul which have mischiefs for their Objects,

..as sorrow, fear and despair. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety iv.

53 Did the Covetous extortioner observe that he is involv'd

in the same sentence, [and] remember that such Violents shall

take not heaven, but hell, by force.

t Violent, »• Obs. [ad. OK. (also mod.F.)

violenter, or ad. med.L. violentdre to compel by
force : see prec]

1. trans. To strain or wrest the meaning of

(words, a passage, etc.). rare.

1549 Latimer jth Serin, bef, Ediv. VI (Arb.) 150 Thus
they force and violent thys place to make for theyr purpose,

wher no such thynge is mente.

2. To constrain or force by violence ; to compel
or coerce (a person).

Freq. in the 17th c, esp. in Scottish writers.

1598 Florio Vehementare, to vrge, to force, to constralne,

to violent. 1634 Ld. Wariston Diary (S.H.S.) 200 My
saule violented and urged God by this argumenting prayer.

1655 R. ISah.lie Dissnas. Vindication Pref., I could no
longer be dumb, but so violented, I at last do open my
mouth. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xxxiv.

§7 (1699) 164 The civil Law in detestation of Force and
Violence, did allow three several Remedies to the person
violented. 1717 Boston in Ace. Life (1908) 227, I hope
the Reverend Commission will not violent me, which they
will do, if they transport me to Closeburn. 1725 Wodrow
Corr. (1843) 11^ 179 This matter would, .be softly handled;
and the woman and her brother look like cruel and in-

human., people, in violenting the good man in this matter.

reft. 1730 Boston Mem. (1899) 225, I would fain have
caused draw the nail again, but because of one that was
present I restrained and violented myself.

b. To compel or force (a person) to {unto, into)

some action or to do something.
1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. xi. xviL 157 When a great Adver-

sary stepping in so violented his Majesty to a Tryall, that

all was. .frustrated. 1660 — Mixt Contempt. xxxviL {1841)

202 Surely many moderate men designed a good mark to

themselves... But query whether, ..in our late civil destruc-

tion, they were not violented to outrun the mark. 1710
Blackwell Schema Sacrum v. 103 Sin and Damnation
violenting him (as it were) unto the same. 1721 Wodrow
Hist. Sujf. Ch. Scot. 1. 469 The Procedure of this Period, in

violenting People into the Declaration.

3. To bring about (an action) by force or com-
pulsion. rare~*.
1650 R. Gentilis Considerations 53 The free putting him.

selfe into his hands., being done willingly, not violented by
any extrinsecall mover.

4. To perpetrate or attempt with violence.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Anglesea iv. (1662) 19 This
Bishop Farrar was afterwards martyred in the raign of

Queen Mary. I find not the least appearance, that his

former adversaries violented any thing against him under
that Queen.

5. tntr. To act or rage with violence. rare~\
The 1st Folio reads 'no lesse*.

1606 Shaks. Tr. q Cr. iv. iv. 4 (Q.), Why tell you me of

moderation? The greife is fine, full, perfect, that I taste,

And violenteth in a sence as strong As that which causeth it.

Hence t Vi'olented///. a. Obs.

1642 Howell Twelve Treat, (i66t) 9c It reaches lo their

very soules and consciences, by violented new coercive
Oaths and Protestations. < 1643 Observ. on his Majesty's
late Answers 24 A strange violented wrested conclusion.

Violently (voi'^lOntli;, adv. [f. Violent a. +
-I Y a.]

1. By means of physical strength or violence ; by
the exercise of impiopcr or unlawful force ; for-

cibly. Now Obs. or arch.
1382 Wvclif Ezek. xxii. 29 Puplis of the loond. .violentli

1 rauysheden the nedi man, and tourmentiden the pore man.
c 1400 MaUNDEV. (1839) viii. 91 And (here was oure Lord.

.

1 scourged and smytten and vylently entreted. c 1440 Jacobs
Well 16 Be bis artycle are bey vnderstomlc acursyd bat
stelyn or beryn violently out of holy cherche holy cherch
good. 1526 1'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 254 How vio-
lently and without all. .pite they racked that blessed body.
1535 Coverdale Lev. v. 23 lie shal restore agayne that he
toke violently awaye, or gat wrongeously. 1582 N. 'I'.

(Rhem.) John vi. Annotations, Not compelling or violently
forcing any against their will. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows
u. §7. 142 What is violently or fraudulently gotten, wilbe
lavishly spent. 1695 Li>. Preston Bocth. 1. 32 If thou
hadst rather be thought lo have been violently removM,thou
hast done thyself this Injury. 1786 Bukke W. Hastings

j

Wks. 1842 II. 108 After he had. . unjustly and violently

,
expelled the rajah Cheyt Sing. .from his said lordship.

1823 Scott Quentin I). xxxiii, To restore the banners of

j

the community, which you took violently from the town.

b. With other than physical violence ; in sumo
illegal, unwarrantable, or improper manner.
1551 T. Wilson Logike {\$%o) 16 Neither can any Lawe

j
bee able, violently to force the inwarde thought of man.
1560 Dals tr. Sieidane's Comm, 210 Luther was in dede
condemned at Rome, but his cause not heard, violently
and tyrannically. 1626 Gouge Serm. Dignity Chivalry i; 1

The forenamed point, The Dignity of Chivalry, i- not vio-

lently wrested, but properly anseth out of my Text. 1849
, Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. § 18. 108 You will infect that form

itself with the vulgarity of the thing to which you have
violently attached it.

2. 15y or with great or extreme force, strength,

or vigour ; with impetuous or violent motion or

action ; so as to produce a violent effect.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 25 J'eyh al an oost stood
by pe pond and torned be face thiderward, be water wolde
drawe hem violentliche toward be pond. ?<ii40o Morte

\

Arth. 2571 With be veiiymous swerde a vayne has he
towchede ! That voydes so violently bat alle his witte
changede ! a 1425 tr. Ardeme*s Treat. Fistula, etc. 54
Som tyme a man is smytyn sont party of be legge violently

without wondyng of be skynne. Ibid. 65 |'is [remedy].,
wirkeb no^t so violently as puluis sine pari fur be vtrt-

grez bat entreb not here. 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R

.

xi. xiii. (Caxton) 398 Though a blender Le lyghte yet it

makyth i;rete nuyse and sowne yf it be stiongly biowen
j
and afterwarde vyolentiy broken, c 1535 M. NlSBET Prol.

\
Rom. (S.T.S.) III. 339 The greattest appetite ouircumis
the less, and charyis the man avay vyolentiy with hir. 1595
Locrine 11. v. c6 The currents swift swimme violently with
blood. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 30 2 If

the Arterye be gr^ate, and violently beateth. i6i3PeKCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 351 '1 he streame shooting violently ouer
their heads without wetting them. 1669 Stukmv Mariner's
Mag. v. xii. 69 At 10 deg. mounture, [the gun] carries the

Bullet violently 248 Paces. 1711 Budgkll Sped. No. 161.

T3 An huge brawny Fellow, who twirled him about, and
shook the little Man so violently, that [etc.]. 1750 tr.

Leouardus' Mirr. Stones 132 Whin it is kindled by fire, it

rarities, and is violently dilated. 1777 R. Watson Philip II,

xxi. 1,1839) 449 1'he ships were driven violently against

each other. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xxvi, The bells rang
violently through the house. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem.,
Org. \. 48 The chlorinated derivatives of Dutch liquid are

violently decomposed by potassium, i860 Tyndall Glac.

1. xxvii. 211 The windows shook violently.

3. With great intensity or severity; to a high

degree or pitch ; intensely, severely.

14.. Brut n. 328 Gretc.hetes, & berewibal a grete pes-

tilens.. destroyed & slow, violently & strongly, both men
& wymmen without noumbre. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

1. 136 Lest soaking Show'rs shou'd pierce h*r secret Seat,

Or scorching Suns too violently heat. 1724 Lond. Gaz.

No. 6306/2 The Small Pox are come out very lently on

the Queen Widow. 1745 Li/c Bam/ytde.Moore Carew 34
Violently afflicted with the Sea-sickness. 1802 Arab. Nts.

(1815) II. 172 He wept most violently. 184a Thackeray
Fitzboodle's Pro/. Misc. Wks. 1857 IV. 6 The consequence
was that I became so violently ill as to be reported intoxi-

cated. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 351 The civil >

war. .broke forth again more violently than before.

b. In intensive or emphatic use: To a very

great or extreme degree or extent ; very greatly,

powerfully, or strongly.

160* Sir W. Cornwallis Disc. Seneca (1631) 43 It is no

charity to give so violently as to lay waste the maine of an
estate. 1621 Fletcher 1st. Prim. 111. i, I may be mad

(
or

violently drunk. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 1. i. 3 Ihis

splendid fortune had violently attracted the attention of

Europe. 1845 Dickens Chimes i. P 1 A great multitude of

Rersons will be violently astonished. 1869 Eng. Mech. 19

[ov. 224/3 We see it [an ellipse] violently foreshortened.

4. Strongly, in resect of feeling ;
with deep

feeling or emotion ; ardently, passionately, vehe-

mently.
1617 Moryson Itin. m. 55 My ^lfc wcary .

of "P^'ng
companions, and violently carried with the desire to returne

into my Countrey, did all alone, .passe ouer the Alpes. 168a

Norris Hierocles 35 Not violently agitated by our domes-

tick passions. 1786 Swift Gulliver 11. vi, He then desired

to know . . how it came to pass that people were so violently

bent upon getting into this assembly. 1780 Mirror No.jH,

As I was not violently inclined towards literature. 1841

Lank Arab Nts. I. 90 Upon which the man . .
became vio-

lently enraged. 1906 Lit: World 15 Nov. 492 1 Her work

..throws her in contact with a fiery young idealist,.. and

she falls violently in love with him.
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5. colloq. In a flashy or showy manner ; 'loudly*.
1782 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 15 Dec, She was violently

dressed,—a large hoop, ..ribands and ornaments extremely
shown.

Vi'olentness. ? Obs. [f. Violent a.J The
state or quality of being violent ; violence.
1692 Sir W. Hope Fencing Master 148 If all that take not

away the violentness of his Pursuit. 1727 Bailey (vol. II),

Violentness, Violence, Forcibleness, Vehemence, Sharpness,
Boisterousness, Outragiousness. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Impr. (1756) I. 24 The Violentness of the Seasons. 1748
Washington Jml. 4 Apr., Writ. (1889) I. 5 This day our
tent was blown by ye violentness of ye wind.

II Violento. Obs.—x [It. :—L. violentus Vio-

lent «.] A violent person ; one using or inclined

to use violence.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Cumberld. r. (1662) 218 He., was
no Violento in the Troubles of Francford, but with all

meekness to his might, endeavoured a pacification.

Violer (vai'^lw). Now arch. Also 6 Sc. veolar,

6, 9 violar, 7 violler. [ad. OF. violeur (AF.
violour) : see Viol sb. 1 and -ER *.] A player of the

viol, in early use, esp. one attached to the house-

hold of the king, a noble, etc. ; a fiddler.

Chiefly in Sc. use, and frequent in Scottish records and
accounts of the 16th and 17th centuries.

1551 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. X. 32 To the saidis vioU
aris to by thame leveray. 1551-2 Ibid. 67 lie the lordis

compositouris speciale command to my lord governouris
veolaris. 1587 Fleming Contn, Holinshed III. 1338/3 An
other statelie pageant, .made by an other companie of the
rhetoricians, called painters or violers. 1617 in yd Rep.
Hist. MSS.Comm. 413/1 HisMaiesties violens that accom-
paneit the saidis knychtis to this burgh. 1678 Sir G. Mac-
kenzie Crint. Laws Scot. 11, iv, § 1 (1699) 185 James John-
stoun Violer, arraigned before the Magistrate of Edinburgh.
a 1722 Sir J. Lauder Decisions (1759) I. 364 A Violer.. was
serenading in the night-time with his fiddle. 1824 Scott
Redgauntlet let. xii, They have brought another violer

upon my walk ! 1825— Betrothed xxx, I had forgot. .the
distance between an Armorican violer and a hiqh Norman
baron. 1843 James Forest Days iv, Come, Master Violer,

let us hear the notes of the catgut.

ViOlescent (vaiJle'sent), a. [f. L. viol-a

Viola 1 + -escent. Cf. Violascent a.] Tending
to a violet colour; tinged with violet.

1847 Webster. 1893 ViZETEiXY tr. Zola's Dr. Pascal i,

Under the sky of a fiery, violescent blue. 1896 — tr. Zola's
Rome 4 The yellow sunflashes. .sharply outlined the vio-

lescent shadows.

Violet (vaivlet), sbA Forms : 4- violet (6

Sc. violat), 4-7 violett, 5-6 vyolet (5 -ett,

wyolet)
;
5-6 violette (5-6 -ete), vyolette (5

-ytte) ; 5 vyalett, vielet, 6 vilet, 7-9 vi'let.

[In senses 1-2, a. OF. violete, violette (mod.F. vio-

lette, = It. violetta, Sp. and Pg. violeta), dim. of

viole Viola \ In senses 3-4, a. OF. violete, vielete,

vilette fem., or violet, vielet, vilet (mod.F. violet)

masc, of similar origin.]

1. A plant or flower of the genus Viola, esp. V.

odorata, the sweet-smelling violet, growing wild,

and cultivated in gardens ; the flowers are usually

purplish blue, mauve, or white. a. In sing,

without article or with the.

c 1330 A rth. <$ Merl. 3061 Mirie it is in time of June, .

.

Violet & rose flour W'oneb ban in maidens bour. 1387
Teevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 261 Of bat hille [the stones]
smelleb swete as violet, c 1400 Filgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1433)
IV. xxviii. 74 The white lely, the rede rose, the fresshe violet.

c 1440 Pallid, on Husb. 1. 1014 In busshis, treen, & herbis
they may fynde Herbe origane, and tyme, and violette.

c 1480 Hbnryson Fables, Lion fy Mouse iii, The rosis reid

. .and the purpour violat bla. c 1530 t>/. ofLoveczvx, Eke
eche at other threw the floures bright, The primerose, the
violete, and the gold. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 36
There growes. .the cowsloppe, the primrose, and the violet,

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 700 Underfoot the Violet, Crocus,
and Hyacinth with rich inlay Broiderd the ground. (11718
Prior Garland i, The Pride of ev'ry Grove I chose, The
Violet sweet, and Lilly fair. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xxxi,

(179*4) 477 Antirrhinum, Fumitory, Violet, Impatiens, and
Orchis. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 386 The violet

is well known to be coloured by a blue matter which acids
change to red. 1855 Kingsley Heroes, Theseus 1. 199 The
meadows [are sweet] with violet.

"b. With a and pi. : A single flower, plant, or

species of this.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. met. vi. (1868) 25 Yif pou wilt

gadre violettz, ne go bou not to be purper wode whan be
felde chirkynge agrisep of colde. c 1400 Maundev. (1839)
xiv. 160 Here colour is.. more browne than the Violettes,

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 712 Hecviola, a vyolytte. 1483
Cath. Angl. 402/2 A violett, viola. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Fpist. 352 What man is able to affirme, that he euer sawe
the Spring tide without Marche Violettes? 1598 Vong
Diana 469 Roses and vilets strowing. 1613 Dekker
Strange Horse Race Ep. Ded., It can bee no shame to

gather a Violet, growing close to the ground. 1697 Dryden
Virg.Gcorg. iv. 269 He spoils the Saffron Flow'rs, he sips

the Blues Of Vi'lets. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 448 Where
purple violets lurk With all the lowly children of the shade.

1791 Cowper Odyss. v. 86 Meadows of softest verdure,
purpled o'er With violets. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp.

(1818) 408 Violets have an agreeable sweet odour, and a very
slightly bitter taste. 1880 Bessey Bot. 551 The genus
Viola, the Violets, includes about half of the species of the

order.

C. collect, and pi. The plant, or more usually the

flowers, pulled or plucked for use in medicine or

in making confections.

collect. a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 11 For to inakyn sur-

ripe of violet. 14., Med. Rec.in Rel. Ant. I. 52 Forthestane:
tak grummet, percel, rede nettil, violet, franken ensens,

and chiristane kirnels. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula,

etc. 67 Oile of violette with white of iii. eiren well stired to-

gidre. 1562 Tukner Herbalu. 164 The violet is better that

is gathered in the morninge, 18x1 A. T. Thomson Lond.
Disp. (181S) 688 Syrup of Violet.

ft. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 93 Oile of

violettez may be made in be same maner. ibid., Oile of

violettz. 1562 Turner Herbalu. 164 Violettes make a man
to slepe, and they are good for the disease of the vuula.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 83 The Violets ought espe-

cially to be gathered in March, and dryed in a shadowey

Slace of the aire. 1631 Jordan Nat. Bathes vi. (1669) 41 If

latthiolus his reason were good, then Roses and Violets,

and Vinegar should be hot. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 181

Violets. .are in everyone's acquaintance, for their Use in

Medicine. 1736 Bailey Housk. Diet., Violets axe of a laxa-

tive quality, and are us'd medically in syrups, juleps, con-
serves, oils, Sec. 1855 Mayne Expos. Lex. 539 fosacchar,
..old name for the sugar of violets. 1861 Bentley Man.
Bot. 458 The Violets generally, have been used on the Con-
tinent, as demulcent expectorants. 1887 Lady 20 Jan. 38/3
Small cut-glass dishes of pink and white bon-bons, together
with candied violets.

d. fig. (Applied esp. to persons.)
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy in. 4380 Somme also..With

be lillye of virginite And violettis of partit chastite, As-
cendidben a-boue be sterris clere. 14. . — To My Soverain
Lady 96 O violet, O Jtour desiree, Sith I am for you so
amorous [etc.]. c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 498 Hayll ! vyolett,

vernand with swete odoure. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. it 46
Welcome my sonne : who are the Violets now, That strew
the greene lap of the new-come Spring? 1842 Tennyson
Will Waterproof"1 47 Howout of place she makes The violet

of a legend blow Among the chops and steaks !

2. With specific epithets : a. Denoting species

of Viola, or varieties of the common violet.

The number of these is very large, and only the older or
more prominent are illustrated here. Tournefort's species

(53 in all) are enumerated in Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. (1753)
s.v. Viola; later lists may be found in Loudon Encycl. PI.
(18.29-36) 186 and Johnson Cottage Gard. Diet. (1852)912-3.
American species are given by Gray Man. Bot. (i860, etc.)

and in recent American dictionaries. See also Dog-
violet.

J 753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. J 'tola, The purple *alpine
Violet, with very small leaver, c 1710 Petiver Catal, Ray's
Eng. Herbal Tab. xxxvii, "Bog Violet. 1777 Lighteoot
Fiora Scot. (1709) II. 1109 Viola hirta, ..* Hairy Violet.

1578-X601 *March Violet [see March sb.2 2 b]. 1728
Bradley Diet. Bot. s.v. I 'iota t

Single March Violets, ibid.,

Double March Violets. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Viola,
Greater hairy March Violet, without Smell. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. 8.V. Viola, The round-leaved *marsh Violet.

1777 hiGUTFOOi Flora Scot. (1789) I. 506 Viola palnstris,..
Marsh Violet. 1657 Coles Adam in Eden 175 "Mountain
Violets with jagged Leaves. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl.
s.v. Viola, The great flowered yellow mountain Violet.

1858 Ikvine Hatidbk. Brit. PL 688 Viola lutea, Vellow
Mountain Violet, or Vellow Pansy. 1836- *Neapolitan
Violet [see Neapolitan a. b], 1856 Delamer Ft. Gard.
(1861) 106 The "Parma Violet has very light-blue double
flowers. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I am xxi, A con-
servatory all abloom with snowdrops and Parma violets.

C1710 Petiver Catal. Ray's Eng. Herbal Tab. xxxvii,

Yellow "Rock Violet. 1856 Delamer Fl. Gard. (1S61) 106
Such are the *Russian and the Neapolitan Violets, amongst
the singles. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1218, 2 Large-flowered simple
kinds

—

e.g., the Russian Violet. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. 148
The *sweete Violet is called., in Latine Viota nigra, Viola
purpurea. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xxvi. (1794) 405 The
Sweet Violet, that scents the banks, hedges, and borders of
woods. 1853R0YLE Mat. Med.(ed. 2)327 The. .Sweet Violet
..is found wild on the borders of fields. 1731 Miller Gard.
Diet. s.v. Viola, White "sweet-scented Violet. 1831 Davies
Mat. Med. 338 Sweet Scented Violet. Viola odorata. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 705 The vpright Pancie is called .. Viola
assurgens,.. Tricolor, that is to say Straight, or vpright
Violet "three coloured. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. SuppL s.v.

Viola, The mountain three coloured Violet, or pansie, with
variegated flowers. Ibid., The "tree Violet, with blue and
white flowers. Ibid., The yellow-flowered tree Violet. 1851
Glenny Handbk. Fl. Card. 164 The tree-violet is a double-
flowered, dark variety, which, if kept trained to a single
stem, acquires the appearance of a miniature tree. 1846-50
A. Wood Class.bk. Bot. 178 Viola tricolor. "Tricolored
Violet. Pansey. Heart's-ease. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 700
Viola canina syluestris. Dogs Violets, or "wilde Violets.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Viola, Wild or Dogs Violet.

C1710 Petiver Catal. Ray's Eng. Herbal Tab. xxxvii,
Hairy "Wood Violet. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 186
Viola sylvestris, wood violet. 1903 Wcstm. Gaz. 19 Feb.
4/2 Such pretty toques of wood violets are coming over
from Paris ! 1597 Gerarde Herbal 700 Viola martia lutea.
"Yellow Violets. 1657 Coles Adam in Eden 175 Yellow
Violets of Virginia. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. (ed. 3) 11.

263 Viola lulca. Yellow Violet or Pansies.

b. Applied to plants of other genera, as bulbous,

dog's tooth, false, rock, toothed violet.

See also Bog sb.1
3, Calathian a., Corn sb. 1 11, Dame's

Violet, Guernsey, Marian sb. 1 2, Mercury sb. 11, Queen
sb. 14 c, Rape sb$ 4, Water sb.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 120 Viola Bulbosa, or "bulbed Vio-
let... In English we may call it the *Bulbose Violet. 1578
Lyte Dodoens liv. 216 White "bulbus violet. 1633 John-
son Gerarde's Herbal 1. Ixxxviii. 149 Touching the faculties
of these bulbous Violets we haue nothing to say. 3688 R.
Holme Armoury 11. 66/2 The bulbous Violet ;.. the Flower
hangeth down its head. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331
Violet, Bulbous, Galanthus. 1597 Gerarde tlerbal&s$ The
Toothed Violet, or after some *Dogs tooth Violet, is com-
monly called Dentaria. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App.
331 Violet, Dog's Tooth, Erythronium. 1846-50 A. Wood
Class-bk. Bot. 253 Dalibarda repens. "False Violet. 1866
Treas. Bot. 1218 '2 "Rock Violet, Chroolepus Jolithus.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 85 In number of leaves this floure
passeth the "Sea-violet aforesaid, which never exceedeth
five. 1725 Fain. Diet. s.v., Mr. Chomel particularly dis-

tinguishes them into two sorts, viz. the Sea-Violet, or our

Lady-Glove, and March- Violets. 1657 Coles Adam in
Eden 333 Some have called the yellow Lupine "Spanish
Violets, ..and. .Virginia Roses. 1597 Gerarde Herbal%y$
Of "toothed Violets, or Corallwoorts. 1728 Bradley Diet.
Bot. s.v., Dentaria, ..Toothed Violets, and Coral-Wort.
ibid., Bulb-bearing toothed Violet.

3. Cloth, dress, or vestments of a violet colour.
Not always clearly separable from next.
X380 in Test. Karleol. (1893) 139, j cote de violett. /Z1400

Sir Dcgrev. 625 Sche come in a vyolet, With \vhy3the perl
overfret. c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 696 And where
be my gounes of scarlet, . . Grenes also, and be fayre violet ?

1483 in R. Davies York Rec. (1843) 142 The aldermen shalbe
in vielet & the xxiiij 1 ' in blew, a 1513 Fabyan Chron,
vii. 523 He was mette with the prouost of j

e marchantys
with a company of xv. C. horse, ye cytezyns beyng cladde in
whyte and vyolette. c 1580 in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1914)
520 In every tene clothes you muste have ij light popengaye
grenes, ij light violettes, ij light skye collers, ij azars and ij

Blewes. 1598 Stow Surv. 130 The Maior with., the Alder-
men are accustomed to be present in their Violets at Paules,
on Good Friday, and in their Scarlets. .at the Spittle in

the Holy daies (except Wednesday in Violet). 1721 C. King
Brit. Merch. II. 96 What is become of our noble Manu-
facture of Plunkets, Violets, and Blues, formerly made in

Suffolk? 1849 Macaulay Hist. Engl. x. II. 599 He was
well pleased that, in his own palace, an outcast.. should, as

king of France, dress in violet on days of court mourning.
1889 Pater G. de Latour (1806) 29 The mass said so
solemnly, in violet, on Innocents Day.
4. A purplish blue colour resembling that of the

violet ; a pigment or dye of this colour.

Partly a substantival use of the adj.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4336 Nouthire to toly ne to taunde
transmitte we na vebbis, 'To vermylion ne violett ne variant
littis. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv. 160 Here colour is liche

Vyolet. c 1475 Promp. Parv. 5io(K.), Violet, coloure, viola-
ceus. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxvii.

284 There are other kindes which they call gilleflowers of the
Indies, the which are like to a fine orange tawnie vellet, or
a violet, a 1641 Be. Mountagu Acts ty Mo/t. (1642) 367 Of
the same stuffe and colour that the Stole was of, that is, of

a violet inclining to red. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. ix.

(Roxb.) 382/1 Cassocks of fine scarletted murrey (which is

violett). 1730 Bailey (fob), Purplet ..^ red Colour, border-
ing on Violet. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat.
(1799) I. 543 More than one Churchman considers violet as

the most beautiful of colours, because his Bishop wears it.

1815 Stephens Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. 1. 56 The whole
plumage is of a beautiful blue green, changing in certain

lights to violet. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 11. 11, I think I

never saw such a beautiful violet as that of her eyes. 1884
Marq. Dufferin in Lyall Life (1905) II. 64 A tremendous
thunderstorm had . .dyed Olympus and his adjoining peaks
with the deepest, blackest violet.

5. a. attrib., in various senses, as violet batik,

-bed, breath, crown, family, Jlower,tXc.
Sometimes jig., as violet-virtue, or in fig. context. The

city 0/ tlu Violet Cro^un, Athens (after Gr. iooTe'^ai-ot

'Adr/vat, used by Pindar and Aristophanes).

1801 Southey Thalaba vu. xiii, So on a "violet bank The
Arabian Maid laid down, Her soft cheek pillow'd upon
moss and flowers, a 1822 Shelley Triumph Life 72 Violet

banks where sweet dreams brood. 1853 Hickie tr. Aristcph.
(Bohn) I. 267 The "violet-bed beside the well. 1862 Mere-
dith Mod. Love xl, The "violet breath of maidenhood.
1834 Macaulav Ess., Pitt (1897) 308 Pitt.. loved England,
as an Athenian loved the City of the "Violet Crown. 1851

Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 37 Was the violet

crown that crowned thy head So over-large.. It slipped

down ? 1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 385 A thrill like

that which the. .sight of the dear city of the Violet Crown
moved in an Athenian of old. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot.

§768 Violaceae, the "Violet Family, a 1400-50 Alexander
1539 He castis on a Cape of ka.stand hewes, . .A vestoure to

vise on of "violet floures. 1598 Florio, Violina, a little

violet flowre. 1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 147 Of Violet

flowers with sugar, there is made a Conserue, and also a
Syrupe. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. SuppL s.v. Viola, Violet

flowers, fresh gathered, are emollient, and gently purga-

tive. 1814 Scott Ld. Isles vi. ix, When beams the sun

through April's shower, It needs must bloom, the violet

flower. X658 Rowland tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 908 Grape-
honey, Bean-honey, Lilly-honey, *Violet-honey, &c. 1728

Chambers Cycl., Populeum,..&n Unguent prepared of the

Buds of black Poplar, "Violet Leaves, Navel-wort [etc.l

1857 Henfrey Bot. % 416 Violacex. The "Violet Order.

1822 Shelley Chas. I, 1. 46 Nor leave the broad ..and
beaten road.. For the "violet paths of pleasure. i6iiCotgr.,
Violier,..z. "Violet root or plant. 1728 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Oil, Palm Oil [is] . . a thick unctuous I .iquor, of a yellow

Colour, and a "Violet-smell. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. 230

The flowers have a violet smell, a 18x4 Intrigues 0/a Day
1. i. in Neiu Brit. Theatre I. 76 That may soon l,e washed
away. Only a little milk of roses, or "violet soap, and all

will be well. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. (1863)

117 Here I used to come almost every morning, during the

"violet-tide. 1862 Goulburn Pcrs. Relig. 11. iv. I. 261 Here
js the bosom-adder of vanity coiled up in the "violet-tuft of

humility. 1628 Feltham Resolves 11. vi. 12 It may seeme
strange.. that such a poore "violet Vertue [sc. humility]

should euer dwell with Honour. 1620 Venner Via Recta

vii. 125 If there be neede of cooling with Rose, or "Violet-

water and Sugar.

b. In adj. combs., chiefly instrumental, as violet-

croivtied, -embroidered, -garlaiided, -imvoven,

-scented', also violet-hued, -like, -sweet.

1837 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Achamians it. vi, The en-

voys. ., in order to cheat your Assemblies, Would call you
all ' "violet-crowned \ 1869 A. R. Wallace Malay Arc/tip.

I. 366 A beautiful violet-crowned dove. 1637 Milton
Comus 233 In the "violet imbroider'd vale Where the love-

lorn Nightingale Nightly to thee her sad Song mourneth
well. 1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Knights v. i, He
is dwelling now in ancient and fair and *vio!et-garlanded

Athens. 1867 Miss Braddon R. Godwin \, There were no
tears in the large "violet-hued eyes. 1820 Shelley Prometk.
Unb. iv. 197 Two runnels of a rivulet, Between the close

moss "violet-inwoven, Have made their path of melody.
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1825 Greenhouse Camp. I. 107 Purple "violet-like flowers on
coriaceous roundish leaves. 1840 Mrs. Norton Dream 238
'1'hc *violet-scented lanes — the warm south- wall. 1859
Geo. Eliot A. Bede xii, An afternoon in which destiny.,
poisons us with violet-scented breath. 1851 Mrs. Brown-
ing Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 411 Like some new bee-swarm
leaving the old hive, Despite the wax. .so *vioIet-sweet.

c. With vbl. sbs., as violetfarming, -plucking,
-poisoning, setting.

(-1440 Paiiad. on Husb. (1896) 268 Violette settyng in
Feuerer. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. i, Daisy-picking
and violet-plucking [were now] the only pursuits she really
loved. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 8/2 The above case of
violet-poisoning. 1901 Daily C/tron. 17 July 6/3 Rose
culture, violet farming, bee-keeping, or poultry rearing.

6. Special Combs.: + violet-apple, a violet-

scented sort of apple ; violet-blind a., colour-
blind as regards the violet rays of the spectrum;
hence violet-blindness; f violet-pear, a violet-

scented sort of pear ; violet-powder, a variety

of toilet-powder ; hence violet-powder vb. ; + vio-
let tables, lozenges made from violets and sugar

;

violet tree (?) ; violet-wood, (a) kingwood

;

(b) the wood of the Australian Acacia pcnJula
;

(c) the wood of Andira violacea, a tree of Guiana

;

violetworts, Lindley's name for the Violaeex.
1664 in Evelyn Pomona 47 Herefordshire affords several

sorts of Cider-apples, as. .the Gennet-moyle, the Summer-
Violet or Fillet, and the Winter-fillet. i676Worlidge Cyder
163 The Violet-Apple is of a most delicate aromatick taste.

1894 Abnev Colour Vision (1895) 70 The kind of colour
that these cotour blind imagine as white, whether they be
red-, green-, or 'violet-blind. Ibid. 73 So far I have only
met with what appears to be one genuine case of *violet
blindness. 1683 Evelyn Kal. Hort.{ed. 7) 104 * Violet-pear,
Petworth-pear, otherwise called the Winter-Windsor. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, ''Violet-powder, powdered starch
or flour scented, used., to powder the skin. 1859 Habits 0/
Gd. Society i. 1 14 The use ofviolet-powder after shaving, now
very common. ..is one that should be avoided. 1876 Miss
IJroughton Joan vi, She has, however, violet-powdered
her fresh cheeks. 1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 147 There
is.. made of Violets and Sugar, certaine Plates, called
"Violet Tables, which are very pleasant to the taste. 1878
H. M. Stanley Dark Cent. II. ix, 281 Vou may also see
here [sc. Barundu] the Strelitza vagina, or the wild banana,
or the *violet-tree, and the oil-berry tree. 1698 T. Froger
Voy. 129 Letter-wood (as they call it) and that of *Violet, ..

are very common in that country. 1843 Holtzapfeel
'Punting I. 89 King-wood, called also Violet-wood, is im-
ported from the Brazils. 185a [see Myall 2

J. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1218/2. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 338 The *Violet-
worts are distinctly defined by their definite stamens.

t Violet, sb? Obs~l [ad. It. violetta, dim. of
viola Viola 1

*.] (Seequot. and cf. Violette.)
1688 R. Hoime Armoury ui. xvt. (Roxb.) 58/1 The Violet

or Violin, adiminitiue of the viol, being a very small Instru-
ment, yet in all respects answereth to the forme of the
Treble Viole in the body.

Violet (vaivflet), a. Also 4-6 violett, 5 vyo-
let(te, vyelett, vialet, 6 violitt. [i\.OY. violet,

vielet,villet (mod. F. violet) adj.: see Violet sb.l

Cf. It. violetlo, Pg. violete.\

1. Having the colour of violets; of a blue or
bluish-purple colour.
In early use only of woven fabrics.

1370 Bury mils (Camden) 5, j violett toga, c 1440 Promp,
Parv. 509/2 Vialet, yn colowre, violaceus. 1464 Maldon
(Essex) Court Rolls Bundle 40, No. 6, ii togas blewe et
yyolette, 1 dobelet, c 1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 202 Item
iij stykkes of tarny sateyn or els vyelett sateyn of Bruges.
1514 Lincoln Wilts (1914) 1. 130 A violitt reband with silver
aglyttes. 1544 Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) I. 34 To
Agnes Gill my violett kirtell. 1579 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. III. 195 Thre single pandis, freinyeit with violet silk.
ci6mo Morvsom Itin. iv. v. i. (1903) 438 Next rode some
20. of the Pope's Chamberlayns and cheefe officers, cloathed
in gownes of violett Cloth. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem.
Philos. 223 The luminous particles at the violet end of the
spectrum. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. viii. 537 Boiling
nitric acid colours it violet. 1884 Marq. Dufferin in Lyali
Life (1905) II. 64 Directly fronting you, risesa magnificent
violet stretch of mountain.

b. Qualifying colour, hue, tint, etc.

51400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xvii. 80 Men find dyamaundz of
violet colour. 1548 Cooper Elyot's Diet., Violarius, he
that dieth violet colour. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 621 There
is not one of these Ameythysts, but it is transparent with
a Violet colour. 1622-3 Essex Archdeaconry Depositions
Bk. (MS.) 27 Feb. 26 One cloake for a man made of broade
cloath and of a violett couler. 1648 Hexham n, Een Vi*.
lette venve, a Violet Dye or colour. 1706 London & Wisk
Retir'd Gard. I. ix. 41 The Maugeron is [a plum] of a
Violet Colour, large and round. 1750 tr. Leonardus Mirr.
Stones 79 The carbuncle brandishes its fiery rays, of a vio-
let colour, on every side. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 419
Hydrogen gas alters the colour of bismuth, and gives it a
violet tint. 1834 L Forbes Laennec's Dis. C/test led. 4) 465
The lung, .was of a violet hue, soft and flabby, a 1878 \V.
Carlf.ton Farm Ballads (1893) 84 The squire swore oaths
of a violet hue.

O. Qualifying names of other colours, as violet

black, blue, etc
In later use frequently hyphened (cf. next), and in some

cases (esp. vio/etd'lue) also repr. the sb. used attrib.

1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Red, In Limning, and Fresco,
for a Violet Red, ..they use a natural F.arth found in Eng-
land. 178a Latham Gen. Syn. Birds I. 11. 754 The quills
of a violet brown. 1819 Stephens Shaw's Gen, Zool.
XL 1. 3 The wings.. are of a fine deep violet-blue. 1843
Florist's Jrnl. (1846) IV. in Flower-spike producing three
to four flowers, and very handsome, of a beautiful violet-

purple. 188a Garden 17 June 418/1 The petals .. bordered
with viotet-crimson.
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d. Forming adj. combs., as violet- black, >blue,etc.
Many examples occur in Shaw's Gen. Zool.
1697 Dhvdes Virg. Georg. iv. 394 From one Root the

rising Stem bestows A Wood of Leaves, and Vi'let-purple
Boughs. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Star-wort, The
tall hairy New England aster with very large violet-purple
flowers. 180a Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 11. 4^3 Violet-black
Snake, with the abdomen and sides crimson. 1819 Stephens
Hid. XL 1. 59 The upper parts of the body [are] violet-red.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 746 The whole liquid
assumes a very strong and fine viulct-blue colour. 1887 W.
Phillips Brit. Discomycetes 70 Hymenium violet-brown;
juice violeL

2. a. In names of varieties of fruits or plants, as
violet clover , maize, plum, etc. Also ellipt.

1706 London & Wise Retir'd Card. I. 147 The Fourth
[kind is] the Violet Fig. Ibid., The Violet ripens per.
feetly well, a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 379 A violet-plum,
a standard,. .which is a plum that does not cleave from
the stone. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Plum, The Violet Dam-
son or Maugeron Plum. 1760-71 tr. Juan % Ulloa's Voy.
(ed. 3) II. 140 They first pulverize the cochineal by grind,
ing, and after mixing four ounces of it, with twelve of violet
maize, they form it into square cakes. 1786 Ahercrombie
Arrangem. 13 in Card. Assist., Cherry plum, Violet plum,
Apricot plum, i860 Hogg Fruit Man. 72 Figs... Skin
dark. Flesh red. ..Early Violet, Malta. Ibid. 251 Purple
Gage(. .Violet Ga^e). 1867 Chambers's Encycl. IX. 803/2
The Violet Moss (Byssus Iolithus).. was formerly in use as
a popular remedy for feverish cutaneous eruptions. 1890
Times 22 Sept. 4/2 The cut of violet clovers in France is not
likely to be large.

b. In names of birds, insects, etc., as violet

bee, cormorant, crab, creeper, heron, etc. ; violet-
ear, one or other species of the genus Petasophora
of humming-birds ; violet-fly, an artificial My
used in angling; violet-tip, an American butter-

fly (see quot.).

Latham's names are repeated in Shaw's Gen. Zool,
(181 1-26).

1845 Encycl. Metro/. XIV. 153/1 A •violet bee, which
they now sent olTffrom the balloon], flew quickly away with
its usual humming noise, c 1882 Cassell's Nat. Hist. V.
367 The Violet Carpenter Ike (Xylocopa violacea) . .in-
habits the south of Europe. 1785 Latham Gen. Synop.
Birds nt. 11.600 * Violet Corvorant. . .This bird is said to be
whollyblack, glossed with violet. i8z6 Stephens Shaw's
Gen. Zool. XIII. 1. 86 Violet Cormorant, Phalacroeorax
violaceus. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 86 The
•Violet Crab of the Carribee Inlands. 1895 Pall Mall G.
26 July 2/3 The much advertised land-crabs are precisely the
same ' violet crab ' . . found on similar tropical islands. 178a
Latham Gen, Synop. Birds I. 11. 705 *Violet Creeper. i86x
Gould Trochilidx IV. PI. 223 Brazilian *Violet-ear. Ibid.
PI. 226 Mexican Violet-ear. 1887 K. B. Sharpe Gould's
Trochilidae Suppl. V. PI. 1 Petasophora Germana, Guiana
Violet-ear. 1676 Cotton Walton's Angler n. vii. (1875) 255
A fly called the *V'iolet-Flyj made of a dark violet stuff;
with the wings, of a grey feather of a mallard. 1787 Best
Angling (ed. 2) 101 The Violet fly.. .Dubbed with dark
violet stuff, and a little dun bear's hair mixed with it. 183a
Lytton Eugene A. 1. ix, The old Corporal.. busily em-
ployed in fixing to his line . . what anglers . . call tha * violet-
fly *. 1815 Stephens Shaw's Gen, Zool. IX. 11. 249 *Violet
Grosbeak, with a streak above the eyes. 1785 Latham
Gen. Synop. Birds III. 1. 97 'Violet Heron,. .of a blueish
black, glossed with violet. 1781 Ibid. I. 11. 756 *VioIet
Humming Bird;. .the whole head, the neck, back, breast,
and belly, of a violet purple. 1864-5 ]• G. Wood Homes
without //. iv.|(i868) 88 The "Violet Land Crab of Jamaica
(Gecarcinus ruricola) is the most familiar of thesecreatures.
183a J. Rennie Consp. Butterfl. ft M. 205 The *Violet
Pygmy (Microsetia violaceella). Wings:. .first pair deep
black, with a tinge of violet. 1785 Latham Gen. Synop.
Birds mi. 11. 600 *VioIet Shag. Violet Corvorant. 1858
Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. 307/2 Janthina. The "Violet Shells.

—A genus of molluscous animals belonging to the class
Gasteropoda. 1845 Gosse Ocean vii. (1849) 343 The "Vio-
let-snail (Janthinafragilis),

.

.whose shell.. is of a pearly
white

<
above, and beneath violet. 1873 Dawson Earth <y

Man iv. 76 Those singular molluscous swimmers by fin or
float known to zoologists as violet-snails. 1783 Latham
Gen. Synop. Birds it. 11. 574 * Violet Swallow, ..general
colour of the plumage deep blue, reflecting violet in different
tints. Ibid. 1. 22a "Violet Tanager,.. colour of the plumage
a deep violet. Ibid. 57 *Violet Thrush,.. the whole plum-
age of a changeable violet blue. 1881 S. H. Scudder
Butterflies 167 The most conspicuous case [of dimorphism]
is in the largest, the * Violet- Tip (Polygoniainterrogationis),
where the two forms were once universally considered dis-

tinct species.

o. With names of minerals, etc
1706 Kihwan Elem. Min. (ed, 2) II. 280 Violet Cobalt ore.

1839 Dl la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 497 The
violet rock crystal, or amethyst, seems scarce. 1867 Cham.
bers's Encycl. IX. 803/2 Violet Stones,, .certain stones found
upon high mountains, as in Thuringia, ..which, in conse-
quence of being covered with.. Violet Moss, emit a smell
like that of violets, 1871 Routledge's Ev. Bey's Ann. June
335 Violet ebony is used for making inlaid chairs.

3. In parasynthetic combs., as violet-eared,

-headed, -hooded, 'horned, -ringed, etc
178a Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 11. 767 *Violet-Eared

Humming Bird ;. .beneath the ears, isa very splendid violet
spot. 1898 Daily Netvs 12 Feb. 6/3 Violet-eared wax bills,

African firefinches, black-crested yellow bulbuls. 178a
Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 11. 718 *Violet- Headed
Creeper, Certhia xdotacea. 1815 Stephens Shaw's Gen,
Zool. IX. 1. 8 Violet-headed Curucui (Trogon violaceus\
1847 T.*HNVSOM Prime* 11. 354 With scraps of thundrous
Epic lilted out By *violet-hooded Doctors. x8aa Hortus
Angl. II, 10 *Violet-horned Poppy. 1880 A. H. Swinton
Insect Variety 4 A 'violet-ringed Oak Eggar caterpillar.

18 j 1 Sum-ley Epipsych. 69 Art thou not . . A *violet-shrouded
grave of Woe? a 1812 — Death Adonis 4 Wake *violet-

stoled queen, and weave the crown Of Death. 1786 Aber-
crokbik Arrangem. 77 in Card. Assist.* White, 'viole!

VIOLIN.

striped [tulip]. 1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 11. 382 Violet-
stri[>ed Acanthurus. Acantkurns Sohal. 178a Latham
Gen. Synop. Birds I. 11. 754 *Violet Tailed Humming Bird.
iSizShaw Gen. Zool. VT11. u 20a 'Violet-throated Creeper.
Certhia ajffinis.

Violet i>3i-<na;, v. [f. Violet sb.* or a.]
1. trans. To tinge with a violet hue.
1683 tr. Favine's t heat. Hon. 1. iv. 35 For the Noble

Kings of France mourne in Scarlet violetted. 183a [K.
Cattermole] Beckett, etc. 192 The sea, Yet darklier vio-
leted. almost frowned With splendor. 1895 Meredith
Amazing Marriage v, One flank of the white in heaven
was violetted wonderfully.

2. inlr. To gather violets.

1813 Miss Miteord in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. 226 To-
morrow I shall go viokting. 1827 Mrs. Hemass in H. F.
Chorley Mem. 11B36) I. 151 Having accompanied >ou again,
and again, as I have done, in ' violating ' and seeking for
wood-sorrel. 1873 Argosy XVI. 270 How delightful was
that day among the KentUh Downs I We began it by
violetliig in the woods.

Violet-coloured, a. [Violet sb* or a.]
ILiving the blue or Mulsh-purple colour of a violet.
1552 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Covim., Var. Coll. IV. 221 The

xlvin and other onneste men in violet collord gownes. 1653
H. Cooan tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixxii. 253 Six or seven pieces
of Violet coloured Damask. 1671 Woodheau St. Teresa
11. 276 A longer Coffin in fashion of a Tomb was provided,
which they covered with violet counted Silk. 1721 Mor-
timer Husb. (ed. 5) II. 244 The Violet coloured Tulip
striped with White. 1753 ( hambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Star-
wort. The broad-leaved paniculated aster with deep violet-
coloured flowers. 1800 Hf.RSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XC. 516
A violet-coloured glass., stops 955 rays of light. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. vii. § 1. 447'Ihe liquid, .deposits beauti-
ful violet-coloured prismatic crystals. 1886 Fioidk ( heana
ii. 27 Looking round us and down into nothing but the
violet-coloured ocean.

Violetish (voi-tfaij;, a. [i. Violet sb.1 *
-Jsh.] Somewhat violet in colour.
1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. June 359 A grey partak-

ing of a violetish tone. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 Feb. \6 3 Its
flesh isa violetish black or a blackLsh violet, overrun by a thin
network of white veins.

Violette. rare~x
. [ad. It. violetta.] = Violet

sb.~

1884 \\w\ fas My Musical Life I. 239 The smaller viols or
violettes of the seventeenth century fell into violins.

Violety (vai-fleti), a. [f. Violet j£.1 + -y.]

Of or belonging to violets; more or less violet in

colour.

1831 Keightley Mythol. Anc. Greece % It. 399 His
mother called him lamus, Violety. 1891 T. Hardy Tess
(1900) 96/2 Dark eyelashes and brows, .. and large eyes
violety-bluey-blackish.

Violin (vai^lrn, vsi'^lin), sb. Forms: 6 vio-
line, 7 vyoline, viallin, 7- violin, [ad. It.

violino (Pg. violino, Sp. violin), i. viola Viola 2.

Cf. VlOLON.]

1. A musical instrument in common use, having
four strings tuned in fifths and played with a bow ;

a fiddle.

In general structure the violin is composed of a resonant
box of elaborately curved outline, and a neck or handle
from the end of which the strings are siretched over a bridge
to a tail-piece.

'579 Spenser Shcph. Cal., April 103, 1 see Calliope speede
her to the place, where my Goddesse shines: And after her
the other Muses trace, with their Violines. 1589 R. Harvey
PL Perc. (1590) 6 Then were it high time for. .all Peace-
Makers, to put vp their pipes, or else in steed of the soft

violine, learne to sound a shrill trumpet. 1608 B. Tonson
Masques Wks. {1616) 964 The first [dance] was to the Cor-
nets, the second to the Vyolints. 1618 Loi/ton Floras
(1636) 115 Some excellently pleasing lesson plaid upon soft

winde-instruments, or Violins. 1660 Pepys Diary 6 Mar.,
I played upon a vial!, and he a viallin, after dinner. 1711
Steele Sf>ect. No. 258 p 4 Violins, Voices, *g any other
Organs of Sound. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's 'Trav. (1760) II. 10
Orpheus or Amphion in bronze, playing upon a vi 'in. 184a
Lytton Zanoni \. i, He was not only a compose), but also
an excellent practical performer, especially on the violin.

1884 Haweis My Mushat Li/e \. 337 The violin is not an
invention, it is a growth.
trans/. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 62 People, .pre-

sently phansi'd the Moon, Mercury.and Venus to be a kind
of violins or trebles to J upiter and Saturn.

b. With distinguishing terms.
1601 B. Jonson Poetast. in. iv. Come, we must haue you

turne fiddler againe, slaue, 'get a base violin at your backe.
C1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 21a Before the restoration

of K. Charles 2 and especially after, viols began to be out of

fashion, and only violins used, as treble-violin, tenor and
bass-violin. 1685 Playford (title), The Division-Violin :

containing a Collection of Divisions upon several Grounds
for the Treble-Violin. 1718 Chambkrs Cycl. s.v., The Word
Violin, alone, stands for Treble Violin. Ibid., The Counter-

Tenor, Tenor, or Bass-Violin. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
245/1 The tenor violin, in compass a fifth lower than the

treble violin, appears to have preceded the latter.

O. To play first violin, to take the leading part.

(Cf. Fiddle sb. 1 b.)

1780 Mme. D'Arblay Diary May, [HeJ seemed to think

nobody half so great as himself, and. .chose to play fint-

violin without further ceremony.
2. One who plays on the violin ; a violinist.

1667 Pepys Diary 20 Feb., They talked how the King's

vi Lliin, Bannister, is mad. c 1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I.

485 Thomas Bal tzar, one of the violins in the Vine's service.

1699 J. Iackson Let. to Pepys 25 Dec., Corelli the famous
violin plavingt »n concert with above 30 more. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVl. 346 '2 At the early age of twenty he was
chosen to fill the situation of first violin in the royal chapel

of Turin. 1878 Miss Kothebgill (title). The First Violin,
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3. A variety of organ-stop. rare" 1
.

1688 [see Viol sb. 1
3].

4. attrib. and Comb., as violin-bow, -case, class,

family, etc.; violin-maker , -making, -player;

violin-like, -shaped adjs.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Violin-boiv, a bow strung
with horse-hair, for playing on a violin. 1875 Knicht
Diet. Meek. 271 1/1 The Hindus claim to have invented the
violin-bow. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2041/4 Lost.., a black
Leather *Violin-Case, with a Violin in it. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xxxiv, She might as well have been dressed in

a violin-case. 1864 Engel Mus. Anc. Nat, 86 Two other
Hindoo instruments. .belonging to the "violin class. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 449/1 * Violin clef,

the G clef placed upon the first line of the stave. 1865 J.
Hullah Transition Period Music 34 Of these instruments
it would easily be found that incomparably the most im-
portant were the * Violin family. 1837 Penny Cycl, VIII,
198/1 Crulh,..a. musical instrument of the "violin kind.

1884 'Edna Lyall' We Two xix, "Violin-like sensitiveness

of nature. 1683 Land, Gaz. No. 1862/8 Mr. Aguttar, *Vio-
Hn-Maker in the Strand. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 346 The
same author [M. Otto] also gives the names ofmany German
violin-makers. 1875 Knight Diet. Meeh. 2711/2 Antonio
Stradivarius.. stands, by common consent, at the head of
all violin-makers. Ibid,, The art of *violin-making. .ap-
pears to have reached its culminating point in the produc-
tions of the Cremonese school. 1861 Adams jooo Mus.
Terms 10S Cordezwide, in *violin music, indicates the opea
string. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2712/1 * Violin-piano,

..a form of the pianoforte patented, .in England by Todd.
1865 Baking-Gould Werewolves ix. 137 A *violin-player,

who .. confessed to thirty-four murders. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 242/2 note, *Violtn rosin is called in French
cohphane. 1862 Catal. Intermit. Exhib., Brit. II. No.
5438, "Violin school for joint practice of the elementary and
advanced classes. 1802 R. Hall Klem. Bot. 158 Panduri-
form, panduriformis, "violin-shaped. 1841 Spalding Italy

«fr It. Isl. III. 160 Among the manufactures, those of the
fine arts, leather, and "violin-strings, are alone industriously
practised. 1871 tr. Schellen's Sfiectr. Anal. App. 433 The
motion of a point near the e?id of a violin string. 1884
Thompson Tumours 0/ Bladder 82 A very small e'eraseur,

with violin-string ligature. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 346
A lyre, or lute, ..may be considered, .as the parent of all

instruments of the "violin tribe.

Violin, v. rare. [f. prec]

+ 1. trans. To entice by violin-playing. Obs~x

1713 Gentl. Instructed (ed. 5) 1. Suppl. iv. p. xlii, Was not
Madam W. plaid out of her Reputation, and violin'd into

a Match below her Quality?

2. intr. To play the violin
; fig., to play a lead-

ing part.

1895 Meredith Amazing Marriage xxx, How does he
enjoy playing second fiddle with the maid while Mr. tall

brown-face Taffy violins it to her ladyship?

Hence Violining vbl. sb.

1899 Daily News 15 Feb. 5/2 The songs.. and the violin-

ing. .all perfect in their degree.

Violin, var. Violine 1
.

i
Violi 11a. Chew. [-1HA*.] = next.

1836 Smart. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org-. Bodies 293
Violma..is more soluble in water.. than emetina. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 345/2 The principle on which this

property seems to depend has been separated by Uoullay
from some species of Viola, and has been called Violina.

Violine 1 (vsi'tfoin). Chem. Also -in. [a. F.
violine, f. viole Viol *+ -ink 6. Cf. prec] A
bitter emetic principle found in the common violet.

1831 J. Davies Man. Mat. Med. 338 An alkaloid prin-
ciple, nearly related to emetine, discovered by M. Boulay,
who has called it Violine. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 458
The emetic property is due to a peculiar alkaloid named
violine, which greatly resembles, if it be not identical with,
emetine. 1887 Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 490/2 Viola
odorata contains a gastric irritant called violin.

Violine 2 (vai^bin). Chem. [f. L. viol-a

Viola 1 + -ine 5
.] A violet-blue colouring matter

or colour. Also attrib.

1859 D. G. Price in Repertory Patent Invent, (i860)
XXXV. 159 The colouring matters I produce embrace
shades of purple and pink. Three of these I name respec-
tively, ' violine', * purpurine ', and ' roseine '. 1862 Cham-
bers's Encycl. III. 721/2 Violine is very slightly soluble in
water, is readily dissolved by alcohol. 1903 Daily Chron.
31 Oct. 8/4 Green is a dye that has receded from the affec-

tions of the smart, while violine is one that is equally
ascending the scale of success. Ibid. 5 Dec. 8/4 A model in
violine beaver, trimmed with a plume to match.

Violinism. rare—1
, [f. Violin sb.] Violin-

playing.

1844 H. F. Choblev Music $ Manners III. 61 Royalty
thus did its part in fostering a school of violinism.

Vi'olinist. Also 7 violinest. [ad. It. (also

Sp.) violinista, f. violino Violin sb. Cf. F. violon-

iste.~\ A player of, or performer on, the violin.

C1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 274 Nathaniel Crew, M.A.,
fellow of Line. Coll.; a violinist and violist, but alwaies
played out of tune. 1696 Aubrey Misc. xii. 98 Mr. Davys
Mell (the famous Violinist, and Clock-maker). 1773 Phil.
Trans. LXIII. 270 Our ablest violinists conceived that it

was too difficult to be performed. 1845 E. Holmes Mozart
121 A natural surprise that., the most striking acquirements
of great players in our own time should be found in a vio-
linist of that early date. 1888 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci.

VI. 36 Violinist's cramp may attack the right hand which
holds the bow, or the left hand which fingers the strings,

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 12, I have been informed
that in violinists.. the bow arm is always considerably
longer than the left arm.

Violist (vai'^ist). [f. Viol j£.l + -ist.] A
player on the viol. (Also as the title of a book.)
C1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 274 He was a violinist, and

the two former violists. a 1699 B. Hely {title), The com-

pleat Violist, or An Introduction to the Art of Playing on
the Bass Viol. 170s Phil. Trans. XXV. 2060 Upon these,

a Sonata was perform'd by those two most eminent Violists.

a 1734 North Lives I. 13 He outdid all his teachers and
became one of the neatest violists of his time. 178a Burney
Hist, Music (1789) II. iv. 266 The Minstrels., were at all

times the best Violists of tlieir age. 1894 Daily News 5
Feb. 5/3 A large viol, so large that a boy was placed inside

to sing the air while the violist played the bass.

Violl, obs. form of Vial sb., Viol sb.

Violoil (vai'^n). Also 6 violan, -and, 7
-ent, vyolon, phialon. [a. F. violon (16th c.)

violin, or (in sense 2) It. violone bass-viol. Cf. Sp.

violon violoncello.]

f 1. A violin. Also, a violinist. Obs.
a. 1552 Househ. Exp. Princess EHz. 38 in Camd. Misc.

(1853) II, Paid in rewarde unto sondrie persons at S. James,
her grace then beyng there— . .to the warderobe, xl.s. ; the
violans, xl.s. 1594 Flat Jeioell.ho. 1. 39, Were it not, ..I

coulde finde in my hearte to commaunde the Violands to

cease. 1610 Guillim Heraldry iv. vi. 200 Hee beareth
gules, three treble violents transposed argent stringed sable.

p. 1593 Drayton Eclogues iii. 113 Tune the Taber and
the Pipe to the sweet violons. idozCakew Cornwall 139 b,

He could not only turne, and make Virginals, Organes,
Vyolons, ..but also tune, and handsomely play vpon them.
1603 in 10/// Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 32 Gifin to a
sat of pbialonis when they played at my chamber dor, xis.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Tropheis 436 In Argos
the chaste Violon Kor's absent Soveraign doth grave-sweetly
grone.

2. A variety of organ-stop,
185a Seidel Organ 108 Violon .. is one of the finest and

most common pedal-registers. 1876 Hiles Catech. Organ
ix. (1878)63 Violon ox I 'iolone, Double Bass. An open flue-

stop; the tone is penetrating and line, in imitation of the
Double Bass.

Violoncellist, [f. next + -iST.] One who
plays the violoncello.

1835 G. Hogarth Musical Hist. 423 As a violoncellist,

Lindley has, for many years, been unrivalled. 1881 Macm.
Mag. XLIII. 435 It chanced on one occasion that the vio-

loncellist's instrument did not arrive.

II Violoncello (vsi^nse'to, -tfeio ; V*,£l^n-

tfe'b). Also 8-9 violmeello. [It. violoncello,

dim. of violone : see Violon. Hence also Pg.
violoncello, Sp. -celo, F. -telle.]

1. A large four-stringed instrument of the violin

class ; a bass violin. Cf. 'Cello.
a. 1724 Short Exptic. For. IVds. in Mus. Bks., Violon-

cello, is a Small Bass Violin, just half as big as a common
Bass Violin, in Length, Breadth, and Thickness. 174a Fr.
Barsvnti {title), A Collection of Old Scots Tunes, with the
Bass for Violoncello or Harpsichord. 1795 Mason Ch.
Mus. \. 73, I know and confess that this and the violon-
cello are the most perfect of all stringed Instruments. 1867
Trollope C/rrvM. Barsetll. xlix. 55 Of all the works of his
life this playing on the violoncello had been the sweetest to
him. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 149 If the bass string of
a Violoncello be vibrated, other sounds besides that proper
to the string may be detected.

0. 1773 Barrington in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 271 note, Mr.
Zeidler, who plays the violmeello at Covent-Garden theatre.

1797 Mrs. Bekkelev Poems G, M. Berkeley p. ccccxii, Dr.
Berkeley was esteemed the finest gentleman-performer on
the violincello in England. 1851 Dickens Bleak Ho. vi,

Mr. Skimpole could play on the piano and the violincello.

2. An organ-stop having a tone similar to that

of a violoncello.

1876 Hiles Catech. Organ ix. (1878) 63 Violoncello, an
8 feet stop, resembling in construction the Violone.

3. attrib. and Comb.j as violoncello bow, player,

species.

1818 Blaquiere tr. Panantfs Resid. Algiers 267 The
arabebbah, of the violincello species, with one string. 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 246/1 One of his best violoncello bows,
which are rarities, was recently sold in Paris for ^44, 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 12 In the violoncello players who
perform solos, .there is very great strain.

Hence ViolonceTloing///. a.

1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. (1863)266 One fluting

brother ; one fiddling ditto ; a violoncelloing music-master ;

and a singing papa.

II Violone (yT
t
o\o-ne). [It., f. viola Viola 2]

The double-bass viol.

Also as the name of an organ-stop : see Violon a.

1724 Short Explic. For. IVds. in Mus. Bks., Violone, is a
very large Bass Violin, or Double Bass. 1730 Treat. Har-
mony 35 This Error is daily run into, by giving Divided
Basses to be play'd on the Violone or Double Bass. 1824
Mechanic's Mag. 31 July 335 Having made a violin, a viola,
and a violoncello, I have long since conceived the idea of
making a violonofjrV], or double bass also. 1865J. Hullah
Transition Period Music 118 Those Gothic abominations,
the violin, the viola, the violoncello, and the violone. 1873
H. C. Banister Music 221 The Contra-basso, or Double-
Bass '(also termed Violone), is the largest of the stringed
instruments.

t Violous, irreg. variant of Violent a.
1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in Millui. 1, Fro. The

. .Count shall pay for it ! Gil. You are so violous.

Violurate (vstflins-r^). Chem. \i. Violur-ic
a. + -ate l c] A salt produced by the action of
violuric acid on a base.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1001 Hydurilicacid is warmed

with water and nitrate of potassium, whereby deep-blue
violurate of potassium is formed. Ibid. 1002 Violurate of
Ammonium.
Violuric (vsifJIiuaTik), a. Chem t [f. Viol(et)
+ Ubic a.] Violuric acid, an acid produced by
the action of nitric on hydurilic acid.
1866 Odlinc Anim. Chem. 128 Baeyer has increased the

list of compounds by his discovery of pseudo-uric acid,..

and the violuric and barbituric acids. 1868 Watts Diet.
Chem. V. 1001 Violuric acid crystallises in shining, yellow-
ish, rhombic octahedrons.

t Viorne. Obs.- 1 [a. F. viorne (16th c.) :-L.
viburna, pi. of viburnum^ The wayfaring-tree.
1637 Holland Camden's Brit. 421 Inter viburna Cu-

Prcssus, that is, the^ Cypiesse-tree amongst the Viornes
[1610 among smal twigges].

Viparious, app. a mistake or misprint for

vivacious ' tenacious of life '.

1849 Lytton Caxtons xii. ii, A cat the most viparious is

limited to nine lives.

Viper (vai-paj). Also 6 vyper, vypar, veper.
[a. OF. vipere, vipre (mod.F. vipe

y

re, = Vx. vipera,
vipra, vibra fern., vibre masc, Sp. and Pg. vibora,

It. vipera) or ad. L. vipera viper, snake, serpent,

contracted from vivi-pera, f. vlvus alive, living,

and parcre to bring forth. See also Wiver.]
1. The small ovo-viviparous snake I'elias bents

(formerly Coluber bents or Vipera communis),
abundant in Europe and the only venomous snake
found in Great Britain ; the adder ; in general

use, any venomous, dangerous, or repulsive snake
or serpent.
The flesh of the viper was formerly regarded as possessing

great nutritive or restorative properties, and was frequently
used medicinally.
1526 Tindale Acts xxviii. 3 When Paul had gaddered a

boundle of stickes, And putt them into the fyre, a viper (be
cause off the heet) creept out. 1545 Brinklow Lament,
1 16 The vypar aboue all other . . serpentes is most fullest of
poyson. 1551 Turner Herbal{i$68) 1. B v, Garlyke. .helpeth
the bytyn^ of a veper. 1583 Greene Mamillia 1. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 74 The Elephant being enuenomed with the
Viper, eateth him vp, and is healed. 1616 Bullokar Eng.
Expos., Viper, a venemous serpent in some hot countries
lying much in the earth, hauingashort taile, which grateth
and maketh a noise as he goeth. 1634 Peacha-m Compl.
Gentl. (ed. 2) xii. 109 Some mortals also are knowne by their

cognisances, as. .Cleopatra by a viper. 1697 Drvden Virg.
Georg, in. 629 With that rank Odour from thy Dwelling-
place To drive the Viper's Brood, and all the venom'd Race.
1750 tr. Lconardus' Mirr. Stones 65 The proper virtue of
the Sicilian is, to subdue the poison of vipers. 1769 Pen-
nant Brit. Zool. III. 17 Vipers are found in many parts of
this island. 1805 Binglev Anim. Biog. (ed. 3) III. 95 The
Viper is the only one, either of the Reptile or Serpent tribes,

in Great Britain, from whose bite we have any thing to fear.

1857 B°RkOW Romany Rye App. ix, The duty of the true
critic is to play the part of a leech, and not of a viper.

trans/, and fig, 1535 Joyk Apol. Tindale 24 Ar not these
the venomouse tethe of vepers that thus gnawe a nother
mannis name? 2555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 193 These blind
and swalowyng sandes, the Spaniardes caule Vypers: And
that by good reason, bycause in them many shyppes are
entangled. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 111. i. 145 Hot bloud,
hot thoughts, and hot deedes, why they are Vipers, is Loue
a generation of Vipers? 1713 Waterland Scrm. Assizes
Cambr. 13 Special care therefore must be taken to find out
this lurking Viper [sc. pride] in our Bosoms, and to cast it

far from us. 1819 Scott Ivan/toe xxvii, Then comes remorse,

with all its vipers, mixed with vain regrets for the past.

b. Zool. Applied with distinguishing terms to

other species of the genus Vipera, the sub-order

Viperina, or snakes resembling the common viper.

For horned, pit, red, sand, water, yellow viper, see those
terms.

1736 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 254 Vipera
fusca : the brown Viper in Virginia. In Carolina it is

called the Truncheon-Snake. 174^3 Catesby Nat. Hist.

Carolina (1771) II. 44 The Black Viper. .is short and thick,

of slow motion. Ibid. 45 The Brown Viper, .is. .in length

about two feet, and large in proportion. 1778 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 2} III. 2096/1 The Vipera, or common viper of the

shops. ..It is a native of Egypt, and other warm countries.

iSoj Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 11. 377 Egyptian Viper.

Ibid. 382 Swedish Viper. 1834 AKMurtrie Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd. 185 ViMera] brachyura, Cuv. (The Minute Viper.)

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 347/2 Variegated Viper—that
described by Mr. Bell from Hornsey Wood. 1845 Encycl.

Metrop.XXW. 1099-1101 [Various species]. 1861 Hulme
tr. Moquin-Tandon it. v. i. 250 The Vipera Berus (Daud)
or Small Viper {Coluber Ammodyles, Lina). 1881 Nose-
horned viper [see Viperling1

.

C. Zool. One or other of the snakes belonging

to the genus Vipera, of which the common viper

is the type, or to the family Vipen'dss.

The vipers were formerly classified (following Linnaeus)

under the order Coluber, from which they are now separated

(cf. quot. 1834). The Vipcridzioww one of the four families

into which the suborder Viperina (or Solenoglypha) is now
divided.
1802 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 11. 364 The species [of Coluber]

differ greatly in size and habit, according to their respective

tribes; some, as the Vipers, having large, flattish, and sub-

cordate heads, with rather short than long bodies and tails.

1834 M^Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 185 The vipers,

most of which were confounded with the Colubers by Lin-

naeus, on account of their double sub-caudal plates, require

to be separated from them from the circumstance of their

having poisonous fangs, c 1882 Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV. 311

The Vipers ( Viperidae)

.

. have a large broad head, a vertica

and long pupil in the eye, and the top of the headis covered

with very little plates and scales.

2. fig. A venomous, malignant, or spiteful person

;

a villain or scoundrel.

In some quots. the influence ofsense 3 or 3b is perceptible.

[1526 Tindale Matt. iii. 7 He sayde vntothem: O genera-

cion of vipers, who hath taught you to fle from the ven-

geaunce to comer] 1591 Gkeene Conny Catch. Wks.
(Grosart) X. 39 These villanous vipers, vnworthy the name
of men, base roa^ues,.. being outcasts from God, vipers of

theworld. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 111. i. 265 Where is this Viper,

That would depopulate the city, & be euery man himself?



VIPER.

1613!. Taylor (Water P.) IVa,

173, I will regard such Vipers :

Vatermcfts Suit Wks. (1630)
and their slander so little,

that their malice (etc.]. 1642-4 Vicars God in Mount (1844)

149 That most mischievous Viper of our Church & State
too, Mathew Wren Bp. of Elie. 1693 Drvden Juvenal vi.

836, I (she confesses) in the Fact was caught; Two Sons
dispatching, at one deadly Draught. What Two, Two
Sons, thou Viper, in one day 1 1819 Shelley tenet I, iii.

165 Cenci (to Beatrice), Thou painted viper ! Beast that
thou art 1 Fair and yet terrible! 183a Warren Diary
Late Physic. 1 1, ii. 88 ' Cannot this infamous scoundrel be
brought to justice?" I inquired. ' If he were, he may
prove, perhaps, not worth powder and .shut, the viper !

' 1846
Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II. iv. 85 'What a genera-
tion of vipers I ' thought he, 'what a hydra brood of op-
pressors 1

' 1850 Marsden Early Purit, (1853) 403 The
seditious carriage of some vipers of the lower house.

3. In other figurative or allusive uses: t a. In
allusion to the supposition that the female viper

was killed by her young eating their way out at
birth. Obs.
Cf. Pliny Nat. Hist. x. lxit. 82.

1601 B. Jonsom Poetaster v. iii, Out viper, thou that eat'st
thy parents, hence I 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. 1.64,! am no viper,
yet I feed On mother's flesh which did me breed.

b. In allusion to the fable of the viper reared
or revived in a person's bosom : One who betrays
or is false to those who have supported or
nourished him ; a false or treacherous person. Cf.
Snake sb, 2 a.

Partly after the similar L. uses, in sinuviperaiu habere
(Cicero) and viperam nutricare sub a/a fPetronius).

1596 Edward III, i.i. 105 Degenerate Traytor, viper to the
place Where thou was fostred in thine infancy, a 1688 Bp.
S.Parker in H. Coleridge Norlh.Worthies (1852)1,68 Ten-
derness and indulgence to such men were to nourish vipers in
our bowels. 1689 Muses Faretv. toPopery 28 Ev'n thy Royal
Patron was not spar'd..O strange return to a forgiving
King, But the warm'd Viper wears the greatest Sting. 1749
Fjkloing Tom Jones xvin, viii, He is the brother of that
wicked viper which I have so long nourished in my bosom.
1821-a Shelley Chas. /, n. 214 Mark the consequence of
warming This brood of northern vipers in your bosom. 1911
Riker Ld. Holland I. iii. 164 The Newcastles had been in
terror lest they had raised a viper in their midst.

4. attrib. and Comb, a. Comb., &s viper-curled,
-haunted, -hemled, -mouthed, -nourished adjs.

;

viper-catcher, -hunter, -hunting,

,
§ >593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies lit. xi. 26 Our verse great

Tityus a huge space out-spreads, And giues the viper curled
l->ogge three heads. 1607 Tops ell Four-/. Beasts 526 If it

happen that, .any man chaunce to light vpon these Viper-
nourished blinde-Dormisc. 170a R. Mead Poisons 29 Our
Viper-Catchers have a Remedy, ..in which They do place.

.

great Confidence. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat, Hist. (1776) VII. 199
The seeming rashness of one Tozzi, a viper-catcher. 1802
Shaw Gen. Zool. Ill, 11. 465 Viper-headed snake. Coluber
Viperinns. 1804 Ibid. V. I. 120 Viper-mouthed Pike. Eso.v
Stomias. 1843 Penny Cyct. XXVI. 349/1 In England
thesereptiles were caught with a cleft or forked stick, which
the viper-catcher drove down immediately behind the head.
1851 Borrow/ Lavengro iv, When a person is timid in viper-
hunting he had better leave off. /bid., Besides being a
viper-hunter, I am what they call a herbalist. 1904 W. M.
Gallichan Fishing Spain 102 These viper-haunted spots.

b. Simple attrib., as viper bite,fat,fiesh, group,
hind, oil, spirit, virus,
1721 Bailey, Viperous, of the Viper kind or belonging to

Adders. 1754 Bartlet Gentlem. Farriery Index, Viper
bite, bow to be treated. 1767 Gooch Treat, IVountts 1. 199
Viper oil or fat, which shou'd be fresh, is a sovereign remedy
against the stinging of bees. .and other venomous insects.

1776 G. White Selborne 29 April, This little fry [of fifteen
vipers] issued into the world with the true viper spirit about
them. 1843 Penny Cyct. XXVI. 349/1 Pliny, Galen, and
others praise the efficacy of viper flesh in the cure of ulcers

I etc.). 1870 Gillmore tr. Figuier's Reptiles <y Birds ii. 88
Such are the terrible weapons of the Viper group, 1891
'Son op Marshes' On Surrey Hills 61 Viper-oil ,. you
would find in all the woodmen's cottages. 1894 Daily
Neius 8 Feb. 5/4 By heating some viper virus at a tempera-
ture of 85 degrees Centigrade.

o. With intensive force (passing in later use into
adj.), = Venomous, extremely bitter, viperous.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. 05 York and Lancaster,

Ambitious broachers of that Viper-War. 1605 Ibid., So/in.
Late Peace xxviii, All the tempests of our Viper-Warre,
1788 Burns PoeVs Progr. 30 Viper-critics cureless venom
dart. 1876 Sir E. M. Thompson Chron. A. de Usk 221 The
viper race of Lombardy, split up into Guelphs and Ghibel-
lines. 1899 Miss B. Harradkn Faiuler 75, I can't abide
the little viper man. Ibid. 83 He don't like that little viper
gentleman any more than I.

6. Special combs., as viper-broth, broth made
from vipers, or in which a viper has been boiled,

formerly supposed to possess nutritive or invigor-

ating properties; viper-fish, a deep-sea fish of
the family Chauiiodontidss, esp. Chau/iodus sloani
{Cent. Diet, 1891) ; viper-gourd, nn Kast Indian
climbing gourd, Trichosanthes colubrina, remark-
able for its ugliness {Treas. Bot. 1866); viper-
grass, « viper's grass ; also attrib. ; viper-jelly
(cf. viper-broth)-, f viper-mouth (see quot. and
cf. viper-fish above)

; f viper-stone, = Serpen-
tine sb. 3 ; viper-weever, the lesser weever,
Trachinus vipera; viper-wine, wine medicated
by an extract or decoction obtained from vipers,

formerly drunk on account of its supposed restora-

tive or vitalizing properties; f viper-worm, =*

Viper i.

1707 Floyer Physic, Pulse-Watch 327 Hunted Venison,

227

Stale Meats, "Viper Broths, or Wine. 1732 Arouthnot
Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 1. 509 Viper-broth is both
anti-acid and nourishing. 1843 Penny Cyct. XXVI. 349/1
The lingering belief in the wonderfully invigorating quali-
ties of ' viper broth ' is not yet quite extinct in some places.

1656 J. Smith Pract. Physich 238 Topicals must be Specifical
Kesolvers, as "Viper-grasse. 1711 C Cleve tr. Cotvley's
Plants III, C.'s Wks. III. 347 Viper-grass, full of a milky
Juice Good against Poison. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 111.

xv.(i76o) 170 Of Viper-grass ten Ounces. 1771 Encycl. Brit.
III. 102/2 A decoction made of barley,.. viper-grass root,

and liquorice. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 232
Wall Viper-grass. Ibid., Common Viper-grass. 1863 Pkiok
Brit. PL 234 Viper-grass,.

.

Scorzonera editIt's. 170a K.
Mead Poisons 34 The Patient ought to eat frequently of
•Viper Gellyj or Broth. 1743 Catesiiy Nat. Hist. Caro-
Una (1771) II. ng Vipera Marina, the *Viper-Mouth. This
Fish is eighteen inches in length. 1738 Phil. Trans. XL.
442 Speaking of the Serpentine or * Viper-Stone, he relates

a very extraordinary Accident. 1863 Coucii Brit. Fishes
II. 48 The *Viper Weever, however, is common on most of
the shores of Britain and Ireland. 1631 Massincek Beteeve
as You List iv. i, Your * viper wine, So much in practise
with gray bearded gallants, [is] But vappa to the nectar of
her lippe.

_ 1631 Quarles Hist. Samson Wks. (Grosart) II.

149/2 Their Viper-wines, to make old age presume To feele
new lust, and youthfull flames agin. 1745 Eliza Heywood
FemateSpect. No. 12 (1748) II. 292 Lady Frolick pouring a
glass of viper wine down his throat. 1802 Shaw Gen. Zool.
III. it. 372 Galen.. relates very remarkable cures of this
disease [sc. elephantiasis] performed by means of viper wine.
1896 Academy 28 Nov. 448/3 The legend that Lady Digby
died of drinking viper-wine. 1591 Sylvester Dn Bartas
I. vi. 199 Th' innammerd Scorpion, and the *Viper-worm.
iS9* — Tri. Faith iv. v, The deadly sting of th' ugly Viper-
Worm,

b. Special collocations with viper's, forming
names of plants, as viper's bugloss, the plant
Echium vulgare or a variety of this ; viper's
grass, a plant of the genus Scorzonera, esp. S.
hispanica

; f viper's herb, viper's bugloss ; vi-
per's plant, viper's grass.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. eclxxii. 658 "Vipers Buglosse, or
wall Buglosse. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Vipers Buglosse, a
Solar herb, the roots and seeds whereof are Cordial and
Kxpellers of Melancholy. 1698 Petiver in Phil, Trans.
XX. 402 In Texture very much resembling our Vipers
Bugloss. 1777 Jacob Catal. Plants 33 Echium anglicum,
English Viper's Bugloss. Echium vulgare, Viper's Bug-
loss. 1840 Florist's Jrnt. (184'!) 1. 106 A flinty soil nourishes
the Three-leaved Speedwell and the Viper's Bugloss. 1869
Kuskin Queen ofAir § 87 It [the serpent spirit] enters into
the forget-me-not, and the star of heavenly turquoise is

corrupted into the viper's bugloss. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
II. ccxlii. 596 There be diners sorts ofplants contented vnder
the title of Vi/eraria, Scorzonera, or * Vipers grasse. 1629
Parkinson Faradisus 301 This Spanish Vipers grasse hath
diuerslong, and somewhat broad leaues. Ibid., This purple
flowred Vipers grasse hath long ami narrow leaues. 1718
OzKLLtr. Toumcfort's Voy. I. 174 A Flower of an inch and
half diameter, yellow, like that of the common Vipers-grass.

I

184a f. B. Fraser Mesopot. $ Assyria xv. 359 East of {

Mosul, a species of vipers'-grass. .abounds, and affords a
plentiful nutriment. 185s Delamer Kitchen Card, (i860
32 Scorzonera, Viper's-Grass, or Spanish Salsify. 1597
Gerardk Herbal 11. eclxxii. 659 It is called.. in English
vipers Buglosse, Snakes Buglosse, and of some *vipcrs 1

herbe, and wilde Buglosse the lesser. 1884 tr. De Candolle's I

Orig. Cultivated PI. 45 Scorzonera hispanica.. was for* ]

merly supposed to be an antidote against the bite of adders,
and was sometimes called the "viper's plant.

Hence (chiefly in nonce-use) Vi'peran, + Vipe'r-
eal, f Vipered, Viperian. adjs., of or pertain-

fag to a viper ; viperine, viperous ; Vipe'riform
a., having the form of a viper ; viperine.

1877 Talmage Serm. 338 The acid of a soured life, the
•viperan sting of a bitter memory. 1748 Phil. Trans. '

XLV. 662 Hence perhaps the *vipereal Venom .. may
derive its Force. 1560 Fitzwilliam Let. in Froude Hist.

,

£ng. (tS6$) VIII. 16 There was not under the sun a more '

craftier "vipered undermining generation. 1866J. B. Rosstr.
Ovid's Met. 115 And Perseus triumphant homeward brings
* Viperian spoils, c 1881 Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV. 301 The
poisonous Snakes are divided into two groups—the "Viperi-
form Snakes and the Venomous Colubrines.

tViperal. Obs.-1 [ad. h.viperdl-isj, vipera
ViPER.T A medicament derived from the viper.
1716 M. Daviks Alheu. Brit. II. 352 The great Pox which

can scarce ever be cur'd without Viperals or Mercurials.

t Vipe re0US,<z. Obs.— 1
[f. L. vipere-us (hence

It. vipered), f. vipera Vipei. : see -sous. Cf.

Vipehioi'S «.] Viperous, venomous.
In the first quot. after Ovid Metam, iv. 490 ; in the second

translating Virgil sEneidxu. 349-51.
1 16*0 KoitiNsoN Mary Magd. 547 A dreary hagge of

Acheron, .in the palaces of Pleasure stood, Shakinge y« frie

of her vipereous brood. Ibid. 565 And one vpon y* wretched
mayd shee slunge, That.. glided on her brest with gentle
hast, And there vipereous cogitations plac't,

Vi'peresa. rare— 1
, [f. Viper 4- -ess.] A female

viper. In quot. fig.
1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal roa But Pontia did confesse,

1 My sons I would have poyson'd". Vipercsse !

Viperine, sb. I rare. [f. Viper + -ine$.] ^See

quot.)
1861 Hi'lme tr. Moouin-Tandon 11. v. ii. 284 Piince Lucien

Bonaparte has shown that the poison of the Viper consists

essentially of a principle tu which he has given the name
Kchidnine or Viperine.

Viperine (vaipenin, -in), a. and sb* Also
8 -in. [ad. L. vipeiin-us (hence OF. vipcrin, K.

viptrin, It., Sp., and Vg. viperino), f. vipera

Viper : see -ine *.]

1. Resembling a viper or that of a viper ; having

VIPER-LIKE.

I the nature or character of a viper; venomous,
viperous; viper-like. Chiefly in fig. or allusive

use (cf. Viper 3).
a x55° I»iage HyPocr. n. 291 in Skeltons Wks. (1843) II.

426 His county pallantync Haue coustome colubryne, With
codes viperyne And sectes serpentyne. 1604 R. Cawdrky
Table Alph. (1613), Viperine, like a viper, or of a viper.
1648 fcl. Simmons Pref to IVodetwte's Herm. Theol. A 8 b,
If ever the Title of Rex diabolorum was rightly applyable
to the King of this land, 'tis since the viperine birth of these
miscreants. 1657 J. Sf.bgeant Schism Dispachfzi Lingua
viperea ! Viperine tongue ! 1697 Evelyn Numism, ix. 299

i

Caesar Borgia's Viperine Aspect. 1716 M. Davies Athen.
Brit. 1 1. 150 Of all the Poetick Salts, . . the Satyrical [is] most

;

Viperin and Piercing, the Eclogist and Idilian the most
Country-wise and Native. 1873 Routledge's Yng. Gentl.
Mag. June 401/1 He [a grass-snake] raised himself up in
true viperine fashion.

1 1>- fig- Of glosses (see Viper 3 a). Obs.
1647 Thapp Comm. Matt. v. 22 Our Saviour. . taking away

their viperine glosses that did eat out the bowels of tin-

text. 1648 Commoner's Liberty \% Had he any other way
to weaken what must of necessity be inferred from them,
but by such viperine glosses.

c. Of" persons.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 362 Archilocus, a viperine satyr-
ist, and not onely so, but a petulant obscure poet. 1716 M.
Davies Athen. Brit. II. ToRdr.40 Implacable Enemies of
the most invenemated Viperin, or rather Draconick kind,
who are .. continually gnawing and corroding the very
Bowels. .of the Church of England, 1845 Browning Lett.
(1899) I. 48 A viperine she-friend of mine who, I think, rather
loves me, she does so hate me. 1903 'Times 16 Dec, 11/5 The
convention of the virtuous heroine and the viperine adven.
turess;

2. Of or pertaining to a viper; obtained from or

natural to vipers.

1608 Topsell Serpents 286 They [tortoises] eate Origan,
fur that herbe is an antidote against Viperine poyson for

them. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. x. 347 Viperine
Medicines are good in the Itch and Leprosie. 1702 R.
Mead Poisons 33 The main Efficacy of the Viperine Flesh
is to quicken the Circle of the Blood. 1718 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Viper, The Virus, .proves a nimble Vehicle to carry the
Viperine Spicula almost every where suddenly. 1851 W. J.
Broderif Leaves fr. Note Bk.Nat. (1852) 224 The viperine
remedy had classical authority fur its ministration. 1904
Brit. Med. Jrnt. 17 Sept. 670 These two being examples of
mixed colubrine and viperine poisons.

3. Zool. Of snakes: Resembling or related to the

common viper ; now spec, belonging to the suborder
Vipcrina (Solenoglypha').

180a Shaw Gen. Zool. III. it. 355 Viperine Boa, Boa
Vipcrina. 1870 Gii.l.moke tr. Figuier's Reptiles -S Birds ii.

41 His Venomous Colubrine Snakes have certainly a much
nearer resemblance in other respects to the Colubrid<e than
they have to the Viperine Snakes. Ibid. 47 The Viperine
Snake [Trcpidonotus vipcrinus). . . This is the smallest of all

the European Colubruix. 1887 GUNTHER in Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 191/1 The poison of Viperine snakes invariably
destroys Us coagulability.

4. sb. Zool. A snake belonging to the Viperina.
1887 GOntheh in Encycl, Brit. XXII. 191/1 In the other

venomous snakes (Viperincs and Crotalines) the maxillary
bone is very short. Ibid. 198/2 The Death Adder ..differs

from the other Viperines in having the poison-fang perman-
ently erect.

T Viperious, a. Obs. rare. [f. VirER + -ious.

Cf. ViPEKEOua a.] Viperous, venomous. Hence

f Viperiously adv. Obs.— 1

c 1520 Treat. Galaunt (i860) 12 If ye beholde the ga!-

auntes progenye vyperyous That out of France be nedde.
15386V. Papers Hen. I '///(1S34) III. 2 He made there., a
comment on the saide letter,, .with sonch a stomake, as I

thinke the three mouthed Cerberous of Hell coulde not have
uttered it more viperiously. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
1. {1692) 92 Our viperious countrymen, the English Jesuits

in Erance, . .retorted that argument upon us.

Viperish (vai-perij), a. [f. Viper + -ish.]

1. fig. Venomous, viperous, spiteful.

1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) II. 40 Tell me, y< • viperish

scoffer, what you think hath won this kingdom? i860 \V.

Collins Worn. White 111. narr. W. Hartwnght vii, She cast

one viperish look at me as I entered the hall. 1880 Miss
Bkaddon Just as t am xlv, He listened to her viperish

speech. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 839 All sorts of characters,

from the most malignant and \iperish to the noblest and
most self-forgetful.

2. Somewhat resembling a viper ; viper-like.

1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd xv, It seemed as if her

footfall had startled some viperish creature. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets vii. 218 [Medea's] viperish loose hair and throb-

bing skin.

Hence Viperishly adv.
t

with the rapid and

sinuous motion of a viper.

1870 Temple Bar Mag. XXIX. 180 Men. .with lissom

wrists that can make a foil curl viperishly round an anta-

gonist's blade.

Viper-like, adv. and a. [f. Vipku.]

A. Oiiv. In or after the manner of a viper. Only

in allusive use (see Viper 3).

1630 Drayton Muses Eliz. x. 117 This cruel! ktnde thus

Viper-like deuoure That fruitful! soyle which them too fully

fed. 1646 I. Hall Poems 1. 43 Had not thy mother born

thee toolhfesse thou Hadst eaten Viper-hke a passage

through. 1677 Hobneck Gt. LmvConsid. iv. (1704) 41
If Absalom had not had a kingdom in his eye, he would

hatdly have, .. viperlike, preyed upon the bowels (hat

did feed him. a 1700 D>TPSM P.S. to Hist. I.^-mc \\ U.

1821 XVII. 162 The government in which they live, and

which, viper-like, they would devour. 17*9 Maddln TAf
mistoilesiv. I (ed. 44 Can I !i\e By Athens' Kuin, working

my Way Into the World, most Viper-hke, by gnawing

j thro' my Mother* Bowels? 1771 Kelly Clementina
29-2
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VIPERLINO.
in. i, They'll else blast all the comforts of your life, And,
viper-like, with death return your fondness. 1897 Flandrau
Harvard Episodes 277 He couldn't bring himself at that
late day to arise, viper like, from the'hearthstone and smite.

B. adj. Like or resembling a viper.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 247 The genus Echis consists

of but one species (E. carinata). ..It is a viper-like snake.

1903 Westm, Gaz. 3 Mar. 2/1 The noise of the little brass
viper-like being in the corner as it whirred and hissed and
snapped its teeth.

Vi'perling. [f. Viper + -likg.] A young
viper.

1847 Blackw. Mag. LXII. 299 Young viperlings come
into the world in full maturity of malice. 1881 Daily Neivs
28 Dec. 3/2 About three weeks ago the nose-horned viper

..distinguished herself by presenting the Gardens at one
fell swoop with six-and-forty viperlings. 1897 G. C. Bate-
man Vivarium 222 The Viper produces, at one time, from
thirty to fifty little Viperlings.

Viperous (vsi-perss), a. Also 6 vyperos,
-ouse, viperouse, 7-8 viporous ; 6 vipros, 7
viprous, *]-$ poet, vip'rous. [f. Viper + -ous.]

1. Of or pertaining to a viper or vipers.

Rarely in literal use.

fig' '535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 144 With vipros
vennum inwart in his mynd, ..Dissaitfullie that tyme he
gart him trow, That he wrocht ay for his plesour and prow.
160a Rowlands Tis Merrie when Gossips meete (Hunter.
CI.) 13 No viperous tongue thy pleasant vayne will strike.

1608 D. T[uvill] Ess. Pol. fy Mor. 130 With the filthy slime
of their malicious and viperous iawes. a 1665 J. Goodwin
Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 55 Men of a viperous spirit, and
desperately set upon their own ruin and destruction. 1765
Beathe Judgm. Paris ciii, Censure spreads the viperous
hiss around, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxv. (i860 V.
304 Papers about the brazen forehead, the viperous tonguei
and the white liver of Jack Howe. 1886 Daily Ncivs 8 April
5/3 What viperous venom and what rat-like rage.

lit. 1614 Gorges Lucan ix, 391 But when she [Medusa]
comb'd her crawling crowne, The viprous venome trailed
downe. 1706 De Foe Jure Divino xn. 26S In vain supplies
of vip'rous Blood they bring.

f b. In allusive use (see Viper 3 a). Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. mi. v. (1634) 319 'Out of

that ancient custome the confessions and satisfactions that
are at this day used, tooke their beginning. Truly very
viperous births. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Wits Pil^r. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 52/2 The Viperous Iron Teeth of Time may
gnaw away, to wrack, through my Works Wombe. 1638 Sir
T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 127 Whether [it be), .from vapors
ingendred in the bowels of the earth, and loth to bee im-
prisoned in a wrong orb, [the subterranean fire] rends its

passage by a viperous horrid motion ; or [etc. J.

2. Composed or consisting of vipers. Freq. with
admixture of sense 4.

Chiefly in fig. use or as a term of opprobrium, esp. in
viperous brood ox generation ; freq. in the iTthc, now rare
or arch.

Jig' >538 Bale Thre Lawcs 1754 Oh ragynge serpentes
and vyperouse generacyon. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in
Holinshed II. 42/1 The loose life of that viperous nation.
x6oi Dent Pathw. Heaven 152 This viperous brood [of
liars] doe but watch their times and opportunities. 1643
Quari.es Loyal Convert Wks. (Grosart) I. 142/2 A viper-
ous Generation (which hath long nested in this unhappie
Island). 1670 Devout Com/nun. (1688) 124 That the Lord
of all should.. take into his bosom the viperous brood, that
have so often spit their venom in his face ? 1706 E. Ward
Hud. Kediv. (1707) II. vii. 13 For in this pious Christian
Nation There is a vip'rous Congregation [etc,]. 1714 L.
Milbourse Traitor's Rcivard Ptef, His way of extolling
his viperous generation is so very impudent and rediculous,
that [etc.]. 1814 Southev Roderick v. 115 These were
Witiza's hateful progeny J And in an evil hour the unhappy
King Had spared the viperous brood. 1874 F\RRMiChrist
viii. (1884) 53 A formalism and falsity which made them
vipers of a viperous brood.
lit. 1648 J. Beaumont Psycheu. 128 She . .rent from thence,

before Psyche's astonish 'd eyes, that viperous fry Which her
snarl'd soul in unfelt bands did ty. 1688 Phil. Trans.
XVIII. 128 Vipers, and all the Viperous Brood.

fb. In allusive use (cf. 4 b, and see Viper 3 a).
1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie 39 Sinne is a viperous brood:

the life of the daughter, is the death of the mother. 1627 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 514 This forwardness of you is
the more remarkable, when that Viperous Generation, .do,
at ease, with tooth and nail, essay to rend the Bowels of
their Mother. 1648 Canterburie March B 2, Hence Vi-
prous Brood I what make you heare, Who thus the King-
domes Bowels teare?

to. Of hair, etc. Cf. Snaky a. 1. Obs. rare.
1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. xn. xxx, Her viperous locks

hung loose about her eares; Yet with a monstrous snake
she them restrains. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xi. 8 Then
from his own viperous Tresses He Pluck'd three large hand-
fuls of his longest Snakes.

3. Of actions, qualities, etc. : Worthy of or be-
fitting a viper ; malignant, treacherous, venomous.
Very common in the 17th c. ; now rare or arch.
154a Brjnklow Compl. xxiii. 48 b

;
How haue thei be-

witched the Parlament howse in making such vyperos actys
as the beast of Rome neuer made him selfe ! 1555 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xlvi. 142 Their wicked lyves,
and viperouse behaviour toward the said bishope. 1604
Coke 2 State Trials 26, I want words sufficient to express
your viperous treasons. 1631 Weever A nc. Funeral Man.
252 The viperous_malice of this Monkish broode. 1646 J.
Hall Poems 1. xi. 27 Wee'l suffer viperous thoughts and
cares To follow after silver hairs. 121716 South Serm.
(1744) X. 285 Let us now see into how many cursed conse-
quences, this viperous piece of villany islike to spread itself.

2824 Jeeferson Writ. (1S30) IV. 399 Passions so vehement
and viperous.

b. Of language, writings, etc.

1605 Camden Rem. Epit. 34 Vpon Stigand..! finde this
most viperous Epitaph in an old Manuscript. 161 1 Shaks,

228

1 Cymb. in. iv. 41 Tis Slander, ..whose tongue Out-venomes
all the Wormes of Nyle; ..the Secrets of the Grauc this

viperous slander enters. 1632 Lithgow Trav. 1. 3 The
viperous murmurings of miscreant villaines. 1738 P. Walker
Life Pedeu (1827J 270 This is a viporous, groundless wicked
Story. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 58 In one of those
viperous journals, which deal out profaneness, hate, fury,

and sedition throughout the land, i860 Motley Netherl.
(1868) I. ii. 37 Wit., expended in darting viperous epigrams
at Court-ladies, 1905 Athenaeum 12 Aug. 217/1 Lockhart
was.. annoyed.. especially by the viperous notes from a
Whig hand.

4. Of the nature of a viper ; resembling a viper

in character or action ; having the attributes or evil

qualities of a viper.
Freq. in the 17th c. ; now rare.

"593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 20
Good Sir, arise, and confound those Viperous Cryticall
monsters. 1607 Shaks. Cor.wx. i. 287 Speake breefely then,
For we are peremptory to dispatch This Viporous Traitor.
1621 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906J I. 347 These
viprous, dessemblinge, and crockadillike currs. 1680 Spirit

ofPopery 24 The Viperous Author of the Reformed Bishop.
1760 H. Bkooke Fool of Qnal. (1809)1. i3oNostep-dames,
nor viporous instruments, shall ever hereafter insinuate be-
tween us. 1821 Shelley Adonais xxxvi, What deaf and
viperous murderer could crown Life's early cup with such
a draught of woe ?

f b. In allusive use (see Viper 3 a). Obs.
1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, m. i. 72 Ciuill dissention is a viper-

ous Worme That gnawes the Bowels of the Common-wealth.
1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 56/2
Woe woorth such vip'rous Cousins that wil rend Their
Mother's wombe (the Common-wealth) to raigne. 1648
Hunting ofFox 11 Such viperous Schismaticks as would
eate out their way. 165a Benlowes Theoph. xn.ix, Twas
vip'rous Nero slew his own indulgent Mother.

C. fig. Of things.

1805 Wordsw. Prelude ix. 576 The stings of viperous re-

morse, Trying their strength, enforced him to start up,
Aghast and prayerless. 1880 Sat. Rev. No. 1311. 734/1
Considering how much damage these viperous little craft
are likely to do in war. 1885-94 R- Bridges Eros fy Psyche
April xi, A savage beast, The viperous scourge of gods and
humankind.

Hence Vlperously adv., in or after the manner
of a viper; venomously; Viperousness, viperous
nature or character; venomosity. rare.

1587 Holinshed Chron. III. 419 In that copious treatise
hauing spoken as maliciousiie & *viperouslie as he might.,
of WicklifFes life. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche IM.210O how
the peevish and reluctant elves (Mad with their own birth,)

vlperously contend The worried bowels of the heart to rend I

1649 Cockayne Found. Freedom Vind. 1 Whose seeming
sugered words are mixed with wormwood, promising fair-

nesse, but viperously stinging the poore despised Army.
1728 P. Walker Life Ped'en To Rdr. (1827) p. xxv, Mr.
William Vetch,, .in his dotted old Age, wrote so viporously
and maliciously against him. 1651 Mr. Love's Case 37 Is
it possible that such virulencyand *viperousness of words as
these should proceed from any other Principle ? 17*7 Bailey
(vol. II), Viperousness.

Vipery, a. rare~'. [f. Viper + -Y.] Consist-
ing of vij>ers ; viperous.
1909 R. Bridges Paraphr. Virg, sEneidw. Poems (1913)

458_ On those convicted tremblers then leapeth avenging
Tisiphone with keen flesh-whips and vipery scourges.

t Vi-politic. Obs. [Vi-pref.] (Seequot.)
1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady 1. vii, [He is] a Vi politique !

Or a sub-aiding Instrument of State I A kind of laborious
Secretary To a great man I

t Vi-pre-sident. Obs.~ l [f. Vi- + President
sb.] A vice-president.
a 1668 Davenant Masque Poems (1672) 364 We have had

new orders read in the Presence-Chamber, by the Vi-
President of Parnassus.

t Vipseys, obs. var. of or error for Gipsies.
1610 Holland Camden s Brit. 715 Those famous waters

which commonly are called Vipseys, rise out of the earth
from many sources not continually, but every second yeere,
and beeing growneunto a great bourne runne downe by the
lower grounds into the sea. 1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4).

1737 [see Gipsies]. 1777 Ann. Reg. 11. 146 Vipseys or
gypseys in Yorkshire, .means a torrent which flows only
now and then or once in a few years.

Vi-queen. rare. [Vi- pre/.] A vice-queen.
1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden I. 327 There Una lies

like a vi.queen in her grave.

Vir, variant of Virk Sc»

t Viragin. Obs. rare. fad. L. viragin-, stem
of virago. Cf. It. viragine?] = Virago.
1576 Foxe A. * M. (ed. 3

1

) 2005/2 This most rough brake
(wherwith this Viragin rather then Virgin., boasted her selfe
to be sent ofGod to ryde and tame the people of England),
1655 Fuller CJu Hist. vi. 364 The aforesaid two Virgins, or
rather Viragins, travelled to Rome with three the most
beautifull of their society.

Viraginian (virad^ri-nian), a. and sb. [f. L.
viragin- (see prec.) + -ian.] a. adj. *= Vira-
ginous a. b. sb. The language of a virago.
164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks, 1851 III. 292 The re.

membrance of his old conversation among the Viraginian
trollops. 1869 O. W. Holmes Old Vol. Life, Cinders fr. \

Ashes (1891) 242 Her face. .showed itself capable of some-
thing resembling what Milton calls the viraginian aspect.
1899 B

.
Cai'ks Lady ofDarkness ii. 12 She was rating him

in voluble viraginian.

Viragi-nity. rare~°. [f. as prec. + -ity.] The
character or qualities of a virago.
1846 Worcester (citing Q. Rev.).

Viraginous (vine-dsinas), a. [f, as prec.+
-ous.] Of the nature of

;
having the characteristics

of, a virago.

VIRAGO.
1666 Third Adv. Painter 24 She dry'd no tears, for she

was so Viragiaous, But only snufling her trunk Cartilagin-
ous. 1835 Brockett N. C. Gloss. s.v. Stang, He is carried
through the whole hamlet, with a view of exposing or sham-
ing the viraginous lady. 1886 Sat. Rev. 10 July 58 Besides
the viraginous loves of Fanny Douglas there is much other
love-making in the novel. 1890 Ibid. 16 Aug. 214 Virile
was exactly what Mme.de Stael was not, though she may
have been viraginous.

Hence Viraginously adv.
1644 R. Culmer Cathedral Newsfr. Canterb. 21 In comes

a Prebend's wife, and pleaded for the Images there, aod
jeered the Commissioners viraginously.

Virago (vir^'g^). Also 6 virragoo, 7 ver-,
vyr-, firago. [a. L. virago a man-like or heroic
woman, a female warrior, etc., f. vir man. Hence
also OF., F., and Sp. virago.]

T 1. Woman. (Only as the name given by Adam
to Eve, after the Vulgate rendering of Gen. ii. 23.)
c 1000 ./Elfric Horn. I. 14 Beo hire nama Uirago, baet is,

fa;mne, foroan Se heo is of hire were genumen. a 1300
Cursor M. 633 Virago gaf he hir to nam ; bar for hight sco
virago, for malced o be man was sco. 1388 Wyclif Gen. ii.

23 And Adam seidc.This schal be clepid virago, for she
is takun of man. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 37 b/i, And Adam
gaf here a name lyke as her lord and said, she shal be called
Virago, whiche is as moche to saye as made of a man and is

a name taken of a man. la 1500 Chester PI. 1. 150 Shee
shalbe called, I wisse, Viragoo, nothing amisse, For ont of
man tacken shee is. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health ccxlii. 82 b,

First when a woman was made of God she was named
Virago because she dyd come of a man. 1576 Gascoicne
Droome Doomes Day 1. p 6 Before Eva sinned, she was
called Virago, and after she sinned she deserved to be
called Eva,

2. A man-like, vigorous, and heroic woman ; a
female warrior ; an amazon. Now rare.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 413 The strong virage
[L. virago potentissima] Elfleda. .halp moche her brober
pe kyng in 5evynge of counsaile. a 1513 Fabyan Chron.
vi. clxxx.(i8n) 178 Elfleda,.. this noble venqueresse Virago
and made, whose vertue can I nat expresse. 1513 Dodglas
sEneid xu. viii. 56 The mynd. .Of Juturna, the verray
virago; Quhilk term to expone, be myne avis, Is a woman
exersand a mannis office. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind.
(Arb.) 24 One of his wiues. .decketh her selfe moste gor-
giously..and procedeth like a Virago stoutly and chere-
fully to the fire, where the corps of her husbande was burnte.
1582 Stanyhurst sEncis 1. (Arb.) 34 No swarms or trouping
horsmen can apale the virago. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 383 This Sultan presented hirr with the head of that
Virago Periaconcona vpon the top of a Launce. a 1641 Bp.
Mountacu^. $ M. (1642) 361 Shee so ruled asQueene eight
yeers and better [ a man-like virago of a stout and noble
spirit. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative (1865) II. 20 That
young Virago kept the door fast against them. 1712-4
Pope Rape Lock v. 37 To arms ! to arms 1 the fierce virago
cries, And swift as lightening to the combate flies. 1781
Cowper Let. 5 Mar., And as to the neutralities, I really

think the Russian virago an impertinent puss for meddling
with us. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. m. xi,Did not the same
virago boast that she had a Cavalry Regiment, whereof
neither horse nor man could be injured. 1885 iQth Cent.
May 472 She [Vittoria Colonna] was a virago, a name which,
however misapprehended now, bore a different and worthy
signification in her day.

f b. Applied to a man. Obs. rare.
i 1600 Day Begg. Bednall Gr. iv. i. (1881) 78 Come then,

my mad Viragoes, . .now I'll turn swaggerer myself. 1601

Shaks. Twel.N. in. iv. 300 Why' man, hee's a verie diuell,

I haue not seen such a firago. . . They say, he has bin Fencer
to the Sophy.

3. A bold, impudent (+ or wicked) woman; a

termagant, a scold.

c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 359 O Sowdanesse,
roote of Iniquitee, Virago, thou Semyrame the secounde
[etc.]. 1680 C. N esse Ch.Hist. 178 God sets this black brand
upon this virago Jezabel. 1724 Swift Quiet Life Wks. 1755
IV. 1. 48 He saw virago Nell belabour, With Dick's own
staff, his peaceful neighbour. 1770 Burke Corr. (1844) I.

230 No heroine in Billingsgate can go beyond the patriotic

scolding of our republican virago. 1838 Jas, Grant Sk.
Lond. 175 It now devolved on her to act the part of a wife

who played both the tyrant and virago at home. 1865
Trollope Belton Est. xxvii. 329, I believe Lady Aylmer to

be an overbearing virago, whom it is good to put down.
1891 C. Roberts A drift Amer. 00 Three women—a mother
and two daughters. These were the greatest viragoes I

ever saw.

transf. 1713 Warder True Amazons (ed. 2) 23 But the

Numbers are not great of these forward Viragos ( - young
bees]. 1793 G. White Sclborne lii, Every hen is in her turn

the virago of the yard.

4. a. atlrib., chiefly appositive, as viragofamily
y

girl, heroine, etc. ; also virago-strain.

1598 Florio, Brtfalda,a. .mankinde, virago woman. 1621

J. Taylor (Water P.) Superb. Flagellum C vi, Like shame-

lesse double sex'd Hermaphrodites, Virago Roaring Girles.

1639 G. Daniel Vervic. 161 But the Virago Queen. .doth

aggravate Th' aggreived Lords. 1746 Francis tr. Hor. t

Sat. 1. i. 131 But a bold wench, of right virago strain, Cleft

with an axe the wretched wight in twain. 1760-2 Goldsm.
Cit. W. Ixii, Petticoated philosophers, blustering heroines,

or virago queens, a 1843 Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. (1851) I.

470 Edward Ill'squeen Philippa was ofa virago family. 1862

Ansted Channel Isl. 360 Montfort was taken prisoner ; his

countess, one of the virago heroines of the time,was besieged

in Hennebon. 1891 Farrar Darkn. $ Dawn i, If she had
not made Galba and his virago-mother feel the weight of her

vengeance, it was only because they were too insignificant.

b. Comb., as virago-like.
1602 Marston Ant. $ Mel. Induct., Wks. 1856 I. 4 An

Amazon should have such a voice, virago-like. 1615

Brathwait Strappado (187S) 92 He doth renew his battery,

and stands too't, And she, Vyrago-like, yeelds not a foote.

Hence Vira'goish a.
t
somewhat resembling, or
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characteristic of, a virago ; Vira-grosMp, the

character of a virago.
1666 Killigrew Siege of Urbin I, n, How shall weanswcr

at the Resurrection! for our Vira^oships? for our own, and
others blood, thus shed ! 1887 E. Behdoe St. Bernards
388 The over-dressed, robust, viragoish lady patient. 1888

LadyD. Haruv Dang. Exper. I. iii. 59 Mrs. brown's rather

viracoish, coarse-featured face.

f Viragon, irreg. f. Viragin or Virago.
1641 Vox Borcalis Cjb, Wherein Women against the

Laws of God, Nature, Nations, they act Man, and play the

verv Viragons.

Virall, obs. f. Virl, Virallay, obs. f. Vire-
lai. Viranda, etc., obs. f. Viranda. Viran-
doed, var. Veranda(h)ed a. Virchippe, obs.

f. Worship. Virdingal, obs. var. Farthingale.

t Vire, s/k 1 Obs. Also 4 fyre, 4-6 vyre, 5 Sc.

wyr, wyir. [a. OF. vire ( = Prov., Sp., Pg. vira)
t

f. virer to turn.] A form of quarrel or bolt for a

cross-bow. (Cf. Vireton.)
1375 Harbour Bruce v. 595, I haf a bow, bot and a vyre.

Ibid, 623 He tasit the vyre and leit it fle. 1390 Gower Con/.
1. 164 As a fyre Which fleth out of a myhti bowe, Aweie he
fledde for a throwe. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4802 Thei faujt

vn-armed in here atyres With longe Arwes and scharpe vires.

c 1415 Cast. Persev. 2113 in Macro Plays (1904) 140, 1 schal

slynge at bee many a vyre, & ben a-vengyd hastely here.

c 1500 Lancelot 1092 The red knycht, byrnyng in loues fyre,

Goith to o knycht, als swift as ony vyre. 1513 Douglas
sEnei-i v. xL 16 This virgin* sprent on swiftlie as a vyre.

f Vire, sb? Obs—1 In 5 wire. [ad. L. virus.']

= Virus.
£1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 77 For euery olde wounde

hauynge rotnes or wire, bat is pinne venymous quyttir or

ony obir ping.

tVire, vA Obs. rare. Also 5 Sc. wyre, vyre.

[ad. OF. virer to turn : cf. Veer z\~]

L trans. To whirl or throw.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 702 IohneCrab..In his fagattis

has set the fyre, And our the wall syne can thame wyre.

2. intr. To turn ; to wind about.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 119 As the dure
turnis about apon the herre, ..and vyrisand revyris. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia (1622) 436 No, no, nee hath vired all this

while, but to come the sooner to his affected end.

+ Vire, z>.2 Obs. rare"1
, (Origin and meaning

doubtful: cf. Vire sb*)
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5448 Many a Gregey was euel

atyred, With brode arwes al to-vired; Thei wounded hem
with arwes brode.

Vire, southern dial. var. Fire ; obs. Sc. f. Wire.

Virelay (vi'reV'j. Now Hist, or arch. Forms:

4-7, 9 virelai (5 virallay, 7 virilai, 9 -lay), 5-6
vyrelay

; 4 verelai, 6-7, 9 verilay, 6 ver(re)-

lay. [a. OF. virelai (14th c), an alteration (prob.

after leu L&1 sb.*) of virelix see Virly.] A song

or short lyric piece, of a type originating in France

in the 14th century, usu. consisting of short lines

arranged in stanzas with only two rhymes, the end-

rhyme of one stanza being the chief one of the next.

Chiefly current in the .Chaucerian period, from cists *o

1610, and in the iyth cent.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 423 Balade, He madc.manye
an ympne for your halydayis 'lhat hightyn baladis, rounde-
lys, & vyrelayes. 1390 Gowkr Con/. I. 133 Ek he cart

carolles make, Rondeal, balade and virelai. 14 , . Lydc. To
Severain Lady 40 Thus many a roundel and many a vire-

lay In fresshe EngHsshc.I do recorde. 1483 Caxtom G.
de la Tour Aj, For in that time I made.. vyrelayes in the
mooste best wyse I cowde. a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 975
50 in to make verelaies & laies, And som to othere diverse

pleyes. 1515 Lo. Berners Froiss. II. xxvi 30/ r. Whiche
coke was called the Melyader, conteyninge all the songes,

baladdes, rundeaux, and vyrelayes, whiche the gentyll duke
had made in his tyme. 1579 Si *W$WM Sheph. Cat. Nov. 21

But if thou algate lust light virelayes, And looser songs of

loue to vnderfong. 1593 Drayton EcL iii. 55 With daintie

and delightsome straynes of dapper Verilayes. 1614 J.
Davies (Heref.) Eclogue 34 Let thy Virilaies Kill enuiou3
cunning swaines..Withenuy. 1700 Dkyden Flower ty Lea/
365 And then the Band of Flutes be^an to play, To which a
Lady sunt; a Virelay. 1795 H. Walpoi.e Let. to Mrs. ff.

More 13 Feb., I received your letter and packet of lays and
virelays. 181a D'Israeli Calam. Auth. (1867) 76 Thus he
lived, like some old troubadour, by his rhymes, and his

chants, and his virelays. 1851 Mrs. Browning CasaGuidi
Wind. 1. 233 O Dead, ye shall no longer.. Drag us back-

ward by the garment thus, To stand and laud you in long-

drawn virelays ! 1880 F. HUMII in Macm. Mag. No. 253.

51 Every one will admit that a halting rondel or virelai is

simply an abomination.
trans/. 164a H. More Song 0/Soul 11. 1, iii. 5 You chear.

full chaunters of the flowring woods, ., To mournful![note

turn your light verilayes, Death be your song, and Winters

hoary sprayes. 1818 Milman Samor it 1 The merry birds

..spring-tide virelays carolling.

V irelle, obs. form of Virl.

Virent (vM»Tent), a. [ad. L. virent-j vt'rens,

pres. pple. olvirere to be green. Cf. It virente.]

+ 1. Verdant; fresh, not faded. Obs.

1595 Locrine in. ii. it By reason of the fatall massacre

Which shall be made vpon the virent plaines. x6o6 N. Baxter
Sidney's Ourania, Song E iv b, Then comes the Deaw, and

doth them recreate : Making them fresh, virent, and fortu-

nate. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. E6. 94 In these [roots]

yet fresh and virent, they carve out the figures of men and

women. 1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 23 For

through y* Place is nothing withcrd ; but sull-vircnt Bayes

. . Appeare.

2. Green in colour.

1830 J. Wright Retrospect ii. 89 Let not the virent snake

entwine thee round. 1837 Tail's Mag. IV. 107 The sun..
illuminated its virent tints. 185a Bailey Eestus (ed. 5) 490
One hand a staff of virent emerald held.

Vireo (vi-r/i*?). Ornith. [a. L. vireo, -eonis

(Pliny) some small bird, perhaps the greenfinch.]

Any small American bird belonging to the genus
Vireo or the family Vireonidw ; a greenlet, a fly-

catcher.
Many species are distinguished by special epithets, as

black-capped, black-headed', blue-heatled, gray, mountain^
plumbeous, red-eyed, white-eyed, yellow-throated, etc.

1834 Audubon Ornith. Biogr. II. 287 The Vireos quench
their thirst with the drops of dew or rain lhat adhere to the
leaves or twigs. 1845 Hirst Com. Mammoth, etc. 155 In
yon oak a vireo shrills. 1869 J. Burroughs in Galaxy Mag.
Aug. 170 The Vireos, or Green lets, are a sort of connecting-
link between the Warblers and the true Fly-catchers. 1878
Couks Birds Colorado Valley 485 The Vireos were long
supposed to be in the curious case, that some species
possessed ten primaries, and others only nine.

Vi reonine, sb. and a. [f. L. vireon-, vireo (see

prec.) + -INE.] a. sb. A vireo or bird related to

this. b. adj. Characteristic of the vireo and related

birds.

1878 Coues Birds Colorado Valley 484 The genus Icteria

is still associated by some leading ornithologists with the
Vireonines. Ibid. 523 The nest is always built after the
usual Vireonine style of architecture.

Virescence (vire 'sens). [See next and
-ence.] a. Hot. Regular or abnormal develop-
ment of a green colour in leaves or flowers, b.

Greenness.
1&88 CasselCs Encycl. Diet. 1904 R. J. Farrer Garden

Asia 167 The fields, whose wealth of virescence glimmers
ghostly.

Virescent (viie*sent), a. fad. L. virescent-,

virescens, pres. pple. of viresctre to become green.]

Greenish ; turning or becoming green. AlsoyS^".

1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 324 In the most flourishing and
virescent condition of any pool, ditch, or otherwise in the

empire. 1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 326/2 Virescent juvenil-

ity or green old a^e. 1881 T. Hardy Laodicean v. ii, The
summer. .tipping every twig with a tiny sprout of virescent

yellow. 1883 Garden 1 July 12/3 He also exhibited .. some
virescent flowers of Auricula.

f Vireton. Obs. rare. In 6 vyre-. [a. OF. vire-

ton (= Prov. viralon), f. virer to turn : cf. Vire
s&.\ and Sp. and Pg. virote.] A cross-bow bolt

so constructed as to rotate on its axis while flying.

c 1500 Melusine 269 They..saylled foorth by such wyse
that it semed as it had be the vyreton of a Crosbow. Ibid.

287 No sarasyn durste hym abyde, but casted at him fro

ferre sperys, darts, stones & arowes, vyretons & quart-lies,

with theire crosbowes.

tViretote. Obs. [app. of OF, origin, f. virer

to turn.] An unsettled state or condition.

C1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 584 (Ellesm.), What eyleth

yow? som gay gerl, god it woot, Hath broght yow thus vp

on the viritoot. [For variants see Meritot.] [i8m Scott
Nigel xviii, Here you come on the viretot, through the

whole streets of London, to talk some nonstnse to a lady.]

Vrrgali <*• rare. [f. L. virga rod.] Made of

twigs or rods.

1731 Fielding Covent Card. Trag. I. iii, Oh ! would\t
thou bear. .To see the hangman lift the vircal rod? 1880

Daily Tel. 23 Feb., The terrible ' Croquemitaine ' and his

frightful spouse.. flourish their virgal sceptres to the terror

of insubordinate juveniles.

Virgalieu, Virgaloo, varr. Vergaloo.

Virgate (va'igA), sb. Hist. [ad. med.L. vir~

gdta (sc. terr,v)
t

f. L. virga rod, used as a rendering

of OE. liyd-land Yard-land.]
1. An early English land-measure, varying greatly

in extent, but in many cases averaging thirty acres.

«6$5 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. 337 Indeed, it is beneath a

Prince., to stoop to each Virgate and rod of ground. 1661

Ulount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Virgate 0/ Land, See Yard-land.

1688 K. Holme Armoury 111. 137/2 Virge, or Virgate of

land is 20, in some places 24 Acres, or in some 30 Acres. 1710

Hearnk P. Langto/t's Chron. (1810) II. 600 The town,

according to Domesday Hook, consisted of VIII. virgats

of Land. Ibid., Each virgat comprehending fourty acres.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 436 The survey was made by..

carucates, virgatcs and acres. 1781 Warton Hist. Kidding-

ton (1783) 45, I have discovered that lady Elisabeth Monta-

cute.. possessed one virgate, about the year 133a 1840

Penny Cycl. XVI. 173/2 Reckoning four virgates in each

hide and thirty acres to make a virgate. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Cong. II. App. 548 In Sussex we find a virgate of

land at Apredoc which Harold (etal 1895 Pollock &
Maitland Eng. Law I. 347 The hide is generally regarded

as made up of four, but it may well be of six virgates,

2. As a linear measure : A rod or pole.

177a Shrubsole & Dense Rochester 42 The first land pier

..shall be built, by the bishop of Rochester; to plank three

virgates or Yards, and to lay three sullivas or large beams

on the bridge. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday Bk. 152 Wood
pasture three quarentens long, and one quarenten and one

vircate broad.

Virgate (va'JgA), a. Bot. and Zool. [ad. L.

virgatusy f. virga rod.]

1. Rod-like ; long, slender, and straight.

1821 W. P. C Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 17 Branches

virgate, elongated, one-flowered. 183a Lindlev IntroH.

Bot. 47 From this kind of branch fsc. vimen\ that called a

virgate stem, caulis virgatus, differs only in being.. more

rigid. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 652 Branchlets.. long before

branching, and virgate.

2. 'Twiggy; producing many weak branchlets

or twigs' (Treas. Hot., 1866).

ViTgated, a. rare. [j.'L.virgdt-us: seerjrec]

1. Rod-shaped ; long and narrow.
I 7S* J- Hill Hist. Anim. 543 The Felis, with an elongated

tail, and virgated spots. The Tyger.
2. Bot. (Seequots.)
1776 }. Lee Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 3S0 Virgatus,

virgated, with many slender Twigs, c 1789 Emyel. Brit.
{ed. 3) III. 444/2 Virgated, having small weak pliant
branches of unequal length.

3. Streaked, striped.

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 11, 420 Virgated Sparus. Sparus
Virgatus.

Vrrgater. Hist, [f, Virgate sb. + -eii *.] A
person holding or cultivating a virgate of land.
1897 Maitland Domesday fy Beyond 416 Even the villein

virgater on the monastic manors of the thirteenth century
is often expected to have four oxen. 1900 N. ty Q. gth Ser.
VI. 382/1 Next above the four virgater^ just mentioned are
. .four bovators.

Virgation. Gcol. [f. L. virga twig +
-ATION.] A system of faults branching out like

twigs from a bough.
1897 Geogr. Jrnl. (R. G. S.) IX. 87 The Western Balkans

form in their southern part six ranges, thcorographical ex-

pression of a geological ' virgation '.

t Virge. Obs. [var. of Verge sb.*, after L.

virgu.]

1. = Verge sb. 1 10.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 20 § 7 Within the virge lymited
and accustumed to his Graces Courle. 1506 Bacon Max.
A- Use Com. Lawn. (1635) 5 Controversies arising within the

Virge. Which is within xii. miles of the chiefest Tunnell of

the Court. 1671 F. Philipps Reg. Necess. Table, The Kings
granting Protections under the Great Seal of England to

such as are his Servants, .when especially imploytd by him
..out of his Palace or Virge thereof.

b. trans/. = Verge sb.l 12.

a ASM T. Carew Poems, To Ben Jonson 48 Thou art not

of their ranke, the quarrell lyes Within thine ovvne virge.

1671 F. Phii.ipps Reg. Necess. 385 Within the Virge arid

compass of loyally and modesty.

2. A rod or wand ; esp. a rod of office.

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. it. Ivi, A hundred Kings,

whose temples wear impal'd In gouldcn diadems,. .And of

their golden virges none disceplied wear, a 1646 M. Pri-

deaux Introd. Hist. (1648) 102 Hadrian the second ..kept a

freate stirre to bring the Bulgarians under his virge. a 1668

)avenant Poems 11672) 230 Therefore my Robe, that in l<is

Altar lay, My Virge, my W reaih, I took ; and thus did pray.

1727 Swift Horace l, Ep. vii. 97 Suppose him now a dean
complete..,The silver virge, with decent pride, Stuck under-

neath his cushion side.

b. = Verge sb. 1 4 b.

1635 Calthrope Relat.betiv.Lord fy Copyholder 51 Al-

though some bee called Coppy-bolders, some Customary,

some Tenants by the Virg [sic],,. yet doe they all agree in

substance and kinde of Tenure.

3. = Verge sb. 1 9 b.

1688 [see Virgate sb. 1]. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) 5,v.

Yard-Land, In the Statute of Wards, An. 28, E, 1, it is

call'd a Virge 0/Land.
4. = Verge sb. 1 1 a.

1608 ToPSKLL Serpents 252 They suffer also vomiting with

.1 spasme or crampe, and inflamation of the virge. 1698

Fryer Ace. E. India * P. iv, v. 177 Many of these Apes
fell by our hands ;. .opening them I found, .their seminary

Vessels turgid, their Virge White and Nervous.

•f Virge, obs. variant of Verge v.*

1693 W. Freke Set. Ess. v. 38 True Vertue is a Streight

line, that neither virges for La/iness nor Glory.

Virgean, a. rare. [f. L. virge-us, f. virga

Virge.] Twig-like. (Applied to a variety of the

Ogham alphabet.)

1793 Hely tr. 0*Flaherty's Ogygia II. 104, I find these

seven vowels A. O. U. E. I. AL. Oi. thus decyphered in

Virgean characters.

Vergenite, obs. form of Virginity.

tVirger. Obs. [var. of Veri.-l.k2, after

Virge or med.L. virgdrius.] An official rod-

bearer ; a verger.

1671 F. PmLirrs Reg. Necess. 176 The Virpers or Tip-

staves attending upon the said Courts. 1704 South in T.

Warton Li/e Bath urs t (1761) 185 You may deposit it with

Mr. Thomas Rooks, virger of Christ church. 1776 Ann.

Reg. 11. 8 The archbishop, .came to visit us at the convent,

..attended by a virger. 183* Index Rolls o/Partt. 1001/1

Office of Virger, or Usher to the Order of the Garter,.. con-

firmed to William Pope.

SofViTfferer, = Vergeber. Obs. rare.

1581 (A. Gilby] Pleas. Dial. Soldier 4 Chapl. L vij b,

9 The Cannon. 10. The pettie Canon. 11. TheVirgerer.

1663 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 482 After them came the vir-

gerer and six bedells.

fVi-rgifer. Obs.—1 [a. med.L. virgi/er, f. L.

virqa Virge + -fer bearing.] A verger.

i6m Acts Durham High Commission Crt. (Surtees) 17

Examinate.. .being one of the Virgifers,. did g<>e unto him

and tooke holde ofhim and soe carried him forth.

Virgilian (vwd,?i*lian), a. and sb. Also 6 Sc.

Virgiliane, 6. 8 Virgillian. [ad. L. Vtrgihan-us,

f. Virgiii-us: see -an, and ct. OF. and *. rtr-

ri/ien.l , ,

A. euii. 1. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of,

the poet Virgil ; agreeing with, or suggestive of,

the style of Virgil. . ,

,5x3 Douclas ACneidConcU Comuleut was *«*«'<
Virciliane, Apon the fest of Mane Magde ane. CIS**)-

nuyt To form in verse virg.han per ytTW^J^
1635 5* Cowlky Davtdets Note 3S In emulation of
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the VirgiHan Verse, Quadrupeds rite putrem [etc.]. 1718

J. TRAPPtr. Virgil Pref. to vEneis '1735) I. p. lxxxvii, What
could be more well-manner'd, more delicate, and truly Vir-
gilltan? C1754 Warton in Boswell Johnson (1904) I.

180, I told him, I thought it a very sonorous hexameter. I

did not tell him, it was not in the VirgiHan style. 1782 V.
Knox Ess. lxiii. (1819) I. 26 The style [of the poem] is beau-
tiful and Virgilian. 1846 Keightlev Notes Virg., Georg.
11. 485 This mode of supplying the ellipse . . is certainly the

more Virgilian. 1886 Swinburne Misc. 151 An instinctive
dignity and precision not unworthy to be called Virgilian.

b. Virgilian lots [tr. L. sortes Virgiliansc], a
method of divination consisting in taking a passage
of Virgil at random.
1838-45 Encycl. Meirob. XXIV. 737/1 It is said that

Charles!, and Lord Falkland made trial of the Virgilian lots

a little before the commencement of the great civil war.

2. Of agriculture : Practised according to the

methods described in the Georgics of Virgil. Also
of persons following these methods.
172^ W. Benson Virgils Huso. 11. Pref. p. xvi, I am

certain the Husbandry of England in general is Virgilian.

1731-3 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xix. 271 The Virgilian
Farmer must be content to have only his Labour for his

Travel. 1764 J. Randall {title), The Semi-Virgilian Hus-
bandry, deduced from various Experiments.

B. sb. 1. One who is specially devoted to, or

skilled in, the study of Virgil's works.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod., etc, Qiijb, You would a
good Virgillian be.

2. One who practises agriculture after the

methods laid down by Virgil.

x 73*~3 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. x\x. 272 The Virgilian
is commonly late in his sowing. Hid. 279 This puts the
Virgilians upon a Necessity of using of Dung.
Hence VirgTlianism, the characteristic style of

Virgil; a Virgilian expression.

1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. x. (1S60) 164 When I had the
pleasure of hearing him [Campbell] afterwards, I forgot his

Virgilianisms.

t Virgils, sb. pi. Obsr~x [ad. L. Virgilias.']

The Pleiades.
c 1440 Paliad. on Husb. x. 154 In s">mer tyme hym Hketh

wel to glade, That whan Virgilis doun goth, gynneth fade.

Virgin (voud^in), sb. and a. Forms: a. 3, 5
uirgine, 3-7 virgino (6 wir-), 4, 6 virgyne

(5 wir-), 4-5 vyrgyne (4 wyr-), 5 vyrgine.
0. 4 uirgin, 4-6 virgyn (5 uirgyn,6 wirgynne),
5-6 vyrgyn (6 wyT-), 5- virgin (5 wyr-, 6 wir-
gin\ 7. 4 vergyne, 4-5 vergine (4 uer-),

vergyn. 5. 5 vyrgene (wyr-), 5-6 virgen(e.

[a. AK. and OK. virgine, virgene, vie/gene, etc.

(=: It. vergine, Sp. virgin, Pg. virge/n) :—L. vir-

g'utcm, ace. of virgo maiden. OF. also had the

reduced forms virge, vierge
y
raod.F. vierge^\

I. 1. Eccl. An unmarried or chaste maiden or

woman, distinguished for piety or steadfastness in

religion, and regarded os having a special place

among the members of the Christian church on.

account of these merits.

Chiefly used with reference to early Christian times.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 Dar haue V.martirs, and con«

fessors, and uirgines maked faier bode inne to wunien.
aizzS Leg. Katlu 2310, I be feire ferreden of uirgines in

heouene. 61290 Beket 2302 in S.Eng. Leg. I. 172 Fair was
hat processiouu..Of Martirs and of confessours and of vir-

gines ber-to. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8270 And she

ys callede Seynt Iftstyne, A martyr and an holy vyrgyne.

13.. E. E. A/tit. P. A. 1098 pis noble cite.. Was sodanlyful

..Of such vergynez in be same gyse pat was myblysfulan-
vnder croun. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 8 Seint Katerine be
gloriouse virgyne and martyr, c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884)

59 pe wykked tyraunt..saat in hys astat and bad )>nx be
holy virgyn schold be presented to hym. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xxv. 46 Patriarchis, profeitis, and appostiilis deir,

Confessouris, virgynis and marteris cleir. c 1610 Women
Saints {\t&fi) 92 Modwene.. became the mistresse of verie

many like professed and holie virgins. 1652 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Short Relat. Long Journ. (1859) 10 The pious
and chaste virgin Winifrid._ 1728 Chambers Cycl. s,v., In
the Roman Breviary, there is a particular Office for Virgins
departed. 1810 E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia (1839) 56/1 A
host of saints, virgins, and bishops, whose pictures covered
the walls. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter iv. 326 St. Ursula and
her eleven thousand virgins.

2. A woman (esp. a young woman) who is, or

remains, in a state of inviolate chastity ; an abso-

lutely pure maiden or maid.
In early use chiefly of the Virgin Mary: cf. 4 and 5.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxx. 88 When y lygge on dethes
bed, ..On o ledy myn hope is, moder ant virgyne. c 1375
Sc. Leg- Saints Prol. 50 Til scho consawit godis sone, . . scho
beand altyme vergine chaste.^ a 1400-50 Alexander 4665
Voide & vacand of vices as virgyns it ware, c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 8 Alle clad in white, in tokyn of

clennes, Lyke pure virginis as in ther ententis. £1485 A\

E. Misc. (Warton CI.) 36 When hedyssenddyt.. Into a chast

wombe of a wyrgene clene. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot.

(182 1) II. 163 He that revisis ane virgine, bot gif scho desire

him in manage, sal be heidit. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform.
xlvii. 58 Remember first }our former qualitie, And wrak na

virgenis with ;our wilfull weir. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i.

146, I will stand for't a little, though therefore I die a Vir-

gin. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett, (vol.1) 318 Nor am
I ignorant that never any woman was so vicious, who hath

not heretofore bin a Virgin. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 138 Then

[thou] toldst her doubting how these things could be To

her a Virgin, that on her should come The Holy Ghost.

i737 Whiston Josephus, Aniiq. EH. x'ti. § a Moses v per-

mitted him [sc. the high-priest] only to marry a virgin.

1807 Med. Jml. XVII. 494 Ruysch's subject, though not a

virgin, may have yet been troubled with this complaint.

1845 Day tr. Simon's Anim.Ckem. I. 230 The venous blood
of virgins gave, in 1000 parts [etc].

flS- '5*6 Tindale 2 Cor. xi. 2 For I coupled you to one
man, to make you a chaste virgen to Christ, i860 Pusey
Min. Proph. 107 God regarded as a virgin, the people whom
He had made holy to Himself; He so regards the soul which
He has regenerated and sanctified.

b. An old maid, a spinster.

I759 Johnson Idler No. 53 p6 Lady Biddy Porpoise, a
lethargick virgin of seventy-six.

C. transf. Of things.

1620 Capt. Smith New-Eng, Trials Wks. (Arb.) I. 243
From which blessed Virgin [i.e. the colony of Virginia].,
sprung the fortunate habitation of Somer lies. Ibid., This
Virgins sister (called New England, An. 1616, at my humble
suite). 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Prance IV. 303 They give
it [sc. Perunne] the name of Virgin, because it was never
taken. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. iv. iii. 252 In the
language of the New Platonists, the number seven is said to

be a virgin, and without a mother. 1897 Westm. Gas. 18

Jan.8/3 Similarly, in Africa, the highest mountain is still a
virgin.

d. Virginity. (After 1 Cor. vii, 37.) rare,

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemplar Disc. iv. § 12 S. Jerome
affirms that, to be continent in the state of widowhood is

harder, then to keep our virgin pure.

e. Entom. A female insect producing fertile

eggs by parthenogenesis. (Cf. 12 g.)
1883 Imperial Diet, (and in later Diets.).

3. A young woman, a maid or maiden, of an age

and character affording presumption of chastity.

13.. Sir Benes (A.) 2689 A wende, a mi^te leue namore,
And get him pou^te, a virgine Him brou3te out of al is pine.

c 1380 Wvclie Wks. (1880) 330 God . . seib hi lob bat a man
shuld make couenaunt wlb hise wittis to penke not on a
virgyne. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 37 Whiche com.
muundede also virgynes to be mariede with owte eny
dowery. c 1450 Mirk's Fcstial 16 Then was scho so meke yn
all hor doyngys, bat all othyr vyrgenes called hor qwene
of maydens. 1538 Starkey England 11. i. 151 The wych
some schold .. be dystrybutyd .. partely to the dote of
pore dainosellys and vyrgynys. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse
(Arb.) 20 The Harpies haue Virgins faces, and vultures

Talentes, 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 37 Yong budding
Virgin, faire, and fre^h, & sweet, Whether away? 1697
Drvden sEneid 1. 440 She seemed a virgin of the Spartan
blood, a 1700 Evelvn Diary 25 May 1645, Rare pieces,

especialy of Guido, Domenico, and a virgin named Isabella

Sirani. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 252
Vortigern was struck with the beauty of a Saxon virgin, a
kinswoman of Hengist. 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Roto-
land for Oliver, Ode to Affectation ii, Say, virgin, where
dost thou delight to dwell 1 With maids of honour, start-

ful virgin ? 1806 W. Herbert Sel. Icel. Poetry 1. 119 Two
of the Valkyria; or virgins of slaughter. 1838 Dickens Old
C. Shop ix, The beautiful virgin took another pinch [of

snuff]. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 87 A royal virgin, in

odours silkily nestled.

b. In allusions to the parable of the wise and
foolish virgins (Matt. xxv. 1-13).
1620 Gataker Spirituall Watch 62 Either you are

a wise Virgin or a foolish one : if a wise one, the company
hath need of you ; if an unwise one, you of it. 1756-7 tr.

Keyslers Trav. (1760) I. 182 On the sides of this entrance
are seen the five foolish and the five wise virgins, in stone.

1826 Scott Woodst. ii, Why shouldst thou not talk like one
of the wise virgins? 1873 Carleton Farm Ball. 22 Next
nvirnin' an ancient virgin took pains to call on us, Her lamp
all trimmed and a-burnin' to kindle another fuss.

4. The Virgin Mary, the mother of Christ.

Also, an image or picture representing her.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24977 Concetud o be hali gast, born o
be virgine marie, c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 21 He is be
soue of be vergyne marte. C1400 Maundev. Prol. (1839) 1

The seyd blessed and gloriouse Virgine Marie. 1470-85
Maloky Arthur xvn. v. 697 Also the holy ghoost shewed
hym the cornynge of the gloryous vyrgyne marye. 1533
Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 39 Quhen the virgine Maria hard
the salutatione of the angel. 1547 Homilies I. Obedience
iii, And here let vs not forget the blessed virgyn Maries
obedience. 1611 Bible Matt. i. (heading), Christ.. was.,
borne of the Virgin Mary when she was espoused to

Ioseph. 1655 Vaughan Silex Scint. Ded., Jesus Christ,

The Son of the living God, and the sacred Virgin Mary.

1717 [see Madonna 2J. 1776 Ld. Hailes Ann. Scott. I. 134

He ascribed his deliverance to the Virgin Mary. 1823

Scorr Quentin D. v, He wore his national bonnet,. . with a
Virgin Mary of massive silver for a brooch. 1885 J. King
Angl. Hymnology 3 The hymn of Hannah is the prototype

of the Virgin Mary's ' Magnificat '.

b. attrib,
}
or in possessive, in popular names of

plants (see quots.) ; also (after Gaelic use) Virgin
Marys nut, the Bonduc or Molucca nut.

1703 M. Martin Western Islands 39 If she would but
take the White Nut, called the Virgin Maries Nut, and lay
it in the Pale into which she was to milk the Cows. 1823
E. Moor Suffolk Wds.

y
Virgin Mary thistle, the beautiful

and magnificent Carduus Benedictus, or Blessed Thistle.

1855 Miss Pratt Flower. PL HI. 230 Milk Thistle... This
very handsome stately plant, the Virgin Mary's Thistle
[etc.]. .1860 M «y Q. 4th Ser. III. 414/2 In some parts of

Berkshire the spotted persicaria. .is known as 'The Virgin
Mary's pinch ', from the dark thumb-like mark in the centre
of its leaves. 1873 Card. Chron. -26 April 579/3 Pulmon-
aria officinalis.—This plant is known 111 Cheshire as Virgin
Mary*s Honeysuckle. 1880 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-
bk. 464 Virgin-MaryVcowslip, Ptilmonaria officinalis^

common Lungwort.

6. The Virgin (also the blessed, /^/y,ctc, Virgin),
— sense 4.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5873 Syn Crist

cam of be vyrgyne, Nyne score 5er euene, & nyne. c 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 4370 pis was bat Iohan saw in a vision

Of hym bat semed be virgyn son. 1390 Gower Cottf. II.

j 86 For be that cause the godhede Assembled was to the

manhede In the virgine. C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon
L 37 God, that of the vyrgyn was borne in bedeleym. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 10 b, Hymselfe sayenge in the
gospell, Excepte ye eate tha flesshe of the sone of the virgyn
[etc.]. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 139 Desyringealmygbtie
God and the blessed virgin to fauour his beginninges. 1623
Cockeram in, ValcntineanS) a certaine heretiques, who
held opinion that our Sauiour receiued not his fle^h from the
blessed Virgin. 1643 Caryl Expos. Job xx. 17 And this is

the food which the Virgins son our Immanuel was prophe-
sied to eat. 1704 [see Annunciation 2]. 1756-7 tr. Keys-
ler's Trav. (1760) I. 286 The church of the holy virgin at
Lireyo. 1797 Coleridge Christabel 1. 139 Praise we the
Virgin all divine Who hath rescued thee from thy distress !

i8ox Scott Eve St. John xl,
4 Alas ! away, away !

' she cried,
' For the holy Virgin's sake !

' 1867 Jas. Campbell Bat-
merino n. ix. 122 A full length figure of the Virgin and
Holy Child standing within a Gothic niche. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. CI. S. II. xxxiii. 329 Uttering a special prayer to the
immaculate Virgin.

b. A picture or image of the Virgin Mary ; a

madonna.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 23 April 1646, There are two

Sacristias, in one of which is a fine Virgin of Leonardo da
Vinci. 1823 Galt R. Gilhaize ix, My grandfather, .seized

the Virgin's timber leg, and flung it with violence at them.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 140/1 A most exquisite Virgin in a
tabernacle in the open street at Prato. 1883 Parker* s Guide
to Oxford 87 The niches have been filled with the Virgin
and Child [etc.].

6. A person of either sex remaining in a state of

chastity. Usually in pi.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24685 He ledis lijf lik til angels, For
uirgins all ar pai. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 277 Hou that

Adam and Eve also Virgines comen bothe tuo Into the

world and were aschamed [etc.]. c 1440 Alpju Tales 297
When be Emperour Henrie and Ranegunde bis wyfeabade
alway clene virgyns. I45i.Capgravk Life St. Gilbert xxxi.

107 Fro pat tyme in whech he was take fro be world, a-non

was be set a-mongis be dauns of virgynes.

7. A youth or man who has remained in a state

of chastity.

c vg&Artk, $ Mcrt. 8913 (K.), pisNaciens. .bicome prest,

tnesse to sing; Virgine of his bodi he was. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. r 950 Virginitee baar oure lord Ihesu crist, and vir-

gine was hym selue. c 1450 Lovelich Grail xxxix. 559 A
virgyne evere schal he be alle dayes of his lyve certeinle.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvn. xviii. 715 Thow arte a clene

vyrgyn aboue all knyghtes. a 1513 FAuwtiChron. vi.ccxiv.

232 This kynge Edwarde lafte after hym no childe, for he

was accompted for a virgyn whan he dyed, 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111. xvi. 101 These Calenders.,

say themselues to he virgins. 1613 J. Hayward Norm.
Kings 296 It is certaine also that Anselme, the most earnest

enforcer of single life, died not a Virgine. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Scarlet Gown 14 It is held for certain, by them which
know him, that he is still a Virgin. 1700 Tyrrell Hist.

Eng. II. 785 He was reputed a Pure Virgin. 1847 tr.

Bacci's Life St. Philip Neri ii. xiii. 253 A famous harlot, ..

having heard it said that Philip was a virgin, . .audaciously

boasted that she would cause him to fall. 1880 A. I. Ritchie

Ch. St. Baldred 49 King Malcolm [IV] is universally said

to have died a virgin.

ftg. 1798 Lamb Rosamund Gray iv. 498 His temper had

a sweet and noble frankness in it, which bespake him yet a

virgin from the world.

8. Astr. = Virgo.
c X480 Henryson Fables, Fox <y Wolf iv, Mercurius, the

I God of Eloquence, Into the Uirgyn maid his residence.

c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 11 Whan the Sonne in tyme of

yere begynneth to wythdrawe dounwarde thenne reigneth

he in a planete that we call Virgyne. 1509 Hawes Past.

Pleas, xliv. (Percy Soc.) 216 Tyll peace and mercy made
right to encline, Out of the Lyon to enter the Vyrgyne.

c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus Prol. 43 The Virgin, Libra, and
the Scorpion. 1596 Si-enser F. Q. v. i. 11 The Virgin, sixt

in her degree. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 676 Thence down
amaine By Leo and the Virgin and the Scales, As deep as

Capricorne. 1697 Creech Maniiius 11. 70 The Twins, Vrn,

Virgin force his Sign to bend By Nature's Law. 1730-46

Thomson Autumn 23 When the bright Virgin gives the

beauteous days, And Libra weighs in equal scales the year.

176a Falconer Shipwr. 1. 197 Now, in the southern hemi-

sphere, the sun Thro" the bright Virgin and the Scales had

run. 1868 Lockyer Guillemins Heavens (ed. 3) 326 The
Virgin and Bootes are, with the Lion, the most important

constellations in view.

9. a. ellipt. Applied to varieties of apple and

pear.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. 80 The Squib-pear, Spindle-pear,

Virgin, Gascogne-Beigamot. 1886 Cheshire Gloss. 378

Virgins, a kind of apple.

b. Ent. Applied to species of moths and butter-

flies,

183a J. Rennie Consp. Butterfi. ft M. 49 The Virgin

{Triphxna Junuba.) Wings two inches to two inches one-

third, of uniform colour. Ibid. 100 The Virgin {Brepha

Parthenias) appears the end of March.

10. altrib. and Comb., as virgin-birth, -born

adj., -produced adj. , -violator, -worship; virgin-

bower, = Virgin's boweb; virgin-stock, the

Virginia stock ; virgin-tree, Oriental sassafras.

1652 Crashaw Carmen DcoNostro Poems (1904) 271 The

•virgin-births with which thysoveraign spouse Made fruit-

full thy fair soul. 1864 Pusey Lect. Daniel vm. 484 I hat

announcement of the Virgin-birth of Him, of whom it is

said, she shall call His Name Emmanuel. 1899 Daily Neu-s

16 Sept. 7/1, I fail to see how those who deny the virgin

birth of Our Lord can in any way claim part in the Christian

Church. 1671 Milton/'. R. iv. 500 Then hear, O Son of

David, "Virgin-born. 1846 Trench Mirac. 46 The Virgin-

born, the Son of the Most Highest. 1725 Fam. Diet,
* Virgin-bower, a Plant of which there are two sorts [etc.].

1810 Scott Lady ofLake I. xxvi, The clematis, the favour'd

flower Which boasts the name of virgin-bower. 1861

N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. «y Surg. 1S60, 377 They are



VIRGIN.

altogether equivalent to "virgin.produced 'zooids\ 1786
Abercrombik Gard. Assist. 55 Sweet peas, pansies, *virgin-
stoclc. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Stock, The somewhat similar
Maleolmia marititna, . . in England called Virginia or
virgin stock. 1866 Treat. Ret. 1219/: "Virgin-tree, Sassa-
fras Farthenoxylon. 1603 Shaks. Meas.Jor At. v. \. 41 That
Angelo is an adulterous thiefe, An hypocrite, a "virgin vio-
lator. 1848 Kingslf.v Saint's frag. 1 ntrod. p. xviii, I should
..have copied the introduction of "Virgin-worship into the
original tale.

11. In possessive collocations: virgin's garland,
a garland of flowers and coloured paper formerly
carried at the funeral of a maiden

; f virgin's
honey, -oil, = virgin honey, oil (see 17b); f Vir-
gin's sea, = Virginian sea Virginian a. I d

;

Virgin's spike (see SriKE siA i b)
; f virgin's

thread (see quot.).

181; Brockett JV. C. Glass., * Virgin's garland, many
country churches in the North are adorned with these gar-
lands ; in token, says Bourne, of esteem and love, and as an
emhlem of reward in the heavenly Church. 1828 Craven
Gless., Virgin's Garlands. Many of the Churches in the
Deanery of Craven are adorned with these garlands. [De-
scription follows.) 1879-81 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-
He. 465 Virgins-garlauds still exist; as.. at Minsterley,
where there are several, the most recent of them being of
the date 1764. 1611 Cotgr., Miel vierge, "Virgins honie,
the honie which of it selfe, and without pressing, distills
from the combe. 1713 Fain. Did. s.v. Empyema, They
mix a quartern of Virgins Honey, with two Paris Pints
thereof. 1611 Cotgr., Huile Virginal, "Virgins Oyle

;

the Oyle that comes from the Oliue of it selfe, and without
pressing. 1603 in Shirburn Ballads lxxvii. 7 His Empyre
. . Halfe which her beosome fooith doth lay from German to
the Virgin's [v.r. Virginian) sea. 1704 Diet. Rust. (17261,
Virgin s-Tliread, a sort of Dew, which flies in the Air,
like small untwisted Silk or Yarn, and falling upon the
Ground or Plants, changes it self into a form like a Spider's
web.

II. ailrib. passing into adj. 12. Of persons
(usually of the female sex) : Being a virgin or vir-
gins ; remaining in a state of chastity.
Virgin Queen, a name for Queen Elizabeth of England.
1560 Bible (Genev.) Jer. xiv. 17 For y» virgine daughter

of my people is destroyed.. with a sore grieuous plague.
1599 Shaks. Muck Adov.m. 15 Pardon, goddesse of tha
night, Those that slew thy virgin knight [sc. Hero).
1611 Spked Theat. Gt. Britain 1. xi. 2r/i Ursula, ..with
her companie of canonized Virgin-Saints. 1633 Ford
Broken Heart Prol., The virgin-sisters then deserv'd fresh
bays. Ibid. in. v, To virgin-wives, such as abuse not wed-
lock By freedom of desires. 165a Benlowes Theoph. VI. xxv,
Hail, blessed Virgin-Spouse, who didst bequeath Breath
unto him, who made thee breathe 1 1697 Drvden AKncid
XI. 754 The Volscians, and their virgin leader, wait His last
commands, a 1718 Parnell Hesiod 34 In such a shape..
As virgin-goddesses are proud to wear. 1738 tr. Guazzo's
Art Convers. 4s, I am, with Respect to any concern with
Women, as true a Virgin-man as I came from my Mother's
womb. 1786 Polwhelk tr. Llyiiia 0/ Theocritus, etc.
(1792) II. 38 And still the Arabian maids have their hair
inwreathed with hyacinths, like the virgin companions of
Helen. 18*7 Pollok Course T. x, Stars, the virgin
daughters of the sky. 1834 L. Ritchie IVand. by Seine
40 The virgin-martyr St Honoria.

b. In predicative use. KXiofig., and const, of
and to. rare.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 396 Likest she seemd..to Ceres in

her Prime, Yet Virgin of Proserpina from Jove. 1849-50
Alison Hist. Europe XIV. xcvi. § 21. 218 Germany, alike
virgin to revolutionary passions, and unused to revolution-
ary suffering, has had a firebrand tossed into its bosom.
1859 Tennyson Guinevere 553 Yet not less, O Guinevere,
For I was ever virgin save for thee.

C. The Virgin Mother, the Virgin Mary.
[.11711 Ken Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 321 His Virgin.

Mother had Angelick Grace] 1720 Welton Suffer. Son
0/ God I. x. 242 The Humble Deference of the sacred
Virgin-Mother in Regard to Him, who was her Son, and
her God too. 1817 Scott Monks of Hangar's March ii, On
the long procession goes,.. And the Virgin-mother mild In
their peaceful banner smiled. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy II. i. n, [..would fain enlist every holy saint in
the calendar, and implore the virgin mother herself, i860
Tennyson St* Dreams 234 The Virgin Mother standing
with her child High up on one of those dark minster-fronts.

d. Virgin widow, a widow who has been de-
prived of her husband before the consummation of
the marriage.
a 1644 Quarles {.title), The Virgin Widow. A Comedie.

1700 Drvuen Pal. f, Arc. lit. 927 A Virgin-Widow and a
Mourning Bride. 1881 Stevenson Men * B. 243 Isabella,
virgin-widow of our Richard II. 1887 J-GAiRDNEain Diet.
Nat Biog. IX. 291/1 On 2 April [1502).. he [Prince Arthur]
died at Ludlow, and Catherine was left a virgin widow.

e. trans/. (See quots.)
1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 663 Seven, the old Magi called

a Virgin Number, supposing the Force thereof great, as a
Virgin in her full strength. 1725 Fan,. Diet., Virgin- Vine,
a '~?nt reckon 'd by many among the sorts of Snake.Weed.
.

.
Xis call'U the Virgin-Vine, because, if it may be so said,

it is a Maid, and has hitherto brought forth nothing. 1849
(

l
WV f'"rl/'""'f'"tis 76 The development of an Aphis in

the body of a virgin parent. 1888 F. K. Cheshire Bees t,

Bee-Keeping II. 330 The cage may be used in introducing
both laying and virgin queens.

f. Ufa fortress, city, etc. : That has never been
taken or subdued.
1780 Burke (Eeon. Reform Wks. III. 240 That house,

hold, which has been the stronghold of prodigality, the
virgin fortress which was never before attacked. 1856
N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 103 She stands and grows and
thrives, a virgin land for now eight hundred years. 1868
Chambers's Encycl. X. 186/1 Widdin.is called by the
Turks the Virgin Fort, from its never having been taken.
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1873 Tristram Moab v. 78 Ibrahim . . was never able to take
Kerak, whose proud boast is that it yet remains a virgin city.

g. Virgin generation, procreation, or {repro-
duction, parthenogenesis.
1849 Owen Parthenogenesis 28 The structures,, which

Reaumur, .cited In order to solve the problem of the alleged
virgin procreation. 1859 Todfts Cycl. Aunt. V. 37/2 Pro-
fessor Owen has given the name of Parthenogenesis, or
Virgin-production, to this mode of generation. 1881 Encycl.
Brit. All. 574/2 While .

.

Hyntenoptera reproduce by the
union of the two sexes, yet parthenogenesis or virgin repro-
duction is of not uncommon occurrence.

13. Composed or consisting of virgins.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke P$. lxviii. iv, Taught by thee, in

this tryumphant song, A virgin army did their voices try.

1596 Shaks. Merch. K in. ii. 56 Vong Alcides, when he did
reoeeme The virgine tribute, paied..'1'o the Sea-monster.
1698 Fryer Acc. £, India $ P. 290 The Graces Adorn our
Parks and Malls Crowned with Virgin-Garlands. rtX7ii
Ken Psydte Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 306 Psyche then left

the lovely virgin-choir. 1820 Keats To Psyche 30 Though
temple thou hast none, ..Nor virgin-choir. 1857 Emkkson
Poems 13 The lover watched his graceful maid, As mid the
virgin train she strayed. 1885-94 k. Eridgks Eros fy Psyche
April 22 And next the virgin tribe in white forth sail'd.

14. Of or pertaining to a virgin ; appropriate to,

or characteristic of, virgins : a. Of parts of the
body, articles of dress, etc.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 8r6 Come challenge me, ..And,
by this Virgin palme, now kissing thine, I will be thine.
1608 — Per. iv. ii. 160 Untied I still my virgin knot will
keep. 1616 Drumm. of Hayvth. Madrigals xlv, '1 his
virgine Lock of Haire To Idmon Anthea giues. 1650
Uulwek Anthropomct. Pref., The Midwivesdo the Virgin
Zone cashere. 1684 Bunvan Pilgr. 11. Introd. Lines 1S2
Come see her in her Virgin Face, and learn Twixt Idle
ones, and Pilgrims to discern. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 1050
Iphthima the fair, .. whose blooming charms Altujed
Eumelus to her virgin-arms. 1807-8 Wordsw. Eccl. Sonn.
11. xxv, Mother ! whose virgin bosom was uncrost With the
least shade of thought to sin allied. 1810 Scott Lady of
Lake in. v, Vet ne'er again to braid her hair The virgin
snood did Alice wear. 1819 S. Rogers Hum. Life Poems
(1839) 10 Moves in her virgin-veil the gentle bride. 1846
Prowett Prometheus Bound 31 Thou favoured maiden,
Why in thy virgin-zone still braced?
fig. 1853 Thackeray Nc-Mcomcs xxxix, Whenever you
found bun he seemed watchful and serene, his modest
virgin-lamp always lighted and mm.

b. Of qualities, feelings, etc.

0x586 Sidney Arcadia u. xvii. (1622) 165 Though the
purenesse of my virgin-mind be stained, let me keepe the
true simplicity of my word. i6ii 2nd Maiden's Trag. 111.

L in Hazl. Dodsley X. 433 Hast thou, .overcome Thy
honour's^en'mies with thine own white hand, Where virgin-
victory sits.

_ 1633 Ford Broken IE 11. iii, The virgin-dowry
which my birth bestow 'd Is ravish'd by another. 1651
Hobbes Govt. t\ Soc. xviii. § T4. 362 Hither also in some
respect tends the Virgin-life of Ecclesiastical! Persons. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 270 To whom the Virgin Majestic of
Eve. .With sweet austeer composure thus reply'd. 1713
Addison Cato 1. vi, Lucia. Was ever virgin love distress'd
like mine ! 1720 Welton Suffer. Son of God I. iv. 67
Without the least Injury to her Virgin-Purity. 1757 Gray
Bard 118 Her., face Altemper'd sweet to virgin-grace. 176a
Goldsm. Cit, IK Ixxxviii. A lady in the virgin bloom of
sixty-three. 1808 Helen St. Victor Ruins ofRigonda I.

55 These.. are mere virgin scruples. 1839 De Quihcby
Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1S62 II. 201 The honourable election
of a self-dependent virgin seclusion, by preference to a
heartless marriage ! 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair iii, The
picture of youth, unprotected innocence, and humble virgin
simplicity. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' Valerie's Fate ii, We
must_ not disturb her virgin .thoughts with a question of
marriage.

15. Comparable to a virgin in respect of purity
or freedom from stain

; pure, unstained, unsullied.
In early use in fig. context.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 426 We leuen on marye. .J>at ber

a barne of vyrgyn flour. 0450 Godstow Reg. 20 With
blessyd Seynt Cuthburge, bat virgyn flour. 1596 Spcnser
Prothalamion 32 The virgin Lillie, and the Primrose trew.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. vii. 23 What saies the Siluer,
with her virgin hue ? 1610 — Temp, iv. 55 The white cold
virgin Snow vpon my heart. 1633 Ford Broken II. v. i,

The virgin-bays shall not withstand the lightning With a
more careless danger, than my constancy The full of thy
relation. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. Wks. 1851 III. 19 These
that must be call'd the ancientest, and most virgin times
between Christ and Constantine. 1655 Vaughan SitexScint.
1. Search 70 What shades, and cells, Faire virgin-flowers,
and hallow'd Wells I should rove in. 1743 Francis tr. IIor..
Odes 1. xxvi 9 Sweet Muse, who lov'st the virgin Spring,
Hither thy sunny Flowrets bring. 1819 S. Rogers Hum.
Life Poems (1839) 14 A funeral garland hung Of virgin-
white. 1818 Keats Endym. it. 113 My veined pebble-floor,
that draws A virgin light to the deep 1839 De Quincey
Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 23 A glittering expanse of
virgin snow. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges iv. 225 To lead
a pure life, to keep your honour virgin. 1885 R. Buchanan
Annan tauter iii, 1 he garden was covered with a sheet of
virgin white.

b. Not yet touched, handled, or employed for

any purpose; still undisturbed or unused
; perfectly

fresh or new.
1590 Shaks. Mids. IV. 1 i. 70 The Rose. .which withering

on the virgin thorncdies in single blessednesse. 1638
Drumm. of Hawth. Exequies A. Alexander 66 How oft
have we Some Cbloris Name graven In each Virgin tree 1

1785 Crarbr Nev/spaper 99 Unbought, un bless d, the
virgin copies wait In vain for fame. 1799 Wordsworth
Nutting 21 The hazels rose Tall and erect, with tempt-
ing clusters hung, A virgin scene. 1813 D'Israeli Cur.
Lit. Ser. it. I. 415, I propose to give what .. may be
called the Philosophy of Proverbs—a topic which seems
virgin. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II. xii. 108 A..Samian,
named CoUeus, reached Tartessus, and found, as Herodotus

VIRGIN.
says, a virgin mart. 1867 F. Francis Angling ix. (1880) 307
Salmon.. hatched in perfectly virgin waters. 1882 Floyek
Unexpl. Baluchistan 176 It was at least a virgin country
which.. had never yet been entered by white man. 1879
Allbutt's Sysi. Med. II. 258 The ravages of Small-pox in a
virgin race.

c. Perfectly free or clear 0/"something.
1889 Harper's Mag. May 878. 2 The Sierra Madres in

Mexico are still virgin of sportsmen and skin-hunters.
16. Employed lor the first time.
1627 Drayton Agincourt, etc. 87 When th' Earleof March

..His Virgine valour on that day bestowes. 1725 Pope
Odyss. I. 389 His virgin sword /Egysthus' veins imbru'd.
1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. ix, liut [it] is honestly a true
Virgin-Dedication untried on, upon any soul living, a 1839
Praf.d Poems 11864) IE 16 As on the day that saw him
wield His virgin sword in battle field.

b. Forming a first essay or attempt; coming at
the beginning or outset.

1627 E. F. Hist. Ediv. II (ifSo) S The first Virgin-works
of his greatness, a 1628 F. Greville Sidney (1652) 225
Her Virgin-triumph over that ..invincible Navy. 1652 N.
Culverwel Treat. 1. xi. (ic"6i) 76 Instincts, .the first-born
faculties, .that are presently espoused to their Virgin-
objects. 1708 Ozell tr. Boileau's Lutrin 121 A Vouth .

.

entring the Lists, his Virgin-Motion makes. 1771 Smoilett
Humph. Ct., -Jo Mr }i\ Phillips 10 June, Tim Cropdale.

.

had happily wound up the Catastrophe of a virgin-Tragedy,
from the Exhibition of which [etc ]. 1857 Heavysegk .Saul
(1869) 27 Now quit thee well on this thy virgin field. 1873
Hamilton inteil. Lifev.m. 191 'that intere^ y. u preserve
in all its virgin force, and this torce carries a man far. 1891
Daily News 21 Feb. 3/2 That any measure dealing with.

.

the House of Lords could only be undertaken by the virgin
energy uf the session.

17. Special collocations: a. I'irgin earth, soil,

etc., soil which has not hitherto been brought into
cultivation, and retains all its natural power of
producing vegetation. Virgin forest, a forest of
natural growth as yet untouched by man. / Hrgin
rock) etc., native rock not yet cut into or quarried.
1709 T. Robinson in Vind. Mosaick System 103 A small

Parcel of *Virgin-C!ay, digged some Fathoms under
Ground. 1652 French Yorksh. Spa ii. 13 Helmuts
saiuium or *virgin-tarth, which he saith is a certain sand
continued from the Center of the earth in diveis places,
even to the superficies of the same. 1692 C0YI.E Hist. Air
44 Hoping to find in the salt of what he supposed to be
Virgin-earth, the true receptacle of an universal spirit. 1744
Berkeley Sin's §141 Virgin earth becomes fertile, crops
of new plants ever and anon shew themselves. 1799
J. RoiiERisoN Ague. Penh 2S0 Hence the astonishing
fertility of all new soil, or what is called virgin earth. 1812
Ne%u Botanic Gard. I. 64 A third part of fresh virgin earih,
from a pasture ground. x886 J. Eaukowman Sc. Mining
Terms 69

* Virgin field, a mineral field untouched or solid.
1851 G. F. Richardson Geot. (1S55) 443 A 'virgin forest of
the Isle of Gouahan, one of the Mariana Islands. 1813 Sir
IE Davy Agric. Chem. (1814)358 Strawberries and potatoes
at first produce luxuriantly in "Virgin Mould, recently
turned up from pasture. 1877 J. Nohthcoi e Catacombs 1.

i. 10 They choose raiher to excavate in their own fashion
in the Virgin rock below. 1837 H. Martineau Soc. Amer.
II. 106 The slave population . .is killed off.. on the "virgin
soils to which alone it is, in any degree, appropriate. 1857
Livingstone Trav. xix. 372 Virgin soil does not give such
a heavy crop as an old garden. 1888 Eryck Amer. Commit:
III. lxxvi. 6 No event, no speech or article, ever falls upon
a perfectly virgin soil. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 18 It [sc. present practice) will doubtless con-
tinue in vogue till our 'virgin wheat lands are run over by
pioneers.

b. In special names of various substances (usu-
ally denoting one in a pure unmixed state or ob-
tained as a first product), as virgin 6arm

t
breccia,

comb, copper, dip, gold, etc. (see quots.).

1893 R. Wells Mod. Pract. Bread Baker :o "Virgin
barm, or bastard barm, as it is sometimes called, is made in
somewhat the same way as Parisian barm. 1839 Civil Eng.
if Arch. Jml. II. 454/1 Seme Santo, or *Vir -in Breccia.
Very small red, chocolate, ..white and yellowish angulous
fragments. 1891 Cent. Diet., *Virgin clay, \v industrial
arts, ..clay that has never been molded or fired, as dis-
tinguished from the ground substance of old ware, which is

often mixed with it. 1639 G. Danh-l Ecclus. xxiv. 65 My
Memory Is pleasant as the Honey, and my flee Is sweeter
then 'Virgin-Combes. 1666 Drvden Ann. Mirab. cxlv,
With glewy wax some new Foundations lay Of Virgin-
combs, which from the Roof are hung. 1867 Tomlinson's
Cycl. Arts App. 693/2 Some virgin comb that had never
seen the light was plated in clean linen. 1728 Chambers
Cycl., * Virgin Copper, is that which has never been melted
down. 1796 Morse Amer.Geog. I. 167 Remarkable for the
abundance of virgin copper. 1725 Fam. Diet., *Virgm-
Cream, a Dish for which having the Whites of five

*-ggs » let them be well whip'd and put into a Pan, with
Sugar letc.J. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 343 The flow
of the first year., is of higher value than the ordinary
dip. It rs called ' "virgin dip.' 1884 C. S. Sargent Rep.
F'orests N. Amer. 517 ' Virgin dip,' or ' Soft white gum
turpentine —the product of the first year the trees are
worked. 1673 E. Hrownk Acc. Trav. Hungary, etc. 9^9

There have been pieces of pure or "virgin Gold found in this

Mine. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s,v. (,.'../, I'hgin Gold, is

Gold, just as it is taken out of the Mines before it. have
undergone any Action, or Preparation of t ire. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. vn. (1778) IE 343 A late governor

of Same Fe brought with him to Spain a lump of virgin

gold. 1837 Lockhart Scott {$839) IV. 141 Sir John Mal-

colm had given him some Indian coins to supply virgin gold

for the setting of this relic 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb.
xiv. 182 This came out of the Kicks at Winter with a much
finer Colour, and as fine a smell as the "Virgin-Hay. a 1648

Digby Closet Opened (1677) 4 It is of three sorts, "Virgin-

honey, Live-honey, and Stock.honey. 1679 M. Kusdrn
Further Discov. Bees 64 The ignorance of many Country
people not knowing which is right Virgin- Hony, and which



VIRGIN.
is not. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 283 The Honey
which first flows of it self from the Combs is called Virgin
Honey (as is also the Honey which comes from the first

Years Swarm). 177a Fletcher Appeal Wks. 1795 '• 2°4
note, Some poor hungry hearts will say, ' One thing is need-
ful for us. We cannot have too much virgin-honey '. 1867
Tomlinson's Cycl. Arts App. 695/1 Any experiments on
this subject must be with virgin honey, or that drained from
the new comb, a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils 1.

(1729) I. 297 Lead-Grains so pure as nearly to approach the
Fineness of *Virgin Lead. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1080
* Virgin-Mercury they call that, which discovers itself with-
out the help of (ire. 1757 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760J IV. 144
Virgin mercury.. is that which is entirely prepared by
nature. 1668 Phil. Trans. III. 821 Yet sometimes there
are great Masses found all of pure Silver, which is call'd
*Virgin-mettal. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol 1. 202 With his
Plant Of toughest *Virgin Oak in rising [he] aids His tremb-
ling Limbs. 1719 Boyer Diet. Royal \, De thuile vierge, .

.

sweet, or pure Oyl, *Virgin Oyl. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts II.

284 In the district Montpellier, they apply the term virgin
oil to that which spontaneously separates from the paste of
crushed olives. 1857 Miller F.lem. CJum., Org: 359 The
ripe olives are first subjected to pressure without the applica-
tion of heat ; in this manner the finest oil, or virgin oil, is

obtained. 1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Corniv. 109 The most
perfect copper. .is the Malleable (from its purity called in
Cornwall the *Virgtn-ore). 1821 Byron Sardanap. iv. i,

The miner lights Upon a vein of virgin ore. 1611 Cotgr.,
Parchemin verri, Cleere Parchment, *virgine Parch-
ment. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Virgin Parchment,
a sort of fine Parchment made of the Skin of a young
Lamb. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xiii, It was fastened round
his middle by a broad belt of virgin parchment. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 897 The best [olive oil], called *virgin salad oil,

is obtained by gentle pressure in the cold. 1888 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sci. VI. 297/1 In this way the bubbles and
sour odor aredeveloped, and what is known as **Virgin
Scammony' is produced. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round
World 167, 1300 dollars weight in ingots of *virgin silver.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. 1. xi. 11. I. 182 Silver is very
seldom found Virgin. 1806 Forsyth Beauties ScotL IV. 10
It had the appearance of metallic, malleable, or what is

called, virgin silver. 1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts
Ser. 1. 238/2 The silver found in the trade, even under the
name of virgin silver, retains traces of copper. 1833 J.
Holland Manuf. Metal II. 39 Run, or *virgin steel;—
which, indeed, in the proper sense of the term, is no steel at
all, but rather good cast metal. 1668 Charleton Onomast.
235 Sulphur Virgineum*. .*Virgm Sulphur. 1672 Compl.
Gunner xv. 16 This is called Sulphur Vivum, and by some
Virgin Sulphur. 1752 Chambers Cycl.%. v. Sulphur, Sulphur
vivum, native or virgin sulphur, is that which is dug in this
form out of the earth. 1706 Art 0/ Painting (1744) 283 On
this they laid their ""virgin tints, with light strokes of the
pencil. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xiv. 190 Let us then
..call class 4 of each colour 'bloom-tints', or, if you please,
'virgin tints', as the painters call them. 1799 G. Smith '

Laboratory I. 430 Take the first, or *virgin wine, which I

runs of itself from the grapes.

18. Comb., as virgin-eyed, -minded, -vested adjs.
1848 B. D. Walsh Arisioph. 365 note, Jove's virgin-eyed

daughter. 1867 Earl Lytton Lett. (1906) I. 224 There
exists nowhere., a more virgin-minded community of young
men. 1871 Swinburne Songs be/. Sunrise, Quia Multum .

Amavit 18 Thou wast fairest and first of my virgin-vested
daughters.

Hence ViTgin v. a. intr. with it. To remain a
virgin, b. trans. To speak of, mention (virgins).
1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 48 That kisse I carried from thee

deare; and my true Lippe Hath Virgin'd it ere since.
1625 Massinger New Way in. ii, Marg. You'll have me,
sir, preserve the distance that Confines a virgin? Over.
Virgin me no virgins ! I must have you lose that name, or
you lose me.

Virginal (va-id^inal), sb. Forms : 6 virgin-
alles, -ynal(le)s, 6-7 virginalls, 6- virginal(s,
7-8 virginellea. [App. of the same formation as
Virginal a., but the reason for thename is obscure.]
1. A keyed musical instrument (common in Eng-

land in the 1 6th and 17th centuries), resembling a
spinet, but set in a box or case without legs.

a. In plural form, applied to a single instrument.
1530 Palsgr. 711/1 Set my virgynalles, entonnez mes

espinettes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 8 Exercisyng
hym self dayly in . . plaiyng at the recorders, flute, virginals,
and insetting of songes. 1591 Florio 2nd Fruiies 129
He plaies also upon the cittarn, virginals, violine and flute.
1601 li. Jonson £v. Alan in Hum. (Q.) 11. iii. 161, I can
compare him to nothing more happely, then a Barbers
virginals; for euery one may play vpon him. 1660 Pepys
Diary 8 Dec, Her daughter played after dinner upon the
virginals. 1662 Playford Skill Mus. 1. i. 4 But Lessons
for the Organ, Virginals, or Harp, two staves of six lines
together are required. 1710 J. Chein in E. Dunbar Soc.
Life (1865) 15,1 can.. play on the Treble and Gambo, Viol,
Virginelles and Marncords. 1786 Lounger (1787) II. 192,
I could play pretty well on the Virginals at home. 1823
Roscoe tr. Sismondfs Lit. Eur. (1846) I. v. 128 The clari-
cord was a sort of spinet resembling the virginals. 1841
Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. Nell Cook, And fine upon the
virginals is that gay Lady's touch. 1873 Dixon Two Queens
xii. iii. II. 298 Himself a player on the virginals and organ.

b. A pair 0/ virginals, in the same sense. (Cf.

Pair sb\ 6.)

1542 Test Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 159 A paire of virginals.

1545 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 67 My best paire of
virginalls. 1630 Dekker 2nd Pt. Honest Wh. H iv, No,
for she's like a paire of Virginals, Alwaies with Iackes at
her taile. 1666 Pepys Diary 2 Sept., Hardly one lighter
or boat in three that had the goods of a house in, but there
was a pair of Virginalls in it. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11.93
The Dining- Room, where stood a pair of excellent Vir-
ginals. 1755 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Let. Wks. (1775)
177 Vou know I have a pair of rusty old Virginals in a
Corner of the School, which have about eight Strings left

out of forty-five.
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C As a singular, with plural denoting more than
one instrument.
The plural use (a) prob. preceded the singular.
(a) 1566 Sternhold & Hopkins Ps. cl. 14 Praise him

with Tymbrell and with flute, orgaines and virginals. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Handycra/ts 567 Wiery Cym-
bals, Rebecks sinnews twin'd, Sweet Virginals, and Cornets
curled winde. 1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. % Comtmv. 187
Those [teeth] that are left, leaping in their heads, like lacks
in Virginals. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies vii. (1658) 57 Artificial
musical instruments (a* organs and virginals that playd by
themselves). 1694 Patent Specif. (1856) No. 337. 1 Harps!-
chords, virginalls or the like. 1833 Ht. Martineau Three
Ages i. 7 Large and airy study, .ornamented with books,
manuscripts, maps, viols, virginals, and other musical
instruments.

(/-) 1570 Levins Manip. 15 Virginall, cymbala. 1597
Breton Wit's Trenckmour Wks. (Grosart) II. 14/1 Let me
euer loue musicke, though I cannot tune a virginall. 1625
Gill Sacr. Philos. n. 188 In an Organ or Virginal!, all
manner of tunes, all concords, and discords are, which are
possible to bee made or conceived by any Musician. 1667
Pepys Diary 23 Jan., He and I did see the organ, but 1 do
not like it, it being but a bauble, with a virginal joining
to it. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 73 He shews the best way
how to have an Organ or Virginal tuned. 1709 Addison
Tatler No. 157 p8 That ancient serious Matron-like In-
strument the Virginal. 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. i. 5
note, The Virginal is a keyed instrument of one string, jack,
and quill, to each note, like a spinet. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVI. 360 2 The compass of the virginal was from the
second added line below the base to the second added line
above the treble—or four octaves. 1889 Brinsmead Hist.
Pianoforte 91 The instrument which gradually superseded
the clavichord in England was the virginal.

trans/, 1593 Harvey New Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 266 Is
not the Verse of M. Spencer in hisbraue Faery Queene, the
Virginall of the diuinest Muses, and gentlest Graces?
%. altrib. and Comb., as virginal book, jack (Jack

si}- 1 4), -maker
t
master, music, music-book, string,

wire.

1663 Pepys Diary 16 Mar., Thence home by coach, buy-
ing at the Temple the printed *virginall-book for her, 1604
*Virgina! jack [see Jack sb.1

14]. 1622 F. Markham Bk.
War iv. vii. 146 Men should not like virginall lacks be
skipping up here and there, and in every corner, c 1638
G. Plattes in Worlidge Syst. Agric. ^669) iv. § 6. 44 These
may be made to play up and down like Virginal Jacks. 1551
Acts Privy Counc. (1891) III. 306 Robert Gundet of West-
minster, *virginall maker. 1:1580 Munday View Sundry
Examples (Shaks. Soc.) 93 A Virginal maker that came to
look Ravens quils found the man slain. 1640 in Sir C.
Sharp Chron. Alirab, (1841) 44 Thomas Forcer, *VirginalI
master. 1874 Ouseley Musical Form 48 It was very com-
monly employed three hundred years ago for *virginat
music. 1889 Brinsmead Hist. Pianoforte 93 Queen Eliza-
beth must . .have performed music that would be considered
exceedingly difficult even now, if she really played the
pieces that are in her Virginal music-book. 1626 Bacon
Sylya § 13 The sound of a * Virginall String, as soone as the
Quill of the Jack falleth from it, stoppeth. 1743 Emerson
Fluxions 265, I took a virginal String 29.. Inches long.
1662 Ireland, Stat, at Large (1765) II. 418 *VirginaI and
ghittern wire, the pound, 4/. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 433 It

was a Piece of small Virginal Wire. 1812 J. Smyth Pract.
of'Customs (1821) 279, 1 Cask, 63 lbs. Brass Virginal Wire.
Hence f Vi'rglnal v. intr., to tap with the fingers

as on a virginal. Obs.~~x

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 124 To be padling Palmes, and
pinching Fingers,.. Still Virginalling Vpon his Palme?
Virginal (vaud^inal), a. Forms : 5- vir-

ginal (5 -alle, -el, -ele), 6-7 virginall (6-eall);

5 virgynal, 5-6 -all, 6 vyrginaU
; 5 vyrgynal,

5-6 -all. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) virginal (= Sp.
and Pg. virginal, It. virginale), or ad. L. virginal-

is, i. virgin-, virgo : see Virgin sb. and -AL.j

1. Of or pertaining to a virgin or to virginity.

14.. in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 129 For of hur wombe the
cloysture vyrgynall Euer was lyke bothefyrst and last Closed
and schytt as castell principall. c 1440 Catorave Li/e St.
A'ath. v. 1314 He hath stodied with al herte and meende
Thi virgynal body to destroye and shende. 1513 Braushaw
St. Wcrburgt 1. 2973 In the vyrgynall wombe of blessed
marye. 1579 Fulke Heskins Pari. 170 The Virginall
bowels of his vndefiled mother. 1592 R. D. HyPneroto-
viachia 78 This honourable Nymph had her virgineall..
body covered with a..stuffe of greene silke. 1612 Field
Woman's a Weathercock m. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 53
And thy Bellafront presents herself, I>av'd in a bath of
contrite virginal tears. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living 395
The load was too great, and did sink thy tender and vir-
ginal body to the earth. 1721 R. Keith tr. T. a Kempis,
Solil. Soul xxii. 294 Thanks also be to holy Mary thy
Mother, from whose virginal Flesh thou didst take the
holy Members of thy Body. 1846 Landor hnag. Couv,
Wks. I. 537/1 Can the calmest face,.. or can the most vir-

ginal apron, do away with or cover this? 1854 Cdl. Wise- I

man Fabiola (1855) 201 One. .whose brides never put off
'

their virginal wreaths. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont.
I. xv. 400 They are all comely and brown, with fine virginal
bosoms.

b. Virginal generation, parthenogenesis.
1879 tr. Haeckcts Evol. Man I. ii. 28 The so-called par-

thenogenesis, or virginal generation, of Bees.

2. Of qualities, actions^ etc. : Proper to, charac-
teristic of, a virgin.

c 141s Hoccleve De Reg-. Princ. 3584 O humble maide

!

who is it bat can The debonaire humblesse tellen al, Restynge
in by clennesse virginal? 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 195 b/i
There ben twelue vermes vyrgynal. .wyth out whiche no
vyrgyne may be agreeable to god. 1493 Petronilla 58
(Pynson), She fulfylled his byddynge in certeyn Withoute
grutchinge of virgynal! mekenesse. a 1529 Skelton Replyc.
32 Whiche is the most clere christall Of all pure clennesse
virgynal!. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ix. 20 Gentle court and
gracious delight She to them made, with mildnesse virginall.

VIRGINIA.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 62 Without any more virginal
fencing, will you use him kindly? 1627 Donne Serm Wks
1839 V. 613 Where is that Soul?.. Is it come back in the
virginal integrity in which I made it ? 1640 Br. HALLChris.
tian Moderation 1. §8. 76 Virginall chastity is a grace
worthy of our fervent prayers, worthy of our be^t endeavors
1850 Kingslev A. Locke i, No foundlings educated in a
nunnery ever grew up in a more virginal and spoilers inno-
cence. 1873 Doran Lady oflast Cent. iii. 73 The . . affected
virginal coyness with which [she].. received, .their rather
audacious gallantry. 1891 Fasrar Darkn. $ Dawn xxx,
I hat beautiful mixture of manly courage and vireina
modesty. b

1

tra
?f\ X^f- J*^ S*cula™ 133 Many.. were privi-

leged to behold the West in all its virginal freshness and
splendour. 1868 J. H. Newman Verses Var. Occas. 271He lifts his hands, there issues forth A fragrance virginal
and rare. b

^
3. Of persons: Continuing in a state of virgin-

ity
; having the chastity or purity of a virgin.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 99 b/2 The vyrgynal companye
of tnynnocentes. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems bexxv. 79 Bricht
ball cnstall, ross virginall,.. Aue Maria, a 1513 Fabvan
Chron 1. xxvu. 19 Most virgynal! flour, of almost excellent.
1546 Bale Bug, Votaries 1. (1550) 5 Ve shall easely per-
ceyve by their actes, that these virginall votaries hath bene
the verye Angels of darkenessse. 1567 Abp. Parker Corr.
(Parker Soc.) 304, I would it were indifferently credited to
understand, whether the married sort or the virginal pastors
had done most spoil to the church. 1867 E. F. Bowden
Fathers of Desert 267 O Virginal Mother, arouse my soul
to penance and guide me to the way of salvation. 1886 W.
Alexander St. Aug. Holiday 14 Such virgin gifts for spirits
virginal. 1905 G. Thorne Lost Causexii, She was pure but
not virginal in temperament,
4. trans/. Fresh, pure, unsullied, untouched.
a 1659 Osrorn Observ. Turks Wks. (1673) 344 Learning.

.

resembling dead Honey, which is stale, coorse, and less use-
ful, none being pure and Virginal, but what is sucked from
every Flower that may be found in the wild Field of a
general Commerce. [1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. 1 A novel
exhibition which is purely virginal.] 1811 W. R. Spencer
Poems 152 Shall the earth, 'mid the roses of June, May's
virginal violets scorn? 1866 M. Arnold Empedocles 1. ii.

The grass is cool, the seaside air Buoyant and fresh, the
mountain flowers More virginal and sweet than ours. 1889
Jos. Thomson Trav. Morocco 24 From no point of view..
does^ Tangier look so beautiful and virginal.. as from this
particular gateway.

t Virginality. Obs. rare. [f. prec.-r -ity.J
The state or quality of being virginal.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 149 Within her pure uirginalite of

her flesshe, blode, and bone, the Sone of God toke humanite.
X72i

>

Bailey, Virginality, Maidenliness.

Virginally (va'id^inali), adv. [f. Virginal
a. + -ly '-*.] In a virginal manner ; like a virgin.
1882 Stevenson Men fy B. 35 Virginally troubled at the

fluttering of her dress in the spring wind. 1882 Miss C. P.
Woolson Anne 101 Young ladies, dancing virginally by
themselves.

+ Virgineous, a. Obs. rare. ff. L. virgine-us
(f. virgin-, virgo virgin) + -ous.] Virginal, virgin.

1585-7 Rogers 39 Art. Pref. (1607) T3 Her Faith, her
wisedome, . . her virgineous and chast behauiour he would
euer celebrate. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. 248 Your Phrase,
robustly propt, with ease produces Fractions in many weak
Virgineous Cruises.

t Virginet, var. of (or error for) Virginal sb.

? c 1680 Ashmole Mem. (ijij) 4 Mr. Henry Hinde, Organ-
ist of the Cathedral, . . taught me the Virginetts and Organ.

t Virginhead. Obs. [-head.] = next.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Eden 662 Unlike it is,

Such blessed state the noble flowr should miss Of Virgin-
head. 1611 J. Davies (Heref.) Sco. Folly Ep. exxv, Two
foes of honord name in Honors bed, (The field) desirde (like

virgins newly wiues) To lose their valours lusty virgin-head.

Vrrginhood. [f. Virgin sb. +-bood.] The
condition or state of a virgin ; virginity.

1636 Davenant Platonick Lovers m, To live in sweet
unskilfull virgin-hood, The Angels life, for they no sexes
know. 1871 Browning Balaust. 821 But thou, my girl, how
will thy virgiuhood Conclude itself in marriage fittingly?

1874 Withrow Catacombs ofRome (1877) 527 The abandon-
ment of the lofty vantage ground of virginhood.

Virginia (vajd^rnia). [f. L. virgin-, virgo

Virgin sb. (in honour of Queen Elizabeth) + -iaM
With the various applications of the word cf. those of

Virginian a. 1

1. The name of that part of North America in

which the first English settlement was made in

1607, subsequently one of the original thirteen

States of the Noith American Union, used attrib.

in Virginia colony, company, landscape, trade, etc.

1609 in Capt. Smith Wks. (Arb.) p. xcviii, I am bold to

write the truth of some late accidentes, be falne his Maies-
ties Virginia collonye. x6ix Ibid. 641 It came to be appre-

hended by some of the Virginia Company. 1773 in Nairne
Peerage Evidence (1874) 170 Copertners in a Virginia trade

carryed on by them under the firm of Oswald Dennistoun
and Company. 1781 Ann. Reg., Hist. 47/1 The Virginia

militia gave the British troops a warm reception. 1855
Kingslev Westw. Hotxxix, (They] joyfully unloaded their

Virginia goods, and replaced them with powder and shot.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XX.IV. 256/2'rhe most striking feature

of thousands of square mites of Virginia landscape.

b. In names of plants and trees, as Virginia

cedar, corn, ivy, pea, tobacco, wheat ; Virginia

creeper, Ampelopsis hederacea and quinquefolia,

common climbing plants of the family Vitacex

;

Virginia vine (see quots.).

Also Virginia snake-root, spiderwort, stock, sumach,
witch-hazel: see the sbs.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet, s.v, Juniptrus, The three Sorts
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of "Virginia Cedars . . afford excellent Timber for many Uses.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 258/2 The principal timber trees
..are. .yellow or pitch pine j red or Virginia cedar. 1621 in
Capt. Smith Wks. (Arb.) 56^ Whatsoeuer is said against
the "Virginia Corne, they hnde it doth better nourish
than any prouision is sent thither. 1704 Petiver Gazophyl.
It. xiv, This adheres to Trees by its hoary fibres, as our
•Virginia Creeper does to Walls by its tendrels. 1786
Abercromcie Gard. Assist. 153 Train and nail climbers—
to walls, &c. as virgin's bower, passion flower, Virginia
creeper, &c. 1857 Hknfrey Hot. §452 The species of
Ampelofsis known as 'Virginia Creepers' exhibit some
interesting phainomena. 1870 Dickens E. DroodW, The
Virginia creeper on the cathedral wall has showered half its

deep-red leaves down on the pavement. 1629 Parkinson
Parati. 612 Vitis, sett potius Hedera Vir^inensis, the
"Virginia Vine, or rather Iuie. 1607 in Capt'. Smith Wks.
(Arb.) 97 We daily feasted with good bread, "Virginia
pe^se, pumpions, and putchamins. 1657 Coi.es Adam in
Eden 333 Some have called the yellow Lupine Spanish
Violets,. .and. ."Virginia Roses. 1706 Phillips (ed. Ker.
sey), "Virginia-Tobacco, the Tobacco-Plant growing in
those Parts. 1786 Abercrombik Gard. Assist. 113 Sow.,
cape-marigold, yellow sultan, Virginia tobacco, &c. 1629
Parkinson Farad. 564 The "Virginia Vine, .beareth small
Grapes without any great store of iuice therein. Ibid. 612
This slender, but tall climing Virginia Vine (as it was first
called ; but Iuie, as it doth better resemble). 1651 R. Child
in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 36 The hill where their Corn is
planted, called "Virginia-Wheat. 1688 Phil. Trans. XVII.
078 English Wheat (as they call it, to distinguish it from
Maze, commonly called Virginia Wheat).

0. In names of birds, insects, etc., as Virginia
bat, chafer, didapper, frog, goatsucker, red-bird,
snap-beetle, squirrel; Virginia nightingale, the
cardinal grosbeak.
1688 Phil. Trans. XVII. 091 The Night Raven, which

some call the "Virginia Bat, is about the bigness of a
Cuckow. 1704 Petiver Gazophyl. Dec. ill. Tab. xxvii,
Marshal's "Virginia Chaffer. xSS&Phil. Trans. XVII. 997
Teale, Wigeon,..*Virginia-Didapers. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey), "Virginia- Frog, a kind of Frog that.. makes a
noise like the bellowing ofa Bull. 1783 Latham Gen. Synof.
Birds II. 11. 595 "Virginia Goatsucker.. inhabits Virginia in
summer ; arrives there towards the middle of April. 1688
Phil. Trans. XVII. 99s Of "Virginia Nightingale, or red
Bird, there are two sorts. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3108/4 A
Parcel of choice Virginia Nightingales, with choice Mock-
Birds, ..are to be sold by Tho. Bland. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey), Virginia-Nightingale, a Bird of a pure scarlet
Colour, with a tuft on the Head. 1731 [see Red a. 17 b].

1808 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith.(-L%^i) II. 273 Numbers.,
having been carried over both to France and England, in
which last country they are usually called Virginia nightin-
gales. 1783 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds II. 11. 777 Tetrao
Virginianus, "Virginia Partridge, smaller than the Common
Partridge. 1808 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith. (1831) II. 276
They are generally known by the names red-bird, "Virginia
red-bird,..and crested red.bird. 170a Petiver Gazophyl. 1.

8 10 The Velvet-eyed "Virginia Snap-Beetle. 1609 in Capt.
Smith Wks. (Arb.) p. c, I tould him of the "Virginia squirills
which they say will fly.

d. Miscellaneous combs., as Virginia tobacco
(cf. 2) ; "Virginia fence, a rail fence made in a
z'g-zag manner ; to make a V. fence (see quot.
1 861) ; Virginia reel, a country-dance.
1745 Franklin Drinker's Diet. Wks. 1887 II. 26 He

[being drunkj makes a "Virginia fence. 1789ANBUREY Trav.
II. 324 The New Englanders have a saying when a man
is in liquor, he is making Virginia fences. 1826 T. Flint
Recollections 206 The universal fence split rails, laid in a
worm trail, or what is known in the North by the name of
Virginia fence. 1844 P. H. Gosse in Zoologist II. 708 The
fences, which are almost wholly made of rails setup in the
zig-zag fashion so genera! in the north, commonly called a
Virginia fence. i86t Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. Introd., Poet.
Wks. (1912) 285 ' Virginia fence, to make a :

' to walk like a
drunken man. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 497
"Virginia reel, the common name throughout the United
States for the old English ' country-danse '. 1694 Salmon
Bate's Dispens. (1713) 14/1 If you steep good "Virginia To-
bacco in the Water, . . it will be much more effectual. 1747
VV. Douglas Brit. Settlements N. Amer. (i 76o) I. 116 Vir.
ginia tobacco, and Brazil, and Varinas tobacco, differ upon
this account.

2. ellipt. A variety of tobacco grown and manu- 1

factured in Virginia. Also attrib.
1618 in Capt. Smith Wks. (Arb.) 541 There are so many

softsticating Tobaco-mungers in England, were it neuer so
bad, they would sell it for Verinas, and the trash that re-
maineth should be Virginia. 1650 B. Discolliminium 47My bare purse will reach no higher then to Democraticall
Virginia, which many times tasts like some Levellers old
leathern linings. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens
No. 9 (1713) I. 53 The Reforming Troops, -offering the In-
cense of Virginia, and the Drink-offering of the Bottle, to
their Idol of the Long-sword. 171a Addison Sped. No.
329 r 6 He bid him stop by the way at any good Tobacco-
nist's, and take in a Roll of their best Virginia. 1803 Sir A.
Boswell Spirit of Tintoc xix. He's ta'en his spleuchan frae
hisbreeks Fora quid 0' the right Virginia. 1864 Hawthorne
S. />//<?* (1883) 301 A.. German pipe.. puffed out volumes
of smoke, filling the pleasant western breeze with the fra-
grance of some excellent Virginia.

3. Astr. One of the minor planets.
1868 Lockver Elcm. Astron. 328 Minor Planets [include]

..48. Doris. 49. Pales. 50. Virginia. 1875 Encycl. Brit.
II. 807/2 Virginia [discovered] 1857, October 4 [by] Fer-

j

guson [at J Washington-

Virginian (v3jdz,i-nian), si. and a. 1 [f. prec
+ -ANJ
A. sb. One of the aboriginal natives or in-

habitants of Virginia.
1588 Hariot Brit/ Rep. Virginia B 1 b, [If mulberry

trees ta% planted] there will rise as create profile in time
to the Virginians, as.. doth now to the Persians. 1607- ta
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I

in Capt. Smith Wks. (Arb.) 79 Of the manner of the Virgin-
i inns Kovernement. 1619 Miooleton Loz>e <V Antiq. in

! Iiullen O. PI. VII. 321 The civilly instructed Irishman, and
that kind savage the Virginian. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 209 The Urasilians, and Virginians, and other
Natives of America. 1859 Thackeray Virginians xl, A
young savage Iroquois, Choctaw, or Virginian, who has
lately been making a little noise in our quarter of the globe.

b. A white settler in Virginia ; a native or in-

habitant of the modern State of Virginia.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 659 1 The Virginians
who are rich, are in general sensible, polite, and hospitable
and of an independent spirit. 1843 P***ty Cycl. XXVI.
372/2 Parts of the Navigation Laws were deemed highly
injurious to the interests of the Virginians. 1876 Uancroft
Hist. U. S. III. xiii. 208 Two regiments composed of Penn-
sylvanians, Marylanders, and Virginians, remained as a
garrison.

B. adj. Of, belonging or relating to, the State
of Virginia ; connected with or interested in Vir-

ginia.

With the various applications of the adj., cf. the attributive
uses of Virginia.
1609-12 in Capt. Smith Wks. (Arb.) 169 For the honorable

and better sort of our Virginian adventurers, I think they
vnderstand it as I haue writ it. 1614 Chapman Masque
Inns of Court A ij, On their heads high sprig'd-feathers,
compast in Coronets, like the Virginian Princes they pre.
sented. 1781 Ann. Reg., Hist. 46/2 The second line [was
composed] of Virginian militia, a 1797 H. \Vali*olk6Vo. //
(1822) I. 346 An Indian half king, ..who in the Virginian
accounts is called a very considerable monarch. i8sg
Thackkray Virginians vi, The scanty pay and patronage
of the Virginian government. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.
I. xx. 545 Virginian and Maryland volunteers joined to-
gether, and.. besieged the fort.

b. In names of plants and trees, as Virginian
anemone, azarole, bindweed, cowslip, date plum,
dogwood, fir, grape, guelder-rose, hemp, ivy,

jasmine, poplar, etc.; t Virginian climber, =
Maracock ; Virginian creeper, = Virginia
creeper.

Also Virginian poke, snake-root^ spider-wort\ stock,
sumach, witch-hazel ; see the sbs.

1822 Horlus Angl. II. 50 "Virginian Anemone. ..Petals
green; flower-stalks long; seeds shaggy. 1785 Martyn
Lett. Bot. xxi. (1794) 290 "Virginian Azarole has oval leaves

j

wedge-shaped at the base, shining and deeply serrate. I

1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Smilax, Rough "Virginian
Bindweed, with a smooth Ivy Leaf, commonly call'd 2arza-
parilla. Ibid. s.v. Juniperus, Red *Virginian Cedar. Ibid., \

The White-berry'd Virginian Cedar. 1861 Bentlev Man.
Bot. 660 Juniperus virginiana^ the Virginian Red Cedar.
1688 Holme Armoury n. 68/2 The *Virginian Climber ;.

.

these Flowers are of a whitish colour, thick spotted with a 1

Peach colour. 1704 Diet. Rust. (1726), Virginian Climber,
or Maracac, comes out of the Ground in May with long

j

round winding Stalks. 1856 A. Gray Man, Bot. (i£6o) 323 |

Meriensia Virginica, "Virginian Cowslip or Lungwort, i

i88j Garden 20 May 352/1 The Virginian Cowslip.. attains :

true development in semi-shady spots. 1856 A. Gray Man.
Bot. (i860) 78 Amfielopsis,. .*Virginian Creeper. 1871 H.
Mac.millan True Vine ii. (1872) 41 The Virginian creeper

I

is known to botanists by the generic name of Ampelopsis,
derived from its vine-like habit of growth, i860 Treas,
Bot. 411/2 Diospyros virginiana is the "Virginian Date
Plum or Persimon, a native of the United States. 1725
Fam. Diet., * Virginian-Dogwood, a Tree of the natural 1

growth of Virginia, about the size of the common Cherry-
Tree, blossoming early in the Spring. 1731 Miller Card,
Diet. s.v. Abies, The "Virginian Firr Tree, with small
roundish Cones. Ibid. s.v. Vitis, The wild "Virginian
Grape. 1839 T. Castle Introd. Bot. 95 The "Virginian
gelder-rose, a common garden shrub, affords a very perfect
specimen of this kind of inflorescence. 1829 Loudon Encycl.
Plants 834 Acnida, . . *Virginian Hemp. [Cf. Hemp 5.3

1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s,v. HeaWa, Round-leav'd "Vir-
ginian Ivy. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Sept. 75 Yellow
"Virginian Jasmine. 1882 Garden 29 April 297/1 The pure
blue^ of "Virginian Lungwort combines happily with alpine
Auriculas. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Acer, The "Vir-
ginian flowering Maple was rais'd from Seeds which were
brought from Virginia. 1669 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 3)
Aug. 23, Single flowers, Shrub Spiraea, Agnus Castus, the
"Virginian Martagon, Malva arborescens. 1725 Fam.
Dict.s.v., "Virginian-Myrtle, otherwisecall'd Candle-Berry-
Tree. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 341/2 Tulip-tree, the Eng-
lish name of the Liriodcndron t ?tIipiferat.. in America,
where it is a native, it is also known by the names White
wood,.. "Virginian Poplar, and the Poplar. 1731 Miller
Gard. Diet, s.v. Rubus, The "Virginian Raspberry-bush
with black Fruit. Ibid. s.v. Rosa, The Wild "Virginian
Rose, 1629 Parkinson Pnmd. 444 "Virginian Silke.

1731 Miller Gard. Did., Periploca, Virginian Silk.. .The
t lower consists of one Leaf, i860 Chambers's Encycl. I.

468/1 AscUpias Syriaca
l
Syrian or Virginian Swallow-wort,

sometimes called Virginian Silk, appears to be a native of
North America. ..It is frequently cultivated in flower-
gardens. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1219/1 Virginian Silk, Periploca
grxea. 1731 Miller Gard. Did. s.v. Veronica, Tall "Vir-
ginian Speedwell, with many Spikes and white Flowers.
x8«9 Loudon Encycl. PI. (1839) i?6 AscUpias syriaca,
"Virginian Swallow-wort, i860 [see Virginian silk above],
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 217/2 T. Virginiana, the "Vir-
ginian Tephrosia, . . is a handsome plant with reddi>h
flowers. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm I. 393 The cock's-spur-
thorn (Crataegus crus galli) and the "Virginian thorn (C.
Virginiana) have been proposed. 1741 Compt. Fam.-Piece
n. in. 386 There are several other Trees and Shrubs which
are now in Flower, as. ."Virginian Trumpet-flower. Olives,
..Capers. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 180 In this "Vir-
ginian-Vine, the saying of the wisest of Kings may be veri-

Fyed, Thai a good Wife is a Tree of life. 1731 Miller
Gard. Diet. s.v. Vitis, The Virginian Vine or Common
Cteeper. 1725 Fam. Did., * Virginian Wild Crab-tree, a
Plant that blossoms somewhat like the Apple, but very
pleasant to the Smell.

VIRGINITY.

C. In names of birds, quadrupeds, etc., as Vir-
ginian colin, deer, nightingale, owl, etc.

\?+3. Y**™*$ Brit. Birds II. 348 Ortyx Virginiana,
•Virginian Colin. 1781 Pennant Quad. I. 104 "Virginian
Deer with slender horns. ..A quite distinct species, and
peculiar to America, c 1880 Cassetl's Nat. Hist. III. 68
the Virginian Deer.. is the 'Common' Deer of North
America, and is slightly smaller than the Fallow Deer.
Ibid. 301 The Eagle Owl. .and its relative, the 'Virginian
Eared Owl of America, are the largest of all the family.
1801 Shaw Gen. tool. II. t. 155 •Virginian Hying Squirrel.
Sauna Volucella. 1817 Stephens Ibid. X. 1. 153 •Vir-
ginian Goatsucker. Caprimulgus virginianus. 1809 Bid.
VII. 1. 215 "Virginian Horned Owl. Strix Virginiana,
1668 Chaklkton Onomast. 85 Coccothrattstes Virginiana,
.
.the 'Virginian Nightingale. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl.

s.v. Nightingale, Virginian Nightingale,.. the common,
hut improper, name of a hird of the gross-beaked kind. 1775
Sheridan Duenna II. i, She is a nightingale—a Virginian
nightingale. 1896 P. A. Hrcce Peon. Hist. Virginia I.

119 The cardinal or red bird, which was always described
as the Virginian nightingale, on account of the clearness
and strength rather than the variety of its notes. 1800 Shaw
Gen. Zool. I. 11. 473 Didelphis Virginiana. •Virginian
Opossum. 1843 Varkell Brit. Birds II. 34S Perdix Vir-
giniana, "Virginian Partridge. i884.Vr. James' Gaz. 28 Apr.
6/2 'The so-called Virginian partridge.. has unaccountably
failed to adapt himself to the English climate. 1867 Cham-
bers's Encycl. IX. 809 'Virginian Gjuai!, or Colin [Ortyx), a
genus of birds of the family felraonidx, closely allied to
quails and partridges, c 1880 Cassetl's Nat. Hist. IV. 144
Some ot the American Partridges are familiar to us in this
country, such as the Virginian Quail (Ortyx virginianus).
1785 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds III. 1. 228 Kallus Virgi-
nianus, "Virginian Kail. [Hence in Pennant (1792) and
Stephens (1824).] a 1700 Evelvn Diary 19 Sept. 1657, 2
•Virginian rattle-snakes. 1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824)
II. 71 The grey 'Virginian squirrel., is larger than a rabbit,
and of a greyish colour. 1783 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds
II. 11. 546 Parus Virginianus, "Virginian Titmouse.
[Hence in Pennant (1792) and Stephens (1817).]

d. Miscellaneous uses, as Virginian plate,
silver (see quot.) Virginian sea, that part of
the Atlantic Ocean lying off the coast of Virginia

;

t Virginian vapour, tobacco-smoke.
In quot. 1617 (and under Virgin sb. 11) Virginian is an

error for Vergivian, an epithet (derived from Ptolemy) of
the Irish Sea.

1864 Strauss, etc. Eng. Workshops 60 This new com-
pound to which the inventors have given the name of *Vir.
ginian plate or Virginian silver. i6u Capt. Smith Map 0/
Virginia Map, The 'Virginian Sea. [1617 Moryson /tin.
in. 156 This famous Hand in the Virginian Sea, is by olde
Writers called Ierna, . .by the English at this time Ireland.]
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 256/1 On the S. it is bounded by
North Carolina and Tennessee, . .and on the E. by the Vir-
ginian Sea of the Atlantic Ocean. 1631 Lenton Chara^t.
F 7, He. .then hues by "Virginian vapour a week after.

t Virginian, a.2 Obs. [f. Vikgin sb. +-ia.n\]

Virginal ; virgin.

1613 Pcrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 754 Whether it be Vir-
ginian modestie, and after the vse of Virgins, shee would
say nay at first. 1758 Elaboratory laid Open 319 The best
Virginian honey.

t Virgi'nic, a. Chem. Obs. Also virgineio.
[f. Virgin- ian a. 1 + -ic] Virginic acid, an acid
obtained from the fat-oil of Virginian snake-root.
1837 R. D. Thomson in Brit. Ann. 350 Virginic acid.

. .Quevenne considers the whole of the oil to constitute the
acid to which he has applied a name from Virginia, from
whence the plant was originally sent by Dr. Tennant..in
1738. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1002.

Virginity (vajd^i'niti). Forms : 4-5 vir-

gynyte, 6 -ite
; 4-6 vyrgynyte, 5 -enyte, 6

-inite ; 4-6 virginite (-itee, 4 wirginite, 5 Se.

verginite), 5 -yte, 5-7 -itie, 6- virginity, [a.

AF. and OF. virginile (motl.F. virginite
1

, = It.

verginita, virginita, Sp. virginidad, fg. -idade),

ad. L. virginitat-, virginitas, f. virgin-, stem of

virgo : see Virgin sb. and -1TY.]

1. The condition of being or remaining in a state

of chastity ; abstinence from or avoidance of all

sexual relations ; bodily chastity, as a virtue of

great commendation, or as conferring especial

merit or sanctity ; the mode of life characterized by
this, esp. as adopted from religious motives.

a. Of persons of either sex (or without special

limitation of sex).

a 1300 Cursor M. -;

\

f ii Man or womman, queber it be,

bat hues in wirginite, Ouat fanding bat bat fele. 1377
Langl. P. PI. b. xvi. 203 Wedloke and widwehode with
virgynyte ynempned, In toknynge of be Trinite was taken

oule of o man. £1386 Chaucer Wife sProl. 63 When sawe
ye in eny maner age That highe God defendid rnariage By
expres word ?. .Or wher commaunded he virginite? ij^S

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 83 Well may virginite be com-
pared to a floure. Nothynge is more fayre, more beautefull,

ne more pleasaunt than is virginite. 1547-64 liAULDwm
Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) vll. vii, The first degree of chastity is

pure virginity, and the second faithful! matrimony. 1570

Ascham Schotem. (Arb.) 1. 85 Commonlie they cum home,

common contemners of manage . . : not because they kme vir.

ginitie, nor yet because they hate prettie yong virgines, but

[etc.). 1651 Cartwright Cert. Relig. I. 174 Ongen. saith

that such as live in virginity, doe not that which is com-

manded, but above what is due. a 1711 Ken Psyche Poet.

Wks. 1721 IV. 256 Virginity's a Heav'nly tender Grace,

Connatural to the angehek Race. 1837 Hai cam Hist. Lit.

1. vi. }7 The (acuity of theology at Paris, censured the

Colloquies for slighting the fasts of the_ church, virginity,

monkery, pilgrimages, and other established parts of the

religious system. 1840 Newman Par. Serm. V. vii. 103

30
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Therefore marriage was in repute, and virginity in dis-

esteem. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xix. 422 An
exaggerated reverence for virginity had been growing up in
the Church from the beginning.

b. Of men (esp. ecclesiastics or other religious

persons).

e *375 SC. Leg. Saints xxxvi, {Baptist) 14 Angele als calh't

wes he [John the Baptist], fore kepyng of verginite. 1382
Wvclif John Pro!., Double witnesse of virginyte is 3ouun
to hym..in this that he is seid loued of God byfor othere
disciplis. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. (Bodl. MS.) 58/2 He
lyued euer in virgynyte. 1456 Coventry Leet Bk. 288 John
Euaungetist. Holy Edward, crownyd kyng, brothur in vir-

ginyte. 1585 T. Washington tr. Niclwlay's Voy. in. xvi.
101 Hee that wil enter into this religion must..obserue..
virginitie and abstinence. 1615 Bedwell Moham. Impost.
II. § 68 By this perfection, that is, by virginitie, it is knowne
that he was of God accepted for his perfection. 1657
Farindon Serm. (1672) II. 1191 Some have placed Perfec-
tion in Virginity,, .making themselves eunuchs for the king-
dom of heaven ; and have laid an imputation upon the
state of Matrimony as most imperfect. 1658 Bromhall
Treat. Specters v. 307 [He] defended the married Priests
against the Monks, which observed the vow of Virginity.
1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877)11. App. 538 The resolu-
tion of Eadward, .to devote himself to a life of perpetual
virginity. 1884 Cath. Diet. 556/2 Catholic feeling.. has
attached itself strongly to the virginity of St. Joseph.

O. Of women. Also in phrasesflower, gem, etc.,

of'virginity , chiefly with reference to the Virgin
Mary.
C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P948 The thrldde manere of

chastitee is virginitee, and it behoueth bat she be hooly in
herte and clene of body, thanne is she spouse of Ihesu
crist and she is the lyf of Angeles. 1390 Gower Cony. II,

336 And thus cam this Calistona Into the wode of Tegea,
Whersche virginite behihte Unto Diane, c x^xo Hoccleve
Mother ofGod 65 Wei oghten we thee worsshipe & honure,
Paleys of Cryst, flour of virginitee, 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) VI. 91 Seynte Etheldreda, ..whiche contynuede in
virginite thau^he sche was mariede twyes. 1447 Boken-
ham Seyntys Introd. (Ro.\b.) 6 Whan I gan inwardly tore-
memhre..Of hyr that is gerame of virgynyte. 1500-20 Dun-
bar Poems lxxxvi. 17 Roiss Mary, . .0 chast conclaifof clene
virginite, That closit Crist but crymes criminale. 1540 Hypde
tr. fives' fnstr. Chr. Worn. 1. vi. (1541) 15 b, Virginite was
euer an holy thinge euen amonge theues, breakers of Sayn-
tuary, vngratious liuers [etc.].

t
1603 Dekker Patient Grissill

816 Master Farneze, sweet virginitie is that inuisible God-
head, that turns vs into Angells, that makes vs saints on
earth, and starres in heauen. 1634 Milton Counts 738
List Lady,. .be not cosen'd With that same vaunted name
Virginity. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 164 p 5 That Vow of
Virginity in which she [a novice] was going to engage her-

self. 1911 Edin. Rev. July 62 Jacqueline aspired to the
veil, dedicated herself to virginity and the spiritual life.

d. Personified.

c 1400 Pilgr, Scheie (Caxton, 1483) iv. iv, 60 This noble
lady was suster to Aungels and was cleped vyrgynyte,
6-1420 Lvdg. Assembly of Gods 842 Many pety capteyns
aftyr these went, As. .Clennesse, Continence, and Virginite.

2. The state or condition of a virgin or chaste

woman ; chastity, as the natural or normal condi-

tion of an unmarried woman ; maidenhood. Also,

a condition affording presumption of chastity

;

spinsterhood.
1303 R. Bbunne Handl. Synne 2875 Graunte me two

monepes ar y dye, pat y may wepe my virginite. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 1071 By how comly a kest he was clos
bere, When venkkyst was no vergynyte, ne vyolence maked.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 18560 For me is leuere in my con tre
Be sclayn in my virginite, That I falle not in }oure
handis, pan go with 30w. ^1425 Wvntoun Cron.
III. i30patscho mycht murnand be Twa moneth hir vir-

ginite. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxiv. 13 Evin so women
wairis thair virginitie On thame that maist ar holdin on-
worihie. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. t. L 298, I denie her Vir-
ginitie : I was taken with a Maide. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 20 The [Malagasy] youth scarce knowing twelue,
the maid ten yeares in the World, the title of Virginity.
X709 Addison Tatler No. 102 F 1 Some pleaded their un-
spotted Virginity ;others theirnumerous issue. 1750Johnson
Rambler No. 39 F 5 The reproach and solitude of antiquated
virginity. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierrey

s Stud. Nat. (1799)
II. 543 They dispense premiums on virginity 1 1825 Scott
Lett. 24 Aug. in Lockhart, The celebrated * Ladies '..who
. .selected this_charming spot for the repose of their time-
honoured virginity. 1884 Cath. Diet. 556/2 Alary, then,
was the Virgin Mother of God. She remained in perpetual
virginity.

b, Freq. in phrases, esp. with possessives, as to

ravish, rod, etc. (a woman's) virginity* to keep,

lose, etc. (one's) virginity ; sometimes with
approximation to a concrete sense.

1390 Gower Conf II. 316 Thus this tirant there Beraft
hire such thing as men sein Mai neveremor be yolde ayein,
And that was the virginite. Ibid. 339 To robbe the vir-

ginite Of a yong innocent aweie. ? 140s Quixlkv Ballade
xii. in Yorksh. Archmol. Jrnl. (1908) XX. 46 This Tereus
kyng, The virginite rauysht by treson Of Philomene. c 1440
Gesta Rom. ix. 23 (Harl. MS.), Whan he was ded, per come
a knyv, and spoiled me of my virginite. 1485 Caxton St.
IVenefr.g She chase leuer the smytynge of of her hede than
to lose her vyrgynyte. 1563-83 Foxe A. $. M. 94/2 Her
htare hanging about her shoulders in two parts deuided
(wherewith her shamefast chastitie and virginitie was
couered). 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 49 Ifyou..Haue
vanquish! the resistance of her youth, And made defeat of
her virginitie. 1622 Rowlands Good Newes fy B. 21 Since
Nans^ Virginity past help is lost, They'l teach him what
a maidenhead will cost, c 1706 Prior True Maid 1 For
my Virginity, When I lose that, says Rose, 111 dye. 1728
Chambers Cycl, s.v., That the next Relation, .of the Maid's,
shall undertake to enjoy her before him, and take away her
Virginity. 1759 A. Butler Lives Saints (1821) X. 489
These holy martyrs seem, .to have met a glorious death iq
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defence of their virginity from the army of the Huns. 1866
B. Tavlor On Leaving California Poems 272 Mother of
mighty men, thou shalt not mourn Thy lost virginity.

fig. 165a Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostro, yd Elegy 6 O
had he nere been at that cruell cost Nature's virginity had
nere been lost.

f c. With a or pi. Obs.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta*s Hist. Indies v. xv. 367
Some were appoynted to serve theGuacasand Sanctuaries,

keeping their virginities for ever. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv.

157 The men. .and the Virgines. .both shall haue their Vir-

ginities renewed, as fast, as lost, 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr.

Balzac's Lett. 269 Nor was ever any virginity so britle, as
that she brought into the world.

d. Used as a title: A virgin or unmarried

woman, rare" 1
*

X755 Mrs. F. Brooke OldMaid No. q. 64 You must know
then, my good sister virginity, that [etc.].

3. fig. The state of being virgin, fresh, or new.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 11. lix, See, see the

flowers that . . blowe, And of all, the virgin rose, . . How they
all unleaved die, Loosing their virginitie. 1639 Fuller
Holy War xix. (1647) 31 Cana the less.., where he shewed
the virginity of his miracles, turning water into wine. 1692
South Serm. (1744) XI. 8 As the purest water.., when it

slides into a dirty and a muddy Kennel, it immediately
loses its clearness and virginity. 18.. Whittier I'r. IVks.
(1S89) II. 187 What avail your abstract theories, your hope-
less virginity of democracy, sacred from the violence of
meanings? 1896 Daily News 14 Feb. 5/4 Pretty well for

what Lord Rosebery would call the virginity of the
Session. 1915 J. Kelman Salted with Fire ix. 121 Men's
prejudices. . had destroyed what Ruskin calls the virginity of
the eye, and it was the main endeavour of Jesus to restore it.

Hence VirgiTiityship, spinsterhood.

1741 Mrs. Montagu Lett. I. 299 Old Virgimtyship is

certainly Milton's Hell ' Where hope ne'er comes that comes
to all.'

Vi*rgin-liie, a. and adv. [f. Virgin' sb.]

A. adj. Resembling a virgin or that of a virgin;

characteristic of or befitting a virgin ; maidenlike.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 432 Oh cursed and

furious envie [..seeing by thee man was first beguiled, and
induced afterward.. to water the earth, being yet virgine-
like, with his brothers blood, a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido 111. iii, And here we met faire Venus virgine like, Bear-
ing her bowe and quiuer at her backe. X603 Florio Mon-
taigne III. v. 520_When I heare them bragge to have so
virgin-like a will and colde rmnde. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in.

ii. 22 Oh damn'd paper, . . Art thou a Fcedarie for this Act,
and look'st So Virgin-like without? 1721 Strype Eccl.
Mem. II, 376 [To] restore unto it again that Virgin-like
Attire, a 1794 Sir W. Jones Enchanted Fruit Wks. 1799
VI. 1S9 Rich bowls.., Some virgin-like in native pride,
And some with strong Haldeadyed. 1848THACKERAY Van.
Fair iii, She had previously made a respectful virgin-like

curtsey to the gentleman.

B. adv. — Virginly adv. rare.

1595 J- Weever Epigr. (1599) Evj, Chaste Lucretia
virgine-Iike her dresses.

t Virginly , a. Obs.-1 [f. as prec. + -LY*.]
Virgin, virgin-like.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 88 Dooe ye not
knowe the menyng of it to bee the enclosure & tabernacle
of the virginly chastitee, whiche neither any mortal! man
entreyng vnto it, ne the soonne of God. .hath violated or
defoiled ?

Virginly, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2
.] As or

like a virgin ; in or after the manner of a virgin
;

in a way becoming to a virgin or virgins.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 194/1 The holy ghoost shewed
unto saynt germayn of ancerre how she shold serue god
holyly & virgynely. 1823 Moore Rhymes on Road v. 34
Whose beginnings are virginly pure as the source Of some
mountainous rivulet. 1895 Meredith Amazing Marriage
I. xv. 161 Virginly sensible of treasures of love to give.

Virgin's bower, [Virgin sb. n.] The
British climbing shrub Clematis Vilalba, tra-

veller's joy.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccxiii. 741 Vpright Clamberer
or Virgins Bower, is also a kinde of Clematis. 1688
Holme Armoury 11. 68/2 The Virgins Bower groweth like
the Honysuckle. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II.

500 Traveller's-joy. Great Wild Climber. Virgin's Bower.
1818 Keats Endym. 11. 417 Virgin's bower, trailing airily,

1843 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) III. 36 The twisting or bending
back of the petioles over any horizontal body,.. as in the
Virgin's bower. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 261
And woodbine, and the odorous virgin's-bower, Hung in
great heaps about that undyked tower.

b. Applied to other species of Clematis, esp. to
the American species C. virginiana, or employed
as book-name for the whole genus.
x668 Wii.kins Real Char, ju iv. § 6. 1 11 Clematis, Virgins-

bower. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Virgins Bcnver,..
in botany, the name of a genus of plants ;. .The flower is of
the rosaceous kind. 1760 J, Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331
Virgin's Bower, Clematis. 1771 J. R. Forster Flora
Amer. Septenir. 25 Clematis viorna. Virgin's bower,
violet. Virg. Car. X845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 65
One of our most beautiful climbing plants is the Clematis
virginica, or virgin's bower. 1856 Delamer Fl. Garden
(1861) 158 Virgin's Bower—Clematis montana, Viticella,
and its varieties, are hardy climbers, pretty when trained
over lattice-work. 1866 Whittier Maids of Attitash 15
Hardhack, and virgin's-bower, And white-spiked clethra-
flower. x88o Bessev Bot. 564 Clematis, the Virgin's Bower,
of many species.

o. With distinguishing terms.
1704 Diet. Rust. (1726) s.v., The Purple Virgin's-Bower. .

.

The Double-purple Virgin's- Bower. 1707 Mortimer Husb.
(1721) II. 190 Double Virgins Bower is a climbing Tree,
fit to cover some place of Repose. 1731 Miller Card.
Diet, s.v, Clematitis, Purple creeping Climber, or Single
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Virgins Bower. Ibid., Blue Climber with a double Flower,
or Double Virgins Bower. 182a Hortus Anglicus II. 39
Clematis Cirrhosa. Evergreen Virgin's Bower. 1862
Chambers's Encycl. Ill, 73/2 Clematis flammula, a native
of the south of Europe and north of Africa, . .is the species
known as Sweet Virgin's Bower.

Vi rginship. rare. [f. as prec. + -ship.] The
personality of a virgin. Used with possessives as
a title or form of address.
164a H. More Song of Soul \. in. xlvii, And Gabriel

sware he would wait upon Her Virginship. 1673 Davenant
Distresses v. i, Will your vex'd Virginship Vouchsafe to
stay here, till you be well swadled.

Virgin's milk. ? Obs. [transl. med.L. lac
virgims.] A chemical preparation having a
milky appearance : a. A cosmetic preparation or
wash for cleansing or purifying the face or skin
(see quots.). Cf. Lac yirginis i.

1600 Surflet Countrie Fanne in. Ixxiii. 604 Virgins milke
is thus made with a filtre. Ibid., This virgins milke is good
to heale ringwormes, and saucie and red faces. 1604 Salmon
Bate's Dispens. (1713) 289/1 The Tincture [of Benjamin]
made with the Alcohol of Wine, being mixt with a great deal
of Water, makes a kind of Milk, which by some is call'd
Virgins Milk, which serves for a Wash for the Face and
Skin. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 187 This Tincture
of Benjamin and Storax is call'd Virgin [sic] Milk. 1721
Bailey, Virgin's milk, a sort of Chymical Composition,
called Benjamin water. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 257/1 A
solution of benzoin in alcohol, added to twenty parts of
rose-water, forms the cosmetic called Virgin's milk.

fb. (See quot.) Obs. rarer*.
1704 J.

Harris Lex. Techn. I, Virgin's Milk, is made of
dissolving Saccharum Saturni [i. e. lead acetate) in a great
deal of Water: It will turn white as Milk; whence the
Name. [Hence in Bailey.]

+ Virginty, Obs. rare. In 4 vergynto. [f.

Virgin sb. : see -ty.] Virginity.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 767 In hys blod he wesch my wede
on dese, & coronde clene in vergynte.

Virgin wax. Also virgin-wax
;

5-S vir-
gin's wax. [tr. med.L. cera virginea : cf. Virgin
17 b and 11. So F. cire-vierge.] Orig., fresh,

new, or unused bees-wax, sometimes that produced
by the first swarm of bees ; in later and more
general use, a purified or fine quality of wax, esp.

as used in the making of candles; white wax.
«. 13. . K. Alis. 334 (Line. MS.), After, he tok virgyn wax,

And made a popet after be queue, a 1400 Sc/r. lozve Degre
688 She sered that body with specery, With wyrgin waxe
and commendry, a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc.

30 pan putte to a litle oy le of olyue, . . wib als miche virgine
wax togidre dissolued at be fire by it self, C1440 Promp,
Parv. 510/2 Vyrgyne wex, cera virginea. 1502 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. II. 37 Payit to Robert Bertoune for
virgyne wax that he brocht hame to the King. 1538 in

W. M. Williams Ann. Founders* Co. (1867) 55 The Herse
to be garnyshed with xxx other great Tapers with ij

Branches of Virgyn waxes. 1594 Plat Jcuell-ho. 57 An
excellent cement for broken glasses. Take one part of
Virgin-wax [etc.],

_ x6a6 T. H[a\vkins] tr. Caussin s Holy
Crt. 9 He hath imprinted all his perfections vpon our
Sauiour..as one should impresse a golden seale vpon
virgin-waxe. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 33 They say,

the young King's picture was found in her closet in virgin-

wax. rti7ix Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 310
Like Virgin-Wax, he soft'ned the hard Bone, And wrought
it till to female shape 'twas grown. 1795 W. Blake Lett.

(1906) 54 Take a cake of virgin wax. .and stroke it. .over

the surface of a warm plate. 1821 Scott Keuiliu. vi, Be-
sides lesser lights, the withdrawing-room was illuminated

by four tall torches of virgin wax. 1861 Hulme tr. Moouin-
Tandon n. m. ccix, Wax which has been completely de-
prived of its colour is called virgin or white wax.

fig. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xii. (1912) 229 Vou use vile

Vulcans spight..to melt that Virgin-waxe, Which while it

is, it is all Asias light.

attrib. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 256
The most intenerate Virgine wax phisnomy. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes iv. viii. 223 The convoy presently departed,
leaving him., with a Virgin-waxe-Hght, in a golden Candle-
stick.

fi, 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xix. lxi. 897 The more
newe wexe is the more able it is to take inpressyon and
pryntynge of dyuers fygures and shapes, and suche wex is

callyd vyrgyns wexe, X535 IVardr. Rath. Arragon 41 in

Camden Misc. Ill, Item, seevyn hoolle tapers of vyrgyn's
waxe. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 37 Cerfolie.. being wrought
& tempered with Virgins Waxe, remedieth all kinde of

swelling. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 39 The purest

virgins wax. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 915
Simple and natural Wax is the thicker partof the combs
that contains the honey ; and it is either virgins wax, or of

a second sort ; virgins wax is that the younger swarms of

Bees make from the young branches of flowers. (That is

the 6rst Swarm put into a new Hive.) 1660 Boyle A"«u
Exp. Phys. Mech. x. 76 Slender Tapers of white Wax
(commonly called Virgins Wax). 1736 Bailey Househ.

Diet. s.v. Eye-salve, Take one ounce of May butter, half an
ounce of virgins wax [etc.],

II Virgo (va-Jgtf). Astr. [L. : see Virgin sb.]

(With initial capital.) a. The zodiacal constella-

tion lying between Leo and Libra ; the Virgin.

b. The sixth sign of the zodiac, which the sun

enters about Aug. 20-23.
axooo in Saxon Leechd. III. 244 Anbsera tacna ys

fcehaten aries, . .fifta leo; syxta uirgo, baet is maeden. 1390

Gower Conf. III. 121 After Leo Virgo the nexte Of Signes

cleped is the sexte. C1391 Chaucer Astral. 11. §28 Alle

signes in thy zodiak fro the heued of aries vnto the ende of

virgo. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 64 Tit. Good Boy in

Virgoes lap.. .Marc. My Lord, I aime a Mile beyond the

Moone, Your letter is with Iupiterby this, c 1600 W. Fowler
Wks. (S.T.S.) I, 269 Leo [may) lye of al the beastes forlorne,
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as virgo may with gemini bew.ir. 1664 Butler Hud. it. iii.

534 Quoth Wizard, So I In Virgo? Ha ! quoth Whachum,
No. Has Saturn nothing to do in 't. 1697 Creech Manilius
11. 70 Against the Crab and Bull the Goat declares, And
Virgo too, and Libra feels his Wars. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I.

469/2 In 14 days afterwards, the moon comes to Virgo and
Libra, which are the opposite signs to Pisces and Aries.

1787 Burns Let. to Moore 2 Aug., Yet I went on with a
high hand with

_
my geometry, till the sun entered Virgo,

a month which is always a carnival in my bosom. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 373/1 Virgo, ..the sixth constellation
in the zodiac. . . It is best known by two remarkable stars :

the first, Spica (a Virginis) ; . . the other, Prjevindemiatrix,
or Vindemiatrix (« Virginis). 1868 Lockver Guillemin's
Heavens (ed. 3) 395 This zone . . is known under the name
of the nebulous regions of Virgo.

t VirgouleCe. Oh. Also 7 vergoule. [a. F.
Virgoulie, the popular pronunciation of Ville-

goureix, the name of a village in the province of
Limousin (Hatzf.).] = next.

1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 18 Pears. Winter Musk,.

.

Vergoules, the great Surrein. Ibid. 134 Ice-Pear, Dove-
Pear, Virgoule, Deadman's-Pear. 1715 London & Wise
Comfl. Gard. 53 La Virgoulce. The Virgoulee, otherwise
call'd the Bujaleuf, Chambrett, the Ice-Pear [etc.). Ibid.
160 Autumn, and Winter Pears, especially the largest ; as
the Beurees, VirgovUs, and BonCretiens. 1741 Compl.
Fam. Piece II. iii. 406 These Pears; (Nov.) Martin Sec,..
Virgoule, Sucrevert.

II Virgouleuse (virgnloz). Also 7 Virgu-
leus, 7, 9 Vergouleuse, 8 Virgoleuse. [F. vir-
gouleuse, f. Virgoule (see prec.).] A juicy variety
of winter pear. Also attrib, with pear. Cf.
Viegaloo.
1698 M. Lister yourn. Paris (1699) J59 The Virguleus

Pears were admirable. 1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 167
Pears. Bergamot de Busy. Vergouleuse. 1706 GentiCs
Jardinier itolitaire 40 The Marquise, the Easter Berga-
mot, the Virgouleuse. 1715 Fam. Diet. s.v. Pears, Pears
which become ripe in November.—The Virgouleuse is an
old Pear, well known for its Goodness. 1818-31 Webster,
Vergouleuse, a species of pearj contracted to vergaloo.
,845 A. J. Downing Fruits $ Fruit trees Amer. 450
Virgouleuse...An excellent old French variety [of winter
pear].. .It is, however, a very different pear from the Vir-
falieu of New-York, which is the White Doyenne', i860
Iogg Fruit Man. 219 Virgouleuse.. . Fruit large and

Ryriform. Skin smooth and delicate, pale lemon colour...
Fovember till January.

II Virgula (va-jgi/Sla). [L., small rod or twig,
critical mark, dim. of virga twig, rod, wand, etc.]

1. Zool. A small rod-like growth or formation :

T a. One of the spines of a ray. Obs.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. b 5 b, They \sc. rays]

take their prey, by hiding themselves in the mudde and
putting out their virgulae, and so alluring the small fishes,
comming to them as weeds.

b. The rod-like axis of a graptolite.
1907 Fossil Inyertebr. Anim. Brit. A/us. 47 The colony

acquired a median supporting rod or virgula ; this ended
often in a disk.

2. fa. Virgula divina or divinatoria, a divin-
ing- or dowsing-rod. Obi.
1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, To Mr. Hobs Note 28

Virgula Divina [see Divining vbl. sb. 2]. 1669 Worlidgk
Syst. Agric. vi. % 3. 80 It is the onely Plant for ihe Virgula
Divina, for the discovery of Mines. 1674 Blount Glossogr.
(ed. 4), Virgula divinatoria, is a Rod of Hazel, wherewith
Miners pretend to discover where the Ores of Metalls lie.

1691 Locke Lower. Interest 40 Not of the nature of the
deusing-rod, or virgula divina, able to discover mines of
gold and silver.

b. — Rod sb. 6 b.
iS»6 Peacock in Encycl. Metro/. (1845) I. 411 Of this

description are the virgulx, or rods of Napier, which were
formerly much celebrated and very generally used.

3. fa. = Vibqdle I. Obs. rare.
1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Point, A Point with a Virgula,

calrd a Semicolon. Ibid. s.v. Comma.
b. Mus. (See quots.)

1801 Busby Did. Mus., Virgula, the name of one of the
ten notes used in the middle ages. 1876 Stainer & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms 450/1 Virgula, (1) The stem or tail of a
note. (2) A neume.

Virgular (vs-jgWlaj), a.

prec.) + -ar 1.]

fl. Of musical syncopation :

dash or stroke. Obs.—1

1609 Douland Ornith. Microl. r
there may belong a double Diminution, to wit ; virgular and
numcrall, thus : $ 2. Virgular syncopation is much used.

2. OfOgham characters, etc : Having the shape
of small thin rods ; consisting of slender rod-like
lines or strokes.

1817 G. HlGGiNs Celtic Druids 3 Another example of an
Irish character called a virgular ogham. Ibid. 35 The
virgular alphabets of the Druids.

Virgulate, a. [ad. L. virgulat-us, f. virgula :

see -ati.] (See quots.)
1840 Smart Walker's Diet., Virgulate,.. shaped like a

little rod. 189a Crozier Diet. Bot. Terms 199 Virgulate,
diminutive of virgate, shaped like a little twig or rod.

Virgule (vaMgitfl). [a. F. virgule, or ad. L.

virgula Virgula.]
L A thin sloping or npright line ( /, | ) occurring

in mediaeval MSS. as a mark for the caesura or as

a punctuation-mark (frequently with the same value

as the modern comma).
1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. 1. viii. § 26 In the manuscripts

of Chaucer, the line is always broken by a otsura in the

middle, which is pointed out by a virgule. 1895 Hon--.

[f. L. virgula (see

Denoted by a small

To the same Signe

235

man Beginnings of Writing in According to Orozco y
Berra these virgules or commas represent the verb to blow
or to hum.
2. C/ockmaking. (See quot.)
1884 F. J. Britten Watch % Clockm. 284 [A] Virgule. .[is]

an escapement having points of resemblance to the verge
and to the horizontal.

t Virguler, error for prec. or Virgula.
1610 Makcelline Triumphs Jos. I, Cjb, Let them

measure the Syllables, weigh the Words, controule the
points and Virgulers.

tVirgult. Obs. [ad. L. virgulta (nent. pi.),

bush, thicket, copse, slips or cuttings of trees, f.

virgula Virgula.]
1. A bush or shrub ; a set of young shoots ; a

branch or twig.
1501 Douglas Pat. Hon. 1. Prol. xii, Amyd the virgultis

all in till a fary, As feminine sa feblit fell I down. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Virgutt, . .a company of young shoots, or
many young tender Sprigs and Sprouts growing together
out of the ground. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 240
Certain red berries adhere to its virgults.

2. A thicket or copse.
1736 Drake's Ehoracum 1. vii. 334 A toft and a virgult, and

three other measures of land.

Virgultate, a. rare~°. [f. mod.L. virgult-um
(see next) + -ate.] Virgulate.
1888 Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

II Virgultum (vojgzvltpm). Bot. [mod.L.

:

see Virgult.] A young slender branch or twig.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1219/2; and in recent Diets.

fVir-hirne, southern ME. var. Kihe-iron i.

ci%»s Gloss. W. de Bibbesvj. in Ret. Ant. II. 81 Flint,
cailleun ; vir-hirne, Itfusil.

Virial (vi'rial). Physics, [a. G. virial (Clau-
sius), f. L. vir-, pi. stem of vis force, strength.] In
Clausius' kinetic theorem of gases : (see quots.).
1870 tr. Clausius in Loud,, etc. Phitos. Ma%. Aug. 123
We will therefore give to the mean value which this magni-
tude has during the stationary motion of the system the
name of Virial of the system. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 39
When an attraction or repulsion exists between two points,
half the product of this stress into the distance between the
two points is called the virial of the stress.

Wricide. nonce-wd. [f. L. vir man, husband
+ -CIDE 2.] The slaying of men or of husbands.
1766 G. Canning Anti- Lucretius 1. 71 The impious

Danaides, Grecian stories tell, For barbarous viricide con-
demn'd to hell.

f Viricund, a. Obs.-1 [Irreg. f. L. viri-dis (see

next), after rubicund^ In a green state.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk. Physicke 191/2 Take
hoppes with the stalckes, and roote, ether vincunde, or
exsiccated.

Virid, a. poet, and rhet. Also 7 viride. [ad.

L. virid'is green, blooming, vigorous.] Green,
verdant.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xn. xciv, Her tombe was not of viride

Spartane greet, Nor yet by cunning hand of Scopas
wrought. 1658 H. Crompton Pierides 82 The virid Mar-
joram Her sparkling beauty did but see. 1794 T. Taylor
Pausanias' Descr, Greece I. 61 There is, also, a temple of
Earth the nurse of youths, and of virid Ceres. 1812 H. & J.
Smith Rej. Addr. x. (1873) 97 The pillars.. blooming in

virid antiquity, like two massy evergreens. 1866 J. B. Rose
tr. Ovid's Met. 341 And as he spoke the virid bough upon
Wound as he was, the dragon turned to stone.

II Viridarium. Roman Antiq. [L. virida-

rium plantation of trees, pleasure-garden, f. viridis

Virid a.] A pleasure-garden or green court of an
ancient Roman villa or palace.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 10 Nov. 1644, We went to see Prince

Ludovisio's villa where was formerly the Viridarium of
the poet Sallust. 1831 W. Cell Pompeiatta I. viii. 168
A sort of court, probably planted with flowers, and some-
times called a viridarium. 1848 Lytton Harold I. i, The
wide space between the columns, which had once given
ample vista from graceful awnings into tablinum and
viridarium. 189 1 Farrar Darkn. ft Daivn x, As Titus
went across the viridarium, or chief green court of the
Palace.

t Viridary, sb. Obs. rare. [In sense I ad.
med.L. viridarius verderer, f. L. viridis Virid a.

;

in sense 2 ad. L. viridarium Viridarium.]
1. A verderer.

?i3.. in Arnolde Chron. (1502) p. Ixxx/i And moreouer
euerych xl. daies bi al the yere forestirs and vtrydaries shall
come togedurs to sec {etc]. 1601 W. Watson Sparing
Discov. a 3 Being but aduanced to the dignitie . . of a vice
president, nay but of a viccprotonotary, nay but of a vice-
uiridary.

2. A viridarium or garden.
1657 Thoinley tr. Longus' Daphnis <\ Chloe 190 Seeing

how fair and flourishing the Viridarie [was],

t Viridary, a. Obs. (Of obscure meaning.)
Perh. an attrib. use of the sb. (see sense 1, quot. 1601), but

the allusion is not obvious.
1600 W. Watson Dtcaeordon (1602) 147 [The Jesuits] I

haue a new tricke of a viridary post or current of time to
gaine time withal), in keeping Nobles, State and all the
people in suspence of euents, vntil they haue what they
looke for.

Vi-ridate, sb. Chem. [f. Virit>ic + -ate1.] A
salt formed by the action of viridic acid.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1002 Coffee-beans owe their

green colour to a smalt quantity of calcic viridate. /bid.,
The blue precipitate of lead-viridate is decomposed by
sulphydric acid.

t Vi-ridate, v. Obs.- [f. late L. viridare to
grow green, f. viridis Vibid a.] (See quots.)

re. [Cf. next.] The quality

. + -IC.] Viridu

VIRIDITY.

16*3 Cckkeram I, Viridate, to wax or make greene. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Viridate, to make green and lusty.

fVirideer. Obs.-1 [ad. med.U viridarius
(see Viridary sb.), after w ords ending in -eer.~\ A
verderer.

1609 Skene Reg. Ma/., Stat. K. William 12 Gif he be
found the third time with grene wode, he sail be presented
to the virideer (the keiper of the grene wode and grasse).

fViri-deous, a. Obs.-1 [Irreg. f. L. virid-is
Virid a.] Virid.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 313/2 Viridis, virideous, green-

colour.

Viridescence.
of being viridescent.

1841 Black™. Mag. L. 697 An artist of this school.. is

signalized by the flatness and viridescence of his canvass in
a moment. 1912 Nation 25 May 282/2 More like potatoes
than the tender viridescence that we like best.

Viride'SCent, a. rare. [ad. ppl. stem of late

L. viridesdre to become green, f. viridis Virid a.

:

see -escent.] Somewhat green or virid. Also fig.
1847 Darlington Amer. Weeds, etc. (1S60) 433 Virid.

escent, greenish. 1889STEVENSON Lett. (1899) II. 158 The
front of the mountain ivied and furred with clinging forest,
one viridescent cliff. 1907 Sat. Rev. 5 Oct. 420/2 Philo-
sophers, like gods, may have a crude and viridescent old agt\

llViridia. Chem. [mod.L., f. L. viridis
Virid a. Cf. Viridlne 3.] A vegetable alkaloid
obtained from the rootstock of Veratrum viride,

an American variety of white hellebore
; jervine.

1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 383 The researches of
Dr. H. C, Wood have led him to conclude that Viridia and
Veratroidea both exert a depressant influence on the heart.

Virrdian, sb. and a. [f. L. virid-is Virid a.]

a. sb. Veronese green, b. adj. Of or pertaining
to this colour.
188a W. T. Suffolk in Science Gossip Mar. 49 The fol-

lowing list of colours contained in my own box may prove
useful.. .Viridian. [Note.] A transparent oxide of chrom-
ium, perfectly permanent, of great u^e both by itself and in
compounding other greens. 1903 Sat. Rev. 21 Mar. 356/2
The patch of green bank shimmering up to viridian pitch
encouraged by.. greys.

Viri'dic, a. Chem. [f. as prec.

acid (see quot,).
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1002 Viridic acid, ..an ack

produced by the oxidation of caffetanic acid in presence ol

ammonia.

Viridine (vi-ridain). Also -in. [f. as prec. +
-INE. Cf. F. viridine.']

1. Bot. = CHLORorHYLL, Chromule.
1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 59 The pulp constituting the

parenchyma of the leaves was at one time designated by
the appellation ol vitidine, because it is generally of a green
colour. 1859 Maynk Expos. Lex, s.v.

2. Dyeing. A green aniline dye (see quots.).
1875 Lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) I. 720 Viridine. A green dye

has been obtained.. by acting on rosolic acid with aniline
and benzoic acid.

_
1882 Nature XXV. 546 R. Meldola..

investigates the action of benzyl chloride upon diphenylam-
ine, and the action of oxidising agents upon the product.
The substance thus produced is a green dye, ' viridin '.

3. Chem. --= Viridia, Jervine.
1877 H. Watts E'cnvncs" Chem. (ed. 12) II. 610 Parvoline,

. .Coridine, ..Rubidine, .. Viridine. (CiaHiyN.) 1886 /?»<£';
Itandbk. Med. Sci. III. 604/1 The viridine and veratroid-
ine of Bullock are now supposed to have been impure con-
ditions of jervine and rubijervine respectively. 1888 H. C.
Wood Thcraf. (ed. 7) 302 The root-stock of Veratrum
viride.. contains two alkaloids, jervine and veratroidine...
Dr. George B. Wood named them z'iridine&nd veratroidine.

Viridite (vi-ridait). Min. [f. as prec. + -ite l

2 b. Named viridit by H. Vogelsang, 1872.] A
mineral compound occurring in certain rocks in the

form of minute greenish particles.

1879 Rl'tley Stud. Rocks x. 166 Viridite inches mineral
matter which is probably referable to different varieties of
chlorite and serpentine. 1883 Science II. 111/1 i cllowish-

green needles of epidote and viridite. 1892 J. D. Dana
Min. 664 Viridite,. .A collective name.. .They are gener-
ally in scaly or fibrous forms and arc often the result of the
decomposition of amphibole, pyroxene, chrysolyte, etc.

Viridity (viri'diti). Now rare. Also 5 vyr-
idite, 6-7 viriditye. [ad. OF. (also mod.F.)
viridite* ( « It. virzdita), or L. viridildt; viriditds,

f. viridis Virid a.]

1. The quality or state of being virid or green ;

greenness, verdancy. Also in fig. context.
C1430 Lydc. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 78 God Almyghti

. . Hath florisshed the erthe on every side, The woodes and
the medowes wyde, Withe grete hahundance of vyridite.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillcmeaus Er. Chintrg. 29/2 Tner re-

mayneth somtimes a viriditye or greenes about the »per-

tione. Ibid. 53/2 The matter of our woundes resolvein it

selfe into viriditye. 1605 J. Dove Confut. A theism 90 'Ihe

Bush bore the heat of the fire without losse of viriditye.

1661 Feltham Resolves (ed. 8) 11. Ivii. 304 The Soul of Man
..was planted in the Element of Vcrtue, and while 'tis

nourisht by it, it spreads and thrives with fruit and fair

viridity. 1670 Evelyn Sytva (ed. 2) 238 This deification of

their Trees, and amongst other things, for their Ace and
perennial viridity,.. might spring from the manifold use

which they afforded. 1875 Sat. Rev. XL. 553/1 To mark
more clearly the distinction between black and green tea,

the practice has arisen of imparting to the latter*an obvious

viridity' by means of various pigmentary substances.

2 fig. t&- (See quot.) Obs.—
165(5 Blount Glossogr. (copying Cooper), Viridity, ..

lustiness, strength, manliness. [Hence in Phillips, etc)

b. « Verdancy 2.
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VIRIDOUB.

18*5 T. Hook Sayings Ser. n. Passion fy Princ. iv, What
intellectual viridity that exemplary creature possesses I

1858 Chamb. Jrnl. IX. 99 A desire to extenuate, .my dear
parent's viridity and trustfulness in the matter. 1859 Helps
Friends in C. Ser. n. I. viii. 264 The next in innocency;

—

may we say, in viridity?

tViridour. Obs. rare. In 6 virydour. [ad.

med.L. viridarins verdcrcr, with ending assimil-

ated to Verdour 2
.] = Vebdeuer2 i.

?i3.. Charter of Forests in Arnolde Chron. (1S11) 212
[That] euerych forester of our fee from hensforth attache
plees of forest as wele of grasinges as of our veneri and them
presente to y e virydour of ye prouince.

Viri*fic,a. rare-1 , [f. L.vir-us Virus + -(i)fic]

Virulent, poisonous.
1885 Pall Mall G. 20 Jan. 4/1 It was further ascertained

that the maximum of vinfic effect is produced in the medulla
oblongata.

Virile (vi'rail, -il, vai^'rail, -il), a. (and sb.).

Also 5 viryle, 6 vyryll, 6-8 viril (7 -ill), [a.

OF. viril or ad. L. virllis, f. vir man : see -ile.

So F., Sp., Pg. viril, It. virile."]

1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of a man
;

manly, masculine ; marked by strength or force.

a. Of things, qualities, etc.

1490 Caxton Encydos ix. 36 O the fortytude viryle of
wymmen, or loos & pryce of chastyte femynyne. 1604 T.
Wright Passions, Ctymacl. Years 3 The next clymacter-
icall yeere in them of solide and virile constitution is an ioo.

1651 N. Bacon' Disc. Govt. Eng. n. iii. (1739) 17 And yet the

f
tower of this grew as virile and Royal, as it would acknow-
edge no Peer but the Parliament. 1679 J. Goodman Penit.
Pard. ni. ii. (1713) 292 There is a virile state of vertue
attainable when duty is turned into nature. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v., The Virile Age. .is the Strength and Vigour of a
Man's Age, viz. from thirty to forty-five Years. 182a T.
Taylor Aiuleius vm, 175 Stammering words of an uncer-
tain meaning, she breathed out her virile soul. 1858 Gen.
P. Thompson Audi Alt. Part. II. lxviii. 7 It was an act
not reconcileable with virile sense, on the part of either the
proposers or the accepters. 1875 G. Macdonald Malcolm
I II. xv. 199 She punished her husband for the virile claim to

greater freedom.
absol. 1876 Stedman Victorian Poets (1S87) 407 Only the

virile and heroic can fully satisfy her own nature and master
it for good or evil,

b. Of dress : Denoting the attainment of man's
estate ; distinctively belonging to men in contrast

to youths (or women).
1603 Holland Plutarch*s Mor. 51 Having put on your

virile robe and growen to mans estate. 1631 Bkathwait
Eng. Gentlew. (1641) 340 One of this ranke. .forbore not to
unwoman herselfe, by assuming not onely a virile habit, but
a virago's heart. 1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Robe, At Rome,
they gave the Name Virile Robe, Toga Virilis, to a plain
kind of Gown which their Youth assumed when arrived at

Puberty. 1761 Ace. 0/ Books in Ann. Keg. 298/2 Girls

wore it [i.e. the pr3etexta\ till they were married, and youths
till they took the viril robe. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xliv, The assumption of the virile jacket and pantaloons.

2. Of persons : a. Full of masculine energy or

strength ; not weak or effeminate.

1511 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (182S) III. 51 He
semed almost a man viril in his force. 1880 Scribners
Mag. May 124/1 His instrument broke for want of a firm
and even hand to use it—a virile, devoted master to prolong
the strain. 1890 Hosmer Anglo-Sax. Freedom 319 All had
. . been disciplined and made strongly virile by that priceless

polity., which had been inherited from Anglo-Saxon ances-
tors. 1893 J. Strong New Era 102 The more virile a man
is the more positive are his defects.

fb. Of a woman: Nubile. Obs.—1

1648 Hexham ii, Manbaer, . .a maide that is Manageable
or ripe for a Husband, or Virill.

c. Of sex : Male.
1697 Evelyn Nutnism. viii. 287 A Treatise of Illustrious

Women showing how far they surpass the Virile Sex in all

sorts even of Martial undertakings and Affairs.

d. absol. as sb. A virile person.

1903 Critic XLlll. 374/1 It is the fashion of the* viriles'
—to coin a word—to stigmatize the poetry . .as ' decadent.'

3. Virile member (or yard), the male organ of
generation.

1541 R. Copland Guydotfs Quest. Chirurg. Kj, It is the
yerde vyryll that is the cultyuer and labourer of the felde
of mankynde. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 89 But it is

good to leaue as many of the vaines and nerues of the virile

member vntouched and whole as may be. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 135 Frico, whose image they devise and
pourtray with a great viril member. 1728 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Penis, The Member, or^ virile Member,.. one of the
principal Organs of Generation in the Male Kind. 1856
Maynk Expos. Lex. 672/1.

Hence Vi'rileness, * manhood, manliness*.

1717 Bailey (vol. II).

Virilescence (virile 'sens). [See next and
-ence.] The condition of becoming virile, spec.

of assuming physical characteristics of the male.
1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 716/2 The change to viril-

escence in the former [sc. birds] being more marked and
striking than in the latter [sc. mammalia]. 1853 Dunglison
Med. Lex. 908 Virilescence,

.

. the state of the aged female
in which she assumes certain of the characteristics of the

male.—Mehliss. 1912 A. Harrison in Eng. Rev. Feb. 493
The virilescence of women would seem to imply the emascu-
lation of men.

Virilescent (virile-sent), a. [f. Virile a. +
-E3CBNT.] Assuming characteristics of the male.
1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 716/2 Two cases in which

a virilescent type was shewn principally in the hair of the

female deer.
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Virilify (viri-lifai), v, [f. Virile a. + -ify.]

trans. To make virile or manly.

1849 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 647 It is merely

his manhood that quails, which his wife has to virilify.

t Viri'liously, adv. Obs. rare. [Irreg. f. L.

virilis Virile a.} Manfully.

163a Lithcow Trav. v. 178 [The] Knights of St. Iohn..

virihously expulsed the Saracens from thence. 1637 —
Siege of Breda 25 The Enemy did divers times sally forth

upon them, but they were ever viriliously repulsed backe
to their owne repugnable limits.

Virilism (vi*riliz'm). [f. Virile a. +-ism.] A
form of hermaphroditism.
1896 Nat. Science Sept. 154 They can be referred to in-

fantilism, .and virilism.

Virility (viri-iiti). Also 6-7 -tie, -tye. [ad.

F. virilite (OF, virilite) or L. virllitas, f. virllis

Vikile a. : see -itv. So It. virilita, Sp. virilidad,

Pg. -idadc.]

1. The period of life during which a person of

the male sex is in full vigour ; mature or fully
j

developed manhood or masculine force.

1586 T. B. La Primaud, Fr. Acad. 1. 531 The parts are
!

these; infancie, childhood, youth, adolescencie, virilitie,

and old age. 1623 J. Wodroethe Marrmv Fr. Tongue
37^/2 The first Aage of Man is called Virilitie, in which hee
is in his Best Force, Vnderstanding and Disposition. 1652

J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox 1, 4 At such years

as but just passing out of Virility he saluted only the first

and freshest time of Old-Age. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Virile, For which Reason some compare Youth to Summer,
and Virility to Autumn. 1757 Burke Abridgnt, English
Hist. Wks. X. 329 When a young man approached to

virility, he was not yet admitted as a member of the State.

1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) II. 27 At puberty it [the

pulse] is only So; about virility 75. 1859 Mavne Expos.
Lex. 1333/2.

b. transf. oxfig.
1622 A. Court Constancie r. 41 The ruine of Townes is

still at hand;. .they haue their Youth, their virility, their

Olde age, like men. 1627 Donne Serm. 214 Our Virility,

our holy Manhood, our religious Strength consists in a
faithfull Assurance [etc.]. 1671 E. Panton Spec. Juventutis
89 In the Youth and Virility of our Empire our Nobles
handled all affairs of State. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. xiii.

395 During the virility of his intellect.

C. Masculine vigour; masculinity of sex.

1890 Amcr. Naturalist Nov. 1030 We may infer, there-

fore, that sexual power and high sexual characters go hand
in hand, and that in proportion to the advance toward
organic perfection virility increases. 1898 Allbutfs Syst.

Med, V. 839 Both these men were literary men of more
sensitiveness than virility.

2. f a. The generative organs. Obs. b. The
power of procreation ; capacity for sexual inter-

course.

1597 A. M. U.Gnillemeau?s Fr.Chirurg. 2 b/2 That suture

or seame which passeth along the virilitye. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. iii. § 23 William of Anco was punished with
losse of both his eyes and his virilitye. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 205 He never after would trust any of his

Eunuchs with any part of their virility. 1659 Milton Civ.

Power Wks. 1851 V. 316 No less then the amercement of
thir whole virilitie. 1721 G. Roussii.lon tr. Vertofs Rev.
Portugal 1^6 The King.. was for bringing half the prosti-

tutes of Lisbon to prove his virility. 1756-7 tr. Kcyslers
Trav. (1760) III. 194 Such mutilated persons as have volun-
tarily and deliberately deprived themselves of their virility.

1859 Maymb Expos. Lex. 1333/2 Virility,.. more particu-

larly the generative power of man.

t C. //. = prec. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. ix, 124 Castrated ani-

mals in every species are longer lived then they which retaine

their virilities. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 206 Sealing up
his Virilities in a Box, delivered it unto the King.

3. Manly strength and vigour of action or

thought ; energy or force of a virile character.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1275 Yet could they never
observeand keepe the virilitie of visage, and lion-like looke
of his [sc. Alexander]. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 211 Thus.

.

discharged he the function of his calling., with prudent and
magnanimous virilitie. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 26.

Tj, I have lately been told of a Country-Gentlewoman,
pretty much famed for this Virility of Behaviour in Party-
Disputes. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nature I. 262 Etymologists
derive virtue from virility, supposing it to denote a manly
strength and vigour of mind. 1845 Ford Handhk. Spain I.

2 Thus the virility and vitality of the noble people has been
neutralised. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. n. i. (1866) 118 The
famous moustache upon her upper lip was supposed to in-

dicate authority and virility of purpose. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. ty Dawn xix, A mind in which every spark of
virility was dead, and which was rapidly degenerating into
a mass of sensuous egotism.

b. transf,

1597 Morlev Introd. A/us. 177 These motions be more
masculine causing in the song more virilitie then those
accidentall cordes. 1889 W. Wilson Stale § 1195 The
result some day to be reached will be normal liberty, poli-
tical vitality and vigor, civil virility. 1894 E. Brooks in
Educator (Phi[ad.) Oct. 155 Those universal and compre-
hensive principles of education which unite the parts of the
science into an organic unity of power and virility.

fViring-rope. Obs.-1 [app. f. Virev.] ?A
warping rope.

1336 Ace. Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 4 (Publ. Rec. Off.) In
lx. petris cordis de canabo .. pro tnbus viryngropes inde
faciendis.

t Virinus, obs. var. Verinas, Varinas.
x666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 192 It is made more

excellent than that which commonly goes under the name
of Virinus-Tobacco.

VIRON.

+ Viripotence. Obs.~° [f. Viripotent a.*:

see -ence.] ' Marriageableness ' (Bailey, 1 727).
So t Viri*potency. Obs.""1

1652 Peyton Catastr, Ho. Stuarts (1731) 6 Mary Stuart
. .when she attained to viripotency, was sought for a Con-
sort to the Dauphine of France.

t Viri'potent, a.'1 Obs. [ad. late L. viripo-

tent-, viripolens, f.wVman, husband +polens able.]

Of a woman : Physically fit for marriage ; of a

marriageable age.

1587 Holinshed Chron, (ed. 2) III. 38/1 The kings
daughter affianced, .vnto him, and being now viripotent or
manable. Ibid. 101/2 He would not suffer his sonne to

marrie hir, being not of ripe yeares nor viripotent or mari-

able. 1623C0CKERAM 1. 1636 Blount Glossogr.

fViri potent, a. 2 Obs.— 1 [ad. L. viripotent-,

viripotens (Plautus), f. vires strength.] Possessed

of strength or energy.
1646 Gaule Cases ofConscience 113 Of giving Potions to

make people love or hate as they please. Making the

strength of youth impotent, and dead Bodies viripotent.

f viritrate. Obs.—1 [Of obscure origin: cf.

ME. irate, trat Trot sb. 2] An abusive term applied

to an old woman.
c 1386 Chaucek Friar's T. 284 This Somonourclappeth at

the wydwes gate Com out quod he, thou olde virytrate, I

trowe thou hast som frere or preest with thee.

Virk, dial. var. Firk v. Virk(e, obs. Sc. ff.

Work v. Virkin, dial. var. Firkin. Virking,
obs. Sc. f. Working vbl. sb.

Virl. Now only Sc. Forms : a. 5-6 vyroll

(5 vyrolfe), virol. 0. 5-6 vyral, 6 wyrall,

viral(l. 7. 5 vyrille, vyr-, virelle, 6 wirrell,

9 virrel, 8- virl. [a. OF. virol(e and virelle

:

see Virole, Verhel, and Ferrule.] A band of

metal, ivory, or bone, placed round the end or

some other part of a piece of wood, etc., to keep it

from splitting or wearing ; a ferrule.

a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 510/2 Vyrolfe, of a knyfe {K.

uirol, P. vyroll.), spirula. £1450 Medulla (Cant. MS.),
Tolus est summitas templi eminens rotunditas, a bolle or

a toppe or els a rownde vyrolle. 1530 Palsgb. 285/1 Vyroll,

uirolle. 1580 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 319 Ane battirt

..montit upoun ane auld stok, and hir axtre and quhelis

garnysit with foure virols of irn.

p. 1496 Ace. Ld. High 'J teas. Scot. 1. 289 Item, for iij c

nalis to the wyndbandis and the vyralis, iiij s. 1503 Ibid.

II. 389 Item, for sevin score viralis and diamandis for speris,

ilk pece vj d. 1547 in N. <y Q. 9th Ser. IX. 109/2 Item
three staves, every of theym having a picke with two
graynes at the nether end and a wyrall of Iron tynned.

1552 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) 1 1. 539 One of the king's

canes, . . garnished with gold ; and having at the end a viral

of gold.

y. 14.. in Wr.-Wulcker 735 //« spirula, a vyrille. 1482-4

Ace. Exch. K. R. 496/28 (Publ. Rec. Off.) Virelles Plates

pro diversis poleys, 1483 Cath. Angl. 402/1 A vyrelle of

a knyfe. 15x1 Ace. Ld. High Treas.Scot. IV. 272 Foure
dusson of wirrellis with diamontis. 1725 Ramsay Gentle

Shtph. 1. i, A winsome Mute, O' plum-tree made, wi' Wry
virles round. J787 Burns Bn'gs Ayr 84 Five taper staves

as smooth's a bead, Wi' virls an' whirlygigums at the head.

1813 W. Tknnant Anstcr Concert in Lije{\^ti) I. 25 Braw
flute, wi' ivory virls, man. 1890 Service Notandums 115,

I gaed in to Willie Gaud's as I cam bye and got him to put

a new virrel on my staff.

trattsf 1823 Galt Gilhatzc xii, He walked with slow and
tottering steps, wearing a virl of fur round his neck.

Hence Virled ///. a., furnished with a virl or

ferrule. Also ViTlet, a small virl.

'793 Statist. Ace. Scot. IX. 371 The blade is.. set in a

haft of Tortoise-shell, or stained horn, girt with silver virlets.

1822 Gai.t Sir A. IVylie III. v. 35 An ivory headed cane

virled with gold. 1842 D. Vedder Poems 217 A staff. .Cut

frae the gallows wood, Weel virled about wi' murderer's

banes.

Virlat, obs. Sc form of Varlet.

f Virly. Obs.—1 [ad. OF. virely, vireli, in ori-

gin probably a meaningless refrain employed in

dancing songs.] A light dance, or sport accom-

panied by dancing.
( 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode lit. xxx. (1869) 152 Boistows

j am, and haltinge, and wronge. To the virly j gohippinge.

Virm, obs. Sc. f. Wokm sb. Virmet, obs. Sc.

var. Wormwood. Virmilion, obs. f. Vermilion.

Virmin, obs. or U.S. f. Vermin sb.

II Virole. Her. Also virole\ [a, F. virole

ring, ferrule (see Virl), and virole! provided with

a ferrule.] (See quots.)

1722 A. Nisbet Her. 226 From Vires, are the Terms
Viroles, and Virole, in the Blazons of Figures, that have

Hoops and Rings round them. 1780 Edmondson Her. II

Virole", is the hoop, ring, or mouth-piece of the bugle or

hunting horn.

Hence Viroled a.

c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Virolled, this term

is sometimes used for the gamishings of the bugle-horn,

being the rings or rims, which surround it at various parts.

t Viron, sb. Obs. Also 4 viroun, 5 vyroun,

vyrown, vyrne. [a. OF. viron (f. virer to turn),

used as prep, or in the phr. en viron Envieon.]

1. Circuit, compass ; a circling course. In the

viron of, round about.
a 1380 St. Augustine 1221 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.(i%7%)

82 J?e viroun [L. circulum] of be wattres wondurliche He
schewed. 138a Wyclif Judg. ii. \i The sones of Yrael..

folweden alien goddis, goddis of the puple that dwelten in

the viroun of hem. c 1400 Arth. $ Mert. (L.) 1616 pe rede



VIRON.

dragoun..Drof beo white feor adoun In to be pleynes a
gret vyroun. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 510/2 Vyrne, or sercle,

* jPrus*
ambitus, circulus.

2. In viron, round about ; -» Environ adv.
CJ380 Wyclif Set. IVks. II. 311 In viroun and wibinne

bei weren ful of i^en. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.)
107 Summe blewe so sore that the tlaume up sprong Aboutyn
hyr sydys even invyroun. c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 3196
[He must] serchen jn market & town Abowtes'al this contre
jn vyrown. c 1450 — Grail xlii. 46 >it loked he bothe vppe
and down Al abowtes that schipe in vyrown.

t Viron, v. Obs. Also 5 vyroun, 5-6 viron
(6 vyron)

; 5 vyrnyn. [ad. OK. vironntr, f.

viron : see prec. and cf. Environ v.~\

1. trans. To go round ; to make the circuit of.

1382 Wvclif Pre/. Epist. St. Jerome i, We han redde in
olde stories, sum men to han vyrounde [L. lustrasse] pro-
uynces.

2. To environ or encircle, to surround {with
something).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 510/2 Vyrnyn a-bowte, or closyn(A'.

closynabowtyn), vallo,circumvalto. /bid., Vyrnyn a-bowte,
or gon a-bowte, ambio, circumdo. c 1440 Psalmi Pcnit.
(1894) ioThu art my refute yn my woo, That hath vironcd
me aboute. 1523 Lo. Bkrnehs Froiss. I. ccccviii. 711 They
vyroned rounde aboute the towne. c 1530 — Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 139 The curtaynes were of grene sendall vy-
roned wyth golde & asure. 1587 Turherv. 'Drag. T. (1837)
40 We may presume the service there was rare, Because the
board was vironed round with states.

tVironry. Obs." l [Cf. prec. and Environuy.]
Environment.
1600 Tourneur Trans/. Metam. lxxxv. D vj, Her stream-

ing rayes haue pierc'd the cloudie skies, And.. Cleared the
world of her blacke vironries.

Virose {y*uo*'s),a. Now rare. [ad. L. vtros-

us, f. virus Virus.] Poisonous; suggestive of
poisonous qualities; rank and unwholesome : a.

Of things, esp. plants.

1680 Morden Geogr. Rect., Germany (1685)1 24 The virose
streams and particles of Mercury, or other Minerals
descending from off their Mountains. 170a Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1 167 Most of them are of an Aromatic Smell and
Taste, but some are fcetid, virose, and fervid in their Taste.
1767 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 98/2 The root of the ccnanthes
that is like hemlock, with virose juice. 1845-50 Mrs. Lin-
coln Led. Sot. App. 205 Virose, nauseous to the smell,
poisonous. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1219/2.

b. Of smell or flavour.

1736 P. Browne Jamaica 174 This plant, .is of a virose
heavy smell. 1761 Phil. Trans. LI I. 92 By that time the

Sjlants
will.. have acquired an highly virose smell. 1817

L E. Smith in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 4) Suppl. II. 405/1 Some
leaves] have a virose or nauseous flavour about them. 1831

J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 309 Its smell is virose and
nauseous. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 206/1 The virose and
nauseous odour which characterises crude opium.

f Virour. Obs.-1 [ad. late L. viror, f. virere to

be green.] Green growth, verdure.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disfi. 1. vn. xiii. 403 Ivy..cir-

cumvests..vicine Plants; which it kills with its multifarious
convolutions and virour [L. orig. virore\.

Virous (vai-ras), a. rare. « Virose a.
1661 Loveli. Hist. Anim. «$• Min. 240 They are pleasant

to the pallate j but of evil juyce, and virouse. 1887 A. M,
Brown Anim. Alkaloids 26 The liquid ptomaines possess
a virous, cadaveric odour, occasionally suggestive of musk

Virr (var). Sc. Also vir. [Of obscure origin.]

Force, vigour, energy.
C1575 Bal/our's Practices (1754)493 Making of the course

of the water to be of greiter force orstrenth than of befoir,
or ajt to be of less force or virre than of befoir. 1710
Ruddiman Gioss. Douglas' AKneis, Bir, force, noise which
an arrow, or such like makes in the air. Scott boreatcs Vir
pronunciant. 174a R. Forbes Jrnl./r. London {1755) 31
Syne we laid our heads together, an' at it wi' virr, 1790
Shirrefs Poems 141 Bessy ran, and brought some whins,
wi' vir, Frae out the nook. 1808-93 in Eng. Dial. Did.
Virre, southern ME. var. Fir ; var. Vekre Obs.
Virrok (obs. Sc.) : see Wiruock. Virry, obs.
Sc f. Worry v. Virschepe, Virschip, obs.

Sc. ff. Worship; Virschypful, obs. f. Wor-
shipful. Virse, southern ME. var. Furze.
Virsling, obs. Sc vat. Wrestling. Virst,
southern ME. var. First sb. and a., Frist sb.

Virste, obs. var. Wrist sb. Virsute, obs. var.

Versute a. Virtiginous, obs. f. Vertiginous.
Virtigo, obs. f. Vertigo.
TVirtival. Obs.-1 [zd.F. vertivelle; cLVar-

TIWELL.] A bush or metal support for an axle.

1794 Ann. Reg., Chron. 32 The lightning. -finally threw
the axis of one of the clock hammers out of the Douches or
virtivals, by which it was supported.

II Virtu, vertu (vajt«*, vautw). Also vertti,

virtft. [a. It. virtu :—L. virtut-em, ace. sing, of
virtus Virtue. The form vertu follows French
spelling without justification, as the Italian sense

of the word has never been current in French.]

L A love of, or taste for, works of art or curios

;

a knowledge of, or interest in, the fine arts ; the
fine arts as a subject of study or interest.
a. 171a Richardson Statues, etc in Italy 200 The whole

Nation have a sort of Love to what they call the Virtu, and
know Something of it. 175a Koote Taste Pro) , Virtu to
such a height is grown, All artists are encourag'd—but our
own. 178a Han. More Let. in W. Roberts Mem. (1834) I.

348 Mr. Locke, a man of fashion, ..and so deep in virtu,

that every artist of every sort allows Mr. Locke to beat him

237

even in the secrets of his own art. x8«o Scott Let. in
Loci-hart (1837) IV. xi. 358 It may be the foundation of a
set of bronzes, if stout Lord Walter should turn to virtu.
1858 Carlvlf. Fredk. Gi. m. viii. I. 266 No noble Nation
sunk from virtue to virtu, ever offered such a spectacle
before,

person!/. 1841 Lvtton Nt. <V Morn. Introd., A lumber-
room ; Lumber, indeed ! what Virtu double-locks in

cabinets is the real lumber to the boy !

8. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 569 Her children. .Who study
Shakespeare at the Inns of Court, Impale a Glow-worm, or
Vertu profess. 1771 Mackenzie Alan Feel. (1886) 147
Fashion, lion ton, and Vertu, are the homes of certain idols,

to which we sacrifice the genuine pleasures of the soul.

1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 118 A Walpole for

love of vertu far renown'd. 1830 Cunningham Brit, Paint.
I. 236 This country at that period., exported swarms of men
with the malady of vertu upon them. 1871 Smiles Charact.
ix. (1876) 262 There [at Rome], the virtus or valour of the
ancient Romans has characteristically degenerated into

vertu, or a taste for knicknacks.

b. Man {ox gentleman) of virtu, a virtuoso.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xm. v, They. .may be called
men of wisdom and vertu (take heed you do not read virtue).

1787 Gcntl. Mag. 1163/1 Being in company lately with
several gentlemen of virtu, I found in their conversation
frequent use of the word Taste in a sense I was unaccus-
tomed to. 1811 Jeffrey in Edin. Rev. May 31 There are
few things, about which men of virtu are more apt to rave,
than the merits of the Grecian architecture.

c. Article, object, piece, etc., of virtu, an article

such as virtuosos are interested in ; a curio, antique,

or other product of the fine arts.

a. 1771 Goldsm. Haunch 0/ Venison 8, I had thoughts in
my chambers to place it in view, To be shown to my friends
as a piece of virtu. 1815 T. Hook Sayings Ser. it, Man 0/
Many Fr. (Colburn) 148 Soon were they doomed to with-
draw their eyes from the innumerable bits of virtu which
surrounded them. 1857 ^-" Sumner in S. Longfellow Lift
Long/. (1891) II. 343 Stirling's house is full of the choicest
articles of virtu. 1879 S. C. Cartlett Egypt to Pal, iv. 74
An immense number of articles of virtu from Egypt are
now scattered through the world.

0. 1815 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 2) 116 The manufacture
of some decoration, some piece of vertu, some elegant trifle.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlix, Bareacres Castle was
theirs,, .with all its costly pictures, furniture, and articles of
vertu. iomSnaith Wayfarers ii, Every object of vertu
that I ever possessed.

2. A special branch of this study or interest.

1745-6 Mrs. Delany in Life ty Corr. (1861) II. 429 Last
Tuesday Mr, Bristowe, an uncle of Miss Dashwood's, dined
here; he is a great virtuoso, understands all the virtus to
perfection.

3. collect. Objects of art ; curios.

Not always clearly distinguishable from sense 1,

1746 H. Wah'ole Let. to G. Montagu 17 June, My books,
my virtu, and my other follies and amusements take up too
much of mytime to leave me much leisure to thinkof other
people's affairs. 1768 Let. in J. H. Jesse Selwyn tfr Contemp.
(1843) II. 308 My longing to see myown collection of virtu
at Castle Howard is wonderful. 1773 W. Mason Heroick
I'.p. Sir IV. Chambers 7 Whose orb collects, in one reful-

gent view, The scatter'd glories of Chinese Virtu. 1839
Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Ace. Ni:v Play, Some Vandal
or Jew, With a taste for virtu, Has knock'd off his toes, to
place, I suppose, In some Pickwick Museum. 1858 D.
Costello Millionaire 0/ Mincing Lane ii, Pictures,
crockery, gimcracks of all kinds—what is generally known
as virtH.

attrib. 179a L Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ep. Sir IV. Hamil-
ton Postscr. 4 What Britons, knowing in the Virtu trade,

Soon as a grand discov'ry shall be made, Are near thee, .

.

prepar'd to bite?

Virtual (vautittal), a. (and sb.). Forms : 4,
7-8 vertual (7 -all)

; 5 Sc. wertual(e, -all; 5-7
virtually -alio), 6- virtual, [ad. med.L. virtud-

lis, f. L. virtus virtue, after L. virtuosus. Hence
also It. virtuale, Sp. and Pg. virtual, V. virluet.]

1. Possessed of certain physical virtues or capa-
cities; effective in respect of inherent natural

qualities or powers ; capable of exerting influence

by means of sucli qualities. Now rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. viii. (Bodl. MS.), But
vertual lijt igadered in alitel place or in a pointe is cleped
moche li^t. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1653) 62
But our chiefe Digest ure for our intent, Is virtuall heate of
the matter digerent. a 1593 Marlowe Hero 9f Leander
in. 89 So to all objects.. his senses' flame Flowd from his

parts with force so virtuall, It fir'd with sence things weere
insensuall. 1626 Bacon Sylva §326 See if the Virtuall
Heat of the Wine, or Strong Waters will not mature
it. 1657 K- Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 106 Though the vir-

tual beams of the Sun, give growth and life to all the Plants
and Flowers it shines on. 1675 E. Wilson Spadacrcne
Dnnclmensis Pref., Even ordinary water admits of a virtual

mixture at least, as Experience evidenceth in Chalylwate
waters. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 91 It was the
foreign France the unruly feared, . . Not virtual France, the
France benevolent, The chivalrous.

b. Of herbs : Possessing specific virtues, rare.
1660 F. Brooke Le Blanc's Trav. 364 To Rivers they

sacrifice the shels that come from them, to fountains fruits

and vertual herbs. 1830 T. Aird Captive 0/ Fez in, She
knew . . every virtual plant, and every sovereign flower
Beneath the moon.

f2. Morally virtuous. Obs.
c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. TO. 1218 His awyn oysse to lif

wertual, May mirroure and ensample be Til alkyn statis.

Ibid. vn. viii. 2206 Iohun of Salerne, prest cardynale, Com-
mendit a lorde wertuale. 1607 Dekkkr IVh. 0/ Babylon
Wks. 1873 II. 216 Yoft by your heauenly Influence change
his vilenes Into a vertuall habit fit for vse.

f3. Capable of producing a certain effect or

result ; effective, potent, powerful. Obs.

VIJRTUALITY.

143J-50 tr. Iligdcn (Rolls) II. 177^ For a man and the
worlde be assimilate in iij. thynges, in dimension diamet-
ralle. ., in disposicion naturalle, and in operation virtualle.
Ibid. 185. i$26Pilgr. Per/. (Pynson) in. ix. 47 b, That is

called after Saynt Thomas virtuall attencyon which causeth
a person in the begynnyng of his prayer to haue an ac-
tual! consideracion of the prayer or duety that he hath
to do. 1619 W. Sclater Exp. 1 Tlu-ss. (1630) 37 So ver-
tuall was the speech of Paul a Prisoner, in the heart of his
Judge. 1640 Shirley Arcadia iv. iii, I meant it A draught
for false Zelmane, it being virtual To increase affection.
1672 Josselyn A'eiu Eng. Rarities 12 The Loone is a Water
Fowl, alike in shape to the Wobble, and as virtual for Aches.
1683 Moxon Mech. Excrc, Printing i, Dr. Dee. .as a ver-
tual Proof of his own Learned Plea, quotes two Authentique
Authors.

b. Mech. (See quots.)

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 124 Whatever is

the real length of the leg b a [of a siphon], the virtual or
acting length when in use, only extends from b to the sur-
face of the tluid. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 67 The
velocity ..due to a head of 15 inches; and this we call the
virtual or effective head.

4. That is so in essence or effect, although not
formally or actually ; admitting of being called by
the name so far as the effect or result is concerned.
1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 21 We affirm that Christ

is really taken by faith, .. they say he is taken by the
mouth, and that the spiritual and the virtual taking him in

virtue or effect is not sufficient, though done alsu. 1664— Dissuas. Popery ii. §8 But even this attention is not
necessary that it should be actual, but it suffices to be vir-

tual. 1697 Burghoi'e Disc. Retig. Asst-mb. 166 We shall

find it to amount to no less than a vtrtual renunciation of

our baptism. 1734 Watkrlano Diss. Exist. First Cause
30 Every Proof <r priori proceeds by Causes either real or
virtual. 1769 Burke Obs. Ires. St. Sat. Wks. 1S42 I. 112
One part of it could not be yielded, .without a virtual sur-
render of all the rest. 1787 Bi-.ni ham De/. i'sury viii. 73
Heading, Virtual Usury allowed. 1820 Milner Suppl.
Mem. Eng. Cat/r. 132 To prevent the virtual choice of a
Catholic Bishop by an A-Catholic Ministry. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India III. ?n He had reigned thirty-three
years, during the first ten of which he was virtual sovereign
of the greater part of Hindustan. 1883 A. liAKHATT Phys.
Metempiric 157 The simplest conscious action involves
actual or virtual thought.

b. Virtual Church, a council or similar body
acting in the name of the whole church. Also
cllipt. as sb.

1646 J. Maxwell Burden 0/ Issachar 20 Whatsoever
power. .the Catholike Church, or her virtuall and Repre-
sentative, an oecumenical Councel, justly challengeth ; this

general Assembly vindicateth to it selfe. Ibid. 45 It was
not consented to by the Church : that is, the Virtuall Church,
the (Jenerall Assemblie. 1654 Ukamhall Just Vind. viii.

(1661) 230 In all which. .they understand .. the virtual

Church which is inuested with Ecclesiastical power, that is,

the Pope with his Cardinals and Ministers.

c. Optics. Applied to the apparent focus or

image resulting from the effect of reflection or re-

fraction upon rays of light.

(d) 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Virtual Focus, or
Point 0/ Divergence in a Concave Glass. 1728 Chambers
Cycl., Point 0/ Dispersion, is that wherein the Kays begin
to diverge ; usually call'd the Virtual Focus. 1808 J. Wkb-
ster Nat. Phiios. 165 They issued from the virtual focus in

the axis of the lens. 1831 IJrkwsimOptus 1. 11 The point
A', behind the mirror, .is called their virtual/ocus, because
they only tend to meet in that focus. 1874 I.ommets Light
90 The lenses of the second group have virtual foci.

{b) 1831 Urewster Optics ii. 18 In convex mirrors the

image is always a virtual one formed behind the mirror. 1859
Parkinson Optics (1866) 130 A familiar instance of a virtual
image is that formed by a common looking-glass of an
object in front of it :—the image of an object under water is

virtual. 1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 39/1 If their

direction, after the refraction, be prolonged backward, their

prolongations meet to form a virtual image.

d. Dynamics. Of velocity or momentum (see

quot. 1867).
1818 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) III. 41/1 [The)

principle, .of virtual velocities, .is now, by mos- foreign

writers, made the foundation of the whole theory of statics.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 373 2 The name of the principle

of virtual velocities.. is very ill fitted to express the idea

which is to be conveyed. [Full account follows.] 1867
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 237 If the point of appli-

cation of a force be displaced through a small space, the

resolved part of the displacement in the direction of the

force has been called its Virtual Velocity. Ibid., The pro-

duct of the force, into the virtual velocity of its point of

application, has been called the Virtual Moment of the

force.

Virtualisni (v?\tti«aliz*m). [f. prec. + -ism]

The Calvinistic doctrine of Christ's virtual presence

in the Eucharist.
1883 Ch. Times XXI. 775 The hare and cloud of Genevan

Virtualism. 1005 Treasury Ocx. 5 Charles Wordsworth.

.

a learned exponent of ' virtualism ' in Eucharistic doctrine.

Virtualist (v3-Jti«alist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

One who holds or advocates virtualism.

1897 Month Sept. 331 Without devoting much space to

the attempt to prove that St. Thomas was a Virtualist.

1908 Sat. Rev. 12 Sept. 322/2 Our countrymen, knowing

their Church Catechism, are neither Zwinghans nor Vir-

tualists. , .

Virtuality (voJti*se-liti). Also 5 vertualyte.

[f. Virtual a. +-ity, pcrh. after med.L. *virtualt-

tas. Cf. K. virtualiU, It. virtuality Sp. virtuali-

dad, Pg. virtuali dade.]

+ 1. a. The possession of force or power. Obs~ l

1483 Caxtos Gold. Ltg. 25 b/i Now we may saye that

Jbcsui in hi* ascension was right hye ol iiii manen of



VIRTUALLY.
heyght that is to wyte of place, of remuneracion or reward,
of knowleche, and of vertualyte or strengthe.

f b. Something endowed with virtue or power.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. i. 7 This omnipotent Spirit

of God.. St, Augustine sometimes taketh..for the holy
Ghost ; sometime for a winde or hreath, . .or. .for a created
virtuality.

2. Essential nature or being, apart from external

form or embodiment.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. H. 343 In one

graine of come, .there lyeth dormant the virtuality of many
other, and from thence sometimes proceed an hundred
eares. 1688 R. L'Estrange Brief Hist. Times ti. Pref.,

The Two Main Pillars of the Old Cause were the Protesta-
tion (that was afterwards Emprov'd into a Covenant) and
the Virtuality of the Sovereign Power in the Two Houses.

1845 tr. Custine's Empire ofCzar II. 272 When the church
abdicates its liberty, it loses its moral virtuality. 1858 H.
Bushnell Nat. $ Supemat. xiii. (1864) 418 The govern-
ment of the world is waiting on Christianity, and is thus in

highest virtuality a supernatural kingdom.

0. A virtual (as opposed to an actual) thing,

capacity, etc. ; a potentiality.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxviii. (1870) II. 357
Our inclinations, dispositions, natural habitudes or virtuali-

ties. 1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. iv. i, A Virtuality perfected
into an Actuality. 1885 Mrs. H. Ward tr. Amiel's Jrnt.
II. 263 Is not mind the universal virtuality, the universe
latent?

Virtually (v5\iti#ali), adv. Also 5 vertual-
liche, 5, 7 virtually, [f. Viktual 0. + -ly 2

.

Cf. F. virtuellement, It., Sp., Pg. virtitalmenle.']

1. In respect of essence or effect, apart from
actual form or specific manner; as far as essential

qualities or facts are concerned.
Passing into next by a slight weakening of the sense, the

idea of simple equivalence becoming more prominent than
that of essential qualities.

c 1430 Pilgr, LyfManhode I. lxxxvu. (1869) 49 Serteyn,

quod she, localiiche j vnderstonde not, but oother weys;
vertualliche j vnderstonde summe, ymaginatyfliche sunime.

1495 Trevisa?5 Earth. De P. R. vm. i. Sviijb/i The
venue of god made and ordeyned primordyall matere
in yB whiche as it were in a massy thynge the foure ele.

mentes were vertually and not dystyngued in tale and
nombre as they arne now. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1. xxiv.

40 But these and many more voluminous engines (for the

ramme alone had an hundred men to manage it) are now
virtually epitomized in the cannon. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp.
Reh. 22 He defeated.. the other ten nations virtually and
inclusively. 1690 C. Nesse O. $ N. T. I. 206 All the lesser

pearls ..are contain'd vertually in this orie diamond, a 1768

Seckek Serm. (1770) III. xvi, 378 If the Jews had prevailed,

they would have imagined their Success a full Proof, that

the Messiah was yet virtually, though not corporally,

amongst them.

b. In effect, though not formally or explicitly

;

practically ; to all intents ; as good as,

a 1600 Hooker Disc, Justification (1612) 32 No man is

ignorant of their first principles, which doe vertually con-
taine whatsoever by naturall meanes, is, or can be knowne.
a 16*6 Bp. Andrewks Serm. (1856) I. 237 That was but
virtually as good as born, this actually born indeed. 1642
Fuller Holy § Prof. St. in. iv, 160 Continue correspond

dencie with, .some Professourpr Secretary, who virtually is

the whole University, or State. 1651 Baxter Inf. Ba.pt. 02 It

is sufficient that the parent be virtually and dispositivefy at

present a believer, a 1718 Prior Alma it, 183 By the Peep-
holes in his Crest, Is it not virtually confest That there his

Eye took distant Aim. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11, u.

§34. 170 As far as this is virtually included in the Precepts for

loving God above all and our Neighbour as ourselves. 1791
Burke App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 497 It is virtually a begg-
ing of the question. 1817 W. Selwyn Laiv Nisi Prius
(ed. 4) II. 1152 The seamen may sue.. the owners, as the
persons virtually contracting with them through the agency
of the master. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 160
The cause was virtually transferred to Rome, where Henry
. .was unlikely to consent to plead. 1878 Lecky £"«£-. iniSth
C. I. ii. 301 Before the middle of the 18th century the laws
against Catholic worship were virtually obsolete.

2. Virtuously, morally, rare,

1539 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. ex. 296 [All per-

sons shall] virtually and devoutly . . hear their divine services

and masses. 1812 Cary Dante, Purg. xxx. 118 This man
Was.. So gifted virtually, that in him All better habits
wonderously had thrived.

3. In respect of (physical) virtues. rare"1 .

1660 Burney KipS. Aipof (1661) 75 The Prince is not

placed in his Chair of State, as the Sun has its spherical

collocation amidst the Planets, and is chiefest vertually.

4. With virtue or power ; effectively. rare~^.

1604 Dekker King's Entertainm. Wks. 1873 I. 302
Beames from thine eyes So vertually shining, that they

bring, To England's new Arabia, a new Spring.

+ Vi'rtuate,^. Obs. [f. Virtue + -ate.] trans.

To render efficacious ; to invest with a particular

virtue or quality.

1631 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vn. Note 254 Medea. .now
likewise invokes the Earth, Aire, Winds^Mountaines, &c.

as either producing or virtuating magicall ingredients.

1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Koictj xi. 132 None but God
could ..sanctifie, and virtuate the Signs and Elements [etc.].

1689 G. Harvey Curing Dis. by Expect, v. 35 The pre-

paration., is virtuated with an abstersif quality.

Virtue (vs'itiw), sb. Forms: a. 3-6 uertu,

vertu (4 vertw-, vartu), 3-3 (9 Sc.) vertue (4

uertue, 5 vertuwe), 4-5 wertu (5 wertw-)

;

4-7 verteu, 4-6 vertew (4 -ewe), 5-7 wertew

(5 -ewe) ; 4 ver-, wertow, 5 wertou-, 9 north.

dial, varter, St. verter. 0. 3-4 uirtu, 4-5, 7

virtu, 6- virtue ; 6 virtew. [a. AF. and OF.
vertu (F. vertu, - It. virtu, Sp. virtud, Pg. vir-
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iude), ad. L. virtut-, virtus manliness, valour,

worth, etc., f. vir man.}

I. As a quality of persons. .

1. The power or operative influence inherent in

a supernatural or divine being. Now arch, or Obs.

c jgj&JKent. Serm. in O. Eng. Misc. 30 Besech ure lorde

bet hedo ine be his uertu. 1303 R. Bbunne Handl. Synne

5852 ' Pers *, he seyd, *
. . bou art weyl with Ihesu ; He sheweb

for he grete vertu.' 1338 — Chron. (1810) 184 If jour God
be so clere, & of so grete vertewe, As 3e preche oft tide.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1391 For though so be that Mars
is god of Armes Youre vertu is so greet in heuene aboue

That [etc. J. a 14*5 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 37
pat it [Bubo] may neuer be cured, .but if it plese god. -for

to help wib his vnspekeable vertu. a 1450 Mirk's Festial

6 Hopyng hat be vertu of Cryst schull put away his tempta-

cyon. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 19/2 After the passion of

Jhesu Cryst. .he was transported from Infirmyte to Vertu.

*557 N' * (Genev.) Epist. *iiii, In his owne vertue he rose

agayne. X570 T. Norton tr. Novvefs Catech. 25 b, All

things would runne to mine, and fall to nothyng, vnlesse by

hys vertue, & as it were by hys hand, they were vpholden.

1594 Drayton Idea 489 All unclean Thoughts, foule Spirits

cast out in mee, Onely by Vertue that proceeds from thee.

1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. 1. 14 That the world is_ ani-

mated, and that God is the soul thereof, . .whose divine

moving vertue penetrats through the element of water.

1738 Wesley Ps. lxxx. xx, Look on them with thy flam,

ing Eyes, The Sin-consuming Virtue dart. 1850 Neale
Med. Hymns (1867) 27 Michael, who in princely virtue

Cast Abaddon from on high.

b. An embodiment of such power; esp.//., one

of the orders of the celestial hierarchy.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19523 Godds virtu or gret prophet, Or
angel dies bai him let. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1125 pe

steuen mo?l stryke bur? be vrbe to belle, pat be vertues of

heuen of Ioye endyte. 1382 Wvclif Mark xiii. 25 Vertues

that be in heuenes, schulen be mouyd. 1398 Trevisa De
P. R. n. xvi, (1495) cj b/2 The seuenth ordre [of angels] is

Vertues. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 4 And siclik thay dremit

and maid innumerabil pouers and vertus and laid to siclik

orisons. 1575 Timme tr. Marlorafs Expos. John 146/2

Hee hath committed these partes in charge, to the Angell.

For the which cause the Angelles are called, powers, or ver-

tues. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xv. ii. (1886) 315 Two
and twentie legions of divels, partlie of the order of vertues,

& partlie of the order of thrones. 1620 Quarles Pentseo-

lo^ia, Gloria Cceli 13 Where troups of Powers, Vertues,

Cherubins t
..Arechauntiiig praises to their heauenly King.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 460 Thrones, Dominations, Prince-

doms, Vertues, Powers, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet.

Wks. 1721 III. 200 Virtues, who turn the orbs celestial

round. 181a Cary Dante, Par. xxvni. 113 Dominations

first; next them, Virtues; and powers the third. 1880

Encycl.Brit. XI. 792/1.

f c. An act of superhuman or divine power; a
1 mighty work ' ; a miracle. Obs.

ax^oo Cursor M. 19566 (Edin.), J>e haligaste, it was sa

gode, bate ba men bat it undirfange mo3te do suile uirtuz

and sua strange. £1305 St. Christopher 127 in E. E.P.
(1862) 63 On such god, he seide, $e schulde bileoue: bat

such virtu mai do. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. (Matthew)

232, I traste bat bu ma do be sammyne-lyk vertu fore his

sake. 1383 Wyclif Matt. xi. 20 Thanne Ihesus began for

to seie repreue to citees, in whiche ful manye vertues of

hym ben don. c 1400 Apol. Loll. (Camden) 28 Crist in a
coost of be jewes mi^t not do ani vertu ber, for be vntroub.

1526 Tindale Mark vi. 2 What wysdom is this that is geven

vnto him ? and sucii vertues that are wrought by his hondes ?

2. Conformity of life and conduct with the prin-

ciples of morality ; voluntary observance of the

recognized moral laws or standards of right con-

duct; abstention on moral grounds from any form

of wrong-doing or vice.

a 1115 Ancr. R. 268 Nu hit is vertu. .uor to wakien, uor

hit greueS be. 1390 Gower Con r. I. 7 Tho was vertu sett

above And vice was put under fote. 1399 Langl. Rich.

Redeles in, 206 So vertue wolde fflowe whan vicis were

ebbid. c 1410 Hoccleve Mother ofGod 9 Modir of mercy,

..pat of al vertu art superlatyf. 1484 Caxton Fables of
sEsop iv. xx, The roote of alle vertue is obedynce and
humylyte. 1531 Elyot Gov. ii. x, If vertue be an election

annexed unto our nature, and consisteth in a meane, which

is determined by reason. 1545 Brinklo*v Lament. 7g
Reformacion or redressc.wherby to expulse vice, and en-

creace vertu. X585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. m.
ii. 71 b, [They] haue enclined, & finally returned vnto their

naturall and primitiue vertue. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1.

i.n,xi,Theprincipall Habits are two in number, Vertue, and
Vice. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. I. 111. 107 He describes

morall vertu in his discourses and writings. 1691 Hart-
cliffe Virtues 9 There were also those, who taught, That
Virtue was that excellent thing, in which we should find pur

chiefest Good. 1736 Butler Anal. \. iii. 1 4 Virtue consists

in a regard to what is right and reasonable, as being so ; in

a regard to veracity, justice, charity, in themselves. 1751
Chatham Lett. Nepheiv ii. 7 Lessons of honour, courage, .

.

humanity, and in one word, virtue in its true signification.

1791 Burke Corr. (1844) tlL 200 Vice is never so odious..

as when it usurps and disgraces the natural place of virtue.

1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 89 He thinksthat to propose a
reward for virtue is to render virtue impossible. 1850 F. W.
Robertson Led. 73 That alone is virtue which has good
placed before it and evil, and seeing the evil, chooses the

good. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 179 Unless we know
whether virtue is one or many, we shall hardly know what
viftue is.

^phr. [1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love 11. i.To follow Vertue,

as its own reward.] X697VANBRUGH Relapse v. iii, Virtue is

its own Reward : There's a Pleasure in doing good, which
sufficiently pays it self. 1756 Home Douglas in. i. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI, To D. Lcwif 12 June, I shall be

content with the reflection, that virtue is its own reward.

1850 Smedley F. Fairlegh xxxviii, Supposing this^ ini-

quitous engagement, .broken offby your exertions, is Virtue

to be its own reward?

VIRTUE.

b. Personified, or regarded as an entity.

1402 Hoccleve Let. Cnpid 457 Vertu so digne is and so

noble in kynde, That Vice and she wol not in feere abide.

c 1420 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 2074 Then may ye say ye
have a sure staff To . . walke by the way of Vertu hys loore.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xx, If ever Vertue tooke abodie
to shewe his (else unconceaveable) beautie. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 63 That loue which Vertue begges, and
Vertue graunts. 1607 Dekker Northiv. Hoe v. Wks. 1873
III. 73 Virtue glories not in the spoil, but in the victory.

1660 Ingelo Bentiv. fy Ur.ll. (1682) 68 If Virtue be so happy
when it is afnicted. 1693 Prior Ode Imit. Horace viii,

Virtue is her own Reward, With solid Beams and Native
Glory bright. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 1039 Virtue sole

survives,Immortal never-failing friend of man. 1770G01.DSM.
Des. Vm. 108 But on he moves to meet his latter end,

Angels around befriending Virtue's friend. 1799 Campbell
Pleas. Hope 1. 530 So Virtue dies, the spouse of Liberty !

1818 Coleridge Friend (1865) 72 A wound in feelings

which virtue herself has fostered, i860 All Year Round
No. 64. 322 Man may bow before virtue, but virtue never

bows before man.

c. spec. Chastity, sexual purity, esp. on the part

of women. Of easy virtue : see Easy a. 12.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 84 Hero it selfe can blot out

Heroes vertue. 1706 Estcourt Fair Example v. i. Ne'er

let the fair one boast of Virtue prov'd Till she has well

refus'd the Man she lov'd. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824)

I. xiv. 252, 1 say not this, .to excusethe lady's fall : Nothing
can do that ; because virtue is. .preferable to all considera-

tions. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11. iii, That order of

females whose faces are taken as a kind of security for

their virtue. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell 3rd ill. viii, There

are mincing women, mewing..Of their own virtue. 1885

Mabel Coluns Prettiest Woman ii, She played the woman
of virtue—and played it well.

trans/. 1845 McCi;lloch Taxation 1. iv. (1852) 121 The
tax will then fall with its full weight upon men of integrity,

while the millionaire of ' easy virtue ' may well-nigh escape

it altogether.

d. Sc. Industry, diligence, rare.

1546 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 757/2 Quhairthrow all virtew

and marchandice within the said burgh is abusit, ceissit and

dekeyit 1641 Set Ads, Chas. /(1817) V. 657/2 It isnecessar

that in everie schyre at leist thair be ane schooll or hous of

vertue erected. Ibid. 658/2 Any parcellis ofcloth, seyis, &c.,

. . made in the saidis houses of vertew. 1803 Scott Let. in

Lockhart (1837) I. xi. 386 In many parts of Scotland the

word virtue is limited entirely to industry.

3. With a and pi. A particular moral excellence ;

a special manifestation of the influence of mora!

principles in life or conduct.

01235 Ancr. R. 368 pet o3er bing is..deuociun, reouful-

nesse, merci, pite of heorte. ., edmodnesse, & oore swuche

uertuz. c 1230 Hali Meid. 13 pis is ?et be uertu bat halt.,

ure feble flesch..in hal halinesse. .11300 Cursor M. 571

Alle virtus has [that] saul i-wis, bat vte o sin vnsaked is.

c 132s Spec. Gy Wanv. 71, 1 wole be teche, Faire uertuz

for to take And foule bewes to forsake. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

B. XI. 370 Suffraunce is a souereygne vertue. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 4017 Ho..voidet all vanities, & virtus dissyret. 1422

Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 147 The beste good of all is good

of vertues and grace, c 1440 Jacob's Well 82 Obere synnes

am contrarye to on vertew, as pride is contrarye to lownesse.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) = All maner of goostly

matter, concernynge the perfeccyon of graces and vertues.

J589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xxiii. (Arb.) 274 The word

became not . . her sex, whose chiefe vertue is shamefastnesse.

1601 Shaks. AlTs Well iv. iii. 84 Our crimes would dis-

paire if they were not cherish'd by our vertues. 1644 Milton

Areop. (Arb.) 44 How great a vertue is temperance, how

much of moment through the whole life of man! 1682

Bunyan Greatness 0/ Soul\iVs. 1853 I. 138 It is a sport

now to some to taunt and squib and deride at other men s

virtues. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. 111. 207 They confess

too, that Self-Denial is a Christian Vertue. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. II. xxviii. 136 Courage, preferably to equity or

justice, was the virtue most valued. 1797 Godwin A«.

quirer i. ii. 9 Human virtues without discrimination are no

virtues. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. 321 Thousands.. pro-

claimed the virtues of the deceased prince superior to those

of all his predecessors. 1865 Lubbock Prelt. Times xiv.

(1869) 553 Neither faith, hope, nor charity enters into the

virtues of a savage.

trans/. 1680 Morden Geog. Red., China (1685) 423 Their

chief practice or special Virtues are Theft, Murder and

Adultery. 1719 Young Busiris 1. i, When rage and rancour

are the proper virtues, And loss of reason is the mark of

men 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. lv. ii, But they were not

aware that there are things Which make revenge a virtue by

reflection.

b. In enumerations of certain moral qualities

regarded as of special excellence or importance, as

the four cardinal virtues (see Cardinal a. 2), the

three theological virtues (see Theological a. 1),

or the seven virtues opposed to the seven deadly

sins. .. .

CI520 Cast. Love 827 pat befe be seuen vertues wib winne

To ouercome be seuen dedly sinne. 1387 Trevisa Htgden

(Rolls) I. 5 Pe metynge of pe bre waies of be bre vertues ot

deuynyte, and be metynge of foure weies of be foure chier

vertues. c 140V Cursor M. 25391 JCott. Galba), Now
haue I sayd bir askinges seuyn. .whilk seuyn vertuse vn-

till us wins, and als fordose seuyn dedly sins. 1411-2

Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 4755 Prudence, aitemperar.ee,

strengthe, and right, Tho foure ben vertues principal.

c 1425 Cast. Persev. 1694 pe seuene synnys I forsake & to

bese vii vertuis I me tak. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech.

(i88») 7 The twa principal vertewes calllt Faith and Moip.

1590 Spenser Let. W. Raleigh in /'. Q. Pref., The twelve

private Morall Vertues, as Aristotle devised. 1693 V
Emilianne's Hist. Monast. Orders 249 Of the Order of the

ten Virtues, or Delights of the Virgin Mary, called also ot

the Annunciade. 17S3 Challoner Cath.Chr. Instr.,2 To

nourish.. in our Souls the three Divine Virtues of faith.

Hope and Charity.
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VIRTUE.

c. All the Virtues , a name given to the Opposi-
tion in the House of Commons in 1815-16.
On the model of All the Talents ' applied to the Gren ville

Ministry of 1806-7: see Talknt sb. 6d.
1816 Sir G. Bingham Lett. 1 Jan., in Cornh. Mag. (1900)

. ^4 Bonaparte.. has heard that 'All the Virtues', with
Sir trancis Burdett at their head, were to advocate his
cause and recall.

d. A personified moral quality, or a representa-

tion of this in painting, sculpture, etc.

1851 E. J. Millington tr. Dtdron's Chr. Iconogr. I. 84
Each Virtue bears a characteristic attribute. . . Liberty, like
..the twelve sister Virtues, .is decorated with a large nim.
bus. 1885 J. R. Allen Early Chr. Symbolism 277 Crowned
figures armed with shields .. to symbolise the Virtues
trampling on the Vices overcome.

4. To make (a) virtue ofnecessity (or \tteed), to

do with apparent willingness, or as if performing
a meritorious action, what one in reality cannot
help doing ; to submit to circumstances with a
good grace.

After OV.faire de necessity vertu, h.facere de necessi.
tatt virtutem (Jerome In Rufinum 3, n. 2).

(<*) c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1586 Thus makeb vertue
of necessite By paciens, and benk pat lord is he Of fortune
ay, bat nought wole of here recche. C1386 — Sqr's. T.
593 That I made vertu of necessitee And took it wel
syn bat it moste bee, 1411-2 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.
1252 Make of necessite, reed I vertu j For better rede can
I non. 4:1480 Hknkyson Test. Cresscid 478, I counsall
the mak vertew of ane neid. 1578 Whetstone 2nd Pt.
Promos St Cass. v. v, Good Maddame way, by lawe, your
Lord doth dye, Wherefore make vertue of necessity. 1646
EarlMonm. tr. Biondis Civil Wars v. 115 Villandras
weighing the danger made vertue of necessity, hee went to
Toulosse. 165s J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox x.

245 However, 1 will have patience, and making Vertue of
Necessity, I will forbear.

(b) 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. 1. 28 b, They
were enforced to behaue themselues..and of necessitie, to
make a vertue. 1588 Grerne Pandosto (1607) 10 Shee was
faine to make a vertue of her neede. 1614 Day Festivals
x. (1615) 297, 1 wil make a Vertue of this Necessitie. 1639
S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 46 They make a
vertue of that necessity. 1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin 11.

ix. 144 Their Modern Doctors, whom the Arguments of the
Protestants have compelled to make a Vertue of Necessity.
(11708 [see Necessity sb. 5]. 1764 tr. Gil Bias 1. v. I. 21
And making^ a virtue of necessity, I put the best face I

could upon it, and went about the work she set me upon.
'837 [see Necessity sb. 5].

b. To make a virtue of, to make a merit of, to
gain credit by.
184a Lover Handy Andy xiii, Mat, who saw Furlongwas

near the mark, thought he might.. make a virtue of telling
him.

5. Superiority or excellence, unusual ability,

merit, or distinction, in some respect.
138* Wyclif Wisd. x. 2God..Iadde hym out fro his gilte,

..and ;af to hym vertue of hauynge alle thingus. C1384
Chaucer II. Fame 11. 18 Now shal men se Yf any vertu in
the be To tel al mydremearyght. c 1400 Brut\. 229Miche
peple wer out of here mynde, & God hab sent ham her
mynde ajeyn brous vertu of bat holy martr'. c 1450 Hol-
land Houlate 264 Thir fowlis. .weraly awysit, full ofwir.
tewe, The maner, the mater, and how it remanyt. c 1475
RaufCoiljear 162 Thow hes walkit, I wis, In mony wyld
land, The mair vertew thow suld haue, to keip the fra blame.
1484 Caxton Fables 0/ Anion xii, For what vertue that
ony man hath none oughte to preyse hym self. 160a
Sight's Chaucer led. 2) civ, Vertue flourisheth in Chaucer
still, Though death of him hath wrought his will. 1631
Markham Cheap Husb. (ed. 6) 1. ii. 10 Our English Gentry
. .aime for the most part at no more skill than the riding
of a ridden and perfect horse, which is but onely the sett-
ing forth of another mans vertue. 1828 Macaulay Ess. %

Hallam's Constit. Hist. (1897) 85 That unsparing impar-
tiality which is his [sc. Hallam's] most distinguishing virtue.

b. An accomplishment. Now rare or Obs.

^ 15. . Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), The singeir to pas & remnne
in Pareis for ane yeir to le r wertews. 1591 Siiaks. Two
Gm/.IILLjij Sp. Item, she can wash andscoure. La. A spe-
cial! vertue. 1608 — Per. iv. vi. 195 Proclaim that I can sing,
weave, sew, and dance, With other virtues, which I'll keep
from boast. 1615 Markham {title). The English Hus-Wife,
Contayning, The inward and outward vertues which ought
tobeinacompleatwoman. As, her skill in Physicke,. .Cook-
ery, [etc.]. 1656 Duchess of Newcastle True Relation in
Life (18&6) 280 Tutors, .for all sorts of virtues, as singing,
dancing, playing on music, reading, writing, working, and
the like. 1808 Scott Autobiog. in Lockliart i. (1842) 4/1
Robert sung agreeably—(a virtue which was never seen in
me).

O. = Vibtu i. rare.

«7°9 Tatler No. 38 p 12 He has by rote, and at second-
hand, all that can be said of any man of figure, wit, and
virtue in town. 1828 Edin. Rev. XLVIII. 61 The Italians
commonly call a taste for the fine arts, or skill in them, by
the name of Virtue.

T 6* Physical strength, force, or energy, Oos.
Common a 1325-1420 as a rendering of L. virtus.
a BM Prose Psalter xxviii. 10 Our Lord shal ;eue vertu

to his folk, a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xxxii. 16 Geaunt sail

noght be safe in multitude of his vertu. 138a Vf\ci.\v Luke
x. 19, 1 hau jouun to }ou power of..tredinge, on serpents,
and scorpiouns, and on al the vertu of the enemy, c 1400
Laud Troy Bk. 9291 He my^t not wel his breth blowe, He
was In poynt to ouer.throwe; His vertu hadde he dene
lore. 14*1 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 242 Hit servyth to
the stomake and to the entraill, and than thay gederith
hare strcynth and vertu, wyche was amenuset and febelit.

c 1450 tr. De Imitations in. ix. 76 pou art oure helpe, our
vertu, & our strengbe. c 15*0 Melusine xxx. 336 He .

.

smote Zelodiusvponhis helmet, bysuchestrengtheSc vertue
that he made hym to enclync vpon his hors neck.
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T b. An armed force. Obs. rare.
138a Wyclif i Mace. \. 4 And he gadride vertu, and ful

stronge oost. Ibid. xiii. 54 And Symont see? Joon, his sone,
that he was a man of bated, and he putte hym duyk of alle
vertues.

fc. Flourishing state or condition. Obs.
c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1886) 8 Whan be citee of

Aeon . . florisshed and stode in his vertue, Ioye and pros-
perite. 1484 Caxton Fables ofMsop in. xvi, He that
gouerneth not wel his bely withe grete payne he may hold
the other lymmes in theyr strengthe and vertue.

7. The possession or display of manly qualities
;

manly excellence, manliness, courage, valour.
In later use tending to pass into sense 2.

13.. Coerde L. 2810 A baroun of gret vertewe. (11400-50
Alexander 5324 Quat may bi vertu now a-vaile & all bine
vayn pride? c 1430 Lydg. Assembly of Cods 1092 Syres,
put no dowte, Vertu shall retorne & haue hys entente. Thys
felde shal be our. c 1^0 Merlin xxxii. 656 The Bretouns
hem diffended as peple of grete vertu. 1523 Lo. Bernfrs
tr. Froiss. I. cxcii. 228 The lord Pynnand his company
defended themself by great vertue. 1549 Compl. Scotl. Ep.
2 Quhar for ;our heroyque vertu is of mair admiratione.
1579 Vf.stoh Guicciard, n. 104 The bastard of Burbon
was made prisoner, notwithstanding he fought with great
vertue. Ibid. Yet his vertue defended his person, a 1668
Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) II. 86 Marius.. from a common
soldier came by his warlike vertue to be seven times consul.
1710 Shaftesb. Advice to Author u. § 1. 67 They [sc. the
Muses] were more to him than his Arms or military Virtue.
1758 Johnson Let. to B. Langton 21 Sept. in Boswell, A
man that languishes with disease, ends his life with more
pain, but with less virtue. 1817 Tas. Mill Brit. India II.
iv. ii. 70 The English were called upon for the utmost
exertions of their virtue.

II. As a quality of things.

8. In the prepositional phrases in or by (also

f through or with) virtue of, by the power or effi-

cacy of ^something aiding or justifying) ; hence, in
later use, by the authority of, in reliance upon, in
consequence of, because of. (Cf. 10 e.)

(a) cxz^o Halt' Meid. 13 Engel & meiden beon euening in
uertu of meidenhades mihte. c 1330 R. Brunne Citron.
(1810) 18 pe Kyng with be maistrie went in to |>e toun, [»c
pris he had wonnen in vertew of Criste's passioun. 1617
Fortescue Papers (Camden) 29 They should talke of the
points of religion but by way of discourse, and not as in
vertue of thecommission [etcj. 1660 J er, Taylor Worthy
Commun. 1. iv. 75 Christ in heaven perpetually offers and
represents that sacrifice to his heavenly Father and in
vertue of that obtaines all good things for his church. 1703
Maundbell Joum. Jerus. {1707) 105 In vertue of which
perswasion, the Olives, and Olive stones, and Oyl which
they produce, became an excellent commodity in Spain.
1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) Lii. 77 He was the Head of all

Creatures in Virtue of having created them. 1793 Smeatom
Edystone L. § 344 The experiment.. was ordered in virtue
of an observation that had occurred in the course of the
work. 1833 Ht. Martineau Three Ages ii. 39 In virtue of
an office which he held, he had liberty to pass through the
palace garden. 1879 Fkoude Cxsar xiii, 188 He remained
a senator in virtue of his quasstorship.

(b) c 1350 Wilt. PaUme 284, I be coniurcbi vertu of
ping bat bou most in bis world louest. c 1380 Wyclif Wks.
(1880) 32 Bi vertue of bis cheef domesman he owib to be
excused fro bis somonynge of worldly prelat. c 1386
Chaucer Parson's T. r 340 It may wel wexe fieble and
faille by vertu of baptesme and by the grace of god thurgh
penitence. 14*5 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 290/1 That they niowe
be vertue of the same lokett, be fully excused att alle tymes.
1495 Act 11 Hen. K//,c. 53 § 1 Noc.persone the whiche
. .therwith entermedlede to your use or by vertu of your
letters patentes. 1353 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914)
149 By vertue of a warrannte sygned with her Nlaiesties
oune handes. 1587 Fleming Contn. lloliushed III. 1376/2
They shall loose the fiue shillings that theyshould receiue.

.

by vertue of my will. 1617 Sir T. Wentworth in Fortescue
Papers (Camden) 25 When indeed he was in effect out of
the Commission before, by vertu of that direction. 1663
Heath Flagelluvi (1672) 47 Upon some pretence of private
business of the Colonels and by vertue thereof in a Disguise
of a Servant [etc. J. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) I II . 283
So we Christians by vertue of our Covenant with God in
Christ, are separated from all otherSocieties. 1695 Enq.Anc.
Const. Eng. 44 Violating the Fundamental Laws and consti-
tutions of the Government by vertue of which he became
King. 1785 Burke S6. Nabob Arcot Wks. 1843 I. 318
No others, by virtue of general powers, can obtain a legal
title, .to exercise those special functions. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece III. 287 The refugees who retired by virtue of the
treaty from Amphipolis, found shelter at Eion. 1868
Lockye R Elem. Astron. § 374 The planets, when they are
visibre, appear as stars, and, like the stars, they rise and
set by virtue of the Earth's rotation.

{c) c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 11/346 And boru} vertue of be
holie croiz he ouer-cam alle is fon. c «3*o Sir Trtstr. 1894
Hole sche was & sounde burch vertu of his gle. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 157 pe barouns.-prayede god borw vertue of hem
Schold sauye hem thar fro hebe men. 1:1400 Brut cevhi.

237 He come to be Gildehall of London, and axede be keics
of be ^ates of be citee brou) vertue and strengh of his com-
mission.
{d) 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburt. v. ii, So.. Must

Tamburlaine_ by their resistlesse powers, With vertue of a
gentle victorie, Conclude a league of honor to my hope.

9. Without article: fa. Of precious stones:
Occult efficacy or power (as in the prevention or
cure of disease, etc.) ; in later nse, great worth or
value. Obs.
a «7« Luue Ron 170 in O. E. Misc. 98 Hwat spekstu of

eny stone bat beob in vertu ober in grace, c 1340 Hamcolk
Pr. Consc. 9198 I>us may a man.. Alle be cete of heven
lyken..to precyouse stanes of vertow [etc]. 1350 Will.
Palerne 4425 pe stop., was of so stif vertu, bat neuer man
vpon mold mht it him on haue, ne schuld he with wicche-
craft be wiccbed neucr-more. c 1400 Melayne 978 His \

VIRTUE.
helme & his hawberke holde, Freth ouere with rede golde,
With stones of vertue dere. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur vn.
xxvii. 254 A coronal of gold besette with stones of vertue
to the valewe of a thousand pound. 1503 11 awes Examp.
I'trt. xiii. 242 The roof was set with stones of vertue. 1509— Past. Pleas, xxvii. (Percy Soc.) 127 With perles and
rubies rubicond, Mixte with emerauds so full of vertue.

b. Of plants, waters, etc. : Efficacy arising from
physical qualities ; esp. power to affect the human
body in a beneficial manner; strengthening, sus-
taining, or healing properties.
rti3oo Cursor M. 34 Hot be the fruit may scilwis se O

quat vertu is ilka tre. Ibid. 1016 Treis o frut ban es par
sett pat serekin vertu has at ette. 1390 Gower Conf. III.
129 His herbe is Anabulla named, Which is of gret vertu
proclamed. c 1430 Lydg. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 16 }e
schall draw wateris. .Oute of wellis of oure Saviour, Wiche
have vertu to curen alle langueres. 1562 Turner Herbal
11. 31 It is sayde that there is an other Magadaris in Lybia.
..It hath like vertu with Laserpitio. 160a Shaks. Ham.
lv.VH.145 No Cataplasme.. Collected from all Simples that
haue Vertue Vnder the Moone, can saue the thing from
death. 1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius 1. xiii. 4$ This
following Fomentation is of wonderful Vertue. 1678 Lady
Chaworth in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 4 3 A
wolfes tooth for my pritty godson, that Lady Fingall gave
me as a thinge of much vertu . .and antidotal against con-
vulsions. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Birds-Eye, an Herb
..of singular Virtue against the Palsey. 1778 Johnson Let.
to Mrs. Tkrale 15 Oct., The second [night], .not so much
better as that I dare ascribe any virtue to the medicine.
1841 Myers Catlu Th. in. § 27. 102 1 listilling healing virtue
into better waters. 1865 Park-man Huguenots i. (1875) 6
There was a fountain of such virtue that, bathing in its
waters, old men resumed their youth.

C. Efficacy of a moral nature ; influence work-
ing for good upon human life or conduct, f Also,
in early use, miraculous power (of the cross, etc.).
C1300 St. Margarets 316 Of gret vertu is hire lyf, ho so

beron bo^te. c 1305 in E. E. P. (1862) 90 If bu w oldest bat
sobeihure. .Gret vertu ic wole be telle of he suete holi rode.
ci425 Hampoles Psalter Metr. Pref. 12 In bis boke is

muche vertu, to reders wib deuocyown. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 9 Thes rialle gifftes been of verteu
most, Gostly coragis most sovereignly delyte. 154^9 Latimer
Plottghers (Arb.) 32 Purposinge toeuacuate Chnstes death,
and to make it of smal emcacitie and vertue. 1567 GuJe >y

Godtie B. (S.T.S.) 14 Our Baptisme dottt with sanctitude,
And greit vertew, to wesche our sinfulness. 1841 Myers

j

Cath. Th. in. §17. 64 Few questions.. could well he more
j

important, if Divine virtue is to be ascribed to every letter

;

of Scripture.

d. Superiority or excellence in respect either of

,
nature or of operation ; worth or efficacy of any
kind.

^
,'39° Gower Conf IIL 16 Selden get a domb man lond.
Tak that proverbe, and understond That wordes ben of
vertu grete. c 1400 Destr. Troy 83S8 The walles [were] vp
wroght..With stones full stoute, stithest of vertue. 1423
Jas. I Kiugis Q. xx, In vere, that full of vertu is and guile,
Gjuhen nature first begynneth hir enpiise. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. v. i. 10 The blade, .was of no less virtue, then of fame.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 282 Yet have these two Load-stones
no connexion or tye, though a Common Center of Virtue
according to which they joyntly act, 1669 Bunyan Holy

' Citie 153 Gold is the choice and chiefof all Metals both for
1 worth, colour, and vertue. 1^79 Fohrist Voy. N. Guinea

339 The latter [sc. cinnamon] is vastly superior in richness,
sweetness, and virtue. i8uCary Dante, Par. vir. 132 The
elements Are by created virtue inform'd. 1830 Herschel
Study Nat. Phil. 59 There is virtue in a bushel of coals
properly consumed, to raise seventy millions of pounds
weight a foot high. 1883 N. York Chr. Union 21 June,
The new Sound steamer 'Pilgrim' is regarded as a model
of mechanical and constructional virtue.

T©. Of laws, etc. : Operation, vigour. Obs.
C1450 Hart. Contin. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 511 Whiche

statute was ordeynedetotaKe vertu and begynnynge at the
feste of the Purificacion. 1471-5 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 162/1
That the said late Ordenaunce . . be and stond in strenght
and vertue, unto the xxvi day of May. 1651 Nkidham
Selden 1

s Mare CI. 59 The Sea-Laws which were used and
in full force and virtue in both the Empires were bjaowed
fiom the Rhodians. 1686 Col. Rec. Pcnnsytv. I. 171 Ail
those laws shall and are hereby Continued to Stand and be
in full force and Vertue untill y« End of the first Session.

+ f. In virtue, virtually. Obs.
a 1633 G. Herbert Priest to Temple xxi, A most plain and

easy framing the question, even containing, in virtue, the
answer also.

10. With limitation to special instances (usually

the virtue of. . , or with possessives) : a. In senses

9 a and 9 b.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 312/428 Also man, ;wane he is

i-bore, onder heore [sc. the planets'] power i-wis, Schutlen
habbe diuers lijf, cuere ase heore vertue is. a 1300 l.ec .

A*<W(i8tt) 32 pat water hi honurdc muche. .Ac hi nuste
nobing of be tre pat al t*e vertu made. 13*0-30 Horn th.
567 Runnetd . . bi-tau^t him a ring pe vertu wele sche knewe.
13.. Guy Wartv. (A.) 1660 Thilke monk Sorgien was, pe
vertu he knewe of mani a gras. c 1400 Maundkv. y. (1S39)

50 Who so kutte hem [sc. balm-branches] with Iren, it wofde
destroye his Vertue and his Nature. C1450 Myrr. our
Ladye 37 A drynke.. whiche isswete to taste, and effectual I

to hele tne woundes of synners by hys verteu. 1593 Earl
or Shrewsbury in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 39, Iwould
your Lordship wolde once make trial of my Oyle of Stags

blud, for I am strongly persuaded of the rare and great

vertu thereof. i6«6 Bacon Sylva S 17 It is an Errour in

Phisiciam, to rest simply vpon the Length of stay, for en-

creastng the vertue. Hut if you will haue the Infusion

strong [etc). 1640 Nabuks Bride 1. ii, Like those pills

which an unwilling patient Doubting their vertue take*.

1757 A. Coopfr Distiller 1. L (1760) 6 Till at last the whole
Virtue or saccharine Sweetness of the Malt is extracted.

1759 Mills Duhamefs Husb. L ix. (1762) 52 By this means



VIRTUE.
the sun . . will be prevented from exhaling the virtue of your I

manure. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. {1778) 1 It

will draw all the virtue out of the roots or herbs, and turn
it to a good gravy. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1880) I. n The
virtue of St. Martin's precious relics was in the most active
operation during the fifth and sixth centuries.

b. In sense 9 c.

c 1250 Meid. Maregrete xlv, Sclawen was be dragun
boru \>e uertu of be rod. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Come. 3821
Pardon . . es of be tresur of haly kirke, pat es gadirde . . Of

j

pe vertu of Crestes passion. 138a Wvclik Rom. i. 16 For-
soth I schame not the gospel, for it is the vertu of God in

to helthe to ech man bileuynge. c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk, 1

(Heinrich) 138, I coniure 30W fyue croppes in be verteu of
j

be v woundes, pat crist suffred on be roode treo. 1473
Warkw. Chron. 18 Kynge Edwarde..requyrede hyme by
the vertu of sacrament that he schulde pardone alle tho I

whos names here folowe. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (Pynson) 1. vii,

20 Hauyng grace and werkyng therafter..by the vertue of I

the same he may meryt and deserue the crowne of glory. 1

XS57 N, T. (Genev.) Phil. iii. 10 That I may knowe him,
and the vertue of his resurrection, a 1617 Bayne On Eph.
(1658) 23 A thing wrought not by any power of nature but.'

,

by the vertue of Gods Spirit. <> 1629 Hinde J. BnienW. I

(1641) 168 Doth not the vertue of the death and resurrection
of Christ require it, that henceforth wee die unto sin. .?

c. In sense 9 d.

a 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 2 It falles the flesche may
noghte of his vertu noghte defaile ay whils be saule in
swylk joyes is rauyste for to joye. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr's T.
302 But fynally the kyng asked the knight The vertu of
this courser, and the might, And prayd him tellen of hia
governaunce. 1477 Norton* Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652)
19 For cause efficient of Mettalls finde ye shall Only to be
the vertue Mineral!. 153s Coverdale Wisd. xix. 19 The
fyre had power in the water (contrary to his awne vertue).

1584 Sir T. Chaloser (title), A shorte Discourse of the
most rare . . Vertue of Nitre, wherein is declared the . . cures
by the same effected. 1592 Daniel Compl. Rosamond Wks.
(1717) 47 Pleasure had set my well-school'd Thoughts to
play, And bid me use the Vertue of mine Eyes, a 1628
Preston Effectual Faith (1631) 118 If it bee the vertue of
a horse to goe wel! ; If it be the vertue of a knife to cut well,
if it be the vertue of a Soldier to fight well. 1634 Sir T. !

Herbert Trav. 209 At the top [of the date palm].. is a soft l

pith, in which consists the soule and vegetatiue vertue of
that tree. 1759 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 364 Both
these stones have evidently the two properties;.. the virtue
seems strongest towards one end of the face. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci.fy Art II. 170 A piece of soft iron, .capable
of supporting as much as the magnet from which it derives
its virtue. 1841-4 Emerson Ess,, Spir, Laws Wks. (Bohn)
I. 57 The virtue of a pipe is to be smooth and hollow. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 370, 1 shall, .bless each kindly wrench
that wrung From life's tree its inmost virtue.

d. In similar use of immaterial things, f Also
in sense 9 e.

c 1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 653 If bu coupest knowe and se pe
uertu of humilite. 1340-70 Alisaunder 513 pe uertue of il

\

uictorie , . Is noght stabled in strength of no stiff prese, 1390
Gower Con/. III. 30 The vertu of hire goodly speche Is
verraily myu hertes leche. 1450 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V. 196/3
That the seid Letters Patentes, . .aftre the strengthe, forme
and vertue of the same, ..stonde and abide in the force and
vertue. c 1477 Caxton Jason 21b, Fayr lordes displese yow
not yf the uertue of my corage knowe not now the feblesse
of my body. 1563 Man Muscidusy Commonpl. 28 The
Apostle witnesseth, that the law is the vertue of sinne.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 112 Theold verse standeth as yet
in his old vertue. X607 Puritan Hi. i. 74 Theamazd widdow
Will, .wonder at the vertue of my words. 1642 J. M[arsh]
Argt. cone. Militia 18 The name of a Parliament onely,
and not the power and vertue of it. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New
Invent. 41 Whether the Harwich, .suffered any thing from
her said sheathing, in her virtue of Sailing. 1746 Wesley
Pr'mc. Methodist 63 Works beyond the Virtue of Natural
Causes, wrought by the Power of Evil Spirits. x8i8 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xliii, David . . came, through the great virtue of i/t
to be of opinion that he might safely so act in that matter.
1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. m. xvii. (1882) 227 He hath im-
parted to us the virtue of his wrestlings. 187a Morley

j

Voltaire^ (1886) 4 A collective religious tradition that had
lost its virtue.

f e. By (or in) the virlue ffft — sense 8. Oh.
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 32 He schal be excused fro p« '

lasse bi be vertue of be hei^ere iuge. 1654 R. Codrington
tr. lustine xvi. 254 [Many of them] delivered themselves

J

from their., calamities bythe virtue of an ingenious shame.
1656 Bhamhall Replic. vii. 292, I confess persons deputed.. '

by the King doe often excommunicate and absolve ., but
thisisby the vertueoftheirown habit of Jurisdiction. 1681-6

J. Scott Ckr. Li/e (1747) HI. 201 By interceding for us !

as Priest in the vertue of his Sacrifice. 1695 Drydf.n Ess.
j

(ed. Ker) II. 124 The painters, by the virtue of their out-
lines, colours, lights, and shadows, represent the same things
and persons in their pictures.

11. With a and pi. A particular power, efficacy,

or good quality inherent in, or pertaining to,

something: a. Of plants, medicines, precious
!

stones, etc. (Cf. 9 a, 9 b, and 10 a.)

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xiv. 37 Vitailles of grete vermes,
for al manere bestes. a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. 26 The
vertuis of violet, c 1400 Maundev. vi. (1839)69 Many othere
Vertues it [an oak-tree] huthe: where fore Men holden it

fulle precyous. C1425 Cursor M. ion (Trin.) Mony vertues
pere is sene pe erbes euer I-liche grene. 1470-85 Malory
Arth. xvii. v. 696 This Salamon was wyse and knewe alle
the vertues of stones and trees. 1551 Turner Herbal Prol.
Aiij, I declare also the vertues of euery herbe. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. ii. 32 b, Wild asses,
whiche haue in their head a stone, hauing the vertue
against the falling sicknes. 1597 Gerarde Herbal \. ii. 4
These kindes of grasses do agree as it is thought, with the
common Medow grasse, in nature and vertues. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts 34 There are sundry vertues con-
fected out of this beast. 1649 Bp. RRVnolds Hosea i. 22
Wine draweth a nourishing vertue from the flesh of Vipers.

1699 Dampier Voy. (1729) III. 1. 379 The Sulphurousness or

240

other Vertue of this Water. 176a H. Walpole Veriue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 280 It is said in the note that Sir

Nathaniel was famed for painting plants, and well skilled in
their virtues. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 324
The plants of this class are supposed to have various spe.
Cltic virtues. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 327 Have practitioners

yet proved the full virtues of the digitalis? 1838 Murray's
Hand'bk. N. Germ. 374/2 The hot mineral springs..owe
their virtues to the presence of sulphur and alkaline salts.

1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics vm. iv. (i860) II. 53 Each
planet, according to its mind or mood, shed virtues healing
or harmful into minerals and herbs.

b. Of animal bodies, the elements, or other

physical entities.

Expulsive virtue : see Expulsive a. 1.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 42 For so astonyed and
a-sweved Was every vertu in my heved. c 1386 — Prol. 4
Whan that Aprille. .hath,.bathud every veyne in swich
licour, Of which vertue engendred is the flour, c 1400
I.an/ranc^s Cirurg. 15 pe vertues of lymes pou must knowe,
bat he se, whanne be worchinge of ony vartu failith in ony
lyme. 1451 Capgrave Li/e St. Gilbert 120 Hir left arme
had lost be vertue of felyng. 1480 Caxton Myrr. in. viii.

145 The sterres that ben in heuen whiche haue vertues on
therthe. 1544 Phaer Regim. Li/e (1560) Sv, When achilde
nesethout ofmeasure, that is to say with a long continuance
& therby the brayn & virtues animal be febled, it is good to

stop it. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicliolay's Voy. iv. xxix.
151 The sacred fountayne..is of such a vertue, that putting
into it any burning thing [it] is sodainly extinguished. 1604
E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies lit. xxi. 188
This moisture from heaven hath such a vertue, that ceasing
to fal vpon the earth, it breedes a great discommoditie and
defect of graine and seedes. a 1628 Preston Effectual
Faith (1631) 59 If the Loadstone be of such a vertue, let it

show it by attracting the Iron to it. 1684 R. Waller Nat.
E.iper. 46 The imperceptible pores of those passages by
which the attractive Virtue issues out. 1709 T. Robinson
Nat. Hist. Westmoreld. v. 26 A very active Principle, or
Virtue, that operates in the Generation of Stones. 1755 B.
Martin Mag. o/Arts

<J-
Set. 389 What seems most wonder*

ful, is, that the magnetic Virtue should not be interrupted
by the Glass.

C. In miscellaneous uses.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. aj, Ther ben here the vertuys
of Chyualry. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 206 Money is of so
great a vertue that it corrupteth Popes. 1629 Hobbes
Thucyd. (1822) 70 For a great and a little claim imposed..
by way of command hath one and the same virtue to make
subject. 1676 Hobbes Iliad Pref. (i636) 1 Concerning the
Vertues of an Heroick Poem. 1702 Rouse's Hcav. Univ.
Advert. 4 They may inwardly perceive by a most .powerful
and most secret Vertue imprinted in their Souls and Hearts.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art I. 276 It is not
meant that there is any peculiar virtue or charm in the
point called the centre. 1872 Ruskin Eagle's N. § 18 Over
these three kingdoms of imagination, art, and science, there
reigns a virtue or faculty . . the appointed ruler and guide of
every method of labour.

III. 12. Comb.
t
as virtue-binding, -proof, -wise

adjs.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 384 No vaile Shee needed, Vertue-
proof, no thought infirme Alterd her cheek. 1691 Satyr
agst. French 21 And she must be but little Vertue-proof,
Who can be taken with such fulsom Stuff. 1816 L. Hunt
Rimini m. 6 The holy cheat, the virtue-binding sin. 1838
S. Bellamy Betrayal 49 And wisdom's self revealings,

virtue-wise, Thy darkness comprehending not.

t Virtue, v. Obs.—1 In 4 vertue. [f. prec]

refl. To exert (oneself).

1390 Gower Con/. I. 372 For schrifte stant of no value To
him that wol him noght vertue To leve of vice the folie.

Virtued, a. rare. [f. Virtue sb.] Endued
with virtue or efficacy.

1609 Heywood Brit. Troy iv. xi, He discends unto his

knees Taking the vertued chaplet from his head. 1635
Quarles Embl. v. iv. 21 But has the virtu'd Steele a pow'r
to move ? Or can the untouch'd Needle point aright ? 1897

J. Pkimmer J. Primmer in Rome (1903) no The old woman
. . rubs her hand on the toes and passes the virtued hand
across the child's forehead.

Vrrtuefy, v. rare" 1
, [f. as prec. + -fy.] trans.

To render virtuous.

1834 Chalmers On Const. Man 11. ii. II. 244 It is this

which virtuefies emotion, even though there be nothing
virtuous, which is not voluntary.

t Virtuehead. Obs."1 In 5 vertued, -hede.
[f. as prec. + -head.] Virtuousness.
c 1450 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. (1900) CIV. 308 In

taryeng is oft full grete drede, Where a begynnyng causith
vertued [v.r. vertuhede],

Vi'rtueleSS, a. Also 4-7 vertu-, 6-7 vertue-.
[f. VIRTUE Sb. + -LESS.]

1. Destitute of efficacy or excellence ; ineffective,

worthless.

* *374 Chaucer Troylus n. 344 Wo worth be faire gemme
venules. Wo worth bat herbe also bat doth no bote. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 129 The seconde is noght venules, Clota
or elles Pliades It hatte. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Mark ix. 58 In the presence of the disciples they depraued
the name of Jesu, as a thing vertuelesse, and of no efficacie.

1600 Fairfax Tasso vi. Ixviii, And vertuelesse she wisht
all herbes and charmes, Wherewith false men encrease their
patients harmes. 1617 Hakewill Apol. 11. v. §3, I do not
consent with them who would make those glorious Creatures
of God vertulesse. c 164a Observ. his Majesty?1

s late A nsw.
fy Expresses 9 Parliaments are thus vertulesse and void
Courts. 1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 264 The winds of
March.. are far from being virtueless. 1856 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. III. iv. v. I4 The architecture of Palladio is wholly
virtueless and despicable.

2. Destitute of virtue or moral goodness; im-
moral, vicious.

140* Hoccleve Let. 0/ Cupid 262 But swyche fdthes
[= low women] as weren vertulesse, theyquytten thus, this

VIRTUOSO.
olde clerkis wisse. 1407 Scoca>t Mor. Balade 133 That,
whan ye come in your juges presence, Ye be not set as
venules behynde. 1533 More Apol.x. Wks. 867/2 Howe
badde so euer they reken me, I am not yet fullye so vertue-
lesse, but that [etc.]. 1594 O. P.. Quest. Profit. Concern, 23
The strange and monstrous life and death, of a vertulesse
recreant. 1602 l/ow Choose Good IVi/e 1. i. in Hazl. Dods.
ley IX. 9 O, too unkind unto so kind a wife, Too virtueless
to one so virtuous. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. (1869) 112 We
know the wicked man's.. name, and yet., his virtueless
name shall rot. 1803 Mary Charlton Wife fy Mistress
I. 307 You are not to become a worthless, virtueless, shame-
less fine lady. 1847 G. Harris Li/e Ld. Hardwicke xiii.

111. 222 Sallies of indignation, possibly not altogether
virtueless, which on special occasions were wont to emanate
from this monarch's lips.

Hence Vi'rtuelessness.
1891 H. S. Constable Horses, Sport fy War 221 The

cowardice, imbecility, and virtuelessness of the other classes.

t Virtuification. Obs-1 [Cf. Virtuefy v.]

The action of enduing with virtue.
165a Urquhart Jewel 17 The Bonification and virtuifica-

tion of Lully, Scotus's Hexeity, and Albedineity of Suarez.

ii VirtU0Sa(v3itiK|tf"*6a). Now rare. [It., fem.

ot virtuoso Vihtuoso.] A female virtuoso.
1668 Shadwell Sullen Lovers 11, D'ye think, I that am

a Virtuosa understand no better, then to leave you now you
aie not well? 1675 Plume Li/e 0/ Hacket (1865) 20 Pope
Gregory XV. had canonised Ignatius Loyola.. and Madam
Tetesia, a Spanish Virtuosa. 1754 Chesturf. in World
No. 98^ P8 Consequently those respectable titles of virtuoso
and virtuosa have not the least relation to the moral
characters of the parties. 1796 Burnev Mem. Metastasis
II. 161 This virtuosa, being unemployed, will doubtless
have offers from other quarters. 1816 Margravine of
Anspach Mem. I. viii. 310 The Virtuosa the other day
had sung a Hebrew air, which began at the end. 1847
Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art §425. 505 A musical
virtuosa playing at the same time on a standing and lying
stringed instrument.

t Virtuose, sb. Obs.
-1 In8vertuose. [An-

glicized form of Virtuoso : cf. next] A virtuoso.
a 1721 Prior Ess. Learning r 6 The Gentleman who

likes Medals very well will always be desirous to possess the
best of them, and the Antiquary or Vertuose will be sure to

top false ones upon him.

Virtuose (voJtiW|^a*s), a. [ad. It virtuoso:

cf. prec] Having or exhibiting the characteristics

of a virtuoso ; of or pertaining to virtuosi.

1890 Academy 17 May 346/1 Mme. Carreno is essentially

a virtuose player, and it was in pieces by Liszt that she
astonished her audience. 1906 Athenaeum 8 Sept. 281/3
The virtuose element is prominent, but thought, feeling,

and a poetical atmosphere are evident in the music
Virtuose, obs. form of Virtuous a.

Virtuosi, pi. of Virtuoso.

Virtuosic (vaitiwi^u'sik), a. [f. Virtuos-o +
-IC.] = Virtuose a.

1889 Academy 13 April 261/3 Of late we have had only
fugitive pieces of the romantic, and even virtuosic, schools.

1899 Scotsman 13 Nov. 9/4 The Capriccio, on the other

hand, can only be described as a piece of virtuosic music.

Virtuosity (v5jti«,f?*siti). Also 5 vertuosyte,

7 vertuositie. [In sense 1 ad. med.L. virtuosi-

tas, f. late L. virtuosus Virtuous a. In other

senses f. Virtuos-o -t- -ity : cf. F. virlttosite
1

.]

1 1. a. Manly qualities or character. Obsr~x

a 1470 Harding Chron, lix. i, For his wyt and virtuosyte,

Able he was, as Chronycles coulde fele, To haue ruled all the
emperalyte.

fb. Virtuousness. Obs. (Bailey, 1721).

2. The pursuits, interests, or temperament, char-

acteristic of a virtuoso ; interest or taste in the fine

arts, esp. of a fastidious, finical, dilettante or

trifling nature.

1673 H. Stubbe Further Vt'nd. Dutch War 82 We are
regenerated from the School of Aristotle to that of

Epicurus, from all Moral Gallantry and Virtue, to a most
impertinent and effeminate Virtuosity. 1676 Wood Li/e
(O. H. S.) II. 360 Edward Bendlowes, . . a great poet . . spent

about 7 hundred a yeare in vertuositie and on flattering

poets. 1823 W.Taylor in Monthly Mag. IN. 408 Charles-
Augustus had imbibed . . a taste for merit, a virtuosity

in human excellence, to employ his preceptor's phrase.

1840 Blackiu. Mag. XLVIII. 491 The Viennese, by their

wise virtuosity, do the thing [sc. eating and drinking]

gently, and like gentlemen. 1886 Svmonds Renaiss. It.,

Cath. React. (1898) VII. xii. 189 This, .state of things.. was
due rather to the abuse of science and of virtuosity.

b. spec. Excessive attention to technique, or to

the production of special effects, in vocal or in-

strumental music (also trans/, in art or literature).

1865 Reader 18 Mar. 321/3 For this sentiment, this type

of art, as applied to matters musical, there is a special

name. It is called 'virtuosity '. 1877 E. Prout in Academy
17 Feb. 150 We have a short sketch of the history of piano

virtuosity. 1884 Haweis Musical Li/e II. 608 It is doubt-

ful whether two such extraordinary personalities as those of

Paganini and Liszt have ever appeared in the world of

virtuosity,

C. With a and pi. A special study or interest

of the kind affected by virtuosi.

1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 280 I've been cultivating some
virtuosities, among other things.

3. Virtuosi collectively.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. iii, Where all the Virtuosity

and nearly all the Intellect of the place assembled of an
evening.

II Virtuoso (voit\Uidu-so). Also 7-8 vertuoao.
PI. virtuosi (7 vert-) and virtuosos. [It.

virtuoso (also vertuoso) ( learned, skilled, skilful,
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full of learning' (Baretti) :—L. virtuosus: see

ViKTUOUSa. Hence also ¥. virtuose, f virtuoso.]
It is frequently difficult in particular instances to decide

which of the senses is intended.

+ 1. One who has a general interest in arts and
sciences, or who pursues special investigations in

one or more of these ; a learned person ; a scien-

tist, savant, or scholar. Obs.
Sometimes tending towards a depreciatory sense, as in 2.

a. 1651 in Brent tr. Smrpfs Count:. Trent (1676) xxv,
There have happened to come to Venice . . divers Virtuosi in

several professions. i65o Boyle New Exp. Bhys. Mech.
Proem 2 Perceiving by Letters from. . Paris, that several of
the Virtuosi there, were very intent upon the examination
of the Interest of the Ayr in hindring the descent of
the (Juick-silver. 1684-5 — Min. Waters 73 The little

Bodies that the ingenious Mr. Lewenhoeck, and since him
divers other Virtuosi, have observ'd in Water wherein
Pepper has been infus'd. 1709 T. Rorinson Nat. Hist.
Westmoretd. xii. 69 That new Hypothesis so stiffly main-
tained by some of our learned Virtuosi. 1739 Dublin Soc.
Weekly Observ. I. No. 26. 172 Some Virtuosi tell you that
continued Fermentation and repeated racking certainly
spoil your Cyder. 1754 Fielding Voy. Lisbon r 16 The
former receives the thanks of mankind ; the latter [i. e. the
antiquary] of that valuable part, the virtuosi. [1855 Kinc;s-
ley Westward Ho! xvi, Philip Sidney, .has given up his
rightful place toward the head of the table that he may
have a knot of virtuosi all to himself.]

0. 1656 Earl UoMM.tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Parnass. I.

v. 8 The gallant Dispute which arose . . between some
Letterati of the State, deserves to be written ; every one
of these Vertuosie defended their own Opinion as the
best. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Sri. xi. 58 As great Wits, as
it may be e're saw the Sun, such as Pythagoras, Des-Cartes,
Copernicus, Galileo, More, Kepler, and generally the ver-
tuosi of the awakened world. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's
Amusem. 36 The Projectors who are generally broken
Citizens, were coop'd up in the Counters and Ludgate

;

..the Vertujsi were confined to Gresham-College.
•y. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Virtuoso, ..a learned or ingeni-

ous person, or one that is well qualified. 1660 Inc;elo
Bentiv. 8f Ur. 11. (1682) 22, I must not offend these
Virtuoso's with laughing at them. 1676 Glanvill Ess. mi.

30 Another excellent Virtuoso of the same Assembly, Mr.
John Evelyn, hath very considerablyadvanced the History of
Fruitand Forest-Trees. 1706 K. Ward Wooden WorldDiss.
(1708) 60 He's no Digbian Virtuoso, .. for he knows not
how to sympathize with any mans Wounds whatever. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 14 Certain particularities discovered
in that animal by a modern virtuoso. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer
(ed. 2) s.v. Comb.Martin, They were neglected till the
reign of queen Elizabeth, when Sir Beavis Bulmer, a vir-

tuoso in refining metals, got great quantities of silver from
them. [1834 Southey Doctor vi. (1862) 19 There were in him
undeveloped talents which might have raised him to dis-
tinction as.. a virtuoso of the Royal Society.]

3. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Parnass. I.

it. 5 Appearing much displeased at the affront done this
man, he first honoured him with the name of Vertuoso [etc.].

1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 60 To these are to be
added those plodding Vertuoso's that plunder the most in-

ward recesses of Nature. 1691 Wood A t/t. Oxon. I. 852 He
was afterwards an eminent Physician, Vertuoso, and
Knight. 1700 T. Brown tr, Fresnys Amusem. ix. (1709) 89
The Vertuoso despises the Rich for making such a bustle
about so foolish and pale-fac'd a Metal as Gold.

2. One who has a special interest in, or taste for,

the fine arts; a student or collector of antiquities,

natural curiosities or rarities, etc. ; a connoisseur
;

freq., one who carries on such pursuits in a dilet-

tante or trifling manner.
a, 0. 1661 Evelyn Chalcogr. Hi. 34 The Greeks and inven.

tive Romans, who. . publish 'd so many thousands of medails,
and coynes as are in the hands and collections of the Vir-
tuosi. 1675 Hobbes Iliad To Rdr., There be many men
called critiques, and wits, and vertuosi, that are accustomed
to censure the poets, and most of them of divers judge-
ments, a 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 1^7 A Worse thing
than this happens commonly to these inferior Virtuosi.
In seeking so earnestly for Raritys, they fall in love with
Rarity, for Rareness-sake. 1781 J. Moore Vinu Soc. Italy
(1790) II. Ixxi. 367 The beautiful head of Alexander is uni-
versally admired by all the virtuosi. 1839 Hallam Hist.
Lit. it. viii. 561 The well-known word virtuosi, applied to
these lovers of what was rare and beautiful in art*or nature.
1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) I. v. 153 The virtuosi
to whose inspection it was submitted. 1876 Morley Crit.
Misc. Ser. 1. (1877) 349 For intellectual dilettanti and
moralising virtuosi.

y, i. c 166$ Cowlev Queen's repairing Somerset-house 86 If
any prouder Virtuoso's sense At that part of my Prospect
take offence. 1667 Dkyden& Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar.
all nt. (beginning), I am sure, in all companies I pass for a
virtuoso, a 1700 Evelvn Diary t Mar. 1644, One of the
greatest virtuosos in France, for his collection of pictures,
achates, medails, and flowers. 17*0 Mandeville Fab. Bees
n. 414 Look upon the mighty fabours of antiquaries,
botanists, and the vertuoso's in butterflies, cockle-shells, and
other odd productions of nature. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
vin. x, A great number of nicknacks and Curiosities, which
might have engaged the* attention of a virtuoso. 1787
Mme. D'Arblay Diary

|
June, Virtuosos being next, .named,

Colonel Manners inveighed against them quite violently.
zB*sGentl. Mag. XCV. t. 332 The Virtuoso will appreciate
justly this small volume as a very instructive and agreeable
manual. 1858 Mrrivale Rom. Emp Hit. (1865) VI. 324 For
painting and sculpture, as Grecian arts, he may have ac-
?uired the taste of a virtuoso. 1885 J. Pavn Talk of Town

. 183 He was a virtuoso and antiquary himself, and there*
fore recognised the full extent of his danger.
transf. 18*9 Lytton Devereux n. vi, Salter is a shaving

virtuoso. 1817 LocKHART.Si-tf//TV. v. 161 Excellent dishes,

—such .. as Scotland borrowed from France before Cather-
ine de Medicis brought in her Italian virtuosi to revolu-

tionize the kitchen like the court.

3. One who has special knowledge or skill in

Vol. X.

music ; spec, in modern use, one who excels in, or

devotes special attention to, technique in playing

or singing.

-743 I* p- Berkeley in Fraser Life viii. (1871) 289 Such
virtuosi as the country affords ; I mean in the way of music.

1764 Advert, in N. ff Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 386 The late famous
Vertuoso Handel, received during his Life-time, such parti-

cular protection. 1834 Beckfokd Italy II. xxxi. 222 note,

All these virtuosi. . were either contraltos of the softest note,

or sopranos of the highest squeakery. 1859 Wkaxall tr.

A*. Houdin xi. 155, I had often heard a nightingale sing,

which I thought was the 'star' among the virtuosi. 1900
Daily News 19 June 4/7 A piece of little or no musical
merit . . has of late years come again into fashion with violin

virtuosi.

4. attrib., as virtuoso collection^ country , expres-

|

sion, kindy scheme, etc,

1668 Cowley Ess. Verse fy Prose, OfAvarice, As if thou
No other Use of precious Gold didst know, But that of
curious Pictures to delight With the fair stamp thy Virtu,
oso Sight. 1700 T. Bkown tr. Fresnys Amusem. x. (17a;)

100 The Philosophical, or Virtuosi Country. 1710 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1711) I. 157 In Philosophy, Matters answer ex-
actly to this Virtuoso-Scheme. Ibid. 333 To the Academys
of Painters, Statuarys, and to the rtst of the Virtuoso-
Tribe. 1717 Gay Fables t. xvi. 24 Her head's of virtuoso
kind. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. civ. (1783) III. 251,
I wouM peep into the. .opinions of men, with a sort of vir-

tuoso vigilance. 1835 Willis Pencilling! I. vi. 38 About
his mouth and eye there was the proper virtuoso expression
of inquisitiveness and discrimination. 1856 Kane A ret.

Expl. II. ix. 93 Near these is a virtuoso collection of cups
grouped in a tumulus or cairn. 1882 AnnIE Kdwasdes
Ballroom Repent. I. 52 With her Siradivarius tucked, in

true virtuoso style, under her chin.

VirtttO'SOShip. [f. prec. + -ship.] The state

or condition of being a virtuoso; the profession of

a virtuoso.

a 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 160 Let us view Philosophy,
like mere Virtuoso-ship, in i;s usual Career. 1749 Mrs.
Montagu Lett. (.1813) III. 98 Vanity and virtuosoship go
hand in hand. 1778 Phil. Snrv. S. Irel. 34 Too refined.,
by Italian virtuosoship, for the relish of his country neigh-
bours. 1831 Cahlyle Misc. Ess., Schiller (1872) III. 65
Apart from virtuosoship, or any technical object, what a
hold have such things on our universal curiosity as men.
1887 E. Gurnbv Tertium Quid II. no The most brainless
and soulless form of virtuosoship.

Virtuous (v5'iti«,3s), a. Forms: a. 4-5 ver-
tuos, 4-6 -uose, 4-7 -uouse, 4-8 -uous (4
-ouous, -uuus, -ueous), 5 -uus, -uows(e, -ueux
(Si. wertuo^u)sse, -uwisse, -uus, 6 vertwus)

;

5 vertues (wert-), vertuys (Sc. -uyse, -uise),

5-6 -uis
; 5 vertus (Sc, -use\ wertuz (Sc, -us)

;

4 vertiuus, 5-6 Sc. verteous, 6 Sc. -ewous,
-ewus, -eus, werteous. Also super/. 5 vertues,
6 vertuest, vertuost. £. 4 uirtuous, virtuus,

5 virtuoso, 7- virtuous, [a. AF. and OF. ver-

tuous, OF. vertuos, verluus,(aho mod.F.) vertueux,

etc., m Pr. vertuos, Cat. virtues, Sp. and Pg. vir-

tuoso. It. ver-, virtuoso, late L. virtuosus, f. L.

virtus Virtue sb. See -oua.]

I. Of persons, personal qualities or actions, etc.

+ 1. Distinguished by manly qualities; full of

manly courage ; valiant, valorous. Obs.

13. . K. Alis. 2408 (Laud MS.), Alisaunder and tholomeus,
Mid her men bat weren so vertuous, pat hij weren passed
ostes two. Ibid. 3319 Ne sei^ ich neuer so hardy knhth..
So stronge on hors ne so vertuouse. c 1330 Artn.

<J-
Merl.

4310 For alle hem werreb Galeus, pe riche king so vertou-

ous. c 1450 Merlin xxix. 595 The slaughter [was] grete on
bothe sides. Neuertheles whan Merlin saugh the saisnes

so vertuouse, he [etc.]. 1474 Caxton Chesse iv. vi. 178 Ye
shalle vnderstaode that they ben stronge and vertuous in

bataylle. c 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon xx. 451 * Brother *,

sayd reynawde, ' I praye you that ye shewe yourselfe ver-

tuous & stronge agenste our enmyes'. 1606 Gummas
Gent. Vsher 1. 1, My Lord, I know too well your vertuous
spirit ; Take heede for God*s loue if you rowse the bore You
come not neere him. c 161 1 — Iliad xm. 148 With this all

strengths and minds he mov'd ; but young Deiphobus, Old
Priam's son, amongst them all was chiefly virtuous. 1611

Beaum. & Fl. King fy No K. i, Must all men that are ver-

tuous Think suddenly to match themselves with me t I con-
quered him and bravely, did I not ?

f b. Of an act : Evincing a manly spirit ; brave,

heroic, courageous. Obs. rare.

1560 Whitehorne tr. Machiavelfs Arte Warn 85 Thei
had appointed rewardes to euery worthie acte : as he that

faighting_,saued the life of one of hisCitezeins, ..to him that

had. .slainc the enemie, and so euery vertuous act, was of

the Consulles knowen and rewarded. 1653 Cogan Diodorus
Siculus v. it 174 The child,., catching them [sc. two Dra-
gons] by the throat, strangled them both ; for which his

vertuous act, the Argives called him Hercules,

f o. Capable, able. Obsr1

1483 Caxton Cato e viij, It happeth oftymes that they to
whome nature hath denyed..her forces or strengthes been
better and more vertuous to gyuc a good counceyl than the

other.

2. Possessing or showing virtue in life and con-
duct; acting with moral rectitude or in conformity
with moral laws; free from vice, immorality, or
wickedness; good, just, righteous.
The prevailing sense. In some early quots. as a general

term of commendation (cf. sense 3).

a. c 1340 Hawpole Prose Tr. w pe mare bat a saule es.

.

joynede to oure Lorde Godd, pe mare stabill it es and
myghty, . . gude, peyseble, UirTande, and mare vertuous.

1390 Gowkk Conf. II. 78 Hot if a man of bothe two Be riche

and vertuous also, Thanne is be wel the more worth, c 1400

Apoll. Loll. 01 Crist is more exellent & vertuosar pan ober
createris. a 1475 G. Ashby Active Policy 480 Looke that
you re servauntes be of the best, . . And eueriche in his degre
vertuest. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serin. C'tess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 301 All the vertuous and deuoutc persones to
whome she was as a louynge syster. 1534 Cromwell in
Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) I. 575 Diuerse other vertuose
prestes men uf good lernyng and reputation, shuld so testilie

of her. 1563 Homilies 11. Peril Idol. in. Ss iij b,The vertu-
est and best learned . .auncient fathers. 1567 Pay n ell tr.

Treas. Amadis ofGaule E ij b, I neuer saw a wiser, vertu-
ouseror a more temperate prince. 1611 IJiule Transl. I'rcf
1*8 A man may be counted a vertuous man, though bee
haue made many slips in his life. 1640 Qlarlfs Enchiri-
dion xci, If a Prince expect vertuous Subjects, let his Sub-
jects have a vertuous Prince. 1695 Lu. PRESTON Boeth.
iv. 172 The Reward of vertuous Men. 1701 Rowe Atub.
SteP-Moth. Kp. Ded., Two Vertuous (or at least Innocent)
Characters. 1706 Stanhope Paraphr, III. 206 Approving
ourselves vertuous in our Behaviour as well as orthodox in
our Belief.

transf 1416 Lydc. De Guil. Pilgr. 22098 Byholde gonder
a Chartrehous, An ordur that is full vertuous. 1539-40
Wriothesley Chron. (Camden) I. 109 The howse of Sion
. .which was the vertues [= most virtuuus] howse of religion
that was in England.
0. 1487 Barbour's Bruce iv. 742 He had beyn fals and

couatus; Bot his vit maid him virtuous. 1660 Ingelo
Bentiv. Sf Ur. 11. (16S2) 72 When that which is worse hath
cunninqly contriv'd the destruction of Virtuous persons.
1691 Hartclikff. / 'irtues 397 It were impossible so long as
Men .. have a desire of their own Happiness, but they
should be virtuous. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <$ Card. 7 Eccle-
siastiens injoins Labour and Agriculture as a Duty of virtu-

ous Men. 1777 R. Watson Philip II (1839) 23 Thus did
this monarch, who was not less virtuous than mo>t of his
cotemporary princes, deliberately resolve to add treachery
to the perjury and falsehood into which he had been
betrayed. 1826 Disraeli V. Grey v. xiii, I have been
too weak to be virtuous: but I have been., tried most
bitterly. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xvii, Let your most
faulty characters always be on the wrong side, and your
virtuous ones on the right. 1881 Jml. Inst. Bankers II.

ix. 563 The virtuous debtor, whose insolvency was attribu-
table to unavoidable losses and misfortune.

b. Of women. Freq. = Chaste a.

In quot. c 1400 merely an epithet of commendation.

_
C1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T.526 They tan not gesse

That sche had doon so gret a wikkedne*se, Lor they ban
seyen hirso vertuous. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 2432 Venus the
vertuus was verely the fairest. <r 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1573
pernasse A wysor wommon. . Ny vertuoser in levyng, .. t'en

was bis holy mayde. 1536 Cromwell in Merriman Life fy

Lett. (1902) II. 21 Soo hath his grace I thinke chosen the
vertuost lady and the veriest gentlewoman that lyveth.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 157
Queue Margarit was werie wyse and werteous in hir hus-
bandis tyme, bot sune efter his deid. .sclio became leichor-

ous of hir body. 1598 Siiaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 136 Mistris
Ford, the honest woman, the modest wife, the vertuous
creature, that hath the iealious foole to her husband. 161

1

Bible Prov. xii. 4 A vertuous woman is a crowne to her
husband. 163a High Commission Cases (Camden) 265 That
she being a vertuous and a chaste iady, he called her whore
often tymes. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 286 p 1 In my Opinion,
and in that of many of your virtuous Female Readers. 17.

.

Suffolk Miracle ii. in Child Ballads V. 66/x \\ex beauty
was beyond compare, She was both virtuous and fair. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 77 ' She
will be virtuous', said she, 'and she will be happy : I knew
calamity only in ceasing to be virtuous'. 1837 Lytton
E. Maltrav. II. i, Madame D'Epinay s memoirs are of this

character. She was not a virtuous woman—but she felt

virtue and loved it. 1843 Bethumb St. Fireside Star. 35 A
virtuous woman,who has given her heart . . to one whom [etc.].

•f O. Used as a title of courtesy in addressing or

referring to persons, esp. ladies of rank or emi-

nence. Obs.
c 153a Du Wes Inirod. Fr. in Palsgr. 896 Most illustre,

ryght exellente & ryght vertuouse lady my lady Mary of
bnglande. 1588 Kyd Househ. Philos. Ded., To the Wor-
shipfvll and Vertvovs Gentleman Maister Thomas Reade,
Esqvier, Health and all Happines. 1616 S W, Mlrx
Misc. Poems xvii. title, Epitaph of the wery excellent, ver-

tuouse.. and trulie honoured Lady, the I.ady .. estoun.

a X700 Evelyn Diary 4 Feb. 1668, I saw the tragedy of
'Horace' (written by the virtuous Sirs. Phillips).

d. absol. (as pi.), chiefly with the.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 226 He putte awey the vicious
And tok to him the vertuous. c 1435 Wyntoun Cron.
vii. 832 He chastit ba bat war wiciousse. And relewit al

wertuousse. 1589 Naske Anal. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart)

I. 35 The acts of the ventrous, and the praise of the
vertuous. 1597 Mokley Introd. Mus. Ded., A second be-

ing.. causing vs Hue in the mindes of the vertuous as it

were, deified to the posteritie. 1651 Ileum s Leviath. iv.

xlvu 373 As if the Vertuous, and their Vertues could be
asunder. rtiTii Ken Urania Wks. 1721 IV 498 They
priz'd an humble modest Air, Sang more the Virtuous than
the Fair. 1759 Johnson Rassetas xxxvii[i,] But the angels

of affliction spread their toils alike for the virtuous and the

wicked. 1:1805 Leyoen in Life «r Poems (1875) 195 The
soft descending dews of sleep, That bathe the virtuous in

serene repose. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II. viii.

137 Theesteem of the noble and virtuous I would still retain.

e. Of the disposition or mind.
1584 Powmv Lloyd's Cambria 398 Of a good and vertuous

disposition. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. I. i. 189 Slen. If I be

drunke, He be drunke with those that haue the feareofGod,

and not with drunken knaues. Euan. Sogot-udge me, that

is a vertuous minde. 160J Ld. Cromwell iv. 1. 70 He wai

my Maister, And each vertuous part, That hued in h>m, 1

tenderd with my hart. 1634 Milton Comus an These

thoughts may startle well, but not astound The vertuous

mind. 1660 Incklo Bentiv. &Ur.\\. (1682) 106 Many Ver-

tuous Dispositions are fair Resemblances of the Divine

Perfections. 1780 A. Hamilton Let. to Miss Schuyler

Wks. 1850 I. 187 A virtuous mind cannot long esteem a base

one. 1764 CowfM Tiroc. 436 The most disint'rested and
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virtuous minds. 1816 Shelley Dxmon of World u, 136

The bliss.. Which.. Dawns on the virtuous mind.

f. Sc, Diligent or industrious in work.
Perhaps due to Prov. xii. 4: see b. above, quot. 1611.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. ii, I've heard my honest

uncle aften say, That lads should a' for wives that's vertuous

pray. 01825 Scott in Jamieson Sc. Did. Suppl. s.v., Her
daughter was the most virtuous woman in the parish, for

that week she had spun sax spyndles of yarn.

3. Of acts, life, manners, etc. : Characterized by,

of the nature of, virtue ; according with, or con-

forming to, moral law or principles ; morally good
or justifiable.

Occas. in a weakened sense: 'estimable, commendable,
praiseworthy.'
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. 634 God to christofore gafe

sic grace of vertuyse lare. Ibid, xxxvi. 424 Aganis bairn.

.

pat awantis bairn-selfe of uertuise lif. 11393 Chaucer
Gentilesse 17 Ther may no man..beqweythe his heyre his

vertuous noblesse, a 1400 Apol. Loll. 36 In meknes, pouert,

paciens, & labour, & o]per vertuus dedis. 1450 Lett. Marg.
0/ Anjou, etc. (Camden) 97 The womanly and vertuouse

governance that ye be renowned of. 1484 Caxtom Fables

ofAuian xi, Noneoughte to preyse hym self but oughte to

doo good and vertuous werkes whereof other may preyse
hym. 1509 Fisher Serm. Wks. (1376) 271 Blessyd are tho

whiche haue made vertuous ende and conclusyon of theyr

lyfe in our lorde. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy.

11. vii. 37 [They] are much giuen too musick and all other

vertuous & honest exercises. 1607 Shaks. Timon in. ii.

44 If his occasion were not vertuous, I should not vrge
it halfe so faithfully. 1667 Milton /'. L. vm. 550 That what
she wills to do or say, Seems wisest, vertuousest,discreetest,

best. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 500 P 3 There is one thing I

am able to give each of them, which is a virtuous Educa-
tion. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxxiii, The present reward of
virtuous conduct. 1782 J. Brown Compend. View Nat. $
Rev. Relig. 1.25 To constitute an act truly virtuous, it must
originate from a virtuous principle or habit. 1836 J. S, Gil-
bert Chr. Atonem. ix. (1852) 297 Can pride be virtue, or can
any act be truly virtuous, if done in pride ? 1838 Dickens
Nickleby i, My Father has got it [sc. my uncle's money]
now, and is saving it up for me, which is a highly virtuous

purpose. 1871 R. W. Dale Commandm. Introd. 11 It is

only the virtuous man who knows what is virtuous.

f b. Of writings : = Moral a. 3 b. Obs."1

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. XIV. (Percy Soc.) 53 He made
also the tales of Caunterbury ; Some vertuous, and some
glad and mery.

o. Of a blush: Chaste, modest.
1818 Bvron Juan 1. Ded. vii, Your bays may hide the

baldness of your brows—Perhaps some virtuous blushes.

f 4. Belonging to the virtuosi. Also ahsoL with

the. Obs. rare.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1750) I. 10 Most excellent and vir-

tuous Friends, This great Discovery makes amends For all

our unsuccessful Pains. 1685 Petty Will in Ld. Fttz-

maurice Life (1895) 319, 1 obtained my degree of Doctor of

Phisick in Oxford, and forthwith thereupon to be admitted
into the College of Phtsitians, London, and into severall

clubbs of the virtuous.

II. Of things, their operations, etc.

5. Producing, or capable of producing, (great)

effect
;
powerful, potent, strong.

In some quots. influenced by or approximating to sense 6.

13.. K.Alis. 5228 (Laud MS.), Hij maden fyres vertuous
Fyue hundreb,vchegretalsan hous. 1390G0WER Conf. III.

137 That word above alle erthli thinges Is vertuous in his

doinges, Wher so it be to evele or goode. 1598 Chapman
Iliad iv. [vni-J 22 Then wil I to Olimpus top our vertuous
engine binde, And by it euerie thing shall hang. 1616 J.
hASKContn. Sar.'s T. ix. 394 Till happelie her ffatherslewe
the snake, and by his virtuous wordes did th' venom'slake.

b. Of actions, qualities, etc.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 185 Touchynge be bridde
liknesse, bat is vertuous worchynge. 1422 Yonge tr.

Secreta Secret. 246 Therfor the dygestion is the bettyrand
more vertuose in wyntyr than in any othyr tyme. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 3427 And ye may ther..Maken
thynges fresshe of hewe, And whan ye lyst, trans-
forme hem newe, Your power ys so vertuous. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 1 (heading), Plantes .. their temperature, com-
plexions, and vertuous operations. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.
in. ii. 367 Then crush this herbe into Lysanders eie ; Whose
liquor hath this virtuous propertie, To take from thence all

error. 1644 [rl. Parker] Jus Populi 18 Such causes as re-

main more vertuous then their effects, as the water heated
is lesse hot then the fire, 1667 Milton P. L. in. 608 With
one vertuous touch Th' Arch-chimick Sun, so farr from us
remote. .Produces, .so many precious things. 1797 Cole-
ridge Christabeti. xxi, It is a wine of virtuous powers ; My
mother made it of wild flowers.

_ 1813 Scott Rokeby l ix,

Yet the soil.. Had depth and vigour to bring forth The
hardier fruits of virtuous worth.

6. Endowed with, or possessed of, inherent or

natural virtue or power (often of a magical, oc-

cult, or supernatural kind)
;
potent or powerful in

effect, influence, or operation on this account

;

spec, having potent medicinal properties or quali-

ties ; efficacious or beneficial in healing. Now
arch. a. Of precious stones, etc
13 . . Gaw. a> Gr. Knt. 2027 His cote, wyth be conysaunce

of $>e clere werkez, Ennurned vpon veluet vertuuus stonez.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1280 pe vyoles & be vesselment of

vertuous stones. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. liii,

(Bodl. MS.), [The more] bat Jacinctus is liche to be Saphire

in coloure,..be more vertuous it is. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xvii. 80 If J>e dyamaund be gude and vertuous, be

adamand drawes no^t be nedill to him. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. 214/2 A Margaryte, whyche gemme is white lytyland
vertuouse. ..The virtu of thys Stone is sayd to be ayenst

effusyon of blood. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. iv. 40 Of
vertuous turkeys there was a cheyr. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon cxlix. 562 The stone was so vertuous that none coud
esteme the valure therof. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 499 There is

242

; a virtuous Bezoar and another without virtu which appear
to the show alike.

b. Of things in general.

1340 Aycnb. 113 Me zayb bet hit [sacramental bread] is

j
ope substance bet is uirtuous and substanciel aboue onder-

:
stondigge. <r 1440 Gesta Row. lxii. 264 (Add. MS.), This
knyght than had a vertuous welle beside his bedde.

c 1510 Gesta Rom. (W. de W.) A iij, All my temporall

rychesse I haue exspended, & almoost no thynge is lefte

me, excepte a vertuous tre . . in the myddes of myne empyre.

1527 Brunswyke {title). The vertuose boke Of the distylla-

,
cyon of all maner of waters of the herbes in this present

volume expressed. 1586 M arlowe 1st Pt. Ta?uburl.

\ in. i, For neither rain can fall vpon the earth, Nor Sun re-

. flexe his vertuous beames thereon. 1590 Spenser/'". Q. n.xii.
' 86 Streight way he with his vertuous staffe them strooke
; And streight of beasts they comely men became. 1629

A. Symmer Spir. Posiei. iii. 13 Behold the timely vertuous
presence of Gods Providence. 163a Milton Penseroso 113
Canace. ., That own'd the vertuous Ring and Glass.

C. Of herbs, etc.

1390 Gower Conf III. 129 And ek his herbe in special

The vertuous Fenele it is. c 1407 Lydg. Reson $ Sens.

4433 The erbys . . be so vertuous, That no beste venymous .

.

Ne may in no Wyse aproche. c 1460 Wisdom 92 in Macro
\
Plays 38 The drede of God,.. bat makyst..swete wertuus
herbys in be sowll[to]sprynge. 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. xxv.

j
584 The leaves [of mallow] are good for all the greefes afore-

sayde, . . yet they be nothing so vertuous as the roote. 1609

! C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 108 Where the flowers are most
fragrant and vertuous, . .there the Honey dews.. are most

I

fine and pure. 1614 W. B. Philosopher s Banquet (ed. 2) 81

! Fylberds. .are vertuous in Medicine. 1632 J. Hayward tr.

\ Biondis Eromena 84 These our mountaines are full of
I vertuous herbes. 1700 Dryden Flower fy Leaf 418 The

Ladies sought around For virtuous herbs. 1853 G. John-
1 ston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 264 Twenty-five ' elegant

'

copper-plates containing the figures of many of the most
virtuous herbs, 1871 Browning Balaust. 2124 Cutting the

i roots of many a virtuous herb To solace overburdened
[ mortals ! 1884 — Ferishtah Wks. (1896) II. 665/1 By

application of a virtuous root The burning has abated.

d. Of drugs, etc.

1600 Rowland Lett. Humours Blood \\. -j-j Strong sodden

I

Water is a vertuous thing. 1c 1614 j.DAviEsLet. Wks. 1876
I. p. xlviii, Least the intention of to much Reading hinder

[
the working of those vertuous drugs. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. x. 283 Before her gates hill-wolves, and lions, lay;

Which with her virtuous drugs so tame she made, That [etc.].

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 43/1 By that means you
I will have a very strong and virtuous Spirit. 1871 Haw-
thorne S. Feltoti (1879) 99 It is the most virtuous liquor

that ever was.

t 7. Of great excellence or worth. Obs.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.9460 For now is non so glorious, Ne
non in this world so vertuous, As Ilion was the while it

j

stode. c 1420 Chron, Vilod. 1171 Harp he couthe & syug
I welle berto.&carff welle ymagus, & peyntede bothe—Suche

j

virtuose werkus he wolde welle do. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
i
Poems (Percy Soc.) 80 The douffe..Unto the erthe she

i toke hir flight, And sang a song ful gracious, Of al songes
I most vertuous.

III. 8. Comb, (in sense 4), as virtuous dis*

! posed) -like, -making, -minded 2.$)%.

1450 Rolls of Parlt. V. 206/1 By ther Founders and
other vertuous disposed persones. 1654 Whitlock Zooto*

mia 347 Becoming.. as virtuous-making a Pattern among
Wives, as she was before among Virgins. 1699 Shaftesb.
Charac. (17 n) II, 36 If that which restrains the Person, and
holds him to a virtuous-like Behaviour, be no Affection to-

wards. .Virtue it-self, . .he is not in reality the more virtuous.

1807 Europ. Mag. LII. 469/2 Those, on whom the virtuous-

minded Muse Ne'er breath'd a portion of her hallow'd fire.

Virtuously, adv. Forms: (see Virtuous 0.).

[f. prec. + -ly ^.]

1. In a virtuous manner ; according to or in con-

I formity with moral laws ; uprightly, righteously
;

j

chastely, purely.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 46 Qwikenyrige hem wib my
I

grace, to lyve in mekenes vertuously. 1422 Yonge tr.

Secreta Secret. 236 How that ye shal kepe youre sowle fro

vices and ill maners, and vertuosly to lywe. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 36 A rememberaunceof oold love vertuously
set at alle tymes to the pleseen of God. 1509 Paternoster,
Ave

<J-
Creed A ij, To dyspose men to be vertuously occu-

pyed in theyr myndes and prayers. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. lxvii. § 12 How should a vertuously disposed minde
better resolue with it selfe then thus ? 1604 Shaks. Oth,
iv. i. 7 They that meane vertuously, and yet do so, The
Diuell their vertue tempts, and they tempt Heauen. x68a
Norris Hierocles 22 The denial of Honour to our Parents
wherein we think we doe vertuously. 1691 Hartcliffe
Virtues 105 To be vertuously Magnificent, is with daily
Provisions to feed the Hungry. 1709 Steele Taller
No. 33 r6 This Woman, who could be so virtuously im-
pertinent, as to admonish one she was hardly acquainted
with. 1838 Dickens Nickleby xxviii, Here Mrs. Wititter-
ley tossed her head—not passionately only virtuously. 1847
Carlyle Misc. IV. 223 This we say the present editor has
virtuously forborne,

t 2. Bravely, courageously, valiantly. Obs. rare,

1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 162 Therfor the troians
vertuosly the grecans into hare tends fleynge suyt. c 1530
Ld. Berners .^rM. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) logHector encountred
the fyrst so vertuously, yt he ran him thrugh out with his
spere.

t3. With great skill or excellence. Obs.~l

C1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm, g8i (Cott.), pat buk Qwhar
Master Iohun Barbere..His dedis ditit mar wertusly pan
I can thynk in al study.

f4. Virtually. Obs. rare.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 6030 Somme vnderstonde cer-

teynly That he ys ther vertuously ; Somme seyn ' ymagina-
tiue *, And somme ' representatiue '. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men
(VV. de W. 1506) 11. viii. 104 Also this fourth commaunde-
ment y* is the fyrst of y* seconde table conteyneth in hym
vertuously ye .vii. werkes of mercy.

VIRULENT.

f5. Powerfully, strongly. Obs."1

In quot. used affectedly.

1588 Shaks. Timoni. ii. 232, 1. Lord. We are so vertuously

bound. Tim, And so am 1 to you. 2. Lord. So infinitely

endeer'd.

Virtuousness. Also 5 vertuosenes, 5-6
-uousnes (6 -uouseness), 6-7 -nesse, 6-8 -ness

;

6 vertousnes, -usnes, Sc. -eousnes. [f. as prec]

f 1. The condition of being endowed with in-

herent virtue or power. Obs.' 1

1398 Trevisa Barth DeP. R. vm. xvi. (1495) vvij b/i The
sonne.. hath a vertu of plente [1535 plentiful] vertuousnes

for he yeuyth vertu of generacion to thyse nether thynges.

2. The state or condition of being virtuous ; vir-

tuous quality or character ; moral rectitude
;
good-

ness, probity.

c 1449 Pecock Repr, 1. xvii. 96 Thei laborid euere in

mekenes for to haue it in greet mesure, whilis thei myjten
haue laborid forto haue had kunnyng of moral vertuosenes.

1528 Roy Rede me 11. (Arb.) 72 They are slaunder of ver-

tousnes, Occasion vnto viciousnes. 1576 N ewton Lemnie's
Complex. (1633) 39 Behaviour, countenance, rayment,. .all

smells of vertuousnesse. 1608 L. Machin Dumbe Knight
in, I know you hate me for my vertuousnesse. 1650 Baxter
Saints' R. 111. xi. (1662) 471 And so their chief Virtuousness
lieth in that Will or Love which is contained in them. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. iii. § 4 The pleasure or advantage in this

case is gained by the action itself, not by the morality, the

virtuousness or viciousness of it. 1754 Edwards F?red.
Will \\i. vi. (1762) 178 In order to the Vertuousness of an
Act, the Heart must be indifferent in the Time of the Per-
formance of that Act. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835)
I. i. 100 He meddles not with the virtuousness either of
humanity or justice. 1865 J. Grote Moral Ideals viii.

(1876) 117 But that is a very low degree of virtuousness

where conscience does no more than guard from wrong ac-

tion. 1879 H. Spencer Data ofEthics iii. 38 Perfection of

nature, or virtuousness of action.

f 3. High or worthy character ; excellence,

merit. Obs~ 1

1525 Ld. Berners tr. Froiss. II. xxvi. 71 heading, Of the

great vertuousnesse and largesse that was in therle of Foiz,

Virulence (vrriwlens). [ad. L. virulentia :

see next and -ence. So OF. and F. virulence^

L. Extreme acrimony or bitterness of temper or

speech ; violent malignity or rancour.

1663 Jer. Taylor Fun. Serm. Bramhall Wks. 1831 IV.

vii. 75 It was also such honor, that it is greater than the

virulence of tongues, which his worthiness and their envy
had armed against him. 1696 Tate & Brady Ps. cxl. 3
Their sharpen 'd Tongue the Serpent's sting InVirulence
exceeds. 1728 Young Love Famexi. 150 Our virulence is

thrown On others' fame, thro' fondness for our own. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. iv. 28 My sister, who had
treated Mr, Lovelace with virulence, came into me and in-

sulted me as fast as I recovered. 1796 Br. Watson Apol.
Bible 322, I have been frequently shocked at the virulence

of your zeaL 1838 Dickens Nickleby xxi, The ill will of

Miss Knag had lost nothing of its virulence. 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng. xi. (1880) 194 The persecution .. was
carried on with increased virulence, until resistance almost

disappeared.

b. An instance of this.

a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 295 The leaders, how-
ever they may sometimes encourage these virulences toserve

a turn, do not enter into the same sentiments themselves.

2. The property or quality of being physically

virulent or full of virus ; extreme poisonousness or

venomousness ; malignity or violence (of disease).

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x. 106 A general dejection prevailed

amongst us, which added much to the virulence of the

disease. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 519, I have

frequently known the disease return with all its virulence

after a course of goat-whey. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Set. $ Art II. 48 The wind is salubrious, stopping infection,

and removing the virulence of distemper. 1834 Mrs.

Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. xxvii. 283 Venomous
snakes . . decrease . . in the virulence of their poison with de-

crease of temperature. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont.

II. xii. 361 The itch disease was rabid ;.. about a dozen of

the men were fearful objects of its virulence.

aitrib. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 721 Whether. .the

virulence test is satisfactory and exclusive is a doubtful

matter.

Virulency (vi-rhflensi;. [ad. Ys. virulentia, f.

virulentus : see next and -enct. So Sp. and Pg.

virulencia. It. vintlenza.']

1. = Virulence i.

a 1617 Hieron Wks. (1620) II. 487 Men of corrupt minds

shall. .bee as it were moued..to goe on in their virulency

and spite, and scorne of good Profession. 1647 N. Ward
Simp. Cobler (1843) 6 The zeale of the one, the virulency of

the other, must, .kindle combustions. 1672 Clarendon^ss.

Tracts (1727) 269 Those differences which are debated be-

tween Roman Catholics themselves with so much virulency

and animosity. 1738 Birch Milton in M.'s Wks. I. 28 He
was always remarkable for an Haughtiness of Temper and

Virulency of Style. 1847 E. Bronte Wuthermg Heights

ii, Several incoherent threats of retaliation that, in their

indefinite depth of virulency, smacked of King Lear.

2. = VlKULENCE 3.

1651 French Distill, v. 135 The powder, .is very good to

be strewed upon old ulcers, for it doth much correct the

virulency of them. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 73

The Hyacinth .. becomes the infallible indication of the

Plague, by which afterward . .the virulency . . is driven forth.

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 561/2 Lest the Particles

of the Mercury., should.. create Pains, Aches, Rottenness,

or a Virulency never to be taken away. 1710 T. Fuller

Phartn. Extern/. 283 The Particles of the Quick- Silver.,

oftentimes impress an indelible Virulency upon the Brain.

Virulent (vi-riwlent), a. Also 5 verelent, 6

vyrulent. [ad. L. virulentus poisonous, f. virus



VIRULENT.

Virus. So OF. and F. virulent, It., Sp., and Pg.
viru/ento.]

1. Med. fa. Of wounds or ulcers: Character-
ized by the presence of corrupt or poisonous
matter. Obs. (passing into next).
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 77 marg., Off olde verelent

woundes. Ibid. 80 If be vlcus be virulent, bat is to seie
venemi, loke if bat be venym bat goib out be redisch or
^elowisch. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Form. K iv, The
gouernall accomplysshynge the entencyon after the vtcera-
cyon is to drye the rottenesse that is thycke and flesshy,

blody, and vyrulent. 1578 Lyts Dodoens 28 Chamaepitys
..layd upon great woundes, and virulent., healeth the same.
1600 Sl-rflkt Countrie Farme II. xiii. 266 A certaine person,
well knowen vnto me, hauing a virulent vlcer, in manner of
a Polipus in his nostrils. 1728 Chambers Cycl., Ulcers are
. .Virulent, which instead of Pus, or Sanies, yield a malig-
nant Virtu, &c.

b. Of diseases, etc. : Characterized by extreme
malignancy or violence.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 22 b, Yf the desease be malygne or
Virulent, ..put in more of the Argentum Viuum. 1694
Salmon Bate's Dispetts. (1713) 28/1 It may be us'd..in the
Cure of virulent Gonorrhoea's. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x. 102
The scars ofwounds which had been for many years healed,
were forced open again by this virulent distemper. 1799
Med. Jrnl. I. 203 They deny that the contagion has become
more frequent, .while the disease itself has thus been ren-
dered less virulent and fatal. 1866 Rogers Agric. # Prices
I. iv. 66 Scurvy in its most virulent form, and leprosy, were
common disorders. 1871 Tvndall Fragm. Set. (1879) I. v.

178 Germs. .which may be pushed by foul air into virulent
energy of reproduction.
trans/, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fate YVks. (Bohn) II.

327, 1 find the like unity in human structures rather virulent
and pervasive. 1865 Merivale Rout. Emp. lxv. VIII, 170
A virulent insurrection was still glowing throughout a large
portion of the empire. 1871 Tynuall/'Vw^w. Set. (1879) II.

xiii. aooThere is often a virulent contagion in a confident tone.

2. Of serpents, material substances, plants, etc.

:

Possessing venomous or strongly poisonous quali-

ties ; highly injurious or fatal to life ; extremely
noxious.

1577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel. 7/2 in HolinshedW, Ire-
land bred no snake before S. Patrick was borne : ergo, it

engendered no toade, no Adder, no Frogge, nor any other
virulent worme. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Troth 196 They
giue the too forward maydens a virulent potion, 1657 W.
Coix. Adam in Eden c, The Viper and all other virulent
Creatures whatever. 1671 R. IJohun Wind 132 Herbs or
mineralls, with Virulent, and Deleterious Qualities. 1807

J. E. Smith PItys. Bot. 216 How the same soil. .should in
a leaf of the vine or sorrel produce a wholesome acid, and in
that of a spurge or manchineel a most virulent poison.

1839 Carlyle Chartism i. (1858) 4 While the virulent
humour festers deep within, poisoning the sources of life.

1877 Fi T. Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 8 In certain
cases it contains specific agents in the causation of disease,
and promotes their development or renders them more
virulent.

fig. 1894 P. Pinkerton Adriatica, On Asolan Hills,
Jealousy's virulent darts, Fortune's opprobrious thrusts,

fb. Potent, powerful, effective. Obs.~~x

1599 A. M. tr. Gabethouer's />'/,-. Physicke 2/2 A very ex-
cellent water for the payne of the heade...It wilbe very
good and virulent for the heade.

C. Obnoxiously violent or strong, nonce-use,
1771 Smollett Humph. CI., To Sir W. Phillips 6 May,

Nay, I am convinced that she has likewise a most virulent
attachment to his person; though her love never shows
itself but in the shape of discontent.

3- fig- Violently bitter, spiteful, or malignant

;

full of acrimony or enmity : a. Ofaction or feeling.
1607 Hieron Wks. I. 325 Where hee rules, there is a ran-

courous heart and a rayling tongue.'there malicious and viru-
lent courses cannot bee wanting. 1632 Massinger Maid of
Hon. in. iii, Ibring you. .the sting Of virulent malice, fes-

tering your fair name, Plucked out and trod on. 17*6 Dk.
Wharton in Ellisprig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 339 Every virulent
vote, every passionate reproach, .are so many real com-
mendations of my conduct. 1769 Junius Lett. xv. (1788)
89 The virulentexaggeration of party must be employed, to
rouse.. the passions of the people. 1815 W. H. Ireland
Scribbleovtania 98 On my head I may draw down your
virulent spite. 1855 Hrewster Newton II. xviii. 165 We
have failed, like Mr. Paily, to discover the ground of Flam-
steed's virulent antipathy to Halley. 1867 ' Outda * C.
CastUmaine's Gage 1 She was bated by Whig beauties
with virulent wrath.

b. Of speech or writing.

m
1631 StarChamb. Cases (Camden) 29 He is greatly faulty

in his virulent termes and charging the same upon my Lord
Falkland. 1689 Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 313 A virulent
pamphlet .. wherein he foolishly reflected on King William.
1713 Steele Englishm. No. 15. 101 It is impossible. .to
escape the virulent Pen of that Rascal the Examiner. 1777
Priestley Disc. Philos. Necess. 172 Your virulent censures
of myself., are abundantly too severe. 1840 Macaulay Ess.,
C/ive (1851) II. 526 The meetings were large, stormy, even
riotous, the debates indecently virulent. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. II. App. 540 He stops twice in the course of
his history to apostrophize. .Harold, .in terms of virulent
abuse.

O. Of persons, their dispositions, etc.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)215 Let him take heed of
striking his wife, said another, or to be virulent in termes
against her. 1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727)
472 Let the virulent tongues of ill men traduce us with what
calumnies they please. 1693 J. Edwards Author. O. fjr N.
Test. i5o(Appion), a virulent writer against the lews, 1714
Swift Pres. St. Aff. Wks. 1841 I. 495 Since the virulent
opposers of the queen. .have so far prevailed, .as to make
(etc.]. 179a Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life ^ Writ. (1832) II.

227 His enemies here are as virulent as ever. 1833 I. Taylor
F'anat. L 3 The deluded religionist, even when virulent in

an extreme degree. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III.
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276 He had since disgusted some virulent fanatics by his
humanity and moderation. 1883 F. M. Peard Contrad. I.

42, I am glad you don't consider me very virulent.

Hence Virulent v. trans., to render virulent.
1661 Feltham Resolves (ed. 8) 11. lvi. 301 They say,

Certain spirits virulented from the inward humor, darted on
the object, convey a Venom where they point and fix.

Virulently (vi*ri*71entli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.] In a virulent manner ; with virulence or
violence : a. Of actions, language, etc.

1599 Broughton's Lett. xi. 38 The raising of whose bones,
more virulently, then truly, youobiect to this our Apestaii-
call land. 1607 R. C[arew] tr. Estienne's World Woud. 274
'I here was neuer yet controuersie in Christian religion so
stoutly, so vehemently, nor so virulently canuased and
ventilated. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. n. § 101 Which,
it may be, made the other to be the more virulently re-

membered. 1709 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 306 Sache.
verell. .levell'dhis. .Anathemas most virulently against him.
1783 Haii.es Anc. Chr. Ch. it. 23 The device of forging
acts of Pilate, in which Christ was virulently defamed.
1816 Scott BL Dwarf'iv, Sentiments so virulently misan-
thropic. 1856 Miss M clock J. Halifax xxvi, Catholics
were hunted down both by law and by public opinion, as
virulently as Protestant nonconformists.

b. Of poisons, diseases, etc.

163a Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry in, i, This
potion that hath wrought so virulently ! 1858 Copland
Diet. Pract. Med. III. n. 1341/2 The.. effects of the malady
having become thus virulently contagious. 1867 H. Mac-
millan Bible Teach, vi. 112 Though some kinds are viru-
lently poisonous, yet a large number are highly useful to
man. 1876 Jml. R. Geog. Soc. XLVI. 54 Several are
pitted with smallpox, which ranged virulently, .about ten
years ago.

Vi rulentiiess. rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
Virulence.
a 1676 Hale True Relig. 111.(1684) 43 These bitternesses

and virulentnesses. .have been commonly of two kinds. 1727
Uailey (vol. II), Virutentness, poisonous Nature; also
Maliciousness.

Il Vims (vzWxds). [L. virus slimy liquid,

poison, offensive odour or taste. Hence also F.,

Sp., Pg. virus.]
In Laufranc's Cirurgie (c 1400) 77 the word, explained as

'a thin venomy quitter', is merely taken over from the
Latin text.

1. Venom, such as is emitted by a poisonous
animal. Alsofig.
1599 Broughion's Lett. iv. 14 You. .haue. .spit out all the

virus and poyson you couid conceiue, in the abuse of his.

.

person. 170a Mead Poisons 26 The Story of Cleopatra.,
pouring the Virus of an Asp into a Wound made in her Arm
by her own Teeth. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Viper, By the
Microscope, the Virus [of the viper] was found to consist of
minute Salts in continual Motion. 1867 Dk. Argyll Reign
of Laiv i. 37 That the deadly virus shall in a few minutes
curdle the blood. 1879 R. T. Smith Basil Gt. ix. 11 1 He
it was who hollowed the minute sting of the bee to shed its

virus through.

2. Path. A morbid principle or poisonous sub-

stance produced in the body as the result of some
disease, esp. one capable of being introduced into

other persons or animals by inoculation or other-

wise and of developing the same disease in them.
1728 Chambers Cycl., Virulent, a Term apply'd to any

thing that yields a Virus ; that is, a corrosive or contagious
Pus. 177: Smollett Humph. CI., To Sir W. Philip

3 Oct., When he examined the egesla, and felt his pulse, he
declared that much of the virus was discharged. 1799 Med.
Jrnl. I. 448 Whether opium applied externally, may or
may not prove an antidote to the canine virus. 1800 Ibid.

III. 352 The pustules.. contain a perfect Small-pox virus.

1826 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 165 In consequence
of the virus being mixed with the saliva of the rabid animal.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 79 It should never be for-

gotten that it is the virus which infects the system. 1899
Atlbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 602 Possibly there is some virus
acting on the nerve-centres.

attrib. i860 W. T. Fox in Trans. Obstetr. Soc. II. 210 The
general symptoms being the result of virus action. Ibid.

228 This latter action is alike common to all forms of virus
disease.

3. fig. A moral or intellectual poison, or poison*

ous influence.

1778 Warner in Jesse Sehvyn
ty
Contemp. (1844) III. 317

Venice is a stink-pot, charged with the very virus of hell 1

1807 Southev //. K. White 1a As if there were not enough
of the leaven of disquietude in our natures, without inocu-
lating it with this dilutement—this vaccine virus of envy.

a tS^CoLEMDGEShahs. Notes UB7S) 189 Thecorrosive virus

which inoculates pride with a venom not its own. a 1884
M. Pattison Mem. (1S85) 239 The clerical virus would have
lingered in the system,

4. Violent animosity ; virulence.
1866 Alger Sotit. Nat. \ Man iv. 360 Two classes ofmen,

however, he did hate with e-pecial relish and virus.

t Vis, sb.l Obs. rare. [ad. L. vis-us sight, f.

ppl. stem of videre to see.] Vision, si^ht.

c 1340 Hampolk Prose Tr. 34 Ifa mane lufe anober whilke
es absent he desyris gretly his presence for to hafe be vys of
his lufe and his Hkynge.. .pare-fore we may noghte hafe be
vis of His lufe here in fulfilling.

Vis (vis), sb.% PI. vires (vai-x/z). [L. vis

(pi. vires ."]

Strength, force, energy, vigour.
c 1630 T. Goodwin Serm. Wks. 1681 I.iil 39 [Christ] Who

then must be (he immediate Uniter, by his own Vis or
Power exerted in It, 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 104
There is a certain vis, a power infused into the soul. 1788
Trifter No. 17* 231 Charmed with the prospect which the
vis of combined effects presented to him, he resolved to in*

vestigate the springs 01 action. 188a Dr. J. Brown John
Lcacli, etc. 183 His verses. .had more imaginative vis,

VISA.

more daintiness of phrase [etc.], 1888 Abp. Benson in A. C
Benson Life (1899) II. v. 200 There is nor/* and there is also
no learning, among them [sc. Reformers], out of Germany.
1907 P. T. Forsyth Positive Preaching v. 163 'ihe great
moral vis of the Reformation subsided into the renewed
intellectualUm of the seventeenth century dogmatists.

2. In special collocations with ether Latin words.
In addition to those illustrated below, various others are

or have been in use, as vis acceleratrix, centnfuga, centri.
Peta, tmpressa, instla, etc. A number of these appear in
dictionaries from about 1700 onwards.

a. Vis major, such a decree of superior force
that no effective resistance enn be made to it.

i6oi Holland Pliny I. 599 Hailes, stormes of wind and
raine, and such like impressions of the aire, which whenso-
ever they doe light, are tearmed Ly the Lawyers, / 'is major,
i. the greater violence. 1866 Ld. IJlackbl'rn in Hurbtone &
Coltman Rep. IV. 271 He can excuse himself by shewing
that.. the escape was the consequence of vis major or the
act of God.

b. Vis inertix, the resistance naturally offered

by matter to any force tending to alter its state in

respect of rest or motion ; also trans/., tendency
on the part of persons, etc., to remain inactuc or

unprogressive.

1706 [see Inkrt/ia il 1710 J. Harris Lex. Tcchn. II.
s.v., This Vis Inertix is no where more conspiLiious, than
in the_ sudden Motion of a Vessel full of Liquor upon
a Horizontal Plane. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. i.

§6. 31 Matter is a mere passive thing, of wh< se very essence
it is, to be endued with a Vis incrtiae. 1781 Phil. Trans.
LXXI. 1. 312 Not so much owing to the smallness of ibe
quantity of powder that takes tire in that case as to the
vis iiiertim of the generated fluid. 1836 I. Taylor Phys.
The. Another Life 11. 32 This power of the mind in over-
coming the vis inertix of matter.
transf 1755 Ckesterf. Let. to Bp. of Waterford 26 June,

Writing seems to be acting, .which my lis inertix will not
suffer me to undertake. 1780 II. W'alpole Lett. (1858)
VII. 405 By the time absolute power is attained, it will.,

be charming in speculation, but prove to be nothing but
the vis inertix. 1818 Edin. Rev. XXIX. 361 The vis in-

ertix which strengthens the subject in repelling the aggres-
sions of his rulers. 1878 Sir G. Scott Lect. Med. Archit.
vii. I. 272 There is a vis inertix in Art which is not easily
overcome.

O. Vis viva, the operative force of a moving or

acting body, reckoned as equal to the mass of the

body multiplied by the square of its velocity.

1780 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) V. 3317/1 The zisviva, or abs -

lute apparent strength of the stroke. 1B08 Edin. A' ft'. XII
122 The proposition on which the whule theory of the vis
viva is actually founded. 1849 Sik W. Thomson Math. $
Phys. Papers (1S82) I. 107 Notes on Hydrodynamics. On
the Vis-viva of a liquid in motion. 1870 Loud. etc. Philos.
Mag. Sept. 210 But a part only of the vires viva; produced
during the efflux has been transformed into heat. 1875
Croll Climate $ T. App. 546 The vis viva of vibration
depends upon the force of the stroke.

d. Vis vitx, vital force.

1753 Gentl. Mag. 67 1 All medicines whatever, which tend
to lessen the vis vitx, are pernicious, a 1817 1. Dwight
Trav. Nciv Eng., etc. (1821) I. 385 A pungency, entirely
peculiar, accompanied the smell ; and appeared to lessen
the vis vitae in a manner, different from any thing, which
I had ever experienced before.

e. Vis afronte, a force operating from in front

(as in attraction or suction). Vis a tergo, a force

operating from behind ; a propulsive force.

1822 Good Study Med. II. 15 Hence arose another hypo*
thesis, which ascribed the propulsive power to a progres.
sive vis a tergo.

_ 1825 Ibid. (ed. 2) 1 1. 18 The secernents
or extreme arteries, .operate by a kind of suction, which
may be regarded as a vis afronte. 1873 T. H. Green
Introd. Pathol. ,(ed. 2) 19 'Ihe combined effect of the
diminished vis a tctgo and of the arterial degeneration
niay,_ in some cases, be alone sufficient to cause arrest of
the circulation.

tVis, sb.3 Obs. rare. [Arbitrary sh„.:enir.g of

Visit sb. : see first quot.] A short visit or call.

1754 World No. 62 r 8 When a fine gentleman ..buses to

signify his intention of making a short Visit . . I am for an
abridgment of the word, and only calling it a Vis. Ibid.

Pg, I may observe .. that the Vis seems to be chiefly con-
fined within the bills of mortality. 1807 Southey Life A.
Bell (1844) II. 562 If you cannot make me a visit, at least

make me a vis, if you can, before your return to Swanage.

Hence +V1» v. trans., to pay a short visit to.

(Cf. Viz v.) Obs.

1754 World No. 62 p 8 I-ady Changeherfriend's compli-
ments to I-ady Fiddlefaddle, and intends to Vis her lady-

ship this evening.

t Vis, sb.l Obs. rare. Abbreviation of Vis-A-

vis I. Also attrib.

1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIII. 276 The Vis Landau will

be the fashionable vehicle among the Members of the

Whip Club. 1814 Byhon Let. to Moore 9 April, In utter

contempt of a hackney-coach and my own vis, both of

which were deemed necessary for our conveyance.

Vis, var. Vice sb.Z; obs. f. Viss; obs. Sc f.

Wise sb. and a. Vis., abbrev. f. Viscount.

II Visa (vrza), sb. [F. visa, a. L. visa, fcm. pa.

pple. of videre to see] = Vise sb,

1831 Edin. Rev. LIV. 200 No trust whatever.. can be

placed in the simple certificate given by conscience. .. Be-

yond this, its visa does not reach. 1859 U. Jkkrolo Ljfe

D. yerrotdytg On going to the Austrian Consul in London

for the visa of my father's passport. 1885 Field 4 April

439/3 w« °ati hoped to.. return through Finland, but were

unable to obtain the RusMan visa at Stockholm. 1898

Daily News 19 Dec. i/i Notification of the witness list

was made yesterday to the Parquet, which began by refui-

ing its visa.
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VISA. 244 vis-A-vis.

Hence Vi-sa v. trans., to vise. Also Vi'saed
///, a.

1847 Webster s.v. Vise, Hence, travelers speak of getting
their passports visaed. 1858 Homans Cycl. Commerce
1500/2 For each passport so visaed. 1896 Westm. Gaz.
2 Mar. 3/2 For want of the same readily visaed passport.

t Vi-sable, a. Obs.—1 [f. Vise v. + -able.]

Able to plan or act wisely.
c 1440 Lovelich Merlin ix. 9544 [They] seiden he was a

worthy knyht, vayllaunt & vysable jn every fyht.

Visage (vi'zedg), sb. Forms: 4-6 vysage (4
fysage), uisage, 4- visage (4, 5 Sc, wisage,
wysage), 5 visache, 6 visadge, 6 Sc. visag
(wissag), vissage

; 4 vysege, fisege, 5 fyssege
;

5 vesage, -ayge, Sc. wesage, 6 St. vessage.
[a. AF. and OK. (also mod.F.) visage, = Sp. visage,

visaje, Pg. visagem, It. visaggio, f. L. vis-its face

(cf. Via sb. 1
): see -age.]

1. The face, the front part of the head, of a
person (rarely of an animal).
1303 R. Bkunkb Handl. Synne 5S87 He hydde hys

vysege al bat he my^t, Out of knowlych of here sy$t. 13 .

.

Coerde L. 827 Sche gahchyd herself in the vysage. c 1340
Nominate (Skeat) 14 Forhede, visage, and browes. C1380
Sir Ferumb. 1162 pe bond bat is fysage was bounde wyb.
C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 141 To treten of anotaniie of be
visage, a 1450 Mirk's Festial 141 Then had bis Vaspasyan
..a nialedy yn hys vysage. 1:1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 230 They scratched theyr vysages & pulled
theyr heeres. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 296 He was sore
hurt in the bodye and in the visage. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. iu 144 Vpon the next occasion that we meete, With
Visages displayd to talke and greete. 163a J. Tory in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 272 One out of the house dis-

charged haile shot upon Mr. Atturnies sonnes face, which
..pitifully mangled his visage. 1653 W. Rahesev Astro/.
Restored 297 Rubbing their feet about their visage and
head, whence the vulgar usually say at such times, the
cat washeth her face. 1697 L)ryden JStteidix, 1019 Scalp,
face, and shoulders, the keen steel divides ; And the shared
visage hangs on equal sides. 1715 Pope Iliad II. 331
Shrunk in abject fears, From his vile visage [he] wiped the
scalding tears. 1784 Cook's Voy, II. iv. i. 273 Sometimes
the orator of the canoe would have his face covered with a
mask, representing either a human visage, or that of some
animal. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. xii. 10S There are no
wrinkles in his visage. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain vi,

The sun burnt my visage, but I heeded it not. 1847 C.
Bronte J, Eyre xxvi, The maniac bellowed: she parted
her shaggy locks from her visage, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.

v. 41 The ruddy fire-light, .lending animation to the visages
sketched upon them [it:, the walls] with charcoal.

fb. In one's (or the) visage, in or to one's face.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas v. x. (1554) 120 b, On a day, the
story telleth us, With Affricans and folkes of Chartage,
Siphax the Romaines met in the visage. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. xi. 61 But euer the xj Kynges and their boost

e

was euer in the vysage of Arthur. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
18/2 That the moiieyche tooke and dyde with all his

prouffyt, and [it] was prevyd in his vysage that [etc.]. 1521
Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 12 Frier Wynssent. .protestit

solemnitly in presens of the saidis bailies, and iu the vesiagh
[sic] of the haill court, that [etc.].

2. The face with reference to the form or pro-
portions of the features.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18858 O suilk a moder, wel slik a child,
Wit fair wisage. 13.. K. Alls. 6425 (Laud MS.), Anober
folk bisiden is, Wib brode visage, & pleyn, I wys. 1375
Barbour Bruce 1. 383 In wysage wes he sumdeill gray.
^1386 Chaucer ProL no A not.heed hadde he, with a
broun visage. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 228 Tho that
haue grete visachysand fieschybene dysposyd to concupy-
scence. c 1470 Gol. $ Gaiv. 88 With vesage lufiy and lang,
Body stalwart and Strang. 1480 Caxton Myrr. 1. xiv. 46
They be dyuerse in somme caas or of body or of membres
..or of the visage, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xxiv. 71, I

neuer sawe. .soo fayre a creture in y^ visage. 1550 J. Coke
Eng. $ Fr. Heralds §5, Saynt Gregory.. writeth. .howe
the vysages of Englande resemble more unto aungelles than
earthly creatures. 1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 34 b,

With a visage adulterated betwixt a mans and a Goates.
1625 B. Jonson Staple^ News it. i, Shun. And such a par-
boil'd visage I Fit. His face looks like a dyer's apron, just.

1697 DRYDKN^Ma^ix.SgoOldButes' form he took,.. His
wrinkled visage, and his hoary hairs. 1712 Steele Sped.
No. 518 P9 The intrinsick Worth.. is ordinarily calculated
from the Cast of his Visage, the Contour of his Person [etc.].

1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 133 The visage of this animal is

erect, & pretty much resembles that of the Quato. 1775
Adair A titer. Ind. 5 Their faces are tolerably round, con-
trary to the visage of the others, which inclines much to
flatness. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 72 Their visages,
too, were peculiar : one had a large head, broad face, and
small piggish eyes. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola in, A visage
like mine, looking no fresher than an apple that has stood
the winter. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxii.

(1878) 554 The form of her visage was altered.

3. The face or features as expressive of feeling or
temperament ; the countenance.

1338 R. Brvkhk Chron. (1810) 308 Boldetybei bed bataile
with visage fulle austere. 11380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 307
3if be i froben hi irose fisege a^en men bat tellen hem treu^e,

noo drede bei froben heere owen confusion, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 7402 Of her estat she her repented, As her visage
represented. 1448 Hen. VI Will in J. W. Clark Cambridge
(1880) 138 As tbey wol answere before the blessed and drede-
ful visage of our Lord Jhesu in his.. last dome. C1500
Lancelot 460 The king stondith heuy cherith, And to the
clerkis his visag so apperith, That all thei dred them of the
kingis myght. a 1533 Ld. itlimil ffwllit. ill He was
so ouercome with ire.., that his vysage became lyke a flame
of fyer. a 1547 Surrey in Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 29 A visage,

stern, and myld : where bothe did grow, vice to contemne,
in vertue to reioyce. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 58 Mr. George.. without stope of toung

ansuering, nocht moveing his continance nor changing his

vessage. 1603 Shaks. Meas. forM. in. L 90 This outward
sainted Deputie, Whose setled visage, and deliberate word
Nips youth i'th head. 1652 C. B. Stapylton Herodian xix.

158 A mighty Bulke he had and Visage grim. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 989 Him thus the Anarch old With faultring speech

j and visage incompos'd, Answer'd. 1728 Young Love of
Fame 1. 219 Hence aching bosoms wear a visage gay. 1771

Goldsm. Haunch Venison 109 A visage so sad, and so pale

with affright, Wak'd Priam in drawing his curtains by night.

1810 Scott Lady of L. in. iv, His grisled beard and matted
hair Obscured a visage of despair. 1834 Hogg Domestic
Manners Scott (1882) 31 He looked up to me with a visage

as stern as that of a judge. x86o Motley Netherlands
(1868) I. i. 2 A plodding invalid . . with . . dreary visage.

fb. To make good visage, to appear cheerful or

composed ; to make oneself pleasant or agreeable

to others. Obs.
c 1386 Chauckr Shipmati's T. 230 We may we! make

cheer and good visage, And dryve forth the world, as it may
be. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 211 A king scbal make good
visage, That noman knowe of his corage. a 1450 Kut. de
la Four (1868)3 There be suche men that lyethe and mak-
ithe good visage and countenaunce to women afore hem,
that scornithe and mock i the hem iu her absence. 1525 Ld.
Berners F'roiss. II. xcix. [xcv.] 291 Than the duke and
these two knyghtes rode along their batayle and made good
vysage.

4. trans/. The face or visible side of the sun or
moon.
1390 Gower Conf III. 109 The Mones cercle so lowe is,

Wherof the Sonne out of his stage Ne seth him noght with
full visage, c 1480 Hknryson Fables, Fox <$ Wolf ii,

Hesperous put up his cluddie heid, Schawand his lustie
wisage in the sky. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 2 As
3ung Awrora,. . In orient schew hir visage paile. 1590 Shaks.
Mids, N. 1. i. 210 To-morrow night when Phuebe doth be-
hold Her siluer uisage, in the wat'ry glasse. 1634 Milton
Comus 333 And thou fair Moon.. Stoop thy pale visage
through an amber cloud, And disinherit Chaos. 1667 —
P. L. v. 419 Earth and the Sea feed Air, the Air those Fires
Ethereal, and as lowest first the Moon j Whence in her
visage round those spots. 1794 G. Adams Nat. «$ Exp.
I'hilos. IV. xxxix. 88 Sometimes she looks full upon us, and
her visage is all lustre. 1847 Whf.well Hist. Induct. Sci.

(ed. 2) I. 137 note, Aratus says of the moon,.. As still her
shifting visage changing turns By her we count the monthly
round of morns.

f b. The face or surface of'the earth. Obs.~1

c 1500 Lancelot 1374 Hedistroys by venganceof his suerd
The synaris fra the vysagis of the Erde.

5. In various figurative uses. (Cf. 7.)
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v, 899 Dowble wordes slye, Swich

as men clepe, 'a word with two.visages'. £1557 Abp. Parker
Ps. Ixxx. 234 Visite thy vyne O Lordc.that it may be re-

uiued continually by the brighte visage of thy presence.
1602 Shaks. Ham. m. iii. 47 Whereto serues mercy, But to
confront the visage of Offence? i6xx — Wint. T. 1. ii. 266
Beseech your Grace Be plainer with me, let me know my
Trespas By it's owne visage. 1646 J. Hall Horx Vac. 10
To propose his adversaries arguments with their edge
blunted ; nor. .to set them out in more horrid visages then
they truly carry. 1818 Shelley Fug. Hills 173 The tattered
pall of time,Which scarce hides thy [i.e.Venice s] visage wan.

f 6. An image or likeness ; a portrait. Obs.
c '375 Cursor M. 1971 (Fairf.), I made mon ofter myne

awen visage. /? 1400-50 Alexander 3362 (Dubl.), Who-
someuer in bat ilke hys vysage [v.r. ymage] behaldes, pe
face is to be foldward pe fete into be welkyn. 1570-6 Lam-
barde Peratub. Kent {1826) 395 This is the lively visage in

deede, both of the one and the other.

7. An appearance or aspect, f By thefirst visage,

at first sight.

1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 157 Ofte tymes verite hath
a vysage of lesynge, and ofte tymes a lesynge hath a coloure
of verite. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 193
As be the first visage it semys that he suld nouthir obey to
the tane na to the tothir. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. x, To here
thinges merueilous and exquisite, whiche hath in it a visage
of some thinges incredible. 1692 Ray Creation x. (ed. 2) 103
The sad and melancholick Visage of their Leaves, Flowers
and Fruit. 181 x Pinkerton PetraL I. 351 Noble serpen-
tine, .is generally of a dark leek green, and of an unctuous
visage. X905 Times, Lit. Supp. 27 Jan. 28/3 Freeman.,
tries to reconstitute the visage of the towns Pippin.. took
and the towns he passed by.

f 8. An assumed appearance ; an outward show

;

a pretence or semblance. Obs.
1390 Gower Conf III. 227 Thing which men nevere afore

knewe He broghte up thanne of his taillage. And all was
under the visage Of werkes which he made tho. 1524 .57.

Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 280 Demonstracions and colorable
dealinges. .sounding more to a shewe and visage then to
any parfite frute.

_ 1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. 111. Wks.
1211/2 They see him so many times make a great visage of
warre, whan he myndeth it not 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 50
Others there are Who trym'd in Formes, and visages of
Dutie, Keepe yet their hearts attending on themselues.
a 1684 Leighton Comm. t Pet. iii. 15 * Be not deceived ;

God is not mocked.' He looks through all visages and
appearances, in upon the heart.

fb. To give a visage, to create an appearance
or impression. Obs.

1549 Bonner in Foxe A. <y M. (1563) 717/1 Lest that
they taneing with such preachers should..gyue a vysage
to the encouragement of other. Ibid. 718/1 Your tarieng
with him still . , shal geue a visage, that there doctrin is

tollerable.

0. Comb., as visage-burner
, -changed ad).

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's n. viii. 88 As once in
Tyre Pale, guilty, visage-chang'd Penthevs appear'd. 1824
J. Bowrihg Batazdan A ntltol. 158 Beast—annoyer—visage-
burner—Fair-one's spoiler— maiden's hate.

t Visage, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. F. envisa-
ger is recorded only from 1583, and there is no in-

dependent evidence for Palsgrave's visager.]

1. trans. To face or confront.
c 1386 Chaucer Mcrdu T. 1029 Al hadde man seyn a

thyng with bothe hise eyen, Yit shul we wommen visage it

hardily, And wepe and swere and chide subttlly.

2. To look upon or at ; to regard or observe.
1450 Paston Lett. I. 150 My Lord was with the Kynge,

and he vesaged so the mater that alle the Kynges howsbold
was and is aferd ryght sore. 1530 Palsgr. 765/2 This man
hath vysaged me well sy the I came in a dores. 1531 Elvot
Gov. 11. ii, The theues. .humbly approched to Scipio, who
visaged them in suche fourme that they.. made humble
reuerence.

Hence fVi-sagiug vbl. sb., meeting, encounter-
ing. Obs.
a 1500 Gough Chron. in Six Town Chron. (1911) 159 The

duke of Somerset! and Sir John Nevyle knyght son of the
Erie of Salisbury had grete visagyng to gidder at London.

Visaged (vi-zedsd), a. [f. Visage sb.] Hav-
ing a visage of a specified kind.
Frequent (from the 15th c.) as.the second element in

combs., e.g. black-, close-, double-, grim-, hard-, long.,

sharP'visaged : see these adjs.

13.. K. Alis. 6351 (Laud MS.), Anober folk bisyde is

Visaged after hounde I wys. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass
6j By reason of his sad heavy humor, always stoically

visaged. 1612 Two Noble A", v. iii. 52 Arcite is gently
visagd. 1638 Mayne Luciaii (1664) 132 Before his arrivall

he made a hnnen head to his Dragon, visaged like a Man,
and painted like one. 1865 H. Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. 11.

ii. (1868) 153 Christ passes before us visaged in sorrow. 1894
Heslop Northumbld. Wds. 375 Hickoryfyeced, pock-
marked, ill visaged.

Visar, obs. 6c. form of Visok.
Visard(e, obs. forms of Vizard.

II Vis-a-vis (vi:zavr), sb.,f>rep., and adv. Also
8 viz-a-viz, 8-9 via-a-vis. [F. vis-a-vis face to

face, f. vis :—L. visum, ace. of visits sight, face :

see Vis j<M]

A. sb. 1. A light carriage for two persons sitting

face-to-face. Obs. exc. Hist.

>753 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montague 17 July, He was
walking slowly. . with., two pages, three footmen anda&w-
d-vis following him, 1768 J. Byron Narr. Patagonia (ed.

2) 230 The common vehicle here is a calash, or kind of vis-

a-vis, drawn by one mule only. 1781 W. Hayley Triumphs
of"Temper 11. 98 Her quick eyes sparkle with surprise tosee
The glories of a golden viz-a-viz. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair
Corr. II. 357 It is necessary to purchase a very strong car-

riage...A vis-a-vis is the best shape, made so that it can be
converted into a bed. 1844 Act 7 <$• 8 Vict. c. 91. Sched.,
Every horse, .drawing any coach.. chaise, phaeton, vis-a-

vis, calash, curricle.

plur. ins Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) II. 13
Not being much in town, the new vis-a-vis were not familiar

to him. 1787 wSixth Rep. Dep. Apr. Publ. Rec. \\. 177 A
new method of banging Coaches, Vis a Viss, and other
Bodies. 1802 Sporting Mag. XX. 41 The number of coaches
..vis-a-vis. .and nondescripts, 1834 in J. Tomlinson Don-
caster (1887) 265 Mrs. Belcher for Chaises and visivis [sic],

2. One or other of two persons or things facing,

or situated opposite to, each other.

c 1757 Let. in J. H. Jesse Selwyn fy Coutemp. (1843) !• J 58
We are reduced to Miss Wylde, who has a most charming
vis-a-vis, Mr. Ward, who sings like a nightingale. 1766

G. Williams Ibid. II. 56 My vis-a.zns thinks you have done
wrong to let even the music-meeting go off unattended.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 113 There you are, at an Innkeeper's

ordinary, wiih all kinds of low company, and a common
soldier for your vis-a-vis. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia
II. 204 Menamah, though larger in extent than Moharrek,
has a less showy appearance: it is a centre of commerce,
as its vis-a-vis is of government. 1893 Martin in Barrows
Pari. Rclig. II. 1142 Does it make no ditl'erence to us,

whether we have for our vis-a-vis on the other shore of the

ocean a Christian or a pagan power ?

b. esp. in dancing. Also as//.
1808 Miss Berry Jrnls. § Corr. II. 371 It seems per-

fectly indifferent to them [the peasant men and women
dancing] who is their vis-a-vis. 1834 Marrvat P. Simple
(1863) 231 Miss Eurydice had but a sorry partner, but she

undertook to instruct me. O'Brien was our vis-a-vis with

Miss Euterpe. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diamond
v, Lady Jane Preston . . asked me to dance with her. We had
my Lord Tiptoff and Lady Fanny Kakes for our zns-a-vis.

1877 Miss Grant Sun-Maid xiv, Partners were scrambling

for vis-a-vis and places.

3. A meeting face to face ; an encounter.
1867 Baker Nile Trib. ii. 41 This being my first vis-a-vis

with a hippo, I was not certain whether I could claim the

victory. X871 ' M. Legrand ' Cambr. Freshm. 345 Every
minute brought him nearer the dreaded vis-avis with an
omniscient M.A.

B. 1. prep. Over against, in comparison with,

in relation to ; also lit., facing, face to face with.

1753 H. Walpole Let. to R. Bentley 16 Nov., What a

figure would they.. make vis-a-vis his manly vivacity and
dashing eloquence. 1759 Chesterf. Lett. U792) IV. 161,

I allow his army will be what you say; but what will that

be vis-a-vis French, Austrians, Imperialists, Swedes, and
Russians, who must amount to double that number? 1847

E. Bronte Wuthering Heights i, His master dived down
to him, leaving me vis-a-vis the ruffianly bitch. 1907

Westm. Gaz. 24 July xo/i He is responsible vis-a-vis the

Government for their efficiency.

2. adv. Opposite, so as to face (another or each

other).

1807 Byron Let. in Moore Life(iZyS) I. in Even the hero

of my Cornelian (who is now sitting vis-a-vis, reading a

volume of my Poetics) passed me in Trinity walks. 1816

Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. 1. 6 The captivating air and fasci-

nating manners of a French lady, who sat vis-a-vis. 187X

Nesbitt Catal. Slade Colt. Glass 75 A pair of doves are

poised vis-a-vis.

b. Const, to or with.
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1814 Scott IVav. lxi, Waverley .. found himself in the
desired vehicle, vis-a-vis to Mrs. Nosebag. 1B41 Mrs.
Mozley Lost Brooch II. xx. 142 Only too well pleased to

find myself once again vis a vis to Constance Duff. 1870
Disraeli Lothair xxi, Lot hair was there vis-a-vis with
Miss Arundel.

(

Hence Vis-A-vis v. ; Vis-a-visness.
1839 Lever//. Lorrequer vi, The hissing kettle on the

hob was vis a vis'd by a gridiron with three newly-taken
trout. 1887 K. Gurney Tertium Quid I. 371, I doubt
whether it would involve anything like the sense of vis-a-

vis-ness or parallelism, suggested to me now by such a
phrase as ' posited myself in space '.

Vise, abbrev. form of Viscount.

Viscacha (viskartja). Also 8 viacaoho, S-o,

viscaecia, 9 vizcacha, vischacha. [a. Sp. vis-

cacha (also biscacha Biscacha), ad. Quichuan
(h)ttiscaclia. Hence also F. viscaque.] One or

other of two large burrowing rodents of South
America, related to the chinchilla.

a. The Lagidiutn cuvierii, inhabiting the upper
Andes from Chili to Ecuador ; the Alpine viscacha.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxviii.

314 There are other small animaUes which they call Vis-

cachas, and are like to hares, although they be bigger. 1781
Pennant Hist. Qumirup. II. 376 Allied to this [Cape Hare]
seems the Viscachos, or Viscachos, mentioned by Acosta
and Feuillce, in their accounts of Peru. 180: Shaw Gen.
Zool. II. 1. 209 Viscaecia, . .This species is said to have the
general appearance of a Rabbet. 181 1 \V. Walton Fcruv,
Sheep 175 They afford furs and ornamental skins,, .particu-

larly the viscacha, which is a species of rabbit. 1849 SJk,

Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 126 The general colour of the
viscacha of the western acclivities of the Peruvian Andes..
is grayish ash, clouded here and there with a tint of brown.
1879 E. P. Wright Animal Life (Cassell) 196 The Alpine
Viscacha {Lagidium cuvierii) inhabits the lofty Andes of
Chili, Bolivia, and Peru.

b. The Lagostomus trichodactylus of the south-

ern Argentine pampas.
1836 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. II. 26 The Vis-

cacha {Lagostomus trichodactylus) is about the size of a
rabbit. 1855 Orr'sCirc. Sci., Org. Nat. III. 464 The Vis-
cacha. .inhabits the great plains of Buenos Ayres, where it

digs burrows for itself. ei88a CasselPs Nat. Hist. III.

138 The Viscacha lives on the Pampas from Buenos Ayres

to the borders of Patagonia.

So Viscache. rare~x
.

1847-9 Todd's CycL Aunt. IV. 1. 373 In the viscache the
squamous portion of the temporal bone is. .deeply indented.

t Viscate, ppl. a. Obs.—1 [ad. L. viscat-us:

cf. next and In viseate vJ] Inviscated.
c 1400 Lan/rancs Cirurg. 136 pilke blood is not viscat in

be substaunce of dure inatris, as pe mater is inempostymes,

Viscated, ppl. a. [f. L. viscdl-us, pa. pplc.

of viscdre, f. viscus, visctim birdlime.] (See quots.)
1613 Cockeram 1, Viscated, taken with Bird-lime. 1656

Blount Olossogr., Viscated, dressed, or taken with Bird-
lime.

I Viscera (vrsera), sb. pi, [L. viscera internal

organs, pi. of viscus Viscus 2
. Cf. It, viscere, Sp.

and Pg. visceras, K. visceres.]

1. Anat. The scft contents of the principal cavi-

ties of the body ; esp. the internal organs of the

trunk; the entrails or bowels together with the
heart, liver, lungs, etc.

1651 Biggs New Disp. r 174 Exhausting the stock of ali-

ment from the vasa and viscera. 1667 /'/til. Trans. 1 1. 545
Also lifting up the Viscera of the lower Belly. x7i8Quincv
Compi. Disp. in For in the Intentions, the Seat of the
Complaint is most commonly in the Viscera. 1750 Phil.
7>«*w,XLVII. 83 [It is] to keep them from touching the
abdominal viscera of this animal. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 500
Instancing its powerful effects in obstructions of the viscera,
especially in liver cases. 1845 Budd Dis, Liver 33 Great
stress is laid on the case of the mollusca, animals whose
liver is generally immense in proportion to their other vis-

cera. 1878 W. H. Dall Later preh. Man 18 The viscera
had evidently been removed, but the muscular and cutane.
ous tissues were in tolerable preservation,

fb. fig. « Howel sb\ 3. Obs.
165a N. Culverwel Treat. 11. vi.(i66i) 141 Do you think

now UuU God wilt trust these with his more special mercies,
with his viscera and tender mercies?

2. transf. The interior ; the inner parts : =
Bowel sb* 4.

1709 T. Robinson Vind. Mosaick Syst. 41 If the Atheist
will venture himself into the Interior Viscera or Bowels of
the Earth. i8s8 'Lights

<fr
Sluuies I. 210, I dived into the

viscera of Newgate-market.

Visceral (vi'seral), a, [ad. med.L. visceralis

(Du Cange) internal, f. viscera', see prec. So
OF. visceral (fig.), F. visclral, Sp. visceral, It.

viscerale.]

+ 1. a. Affecting the viscera or bowels regarded
as the seat of emotion

;
pertaining to, or touching

deeply, inward feelings. Obs,
1575 Kenton Gold. Epist. (1582) 117 Thys warre is called

Viscerall, for that it is bredde and begon in the hearte, and
dissolueth and takes ende in the hearte. i6a6 T. H[awkiss]
tr. Causst'n's Holy Court 288 He is vnited to all men, as
oflentymes as they receyue him, by a viscerall transfusion of
himselfe, as one should melt one waxe within another. 16*7
Donne Serm. (1640) 285 Christ here sends Paracletum in a
more entire and a more internall and more Viscerall sense—

a

Comforter. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xi. 109 Love is of

all other the inmost and most viscerall affection ; and there*

fore called by the apostle, ' Bowels of love '.

t b. fig. Lying in the entrails or inward parts.

1624 Donne Serm. xvii, (1640) 167 There is the land of

Gold, centricall Gold, viscerall Gold, gremiall Gold, Gold
in the Matrice and womb of God.
2. Phys, Of disorders or diseases : Affecting the

viscera or internal organs.

1794 in Morse Amer. Geog. I. 500 The Lebanon pool is

famous for having wrought many cures.. even in visceral

obstructions and indigestion. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain
11. 919 A spring.. much frequented for visceral disorders.

:86i Smiles Engineers III. 247 Disease also fell upon him,—
first fever, and then visceral derangement. 1876 Bristowe
Th. $ P'act. Med. (1878) 28S The visceral lesions and
cachexia; which supervene on ague.

3. Anat. Of or pertaining to, consisting of, situ-

ated in or among, the viscera.

i8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxxviii. IV. 62 The bronchia
..may be considered as consisting in general of.. visceral

ones which enter the cavity of the body, and are lost

amongst the viscera and the caul [etc.]. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 259 The lost art of petrified vis-

ceral monstrosities seen at the medical schools. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life In trod. p. xix, In the sub-kingdom
vertebrata.. visceral systems exist in specialized and differ-

entiated forms. 1880 Bastian Brain 34 Such communica-
ting brandies are especially numerous in the course of the
visceral nerves.

b. Visceral cavity, that part of an animal body
in which the viscera are contained.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) n A visceral cavity closed

below. 1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 1. 31 Sea-water is

admitted to the visceral cavity of many of the mollusks by
minute canals. 1868 Duncan Insect World Introd. 14 It

is the unoccupied portions of the great visceral cavity
which serve as conductors to the blood.

4. Pertaining to the viscera of animals used as a
means of divination.

1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. 161,
I. .taught what sign Of visceral lightness, coloured to a
shade, May charm the genial gods. 1861 Col. Hawker in

C. E. Byles Life ?f Lett. (1905) xvii. 382, I have visceral
augury.

5. Anal. a. Visceral layer, a portion of the

arachnoid membrane.
1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 13 That portion of it.. which

covers the brain, or the visceral layer, is separated from the
brain by a considerable interval. 1875 Sir W.Turner in
Encycl. Brit. I. S65/1 Many anatomists regard the arach-
noid as the visceral layer of a serous membrane.

b. Visceral arch) one of a set of parallel ridges

in the region of the mouth in the embryonic skull.

Visceral cleft, one of the intervals between the

visceral arches.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. p. xlvii, The malleus
of Mammalia., being developed out of the proximal elements
of the first visceral arch. 187a Mivart Elem. Anat. i.

(1873) 5 These arches are separated by temporary apertures
termed 'visceral clefts'. 1875 Sir YV. Turner in Encycl.
Brit. I. 831/1 Immediately below each maxillary lobe four
arches, called branchial or visceral, arise in the ventral aspect
of the head.

Hence Viscerally adv. (In quot.y^".)
a 1636 C. FitzGeffrey Camp. tenv. Captives iii. (1637) 38

Then shall your compassion extend it selfe more viscerally

towards your afflicted brethren.

Viscerate, v, rare, [f. VlSCEEA + ATK 3,

after eviscerate^ trans. To eviscerate, disem-

bowel. Alsofig.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Viscerated, having the Bowels taken

out. 1798 Sporting Mag. XII. 53 A butcher was employed
one evening to viscerate a mare. 1830 Examiner 659 1

A vain pretender, who.. falls a victim to his temerity and
is dissected ;—viscerated to the edification of the profession.

Viscera-tion. rare—", [ad. L. viscerdtio, f.

viscera Viscera.] (See quots.)

1613 Cockeram I, Visceration, a dole of raw flesh. 1656
Blount Glossogr. (after Cooper), Visceration .. good chear,

a dole or distributing raw flesh at the death of rich men, or
when hogs are killed; also the garbage that Hunttrs give
their Dogs.

Viscero- (vrscre), combining form, on Greek
models, of L. viscera Viscera, employed in ana-

tomical terms, as viscero-branchial, -pericardial,

-pleural (etc.), adjs. Also visceroptosis Path.

(see quot. 1897).
The more correct combining form vt'sceri- is given in

some dictionaries, as visceruardial, etc.

1883 E. R. Lank ester in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 667/t The
pericardium is extended soastoforma very large sac passing

among the viscera dorsal wards.. the viscero*pericardial

sac. Ibid. 679/2 The visceral nerves of the viscero-pleural

gang Iton-pair. 1888 Howes & Scott Huxley <y Martin's
Biol. i. 108 Viscero-motor nerves ; seen to arise from both
sympathetic and lumbo-sacral plexus for distribution to the
pelvic viscera. 1888 \V. HatMUMH) Encycl. Krit. XXIII.
613/1 A third great sinus, the viscero-branchial vessel. 1897
AllbntVs Syst. Med. III. 587 The names enteroptosis or
visceroptosis have been applied to cases in which various
abdominal organs have become displaced from their normal
positions. 1905 H. D. Rolleston Dis. Liver 11 In other
cases the symptoms are due to visceroptosis.

t Viscero 86, a. Obs- 1 [-ose.] =- next.

1690 J. Edwards Demonstr. Exist. God 11. (16961 83 This
viscerosc sort of flesh is most suitable, .to those vessels and
parts of the body which are composed of it.

t Viscerous, a. Obs. [f. Viscer-a + -ous.]

Of the nature of, resembling that of, the viscera,

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xlix, It (fumitory] pre-

vaileth in Chronical! diseases arising from stoppings of the
viscerous parts. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Bartkol. Anat.
Introd., Viscerous flesh or the flesh of the Bowels. 1718
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Flesh, The Antients made five differ-

ent kinds of Flesh :. .The third, Viscerous, as the Flesh of
the Stomach and Intestine*.

Viscid (vi'sid), a. [ad. late L. viscid-us, f.

L. viscum birdlime (see Viscous a.). Hence also

OF. viscide, It. viscida.]

1. Of tiuid or soft substances : Having a glutinous
or gluey character; sticky, adhesive, ropy. (Cf.
Viscous a. 1.)

1635 Bkathwait Arcad. Pr. 235, I meanc by sweatings
and suffumigations to extract all th se viscid and oily
humours. 1657 Physical Diet., Viscid phlegm, clammy
tough phlegm, roping like birdlime. 167a Grew Anat.
Roots 1. iii. $21, I call it a Balsame;. .Vet not a Terebinth;
because, nothing near so viscid or tenaceuiis as that is.

174a Loud. $ Country Brew. 1. (ed. 41 46 By which the
spirituous Particles are set loose and free from their viscid
Confinements. 1777 Forstek Voy. round World I. 104
Whenever we landed any of them, they disgorged a quan-
tity of viscid food. 1804 Abkknethy Surg, Obs. 131, I

could not see the surface [of tlie ulcer] for a very viscid dis-
charge, which adhered to it like mucus. 1845 Bldd Dis.
Liver 268 In persons who die of phthisis, the bile in the
gall-bladder, .is often very dark-coloured, and vi>cid. 1875
Darwin Insectiv. PI. i. 13 The secretion from the glands is

extremely viscid.

2. OI surfaces : Covered with a glutinous or

sticky secretion. Chiefly Bot. of leaves.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. v. (1765) 182 Viscid, Clammy,
when they are smeared over with a Juice that is not fluid

but tenacious, sticky. 1793 .Makiys' Lang. Bot. s.v.

Viscitium, A Viscid or clammy leaf. 1812 AVru Bot. Card.
I. 42 The panicle is upright and viscid. 1828 Stark Elem.
Nat. Hist. I, 421 Head. .covered with large and bard
plates, or a viscid skin. 1870 Hooker Stud, flora 207
Senecio vt'scosus; annual, glandular-pubescent, viscid. 1874
Lubbock IViIdFlowers iii. 164 Close behind the stigma i,i

a projection which terminates in a very viscid disk.

Viscidity (visidlti). [f. prec. + -ity. Cf. obs.

F. visciditi ^i6th c.).]

1. The quality of being viscid ; glutinousness,

stickiness, ropiness.
i6n Cotcr., Visciditi, visciditie;.. viscositie. 1658

PtiiLLirs, Viscidity or Viscosity, a claniminesse, a sticking
to any thing like glue or bird lime. 1686 Plot Stujjordsh.
100 The Sulphur by its viscidity, does, .sweeten the pun-
gency of the Salt. 1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-Watch ic;

Then we must dilute the Viscidity of the Humours if it be
sizy. ij^&UiScr. Thames 170 Salmon . offends the Stomach
by its Viscidity. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 30 The den.sily,

viscidity, and other qualities of this matter. 1836-9 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. II. 101, 2 The viscidity of the solution of sugar
..is very little above that of pine water. 1876 Bartholow
Mat. Med. (1S7Q) 469 Castor-oil has a pale amber-color, ..

and is quite viscid. Cold increases the \iscidity.

2l A collection or accumulation of viscid hu-

mours ; viscid matter or substance.
c 1720 (iiissos Farriers Guide II. xxxix. (1738) 144 The

cure consists in all those things that are proper to destroy
the Viscidities in the Bowels. 1743 tr. Leister's Surg. 193
For by this means all Viscidities in the Blood will be
diluted. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xvi. 90 The
parts of the fluid rubbing against each other, destroy all

viscidities. 1846 Lasuor Imag. Com: Wks. II. 237/1 They
must have honey, sugar, cinnamon. ..Dante and Ariosto,

different as they are, equally avoided these -sweet viscidities.

Vi'SCidize, v. rare. [f. VlSCtO a. * -1ZE.]

intr. To become viscid.

1859 R. F. Burton Ctntr. A/r. in Jrnl. Geog.Soc. XXIX.
437 It viscidizes in the solution used for washing the ttue

copal. 1876 — Gorilla L. 1 1. 56, I was assured that it does
not viscidue in the potash-wash. *

Vi'scidly, adv. [I. as prec. + -lv -.] In a viscid

manner.
1821 YV. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 83 Plant fetid,

..all over visctdly pubescent.

Vi scidness. [-ness.] = Viscidity,
1710 T. Fuller Pharm. E.xtcmp. 218 Honey, .from its

Viscidness, digesteth and healeth. 1755 Phil. Trans. L.

876, 1 have already observed, that Cassia is found in chew-
ing to have a viscidness, which Cinnamon has a t.

Visciere, obs. form ol Vizier.

Viscin (vrsin). Chem. [a. F* viscin (M eaire),

f. L. viscum birdlime (see viscous a.) + -in.] A
substance which forms the main constituent of

birdlime, chiefly obtained fiom the berries and
other parts of the mistletoe.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies qi 7 The berries., yield

to alcohol a brown extractive matter soluble in water, which
smells like viscin. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. V.

12/1 Mistletoe, .contains sugar,, .and a peculiar, very sticky

substance, viscin. Viscin is also contained in a few other

plants.

Viscoid, a. tare"1
, [-oia] Of a viscid or

viscous nature.

1877 Lf. Conte Elem. Geol. (1S79) 55 A glacier moves like

a fluid, though a very stiff, viscous-fluid ; its motion may
therefore be rightly called viscoid.

Viscometer, variant of Viscosimeter.
1883 SiMMOsos Diet. Trade, Viscometer, a standard

measurer for ascertaining the viscosity of oils for cotton,

mill and other spindles.

t Viscontal, a. Obs.' 1 [f. viscont Viscoi'NT.]

Of or pertaining to a viscount.
174s J. Clerk in Bibl. Topogr. Brit. (1790) III. ,1 What
ou write of the Viscontal seal, found an urn with

ones.

Viscontiel, variant of Vico.vtiel a.

1798 Rep. Comm. Ho. Comm. (1803) XIII. 107 The Rents

whereof (called Viscontiel Rents) are in the Collection of

the Sheriffs of the several Counties, Cities and Towns in

England. 1863 H. Cox fnstit. m. vii, 684 The second

consisting of certain rents called viscontiel rents, or rents

for which the sheriffs were accountable.

KM



VISCOSE.

Visco'se, si. [f. L viscnm birdlime + -OSE 2
.]

A special form of cotton pulp, applied to various
industrial purposes.
1896 IVcstm. Gaz. 10 April 8/2 A.. contract for sacks in

this new cotton pulp, to which the name of viscose is given.

t Viscose, a. Obs. [ad. L. viscos-us : see Vis-
cous a.] Viscid, viscous.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 33 (Addit. MS.), Synwys by

kynde bul> nessche and viscose, a 14*5 tr. Arderne's
Treat. Fistula, etc. 78, Itavoidebsoueranlyventosenez.and
wonderfully putteb out viscose fleume & putrified. 1516
Pi{gr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 118 The nature of a passyon
of ire or fykhy pleasure of the body is so viscose & cleuynge,
that harde it is for a begynner in perfeccyon to put it away
whan he wolde. 1717 Bailev (vol. II), Viscose, clammy,
sticky, glewy. 1775 Phil. Tram. LXV. 224 A viscose
matter, like that which is seen on fish newly caught, issues
from them.

Viscosimeter. [f. L. viscos-us Viscous a.

:

see -meter.] An instrument for measuring the
viscosity of liquids.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1003 Viscosimeter. This
name is given by Dollfus to an apparatus for measuring the
viscosity of colouring liquids thickened with gum, &c.
188* Crookes Dyeing fy Tissue-Printing 381 To test the
strength of a sample, it is dissolved in water, . .and tested
with the viscosimeter.

Viscosity (visk^siti). Also 5-6 visoosite, 6
-tye, 6-7 -tie. [a. OF. viscosite (F. viscosite) or
ad. med.L. viscosilds, f. L. viscos-us viscous : see
-ITY. So It. viscosity, Sp. viscosidad, Pg. -idade,]
1. The quality or fact of being viscous ; viscidity.
a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 65 Bole with bis

dryries and viscosite consumib be moistenes. c 1530 Judic.
Urines in. vi. 50 b, Suche maner offroth sheweth alway more
viscosite.. of humours in y* body, than doyth ony other
maner of froth. 1581 Hester Seer. Phiorav. in. iv. 9 It
taketh awaie the viscositie in the Stomacke, and openeth
the powres. i6zo Venner Via Recta iv. 80 The Perch is.

.

a little inferiour.., by reason of some viscosity in it. 1669
Hovle Ccmtn. New Exp. 11. (1682) 140 That liquor is very
thin, and hath no viscosity to resist the pervading body.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ix. 31 Rarity is nothing but a
Privation of Density, .. Friability of Viscosity. 1733CHEYNE
Eng. Malrnty m. iv. (1734) 304 The phlegm in the Glands
..is nothing but the Viscosity of the Serum of the Blood.
177' 1'- PKRCIVAl Ess. (1777) I. 190 To dissolve a general
lentor and viscosity of the whole massof fluids. 1811 W. P.
C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 65 The extreme viscosity of
us pubescence, has caused it to receive the specific name it

bears. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 245 The resistances
due to the viscosity of the blood in the arteries.
/ig. 1661 M. W. Marriage-Broaker v. i, So I, by'myvis-
cosity^ Labouring for life in love-lime [am] drown'd in
Cupid's galli-pot. 1903 Spectator 29 Nov. 825/1 Vehicular
traffic. .will. .block itself from its inherent viscosity.
attrib. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 461 The determina-

tion of the viscosity coefficient of the blood.
b. Magnetic viscosity, tendency on the part of

a magnetic medium to retard the magnetizing force, i

1892 Electrical Engineer 16 Sept. 287/1 Up to the fre- j

quency tried—I.*., about 125 per second—there is no sign
of magnetic viscosity; the magnetic cycle isunaffectedfetcj.

2. A viscous substance ; a collection of viscous
matter. Cf. Viscidity 2.

'545 Ravnald Byrth Mankynde 56 Linesede oyle, or
oyle of fenegreke, or the viscosite of holioke, and suche
other. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 270/2
When the stomacke is burthened with anye cruditye of vn-
digested meat or drincke, or with anye other viscositye
whatsoever. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 80 As is
observable in drops of syrup, oyle and seminall viscosities.
1651 Fresch Distill, v. 143 It openeth obstructions, and
purgeth viscosities of the stomack and bowells. 1707
Flover Physic. Pulse- Watch 297 These Viscosities depend
on Heat. 1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat. I. 493 The sand
..has, by the means of a calcareous viscosity infiltrated by
the sea, become so hard, as to become stone.

Viscount (vsi'kciunt). Forms: a. 3-6 vis-
counte (4 vescownte), 5- viscount (6 visoont).
0. 5 vyoounte, vieounte, vieound, 6 Sc. ve-
oount, 6-8 vicount (7 vioont). [a. AF. ves-,
viscounte {-cunte, -conte), OF. visconie, viconte (F.
vicomte),i. vis- Vice- + counts Count sd.2

t after
med.L. vicecomes: cf. Vice-count. So It. vis-
conte, Pg. visconde, Sp. vizconde.~\

1. Hist. One acting as the deputy or representa-
tive of a count or earl in the administration of a
district ; in English use spec, a sheriff or high
sheriff.

1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 37 The erle Pictaveuse
. .ravesched his owne viscountes wyfT Ibid. 165 Oon Wy-
domarus, viscounte of Lemovik . . foond greet tresour of
gold.

] a 1400 Morte A rth. 1984 Sir Valyant of Vyleris .

.

made siche avowez. To venquyse by victorie the vescownte
of Rome 1 1484 Caxton Chivalry 23 Kynges oughte to
haue under them dukes, Erles, vycountes and other lordes.
1*1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 287 Otho.. pursued after
y« vaungarde of the kyng, of >•• which were capitayns y«
vieounte of Mylyon, and one named fryer Garny. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 113 The Vicount of Melun, a verye

,

noble man of the realmeof Fraunce. 1579 Expos. Termes •

Law 181 b, Viscount is a magistrate, and officer, of grat
i

authoryty whom wee commonly call (Sheriff. 1630 Wads-
jworth Pres. Estate Spain 32 Vicountes of Spayne, and !

the value of their Lordships, of which they are Vicounts.
no J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Viscount,.. Vicount, signi- '

fies as much as Sheriff. 1861 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const.
iii. 42 All the freeholders assembled under the viscount or
sheriff. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1877) I. v. 302 Neal,
the valiant Viscount of the district.

Comb, ifiti Cotgk., Vicomptier, ofa Vicount, Vicountlike.

246

b. In the island of Jersey : (see quots.).
1694 Falle Jersey ii. 65 Before whom rideth the Viscount,

or Sheriff, with his Staff of Office erected, one End thereof
on the Pommel of his Saddle. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st.
iv. xxiii. 525 In Jersey there is an officer called Vicomte, or
Viscount, who represents the High Sheriff of an English

i county.

2. A member of the fourth order of the British
peerage, ranking between an earl and a baron.
Occas. contracted Vise, Visct.

This use of the title dates from the reign of Henry VI,
when John, Baron Beaumont, was created Viscount Beau-
mont by letters patent of 12th February, 1440.
1450 Rolls of'FarIt. V. 189/2 Notwithstondyng that Vis-

countes were not erecte nor create, in the tyme of. .oure
Fadre. c 1475 Contin. Brut 602 pe Duke of Northfolke, pe
Erie of Warwyk, Lord Facounbryge, & Vieound Bowser.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill, 25 b, Fraunces lorde Louell
was then made Vicount Louell, and the kynge his cham-
berlain. Ibid., Hen. VIII, 190 The kyng .. created the

j

vicount Rochforth Earle of Wilshire,and the vicount Fitz-

j

water was created Earle of Sussex. 1628 Burton Anat.
Mel. (ed. 3) r. ii. in. xi, A Knight would be a Baronet, and

1 then a Lord, and then a vicount, and then an Earle. 1631

j

Milton Ep. M. Win. 3 The honour'd Wife of Winchester,
1 A Viscounts daughter, an Earls heir, a 1700 Evelyn Diary

17 Oct. 1664, 1 went with my Lord Visct. Comebury to Come-
bury in Oxfordshire. 1765 Blackstone Covtm. I. 385 All
degrees of honour are not of equal antiquity. Those now

' in use are dukes, marquesses, earls, viscounts, and barons.
1840 Fenny Cycl. XVII. 369/2 Peers of the Realm;. .the

,

persons who fall under this description are the dukes, mar-
quesses, earls, viscounts, and barons. 1882 Cussans Her.

: (1893) 180 The privilege of wearing Coronets was accorded
to Viscounts by James the First.

3. In Continental usage : The son or younger
brother of a count.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxviii, The postillion who

drove us [to Waterloo] was a Viscount, a son of some bank-
rupt Imperial General.

VlSCOUntcy (vsi'kauntsi). [f. prec. + -ct.]
The title, dignity, or rank of a viscount.
2868 Daily News 6 July, He exchanges a barony in the

peerage of Ireland, .for aviscountcy, the fourth order in the
peerage of the United Kingdom. 1884 L'f>ool Mercury 3
Mar. 51 Her Majesty has conferred the dignity of a vis-

county upon Sir Henry B. W. Brand. 1887 Twin Soul
1. xvi. 169 Neither Baronetcy nor Viscountcy rewarded his
zeal.

Viscountess (vsi-kauntes). [See Viscount
and -ess. So F. vicomtesse, It. viscontessa, Sp.
vizcondesa, Pg. viscondessa.']

1. The wife of a viscount ; a peeress of the fourth
order of nobility.

147S Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 134/1 Margaret Viscountesse Lisle,
wyfe of the said Henry Bodrugan, which isagrete estate of
this Reame. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. Ixi. 80 b/2 The
erle then sent letters.. desyrynge the kynge to suffre his
cosyn the vycountes to be in peas. x$zgAct 21 Hen. VIII,
c. 13. § 17 Any Chapeleyne of any Duches Marques Coun-
tesse Vyscountesse or Baronesse. 1578 Chr. Prayers in
Friv. Frayers (1851) 521 The Viscountess. Viscountesses I
do not spare ; For of them I have no care. 1643 Docg.
Lett. Pat. at O.vf, (1837) 377 A Lease made.. to the said
Viscountesse of parcell of the lands. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No.
2444/1 A Pursuivant, a Vicountess, Vicounts. 1728 Cham-
bers CycL s.v, Vicount, A Viscountess may have her Gown
bore up bya Woman, out of the Presence of her Superiors

;

and in their Presence by a Man. 1753 Gray Long Story
134 Why, what can the Viscountess mean? 1805 in A.
Duncan Nelson (1806) 333 His relict Lady Viscountess
Nelson. 1876 T._ Hardy Ethelberta (1890) 317 Rather dis-
appointed at this aspect of a viscountess's life. 1890
Froude Ld. Beaconsfield xiv. 211 Mrs. Disraeli became
Viscountess Beaconsfield.

2. A particular size of slate.

1878 D. C. Davies Slate <§• Slate Quarrying 136 Prin-
cesses . . Duchesses . . Marchionesses . . Countesses . . Viscoun-
tesses 18x9. .Ladies.

Viscountial, a. rare. [f. Viscount + -ial.]
= VlCONTIEL a,

t
1751 Lug. Gazetteer s.v. Lincoln, This city is a Co. of

itself, and has a viscountial jurisdiction for 20 m. round.

t Viscountry. Obs.-1
[-ST.] - next.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Westminster 11. (1662) 242 He
forgot that he was but Lord Verulam. A Viscountry that
began and ended in him dying issu'less.

Vrscountship. Also 7 vicount-. [f. Vis-
count + - ship.] The dignity of a viscount; a
viscountcy.
1611 [see Viscounty 2]. a 1647 Habington Surv. Worcs.

(Worcs. Hist. Soc.) I. 33 Concearninge the Devereuxes, in
whom are included the Earldome of Essex and vicount-
shyp of Hereford. 1651 Howell Venice 25 Crema was a
long time under the Vicountship of Milan untill the yeer
1405. 1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Love I. xii. 215 The
few years of his Viscountship.

Viscounty (vaikaunti). Also 6-7 vicountie,
8 -ty. [f. Viscount + -y. Cf. OF. vis-, viconle{i,
etc., F. vicomtt, It. viscontado, Sp. viz-, Pg. vis-
condado, and med.L. vicecomitatus.']

f 1. A viscount. Obsr1

1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 131/2 From
thense by iourneies he marched and went to Corke, being
met in the waie by the vicounties of Roch and Barrie, and
by sir Corman Mac Teege.
2. Hist. The office or jurisdiction of, the terri-

tory under the authority of, a viscount.
1611 Cotcr., Vice-conte, a vicountie, a vicountship. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Viscounty, the Territory of a Vis-
count ; a sort of Lordship, or Jurisdiction in France j as The
Viscounty of Turenne is very considerable. 1756 Nugent
Gr. Tour, France IV. 286 Caen has a provostship, a pre-

VISCUOUS.
sidial, a vicounty, an office of the finances of the admiralty,
and other royal tribunals. 1792 A. Young Trav. France 6
Mons. Colmar, a Jew, bought the seignory and estate, in-
cluding the viscounty of Amiens, of the Duke of Chaulnes.
1859 Jephson Brittany xviiL 288 The Viscounty of Dinan
- .became.. the heritage of a young lady. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876*) II. viii. 252 William was now at a
point in Neal's own viscounty, at no great distance from his
own castle. 1898 S. Evans Holy Graal 46 Five brothers
shared among them the viscounty of that city [Marseilles],
3. = Viscountcy.
1859 Lever Dav. Dunn lxxii,

( But the title?' The Vis-
county goes with the English property.' 1874 Dixon Two
Queens xvm. vii. III. 353 About the time when he received
the viscounty of Rochford. 1905 Westvi. Gaz. 9 Nov. 10/2
His Majesty has. .been pleased to confer the dignity of a
Viscounty upon Lord lveagh, K.T.
VisCOUS (vi-skas), a. Forms : 5-7 viscouse,

6 vyseous, 6- viscous ; 6 vys-, viscus. [a.
AF. viscous (Gower), or ad. L. viscosus (cf. Vis-
cose a.), {. viscnm (also viscus) mistletoe, bird-
lime made from mistletoe-berries. Cf.F. visqucux^
It., Sp., Pg. viscoso."]

L Of substances : Having a glutinous or gluey
character. Cf. Viscid a. 1.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 33 Senewis bi kynde ben neische
& viscouse. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 8b, Flewme,
..thycke, viscouse lyke byrdelymeand beuy. 1542 Boordr
Dyetary xii. (1870J 264 The whyte of an egge is viscus and
colde. 1547 — Brev. Health § 207 By eatynge of euyl &
vyscus meates & euyl drinkes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 721
The fruit is.. of a viscus or clammie substance. 1605
Timme Qnersit. 1. x. 39 He cast up from his stomacke all
impurity, tough and viscous. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1.

52 A Nut is an Egge glewed by some viscous matter to the
sides of the hair it sticks to. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1.

xviii. 120 Gossamere. .is nothing else but the viscous misty
vapour, furled up by the warm alteration of the Air. 1718
J. Chamberlay.ne Rclig. Philos. I. ix. § 3 A viscous Liquor
like Turpentine. 1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters I. 37 Some
sustain, that the Chaos.. was a mass of a certain kind or
viscous or mucous water. 1822 Imison Sci. $ Art \. 107
Water and Mercury may be considered as among the most
perfect fluids. Others as oil &c. are viscous or imperfect
fluids. 1859 VV. H. Gregory Egypt 11. 72 The rocky walls
were black and sticky, and seemed to sweat a thick, fatty,
viscous liquor. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 800 The
blood drawn during life is dark and viscous.
« trans/. 1899 A ilbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 158 Contact with
the abnormal surface sets up an immediate viscous meta-
morphosis of the platelets.

b. Physics. Imperfectly fluid ; intermediate
between solid and fluid; adhesively soft. Also
used with abstract sbs. (as state, etc.).

(a) 1847 Whewell///j/. Induct. Sci. (ed. 2) xvm. III. 683
The ice ofa glacier is. .supposed to be a plastic or viscous
mass. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 194 The edges of the
molten [lava] stream cooling and resisting the tension of
the still viscous centre. 1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra
Nev. xii. 261 The water converted into steam, blew up the
viscous rock in such forms as we find. 1880 Times 1 Dec.
10 His researches on tidal retardation from the action of a
satellite on a viscous planet.

(£) 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil. 223 The solid,
liquid, and aeriform state, to which, perhaps, ought to be
added the viscous, as a state intermediate between that of
solidity and fluidity. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. viii. (1856)
57 Forbes' beautifully simple views of a viscous movement.
1860 Tyndall Glac. 11. x vi. 3 1 1 The inquiry as to what Pro-
fessor Forbes really meant when he propounded the viscous
theory. 1863 — Heat ii. § 34. (1870) 36 The viscous charac-
ter of the space between the poles instantly disappears.

2. Jig. Adhesive, sticky.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxiii. §33. 100 These graue
solemne wittes. .haue more dignity then fcelicity: But in
some it is nature to bee somewhat viscouse and inwrapped,
and not easie to turne. 1660 in Harl. Misc. (1809) I. 276
Our magistracy and judicatures, .have, .been intrusted in
such viscous and birdlimed fingers.

3. Bot. Of leaves: = Viscid a. 2.

1712 tr. Fomet's Hist. Drugs I. 37 Leaves, like those of
Linseed, but . . more viscous. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot.
Gloss., Viscous,, .having a glutinous surface.

Hence Vi'scously adv.
1878 Abney Photogr. 55 Note if the collodion flows freely,

viscously, or lumpily.

Vi'SCOUSnesS. Now rare or Obs. [f.prec]
The quality of being viscous ; viscosity.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho., Soyle 28 It is an erronious opinion
to thinke that Marie . . is to be knowne from other moulds by
the fatttness, or viscousness thereof. 1612 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 238 The thicknesse and viscousnesse of

Sulphur. 1674 Grew Anat. PI., Disc. Mixture v. vi. §3
The very Cause of the said Viscousness of Phlegm, is

chiefly some great Acidity in the Blood. 1706 Stevens
Span. Diet.}, Viscosidad, Viscousness, Clamminess. 1757T.
Birch Hist. Royal Soc. IV. 256 Dr. Lister, .added, that

holly might turn [into stone] suddenly by reason of its

viscousness and tenacity.

tVi'SCUOUS, a. Obs. [Irreg. f. L. viscnm, -us

+ -ous.] Viscous.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 618 They testifie.. a re-

pletion of grosse, viscuous or slimy humours, and a great

perturbation of the spirits within. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v.

§ 2 (1643) 135 When the Exhalation by reason of the want
of viscuous matter is not enflamed. 1655 T. Vaughan
Euphrates 24 It is even so with the World, for it was origi-

nally made of a seed, ofa seminall viscuous Humidity or

Water. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1977, I expected Water,
but there was only a viscuous darkish Humour. 1706
London & Wise Retired Card'tier I. ii. 8 The coldest and
most viscuous Dungs or Soil, such as Cows-Dung. 1771
Encycl. Brit- II. 468 The albumen is a cold, viscuous,
white liquor in the egg.

Hence Vi'scuousness.



VISCUS.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxiii. (1658) 262 The solidness

and viscuousness of the substance will not permit it to evapo-
rate.

I Vi'SCUS
T
. Obs. rare, [app. a. L. viscus bird-

lime, glue.] A soft viscous substance or mass.

1643 J. Stkkr ir. Exp. Chyrutg. viii. 36 This following

Viscus. .incamateth all sorts of corrupt ulcers. 1673 Kay
Journ. Low C. 457 Snails taken alive shells and all, and
pounded in a mortar till they become a perfect pap or
viscus.

II ViscUS 2 (vi'sk^s). Anat. [L. viscus, usually

in pi. viscera Viscera.] One or other of the soft

internal organs of the body.
1718 Chambers Cycl., Liver, a large glandulous Viscus,

of a red sanguine Colour [etc.]. 1754-64 Smf.li.ik Midwif,
I. 144 A tension of the part ensues affecting the nerves of

that Viscus. 1771 Encycl. Brit. I. 238/1 It passes next be-

hind the liver, through the great sinus of that viscus. 1804
Abernethy Surg. Obs. 236, I felt the bladder, and could
puncture that viscus. 1839-47 Todd's Cycl. A fiat. III.

208/2 In other parts of the body they assume various
appearances peculiar to each viscus or organ. 1879 Spen-
cer Data Ethics iii. 33 Imperfection of any viscus, as
lungs, heart or liver.

trans/. 1829 T. Castle Introd. Bot. 260 Sap or lymph.,
must either be intermediately conveyed to some viscus
proper to give it elaboration, or immediately distributed
throughout the whole body of the plant.

Viadamme, obs. variant of Vidame.
Visdome, obs. Sc. form of Wisdom.

t Vise, sbl Obs- 1

[Cf. Vise v.] View, con-
templation, regard.
a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 66 Thus thys worlde bow moste

despyse, And holy vertues haue in vyse.

Vise, sb.'1 Coalmining. Also 7 weyse. [Of
obscure origin. Cf. Vkisk.] (See qnots.)
167a G. Sinclair Misc. Observ. Hydrostat. (1683) 281

That which the coal-hewers term the vise, or some of them
the weyse of the gae . . which in effect is . . but a dark vestige
of the dipp or rise, that the body which now constitutes the
gae, should have had naturally, if it had been perfected.

1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 13 Your conductor, with
the point of a pick, can open up a little of the vise or fissure

in the pavement. Ibid. 14 The mine has been made in the
vise or fissure of the slip. [See also Vestigia.] 1886 J.
Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 69 Veize, vecs, vise, the
line of fracture of a fault or hitch.

Vise, var. (now usually U.S.) of Vice sb.'1 (see

also sbA, etc.) ; obs. f. Visa ; obs. Sc. f. Wise sb.

(manner) ; obs. f. Wise a.

t Vise, v. Obs. Forms : 4-5 vise, 5 wyse, 5-6
vyse, 6 Sc. vyiss

}
wys. [Partly (1) aphetic f. of

ovist Advise v. or Devise v. : partly (2) a. OF.
(mod.F.) viser:—pop.L. *visare, f. vis-

t
ppl. stem

of L. videre to see. Cf. Vizv vX\
1. trans. To devise, contrive, make.

cx3«5 Song- of Yesterday 14 in E. E. P. (1862) 133 pis
dayasleefwe may be liht With alle be murbes bat men
may vise To reuele with bise buyrdes briht. a 1400-50
Alexander 4686 >e vise 30W bar-of [sc. gold] vessell for
vanyte & pride. Ibid. 5651 pe names of all be prouynces
& be places bat he was prince ouire . . ware visid all in versis
in variant letters.

2. refl. To bethink oneself (well or better) ; =
Advise z>. 5.
a 1330 Syr Degarre 542 Nou I schal vise me bette. c 137s

Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. {Cecite) 345 For-bi is gud 3e wyse £u
weile, or }e tyne al varldissele. a 1400-50 Alexander (D.) 751
pan ayres hym forth alexander & hys aynde takes . . .wysez
hym how he say wald or he aunswer jheldes. a 1500 in
Ratis Raving, etc. 81 Thar }ha is 3hai, thar nay is nay,
Thai wys thai in weill, ore at thai say. <xi568 4 This Wartdis
joy* in Bannatync MS. (Hunter. CI.) 202 Dreid God, do
weill ;..Seik weill at weill, and vyiss the voundir weil.

b. trans. To think of as useful or necessary.
a 1400-50 Alexander 126 pen takis to him tresour &

trusses in bangis . .And obire necessari notis as nedis to his
craftis, To sike salmary dangell as him self vyses,

3. To advise, counsel, direct (a person) ; = Ad-
vise v. 9.
a 15*9 Skelton Replyc. agst. Yng. Scoters 297 Therfore I

vyse you to forsake Of heresy the deuyllysshe scoles, a 1553
Udall Royster D. 1. iv. (Arb.) 26 Wcllmocke mucheof hir,
and keepe hir well I vise ye. 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle,
Horses (1600) 101 To trust all currant horse.coursers, I vise
thee to beware.

b. With clause as object ; ~ Advise v. 9 c.

1581 A. Hall Iliads. 08, I am content answerd the God,
but in your place I vise For better end, that Pallas she do
take the enterprise.

4. intr. To look on (something).
a 1400-50 Alexander 1539^ vestoure to vise on of violet

floures. Ibid, jg+s pan come a flijtir in of fowls as fast as
it dawid, To vise on as vowtres as vermeon hewid.

b. To reflect on ; to consider, contemplate.
1568 T. Howell Newe Sonets (1879) 118 Within whose

troubled head, such thronge of thoughts doth rise, That
now on this and then on that, I cease not oft to vise.

5. trans. To look at or regard attentively or
closely

; to observe, rare.
1550 Bale Eng. Votaries n. 88 She loked smothely

vpon him (the storye sayth) and he as gentyilye vysed her
agayne, a 1557 Abp. Parker Ps. cxix. 352 Inure my hart

;

I purpose yet all whole thy lawes to vyse.

Hence f Vised ///. a.
t
= Advised ///. a. 1

;

f Vi-sing vbl. sb.
t
advice, counsel.

c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. {Baptista) 496 Scho gluterit
hyme rycht ofte With wysing fare & wordis softe. 143s
Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 130 Yf thou wolte largely lyue .

.

thre thyngis thou moste beholde.. .The thyrde that ye can
be viside, and see the Services and Mentis of thy Subiectes,
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Vise, obs. Sc. var. Wise v. (to direct).

11 Vise (yi'z?), sb. [F. vise', pa. pple. of viser
to examine, view : see Vise v.] An entry or note
on a passport, certificate, or other official docu-
ment signifying that it has been examined and
found correct ; a formal official signature or entry
of this nature: = Visa.
1858 Hawthorne Fr. <* It. Note-bks. (1883) 36 The vist?

of a minister carries more weight than that of a consul.
1904 Times 26 Aug. 1 1/6 The.. system.. requires Consular
vise's and certificates for all exports to their country.

j| Vise (v/~z£l

), v. [See prec] trans. To put a
vise" on (a passport or other document) ; to en-

dorse or sign as correct and in due order.
1810 B. Silliman Jrnl. Trav. (1820) III. 33 This pass-

port had not been indorsed, ' vise'd ' as they termed it. 184a
Borrow Bible in Spain viii, An officer, .despatched a sol-

dier with me to the police office, that my passport might
be vise'ed. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 24 foreign vessels
are bound to have their ship papers visid by the. .Consu-
lar Agents. 189a tVationCX.Y.) 19 May 372/2 The in forma,
tion given to Intendente Viel, who visecd the cablegram.
trans/. 1854 'Tail's Mag. XXI. 166 The same ages vise'd

other poets who wrote worse, and better.

Viseire, obs. form of Vizier.

t Vi'Sely, adv. Obs.—1 [Aphetic f. of avisely
Advisedly adv.] Carefully, attentively, prudently.
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 278 pat be sotil amortasynge

of seculer lordischipis bat is don bi menene hondis in
fraude of be kyngis statute be visely enquyred.

t Vi'Sement. Obs. In 5-6 vyse-, vysment
(5 Sc. visa-, wys-). [Aphetic f. of avisement
Advisement, or directly a. OF. visement (rare) f.

viser Vise v!\ Consideration, deliberation, reflec-

tion, thought.
? 1414 26 Pol. Poems (1904) 58 Wib wit and vysement all

amende. Lete werk be witnes ;e can 3oure Crede. c : 440
Jacob''s Welt 170 pe ferst spanne muste be forthow3t in

thynkyng of bi synncs be-forn, wyth a full vysement, to
brynge hem to bi mynde. c 1500 Debate Carpenters Tools
25 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 80 Thou arte a fole in that case : For
thou spelces without vysment. 1535 W. Stewart Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) II. 353 And syne agane to him so said this king,
Without lang vysment in so grit ane thing, a 1568 Be
Orations Ground 85 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. CI.) 242
With vertewous vysement counsall gude reasoun.

fVi-senage. Obs.-1 [Of obscure origin.] A
term of abuse applied to a woman.
14. . Beryn 1012 'Go home, lewde visenage, bat evil must

bowetheP Quod Beryne to the damesell,& ganhir fray&
feer.

Visenomy, obs. variant of Visnomy.
Viser, v. rare. [a. F. viser : see Vise v.] trans.
m Vise v.

1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 105 At Tours, they re-

fused. .to viser our passports. 1905 Daily Chron. 3 July
5<'x The consulates are overwhelmed with applications to
viser passports for people going abroad.

Viser(e, obs. forms of Visor sb., Vizier.

fVi'Sern, sb. Obs. Iii^vy-, 5-6 viserne, 6

Sc. vis(s)ome (7 Sc. vizerne). [Altered form of
viser Visor sbA] A visor or vizard. AlsoyS^:
c 1400 Anturs of Arth. xxxu, Then he auaylet vppe his

viserne fro his ventalle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 402/1 A vyserne,
lan<a. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 30 b, Thus
the very sonne of God plucketh of the viserne from these
varlets. a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. iv. Wks. 1848 II. 406 For
I see the pure flock in no less daunger nor it hes bene at
ony time befoir, except that the Devill hes gottin a visserne
upon his face.

Hence fVi'sern v., f Vi'serned ///. a., = Vl-
sor v., Visored///. a.

1483 Cath. Angl. 402/1 To vyserne, larzare. a 1508
Rot.lock Serin. \x. Wks. (1849) I. 406 All ar visorned folk:

he cummis out, scho cummis out, all masked and disaguysed.

t Visevase. Obsr~l In 5 vyseuase. [a. obs.

Du. and Flem. vise-, viese-vase (Kilian ; W.FIem.
viezeveze) phantom; mod.Ou. has viezevaas, -zoaas

prank, trick, grimace.] A vain or empty matter.
1481 Caxton Reynard iv. (Arb.) 8 Now maketh kywaert

the hare a complaynt also, that thynketh me a vyseuase.

t Vi'Sgee. Obs. rare. Also 7 pi. vysgeis.
[app. ad. Sp. and Pg. fisga in the same sense.]

(See quot. 1620 and Fizgig 4.)

1593 Sir E. Drake Reznvcd {1628) 45 Such poore weapons
as they had : viz. a broken pointed Rapier, one old Visgee
and a rustic Caliuer: Iohn Drake took the Rapier, and..
Richard Allen the Visegee. 162s R. Hawkins / 'oy. S. Sea
42 The Dolphins and Bonito's are taken with certaine in-

struments of Iron, which we call Vysgeis, in forme of an
Eelespeare, but that the blades are round, and the poynts
like vnto the head of a broad Arrow.

Vishnu (vifn«). Also 7 Vistney, 8 Wistch-
nu, 8-9 Vishnoo, Vishnou. [Skr. Vishnu,
prob. f. the root visa, and meaning * all-pervader*

or 'worker' (Monier- Williams).] One of the
principal Hindu deities, holding the second place
in the great triad, but by his worshippers identified

with the supreme deity and regarded as the pre-

server of the world.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. fed. 2) 42 Hremaw..has

power to create all other creatures. Vistney has order
given to preserve them. 1763 Ohmk Hut. Mil. Trans.
Indostan I. 182 That identicalimage of the god Wi>tchnu,
which used to be worshipped by the god Brahma. fiTQo
Sir W. Jones Hymn to Ndrdyena Wks. 1799 VI. 368 The
evil beings, who are feigned to have sprung from the ears

of Vishnu, c 1791 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 516/1 Many

VISIBILITY.

of these enthusiasts will throw themselves in the way of the
chariots of Vishnou or Sheevah. c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood
Stories Ch. Catech. x. 72 At the foot of this tree was a
little stone figure of Vishnou (that is, one of this country's
gods). 1877 J. E. Carpknter tr. Tide's Hist. Retig. 147
In the cultus of Krishna the worship of Vishnu reaches its

climax.

Vishnuism (vi*Jn«|iz'm). [f. prec. + -ism.]

The worship of Vishnu.
1871 Alacaster Wheel ofLaw 250 Veneration of holy

foot-prints is not a peculiarly Buddhist idea, but is also found
in other religions, and particularly in Vishnuism. 1875 Sir
W. W. Huktkr in P. E. Roberts Life xlii. (1901) 238
Brahma-worship.. is a strange mixture of Vishnuism, Siva-
ism, and something much older. 188a Athenaeum 17 June
759/1 Prof. Weber's theory that Christianity shaped to a
certain extent Vishnuism.

Vishnuite (vi*Jn»j3it). [f. as prec. + -1TE.]

A worshipper of Vishnu ; an adherent of Vishnu-
ism. Also attrib. or as adj.

1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult. II. 364 A Vishnuite who has in-
advertently killed a monkey, .may expiate his offence by a
mock sacrifice. 1882 Athcnxum 17 June 758/3 The great
Cavaite and Vishnuite systems of more recent times.

Vishimvite (vi-Jnw,V3it). [f. as prec, with
v from the Skr. adj. vaishnavd belonging to

Vishnu.] = prec.
The form Vishnavite has had some currency.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 185/1 The Vtshnuvites are chiefly

found in the northern districts [of the Madias Presidency!.
1896 Mission. Herald \ lioston) Oct. 395 This evangelist.,
saw a Vishnuvite mendicant approaching., singing a Chris-
tian hymn. Ibid., He was singing them in place of his old
Vishnuvite hymns.

Visibility (vizibrliti). [ad. late L. vTsibili-

tdt-, visibilities (Tertull.), f. L. visibilisx see next
and -ity. So F. visibility (OF. visiblete), It. visi-

bility, Sp. visibilidad, Pg. •idade.']

1. The condition, state, or fact of being visible
;

visible character or quality ; capacity of being
seen (in general, or under special conditions).

a. Of the Church, a kingdom, etc.

1581 W. Fulks in Confer. 11.(1584) II ijb.Whatvisibililie
could there be in those daies.., when there was no face at
all of an outward Church? a i$gi H. Smith God's Arrow
(1593) Lj, And consequently visibility (which the Papists
make a marke ofthe Church) is no perpetuall marke thereof.

1619 Lynde Via Tuta Ep. Ded. 1 That the world may know,
it is no difficult matter for a mcane Lay-man to prooue the
ancient visibilitie of the Protestant profession, a 1662 Hey-
lin Laud (1668) 53 He maintained the constant and per-
petual visibility of the Church of Christ. 1667 Poole Dial.
bctw. Protest.

<J-
Papist 49 If Christ did indeed promise the

perpetual visibility of his Church. 1699 IIl'rnet S9 Art.
xix. 183 Another question may arise out of the first words of
this Article, concerning the Visibility of this Church. 184

1

Myers Cath. Th. iv. §29. 315 The visibility of the Theo-
cracy gradually grew fainter and fainter from the first

establishment of a visible monarchy. 1866 J. G. Murphy
Comm., Exod. xv. 18 The kingdom thus rising into visi-

bility never again disappears from the earth.

b. Of things in general.
16:4 Jackson Creed III. xxx. § 5 The actual visibility of

colours wholly depends upon the light as well for existence
as duration. 1651 IUxter Inf. Bapt. 74 Where there is not
so much as a seeming or visibility, there is no evidence.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 407 The Sun gives to things
not only their Visibility, but also their Generation. 1737
Whiston Joscphus, Hist. v. v. § 4 This gate had no doors,
for it represented the universal visibility of heaven. 177a
H. BARNES Pract. Cas. C. P. (ed. 2) 322 The Affidavits as
to Defendant's Visibility were fully answered, and his total

Absconding proved. 1794 G. Adams Aat. <y Exp. Philos.
III. xxv. 53 They considered the visibility of matter not a
necessary consequence of its creation. 1813 Shelley Q.
Mab vu. 13 note, But the God of Theologians is incapable
of local visibility. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 44 The visi-

bility of the effect depends on the distance of the object
from the object-glass. 1881 Procter Pant. S Stud. 35
The comet, .attracted more attention when it had passed
from view than, .during the brief period, of its vis!' Uity.

o. spec. The possibility of (a vessel, etc.) being

seen under the conditions of distance, light, at-

mosphere, etc., existing at a particular time;
hence conversely, the possibility of seeing, or the

range of vision, under such conditions.
Cf. Harbord Gloss. Navig. (1863), s.v. Weather notation.

1914 tr. Baudty's Naval Battle 265 The radius of visi-

bility must fix the maximum time allowable for final pre-

parations. 19x6 Sir J. Tellicoe Disp. 24 June, in Battle

of Jutland 62 The visibility early on 1st June (three to

four miles) was less than on 31st May.
2. With a and pi. A visible thing or object.

1618 Feltham Resolves tr. [i.] xcii. 269 St. Paul grants,

that they may know God, through the visibilities in his

Workes. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. til 9 The beati-

tude of that part which earth and visibilities too weakly
affect. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. i. § 1. 27 It

cannot be natural flesh, however altered in circumstance

and visibilities. i8«8 Carlvle Misc. (1857) I. 162 Mind, by

being modelled in Men's imaginations into a Shape, a \ la-

bility. 1843— Past * Pr. 11. xvi, The Highest God dwe lis

visible in that mystic unfathomable Visibility, which calls

itself 'I ' on the Larth.

fb. = Sight sb. 1 c. Obs.- 1

1775 Johnson in Boswell Life (1904) \ 634 Sir, I have seen

all the visibilities of Paris, and around it.

+ 3. Appearance, aspect, look. Obs. s

.669 Hunyan Holy Citie 114 'And the City lieth four

square \ . . Now both the City, Gates and Wall, were exactly

in their Visibility according to the Word.

f4. The faculty or power of seeing; the exercise

of this; sight, vision. Obs. rare.



VISIBILIZE.

1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Visibilitie, the abilitie or
powre of seeing. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. v. Wks. 1851 III.

120 Why tliey choose to live by custome and catalogue, or
as S. Paul saich by sight and visibility, rather then by faith.

1733 \V. Kllis Chiltern and I 'ale Farm, 42 The Fibers of
Corn or Trees. ., that in Clays and Loams have firm and
holding Bottoms, and will lie two or three Years to visibility.

Vi'Sibilize, vt rare— 1

, [f. next + -lzE.] reft.

To make visible.

1899 S. L. Wilson Theol. Mod. Lit. 243 Its spirit visibi-

lised and exemplified itself in priests, rabbis, scribes.

Visible (vi-zibT), a. and sb. Forms : 4 visi-

ble, 4-6 visyble, 5-6 vysyble, 4- visible (5
visibal, visebill, 6 viseible, Sc. vissabill). [a.

OF. visible (1 2th c. ; F. visible = Sp. visible, Yg.
visivcl, It. visibile), or ad. L. vlsibilis f. vis- ppl.

stem olviderc to see.]

A. adf, 1. Capable of being seen ; that by its

nature is an object of sight
;
perceptible by the

sense of sight.

(11340 Hampole Psalter ix. 1 Bot i sail loue be in all bi

werkis, and tell all bi wondirs : bat is bath bat ere sen &.

bat ere noght sene, visibiles & invisibils. Ibid, xxxiv. 3
Multiply vengaunce agayns my foes visibils & invisibils.

c 1383 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1911) 744 The sacrament of
be auteer which is \vhi3t & round visible & palpable. 1426
Audelay Poems (Percy Soc.) 22 Use vertuys, and leve
visibal vayne and vanete. 1483 Caxton Cato Cj b, One
onely god. .the whyche hath myght and preemynenceupon
alle thynges vysyble and unuysyble. C1532DU Wes Introd.
Fr. in Palsgr. 920 Colour is lyght incorporate in a body
visyble pure & dene. 15^0 COVERDALK tr. Calvin's Treat.
Sacram. Pref. A ij b, He was neuer visyble to the mortall
eye, and yet wyllthey make him appere at euerie knaues re-

queste that wyL.paye theyr . .shote. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. v. lviii. § 1 It was of necesskie that words, .should be
added vnto visible elements. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v.

ii, A humane soule made visible in life. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. x. 46 Put some eminent and visible mark upon
the Crest of their Helmets. 1667 Milton- P. L. 1. 62 Yet
from those flames No light, but rather darkness visible

Serv'd only to discover sights of woe. a 1721 Prior Ess.
Opinion P2 All Visible and Audible objects are properly
within their Connoissance. 1764 Reid Inquiry vi. § 8 The
mathematical consideration of visible figure, which we shall

call the geometry of visibles. 1803 Imison Set. $ Art I. 1

Some sorts of matter are visible, or capable of being seen.

1851 Robertson' Serm. Ser. iv. x (1876) 124 The visible
world presents a different aspect to each individual man.
1871 Tyndall F'ragm. Sci. (1879) I. ii. 46 The sun s invisible

rays far transcend the visible ones in heating power.
trans/. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. 1. ix. 36 Painters

who are the visible representee of things.. are not inculp-
able herein.

b. Of actions, processes, etc.

1560 Daus tr. Slcidane's Comm. 221 Of baptisme, which
they saye is a visible and an outward sygne. 1615 T. Adams
Two Sonnet 69 Onely service hath neither ease nor con-
cealment allotted to it, because it consists'ina visible action.

1653 W. Ramesey Astral. Restored 214 [It] denoteth such
accidents as are visible in this World. 1664 Jek. Taylor
Dissaas. Popery i. 5 This method is the best, the most cer-

tain, visible and tangible. 178a J. Brown View Nat. <y

Rev. Relt'g. IV. iii. 362 The Holy Ghost in a visible man-
ner descended upon him at baptism. 1878 Stewart &
Tait Unseen Univ. iii. § 114. 127 The conversion of visible

energy into heat.

c. Of associations, organizations, etc., spec, of
the Church (see Church sb. 4 c).

1590 R. Alison {title), A Plaine Confutation of a Treatise
of Brownisme, ..entitled, a Description of the Visible
Church. 1651 C Cartwright Cert. Rclig. 1. 109 For
Visibility, it is granted that ordinarily the Church is

visible, i.e. that there is a visible company of such as pro-
fesse the truth. 1691 G. Keith {title), The Presbyterian
and Independent Visible Churches in New England. 1739
Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 217 It pleased God to unite
Christians in communities or visible churches. 1841 Myers
Cat/i. Th, iv. § 29. 315 The first establishment of a visible
monarchy. 1839 Yeowell/4«c Brit. Ch. iv. (1847) 35 The
Christian Church was intended to be a visible Society.
1879 A. W. Haddan APost. Succession Ch. Eng. iv. 97
That the Church to which Christians are 'to be added 1

was a visible organized body upon earth.

d. Visible speech, the distinctive name of a sys-

tem of phonetic notation devised by A. Melville

Bell, consisting of characters or symbols intended
to represent the actual position of the vocal organs
in the production of speech-sounds ; also attrib.

1865 A. Melville Bell {title), Visible Speech : a new fact

demonstrated. 1883 Science I. 474/1 An important imme-
diate use might be made of a few of the Visible-speech
symbols. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 379/2 Each
letter of the Visible Speech Alphabet, .is a picture of the
vocal organs placed in the proper position for producing the
sound indicated.

f e. Similar or comparable in appearance to

something. Obs~l

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 290 Eke of her eyen be
lokys moste horible To a furneis the stremys wer visyble.

2. That may be mentally perceived or observed;

clearly or readily evident or perceptible ; apparent,

manifest, obvious.
In earlier use sometimes passing into the sense 'very

great, eminent, etc.'

a 1613 Sir T. Ovrrbury A Wife, etc. (1638) 95 His court-

ing language, visible bawdy jests. 167a Baxter Bag-'

shaw's Scand. ii. 16 His next subject.. is one of the visi-

blest lyes that ever I saw written by a man. 1676 D'Urfey
Mme. Fickle iv. ii, 'Tis above the common rate of wonders,

and doubtless portends some visible Calamity that threatens

the Nation. 17x0 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) VI. 597 The
majority being so visible, as at least two to one, they de-

clined insisting thereon. 1764 Harmek Observ. i. §15. 38
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There Is a visible opposition betwixt this account..and
those words of our Lord [etc.]. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 391 Whatever charms may
appear in . .the human figure, there is no visible reason why
it's physical effect should exert an influence over animals.

1835 T. Mitchell Acharn. of'Arisioph. 44s note, Avisible

decrease in the offences which had been previously com-
mitted. 1908 Animal Managem. 313 Pneumonia, .may.

.

arise without any visible cause.

fb. In the phr. it is visible followed by clause.

1693 Evei.vn De la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 38, I.. say,

That in case such a Place full of ill Earth, were too low,.,

it is visible that half the Expence would be sav'd. 171a

Swift Rem. Barrier Treaty 9 To which ifwe add the many
Towns since taken, [etc.].., it is visible what Forces the

State may be able to keep. 1716 Addison Freeholder
No. 32 P 2 It is visible that great Numbers of them have
of late eloped from their Allegiance. 1751 R. Paltock P.
IVilkins xix, (1883) 56/1 So that it was visible he could
never fly.

C. Of means, or revenue.

1779 Mirror No. 45 f 7 But all these things a man of
fashion cando, without possessing any visible revenue what-
ever. 1824 Act $ Ceo. IV, c. 83 § 24 Every Person wander-
ing abroad.. not having any visible Means of Subsistence.

.

shall be deemed a Rogue and Vagabond. 1895 S. R. Hole
TourA men'ca xv. 210 He ought to have been apprehended
as a vagrant having no visible means of support.

3. That can be seen under certain conditions, at

a certain time, or by a particular person ; in sight

;

open or exposed to sight or view.
Visible horizon : see Horizon i.

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 321 On this Mount he appeerd,
under this Tree Stood visible, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Jer,
li. jj Wks. 1686 II. 92 As for example, what would an eye
..signifie, if there were not light prepared to render things
visible thereto. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v. Horizon,
The Sensible or Visible Horizon, is that Circle which limits

our Sight. 1713 Steele English?/!. No. 55. 353 This elevated

Machine was visible to all the People. 1784 Cowper Task
mi. 232 Philosophic tube, That brings the planets home into

the eye Of observation, and discovers, else Not visible, his

family of worlds. 1812-16 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) II.

2S1 The disturbance of Jupiter might have so altered its

original orbit, as to render the Comet for a time visible from
the Earth, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 21 The whole glacier

was visible to us from its origin to its end. 1868 Eockyer
Elem. Astron. § 330 When a star is so situated that it is

just visible on the eastern horizon.

b. Comm. Of stocks or supply : Actually in

hand or to be seen.

1882 Times 22 Feb., If the statistics relating to the visible

supply of grain are to be trusted. 1891 Daily News 3 Dec.
2/3 Messrs. .. report deliveries of copper in England and
France last month as 2,095 tons in excess of the supplies,

and ' visible ' stocks are reduced accordingly.

4. Of persons : Capable of being seen or visited
;

accessible to others ; now esp., disposed or pre-

pared to be seen or visited, ' at home ' to visitors.

(Cf. F. visible.)

1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 224 Spreading from that House
to other Houses, by the visible unwary conversing with
those who were sick. 1772 H. Barnes Pract. Cos. C. P.
(ed. 2) 322 Objected, on tbe Part of Defendant, That he was
a publick visible Man, and Plaintiff had not endeavoured
to arrest him. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 11. i, A foreign signoris

with him—but to you be is of course visible. 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair lxvii, Jos wasn't up yet ; Becky not visible

(though she looked at them through the blinds). 1889

F. M. Crawford Sant' Ilario ix, He. .inquired ifhecould
see the princess. The porter replied that she was not visi-

ble, and that the prince had gone out.

b. Of a way of life ; Free from any conceal-

ment or mystery.
1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay vii, He has been pretty

steady in his attendance at the Bourse, and done well in a
quiet way, but his life has been visible and regular.

5. Visible direction, in Optics, the apparent direc-

tion in which an object is seen.

1829 Nat. Philos., Optics 42/2 (U.K.S.) These perpen-
diculars must all pass through one point, which may be
called the centre of visible direction.

B. sb. 1, A visible thing or entity. Chiefly

in pi.

1614 Jackson Creed 111. xxvii. § 5 Our bodily sight, which
sees diuers visibles all immediately, not one after, or by
another. 1650 H. More Observ. in Enthus. Tri., etc.

(1656) 77 For it is alike easie to see visibles without eyes, as
to see invisibles with eyes, a 1674 Traherne Poet. Wks.
(1903) 18 All that in visibles is good Or pure, or fair, or un-
accurst. 1721 R. Keith tr. T. a Kempis, SoliI. Soul xii.

200 When thou . . beholdest the visibles of this whole Crea-
tion. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. 248 That the
most charming woman on earth.. can excel the meanest
in the customary visibles only. 1871 W. H. Gillespie
Argt. Being <$ Attrib. Absolute One m. § 2 (ed. 5) 54
Narrow is their horizon : within it, themselves the only
visibles. 1872 Ibid. (ed. 6) 188 The things which are seen,
were not made of phenomenal visibles. 1895 Zancwill
Master in. i. 277 The flux of centuries, the visibles of Art,
the invisibles of Religion.

2. The visible, that which is visible, esp. the
visible world.
174a Young Nt. Th. vi. 246 The visible and present are

for brutes, A slender portion ! and a narrow bound ! 1836
J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iv. (1852) I02 In his operations in
the material universe, God has seen fit., to make known to
us the invisible by the visible. 1831 Mrs. Browning Casa
Guidi Wind. 1. 1159 The last chain-link By which he had
drawn from Nature s visible The fresh well-water.

Visibleness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The quality
of being visible ; visibility.

1581 W. Fulke in Confer. 11. (1584) I ij, There was a
time when visiblenes was no note of the Church. 1605 A.
Wotton Answ. Pop. Articles 14 We easily grant a per-

VISIGOTHIC.
petuall continuance of the church, though we denie a neces-
sity of visiblenesse. 1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 66 Also
visiblenesse, touchablenesse, which are inseparable. 1727
Bailey {vol. II). 1842 Manning Serm. (1848) I. xiv. 195
We have yet to regain the visibleness and consciousness of
unity. Ibid. xxvi. 392 There is an inwardness and a retire-
ment about it [i.e. the Church] even in its visibleness. 1890
Spectator 11 Jan. 45/2 The owners feel.. as if the visibleness
of their wealth constituted a danger.

Visibly (vi'zib'li), adv. Forms: 4-5 visibely,

5 visibilly, 5-6 vysybly, 6 visybly, 5- visibly

(7 visaiblie) ; also 5 visablelyche. [f. prec.

+ -ly '*.]

1. In a visible manner (f or form) ; so as to be
visible to the eye or sight.

Passing insensibly into next.

_
c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 522 pat same body and blood

invisibily, and not^ be same visibely. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xvii. 79 pai growe ilk a §ere visibilly, so bat be
smale waxez grete. C1420 Chron. Vilod. 2141 As bus vis-
ablelyche to hurre modur he dude aper. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofAlfonce xii, The goddesse Venus vysybly shewed
her self to me. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 124 b,

Somtyme as it were an aungell of lyght, somtyme visybly,
somtyme fantastically. 1591 Shaks. 'fivo Gent. 11. vii. 4 The
Table wherein all my thoughts are visibly Character'd and
engrau'd. 1612 W. Colson Gen. Tresuty Advt. A iij b,

The other faults escaped in printing, or figures not visibly
printed are .. corrected with the pen. 1617 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Obs. <* Trav.fr. Lond. to Hamburgh Wks.
(1630) in. 87/2 If it were possible that the hand of mortall
men.. could visibly set forth the magnificent glory of the
immortal Creator. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. vii. Wks. 1874 I.

145 A moral scheme of government then is visibly estab-
lished. 1781 Cowper Truth 390 Solyma's interior shrine,
Where .. Dwelt visibly the light-creating God. 1817
Shelley Rev. Islam xn. xxxiii. 6 Down that mighty
stream..The boat fled visibly—three nights and days. 1825
Scott Betrothed vi, The mouth visibly arranged itself into
a smile of inexpressible sweetness. 1857 W. K. Loftus
Trazu Chaldaea fy Susiana 270 Traces of which were still

visibly adhering to many of the tablets.

2. So as to be clearly evident, manifest, or per-

ceptible ; to an extent which can be (readily) seen

or 'observed; evidently, plainly; manifestly, ob-
viously.

1631 Gouge God's A rrows in. § 81. 337 God hath oft visibly
shewed himselfe by extraordinary meanes to fight for his.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § o The Envy. .was visibly
the cause of the Murther. 1690 Locke Hum. L'nd. 1. iii.

17 God, having. .made the Practice thereof, .visibly bene-
ficial to all, with whom the vertuous Man has to do. 1713
Berkeley Hylas <$ Phil. 1. Wks. 1871 I. 282 It being too
visibly absurd to hold that pain or pleasure can be in an
unperceiving Substance. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe)
278, I saw my Deliverance indeed visibly put into ray
Hands. 1839 James Louis XIV, III. 308 A war which
had been visibly overhanging them for more than two
years. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 400 The cardi-

nals were visibly afraid of the position which had been taken
by the French king. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander* At Bay iv,

Lambert was visibly relieved, and his daughter reflected her
father's mood.

f 3. By actual sight. Obs."1

1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 314 He cast anchor at
Saint Sebastian, beginning visiblie to finde, that the Hand
was no lesse fortified then had beene described vnto them.

Visie, var. Vizy Sc, Visier, var. Vizier.

tVisiere. Obsr~ In 5 vysiere. [a. OF.
visiere : see Visoii shy~\ A visor or vizard.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 226 Tofore the Sarasyns that were
on horsback they had ordeyned men on fote whyche had
vysieres counterfeyted all black & rede.

Visigoth (vi'zig^J)). [ad. late L. Visigotk-us,

usually in pi. Visigothi (late Gr. OviatyorOoi) ; the

contrast with Ostrogothi (Ostrogoth) has sug-

gested that the first element is to be taken as

meaning ' West \]
L A member of that branch of the Gothic race

which entered Roman territory towards the end of

the fourth century and subsequently established a

kingdom in Spain, overthrown by the Moors in

711-2 ; a "West-Goth. Chiefly in//.

1647 Cotterell Davila's Hist. France 1. 1. 4 The famous
incursions of. .the Visigoths,, .and the Longbeards. 1763
Smollett Trav. x, This amphitheatre [at Nismes] was
fortified as a citadel by the Visigoths. 1780 Encycl. Brit.

{ed. 2) V. 3349/2 The Romans distinguished the Goths into

two classes, the Ostrogoths and Visigoths. ..The Visigoths

settled in Spain in the time of the Emperor Honorius. 1841

W. Spalding Italy $ It. 1st. I. 106 The West Goths
(Visigoths), .were followed across the Alps in 405 by a new
army of the same nation. 1867 E. F. Bowden tr. Fathers

Desert 258 Julian was by birth a Visigoth, and had fallen

into slavery through the fortune of war. 1889 J. B. Bury
Hist. Later Rom. Emp. U. i. I. 64 The event which at

length brought him into contact with Stilicho was the rising

of the Visigoths.

2. tratisf. An uncivilized or barbarous person.

Cf. Goth 2.

1749 H. Walpoi.e Lett. (1846) II. 307 He.. had entirely

forgot what Visigoths his countrymen are. 1764 1-oote

Patron 11. 47 Sir Thomas. She [a careless housemaid]

merits impaling. Oh, the Hun ! Dactyl. The Vandal

!

All. The Visigoth.

Visigothic (vizigp*bik). [f. prec. + -IC.J Of

or belonging to the Visigoths.

1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. j) I. 496/1 With regard to the

alphabets derived from the Latin, the Lombardic relates to

the manuscripts of Italy; the Visigothic to those of Spain.

1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 278 Especially as regards

the Visigothic and Burgundian partitions. 1855 Kingslev

Westw. Ho! ix, He was an exceedingly tall and graceful
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personage, of that sangre azul which marked high Visi-
KOthic descent. 1884 Etuycl. Brit. XVII. 655/2 The money
of the Iberian Peninsula begins with the Visigothic series,
which consists of gold pieces.

Visinage, obs. form of Vicinage.

Vision (vijsn), si. Forms: 3-6 visioun, 4
-iun, -iowne, -eoun, vysyoun, 5 vysyoune, 5-6
Sc. wisioun

; 4-5 vysione, vyaycra, 5 vyssyon,
5-6 vyaion

; 4- vision (5 uision, visionne), 4-6
visyon (6 St. vesyne). [a. AF. visum, visioun,
OF. vision (= Sp. vision, It. visions), or ad. L.
vision-, visio sight, seeing, thing seen, f. vis-, ppl.
stem of viJere to see.]

1. Something which is apparently seen otherwise
than by ordinary sight ; esp. an appearance of a
prophetic or mystical character, or having the
nature of a revelation, siipernaturally presented to
the mind either in sleep or in an abnormal state.

Beatific vision : see Beatific a. b.
In early texts a vision cannot always be clearly separated

from avision.

ciioo S. ling. Leg. I, 52 Seint Edward cam al-so anight
ase in a visioun To an holi man bat here was neis. a 1300
Cursor M. 4454 Als bai lai in bat prisun, A-naght jwm mete
a vismn. 1338 K. Brunnic Chron. (1810) 65 Who so lakes
his hfe, & redis his vision, What vengeance ordeyned was
on Inglond to be don. c 1340 Hampole/V. Cons,: 4369 |'is
was bat Iohan saw in a vision Of hym bat semed be virgin
son. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 113 pat 3erc byfel he
secounde si3t and visioun of Daniel, of be aungel bat dely-
uerede be children out of be ouene. C1430 Lvdg. Mill
Poems (Percy Soc.) 98 This prophete..Be a visioune so
hevenly and divyne, Toke a chalice, c 1450 Mirk's Festial
17 When he had told be kyng of bys vysion, be kyng made
preche hit oner all be reme. 152S Pi/fr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 3 Theseruaunt of god Moyses had moost hye reuela-
cyons & visyons. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 65
Secrete teachers that fayned themselves to see visions, and
to have talke with God. 1584 Lyly Sappho iv. iii. 56, I
haue had many phantastical visions, for euen now slumb-
ring by your beddes side, mee thought I was shadowed with
a clowd. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 227 But behold an acci.
dent, which I rather thought at the first to haue bene a
vision, then (as I found it) reall. 1669 Dryuen Tyrannick
Love 1. i, Char. What did the Vision shew? Placid.. .ATown besieg'd

; and on the neighb'ring Plain Lay heaps of
visionary Souldicrs slain. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 159 r 8,
I then turned again to the Vision which I had been so long
contemplating. 1757 Gray Bard 107 Visions of glory,
spare my aching sight. 1801 I.eyden Mermaid xxvi, Like
one that from a fearful dream Awakes, . . Yet fears to find
the vision true, a 1859 De Quinciy Dream fugue Wks.
1897 XIII. 3t9 0n the ocean, ..the unknown lady from the
dreadful vision, and I myself are floating, i860 PuseyMm. Proph. 80 In the vision, God is understood to have
represented things to come, as a picture to the prophet's
mind.

b. Without article. (Cf. Avisio.v 3.)
13.. Scuyn Sages (\V.) 3Soo Als he layopon a nyght In a

drcme, than thoght him right That he was warned in visi.
owne [etc.]. ,. 1340 Hamtole Psalter lxxxviii. 19 When
bou sayd bat, bou spak in visyon, bat is, in pryue reucla.
cioiin til prophetls. C1420 Lyiig. Assembly o/Gods 1621 To
vndyrstand..the mater of Morpheus hys shewyng As he
hath the ledde aboute in vysyon. 1508 Kennedie Flyling
Ji. Dunbar 298 ?it of new tressone I can teH the tailis, That
cumis on nycht in visioun in my sleip. 1671 Milton P. R.
1. 256 Just Simeon and Prophetic Anna, warn'd By Vision!
found thee in the Temple. 1713 Pope Let. to Mrs. Coitpcr
26 Sept., Wks. 1769 IX. 431, 1 could wish you tried some-
thing in the descriptive way on any subject you please,
mixed with vision and moral. 173a Waterland Script,
rind in. 52 Upon the Foot of this Construction, it is sup.
posed, that Isaiah in prophetic Dream or Vision, heard God
speaking to him. 1813 Scott Kokeby 111. xix, Nor do I
boast the art renown'd, Vision and omen to expound. 1856
Stanley Sinai a, Pal. ii. (1858) 13a Such, not in vision, but
in the most certain reality, was that double view of Jeru-
salem from Mount Olivet.

C. A mental concept of a distinct or vivid kind
;

an object of mental contemplation, esp. of an
attractive or fantastic character ; a highly imagi-
native scheme or anticipation.

VS2S? Te" *"*• L'Ptrs E iv
>
In the sayde hypocriti-

call 1 hansel then, we see a certaine phantasticalf vision,
shewing that in forme which it hath not in trueth. 1668
Iempli Wks. (1720) II. 60, I wish some of his Visions may
not give it another Face than what it ought to receive
from the true present State of the Spanish Affairs. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 451 Upon the ship's tall side he stands,
possess d With visions prompted by intense desire. 1809
Campbell Gert. Wyom. 111. 5 And, in the visions of romantic
youth, What years of endless bliss are yet to (low. 1855
Poultry Chron. II. 582/2 Visions of success floated before
me all day. 187* \ eats Groruth Comm. 212 The Dutch
were not_ excited by those visions of American gold and
silver which had inflamed the imagination of the Spaniaids.
1876 Gladstone Glean. (1879) II. 314 The splendid visions
which his fancy shaped had taken possession of his mind.
d. A person seen in a dream or trance.
1611 Bibli Wild, xvii. 4 Sadde visions appeared vnto

themwith heauie countenances. 1667 Milton P. L. vm.
367 The vision bright, As with a smile more brightn'd, thus
reph d. 1697 Dryden /Eneid VII. 139 A more than mortal
sound Invades his ears; and thus the vision spoke. 1717De t oe Syit. Magic 1. iv. (1840) 105 AH . .failed not to askthe
vision how he should obtain his promised assistance in the
like cases of difficulty. 1817 Scon Haroldw. xi, And thou,
for so the Vision said, Must in thy Lord's repentance aid.

O. trans/. A person, scene, etc., of nnusnal
beauty. (Cf. Dream si* 3 b.)
1811 Scott Quentin D. xii, Dost thou think it makes thee

fit to De the husband of that !>eautiful vision ? 1896 Westm.
Gai. 30 Apr. 2/1 The big dining room is . . a vision of walnut
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and mahogany. iooi Daily Chron. 29 June 8/3 One girl
was a remarkable vision in a creamy white cloth Empire
oat.

2. The action or fact of seeing or contemplating
something not actually present to the eye; mysti-
cal or supernatural insight or foresight.
138a Wyclif i Sam. iii. 1 In tho dais was noon opyn visi-

oun. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 2512 pe same n>'3t bat seytit
Dunstone to Salesbury come, He saw by vysione alle

) at he saw here, it myche more, c 1491 Chast. Goddes
Chytd, Diva, The seconde kynde of vysion is callid
Spyrytual vysion or Imagynatyf. Ibid, D iv b, In >• thirde
vision yt is callid Intellectual. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Isaiah
xxviii. 7 Thei faile in vision: thei stomble in iudgenunt.
1594 Hooker Rates. Pol. 1. xi. 82 The first .. beginning
here with a weake apprehension of things not sene, endeth
with the intuitiue vision of God in the world to come. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vn. xxiii. 567 It
may be, that what the laborer reported, had happened vnto
him by imaginary vision. 1657 J. Watt Vina. Ch. Eng.
153 Ministers, .neither have vision to foretell, nor power to
confer, blessing. 1676 Dryden A urengzebe 1. i, If Love be
Vision, mine has all the Fire Which in first Dreams, young
Prophets does inspire, a 1745 Swift Th. on Var. Subj. Wks.
1745 VIII. 273 Vision is the art of seeing things invisible.
1836 Maccillivkay Trav. Humboldt i, iS That truths
faithfully extracted from the book of nature are alone cal-
culated to enlarge the sphere of mental vision. 1871 Farkar
Wiltt. Hist. iii. 97 It needed, let us say, the divine vision of
a Peter, and the inspired eloquence of a Paul, to burst the
intolerable yoke. 1899 W, R. 1 nge Chr. Mysticism i. 14
Ecstasy or vision begins when thought ceases, to our con-
sciousness, to proceed from ourselves.

3. The action of seeing with the bodily eye ; the
exercise of the ordinary faculty of sight, or the
faculty itself. Also trans/, (quot. 1S54).
C1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. D iva, The fyrst is callyd a

corporal vision be cause it is seen outwarde bi bodely eye
wittes. C1510 Moke Picas Wks. 20/2 Because that our
fehcitie is fulfilled in the vision and fruicion of the humani-
tieof Christ. ci6ooShaks. Sonn. cxiii, For it [sc. my eye]
no forme deliuers to the heart. . Nor his owne vision liquids
what it doth catch. 1644 Hammond Pract. Catech. 1. iii.

(1646) 14 Faith here is turned into Vision there. 1676 Hale
Contempt. 1. 71 A means whereby he might be restored, .to
blessedness and the vision of his Creator. 1704 Norris
Ideal World u, iii. 201 Vision in itself is the having or per-
ceivingan idea representatively material in consequence of
a certain impression made by light upon that expansion nf
the optick nerve which is at the bottom of the eye. 1718
J. Ciiamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) I. xii. § 25 Whether
he ever considered the manner how Vision is performed.
1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 58 The Distance of
the Eye and the Thickness of the Lines should, by previous
Trial, be suited to distinct Vision. 183a P.kkwster Nat.
Magic iii. 48 Even the vision of natural objects presents to
us insurmountable difficulties. 1854 — More Worlds xi.

180 The globular nebulas of Sir W. Herschel have dis-
appeared as globes under the sharp vision of Lord Rosse's
telescope. 1879 Harlan Eyesight iii. 31 To understand
anything of the physiology of vision, it is necessary to have
a general idea of the way in which images of objects are
formed by refracting surfaces.

b. An instance of seeing ; a look.
1855 U.uu Senses * Int. 11. iL § n With the blind the case

is different;.. their visions of the surfaces of all things are
visions of touch, a 1861 T. Woolner My Beauti/i.t'Lady,
Totting Bell ix, Our visions met, when pityingly she flung
Her passionate arms about me.

f4. A visage or vizard. Obs. rare.
In both instances perh. a misprint for visor.
x5^3 Homilies 11. Excess 0/Apparel Ggg iiij b. As thoughe

a vvyse, and a christian husband, should delyte to see his
wife in such paynted, and florished visions [1623 visages],
which common harlots mostly do vsc. a 1701 Sedley Ty-
rant o/Crete v. ii, Methinks, till this day the times had
Likewise a vision on, and look'd not with A true face before.

5. A thing actually seen ; an object of sight.
x6n Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 270 Ha' not you seene Camillo?

(But that's past doubt : you haue, . . For to a Vision so appar-
ant, Rumor Cannot be mute.)

6. attrid, and Comb.
f
as vision-field, machinery,

-monger ; vision-haunted
', -seeing, -struck adjs.

1708 Shaftesb. Charac. (17:1) I. 50 Whether the matter
of Apparition be true or false, the Symptoms are the same.

.

in the Person who is Vision-struck. 1718 Entertainerl)al.
Aiij, The Atheist and the Infidel. .are reinfore'd by the
Quaker, the Vision-monger and the Seeker. (.1823 Mrs.
Hemans Valkyriur Song, The Sea-king woke from the
troubled sleep Ufa vision-haunted night. 1827 Pusey Let. in
Liddon ££#(1893) I. vi. 131 A half-distracted, visionary and
vision-seeing mystic. 1880 Academy 3 July 7 Vision-field
contraction is illustrated by the case of a patient [etc. J. 1895
A. Nutt Voy. Bran I. x, 250 Early Christian literature
likewise supplies similar descriptions without employing the
Vision machinery.

Vision (vi*3on), v. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To show as in a vision ; to display to
the eye or mind. Also with out.

1594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav. WksjGrosart) V. 120 Euen as
the age of goates is knowen by the knots on their homes, so
think the anger of God apparently visioned or showne vnto
thee in the knitting of my browes. 1803 H. Martin Hel,n
o/Glenross III. 254 Should I return and behold the tomb
you have affectingly visioned. 1887 Rider HrtfrffcVir Sht
192 Mankind asks ever of the skies to vision out what lies

behind them.

b. To call up a vision of.

1903 Academy 25 Jan. 100/x Those eyes, that hair, vision
up Spanish princes.

2. To see as in a vision ; to bring before the eye
of the mind. Also withforth.
179S Southev Joan 0/Arc vm. 135 We in the morning

eyed the pleasant fields Visioo'd before, 1816 J. Wilson
City of Ptagut 11. L 63, I too am his brother, though his
face Was only visioo'd sweetly in my soul. 1B56 Kuskim

VISIONARY.
1 Mod. Paint. III. iv. iv. § 5 That we may be able to vision

forth the ministry of angels beside us. 1876 Meredith
Beauch. Career xxxiii, Gentlemen of an unpractised imagi-
native capacity cannot vision for themselves exactly what
they would.

3. intr. To take a view ; to look.
1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 6 U 14 that midway We

vision for new ground.

Visional (vi-^anal), a. [f. Vision sb. + -al.]
1. Connected or concerned with, relating to, based

upon, a vision or visions.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 35 Is not true and pure
dminitie according to the diuision of some learned, and
reuerant autors, either Expositiue, and Interpretatiue : or
else Visional!, and Propheticall ? 1644 Jessoi- Angel of
E/h. 8 In visionall speeches Daniel, .saith to Nebuchad-
nezzar [etc.]. 1668 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727)
574 That this Psalm was composed upon the vi>ional deli-

I

Deration of the defeat of that army. 1732 Watirland
Script. I'ind. in. 53 And therefore this visional Interpreta-
tion appears to be preferable to the other. Ibid. 78 So
much in Favour of the visional Construction. 1908 J. Orr
Resurrect. 7"wjviii. 214 May it not at least be possible to
show that the appearance of Jesus can be explained ..either
by subjective hallucinations, which is the older form of the
visional theory, or [etc.]?

2. Of the nature of, seen oroccuning in, forming
part of, a vision ; visionary, unreal.
1647 R. H. Trial $ Exam.Serm. by Haslewood 2 There

was no material 1 hous^ at all, nor any gate; unless he will
make the visionall ladder the gate or house. 1681 Fi.avel
Meth. Grace xxii. ^76 The teaching of God, and our hear-
ing and leaving of him, is not to be understood of any extra-
ordinary visional appearances. 1690 C Nesse (K $ A".

Test. I. 295 A leal and corporal combat not visional or
imaginary. 1708 Brit. Apolla No. 11. 1/1 We cannot.,
suppose, that Visional Representations wou'd be exhibited
to us under the Notion of Realities, a 1767 Boston Serm.
(1850)41 What sort of wrestling was it? and how could
worm Jacub prevail over an uncreated angel? Some make
it visional, and in a dream. 1827 G. S. Faber Sao. Cat.
Prophecy (1844) IL 70 The interpreting angel.. does not
superfluously enter into any description of the visional con-
flict beheld by Daniel. 1858 H. Bushkell Nat. t\ Supernat.
ii. (1864} 41 Some apparition or visional wonder.

3. Pertaining to sight ; visual. rare~ x
.

1790 Bystander 201 with an anient brand Ulysses de-
prived him of his only visional organ.

Hence Vi'sionally adv., as or in a vision.

1647 Tbai'p Comm. Rev. xi. 14 The second woe is past

:

Visional Iy past, not eventually. 01679 Poole Atinot..
Ezek. xxxvii. 1 The Spirit of God carrying him visionally
not corporally. 1708 Brit. Apdlo No. 11. 1/1 We esteem
the whole as Really, and not Visionally peiform'd. 1847
H. Miller Test, tiocks (1857) 169 'Ihe leason why the
drama of creation has he-en optically drsciibed seems to be,

that it was in reality visionally revealed.

Vi'Sionarily, adv. rare— 1

, [f. as next.] In

a vision ; visionally.

1677 Gn.riN Dtmonol. in. vi. 37 Nay how impossible is it,

to make that expression, .to agree to an imaginary Tempta-
tion, except we also say, that we are only tempted vUion-
arily and not really.

Vi sionariness. [t. next + -ness.]

1. The quality of being visionary in respect of

mind or views.
1809-10 Coleridge E"riend (cd. 3) III. 72 Visionariness

seems the tendency of the German; .. fanaticism of the
French. 1831 Blackzv. Mag. XXX. 104 The conceptive
faculty delights at limes in half-formed and hazy visionari-

ness. 1840 De QeiNCEY Style Wks. 1659 XI. 256 Books.

.

lalx>uring with the same two opposite defects., dulness from
absolute monotony, and visionariness from the aerial texture
of the speculations. 1880 Pateh Coleridge Wks. 1901 V.
83 A kind of languid visional iness, deep-seated in the very
constitution of the ' narcotist '.

2. The quality of l>eing visionary in respect of

reality, fulfilment, or practical value.

1817 Pjentham Pali, Reform. Introd.317 Annuality—with
all its wildness and visionariness. .would be far

! -ss intoler-

able. 1837 B.'aiktv. Mag. XLII. 98 He.. wrote instantly,

. .against the new alarmist, pledging his own hea<.' ;.pon the
visionariness of his alarms. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. i. 16
This project of a Universal Empire., may., justly be charged
with utter visionarim ss.

Visionary (vi-^onari), a. and sb. [f. Vision
sb. + -aby. Cf. F. visionnaire. It., Sp., Pg.
vist'onario.]

A. adj. 1. Able or accustomed to see visions

;

capable of receiving impressions, or obtaining

knowledge, by means of visions.

1651 HonBES Lcinath. in. xxxvi. 231 Such quarrells

amongst the Visionary Prophets. 1697 Dryden AKneid in.

576 Thus, many not succeeding, most upbraid The mad-
ness of the visionary maid, a 17a! Sheffield (Dk. Buckhni.)
Wks. (1753) I. 79 So visionary brains ascend the sky, While
on the ground entrane'd the wretches lie. 1771 Beattie
Minstr. 1. xxix, See, in the tear of the warm sunny shower

The visionary boy from shelter fly. 179a S. Rogers Pleas.

Mem. x. 161 What spells entrance my visionary mind. 1817

Scott Harold v. xvii, O, think upon the words of fear Spoke

by that visionary Seer. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Mouast.
Ord. (1863) 383 And as she grew up, she became a strange,

solitary, visionary child, to whom a unseen world had re-

vealed itself. 1883 F. Galton Hum. laculty (1910) 125

A large natural gift of the visionary faculty might become

characteristic. of certain families.

b. Given to fanciful and unpractical views;

having little regard to what is actual or possible;

speculative, dreamy.
17*7 Swift Let. E»g. TonpM Wks. 1755 1 1 . 1. 183 Supply-

ing our wants faster lhan the most visionary projector can

adjust his schemes. 1770 Bt'RKE Pres. Piscont. Wks 1841

I 124 Ha man happens not to succeed in such an enquiry,

M
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he will be thought weak and visionary. 1786-7 Bonny-
castle Astron. i. 17 We laugh at the absurdities of a
visionary pretender. 1817 W. Brougham in Pari. Deb. 29S
Mr. Spence, the visionary author of the new system, lived
20 years ago. 1827 Lyttoh Falkland l. 13, I grew by degrees
of a more thoughtful and visionary nature. 1902 W. L.
Mathieson Politics <$ Relig. Scot. I. iii. 100 Knox was no
visionary enthusiast.

2. Of the natnre of a vision ; presented or appre-
hended in a vision. Cf. Visional 2.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love xvi. (1700) 103 The sole Hymn
(except a Visionary one) I find recorded of the Celestial
Quire, was sung for a Blessing to Mankind. 1681 Diiyden
Abs. <$• Achit.

t
I, 656 Some things like Visionary flights ap-

pear
;
The Spirit caught him up, the Lord knows where, And

[etc.]. a 1701 Maumdrell Jourii. Jcrus. (1721) 80 Which,
ihey say, is the Mountain into which the Devil took
our Blessed Saviour, when he tempted him with that vision.
ary scene of all the Kingdoms and Glories of the World.
1710 Welton Suffer. Son 0/ God I. viii. 161 These Divine
I llapses of Revelation, which become Visionary in our Sleep.
1784 Cowper Task v. 400 There, like the visionary emblem
seen By him of Babylon, life stands a stump. 1838 Mrs.
Browning Seraphim 1. 205 One of those Whom the loving
Father chose, In visionary pomp to sweep O'er Judaea's
grassy places.

b. Seen only in a vision ; unreal, non-existent,
phantom, spectral.

1697 Dryden Mncid 11. 365, I wept to see the visionary
man, And, while my trance continued, thus began. 1700 —
Tkeod. <y Hon. 2S0 The hounds at nearer distance hoarsely
bayed; The Hunter close pursu'd the visionary Maid.
1715 Pope Odyss. x. 633 Sudden shall skim along the
dusky glades Thin airy shoals, and visionary shades. X781
Gibbon Decl. <y F. xxxviii. (1787) III. 610 The visionary
fabric melted into air. 1820 Lamb Elia 1. South-sea House,
The shade of some dead accountant, with visionary pen in
ear, would (lit by me, stiff as in life. 1852 Mrs. Stowk
Uncle Tom's C. xiv, There was not a corner or nook.,
where those fairy footsteps had not glided, and that vision-
ary golden head.. fleeted along. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
111. viii, By what visionary hands she was led along upon
that journey to escape from the Samaritan.

o. Connected with, or pertaining to, visions.
1727-46 Thomson Summer 556 Here frequent, at the

visionary hour, When musing midnight reigns, or silent
noon, Angelic harps are in full concert heard. 1775 Adair
Atner. Ind. 313 Having intimidated themselves apart from
the rest, with visionary notions. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
xxxi, Meanwhile, this mysterious visionary traffic had its
usual effect, in unsettling Miss Ashton's mind.

d. Disturbed by visions.

1807 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 49 When from a visionary
short repose, That nursed new cares and temper'd keener
woes, Columbus woke.

3. Existing in imagination only ; imaginary ; not
actual or real.

1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 246 Vanish'd are all the visionary I

joys. 1745 }. Mason Sel/Knowl. 1. xiv. (1853)105 Suffer not i

your Thoughts . . to give you a visionary Pleasure in the Pros- j

pect of what you have not the least Reason to hope. 1798
S.& Ht. Lkk Canterb. T. II. 308 So deep ahold had this.,
visionary delight taken on Emily, that the days hung heavily
with her. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 364 With
the consolidation of the supremacy, the apprehension of its

visionary evils recurred, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Kng.
xxiii. (1861) V. 11 The danger which seemed so terrible to
many honest friends of liberty he did not venture to pro-
nounce altogether visionary. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold.
Butterfly i, Thepower of the penniless twins was a shadowy
and visionary thing.

b. Of schemes, plans, etc : Incapable of being
carried out or realized

; purely ideal or speculative

;

fantastic, unpractical.
1727 Swift Modest Proposal Wks. 1755 II. 11. 67 Vain,

idle, visionary thoughts. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks
Swift (1752) 75 Amiserable example of an ill-spent life, fan-
tastic wit, visionary schemes, and female weakness. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. v. (1778) 1 1. 130 The crews of three
of his ships, .insisted on relinquishing the visionary project
of a desperate adventurer._ 1815 Stephens in Shazv's Gen.
Zool. IX. I. 77 Those [opinions! of the ancients appear to
lie either visionary or erroneous. 1834 Marryat /'. Simple
xlvi, These were wild and visionary notions, and with
little chance of ever arriving at any successful issue. 1855
Brewster Newton I. xi. 265 Kepler abandoned for a while
his visionary speculations. 1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Oct.
5/5 The quiet of the land is being disturbed to suit the
visionary theories of well.meaning but unpractical men.

c. Characterized by fantasy or imagination with-
out corresponding reality.

."777 J- Richardson Dissert. East. Nations 3 On this
visionary field, learned and pious men have disputed with
much want of temper. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe.I/j'i/. Udolpho
xxx, Emily sought to lose the sense of her own cares, in the
visionary scenes of the poet. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII.
lvi. 141 Lycurgus . . had not learnt, .to withdraw fromactive
life into a visionary world. 1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 223
If Louis Napoleon was going to be content with a visionar y
life [etcj. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. v.

•94 ( He] sought refuge from the hard facts of commonplace
life by retiring into a visionary world.

4. Pertaining to (physical or mental) vision.
1814 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. in It may be allowed me to

remember What visionary powers of eye and soul In youth
were mine.

B. si. 1. One who has visions ; one to whom
unknown or future things are revealed in visions.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Visionary, one that is sub.
ject to^ Dreams, silly Notions and extravagant Fancies ; a
fantastical Pretender to Visions and Revelations. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 56 r 3 One of their Countrymen de.
scended in a Vision to the great Repository of Souls. . . The
Visionary... arrived at length on the Confines of this World
of Spirits. 1778 T. Hartley Pre/. Swedenborg's' Heaven
tl Htll'f. xi, Of such honourable repute was the name Seer,
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or visionary, in those times. 1830 Scott Demonol. i. 6 It
becomes almost in vain to argue with the visionary against
the reality of his dream. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast.
Ord. (1863) 253 On one side kneels the visionary, with
features wan and worn. 1870 Baldw. Brown Eccl. Truth
262 Forms of perfect beautyand purity, of which the keenest
visionary has had but feeble dreams.
2. One who indulges in fantastic ideas or

schemes ; an unpractical speculator or enthusiast.
1702 Addison Dial. Medals i. (1726) 28 This science has

its visionaries as well as all others. 1796 H. Hunter tr.

!
St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. p. xii, We must therefore
respect the Man, even while we smile at the Visionary.
1834 Ht. Martineau Demerara x. 122 He had laid bis
accounts for being treated as a visionary, and for his own
plans being laughed at as absurd. 1868 Peard Water-
farm, xiv. 140 The agriculturist.. will not be deemed a

1
visionary, because he calculates on the coming harvest

I with certainty. 1880 Howells Undisc. Country v, He's a
visionary, but he's a good man.
Visioned (vi-^snd), ppl. a. [f. Vision si. or v.]
1. Seen in a vision.

1510 Clereville (title), The Copyeofthe letter folowynge
1

whiche specifyeth of >• greatest and meruelous visyoned
j

batayle that euer was sene.
1803 Scott Cadyow Castle xxix, Whose cheek is pale,

whose eyeballs glare, As one some vision'd sight that saw.
j

1807 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 19 Till vision'd ages, opening
1

on his eyes, Cheer'd his sad soul. 1838 Chalmers Introd.
Ess. Chr. De/. agst. In/idelity Wks. 1849 XIII. 298 The
battles of the faith against the dark and the visioned
spectres of geology. 1863 Ld. Lvtton Ring Amasis 11.

III. xui, As. .he pressed that solemn kiss upon the visioned
thing I could not see.

2. Associated with, arising from, a vision or
visions.

1817 Scott Harold vi. xii, Trembling at first, . . Had
Gunnar heard the vision'd tale. 1822 Beddoes Bride's
Trag. iv. iv, I dreamed and in that visioned agony
Twas whispered by strange voices [etc.]. 1853 Jeroan
Autobiog. III. 170 In her inmost abstract and visioned
moods.. she was the Poet. 1891 C. Dawson Avonmort
IV. 79 Braver from that visioned thought, I duty did and
duty sought.

3. Gifted with vision; havingthe power ofseeing
visions.

1813 Shelley Q. Mab 1. 68 The visioned poet in his dreams,
When silvery clouds float through the 'wildered brain. 1830
Moir Tmtier 0/ Ercildoune iv, Methinks the visioned bard
I see .. Piercing the mazy depths of Time. 1866 R. S.
Storrs Serm. in Bible Soc. Rec. Feb. (1894), Of such a
majestic teacher as Ezekiel, the visioned prophet, . . we know
almost nothing.

4. Full of visions.

1815 Shelley Alastor 682 The dream Of dark magician
in his visioned cave.

Visioner (vi-gsnaj). [f. Vision **.] One who
has visions ; a visionary.
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. 184 He should exalt his

Character by playing the Vissioner with a superannuated
Supenntendant. 1902 Fr. Thompson in Academy 12 April
378/ 1 1 he dreams .. He half made possible ; for that he was
Visioner of vision in a most sordid day.

Visionic (vigip'nik), a. rare. [f. Vision si.]

Of the nature of a vision.

1857 Tail's Mag. XXIV. 363 Which, if it does not assert,
yet strongly suggests, the visionic character of the revela-
tion of the creation to Moses,

Visioning (vi-^onin), vii. si. [f. Vision si.

or v.] The action or fact of seeing visions ; an
instance of this.

a 1835 Motherwell Poet. Wks. (1847) 35 But still the pre-
sent is o'ercast with visionings of yore. 1838 Mrs. Brown.
IMS Felicia Hemans vii, Such visionings have paled in
sight. 1843 Caelvle Past t, Pr. 11. viii. Such guessing,
visioning, dim perscrutation of the momentous future. 1880
W. Watson Princes Quest Poems (1892) 13 By potence
wrought of Mortal Visionings In that dark house of which
Sleep hath the Keys.

Visionist (vi-z,3nist). [f. Vision st.~\

1. One who has, or professes to have, visions ; a
professed visionary.

1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Proph. 43 The many gross fallacies
put, even upon wise men, by such frequent Visionists. 1666
Bp. S. Parker Free 4 Impart. Censure (1667) 66 We are
so far from attaining any certain and real knowledge of In-
corporeal Beings (of an acquaintance with which these
Visionists {sc. Platonists] do boast). 1700 Hickes Let. to
Pepys 19 June, P.'s Diary (Chandos) 696, I asked this ques-
Hon, to know. . whether these Second-Sight folks were Seers
or Visionists. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic iii. Wks. 1840 XII.
312 This Jacob Behemen.. was a kind of visionist. Hepre-
tended to see things invisible. 1809 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. XXVI II. 188 Joanna Southcott, a fanatical visionist
of the present day. 1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 185
The visionist had deeper thoughts and more concealed
feelings than these rhapsodical phantoms. 1877 J. A
Chalmers Li/e TiyoSogaxvm. (1878) 347 The third class is
that of dreamers or visionists, who discover the nature of
the disease.

2. One who supports the view that the Biblical
account of creation was revealed to the writer in
a vision or series of visions.
1888 A. Cave Inspir. 0. Test. iii. 129 A third class, the

Visionists, also maintain the literal character of the days
mentioned... In their view the days. .refer to. .the actual
days of the revelation of the creation.

Visionless jvl-sMilfe). a. [f. Vision si.]

1. Destitute of vision ; sightless, blind.
1820 Keats Hyperion 1. 243 Half.closed, and visionless

entire they seem'd Of all external things. 1848 Eliza Cook
Song /or Dog iv, Tis my Dog that I trust to, . . And he
ministers well to my visionless eyes. 1874 G. Macdonald
Malcolm IILxxii. 294 Her eyes rolled stupid and visionless.

VISIT.

2. Having no vision of unseen things ; devoid of
higher insight or inspiration.

1856 R S. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. x. ii. Notes 316
I heresa might, in the abstract, rale the visionless altitude
above the valley of vision. 1859 Bp. S. Wilberforce •*<£&•.
Ordination ix. 182 The hindrances to our delivering simply
our message may lead us to suppress or tamper with it until
we become visionless and dumb. 1891 N. Loraine Battle
of Belief1Z1 His cheerless, shoreless, visionless system of
negations.

Visionlike, adv. [f. Vision sb.] After the
manner of a vision.

i8a4 Miss L. M. Hawkins Annaline I. 78 As if some
thoughts had visionlike swept across her mind.

Visir(ate, obs. forms of Vizike(ate.

Visit (vi-zit), sb. Also 7 visite, visitt, vi-
sette, vizet. [ad. K. visite ( = It., Sp.,Pg. visila),

or f. Visit ».]

1. An act of visiting a person ; a friendly or
formal call upon, a shorter or longer stay with, a
person as a feature of social intercourse.
i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xtn. (1626) 274 To Nymphs

of Seas,. .She beares her vizets. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's
Lett. (vol. II) 228 You know well, I have appointed you
here a chamber, and that you are my debter of a visite,
now a whole year. 1648 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 94 To
. .undertake, .for a visitt to him by the Lord Jarmin (who
I beleeve visited none else there). i68z V'tess Campden
in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 56 My Lady
Skidmore and her lord was at Mr. Conisbys house upon a
visette. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 102 p 8 Like Ladies that
look upon their Watches after a long Visit. 1753 Scots
Mag. XV. 36/1 Guilty of that most atrocious crime, the
owing a visit. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 246 If
the monkey ventures to offer a visit of curiosity, the toucan
gives him such a welcome, that he . . is glad to escape.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair i, On the solemn occasions of
the visits of parents. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 April 754/1
To call twice in one week, under the pretence, .of a social
visit. 1907 Vemey Mem. I. 99 He is looking forward to
a visit from Ralph in the summer.
Jig. 1781 Cowper Table 7** 4x1 'Tisnot, .despondence and
dismay Will win her [sc. Mercy's] visits or engage her stay.

b. Freq. in the phrases to make, or pay (also

t give) a visit, to return a visit.

(a) 1644 T. Prujean Aurorata 11. Ej, Romeo.. going to
give her a visit meetes Tybalt her kinsman. 1674 Essex
Papers (Camden) I. 179 My Ld Shaftsbury did me y
honour ye other day to give me a visit. 1699 R.
L'Estrange Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 227 An Abbot gives a
Lady a visit. 1709-10 Steele Patter No. 128 P 7 He came
to give our Family a formal Visit.
(b) 1643 Caryl Expos, yob I . 636 There is no obligation

but that of love, to make a visit, a 1699 Lady Halkett
Autobiog. (Camden) 3, I doe nott remember that I made a
visitt to y" neerest neibour. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 124
P I, I went on Saturday last to make a Visit in the City.

'753 R Moor in World I. No. 11. 87 She made him a visit

of a month, and at his entreaty would have settled with
him for ever. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 224 Making
him a visit, I found him in the great hall. 1813 J. Simpson
Ricardo the Outlaw I. 241 She promised that in two years,
at longest, she would make them a visit. 1885 W. W.
Story Fiammetta 195 You promised you would make me
a visit in the autumn.

(c) 1654-66 Earl Orrery Earthen. (1676) 503 Surena, by
this visit, was in a few days able to pay me one, 1711
Steele Sped. No. 24 p 6 Let us pay Visits, but never see
one another. 1725 Be Foe Voy. round World (1840) 38
The Dutch captain came off in his shallop .. to pay his

visit to me. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 399 The visit paid,
with ecstasy we come, As from a seven years tiansporta-
tion, home. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 186/1. I quitted Oxford,
and paid a visit to a maiden lady dwelling in the Orange
Grove. 1855 Tennyson To Rev. F. D. Maurice xii, When
the wreath of March has blossom "d, .. Or later, pay one
visit here, For those are few we hold as dear.

fig. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vitl. 3 Where smiling spring its

earliest visit paid.
(d) 1677 Lady Chaworth in 12th Rip. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 37, I missed my nephew Anthony the other day
who Lady Shaftesbery sent to see me, and I am now going
to returne his visit. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to
Ctess Mar 10 March, 1 leturned my visits at three weeks'
end. 1766 [see Return v. 21 b).

c. trans/. A place to which one goes only as a

visitor.

1784 Cowper Task 1. 251 Society for me ! thou seeming
sweet, Be still a pleasing object in my view, My visit still,

but never mine abode.

d. An excursion to a place for the purpose of

sight-seeing ; a short or temporary stay at a place.

Also trans/, of animals or birds (cf. Visit v. 10 d).

1800 (title), Visits to the Aviary. For the instruction of

youth. 1839 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life III. vii.

97 There is an account of a visit to Lyme in Miss Austen's
exquisite * Persuasion '. i860 Clough Poems, etc. (1869) 1.

245 We had a visit to Fryston in Yorkshire, and after pass-

ing through the Highlands to Oban, made a three week's
stay in Morven. 187a K; skin Eors Clav. xxl 20, I spend
five hundred in Paris in the two visits 1 make there.

transf. 1831 T. Nuttall in Mem. Atner. Acao*. Arts <$•

Set. (1833) I. 101 Crossbills .. pay irregular visits to the

northern and middle States. 1843 Penny CycL XXV. 7/1
[The black-cap titmouse] probably extending its visits into

Mexico.

e. An occasion of going to a dentist, doctor, etc.,

for examination or treatment.

1884 Thompson Tumours oj Bladder 10 After two or three
visits [to a hospital], he took a sea voyage for his health.

1902 R. Bagot Donna Diana xxviii. 356 He felt that he
would far prefer a visit to the dentist to the interview before
him.



VISIT.

2. a. An instance of going to see, and assist or
comfort, persons in distress.

1709 {title), A charitable Visit to the Prisons, containing
counsel to those who are confined there. 1793 [R. Cecil]
{title), A Friendly Visit to the House of Mourning.

b. A call made by a clergyman as part of his

pastoral duties.

17*4 A. Shields Life % Remvick 114 No place did more
desire his frequent Visits than those that were most perse-
cuted for him. 17*7 Huriuon Funer. Serm. J. Ncsbit + x His
visits were generally short, but very agreeable, and useful.

O. A professional call made by a doctor on a
patient.

1719 Boyer Diet. Royal I. s.v., The visit of a Physitian,
or Surgeon. 1858 SimmondsZVc/. Trade, Visit, the atten-
dance of a surgeon or physician, inspector, etc. 1861 Flor.
Nightingale "Nursing 35 For a doctor,, to leave the patient
and communicate his opinion on the result of his visit..

within hearing. .of the patient [etc.]. 1890 J. W. Martin
Quest, if Ansiv. Nursing 92 To report anything that may
appear unusual to the Doctor at his next visit.

3. a. Surgical examination (of a wound), rare—1
.

1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont IV. 17, I am faint
after a visit to my wound.

b. An instance (or the action) of going to a
place, house, etc., for the purpose of inspection or
examination.
1787 Burns Let. to M. Chalmers Wks. (Globe) 352, I have

been at Dumfries, and at one visit more shall be decided
about a farm in that country. 1815 J. C. Hobhouse Sub-
stance Lett. (1816) I. 291 The Emperor, .examined the new
manufacture of Arms. . . Napoleon was accompanied only by
three officers when he made this visit. 1861 M. Pattjson
Ess.(iSSg) I. 48 Sir Thomas More made, as Chancellor, a
domiciliary visit in search of heretical books. 1897 J. S.
Kisley Law 0/ War m. viii. 265 {heading) The right of
visit and search. A belligerent has the right, .to visit and
search every merchant ship at sea in time of war.

f4. An occurrence of menstruation. 06s*
1633 }'• Brugis Vade Mecum (ed. 2) 112 Philonium Persi-

cum..is good against the overmuch flowing of womens
uaturatl visits. Ibid. 127 Myrrhe .. procureth womens
monthly visits. 17a! Bradley Phiios. Ace. Wks. Nat. 95
The Females of these have periodical Visits like Females of
the Human Race.

6. attrib, and Comb., as visit-day, -paying;
t viait-leg, a posture of politeness in paying a
visit (cf. Leg sb. 4).
1673 Wycherlev Cent. Dancing-Master 1 v. i, Blackamoor

{.teaching postures to M. de Paris). Now let me see you
make your visit-leg—thus, a 1717 Parnell Elegy to old
Beauty 29 With better Strength, on Visit-days she bears To
mount her fifty Flights of ample Stairs. 1849 Thackeray
in Scribner's Mag. I. 552/2, 1 have been most remiss in visit-

paying.

Visit (vi-zit), v. Forms : 3 uisiti, 3-4 visiten,
4-6 viayte, 4-7 visite (4 uisite, visitte, 5
vissite), 5- visit (4 wisit, 6 vizit, visyt), 5-7
visitt (5 visytt), 6-7 vissit

; 4 vysy ty, 4-6 vy-
syte (5 uysyte, vycyte), vyaite (4 uys-), 4
vysitte, 5 vysid, 5-6 vysit, vysyt

; 4-6 visote,
A-6viset (5 visa-, 6 visett), vyaet ^5 -ed, -ett,

6 -ette)
; 4-5 veaete (5 -ette, Sc. -eit), 5 vecyte,

vesyte, -ito; Sc. 5 weak, 6 veait. Also pa. I.

(north, and Sc.) 4-5 wisit, 5 vyaet, viaed
;
pa.

ppU. 4-5 visit, -yt, 5 -ide, 6 -itt. [ad. OF.
visiter (also mod.F., = Sp. and Pg. visitar, It.

visitare) or L. visitare to go to see, to inspect, etc.,

frequentative of visare, f. vis-, ppl. stem of vidcre
to see. In early use largely due to the frequent
use of visitare in passages of the Vulgate, from
which senses 1-7 are directly derived.]

I. L trans. Of the Deity : To come to (per-
sons) in order to comfort or benefit.
Sometimes parsing into senses 7 or 8, In Alexander 1964

used of pagan deities.

a iu5 A ncr. R. 1 54 Me ivint bet heo fluwen monne stur-
binge, & wenden bt ham one : & tet God visit ede ham &
fcef ham hore bonen. a 1300 Cursor M. 5789 Sai bam i sal
ham son visete, . . I sal bam bring vte of thain-hede. a 1325
Prose Psalter cv. (cvi.) 4 penche Lord, on vs in be wele-
hkand of by folk, and visit vs in f>yne helbe. 1340 Ayenb.
128 pet is bet uerste guixl bet be holy gost deb *° be sene-
?ere, huannehe him uisite|j. 138a Wyclif Jer. xv. 15 Lord,
recorde thou of me, and visite me, and dclyuere me fro them
that pursuen me. c 1411 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 914 God,
as him list, visitith folk, & smyt. ct^aAlph. 1 ales 269
Almighti God has* forsaken me, becauce He vissetfis not
me as He was wunt. 1535 Covekdale Ruth L 6 She had
herde..y*the Lorde had visited his people & geuen them I

bred. 1553 Primer in Lit. <V Doc. Ediv. VI (1844) 399 Visit
j

him, O Lord, as thou didst visit Peter's wife's mother, and
the captain's servant. 1645 Cakyl Expos. Job I. 636 When
God comes in kindness and love to do us good, he visiteth
us. 1676 Hals Contempt 1. 526 Hut art thou come, dear
Saviour? hath thy Love Thus made thee stoop, .and thus
thy self to dress In dust to visit Mortals? 1787 De Foe
Hist. Appar. i. (1840) 9 Thus Adam was frequently visitt-d

in Eden. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 743 For He . . Shall visit

earth in Mercy.
trans/. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory 4 Oh, haste, Visit

my low desire 1 Strengthen me, enlighten me 1

b. spec. (See quots.)
138a Wyclif Gem, xxi. 1 God forsothe vUitide Sara, and

fulhllide tiiat that he spak. And she conseyuede. (Simi-
larly in later versions.) 1390 Gower Com/. I. 190 The hihe
makere of nature Hire hath visited in a throwe, That it

was opeuliche knowe Sche was with cbilde be the king.

C. To come to (persons) in order to judge of

their state or condition. (Cf. sense 9.)
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138a Wyclif Kxod. iii. 16 Visytynge Y haue visitid ?ow,
and V haue seen alle thingis that haue fallun to 30W in
Egipte. 1645 Caryl Expos. Job I. 637 In this sense. Job
saith, that God visits man every morning, as a shepherd his
flock, lest airy should be hurt or straid.

f 2. To come to (persons) in order to observe
or examine conduct or disposition ; to make trial

of; to subject to test or scrutiny. Obs.
a ijooCursorM. 3105 (Cott.) Godd has be [Abraham] visi-

ted here to-dbi, hi dede in minnyngsal last ai. a i$z$Prose
Psalter xvi. 4 (xvii, 31, |'ou prouedest myll hert,and united
it on nijL Ibid. Iviii. 6 (lix. 5', }if enteut to uisiten al

folkesj ne haue bou nou^t mercy on alle bat wirchen
wickednes. 1383 Wyclif 'Job vii. 18 Thou vishist hym the
morntid.and feerli [1388 sudeynli] thou prouesthym. c 1450
tr. De Imitatione 11. ix. 51 Wherfore saip lob :

' Thou visit-

ist him by lyme, ..& sodenly |>ou preuest him'. 1535
Coverdale Job xxxi. 14 Uut seynge that God wil sytt in

judgment, what shal I do? And for so moch as he wil nedes
vyset me, what answere shal I geue him? 1645 Caryl
Expos, Job I. 637 The eye of God is alway upon us:., he
viviieth us so, that we can turn no way but he is with u-^.

1667 Milton P.L. xii. 48 But God who oft descends to visit
men Unseen, and through thir habitations walks To mark
thir doings.
absol. i6xi Bible Job xxxi. 14 What then shall I do, when

God riseth vp 1 and when hee visiteth, what shall I answere
him?

3. To inflict hurt, harm, or punishment upon (a
person) ; to deal severely or hardly with (persons
or things) ; f to cut off, cause to die.
138a Wyclif /so. xxvi. 14 Therfore thou hast visityd, and

to-fcrosedest hem, and lost al the mynde of hem. 1485 Ctrl'.

Leet Bk. 528 If your wisdomes. . woll please. .to chese me
. .
Recorder of your Citie, if God visite your Recorder that

nowe is. 1535 Covekdale Amos iii. 2 Tiierfore will I vyset
Vou in all youre wickednesses. 1541 Test. F.bor. (Surtees)
VI. 152 IJeinge visitt with the hande of God. 1594 T. B.
La Primaud. Er. Acad. \\. 312 Let vs alwayes looke to the
first cause of our affliction, and to God who visiteth vs iustly.
1611 Bible Autos iii. 14, I will also visile the altars of
Bethel, and the homes of the altar shall be cut off. 1645
Caryl E.xpos. Job I. 636 When God visits our bodies, our
estates, our families, or the kingdom where we live.

a 1770 Jortin Serm, (1771) I. iii. 5* We haue mentioned
several reasons why God doth not immediately visit the
disobedient. 1781 Cowflk E.ipost. 248 If vice receiv'd her
retribution due When we were visited, what hope for you ?

1788 Gibbon Decl. $ /'".xlviii. V. 67 Her life was spared by
the clemency of the emperor, but he visited the pomp and
treasures of her palace.

b. To afflict or distress with sickness, poverty,
or the like.

1424 Hek. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. 1. 100 Oure bel
Uncle of Exccstre, whom oure Lord now late visitid with
seknesse. c 1430 Lyug. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 127 Som
withe povert hym list to visite. 15*6 PUgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531)134!), Euerychyldethathereccyueth.hechastiseth
& visiteth with payne St. tribulacyon. 1581 Pettie Cuazzo's
Civ. Conv. I. (1586) 2 God.. hauing visited mee with a long,
and perchaunce a curelesse disease. 158a N. LlCHEFIELD tr.

Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. vii. 19 b, Before his departure
. .he ment to visit the town of Mousambick, and the duel-
lers therein, with some sufficient rcuenge. 1624 J. Usher
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 131 It pleased God to visite me
with a quartan. 1748 Smollett^. Random xxvu. His in-

dignation ought to be directed to Cot Almighty, who visited

his people with distempers. 1863 Boyd Graver Thoughts
52 Holy Scripture sets before us two men,, .each of whom
was visited with a thorn in the flesh to keep him down.

c. To deprive (^something. rare~ x
.

c 1585 E'aire Em in. iv, Good father, giue me leaue to sit

where I may not be disturbed, silh God hath visited me
both of my sight and hearing.

4. Of sickness, etc. : To come upon (a person or
persons), to assail or afflict. Kreq. in passive and
const, with or by.

C1340 Hampole /V. Consc. 1980 Als we suldtlkday beded
fele, And byde noght til be dede us vyset. 138a V/yclif
Numb. xvi. 29 If [there], .visyte them a veniaunce, witli the
which and other ben woned to be visytid, the Lorde hath
not sente me. a 1548 Hall Chron., /ten. I V, 95 The kvng
his father, so visited with sickenesse was not personable.
a 1578 I.iNOESAY(Pitscottie)CV»rt?«.6V<»/. tS.T.S.) I. 156 He
was hestelie vissitit with the heot feweris. 1596 Shaks.
/ Hen. IV, iv. i. 26, I would the state of time had first beene
whole, Ere he by sicknesse had beene visited. 1645 Caryl
Elxpos. Job I. 636 When a house hath the Plague,.. we
use to say, Such a house is visited. 1657 R. Ligon Bar-
boiloes (1673) 21 So grievously visited with the plague,
..that before a month., the living were hardly able to bury
the dead. 166a E. HooKKsin Extr. St. P. ret. Eriemts 11.

(1911)154 In the White Lyon pri>son.. about 33 of them
vissitted with sicknesse and ahi-h feever. 1717 Swift God's
Rev. agst. PunntngWVs. 1755 III. 1. 171 One Samuel an
Irishman, for his forward attempt to pun. -hath been visited
all his life after with bulls and blunders. 1754 Med. Observ.
(1776) I. 43 Being visited by .1 gentle attack [of gout] in
both feet^ 183a R. Sc J. Lander l.xped. Niger I. iii. 120
Since leaving Jenna, we have met an incredible number of
persons visited with the loss of one eye. 185s Poultry
Chron, III. 148/1 Some which were, .tended with constant
care, all died : and similar mortality has visited others also.
i860 Rogers Ague. <V Prices I, xxiii. 602 Cornwall must
have been more lightly visited with the Plague than most
English counties.

b. spec, in pass. Ilewitched.
i8ao Sporting Mag. VII. 101 On account of their stock

thus 'visited', as the term is, the infatuated peasantry
almost invariably have recourse to charms.
5. To punish or requite (wrongdoing). Also

const, with.
a tyti Prose Psalter Ixxxviii. (Ixxxix.) 32 Y shal uisite in

chasteing her wickednesses, and her synjes in veiigcaunce.
138a Wyu.if Erod. xxxii. 34 Y in the day of veniaunce
»ual visile this synue of hem. [Also Jer. xiv. 10, Lam. iv.
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22, etc. ; similarly in later versions.] 1535 Coverdale Jer.
xxiii. 2 Therlorc, now will 1 vyset the wickednes of youre
ymaginacions, saieth y* Lorde. 1833 I. Taylor E'anat.
li. 41 So jealous is Nature of her constitutions that she
rigorously visits every infringement of them. Ibid. 49
The instinct of Retribution or the %eheinent desire to see
wrong visited with punishmeut. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
iv. I. 496 What, he often said, could De more unjust, than to
visit speculations with penalties which ought to be reserved
for acts? 1879 Kroude Caesar xix. 310 Mild olTences were
visited with the loss of eyes or ears.

b. To avenge, or inflict punishment for (wrong-
doing) on or upon valso + ;"//, into) a person.
138a Wyclif Exod. xx. 3 Visitynge the wickidnts of fadris

in sones_ into the thriddc and the fertbe generacioun. —
Jer. xxiii. 2 Y shal vi.site vp on ?ow ihe malice of ^oure
studies. 1535 Coveruai.k Nu/ub. xiv. 18 The Lorde..
vysiteth the myszdede of the fathers vpon the children. 1595
Shaks. John 11. i. 179 Thy siones ate viniied in thi> poore
childe. J596 — Merch. I', in. v. 16 So tie sins of my
mother should be vi>ited vpon me. x6n Hidlk Jer. xxiii. 2

Heboid I will visite vpon you the euill of yuur doing-. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 955, I to that place Would speed before
ihcc,

. .That on my head all might be visited. 1813 Shellev
Q. Mab viii. 181 Which doubly visits on the tyrants' heads
The long- protracted fulness of their woe. 1831 Kkii.k
Serm. v. 1.184S) 118 Thus, reversing the Scripture rule most
unfairly, men visit the sins of the children on the fathers.

1866 (i. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neigkb. xiii. (1878) 266 He
visited the daughter's fault upon the sun.

c. To inflict (punishment) on one. tare.

1836 J. GiLHHKT Chr. Atoncm. ix. (1852) 292 It is said to

be of the essence of legal penalty to visit punishment on the
person of the offender.

0. absol. To take vengeance or inflict punish-
ment, f Also const, on or over.
138a Wyclif Isa. x. 12, I shal visite vpon the fruyt of the

giet doende herte of the king of Assur. Ibid, xxvii. 1 In
that dai viseten shal the Lord in liis harde swerd..vpon
leuyathan. 1609 Bible (Douay) Isa. xiii. n And I will

visite over the evils of the world, and against the impious
their iniquitie. 1840 De Quincey Essencs ill, When the
\ile>t outrages were offered by fureigners to their women,
probably they [sc. the Sicarii] ' visited ' fur such atrocities.

II. 7. To make a practice of going to (persons

in sickness or distress) in order to comfort or assist

them.
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 28 Kor bo luue of gode

wakie, go ine pelrimage, uisiti bepoure, and to sike. c 1315
Siiuremam 1. 1032 [To] Vysyty s>ke and prysone, And belpe
pouereat nede. c 1375 Lay Folks' Catcch. 1133 Whi schuld
venym or stynk letie vs to visite men in presun. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. v. 412, I visited neuere fieble men, lie

fettered fulke in puttes. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Peuy
Soc.) 68 Visite the pore, with intyre diligence, On al nedy
have thow compassioun. <: 1450 Mirk's Eestial 231 Heliie

|»c seke, and vysed bom bat be in prison. ( 1491 Chast
Goddes Chyld. 13 Also it isgood to visite seke folke that ben
holden goostly lyuers. 15*6 Tindaie Jas. i. 27 To vysit

the frendlcsse and widdowes in their ad versite. 1588 Miaks.
L. L. L. v. ii. 861 You shall this tweluemonth terme from
day to day, Visite the spcechlesse sicke. 1603— Meas./rr
M. 11. iii. 4 Bound by my charity,.. I come to visile the
afflicted spirits Here in the prison. 1687 J. Renwick in

A. Shields Li/e (1724) 219 Ye must visit the Sick and these

who are in Distress. 1795 Pai ey {title'
1

, The Clergyman's
Companion in Visiting the Sick. 186a Chambers' Encyct.
IV. 541/1 The deplorable condition of the female pri>oners

in Newgate attracted her [Klizabeth Fry's] attention, and
she resolved upon visiting them.
absol. a 1591 H. Smith It'ks. (1S67) II. 22 The devil goeth

a-visiting, he will teach the sick how they shall recover

their health.

b. Similarly with reference to individual cases.

.7 1300 Cursor M. 16013 Til 'us felaus he yede He went
him for to wisit bairn, for bar-of had bai nede. 1303 R.
Brunne Handl. Synne 438S He lay yn hys bedde long
Sone aftyr betydde a lylte pe kyng come, hym to vysyte.

13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 1138 He let of-sendc. . Hise neye.
boms him to visite, And told..Hou his deth was comen
him on. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 50 pere sh?.' no brobir

ne sister sene othir in prison, [but] |at lie shal comyn and
vesyten hym and comfordyn hym. 1530 Palsgh >tio/i It i*

an almesse dede to visyte the poore man, he hath ben long
sycke. a 1533 Ld. Burners Huon I. 167 It pleaseth me well

that this caytyue Huon, who enduieth myche payne, be

vysytyd by thee. 1548 9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Vis.

Sickt
If the person visited bee very sicke, then the curate

may^ end his exhortacion at this place. 1607 Shaks. Cor.

I. iii. 85 Come, you must go visit the good Lady that lies in.

1645 Caryl Expos. Job I. 636 Christ pronounceth the bless-

ing on them who, when he was in prison, visited him.
171a N. SriNCKES {title), The Sick Man Visitedt and fur-

ubad with Instructions, Meditations, and Prayers. 1808

Mrs. E. Hamilton Cottagers o/Gtettburnie x,Tht minis-

ter.had been sent for., to visit a sick parishioner.

8. To go to see (a person) in a friendly or soci-

able manner ; to call upon as an act of friendliness

or politeness, or for some special purpose ; also,

to stay with for a short time as a guest.

13. . Arth. .\ Merlin 701 Biside ber woned an ermite, fat

bider com, bis [-these] to visite. 13.. Guy U'arw.lA.)

4450 Wbende ichil in-tomi cunire, Mine frendes to visile &
to se. 1187 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 325 pat tyme

whanne Muyses visited his brebcren in be lond of lessen, be

slow; a man of be Egipcians. ^1400 Maundev.(i839) v. 39

And whan the Soudan wille, he may go visite him. 141110

Lydg. Chron. Troy ill. 3764 Hector in herte caujte an appe-

tite pe same dayGrekiS to vesite. 1474 Caxtom Chesse

II. iv. (1883)47 The knyght enulphus which cam the same

nyght with his souyer for M MM til lord, a 1548 Ham
Chron., Kkh. Ill, 46 As though he had gone »^retely

to visile a familiar frende of his. 1580 K, Knh.iii 1 rial

Truth To Chr Rdr., A friend of mync vuiting me at my
chamber, and finding me so solitary exercised [etcj. 1656

Ea«l Monm. tr. BnaatinCs Pol. Touchstone (1674 ' 208 This

Duke visited.. Pio^pero Colouna, of whom he was received
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ivith all sorts of Honour. 1676 Lady Chaworth in 11th

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. ng Lady Cleaveland is not,

they say, much satisfied in France because the greatest

ladies doe not visit her. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 61 He's too lazy and proud to visit common
Sailors. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. ix, Who, though
some overnice ladies will not be seen with her, is visited (as

they term it) by the whole town. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe
Italian xxvi, Vivaldi was visited in ins prison by a man
whom he had never consciously seen before. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xlvii, Had he not been so great a

Prince very few possibly would have visited him. i860

Warter Sea-board II. 461 How many of the friends I was
on my way to visit are no more seen I 1870 Dickens E.
Droodvii, He comes here visiting his relation, Mr. Jasper.

fig- *59* Shaks. Two Genii 1. i. 60 Let me heare from

thee by Letters.. And I likewise will visite thee with mine.

1683 Pennsylv. Archives I. 72, I have long promised my-
self to visit thee wth a Letter.

+ b. To have cohabitation with (one of the

opposite sex). Obs. rare.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10820 Now the maner was most of bo
mylde wemen, Thre mones with mirthe bo men for to viset.

1553 Eden Treat. Ncwe Ind. (Arb.) 24 The men are accus-

tomed to vysyte the women once in the yeare.

c. Of a medical man : To attend (a patient)

professionally.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholafs Voy. in. xit. 93 [The
physician] is bound to visite him foure times a daye, vntill

suche time as he haue recouered his health. 1607 Peelers

Jests 7 The gentlewoman., sent one of the men to desire the
|

Doctor to come and visit her Husband. 1707 Floyer
Physic. Pulse-Watch 253 The Physicians themselves in

China are Apothecaries, and when they Visit their Patients,

they carry a Servant loaded with their Medicines. 1728
Chamijeks Cycl. s.v. Physician^ Clinical Physicians were
those who visited their Patients a-bed, to examine their

Cases. 1768 Med. Observ. (1772) IV. 5 About four o'clock

I visited her again, and found that the vomiting had ceased.

1800 Med.JrnlAU. 409 The District, in which the Patients

of the Finsbury Dispensary are visited. 1840 Penny Cycl.

XVIII. 133/ r For visiting a patient out of his own city he

[Petrus de Abano] charged.. about six pounds per day.

i836 in Brit. Med. Jrnl. (1887) 486/1 In cases of urgent

necessity, patients will be visited at their own houses.

d. trans/. Togo to (a person, etc.) with hostile

intentions.

a 1533 La Berners Huon Iviit, 196 Syr, cause your men
too be armed, and let vs go vysyte the Admyrall Galaffer.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. iv. 37 For if Lord Percy
thriue not, ere the King Dismisse his power, he meanes
to visit vs. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. in. i, Before I

touch The banks of rest, my ghost shall visite her. 1607

Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 148 Set downe. . thine own waies, Whether
to knocke against the Gates of Rome, Or rudely visit them
in parts remote.

e. absoL To make a call or calls; to pay calls;

to maintain friendly or social intercourse by this

means ; also, to spend a short time with one as a

guest ; to pay visits of this kind.
In the first quot. app. ' to go canvassing'.

1626 Meade in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 230 Hereupon
on Tuesday morning, .some durst be so bold as to visitt for

the contrary in publick. 1645 Caryl Expos. Job I. 636 It

is.. more extraordinary to visit in a morning, and most,

early in the morning. 1711 Steele Sped.
_
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They are qualify\1 rather to add to the Furniture of the

House (by filling an empty Chair) than to the Conversa-
tion they come into when they visit. 1753 Miss Collier
Art Torment. 1. ii. (1811) 54 Unless, .she happens to receive

any particular address from the young gentlemen who visit

at your house. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 546, I

found myself very sad, and lonely,, .so all my kindred made
it a point to have me avisitingamongthem. 1826 Disraeli
Viv. Grey 1. vii, Busied with his studies, and professing ' not

to visit '. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xiii, Her
ladyship knows my address, having visited here. 1894 L.

Alma-Tadema Wings 0/Icarus 41 A spinster., who spends

her life visiting from place to place.

[fig* '837 Dickens Pickw. xxii, You rayther want some-

body to look arter you, sir, wen your judgment goes a
wisitin'.

9. To go to look at (f or explore) ; to inspect or

examine; to look into or see to (something) ; in

later use esp. to examine (vessels, goods, baggage,

etc.) officially.

Rarely with clause as object, aa in Milton P. L. vm. 45.

13.. K. Atis.60%1 (Laud MS.), Whan hij han rested a

lyte, pe lande hij wenden to visite. Hij founden narewe
pabes, & li^tt fen. 13. . Coer de L. 645 Thus they vysyted

the Holy Land How they myght Wynne it to her hand.

1338 R. Brvhnz Chron. (1810)4 Pe kyng Inegart crie Home
foito wend to childe & to wife, To visitte ber londes, to

solace ber life. 1388 Wyclif Job v. 24 And thou visitynge

thi fairoesse [gloss, that is, biholding thi prosperite] schalt

not do synne. 14. . Tretyce in W. ofHenley's Husb. (1890)

58 Loke bat ye viset your bynges wisely & often . . also loke

you visite often tymis your servauntes. 1474 Caxton Chesse

111. iii. (1883) 94 Also ought they to rede visite and to knowe
the statutes, .of the contre. C1500 Melusine xxi. i39There
he made come., all the Captayns & chieftayns. .to behold

& vysyte theire barneys, yf eny thing wanted. 1514 Bar-

clay Cyt. .y Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 8 Faustus, aryse thou

out of thy lyttre hote, Go se and vysyte our wethers in the

cote. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. 5 When they had thorowly

visyted my said two bokes. 1583 T. Washington tr. Nicho-
\

lay's Voy, 1. xix. 21b, Visiting afterwards theyr teeth and
eyes, as though they had been horses. 1601 MountjoyZ^.
to Cecil 13 Nov., in Moryson /tin. (1617) n. 157 It groweth

now about foure a clocke in the morning at which time I

lightly chuse to visit our Guards my selfe. 1654 Bramhall
Just Vind. vii. (1661) 199 All Bulls and Missives which

come from Rome to France are to be seen and visited, to

try if there be nothing in them prejudicial [etc.]. 1687 A.

Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. I. 182 We were introduced

into the City by the Trucheman of the Convent, who came

with a Turk belonging to the Basha, that visited our Bag.

gage. 1730 T. Boston Mem.\\\\. (1899) 161 The synod-book
was once a year to be filled up for the General Assembly
to visit it. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 6S5/1 That no British

Vessels shall be visited or molested., by the Judges of Con-
traband. 177a Regul. It. M. Service at Sea 17 A Captain

. .is immediately to rep:dr on board, and visit her through-

out, in Company with his Officers. 1778 Orme Hist. Milit.

Trans. Indostan vi. II. 21 A passport, or dustuck.. .should

exempt the goods it specified from being visited or stopped

by the officers. 1822 Shelley Fragm. Unfin. Drama 155,

I rose, and went, Visiting my flowers from pot to pot. 1897

[see Visit sb. 3 b].

b. spec. To go to (an institution) for the pur-

pose of seeing that everything is in due order ; to

exercise a periodic surveillance or supervision over,

or make a special investigation into (manage-

ment or conduct).
C1325 Poem Times Edw. II (Percy Soc.) x, The erche-

deknes that beth sworn To visite holy cherche, . .welle be-

gynne Febleche to wyrche. 1533-4 Act-2$Hen. VlII,c.zx

§ 14 Provyded alway that the seid Archebisshopp of Can-
terburye. .shall have noo power or auctoriticto vysite or

vexe any Monasteries. 1535 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries
(Camden)76 Whan I have visite hys see, this nyght I wilbe

at Feversham Abbay. 1558 Br. Watson 7 Sacram. 148

Bishoppes haue power, .to call synodes, .to visit theyr dio-

cesanes. a 1578 LiNDESAY(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I.

159 The said Bischope went towissit eweriekirk withtin his

diosie four tymes in the ;eir. 1640 in J. Campbell Bal-

merino <y Abbey in. iii. ( 1S67) 191 The Presbyterie of Cupar
did visitt the kirk. 1690 Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 334
Jonathan Trelawney, bishop of Exon visited Exeter Col-

lege July 26. Dr. Arthur Bury, the rector, expelled. 1726

Ayliffk Parergon 96 The Bishop ought to visit his Diocess

every Year in his own Person. 1849 Macaulay Hist.Eug.
vi. II. 91 To appoint a commission with power to visit and
govern the Church of England. 1868 J. H. Blunt Rcfi
Ch. Eng, I. 52 A faculty empowering Wolsey to visit those

English monasteries.
absoL 1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serm. xiii. 217 His orderly

proceeding appeareth in this, that he first visited and then

reformed. 1621 Baynes Diocesan's Tryalt Pref. A 2 b,

When Arch. Bancroft sent M. Harsenet to Visite as they

call it, that is.. to suppresse those that are not friends to

the Bishops Kingdome. 1691 Case ofExeter Coll. 46 This

is every whit as rational, as that a Bishop, being a Visitor

of a College, Sec. should take his Episcopal Authority along

with him when he goes to Visit. 1713 Gibson Codex xlii.

viii. 1009/1 To enable Archdeacons to Visit with greater

Authority and Effect. 1721 in Cath. Rec.Soc. Publ. VIII.

304 The said Lord Arch- Bishop . . may visit once every year

conformable to the Rule.

-be. To examine medically. Obs.

1484 Caxton Fables ofA/foncei, When the medecynshad
sene and vysyted hym. .they sayd that he had no bodyly
sekeness. £1500 Melusine xxxvi. 288 Your woundes and
soores must be vysyted and ouersene. a 1533 Ln. Berners
Iluon. x. 28 He sent for his surgens, causyng them to

serche his wounde;..and when they hadde well vysytyd

the wounde, they sayde [etc.].

10. To go to (a temple, shrine, etc.) for the

purpose of worship or as a religious duty.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi. 8 pat i see be will of lord

& visite his tempile. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII.

53 Whan Kyng Henry had i-visited mekeliche Thomas be

martires tombe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3094 per was a lady

dwellyng in bat abbay pat wold vysed hurre tombe everyche

day. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 233, I pray you voysyt the

Rood of Northedorand Seynt Savyour,. .and lat my sustyr

Margery goo with yow to pray to them, c 148a J. Kay tr.

Caoursins Siege of Rliodes (1870) r xi Hys entente., was:

to uysyte deuoutely the blessed and holy sepulchre, .in

Jerusalem. 1509 Br. Fisher Funeral Serm. C'tess Rich-

mond Wks. (1876) 300 Her Iegges and fete [had been occu-

pied] in vysytynge the aulters and other holy places, a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon lx. 209 We are goynge a pylgremage.

.

to vysyt the holy sepulcure. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage

(1614) 614 In Thagia is visited the Sepulchre of a holy man.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 792 His Mother's Precepts

he performs with Care ; The Temples visits, and adores

with Pray'r. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Seputcher,
_
The

Eastern Pilgrimages are all made with Design to visit the

Holy Sepulcher. 1825 Scott Betrothed xxxii, The pilgrim

. .carried a palm branch in his hand, to shew he had visited

the Holy Land. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 02/1 Chinese

converts [to Buddhism] . . came to visit the holy places and
to collect the sacred books.

b. To go to (a place) for the purpose of sight-

seeing or pleasure, or on some special errand.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7619 This knowe ye, sir, as wel as I,

That lovers gladly wole visiten The places there her loves

habiten. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv. 70 pe whilk in

swilk maner visitez all rewmes fer to aspie be maners of vs

Cristen men. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3428 Bot in short tyme
after bis His owne contrey visitede he wold. 1535 Covkr-
dale Ezra vii. 14 Beynge sent of the kynge and of the

seuen lordes of the councell, to vyset Iuda and Ierusalem.

(i 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 240
They had seine and visitit the maist pairt of Scotland.

1593 Norden Spec. Brit., Cormv. (1728) 35 A like hamlet .

.

moste visited with Tynners, where they lodge and feede,

being nere their mynes. 1632 Lithcow 'Trav. vm. 364 A
French Lapidator, . . intending to visit Fez, ioyned company
with me. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 7 We were to

have visited a small Island called Soil ; by the intreating of

a Portugal we carried with us. 1693 Dowdall in Ingleby
Shaksp. Cent, of Praise 417 The 1st Remarkable place in

this County y* I visitted was Stratford super avon. 1797
Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vi, He designed to visit again, at

midnight, the fortress of Paluzzi. 1837 Lockhart Scott

I. vii. 210 It was also.. at this time that Scott visited for

the first time Glammis. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 249/2
About 4000 persons visited the poultry tent in the course of
the day. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 2, 1 have visited . . many
parts of England, France and Belgium.
transf 1894 Newton Diet. Birds 554 One tree after

another is visited by the active little rovers, and its branches
examined.

O. transf. Of things.

Sometimes with suggestion of sense 8.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II
% 1. iii. 275 All places that the eie of

heauen visits. 1601 — Jul. C. u. i. 290 You are. .As deere
to me, as are the ruddy droppes That visit my sad heart.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xxvii.

201 There are partes whereas the sea enters far within the
land, as comming to visite it. Ibid. iv. viii. 230 Forasmuch
as those places are never visited with the sunne. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 240 How from that Saphire Fount the
crisped Brooks . . Ran Nectar, visiting each plant. 1757
Gray Bard 40 Dear, as the light that visits these sad eyes.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 351 The Seine.. runs to the
northwest, visiting Troyes, Paris, and Rouen, in its way.
1816 Shelley Mont Blanc 50 Some say that gleams of a
remoter world Visit the soul in sleep. 1847 Emerson
Muskctaquid 12 For me in showers, in sweeping showers,
the spring Visits the valley.

d. Of birds, etc. : To resort to or frequent (land

or sea, a country, etc.) for a limited period or at

certain seasons.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 93 As they never visit

land, .. their feathers take a colour from their situation.

*8oa Montagu Ortiith. Diet. s.v. Blackcap, The blackcap
is a migrative species visiting us early in the spring. 1840

Cuvicr s Arum, Kingd. 199 The Mountain Chaffinch ..

which visits Britain in Winter. 1887 Newton in Encycl.
Brit. XXII. 577 In winter the Storks of Europe retire to

Africa,, .while those of Asia visit India.

absol. 1831 T. Nuttall in Mem. Amer. Acad. Arts %
Set. (1833) L 96 [The] Canada Jay.. regularly visits, if it

does not breed, in Maine or New Hampshire.

f 11, To come to (a person) with some accom-
paniment ; to supply or enrich with some benefit.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18158 (Cott.) pe lem bat come wit him,

Brast all be bandes of ur site, And visite vs wit grett delite.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1726 Thynk one he valyaunt prynce

hat vesettez us ever With landez and lordscheppez, whare
us beste lykes. 1591 Shaks. Two Gentl. 111. ii. 83 Visit by
night your Ladies chamber-window With some sweet com-
fort. 1645 Caryl Expos. Job I. 637 God visiteth his [people]

with mercies.

Visitable (vi'zitabi'l), a. [f. prec. + -able.]

1. Of institutions, etc. : Liable to visitation by

some competent authority ; subject to official

supervision or inspection.

1605 Coke Reports v. 15/a All religious or Ecclesiastical

houses, whereof the king was founder, are. .only visitable

and corrigible by the kings ecclesiasticall Commission.

i66x J. Stephens Procurations 40 When those Religious

persons. .had relinquished their habit, rule,and order, for

which they were visitable, then .. the Visitation ceased.

1726 Ayliffe Parergon 295 All .. Hospitals. .built since the

Reformation are Visitable by the King or Lord-Chancellor.

X767 Burn Eccl. Law (ed. 2) IV. 12 Free chapels.. being

visitable only by commission from the king. iZy^Act 36
<y57 Vict. c. 39 §4 In all cases such holder shall be visit-

able by the Visitor of the Chapter. 1895 Phillimore
Eccl. Law (ed. 2) 1061 Donatives and free chapels used

to pay no procurations to any ecclesiastical ordinary,

because they were not visitable by any.

2. Of places or persons: Capable of being visited;

readily admitting of a visit.

In the first quot. perh. ' worth visiting '.

a 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1732) 104 In order to

see the Sanctuaries, and other visitable places. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. LI. 192 Richmond, .might .. thus be ren-

dered visitable by tourists. 1842 Sir J. Grahams Illustr.

Lond. News 14 May 7/1 The children easily visitable by

their parents. 1876 Ruskin St. Mark's Rest i. §2 The
most beautiful columns at present extant and erect in the

conveniently visitable world. 1896 Advance (Chicago) 4 June
811/1 The tropics are visitable in the winter only, and then

the preacher is busiest.

transf. 1866 Miss Mulock Noble Life vi, His rank lifted

him above the small proprietors who lived within visitable

distance of the Castle.

3. Of persons : a. Capable of being visited on

more or less equal terms by those of some stand-

ing in society ; having some social position in a

neighbourhood.
1765 Cowper Let. 18 Oct., In about two months time

after my arrival, I became known to all the visitable people

here. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 186/1 The Orange Grove 1 I

was not aware that visitable people ever resided there !

1851 Tupper Castle Cornet ^09 The landlords, having no

visitable neighbours, no society within many miles, are

necessarily absentees. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. v, In

a select party of thirty. . few visitable families could be en-

tirely left out.

b. Capable of being visited by a clergyman in

the discharge of his pastoral duties.

1904 R. Small Hist. U. P. Congregations I. 474 In the

southern division, .there were only ninety visitable families

at that time.

4. Such as admits of receiving visitors.

1864 Keble Let. in J. T. Coleridge Mem. (1869) 486

Charlotte was not very much in visiting, or visitable order,

during a great part of the time. 1876 Mrs. Whitney
Sights <y Ins. II. xxv. 538 Her cold, or whatever it was,

had affected her face and eyes; she was not really in visit-

able condition.

II VisitadOT. rare. [Sp. and Pg., f. visitor to

visit.] An official visitor, inspector, or super-

intendent.
1698 Fryek Ace. E. India <*/>. 3" The Father Visitador

of the Carmelites, a Spaniard, and a good Scholar. 1777

Robertson Hist. Amer. vi. (1778) II. 231 He authorised

Francisco Tello de Sandoval to repair to Mexico as Visi-

tador or superintendent of that country. 1846 G. Gardner
Brazil 200 Soon afterwards the Visitador's troop overtook

us, consisting of eight or nine horses.

Visita'ndine. [F., irreg. f. L. visitand-,

gerundial stem ofvtsitare to visit + -INE.] A nun
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belonging to the Order of the Visitation, founded
in 1610 by Mme. de Chantal (St. Frances) under
the direction of St. Francis de Sales.

1747 GentI, Mag. 571/1 There is near the same number
of Congregants, Ursulines, Visitandines, and other sorts of
Heguines. 1872 W. H. Jervis Gallican Ch. I. v. 247 A
kindred institution took its rise, whose history is one of
special interest, namely the Order of Visitandines, founded
by Francois de Sales. 1888 Emily Bowles Mme. de Main-
tenon 128 Madame de Maintenon wisely made choice of
some Visitandines. . to train the community.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1888 DuHin Rev. Oct, 313 MissGibernc.whoafterwards
became a Visitandjne nun.

Visitant (vi'zitiint), sb. and a. [a. F. visitant,

pres. pple. of visiter , or ad. L. visitant-, visitans

pres. pple. of visitdre to visit.]

A. sb. 1. One who pays a visit to another ; a

visitor.

Very common in i7-i8th cent. ; now rare or Obs.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. it. i, Hee has a rich

wrought wast-coat to entertaine his visitants in. 16*3
Massinger Dk. Milan 1. iii, For the most part she hath
kept her private chamber, No visitants admitted. 1664

Pepys Diary 22 Nov., Being sick, and full of visitants, we
could not speak with him. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. n.

644 No Palace, with a lofty Gate he wants, T admit the

Tydes of early Visitants.^ 1721 Pope Lett. (1737) 127 As a
visitant, a lodger, or a friend you arc always welcome to

me. 17160 Johnson /<£Vr No. 101 P3 His chamber was filled

by visitants, eager to catch the dictates of experience. 1825-9
Mrs. Sherwood Lady of Manor I. v 151 She calmly ex-
?lained to her visitant the motives of her conduct. 1826
,amb Elia 11. Popular Fallacies xii, It is not of guests

that we complain, but of endless, purposeless visitants.

183a R. & J. Lander Exped. Niger I. xi. 81 He was shy
and bashful. .and really appeared agitated and afraid oflus
white-faced visitants.

trans/. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 260 The services ren-
dered by such visitants \sc. insects] will be understood when
we have described alltheparts of a flower. 1862 R. Vauchan
Eng. Nonconformity 357 Rulers who deserve that an avenger
should be upon their path, cannot always resist the impres-
sion that such a visitant may be at hand. 1868 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) III. 44 To the absolutely stereotyped forms
both of faith and scepticism, . . the author of ' Ecce Homo '

has been a most unacceptable visitant.

b. Applied to supernatural beings or agencies,

etc., esp. as revealing themselves to mortals.
1667 Milton P. L, xi. 225 Adam., to Eve, While the great

Visitant approachdj thus spake. 1782 J. Brown Nat. ^
Rej'ealed Relig. 11. ii. 133 We are commended to hear him,
as infinitely superior to Moses and Elias, his then visitants.

1813 Coleridge Remorse m. i. 85 Thou sainted spirit,

Burst on our sight, a passing visitant 1 1847 Disraeli
Tancredu, xi, I would ask those mountains, .why they no
longer received heavenly visitants ! 1873 M. Arnold Lit.

<V Dogma (1876) 248 The spiritual visitant, indeed, which
rejoiced the wise poet of Asera, was not the Paraclete of
Jesus.

C. One who visits from charitable motives.
1661 Wither Improih Imprisonment (title-p.), A few

Crums & Scraps Lately found in a Prisoners. Basket at
Newgate, And Saved together, by a Visitant of Oppressed
Prisoners.

d. One who makes a short stay at a friend's

house.

1769 Wesley Wks. (1872) III. 365, I found a young
gentlewoman there, a visitant. 182s Scott PeverilxW, An
attachment, which lulled., to pleasing dreams, though of a
character so different, her charge and her visitant. 1838
Lytton Alice n. ii, She was transferred from the little

chamber,.. to an apartment.. usually appropriated to the
regular Christmas visitant, the Dowager Countess of Chip-
perton.

2. One who visits some place or object of interest.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 238 Being often used by way of
sport to wet the Visitants of the Grot. 1710 Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 382 Visitants of the Library. 1815
W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 83 note. Which fact the
visitant is given to understand from a long inscription upon
a brass plate. 1839 Civil Eng. \ Arch. Jrnl. II. 194/1
Some of the earliest and most extensive specimens of painted
glass, well worthy of the attention of the visitant. 1894
Mrs. Dyan Man's Keeping (1899) 61 This gallery had fre-

quent visitants.

b. One who visits a place, shrine, etc., from
religious motives.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. Imiia fy P. 45 Some of the Visitants
count it meritorious to be trod to death under a weighty
Chariot of Iron, a 1797 H. Walpqle Mem. Geo. Ill (1845)
I. x. 147 The father would accept no money from the various
visitants, for which he was promised an adequate recom-
pense by the chiefs of his sect. 181a Cary Dante, Par.
xxv. 20 Behold the peer of mickte might, That makes Galicia
throng'd with visitants. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xvi.(i84s)
228 The caution is said to be as applicable to the visitants of
Jerusalem as to those of Mecca.

c. One who visits a strange town or country

;

a stranger who spends a short time in a place ; a
temporary resident.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic (1779) III. Ixxxi. 183 Ghent, .was
much crowded with these new visitants. 176* Goldsm.
Nash 24 The lodgings for visitants were paltry, though ex*
pensive. 1801 J. Jones tr. Bijgge's Trav. Fr. Rep. i. 22
This town has wfiry little to invite the eye of a visitant.

1823 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 361 The paper.. was not
written by a Virginian, but a visitant from another State.

1857 G. Musgrave Pilgr. Dauphin/ I. ii. 34 A splendid
specimen .. was continually surrounded by the French visi-

tants. 1863 Hawthorn* Our Old Home (1879) 144 Toshow
..the absurdity of a new visitant pretending to hold any
opinion whatever on such subjects.

d. One who enters a country in hostile fashion

;

an invader.

1765 Black-stone Comnt. I. 93 The anticnt and christian
inhabitants of the island retired to those natural intrench-

ments, for protection from their pagan visitants.

3. A thing which comes to one in a casual or

temporary manner.
1742 Young St. Th. v. 723 When your neighbour's knell

(Rude visitant !) knocks hard at your dull sense, a 1774
Goldsm. Sun: Exp. PhilosA 1776) II. 135 However irregu-

lar we find the wind ...they have it a more constant and more
grateful visitant. 1833 Whewell in Todhunter Acc. Writ.
(1876) II. 160 Digby..is still ill of a rheumatic fever, his not
unusual visitant. 1849 Miss Mulock Qgilvics xvi, Chasing
away sleep and making the faint daylight a welcome visi-

tant. 1876 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) III. 297, I am
never in that mood of sadness which used to be my frequent
visitant.

4. A migratory bird, etc., as temporarily fre-

quenting a particular locality.

1770 J. Logan Cuckoo iii, Delightful visitant ! with thee
I hail the time of flowers. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776J
VI. 29 Such are our visitants. With regard to those which
..breed here [etc.]. 1834 Mudie Brit. Birds (1841) I. ly
Those [birds] which come in the spring and depart in the
autumn are called summer visitants. 1883 Fisltcrics Exhib.
Catal. (ed. 4) 97 Fresh- water fishes may be., merely visitants
from the ocean for the purpose of depositing their spawn.
1894 R. B. Sharpk Handhk. Birds Gt. Brit. I, 13 The
Hooded Crow, .being, .in some localities a winter visitant
only, in others a resident.

B. adj. Paying a visit or visits; having the

position or character of a visitor.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Scarlet Goiun 67 One shall never see
any visitant Coches there, he being no otherwise accounted
of, then as of a forelorn Cardinal. 1676 D'Urfey Mme.
Fickle in. ii, I begin to have a knowledge of the visitant
kinsman that us'd to molest us. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil
(1822) 247 An intimate Devii, or a Devil visitant. 1794
Piozzi Synon. I. 125 The snappish housekeeper gives short
answers to the poor visitant niece. 1807 Wordsw. Song
Feast Brougham Castle 129 He knew the rocks which
Angels haunt Upon the mountains visitant. 1864TKNNYS0N
Aylmer's F. 166 And Edith's everywhere; And Edith ever
visitant with him. 1887 Ruskin Prxtcrita II. 281 Mr.
Mclvill was entirely amiable in the Church visitant, though
not formidable in the Church militant.

Visitating, ppl, a. rare— 1
, [f. L. visitdt-,

ppl. stem of visitdre to visit.] Visiting.
1612 Two Noble K. 1. i, But our Lords Lie blist'ring 'fore

the visitating Sun, And were good Kings, when living.

Visitation (vizit^jan). Forms: 4 vysyta-
cyun, 5-6 vysytacyon (5 -acyone, 6 -acion),
vysitacyon, viaytacion

;
4-5 visitacioun (6 Sc.

-atioun), 4-7 visitacion (7 -acyon), 4- visita-

tion ; 6 vesyt-, ffessyt-, fecytacyon. [a. AF.
visitacioun (Gower), OF. and F. visitation ( = Sp.
visitation, Pg. visitacao, It. visitazione), or ad. L.
visitation-, visitdtio, noun of action f. visitdre to
visit.]

I. 1. The action, on the part of one in authority,

or of a duly qualified or authorized person, of

going to a particular place in order to make an
inspection and satisfy himself that everything is in

order; an instance of such inspection or super-

vision.

a, A visit by an ecclesiastical person (or body)
to examine into the state of a diocese, parish, reli-

gious institution, etc. ; spet. in English use, such
a visit paid by a bishop or archdeacon ; a meeting
or gathering of persons concerned in such a visit
Quotations for an archdeacon's visitation are placed

Separately under (b).

(<*) «3«3 R- Bbunnk 11andI. Synne 2103 He [an abbot]
went hys wey To Patcstyne, bat ys an abbey, To make hys
vysytacyun As falleb yn relygyun. 1401 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 21 Why be ye not under your bishops visita-

tions, and leege men to our king? 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W.
de W. 1531)64 Abbot Pyor, whiche among a great multi-
tude of fathers and bretherne gathered together in maner
of a vysytacyon.. dyd in this wyse. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIII, 143 The Cardinall by Visitacions, makyng of
Abbot tcs,. .and other pollynges. .had made his threasore
egall with the kynges. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 569
All their Parishners..to the Ordinarie of them complain d,

..Till at the length he published to holde A Visitation, and
them cyted thether. 1661 J. Stephens Procurations 17
For what are Visitations other then laborious travellings

from place to place? 1739 Br. Herring in L Duncombe
Lett. (1773) II. 133 It was the year of my primary visita-

tion, and I determined to see every part of my diocese.

1761 Wabbukton in W. fy Hunfs Lett. (1809) 326, I fancy
my Visitation, .will be the last week in June and the first

in July. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist. ii. (1876) I. 7o\Volsey,
as papal legate,, .commenced a visitation of the professed
as well as secular clergy in 1523.
(b) 1536 DunmowChurchn: MS. fol. 72 b, Item payd at the

ffessytacyon, \\\\*. 1537 Ibid. fol. 23 Itempayd at Chelms-
ford at the Vesytacyon for howr costs, nw 1566 Fng.
Ch. Furniture (Peacock, 1866) 56 Imprimis a box made of
tone sold to Jho Wattes sens the last visitacion who keeps yt
to put monney in. 1603 Constit. % Canons cxi, In all Visita-
tions of Bishops and Archdeacons, the Church-wardens..
shall . . present the names of all those which behaue them-
selues rudely, .in the Church. 169a Prideaux Lett. (Cam-
den) 152, I have yours of the 16th, but it came not to my
hands till last Friday, for I was absent at Ipswich on a
visitation. 1713 Gibson Codex 999 If any Archdeacons
are entituled to require Exhibits in their Visitations, it can
only be upon the foot of Custom. iva6 Ayliffr Parergon
96 For the Bishop ought to visit bis Diocess every Year in
his own Person, nnle*« hf thinks fit to omit the same,, .and I

then in such a Case he ought to send ids Arc hdeacon, which
was the Original of the Archdeacons Visitation. 184s Words
to Church-wardens (Camb. Camd. Soc) 1. 3 The Arch-
deacon at his Visitation seldom ends his charge without a
few words to us Churchwardens. 1857 Toclmin Smith
Parish 94 The articles of Visitation issuci by him, when
archdeacon in 1713, as to be answered by all churchwardens.

(c) 17*7 P. Walker Life Sempie Biog. Presbyt. (1827) I.

138 There were few parochial Visitations . .but he was at
them, for encouraging of l.iboriousgodly Ministers, and cen-
suring of such as were scandalous.

b. A visit of inspection made by one or more
persons having civil authority or jurisdiction or
specially appointed to exercise supervision within
a certain sphere ; the making of such visits

; t the
body of persons making an inspection of this kind.

t Visitation of mancrs: see quot. 1607 and Mainour.
x533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 21 § 14 Redresse visitacion

and confirmacion shalbe had by the Kynges Highnes. 1556
Chron. Gr, Friars (Camden) 54 Item the v. day after in

September [1547] beganne the kynges vysytacion at Powlles,
and alle imagys pullyd downe. 1607 Cowell Jnterpr.,
Visitation ofmancrs. .was wont to be the name of the Re-
garders office in auncient time. 1665 in W. Campbell Ch,
-V Par. Kirkaldy 84 The visiiation pr-scnt appoynts the
school to be visited four times in the year. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. I. 327 On the 8. of Nov.. .the Visitation of his
Library is commonly made. 1773 Gentl. M<ig. XLII I. ^49
Sir Thomas Pyc.bas it in command from the King to
acquaint (certain admirals, captains, etc.) thnt he is pleased
with their attention during his visitation at Portsmouth.
1845 Polson in Encycl. Metro/. II. 826/1 It was held, that
in default of. .a special visitor appointed by the founder or
charter, the king, in the person of his chancellor, had the
right of visitation. 1874 IJucksill & Tiki-: Psychol. Med.
(ed. 3) 2 The bill of 1828, by which the Secretary of State
was allowed to appoint fifteen Commissioners annually, for

the license and visitation of those houses which had been
previously licensed by the College of Physicians.

C. A periodic visit made to a district by heralds

to examine and enrol arms and pedigrees. Now
only Hist.

1572 N. Roscarrockf. Prelitu. Verses in Bossewcll
Arvtorie, Of dubbing knights, the ordcis ther they haue ;

..With visitacions, which allottes to eche desert his right.

1640 Yorke Union Hon. To Rdr., For the Armesofour Lin-
colnshire Gentlemen, I haue taken their knowledge from
themsclues, and by Visitations. 1849 R. Sims {title), An
Index to the Pedigrees and Arms contained in the Heralds'
Visitations. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist, fy Pop. xiii. (ed. 3)

133 The Records of these Visitations are preserved in the
College of Arms.

d. In general use: Examination, inspection.

1583 Melbanckk Philotimus K iij b, The old huddle
missing his monye at his next visitation, toke the haulier
and hanged himselfe. 1643 Sir T. Browne Re/ig. Med.
1. §16, I cannot tell by what Logick we call a Toad, a
Beare, or an Elephant, ugly, they., having past that
generall visitation of God, who saw that all that he had
made was good.

e. spec. Examination of goods by a customs
officer or similar official ; the action on the part of

a belligerent vessel of ascertaining, by entry or

close examination, the character of a merchant
ship belonging to a neutral state.

"755 Magkns Insurances II. 513 Where these Goods
shall be subject to Visitation in the same manner, as those
which are made in the Kingdom. i8a6 Kent Comnt. I. 31
Maritime states claim upon a principle just in itself and
temperately applied, a right of visitation. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word'hk. 714 The law of nations gives to every
belligerent cruiser the right of visitation and search of all

merchant ships.

2. The action of going to a place, either for

some special purpose or merely in order to see it

;

an instance of this.

^1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 555 Therforc I made my
visitacions To vigilies, and to processions Toprechyng cck
and to thise pilgrimages. 1654 Codrikcto.. :r. Justin
xxxviii. (1672J 377 The Ambassadors of the Romans, .made
n visitation into those parts to observe the con^.ion and
Kingdoms of their Confederates. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevc-
not's Trav. 1. 172 We took the way by Tor, partly to sec
it, and partly to take a Monk to guide us in our visitations.

1730 Wklton Suffer. Son ofGod II. xviii. 4osThe Blessed
Jesus.. found Time enough to make His Circular Visita-

tion thro' all those Towns in and about Plhilinn a 1774
Goldsm. Surv. Ex/, Philos. (1776) I. 395 In this manner
we find, that no part of nature is wholly secluded from
human visitation. 1829 Lytton Devereux 1. viii, The town
was a favourite place of visitation with all the family.

183a G. Downks Lett. Cont. Countries I. 311 We pro-
ceeded from hence to the Church of St. Mary Scgrcta, and
terminated our visiiation at that of the Holy Sepulchre.
1866 Rogers Agric. 4- Prices I, xxvii. 654 As they possessed
estates in widely distant places, it was an object to them that

they should have easy and convenient means of visitation.

transf. 1821 Scorr Kenitw. xxix, Lambourne, on whom
his last draught, joined to repeated visitations of the pitcher

upon former occasions began to make some innovation.

b. poet. The object of a visit, rare—1
.

1667 Milton /*. L. xi. 27s O flours,.. My early visitation,

and my last At Eev'n, which I bred up with tender hand.

C. The action, on the part of animals, of reiort-

ing to a particular place at certain seasons, or of

exceptionally appearing in places which are not

their usual habitat.

1774 Got.nsM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 330 Along the coast*

of Norway,.. these animals are found punctual tn their

visitations.

3. The action or practice of visiting sick or dis-

tressed persons as a work of charity or pastoral

duty.
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c 1430 Lvdc. Mm. Poems (E.E.T.S.) 79 Whan Abackuk .

.

Brouglite potage in to Babyloun,. .Affter figure this mater
to conveye, How almesse-dede and vysytucyoun Gretly
avaylleth to sowlys whan they deye. 1474 Caxton Chesse
in. v. (1883) 120 And as to them that ben seke contynuell
visitacion of them. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Offices
18 The Order for the visitacion of the sicke. 1583 in W01U
row Soc. jI/jat. (1844) 460 As tuitching the Visitatioun of the
seik, hedeclairithewas. .glad to wissie the puirest creatour.
1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. 379 In performing, .the Service
appropriated to the Visitation of the Sick with one of these
Men (who died a few Days after). 1795 Paley Clergym.
Comp, Pref.

t The offices of Public and Private Baptism,
though no ways relating to the visitation of the Sick, are
retained. 186a Chambers's Encycl. III. 180 The Church
of England.. retains private confession in the rubric for
visitation of the sick. x886 Kington OupHANT New Eng-
lish I. 160 An office for the Visitation of the sick, which
dates from about 1390.

b. The action of pastoral visiting on the part of
a clergyman.
1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv, (Surtees) 253 The curate

beinge of visitacion in the one parte of his paroch, cannot
com to the church by the space of ij dayes. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy iii, Country parsons, jogging homewards after a
visitation, 1911 T« B. Kilpatrick N. Test. Evangelism
in ii. § 2. 167 The Work of Visitation. Every minister
knows that this may be the most profitable part of his
pastoral duty.

. .The work of visitation can never be stereo-
typed.

4. The Visitation {of our Lady), the visit paid
by the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth, recorded in Luke
i. 39 ff. ; hence ellipt.

y the day on which this is

commemorated, July 2 ; also, a picture represent-
ing the event.

1498 Coventry Leet Bk. 588 This $ere the Chaptur of
blak monkes was kept at Couentre aboute be visitacion of
our Lady. 1547 Boorue Introd. Knoxvl. xiv. (1870) 161, I

haue seensnowe in sooner on saynct Peters day and the
Vysytacion of our Ladye. i6n Cotgr. s.v., The feast of the
Visitation of our Ladie. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 10 Nov.
1644, There are in it divers good pictures, as the Assuinp.
tion..;the Crucifix; the Visitation of Elizabeth. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The Visitation of the Virgin
Mary is a feast instituted first by pope Urban IV. in the
year 1389. 1880 V. Mevrick in Diet. Chr. Antiq. II. 1140/1
Among the black-letter or second-class festivals [in the
Anglican calendar] occur:— 1. The Visitation, July 2nd.
1880 tr. Woltmamt $ Woermanns Hist. PaintA. 420 The
Visitation., in which., the expression of Elizabeth surprises
by its individuality.

b. The [order ofthe) Visitation, the Visitandine
order of nuns.

1701 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VII. 94 We were at the
Nuns of the Visitation, St. Frances de Sales' Festivall.

1745 A. Butler Z,^^rt/«/j(i845) VIII. 277 He[St. Francis
of Sales] then mentioned his project of forming a new estab-
lishment of a congregation of the Visitation of the Virgin
Mary. 1864 Newman Apol. iv. (1904) 143/1 There was a
lady, now a nun of the Visitation, to whom at this time I

wrote the following letters. 1899 A. Shield in Dublin Rev.
July 64 To visit the Nuns of the Visitation in their convent
at Chaillot, founded by Queen Henrietta Maria.

5. The action of making a friendly or formal
call or calls; social intercourse of this nature;
visiting.

41586 Sidnev Arcadia in. xviii. (1912) 463 He.. so much
abhorred all visitation or honour, ..that lie besought his
two noble friends to carrie him away to a castle not far of.

1588 Parke tr. Mendoza\s Hist. China 190 Many of the
Gentlemen of the cittie did go vnto the Spaniards to visile
them . in the which visitation they spent all the whole day.
1605 Jonrn. 0/Earl of Nottingham 50 Sunday, Munday
and Tuesday were. .spent onely in visitation and matters
of complement with one or other. 1631 May tr. Barclay's
Mirr. Mindes n. 81 Because there was acquaintance be-
tweene the two families, this youth was brought by way of
visitation to the Ladies lodging. 1643 Baker Chron,, Edw.
Ill, 169 The King of Scots came for businesse and visita-

tion. 1819 Crabbe 'P. 0/ Hall ix, How much she grieved
to lose the given day In dissipation wild, in visitation gay.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 411 Family visitation [of
the insane] should be prohibited.

b. An instance of such visiting ; a visit.

1581 Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 157 b, The
chaunces of these visitations in deede are so often, and so
many, that they spend six daies of the week in them. 1588
Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 176 He. .was more fami-
liar than at his first visitation. 1617 Moryson /tin. m. 17
Men of best quality will easily beleeve, that their name is

knowne among strangers, and they take these visitations
for honours done them. 1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. viii. 83
Which Lettersand visitations I entertained vntillmy Mother
hadpaid my debts. 1643 Eglisham Foreruntter0/Revenge
14 Hee knowing Buckinghams visitation to proceed of dis-
simulation, requested your petitioner, .to finde the meanes
to get him away quickly. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett
Juvenile Indiscr. I. 180 As he attended Mr. Orthodox to
the door, to press bis early visitation next morning. 1798
S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 509 Feasts and visitations
occupied the Duke. ^1817 Jane Austen Watsons (1879)

97 In the occurrences of the visitation, .she heard Mr.
oward spoken of as the preacher. 1877 Black Green

Past, ii, Her father hearing that she contemplated some
charitable visitation of the kind had strictly forbidden it.

C. A prolonged visit, or one which is disagree-

able to the recipient.

1819 Metropolis I. 231 She now went on a visitation (for

her visits are far beyond the common length) to Lord .

II. 6. The action, on the part of God or some
supernatural power, of coming to, or exercising

power over, a person or people for some end :

a. In order to encourage, comfort, or aid.

c 1340 Hampolf. Prose Tr. 19 If he. .halde it a specyalle

vesyucyon of oure Lords, and ihynke it mare baa it es.
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c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 72 Whan God of his
grete visitacioun, List out of this worlde for hym to sende.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 41 Syr, 3e mowe blesse be tyme ^at ?e
wer borne, forto haue suche vysitacion, as I now haue
herde. 111513 Fabyan Chron. (1811) 306 Now drawe ye
therfore holefull water of lore of my weliys, & that w> ioy,
for y° tyme of youre vysytacyon is comyn. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. xxiii, For which cause we see that the most
comfortable visitations, which God hath sent men from
above have [etc. J. 1643 Caryl Exfos. Job I. 636 Mercies
are visitations; when God comes in kindness and love to
do us good, he visiteth us. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 22 My
Celestial Patroness, who deignes Her nightly visitation
unimplor'd. a 1741 Chalkley Wks. (1766) 86 The merciful
Visitations of that High and Lofty One who inhabits Eter-
njty ! 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. 1. 212 In such high hour Of
visitation from the living God, Thought was not. 1841
Myers Cath. Th. m, § 9. 34 In such a high hour of religious
visitation and in this etherial region . . the Divine Spirit may
mingle with the Human.

b. In order to test, try, examine, or judge.
138a Wvclif Luke xix. 44 And thei schulen not leeue in

thee a stoon on a stoon, for thou hast not knowe the tyme
of thi visitacioun. 138a— 1 Pet. v. 6 Therfor be je mekid
vndir the ini^ty hond of God, that he reise 30U in the day
of visitacioun. a 1450 Mankind 281 in Macro Plays 11
Lyke as be smyth trieth ern in be feer, So was he triede by
Godis vysytacyon. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 134 b,
It inaketh hym. .glad to receyue the visitacion of our lorde
what so euer it be. 1551 Abp. Hamilton Catech. 24 b, For
na yther cause .. bot yat thai wald nocht knaw the tyme of
thair uisitatioun. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Isaiah x. 3 What
wil ye do now in the daie of visitation, & of destruction.
1645 Caryl Expos. Job I. 636 Jerusalem is threatned to be
search! with candles, and that was the time of Jerusalems
visitation. 1801 Southey Thalaba 1. xxvii, In the Day of
Visitation, In the fearful hour of Judgement, God will re-
member thee !

C. So as to afflict with sickness or other trouble,

esp. by way of punishment for wrong-doing.
C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 207 And in alle bingis

bewar of grucchyng a^ens God and his visitacion, in gret
labour and long, and gret sikenesse, and ober adversities.

1421 Hocclkve Complaint 382 My sycknesse, which came
of god[deJs visytacion. 1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 33/1 That
notorie sekenesse or impediment by Gods visitation. 1455
Ibid.313/2John Banham Squier, . . which is blynde by Goddes
visitation. 1485 Coventry Leet Bk. 524 And any Casu-
altes ofdisease by Godes visitacion com vnto the Recourder.
a 1529 Skklton Magnyf. 2016 Pray to God your sorowes to
asswage : It is foly to grudge agaynst his vysytacyon. 1603
(title), Certaine Prayers.. most necessary to be vsed at this
time in the present Visitation of Gods heauy hand for our
manifold shines. 1635 Life ty Pranks ofLongMeg ofWest-
minster (Hindley II) 45 'Tis the visitation of the Lord for

the great sins you have committed. 1645 Caryl Expos. Job
I. 636 If God in affliction visit us,, .let us answer his visita-

tion of us with our visitation of him. 1820 John Bullet
Dec. 24/2 A verdict of 'died by the visitation of God ' was
recorded. 1898 J. Arch Story ofLife x\\\. 312 A visitation

of the Almighty, .upon a luxurious and dissipated aris-

tocracy.

d. A similar action on the part of an evil power
or disembodied spirit.

1844 Dickens Christmas Carol ii. 14 The ghost had
warned him of a visitation when the bell tolled one. 1861
Geo. Eliot Silas M. i. 7 He observed that, to him, this

trance looked more like a visitation of Satan than a proof of
divine favour.

7. A heavy affliction, blow, or trial, regarded as

an instance of divine dispensation ; retributive

punishment operating by this means.
a 1450 Mankind 721 (Brandl), Yt were to me solace, be

cruell vysytacyone of deth. 1567 Trial Treas. (1850) 37
Enter God's Visitation. I am God's minister, called Visi-

tation... Sometime I bring sickness; sometime perturba-
tion, c 1585 Faire Em. v. i, Put case I had beene blinde,

and could not see—As often timessuchvisitationsfalles That
pleaseth God. 1639 Bury Wills (Camden) 172 My late

wives kinsman . .at the late heavy visitacion did take great
paines about me in the time of my trouble. 1642 Earl op
Eglinton Let. in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Com?//. App. I. 52,
I am sorrowfull from my heart for your lordships great
losse and heavie visitatioun. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Visitation,., the great Sickness with which the People of
this Kingdom were sorely afflicted during.. 1665 and 1666.

1798 S. & Ht. Lkr Canterb. T. II. 544 [I] now can account
for the severe visitation on me, and mine. 1806 Med. Jmt.
XV. 287 You boast an intimate knowledge of the decrees of
Heaven, and shew what is ordained for the visitation of
man. 1865 Seeley Ecce Homo vi. (1866) 55 Jehovah was
considered, .as punishing by providential visitations and by
mysterious pains inflicted on the dead. 1885 Dunckley in
Manch. Weekly Times 21 Feb. 5/5 War is here regarded.

.

as a punitive visitation, asa form of retribution for our sins.

8. The fact of some violent or destructive agency
or force coming or falling upon a peopte, country,
etc,

1535 Coverdale Prov. xix. 23 The feare of the Lorde
preserueth the life, yee it geueth plenteousnes, without the
visitacion of any plage. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. i.

21 In the visitation of the Windes, Who take the Ruffian
Billowes by the top. 1757 Chesterf. Lett, cctxxxix,
The Austrians always^ leave behind them pretty lasting
monuments of their visits, or rather visitations. 1833L.YELL
Princ. Geol. in. yhi. (1835) III. 116 In Arabia and India,
and other countries, their [sc. locusts] visitations have been
periodically experienced. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome I. 187
The period., was marked by the vKtations of pestilence,
as well as those of war. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xv, Thanks
to Ibrahim Pasha's terrible visitation the men of the tribe
were wholly unarmed.

9. The fact of some immaterial power or influ-

ence acting or operating on the mind.
17Q1MRS. Inchbald Simple Story I. Pref. p. iii, In justice

to their heavenly inspirations, I believe they have never yet
favoured me with one visitation. 1819 Shelley Ye Gentle

VISITE.

Visitations 1 Ye gentle visitations of calm thought. 1841
Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. Love(\yo\) 100 But be our experience
..what it may, no man ever forgot the visitations of that
power to his heart and brain. 1866 Geo. Eliot E. Holt
xiv, His voice was what his uncle's might have been if it

had been modulated by delicate health and a visitation of
self-doubt. 1873 Black Pr. 'Thulexvl, Or was he moved by
some visitation of compunction?

III. 10. attrib. (chiefly in special senses), as
visitation acquaintance, book, court, day, dinner,
fee, nun, office, sermon, work.

18J2 Galt Sir A. Wylie xc, Mary would fain hae had me
to cultivate a *vishation.acquaintance with him. 1768
Blackstonk Comm. III. 105 Their original Visitation-
books, compiled when progresses were solemnly and regu-
larly made into every part of the kingdom, to enquire into
the state of families,, .are allowed to be good evidence of
pedigrees. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 80 The visita-

tiou books show us the old edifice once more. 1841 (title),

Report of the "Visitation Court of the Archbishop of York.
1708 J. Chambeklayne St, Gt. Brit. (1710) 292 This day
still continues to be the *Visitation-day, when the Curators
..do inspect the Library and call over all the Books. 1900
Daily News 27 June 6/5 Chocolate is the time-honoured
beverage on visitation day at Greenwich Observatory. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xi, There was not.. a ball, nor an
election, nor a "visitation dinner.. but he found means to
attend it. 1850

J.
H. Newman Diffic. Anglic. 1. 11.(1891) I.

61 Was it a subject, .discussed and denounced. .in episco-
pal charges and at visitation dinners? 1880 Wyclifs Wks.
249 marg., "Visitation fees. 1899 Dublin Rev. Oct. 273
Three "visitation nuns from the monastery of Chaillot, near
Paris. 1795 Paley Clergym. Comp. v, Prayers for a sick
Child. ("Visitation office.) 1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos.

<J-

Relig. Pref. a 3, The Fifth [Essay] of the Agreement of
Reason and Religion, wns at first a "Visitation Sermon.
178a C. Simeon in W. Cams Life (1847) 28 There is a Visi-

tation Sermon preached every month at my own parish-
church at Reading. 1747 Bp. Sherlock Let. 27 Aug., in

loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 297 As the 'visitation

work is divided between me and the Bp. of L. we have got
thro* it with great ease.

Hence Visita'tional, of or pertaining to a visita-

tion, f Visita tioner, one who performs, or takes

part in, a visitation.

1670EACHAIID Cont, Clergy gi A money-renouncing clergy,
that can abstain from seeing a penny a month together,

unless it be when the collectors and visitationers come.
1791 Gentl. Mag. 20/2 Without impairing the utility or
expediency of visitational charges.

Vi'sitator. Now rare. [a. late L. visitator, f.

visitare to visit. Cf. It. visitatore, Sp. and Pg.
visitador.1 An official visitor.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 10 §5 If any ecclesiastical 1

Judge or Visitatour do voluntaryly concele. .any present-
ment. 1545 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 17 Censures ecclesiasti-

call made by your Highnes and your Vicegerent, officialls,

commissaries, and Judges and visitators. 1606 W. Crashaw
Rom. Forgeries F j b, The reuerend Andreas Vander Rijt,

. . Canon of Antwerpe, and the censor or visitator appointed
to ouerlooke and allow bookes before they be printed. 1676
in Essex Papers (Camden) 68 James Darcy, now Guardian
of Dublin, but then CoinmClJssary visitator. 1897 J. M cCabe
Twelve Yrs. in Monastery 178 The usual course is for the
General . . to send a deputy to the province which is about
to hold its elections. The deputy or visitator visits all the
monasteries in succession.

Visitatorial (vizitato»Tial), a. [See next and
-OBIAL.]

1. Pertaining to, connected with, involving or

implying, official visitation : a. Of power, autho-

rity, etc.

1688 N. Johnston (titte), The King's Visitatorial Power
asserted. Being an impartial relation of the late visitation

of St, Mary Magdalen College in Oxford. 1711 Bentley
Corr. (1842) I. 417 The Crown has, for a century and half,

been in sole possession of the Visitatorial power. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 470 In one of our colleges, (wherein
the bishop of that diocese.. has immemorially exercised

visitatorial authority). 1770 (title), The Conduct of. .the

Lord Bishop of Winchester.. with brief Observations on
visitatorial Power. 1834 Editt. Rev. LVIII. 476 Deriving
the visitatorial power from the property of the donor. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. II. 90 'I he enactment which an-

nexed to the crown an almost boundless visitatorial authority
over the Church. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xiii. 596 The
visitatorial jurisdiction by which the first, .regulated, and
remodelled the second.

b. With other sbs.

1771 Gentl. Mag. XLL 19 When I wrote my remarks upon
the defence of the visitatorial decision I was ignorant of the

Presidents of Magdalene College being favoured with the

indulgence you mention. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng.
I. S3 fhe Pope.. left the visitatorial question undecided.

1884 Manch, Exam. 16 May 4/7 In his visitatorial address

to the churchwardens. .Mr. Chancellor Christie went a
little out of his way. 1890 Duckett Visit. Eng. Cluniac
Found. 5 Formulas for visitatorial duties.

2. Having the power of visitation ; exercising

authority of this kind.
1880 Daily Neius 10 Nov. 5/3 Heja professor at Oxford]

may be brought before a Visitatorial Board, admonished,
fined, and deprived. x88x Nature XXIII. 471 Leave of

absence granted by visitatorial boards.

t Visitatory, a> Obs~l [ad. L. type *visita-

lori-us, S. visital-, ppl. stem of visitare to visit

:

see -ory.] m prec. 1 a.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxvii. 208 It is a visi-

tatory, or a reforming Power which is executed by inquiry of

offences against Lawes established, and by executing such
Lawes.

Visite (vizrt). [F. visile Visit sb.]

1. A light cape or short sleeveless cloak worn by

ladies.



VISITED.

185J SmeDI.EY In Arundel xxxvi, 303 A visite, of light
hlueglace" silk, 1864 /.><i/7j/ Tel. 1 July, She wore a white
dress with a black silk visite, and a white bonnet. 1883
Pall Mall G. 11 May 4/2 We have a 'visite ' without arms
or any proper accommodation for those useful appendages.
2. Short forCAitTE-DE-visiTE, in attrib. use.

1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 302 A stereoscope
camera which can be used to make . . 24 visite negatives.

Visited (vi-zited), ///. a. Also 6 vy3set,
vysyted. [f. Visit v.]

t L Afflicted with illness ; attacked by plagne or
other epidemic. Obs.

"S37 Nottingham Ric. III. 375 This towne, the wheche
dothe kepe the vysset folke at Ilradmar. 1553 S. Cahot
Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 261 The sicke, dis-
eased, wcake. and visited person within boord to be .

.

comforted and holpen. 1575 Nottingham Kcc. (1889) IV.
159 Payd more for the charges of the vysyted woman at
Hye Crosse xxiij d. 1604 F\ Herring Mod. Defence B 2,
He will not rush rashly into euery infected and visited
house. 1640 Somner Antiq. Canterb. 16 Convenient Pest-
houses, and Receptacles for the poore visited people of the
City. 1711 De Foe Plague (1896) 33 If any person visited do
fortune. .to come, .from aplace infected to any other place.

2. That is the object of a visit or visits.

1673 0. Walker Educ. 11. i. 223 In receiving visits.. the
Gentlemen meet them at the bottom. It is ahvaies ob-
served that the visiteds Gentlemen attend one degree at
least further then the Patron. 1754 World No. 62 P9 The
Visited in these cases., have invented on their parts several
curious hints towards shortning the length of a Visitation.
1873 Smii.es Huguenots France III. i. (1881) 383 Dauphiny
is one of the least visited of all the provinces of France.

Visitee (wit?), [f. Visit z>. + -ee.] The
person to whom a visit is paid.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 181 A very necessary con.

venance interposed between visitor and visitee in those
numerous calls of etiquette. 1842 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.
(1883) I. 174 To suit the more fashionable hours of our
visitees. 1886 Cornh. Mag. July 39, I should think that
angels (and their visitees) were very lucky.

Visiter (vi'xitai). Now rare. Also 6 vycytar.
[f. Visit v + -er.]

1. = Visitor 2 a and 2 b.

138a Wyclif a Mace. iii. 39 He that in heuens hath dwell,
yng, is visiter and helper of that place. 1608 Wiixet
Hexapla Exotl. 822 He is also a visiter and punisher of
sinne vpon the wicked.

2. = VlSITOIl I.

i6i» ISrf.sewooo Lang. 4 Relig. 185 These Jacobites .. bo
esteemed to make about 160000 families, or rather 50000,
as Leonard the bishop of Sidon, the popes visiter in those
parts hath recorded. 1691 Baxter Nat. Ch. v. 21 The
Scots had at first a General visiter, that was really a
General Bishop. 1830 De Quincey Bentley Wks. 1S63 VI.
75 Her Majesty was the true visiter of Trinity College.

3. <= Visitor 3.

1591 Greene Conny Catch, in. 30 Country Gentlemen
haue many visiters both with neere dwelling neighbours,
and freends that iourney from farre. 1638 J UNlus Paint.
Ancients 13 We doe moreover shorten our own time, fool,
mg the greatest part of our best houres away among a com-
pany of pratling visiters. 1668 Ladv Chaworth in 12//1
£*'/• Hist. MSS. Comm. Apr). V. 10 She yesterday.. kept
her bed yet admitted visiters in the aflernoone. 1727 Swift
What passed in Lontl. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 184 It was ob.
served too, that he had few visiters that day. 1766 Goldsm.
lie, W. v, Tell me, Sophy, my dear, what do you think of
our new visiter V 1773 Mrs. Ciiapone Improv. Mind (1774)
U. 44 The empty compliments of a visiter. 1796-7 Jane
Austen Pride t, Pre/, xi. (1813) 225 On the very morning
after their own arrival at Lambton these visiters came.
1836-7 Dickens .V*. Boz, Scenes xxv, A squalid-looking
woman [in Newgate prison], .was communicating some in.
structions to her visiter—her daughter evidently.
fig- "799 Sickelmore Agnes t, Leonora I. 90 The sudden
and unwelcome intrusion of his old visiter, the gout, obliged
him to alter his determination.
trans/. ij^Htitle), The Universal Visiter and Memorialist.

4. - Visitor 4 and 4 b.

1843 Yarrrix Brit. Birds III.386 The Terns . . are summer
visiters to this country. 1851 fatal. Ct. Exhib. m. 729
Immense mirrors., occupy a prominent position, which must
render them appreciable to every visiter. 1883 Encycl.
Brit.

J

XV. 671/2 Thechief object of every Meccan.. being
to pillage the visiter in every possible way.

Visiting (vi-zitirj), vbl. sb. [f. Visit v.] The
action of coming or going to a person or place for
some special purpose.

1. On the part of supernatural beings, esp. the
Deity in order to comfort, try, or punish persons.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6189 Ioseph . . praid be folk and bad.!

Pat quen godd sent bairn visiting, I'.ii suld his banes behen
bring. Ibid. 1 1266 Feird war baa hirdes for bat light . . For
bai sagh neuer. .sli visiting be-for bat night. 1382 Wyclik
Jtr. li. 18 Veyne ben the werkus, and wrthi scornyng; in
tyme of ther visityng thei shul pershe. c 1415 Auuei.ay
XI Pains Hell 359 in O. E. Misc. nil God hap me thastyst
fore my leuyng, I bonke my god my grace treuly Of his
gracious vesityng. 1645 Caryl Expos. Job I. 637 We may
apply it. .either to Gods visiting of us in afflictions, or in
mercies.

2. On the part of persons, in various senses of
the verb ; esp. the action of calling upon others in
a social or friendly way.
e »374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 41 Vn some lond were al the

game yshent, I f that men ferd with love as men do here, . . In
visityng, in forme, or seying here sawis. 1377 Langl. P.
PI. B. 11. y6 Denes and suddenes, drawe 30W togideres,..
To !>ere bischopes aboute, abrode in visytynge. c 1380
Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. WycUf{\%$\) 140 fci dis.
coutnforten treu men & putten hem in prison for visityng of
;:rUten men. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. I. 344 Item,

255

j

to ane cowpar for mending and visiting of thir pipis, . .viijd.
IJS30 Palsgr. 285/1 Vysityng, uisitance, uisitation. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Visitatio, a visitynge, or commyng 10

!
see. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 234 Our Consuls burning with
desire of returning homeward, appointed the next day for
the visiting of the Sepulchcr. 1658 Wh'le Duty Man xvi.
137 Visiting the sick and imprisoned ; by which visiting is

,

meant.. so coming as to comfort and relieve them. 1727
Swift To Very ing. Lady Wks. 1755 II. n. 43, 1 hope your
husband will interpose his authority to limit you in the
trade of visiting. 1749 Fieliiing Tm Jones XIII. iv, Mrs.

I

Fitzpatrick,.. though it was a full hour earlier than the
[

decent time of visiting, received him very civilly. 1806

J

H. K. White Let. 6 Jan., Visiting and gayety are very
I

well by way of change, but there is no enjoyment so lasting
as that of one's own family. 1820 Byron Blues II. 8 What
withdriving^and visiting, dancing and dining. 1890 Scionv-
Gossip XXVI. 68/2 It requires great care before any one
can assert that a plant has disappeared, and some years'
visiting of the station. 1911 Act 1 a> 2 Geo. V, c. 55 § 14
Every such rule relating to the visiting of insured persons
by visitors appointed by the society.

b. An instance of this ; a visit.

111586 Sidney Ps. xli. iii, Their courteous visitings are
courting lyes. 1628 in Fosler Eng. Factories India. (1909)
III. 211 By often visitings, presents, and invitations. 1754
Richakdson Crandison (1781) VII. xi. 54 We shall he
favoured with the company of Lord and Lady L. as soon
as her visits and visitings are over. 1770 Wilkes Corr. (1805)
IV. 36, I begin to recover the fatigue of visitings and great
dinners, which I abominate. 1817 Mar. Edgewoktii
Ormond xvi, Say I'm too old and clumsy for morning
visitings.

3. Of things. (Cf. Visit v. 10 c.)
1381 YVyciif Proz: xix. 23 Inpleuteuousnesseit shal abide

stille, withoute visiting of ihe werste. 1812 Mrs. Hemans
Siegeo/I alencia iv. (1823) 160, 1 have swept o'er the moun-
tains of your land, Leaving my traces, as the visitings Of
storms, upon them I a 1851 Moir Hymn Night Wind Poet.
Wks. (1852) II. 379 But not alone to inland solitudes,.. Are
circumscribed thy visitings.

b. Of influences affecting the mind.
c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 1. xvii. 96 Thei mowe be verrified in

manye othere wisis and for manye other visitingis, than
ben the visitingis and the jiftis of Kunnyng. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. I. v. 46 Stop vp th'accesse and passage to Remorse,
That no compunctious visitings of Nature Shake my fell

purpose. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 332 A Spirit, . . In soft
and breeze-like visitings, Has touched thee. 1834 J. H. New.
man Par, Serm. I.ix. 141 Let not those visitings passuway.
2836 Ibid. Ill.i. 6 They cannot be ' as the heathen ' : they
are pursued with gracious visitings, as Jonah when he fled
away. i867Parkman Jesuits N. A mer. vii. (1S75) 81 Some
of them seemed to have visitings of real compassion.
4. attrib., as visiting acquaintance, dress, rela-

tions, terms, way
; f visiting-bell, ? a bell used in

visiting a sick person ; visiting-book, a book
containing the names of persons to be visited;

visiting-card, a small card bearing a person's
name, to be left or presented on paying a visit

;

t visiting-day, a day set apart for receiving visi-

tors ; an at-home day; visiting-list, a list of
persons to be visited ; visiting-society, a society
formed for the purpose of visiting the poor or sick

;

f visiting-ticket, a visiting-card.

1775 Sheridan Rivals iv. i, But they are the last people
I should choose to have a 'visiting acquaintance with.
1808 Scott Alarm. 11. xix. note, His [St. Cuthbert's] carry-
ing on a visiting acquaintance with the Abbess of Colding.
ham. 1552,-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield
(1863) IV. 41 lt[e]m a'veseting bell, and a peare of sensors of
brasse. 1818 Lady Morgan Au.'obiog. (1859) 157 All my
great and small names in my old French **visiting-book.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ix, Before long Emmy had a
visiting-book, and was driving about regularly in a carriage,
calling upon [etcj. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia 1. iii, Why,
a ticket Ifor an assembly] is only a "visiting card with a
name upon it. 1820 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 158
The Duke of Beaufort's pocket was picked of. . his visiting-
cards. 1859 All Year Round No. 30. 79 People are photo,
graphed on their visiting cards. 1899 Daily Netvs 26 Jan.
5/3 The New Year's visiting-card . . is one of the survivals of
old-fashioned French politeness. 1709 Steele Tatlertio.8o
F3, I had the M isfortune to drop in at my Lady Haughty 's

upon her "Visiting-Day. 1717 Prior Dove ix, With one
great Peal They rap the Door, Like Footmen on a Visiting-
Day. 1768 (/!(&), The Visiting Day: a Novel. 1859 Habits
Gd. Society iv. (new ed.) 177 Shawls,, .belong rather to the
carriage or "visiting dress. 1825 Lady Granville Lett.
(1894) I. 368 Sitting in judgment over a "visiting list. 1870
Miss Bridgman R.LynneW. iii. 66 Who would have been
unexceptionable wives as regarded their dress and their
visiting-list. 1884 Yates Recoil. I. 279 'Visiting relations
had, in the mean time, been established between us and
the Dickens family. 1844 (\V. Harness] {title), "Visiting
Societies and Lay Readers. 1876 I-oweli. Among my Bks.
Ser. 11. 301 No one had stood on these "visiting terms with I

heaven. 1770 Cumberland West Indian 1. vi, Here, give
me your direction ; write it upon the back of this "visiting
ticket—Have you a pencil? 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins
Mem. II. 253 Finding the visiting-ticket of Mr. Harris on
his return home one morning. 1859 Thackeray Virgin.
lxxxiii, A gigantic footman . . delivered their ladyships'
vUiting tickets at our door. 1779 T. Hutchinson Diary
26 Feb., Called on Mrs. Burnet and Colonel Leland—-which
is doing a great deal for me in the "visiting way.

Visiting (vi-zitirj),///. a. [f. VistT v.]

1. That visits ; that pays visits or is engaged in

visiting.

1606 Shaks. Ant. ^ CI. rv. xv. 68 There is nothing left

remarkeablc Beneath the visiting Moone. 1710 Steele
Taller No. 151 f 2 The Memory of an old Visiting-Lady is

so filled with Gloves, Silks, and Ribands. 1807 J. Harriott
Struggles through Life 1 1. 4 1 Should any visiting company
wish to see the infant . . I have known the child brought to

the door of the apartment. 1859 Lever Davenport Dunn

VISITOR.

iii, To think you're a visiting governess in an Aldermans*
family. 1895 Daily Neius 26 Oct. 3, 1 None of the visiting

teams were on the winning side.

b. Visiting ant (see quots.).

1855 Orr's Circ. Set'., Org. Nat. II. 394 One of ibese
species, the Atta cephalotes, which inhabits the West
Indies, is there known as the Visiting Ant. c 18S2 Cassclts
Nat. Hist. V. 382 The Driver Ants, or Visiting Ants, of
West Africa, generally referred to the species Atumtma
arctus. 1899 Mary Kingslky IV, African Stud. \. 27
These ants are sometimes also called ' visaing ants ', from
their hahit of calling in quantities at inconvenient hours on
humanity.

2. That visits officially for the purpose of inspec-

tion or examination.
1713 Gibson Codex xur. viit. 1009 1 In the Council of

Laodicea, ann. 360, it was Ordained, That no Iiish.ps should
be placed in Country Villages, but only .. Itinerant or
Visiting Presbyters. i8oa James Milit, Vict., Visiting
Officer, he whose duty it is to visit the guards, harracks,
messes, hospital, etc. 1818 Sir S. Komilly in Part. Debates
30 That the royal prerogative should be interposed.,
between them and the visiting magistrates. 1822 Svd.
Smith Prisons Wks. 1S59 I. 36: Are visiting justices to
doom such a prisoner to bread and water ?j 1868 (titte)

t

'J lie Visiting Justices and the Troublesome Priest.

Vi'sitment. nonce-wd. [f. Visit r. + -mknt.]
A visit or visitation.

1754 World No. 6?. p 9, I may very shortly send you a
few necessary reniaiks upon each ofthe.se three Visitments.

Visitor (vi'zitoi). Also 5 visitur, -oure, 6-7
visitour (6 Sc, vesit-, vesatour). [a. AF. visi-

tonr (Gower), = OF. visiteor, visitcuriY. visiteur)
l

f. visiter to visit.]

1. One who visits officially for the purpose of
inspection or supervision, in order to prevent or
remove abuses or irregularities : a. An ecclesiastic,

or a lay commissioner, appointed lo visit religious

establishments, churches, etc., for this end, cither

at regular intervals or on special occasions.
1426 Lydg. De Cut'/, Pi/gr. 23985 Our noble Visitour,

Which doth his peyne and his labour to looke for lucre and
fals guerdoun. c 1440 Alph. Ta/esajape Abbott.. oppyulie
in be chap.tr.

.
putt forth all (>ics tri^pas of pis yong man,

when (>er visitur was l>er. 1483 Cath. Angh 402. 2 A
Visitoure, refor»iatorf>ri>fricinrciigionc

%
visitatsr. a 1513

Fabyan Chron. vn. 416 The maister of y« Templers, with
an other great ruler of the sayd otdie, which was named
visitour of the same. 1550 Crowley J-'/>gr. 749 These
visitours found many stout priestes, but chieflye one That
had sondrye benefices. 1585 l{olinshed*s Chron. II. Scott.

440/1 After they had discharged bishops, they agieed to
haue superintendents, commissioners, and visitors. 1628
Cokk On Lilt. 96 Where a special) Visitor is appointed
vpon the foundation, the complaint must be made to that
\ isitor. 1676 I)i:gge Parson's Counsellor 11. xv. 201 The
Clergy and Religious Houses came to this composition,
every one to pay such a proportion to their visitors to be
freed of that great oppression. 1721 in CatA. ftccSos. J'uli.

VIII. 305 Whatever the Visitor ordains, the Mother
Abbesse and all her Religious shall rcaive and tvi'tutt 1

with respect and obedience. 1732 Neal Hist. Purit. I. 18
'Ihe management of which was committed to the Lord
Cromwel with the title of Visitor General. 1788 GintuN
Decl. ff F. xlix. V. 102 The formidable name and mis-it n
of the Dragon his visitor-general. 1849 Macallay Hist,
Eng.\\. II. 00 An Act was. .passed, which. .tookaway from
the Crown the power of appointing visitors to superintend
the Church. 1872 fEKvis Galilean Ch. I. Introd. iS An
officer, called the Visitor, usually one of the bishops of the
province, was appointed to preside over the proceedings.

b. One who has a right or duty of supervision

(usually exercised periodically) over a university,

college, school, or similar institution."

1553 Ascham In Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 16 The Visi-

tors nave taken this ordre, that every man shall professe
the studie eyther of divinitie, law, or physick. 1587 Ld,
Burleigh in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 204 J he Archbishop of
Canterburie youre Visitor. 1643 Cahyl Expo*. Job v. I.

480 And^ over Colledges, Hospitals, and such publick
Foundations, Visitors are appointed, to see [etc.j 1691
Cast of Exeter Coll. 14 In order to which he gets an
Appeal drawn up, and carries it to the Lord Bishop of

Exeter, visitor of the Colloluc, then at London. 01700
Evelyn Diary g Aug. 1682, The Council of the R. Society
had it recommended to them to be trustees and visitors,

or supervisors, of the Academy which Monsieur Faubert
did hope to procure to be built. 1709 Swikt Adv. Relig.
Wks. 1755 II. 1. 106 Whatever abuses. .have crept into ihe

universities, .they might in a great degree be reformed by
strict injunctions.. to the visitors and heads of houses.
1808 W. Wilson Hist. Dissent. Ch. L 929 He was ap-
pointed by the Protector Oliver, one of the New Visitors of
that University. 1829 R. Gilbert Liber Siholast. 306 The
appointment of the mastership [of ScdbergJ is vested in the

Master and Fellows of St. John's College, Cambridge, who
are the Visitors to the school. 1831 Whately in L\f< (1866)

I. 155 In certain Colleges.. fundamental statutes can only

be changed by visitors.

O. In other connexions.

1555 Burgh Ree. Lidinb. (1871) II. 928 Thomas Boyis

veMtour of the baxter craft within this burgh. «574 '"

Afaitl CI. Misc. I. 104 Superflowis bankaitme, .. as the

bailleis and eldaris than vcsatourisprescntliediclarii. 1600

Hakluyt Voy. III. 862 An expert mariner or two.

Visitors of the shippes, to know whether the ships be well

tackled ; whether they haue sufficient men. 1624 Hkdsll

Lett. vi. 94 The French discourse printed at Antwerp cum
priuilegio, and approbation of the Visitor of bookes. 1654

tr. MartinCt Cong. China 154 This Governour, by reason

of some corruption, and Avarice of the \ isitor of the

Country, had some difficulties with him. t7«3 Blackstonk

Comm. I. 468 The founder fi. c. the King], his heirs, or

assigns, are the visitors of all lay-corporations. 1766

Entick Lemtton IV. 170 The visitor (now called the ordinary
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of Newgate). 1897 Daily News i Feb. 7/5 Visitor, .is the
..name given to those vigilant officers of the Board whose
business it is to run truants to earth. 1901 Daily Chron. 29
Aug. 7/1 In 1899 four ladies were appointed as health visitors.

2. a. One who visits from charitable motives or
with a view of doing good.
c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 205 Vertuous visi-

tour to folkys in prisoun. 1536 Lett. Suppress. Monast.
(Camden) 133 Most gracyus lord and most worthyst vycytar
that ever cam amonckes us. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. 1. 11
Seb. He receiues comfort like cold porredge. Ant. The
Visitor will not giue him ore so. 1833 J. Tuckerman {title),

Visitor of the Poor. 1863 Biogr, Sk. E. Fry 45 The cheer-
fulness visible in their [sc. prisoners'] countenances.. con-
spired to excite the. .admiration of their visitors. 1870
[see District sb. 6J.

b. One who visits with punishment, rare.

*545 Jove Exp. Daft. i. 12, I am. .the visitour and seker
out of the wykednes of the fathers in their childern.

3. One who pays a visit to another person or to
a household ; one who is staying for a time with
friends.

1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 42 You see this confluence, this
great flood of visitors. 1662 j. Strype in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 177, I hear also my brother Sayer is often a visi-

tor. 1693 Dhvden Juvenal vi. 620 She hires Tormentors,
by the Year; she Treats Her Visitours, and talks. 1697
Collier Ess. Moral Subjects 11. (169S) 137 They do
not care to be crowded with Visitors,, .and to be always
yoaked in Ceremony. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffk Italian Pro!.,
Too singular in his conduct, to pass unnoticed by the visi-

tors. 1838 Lvttom Alice 1. iv, She filled the rooms of the
visitors with flowers. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxx. 407
After sharing the supper of their hosts, the visitorsst retched
themselves out and passed the night in.. slumber. 1871
Grenville- Murray Member/or Paris I. 2S7 'Oh, I'm only
a visitor", answered Horace modestly.
trans/. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Ilpist. 130 What is done

heere shalbe reuealed vnto you by mine Epistles, whiche
shall not be your sealdome visitouies. 1784 Cowper Task
vi. 570 The creeping vermin, loathsome to the sight,. .A
visitor unwelcome.
attrib, 1857 Dickens Dorrit xxxii, The visitor-wife and

the unseasoned prisoner still lingered.

4. One who visits a place, country, etc., esp. as

a sightseer or tourist.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Cynics, The Novelty of the
Thing drew abundance of Visitors to the Village. 1841
Lane Arab. Nts. I. 71 Sometimes the visitors. ., after hav-
ing hired a person to perform a longer recitation, go away
before he commences. 1860 Tvndall Glac. 11. xvii. 315 It

is usual for visitors to the Montauvert to descend to the
glacier. 1895 B'ham Y.M.C.A. Record Oct. 3/2 The usual
time of year for the arrival in India of visitors is the middle
of October.

b. An animal or bird which occasionally or at

reguhr seasons frequents a certain locality or area.

1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. ///>/. (1868) I.

425 The Puffin.. is a summer visitor to our shores. 1863
Lvell Aniig. Man 15 The presence of the wild swan, now
only a winter visitor. 1870 N. F. Hele Aldeburgh vii. 71
The Glead or Kite, .is a very rare visitor.

Hence Vi'sitoress, ~ Visitress.
Also visitorish, visitorless (nonce-words).
a 1843 Southey Comm.-Pl. Bk. Ser. 11. (1849) 30/2

Their superior was called the Prepostress and they had
Visltoresses, Rectresses, and other dignitaries.

Visitorial (vizitos*rial), a. [f. prec. or Visit
v. : see -orial.]

1. = Visitatorial a. r.

1813 Examiner 24 May 332/1 We held it to be beneath
our visitorial functions. 1843 Lett. Suppress. Monast.
(Camden) 71 One of the visitorial injunctions, in allusion to
this class of students, directs [etc.]. 1873 B. Gregory Holy
Catholic Ch. xv. 153 The visitorial authority of the itiner-

ant Apostolate.

2. Capable of visiting.

1853 Tait's Mag. XX. 486 The more terrible and sup.
posed visible, or at least visitorial deities of the hideous
Pantheon of the Hindoos.

Visitorship. [f. Visitor i + -ship.] The
office or dignity of an official visitor.

1886 L. O. Pike Yearbks. 13 <y 14 Ed.III
t
Introd. p. Ixvii,

The visitorship was in the Treasurer on the King's behalf.

1894 Nation (N.Y.) 19 July 40/1 Thus Balliol stands alone
among the twenty-one Oxford Colleges in having the

power to bestow the visitorship just given to Mr. PeeL

Visitress (vi-zitres). [f. Visitor : see -ess.]

1. A female visitor. Also trans/.

1817 E. W. Barnard Swallow i, The visitress of man, on
earth She resteth not her flagging wing. 1832 Eraser's
Mag. V. 173 Our importunate visitress. 1847 C- Brontk
J. Eyre xxxii, Keenly, I fear, did the eye of the visitress

pierce the young pastor's heart. 1869 W. R. Greg Lit. <y

Soc. Judgm. (ed. 2) 25 It is highly proper that by such an
act at this time, you express your contradiction of our im-
portunate visitress.

2. spec. A woman who undertakes regular visit-

ing of the poorer households of a district in order

to help or advise.

1861 M. Arnold Pop. Educ. France 104 If she ceases to

be a schoolmistress, she becomes a visitress or a nurse, or

she gives her labours in the dispensary. 1894 Westm. Gaz,

5 Oct. 2/3 There is an understanding. .that district visi-

tresses have a. .vested right to the society of curates.

Visive (vi*ziv), a. ? Obs. [ad. med.L. visiv-us,

i. L. visits seeing, sight : see -ive. So F. visi/
t
-we

(15th c.), It., Sp., Pg. visivo.] Of or pertaining to

sight or to the power of seeing ; visual.

I. Visive faculty, pozver, virtue, etc. : The
faculty of sight, the power of vision.

In early use virtue visive, after med.L. virtus visiva; cf.

F. virtu, /aculte, puissance visive (is-i6th cent.).

256

*543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. iv. 136 Remotion of the
matter conjoynt, by evaporation, and confortacyon of the
vertue visive. 1576 G. Baker tr. Gesners Jewell ofHealth
82 b, A water .. with a notable comforting of the virtue
visive or seeing. 1609 Bihle (Douay) Dent, xxxiv. comm.,
God elevated his visive powre above nature to see so farre.

1614 Jackson Creed m. xxix. §5 As oft as he is disposed to
exercise his visive facultie. 1653 Culpepper Pharm. Londin.
306 Ocular Medicines are two fold, viz. such as are re-
ferred to the Visive Vermes, and such as are referred to
the Eyes themselves. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Chym. (166S)
34 A principle, which is as necessary to goodness, as a
visive power to the eye, to enable it to discern its object.

1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 59 For this end chiefly the
visive sense seems to have been bestowed on animals. 1733
tr. Belloste's Hosp. Surgeon 11. 263 This man's eye was fair
and sound to all appearance, yet was it utterly deprived of
the visive faculty. 1804 Something Odd II. 54 The neat
simplicity of Eloisa's dress . . struck on the visive faculty of
'my Lord '. 1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 337 He had thrown
a new and important light on the true character of these
visive sensations.

/ig. 1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 597 He
hath given an understanding,. .and this all men have, the
inward visive faculty, a 1679 T. Goodwin Work 0/Holy
Spirit v. ii. Wks. 1704 V. 1. 178 This new Spiritual visive
Power, with which the Understanding is endowed. 1728
E, Erskine Serm. Wks. (17,91) 229/2 You bid me open my
eyes, but, alas ! I want a visive faculty. 1830 T. Taylor
Argts. Celsus 31 If, closing the perceptive organs of sense,
you look upward with the visive power of intellect, a 1838
Jamieson Influence Spirit (1844) 82 Ignorance of such a
description that it cannot receive the light ; a want of the
visive faculty.

b. Serving as a means by which sight or vision
is made possible. Now rare or Obs.
1634 T. Johnson tr. Party's Wks. 1. x. 26 That [spirit]

which causeth the sight, is named the Visive. 1655 Cul-
pepper, etc. Riverius 11. Pref., In curing Diseases of the
Eyes, .we must alwaies mingle those things which comfort
the visive spirits with other Medicines. 1657 Physical Diet.,
Visive-nerve, the

t

nerve that is the instrument of the visive
faculty, or of seeing. 1686 Snape Ana/. Horse 111. vii. 119
The Optick or Seeing Nerves; so called, .because they
carry the visive spirits to the Eyes. 1812 Cary Dante, Parad.
xxx. 49 The lightning.. dashes from the blinding eyes The
visive spirits dazzled and bedimm'd.

c. Visive organ, the organ of vision ; the eye.
4165a J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. iii. (1660) 79 Lucretius..

believes the Idolum in his own Visive organ to be adequate
to the Sun itself. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. hi. § 14 Let
intellectual Tubes give thee a glance of things, which visive
Organs^ reach not. 1704 Norris Ideal World 11. iii. no
Vision is here taken materially for that impression which is

made upon the visive organs by the rays of light.

d. Having the power of vision ; able to see.

1681-6J. Scott Cftr. Li/e (1747) III. 641 God. .impressed
three Phantasms on the sensitive or visive Soul . .of Abra-
ham. 1793 T. Taylor Oral. Julian 22 We infer his per-
fective power from the whole phenomena, because he gives
vision to visive natures.

2. Forming the object of vision ; capable of
being seen.

1598 R. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo 11. 11,6 It Iooseth the cor-
poral visiue form. 1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. x. (1675)
249 For open and solid bodies are not fit to receive or trans-
mit the visive species.

b. Optics. Falling upon or appearing to the eye.
1646 Sir T. Brownh /V<W. Ep. 156 This doth happen

when the axis of the visive cones, diffused from the object,
fall not upon the same plane. 1670 K. R. Ne Plus Ultra
23 The visive rays. 1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. 456 b, If
the Sight-hole be. .any whit large, it admitteth too many
visive Rays.

3. Sent out from the eyes.
1622 Mati re tr. Aleman y

s Guzman d'Alf. 11. 2S3 It seem-
ing . . that the visiue beames in both . . strucke home vpon our
soules.

Visk, variant of Whisk (whist).

Visnamy, variant of Visnomy.

Visne (v;*ni). Law or Hist. Also 5 visnee,
6 vysne. [a. AF. and OF. visni (earlier visnet:

see next), f. vesin, visin, veisin (F. voisin) :—L.
vicin-us neighbour : see Vicine a.~\

1. A neighbourhood or vicinage, esp. as the area
from which a jury is summoned.
1449 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 150/1 Triable by Enquest, in the

same Shire and Visne where the said action shall be taken.

1464 Ibid. 565/2 Of the visnee where the seid seyser shall
be had. 1531 Dial, on Laws Etig. 1. vii. 15 All yssues..
muste be tryed by .xii. fre & lawful men of the vysne. 1620

J. Wilkinson Coroners fy Sheri/es 3 A Coroner hath a fee
belonging to his office viz. of every visne 1 d. 1625 Sir H.
Finch Law (1636) 411 In euery suit betweenc an Alien and
a Demesne, .the one halfe of the Iurie shall be the Aliens,
if so many be in that visne. 1651 tr. Ei/chin's Jurisdic-
tions (1657)574 The sherif returns a Jury of the VisneofD., 1

and the new sherif returns no such visne. 1769 Black-
J

stone Comm. IV. xxvii. 344 The sheriff of the county must
return a panel of jurors.., without just exception, and of !

the visne or neighbourhood. 183a Index 0/Rolls o/Parlt. 1

952/1 The Inquest taken by Men of the Visne of the County
where the Plaintiffs were bom. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word,
bk. 714 Visne, a neighbouring place; a term often used in

law in actions of marine replevin.

2. A jury summoned from the neighbourhood in

which the cause of action lies.

1633 Sir J. Borough Sov. Brit. Seas (1651) 103 Replevin
was brought of a Ship taken upon the wast of Scarborough
..to which Mutford tooke two exceptions, one because no
certalne Towne, or place was named from whence the visne
should come. 183a Sir F. Palcravk Eng. Commw. 11. 156
It did not occur to the Vehmic Judges to put the offender
upon his second trial by the visne, which now forms the
distinguishing characteristic of the English law. 1863 II.

VISOR.

Cox Instit. 11. iii. 347 note, If the visne appeared on the
record to be from a wrong place, it was a good ground for
arresting or reversing the judgment.

t 3. Venue 5. Obs. rare.
1641 [see Venue 5]. 1665 Ever Tryals per Pais viii. 85

Where the Visne is laid to be in a City, in an Action brought
in a superior Court [etc.]. 1768 [see Venue 5 b],

Visnet. rare. [a. OF. visnet (see prec.) or
Anglo-L. visnetum ^also vicinetum).']

1 1. A trial by jury. Obs.
14.. in Sc. Acts Parlt. (1814) I. 378/2 NaGalowa man aw

tohaf visnet hot gif he refus bo law of Galowa and ask visnet.

2. Hist, = VlSNEl.
187a Robertson Hist. Essays 122 The Twelve-hides

appears to have been usually regarded as a small visnet, or
neighbourhood. Ibid. 137.

t Visney. Obs. rare. [ad. Turk, vishneh, Pers.
tvishneh cherry (with corresponding forms in the
Slavonic and other languages of eastern Europe :

cf. the note to Gean).] A liqueur of the nature of
cherry brandy.

1733 *V. Ellis Chiltem fy Vale Farm. 143 Cherry Brandy
. .to come up very near to the Liquor called Turkish Visney,
that used to be sold at London for twenty Shillings per
Gallon. 1736 Bailey Household Diet., Visney. Fill a large
bottle or cask with morello cherries.. and fill up the bottle
or vessel with brandy [etc.].

Visnomy (vi-znomi). Now arch ox dial. Also
6 vyse-, vice-, visnamy, visenomy, visnoraye,
-nomie, 9 viznomy {dial, visomy). [var. of
MK. fisnomye : see Physiognomy.]
1. = Physiognomy 3.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. (1555) Riij b, For you are euill

fauoured,and alsovgly, I am the worse, to se your visnamy.
1556 Olde Antichrist 70 The.. Prophet Daniel, and the
Apostle Paule : which paynt out Antichristes visnoraye unto
us wyth suchelyghtand euidence. 1591 Spenser Muiopot.
311 Each of the Gods by his like visnomie Eathe to be
knowen. 1605 Chapman All Fools II. i. 159 Then with a
bell regard advant mine eye With boldnes on her verie vis-

nomie. 1640 Brome Sparagus Gard. 111. v, You seldom see
a Poet look out at a good Visnomy.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xvi, The loon has woodie written

on his very visnomy. i8ax — Kenilw. x. My own ugly
viznomy. z8aa Lamb Elia Ser. I. Distant Correspondents,
Who would consult his sweet visnomy, if the polished sur-
face were two or three minutes.. in giving back its copy.
1838 J. P. Kennedy Rob of Boiuln, A thick gray moustache
gave a martial and veteran air to his visnomy.

1 2. = Physiognomy 2. Obs.—1

c 1540 Copland Hye Way to Spytiel Ho. 452 For all the
seuen scyences surely he can ; And is sure in physyk and
palmestry, In augury, sothsayeng and vysenamy.
Viscmeter. rare. [f. L.vis-us sight + -ometer.

Cf. Visuometer.] (See quot.)
1856 IV. Brit. Rev. Nov. 178 The first person, .who con-

structed and used an apparatus, which he calls a visometer,
for determining the focai length of each eye, was Mr. Salom
of Edinburgh.

Vison (vai'san). [a. F. vison (Buffon), of ob-
scure origin.] The American mink.
By some writers Vison has been used as the name of the

genus Lutreola, to which the mink belongs.
1781-5 Smellie Bujpon's Nat. Hist. (1791) VII. 308 The

pekan has so strong a resemblance to the pine weasel,and the
vison to the martin, that they may be regarded as varieties
of these species. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 11. 448 Vison,
Lutra Vison. .. This animal appears to approach .. ex-
tremely near to the L. Lutreola, or Smaller Otter. 1843
T. E. Gray List Spec. Mammal. Brit. Mus. 64 The Mink,
or Nurek Vison, Vison Lutreola. 1864-5 J- G. Wood Homes
without H. I (1868J 22 The Mink, the Vison and other
weasels of Northern America are in the habit of retiring to
holes and crevices.

attrib. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 253/2 Minx, a name for the
Vison-weasel.

Visor, vizor (vai-zw), sb. Forms : a. 4-7
viser, vyser (6 wesser)

; 5 visere, vysere, Sc.

veseir, -ere. &. 5-6 visar, Sc. wysar, 6 vysar,
6~7 (9) vizar ; Se. 5-6 wesar, 6 vesar, vezar.

7. 5 vesoure, 6 visoure, vysour(e, 7 vizour, 6-7

(9) visour ; 6- visor, vizor (7 vizzor). [a. AF.
viser, f. F. vis face, Vice sb.% Cf. Visiere and
Visure.]

1. The front part of a helmet, covering the face

but provided with holes or openings to admit of
seeing and breathing, and capable of being raised

and lowered ; sometimes spec, the upper portion

of this.

a. 13.. Cocr de /-. 323 Hys pusen therwith gan gon, And
also hys brandellet bon, Hys vyser and hys gorgere. C1330
R. Brunnk Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8552 By he vyser he hym
bent, & held it til he had sesed his nekke. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 7092 He . . voidet his viser, auentid hym seluyn.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 4185 Lamedoun, with a des-
piteous chere, From his face raced his visere. 1464 Mann.
fy Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 194 My mastyr lent hym.. a salat

wyth a vesere of meleyn. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. xii.

181 Thenne the kyng aualyd his vyser with a meke & noble
countenaunce. a 1533 Ld. Bernebs Huon cxliv. 540 Then
Gloryand and Malabrone lyft vp theyr wessers and shewyd
theyr faces, x6n Cotgr., Visiere, the viser, or sight of an
helmet.
0. £1470 Henry Wallace vm. 830 Ane other awkwart

apon the face tuk he ; Wysar and frount bathe in the feild

gert fle. Ibid. x. 386 Graym..smate that knycht in teyn,

Towart the wesar, a litill be neth the eyn. 1507 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. III. 367 Item, for ane vesar to ane gret

bewmond and ane litill gard that beris the gret gard,..
Ivj s. 1508 Dunbar Poems vii. 76. 1530 Palsgr. 285/1
Vysar of harnes, uisiere dung armet.



VISOR.

y. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 487 Item, viii. saletts, white, withe
out vesoure. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vii. 42 She. .made him
low incline his lofty crest, And bowd his battred visour to
his brest. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado if. i. 99 Why then your
visor should be thatcbt. im8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Helmet,
Dukes and Princes have their Helmet, damask 'd, fronting,

the Vizor almost open, and without liars. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants {cd. 3) II. 35 In this state nearly globular,.,
resembling in figure an antique helmet with a vizor. 1803
Scott Cadyow Castle xxxix, From the raised vizor's shade,
his eye, Dark-rolling, glanced the ranks along. 1836
Thirlwali. Greece xvi. II. 336 He was pierced with a shaft
of a javelin through the visor of his helmet. 1879 Grkkn
Read. ling. Hist. xvii. 82 They were in mail with their
vizors down.

b. U.S. The stiff rounded part on the front of

a cap ; = Pkak $b£ 1 e.

1864 Webster. 1892 Rierce In Midst ofLife 95 His cap
was worn with the v.sor a trifle askew,

2. A mask to conceal the face ; a vizard.
a. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 2773 A viser he made more, Two

faces bihinde and two before, c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Whs. 1 1.

2*5 Siche fendis wib ber visers maken men to flee pees.

c 1485 Wisdom 755 in Digby Myst. (1896) 166 Here entre vj

womane in sute, thre disgysede as gafauntes, and thre as
matrones, with wonderfulle vysers. 1509 Barclay SAyp of
Folys (1570) 232 The one hath a viser vgly set on his face,

Another hath on vile counterfaite vesture, a 1548 Hail
Ckron.y Hen. Vtit% 16 Thei were appareled in garmentes
long and brode..with visers and cappes of gold.

0. 1530 Palsgr. 285/1 Vysar foramummar,/i«/.r uisaige.

1539 Act 31 Hen. VII/
t c. 12 Any person. .with his face

hyde or covered withe hoode or vysar. 1547 in Feuillerat

Revels Edw. VI (1914) 14 Vezars or maskes for men &
women. \sjqGoog\l Po/>. Kiugd, iv. 48 Their faces hid alone,
With visars close. 1628 Donne Serm, (1640) 231 In the
Resurrection, God shall put of that Vizar, and turne away
that picture, and shew his own face, a 1689 Mrs. Uehn tr.

Cowte/s Plants vi. 1426 His Image. . Breaks through the
Cloud of Darkness; and a Shine Gilds all the sooty Vizar 1

y, 1511-12 Act 3 Hen.VIIIt c.g Preamble, Dyvers persones
have disgysed and appareld theym, and covert theyr fayces
with Vysours. 1555 Edeh Decades 111. {Aib.) iS4The fouler
in the meane tyme, disguysingehym selfe as it were with a
visour. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 205 Each of those
Idolles had a counterfaite visor with eies of glasse. 1628
Wither Brit. Rememb. it. 7 Lines, therefore, over-darke,
or over-trimm'd, Are like a Picture with a Visour limm'd.
x68a Flavel Fear 78 There are some things which are..
scarecrows and vizors which children fear. 1693 Humours
Town xij You can never think an Amour began in a Vizor
in the Play-house, will ever end in the Church. 1719 Young
Busiris in. i, The rest in vizors, fearing to be known, Have
ventur'd thro' the streets for your protection. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffe Italian vi, They were disguised in cloaks and
visors, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 436 With a fearful

vizor on his face, And a bright axe in his hand. 1906 B.
Capes Loaves fy Fishes 146 The eyelets in its woollen
visor were like holes scorched through by the burning gaze
behind.

3._/T^. (or in fig. contexts). An outward appear-
ance or show under which something different is

hid ; a mask or disguise.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 354/2, I shall so pull of
theire gaye paynted vtsours, that euery man. .shall plainlye
perceiue and beholde the bare vgly gargyle faces of their
abhominable heresie. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 1 The
crafty cunning traine, By which deceipt doth maske in

visour faire. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas it. iv. Magnif.
590 All discover'd lies, The vizor's off. 1653 Holcroft Pro-
copius, Vand. Wars 1. 4 He concealed his dislike (their
enmity being covered yet under a fair visour). 1692
Washington tr. Milton s Def. Pop. \\. M.'s Wks. 1851 VIII.
41 I'll make it appear that you have only put on a Knaves
Vizor for the present. 1766 Fokdyce Serm. Yng. Worn.
(1767) I. iv. 132 A person proceeds by little and little to
take off the visor. 1798 Bragge in Anti-Jacobin 12 Feb.
(1852) 61 But soon the vizor dropp'd. 182a Shelley C/ias. /,
1. 76 When lawyers masque 'tis time for honest men To strip
the vizor from their purposes. 1831 Scott Chron. Canon
gate Introd., It appeared to him that it would have been an
idle piece of affectation to attempt getting up a new incog-
nito, after his original visor had been thus dashed from his
brow. 1855 Brewster JVrwton II. xv. 81 Nor can we jus-
tify his personal retreat from the battle-field, and his return
under the vizor of an accomplished champion.

b. Const. 3/" (the quality, etc., serving as a mask
or disguise).

1390 Gower Conf. I. 258 Under the viser of Envie, Lo,
thus was hid the tncherie, Which hath beguiled manyon,
XS47 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes D viij b, So apperyng to
theun with a visor of simpHcitie and holines. .gat credite of
vertue and Godlinesse. 1581 I. Bell HatidotCs Answ.
Osor. 144 There is scarseany substaunceat all in Free will,

..except a glorious visour of Title onely. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World in. 65 This Vizzor of holie and zealous reuenge
falling off, discouered the face of couetousnesse so much the
more ouglie, a 1656 B>. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 122 Those
that are meer outsides and visors ot Christianity. 1677 W.
Hubbard Narrative 11. 3a He pulled off his Vizour of a
friend, and discovered what he was. 1857 C. Bronte Pro-
fessor x, I had buckled on a breast-plate of steely indifTer.

ence, and let down a visor of impassible austerity, i860
\\'ARTER.SVrt Board II. 19 She put on the vizar of religion.

+ 4. A face or countenance; an outward aspect
or appearance. Also^r

. of immaterial things. Obs.
*575 Valtrollier Luther on F.p. Gal. 158 They looke

onely vpon the outward visour of the lawe. a 1586 Sidney
Arcatiia 1. iii. (1912) 21 This lowtish clowne is such, that
you never saw soillfavourdavisar. 01591 H. Smith Restit.
Nebnchadn. 17 They which vnderstand not yet what is the
booke of God, are but horse and mule, though they beare
the visors of men. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 15 Sicknesse,
Poverty, Exile, Death,, .by expectation lessen the terror of
their visors. 1693 Congreve Old Bach. 111. vi, Lay by that
Worldly Face and produce your natural Vizor.

5. A variety of pigeon (see quots.).

1879 L. Wright Pigeon Keeper 179 Vizors are another and
Vol. X.

257

I the last introduced of the short-billed Frilled Pigeons. »88i

J. C. Lykll Fancy Pigeons 236 The Vizor. This variety
I was produced by crossing the domino with the satinette

I

tribe, the object being to have coloured headed satinettes.

189a — Pigeon-keeping 102 The Vizor may be called a
Bluette with coloured head, as in the Domino.

6. attrib. and Comb., as visor-clasp, -helm, -smile;

1 vizor-faced, -like adjs. ; visor-bearer, a Brazilian

; bird having head-feathers arranged like a visor.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 42 With visor*

1
lyke visage, suche as it was, She smirkt. 1598 E. Glilfin

' Skiat. {1878) 36 This vizar-fac't pole-head dissimulation,
1

This parrasite. 1797 T. Park Sonn. 106 O ! that the world
would by her ways improve,. . Nor wear the vizor-smile of
feigned love. 1798 Landor Gebir 1. 51 His vizor-helm, His
buckler and hiscorset [1803 corslet] he laid by. 1814 Scott
LordofIsles vt. xxvii. Strong Egremont for air must gasp,
Beauchamp undoes his visor-clasp. 1861 Gould Monogr.
Trochilidm IV, PI. 221 Augastes Scutatus, Natterer's
Vizor-bearer. Ibid. PI. 222 Augastes Lumachclius t Hooded
Vizor-bearer.

b. Visor-mask, (a) a form of disguising mask
;

a domino; (b) a prostitute. Cf. Vizakd-jiask.
(a) 1672 [H. Stubbe] Rosemary fy Bayes n Personam

*W»i-

rtf doth also signifie to put on a perrukeand visor-mask.

1679 Dkvden Lintbcrham v. 1, I will put on my vizor-mask,
however, for more security. 1700 T. Urown A musem.Ser.
<y Com. v. 50 A Whore [is known] by a Vizor-Ma.sk: And a
Fool by Talking to her. 1713 Guardian N'o. 4F1 Even
Truth itself in a Dedication is like an Honest Man in a
Disguise, or Vizor-Mask.
(b) 1693 Humours Town 105 The Orange-Wenches, and

the Vizor-Masks. 1694 Congrevk Double Dealer Epil.,
The Vizor-Masks, that are in Pit and Gallery, Approve, or
Damn the Repartee and Kallery.

Visor, vi*zor, v. rare. Also 6 viser. [f. prec]
1. reft. To disguise (onesell) with a visor.

.71548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 80 b, In secrete places
euery one visered himselfe, so that they were vnknowen.
2. trans. To cover up with a visor.

187a Tennyson Gareth fy Lynette 1012 The Sun. .vizoring
up a red And cipher face of rounded foolishness.

Visored, vizored (vsi-zaid), ///. a. [f. as

prec. + -ed.]

L Of persons : Having the face covered or hid
with a visor or mask. h\%afig., and of things.

C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 99 J>us in stede of cristis

apostlis ben comen in viserid deuelis, to disceyuen men in
good lif. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xvi. 4 There is no
cause why theis visord Nicodemusses should coker them-
selves with this fond pretence. 1634 Milton Comus 6^3
Hast thou betrai'd my credulous innocence With visor 'd

falshood, and base forgery? 1827 Hai.lam Const. Hist. iv.

(1876) I. 205 Martin Mar-prelate, a vizored Knight of those
lists, behind whose shield a host of sturdy puritans were
supposed to fight. 1876 Meijedith Beauch. Career III.

xv. 260 There was the enemy hard in front, mailed, vizored,

gauntleted.

b. In predicative use. (Cf. Visor v.)

C1460 Wisdom 727 in Macro Plays 59 Here entrethe vj.

Jorours. .with hodis abowt her neckis, hattis of meynten-
ance ber-vp-on, vyserydedyuersly. a 1470 Gregory Chron.
in Hist. Coll. Cit. Lottd, (Camden) 78 The Schottys
came in to Inglonde in to the parke of Stanhope. And thet

they were vyseryde for knowynge. 1813 Hogg Quern's
Wake Concl. 325 The lofty brows of stern Clokmore Are
visored with the moving cloud. 1830 Mks. I'rav The Talbax
xx. 170 Did you not come, you and your companion, visored
and shrouded, ..to waylay our path. 1883 Swinburne Les
Casquettes iii, Like heads of the spirits of darkness visored
That see not for ever, nor ever have heard.

2. Of helmets : Furnished with a vizor.

1834 Planche Brit. Costume 136 The improued visored
bascinet and camail. 1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden I.

271 A soldier in a vizored helmet. 1898 Archaeol. Jml.
LV. 1 19 The head-piece, which is a visored salade.

Visorless, vizorless (vsizaalcs), a. [f.

Visor sbt + -less.] Having no visor.

1848 Lytton Harold in. v, There were the small round
shield and spear of the earlier Saxon with his vizorless helm.

1889 Harper's Mag. July 188/1 He wore a round visorless

cap of astrakhan.

fVisorly f
rt. Obs.~l In 5 viserly. [f. as

prec. + -LT K\ Resembling a visor or mnsk.
1421 Hoccleve Learn to Die 678 Hir viserly faces, grim

& hydous Me putte in thoghtful dreedes encombrous,

Visorne, So. variant of Visekn Obs.

tVisorum. Obs. [For visorium (so in F.),

aphetic for divisorium (so in G.), a special use of

med.L. divisorium a dividing thing or part.] A
device formerly used by compositors while setting

up, to indicate the line on the copy.
1659 C. Hoolk tr. Comenius' Vis. World (1672) 190 The

Compositor., (according to the Copy, which he hath fastened
before him in a Visorumjcomposeth words in a composing-
stick. 1683 Moxon Mech. E.terc, Printing xxii. P4. 21a
Some Compositersuse Visorums,. .pricking the point of the
Visorum..upon the Border or Frame of the Case. 1770
Luckombe Hist. Printing 383 When our Copy is very
wide we use a Divisorium (commonly called Visorum), we
chuse to move it each time downwards, to compose what by
that means appears from under the Visorum.

tVi'SOry, a. Obs. [f. L. vts- (ppl. stem of
vuiere to see) + -ory.] Yisive, visual.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pet. i. 19 The serpent stroke him
dead, infecting his visory spirits with her unprevented
poison. 1650 lifLWER Anthropomet. 20 Let them endea-
vour untill they perceive where the visory raves do come.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xvm. 627 Fxml and Seseli
seed . . attenuate the visory Spirits.

f ViBOta-ctile, a. Obs.~l
[f. L. vts-us sight +

tact-ns touch.] Involving both sight and touch.

VISTA.

_
165a Urquhart yewei\y\ts. (1834) 236 By vertue of the

intermutual unlimitedness of their visotactil sensation,

Viaour(e, obs. forms of Visor.

II Viss Cvis)' AIso 7 vise
j
vyse, S vis. [ad.

Tamil vlsai. Cf. It. byza, Pg. bica, in i6th c.

writers.] A weight used in Southern India and
Burmah equal to about 3 j lbs.

[1588 Hickock tr. Federia's I'oy. q- Trav. 32b, This
Ganza goeth by weight of liyze. .and commonly a Kyza of
a Ganza is worth, .halfe a ducket.] 1626 Mkthold in Pur-
chas Pilgrimage (ed. 4) 1003 His peremptory demnnd of a
Vyse of the fairest Diamonds. 1665 Sir T. Hi rdlkt Tpav.
(1677) S7 The annual Tribute i.e. three pound weight being
a Vise of the fairest Stones or Diamonds. 1766 1. Brooks
Coins E. Indies 7, 40 Pollams weight is equal to 1 Vis, or
341°; Avoirdupoise. Ibid. .11, 4 Putas is 1 Vi>s. 1800 Misc.
Tr. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 319 2 From the wells the oil is

carried in small jars, hy cooleys,. . to the river ; where it is

delivered to the merchant exporter at 2 tecals per hundred
viss. 1829 Crawflhd Jml. Emb. to Crt. of Av.i (1834) II.

203 The King [of Hurma] lays claim to all [stones) that ex-
ceed in value a viss of silver, or one hundred ticals. 1876
J. Andekson- Mandalay to Momten 336 In 1872, no less than
one hundred and fifty thousand viss of royal cotton were
stored at Manwyne.

"Viss, southern ME. var. Fish ; obs. Sc. f. Wish
v. Vissage, obs. f. Visagk. Vissare, southern
ME. var. Fisher. Visse, obs. var. Vi/.y v. Sc.

tVissefj, southern var. of MK. fishcth (OE.
ftscaP), fishing.

1297 R. Glolc (Rolls) 5341 A day as he wert was..& is
men were ywent a visse b.

Vissett, obs. f. Visit v. Vissie, var. Vizt
v. Sc.

tVissier. Sc. Obs." 1
[f. vissy Vizv v.] An

inspector.

1566 htv. R. Wardr. (1815) 175 The said Sir James Bal-
four of Pettindreich knycht. .vissier and res^iver.

Viasill, Sc. f. Wissel r. Obs. Vissite, obs.
f. Visit v. Vissorne, Sc. var. ViSKRX Obs.
Vissy, var. Vizy v. Sc.

Vist, obs. Sc. form of wist\\'m v.

Vista (vi'sta), sb. Also 7-9 visto. [It. (also
Sp. and Pg.) vista, f. L. vis-, ppl. stem of vidcre
to see. The iouwvisto exhibits the common ten-

dency to substitute -0 for -a in adoptions of
Romanic words: cf. -ADO 2.]

1. A view or prospect, especially one seen through
an avenue of trees or other lon^ and narrow opening.
a. 1657 R- Ligon Barbadoes 97 This is one of the plea-

santest Vistos in the Hand. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace.
E. hid. I. xii. 136 The Churches .. standing gradually
higher than one another, make the Visto from the Sea
admirahly pleasant. 174a tr. Atgarottion Newton's 7 heory
I. 122 A I.and>kip drawn by Claude Lorrain, or a Visto by
Canalleto. 1798 T. Ghees Diary Lover ofLit. (1810)83
We caught a grand view of it, extending in a long visto,

and bounded by the opposite projecting points of Cary
Sconce and Hurst Castle. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit.
(ed. 4) 49 It was impossible to look in any direction but
along the narrowing visto of canal.

£. 1686 Hl'knet Trav. 2-21 On several hands one sees a
long Vista of streets. 17x1 Pope Temple Fame 263 The
Temple ev'ry moment grew, And ampler Vista's open'd to
my view. 1735 Somervili e Chase IV. 480 The flow'ry
Landskip, and the gilded Dome, And Vistas op'ning to the
wearied Eye. 1770 G0LD8M. Dcs. Vill. 29S Put verging to
decline, its splendours rise, Its vistas strike, its palaces
surprise. 183a (1. Downes Lett. Conl. Countries I. 379
Near the tomb is obtained a splendid vista of Naples in all

its glory. 1850 KiMCSLEY A. Locke xi, I stood looking
wistfully over the gate.. at the inviting vista of the green
embroidered path. 1873 Hicginson ( Udport Days x. 252
A piny dell gave some vista of the broad sea we were leaving.

2. A long narrow opening (esp. one made on
purpose) in a wood, etc., through wh-ch a view
may be obtained, or which in itself affords a plea-

sant prospect ; an avenue or glade.
a. 1671 R. IJohun Wind 29 A Mountaine in Provence

which had a Visto thorough it. 1711 Hermit 25 Aug. 2/2
A Visto cut thro' a Hill for which the Workmen have not
seen their Money. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltem % Va.e Fartn.
90 An old House that stood at the End of a Visto. 1756
Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 214 Humphry employs
himself.. in hunting, .cutting vistoes through the woods, or
gardening, a S774G0LDSM. Hist. Greece II. 131 A fine park
..[with] spacious vistoes, under which those who walked
were shaded from the sun-beams. 1809 Child j6 Fathers
(N.V.) I. 182 My eyes, .were suddenly attracted by a small
visto of trees, which appeared to me well suited to the
indulgence of meditation.

At- x 79° P urke Fr. Rev. 115 In the groves of their
academy, at the end of every visto, you see nothing but
the gallows.

/3. 1686 Plot Stojfordsh. 37 The woods lye dispcrst at due
distance, and if any thing large, have lawnes or vista's cut
through them. 173a Mrs. Dki ankv Life «r Corr. (1861) I.

376 Below the house and between the lakes is a little

copsewood which is cut into vistas and serpentine walks.

1741 Richardson Pamela {1824) I. xiii. 251 He employed
hands to cut a vista through a coppice. 1791 W. Gilpin

Forest Scenery II. 64 A winding road through a wood has

undoubtedly more beauty than a vista. 18*7 U. Johnson
Ind. Field Sports 75 The tops of the grass are cut away
with a sickle so as to form a narrow vista for the passage

of an arrow. 1868 Nkttlxship Ess. Breniming 1. 36 A
many-columned vi>ta of a wood. 1895 Ridik Haggard
Heart of World xiv, Everywhere stretcbeU vistas that

brought to my mind memories of the dimly-lighted nave of

the great cathedral of Mexico.

b. An open corridor or long passage in or

33
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through a large building ; an interior portion of a
building affording a continuous view.
o. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4414/3 Newington House built

with Stone after the Italian manner, with a Visto through,
..to be let. c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 112 An
abundance of good sizeable roomes leading one out of
another in Visto's through the house, something Like our
new way of building. 1735 W. Stukelev Mem. (Surtees)

II. 36 They have opened a visto from the lodg through the
gallery, to the library.

S. 17*6 Swift Gultivcr iv. ii, Beyond this Room there

were three others, reaching the length of the House,to which
you passed through three Doors, opposite to each other, in

the manner of a Vista. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson's Funeral
37 The central aisle., forming in itself the grandest archi-

tectural vista in Europe. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. «y //.

Noie-bks. (187 1) 1. 15 The whole [sc. galleries of the Louvre]
extended into infinite vistas by mirrors that.. multiplied

everything for ever. 1876 Miss Braddon y. Haggard's
Dau. II. 15 The door at the end of the narrow little pass-

age stood open, and the westward-fronting casement was
shining like a jewel at the end of the vista.

+ C. An opening or passage-way. Obs.~A

1737 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xiii, 155 To search
well, that there should be no subterraneous Communica-
tion., [but] finding no Visto that might be suspected, they
ordered the Jougies to remove their great Water Jar.

3. jig. A mental view or vision of a far-reaching

nature.

1673 Lady's Call. 11. iii. § 8 It must infinitly more do so.,

if they please to open a visto into the other world. 1704
Norris Ideal World 11. Pref. 3, I pretend only to make a
kind of visto into the intelligible world. 1848 R. J. Wil-
bekforck Doctr. Incarnation iii. (1852) 28 Those occa-

sional intimations which open vistas into the mighty
depths of God's counsels. 1876 Mozi.ey Unk>. Serm. viii.

178 The human heart takes in all the great vistas and
reaches of human reason. 1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Dec. 6/1
The use of reading is to lighten the load of life, and to

open vistas of thought which otherwise would be closed

to us.

attrib. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. f 17 Catching every

now and then a vista vision often thousand ducats.

b. A view or vision, in prospect or retrospect,

of an extensive period of time or series of events,

experiences, etc.

174a Young Nt. Th. vi. 117 Through the long visto of a
thousand years, To stand contemplating: our distant selves.

1780 Uvr\ce(Fcou. Reform Wks. 1006 II. 307 They might
see a long, dull, unvaried visto of despair and exclusion,

for half a century, before them. 1834 Mahryat P. Simple
i, A sort of vision of future grandeur passed before

me, in the distant vista of which 1 perceived a coach with

four horses and a service of plate. 1839 Murchison Silur.

Syst. 1. Introd. 12 As yet we can gaze but dimly into the

obscure vista of these early periods. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess. (1SS9) I. 3Q Dr. Pauli .. to whose strong historical

vision a vista of a few centuries is nothing. 1888 Brvce
Amer. Commw. lxxx. III. 50 They see a long vista of

years stretching out before them in which they will have
time enough to cure all their faults.

4. In vista, in continuous view.

1758 J. Kennedy Curios. Wilton House (1786) p. xxxv'u,

The Rooms lie in Visto as a great Gallery. 1815 W. H.
Ireland Scribbleomama Pref. p. viii, Like a monotonous
and undeviating route to the traveller, who.. beholds the

object constantly in vista. 1887 Ruskin Prxterila II.

259 The level road with its aisles of poplars in perspective

vista.

Hence Vi'stal a., of the nature of a vista.

Vi'staless a., devoid of any vista or prospect.

i860 Mayne Rf.id Wild Huntress i, The squatter's clear-

ing., is a mere vistal opening in the woods. 1890 Lippin.
cott's Mag. Feb. 242 Was Bombin's life more aimless quite

Than the vistaless one of the Sybarite?

Vi'Sta, v. rare-1 , [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To make into vistas.

183a Lytton Eugene A. xxxiii, The night had now closed

in, and its darkness was only relieved by the wan lamps
that vistaed the streets.

2. In pa. pple. Seen in vistas.

1848 Lytton A', Arthur vn. xxviii, And all the galleries

vista'd through the wave.

Vistaed (vi-stad), a. [f. Vista sb.]

1. Placed or arranged so as to make a vista or

avenue.
1835 Lytton Rienzi v. iii, They, .extending far down the

vistaed streets., awaited the orders of their leader. 1862

—

Str. Story v, I did not pass through the lane, .but up the
broad causeway, with vistaed gas-lamps. 188a J. Haw-
thorne Fort. Fool xxxviii, She moved slowly and saunter-
ingly along the vistaed aisle.

2. Provided with vistas.

1862 Calverley Verses <y Transit Dover to Munich 105
Lawns, and vista'd gardens, Statues white, and cool arcades.

1881 Mrs. C. Praed Policy .T P. II. 258 They would ride

on and on through the many-vistaed forest.

3. jig. Seen ns it were in prospect by the imagi-

nation.

1849 W. M. W. Call Reverberations 11. 85 Gazing stead-

fastly Thro* vistaed centuries. 111851 Mont PoemsiiZ^i) I.

64 To her appear The vista'd joys of Heaven'seternalyear.

1893 K. Thomj'SOn Poems, Hound 0/Heaven 6 Up vistaed

hopes I sped.

Visual (vi'^irtal, vi*z-\ a. and sb. Also 6-7

visuall. [a. OK. visual (16th c, *= Sp. and Pg.

visual, It. visuale, OF. and K. visuel), or ad. late

L. vlsualis (rare) attained by or belonging to sight,

f. L. visits sight, Vision sb.]

A. adj. 1. Of beams : Coming, proceeding, or

directed from the eye or sight. Obs. or arch.

1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. 1697 pat of oure si^t be

stiemys visual May nat be-holde, nor I-sen at al,..Ho\v

Appollo is in his chare schynende. 1603 Holland Plut-

arch's Mor. 1362 It fareth with us in this case, as with those

who would see a thing very farre distant; for of necessitie

the visual beames of his sight doe faile before they can
reach thereto. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. To Rdr., Trusting

Authorities at second hand, and rash collecting . .from visuall

beam's refracted through anothers eye. 1671 Milton Sam-
son 163 For inward light alas Puts forth no visual beam,

b. Visual line, the direct line from the eye to

the object or point of vision ; the line of sight.

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xx. Fij b, Agayne my line visuall

proceeding from D to H the subtill notche in the subten-

dente side of the angle, extendeth to my fifte staffe G. 1602

Dolman La Prtmaud. Fr. Acait. (1618) III. 696 Uy meanes
of the shadowes, or visuall lines, representing the said

shadowes. 1667 Sir R. Moray in Phil. Trans. II. 474 The
Visual line that passeth from the Eye to the upper-side of

the Mark. 1755 Diet. Arts <$• Sci. s.v. Perspective, In

drawing a perspective figure, where many lines come to-

gether, you may. .draw the diagonals in red ; the visual lines

in black. 1850 Nichol Archit. Heav. 11. iv. 135 Merely
to indicate that they lie in almost the same visual line, or

that their proximity is optical only, and not real.

C- Visual ray, a ray proceeding from the eye to

the object seen (cf. visual beam above), or in later

use from the object to the eye.

1625 N. Caki'Enthk Geogr. Del. 1. vi. (1635) 154 The visuall

Ray wherein the sight is carried is alwaies a right line.

1667 Milton P. L. in. 620 The Aire, No where so cleer,

sharp'nd his visual ray To objects distant farr. 1755 Diet.

Arts <y Sci. s.v. Perspective, The point of sight.. is the

point where all the other visual rays, .unite. 1779 Phil.
Trans. LXIX. 6^9 The great and varying refractions of

the visual rays. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci <y Art II.

710 Visual rays, are those which, passing through the trans-

parent plane, render original objects visible. Principal

visual ray, is that which passes through the axis or centre of

the eye. 1840 Lardner Geom. 203 If the visual ray from
the upper extremity A' coincide with the visual ray from the

upper extremity of the other. 1868 Lockyer Guillemiris
Heavens (ed. 3) 475 The instrument will give us the angle
formed by the visual ray with our base-line.

2. Of power or faculty : Pertaining or relating

to, concerned or connected with, sight or vision.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1345 As the one [sc. the

sun] kindles, bringeth foorth and stirreth up the visuall

power and vertue of the sense. 1798 Wokdsw. Peter Bell

918 The Spirits of the Mind Are busy.. Upon the rights of

visual sense Usurping. 1874 Cartknter Ment. Phys. 1. i.

(1S79) 13 That part of the Brain which is the instrument of

our Visual Consciousness. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci.

VII. 665/2 Comparative researches upon the visual acuity

of different parts of the retina.

jig. 1828 Macaulay Misc. Writ, (i860) I. 197 Language.

.

when it becomes too copious, . . altogether destroys the visual

power [of the imagination!. 1849 W. A. Butler Serm. vii.

1 1 4 Faith is the realizing power. Its the visual sense of the

Spirit.

3. Of organs: Endowed with the power of sight

;

having the function of producing vision. Cf.

Optic a. 2.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 400 An Eye .. hath beene thrust

forth, so as it hanged a pretty distance by the Visuall Nerue.
1667 Milton P. L. xi. 414 Michael, .then purg'd with
Euphrasieand Rue The visual Nerve [of Adam], for he had
much to see. 1704 Swift T. 'Tub xi. The virtue of the

Visual nerve, which every little accident shakes out of order.

1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 228 An assemblage of several

organs, all concurring to the production of a single result,

constitutes an apparatus,—the visual apparatus, the diges-

tive apparatus [etc.]. 1874 tr. Lommefs Light 1 The
visual organ, like every other special sense, possesses a
peculiar form of sensibility. 1880 Huxley Cray-Fish iii.

121 Each of these visual pyramids consists of an axial struc-

ture— the visual rod invested by a sheath.

b. Of the eye, or in phrases denoting this, as

visual orb. Chiefly poet.

1725 Pope Odys. 1. 90 Neptune .. Afflicts the chief, to

avenge his giant son Whose visual orb Ulysses robbed of

light. Ibid. ix. 454 Urged by some present god, they swift

let fall The pointed torment on his visual ball. 1801 Lusig.
nan IV. 177 [She] complained that the light, ..hurt the

visual optic. 1877 L. Morhis^/Zc Hades 11. 221 By night

when visual Eyes are blind.

4. a. Of knowledge : Attained or obtained by
sight or vision.

In early use app. contrasted with book-knowledge.
1651 Biggs New Disp. P74 Mathiolus,. .and other Herbal-

ists, have hitherto been busied only about the features, and
visuall knowledge of Plants, hut all of them.. describe

vertues out of Dioscorides. 1903 Conrad & Hueffer
Romance iv. v. 270 These, .were the only two men of whom
she could be said to have more than a visual knowledge.

It). Carried out or performed by means of vision.

1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. x. (1866) 155 The visual

perception of His Form would be a small blessing. 1882

Phoctor Fam, Sci. Stud. 8 The visual test however is in-

dependent.

c. Of impressions, etc. : Received through the

sense of sight ; based upon something seen.

1833 Sir C Bell Hand (1834) 327 Were the eye fixed in

the head . . we should still be capable ofcomparing the visual
impression with the experience of the body. 1840 Mill
Diss, fy Disc. (1859) II. 103 The visual ideas, which thus
become our main symbols of tangible objects. 1877 .M.

Poster Physiol. 111. ii. (1878) 397 These two things we will

briefly distinguish as visual sensations and visual judgments.
1879 Harlan Eyesight iii. 37 All parts of the retina are not
equally sensitive to visual impressions.

5. Of or pertaining to vision in relation to the

object of sight ; = Optic a. 5, Optical a. 2.

Chiefly in special collocations as visual angle, axis,

focus, point.

1710 J. Harris Lex. Teckn. ii, * Visual-angle, is the same
with the Optick-Angle. C1790 ImisqnSc//. Arts I. 205 The

Visual or Optic Angle, is that which is contained under the
two right lines drawn from the extreme points of an object
to the eye. 1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/.-t. xii. no
To-day's dinner subtends a larger visual angle than yester-
day's revolution. 1873 W. Lees Acoustics 11. iv. 66 The
size of an object depends upon the magnitude of the visual
angle. 1874^ Hartwii; Aerial World xiii. 198 If the sun
rises, the "visual axis sinks, and with it the rainbow. 1837
Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 63 What may be called the
"visual focus of a lens, or its distance from an object upon
which we have adjusted its focus as a magnifier. 1867 J.
Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 156 The making of the actinic and
visual foci coincident. 1679 Moxon Math. Diet, s.v., The
*Visual Point in Perspective,., is a point in the Horizontal
Line, wherein all the Occular Rays unite. [Hence in Phillips,

Harris, etc.]. 1755 Diet. Arts <y Sci. s.v. Perspective, Let
the object you intend to delineate, .be placed also on the
right-hand of the visual point. 184a Francis Diet. Arts,
Visual Point, the point of vision from which an object is

viewed, synonymous with the point of sight.

b. In general use.

1812 Woodhouse Astron. xL gi Certain smaller correc-

tions belonging . . to some change in the position of the poles
of the earth: or to causes merely visual and optical. 1869

J. Martineau Ess. II. 158 It is indeed quite conceivable
that, in beings of another race, the visual scale may be much
larger than ours.

6. That is an object of vision or sight ; capable

of being seen
;
perceptible, visible.

1756 Burke Sttbl. <$- B. in. xxvi, A clear and settled idea
of visual beauty. Ibid. iv. xv, Among many remarkable
particulars that attended his first perceptions and judg-
ments on visual objects, c i8ioColeridgk in Z./Y. A>;«.( 1838)

III. 295 The second commandment expressly makes the

worshipping of God in or before a visual image of him.,
idolatry. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv. (1856) 313 Re-
fraction, with its preternatural augmentation of the visual

hemisphere, revisited us. 1869 Tyndall in Fortn. Rev.
1 Feb. 237 Of all the visual waves emitted by the sun, the

shortest and smallest are those which correspond to the

colour blue. 1871 — Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. vi. 223 The
spectrum embraces three classes of rays—the thermal, the

visual, and the chemical. 189s Photogr. Ann. II. 340
Which from the visual aspect of colour should appear almost
black.

b. Of actions, conditions, etc. Also, character-

ized by visibility.

1828 Carlyle Misc. (1840) I. 307 {Goethe) Everything has
form, everything has visual existence ; the poet's imagination
bodies forth the forms of things unseen. 1840 — Heroes
ii. (1904) 69 That this so solid-looking material world.. is a
visual and tactual Manifestation of God's power and pre-

sence. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps v. § 10. 145 The inclina-

tion may be seen by the eye, by bringing it (the wall] into

visual contact with the upright pilasters. 1867-77 G. F.

Chambers Astron. 1. i. 11 The period required to make a
whole visual rotation.

C. Of signalling or a signal.

1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 424/1 Visual sig-

nalling was formerly carried on by semaphores. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVI. 396/2 Visual signaling embraces Hags, helio-

graph, torch, flash light, etc. 1906 Times 20 Aug. 5/1, I

proceeded as far.. as ensured my being able to use visual

signals to the signal station.

7. Of the nature of a mental vision
;
produced or

occurring as a picture in the mind.

1845 Carlyle Cromwell I. 88 Let the reader try to make
a visual scene of it as he can. 1851 Helps Comp. Solit. x.

192 When we are thinking or talking of a person, we recall

some visual image of that person. 1875 K. White Life in

Christ 1. v. (1876) 46 The deeper is the sense of incompetence
even to imagine as a visual conception the mass of human
beings who have tenanted it.

b. Carrying or conveying a mental vision or

image.
1868 Gladstone Jut. Mundi xiii. (1S70) 469 The Greek

Catalogue is charged throughout with what I may call local

colour and visual epithets ; epithets which . . raise up a pros-

pect or scene before the mental eye of a reader or a hearer.

B. sb. 1. a. A visual ray : see Visual a. 1 c.

1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit. III. 2/2 Certain Rays which
minister to the sight . .are called Visuals. 1779 Phil. Trans.
LXIX. 649 The quantity of effects and of errors in the

visuals proceeding from this last cause must be very differ-

ent at different times.

2. = VlSUALIST I.

j886 Mind July 415 This division of men into visuals,

audiles, motiles and in differents, as we may respectively call

them, is of great interest and importance. 1899 Alliutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 440 These variations depend, .upon the

question whether the patients are 'auditives ' or 'visuals '.

Visualist (vi'3i»alist, vi*z-). [f. Visual a. +
-1ST.]

1. (See quot.)
1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 731 Charcot, who classified

people into ' visualists ' those whose recollections were
chiefly of things seen, who had to read a name in order to

remember it ; 'audists ' [etc.].

2. - Visualizeb.
190a Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. XIII. 544 The visualist prob-

ably proceeds more from the standpoint of the object and

the enumeration of qualities.

3. (See quot.)

1903 G. M. Stratton Exp. Psych. 12S There are the

visualists, who maintain that si^ht is the only sense that

gives us a knowledge of these things.

Visuality. rare. [f. Visual a. + -ity : app.

used by Carlyle only. Cf. late L. visudlilas."]

1. The state or quality of being visual or visible

to the mind ; mental visibility.

1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. (1004) 92 Every compartment of

it is worked-out, with intense earnestness, into truth, into

clear visuality. 1858 — Frcdk. Gt. x. viii. II. 685 The
image he has of his Burial, we perceive, is of perfect

visuality, equal to what a Defoe could do in imagining.
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2. With a and pi. A mental picture or vision.

1841 Carlyle Misc. Ess. (1857) IV. 043 We must .. catch

a few more visualities. 1845 — Cromwell I. 154 We have
a pleasant visual ity of an old summer afternoon 'in the

Queens Court ' two hundred years ago.

Visualization (vi^iwaUiz^Jan, viz-), [f.

next + -ation\] The action or fact of visualizing
;

the power or process of forming a mental picture

or vision of something not actually present to the

sight ; a picture thus formed.
1883 Acaticmy 14 July 31 Investigations into the pheno-

mena of visualisation. 1884 Gurney ti Myers in igth Cent,

July 72 In the next stage of visualisation the percipient

sees a face or figure projected or dejected, as it were, on
some convenient surface. 1894 Athena!urn 10 Nov. 6;8-2

[The book had] a power of visualization that gave it a claim

to real originality.

Visualize (vi'gUAbiz, \vz- }i v. Also visual-

ise, [f. Visual a. +-ize.]

1. trans. To form a mental vision, image, or

picture of (something not visible or present to the

sight, or of an abstraction); to make visible to the

mind or imagination.
Freq. in recent use, sometimes in connexion with special

branches of psychology or psychical research.

1817, 1831 [implied in Visualized ppl. a.] 1863 Tvndall
Heat x. 350 We can hardly help attempting to visualise the
atoms themselves. 1899 J. Smith Chr. Chnrac. 165 Bunyan,
in his immortal allegory, visualised the progress from justi-

fication 10 glory.

2. absol. or intr. To form a mental picture of

something not visible or present, or of an abstract

thing, etc. ; to construct a visual image or images

in the mind.
1871 J. A. Symonds in H. F. Brown Biog. (1895^ II. 52 For

numbers I havc.no head. I do not visualise except in the

most rudimentary way. 1881 Mucin. Mag. XLVI. 485 This
answers to the way in which I visualize for them. 1897 A.
Lang Dreams ^ Ghosts ii. 58 A novelist of my acquaint-

ance can ' visualise ' so well that [etc.].

So Visualized///, a., made visual or visible to

the mind ; formed in the mind ; Vi'sualizing

vbl. sb. (also attrib.) and///, a.

Carlyle's use of visualized'was objected toby Sterling (see

Carlyle Life Sterling n. ii).

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. ii. 48 note, The images are

at least consistent, and it was the intention of the writers to

mark the seasons by this allegory of Visualized puns. 1831

Carlyle Sart. lies. 1. viii, A Voice, a Motion, an Appear-
ance :—some embodied, visualised Idea in the Kternal
Mind? 1883 F. Galton Hum. Faculty (1910) 112 A third

..abiding fantasy of certain persons is invariably to con*

nect visualised pictures with words. 1880 E. White Cert.

Relig. 43 A pictorial "visualizing imagination, which can
faithfully depict the scenes recorded. 1881 Sat. Rev. 30
July 142/1 Mr. Francis Galton's interesting illustrations of

the power of visualizing, a 1901 F. VV. H. Mvehs Human
Personality (1903) I. p. xli, It involves at least a great in-

crease in his ordinary visualising power.

Visualizer. [f. Visualize z>. + -er.] One
who visualizes or has the faculty of forming mental

images of invisible things, abstract ideas, con-

ditions, etc.

1886 Gurnev, etc. Phantasms 0/ Living I. 195 Mrs.
Bettany is by nature a good visualiser. 1894 Coutemp.
Rev. Aug. 266 One may be a visualiser when thinking of
music, a 1901 F. W. H. Myers Human Personality (1903)

I. 125 For those who are already good visualisers such
phenomena as these . . present no quite unique experience.

Visually (vi-jir/ati, vi*z-), adv. Also 5 visuu-,

6 viswally. [f. Visual a. +-ly 2
.] In a visual

manner ; in relation to vision ; by sight.

1448-9 J. Metham Whs. (E.E.T.S.) 19/525 The ouer
cerkyl..so vysuually, to yche mannys syte, Abouyn this

spere enchauntyd apperryd. 1516 Lett* fy Pap. Hen. VIII,
II. I. 514 [That they might..] viswally aperceeyve [that

there was money actually there].

i8si Coleridge in lilackw. Mag, X. 249 Outness is but
the feeling of otherness (alterity), rendered intuitive, or

alterity visually represented. 1831 Faraday Exp. Res*
(1859) 295 When v

. the wheels were visually superposed then
the appearance of cogs or teeth was seen. 1878 Arnky
Photogr. 86 That when the picture is visually in focus the
position of the sensitive plate shall be chemically in focus.

VistlO- {y\'QU\O t vi*z-), combining form on Gr.

models of L. visus sight, vision, employed in a few

terms, chiefly Attat.
y

as visuo-auditory , -kines-

thetic, -psychic
t
-sensory adjs. Also vi'suometer

(see quot. 1847 and cf. Visometer).
1847 A. Smee Vision in Health ft Dis. iii. 37 The adjust-

ment of the exact centre of the glass to the optical centres
is so important in practice, that I have contrived an instru-

ment to measure the width accurately between these

centres.. . I have called the instrument itself the vi^uometer.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 415 Destruction of the

visuo-kinxsthedc commissure. Ibid. VIII. 445 The other
[commissure] conducts impressions from the visual to the

auditory word-centre (the visuo-auditory commissure^. 1900
Phil. Trans. CXCIII. Ser. B. 168 Measurements taken
from the whole of the visuo-sensory area and from the neigh-
bouring visuo-psychic cortex.

t Visure, sb, Obs. Also 5-6 vyaur(e. [a.

AF. *visnre (cf. visure pa. pple. in Godef.), altera-

tion of AF. riser Visob, after forms ending in

-UBE. Cf. mcd.L. visura view, inspection.]

1. Face, visage, rare-1 .

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14608 Alle that coude of surgerye

.. Hadde Achilles tn that cure To hele his woundes & his

visure.

2. A visor of a helmet. (See also quot. 1688.)

1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. x. 289 Nowgentyl knyght.

.

put vp thy vy.sure. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxvii. (1555)

Aaj b, The bote fyre was so intollerable Abouc me fieying

that vnneth I might Through my visure cast ahrode my
sight. 1523 Ld, Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxiii. 616 They . .were
afote, armed at all peces with bassenettes and vysures and
good speres. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xvii. (Roxb.)

109/1 The Visures or holes in the Bever to see through.

b. A mask. Ahojig.
C1460 Wisdom 756 in Macro Plays 60 Here entreih vi

women, in sut, thre dysgysyde asgalontis. .with wondyrful
vysurs conregent. 1531 Tindale Exp. 1 John (153S)

96 He..kepeth it [sc. bitter speech] vntyll he come & 1«

present wyth hym, for than doth he threaten he wyll pull

awaye hys vysure.

3. fig. A mere outward show or appearance {of
something) ; a pretence or mask. Cf. Visob sb, 3.

1531 Tindale Exp. 1 John (1537) 53 The fayth & hope of

the Komane byshop. .are no true fayth & hope: hut vayne
wordes and vysures only. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Mark vii. 51 They haue a certayne counterfayte appar-

aunce or visure of holines. 1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin
on Acts ix. to He hath in deed suffered Satan to deceiue the

vnbeleeuers with false imaginations and visures.

4. a. A sight or vision. rarc~ x
.

1535 Covicrdale Isaiah xxxiv. 14 There shal stiaunge
visures and monstruous beastes mete one another.

b. Appearance; sight, rare 1
.

1545 Coverdai.k Def. Chr. Man A ij, A man, who nether

in name ner visure hath bene knowne vnto me till this

present daye.

Hence f Vi'sure v. trans., to deceive or impose
upon, f Visured///. a., wearing a visor; only

Jig., masked, false, si>ecious. Obs,

1570 Foxe A. <y M. (ed. 2) II. 1426/2 If kyng Henry the

vij. had lyued vnto this day, .. it had bene past my
Lorde of Wynchesters power, to haue visured the kyn^es
highnes as he did. 1577 H. ISl'll tr. Luther's Comm. Ps.

50 This is rightly to behold the templu, and not as the

visured Bishops [L. larz-arum Fpiscopi\ behold their idola-

trous temple when they consecrate it. 1585 Fetherstone
tr. Calvin on Acts xvii. 11 This is not spoken of any visured

[U tan-ato] councell, but of a small assembly of men.

t Visu*riency. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. I,, type

*vis/irire, desiderative vb., f. L. vlsere, freq. of

vidcre to see + -ency.] The desire of seeing.

165a Urquhart Jewel 125 The visuriency of either, by
ushering the tacturiency of both, made the attrectation of

both consequent to the inspection of either.

Visy(e, obs. ff. Vizy v. Sc. Vit, obs. Sc. f.

Wit sb. and v. ; southern dial. f. Fit v.

Vitability. rar£~\ [i.L.vita: see Vital a.]

= Viability l
.

The adj. vitable, in place ot viable, was suggested by F.

Hall Mod. Eng. (1873) 181.

1889 Nature 26 Sept , If the modification is of service,

then presumably it will add to the vitability of the indi-
1

vidua!.

Vitail(e, Vitaill(e, Vitail(e)er, etc., obs. ff.

Victl'al sb. and v., and Victualler.

t Vitaillement. Obs. rare. [a. OF. vitailU-

vient, f. vitail Victual sb.} The provision of

victuals ; victualling.

1453 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 235/2 For wages and vitaillement

of the Soudeours. 1464 Ibid. 509/2 The payment of wages
and vitaillement of Caleis.

t Vitaillous, a. Obs.-1 [f. vitail Victual

sb. + -0U8.] Of the nature of victual.

c 1475 Partenay 987 Ther all peple preuilage had echon,

. . Euery of that which thai wold demaund Off wynes and
of uttaillous viand.

Vital (vsiual), a. and sb. Also 5 vytalle, 5-6

vytall, 5-7 vitail, 6 vitalle (vytail, Sc, wettal).

[a. OF. (also mod.F.) vital ^14111 c. ; = Sp. and

Fg. vital. It. vitale) or ad. L. vitdl-is f. vita life.

Cf. Vitals.]

A, adj. I. 1. Consisting in, constituted by, that

immaterial force or principle which is present in

living beings or organisms and by which they are

animated and their functions maintained. Now
chiefly Phys. or Biol.

C1386 Chaucer A'ut.'s T. 1944 In hise armes two The
vital strengthe is lost, and al ago. 14*6 Lvoc. De Gutl.

Pilgr. 24220 And thus my silf, I consume al The vertu that

called is vital. 1597 Hookkr Eccl. Pol. v. liv. §9 For

though it [i.e. Christ's body] had a beginning from us, yet

God hath giuen it vitail efficacie. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 1019 For that in each of us that which is mortall and
subject to dissolution, containeth within it the power which

i is vttall. 1647 H. Mork Song o/Soul 1. Pref. II viij b, He .

.

;
shapes us from an inward vitail Principle, .into a new life and

I

shape. 1719 I)e Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 321 Men. .spent

I their strength in daily Strugglings for Hread to maintain the

1 vital Strength. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 134 Where now
I the vital energy that mov'd,..the pure and subtile lymph
Through th' imperceptible meand'ring veins Of leaf and
flow'r? 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 372 Due attention ought always
to I>e paid to the presence and activity of vital power in the

animal body. 1843 Sir C. Scudamore Med. Visit Grafen-
berg 92 The higher importance and still greater influence of

vital force and nervous energy, as compared with simple

chemical action. 1887 Rentlev Man. pot. (ed. 5) 24 Thjs

internal energy, which is peculiar to living protoplasm, is

frequently spoken of as vital force.

b. Vital spark forJfame). Cf. Sl'ABK sbl 3.

[a) 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Flamtna Vita/is;

some do suppose, that there resides in the Heart of Ani-

mals such a fine and kindled, but mild Substance, as they

call a I 'ital Flame. 1744 Herkelky Siris I 156 The cali-

dum innatum, the vital flame, or animal spirit in man.
ib) 1711 PorE Dying Christian to his Soul'u Vital spark

of heav'nly flame ! Quit, oh quit this mortal frame. 1826

F. Rkynolds Life <V Times II. 341 For some moments it

was supposed, that the vital spark was extinct. 1862 Hovo
Graver Th. Country Parson xv. 250 The multitudinous
machinery of animal life is there, but the vital spark to set

it in motion is wanting.

2. Maintaining, supporting, or sustaining life.

t a. Vital spirit, spirits. Cf, Spihit sb. 16. Obs.
Freq. in the i6thc , chiefly in pi.

{<D c 1450 Mankind 805 in Macro Plays 30 He ys so
tymt-rouse; me semyth hys vytall spryt doth expyre. 1477
Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) SiTheSpirit Vitail

in the Hert doth dwell. 1539 E lyot Cast. Helthe (1541)
12 b, Spirit vitail procedeth from the harte, and by the
arteries or pulses issente into all the body. 1577 tr. Bullitt-

ger's Decades (1592) 500 Paule calleth him the naturall

man which liueth naturally by the vitail spirit. 1671
Salmon Syn. Med. 111. iv. 334* The vital spirit resides in the
heart, is dispersed by the arteries [etc.]. 1715 Poi-e Iliad
in. 366 The vital spirit issued at the wound.

(b\ 1531 Elyot Giw. 1. xvi, Continual studye, without
somme inaner of exercise, short ely exhausteth the spirytes

vytall. ((1548 Hail Chron., Hen. IV, 32b, Ik' lay as
though all his vital spiritcs had bene from hym departed.
1606 BryskrttCTz'. Life 48 The heart, wherein all the vitail

spirits are forged, and receiue their strength. 1626 Ba< on
Sylva §30 As for lining creatures it is certaine, their Vital

Spiritts are a Substaunce Compounded of an Airy and
Flamy Matter. 1667 Milton /'. L. v. 464. 1707 Floyer
Physic. Pulse-Watch 134 The vital Spirit-* are the Animal,
as they are commonly call'd; I call them vital, because
they move the Heart and Respiration.

b. Of blood, heat, etc., 01 in general use.

VitalJluidy in Bot., = Latkx 2.

1558 Bl'llbin Owl. Health A v, Apoplexia and Vertigo

will ncuer fro the(e] ?-tarte, Until! the vitail blode be killed

in the harte. 1563 Ii. Googe Eglogs^ic (Arb.) 71 He..
Gaue OnsL-t fyrst vpon his Foes, and lost his vitail blud.

1598 Uakcklky Fetic. Man (1631) 707 The vitail moysture
of his body

I
is] so consumed that he cannot be known to bee

the same man. 161 1 Coryat Crudities 365 + 3 For whose
sake.. he ought not doubt to powie out his vitail bloud.

1667 Milton P. L.xu. 236 The Spirit of Gcd.. vital vertue

infus'd, and vital warmth throughout the fluid Mass. 1697
Dryukn / irg. Georg. 11. 555 To unload the branches, or the

leaves to thin, That suck the vital moistuieof the vine. 1713
Addison Cato iv. iii, The vital blood, that had forsook my
heart, Returns ag:iin in such tumultuous tides. 1797 Burkk
Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 409 Let us.. watch the systole

and diastole, as it now receives, and now pours forth the vital

stream through all the members. 1837 P. Keith Bot. lev.

354 A fluid secreted from the crude sap which M. Schull?

designates by the name of the latex or ' vital fluid '. 1861

Flor, Nightingale Aursint? ii. (ed. 2) 13 A careful nurse

will keep a constant watch over her sick, .to guard against

the loss of vital heat by the patient himself.

trans/. &ndjig. i6oj Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iv, She
was my vitail blood.

o. Of breath or air. Chiefly poet.

Merging intosenses-
(a) 1565 Cooier Thesaurus, s.v. Vila/is, Halitusvi/alis,

vitail breath. 1598 Muccdorus 1. iv. 27 Vnworthy I to

beare this vitail breath ! 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

(1637) 814 [He] dashed out his own braines, and at last

yeelded up his vitail breath. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv.

699 Longing the common Light again to share, And draw
the vital breath of upper Air. 1717 Prior Engraven on a
Column 5 While yet We draw this vital Breath. 1738

Wesley Psalms exxxix. 11. ii, Should I suppress any vital

Breath. 1817 Wordsw. Vernal Ode 47 To every draught

of vital breath, Renewed throughout the bounds of earth.

{b) 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. vii. 66 All so ^oone as his en-

feebled spright Gan sucke this vital! aire into his brest.

1697 Uryden Mneid xu. 876 Mad with her anguish, ..she

loaths the vital air. 1704 Poie Pastorals, Spring 74 The
sun's mild lustre warms the vital air. « 17*1 Priok Colin'

s

Mistakes vii, All that under sky breathe vital Air, i8ai

Shelley Adonais iii, Dream not that the amorous Deep
Will yet restore him to the vital air. 1863 Hawthorne
Our Old Home (1879) 35 If the missing Doctor still breathed

this vital air.

fd. Vital air, in Old Chem., = Oxygen i.

1791 W, Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeingl. 1. 1. iii, I placed

(it} in contact with vital air over mercury. i?jj T. Beddoes

Calculus, etc. 213 Venous blood exposed to vital air acquires

the vermilion colour of arterial blood. 1806 .'•/. Jrnl.

XV. 582 Dr. Thornton has laid before the public some cases,

which show the efficacy of vital air, or, as it is usually

called, oxygen gas, in the cure of fits. 1837 P. Keith Bot.

Lex. 135 Ft appears that oxygen gas, .. indispensable to

the life of animals, is also indispensable to the life of vege-

tables, on both which accounts it seems to have well merited

the appellation of vital air, by which it was at one time

designated. 1880 Hlxlev Crayfish ii. 75 A new supply of

the needful ' vital air \as the old chemists called it.

3 Of parts, organs, etc. : Essential or necessary

to life; performing the functions indispensable to

the maintenance of life.

I n modern use also of parts ofplants : vital node (see quot.

1861); vital vessels, those containing or conveying the vital

fluid or latex. _ m . »._ «.

1483 Monk 0/Evesham (Arb.) 1 1 1 Onethe laste myghte be

perseuyd yn hym a ful smalle meuyng as a thynne drede yn

hys vytalle veynys. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Vttalis.

The vitalle partes. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Manp Of the

Naturall parts, he di^uteth in the f«" rt,,^m' fif* ??°S'
of the Vitail in the sfxt and seuenth 1667 D"^p

/
^;'

Emperor iv. x, It streams, it streams from 'very vitaLPar .

1696 Phillips (ed. 5 1 s.v., The Vital Parts are the Heart

SSL, Lungs and Liver. 1718 P«'0« ^S£-JS
Hoary with Cares and Ignorant of Rest, We ^ rf *™ v"a

Springs relax'd and worn. 173- Berkeley **&*£%**
Tbe heart and brain, and other vita

I

parts. 183*
J£*«J

Introd not iiThe/7/-i/vesse1sofSchuit7. 1861 Bentley

^lu Bot.\!g^The part where the stem and root diverge

as bein called the neck or cotlum, "**^'J***i
no*le. because it was erroneously supposed to be the seat of

the life of the plant.
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VITAL.

b. transf. (In modern use denoting especially \

those parts of a machine, ship, etc., essential to its

proper working.)

1647 C LABUCDOM Hist. Reb. i. § 76 Their submi.ss Rever-

ence to their Princes being a vital part of their Religion.

1698 K.EU.L Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 181 If these he has

mentioned be the substantial and vital parts [of his theory],

1866 Crump Bankings: 134 Erasure of any vital part of the

bill.. would justify the banker in refusing payment. 1873

J. Richards Wood-working Factories 12 The piston, cross-

head connecting rod, and main bearings, are the vital parts

to be looked after. x839 Welch Naval Archil. 141 To
preserve intact such vital parts as the machinery, maga-
zines, and steering gear.

4. Of, pertaining, or relating to, accompany-

ing, or characteristic of life ; inherent in or exhi-

bited by living things or organic bodies.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. VitaHter, To haue liuely or

vitaille motion. 1599 Silaks. lien. V, in. vi. 49 Let not Bar-

dolphs vitall thred bee cut with edge of Penny-cord. 1604
— Oth. v. ii. 14 When I haue pluck'd thy Rose, I cannot giue

it vitall growth againe, 1652 French Yorksh. Spa ii. 13 In

which as in a vital abode, and natural place, the water,

whitest it remains, is living. 1697 Dbyden Mneid vi. 1075

There mighty Caesar waits bis vital hour, Impatient for the

world. 1705 J. DUNTON Life <$- Errors 311 The last sands

in his Life were run, and there was no turning the Vital-

glass. 1784 CowrER Task 111. 509 When the temper'd heat,

Friendly to vital motion, may afford Soft fomentation.

1816 Shelley Alastor 238 Red morning. .Shedding the
,

mockery of its vital hues Upon his cheek of death. 1844

G. Bird Urin. Deposits (1857) 47 In every case in which we
endeavour to explain vital phenomena by the physical or

chemical laws governing dead matter. 1873 H. Spencer
Stud. Socio/, xiv. 330 All actions of individuals being vital

actions that conform to the laws of life at large.

"b. Of faculties, functions, powers, etc.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 41 Came he right now to

sing a Rauens Note, Whose dismall tune bereft my vital

powres. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 169 It immediatly
ouer-charged my vitall sences, and put mee. .into a deadly

trance. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Vital Faculty, an Action

whereby a Man lives. .as the Motions of the Heart, Res-
piration, Nutrition, &c. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude vm. 299
Whose truth is not a motion or a shape Instinct with vital

functions. 1826 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 38 By
a gradual decay of the vital powers from old age. 1857

Henfrev Bot. § 782 The vital forces appear to be of more
than one kind. 1878 Huxley Fhysiogr. xvii. 275 The
whole mass has been constructed, .of the products of de-

nudation, or of those of vital processes.

c. Geol. Produced or formed by vital action or

force ; of vital or organic origin.

1855 L Phillips Man. Geol. 49 Proportions of Chemical,
Vital, "and Mechanical Deposits. 1880 Haughton* Pkps.
Geogr. iii. 164 note, It is converted into Chemical and Vital

woi'k done by the vegetable and animal organisms that

clothe the surface of the earth.

d. Of statistics: Concerned with or relating to

the facts of life, e. g. birth, marriage, death, etc.

1837 [W. Farr] in McCulloch Ace. Brit. Emp. II. 567
Vital Statistics; or, the Statistics of Health, Sickness,

Diseases, and Death. 1885 J. Nicol {title), Vital, Social,

and Economic Statistics of the City of Glasgow, 1881-85.

e. In special collocations :

Vital affinity (see quot. and Affinity 9). Vital capacity,

in Fhys., the breathing or respiratory capacity of the lungs

(cf. quot. 1252). Vital contractility, in Fhys. ~ Irritabi-

lity 3. Vital germ t/ieory -Genu theory Germ sb. 6(1891
Cent. Diet.), f Vital indication (see quot.). Obsr 1

t Vital
line, in palmistry, the line of life : see Line sb. 8 b. Vital
sister (see quot.). Vital union, a union involving common
life ; alsoJig.
1850 Daubeny Atom. The. xi. (ed. 2) 339*Vital affinity—

a force, which is supposed to come in aid ofcommon chemi-
cal attraction, and to render theunion between the particles

of a body more stable. 185a J. HvrcHiNSOsSpirotueler

§ 4 The most complete voluntary expiration immediately
following the most complete inspiration, which we denomin-
ate the ' "vital capacity '. 1876 Bristowh Th. $ Fraet. Med.
(1878) 372 The vital capacity of women is much less that 0/
men. 1830 R. Knox BecharcCs Anal. 216 These vessels

are extensible, and are even possessed of a high degree of

retractility. . .Their irritability or *vital contractility is not

less evident. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, * Vital Indi-
cation, in the Art of Medicine, is such an one as requires

the restoring and reserving of the Natural Strength of the

Body. 1653 R. Sanders Fhysiogu. 100 The '"Vital line

forked in the end, towards the wrist. Ibid. 102 The Liver

line' at a distance, and not touching the Vital line. 1824

Encycl Metro/. (1845) XVI. 602/2 The Vital line thicker

than ordinary ..denotes a laborious old age. Ibid. 604 Of
the Via Mar lis, the way or Line of Mars, or the *Vit:il-

sister. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx in. iii. § 6 Those in-

feriour terrestrial Beings with which it [i.e. the soul] com-
municates through the Vital union which it hath with the

body. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxvii. § 25 Several sub-

stances, .which, whilst they continued in avital union with

that, . .made a part of the same self. 174a Yocng A7 Th.

H. 57 Is this our duty, wisdom, glory, gain? (These

heav n benign in vital union binds). 1746 Wesley Priuc.

Methodist 49, 1 believe there was a supernatural Power.,
which occasion'd their Bodies to be so affected by the

natural Laws of the vital Union.

5. Conferring or imparting life or vigour ; in-

vigorating, vitalizing ; life-giving. Chiefly poet.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 12 Liues he yet ..that wrought
this act, And doen the heauens afford him vital food \ 1601

Holland Pliny I. 56 The whole temperature of the aire is

evermore so vitall, he.dihie, and holesome. 1608 Wii.let

Hexapla Exod. 245 Vitall and comfortable heate .. from

the bodie of the sunne. 1667 Milton /'. L. in. 22 Hail

holy light, ofspring of Heav'n first-born . : thee I revisit

safe. And feel thy sovran vital Lamp. 17x9 Young Revenge
111. i, O Joy, thou welcome stranger ! twice three years I

have not felt thy vital beam. 1744 Akenside/Vc<w. Imag.

260

I. 72 Till in time complete, What he admir'd and lov'd, his

vital smile Unfolded into being. 1865 Neale Hymns
Paradise 8 There they quaff the vital sweetness of the Well
of Quickening. 187a Huxley Physiol, vii. 156 The vital

foods are derived directly, or indirectly, from the vegetable

world.

6. Affecting life; fatal to or destructive of life.

1612 Rowlands A'naue of Har.'s (Hunter. CI.) 46 This

Picke-pocket suffer'd vitall losse, Betweene the Court-gate

hang'd, and Charing-crosse. a 1645 Milton Arcades 65

The celestial Sirens.. That sit upon the nine enfolded

sphears, And sing to those that hold the vital shears, And
turn the Adamantine spindle round. 1776 S. J. Pratt
Pupil ofPleas. 11. 23S The surgeon, to whom I went myself,

in defiance of danger, assures me the wound is vital. 1812

Calhoun Speech 24 June, Wks. 1864 II. 29 Throw him into

battle, and he is scarcely sensible of vital gashes.

7. fig. That is essential to the existence of some-

thing expressed or implied in the context ; con-

stituting or involving an essential part or feature
;

absolutely indispensable, necessary, or requisite.

Also, in wider sense, of supreme importance.

Common in recent use, freq. const, to something (t>).

{a) 1619 Lushihgtom Resurrect. Rescued (1659) 7° The
three vital circumstances of a well-ordered Action, Person,

Time and Place. 169a Atterbury Serm. bef. Queen 29 May
3 The weakness and worthlessness ofexternal Performances,

when compar'd with more vital and substantial Duties.

1708 — Serm, bef. Queen 31 Oct. 8 A thorough Sense, and
Vital Experience of his Paternal Care over us, and Con-
cern for us. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1S65) 169 At a
time when the views of France became daily more and more
incompatible with our own vital interests. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 273 If one of them differs from the rest on

a vital point 1870 F. Harrison Choice Bks. (18S6) 10 The
really vital books for us we also know to be a very trifling

portion of the whole.
(b) 174a Young Nt. Th. vi. 506 A competence is vital to

content. 1856 Stanley Sinai 4- Pal. iv. 215 Hence it was
that the raising of the siege of Gibeon . . was so vital to the

conquest of Canaan, i860 Motley Netherl. vi. (1868) I.

2S9 A cause which was so vital to both nations. 1893 A.

Cawston Street Impror. London 1 Doubtless many will

gladly take up a work so vital to the welfare of the whole
community.

b. Of questions, problems, etc.

182a Hazlitt Tahle-T. xxxiii. II. 389, I should like to live

to see the downfall of the Bourbons. That is a vital ques-

tion with me. i8a5 Cobbett Rur. Rides 278 He and I

never agreed upon this subject ; and this subject was, with

him, a vital one. 1850 Carlyle Lattcr-d. Pamph.'x. (1872)

31 The 'Organisation of Labour". .is the universal vital

Problem of the world. 1865 Ruskin Sesame ii. §54 Re-
specting this question—quite vital to all social happiness.

c. Paramount, supreme, very great.

1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) V. 529 In order

to concentrate our troops on other points of greater^ and
more vital importance. 1849 Macaulay His,t, Eng. vii. II.

233 Questions respecting postures, roljes, festivals and litur-

gies, he considered as of no vital importance. ^850 Glad-
stone Glean, (1879) V. viii. 180 This inquiry. .is indeed of

vital moment to those who [etc. J.

II. 8. Endowed with, or possessed of, life
;

animate, living. Now/orf. or rhet.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 3470 Than this vitall

glebe [sc. the body of St. Werburge] by divine ordinaunce
voluntary permytted naturall resolution. 1561 Daus tr.

Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 1S5D, For who soeuer shew not

themselues obedient, . .onto this beast.. are accompted for

;

dead and rotten members, and therfore to be cut of frorn this

vitall body. x6ai T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vied-
1 lard 30 Of the dismall day, that doth threaten with death,

1
Things vitall feele the smart, and things without breath.

, 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 345 For Spirits that live throughout
: Vital in every part. .Cannot but by annihilating die. 1745
Watts in Trans. <y Parafihr. Scripture xxxvu. vii, Out of

the Deep, th' Almighty King did vital Beings frame. 1774

J. Bryant Mythol. II. 206 He called the winds, and made
! them breathe into each, and render them vital. 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam 11. xxvi. 6 Some monument Vital

with mind. i8ao — Witch Ail. xxxv, That bright shape of

vital stone which drew the heart out of Pygmalion.
transf. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. P 25 That mind.. that

can be free when the body is fast bound.. is never more
strong and vital, than when that languishes and expires.

Jig. 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. (ed.2) III. xiv. 219

His creed may be orthodox, but his religion is not vital.

184a Mrs, Browning Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 97 The live

,
grasshopper, called, .an emblem of the vital Greek tongue.

1873 Symonds Grk. Poets x. 320 Every line of Theocritus is

vital with a strong passion for natural beauty.

b. Of places : Full of life or activity.

174a Young IVt. Th. 1. 115 This is the desart, this the soli-

tude : How populous I how vital, is the grave ! 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam 11. vi. 1 This vital world, this home of

happy spirits.

c. Endowed with spiritual life. rare.

1807 Syd. Smith Lett. Catholics (1808) 81 Those groaning
and garrulous gentlemen, whom they denominate.. Gospel
preachers and Vital clergymen.

9. Employed as an epithet of life,

1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 13 You must be changed you
know not when, from your ritches, from this vitall lyfe and
the whole worlde vnto a notlier place paynefull or Joyfull.

1633 Bfc Hall Occas. Medit. § 61 I cannot tell whether I

should say those Creatures live which doth nothing; Sure
I am their life is not vital. 1645 — Rem, Discontents 122

Neither indeed is any other life truly vitall, but this ; for

hereby we enjoy God in all whatsoever occurrences.

flO. Having the qualities essential to life;

capable of living ; m Viable aA Obs.
1608 Topsell Serpents 108 When the Butterflyesdoioyne

together very late, . . they doe lay or cast theyr eggs which will

continue vitall, and that may liue till the next Spring. 1615
Crooke Body of Man 336 The nine-moneth birth is of all

other the most vitall and legitimate. 1646 Sir T. Browne

VITALITY.

Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 218 Pythagoras, Hippocrates,.. and
others . . affirming the birth of the seventh month to be vitall.

B. sb. +1. The vital spirit or principle. Obs.- 1

1670 Capt. J. Smith Eng. Improv. Revived v. 246 When
the ulcerous Lungs cannot with dexterity enough perform
their Office of cooling the Heart, the Vital is generated
more hot than it should be.

2. A vital part or organ, rare.

Formed from the collect, pi. Vitals.
1710 Oldisworth tr. Quillcfs Callipa'dia 1. 492 A florid

Bloom with Blushes decks the Face,.. And every Vital

breathes the sweets of Love. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre
xxxiv, Forced to keep the fire of my nature continually low,

to compel it to burn inwardly, .thoughthe imprisoned flame

consumed vital after vital.

3. Palmistry. The vital line.

1834 Encycl. Mctrop. (1845) XVI. 602/2 This also fre-

quently shows a most perilous Saturnine disease in that

part wherein it touches the Vital.

Vitale, Vitale(e)r, obs. forms of Victual sb.

and v., Victualler.

Vita lie, a. rare- 1
, [f. Vital «.] Vital.

1848 Poe Eureka Wks. 1865 II. 173 The successive geo-

logical revolutions which have attended,, .these successive

elevations of vitalic character.

Vitalism ivai'talizm'. Biol. [a. F. vitalisme,

or independently f. Vital a. + -ism.] The doc-

trine or theory that the origin and phenomena of

life are due to or produced by a vital principle, as

distinct from a purely chemical or physical force.

1822 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XCIX. 514 His perfect

knowledge of anatomy, .succeeded in erecting.. the vitalism

of Bichot. 1877 Shields Final Pkilos. 267 Leading bio-

logists also have maintained a duality of matter and life

known as vitalism. 1889 Nature 26 Sept. 525 But even at

the height of this movement there was a reaction towards
vitalism, of which Virchow,..was the greatest exponent.

Vitalist (vai-taHst). [Cf. prec. and ¥. vita-

listej] An advocate of or believer in vitalism.

Also in recent use as adj., = next.

i860 Laycock Mind <$ Brain I. Contents p. xviii, Con-
flicting theories of Life and Mind resulting from the Dogmas
of the Vitalists. 1870 Macdsley Body <$- Mind 163 The
obvious refuge of the vitalist is to the facts that it is iin-

possible now to evolve life artificially out of any combina-

tion of physical and chemical forces [etc.]. 1884 Pop. Set.

Monthly XXIV. 763 Cuvier..was a vitalist, and thought

the vital properties of the body a kind of entity.

VitalistiC ^vaitali'stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

1. Of or pertaining to, involving or denoting,

vitalism or a hypothetical vital principle.

1865 Englishm. Mag. Feb. 15S Though Homer assures us

that..Polybius and Machaon excelled in the healing art,

nothing.. remains to throw any light upon their vitalistic

theories. 1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult, I. 395 The Karen doc-

trine of the la is indeed a perfect and well-marked vitalistic

system. 1889 Duncan Clin. Led. Dis. Women (ed. 4)

xxviii. 224 The great question implied in vitalistic doctrine.

2. Pertaining to or denoting the germ-theory (see

Germ sb. 6), esp. in its relation to fermentation.^

1891 Nature 2d Mar. 482/1 It was no easy thing for him

to justify the study of fermentation on the lines suggested

bywhat was called the vitalistic or germ-theory.

Vitality (vaitarliti). Also 6-7 vitalitie.

[ad. L. vitdlitdt-j vitdlitas (Pliny) vital force,

life, f. vJtalis Vital a. : see -itt. Cf. F. vitality

I\..z'ita/it<l,Sp. vitalidad, Pg. •idade.']

1. Vital force, power, or principle as possessed

or manifested by living things (cf. Vital a. 1) ;

the principle of life ; animation.

1592 Soliman <$ Fers. v. iii. 65 Death.. Hath depriued

Erastus trunke from breathing vitalitie. 1614. Raleigh
Hist. World 1. i. §6. 6 Whether that motion, vitality and
operation, were by incubation, or how else, the manner is

onlyknownetoGod. 1628 Feltham AYWr't\ni.ti.lxxxii. 102

When a man shall exhaust his very vitalitie, for the hilling

vp of fa tall Gold. 1659 Pearson Creed iv. 432 When by an
act of his will he had submitted to that death, ..it was not

in the power of his soul to continue any longer vitality to

the body. 1700 Rows Amb. Step-Moth. in. ii, I-et thy

vitality impart New Spirits to his fanning Heart. 1812

Times 6 Mar. 2/2 They perceived that Vitality had been
actually extinct in two of them for some time, the bodies

being perfectly cold. 1844 G. Bird Urin. Deposits (1857)

338 Those which we have now to investigate are organic

substances, often possessing organization, and sometimes
enjoying an independent vitality. 1873 Symonds Grk. Fcets

\. 1 The mysteries of organized vitality remain impenetrable.

transf 1652 French Yorksh. Spa ii. 13 Which sand hath

in it a vitality, and in which., the water, whilest it remains, is

living. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. xxxiv, There is a very life in

our despair, Vitality of poison. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. I. v,

Not Mankind only, but all that Mankind does or beholds,

is in continual growth, re-genesis and self-pei fecting vitality.

1837 Whewkll Hist. Induct. Sci. iv.i. 1. 240 All such writers

..have in them no principle of philosophical vitality.

b. Of plants or vegetative organisms. Also

spec, of seeds : Germinating power.
{a) 1829 T. Castle Introd. Bot. 262 Vitality of Plants.

1842 Wordsw. Sonn., 'A Poett' i, And so the grandeur

of the Forest-tree Comes . . from its own divine vitality. 1848

Lindley Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 150 The experiments.,

prove indeed conclusively that whateverthe true seat of

vegetable vitality may be, it is similar in its nature to that

of the Animal Kingdom.
(/') 1832 Lindley Introd.^ Bot. 271 The power [in seeds] of

preserving their vitality is also extremely variable. 1861

Bentley Man. Bot. 767 By retaining vitality we mean pre.

serving their power of germinating.

2. fig. The ability or capacity on the part of

something of continuing to exist or to perform its

functions
;
power of enduring or continuing.



VITALIZATION.
Merging Insensibly into next.

18+4 H. H.y/iLsox Brif. India III. in. ix. s63Thedepen.
dance of ministerial vitality upon parliamentary majorities.
1866 R. W. Dalk Disc. Spec. Occas. viii. 275 There is ter-
rible vitality both in truth and error. 1874 L. Stephen
Hours in Library I. 113 The vitality of Pope's writings, or
at least of certain fragments of them, is remarkable.

3. fig. Active force or power ; mental or physi-
cal vigour; activity, animation, liveliness.

Common from c i860.

1858O. W.Holmes^wA Break/.-t. xii. no Which shows
that their minds are in a state of diminished vitality, i860
Motley Netherl. I. ii. 45 Such was the intense vitality of
the BeVnese prince. 1869 Tozeh Highl. Turkey I. 358 A
country whose vitality is strong, and where the administra-
tive power is active and vigorous. 1884 Manck. Exam.
9 May 5/4 To the strong vitality which distinguishes his
race, he united intellectual power of the highest order.

4. With a and pi. Something possessed of vital

force. AXsofig.
1851 Carlvlk Sterling 11. iii, He was full of bright speech

and argument; radiant with arrowy vitalities. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. v. (1856,1 36 There was no vegetation to
define its course, not even the green conferva, that obscure
vitality, which follows water at home. 1898 Meredith
Odes Fr, Hist. 91 Shall, then, the great vitality, France,
Signal the backward step once more?
Vitaliza tion. Also -isation. [f. Vitalize

v. + -ATION.] The action or process of vitalizing,

or the state of being vitalized ; an instance of this.
1846 J. Hudson in Rep. $ Papers Bot. (Ray Soc.) 306

The phenomenon of the vitalization of cells is brought
about only by an excessive endosmose or nutrition. 1891
T. Hardy Tcss xxxvi, Her love, .might result in vitali-
sations that would inflict upon others what she had bewailed
as a misfortune to herself, a xooi V. W. H. Myers Human
Personality (1003) I« P- xxxiv, An increased subliminal
vitalization of the organism.

Vitalize (vai'tatoiz), v. Also 9 -ise. [f.

Vital a. + -ize.]

1. trans. To give life or animation to (the body,
etc.) ; to endow with vital force or principle.
1678 Cuoworth Intel!. Syst. 1. v. 784 By the Idol of the

soul Plotinus seems to mean an airy or spirituous Body,
3uickned and vitalized by the soul, adhering to it after
eath. 1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. m. 797 Seeds which
now the body vitalise. 1846 J. Hudson in Rep. <y Papers
Bot. (Ray Soc.) 30^ How does it happen that a cell is so
vitalized as to be able to produce a phyton? 1868 Peard
Water-farm. x\. 113 Every year. .millions of eggs are
regularly vitalised and transmitted over the Continent.
trans/. 1858 J. H Bennet Nutrition ii. 43 The Intel-

lectualman .who has vitalized ..his brain by brain exercise.

b. Path. To excite activity in (an ulcer, etc.).
1884 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 277 For the

purpose.. of 'vitalizing ' the borders of an indolent ulcer
within the nasal cavity.

2. fig. To make living or active; to infuse vita-

lity or vigour into (something) ; to animate.
1805 Foster Ess. 1. iv. 50 A malignant quality appears

vitalized into a powerful d:mon. a 1853 Robertson Led.
(1859) 124 What he wanted was to vitalize the system—to
throw into it not a Jewish, but a Christian feeling. 1873
Symosds Grk. Poets v. iuThe Greek genius was endowed
with the faculty of distinguishing, differentiating, vitalizing,
what the Oriental nations left hazy and confused and inert.

b. To put life into (a literary or artistic con-
ception) ; to present or depict in a lifelike manner.
1884 Athtnmum 8 March 319 '3 Lord Tennyson, .always

allows himself room not only to vitalize his characters, but
to let them grow. 1^07 Ibid. 16 March 313/1 He is not an
artist. He cannot vitalize his material.

Hence Vitalized ///. a.

1843 R. J. Graves Sy*U Clin. Med. xxvii. 350 The seminal
fluid of the male is a highly vitalized product. 1868 Peard
Water.farm. xiii. 127 The largest quantity of this vitalised
seed was sown in the rivers of France. 1874 H. R. Rey-
nolds John Bapt. viii. 505 Those who . . regard Christianity
as an etherealized or vitalized morality.

Vi'talizer. [f. prec. + -er.] One who or that
which vitalizes.

1881 J. Brown John Leech, etc. 375 He was not only . .an
organiser and vitaliser of hunting, he was a great breeder.
1888 Advance (Chicago) at June 385 Life is the revealer
and vitalizer of truth.

Vitalizing, ///. a. [f. Vitalize v.] That
vitalizes or endues with vitality; animating, in-

vigorating.

1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. m. Comm. p. xxvii, The seeds
..do not possess.. any vitalizing quality. 1857 Miller
Elem. Cheui., Org. 742 The principal change is that de-
scribed by Prout as the vitalizing action ofthe stomach.
1880 Browninu Dram. Idylls 11. 149 Not one flower-dust
fell but straight its fall awoke Vitalizing virtue.

Vitall,-er, obs. ff. Victjal, -alleh.

Vitally (vM-tali), adv. [f. Vital «.+-!**.]
+ 1. In a manner which imparts life or vitality;

so as to cause or produce life. Obs.
1661 Rust Orjgcn * Opin. 78 The Body wherewith she

fthe Soul] is vitally united. 1664 H. More Apology 499
What Body more radiant and refulgent then the Sun in his
greatest brightness^ can be vitally organized ? 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. It xxvii. § 4 Though that Life be communicated
to new Particles of Matter vitally united to the living
Plant, a 1791 Wesley Serm. lxxx. Wks. 181 r IX. 395 You
are not now vitally united to any of the members of Christ.

f 2. By means of vital force or power. Obs. rare.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. (1677) 50 The Mixt

sort of Reason seems to be_ when a thing concurrs actively
and from an internal principle, and (in things that have
life) vitally, to the production of a^ reasonable effect Ibid.,

This reasonable work [of ploughing] is performed actively
and vitally by my Brute in the virtue of my direction.

261

+ 3. In a living state ; alive. Obs.*"*

169a Bentlky Boyle Led. v. 174 Nature may bring forth
the young infants vitally into the world.

4. In a way or to an extent which is vital or

absolutely essential ; essentially, indispensably.
1770 Bukkk Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 303 The first fran-

chise of an Englishman, and that on which all the re--t

vitally depend. 1795

—

Scarcity Wks. VII. 3S1 Affairs
that vitally concern the agriculture of the kingdom. 185a
Miss Yonge Cameos II. xxxi. 325 It was vitally necessary
to Henry to keep himself respected and feared. 1861 Flor,
Nightingale Nursing u. (ed. 2) 11 Due attention would be
bestowed on this vitally important matter. 1881 Masson
in Macm. Mag. Dec. iso'i His Edinburgh life during
those five years divides itself, however, very vitally, in the
retrospect of it now, into two portions.

b. In an important or high degree; intensely,

powerfully, rare.

1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) H« 187 The effect of this
operation was vitally felt by every farmer in America.
5. With life-like or vivid realization ; vividly.

1865 RusKIN Sesame ii. § 72 She should be taught to enter
with her whole personality into the history she reads; to
picture the passages of it vitally in her own bright imagi-
nation.

6. So as to affect or destroy life; fatally, mor-
tally.

i8gi Cent. Did. s.v., The animal was vitally hit or hurt.

Vitals Cv'i*talz), sb. pi. [ad. L. vild/ia, neut.

pi. of vlfaiis, or directly f. Vital <z.]

1. Those parts or organs of the body, esp. the
human body, essential to life, or upon which life

depends; the vital parts.
Usually as a vague or general term, but sometimes applied

specifically to the brain, heart, lungs, and liver.

For the phr. stop my vitals, see Stap v. and Stop z: 9 c.

a 1610 Healev Cebes (1636) 134 Now hec.purgcth away
the causes and nutriment of the maladie, and then corro-
borates the vitals. 1641 Tatham Distracted State iv, i.

(1651) 24, I feel my vitals fail me. 1690 C. Nesse O. <y N.
Test. I. 52 Like the wound in the heel, far from the vitals,

the head or heart. 1708 Swift Sacram. Tests Wks. 1755
II. 1.125 If. .you think a poultice made of our vitals will

give it any ease, speak the word. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool
o/Qual. (180;) III. 117 The weapon has missed your vitals.

X791 CowperO^j'jj. ix. 347 Me, then, my courage prompted
to approach The monster.. And to transfix him where the
vitals wrap The liver. 1861 Pa ley Aeschylus (ed. 2) Choeph.
264 note, The notion in the mind ofthe speaker is that of a
cold chill at the vitals. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
246 A miscellaneous collection of bits of broken iron pots
and lumps of lead frisking among their vitals.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1641 Milton Reform. 11. 64 Now hcare how they
[i.e. the prelates] strike at the very heart and vitals [of
monarchy]. 1671 Thenchfield Cap Gray Hairs (16S8) 32
The dainty Tooths of some corroding so far into their
estates, as to reach the very vita's. 1719 W. Wood Surv.
Trade 56 The truest Sign of our Vitals not being tainted,
and that we are not wounded in any Noble Part, but go on
increasing in Trade. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 350 Such im-
mense sums, drawn from the vitals of all Prance. 1802-12
in Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1S27) V. 536 The very life

and vitals ofthe cause lies in secreting the evidence. 1853
Merivai.e Rom. Rep. i. (1867) 7 Tiberius. .continued to
brood over the plague-spot he had discovered in the vitals

of his country. 1868 Farkar Seekers 1. iii. (1S75) 37 To have
fastened upon the very vitals of the national existence.

2. transfi. Parts or features essentially necessary

to something ; essential points, essentials.

1657 J. Watts Vind. Ch. Eng. 30 So long as the vitals and
fundamentals of faith and truth abide. 1657-8 in Burton's
Diary (1828) II. 433 If the vitals were preserved, I should
not differ for the rest. 1689 Myst. Iniq. 9 Tho all Eng-
lish Protestants have ever been at an Accord in all the
Essentials and Vitals of Religion. 1702 C. Mather Magn.
Chr. 111. n. xxviii. (1852) 504 Of pernicious consequence to

the very vitals of religion. 1887 Pall Mall G. 4 Slay 11/1

When the Parnellite leaders approached the vitals of the

issue.

b. The vital parts of a ship. Cf. Vital a. 3 b.

1884 PallMallG. 13 Nov. 5 1 Riachuelo. ..Speed 17 knots

j

6,200 tons; 8J in. armour over vitals. 1804 C. N. Robinson
Brit. Fleet 288 The armour.. shielding the gun, the machi-
nery, and * vitals ' of the vessel.

t Vitaly. Obs.—° In 5 vytaly. [var. of ME.
vitaille Victual sb. Cf. obs. Flem. victalie

(Kilian).] Victual, victuals.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 511/1 Vytaly, or vytayl, victuale.

Vitalyge, obs. f. Victualage.

Vitascope (vsitaskdup). U.S. [f. L. vita

life + -scope.] A variety of kinematograph.
1896 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 4 Apr. 1 '2 The vitascope

throws upon a screen by means of bright lights and power-
ful lenses the moving life size figures of human beings and
animals. 1896 N. Atner. Rev. Sept. 380 As yet, vitascope
exhibitions are confined to episodes lasting from two to five

minutes. 1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly Dec. 180 In some forms
of apparatus, such as the vitascope,. .the shutter is omitted.

t Vitatiou. Obs.—° [ad. L. vitdtio, f. vitare to

avoid.] 'An eschewing, voiding, or shunning*

(Hlount).
1623 Cockeram I. [Hence in Blount and Phillips.]

Vita'tiveness. Phren. [Irrcg. f. L. vita life.]

The love of life, the desire to live, regarded as a

special faculty of the mind or brain.

1843 G. Combe Syst Pkrenol. (ed. 5) I. 202 Dr. Spurz-
hcim was disposed to admit the existence of this faculty,

which he calls Vitativeness. 1884 G. Cohen Mod. Self-

Instr. Phrenol. 131 To cultivate Vitativeness people should
lead a natural and healthy life.

Vitayle, -ayll(e, obs. forms of Victual.

VITELLINE
I Vitayler, -lour, obs. forms of Victualler.

t Vitch, obs. var. Fitch sbA (Cf. Vetch.)
1598 Florio, I'ezza, the pulse Veccie, or Vitches.

viteilour, Vitel, obs. ff. Victualler.
T Vitele. Obs.- 1 [a. obs. Pg. vitele.] =-- Betel.
158a N. Lichefif.ld tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. I.

xvn. 44 In this was y
e Vitele which the king doth chaw

in his mouth.

Vitoler, Vitell, obs. ff. Victualler.
Vitellarian (vitele»*rian), a. Anal. [f. next.]

Oi or belonging to the vitellarium.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. i. 67 The function of the

vitellarian gland may be taken on by cells of the ovary, or
oviduct. Ibid. iv. 199 Passing between the anterior vitel-
larian masses.

II Vitellarium (vitele»ri»m). Anat. IT.

-aria. [mod.L., f. vile//- us VlTELLUS.] An ac-

cessory gland in the female 'productive organs of

some worms, by which the vitellus for the e^gs is

secreted ; a yolk-gland.
1865 Nat. Hist. Rev. July 336 There is added a highly

specialised yolk-forming apparatus, or 'vitellarium '. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iv. 178 The two vitellana,

which are long and simple or branched tubes, open into the
oviduct.

Vitellary (vrtelari, vite'lari, vai-), sb. and a.

[f. L. vitcll-us Vitellus + -aky.]

A. sb. f 1. The place or part where the yolk of

an egg is formed. Obs.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. E/. (ed. 2) in. xxviii. 151 A

greater difficulty, .is, how the sperm ofthe Cock, .attaineth
unto every egg, since the vitellary or place ofthe yelk is

very high. 1687 Phil. Trans. XVI, 482 Now this Fecun-
dation seems to be in the Vitellary. and not in the Uterus.

t 2. (See quot.) Obs.-9

1736 Bailey (fol.) Pref., Viteltary . .the Yolk of an Egg j

but some u>e it to signify a Cluster of Eggs.

B. adj. Of or belonging to the vitellus; vitelline.

1846 I'roc. Atner Phiios. Soc. \\, 307 There can be no
mammiferous germ independent of vitellary matter. 1854
S. P. Woodwakd Moltusca II. 161 The contractions of this

caudal vesicle and of the vitellary vesicle alternate. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 323 A caecal process, the
remains, according to Rathke, of one lobe of the vitellary

sac ofthe embryo.

Vitoller, obs. form of Victualler.
Vitelli-, combining form of L. vitellus Vitel-

lus, employed in a few scientific terms, as vitelli *-

fsrous, vitellrgenous, vitellrgerous, vito*lli-

gine adjs,
9
producing the vitellus or yolk.

1819 Lindley tr. Richard's Obs. Fruits $ Seeds 52 The
most simple *vitel liferous embryo. Ibid. 59 This embryo
is composed, like those which are called vitelliferous, of
two distinct bodies. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V, i;i"/i
The ova, as they continue to descend in the ' vitelligenous
part of the tube, ..assume the form of sub-triangular flat-

tened bodies, 1870 Kolleston Anim. Life p. exxv, A
complicated reproductive apparatus, in which, .vitelligcn-

ous exist independen: ly of germigenous glands. 1877 Hux-
ley Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 442, I am inclined to hclieve
that.. these epithelial cells,. play the part of vitelligenous

cells. 1898 Free. Zool. Soc. London 555 Thelarva; of many
Telcosteans. .in the *vitelligerous condition. 1864 Cobuold
Entozoa 214 The female organs, .consist of two masses of
*vitclligine glands occupying a limited space.

Vitellicle. Bio/, [f. L. viull-us Vitellus f

dim. ending -hie.] A vitelline sac ; a yolk-sac.
185a IJrasde Diet. Sci., etc. (ed. 2) Suppl. s.v.. In man

and mammalia the vitellicle is called the 'umbilical vesicle '.

Vitellin (vite-lin, vsi-). Chem. Also -ine.

[f. Vitell-us + -in1.]

1. The albuminoidal substance in the yolk of egg,

a mixture of albumin and casein.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 647 These bodies of
minor importance, such as globulin and ,: ' -dim. 1867
Bloxam Chcni. 614 Yolk of egg contains a modification of

albumen termed vitelline. 1886 Buck's Handbl Med. Sci.

II. 640/1 The yolk., is a bright yellow mixture of about six-

teen per cent, of vitellin, a substance resembling albumen.

2. A related substance found in the seeds of

plants. Also attrib.

188a Bentlky Man. Bot. (ed. 4) 35 The proteids exist in

th-jse grains as globulins, which hitherto have been known
only to occur in animals, that is, as myosin-globuhn and
vitellin-globulin. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. (1892) 364
Weyl.. holds that legumin is a mixture of vegetable vitellin

and casein.

Vitelline (vite'Uin, -in, vai-), a. and sb. Also
5-6 vitellyn(e, 6 vytellyn, 7 vitellin. [ad.

med.L. vite/lfn-us, i. L. vitell-us Vitellus. Cf.

OF. vitellin (in sense 1).]

A. adj. 1. Coloured like the yolk of an egg

;

deep-yellow with a tinge of red. In early use spec.

of bile.

la 141a Lvdg. Two Merchants 307 Yif of colre he take

his groundement Pure or vnpure, citryn or vitelline.

C1530 judic. Urines 11. viii. 33 Color Prassyn i> gendred

of a color vitellyn. Ibid. ix. 36b, Coter citnn & Colcr

vytellyn be all one. 1596 Barrolgh Metk. Fhystck (ed. 3)

393 ^Iatte^ cholericke and filthie (as one would say) vitel-

line, the which causeth feuers. 1666 G. Harvey Morbus

Angl. xxv. (1672) 56 If we should commit the BrsC of these,

namely yellow, or vitellin choler to the test. 1684 tr. Botuts

Merc. Compit. vi. 244 A yellow colour arises, which indi-

cates vitelline Bile. 1887 W. Phillii-s Brit. DtscontyceUs

144 Hymemum vitelline; stem rather long.

2. Biol. Of or belonging to the vitellus or yolk

of an egg.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat 1. 545/1 Only the ..otlyparticles



VITELLO-. VITIATED.

of the vitelline nidus could be expected to be seen. 1849
Owes Parthenogenesis 73 An ovum . . may contain a supple-

mentary nutrient vitelline mass, properly called yelk. 1883

Science I. 451/2 This sac. was connected with the foetal

vascular system by a vitelline artery and two veins.

b. Vitelline membrane', sac, the transparent

membrane which surrounds the yolk of an egg ; the

yolk-sac ; the investing membrane of the embryo.

184s Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 48 The first, or

the vitelline membrane of the ovum, is the wall of a cell.

1861 J. R. Greene Man, Anim. Kingd., Ca'leut. 15 In

addition to these parts, many ova are provided with an
outer envelope, known as the yolk-sac or ' vitelline mem-
brane '. 1880 Gunther FisJus 166 Generally the vitelline

sac of the embryoes is free.

B. sb. The yolk, the vitellary substance.

1891 Cent. Diet.

Hence t Vitellinous a. (See quot.) Obs.

1786 Abercrombie Art\ 35 in Card, Assist.* Vitellinous,

or yellow barked [willow-tree].

Vite'llo-, combining form (cf. Vitelli-) of

Vitellus, used in a few terms {Biol, and Chcm.).

as vitello-duct, -intestinal a., -lutein, -phag,
-rubin (see quots.).

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 647 Internally it

opens, when single, into the *vitello-duct, or germ-duct.
1854 Bushman in Orr's Circ. Sci. II. 84 A communication
is found to have arisen between the yolk and the intestine,

by a wide duct termed the *vitello*intestinal duct. 1886
Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 247/2 In the red eggs of
Maj'a squinado R. Maly found two kinds of coloring
matter, which he named *vitellolutein and vitellorubin.

Ibid. 248/1 Vitellolutein is soluble in alcohol to a clear

yellow solution. 1904 Science 8 April 588/2 There is no
satisfactory evidence to show that the cells . . are really such,

and not dividing cleavage cells or possibly *vitellophags.

1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 248/1 *Vitellorubin

occurs in an amorphous form, soluble in alcohol to a brown
fluid.

Vitellogenous, a. [f. prec. + -gen + -ous.]

Producing the vitellus or yolk.
187a E. R. Lankester Advancem, Sci. (1890) 265 The

others disappear as . . vitellogenous cells. 1878 F. J. Bell
Gtgenbaur s Comp. Anat, 301 This vitellogenous layer

occupies the portion of the chamber behind the egg-cell.

|| Vitellus (vitclws, vol-). [L. vitellus yolk of

an egg.]

1. EmbryoL The yolk of an egg ; the germina-

tive contents of an ovum-cell.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Egg* In the middle of the inner

White, is the Vitellus or Yelk. 1826 Good Bk. Nat. (1834)
I. 165 In this respect the albumen of the cotyledon corres-

ponds with the vitellus of the hen's egg. 1857 Berkeley
Cryptog. Bot. xv. 26 Nothing can be more close than the
mode of development in these.. and of the vitellus in the

eggs of certain Mollusca. 1877 Huxley Anat, Imi. A nii/t.

367 In certain Amphipods. .the vitellus undergoes complete
division.

2. Bot. A fleshy sac situated between the albu-

men and the embryo in a seed.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. iqi The Vitellus is esteemed
by Gxrtner to compose the bulk of the seed in Fuci, Mosses
and Ferns. 1829 T. Castle lutrod. Bot. 245 The vitellus

is an organ of a fleshy but firm texture, situated, when pre-

sent, between the albumen and embryo. 1861 Bentley
Man. Bot. 444 Embryo minute, enclosed in a vitellus, and
outside of abundant fleshy albumen.

b. (See quot.)

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Vitellus, . .an oily

substance adhering to the spores of Lycopodium.
Viterde, variant of Vittehed a. Obs.

fViteroke. Obs.—1 [a pp. related to Vittbred,
Fittered «.] A ragged upper garment,
a 1225 Ancr. R, 328 Heo hudet eke hore ihole clo<Ses, &

do<5 an aire vuemeste on viterokes al to torene.

Vith, ME. form of With.
Vipele, southern ME. var. Fiddle sb.

Viti-, combining form of L. vitis vine, occur-

ring in a few forms, as viti'ferous a. [L. vTtifer],

f vitigrneous a. [L. vitigineus] (see quots.).
Also (in recent diets.) viticide something which kills or

destroys vines; viticolous adj., living on or in vines.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Viti/erous, that bears Vines. 1721
Bailey, Vitigineous, that cometh of a Vine. 1753 Cham-
bers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Porn/tn, The vitigineous wild leek of
Gerrard.

tVitial, a. Obs.—1 [f. L. viti-um + -al.]

Vicious.
1614 T. Adams Sinners Passing Bell Wks. (1625) 253

There is nothing on it [sc. earth] that is of it, which is not
become more vittall, then vitall.

Vitiate (
v i'J'

crtj,/>^/. a. Now rare. Also 5-6
viciat(e, 6 vicyate, vycyat(e. [ad. L. vitidt-us

(med.L. also vicidt-us)* pa. pple. of vitidre'. see

next.]

1. Vitiated, depraved, infected, spoiled : a. In

predicative use.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 427 Peple viciate and pol-

lute, to whom hit was not lawefulle to offre. Ibid. V. 213
A man viciate of body scholde not receyve ordres. 1539
Elyot Cast. Helthe 1. (1541) 1 b, Fyrcis the clarifyer of

other elementes if they be vicyate or out of theyr natural!

temperaunce. 1545 Raynald ByrthMaukyndc 79 Yf the

matrice be perysshed or otherwyse viciate. 1737 Bracken
Farriery tmpr. (1756)1. 14'l'he Blood is. .vitiate or corrupt.

b. Const, by or with.
c 1450 tr. De Imitationc in. lx. 140 Nature sliden & viciat

by be first man Adam boru} synne. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
Ded. 1 For the eldebokes..thoii3 thei were mad ful treuly,

aet be thei viciat be the writeres. 1533 ^10RE 2"d ?*• C°n '

rut. Tindaie 11. Wks. 636/3 The scripture adulterate and

viciate with false gloses & wronge exposicions. 157a Bosse-
well Armorie m. 7 Neyther with the sonne beame is

viciate the sterre, Nor yet by the bearing of a sonne, the

mother.

O. Used attributively.

1551 Robinson tr. Mote's Utopia 11. (1895) 202 In their

viciate and corrupt taste. 1665 G. Harvey Advice agst.

Plague 15 Add thereunto the vitiate disposition of the air.

1913 A. Noyes Tales of Mermaid Tavern, Raleigh, He
never stooped, Never once pandered to that vitiate hour.

f 2. Sc. Law. Rendered null or void ; interfered

or tampered with. Obs.

1586 in Dunfermline Regr. (Bann. CI.) 449 Ye auld
assumptioun of ye said thnd is vitiat be ye said commen-
datouris proper deidis. 1593 Sc. Acts Parlt., Jos. F/(i8i6)

IV. 25/2 As ony pairt of the rent of dumfermling now
viciat salbe recovent, 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie dim. Laws
Scot. 1. xxvii. § 2. (1699) 135 It is said to be suspect, if. .it

appear vitiat by ocular inspection.

Vitiate (vijtVt), v. Also 6-8 viciat(e, 7
vitiat, vitiatt. [f. L. vitiat- (med.L. also viciat-),

ppl. stem of vitidre (whence It. viziare, Sp. and
Pg. viciar, F. vicier), f. vitium Vice sb.1 Cf. prec]

1. trans. To render incomplete, imperfect, or

faulty ; to impair or spoil.

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1303/1 Hym must we
serue, though specially wyth the mynde (whych if it be
not good, viciateth all together) yet. .also wyth body and
goodes and al. a 1631 Donne Sent/., Matt. v. 16 (1640) 82

A superstitious end, or a seditious end vitiates the best

worke. 1665 Manley Grotius* Lavt C. Wars 453 Other
Advices were prefer'd, which.. do many times vitiate, if

not ruine, the most noble and valiant Undertakings. 1678
Bakclav APol. Quakers vii. § 2. 197 This Doctrine of Justi-

fication hath been, and is greatly vitiated in the Church of
Rome. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 25 p 5 Acontinual Anxiety
for Life vitiates all the Relishes of it, and casts a Gloom
over the whole Face of Nature. 1738 Wardurton Div.
Legat. I. 166 Time, which naturally and fatally viciates

and depraves all things. 1794 Hutton P/tilos. Light, etc.

124 It would only lead us into error, and thus vitiate the

science or philosophy in which it were employed. 1808

J. Haslam Obserz'. Madness fy Met. i. (1S09) 31 It might
be urged, that in theseinstances, the perception was vitiated.

1851 Nichol Archit. Heav. (ed. 9) 60 Considering that a
deviation from truth by the fraction of ahairbreadth, would
vitiate the figure,

b. To corrupt (a) literary works or (b) language

by carelessness, arbitrary changes, or the intro-

duction of foreign elements.

(a) 1659 Br. Walton Consid. Considered iq% TheSeptua-
gint.. which we now have is the same for substance with

that anciently used, though. .by the injury of time, and
frequent transcriptions vitiated. 1788 Reid AristotWs
Logic i. § 1. 5 There is reason to doubt whether what [works]

are his be not much vitiated and interpolated.

{b) 1690 Temple Ess., Poetry Wks. 1720 I. 243 Where-
cver the Roman Colonies had remained, and their Language
had been generally spoken, the common People used that

still, but vitiated with the base Allay of their Provincial

Speech. 1742 De Eoe's TourGt. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 4 It is

observable, that the Normans could not well pronounce
Lincoln, but vitiated it to Nichol. 1756 Johnson Diet.

Pref., Many barbarous terms and phrases, by which other

dictionaries may vitiate the style, are rejected from this.

1790 'Cassandra' (J. Bruckner) Crit. 'Lookers Purley 55
Those who consider how much the language had been
vitiated at the time they lived, by the importation of

foreign words.

2. To render corrupt in morals; to deprave in

respect of principles or conduct; to lower the

moral standard of (persons).

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1311/2 We shulde note

well and marke thereby, that the vice of a vicious per-

sonne, viciateth not the company or congregacion. 1658-9

in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 59 This will not vitiate

persons, but your nature and your posterity. 1682 Burnet
Rights Princes Pref. 13 Mankind is not so vitiated with

prejudice. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 177 F 12 The sup-

pression of those habits with which I was vitiated. 1770

Junius Lett, xxxvii. (1788) 199 If any part of the represen-

tative body be not chosen by the people, that part vitiates

and corrupts the whole. 1853 C. L. Brace Home Life

Germany 258 In 1806, the army had become thoroughly

vitiated by luxury. 1880 E. Kirke Garfield 55 In short,

he had only one fault, but that was radical, and in the end,

vitiated the whole man. He was thoroughly selfish.

b. Similarly with impersonal objects.

1584 R. Scot Discov. IVitchcr. v. v. (1886) 80 He being a

spirit, may with Gods leave and ordinance viciat and corrupt

the spirit and will of man. 1598 Marston Pygmal., Sat, \\,

Many spots my mind doth vitiate. 1634 Habington Cas-

tara Pref. (Arb.) 12, I encounter'd there.. Innocencie,. .not

vitiated by conversation with the world. 1675 Traherne
Ckr. Ethics 524 So doth one vice cherished and allowed

corrupt and viciate all the vertues in the whole world. 1714

R. Fiddes Pract. Disc. n. 93 Sufferings vitiate the best

tempers. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 172 P2 Many vitiate

their principles in the acquisition ofriches. 1837 Ht. Mar.
tineau Soc. Amer. III. 263 The encouragement of an
amusement which does seem to be vitiated there. 1847
Hamilton Rewards fy Punishm. viii. (1853) 362 One sin of

youth vitiates a protracted life. 1861 Mill Ulilit. i. 4 To
what extent the moral beliefs of mankind have been vitiated

. . by the absence of any distinct recognition of an ultimate

standard.

C. To pervert (the eye, taste, etc.), so as to lead

to false judgements or preferences.
1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 120 Stomachs may be so

far vitiated as to lose all relish for plain roast, or lx>iled

meat. 1821 Craig Led. Drawing, etc. ii. 103 This prac-

tice has such a tendency to vitiate the eye and to mislead

the mind. 1845 M*-'Culloch Taxation I. vi. (1852) 245 It

had the mischievous effect of vitiating the public taste and
stimulating the consumption of ardent spirits.

f 3. To deflower or violate (a woman). Obs.
1547-50 (see Vitiating vbl. sb.]. 1624 Heywood Gunaik.

I. 35 Till she returned into her owne naturall forme, in
which he vitiated her, and of her begat Achilles, c 1645
Howell Lett. (1650J I. 49 This beutious Maid [Venice]
hath bin often attempted to be vitiated. 1675 Baxter
Cath. Theol. 1. 107 Being not. .moved by him (as David to
murder Urias,and to vitiate his wife). 1710STEELE 'Tatter
No. 198 f 8 He confessed his Marriage, and his placing his
Companion on Purpose to vitiate his Wife. 1769 Black-
stone Comm. IV. 81 It was a felony and attended with a
forfeiture of the fief, if the vasal vitiated the wife or daugh-
ter of his lord. 1791 Burke Let. Member Nat. Assembly
Wks. VI. 36 Pedagogues, who betray the most awful
family trusts, and vitiate their female pupils.

4. To corrupt or spoil in respect of substance

;

to make bad, impure, or defective.

1572 J. Jones Bathes Buckstone 15 For blood Is the trea-

sure of lyfe,not viciated. 1599 Sandys Europse Spec. (1632)

103 As a dead Flie doth vitiate a whole boxe of sweet
oyntment. 1608 Topsell Serpents 125 Euen as women in

their monthly courses doe vitiat their looking-glasses.

1652 L. S. People's Liberty iii. 6 As much water cannot so

soon be viciated as a lesser quantity. 1674 R. Godfrey
Inf. <V Ab. Physic 33 The very texture of his Stomach and
other vital bowels was vitiated. 1759 Mills tr. Duhamets
Husb. 1. xvi. 93 Farmers distinguish the wheat thus vitiated

by saying that it is blacked in the point. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 465 When the saliva is vitiated,, .the cur-

ing of the disorder is the cure of this symptom. 1863 Geo.

Eliot Romola xxxiv, The oncoming of a malady that has

permanently vitiated the sight. tMzMed. 'Temp. Jrnl. No.
52. 177 As I shall endeavour to show you, it vitiates the blood.

b. esp. To render (air) impure and so inade-

quate for, or injurious to, life.

1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 34 The ill Humours which

go out of their Bodies.. vitiate the Air more and more.

1793 Bkddoes Consump. 137 Only a very small portion of

the air was vitiated, i.e. converted into fixed air. 1869

E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 118 The impurity of

the air vitiated by respiration. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.

84 This gas would unduly accumulate, and .. vitiate the

entire bulk of the atmosphere.

5. To render of no effect ; to invalidate either

completely or in part ; spec, to destroy or impair

the legal effect or force of (a deed, etc.).

1621 Sanderson Serw. I. 170 An earthly judge is subject

to misprision, mis-information, partiality, corruption, and
sundry infirmities that may vitiate his proceedings. 1726
Ayi.iffe Parergon 104 A Transposition of the Order of the

Sacramental Words, does, in some Mens Opinion, vitiate

Baptism. 1790 Burke Ft* Rev. 37 If all the absurd theories

of lawyers and divines were to vitiate the objects in

which they are conversant, we should have no law, and
no religion left in the world. 1827 Jarman Poiueits Devises

II. 21 If an undefined portion of a bequest is to be applied

to a purpose void by the statute, it vitiates the whole. 1853

Lytton My Novel xn. xxvii, I told them flatly ..that, as

Mr. Egerton's agent, I would allow no proceedings that

might vitiate theelection. 1883 Law Rep. n Q. B. Div. 568

The plaintiff is engaged in carrying out the illegal objects

of the association ; . . and this circumstance alone vitiates the

contract for repayment.

b. To render (an argument, etc.) inconclusire

or unsatisfactory.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. § 1. 308 This will

not vitiate the foregoing Conjectures. 1846 Mill Logic
1. v. § 3 The theory of that intellectual process has been

vitiated by the influence of these erroneous notions. 1866

Herschel Earn. Lect. Sci. (1867) 73 His proof is vitiated

by an enormous oversight: and the thing.. is a physical

impossibility. 1878 Stewart & Tait Unseen Univ. ii. § 84.

94 It is this eternity of atom which vitiates the hypothesis.

f 6. a. To adulterate. Obs~l

1728 Sheridan tr. Persius it (1739) 35 It was Luxury first

made us vitiate our Oyl with Cassia,

f b. To alter feloniously. Obs.- 1

1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 420/1 And William Taylor, for

vitiating a bank-note.

Hence Vi-tiating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1547 Hooper Declar. Christ <y Office xii. L viij, The
deathe of his chyldre, the conspyricie of Absolon, the

uiciating of his wiues. a 1550 Leland /tin. (1769) V. 21

The Collegiate Chirch .. was translatid to Aberguili for

vitiating of a Maide. 1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps.

Tracts (1727) 392 The yielding to every corrupt affection

and passion is as great a vitiating and weakening of the

mind. 1669 Boyle Certain Physiol. Ess. (ed. 2) Absol.

Rest Bodies 27 Finding its passage obstructed .. by the

vitiating of the Pores of the Glass. 1858 J. Martineau

Stud. Chr. -2-js A certain vitiating unsoundness of mind.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bedc xxix, No man can escape this

vitiating effect of an offence against his own sentiment of

"Vitiated (vi-Ji^ted),///. a. [f. thevb.] That

has undergone vitiation ; corrupted, spoiled, im-

paired : a. In respect of substance.

1620 Vknner Via Recta vii. 135 Those [almondsl that.,

[are] reserued all the yeare, so that they waxe not too

dry or in their colour and substance vitiated [etc.). 1644

Milton Areop. (Arb.) 43 Wholesome meats to a vit.ated

stomack differ little or nothing from unwholesome. 1688

Boyle Vitiated Sight 271 Some may think that [such] a

man has rather an excellent, than a vitiated sight. ,"747^-

Astruc's Fevers 285 These cells becoming turgid with ttm

viciated matter, raise the cuticula. 1770 Phil. Trans - L *-*

400 It might.. seem possible, that blood-letting had only

let out the vitiated part. 1813 J. Thomson Lect. Injiam.

648 When the vesications pass into the state of sloughing,

or vitiated ulcers. 1826 S. Cooper First LJnes ^urp
led. 5) 38 Certain deleterious kinds of food, such as the

ergot or vitiated rye. 1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barrv yi. 166

The smoke and vitiated air of every room in the building.

1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 213 Confinement in the vitiated

atmosphere of an ill-ventilated dark room.

b. In some abstract quality or principle.
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1660 R. Coke Power fy SubJ. 180 No affliction, or the
keeping the thing detained, ought to injure the Appellant,
or the vitiated Cause ayded by remedy of the Appeal. 1719
Dk Fok Crusoe 1. 201 To have no other Guide than that of

their own abominable and vitiated Passions. 1740 ClBBSJt

Afiol. iv. 68 It is .. to the vitiated and low Taste of
the Spectator, that the Corruptions of the Stage , . have
been owing. 1790 Hurkk Ft. Rev. 100 It is in us the de-
generate choice of a vitiated mind. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat.
1. 1 Vitiated religious sentiments have too much connexion
with the principles of our physical constitution to [etc.].

1841 D'Israeu Amen. Lit. (1867) 97 This vulgar or cor-

rupt Latin. .was the vitiated mother of the sister-languages
of Europe. 1871 Darwin Desc, Man II. xiv. 115 Vitiated
instincts may also account for some of the hybrid unions
above referred to.

Vitiation (WfUPWan). [ad. L. vitidtio (rare),

or f. ViTiATt: v.] The action of vitiating, the fact

or state of being vitiated, in senses of the verb.

1635 Jackson C>«<r* viii. xx. § 5 No addition is forbidden,
but such as includeth a vitiation of the text. 1658 Phillips,
Vitiation, a corrupting or defiling ; alsoadeflowring. 1666
G. Harvey Morb. Angl. xvii. (1672) 35 The cause of the
foresaid extenuation of body.. is imputed to.. the bloods
vitiation by malign putrid vapors, smoaking throughout the
vessels. 1802 Palky Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 429 That
vitiation of taste which frequently occurs in fevers, when
every taste is irregular and every one bad. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. (1861) 61 The original name of the island. .has
already undergone considerable vitiation. 1843 Mill Logic
1. ii. 5 5 With the least vitiation of the truth of any propo-
sitions. 1863 Geo. Ei.iot Romola xxv, No man ever
struggled to retain power over a mixed multitude without
suffering vitiation.

Vi'tiator. rare-'1
, [ad. L. vitiator (rare) or f.

Vitiate v.] One who or that which vitiates.

1846 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. I. 68/2 The worst vitiator

and violator of the Muses and the Graces.

Viti'CUlated, a. Bot. rarer*, [f. L.vtliaela,

dim. of vttis vine.] See quot.)

17*7 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. v. 215 Viticulated, or Vine.
like Leaves.

Viti culose, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. vlticu/os-

us, f. L. viticul-a (see prec. ).] (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. [993/1 Viticulose

%
furnished with trail-

ing stems or viticula:.

Viticulous, a. rare*1
. [See prec. and -ous.]

Resembling the shoots of a vine.

1657 Tomlinson Return's Dhp. 264 Out of which [sc. the
root of scammony] slender and viticulous branches [L.viti-
cttlosi surculi] issue.

Viticultural (vitiko'ltiiiral, vaiti-), a. [f.

Viticulture + -al.] Of or pertaining to viti-

culture; connected with the growing of vines.

1865 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 9 All viticultural operations not
requiring the muscular strength of a man. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 610/2 Hungary, from a viticultural point of
view, forms by far the most important part.

Viticulture (vrtikz?ltiui, vaiti-). [f. Vrn-
+ Culture.] The cultivation of the vine; vine-

growing.
187a Thudichum&Dupr (?(///&), A Treatise on the Origin,

Nature, and Varieties of Wine : being a complete Manual
of Viticulture and (Enology. 1881 Spectator 12 March 345
Viticulture can only be successfully followed by those who
give to it constant personal attention. 190a A. Dobson
S. Richardson iii. 66 His latest idea was to establish viti-

culture in England.

Hence ViticuTturer, Viticulturist, one who
is engaged in the cultivation of the vine; a vine-
grower.
188a St. fames' Gaz. 29 March 6/1 A process of elimina-

tion, .turned to account by theviticulturists. 1890 Nature
13 Nov. 38/2 To aid in these researches, relations have
already been opened with horticulturists and viticulturists.

1907 IVestm, Gaz. 20 June 2/2 Then the viiiculturers tried
to carry on the trade themselves.

Vitiliginous (vitiln^inas), a. [f. L. vitilt-

gin-, stem of vitiligo (see next) + -oua.] Of or
connected with, of the nature of, vitiligo.

1898 P. Manson 'Prop. Diseases xxvi. 392 They [leprosy
spots] may be mere vitiliginous patches.

II Vitiligo (vitibi-gou). Path. [L. vitiligo

tetter.] A skin disease characterized by the pre-
sence of smooth white shining tubercles on the
face, neck, and other parts of the body ; a species of
leprosy.

1657 Physical Diet., Vitiligo, a foulness of the skin with
spots of divers colours. Morphew. 1693 tr. Blancard's
Phys.Dict. (ed. 2>, Vitiligo, a sort of Leprosie ; there are
Three kinds of them [etc.]. 1814 Batkmam Cutaneous Dis.
(ed. 3) 274 The disease, which is here intended to be desig.
nated by the term Vitiligo, is. .somewhat rare. 1864
W. T. Vox Skin Dis. 21 Albinism, vitiligo, deformities of
vascular and sebaceous structure. 1889 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci. VIII. 604/1 The dark-skinned races are rather
more subject to vitiligo than those of fair skin and light hair.

Hence | Vitiligo!-dea, a skin-disease resembling
vitiligo.

1873 F. T. Roberts The. ft Pract. Med. 779 A pecu- ;

liar enlargement fof the liver] associated with vitiligoidea.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 767 Two cases are.. dis-
cussed by Addison and Gull.. in relation to vitiligoidea.

Vitili'tiffate, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.
j

vitilitigare.\ (See quot.) Hence Vitilitigating
ppl. a.

1670 Blount Glossogr.(eA . 3I, Vitilitigate,. .tobackbite.to '

detract, to wrangle, or make bate. Hudebras. [Cf. next.] i

1819 H. Busk Vestriad in. 717 In heaven yclept Alecto..
j

But Discord railed by mortals here on earth j A vitilitigat-

ing horrid girl.

Vitilitigation, rare. [See prec. and -ation.]
Contention, wrangling.

1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 14 It is a most toylsome
taske to runne the wild-goose chase after a well breath'd
Opinionist : They delight in vitilitigation. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. iii. 1262 I'll force you by right ratiocination To
leave your Vitilitigation.

tVltiliti'gious, a. 06s.-1
[f. L. vitilitig-dre

(see above), after litigious.'] Contentious, quarrel-

some.
1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage's Mystic Div. 19 Most

inevangelicly malevolous, vitious, vitihtigious.

Vitiosity (vijV'sIti). Also 6-7, 9 viciosity

(6 -itie, -itee), 7 visiositie. [ad. L. viliositas,

f. vitiJsus : see next and -itv. So OF. viciosite

{vicieusitJ, -etc), It. viziosita.']

f 1. A defect or fault ; an imperfection. Obs.
1538 Elvot Diet. Addit., Cac/a

t
victositie, or that whiche

we commonly do calle, a faute in a thynge. 1563 Abp.
Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 199 With my natural viciosity
of overmuch shamefastness I am so babished. . that [etc.].

1589 Puttkn ham /i«?-. /W«V(Arb.) 167 It may come to passe
that what the Grammarian setteth downe for a viciositee in
speach may become a vertue andno vice. 1665 Jer. Taylor
Unum Necess. vi. § 16 Any person that bath a fault or a
legal impurity, a debt, a vitiosity, defect, or imperfection.

2. The state or character of being morally
vicious.

1603 Holland Plutarch 's Afor. 247 Reason by little and
little doth ^illuminate, purge and cleanse thesoule in abating
and diminishing evermore the visiositie thereof. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Reiig. Med. 1, §42 My untamed affections and
confirmed vitiosity makes mee dayly doe worse. 1678
Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iii. Contents 104 It is not only
moral vitiosity which inclines; men to atheize. 1782 J.
Brown Co>upend._ View Nat. $ Rev. Reiig. I. 13 An in-
conceivable vitiosity of nature absolutely inconsistent with
godhead. 1836 Gilbert Ckr. Atonem. Notes (1852) 380
The vitiosity of sin and public injury are here correlative.

t b. An instance of this ; a vice. Obs.
1643 Sir T. Browne Reiig. Med. 11. § 7 There are certaine

tempers of body, which . . doe hatch and produce viciosities,
whose., monstrosity of nature admits no name. 1657GACLE
Sap. Just. 9 That, after Baptism, it is no real viciosity, but
only a penalty.

1 3. The quality of being physically impaired or
defective. Obs.

1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. i. (1672) 9 In this Gum [sc.

myrrh] Venus is much delighted, as being a help to.. the
vitiosity of the Matrix. 1651 N. Biggs New Disp. P223 If
the more waterish and yellow bloud doth denote its viti-

osity.

4. Sc. Law. The quality of being faulty or im-
proper in a legal aspect.
1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. tit. ix. § 52 Such confir-

mation, .purges the vitiosity of his former intromissions.
1838 W. Bell Diet, Law Scot. 529 It infers an intention
on the part of the intromitter to account for his intromis-
sions, which takes off" the vitiosity, and renders him liable
only to the extent of his intromissions.

Vitious^ly, -neas, varr. Vicious(lv, -ness.
Vitivert, var. Vetiver. Vitla, Vitler, obs.
(i. Victualler. Vitles, obs. Sc. f. Witless a.

Vitnes, obs. Sc. f. Witness. Vitoll, obs. f.

Victual. Vitraell, obs. f. Vitriol.

II Vitrage (Wtrrjj). [F. vitrage glass-windows,
f. vitre glass.] Vitrage net (also cloth)

t
a lace-

net or thin fabric suitable fur window-curtains.
1886 Daily News 14 June 2/7 Window-blinds, vitrage

nets, and other goods made upon curtain-machines are only
in moderate request. 1894 Limes 19 April 4/3 A steady
business is being done in curtains, antimacassars, vitrage
nets, &c

[Cf. Vitri- and Fac-

Vi trailed, a. [f. F, vilrail (usu. in

pi. vitraux) a glass-window.] Having glazed
windows or compartments (of a specified colour).
1884 Ruskim Bible Amiens iv. § 10 This Lord's House

and bluevitrailed gate of Heaven.

Vitraillist, rare. [f. as prec] A maker
of glass ; an artist in glass-work for windows, etc.

;

a designer in stained-glass.

1607 B. Barnes Divils Charter m. v. F3, TV Italian
Vitraillist, Which in the fierie Phlegitonian flames, Did
worke strange vitriall dildidoes for Dames. 1904 Daily
News 28 July 4/1 In the inner gallery is a large and am-
bitious picture, ..and some drawings by the young artist.

But it is as a vitraillist that he excels.

t Vitre, sb. Obs. rare. Also 5 vytre. [a. F.

vitre
f
ad. L. vitrum Vitrum.] Glass.

c 1420 I.yi>g. Ballad Commend. Our Lady 113 O glorious
viole, O vitre inviolate ! 1599 A. Humk Hymnes iii. 55 The
glansing thains, and vitre bright, Responds against the
sunne.

t Vitre, a. Obs. rare. [ad. F. vitr^ or L.
vilreus, f. vitrum glass.] m Vitreous a. 2 a.
C1530 Judic. Urines 11. v. 24 The .v. spice of flewme is

called fleume vitrium..anglice a flewme vitre. Ibid. it. ix.

36 b A fleume vitre, and a whyte fleume be all one.
Vitre, variant of Vithy Obs.

f Vitreal, variant of Vitri al a. Obs.
1658 Phillips, Vitreal, or / 'itrr'ne, belonging to, or made

of IWN.
T Vi'trean, a. Obs. rare, f f. L. vitre-us vitre-

ous + -an.] Of or resembling glass.

1656 Blount Gloxsogr., Vilrean, Vitrine, . .belonging 10
Glass, glassie, qlassie-green ; clear like glass, or resembling
glass. 1778 W. Pryce Min. Cornub. 60 Vitrcan Ore of an
irregular figure.

Vitree, variant of ViTEY Obs.

Vitrefacture. rare-

TUBE.] (See quot.)
184a R. Park Pantology (1847) 478 Under the head of
Vitrefactures, we include glass, pottery, and porcelain,
[Hence vitri/acture in Worcester (1846), and later Diets.]

t Vitremyte. Obs.— 1 (Of obscure meaning.)
c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 382 And she that helmed was

in starke shoures. .Sbal on hir heed now were a vitremyte
[Hart. wyntermyteL
Vitreo-, combining form, on Greek models, of

L. vilreus Vitreous a.
t
employed in a few special

terms having little or no currency.
1828-31 Webster, Vitreo-electric, containing or exhibit-

ing positive electricity, or that which is excited by rubbing
glass. £-1840 Encycl. Metrop. (1S45) VI. 4q6 Lustre [of
thraulite] viireo-resinous. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2713/a
Vitreograph, a photograph on glass. 1891 Cent. Diet, s.v.,

Vitreo-detuinal, -dentine.

Vitreole, obs. form of Vitriol.

Vitreosity. rare. [f. L. vilreus (see next)

+ -o.siTv.] The state or quality of being vitreous.

1889 A. Ikvini; Metainorpht'sm ofRock no, I have been
led to recognise vitreosity as a phenomenon occasionally
exhibited by water.

Vitreous (vrtrtes), a. Also 8 vitrious. [f.

L. vilrc-us of glass, glassy, bright, etc, f. vitrum
glass, Vituum : see -ous. Cf. K. vilrcux, -cuse.]

1. Of or belonging to, consisting or composed of,

glass ; of the nature of glass
;
glassy.

1646 S ii; T. 1!ro\vne Pseud. Ep. ii.i.51 Calcination or re.

ducing it by Arte, into a subtile powder, by which way and
a vitreous commixture, glasses are sometime made hereof.

1711 Shaftksu. Charac. III. 15 The tumid Bladder bounds
at every Kick, bursts the withstanding Casements, the
Chassys, Lanterns, and all the brittle vitrious Ware. 1784
Cowper Task v. 161 Mirrour needed none Where all was
vitreous. 1791 W. Hamilton BertholleCs Dyeing II. 11.

iv. iv. 275 A vessel of earthenware with a vitreous coat.

1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. vii. (1842) 224 Glass would
then be easily acted upon, and. . the p:oduct obtained would
not be pure, but a combination, with part of the vitreous
matter. 1851 Dickens Repr. P., Plated Article, Of course,
you saw the gl.-iz^—composed of various vitreous materials
—laid over every article. 188a Geikie Te.vt-bk. (,'eol. 11.

11. §4. 105 The final stiffening of a vitreous mass into solid
stone.

fig. 1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVI. 206 He had left the
vitreous and mercurial clime of France, .for the voluptuous
and indolent air of Italy.

b. Ceo/, and Min. Resembling glass in brittle-

ness, hardness, lustre, and mode of cleavage.

1774 in Forster Voy. (1777) L 587 Some of them carried
arms,, .which were headed with a black vitreous lava. 1796
KiRWAN Eletn. Min. (ed. 2) I. 409 All real lavas except those
of the vitreous kind affect the magnetic needle, unless the iron
they contain be much oxygenated. 181 1 Pinkerton/V/>y?/.1.
45 There are. .evidences of a vitreous lava in one of the isles

of Faroe. 1849 Murchison Siiuria iii. 38 It is often inter-

sected by veins of vitreous quartz. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci.,

GeoL, etc. 498 Redruthite.— Vitreous Copper. Prismatic
Copper Glance. x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 306 Vitreous
Silver. Native argentic sulphide. 1882 Gkikie Te.xt-Bk.

Geol. 11. 11. §4. 100 Crystallites, .seem to be earlier or pecu-
liar forms of crystallization developed, .in many vitreous
rocks.

c. Chem. Resembling glass in composition.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 369 There remains in the

retort a vitreous mass, ..which is very pure arsenic acid.

1826 Henry Slew. Chem. I. 363 Equal parts of potassium
and very pure and vitreous boracic acid were put into

a copper tube. 1866 Roscoe litem, Chem. xiv. 122 Like sul-

phur, it is capable of existing in various allotropic modifi-

cations, one of which is crystalline, the other vitreous.

d. Anal, and Zool. (See quots.)
{a) 1858 Humthrv Hum. Skeleton 206 The separation of

the outer and inner tables of the skull by the intervening
diploe. ..The inner, or 'vitreous' table, which is the most
dense. 1866 Chambers's Encycl. VIII. 759 A" inner dense,

brittle, and somewhat glass-like layer, known as the vitreous

, table or layer.

(/') 1873 C. W. Thomson Depths ofSea vii. 422 When the

first specimen of Hyalonema was brought home, the other

vitreous sponges .. were unknown. 1879 Carienter in

Encycl. Brit. IX. 378/2 The Vitreous Eoraminifera may
he grouped into three families. Ibid. 385/1 The material of

their ' porcellanous ' or ' vitreous ' skeletons. 1896 tr. Boas'
Text ok. Zool. 121 Vitreous sponges (lU.vactinellidz) are
silicious forms, characterised by the striking beauty of the
skeleton, which is like spun-glass.

2. fa. Med. Of phlegm: Having the thick

viscid consistency of molten glass. Obs.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. % Min. 437 Of phlegme, if salt,

from thirst. . . If vitreous, from fixed paine. 1684 tr. Sonet's
Merc. Cotupit. 111. 98 She voided much vitreous phlegm
and bilious humours. 1707 Fi.over Physic. Pulse- Watch
75 A moderate degree of Cold produces a sweet Phlegm.

.

and the greatest an Acerbe vitrious slime towards the cold-

est time of Winter.

b. Vitreous humour (or body), the transparent

gelatinous substance occupying the posterior and

larger part of the eyeball, f Vitreous tunicle (see

quot. 1704).
1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. \. 06 We have

sometimes, .speedily frozen Eyes, and thereby have turnd

the Vitreous humor into very numerous and Diaphanoul

Films. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 747 As tothe Vitieous humor,

he judges it to be of that nnture, that beingonce lost, it can

never be repaired. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vitrious
Tunicle, a thin Film, or Coat, which is said to separate the

Glassie Humour from the ChrystalHne. 1710 J. Clarkf tr.

Rohanlt's Nat. Philos. (1729* I. 237 The Vitreous Humour
..being one of the most transparent Things that we know
of in the World. 1793 Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 17s Its
elasticity will assist the cellular texture of the vitreous
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humour.. in restoring the indolent form. 1831 R. Knox
f

Cloquet's Anat. 559 The Vitreous Body is a soft, perfectly

transparent, tremulous mass, occupying the three posterior

fourths of the cavity of the ball of the eye. 1877 M.
Foster Physiol, in. li. (1S78) 398 The rays of light traverse

in succession the cornea, the aqueous humour, the lens and
the vitreous humour.

c. ellipt. as sb. = prec.

1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (1874) 144 He has succeeded in
,

thus extracting the lens without the loss of any vitreous.

1879 St. George's llosp. Rep IX. 479 A quantity of the thin

fluid vitreous escaped.

3. Vitreous electricity, positive electricity ob-
tained from glass by friction.

1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 308 Experiments.. respecting the
vitreous and resinous electricities, as they are called. 1799
[see Electricity i b]. 1840 Caklyle Heroes i. (1904) 18

!

Thunder was not then mere Electricity, vitreous or resin-

ous. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. [Bohn) II,
;

357 Tiie genius of reading and of gardening are antago-
nistic, like resinous and vitreous electricity. 1879 Proctor
Pleas. Ways Sc. xi. 238 If glass is briskly rubbed with silk

it becomes charged . . with positive electricity,formerIy called

vitreous electricity for this reason.

4. Resembling that of glass ; characteristic of

glass.

1811 A. T. Thomson Loud, Disp. (1S1S) 196 The tears

are. .brittle, and break with a vitreous fracture. 1841
Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 130 This change from the vitreous to
the crystalline state sometimes takes place suddenly. 1854
Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Teckuol. (ed. 2) I. 42 They
fo 1 in a. .perfectly black mass, . .generally possessing a fatty

or vitreous lustre. 1863 A. C. Ramsay Phys. Geog. i. (1878)
20 Modern lavas have often a vitreous structure (glassy)

such as obsidian.

b. Having the colour or appearance of glass.

1874 R. Buchanan Pan Poet. Wks. I. 90 What time the
pallid sickle wax'd Blue-edged ami vitreous o'er the black-

uing West. 1882— Annan Water i, 'the vitreous rays of
the moon began playing on the window panes. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Vitreous,, .transparent, hya-
line; formerly used for the light green of glass.

5. Comb., as vitreous-like, -shelled adj.

1879 Carpenter in Encycl. Brit. IX. 378/1 The vitreous-

shelled Fcraminifera constitute the most elevated division
of the group. 1902 H'estm. Gaz. 22 Sept. 6/3 Some of the
liner wares will break showing a vitreous-like substance.

Hence Vi'treousness.
1727 Baii.ey (vol. II), and later Diets.

VitreOUSly (vi'tr/osli), adv. [f. prec. +-LT 2
.]

In a vitreous manner : a. With positive electricity.

1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exf>. Pkilos. IV. xlvi. 264 Those
attracted by excited wax, are vitreously ..electrified. 1844
Noad Electricity (ed. 2) 9 We are led to the inference
that the cloth is vitreously electrified. 1885 Watson &
Burbury Math. The. Elcctr. (y Magn. I. 75 The outside of
the vessel will be found to be vitreously electrified.

b. Glassily ; like glass.

1904 Howmlls Son of Royal Langbrith 62 In the moon-
light Hauberk's face had a greenish hue, and his eyes shone
vitreously.

Vitrescence (vitrcsens). [f. YiTHEscENTtf.

:

see -KNCE.] The state of becoming vitreous or

glassy; vitrified or vitreous condition.

1796 Kirwan Eleni, Mitt. (ed. 2) I. 279 Mineral alkali

promotes their [sc. zeolytes] vitrescence most, next borax,
microcosmic salt least. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 264/1
The vitrescence was produced by beacon tires lighted
during times of invasion. 1903 Academy 24 Jan. 75/2 The
difficulty in most cases arises from the high vitrescence of
surface [of Chinese porcelain].

So Vitrescency. rare.

1756 F. Home Exper. Bleaching 116 Their junction with
oils, and their vitrescency. 1847 H. Miller Rambles Geol.
(1858) 365 They are artificial structures, in which vitrescency
was designedly induced.

Vitrescent (vitre'sent), a. [f. L. vitr-um
glass + -E8CENT. Cf. It. vilrescente.'] Tending to

become glass ; susceptible of being turned into

glass; glassy.

1756 P. Browse Jamaica 48 They seem to be formed
chiefly of the vitrescent tluor, debased by a less agitated
or divided clay. 1767 Pkil, Trans. LVII. 440 The stone
is of an extreme hardness, and almost a petrifaction ..

of many different stones, but all vitrescent. 1778 Pryce
Min. Comub. 161 The nitre and tartar are.. rendered still

more vitrescent by the borax. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.
Alech. 756 Iron ores.. require calcareous additions, and the
copper ores, rather slags or vitrescent stones, than calcare-

ous earth. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages viii. 289 A
vitrescent coating.

Vitrescible (vitre'sibT), a. [f. L. type
*vitresc-i?re to become glass + -IBLE, or directly a.

F. vitrescible (a 1762), = It. vitrescibile, Vg. -ivel.']

That can be vitrified ; vitrifiable.

1754 Huxham in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 841 Looselycom.
bined with the vitrescible earth. 1786 Wedgwood Ibid.

LXXVI. 400 This effect is constant in certain clays, and
begins earliest in those which are most vitrescible. 1794
R. J. Sulivan View Nature I. 450 They have likewise been
ranked among vitrescible stones. 1825 Hiiihert in Trans
Siec. Antiq. Scot. (1831) IV. 166 The interstices between
them being filled full of this vitrescible iron ore. 1872
Yeats Techu, Hist. Comm. 266 Vitrescible colours. .are

now laid on the glass, and burned into it.

Hence Vitrescibi'lity. [Cf. ¥. vitrescibiliti.'\

1786 Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 401 Enabling
us to ascertain the degree of vitrescibility of bodies that

cannot actually be vitrified by any fires which our furnaces

are capable of producing.

+ Vi"trial, a. Obs. [f. L. vitr-um glass + -IAL.]

Composed of glass
;
glassy, vitreous.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xii. 50 Their fixed heauen, or

vitriall and chrystalline circles, is a salt body. i6o8Topsell,

Hist. Serpents 161 As for the flesh, it is of a vitriall or

glassie colour. 1609 Armin Maids of Morc-Cl. (1880) 125

Place your plate, and pile your vitriall boales Nest vpon
nest.

Vitrial(l, obs. forms of Vitriol.

t Vi'triary, a. Obs.—1 [f. L. vitr-um glass.

Cf. L. vitrcarius glass-worker.] Relating to the

making of glass.

x668 Sir T. Browne Let. Merritt 29 Dec, Wks. (Bohn)

III. 508 Though I have not been a stranger unto the vitri.

ary art, both in England and abroad.

f Vitriate, v. Obs.— 1
[f. as prec] trans. To

make clear like glass.

1631 A. Wilson Swisseru. i. 106 An ownce of Honestie,

Cleare, Pure, well vitriated.

f Vitriature. Obs." 1
[f. ns prec] (See quot.)

1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis* Seer. iv. 111. 32 It helpeth

maruelouslye to take a dramme of the vitriature or glasing

of vessels made in ponder.

Vi-trics. rare— , [f. L. vitr-um glass + -ic 2.]

(See quot.)
Hence I'itric adj., in some later Diets.

1873 Knight Diet. Meek. 2713-2 Vitrics, this term in-

cludes the fused compounds in which silex predominates,

such as glass and some of the enamels ; in contradistinction

to the ceramics, in which alumina predominates.

tVi'trid, a. Obs.- 1

[f. as prec. +-id1.] Glass-

like, vitreous.

1777 J. Williams Ace. Anc. Ruins 11 In some others, the

stones seem to have been partly run down, and partly en-

veloped by the vitrid matter.

Vitrie, variant of Vitey Obs.

Vitrifaction (vitrife-kfan). [Sec Vitrify v.

and -faction.] =3 Vitrification.
1728 Chambers Cycl., Petrification, or Vitrifaction, the

Act of converting a Body into Glass, by tire. 1840 Vysk
Oper, Pyramids Gizch I. 228 In some instances the glaize

was of an extremely brilliant colour, and a perfect vitrifac-

tion. 1845 Lady Eastlake Jruts. fjf Corr. I. 163 We now
come nearer into granite Edinburgh: such petrifactions or

vitrifactions, of houses. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 264/2
In Scandinavia, where there are hundreds of ordinary forts,

. .no trace of vitrifaction has yet been detected.

Vitrifacture : see Vitkefacttjre.

Vitrifiable (vitrifoi'abT), a. [f. Vitrify v. +
-able. Cf. F. vitrifiable (1734).] Capable of

being vitrified ; admitting of conversion into a

glassy substance by means of heat.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. 11. iii. 69 Vitrification is the

last or utmost fusion of a body vitrifiable, and is performed by
a strong and violent fire, which keeps the melted glasse red

hot. iSfyViOVi.E. Porousn. A nim. $ Solid Bod, vii. o3 We are

wont to add to the vitrifiable matter, either some prepared
metal, as calcined Copper [etc.]. 1709 Phil. Trans. XXVI.
382, I believe that with this Oil there is mixed a great deal

of the earthy, vitrifiable part of the Metal, 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters I. 3 The primary, or vitrifiable, earth, .he looks

upon as the basis or matrix of all other earths. 1796 Kirwan
Etem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 53 Mr. Achard found a mixture of

two parts calcareous earths and one part magnesia vitrifi-

able. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 574 The same mixture of vitri-

fiable materials will yield very different results. 1878 Miss

J. J. Young Ceramic Art 182 The compartments are then

filled with vitrifiable enamels.

I fence Vitrifiatrility. [Cf. F. vitrifiabilitL]

x8ox Cent. Diet.

Vrtrificable, a. rare—\ [Cf. Vitrificate

and -able. So Sp. vilrtfcable, Vg. vitrifcaveI} It.

vetrificabile.l Vitrifiable.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), and in later Diets.

t vitrifica'ciotis, a. Obs.—1 [Cf. next and
-ACIOUS.] Resembling glass.

1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat. II. 105 A black, compact,
hard bitumen ; brittle and vitrificacious in breaking.

t Vitrificate, pa. ppl&> Obs. [ad. metl.L.

vil/ifical-us, pa. pple. of *vitrificare to vitrify.]

Vitrified. Also + Vitrificate v. trans.
., to vitrify.

1471 Ripley Camp. Alch, v. xviii. in Ashm. (1652) 152 And
make thy fyre so temperat, That by the sydys thy Water be
never vytryfycate. 16*6 Bacon New Alt. (1635) 162 We
have, .crystals likewise, and glasses of divers kinds, and
among them some of metals vitrificated. 17*1 Bailey,
Vitrificate, to turn into Glass.

Vitrification (TitrifiklHan)* [ad. med. or

mod.L. *vitrificiitio y f. *vitrificare to vitrify. Cf.

F. vitrification (16th c.\ Sp. vitrificacion, Pg.

-actio, It. vit-
t
vetrificazione.]

1. The action or process of vitrifying ; conversion

into a glassy substance by fusion due to heat ; the

fact of being so converted.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wk?. (1653) 274 Vitrification

is Combustion, converting Calk and Cineres into trans-

parant glasse. 1643 Sir T. Browne Rctig. Med. 1. §50
The last and proper action of that element [fire] is but vitri-

fication, or a reduction of a body into Glasse. 1661 Boyle
Scept. Chem. v. 322 Cuppels .. ought to be Destitute
of Salt, lest the Violence of the Fire should bring them to

Vitrification. 1709 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 378 We may look
on it as the beginning of Vitrification, or a middle state

between Metal and Glass. 1773 Franklin Lett., etc., Wks.
1840 V. 454 There is no earth known so vitrifiable as not to

require some auxiliary solvent to facilitate its vitrification.

1804 P. F. Tingry Paint. <y Varnish. Guide 301 This vitri-

fication is facilitated by the addition of a certain quantity of

carbonate of potash. .,or carbonate ofsoda. 1851 D. Wilson
Prek. Ann. II. mi. iii. 416 Sandstone, though per se infu-

sible, is perfectly capable of vitrification. 1863 A. C.
Ramsay Phys. Geog. xxxv. (1878) 613 Stones originally sepa.

rate, get, so to speak, glued together in the process of vitri-

fication.

b. With a and pi. : An instance of such con-

version.

1626 Bacon Sylva % 291 Likewise in their Putrefactions, or
Rusts; as Vermilion, Verdegrease, Bise, Cirrus, &c. and
likewise in their Vitrifications. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 11. i. 53 Crystall..isnot onely triturable, and reduceable
into powder, by contrition, but will subsist in a violent fire,

and endure a vitrification. 1759 Delaval in Phil. Trans.
LI. 86 Because all vitrifications must proceed from previous
calcinations.

2. The result or product of vitrifying ; a vitrified

substance or body.
1651 Biggs New Disp. f 136 We yet more detest the pre-

cipitations, vitrifications, and preparations of Mercury, Anti-

mony, Tuty, Sulphur, &c. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's

Anted. Point. (17S6) II. 235 Sir 1 heodore. .communicated
to them the process of the principal colours which ought
to be employed in enamel, and which surpassed the famous
vitrifications of Venice and Limoges. 1769 Phil. Trans.
LX. 17 Both abound with pyrites and crystallizations, or
rather vitrifications. 1845 Petrie EccL Archil, /ret. 89
This is also observable in the interior of the building, where
there is a slight superficial vitrification, i860 Smiles Self
Help \\. 41 He had but to cover this material with a vitrifi-

cation of transparent glaze.

t Vitrificatory, a. Obs.—1 [Cf. prec. and
-oky.] Causing, or resulting in, vitrification.

1678 R. R[lsskll] tr. Geber 11. i. it, vii. 54 Having no
good Fusion in Heat of Fire but a vitrificatory Fusion only.

Vitrified (vrtrifaid),/^/. a. [f. Vitrify v.]

1. Converted into glass or a glassy substance by
exposure to heat ; rendered glassy

;
glazed.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 53 Vitrified and pellu-

cide bod yes are of a clearer complexion in their continuities,

then in their powders and Atomicall divisions. 1690 T.
Burnet Theory Earth II. 49 The sun. .would, .convert it

at length either into an heap of ashes, ora lump of vitrified

metal. 1777 J. Williams Ace, Anc. Ruins 15 It was all one
heap ofvitrified ruins from top to bottom, a 1787 G.White
Selbome iv, The sand . .fluxes and runs by the intense heat,
and so cases over the whole face of the kiln with a strong
vitrified coat like glass, a 1817 T. Dwigiit Treat, Neiu
Eng., etc. (1821) II. £0 At a little distance from the pit there

was a large pile of calcined and vitrified ore. 1857 Toulmin
Smith Parish 349 Glazed or vitrified pipes should only be
used in or under buildings. 1869 J. Phillips Vesuv. ii. 37
That fonl vitrified matter called lava.

b. fig. Icy, frozen.

c 1779CRABBE Midnight ai6 Thewinds that in converging
Furrows plough The freezing pool.. Are arm'd with pain,

and vitrified their Wings.

2. Vitrified forty a hill-fort of a type occurring

in Scotland and some parts of the Continent, the

stones of which have been converted into a vitreous

material by the action of fire.

1777 J. Williams Ace. Anc. Ruins 25 The largest vitri-

fied fort I ever saw, is on the south side the Grampians,
in the shire of Angus. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. fy Scot. 115

Upon the top of an insulated hill adjoining, there appears
to have been what some would call a vitrified fort; though
others will have it to be the vestiges of a volcano. 1825

Hibbert in Trans. Soc. Autiq. Scot. (1831) IV. 180 The
name of vitrifiedfort may with much advantage be ex-

changed for the more comprehensive and untheoretical one
of vitrified site. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. II. 111. iii-4J3

One of the most remarkable specimens of a vitrified fort in

Scotland, 1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol. >$ Eaiic. ix. 173 The
vitrified fort on the Hill of Noath.

Vitriform (vrtrif£im),tf. [f. L. vitr-um glass.]

Having the form or appearance of glass.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 449, 120 [grains] of

the Vitriform Phosphoric Acid. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem.
I. 431 You will obtain a vitriform matter, of the colour of

an animal's liver. 1834 J. Forbes Laenncc's Dis. Chest

(ed. 4) 217 The tuberculous induration is semi-transparent,

vitriform, and humid. 1857 Bullock Caseau.v 1 Midwif.
176 The space between the amnios and chorion., principally

filled with a liquid called by M. Velpeau the reticulated or

the vitriform body.

Vitrify (vHrifai), v. [ad. F. vitrifier (1 6th a),

or med.L. *vitrificare (Sp. and Pg. vitrificart
It.

vit-
}
velrifcare), f. vitr-um glass : see -FY.]

1. tratis. To convert into glass or a glass-like

substance ; to render vitreous by fusion due to heat.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 1. 25 Stones which .. endure the

strength of fire, and are not consumed therewith, but rather

vitrified, c 1645 Howsix£#tf. I»L xxix, Surely, that grand
Universal-fire., at the day of judgment may by its violent

ardor vitrifie and turn to one lump of Crystal, the whole
Body of the Earth. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 45 Sometimes
also is that heat so very intense, as further to melt it and
vitrifie it. 1690 T. Burnet Theory £a»th 11. 46 Clayey
soils, and such like, may by the strength of fire be convened
into brick, or stone, or earthen metal, and so melted down
and vitrified. 1728 in 6th Rep. Dep. Kpr. Ree. App. 11. 218

Vitrifying the dross of metals so as to mould the same like

Bricks or Tiles. 1750 Franklin Lett., etc., Wks. 1840 V.

239 The metal appeared to have been not only melted, but

even vitrified. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. 1. 418 This glass

pierces crucibles and vitrifies them. 1863 A. C. Ramsay
Phys. Geog. iv. (1878) 39 Shales, sandstones, &c, are often.

.

vitrified at the points of junction with greenstone, basaltic,

and felspathic rocks. 1866 Livingstone Last Jmis. (1873)

I. iii. 79 The clay pipes.. are met with everywhere, often

vitrified.

fig. a 16x8 Raleigh Rem. (1644) 155 Every ordinary wit

can vitrifie, and make transparent pieces, and discern their

corruptions, a 1678 Marvkll Appleton House Wks. 17S6

III. 221 By her flames, in heaven try'd, Nature is wholly

vitrify 'd. 1846 M us. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 102 The soys,

ketchups,, .and other.. compounds, with whose astringent

juices we vitrify the coats of our stomachs.

absol. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 54 That . . so small a fire

can vitrify, will be better understood by him that knows

how small a heat at a Lamp- Furnace will melt Glass,



VITRINE.

2. intr. To become vitreous ; to turn into glass

or a substance resembling this.

a i6a6 Bacon Physiol Rem. (1679) 101 We see Metals will
vitrify. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I, 103 These are apt
to vi trifle, and make Glass and Crystal withal. 1770 Phil.
Trans. LX. 226, I imagined that metals might not calcine
or vitrify except in the same circumstances. 1813 Sir H.
Davy* Agric. Chem. (1814) 328 Such lime easily vitrifies,

inconsequence of the affinity of lime for silica and alumina.
1876 Pack Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 252 Resisting heat
without slagging or vitrifying.

Hence Vitrifying vbl. sb. and///, a.

1674 Roylb Grounds Corpusc. Phitos. 32 So strictly

united, .as to maintain their union in the vitrifying violence
of the fire. 1756 b\ Home Exper. Bleaching 155 The heat
was just below the vitrifying point. 1839 Ijhb Diet. Arts
ioiq White vitrifying pastes, fit for receiving all sorts of
metallic colours. Ibid. 1159 The vitrifying colours are laid
on by means of larger hair pencils.

Vitrine (vi'trin), sb. [a. F. vitrine, f. vitre
jjlass.] A glass show-case for specimens or for

objects of art. (Also attrilu in vitrine table.)

1886 Athenaeum 27 Mar. 430/2 Four large vitrines in the
Vase Room are now appropriated to the display of the
Greek examples,

f Vitrine, a. Obs.~-° [ad. med.L. vitrin-us, f.

L. vitrum glass.] Vitreous.
1656 [see Vitrean a.).

Vitrinopal : see Vitrite.

Vitriol (vi-tri^l), sb. Forms : 4-5 vitriole, 5
vit-, vytreole, 5-6 vytryol(e, 6-7 vitrioll

(6 -olle), 5- vitriol
; 5-7 vitriall, 6-7 vitrial,

7 vitraell. [a. OF. (also F.) vitriol (13th c.

;

— Sp. and Pg, vitriolo, It. vetrioto, -iuolo,

vitriolo, -iuolo, ,-ivuolo) or directly ad. med.L.
vitriolum (Albertus Magnus) f. vitrum glass.]

1. One or other of various native or artificial sul-

phates of metals (see 2 and 3) used in the arts or
medicinally, esp. sulphate of iron : a. Used in

sing, without article.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. 4 T. 255 Vnslekked lym,
chalk, ..Poudres diuerse, asshes,. .Cered pottes, sal peter,
vitriole. 14.. Voc.'m VVr.-Wu.cker 579 Draganii,vytryo\e,
or coporose. (11425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 40
Puluerez of alume, zucartne brent, of attrament, and of vit-

riol. 1471 Ripley Gw//. Alch. Adm. iv. in Ashm.(i652) 190
Also I wrought in Sulphur and in Vitriall, Whych folys doe
call the Grene Lyon. 1527 Andrew Brunswykc's Distytl.
Waters F j b, Halfe an ounce of vytryol wherof the ynke
is made. 1509 A. M. tr. GabeUtouer s Bk. Physicke 317/1
Hloodstenchinge. Take of the best Vitriolle, beate it smalle,
and boulte it through a fine cloth. 1612 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 210 Copperas or Vitriol., is a mineral salt
which.. doth farre excel many other kinds of salts. 1681
tr. Belon's Afyst. Pkysick Introd. 38 Those Acides, and
acrimonious Particles of the Salt and Vitriol which had
caused its Sublimation. 1718 Quiscv Compt. Disp. 8 The
last is what is forced from Vinegar, Vitriol, and such like
acid Substances. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

( The Amients
give the Name Chalcitis, or Chalcite, to native Vitriol j.

.

which is a kind of mineral Stone, of a reddish Colour.
1756-7 tr, Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 124 Besides sulphur,
vitriol is also made here, of a sapphire colour. 1854
Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 359 The
chloride of calcium melting easily in the still, enables the
whole of the acetic acid to be evolved at a lower tempera-
ture than when vitriol is employed. 1879 McCarthy Own
Times xviii. II. 26 The use of vitriol was recommended
among other destructive agencies.

b. In pi. (or with a).

iltfgff, Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. jgOfatramentez,
L ofvitxiolez, bene many kyndez. iGosTimme Quersit. i.ix.

37 Some of these salts are bytter as wormewood, some
sharpe as vitriolls. 1656 J. Smith Proct. Pkysick 6 They
that drink of them purge forth black excrements by reason
of the vitrials. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., According to
Boerhaave, Vitriols consist of a metallic Part with a Sul-
phur adhering, a menstruous Acid, and Water. 1799 Kir-
wan Geol. Ess. 395 Vitriols have been discovered buried in
the ancient sandy bed of that sea. 1868 Watts Did. Chem.
V. 1004 The several vitriols being distinguished by their
colours, or by the metals which they contain.

2. With distinguishing epithets: a. With adjs.

of colour. Blue, green, red, white vitriol, sulphate
of copper, iron, cobalt, and zinc respectively.
C1400 tr. Lanfranc's Cirurg. 14 Grene vitriol, & he be

do to a man of a drie coinplexioun, engendrith fieisch.
[a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 79 per is a spice
of vitriol bat is called vitriolum romanum, i. coporose ; And
it is of salow colour in reward of be grenner vitriol. And
per is one of white colour bot no*jt schynyng.] 1611
Cotgr., Marcassin iaulne. Red vitrioll. 1676 Phil. Trans.
XL 617 A salt that had some resemblance to white Vitriol.
17*8 Chambers Cyct.s.v^ In Blue Vitriol, the Metal, where-
with the Acid, etc is join'd, is Copper. 1751 Gibson
Diseases Horses in, iii. 193 In some cases it [sc. the horse's
eye] may be touched with the blue Vitriol stone, or the
Lunar caustic. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer'sChym. 1. 66 Green
Vitriol hath a saltish and astringent taste. 1819 Brandr
Chem. 247 Copper and Sulphuric Acid—Oxysulphate of
Copper— Blue Vitriol. 1837 Dana Min. 180 Cobalt Vitriol
..Red Vitriol. Sulphate of Cobalt. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade s.v., White vitriol is a combination of sulphuric-acid
and oxide of zinc. 1887 Buck's 1 1 and: k. Med. Set. IV.
224/2 Ferrous sulphate is the salt so well known as green
vitriol, and also in the impure state as copperas.

b. With other adjs., as English, German,
Hungarian, Roman vitriol.

""573 Art 0/ Limming 7 Then put in it two unces of
greene Coporas, or els of Romayne Vitrial, which is beste.
16:1 Cotgr., Vitriol c?A llemagne, German Vitrioll. /bid..
Vitriol d'llongrie, Hungarie Vitrioll. 1617 Moryson
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Ilin. in. 134 The English bring into France .. Leade,
Tynne, English Vitriall, or Shoemakers blacke. 1651
French Distill, iii. 66 Take of Hungarian, or the best Eng-
lish Vitriall. 1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Roman Vitriol is

made by exposing these Pyrites to the Air, till such time
as they calcine. 1741 Compt. Fam.-Piece 1. i. 46 Take Hun-
garian Vitriol, Allum, of each half a Pound, Phlegm of Vit-

riol 10 Pounds. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 505/1 Sulphuric
acid and copper form sulphate of copper, blue vitriol, or
Roman vitriol, or blue copperas.

3. With term indicating the base, as vitriol of
cobalt, copper, iron, lead, silver, etc.

1695 W. W. Nerv Light Chirurg. Put out 61 The
Pouder consists of a Vitriol of Copper. 1699 Salmon Bate's
Dispens. (1715) 453/1 Of this opened Sol, to make Vitriol
of Gold. 1704 Harris Lex. Techn. I, Vitriol ofCopper ox
Venus, is Blue Chrystals made by a Solution of Copper in

Spirit of Nitre, Evaporation, and Chrystallization in a cool
place. Ibid., Vitriol 0/ Silver, or of the Moon. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl, s.v., Of this kind are the Vitriols of
gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, and tin. Ibid.., Vitriol of
Quicksilver, the name of a chemical preparation of quick-
silver, with acid spirits. Ibid., Another method of making
the Vitriol of mercury. 1791 Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 3S1
Fused, .on a plate ofplatina, with the vitriols of tartar and
soda, it appeared entirely to resist their action. 1796 Kirwan
F.lem. Min. (ed. 2, II. 90 If they are considered . .as Vitriols
of Cobalt and Nickel, they are ranged among Ores. 1800
Med. Jml. IV. 233 The patient bore large doses of the
vitriols of copper and of zinc.

f b. Vitriol of Mars, Moon, Venus, etc. (see

quots. and 1704 in prec.). Obs.
1678 Salmon Pharm. Land. 836I2 Filings of Steel are

digested in Spirit of Vitriol, to make Vitriol of Mars. 1696
Phillips {ed. 5), Vitriol 0/ Mars, Iron and Spirit of Vitriol
mix'd and distill'd together. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.
I, Vitriol ofMars, or Salt of Steel, is made by dissolving
Steel in some proper Acid Menstruum then Evaporating and
Chrystallizing to gain the Salt as above in Copper. 1758
Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 66 These crystals are called
Green Vitriol, and Vitriol of Mars.

4. a. Oil of vitriol, concentrated sulphuric acid.
1580 Frampton tr. Monardes' Med.agst. Venonte 117 b, la

our time there hath been compounded and drauen out an
Oyle, which they call Oyle of Vitrioll or Coporace. 1611
Cotgr., Huilede vie, Oyle of Vitrioll. 1660 Bovlk New
Exp. Phys. Meek. xxii. 176 This we fill'd with Oyl of Vit-
riol and fair water. 1728 Chambers Cycl, s.v., Oil of Vit-
riol, which comes out after the Spirit, by heightning the
Fire wherewith that had been rais'd. 1779 I kit. Trans.
LXX. 31 Add, by a little at a time, as much vitriolic acid,
commonly sold by the name of oil of vitriol, as will re-dis-

solve the whole. 1817 Faraday Chem. Manip. xv. (1842)
391 Pouring in so much concentrated oil of vitriol as shall
moisten the fragments. 1878 Mux lev Physiogr. ioa Water
made slightly sour by addition of a little oil of vitriol.

b. Spirit{s) of vitriol, a distilled essence of
vitriol.

1671 R. Bohun Wind 175 Such as Oyl of Tartar and
spirit of Vitriol. 1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 44 As for the Acid
Saline Principle, I suppose no person who hath lasted the
Spirit of Vitriol, . . will question its abounding in that sub-
ject. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Salt, Spirit of Nitre,. .Spirit
of Salt, ..and Spirit of Vitriol. 1771 Encycl. Brit. II. 72/1
If the vitriolic acid contain much water, it is then called
spirit of vitriol. 1789 W. Buchan Dont. Med. < 1 790) 223
This may be sharpened with the spirits of vitriol. 1859
Mayne Expos. Lex. 1336 Vitriol, Sweet Spirit of, .. a
term for.. sulphuric ether.

fig. 1679 Alsop Melius Inq. 11. i. 174 The Medicine is the
same ; only Rome has added a few drops of the Spirits of
Vitriol.

f 0. Colcothar, earth, salt, of'vitriol', see quots.
Also elixir ofvitriol: see Elixir sb. 4.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. 1. 21 Comatous children
are., cured by Vomitive Salt of Vitriol. 1699 Salmon
Bate's Dispens. (1715) 453/2 Terra Vitrioll dutcis, sweet
Earth of Vitriol. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Sul*
pkur, Colcothar, or fixed salt of vitriol. 1755 Diet. Arts
•J- Set. s.v., A fine purple matter, called colcothar of vitriol.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 95 Take red calcined vitriol,

or colcothar of vitriol.

5. fig. (In allusion to the corrosive properties of
vitriol.) Virulence or acrimony of feeling or
utterance.

1769 yuntus Lett. xv. (1788) 90 Flat and insipid in your
retired state, but brought into action you become vitriol

again. i87«Spurgeon Trcas. David Vs. Iv. 3 They.. cast
the vitriol of their calumny over me. 1895 Literary World
(Boston) 8 Nov. 359/1 This introduction, with its mixture
of genius, shrewdness, and vitriol, is a piece of prose not
to be missed.

6. attrib. and Comb., as vitriol bath, chamber,
-maker, marcasite, -thrower, -throwing, water

;

vitriol ochre, a former name of glockerite

;

f vitriol stone, a native vitriol or sulphate.
1669 Boylk Certain Physiol. Ess. (ed. 2) Absol. Rest

Bodies 15 A bulky Marchasite that I procur'd from a
Virtuoso that lives just by a Vitriol-work, whither these
among other Vitriol-Stones are brought. 1670 [see Vitrio-
lic a. il. 1675 E. Wilson Spatiacr. Dunelm. 43 Two
vitriol waters in the Copper Mine of Herongrundt. 1676
Wiseman Surg. Treat, v. ix. 378 If in the incaming the
Wound the Flesh grows luxurious, touch it with a Vitriol-
stone, and it will. .dispose it to cicatrize. 1755 Diet. Arts
# Sci. s.v., The old iron, picked up by the poor people
about our streets, is sold to the vitriol or copperas makers,
1843 Thackeray Irish Sk.-bk. viii, We had a talk about
the vitriol-throwers at Cork, and the sentence just passed
upon them. 1849 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace v. v. (1877)
MI. 263 They mourned over the murders, and vitriol-throw-
ing of the operatives, who were enslaved by mercenary
delegates 1867 Bloxam Chem. 203 Reactions in the Vit-
riol Chambers. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti iv, Com*
passion is about as welcome to my feelings as a vitriol bath
to fresh wounds.

VITRIOLIC.

Hence Vi-fcriol v. trans., to injure (a person) by
means of vitriol ; to expose (a thing) to the effects

of vitriol.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 16 Dec. 5/2, 1 do not want to be killed,

and 1 have a particular objection to being vitrioled.

tVi triolate, a. Obs. Also 7 vitriolet. [ad.

med. or mod.L. *vitrioliit-us, f. vitriolum vitriol.

Cf. It. vitriolato, Sp. and Pg. vitriolado, F. w-
trioU.]

1. Of or belonging to, resembling that of, vitriol.

1646 Sir T. Brownk Pseud. P.p. vr. xii. 336 A vitriolate or
copperose quality conjoyning with a terrestrious and astrin-
gent humidity. 1665-6/71;/. Trans. I. 323 This had some-
what of a Vitriolate taste. 1672 Boylk Ess. Gems 159
Barticles which .. I observ'd to be of a Vitriolate r-ature.

2. Treated with vitriol. Vitriolate tartar (see

Vitriolated 3 a).

1665 Nkedham Med. Medicinae 513 As we see in Tartar
Vitriolate. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in. Ixxxiv. 730 Vitrio-

late Tartar taken in Broath,.. extract of Hellebore [etc.J.. are
here guod. 1684 tr. Bouet's Merc. Compit. III. 95, I gave him
Spring-water corrected with Vitriolate Syrup of Kasberries.

1704 [see Tartar l 3 LJ. 1782 Kirwan in Phil. Trans.
LXX I II. 40 The .same double decomposition will be pro-
duced if, instead of tartar vitriolate, glauber's salt be used.

3. Affected by, impregnated with, vitriol.

1666 Boyle Orig. Forms <V Qual. 339 This Vitriolate

Nitre (if I may so call it). 1670 H. Stlude Plus Ultra 131
It is also, .manifest, that there are in the bocies of men..
Solutions or liquors imbued with sundry salts, as aluminous,
acid, and vitriolate, etc. 1684 Bovi.E Porousn. Anim. +
Solid l>od. viii. 125 So that their Texture was spoiled by
the saline and vitriolate Coipuscles.

b. Of water, springs, etc.

1666 Phil. 'Trans. I. 359 That Poo!, .seems to be of Vitrio-
late water. 1667 Ibid. II. 46, The Iron, that is said to be
turned into Copper, by the Vitriolate .springs at Cremnitz.

.

in Hungary. 1670 Ibid. V. 1043 There are also two Springs
of a Vitriolat water, which are aflirm'd to turn iron into
Copper. 1751 Eng. Gazetteer s.v. \Vorton-Lower, A
vitriolate ferrugineous spring.

Vi 'triolate, v. rare. [Cf. prec and -ate 3.]

trans. To affect or treat with vitriol; to render
vitriolic.

1605 Tim.ve Qutrsit. 1. vii. 27 By reason of a singular
temper of .sharpness vitriolated by sweet and sulphurus
spirits. 1828-32 Weuster, Vitriolate; to convert, as sul-

phur in any compound, into sulphuric acid, formerly called
vitriolic acid.

Vi'triolated, ppl. a. [f. prec. or Vitrio-
late a.]

fl. « Vitriolate a. 1. Obsr~l

1651 Biggs New Dispens. r 144 The acid saline vitriolated

qualities of wine, vineger, or j^ice of Limons.

2. Impregnated with vitriol : a. Of liquids.

a 1626 Mevekel in Bacon's Physiol. Rent. (1679) 125 Iron
may be dissolved by any tart, salt, or vitriolated Water.
1670 H. Stubbe Plus Ultra 154 The vitriolated Serum
would not flame ; the vitriolated blood did burn with a brisk

hut short flame. 1756 K. Home Expcr, Bleaching 185 The
liquor more acid than the vitriolated liquor in the foregoing
experiment.

b. Of minerals, etc., affected by native sulphates.

1794 K. J. Sulivan View Nat. I. 250 Vitriolated clay, or
alum, is rarely found. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II.

113 Air. Bergman .. deduces the origin of Vitriolated

Silver, from the withering and Acidification of the Sulphur-
ated Silver Ores. 1802-3 tr. Pallas s Trav. (1812J I. 87 The
vitriolated layers of mire still exhibit traces of sea-weeds
and marshes. 1805 W. Saunders Min. Waters 49 Any
spring of water that flows in the neighbourhood, will hence
contain both alum and vitriolated iron.

3. Treated with vitriol : a. Vitriolated tartar,

sulphate of potassium. (Cf. Tartar 1 3 b.)

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 628/1 Antimonial
Tartar vitriolated. 1728 Chambers Cycl. e y, Tartar,
Tartar Vitriolated, which some call Magistery of Tartar, is

Oil of Tartar mix'd with rectify 'd Spirit of Vita '. 1758
Reid tr. Macquers Chym. I. 25 Vitriolated Tartar is almost
as hard to dissolve in water as the Selenites. 1789 Trans.
Soc. Arts I. 183 An innocent neutral salt, vitriolated tartar.

1836 Brande Chem. (ed. 4) 36 The residuum in the retort

furnishes viiriolated tartar. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med.
Sci. V. 795/2 Potassic sulphate., is the salt formerly called

vitriolated tartar and sal de duobus.

b. With other sbs., as ammonia, iron, etc.

1788 Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 395 Of vitriolated natron

(Glauber's salt) four parts. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 67
Eight grains of myrrh, a grain and a half of vitriolated iron.

1801 hncyct. Brit. Suppl. I.360/ lSulphat of ammonia., was
also called vitriolated ammoniac. 1804 AberNkthv Surg.

Obs. (1827) 169, I gave her emetics of vitriolated zinc and
copper. 1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Vitriolated Alkali

(Chem.), the sulphate of potash.

Vitriola-tion. [f. Vitriolate v.] (See quot.)

1828-32 Webster, Variolation, the act or process of con-

verting into sulphuric acid or vitriol.

t Vitriole scent, a. 06s.- 1 [f. Vitriol si.

+ -KSCENT.] Passing into a vitriolated state.

Hence Vitrlolo»oence. . .

'757 >r. Htucktti Pyritol. 60 Dissolved, crumbled, vitric-

lescc.'t copper-pyrites. Ibid. 296 The spontaneous vitno-

lesceuce of pyrites.

Vitriolet, variant of Vitriolate a.

Vitriolic (vitri/rlik), a. and sb. Also 7-8

vitriolick, 7 -ike, -iq(ue. [ad. F. vitnclique

(16th c, = It., Sp., Pg. vitriolico), or f. \ 1thiol

sb. + -ic]
. . , .

A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to vitriol ;
having

' 34



VITRIOLICO-.

the nature or qualities of vitriol ; impregnated with
vitriol.

1670 \V. Simpson Hydro?. Ess. 62 The solution of the
vitriol marcasite. .precipitates the same vitriolick oaker.
1676 Grkw Anat. PI., Exper. Lactation ii. § 4 Irish Slat.

.

seems to be nothing else but a Vitriolick Bole. 1707 Flover
Physic. Pulse-Watch 257 In the Quartans, the.. Pain is

from the vitriolic Cacochymia. 1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 470
It is of a subacid taste, and very nauseously vitriolic. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. an. 215 A mucous substance,
which had something of a vitriolic quality, settled under
the reticular membrane. i8oj Plavfair I??ustr. Hutton.
The. 33 This compound of metal and sulphur, .is destroyed
by the contact of moisture and resolved into a vitriolic salt.

1844 Civil Eng. *f Arch. Jrnl.Wl. 108/1 If the pit water
be vitriolic.it becomes necessary to use every means to
procure better water. 1899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea-waif49
A fiery white spirit, fresh from the still. . , This vitriolic stuff
seemed to meet every emergency.

b. Vitriolic acid, oil of vitriol.

1747 Wall in Phil. Trans. XLIV. Suppl. 588, 1 acidulated
the Liquors with the vitriolic Acid. 1778 VV. Prvce Min.
Cornub. 54 It entirely resists the vitriolick acid, which dis.
solves or corrodes every other known metallick body, except
Gold. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T., Forrester, Bank-
notes, The large bottle of vitriolic acid was broken. 184a
Orderson Creol.x iii. 137 The gas was generated from steel

filings and vitriolic acid.

2. jig. Of language, persons, etc. : Extremely
sharp, caustic, or scathing; bitterly ill-natured or
malignant.
1841 H. F. Chorley Music $ Mann. III. 31 Venting a

flood of vitriolic sarcasm, or a flight of high-toned poetry.
1866 E. P. Whipple Characters y Charac. Men 5 Robes-
pierre. .[and] Frederick of Prussia, .were both bitter and
vitriolic natures. 1879 McCarthy Hist. Own Times II,

197 He never became more than a great Parliamentary
critic of the acrid and vitriolic style. 1903 Coleman C.
Reade hi. v. (1904) 324 For vitriolic vigour this epistle
excels anything in the language.

B. sb. A vitriolic substance. 0?>$.~*

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov. 1651, It had a taste of a
strong vitrioliq, and smelt like aqua fort is.

Vitriolieo-, combining form of prec, employed
in a few chemical terms, as vitriolico-antimoniated

J

-muriated, -neutra?.

178a Kirwan in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 49 Whenever a
vitriolico-neutral salt.. is evaporated to a certain degree,
the vitriolic expels these acids in its turn. 1796 — Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) II. 113 [Silver] Vitriolieo muriated, or Corneous
Silver Ore. Ibid, 122 Vitriolieo Antimoniated Silver Ore.

Vitricvlify, v. rare— , [f. Vitriol sb. +
-(i)fy.] trans. To vitriolize. Hence Vitrio'lify-
ing />//. a.

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 71 The expansion of some of those
prodigiously active Springy particles, .which together with
the Aerial Salt were arrested by the Vitriolifying principle.

t Vrtrioline, a. Obs. [f. Vitriol sb. + -ink *.]

Resembling vitriol; vitriolic.

165a French Yorksh. Spa iii. 34 Astringlng waters, as
Alluminous, and Vitrioline almost every where, a 1661
Fuller Worthies, Yorks. {1662) in. 188 In a morish
koggy ground ariseth a spring of a Vitrioline last and
odour. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Commit, in. 52 The Bath
waters, wherein the vitrioline virtue is most eminent. 1703
Phil. Trans. XXV, 1573 How far these Stones are the effect
of a Vitrioline Juice, I will not determin.

Vitrioli zable, a. [f. Vitriolize v. + -able.]
That may be vitriolized; capable of being con-
verted into vitriol.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 82 That the Iron, in
Pyrites, [is] spontaneously Vitriolizable. 1828-31 Webster.
[Hence in later Diets.]

Vitriolization. [f. next + -ation.] The
process of converting, or of being converted, into
a vitriol.

1757 tr. HenckeVs Pyritol. 109 The vitriolisation ofpyrites.
178a Kirwan in P/iil. Trans. LXXIII. 74 As Mr. Monnet
has observed in his excellent Treatise on Vitriolization.
1804 Ibid. XCIV. 318 The magnetical pyrites, .seems to be
liable to oxidizement, but not to vittiolization.

Vitriolize (vi-triobiz), v. [f. Vitriol sb.]

1. a. trans. To convert into vitriol ; to vitrio-

late. Also absoi,

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. {1713) 453/1 Dissolve again in
fair Water and crystallize or vitriolize as before. 1799
Kirwan Geo?. Ess. 395 By long exposure to the air and
moisture they are at last vitriolized.

b. intr. To become vitriolated or vitriolic.

1757 tr. HenckeVs Pyritol. 327 Such pyritae as vitriolise
sparingly and leisurely. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2)
II. 80 There are some that spontaneously effloresce and
vitriolize.

2. trans. To injure with vitriol ; to throw vitriol

at (a person) with intent to injure.

1886 Daily News 15 March (Cassell's), The jury did not
believe that the child from the same motive vitriolized

himself. 1901 Daily Chron. 24 July 4/6 The painful case
of a handsome girl who was ' vitriohsed ' by a rival.

Hence Vitriolized ppl. a. Also Vi'triolixer,

one who throws vitriol with intent to injure.

188a Pa?? Mall G. 13 Nov. 2 Thinking he had to deal
with a vitriolizer the servant ran down to call a policeman.
1891 Ibid. 9 Nov. 7/1 Vitriolized spices and arsenicated
coffee. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 6/3 With vitriolised drink
supplied to you at fabulous prices.

t vitriolous, a. Obs. [f. Vitriol sb. + -oua.

Cf. OF. vitrioieux.] Of the nature of vitriol;

vitriolic.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xxii. 164 Some attrition
from an acide and vitriolous humidity inthestomack. Ibid,
vi. xii. 336, I say, a vitriolous or copperous quality; for
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vitriol! is the active or chiefe ingredient in Inke. 1707
Curies, in Husb. <$• Gard. 56 Vitriolous, nitrous, &c. Spirits.

Vitrious, 063. form of Vitreous a.

Vitriach, variant of Vitby Obs.

Vitrite (vi-trait). Min. [f. L. vitr-um glass

+ -ite 1.] (See quots.)
1866 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. (1878) 341 Opal,

as a rock, usually only forms very subordinate masses, e.g.

the so-called vitrite, which occurs at Meronitz, in Bohemia.
1868 Watts Diet. Chtm. V. 1004 Vitrinopal, Vitrite, the
matrix of Bohemian pyrope, related to pitchstone.

Vitro-, combining form on Gr. models of L.
vitrum glass, used in a few terms, as vitro-de'n-
tine, the hard external layer of dentine in a tooth

;

vrtrophyre, a subdivision of porphyritic rocks;
hence vitrophyric adj. ; vi-trotype (see quot.

1875).
1849-51 Todds CycL Anat. IV. 882/1 The dental plate

consists.. of a central mass of coarse osseous substance.,
and an external sheath of very hard ' vitro-dentine '. 1870
tr. Strieker's Man. Histology xv. (N. Syd. Soc.) 471 The
central portion [of a tooth) consists of vaso-dentine, which
is covered with true dentine; external to which again is a
thin layer of vitro-dentine. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
27*3. 2 Yitro-tyPe (Photography), a name given to the pro-
cesses which involve the production of collodion film pic-
tures on glass. 1882 Gkikie Text-Bk. Geo? 11. 11. iii. 90
Vogelsang has proposed to classify this type [Porphyritic]
in three divisions : 1st, Granophyre,. .2nd, Felsophyre,. .3rd,
Vitrophyre, where the ground-mass is a glassy magna.
1890 I'hilos. Mag. March 288 Among the pyroxenic rocks
the most noticeable varieties are the labradorite-audesites,
the pyroxene-audesites—of which both ' trachytoid ' and
'vitrophyric ' forms occur.

fVitrose, a. Obs." [ad. L. type *vitros-us
y

f.

vitrum glass.] * Glassy, full of glass.'

1727 Bailey (vol. II).

VrtrOUS, a. rare. [f. L. vitr-um glass. Cf.

F. vilreux, and med.L. vitrus adj.] Vitreous.
1657 Physical Diet., Vitrous humor; a moisture like to

molten glass or chrystal, which is a part of the eye. 1779
Sir W. Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LXX. 51 note, A flex-
ible, capillary, yellow glass,. .with small vitrous globules at
a little distance one from the other. 1859 Mayne Expos.
I-ex. 1336 Omalius admitted a genus of vitrous rocks com-
prehending the silicated, vitrified stones or rocks.

t Vi'trum. Obs. rare. [L.] Glass ; a glassy
substance ; a glass vessel.

1657 Physical Diet., Vitrum, glass : it's used to signifie
glass distilling vessels, or any other vessels made of glass.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 51 A certain thin Lamina ofa vitrum
or vitrified part of the Metal. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens.
( I 7 I 3)547/ 1 Le Kebure makes the Salt, .of the Glass. .,but
he mingles the Vitrum with its equal Weight of Sulphur in
Ponder.

Vitruvian (vitrw-vian), a. [f. the name of M.
Vitruvius YoWioj a. Roman architect and writer on
architecture (noB.c.).] Of, relating to, or in the
style of Vitruvius.

1762 H. Walpoi.e Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765) I. 116
Our buildings must be as Vitruvian, as writings in the days
of Erasmus were obliged to be Ciceronian. 1835 R. Willis
Arcliit. Mid, Ages \\. 23 note, The latter [Alberti] pub-
Hshed the first treatise on the Vitruvian architecture, in
1485. 1893 Symonds Miclielatigelo xiii. II. 217 Church,
cupola, and spires are built up by a succession of Vitruvian
temples.

b. Vitruvian scro??, a convoluted scroll-pattern

employed as an architectural ornament.
1837 Antiq. At/tens 19 A sort of thatch of laurel leaves,

surrounded by an ornamental edge, usually termed a
Vitruvian scroll. 1886 G. Schumacher Across the Jordan
iii. 173 A lintel-stone .. which is .. ornamented with the
seven-branched candlestick and a sort of vitruvian scroll.

Hence Vitru'vianism, the style or principles of
architecture favoured by Vitruvius.

i8sg Jephson Brittany viii. 115 Going straight from the
debased flamboyant or perpendicular to Vitruvianism.

tVi'try. 0?>s. Forms: 5 vettris, Sc. vitriach;
6 vitro, 7 vitree, vitrie, vittry, 8 vitry ; 6-7
vittery, 9 vittory. [ad. F. Vitri, the name of a
town in Brittany. The early forms in -is, -isch

prob. represent F. Vitrtes pi., canvas cloths made
at Vitre.] Vitry canvas, a kind of light durable
canvas. (Cf. Vandelas.) Also eilipt.

c 1425 Foreign Accts. 59 m. 23 a (P. R. O.), [A ship's
bonnet containing] iiij di' uln' canab" de vettris. 1497 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 345 For xiiij elne of vetrisch cam-
mas to ane litil pa^oune of the Kingis, xiiij s. 1534 Exch.
Ace. 58/13 Vittery canvas. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuff 27
For which is alwaies paide ready Golde, with salt, Canuas
Vitre, and a great deale of good tiash. 1612 Ledger A.
Halyburton (1867) 319 Vandolose or Vitrie canves the eln,
xs. 1617 Morvson /tin. in. 134 And they bring from
thence Linnen cloathes, called white Roanes and Vitree
Canvas. 1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 167 Linnens,..
narrow vandales, or vittry canvas. 1721 C. King Brit.
Merch. I, 181, 17000 Hund. of Vitry and Noyals Canvas.
?bid. 284 Canvas Vitry,. .Canvas Norman. 1757 J. H.
Grose Voy. E. indies 176 Holland's duck, or vitry, is
whilst in use, more pliant, and less apt to split. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 714 Vitry, a light and durable
canvas. Ibid., Vittory, a fine canvas, of which the waist-
cloths were formerly made.
Vitsonday, obs. Sc. form of Whitsunday.
II Vitta (vi-ta). PI. vittffl (v'vti). [L. vitta a

band, fillet, chaplet, esp. one worn round the head.]
fl. Anat. (See quot.) Obs.~°
1693 tr. Blancard*s P/tys. Diet. (ed. 2), Yitla.thM part of

the Coat call'd Amnion, which sticks to the Infants Head
when 'tis just Born. [Hence in Phillips, J706, etc.)

VITULINE.

2. Rom. Antiq. (See quots.)
Neither of the applications rests upon L. usage.
1716 A. Gordon /tin. Sept. 77 He [sc. a Roman soldier]

has a Sash or Vitta coming over his Breast, reaching to his
Middle. 1847 Kitto's Cycl. BiU. Lit. I. 227/2 The objects
above denominated appendages and vitta: . . were straps of
leather secured to the lower rim of the barrel of a suit of
armour, and to the openings for arm-holes.

3. Zoo!. A band or stripe of colour.
1819 Stephens in Sham's Gen. Zool. XI. 11. 346 The

hypochondria [of the Guernsey Partridge] marked with a
double black vitta. 1849 Johnston in Proc. Berxv. Nat.
Club II. 365 Mite.. marked on the back with a dark vitta
or line forming two sigmoid flexures. 1875 G. N. Lawrence
Birds S. IV. Mexico 51 Larus ca/i/irnicus . ,bil\ grayish-
white, behind the yellowish.white tip a black vitta.

b. Bot. (See quot.)

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 403/2 The term vitta: is also
sometimes applied to the various stripes which are found
upon leaves, and which either arise from irregular distribu-
tion or entire deficiency of colouring-matter.

4. Bot. a. One of a number of elongated club-
shaped canals or tubes occurring in the pericarp of
the fruit of most umbelliferous plants and contain-
ing their characteristic oil. Usually in pi.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 4 The ridges are separated
by channels, below which are often placed, in the sub-
stance of the pericarp, certain linear receptacles ofcoloured
oily matter, called vittx. 1847 Steele Field Bot. 30 Vitta;
on the upper half of the fruit only. .Heracleum. Vitta: as
long as fruit. . .Peucedanum. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
156 Trinia. .primary ridges suberjual, thick, smooth, rugose
or plaited, with a large vitta inside each.

D. One of a number of internal projections oc-
curring in the valves of diatomaceous plants.
1888 CasseWs Encycl. Diet. 1900 Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms.

Vittail(e, obs. forms of Victual sb. and v.

Vittandly, obs. Sc. variant ofWittingly adv.

Vittate (vi-ttt), a. [ad. L. vittat-us bound
with a fillet or chaplet, f. vitta Vitta + -ate 2]
1. Zoo/., Bot., etc Marked or striped with vittae.

Cf. VlTTATEUfl.
j8*6 Kirby&Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 290 Vittate (I'ittata),

painted with several such stripes. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1224/1
Vittate, striped lengthwise.

2. Bot. Having a vitta or vittse (sense 4 a).

Chiefly in combination, l-Z'ittate.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 153 Eryngium ; . . primary ridges
obscure i-vittate.

Vi'ttated, a. Zoo!., Ornith., etc. rare, [f. as
prec. + -ED 2.] = prec. I.

Only in the specific names of a few birds, reptiles, etc.

1790 Latham Ind. Ornith. II. 827 Procellaria inttata,..
Vittated Petrel 180a Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 11. 533 Vitiated
Snake. Coluber Vitlatus. 1804 Ibid. V. 1. 22 Vittated
Silure. Silurus Vittutus.

Vitte, obs. f. Wit sb. Vittee, dial. var. Fitty
a.1 Vittel(l, obs. ff. Victual sb. and v. Vit-
teller, -lour, etc. obs. ff. Victualleb. Vittely,
obs. Sc. f. Wittily adv. Vitten, dial. var.

Fittes sb. and a.

f Vittered, variant of Fittebed ///. a. Obs.
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 335/265 Viterde

hodes and Clokes also, Al bat vile pride schal don hem
ful wo. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 609 The Wilde Ache or Parseley
hath large leaves, al jagged, cut, and vittered, much like the
leaves of the wilde Carrot.

Vittering, Sc. form of Wittebing.
Vitterly, Sc. form of Wittebly adv. Obs.

Vittery, var. Vitey Obs.

Vittie-vayr : see Vetiveb.
[1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. i,o^Vittie-vayr,\\K Tamool name,

sometimes written IVoetiwear, of the highly fragrant roots
of a grass which is found in many parts of India.] 1861
Bentley Man. Bot. 699 Andropogon rnurieatus, Vittie-

vayr or Cuscus, yields a fragrant oil according to Dr.
Hooker.
Vitting, obs. Sc. form of Witting vbl. sb.

Vittle, obs. or dial. f. Victual sb. ; obs. f.

Victual v.

t Vittorin, Anglicized f. Vettubino. Obs.
1613 Sir A. Sherley Trav. Persia 24 He brought me to

a Vittorin, of whom he had already hired Horses, Camels,
and Moiles for me.

Vittory, Vittry, var. Vitby Obs. Vitty,
dial, or slang var. of Fitty a. ; obs. Sc. f. Witty a.

Vittyng, obs. Sc. f. Witting vbl. sb.

f Vi-tulate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. viluldl- ppl. stem
of vitulari to celebrate a festival, keep holiday,

be joyful.] intr. 'Wantonly to rejoice' (Cockeram
1, 1623).

t Vitulation. Obs. rare. fad. late 'L.viluldlio

(Macrobius), noun of action f. L. vitulari: see

prec] A public thanksgiving or festival.

In quots. erroneously associated with L. vitulus a calf.

1607 _Topsell Four./. Beasts 00 The auncients called

Victoria by the name of the Goddesse Vitula, bycause they
sacrificed vnto hir calues, which was termed a Vitulation :

and this was vsuall for victory and plenty. 1623 Cockeram,
Vitulation, a reioicing like a calfe.

Vituline (vi-tirflain), a. rare. [ad. L. vitulin-

us, f. vitulus calf. Cf. F. vituline (Balzac).]

Of or belonging to a calf or calves ; resembling

that of a calf.

Vitular, vititlary, with similar sense, are recorded in the

Cent. Diet, and other recent Diets.
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1656 Blount Glossogr. 1786-1805 Tookr Purley (1829)

II. 444. i860 Wraxall Life in Sea ii. 27 In spite of their

[i.e. seals'] clumsy form, the vituline countenance wears

an expression of calmness and peace. 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 167 If a double allowance of vituline

brains deserve such honor, there are few commentators on
Shakespeare that would have gone afoot.

t Vituper, sb. Obs. Also 5 vi-, vytupere, 6

Sc. wituper. [a. OK. vituper, -ere (obs. or arch.

F. vilupJre, = Pr. vetupier), ad. late or med.L.
vituperium Vitupery.] Vituperation.

1456 Sir G. Have Laiv Arms (S.T.S.) 188 Thir fals Jowis
..revy[l]is thame and dots all the vituper thai may to

haly kirk and to the sacrament. 1484 Caxton Fables of
Auian xv, Suche is now in grete honour and worship that

herafter shalle falle in to grete vytupere shame and dis-

honour, e 1500 Melusine xxxiii. 233 To the moost vytupere

& shame of the Catholycal feyth. 1571 Satt'r. Poems Re-
form, xxvii. 109 Mark als be wite, vise, wituper, and the

waige Offwntried traisoun and of tyrannye.

t Vituper, v. Obs. rare. In 5 vytuper. [a.

OK. vituperer (10th c. ; obs. or arch. K. vituptfter

: Pr., Sp. and Pg. vituperat; It. -are), ad. L.

vituperare to Vituperate. Cf. prec] trans. To
vituperate or revile ; to dishonour or disgrace.

1484 Caxton Fables of/Ksop in. vii, Men preysen som-
tyme that that shold be blamed & vytupered And ofte men
. .vytuperen that that shold be preysecl. c 1489 — Sonnes
ofAyman xiv. 337 O, gode lord, .deliver me from the handes
ofmy enmyes that I be not vytupered nor brought to shame.

Vltu*perable,«. ? Obs. Also 6 vytuperable.
[a. OK. vitupcrable (obs. F., Sp. vituperable, Pg.

vituperavel, It. vituperabiW), ad. L. vituperdbil-is

(rare) blameworthy, censurable, f. vituperare to

Vituperate.] That deserves or merits vitupera-

tion ; blameworthy, censurable, reprehensible;

disgraceful, shameful.
c 1450 tr. De tmitationex. xlx. 22 Yfan accustumed exercise

. .be Ti^tly forsaken borugh hevynes o' soule or negligence,

it is vituperable, & wol be founde noyous. 1481 Botoner
Tulle on Old Age (Caxton) C vij, Cecilyus saide of olde
age a thyng is no more vituperable and lothyng, thenne is

the same that he seeith here before, c 1510 Barclay Mirr.
Gd. Manners (1570) G v, But a famous merchaunt, great,

riche, and haboundant, And rightwisely dealing, is not
vituperable. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health § 163. 58 b, There
be many other myrthes & consolacions, some Deynge good
& laudable & some vytuperable. 1586 Day Eng. Secretary
1. (1625) 6i To ouercome others by vertue is a thing most
honourable, but in pursuite thereof to be conuinced of any
other, is a thing most vituperable. 1603 H.Ckosse Vertues
Commiv. (1878) 99 Nothing doth more corrupt and wither
greene and tender wits, then such vnsauoury and vituperable
bookes. 182a T. Taylor Apuleius 357 Of vituperable men
there are four species ; of which the first consists of the
ambitious.

Vituperant, a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. vitupe-

rant-, viluperarist \)T.\)p\e. of vituperare to Vitu-
perate. Cf. OK. vituperant (Godef.).] a. adj.

Abusive, vituperative, b. sb. A vitupcrator.
1864 Realm 17 Feb. 7 We do not think.. that the most

vituperant colonel would express such strong opinions. 1889
Pall Malt G. 16 Oct. 5/1 Whilst Lord Salisbury came here
as your most exalted vituperant. you are journeying hither

as his most obedient and faithful adulator !

Vituperate, />//• a. rare—1
, [ad. L. vituperat-

us, pa. pple. of vituperare : see next.] Vituper-

ated ; worthy of vituperation.

183a Westm. Rev. XVI. 7 Wealth was to be discreditable,
unmanly, vituperate, because it was found greatly to in-

dispose men to be active thieves.

Vituperate (vaiti/rpeVt, vi-), v. [f. L. vitu-

perat-, ppl. stem of vituperare to censure, blame,
disparage, find fault with, etc., f. vilu- for vili-,

stem oivitium blemish, fault, Vice sb?- -rpardre to

prepare. See also Vituper v."] trans. To blame,
speak ill of, find fault wilt, in strong or violent

language ; to assail with abuse ; to rate or revile.

Not in common use until the beginning of the 19th c.

154a Boordk Dyetary xvi. (1870) 273 They louyth not
porke nor swynes flesshe, but doth vituperat & abhorre it.

1611 Cotgr., Vituperer^ to vituperate, dispraise, discom-
mend. [Hence in Cockeram, Blount, Bailey, etc.) 1638
Penkkthman Artack. Cij, Whatsoever transcends their

sedulous apprehension.. without any favourable expostula-
tion., they will unworthily and unwittingly vituperate and
reprehend.

1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxiii, The incensed priests, .con-
tinued to raise their voices, vituperating each other in bad
Latin. 1826 Lamb Elia Ser. 11 Pop. Fallacies iv, A speech
from the poorest sort of people which always indicates that
the party vituperated is a gentleman, i860 Fkoi.dk Hist.
Eng. V. 477 He vituperated from the pulpit the vices of
the court. 1883 A. Korbks in Fortn. Ink i Nov. 671
Englishmen are not in the habit of vituperating Monk as a
traitor.

reft. 1812 H. ft J. Smith Rej. Addr, x. (1873) 96 Devia-
tion from scenic propriety has only to vituperate itself for
th- consequences it generates.

b. absot. or intr. To employ abusive language.
1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics vim. v. 46 Vituperated and

vituperating, be became a wanderer throughout Germany.
1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. vi. 168 He loses his
temper and begins to vituperate.

Hence Vituperated ppl. a.

1841 Emerson Conservative Wks. (Bohn) II. 272 You are
yourself the result of this manner of living, this foul com-
promise, this vituperated Sodom.

Vituperation (vaitiwp&y'-Jan, vi-). Also 5
-aoyon. [a. OF. vituperaciun, -acton, -ation

(obs. F. vituperation, = Sp. vituperacion, Pg.

vituperacdo, It. vituperazione), or ad. L. vitupera-

tion-, vituperdtio blaming, censuring, etc., noun of

action f. vituperare : see prec. and -ation.]

1. The action, fact, or process of vituperating
;

blame, censure, reproof, or (esp. in later use) the

expression of this, in abusive or violent language;
abuse, railing, rating. Also, vituperative or abu-
sive language.
There are few instances of the use of the word before the

beginning of the 19th c. : cf. Vituperate v.

1481 Botoner Tutle on Old Age (Caxton) Cviij, The third

part. . which Catonanswerith,. .repreuiththemoftheseconde
defaulte of uituperacyon opposed ayenst olde age. 160a
{title), Ane Satyre of the thrie Estahs, in commendation of
Venew and Vituperaiion of Vyce ; maid be Sir Dauid
Lindesay. 1633 J. Done Hist. Scptuagint 155 When a
man becomes vntractable, and inaccessible, by fiercenesse

and pride:.. then vituperation conies vpon him, and priua-
tion of honour followes him. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos.
v. (1687) 165 Of Rhetoric are six kinds.. [6] Vituperation,
when we declare a Man to be wicked.
i8ai Scott Kettihv. xx, It was one of these old women

who. .answered his petition.. with a volley of vitupera-
tion. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 35 Few nations can
surpass the Spaniards in the language of vituperation. 1887
Ruskin Przterita II. 193 A rhyme written, .in vituperation
of the idle people at Conflans.

f 2. A cause of blame or censure. Obs.—1

1716 Ayi.iffe Parergon 305 (bis) Such a Writing ought to

be clean and free from any Cavil or Vituperation of Rasure.

tVituperatious, a. Obs~l [f. prec. : see

-ious.] Vituperative.

1797 Southey Let. to f. Cottle 13 Mar. in Life (1849) '•

306 Language is not vituperatious enough to describe the
effect of its downward elongation.

Vituperative (vaiti/i-perctiv, vi-), a. [ad. L.

type *viluperdliv-us, f. vituperat-, ppl. stem of

vituperare, or directly f. Vitufekate v. +-IVE.
Cf. obs. F. vituperativement adv. (Godef.), It.

vitupcrativo.']

1. Of words, language, etc. : Containing, con-

veying, or expressing strong depreciation; vio-

lently abusive or fault-finding; contumelious, op-

probrious. Also, of or pertaining to vituperation.

Freq. in the 19th c.

1717 PorE, etc. Art ofSinking 115 The vituperative par-

tition will as easily be replenished with a most choice col-

lection [of arguments]. 1759 Sterne Tr, Shandy 1. xix,

Tristram!—Melancholy dissyllable of sound ! which, to his

ears, was unison to Nincompoop, and every name vitupera-

tive under heaven. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxx, In utter despair

at this vituperative epithet. 1856 Kane Arct. E.rpt. II. xii.

129 His eloquence becoming more and more licentious and
vituperative. 1859 Mill Liberty ii. (1865) 32/1 It is far

more important to restrain this employment of vituperative

language than the other.

b. Const, of'(a person), rare-1 .

x8a3 Scott Quentin D. viii, Had I . . heard by report that

a question vituperative of my Prince had been asked by the

King of France, I had.. instantly mounted and returned.

2. Characterized or accompanied by vituperation

or abuse.

1754 Chesterfield in World No. ioi F3 The torrents of

their [sc. female] eloquence, especially in the vituperative

way, stun all opposition. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby u. i,

The indignant, soon to become vituperative, secession of a
considerable section of the cabinet. 1871 'Holme Lee*
Mis* Barrington I. ix. 129 When they have been most in

fault themselves, they are most prone to shower a general

vituperative blame and condemnation on the other side.

3. Of persons: Given to vituperation; employ-

ing or uttering abusive language.
1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 90 A Whig is a vituperative animal.

1843 Carlyle Past ft Pr. in. v, Quietly hearing all manner
of vituperative able editors speak. 1904 H. Paul Hist.

Mod. Eng. I. xii. 208 The violent and vituperative cham-
pion of the Protestant religion.

Hence VitTTperatively adv., in a vituperative

manner ; with vituperation or abuse.
1831 Carlyle in Froude Firsts Years (1882) II. 159 The

critical republic will cackle vituperatively, or perhaps main-
tain total silence. 185a Eraser's Mag. XLVL 456 [He)
continues his vituperatively shrill demands. 1884 T. Parker
Apost. Life III. 115 They would not speak their mother
tongue if they did not speak vituperatively.

Vituperator (vaiti/i'pfir^taj, vi-). [a. L.

vituperdtor, agent-noun f. L. vituperare to VlTU-

rEHATB. Cf. Sp. and Pg. viluperador, OF.
vilupereur.'] One who vituperates; an abuser.

1837 Chambers' Jrnl. 19 Aug. 239 To stigmatise the

vituperators would be now of Tittle service. 1841 Hor.
Smith Moneyed Man II. iv. 116, 1 was tempted to chastise

the vulgar vituperator. 1884 Manch. Exam. 9 May 5/1

That indignant declamation which is a favourite weapon
with the vituperators of the Government.

Vituperatory, a. ? Obs. ff. L. type *vitu-

perdton-us, f. vituperare: see Vituperate v. and
-oky ^.] Expressive of blame or censure ; vitu-

perative, violently abusive.

1586 D\Y Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 20 Laud atorie [Epistles]

wherein isspecially praised any thing, and Vituperatorie,

in which is misliked or condemned whatsoeuer may be
thought worthy either to be abhorred or dispraised. x66o
Cfuirac. Italy To Rdr. A 5, For that [proverb] hath two
ends.. the one Vituperatory, and the other Laudatory.
a 183a Bentham Deontol. (18^4) I. 315 The very same
desire having ordinarily three designations, one laudatory,

one vituperatory, and the other neutral 1843 Tail's

Mag. X. 343 A fluent array of vituperatory and laudatory

phrases.

f Vitupe'rious, a. Obs. [a. OF. vituperieus

(implied in the adv. vituperieusement ; cf. Sp.

vituperioso), or ad. late or med.L. vituperiosus

(Diefenbach), f. vituperium Vitupery : see -ious]

1. Vituperative, strongly abusive or censorious.
1604 Drayton Moyses 1. 2 Muse, I inuoke the vtmost of

thy might, . . Gainst the vile Atheists vituperious sting.

163a Lithgow Trav. x. 490 To confound the calumnious
and vituperious Papists. 1667 Watkrhouse Fire Lend. 88
Vituperious Sarcasms, Secret rejoycings at their ruins.

2. Worthy of blame, vituperable ; hence, shame-
ful, discreditable, disgraceful, ignominious.
1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger \. iv. 281 O what doe I see,

and what doe I heare in my dayes, what vituperious
crimes? 1634 Gagfor Pope 12 Clothed with the Sambenito,
a punishment as vituperious as the carting of Bawdes in

England. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 15/2 The bearing
of these Hellish Vituperious, horrid and vile things, is to
deter.. the beholder from becoming like them.

Hence f Vituperiously adv., vituperatively;

shamefully. Obs.
163a Lithgow Trav. I. {1906) 3 The name and fame of the

most righteous alive,.. be thus diversly taxed and vituperi-

ously calumniated. 1650 Howell GiraJjUi's Rev. Naples
I. 130 So they concluded to die sooner,, .then to live so
vituperiously in such a basenesse and servitude.

Vitirperize, v. nonce-wot d. [irreg. f. L.

vituper-dre + -i/e.] trans. To vituperate.

1894 T. Wright Life Defoe $2 Whoever vituperised ' The
True-born Englishman ', it is not to be supposed that the
ladies did.

VituperOUS, a. lObs. [ad. obs. or arch. F.

vitupe'reux (=l'r. vituperos), or Sp. (also It. and
Pg.) vituperoso, ad. late or med.L. vituperosus,

i. vituperitim Vitupery : see-ous.]

1. - VlTXTERIOUS a. I.

1588 Pakke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 33 Then they
teturne againe with vkuperous and vile words.

2. = VlTUPEHIOUS a. 2.

1610 Chester's Tri. To Rdr. A 2 b, Let him be prest with-

out pity. ., and like a vituperous offender, be stamped and
stared at. 1651 Cui.PEPrEn Astrol. Jndgcm. Dis. (1658J 173
White clouds in the Urine, and netr the bottome, are
commendable; black clouds, and neer the top, are bad and
vituperous.

Hence Vitu'perously adv., vituperatively.

189a E. L. Wakeman in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch i3

Aug., Authorities differ not only widely but vituperously as

to the origin of practical effort for their betterment.

t Vitupery. Obs. Also 5 vitupery e, 6 -ie.

[a. AF. vitupcrie (Gower), OF. *vituperie ( = Pr.

vituperi, Sp., Pg., and It. vitupcrio), ad. late

or med.L. vituperium (Diefenbach), blame, dis-

honour, shame, f. L. vituperare to Vituperate.

Cf. Vituper 5^.] Dishonour, reproach, shame

;

blame, vituperation.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. iv. i. P iiij, It may be y* som
..wolde gladly vse therof [sc. a safe-conduct], whiche ought
to tourne them in to grete vituperye and blame. 157a

Uossewell Armorie II. 105 He ought. . todefende the same
(euen to the death) from all challenge or vituperie. 1590
IJarrow & Greenwood in Coll. Lett. <$ Confer. 36 The rest

of the vituperie wherwith you haue laden vs. 1608 H.
Clapham Errour Ltft Hand 35 Emulations, heart-burn-

ings, vituperies, bloudy practi>es. i6ao Shelton Quix.

II. liii. 357 At whose perswasions & vitupery, the poore
Gouernour tried if he could mooue himselfe.

Vitus, in St. Vitus*s Dance : see Dance sb. 6 b.

Similarly St, Vitus* fits.

a 1845 Hood Sniffing a Birthday xv
;
Ring Tom of Lin-

coln till he splits, And dance into St. Vitus' fits,

Viue, southern ME. variant of Five.

Viurie Her. : see Vivrie.

II Viva (vf-va), sb.l and int. [It., lit. 'live',

3rd pers. sing. pres. subj. of vivere (:— L. vtvJre)

to live. So Sp. and Pg. viva. Cf. \ivat.] A
cry of * long live ' as a salute or greeting ; :; shout

ofapplause; a cheer or hurrah : a. As a sb., in the

pi. vivas.

0x700 Evelyn Diary 23 Nov. 1644, The multitude, were
..looking out of their windows and houses, with loud viva's

and acclamations of felicity to their new Prince. I7a8

[?De Foe] Capt. CarletotCs Mem. 368 The Cavaliero..

received the repeated Vivas of that vast Concourse. 1818

Lady Morgan Autobtog, (1859) 53 He kept bowing and
scraping,. .answering the paid vivas of the populace with

one of his jolts mots. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi
Wind. 1. 490 Whereat the popular exultation drunk With
indrawn ' vivas ' the whole sunny air. x88a ' Ouida ' Under
Two Flags (1800) 411 Lifting her, with wild vivas that rent

the sky, on to the shoulders of the four tallest men.

b. As an exclamation.
1841 Harham tugol. Leg. Ser. n. Auto-da.F/, How they

shouted, and fired the great guns in the square, Cried
' Viva !' and rung all the bells in the steeple.

Viva (vai'va), sb. 2 Univ. colloq. [Abbrev. of

Viva voce.] » Viva voce sb.

1891 Athenxum 19 Dec. 825/2 The description of his vivd

will bring vivid recollections of similar tortures to many

minds. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 27 July i/3 l f * ma
,

n
f
a
?
d°n

.

e

his paperwork either very well or very badly, the viva is

almost entirely formal.

Hence Vl'v* v. trans. t
to subject to a viva voce

examination ; also intr., to examine viva voce.

1803 in I. B. Firth Minstrelsy of /sis (1908) 100 We
shall laugh at our Tutors and leave them to viva them-

selves and be free. 1907 ' Barbara Burke ' Barbara goes

to Oxford 132 Facing them, .tat the youth who was being

vivaed.
84-a



VIVACE.

t Vivace, a. Obs.-1 [ad. L. vlvae-, vivax
Vivacious a., after F. vivace.'] Vivacious, lively.
1711 Ramsay Content 356 Another beau, as fine, but more

Ylvace.

1
1

Vivace (v»'v5-cjV), adv. (and si.) Mas. [It.
tvivace brisk, lively :-L. vivdc-, vivax : see next.]
A direction indicating brisk or lively performance
(see quots.).
J683 Purcell 3-Pt. SonnatasTo Rdr. (1893), Allegro, and

Vivace [importj a very brisk, swift or fast movement. 1714
Short hxplic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bks., Vivace, is as much
as to say with LifVnd Spirit. By this Word is commonly
understood a Degree of Movement between Largo and
Allegro, but more inclining to the latter than the former.
iSox Busby Diet. Mus., Vivace, a word implying that the
movement to which it is prefixed is to be sung, or played,
in a brisk and animated style. 1889 Grove's Diet. Mus.
1. v., 1 he Vivace in the latter case would imply an absence
of passion or excitement, an even rate of speed, and a
bright and cheerful character.

Vivacious (v9iv*''j»s, vi-), a. Also 7-8 -eous.
[f. L. viviici-, vivax (whence F. and It. vivace,
Sp. and Pg. vivaz), tenacious of life, long-lived,
lively, vigorous, f. vlvlre to live : see -acioos.]
1. Full of, characterized by, or exhibiting viva-

city or liveliness ; animated, brisk, lively, sprightly.
a. Of persons, the mind, disposition, etc.
In quot. 1647 'be reference is to the soul.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 11. xv. 26 When people of

a more vivacious and nimble temper com to mingle with
them. 1647 H More Seng ofStmt 111. App. xiv, This is

:

that nimble quick vivacious Orb All ear, all eye, with raves
round shining bright, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 20 Mar. 1693,Ihefr. of Wale^, .seeming.. very much to resemble. .his j

mother, and of a most vivacious countenance. 1711 Steele
Sfecl. No. 43 r 10 If ihe Poet had not been Vivacious, as 1

well as .-stupid, he could not [etc
J. 1785 Burke Nabob 0/ !

Arcots Debts Wks. IV. 266 With all the reachings and
j

graspings or a vivacious mind. 1798 Edgeworth i'ract.
Ednc. (1811) I. 130 Vivacious pupils should from time to

\time be accustomed to an exact enumeration of particulars. :

1861 Geo Eliot .Was M. xi. Here the vivacious doctor imade a pathetic grimace. 1900 Long,,,. Ma?. March 438ihe. .question of assigning the palm of beauty to the viva- i

cious.. little mother or to the tall, slim, grave daughter
absol. 175. Johnson Rambler No. 204 r 5 The young, '

the fair, the vivacious, and the witty.
b. Of birds.

.'773 Harrington in Phil. Trans. LX I II. 291 The scholar
pitched upon may not only be more vivacious, but will con.
tinuc in song. 1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. X. 11.
363 It is a vivacious bird, and frequently utters the notes
sic sic sate.

O. Of qualities, conditions, etc.
1670 Mavnwaring Vila Sana xvi. 159 These Passions .whose propensities are to.. steal away from the Soul, that

vivacious enlivening power. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life
11747) III. 522 A most vivacious and everlasting Sense of
Pain, a 171, Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 294
1 our Love the more vivacious grew, The nearer it to Glory
urew. 18,4 Scott Diary 12 Aug., in Lecthart, He looks
very poorly,, .but seems to retain all the quick, earnest, and
vivac.ous intelligence of his character and manner. 1818
Dickens Nich. Nick, xxx, Mr. Snevelicci.. proposed "The
. A V.

Blcss l??" hearts I
'

in a most vivacious manner.
1853 C. Bronte VMctte xxxvi, She invited affection by her
beauty and her vivacious life.

d. Of writings, language, etc.
1788 V. Knox Winter Even. (1790) I. xxv. 211 If, instead

of collecting ideas, it [i.e. the imndj had been indulgine
us own pride in uttering vivacious nonsense. 1816 F Rey-
nolds /.itf* Times II. 202 The vivacious anecdotes related
..rendered the whole scene peculiarly amusing. 1884Macn Mag. Nov. 3/1 The new work is more vivacious
than the old.

2. Continuing to live ; remaining alive for a
long time ; long-lived. Now rare or Obs.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. iii. § 27 Hitherto the English

Bishops had been vivacious almost to wonder. 1681 Sir TBrowne Chr. Mor. m. § 1 Their longevity swelling their
impieties, the longanimity of God would no longer endure
such vivacious abominations. 169a Bentley Boyle Lect
vm. 282 They will never be able to prove, that thereforeMen would be so vivacious as they would have us believe.
1741 Young Nl. Th. iv. 30 [One sees] Vivacious ill; good
dying immature. Ibid. v. 851 He gave an old vivacious
usurer His meagre aspect, and his naked bones.
'™"'/« "**« Fuller IVorthies, Northampton. (1662) 11.

293 By Gods blessing on his vivacious frugality he got so
great an Estate. 1093 J. O. tr. Cowley's Plants 1.13 Though
1 the Oaks vivacious Age should live, I ne'er to all, theirNames in Verse should give.

b. Of plants; \ spec, perennial.
1676 Grew Anat. Flowers 11. v. § 7 As if the other [plant),

because it contains a far greater Proportion of the above-
said Particles, ..is able to beget a more Numerous, Viva.
C
,1??

S,
,?

Z G'S?""<;k "inh. 1711 Bradley Philos. Ace.
Wks. Nat. 34 These, .may again be distinguished by being
Annual, or Perennial and Vivaceous. 171s Fan,. Diet
s. v. foxglove. This Plant is one ofthose called the vivacious
Plants, and consequently . . may also be raised by the Roots.
1817 J. Coldstream in j. H. Balfour Biog. (1865) ii.24 Such
foreign vivacious plants as pass the winter without shelter
in our climate. 1854 Thokeau IValden (1906) 237 Still
grows the vivacious lilac a generation after the door and
lintel and sill are gone.

3. Possessing or exhibiting tenacity of life ; diffi-
cult to kill or destroy, rare.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Digress. 373 The par-

ticular and vivacious Nature of this sort of Fishes [i.e. eels].
1667 Decay Chr. Piety ii. l> 3 A late statesman said . . of
England, that it was a vivacious animal that could never
die except it kill'd it self. 1811-7 Good Study Med. (1829)
I. 345 'Ihe long round worm, ..body transparent, ..gre-
garious and vivacious.

268

Vivaciously, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2.] In a
j

vivacious or lively manner; with vivacity or

I

sprightly animation
; f vigorously.

fgg. K™ Hynmarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 40 The more
°i 5p,'

rl
i

thlnSs contract, The more vivaciously they act
1816 I. Scon Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 19 In the French crowd, ..
vivacity is every where apparent ;—the soldiers are viva,
ciously surly

;
the ladies vivaciously charming [etc.]. 1847

C. Bronte J. Eyre xviii, While she is so vivaciously
accosting nun. 1880 * Ouida ' Moths I. 40 ' By the bye,'
said her mother vivaciously, ' didn't you bring a maid '

Comb. 1859 West,,,. Rev. Oct. 594 A vivaciously-written
narrative of a vacation voyage.

Vivaciousness. [f. Vivacious a. + -ness.]
1. Tenacity of life ; longevity, rare,
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Devon. 1. (1662) 248 Such their

Heetnesse, they will outrun many Horses; Vivaciousnesse
they out live most men. 1806 Symmons Life Milton (1810)
433 .Ihe shameless vivaciousness with which it refused to
remit its grasp ofpolitical existence. 1849 Southey's Com,,,..
pl.bH. 11. 605 Vivaciousness of the Acacia Tree
2. Vivacity of manner or speech; liveliness,

sprightliness.

1717 Bailey (vol. II), Liveliness, vivaciousness, &c. 1807
b. Iurner 11,st. Anglo-Sax. (ed. 2) IV. v. 279 There is a
vivaciousness in his despair, which no danger can inlimi-
date. 1871 J. C. Jeaffreson Woman in Spite ofHerself
\.i, He had achieved a reputation for humour and viva-
ciousness. 1881 J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool 1. xix Onewhose equanimity is not to be upset by the sallies of femi-
nine vivaciousness.

Vivacity (vaivae-dti, vi-). Also 5-6 vivacite,
6-7 -tie, 7 vivassity. [a. OF. vivacite (F. viva-
cite, = It. vivacila, Sp. vivacidad, Pg. -idade), or
ad. L. vivacitat-, vivdeitds natural vigour, vital
force, liveliness, f. vivaci-, vivax Vivacious a. :

see -ny.] The state orcondition of being vivacious.
L Intellectual or mental animation, acnteness, or

vigour; quickness or liveliness of conception or
perception.
In the first group const, o/fmind, spirit, thought, etc.).
(a) 143,-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 337 Lanfra„cus..re.

storede specially to monkes possessions taken from thcyme:
whom vivacite of mynde and favor ofseynte Dunstan made
bolde to

1
do

1
soe. 1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. ,53,) 216 b,He hath this viuacite or quycknes of wytte. 1598 Ron.

Barret Theor. Warres V. it. 143 The Harqubuners. .in-
uring their horse, both to the crack and fire.. wherein con.
sistet.h fine skill with viuacilie of spirile. 1632 J. Hayward
tr. Biondis Eromcna 57 In the vivacity of spirit there is
none can par.igonize or equall her. 1649 Ogilby tr. Virg
Georg. 11. (,684) 80 The Invention, Light, and Vivacity of
Mind. 1694 Atterbury Sen,,., Prov. xiv. 6 (1728) I. 186
Wit indeed, as it implies a certain uncommon Reach and
Vivacity of I hought, is an excellent Talent. 1796 Morse
."'".• ('."V: "•.•t56 w hat is wanting in the robust frame

VIVAND.
argument of long life.

of their bodies. is in a great measure made up to them by
the vivacity of their minds. 1849 Macaulay Hist. £ng.
vii. II. 217 That amplitude and acuteness of intellect, that
vivacity of fancy,., belonged., to Halifax alone.

(#) 1604 E. G[rimstone) D'Acesta's Hist. Indies vi. ii. 433Vy herein, .wee may well perceive the great signes of their
vivacitie and good vnderstanding. 1607-ia Bacon Ess

,Young Men (Arb.) 256 Heat and vivacity in age is an ex-
cellent Composicion for bonnes. 1681 Burnet Hale 122He had great vivacity in his Fancy, as may appear by his
Inclination to Poetry. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. Notes (1736) no
Mr. Colly Clbbcr, an author, .of a good share of wit and
uncommon vivacity. 17S3 Cole in Coll. Top. t, Gen. (1837)IV. 43 A fine youth,.. of great parts and vivacity, at Eton
School. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. (1877) I. xiv. 254How many several objects can the mind simultaneously
survey, not with vivacity, but without absolute confusion.

b. Of conceptions or ideas.
<n7o4 T. Brown Eng. Sat. Wks. .730 I. 27 His concep.

tions were.. full of fire and vivacity. 1746 in 10M Rep
H,st MSS. Com,,,. App. I. 295, I greatly apprehend that
the Weakness of his Lordships Body will not be able to
keep pace with the Vivacity of his conceptions. 1764 Reid
Inquiry a. §5 Sensation, memory, belief and imagination
when they have the same object are only degrees ofstrength
and vivacity in the idea,

t 2. Vital force or power ; vitality. Obs.
This sense and sense 3 tend to merge into one another and

are not always clearly distinguishable.
161

1 Cotgr, Vivace!/, viuacitie, liuelinesse, lustinesse,
vigor, strength. 1635 Heywood Hierarchy 111. 156 Aire
. .of all the Elements the most noble, and fullest of viva-
citie and huelyhood. a 1699 Beaumont Psyche xn. 189 Ah
dead and rotten Faith, which can display No fruit to prove
the Root s vivacity ! 1714 R. Welton Chr. Faith 1 Praet.
12 Ihe grave shall surrender our crumbled ashes, redinteg-
rated into a more perfect vivacity than ever. 1747 tr.
Aslruc s Levers 130 This fever is much more dangerous in
young persons, .than in old people ; for the vivacity of the
former.. contribute^].. to foment it constantly.

b. transf. and fig. Active force, power, vigonr.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Excmp. Exhort. § 13. Many cases

do occurre, which need a president, and the vivacity of an
excellent example. 1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. (1687) 75 It
is an active and busie affection

i having as much Vivacity
as it hath strength. 1746 Hervey Medit. (1748) II. 8 See !how languishingly it [the departing sunlight] trembles on
the leafy Spire... The little Vivacity, that remains, decays
every Moment

. While I speak, it expires. 1753 N. Torriano
Gangr. Sore Throat 66 To prevent the Vivacity of the Fever
and other Symptoms. 1793 W. Roberts Looier-on No. 36
(1794) II. 33 While this principle was in its full vivacity, all
was sure to go well.

3. The property or fact of living for a long time

;

longevity. Now rare.
1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Viuacitie, long life, liueli.

nesse. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 123 Fables
are raised concerning the vivassity of Deere ; for neither
are their gestation or increment such as may afford an

„ life. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. 347 The
vivacity of some of these Pensioners is little Iesse than a
Miracle, they survived so long. t684 T. Burnet TheoryEarth 1. ,81 In their topical paradises also, they [the
ancients] always suppos'd a great vivacity or longevity in
those that enioy'd them.
f'g- '853 Trench Proverbs 119 The vivacity of the truth
as contrasted with this short-lived character of the lie.

t b. Tenacity of life. Obs.
.1663 Boyle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. i. 16 The strange

vivacity we have sometimes, .observed in Vipers: Since
their Hearts clearly sever 'd from their Bodies may be
observ d to beat for some hours. 1664 Power Exp. Philos.
I. 6 Many more observables there are in Common Flyes, as
their Vivacity; for, when they appear desperate.. they will
be revoked into life, and perform its functions again.
4. Vigorous or energetic action ; activity energy

vigour ; spirit. Now rare.
1651 Kirkman Clerio «, Lozia 137 He himself killed the

I mice of Doudonne, who for a time defended himself withmuch vivacity, a ^56 Br. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) «, Iwas enabled with much, .vivacitie to perform that service.
1736 Lediard Life Marlborough II. 494 'They were charg'd
with a great deal of Vivacity by the Enemy. i7eo HWalpole Lett. (1846) II. 359 Robbing is the only thinTthat
goes on with any vivacity. 1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859)
II. 301 I he preparations were pushed with such vivacity on
the part of England, that it was believed she had other
objects in view. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. * Art II
OS The vivacity with which sounds are transmitted through
solid substances, is very remarkable. 1863 Kingi.ake
L rimea II. 337 Of course, the vivacity of France and Eng.
land tended to place Austria at her ease. 1885 Bancroft
Hist. (/.o. III. 61 The promise, .stimulated their irregular
vivacity to enforce laws which had become obsolete.
5. The quality, condition, or fact of being ani-

mated or lively ; esp. lively or spirited conduct,
manner, or speech ; animation or liveliness of
demeanour or disposition

; briskness, sprightliness.
Also (b) const. <2/"(the disposition, etc.).
(<i) 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 7 Whoever considers

the Acts of power and injustice., in those intervals of Parlia-
ment, will not be much scandalized at the warmth and
vivacity of those meetings. 1654 Ld. Bkoghili J'arlhenissa
209 He had a look so spiritual and full of vivacity, that no
effeminate Beauty was comparable to it. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 128 n As Vivacity is the Gift of Women,
Gravity is that of Men. 1766 Fordyck Serm. Yt,g. Worn.

r'n
67

l
v

' ' 73 Is not c*'remc vivacity a near borderer on
folly 7 1791 Mrs. Radclifff. Rent. Forest vii, Her natural
vivacity resumed its long-Iost empire. 1818 D Israeli
Chas. I, II. vi. 156 The noisy vivacity which the French
usually assume when they would carry their point. 1847
5. Austin Route's Hist. Ref. III. Sn Ihe ambassador
remarked, with all the vivacity consistent with his respect
for the pope, bow important the affair was. 1879 Dixon
Windsor III. viii. 74 A man with the vivacity ofa boy.
(b) 1701 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xxix. ,09 The Op.

pression under which they groan has extinguish'd all the
Vivacity of their Minds. 1716 Pope Lett. (1735) I. 286
There is a Vivacity and Gaiety of Disposition almost pecu.
liar to him. 1800 Charac. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 32/2 The
natural ardour and gay vivacity of his disposition. 1816
Scott Woodst. i, The vivacity of his eye indicated some
irascibility of temperament. 1835 Jas. Martin's Disc.
Memoir p. xliii, The spring and vivacity of his spirit became
almost like those ofa boy discharged from school.

b. As a literary or artistic quality.
1761 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1765) II. 126

An admirable half length, .painted and finished with the
greatest vivacity and clearness. 1814 L. Murray Eng.
Gram. (ed. 51 I. 135 When narration is full of images, or
events, the omission of connectives may.. give a sort of
picture of hurry and tumult, and so heighten the vivacity
of description. 1817 Scott Chrou. Canongate Introd., The
reckless play of raillery which gave vivacity to his original
acting. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 308 The first
great painter of life and manners has described, with a
vivacity which makes it impossible to doubt that he was
copying from nature, the effect [etc.].

c. A vivacious or lively act, expression,scene, etc.
Usu. in//.
1691 Dkyden tr. St. Euremont's Ess. 375 The most fertile

Spirits come to exhaust themselves, ..the most enlivened
Vivacities either repulse you or weary you. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 448 r 2 Persons who fall into that Way purely to
recommend themselves by their Vivacities. 1756 H. Wal-
pole Lett, to Mann (1846) III. 217, I have read.. the
Pucelle, .

. throughout there are many vivacities ; but so
absurd, perplexed a story is intolerable. 1847 L. Hunt Tor
Honey y. (1848) 58 'The Scotch, appear to have been driven
by a jovial desperation into the vivacities inspired by the sun-
shine of the south. 1851 Cahlyle Sterling 11. iii, He was
full of bright speech and argument ; radiant with arrowy
vitalities, vivacities and ingenuities.

6. Brightness, brilliancy (of light or colour).
1734 tr. Rellin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 19 The splen-

dour and vivacity of whose colours charm the eye. 1735
Diet. Polygraph. s.v. China, The vivacity of this colour
appears no less in glass of lead than in crystal. 1808 Sir
W. Herschel in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 157 The vivacity
of the light of the comet., had a much greater resemblance
to the radiance of the stars.

t Vi'vaoy, variant of or error for Vivacity.
1637 Sir A. Johnston Diary (S.H.S.) 278 Quhat dum.

plies, deadens the vivacie, vigor, livlenes of man's spirit,

bot sin?_ 1719 F. Hauksbee Phys.-Mcch. Exper.icd. 2)

Supp. xvi. 305 Those Gudgeons, .now began considerably to

abate of their Vivacy.

t Vi'val, a. Obs.- 1
[f. L. viv-us alive, living,

etc. + -al.] Vital.

1636 W. Bellas in Ann, Dubrensia (1877) 38 Draw forth
the vivall substance of your spring, You Sisters nine.

t Vi-vand, fres.pplt. Obs.-1 In 5 wywande.
[ad. OF. {mai-)vivaiit, pr. pple. of vivre to live.]

/// vivatui, ill-living.



VIVANDIER. 269 VIVELY.
c 1460 Wisdom 786 in Macro Flays 61 He bat ys yll wy.

wande, Wo bys hym, by be bone.

II Vivandier (w'vandw). [F. vivandier masc.

(»Sp. vivandero, Pg. vivandeiro, lt. vivandiere)

a supplier of victuals or provisions, f. pop.L.

*vivanda for vivenda : see Viand \ Cf. Vian-
Dek '.] In the French or other continental armies :

A person who supplies victuals to troops in the

field ; a sutler.

The feminine vivandiire occurs freq. In 19th cent, works
relating to Continental wars.

1591 Garrard's Art IVarre 13 Another doth visite Vi-

Tandiers and Victualers (if any follow the Campe). 1691
Land. Gaz. No. 0694/1 They seized several hundreds of
Vivandier's Boats. 180a James MUit. Diet. 1813 Wel-
lington in Gurwood Desp. {1838) X.321 Operations so near
to the enemy, as that the vivandiers and other attendants
on the troops cannot with safety remain near them.

Vivarium (vaiveVriftn, vi-). PL vivaria,
also -iums. [L. vivarium enclosure for live game,
warren, fish-pond, etc, neut. sing, of vivarius, f.

vivus alive, living.]

1. A place where living animals, esp. fish, are

maintained or preserved for food ; a fish-pond or

fish-pool ; - Vivary 2. Alsoyi>.
1600 Holland Lt'vy 1389 Whereupon it commeth, that

those places or parkes which are set out and appointed for

feeding of Deere, we use to call Vivaria. 1653 Jer. Taylor
Serm. for Year L xxvi. 328 The face of the Sea is our
Traffique, and the bowels of the Sea is our Vivarium, a place
for fish to feed us. 1845 Gosse Ocean ii. (1849) 80 In some of
the Hebrides, there are large pools for the preservation of
sea.fishes, hollowed out of the solid rock. . . Great numbers
of cod-fishes are kept in these vivaria. 1888 O. Beveridge
Between Ochils tf Forth v. 80 The dry hollow, .in former
days served the monks as a vivarium, or fish-pool.

5i. A place or enclosure, a piece of ground or

stretch of water, specially adapted or prepared for

the keeping of living animals under their normal
conditions, either as objects of interest or for the

purpose of scientific study; freq. in later use, an
aquarium ; m Vivary I.

1684 tr. Combes* Versailles, &c. 87 In the Vivarium are
seen many kinds of Animals which have been caused to be
brought from Forein Countries, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
17 Nov. 1644, There is also adjoining to it a vivarium for

estn'ges, peacocks, swanns, cranes, &c. 1853 Athenceum
28 May, The new Fish house, .has received the somewhat
curious title of the ' Marine Vivarium'. 1853 Guide Zool.
Gard., Aquatic Vivarium. 1880 A. K. Wallace /si. Life
xiv. 297 Forming a kind of natural museum or vivarium
in which ancient types, .had been saved from. .destruction.

1900 L. Huxley LifeHuxley \.x\\. 155 The bay was calm and
suitable both for the dredge and for keeping up a vivarium.

b. A glass bowl, case, etc., in which fish or

other aquatic animals are kept, esp, for purposes
of scientific study ; — Vivahy i b.

1855 Zoologist XIII. 4849 Those who would view viva-
riums merely as interesting subjects for their drawing-room
windows. 1856 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) I. 396 We
set out for Ilfracombe with our hamper of glass jars, which
we meant for our sea-side vivarium. 1890 Dk. Argyll in
Mem. xlv (1906) II. 464 Your old vivarium is still standing
in its old place.

Vivars, obs. form of Vivers.

Vivary (vai-vari). Also 7 vivarie. [ad. L.
vivarium Vivarium : see -art 1

. Cf.also Viver l

and Vivier.]

L« Vivarium 2. Also fig. Now rare or Obs.
1601 Donne /Vo^r. Soul iii, That swimming Colledge, and

free Hospitall Of all mankinde, that cage and vivarie Of
fowles, and beasts. 1660 F. ISrooke tr. Lt Blanc's Trav.
140 Slaves.. who have no other office then to hunt the
Woods and Marshes for triple-coloured tortoises for the
Kings Vivary. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria(iy2$) 118 Of Avia-
ries, Apiaries, Vivaries, Insects, &c. 1865 Header No. 139,

233/1 Our marine-water vivaries.

b. m Vivarium 2 b. rare-1.

1781 G. White Selbome xcviii, I spent a fortnight at the
house of a friend, where there was such a vivary.

2. = Vivarium i. Also Af.
1628 Coke Inst. (1642)11. 100 Vivarium, .in Law..signi-

fieth Parks, Warrens, and Pischaries or Fishings. ..They
mighty imprison such as they should take in their Parks or
Vivaries. 1659 C. Noble Inexpediency Exped. 4 The
Remedy that is prescribed is the very Seed and Sperm, the
very Nursery, and Fomenter, and Vivary of that difference.

1670 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 3). (Hence in Phillips, l'ailey,

etc.) 1851 T. H. 'Iurner Dom. Are/tit. I. iii. 140 There
was a pond, or vivary, in the garden

}
and the bailiff ex-

pended eight shillings.. to feed the pikes in it. 1858 W.
Johnson lonica 60 In stagnant vivaries they He Forgetful
of their ancient haunts. 1863 J. R. Walbkan Mem. Foun-
tains Abbey (Surteesl I. 191 The monks converted a marsh
into a vivary which may still be traced.

II Vivat (varvxt), int. and sb. [a. L. vivat, lit.

1 may he (or she) live
',
3rd pers. sing. pres. subj.

of vivire to live
;

perh. partly a. F. vivat, of the

same origin. Cf. Viva j^. 1

]
A. /'///. Awordof acclamation wishing a person

(long) life and prosperity, or expressing applause
or approval.
The L. phrases vivat regina, vivat rex have had some

currency in English books.

1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St. 11. viii, Joil. Here's a
Health to the Royal Travailer. . . IVor. Come on Hoys,
Vivat; have at you agen then. 185s C. Barter Dorp <y

Veld xiii. 193 Dingaan. .was succeeded by Panda, the pre-

sent king [of the ZulusJ, ofwhom we have every reason to
say ' rival '.

B. sb. An utterance of this word by way of

acclamation or applause.
1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxii, These donations were accepted

with the usual clamour and vivats of applause common on
such occasions. 18*3 — Quentin D. xix. The multitude.

.

preeted Meinheer Pavilion with a loud vivat, as he ushered
in his distinguished guest. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk.

(1872) 31 The king was received with shouts and loyal

vivats. 1895 Meredith Amazing Marriage xxxiv, Fol-

lowed by the vivats of the whole Principality.

II Viva voce (vai'va xo*'si),adv./>/ir., a., and
sb. Also vivfl voce. [med.L., lit. ' by or with

the living voice', f. L. vivd, abl. sing. fern, of

vivus living, and voce, abl. sing, of vox voice.

The expression viva vox is employed by classical Latin
authors, but the use of the ablative phrase appears to be of
later date. Cf. OF. par vives voix (1258 in OuCange), F.

de vtve voix.]

A. adv. By word of mouth ; in speech ;
orally.

(Freq. in parenthetic use.) a. As distinct from
writing. Also in or with viva voce.

(a) 1581 W.CHARKBin Conf.Vf. (1584) Bbij, The Apostles
taught pitta voce, by liuely voyce. 1594 in Catk. Fee.
Soc. Pub/. V. 243 Confessyd by Thomas Walpoole and by
Tohn Ingram (viua voce) That [etc. J. x6n Middleton &
Dekker Roaring Girl D.'s Wks, 1873 III. 138 Ves, sir, she's

there, viua voce, to deliuer her auricular confession. 1697
Collier Fss. Mar, Subj. it, (1703) 66 Instruction from
books, strikes the imagination more faintly than that which
is delivered viva voce. 1748 J. Lind Lett. Navy ii. (1757)

94 The manner of giving in the evidence in writing pri-

vately, and not viva voce in court,, .gives room for great

partiality. 1797 Mrs. Berkeley Poems G. M. Berkeley
Pref. p. ccccxxxviii, The good lady ha^ frequently, vivfl

voce, said to the Editor, ' Ah 1
' [etc.). 1.80:1 M. Cutler in

Life, etc. {18SS) II. 102 Hut I must leave the accounts until

I can give it to you viva voce. 1848 G. Stkuthers On'g.

Secession C/t. 63 They were now required to answer separ-

ately and viva voce to the question. 1861 Two Cosmos I.

297 Let's hear ye viva voce now, man !

(/>) 1621 K. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 174 Whoe all 4
with viva voce accused the said Roan to doe the acte in

their sight. 1760 Foote Minor 1. Wks. 1709 I. 231, I

thought it was proper for you to examine him in viva
voce.

b. As distinct from silent reading or repetition :

«= Aloud adv. ? Obs.
1665 R. Johnson Scholars Guide 7 Read the best Authors

by periods, vivd voce, thereby their stile wilt be secretly in-

stilled into your minds. 1711 ShafteSB. Charac. I. 159 We
might peradventnre be less noisy and more profitable in

Company, if at convenient times we discharg'd some of our
articulate Sound, and spoke to ourselves viva voce when
alone. 1834 in J. A. Henderson Ann. Lower Deeside^1892)
221 On the petition being read viva voce the Petitioner

was desired, and required, to retire.

B. adj. Conveyed or expressed in speech instead

of writing
;
given or stated by word of mouth

;

spoken ; oral.

a 1718 Prior ' Lie,Philo* 10 Pursue me with Satyr:. . Put
from all vivd voce Reflection forbear. 1816 Singer Hist.
Cards 165 This viva-voce testimony of a cotemporary wit*

ness places the matter beyond doubt. 185a Latham Ethnol.
Br'tt. Isl. vii. 119 For Lincolnshire he had viva voce in-

formation from Cynebert. 1901 N. <J- Q. 9th Ser. VIII. 54
When vivd voce news and gossip were eagerly sought
from fresh arrivals from the country.

b. Of an examination, etc. ; Carried on or con-

ducted by speech.
In University use applied to a supplementary oral exami-

nation following upon one or other of the ordinary written

examinations.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxxv, But there are cases in which a

viva voce conference [etc]. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 135 /i

The vivd voce part of each [examination] is carried on in

Latin. 1845 [Pycroft] Collegian's Guide 265 In that case

the vivd voce examination and a second paper of questions

may set all right.

C. sb. A viva voce examination. Freq. abbrev.

Viva sbX
184s Abp. Temple in Mem. (1906) II. 433 When the day

for Viva Voce came I was in no small fright. 187a H.
Kincsley Hornby Mills, etc. II. 52 His papers were simply
admirable, and his ' viva voce ' was as good as he had ever

heard. 1888 Temple Bar Jan. 29 He was in for the terrible

ordeal of a viva-voce before the iiishop.

Viva-voce, v. [f. Viva-voce sb.] trans. To
subject to a viva voce examination ; to examine
orally. Freq. abbrev. Viva v.

18S0 W. W. R. B[all] On'g. <$• Hist. Math. Tripoi 11

Every candidate was liable to be taken aside to be viva*

voced by any M.A. who wished to do so.

Vi'vda. Ork. and Shetl. dial. Also vifda.

[perh. ad. OJi. vgbva (nom. vpdve, -vi) muscular

llesh.] (See quots.)
a 1688 J. Wallace Descr. Orkney (1693) 94 Vivda, Flesh

dried in a Skeo without being salted. 1809 Edmonuston
State Zetland Isl. x. II. 49 They seldom salt their meat,
but either smoke it in the house, or dry it in the air. When
preserved in this latter manner, it is known by the name of

vii'da. 182 1 Scott Pirate xxx, Here, Laurie, bring up the

vifda. 181a Hibbert Descr. Shetl. Isl. 470 Vivda, or un-
salted mutton, hung up in their buildings until it was har-

dened and dried, is no longer known.

fVive (
sb. Obs,~ l [ad. L. vivtwt, neut. of

vivus : see next.] = Life sb. 7.

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 1. v. 53 The image of

death, caruen out of wodde, or drawen with the pencilie as

niete to the viue as is possible.

Vive, <*. Now only Sc. or arch* Also 5 vyue,

6-7 viue ; Sc. 6 viwe, 7 wieve, 9 veive, veev,

veef. [a. OF. (also mod.F.) vive fern, of vif:—L*

viv-H/rt
y
vTV'its living, alive (whence also It., Sp.,

Pg. vivo), or a direct adaptation of the L. word.]
1. Physically lively, forcible, or brisk, rare.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 31 b, He dyde so well that by vyue

force with his trenchaunt swerde he brake the wardes and
Araye of the Esklauons. 1638 Sir T. Hkrbkrt Trav.
(ed. 2) 43 Thou shalt not sinne in any of thy five senses:.,
thy pallat hating wine, flesh, and all other vive things. 1808
Jamieson, Vive, brisk, vigorous.

t b. Of minerals : Having active properties.
See also Argent vive, calx vive Calx 2, and Slli-hur

vive.

1669 Boyle Contn. Nnv Exp. n. (16S2) 166, I exposed
Vive Sulpher to the Beams of the Sun. 1670 W. Simison
Hydrol. Ess. lor Take a mineral sulphur, whether vive, or
in a marcasite. 1671 J. Wehstlr Metat/o^r.xv. 224 Iteing
a perfect metal, .containing in itself vive-spermatick sul-
phur, and vive immature Mercury.
2. Affecting or impressing the mind in a lively

or vivid manner.
In various applications : see groups of quots.
(a) i$z8 in riurnet Hist. Kef. (1679) 1. Records xxii.

53 Ye may declare the Premises unto him;. .[and] in as
effectual and vive manner as ye can, open it unto his
Hoiii^s. 1624 Bacon liar u*. Spain (16^9) 22 By a viue
and forcible perswasion, he moued him to a warre vpon
Flanders. 1665 Sir T. Herbkrt Trav. (1677) 4 Sylvester
gives it this true and vive description.
(b) c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido <y /Eneas 11. 521 What woes

SO vive, charact'red in thy face, Thus overcloud the rayes
of princely grace. 1629 H. Burton T>uth y

s Triumph 116
None of the Israel of God is healed. .but by his speciall,
cleare, viue faith. 1675 R. Bcrthogge Causa Dei 168 It

being Another to which I am proceeding, that it seems
awakens in you far mere feeling and more vive Resent-
ments.
(c) 1650GENTILIS Considerations 1 As if oblivion were not

by some much more tu bee desired, than to have the memory
of them to vive. 1652 Kirk man Cleriotf Lozia 98 We receive
in nur hearts all the vaiious and vive impressions of 50 fair

and divine objects.

3. Of imnt;es, pictures, etc. : Life-like, suggestive
of life or reality; closely reproducing or represent-

ing the actual person or thing.

1585 Jas. I Ess. Focsie (Arb.) 13 Heir surely lyes, Of sea-
sons fowre, the glasse and picture viue. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius 1

Catech. 81 A maist vive repra.sentation of our
Lrds death. 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 169
Mogallie, Gahiies sister sone,..the viue and perfytejmage
of King Galdie. i62r Archbold Beauty liolines 16 As a
father delighteth to looke upon the ex pi esse and vive Image
of himselfe in his sonne. 1637 J. Williams Holy Table
35 That sacred Oratory, the vivest resemblance I know
upon the Faith of the Haimcny of the Cherubims. 1669
R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. (17:6) 74 There is a vive
portraicture of providence in the affairs of the church held
forth In that vision [of Ezechiel].

4. Of colours : bright, vivid.

'59 1 J/s. I Lepanto 436 The Painter mixes colours viue,
The Printer Letters sets. 1596 Dalkymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 267 The Crcce,. . suddanlic appeirit, in viue and
bricht colouris. 1633 Epitaph A. Mummy in Stow's Surv.
869/2 He. .ore them laid Such vive and beauteous colours
with his Pen. 1671 [R. MacWard] True Nonconf. 373 It

hath been my endeavour so to draw and design in vive
collours, that naming would appeare superfluous.

b. Sc. Of things seen (actually or mentally) :

Clear, distinct.

1825 Jamieson Suppt, Vive, applied to what may be seen
clearly j as, 'vive prent ', letter-press which may be read
easily. 1861 J. Davidson Poems Buthan Dial. 119 In
thought as veev as fan't took place, I see anither scene.
1886 O. M. Smith Glen Ogil in R. Fcrd Hatp Perthshire
(1893) 327 The hills abune Glen Ogil 1 I see them a' the day
As veive as when I speei'd them in summer days lang-syne.

f 5. Alive ; in a living state. Obs.
c x59° J- Stewart Poems (S. T. S.) II. 245 Gnid Elias.

.

Quhom Eliseus vith his ies beheld Viwe reft till heawen.
Ibid. 23 He did suddane sie The veirray viwe formosit
figure trie Of Angelique. 1673 A. Walker /. « Lachry.
mans 3 Shrunk into Decrepidness, and a Living Death,
made a vive Skeleton before he Dyed,

fb. Of the voice: (cf. Viva voce). Obs.
1616 Symson Short Compend. VII. ii. II. 9 To y* singing

of Psalmes in the Chuich by viue voyce, he added Organcs.
1675 J. Smith Chr. Felig. Appeal 111. 38 Revelled by the

vive-voyce of the Gods themselves.

+ Vive, v. Obs.—1 [f, prec, or directly f. L.

viv-us.] trans. To endue with life.

1637 G. Daniel Genius of Isle 295 Hut I forget this now,
viv'd by the Beams Of such a maiestie.

Vively, tuht. Now Sc. or Obs. Also 5 vyve-
lyche ; Sc. 6 uif-, vife-, viwe-, vivelie, vivly,

6-7 viuelie, -ly. [f. Vive a. + -lt 2
.]

1 1. In a lively, animated, or energetic manner;
with lively action. Obs.

147* RirLEY Comp. Alch. Prol. iii. in Ashm. (165a) 118

After them vyvelyche theiefor thou crave, t 1590 J.
Stewart Poems (S. T. S.) II. ll Thow fyrie vu!cane..My
sensis schairpe, And viwelie tham vpsteir. 1648 Fote^ena

iv, 11. 219 He. .did so vively resent it, that the most of his

wounds opened againe. 1673 O. Walker Educ. (1677) 257

Give no man just cause of offence nor resent too vively in-

juries towards yourself.

t b. Sharply ; to the quick. Obs ~l

c 1590 A. Humk Poems (S. T. S.) 77/3'8 And sick as are

with wickednes bewitched, I sussie not how viuely they be

tuitched.

2. Clearly, distinctly, vividly.

1537 Cdu PolB in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App.

Xxxxvl 199 There be divers places . . that cannot so vively be

perceived by writing as they should be by conferring the

same presently with the writer, a 1564 Bicon Polity of
WarVlVs. I. 135 Whom would it not animate.., seing so



VIVENCY.
many goodly examples viuely described and liuishely set

forth in histories before his face? 1593 B. Barnes Parthenon
phil ft Parth. Sonn.xxv, If she vively Could see my sorrow's
maze, which none can tread. 1630 B. Jonson New Inn
Argt. 77 Lovel.. describing the effects of Love, so vively,

as she. .confesseth herselfenamour'd of him. 163a — Magn,
Lady ii. [i.] vii. Chorus, If I see a thing vively presented
on the stage. 1663 Blair Autobiog. vii. (1848) 97, I sup-
posed the thing had been actually done, when it was so vively
represented unto me. 1673 O. Walker Educ. 124 So Polus
the Actor, that he might more vively represent the grief of

a Father upon the body of his deceased Son, brought in an
Urn the ashes of his own Son newly dead. 1789 Ross
Helenore (ed. 3) 69 But gin ye like to ware the time, then
ye How a' the matter stoode, shall vively see.

Vivency (varvensi). rare, [f. L. vtv-ere to

live + -enct.] Manifestation of the principle of

life ; vitality.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 55 Not in a distinct

and indisputable way of vivency, or answering in all points

the properties or affections of plants. [1656 Blount
Glossogr., Vivency, a living, or Enjoying life. 1755 John-
son, Vivency, manner of supporting or continuing life, or

vegetation.] 1813 New Monthly Mag. VII. 312, I used
to enjoy a spring day, its redolence, its vivency, its thrilling

sensations of pleasure.

Vi'Ver 1
. Now dial, or Obs. Forms: 4

viuere, 5 vyvere, wywere
; 4-5 viuer (5 vever,

St. wewar), 5 vyuer, 6 vyver, 9 viver. [a. AF.
viver, OF. (also mod.F.) vivier ( = Sp. vivero,

Pg. viveiro), ad. L. vivarium Vivarium.] A fish-

pond.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13764 pis ilk water als pe stori sais,

Was mikel renumed in baa dais, Als it war a gode viuere

\6rinted vinere]. c 1330 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 519
In j fossato facto de MoIend[ino] usque le viuer, vij*. iijr/.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paul) 344 Sanct paulis hed eftir

his discese In a depe vewar warpit was. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxiii. 105 Withouten bairn er many vyuers and
stankes, whare on er many fewles of riuer. c 1415 Voc.'in

Wr.-Wiilcker 652 Hoc uiuariunt, wywere. 1511 in Pat.
Roll \\\. m. 1 (P. R. O.), Parkes, chaces, warennes, vyvers,

pondes. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss. 128 Vivers, fish-ponds.

t Vi*ver 2. Obs. Also 7 viuer. [ad. OF. vivre

(var. guivre) serpent :—L. vipcra Viper.] (See

quots.)
1611 Cotgr., Poignastre, the Viuer, a little sea-Dragon.

Ibid., Traigne, the sea Dragon, Viuer, Quauiuer. [1674

T. P., etc. Eng. % Er. Cook 412 Potage of Vives {tic) or

Sea-dragons.)

Viver 3 (vai'vaj). dial, [Alteration of fiver

Fibre.] A fibre or rootlet.

1877 E. Leigh Cheshire Gloss., Vivers, small roots, fibres.

1906 Kipling Puck o/Pook's Hill 250 But the vivers of her
roots they hold the bank together.

liViverra (viveua, vai-). ZooL [L. viverra

ferret.] f a. The ferret. Obs. b. The civet-cat

( Viverra civetta), or other species of the type-genus

of the civet family
(
Viverridx). Also attrib.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Viverra, the Ferret, a little

Creature that runs into the Burroughs of Rabbits. 1771-84
Cook's Voy. (1790) I. 217 Of quadrupedes, there are goats,

wolves, pole-cats, a spotted animal of the viverra kind, and
several kinds of serpents. 1813 Prichard Phys. Hist. Man
iii. § 3. 113 Of the Viverra family. 1815 Kiruv & Sp.

Entomol. ix. (1817) I. 280 Another species of Viverra [V.

prehensilis) is also reputed to be an eager insect-hunter.

Vive rridous, a. Zool. [f. mod.L. Viverrid-x

(see Viverra) +-0U3.] Of or belonging to the

Viverridx. or civet family.

1833 E. T. Bennett in Trans. Zool. See, I. 137 Notice of
a Mammiferous Animal from Madagascar, constituting a
New Form among the Viverridous Carnivora. 1834 Proc.
Zool. Soc. 1. 46 Description of a Viverridous Animal from
Madagascar.

Viverrine (vive'rain, vai-), a. and sb. ZooL
[ad. mod.L. viverrin-us

t
f. viverra Viverra : see

-IKE l
.]

A. adj. Resembling or related to the civet, or

the civet family; spec, belonging to the sub-family

Viverrinm. a. In specific names, as viverrine

cal
t
dasyurus, opossum, etc.

1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 11. 491 Viverrine Opossum.
Diilelphis Viverrina. 1810 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 4) XII. 497
Dasyurus Viverrt'nus, Viverrine Dasyurus. Black, spotted

with white ; tail without spots, c 1880 CassctCs Nat. Hist.

II. 53 The Viverrine Cat, Fells viverrina. 1885 Atlwnxum
28 Mar. 412/1 A viverrine phalanger {PJialangista viver-

rina) from Australia.

b. In general use.

1874 Wood Nat, Hist. 47 A small, but rather important,
group of the Viverrine animals. 1883 Encycl. Brit, XV.
436/2 Cynogale benettii. . is a curious Otter-like modification

of the Viverrine type.

B. sb. An individual of the sub-family Viver-

rinx.
c 1880 Cassells Nat. Hist. II. 86 The skull has all the

essential characters of that of a Viverrine.

Vivers (vai'vaiz), sb.pl. Chiefly Sc, Forms:
a. 6 veveres, wewers, 7 vievers, viewers.

£. 6 viwers, wivers, wiwers, wiuerse, 6-7

viuers, 6, 8-9 vivers (6 vivars). See also Vi-

vrbs. [ad. OF. (also mod.F.) vivres, pi. of vivre

food, sustenance, substantive use of vivre to live].

Food, provisions, victuals, eatables.

Only Sc. till the igth century ; its later literary currency

is probably due to its frequent occurrence in the Waverley
Novels.
« «536 Queen Margaret in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1836)

V. 43 pa ma be portative be wattyr for carying of bar

270

veveres and uthyres necyssares. a 1578 Lwdesay (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 78 Ane armie-.weill fur-

nischit witht all kynd of weweris and munttioun. i6og

Skene Reg. Mag., Stat. Rob. I, 20b, He sail cumcweill
furnished with siluer to bye vievers for his sustentation.

£. 1551 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 114 The greit..derth

..of all kynd ofvictuallis and viveris. 1581-8 Hist. "James
VI (1804) 168 The stoir of thair victualler being daylie

scand, they directit, as afore, sum horsmen to scour the

fields for viuers. ifea in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtrr.

App. I. 108 Viuers are very chepe heere and thay are dere

with the enimy. 17*5 Records 0/ Elgin (New Spald. CI.

1003) I.420 The prices of fyring, fewell, fish, flesh and other

vivers are latelie arisen to an exorbitant bight. 1756 Mrs.
Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. Club) 149 Every
thing of vivers is dear in Holland but vegetables. 1814

Scott Wav. xlii, I'll join you at three
;

if the vivers can
tarry so long. x86o Motlev Netherl. xiit. (1868) II. 164 He
bitterly complained of the unwillingness of the country-

people to furnish vivers, waggons, and other necessaries.

1887 Beattv.Kingston Music $ Manners II. 18 You shall

have your beer, vivers, and tobacco cheap.

Jig. 1588 A. King tr. Canisins' Catech. 87 This is our
viuers during the pilgramedg of this transitorie lif.

Vives (vai-vz), sb, pi. Also 6 vyves, 6-8

viues, 7 uiues, vies. [Aphetic form of Aviyes.

Cf. Fives 1
, Vees*, and Yves.] Hard swellings

of the submaxillary glands of a horse ; the presence

of these regarded as a specific morbid condition in

a horse.

'5*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 91 The viues is a sorance vnder a
horse ere, bytwene theouer ende of the chall-bones and the

necke, and are rounde knottes bytwene the skyn and the

fleshe. 1566 Blundkvil Horses iv. xxxvi. (1580) 17 b, The
Viues be certaine kirnels growing vnder the horses eare.

1577 B. Googe Hcrcsbach's Husb, 111. (1586) 123 There is a
disease that is common in Horses, called the Viues. 1639

T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 79 It is a disease which growes
under the eares, and secundum vulgus it is called the fives

or vives. 1681 Land. Gas, No. 1605/4 ^ne a ^ay Horse
above thirteen hands high, ..has been burned in the Head
for the Vies. C1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens. \'\\\.

(1734) 263 This is particularly of service in the Vives and
Strangles. 1754 Bartlet Gentlem. Farriery 104 The vives

or ives differs from the strangles only in this, that the
swelling of the kernels under the ears of the horse, .seldom

gather. 1831 Youatt Horse 149 Several distinct kernels

are to be felt under the jaw... The farriers call them vives.

Vivi- (vi'vi), combining form of L. vivus alive,

living, employed in a few terms, as f vivicom-
bu*stion, = next ; vivicrema*tion,the action of

burning, or the fact of being burned, alive
; + vivi-

disse'etion = Vivisection 2 ; vivisepulture,

burying alive.

ai7ii G. Grey Life M. Robinson in Mayor Autobiogr.

(1856) 31 He was invited by some learned persons in other

colleges to shew them vividisections of dogs. 18*7 G. S.

Faber Sacr. Cal. Prophecy (iB44) 1. 220 The horrid penalty

of vivi.cremation which a corrupt Church has specially

appropriated to those whom she denominates heretics. 185a

J. W. Blakesley Herodotus I. 87 Many centuries after-

wards .. human sacrifices appear to have been offered to

Mithras, but then not by vivi*combustion. 1861 R. F.

Burton City ofSaints 580 They are a superstitious brood

and have many cruel practices—human [sacrifices and vivi-

sepulture. 1863 Liddhll in Archaeol. XL. 243 Pliny

speaks of the practice of vivisepulture as continued to his

own time.

Vivianite (vrvianait). Min. [f. the name of

the discoverer, J. G. Vivian ; named by Werner,

1 81 7.] A phosphate of iron usually occurring in

crystals of blue and green colour.

1813 W. Phillips Elem. Introd. Min. 238 Phosphate of

Iron. Vivianite,. .is of various shades of blue and green,

sometimes bluish-green. 1867 Bi.oxam Chem. 324 The
phosphates of protoxide and sesquioxide of iron are found

associated in the mineral known as vivianite or native

Prussian blue. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Sept. 3/3 A
small gold coin, doubled up, was found within a lump of

bone and vivianite.

Hence Vi'vianitlzed^., encrusted with vivianite.

1870 Illustr. Lond. Neivs 1 Jan. 12/3 Great quantities of

vivianitised bones.. were found.

Vivid (vi*vid), a. [ad. L. vivid-us living, ani-

mated, lively, f. vivire to live. CL It. vivido,']

1. Full of life ; vigorous, active, or energetic on

this account ; lively or brisk : a. Of persons (or

animals), their attributes, etc.

1638 Jackson Creed ix. xxlx. § 2 In my old and decaying

days to publish the fruits of my former labours in these

mysteries which to my apprehension had been well set in

my flourishing and vivid years. 1658 W. Burton Itiu.

Anton. 80 His whole body was vivid and strong. 1769 E.

Bancroft Guiana 254 They have a sprightly vivid counten-

ance. 1799 Corry Sat. Lond. (1803) 45^ When the fine

lady returns home fatigued after a succession of important

morning visits and the exhaustion of her vivid spirits. 1858

Hawthorne Fr.ft It. Nole.bks. (1871) II. 13 Mr. Browning
was. .a most vivid and quick-thoughted person. 1876 Geo.

Eliot Dan. Der. xxxv, Mr. Vandernoodt,..as good a foil

as could well be found to the intense colouring and vivid

gravity of Deronda. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic clix,

His hope be in the vivid horse Whose neck God clothed

with thunder.

fig. 1876 Blackie Songs Reli%. tf Life 234 Let sweet

fragrance flow from thee, Vivid breath of pure emotion.

b. Of material things or substances, or their

qualities.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 230 The vertue that was
ordained to be in that matter, cannot be so vivid and
effectual. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 99 Elementary
fire .. produced from a vivid nitrous or hermetick salt. 1818

Busby Gram. Mus. 481 This vivid and volatile instrument

|M the violin], 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa Introd. 6

VIVID.

Tilings emitting at unexpectedly short notice vivid and
awful stenches.

o. Of feelings, etc. : Lively, strong, intense.

1853 C. Bkonte Villette xix, His passions were strong,

his aversions and attachments alike vivid. 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec. xi. (i860) 366 We might have remained in this

same helief, had not Agassiz and others called vivid atten-

tion to the Glacial period, i860 \V. Collins Worn. White
1. narr. W. H. vi, Her face expressed vivid interest and
astonishment, nothing more. 1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible

i. (1875) 35 The first is clearly proved by.. the vivid indig-

nation he evoked. 1905 G. Thorne Lost Cause viii, There
is a sterling and vivid Christianity among them.

2. Of actions or operations: Proceeding, or

taking place, with great vigour or activity.

170a Rouse's }Ieav. Univ. Adv. 2 More vivid Opera-
tions of the Internal Light of souls. 1815 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sci. *t Art II. 472 The combustion that ensues is

exceedingly vivid and beautiful. 184a A. Combe Physiol.
Digestion (ed. 4) 257 Whenever any living part is called

into vivid action, an increased flow of blood and of nervous
energy towards it immediately commences. 1858 Lardner
Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 392 A thin cylinder of oily vapour.,
is kept in a state of vivid and constant combustion.

b. Of utterances : Strongly or warmly expressed.

1806 J. Bkrksford Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 3) vi. xiii,

Being mounted on a beast who. .proceeds very coolly^ to

repose himself in the middle of the pond without..paying
the slightest attention to your vivid remonstrances on the

subject. 1838 Prescott Ferd. % Is. (1846) III. x. 10 The
Spanish government.. made the most vivid remonstrances

through its resident minister.

c. Of intellectual faculties : Capable of ready

and clear creation of ideas or concepts.

1814 Scott Wav. iii, Edward's power of imagination.,was
vivid. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. I. 14 Vivid concep-

tion, and keen sensibility, will not of themselves make a good
actor. 1863 Trevelvan Coinpet. IVallah (1866) 318 Every
page teems with the vivid thought, the glowing fancy [etc.],

1885 'Mrs. Alexander' At Bay i, I suspect your fancy is

tolerably vivid still.

d. Of description, etc. : Presenting subjects or

ideas in a clear and striking manner. Freq. with

picture in fig. use.

(a) 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. v. 157, I mean especially a
power of vivid painting—the true and primary sense of what
is called Imagination. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel vi. 339
Nehemiah himself relates,, .in one consecutive vivid narra-

tive, the history of the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem.

1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877) I. iv. 145 A most vivid

history of the time. 1871 Lowell Milton Prose Wks . 1800

IV. 72 Mr. Masson's unhappy infection with the vivid style.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conq, V. xxiii. 296 We have., a no less

vivid report of the real or imaginary speeches.

(
A

) i847GROTBG>cf«n. xvii. III. 390 It is not from them
however that Herodotus draws his vivid picture of the

people, with their inhuman rites and repulsive personal

features. 1879 Froude Cxsar xx. 34^ These letters give a
vivid picture of the uncertainties which distracted public

opinion.

3. Of colour, light, etc. : Brilliant, fresh, lively,

bright.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. vi. v. (1 848) 354 Many ofthe Ladies

wear in their Ribbands little less vivid colours, than those

of their faces. 1667 — in Phil. Trans. 1 1. 582 A piece of such

Wood, .that gave a vivid light (for rotten Wood). J704 New-
ton Optics I. II. x. (1721) 157 Such Bodies ought to be chosen

as have the fullest and most vivid Colours, c 1750 Shen-
stone Ruin'd Abbey 180 The vivid vermeil fled his fady

cheek. 1791 Mrs. Radcliefe Rom. Forest i, Upon the

vivid glow of the western horizon. 1815 J. Smith Pano-

rama Sci. \ Art II. 413 In a little time It becomes of a

deep vivid blue. 1867 Howells Ital. Journ. 1 14 T he lavish

delight in color found expression in the vividest hues upon

the walls. 1875 J. H. Bennet Winter Jl/edil. (ed. 5) 408

The love of vivid colours seems to increase as we descend

louth.

b. Of things in respect of colour or brightness.

1686 Goad Cetest. Bodies 11. iv. 212 The Sun alone makes

not any Rainbow that is vivid or Illustrious. 1718 Pon
Iliad vm. 691 Around her throne the vivid planets roll.

a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xi. 42 Then glows the breast..

More free, more vivid, than the linnet's wing. 1794 R. J.

Sulivan View Nat. 11. 381 The best glasses have no other

effect than the making them [the stars] more vivid in their

appearance. 1837 Nrtu Monthly Mag. L. 407 A wreath of

laurel, intensely vivid, inclosed.. the auburn splendours of

the head, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 21 Like a vivid circular

rainbowquite round the sun. 1874 Holland Mistr. Manse

114 The brooding, threatning bank of mist Grows into

groups of vivid isles.

4. Clearly or distinctly perceived or perceptible;

appealing strongly to the mind or eye.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xix. 112 Those Motions made

on the Organs of Sense, which at other times produce very

vivid and sensible Ideas. 1710 J. Clarke tr. Rohault s

Nat. Philos. (1729) I. 248 This immaterial Image, ought to

be so much the more vivid or clear, as the Object sends

forth more Rays of Light. 1774 J- Bryant Mythol. II. 214

We shall find the traces of this event more vivid and de-

terminate than those of Greece. 1806 Jebb in Knox 6: J.

Corr. (1834) I. 297 Sweet sounds awaken latent harmonies

within us, and thus produce a vivid idea of the beautiful.

1848 W. K. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Jen Y. I. 320 At a

moment when the part played by the people in July was

still fresh and vivid in recollection. 1869 1 arrar /•a'ir.

Speech ii. (1873) 79 ™tc, No book givesa more vivid im-

pression of the growth of Russian influence. 1883 M.

Wace Gosp. t, Witnesses ii. 34 I's vivid internal marks ol

8e
<X;T

n
i870 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. 11. 261 Whether

the cause lie not rather in a besetting velleity of the pic-

turesque and vivid.

b. Intensely or strongly felt.

T704-S Atterbury Semi., Matt. xiv. 1} (1726) '• 357

Tempting Objects, by their Number and Nearness, make
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the most Vivid and Lasting Impressions upon us, 1715
Desaguliers Fires fwfr. 41 A more vivid Sensation of
Cold. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, ii. 55 Seasons . . in
which the clergy are exposed to vivid anxieties or endure
actual privations. 1850 Robertson Sernt. Ser. 111. viii.

(1857) in When the recollection of his sin is most vivid and
most poignant. 1874 Grken Slwrt Hint. viii. § 1. 454 The
vivid sense of a Divine Purity close to such men made the
life of common men seem sin.

5. Life-like; resembling life.

185a Hawthorne Blithedale Rom. xi, He carried a stick

with a wooden head, carved in vivid imitation of that of a
serpent.

6. Quasi'adv. Vividly, brightly,
1B19 Keats Fall Hyperion 1. 245 The scenes Still swoon-

ing vivid through my globed brain. 1863 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. xx. iii. (1872) IX. 44 The Prussian camp-fires, they too
are all burning uncommonly vivid.

Vividity (vivi*dlti). [f. prec. + -ity.]

+ 1. Living force, vitality. Obs.~l

1616 T. Adams SouVs Sickness 28 Corrupt affections,

which like vicious humours gnaw and suck the conscience
dry of all viuiditie.

2. The quality or state of being vivid ; vividness.

1771 W.Cullen Led. Pathol, in J. Thomson Lift (1832)
I, 378 A degree of Vividity, of Alacrity, and Levity, oradis.
position to change.. can only be considered as states of
morbid Irritability, .in the lirain. 1780 Bentham Princ.
Legist, vi. § 12 (1789) 45 Clearness of discernment,, .vi-

vidity and rapidity of imagination. 1813 T. Busdy Lucre-
tius II. v. Comm. p. xl, A vast mass of illumined matter, in
the general glow and vividity of which the opaque spots are
almost lost. 1880 Daily Neius 15 April 6/1 Being of life

size, the vividity of the flesh tints and the extraordinary
modelling give to it a startling appearance of reality.

Vividly (vrvidli), adv. [f. Vivid a. ± -ly 2.]

1. Brightly, brilliantly, in respect of colour or
light.

1667 Boyle in Phil. Trans. II. 587, I.. found it to shine
vividly. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. <$• Art II. 220
The light is still seen, but not so vividly. 1842 Johnston
in Proc. Bervj. Nat. Club II. 36 The shell is strongly
ribbed and rather vividly streaked, .with yellow or red.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. vi. 255 While the former semicircle
remains white, the latter one is vividly coloured. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 103 It bursts suddenly into flame and
burns vividly.

2. Clearly, strongly, intensely, in respect of
mental impression or effect.

^1677 Barrow Serm. Prov. iv. *J> Wks. 1686 III. 46 He
will not be so forward to engage himself upon such occa-
sions; danger and mischief being so vividly pre-represented
to his sight. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. § 5. 385 If
they rise up quick and vividly one after another, as Sub-
jects, Predicates, and other Associates use to do. 183a R. &
J. Lander: Exped. Niger III. xvui. 142 Oh how vividly
did early impressions return to my soul. x86a M'Cosii
Supernal. 11. i. § 4. 159 The word seraphic. is vividly de-
scriptive of the flights of Isaiah. x868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1877) II. viii. 2S7 The way in which treason is spoken
of sets vividly before us the difficulties with which William
had still to contend.

Vividness, [f. as prec. + -ness.] The state

or quality of being vivid, in senses of the adj.

a. Of colour, light, etc
1667-8 Boyle in Phil. Trans. II. 593 To examine. .the

Conjecture, ..That the durablenessof the Light, .might pro-
ceed in great part from the Vividness of it. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 22 June 1664, With such lively colours, that for
splendour and vividness we have nothing in Europe that
approches it. 1794 G. Adams Nat. <\ Exp. Philos. IV. xliv.
190 In the vividness of its lustre. .it exceeded any thing he
had ever seen before. 1836 Macgillivray Trav. Hum~
boldt xviii. 256 Numerous palms are reflected by the sur-
face of the river with a vividness almost as bright as that of
the objects themselves. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede ii, The
delicate colouring of her face seemed to gather a calm
vividness, like flowers at evening. 1883 Miss M. Betham-
Edwards Disarmed xxxiv, For a few minutes the flashes
of lightning were awful in their vividness.

b. Of ideas, conceptions, impressions, etc.
1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. II. 1. xiii. 189 A variety of ideas

afford us no notion of succession unless we perceive one
come beforethe other; nor can it be imagined that their
degrees of vividness or faintness will do the job. i8xa Sir
H. Davy Chew, Philos. 17 The notions of fairies and of
genii, which have been depicted with so much vividness of
fancy and liveliness of description. 1858 J. Martineau ArW.
Chr. 207 The very vividness of the conception may have
rendered him insensible to the precariousness of the proof.
1873 Symonds Grk. Poets xi. 356 Death at sea touched the
Greek imagination with peculiar vividness.

o. Of description, narrative, etc.
i8a8 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. xi. 257

She has a mastery of the subject, and a truth and vividness
of expression, second only to Cowper. 1845 M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) I. j His graphic narrative has all the vividness
that art can give to description of what the describer has
not himself actually witnessed. 1884 R. W. Church Bacon
xx. 220 In the essay on Friendship he describes the process
with a vividness which tells of his own experience.

tVivier. Obs.-1 Insvyuier. [a. OF. vrvier:
see Viver 1.] A fishpond.
c 1450 Merlin xix. 308 He lete make a maner to repeire

to, that was right feire and riche by the vyuier.

Vivific (vivi-fik), a. Also 6 viuiflke, 7-8
viviflck. [ad. L. (post-classical) vivijic-us, f.

vtv us living : see-Fic. So OF. and F. vivifique%

Sp.» Pg-> It. vivificoJ] Life-giving, enlivening,
vivifying.

1551 Br. Gardiner On Sacram. 1. 13 b, Wherby they
might vnderstand him verie God, whose ffeshe. .geuen spin.
tually to be eaten of vs. .[is] viuifike and geueth life. 1669
Gali CrL Gentiles u 111. iii. 324 Chrysostome cals it. .a
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vivifick Energie. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 39 A Vivifick
Spirit or Aura, generated out of the Blood by the Brain.
1709 T. Robinson Vind. Mosaick Syst. 19 Light was the
Active and Vivifick Principle of Generation. 1788 T.
Tavlor Proclus I. :i8 The zoogonic, or vivific goddess,
pours through these into the universe, an inexplicable and
efficacious power. 1809 Southkv in Q. Rev. I. 194 There is,

however, in all religious communities a vivacious and vivific

principle not to be found in the same degree in political
bodies. 1852 A. Ballou Spirit Manifest, i. t5 Matter
inert and passive, spirit vivific and active. 1877 W. R.
Cooper Egypt. Obelisks v. (1878) 25 [The name) ' The Eter-
nal Generator ' contains an allusion to the vivific power of
Ra, as the creator of life.

t Vivifical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.] - prec.
1631 L. Rowzke^Wm Welles i. 2 Vivificall moisture.,

maketh them [plants] all to grow and prosper. 1665 J. Webb
Stone-Heng (1725J 104 That Vivifical Heat, whicn.. gives
Life to all Things, a 1686 T. Watson Body of Div. (1692)
215 Christ is so full of Sap and vivifical Influence, that he
makes _all

t
inoculated into him, grow Kruitral.

t Vivificant, a. Obs. [ad. L. vivificant; vivi-
ficatts, pres. pple. of vivificdre : see next.] =
Vivific a.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. A 3, The temperature of the
ayre, which is viuificant, quickening, and full of life. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 992 Every sense findeth benefit
of fire as of a vivificant power and quickening vertue. 1653
H. Cogan Diod. Sic. 4 The one . . having a vivificant and
fierce, the other a cold and moist nature. 1660 tr. Amy-
raldus' Treat, cone. Kelig. III. viii. 464 That admirable
splendor and vivificant virtue which is in the Sun.
Vivificate (vivi-fikVt), v. Also 5-7 viuifi-

cat(e, 6 vivifycato. [ad. L. vivifical-, ppl. stem
of vivificare (TeituMaD, etc. ; hence It. vivifecare,
Sp. and Pg. vivificar), I. viv-us alive: cf. Vivifio
a. and -ate :i.]

1. traits. To give life to, to animate, to enliven
or quicken ; •= Vivify v. 1.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 189 In the pleyne ber of is
a pitte where thei safe to viuiticate the myndes of philo-
sophies, a 1500 Colkelbie So;v 887 Lyk [fr]o sede'sawin in
erd mortificat Flouris mony fructis viuificat. 1547 Boorde
Brev. Health Ixxxvi. 35 The hei te dolhe vivifycate all other
members. 1565 Harding Confut. 11. xiv. 109 b, God the
Wordes owne body, that hath power to viuiticate and
quicken all thinges. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek. xiii. i3
When they caught the soules of my people, they did vivili.

cate their soules. 1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal.ji Even
as God vivificates and actuates the whole world. 1675 O.
Walker, etc. Paraphr. St. Paul 161 The sensitive . . soul or
faculty continues meanwhile in the body, .vivificating it.

1819 H. Busk Vestriatt 1. 217 Whose blood vivificates thy
veins.

t 2. intr. To become endued with life. Obs.—'

1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. tx. (1687) 551/2 This beam
penetrates to the Abyss, and thereby all things vivificate.

Hence Vivificating//)/. a.

a 1688 Cudworth Immut. Mor. ni. ii. §3. (1731) 89 The
Compound. .of the Body and a certain Vivificating Light,
imparted from the Soul to it.

Vivification (vi^vifik^-Jsn). Also 6-7 viui-,

7 uiui-. [ad. L. vivificatio (Tertullian), n. of
action f. vivificate : see prec. and -atiojj. So F.
vivification, Sp. vivificacion, Pg. -actio, It. vivifi-
cazionc.~\

1. The process or fact of being vivified in a
spiritual sense. (Cf. Eph. ii. 1-5.)
a 1548 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. lit, III. 262 We muste re-

ceyve the sacraments and have contrition . . and then viuifica.
tion, whiche is to aryse agayne by feithe. 1589 T. L. A dvt. to
Q. Elizabeth (1651) 48 That Holinesse and trewnesse of life,

..under the names Vivification, renovation spirituall, and
the first resurrection. 1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 116
An auersion fromsinne, a conuersion to Gcd : the mortifica-
tion of the olde Adam, and the viuification of the newe man.
1653 Baxter Wore. Petit. Def. 9 O the sweet comfort that
I have, .in the Mortification and Vivification of my godly
Friends ! 1690 C. Nesse O. <t N. Test. I. 63 The new man
.. must be put on by the grace of vivification.

2. The action or fact of enduing with life ; the
fact of being vivified physically.
1616 Bacon Sylva § 329 If that Motion be in a certain

Order, there followeth Vivification and Figuration. 1631
A.B. tr. Lcssius* De Prov. Num. 11. viii. 315 The vnion
of the Soule of man with the body, as also the informing
and the viuification (as I may tearme it) of the whole body
decayeth no lesse, thenin beasts. 1678 Cudworth lnt.il.

Syst. 805 The Divine Spirit.. which was the Efficient Cause
of the Vivification of our Saviour's Body at his Resurrec-
tion. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 515 The gods call the soul.,
a drop from the whole of vivification. 1871 Tylor Prim.
Cult. II. 44 The vivification ofghosts by sacrificesof blood.

b. concr. That which vivifies, rare'.

1631 Mabbe Celestina 1. 20 reliever of my torment, and
vivification of my life.

o. Phys. The process of converting, or of being
converted, into living tissue.

1871 F. G. Thomas Dis. Women (ed. 3) 128 Vivification
of the edges not being necessary, the procedure is simpler
and less dangerous.

f3. Restoration of a metal to its original state.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. it. v,Sub. And when comes Viui.

fication? Eac. After Mortification. 1649 Quarles Virgin
Widmv iv. i. He can bring an Artificial! Resurrection, and
Vivification to Mercury. 1718 Chambers Cycl., Vivifica-
tion,. .The Chymists also use the Word in speaking of the
new Force, Vigour, and Lustre which by this Art they give to
natural Bodies, particularly to Mercury, which after having
been fix'd or amalgamated, they restore to its first State.

4. The action or fact of investing with an air of
vitality or reality.

1858 Bagehot in Nat. Rev. Oct, 468 A second most

VIVIFY.

wonderful special faculty which Mr. Dickens possesses is

what we may call his vivification of character. 1890 Sat.

Rev. 15 March 333/1 [He] is an industrious scholar, .but we
do not know that he has the gift of vivification.

t Vivificative. a. Obs. [f. Vivificate v.+
1 -ive. Cf. OF. vivificatif, -ive, Sp., Pg., It. vivU
I ficativo.] Life-Giving, vivifying.

C1550 Roi.land Crt. k'enus 11. 852 The sweit smell, and
the suaue odour. .Sa weill sawrit, and viuificatiue. 1647
H. Mohe Song of Soul Notes 353 Psyche cannot issue
out into any external! vivificative act, unlesse you suppose
a body.^ 1661 Rlst Origens Opin. 122 The operations of
the Spirit of life, or quickning Spirit, are all vivificative.

175S Amorv Mem. (1766) II. 194 note, By touching them
with faith, we may attract the sanctification and vivificative
virtue which resideth in them.

t Vivificator. Obs. [f. as prec. + -or. Cf.

OF. vivificateur, Sp. and Tg. vivifcador.'] One
who or that which gives life, a vivifier,

a 1555 Bradford U'ks. (Parker Soc.) 280 We. .believe.,
the Holy Spirit to be the only Comforter, vivificator,

counsellor, and master of all truth. 1648 Hexham 11,

Lexcndigh maker, a Vivificatour. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles
iv. 11. viii. 440 If they had believed that this Spirit is both
Ixird, and Creator and Vivificator,. .they might have had
some convenient accesse to life.

+ Vivificent, a. Obs. [irreg. f. L. viv-us alive

:

cf. -fic and -ent.] Living.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau^s Fr. Chirurg. 33 b/i It is

necessarye that the vivificent parte drive from it the morti-
fied, or else the mortifiede allso cause mortificatione in the
vivificent partes. 1599 — Gabelhouer's Bk. Vhysicke 39/1
Take a vivificent Cocke, and vse him on that sorte. 1604 R.
Cawdrky Table Alph., P'iuijicent, liuely, or full of strength.

Vivified (vi-vifsid), ppl, a. [f. Vivify v. +
-ed 1.] Endued with life, animated, living.
Also trans/, of metals : cf. Viviucation 3.

1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. II. 113 Are we not all

originally.. sprung from the same vivified mass? 1833 N.
Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 120 Charcoal.. heated with an
oxid-ore. .leaves at the bottom of the furnace or crucible
the vivified or pure metal. 1858 Pirie Inq. Hum. Mind
vii. 339 A physical feeling of pain, appertaining to the vivi-

fied machine. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 179. I looked
back, .and saw him still standing there in the dark frnme-
way, strangely like some vivified portrait by Velasquez.

Vivifier (vi-viibi^i). [f. as prec. + -KB ] .] One
who or that which gives life.

i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 310 God's love for us is the great
incitement, constrainer, vivifier of His creature's love.

c 1865 Watson in Ctrc. Sci. I. 427/2 The oxygen of the air

is the great vivifier of nature. 1879 Chh. G. Rossktti
Seek rf- F. 26 Light and heat, to our apprehension the great
vivifiers of the material world.

Vivify (vi-vifai), v. [ad. F. vivifier (OF. from
12th c), ad. L. vivifudre : see Vivificate v.~\

1. trans. To give life to; to endue with life; to

animate ; to quicken.

1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde 42 Throughe these
artyres liuely spirite, and fresshe aere, is diriuied out of the
mother into the childe, wherwith the naturall hete of the
cbylde is viuified and refresshed. 1597 A. M. tr. Guille-
meau's Fr. Chirurg. *iij. Let us consider on the Sunne..
what doth she effect ?. .[she doth] warme us, vivifye and
administre lyfe vnto vs. 1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 263
Mercurius Trismegistus saide well, that it was the spirite

which viuifieth or quickneth euery forme in the whole
world. 1653 W. Ramfsey Astral. Restored 86 [They]
placed a fiery sign first, for that heat ruleth in fire, by
which all things are quickened and vivifyed. a 1693
Urguhart's Rabelais HI. iii. 39 The great Soul of the
Universe, .vivifyeth all manner of things. 1799 Monthly
Ret>. XXX. 568 In this explosion of life, every particle of
native soil was vivified ; and numberless races of vegetables
and animals were produced. 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860)

I. 559 An instinct of the dynamic and supernatural laws
which underlie and vivify this material universe. 1881
Tyndall Ess. Floating Matter 0/Air 224 An indraught-
slight no doubt, but still sufficient to contaminate or vivify

the infusion.

b. trans/, and jig. (Common in 19th c)
1603^ Florio Montaigne I. xix. 30 As in nature one con-

trarieis vivified by another contrane. iji^PonGuardian
No. 11 P3 It [an elixir] restores and vivifies the most
dejected Minds. 1776 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. vii. (1B76) 408
That Promethean nre, which animates the canvass and vivi-

fies the marble. 1788 Gibbon Decl.fy F. xlix. V. 144 Their
execution would have vivified the empire. 183* Ht.
Martineau Each ff All'w. 59 The utmost that education
can do is to extend man's views, to exalt his aims, and vivify

his powers. 1833 Alison Hist. Europe (1849) I. iii. 9 63.

323 His plan was to vivify the State by vigorous measures.
1865 Mozlky Mirac. i. 4 It vivifies the stock we have, but
does not add one item to it. 1005 Sat. Rev. 29 April 545/2
It enables its 'supers' to shout. .and thereby vivify a
languishing enthusiasm.

C. Phys. To convert into living tissue.

1897 Altbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 416 An incision.. to lay

open any sinuous track, vivify callous edges, or remove
spongy granulations, .must be tried.

2. To make brighter or more brilliant.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest ii. The sun appeared

in all his glory,, .vivifying every colour of the landscape.

1821 Craig Lect. Drawing, etc. ii. 127 This covering., vivi-

fies the most brilliant colours. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander

Valerie's Fate i, The bright.. autumnal sunshine was vivi-

fying the many-tinted trees of the Bois de Boulogne.

b. To render more animated or striking.

1833 Ht. Martineau Three Ages I a6 His ready wit

seldom failed to interpose to illustrate and vivify what was

said. 1853 Felton Fam. Lett. xi. (1865) 100, I always try

to vivify an idea by embodying it in some manner. 1885

Manch. Exam. 25 Feb. 3/3 This little volume is. .vivified

throughout by the sympathetic yet discriminating apprecia-

Lwu which pays all due honour to the hero.
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3. absot. To impart life or animation.
1626 Bacon Sylva §696 Which should shew, that Snow

hath in it a secret Warmth ; For else it could hardly
Viuifie. 1655 Vaughan Silex Stint. 11. Quickness, 'Tis such
a blissful thing, that still Doth vivifie. 1853 L. Hunt Day
by the Fire; Rainy Day (1870) 294 It [a fire] talks to us;,, it

is vivified at our touch ; it vivifies in return. 1871 Tynimll
Fragm. Sti. (1879) II. xiv. 359 The one may vivify, while
the other kills.

4. intr. To acquire life ; to become alive.

1737 Bracken Farriery hnpr, (1757) II. 277 The Ova
will vivify or come to Life sooner. 1768 Foots Devil 111.

Wks. 1799 II. 276 They quit their torpid state, and vivify.

1843 Loudon Suburban Hort. 113 The egg begins to vivify
and swell with the heat of the spring. 1867 Routledge s
Ev. Boy's Ann. May 277 A sign that the eggs have vivified,

and that they will probably hatch out. 1899 Daily News
1 July 8/7 When the eggs have vivified, the young salmon
will be tended until the two-year-old stage.

Hence Vi'vifying vbh sb.

i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 2 The calf was the symbol, .of..

His continued vivifying of all which lives. 1884 Earl Grey
in Life Mandell Creighton (1904) I. viii. 247 The ripple
which sprung from the vivifying of the waters of Embleton
spread over a large surface.

Vivifying, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ing 2.]

1. That vivifies or animates physically ; life-

giving, quickening.

1635 Hevwood Hierarchy vi. 374 'The second Adam,
sleeping in a vivifying death. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr,
viii. 127 That vivifying and incombustible sulphur that is

Natures true fire and agent, 1707 Curios, in Husb. ty

Gard. 59 The vivifying Juice, with which the Earth is

impregnated, 1776 Priestley in Phil, Trans. LXVI. 231
In other places., he explodes the doctrine of a vivifying
spirit in the air. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 570 The vivify,

ing action of the atmosphere. 1828 Steuart Planter's G.
(ed. 2) 521, 1 have repeatedly tried it on all sorts of subjects,
..andtts vivifying powers have proved extraordinary in
every instance. 1836 Penny Cyci. V. 246/2 The monads,
and the vivifying animalcules of flowering plants. 1871
Tyndall Fragm. Sti. (1879) H- Xl1 - 275 The vivifying gas
cannot penetrate to the centre of the film.

+ b. Of medicines : Restorative. Obs.
1665 Manley Grotins' Low C. Wars Pref., Whose Aid

was not onely as a Hand to uphold, but a vivifying Medi-
cine to a fainting Body. 1727 Swift Further Ace. E.
Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 160 That all our members, .be pro-
vided with a sufficient quantity of the vivifying drops, or
Byfield's sal volatile. 176a Goldsm. Cit. IV. lxviii, It may
sometimes happen that. .a countryman who cannot read,
dies without ever hearing of the vivifying drops.

2. That vivifies spiritually or mentally ; impart-
ing interest or energy.
1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 45 That vivifying ingre.

dient which gives life and vigour to our motives. 1770 Burke
Pres. Discont. Wks. 1842 I. 134 Without it,. .the people
cannot long enjoy.. the vivifying energy of good govern-
ment. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (ed. 3) III. 85 The vivi-

fying influences of the altar, the censer, and the sacrifice.

1838 Prescott Ferd. $- Is. (1846) III. xiv. 105 The vivifying
impulse of patriotic sentiment. 1884 Atheti&um 7 June
722/2 Human beings .. cannot dispense with some such
vivifying element in their religion.

3. Vivifying ink, a liquid which brings out what
has been written in sympathetic ink.

1823 J. Badcock Dow. Amusem. 42 Soak a double paper
in the vivifying ink.

t Vivi paral, a. Obs.-1
[f. L. vivipar-us (see

Viviparous) + -al.] « Viviparous.
1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 5 All viviparal creatures

(although born blind privitively) yet in their very first pro-
duction find a way to their dams papps.

Vivi'parism. [Cf. F, viviparisme.] Vivi-
parous reproduction.
1876 G. B. Buckton Monograph Brit. Aphides (Ray

Soc.) I. 78 Viviparism continued uninterruptedly through
the whole winter.

Viviparity (vivipseTiti). ZooL and Bot. [f.

L. vivipar-us (see next) + -ity.] The condition
or character of being viviparous.
1864 Spencer Prime. Biol. I. an This homogenesis..in

reptiles and fishes, .is always essentially oviparous, though
there are cases.. in which viviparity is simulated. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 358 Instances of vivi-
parity occur among Lacertilia, Ophidia[etc].

Viviparous (vivi'paras, vai-), a. [f. L. vivi-
par-us (Appuleins), i.viv-us alive, living +par/re
to bring forth : see -ous. Cf. F, vivipare, Sp.,
Pg., It viviparo.]

1. Involving the production of young in a living

state.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. nr. xxi, 158 We cannot
from them expect a viviparous exclusion. 1861 Hulme tr.

Moquin-Tandon n. 1. 48 This constitutes the viviparous re-

production of the Mammalia. 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI.
259 This. .corresponds to the viviparous habit in some
fishes and reptiles.

2. Of animals: Bringing forth young in a live

state. (Usually in contrast with oviparous.')

1651 Biggs New Disp. P267 Quadrupedes. .together with
us are viviparous, and hitherto more familiar to us, then
birds, fishes, and animals oviparous. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char. 11. v. § 3. 133 Viviparous carulagineous fish, whose
bodies are not long and round. 169s Bentlev Boyle
Led. 160 That uniform warmth, which is so necessary even
in the incubation of birds, much more in the time of gesta-
tion of viviparous animals. 1768 G. White Selborne xvii,

Though they [sc. vipers] are oviparous, yet they are vivi-

parous also, hatching their young within their bellies, and
then bringing them forth. C1791 M. Cutler in Life, etc.

(1888) 1. 460 TheSea-anemone is said to be viviparous. 1817G.
Higgins Celtic Druids 138 The oviparous quadrupeds are

272

found, .in more ancient strata than those of the viviparous
class. 1858 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 249 The Pedicellina is

viviparous, as well as oviparous, and gemmiparous. 1870
Rolleston Am'w. Life p. xliii, The true Cetacea..nre
always viviparous.

b. With specific names.
i68* Grew Musaeum 1. v. i. 95 The Viviparous Eel-Pout.

., "Tis well pictur'd by Adam Oleareus, who calls it a
Sea-Wolf. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) HI. 11 The
viviparous blenny .. brings forth two or three hundred at a
time, all alive. 1838 T. Bell Brit, Reptiles 17 Viviparous
Lizard. Nimble Lizard. Common Lizard. Zootocavivi-
Para. 1890 Cent. Diet., Perch,. .2. Any surf-fish or mem-
ber of the Embiotocidx ; more fully called viviparous
perch.

3. Bot. Reproducing from seeds or bulbs which
germinate while still attached to the parent plant.

Also in specific names.
1777 Lightfoot Flora Scot. I. 101 Viviparous-Fescue-

Grass. 1794PALEY7W1/. yA^i>/.xx.(i8i9)322Grassesabound
which are viviparous and consequently able to propagate
themselves without seed. 1812 New Bot. Garden u 58 The
pericarps viviparous. 1846 50 A. Wood Class-bh, Bot. 475
Polygonum viviparity, Viviperous [sic] Bistort. 1855 De-
lamek Kitchen Garden (1861) 48 A few roots [of Rocam*
bole] may be allowed standing-room as a curiosity, and as
examples of viviparous plants. 1889 A. R. Wallace Dar.
winism (1890) 24 The buttercup is replaced by the little

poisonous yellow oxalis with its viviparous buds.

b. Characterized by this mode of reproduction.
180a R. Hall Eletn. Bot. 196 Viviparous Fructification, ..

when the rudiment of the germen grows out into leaves.
1906 Athenxum 12 May 581 The viviparous habit, now
represented by the seedling hanging from ths mangrove,
was once nearly universal.

Hence Vivi'parousness.
1855 Spencer Princ. Psychol. I. iv. vii. 575 Creatures

having largebrains were seen to have other characteristics
than that of intelligence: as. .viviparousness.

Viviparously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2.] iq a
viviparous manner; by viviparous reproduction.
1821-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 338 The latter are.,

succeeded.. by hosts of the young insects produced vivipa-
rously; for. .the aphis breeds both ways. 1861 H. Mac-
millan Footn. Page Nat. 133 The plant is propagated vivi-

parously. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.Anim. vii. 447 Aphides
kept in a warm room.. have continued to propagate vivipa-
rously for four years.

Vivi*pary. Bot. [f. L. vivipar-us viviparous

+ -Y, or ad. F. viviparity — Viviparity.
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 289. xoo6 Times

(Lit. Suppl.) 30 March 117/2 The lost habit is at times
revived in the abnormal vivipary of some inland plants.

Vivisect (vi'visekt, vivise-kl), v. [Back-for-
mation from Vivisection.]
1. trans. To dissect (an animal) while living ; to

perform vivisection upon.
1864 Daily Tel. 1 Aug., Much as they vivisect live

animals at Alfort. 1876RUSKIN ForsClav. lxx. 320 Modem
naturalists, not being able to vivisect the Psyche, have.,
resolved that animals are to be classed by their bones.
1890 G. A. Smith Isaiah II. xii. 202 We do not vivisect our
murderers nor kill them off by gladiatorial combats.
transf. 189a W. H. Hudson Naturalist in La Plata 180

These insects, .house them in cells where the grubs can
vivisect them at leisure. 1893 Selous Trav. S. E. Africa
413 The piteous cries.. of a donkey being vivisected by
hyaenas.

b. fig. To investigate as if by vivisection ; to

examine or criticize minutely or mercilessly.

1876 Rhoda Brocghton Joan 1. xx, On the contrary, I

live in hopes of seeing a successor or two [i.e. suitors] vivi-

sected. 1880 Ruskin in iqth Cent. June 950 The modern
novelist, .cannot easily, in a city population, find a healthy
mind to vivisect.

2. intr. To practise vivisection.

1883 S. Coleridge Vivisection 13 Surely a man must be
at his wits* end before he could gravely put forward such
an argument., in defence of a claim to vivisect by whole-
sale.

Hence Vivisected ppl. a. ; Vivisecting vbl.

sb. and ppl. a. ; also Vivisectee*, that which is

vivisected; Vivise-ctible a.
t
capable of being,

liable to be, vivisected.

1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 317/2 The artificial vomiting
of "vivisected animals. 2880 Meredith Tragic Com. v,

The vivisected youth received the caress which quickened
him to wholeness at a touch. 1886 Pall MatlG. 3 Junes/2
Whether any attempt at the absolute prohibition of vivisec-

tion would not react to the disadvantage of the unhappy
' *vivisectees '. 1875 Hocgan Let. in Morn. Post 2 Feb.,
I am inclined to look upon anaesthetics as the greatest curse
to *vivisectible animals. 1876 J. J. G. Wilkinson Hum.
Sti. <r Div. Rev. 21 The "^vivisecting scalpel is all human
cruelty.^ Ibid. 67 Facts of life . . which must for ever escape
the vivisecting mind. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's
Right (1899) 59/2 The Doctor .. looks at Cyrus with a vivi-

secting eye. Ibid. 63/2 He did not choose to adopt the
vivisecting process permitted to counsel in the higher
courts. 1897 Our Dumb Animals (Boston) Nov. 70/2 The
angel conducted him from one laboratory to another, from
one vivisecting table to another.

Vivisection (vivise-kfan). [f. L. vivi gen.
sing. neut. (and masc), or vivi- combining form,
of vivus living + sectio cutting. Hence F. vivisec-

tion. Cf. vividissection s.v. Vivi-.]

1. The action of cutting or dissecting some part
of a living organism ; spec, the action or practice
of performing dissection, or other painful experi-
ment, upon living animals as a method of physio-
logical or pathological study.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 2 How sensible those nervous

VIXEN.
parts are, need not be told any who have seen vivisections,
where the least.. touches, .will cause a sensible motion.
1736 Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 260 Small Parts of large Ob-
jects cannot easily be applied to the Microscope without
being divided from their Wholes which in the case of Vivi
section defeats the Experiment.
184a Dunglison Med. Lex. 735 Vivisection, ..the act of

opening or dissecting living animals. 185a Lewis Meth.
Obs.

<J- Reas. in Pol. I. 161 Of late years in particular vivi-
section, or anatomical investigation of the living subject,
has often been practised upon some of the smaller mam-
malia. 1879 Browning Tray 43 By vivisection,..How
brain secretes dog's soul, we'll see !

b. An operation of this nature.
1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 317/1 The vivisections which

many experimenters have practised, agree in carrying this
investigation further. 1881 Mivart Cat 311 Such a con-
clusion seems to result from pathological facts and vivisec-
tions.

fig; '895 Balfour in Daity News 15 Nov. 2/4 The vivi-
section of the British Empire—was that a constructive
policy ?

2. fig. Excessively minute examination or criti-

cism.
1880 Swinburne Study Shahs, i. (ed. 2) 23 This vivisection

of a single poem is not defensible as a freak of scholarship.

3. attrio. and Comb.
y

as vivisection actt bill,

experiment.
1876 Nature XIV. 65/1 Lord Carnarvon's vivisection bill.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 799/2 The Act restricting the prac-
tice of physiology is the Vivisection Act of 1876. 1894
IVestm. Gaz. 26 Feb. 2/1 The atrocious character of many
vivisection experiments.

Vivisectional (vivise-kfanal),**. [f. prec]
1. Of or belonging to, ol the nature of, vivi-

section.

1866JVestftt. Rev. Jan. 148 It is impossible by vivisectional
experiment to know which microscopical elements of the
nervous tissues of the animal we destroy. 1876 Nature XIV.
65/2 For the purpose of demonstrating physiological facts
to students, vivisectional experiments are.. not absolutely
necessary. 1896 Daily News 21 Aug. 6/3 The licensing
for vivisectional purposes of the British Institute of Pre-
ventive Medicine.

2. Performing vivisection. AlsoJig.
1882 W. James in A mer. A nn. Deaf& Dumb April (1883)

116 Vivisectional physiologists. 1881 Times 17 Jan. 6/1 A
few lively touches, which were the first to vanish under the
vivisectional hands of the cleaner.

Hence Vivise'ctionally adv,
1899 J. W. Ebsworth in Ro.xb. Ball. IX. p. clxxx*, 'The

Maid's Comfort ' and * The Merry Cuckold can be studied
vivisectionally on pp. exxix* and exxxii*.

Vivisectionist (viyise'kfanist). [f. as prec.

+ -IST.] One who practises or defends vivisection.

1879 Ld. Shaftesbury Sp. Ho. Lords 15 July, The con-
tradictions of vivisection! sts were surprising. 1887 'Edna
Lyall* Knight-Errant (1889) 133 Without a deep, living

sympathy, the artist surely degenerates into a species of
vivisectionist,

Vivisective, a. [f. as prec. + -ive.] = Vivi-
sectional a. 2. In quot.y^f.
a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches by Vanished Hand

(1879) II. 249, I am not surprised that Mr. Browning, him-
self a vivisective poet, likes the diagnosis of human malady
which Euripides supplies.

Vivisector (viTfcektw, viviscktw). [f. as

Vivisect v. + -OB. Hence F. vivisecteur.] One
who vivisects or practises vivisection.

1863 Times 2 Aug., That is the extent of the tender
mercies of French vivisectors. 1876 J. J. G. Wilkinson
Hum. Sti. <y Div. Rev. 20 No man not interested person-
ally, but humanely, can doubt what the vivisectors are
doing.

fig. 1874 Blunt Diet. Sects 237/2 Pascal was the vivi-

sector rather than the anatomist. 1899 Beatrice Hakraden
Foxvler 115 He had plunged deep into inquiry, and was in

fact a theological and historical vivisector.

II Vivres (vrvaiz). [F. vivres : see Vivers.]
Victuals, provisions.

a 1650 in Grose Milit. Antiq. (1788)11. 222 There are yet
..two quarters more; the one of noblemen strangers, and
the other the magazines of the vivres. Ibid., The general
of the vivres. 1800 A. Carlvle Autobiog. (i860) 160 The
marketplace [of Yarmouth), .is very spacrous, and remark-
ably well provided with every kind of vivres for the pot and
the spit. 1819 Blackw. Mag. VI. 279 So much for demand
and supply of vivres, and good substantial vivres too. 185a

Jerdan Autobiog. II. 142 He got into some debt for the
vivres and tipple.

tVivry, a. Her. Obs. In 6-7 viurie. [ad.

F. vivre, i. vivre serpent.] Serpentine, tortuous.

1571 Bossewell Armorie 11. 34 The seconde beareth

Vert, a Bende Viurie, Dargent. i6ixCotgr. s.v. Vivre, A
bend Viurie.

Vix, abbrev. form ofViXEN.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 23 Mr. Russell killed a fat

unfortunate soil-running vix.

Vix, ME. variant of wex Wax v.

Vixen (vi-ks'n), sb. and a. Forms : 5-8 fixen

(5 fliene), 6- vixen (7 vixinge, 8 vixin), 7-8

vixou. [repr. OE. yyxm («MHG. vufttimm,

Q.fiUhsin), fem. of/ox Fox. Cf. QE.fyxen adj.

1 of a fox ' ( = OHG. fu/isfn, MHG. viihstn). The
word is one of the few in which the southern v for

f has definitely established itself]

1. The female of the fox ; a she-fox.

c 1410 Master ofGame(MS. Digby 182) vii, pe fixene [v.r.

fixen] of be foxe bereth as longe, as be bicche of be wolfe

bereth hir whelpes. 1605 Verstkgan Dec. Intell. x. {1628)

334 Fixen.. is the name of a she-fox otherwise and more
anciently foxin. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vixen or Fixen,
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a Fox's Cub. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) II. 270 The
vixen's just now earthed, see here's the Hole. 1796 Grose's
Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Vixen,.. a she fox, who, when she
has cubs, is remarkably tierce. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXII.
23, I must confess, I felt rather spoony upon that vixen. 1867
Tkoi.loi'E Chron. Barset I. xxxiii. 286 A vixen was trapped
just across the field yonder. 1880 Times 2 Nov. 4/5 They
are familiar as the craftiest old vixen with the country they
have been born and bred in.

fig. 1705 Wycherlky in Pope's Lett. (1735) I. 22 You may
see a Pack of Spaniels, called Lovers, in hot Pursuit of a
two-legg'd Vixen.

2. An ill-tempered quarrelsome woman ; a shrew,

a termagant.
1575 Gamut. Gurton in. ii. That false fixen . . that counts

her selfe so honest. 1590 Shaks. Mills. N. 111. n. 324 O
when she's angry, she is keene and shrewd, She was a vixen
when she went to schoole. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii.

v. ii. 636 She is a foole, a nasty qutane, a slut, a fixen, a
scolde. a 1644 Quari.es Virgin Widow v. i, She's a pestilent

vixen when she's angry, and as proud as Lucifer, a 1677
Harrow Serm. Prov. x. 18 YVks. 1687 I. 247 Those fitry

Vixons, who . .really do themselves embroil things, and raise

miserable combustions in the world. 1721 Amherst Terrae
Fil. No. 8 (1726) 36 Since they [Oxford and Cambridge]
have come to woman's estate they have been a couple of
the arrantest vixons. 1787 Minor 68 Perverseness hurried
him to marrya young vixin. 1801 Mar. Eugeworth Con-
trast (1832) 108 Mrs. Betterworih was a vain, foolish vixen.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 565 ' That may be very
honourable in you ', answered the pertinacious vixen, ' but
it will be very poor comfort to the Princess.* 1879 ' E.
Garrett' House by Works II. 160 His unhappy secret
marriage with the foreign vixen.
trans/. 1861-2 G. H.X in Vac. Tour. (1864) 136 There

are the sixteen of them [sc. hinds], .quarrelling and fighting,
rising perfectly upright on their hind legs, ..and striking
at each other with their sharp fore hoofs. What vixens !

fb. In the phrase to play the vixen. Obs.
1596 Nashe Saffron Waldcn Wks. (Grosart) III. 164 A

Gentlewoman ; who, howsoeuer shee scolds and playes the
vixen neuer so, wilbe borne with. 1597 Lvly Worn, in
Moon 1. i. (stage direction), She playes the vixen with eucry
thing about her.

f C. Applied to a child or a man. Obs. rare.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fixen, a froward, peevish

Child. 1702 S. Parker tr. Cicero's De Finibns n. 151 He's
the veriest Vixin of a Stoick. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat.
i. 95 Well, if that Child was mine, I'd whip it till the Blood
came ; Peace, you little Vixen !

3. attrib. (passing into adj.). a. Appositive
v/ith fox, = sense 1.

C1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) vii, The fixene
fox whelpeth vnder be erthe. 1843 Youatt Dog iv. 102
The mouth of the earth in which a vixen fox—a fox with her
young ones—has taken up her abode. 1883 E. Pennell*
Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 274 A little vixen fox jump-
ing out among listless idlers of the pack.

b. Appositive, of persons, = Vixenish a. 1.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. fret. (Ir. Archaol. Soc.) III. 80 O
shame of soe greate a peere, imitatinge herin the vixinge
calleaghs. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain i, The fury which
the old vixen queen displayed.

O. Oflooks, actions, etc., = Vixenish a. 2.

1700 Congreve Way 0/ World iv. 54 Pshaw, what a
Vixon trick is this? 1816 Scott Antiq. xxii, Disturbing us
with his vixen brawls, and breaking God's peace and the
king's. 1820 Keats Cap <y Bells lxxix, She. .Castled her
King with such a vixen look, It bodes ill to his Majesty.
1850 E. Bronte Wuthering Heights x, Begone, for God's
sake, and hide your vixen face !

4. Comb. , as vixen-faced', -visaged.
1836 Boston Herald 20 Dec. 16 A Mrs, Vaughton was

summoned by a vixen-visaged girl, named Susan Jones,
1840 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. Black Mousqnetaire,
Nervous folks still, when they come in their way, shun Old
vixen-faced tramps of the Hebrew persuasion.

Vixenish, (vi-ks'nij), a. [f. prec. + -ish L]
1, Resembling a vixen in disposition

; cross, ill-

tempered, snappish.
1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 109 My friend

Daphne, the vixenish pug. 1841 Lever C. O'Malley Ixvii,

Others are married and have vixenish wives. 1880 Miss
Braddon Just as I am xlv, He could hardly endure exist-
ence in the house that held his vixenish sisters.

Comb. 1837 Dickens Pickw, xlvi, Two small vixenish
looking ladies.

2. Characteristic of, appropriate to, a vixen.
1838 Dickens O. Twist iv, A short, thin, squeezed-up

woman, with a vixenish countenance. 1865 Dublin Univ.
Mag. I.261 She. .rang the bell with vixenish violence. 1889
Sat. Rev. 23 Feb. 20S/2 The trashy verbiage, the vixenish
tattle,, .to which they are treated.

Hence Vixenishness.
1820 Examiner No. 651. 633/1 Madge is too apt to think

thatvixenishnessand virtue go together. 1865 Mhs. Whitney
Guyworthys I. 117 She would never sharpen or narrow to
vixenishness.

Vi xenishly, adv. [f. prec. + -fit 2
.] In a

vixenish or ill-tempered manner.
1845 Bacheloro/AlbanybZtf) 174 ' Barker of the Albany !

. .is he the man? ' cried the termagant Mrs. Harry, vixen-
ishly and exultingly. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com. xviii,

Her mother treated her vixenishly, snubbing her for a word.
1891 Baring-Gould In Troubadour- Land ii. 28 [He] en-
deavoured to get hold of her hand. She snatched it away
vixeni-ihly.

Vixenly (vrks'nli), adj. and adv. Also 7
vixonely. [f. as prec. +- -ly.] a. adj Resem-
bling a vixen in disposition, b. adv. Crossly,
ill-naturedly.

a 1677 Barrow Pope's Suprem. Wks. 1687 I. 225 It was
onely, which in such a vixonely Pope was a great favour,
a forbearance to quarrel with him. 1850 Hawthorne
Scarlet L. Introd. (1852) 3 Nevertheless, vixenly as she

Vol. X.

looks, many people are seeking, at this very moment, to

shelter themselves under the wing of the federal eagle. 1895
Meredith Amazing Marriage xlv, Our female government
a^ks it vixenly of our impotent male.

II Viz., adv. and sb. Also6 vz., 7 viz*. [Abbrev.
of Videlicet. Cf. Vidz

v
t.

The = represents the ordinary med. L. symbol of contrac-
tion for ct or -et. For the various forms in which the abbre-
viation occurs in med.L. manusciipts, see Chassant Vict,
des Abrc'viations and Cappelli Dizionario di Abbrevla-
ture. In reading aloud usually rendered by 'namely '.]

A. adv. = Viijklickt adv.
a 1540 J. London in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 132

Thyder resortyd suche as..hadde any slotticbe wydowes
lockes, viz. here growen to gether in a tufte. 1596
Bi.agrave Uran. Astrolabe H 2 b, If the question. .be of
the night (vz. you shall finde it about 8i of clocke in the
morning) and vnto that houre (vz. 8$).. set the fiduciall line

of the Planetary scale. 164a Rogers Naavian 28 The
stupid King, .mistakes the letter, .and construes it to a
sinister sense viz. that a quarrel was pickt with him. 1645
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. 250 His MatJ"« had oppor-
tunity to effect his de-igne, viz 1

, the releife of Westchester.
a 1700 in Cat/i. Rec. Soc. Pnbt. (1911) IX. 335 In the time
of the first Lady-Abbesse of that house viz Dame Francis
Gawen. 1728 Swift Mullinix fy Tim. Wks. 1755 III. 11.

213 Observe my counsel, (viz.) Adapt your habit to your
phyz. 1788 Cowpkr Let. Laiiy Hesketh 6 May, The in-

genious contriver of it, viz. myself. 1841 Barham Ingol.
Leg.Ser. 11. Anto-da/e u,'l'he vestment aforesaid, perhaps,
from its hue, viz. yellow. 1861 Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2),

7 agst. Thebes 740 note, To fall, .on several dtvottd heads
successively, viz. Laius, Oedipus, and his sons. 1896
Baden-Powell Matabelc Campaign xi, Took with me
three of Plumer's men as escort, viz. Troopers Abrahamson,
White, and Parkin.

B. sb. = Videlicet sb. Also, a special clause

in a deed introduced by viz.

17. . Modem Reports VI. 22S viarg., If a bond bear date
at any place abroad, that place must be stated in the decla-
ration, with a viz. at such a place in England. 1797 Mrs.
M. Robinson Walsingham IV. 76 If I won't give you a
viz and a settl«ment. 1805 East Reports V. 253 The date
which gave rise to such repugnancy was laid under a viz.

f Viz., v. Obs.~ l [I*or vis, abbrev. of Visit v.

Cf. Vis v.] intr. To pay a visit.

1767 Gray Let. Mason Wks. (1884) III. 277 Tomorrow I

go Vizzing to Gibside to see the new married Countess.

tVizament, alteration of Advisement or

VlSEMENT.
1601 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 34 The Councell (Iooke you)

shall desire to heare the feare of Got, and not to heare a
Riot : take your viza-ments in that.

Vizar, obs. f. Visor sb. Vizaret, -iat, -it,

varr. Viziehate.

Vizard (vi'z&id), sb. and a. Now arch.

Forms: a. 6 vysard(e, visarde, viserde, 6-9
visard (S Sc. vissart). @. 6 vi-, vyzarde, 6-S
vyzard, 7-S vizzard, 6- vizard. [Altered form
of vysar, viser, vizar Yisoit by confusion of end-

ing : see -aud.]

1. A mask; = Visor sb. 2.

Very common fromc 1560 to c 1700. Also f case ofvizards.
a. 1558 in Feuillerat Revets Q. Eliz. (1908) 95, i dozen of

viserdes with shorte berdes. 1579 Lyly Euph ues (Arb.) 38
Not the carued visarde of a lewde woman, but the incar-

nate vysage of a lasciuious wantonne. 1600 Dkkker For.
tunatus Wks. 1873 I. 104 She [Vice] and others wearing
gilded visards, a 1668 Lassels Voy. Italy (169S) I. 93 In
Modena are made the best visards for masquerades. 1718
Free-thinker No. 80. 179 The Fairy applied an enchanted
Visard to her Face.

p. 1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 12 Warderobe
stuffe, vizardes, heare. 157a Ibid. 183 For ffoyle for vyzardes
& flawchins. 1588 Kyd Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 256 Arti-
ficial! Oyles, and dawbings .. for vizards, pageants, and
poppets. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, Gag him : And
put a case of vizards o're his head. 1655 Stanley Hist.
Phiios. in. (1687) 91/2 Some wild young Men,. lay in wait
for him, attired like furies, with vizards and torches. 169a
Washington tr. Milton's De/. Pop. M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 456
He complainsthat Executioners in Vizards (personatiCar-
uificesj cut off the King's Head. 1711 Stekle SPect. No. 32
P3 Wits were privileged to wear what Masks they pleased
in all Ages ; and . . a Vizard had been the constant Crown
of their Labours. 1760-71 H. Brooks Fool o/Qual. (1809)
III. 151 Let me see what you have got under that vizard of
jours. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxiv, A little diminutive urchin,
wearing a vizard with a couple of sprouting horns. 1851
Thackeray Eng. Hum. iii. (1858) 115 A gentleman on a
grey mare, with a black vizard on his face.

b. tratisf. or fig.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 83 The silent Virgin

. .modestly had made A visard of her hands. 163a Lithgow
Trav. in. 81 When the welkin had put aside the vizard of
the night, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 177 A Beard is

but the Vizard of a Face. 1682 Wheler yourn, Greece v.

356 It was hard to conjecture what their Natural Complexion
was, by reason of the thick Vizard of Paint they had on.
ftm Ramsay Vision ii, The Thunder crakt, and Flauchts
did rift, Frae the blak vissart of the lift. i8a7 Carlvle
Misc. Ess., Rickter (1840) I. 18 All Nature is gone forth
mumming in the strangest guises. Yet the anarchy is not
without its purpose : these vizards are not mere hollow masks.

T C. A mask as used to protect the face or eyes.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. 176 They vsed to wear a

vizard of defence, with one sight in the middle to seme
both eyes. 1669 Pepys Diary 25 June, I to my office,, to
write down my journal.. and did it, with the help of my
vizard, and tube fixed to it, and do find it mighty manage-
able, but how helpful to my eyes this trial will show me.

2. fig. or in fig. context. = Visor sb. 3.

Very common from c 1 560 to c 1 700. The various types of

context arc illustrated by the different groups of quotations.

I

(a) 1572 Tindale's Wks., Sacraments 442/1 The hypo-
crites that haue put a visard [ed. c issovisare] on the face

of the law. 1586 T. B. La Primaitd. Fr. Acad. 1. 66 Vice
putteth on a vizard, and goeth disguised and covered with
goodly shewes that belong onely to vertue. 1653 H. More
De/. Moral Cabbala iii. heading, That, .it is only the halt-
ing and hypocrisie of men that generally have put so soure
and sad a vizard upon it [i.e. Religion], a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) I. 71 For those. .Wore Vizards of H ypocrisy, to
steal And slink away, in Masqueiade, to Hell. 1833 G. S.
Fader Recapit. Apostasy p. x, Popery, whatever vizard the
theological Proteus may wear,.. is still.. a form of recapi-
tulated Roman apostasy.

lb) a 1555 Philpot in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App.
xlviii. 155 Put off your sbameles vyzards, O ye unbelevyng
Arrians. .1 1569 Kingesmyll Con/lid u: Satan (1578) 27
We will bring him to the tryall particularly that we may
plucke of his maskeand vysarde. 1629 H. Burton Truth's
'Triumph Pref., We haue assayed to pull off Romes vizard.

1654 Wmitlock Zootomia 03 What are they but the Sluui
of the people, take off their Visards, and underneath appeare
Wicked Jewes,..&c. i68a Sir '1'. Browne Chr. Mor. in.

§20 Men are glad to pull of their Vizards, and resume
themselves again.
u ) J579 Gosson Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 74 Trueth can neuer be

Falsehoods Visarde. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch. Mili-
tant 185 He took fine vizards to conceal his crimes. 1653
A. Wilson Jas. I 70 A sober and fair outside, the true
vizard of Hypocrisie. 1680 H. Moke Apodal. Apoc. ^^gTh.e
participation of the promised Spirit of Chi ist, without which
all Religion is but a mere Mask or dead Vizard. 1704 Swiet
T. Tub xi, He would make use of no other vizard than a
long prayer.

(«) 1589 R. Harvey /V. /V;r.(i£6o) 11 For all that fatherly
Countenance and graue vi/ard which sometimes thuu vsest

to plead the cause of thy Reformation vnder. 1607 R.
C[ARK\v]tr. Estienne's World 0/ Wonders 67 'i he impietie
that lay masked vnder this vi/ard. 1656 W. Howahd in
Clarendon Hist, Reb. xv. § 121 Having long since, by peep-
ing a little. .under the vizzard of the Impostor, got such
glimpses, though but imperfect ones, of bis ugly face 1678
Marveli. De/. J. Howe (Grosartj 141 To outlaw Mr. Howe
..from all Piote^tant protection, is to represent him under
a Popish Vizard.

(c) 1567 Jewel De/. Apol. 4 But who they be, that ..with
a painted Visarde, or emptie name of the Churche, haue
feared al the cattel of the helde, it is needelesse to speake it.

b. ^ Visoit sb. 3 b.

1562 Cooper Ansiv. Priv. Masse (1S50) 170 That by this

means your doctrine.. might have a face or vizard of anti-

quity. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 316 Those things
which put on a pretended shewe and visard of felicitie.

161a Woodall Surg. Mate Pref., Wks. (1653) 10 Whereby
every unworthy ignorant impostor (as under a vizzard of
hidden skill) made use of the art of Surgery. 1636 Flatly
Clavis Myst. xxiv. 314 Heresie and schism have the vizard,

but not the face of holine>se. 1684 J. Renwick in Biogr.
Preslyt. (1827) II. 263 Another Sort of Folk cover over their

Pride with a Vizard of Humility. 1725 Watts Logic Introd.

3 So Knavery puts on the Face 01 Justice, Hypocrisy and
Superstition wear the Vizard of Piety. 1743 E. Erskjne
Serm. Wks. (1871) III. 91 It has put on the name and vizard

of Presbyterian. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. w. v. (1906) III.

55 The Spaniards seemed to cast off even the vizard of
humanity.

T 3. In depreciatory use : A face or countenance
suggestive ol" a mask. Obs.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Atnitie (1879) 58 With hatefull

hawtie haunt not, For dainefull vizards daunt not. 1603
Breton Packet Mad Lett. Wks. (Grosart) II. 12 For my
Fan, it keepes me sometimes from the sight of such a vizard

as your good face, a 1625 Fletcher Custom a/Country 1.

i, This little beauty you are pleased to honour Will be so

chang'd, so alter'd to an ugiinesse To such a vizard, ten to

one, I dye too.

1 4. A phantarm or spectre. Obs.--1

a 1591 H. Smith Seven Godly Serm, x\. 229 If thou tbink-

est that it is such a mans bodie which thou seest, look in y^
graue.. and there thou shall see the body where it was laid,

euen while this visard walkes in thy sight.

+ 5. A person wearing a visor or mask; spec, a

woman of loose character wearing a mask in

public, a prostitute. Obs. (Cf. Vizard-mask 2.)

1652 H. Bkll Luther's Colloq. 283 For the wor!-' cannot
live without such vizards and shrove -tide- fools. 1660 Trial
Regie. 164 Afterwards 1 saw the Vizards going into a Cham-
ber there. 1676 Ethereixje Man 0/Mode 1. i, This busi-

ness of yours Dorimant has been With a Vizard at the

Play-house. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) II. 75 Or if you
find me with a vizard prattle Do you the same with any-

other man.

t 6. = Visor sb. i. Obs. rare.

1704 Swift Bait. Bks. Misc. (171 1) 252 The Stranger
desir'd a Parley; and lifting up the Vizard of his Helmet,

a Face., appeared [etc.]. 1768 Sterne Sent, yourn., Paris,

Helmets which had lost their vizards.

fb. Bot. (See qtiot.) Obs.— 1

c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3I III. 446/2 Galea-ringentis,

the vizard or upper lip of a ungent corolla.

7. altrib. and Comb., as vizard bead, -maker,

-making, -manufacture, -monger; vice; vizard-

faced, -/(AVadjs.

1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 218 The vyzard-

maker John Owgle forxiiii Beardes. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,

1. iv. 117 But that thy Face is Vizard-like, vnchanging,

Made impudent with vse of euill deedes. 1615 Brathwait
Strappado (1878) 4 Bacchus cares not for outward signes a

rush, Good wine needs not the hanging of a bush. Dost

not thou vizzard.fac't ingratefull Elfe? 1650 B. Discolli-

minium 47 My Recreations (are).. Metamorphosing and

Vizard-making. 1678 Butler Hud. m. 1. 1012 Strive who
shall be.. the most genteelly bred At sucking of a Vizard

Bead. 168a Sir T. Brownb Chr. Mor. n. % 7 I he old

Philosophers and great pretenders unto Virtue, who well

declining the gaping Vices of Intemperance, [etc.]..were

envious, malicious, contemners,, .and stufft with Vizard

Vices 1684 Otway Atheist v. i, A Way to revenge my self
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VIZARD.

on that Vizard-monger. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860)

II. 1 16 [Loyola's] order, .claimed and merited the monopoly
of the vizard manufacture.

Vizard, obs. or dial, form of Wizard.
Vizard, v. Now rare. Also 7 visard, [f.

the sb.]

+ 1. trans. To conceal or disguise (something)
under a false outward show or appearance ; to

represent falsely or speciously. Obs,
1628 Prvnne Brie/Survay 48 Their dangerous and infec-

tious plague-soares, which are onely vizarded and palliated,

not clothed nor warmed with the sacred Robes. 1631
Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 51 Cloakes to hide their

knauery, and beards to visard their hypocrisie. 1660 Shirley
Andromana iv. vii, Plangus who hath vizarded his ends
With vertue.

2. To cover or disguise (the face, etc.) with or as

with a vizard or visor ; to mask.
c 1609 Wf.hstkk Appius <$• Virginia v. iii, See these

Monsters whose fronts the fair Virginias innocent blood
hath visarded with such black ueiiness, that they are loath-

some to all good mens souls. 1662 Hibkf.rt Body Divinity
1. 279 Jobs comforters. . vizarding themselves under the cloke
of amity. <e 1660 II. Foulis Hist. Bom. Treasons (1681) 255
They vizarded their members and meetings. 1872 Clark
Russell Bepr. Actors (Chandos) p. xiii, Women mockingly
vizarded themselves to conceal the only blushes their cheeks
could exhibit— that of the paint-pot.

Hence Vi'zarding" vbl. sb., the action of disguis-

ing with or as with a vizard ; also concr., that

which serves as a vizard or disguise.

1609 F.v. Woman in Hum. v. i. in liullen O. PI. IV, Now
for the cunning vizarding of them and tts done. 1694
Crowne Married Bean 1. i, I'm angry with 'era for their

vizarding. 1861 J. Murray Songs Covenant Times 77
Skulking from cot to cot, from cave to cave, ..In quaint
disguise and vizarding uncouth They shunned pursuit.

Vizarded,///. a. [f. Vizard #.]

1. Disguised with a vizard ; wearing a vizard

;

vUored, masked. Used (a) predicatively or (b)

attributively. Also_/%".

(a) 1593 Nashe Christ's T, 71 b, Your mornelike christall

countenances shall be netted ouer, and (Masker-like)cawle-
visarded, with crawling venomous wormes. 1598MARSTON
Sco. Villan'tc 11. vii. (1599) 207 She is so vizarded,. . I cannot
sc. her face. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr, 1. iii. 83 Degree being
vizarded, Th'vnworth'iest shewes as fairely in the Maske.
1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Lcnu C. Wars vu. 64 These
two prostrated Figures, .were armed with Petitions, ..their

faces Vizarded; their liares and Necks hung with little

dishes [etc.]. 1756 Mrs. F. Brooke Old Maid No. 29. 243
The obsequious lover approaches in a mask: to say the
truth, the lady is generally as well vizarded as he can be.

(/>) a 1637 B. Jonson Lew Bestored Wks. iRtldg.) 58S/1
Masq. Have you recovered your voice to rail at me? Ptu.
No, vizarded impudence. 1658 W. Sanderson Life K,
Charles 1138 He. .humbly bowed down his generous neck
to God, to be cut off by the vizarded Executioner. 1691 tr.

Kmilianne's Frauds Romish Monks 400 Many Vizarded
Lackeys came forth with Flambeaus to Light them in. 1713
tr. C'tess D'Anois' Wks. 410 Four vizarded Ruffians.

2. fig.
Assumed, pretended.

1663 J. H. Hist. O. Cromwell %\. 16 Oliver. .,in a passion,

and transported beyond his vizarded sanctity, with an oath
..dissolved them, a i638 G. Stradung Serm. <y Disc.

(1692) 350 Bodily worship, .which usually concluded like

the Turkish Lents after the vizarded austerity of a few
spare hours in nightly Bacchanals.

Vi zardless, a. rare. [f. Vizard sb."\ Having
no vizard ; vtsorless.

1674 C. F. Wit at Venture 76 Like aVizardless Miss that
peeps under her hood.

Vizard-mask. Now arch, [f. Vizard sb,

Cf. visor-mask Visor sb. 6 b.]

1. A mask worn to conceal or disguise the face
;

a domino ; — Vizard i.

1667 Drvden & Dk. Newcastle Sir Martin Mar-all v.

iii, Fetch me down two Indian-gowns and Vizard-masks.
1668 R. Holme Armoury in. 13/1 The Visard Mask..
covers the whole face, ..being only held in the Teeth by
means of around head. 1693 Wood .£{/i;(O.H.S.) III. 4381

3 hackney coaches rob'd atWheatley bridge by 4 Oxford
scholars (as 'tis said) with vizard maskes. 1704 Bond. Gaz.
No. 3985/1 That no Woman be allowed . . to wear a Vizard-

Mask in either of the Theatres. 1760 Ann. Reg., Chron.

73/2 A man habited like a sailor with a vizard mask on.

2. A woman who wears such a mask ; a prosti-

tute. (Cf. Vizard sb. 5.)
1670 Drvden 2nd Ft. Cong. Granada Prol. 25 As those

Vizard Masks maintain that Fashion, To soothe and tickle

sweet Imagination. 167a Wychekley Love in Woodv.ii,
There are as grave men as your worship . . that adjourn
their cares and businesses, to come and unbend themselves at

night here with a little vizard-mask, 1710 Steele Tatler
No. 193 T 3 His dexterous Insinuations, which prevailed

upon a few deluded Women, especially the Vizard Masks,
to believe that the Stage was in danger. 1740 Cihber Apol.

(1756) II. 143 The play-houses are so extremely pestered

with Vizard-masks and their trade. [1823 Scott Feveril
xxviii, Billets-doux, my lord... This left at the porter's-

lodge by a vizard mask.]

Vizariat, -it, varr. Vizierate. Viz-a-viz,
obs. f. Vis-a-vis. Vizcaeha, var. Viscacha.
Vize, dial. var. Vice *M Vizeroye, obs. f.

Vicekoy. Vizet, obs. f. Visit sb.

Vizier (vizl»\i, vi'zyai, vrzisi). Forms: a. 6

(//.) vesiri, 7 vesir, 7-9 vezir; 6-8 visir (8

wizir), 6-9 vizir; 9 vizeer. £. 6 vizeare, 7

-ear, viseire, -ere, visciere, vizeere, 7~9
visier (7 visiar), 7- vizier. 7. 7 viser, vizer,

274

viaur. [ad. Turk, vezir
t

a. Arabic »j:»

•wazir, wezir, orig. a porter, hence one who bears

the burden of government, a minister or lieutenant

of a king, f. wazara to carry, carry on. Cf. F.
visir, vizir, Sp. visir, Pg. visir, vizir, It. visire.

See also Alguazil.]

1. In the Turkish empire, Persia, or other Mo-
hammedan country : A high state official or

minister, freq. one invested with vice-regal autho-

rity ; a governor or viceroy of a province ; now
esp. the chief minister of the sovereign (see 2).

a. 156* J. Shute tr. Camhinis Turk. Wars 11. 13 b, The
Turcke called vnto him all his consellours called in theTurck-
ishe tonge Vesiri, &alllns Uassas. X614SELDEN Titles Honor
377 The Vezirsare Counsellors of State. 166a J. Uavies tr.

Mandelshi's Trav. 12 The Governour of the City hath the

quality of Sulthan, and hath under him, not a Calenter, but

a Visir or Secretary. 1662— ir. Olcarius' Voy. Ambass. 371
The conversation hehad with a Persian Visir. 1728 Morgan
Algiers I. vi. 170 Abou Yezid, his ambitious and too power-
ful Wizir, or Prime Minister, revolted. 1753 HANWAV Trav.
in. xxxii. (1762) I. 145 He immediately ordered his vizir to

take me up behind him. 1763 Scrafton Indostan (1770) 47
The march of Moniur Ally Caun, Visir of the empire, into

the province of Hahar. 1815 Eu'Hinsione Acc. Caubul
(1842) II. 251 This rule was departed from by Shauh
Zemaun, who made a Suddozye vizeer. 1841 — Hist. Ind.

II. g His vizir. .had been long in one of the highest em-
ployments under the calif. 1909 Athenaeum 4 Sept. 262/3
It was. .the rivalry of jealous vezirs that invited the inter-

ference of Nur-ad-din.

£i V- 1599. I6° I I see b. below}. 1613 Sir A. Sherley
Trav. Persia 47 The place of the Viseire comprehending
in it, the office of Chancellor, and high Treasurer, c 1618

Moryson Itin, iv. (1903) 21 The Visers or Viceroyes re-

siding in Constantinople being 4. of old, were 7 at this

tyme. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 28 Nassuf Bashaw,
tiie Visier and Generall to Sultan Schmat. 1696 tr. Du
Mont's Voy. Levant xiv. 177 The seven Visiers of the

Bench brought up the Rear of this Magnifient Troop. 1707
Bond. Gaz. No. 4363/1 The Janisaries have depos'd the

Grand Seignior, and set his Nephew upon the Throne, who
..is to act under the Direction of Four Visiers during his

Minority. 1722 Ibid. No. 6023/1 The Venetian Bailo has

not yet been with the Vizier. 1786 Blrke Art. agst. IV.

Hastings Wks. XI. 371 A certain prince called Sujah til

Dowla, Nabob of Oude, and Vizier of the empire. 1819

T. Hoi'E Anastasitis I. Notes 331 All Pashas, before whom
are carried the three horse-tails, have the title of Visier.

1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr. Banke's Hist. Servia 369 In a great

council of Viziers and Ulemas assembled at the house of

Scheik-ul-Islam. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 268/1 The
office of vizier, which spread from the Arabs to the Persians,

Turks, Mongols, and other Oriental peoples, arose under
the first Abbasid caliphs.

trans/. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair li, His Lordship's

vizier and chief confidential servant.. Mr. Wenham.

fb. With the title bashaw added or prefixed.

(See quot. 1819m above). Obs.

1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 60 Our
imbassader Delivered a presente to the Vizeare Basha at

his house. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commw. (1603) 57
When the counsell hath sitten seauen or eight houre*, the

Bassa visur maketh true relation to the Prince, of all that

hath bene handled. 1648 W. L. Netves fr. Tnrkie 25 A
translate of the Imperiall Commandeme nt, directed to the

Vizeere- Bassa of Egypt.

c. transf. One holding a position analogous to

that of a Mohammedan vizier; a vicegerent,

viceroy, or chief minister.

1709 Swift Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. 1^113 The arbi-

trary will of an unlimited monarch, or his vizier. 1820

Shelley (Ed. Tyr. 11. ii. 8 Emperors, kings, and priests and
lords, Who rule by viziers, sceptres, bank-notes, words. 1869
Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 211 Perdiccas' own office [m Mace-
donia] was that of vizier or prime minister.

2. Grand (also formerly chief, great, head, or

prime) vizier, the chief minister or administrator

of a Mohammedan ruler, esp. of the Sultan of

Turkey.
{a) 1597 Wrag in Hakluyt Voy. (1^99) II. 1. 304 At the

departure of Sinan Bassa the chiefe Vizir .. there was
another Bassa appointed in his place. Ibid. 305 This re-

conciliation with the great Vizir thus made [etc.]. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. 44 Aladin. .dying, Sahib the head Vezir

vsurped the soueraigntie. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia

16 The High Dignity of Prime Vizier. 1825 Arab. Nts. II.

240 The King was at that time in discourse with his prime
vizier.

(b) 164a Howell For. Trav. (Arb,) 85 Neither the Gran
Visiar, or the Emperour Himselfe will question his [i.e. the

Mufti's] sentence. 0645— Lett. (1650) I. 70 By theadvke
of his grand Visier. .he intended to erect a new Soldiery in

Asia about Damasco. 1687 A. LovEi.Ltr. Thevenot's Trav.
1. 03 He hath his chief Minister, who is the Grand Visier ;

for he hath commonly seven Visiers, whereof the first hath
all the Authority and does all. 1756-7 tr. B'eysler's Trav.
(1760) IV. 311 When the grand vizir takes the field, the

mufti generally makes him such a valuable present. 180a

James Milit. Diet. s.v., The Grand Vizir possesses great

Eowers, especially with regard to military affairs, 1848 W.
[. Kki.lv tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. 1 1. 205 To save Syria,

perhaps Constantinople, Mahmoud turns to his grand vizier,

Reschid Mehemet. 1881 Trotter Visit Crt. Marocco xiii.

191 The Grand Vizier, . . together with his colleagues, looked
as black as thunder. 1897 Whitaker's Aim. 561/1 Morocco,
Empire of. Sultan.., Grand Vizier .. Minister of For.

Affairs.

b. trans/.

185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. III. i3They would rather

..be subject to an usurper like Oliver, ..than to a legitimate

King who referred them to a Grand Vizier.

3. attrib. and Comb., as vizier-craft, -slave.

VIZY.

1833 Edin. Bev. LVII, 141 Into whatever untried vanities
of being Faust and his Vizier-slave may pass. 1880 Mere-
dith Tragic Com. vii, He is for kingcraft to match his
viziercraft.

Vizieral (vizla-ral), a, [f. prec. + -al.] =
Vizierial.
1870 R. Anderson Miss, Amer, Board III. xxi. 373 The

American Ambassador also procured a strong vizieral letter

to the Pasha in the Tripoli district. 1901 Daily Chron,
11 Nov. 5/4 That is why he held the Grand Vizieral office
longer than any of his predecessors.

Vizierate (vizls-r/t). Forms: a. 7, 9 visi-

rate, 8-9 vizirate, 9 vizierate. 0, 8 vizariat,

8-9 vizarit. 7. 8 vizirat, 9 vizierat. [ad.

Arab. s.lj» wizdrat, -et, f. wezir, etc. Vizier
;

or refashioned on Vizier + -ate 3. Cf. F. vizirat,

viziriat.]

1. The dignity, position, or authority of a vizier

or grand vizier ; also, the period during which a
particular vizier held office.

a, 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1. 80 Zornesan
Mustaplia..who had been made Caymacam before the
Visirate of Chiaoux liasha. 1732 Hist. Litteraria III. 10
What an ardent and restless desire Asado'ddin had con-
ceived for the Vizirate of Egypt. 1820 T. Hope Anastasius
(ed. 2) III. 145 This man. .had served the Capitan-Pasha
during his short Visirate. i88z Daily 'Tel. 4 May, The
change in the Vizierate is supposed to indicate an early
settlement of the war indemnity question with Russia. 1895
Times 9 Nov. 5/1 Kiamil Pasha was dismissed from the
Grand Vizierate last night.

$. 1768 Dow Hist. Hindostan II. 11. Decline 52 Ahmed
Shaw, .degraded Seifdar Jung from the vizarit. 1787 Rkck-
fokd Italy (1834) II. 44 During the grand vizariat of Pom-
bal. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 111. ii. 503 In the reign
of Musaood he was raised to the dignity of lord of requests;

and in that of Mahmood obtained the vizarit.

y. 1815 J. C. Hohhouse Substance Lett. (1816) I. 347 It is

. .clear that for some years the power of the crown, or the
vizierat (it is the same), has been increasing. 1864 Spectator
24 Dec. 1464/1 They will rather.. fling up a vizierat, as
Ouseley did, because the King asked him to impede a
Uriiish design.
trans/. 1795 W. Taylor in Monthly Bev. XVI. 539 France

has had four religions in four years : catholic at the opening
oft he States General j. .deistical in the vizirat of Robespierre.

2. A province or district governed by a Turkish

vizier.

1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia v. 189 When the Vizie-

rate of Uosnia stretched itself over Slavonia to the Drave.
Ibid. viii. 346 The Vizierate of Herzegovina.

3. The department, establishment, or political

residence of a (grand) vizier.

1908 Times 15 Sept. 3/6 A communication from the Grand
Vizierate followed the Bulgarian's receipt.

Viziere SS. rare~ x
, [f.ViziER.] A female vizier.

1884 J. Payne Bk. of loot Nights VIII. 340 The queen
entreated Abdallah's wife with honour. .and made her her

vizieress.

Vizierial (vizl^'rial). Alsovizirial,vizerial.

[f. Vizier + -ial. Cf. F. vizirial and Vizieral a.]

1. Of a letter or rescript : Issued by or under the

authority of a vizier or grand vizier.

a. 1849 Layakd Nineveh I. v. 130,1 received the vizirial

letter procured by Sir Stratford Canning, authorising the

continuation of the excavations. 1883 Times 21 Aug. 3/5

The question will now be arrangtd on the basis of the Im-
perial firman to the exclusion of the Vizerial letters.

p. 1870 C. Warren Becov. Jems. i. (1871) 50 In July
another vizierial letter was received, hut it only enforced the

former one. 1876 R. F. Burton in Lady Burton Li/e

(1893) II. 518 In June 1869 vizierial letters were addressed
especially to the Hejaz.

2. Of or pertaining to a vizier.

1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia f. 1E9 Omer Pasha in

1850.. transferred the Vizierial residence once more to the

Seiai. Ibid. viii. 347 The Vizierial palace of Moskar.

Viziersfcip (vizi»*jjip). Also 8 visier-, 9
vizirship. p. Vizieh + -ship.]

1. The office or function of a vizier; rule or

government as a grand vizier. Also transf Cf.

Vizieriate 1.

1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) H. 344 [There are] per-

haps others in other courts, that ainie at a Viziership in

Christendome to the height of that in Turky. 1719 Bover,
Visirat, (Office de Visir), Visiershjp. 1824 New Monthly
Mag. X. 523 The viziership of the Prince of Peace. 1840

Ibid. LVII I. 183 It is our gracious intention to promote you

to the viziership. 1878 Seei.ev Stein II. 456 Unnecessary

odium falls upon him, and his power gets the appearance

of a Vizirship.

2. = Vizierate 2. rare~x
.

1715 J. Stevens Hist. Persia 163 Dividing them \sc. his

dominions] all into four Wazir, or Vizierships, that is,

Governments.
Viznomy, variant of Visnomy.

Vizor, Vizour : see Visor sb. and v.

t Vizrey. Obs. rare. In 6 viz ree, vizrea.

[ad. Pg. vicerei (also arch, visorei), Sp. visorey

{virey) : see Viceroy.] A viceroy.

158310 Purchas Pilgrims (1625) II. 1644 To bee at the

will and pleasure of the Vizrea. 1588 R. Pakke tr. Men-

doza's Hist. China 1. vii. 13 Some doo esteeme ttiose cities

to be metropolitans, where as is resident, the gouernors,

presidents, or viz Rees.

Vizroy, Vizt., obs. forms of Viceroy, Viz.

Vizy (vi'zi), sb. Sc. Also 8-9 vizzy, 9 vizzie,

vizzey, vissie, visie, visey, etc. [f. the vb,,

or ad. F. visie (OF. visee), look, sight, aim, etc.]



VIZY. 275 VOCABULARY.
1. An aim at an object which it is desired to hit

;

esp. in the phr. to take a vizy (cf. F. prendre visie).

X710 Ramsay Marr. Earl Weymss vi, The Thane of Fife,

wha lately wT his flane, And vizy lee], made the blyth bowi
hisain. 1808 J. Mayne Siller Gun IV. xlviii, Roused at

the thought, [hej charged his fuzee, Took but ae vizzy wi"

his e'e— l'he bullet flies Clean through the target to a tee.

x8aa Galt Steam-boat vii, Logan took a vizy, and fired.

1884 Pae Eustace 143 The gun was run into the desired
position, the sailor called it a ' vizzey ',

b. The sight of a gnu.
i8a8 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 28S/2 Thus too, the vizy(A nglice

sight) generally inclined unduly to one side or the other.

2. A look or view ; a sight of something ; a
glimpse.

1785 Mackenzie Lounger No. 6 P2 He tried to see the
stage, and got a flying vizzy now and then. 1818 Scott
Br. Lamm, xvi, But ye had best take a visieof him through
the wicket before opening the gate. 1834 1 ait's Mag. I.

429/1 It unfortunately never was his forte to take a steady
fixed vizzy of any one thing.

Hence Vi zyless, a.

1828 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 300/1 Oh ! that our passion
could restore thee [i.e. Mons Meg], butless, lockless, vizy-
less, .though thou be'st, to the light of day.

Vizy (vi'zi), v. Sc. Forms : a. 5-6 vesy,
wesy, 6 wese, wessie, vese, vesie. &, 5-6, 8

visy, ,swysy, 6 wis(s)y, -ie, vi»(e)e, visye,6-7
visie, 6, 9 vissie, 8 vizzey, 8-9 vizzy, 8- vizy.

[ad. ONF. viseer (Wace) :—L. visitdre Visit v.]

T 1. trans. To go to see ; to pay a visit or visits

to ; to visit. Obs. a. a person.
Freq. in the 16th c.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. {John) 631 He vent to vesy be
kinge, & tel hym of his travalinge. c 1425 Wyntoun Ov«.
v. 3899 Scho oyssit to wesy bodely Al pur folk bat was nere
by. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 28, I confess me, Lord !

that I.. To hungre nieit, nor drynk to thn'sty gaif. Nor
veseit the seik. 1550 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. XVI II. 502
note, Ane sair leg, quharthrouch I mycht nocht cum west
tyll wisy be and uthir freyndis. 1583 in Wodro~<vSoc.Misc.
(1844) 460 He was..maist wiland to wissie the puirest crea-
tour, being aduertisit or requyreit thairunto, in the verray
nicht seson. 1600 Hamilton in Cat/i. Tractates (S.T.S.)

231 Elizabeth.. sayd, ..how is this commit to me, that the
Mother of my lord suldcome to visie me.

b. a place.

X535 Lyndksay Salyre 504, I mak ane vow, ..Richt reue-
rentfic thy Tempill to visie. 1549 Compt. Scot. Prol. 13
Thir tua princis vsit oft tovisye the feildis to tak theneciea-
lione. Ibid. vi. 38 Quhen titan vas visiand antepodos.

2. To look at closely or attentively; to regard,

see, view.
<i47° Henry Wallace III 103 The worthi Scotris. .Send

twa skowrrouris to wesy weyll the playne. c 1470 Gotagros

*r Gaw. 243 The king stude vesiand the wall, a 1500
Berttara'us dc cura reifam. (E.E.T.S.) 212 Haffand a gret
delyte For to wesy .. oculatonris or trumpouris. 1533
buODDI Lt'vjf iv. xv. (S.T.S.) 100 Frequent nowmer of
pepill bat come to vesy bir playis. a 1568 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) xxvii. 33 Quhen scho growis heich, I draw on
dreich, To vesy and behald the end. 1724 Ramsay Vision
vii, I vizyt him then round about. 1715 — Gentle Sheph.
111. ii. Prol-, 'Tis Symon's house, please to step in, And visy
't round and round. 1790 Shikrkfs Poems 256 When first

your Castles I did vizzey. 1867 J. Grant White Cockade
I. 60 An eye was seen to vizzy them carefully.

f b. To examine, inspect, survey, or view form-
ally or officially. Obs.

1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 321 To pas to Borth-
uik..to vesy tymmyre for gun paraling. 1512 Ibid. IV.
459 To xxxvj marynaris for ij dais quhen the Franchmen
passit to vesy the schippis. 1561 Exch. Rolls Scotl. XIX.
265 note, Thir our lettres being anis producit thairin and
vesyt be the lordis auditouris therof. 1597 Skene Acts 0/
Partt. Table s.v. /'renters, Prenters suld not prent ony
buikes, or vther thing, hot that quhtlk is visied and tryed,
havand the Kingis licence.

fc. With clause as object, or with to and inf. Obs.
c ?375 St, Leg. Saints x\. (Ninian) 559 $et wald he [i.e.

a bishop] mekly on fete ga..to visy in quhat wyse be kirk-
men did bar seruice. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I.

380 To the man that 5eid to vesy to M gif he could wyn
sclait, iji vnicornis. 1535 Sjkwaut Crou. Scot. (Rolls) III.

431 The erle of Marche. .and mony lordis mo, Come to his
tent to visie how he did. 1556 Peebles Burgh Rcc. (1872)
235 The tbesaurare to vesy gif ony timber be to by to male
port is of.

d. To vise*, rare—*.
1857 J. Grant While Cockade I. 54 Letters. .signed and

vizzied by the conservator of Scottish privileges at Campvere,
and the British ambassador.

+ 3. a. To afflict or visit (a person) with sickness
or harm. Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 381 His fadyr..wes wesyed

with seknes. a 1500 Colkelbie Sowm Throuch the will of
God, so as it was, Thay war weseit with suddane soir seik-
ness. 1549 Compt. Scot. ii. 24, I sal viseeyou vitht dreddour,
vitht fyir, ande vitht sudlieg (sic).

f b. To punish (a sin or wrong). Obs.
155a Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 58, I will visie and

punis the synnis quhilk the fatheris dois..on thair sonnis.
1562 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) i. 151 To wisy all bir wrangus
workis..God gife be grace.

4. inlr. (or absol.). To look or gaze.
1513 Douglas /Eneidxw. ix. 113 And weseand all about,

I se at last This navy of ^ouris drawand hiddir fast. 1536
Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xliv, And sine thay luke
and vi-^ies throwe the cleir and purify it watter, quhill thay
sc the mussilis. 1899 in Eng. Dial. Diet. (Shetland dial.).

5. To take aim with a gun, etc. ; to aim at.

1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 75 Hc.cuttit ane small
hole in the tarlies, quhairby he might vissie with his hag-

bute. 1818 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck viii, They'll maybe
hae been trying how weel they could vizy at the wild ducks.

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 457 Some raw hands,
when vizzying first at the nail in the bull's eye of the target

with loaded ball [etc.].

Hence Vi'zying, vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1552 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. X. 148 The lairdis of
Corswell, Auchyngassill, Cowhill, commissioneris for vese-

ins of the futemen to be rasit withtin the Sherefdomes
quhair thai dwell. 1825 R. Chambehs Trad. Edinb. I. 236
Sometimes the rod was simply stretched across the vizzying
hole, a convenient aperture through which the porter could
take cognizance of the person applying.

Vijt^e, ME. variants of Fight sb. and v.

Vizzard, -or, obs. forms of Vizard, Visor sb,

V1-, southern ME. and dial. var. of Fl-; occas.

ME. and older Sc. spelling for Ul-.

Vlach. (vlaek). Also 9 Vlache. fa. Bulg. and
Serb. Vlach\ = OSlav. Vlachii Roumanian, Italian,

Czech. Vlach Italian, Pol. Wloch Italian, Woloch
Walachian, Ross. VolocfC Walachian, Italian

;

these terms are Slavonic adoptions of the Ger-
manic Walk (OHG. Walk, IValah, MHG.
Walch ; AS. YVeaUi) foreigner, applied especially

to Celts and Latins. See Walach and Welsh a.]

A member of the Latin-speaking race occupying
portions of south-eastern Europe; a Walachian or

Roumanian.
184 1 Penny Cycl. XXII. 246/2 The Vlaches, or Walla-

chians, only live in the most south-western angle of the

empire (of Russia). 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 16/1 They
call themselves ' Romani ' or ' Kumeni ', but by their neigh-

bours., they are universally known by one or other form of
the word ' Vlach '. 1901 Speaker 21 Sept. 683/2 The alli-

ance., would array the scattered Vlachs of Macedonia once
more on the Greek side.

attrib. 1866 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 16/1 This Vlach or

Rouman race occupies a far wider area than that included
in the present Roumanian kingdom. 1905 Speaker 23 Sept.

580/1 The Greek bands.. fell to murdering the leaders of

the Vlach movement.
Hence Vlachian (vl<?'*kian), a.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 19/1 The officials bearing for the

most part Slavonic titles derived from the practice of the

Bulgaro-Vlachian czardom. 1909 Q, Rev. April 681 Not
the least interesting constituent of this chaotic population is

the Vlachian.

Vlai, var. Vlei. Vlanck, var. Wlonk a. Obs.

Vlanker, var. Flanker (spark of fire), dial.

Vlaske, southern ME. var. Flask v.

Vlat, southern dial. var. Flat a.

1602 Contention betiv. Liberality <fr Prodigality it. ii,

Chil goe boldly to her, that's a vlat case.

Vlatsum, Sc. f. Wlatsome a. Obs. Vla^e,
southern ME. pa. pple. of Flay v. Vleau,
southern ME. y&x.jlew, p.t. of Flow v.

II Vlei (vbi). Also vley, vly, vlie, vlaie.

[Du. dial, vlei, reduced form of Dn. valid valley.]

1. In South Africa: A shallow pool of water; a

piece of low-lying ground covered with water
dining the rainy season.

1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 179 The Hot.
tentots look anxiously around for the well known 'vlei*.

1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 97,
I came full in view of the vley or pool of water beside which
I had been directed to encamp. 1863 W. C. Ijaldwin Afr.
Hunting vi. 226 We found the vley, where we fully ex-

pected water, dried up. 1899 Ridi:r Haggamij Swallow
viii, A large vlei, or pan, where were many ducks and also

some antelope.

2. local U.S. A swamp.
1880 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. m. XIX. 432 To the same

settlers [the Dutch] are due the geographical appellations
of kill for stream, ..and vly or vlaie for swamp, so fre-

quently met with in the Catskills. 1889 Uynnkk Begum's
Dau. i, Up over the grassy edge of the basin which formed
the vly. .the children came bounding pell-mell. 1904 R. W,
Chambers in Harper's Mag. May 933/1 Have you reason
to believe that an attempt has been made to fire the Owl
Vlaie 1

Vleoin, Vleon, "Vlesohe, Vleys^s, Vlex,
southern ME, varr. Fly vA, Flee v., FlkbH, Flax.
Vlie, southern ME. var. Flea, Fly sb. ; var.

Vi.ei. Vliht, southern ME. var. Flight.
Vlindre, southern ME. var. Flinder (butterfly).

Vlouting, dial. var. Flouting vbl. sb.

Vly, Vlycche, southern ME. varr. Fly v.,

Flitch.

Vm-, Vn-, common ME. spelling forUM-, Un-.

Vo. 1
, abbrev. of Voce. (Cf. Voc.)

1808 Jamieson s-v. Gowk's Errand, Grose's Class. Diet.

vo. April Pool. 1825 — Suppl. s.v. Cnstumable
t
Skene,

Ind. to Acts, vo. Customers,

Vo.- nonce-wd. [f. the last syllable of octavo.]

A size of book.
1847 Chambers's ft-nl. 6 Feb. 87/2 Duodecimo, post-

octavo, eighteenmo, sixteenmo, and a hundred other vos and
nios, bewildered the aged members of the profession.

Vo, southern ME. var. Fo v., Foe.
Voar (vo»j). Orkn. A Shell, dial. Also 7, 9

vore, 9 vor, vour. [a. Norw. vaar (vj>r), = Da.
voar, Sw. var, ON. and Icel. vdr spring: see

Wake sb.] The spring; seed-time. Also vore-

time.
1639 Orkney Witch Trial in County Folk-Lore III.

(1903) 76 Being accusit thairupoun be the iaid Michaell in

vore tyme. Ibid. 78 Sex yeiris sene or thairby in vore.

1806 P. Neiu. Tour 58 If a man and a dog land upon some
of the islands in vor-t'ime, i.e. Spring. 18*5 Jamieson
Suppl., Vor, Voar, Vour, the spring-time. 1856 Eliza
Eomondston Sk. $ Tales Shetland x'l. 135, I ought to go
to help our poor father and mother to get their voar
finished. 1871 R. Cowie Shetland 11. viii. 159 The opera-
tions of 'Vore ' (as the seed-time is called in Shetlandj do
not commence until the end of March.
VoC, abbrev. of Voce. (Cf. Vo. 1

)

1715 T. Hearne R. Brunne's Chron. (1810) I. p. ccx'ui,

See the Glossary to this Work, voc. Kampedene. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Calkins, Savar. Diet. Com. I

.

1. p. 1598. voc. crampon. 1870 Alliuone Diet. Eng. Lit.

(1886) II. 1532 See, also, Collier's liib], Acct. of Early Kng.
Lit., 1865, voc. Paynell.

Voc, abbrev. of Vocative.
Voc, Vocab., abbrev. of Vocabulary.
Vocability. [f. next + -irv.] A spoken or

shouted remark or sentence.
1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 54 At the time of the

Reform Bill, their [sc. the linkmen's] vocabilities had a still

more personal tendency.

Vocable (vJu-kabM), sb. [a. F. vocable (16th c,
— Pr. vecab/e, Sp. vocablo, Pj;. vocabulo, It. voca-

bolo, -uld), or directly ad. E. vocabul-um, i. vocdre

to call, name.]
1. A word or term.
App. reintroduced in the i£th century; mentioned as a

I Scotticism by Beattie in 1787.

1530 I'al'-gr. Introd. p. xxii, The great nombre of theyr
vocables be evidently dtryved forth of latin. 154a Udali,
Erasm. Afoph, 9 This sillable, tv, in composicion of greke

i
vocables betokeneth a certain facilitee. 1577 Grange
Golden Aphrod. Ij, N.O. perceyuing this deuision of
vocables, thought good to note the sense thereof. 1600-9
Rowlands Knauc of Clubbes 19 He to coniure goes, With
characters, and vocables, and diuers antique shewes. 1638
A. Rkad Chirurg. ix. 60 It is not amisse sometimes to coinc
vocables of art to expresse the matter which is in hand.
1786 GedOBS I'ro.s/cctus Xew 'Pransl. Bible 61 There is

no language so compleatly copious and distinctive as to
have a different vocable for every different idea. 1787
— Let. to Pp. of London 82, I had ventured to use the
word vocable. Some have approved of it, as a term we
wanted ; others have objected to it, as an innovation. 1797
Emycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 527/1 Kven some of the American
jargon dialwcls contain vucables which indicate an Asiatic
or European original. 1807 Boucher Suppl. Johnson's
Diet, s.v. Ay, The simple annals, or history, of th;s vocable
in our own language. . would probably be not less curious than
its general history is. 185a IJi.ackie Study Lang, 30 If you
love the book. . j 011 will master the vocables it contains in a
speedy and agreeable way. 1875 E. White Life in Christ
iv. xxiv. (1878; 34S Dreamers, for whom.. every vocable is

surrounded with an aureola or many- tinted halo uf mysteries
and ' inner senses '.

t 2. A name or designation. Obs. rare.

c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1S93) 76 Therof to this

daie rctnaincth these vocables of coine, as libra, pondo,
dipondium, .. vocables of weight; that afterward weare
gyven to coines pretending the same weight, a 1623 Hut K

Rich. Ill, v. {1646J 133 We will next endeavour to under-

stand that Vocable, or term, Tyiannus (that is, a Tyrant,
or an evil King) cast upon King Richard.

Vo'Cable, a. rare" 1
, [f. L. voc-dre to call +

-able.] Capable of utterance.

1901 Mekediih Poems, With the Persuader 174 Cun-
ninger than the numbered strings,. . For mastered discords

and the things Not vocable, whose mysteries Are inmost

Love's.

Hence Vo'cably adv.
1906 J. A. Hobson Canada To-day i. 3 Canada is con-

scious, vocably, uproariously conscious, that her day has

come.

fVocabula. Obs.—1 [pi. of L. vocdbulum

Vocable sb.] A vocabulary.
1698 Fryer Ace, E. India % P. 360 They have their

Grammars, Dictionaries, and Vocabulaes, in which are the

Roots of the Arabick Tongue.

t Vocabular, sb. Obs.-1 [Sec Vocabulaky //;.

and -AB -.] A vocabulary.

1530 I'alsc;r. 10 Ily what mcanes it slialbe knowen in the

frenche vocabular whan i and u be vowels and wban they

be consonantes.

Vocabular (v0kaj*bi/7lai\ a. [f. L. vocdbul-

um Vocable sb. + -AR 1
.] Of, pertaining to, or

concerning words.
1608 TorsELL Serpents 282 Which wordes in their seuerall

Languages, haue other significations, as are to be found 111

euery vocabular Dictionary. 1647 M. Hudson Div. Right

Goi't. ir. ii. 75 To unscruple all vocabular doubts and
difficulties, let us but look into the fourteenth Ch. of Gen.

and there we shall find a King of Gods own making. 1814

J. Gilchrist Etym. Interpreter 61 This is the most prolific

origin of verbal multiplication or vocabular augmentation ;

for thus an indefinite number of nouns are produced by a

few verbs and adjectives. 1848 Ciough Bothieix, Leaving

vocabular ghosts undisturbed in their lexicon-limbo. 1867

Lvtton in Ld. Lytton's Lett. {1906) I. iv. 206 Too many
images and vocabular effects make the sense of the whole

obscure.

Vocabula*rian, a. [Cf. prec. and -ian.J One

who gives much or undue attention to words.

1899 Pall Mall G. 20 July 4/1 He is not a vocabulanan •

he uses, as none but a poet can, the old poetic materials.

Vocabularire, v. rare~K [Cf. prec. and

-IZE.1 trans. To furnish with a vocabulary.

xSsi Sir F. Palcrave Norm. * Eng. I. 51 The vernacular

French of the Capital, .. amply vocabularized from the

other languages of the mixed ho.sts whom Napoleon had

assembled.
. , .. .,

Vocabulary (vvkse-bi/dan) , sb. Also -arye,

7 -ario. [ad. med.L. vocdbuldri-ust
-utn, f. L.

1
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vocabulum Vocable rf. : see -aky 1. Hence also

It., Sp., Pg. vocabulario, F. vocabulaire (1481). Cf.

VOCABULAB sb., VOCABULER.]
1. A collection or list of words with brief explana-

tions of their meanings ; now esp, a list of this

kind given in an elementary grammar or reading-
book of a foreign language.
Longer vocabularies are usually arranged alphabetically

oraccording to subject-headings. In philological grammars
and readers the vocabulary is commonly termed a glossary,
1532 More Con/id. Tindale Wks. 427/1 Then must he

with his translacion make vs an Englishe vocabularye of his
own deuise too. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 55 Maister
Heskins fareth as bee were halfe madde, sending vs to the
Vocabularies, Calepines, and Dictionaries. 1611 Cotcr.,
Vocalntlaire, a Vocabularie, Dictionarie. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. ix. 355 This is the proper signifi-
cation of the word, [it is] thus used in Scripture by the
Septuagint, [and] Greeke vocabularies thus expound it.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. tn. xi. 260 A vocabulary made
after this fashion, would, perhaps, with more ease, and in
less time, teach the true signification of many Terms, 1741
Watts Imtrott. Mind (1S01) 41 It is necessary that we
should be furnished with Vocabularies and Dictionaries of
several sorts. 1816 TuCKftY Narr. Exped. R. Zaire ii.

(1818)65 from our visitors I procured a-vocabulary of their
language. 1857 T. Wright [title), A Volume of Vocabu-
laries. Ibid. Pref., One of the most valuable of the later
vocabularies here printed. 1884 Bradley Latin Prose
Composition 353 General Vocabulary. Ibid., The Latin
words in this Vocabulary are'not necessarily equivalent to
the English.

,fig> x533 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 598/1 As I wene it

is expouned in god almightes vocabulary.
trans/. 1662 Stilling*!., Orig. Sacrae 1. i. § 3 Otherwise

all the use of words is to be a meer vocabulary to the under-
standing, and an Index to memory.

b. Const, of. (Passing into the sense of Mist'.)
1821 J. Q. Adams in C. Davies Metric Syst. (1871) in.

145 A vocabulary of new denominations was annexed to
every weight and measure belonging to it. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/Many Er. (Colburn) 137 He heard
a vocabulary of dishes enumerated with grace and fluency
[by the French cook], 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877J I, xvi.

309 The most complete vocabulary of arms .. in the Old
Testament is taken from the panoply of a Philistine warrior.

c. Nant. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 714 Vocabulary, the system

of naval signals based on Sir HomePopham's improvements.
2. The range of language of a particular person,

class, profession, or the like.

Used with limiting terms (possessives, adjectives, etc.).

'753 H. Walpole Lett. (1846) III. 20, I wore out. .my
vocabulary with commending. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia
vni. v, Let nerves be discarded from the female vocabu-
lary. 1815 J. Cormack Abol. Fern. Infanticide Guzerat x.

196 The almost infinite labours of an individual, from whose
vocabulary the word impossible seems to have been ex-
cluded. 1851 Palgravk Norm. <y Eng. I. 2 An Innocent,
in Shakesperian vocabulary, signifies an Idiot, 1891 Farrar
Darin, cy Dawn xxix, The actor.. had erased the words
'ought ' amP ought not' from his vocabulary as completely
as most of his contemporaries.

b. Const, of (some quality, feeling, etc.).

1770 Cumberland West Indian iv. x, In the vocabulary of
modem honour there is no such term. 1856 Kane A ret.
Expl. Il.xii. 129 His eloquence becoming more and more.,
vituperative, until it has exhausted either his strength or
his vocabulary of invective. 1872 Morley Voltaire (18S6)

5 The rank vocabulary of malice and hate. 1884 J. Shar-
man Hist, Swearing v. 80 The more religion appeals to the
senses, the more fecund has been the vocabulary of oaths.

c. With a, or without article.

1837 Emerson Addr., Amer.'Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 181
If it were only for a vocabulary, the scholar would be
covetous of action. 189a C. Taylor Witness 0/Hermas to
Four Gasp, 130 On the principle that vocabulary is an indi-
cation of an author's literary sources. 1898 Watts Dun-
ton Aylwin v. i, ' To repeat one's words ', I said quietly,
shows a limited vocabulary.

3. The sum or aggregate of words composing a
language.
1782 V. Knox Ess, cxiv. (1819) II. 285 The Latin Fathers

..wrote, .well enough to preserve a skill in the construc-
tion and vocabulary of the language. 1841 Borrow Zincali
II. ii. m. 107 It is no longer a sealed language, its laws,
structure, and vocabulary being sufficiently well known.
1868 Freeman Norm. Cong, (1877) I. i. 4 The largest infusion
that the vocabulary of one European tongue ever received
from another. 1882 A. W. Ward Dukens vii. 206 He recog-
nised his responsibility.. in keeping the vocabulary of the
language pure.

Voca'bulary, a. rare, [f. L. vocabul-um
Vocable sb. + -aky,] Of or pertaining to words

;

composed of, or concerned with, words.
1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Vocabularie, of or belong-

ing to words, which consisteth onely of words. 1903 Daily
Chron. 21 April 6/3 The vocabulary code compiled by the
International Bureau of Telegraphic Administrations. 1909
IVestm. Gaz. 28 May 2/1 Treating it as a vocabulary quarrel
to which it would be childish to attach any importance.
Vooabula-tion. rare~x

, [f. as prec. + -ation.]

The use or choice of words.
1891 E. Eggleston Faith Doctor xii'i, 162 A mind, .felici-

tous in vocabulation and ingenious in the construction of
sentences.

t Vocabuler. Obs.rare. [Cf. Vocabulaby *£.

and -ER y 2.] A vocabulary.
1530 Palsgr. 150 By the helpe of the frenche vocabuler.

1706 .Stevens i, Vocabulario, a Dictionary, a Vocabuler.

Voca'bulist. Also 6 -iste, -yst(e. [ad. L.
type *vocabulista : see Vocable and -1st. So F.
vocabuliste (i 731) in sense 2.]

f 1. A vocabulary. Obs.
1530 Baynton in Palsgr. Introd. p. xiii, Theyr vocabu-

listes, which have ben of so many yeres, and by so sondry
clerkes agatheryng. 1530 Palsgr. 150 Some fewe sentences
whiche the lernar shall fynde befor« the begynnyng of the
sayd vocabulyst.

2. A compiler of a vocabulary.
1545 Bale Myst. Iniq. 2 After the vocabulystes Tortellius

.

.

Calepinus, Guarin' & soche other vocabulystes. 1800
in Spirit Pub. Jmls. IV. 147 This is an obsolete phrase,
and is not to be found in any vocabulist I know of.

Vocabulize, v. rare"1
. [Cf. prec. and -ize.]

trans. To put into words, to utter.

1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch- Bk. 233 He was too much dis-

gusted to speak— too much revolted at me and the ring and
all mankind, to vocabulise anything.

Vocal (vJu-lcal), a. and sb. [ad. L. vocal-is

uttering voice, speaking, etc, f. m-, vox voice +
-AL. So F., Sp., Pg. vocal. It. vocale.]

A. adj. I. 1. Uttered or communicated by the
voice; spoken, oral : a Of prayer. (Opposed to
mental,)
a 1395 Hylton Scala Per/. 1. xxvii. (W. de W. J494),

This manere of prayer whiche is callid vocal. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/, (W. de W. 1531)159 Bycause this prayer is for the hole
cbirche, necessary it is that it be vocall, that is to say,
eyther songe or distinctly sayd with voyce. 1563 Homilies
11. Com. Prayer Ppp iiij, Let vs se whether the Scrip-
tures., wyll allow any vocall prayer, that is, when the
mouth vttereth the peticions with voyce. 1641 'Smectvm-
nuus' Ansxv. ii. (1653) 8 Which Prayers were so fane
from being Prescript Formes or Liturgies that thev were
not vocall but mentall Prayers. 1671 Woodhead^V. Teres*
1. vi, 314 If Vocal Prayer be made, as it should, even Men-
tal is an ingredient into it. 1766 Fohdyce Semi, Yng. Wm.
(1767) II. xi. 14S Vocal prayer, whether more or less articu-
late, will be found.. by far the most proportioned to the
human.. faculties. 1782 Prihstley Corrupt. Chr. II. ix.

151 Instead of the ancient severities [of penance], vocal
prayers came to be all that was enjoined. 1862 Loud. Rev.
26 July 84 The dangers of unreality and self-delusion with
which vocal prayers were beset. 1884 Lath. Diet. 569 St.
Benedict supposes that some of his monks will pray after the
vocal prayeisof the office with tears ai^d application of heart.

b. In other contexts.

1579 w - Wilkinson Con/ut. Fam. Love 53 b, Why then
do they make accompt of it, but as a vocall word, and out-
ward sounde? 1642 Fuller Holy $ Pro/. St. iv. ix. 278 He
is diligent and faithful! in preaching the Gospel : either by
his pen.. or by his vocall sermons. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le
Blanc's Treat, 232 Messengers, who deliver their missives
by vocal relation. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 198 Forth came
the human pair, And joynd thir vocal Worship to the Quire
Of Creatures wanting voice. 1725 Pope Odyss. vm. 42 When
high he sings The vocal lay responsive to the strings. 1757
Gray Bard 120 What strains of vocal transport round her
play. 1818 SrooDARTin Encycl. Metrop. (1845J I. 90/1 It is

quite enough that we have one vocal sign, one organic
articulation, to advertise the hearer, that what we say is

not in the subject of which we speak. 1874 Spi'rgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. xcii. 1 Silent worship is sweet, but vocal
worship is sweeter. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. 191 John
Hobbs, called always.. George, to distinguish him, in vocal
summons, from my father and me.

t o. Expressed in words. 0/>s.~ l

1610 W. Folkingham Art o/ Survey 111. i. 65 The Pro-
priety of Possessions.. may be deuided into Vocall and
Evidential. Vocall Propriety denotates the Properties of
particulars by due Appellation.

d. Of sound : Produced by the voice ; spec, of
the nature of words or speech.
1623 Massinger Bondman 1. iii, If a virgin. .Presume to

clothe her thought in vocal sounds, Let her find pardon.
1669 Holder Elcm. Speech 23 A vibration of those Carti-
laginous Bodies which forms that Breath, into a Vocal
sound or Voice. 1693 Dkydem Ovid's Met. xn. 571 Her
Words were in her Clamour drown 'd ; For my stun'd Ears
receiv'd no vocal Sound. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 305/1 If
any two human beings can by vocal sounds mutually convey
to each other theirdesires. i860 Farrar Orig. Language 1.

19 The mere possession of vocal cries not different from
those of animals. 1864 Bowen Logic ii. 31 Vocal sound is

the Matter of speech.

2. Of music : Performed by, composed for, the
voice ; that is sung or intended for singing. (Op-
posed to instrumental.}
C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. xcviii. Ii, Osing,. .Make lute

a part with vocall musique beare. 1603 Holland /7k- 1

tarch's Mor. 486 Giving herselfe to learne poesie, and like-
wise vocall musicke. 1650 Bulwer Anthrofiomet. 161
Vocal-Musick, performed by Instruments which Nature ,

bath invented for delight, ought not to be set at naught.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 276 The Morning being

(

ushered in with Vocal and Instrumental Musick. 1712
Addison Sped. No. 405 r 8 Vocal and Instrumental Musick

\

weie made use of in their Religious Worship. 1795 Mason
I

Ch. Music i. 24 When the Greek and Latin writers treat of
j

Instrumental Music. they seldom, if ever, consider it as
separated from Vocal. 1840 Penny Cycl, XVI. 22/1 In the
accompaniment to vocal music, much greater freedom of 1

imitation is allowable than in the voice part. 1864 Engel
Mus. Anc. Nat. g Vocal music, regarded historically, takes 1

precedence by its antiquity of instrumental music.
b. Connected with singing. Vocal score (see '

quot. 1876).
1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 535 The vocal taste of Spain

must be very much degenerated, or that of France im-
proved, if the same singer can excite equal rapture in the
capitals of both countries. 1822 C. Butler Hist. Mem.
Eng. Cath. IV. xcviii. 464 [Ancient Greek music] was

i

governed by rhythm and quarter tones made a part of its 1

regular vocal scale. 1857 Canon Ainger in E. Sichel Li/e !

4- Lett. (1906) 43, I . .shall place myself in a snug corner of
the hall, with the vocal score in my hands. 1876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 388/2 A vocal score is (or was ]

1 formerly understood to be) one in which the voice-parts
1 are written out in full, and the accompaniment (if any) is

indicated by a figured bass.

3. a. Having the character of a vowel ; vocalic.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. xv[i]. (Arb.) 141 The

;
foote (Tribrachus) of three short times is very hard to

I be made by any of our trissillables vnles they be com.
1
pounded of the smoothest sort of consonants or sillables
vocals. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. To Rdr. 7 Also

1 E vocall, for E dipthong. 1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. 11.

, s.v. /, They give it [sc. i, j] a name from its consonant use,
we from the vocal. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett. I. 279 As
their delicate ears could bear none but vocal terminations.

b. Actually uttered or sounded, rare.
1 .1751 Johnson Eambler No. 88 p n There is reason to be-

lieve that the silent e which our ancestors added to the most
of our monosyllables,.. was once vocal. 1755 Johnson s.v.

E, Afterwards it [the letter r) was in poetry either mute or
vocal, as the verse required.

c. Phonetics. Uttered with voice (as distin-

guished from breat/i); voiced, sonant.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. in. xii. § 2. 369 \Zh) the sonorous

Consonant, and {Sh) its correspondent mute, are framed by
a percolation of the breath, betwixt the tongue rendered
concave, and the teeth both upper and lower: The first

being vocal, the other mute. 1669 W. Holdi:r Elem. Speech
53 B. is Vocal, Labial, Occluse. Ibid. 58 L. and R...are

j

not easie..to be pronounced spiritally,. .but are apt to
' get a tincture of Vocal sound. 1824 L. Murray Eng,
j

Gram. (ed. 5) I. 35 The semi-vowels may be subdivided into
vocal and aspirated. The vocal are those which are formed
by the voice; the aspirated, those formed by the breath.
1847 Pfoc. Philol. Soc. III. 72 Examples beginning with a
vocal letter are found both in the Chinese and in other
languages. 1874 Sweet in Trans. Philol. Soc. 538 There

;

can be no doubt that the/in Early Old English was vocal
like the WeUh^

II. 4. Endowed with a voice, possessed of

utterance ; exercising the power of speech or of
uttering sounds,
1601 Holland Pliny I. 233 Brought there were thither.,

such [frogs] as would crie in the water : and that whole
kind still remaineth vocall. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 199,

,

I am sure neither are Canonicall, neither ihe meere vocall
Preacher, nor (he Preaching Auditor. 1668 H. More Div.

: Dial. in. xxxiv. (1713) 271 As probable as the black
Hunter ranging the Forest with his vocal, but invisible,
Hounds in Fountainbleau. 1733 Pope Essay on Man

j

in. 157, In the same temple, the resounding wood, All
vocal beings hymn'd their equal God. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776J VII. 339 These insects are generally vocal in
the midst of summer, c 1792 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 529/1
The organs of all vocal animals are so formed, as, upon
any particular impulse, to utter sounds. 1877 Tyndall in
Daily News 2 Oct. 2/5 Though the mechanical theory of a
vocal Heavenly multitude proves untenable.-

b. trans/. Of inanimate things, places, etc
1646 J. Hall Poems 57 Were but this Marble vocall,

there such an Elogium would appeare As [etc.]. 1667 Mil-
ton P. L. ix. 530 He.. with Serpent Tongue Organic, or
impulse of vocal Air, His fraudulent temptation thus began.
1710 W. King Heathen Gods % Heroes x. (1722) 40 How
these Oracles were delivered, is a Controversie, whether by
two Doves that spoke, or by the Leaves of the Oaks them-
selves, which became Vocal. 1784 Cowher Task IV. 159 The
poet's or historian's page, by one Made vocal for th' amuse-
ment of the rest. 1796 Southey Lett./r. Spain (1799) 160
Many a stream That from the neighbouring hill descended
clear Wound vocal thro' the valley. 1825 Lamb Eiia 11.

Superannuated Man, Stones of old Mincing Lane,.. to the
footsteps of what toil-worn clerk are your everlasting flints

now vocal? 1837 Wilkinson Mann, fy Cust. Anc. Egypt, ii.

(1841) I. 59 note, The vocal statue of the supposed iMemnon
is of Ainunoph III. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 156 There
are seven steam-hammers, .and a remarkably vocal saw for
cutting red-hot iron.

c. Of musical instruments. Chiefly /W.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 5 Oct. 1664, There was brought a

new invented instrument of musiq,. .made vocal byawheele,
and a zone of parchment that rubb'd borizontaly against
the strings. 1738 Wesley Ps. cxxxvii. ii, Our Harps, no
longer vocal now, We cast aside. 1743 Francis tr. Hor. t

Odes in. i. 23 Nor cbaunt of birds, nor vocal lyre To him
can sleep afford. 1760 Fawkes tr. Anacreon, Ode i. 5
Rapt I strike the vocal Shell—Hark—the trembling Chords
rebel.

6- fig- Conveying impressions or ideas as if by
speech ; expressive, eloquent.
x6o8 Topsell Serpents 134 By a mute and silent way it

ascendeth, and bringeth all thing:, mortall to a vocall iusiice,
which speaketh in action though not in voyce. 1608-n Bp.
Hall Epist. (1643) 328 Accusations are vocall, Apologies
dumbe. 1697 Evelyn Numism. Introd.

f
i Medals.. (give

me leave to call them) Vocal Monuments of Antiquity. 1720
Welton Suffer. Son 0/ God I. xiii. 343 The Multitude of
my successive Miseries might become Vocal, and never
cease to Importune Thy Meicy. 1724 K. Walton Christ.
Faith <y Pract. 209 That vocal blood and those speaking
wounds. 1897 Garden 24 April 294/3 Every leaf is vocal,
and the air is full of the moist fragrance of the earth.
Comb. 1649 Owen Shaking <$• Transl. Heav.

<J-
Earth

36 The works of God., are vocall-speaking works : theminde
of God is in them.

b. spec. (Sec quot.) rare" .

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Arms, Speaking, or Vocal Arms,
are those wherein the Figures bear an Allusion to the Name
of the Family.

6. Operative or concerned in the production of

voice. Freq. in vocal chord, organs , etc.

1644 Digbv Nat. Bodies xxxvi. § 14. 318 Who would looke
cuiiously into the motions of the dispositions of a beastt-s

vocal instruments. 1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v., Vocal nerves
are those noble sinews, which have the vertue of forming the

speech. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Recurrent Nerves,
by some called Vocal, because they are spent upon the In-

struments of Speech. 1751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 208
What these vocal organs precisely are, is not in ail respects
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agreed by philosophers and anatomists. 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXII. 429/2 The upward current of air passing through
the larynx produces an effect on the vocal ligaments. 187a
Huxley Physiol, vii. 178 These sharp free edges of the
glottis are the so-called vocal chords or vocal ligaments.
1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 391/2 The vocal bands
deserve a separate notice on account of their great physio-
logical importance.

b. spec. Connected with the utterance of vowel-
sounds.
1887 Alien, <y Neurol. VIII. 7 The vocal (vowel) mechan-

ism is the first that is manifested in the child.

7. Of or belonging to the voice (f or sound).
1644 BtFLWU Chirol. 4 In the report of a Piece, the eye

being the nimbler sense, discernes the discharge before any
intelligence by conduct of the vocall Wave arrive at the
eare. 1654 H. L'Estrange Cltas. / (1655) 1 Though bis

(Charles's] vocall impediment accompanyed him till the
fatall stroke. 1795 Mason Ch. Music ii. 154 They must
still endeavour to hit that precise medium in the vocal
faculty, which pronounces and sings at the same time. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop lxii, Mr. Quilp was certainly enter-
taining himself with vocal exercise. 1862 H. W. Fuller
Dis. Chest 1. iii. 18 This ' vocal fremitus ' is more pronounced
in adults than in children. 1881 Lady Herbert Edith 6
Indifferent to everything but his child's beauty and vocal
talents.

b. Of the nature of voice or sound.
a i8»6 Heber Transl. Pindar n. 158 Of vocal shafts . . that

wildly fly. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lady Geraldinc's Court-
ship xliv, Tis the eyes that shoot out vocal light.

8. Full of voice or sound; sounding, resounding.

Also const, by, with.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 204 Hill, or Valley," Fountain, or

fresh shade Made vocal by my Song. 1697 Dryden Virg*
Past, iv, 4 Sicilian Muse prepare To make the vocal Woods
deserve a Consul's care. 1717 Pope Eloisa 140 Such plain
roofs as Piety could raise, And only vocal with the Maker's
praise. 1746 Hervey Medit. (1818) 247 She flies the vocal
grove, and shuns the society of all the feathered choir.

18*3 Byron Age oj Bronze xi. This was not the method of
old Rome, When Tully fulmined o'er each vocal dome.
1834 Pringi.e A/r. Sk. viii. 288 The inland streams.. are
vocal in spring with the shrill chirping of millions of frogs.
1868 Fahrar Silence <*• V. i. (1875) 8 When all the air is

vocal with whispering trees, and singing birds.

9. Readily or freely expressing oneself in speech
;

giving vent to one's views or opinions.
1871 Smiles Charac. ix, (1876) 256 The modern English,

as compared, .with their nimbler more communicative and
vocal ..neighbours, the modern French and Irish. 1881
Pall Malt G. 10 Feb. 1/1 That policy (of coercion in Ire-
land] may have done something to pacify. .an influential
and highly vocal class in England. 1887 Ibid. 4 March 1/2
The most vocal class in the whole community, as the legal
profession may fairly be described.

B. sb. 1. a. A vowel. Obs.
158a Stanyhurst /Eneis To Rdr. (Arb.) 14 Where the

next woord following begtnneth with a vocal, 1586 —
Treat. IreL 9/2 in Holinshed I, In corruption of common
talke we find that (u) with his vocale is easilie lost and
suppressed ; so we saie ere for euer [etc. J.

•f b. A voiced consonant. Oh.
1669 Holder litem. Speech 78 To soften the Occluse Gin-

gival Consonants, by a kind of. .addition of a SpiritaL.to
a Vocal producing the Vowel.

2. Vocal faculty
; power of speech.

1838 Mrs. Browning Seraphim it. 112 Hath language
left thy lips, to place Its vocal in thine eye?
3. A member of a Roman Catholic body who

has a right to vote in certain elections.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. tret. (Ir. Archxol. Soc.) II. 109 In

Conaght, on the 15th of August, 1650, all the vocalls of the
whole province there apeeringe, and of Carons faction..
were the undernamed (though not all, but some, before
theire transgression were vocalls). 1718 Chambers Cycl.
s.v., A Man must have been a Religious a certain number of
Years, to be a Vocal. 1811 W. Jacob Trav. S. Spain 64,
I am afraid I should only create disgust were I to dwell on
other characters among the vocals, as they are designated.

Vocalic ( wbrlik), a. [f. Vocal a. + -ic. Cf.
F. vocalique.']

L Rich in vowels ; composed mainly or entirely
of vowels.

1814 Scott IVav. xxii, The Gaelic language being utv
commonly vocalic is well adapted for sudden and extern,
poraneous poetry. 1846 Grote Greece 1. xvi. I. 473 Its
richness, its flexibility and capacity of new combinations,
its vocalic abundance and metrical pronunciation. 1859
Patteson jn Miss Yonge Life (1874) I. 439 Their language
is all vocalic and so easy to put into writing.

b. Characterized by a vowel or vowels.
1874 Sayce Compar. Philot. ii. 92 The varying vocalic

forms of the Imperfect [tense]. 1887 A. S. Cook Siezers 1

O. E. Gram. 129 Vocalic or strong declension.

2. Consisting ofa vowel or vowels; of the nature
of a vowel.
185* in Jrnl Ethnol. Soc. ,1854) III. 264 The series of

vocalic and consonantal sounds. 1868 G. Stephens Runic
Man. I. 25 Thesing. accusative ending in a vowel or a vocalic
consonant. 1874 A. B. Davidson fntrod. Hebr. Gram, iot
Sometimes the vocalic termination is written with ycd.

58! lC
L" Mayhkw °- E- Phonology 19 In final unaccented

syllables e was developed from a vocalic liquid or nasal.
3. Of or pertaining to, affecting or concerning, a

vowel or vowels.
1861 Graham Eng. Word-Bk. 'Introd., In words of Gothic

origin we more frequently find that internal vocalic and con-
sonantal changes are employed to produce the new word.
1876 Oousk Grimm's Law 171 Of the corresponding vocalic
affections, the palatal., is as much European as Aryan. 1876
Blackie Lang.

<fr Lit. Scot. Might, i. 63 No man with an
ear will deny vocalic depth., to the following lines.

Vocalion (vokf'-lian). [f. Vocal a. + -ion.]

A musical instrument of the nature ofa harmonium
with broad reeds, producing sounds somewhat
resembling the human voice.
Invented in 1882 by J. Baillie Hamilton.
1882 Daily News 17 Apr. 2/2 The vocalion resembles in

form a small organ, and is constructed of various dimen-
sions, some having but one row of keys (or manuals 1

, others
having two keyboards and pedals. 1889 Grove Diet. Mus.
IV. 320 A main peculiarity of the Vocalion is that the reeds
are placed alwve the pallets and below the slides.

Vocalism (vJ'» kaliz'm). [f. Vocal a. + -ism.

Cf. F, vocalisme, mod.L. vocalismus, in sense 2 b.]

1. The exercise of the voice or vocal organs in

speech.
1864 Webster, Vocalism, the exercise of the vocal organs.

1866 Felton A*nc. <fr Mod. Or. I. i. 11 Rough and violent
intonations embodied in mimetic vocalism the harsh, the
painful, the agitating passions. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng.
19 We should now be talking in monosyllables, and eking
out our scantiness of vocalism by nods, shrugs, winks, and
other resources of pantomime.

b. The art of exercising the voice in singing.
1884 S ala Journ. due South 1, xx. (1887) 255 Italian vocal-

ism feems to me to be extremely beautiful everywhere save
in Italy itself, where singing out of tune. .seem[s] to be the
rule. 1889 Daily News 28 June 2/3 A professor of vocalism
to the family of the Prince and Princess of Wales. 1903 Sat.
Rev. 16 May 614/2 When vocalism is wanted.. her vocal
art is sufficient for the purpose.

2. A vocal sound or articulation.

1873 Earle Phiiol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2I § 126 In the
schools, children arc allowed to utter such thick-lipped
vocalisms as Moses.

b. A system of vowels ; the use of vowels.
1873 Earle Phiiol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) § 109 There is one

dialect of our family which is distinguished for such a vocal-
ism, and that is Mceso-Gothic. 1891 A. L. Mayhew O. E.
Phonology Pref. p. v, The subject of my book is the Vocal-
ism and Coiisonantisin of Old English or Anglo-Saxon.

Vocalist (vJa-kalist). [f. as prec. + -ist. Cf.

F. vocaliste in sense 2.]

1 1. Art uttcrer of words ; a speaker. 0/>s.~ l

1613 Jackson Creed 11. iv. § 6 The ciuill Magistrates
facilitie to countenance euery prating Discontent, or forth-
putting Vocalist.

2. A vocal musician ; a singer.

1834 Ainsworth Rookwood 11. i, Preparing himself, like
certain other accomplished vocalists, with a few preliminary
hems and haws. 1858 H. Spencer Piss. I. 370 Now, in
singing, this tremulousness of voice is very effectively used
by some vocalists inhighly pathetic passages. 1885 Steven-
son Prince Otto it. iv. 102 She was a good vocalist; and, even
in speech, her voice commanded a great range of changes.
trans/. 1897 G. Allen Type-writer Girl viii. 86 Little

vocalists . . carolled songs without words in the sky overhead.
Hence Vocali'stic a.

t
pertaining to vocal music

or musicians.
1884 Bazaar 12 Dec. 629/2 Vocalistic feats, .which would

put to shame most of the public singers of the day.

Vocality (wksrllti). [f. Vocal a. + -ity.]

1. The quality of having voice or utterance ; the
possession or exercise of vocal powers.
'597 J- King On Jonas (1618) 34 Sentences of scripture,

expressing the loudnesse and vocality of sinne. 1657 Divine
Lover 27 Now as concerninge the maner of exercising these
Deuotions, it ought cheifly to be done in Spirit and mind,
and without any vocahtie at all. 1794 E. Darwin Zoon. I.

xvii. 192 The movements of her eyes and eyelids, and of the
intricate muscles of vocality. 1818 Monthly Mag. XLYT.
321 If you consider attentively the proportion of vocality
needed in articulating each consonant. 1829 Marryat F.
Mildmay xxiv, Fearing she might not confine herself to
vocality. 1865 Cahlyle Fredk. Gt. xx. vi. (1872) IX. 122
Cats do execution for a time, but cannot stand the confine-
ment.. and object (think with what vocality),

2. The quality or fact of being uttered or utter-

able ; vocal quality or nature.
16*3 Cockeram i, Vocaiilt'e, the tunc or sound of the

voice. 1863 A. Melville Bell Princ. Speech 197 When
the Stammerer can. .keep the tongue and jaw steady during
the continuous flow of the vocality of/.

b. //. Vocal properties or sounds, spec, as dis-

played in singing.

1667 Pepys Diary m Dec., Not understanding the words,
I lose the benefit of the vocalitys of the musick, and it

proves only instrumental. 1774 '

J. Collier ' Mus. Trav.
< f 775) 9*1 I Ml informed, .that I could not see him, as he
was then busied in performing his vocalities. 1833 J. Rush
Philos. Human Voice iii, (ed. 2) 55 The five tonic sounds
to which the vocaliiies of the subtonics bear a resemblance,
are ee-\, oo-te, c-rr, end, »-n. 1884 Century Mag. XXVII 1.

510 What in all the vocalities of Nature is there to compare
wiih..this cloistered melodist?

3. Phonetics. The quality of being {a) voiced
or (/>) vocalic.

1669 Holder Elem. Speech 58 L. and R. being in extrcams,
one of Roughness, the other of Smoothness and freeness of
Vocality, are not easie . . to be pronounced spiritaily.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 402 My present Design ..is to
give a List of Vowels, whereby to dr>criminate, as con-
veniently as may be, all the Instances of Vocality that
occur, distinctly, in the English Language. 1874 Sweet in
Trans. Phiiol. Soc. 538 Even in the present literary English
we find initial vocality still preserved in the words viin (from
/and), vxt and vixen.

Vocalization (v^kabiz^'-Jan). [f. next +
-ATfOff, or ad. F. vocatisation (1835).]
1. The action of vocalizing or the iact of being

vocalized ; utterance with the voice.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXII. 431/2 In this stammer the diffi-

culty is not to produce voice, but to control its quantities.
Vocalization freely takes place, but [etc.]. 1856 Kane Arct.

Expl I. xxx. 410 His vocalization is something between the

mooing ofa cow and the deepest baying ofa mastiff. 1865
Tylor Early Hist. Man. iv. 73 Meie vocalizations of the

movements of the mouth. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII.

450 A break will at once occur in the vocalisation of the
letter/.

b. Mode of utterance or pronunciation, esp. of

vowel sounds.
J 855 Paley sEschylus 167/1 It is of course uncertain

whether the word., is a Greek vocalisation of a Persian word.
1868 Blackie in Athenaeum 12 Dec. 797/2 In the gamut of
the vowels.. the English have set up 3 vocalization of their

own. 1873 Eahle Phiiol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) § 179 Its

French vocalisation has resulted in toil.

o. Expression in words or speech.
1887 Spectator 5 Nov. 1473 Sir George Trevelyan has this

week contributed largely to this vocalisation of the Home*
rulers' case.

2. Mus. The action or art of producing musical

sounds with the voice ; exercise of the voice in

singing,

1853 Smedley L. Arundelxxv. 215 It isnot everyone who
is gifted with the.. talent of vocalization. 1863 E. C Clay-
ton Queens 0/Song II. 386 Mile. Piccolomini. . borea certain
similitude to the great German singer, though in point of
vocalization she was very inferior. 1883 iQihCcnt, May 867
On a vi-.it to the Zoological Gardens,. .1 heard, .illustra-

tions of nearly all the principal subjects belonging to the

repertoire of technical vocalisation.

b. spec. The action of singing upon a vowel to

one or more notes.

i88g Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 321 Vocalisation is therefore

one part of the operation of pronunciation, the other being
articulation.

3. The insertion of vowel-signs in forms of wilt-

ing consisting mainly or entirely of consonants.
1845 Pitman Man. Phonography (ed. 7) 27 Vocalization

of double Consonants. -847 Ibid. (t-d. 8) 35 Vocalization
of Words. 1848 Athenaeum 10 June 571/2 1 he question f

vocalization.. is one of the highest importance in Biblical

criticism. 1883 A. Roberts O. 'T. Revision vii. 145 The
important subject of vocalization, .here falls to be more par-

ticularly considered.

4. Phonetics. Conversion into a voiced sound.
1874 Sweet in Trans. Philot. Soc. 539 It seems, therefore,

that the vocalization of initial (and also medial) s in English
is merely a case of levelling, caused by the analogy of the
vocal ?and v.

5. The utterance of vowel sounds.
1887 Alien, ff Neurol. VIII. 7 Vocalization (vowelizing) 13

the expression of an emotion, an indistinct sensation, not an
idea.

Vocalize (vJu-kabiz), v. [f. Vocal v. +-IZB.

Cf. Jt*". vocaiiser (1835), Pg. vocalisar, -izar
}
Sp.

•izar, It. -izzareJ]

1. trans. To form into voice ; to make audible

by utterance ; to utter or articulate.

1669 Holder Elem. Speech 30 It is one thing to Breath, or

give an Impulse to breath alone; another thing, to vocalize

that breath,/, c. in its passage through the Larynx to give it

the sound of Humane Voyce. Ibid, to The Vowels are made
by a free passage of Breath Vocalized through the cavity of
the Mouth. 1673 [R. Leigh] 'Fransp. Reh. 119 Every breath

of moving air may continue articulate, especially if voializ'd

in Sir S. Moreland's trumpet. 1867 A. Melville Bell
Visible Speech 91 A faithful copy of the native pronuncia-

tion which readers in all countries will vocalize alike. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 65 A similar inability to control

the tongue can be demonstrated by making the patient

vocalise r,

b. To sing.

1798 in Spirit Pub. Jrttls. (1799) II. 146 Our small com-
pany had vocalized all the songs in the opera, in such a

manner as I never heard them executed upon any theatre in

London. 1851 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 213 How
would you like to see me.. scoring up semibreves on a statf

for half a dozen Rustics to vocalize?

2. Phonetics, a. To convert into a vowel.
1844 Proc. Phiiol. Soc. I. 249 It is true that trie objection-

able sound might be.. got lid of. .by vocalizing the second

consonant, especially if a labial. 1871 Kennedy Puoa\ Seh.

Lat. Gram. 8 § 12 Poets sometimes vocalize v-consonans
before a vowel: as sil-u-a? for sil-vat. 1891 A. L. Mayhew
O. E. Phonology 67 Ea = au, the u of which is the w vocal-

ized when standing at the end ofa syllable.

b. To utter with voice {as distinguished from

breath); to render sonant.
1836 Smart Pronouncing Diet. p. xxx, s is always voca-

lized, that is, pronounced as -, when, in forming the plural

of a noun.. it can be so jronounced. 1848 Proc. Phiiol.

Soc. III. 169 If we were asked why the Cochin-Chinese

vocalized the/, it would be difficult to give any other lea-

son than that some languages are distinguished.. by the

softness of their pronunciation.

3. To endow with voice; to render vocal or

articulate.

1858 \V. Irving in Li/e $ Lett. (1864) IV. 219 In this way,

hy turns, you vocalize the whole Union, and make the grow-

ing chorus of the Revolution rise from every part of it.

187a Symonds fntrod. Study Dante 226 It was not BBWg
the painting of his age that Dante absorbed into bimselt

and vocalized.

4. To furnish with vowels or vowel-signs.

184s Pitman Man. Phonography (ed. 7) 27 These series

of double consonants are vocalized in the following manner.

tBBoAmer. Jrnl. Phiiol. X. 232 Arabic books, especially

AVabic poetry, are vocalized in the East as well as in the

West.

5. inlr. To perform vocal music ; to sing.

1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 503 He.. would therefore endea-

vour to vocalize, if an auditory were to be found. »«79 M.

James Daisy Miller ii. I. 69 The young lady, who was

still strolling along in front of them, softly vocalising.



VOCALIZED. 278 VOCATIVE.

b. spec, (See quots.)

1873 H.C. Banister Music 254 Vocalise, to sing with several

notes to one vowel, as distinguished from Sol-faing, or Sol*

misation. 1889 Grove's Diet. Mus, IV. 321 To vocalise is.

.

to sing upon a vowel, whether one note or a series of notes,

in contradistinction to singing to separate syllables.

Hence Vo'calized///. a. ; Vo'calizing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. ; Vo'calizer, one who vocalizes or

gives expression (to something).
1882 A. Macfarlane Consanguinity 17 *VocaUsed equiva-

lent fayoyo. 1898 Westm Gaz. 7 Oct. 3/1 The sweetest

and most delicately vocalised dialect in Britain. 1901 H.
Murray R. Buchanan 81 Browning and Tennyson, .. as
the typical "vocalisers of modern religious thought. 1863
A. Melville Bkll Princ, Speech 164 The glottis is in the

localizing position, and the breath in passing through it

creates sonorous vibration. 1899 AUbutCs Syst. Med. VII.

452 There is great danger of vocalising with the short in-

spiration.

Vcrcaller. rare~~\ [f. Vocal a] = Vocalist 2.

1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xviii, Presently that

young lady discovers that she is not likely to get cracked

up as a vocaller.

Vocally (Y#»*k&U), adv. [f. Vocal a. + -lt 2
.]

1. In a vocal manner, by or with the voice ; in

spoken words.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. {1892) 15 As to the thirde [name] !

vocally, for as moche as by the voys he was call yd Jhesus. I

1616 A. Roberts Treat. Witchcraft Title-p., Her contract
vocally made between the Deuilland her, in solemne termes.

1656 S. H. Golden Law 74 Neither Moses nor Joshua were I

Usurpers, though not vocally chosen by the people, 1659
B. Jones Hermxhgium 42 In that the first and second I

persons of the Verb be aswell digitally as vocally
|

notified. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil it. iii. (1840) 198 By
j

whispering to her vocally when she was asleep. 178a Eliz.
!

Blower Geo. Bateman II. 136 The valet, though he durst

not vocally express his admiration.., yet leered familiarly,

1848 R. J. Wilbekforce Doctr. Incarnation xit. (1852) 301
That which we in all our prayers and thanksgivings do
vocally,. .the ancient Church. .did visibly. 1847 Emily
Bronte Wuthcring H. i, I ' never told my love 'vocally.

1897 S. Crank Third Violet 11. 8 The dog. .gave vent to little

sobs in a wild attempt to vocally describe his gladness.

b. Contrasted with mentally,
a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 366 That which every Christian

doth mentally and vocally, when he commends his prayers
to Clod the Father through Jesus Christ. 1671 Woodhead
St. Teresa 1. vi. 315 Whence it falls out, that those, who in

this manner pray vocally, are very often by God exalted.

.

to Contemplation. 1738 Waterlakd Chr. Sacrifice E.ipl.

App. 59 In Baptism, .we represent and commemorate men-
tally, vocally, and manually, (in Mind, and by Mouth, and
by significant Actions) the Death and Burial of Christ our
Lord. 1872 Sfurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxi. 2 Jesus prayed
vocally as well as mentally.

2. By means of singing ; in vocal music.
1716 in Land. Gaz. No. 54S7/3 Mr. Purcell's Te Dcutn

will be vocally and instrumentally performed. 1724 Ibid.

No. 6324/2 An Anthem, .will be vocally and instrumentally

performed. 1872 Sturgeon Treas. Dav. lvii. 8 Vocally and
instrumentally will I celebrate thy worship. 1901 Aihcnxum
27 July 134/3 .Madame Suzanne Adams wassuccessful vocally.

3. In respect of vowels.

1873 Earle Philol. F.ttg. Tongue (ed. 2) § 647 Those
syllables which are vocally of the lowest consideration.

Vcrcalness. [f. Vocal a.] (See quot.)
1727 Bailey (vol. IlJ, Vocalness, a vocal Quality, [Hence

in later Diets.)

t Vocate- sb. Obs. Forms : a. 4-5 voket, 4-5
vokett-, 5 vokett, vokyte. P. 4 vok-, vocate,

5 vocat. [Aphetic f. avoket, avocat Advocate: sb.']

An advocate, in various senses.

a. 1303 R. Bkunne Handl. Synue 5402 $yf r~0X1 >'n false,

hede so moche jede, ..To consente to a fals Iuggyng, Or
hyredyst a voket to swyche byng. 13.. Propr. Sonet.
(Vernon MS.) in Herrig Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXI.
315/113 We han euer a good voket To foren his holi fader

set. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ill. 61 Were bede to bat bru*

dale.. vytailers and vokettus of be Arches. 14.. in Wr.-
Wulcker 680/31 Hie causidicus, a vokyte. C1440 Gesta
Rom. Iii. 372 (Add. MS. 1

, Bi the foxe are vndirstondyn vo-

kettes, prelates of causes temporall, courteers, Iurrours, and
wily men, c 1475 Cath. Angl. 404/1 (A.), A Vokett, vbi A
plettere.

0. 13 . . Cursor M. 2oq-z7 (Gott.) Paule, y>aX saul had first to

nam. . First he was be iuus vocate [Colt, auocate], And syden
he come till postil state. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. 11. 60 Were
boden to be bridailc.vitaillers and vokates of be arches.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 4847 My wondys I geuc.To
plete for hem when they ha nede. .1 make ther vocat of my
blood. ? 14.. in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) II. 525 Re-
ceyvoures, Procutours, Vocatis. 1509 Fisher Wks. (1876)

282 Our sauyour Ihesu is. .a suffycyent vocate for vs before
the face of his fader. ^1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. 516 A
vocat named Peter Puyssour, and a felowe of his named
maister John Godardc

t Vocate, v. Obsr~ x
[f. L. vocal-, ppl. stem of

vocare to call.] trans. To call or summon.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 40 Your realme to the

which you be bothe (as you saye) inheritoure, and by your
people accercited and vocated vnto.

Vocation (vt?k^ -Jin). Forms: 5-7 vocacion,

5 -cioun, 5-6 -cyon, -tioun, 6 woeatioun, 6-

vocation. [a. OF. vocacion, -ation (F. vocation,

— Sp. vocacion, Pg. vocofdo, It. vocazione), or ad.

I« vocation-, vocdtio, noun of action f. vocare to

call, summon.]
1. The action on the part of God of calling a

person to exercise some special function, especially

of a spiritual nature, or to fill a certain position
j

divine influence or guidance towards a definite (esp.

religious) career ; the fact of being so called or

directed towards a special work in life; natural

tendency to, or fitness for, such work.
1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 10808 Thapostles. .By choys
& by elleccioun And also by vocacioun,..kam tohym. 1526
Tindale 1 Cor. i. 1 Paul by vocacion the Apostle of Jesus
Christ thorowe the will of god. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.)

107 Of Saynt Thomas of Cantourbury . . I beleve and . . trust

yf that he were .. of oure lordes vocacion [etc.]. 1649
F. Roberts Clavis Bibl. 92 His Vocation or calling by God
to be Govemour of Israel in Moses stead, is repeated. 1660
F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 128 A Cordelier, ..being at

Goa, moved with a pious vocation, went to preach the
Gospel in these parts. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., 'Tis a
Rule, that none are to enter the Ecclesiastick or Monastick
State, without a particular Vocation, or Call. 1753 Diary
Blue Nutts in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VIII. 126 Peggy
Johnson [a postulant] left our house haveing no vocation.

1840 Carlvle Heroes iv. (1904) 117 Luther and Knox were
by express vocation Priests, and did faithfully perform that

function in its common sense. 1852 Ld. Cockburn Jeffrey
I. 353, I wish I had more of the inward vocation to the holy
office. 1888 Bernard Fr. World to Cloister i. 5 You see,

it is a question of vocation—where I am called there must
Igo.

b. The action on the part of God (or Christ) of

calling persons or mankind to a state of salvation

or union with Himself; the fact or condition of

being so called. (Cf. Calling vbl. sb. 9.)
1502 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. v. P vj, As the

deuyll blyndeth the synner, so he hym maketh to lose the
herynge of the vocacyon that our lorde vnto hyin maketh.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de VV. 1531) 262 b, That vnspekable
mercy that thou shewed in theyr vocacyon or callynge.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. 306 As by vocation and
election God maketh his elect. 1609 Bible (Douay) Amos
comm., Foreshewing. .the vocation of al Nations to Christ.

1646 E. F[isher] Marroiu Mod. Divin. (ed. 2) 186 There-
fore sayth he you must not look for sanctification, till you
come to Christ in vocation. 1672 Disc. Evangelical Love
33 There is Vocation, or an effectual Calling to the know-
ledg of Christ by the Gospel, a 1771 J. Gill Expos. O. T.
Ps. cxiv. 1 (1810) IV. 192/1 An emblem of the Lord's people
in effectual vocation, coming out of bondage into liberty.

1826 G. S. Faber Diffic. Romanism (1853)262 He calls with
a saving and beatifying vocation. 1898 C. Bell tr. Huys*
man's Cathedral xi. 233 The vocation of the Jewish nation

is set forth in these three doorways.

C. Vocation of the Gentiles (cf. Acts x. 45, etc.).

So F. tavocation des Gentils (Calvin).

1649 F. Roberts Clavis Bibl. 611 Vocation of the Gentiles,

and many spirituall Priviledges of the Church. 1662 J.

DavieS tr. Qlearius' Voy. Ambass. 129 They pitch on Twelf-
day, as that on which sometime happened the vocation of

the Gentiles.

2. The particular function or station to which a

person is called by God ; a mode of life or sphere

of action regarded as so determined. (Cf. Calling
vbl. sb. 10.)

1487 Caxton Bk. Good Manners d vi b (Stanf.), The pryn-

cipal of theyr vocacyon is for to defende the fayth. 1502
Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1500J 1. iv. Diiij, Yf they [sc.

kings] gouerne truely the realme of theyr conscyence and
the estate of theyr vocacyon. 1545 Bkinki.ow Compl. iii.

13 Hewil gyue grace to the kyng. to walke in his vocacyon.

1565STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 129 Gregory Naziansen leaving

the bi^hoprick of Constantinople, much. .serche was made
to finde a worthy man to occupy that high vocation. 1642

Fuller Holyty Prof. St. iv. ix. 281 Heaven is his vocation,

and therefore he counts earthly employments avocations.

a 179a V. Knox Serm. xxiii. 507 Let us go forth to our
various employments, resolved to walk worthy of ourChris-

tian vocation, 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xxii, ' I shall

probably take the veil.'. .'The vocation will fit you to a hair',

I thought. 1888 Liddon in Chr. World Pulpit XXXI V.

388 In some quarters, the missionary's life, .is regarded a3

a profession rather than as a vocation.

b. One's ordinary occupation, business, or pro-

fession. (Cf. Calling vbl. sb. 11.)

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 95 b, By vocation of life a souldiour

is counted a great bragger, and a vaunter of hymselfe.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. Ded. 5 The same hath. .com*
mended suche unto her highnes..as officers right worthy
their vocations. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 114 Why,
Hal, 'tis my Vocation Hal : 'Tis no sin for a man to labour

in his Vocation. 1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-atl 13 If

there bee any in our vocation or calling, that hue disorderly

and out of compasse, what trade can you name that doe not

the like. 1622 Peacham Compl. Gentl. i. 12 Vsefull neces-

saries for our vocations, and callings. 167a Marvf.ll Reh.
Transp. 1. 118, I cannot but be sorry that he hath under-

taken this desperate vocation. 171a Steele Sped. No. 304
F 3 Your Petitioner's Ancestor, .was the first of that Voca-
tion in Britain ; who., was by way of P^minency called the

Stationer. 1768-71 H. Walpolb Vertue's Anecd. Paint.

(1786) II. 242 It is idle to write a panegyric on the greatest

man in any vocation. i8aoW. Irving SketchBk. II. 356 In

addition to his other vocations, he was the singing-master of

the neighbourhood. 1871 Ainsworth T&zver Hill 1. i, A
droll-looking wight, whose vocation was proclaimed by his

motley garb. 1879 St. George's Hosfi. Rep. IX. 554 The
vocations of the women . . expose them to sudden changes of

temperature.

c. colled. Those who follow a particular busi-

ness or profession.

1587 Harrison England 11. v. {l
T
^^) 1. 132 Euene func-

tion and seuerall vocation striueth with other. 1589 Put-
tenham Eng. Poesie in. xxix. (Arb.) 289 It is comely that

cuery estate and vocation should be knowen by the differ-

ences of their habit. 1651 Hobbes Leznath. \\. xxvi. 137
Some Lawes are addressed, .to particular Provinces; some
to particular Vocations ; and some to particular Men.
3. A call to a public position.

1553 Q. Mary in Strype Eccl. Mem.{ijii)\\\. App. vi. 10
Speciallye synce the tyme of her vocation to the crowne.

b. The action, on the part of an ecclesiastical

body, of calling a person to the ministry or to a

particular office or charge in the Church. (Cf.

Calling vbl. sb. 3 b.)

1578 2nd Bk. Discipline iii, Vocatioun or calling. . is ane
lauchfull way, be the quhilk qualifeit personis is promotit
to ane spirituall office within the kirk of God. 1588 Udall
Demonstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 67 The gouernors of the Church
may not meddle, but onely in church-matters, as for ex-
ample, vocation, and abdication. 1637 Gillespie Eng.
Pop. Cerem. m. viii. 195 As the vocation of Ministers per-
taineth to the whole Church, so to the same also pertaineth
the removing of Ministers. 1847 tr. Buusen'sCh. ofFuture
v. 116 Here the natural and historical form, that of call (or

vocation) meets us at once. It is recognised as belonging to
the congregation, i860 Hook Lives Alps. I.i. 2 A vocation
to pastoral duty in the manufacturing districts demanded.,
his energies for five and thirty years.

f 4. ? Designation, title. Obs."1

c 1477 Caxton Jason 116 Knowest not thou wel that euery
man of noble name or vocacion is holden & bounden to paye
and holde his promesse.

1 5. The action of summoning an assembly or

its members. Obs. rare.
c 1480 Henryson Test. Cress. 272 Befoir Cupide..(he]

Speiris the caus of that vocatioun. 177a Hartford Merc.
Suppl. 18 Sept. 1/1 The letters of vocation for the new
Senators appointed by the King of Sweden.

f6. Appeal, entreaty, petition. Obs. rare.

1574 in Maitl. CI. Misc. (1840) I. 98 That ane publict

humiliatioun and fast, togidder with an ernest vocatioun
and prayar, be institutit. 1587 M. Grove Felons $ Hipp.
(1878)18 Some on Venus, some to Luna make their vocation.

Vocational (vokf'janal), a. [f. Vocation +
-al.] Of, pertaining or relating to, a vocation or

occupation.
1652 Gaule Magasirom. 204 It [i.e. prophecy] was a gift,

or grace, not so much personal as vocational
;
pertaining not

to ordinary duty so much as extraordinary occasion, a 1732
T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 16 It may fall in the voca-

tional part. Whatever is men's calling or station., the

crook in their lot may take its place therein. 1865 Athe-
naeum 27 May 715/3 With these appear the Tilewrights, a

vocational name of Saxon Origin, and the Mayers. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. ix. 159 The classes, whether social,

vocational, or educational.

Hence Vocationally adv.
1890 Clark Russell Nelson xvi. 229 The seamanship of

tho?>e days, the strategies, the devices,, .are no longer of the

least value vocationally.

Vocative (v^rkativ), a. and sb. Also 5 voea-

tyf, 6 vocatyve, 6-7 vocatiue (6 foo-). [a. OF.
vocatif, ~ive (mod.F. vocatif'= Sp., l'g., lt. voca-

tivd)
%
or ad. L. vocdtiv-us (sc. casus ; also as sb.),

f. vocal-, ppl. stem of vocare to call.]

A. adj. 1. Vocative case : That case of nouns,

adjectives, or pronouns, which in inflected lan-

guages is used to express address or invocation.

£1440 Gesta Rom. xci. 418 (Add. MS.), The fyfte is the

vocatyf case. 1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 1 The verbe

shall accorde with his nominative or vocative case. 1549
LlLY Introd. Gram, B ij, The seconde person is spoken to :

as Tu, thou; vos, ye. And of this person is also euery
vocatiue case. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. i. 54 What is

the Focatiue case (.William ?). 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 101

In construing.. we begin commonly of a Vocatiue case if

there be one. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. iv. vi. 448 Inter-

jections, divers of which are said to govern the Nominative,
Dative, Accusative, Vocative Case, c 1791 Eucycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VIII. 42/1 Thus the nominative case would pass into

a vocative, of which the use is always to solicit attention.

1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Set., etc. III. 959 Vocative Case.

..In strictness of speech it is not a case at all. a 1892 D.
Fraser Autobiog. i. 14 Reasoned and didactic prayers—
what I once heard well stigmatised as ' sermons in the

vocative case '.

b. In fig. context. (Cf. next.)

14.. Piers cf Fulham 370 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 15 -To

knowen folke that ben datyff: Their purches be called

ablatif : They haue their ijen vocatif.

2. Characteristic of, pertaining to, calling or

addressing.

1644 Bulwer Chirol. 55 To this vocative, alluring and in-

ticing compellation of the Hand. 1827 G. S. Faber Sacr.

Cal. Prophecy (1844) III. 112 Pope Gregory, in his first

epistle to the Emperor Leo Isauricus,.. salutes him with the

vocative title of BaoiAei). 1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue
162 As to the sense: the O prefixed merely imparts to the

title a vocative effect.

B. sb. 1. The vocative case.

a 1522 Lily Gram. Rudim. in CotePs sEdltio (1537) A viij,

Whan the nominatiue endeth in us, the vocatiue shal ende

in e. 1549 — Introd. Gram. A vi b, All nounesof the neuter

gendrchaue the nominatiue, the accusatyue, and the voca-

tiue lyke in both numbers. 1647 Jer. Taylor Lat. Gram. 5

[In neuter nouns] the nominative, accusative, and vocative

are alike in both numbers. 1719 Lat. Gram. 6 These
Nouns following make their Vocative in c or in vs.

1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. 11, L?..is often understood both

before an accusative and vocative. 1751 Harris Hermes 1.

viii. (1786) 145 note, The Vocative, .was nothing more than

the Form of address in front of names, titles, and epithets.

Ibid. 11. iv. 276 The Vocative .. being not only unknown to

the modern Languages, but often in the ancient being sup-

plied by the Nominative, c 1792 Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX.

541/2 Those [Latin nouns] in urn, whose nominative, accusa-

tive, and vocative.. are alike. 1818 Stoddart in Eucycl,

Metrop. (1845) I. 33/1 The vocative or ablative, which latter

some writers have considered as the primary and original

case of the noun. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. xxxv, O end-

less vocatives that would still leave expression slipping

helpless from the measurement of mortal folly !

2. An invocation or appeal. rart~K



VOCATIVELY. 279 VOGAL.

1747 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. v. 27 The two latter

will hardly come neither, if they think it will be to hear

your whining vocatives.

Hence Vo catively adv.
i66a Bp. Pearson Creed {eA. 2) 145 The Nominative may

as well stand vocatively without an Article. 1904 Bradley
Making of English 192 To use the word [fellow] vocatively

to an equal in the sense of ' comrade '.

||
Voce. [L. voce, abl. of vox voice, word.]

Under the word or heading. (Cf. Vo. 1
, Voc.)

1838 Bell Diet. Law Scotl. 866 What regards the calling

list* has been explained, voce Calling a Summons.
Voce, obs. Sc. and north, variant of Voice.

t Voche, v. Obs~ l [app. ad. OK. vocher, -ier :

see Vouch v~\ trans. ?To call or summon.
13.. S. K. Allit. P. 1221 Legyounes of aungelez togeder

uoched per kesten eusens of swete smelle.

Voohette, error for rochette Rochet.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'llI, 7 Ouer their garmentes

were vochettes of pleasantes, rouled with Gymsyne veluet,

and set w* letters of golde. [Hence in Holinshed.]

Vociferance (vosWerans). [f. next: see

-ance.] a. Clamour or noise of shouting, b.

Vociferant quality.

1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 168 From darkness came The
hydra tongued vociferance. 1855 Browning Master II agues
ofSa.xe-Gotha xv, All now is wrangle, abuse and vocifer-

ance. 1889 Pall Mall G. 28 May 2/3 Alternating between
a hoarse whisper and a painfully pitched vociferance.

Vociferant (wsrfSrant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

vociferant-, vdciferans, pres. pple. of vociferdri,

-are : see next.]

A. a*ij. Clamouring, bawling, vociferating.
1609 1, Davies (Heref.) HolyRoode Wks. (Grosart) I. 19/2

For, all his Wounds, with voice vociferant, Crie out they
can more than supply each want ! 1659 Gaudkn Tears Ch,
214 The most vociferant vulgar.. do least know what the
matter is. 1685 H. More Paralip. Prophet. \\. 38 That
Themistocles came to Artaxerxes, not to Xerxes, . . he proves
from a plain narrative, where there is no mention of any
vociferant Ecstatical Olhius. 1836 IVestm. Rev. XXIV. S2
A new race of parsons sprung up, half political leaders,
half-fanatical fire-brands, .now declaiming inthepulpit.now
vociferant in the tavern [etc.]. 1850 Drowning Christmas
Eve iv. 28 My mind was full of the scene I had left, That
placid flock, that pastor vociferant. 1863 Mrs. Whitney
Faith Gartney's Girth, xiv, She.. shook first him and then
his frock. .and carried him, vociferant, to the door.

B. sb. A clamorous or noisy person.
1890 Atlantic Monthly May 675/2 Strange as it may

appear to earnest hut misguided vociferants.

Vociferate (vasi'fer^t), V. [f. vociferdt-,pp\.

stem of L. vociferdri (rarely -are), f. vocU, vox
voice +fcrre to carry. Cf. F. voctfirery Sp. and
Pg. vociferar, It. vociferare.']

1. intr. To cry out loudly ; to bawl, to shout.
16*3 Cockeram i, Vociferate, to bray or crie out. 167a

Marvp:ll Reh. Tramp. 11. 270 You do so insult and
vociferate upon it, like one of your bulky Princes [etc .].

1768 Marq. Rockingham in G. Harris Life Ld. Hard*
wicke (1847) xvi. III. 427 He vociferated beyond even his
usual pitch. 1791 Cowi'er Iliad xu. 335 So they vociferat-

ing to the Greeks, Stirr'd them to battle. 1824 Miss L. M.
Hawkins Annaline II. 196 His passion was somewhat ex-
hausted and he ceased to vociferate. 1856 Kane Arct.
Expl. I. xvii. 202 They were vociferating as ifto attract our
attention.

2. trans. To utter in a loud voice ; to shout out

clamorously ; to declaim or assert with loud vehe-
mence.
The object may be either the words uttered (a), or a

descriptive noun {6).

(a) 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 99 Damn'd, damn'd
doings ! vociferated the Peer. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe
Italian xvi, • You shall not separate me from my master,
though', vociferated Paulo. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxi,
They vociferated loudly, that those who were not with them
were against them. 1851 Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. vii,

He therefore rode along.. vociferating occasionally that
'twas ' desp't rough, and bad for Jerry's foot '. 1871 Mem-
berfor Paris I. 233 ' You shall apologize,' vociferated the
Bench.
(b) 1758 Johnson Idler No. 2. f6 The cook warbles her

lyrics in the kitchen, and the thrasher vociferates his
heroicks jn the barn, :78a V. Knox Ess. lxxxi. (1819) II.

127 The ignorant plebeian, though he may vociferate the
word Liberty in a riot, knows not how to give it an effectual
support. 180a Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit I. 89 The
nursery-maid.. loudly vociferated the dreadful accident to
the astonished servants. 1848 Emily Hronte IVuthenng
H. ix, He entered, vociferating oaths dreadful to hear, i860
F. Winslow Diseases Brain $ Mindiv. 53, I then began
to vociferate a number of most incoherent expressions.

3. To drive by means of clamour.
1880 Daily 'Tel. 9 April, It would be worse than dis.

appointing, .if Lord Beaconsfield should have been vocife-
rated out of office merely in order to please Montenegro and
Bulgaria.

Hence Voci ferated///. a. ; Vociferating^/.
sb, and ppL a.

1617 Fletcher Mad Lover 11. ii, Beef we can bear before
us. .And tubs of pork ; vociferating veals. 1718 Pope Dune.
11. Argt., Then follow the Exercises for the Poets, of tick-
ling, vociferating, diving 1781 CowrER Conversat. 113
Vociferated logic kills me quite.

Vociferation (vosifeV-Jan). Also 5 voce-,
5-6 vocyferacion, 6 -cyon, 6 vociferacion.
[a, OF. vociferacion (mod.F. vocife*rations pi., »
Sp. vociferacion, Pg. -aeao, It. -azione), or ad. L.
vjciferation-, vociferdtio, noun of action f. voci-

ferdri: see prec. and -ation.]

1. An act or instance of loud speaking or shout- 1

inj^; a clamour or outcry.

C 1400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 145 pe vocyferacions Of the
gret glawmours & \e sownes War herd in entring of he
place. 1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 C ij, Ye ought
to haue cure of all the body in strent;thyng it with dyueis
exercytacyons, testynges, and vociferacions, 1603 Hol-
land Plutarch's Mor. 619 Howbeit, in this exercise we
must beware of over-loud vociferations and clamours. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 54 F5 When our young Heralds are
exercis'd in the Faculties of making Proclamation, and other
Vociferations. 1750 Johnson Raml'ler No. 18 f 4, lean
hear the vociferations of either sex without catching any of
the lire from those that utter them. 1837 Ht. Maktinkau
Soc, Amer. II. 167 How mean and trivial are the vocifera-

tions in defence of property. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xxvii. 550 Without paying any attention to his vociferations

we went on.

2. The action of vociferating ; the utterance of

loud outcries or shouts; loud and vehement exer-

cise of the vuice.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 43 With terrible vociferacion
They made wonderfull exclamacion The worde of god to
subverte. a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill, 29 b, The people
..woulde openly crye and make vocyft--raeion thatGuddyd
take vengeance. 1500 Uahkocgh Meth. Physick in. xxviii.

(1639} 148 It is manifest that vociferation and crying out..
dotli greatly helpe in this evill, 1650 Bulwer Anthropo*
met. is8 Such exercises as gently dilate and extend the
Hieast, as shooting, vociferation, commotion of the Arms.
1712 Addison Spect. No. 407 P2 Violent Gesture and
Vociferation naturally shake the Hearts of the Ignorant.

1753 Hanway Trav. vn. Ixxxvi. (1762) I. 400 They modu-
late their voices to a tone consistent with pious thoughts,
without that extravagant vociferation practised in some
churches. 1820 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. xi. 368
The whole mob of the Middlesex blackguards, .almost drive

me mad with their noise and vociferation. 1862 Konrow
IValesiv, There was plenty of vociferation, but not one single

burst of eloquence. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. ii. 58
That wounderfully busy scene of embarkation and disem-
barkation, and of noisy Arab vociferation.

b. Const, of (the words uttered).

1780 Johnson in Boswetl {iqoi,) II. 325 Having after some
confused vociferation of ' Hear him—hear him !

' obtained
a silent attention.

tVoci ferative, a. Obs~l
[f. as Vociferate

v. + -ive.] Vociferous.

1593 Nashe Chrisfs T. (1613) 50 With dismall crying and
vociferatiue inculcating vnto her.

Vociferator (v^si-feVta.O. [f. Vocifhuate v.,

or ad. L, vociferator (Tertullian). Cf. F. vocife'-

rateur, Sp. and Pg. vociferador.] One who or that

which vociferates; a clamorous or noisy shouter.
1814 Moore Mem. (1853) II. 50, I dare say I shall put up

with their noises till spring, when certainly you shall have the
advantage of at least one of the little vociferators. 1824
Ann. Reg. 172 A numerous herd of vociferatois in favour
of arbitrary power. 1887 Daily Tel. 27 Oct. (Cassell's), He
defied the vociferators to do their worst.

Vociferosity. rarr~x
. [f. next : see -osity.]

The quality or state of being vociferous.

1837 Carlyle Misc., Mirabeau (1857) W . 90 Shall we give
poor Iiuffiere's testimonial in mess-room dialect; in its

native twanging vociferosity?

Vociferous (v^si-fer^s), a. [f. L. vocifer-drl

(see Vociferate v.) + -ous.]

1. Uttering loud cries or shouts ; clamorous,
bawling, noisy.
ci6nCnAPM.\N///Wn. 83Thrise three vociferous heralds

rose to checke the rout, and get Eare to their Ioue-kept
gouernors. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem, 121, I

sailed into a Presbyterian Meeting. .where the vociferous
Holder-forth was as bold and saucy, as if the Deity and
all Mankind had owed him Money. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones 11. ix, Mr. Allworthy had been before silent, from the
same cause which had made his sister vociferous. 1784
CowrER Task I. 299 The boorish driver leaning o'er his
team Vocifrous, and impatient of delay. 1816 Southky
Poet's Pilgr. Proem xviii, The restless joy Of those glad
girls, and that vociferous boy! 1834 James J. Marston
Hall vii, My companions were very vociferous. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 56 The whole audience instead of
being mute became vociferous.

transf. 1850-1 Longf. Gold. Leg. Prol , Sp. iv, Hover
downward! Seize the loud, vociferous bells, and.. to the '

pavement Hurl them from their windy tower.

fig. 1883 Harpers Mag. Sept. 565/1 Mr. Cody.. could
scarcely design a vulvar and vociferous work if he iried.

b. Applied to birds.

1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 94 Vociferous Eagle, Falco '

Vocifer. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. in. ii.(i32oJ 170 Flocks
of vociferous geese cackled about the fields.

2. Of the nature of vociferation ; uttered with or
accompanied by clamour; characterized by loud
declamation.
1631 Brathwait IVhimzies, Piper 144 All he reedes, he

puts into his pipe : which consisting of three notes breaks
out into a most vociferous syllogisme. 1740 Cibber Ap>oL
(1756) II. 59 Though candour and benevolence are silent
virtues, they are as visible as the most vociferous ill-nature.
i8z8 D'lSBAELl'C/frti-. /, II. v. 126 Popular gratitude is as
vociferous as it is sudden. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville
II. 283 Jealousy of their good name now prompted them to
the most vociferous vindications of their innocence, 1873
Black Pr. Thule i, Showing by his answers that he was
but vaguely hearing the vociferous talk of his companions.

Vociferously (v<?si*ierasli), adv. [f. prec.

+

-ly 2
.] In a vociferous manner; with great noise

or vehemence.
1816 'Quiz* Grand Master vu. 162 Meantime the Ham-

malls nnd Goulaub, Vociferously call'd to ' Sahib '. 1847
\

Disraeli Tancredw. xi, The little dog began barking voci-

ferously. 1863 E. C. Clayton Queens of Song II. 115 All

Paris thronged to admire. .and applauded vociferously.

Vociferousuess (v^si-lcrasnes). [t. as prcc.

+ -ness.] The quality or character of beiny

vociferous.

1842 Macgillivrav Man. Brit. Ornith. 11. 93 The Tattlers
..being equally remarkable for their timidity, vociferous-
uess, and the balancing motion of their bodies. 1882 J.
Hawthokne Fort. Fool 1. xxix, The voice., came in deep
tones, more feminine than any shrillness, and more impres-
sive than vociferousuess.

t Vocification. Obs. rare. [f. L. voci-. vox
voice + -FicATiON. Cf. L. voiifiahe to shout.]

Articulate speech or utterance.
1631 R. W.Arraignm. \v'holeCreatiire'\\\. 19 He breathes

and pathetically bleeds out this vocification. 1758 Phil.
Trans. L. 744 You, Sir,, .are not to be informed, that voci-

fication is performed in the aspera arteria.

Vo'citate, v. rare"1
, [f. ppl. stem of L.

vocitdre (frequentative of vocdre to call), after

vociter in Rabelais.] trans. To name or call.

1653 Ukqchart Rabelais n. vi, From thealme, hiclyte, and
celebrate Academic-, which is vocitated [F. que ton vocite]

Lutetia.

Vocita-tion. rare~ l [f. as prec. + -ation.]

Shouting, outcry.

1819 II. Busk Vestriad\. 518 With lungs Stentorian here,

afTriglits the crowd, And, Ilium scares with v«.;chations loud.

f Vockeel, obs. variant of Vakkkl i.

1698 YryerAcc. Iu India A> /'. 1 15 In Town there .ire many
private Merchants that bear a Port equal to our Europe
Companies, being only Vockeels or Factors for money'd
Men up the Country.

Vocular (v^kizHai), a. rare. [f. L. vocula

VOCCLK + -AK.]

1. Vowel, vocalic.

1813 J. C. Hobhouse Journey (ed. 2) 1056 The vocular
sound in bread.

2. Vocal.
1838 Dickens O. Twist vii, Something which would render

the series of vocular exclamations so designated [sc howl-
ing!, an involuntary process.

Vocula"tion. rare~°. [ad. L, voculdtio, f.

vocula : see next.] (See quot.)

1656 Uloi'nt Gtossogr., Voculation, the accent of every
word, the due moderation and measuring the voice in pro-
nouncing a word.

Vocule (vjrki/?l). [ad. L. vocula, dim. of vox
voice.] The faint final sound produced in pro-

nouncing certain consonants.

'833 J. Rush PkUos. Human Voice ni. 55, I have called

this last vented sound of the subtonics the Vocule. Ibid.

xlii. 273 When the articulative occlusion ..is icmoved,
there is a slight momentary issue of voice which completes
the structure of these sounds. This is called the Vocule.

Vod, obs. Sc. f. Wood sb. and a. Vodder,
southern ME. var. Fodder sb. ; obs. Sc. f.

Weathek. Vode, southern ME. var. Food sb.
;

obs. Sc. var. Void a., Wood a. Vodeness, obs.

Sc. f. Woodness (madness).

II Vodka (vp-dka). Also)3. vodki, -ky
; 7. vot-

ku, votky. [Russ. BO^Ka (gen. sing, boakii),

pronounced (vp'tka).] An ardent spirit used in

Russia, chiefly distilled from rye, but also from
barley, potatoes, or other materials.

a. 1802-3 tr. Pallas's Trav. (1812) II. 484 The principal

imports are. .Sekiskaya-Vodka, or brandy distilled from
fruit. 1833 R. Pinkkrton Russia 74 The peasantry, .still

prefer their national brandy, called vodka. 1883 C. Readk
in Harpers Mag. Jan. 253/1 A young fellow, .orings. .me
a flask of vodka.
0. 1830 Edinb. EncycL XVII. 514/2 The Russian nobles

do not drink ardent spirits, vodki, in the morning. 1885
Hake Russia i. 24 Vodki (corn brandy) is the chief means
of intoxication. 1891 Blackiu. Mag. Oct. 470/2 Anything
which his understanding failed to connect directly with the
price of bread and * vodky '.

Y- 1855 Englishwoman in Russia 86 The government
revenues are in great part acquired by the sale of votku.

1891 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 7/1 A large tame bear, which
had been trained, .to drink votky. .entered a village tavern.

b. altrib., as vodka bottle,flask, etc.

1876 Mary M. Grant Sun-Maid xxxiii, He hastily
searched the room and found a vodka flask. 1883 O'Dono-
VAX Merv 1. 1 After the fashion of Russia generally, the

majority of these [houses] consisted of rum and vodka shops.

1903 Times 8 Sept. 7/2 The establishment of the vodka
monopoly, .strained the resources of Russian credit.

Vodnes, Vodure, obs. Sc. ff. Woodness,
Voider.

Voe (vJu). Orkn. & ShetL dial. [ad. Norw.
vaag(\^y)

y
ON. and Icel. vdg-r (mod.Icel. vog-r\

bay, inlet.] A bay, creek, or inlet.

a 1688 J. Wali.ack Descr. Orkney (1693) 93 Voe, a Creek
or liay. or firth, or inlet, a 1733 Shetland Acts 33 in Proc.

Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892) XXVI. 201 That none fish with

haddock lines within voes from Belton to Martinmas. 1791

Statist. Ace. Scotl. I. 389 The voes, by which the parish

[sc. Delting] is intersected. i8at Scott Pirate i, A com-

fortable roadstead.. with the house situated on the side of

an inland voe. 1841 Penny Cyci. XXI. 384/1 Tracts of

cultivated and fertile land, generally near the voes and the

sea-coasts. 187a Blackik Lays Highl. 60 In the voes of

Orkney, Haco, Thou didst spread thy prideful sail.

attrib. 1898 J. Nicholson Sprigs Hedder 35 He was not

long in walking round the voe-head.

Voff, Voful, obs. Sc. ff. Wolf sb., Woful a.

Vogal, vogle. Cornish mining, [ad. Cornish

vooga cavern. Another variant is fogo.] = Vug.
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1855 J- R. Leifchii.d Cornwall Mines 278 Vugh, or vogal
..a cavity, i860 Worcester (citing Ansted), Vogle.

Vogie (
v^u "gi)> a > Sc* Also 8 vougy, 9

vogey. [Of obscure origin.]

1. Vain, proud, conceited.

1719 Ramsay Epist. Hamilton Answ. II. ii, 'Whisht',

quoth the vougy jade. 1788 Burns My Moggie 4 My only

beast, I had nae mae, And vow but I was vogie ! 1789
Ross Helenore (ed, 3) 112 Of your consent, lie says, I'm

mair nor fain, And vogie that I can ca' you my ain. 1830

Galt Lawrie T. vn. xi. (1849) 350, I was somewhat vogie

of the valour I had shown her so handsomely off-hand.

2. Merry, cheerful, delighted, gay.

1715 in Hogg Jacobite Relics (18 19) 81 We took a spring,

and danc'd a fling, And wow but we were vogie • «i774
Fercusson Ode to Bee Poems (1845) 18 The Muse Scuds

ear' and heartsome owre the dews, Fu' vogie and fu'blythe

to crap The winsome flowers frae nature's lap. 182a Galt
Provost xlii, Many among us thought, .that we had got a

great catch, and they were both bly the and vogie when he was
chosen. 1896 in Proudlock BorderlandMuse 323 He's harm-

less as yon vogie lamb That loups beside its sleeping dam.

II Vogt (v#yt, foyt). Also 7 vooght, vaught.

[a. G. vogt (and Du. voogd, + voogt), MHG.w^/,
OHG./^fl/, ad. med.L. vocat-us: cf. VOCATK sbS\

A steward, bailiff, or similar official.

1694 PiKM Trav. Holland <$• Germ, 91 The Inspector of

the Calvinists hath injoined the Vooght, gr chief Officer,

not to suffer any preaching to be among our Friends. Ibid.

109 The Vaught or chief Officer. 1762 tr. Busching's Syst.

Geog. IV.252 He acknowledged them to be hereditary vogts

of his church. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist, I. iii. 57 The
rights of the archbishop being guarded by an advocatus or

vogt, . . the state was governed by its own landrath.

Voghte, obs. variant of Vault si.1

Vogue (v^'g), sb. Also 6 vog'e, Sc. wogue,

7 voag, vouge. [a. F. vogue rowing, course,

success, f. voguer
%

ad. It. vogare to row. So It,

and Pg. voga, Sp. boga.]

I. fl. The vogue, the principal or foremost

place in popular repute or estimation ; the most

pronounced success or general acceptance ; the

greatest currency or prevalence. Chiefly in phrases

to have, bear, carry, get (etc.) the vogue. Now Obs.

(a) 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 123 Quha hes be

wogue [printed WOgne], him all be warld dois wew. c 1590 I

J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 12/24 As mychtie Monarck
rair,..He onlie hes the vog armipotent. 1643 Howell
Twelve Treat. (1661) 290 These are the men that now have

the vogue, and.. seem to have quite swallowed up both the

King's Prerogatives, and those of the Lords. 1678 Cud-
worth IntelI. Syst. 17 Democritus having had for many
ages almost the general cry and vogue for Atoms. 1731

Medley Kolbens Cape G. Hope I. 65 They have the vogue

above all the other Hottentot nations for strength and dex-

terity in throwing the Hassagaye. 1738 Observ. Brit.

W00I9 English Woollen Manufactures have had the Vogue
and Name for many Years past, all over Europe. 1788

Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 210 He had published a
theory of electricity, which then had the general vogue.

(b) ci6ioSir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 380 Such scornful

and such partial Persons, as have oftest possessed your

Ear and carried the Vogue in your Court. 1664 Power
Exp. Phitos. 1. 47 Though Mustard-seed do carry the

Vogue amongst the People. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India a- P.

123 It bears the Vogue for altering the Plood. 1721 W.
Hamilton Wallace 152 Mc Fadzean that most bloody

Rogue, Who for his Villany did bear the Vogue. 1741

Bkttertom Eng. Stage i. 9 Notwithstanding the Industry

ef the Patentee and Managers, it seems the King's House
then carried the Vogue of the Town.

(o) 1685 Choice Coll. Songs, * Fill up the BowV v, While
you can find one Factious Rogue, To sway the Poll, and get

the Vogue. 1710 Swift 'Patter No. 230 r 7 Some of which
[words] are now struggling for the Vogue, and others are in

possession of it. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. \. ii, 111. . win
the vogue at market, tron, or fair, For halesome, clean,

cheap and sufficient ware. 173a Swift Beast's Confession

Pref., London is seldom without a dozen of their own edu-

cating, who engross the vogue for half a winter together.

2. Without article : Popularity
;
general accept-

ance or currency ; success in popular esteem.

1604 Wilcocks in Golding's De Mornay Ded. Pr. Wales
(1617) A 2 b, This booke being countenanced, vnder your
Patronage and defence, shall haue more vogue, and better

acceptance with all sorts. 1653 A. Wilson fas. I, 121 So
long as you permit the Schisms of Arminius to have such
vogue.. in the principal Towns of Holland. 1694 W. Freke
Set. Ess. 2 An Author not Licensed by Common Vogue, as

well as Authority, looks like one with the Plague-sore upon
him. 1704 Swift T. 'Pub vii. Wks. 1768 I. 116 Having ob-

served how little invention bears any vogue, besides what is

derived into these channels. 1716 Waterland Serin, be/.

Cambridge Univ. 21 A good Man has no Security.. but by
examining carefully what is true, right, and just in it self,

separate from common Vogue, or popular Opinion. 1752
Hume Ess. <$• Treat. (1777) I. 248 To convince you that

fashion, vogue, ..and law, were the chief foundation of all

moral determinations. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Note-
bks. I. 154 Mr. — ..seems to have a good deal of vogue as

a sculptor. 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 351 Astrologers, niagi-

ans, soothsayers, ..acquired such vogue, as to attract the

indignant notice of both satirists and historians.

b. In phr. in (or out of) vogue. Also with

adjs. (usually intensive), as in full vogue, etc.

fa) 1643 Chas. 1 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 297
Though Mars be now most in voag, yet Hymen may bee

some tymes remembred. 1653 H. Cocan tr, Pinto's Trav.

lix. 242 The Idol which is most in vogue amongst them, and
most frequented, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. iv.

(1677) 165 The same Words and Phrases that were not

used, ..in former Ages, become in Fashion, Reputation and

Vogue in another Age. 1726 Swift Gulliver iv. xii, It is

highly probable, that such travellers, .may, by detecting

my errors, ..justle me out of vogue and stand in my place.

1738 — Pol. Conversat. Introd. 42 My Hook would be out

of Vogue with the first Change of Fashion. 1747 Butler
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 297 Corruptions of the grossest sort

have been in vogue, for many generations. 1787 Bentham
De/ Usury x. 98 A method much in vogue was, to let the

Jews get the money, .and then squeeze it out of them as it

was wanted. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 274 The writers

whom you suppose in vogue,.. have long since had their

day. 1842 Newman Par. Serm. (ed. 2) V. ix. 141 The in-

fluence of some system of religion which is in vogue. 1879

Proctor Pleas. Ways Sc. ii. 30 The system of lunar weather

wisdom in vogue to this day among seamen.

if) 1687 A. Lovell tr. 'Phevenot's Trav. I. 101 Letters

are in no vogue in that Country, and profound Ignorance

reigns among them. 1692 Sirat Wicked Contrivance 11. 15

The Popish- Plot having been just before in full vogue there,

as well as here. 1741 Betterton Eng. Stage i. 8 During
this Interval, many Plays were brought upon the Sta§«

written in Heroic Rhime: and. .in 1668. .it became stiU in

greater Vogue. 1708 A uti- Jacobin No. 35 The following

popular song is said to be in great vogue. 1838 James
Louis XIV, IV. 83 As the system of conversion [to the

Roman Catholic faith] was at that time in high vogue.

c. In phr. to bring ox put, to come or start
t
etc.,

into (or in) vogue.
a 1700 EvBLVN Diary 29 Nov. 1694, It had been brought

into vogue by Mr. Tudor an apothecary. 1702 Addison
Dial. Medals Misc. Wks, 1736 III. 15 To bring the study

of Medals in vogue. 1750 Chesterf, Lett. ccxviiL (1792)

II. 341 Without which they.. would be vilified by those

very gallantries which put them in vogue. 1768 'Pucker

Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 176 What would the mathematician give

to know the newest fashions as they start into vogue, or be

let into all the scandal and tittle-tattle of the town? 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. lxii. 148 Austere doctrines, .seem

to have come into vogue in the higher circles. 1845 Ford
Handbk. Spain l. 13^ Travelling in a carriage with post-

horses was brought into vogue by the Bourbons. 1876

Gladstone Homeric Synchr. 134 It had still more recently

come into vogue as the national name.

d. In phr. to give vogue (to something.).

c 1688 [? Burnet] Enquiry into Reasons Abrog. Test 7/1
The main things that gave it Popular Vogue and Reputa-
tion with his Party. 1770 Gray Lett. Poems (1775) 385
That childish nation, the French, have given him vogue and
fashion. 1799 in Med. Jrnl. (1800) III. 14 Those artifices

that have so often given Medical Men vogue in the great

world. 1824 Byron Juan xv. xlviii, Although her birth

and wealth had given her vogue, Beyond the charmers we
have already cited. 1837 Hali.am Hist. Literature 1. 1. vii.

§ 27. 402 It contains several feigned letters of the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius, which probably in a credulous age passed

for genuine, and gave vogue to the book. 1877 E. R.

Conder Bast's Faith ii. 69 To give vogue to a phrase by
which he hopes to make the idea.. ridiculous.

t e. Of vogue, holding a prominent place in

popular estimation or notice ; fashionable.

1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 111. iv. 137 Is it not strange

then, that Reformed Divines, yea some of great vogue for

Pietie and Learning should espouse an error so grosse. 1703

Steele Tender Husb. 1. i, The Great Beauties, and Short-

liv'd People of Vogue, were always her Discourse and
Imitation. 1709 — Tatlcr No. 14 f 5 There are Two who
frequent this Place, whom she takes for Men of Vogue.

3, With a : A prominent place in popular favour

or fashion ; a course or period of success or dis-

tinction in this connexion.

1673 Lady's Call. 1. v. § 25 That impudence of profane-

ness which has given it such a vogue in the world. 1704
Swift Mech. Operat. Spir. Misc. (1711)274, 1 do not find any
[Title] which holds so general a Vogue as that of A letter

to a Friend. 1752 Hume Ess. <*• 'Treat. (1777) 1» 248

Authority, .may give a temporary vogue to a bad poet.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty viii. 45 Paltry imitations of

Chinese buildings have a kind of vogue, chiefly on account of

their novelty. 1818 Sporting Mag. III. 118 The carriages

called caterpillars acquired a temporary vogue. 183a

Lewis Use <y Ab. Pol. Terms xiv. 136 A theory which,

in its day, had a sufficient vogue to transfer its peculiar

and technical expressions into common language. 1880

H. James Hawthorne 37 The Universal History had a

great vogue and passed through hundreds of editions.

b. In similar use with the or other limiting terms.

( 1645 Howell Lett. I. v. xxxiii. 169 The Lord Treasurer

Weston is he who hath the greatest vogue now at Court,

but many great ones have clash'd with him. 1674 Boyle
F.xcell. Pheol. 11. v. 202 The present success, .ought not to

make him so sure . . that the same Opinions will be always in

the same, or greater Vogue. 1697 Bentley Phal. (1699)351
The Milesian Cloths had the greatest Vogue in the Greek
Markets. 1709 O. Dykes Eng. Prov. <y Re/t. (ed. 2) 18

Prodigality is a jolly Vice, and of the most popular Vogue
in the World. 1743 Fielding J. Wild 1. iv, Whisk and
swabbers was the game then in the chief vogue. 1834
Macaulay Ess., Pitt P24 The vogue which it has obtained

may serve to show [etc.]. 1881 Athenxum 15 Jan. 88/3 The
vogue which mountaineering has acquired of late years.

o. With possessives (or of).
a 1683 Oldham Art 0/Poetry Wks.(i6S6) 7 Others.. Shall

be revived, and come again in force If custom please: from
whence their vogue they draw. 1737 L. Clarke Hist. Bible

(1740)11. 316 James, in regard of his great Vogue with the

populace, forsincerity, virtue, and judgment. 1771 Smollett
Humph.Cl. Let. 4 JuIy.All these places, Bath excepted, have
their vogue,and then the fashion changes. 1780 Miss Wilkes
in Corr. J. Wilkes (1805) IV. 298 The vogue of this employ-
ment occasions a great many presents being made. 1835
Court Mag. VI. p. x/2 Tartan shawls have entirely lost

their vogue; they are replaced by Egyptian shawls, which
are now more fashionable than any other. 1855 N. Haw-
thorne in Life Longfellow (1891) II. 287 No other poet

has anything like your vogue. 2886 Ch. Times 730/1 Its

defects, not its merits are the source of its vogue.

v II. + 4. a. Natural bent or capacity. Obs.—1

1590 Sir R. Williams Disc, Warre 25 If they finde any
of great qualitie that carries a voge, to command popular

or men of war.

fb. General course or tendency
;
general char-

acter or condition. Obs.
1626 T. H[awkins] Caussins Holy Crt. 74 They seing all

things are permitted them, do instantly take that vogue,
which depraued nature doth present vnto them, they follow

the track of pleasure. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Bunch of
Grafes i, One vogue and vein, One aire of thought usurps
my brain. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. cxiii. 543 The Native
..shall live gallantly, .above the ordinary Vogue of his

Birth. 1660 Gal'den Slight Healers 76 They go with the

vogue and stream of times. 1702 Eng. T/ttophrast. 195
Mens merit is generally judg'd of by the Vogue of the
Fortune they are in. 1729 Law Serious C. xvii. 308 Ac-
cording to the spirit and vogue of this world, whose corrupt

air we have all breath'd, there are many things that pass
for great, and honourable.

T c. Vigour or energy. Obs.—1

1674 Ch. Sf Court ofRome 5 This is at large inculcated.

.

with great vouge and ostentation by the Bishop of Condom.

T 5. The approbation, approval, or popular

favour ofsome class of persons, etc. Obs.

1606 Birnie Kirk.Burialt ix, For many to eternize their

soone forgot memory, and to gaine the vogue of this vatne

world, hes prepared Pyramides of pomp. 1646 G. Daniel
Poems Wks. (Grosai t) I. 75 Wouldst Thou woe* a Feature
In a glasse?. .Or resigne what you may claime To the vogue
of vulgar flfame. 1662-3 South Serm. (1843) II. xviii. 305

A King . . not owing his Kingdom to the vogue of the popu-
lace but to the suffrage of nature. x68*Chetham Angler's
Vade-m. x. § 1. (1689) 97 For that the Trout is tbe most Ex-
cellent Fish, by the Vogue of the most curious Palates. 1720

Welton Suffer. Son of God II. xx. 565, I would fain

Recollect and Obtain the Universal Approbation and Vogue
in my own Favour.

f b. The current opinion or belief; the general

report or rumour. Obs.
1626 in Birch Crt. A- Times Chas. I (1848) I. 131 Some

affirm the Earl of Suffolk . . goes general of the fleet. . . Cap-
tain Pennington bath the vogue to go to his vice-admiral.

1661 Sir P. Tyrill in Essex Rcv.(zgog) XVIII. 95 The
generall vogue of the towne is y* yesterday-ihe Portugall

match was agreed upon at the Counsell. 1685 J. Chamber-
I-ayne Coffee Tea <$- Choc. 49 Indeed 'tis the common vogue
and opinion of this Country, that there is nothing more
Soveraign then this plant. 1721 Perry Daggenh. Breach

79 The Opinion of my Assistants being urg'd, and the

general vogue of Men that my Work was carried on in a
sufficient Manner. 1730 Swift Let. to Gay 19 Nov., The
vogue of our few honest folks here is that Duck is absolutely

to succeed Eusden in the laurel.

6. The prevailing fashion or tendency; esp. that

which is in favour at a particular time.

1648-9 Eikon Bas. xi. (1(62) 46 The common Sewer or

stream,<>f ihe present vogue and humor. i66o>Stillingfl.

hen. 11. vi. § 11. (1662) 266 If Jerome speak according to

the general vogue, ihis solution may be sufficient. 1834

Marryat P. Simple Ixv, His mustachios, bad French, and
waltzing., were quite the vogue. x86oSala Lady Chester/.

Pref. p. iii, An age when burlesque is the vogue.

b. Without article or with a.

1689-90 Temple Ess. Health $ Long Li/e Wks. 1720 I.

283 As Diseases have changed Vogue, so have Remedies in

my Time and Observation. 1738 Fielding Hist. Register

lit, There is a vogue, my Lord, which if you will bring me
into, you will lay a lasting obligation on me. 1905 Westm.
Gaz. 10 June 15/3 Others. .at once took the thing up and

made it a vogue.

t Vogue, v. x Obs. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To cry up or down.
e 1661 ih Hart. Misc. (1746) VIII. 31/2 He procured an

awe and leverence to himself, being vogued up W m
Clergy, and rendered to the Vulgar as a Pattern of Piety.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 408 Thus may a good

Medicine be vogu'd down by a groundless fancy 1

b. To bring into, or keep in, vogue.

1687 J. Reynolds Death's I'is. Pref. (1713)2 [That] those

POcts shou'd be chiefly Applauded and Vogued, whose sole

use of Religion.. is to Undermine and Lampoon it.

2. To repute or reckon (as something).

1675 R. Blrthogce Causa Dei 251 Pythagoras, .might

put this Honorary Mark upon the Ternary Number, and

Vogue it Sacred and Divine. 1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus

Ritiens No. 78. (1713) II. 228 Hellish Rage, which, forsooth,

must be vogued Protestant Zeal. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New
Invent, p. xlii, Some who would take it ill not to be vogued

for first-rate Politicians.

1" Vogue, v.z Obs.-1 [ad. F. voguer: see Vogue

sb.~\ intr. To float.

1687 Rycalt Hist. Turks II. 316 The Turks brake it [the

bridge] the preceeding day, letting the rnaterials vogue

with the stream into the Danube.

Voiadge, obs. form of Voyage sb.

Voice (vols), sb. Forms: a. 3-4 voiz (4

uoyz), 3-5 voys (5 uoys, 5-6 woys), 4-5 voise

(4 uoise), 4-6 (7) voyse (5 woyse) ; 4-7 voyce

(4 voysce, 5 voyc, 5-6 Sc. woyce), 4- voice (4

uoice, 4, 5-6 &., woice, 6 voic); also 5 wyce,

8-9 dial. vice. 0. Sc. and north. 4-7 voce (5

uoce, 5-6 woce), 5, 7 vose, 6 vox, wox. [a. At.

voiz, voice, OF. voiz, vois, voix (mod.K. voix, =

Pr. voiz, Sp. and Pg. voz, It. voce) :-L. voc-emt

vox voice, sound.]

I. 1. Sound, or the whole body of sounds,

made or produced by the vocal organs of man or

animals in their natural action ; esp. sound formed

in or emitted from the human larynx in speaking,

singing, or other utterance; vocal sound as the

vehicle of human utterance or expression. Also

occas., the faculty or power of producing this; or

concretely, the organs by which it is produced.
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a. With the, or with limiting terms as man's.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1142a pis ilk stern. .said to bairn wit

mans woice, pat bai suld wend to Juen land, c J350 Will.
Palerne 40 pe son of be cry com to becowherde euene, pat
he wist witerly it was be voys of a childe. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) I. 83 pe voys bat bey makeb is hker to an
houndes berkynge ban to a mams voys. 1398 — Barth. De
/'.A*, v. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), To schape be voice aier is ifonge

in be leues of be lungeii. 1580 J. Hay Demandes § 17 m
Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 39 The trew intelligence, .and nocht
the outward sounding of the woce. 1587 Golding De
Momayv. 59 There is..a dubble Speech ; the one in- the
mynd, ..the other the sounding image thereof, ..vttered by
our mouth and. .termed the Speech of the Voyce. 1603 Hol-
land Plutarch's Mor. 838 Plato defineth the Voice to be a
spirit. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <*j- Cr. in. ii. 95 They that haue the
voyce of Lyons, and the act of Hares : are they not Mon-
sters? 1655 Vaughan Sile.r Scint., Holy Script, ti, Thou
(the Bible] art the great Elixir rare and choi<:e; The Word in
Characters, God in the Voice. 1710 M. Henry Disputes
ReviewedWks. 1853 II. 464/1 When the temper is not kept
within due bounds, commonly the voice is not. 1780 W.Shaw
(title) A Galic and English Dictionary. Containing all the
Words in the Scotch and Irish Dialects of the Celtic, that
could be collected from the Voice, and Old Hooks and MSS.
1831 Youatt Horse viii. 152 The voiceofanimalsis produced
bythepassageofair through this aperture. \^z Penny Cycl.
XXIV. 154/1 Speaking.pipes. or tubes to convey the voice
from one place to another. 1889 Ruskin Prarterita III. 162
The Voice is the eternal musical instrument of heaven and
earth, from angels down to birds.

b. Without article.

Occas. put for 'musical voice', 'power of singing': cf.
quots. 1667 and 1697.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17840 And als sun bai spak wit woice.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 75 Among alle pingis
vois is a freel bing. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) IV.

xx. 67 See howe my sone . . bymeneth hym in bene chere and
voys. 1444 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 12 He sal vphald the
ladymesse with uoce on Twisdai, Thurisdai, and Fridai ilke
owkeforaj;her. ci45otr. De Imitatione m. xlviii. 119 So
I teche wiboute voice of wordes, wiboute confusion of
opinyons. 1500-20 Dunhar Poems xlviii. 162 Thane all trie

birdis song with voce on hicht. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius'
Catech. 124 Seing wraith without ony voce of worde is ap-
pointed to iudgement, wraith in voce is appointed toacouncel
quhairin sentence is pronunced. 1594 K.yd Cornelia in. i. 132
These^ are . . melancholie showes, That ..counterfet the
dead in voyce and figure. 1608 Topsfll Serpents 134 A
vocal iustice, which speaketh inaction though not in voyce.
1666-7 Pkpys Diary 12 Feb., I confess I was mightily
pleased with the musique. He pretends not to voice;
though it be good, but not excellent. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. iv. 70 Hollow Rocks that render back the Sound,
And doubled Images of Voice rebound. 1697 — Virg, Past.
v ioYourmeiit and your years command the choice: Amyn-
tas only rivals you in voice. 1721 Uailky, Aphony, a want
of voice. 17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v.. That Canal,, .which at
first pass'd for the principal Organ of Voice, f 1780 Cowper
Cricket 17 Though in voice and shape they be Form'd as if

akin to thee. 1828 Whatf.ly Rhet. in Encycl. Metrop. I.

295/x To observe all the modulations, &c. of voice, which take
place in such a delivery. 1872 Huxley Physiol, vii. 184
Thus, voice may exist without speech, and .. speech may
exist without voice, as in whispering. 1884 F. M.Crawford
Rom. Singer I. a He had so much voice that he did not
know what to do with it.

trans/. andyS^. 1815 Scott Waterloo L We yet may bear
the hour Peal'd over orchard and canal, With voice pro-
long and measured fall. 1817 — Harold in. vi, From
realms afar Comes voice of battle and of war.

o. With ailjs. denoting the quality or tone.
Chiefly with or in . . voice. Cf. 6 c.

13.. K. Alt's. 3850 (Laud MS.), And hem he seidewib voice
clere Ichbiddefrendes bat seme here, c i$$oArth.$ Merl,
4853 (Kolbing), Ten com bihinde . . Wjb loude voice & to hem
gradde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 584 With styf voys [he]
hym called, Lazare.veniforas. 1422 tr. Secre/a Secret., Priv.
Priv. 140 Therfor criet the pepiil, har kynge and his good
werkes with hey woyce commendid and preisit. c 1460 Oseney
Reg. i8Hitshallbelefulltoyow..inlowevoicetosayediuine
seruice. a 1500 Lancelot 13 Throw birdis songe with opine
wox one hy, That sessit not one luffarisfortocry. 1552LYNDE-
say Monarche 5588 [An angel shall cry] With hydous voce,
and vehement,— Ryse, [etc.]. a 1609 Alex. Humk Poems
(S.T.S.) 15 When I waill with weeping vose, Lord, to my
plaint giveeare. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 37 Methought
Close at mine ear one call'd me forth to walk With gentle
voice. 1812 Cary Dante, Purg. xxv. 24 At the hymn's
close They shouted loud, ' I do not know a man

' ; Then in
low voice again took up the strain. 1819 Shelley Cenct'v,
iv. g Muttering with hoarse, harsh voice.

d. /«(. .) voice. Ofpersons : Having the voice
or vocal organs in fit or good condition for speak-
ing or singing. So out of voice.

1757 Foote Author Epil., O ! Such a Sustinuto upon B !

Ma'am, when she's cjuite in Voice she'll go to C. 1760-2
Goldsm. Cit. WAxxx, You know very well., that I am not
in voice [for sinking] to-day. 1826 Cobeett Rur. Rides
(1885) II. 285 Owing to a cold.. I was, as the players call it,

not in very good voice. 1868 Dickens Lett. (1880) II, 391,
I was in wonderful voice last night, but croak a little this
morning^ 1884 ' Edna Lyall ' W$ Tzvo xxvi, I am afraid
my wife is quite out of voice.

trans/. 1883 Pennf.ll-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 253
Hounds were in full voice, and several foxes in full flight
almost immediately.

e. The sound of voices. (In quot., of birds.)
1831 James Phil. Augustus I. ii, The earth was full of

flowers, and the woods full of voice.

f. Utterance or expression (of feeling, etc.).

Chiefly in phrases, as to give voice to, to find
voice in,

1855 Arnold Hmvorth Churchyard v, Hail to the cour-
age which gave Voice to its creed. 1885 * E. Garrett' At
Any Cost xiv. 255 Tom had been unable to suppress sun.
dry conjectures .

. , but he had never given them voice. 1906
Vol. X.

Simott Poetry Badenoch Introd.p. xxxv, There was always
plenty of hero-worship, which found voice in song.

g. Phonology, Sound uttered with vibration or

resonance of the vocal chords, as distinguished

from Bheath 10.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 429/2 The consonants are con*
veniently classed into those with and those without voice.

1888 Sweet Eng. Sounds 18 The relations of breath and
voice in consonants are mainly determined by their sur-
roundings. Ibid. 89 The intermediate change of voice to
whisper is very common.
2. f a - The supremacy or upper hand in a

struggle. Obs.-1

Employed merely for the sake of rime.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21694 Quen bat bai faght. .And moises

held his hand o-loft, To-quils he heild his hend on croice,

Ai haid his aun folk be voice.

b. The right or privilege of speaking or voting

in a legislative assembly, or of taking part in, or

exercising control or influenceover, some particular

matter
;
part or share in the control, government,

or deciding of something. Chiefly in phr. to have
(or f bear) . . voice in, Cf. 10 d.
App. not in common use from the end of the 17th c. to the

latter part of the 19th.

*433 Rolls ofl'arlt. IV. 479/2 Not to be made free, ne herde,
ne bere no voice in no maner assemble of the seid Comyns.
»5*>3-4 Act iq Hen. VII, c. 27 §11 No merchaunt. .[shall]
bere eny voyce ne have eny sayngs in eny Courtc.wythm
oure seid Staple. 1525 in Reg, Mag. Sig. Scot. 1527 (1883)

97 That he be chosin be fremen, and na servandis till have
voce amangis maisteris in ony materis, 1581 Ai.len Apologie
38 b, The Parliament is a mere temporal Court, the Bishops
them selues hauing voice there no otherwise but as Barons
of the Realme. 1666 in J. Bulloch Pynours (18S7) 70 The
Master of Impost, .to have voce and consent of the distri-

bution of the moneyes belonging thervnto. 1697 ViewPenal
Laws 323 Persons having Voice or Vote to such Election.
1780 Cowper Progr, Error 45 Man, thus endued with an
elective voice, Must be supplied with objects of his choice.

3873 Hklvs Anim. fy Mast. v. (1875) 114 If we had more
voice in the management of affairs. 1884 Manch. Exam,
28 May 5/2 Some voice Europe will insist upon having in

the political disposal of Egypt. 1889 Jkssopp Coming 0/
Friars iv. 185 The parishioners had more voice in the mat-
ter than they have now.

f o. To give voice to, to vote for. Obs.
1566 in Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O.H.S.) 112 Item, he gave

voyce to himselfe in the graunte of lease to him selfe, for
the which lease he gave no tine at all.

3. The expressed opinion, judgement, will, or
wish of the people, a number of persons, a corpor-
ate body, etc., occas. as indicated or shown by the
exercise of the suffrage. Cf. 10.
In some instances not clearly distinct from 4.
1390 Gower Con/. Prol. I. 7 The world is changed overal,

..And that I take to record Of every lond for his parde
The comun vois, which may noght lie. C1412 Hoccleve
De Reg, Princ. 2886 For peples vois is goddes voys, men
seyne. c 1470 Hknrv Wallace vi. 909 With the great seill,

and woice offhys parliament. 1528 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. IV. 426 (Order made] by the consent of Mr.
Kecordar, and the ballyfles with the holl voyce of the town
then being present, a 1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. V, 62
The whole voice of the commons was to yeltle, yeld, rather
then stanie. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, it. ii. 88 A President
. . in committing freely Your scruple to the voyce of
Christendome. 1651 Hobbes£«>/«M.i. xvi. 82 The voyce of
the greater number, must be considered as the voyce of
them all. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrot. Restored To Rdr. 3
Let no man. .be so weak as.. [to] conclude ought against it

either by Tradition or the common Voice of the World.
1711 Swift Cond. Allies 78 It is the Folly of too many, to
mistake the Eccho of a London Coffee-house for the Voice of
the Kingdom.^ 1780 Mirror No. 77 Before the trial of an
atrocious criminal, the unanimous voice of the Public is,

that he should be led out to punishment. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. I. iv. i. It is the voice of all France, the Sound that
ri>es. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. ii. I. 167 Recalled by
the voice of both the contending factions, he was the very
man to arbitrate between them. 1877 Tennyson Haroldn.
ii, I will be king of England by the laws, The choice, and
voice of England.

b. Without 3/; Nowusnally with defining adj.,

as general, popular, public, prefixed (£).
(a) 1338 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 17 Hakon, Hcrnebald

sonne, 01 best he bare be voice, In stede of Kynges banere
he did him bere be croice. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. ii. 113
Whatsoeuer cunning fiend it was That wrought vpon thee
so preposterously Hath got the voyce in hell for excellence.
1603 B. Jonson Sejitnus iv. v, I feare, you wrong him.
He has the voyce to be an honest Romane. 1628 Earle
Microcosm.(Arb.) 7o[He]cries Chaucer for his Money aboue
all our English Poets, because the voice ha's gone so. 1703
Rowe Ulyss. 11. i, So shall the Voice in Ithaca be for you.
1787 Washington Lett. Writ. 1891 XL 181 note. Thus
stands the matter at present in this State. I think never-
theless the voice is for it
Kb) 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 140 Lucius our Emperour

:

for well I know, The common voyce do cry it shall be so.

1746 Francis tr. Horace. Epist. 11. ii. 150 Much I en-
dure, when writing I would bribe The public Voice. 1749
Fieloing Tom Jones in. vii, The public voice.. seldom
reaches to a brother or a husband, though it rings in the ears
of all the neighbourhood. 1773 Mrs. Chai-onk Improv,
Mind (1774) II. 212, I believe the general voice will direct
you to Hume. 183a Tennyson CEnone 82 To me, by com-
mon voice Elected umpire. Here comes to-day. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 123 While the king was thus
trying to terrify the lords of articles into submission, the
popular voice encouraged them to persist.

f 4. That which is generally or commonly said
;

general or common talk ; rumour or report. Obs.
Freq. in the 16th c, often with common,
c 1400 Maukdev. (Roxb.) vii. 27 pc comoun voice es bare

f bat bai er be bernes of Joseph. ?ia62 Paston Lett. II. 107

J

It is my part to enfounne youre lnaibtirshyp as the comoun
voyse is, . . for it is half a deth to me to here the general!
voyse of the pepyll, whiche dayli encreassyth. 1523 Ld.

I

Bekners Froiss. l.ccclxxxiv. 651 In this meane tyme voyce
and bruyte ranne through London, howe these vnhappy

1 people were lykely to sle the kynge [etc.]. a 1568 Satir.
Poems Reform, xlvii. 12 Cm foulis -,e were with faHow is to
defeme hir, Havand na causs but commoun voce and skl;in-
der. 1577 F- de ^'isle's Legendarie K viij, The voyce went
the same time, .that there was a letter, .sent into Normandy,
conteining these wordes. 1607 in Birch Crt. <<( Times
Jas. I (1848J I, 70 All Sunday it was current that the parlia-
ment did hold, but now the voice runs otherwise, a 1639
Wotton Let. in Reliq. (1651) 429 Doctour Belcanquel .

.

shall (as the voice goethj be removed to the Deanrie uf
Durham. 1652 Howell draft's Rev. Naples 11. 100 The

' next day the voice went up and down, that.. they intended
to introduce Forreign ti.rLe.

t b. A piece of common or general talk ; a
report or rumour. Obs.

1463 in Sc. Acts
K

Jas. Ill (1S74) XII. 30/1 pe kingis
' declaratioun .. quhilk .. bai bald sufheiant to purge |e

said Alexander, .of be said voice and Rumor. 1538111 Ellis
Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 9S Ther ys a voyce that yt shulde be
the Duchys of Myllayn. a 1540 Barnes U 'i-s, (1573) 330. 1

There runneth a great voyce of mee, that I haue maried a
wife. 1619 in Birch Crt. $ Times Jas. I (184S) II. 156
There is a voice, that my Lord Ncrth sets forth four ships.

1639 Wotton Lett. (1907) II. 410 We have a new strange
voice Hying here, that the Prince Palatine is towards a
marriage. 1652 Howell draft's Rev. A'aplcs 11. 100 The
sound of this voice went up to the Castle.

f c. Fame or renown cf something. Obs.
c 1470 Hknrv Wallace viii. 1138 Sum off thaim said, the

queyn luffyt Wallace, For the gret woice off his hie nobilnes,

1600 Holland Lity xxviil. .\l\i. 707 His power increased
dayly ; for that the Frenchmen flocked unto him from all

parts, upon the noyse and voyce of his name.

5. Gram. The form of a verb by which the rela-

tion of the subject to the action implied is indicated;

one or other of the modes of inflecting or varying

a verb according to the distinctions of active,

passive, or middle.
In quot. 1591 used instead of ' person '.

138a Wyclif Prol. 57 A participle of a present tens, either

preterit, of actif vols, eithir passif. 1591 Percival Span.
Diet. C 2 By changing e of the future of the Indicatiue into

ia, you make the third voice of the preterimperfect tense of

the Subiunctiue. 1612 Brinsley Pos. Parts (1615) 20 b,

Giue the terminations of the first I'ersons of the Actiue
voice alone, a 1653 Gour.ic Comm. Heb. vi. 1 The word
fapwut&a., translated * Let us go on ', is of the passive voice.

1678 [see Passivk a. 3]. 1706 J. Stevens Sp. Diet., Sp.
Cram. 15 Participle of the Present Tense and Active Voice.

1765- [see Activk a. 3]. 177a A. Adam Cram. (1793) 20
Voice expresses the different circumstances in which we
consider an object, whether as acting, or being acted upon,
1841 Latham Eng, Lang. 12 '1 he characteristic, .of. .the

Scandinavian languages is the possession of a Passive Form,
or a Passive Voice, ending in st. 1858 C. P. Mason Eng.
Cram. § 1S0 By means either of a verh in the active voice,

or of a verb in the passive voice. 1871 [see Middle a. 4 a].

II. 6. In limited sense : The sounds naturally

made by a single person or animal in speech or

other form of vocal utterance; these sounds re-

garded as characteristic of the person and as dis-

tinguishing him from another or others; also freq.,

the individual organic means or capacity of pro-

ducing such sounds.

a. In usages where this sound is taken to repre-

sent the person or being who utters it, or is

regarded apart from the utterer. Freq. with verbs

of saying, introducing the words uttered.

c 1290 St. Francis 54 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 55 po spac a voiz

|jare-inne [the cross] wel Mildefiche and softe, And seide,
* Fraunceyst gobeforth '[etc.]. 1297 R. Glouc(RoI.j ; 5750 A
voys sede as hym bo^te pes wordes . . as he vel adoun. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16633 Til be kyng Ala, .. he
spak, And teld hym what be vois had seyd. 1377 Langl.
A PI. B, xviii. 260 A voice loude in bat li^te to lucifer

cryeth. 14x3 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixxxiii, And there-with-all

apperit vnto me A voce, and said, 'tak hede, man, and
behold '. 1470-85 Malory /Ir/Awr xi. vi. 580 He herd a voys
that said go hens thow syre Bors. 1526 Tindale Acts x.

13 And a voyce spake vnto hym from heven : Ryse Peter

Kyll and eate. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 2 Men
commonly reporte that., it was by a heauenly voyce reueled

to Cadwalader..that [etc. J. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, m. vii.

36 Somchurld vp their Caps, And some tenne voyce*

cry'd 'God saue King Richard '. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/.

f2A voyce forsooth was heard from heauen, saying : Now
is poison poured down into the Church, &c. 1637 Milton
Lycidas 132 Return Alpheus, the dread voice is past, That

shrunk thy streams, 1667 —P. L. iv. 167 There had I fixt

Mine eyes till now.. Had not a voice thus warnd me.

1718 Rows tr. Lucan 1. 462 In secret murmurs thus thc^y

sought relief, While no bold voice proclaim'd aloud their

grief. 1725 Watts Logic 11. v. $ 1 Proof of divine Revela-

tion by Visions, Voices, or Miracles, 1794 M«s. Radcliffb

Myst. Udolpho xxx, ' It is I\ replied the voice. 1820

Shellev Prometh, Unb. 11. I igi In the world unknown

Sleeps a voice unspoken. 1848 W. K. Kellv tr. L. Rtam s

Hist. Ten Y. I. 423 ' I second that proposal ',
exclaimed a

voice. 1871 Tennyson Last Toum. 756 About his feet A
voice clung sobbing till he que-tion'd it, 'What art thou t

and the voice about his feet Sent up an answer, sobbing,

' I am thy fool '.

b. In ordinary use, with a, the, this, etc., or

more freq. with possessives.

The Biblical passage illustrated by quot. 1382 has had

some echo in recent use. ... , . ,,

a 1300 Cursor M. 8904 And ban bigan sco for to cri Als

wit a voce o propheci. 1303 R, Brunne Handl, Synne 7490
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VOICE.
As sone as he hadde made be croyce, pe bryde flejrh furp,
and left hys voys. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xxvii. 22 The vois
forspthe is the vois of Jacob, but the hondis ben the hondis
of Esau. 1399 Lancl. Rich. Redeles lit 56 pan Cometh and
cneth her o«en kynde dame, And pey (the young part,
ridges] flblwith be vois at be ovist note, c 1400 Apol. Loll.
31 Crie, cese not, vphauns pi vois OS a trompe. c 1470Henry Wallace II. 218 Compleyne your woice unto the
God abuffe. 1513 Douglas Mneid 1. vi. 173 Quhy grantis
thou nocht we may joine hand in hand. And for to heir
and rendir vocis trew> 1577 Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb.
149 Though the Swyne wil roame at the hnowen voyce of
theyr swyneheard. 1609 Douland Ornith. Microl. 5 The
sound of a sensible creature is properly called a Voyce, for
things without sence haue no Voyce. 1647 Cowley Mistr.,
Despair i, Beneath this gloomy shade, By Nature only for
my sorrows made I'll spend this voyce in crys. 1697
Dryden Virg. Past. x. 111 Now let us rise, for Hoarseness
oft invades The Singer's Voice, who sings beneath the
Shades. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. viii, I admired as much at
the_voices of him and his men who seemed to me only to
whisper. 1791 Cowper Odyss. XII. 214 When with rapid
course we had arriv'd Within such distance as a voice may
reach. 1820 Keats Isabella vi, He inwardly did pray For
power to speak; but still the ruddy tide Stifled his voice.
1831 James Phil. Augustus I. iii. He felt sure that he had
stammered like a schoolboy, and spoken below his voice,

c a >'oun S squire to an old knight. 1853 M. Arnold
Forsaken Merman 12 Call her once before you go.—Call
once yet ! In a voice that she will know. 1897 A llbntt's
Syst. Med. 1 1 1. 872 The extremities become cool, . . the voice
sunk to a whisper, and the countenance Hippocratic.

C. Withadjs. denoting the quality or tone (some-
times spec, in respect of musical quality or power).
1382 Wyclif i Kings xviii. 2S Thanne thei crieden with

a greet voys. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxxi.
(1495) nnivb'i The voyce that is dysposid to songe and
melody hath thyse proprytees as Isyder sayth. Voyces he
sayth ben smalle, subtyll, thicke, clere, sharpe & shylle.
(1400 Destr. Ttoy 12040 Vlixes. .declaret horn pe cause with
his clere voyc. c 1420 Lydg. Assembly o/Gods 430 And on
a rewde maner he salutyd all the rout, With a bold voyse,
carpyng wordys stout, ijoo-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 105
Than sang thay both with vocis lowd and cleir. 1560 Bible
(Genev.) Ezek. xxxiii. 32 A iesting song of one that hathea
pleasant voice. 1598 Barret Theor. Wanes 105 To talke
modestly, stilly, and with low voices. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.
11. vi i. 161 His bigge manly voice, Turning againe toward
childish trebble. /bid. v. iii. 14 The onely prologues to a
bad voice. 1623 Cockeram ii, A Voyce as strong as if it
were the noise of 100 men, stentorian voice. 1637 Scotch
Prayer Bk., Morn. Prayer, Then shall the Presbyter or
Minister begin the Lords prayer with a loud voyce. 1746
Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. viii. 20 And then.. with a
gentle Voice Instil this Precept at his list'ning Ear. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 39 Besides
painting [he] had a talent for music and a good voice. 1819
Stephens Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI. 1. 127 White.bellied
Goura..: it has a very disagreeable and mournful voice,
which is repeatedly uttered. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father
Darcy II. 1. 32 ' Come here, both of you ', says the lady, in
a deep, awful voice. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. iii. 102 He
. .began chatting away in his squeaking voice.
trans/. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (1869) 3 Whose due

Praise the Catholike Church doth at this day solemnely
sing, but with a more elevated Voyce.

d. In or after Biblical phraseology, esp. the
voice of God. Chiefly in fig. use and freq. =* the
expressed will or desire of God, etc. ; the divine
command, ordinance, or word'.
a 1323 Prose Ps. cv. 24 [cvi. 25] And hij. .gruched in her

tabernacles, and hij ne herd nou^t be voice of our Lord.
1390 Gower Con/. III. 174 And there I herde and under-
stod The vois of god with wordes cliere. c 1400 Rule
St. Benet Prol. 70 [=Hebr. iii. 7, 8] If pat ;e here hys
vose bis day, Turn noght 3oure hertes fro hym oway
TT,5

ott
,cA>'

1 ' hvs vocc 5e tak Bade hede. 1563 WinJet
Wis. (S.r.S.) II. 7 That ony sentence in the haly Wreit
is the voce and mynd of Christe. 1667 Milton P. L.
ix. 655 God so commanded, and left that Command Sole
Daughter of his voice. 1691 Hartcliffk Virtues 371 The
Voice of Nature is the Voice of God. 1730 Thomson Hymn
11 And oft thy voice in dreadful thunder speaks. 1781
W. Hawkins Ode St. Cecilia's Day i. Chorus 63 Music,
essence holy, high,.. Daughter of the voice of God. i860
Pusey Mm. Proph. 474 They did violence to the majesty of
the law, which was the very voice of God. 1870 J. H
Newman Gram. Assent 11. x. 398 As prayer is the voice of
man to God, so Revelation is the voice of God to man.

e. Used in reference to the expression of opinion
or protest, or the issuing of a command.
1667 Milton P. L. 1. 337 Yet to their Generals Voyce they

soon obeyd Innumerable. 1720 Humourist 23 All the
Time the Business of Scandal was handling, there was not
one dissenting Voice to be heard in the whole Assembly.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 329 A convention, .ratified the
constitution without a dissenting voice. 1827 Scott Hi"hl.
Widow v, Here I will abide my fate ; nor is there in Scot',
land a voice of power enough to bid me stir from hence, and
be obeyed. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 435 When
the voice of a single powerful member of the Batavian feeler-
ation might have averted an event fatal to all the politics
of Lewis, no such voice was raised. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) VI. xviii. 140 The voice, .from Exeter was a
voice raised on behalf of the House of Godwine.

f. To lose the voice, to be (temporarily) deprived
of the power of using the voice for singing or
speaking.

174? Lavington Enthus. Meth. I, Papists 11. (1754) 34 A
religious Nun, . . famed for Skill in Music and a line Voice,
had her Voice lost by a Hoarseness for ten Years. 1822-7
Good Study Med. (1829) I. 546 In one case, .the voice was
merely much weakened;, .in the other, . .the voice was lost
altogether. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. I. 353 Voice is

completely lost, and cough becomes aphonic.

7. In phrases, a. With one (to, t") voice,

unanimously, f Also Sc. in one voice.
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(<j)cimo R. T.zvkxe Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15030 Alle wyb
o voys Songen bey be Letanie. 1373 Barbour Bruce XII. 200
Vith ane voce all can thai cry—' Gud king ' [etc.], a 1400-50
Alexander 1000 pan answard him with a voice all his proud
princes. 148s Caxton Chat. Gt. ii. 26 Al wyth one voys
gaf to hym laude and honour, a 1500 Lancelot 3473
With o woys thay cry al, ' sir knycht '[etc.]. 1568 Grafton
Chron. 11. 258 They with one minde and voyce gave a
determinate aunswere. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. I. iii. 221 All
the Greekish heads, which with one voyce Call Agamem-
non Head and General!. 1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love v. i,

We, with one voice, salute you emperor. 1772 Junius
Lett, lxviii. (1788)357 With one voice they all condemn you.
1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. I. 651 The nations . . cried
aloud, As with one voice, Truth, liberty, and love ! 1845
M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 23 All the members demanded
with one voice who it was who was charged with the crime.
(bi 1550 A bsl. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow (1894) L

i3\Ve the saidis devyderis..all in ane voce devyidis the
said land and tenement as eftir followis. 1569 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. II. 21 Sic boittis as the Lieutenentis in ane
voce sail find gude to hald on the waiter. 1604 in Chron.
Perth, etc. (Maitl. Club) 69 The Session all in one voice
finds the said Mr. William's proceedings orderly done.

t b. At a voice, in accord or agreement, unani-
mous. Obs.~l

1338 R. ISrunne Chron. (1810) I. 144 Bes hope at a voice,
in one ;our wille be mynde,To help be Cristenmen. . Ageyn
pe oste paen.

+ e. In my voice, in my name. Obs. rare.

_
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. iv. 87 But what is, come see, And

in my voice most welcome shall you be. 1603 — Meas./or
M. 1. ii. 185 Implore her, in my voice, that she make friends
To the strict deputy.

8. a. The sound of prayer, etc.
a '3*5 Prose Ps. exxxix. 7 [cxl. 6] Here, Lord, be voice of
my prayere. 1388 Wyclif Ps. vi. 9 [8] The lord hath herd
the vois ofmy wepyng. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 15 The vois of
his preiynge, Which herd was to the goddes hihe. 1551
Bible Lev. v. 1 When a soule hath synned and herde ye
voyce of cursing. 1611 Bible Ps. xxxi. 22 Thou heardest
the voice of my supplications when I cryed vntothee. 1784
Cowper Task v. 887 'lis the voice of song—A loud hosanna
sent from all thy works. 1791 — Iliad xvtn. 617 And
sweet was heard The voice around of Hymenasal song.
1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 714 From that very
moment, complaint was extinguished; and the voice of
praise.. occupied the vacant air.

b. transf. A sound or sounds produced or
emitted by something inanimate, as (a) a stream,
thunder, the wind, etc., or (b) musical instruments.
(a) a 1325 Prose Ps. xcii. 4 [xciii. 3] pe Modes an-hejed her

vojce. Ibid. 5 [4] Fram pe voices of mani waters. Ibid.
ciii. 8 [civ. 7] Hij shul douten of pe voice of by ponder. 138a
Wyclif Ps. xcii[i]. 3 The flodis rereden vp ther vois. Flodis
rereden vp ther flowingis ; fro the voises of manye watris.
1539 Bible (Great) Ps. lxxvii. 18 The voyce of thy thonder
was hearde rounde aboute. 1611 Bible Isaiah lxvi. 6 A
voice of noysc from the city, a voice from the Temple. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 443 With a roaring sound The ris-
ing Rivers float the nether Ground ; And Rocks the bellow-
ing Voice of boiling Seas rebound. 1784 Cowper Task 1,

191 Upon the roar Of distant floods, or on the softer voice
Of neighb'ring fountain. 1801 Scorr Glenfinlas lx, The
voice of thunder shook the wood. 1807 Wordsw. Sonn.,
Thought 0/ a Briton, Two Voices are there; one is of the
sea, One of the mountains ; each a mighty Voice. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xxvi. (1856) 211 The voices of the
ice . .are at this moment dinning in my ear.
(*) »535 Coverdale 2 Chron. v. 13 Whan the voyce arose

from y° trompettes, cymbales and other instrumentes of
musick. 1551 Bible Exod. xix. 16 The voyce ofy» home
waxed exceadynge lowde. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. I. iii.

257 Trumpet blow loud, Send thy Brasse voyce through
all these lazie Tents. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 313
They must bee such as wil reioyce and gather stomacke at
the voice of musicke, or trumpets. 1713 Addison Cato in.
iii, O Marcus, I am warm'd ; my heart Leaps atthe trumpet's
voice, and burns for glory. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc.
lxxvii, The liquid voice Of pipes, that fills the clear air
thrillingly. 1825 Longf. Sunrise on Hills ii. 26 The wild
horn, whose voice the woodland fills, Was ringing to the
merry shout. 1841 Wiiittier Merrimac 66 Clearly on the
calm air swells The twilight voice of distant bells.

C. In figurative use.
In the second group with reference to conscience or duty.
(a) 1382 Wyclif Gen. iv. 10 The vois of the blood of thi

brother crieth to me fro the erthe. 1533 Gau Richt Vay
104 Ye voce of his blwid cryis..to ye hewine. 1732 Pope
Hor. Sat. 11. ii. 09 Unworthy he, the voice of Fame to hear.
1750 Gray Elegy 43 Can Honour's voice provoke the silent
dust? Ibid. 91 E'en from the tomb the voice of Nature
cries. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xix. 162
He dreaded that the voice of truth should be heard. 1839
Yeowell Ane. Brit. Ch. ix. (1847) 90 Where the voice of
tradition has been strong, unvarying, and continued. 1843
Carlyle Past 4 Pr. III. ii, Came it never,, .like the voice
of old Eternities, far-sounding through thy heart ofhearts ?
(b) 1784 Cowper Task v. 685 The still small voice is wanted.

1796 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 389, I advised, that you
should obey the voice of what we considered an indispens-
able duty. 1810 tr. A/me. Cottin's Chevalier de Versenai
II. 110 That interior voice, that inflexible judge which
speaks within us. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 1. v.
104 We are accustomed to speak of conscience as a voice.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 419 The voice of conscience,
too, was heard, reminding the good man that he was not
altogether innocent.

d. A call or cry. rarer-1 .

1637 S. Purchas Pol. Flying.Ins. 1. v. 12 With two or three
loud voyces Ceaseth all their disports, ..untill the. next
morning when by a like voyce they have liberty given them
to play.

t 9. A word or number of words uttered or ex-
pressed in speech ; a phrase, sentence, or speech ;

a discourse or report. Obs.
13.. Cursor Mundi 3806 (Gott.), And oyle he putt apon

VOICE.
pat ston, And made to godd a voice [Cotton voo ( = vow)'
anon. ci^aAlph. Tales 17 It had bene mor expedient
vnto pe pis day for to hafe etyn flessh in pi cell, pan for to hafe
made pis voyce of pine abstinence emange so many of pi
bretlur. 1598 Q. Eliz. Plutarch i 3o[The] busy man go he
wyl to Jugis seates, to markets and to portz ; Vsing this
vois, 'have you no newes to-day?' 1608 Yorksh. Trag
1. 11, In thy change, This voice into all places will be
hurl d: Thou and the deuill has deceaved the world. 1781
H. Blair in Sc. Paraphr. xliv. iii, 'Tis finish'd, was his
latest voice.

f b. An articulate sound ; a vocable, term, or
word. Obs.
1526 Pilgr Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 201 Some coude not

saye so moche, but onely expresse suche voyces, that be
not 111 vse to signyfye ony thynge. 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apopli. 164 b, The Greke voice «Aek signiliethbotheakeye
..and also the canell bone. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentries
A gentleman or a nobleman .. (for I do wittingly confound
these voices). 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. viii. § 9Ccthim is a voice plurall..and signifieth percussores.
1654 Jer. 'Iaylor Real Pres. 129 For as Aquinas said, in
all sciences words signifie things, but it is proper to Theo-
logie, that things themselves signified or expressed by voices
should also signifie something beyond it. 1697 tr. Burgers-
dicius Logic 1. xxiv. 98 Of Voices.. That we call Articulate
which consists of so many Syllables, or Letters.. So that it
may be written, as, Man, Animal, &c
10. An expression of opinion, choice, or pre-

ference uttered or given by a person ; a single
vote, esp. one given in the election of a person to
some office or position or on a matter coming for
decision before a deliberative assembly, f Dumb
voice (see quot. c 1618).
Very common from c 1540 to c 1770.
1380 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 150/1 Paschasius gaf

his voice in hy To him he wist was les wurthy. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 103 Thus grante I yow myn hole vois. dies for ous
bothen, I you preie. 1444 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 105/1 Officers
have ben chosen at the said Staple, by the voyces of Mar-
chauntz, havyng goodes. 1489 Ibid. VI. 432/1 If in the
said Eleccions . . the Voises be divided and equall for sundry
parties, then the Voise of theMairctostandandbereputed
for two Voices in the same Election. 1523 Ld. Bekners
Iroiss. I. cccxlvi. 547 Than the cardynals all of one acorde
assembled togyder, and their voyces rested on sir Robert
of Genesue. 1549 Thomas Hist. Italic 79 This maner of
geuyng theyr voices by ballotte is one of the laudablest
thynges vsed amongest theim. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's
Liv. Conv. 11. (1586) 108 b, The new Academikes that were
before chosen by priuie voyces. 1606 in Birch Crt. $ Times
Jas. I (1848) I. 62 Upon long debate in the House, and put
to the question, ..Oxford won it by many voices. C1618
Moryson /tin. (1903) 11S Agayne 24 are by lott selected,
who being shutt up in a chamber, may not depart till by
dumb voyces, that is by divers little balls, they have chosen
eight Protectours. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 846 In the
year 1626 was a greater Canvas than this, there being then
1078 voices given on all Sides. 1727 Pope, etc. Art of
Sinking 123 If it should happen, that three and three should
be of each side, the president shall have a casting voice.
1776 J- Adams IVks. (1854) IX. 376 A motion is made, and
carried by a majority of one voice. 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 470 note, The number of
persons . . having a voice, as the phrase is, meaning a vote,
in any assembly invested with the form ofa body corporate.
1855 J. S. Watson tr. JCenophon's Anab. 1. x. § 9 note, But
on the whole, the other interpretation seems to have most
voices in favour of it. 1898 'Times 12 Feb. 9/1 The speaker
said he had already collected the voices, and it was now too
late for the hon. member to intervene.

fig. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 663 Though common sense,
allowed_ a casting voice, And free from bias, must approve
the choice.

tb. To put to voices, to put to the vote. Obs.
1583 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1914) inTh' act., being put

to voices . . past as an acte with consent of the hole howse.
1603 Knolles Hist. 'Furies (1621) 859 After this.. matter
had been thus, .debated on both sides in the Senat, it was
at last put to voices, a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633)
123 When Herveie had made an end of his speech, they put
it to voyces, and the voyces went on Herveis side.

fc. Support or approval in a suit or petition.

Obs. rare.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. iv. 167 There's money for thee ;

Let meehaue thy voice in my hehalfe. 1599— A/ids. N. I. i.

54 In this kind, wanting your fathers voyce The other must
be held the worthier. 1611

—

Cymb. m. v. 115 Thou
should'st neither want my meanes for thy releefe, nor my
voyce for thy preferment.

d. A right or power to take part in the control
or management of something. Chiefly in the phr.
to have a voice in. Cf. i b.

1835 Malden Orig. Universities 169 The appointments to
the remaining five [professorships] are of a mixed nature,
but the town-council has a voice in all. 1865 J. S. Mill in
Even. Star 10 July, It was a matter of the utmost impor-
tance that they should have a voice in the thing that was to
be decided. 1888 Echo 21 April (Cassell's), The one thing
which the labourer wants is a voice in the management of
the workhouse.

11. A/tts. The vocal capacity of one person in

respect of its employment for musical purposes,
«sp. in combination with others; a person con-
sidered as the possessor of a voice so employed

;

a singer. Chiefly in pi.

1607 in Nichols Progr. Jas. /(1828) II. 107 Sixe cornets
and sixe chappell-voyces were seated almost right against
them. 1664 Pepys Diary 2 Aug., [He] hath sent for

voices and painters and other persons from Italy. avjoa
Evelyn Diary 16 Nov. 1650, A concert of French music
and voices. 1731 in Penny Cycl. (1840) XVI. 468/1 An ora-
torio in English .. composed by Mr. Handel,.. to be per-
formed by a great number of voices and instruments. 1840
Ibid. *6j/2 Dialogues in verse.. which he caused to be



VOICE. 283 VOICED.
performed by the most beautiful voices in Rome. 1863
Chambers" Encycl. III. 9/2 Another Chorus of hundreds of
voices, and eighty harps, which had been assembled and
trained for the same occasion.

b. A vocal part in music.
1666-7 Pepvs Diary 24 Jan., Mrs. Anne Jones,.. who

dances well,.. and danced with great pleasure;, .and then
sung many tilings of three voices. 1706 A. Bedford
'Temple Mus. hi. 55 This one Voice or Part is mentioned as
the greatest Excellency of the Temple Mustek.
12. The agency or means by which something

specified is expressed, represented, or revealed.
c 1600 Shaks. Somt. lxix. 3 All toungs (the voice of soules)

giue thee that due, Vttring bare truth. 1691 Hartcliffr
lirtues 371 The Consent of Mankind is the Voice of
Nature, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets ii. (1857) 45
Poetry is the voice of imagination. 1867 J. II. Newman
in B. Ward Life (1912) II. xxvii. 223 Doctrine is the voice
of a religious body. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1S86) 3 The
scientific reason urgently seeks instruments and a voice.

b. Applied to
1 persons,

'597 Shaks. 2 /"

fine Voyce of Heauen it selfe. 1603 — Meas.forM. 11.iv.61

(now the voyce of the recorded Law) Pronounce a sentence.
1850 Tennyson In Mem, cxiii, A potent voice of parlia-

ment, A pillar steadfast in the storm. 1876 Lowell in Neio
Princeton Rev. March 173 This no doubt is one of the
chief praises of Gray, as of other poets, that he is the voice
of emotions common to all mankind. 1903 (?. Rev. April
602 They met with no contradiction from Lord Cranborne,
the present voice of the Foreign Office in the House of
Commons.

III. attrib. and Comb. 13. a. Comb., chiefly

objective, as voice-breaking,-production, -training

sbs. ; voice-crazing, -feigning, -ordering; voice-

like ; voice-matched adjs.

c 1440 Jacob's Weil 295 To stodye more in voys-brekyng
in cherche ban indeuoute syngynge. a 1593 Marlowe
Ovid's Elegies it. vi. 23Nosuch voice-feigning Curd was on
the ground. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV.

249 With reiterated soliciting*, and prostrate voyce-crazing
vehemencic. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas it. ii. n. Babylon
575 David's the next, who, with the melody Of voyce-
matcht fingers, draws sphear's harmony, /bid.iv. Columns
715 All these Harps and Lutes. .Plac't round about her,

prove in every part This is the noble, sweet, Voyce-
ord'iing Art. 184s Faber Styrian Lake 71 And the chatter-

ing voicelike sounds that came On the breath of the tempest
swelling. 1895-6 Cat. Univ. Nebraska no The develop-
ment of the voice-producing muscles. 1896 Godey's Mag.
Feb. 165/2 We have methods of voice-training to overcome
this. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 791 The patient must
be instructed in the proper method of voice-production.

b. Simple attrib., as voice-atcompaniment, -ges-

ture, -stammer, tune, etc. Also in sense 1 g, as

voice-glide, sound, stop, etc.

(<*) 184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 431 2 Voice stammer Is of
two kinds. 1876 Liddon in J. O. Johnston Life (1004) 311
The voice-accompaniment was beautiful. 1879 Whitney
.Sanskrit Gram. 369 The utterances which may be classed as
interjections arc. .in part voice-gestures, in part onomato-
poeias. 1897 Mary Kingslf.y W. Africa 181 In all cases
the tunes are only voice tunes, not for instrumental per-
formance.
(b) 1888 Sweet Eng. Sounds 21 In North Welsh all long

high vowels are followed by an obscure voice-glide. 1890
— Primer Spoken Eng.i In the formation of voice sounds,
such as aa in 'father', ibid. 9 Initial voice stops.. have
hardly any vocality in the stop itself.

14. Special combs., as f voice-asker, one who
asks for the opinion of others; voico-box, the

larynx ; voice-figure, a figure or graphic repre-

sentation of a vocal sound; voice-part, AJus.
f a

part or melody written for the voice, a vocal part

;

voice-pipe, -tube, a pipe or tube for conveying
the voice, a speaking tube, esp. as used on ships.

1593 Bilsom Govt. Christ's Ch. xiv. 317 Much lesse did
Paul make him (Timothy] "voice-asker, to knowe whether
it should please the Presbyters to haue these things done, or
no. 191a A. Keith Human Body i. 16 The windpipe has
aheady been exposed, and is seen issuing from the voice-
box or larynx below the chin. 1891 M.vrg. Watts Hughes
in Century Mag. May 37/1 The peculiar forms shown in

the illustrations of this article, and which I call 'Voice-
Figures. 1903 Daily Chron. 3 June 5/3 The range and
variety of the Voice Figures correspond to the scope of the
human voice. 1600 J. Porv tr. Leo's Africa m. 144 Cer-
taine minstrels and singers, which by turnes sometimes vse
their instruments and sometimes *voice- musicke. 1869 Gors
Ouszley Counterp. Canon $ Fugue x\\ :n When the canon
is produced simply between two "voice-parts, it is called
* two in one '. 189^7 Sir A. Sullivan in Strand Mag. Dec.
654/1 Then the voice parts are written out by the copyUt,
and the rehearsals begin. 1893 Daily Netvs 20 Feb. 5 5
'Voice pipes have, according to this authority, ' failed

utterly on board ships'. 1895 Review of Rev. Aug. 219
Receiving orders only by *voice-tube transmitted from the
deck. 1899 F. T. IIullem Way Navy 91 Klectric wires,

telephones, voice tubes, and engines of every sort.

Voice (vois), v. Also 5 voyse, voise, 6-7
voyce, 1 Sc. woyoe. [f. prec]

I. trans* 1. In passive : To be commonly said

or stated ; to be spoken of generally or publicly;

to be reported, rumoured, or bruited abroad. ? Obs.

a. Withy&r, as, to be, or simple complement.
M53 Poston Lett. Suppl. (1001) 49 Johane, the wyfe of

Robert Iclyugham, chapman, quich ys voyscd for a mysse
fovernyd woman. 16*6 in Birch Crt. <fr Times Ckas. /(1848)

. 148 Here is much lamentation for the King of Denmark,
whose disaster is voiced by all to be exceeding great. 1638
Mayne Lucian {1664) 206 Nor are they.. to be pointed at

by passengers, and voiced (he most Valiant among equalls.

1659 Hevlin Ceriamen Epist. 33 A Book of mine called

Rcspondit Petrus..was publiiiuely voyced abroad, to have

been publiquely burnt in London. 1698 Fryer Acc. E.
India ft P. 63 About the House was a delicate Garden,
voiced to be the pleasantest in India. 1810 Scott Lady of
L. it xxv, Not long should Roderick Dhu's renown He
foremost voiced by mountain fame. 182a — Nigel xxix,
Your father was voiced generally as. .one of the bravest
men of Scotland.

+ b. In impersonal use, it is voiced. Usually

introduced by as, or const, that, how. Obs.
(a) 1458 Paston Lett. I. 42^ The Kings safe conduct Is

not holden but broken, as it is voiced here. 1475 Bk,
Noblesse (Koxb.) 71 Which grevous offence, as it is voiscd
accustumablie,. .hathe be more usid under, .youre obeis-
aunce . . than in othir straunge regions. 1599 Hakluvt
Voy. I. 605 A prayer. made by her Maiestie, as it was
voyced. 1659 RuSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 176 Pennington hasted
to Oxford where the Parliament was reassembled, but as
was voiced, was there concealed till the Parliament was
dissolved.

it) 1606 DekkeroVj>. Sins u. (Arb.) 20 After it was voye'd
that Monsieur Mendax came to dwell amongst them. 1629
Maxwell tr, Herodian (1635) 95 When it was voyced, how
graciously he had spoken to the Senate, a 1648 Lo,
Herbert Hen. VI!

I

(1683) 138 The Duke of Albany., made
it to be voiced abroad, that he had no purpose to stir out
of France this year. 165a C. B. Stapylton Herodian vi.

52 When it was voie'd how Graciously he spoke,.. All men
were pleas 'd.

t C. Const, upon (a thing or person). Obs,
1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 5 For one miracle

reported to be wrought by the Crucifix, not so few perhaps
as an hundred are voiced upon those other Images. 1638
Featly Strict. Lyndom. 11. 54 If the Church groundeth
not the canonization of Saints upon the report of miracles
voyced on them.

T"d. In miscellaneous uses. Obs.
x6oo Holland Livy xlv. xxvii. 1219 Giving no credite to

the fame that was voiced of the Romans victorie, they
cruelly handled certaine Romane souldiours. i6a8 Hobbls
Thucyd. (182.;) 13 The causes of the breach of the league
publickly voiced, were these, a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen.
VIM (1683) 473 And now these Articles being published in

the neighbourhood, and thence voiced abroad, drew many
to them.

f2. Similarly in active use: To speak of, state,
|

report, proclaim, etc. Obs.
Used [a) with or {&) without complement. Cf. sense 1.

(<*) '597-8 Bacon Ess* Suitors (Arb.) 46 Secrecie in Sutcs
is a great meane of obtaining, for voicing them to bee in

forwardness may discourage some kinde of suters, but doth
quicken and awake others. 1609 Daniel Civ. Wars in.

lxxxiii, Many sought to feed Theeasie creditours of nouel-
ties, By voycing him aliue. 1644 Featly Roma Ruens 2
So you papists generally, though you are a medly or cento
of many hereticlts, . .yet you voyce your selvs Catholikes.
167a Marvell Reh. Transp. (1673) II. 53 He voiced my
book all over as a most pernicious engine against the whole
body of the clergy.

(b) 1623 Middleton & Rowley Span. Gipsy 11. ii, He,
as report Was bold to voice, retir'd himself to Rhodes. 1628
Ford Lover's Mel. 11. t, With much joy (she] returned home,
and, as report voiced it at Athens, enjoyed her happiness.
1633 — Love's Sacr. 11. t, Yet for the friendship 'twixt my
lord and you, I have not voie'd your follies.

f3. To speak much or highly of; to praise or
cry up (a person or thing). Usually in the passive.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 493 The publike calamities

of her countrey. .caused her to be well knowne and voiced
in the world. 1654 W. Jenkyn Fun. Serm. Ep. Ded. A ij b.

Nothing is more ordinary than for the wicked to voice up
dead Ministers for.. blessed men, whom in their lifetime
..they bitterly opposed. 1673 Hickeringill Greg. F.
Greyo. 149 Such was this advancement of Abbot to the
Arch-Bishoprick, voie'd and carried up so high by the
Cabal of the Puritans.

f b. To speak of (one) in a certain way. Obs,—1

1607 Shaks. Timon tv. Hi. 81 Is this th' Athenian Minion,
whom the^world Voie'd so regardfully /

t 4. To elect (a person) by voice or vote ; to

name, nominate, or appoint to an office. Also
with out. Obs.
1606 Bacon Let. Ld. Salisbury Several Lett. (1657) 40

Because I have been voiced to it [sc. the Solicitor's place],
I would be glad it were done. 16*3 Br. Sanderson Serm.
I. 96 We may well voice him for a magistrate ;.. that hath
the fewest and least [defects). 16x4 Heywood Gunaik. iv.

186 Praxaspes begins his oration,. .Then told them whom in

his [sc. Cyrus's] stead they had voyced into the Sacred
Empire, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Spalding CD
II. 363 He desyrit the moderatour to voice out tuelf of
thair bretheren to sit . . at thair committee.

fb. With complement. Obs.—l

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. hi. 243 Say. .that Vour Minds pre-
occupy'd.. made you against the graine To Voyce him
Consul!

.

t o. To vote for (something). Obs.- 1

164a Sir E. Dehing Sp. on Re/ig. v. 20 They that were
present had voyce, they who voyced the Canons, joyned in
the decree.

6. To speak or utter (a word, etc.); fto sound
or pronounce in utterance like (something).
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 18 Some words I

gatlu-r'd from one of the gravest of them, which (being
voyced like the Irish) if I give it hardly to be pronounced,
you may excuse mee. 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 167 Again
that name hath knelled upon mine ear, Though I have
never voiced it. 1866 Lowell Bigloiv Papers Ser. 11. Introd.,
The Americanisms with which we are faulted and which
we are in the habit of voicing. 1904 Weyman Abb. Vlaye
xxiii, He was more than content if the little fool would.,
voice no cries.

f*g- **75 Lanikr Symphony 265 And man shall sing thee
a true-love song, Voiced in act his whole life long.

jb. To announce (something) to a person. Obs.
1619 R. Hall in Bp. Halts Wks. (1839) XL 407 Was it

lately voiced to thee from heaven, concerning these wretched

animals stabling in France, 'Arise, Pope Urban, kill and
eat?'

o. To inform or tell (a person) that (etc.).

1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 13* Till chance had there
voiced me That one 1 loved vainly in nonage Had ceased
her to be.

0. To give voice, utterance, or expression to (an

emotion, opinion, etc.) ; to express in words or

with the voice; to proclaim openly or publicly.
Common from c i83o in both Eng. and U.S. use.

1607-12 Bacon Ess., Gt. Place (Arb.) 206 Rather assume
thie right in silence and de facto, then voyce it with
claimes and Challenges. 1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVL 420
None daring to give utterance to a thought, or to voice
the thrill of emotion which even every coward'.-, heart must
have felt. 1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. ix. 264 The will of

a united and resolute people was voiced by our great
English journal. 1898 G. W. K. Russell Coll, * Recoil,
xx. 258 St. Aldegonde.. voiced the universal sentiment of
his less fortunate fellow-citizens.

rejl. 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 203 Again the world-soul
voiced itself, and I Drank in the fruitful glories of her
words*

b. poet. Of birds, the wind, etc.

182a B. W. Procter Misc. Poems, Mids. Madness, But
I mav hear., the lost nightingale, Voice her complaint.
1829 Southey Young Dlogon iv. 57 Wherefore, ye happy
Birds, your mirth Are ye in carols voicing ? 1881 Scribner's
Mag. XXI. 516 The windy forest, rousing from its sleep,

Voices its heart in hoarse, Titanic roar.

absol. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius 101 The bird Makes his

heart voice amid ihe blaze of flowers.

C. Of words, writings, etc.

1850 Blackif. /Eschylus I. 83 Words in vain shall voice
my sorrow. 1889 W. M. Thayer Life A. Lincoln xxv. 337
These earnest words voice bis abiding interest in the loyal

armv. 1892 Times \-$ June 6/2 'this letter voices the
opinion of my church in Ireland.

d. To act as the mouthpiece or spokesman of,

to express the opinions of (a body ol persons).

1893 Westm. Gaz. 8 July 4/3 The leader of the South Ger-
man Democrats rose 10 voice the Opposition. 1893 Pro-
gramme Worlds Congress 3 A series, ol popular congiesses
..voiced by the ablest living representatives.

7. poet, or rhct. To endow with voice, or the

faculty of speech or song. Cf. Yoickd///. a. 1.

a 171 1 Kin Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 33 The
God of Harmony voie'd all their Throats, And sweetly
harmoniz'd their various Notes. 1731 A. Hill Adv. Poets
xvi, Th' Almighty (Jod, who gave the Sun to blaze, Voie'd
the Great Poet, for his Maker's Praise. 1853 D. Jerbolo
Chron. Chvernook Wks. VI. ao8 Upon the shore are

beautiful shells, red-lipped as Venus, and voiced with
wondrous singing.

b. Organ-building. To give the coircct quality

of tone to ^an organ or organ-pipe). Cf. VOICING
vbl. sb. 4.

1708 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1S86) II. 580 Agreed..
y* M* Christopher.. do finish t fie Organ by tuning and
voicing it. 1715 /bid. 581, 30 pounds for cleaning and
voicing y

e Chapel Organ. 1801 Pusby Diet. A/us., To
voice, an expression applied by organ-builders to the regu-
lating the tone of a pipe. To Voice Pipe, is to bring it to

its intended tone and power. 1858 J. baron Scudamore
Organs 27 Such an organ, if properly voiced and played,

will have a clear, ringing, truthful tone. 1881 W. K. Dick-
son Tract. Organ-building ix. 121 The skill, taste, and
judgment with which it is finally voiced and regulated.

C. To sound (a musical instrument), rare-1 .

1728 R. North Mem. Music (1846) 26 It is said the tibia

had four foramina.., by which I guess it was voiced either

by the lipps, as a cornett, or els by some reedall.

8. Phonology. To utter (a sound) with vibration

of the vocal chords. Cf. Voiced ppl. a. 3.

1877 [see Voiced///, a.). 1888 Sweet Eng. Sounds iS

Dutch still voices final s in strcs>less words such as is and
was when a vowel follows.

9. Mus. To write the voice-paits for (a piece of

music).
1873 Hues Diet. Mus. Terms (td. 2) 227 To voice, also

means, writing the voice parts, regard being I d to the

nature and capabilities of each kind of voice.

II. intr. t 10. To use the voice ; to cry out,

exclaim, make outcry. Also to voice it. Obs.

i6«7 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 225 The siluer-

Smith at Ephesus made a head of such good ft Howes,
voycing it as strongly as their Captaine against ihe Apostle.

1631 QuARLES Div. Famies 11. xxvii, If thou wilt give me
Davids heart, lie voyce, Great God, with David; and
make David's choyce. 168a Southfrne Loyal Brother in.

i,Were those soft slaves of leathery. .To head an Army;.

.

How wou'd they voice it o're ando'refor lachmasTocome,
and blunt the edge of War agtn !

1 11. To vote ; to give a vote or votes. Ols.

'11639 Stottiswood Hist. Ck. Scot. vi. (1677) 386 Mr.
Thomas and the rest abode in the place, and according as

they had voiced, appointed Mr. Patrick Weimes..to be

received Minister. 164a Jer. Taylor Episc. I41. aoo, I

rememl>cr also that this place is pretended for the peoples

power of voycing in Councells.

fb. With complement. Obs."1

1638 Act Gen. Assembly Ck, Scot. (1682) T4 In this pre-

tended Assembly. .the voicers were threatned to voice

affirmative', under no lesse pain nor the wrath of authontie.

Voiced (voist),///. a. [f. Voice -H*. and v.]

L Endowed with or possessing a voice; having

a voice like that of some other person or being.

In some instances perhaps the passive participle.

a 1600 Montcomerik Afisc Poems xxxvu. 10 Sen we ar

voced, whairfor suld we refrain, To suffer pain for ony

bodies host? 1641 Dbnham Sophy iv. 34 Thai s Erythca,

Or some Angell voye't like her. a iSsi Keats Wks. (1880)

II. 15 Where the germs take buoyant root in stormy Air,

36-2
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suck lightning sap, and become voiced dragons. 1861 Ln.
Lytton & Fane Tannhduser n God to her rescue sends
Voiced seraphims.
trans/. 1834 Ld. Houghton Mem. Tour Greece 138 How

were ye voiced, ye Stars,—how cheerily Castor and Pollux
spoke to the quivering seaman. 1849 Tait's Mag. XVI.
108/2 All was silence and all was solitude, and yet all was
voiced and all was full. 1861 Ld. Lytton & Fane Tann-
luiuser 34 Oft have you flooded this fair space with song,
Waked these voiced walls, and vocal made yon roof.

b. Having a voice of a specified kind, quality,

or tone.
For clear., faint-, gentle-, hoarse-, hollow-, loud-, lozv-,

\nine-, -frank- (1513), rough-, shrill-, soft-, sweet-voiced,
etc., see the adjs.

1637 Austin Hxc Homo v. 128 Ovid. .advised women
(who are so angeMike voyced) to learne by musicks rules,

to order it. 1884 \V. C Smitjh Klldrostau 61 Never were
rills and fountains So merrily voiced as these.

f2. Much or highly spoken of; commended,
famed. Obs.~1

1661 Life T. Fuller 14 He continued his pious endeavours
of preaching in most of the voyced pulpits of London.
3. Phonology. Uttered with voice (or vibration

of the vocal chords) as opposed to breath ; sonant.

Said esp. of certain consonants, as opposed to

those which are voiceless (see Voiceless a. 5).
1867 A. M. Bell Visible Sp. 67 The initially voiced v

sinks imperceptibly into its voiceless correspondent./"—as if

the word were written leavf. 1876 Douse Grimm's L.
App. D. 195 The action of the chordae in the production of
voiced sounds. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 64 The
pronunciation of certain letters is also somewhat indistinct,
especially the voiced explosives such as b, d,g.

b. Of breath.

1877SWF.ET Handbk. Phonetics 74 As stops can only be
voiced by driving voiced breath into an air-tight chamber,
they cannot be continued for any length of time.

Voiceful (voi-sful), a. Chiefly poet, or rhet.

[f. Voice sb. + -ful.]

1. Endowed with, or as if with, a voice ; having
voice or power of utterance ; vocal.
c 161 1 Chapman Iliad xvm. 459 The Seniors then did beare

The voicefull Heralds scepters 1842 V\tiEs.Styrian Lake,
etc 100 And for the voiceful Church and poor mute world
Doth he not keep his potent Cross unfurled ? 1869 Farrar
Fam. Speech i. n As they supposed that Song had been
learned by man first, and by all voiceful creatures.
trans/. 1842 Faber Styrian Lake, etc. 43 Man's voiceful

destinies, Like the surge of meeting seas, Are to them but
a wild song. i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. ix. § 24. 301
Death, not silent or patient, waiting his appointed hour,
but voiceful, venomous.

b. Of a stream, the sea, etc.

Also in the sense of * full of sound or sounds '.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii. 70 To take the kinde
ayreofa wistful! morne Neere Tauies voycefull streatne.
1818 Coleridge Fancy in .Vubibus 14 That blind Bard,
who . . Beheld the Iliad and the Odyssee Rise to the swell-
ing of the voiceful sea ! 1859 Sala Gas-light $ D. xxviii. 316
Our green lanes and voiceful woods. 1891 Miss Dowie
Girl in Karp. 202 The trumpeters, .blew long notes of in.

consequent music, which the Czeremosz caught in its

voiceful waters.

c. Vocal with, expressive of, something.
(a) 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. xiv. § 10 The moun-

tains were thus voiceful with perpetual rebuke. 1863
Goulburn Office H. Comm. I. 79 A law. .every statute of
which.. is voiceful with condemnation, 1879 Farrar St.
Paul I. 520 He sailed along shores of which every hill and
promontory is voiceful with heroic memories.

(b) 1868 Contemp. Rev. IX. 76 Blake's poems.. run on a
sort of parallel of contrast—the one creative, the other
voiceful of revolt and self-consciousness.

2. Of or pertaining to the voice; uttered by the
voice or voices.

i8ai L. Hunt Indicator No. 75. (1822) II. 177 He has less

of the oracular or voiceful part of his art. 1867 Howells
/tat. Journ. 62 In clamorous Italy, whose voiceful uproar
strikes to the summits of her guardian Alps. 1876 Farrar
Marlb. Serm. xxxi. 3^8 Every silent, every voiceful appeal
to that which each of us has in him of purest and sweetest.

3. Involving much speech or argument; con-
tentious. rare"1

.

1879 Meredith Egoist II. vi. 137 Dr. Middleton assented
and entered on the voiceful ground of Greek metres.

Hence Voicefulness.
1849 Ruskin Sen. Lamps vi. § 10. 172 That deep sense

of voicefulness. .which we feel in walls that have long been
washed by the passing waves of humanity.

Voiceless, a. [f. Voice sb. +-less.]

1. Having no voice ; destitute of the power of

utterance ; uttering no words or speech ; dumb,
mute.
In group (b) applied to immaterial things.

(a) 1535 Coverdale Acts viii. 32 As a lambe voycelesse be-

fore his sherer so opened he not his mouth. 1817 Shelley
Rev. Islam x. xii, Peace in the silent streets ! save when the

cries Of victims to their fiery judgement led, Made pale
their voiceless lips. 1849 De Quiscey Eng. Mail-Coach
lit iv. VVks. 1800 XIII. 325 Clinging to the horns of the

altar, voiceless she stood. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1115 Mute
As creatures voiceless thro' the fault of birth. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule ii, Lavender did not care to remain among those

voiceless monuments of a forgotten pa-t.

absot. 1855 Singleton Virgil 11. 108 He of the voiceless

both a council calls And gains the knowledge of their lives.

1893 Max Pemberton Iron Pirate xxiv, The men waited

for some seconds silent as the voiceless.

(b) 1816 Byron Monody on Sheridan 10 Who hath not

shared that calm so still and deep, The voiceless thought
which would not speak but weep. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Dec.
766 It is the public good which is so often powerless and
voiceless in presence of the audacity of private wrong. 1891

Farrar Darkn. <y Dawn liv.The deadly wrong . .had excited

an indignation.. which, though it was voiceless, had made
itself felt. .

b. Having no voice in the control or manage-
ment of affairs.

a 1634 Coke Inst. iv. i. (1648) 5 The Proctors of the Clergy
. . were voicelesse Assistants ; . . and having no voices, and so

many learned Bishops having voices, their presence is not
now holden necessary.

c. Failing, unable, or not attempting, to express

one's feelings or opinions ; silent, mute. Abo
absot.

1863 J. G. Holland Lett, to Joneses ix. (1864) 129 The
world will never come to you. .you must go to the world or

die voiceless. 1884 Pall Mall G. 28 June i/x The surren-

der of the voiceless, helpless masses of the population to

their Turkish taskmasters. 1890 C. W. R. Cooke 4 V. in

Pari. 69 By the voiceless I mean the men who have the

capacity to speak, and the desire, but have missed their

opportunities.

2. Characterized by the absence of sound ; in or

on which no voice or sound is heard ; silent, still.

In this and the two following senses chiefly poet, or rhet.

1815 Shelley -,4/a.r^r 662 Motionless, As their own voice-

less earth and vacant air. 1820 Byhon yuan in, Ixxxvi, On
thy voiceless shore The heroic lay is tuneless now. 1850 S.

Dobei.l Roman viii. 27 The sweet content of voiceless

woods After the nightingale. 1868 Lockyer Guillemvis
Heavens (ed. 3) 156 To an inhabitant of the Earth, our
light-giver by night would appear.. but a silent and voice-

less desert.

3. Not expressed or uttered by the voice or in

speech ; unspoken, unuttered.
1816 Byron Ch. Har. III. xevii, I live and die unheard,

With a most voiceless thought, sheathing it as a sword.

1839 Longf. Footsteps of Angels ix, Uttered not, yet com-
prehended, Is the spirit's voiceless prayer. 1862 T. C
Grattan Beaten Paths II. 218 A dead silence followed the

fall of the curtain; and I felt .. the voiceless verdict of

'damnation'. 1865 C. Stanford Symb. Christ xi. (1878)

296 Secret as the voiceless language of the soul.

4. Characterized by, or causing, loss of speech or

vocal utterance ; speechless.
1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. lxxix, The Niobe of nations !

there she stands, Childless and crownless, in her voiceless

woe. 1843 Chambers's Edin. Jrnl. 47/2 Her lips parted
with a voiceless agony. 1879 Tourgee Fool's Err. xxxiv.

225 Dumb mouths which spoke of the voiceless agony of

death.

5. Phonology. Produced or uttered without voice

or vocalic tone ; surd. Said esp. of certain con-

sonants in opposition to Voiced />//. a. 3.

1867 A. M. Bell Visible Sp. 67 Where the voiceless cor-

respondent of a vocal consonant is separately heard. 1874
Ellis E. E. Pronunc. iv. xi. 1333 The great relations

between voiced and voiceless consonants. 1877 Sweet
Handbk. Phonetics 75 Consonants with voiceless stop and
breath off-glide are called ' breath ' or ' voiceless ' stops.

Voi"Celessly, adv. [f. prec.] In a voiceless

manner; without speech or utterance ; silently.

1851 Meredith Daphne lii, Voicelessly the forest Virgin
Vanished ! 1887 T. Hempstead in Harper s Mag. April

677 The river sliding there, Voicelessly, slowly down. 1890

D. C. Murray J. Vale xxviii, The engineer, accustomed to

rough fare, attacked it cheerfully; but Snelling waved it

voicelessly away.

Voi celessness. [f. as prec] The fact or

condition of being voiceless, in various senses.

1843 Blackw. Mag. LIV. 74 Dreadful as if distilled from
the voicelessness of the graves of a buried world. 1874
Ellis E. E. Pronunc. m. 1126 To indicate voicelessness,

prefix (') to a whispered, or (") to a voiced letter. 1877
Eraser's Mag. XV, 38 The utter voicelessness of the
common people in any point when the Law or the Senate
had spoken.

Voi'Celet. [f. Voice sb. + -let.] A little

voice.

1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI. 209 The voicelets of the Dwarfs
sounded only like a light whisper.

Voicer (voi'sai). [f. Voice v.]

f 1, Sc. One who votes or has the right to do
this ; a voter. Obs.

1638 [see Voice v. ii bl 1641 R. Baillie Lett, fy Jrtih.

(1841) I. 350 They.. will force the King either to be our
agent, and formall voycer to his death, or else doe the

world knows not what. 1651 in Cramond Ann. Banff
(1893) II. 32 He wes..a voicer in Parliament for that

ingagement.

2. Organ-building. One who voices the pipes of

an organ; esp. a skilled workman whose special

task it is to do this.

1879 Organ Voicing 12 Touching the manufacture of all

pipes, it is of paramount importance to the voicer, that they
should he thoroughly welt made. 1881 W. E. Dickson
Pract. Organ-building ix. 119 Thus completed and cleaned
over, the pipes are handed to the voicer. 1889 Stainer in

Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 335/2 Few are equally good voicers

both of reed and flue-pipes.

Voicing (voi'sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Voice v.]

*t*l. The action, fact, or process of voting by
voice ; voting ; election, nomination, or decision

by vote. Obs.
1623 Sanderson Serm. I. 94 We must confer our voices

. . upon those whom . . we conceive to be the fittest ; and the

greater the place is.. the greater ought our care in voycing
to be. 1649 H p- Guthrie Mem. (1702) 119 It was not the
Custom in Assemblies for any Man.. to interrupt Voicing
by Discourses; every one was to answer to the Question,

Yea, or Nay, and no more, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas.I
(Spalding CI.) II. 292 It gois to voiceing, and, be pluralitie

of voices, found, no man sould be raw t aganes the countrie,

2. The action or fact of uttering with the voice
;

the speaking or utterance of something; also,

f mentioning, speaking about.
?t: 1615 Bacon VVks. (1879) I. 493/1 That the very voicing

or suspect of the raising of the price of silver, .would
make.. a deadness and retention of money. 1631 Mabbb
Celestina vi. 72 Being wounded with that golden shaft,
which at the very voycing of your name, had struck her to
the heart. 1657 J. WATTS Vind. Ch. Eng. 18 The one
professeth by their due hearing, and the other by the4r due
voicing (/.), Preaching the word of Faith. 1871 Earls
Philot. Eng. Tongue xii. 517 Poetry.. makes great efforts

to express, .this finest part of the voicing of language. 1878
Scribner's Mag. Oct. 896/1 When Bryant's sweet and
solemn voicing of nature's meanings and life's mysteries
will fail in their music to the ears of men.

3. Speech, vocal utterance ; enunciation,

182a B. W. Pkocter Juan i, Be silent.., ye ministers Of
death and darkness (for your voicing doth Bespeak ye
terrible agents), i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Beauty Wks.
(Bonn) II. 430 The clergy have bronchitis .. Macready
thought it came of the falsetto of their voicing.

b. With a and pi.

1849 M- Arnold New Sirens 47 Till at evening we descry

At a pause of Siren voicings These vext branches and this

howling sky. 1873 W. S. Mayo Nwer Again ati 145 Ex-
pound me, then, these mystic voicings.

O. Expression or utterance, rare.

1888 Advance (Chicago) 29 Nov. 772 How much of all that

is best in our modern life had voicing and in some manner
organic formulation in this little town.

4. Organ-building. The operation or process of

obtaining the correct quality of tone in an organ-

pipe or stop, or of obtaining the same tone in a

series of these ; the tone so obtained.

1840 Penny Cyd. XVII. 2/1 The tone of the pipes. .de-

pending on what is technically called the voiceing. 1879
Organ Voicing 28 The only difference in the voicing con-

sists in keeping the mouth a trifle lower. 1889 Stainer in

Grove Diet. Mus. IV. 335/2 In testing the voicing of an
organ-stop.
aitrib. 1879 Organ Voicing 25 If. .the voicing operations

[are] cleanly and correctly done.

5. Phonetics. The action or process of producing

or uttering with voice or sonancy.

1874 Ellis E. E. Pronunc. ni. 1113 In middle Germany,
where the distinctions (pb, t d) are practically unknown,.,
recourse is had to what Brticke and M. Bell consider as

whispering instead of voicing.

Void (void), a. and sb.1 Forms : 3-7 voyde
(5-6 woyde, 6 wyde), 4-7 voide (6 woide) ;

4-8

voyd (6 voyed,6~7 Scwoyd), 4- void (5 voied,

6 woid) ; Sc. 6 vode (9 vodd). [a. AF. and

OF. voide (OF. also vuide, veude, etc. ; mod.F.

vide), fern, of voit, vuit, vitis, etc. :—pop.L. *vocit'

um, -us, replacing L. vacuus. Cf. Pr. voit, voig,

It. voto.]

A. adj. I. 1. Of a see, benefice, etc. : Having no

incumbent,holder,or possessor ; unoccupied,vacant.

c 1290 Beket 594 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 123 pat no bischopriche

ne non Abbeie also, pat were voyde with-oute prelat, In be

kingus hond were I-do. c 1450 Contin. Brut 11. 360 Ser

Roger Walden, that King Richard had made Archebischop

of Caunterbury, he made Bischop of London, for bat time

it stode voyde. 1473-5 in Cal. Proc. Chauc. Q. Eliz. (1830)

II. Pref. 61 They beyng so seased, the chirch fell voyde.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c 25 § 2 Whensoever..any of ther

Sees to be voyde be eny other ways. 1568 Grafton Chron.

II. 36 The See was voyde fiue yeres, and the goodes of the

Church spent to the kinges vse. 1596 Drayton Legends iv.

705 If some Abbey hapned void to fall, By death of Him
that the Superiour was. 16*8 Burton Anat. Mei.\\.\\\.s\\.

(ed. 3) 324, I know not.. in what Cathedral Church, a fat

Prebend fell voide. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. u. iv. § 45 Win-

chester lay void six, and Sherburn seven years. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. II. 684 In the said See, after it had laid void

till Nov. 1688. did succeed D r
. Tho. Lamplugh. a 1715

Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 248 He was removed to Win-

chester void by Duppa's death. 1785 Paley Mor. Philos.

in. 1. xx, The advowson of a void turn, by law, cannot be

transferred from one patron to another. 1835 Penny Cyct.

IV. 233/2 If a donative is the second living taken without a

dispensation, the first is not made void by the statute. 1848

Lytton Harold 111. iii, Tin. chairs of the prelates of London

and Canterbury were void.

b. Similarly of secular offices.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 109 NorbhumberIonde

was voyde wiboute kyng ei3te }ere. c 1435 Chron. London

(Kingston!, 1905) 43 Hit was knowyn that thurh thedeposi-

cion,..and causes fforseyd,. .the Rewme off Englond was

voyde ffor the tyme. c 1500 Melusine xix.67 Your fader.,

lefte hys landes and possessyons voyde, without lord. 1535

Cromwell in Mernman Life $• Lett. (1902) I. 398, I am
acerteynyd that the Rowmes of your foure Clarkes are now

furnyshyd & non of theym voide. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidanes

Comm. 158 b, This office had bene for ever voyde synce the

death of the Duke of Bourbon. 1617 Moryson Itin. n. 54

To bee Lord President of Mounster, which place had layen

void some few moneths. 1670 Walton Lives n. 123 I be

Provostship of His Majesties Colledge of Eaton became

void by the death of Mr. Thomas Murray. 1708 J.

Chamberlayne St, Gt. Brit. 1. 1. iii. (1710' 6 Seventy

Queen's Scholars are.. sent yearly to Kings College in

Cambridge, as Places become void. 1867 Freeman Norm.

Cong. (1877) I- APP- ^° J his last was evidently the earldom

made void by the death of i^lfhelm.

t o. Void money, money which has accumulated

during the vacancy of an office. Obs.

1513 MS, Ace. St. yohn's Hosp., Canterb., Rec. off voyd

money at be payment off Lomas. Rec. off voyd money off

be payment off Phelyp and Jacobe. 1539 Ibid., Rec. of the

voyd money vs. ij d.

2. Of a seat, saddle, etc. : Having no occupant;

in which no one is sitting, lying, etc, ; empty.
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13.. Coer de L. 5079 Ther was a many a voyd sady!.

a 1350 St. Stephen 286 in Horstm. Aitengl. Leg. (188:) 31

pairc graues er both voyd & bare. 14. . I undaWs Vis. 2243
Tundale saw..Asige that was full bryght schynand, Hut
hyt was voyde wen he saw hyt. 1 1450 Merlin iii. 59 At
this table was euer a voyde place, that betokeneth the place

of Iudas. 1474 Caxton Chesse iv. ii. (1883) 165 He may
put hym in the voyde space to fore the phisicyen. 1483 —
Gold. Leg. 189/1 Whan her fader & moder sawe her chare

come home empty & voide thenne they did do seke their

doubter oueral. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Trauslrum
vacuum, a seate voyde oremptic. 1695 Sibbald Autobiog.

(1834) 127 She was interred in her father's grave in the isle

of Torphichen upon the part of the through stone that was
voyd. a 1713 Ellwood Autobiog. (1765) 20. I stept in and
sate down on the first void Seat 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 42 Behold, instead. Void at Verona,

Juliet's marble trough. 1886 Kipling Dtpartm. Ditties,

etc. (1899) 120 * We know the Shrine is void,' they said,

' The Goddess flown'.

+ b. Of a horse : Having no rider. Obs. rare.

1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. vui. 129 Accolon mounted
vpon a voyde hors. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. inanis

%

Inatiis eouus, a voyde or einptie horse : a leere horse.

c. Of a house or room : Unoccupied ; unten-

anted. Now chiefly dial.

1479-81 Rec.St. Mary at Hill (1905)96 A howse at fayster

lane, voyd by uj quarters. 150a Arnolds Chron. (1811) 127
The same ten[emen]t.. stood wyde without ani tenant many
yeres afore. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 10 Happily they
slipped into some Noble mans voide house in London. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 471, 720. mansions : whereof
224. stood void. 1700 Drydkn Cock >\ Fox 217 Eu'ry Inn
so full, That no void Room in Chamber, or on Ground, ..

was to be found. 1866- in dial, glossaries (Shetland,
Shropshire, Wore, Herts., Glouc).

3. Of places : Destitute of occupants or inhabi-

tants ; not occupied or frequented by living crea-

tures ; deserted, empty.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 192 Tille Acres bei him led,

better hele to haue In bcr way ilk dele bei fond voide als

hethe. Ibid. 305 Alle voide was be place, pe bataile slayn
& done all within bat space 1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 390
Sen bat place in heven bright Was made voyde thurgh pe
syn of pride, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3221 Wei two Mile to loke
abou te a stryde voide ber nas, bat of bat ilke hebenene
route al ful was euery plas. 142a tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv.
Priv. 129 Otheris sayde that hit was to dredc that thay
sholde fynde the Cite of grece woyde. 1423 Jas. I Kingis
Q. clxiv, On the qtihelc was lytill void space, a 1513
Fabyan Chron. 11. (1811) 25 Y a kyng wt thaduyce of his

Barons graunted vnto them a voyde and wast countre.

1535 Coveroale 1 Mace. iii. 45 As for Ierusalem, it laye
voyde, and was as it had bene a wyldemesse. There wente
no man in nor out at it. 1578 Timme Calvin on Gen. 209
That he might know that the world . . should not be a desert

and voyde place fur ever. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 184 Finding it (the realm] than voyd in a maner
and bair of Strang handes to defend it. 1653 Jer. Taylor
Serm.fr Year (1678) 79 An appetite keen as a Wolf upon
the void plains of the North. 1697 Dryden AKneid ix. 675
Where void spaces on the walls appear, Or thin defence,
they pour their forces there. 1813 Scott Rokeby 11. xvii,

In the void offices around Rung not a hoof, nor bay'd a
hound. 1809 Crockett Kit Kennedy 197 The scanty
pasture-fields were void and empty.

b. Not occupied by buildings or other useful

structures ; unutilized, vacant.
144a in WillisSc Clark Cambridge (1886) 1. 387 For cariage

of xxxj lodes of lome fro the fundacion of the College, .in
to a woyde place. 1473 ^°^s ofParit. VI. 90/1 A cotage,
and a voide place conteignyng by estimation a Rode. 1519
Churchw. Ace. St. Giles, Reacting (ed. Nash) 3 A void
grownd in the North side of the said mill lane. 1548
Nottingham Rec. IV. 93 A tenement late in the tenure of
John Alestre and a voide peyce of grownde with a gardeyn.
161 1 Bible / Kings xxii. 10 The King of Iudah sate, .in
a voyd place in the entrance of the gate of Samaria.
1665 G. Hwers /'. delta Voile's Trav. E. India 50 Near
this Castle Gate, in a void place of the street are two pulpits
handsomely built of stone. 1687 A. Lovkll tr. ThevenoCs
Trav. 11. 72 Hamadan is a very large Town, but contains
many void places, Gardens, and even ploughed Fields
within it. 1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. (1827) II. 143 In the
middle of each square was likewise all void ground. 1759
B. Martin^*/. Hist. I. 113 There is a great Deal of void
Ground, within the Walls [of Winchester]. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 191 Most likely it stood in the
void space between the mound, the gateway, and the later
Castle.

to. Unproductive, uncultivated. Obs.
1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. xlviii. (Bod I. MS.), A

fcelde bat is yered liatte Noualis ober feelde bat Heb voide
euer be ober ^ere to renewe his vcrtu. 16:5 W. Lawson
Country Itousrw. Gard.{i6i6) 6 Men and catiell (that haue
put trees thence, from out of Plaines to void corners) are
better then trees.

4. Not occupied by visible contents ; containing
no matter ; empty, unfilled : a. Of receptacles, or
things of similar form.
1390 Gowrr Conf, II. 191 We. .With voide handes schul

appicre, Touchendc oure cure spirital. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) v. 53 ^if bei weren sepultures, bei scholden not ben
voyd with nine, c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixi. 255 (Harl. MS.),
Hit is a woyde tonne, caste oute with sum men fro sum
shippe. c 1500 For to serve a Lord in Babees Bk. (1868)370
Cutie away the nekke in a voyde plate. 1513 Lt>. Berbers
Froiss. I. xviii. 25 All there Canagis were sette in voyde
granges and barnes. a 1533 — Huon xiv. 150 Incontynent
the cuppe was voyde, and yo wyne vanysshyd away. 1617
Moryson Itin. in. 83 They vse to scrue in sower crawt or
cabbage vpon a voide circle of earned Iron standing on three
feete. 1791 Cowpfr Iliad in. 447 But Venus, foam-sprung
Goddess,, .snapp'd short the brace,.. And the void helmet
follow'd as he pull'd.

b. In general use. (Freq. of place or space.')

15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 36 The small corne lyeth in the

holowe and voyde places of the greate beanes. 1598 Barrf.t
Tkeor. Warres III. ii. 82 With their shot bestowed, in the

4 voyde angles or corners, a 1639 T. Cakew Truce in Love
entreated i, For see my heart Is made thy Quiver, where
remaines No voyd place for another Dart, a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) I. 86 Nor can endure to fill up a void Place, At
a Line's End, with one insipid Phrase. 1697 J. Potter
Antiq. Greece 1. viii. (1715) 39 The Spaces between, .left

void to admit the Light. 1794 Hutton Philos. Light, etc.

49 It therefore passes as freely through a transparent body
as through the voidest space. 1796 Morse/Iwit. Geog.

II. 182 There are no void spaces among the basaltes. 1821

Shelley Adonais xlvii, Dart thy spirit's light Beyond all

worlds, until its spacious might Satiate the void circumfer-

ence. 1865 Swinburne Atalanta 428 An eagle wrought in

gold That, .with void mouth gapes after emptier prey.

Comb. 1857 G. Macdonald Poems 140 The air is as the

breath From the lips of void-eyed Death.

f c. Void room, an unfurnished or unoccupied
room serving as an entrance or waiting hall. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (15S6) 12 You see a
voyd roome before the Kitchin, whiche is an entrie both to

the Kitchin. .and to the Uxhouses. 1586 J. Hooker Hist.

Irel. in Holinshed II. 123/2 Betweene which & the lower
end of the house is a void roome seruing for the lower
house, and for all sutors.

fcL Of paper, etc.: Blank-, not written on;
containing no writing or lettering. Obs.

1551 ASCHAM Lett. Wks. 1865 1. 11. 286 Because this paper
is void, I cannot leave talking with you. x6io Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 72S A mangled Inscription, .broken
heere and there with voide places betweene. 1669 SturmY
Mariner's Mag. iv. xvii. 202 Keep the left side of your
Book void, that you may write all the Passages of the Voy-
age. 1748 Anson's Voy, in. vii. 360 He had every head of
enquiry separately wrote down on a sheet of paper, with a
void space opposite to it.

e. spec. Having the centre empty or not filled in.

1597 Morlev Introd. Mus. Annot., There were in old

time fou re maners of pricking, one al blacke which they
tearmed blacke full, another which we vse now which they
called black void. 1704 J. Harhis Lex. Techn. I, Bas-
tions Void ox Hollow, are those that have a Rampart and
Parapet ranging only round about their Flanks and Faces,

so that a void Space is left toward the Centre.

f5. Empty-handed ; destitute. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. v. (1868) 50 Yif bou haddest
entrcd in be pabe of bis lijf a voide wayfaryng man, ban
woldest bou syngc by-fore be beef. 138a Wyclif Mark xii.

3 The erthe tilieres..beten him takun, and leften him voyde.
C1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 25 He wolde
not go from hym voyde. 153a More Confut. Barnes vm,
Wks. 750/1 My sonne. .shall not returne againe to me voyde
or emptie. For he shall bring with him the fathers out of

Limbus.

t b. Void (of) course, said of a planet : (see

quot. 1679). Obs.
C1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 114 Now fleeth Venus un-

to Cylenius tour, With voide cours, for fere of Phebus
light. 1679 Moxon Math. Diet., Voidof Course. A Planet
is said to be so, when he is separated from one Planet, and
doth not during his being in thai Sign, Apply to any other,

either by Body or Aspect.

6. f a. Of persons, etc. : Empty or destitute of

good qualities ; worthless. Obs.
ci\8o Wyclif Wks. (1880)36 He bat seib to his brober

pat nab1 be holi gost . . bat he is voide & wib-oute kunnynge.
138* — 2 Peter t, 8 Thei shulen not ordeyne a,ou voyde, ne
with outen fruyt, in the knowinge of oure Lord Jhesu
Crist, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xcii. 421 (Add. MS.), Ye dreme,
or ellys ye han fastid to mych, that your hede is voyde.
1563 Foxk A. ft M. 1346/1 They that do persecute, be voyde
and withoutall truth. 17*8 Pope Dune. 11.45 Empty words
she gave, and sounding strain, But senseless, lifeless ! idol
void and vain !

b. Of speech, action, etc. : Ineffective, useless,

leading to no result.

138a Wyclif Isaiah Iv. 11 My wrd..shal not be turned
a^een voide to me, but shal do what euere thingus I wolde.
142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 154 In voyde wordis
onely is hare memory makyd. C1450 tr. De Imitatione 1.

xx. 2a Wibdrawe biself fro voide spekinges & idel circuites.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werbnrt>e 1. 1453 In certaynte haue I

AH worldely pleasures,, .and honour, With all voyde busy-
nesse, and cures transytory. Ibid. 1809 O gloryous vyrgyn,
replete with synguler grace, .. Refusynge voyde pleasures.

'557 Toilets Misc. (Arb.* 145 For all was toy that I did
fele : And of voide wandering I was free. 1597 Hookkr
Feet. Pol. v. Ix. 5 5 Despaire I cannot, nor induce my minde
to thinke his faith voide. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. v. $ 11

The end ought to be, from both philosophies to separate.,
whatsoever is empty and void, and to preserve., whatso-
ever is solid and fruitful. 1611 Bible / Cor. ix. 15 It

were better for me to die, then that any man should make
myglorying voyd. 1847 Tennyson Princ. vii. 19 Void was
her use, And she as one that climbs a peak to gaze O'er land
and main. 1871 ' Stonf.hengr ' Brit. Rur. Sports (ed. 9)111.

629/2 Void end means that neither side can score a cast.

Ibid. 630/1 A void end shall be included in this provision.
1881 Dufterin in Lyall Life (190s) II. i. 13 Any serious
communication we may make to the Ministers is as void as
though it had been confided to the winds.

t C. Of material things : Superfluous, waste.

Obs. rare.

c 1440 Palltd. on Husb. vr. 23 This mone is ek for pam-
pinacioun Conuenient : void leves puld to be. 1494-$ AVc
.?/. Mary at Hill (1905) 215 For makyng of j ole in the
chirche for voyde water, c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture
293 in Babees Bk. (1868) 79 Wyth bones & voyd morsels fyll

not thy irenchour, my frier.d, full,

d. Of looks: Vacant, rare—*.
1796 Colf.riucb Destiny of Nations 253 Her flushed

tumultuous features.. now once more Naked, and void, and
fixed.

7. Having no legal force ; not binding in law

;

legally null, invalid, or ineffectual.

Null and void '. see Null a. 1 b.

1433-4 A' oils of ParIt. V. 437/2 This thaire assent and
grant for to stande in strengtlie, and ellus to be as voide and
of noe valeure. c 1475 Harl. Contin. Itigden (Rolls) VIII.

511 That parliamente of kynge Ricardus was made voyde
& as of noo valoure. 1496 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 513 1 An
Acte for making voyde of a Statute concerning artificers.

1527 in Trans. Cumhld.tf W estmoreld.Atchstel. Soc. (1914)

XIV. So This obligacione to be woiiie and of non effect.

1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm. 106 What soever is there

done to be voyde and of none effe t. 159a West 1st t't.

Symbol. § 102 B, Then the said coucnant touching ihe pai*

ment of &c. and the deliuering of the said bond to be can-

celled, and either of them shalbe utieily void. 1625 Donnk
Serm. 24 Feb. (16261 45 If the Bill were interlinde, or

blotted, or diopt, the Bill was voyd. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.

II. xxi. in Covenants, not to defend a mans own body, arc

voyd. 1672 Dryden Conq. Granada 1. i, 'ihe Force us'd

on me made that Contract void. 1713 Steele Englishm,
No. 41. 265 She immediately made void certain Grants she

had made. 1774 Jefferson Autobiog. A pp., Wks. 1859 I.

130 The true ground on which we declare these acts void,

is, that the British Parliament has no right to exercise

authority over us. 1838 Thiklwall Greece II. 46 All

statutes which they deemed void, contradictory, or super-

fluous. 1861 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xiv. 202 The Par-

liament declared that the same marriage had from the be-

ginning been void. 1879 M cCarthy Own Times xviii. II.

35 The election was declared void, and a new writ w as issued.

b. In general use: Null, invalid.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 5 Ceremonyes. .whiche

all were euacuate and made voj de by the pas^yon of oi:r

sauyour Jesu Chryst. 1530 Rastkll Bk. Purgat. Prol.,

That lepentaunce that he had before shuld be but voyde.

1604 Jas. I Counterll. to Tobacco (Arb.) ic2 Of this Argu-
ment, both the Proposition and Assumption are false, and

so the Conclusion cannot but be voyd of itselfe. a i68aSiu T.

Bkowse Tracts (1683J 59 This makes void that common
conceit and tradition of the Fish called Faber marinus.

1746 Hoyle Games, Quadrille 36 If there happen to be two

Cards of the same sort, and found out before the Deal is

ended, the Deal is void, but not otherwise. 1801 Sirutt
Sports it Past. iv. 225 I he cast is void if the ball dues not

enter any of the holes. 181a Gary Dante, Farad, in. 57
Our vows Were, in some part, neglected and made void.

8. Of time : Free from work or occupation; un-

employed, idle, leisure. Now rare.

c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 23 Therefore though, .a lesson be

red but of one alone, yet thinke not that that is a voyde
tyme to all the other to do what they wyll. 1538 Starkly
Fnglandw. \. 161 To haue a conmiyn place appoyntyd..

wherin they myght at voyd tymys exercyse themselfys.

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia iv. (1895) 142 All the

voide time, that is betwene the houres of woorke, slepe, and
meate. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Heautontim. 1. i,

Haue you so much leasure and voide time from your owne
priuate affaires, that [etc.], 1634 Massincek Very Woman
in. i, I'll chain him in rny study, that a void hours I may
run o'er the story of his country. 1853 C. Bkontk Viltette

xxiv, That void interval which passes for him so slowly.,

teems with events for his friends.

f b. Vacant in respect of office ; marked by a

vacancy or interregnum. Obs.

1480 Waterf. Arch, in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. V. 316 Ihey that be chosen ballyfTs one yere, shal not

be chosen, .without they have one yere voied bctwxt. 1496

Ibid. 324 The eldest that have borno the office of Mairaltie

shall nave the same voide day, if he have noo daye before.

1591 Savilf. Tacitus, Hist. 11. Ixxi. 94 That Valens and
Carcina might obtaine some voide moneths that yeare to be

Consuls in. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. \i. §8. 329

There can be no void years found betweene losua and
Othoniel. Ibid. xxii. §11. 558 Yet some coniectures there

are made, which tend to keepe all euen, without acknow-
ledging any voide time.

+ C. Of persons: Unemployed. In quot. fg.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. lix. 137 Nature loueb idelnes,

..but grace can not be voide ner idel, but gladly takib

upon him labour & traueile.

f 9. Lacking, wanting. Obs.-1

1554-9 Songs fif Ball. Phil. $ Mary iRoxb.) 4 In Chryst

all fullnos of power and myghtdothe dwell ; In 3 fine voyd
was nothyng that was nydfull and fytt.

1 10. Powerless, unable. Obs.~ l

1578 Roydon in T. Procter Gcrg. Gallery A ij b, But

Sicophantes will neuer cease to swell Though dcaruedly)

themselues be voyde to write.

II. Const, ^/"(occas. -\
front).

11. Devoid of, free from, not tainted with (some

bad quality, fault, or defect).

c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 50 The lambish peple, voyd

of alle vyce. £1385— L. G. W. Prol. 167 Thus thisc

foweles, voide ofal malice, .songe alle of oon acordc. c 1430

Lyi>c. Min. Pcems (Percy Soc.) 11 And Musik had, voyde

of alle discord, Boece her clerk, withe hevenly armony.

(1470 Hbnry Wallace vm. 1624 A ryoll king .. herd off

Wallace gouernancc.and off his pruvyt prys, Off honour,

trewth, and woid off cowatis. a 1529 Skelton Calliope 18

Yet is she fayne, Voyde of disdayn Me to retayne Her

seruiture. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 731 b, They

oughte to be free and voyde from anger. 1595 Locrtne 11.

ii. 3 We Coblers lead a mcrie life:.. Void of all enuieand of

strife. 1605 Earl Stirling Alexandr. Trag.w. 1. All love

a courteous count'nance, voyd of Art. 1617 Monynon Ittn.

11. 7S The said point could not be thought void 01 that

cunning, wherein the writer excelled. 17J8 Ireeth*«k<r

No. 667 84 T« your Deliberations be void of Animosities.

1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania a6oOUr code vo,d of

quifks in a Blackstone is seen . 183. G. R. Porter J o>ce.

lain -V Gt. xi. 253 A piece of flint glass, by no means void

of imperfections. 186* Iroi.lope Orley I- 1, He was a man

void of mystery, and not given to secrets.

b. Free from, untouched by, not affected or im-

paired by (something unpleasant or hurtful).

c i4» Lroo. Assembly ofGods 809 On a camell rydyng,

»5 voyde of all care. 1509 £»« Funeral Serm. Ctess

Richmond Wks. (1S76) 305 A lyfe voyde of all sorow &



VOID.

encombraunce. 1522 More De guai. Noviss. Wks. 81/1 So
yl neuer any of them had euer in their liues knowen or
herd, either themself or any other voyd of those disseases.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm, 101 A place myght be
assigned for the counsell, voyde of all daunger and suspi-
cion, c 1586 C'iess Pembroke Ps. lix. vi, They prate and
bable voide of feare. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 350 Some
would haue him kept in a close, darke and quiet house,
voyde from all noise. 1655 Marq. Worcester Cent. htv. iv.

6 Never clogging the memory with several figures for words
..which with ease and void of confusion, are thus speedily.

.

letter for letter set down. 1697 Drvoen Virg. Georg. 1. 585
Next Day, nor only that, but all the Moon,.. Are void of
Tempests. Ibid.il, 638 My next Desire is, void of Care and
Strife, To lead a soft, secure, inglorious Life. 1753 Rich-
ardson Grandison (1781) III. xxviii. 330, I.sanpuinein my
hopes, had expressed myself as void of all doubt but you
would become a Catholick. 1828 Scott F. M, Perth xxxiv,
Eachin alone had left it [the battle-ground] void of wounds.
1878 Marie A. Brown tr. Runeberg's Nadcschda ill. 37 And
void of fear.. She goes to Woldmar.

t C. Clear or quit of (a person) ; vacant in

respect of. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. If/, 48 b, Nowe nothinge was
contrariant . . to his pernicious purpose, but that his mancion
was not voide of bis wife. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
293 b, In the countrey round about were forces of Span-
yardes and Italians. Of whome to be voyde and free, they
..payde thirty thousand ..crownes. 1651 N. Bacon Disc.
Govt. Eng. 11. xxiv. 18S The Parliament ..declared the
Throne void of Edward the Fourth, and Henry the Sixth
King.

12. Destitute of, not graced or ennobled by (some
virtue or good quality).
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) iv. xxix. (1859) 62 Thou arte

veyne, and voyde of al maner of vertue. 1467 Songs Cos-
tume (Percy Soc.) 56 Ye poope holy prestis full of presom-
cion,..voydof discrecion. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 6 r, I se the
haltane in thy harlotrie,. .Off every vertew woyd. 1553
Euen Treat. New hid. (Arb.) 24 The inhabitantes are.,
vtterly voyde of all godly knowledge. 1555

—

Decades
(Arb.) 52 O vnthankefull Englande and vovde of honest
shame. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 'Ded. 3 They
haue been so voide of the orders and exercises of war of
their forefathers. 1612 Two Noble K. ill. i, O thou most
perfidious That ever gently lookd ; the voydest of honour
That e-.i'r bore penile Token. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1074
Bad Fruit of Knowledge,. .Which leaves us naked thus, of
Honour void. i685 in Verncy Mem. (1907) II. 410, I am not
so void of reson at this age bot that I can refran from duing
myself and family any dama^ by play. 1706 Estcourt
Fair Example v. i, Beauty, tho' void of Virtue, has the
Power To make as well the Wise as Fools adore. 1743
Bulkeley& Cummins Voy. S.Seas 136 But Hunger is void
of all Compassion. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vi. iv, She
was totally void of Judgment or discretion. 18x7 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II. v. viii. 660 Whom he represents as too void
ofcharacler, to write anything of himself. 1831 Mackintosh
Hist. Eng. II. 44 He was as void of manly as of kingly
virtues. 1861 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const. xiv. 206 A person
void of capacity, without any experience.

b. Destitute or deprived of, lacking or wanting
(something desirable or natural).
The groups of quotations illustrate different types of

context.
(a) c 14x0 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 1382 Came thedyr

Attropos, voyde of all gladness, Wrappyd in hys shete.

"533 Bellknden Livy (S.T.S.J I. 298 pai war vode of all
gude esperance. 1567 Gude <$ Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 33
W'oide of all joy, but full of painfulnes. 1592 Timme Ten
Eng. Lepers Kiij, They find that they are utterly void
of all helpe. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. v. 341 Voyd of all
delight, cold, barren, bleake and dry. 1690 Child Disc.
Trade (i6^8j 14 The people poor, despicable, and voide of
commerce. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 676 He took his
way, thro' Forrests void of Light. 1709 Berkeley Th.
Vision §90 It would not at first view be altogether void of
Probability. 1742 Young Nt. Th. vn. 643 Life void of joy,
ad prelude of Eternity in pain ! 1812 Craube Tales 11,

;94 By various shores, he passed, on various seas, Never so
lappy as when void of ease. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter
(1863) 309 The records of endurance and martyrdom for
conscience sake, can never be void of interest.
(b) 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 240 Ryghtful houre

of ettynge is, whan the stomake is purchet and clenset, and
voyde of the mette. 1563 B. Googe Eglogs v. (Arb.) 47 Thy
face good Egon [is] voide of blud, thine eies amased stare.
1581 W. Fulke in Confer, m. (1584) Oiijb, Nay, hee
saith plainely, they are not Expertes corporis, voyde of
body. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. (1687) 185/2 If matter
it self be in it self void of measure, it is necessary that it

receive measure from some superiour. 1728 T. Sheridan tr.

Persius v. (1739)68 A white Shield void of any Figures in it.

1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat. L 378 This water, when
newly melted., is totally void both of air, and of the aerial
acid. 1815 J Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 489 It is

colourless and void of smell, but intensely saline and bitter.

1829 Cluipters Phys. Sci. 124 Leaving 1727 cubic inches
void of any material substance. 1859 Jephson & Reevk
Brittany 237 The surface of the water was perfectly void
of any ripple,

(c) i43*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 339 Philippus, kynge
of Macedony, scholde destroye sone the cite if that hit were
vacuate and voide of discrete men. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixxii. 97 MethochtCompassioun,vodeof feiris,Tha*nstraikat
me with mony ane stound. a 1313 Fabyan Chron. vn. (1533)
1 1. 8 b/2 To espye when he were voyde of his company, and
then to take hym. j6oo J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa vm. 298 He
marched through wilde and desert places voide of inhabi-
tants.

_ 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 505 The Inhabitants being
left void of a Gouernour, or solid Patrone. »

(<0 W$ Life Henry V (Kingsford, 1911) 126 Whereby
the Englishmen, voide of there requests, returned to there
lodges. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals m. 1. 240 He was de-
pos'd, and declar'd void of the Papacy.

B. sbM. fa. One who is devoid 0/"something.
Obs-1

1614 Sylvester Hethulia's Rescue iv. 1S6 Their immodest
auie Fires none but Fools, Frantiks, or Voids of shame.

i:

flame

286

b. A state or condition devoid ^/"something ; a
lack or want. rare.
1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 274 On account of the im-

possibility of making a perfect void of air by means of the
pump. 1788 Wesley Wks.

(1872J
VI. 352 Men in whom

pride.. supplies the void of sense. 1789 Jefferson Writ.
(1859) II. 559 Nor has the society he has kept been such as
tosupply the void of education. 1875 Jowett Plato (.ed. 2)

IV. 273 Space is the void of outward objects.

2. Emptiness, vacancy, vacuity, vacuum.
a 1618 Sylvester Trag. Hen. Gt. 602 Who, from the

Ocean, Motion can recall, Heat from Fire, Void from Air,
Order from All. 1781 Lofft Eudosia vi. 349 In perfect
void, the medium lost,.. All substances with like velocity
Descend. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1S75) II. 1. v. 67 Naught
shalt thou see in endless void afar. 1878 Stewart & Tait
Unseen Univ. iv. § 121. 133 But there is also void in things,
else they would be jammed together.

fig. 1860 Pusey Mitu Prop.'u 471 It leaves the feeling of
void and forsakenness.

3. a. Arch. A space left in a wall for a window,
or door ; the opening of an arch ; any unfilled

space in a building or structure.
1616 Extr. Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 341 The said Thomas

..sail build ane voyd hard be the said passage for letting
doun the paissis frome the knock. 1723 Chambers tr. Le
Clerc's Treat. Archit. 1. 138 Massive is found over Massive,
and Void under Void. 1742 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. (ed. 3)
II. 120 The Thickness of each Pier is not one Third Part
of the Void of each Arch. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm 1.

163 A very loose mode of., measuring voids, as the openings
of doors and windows are termed. 1889 Hissey Tour in
Phaeton 124 The windows are both prominent and graceful
features in the building, not merely glazed voids.

b. An empty or vacant space ; an unoccupied
place or opening in something or between things

;

a vacancy caused by the removal of something.
Examples of the singular with the (cf. sense 4) are placed

under {a). The use is oilenfg., esp. in the phrase to Jill
the void.

(a) 1697 Dryden sEneid x.634 From the forbidden space
his men retired... He said, and to the void advanced his
pace. 1737 [ri. Bekington] G. di Lucca's Mem. (1738J 161
In the middle of this Concave is a golden Sun, hanging in
the Void. 1784 Cowfer Task iv. 209 All the tricks That
idleness has ever yet contriv'd To fill the void of an unfur-
nish'd braiii, 1817 Moore Lalla R. Wks. (1910)415/1 A
wide, deep, and wizard glen, So fathomless, so full of gloom,
No eye could pierce the void between. 1861 Maine Ane.
I^aw iv. 99 The mind of a Roman lawyer, .would instantly
fill the void with the ordinances of Nature.

(b) 1708 Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1710) 353
There is.. a Void within for the Soldiers Lodgings. 1712
Black.more Creation 84 The Stars.. At a vast distance
from each other lye, Sever'd by spacious voids of liquid
sky. 1822 Byron Heaven a> Earth 1. iii. 310 Without Him,
even eternity would be Avoid. 1849 Julius Hare Sermons
II. 469 We learn that the courts of heaven are not a bare
void, but that.. innumerable beings are there. 1882 Vines
Sachs' Bot. 932 If. .a severe frost, .destroys half the plants
. . the voids are again filled up by the dispersion of the seeds.

c. spec. An absolutely empty space ; a vacuum.
1727 Swift Wonder of Wond. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 53 He is

an atomic philosopher, strongly maintaining a void in
nature. 1785 Reid Intell. Powers 11. xix. 262 It [sc. space]
is only an immense, eternal, immoveable, and indestructible

void or emptiness. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys.
Sci. xiv. (1840) 123 It is utterly incomprehensible that the
celestial bodies should exert a reciprocal attraction through
a void. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 33
Whether there was or was not a Void, or place without
matter, had already been debated among rival sects of
philosophers. 1903 Times 3 1 Aug. 7/4 Does not . . the
Democritean void.. again emerge r

fig. 1732 Pope Ess. Man \. 243 On superior pow'rs Were
we to press, inferior might on ours : Or in the full creation
leave a void. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius 37 It seem'd A
void was made in Nature ; all her bonds Crack'd.

d. One of the small unoccupied spaces in a heap
or mass which is not perfectly solid.

'837 J. T. Smith tr. Vicat's Mortars 87 It is then easy
to judge by the quantity of water used, what propor-
tion the voids bear to the whole bulk of the sand. 1868
Tennyson Lucretius 254 The very sides of the grave itself

shall pass, Vanishing, atom and void, atom and void, Into
the unseen for ever. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 48 How
large we could determine by filling its voids with water
and measuring its quantity. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX.
774/1 Strength of Concrete with Different Per Cent, of
Voids Filled.

4. spec. With the : The empty expanse of space.
1667 Milton P. L. n. 829 With lonely steps to tread Th'

unfounded deep, & through the void immense To search
with wandring quest a place foretold. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Past. vi. 51 He sung. .How Seas, and Earth, and Air, and
active Flame, Fell through the mighty Void. 1697 —
ASneid xn. 994 Prone through the void the rocky ruin
shoots. 1707 Curios, in Husb. fy Card. 229 This rich variety
of Creatures, that fill the Void, in which the Earth in the
Beginning was said to be. 1774 Beattik Minstr. 11. xxiii,

For iiowno cloud obscures the starry void. 1820 Shelley
Liberty i, The ray Of the remotest sphere of living flame
Which paves the void was from behind it flung. 1854
Brewster More Worlds x. 163 The immense void which
lies between our system and the nearest system of the
stars. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. iv. 65 The scattered
Fragments into the Void we carry.

b. Const. 3/" (heaven, etc.).

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 438 The void profound Of un-
essential Night receives him next Wide gaping. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. \. 47 In the Void of Heav'n a Space
is free, Betwixt the Scorpion and the Maid, for thee. 1726-
46 Thomson Seasons, Winter 576 If Nature's boundless
frame Was call'd, late-rising from the void of night, Or
sprung eternal from th' Eternal Mind. 1743 Francis tr.

Hor., Odes t. iii. 38 Thus did the venturous Cretan daie To
tempt with impious wings the void of air.
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fig. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 210 Pride, where wit fails,..
fills up all the mighty void of sense. 1746 Francis tr.

Horace, Epist. 1. ii. 43 Mere Outside all, to fill the mighty
Void Of Life, in Dress and Equipage employ'd. 1795
Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. 1842 II. 275 To lose ourselves
in the infinite void of the conjectural world. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. iv. 84 The dark void of infidelity. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt i, To fill up the great void of life with giving small
orders to tenants.

5. fig. a. An unsatisfied feeling or desire.

1779 Cowi-ER Hymns \, They have left an aching void,
The world can never fill. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xiii. 6
[Tears] Which weep a loss for ever new, A void where
heart on heart reposed. 1899 Doyle Duet (1909) 15/1 You
talk about my happiness before I met you, ..but what a
void there was

!

b. A blank in a record.
1866 Rogers Agric. <$• Prices Introd., They are an attempt

to satisfy a total void. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1875)
III. xiv. 329 A void is left which history cannot fill.

6. A period during which a house or farm is

unoccupied or unlet. (Cf. Void a. 2 c.)

1885 Daily Netus 23 Jan. 3/3 For some years it went
reasonably well ; but with frequent voids and losses of rent.

1905 — 20 Feb. 3The[income tax] authorities would only
allow ' voids ' or ( empties ' within the financial year in
which they occurred,

7. Iu the game of skat : The seven, eight, or

nine, which have no value in counting.
1891 Diehl Skat 58 By leading the void of the plain suit,

you will very likely be enabled to make two tricks in that
suit.

t Void, sb$ Obs. An abbrev. of Voidee, prob.

through misunderstanding the spelling voide.
1461-83 Househ. Ord. (1790J 36 The King never taketh a

voyd of comfittes and other spices, but standing. 1587
Holinshed Chron. III. 934/1 To whome the earle of Sussex
in a goodlie spice plate brought a void of spice and comfets.
1616 Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. in. 91 After the void, praeserves
in silvern plate Set suche a postscripte to ann antedate, As
not a common penn knowes to define.

Void (void), v. Forms: 4-5 voyden, 4-7
voyde (4 woyde, 5 uoyde, voyede), voyd (5
woyd, voyed, 6 Sc. woyid)

; 4, 6 voiden, 4-6
voide, 4- void (5 woid)

; 4 vewd-, 6 Sc. woud.
[Partly (1) ad. AF. and OF. voider, vuider (OF.
also voidier, viddier; mod.F. vzder, = Vx.voidar,

vo/ar, vujar, etc., Cat. vuydar, It. votare) :—pop.L.
*vocitare to make empty: see Void a. Partly (2)
an aphetic form of Avoid v.]

I. 1. trans* To clear (a room, house, place) of
occupants ; to empty or clear (a place, receptacle,

etc.) ^something, f Alsoconst.y>w«. Now arch,
13.. K. Alis. 373 (Line), He voidud beo chaumbre of

many vchon. £1380 Sir Ferumb. 3131 By bat wern be
feldes alle of be Sarsyns y-vewdid wel. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 2625 Hyperi/mestra, Whan that the house
voyded was of alle. c 1400 Beryn 1951 pere was no thing,

bat eny man my3te se, . . For hanybald had do void it [sc.

his housej of al thing bat was there, c 1482 J. Kay tr.

Caoursin's Siege of Rhodes F7 Anon with grete dyiygence
they voyded their shippes of the men of werre and of their

ordonnances. 15.. Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), To woud the
said biging of the gudis. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 131 Penny
royal, .clenseth the Lunges, and voydeth them and the
breast from all grosse and tbicke humors. 1654 Fuller
Wounded Consc, etc (1867) 187 liondi-.causeth the room
to be voided of all company. 1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI.
280 The cavity of the cylinder and globe containing the

thermometer was completely voided of air with mercury.
1861 Ld. Lvtton & Jane Tannhduser 73 And, voided
now Of all his multitudes, the mighty Hall. .laid baie His
ghostly galleries to the mournful moon.

b. To rid, to make free or clear, of {ox ffrvm)
some quality or condition.
1338 K. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 247 pe barons alle said,.,

pe lond bei wild voide of bat herisie. 1375 Barbour Bruce
\. 26 pai suld weill bawe pryss bat . . war woydyt off cowardy.
1526 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 79 Excepte it be fyrst

voyded from all. .elacyon, pryde.and contradiccyon. 1545
Primer A ij, That our hartes be voyded quyte, From
phansy, and fond delighie. 1576 Gascoicne Kenelworth
Castle Wks. 1910 II. 94 Your thrice comming here doth
Imde thrise happy hope and voides the place from feare.

1641 Milton Reform. 11. 74 The Parliament shall void her
Upper House ot the same annoyances. 1668 Howe Bless.

Righteous (1825) 273 Having voided thy mind of what is

earthly and carnal. 1861 Berksf. Hope Eng. Cathedr.
lQth C. i. 2 It is neither possible nor desireable so wholly to

void either nature of the presence of the other,

fc. To bereave or deprive of life. Obs."1

a 1400-50 Alexander 3980 If I be vencust in be vaile &
voidid of my lyfe, Lat all my seggis & soile be to bi-selfe

golden.

2. Without const. +a. To clear (a table) of

dishes, remains of food, etc. after a meal. Obs.

a 1400 Sqr. loive Dtgre 468 Full lowe he set hym on his

kne, And voyded his borde full gentely. 1513 Bk. Keruynge
in Bailees Bk. (1868) 271 Now this feest is done, voyde ye

the table. 1586 Warn£R Alb. Eng. iv. xxi. (1589) 89 The
Traine and table voyded, then he.. Directs her by his tongue
and teares, vnto his louing heart. i6ai Quarles Argalus
<"(• P. 111. Wks. (Grosart) III. 277/1 The boaid was voided,

and the Sewer Had now resign
T
d his office with the liwer.

1657 Thornley tr. Longus* Daphnis <$ Chloe 119 Dinner
was done, and trie Table voided.

fig. 1638 Quarles Hieroglyphikes xiii. Wks. (Giosart) III.

195/2 Time voids the table, dinner 's done.

fb. To evacuate (the stomach); to clear or

blow (the nose) ; to clean out (slaughtered ani-

mals). Also rejl. Obs. rare.

c 1410 Master cfGameCSVS. Digby 182) vi, And whan bei

be ful or secke, bei fedeth hem with gras, as an hounde
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doth, forto voyed hem. 1411 tr. Secrtta Secret., Priv.
Priv. 240 To kepe kynde hcte, and to voyde the stomake,
good is hit afor mette sumwhate to walke or ryde. 1535 in

\V. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 133 The bochers
..shall voyd and kyll noe moe ware in the sayd bowses.

1594 R. Ashley tr. Leys Ic Roy 49 They would neither.,

spit, nor void their noses into the riuers, but reuerenced
them aboue all things.

+ 0. To make void or empty ; to clear or empty
(some thing or place) of its contents or occupants.
1506 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 288 A little before. .my

lord Herberd voided all the King's chamber except lords

and officers .. which remained there still. 1580 Lyi.v
Euphues (Arb.) 227 The chamber being voyded, he brake
with him in these tearmes. 1600 Holland Livy vn. v. 252
So the roume being voided, and all commaunded to depart
farre ynougb out of the way, he draweth out his skeine.
1616 Marlowe's Fausius in. iv, Good Fredericke see the
roomes be voyded straight, His Maiesty is comming to the
Hall. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 4 Thus when your
Trench is voided and emptied to the depth which you desire,
you shall cast in long dung.

d. To render (a benefice) vacant ; to vacate. Obs.
1660 R. Coke Power <y Sub/. 217 When any Archbishop-

rick or Bishoprick shall be voided. 1677 W. Mountagu in
Buccltuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 327 His living.,

being voided by his own act, though it would have been
otherwise if voided by death, a 1703 Bp. Kidder in Cassan
lips. Path .$• Wtlls 11. (1830) 126 After I had entered upon
this living, and thereby voided that in Essex.

T e. To exhaust (a subject) by discussion or ex-

position; to deal with exhaustively or thoroughly.
1659 H. Thorndike Epil. Trag. Ch. Eng. I. xx. 155 Not

to insist here, what the respective interests of publick and
private persons in the Church are and ought to be, because
it is a point that cannot here be voided. 1687 Towehson
Baptism 273 A question which will best be voided by con-
sidering the force of those Arguments, which the condemners
..have produe'd.

8. To deprive (something) of legal validity ; to

make legally void or invalid ; to annul or cancel.
a 1315 MS. Raivl. B. 320 fol. 30b, The parties of pulke

fins. .ope suuche fins to voiden ant for te anenden weren
i suffred. Ibid., On suuche manere be fins, .oftesibes beb
ivoided. 1487 Rolls ofParlt, VI. 394/1 That.. it be lefull

to the said Roger. .to enter,..and enjoye all that comprised
in the same Lettres Patentes so voided. 1535 Ckomwell
in State Paptrs Hen. VIII (1849) VII. 586 [To] desire
the Iiisshop..to revoke and denounce voyd and frustrate
the injust and slaunderous sentence. 1641 H. Thorndike
Govt. Churches 132 In some cases they void excommunica-
tion that is grounded upon particular interesse. 1647DiGC.ES
Unlaw/. Taking Arms% 4. 147 His obstinate refusall voides
the Parliament. 1691 Locke Lower. Interest Wks. 1727
II. 7 Unless you intend to. .void Bargains lawfully made.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 79
A contract^voided by the death of the Prince. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. 1. viii. 98 The giving meat and drink, exceeding ^5
in value, to electors, shall void an election. 1883 Ch. Times
o Nov. 812/4 On the principles of Roman Canon law, the
Papal succession has been voided many times over.

b. To deprive of efficacy, force, or value; to

render inoperative or meaningless ; to set aside or
nullify. Now rare,
a i34oHAMPOLK/'jrt//«'cvi(i]. upecounsaileofbeheghest

bai voidyd [L. irritaverunt]. 1396-7 in Ping. Hist. Rev,
(1907) XXII. 304 For bou bese to [= two] craftis nemlid
were michil more nedful in beelde lawe, be newe testament
hath voydid bese and manic othere. 7146a Paston Lett.
II. 115 'that th' effect of the old purpose of the seid Sir Iohn
Fastolffschuld not beall voyded. 1483 Caxton G.dela Tour
(1868)176 Yf one begynne to. .talke with you of suche mater,
lete hym alone. .And thus ye shalle voyde and breke his
talkynge. 1513 Life Hen. V (Kingsford, 1911) 20 By whose
departure the intent of this victorious Kinge was vtterly
empesshed and voyded in that Cause. 1533 More Answ.
Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1057/1 Byy marking ofthys one poynt,
ye may voyde almost all the craft, with which master. . Frith
and Tyndall.. labour to deceiue you. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. Ixii. § 12 Baptisme..isbyafourtbsort of men voided
for the onely defect of ecclesiastical I authoritie in the Minis-
ter.

^ 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 111. (1687) 105/1 Now tell

me if thy adversary Sue thee, and thou art like to be over-
thrown For want of witnesses, how wilt thou void His suit ?

1675 O. Walker, etc. Paraphr. Htbreivs 3 The former reli-

gion of the Law. .voided and annulled by that fair more
preeminent of Christ, a 1688 W. Clagett if Sertn. (1690)
197 They voided the commandments of God, and made his
word of none effect 174* Younc Nt. Th. iv. 467 O how is

man inlarg'd, Seen thro this medium [i.e. Redemption]..
How voided his vast distance from the skies 1 1874 S. Cox
Pilgr. Ps. iv. 83 We defeat our own hope and void our own
prayer.

fc. To confute or refute. Obs.
1570 Foxe A. * M. (ed. 2) II. 926/1 With these and such

other like reasons, the Gray Franciscans voyded their Ad-
uersaries. 1630 M. Godwyn tr. Bp. Hereford's Ann. Eng.
(1675) 184 He by such witty answers voided the accusation
of his Adversary, that the J urors found him not guilty. 1645
Milton Colast. iq After waiting and voiding, hee thinks to
void my second Argument. 1699 Bentlev Phal. xiv. 479
His Design was. .To account for the Low Sicilian Talent,
and to void all that Mr. B. had written about it before.

II. f4. To send or put (a person) away; to
cause or compel to go away from or leave a place

;

to dismiss or expel. Obs.
Freq. const, out of also more rare!yyr<?/« or ofthe place.

Also (b) with advs. as out or aloof.
(<*) 13 . . Gosp. Nicodemus (A.) 2S5 Pilate gart voyde bame

alle J?at were within bat house, c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yearn.
Prol. it T. 1 136 Voyde youre man and Lit hym be theroute.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiL 137 He let voyden out of his
Chambre alle maner of men. 14x8 E. E. Wills (1882) 29,
Y wille that the same Jonet be vtterliche excluded & voyded
fro the forsaide Manere of Staverton. c 1450 Capgkave Life
St. Augustine 11 pe bischop was compelled to voyde hir
with swech wordys : Go fro me, woman, 7483 Caxton G, de

la Tour f)/b, The pryour that was voyded and hydde under
the bed. a 1539 in Archaeologia XLVIL 57 That ye voide
out of your house Robert laurence and he nomore to resorte

to the same. 1553 Grimai.de Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 164

Al hearers being voided out of the place, he commaunded,
the yongman shoulde come to hym. 1608 Dekkek Dead
Tearme Wks. (Grosart) IV. 57 Not to keepe any single

woman in his house on the Holy-dayes, but the Bailiffe to

see them voyded out of the Lordship. 1644 M 1 lton A reap.

(Arb.) 62 Now the Bishops abrogated and voided out of the

Church, .the Episcopal! arts begin to bud again.

{b) 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas viIL xx. (1554) 190 b/r Let him
also voyde out at his gate, Ryotous people. 1553 Brende
Q. Curtius Qvij, [He] appointed certaine to wake whiles he
slept, which shouide voide al men a loufe, to the enient he
should not be disquieted wt any noise 1575-85 A is p. Sandys
Serm. xiii. 206 In his pastorall care he visited it [sc. the

Temple], and in the zeale of God voided them out which
did defile it.

f b. With double object. Obs.
1402 Hoccleve Let. of Cupid 463 Voide hem our court,

and banyssh hem for euer. 1483 Prcstntmts. of Juries in

Surtees Misc. (1890) 28 We wyll b11 schoy be woydyd the
ton [ = town]. 1529 Rasteix Fastyme {iBii) 126 He warryd
oft agaynst the Danys, but at the last by agrement he voydyd
them the West contrey. 1583 Melbanckk Philotimus
Aaf], I knowe one Antiochus well,.. but as for thisfellowe,

I perceiue he is a counterfeit, and therewith commaunded
him to be voided his lodging.

+ C. To dismiss or remove from a situation or

position. Obs.

1502 Arnolde Chron. (1S11) 95 Yf that yeman be from
you soo voyded ye shal take awey the Iyueri of the said
Sherefs. C1515 Barclay Egloges in. (1570) Cij b/2 If thou
chaunge some better for to hauc, Thou voydest a lubber to
haue agayne a knaue.

T<i. refi. To remove or withdraw (oneself)from
or out of a place. Obs.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 391 Also he voidede and

wib-drow hym from bat place. 1467 Maldon (Essex) Crt.
Rolls (Bundle 43, No. 3 T

), The said Gilbert voided hymself
owt of the same place without rent or farme paying.

+ 5. Of persons or animals: To go away, depart,

retire, or withdraw from, to leave or quit (a place)

;

to give (ground) ; to move out of (the way) ; to

get out of (one's sight) ; = Avoid v. 7. Obs.
Very common from c 1400 to c 1645 ; now Obs. (cf. d).

13.. Gaiv. <$- Gr. Knt. 345 Bid me ho^e fro bis benche, 8:

stonde by you bere pat I wyth-oute vylanyemy^t voyde bis

table. CX330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5388 Bot
whare so euere he hem (the Romans] fond He dide hem
sone voyde be lond. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iv. (iS63)

16 He comaunded but hat pei voided pe citee of Rauenne
by certeyne day assigned bat men scholde-.chasen hem out
of toune. CX410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxv,
Smale deer be kynde will rather voyde his couert pan will

a gret herte. c 1440 Generydes 3335 He sent the word,..
To voyde his grownde and tary not to long. 1 1440 Atph.
Tales 236, I sulde sla be with my hynder fete becauce
bou wolde not voyde be way, & gift" me rowm to pass by be.

11500 Melusine xxxvii. 297 Goo your way & voyde my
syght. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxv. 36 So this syr
Robert was fayne to voyde the realme of Fraunce, and went
to Namure. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1610) 140
Paulus would not depart the Church, neither void the house.
1631 Wfever Anc. Funeral Mon. 716 They voyded the
Church, falling., as they sought to get out of the same. 1654
tr. Martini's Cong. China 36 They ..withall commanded
them speedily to voyd the City. 173a Sir C. Wogan Let.
27 Feb. in Swift's Wks. (1841) II. 670 The whole shoal of
virtuosocs were sensible to the stroke, and voided the room
at once.

+ b. To dismount from (a horse). Obs,
1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xvi. 58 Thenne the kynge of

the C knyghtes voyded the hors lyghtly.

fc. To cover, move over (ground) in pro-
gression. Obsr~x

1608 Topsell Serpents 218 They are slow of pace, and
voyde ground very sluggishlie, and therfore it is iustly
termed a heauy and slothfull beast.

d. To vacate (a seat), rare.
1853 Miss E. S. Sheppard Chas. Auchester II. 38 Before

I could gather with my glance who had left them, several
seats were voided beneath us. 1885 Daily Tel, 17 Dec.
(Cassell's), A wholesale system of voiding seats.

6. To remove (something) so as to leave a vacant
space; to take, put, or clear away; occas., to
remove by emptying or taking out. Now rare.
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 1159 For with an apparence

a clerk may make To mannes sighte bat alle the Rokkes
blake Of Britaigne weren yvoyded euerichon. X390G0WER
Conf. I. 231 Afterward hem stant no doute To voide with
a soubtil hond The beste goodes of the lond. c 1400 Beryn
1898 Let al yeur marchandise Be voidit of yeur Shippis.
c «44? Jacob's Well 12 pe Abbot & be priour togydere
seydin to pe scolere bat god had voydyd his synnes out of
bat lettere, in counfortyng him hat his synnes ben forgeuyn,
1466 in Leland Collect. (1715) VI. n The Sewer geveth a
voyder to the Carver, and he doth voyde into it the
Trenchers, .and so cleanseth the table cleane. 1474 Caxton
Chessen. iv. (1883) 51 He voyded the mete and toke the
vayssell. 1530 Palsgr. 769/1, I voyde a thyng out of the
way, or out of syght, it oste. 1596 Spenser F.Q. vi. vii.

41 A roll of linen,.. With which his locks... Were bound
about, and voyded from before. 16*9 Hobbes Thucyd.
(1822) 113 The earth being drawn away below and settling
over the part where it was voided. 1653 Holcroft Pro-
copius, Goth. Wars iv. 129 And having voyded away much
earth from beneath those timbers, they shook. .the Wall,
and a part of it suddenly sunk, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 18
Dec 1685, The spectators.. were exceedingly pleas'd to see
in what a moment of time all that curious work was
demolish 'd, the comfitures voided, and the tables clear'd.

1855 Browning Epistle 40 "Sooth, it elates me, thus reposed
and safe, To void the stuffing of my travel-scrip And share
with thee whatever Jewry yields.
phr. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Potms (1911) 78, I shal .. Voyde

1430-
xviiu Lenvoye (1558) 37/: Voyde [ye] the wede, of vertue

take the corne,

f b. To clear away by destruction or demoli-

tion. Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1013 I

is was a venRaunce violent

bat voyded pise places, pat foundered has so fayr a folk

& be folde sonkken. Ibid, C. 370. a 1400-50 Alexander
1338 He blisches to be bur^e & .sees his bild voidid, Als bare
as a bast his baistell a-way. 1464 Rolls of Partt. V. 569/2
That all such Weres, Milies and Demmynges,. .should be
voided and ctene beten downe.

f C. With immaterial object. Obs.
Not always clearly distinguishable fiom sense n.
1382 Wyclif Job xv. 4 As myche as in ibee i>, thou hast

voidid drede. 1399 Pol. Poems (RolU) II. 13 Hot who
that is of charite periit, He voidtth alle sleightt-s ft-rr aweie.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 2S7 pis mynde schal voyde fro be suche
euyll demynges, & euyll tbou^tys, woordys, and dedys.
a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 2184, I find ne might, .thing that

kerved,.. Wherewith I miyht my woful pains Have voided
with bleeding of my vains. ^1530 Crt. if Love 628, I me
bethought .. Myne -orison right goodly to devyse, And
plesauntly .. Beseech the goddes voiden my grevaur.ee.

« 1553 Udall Royster D. Prol. (Arb.) 10 Mirth recreates

our spirites and voydeth penshienesse. 1656 J. Smith Pract.
Physick 12 The cause that is joyned with it [the carbuncle]
must be voided, with scarification deep enough.

t d. To remove or take off v a helmet, etc.). Obs.
£1400 Destr. Troy 7092 He was glad of the gome, & o

gode chere Voidet his viser, auentid hym seluyn. c 1407
Lydg. Reson ty Sens. 120S Thilke tyme, as I took hede,
Her helme was voyded from hir hede. 1470-85 Maluky
Arthur \u. xxiii. 249 He stroke doune that knyghte and
voyded bis helme and strake of his hede.

fe. To cast, Ming, or throw away (a sword);
to bring or blow down (leaves). Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4145 Vulturnus be violent bat voidis

doun be leuys. c 1400 Stelayv.c 1069 And Charles voydede
his broken brande, Owte he hent a knyfe in hande.

7. Of persons, animals, or their organs : To dis-

charge (some matter) from the body through a

natural vent or orifice, esp. through the excretory

organs ; to eject by excretion or evacuation
; f also,

to spit or pour forth (venom).
Now the usual sense. +Also (/;) formerly, witli out.

{a) c 1386 Chalcfr Knt.'s T. 1S93 The vertu expulsif or
animal .. Ne may the venym voyden ne expelle. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xli. (Bodl. MS.), lor humours
bat comeb of be meltcmowe not be yuoided att be fulle.

1551 Robinson Morels Utopia 11. (1895) 203 Sumetymts
whyles those thynges be.. voided, wherof is in the body
ouer great abundaunce. 1577 V>. Googk Heresbaxh's Hush.
III. (1586) 124 The more filth he voides at the month, the
better wiil it be for him. a 1617 Hikron Wks. (1620) II. 15

What good will a mans meate doe him, if be void it vp,
through weaknesse of stomake, as fast as it is eaten ? 1617
Moryson Itin. 1. 215 My brother, .fell, and voided much
blood at the nose. 1684 BOYLE Pvrausn. Anim. *,- Solid Bod.
vi. S3 The Purulent matter hath been voided by Siege and
Urine. 1738 Genii. Mag. VIIL 548/2 Mr. 1). ..took the
Medicines, voided three small Stones, and became perfectly
well. 1766 Slate, D. Macdonald v. Dk. Gordon Pursuer's
Proof 7 The he-fish they carried off with them, and [he]

has seen them often voiding the melt at their bellies. 1804
Abkrnethy Surg. Obs. 243 The patient voided his mine
by the natural channel. 1815 Kiruy & Sp. Entomol. iv.

(1816) I. Qi A white line, which.. he found to consist of
innumerable Acari, precisely the same with those that he
had voided. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii. (1880) 100 It is

astonishing what a vast number of eggs the female perch
will void.

transf. and fig. 1509 Shaks. Hen. V, in. v. 52 The
Valleyes, whose low Vassal Seat, The Alpes doth spit, and
void his rhewme vpon. 1651 Cleveland Hecatomb Mistress
69 Thou man of mouth, ..whose Musk-cat verse Voids nought
but (lowers for thy Muses herse. 1655 Val'ghan Si/ex
Scint. 1. Rules fy Lessons xiii, That's base wit, That voyds
but filth and stench. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 742 For
Anaxagoras..lieliev'd the Heavens were made of Stone,
Because the Sun had voided one. 1883 Villa- Machia-
velli 11. 11. III. 974 No sooner were the Tarquins dead than
the nobles began to void their venom on the people

(b) 1587 Golding De Mornay ii. (1592) 15 By one part the
things that are needfull are taken in, and by another the
things that are superfluous are voyded out. 1645 Pagitt
Heresiogr. (1661) 167 We read of Arrius an Arch-here tick,
that voided out his bowels at the Jakes.

b. absol. To evacuate ; to vomit.
c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 189) vi, Whan be

wolfe sees (the greyhounds] and he be fulle, he voydeth both
before and behyndc alle in his rennynge. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11. L Furies 296 Still her monstrous maw Voyds in

devouring. 1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius tx.vii. 2(7 It is not

good to void sparingly in a crisis. 1731 Swift Strtphon it

Chtoe Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 154 The bride must either void or
burst. 183a W. Motherwell Poet. Wks. {1847) 44 While
one and allHissed, fought, and voided on their thrall.

+ 8. To carry off or drain away (water, etc.); to

discharge or let out. Obs*

14.. Sir Btuts (O.) 1320 A water thorough that preson
ranne, To voyde the fhlth from any man. 1412-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troyu. 699 Eueryhous. . With spoutisporu^,& pipes

'..Voyding filpes low in-to be grounde. c 1450 Mtrtin ii.

38 When the water was all voided thei saugh the two
stones. 1577 B. Googe Hertsbaeh's Husb. 142 Vou must
looke. .that where they [sc. sheepcots] stande, the grounde
be made fayre and euen . . that the vrine may be well voyded
away. Ibid. 173 The water being voyded and kept out by
Sluses and Bankes. x6oi Holland Pliny II. 586 The
mountaine that was digged through, .to void away the water

out of the lough or meere Fucinus. 16x0 — Camdtn's
Brit. (1637) a,3 Under [his Middleton, there is voided also

another river. 1648 Wilkiss Math. Magic n. xv. (1707) 166

Every Circumvolution voiding only so much (water] as is

contained in one Helix. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I.

91 One of these Pumps., will void a vast Quantity of Water
in an Hour, with a great deal of ease.



VOID.

f b. To empty out (water, etc.) from a vessel.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 5 Aftir bat bis erbly water be
voydid, put te [etc.). 1530 Palsgr. 769/1, 1 voyde, I einptye,
je vuyde. Ibid., Voyde this water. 11577 SlE T. Smith
Cotnmw. Eng. (1609) to As a water held in a close and
dark vessel issueth out, & is voyded and emptied.

f c. Of a river or stream. Also reji. and absol.,

to discharge into the sea or another river. Obs.

1598 Sylvester Dtt Bartas 11. ii. Colonies 62 Ob, the

King of Rivers. . In Scythian Seas voyding his violent load.

1600 J. Poky tr. Leo's Africa 44 Finally it voideth into the
sea at two mouths, one of which mouthes is a mile broad.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 466 A little above it, the
river Blith voideth it selfe into the sea. 1633 Bp. Hall
Occas. Medit. (ed. 31 § ig. 45 When the little rivulets have
once voyded themselves into the mayne streames.

t 9. To make by excavation ; to cut or hollow
out (a hole, etc.). Obs.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 51 Holez wear thear also, and
cauerns,. .voyded intoo the wall.

III. f 10. To leave alone, set aside; to ab-

stain or refrain from ; to have nothing to do with.

Obs. a. A thing, action, course of conduct, etc.

— Avoid z>. 8 b.

13.. E, E. Atlit. P. B. 744 Nay ba^ faurty forfete 3et

Tryst I a wliyle, & voyde away my vengaunce, ba} me vyl

bynk. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 105 For he doth al his thing

be gesse, And voideth alle sikernesse. c 1400 Destr. Troy
4017 Ho..voidet all vanities, & virtus dissyret. 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 1^72 Be wisdam Iete vs voide pride
And wilfulnes. 1435 MiSYN Fire of Love 12 pai haue
wodid old vnthriftynes of venemus lyfe. 1534 Moke Comf.
agst. Trili. 11. Wks. 1 190/2 He fyrmely purposeth vpon it,

no lesse glad to do it, then a nother man wolde be glad to

voyde it. 1681 R. L'Estrange Titllfs Offices 64 Beware
..to void things that look Harsh, Rough, and Uncivil.

b. A person or persons : ~ Avoid v. 8 a.

£1374 Chaucer Anel. <y Arc. 295, I voyde companye,
I fle gladnesse. 1387 Tkf.visa Higden (Rolls) VII. 249
William.. was i-corowned kyng at Westmynstre of Aldredus
archebisshop of York, and voydede Stygandusarchebisshop
of Caunterbury. c 1400 Beryn 2456 Good sir,, .why do yee
voide me?.. I woll ;ewe no more harm. 1607 Shaks. Cor.

iv. v. 88 For if 1 had fear'd death, Of all the Men i th'

world I would haue voided thee.

f 11. To keep clear of, to escape from or evade
(something injurious or troublesome) ; = Avoid
v. 9. Obs.

In later use containing a mixture of sense 6 c.

c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 30 We bat hoten grete
avowis to voiden angus and sUknessis of bis Hif. 1387
Trevisa ttigden (RollsJ V. 347 And for be Romaynsscholde
somdel voide be cruelnesse, be made trompoures blowe,
a 1400-50 Alexander 2424 (Dubl.), Bot whilke of yow as
foundes frist on fote vs agayns, Sail neuer voyde my
dysdane ne my derfe Ire. 1444 Rolls of ParIt. V. 127/2
To esc hewe and voyde the perils in the-; seid Articles., ex-
pressed. 1513 More Rich. Ill (1883) 48 A merveilous case
it is to here, either the warninges of that he should haue
voided, or the tokens of that he could not voide. c 1520
Skelton Magnyf 300 Let se this checke yf ye voyde canne.
C1580 in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1914) 524 He may rise or
fall his price accordinglye and void manye inconveniences
wiche the unskillfull fall in to. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life
16 The labyrinth which I desire most to eschew and voide.
1620 Frier Rush 18 For to voyde all tribulations and mis-
fortunes that might fall in time to come, a 1677 Barrow
Serm. Wks. 1682 I. 15 For voiding which prejudices..

I

shall . . propose some of those innumerable advantages.

t b. To get out of the way of (a blow, person,

etc.) ; to avoid in this way. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin x. isgHcleidea-boutehymonbothesides,
and slow all that he raught with a full stroke, so that thei

voyded hys strokes and made hym rome. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
iv. vi. 3 As soone as th' other nigh approaching, vewed The
armes he bore, his speare he gan abase. And voide his course.
1606 Holland Sueton. 106 He had given streight com.
mandement..that no man should trouble him, and all the

way voided as many as were comming towards him. 1639
Fuller Holy War v. ix.{iB40) 258 A patron of pilgrimages,
not able to void the blow yet willing to break the stroke of
so.. plain a testimony.

•j- 12. To prevent or obviate ; to keep or ward

off = Avoid v. 10. Obs,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12109 Hit hade doutles ben done, and

hire deth voidid, Had not Calcas be cursit carpit before.

1509 Pari. Devylles xxxviii, If I tempte hym w l lechery, I

must me hyde. He voydeth me of with chastyte. 1528
More in St. Papers Hen. VII I, I. 285 Hym selfe and Your
Grace, if it may be voided, wold be as lothe to have eny
warre with theym. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas, Sonn.
Late Peace xl, Henry our King, our Father, voyds our
dangers, And..planteth Peace in France. 172a W. Hamil-
ton Wallace 4 To void a bloody Civil War, The two Con.
tendants should submit the Thing, To the Decision of the
English King.

IV. 13. intr. To go away, depart, withdraw
from or leave a place or position; to retire or

retreat ; to give place, make way ; to vanish or

disappear : = Avoid v. 6. Now Obs. or arch.
Also const, (b) with advs., as aside, away, hence, thence,

out, or (c) with preps, nsfro/n, of, out of to,

a. Of persons or animals.
(a) i$..Coerde L. 2192 The folk of thecountreganrenne,

And were fain to void and flenne. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
11. 912 So whan it liked hire to gon to reste, And voyded
were bey bat voyden oughte. c 1400 Beryn 2285 ' Nay,
thou shalt nat void ', he seid, ' my tale is nat i-do * c 1430
Lydg. Beware of Doubleness 52 What man may..holde a
snake by the tail, Or a sliper eel constraint That it nil voide,

withouten fail. 1470-S5 Malory Arthur 1. xvi. 58 Yonder
I see the moste valyaunt knyght of the world.., wherfore
we must nedes voyde or deye. 1534 More Treat. Passion
Wks. 1275/2 He voyded not at Gods commyng, but abode

288

to see the sentence of theyr dampnacion. a 1533 Udall
Royster D.m. iii. (Arb.) 48 Voyde sirs, see ye not maister
Roister Doister come? Make place my maisters. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 756 Whose warres whoso well consider,
he shall no lesse commend his wisedome where he voyded,
then his manhood where he vanquished. 1606 Holland
Sueton. :o2 He caused all his traine and company to void.

[1896 J. H. Wylie Hist. Engl. Hen. IV, lxxxvii. III. 477
As he almost got knocked down in a crowd, he very soon
voided.]

ip) 1387-8 T. Usk Test, Love 1. iii. (Skeat) 1. 140 Although
I might hence voyde, yet wolde I not. c 1410 Master of
Game (MS. Digby 182) xi, For wliann a wilde booie is in
a stronge hate of wode, peraventurc.he wolde not voyed
bens for be rennynge houndes. 14. . W. Paris Cristine 435
(Horstm. 1878J, She bade the serpens voyde awaye In to
deserte. 1570 Foxe A. fy M. (ed. 2) I. 89/1 The brethren
voyded a side, and withdrew themselues. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. 349 Erecthius and Aristomenes.. voided
aside to farre remote and hidden corners.

{£) a 1400-50 Alexander 1113 pan waynest him bis vayne
God & voidis fra be chambre. c 1450 Merlin vii. 108 Thei
..dide hem wele to wite..that he sholde in all haste voide
oute of the londe and the contree. 14. . in Hist. Coll. Citi-

zen London (CamdenJ 208 The quene hyrynge thys she
voydyde unto Walys. C1540 Order in Battayll B iij bt

[To] remowe hys hoste. .& voyde to some sure forteresse.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par., Luke xi. 107 b, Jesus, .com-
manded the deuil to voide out of hym, and he voided. 1587
Mascall Govt. Cattle, Hogges (1627) 290 The strong sauor
thereof wil cause the moules to void from those places. 1600
Holland Lhy xxiv. xxix. 529 So they went their waies and
voided clean out of Sicilie.

b. Of things, material and immaterial.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1548 penne hit [se. the hand]

vanist veiayly & voyded of sy;t, Bot be lettres bileued ful

large vpon plaster. 1387-8 '1'. Usk Test. Love 11. x. (Skeat)
I.34 So thilke bodily goodes at the laste mote awaye, and
than stinge they at her goinge, wherthrough entreth and
clene voydeth al blisse of this knoL c 1400 Destr. Troy
7029 And the duke with a dynt derit hym agayn, pat the
viser & the ventaile voidet hym fro. Ibid. 7133 Wen be day
vp drogh, & be dym voidit. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 65
pi fleischeli lustis bou muste spare, For vicis and vertues
wole voide atwynne. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat., Aug. 164
Let all that sweete is, voyd ; and all that may augment My
doole, drawe neare. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1.

(1594) 44 So when the soule filleth it selfe with certaine and
true goods, vanitie voideth and giveth place. 1607 Toi'sell
Fourf. Beasts 567 Least that the smell or fume doe fade,

and voide away.

fc. To give up possession or occupancy of a
place. Obs.—1

1518 Yorkshire Deeds (Yorks. Archasol. Soc. 1014) II. 92
If the said Cristofer haue nede.-to com and dwell vpon the
said fermehold..then the said John to wode of it vpon
resonable warnyng.

f 14. To give oneself up to, devote one's time to,

something. Obs.—1

138a Wyclif Esther be. 17 Thei ordeyneden. .that in that
time eche jer therafter thei shulden voiden [L. vacarent\ to
plenteuous metis, .and to io^e, and to festts.

f 15. To form an interval betiueen. Obs.— 1

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 41 Dayes and monbes bat
voydede bytwene tweie Kynges were forgendred.

f 16. Of a benefice, etc. ; To become, fall, or

remain vacant. Obs.
a 1380 Si. Ambrose 204 in Horstm. Altengt. Leg. (1S78)

204 Hit befel afturward sikerliche pat in a cite voyded a
bisschopriche. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 109 After
be passioun of Marcellinus be pope, be see voydede meny
dayes. 1421 Hen. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. I. 71 Hit
is wel oure entent whanne any sucche benefice voydeth of
oure yifte yat ye make collacion to him yrof. 1444 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 75/1 When sumever hit happen the said House or
Hospitall here after to void by deth.. or any otherwise.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xxxvii. N ij b, It ys sayd that
benefyces, dygnytyes, and personages, voydynge in the court

of Rome may not be gyuen but by the Pope.

fl7. Of matter, etc. : To come, flow, or pass

out, esp. in or by evacuation or excretion; to

issue. Obs.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis* Sccr. (1568) 41 b. To the intent

that al the venom may comme out and voide from the heart.

1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 33 The.. gut through the
whyche the ordure voydeth. 1596 Danett tr. Comines
(1614) 213 By meanes whereof all fumes voided that troubled
his head. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 433 Presently the

filth and excrements will void cleane away. 1678 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. v. 83 Knock hard upon it, till.. the Basil of
The Chissel will no longer force the chips out of the
Mortess: then.. work.. till the Chips will void no longer.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 244 It feeds chiefly upon
pepper, which it devours very greedily, gorging itself in

such a manner, that it voids crude and unconcocted.

Voidable (vordab'l), a. [f. Void v. + -able.

Cf. Avoidable a.]

L Capable of being annulled or made legally

void; spec, (as distinguished from void), that may
be either voided or confirmed.
1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 285/2 The same Feoffments,

States, Leases .. be .. not in anie wise voided ne voidable by
reason of Coverture. 1544 in I, S. Leadam Set. Cases Crt,
Requests (1898) 68 Their coppie holldes beynge allwayes
voydable in the lawe at the wyll of the lord. 1590 SWBfr
durne Testaments 241 The testament made by feare is not
voide ipso lure, but voidable by the helpe of exception. 1602
Fulbecke tst Pt. Parall. 3 In the one case the gift or con-
ueyance is voidable onely, in the other it is void to all intents,

1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari. n. 78 Even as a Marriage,
Bond, or deed made by Duresse or Menace, are good in

Law, and not meerly void, but voidable only upon a Plea
and Tryall. 1726 Ayliffe Parergon 38 If the Metropolitan
..grants Letters of Administration, such Administration is

not void, but voidable^ by a Sentence. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 423 These civil disabilities make the contract void

VOIDANCE.
ab initio, and not merely voidable. 1809 G. Rose Diaries
(i860) II. 428 Whether the Vicarage, .cannot be opened to
a new presentation as voidable but not void. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. v, I have but a poor lease of this mansion under
you, voidable at your honour's pleasure. 1875 K. E. Digby
Real Prop. x. § 1. (1876) 369 His [sc. an infant's] convey,
ances are voidable, subject, that is, to be ratified or avoided
by him when he comes of age.

f 2. Her. That may be made void : (see quot,

and Voided///, a. 2 c). Obs.—1

1610 Guillim Heraldry 11. v. (1611)48 Voiding, .is the ex-
emption of some part of the inward substance of things
voidable by occasion whereof the Field is transparent
thorow the charge. [Hence in Phillips, Harris, etc.]

3. Capable of being voided or evacuated, rare.

1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Pkilos. 11. iii. 79 He had. .so
broaken the Stone, partly by crumbling it, and partly by
dissolving the Cement, as to make it voidable by Urine.

Hence Voidability; Voi-dableness.
1727 Bailey (vol. II), Voidableness, capableness of being

voided or emptied. 1823 Ann. Reg., Hist, Eur. 90 In some
cases there must be a nullity, but that there should be a
voidability was most objectionable. Ibid. 91/2 A medium
between the entire dereliction of parental authority on the
one side and entire voidability on the other. 1883 Sat.
Rev. 16 June 755 Despite the quibble about voidness and
voidableness.

Voidance (voi*dans). Also 4-5 voydaunce,
5 -ans, 5, 7 -ance, 5 voidaunce, -ans. [a. AF.
voidaunce, vuedance, OF. vuidance, voydance, etc.,

f. voider Void v., or aphetic f. Avoidance.] The
action of voiding or making void.

1. The action or process of emptying out the

contents of something ; = Avoidance 1. a. The
discharge or evacuation of something through a
natural vent, esp. from the human body by excre-

tion ; m Evacuation i b. Now rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xlvi. (Eodl. MS.), pis

wombe is ofte igreued by greete fulnes and replecion and
bat is nought } anne iholpe but by voidans bat is contrary to

replecion. c 1440 Proiu/>. Paw. 511 /a Voydaunce (or voyd-
ynge), vacacio, evacuacio. c 1460 Vibanit'at is 20 in Babces
Bk. (186S) 13 Fro spettyng & snetyng kepe be also; Be
priuy of voydance, & lette hit go. 1528 More Dyaloge 1,

Wks. 137/1 By the longing for mete with voidance of y* she
had eten..she was perceiued for no saint. 1654 Gatakek
Disc. Apol. 58 This voidance of blood doth at times stil sur-

prize me, tho not with such vehemency. 1668 Culpeiter &
Cole Barthol. A nat. 1. vi. 14 The Second Action follows

upon the former, viz. the voidance of Excrements. 1671
Grew A nat. Plants vi §2 In the bark the same thing is

effected by.. a meer voydance of the Sap. 1829 Landor
I/nag. Conv. Ser. u. I, 491 The reception, concoction, and
voidance, of nutriment.

b. The emptying out, carrying off or away, of

water, etc., esp. by drainage. Now rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. lvii. (Tollem. MS.),
For parties of be erbe ben digged and holowid..with crep-

ynge wormes and bestes . . or with voydaunce and oute
castynge. 1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 44/1 Aswell for passage
of all maner Shippes comyng therto, and voidaunce of water
under the seid Brigg, as for passage of Man. 1861 Smiles
Engineers II. 160 To provide for the drainage of the Fen
districts, .by means of proper cuts and conduits for the void-

ance of the Fen waters.

+ 2. The action or fact of removing, clearing

away, or getting rid of something ; removal. Obs.

c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1106 The Barons made hem at one
with grete prayer and instaunce,. .Of the more myschiefe to

make voydaunce. X530 Palsgr. 285/2 Voydaunce, uidance,
deslogement. 1610 Br. Hall Apol. Brownists\\\\. 128 Suc-
ceeding times found these Canaanites to be prickes and
thornes, and therefore both by mulctes and banishments
sought eyther their yeeldance or voydance. 1631 J. Burges
Answ. Rejoined, Lawfuln. Kneeling 70 Before the Tran-
substantiation, or voydance of the substance of bread was
resolued of. a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1686 III. 213
What pains., they require, in the voidance of fond conceits,

in the suppression, .of froward humours.

3. Eccl. The fact of a benefice, etc., becoming or

being void or vacant ; = Avoidance 4.
1422 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 194/1 That tyme of the voidaunce

of the same Prebend, c 1440 Jacobus Well 28 Alle bo, bat

vsurpyn of newe tyme be kepyng or be amonicyoun of ony
cherch in tyme of voydaunce, & ocupye be godys. 1449
Rolls of Parlt. V. 158/1 Of the sayd Wardes, manages,
Relevis, voydaunces abovesayd. 1531 Dial, on Laws^ Eng.
Ii. xxxvii. N iij b, If the patron presented not within the

halfe yere after suche voydance :.. That than the kynge
shold haue also the presentement. 1570 Foxe A. ty M.
(ed. 2) I. 347/1 That prouision should be made for iij

hundred Romanes in the chiefest and best benefices in al

Englande, at ye next voydance. 1607 Cowell Interpr.,

Voydance, is a want of an Incumbent vpon a benefice : and
this voydance is double : either in law, as when a man hath

more benefices incompetible : or indeed, as when the In-

cumbent is dead, or actually depnued. a 1645 Featly Abbot
in Fuller's Abel Rediv. (1867) II. 282 One of his hearers,

having a benefice of great value in his gift, . .took a lesolu-

tion upon the next voidance of it to confer it upon him.

1709 Strypk Ann. Ref. I. ii. 73 This voidance of so many
bishopricks happened well for the furthering of the reforma-

tion of religion. 1766 Entick London IV. 126 The
parishioners present twice and the king once in three

voidances. 1899 J. Vincent 1st Bp. Bath <y Wells 10 How
could the occasion arise, except by the voidance of the See?

1909 Westm. Gaz. 10 March 5/1 By an Order in Council

the lectureship attached to the parish church of Dedham..
will be merged in the benefice at the next voidance.

4. Annulment ; = Avoidance 2.

1488 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 419/1 This Acte of Adnullacion

or Voidans of Lettres Patentes. 1691-8 Norris Pract.

Vise. (1711) III. 105, I have argued against the Voidance,

and for the Establishment of the Law upon Rational

Principles. 1736 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. IV. 177 The first part
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of those Proposals., directly infers a Voidance of the Agree-
ment. 1756 Monitor No. 30. I. 276 There are men who
blush not to promote a voidance of that part of the same
act. 1884 Law Times 19 Jan. 205/1 It was held that the
purchaser was not entitled in equity to obtain a voidance
of the contract.

t 5. A verbal evasion or subterfuge ; an evasive
answer or argument. Obs.~l

1621 Bacon Lett. (t734) 137 Therefore I am resolved, when
I come to my answer, not to trick my innocency..by cavilla-
tions, or voydances, but to speak to them the language
that my heart speaketh to me.

1 6. eoncr. Matter voided or cleared away ; the
clearings of 3. table. Obs.~1

1740 Propos. Prov. Poor 6 Bones and other Voidance of
the Table, Dish-water.

Voided, ///- a. [f. Void v.]

1 1. Made void or empty ; emptied or cleared of
contents. Obs.

1381 Wyclif Job xiv. 1 1 What maner if watris gon awei
fro the se, and flod voided [L.ffuvius vocuefoctus} waxe
drie. 1436 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. t\-j-j Humblely I yow
be-seke,..My voyded herte to fulfylle, Wych so longe..
hath voyde be. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 512/1 Voydy[d], or a.
voydyd (A*, voydid.-.auoyded), evacuatus. c 1482 J. Kay
tr. Caoursin's Siege 0/Rhodes (1870J p 10 [The bridge] was
made with voyded pypes and with bords strongly nayled
upon them. 1563 A. Neville Seneca's (Edipus 1. Aiij,
The corne..Nowe to the voided Barnes nought els but
emptie stalkes doth bring.

2. Having a part or portion cut out so as to leave
a void or vacant space : f a. Of shoes : Made with
the front or uppers cut away or left open. Obs.
a 1539 in Archaeologia XLVII. 53 That noon of the said

religious susters doo use..eny such voyded shoys. 1555
W. Watreman Fardle Facions 11. ii. 121 They vse a kinde
of voided shoes (whiche afterwarde the Grieques toke vp,
and called sandalium). 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Crepida,
a low voyded shooe with a latcbet.

t b. Of a garment : Cut so as to show the skin
or another garment beneath. 06s. rare.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,6b, Doblettesof Crimosin

veluet, voyded lowe on the backe and before to the cannell
bone, a 1613 G. Buck Rich. Ill, 1. (1646) 26 The King and
Queene . . then ascended to the high Altar shifting their
Robes, and putting on other open and voyded in sundry
places for their Anoynting.

o. Her. Of a charge or ordinary (see quots.

1 704, 1 780). Voidedper cross (see quot. c 1828).
157a Bossewell Armorie 26 There are also to bee. .scene

in armes Crosses doble partited, . .persed, graded, & voyded,
&c Ibid. 11. 126 He beareth Argent, on a Bende Gules,
thre Mascles de Or, voyded. ..Whensoeuer ye shall see
eyther Losenge, Mascle, or other thynge voyded of the
fieldej Fesse, bende, &c., whereon theye stande, it is
sufficient to saye, voyded, onelye. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techn. I, Voided^ a Term in Heraldry, when there are
Lines drawn within, and Parallel to the out Lines of any
Ordinary: This expresses an Exemption of something of
the thing Voidable, and makes the Field appear transparent
thro' the Charge. 1780 Edmondson Her. II, Voided, is a
term applied to any ordinary, as a fesse, chevron, pale, etc.
when it is pierced through, so that the field appears, and
aothing remains of the charge but its edge, c 1828 Berry
Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Voidedper cross is a voiding in the
form of a cross, such as a cross moline, and the like, voided,
or cut out in the middle in the shape of a plain cross,
through which the field is seen. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist.
>i Pop. xxxi. (ed. 3) 460 A cross gu., voided of the field.
1883 C. F. Keary in S. L. Poole Coins f, Medals (1894) 114
The pennies of Alexander II. have short and long voided
crosses, like those of Henry III.

3. Emitted by evacuation ; evacuated, rare.
1784 Cowper Task v. 95 Their nauseous dole. .Of voided

pulse and half-digested grain

Voidee (voi'di). Now only Hist. Forms

:

4-5 voide, 6 voyde ; 5-6 (9) voidee (7 voydee)

;

5 voidie, 6 voidy(e, voydye. [a. AF. *void<< or
"voidie, pa. pple. masc. or fem. of voider VoiDtv.,
with reference app. to the withdrawing from a hall
or chamber of those who were not to sleep there.]
A collation consisting of wine accompanied by
spices, comfits, or the like, partaken of before
retiring to rest or the departure of guests ; a repast
of this nature following upon a feast or fuller
meal ; a parting dish. (Cf. Void sb?)
r.1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 674 Ther nys no more, but

here efter soone, The voide dronlce and traueres drawe anon,
Gan euery wight bat hadde nought to done More in pat
place out of bat chamber gon. 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K.
James (1818) 13 Withyn an owre the Kyng askid the
voidee, and drank, the travers yn the chambure edraw, and
every man depairtid and went to rist. 1404 in Lett A
Papers Rich. III. * Hen. VII. (Rolls) I. 390 When they
wer dry in their beddes they were revested.., and soo
departed to the chappell, where they had spices, and their
voidie. 1533 Coronation 0/ Anne Boleyn (1884) 33 There
was a voyde of spyce plates and wyne. 1546 St. Papers
Hen. VIII, XI. 262 That night there was a greate bancket
..and after that, twoo riche maskes..And after that, a
voydye. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 99 When they
had daunced, then came in a costly banket and a voidy of
spices, and so departed to their lodgyng. 1587 Holinshed
Chron. III. 849/1 The king and the ambassadours were
serued at a banket with two hundred and sixtie dishes, and
after that a voidee of spices wilh sixtie spice plates. 1650
Weldon Crt. Jos. I, 19 He. .made him the most sumptuous
Feast . . that ever was seen before, . . and after that a costly
Voydee, and after that a Maske.
atlrib. 1881 Rossktti King's Trag. xci, And the King

paused, but he did not speak. Then he called for the Voidee.
cup.
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Voider (voidsj). Also 5 woider, 5-7 (9)
voyder, 6 -iar, vodyer

; 5, 6-7 St., voydour, St.

5 vyd-, 6 vod-, voidour. [f. Void v. + -eb 1, or
ad. OF. vuideitr, vuidcor, voideor, etc. (obs. ¥.
videtir), I. voider Void v. Cf. Avoideb.]

1 1. That which keeps off or away ; a screen or
defence ; a remover or driver away <?/" something.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 339 Vmbe the sercle of the Citie was

sothely a playne, .. With lef-sales vppon lofte lustie and
faire,

. .With voiders vnder vines for violent sonnes. c 1520
Everyman B v, A precious iewell I wyll gyue the Called
penaunce, voyder of aduersyte. la 1550 in Dunbar's Poems
(S.T.S.) 329 The sterne of day, voyder of dirknes.

t 2. A piece of armour covering an exposed or
unprotected place (see quot. 1880). 06s.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 10028 Doublet &

quysseux, wip poleyns ful riche, Voydes [sic], breche of
maille, wyb paunz noil liche. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy
III. 50 [They] did on firste, after her desires, Sabatouns,
grevis, cusschewis, & voideris. Ibid. 64 On his armys,
rynged nat to wyde, per wer woiders frettid in be maille.
C,'4*S J- Hill in lllustr. Anc. State A> Chivalry (Roxb.) 5
First behoveth sabatouns, greevis, and cloos qwysseux with
voydours of plate or of mayle, and a cloos breche of mayle.
[1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 697/1 The voider in defensive armour
was a gusset-piece either of plate or of mail, used to cover
a void or unprotected space at the elbow or knee joints.]

8. A receptacle into which something is voided
or emptied : a. A tray, basket, or other vessel in

which dirty dishes or utensils, fragments of broken
food, etc., are placed in clearing the table or during
a meal. Also ellipt., the carrying round or use of
this (quot. 1659). Obs. exc. dial.

1466 in Leland Collect. (1715) VI. 11 In the meane tyme
the Sewer geveth a voyder to the Carver, and he doth voyde
into it the Trenchers that lyeth under the knyves poynt,
..and so cleanseth the table cleane. C1475 For to serve a
Lord in Babees Bk. (1868) 371 The kerver muste..bavea
voyder to geder in all the broke brede, trenchours, cromys
lying upon the tabill. 1513 Douglas ^Encid 1. xi. 58 Eftir
the first paws, and that cours neir gane, And voduris and
fat trunscheouris away tane, The goblettis greit with mychty
wynis in by Thai fillit. 1594 in Archaeol. (1884) XLVI1I.
131 Item ij pewter voyders, xs. 1607 Heywood Worn,
killed w. Kindn. (1617) D 3 b, Enter 3 or 4 seruingmen, one
with a Voyder and a woodden Knife to take away. 1620
Sir R. Boyle in Lismore Papers (1886) I. 265, I sent my old
silver voyder.. to be exchandged for a new. 1659 Evelvn
Char. Eng. 64 Their ceremony at the Table, and to see the
formality of the Voider, which our Withdrawing roomes in
France are made to prevent. 1703 R. Neve City * C.
Purchaser 90 The Butler, .disposes. .his Napkin-press..,
Spoons, Knives, Forks, Voider, or Basket, and all other
Necessaries appertaining to his Office. 1739 ' R. Bull '

tr.
Dedekindus' Grobianus 114 See now, the Stripling, wilh
his Voider, waits To bear away the greasy Load of Plates.
«755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 190 Ten waiters. .Produce vast
voiders, and a load of bread. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk IVds.,
Voider, a pail-like article, of wood or wicker, into which
bones, etc. are shelved or thrown, during a meal. 1854
Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Voider, a butler's Tray.
atlrib. 1610 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons

(i860) App. p. vii, Item voyder knives, whereof one is Steele
with a case. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. xiv. (Roxb.) 16/2
He beareth sable a Voyder Baskett, or a night Baskett Or.

b. fig. or in fig. context.
Very common in the first half of the 17th c.

1609 Dekker Gulfs Horn-bk. i. 7 Piers ploughman layd
the cloth, and Simplicity brought in the voyder. 1615 T.
Adams Leaven 112 You may as well. .set him the voyder
of abstinence instead of his table of surfeits. 1655GUKNALL
Chr. in Arm. verse 13. vii. (1669) 139 1 Death comes with a
Voider to carry away all thy carnal enjoyments.

T °- fig- A receptacle for refuse or rubbish. Obs.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. v. 631 Haply some con.

ceiued indignitie. .that our Britannia should make her
Virginian lap to bee the voider, for her lewder and more dis-
ordered Inhabitants. 1615 S. Ward Coal/r. Altar 79 How
are his Sabaoths made the voider and dung-hill for all refuse
businesse.

t d. A tray, basket, or large plate, esp. one of
ornamental pattern or design, for holding, carrying,
or handing round sweetmeats. Also transf. a
quantity or amount carried in this. Obs.
1676 Lady Fanshawe Mem. (1829) 164 Several times we

saw the Feasts of Bulls (at Madrid] and at them we had
great^ voiders of dried sweetmeats brought us upon the
King's account. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1 249/1 And many
Voiders of Sweetmeats were thrown among the People.
1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 259 Every one of the
Guests were serv'd . . with a Voider of Sweat-Meats Dry and
Wet,.. the Voiders themselves being of Wood Painted and
Gilt. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Voider,.. Among Con-
fectioners, a wooden painted Vessel to hold Services of
Sweet-meats.

t e. Brickmaking. (See quot.) Obs.—1

1683 J. Houghton Collect. Lett. Imprm. Husb. II. vt. 188
Then we have a Mould or Frame made of Beech, because
the Earth will slip easiest from it. This Mould, Frame, or
Voyder is made of the thickness of the Brick abovesaid,
only half inch deeper.

I. dial. A large basket or receptacle of wicker-
work for holding soiled clothes, etc. ; a clothes-
basket; a wicker basket of any kind.
1707 in Boyle Ch. of St. Nicholas, Newcastle 94 Paid for

a voider for ye sirplices. ;788 W. H. Marshall Vorish.
II. 362 Voider, a kind of open.work basket. 1879
Saunlerer's Satchel 25 (E.D.D.), I catched a lad running
off wi' ahr voider. 1880 II est Cornwall Gloss. 62 Voyder, a
clothes basket ; a large basket for holding unmended linen
sold by gipsy women.
1 4. St. a. An empty barrel, cask, or the like.

VOIDING.
1482 in Charters (etc.) Edinb. (1871) 168 All the tvm

vydouris of gudis ventit or tcmyt in thctoun of Leith.
1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 516/1 All the twmc voydouris of
guidis [etc.].

tb. Packing or wrnppers removed from bales
or bundles of goods. Obs.
1511 Burgh Rec. Ediu. (1869) I. 134 It is ordanit be the

provest baillies and counsale anent the voydour callit cord
and canves.of pakkis of lint [etc.]. Ibid., To deliuer the
cords and canves thairof as voidouris.

5. Her. As the name of an ordinary see quots.).
1562 Legh Armory (1597) 70b, He beareth Tennf, two

voyders. Or. This is the rewarde of a Gentlewoman for
seruice by her done to the prince or princes, but then the
voiders shoulde be of one of the nine furs or doublings.
1610 Guillim Heraldry 11. vi. (161 1) 64 Last of all in our
ordinaries, cometh the voider, consisting of one arch line
moderately bowing from the corner of the chiefe by degrees
towards the nombrile of the escocheon and from thence in
like sort declining untill it come unto the sinister base. 1780
Ed.mondson Her. II, Voider, is an ordinary much resem-
bling the flanch, but is not quite so circular towards the
centre of the field. 1882 CussANS Her. 71 Flasques and
Voiders are Flanches which encroach less on the Shield.

6. One who or that which voids, clears away, or
empties ; an emptier, rare.

1589 VLvly Pappe ~.v. Hatchet (1844) 25 We are.. in all

cases alike, till we haue brought Martin to the ablatiue
case, that is, to be taken away with a Bulls Voyder. 1598
Flohio, Vuotatore, an emptier, a voider. 1607 Markham
Cavel. III. (1617) 39 Purgations which are the empliers and
voiders of all superfluous humours.

f7. A servant or attendant who clears the table
after a meal. Yreq.fg. or in fig. context. Obs.
Often indistinguishable from senses 3 a and b.

1609 Dekker Lanth. * Candle Lt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 221
The voider hailing cleered the table, Cardcs and Dice.. are
serued up. 1644 Cleveland Char. Lontton Viurnall 6 O
brave Oliver ! Times voyder, Sub-sizer to the Wormes. 1651— Poems 8 Thou that art able To be a Voider- to King
Arthurs Table.

t 8. //. Castings, ejections (of worms). Obs.— '

a 1683 Oldham Wks. (1686) 83 Hither are loads from
emptied Channels brought, And Voiders of the Worms from
Sextons bought.

Voidie (cunning) : see Voisdie.

Voiding, vbl. sb. [f. Void v. + -ING 1.] The
action of the verb, in various senses.

1. The discharging, emitting, or evacuation of
something ; = Voidance i a. Now rare.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 304 Thurgh voidyng of venym with
vomettes grete. a 1425 tr. Ardernc's Treat. Fistula, etc.
26 So by tuo hole natural daies be it no^t moued, bot if
voydyng of bewombe make it. 1545 Raynald Byrth
Mankyndt Hh iij, Betwene each voydynge of these lumps
of blud.

f

1611 Cotgr., Vuidemtnt, a voyding, emptying,
euacuating. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants iv. § 19 It still gives
way to the voyding of the Sap in these, for the mounting
of that in the Root. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Exgnrgitation,
a casting or voiding up.

1 2. The emptying out, clearing or sending away,
removing, etc., of things or persons. Obs.

c 1435 Chron. London (Kingsford, 1905) 36 The same kyng
..hath Juggid Thomas Arundell-.to perpetuel exile and
voydyng oute off the Rewme. 1477-9 P'C St. Mary at
Hill (1905) 82 For voyding of ij Tonne owte of a pryve.
1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 272 Keruynge of
brede, layenge,& voydyngeofcroniir.es. 11530 H. Rhodes
Bk. Nurture ibid. 67 Then if .so be ye haue any more
courses then on or two, ye may make the more hast in voyd-
ing. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 101 The voiding of all Scottish-
men out of England. 1688 Sir E. Herbert Hales' Case
24 The Statutes for Voiding of Aliens out of the Kingdom.
f3. = Vacation 2. Obs.- 1

1468 Liber B. (Maldon, Essex) fol. 14 Ner noon arest
make with-oute a warant of the court, but in the tyme of
voydyng.

t4. The avoidance of something. Obs.
1308 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. xvin. i. (1495) Yj '> Beestes.

.

haue redyneshe of wy tte in . . flyghte and voydynge of harme.
1519 Interl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 35 And Incline thou
shall have another, For voydynge of stryfe. 1538 Starkey
England 1. ii. 30 The wyl of man euer commynly folowyth
that to the wych opynyon of perseuying the gud or voydyng
of the yl ledyth hyt.

1 5. The action of leaving or going away from a
place, etc. Obs.

'597 Beard Theatre Goo's Judgem. (1612) 33 Yet not-
withstanding for all their voyding and shifting, the pesti-
lence followed them whither socuer they went. 1661 Mor-
gan Sph. Gentry iv. iij. 39 The whiche.. at their voiding
and going out shall abide and go in order, so as tbey sate
at the table.

6. Her. (See quot. 1610 and Voided///, a. u.)
Also, the vacant space made in the voided charge
or ordinary.
x6io Guillim Heraldry n. v. 49 Voiding.. is the exemp-

tion of some part of the inward substance of things void-

able, by occasion whereof the Field is transparent thorow
the Charge. [Hence in subsequent glossaries and Diets.]

1722 A. Nisbet Her. 48 If the Voiding be of a different

Tincture from the Field. 1828 [see Voided///, a. 2 cj.

7. The action of rendering void or invalid ;
m

Voidance 4.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cohsc. iv. x. 488 Now you inquire of

the annulling or voiding of marriages made unlawfully.

1707 Col Rec. Pennsyhi. II. 14s That the voiding of one
part might void the whole.

8. That which is voided or evacuated : a. //.

Excrements of persons or animals; castings of
worms, rare.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. II. 69 Here be solde the voydings
of close stoolcs. 1864 Morn. Star 14 Oct., It was manured
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year after year by the voidings of sheep only. 1880 Libr,
Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) VI. 582 Voidings and trails of worms.

+ b. Fragments or remains "of food removed
from the table. = Voidance 7. Obs.
1680 Otway Cains Marius iv. ii, He ..fed upon the

voidings of my table. 1713 Roue Jane Shore v, Oh ! be-
stow Some poor remain, the voiding of thy table, A morsel
to support my famish 'd soul.

9. attrib., as + voiding beer, beer given or
drunk immediately before departing (cf. Voidee)

;

•[•voiding knife, a- knife used to clear away
fragments of food from the table; + voiding plate
m Voider 3 a.

1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 42 b, Set down a charger or
a voyder & gadre vp the fragmentes therin, & w* the
voydynge kny fe jjadre vp the . . cronies clene. a 1600 Deloney
Gentle Craft u. ix. Wks. (1912) 193, I must be constrained
to call my Maid for a cup of voyding beere ere you will

depart. 1607 Lingua v. xiii. K iij [Stage direction]
Gvstvs with a voiding knife in his hand. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry 11. vi. 64 These are called Voiders, either because
of the Shallowness wherein they doe resemble the accus-
tomed voiding Plates with narrow brims vsed at Tables, or
[etc.]. 1649 in Archaeol. (1806) XV. 281, 2 Voyding knives
with christall handles.

Voi'dless, a. rare1
, [f. Voidz/.] That cannot

be made void or annulled ; not voidable/
1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. i. § 12. 6 Some grants of

some persons are voidlesse by themselves, by their heires,

and by those which shall have their estates for ever.

tVoi'dly, adv. Obs. Also 5 voidli, voydely,
6 -lye. [f. Void a. + -ly 2. Cf. OF. vnidement
(Godef.).] Vainly, uselessly ; to no purpose.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4384 At Vaxor be vayn pepull

voidly honourit Bachian..as a blist god. 1402 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 103 Thanne was the memento put fal[s]ly in

the masse, and hooli chirche voidli or madli biddith preye,

1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 157 b, Of Christ thou takest

thy name. ..And beware that thou here not thy name voydely.

1544 Betham Precepts War 1, cxcvi. I iv, By whych policie

he shal neuer attempte, ne enterpryse anye matter voydelye,
. .but by all wayes he shall haue hys owne desyre.

Voidness. [f. Void a. + -ness.]

f 1. Freedom from work ; leisure. Obs.~l

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxviii. 25 Wisdom wrijt in tyme of
voydenesse [1388 marg., That is, in the tyme, in which
thou art voide of other werkis of nede].

f 2. The quality of being devoid or destitute of

value or worth; inanity, vanity, futility.

1388 Wyclif IVisd. xiv. 14 For whi the voidnesse of men
[L. supervacuitas\ foond these idols in to the world. 1552
Huloict, Voydenes, inaniias, uanitudo. 1603 Fi.okio Mon-
taigne 1. 1. 165 We are not so full of evill, as of voydnesse
and inanitie.

3. The state or condition of being void, empty,
or unoccupied ; emptiness, vacancy, vacuity.

c 1400 Lanfanc's Cintrg, 116 pe braynjiab sum sub.
staunce of marie be which fulfillib be voidenes [c 1430 voyde-
nesses] of be forseid panniclis. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMankode
iv. xviii. (i36g) 185 If bou be void bou shalt breke, ober
sowne hye; In voydnesse is but murmure whan men smyte
it with an hard thing. 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 20 b,

But if the voydnesse or emptinesse "is in the nethermost
membres, then tye hys vpper membres. 1595 Spenser
Col. Clout 850 Through him.. began, .the hungry t' eat,

And voydnesse to seeke full satietie. 1603 Holland Plut-
arch"s Mo>\ 839 The Stoicks say, that the aircadmitteth
no voidnesseat all. 01693 UrquharVs Rabelais ill. xiii. 105
There is nothing in the Body but a kind of Voidness and
Inanity. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Voidness, emptiness. 180*
Lvsignan I. 74 They seemed robbed of attraction, and to her
preoccupied mind presented only the voidness of a desert.

1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII. 775 The state of mind we have
slightly depicted—so auspicious, one should think, from its

troubled voidness, to the reception of religious convictions.
1888 Harper's Mag. July 210 The perfect transparency and
voidness about us make the immense power of this invisible
medium seem something ghostly.

b. A void or vacant space, esp. = Vacuity 8 b.
c 1430 [see c 1400 above]. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.

820 The schoole of Pythagoras holdeth that there is a void-
nesse without the world,.. out of which the world doth
draw breath. Ibid. 1336 It is not likely that this world
floteth..ina vast and intmit voidnesse, 1642 H. More Song
of Soul 11. In/in. Worlds 1, This precious sweet Kthereall
dew.. God.. did distill, .thorough all that hollow Voidnesse.

+ 4. The state or condition of being without
something ; freedom from, absence or lack of,

someihing. Obs,

1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1. (1540) 33 The valyaunce
of stomake is to be gyue to them and voydeness from angre
and grefe. a 1569 Kingesmyll Con/2. Satan (1578) 25 This
is our Crimosin, no less then voidnesse of all goodnesse.

1579 Tomson CalvuCs Serm. Tim. 286/2 He hardeneth
himselfe in his impudencie, and voidnes of shame, a 1586
Sidney Arcadia iv. (1605) 406 In whom a man might per-

ceiue what small difference in the working there is, betwixt
a simple voidnesse of euill, and a iudiciall habite of vertue.

5. The state or condition of being legally void

;

nullity.

1883 Sat. Rev. 16 June 755 The existing system of pro-

hibition (which, despite the quibble about voidness and
voidableness, has notoriously been recognized in England
from time immemorial).

t VoiL Cant. Obs. rare. [prob. ad. F. viile.'] A
town.
x8ai Life D. Haggart (ed. 2) 67 The whole voil was in an

uproar. 1813 Ecan Grose's Diet. Vulg. T., Voil, a town.

I! Voile i^vwal). [F. voile Veil sb.] A thin

semi-transparent cotton or woollen material much
used for blouses and dresses.

1889 Pall Mall G. 25 June 6/1 Another dress was made of
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a material called voile, in biscuit colour. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 5 May 3/2 The term ' voile ' covers a variety of makes
of stuff, some like muslin, some like cloth. 1899 Daily News
20 April 8/4 The veiling that was so popular some years
since, but which is now called ' voile '.

attrib. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 3/3 A charming dress of
white voile cashmere.

II Voilette fvwalct). [F., dim. of prec]
1. A little veil.

1862 Eng. Worn. Dotn. Mag. IV. 237/2 The bonnet is of
white terry velvet, made with a voilette of lace. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 16 Oct. 3/1 The American whimsical, grace-
ful draping of a veil of velvet-spotted chiffon has given rise

to a remarkably pretty voilette in the shops there.

2. A kind of thin dress material.
1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 June 10/2 A gown made in fine

voilette, trimmed with lace insertion.

t Voillance. Obs.—1 In 5 woillaunce. [a.

OF. {bien)voillance (mod.F. -veillance\ ad. L.
{bene)volentia benevolence.] (Good)will.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 123 Than gouerneye

name wyth good Woillaunce and bonerte.

f Voine, obs. (southern dial.) var. Foin v.

1596 H:\rincton Metam. Ajax Prol. B vb, For to voine or
strike below the girdle, wecounted it base and too cowardly.

t Voiraljly, adv. Obs.~ l
[f. OF. voirabte, f.

voire true.] Truly, veritably.

1501 in Lett. Rich. Ill $ Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 165 The
king of Rofmains] may voirably saye that the same amytee
in as [much] as it is perpetuall. .oughte not to be available
to the said rebelles.

II Voir dire (vwar dfr). Law. Also 7 voire.
[OF. voir true, the truth + dire to say.] (See quots.

1 701 and 1768).
1676 T. W. Office of Clerk of Assize Gj, Such person so

produced for a witness, may be examined upon a Voire
Dire. 1701 CowelVs Interpr. s.v., When it is pray'd upon
a Trial at Law, that a Witness may be sworn upon a
Voir dire ; the meaning is, he shall upon his Oath speak or
declare the truth. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 332 If
however the court has, upon inspection, any doubt of the
age of the party,., it may., examine the infant himself upon
an oath of voir dire, veritaicm dice re, that is, to make true
answer to such questions as the court shall demand of him.
1834 Edin. Rev. Apr. 232 All the persons most intimately
connected with Ireland are examined on the voir dire.

Vois, obs. f. Voice sb.

tVoisdie. Obs. rare. Also 5 Sc. woidie.
[a. OF. voisdie, voidic : see Vaidie.] Cunning,
stratagem, sleight.

1375 Harbour Bruce ix. 747 ^hesuld press till deren^e 3our
richt, And nocht with woidie [MS. woidre] na with slicht.

[Ibid. x. 516 the correct reading is probably voidy.\ 1390
Goweb Conf. III. 217 Nou schalt thou hiere a gret mer-
vaile, With what voisdie that he wroghte.

tVoisin,a. Obs.—1 [a.Y. voisin ;—L.vuTn-um,
-us Vicine a.] Neighbouring.
1527 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 129 The voisin

Realmes and Lordships shuld be in hassarde.

t Voisinage. Obs. Also 6-7 voieiuage, 7
voysinage. [a. F. voisinage, f. voisin : cf. prec.

and Vicinage.]

1. The fact of being neighbouring or near.
1665 Sir T. Herbert 'Trav. (1677) 283 Erzirum is a Town

of great strength, .and by reason of its voicinage to the Per-
sian Dominions usually made the place of rendezvous, when
the 1'urks have any design against that Empire. 1681
Hornet Hist. Ref II. 1. 203 Worcester and Glocester had
been united, by reason of their Voicinage.

2. The neighbourhood
; the adjoining district.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. xx\. 114 All the Presbyters
that came from Ephesus and the voisinage. 1647 — Lib.
Proph. Ep. Ded. 5, I had no Books of my own here,
nor any in the voisinage. 1673 H. Stubbe Further Vind.
Dutch War 4 We in the City and Country do repine, com-
plain and rage, till the whole Voisinage prove Male-content.
1678 Sancroft in Bp. Wake Charge (1706) 43 Three Priests

.., who are of the Voisinage where the Person testified of,

resides.

b. The neighbourhood of a place.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Sect. x. 2 There hapned
to be a marriage in Cana of Galilee in the voisinage of his
dwelling. 1660 — Ductor 1. iv. rule 2 § 13 It occasioned
the death of all the little babes in the city and voisinage of
Bethlehem. 1720 S. Parker Biblioth. Bibl. I. 415 A City
came to be built m the Voisinage of this Holy Place.

tVoisom. Obs. rare. Also6voysom. [ad.

OF. avoe'son, var. of avoueson : see VOWSOK.] An
advow son.

1538 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 77 The voysom of one beni-
fice._ 1560 Da us tr. Sleidane's Comm. 154 b, Pope Paule
by his deputes ordeyned a reformation, touching the abuses
of the Churche, as permutations, voisomes, benefices incom-
patibles.

tVoisour. Obs.-1
. [ad. OF. voisure, var.

vosure, vousure, etc. (mod.F. voussnre) : cf. Vous-
SOIK.] Vaulting.
c 1375 Cursor M. 2278 (Fairf.) Thorow be grundwalof bis

tour Ban rennis wib grete voisour.

Voist, variant of Foist v. 1
, Voust v.

Voit, obs. Sc. form of Vote sb.

II Voiture (vwatw'r). [F. voiture :—L. vectura,
i. vect-y ppl. stem of vehere to convey. Cf. Vkt-
tura.] A carriage or conveyance ; a vehicle.
1698 W. King tr. Sorbtire's Journ. Lond. 6, I drew these

Surprising Conclusions. First that a Hackney is a miser-
able Voiture (etc.]. 1698 M. Lister Johm. Paris (1699) 13
Hackneys and Chairs, which here are the most nasty and
miserable Voiture that can be. X716 Lady M. W. Mon-
tagu Let. to C'tess of Mar 3 Aug., I., went in the long-
boat to Helvoetsluys, where we had voitures to carry us to

VOKY.
the Brill. 1750 H. Walpole in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 46
Having caused an easy voiture to be made, I undertook the
journey in it. 1779 Warner in Jesse Sehvyn <5- Contemp.
(1844) IV. 32 But it rained hard, and I could get no voiture
till I was forced to go to my engagement with Lady Lam-
bert. 1814 Sporting Mag. XL1V. 60 To say a few words,
in the way of compliment, to the driver of another voiture.
1840 Arnold in Life

<f>
Corr. (1844) II. App. C. 418 Weare

again in voiture, going along the edge of the sea in the port
of Naples.

b. transf. and_/f^.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbi Conii 31 July,
I hired an ass (the only voiture to be had there). 1725 De
Foe Voy. round World (1840) 347 This was the voiture with
which they conveyed themselves quite down to the sea, and
one of these boats it was that we spied, .coming to us in the
bay. 1746 Chesterf. Lett. 9 Oct. (1774) I. 197 In this
journey, the understanding is the voiture that must carry
you through.

II Voiturette (vwat/Vrct). [F., dim. of prec]
A small motor vehicle.

1897 Daily News 26 July 5/5 Three motor bicycles, thir-

teen tricycles, eight voitureites or quadricycles with one
wheel fore and aft and two in the middle and with one or
two seats. 1901 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 107 It is far better to
get a small car or a voiturette.

II VoitTtrier (vwat/Vrigr). [F., f. voiture V01-
tuke : see -Ier.] The driver of a carriage or

coach.

1763 Smollett Trav. v, I have hired a berlin and four
horses to Paris, for fourteen Louis d'ors ; two of which the
voiturier is obliged to pay for a permission from the farmers
of the post. 1782 J. Douglas Trav. Anecd. I. 41 The
%'oiturier said he was in haste, and opened the door of the
diligence. 1818 Mrs. Shelley in Dowden Shelley (1887) II.

188 After dinner our voiturier comes. 1849 J. Forbes Physic.
Holiday iv. (1850) 44 We arranged., with a voiturier, to
take us to Schaffhausen the following day. 1878 Bosw.
Smith Carthage 434 A few shopkeepers, indeed, and most
of the voituriers are Italian.

II Voiturin. [F., f. voiture (cf. prec), after It.

vetturino Vettukino.]
1. The driver of a voiture ; a voiturier.

1768 Sterne Sent, your/;., Case ofDelicacy, I contracted
with a voiturin to take his time with a couple of mules.
X790 H. Wai.I'OLE Let. to Miss Berry 9 Nov., I am not
surprised at your finding voiturins, or anybody, or anything
dearer, c 1832 Mrs. Shkrwood in Life xxx. (1847) 524 We
have to thank our landlord, who hurried us away under the
pretence that the voiturin we had hired to drive us to Nice
was obliged to be off that very morning.

2. A carriage for hire, a voiture.

X768 Sterne Sent. Journ., Case of Delicacy, A voitujin
arrived with a lady in it, and her servant-maid. 1768
Babetti Ace. Mann. Italy II. 315 Mr. Sharpe's advice, .of
hiring voiturins through Savoy.

Voivode (voi'wud). Forms : a. 6 voy-,
voiuoda, voivoda. 0. 7 uoiuod, 7, 9 voyvode,
9 voivode. 7. 9 woivode, -wode, woywod. [ad.

liulg. and Serb, vojvoda, Czech, vojevoda, Tol.

wojewoda, Russ. voevoda, whence also Koum. voe-

voda, -vodj mod.L. voivoda^ mod.Gr. j8oey3d5a(s.]

= Vaivode.
a. 1570 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 401 When we should

haue deliuered him with the rest of his felowes vnto the
Voiuodaes officers. Ibid., Kneze Yoriue your Maiesties
Voiuoda at Fiasco. 1599 ibid. II. 1. 198 Voyuoda of Bog-
dania, & Valachia.

0. 1614 Selden Titles Honor 249 That of Vaiuod or Uoi-
uod, vsd in other parts of the Eastern Europe, being, I

think, a Slauonig, or Windish word. x686 W. Hedges
Diaiy (Hakl. Soc.) I. 232, I went to visit and present y*

Voyvode & Musellim of Diarbikeer. 1833 R. Pinkerton
Russia in Now but an insignificant-looking place, though
formerly the residence of a Voivod. 1869 Tozek Highl.
Turkey 1. 141 The protectorate, .passed into the hands ofthe
Hospodars or Voyvodes of Wallachia and Moldavia. 1884
W. Carr Montenegro 22 By repeated efforts the voivode
maintains with difficulty a position on the coast.

y. 1847 S. Austin Ratike's Hist. Ref. III. 31 He encour-

aged trancis I. to keep alive the agitation in Germany,.,
and to support the Woiwode of Transylvania. 1847 Mrs.
A. Kerr tr. Ranke's Hist. Se?~via xvi. 303 Amongst those

executed before Belgrade were venerable Senators . . and
aged and renowned Woiwodes. 1868 Daily 'Tel. 1 Sept.,

To be prince of its park, lord of its lake, ruler of its river,

and woiwode of its woods.
attrib. 1888 E. Gerald Land beyond forest xxxiii. II.

84 Only such Tziganes are supposed to be eligible as are

descended from a Woywod family.

Voi VOdeship. Also woiwod-, woywod-.
[f. prec. + -ship.]

1. The district or province governed by a voivode.

1792 Morse Amer. Geog. (1794) 662 Great Poland .. is

subdivided into 12 districts, called woiwodships, 1793
State Papers in Ann. Reg. 228 Following the border ofthe
voivodshipofVilna, 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 133/1 Cracow,

a republic, .formerly part of the woywodship or palatinate

ofthe same name in the Kingdom of Poland.

2. The office or dignity of a voivode.
1886 Enc/cl. Brit. XXI. 16/2 Multiplying the candidates

for the voivodeship. Ibid. 17/2 Serban. .was raised to the

voivodeship of Walachia.

Voiz, obs. form of Voice sb.

Vok(e, obs. variants of Folk sb.

+ Voke. Se. Obsr~l [Of obscure origin.]

Arrogance, vanity, conceit.

a 1508 in Laing Golagrus <$ Gaivane (1827) 111. 20 Thou
schryne secrete of stinkand voke & pride.

Voky, VOkie (v^u-ki), a. Sc. Also 8 vowkie.
[f. prec] Proud, vain, elated. (In first quot. as

sb. personified.)

a 15*0 Douglas K. Hart n. 523 To Vant and Voky ?e



VOL.

heir this rowm slef. 1590; James Melviix Diary (1842) 459
That gossopc.was na htle vokie for getting of the hern's
name. 1755 R.Forbes jfrnl.fr. London in Ajax's Sp. 30,
I was fidgin fain an' unco vokie fan I gat out oner her.

1768 Ross HeUnore lit. 108 Of your consent.. I'm mair nor
fain, And vowlcie [ed. 2 vokie] that I can ca' you my ain.

1871 ALKXuNDEitJohnnyGibb xxxvil. He wasmet at the door
byhis mamma, who was in the mood described as ' vokie '.

Vol (yp\). Her. Also 8 vole, voll. [F. vol
flight, f. voler :—L. voldre to fly.] Two wings
displayed and joined at the base.
1711 Nisbet Syst. Her. it. v. I. 361 When two Wings are

joined together, they are then called a Vole, or two Wings
in Lure. 174a Ibid. IV. v. II. 14 A Crown relevant with
Flowers, and issuing out of it a Demi Lion between two
Volls for Crest. 1780 Edmondson Iltr. II, Vol, in the
French blazon, is two wings conjoined and expanded. 1864
Boutell Heraldry Hist, t, Pop. x. (ed. 3) 64 The two
wings of an Eagle displayed, when conjoined and borne as
a charge, are blazoned as a Vol. Ibid. xxxn. 466 Out of a
crest.coronet a vol az. and or.

Vol, southern ME. var. Full a. and adv. ; var.
Vole sb.l ; obs. Sc. var. Well sb., Wool.
Vol., abbrev. of Volume.
{a) 168a (title), An Impartial Collection of the Great

Affairs of State,. .By John Nalson, I. L.D. Vol.1. Ibid.,
Vol. II. 1715 T. Hearne R. Brunue'i Chron. (1810) I.

p. xcii, At the End of the first Vol. of Leland's Itin. 1790
J. Williams Shrove Tuesday in A Cabinet etc. (1794) 33
I'll purchase Sherlock, Drelincourt and Dodd, Thomas
Aquinas and old Jerome's vols. 1806 Beresford Miseries
Hum. Life VI. i, A few odd vols, of the Racing Calendar.
a 1883 Fagge Print. tr Pract. Med. (1886) 1. 980 A coloured
plate in vol. xxx of the 'Pathological Transactions \

(b) 1864 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 533, 2 vol. chlorine with 1

vol. hydride of ethyl.

II Vola (von-la\ Anal. [L. vola, in the same
sense.] The hollow of the hand or foot.
1693 lr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Vola, the Palm of

the Hand f also the Cavity of the Foot. 1738 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Hand, The Metacarpus, which is the Body of the
Hand, including the Dorsum and Vola. 1808 Barclav
Muscular Motions p. xx, An aspect towards the side on
which the radius is situated is radial,.. and if towards the
side on which the vola or Otvap is situated, thenal.

t Volaxious, a. Obs.-'1 [f. L. vol-dre to fly

+

-ACious.] Fitted for, given to, flying.

1653 H. More Antid. Atheism n. xi. (1712) 73 But
the reason is, because they are Birds less volacious. 1706
PtfiLLirs (ed. Kersey), Volacious, apt or fit to fly ; as A
Volacious Creature.

Volage, a. Also 6 Sc. vollage. [a. OF. and
F. volage (vola*,), f. voler:--L. voldre to fly.]

Giddy, foolish ; fickle, inconstant. (In later liter-

ary use reintroduced from mod. French.) Also
in comb, volage-brained.
lai-jfA Chaucer Rom. Rose 1284 She fulfilled of lusty-

nesse, That was not yit twelve yeer of age, With herte
wylde, and thought volage. c 1386 — Mane. T. 135 Whan
-ihebus wyf had sent for hir lemman Anon bay wrou3ten al
er wil volage. ? 1401 Quixlev Ballatles xvii. in Yorksh.

Arch. Jrnl. (1909) XX. 49 Vnto Gawayn may he be resent-
blyng, Curteys of loue, hot he was ouer volage. 1480
Caxtos Ovid's Metam. xiv. ii. (Roxb.) 56 b, He (Eneas)
hath the herte harde, volage ft more orageofusl than the see.
1509 Barclav Shyp of Folys (1570) 194 A woman, variable
as the winde Being of hir love unstable and volage. c 15*0
Barclav Jugurtha (1557) 66 As a volage brained man ho
fullye determined agayne to begynne and continue the
warre.. rather then to yelde hym selfe to deathe or cap.
tlvme. 1549 Compl. of Scotland* i. 32 Oure vit is ouer
febil, oure ingyne ouer harde, oure thochtis ouer vollage,
ande oure jeins ouer schorl, a 171a Lo. Fountaishall /)<•-

cu<ani(i759) I. 484 Some doubted how far such volage ex.
pressions inferred treason, being but lubricum lingux.
a 1773 Mrs. E. Montagu in Carrick's Private Corr. (1812)
II. 375 Lord Lyttelton is more volage, more difficult to fix,
than any of Messieurs les Maccaronis. [1815 Jamieson
Suppt. s.v., He's unco volage o' his siller.) 184; Jane
Robinson Whitehall xxii, As naturally alluring as beds of
flowers to the volage butterfly. 1859 Meredith R. Fcverel
xxxvi, Both [parties] are volage: wine, tobacco, and the
moon, influence both alike. xB6s' Ouio\' Strathmorcvi. I.

94 The volage, and somewhat indiscreet Princesse de Lurine.
Hence f Vo-lagreness. Obs.
1633 I.d. Wariston Diary (S.H.S.) 179 The fear of folks

speaking, rayhng, and jesting at my sudaine chainge and
volagnes disuaded me.

Volageous, a. Sc. 1 0bs. Also 5 walageous.
[a. AF. volag{e)oiis, f. volage : sec prec] = Vo-
lage a.

I37S Barbour Bruce vm. 455 He wes bath Joung, stout,
and fclloun, Richt loly als, and volageous [.1/5. E. walagc.
ous). Ibid. x. 553, I was sum dele volageous [.1/5". E.
walageous], And lufit ane vench her in the toune. 188a
Jamison's Sc. Diet. IV. 699 Volageous, adj., very light,
giddy, or boastful. Clydes(dale).

tVolaille. Obs.-' In 5 vollayle. [a. OF.
volatile :—late L. volalilia fowls, neut. pi. of L.
voldtilis, f. voldre to fly.] Poultry ; fowls.
HUMatdon Bye-law in Essex Herald (188.) ir April

6/2 There shall be no man on the market day. .selle, ne bye
lie flesh, ne fyshe, vollayle, ne other vytayle,..tyl the hour
of pryme.

t Volalkali. Chem. Obs. [f. Vol(atile) a.
+ Alkali.] Volatile alkali ; ammonia.
t/1789 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 438/2 Vol. alkali.) 1796
Kirwan 1:1cm. Min. (ed. 2) II. 7 As pure Volalkali consists
of mephitic.air and inflammable air concreted together.
1799 ~ c"o!- E"- v- Ma Margraff. . found it to yield volal-
kali from some remains of the putrid wood that were still
contained in it.

Volant (vtJn-lant), a. and sb. Also 6 wolant.
[a. F. volant, pres. pple. of voter, also as sb. ; or
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ad. L. volant-, volans, pres. pple. oi voldre to fly.

Cf. also It., Sp., Pg. volatile. In 1 b and 3 placed
after the noun.]
A. adj. fl. a. Riding at full gallop. Obs. rare,

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 57 They ranne volant
one as fast as he might ouertake the other. Ibid. 58 b, After
that ye king & his aides had performed their courses, thei
ranne volant at al commers. [Hence in Holinshed and
Baker.)

fb. Mil. So constituted as to be capable of
rapid movement or action. (Cf. Flying ppl. a. 4d.)
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 167 b, Certain French-

men., came before Alexandrie & there kept a siege volant.
IS60 Maitland in E. Russell Maitland of L. (1912) ii. 57
For lack of money the camp volant cannot continue. 1577
Holinshed Hist. Scot. 479/1 in Chron. I, The French army
in Scotland.. determined with a siege volant to keepe the
Englishmen in Hadington from vitayles and all other re-
liefe. 1617 iMorvson I tin. 11. 160 Out of these Regiments
was raised a squadron vo/ante (or flying Regiment) which
onely was to answere Alarums. Ibid. 176 Sir Henrie
Powers squadron volant (or flying Regiment). 1633 T.
Stafford Pat. Hib. 11. xxi. (1821) 415 The Regiment volant
(commanded by Sir Harvie Power). 1647 Clarendon Hist,
Rcb. vi. § 268 He sent Charles Cavendish.., with a Party
Volant of Horse and Dragoons, into Lincolnshire,

to. Hovering between two sides. Obs.-1

" '734 North E.xamen l. ii. §25 (1740) 42 He was not,
like the Party volant, waiting for Profers to determine him.

f2. Volant piece, an addition to the front of a
helmet as a protection for the face, used especially
in tournaments. Obs.
1509-10 in Meyrick Anc. Armour (1824) II. 251 These

four knights shall present themselves . . in harneys for the tylt
without tache or breket, wolant pece on the hedde [etc.).

.11548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 123 To whiche coyfl'e or
bassenet neuer armorer taketh hede, for it is euermore
couered with the viser, barbet and volant pece. [1824
Meyrick: Anc. Armour II. 263 The grand-guard, volant
piece and gard de bras were put on with nuls which rendered
pincers necessary.)

3. Her. Of birds, etc.: Represented as flying;
having the wings expanded as if in flight.
Many special varieties, as volant descendant, displayed,

expansed, etc., are explained in Berry's Encycl. Herald,
[c 1828) I. Gloss.

157a Bossewell Armorie it. 29 b, R. beareth Sable and
Argentctwo Faucons volante, and a Greyhoundecursante.
x599 R- Linche Fountain Anc. Fiction Fiij b, Downefrom
his shoulders depended a vestement, wherein was curiously
proportioned the head of Medusa, ..on the one side of him
were placed certaine Eagles volant. i6ioC.vii.lim Heraldry
in. xxiii. 172 Heere also you see one gesture of a Fowle-
volant. 1684 Lend. Gaz. No. 1980/4 ACoat of Armes being
a Faulcon volant between 3 Mullets with distinction of a
half Moon. 1738 Chambers Cycl., Volant, in Heraldry, is
when a Bird in a Coat of Arms is drawn flying, or having
its Wings spread out. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 143 '2 Birds,
according to their attitudes, are blazoned Volant, Displayed,
Preying, etc 1864 Boutfli. Her. Hist. $ Pop. iii. (ed. 3)
66 Az. three butterflies volant or.

4. Flying; able to fly, capable of flight.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 385 This is the onely

four-footed Beast that's volant. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 167
As to the Fire-Flies,.. I take them to be a Glow-Worm Vo-
lant. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 90. 3/1 With Engine fatal to
the Volant Kind. 1759 Johnson Rasselns vi, I have con.
sidered the structure of all volant animals. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Journ. France I. 366 A kind of volant beetle. 182a
T. Taylor Apulcius 300 In every part of the world there
arc animals adapted to the several parts, the volant living in
the air, and the gradient on the earth. 1830 Eraser's Mag.
I. 222 The volant, bright-plumaged birds of heaven. 1876
Farrar Marlb. Serin, xv. 142 Then shall thousands of
volant angels bear us down upon their wings.
fit- l655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. i. § 50 English silver now
was current, and our gold volant in the Popes Courts. 1789
E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. (1791) 60 The first. .Weighs with
nice ear the vowel, liquid, surd, And breaks in syllables
the volant word. 1796 Burnev Mem. Metastasio I. 351
Let me in volant thought Ideal bliss renew. 18:8 Br. J.
Jkbb Life // Lett. Ixvii. 619 But, alas, my paper wings are
very rarely volant. 1840 .Mrs. Trollots in New Monthly
Mag. LX._ 40 A sort of volant admiration that seemed ready
to take wing, and fly off in whatever direction he might
please to indicate. 1898 Meredith Poems, Napoleon i. 11
Reverberant notes and long blew volant Fame,

b. trans/. Connected with flying.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 3 But here,. .to carry on
the volant metaphor.., is a pretty little Miss [etc].

6. Of things: Passing rapidly through the air or
space, as if by flight ; floating lightly in the air.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 639 Alexander the Great,

..who.. lanced himselfe in maner of a starre volant in the
aire, leaping out of the East into the West. Ibid. 791 The
intelligent nature of heaven, he [Plato] calleth, a Chariot
volant, to wit, the harmonica!! motion and revolution of the
world. 16*7 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trees. 11. 1. xii. 54 It
may be thought that these fires volant proceed from sul-
phurous exhalations that rise out of the Earth. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Journ. France II. 286 The volant shadows that
cross our British hills. 1798 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799) II.
167 The eddying smoke, quick flame, and volant spark.
1813 T. Busbv L ueretius 1 1 . iv. Comm. p. vii, The poet dis-
tinguishes the volant films of substances from other por-
tion of bodies. 1831 Campbell Viewfr. St. Leonardos 75
Men's volant homes that measure liquid space On wheel or
wing. 1840 Mrs. F. Trollopk widow Martied xxii. iso
She had always some volant ribbon or floating scarf to
attend to and arrange. 1865 Athenzum 15 July 78/a The
car volant of Armida.

b. Moving rapidly or lightly ; active, nimble.
Alsoyf<* of discourse.
1650 Wei.donCVA Jas. I, 176 Now have I brought this

great Kings Reign to an end, in a volant discourse, and
•hall give you his Character in briefe. 1667 Milton P. L.

VOLARY.
xi. 561 His volant touch Instinct through all proportions
low and high Fled and pursu'd tiansverse the resonant
fugue. 1708 J. Philips Cydtr it. 75 Hards with volant
touch Traverse loquacious strings. 1753 Richakdson
Gratuitson (1781) I. xxxvi. 251 Ves, my volant, my self-con-
ducted quill, begin with the Sister. 1759 [H. Dalrymtle]
Woodstock (1761) 13 Their volant fingers o'er the chorded
lyre, With modulating touch the artists ply. 1805 H. K.
WmTB Rem. (1825) 95, 1 could . .in the caverns of the ocean
flood, thrid the light mazes of thy volant foot. 1828 Lights
J, Shades Ii.277 Those dexter fingers, such volant sum.
moners of sound. 1897 Dowdkn French Lit. v. iii. 367 He
knew how to wing Ins verses with a volent [sic] refrain.

fo. Of colours : Changing, iridescent. Obs.~ x

1616 Lank Contn, Sqr.'s T. xi. 104 ttcte, All colors
vanned, save white, ..with all new volant dies of gallant
dresse.

6. Characterized by, of the nature of, flight.

1818 Mrs. Iliif Corfu Poems (ed. 2) 98 The games, the
race, the wrestlers meed ; The discus urged with volant
speed. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 263 What godlike grace
in that volant motion ! 1863 Lvell Antiq. Man xxii. 446 A
change from.. volant to non-volant habits of living. 1891
C. E. Craddock fn ' Stranger i'ecples' Country xvi. 312
He turned to catch through the trees a flitting glimpse of
her light dress, her volant attitude, as she sped silently and
secretly back to the waiting group on the p^rch.

7. Flounced ; frilled. (Cf. sense 3 below.)
190a Daily Tel. 2 Aug. 3/2 The seamed skirt. .has the

preference over the volant skirt.

B. sh, f 1. To act j lo keep^ {upon), Ihe volant, to

hover between two parties, sides, or opinions. Obs.
ai7Z4 North Exatuen 1. ii. §64. (1740) 63 And so they

kept the Volant a gnod While, and did not declare on
which Side they would fall. Ibid. in. vi. §€9. 474 The Dutch
had acted the volant, and done enough, on the one Side or
the other, to have kept the Fire alive, a 1734 — Lives (1S26)
III. 336 He.. chose to keep upon the volant, free to dis-
course and censure as he from time to time thought fit.

2. = Volani piece (see sense 2 above). ?'artT~°.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk, 714 Volant^ piece of steel
on a helmet, presenting an acute angle to the front.

3. A llounce or frill.

1882 Callfeilo & Saward Diet. Keedlew. 315/r Volant^
the French term denoting either a flounce, or a frill ; both
of which are descriptions of dre>s trimmings. 1908 Daily
Chron. 17 June 6A Her muslin Empire dress had a deep
white cloth 'volant .

4. = Volet 2.

1898 Daily News 14 July 6/2 The most interesting of the
fate acquisitions is the pair of volants or shutters to Leo-
nardo's Holy Family.

Hence VoTantly adv., in a volant manner.
1876 J. Ellis Caesar in Egypt 98 Two seraphs hovering

o'er the fragile ark, Its puny canvas fanning volantly.

Volante (wla'ntA [Sp. : see Volant a.]
A two-wheeled covered carriage drawn by a horse
ridden by a postilion (frcq. with another horse at-

tached at the side), used in Spanish countries.
Recent examples refer chiefly to Cuba.
1791 J. Townsknd Journ. Spain (1792) I. 105 You pay

for a volante with a good mule, attended by a guide, five
shillings a day. 1817 Keatinoe Traz>. I. 55 He is an
author for the closet (a snug parlour we should say in Eng-
land), and not for a volante. 1854 ISartlett Me.v. Boundary
I. i. 8Towards evening.. we took a volante and drove out
to the bishop's palace. 1878 Masque Poets 185 Drawn {be-
hind a jaunty black-faced postilion) in a gay volante.

Hence Volantier, the owner or driver of a volante.
1791 J. Townsend Journ. Spain I. (1792) 77, I left Mont-

pellier at five in the morning with a volantier of Barcelona.
Volante, variant of Vounty Obs*

Volaptik, -puk (vp-lap/Vk, -puk). [f. vol world
(alteration of E. wortii) + a connecting vowel, +puk
speech (alteration of E, speak).'] An artificial

language, chiefly composed of mateiials from
European tongues, invented in 1879 by a German
priest, Johann M« Schleyer, as a means of inter-

national communication. Also transf.
1885 Sat. Rev. 3 Jan. 15/1 Volapiik is the name ^- the re-

cently invented worlddanguage, or universal tongue. 1888
Contetud. Rev, Sept. 434 In his shop-fronts the Russian
mercifully interprets his Cyrillian characters by that original
volapuk of the world's infancy, the picture. 1890 O. W.
Holmes Over Tea-cups v. 99 Music will be the universal
language— the Volapuk of spiritual being.

Hence Vo'lapuker, Vo'lapukist, an advocate or
student of Volapuk.
^
1886 Pall Mall G. 30 Dec. 4/1 It seems that the Volapiik-

ists have published a directory giving the names and
addresses of its disciples. 1887 Scott. Leader 28 Nov. 4 A%
much practice, .as in the case of a living language, would
be needed to give the Volapuker facility in dialogue.

Volar (vJ«daj), a.i Anat. [f. Vola + -ail]

Of or belonging to the palm of the hand or the

sole of the foot ; palmar.
1814 Wishart tr. Scarpa's Treat. Hernia Explan. p. xvi,

The term volar'in the atlantal extremities is restricted, as in

common anatomical language, to the parts within the palm
of the hand. 1870 Roj.leston Anim. Life 9 Any bone of

similar function in connection with the tendons on the volar

side of the hand. 1885 Bucks Handtk. Med. Sci. I. 353
Superficial volar [artery]; Very often of small sire, so small

that it terminates in the muscles of the thumb.

Volar, a. 2 rare— 1
, [f. L. vol-are to fly.] Em-

ployed in flying.

1840 Cuvier's Anim. h'ingd. 69 The volar membrane U
attached more or less near to the middle of (he back, in

some of the Roussettes.

Volary (v^lari). Now ra«. Also 7 volarie,

vollary, 7-8 volery. [app. ad. F. volhVe, after

types in -arv, -kbit.]
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VOLATE, 292 VOLATILITY.

1. A large bird-cage ; an aviary. Also fig. and
in fig. context.

1630 B. Jonson Htm Inn v. i, She.. now sits penitent and
solitary, Like the forsaken turtle, in the volary Of the light

Heart, the cage, she hath abused. 1654 Flecknoe Ten
Years Trav. no In lieu of imagining it flying about the

world, we may imagin it rather pent up, and fluttering

about some narrow .Bird-cage or volary. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevenot's Trav. n. 105 On the left hand before a Gar-
den on the River-side, there is a Volary full of rare Fowl,
as Estradges, Peacocks and others. i7i8 0zELLtr. Tourne.
fort's Voy. II. 235 The gardens, the volaries, the dog-kennel,

the falconry, the square and bazar., are worth seeing. ?i743
Lady M. W. Montagu Lett.,to Mrs. Forster (1893) II. 124,

I find myself so improperly lodged as if I inhabited a volery.

1756 Mrs. Caldf.rwood in Coltness Coll. (Maitland Club)
1S6 Here is a flat, laid out like a parterre,, .and a volary,

which is a little place with the face of it wire. 1892 Daily
News 3 Sept. 5/3 Birds, -living happily In.. confinement in

very large cages, in spacious volaries.

trans/, a 1637 B. Jonson Undenvoods xvi. Wks. (Rtldg.)

694/1, I thought thee then our Orpheus, that wouldst try,

Like him, to make the air one volary. 1640 Carf.w Poems
Wks. (1824) 34 Yet thou hadst daintyes, as the skie Had
only been thy volarie.

attrib. 1720 Stryfe Stozu's Surv. vi. iii. II. 624/1 Edward
Story, Esq; Volary-keeper to King Charles II. 1684.

2. collect. The birds kept in an aviary. AHofig.
1693 Locke Educ. § 94 An old Boy, at his first Appear-

ance, with all the Gravity of his Ivy-Bush about him, is

sure to draw on him the Eyes and Chirping of the whole
Town Volery. 1745 tr. Columellas Husb. vm. x, These
things wipe off and remove the nauseating of such of them
[thrushes] as sit loitering in the aviaries, and make the
whole volary more greedy and voracious.

T Volate. Obs. rare. (Meaning uncertain.)

c 1460 Oseney Reg. 27, j. crofte and a volate [L. volatam\
bat Hemmying preste was i-wonyd to have.

Volatic (vfSlce'tik), sb. and a. Now rare or

Obs. [ad. L. volatic us
}

f. voldl-
}

ppl. stem of

volare to fly.]

A. sb. A winged creature.

a 1643 \V. Cartright On Mr. Stokes vi, How would
they vex their Mathematicks, Their Ponderations, and their

Staticks, To shew the Art of these Volaticks? 1657 Angikr
Elegy in S. Purchas Pol. Flying- 1 ns., I've sometimes viewed
thy small Volaticks flye Like golden atom's hov'ring in the

sky.

B. adj. That flies or flits about; spec, in Path.

of a variety of itch.

1684 tr. Bjftet's Merc. Compit. in. 71, 1 ordered a Cupping-
glass., to get out that Volatick Spirit, which daily ranged
the wholi; body. Hid. xvi. 549 Tins Remedy is of so great

efficacy, that.. presently the volatick Itch falls off dead.

1763 Falconer Shipivr. 111. 292 Amidst the gloom volatic

meteors blaze, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1336/2 P olaticus,

..flying; flitting; inconstant; volatic.

So Vola'tical a. rare~°.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Volatical, that flyes or goes away
suddenly, flitting, inconstant.

t Vola-tify, v. Obs.-1
[f. L. voldt- (cf. next) +

-(i)fy.] trans. To render volatile.

1666 J. H. Treat. Cit. Antid. 4 Poure thereon a pint and
half of volatile Salt of Tartar volatiiied with spirit of Wine.

Volatile (v^l&tail, -il), sb. and a. Forms : 4,
7-8 volatil, 5 -tille, 6-7 -till, 7 -tie; 4- volatile

(4 -tyle). [a. OK. and F. volatil, -He ( = Sp. and
Pg. volatil, It. volatile), or ad. L. volatilis (also

late L. volatile sb.), f. voldt-
}
ppl. stein of volare

to fly.]

A. sb. f 1. collect. Birds, esp. wild-fowl. Obs.

(So OF. volatil.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 6386 Volatil sent paim bat king. 13..
Coer de L. 4225 Off. . Partryhches, plovers, and heroun, Off
larkes, and smale volatyle. 138a Wyclif Gen, vii. 14 Al
that moueth vpon the erthe in his kyude, and al volatile

after his kynde. a 1400-50 Alexander 4637 Of all be frutis

on be fold we fange at oure will, Bath venyson & volatile &
variand fisches. C1475 Promp. Parv. 512/1 (K.), Volatile,

wyld fowle, ..volatile. 1501 Douglas Pat. Hon. in. xv, To
noy the small the greit beistis had na will. Nor rauenous
foulis the lytill volatill. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxviii.

36 As the fals fowler . . Deuoiris the pure volatill he wylis to

the net. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. /ret. (Ir. Archa^oL Soc.) I.

164 Espiing that greate mortaliiie not yett interred, dis-

figured by volatle and other wilde beastes.

2. A winged creature ; a bird, butterfly, or the

like ; a fowl. Usually in plural.

a 1385 Prose Psalterlxxvu. 3 1 [lxxviii. 27] He rained vp hem
pudre, flesshes, and volatils feberedasgrauelof bese. 1382
Wyclif Matt. xxii. 4, I haue made redy my mete, my boles

and volatilis ben slayn. 139.8 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xn. v.

(Bodl. MS.), Alleober volatiles bringeb forbe burbe vnnebe in

a 3eere. 163a Guili.im Heraldry (ed. 2) m. xxi. 234 No lesse

than other Volatiles, or flying Animals. x6$x Biggs Neiv
Disp. P 294 Nor is a volatile contrary to a Reptile. 1666 J.
Davies tr. Roche/ort's Caribby Isles 230 As to the Vola-

tiles of this Country, there are Turkeys, Pintadoes, Parrots,

Woodquists. 1716 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 530 That the

Tongue of this Volatile was much commended . . will appear
from the following Quotations. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados
61 By Animals I would be understood to mean.. such only

as are generally termed Quadrupeds, Volatiles, and Insects.

1819 H. Busk Vestriad 11. 390 From that first ball where
Orpheus, first of lutes, Drew reptiles, volatiles, pantiles,

and brutes, c 1876 R. F. Burton in Lady I. Burton Life
(1893) I. iii, 40 A dove not being procurable, its place was
supplied by a turkey-cock, and the awful gabbling of the

ill-behaved volatile caused much more merriment than was
decorous.

3. A volatile matter or substance.

1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Chym. 1. xvii. (ed. 3) 408
These volatiles ought to be taken always in some cold

liquor and not in hot broth. 1709 T. Robinson Vind.

Mosaick Syst. 16 The Earth, .was only a confus'd Mass of
Matter, consisting of Solids, Fluids, and Volatiles, all

jumbled together. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. ii. § 7. 248
Applying Volatiles to the Nose. 178a E. Gray in Med.
Comm. I. 33 Volatiles.. which had been given.. in order to
encourage perspiration. 1810 S. Grken Reformist II. 2
The excessive heat of the place.. rendered the use of vola-

tiles.. requisite to the delicate fair ones who composed this

religious group. 1840 L. Hunt Legend Florence 11. ii,

Applying a volatile to her temples. J883 Times 6 June 5/2
The machine is fitted with a volatile the fumes of which
cause instantaneous death.

B. adj. f 1. Ofmeal: So fine or light as readily

to fly about. Obs.

1597 A. M. Guitlcvteau's Fr. Chirurg. 46/2 An astringent
Plaster, made of Bolus, flower, or volatill meale, of whytes
of Egges [etc. ]. 1599— Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 54/1 Sift

them till they resemble volatile meale.

2. Flying, capable of flying, volant.
1626 Bacon Sylva §728 The Catterpiller toward the End

of Summer waxeth Volatile, and turneth to a Butterflie, or
perhaps some other Fly. 1653 H. Cogan Diodorus Siculus

94 It produceth likewise all kinde of creatures both terres-

trial and volatile, greater and stronger then other regions.

a 1676 Hale Print. Orig. Man. iv. ii. (1677) 304 The pro-

duction of Animals aquatil and volatil preceded the produc-
tion of terrestrial Animals. 1719J.T. PiiiLippstr. Thirty-four
Confer. 308 Their Souls will be re-committed into Bodies
two-footed, four-footed, or volatile. 1786 tr. Beckford's
Vathek (:863) 64 One of those beautiful blue butterflies of
Cashmere, which are at once so volatile and rare. 1825
Hone Every-dayBk. I. 292 Pheasants by all that's volatile !

1865 Athenaeum 21 Oct. 535/1 Conveyed by some volatile

insect.

trans/. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)
II. 135 The seeds of the largest mountain-trees are no less

volatile. That of the maple has two membranous pinions
similar to the wings of a fly. 1812 J. Cutler Descr. Ohio
81 The cotton wood tree, .has been supposed to be the same
as the lombardy poplar, but. .differs, at least, in the very
large quantity of volatile, capillary pappus attached to the
seeds.

b. Moving or flitting from one place to another,

esp. with some degree of rapidity.

1654 Vilvain Efit. Ess. v. Hi, Two Meteors, Thunder and
Lightning volatil. 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor 1. iii. rule 1

§ 5 It is like a fire-stick which in the hand of a child being
gently mov'd, gives a volatile and unfixed light. 1856 A'.

Brit. Rev. XXVI. 169 M. De la Hire ..describes these

muscat as of two kinds, some permanent and fixed, ..and
others as volatile, or flying about and changing their place,

even though the eye be fixed.

C. Characterized by rapid passage, rare"1
.

1655 Marrow Complements 8 With volatile haste let us
set forward to the temple.

3. Of substances ; Characterized by a natural ten-

dency to dispersion in fumes or vapour; liable to,

or susceptible of, evaporation and diffusion, at

ordinary temperatures.
1605 Timme Quersit. Ded., Of which foure elements two

are. .volatil, as water and ayre. 1610 B. Jonson Atch. 11.

iii, Infuse vinegar, To draw his volatile substance and his

tincture. 1656 J. Smith Pract. Physick 252 Nitre is com-
mended because it fixeth volatil things. 1671 J. Webster
Metallogr. tv. 74 Sulphur is fixt and not volatile. 1708 J.
Philips Cyder \. 21 How with heavy Bulk Volatile Hermes,
fluid and unmoist, Mounts on the Wings of Air. 1764 Keid
Inquiry ii. § 1 These volatile particles do probably repel

each other. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 437 A bit

of sugar dipped in compound spirits of lavender, or the

volatile aromatic tincture. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem.
i. (1814)6 As soon as dung begins to decompose it throws
off its volatile parts. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem.
Technol. (ed. 2) I. 49 The volatile or organic portion of coal

is composed of the same elements as wood, peat and brown
coal. i876RouTLEDGEj9rV<-<ro. 28 This preliminary treatment
removes ail the volatile matters, expelling the whole of the

carbonic acid.

trans/ 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 234 They afford a very
strong, volatile, disagreeable smell.

b. Volatile salt or salts.

1639 G. Plattes Discov. Subterr. Treas. 39 The fixed salt

of any vegetable is different from the volatill or fugitive salt

of the same. x66» R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 20 Thy Salt doth
also consist of three sorts, a fixed Salt, and a Nitrous, and a
Volatil. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 30 The neatness
and novelty of the word volatile salt. 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 4 It affords a great deal of volatile Salt.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vii. ii, The nervous juices, with
the fix'd and volatile salts, are all jumbled into one mass !

1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam.qK After smelling to volatile

salts, or eating too much strong mustard,.. a pain is often

felt above the eye-brows. 1837 Cahlyle Fr. Rev. 1. I. iii,

Few are so happy as the Duke d'Orleans and the Prince de
Conde ; who can themselves, with volatile salts, attend the
King's antechamber.
ellipt. 1683 J. Reid Scots Gardiner (1756) 80 Some have

sown it [sc. salt] on moist muirish land to great advantage,
for being far from the sun they have little volatile.

C. Volatile alkali, ammonia. (See Alkali 3.)

Hence Volatile-alkaline adj.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Alkali, No body hath hitherto
produced a volatile Alkaly from the Acids of the Mineral
Kingdom. 1766 Phil. Trans. LVI. 98 The tincture pro-

duced did not effervesce with acids, but retained a volatile-

alkaline smell. 1800 Henry Epit. Chem. (1808) 121 Car-
bonate of ammonia retains, in a considerable degree, the
pungent smell of the pure volatile alkali. 1854 J. Scoffern
in Orr's Circ. Sci., Chem. 327 Ammonia was formerly
denominated the volatile alkali.

d. Volatile oil; (see Essential 5 b.).

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 229 Volatile oils are dis-

tinguished from the fixed oils by their acrid taste, their vola-

tility, their aromatic odour, and their solubility in alcohol.

1836-41 Brande Man. Chem. (ed. 5) 1143 The volatile or

essential oils are g«nerally obtained by distilling the vege-

tables, or the parts of the plants which afford them, with

water, in common stills. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geegr. vi.

301 Its flora is characterized by bulbous plants and those
yielding volatile oils.

e. Connected with volatilization.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 403 The inside of the
volatile tube is coated with charcoal in the state of a fine

black.

4. Readily changing from one interest or mood
to another ; changeable, fickle ; marked or charac-

terized by levity or Mightiness: a. Of the mind,
disposition, etc.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 146 If the Volatile, and
Unquiet Spirit of the Lord Digby had not prevailed with
the King._ 1665 Gl/lh\ill Scepsis Sci. x'w. 81 If we consider
the volatile nature of those officious assistants, and the
several causes which occur.. to scatter and disorder them.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 330 The French.. Temper is

allow'd to be more volatile, .. and their Spirits more fluid

than in other Nations. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 58 T 3
Sometimes occasions will be wanting to tempt the mind,
however volatile, to sallies and excursions. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camitla I. 115 Her spirits were volatile, but
her heart was tender, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 527
Neither kindness nor the fear of punishment was able to

restrain his volatile and restless disposition. 1861 Ld.
Brougham Brit. Const. App. 461 The fickle, inconstant,

volatile temper of the people.

b. Of persons.

1719 Vandrugii in Athemxum. (1890} 6 Sept. 322/1 To
think, that such a volatile gentleman .. shou'd turn his

thoughts & application to the duty of a Surveyors business,

is a monstiuous project. 1745 J. Mason Self-Knowledge \\\.

i- (1853) 167 What is it, but a Want of Self-Knowledge and
Self-Government, that makes us so unsettled and volatile in

our Dispositions? 1791 Bo.s\vi:ll Johnson an. 1769 (1816)

II. 108, I was volatile enough to repeat to him a little epi-

grammatick song of mine. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. I, III.

vii. 129 Henrietta was nothing more than a volatile woman.
1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxvii, Volatile, fickle, and
childish as they generally were, they were soft-hearted and
full of feeling. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 55 Either of

these stories. -may among a people so volatile as the Car-
thaginians, perhaps be true.

ellipt. 1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Epist. 1. xviii. (1S26) II.

259 The melancholy hate the merry,. . the volatile dislike tue

sedate.

5. Evanescent, transient ; readily vanishing or

disappearing ; difficult to seize, retain, or fix per-

manently.
1665 Jer. Taylor Uuum Necess. v. §6 Those transient

acts of devotion, or other volatile and fugitive instances of

Repentance, are not the proper and proportion 'd remedy to

the evil of vicious habits. 1661 K. W. Con/ Charac. (i860)

58, I cannot give a more substantial! expression to such a
violatile subject. 1686 Hornixk Crucif. yesus xvii. 499
Will you prefer a few airy, volatile joys before their safety?

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 234 Whatever Interpretations

might have been made of this fragil and volatil Scripture.

1756 Burke Subl. $ B. Introd., This delicate and aerial

faculty, which seems too volatile to endure even the chains

of a definition. 1791 Boswf.ll Johnson Introd. (1816) I. 9
The incidents which give excellence to biography are of a

volatile and evanescent kind. 1844 Kinglake Eoihen \, In

the Ottoman dominions . . wealth . . is a highly volatile bless-

ing, not easily transmitted. 1863 — Crimea (1877) I. xiv.

239 He was a buyer and seller of those fractional and vola-

tile interests in trading adventures whichgoby the name of

'shares'. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. xi. 214 These are.,

mere volatile day dreams.

1 6. Of the air : Light ; not oppressive. Obs~8

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 328 The Air is Serene and
Volatile, which.. is highly serviceable to the Respiration of

all Living Creatures.

Volatileness. [f. prec] The character or

state of being volatile ; volatility. Chiefly fig.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man, 1. i. (1677) 19, I do not see

the Animal or Vital Spirits, neither can they, by reason of

their subtilty and volatileness, be discovered immediately to

the Sense, a 1690 Hopkins Expos, etc. (1692) 314 This

would fix that Volatileness and FUttiness of our Memories,

and make every truth as indelible, as it is necessary. 1727

Bailey (vol. II), Volatileness, volatile Nature, Fleetingness;

also a Property of Bodies whose Particles are apt to evapo-

rate with Heat. 1766 Life Quin xii. (1887) 48 Many mis-

takes which our immortal bard Shakespeare had by over-

sight, or the volatileness of his genius, suffered to creep

into his works. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 314/1 With the

volatileness of youth, he turned to his own amusements.

Volatility (vlatHiti). [ad. mod.L. volatili-

tas, f. L. volatilis Volatile a. Cf. F. volatiliti

(1641), It. volatilita, Sp. volatilidad, Pg. -idade.]

The quality, state, or condition of being volatile,

in various senses.

1. Readiness to vaporize or evaporate, tendency

to be readily diffused or dissipated in the atmo-

sphere, especially at ordinary temperatures.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 294 Heat causeth the Spirits to search

some Issue out of the Bcdy, as in the Volatility of Metals.

1657 G. Starkey Helmont's Vind. 311 Essentiall or dis-

tilled OyIs,..by reason of their volatility, not abiding decoc-

tion, are with difficulty made into a Sapo. 1684-5 Boyle

Min. Waters 29 Of the fixity or volatility of the Saline part

in strong fires. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 7 By Spirit is

understood the most fine and subtile Parts of Bodies, which

is discoverable by its Volatility and Quickness to the Smell

and Taste. 1757 Phil. Trans. L. 427 From one or more of

which principles, I apprehend, the volatility or fixity of all

minerals.. takes its origin. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II.

45 Ammonia warm has less action on zinc, on account, no

doubt, of its volatility. 1857 MlLLER Elem. Chem., Org.

iii. 157 From its great volatility, .it [sc. ether] is frequently

employed for producing cold artificially. 1880 MacCormac
Antiseptic Surgery 103 The volatility of the acid renders

any but recently prepared gauze untrustworthy.



VOLATILITYSHIP.

2. Tendency to lightness, levity, or flightiness
;

lack of steadiness or seriousness.

1655 Fuller Ch.Hist. xi. ii. § 33 Those [recreations], which
..must needs be Dreaded by the fancy (such the volatility

thereof) all the day before, a 1700 Ken Edmund Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 78 Consideration. . Fixes the Volatility of

Thought, Till to itself the wandriug Soul is brought. 1759
Johnson Rasselasxv'i, Such sprightliness of air and volati-

lity of fancy as might have suited beings of a higher order.

179a A. Young Trav. France'279 Volatility and changeable-

ness are attributed to the French as national characteristicks.

1811 Shellev in Hogg hife (1858) I. 379 Volatility of

character evinces no capabilities for great affections. 1870
Kmerson Sac. <y So/it. viii. 171 The imagination infuses a

certain volatility and intoxication. 1871 Mozley Univ.
Serm. vi. 132 The inner life of man is a struggle with
volatility and disorder.

3. Adaptability for flight. Alsoy%".
1722 Woi.laston Rclig. Nat, ix. (1724) 212 [The soul must]

be capable of mounting upwards, in proportion to the vola-

tility of its vehicle. 1841 Syd. Smith in Lady Holland
Mem. (1855) I. 125 The volatility of the butterfly.

4. Capacity for ready or rapid movement, rare~l
.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 226 Musical pretensions. .are so
much more calculated to promote unmeaning volatility of
finger, than grate, taste, or expression.

Hence Volatilityship [-ship 3 b], used to

designate a volatile person, rare,

1771 P. Parsons Newmarket II. 134, I repeat my wishes
that this may come to the hands of your volatilityship.

Volatilizable (v^latiUi'zab'l), a. [f. Vola-
tilize z\] Capable of being volatilized ; that may
be rendered volatile.

1818 W. Phillips Min. fy Geo!, (ed. 3) 30 There Is another

Alkali, ..which, being volatilizable at moderate heat, is there-

fore termed Volatile Alkali. 1841 Civil Engin. <y Arch.
Jrnl. IV. 63/2 The portion of the coal, which in common
parlance is called ' bituminous ', is in a solid or fixed state

while in the coal,, .though, subsequently, it is volatilizable

and assumes the form of gas. 1876 Bartholow Materia
Med. (1879) 6 Iodine in vapor, iodoform, sal-ammoniac,
bromine, and other volatilizable solids and gases.

Volatilization (v^latibiz^'Jan). [f. next +
-atiox. Cf. F. volatilisation, Sp. -izacion, Pg.

•izafdo, It. -izzazione.'] The action or process of

making volatile; the state of being volatilized.

1661 Boyle Scept. Chem. vi. (1680) 420 Multitudes of Chy-
mists have., attempted in Vain the Volatilization of the Salt

ofTartar. 1663 — Use/. Exp. Nat. Phiios. 11. App. 373 This
volatile red Balsam (especially if by this volatilization the
Antimony have lost its Emetick property) we cannot but

think endowed with more then ordinary Vertues. 1744 Phil.

Trans. XLIII. 143 The Contagion of pestilential Fevers

proceeds fromaSubtilizationand Volatilization of the perspir-

able Humours, xj&albid. LXXIII. 55 Norcan this be attri-

buted to the volatilization of the acid by heat. 1827 Fara-
day Chem. Manip. iv. (1842) 130 At higher temperatures,
the volatilization and decomposition of these bodies would
occasion inconvenience. 18735 E. SroN Workshop Rec. Ser.

I. 11 In fusing the three metals together there is always a
loss of zinc by volatilization.

Jig. 1882 Cent. Mag. Sept. 783 Analyses of humor are apt
to leave one rather serious, and to result in an entire volatili-

ration of the humor.

Volatilize .vfrlatitaiz), v. [f. Volatile a. +
-ize. Cf. F« volatiliser (16 u), Sp. and Pg. -tzar.

It. -izzare.']

1. trans. To render volatile ; to cause to evapo-
rate or disperse in vapour.
1657 G. Starkry Hetmonfs Vind. To Rdr., Salt ofTartar

volatilized, or made into a spiritual Elixir, with any essen-

tial oyle, is an absolute corrector of all vegetal poysons.
1671-3 Grew Anat. PI., Anat. Roots (1682) 89 The Air-

Vessels, or rather, the Aery Ferment contained in them,
volatilizing only a smaller portion of the Sap. 1755 Phil.

Trans. XLIX. 341 Hence we see how necessary heat is, to

volatilize the rancid oil. 1778 Pryck Min. Cornub. 253 The
Glass.. is likely to detain any of the nobler Metals, which
the arseuick might otherwise volatilize. 1807 T. Thomson
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 254 The acids belonging to the first order
are crystallizable, and they may be volatilized by heat with-
out undergoing decomposition. 1849 ^- Campbell Inorg.
Chtm. 221 When the protochloride of uranium is carefully
heated, so as not to volatilize it, . . this compound remains.
1874 tr. LommeVs Light 153 If a fragment of zinc be volati-

lised between the carbon poles a series of beautifully
coloured strisc are seen.

b. fig* To render light, airy, unsubstantial, etc.

1664 Power Exp. Phiios. ConcL 184 The greatest part of
Humanity is [so] lost in Earth. .that nothing can volatilize
them, and set their Reasons at Liberty. 18*2-56 Db
Qlincey Confess. (1862) 198 Beyond a certain point it is sure
to volatilise and to disperse the intellectual energies 1856
Mkkivale Rom. Emp. xli. (1S65) V. 121 Propertius is deficient
in that li^ht touch and exquisitely polished taste which vola-
tilize the sensuality and flattery of Horace. 1882 Farrak
Early Chr. \, 274 On the other hand [in Pliilo's philosophy]
angels are sometimes volatilised into ideas.

2. intr. To become volatile ; to evaporate.
1728 Chambers Cyct. s.v. Volatilisation, To dispose the

fix d Salts of Plants to volatilise, the Process is to be begun
by making them into a Sapa. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min.
(ed. 2) II. 33 It docs not give out its Acid in any heat, but
rather volatilize*. 1822 hnison'sSci. $ Art II. 125 It easily
fuses and Volatilizes before the blow.pipe. 184a K. A. Par-
nell Chem. Anal. (1845) 21 The chlorine is expelled almost
before the acid begins to volatilize. 1880 M acCor mac Ann'.
septic Surgery 152 The solution must be renewed from time
to time as the carbolic acid volatilises.

Jig. 1891 Nation (N.Y.) 15 Dec 454/2 To those who know
pictures as very tangible things, .it is puzzling to find them
volatilizing before their eyes and evaporating into a haze of
words.

Hence Vo'latilized, Volatilizing ///. adjs.

Also Vo*latiliz«r, an apparatus for volatilizing.
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1727 Bail«y(vo1. II), Volatilizing, making volatile. C1789

I
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 513/1 To bring v.negar therefore

j
nearer the state of tartar, we must deprive it of its fine vola-

tilizing phlogiston. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic

724 The volatilised mercury is again condensed. 1869 E. A.
Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 87 The volatilising turpentine

may.. carry into the air particles of plumbic carbonate. 1878

Abney Photogr. 282 The spectrum of the volatilised metal

falls on the sensitive plate. 1897 Kellogg in Voice (AW.)
23 Dec. 5/2 The employment of medicinal vapors by means
of a suitable volatilizer or vaporizer.

Volation. rare. [f. L. vol-dre to fly : see

-ation, and cf. the earlier Tbansvolation*.] The
action of flying, volitation.

1755 Johnson, Flight, .. the act of using wings ; volation.

? 187 . Cowes (Cent.), The musics of volation.

fvolative, <*• Obs. rare. [f. L. volat-
%
ppl.

stem oivolare to fiy + -lvE.] Capable of flying.

1613 R. Cawdrey Table Alph. (ed. 3). 1673 O. Walkfr
Fduc. i48Forexample,anEagle. Is. .itasubstancecreated?

corporeal? volative? wilde? that flies single, not in flocks.

t Volatization. Obs. rare. [f. next + -ation.]

= Volatilization'.
1669 W. Simpson Hydrot. Chym. 76 A vital ferment, out

of which the Archeus by a further volatization hews forth

these spirits. 1818 Accum Chem. Tests no One hundred
grains dried fully, but short of volatization.

tVolatize, v. Obs. [f. Volat-ilk a. + -izb. Cf.

Volatilize v.]

1. trans. = Volatilized, i.

1650 Ashmole Chym. Coll. 96 If thou wouldst Volatile or

Imbibe thy prepared Elixer. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr.

xii. 170 As easily as snow is volatized and melted in warm
water. 1693 tr. Blancard's Thys. Diet. 75/1 A Lymphatick
Juice, which it discharges into the gut.. to ferment and
volatize the Meat. 1790 Hurke Fr. Rev. 277 Bythis means
the spirit of money jobbing and speculation goes into the

mass of land itself, and incorporates with it. By this kind

of operation, that species of property becomes (as it were)

volatized. 1826 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 6 The common still"

..can only be employed for volatizing substances that do not

act on copper.

2. intr. = Volatilized. 2. rare.

1685 [Implied in Volatizing ppl. a.]. 181a Sir H. Davy
Chem. Phiios. 271 It fuses at about 220 Fahrenheit, and
volatizes slowly even before it fu*es.

Hence + Vo'latized, Volatizing/// adjs.

1671 J. Webster Metallogr. iii. 45 /Ether, which some
hold to be nothing else but pure volatiz'd Salt. 1685 Boyle
SaJubr. Air in Some Mineral Bodies of a very volatizing

nature.

+ Volatory. Obs."1 [Cf. VoLARYand-ATORY.]
An aviary.

1656 Heylin Surv. France 61 Here we saw the Volatory
full of sundry forain birds.

t Volature. Obs.—1 [ad. L. voldtura, f. voldre

to fly.] A fluttering movement.
1033 J. Done tr. Art'steas's Hist. Sepiuagint 62 A little

Wind, .entring within the vayle, running from low to high,

making volatures and replies like waves.
*

II Vol-au-veilt (v?l<?van). [K., lit. 'flight in

the wind '.] A kind of raised pie, formed of a

light puff paste filled with meat, fish, or the like.

1828 Lytton Pelha/n I. xxiv, The. .landlady, ..regaled

him with cold vot-au-vent, and a glass of Curacoa. Ibid.

To think she should serve me so cruelly, after I had eaten

so plentifully of the vol-au-zfent, 1846 Soyer Cookery 24
Serve [the sauce] in a vol-au-vent or wherever directed.

1899 Doyle Duet (1909) 90/1 Oyster patties or oyster vol-

au-vents.

Volbet, obs. Sc, form of Woobet.
Volborthite. Min. [Named (1837) after

its discoverer, Alexander von Volborth, a Russian

scientist.] * Hydrous vanadate of copper, barium

and calcium, found in small, yellowish-green crys-

tals ' (Chester).

1844 Dana Min. (1868) 611. 1878 Lawrence tr. Cottars

R ocks Classified 41 Volborthite occurs as an accessory ingre.

dient in many sandstones ofthe Permian formation of Russia.

Vole, southern ME. variant of Kolk.

Volcan (vp lkan). Now rare. [a. F. and Sp.

volcan (l
J
r. voted), ad. L. Volcdn-us, Vulcdn-us :

see Vulcan.] = Volcano sb. 1. Also attrib.

1577 Frampton Joyful News 31 Other Sulphur. .founde
nigh vnto the Volcan of Nicaraga. 1604 E. GIhimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. xxiv. 193 Of the Volcans or
Vents of fire, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 190 The like

Volcans or Fiery Eruptions happen sometimes in the Land
subjected to the Sea. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. viii. 225 Then
..the Volcan of Guatemala appeared insight. 1850 Lowell
New I'ear's Eve ii, If we.. our faces turned When volcan
glares set all the east aglow. 1893 Rider Haggard Monte*
zuma's Dau. xv, Those that have seen the sun rise over the
volcans of Tenoctitlan. Ibid. xxiii

?
Within fifteen years.,

the volcan Fopo had ceased to vomit smoke and fire.

Volca-nean, a. rare—1
. [Cf. Volcanist.]

Maintaining the igneous origin of certain geologi-

cal formations.

1851 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. i. 36 A mountain
in Saxony, ..celebrated on account of the disputes of vol-

cancan and neptunean geologists.

II Volcanello. PL volcanelli. [It., dim.

of volcano Volcano sb.] A small volcano, esp. as

forming one of a group.
1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. 395 The volcanelli

appeared standing so thick that bye and bye.. I counted
above thirty at once.

Volcanian, a. rare. [f. Volcan-o sb. + -iaw.

Cf. Vulcanian a.] Ofor pertaining to, resembling

that of, a volcano.

VOLCANIC.

1820 Keats Lamia x. 155 A deep volc.nnian yellow took

the place Of all her milder-mooned body's grace. 1869 J.

Phillips Vesuv. viii. 203 This safety-valve for the volcmnian
pressure.

Volcanic (v^lkae'nik), a. (and sb.). Also 8-9
-ick. [a. F. volcanique ( = Sp. and Pg. volcanico),

f. volcan Volcan sb. ; or directly f. Yolcan-o + -ic.

Cf. Vulcanic a.]

1. Of ashes, etc.: Discharged from, produced or

ejected by, a volcano or volcanoes,

1774 in G. Forster Voy. round World (1777) I. 591 The
country being strewed with volcanic cinders. 1777 Ibid. I.

568 Our road was intolerably rugged, over heaps of volcanic

Stones. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 402 Of Volcanic
Scoriae... Their texture cavernous, . .but never fibrous. Ibid.

410 Of Volcanic Ashes, Sand, Pouzzolana [sic], Trass, Tufa,
and Piperino. 1832 Lvell I rinc. Ceol. (1835) II. 243 This
volcanic dust when it fell was an impalpable powder.
1841 W. Spalding Italy fy It. Is/. I. 19 The winds and the

birds clothe its volcanic soil with vegetation. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. xii. 191 In some cases, the lava is broken into such
fine particles that it is known as volcanic dust or sand.

b. Used spec, with names of rocks, minerals, etc.

1811- Volcanic tufa, tuff [see Tufa i b, Tuff 1 bj. 1815
Aikin Min. (ed. 2) 99 Volcanic or Specular Iron occurs in

very compressed and irregular crystals. 1850 Anstf.d Elem.
Ceol., Min. etc. §413 Pumice or Volcanic-ash, is a light

spongy modification of obsidian. 1852 Brande Diet. Sci.

(ed. 2) App. 1421 Vulcanite, a mineralogical synonym of the

pyroxene, or volcanic garnet. 1856 Emhrson Eng. Traits
xiii. Religion Wks. (P.ohn) II. 96 As volcanic basalts show
the work of fire which has been extinguished for agts. 1867
Uloxam Chem. 267 The ammonia which is evolved from
the Tuscan boracic acid employed in this process is known
in commerce as Volcanic ammonia. 1868 Watts Diet.

Chem. V. 528 Sulphur ..occurs native,.. in opaque, lemon-
yellow, crystalline masses (volcanic sulphur).

C. Volcanic bombs, glass (see quots.).

1798 R. Jamkson Mineral. Shell. 1st. etc. 56 Any appear-
ance of.. what the Volcanists call volcanic bombs. 1833
Lyfll 1'rinc. Geol. III. Gloss. 83 Volcanic Bombs, volcanus
throw out sometimes detached masses of melted lava, which,

as they fall, assume rounded forms (tike bomb-shells), and
arc often elongated into a pear shape, c 1840 Encycl. Metrop.

(1845) VI. 527 2 Volcanic Glass. Obsidian. 1850 Anstkd
Elem. Ceol., Min. etc. §413 Obsidian or Volcanic-glass..

is also a well-known volcanic product.

d. sb.pl. Rocks due to volcanic action.

1894 Cosmopolitan XVII. 128 These volcanics.. in most
cases.. have been subjected to deforming pressures which
have converted them into schists.

2. Due to or caused by a volcano or volcanoes.

1776 Sir W. Hamilton Campi Phlcgrxi 11 Many Islands

..whose Volcanick origin seems to be evidently pointed out.

C1790 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 286/1 Six days after the

immense volcanic eruption in Iceland had ceased. 1817

Lady Morgan France vm. (i8i8)U. 347 The cause of those

volcanic shocks, which finally overwhelm the island Atlantis.

1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 135 Examining its struc*

ture as exposed to view by volcanic or other convulsions.

1876 Page^^. Text-bk. Ceol. xvi. 304 Thought by some
geologists to be of volcanic origin.

b. Of or pertaining to a volcano or volcanoes.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 687/1 To account for

the volcanic fire, Dr. Woodward and others have had re-

course to the hypothesis of a central fire. 1828-32 Webster
s.v., Volcanic heat. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 362 That
great masses of subterranean lava in the volcanic foci may
remain in a red hot or incandescent state. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits x. Wealth Wks. II. 72 Steam, .vies with the

volcanic forces which twisted the strata. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 189 At the mouth of the volcanic pipe, there is

usually a funnel-shaped opening known as the crater.

C. Relating to volcanoes.
1828 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 94 Vesuvius .. makes a great

feature in volcanic history.

3. Characterized by the presence of volcanoes;

composed of volcanoes ; consisting of materials

produced by igneous action.

c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 461/1 That species of ore.

.

is to be met with only in volcanic countries, i-^4 K. J.

Sulivan View Nat. II. 171 In America, particularly the

Southern America, what a volcanic chain !. .with Cotopaxi

for its principal link. 1831 Dk la Bkchi Geol. Man. (cd.a)

19 Hot springs are common to the volcanic districts of differ-

ent parts of the world. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville

II. 80 A volcanic tract of similar character is found on

Stinking river. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 180 The
lava itself is seen where it has burst through the sides of

volcanic hills.

b. Of the nature of a volcano.

1833-4 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 740/1 Constitution of

a Volcanic Mountain in General. 1871 Raymond Statist.

Mines *s Mining 235 The gnat volcanic vent of the last-

mentioned mountain.

4. fig. Resembling or characteristic of a volcano,

or the attributes of this; violently explosive, or

latently capable of sudden and violent activity.

,11854 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. iii. (1855) *6 IS rcvô -
tions were not sudden, devastating, volcanic eruptions. 1862

'Shirley' (I. Skelton) Nugx Lrit. ix. 407 1 he military

de-potism of Napoleon wis a volcanic power, which
.
per-

petually threatened the tranquillity of Europe. «B8« J. M.

IIlunt R.f.Ch. Eng. II. 486 His [ic. Charles M gentleness

and love of peace were ill-fitted for the volcanic age in

which his lot was cast. . . . ,

b. Of the mind, passions, etc. : Intensely fervid

or violent ; full of latent or suppressed violence.

Also occas. of persons. .

,807 DTsraeli Cur. Lit.(cd. 5) »t 71 His volcanic head

flamed with imagination. 1870 Spurgkon / reas. Dav. Ps.

xxxix 1 His volcanic soul was tossed with an inward ocean

of (ire. 187. Lidoon Elem. Relig^ L 4 The tremendoa*

force of the volcanic pa^ions latent m human natuic. 1883



VOLCANICALLY.
Harper's Mag. July 243/2 Besant. But Hugo reaches as
high and goes as deep as anybody.. .Sfencer. But isn't he
rather—rather volcanic.

5. = Volcanean a. rare- '

1
.

1793 [Earl Dundonald] Deser. Estate Culross 3: It is a

a V>
W/° g evPIored °y a volcanic Mineralist.

6. Comb., as volcanic-lite, -looking adjs.
1800

1

Levden Tour Highlands (1903) 132 The red conical
top of the volcanic-like hill. 1854 A. R. Wallace in My
Life (1905) I. xx. 335 A coarse, volcanic-looking gravel.
Hence Volcanico-, combining form, in the sense
volcanic and— ', as in volcanico-marine adj.
i8aa J. Parkinson Out/. Oryctol. 260 The Breccia; of Nice,

the volcanico-marine valley, as it is called by St. Fond.
Volca'nicalljr, adv. [See prec. and -ically.]
1. In an explosive, eruptive, or fiery manner;

with sudden violence.
1840 Carlvle Heroes iv. (1858) 274 The accumulation of

offences is.. too literally exploded, blasted asunder volcani-
cally. 1873 Symonds Gk. Poets v. 127 The energies, .were
restrained by the Aeolians within the sphere of individual
emotions, ready to burst forth volcanically. 1891 T. Hardy
7 ess xxv, Here, in this apparently, .unimpassioned place,
novelty had volcanically started up.

2. In respect of a volcano or volcanoes ; with
regard to volcanic nature.

_
1886 Daily News 2 Sept. 4/7 Astronomically, it [the earth]

is solid in its relations
; volcanically, it is of liquid or plastic

character. 1892 Ibid. 26 Mar. 2/t Cotopaxi . . comports
itself, volcanically speaking, in a regular and well-behaved
manner.

Volcanicity (vflkani-sfti). [ad. F. volcanicitf,
or I. Volcanic a. + -ity. Cf. Vulcanicitv.] Vol-
canic action, activity, or phenomena.
1836 Macgillivray Trav. Humboldt xxvii. 4ir Volcani-

city, or the influence which the interior of our planet exer-
cises upon its external envelope. 1883 Athenxum 25 Aug.
24s One of those earthquakes called perimetric, that are due
to a local volcanicity.

Volcanism (vjHkaniz'm). [a. F. volcanisme :

see Volcano sb. and -isir, and cf. Vulcanisji.]
The state, condition, or character of being volcanic

;

volcanic action or phenomena.
1869 J. Phillips Vesuv. v. 150 Even if no other indication

of former volcanism be traceable. i88a Geikie Geol. Si.
276 The vast number of fissures, .appeared hardly to connect
themselves with any known phase of volcanism. 1895 Pop.
Set. Monthly Mar. 577 Much more attention than formerly
is now paid to the study of volcanism.

Volcanist (vp-lkanist). [f. Volcan-o sb.+
-1ST, or a. F. volcanisle.'}

1. An asserter of the igneous origin of certain
geological formations ; a Plutonist or Vulcanist.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Mm. (ed. 2) I. 445 This theory having

appeared unsatisfactory to many of the volcanists them,
selves, they next devised [etc.]. 1815 W. Phillifs Min. *
Geol. 68 Two distinct parties, distinguished according to the
notion they embrace, by the appellations of Volcanists and
Neptunists. 1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc. Gloss.,
Volcanist. . . A term of reproach belonging now only to the
history ofgeology.

2. One who studies or is versed in volcanoes.
1818-32 Webster. 1848 Daubeny Descr. Volcanos 142The neighbouring country to the north of Vicenza is inter-

esting to the volcanist.

Vtvlcanite '. Min. rare-", [f. Volcan-o sb.

+ -1TE, or a. F. voicanile.] (See quot. and cf.

Vulcanite i.)

18118-32 Webster, Volcanite, a mineral otherwise called
augite. [Hence in later Diets.]

Volcanite a
. Min. [f. Volcan-o one of the

Lipari Islands + -ITE 1 4.] (See quot.)
1868 Watts Diet. C/iem. V. 1004 Volcanite, selenide of

sulphur.

Volca'nity. rare. [f. VoLCAN-lOrt. +-ITY. Cf.
Volcanicity.] a. Volcanic nature, quality, or
character, b. Volcanic phenomena

; volcanicity!
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 433 Their volcanity is

..established by their colour, grain, and the scoria;, .. that
accompany them. 1892 Literary World 22 July 70/1 Some
such work, .in which the general principles of Volcanity can
be studied.

t Volcaniza tion. Obs.-1 [Cf. next, and
F. volcanisalion.'] The process of undergoing, or
the state of having undergone, change by volcanic
heat or action.

1798 tr. Spallanzani's Trav. Sicilies vi. I. igj The limits of
the volcauization of the Phlegrean fields.

Vo lcailizecl, ppl. a. rare. [ad. F. volcanisi
(Buffon, etc.), f. volcan Volcan: see-iZE.] Affec-
ted or altered by volcanic action or heat.
179a A. Young Trav. France 286 The French naturalists,

. .assert the depth to be twenty feet of beds of earth, formed
of the ruins of what they style the primitive (granite) and
volcanized mountains. 1798 tr. Spallanzani's Trav. Sicilies
vi. I. 190 So as to form a soil entirely volcanized. Ibid. vii.
I. 200 In a volcanized country, where stones of any other
than a volcanic nature are not to be found.
Hence Vo-lcanize v. trans. (Cf. Vulcanized.)
1828 Webster (citing Spallanzani), and in later Diets.

Volcano (ygWe'-wo), sb. Also 7-9 vuloano.
PI. volcanoes (7-9 -os, -o's). [a. It. volcano
(Florio, 1598), vulcano (Florio, 161 1) :—L. Vol-,
Vulcanum, ace. of Volcdnus Vulcan. Cf. Volcan.]
1. l'hysiogr, A more or less conical hill or moun-

tain, composed wholly or chiefly of discharged
matter, communicating with the interior of the
globe by a funnel or crater, from which in periods
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of activity steam, gases, ashes, rocks, and freq.
streams of molten materials are ejected.
See also mud., pseudo-volcano s.v. Mvd sb. 5, Pseudo- 2.
" ?

6l3 .Pachas Pilgr. viii. xiv. 686 A Vulcano or
flaming hill, the fire whereof may be seene..aboue 100
miles. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 85 They regarded
those mighty Vulcanos as the Courts of Pluto. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs 25 He that would needs peep into mount Vesuvius,
and search the depth of its vulcano's. Z788 Gibbon Dccl. A-

F. xxxix. IV. 42 The vulcano of Lipari, one of the flaming
mouths of the infernal world. 1830 W. Taylor Hist. Sun'.
Germ. Poetry II. 467 Unusual events, earthquakes, inunda.
tions, and vulcanoes altered the face of the planet.

(3. 1690 T. Burnet Theory Earth II. 55 The burning
mountains or volcano's of the earth. -169a Bentley Boyle
Leet. 271 The seeds of subterraneous minerals. .sometimes
cause earthquakes and furious eruptions of volcano's. 1725
Df. Foe Voy. round World 11. 66 A volcano, or burning
vent among the hills. 1742 Young Nt. Th. m. 220 Volcano's
bellow ere they disembogue. 1773 Brydone Tour Sicily ii.

(1809) 16 Of all the volcanoes we read of, Strombolo seems
to be the only one that burns without ceasing. 1781 Cowper
Heroism 3s Some heav'n-protected isle, Where no volcano
pours his fiery flood. 1868 Lockyf.r Elem. Astron. §221
Hill country [in the moon] broken up in the most tremen-
dous manner by volcanoes of all sizes. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 198 Submarine volcanoes occasionally give rise to
new land.

fig. 1858 Emerson Eng. 'Trails xiv. Literature Wks.
(Bohn) II. 113 The island is a roaring volcano of fate, of
material values,

. .glutted markets, and low prices. 1898
D. C. Murrav Tales 207 You're going to offer your old
second-hand volcano of a heart to that fresh innocence?

b. An eruption or discharge of flame.
1716-20 Lett. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 65 The very Erup.

tions, or Vulcano's of Flame, which.. are observed to burst
out from it on all Sides.

C. trans/. (See quots.)
1784 Cowper Task in. 737 The eclipse That metropolitan

volcano's[rc. chimneys] make, Whose Stygian throats breathe
darkness all day long. J890 Cent. Diet., Fizgig,* firework,
made of damp powder, which makes a hissing or fizzing
noise when ignited; in one form called by boys a volcano.
2. fig. A violent feeling or passion, esp. one in a

suppressed state.

1697 Sir T. P. Blount Est, 143 Blow him into a Flame,
and you may see Vulcano's, Hurricans and Borasco's in
him. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. ii, A whole volcano
of bitter feelings burned in his bosom, and sent streams of
fire through his veins. 187a Black Adv. Pliaeton xxv. 352
Nursing this volcano of wrath in his breast. 1883 Mere-
dith Woods 0/ Westermain iii, Love, the great volcano,
flings Fires of lower Earth to sky.

b. A state of things liable to burst out violently
at some time.

1853 C. Bronte Villette ix, On the edge of a moral vol.
cano that rumbled under my feet. 1890 Spectator 10 May,
An outburst of the social volcano which some think exists
below modern society.

3. attrib., as volcano-fire, immortality, land,
-mountain, etc. ; voloano-ship, a kind of fire-ship.
I77a-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) VI. 2174 The next, a volcano-

mountain, may readily be known by the smoke issuing from
the top. 1804 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pp. to Ld. MayorViYu
1812 V. 208 A great city orator, .and eleve of John Wilkes,
Of volcano immortality. z8at Shelley Hellas 589 Like
mountain-twins that from each other's veins Catch the vol-
cano-fire and earthquake-spasm. 1845 Bailey Festus (ed.

2) 133 As these scenes, Fire-fountains, and volcano-utter-
ances,. .evince. 1860 Motley Netherl. xiii. II. 157 York.,
had distinguished himself. . by . . having sprung on board the
burning volcano-ship at the siege of Antwerp. 1880 Mere-
dith Tragic Com. (1881) 62, I have seen the other faceofit
. . It is the old volcano land.

Volca'no, v. rare. [f. prec] a. trans. To
attack (a person) in a manner suggestive of a vol1

cano. b. intr. To blaze or belch fire like a volcano.
1866 Meredith Vittotia xxix, Manoeuvre your cigar. The

plan is, to give half-a-dozen bright puffs, and . . when you see
an Italian head, volcano him like fury. 1878 Harper's Mag.
Feb. 432 The great cannon volcanoing through all.

Volcanoism. rare~\ [f. Volcano ft?. + -ism.]
The action of a volcano ; eruption.
1843 Carlvle Past f, Pr. n. x, Not blaze out, or the sel-

domest possible blaze out, as wasteful volcanoism to scorch
and consume !

Volcanologist. [See Volcanology and
-OLOQIST.] - VULCANOLOGIST.
1890 Smithsonian Rep. 216 A result worthy of examina-

tion by volcanologists. 1905 W. J. Sollas Age Earth iii.

72 Signor Sambon, an experienced and intrepid volcano,
logist.

Volcano logize, v. rare—1
. [See next and

-ize.] intr. To prosecute studies in volcanic
phenomena.
i8»6 Whewell in Todhunter Ace. Writ. (1876) II. 69 He

has gone to geologize and volcanologize and so forth in
Auvergne.

Volcano-logy. [f. Volcano sb. + -(o)looy.]
= VuLCANOLOGY.
xtS6 Athenxum 14 Aug. 2ro/3 The Progress in volcano,

logy and seismology for 1885. 1889 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct.
3/2 Students.. will find comparatively little that is new to
them, as volcanology, in this.. easy-going volume.
Volok, southern ME. variant of Folk.
Vold(e, southern ME. varr. of Fold sb. and v.
Volde, obs. form of would Will v.

Vole C**»)i sb\ Also 7, 9 vol. [a. F. vole

(1642), app. f. voter, ad. L. volare to fly.] The
winning of all the tricks in certain card-games, as
ecarte, quadrille, or ombre. Freq. to win the vole.
1679 Dryden Limberham tv. i, Pug has sent me to you..

to bring you down to Cards again;. .She'll never forgive

VOLENT.
you the last Vol you won. 1712-13 Swift Jrnl. to Stella
7 Mar., I .

.
played at ombre . . for three hours. There were

three voles against me,., but [IJ came off for three shillinesand sixpence. i7a8 Vanbr. & ClB. Prov. Husb. v. iii Un-
less .

.
sometimes winning a great Stake ; laying down a Vole

sans prendre may come up, to the profitable Pleasure youwere speaking of. 1741 Mrs. E. Montagu Lett. (1813) II. u,Many there would have gone twice as far tohave saved a vole
at quadrille. t 77SComp Guide 12 To winagreat— batlle—
1 think from my soul, Is rather more dubious, than Quadrille
the vo e. 1810 Crabbe Borough xvi. 224 Cards answer'd to
her call .

.

'
A vole ! a vole !

' she cried, ' t'is fairly won.' 186!
I'acm. Mag. Dec. 131 Unless the winners should choose to• 131 U
undertake to make all the ten nicks [in Quadrille], which is
called the vole. 1894 Wilkins & Vivian Green Bay TreeLai A gentle flutter at ecarte.' ' In which you began wilhKing and vol each game, I wager.'

b. To go the vole, to run every risk in the hope
of great gam ; to try all shifts.
1816 Scott Antio. iv, Who is he?-why, he has gone thevole—has been soldier, ballad-singer, travelling tinker, and

is now a beggar. 1827 - Jrnl. (.890) II. 62 He thinks
Cadell s account must turn up trumps, and is for going the
vole. 1895 Daily Nc-.os 27 May S/3 In the old phrase he
went the vole, he would be colossal, or a blank failure.

Hence Vole v. intr., to win the vole. rare—1
.

1735 Pope Donne's Sat. iv. 146 Shortly no lad shall chuck,
or lady vole, But some excising Courtier will have toll.

Vole (vtfol), sb* [Orig. vole-mouse, ad. Norw.
"vollmus (led. vallarmiis), f. voll (Icel. vbllr, Sw.
vail) field + mus mouse.] One or other of various
rat- or mouse-like quadrupeds, esp. the short-
tailed field-mouse, Microlus (formerly Arvicola)
agrestis; the water-rat, M. amfhibius; and the
red or bank vole, Evotomys glareolus ; also, the
genus or genera to which these belong. Also
t vole-mouse.

1805 Barry Orkney III. i. 314 The Short-tailed Field
Mouse,.. which with us has the name of the vole mouse.
1828 J. Fleming Brit. Anim. 23 Arvicola. Vole.—No sub-
sidiary incisors. Roots of the grinders simple.. .Tail round
and hairy. 1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 114 The Voles.,
have three grinders above and below. Ibid., The Musk-
quash, .

.
which is a Vole with semi-palmated hind-feet.

ct88o Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 115 The true Voles. .num-
ber about fifty known species.
attrib. 1896 Daily News 21 Apr. 6/2 May the vole-plague

ravage the land of those who neglect this plain-featured
fact 1906 Country-side 6 Jan. too/3 A committee of
gentlemen who had come specially to investigate the ' vole

'

question.

b. With distinguishing terms (see quots. and
prec. ; also Water-vole).
1840 Cuvier's A nim. Kingd. 1 14 The "Alsacian Vole . . lives

under ground like the Mole. 1843 Zoologist I. 72 The 'bank
vole or bank mouse. 1888 Eneycl. Brit. XXIV. 278/1 The
Hank-Vole (Arvicola glareolus). 1840 Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd. 114 The "Economic Vole, .inhabits a sort of oven,
shaped chamber. 1828 J. Fleming Brit. Anim. 23 The "field
vole is most destructive in gardens to seeds. 1864 [H. W.
Wheelwright] Spring Lapl. 239 Besides these we had
another species of field vole (the Leninites medius, Nilss.)
which is peculiar to the north. 1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd.
114 "Meadow Vole.. Size of a Mouse, reddish ash-colour.
1896 Lvdekker Brit. Mammals 308 The "northern Vole
(Microtus ratticeps), and the "Siberian Vole (/I/, gregalis).
1875 Eneycl. Brit. I. 633/1 Fauna of the Alps.. [includes]
the "snow-vole (Arvicola nivalis).

Hence Voledom, the world of voles, rare—1
.

189a Chambers's Jrnl. 25 June 407/2 The young mice
being greedily gulped down by the black bogies, whose
appearance must be the prevailing terror of voledom.
Vole, southern dial, variant of Foal.
Vole, Volee, obs. forms of Volley sb.

tVolencjr. Obs. rare. [ad. L. (post-class.)
volentia will, inclination.] The power of willing
or determining to act in a certain way.
1686 H. More in J. Norn's Lett. (1688) 208 Nor can [11

conceive but that the free Agency we are conscious to our-
selves of, is placed in the soul as Volent as much as Intelli-
gent, because this Volency, as I may so speak, is implyed in
her Attention or Advertency. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 552 This is another kind of agency,. -and for dis-
tinction sake we shall beg leave to call it free volency (for
the speculative will allow one another to coin a word upon
occasion)

: so the question is not whether a man be a free
agent but a free voient.

t Volens nolens, var. Nolens volens. Obs.
160a W. Watson Quodlibets 58 Yet must they keepe such

a.. strait watch ..continually, as volens nolens their will
must not be theirs, but their superiors. i6ao Shelton
Quix. 11. Ix. 404 If I should whip Sancho, volens nolens.
1634 W. Wood New Eng. Pros/. (1865) 59 A wronged ser-

vant shall have right volens nolens from his injurious master.

Volent (von-lent), a. and sb. [a. L. volent-,

volens, pres. pple. oivel/e to will, wish, desire.]

A. adj. Exercising, or capable of exercising,

will or choice in respect of one's conductor course

of action.

1654 Vilvain Theol. Treat, ii. 47 They say the appetit con-
fined to good is volent, and therefore free. 1686 [see Volency].
1701 Norris Ideal World 1. vi. 358 Nor do they [sc.

eternal truths] depend upon the mind of God as decretory
or volent, ..but only.. as intelligible or exliibitive. 1849 J.
Wilson in Black™. Mag. LXVI. 388, I leave the body to
moulder, and I go sentient, volent, intelligent, whitherso-
ever I am called.

t B. sb. One who freely chooses or determines
the course of action which he follows. Obs. rare.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 552 Upon this supposition
man is a free agent, and a free volent. [See also Volency.]



VOLENTINE.

Hence +Vo*lently adv., willingly. Obs~ l

1614 T, Adams Diuells Banket iv. 183 Into the pit they
runne against their will, that ramie so volently, so violently

to the brinkes of it.

Volente, variant of Voluntv Obs.

t Volentine. Obs. rare. In 4 vilentyne, 5-6
Sc. walentyne, valantene. [Alteration of OF.
volatile, vohtile (see Volatile sb.), pern, influenced

by volant Volant a.] coll. Birds, fowls.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3555 He made him murie al bilke day,
For vilentyne [F. volatisses\ he fond ynow On ryuer and
on lake, c 1450 Holland Howlat 918 All birdis he re-

balkit, that wald htm nocht bowe,..Thuswycit he the walen-
tyne \p.r. valantenej. .That all the fowlis [etc.].

Volero, obs. variant of Bolero.
Volery, obs. form of Volary.

II Volet (\o\e-). Also 8 dial, volleat. [a. OF.
volet, vollet kerchief, or mod.F. volet shutter, etc.,

f. voter, a. L. voidre to fly.]

fl. A kerchief or veil worn at the back of the

head by ladies. Obs.

1398 Will J. Asshcbom (Comm. Crt. London), Unam fla-

miolain parisiam vocatam volet. 1407 Nottingham Rec. II.

52 Pro ij. volets de Northfolk-thred, xd.

+ b. dial. A handkerchief. Obs.

1788 Vallancev Voc. Bargie in Trans. R. Irish Acad. II.

34 I'otteat, a handkerchief.

2. One of the wings or side-compartments of a

triptych. (Cf. Volant sb. 4.)
1847 Wornum Hist. Paint, xxtii. 317 This picture was

painted in 1410, . . It consists of a centre and two volets or
revolving doors, which close upon it. 1848 Mrs. Jameson
Sacr. <y Leg. Art (1850) 227 On the volet to the right is the
supper in the house of Levi.

Volowen, southern ME. var. Follow v.

Voley, obs. f. Volley. Volf(e, obs. Sc. ff.

Wolf sb.

tVolge. Obs. rare. [ad. L. volgits, valgus

Vulgi'sT] The mob; the common crowd.
1639 Fuller Holy War iv. xxix. (1647) 219 He would ..

prefer to fight with any mean person, if cried up by the
j

volge for a tall man. 1655 — Ch. Hist. xi. iv. §32 One 1

had as good be dumb, as not speak with the Volge. 1663
Heath Ftagellum (1672) 29 Nor did the Volge know when,
nor could their IJoutefeus tell where to cease.

+ VO'lger. Obs.~~l [ad. obs. F. *volgere, vulgere,

var. of voglaire, veuglaire, etc.: see Godefroy s.v.

vottglaire and cf. Fowler 3.] A species of ord-

nance, longer and less powerful than the bombard.
a 1548 Hall Chron.

%
Hen. VIII, 121 The ordinaunce of

bombardes, curtawes, and demy curtaux, slinges, canons,
volgers and other ordinaunce.

t Volgivagant, a. Obs.-* [f. L. volgi-, vttl-

givag-ns roving + -ant.] (See quot.)
1656 Hlol*nt Glossogr., Votgivagant, Vulgivagant, per-

taining to the common people, poor, base, mean, incertain,

inconstant.

fVo'lible, *•* Obs. rare. [ad. L. voluhilis, f.

volvire Volve v. : sec -ible.] Capable of turning

or of being turned round.
138a Wycuf Eztk.x. 13 He clepide the ilk wheelis volible,

or turnynge about, 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 279 This
beast [sc. the hedgehog] . . is called red, sharp, maryne,
volible, and rough.

T Volible, a.2 Obs.~x [f. L. vol-, stem of volo

I wish.] Capable of being wished or desired.

1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. 1, 76 As sensible good is

apprehended by the Intellect, and made volible.

Volipresence. rare. [f. as prec. : see Pre-
sence.] (See quots.) So Vo'lipresent a.

\%&x-\Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Knoivt. III. 2415 The glori-

ned body is . . volipresent, that is, its presence was subject to
the will of Christ. 189a Mag. Chr. Lit. Apr. 3/1 (Stand.),

The Saxon Churches generally acknowledged a potential
presence (volipresence, multipresence) of the human nature
of Christ.

t Volitable, a. Obs.—1
[f. L, volit-dre : see

Volitatk v. and -ABLE.] Volatile.
-11690 Hopkins Srrm. John Hi. 5 Disc. (1694) III. 120

Their Prayers may be so importunate and earnest as if they
would take no denial from God: But yet this Vollitable
Spirit is soon spent.

Volitant (vlltlilt), a. [ad. L. volitant-, volt-

tuns, pres. pple. of volitdre : see next.]

1. Flitting, flying, or constantly moving about.
1847 Kmf.rson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I.

340 We are golden averages, volitant stabilities,.. houses
founded on the sea. iS^ I.rwes Seaside Studies x$i That
snowy mass of cloud, .rose from the surface of this brilliant,

buoyant, volitant, sea. 1891 Cent. Diet, s.v., The bat is a
volitant quadruped.

2. Characterized by flitting or flying to and fro.

i8$7 Fmscrs Mag. July 65/1 The tremulous volitant

motion of breeze upon wave.

Volitate (vptttrt), v. [f. L. volitdt-, ppl.

stem of volitdre, freq. of voldre to fly.]

1. intr. (See quots.) ? Obs.

i6a3 Cockeram i, Volitate, still to wander or flie vp and
downe. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Volitate, to flie often, to

run in and out, or to and fro often.

2. To fly with a fluttering motion.
1866 J. B. Rose tr. Vt'rg. Eel. if Georg. 67 Then straws

and leaves will volitate "in air. 1890 Ilfustr. Lond. News
26 July 120 2 When a few weeks old they take wing, and if

from an acclivity volitate down hill for a short distance.

Volitation (v^lit^'Jan). [a. med.L. volitdtidn-,

votitdtio (Diefenb.), noun of action f. L. volitdre :

see prec] Flying, flight.

295

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. 1. 180 Birds or flying

animals, .are almost erect, advancing the head and breast in

their progression, and onely prone in the act of their volita-

tion. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Volitation, a flying or

fluttering about, or up and down. 1864 Sac, Sci. Rev. I.

382 The practical means of Volitation are to be sought for

in the same mechanical means as those by which Birds fly.

1895 S. R- Hole 'J our A /tier. 193 The young rook., exercises

in brief migrations, .his powers of volitation.

trans/. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIII. 175 The additional voli-

tation acquired by such a stumble is rather apt to make you
run your head plump against the next person.

Voli'tient, a. rare~ l
. [Irrcg. f. Voliti-ox +

-INT.] Ofone's own free will or choice ; voluntary.

1844 Mrs. Browning Drama ofExile 92, I elected it Of
my will, not of service. What I do, I do volitient, not

ol>edient.

Volition (v^li'Jan). [a. F. volition (16th c,
— Sp. volition, Pg. volicdo, It. volizzone'), ad. med.

L. volition; volitio (Diefenbach), noun of action f.

L. volo I wish, will.]

1. With a and pi. An act of willing or resolving
;

a decision or choice made after due consideration

or deliberation ; a resolution or determination.

1615 Jackson Creed iv. vi. §4. Wks. III. 61 That such acts,

again, as they appropriate to the will, and call volitions, are
essentially and formally intellections, is most evident. 1640
Bp. Reynolds Passions xvii. 1S0 They are onely Velleities

and not Volitions: halfe and broken wishes, not whole
desires. 1678 Cudwokth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 851 They sup-

pose., humane volitions, .to be mechanically caused and
necessitated from those effluvious images of Bodies, coming
in upon the willers. 1740 CHBYNE Regimen 314 We may
have vehement Willings, Longings, Volitions and Velleities.

1777 Priestley Phil. Necessity i.6 A determination to sus.

pend a volition is, in fact, another volition. 1777 — Matt.
<y Spit: (1782J I. Introd.p. v, Every human volition is subject

to certain fixed laws. 1830 R. Knox Beciards Anal. 9
When the animal has received a sensation, and this sensa-

tion determines a volition in it, it is by the nerves that the

volition is transmitted to the muscles. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Drama ofExile 1190 Grant me such pardoning grace as

can go forth From clean volitions toward a spotted will.

1864 Bowkn Logic ix. 300 No one can tell how a mere voli-

tion moves the arm. Ibid. 310 Unless some new volition of

a power capable ofcontrolling the universe should supervene.

fig. 1854 Emerson Lett, fy Soc. Aims, Poet, fy /mag. Wks.
(Bohn) III. 148 Good poetry, .heightens every species of

force in nature by giving it a human volition.

b. Used with reference to the will of God.
1654 Warren Unbelievers 145 Gods gracious volitions

towards them. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. 11. 27, 1 doubt
all sides are over temerarious in their distribution of Gods
Decrees and Volitions. 1700 C. Nesse Antid. Armin. (1S27)

26 We.. make the volitions of God to come behind the

created and temporary volitions of man.

2. The action of consciously willing or resolving
;

the making of a definite choice or decision with

regard to a course of action ; exercise of the will.

Very common from c 1830.

1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor iv. i. rule 3 § 8 The external act

does superadd new obligations beyond those which are con-
sequent to the mere internal volition, though never so per-

fect and complete, a 1676 Hale Prim. Grig. Man. 1. ii.

(1677)58 The Acts of this Faculty are generally divided into

Volition, Nolition, and Suspension. 1690 Locke Hum.
Underst. 11. xxi. § 5 This Power the Mind has to prefer the

Consideration of any Idea;. .the actual preferring one to
another, is that we call Volition, or Willing. 17:3 Berkeley
Hylas <$• Phil. 1. Wks. 1871 I. 287 By the motion of my
hand, which was consequent upon my volition. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 166 f 12 That when we find worth faintly

shooting in the shades of obscurity, we may let in light and
sunshine upon it, and ripen barren volition into efficacy and
power. 1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 231, I shifted my
situation with a speed that seemed too swift for volition.

1828 Scott F» M. Perth xxix, In this answer the citizen

saw something not quite consistent with his own perfect

freedom of volition. 1843 Gladstone Glean. (iZjt)) V. 14

Do not let us suppose that . . we are contemplating an affair

of mere individual volition. 1874 Sayce Comfar. Philol. 1.

37 Human volition is the result of so many obscure and
complicated causes, as to appear at first sight mere caprice

and chance.

b. The power or faculty of willing.

1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 22/2 The Traveller, as he hath
Volition, may will to go to the Right or the Left before he
comes to the Guide-Post. 1764 Foote Patron 11. Wks.
1799 I. 345 To this cabinet volition, or will, has a key. 179*
Palf.y Evid. nr. viii. (1800) 412 The individuality of a mind
..or its volition, that is, its power of originating motion.

1839 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. St. Gengulphus, For Saints,

e'en when dead, still retain their volition. 1848 Mrs.
Jameson Sacr. ,y Leg. Art (1850) 46 That sort of angel-
beings supposed to have a volition of their own. 1895 (>.

Macdonald Lititli xx, Despair restored ny volition,. .1 ran
and overtook her.

O. Will-power.

_ 1844 Disraeli Coningsby 1. ii, The four votes.. had been
increased, by his intense volition and unsparing means, to
ten. 1847 — Tancred 1. ii, Montacute . . acted upon a
stronger volition than his own.
Hence Voli-tlonlesa a., lacking volition.
1881 J. Owen Even. w.Skepticsx. II. 41 5 The volitionless

will of the former [sc. Schopenhauer] is as instinct with pur-
pose.. as the most personal conception of Deity ever evolved
from the brain of a theologian.

Volitional (vArjaati), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

X. Of or belonging to volition; pertaining or
relating to the action of willing.
1816 Bentham Ckrettom, 197 Whatsoever influence.. the

f>rospects of them may have upon the will or volitional

acuity. 1853 R. Dunn in JmL Ethnol. Soc. (1856) IV. 43
The exercise of perception, memory, and volitional power.

1857 Grindon Ltfexvi'ii. (ed. 2)215 'I he conscious volitional

exercise of our uoblest capabilities. 1897 Hutchinson's

VOLKAMERIA.
Arch. Surg. VIII. 223 It was conceivable that the absolute

volitional rest imposed by the severe pain might have acted

on the muscle.

b. Affecting or impairing the will-power.

1854 Bucknill Unsoundness of Mind 28 Insanity may
thus be Intellectual, Emotional, or Volitional.

2. Possessed of, endowed with, the faculty of

volition ; exercising or capable of exercising this.

i8oa-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 229
Besides the argument you present to the intellectual part of

their frame, you present to its neighbour the volitional part

another sort of argument. 1864 Alger Hist. Doctrine Fut.

Life v. viii. 627 The essence of mind must be the common
ground and element of all different states of consciousness.

What is that common ground and element but the presence of

a percipient volitional force, whether manifested or unmani-
fested, still there? 1887 M. Roberts Western Avemus 5,

I began to feel alive, volitional, not dead and most basely

mechanical as at home in England.

3. Of the nature of a volition.

1831 Erasers Mag. IV. 361 It cannot move of itself, but

a volitional thought is sufficient to raise it.

4. Of forces : Leading or impelling to action.

1863 Kinclake Crimea (1877) I. Pref. p. xiii, The volitional

forces which acted upon Russia in 1853. 1874 Sidcwick
Meth. Ethics 1. ni. 22 There seem to be two grounds of ob-

jection, ..one relating to the cognitive function, and the

other to the motive or volitional influence, of the Practical

Reason.

5. Of actions, etc. : Arising from, due to, charac-

terized by, the exercise of volition.

Freq. from C1875.

1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 675/1 The case of the respira-

tory muscles constitutes an example of mixed movements
wherein volitional can be superadded to unconscious

rythmic motion. 187s Poste Gains 1. Introd.,Such actions

are both Volitional (for the motor organs are set in motion
by Volition) and Intentional. 1878 Smithsonian Rip. 419
The impulse causing the animal to make volitional move-
ments comes from the peripheral centres. 1889 Pitch's

Handbk. Med. Sci. VII. 689/2 There is probably one por-

tion of the cerebrum in which volitional work is especially

performed, viz., the frontal lubes.

b. Depending on volition or free choice.

1890 ' R. I3oldrewood ' Cot. Reformer (1891) 119 A mode
of life more irregular, more volitional, than the daily me-
chanical regularity ..at Garrandilla proper.

Hence VolitionaTity, the quality or state of

being volitional.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.

Volitionally, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.] With

respect to volition ; in a volitional manner.
1872 W. R. Greg Enigmas ofLife (1873) 101 They were

morally and volitionally more vigorous. i8y$Ct'ntemp. Rev.
XXV. 941 Whether they be performed volitionally or auto-

matically.

Voli tionary, a. [f. as prec. + -ABY.] =

Volitional a. 5.

1890 Nature 13 Feb. 358/2 Some experiments which ex-

tend our knowledge of volitionary movement.

Volitive (vp'litiv), a. and sb. Also 7 volutive.

[ad. med. or mod.L. *volilivus (whence It., Sp.

volitivo), or f. VOLIT-ION + -ive.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the will; voli-

tional.

1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor 1. i. rule 2 § 4 The Volitive or

chusing faculty cannot [take the name of conscience], but

the intellectual may. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. (1677)

29 The Command that is given by the volitive Faculty of

the Soul. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles 11. 359 The ordinate and
actual power of God.. which some terme Gods Volutive

Power. 1799 Sir H. Davy in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. ft

Med. Knowl. 139 The perceptive and volitive powers de-

pend. .on the constant supply of..phosoxydated blood to the

nervous and muscular systems. 1811-31 Bentham Logic
Wks. 1843 VIII. 280 The volitional, or volitive faculty, or,

in one word, the will. 1878 Maccall tr. Letourneau's Biol.

386 In effect the deep cells of the cortical layers are motory,

or rather volitive.

2. Originating in, arising from, the will.

1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. II. II. 32 So that no m..,i ever

sinned by meer Action as such, whether Vital, Intellectual,

or Volitive,

3. Performed deliberately or with express inten-

tion; designed, deliberate.

1839 J. Rogers Antipopopr. H. 321 {The clergy's] inten-

tional barbarity and cruelty, their volitive despotism and
oppression, their willed persecution.. in reference to Luther

and the like.

4. Gram. Expressive of a wish or desire; desi-

tlerative.

1864 Webster s.v., A volitive proposition. 1894 W. G.

Hale in Classical Rev. Apr. 167/2 The Greek. .Subjunc-

tives of Will (volitive) and . . of Anticipation (anticipatory or

prospective).

B. sb. A desiderativc verb, mood, etc.

a 1813 Murray Hist. European Lang. (1823) II. 280

Volitives or desideratives. .are formed by using the future

consignificative sa with the doubled verb. 1894 w. G. Hale

in Classical Rev. Apr. 167/3 The volitives never have or.

VolitOTial, a. [f. mod.L. Vvliior-es birds

capable of flight + -ial.] Of or pertaining to fly-

ine ; having the power of flight.

187. Coles N. Amer. Bints 178 The swifts. goatsuckers.

and hummingbirds., are birds of remarkabTe volitorial

powers. 1875 C. C Blake Zool. 03 The Hornbills are. . in-

stances of the volitorial and the Kamichi in the grallitorial

°VoliwiS. southern var. ME. fuiiwis Fill adv.

a d. Volk, southern ME. or dial. var. Folk sb.

It
Volkame ria. Btt* Also Vole-. [mod.L.,

U the name of Johann G. Volckamer, a German



VOLKSRAAD.
botanist (16(6-93).] A Linnean genus of verben-
aceous shrubs, characterized by their fleshy or corky
fruit ; a shrub or plant of this genus.
I7S3 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., Volkameria, in botany, the

name of a genus of plants... The fruit is a roundish bilocular
capsule. 1823 Craub Technol. Diet, s.v., The species are
shrubs, as— Volkameria aculeata,

.

. Prickly Volkameria,
&c. 1833 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) I. ix. 403, I

have replanted with roses, oleanders, volcamerias, and
geraniums. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1225.

II Volksraad (wlksrat). [f. Du. volk people,
Folk sb. + rand senate, council, Rede sb.] The
chief legislative assembly in either of the former
South African republics of the Transvaal or the
Orange Free State.

1852 Barter Dorp fy Veld xiii. 194 A resolution of the
Volksraad, that no additional natives should be allowed to
take up their residence within the colony. 1865 Chambers's
Encycl. VII. 25/2 While the volksraad, or peoples' council
[of Orange River Free State], exercise legislative functions.
1881 Earl Selborne in Personalty Pol. Mem. (1898) II. 5
The Volksraad must yield, or the war be renewed.

f Voll, shortened f. of, or error for, Volley sb.

U74 B. Rich Dial. betw. Mercury fy Soldier A 4, Too
my farewell, certayne voll of shot discharged in hope of my
good speede.

Vollary, obs. f. Volart. Voile, southern

ME. var. Fill sb.1 , Full v.1 (to baptize), Full a.

and adv.

tVollenge. Obs.- 1 [Cf. Valanchb and It.

valanga.'] An avalanche.
1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surz>. Germ. Poetry II. 456 The

vollengc, which overwhelms the whole village, was at first

but a little snowball.

Voller, TO'Uier. s.diat. Forms: 7 vallor,

vallow, 9 valler ; 8 voler, 9 voller, vollier.

[Southern dial. var. of Follower (5 a).] That
part of a cheese-press (or cider-press) to which
pressure is applied.

1675 Worlidgh Syst. Agric. (ed. 2)323 Vallor, or Valloiv,

..a Concave-Mold wherein a Cheese is pressed. [Hence in
some later Diets.] 1730 Budcen Hurricanefr. Bexhill to
Nerviugdendevel'2 A Cheesebail and Voler were taken from
a Shelf in a Chamber. Note, The Voler is a round Piece
of Inch Board, fitted into the Bail, that communicates the
Force of the Press upon the Cheese. 1853 Cooper Sussex
Gloss. 84. 1891 Hartland Gloss. 82 Voller, . .that part of
a cider or cheese press to which the pressure is applied by
screw or lever.

Vollere, southern ME. variant of Fuller sb.l

Volley {vp'li), sb. Forms : a. 6 vol6e, volee,
(valee), vole, 7 vollee, voile. 0. 6 vallew,
6-7 volue. 7. 6-S vollie (6 vallie, Sc. wollie),

7 volie, 7-9 pi. vollies ; 6 voly, 6-7 volly, 7
Ir. voylly. 5. 6-7 voley, 7 wolley, valley, 6-
volley. [ad. F. voUe (12th c. in Godef. Compl.),
= Pr. and Sp. volada, It. volata :—Romanic voldta

t

fern. sb. f. L. volatus, pa. pple. oivoldre to fly.

The spellings volue, vallew, are prob. on the analogy of
venue, vittew beside veny, vinny.]

1. A simultaneous discharge of a number of fire-

arms or artillery; a salvo.
a. 1587 Holinshed Chron. III. 1210/2 The whole fire

began to plaie in such sort, that within foure volees both
sides of the house were battered through. 1591 Garrard's
Art IVarre 48 They must abide at ye least a volee of Canons.
y. "573 S'atir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 93 For ordinance

thay dung at day and nycht By weirlyk volyis. a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 143 The king
..commandit to charge alt the gunnis to gif the castell ane
new wollie. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 163 The enemy played
all the night upon them with great vollyes, but hurt onely
three men. 1688 Holme Armoury hi. xix. (Roxb.) 214/2 In
grand Battalia's or feild service the souldier fires by Vollies
or as someterme it, by Salves of shot. 1700 S. L.tr. Fryke's
Voy. E. Ind, 318 A Dutch Company that conducted us out
of Town gave three Vollies and went back again. 1745 P.
Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 282 We then kept a continual
Fire upon her of both great and small Arms, not firing in set
Broadsides and Vollies. 1826 J. F. Cooper Mohicans (1829)
I. viii. 101 Rifles which sent their leaden messengers across
the rock m vollies.

6. 1591 in Lyly's Works (1002) I. 440 But from the Snail-
mount and the Ship-He in the Pond . . there was a long volley
of Chambers discharged. x6oo E. Blount tr. Conestaggio
203 They forced the gallions with a fewe volleies. 1635
Mark ham Souldiers Accid. 9 Let the first Ranke onely
giue their volley, . .and the second to passe through it, and
so giue their volley. x66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ambass. 169 We made some stay before the City,..and
saluted it with a Volley both of all our great Guns, and of
small shot. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 304 We were by
this Method able to fire six Volleys, half of us at a Time. 1817

J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 293 A loud coarse laugh burst
out from each,—united as a volley of musquetry, and ending
as abruptly. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 2i9After
firing a volley, the troops charged and put the enemy to the
rout. 1879 Browning Martin Relph 103 They level : a
volley, a smoke and the clearing of smoke.

b. Const, ^(shot, etc.).

a. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Loiue C. m. 83 b, The valee
of an 150. Canon shot 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons
12 If our . . Mosquettiers would give their volees of Mosquet
shot uppon these shipboates full of men. 1613 in Foster

Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 231 At his putting into the

grave 3 voiles of smale shotte.

/3. 1579 Digges Stratiot. 105 These Troupes.. bauing de-

liuered their Volue of Shot, shall marche away, c isgs Capt.
Wyatt Dudley's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 19 Givinge whole vallews

of shott at our meetinge. Ibid. 45 Wyatt.. receaved his

Generall with a vallew of small shott.

y. 1584 Lyly Campaspe v. iii. 37 There is more pleasure in
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tuning of voyce, then in a volly of shotte. 1599 Dallam in
Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 59 Betwyxte everie greate
shott a vallie of smale shott. 1650 R. Stapylton Slrada's
Low C. Wars vn. 76 A great joy expressed by three Vollyes
of shot, and the cheerfull sound of Drums, a 1660 Contemp.
Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I. 261 The relife gaue a
voylly of foure score shott amonge them, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 8 Oct. 1641, From whence we received many vollies

of shot in compliment to my Lord Marshall.
6. isgi Raleigh Last F'ight Revenge (Aib.) 20 After many

enterchanged voleies of. .small shot. 1604 T. Wright
Passions v. §4. 192 Resembling a volley of shot speedily
deliuered. 1625 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 199 Which
gave her a volley of fifteen hundred great shot. 1725 De Foe
Voy. round World 1. 143 His Men fell., as flat to the Ground,
as if they had been shot to Death with a Volley of our Shot.

1748 Anson's Voyage 11. v. 186 He fired a volley of small shot
between the masts. 1803 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) I.

xi. 390 A volley of small shot fired through the window.
1847 Jam es Convict xvi, Another volley of shot rang from
behind the gateway of the town.

c. transf,fig., and in fig. context Also without
article (quot. 1749); cf. next.

1629 H. Burton Truth's Triumph 232 Thus haue we.,
spent a small volley vpon the Pontifician forces. 1738 Mrs.
Delany Life $ Corr. (1861) II. 15 Every one was pleased
with your.. compliments, and volleys have been shot off in
return this afternoon, when 1 said I was coming to my room
to write to you. 1749 Smollett Regicide 111. viii, I will

pour My vengeance in full volley; and the earth Shall
dread to yield you succour or resource ! 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones ix. v, She discharged a volley of small charms
at once from her whole countenance in a smile. 1817 Byron
BePPo xlv, Large black eyes that flash on you a volley Of
rays. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes xii, Ginger-beer
corks go off in volleys.

t d. In volley', by simultaneous firing. Obs.~~l

1598 Barret Tlieor. Warres 111. i. 42 There is yet another
order of discharging of troupes of Muskets in vollie.

e. Mining. The act of exploding blasts in

sections.'

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.

2. A shower or simultaneous flight of many
missile weapons, as arrows, stones, etc. Also in

fig. context.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 1. i. 3 Our bowmen may shoot
by vollies, as thick as hayle. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.

vi. xiv. § 11. gi The Britaines .. auoided the volue of the
Romans, showring downe withall great store of theirs vpon
them. 1667 Milton/*. L. vi. 213 Over head the dismal hiss

Of fiery Darts in flaming volies flew. 1697 Dryden sEncid
I. 215 Stones and brands in rattling volleys fly. 1808 Scott
Alarm, vi. xxxiv, The English shafts in volleys hait'd. 1820

—

Abbot xviii, Even thus fly all your shafts.., but a breath of
foolish affection ever crosses in the mid volley, and sways the
arrow from the mark.

b. Const, of
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 31 b, The Archers with

their volees of arrowes did breake both horsmen and foot-

men. 1600 Holland Livy xxvni. xxxvi. 696 The Romans
..at the first onset and volie of shot.. put them to flight.

1625 Bacon Apophtk. § 126 It was told him, that the
enemie had such volleyes of arrowes, that they did hide the
Sunne. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 210 The People.,
ply'd the Top of the Mosque with .. Volleys of Stones.

1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 345 Numerous volleys
of arrows and stones. 1788 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xlvi. IV. 520
Their engines discharged a perpetual volley of stones and
darts. 1850 Marsden Early Purit. (1853) 437 The mob
rushed upon them with a volley of stones.

c. poet. A storm or shower of hail, rain, etc.

1737 Gentl. Mag. VII, 630 Wintry clouds, Surcharg'd with
vollies of tumultuous hail, Or stores of sounding rain. 1784
Cowper Task v. 1^1 The gloomy clouds find weapons,
arrowy sleet, Skin-piercing volley, blossom-bruising hail.

t 3. A company or troop of birds, etc., in flight

;

a flight. Obs. rare.

1601 Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 760 The
ringe doues are seene to come euery yeere in great vollies

ouer the sea. Ibid. 843 Birdes of prey doe not flie togither
in vollies or troopes. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. n.
lxi, But to their Lord, now musing in his thought, A heav-
enly volie of light Angels flew.

f b. A crowd or large number of persons or

things. Obs.

'595 Daniel Civil Wars v. cvii, Therefore easily great
Sommerset. .With all the vollie of disgraces met. 1639
Fuller Holy War il xxxvii. 94 King Almerick himself
wearied with whole volleys of miseries, ended his life of a
bloudy flux, a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 564 The Souldiers
..finding their return intercepted by a valley of Archers.
1693 Humours Town 27 The Vollies of Duns, of believing
Vintners, Tailors, Sempstresses.

4. An uttering or outpouring ^/"numerous words,
oaths, shouts, etc., in smart or rapid succession.

Also without const.

1590 Nashe PasquiVsApol. 1. C ij b, He giues vs a voleyof
Scriptures against Non Residents. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
II. iv. 30 A fine volly of words, gentlemen, & quickly shot
off. 1620 [G. Brydges] Horse Subs. 455 Whatsoeuer by
them is performed, shall be sure to finde whole vollies of
praises. 1647 N. Wakd Simple Cobler (1843)54, 1 am resolved
..to storme you with vol yes of Love and Loyalty. 1649
Milton Eikon. x. Wks. 1851 III. 412 Those thousands of
blaspheming Cavaliers about him, whose mouthes let fly

Oaths and Curses by the voley. 1710 Steele & Addison
Taller No. 254 P5 We heard a Volley of Oaths and Curses,
lasting for a long while. 1779 Sheridan St. Patrick's Day
1. i, Let him have our grievances in a volley. 1782 Miss
Burney Cecilia v. vii, [He] poured forth.. a volley of
compliments. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 64 This, how-
ever, always produced a fresh volley from his wife. 1847
Illustr. Lond. News 2 Oct. 219/2 Between them continuous
volleys of what is called ' chaff' were kept up. 1874 Lisle
Carr y. Gwynne 1. v. 163 A volley of dire anathemas against
those scoundrelly insurance chaps.

VOLLEY.

b. Similarly of sighs, groans, cheers, laughter,

etc. Also without const.

1589 Greene Tullies Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 189 After
a vole of broken sighes tempered with some teares, hee fell

a sleepe. 1640 Sandys Christs Passion iv. 270 Cries Of
weeping Women, in lowd Vollies rise. 1648 Crashaw
Music's Duel 63 A Throng Of short thicke sobs, whose
thundring volleyes float.. In panting murmurs. 1727 Gay
Begg. Op. 1. xii, What vollies of sighs are sent from the
windows of Holborn. 1786 tr. Beckfords Vathek (1868) 103
They burst out into volleys of laughter. 1877 Talmage
Serm. 334 Let this religion of Christ go down under a volley

of merriment. 188a B. D. W. Ramsay Recoil. Mil. Serv.
II. xv. 65 Giving a volley of British cheers.

c. A succession of words of command rapidly or

smartly delivered.

1796 Instr.
(J-
Reg. Cavalry (1B13) 27 The repetition of them

by every other individual concerned, must not be strictly

successive, but as much as can be in a volley.

f5. At {the or a) volley, on (or d) the volley, at

random, without consideration. Usu. with verbs,

esp. speak. Obs.
After F. a la vol/e.

{a) 1578 H. Wotton CourtUe Controv. 252 The king.,
they knew loued hir feruently,.. although it were begun at

the volue. 1596 Harington Metam. Afax Apol. Aa vj b,

The sundrie censures I shoulde incurre, by letting such a
pamphlet fly abroad at such a time, when euerything is taken

at the voley. c 1620 Z. Boyd Ziou's Flowers (1855) 125
Like those who speake at random at a voleye. 1625 B.

Jonson Staple qfN. iv. i, 'Tis like a Ball at Tennis. .When
we doe speak at volley, all the ill we can one of another.

1686 F. Si-ence tr. St. Euvremont's Misc. Pref., Otherwise
we cannot lay hold of him, he speaks at volley and universally.

[1820 Scott Monast. xvii, I have alwaysknown you..prompt
to speak at the volley and without reflection.]

(b) 1629 Massinger Picture in. vi, What we spake on the

voley begins to work. 1630 B. Jonson AYw Inn 1. vi, You
must not giue credit To all that Ladies publiquely professe,

Or talke, o'th vollee, vnto their seruants. 1831 Eraser's

Mag. Sept. 161/1 He never speaks ' on the voley ' (that is to

say, at random).

6. Tennis. The flight of a ball in play before

it has touched the ground. Cf. Kly sb. 2 2 h.

X596 Nashe Saffron Waldcn To Rdr. 24 One that stands,

as it were, at the line in a Tennis-court, and takes euerie

ball at the volly. 1878 Marshall Ann. Tennis 112 He fre.

quently takes a difficult service (at the volley) off the pent-

house.

b. Tennis, Lawn-tennis, Cricket, etc. A re-

turn stroke or hit at a ball before it has touched the

ground ; the action of so returning the ball. (Cf.

half-volley Half- II. i.)

1862 Temple Bar VI. 282 [Mr. Budd] is said to have hit

a volley to long-field for nine. 1884 Marshall's Tennis
Cuts 124 The match was., loudly applauded every now and
then by the spectators, when a brilliant volley was called,

or a smash was declared. 1902 Sat. Rev. 12 July 51/1

Instruction is given in the underhand volley [in lawn-tennis].

O. = VOLLEYER.
1878 Marshall Ann. Tennis 112 He was a powerful force,

and a capital volley.

7. attrib. and Comb., as volley-boast, loophole,

j -shot, system ; volley-ball U.S., a game in which

a ball is struck from alternate sides of a high net

without touching the ground {Cent. Vict. Suppl.)

;

volley-firing, simultaneous firing at the word of

command by successive parties of soldiers ; also

fig. ; volley gun, a form of machine-gun which

fires bullets successively or in a volley (Knight,

1884).
1878 Marshall /?««. Tennis 197 He. .would generally re-

turn it by a *volley-boast against the main-wall. 1859 Mus-
ketry Instr. 62 Every file is to have its own target, and the

hits are to be counted as in *vol!ey firing. 1879 Cassell's

Techu. Educ. III. 267 The superior efficacy of volley.firing

and reserved fire. 1891 Daily News 2 Oct. 5/5 In the..

Town Hall of Newcastle the representative fighting men of

the Liberal party were assembled for volley firing. 1898 Sir

G. S. Robertson Chitral xxiii. 225 * Volley loopholes are

good against an enemy that attacks with a masterful rush.

1689 Lond. Gas. No. 2433/3 The Night concluded with

Dancing, Bells Ringing, Bonfires, *Volly-shols. 170a Ibid.

No. 3793/3 The 2 Companies of Foot, .gave a Volley Shot

at each Proclamation. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 15 Sept. 2/3

There has for some time been a feeling in the air that the

*volley system was going.

Volley (vp-li), v. Forms: 7 volly (8-9 pa, t.

vollied) ; 6- volley, [f. prec]
1. trans, a. To utter (words, etc.) rapidly or im-

petuously. Usually with advs., as forth, off, out.

1591 Troub. RoJgne K. Johnx. (161 1) 62 A prophet new
sprung up, whose diuination volleis wonders foorth. Ibid.

11. 73 If sobs would he!pe,..My heart should volley out

deepe piercing plaints. 1593 Shaks. Ve«. fy Ad. 921 Another

flapmouthd mourner, blacke, and grim, Against the welkin,

volies out bis voyce. 1754 P. H. Hibcmiad 37 She raves,

and vollies off an horrid Cry. 1824 Scott St Ronan's xx,

The bursts of applause which were vollied towards the stage.

1859 Meredith R. Feverel xxxviii, Sir Julius turned one

heel, and volleyed out silver laughter. 1885-94 R. Bkidges

Eros <V Psyche Aug. xii, She saw an uncouth form.. whose

parted lips Volley'd their friendly warning in a storm.

b. To discharge (arrows, shot, etc.) in a volley.

OX. Volleyed///, a. 3.

1839 Bailey Festus 139 When the storm bends his bow,

Ana volleys all his arrows off at once.

O. Tennis, etc. To return (a ball) in play before

it touches the ground ; to reply to (a service) in

this way.
1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. Sports (ed. 12) in. 1. v. 690/1

The service must not be volleyed. 1878 [see 2 b]. 190a



VOLLEYED.
Sat. Rev. 12 July 51/2 It is bad policy to give the advice

not to volley a lob.

d. Cricket. To bowl or deliver (a bait) which

reaches the batsman before bouncing. 3 U.S.
1909 Cent. Diet. Suppl.

2. absol. a. To tire a volley (or volleys). Also

in fig. context.

Freq. in recent journalistic use, prob. after quot. 1854.
_

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 11. vii. 119 Then the Boy shall sing,

The holding euory man shall beate as loud, As his strong

sides can volly. 1854 Tennvson Lt. Brigade v, Cannon be-

hind them Volley 'd and thunder'd. 1899 Westm. Caz. 2 Jan.
2/1 A large line of guerillas., decided swiftly that their pre-

sence and position were discovered, and swiftly they vol.

leyed.

b. Tennis, etc. To bit or return the ball before

it bounces ; to make a volley-stroke.

1819 in Hone Every.day Bk. (1825) I. 867 He never vol-

leyed [i.e. at fives], but let the balls hop. 1878 Marshall
Ann. Tennis 197 A young player, if he fancies he can volley
well, will always be apt to volley balls which would come
well off the end-walls. 189a Pall Mall G. ao July 7/2 F,
Rooke.. volleyed more effectively than his opponent.

3. intr. a. To emit or produce sounds simul-

taneously or continuously, in a manner suggestive

of firearms or artillery.

In recent use freq. in ' to volley and thunder *, after quot.

1854 in sense 2 a.

1810 Southey Kehama xxm. xi.When its thunder broke,.,

while it vollied round the vault of Hell, Earth's solid arch
was shaken with the shock. 1875 L. Morris Children
Street i, Every day come they there, Afternoon foul or fair,

Shouting and volleying. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxix,

For some time Alan volleyed upon the door, and his knock-
ing only roused the echoes of the house.

b. To rush, roll, or stream with simultaneous

motion ; to shoot rapidly.

1853 C. Bronte Villette vii, About a hundred thoughts
volleyed through my mind in a moment. 1880 Blackmore
Mary Anerley I. x. 129 The crest of the wave volleys up the
incline.

c. To issue or be discharged in, or after the

manner of, a volley.

1887 Bowen AKneid \. 150 Firebrands fly, stones volley,

the weapons furnished of wrath. Ibid. in. 577 Molten
masses of stone to the skies with a groan and a roar Volley
in showers.

Volley, southern dial. var. Follow v.

Volleyed (vp'lid ),//>/. a. Forms: 7 volied,

7-9 vollied ; 8 volly'd, 8-9 volley'd, 9 vol-

leyed, [f. Volley v. + -ed.]

1. Shouted or uttered in the manner of a volley.
«i6i6 Beaum. & Fu Bonduca in. v, Heark..how the air

Totters and reels, and rends apieces, Drusus, With the huge
vollied clamours. 1813 Scorr Rokeby v. xxxiii, He strove,

with vollied threat and ban, . . To rally up the desperate fight.

2. Of thunder or lightning : Discharged with the

noise or continuous effect of a volley.
Very common in poetry of the 18th cent.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 928 When in Battel to thy aide The
blasting volied Thunder made all speed. 1716 Pope Odyss.

XX.J212 Some pitying God. .With vollied vengeance blast
their towering pride I 1744 Akenside Pleas. Itnag. 1. i83
She springs aloft Thro' fields of air; pursues the flying
storm; Rides on the volley'd lightning thro* the heav'ns.
x8ia H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. 38 The vollied flame rides
in my breath, My blast is elemental death, i8ax Clare
Vill. Minstr, II. 60 While skies in vollied rolls are rent.

b. Of the nature of a volley.

1835 J. H arris Gt. Teacher(i%n) 25 He discharged its tre.

mendous contents in one volleyed and prolonged explosion.

3. Of missiles, etc. : Discharged or cast in or as
in a volley. Also in fig. context.

1759 W. Mason Caractacus Poems 1830 II. 127 Our vollied
darts, That thick as hail fell on tbeir helms. 1791 Cowpkr
Iliad' viii. 78 The vollied weapons on both sides their task
Perform'd effectual. 1797 Park Sonn. 78 Then will we fire

a vollied round, And uncharg'd goblets shall resound. 1856
Bryant Winter Piece 122 And bounding on the frozen earth
Shall fall their [sc. clouds*] volleyed stores rounded like hail.

4. Tennis. Returned by volleying.
1878 Marshall Ann. Tennis 226/2 Volleyed service.

Volleyer (vfrli.ai). Tennis, [f. as prec +
-BR.] One who returns the ball before it bounces.
1878 Marshall Ann. Tennis 106 When the ball is judged

and met by the racket of the volleyer. 1879 in Marshall's
Tennis Cuts (1884) 36 A generation of vollcyers will rise up
who will volley from ;he service-line.

Volleying, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -lira l.] The
action of returning the ball (in tennis and other
ball games) before it bounces. Also attrib.

1837 D. Walk KB Games
<fr
Sports 256 (Rackets), This last

stroke is termed volleying. 188a Daily Tel. 18 July a The
volleying and low play gaining repeated rounds of applause.
1883 Pall Malt G. 1 Sept. 8/a He exhibited splendid
volleying ability, and won by three sets to one.

Volleying1

, ///. a. [f. as prec + -ixo 2
.]

That volleys, in senses of the verb.
(a) 1796 Coleridge Destiny of Nations v. 53 Some drive

the mutinous clouds to clash in air. And. .Yoke the Ted
lightning to their volleying car. 1805 Scorr Last Minstrel
iv. ii, When the volleying musket play'd Against the bloody
Highland blade. 1849 J. Grant Kirkaldy oj Grange xxvi.

301 The booming cannon, the volleying harquebusses. 185a
Tennvson Ode Wellington 62 Let.. the volleying cannon
thunder his loss.

(3) 1816 Byron Siege Corinth \\, There the volleying thun*
ders pour, Till waves grow smoother to the roar. 182a —
yuan vm, vi, The volleying roar, and loud Long booming
of each peal on peal, o'ercame The ear far more than thun-
der. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 50/3 The volleying boom

Vol. X.
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of giant trees, uprooted from their rocky foundations,

sounded above the shriek of the wind.

(c) 1844 Hood Forge 1. 170 The Forge.. With volleying

smoke, and manya spark, Vomiting fire. 1866 M. Arnold
Thyrsis vi, So have I heard the cookoo's parting cry, ..

Come with the volleying rain and tossing breeze.

Volliche, southern ME, var. Fully adv.

Vollier. s.w. dial. Also volyer. [dial. var.

of Follower : cf. Voller.] (See quot. 1855.)

1853 Itouseh. Wds. 23 Sept. 130/1 [In pilchard fishing]

there is a second or assisting boat, called the volyer, which
carries another net, called the tuck-seine, a 1870 J. Couch
Hist. Polperro vi. (1871) 106 A second boat, the volyer, .

.

has another sean-net of a hundred or more fathoms in

length, and eighteen in depth.

Vollier, variant of Voller dial.

tVolliere. Obs. rare. Also -yere, -ier. [a.

F. volie're, i. voter to fly.] = Volart.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 14S His Gardens are..

prettily contrivd into grotts, mazes, vollieres, and the like.

Ibid. 156 [The] ayery Citizens, .returne their thankfull

notes in a more swift melodious consort, than if they were in

the exactest vollyere in the Vniverse.

Vollit, obs. Sc. form of Wooled a.

f Vollouth, variant of Fullooght Obs.

c 1330 Herebert in Rcl. Ant. I. 87 Crist, .so com to seynt

Jon, And of hym was y-wasae..,To halewen our vollouth

water, thatsunne havet vor-don.

Volly, southern dial. var. Follows/., Folly sb. 1

o.ndsb.%

tVolo-nola. Obs.—1
[f. L. volo I am willing +

nolo I am unwilling.] A vacillation or wavering
in decision.

1673 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 14 His story of the Book-
seller, and all the Volo-Nola's, and shall-I,shall-I's betwixt
them, was nothing hut fooling.

Volontary, obs. form of Voluntary.
Volonteer(e, obs. forms of Volunteer.

t Volow, var. oifolowe Full v. 1 Hence f Vo-
lower, one who baptizes; + Volowing vbL sb.

t

baptism. Obs. rare.

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 107 b, Baptism is called

volowinge in many places of Englonde. Ibid., The child

was well volowed (saye they) ; yeeand our vicare is as fayre

a volower as ever a prest within this twenty myles. 1530—
Ansiu. More Wks. (1573) 277/1 They brought them to con-
firmation straight from Baptisme : so that now oftymes they
be volowed and bishoped both in one day.

Volowyrjge, error for bolnynge Bolning ppt. a.

c 1450 tr. De Imitationeui. xiv. 82 Be wrothe ayeins thi

selfe, and suffre no volowynge pride [L. tumorem\ to lyve

in the.

Volplane (v^rlpk'n), sb. [Orig. two words,

vol plane, properly vol plane
1

, f. F. vol flight +
plane*, pa. pple. of planer Plane v. 2] A dive,

descent, or downward flight at a steep angle on the

part of an aeroplane under control, and with the

engine stopped or shut off.

1910 in Hamel & Turner Flying (1914) 17 The 'vol plane*',

or aerial dive. Z911 Grahamk-White & Harper Aero-
plane 12: He was diving down from an altitude of about
1,000 feet. It was not a vol plane that he was making, as
he had his engine running.

Hence Volplane v. intr., to make a volplane.
191X Daily Nnus 21 July x He volplaned from about 200

feet to 20 feet of the ground, which he skimmed for about a
hundred yards.

tVolpone. Obs. Alsovulpone, -ony. [The
name of the chief character in B. Jonson's play

Volpone, or the Fox, a. It. volpone, f. volpe fox

;

the forms in vitlp- are after L. vulpis.] A cunning

schemer or miser. Also Comb.
167a G. Thomson Let. to H. Stubbe 25 To observe their

Vulpone-Hke windings, intrigues and nimble diversions.

1685 South Strm, (1715) 1. 408 Come to an old, rich, profess-

ing Vulpony, and tell him, that there is a Church to be
budt [etc.). 1709 Sachrverkll Serni. _$ Nov. 2t In what.

.

lively Colours does the Holy Psalmist paint out the crafty

Insiduousness of such wilely Volpones 1 1710 Ace. Last
Distemper Tom Whigg t. 4 Certain Beasts of Prey, Vultures
and Vulpones.

t Volsce. Obs. Also 4 Vulce, 6 Sc. Wolohe,
7 Voice (pi. -es, -ies). [ad. L. Volscus. pi.

Volsci-. cf. next.] = Volscian sb. 1.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 159 He ouercame be
Vulces and be Gabies, and made pees wib Tuscans. 1533
Bellenoen Livy 1. xx. (S.T.S.) I. 114 To seik supporte
of be pepill namyt Wolchis [v.r, WolchesJ. 1579-80
North Plutarch (1612) 234 Vpon returne of the Volsces am-
bassadors. .Tullus caused an assembly generall to be made
of the Volsces.

^ 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 228 The newes is, sir,

the Volcies are in Armes. Ibid. 253 The Voices haue much
Corne. Ibid. iv. 28 He that retires, He take him for a Voice.

Volscian (v*?-ljan), sb. and a. Also 6 Sc.

Volaoon, 7 Volcian, Volcean. [f. L. Volsci' +
-an. Cf. prec]
A. sb. 1. Hist. One of an ancient warlike

people formerly inhabiting the east of Latium,
subdued by the Romans in the 4th century B.c.
1513 Douglas Mneid xu xi. 29 Wyth armyt men and

wageouris the Volscanis So neir almost bylappit hym at anis.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 178 This Fellow had a Volcean to
his Mother. Ibid. vi. 116 LBet an Eagle in a Doue-coat,
I P latter'd [sic] your Volcians in Corioles. 1697 D«vden
Virg, Georg. it. 233 Volscians armed with iron-headed darts.

1770 Langhornr Plutarch II. 163 Corioli was the capital
of the country of the Volscians. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX.
105/a M. Valerius, who, with an army of 40,000 plebeians,
defeated the Volscians, Aequians, and Sabines.

VOLTA-.

2. The Italic language spoken by the Volscians.

1897 R. S. Conwav Italic Dialects I. 272 The majority of

scholars incline to regard them as borrowed from Oscan.

From geographical considerations I think Volscian is a more
likely source. Ibid. 288 The Osco-Umbrian family ol

dialects (to which Volscian belonged).

B. adj. Of, pertaining or belonging to, the

Volscians ; that is a Volscian.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 58 The towne Tarracina, called In

the Volscian tongue Anxur. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 3 My
partner in this Action, You must report to th' Volcian Lords.

1700 Dbvokn Pal. <r Arc. 11. 639 The Volscian Queen ex-

tended on the Plain. 1770 Lahgroshb Plutarch II. 186

This proclamation exasperated the whole Volscian nation

against the Romans. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It.

1st. III. 289 The Pontine Marshes,. were once covered with

Volscian towns. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 443 1 The vol-

canic region of Terra di Lavoro is separated by the Vol-

scian mountains from the Roman district.

Volsella. rare. Also 7 vulsella. [L.vols-

ella, vulsella tweezers, forceps, f. vols-, vuls-, ppl.

stem of vellfre to pluck.] (See quot. 1693 and

next.)

1693 tr. Blancard"s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Volsella, or Vul-

sella, an Instrument to pull up Hairs with by the Root, Twee-
zers : Or a Chyrurgions little Tongs, which are of different

shape according to the Diversity of their Use. [Hence in

Harris, Phillips, etc.] 1728 Chambers Cycl., Acanthabolus,
a Surgeon's Instrument; called also Volsella. 1889 Dun-
can Clin. Led. Dis. Women (ed. 4) ii. 5 A Volsella is fixed

in the cervix.

II Volsellum. Surg. [mod.L., perhaps from

mistaking L. volsella (see prec.) for a neuter pi.

Cf. Vulskllum.] A kind of forceps used in

surgical operations. Also attrib.

1876 Cubling Dis. Rectum 53 The hemorrhoidal growths

are to be seized separately with the volsellum forceps. Ibid,

75 A fold of membrane, .is to he seized with a volsellum, or

the haemorrhoidal forceps. 1898 Baldy's Amer. Text-Bk.
Gynecol, (ed. 2)375 A double tenaculum or volsellum forceps.

Volt (vplt, v<?ult), sb. [f. the name of Volta :

see Voltaic a.~\ The practical unit of electro-

motive force ; the difference of potential capable

of sending a current of one ampere through a con-

ductor whose resistance is one ohm.
1873 F. Jenkin Electr. <y Magn. x. § 2 There is already a

unit of electromotive force in practical use called a volt.

The volt is intended to represent io^absolute units. 1881 Sir

\V. Thomson in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 518 Nothing above 200

volts ought . . to be admitted . . where safeguards against acci-

dent cannot be made absolutely, .trustworthy. 189a Llectr.

Engin. 16 Sept. 283/1 The small ^low lamp requires from
0-6 to o-S amperes and four volts to fully light it.

b. attrib (with numeral preceding).

1881 Sir W. Thomson in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 518 To take

energy direct from the electric main with its 80,000 volts,

and supply it by secondary 200-volt dynamos or ioo-volt

dynamos. 1890 Anthony's I'hotogr. Bull. III. 223 Five

cells of this battery will light the six volt lamp.

Volt, obs. var. Vault sb. 1 and v.1 ; var. Volte

sb. ; var. obs. Sc. Vult (face).

Volt (v(?lt, v<7"lt), v. [ad. F. voller (f. volte

Volte or ad. It. voltare) ; or (in sense 4) variant of

Vault 7/. 2 under the influence of this.]

+ 1. rejl. To turn or roll over. Obsr1

1658 Franck North. Mem. (1694) 67 See where he comes
tumbling and tossing, and voltiug himself in the stiffest

Streams.

f 2. intr. (See quot.) Obsr 1

1688 Holme Armoury it. 150/1 [A horse is said to) Voule,

when he Kaires, or stands upright.

3. Fencing. To make a voile. Alsoyf^.

169. Sir W. Hope Fencing Master 101 You must Volt,

or leap with both your feet in the Air at once, quite by your

Adversaries left shoulder. 1696 R. H. Sen. Kccrtal. 72

Fourthly, you may Volt, and in your so doing, give hiin the

Thrust, which being clearly done, will mainly 1 prize him.

1771 Lonnekgan / cnccr's Guide 215, I parry you with a

Prime, and cut at your head with a Medium as 1 % 1897

Westm. Gaz. 14 July 3/2 When Mr. Chamberlain volts, lt

is not only his face, but his whole personality he turns round.

f4. = Vault v.'1 2. Obs. rare.

•753 Young Brothers 111. i, This pass'd, as suits his Wisdom,
Macedonians I Who volts o'er elder brothers to a Throne.

1757— Love Fame v. r24 Some nymphs affect a more heroic

breed, And volt [earlier edd. vaultl from hunters to the

manag'd steed.

Hence Vo'lting1 vbl. sb.

1691 Sin W. Hope Fencing Master 10 Volting is the leap-

ing by your adversaries left side, quite out of his measure.

1813 G. Roland Treat. Art Fencing 151 The same may be

said of volting, or any manoeuvre that does not give the

opponent a fair opportunity of hitting the right breast. 1861

G. Chapman Foil Practice 34 Volting is prohibited in teach-

ing with the foil, and condemned in fencing.

II Volta (vflta). [It. volta turn, etc., fern. pa.

pple. of volgcrc, volvere to turn, employed as a sb.]

= Lavolta.
164. Kvnaston Leolint * Sydanis roos These with ten

Satyrs dane'd an antique round With Volta s, and a barm-

band. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Volta,. .a turning IJance so-

called. 1753 Chambers' Cycl., Suppl. s.v.. Volta is also a

sort of dance of Italian origin, in which the man "ynsthe

woman several times, and then assists her to make a leap^oc

jump; it is a species ofgalliard. 18.3Cr.ABB l.cknoL Dut

l-olta, an old threetimed air, peculiar to an Italian dance

of the same name. 1910 Times 8 Aug. ro/4 ,•*«"»*!»

jestys Theatre, .thecourt dances will include a 'volta wito

Its light-hearted leaps into the air.

Volta- (vr'ta), combining form or V oltaic used

in a few technical terms, as volta electric , -electro-
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VOLTAGE.
meter, -inductric

; voltaplast (see qnot.) ; volta-
type si., an electrotype ; v. trans., to electrotype
Voltagraphy, given in some Diets, as a synonym ofelectrotypy after Penny Cycl. (1843) XXVI. 434/2, was

coined specially for use in that work, and appears to havehad no real currency.
1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Set. xxxiii. 338Volta-electnc induction is instantaneous. 1862 Catal In-

ternat.Exh,,., Brit II. No. 357 8, The instantaneous
generation of volta-electnc currents of intensity. i8«*a»aday aPUf. Trans. CXX1V. 85 On a new .Measure
of Voltaelectricity. Ibid. 93 The instrument offers the
only actual measurer of voltaic electricity which we at pre.
sent possess... I have therefore named it a *Volta.electro-
meter. 1839 Noad Electricity iii. 130 Its terminal wires
are soldered to a Faraday's volta-electrometer. i87sKnightDiet. Mech 2714/1 Voltaelectromeler, an instrument for
indicating the degree of electrical excitation. 1840 Noad
Electricity (ed. 3) 49' The manner in which this machine
acts wi 1 be clearly understood by reference to the general
principles of •volla-mductric action. 1841 Francis Diet.
Arts, Voltaplast. Such is the name given to that form of
galvanic battery which is adapted to the electrotype. 184aLranue Diet. Sci. 1309/2 Gold, silver, and other metals
may. .be substituted for copper, and thus a variety of 'volta-
types may be obtained. Ibid., It often happens that the
article to be voltatyped, as this process is now called, is not
a conductor of electricity. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2714/2
r olta-type, a cast of an object obtained by the gradual de-
position of a metal from a metallic solution, through the
agency of electric action.

+ Voltage 1
. Ods.-1

[f. F. volte Voltb + -age.]
The action of causing a horse to move in voltes.
1606 Ford Fame's Mem. xxxii, He assaies, Which way to

manage an villained horse When, how, to spur, and rayn to
stop, and raise, Close sitting, voltage ofa manlike force.'

Voltage 2 (vp-Itedz, vou-lted?,). [f. Volt
si. + -AGE.] Electromotive force reckoned or ex-
pressed in volts.

1890 Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. 4/3 The voltage varied between
700 and 1,300 volts. 1894 Bottone Electr. Instr. m In
calculating the voltage, the desired current must also be
considered, and allowance made both for the internal and
external resistances. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 855 It is
difficult to say what voltage is fatal to man.
f>g- "9°4 Spectator 30 Apr. 670/1 Pope., was seldom the
subject of currents of high voltage like.. the emotional
Hazlitt.

b. attrii. (esp. with adj. preceding).
1890 Daily News 4 Jan. 6/7 There is as much danger from

the low voltage as there is from the high voltage system
as far as fire is concerned. 1894 /bid. 22 Jan. 2/3 The'
question of high voltage electricity.

Voltaic (\plte'-ik), a. [From the name of the
Italian physician and scientist, Alessandro Volta
(1745-1826) + -ic]

1. Of apparatus : Used in producing electricity
by chemical action after the method discovered by
Volta

; esp. voltaic tattery (Batteuy 10), voltaic
file (Pile stfi 5).

(a) 1813 Sir H. Daw Agric. Chem. (1814) 41 It has been
shown by Experiments made by means of the Voltaic bat-

I

tery.
.
that compound bodies in general are capable of being

decomposed by Electrical powers. 1850 Grove Corr. Phys.
Forces (ed. 2) 81 A voltaic battery, which consists usuallyof
alternations of two metals, and a liquid capable of acting
chemically upon one of them, . .is incapable of acting. 1879
G. Prescott Sp. Telefhone 1 When galvanism was dis-
covered, at the beginning of the present century, and the
voltaic battery invented.

(b) 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. 4 ArtU, 275 The Vol-
taic pile, as well as the battery last described, are now but
little used. 1839 Noad Electricity iii. 97 To Volta's ex-
periments we are indebted for the first galvanic instrument,
namely, the voltaic pile; it was described by him in the
Philosophical Transactions of 1800. 1896 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. I. 352 After the discovery of the voltaic pile the use of
the electrical machine gradually fell into disuse.

(e) l8ra Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 54 Without the Vol-
taic apparatus, there was no possibility of examining the
relations of electrical polarities to chemical attractions.
1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xvii. 460 Voltaic arrangements^
consisting of a few large plates rather than many small ones.
1855 \i/,w Senses % Int. 1. ii. §22 In a voltaic cell, an energy
is generated and transmitted along a wire with inconceivable
rapidity. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 930/2 A voltaic
pencil, by the use of which designers and draughtsmen may
be enabled to dispense entirely with the aid of the engraver.

2. Of electricity: Generated by chemical action.
1816 Accum Chem. Tests 223 When the precipitation of

the metallic lead takes place in the surface of the zinc, vol-
taic electricity is evolved. 183S Mrs. Somerville Conner.
Phys. Sci. (ed. 3) xxviii. 303 Voltaic electricity is of that
peculiar kind which is elicited by the force of chemical
action. 1890 Nature 4 Sept., The application of voltaic
electricity to the welding and fusion of metals.

b. Ofa current : Consisting of voltaic electricity.
1834 Mrs. Somerville Conner. Phys. Sci. xxxi. 324 The

magnetic and electric fluids, . .arising from all possible posi-
tions of the conducting wire, and every direction of the vol-
taic current, i860 Piesse Lab. Chem. Womlers 180 The
effect ofa continued voltaic current.

3. Of or pertaining to, connected with, caused
by, electricity due to chemical action.
1820 Faraday Exp. Res. (1859) 65 The little bars.. evi-

dently produced voltaic action. x8j^ — Chem. Manip.
xvii. 461 This formed ; voltaic combination with theplatina
and the fluid. 1855 Bain Senses <$• Int. n. ii. § 23 The vol-
taic shock is very different, in consequence of the altered
character of.the discharge. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV.
309/1 The invention of voltaic deposition, .created a new
era for the manufacture of silver-plated wares.

b. Voltaic brass, brass deposited by the action
of electricity.
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i860 Ure'sDict. Arts (ed. s ) II. 94 Voltaic brass does not
appear to have been obtained in a solid distinct form, but

surface"
succ<!S5fully Produ«d as a coating upon a copper

Hence Voltaically adv., by means of, in respect
of, voltaic electricity; after the manner ofa voltaic
battery.

1843 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces etc (1874) 303 Besides
employing the usual chemical tests, I analysed it voltaically.
1844 Noad Electricity (ed. 2) 144 When a series of some
hundred couples of zinc and copper cylinders are arranged
voltaically, and charged with common water, a batterv is
obtained, ,86s Mansfield Salts 12 One of these, the
IMorine, is said to be voltaically or chemically negative.

Voltairean, Voltairian (vf?lte>rian), si.
and a. [f. the later name of the French author
Francois Marie Arouet (1694-1778), who from
1718 styled himself de Voltaire.']

A. si. A follower or adherent of Voltaire in
respect of opinions or the manner of expressing
them

; one whose views on social and religious
questions are characterized by a critical and mock-
ing scepticism.
a. 1871 Morley Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Sen 1. (1878) 51He (Condorcet] was a Voltairean in the intensity of his

antipathies to the Church. 1885 Atkenxum 2 May 567/,His father, a country squire, and, as the fashion then was,
a thorough-going Voltairean, had married one of his own
serfs.

ft. 1875 Gladstone Glean. (1879) VI. 225 We are now en-
gaged in training a nation to consist of Voltairians and of
Clericals. 1883 M. Pattison Mem. (1885) 212 If it is against
the Church it is a fiction of the Voltairians.
B. adj. Of, belonging to, or resembling Voltaire;

holding opinions like those of Voltaire, or express-
ing them in his style.

«. 1879 Morley Burke viii. 176 The eager, bustling, shrill-
tongued crowd of the Voltairean age. 1885 ' Mrs. Alex-
ander ' At Bay i, A shrewd, worldly, voltairean woman.
p. 1876 L. Stephen Hours in Library 189 Walpole must

be reckoned as belonging both in his faults and his merits to
the Voltairian school of literature. 1896 W. K. I.f.ask H.
Miller v. 125 There is still the Voltairian type of thinker.

Hence Voltairianism (also -ean-), = VOLTAIR-
ISM.

1848 W. K. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. ,87 In
order not to offend the Voltairianism of several of his friends
he had forborne to base his constitution on religion. 1890
Athenxum 19 July 92/2 He interprets Voltairianism as 'a
school based on destructive irony, . .and incapable of raising
or fortifying the human mind \

Voltarrianize, v. rare. [f. prec. + -ize.]
trans. To render Voltairian. Hence Voltairian-
ized ppl. a.

1872 Liddon Elem. Relig. ii. 49 It was. .quite another
[thing] permanently to control the heart and convictions
even of the Voltairianized multitudes ofParis. 1902 Academy
3 Jan. 7/2 Hamlet is completely Voltairianised, in the most
audacious fashion.

Voltairish, a. rare—\ [f. Voltaire (see above)
+ -ISH.] Resembling Voltaire.
184a Mrs. Browning Bk. Poets Poet. Wks. (1904) 639/2We will not.. set up its grand, luxurious, melancholv devilancholy devil

[f. as

against Goethe's subtle, biting, Voltairish devil.

Voltairism {yo\le* riz'm). Also -eism
prec. + -ism.]

1. Something characteristic of Voltaire.
1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad Introd. p. exxvi The

error confessed, and still retained, is a true Voltairism.'
2. The body of opinions or views expressed by

Voltaire ; the mocking and sceptical attitude char-
acteristic of these.

1840 Cari.yle Heroes I (1904) 14 Truly, if Christianity be
the highest instance of Hero-worship, then we may find here
in Voltaireism one of the lowest ! 187a Morley Voltaire
(1886) 1 We may think of Voltairism in France, somewhat as
we think of Catholicism or the Renaissance or Calvinism.

Voltaism (vp-lta.iz'm). [f. Volta (see Voltaic
a.) + -ISM.] The production of an electric current
by the chemical action of a liquid on metals

;
gal-

vanism as produced by Volta's methods.
1811 R. Turner Arts f, Sci. xxix. 271 In voltaism, it is

necessary that the bodies by which it is exhibited should
have some chemical agency on each other. 1826 < ;ood Bk.
Nat. (1834) I. 219 Every one has now some knowledge of
Galvanism and VoltaiMn. 1844 Noad Electricity (ed. 2)
132 That remarkable form of Electricity, known by the
name of Galvanism or Voltaism.

Voltaite (vfltSiait). Mitt. [f. as prec;
named by A. Scacchi in 1840.] A hydrous sul-
phate of iron occurring in green, black, or brown
crystals.

1846 Worcester (citing Dana). 1852 Dana Min. 228 Vol-
taite is a double sulphate of iron, alumina, potash and water
crystahsing like alum in octahedrons. 1868 Watts Diet.
Chem. V. 1005 Voltaite, a ferroso-ferric sulphate, containing
alumina, occurring at the Solfatara, near Naples.

Voltameter (vfjitarmftai). [See Volta- and
-meteh.] An instrument used for the quantitative
measurement of electricity by means of the results
of electrolysis.

1836 Brandf. Chem. (ed. 4) 385 When the quantity of pro.
ducts was examined by the voltameter, the oxygen.. was
always in the same proportion as from water. 1866 R. M.
Ferguson Electr. (1870) 140 To measure one or other of
these is the object of a galvanometer or voltameter. 1881
S. P. Thompson Electr. I, Magnetism 179 The voltameter
gives us the ' time integral ' of the current.

VOLTZINE.
attrib. 1844 Noad Electricity (ed. 2) 222 One equivalentof lead was reduced in the voltameter tube.

Volte, volt (vplt, vt?"lt). [a. F. volte, ad. It.
volta : see Volta.]
1 1. A kind of dance ; = Volta, Lavolta. Ois

tu
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HoBY *• C«er^fs Polit. Disc. Truth xi. 30lhe Voltes, courantes, and vyolent daunses proceede from

furie .597 1 Morley Introd. Mus. ,8i Like vnto this
(the LransleJ (but more light) be the voltes and
which being both of a measure, are notwithstanding dau'need
after sundrie fashions. 1610 Dowland Var. Lute.U.so^

Voltes for the Lute.

2. fencing. A sudden dexterous movement to
avoid a thrust.
1688 Holme Armoury III. xix. (Roxb.) 160/1 A Volt. .iswhen thy adversary doth thrust at thee which thou per.cememg, dost first put by his thrust ; and just turne \sic\ thybody round about, with thy back towards thine adversarie

thrusteih him with a quarte in his right brest. 1765 AngeloMA. Fencing 44 You must.. with swiftness and agility ner.
form this turn of the body called volte. 1771 Lonnergan
fencers Guide 104 When I disengage a Quarte, single yourbody from the thrust, by quickly forming a Volt. 1861 GChapman Foil Practice 34 The volt or spring to the right or
left (being) occasionally put in practice. 1889 A. Hutton
Cold Steel 90 Make a complete volte or turn about on the
toe of the right, bringing the left foot well behind it.

T b. Volt-coupe, a feint in fencing.
,1691 Sir W. Hope Fencing Master 46 The Volt-coupe,

single and double. Ibid. 65 Then make use of the Double
Volt-Coupe

. .after you have made your Feint. 1696 R. H
Sen. Recreat. 87 Lesson 12. Of Volt Coupe.

3. In the manege, a circular movement executed
by a horse. (Of. the earlier Demi-volte.)
1717 Bailey (vol. II), Volte (in Horsemanship) signifies a

round or a circular Tread. 1738 Chambers Cyct. s v A
Renversed Volt, is a Track of two Treads, which the Horse
makes with his Head to the Centre, and his Croup out. 1884
E. L. Anderson Mod. Horsem. 11. xvii. 148 The school
gallop is employed in traversing, and for voltes and pir
ettes. The horse may be made to traverse and to do
voltes in the ordinary gallop.

4. Turn, change. rare~l
.

1901 Meredith Hueless Love viii, So has there come the
gust at South-west flung By sudden volt on eves of freezine
mist. 6

pirou-

do the

t Volted, ppl. a. Ois. (Meaning not clear.)
1613-39 L Jones in Leoni Pailadios Archil. (1742) II. 45

The Roses fretted, not volted.

II Volte-face (wlt.fas). [Fr., ad. It. volta
faccia, f. volta turn +/accia face.] The act of turn-
ing so as to face in the opposite direction

; fig. a
complete change of attitude or opinion.
1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xvi, Your Excellency has only

to hint that the M'Aulays are going in that direction, andmy friends of the Mist will instantly make volteface, and go
to the right about. 1812 — Pcveril xxxiv, At last we were
obliged to make volte-face. 1883 Athenxum 20 Oct. 493/2He is getting to believe in evolution and has to make some
curious voltes-face in order to retain at the same time his
belief in theism. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov. 627/1 The sudden
volte-face which Mr. Gladstone and Sir William Harcourt
performed ill 1886.

Volter, variant of Waltek si. Ois.

II Voltigeur (voltyo-r). [F., agent-n. f. voltiger
to flutter, hover, vault, etc.] Formerly in the
French army, a member of a special skirmishing
company attached to each regiment of infantry.
1807 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 25/1 They were received

at the mouth of the musket by the voltigeurs. [Note.
Sharp-shooters, or marksmen, mounted on horseback, whose
business it is to hover around the enemy,, .and annoy him
(etc.).] i8»7 Southey Hist. Penins. War III. 430 The
enemy's chasseurs and voltigeurs advanced in considerable
bodies under General Lorset.
attrib. 1805 James Milit. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v., They sub-

mitted to a long, .training, before they were admitted in the
voltigeur companies. 1834 De Quincey Pot. Econ. Dial.
vi. Misc. (1854) 259 Go on,..and skirmish with him a little
more in this voltigeur style.

transf. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861) 221 The Van
Bunschotens.. would have been put to utter rout but for
the ai rival of a gallant corps of voltigeurs. 1817 Keatinge
Jrav. I. 155 The most active and habituated voltigeurs of
the community . .

contrive to anticipate, andfont mam basse
on whatever can be found.

Voltmeter (vfltmasj). ff. Volt si.% +
Metek.] An instrument for measuring the pressure
of electricity in volts.

1882 Eng. Mech. 10 Mar. 4/3, I have two instruments
devised by Prof. Perry and myself, an Am-meter, and a
Volt-meter, the one for measuring a strong current, and the
other a large electromotive force. 1884 C. G. W. Lock
Workshop Rec. Ser. ill. 132/1 This can be verified by con-
necting one terminal of a voltmeter to the negative brush.
1898 lingin. Mag. XVI. 139 2 Plan of the plant is given,
showing how the dynamo, voltmeter, switchboards, and
tanks should be connected.

II Volto. [It. volto -volta vault (the same
word as Volta).] = Vault j*.1 i.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct. 1644, Entring the Church

(St. Peter's, Rome], admirable is the bredth of the volto or
roofe. Ibid. 18 Jan. 1645, The Consistory, a noble roome,
the volto painted in grotesq. 1880 Shorthouse J. Ingle.
sant xxvi. 375 The garden (at Rome] was entered by a por-
tico or door-case adorned with ancient statues, the volto or
roof of which was painted with classic subjects.

Vo Itzinc Min. Also vols-, [-ine ».] =next.
1836 T. Thomson Min., Geol., etc. I. 540 Voltzine. Oxy-

sulphuret of zinc. This mineral occurs at Rosiers. 1850
Ansted Elem. Geol., Min^ etc. § 470 Volzine. 1855 Orr's
Cm. Sci., Geol., etc. 503 Voltzine. .Found in a vein of
quartz.. and in some zinc furnaces.
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Voltzite (vfltzait). A/in. [f. the name of

P. L. Vollz, inspector of mines; named by Fournet,

'833.] A native oxysulphide of zinc.

1835 R. D. <fr 'P. Thomson's Rec. Gen. Set. I. 274 Voltzite.

This mineral is found at Pont Gibaud, in Puyde Dome. It

possesses a pearly lustre; colour rose-red, or yellow. 185a
Dana Miu. 252 Voltzite. A compound of sulphuret and
oxyd of zinc. Occurs in implanted globules of a dirty rose-
red color.

Volu'bilate, a. Bot. [f. next + -ate.] = next.

1819 Rees Cycl., Volubile, or Volubitate Stem or Stalk,..

a name given to those of many plants, as all those the stems
or stalks of which are of a twining or winding climbing
nature.

Volubile, <t. Bot. rare, [ad. L. voiubilis. So
F. volubile.] m Voluble a. 4.

1819 (see prec.J. 1838 J. Murray Econ. Veg. 48 Some
Stems are volubile; or ' twine' as the hop and honeysuckle,
convolvolus, and * scarlet runner.' 1849 Halfour Man. Hot.

I 66 Stems have usually considerable firmness and solidity,

but sometimes they.. twist round other plants in a spiral

manner like Woodbine, becoming volubile.

|| Volu-bilis. Bot. Obs. [L. ; see prec. SoF.
voiubilis. ] Convolvulus.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Ifort. Mar. 63 Sow on the Hot-bed such

Plants as are late bearing Flowers or Fruit in our Climate

;

as IJalsamine,. .Voiubilis, Myrrh, Carrobs, [etc.]. 171a tr.

Poute?s ffist. Drugs I. 132 This Pod is the Fruit of a
Kind of Voiubilis.

Volubility (v^liwbi'liti). Also 6-*j -itie, 7
-itye. [ad. F. volubility (15-16111 cent.; = It.

volubilitd, Sp. -itfat/, Pg. ~idade), or ad. L. voliibi-

litds, f. voiubilis : see next and -itt.]

I. f L Quickness in turning from one object to

another; versatility. Obs. rare.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. 1. (1599) 3 The wisedome and
reputation of the man, togither with the naturall volubilitie

of his wit. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xviii. § 5 Orators.

,

by the obseruing their well graced fourmes of speech, .lecse

the volubilitie of Application.

T b. Ready variation of expression. Obs.~~x

1659 Harrington Valerius <y Puhlkola 18 If you speak
of Israel, Athens, Rome, Venice, or the like, they hear you
with volubility of countenance.

2. The capacity of revolving, rolling, or turning

round; aptness to rotate about an axis or centre.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. i. iii. §2 If Celestial! Spheres
should forget their woonted Motions, and by irregular volu-

bilitie turne themselues any way as it might happen. 1601
Holland Pliny I. 31 The world with continual! volubilitie

and turning about it, driveth the.. globe thereof into the
formeof a round ball. 1656STANLEY ffist. P/tilos. viu. (1687)

432/2 He who thrust the Cylinder, gave it the beginning of
motion, but did not give it volubility. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Bergerac's Com. ffist. 86 It began to be out of my power
any more to discern the Diversity of their several Motions
by reason of their extream Volubility. 1705 Purshall
Meek, Macrocosm 296 They lose their Fluidity, which de-
pends upon the Volubility of Globular Particles at liberty.

1740 Cheyne Regimen 75 Wood Globules, by their Rotun-
dity, Volubility, and Elasticity, resist Trituration, that is,

Digestion. 1754 Diet. Arts «r Set. s.v. Needle, In the con-
struction of the horizontal needle a piece of pure steel is pro-
vided, of a length not exceeding six inches, lest its weight
impede its volubility. 1871 Ukowning Pr. ffohenst. 1920
Under pretence of making fast and sure The inch [of ascent]
gained by late volubility.

b. Of the eye : Readiness in moving, rare~x
.

160? Holland PlutarcfCs Mor. 1275 The cheerefull cast &
amiable volubility of his quicke eie.

f3. Capacity for moving in an easy or gliding

manner. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxi. §g Except men know
exactly all the conditions of the serpent ;..his volubility and
lubricity. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 111. xviii. 153 Such Crea-
tures, .which, .as it were slide from place to place, some
more slowlie, but othersome with a certaine Volubility and
flexible Agitation of the Bodie. 1653 T. Watson Art Div.
Contentm. xi. (1668) 185 The Poets painted Time with wings,
to shew the volubility and swiftness of it.

f 4. Tendency to change or turn from one con-
dition to another ; changeablcness, mutability, in-

constancy. Obs. a. Of persons.
1603 Flohio Montaigne 11. t. 195 Whosoever shall heede-

fully survay and consider himsclfe, shall finde this volu-
bilitie and discordance to be in himsclfe. 1613 Shiklky
Pray. Persia 136 The world by taking notice ot your in-
firmitie will alwayes feare volubilitie in all your actions.
a 1660 Contemp. ffist. fret. (Ir. Arcrueol. Soc) I. 204 AM
the lawe. phisickf, and poetrie in the world canot cure or
amende the flexibilitie, volubilitie, inconstancie, and treach-
eric of this man.

b. Of fortune or affairs.

1609 Holland Amm. Mareell. 286 The volubilitie of in-
constant fortune produceth these occurrences in the Ea>t
parts. 1670 Moral State Eng. t All affairs do resemble the
great Machines of Heaven and Earth, in their motion and
volubility. 1609 T. Qockman] tr. Tully's Offices (1706) 88
The great Volubility and Changeableness of Fortune,

II. 5. Ready flow (/speech, etc.

1589 Puttknham Eng. Potsie it. v. (Arb.) 91 Which flow-
ing of wordet with much volubilitie smoothly proceeding
from the mouth is in some sort harmonicall. 1653 J fk. Tay-
lor Serm. /or Year 1. ii. 15 Some men . . explicate our pray-
ing in the Spirit, by a mere volubilty [sic] of language.
1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. (1687) 228/2 Cicero being at
Athens heard him, and was much taken with the eloquence
and volubility of his discourse. 1670 Clarendon ffist. Reb.
xvi. § 122 The General was not a Man of Eloquence or
Volubility of Speech. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II 43
This unrestrained volubility and wantonness of speech is the

occasion of numberless evils. 1791 Cowpkr Odyss. xvm. 32
Gods 1 with what volubility of speech The table hunter
prates. 1823 Lamb Elia 11. Old Margate Hoy, A.. young

man. .with, .an insnppressable volubility of assertion. 1836
Thiklwall Greece III- ti The sweetness of voice, and the
volubility of utterance, with which both (Pisistratus and
Cimon] expressed themselves.

b. Smooth, easy, or copious flow of verse or
poetic utterance.

1589 Nashe in Greene Menaphon Pref. (Arb.) 6 The
spacious volubilitie of a drumming decasillabon. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 92 P 1 1 The verse intended to represent
the whisper of the vernal breeze, must be confessed not much
to excel in softness or volubility. 1779 — L. P., Pom/ret
(1838) 113 In his other poems there is an easy volubility.

6. The character or state of being voluble in

speech; great fluency of language; readiness of
speech

;
garrulousness.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. i. 176 Say she be mute,'and will

not speake a word ; Then He commend her volubility. 1602
Marston Ant. 4- Mel. n. Wks. 1856 I. 23 You have the
most gracefull presence, ..amazing volubility, ..delicious
aflabiluie. 1670 G. H. tr. flist. Cardinals I. 1. 13 It was my
fortune to hear a Franciscan Preach.., but with more
Volubility than Virtue. 1710 Steele 'Patter No. 115 r$ His
great Volubility and inimitable Manner of Speaking. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 157 p8 Long familiarity with my
subject enabled me to discourse with ease and volubility.

1 78 1 R. King Mod. Loud. Sf>y 118 The following account,
which she delivered with great volubility. 1826 F. Rey-
nolds Life 9f Times II. 11 Me took the lead in conversa-
tion, and his natural volubility, increased by sudden joy,
carried all before it. 1855 Macavlay Hist. Ettg. xi. III. 25
Before he had been a member three weeks, his volubility,
his asperity, and his pertinacity had made him conspicuous.
1875 H. James Mine, de Mauves i, Her volubility was less

suggestive than the latter's silence.

7. Extreme readiness of the tongue in respect of
speech or discourse.
1612 W. Martyn Youths tnstr. 99 The volubilitie of a

smooth tongue is nothing profitable. 1650 R. Stapylton
Stradas Low C. IVars 111. 67 A Counseliour of great sub-
tilty and volubility of tongue. 1699 Garth Dispens, in. 36
lioth had the Volubility of Tongue, In Meaning faint, but
in Opinion strong. 1711 Steele Spcct. No. 252 P3 You
have mentioned only the Volubility of their Tongue. 1755
Smollett Quix. (1803) 11,6 All this preamble was uttered.

.

with such volubility of tongue,, .that they admired her good
sense as much as her beauty.

b. Similarly of the throat, voice, etc.

1740 Ciuber Apol. (1756) I. 282 In volubility of throat the
former [singer] had much the superiority. 1769 Goldsm.
Hist. Rome (1786) II, 225 Nero. .used all those methods
which singers practice either to mend the voice, or improve
its volubility. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 93/2 The^e [bar-
monies on horns and trumpets] they executed with volubility
akin to that displayed on fingered instruments.

f Volubilous, a. Obs.-1 [f. L. volubil-is : see

next.] Apt to roll or turn.

1658 Rowland tr. Mou/eVs Theat. Ins. 1059 It hath a
broad round volubilous body.

Voluble (v^lirfbT), a. Also 7 volubil. [a.

older F. voluble ( = Sp. voluble^ Pg. voluvel, It.

volubile) or ad. L. voiubilis, (. votii-
t
volvtre to

turn : see -BLE.
In some instances the use of the word echoes Horace Ep. \,

ii. 43 (Amnis) in omne voiubilis xvum.]
I. 1. Liable to change ; inconstant, variable,

mutable. Now rare.

1575 Fenton Gold. Epist. (1582) 21 As of all voluble things
there is nothyng more light than renown. 1578 Wotton
Courtlie Coutrouersie 29 Poets, and Painters. .testiTye the
loue of men to be voluble and vnconstant lyke a birde. 1604
T. Wright Passions vt. 339 Perceive how vain fancies, and
voluble crosses vanish away as little cloudes before the
northerne winds. 1647 J. Carter Nail A Wheel 71 No-
thing abides at a stay ; all things are unstable, and voluble.
165a N. Culverwel Lt. Nat. 1. xii. (1661) 104 The noblest
Perfections.. are but voluble, and uncertain. 1678 Also

p

Melius fno. n, v. 243 The Lot, wherein the. . Alruling God
Controuls the Contingency of the voluble Creature. 1898
Mereoith Odes Fr. Hist. 28 He waves, and the voluble
scene is a quagmire shifting block.

2. Capable of ready rotation on a centre or axis

;

apt to revolve or roll in this manner. Now rare.
1589P11TTENHAM Eng. Poesieu. xi.(Arb) nr He[the round

orsphere] is cuen and smooth, without any angle, or interrup-
tion, most voluble and apt to turne, and to continue motion.
1609 Uiule (Douay) Ezek. x. 13 And these wheeles he
called voluble, my self bearing it. 1637 Gillespie Eng.
Pop. Cerent. A ii b, Like Diogenes turningabout the mouth
of his voluble hoggeshead. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 594
Orthisless volubil Earth llyshorterflight toth' East had left

him there. 17*6 Leoni Albertts Archit. III. 2 1 A Sphere
is. .a round body voluble on every side. 1784 Cowper Task
in. 400 Thrice must the voluble and re>tless earth Spin
round upon her axle. 181a Cary Dante, Purg. xxa 41, I

had met The fierce encounter of the voluble rock. 1822
Hazlitt Table-!'. Ser. 11. xvii. 397 Go thy ways old world,
swing round in blue ether, voluble to every age ; you and I

shall no more jostle I

fig. 1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. Bjb, His imagination
shall be carried in the voluble Sphere of diuers mens dis-
courses. 1605 Bacon Adv. t.earn. 11. xxiii. § 33 Nothing is

more politique then to make the wheels of our mind con-
centrique and voluble with the wheel of fortune. 163a J.
Hayward tr. Biondts Eromena 106 Fortune (Sister) is un-
stable, and her wheele voluble.

t b. Of the eye : Moving readily. Obs.- 1

i66x Lovell ffist. Anim. + Min. 91 He hath, .high eye-
browes, eyes not very voluble or prominent.

O. Capable of being relied up.
i66a Evelyn Chalcogr. 19 Which from the German Bucker

..were called Books, to whatever voluble or folding matter
applyed.

3. Moving rapidly and easily, csp. with a gliding

or undulating movement.
1589 Pi'ttenham Eng. Potsit in. ir. (Arb.) 156 A broad and

voluble tong, thinne and mouable lippes, teeth euen and not

shagged. :6o8 ToPSELL Serpents 11 The Tongue of a Ser-

pent., is also thinne, long, and black of colour, voluble;

neither is there any beast that moueth the tongue so

speedily. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 436 Neerer he drew, and
many a walk travers'd Of stateliest Covert, Cedar, Pine,

or Palme, Then voluble and bold, now hid, now seen.

1695 Woodward Nat. ffist. Earth in. i3X The parts of it

[sc. water) Wing very voluble and lubricous, as well as tine

and small, it easily, .distends the Tubes and Vessels of

Vegetables, 1856 Bryant Summer Air 25 Why so slow,

Gentle and voluble spirit of the air?

Jig. 186a Thackeray Philip xvii, Would you like to hear
yesterday's sermon over and over again^—eternally voluble?

4. Bot. Twining, twisting. Cf. Volubile a.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Stalk, Voluble stalk, that

which twists round other things. 1789 E. Darwin Bot.

Card. 11.(1791) 108 note, Some of the plants with voluble

stems ascent! other plants spirally, east—south—west. 1835
Kirby Power, IVisd. iy Goodn. God II. 247 Some with a
climbing or voluble stem, constantly turn oneway, and some
as constantly turn another. 1857 «• Gkay First Less. Bot.

(1B66) 37 Twitting, or voluble, wlun stems rise by coiling

themselves spirally around other stems or supports. [Also

in later botanical works.]

II. 5. Characterized by fluency or glibness of

utterance; rapid and ready of speech; fluent:

a. Of persons.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. m. i. 69 A most acute Iuuenall,

voluble and free of grace. 1604 — Oth. II, L 242 A knaue
very voluble. . . A slipper, and subtle knaue, a finder of occa-

sion. i6j 1 T. Williamson tr, Goulari's Wise Vicillard 14
There be found men about a hundred yeares old, that are
very voluble and fluent in talkeand discourse. {1704 Stkele
Lying Lover v. i, Oh this unhappy Tongue of mine ! Thou
lawless voluble destroying Foe.] 1726 Yovr.Odyss. xxn. 319
There end thy pompous vaunts and high disdain ; Oh sharp
in scandal, voluble and vain ! 1807 Ckabue Par. Reg. 11.

15S Fierce in his air, and voluble of tongue. 1840 Thikl-
wall Greece Ivi. VII. 138 A school of oratory, which pro-

duced a long series of voluble sophists. 1890 M. Williams
Leaves 0/ Life II. xvii. 150 Of all the voluble men I have
encountered in the course of my career, he is the most
voluble.

absol. 176a Foote Orator it. Wks. 1799 I. 219 You will

have at one view, the choleric, the placid, the voluble,, .and
the clamorous.

b. Of the tongue.
1608 Middleton Trick to catch Old One t. ii, 'TIs a fine

little voluble toung mine Hoste, that wins a wlddow. 1650

R. Stapylton Strada's Lenv C. Wars ill. 63 A man naturally

eloquent, of a voluble fluent tongue. 1699 Burnet J9 Art.
xxiii. 257 Hot-headed Men of warm Fancies, and voluble

Tongues, .would be apt to thrust themselves on to the

Teaching and Governing others. 1720 Prior Truth <fr

Falsehood 45 Her tongue, so voluble and kind, lt always
runs before her mind. 1791 Cowper fltad xx. 309 The
tongue of man is voluble, hath words Fir every theme.

1817 Chalmers Life Churchyard 8 Churchyard was, plainly,

a plausible man, who had many tales to tell, with a voluble

tongue.
Comb. 1604 Dekker ffonest Wh. v, A notable-voluble

tongde villaine.

trans/. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxiii, But to her heart,

her heart was voluble,Paining with eloquence her balmy side.

6. Of discourse, words, etc. : Characterized by

great fluency or readiness of utterance.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ii. i. 76 Aged cares play treuant at

his tales. .So sweet and voluble is his discourse. 1590 —
Com. Err. 11. i. 92 If voluble and sharpe discourse be mar'd,

Vnkindnesse blunts it more then marble. 1649 Milton
Eikon. 32 A discouis, voluble anough, and full of sentence.

1690 Lond. Gas. No. 2612/4 One John Waterhouse of full

middle Stature, ..and of a large Voice, and voluble Speech.

1782 J. Warton Ess. Pope II. xiv. 473 note, The style of

which is certainly not so melodious and voluble as that of

Dryden's enchanting prose. 1791 Boswell Johnson an.

1750, His periods, though not diligently rounded, are voluble

and easy. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. ii. {1S55) 25_In

such persons words are ever at command—voluble and im-

passioned words. 1870 L'Emrakge Life Miss Mitford l.yi.

170 At length ' madame ' began a very voluble oration, in-

tended to express the extent of our delinquency.

trans/, a 1721 Prior Dial. betw. Locke <fr
Montaicne r 5,

I find the same strain run with a most voluble impe.^osity

almost thro every Chnpter of your Book. 1801 Mar. Edge-
worth Moral '/*., Forester, Catastrophe, The joy of the

poor dancing-master .. was rapturous and voluble. 1849

Miss Ml-lock The Ogilvies xvi, The good woman went on

in her voluble grief. 1871 MACOUFf Mem. Patmos xxii. 308

Oh, the jarring discord of voluble sympathy 1

tb. (See quot.) Obsr1

1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 243 They [the Chinese]

have contrived a fourth Kind of Writing, the Strokes whereof

..are made with more Ease and Expedition j on which

Account they are called Voluble Letters.

Hence VoTublenew, the quality or character of

being voluble.
1610 Guillim Heraldry m. xxii. 168 Such Reptiles as

hauing no feet doe with a kind of volublenesse make their

way in the waters with many intricate doublings. 1727

Bailey (vol. II), Volubleness, an Aptness to roll j also a

round Delivery or Utterance, an easy Pronunciation. 1895

Advance (Chicago) 10 Oct. 517/3 In general there is. .a cer.

tain volubleness among the mini-ters, and forgelfulness..to

give the laymen a chance [to speak 1.

Volubly (vpTitfbli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] In

a voluble manner; fluently, glibly.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xvm. 41 O Gods (saide hel how

volubly doth talke This eating gulfe. 1663 Butler Hudi.

I 105 This he as volubly would vent As ifhis stock would

neer be spent. 1671 Clarendon ^m{. Tracts (1727) 339 A
Secretary of State who. .spoke French as volubly and ai

exactly is he needed to do, without ever having been in

Fri 11 176S Johnson in Shaks. Wks. (1778) X. 489 «*>>,

One that discourses fearlessly and volubly 1796 M«.
O'Arblay Camilla in. 1, She talked volubly of what she

was about, as if it were the sole subject of her thoughts.

38-2



VOLTTCRARY.
1852 Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xiv, He was listening
to Haley, who was very volubly expatiating on the quality
of the article for which they were bargaining. 1862 Goul.
burn lers. Rclig. i. (,873) 3 Every body can speak volubly
upon controversial subjects.

Voluorary. rare-1
. [(. L. volucr-is bird +

-ary I.] A treatise on birds.

Off' Dowden Fr Lit. iii. 40 The earliest versified Bestiary,
which is also a Voluorary.

Volucrine, a. rare-1
, [f. as prec. + -1KB.] Of

or pertaining to, arising from, birds.
1881 P. S. Robinson Under Punkah 23 The volucrine

clamour continued unabated... The passage was filled with
bird-cages.

Volue, obs. var. Voli.by si. ; obs. Sc.f. Wolf si.

Volume (vp'hum), si. Forms : a. 4-6 volym,
S volom, 5-8 volum (5-6 vollum, 5 Sc. wolum).
P- 5 volyme, velome, volorae, 5- volume (6 Sc.
wollume). 7. 1 volumne, 7-9 volumn. [a.
OF. volum, volume, volumme (F. volume, = It. and
Pg. volume, Sp. volume,,), ad. L, volumen coil,
wreath, roll, etc., f. volv/re to roll. The chief
senses of the English word also exist in French.]

I. 1. Hist. A roll of parchment, papyrus, etc.,
containing written matter; a literary work, or
P"* « one, recorded or preserved in this form,
which was customary in ancient times. Also fit?
1382 Wvcup Deut. xvii. t8 He shal discriue to hym a

% if? v°
Un

?.
"" S law<! '" a vol >'m

-
J387 Trevisa Higden

(Rolls) V. 27 He expownede Ypocras his bookes as it were,
and. .also he made meny veleyns [v.rr. volyms, volums] of
his owne ,587 Golding De Mornay vi. (1592) 65 Hee wrote
sixe and thjrtie thousand, flue hundred, and fiue and twentie
Volumes, that is to say, Rolles of paper, as lamblichus re.
porteth 1611 Bible Ps. ,1. 7 l n ,he volume of the booke it
is wiitten of me. i6a3 L.sle /Elfr.c on O. t, N. Test

. 1
tsdras the Scribe wrote a volume, how the people

bel. VV ks. .898 II. 166 In history a great volume is unrolled
for our instruction. i86S I. Hannett Bibliotegia 23 Two
strings., attached to the last sheet or cover of the volume,

\m r w'm'
whe°." *" --oiled up, they were fastened!

1881 G. W. Moon A ing s English 11. or, The rolls, or volumes,
were composed of several sheets, fastened to each other,and rol.ed upon astick ; the whole making a kind of cylinder,
winch was to be managed by the stick, as a handle.

t b. A roll or scroll containing a legal document.
Ois. *

1530 Witt T. Broke, I.d. Cobham (Somerset Ho.), This my
present testament and laste will in two volumes.
.4. A collection of written or printed sheets bound

together so as to form a book ; a tome.
a c .380 Wyclif Serm Sel. Wks. 1 1. 61 Men algatis donworse now, for in stede of philatcries men maken gretvolyms of newt lawes. ,387 T.EVISA HigdtH (Rolls) I ,5Pat bey mowe be enformed by bis schort tretys, bat hauebnou ?t i-seie be grete volyms and large, bat beep of stories

-write, c^425 Wyntoun Cron. 1 v. Prol. 25, I hafsetme..
„ ' "V™ <™lu

,

m
,
Qwhen biggit was be Romule Rome.

•445-5° Mbtham Wks. (:9 i6) 157, I rede in elde volummys
iv

m
V5J? ^"If 1"' '="3 Douglas ^Eneid Wks. 1874

c I .
V
i
r
F'!

l,s volvJm of hir son "e Enee. 1590 Lydratc's
Serpent ofD,v,s,on Concl. Civ, Thus by the large writingsand golden vollums of that woorthye Chaucer, the frowardDame of ChaurKe hath no respecte of persons. 1651 Bur-tons Anal. Mel.fi. in. iv. „. i. 692 To describe Them in
VZi ?>i •

WO
i'

ld
I 1q?>n a J,,st volum

- l65' CulpepperEng-Physic. 180 It being sufficient foraVolum by itself to•peak fully of them. .698 Ke.ll Exam. Th. Earth (1734)

lift'',\rasmus Wjrren, who has wrote the greatest Volumagainst it. 1700 Maidwell in Collectanea (O.H.S.) I 512Never to be bound up in the last volum. 3

J.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Pro/. 68. Ouides Art and bookesmany on And alle th.se were bounden in o volume [v.rV./dome, velome], ,1440 Promf. Par,,. 5,2/. Volyme

r™„"i 'J-"T"-i !*£ Ca"on *&~ '"• *& «6o Boececompiled in his lyf plente of fair volumes aourned of byeand noble ph.lo.sopr.ye. ,2,5,3 Fabvan Chron. vt. (.8,,)

<«SLS "£Mf dAd'^my|h ; ' ,nake a Sreat volume
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 278 It wolde requyre rather ahole volume then a booke. ,594 Southwell St. Peter,

rZ"&; ',"
(I «°2)

,;
S Sweet

,
volum« stoard with learning fitfor Saints. ,605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § .6 You erre notknowtngthe Scr.ptures, nor the power of God : laying before

from"err™ r

0kCS
S
0r
Ay-

0lUmeS '/Udic
'
if wc wi» bê e "red

volume b / 2?£!S?AZ£<£*,l'**>S* Lo, here a littlejolume, but great book I 1691 Hartcliffe I'irtues 22, TheLawyers..,n those infinite and immense Volumes whichthey have wr.tten. 17,9 De Foe Crusoe ,. (Globe) , 7o Itwould take up a larger Volume than this whole Work is in-ended to be to set down all the Contrivances I hatch'3.Tf^JmUmiZttt. xx. (, 7i8) ,,5 The writer of the volume inquestion meets me upon my own ground. 1808 Med. Jrnl

Xyifff" nU
L
mber °{

-
P^3

' ' miZht Perhaps say,volumes, which have been written on the subject. ,849

«ller
A
s lit"'-Sfca LP* ?'he sh°Ps of "ie Ereat b»°k!sellers were crowded..and a known customer was oftenpermitted to carry a volume home. ,893 Bookman June

85/2 Somewr.ters would have gathered their fugitive niecesinto volumes and called them feoks.
"i 1"" pieces

y. 1648 Pacitt Heresiogr. (ed. 4) Ed Dnl A * *

w,
I
hardly containe the huf. that ,h«e Sec.arUs'hlv""doneto this poore Church ,649 J. H. Motion to Pari.™ Thebest man upon earth.. did so many things as all he Vol!

7eTVran)l 7°M T*^ con'^ '67. Marvel-
ei^ht i??Jf!' v ?

cannot answer without reading overeight or ten large Volumns in Folio. ,693 South termBom. ,. 31 288 In every volumn there is a nursery . of'vice
b. The sacred volume, the Bible. The Christian

volume, the New Testament

300

1863 Biogr.Si. E. Fry 75 Fifty copies of the entire Sacred

^waTd;d
an
forh

W
er

n
u
t

s
S

e-

fiV<: "" ^'^^— P™-P"y
8. fig. Something which in character or nature is

comparable to a book ; esp. something which may
be studied after the manner of a book.

I59j> Shaks. Rom. f, Jul. 1. iii. 8, This night you shall.

.

Read ore the volume of young Paris face, And find delight

w£u*2 W"h
?ea" ,ies P«- '593 - KM. 11,,. iv. ,8Would the word Farwell baue lengthened houres, He

should haue had a volume of Farwels. ,605 Timme Quersit.
iJed. p. m, I his philosophy natural, both speculatiue and
actitie, is not only to be found in the volume of nature. 1638R. Baker I, Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) ,9 The publick pros-
perities would be lessdeare unto me if yours were not bound
up in one volume with them. 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie
Ktitgl* Stoic, 96 It is as strange that man, having
that huge volumn of the Creation to revolve [etc f
1709 Prior Car,,,. Sec. 338 Be kind, and with a milder Hand,Uosmg the Volume of the finished Age,. .A more delightful
Leaf expand. ,8,4 Bvron Lara I. ix, Books, for his volume
heretofore was Man, With eye more curious he appear'd to
scan ,869 parrar Earn. Speech i. 7 Thought which socompletely permeates the whole of language as to render itone vast volume of compressed allegories.

b. In the phrase to speak (also express, tell)
volumes, to be highly expressive or significant.
18,0 Shelley Zastrozzi iv. Pr. Wks. ,888*1. 23 A pause

ensued, during which the eyes of Zastrozzi and Matildaspoke volumes to each guilty soul. ,833 Whittikk Abo-
'•t'°«<sts Pr. Wks. ,889 III. 86 The late noble example ofthe eloquent statesman .. speaks volumes to his political
friends. ,867 i keeman Nor,,,. Cong. (,877) I. vi. 444 Some,thing which speaks volumes in favour of the King. ,891
J. h. Winter' Lumley xv, Mrs. Jock's tone expressed

volumes.

VOLUME.

1785 Burns.Cotter's Sat. Nt. xv, Perhaps the Christian

*aS£?»k£i r,

he,
?
&

.!.
8so fo-SHALt. & Madden lly.

eliffite /ublel Pref. p. iii, Aelfric.added greatly ,0 theknowledge of the sacred volume [among the Anglo-Saxons!

4. A separately bound portion or division of a
work

;
one of two or more portions into which

a work of some size is divided with a view to sepa-
rate binding; one of a number of books forming a
related set or series.

v
1""„Ld; Werners Eroiss. I. 322/2 Thus endeth the firstvolume of sir Johan t roissart : of the cronycles of England,

rraunce, Spayne [etc.]. iS49 Coverdale (title), The secondtome or volume of the Paraphrase of Erasmus vpon thenewe
testament. ,684 Scandcrbeg Rediv. vi. ,55 To Attempt his
Character woud require another Volumne. , 7o6 London
«v ¥ l

'd-''h ,

Jhe ?etir
'

d Gardner. In Two Volumes.AW To this Volume is added [etc]. i796 H. Hunter tr.St-Purres Stud. Nat. (1799) III. „, I have given, in the
advertisement to my first Volume, the origin of this error.
1798 Ferriar lllustr. Sterne, etc. i. 4 When the first vol-
limes of Tristram Shandy appeared. 1855 Poultry Chron.
III. 555 I he Poultry Chronicle ..being now complete in
three volumes.

5. atlrii. and Coml., as volume form, -swollen,
trophicd adj.

-,,66, Holydat Juvenal (1673) 1 Mighty Telephus..Ur volume-swolne Orestes, that does fill The margin of an

SX." ,, ?
83 ' HowX* •*««" <'837) 3*5 The lamp

J-'Sili
8
.''l* volume.trophied wall. .880 Gentl. Mag.

1 e V A
.

vo| u»>e Hansard is still published at theend of the session 189? Daily News ,3 May 6/2 Mr.Nimmo .. will publish the whole series immediately involume torm.

II. t 6. Size, bulk, or dimensions (of a book).
153° Palscr. 285/2 Volym for the largenesse of a boke.

'«'«'«. 1555 in Lydgate's Chron. Troy A vi/, After henad wryt his booke to the luste volume, filled then the mer-gemesand outwarde sydes with his madnes. 1577 Vicar,',Anat. To Rdr., And albeit this Treatise be smallTn VoTume*jet in commodilie it is great and profitable. ,6,a Brinsi r.iLud Lit. iv (1627) 30 The fittest volume for their writine
booke is to haue their, in quarto. 1638 Sir T. HerbertI ray. (ed. 2) 254 1 he Alcoran or Bible. .is in volume twice
so big as the Psalmes of David. 1683 Moxon Mech. E xerc
l.rin/ing xxu. r 7 Phere are four Volumns in use that are
differently Imposed, vi£ Folio, Quarto, Octavo and Twelves...The places of these Pages for all Volumns the Compositer
has always in his memory. r "

t b. In phr. of the largest volume, with reference
to copies of the Bible. Ois.
1538 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (,902) II. i SaThat ye shall prouide..one boke of the hole bible of theargest volume in english. 1540 (title), The Byble in Eng.lyshe of the largest and greatest volume. ,569 Parkhurst

Injunct. A ,v,3. Item, whether you haue in your Churche

ro/chl,; w»S ?-y?
est v°

L'

me
-

l6°S Hi,,. Archdeaconry
Colchester (MS) fol. ,83 I hey want the saulter, the bybleof the largest volume, a ,629 Hinde J. Bruen xl.(.64 ,) ,23He se up two goodly faire Bibles of the best Edition, and
barest Volume (as then they were Printed). ^Chambers'
Cycl Suppl. s.y. Bible, Cranmers Bible.. was printed byGrafton, of the largest volume, and published in ,540.
7. A particular bulk, mass, or quantity as an

attribute of a thing. Also^.
,621 Quarles Diy. Poems, Estlu-r (,638) 10, So shall hispeople euen as we I as He Princes (though in a lesser vol-

time) be a ,668 Lassels Voy. Italy (,698) II. 3, It [the
great hall] ,s beautified with rare pictures in a great volume.
18 5 Shelley Alastor^40 The stream, that with a largervolume now Rolled through the labyrinthine dell. ,862Spencer First Pnnc. n. iv. §52(1875) ,73 Certain gaseswhich, in assuming a larger volume, have caused the explo-
sion ,863 Kinclake Crimea I. 376 The torrent had so

Ford ,, Slate""
W W°r'hy t0 be turned aBainst »

b. cotter. A quantity or mass (esp. a large one)
regarded as matter occupving space. Also fir.

„^7
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8 9s " was now evident

Zs,gV I*
VfVhcy

Z°m,
make uP°n occasions, ofthose Volumes of Votes they had often poured out upon

all accidental Debates. ,794 R. J. Sul.van View Nat. I.pi 1 he prodigious volumes of water which have from thebeginning of the world been falling into (the ocean
J. 1806

USEFv?*?*? HJ""- F-'f' " xviii
' Volumeupon vol-ume of black heavy clouds suddenlyrising. ,833 Macaulav

Ess., Walpole (,897) 272 Every noble sharper whose vastvolume of wig and infinite length of riband had figured atthe dressing. ,863 LvELi.^„r,y. Man 32 Both in Englandand Ireland, .bogs have burst, and sent forth great volumes
of black mud. ,87, B. Stewart Heat (ed. 2) § 24 The voluml
of mercury in the stem of a thermometer.

c. Chem. A determinate quantity or amount, in
terms of bulk, of any substance.
1812 Sir H. Davy Che,,,. Philos. 65 Solidsdiffer in degreesof hardness, in color, in density, or in the weight affordedby equal volumes. ,8ao Faradav Exp. Res(,lsq ) „ Ar;1 *'"11 volumes ofoxygen and hydrogen w« made,and two volumes of it detonated.. by the electric spar£

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 3,6, , equivalent yields 4volumes of vapour. ,877 Huxley Physugr. 70 Instead ofa given'volume
:

or measure, a given weight ofair is examined.
attnb. 1866 OpLunAtum. Chem. 152 The atomic weights

or volume.weights of chlorine, bromine, and iodine. 1881
J. C. Maxwell hlecir. t, Magn. I. , 34 The volume-density
at any point is determined by the equation. 1885 Watson
& Burbury Math. Th. E/ectr. * Magn. I. 53 We call the
distribution superficial in distinction from the volume distri-
bution hitherto considered.

8. The bulk, size, or dimensions of-x thing. Also
cotter., the mass or solid body 3/ something.

, 79a Munchausen's Trav. xxxi. 143 Wawau . . made several
violent darts against the volume of the balloon, so fierce as
at length to tear open a great space. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI
462 It is sufficient the volume of the muscular elemenls beaugmented sufficiently to enlarge the fibres while the v«,,me
of the interstices, and of the superficial parts dimHT1
1830 Lvell Princ.Gcol. I. 249 Considerable labour hf
bestowed in computing the volume of lava-streaiH.
Lockyer Elem. Astron. § 103 The volume of th«
1,200,000 times greater than that of the Earth. i877lPhysiogr. 185 1 he volume of the sea is very mucrj
than that of the land which rises above the sea-leve
fig- 18^ J. Parker Paracl. 1. v. 63 Inspiration i

as well as sanctifies the volume of a man's being. %
b. The amount or quantity of something. ™

188a D. A. Wells Our Mcrch. Marine 1,2 So smlrFTma ter apparently as the civility or neglect of conductors
will sensibly influence the volume of travel. ,886 ManchExam. 13

1

Mar. 5/2 It would be a good thing to enlarge the
V
o r\ °! , r

e currenc >'
:

to make money more plentiful.
1892 Dady News 24 Dec. 7/2 The volume of business, as is
usual at this season of the year, has undergone considerable
diminution.

9. Without article : Bulk, mass, dimensions.
'794 R. J. Suuvan View Nat. I, 7 i It is not true, that

the seas diminish in volume, or sink gradually beneath their
level. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. no A mixture of three
parts in volume of hydrogen gas, and one part of sulphurous
acid gas. 1834 Marryat P. Sim/lie xlvi, The waves,
which every moment increased in volume, washed up to us
1868 Peard iValer-farm. xiv. ,39 The brook is clear, of
average purity, and moderate volume. ,87 i A. MeadowsMan. Midwifery (ed. 2) 56 There is usually some increase
ot volume and vascularity of the uterus itself.
fig. i8

?3 Symonds Cri. Poets v. 112 The Iambic did not
carry weight enough or volume to sustain a lengthy narra-
tive. ,876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Deronda lxi, The soul of manmay know in fuller volume the good which has been.
10. a. Mus. (See first quots.)
1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Volume, a word applied to the

compass of a voice from grave to acute; also to its lone, or
power : as when we say, 'such a performer possesses an ex.
tensive or rich volume of voice '. ,876 Stainkr & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms 451/2 Volume, a term applied to the
power and quality of the tone of a voice or instrument. ,88,
Athcnxum 10 Sept. 348/, The voice of Herr Reichmann is

o « -rV '
Er

,

eat volume and richness. 1901 Scotsman 6 Mar.

V.
° v.°'ces werc not 1u ' te °f professional volume.

b. Quantity, strength or power, combined mass,
of sound.
182a Byron Werner v. i. 134, I heard.., Distinct and

keener far upon my ear Than the late cannon's volume, this
word— Werner I 2868 Milman St. Paul's xvii. 428 The
new organ pealed out its glorious volume of sound. l8o7Mary Kingsley W. Africa 249 The row when we reached
the town redoubled in volume.

III. 11. poet. A coil, fold, wreath, convolution,
esp. of a serpent. (Fieq. in Dryden and Pope.)
1648 Crashaw Delights Muses, Eoule Morning 25 Hee..

will trim And brush her Azure Mantle, which shall swim In
silken Volumes. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. exxiii, So
glides some trodden Serpent on the Grass, And long behind
his wounded Volume trails. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. 11.

164 1 he Crested Snake rolls on the dowry Plain, The shin-
ing Volumes of his Spiral Train. i7o3 Pope Thebais 728
_ln Inachians view the slain with vast surprise, Her twist-
ing volumes and her rolling eyes. 1762 Falconer Shipwr.
1 "-.,6o

1
.

The wounded serpent, agoniz'd with pain, thus
trails his mangled volume on the plain. 1784 Cowper Task
Hi. 499 Xhe overcharg'd And drench'd conservatory breathes
abroad. In volumes wheeling slow, the vapour dank. ,805-6
Cary Dante, Inf. ix. 42 Around them greenest hydras
twisting roll'd Their volumes. ,82, Shelley Epipsych. 50,
In the place of it The ivy and the wild-vine interknit The
volumes of their many-twining stems.

b. A winding of a stream.
i7i6 Fenton Ode Ld. Gower iii, Where Thames's fruitful

lides, Slow thro' the Vale in silver Volumes play.

Volume (vp-li«m), v. [f. prec]
1. a. trans. To send up, pour out, in volumes.
1815 Scott Waterloo viii, Through the war-smoke, vol-

umed high, Still peals that unremitted cry. 1865 Mere-
dith Farina ,94 More and more the nightingales volumed
their notes.

b. intr. To rise or roll in a volume or cloud.
1824 Bvkon Def Transf. 1. i, The mighty steam, which

volumes high From their proud nostrils, burns the very air.
1884 Howells Silas Lafham (189,) I. 65 Shutting the
registers, through which a welding heat came voluming up
from the furnace. 1891 Meredith Fragm. Iliad'm lllustr.



VOLTTMED. 301 VOLTJMOMETRICAL.

Lond. Nnvs 18 Apr. 507/1 Up from under them volumed
the dust cloud, Up off the plain.

2. trans. To collect or bind in a volume.

1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas II. 119 It must have a
bouquet of chemically prepared sentiment, and then it is

fit to be volumed from the rough cask of MS., and decanted
into the reviews. 1895 Punch 5 Jan. 1/1 For it's always
been my practice, Sir, . . Since the day that I was volumed,
until now I'm fifty four.

Volumed {vp-Wumd), a. [f. Volume j£. and v.]

1. Made into a volume or volumes of a specified

size, number, etc.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Ljb, A little epitomizd
Bradford* Meditations^ no broader volum'd than a Seale
at Armes. 1609 F. Grf.vil Mustapha 1. Chorus, There, as

in margents of great volum'd bookes The little notes. 1875
A. R, Hopk My Schoolboy Fr. Pref. 4 Full of the horrors

of three volumed novels.

b. Filling a volume or volumes.
1746 Francis tr. Horace, Sat. I. x. 89 Whose volumed

works.. Kindled around thy corse the funeral fire. — F.pist.

1. iv, 5 Do you.. Some rhiming Labours meditate, That
shall in volum'd Hulk arise.

O. Furnished with volumes.
1897 Howells Landlord at Lion's Head 225 The room..

was volumed round by the collections of her grandfather.

2. Formed into a rollings rounded, or dense mass.
1803 Scott Cadyovj Castle xxiv, For the hearth's domes-

tic blaze, Ascends destruction's volumed flame. i8x2Bykon
Ch. Har. 11, xlviii, The distant torrent's rushing sound Tells
where the volum'd cataract doth roll. 1813 — Corsair n,
v. 18 His breath choked gasping with the volumed smoke.
1855 Bailey Mystic 31 They in his hands the volumed
lightnings laid. 1887 Meredith Appeasement of Demeter
ix, The volumed shades enfold An earth in awe before the
claps resound.

Ii Volnmeil (vfli/rmen). [L. volumen \ see

Volume sb.]

1 1. A volume, a book. Obsr~1

1536 BsLLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 163 Hedrewallthe
confusit lawis of Scotland in ane compendius volumcn.

2. A roll ((^parchment, etc.).

1851 Millington tr. Didron's Chr. Iconogr, I. 32 A volu-

men of parchment unfolded in the centre. 1934 W. M. Ram*
say Lett. Seven Ch. xix. 262 A small bronze coin, which
showed the poet sitting, holding a volumen on his knees.

Volu meno*meter. [f. L. volumen (cf. prcc.)

taken in the sense of Volume sb. 7 + -omlteu. j
(See quot. 1868.) Also Volu menometry, 'the

art of determining the volumes or spaces occupied

by bodies ' {Imp. Did. 1S84).
1857 Miller Elan. Client., Org. 765 Their apparatus or

volumenometer consists of a globular flask provided with a
long narrow neck, .graduated from below upwards, to indi-

cate grains of water. 1868 Watts Diet. Client. V. 1005
Volumenometer, or Stereometer. . . Instruments for measur-
ing the volume of a solid body by the quantity of a liquid or
of air which it displaces, and thence also determining its

specific gravity.

vo-lumescope. [f. Volume sb. 7 c + -scorE.]

An instrument for measuring the volume of various

compounds.
1829 Hare in Philos. Mag. VI. 171 An instrument which

I have advantageously employed, in order to illustrate the
experimental basis of the theory of volumes,.. I shall call

this instrument a Volumescope.

Volumeter, [f. Volu-me sb. 70 + -meteh.]

An instrument for measuring the volume of a gas.
1829 Hare in Philos. Mag. VI. 173 Afterwards by means

of a volumeter or sliding-rod gas measure, add at once three
volumes of nitric oxide.

Volumetric (vpliwmc'trik), a. [Cf. prec and
Metric a. 1] Of, pertaining to, or noting measure-
ment by volume.
1B62 Calal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 2904, Con-

taining everything necessary for the preparation of the test
liquors, or their use in volumetric analysis. 1864 Gakkou
Mnt.^ Med. (ed. 2) 352 In making use of the volumetric
solutions a graduated tube oralkahmcter is employed. 1880
Proctor Rough Ways tnatie Smooth 100 Professor Npw-
comb has, I conceive, omitted to consider the enormous
volumetric expansion.

Volumetrical (vfjliz/meUrikal), a. [f. as
prec. + -al.] « Volumetric a.

1853 Pharmoc. Jml. XIII. 285 The volumetrical deter-
mination of silver or chlorine. 1862 R. H. Scott (title), A
Handbook of Volumetrical Analysis. 1870 Maudsley Body
<$• Mind 1 S3 Perhaps it mig%t once for alt be stated, as a
law of vital action, that the dignity of the force is in an in-
verse ratio to its volumetrical display.

Hence Volunie'trically adv.
1864 Wkiistrk, t'olumetr/cally, in a volumetric manner.

1878 Amv Phrtogr, 135 The metallic deposit was dissolved
oft in nitric acid, and estimated volumetrical! v. 1889 An-
thony's Photogr. Bull.

t

II. 435 Acetic acid is, therefore,
better tested volumetrically with a standard solution of
alkali.

Volumetry. rare—1
. [Cf. Volumetric a. and

-metry.] The scientific measurement of volume.
1863 Sutton llandbk. Volumetric Anal. p. vi, The main

feature of volumetry is not so much analysis., as the quanti-
tative determination of one principal constituent of a sub-
stance.

Volumette (vAiumc-t). [f. Volume s6, a +
-ette.] A small volume.
1857 Sik K. Palgrave Norm. «y Eng. II. 397 The conven-

tional pictorial embellishment which adorns the hide-bound
educational volumette. 1885 W. Andrews Mod. Yorksk,
Poets 194 He has already published two vulumettes.

Voluminosity (v<yii/iminf/'siti). [Sec next
and -osiTY.]

1. The state of being voluminous in respect of

literary production.
178a T. Twining in R. Twining Recreat. <y Stud. (1882)

115 Last night I received the Virg. MSS. Thanks again.
I was astonished at our voluminosity. 1881 Academy 5 Mar.
163/3 A reasonable mean is kept between the voluminosity
of Kinglake and the curtness of Livy's ' this year there was
war with the Hernicans and Volscians.' 190a Ibid. 16 Aug.
167/1 In point of voluminosity the Manchester Guardian
easily outdid all competitors.

2. The fact of turning or winding ; an instance

of this.

1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 149 With what sublime., volumin-
osities it winds, and wreathes, and whirls, and rolls.

Voluminous (v^li/i'minas), a. Also 7 vollu-
minous. [ad. late L* voluminosus (Sidonius), f.

L. volumin-, volumen Volume sb, Cf. F. volu-

mineux. It., Sp., Pg. voluminoso.~\

1. Full of turnings or windings; containing or

consisting of many coils or convolutions.
1611 Coryat Crudities 501 The manifold turnings and

windings of the way, like a company of voluminous me-
anders. 1667 Milton P. L. it. 652 Many a scaly fould
Voluminous and vast, a Serpent arm'd With mortal sting.

1781 Cow per Heroism 15 Dark and voluminous the vapours
rise, And hang their horrors in the neighboring skies. 179a
D. Lloyd Voy. Life 111. 46 When the serpents twain from
Tenidos voluminous and vast, Him and his sons with
poisonous jaws devour'd. i8oi Paley Nat. Theol. 180 These
voluminous bowels, this prolixity of gut, seems in no wise
necessary. 1831 R. Knox Cloaveit's Attat. 429 'these lateral

portions [of the cerebellum] are a little flattened, and more
voluminous than the middle region.

2. Writing so much as to fill volumes; producing
numerous or extensive literary works; writing or

discoursing at great length.
i6u Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. ix. § 4. 73 Caesar Baromus,

that voluminous Historian. 1654 ' PaLvKmon ' Friendship
30 If I were to recapitulate alt the Motives,.! should be
Voluminous. 1656 Cowley Misc., Chron, xiii, I more volu*

minous should grow. .Than Holinshead or Stow. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 124 r 1 The most severe Reader makes
Allowances for many Rests and Noddmg-places in a Volu-
minous Writer. 1782 V. Knox Ess. lix. (1819) II. 10 For the
very learned and voluminous Grotius was engaged in public

life. 182a Scott Nigel Introd. Epist., It is some consola-

tion to reflect, that the best authors in all countries have
been the most voluminous. 1851 Helps Comp. So/it. xi. 225
You should be good-natured and voluminous in your re-

plies. 1907 Verney Mem. I. 118 They were all. .volumin*
ous correspondents.

3. Forming a large volume; extending to, or

consisting of, many volumes; extensive, copious.
1612 Dekkkr Loud. Tri. Wks. 1873 III. 251 Erect thou

then a serious eye, and looke What worthies fill vp Fames
voluminous booke. 1665 Boyle Qccas. Refl. 1. lit, ii. 34
Those Voluminous Romances that are too often the only
Looks which make up the Libraries of Gallants. 1686 Plot
Staffordsh. 1 Voluminous Works have but few Buyers, and
much fewer Readers. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 331
Let the voluminous records of the numerous apothecaries'

shops at Bath be examined. 1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat,
II. 309 Why should we be so obstinately wedded to the in-

fallible correctness of voluminous writings? 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 167 He will tell you that the folly of the day.. is re-

corded in voluminous documents. 1865 Kingsi.ey Herew.
viii, Questions which., produced a voluminous literature for

several centuries. 1878 Nkwcomb Pop. Astron. Index £4 A
recent and complete edition of Kepler s voluminous writings.

fig. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 384 By what the Stars Volu-
minous, or single characters, In thir conjunction met, give
me to spell.

b. Containing many volumes, rare—1
,

1690 Temple Ess. Anc. fy Mod. Learn. {1909) 5 The
account of this Library at Alexandria, and others very
Voluminous in the lesser Asia and Rome.
4. Of matter of discourse : Extremely full or

copious ; forming a large mass or collection.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. 11. § 108 They made great and
voluminous expressions of their affection to the Kingdom
and People of England. 1671 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 45,
I have now prepar'd Aunswers to the objections. ., but they
are so voluminous as they will require some time to tran-
scribe. 1701 Nokris Ideal World 1. iii. 162 Unless they
[these passages] were less numerous and voluminous than
they are, 1742 Voung Nt. 'Ph. ix, 1628 One firmament,
enough for man to read ! O what voluminous instruction

here! 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 434 It is difficult to impress
them with a favourable opinion of the wisdom and justice

of our voluminous laws. 1821 Hazlitt Table- P. viii, f 1.

162 The impressions of real objects, stripped of the dis-

guises of words and voluminous roundabout descriptions.
1821 J. Cj. Adams in C. I>avies Metric Syst. in. (1871) 247
The assize of casks has been in Maryland,.. a subject of
frequent and voluminous legislation.

D. In general use : Extensive, vast.
11652 J, Smith Sel. Disc. i. 14 Truth is not, I fear, so

voluminous, nor swells into such a mighty bulk as our books
do. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Introd., Many have taken
voluminous Pains to determine the State of the Soul U[>on
Dis-umon. 1870 J. Bruce Life Gideon xiii. 239 These
matters are too varied and too voluminous for any further
notice here. 1899 Times 31 Oct. 9/5 Not that .. all our
splendid English history lis] one voluminous mistake.

C. Expressing volumes, rare— 1

,

1&04 Something tWIII.96 He. .cast a most voluminous
look on Clara.

5. Of great volume or size; massive, bulky, large,

swelling.
The different groups of quotations illustrate some varieties

of application.
(a) a 1635 Cokbkt Poems (1807) 11 When now Thy obser-

vations with thy brain ingendered, Have stuft thy massy and
voluminous head, a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods. Poet to

Painter, I am not so voluminous, and vast, But there are

lines, wherewith I might b' embrac*d. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. Pref. b 2 b, The larger and more voluminous sort of
Animals, as Bulls, Bears, Tygers, &c. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Chem. I. 211 It swells up a great deal, and presents an ex-

ceedingly voluminous light mass. 1830 Lyell I'rinc. Geol.

I. 248 The most voluminous current of lava which has flowed
from Etna within historical times, was that of 1669. 1872
Black Adv. Phaeton xxx. 397 That young lady with the
voluminous light brown hair.

(b) a x68o Butler Rem.. (1759) II. 84 His Legs are stuck in

his great voluminous Britches. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.

75 The voluminous skirts turned up at the corners. 1849C
Bronte Shirley vi. On no account would Mademoiselle
have appeared in her own house without the thick handker-
chief and the voluminous apron. 1883 O'Donovan Merv
xii. 134 The men, with their voluminous turbans. Ibid. xix.

218 A long, striped crimson tunic, girt with voluminous
white sash.

(c) 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Attat. II. 386/2 In Phasianella
the stomach is very voluminous and sacculated internally.

1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 3:6 When
you fear wounding any rather voluminous vessel, arterial

or venous, you may embrace it beyond the diseased parts in

a ligature. 1881 Mivaht Cat 15 The neck is a little shorter

and less voluminous than the head.
Comb. 1872 Calverlev Fly Leaves (1903) 116 Now Law

steps in, bigwigg'd, voluminous-jaw'd.
(<') 1855 Bain Senses A> Int. 11. ii. § 7 The thundery dis*

charge, the howling winds, are voluminous sounds. 1873
Black Pr. Thule xvi. 259 The voluminous noise of this

opening passage. 1885 Manch. Exam. 20 Feb. 5/7 Tory
cheers, which from the first were more loud than voluminous,
rather fell away.

b. I.nrge in numbers ; numerous, rare— 1
.

1650 Filler Pisgah 11. xiv. 303 Judas Maccabeus in that

place got an eminent conquest, and defeated the voluminous
army of Lysias.

C. Extensive in area or in time. rare,

a 1661 Flllf.r Worthies, Lincoln. 11. (1662) 144 [Lincoln-
shire] being tooVolluminous to be managed entire is divided
into three parts. 1662 Glrnall Chr. in Aim. vtrse 17. 11.

ii. (1669) 2B5/1 The Earth was thin sown with People, and
the Age of man so voluminous as to contain many centuries
of years.

Voluminously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in

a voluminous manner, in senses of the adj.

1. At great len^lh ; with abundant or copious

discourse ; to the extent of volumes.
1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. To Rdr., It neucr was any

great ambition in me, to bee in this kind Voluminously [sic]

read. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. Apol. 12 Lest we should
write voluminously and without end or profit. 1672 —
Bagshazv's Scand. ii. 17 Wl>en I had not only said the con-
trary, but told where I had voluminously proved it. 1704
SwiFT Batt. Bks. Bookseller to Rdr., The doctor fall'; hard
upon a new edition of Phalaris,. .to which Mr. Boyle replied

. .with great learning and wit, and the doctor voluminously
rejoined, a 1751 Bolinghroke Frogm. Ess. xxxiii. Wks.
'754 V. 262 They insisted on them so constantly and so

voluminously, that natural religion held but the second
place in their system. 1841 P'Israeli ./?///*«. Lit. (1867) 464
Elizabeth exercised her poetical pen more voluminously than
we have hitherto known. 1880 MuiRHEAD Cains Introd.,

On the Edict, both urban and provincial, he wrote volumi-
nously.

2. In swelling wreaths or rolls; in turns or

windings.
1742 Young Nt. Th. ix. 559 Clouds.. Thy flowing mantle

form, and, heav'n throughout, Voluminously pour thy pom-
pous train. 1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. Ser. 11. III. 248 The
transparent lake. . voluminously winding by banks covered
with olives and laurels.

3. In a large mass or quantity.

1834 De Quincey Autcb. Sk. Wks. 1S54 II. 175 Stowing
away, .the snowy folds of a lady's gown, .so voluminously,
that a very small portion of it, indeed, remained for the

lady's own use. 1846 Poe L. G. Clark Wks. 1864 III. 111

His hair and whiskers are dark, the latter meeting volumi-
nously under the chin. 1864 E. Bukhiit Walk 313 A
mineral spring at which the visitors. .drink most volumi-
nously.

Volu minousness. [f. as prec. +-nkss.]

1. The character or state of being voluminc or

bulky ; copiousness, extensiveness.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. ii. 6 The Christian worship be-

ingsopure as to abhor from the voluminoujnessof Judaizing
ceremonies. 1687 Winstani ey Lives Eng, Poets 147 Here
be did begin and finish the translation of so many authors,

that considering their voluminousness, a man would think

he had done nothing else. 1764 D. E. Baker Companion
Ptayh. II. s.v. Beaumont, Our Admiration might fix itself

in the opposite Extreme,. .when we look back on the Volu-

minousness of his Works, and then enquire into the lime
allowed him for them. 1802-12 Bentiiam Ration. Judic.

Evid. (1827) I. 443 Having., been wrought up to the highest

possible pitch of voluminousness, indistinctness, and unin-

telligibility. 1877 Owen Wcllesleys Desp. p. xvii, The
distressing voluminousness of the materials is undoubtedly

a difficulty in the way of the enquirer.

2. The quality of forming many coils or folds.

1820 Sukllky Vision ofSea 141 The jar, and the rattle Of

solid bones crushed by the infinite stress Of the snakes

adamantine voluminousness.

Volumist. rare~K [f. Volume sb. 3 + -ist.J

One who writes a volume; an author.

1641 Milton Amntadv. Wks. 1851 III. 245 Vee wiile

them in your closets, and unwrite them in your Courts, hot

Volumists and cold Bishops. _

Volumometer. [f Volume sb. + -ometeb.J

= Volumenometer.
(870 Atkinson Ganofs Physics (ed. 9) H' [The] V osmo-

meter, .consists of a glass tube with a cylinder r. at the top

.., the edges of which are carefully ground [etc. J,

Volumometrioal, a, - Volumetrical a.

1863 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. ti. 315 Kebling's volumo-

mctncal copper test.



VOLTTMY. 302 VOLUNTARY.
Volnmy, a. rare-1

, [f. Volume sb.] Swelling,

rounded.
1827 Darley Sylvia 170 Clouds under clouds with volumy

wombs.

tVolunt. Obs. rare. [a. late AF.yolunt for

earlier volunte Volunty.] a. (See first quot.)

b. One's own will.

159a Tcrmes ofthe Law 191 b, Votunt is, when the tenant
holdeth at the will of the lessor, or of the Lord, and that is

in two manners. [Hence in Harris (1704), etc.] x6xi
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 666/1 This I haue here pro-
mised and sworne, proceedeth of mine owne desire and free

volunt,

t Voluntaire, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. voluntaire,

obs. f. volontaire : see Voluntary a.] Free,

voluntary ; of one's own choice.
1615 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 835 Woe to the World

because of such Offences ; So voluntaire, so voyd of all pre-
tences. 1671 R. MacWakd True Nonconf. 27 His unimi-
table example, in this his free and voluntaire suffering.

t Voluntar, sb. Obs. [Cf. next.] One who
rules arbitrarily

; a despot.
1650 B. Discolliminium 12 Such. .may. .fitHer be called

Masters then Magistrates, Voluntar's then Potentat's.

f Voluntar, a. Se. Obs. [ad. older F. volun-
taire or L. voluntdr-ius Voluntary a. : see ar y

.]

Freely undertaken or given ; voluntary.
n8l ]. Hamilton in Cat/i. Tract. (S.T.S.) 80 [He] hes..

sutTerit voluntar baneisment out of his natiue cuntrie thir

monie yens bypast. i6i<j Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (1845) II.

361 That a voluntar contributioun be crawit to that effect.

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (1855) 75 The vol-
untar contribution that is. .collected within your bounds.
1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1, 1. § 4 (1699) 5
Seing man can only offend in what is voluntar to him.

Voluntariate. [ad. F. volontariat (1866),
f. volontaire Voluntary a.] Voluntary service,

spec, of a military character. Also atlrib.

x88x Daily News 7 June 6/4 To the [German] army at
large the one year voluntariate has rendered the most pre-
cious service. x888 Times 20 Nov. 5/3 In Vienna the
medical students have drawn up a petition to the Reichs-
rath against the proposed changes in the one-year volun-
tariate.

Voluntarily (v^lwntanli), adv. Forms: 4-5
uoluntariely, 5- voluntarily, 6 -ilye, -ile, 6-7
-ilie ; 6 -elie, -ely ; 6 -yly(e, 6-7 -ylie. [f.

Voluntary a, + -ly -.]

1. Of one's own free will or accord; without
compulsion, constraint, or undue influence by
others; freely, willingly.
In very frequent use from c 1530.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. xii. (1868) 103 per may no

man douten, bat bei ne ben gouerned uoluntariely. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 163 Wherefore sclie thou3hte. .men
wolde haue seide that sche consente to hym voluntarily.

1440 Dk. Gloucester Manifesto in Rymer Fazdera (1710)
X. 766/2 To see the Worship, that God soe long hatheured
hym with..shuld so voluntarily be put in likelyhed of total
Perdition, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 299 Kyng
Richardcvoluntaryly tooke vppon hym, and promysed to
warre vpon Crystls enemyes. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 196 b, Duke Maurice of Saxonye served in thys
warre voluntarily. X583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. it. (1882) 84
If the other churches., will voluntarily impart any thing to
the supplie of his necessities, c x6xo Women Saints (1886)

37 To these mariages, albeit with a king, she was rather
haled perforce than voluntarilie assenting. X663 Bp. Patrick
Parab. Tilgr, xiii. (1687) 87 At last he voluntarily, and with-
out any compulsion but that of his Love, died upon a Cross.
X71X Steele Sped. No. 149 P7 The happy Marriage is,

where two Persons meet and voluntarily make Choice of
each other. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will 11. ix. 76 When
Men act voluntarily, and do what they please, then they do
what appears most agreable to them. 1808 Pike Sources
Mississ. in. 215, I know you do not go voluntarily, but I

will give you a certificate.. of my having obliged you to
march. 1858 Masson Milton I. 605 Milton..either volun-
tarily offered a contribution, or was invited to send one.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 160 Him who does no evil,

voluntarily I praise and love.

b. Said of animals.
1607T0PSELL Four-/. Beasts 161 Euery night.,an assem-

bly of dogs..meete voluntarily at an appointed houre, for
the

t

custody of the Temple, ibid. 669 They vse to harden
their ribs by rubbing them voluntarily vppon Trees. 1831
Youatt Horse iv. 55 It.. does sometimes happen, that.. the
horse . . voluntarily presses on, until . . he falls and dies.

2. Without other determining force than natural

character or tendency; naturally, spontaneously.
156a Bullein Butwarke, Sicke Men (1579) 21 The first of

them is natural!, as when men do voluntarily sweat, with-
out force of medicine. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 318 They
plume themselues oftentimes, yea and the pendant feathers
of their thighes..fal off voluntarily. 1613 Purchas Pil-
grimage iv. i. 291 The Earth voluntarily and liberally

yeeldeth her store. 1700 C. Nesse Antid. Annin. (1827) 68
Man being left to the mutability of his own will, .would
voluntarily incline to evil.

f 3. At will, at pleasure; extempore. Obs."1

^ 1676 T.^ Mace Mus. Mon. Pref., The Hints and Direc-
tions which I have given, as towards the Procuring of In-

vention, or Playing Voluntarily.

Voluntariness, [f. Voluntaby a. + -njbss.]

The state or condition of being voluntary, free, or

unconstrained ; absolute freedom or liberty in

respect of choice, determination, or action; spon-

taneity : a. Of actions.

1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 14 Vnto both which
branches of his obedience, if you adde the voluntarinesse

and freedome of both, the whole will appeare most per.

fectly meritorious. 1644 Hammond Will-Worship % 16 The
voluntarynesse of an action is not able to defame it, if there

be.. no irregularity imputable to the action it selfe ab-
stracted from the voluntarinesse. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Voluntary, There are two Things.. requir'd to the Volun-
tariness of an Action. 178a J. Benson in MacDonald Mem.
(1822) 134 The Author attempts to show that liberty is

voluntariness.. .We are said to be free when we act from
choice. 1865 Churchman 14 Dec. 1400/2 The bare volun-

tariness which attaches to every act of a layman's religious

life. x88x J. Macpherson Con/. Faith xii. (1882) 73 The
voluntariness of Christ's service is everywhere throughout
the Scriptures made most clear,

b. Of persons.

1643 R. Baker Chron., Edw. /, 125 This voluntarines in

Prince Edward, won the King of France againe to grant
quieily unto him, all the Lands [etc.]. 1650 K. Holling-
worth Exerc. Usurped Powers -j Doth not their voluntari-

nesse and free complyance make the Usurpation compleater ?

a 167a Sterry Freed. Will (1675) 47 God, where the high-
est Voluntariness and the highest Necessity meet. 1727
Ham.ey (vol. II), Voluntariness, the doing a Thing volun-
tarily, or without Constraint. 1856 Olmsted Slave States

490 All the faculties., will be developed, .by any man,.,
in proportion to the voluntariness— the good will with
which they are exercised. 1892 Quiver July 695/2 Liberty
and voluntariness, .had no existence in the ancient world.

C. With pi. An instance of this. rare.

1612 H. Ainsworth Annot. Ps. ex. 3 Thy people shall be
voluntaries in the day of thy power,.. a people of volun-
tarinesses or of liberalities. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace iv,

71 They shall be voluntarinesses, as willing as willingnesses

itself.

t Volunta rious, a. Obs.—1 [ad. L. voluntd-

rius Voluntary a.] Free, voluntary.
1387-8 T. Use Test. Love u. viii. (Skeat) 1. 116 Men, of

voluntarious wil, withsitte that hevens governeth.

Hence f VoluntaTiously adv. Obs. rare,
X550 Paynell Pithy Sayings Scripture Pref., A diligent

ensuer of his wil and steppes, moste pleasaunt and voluntari-

ouslyto beare the yoke ofhis most comfortable, .commaunde-
inentes. X553 — tr. Dares Phryg. Destr. Troy H vij b, I

opened my gate vnto him & voluntariously communicated
al y* I had.

Voluntarism (vp*H>ntariz'm). [Irreg. f.

VoLUNTAR-Y a. + -ISM. Cf. VOLUNTARYISM.]
1. = Voluntaryism i.

1838 G. S. Faber inquiry 586 Here. .we behold, painted
to life, the genuine workings of coarse tyrannical Volun-
tarism !

2. Philos. One or other theory or doctrine which
regards will as the fundamental principle or domi-
nant factor in the individual or in the universe.

1896 Advance (Chicago) 3 Sept., This voluntarism [of Alf.

Weber] differs essentially from that of Schopenhauer,
according to whom will strives for being and nothing else.

190a Cask in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 10) XXX. 671/2 On the
whole, his [Wundt's] voluntarism, though like that of Scho-
penhauer and Hartmann, is not the same.

Voluntarist (v^lzmtarist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

An advocate or adherent of the voluntary principle

or method in the Church or in philosophy.
Also, in recent use, an advocate of voluntary military ser-

vice as opposed to conscription.

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 361 'Bread for nothing '..is

the hope of every Voluntarist, from sweet Mr. Gadsby's
chapel to dear Mr. Fletcher's meeting. 1903 Harvard
Psychol. Stud. I. 643 Phenomenalist and voluntarist thus
do not see anything under the same aspect, neither the ideas
nor the will.

Voluntari'Stic, a. [f. prec. + -ic] Pertain-

ing or belonging to the philosophical theory of

voluntarism.
1903 Athenxum 30 May 694/1 Voluntaristic Idealism, on

the contrary, lays primary stress on purpose and relevancy
of purpose.

t Volunta'rity. Obs. [f. Voluntary a. : see

•ity.] Voluntariness, willingness, spontaneity.

1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 94 The propensity to

action, whether it be called irritability, sensibility, volun-

tarily, or associability. 1805 Monthly Mag. XX. 111 He
was likely to make the surrender, .with apparent compla-
cence, equanimity, and voluntarity. 1819 Ibid. XLVIII. 43
A proof that great voluntarity ofidea usually accompanies
the individual.

t Voluntarly, adv. Se. Obs. [f. Voluntar a.

+ -ly 2,] Voluntarily.
c 1568 Regent Murray in H. Campbell Lovedett. Mary

Q. Scots (1824) App. 21 Sho. .constituted me.. Regent to his

Grace;.. and that voluntarlie. 1580 Peg. Privy Council
Scot. III. 325 Frelie, voluntarlie, and with thair awin gude-
will. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) p. xliv, The
saids ministers doe voluntarly expon .. ane portion of
Scriptur. 1639 Drumm. of Hawth. Conv. w. B. Jouson
Wks. (1711) 224 He (lien Jonson]. .voluntarly imprisoned
himself with Chapman and Marston.

Voluntary (vfHimtari), a., adv., and sb. Also
5-7 voluntarye, -arie, 8 -erie ; 7 volontarie.
[ad. OF. voluntaire (14th c), volontaire (16th c.

;

mod.F. volontaire — It. volontario, It., Sp., Pg.
voluntarie), or ad. L. volunldrius, f. voluntas

Volunty.]
A. adj. I. 1. a. Of feelings, etc. : Arising or

developing in the mind without external constraint

;

having a purely spontaneous origin or character.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love I. vi. (Skeat) I. 146 Mocbe com-

une meyny, that have no consideracion but only to volun-
tary lustes withouten reson. a 1450 Mankind 187 in Macro
inlays 8 Yf we wyll mortyfye owur carnall condycyon, Ande
owur voluntarye dysyres. 1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 10 Al-

beit we sweare A voluntary zeale, and an vn-urg'd Faith.

1633 R. Hall in Bp. Hall's Occas. Medit. Ded., The ex-

pressions of these voluntary and sudden thoughts of his.

1644 Milton Educ. Wks. 1851 IV. 380 That voluntary Idea,
which hath long in silence presented it self to me. 17*8
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Liberty, Tho'all natural Inclinations be
voluntary, yet they are not all free. 1822 J. MacDonald
Mem. J, Benson 167 It requires much voluntary faith to
be an infidel. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 74 Unfaith-
fulness is the voluntary love, as ignorance is the involuntary
reception, of a lie. 1884 Ruskin Pleas. Learn. 78 Were
faith not voluntary, it could not be praised.

b. Of actions : Performed or done of one's own
free will, impulse, or choice; not constrained,

prompted, or suggested by another.
Sometimes denoting ' left to choice ', ' not required or de-

manded of one '.

ri449 Pecock Repr. 1. iv. 18 Before that..eny voluntarie
or wilful assignement of God was 30uen to the lewis, a 1513
Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 548 The archebysshop..shewyd
vnto them seryously the voluntary renounsynge of the kyng.
1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1206/2 Restitucion is

..a thing of such necessitie, that in respect of restitucion,
almes dede is but voluntary. x«jsx T. Wilson Logike D vb,
That is called voluntarie, which doth betoken any thing
done freely. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. i. 16 The lottrie of

my destenie Ears me the right of voluntarie choosing. 1632
Lithgow Trav. 1. 7 Thy voluntary wandring, and vncon-
strayned exyle. 1673 Dryden Amboyna Ded., This volun-
tary Neglect of Honours has been of rare Example in the
World. 1736 liuTLER Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 84 All wicked-
ness is voluntary, as is implied in its very notion. 1780
Bentham I'rinc. Legist, viii. (1789) 79 note, By a volun-
tary act is meant sometimes, any act, in the performance
of*which the will has had any concern at ail ; in this sense
it is synonymous to intentional. 1784 Cowpek Task VI. 333
The horse., throwing high his heels, Starts to the voluntary
race again. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. ix. (1876) 82
There must be some voluntary act transgressing some
known law or there is no sin. a 1871 Grote Eth. Fragin.
v. (1876) 187 Every action is voluntary, wherein the begin-
ning of organic motion is the will of the agent.

c. Of oaths, etc. : Proceeding from the free, un-
prompted, or unconstrained will of a person

;

voluntarily made or given ; spec, in Law (cf. next).

1595 Shaks. John in. iii. 23 Thy voluntary oath Liues in

this bosome, deerely cherished. X607 Cowell Interpr.,
Assumpsit, is a voluntarie promise made by word. 1729
Jacob Law Diet. s.v. Oath, A voluntary Oath, by the Con-
sent and Agreement of the Parties, is lawful as well as a
compulsory Oath. 1769 Blackstone Covtm. IV. 137 [The
perjury] is no more penal than in the voluntary extra-

judicial oaths. 1782 Miss Burnky Cecilia v. iv, The next
day Miss Belfield was to tell her everything by a voluntary
promise. 1828-32 Webster, Voluntary affidavit or oath, is

one made In an extra-judicial matter. 1840 Penny Cycl.

XVI. 3S2 Oaths may be either voluntary or may be imposed
by a political superior. 1883 Cassell's Encycl. Diet. s.v.

Con/ession, There existed also an ancient practice of volun-
tary confession in public of private offences and secret sins.

d. Law. Of documents, proceedings, etc. (see

quots.).

1625 Glanville Voy. Cadiz (1883) 29 A voluntary certifi-

cate from some of the officers.. to prove her a defective

Shipp. 1724 Salkeld Reports III. 174 He, as a Purchaser,
shall avoid this Conveyance, because it was voluntary, and
therefore fraudulent. X765-8 Erskine inst. Law Scot. I.

ii. § 4 Voluntary (jurisdiction] was that which was exercised
in matters that admitted of no opposition, ibid, 11. viii. $ 17
If the wadsetter receive his money upon this intimation

without compulsion,.. the redemption is voluntary. 1781

J. T. Atkyns Rep. Cases (ed. 2) II. 89 Even in voluntary
settlements, if the words lean more strongly to the one con-
struction than to the other, it must likewise prevail. 1818
Ckuise Digest (ed. 2) II. 521 The third mode of voluntary
partition is, when the eldest makes the division of the lands ;

in which case she shall choose last. ibid. IV. 401 Edward
Bussey being possessed of a term for 59 years, by voluntary
deed, conveyed it to trustees. 1845 Polson in Encycl,
Metrop. II, 848/1 A voluntary charter is granted by a
superior ex mero niotu, i860 Wharton Law Lex. (ed. 2)

757/2 Voluntary Answer, one filed by a defendant to a bill

in equity, without being called upon to answer by the plain-

tiff. 1875 K. E. Digby Real Prop. (1876) 373 Voluntary
conveyances of estates in land, that is, conveyances without
any consideration, such as money or marriage.

e. Naut, (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk, 714 Voluntary charge, a

document delivered with the purser's accounts respecting
provisions.

2. Physiol, Of bodily actions : Regulated or

governed by the volitional faculty ; subject to the

will. (Cf. Involuntary a. 1 b.)
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 29 Brawn is maad of fleisch,

senewe, & Hgamentis, & bei bah instrument [of] voluntarie
meuynge. 1650 Bulwek Anthrofiomct. 6 Voluntary motion
depends upon the Nerves. 1651 Hobbes Leviaih. 1. vi. 23
Imagination is the first internal beginning of all Voluntary
Motion. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Muscle, The Muscles
of Voluntary Motion .. have each of *em their Antagonist
Muscles. 1843 Graves Syst. Clin, Med. xv. 184 The
muscles of voluntary life. 1855 Bain Senses <$• Int. 1. ii. § 17
The Spinal Cord . . is necessary to sensation and to voluntary
movement (movement from feeling). 1881 Mivamt Cat 124
Amongst the voluntary movements are the various move-
ments of the several members.
3. Of conditions, etc. : Assumed or adopted

voluntarily or by free choice ; freely chosen or

undertaken.
1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 22714 Kome fforthe, and se

an exanplayre Off poverte not voluntarye. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 11. v. (1883) 65 Scipton of affriquc.was so poure of
voluntarie pouerte y 1

. . he was buried at y c dispencis
of y8 comyn good. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv.
1. (1586) 45 b, The companie which we come into by
chance, consisteth of many persons, but y' which is volun-
tarie, which we ought to couet, containeth but few folke in

it. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxi. 154
Hee ended hys dayes in voluntarie exyle, 16x1 Bible Cot



VOLUNTARY.
u. 18 Let no man beguile you of your reward, in avolun-

tarie humilitie. 6aa T. Scott Belg. Pismire t The Crea-

tures subjected to his gouernment, in their voluntarie

obedience. 175a Young Brothers \\\.'\, I pretend 'twas volun.

tary flight To save a brother's blood. 1759 Johnson Basse-

las xxviii, They discover what nothing but voluntary blind-

ness before had concealed. 1847 S. Austin Ranke's Hist.

Re/. III. 85 The inhabitants of the town and country took

a voluntary share in all the changes. 1877 M rs. Olithant
Makers Flor. xv. 386 His exile was voluntary, not forced

like Dante's.

/m?^y: 1638 Sir T. Herbert TVrtf. (ed. 2) 10 The dead are

..laid to sleep in a neat, .dormitory, his Armolets, Hrace-

Iets, and voluntary shackles accompany him. Ibid^Z Many
voluntary rings and fetters of Brasse.

b. Brought about by one's own choice or deli-

berate action ; self-inflicted, self-induced.

1548 Elvot s.v. Voluniarius, Mors voluntaria, voluntarie

death. 1576 Fleming Pancpl. Epist. 246 marg., Voluntarie

death ought not to be attempted of any wise man. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 126 These make profession of voluntarie

death: and .. when they are disposed to die at any time,

they make agreat funeral fire [etc. J. x6oi Shaks. Jul.C.\\.\.

300, I haue made strong proofe of my Constancie, Giuiug

my selfe a voluntary wound Heere, in the Thigh. 1781

Cowpek Truth 101 His voluntary pains, severe and long,

Would give a barb'rous air to British song. 1878 Browning
LaSaisiaz 61 A law to contravene Voluntary passage from
this life. 1891 Farrar Darkn. if Dawn ix, One of those

creatures, .who, in that age, so often took refuge from a
depraved life in a voluntary death.

o. Entered into of free choice ; also spec, (see

quot. 1SS9).
16H-13 Sir H. Hobart Reports (1650) 149 We know well

that the Primitive Church, .were but voluntary Congrega-
tions of beleevers. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 158 In
some districts. . the ministers formed themselves into volun-

tary associations, forthe purpose of mutual help and counsel.

1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Association, Voluntary association in

law, a society which is unincorporated, but is not a partner-

ship, in that the members are not agents for one another.

4. Done of deliberate intent or purpose; de-

signed, intentional.

(a) 1495 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 488/1 She theryn [sc. in lands

devised to her]doyng noe voluntary Waste ne Destruccion.

1544 tr. Littletons Tenures (1574) 15b, If the lessee at wil

make voluntarye wast, as in pullinge downe of houses, or in

cuttinge or felltnge of trees. 1766 Blackstonk: Comm. II.

281 Waste is either voluntary, which is a crime of com-
mission, as by pulling down a house; or it is permissive.

1867 Smyth Suitor's Word-bk. 714 Voluntary stranding,

the beaching or running a vessel purposely aground to

escape greater danger.

(0) 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c 9 § 1 Consydeiyng that.

.

voluntary murders [are] moste highly to be detested and
abhorred, la 1600 Perkins (J.), If a man be lopping a tree

and his ax-head fall from the helve,, .and kills another pass-

ing by; here is indeed manslaughter, but no voluntary

hiiIh 1

b. Law. Of escapes : Deliberately permitted or

connived at.

1660 Young Vade Mecum (ed. 6) 94 Voluntary [escape] is

when one hath arrested another for felony or other crime,

and doth afterwards suffer him to go whither he will. 1769
Blackstone Comm. IV. 130 Voluntary escapes, by consent
and connivance of the officer, are a much more serious

offence. 1797 Tomlins Jacob's Law Diet. s.v. Escape, If

the marshal of the King's Bench, .or any other who hath
the keeping of prisons in fee, suffer a voluntary escape, it is

a forfeiture of the office.

5. Of gifts, etc. : Freely or spontaneously be-

stowed, rendered, or made ; contributed volun-

tarily or by reason ofgenerous or charitable motives.

1580 G. Harvey Let. Spenser S.'s Wks. (1912) 627/2 A
small voluntarie Supplement of his owne. .in commendation
of hir .. thrice excellent Maiestie. 1614 Raleigh Hist,
IVorld 11. xvii. $8,490 Heexhortedall others toa voluntary
contribution. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111. xlii. 287 A common
stock of mony, raised out of the voluntary contributions of

the faithfull. 168a Penn in Cl.irkson Mem. (1813) I. 321 Let
the Lord have a voluntary share of your income for the good
of the poor. 17*8 Chambers Cycl.

%
Charity Schools, are

Schools erected and maintain'd in various Parishes, by the
voluntary Contributions of the Inhabitants. 1797 Burke
Regie. Peace in. Wks. VIII. 359 Nor is it every contribution,
called voluntary, which is according to the free will of the
giver. 1800 A static Ann. Reg. , Misc. Tracts 335/1 Neither
shall any subsidy be exacted from them,, .what they furnish
shall be voluntary. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 46 The
clergy were supported by the voluntary offerings of their
flocks. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XIII. 918/2 Voluntary contri-
butions in aid of the national resources. 1897 Westm. Gaz.
2 Mar, 2/3 You have got to go to the school whether you like

to or not, whilst the ' voluntary * part of the maintenance is

just twopence out of every shilling.

II. 6. fa. Of the will, etc.: Free, unforced,

unconstrained. Obs.
1508 Fisher 7 Pettit. Ps. exxx. Wks. (1876) 230 Weknowe

..that ahnyghty god of his owne voluntary wyll and gra-
cyous volunty .. redemed vs. 1560 Daus tr. Slcidane*s
Comm, 206 Duke Maurice served themperour..of hys oune
voluntarye mynde. X563 GoLDiNcOfan. (1565) 33 b, Con-
sideryng he offered of his own voluntary wil, the thing he
hadde before denied when it was requested.

b. Voluntaryfaculty , the will.

1867 Ai.pen Elem. Intett. Philos. xxv'x. 261 By the volun-
tary faculty, or the will, we mean simply the capacity of t lie

mind to perform acts of volition.

7. Of persons: That is such of one's own accord
or free choice ; acting voluntarily, willingly, or
spontaneously in a specified capacity ; also, en-
dowed with the faculty of willing.
1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. iiL $2 God did not worke as a

necessary but a voluntary agent. x6n Shaks. Cymb. 111. v.

158 That thou wilt be a voluntarie Mute to my designe.
164a Fuller Holy <* Prof. St. in. xx. 205 No pity is to be

303

shown to such voluntary cripples. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1

61 Sending thee Mans Friend, his Mediator, his design'd

Both Ransom and Redeemer voluntarie. 1754 Edwards
Freed. Will 11. iv. 50 The Sou! is an active Being in Nothing I

further than it is a voluntary or elective Being. 1776G1HBON

Decl. ft F. ii. I. 43 These voluntary exiles were engaged, for
|

the most part, in the occupationsof commerce. 1868 Huxley
Lay Serm. iii. {18701 46 The greatest voluntary wanderers

and colonists the world has ever seen.

+ b. Serving as a volunteer soldier; that is a

volunteer ; also, composed of volunteers. Obs.

1586 Acts Privy Council N.S. XIV. 55 A Commission . . to '

levie.. the number of 150 voluntarie footemen. 1590 Sir J.

Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. 5 b, The souldiors thereby being

made voluntary, haue obeyed their Captaines no otherwise

than hath pleased themselues. 1604 E. Gkimstone Siege

Ostend 30'ihQ Arch-duke had caused.. a volon'.arie Gentle-

man. .to be put in prison. 163a Lithgow Trav. viu. 350,

I left Mr. Bruce with a Galley Captaine a voluntary Soul-

dier. 1647 Clarkndon Hist. Rib. vi. §249 Sr Nicholas

Slanning's, and Colonel Trevannion's Voluntary Regiments.

o. poet. Of a sword : Offered freely or willingly

in aid of some cause.

1761 Gray EpiL Sir IV. Williams ii, At Aix his voluntary

sword he drew, There first in blood his infant honor seal'd.

1808 Scott Marm. iv. Introd., Eleven years we now may
tell, Since, .our hand First drew the voluntary brand.

f8. Favourably inclined or disposed {to do
something) ; willing, ready. Obs.

1597 A. M. Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. fiv, I am so volun-

tarye to communicate the same vnto certayne of my goode
frendes. 1638 in Picton Lpool Manic. Rec. (1883) I. 133
The greater parte of the Common Councell .. beinge all

voluntary tendered to lend [to] the towne for theexpedicion of

the towne's business att London. 1668 Marvell Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 263 He should be so much more at liberty to

show how voluntary and affectionate he was to your Cor-

poration. 1741-2 Gray Agrippina 36 WThen yet a stranger

To adoration, . .and obsequious vows From voluntary realms.

1768 H. Walpole Hist. Doubts Pref.p. xv, Whena successful

king is chief justice, historians become a voluntary jury.

absol. 1611 Bible Ps. xlvii.g tnarg., The voluntarie of the

people are gathered vnto the people of the God of Abraham.
trans/. 1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. 1. (1626) n Other

Creatures tooke their numerous birth And figures, from the

voluntary Earth. 165a Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostro,

Mary Magdalene xxi, That King. .That thus can boast to

be Waited on by a wandring mine, A voluntary mint, that

strowes Warm sylver showres where're he goes !

9. Of institutions : Maintained or supported

solely or largely by the freewill offerings or contri-

butions of members or subscribers, and free from

State interference or control.

1745 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 277 The education of

poor children was all along taken care of by voluntary

charities. 1837 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire II. 491
Private or Voluntary Schools. 1867 Chambers's Encycl. 1 X.

647/1 The United Presbyterian Church is. .not only in prac-

tice, but also in theory, a voluntary church. 1868 Ibid. X.
651/1 They held that the same objections did not apply to

voluntary organisations [for educational purposes].

b. Of or pertaining to, concerned or connected

with, voluntaryism in respect of the Church or

educational institutions.

1834 Graham in C. S. Parker Life $ Lett. (1907) I. 198, I

cannot favour in the least ' the Voluntary Principle '. 1867

Chambers's Encycl. IX. 646/1 A great controversy . .known
as the Voluntary Controversy (1829-1834). 1868 Ibid. X.

23/2 An important article in the Voluntary creed. 1891 E.

Kingi.ake Australian at Home 51 The voluntary system
..is almost universal in Australia. The clergyman is the

servant of his congregation, and must please them or go.

C. Of persons : Advocating or supporting the

voluntary principle as opposed to State establish-

ment and control.

1835 C. J. Brown Ch. Establ'tshm. iv. 15 Voluntary
Churchmen, out of an Establishment, talk of the indepen-

dence of the Church—our forefathers, within one, bled and
died for it. 1868 Chambers's Encycl. X. 24/1 Those known
as Voluntary educationists reject the idea of any national

system.

10. Of muscles, etc. : Acting or moving in re-

sponse to the volition ; directing or controlling

voluntary movements.
1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 702/1 The motions.., in a

natural and healthy state, are subject to the will, and for this

reason they are called voluntary muscles. 1843 Graves
Syst. Clin. Med. xv. 186 A debility of the voluntary muscles.

1864 Webster,/ 'oluntaty nerve, nerve distributed to volun-

tary muscle. 1884 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 174 We see

here that atrophy begins in the most voluntary limb, the arm.

b. Physiol. (See quot.)
i860 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1337/1 Voluntary Motor Pcnver,

..the power exercised by the urain and nerves in volition,

in distinction from the excito-motor power, or that which is

peculiar to the spinal marrow and its nerves.

III. fll. Growing wild or naturally; of spon-

taneous growth. Obs. rare.

1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 130 The wilde or voluntary
Strawberries, that 1 may so terme them. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts, N.T. 4 Feeding on such homely and voluntary
diet as that wild place would afford. 1718 Pope lliattxw.

396 Glad earth perceives, and from her bosom pours Un-
bidden herbs and voluntary flowers.

B. adv. » Voluntarily adv.
In early use perh. partly after L. voluntarie.

1480 Coz>. Leet Bk. 435 AH be forseid persones..cam volun-

tarye, & seid openly ther to be stid Maire, bat [etc.] 156a
Child-Marriages 75 The said Henrie did neuer lye with the

said Mavde, nor did cohabete voluntarie together, c 1595
Capt. Wvatt Dudley's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 34 One of them
voluntarie profered to goe with him into Englande. 1609

Holland Amm. Marcell. d 4 b, He did this voluntarie,

according to the example of the ancient Decii. 163' J*

VOLUNTARY.
Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena To Rdr., In excuse of my
not voluntary undergoing . . the burthen of this Translation.

1671 Milton P. R. u. 394 If of that powr I bring thee

voluntary What I might have bestow'd on whom I pleas'd.

1710 Pridkaux Orig. Tithes iii. 145 All should voluntary

pay them in their Offerings at the Church. 1769 Sir j.

Reynolds Disc. ii. (1876) 322 To go voluntary to a tribunal

where he knows he must be humbled,

C. sb. I. fl. Free will or choice ; = Volunty.

In the phrases of, out of upon
t
or at (a person's)

own voluntary, at voluntary.
fa) 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay*s Voy. x. xlx. 23 b,

Of theyr owne voluntarie (they] came to surrender them-

selues. Ibid. 1. xx. 25 The offer [was] made vppon his owne
voluntary. 1590 Greene Mourn. Garm, Wks. (Grosart)

IX. 168 If you were to chuse husbands at your owne volun-

tary. 1606 G. Woodcock Hist. Ivstine 11. 16 After this

the Spartans, .. out of their own voluntary, inuaded the

borders of their Empire, a 1617 Bayne On Eph. (1643) 317

How canst thou,, .out of thy voluntary, converse with them

who are not sanctified? 1633 J. Done tr. Aristeas Hist,

Sepiuagint 59 Uppon his owne voluntary, he came often to

visite the woikes.
(b) 1590 Gkeene Neuer too late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 71

Womens flatteries [were] too forceable to resist at volun-

tarie. 1591 — Conny Catch. 11. 11 He began to. .rap out

gogs Nownes, and pronounes, while at voluntarie he had

sworne through the eight parts of speach in the Accidence.

2. fa. Music added at the will of the performer

to a piece played or sung. Obs.

1565 Jewel Reply Harding (1611) 113 This is the plaine

song, and may well stand for the ground : the rest is alto-

gether descant and vaine voluntary, and the most part out

of tune. 1597 Mokley Introd. Mus. 126 To make two parts

vpon a plainesong is more hard then to make three parts

into voluntary. Ibid., Rules which may serue him both for

descant and voluntary.

b. A musical piece or movement played or sung

spontaneously or of one's free choice, esp. by way
of prelude to a more elaborate piece, song, etc.

1598 Plorio, Preluiiio, a proheme in musicke, a voluntary

before the song. i6a8 Ford Lovers Mil. 1. i, Upon his

instrument he plays so swiftly, So many voluntaries, and so

quick, That [etc.]. i66j Playford Skill Mus. 1. 60 He
with his Harp.. ending his excellent Voluntary with some
choice Fancy upon this Phrygian Mood. 1688 Holwk
Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 154,2 The seuerall Beates or

points of wane aie the-e. . . 4. A Voluntary before the

March. 1754 R. Newton Char. Theophrastus 7 Something

in the nature of a flourish, or of a voluntary before the tune.

(11785 T. Potter Moralist II. 134 He took up his flute, and

touched a few notes of the voluntary he had heard the night

before. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlviii, Sitting down to

the piano, she rattled away a triumphant voluntary on the

keys.

Jig. and trans/ 1603 Hynd- Mirrour Worldly Fame r,

Dancing is the voluntary, which is played before a passage

is made to unlawful desires. 16x9 Galle Holy Matin. 155

Like a fantasticke Musician, he chiefly pleases himselfej

while he leaues the Grounds, to run upon the Voluntaries.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies it. viii. 255 The Lark and the

Thrush sung their Voluntaries. 171a Steele Sped. No. 504

n These can. .say you are dull to-day, and laugh a Volun-

tary to put you in humour. 1795 Bckke Let. to IV. Elliot

Wks. 1842 II. 240, 1 have been told of the voluntary, which,

for the entertainment of the house of lords, has been lately

played by his Grace. 1814 Scott Wav.xXin, He.. ran off in

a wild voluntary of fanciful mirth, ai88i Rossetti House
o/Li/e ix, This harp still makes my name its voluntary.

C. esp. A piece or solo, usu. consisting of two

or more movements, played upon the organ before,

during, or after any office of the Church ; also, the

music for this.

In-, Out-voluntary, those respectively played at the begin-

ning and close of a religious service.

17U Steele Sped. No. 503 ra Now the Organ was to

play a Voluntary, and she., kept time.. with some Motion of

her Head. 1731 in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Music (1871)

2 All psalm tunes, fuges, volunteries, and anthems that are

usually sung in churches or chappells. 1779 Phil. Trans.

LXIX. 193 Several voluntaries which he heard . . the organist

play at the Cathedral. 1801 Busby Did. Mus. s.v., The
voluntary was originally so called, because its performance,

or non-performance, was at the option of the organist. 1837

Hood Ode R. Wilson 398 Let the solemn, swelling, organ

greet, With Voluntaries meet, The willing advent of the rich

and poor. 1870 Anderson Missions Amer. Bd. II. xxxviii.

344 A voluntary skillfully played. .on the powerful organ

belonging to the church.

fig 1863 Cowden Clarke Shahs. Char. xvii. 448 This

scene.. will form a choice voluntary as conclusion to our

homily.

f3. A voluntary oath. Obs.—1

1593 Bilson Goz't. Chr. Ch. 270 In matters of religion that

touch the peace and safetie of the whole Church of Christ, do

you looke your voluntarie should bee receiued without all

authoritie or testimonie to warrant it?

f 4. An occurrence or event due to some person's

voluntary action. Obs. rare.

165a Gaui.e Magastrom. 83 Casualties and voluntaries,

who.se events are not so much as probable, as not having

any such causes as aforesaid.

5. An extempore, optional, or voluntary piece ot

writing or composition.

1690 Temple Esst , Poetry Wks. 1720 I. 245 7hc PrtaPet <%

. .were little Voluntaries or Extemporaries, written upon tbe

ridiculous Wooden Statues of Priapus. 1801 W. Taylor in

Robberds Mem. (1843) I- 387 If f get Phillips torecme

his voluntaries in the Monthly Magazine, he...will take

the less pains, i860 Mansfield School-h/e at It tnchester

(1870) 107 Prefects and Senior part also were "cou^ged

o write a copy of verses on any subject selected by

hemselves, which was called a ' Voluntary \ 1876 Lowell

Among mi Books Ser. U. 206 At school he wrotesome task-

verses, .and also some voluntaries of his own.

6. A voluntary contribution.



VOLUNTARYISM.
1837-8 J- Keegan Leg. <fr Poems (1907) 80 [The heap of

stones] at last assumed a size sufficiently large to attract the
attention of every person who went the way, who, in their
turn, added their ' voluntary ' to the pile.

7. A parting of a rider from his horse without
sufficient cause ; an unwarranted fall. Freq. to

cut a voluntary.
1863 G. A. Lawrence Border fy Bastille ii. 33 A conscript,

who could keep his saddle, through an entire day, without
' taking a voluntary ', w:is considered, .a credit to the regi-
ment. 1883 Mrs. Kennard Right Sort xxi, They will say
I cut a voluntary.. .The stirrup-leather alone was to blame.
1890 Field % Feb. 177 The number of 'voluntaries' which
are ever taking place in the hunting field.

8. A voluntary examination.
1894 J. Payn Gleams 0/Memory 75 As an initial step to

my becoming a divine, it was. .necessary to pass 'the Vol.
untary '—a theological examination in my case very inappro-
priately named.

II. f 9. One voluntarily, and usually without
pay, serving as a soldier in a campaign, battle, etc.;

= Volunteer sb. 1. Obs.
In very frequent use from 1600 to 1645.

1595 Shaks. John if. i. 67 Rash, inconsiderate, fiery volun-
taries,. Haue sold their fortunes at their natiue homes,..To
make a hazard ofnew fortunes heere. i6bx MouNTjovinMory-
son /tin. 11. (1617) i3SDiuers worthy men. .haue followed the
wars here as voluntaries to their very great expence. 1623
F. Markuam Bk. War i, vii. 25 Those Souldieis, which we
call by the name of Voluntaries, bein^ a ranke of men which
voluntarily, and of their owue meere motion without any
constraint at all, doe betake themselues vnto the Warres.
1636 WiNTHROP New Eng. (1825) I. 195 The soldiers who
went were all voluntaries, and had only their victuals pro.
vided, but demanded no pay. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v.

aioTurkitel the Dane, .got leave of the King, with as many
voluntaries as would follow him, to pass into France.
Jig. 1612T. Taylor Conun. Vitusu.6 Let them uowserue

as voluntaries vnder the Captaine lesus Christ.
trans/. 1627 J. TAYLoR(\Vater P.)Navy Land Shifts A ijb,

There were 7. other needlesse Ships which were in the nature
of voluntaries, or hangers on vpon the Nauy.
10. One who undertakes or engages in any kind

of service, enterprise, etc., of his own choice or
free-will; — Volunteer sb. 3.

1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Mace. ii. 42 Then there was gathered
to them the synago^e of the Assideans. ., everie volun tarie in
the law, 161a H. Ainsworth Annot. Ps. ex. 3 Thy people
shall be voluntaries in the day of thy power. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. ill. 1507 That none durst become a volun-
tary, In such a Fire, for conscience sake, to tarie. a 1641 lip.

Mountagu Ads <$• Mon. (1642) 146 Unto Esdras was granted
..licence to goe up unto Jerusalem, to carry with him all

such voluntaries as would goe.

f 11. One who is willing or ready to give way or
withdraw. Obs."1

1610 [G. Bhydges] Horx Subs. 25 If. .they.. could haue
beene content to withdraw, .it would haue expressed an ex-
cellent temper, and moderation, 13ut few such voluntaries
bee found.

12. One who holds or advocates that the Church
(or educational institutions) should be maintained
by voluntary contributions and be independent of
State connexion or support. Cf. Voluntartist.
1834 Tait's Mag. I, 418/1 The Governor was a Voluntary;

but Lord Goderich granted [the congregation] the L. 100
from the colonial revenue. 1843 E. Miall in Nonconf.lll.
241 Where the truth has got hold of a man it makes him a
real voluntary. 1868 Chambers's Encycl. X.651/1 Obstacles
to the establishment ofa national system [of education] more
formidable than the opposition of the Voluntaries.

Voluntaryism (v/rlftitarijizm). [f. prec]
1. The principle or tenet that the Church and

educational institutions should be supported by
voluntary contributions instead of by the State.
Freq. from c 1850. (Cf. Voluntarism.)
1835 {title), Picture of Slavery in the United States of

America, with a Practical Illustration of Voluntaryism and
Republicanism. 1845 J. Martineau Misc. (1852) 146 The
voluntaryism of the Independents,, .the National endow-
ment of Coleridge and Chalmers. 1866 Geo. Eliot/'", Holt
Introd. 8 They had not at least given in to schismatic rites,

and were free from the errors of Voluntaryism. 1869 M.
Arnold CulU

%
<r An, (1882) 70 Abolition of church-rates,

voluntaryism in religion and education.

2. Any system which rests upon voluntary action

or principles.

In recent use with reference to military service.

1883 Chalmers & Hough Bankruptcy Act Introd. p. ix,

Official assignees, .were, .totally abolished, and the public
entered once more on a system of voluntaryism.

Voluntaryist (vp-li>ntari|ist). [f. as prec. +
-1ST.] One who advocates or upholds the voluntary
system of support and control in religious or (now
more usually) educational institutions.

Also, in recent use, an advocate of voluntary military
service. (Cf. Voluntarist.)
1842 E. Miall in Nonconf. II. 305 The proceedings of

voluntaryists hitherto. .have not been on a commanding
scale, i860 Spectator 24 July 861 Wearenot Voluntaryists,
..but his Grace of Canterbury's remarks seem to us thor-

oughly intolerant, .in the head of a national Church. 1888
T. W. Reid Life W. E. Forster I. 311 A vigorous attack
upon the voluntaryists, ..showing how complete had been
the failure of the voluntary system to meet the educational
wants of the people.
attrib. 1893 Paily News 7 Apr. 3/5 At present parents of

all children in School Board districtsare contributors to the

local rates, and voluntaryist parents receive nothing for

what they contribute.

"Voluntative, a. and sb. [ad. rned.L. volun-

tativus, f. L. voluntdt-, voluntas Volunty.]

A. cuij. fa. (See quot. 1656.) Obs~° D. He
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brew Gram. Of a verbal form: Expressive of a
desire; desiderative. C. Having the ability to act

or accomplish at will ; voluntary.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Voluntative, that proceeds from

the Will, wilful], or full of desire. 1870 tr. Lange's Comm.,
Song Sot. viii. 3 The following voluntative or jussive future.

1883 Amer. Jr/tl. Philol. IV. 425 The simple solution seems
to be that the conditioning of apurpose destroys its absolute
voluntative power,

B. sb. Hebrew Gram. A verbal form expressive

of a desire to do the action denoted by the verb

;

a desiderative.

1870 J. F. Smith Ewalifs Introd. Itebr. Gram. 160 The
voluntative, or the expression of the desire that something
maybe, arises from the imperf. [etc. J. 1874 A. B. Davidson
Introd. Hebr. Gram. 50 Hy some grammarians this form is

called Cohortative ; others embrace both the long and short

forms under the name voluntative.

Volunteer (v(Avnti^'f), sb. and a. Forms:
a. 7 volunteir(e, 7-8 voluntier, 8 volontier.

p. 7- volunteer (7 -eere), 7-8 volenteer. [ad.

F. volonlaire, f voluntaire (*= It. volont-, volunt-

ario, Sp. and Pg. vo/unlario), ad. L. voluntaries

Voluntary a. The ending has been assimilated

to the suffixes -ier and -ekk.]

A. sb. 1. Mil. One who voluntarily offers or

enrols himself for military service, in contrast to

those who are under obligation to do so, or who
form part of a regular army or military force.

In early use freq. implying service without the pay given
to the regular troops.
a. a 1618 Raleigh Mahomet {1637) 80, 6000 horse and

voluntiers infinite accomodated with all provisions. 1654
H. L'Estrange Chas. I. (1655) 68 The enemy being about
one thousand Horse and Foot besides Voluntiers, made a
very gallant impression upon us. 1654-66 Karl Orkerv
Part/ten. (1676) 25 The Prince honor'd me with the leading
of 2000 Horse, all Voluntiers. a 1715 Burnet Own Time ix.

(1766) I. 306 The earl of Montague, .was then a voluntier
and one of the Duke's Court. 1769 Robertson Chas. V,
viii. \Vks. 1813 III. 85 To every standard that was erected,
voluntiers flocked from all quarters.

|9. c 1600 Drayton Miseries Q. Margaret clxxvi, And with
fiue thousand valient Volunteers, Of natiue French, put
vnder her Command, With Armes well fitted she towards
Scotland steeres. 1627 Lisander fy Cat. 1. 14 With a hand-
full of Volenteers he defeated manie thousands of Reisters.
X653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixiv. (1663) 261 He resolved
by the means of ten thousand Volunteers, who had offered
themselves unto him, ..to attacque this fort. 1677 W.
Huhbard Narrative 18 A Company of Volunteers, under
the Command of Captain Samuel Moseley. 1747 Gentl.
Mag. 321 Certain burgesses and inhabitants of the city,

offering to serve as volunteers in defence of the city, against
the rebels. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 599/2 All this time
the American army was increasing by the continual arrival

of militia and volunteers from all parts. 1841 Catlin N.
Amer. Ind. lviii. (1844) II. 242 He is then a volunteer, like

all of their soldiers in war, and bound by no compulsive
power. 1870 J. Bruce Gideon xxii. 399 These discouraged
Israelites who had deserted were here seen returning and
flocking as volunteers now, round the triumphant standard
of that mighty man of valour.

b. spec. A member of an organized military

company or force, formed by voluntary enrolment
and distinct from the regular army. In later use,

a civilian forming part of the 'auxiliary forces'

of a country as a member of such a body.
164a Exceeding Welcome Newesfr. Beverley (title-p.), The
Resolution of the Gentry and Commonalty of Yorkshire to
joyn with the London Voluntiers, for the defence of the
King and Parliament. 1643 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comfit. App. IV. 435 To warne the watch of the voluntiers
of the said Town whoe did dutie of watch twice 24 howres
every weeke. 1712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 74 The Volun-
teers march'd before the Army, daring the Enemy in a very
haughty Manner. 1707 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 689/2
Making their object known to government, they were, in

1794, embodied in a regiment, called The Royal Edinburgh
Volunteers. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 418 At his house
we met with the poet-laureat of the Inverness volunteers.
1818 Mrs. Iliff Poems Sev. Occas. (ed. 2) 23 Our tars shall
keep the sea—our coast lie guarded by our volunteers, i860
Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 115 Every other man. .1 know, .is

a volunteer though. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 295/2 The
personal equipment of the volunteers,., as a rule, is deficient

for field service.

f C. In the phrase to go (also serve) a volunteer.
1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Low C. Wars I. 24 Octavio

Forneze .. served a Volunteer against the French. 1685
Crownk Sir C. Nice 1, They will go voluntiers into a battle,
but must be prest to marriage. 1718 Prior Poems Sev.
Occas. Ded., In the first Dutch War He went a Voluntier
under the Duke of York. 1760 Cautions <$• Adv. Officers
Army 23 Whilst Suspicions only are against him, there is a
possibility of wiping them out, and that is by desiring to go
a Voluntier with the Grenadiers the first desperate Attack
they are ordered on. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I.

215/2 He endeavoured to prevent the young men who
offered to go volunteers from giving in their names. 1870
L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. i. 2 He had the resolution to
part from what he loved, and to go a volunteer into the
army.

fd. One voluntarily serving in the Navy. Obs.
1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 18 What Dis-

couragement gives not this to right-bred Tars from entering
Volunteers. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4440/1 The Trumpeters,
Quarter-Gunners,.. Volunteers by Letter, and Marine-Sol-
diers. a 1720 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. it. 122 King
Charles II. then in exile, asked the Dutch to be received
in their navy as a volunteer.

2. fig, (With direct allusion to sense 1.) a. Of
things.

VOLUNTEER.
1636 Quarles Elegie Wks. (Grosart) III. 11/2 But stay !

what need, what need we presse a teare, When every eye
becomes a Volunteire? 1650 Fuller Pisgah in. i. 359 More
probable it is, that Hirams fancy.. was not pressed in all

particulars, but was left a volunteire for some descants of
Art. 1715 Chappelow Right Way to be Rich (1717) 167
There are abundance of full texts.. which offer themselves
as voluntiers in this service. 1733 Poi'E Ess. Man nt. 88
Reason.. Cares not for service, or but serves when prest,..
But honest Instinct comes a volunteer. 1733 Duchess of
Que ens berry Let. to Swift 3 Nov., I.. have not time to
think of answering your letters. This is only a volunteer.

b. Of persons.

1650 Baxter Saints* R. in. ii. 295 They wilfully and
obstinately persisted in their Rebellion, and were meer
Voluntiers in the service of the Devil. 1667 Decay Chr.
Ptetyv. r 25 They have generally gone higher, exhorted men
to become voluntiers in vertues warfare. 1671 Shadwell
Humourists IV, Hit be the Devil, Mr. Parson, we'll turn you
loose to hirn

; you take pay to light against him, we are but
voluntiers. 1755 Young Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 150 The
clergy are voluntiers ; the aged are pressed by nature into
the service of wisdom.

3. One who voluntarily offers his services in any
capacity ; one who of his own free will takes part

in any enterprise.

a. 1638 Penit. Con/, xi. (1657) 301 He comes in as a volun-
tier upon his own confession. 1648 Gage West Ind. i. 3
Yearly are sent thither Missions .. either of Voluntiers,
Fryers Mendicants, Priests or Monkes, or else of forced
Jesuites. 1677 A uth. Life in Cleveland"s Gen. Poems A 6 b,

Perceiving the Ostracism that was intended, he became a
Voluntier in his Academick Exile. 1688 Penn in Life Wks.
1782 1. 112 Voluntiers are Blanks and Cyphers in all Govern-
ments. 1755 Connoisseur No. 70 r 19, I do not know the
names ofany of the Voluntiers, to whom I have been greatly
indebted. 1765 Blalkstone Comm. I. 257 Such unauthor.
ized voluntiers in violence are not ranked among open
enemies.

£. 1655 Fuller Hist. Cambr. 104 More probably he was a
Volunteer in his Lecture, having no Salary for the reading
thereof. 171a Steele Sped. No. 526 F2 Our Hackney-
Coachmen. .do still ply as Volunteers Day and Night for

the Good of their Country. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 415 There is a multitude of labourers in the vineyard,
as well volunteers in dissertations and essays, as retained
servants entered upon the steward's roll. 1794 Southev
Botany Bay Eclogues ii, Anon the morning came, And
off I set a volunteer for fame. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic
Reg. 1 1. 50 Another party, likewise consisting of seven volun-
teers, were landed in Jan Mayen Island. 1833 Tractsfor
Times No. 17. 3 Are they duly authorised and commissioned
from the Court ; are they come as volunteers, or have they
been sent by their master? 1873 Mozley Univ. Serm.
(1876) 168 The peculiar nature of the agency concerned in
the Act. .is. .a guarantee to the willingness of the victim.,
as being that of a volunteer from the first,

f 4. A Mower or tree which grows spontaneously.

Obs.-» (Cf. 8 b.)

i657THORNLEVtr. Longus' Daphnh f Chloe 172 Flowers,—
some the Earth's own Voluntiers, some the structure of the
Artist's hand.

1 5. a. A deliberate lie. b. A voluntary gift.

1678 Drvden Kind Keeper nr. i, Now will he lie three or
four rapping Voluntiers, rather than be thought ignorant in

any thing. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry $ Prances
(1767) I. i54

;
I think myself vastly obliged to dear Harry

for his obliging voluntier.

6. Law. One to whom a voluntary conveyance is

made ; one who benefits by a deed made without
valuable consideration.

1744 Jacob Law Diet. (ed. 5) s.v. Voluntary, Remainders
limited in Settlements, to a Man's right Heirs, etc. are
deemed Voluntary in Equity, and the Persons claiming
under them are called Volunteers. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) II. 135 There seemed no reason. .why these general
incidents.. should be saved in favour of a devisee, or other
volunteer, and not in favour of a wife. Ibid, IV. 276 Equity
will relieve, even in favour of a volunteer.

B. attrib. or as adj.

1. a. Of troops, etc. : Consisting or composed of

persons undertaking military service as volunteers.
1662 Exlr. St. Papers ret. friends (191 1) 11. 15S A Company

of 100 Volonteere Horse which I drew together. 1662 Dk.
Buckhm. in Slingsby's Diary (1836) 363, I have sent orders

. .to get the volontier troopes in as great a readinesse as they
can. 1798 Hinderwell Hist. Sea/borough 236 A Volun-
teer Corps of one hundred and eighty, raised in the town.
Ibid., Five Companies of Volunteer Infantry. 1811 Regul,
4- Orders A rmy 5 Officers of Yeomanry Cavalry and Volun-
teer Corps rank as juniors of their respective Ranks.
1822 Act 3 Geo. IV, c. » 26 § 32 No Toll shall be demanded
. .for any Carriage conveying Volunteer Infantry. 185a Sie

C. Napier Def Eng. 13 With regard to your volunteer
corps, 1 think each should consist of from one to four com-
panies. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xviii. (ed. 3)

169 The military spirit of the ' Volunteer ' corps of London,

b. Of persons : Voluntarily performing military

service ; seiving as a volunteer in the army (for
navy). Also in predicative use (b).

(a) 1649 G. Daniel Ttinarc/i., Hen. V, ccxcix, They
dance and rore The expectation of a Muster ; where They
'nroule themselues, Gentlemen volunteire. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. xlvii, Nine thousand dragoons and a hundred

and fourty thousand voluntier adventurers. 1698 T. Froger
(title), A Relation of a Voyage made . . by the Sieur Froger,

Voluntier-Engineer on board the English Falcon. 1710-n
Swift Lett. (1767) III. 127, I doubt the scoundrel was broke,

and got a commission, or perhaps is a voluntier gentleman.

178a V. Knox Ess. exxxi. (1819) III. 64 Compare the limbs

of the volunteer soldiers in the metropolis with those of the

rustic militia, or regulars.

(b) 172a De Foe Cot. Jack xiv, I was not only insensibly

drawn in, but was perfectly volunteer in that dull cause.

1724 — Gt. Law Subordination 145 You will blame the

gentleman, perhaps, for engaging thus voluntier with his

servant. 1728 — Compl. Eng. Gent. (1890) 14 The modern



VOLUNTEER.
Lord was a Man of Spirit, had serv'd Voluntier under the
Fountain of Glory Gustavus Adolphus. 1744 M. Bishop
Life 8f Adv. 57 There is a wide Difference between being
press'd and going Voluntier.

c. Of or pertaining to a volunteer or volunteers.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 136 Indeed it will be
a volunteer war, said the king, for the northern gentry have
sent me an account of above four thousand horse they have
already. 1779 ShbbIOAH Critic 1. i, If you had the least

spirit you would have been., trailing a volunteer pike in the
Artillery ground. 1837 Alison Hist. Europe (1847) VI. 118
This was the Volunteer system and the general arming of
the people.

2. Voluntarily performing any action or service
;

undertaking a service of one's own free will.

The predicative use (quot. 1727) is freq. in De Foe's works.
1661 Boyle Style of Script. 195 He is such a Volunteer

Sinner, that he hath neither the Wit nor the Excuse of
declining his Conscience in Complement to his Senses.
1717 De Foe Hist. Apparit. Introd. 7 It was a most
incongruous Suggestion that the Devil should come Volun-
tier to an Atheist. 1759 Dilworth Pope 71 It was natural
for them to be the volunteer-heralds of that translation's
merit they had some share in bringing to perfection. 176a-
71 H. Walpole Vertue*s Anecd. Paint. {1786) III. 179
Probably a volunteer artist. 1812 H. & J. Smith Horace
in Land. 125 How many a volunteer muse. . Has met with
her death in reviews. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 249
James and John and Peter, who never heartily recognized
the Volunteer Apostle.

transf. 1713 Steele Englisttm. No. 55. 353 There were
many hundreds of Volunteer Links brought into this Pro-
testant Illumination,

b. Of vegetation : Growing spontaneously.
1794 Vancouver Agric. Cambridge 44 A remarkably fine

growth of volunteer ash, has lately been cut down. 1882
Contemp. Rev. Aug. 233 They had the year before last 80
acres of volunteer or self-sown oats. 1883 Century Mag.
Oct. 804/1 Crops are raised sometimes for twenty successive
years, on the same fields, without the soils showing exhaus-
tion, and what ate called volunteer crops.

8. Of services, actions, etc. : Rendered or per-
formed voluntarily.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 55 The king desires
no man's service but what is purely volunteer. 1779 Burke
Corr. (1844} XL 284, I am not very fond of any volunteer
modes of raising money for public service. 1794 Mathias
Purs. Lit. {1798) 252 Mr. Reeves will deter any man from
volunteer effusions in favour of any Minister. 1873 Mozley
Univ. Serm. viii. (1876) 167 It cannot be said that it is.,
contrary to justice to accept a volunteer offer of suffering.

Volunteer, v. [Back-formation from Volun-
teering vbl.sb.\

L intr. To undertake military service volun-
tarily, esp. on a special occasion. . Freq. const .for,

>7SS Johnson,
_
To volunteer, to go for a soldier. 180a

James Milit, Diet, s.v., In some instances soldiers volun-
teer for a limited period, and within ceitam boundaries.
1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 163 The Bengali sipahis.. being
asked, ' Do you volunteer ?

' replied, ' Yes, Saheb, we volun-
teer, but we don't go willingly'. 1859 Thackeray Vir.
ginians Ixii, Sir John had volunteered for the expedition
which is preparing. i874Stubbs Const. Jlist. I. ii. 15 They
volunteered and were bound by honour to their leaders.

b. Const, to with inf. (esp. to serve).
1802 James Milit. Diet, s.v., The drafts from the militia

in 1798, who volunteered to serve in Europe only. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. ill. I. 301 John Sheffield, Eail of
Mulgrave, ..volunteered to serve at sea against the Dutch.

C. Const, inlo (a particular regiment).
1841 E. Costello Adv. Soldier i, At*Londonderry. . I vol-

unteered into the 95th, since made the ' Ritle Brigade '.

2. To offer of one's own accord to do something.
^ 1840 Hood Up Rhine 192 Our old acquaintance volunteer-
ing to be our guide, we made the round of the sights of the
town. x86o Tynimll Glac. 11. xi. 292Myguide volunteered
to cut the steps for me up to the pickets. 1881 Froudk
Short Stud. (1883) IV. 11. ii. iSo No dean or tutor ever
volunteered to help our inexperience.

b. To be thrown from a horse without sufficient

cause. (Cf. Voluntary sb. 7.)
iB^oFietdS Feb. 177 There is scarcely a horseman of ex.

perience who will not confess to have been at some time or
other taken unawares, and to have volunteered ' in conse-
quence.

3. tram. To offer (one's services) for some special

pBrpose or enterprise.

1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 127 When I first volunteered my ser.
vices on this important subject. 1820 Scorksby Ace. Arctic
Reg. II. 49 Seven men volunteered their services. 1857
Dickens Dorrit 1. vi, Mrs. Bangham..had volunteered her
services as.. general attendant.

b. With vbl. sb. as object, or refl.
1806 Scott Let. in Lockkart (1837) II. iii. 94 One of the

kindest was Lord Somerville, who volunteered introducing
me to Lord Spencer. 1815 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion
$Princ,x\\. 111.270 He.. gravely volunteered himself as
silk-holder, while Miss Harriet, .wound off, I know not
how many skeins.

4. To offer to undertake or perform (something).
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, vi, Mr. Lindsay.. volunteered the

perilous task of carrying a verbal message. 1863 Cowden
Clarke Shales. Char. x. 271 One of the soldiers volunteers
the office of interpreter. 1876 Miss Yonge Womankind vi,
I had rather make Latin the schoolroom lesson, and leave
German to be volunteered afterwards.

5. To communicate (information, etc.) on one's
own initiative.

1839 Dickens Nickleby vii, He had grown thoughtful and
appeared in nowise disposed to volunteer any observation.

J
8*1 M RS - Mozley Lost Brooch II. xiii. 99 This was what

I call forward in a servant, to volunteer explanations, i860
W. Collins Worn. White 111. xi. (1861) 411, I did not feel
called on to volunteer any statement of my own private

Vol. X.
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convictions. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt ii, He volunteered
no information about himself and his past life at Smyrna.

ellipt. 1893 H. Crackanthorpe Wreckage 178 When he
started out late at night, he never volunteered where he was
going.

6. To offer to give or supply.
1873 Tristram Moab i. 6 A delegate of the Ta'amirah..

volunteered a guard of his tribe.

7. With away : To surrender voluntarily.

1807 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 82, I. .do not wish to
volunteer away that portion of tranquillity, which a firm
execution of my duties will permit me to enjoy.

Hence Volunteered, Voluntee-ring />/>/. adjs.

1797 J- Symosds in A. Young's Autobiog. xii. (1898) 304
You juitly reprobate volunteering infantry. 1864 Mekedith
Sandra Beltoni xiv, In the end they deputed the volunteering
Adela tosit with him in the library. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
791 With Godwin Shelley had opened a volunteered corre-
spondence late in 181 1. 1903 Morley Gladstone II. v. ii. 20
He was not forbidden to proceed upon his volunteered mission.

Volunteering, vbl. sb. [f. Voluntker sb.

and v.] The action of serving, or offering one's

services, as a volunteer.
1691 Dryden K. Arthur Prol. 47 If you Gallants lose, to

all appearing You'll want an Equipage for Volunteering.
1706-7 Farquhar Beaux* Strat. 1. i, I warrant you, our
Friends imagine that we are gone a volunteering. 1758 H.
Walpole Corr. (1837) I. 381 Has he stolen to Southampton
and slipped away a-volunteering. .to conquer France in a
dirty shirt and a frock 7 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jount. France
I. 109 Numbers of young nobility were willing to run
a-volunteering in her defence. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev.
III. 316 We encourage volunteering to prevent enlisting.

1840 Dickens Barn. Pudge xii, How strange it is of you to
run down volunteering, when it's done to defend you.. in
case of need. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 112 The law
permitting the volunteering from the merchant ship to a
ship of war should be altered.

voluntee'rism. [f. Volunteer sb. + -isxr.]

The system of having volunteer military forces.

1844 P. Harwood Hist. Irish Reb. iyg8 26 The effects of
volunteerism on national morals and manners.

+ Volunteerly» adv. Obs.-1 [f, as prec. +
-ly 2

.] As a volunteer.
1715 Battle of Sheriffmuir iii. in Jacobite Songs (1 87 1)

30 Volunteerly to ramble With Lord Loudoun Campbell.

Volunteership. [f. ns prec. + -ship.] The
condition of-being a volunteer.

1796 A. Bell in Southey /.t)£ (1844) I. 527 His brother
Verry has served me from his earliest volunteership.

Voluntive, a. rare~ l

. [Cf. next and -ive.]

Volitional.

183a J. Thomson Life W. Cullcn I. 170 Comprehending
the vegetative, sentient, and voluntive faculties of the mind
..under the common term Soul.

Vo:lunto-mo*tory, a. Biol. [Cf. next and
Motory a.] Associated with voluntary motion.
1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 167/2 The outer division (of the

middle layer of the blastoderm], the voluuto-tnotory, corre-
sponding to the body-wall or somatopleure of more recent
authors.

tVolunty, Obs. Forms: a. 4-6 volunte (5
-ee), 6 wolunto, volounte; 5 voluntie, 6-7
volunty. 0. 5-6 volente (5 uol-, voulente),
volante, 6 volenty. [a. OF. volonte (voulonte,
-utile), volente (mod.F. volonii = It. volunla, Sp.
voluntad, Pg. vontade), ad. L. voluntat-, voluntas
will, f. vol-y velle to will.] Will, desire, pleasure

;

that which one wishes or desires.

Rarely, the faculty of willing, volition.

a. c 1330 Arth. 4- Merl. 681 (Kolbing), A forseyd deuel
Ii^t adoun & of bat wiif made a couioun, To don alle his
volunte. C1400 Rom, Rose 5276 For that he May not ful-

fille his volunte Fully, as he hath requered. c 1449 Pecock
Rcfr. 11. xi. 210 That this answere is a feyned and forgid
thing bi pure volunte withoute eny for him sufficient evi.

dence, Y proue thus. 1490 Caxton Eueydosiv. 19 O cursid
and false deceyuable auaryce whiche blyndeth the voluniees
humayn. c \$%$ Doctr. Gd. Servaunts (Percy Soc.) 7 Ser-
uauntes ought not to ensue Theyr owne wyll nor volunte.

1649 Evelyn tr. Le Vayer's Lib. <$ Servit. Misc. Writ. (1825)
ii. n Our volunty cannot (after some sort) embrace the
evill, considering it as evill. 165a — St. France 15 The
handsomer to disguise and apparell these his volunties, and
render them at the least specious proceedures of Justice.
3. 14182a J. Page Siege Rouen in Archaeologia XXI. 48

Byfore Rone that reche cyte Fore thai: he lovyde as hys own
volante. C1450 Merlin'x. 22 Neuershall I makethedothynge
that shal he ageyn the volente of oure lord Ihesu Ctyste.
CI477 Caxton Jason 134 But as sone as I was leyd in my
bead an euill volente or wil surprised me- 1518 H. Watson
Hist. Oliver of Castile (Roxb.) E4b, The knyght..sayd
that al his volente was for to go there as he had specyfyed.
15*5 Ld. Berners Fro'tss. II. xliv. 143 Syth it is your plea-
sure and volante y« I shall pursewe my wordes, I shall shewe
you euery thynge as I knowe.

b. In the phrases of (free) volunty , of 01 at one's

(own) volunty.
(a) c 140s Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 299 The whiche.. Of

volunte, withoute more trespas, My 11 accusurs hath taken
vnto grace. 1426 — De Guil. Pitgr. 23031 The space of
xxxix yere I was bound of volunte, to obedience, c 1430 —
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 79 The kyng. .That.. Inlo a vir-

gyns worn be immaculate, Descendid . . of fre volunte.
(b) c 1407 Lydg. Reson $ Sens. 4453 Thow sholdest chese

here tabydc.Of thin ovne volunte, Syth thou hast swich
lyberte. 1459 Rolls of ParIt. V. 347/1 This that I here
have promitted and sworn, procedeth of myne owne desire
and ire volunte. £1485 Digby Myst. (1882) m. 3 Of my
most hyest and mytyest wolunte, I woll it be knowyn to al

be word vnyversal. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. exxx. Wks.
(1876) 230 Almyghty god of his owne voluntary wyll
and gracyous volunty. .redemed vs. 1533 Bellxnpkn Lhy

VOLUPTUARY.
in. xii. (S.T.S.) I. 295 pis Iulius, of his fre volunte & bene-
volence, remittit certane thingis to he lugement of pepill.

(c) 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 20335 Bothe to shetie and
ek vnclose And as hym lyst, for to dyspose At ther owne
volunte. c 1450 MerlinXw. 58 They shall neuer haue power
over me at her volunte. 1461 Rolls of Parlt. V. 492/ r The
same Lctteres Patentes..to endure and be of force. .at
our pleasure and voluntie.

fVolupe. Obs,-1 [app. n. L. volup with plea-

sure ; but perh. a misprint for volupt.~] = Voi.upt.
1669 Address Yng. Gentry Eng, 33 It becomes manna to

all the guests hy yielding the last he put upon it, and he
may easily be understood to have the volupe of his palat
extended in all theirs.

tVoluper. Obs. Forms: 4-5 voluper(e, 5
-peer, 6 veluper; 5 voly-, volipere, voly-,
wolyper, wulpere. [a. AF. volupier (Gower),
f. OF. voluper (voleper^velopcr, etc.), to wrap up :

see Fnvei.op v. OF. cnvelopeur occurs (in 1361)
in a similar sense.] A form of head-dress worn
especially by women; a kerchief.
c 1386 Chaucer Miller's 'P. 55 The tapes of her white

voluper Were of the same suyte of hir coler. — Rce7-e's P.
3S3 Whan she gan the white thyng espye, She wciule the
clerk hadde wered a volupeer. 14.. Voc. in Wi.-Wulcker
569 Calnwaudrum,a. volupere. c 1440 Promp. Pay v. 512/i
Volypere, kerche, leristrum, caliendrum. c 1475 Pict.
Voc. in Wr.-W'iilcker 776/27 Hoc caliandru/u, a wulpere.
1483 Cath, Angl. 404/1 A volypcr, calicndum. 1552 in Rep.
MSS. Ld. Middlcton (1911) 404 For a hede lace and veluper
for Mris. Margarett . .xij d.

tVolupt. Obs, rare. [ad. OF. volupte or L.
voluptas : see Volltty.] Pleasure. AUo allrib.,

sensuous.

14. . Treyisa's Barth. De P. R. v. xxxix. (Bodl. MS.), In
be lyuour is be place of volupt. 1582 Ibid, viii, xxvi. 131/1
In mans body he disposeth to faireuesse, volupt and lyking.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. xxi. 59 [They
frequent the baths] aswel for their volupt pleasure as bodily
health, c 1590 J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 205 It is the
bomie of ane mychtie spreit, Vith monie guidlie qualiteis
repleit In vincusing voluptis ewell and vaine.

f Voluptable, a. Obs~° [ad. L. (ante-

cla?sical and late) voluptabilis, f. voluptas Vol-
uptv.] (See quots.) Hence Voluptableness.
1623 Cockkkam i, Voluptable^ which brings pleasure. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Volupjable, which brings pleasure, plea-
surable, that causeth delight. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Volup-
tableness^ Delightfulness.

fVoluptary. Obs,-1 [ad. L. voluptdri-us, f.

voluptas pleasure.] = Yoluituaky sb.

*599 B- Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. iv, Hal. An excellent
confection. Cri. And most worthie a true voluptarie.

Volupte(e, variants of Volupty.

+Voluj)teouS f
a. Obs. Also -ious. [Altera-

tion of Voluptuous a., probably after volupte[e

Volupty.] Voluptuous.
1513 More 70 ich. Ill (1883) 70 He set his volupteous plea-

sure before his honor. 156a T. Wilson Rhet. 37 b, The
vnstedfastnes,.and wickednes of volupteous desire. 1596
Dalry.mile tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 242 False hartednes,
volupteous litherie, and al kynd of Viciousness.

Hence f Volupteousness. Obs.
1526 Tindalk Jas. iv. 3 Youre volupteousnes that rayneth

inyoure members, a 1548 Hall Chron.
t
Edw. V, 3 b, A

private marines fantesy or volupteousnesse. 1559 W. Cun-
ningham Cosmogr. Glasse 82 Theie be some that suppose.

.

Paradise, to be situated vnder th' Equinoctial!, as a place of
pleasure, voluptiousnes, voide of Alteration, and contrary
qualities. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 91
To satisfie the volupteousnes of the ryche.

t Voluptibility. Obs. rare. [Cf. Volupt-
able a.] Voluptuousness.
1631 J. Done Polydorou 28 The Stoickes and Pharises

[held] that by voluptihility [/r/«/^-tillity] heere, wee lost

the future ioyes of the other life. 1633 — Hist. Septuagint
129 To the end that perseuering in that manner, you shall
..shewe your selfe inuiolable against all Voluptibilities.

Voluptie, variant of Volupty Obs.

Volupti-fic, a. rare~°. [ad. late L. voluptific-

us.] ' Making pleasure or delight' (Bailey, 1721).

VoluptuaTian, sb. or a. [f. next + -iAN.]
= next.

1879 Pinsley's Mag. XXIV. 53 The feeblest and least re-

putable of his brothers, the volupluarian Joseph.

Voluptuary (v^Ip-pti/^ari), sb. and a. [ad.

L. votuptuarius, post-classical form of voluptdri-
us Voluptaky, f. voluptas pleasure, Volupty. Cf.

Y. voluptuaire adj.]

A. sb. One who is addicted to sensuous plea-

sures ; one who is given up to indulgence in

luxury or the gratification of the senses ; a sybarite.
«i6io Healey Cebes (1636) 126 Here are professed

voluptuaries also. 1647 R.Stapvlton Juvenal 13 His very
name signifies a favourer of learning, and (as it appeares
by this allusion) it may likewise signifie a voluptuary.
1668 Br Hopkins Serm.

t
Vanity (1685) 47 The most

artificial voluptuaries have always allowed themselves an
intermission in their pleasures, to recruit nature, and sharpen

their sensual desires, a 1734 North Lives (1826) I. 314 He
was a great voluptuary, and companion of the high couit

rakes. 1776 Gibbon Decl. <f F. vi. I. 149 A rational volup-

tuary adheres with invariable respect to the temperate dic-

tates of nature. 1819 Scorr /vanhoe xxix, The admiration

which her charms excited, when accident threw her into the

power of that unprincipled voluptuary. 1840 Cablylb

Heroes ii. (1858)238 We shall err widely if we consider this

man as a common voluptuary, intent mainly on base enjoy-

ments. 1869 M cLaren Serm. Ser. 11. vii. 126 Remember
that this cruel voluptuary is the sweet singer of Israel.
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VOLTTPTTJATE.

irons/. x8g» Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tent's C. xv. 138 St.

Clare, who was in his heart a poetical voluptuary, smiled as

Miss Ophelia made her remark on his premises.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, characterized by,

sensuous or luxurious pleasures.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, II. x. § 13 The Arts which fiorish

..while vertueis in declination, are voluDtuarie :..with Arts
voluptuarie, I couple practises Iocularie. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. E 3 b, Leading a wanton and voluptuary
life. 1662 Hibbert Body Divinity 1. 308 Art is twofold, of
1. Body. 2, Soul. Either 1. Cosmetick, . .2. Medicinal. .. 3.

Athletick,. .4. Voluptuary. 1779 Johnson L. P.. King ?8
He did not love.. any kind of business which interrupted
his voluptuary dreams.

Voluptuate, v, rare. [f. Voluptuous a.]

1. trans. To make luxurious and pleasant.

1661 Eeltham Resolves n. xliv. 270 Tis watching and
labour, that voluptuates repose and sleep.

2. intr. To delight voluptuously ; to luxuriate.

1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVII. 143 The eye voluptu-

ates, if 1 may coin a word, on peach, and almond, and
orange blossoms.

VolU'ptuize, v, rare—1
. [Cf. prec. and -ize.]

inir, = prec. 2.

1831 TrelawhY Adv. Younger Son II. 136 If you would
voluptuize in the full luxuriance of its perfect flavour.

Voluptuosity (v#»pti»^*siti). Now rare or

Obs, Forms; 4-6 voluptuosite (5 -itee, 5-6 -yte,

6 -yteo), 5-6 voluptuositie (5-itye), 7- volup-
tuosity. [a. OK voluptuosite ( = Sp. voluptuos-

idad, Pg. -idade)> or ad. med.L. volufluositas, f.

L. volitptuos-us : see next.] The quality or state of

being voluptuous ; voluptuousness.
a 1380 St. Augustine 741 in Horstm. Aliengl. Leg. C187S)

74 But bat paas is voluptuosite. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 2S0
Thuigh sotie and thurgh nycete, Of his voluptuosite He
spareth no condicion Of ken ne yit religion. 1432-50 tr.

lltgden (Rolls) III. 349'J'hei scholde not3ilTe theire my tides

to voluptuosite, but to theire doctrine, c 1440 Alph. Tales

99 Epicurus,, .if all he was a sewer of voluptuosite,..

neuer-be-les he. .said, bat appyls & ober vile meat is sukle

be vsid. 1483 Caxton Cato I ij, Thou oughtest to flee

dronkeship, and lechery and al her voluptuosites. 1515
Barclay Egloges ii. (1570) B iv/a Voluptuositie Will haue of

dishes chaunge & diwer>,itie. c 1520 — Jugurth (1557) 44
This discorde and takyng of parties bytwene them, .began
amonge them., by superfluous habundance of richesse,

voluptuosite, and of other worldely delectations, a 1678
Woodhead Holy Living (16SS) 113 The same action, that

now is lawful, if continued, presently becomes unlawful
(as.. particular affection, into concupiscence; recreations,

into voluptuosity).

Voluptuous (v^»"pti«|3s), a. Also 5 volup-
tuouse, -tuose, Sc. woluptous. [ad. OF. (nlso

mod.F.) voluptueuxj -euse ( — Sp. and Pi;, voluptu-

oso, It. voluttuosd)y or L. voluptuosus (Pliny, etc.),

i.voluptas pleasure, Voluptv. Cf. Volupteous aj\

1. Of or pertaining to, derived from, resting in,

characterized by, gratification of the senses, esp.

in a refined or luxurious manner ; marked by indul-

gence in sensual pleasures ; luxuriously sensuous :

a. Of desires or appetites.

C 1374 Chaucer Troylusiv, 1573 Love ne drof yow nought
to don thisdede, But hist voluptuous, and cowarde drcde.

C 1407 Lydg. Reson tp Sens. 4714 To soioume in the Erbere
..Oonly ordeyned for delyte And voluptuouse appetyte.

149X Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. i. 5/1 This
techtth us our sauyour for to kepe us from voluptuous
desyres. 1525 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 82 b, Abstyn-
ence from the carnall voluptuous appetyte of the flesshe.

c 1540 in Prance Addit. Narr. Pop. Plot (1679) 36 The sup-

porters of our voluptuose and Carnal Appetite. 1697 South
Sernt. I. 32 God.. has corrected the Boundlessness of his

Voluptuous desires, by stinting his strengths, and contract-

ing his Capacities. 1796 MoKSE/7««r. Geog. II. 546 [Danc-
ing girls, who] communicate, by a natural contagion, the
most voluptuous desires to the beholders.

b. Of pleasure or pleasurable sensations.

c 1407 Lydg. Reson fy Sens. 2022 Venus, -goddesse is of al

plesaunce, Of lust, and fleshly appetyte, And of voluptuous
delyte. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 242 Solyman..
lay in great securitie,. .passing his time in all voluptuous

fdeasure. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xiv, Because I be-

ieve you are desirous to know, how they receive and take
in those voluptuous enjoyments. 1756 Burke Subl. fy B. 1.

t» That smooth and voluptuous satisfaction which the
assured prospect of pleasure bestows. 1820 Shelley Pro*
meth. Unb. 1. 426 Ifthoumight'stdwellamongtheGodsthe
while Lapped in voluptuous joy? 1869 J. Phillips Vesuv.x.

10 The long volupi uous dream came to a startling end. 1888

Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VI. 397/2 Excessive voluptuous
sensations may be the result of peripheral or central causes.

trans/ 1614 Donne Lett. (1651) 173 Out of a voluptuous
loathnesse to let that taste go out of my mouth. 1815

Shelley Alastor 1 1 Spring's voluptuous pantings when she

breathes Her first sweet kisses, have been dear to me.

C. Of modes of life or conduct.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 79 The luffe of the cuntre

and elegancy voluptuous deceyvide his grevous labors. 1553
Bio-:ni v. Q. Curtt'ns x. 209 Hauing in these and suche other

like voluptuous vanities consumed a great part of the trea-

sure, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 82 They subornit him quyitlie to dissobedience, .. for

by it they thocht they had ane woluptous lyfe. 1582

Bible (Genev.) 2nd Alph. Direct., Voluptuous liuing, one

of the thornes that choke the worde. 1600 Holland
Livy xxxvi. ii. 925 The very souldiours were let loose and
given over to take voluptuous waies. 1634 \V. Tirwhyt tr.

Balzac's Lett. 211 He as easily surmounteth all his volup-

tuous ii regularities, as he doth his most violent revels. 1685

Otway Windsor Castle 124 The Priests who humble Temp*-

rance should profess. Sought silken Robes and fat voluptu-

ous Ease, a 1734 North Lives (1826) II. 95 By his volup-

306

tuous unthinking course of life he ran in debt. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. (1861) 75 The gallant warrior starts from

soft repose, from golden visions, and voluptuous ease. 1817

She i.lf.y Constantia iv, The breath ofsummer night, Which
..suspends my soul in its voluptuous flight. i838Thirl-

wai.l Greece xxxviii. V. 29 A man of voluptuous habits, who
desired power as an instrument of sensual indulgence.

d. Of fare or feasting.

1544 Exhort, in Priv. Prayers (1851) 569 Wholesome absti-

nence., from all delicious living in voluptuous fare. 1585

Lupton Thons. Notable Th. (1675) 77 Cleopatra, the last

Queen of Egypt,.. did drink one so voluptuous a draught

as never any did before. 1638 Pknkethman Artach. K 3
Excessive consumption and abuse of Wheat and other

Victuals in voluptuous Feasts. 1727 [Dorrington] Philip

Quarlt (1S16) 14 These provisions being somewhat too

voluptuous for an hermit. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. I. 78

The most voluptuous Part of Cookery. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 5S9 That dissolving jelly which is so voluptuous

a rarity at European tables.

e. Of places.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 39 They tell a
thousand other Fopperies ofthis voluptuous Paradise. 1820

Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 171 Foodless toads Within volup-

tuous chambers panting crawled. 1832 W. Irving Alham.
bra I. 4 A soft southern region, decked out with all the

luxuriant charms of voluptuous Italy. 1839 Thirlwali,

Greece I. VI. 227 The army was permitted to revel for some
time in the enjoyments which the most splendid and volup-

tuous of Eastern cities offered in profusion.

2. Addicted to sensual pleasure or the gratifica-

tion of the senses ; inclined to ease and luxury

;

fond of elegant or sumptuous living.

c 1440 Gesta Rout, xviii. 333 (Add. MS.), The voluptuous
flessh, that bereth the fire of glotonye and lechery. 1577 tr.

Bullinger''s Decades (1592) 20 Voluptuous and daintie louers

of this world.. doo without any fruite at al heare Gods
woide. 1594 T. B. L.a Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 121 Our
Lord Iesus Christ himselfe, who was neither nice nor volup-

tuous. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 12 The voluptu-

ous person, is a louer of his pleasure more then of God.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 240 The poore are not

50 voluptuous: they content themselves with drie ryce,

herbs, roots. 1670 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 166 The
lustful and voluptuous Person, who sacrifices theStrength
and Vigour of his Body to the Rage and Temptation of his

Blood, a 1734 North Lives (1826J II. 411 The bey was a
merry fellow, and, like other voluptuous Turks, had his

buffoons to divert him. 1783 Johnson Lett. (1788) II. 29S

A friend of mine, who courted a lady of whom he did not

know much, was advised to see her eat, and if she was
voluptuous at table, to forsake her. 1838T111RLWALL Greece

II. 172 The voluptuous and unuarUke people were pro-

tected by impregnable walls. 1848 Lvtton Harold j. j, A
large building that once had belonged to some voluptuous
Roman.
absol. a 1680 Butler Characters (1908) 266 The voluptu-

ous is very hard to be pleas'd. 1682 Vjvrset R ights Princes

v. 160 As if it had been the Rich and Voluptuous, and not

the Poor and the Hungry. 176a Charac. in Ann. Reg.

13 His high relish of social enjoyment soon brought him
into request with the voluptuous of all ranks. 1802 Geutl.

Mag. Jan, 3/1 To the .. Splenetic—the Voluptuous— the
Petulant—and the Proud.
transf.axZz* Shelley Calderon ill, 56 And, voluptuous

Vine, O thou Who seekest most when least pursuing.

3. Imparting a sense of delicious pleasure; sug-

gestive of sensuous pleasures, esp. of a refined or

luxurious kind.

1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. xxi, And when Music arose with
its voluptuous swell, Soft eyes look'd love to eyes which
spake again. 1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 71 The poet

succeeds less In the voluptuous and effeminate descriptions.

1844 Lever T.Burke xli. 307 The seigneur. .had. .mixed

in the voluptuous fascinations of the period. 1877 Dowdln
Shaks. Primer vi. 87 The voluptuous moonlit nights are

only like a softer day.

b. Suggestive of sensuous pleasure by fulness

and beauty of form.

1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. (1847) II. 101 We recognise his

spirit in the sylvan shades and voluptuous forms of Albano
and Domenichino, 1841 Macaulay Ess., Hastings (1851)

649 There appeared the voluptuous charms of her to whom
the heir of the throne had in secret plighted his faith. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 144 The voluptuous image of a
Corinthian courtezan. 1891 Farrar Darkn. $ Dawn xxvi,

She was now twenty-six, but had lost none of her volup-
tuous loveliness.

trans/ 185a Tennyson Ode Wellington 208 He shall find

the stubborn thistle bursting Into glossy purples, which out-

redden All voluptuous garden-roses.

Voluptuously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] In a

voluptuous manner; so as to gratify or indulge

the senses; luxuriously; sensually.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love II. x. (Skeat) 1. 18 Heritykes,
sayn they, chosen lyf bestial, that voluptuously liven. 1549
Latimer 4/A Serm. be/ Edw. VI (Arb.) 128 To eate and
drincke in the^ forgetfulnes of goddes commaundement,
voluptuously, in excesse and glotonnie. 1602 Fulbeckk
Pandects 78 The people of Sodom and Gomorra volup-
tuously mingling themselues with the women of the
Moabites. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 11. xxvi. (1640)

a 1 It is a sin to live voluptuously, to have none other calling

but pastimes and vaine sports. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v.

212 Alfred enjoying three years of peace, by him spent, as
his manner was, not idlcly or voluptuously, but in all

vertuous emploiments. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xni. vi,

The Hopes of seeing Sophia at the Masquerade, on whkh
..he had voluptuously feasted during the whole Day. 1786
tr. Bak/ord's Vatheh 82 Vathek (voluptuously reposed in

his capacious litter upon cushions of silk..} was soundly
asleep. 1803 Wordsw. Prelude 1. 251 Ah ! better far than
this, to stray about Voluptuously through fields and rural

walks. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 1. xx, She. .composed herself

voluptuously, in a ne>t of crimson and gold cushions, on an
ottoman. 1891 Farrar Darkn. Sf Dawn xlv, The cool,

well-shaded, voluptuously-furnbhed room.

VOLTTTA.

VolU'ptuousness. Also 7 voluptousnea,

-tusnease. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The quality of

being voluptuous.

1, Addiction to sensuous pleasures; indulgence in

pleasure and luxury.

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1S76) 1 1 Our prophete
..ferynge to otfende almyghty god, syth that afore tyme
he was ouercomen by his owne voluptuousnesse. 1531 Tin-

dale Expos. 1 John (1537) 48 Some call themselues dead,

which lyue in alt voluptuousnesse. x«>6oDAUstr. Slcidane's

Comm. 56 b, They take your goodsandspende them wickedly
in pride, riot and voluptuousnes. 1614 Purchas Pilgrim.

age iv. v. (ed. 2) 365 As their Hues were burthened with
voluptuousnesse, so they prepared for their deaths. 1638
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 340 They delight excessively

in all sorts of games and voluptuousnesse. a 1701 Maund-
rell Journ. Jerus. (1721) 122 No place in the World can
promise the Beholder at a distance greater voluptuousness.

178a Piuestley Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 275 Complaints of

their voluptuousness are without end. 1812 G. Chalmers
Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit, 329 We became more luxurious, and,

as our voluptuousness increased, our industry diminished.

i860 Adlek Prov. Poet. xv. 328 The man who was tormented

by voluptuousness was declared incapable of love. 1873
Hamerton Intetl. Li/e v. i. 170 Men of the English race

are often grandly strong in resistance to every form of

voluptuousness.
personi/ 1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Extasie Wks. (Grosart)

I. 91/1 In summe shee was such as Voluptusnesse With all

her coulors cannot well expresse. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq's

Compl. Woman 1. 15 There are more who haunt the Schoole

of Voluptousnes, then that of vertue.

trans/ 1768 Woman 0/Honor III. 243, I could with great

voluptuousness of scorn have spit in his face.

b. The quality of expressing voluptuous ideas.

1873 Svmonds Grk, Poets v. 129 The voluptuousness of

ifcolian poetry is not like that of Persian or Arabian art.

2. Luxuriance, luxury, or refinement tending to

gratify the senses or to impart sensuous pleasure.

1652 Heylin Cosmogr. in. 11 The Countrey very plen-

tifull of all manner of fruites, even unto voluptuousnesse.

1729 SnELVocKs^r/;7/fryv. 354 He celebrated the Decennia

with new Sorts of Games, with a new Kind of Pomp, and
with the most exquisite Voluptuousness. 1800 S. & Ht.
Lee Canterb. T. IV. 380 The species of rustic voluptuous-

ness his garden otherwise afforded. 1832 Lytton Eugene A.
1. vi, Softened by the quiet beauty and voluptuousness

around him, Walter's thoughts assumed a more gentle dye.

1893 E. F. Howie in Voice (N.Y.) 21 Sept., We have.. the

desert brought into voluptuousness by the development of

great iirigaiion enterprises.

t Voluptuousty. Obs. In 4 -ouste, -oste, 5

-ostee. [t-.nsprec. +-TY. Cf. obs. F. voluptueuseU^

= VOLL'PTUOSITY.
138a Wyclif Eccl. xi. 10 Waxende age and volupluouste

ben veyn. 1382 — Jcr. xxii. 28 Whether [is he] a vessel

withouteal voluptuoste? c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4243

£e sold joye eternale for vayne voluptuostee.

tVolupty. Obs, Forms: 4-6 volupte(e, 6

voluptie, 6- volupty. [a. OF. volupie (mod.F.

volupti), or ad. L. volaptdt-, voluptas pleasure.

Cf. Volupt.] Pleasure, delight. Freq. (esp. in

earlier use) in pi.

(a) C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 380 So volupteis and

rychesse of be worlde maken bei to be loved. 1381 — Titus

iii. 3 We weren sum tyme vnwyse, vnbileueful, erringe, and
seruynge to desyris, and dyuerse voluptees. c 145° tr. De
Imitatione 1 1, x. 52 Spiritual consolacions pas*i}> all be

delices of be worlde, & all nesshly voluptes. 1483 Caxton
Cato 7 b, Seneque sayth that by voluptees

j
and excesse

comen foure euylles. 1540 Hvrdb tr. Vives' Instr. Chr.

Wont, (1592) Cj, It is so. because they bee ever among
volupties & pleasures, & banketing. 1541 Paynell Catiline

xlii. 68 b, Syth ye at home £'ue your selfes to volupties

and pleasures.

(b) 1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxxi. 9 Alle the trees of voluptee

[1388 lustj, that veren in paradise of God, sueden hym.

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 55 Whan
Adam was set in paradyse a place of grete pleasure volupty

& rest. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 232 To haue the

fruicyon, that is full volupte & pleasure of y* same. 1542

Udall Erasm. Apoph. 137 For that the same caused in

deede.. delicious pleasure & voluptee. 1716 Uolingbrokb
Rejl. on Exile (1752) wsnote, The doctrine of volupty

taught by Epicurus, t-1730 —> Fragm. Wks. 1777 V. 402, I

will crayon out a picture in imitation of those Cleanthes used

to draw when he disputed against the partizans of volupty.

1799 W. Taylor in Kobberds Mem. (1843) I. 251 His poems

are the sweetest blossoms of the rose-garden of volupty.

personi/ c 1590 J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 206 Dame
voluptie vith proud pernicious spreit.

HVoluta (v<)li/?ta). Arch. Obs. [L. voluta

scroll, properly fern, of volutust
ip\. pple. of volvfre

to turn. In later use also from It. voluta (Sp. and

Fg. voluta)) of the same origin.] = Volute^, i.

1363 Shute Archit. Dij, The Abacus, that lieth vpon
Voluta, is.. flat like to a trencher. 1598 R. Haydocke tr.

Lomazzo 1. 93, 9 partes and an halfe : whereof one and an

halfe makes abacus, and the other 8 downwards make voluta

or the scrowle M. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. {1651)

231 The Capitall dressed on each side, not much unlike

womens Wires, in a sphall wreathing, which they call the

Ionian Voluta. 1664 Evelyn tr. Ereart's Archit. 12S The
Voluta, or as we tearm it properly enough, the Scroul, . . js

the principal, and only appropriate member of the Ionic

Capitel in imitation of a femal Ornament. 1711 W. Suther-
land Shipbuild. Assist. 6 Cupolo's, Pilasters, Voluta's,

Columns in several noble Structuies. 1715 Leoni Palladia's
Archit. (1742) I. 19 The hollow, .of the Voluta is even with

the body of the Column. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty ii.

17 The scroll or voluta, gradually lessening to its center.

trans/ 1658 Sn* T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 57 Inthe
parts thereof [sc. of plants] we finde Heliacall or spirall

roundles, voluta's, conical sections, .. and frustrums of
Archimedes,



VOLUTATE. 307 VOLYMARE.
fVolutate, v. Obs.~° [ad. L. volutdt-* ppl.

stem of volutare to roll or wallow.] (See quot.)
1623 Cockeram r, Votutate, to wallow vp and downe.

Volutation (v^li«t^*Jan). ? Obs. [ad. L. volu-

tation-, volutdlio, noun of action f. volutare (see

prec.), f. voliit-, volvtre to roll.]

1. The action of rolling or causing to roll ; revo-

lution combined with progression.

c i6xoSirC. Heydqx A strot. Disc. (i6so) 42 For whatsoever
moveth another, it doth it either by impulsion, attraction,

volutation, or vection. 1658 Sir T, Ukowne Card. Cyrus
iii. 53 Every globular Figure placed upon a plane, in direct

volutation, returns to the first point of confection. 1665
Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm. 47 In Volutation the whole
circumference moves by a motion both progressive and
circular; but the centre by the progressive only. 1755
Johnson, To roll, to move any thing by volutation, or suc-

cessive application of the different parts of the surface, to

the ground.

b. Applied to the motion of liquids or sound.
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxi. 220 In the Sea when a

storme is over, there remaines still an inward working and
volutation. 1671 R. Bohun Wind 192 When as the voluta-
tion of the waves so often changes the Superficies of the
water. 1692 Ray Disc. VS. v. (1693) 205 The ebullition and
volutation of the melted Materials. 1713 Dekham Pltys.

Theol. iv. iii. 120 But being hard, and curiously smooth and
tortuous, sounds find an easy passage, with a regular
Volutation and Refraction.

C. The action of rolling or turning over in a
prostrate position ; wallowing. A\so Jig.

1655 Vaughan Silex Stint. 1. Pref. (1858) 6 A constant
sensual Volutation or wallowing in impure thoughts and
scurrilous conceits. 1678 Cudworth Intcll. Syst. 1. iii. § 37.
161 Not only our nictations, .when we are awake, but also
our nocturnal volutations in sleep, are performed with very
little or no consciousness. 1721 Bailey, Volutation, a roll-

ing, tumbling, or wallowing.

2. jig. (See quots.)

1623 Cockeram i, Volutation, a tossing in the mi tide.

1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. Adv. Learn. 35 Considering
the. .activity of his understanding, and the strange voluta-
tions of his affaires. 1806 H. K. White Let. to R. IV. A.
18 Aug_

,
If these ethereal, aeronautical, mathematical

volutations should displease you, perhaps it would not be
amiss to saunter a few weeks on the site of Troy.

Volute {vtlifrt), sb* [ad. L. voluta Voluta,
or a. F. volute from the same source.]

1. Arch. A spiral scroll forming the chief orna-
ment of the Ionic capital and employed also in

those of the Corinthian and Composite orders.
1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Volute, a part of the Capital of the

lonick, Compound, and Corinthian Order. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v., There are also eight angular Volutes in the
Corinthian Capital. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 34 On the
top is an apex, with a volute on each side. 1789 Smyth tr.

Aldrich's Arc/iit, (1818) 96 The volutes of the capital were
?enerally by the ancients made elliptic. 1823 P. Nicholson
*ract. Build. 377 To produce graceful effects in the foliage

and contour of the volutes. 1841 W. Spalding Italy fy It.

1st. I. 174 Complete Doric fronts, w'ith volutes and other
decorations foreign to the order. 1879 Baring-Gould
Germany II. 344 The English capital was circular; the
volute disappeared at once.

2. A spiral conformation ; a convolution, twist,

or turn ; a thing or part having a spiral form.
1756 in Shenstone's Wks. (1793) I. p. lxi'u, The smooth

volutes of Ammon's horn. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780), Cagouille, a sort of volute or ornament. 1794 Phil.
Trans. LXXXV. 93 You may perceive by the drawing that
they do not take such beautiful forms and volutes as a fine
dry smoke usually does. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt.
xxvii. 203 We carefully pare off the volutes and spikelets
[of the cactiK 1885 E. J. Payne in Grove Diet. Mus, IV.
286 The carving of the volute, and the double grooving of
its back, are among the most difficult branches of the violin-
maker's art. 189s Hoffman Begin. Writing 129 Near the
top of these are short volutes or commas, similar in type to
the speech or voice commas.
attrib. 1875 Knight Diet. Mectu 2714/2 Volute-corn-

Passes, a draftsman's compasses in which the legs are
gradually expanded, so as to trace a spiral.

3. The spiral shell of a gastropod of the genus
Voluta; also, the animal itself.

*753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v., The Volute, variegated
with two reticulated zones. 177s Phil. Trans. LXV. 238
These anemonies had been found on old volutes, called
spindle-shells. 1835 Kirby Had, -y Inst. Anim. I. ix. 282
The cowries are said to have eyes exhibiting both iris and
pupil, as have some volutes. 1847 Ansted Anc. World'iii.

48 The numerous groups of flesh-eating gasteropoda (the
murex, the cone, the volute, the cowry, and many others).
1874 J. G. Wood Nat. Hist. 637 When young, the shell is

very like that of a volute, having a prominent spire and a
rather wide-spreading lip.

Volute (v#i/7*t), a. [ad. L. volutus, pa. pple. of
volvfre to roll ; or attrib. use of prec] Having the
form of a volute ; forming a spiral curve or curves.
Volute spring, wheel, are described by Knight Diet. Mech.

»7M/z and Suppl. 931/1.
1843 Darwin Voy. Nat. xiii. 288 Another was killed in the

act of carrying to its hole a large volute shell. 1847 Leitch
tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art § 108. 67 The Corinthian capital
..was unfolded by an ingenious combination of the volute
forms of the Ionic with freer and richer vegetable orna.
rnents. i8sg Darwin Orig. Spec. vi. (1872) 161 The beauti.
ful volute and cone shells of the Eocene epoch. 1879
Phescott Sp. Telephone 302 This plate has a volute spiral
groove cut in its surface.
Comb. 1862 Catal. Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6460,

Cast-steel tyres, volute spring buffers.

Voluted, a. [f. as prec. +-KD.]
1. Spirally twisted or grooved.

1801 Charlotte Smith Lett. Solit. Wand. I. 30 A table
covered with green plush, the voluted legs of which seemed
to have been produced as a great effort of art. 1806 Anna
Seward Lett. (i8ir)VI. 281 Its voluted wreaths ure doubt-
less in the natural horn ; art could not produce them. 1836
Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 201 An old high-backed arm chair,
its voluted oak legs and framework blackened by Time.
2. Arch. Furnished with a volute or spiral scroll.

1810 Rudim. Anc. Archit. 15 (Jod.) The boldness of the
voluted capital with the beauty of the shaft makes it eligible

for porticoes, frontispieces, entrances to houses, etc. a 1878
Sik G. Scott Led. Archit. (1879) H- 3° 2 'J'ne voluted
capital was an accidental introduction from the East. 1887
Pall Mall 67. 18 Aug. 14/1 This thing, with its huge voluted
buttresses, . .should serve as a warning to all who contem-
plate bridge building.

Volu*tiform, a. rare—1
, [f. L. voluta Volute

sb. + -(i)form.] Shaped like a volute.

1843. Penny Cycl. XXVI. 447/1 Glabella.. Volutiform:
the spire more or less conic.

Volution (v^liw-Jan). [f. L. volut-, ppl. stem
ofvolvere to turn, after revolution, etc.]

1. A rolling or revolving movement. Also Jig.
1610 J. Mason Turke 11. iii. E3, This.. shall conduct him

to the bed of Uorgias: amidst whose waking plotts & state
volutions, the amorous youth must needs be bartyly wel-
come. 1741 H. P.rooke Constantia 804 Wks. 1789 I. 306 Yet
these the inanimate volution keep, And roll eliptic thro' the
boundless deep. 176a Falconer Shipwr. 11. 43 The [water-
spout's] swift volution, and the enormous train, Let sages
versed in nature's lore explain. 1819 Shelley Est* <y Lett.
(1852) II. 216 To bear them over the earth, as the rapid volu-
tions of a tempest have the ever-changing trunk of a water-
spout. 1831 [Mary Berry] Soc. Life England $ Prance 395
The art ot quickening, .the motion of his heart he certainly
possessed, as he made his pulse keep pace with the volutions
of the divining rod.

2. A spiral turn or twist ; a coil or convolution.
1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 152 At the head there stands a

small conic clavicle, formed of about four volutions. 1766
Phil. Trans. LVI. 208 The crane. .has such a turning of
the aspera arteria in the keel of the Sternum; but the volution
of this bird is round within the bone. 1786 Ibid. LXXVI.
161 It is generally coiled up into four volutions. 1842 PoE
Marie Roget Wks. 1864 I. 220 Two circular excoriations,
apparently the effect of ropes, or of a rope in more than one
volution. 1854 S. P. Woodward Mollusca II. 191 Nida-
mental ribbon rather wide, forming a spiral coil of few
volutions.

3. A whorl of a spiral shell.

1884 Proc. Zool. Soc. 262 Four specimens of a small
Melania were collected.. all eroded at the upper part of the
spire, leaving only four volutions remaining.

Volutite (vfrlirftait). Palxont. [f. Volute
sb. 3 + -ite.] A fossil volute.
1802-3 tr. Pallas's Trav. (1812) I. 70 Whole strata full of

..turbinates.., as well as single volutites, entalites, and
pieces of bone.

Volutive, obs. variant of Volitive a.

Volu'tor. rare. [f. L. voliit- : cf. Volution.]
(See quots.)

1859 J. Uooth (title), Description of the Volutor, an
Instrument for Describing Spirals and Volutes. 1862 Catal.
Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 2920, Volutors for tracing
spiral curves,

Volutory, a. rare~K [Cf. prec. and -ORY.]
Revolving, rolling.

1839 Ure Diet. Arls2i& This second roller being hardened,
and placed in an appropriate volutory press, is employed to
engrave., the whole of its intended pattern.

Voluwe, ME. variant of Follow v.

llVolva (vp-lva). Bot. [L. volva (Pliny), f.

volvtre to roll, wrap.] The membranous covering
which completely encloses many fungi in the early
stage of growth.

x753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Volva, . . a membranous
matter surrounding the bases of many of the fungi. 1784
Phil. Trans.LXX I V. 423 ibis . . vegetable production arises
from a volva, which is buried six or eight inches deep in
dry sandy banks. 1856 Henslow Bot. Perms 159 Ring, .

.

the debris left round the stipes of some agarics by the
bursting of the volva. 1874 Cooke Fungi 28 In Phalloidei
the hymenium is at first enclosed within a sort of peridium
or universal volva, maintaining a somewhat globose or egg-
shape.

Hence Vo'lvate a. (In recent Diets.)

t Voire, v. Obs. Also 5-7 volue. [ad. L.
volvire to turn, roll, etc., or obs. F. volver (= Sp.
and Pg. volvery It. volvere, volgere) from the same
source.]

1. intr. To turn over, to roll.

c 1480 Henryson Fables, Lyon <y Mouss 204 (Bann. MS.),
Voluand [v.r. Welterand] about with hiddouss rowmissing,
Quhyle to, quhyle fro, gif he mycht succour get.

2. trans. To turn over the pages of (a book).
Also absol. (Cf. Revolve v. 5.)
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. Auth. Pref. 2 Whan this

ymaginacyon came to me, I volued, tourned, and redde
many volumes and bokes, conteyning famouse histories.
1625 Darcie Ann. To Rdr., I sedulously volued and re-
uolued Characters of Kings and Peers, Letters, Consulta-
tions. 1638 R. Chamberlain Noct. Lucubrations tip. Ded.,
Many..Peeces of learning your Worship hath volved and
revolved. 1677 P. A. Pref. Poem in Cary's Chronol., Even
so our studious Friend.. is intent On Books and Reading,
so doth chuse and pick, Volve and Revolve, and finally doth
stick.

3. To turn over in the mind ; to consider.
cx$ao Barclay Jugurtha (1557) 65 b, Somtyme he volued

in mynd rather to subdue hymselfe..than to begyne war
agayn. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'s T. iv. 257 Cambuscan
..volvd, revolvd, in diepe perplexitie How to fitt love and

iustice remedie. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy vii. xx, I have
been volving and revolving in my fancy. .by what clean
device I might . .modulate them.

Volvelle (Vf?*lvel). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5-6
voluell(e, 6 (9) volvell. [ad. med.L. volvella or
volvellum, app. f. volvtre to turn.] An old device
consisting of one or more movable circles sur-

rounded by other graduated or figured circles,

serving to ascertain the rising and setting of the

sun and moon, the state of the tides, etc.

14.. MS. Ashmole iqi fol. 199 The Rewle of the Voluelle.
Now folowi[> here be voluelle that sum men clepen a
lunarie. c 1440 Astron. Cat (MS. Ashni. 391), Now folowib
be thrid table \>

l is cleepid a voluelle or a binary. 1501 in

Kingsford Chron. Land. (1905) 239 A Costlew pagent w* a
volvell by the which the xii signes moved aboute the
Zodiak. .and oner that voluell Sat, in a stage or pynnacle,
Raphaell the Arch angel), 1523 Skklton Garl. Laurel
1517 He turnyd his tirikkis, his voluell ran fast, a 1529 —
Sp. Parrot 137 Tholomye and Haly were cunnyng and
wyse In the volvell, in the quadrant, and in the astroloby.

1843 in Dyce IVks. Skelton II. 336 A curious description of

the volvell, with directions for its use. 1865 Athcmeum 18

Feb. 233/2 One volvelle and an accompanying table do the
work quickly enough. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Sept. 6/2 A
curious Kalender, with an astronomical volvelle of which
the stylus had been preserved.

Vo*lvent, ppl. a. [ad. L. volvent-, volvens, pres.

pple. of volvere to turn.] Turning round.
1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist., Napoleon xi, Now had

the Seaman's volvent sprite. .Slung northward.

Volvocinaceous, a. Bot. [Cf. next and
-aceous.] Resembling or related to the Volvo-

cinex (see next).

1874 H. C. Wood Fresh Water Algse 235 A peculiar con-
dition of the Volvocinaceous Algas.

Volvoci'nean, a. Bot. Also-ian. [f. mod.L.
Volvocinex, f. Volvoc-* Volvox.] Of or pertaining

to the Volvocinex, a family of microscopic confer-

vaccous plants.

1885 E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 836/1 Other
Protozoa are known which are provided with chlorophyll
corpuscles and. .nourish themselves as do green plants.

Such are the Volvocinean Flagellata and some of the
Dinoflagellata, 1890 Nature 6 Feb. 31S/2, I have cited

the two Volvocinean genera Pandorina and Volvox as
examples of the differentiation of homoplastids into the
lowest heteroplastids.

II Volvox (v^lv^ks). Bot* [mod.L., f. L.

volvZre to roll.] A genus of fresh-water organisms
having a spherical form and provided with cilia

which enable them to roll over in the water; an
individual of this genus.
Volvox as the name of a vine-fretter in Holland Pliny

(1601) I. 547 is derived from old editions of the Nat. Hist.
xvii. xxviii, which have volvocem in place of volncre(m).

1798 Tilloch's Philos. Mag. I. 212 Girod Chantram. .even
distinguished in one species of conferva a real volvox, which
had some similarity to the rotator of Gmelin. 1864 H. J.
Slack in Intcll. Observer V. 183 In one of my specimens I

found a small volvox apparently uninjured. 1884 Edin.
Rev. Oct. 373 It would no*' seem that the celestial spaces
have also their volvoxes and diatoms.

f Volvulous, a. Obs."1 [f. L. volv-efreKo turn,

after pendulous, etc.] Twining.
1657 Tomlinson Rcnou's Disfi. 264 It is a lacleous, vol-

vulous, scansory and smooth plant.

II Volvulus {yp'WuAvs) . Path. [med. or mod.
L., f. L. volvere to turn, twist.] A form of in-

testinal obstruction caused by a twisting or knot-

ting of the bowel. + Also in pi. volvulu '

1679 J. Smith Eng. Improv. Reviv'd ii,-j When the

Entralsare stopt that they cannot void, it is the Volvuli or

wringing of the Guts. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v.

Ileum, Sometimes the Coats being doubled inward, the

upper part of an Intestine sinks or falls with the lower,

which makes the Iliack-Passion, or Volvulus. 1755 A.
Monro in Ess. Phys.^Lit.(ij^>)\\.^S'i Remarks on.. I ntus-

susceptio, Inflammation, and Volvulus of the Intestines.

1799 Med. jfrnt. I. 429 Pneumonic Inflammation,. .Peri-

toneal Inflammation,. .Volvulus. 1846 Brittan tr. Mat-
gaigne's Oper. Surg. 396 The exact seat of the foreign body,
volvulus, or strangulation. 1885 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci.

I. 22/1 Volvulus is sometimes induced by violent muscular
exertions, as in jumping or lifting. 1807 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. III. 815 Under the general name 'volvulus' are in-

cluded two distinct modes of obstruction. In one the bowel
is so twisted about its mesenteric axis that it becomes
occluded j in the other form two suitable coils of intestine

are so intertwined or knotted together as also to cause an
obstruction in their canals.

b. With a : An instance of this.

1758 J- S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 187 There might
be a Volvulus. Ibid. 189 A Volvulus may be the Con-
sequence of that Inflammation, and of the antiperistaltick

Motion that succeeds it. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set.

IV. 156/2 Once a volvulus has become fairly established, it

cannot spontaneously relieve itself. 1891 F. Taylor Pract.

Med. (ed. 2) 587 Occasionally the small intestine forms a

volvulus of the same kind as that described in the sigmoid.

Volwyshe, obs. Sc. form of Wolfish.

Voly, obs. form of Volley sb.

Volyer, variant of Vollier.

Volym, obs. form of Volume sb.

tVolymare, \zr. fotmare, etc., Foumart.
c 1450 Bk. lla-wkyng in Ret. Ant. I. 305 The mewe in this

maner schal be sette, that no fucber no volymare enter m.

Volyper(e, obs. forms of Volupeb.

Volzine, variant of Voltzine Min.

Voman, obs. Sc f. Woman.
39-2



VOME. 308 VOMIT.

Vomating, obs. Sc. f. Vomiting vbl. sb.

Vomative, variant of Vomitive Obs.

t Vome, sb. Obs. rare. Also voom, woom,
[f. next.] Vomit.
138a Wvclif Isaiah xxviii. 8 Alle forsothe boordis hen

fulfild with the vome and filthis, so that iher were no more
place. 138a — 2 Pet. ii. 22 An hound turned a^cn to his

woom [v.r. vome, voom].

t Vome, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vomtre : see

Vomit f.] trans, and ahsol. To vomit. NXsofig.
138a Wyclif Lev. xviii. 25 Whos hidows synnes Y shal

visite, that it ca--te [early JifSS. vome] out his dwellers.

— yer. xxv. 27 Drinketh, and beth drunken, and vometh,
and falleth. 1407 Exam. W. Thorpe in MS* Ralvl. C. 208
If. 24 He & hise felowls mowen sore dicde,..last bei ben
sodeynli vomed out of be noumbre of goddis chosen peple.

1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 67, I sau brume, that prouokU ane
person to vome aid feume.

Hence + Vo'ming vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Obs.

1382 Wvclif Isa. xix. 14 To erren thei maden Egipt. .as

erreth a drunke man and a vomende. — J-r. xlviti. 26 He

ii. |22 A sowe waschun [returned] in the walewhige [v.r.

shal hurtle the hond of Monb in his vomyng. — 2 Pel.

ii. I22 A
vomyng],

Vome, southern ME. var. Foam sb. and v.

t Voment. Obs. rare. [Alteration of vomet

Vomit sb.] Vomit.
148a Monk of Evesham xxi. (Arb.) 51 He drew; out of his

mowthe an horrable voment ofvenyneand cast hit al abrode.

c 1510 Ces.'a Rom. (W. de W.) xxviii. (1879) 443 As a dogge
whiche maketh a voment, and casteth out the mete that he

hathe eten before.

Vomer (v^u-m-Ti). [a. L. vomer ploughshare.]

1. Anat. A small thin bone forming the posterior

part of the partition between the nostrils in man
and most vertebrate animals.

1704 J. Hakius Lex. Tcchn. I, Vomer, is a Bone situated

in the middle of the lower part of the Nose. 1786 Monro
Anat. Bones 158 The Vomer divides the Nostrils, [and] en.

larges the Organ of Smelling. 1758 J.S. Le DrarCs Observ.

Surg. (1771) 26, I. .found that the Roots of the Polypus ad-

hered to the Vontc'r. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 66The
Vomer is an azygous bone, situated in the median line,.,

forming the po=terior part of the septum of the nasal fossre.

1870 Roih-ston Anim. Life 25 The skull of theCommon
Fowl differs from that of the Common Pigeon.. in its pos-

session of a rudimentary vomer.

2. hhtkyol. A bone forming the front part of the

roof of the mouth, and often bearing teeth.

i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 405 Many pointed teeth

along both jaws, the palate, and the tongue, but none on
the vomer. 1854 Dadham llalteitt. 170 The next, or fourth

family of the Acanthopterygii. .differ in not having teeth on
either vomer or palate. 1888 Goodk Amcr. Fishes 469
Brook Trouts, ..distinguished from the true Salmons by a

peculiar arrangement of teeth on the vomer.

3. Ornith. The large terminal bone in the tail of

most birds ; the pygostyle.
1871 Couf.s .V. Amer. Birds 37 The bones are few. .and

short, not projecting beyond the general plumage, and the

last one, called coccyx or vomer,.. is large and singularly

shaped.

vomerine (v<?u*mor3in), a. [f. Vomek + -ine.]

1. Of or belonging to the vomer (esp. of fishes) ;

composing the vomer.
1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Set., Org. Nat. I. 194 The

natural segment which .. is formed by the vomerine, pre-

frontal, and nasal hones, is very distinct in the ophidians.

1858 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. II. 252 Teeth in

vomerine bones in a transverse row. 1881 Encycl. Brit.

XII. 647/2 An extremely large basal bone, which extends
from the vomerine region on to the anterior part of the
spinal column.

2. Of teeth : Situated on the vomer.
1863 Dana Man. Ceol. 345 note, The species of Europe

want these vomerine teeth. 1889 Nicholson & Lvdekker
Palsont. II. 985 Here the vomerine teeth of the middle row
are larger than the teeth of the other rows.

Vomsro-, combining form of Vomer, as in

vomero-nasatj -palatine adjs. (In recent Diets.)

T Vomic, 2. Obs. rare. Also 6 vomike, 8 -ick.

[ad. mod.L. vomicus in nux vomica.] Vomic nut,

= NUX VOMICA.
The sense of ' purulent, ulcerous' given in later Diction-

aries (from C1884) appears to have been evolved from
Vomica 2.

1568 Turner Herbal in. 49 First I wil rehearse what
he writeth of the vomike nut. 1751 J. Hill A/at. Med.
505 Vomick nut is the nucleus of a fiuit of an East-Indian

tree. 1794 Woodville Med, Bot. Suppl. 29 Strycknos Nux
vomica. Vomic nut, or Poison-nut.

(I Vomica (vp'mika). PI. vomicae (-is/), and

vomicas. [L. vomica boil, ulcer, f. vom/re to

eject, vomit. Hence also It., Sp., Pg. vomica, F.

vomique, in sense 2.]

1. + a. A vent or opening. Obs.—1

157a J. Jones Bathes 0/ Bath If. 15 b, It should foltowe,

that where such hote bathes were, there should bee vomica

and achimney.out of whiche that flame should bee expelled.

b. A place at which water issues.

1838 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. I. 273/1 It is obvious that

the conflux of the springs in the Beck, is greater than the

unvarying quantity gauged at the vomica or source of each

Spring.

2. Path. a. An ulcerous cavity or abscess in the

substance of the lungs or (more rarely) some other

internal organ.

1693 tr. B/ancard's Phys. Diet, (ed. 2), Vomica, a fault m
the Lungs, fiom Heterogeneous Blood. 173a Arbuthnot
Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc 1. 387 If "• Ulccr ls not

broke It is commonly call'd a Vomica. 1775 T. Percival
Ess. (1776) III. 104 The lungs become inflamed, a cough
ensues, tubercles or a vomica are formed. 1822-7 Good
Study Med. (1329) I. 639 Vomicas or indurated tumours of
whatever kind in the substance of the lungs. 1879 St.

George's Hosfi. Rip. IX. 156 A vomica in the middle lobe

of the right lung. 1880 A. Flint Princ. Med. 196 The
ulcerative cavities, vomica;, result from a softening of the

tuberculous and inflammatory cheesy mateiial and its

removal through the bronchi.

b. A sudden and profuse expectoration of puru-

lent or putrid matter.

1895- in American diets.

Vomicene, -in(e. Chem. [f. (Nux) Vomica.]
= Brucine. (In recent Amer. diets.)

Vomico'se,.?. Path, [f. Vomica 2 a.] Abound-
ing in ulcerous cavities.

t Vo'mish., v. Obs.—1 [ad. F. vomiss-, length-

ened stem oi vomir to vomit.] trans. To vomit.

1536 Stories <r Proph. Scripture Svj, And the Lorde hath
commaunded the whayle, and he hath vomi->hedout Jonam
vpon the lande.

t Vomishment. Obsr~* In 5 vomysch-.
[ad. OF. (also mod.F.) vomissement, i. vomir to

vomit.] The act or fact of vomiting.
a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. i338 He schalt not penne hys hosul

take, For vomyschment & castynge sake

Vomit {yp'init), sb. Foims : 4-5 vomyt (5
woniyt, vomyght), 5-6 vomyte, 5-7 vomite, 6

vomitte, 6- vomit (6 womit), 7-8 vomitt
;
4-6

vomet, 5 -ete, -ette, 6 womeit, 7 vomett. [a.

AF. vomit, ~ite, OF. vomite ( = It., Sp.,Pg. vomito),

or ad. L. vomit-us, f. vomere : see next.]

1. The act of ejecting the contents of the stomach

through the mouth : a. With a and pi.

1387 Trf.visa Higdcn (RolhO VII. 85 Duke Edtik,..feyn-

ynge a vomet or biakyn^e, seide bat he was seek. C1400
Destr. Troy 13545 The salt water sadly sanke in my wombe,
pat I voidet with vomettes by vertu of goddes. 1484 C.\.\ ion

L urial 3b, We ete so gredyly..that oihetwhyle we caste

it up n^ayn and make vomytes. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen. I'llI, 194 b, For very feblenes of nature caused by
purgacious and vomites he dyed. 1579 Langham Card.
Health 437 Nvx vomica .causeth a strong vomite. 1601

13. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, I haue pills about me Would
giue him a light vomit. 1681 Rycaut tr. Gracian's Critick

123 It gave them immediately such a Vomit, that they
speued forth most vile Coiruption. 1707 K lover Physic.

Pulse- Watch 158 They soon grow old, they have. .Phrensies,

choleric Vomits, and Fluxes. 1740 Cheyne Regimen p. v,

Vomits diive forcibly out of the upper part of the chyliferous

Tube. .its noxious Contents. 1794 T. Taylor Pausanias'
Dcscr. Greece III. 172 He afterwards threw it up by a vomit.

1897 AllbutCsSyst. Med. III. 901 Vomiting in perityphlitis

..may occur repeatedly, or there may be only an initial

vomit.

Jig. 1411a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ, 272 Vnwlse is he bat
besy boght ne dredeb- In whom bat he his mortel venym
schedeb, But if a vomyt after folwe blyue, At be port of
despelr he may arryue. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

55 Others, .stared up the diegs of those rude humours,
which by time, .he sought to repose, or to give them all a
vomit.

b. Without article.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1898 Hym gayneth neither for

to gete his lif, Vomyt vpward, ne dounward laxatif. 142a
tr. Secreta Secret, Priv. Priv. 247 Vomyte purgyth the
stomake of ill humours aboue, as a medecyne laxatyfe be-

nethe. C 1440 Promp. Parv. 512/1 Vomyte, or evomyte,
brakynge, vomitus. 1528 Paynell Salerne's Regim. D iij,

He shulde eate no maner of meates without his stomake be
net, and purged of all yl humours by vomet. 1555 Edem
Decades (Arb.) 293 They remedy that surfecte by vomyte
whiche they prouoke by eatynge of antes. 1564 Harding
A'isw. Jewel 46 When the deacon had forced her to receiue

a litle of the cuppe, the yeax and vomite followed, a 1610
Heai.ey Cebes (1636) 135 Which purgeth out all their in-

gulphed evils, as by vomit or ejection, c 1610 Women Saints
40 As often as she eate of the-.meate, she by vomite cast it

vp againe. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) ^yil-z It is

said to be Diaphoretick, and gently to provoke Vomit.

•j-C. With M(?, in specific use. Obs.—1

a 1583 Montgomerie Flyting 318 Theweam-eill,the wild-

fire, the vomit and the vees.

d. (See quot.)
1898 Morris A uslral Eng. 20/1 Barcoo Vomit, a sickness

occurring in inhabitants ..of the interior of Australia. It 13

characterized by painless attacks of vomiting.

2, Matter ejected from the stomach by vomiting

;

= Spew sb, 1.

e 1390 Wyclijffite Bible 2 Pet. ii, 22 An hound turned
a^en to his woom [v.rr. vomyt, womytj. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. Ixiv. 278 (Harl. MS.), He may be likenide to an
hound bat tuinith a^jen to his vomyt. 1535 Coverdalb
Isaiah xxviii. 8 All tables atesofulof vomyte and fylthynes,

y l no place is clene. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv.

205 The Image of Bacchus with fat red cheekes, begrimed
wyth vomets. 1631 R. Bolton Com/. Ajft.Consc.{i6-$5) 307
As a loathsome vomit is to the stomacke of him that casts it

out so are luke-warme Professours to the Lord Jesus. 1643
Trapp Comm. Gen. vi. 1 1 The vomit of a dog. 1820 Shelley
CEdipus 1. 353 Here The Gadfly's venom. .Is mingled with
the vomit of the Leech. 1876 Bristowe 'Ph. fy Pract. Med.
(1878) 655 The character of the vomit depends on circum-
stances. Generally, however, it comprises mucus, .and bile.

188a Ballantine Exfier. Barrister's Life II. 10 A physician
. .who was present when the vomit was analysed.

b. Black vomit, a blackish matter, resembling

coffee grounds and due to hsemorrhage, vomited
in severer cases of yellow fever : also, the disease

of yellow fever itself.

1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 137 The black Vomit was not

known at Cartagena, .until the Years 1729 and 1730. e 1793
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 146/2 The Yellow Fever. .is the
same with that called, from one of its worst symptoms, the
black vomit. 1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 295 A fever, with
yellow skin and black vomit in some of the cases, appeared
among a party of forty men. 1876 Bristowe Th. <$ Pract.
Med. (1878) 199 On the third or fourth day, or later, the
vomited matters. .begin to contain blood. .and they soon
assume.. a coffee-ground character, constituting the so-

called 'black vomit'. 1883 Century Mag. July 427/1
Hands sent aboaid..left on the next day, believing they
had detected ' black vomit ' in her hospital.

attrib. 1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 265 A black-vomit
epidemic. Tbia.% The black-vomit fever of the West Indies.

C. (See quots.)
18S6 Eagge's Princ, % Pract. Med. II. 808/1 Coffee-ground

vomit in cancer of stomach. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet ,

Biliotisvomit, bile forced hack intothe stomach and ejected

with vomited matter.

3. Si. fig. (Chiefly in allusion to Prov. xxvi. 11

and 2 Pet. ii. 22).

{a) xS75GAScoiGNE(7/rtJ^C7(7Z'/. Argt.
t
Wks. 1910 II. 5 The

eldest (turning to their vomit) take their cariage with them,
and tiavaile theworlde. 1579 NorthbrookeZJic/'/^ (1843)80
Turne no mote to the puddle and vomit of your filthye, ydle

life. 1601 F. Godwin Bps. ofEng. 7 They likewise returned

to the fihhie vomite of their abominable idolatrie. 164a

Milton Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 290 Now that ye have
started back from the purity of Scripture, .to the old vomit
of your traditions. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative 14 Re-
turning back to bis old vomit, he was at last prevailed with

to forsake Philip. 1706 Stevens Sfian. Diet. 1, Bolver al
vomito, to return to the vomit, to relapse into sin.

(bi a 1583 Polwart Flyting 564 in Montgomerie's Poems
(S.T.S 1910) 170 The loun man lik his womeit, and deny
His schamelessawis. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii 99 Now
thou would st eate thy dead vomit vp

t
And howl'st to finde

it. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. iv, Dog ' I will make
thee eate thy vomit up. 1655 Vaughan Silex Scint. 1.

Misery 20, I . . Feed on those vomits of my heart.

b. Applied with contemptuous force to persons

or things of a vile, loathsome, or disgusting

character.
1610 B. Jonson Ahh. 1. 1, Out you dog-leach, The vomit

of all prisons. 1650 T. Vaughan Anthroposophia To Rdr.,

It is not the primitive Trueth of the Creation.., hut a
certaine preteinaturall upstart, a vomit of Aristotle. 1880

L. Wallace Bcn-Httr 531 The vomit of Jerusalem is com-
ing 1889 J Dickie Words Faith, Hope fy L. (1892) 272 Jesus
speaks of him as a vomit, which He will have to spue out.

C. trans/. Substance cast out by discharge or

eruption.
1695 Blackmore Pr. Arlh. in. 65 The lab'ring Mounts

Belch drossy Vomit out. 1914 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 473/1
Four companies., had to be detailed to capture it undercover
of a mountain battery's vomit.

4. A powder, draught, or other medicine which

causes vomiting ; an emetic
Freq. from c 1600 to c 1S00.

a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. ii. 51 in Anglia XVIII. 309
5if bou °f vomites wylt hawe bote, c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 18 Laxatiues & vomelis ben nedeful to hem, bat

ban olde rotid woundis. 15** More Dequat. Noviss. Wks.
100 Fain wold we haue some medicins, as purgacions &
vomites, to put down & auoid y* we cram in to much. 1580

Hester tr. Fioravantis Disc. Chirurg. 37 The first thing

that I gaue him was a vomitte that purged the stomacke.

1605 Timme Quersit. \. xiii. 53 The extraction whereof mak-
eth a veiy good and gentle vomit. 1664 Wood Life (O.H.S.)

II. 19 A vomitt that I took of Mr
. Alport, is. 6d. 171a

Swift Jml. to Stella 18 Sept., I have taken a vomit to-day,

and hope I shall be better. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl.

s v. Emetict The gieat practice of the antient Egyptian
physicians consisted in glysters, vomits, and abstinence.

1785 Trusler Mod. Times II. 161, I told the scoundrel to

make up a vomit, and he has made up a purge. 1803 Beddoes
Hygeia ix. 155 The state of the stomach had been changed
by absorbents, vomits or bitters. 1822-7 Goon Study Med.
(1829) I. 452 He saw from thirty to fifty gall-stones voided

after taking only an oil vomit, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex.

1337/2 Vomit, common term for an emetic draught or

powder.

fig* -V&QKaBW AnyMMf

*

Mtnf. 20 Martin.. poysoned
her [sc. Divinity] with a vomit which he ministred vnlo her,

to make her cast vppe her dignities and promotions. 1643
Trapp Comm. Gen. vi. 13 The earth . . is burdened with them,

and cryes to me for a vomit to spue them cut.

6. The hood or cover of a vomiting boiler.

1880 J. Dunbar Practical Paperm.(z%%i) 19 [Rags] boiled

with steam., for 10 hours in stationary boilerswitbout vomit.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 220/1 [The] hot linuid.-is dis-

persed all over the boiler by striking against a hood E at the

top. This is technically known as the ' vomit '.

Vomit (vp'mit), v. Forms : 5-6 vomyte, 6-7

vomite, 6 vomyt, -itte, womit, 6- vomit ; 6

vomete, woraet. [a. L. vomit-, ppl. stem of

vomtre (whence It. vomite, F. vomir : see

Vome v.), or ad. L. vomit-are (whence It. vomitare,

Sp., Pg., and Pr. vomitar, obs. F. vomiter), fre-

quentative of vomtre to vomit. Cf. Evomit v.~\

1. intr. To bring up and eject the contents of the

stomach by the mouth ; to cast or throw tip

;

= Sl'KW v. I,

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv, Priv. 245 If a man haue
nede to vomyte, Ictehit he done attemyde-day. 1529 More
Supfl. Soulys Wks. 322/1 Then shall ye sometime see.. a!

their bodye shiuer for paine, and yet shall neuer vomete at

all. 1553 Eden Treat. Neiv Ind. (Arb.) 16 Some, .are pro-

uoked to vomitte, euen as they were tossed on the sea. 1592
Kyd Murder J. Brewen F5 Immediatlie after he began
to vomet exceedingly, c 1643 Ld. Herbkkt Autobiog.

(182^) 127 Sir Herbert Croft..met him upon the water
vomiting all the way. 1673 E. Wilson SPadacr. Dunelm.
79 In case the Stomach be fowl, and the Patient. .be apt to

Vomit. 172a De Koe Plague (1754) 67 The young Lady
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complained she was not well ; in a Quarter of an Hour
more she vomited. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII.

294 The belly was always greatly swollen, when the animal
be^an to vomit. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 231 She com-
plained . . of extreme sickness, which produced frequent

efforts to vomit, 187J Darwin Emotions xi. 259 The mon-
keys in the Zoological Gardens often vomit whilst in perfect

health.

2. trans. To bring up and discharge (swallowed

food or drink) through the mouth ; to cast out (a

matter or substance) in this way ;
«= Spew v. 2.

AXsojig.
1560 Bidle (Geneva) Prov. xxiii. 8 Thou shalt vomit thy

morsels that thou has eaten. 1565 Coofer Thesaurus s.v.

Vomitus, Matter of diuers colours vomited. 1588 Shaks.
Titus A. in. i. 232 My bowels cannot hide her woes, But
like a drunkard must I vomit them. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 45
Sluttery. .Should make desire vomit emptinesse, Not so
allur'd to feed. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. 149 His stomach
became uneasy, and he vomited a small portion of the last

dose. 1845 Ency.l. Melrop. Yll. 552/1 The matters vomited
are merely the contents of the stomach, half digested. 1898

J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. IX. 109 A lady vomited the
contents of a very large swelling which had formed.

b. Freq. with advs., asforth, out, up.

1541 Klyot Image Gov. 23 Yf by chance he espied any of
them, he was therwith so greued, that he immediately wolde
vomite vp colar. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Rcijcere san~
guinem, to vomite out bloudde. a 1591 H. Smith Wks.
(1866) II. 59 Then might the poor be fed with that which
he oftentimes.. loathsomely vomits forth. 1609 Bible
(Douay) Jonah ii. 11 The Lord spoke to the fish: and it

vomited out Jonas upon the dry land. 1663 Cowley Cutter
Coleman St. 11. viii, I ha' vomited out. .all my entrails. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. Treat. Orange
Trees 43 The Juggler, who. .Vomits up so many several

sorts of Water, all differing in Colour, Taste, and Smell.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. CI.) 174
You must know it is a mortal! sin to vomit up this morsell.

1818-ao E. Thompson CnlletCs Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 247
Desire of food in great quantity, which is immediately
vomited up. 1845 Bikch in Classical Museum 1 1 1. 420 The
Jason vomited up by the serpent of the Fleece. 1904
Spencer & Gili.en North. Tribes Cent. Austral, xiv. 472
The natives say that once some men..became so ill that

they vomited forth their livers,

3. fig. a. To eject, reject, cast out or up, esp.

with abhorrence or loathing.

1561 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 54 That thai mot. .womet
out agane fra the ground thai hittir and tribulous scis of
errouris. 158J N. T. (Rhem.) Rev. iii. 16 Because thou art

..neither cold nor hote, I wil begin to vomite thee out of
my mouth. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii, They faine

would cast And vomit him from off their governement. 1636
Sir R. Baker Cato Variegatusg^ Praise not too much ; lest

thou be fore'd in th'end To eate thy words, and vomit up
thy friend, a 1704 T. Brown Dial. Dead, Belgic Hero
Wks. 1711 IV. 67 A haughty Tyrant..was obliged to vomit
up numberless Provinces and Towns, which he had dis-

honourably stolen. 1839 T. Mitchell Frogs ofAristoph.
Introd. p. xcii, A stern admonition, that where such vices

are practised, the very earth shall vomit out its inhabitants.

b. To give vent to, belch out, or utter (abusive

or objectionable language) ; = Stew v. 2 c.

Chiefly with advs. (asforth, out, up) or preps.

159a Breton Filgr. Paradise Wks. (Grosart) I. 12/2 Vp
did start the heade of Gluttonie, Vomting out theesewordes
of villany. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline iv. ii, I hope This
Senate is more graue, then to giue credit Rashly to all he
vomits. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events
270 He., made him vomit out a thousand outragious
speaches against the perfidie ..of Babilas. 1675 Cotton
Scoffer Scoft 96 All these abominable names Thou vomits
forth so fluently. 1865 Parkman Champlain viii. (1875)

289 The Frenchman vomited against him every species of

malignant abuse.

absol. 1640 Sir E. Dering Carmelite iv. (1641) 52 How
basely, .is unfit for any man to foul bis pen with; more unfit

for you. .so to vomit against your dead Prince.

4. transfi a. To discharge, to give, send, or

throw out (flames, water, etc.) copiously or with
force.

1551 Huloet, Vomitynge or castynge out water, vndiuo-

MM 1634 Milton Com us 65s He and his curst crew., like

the sons of Vulcan, vomit smoke. X635 Quarles Emblems
I. xi. (1718) 45 Sol's hot-mouth 'd steeds, whose nostrils

vomit flame. 1697 Dryden Mneidv. 894 The silent plague
[sc. fire] through the green timber eats, And vomits out
a tardy flame by fits. 1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. Ii.

(1749) II. 47 Those grotesque heads., which the ingenious
architect has represented in the act of vomiting out the rain,

which falls through certain pipes. i8ao Shklley Prometh.
Unb. 1. i. 552 Many a million-peopled city Vomits smoke in

the bright air. 1851 Kingsley Yeast xv, That huge black-

mouthed sewer, vomiting its pestilential riches across the
mud. 1871 Palgkave Lyr. Poems 84 The roar Of the dead
salt sea that vomits Wrecks of the past ashore.

b. To discharge or emit, to send out or pour
forth (persons or things, esp. in numbers) in a
manner suggestive of vomiting.
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 318 A scum of Britta'mes,..

Whom their o're-cloyed Country vomits forth To desperate
Aduentures. 1819 Ctess Spenckr in Lady Lyttclton's
Corr. viii. (1012) 213 If I find any Englishwoman going
home by a diligence,.. Mrs. Bishop may be vomitted out at
the Black Bear, Piccadilly. 1820 Ibid. 222 All such as you
see vomited out of the steam-vessel upon Ramsgateor Mar-
gate piers. 1834 S. E. Brydges Autobiog. I. 108 An in-

ciedible quantity of nonsense is vomited from the press.

1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. xvii, There was Uriah's blue bag
lying down and vomiting papers.

C. To eject or cast out by volcanic action

;

m Spew v. 4 c. Also with advs., asforlh, up.
1614 Earl Stirling Doomsday 11. Iviii, The earth. .Doth

Tomit mountaines, and doth swallow Townes. 1687 A.Lovell
tr. Tkeveno'.'s Trav. 1. 107 A little Reekie Island, which..

vomited up incredible Flames. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5128/8
Mount Vesuvius had vomited violent Streams of Sulphur.

1770 W. HodsonZV*/. Tcrni. Solomon 4 ^Etna vomits forth

her livid Fires. 1794 R. J. Suuvan View Nat. I. 76 A
mouth of fire is opened in a low place . . : that mouth vomits
a quantity of burning matters. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.\\\.
in. iv, Mentz is changing into an explosive crater, vomiting
fire, bevomited with fire ! 1866 HBR9CHKL Fam. Led. Sci.

(1867) 33 The opening of a chasm vomiting fire and red-hot

stones and ashes. 1878 Huxley Physwgr. 218 The fused

rocks.. which are vomited forth by volcanoes.

5. absol. Of emetics : To cause vomiting.

1651 French Distill, v. 172 Vou may have a Liquor in the
morning which will vomit. 1681 tr. Belongs Myst. Physick
Introd. 50 Which Tincture does variously operate, some-
times purging, sometimes (though rarely) vomiting. 1737
Bracken Farriery Impr. (1756J I. 284 The Mineral Bezoar
will sometimes vomit. 1762 Genii. Mag. 274 It [hemlock]
seldom purges, very rarely vomits. 1822-7 Good Study
Med. (1829) II. 57 Emetic tartar, when introduced into the
jugular vein, will vomit in one or two minutes. 1843 R. J.
Graves Sysl. Clin. Med.'w, 50 When chemistry reveals why
Tartar Emetic vomits.

b. trans. To cause (a person) to vomit.
1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 3 Yet will it vomit some,

purine others, and make others sweat out of measure. 1753
N. Torkiano Gangr, Sore Throat 34 We gave some I pecacu-
anha, which vomited our Patient, and made her discharge
several Membranes and Fragments of Eschars. 1756 C
Lucas Ess. Waters II. 141 Some having taken this water
in a mistake, ..it has vomitted and purged them. 1799
Underwood Dis, Childhood (ed. 4) I. 21 It is true, vinum
antimoniale does not always vomit children. 1843 R. J.
Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xii. 131 Almost every dose vomited
him.

O. Said of the person administering the emetic;

or in passive of the patient.

1684 tr. BoneCs Merc. Compit. viii. 298 We presently pro-

ceeded to vomit him : for he was easy to vomit. 1727 Swift
Further Ace. E. Cnrll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 158, I have taken
involuntary purges, I have been vomited. 1756 Med. Obs.

<y Inq. (1776) I. xxi. 271, I proposed ..to relieve her, by
vomiting her in the most gentle manner. 1790 J. C. Smyth
in Med. Commnn. II. 478 He was vomited with tartar

emetic. 1810 Byron Let. to Hodgson 3 Oct.,
t

The English
Consul, .forced a physician upon me, and in three days
vomited and glystered me to the last gasp. 1841 Catlin N.
Amer. Ind. Iviii. (1844) II. 248 He is vomiting and purging
his patients with herbs.

fig. 1682 Dryden & Lf.e Dk. Guise III, ii, I took thee for

my Soul's Physician, And dost thou vomit me with this

loath'd Piece? 1798 A nti- Jacobin No. 10 We'll vomit his

purse, And make it the guineas disgorge.

6. intr. To issue, or come out, with force or vio-

lence ; to rush out, to spout up.

1632 Lithgow Trav. IX. 392 It impetuously vomiteih out,

in an outragious Torrent. 1844, 1904 [see Vomiting///, a.)

Hence Vo'iaitedppl. a.

1846 Day tr. Simon'sAmm. Chem. II. 393 A case in which
urea was detected in the vomited fluid. 1873 Kalfe Rhys.
Chem. 46 In certain forms of dyspepsia they have been ob-

tained from the vomited matters.

Vomit-, the stem of Vomit v. used in a few

combinations, as + vomit-grass, a grass causing

vomiting in dogs; vomit-nut, = Vomic NUT
(Simmonds Diet. Trade, 1858) ; vomit-wort
U.S.) Indian tobacco {Lobelia injlata).

x8o8 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 119 Your presence will be
to them what the vomit-grass is to a sick dog.

Vomitary, variant of (or misprint for) Vomit-
ory sb.

1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. 448 Much Iesse

vomitaries ; for of all evacuations a vomit is the most griev-

ous and dangerous. [But /. 338 vomitories.] 1833 Sir C.
Napier Colonics 3 The innumerable tributary rivers which
send their waters through these mighty vomitaries into the
ocean.

Vo'miter. [f. Vomit v. + -eb, Cf. L. vomitory
1. One who spews or vomits.
1565 Cooper Thcsaurus

x

Vomitor, a vomiter. 1648 Hex-
ham ii, Eenbraker, a Vomiter, or a Spewer. 1739 ' R. Bull'
tr. Dedekindus* Grobiauus 266 The Vomiter in no small

Passion flew, But all in vain: 'Twas nothing but his Due,
Instead of Laurel to be crown 'd with Spue.

t2. = Vomitory sb. 1. Obs.

1634 P. Lowe Chirurg. 265 Purging the grosse phlegma-
tique humors by laxatives and vomiters. 1681 W. Walwyn
Physick 4 Without any disturbance of Nature, by Loosners,

Vomiters, Bleedings, Issues. X717 Wodrow Corr. (1843)
II. 262 Let blood if your stitch continue,and lake a vomiter.

1743 Scott. Forfeited Estates Papers (S.H.S.) 190 To
Mary Strang, a vomiter, [£ Jo. 10. o.

Vomiting, vbl. sb. [f. Vomit v. + -ino 1
.]

1. The act of ejecting the contents of the stomach
through the mouth; an instance of this.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P.R.xwx. xxi. Oijb/i Thisfloure
b;ilaustia. .hath also vertue to staunchc spewyng & vomyt-
ynge. 1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 1. v. 73 When
they are sicke, they heale them selues, eyther with fasting

or vomiting, a 1568 in 5rt««af>«e<1/5.(Munt.Cl.)i960ppin
thy crop at morrowing, Cast out flowme, mak vomating.
1603 Holland Plutarclis Mor. 781 Inordinate passion of
vomiting .. is nothing different from a keckish stomacke
and a desire to cast. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos.

11. v. xiv. 249 The Water.. has upon the gazer the operation
of a rapid stream, and by making bim giddy, hastens and
facilitates his Vomiting. 1706 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 323
Such a nauseating and indigestion that great Numbers..
dyed., by violent Vomitings. 174a in Cath. Rec. Soc. PubL
(1514) XIV. 137 A Sudden Vomiting seiz'd her, which de-

prived her of y« Benefit of her Viaticum. 1813 J. Thomson
Led. In/lam. 599 A mild vegetable aliment, where aliment

can be taken without inducing sickness, or exciting vomit-

ing. 1885 Pater Maritts 1. vii, A painful vomiting, which
seemed to shake his body asunder.

b. Const, of (the matter ejected).

1601 Holland /V/wr II. Table, s.v., Vomiting of bloud out
of the stomacke, how to bee cured. i6aa Ven.ner Via Recta
viii. (ed. 2) 194 It .. induccth vomitings of bloud. 1728

Chambers Cycl. s.v. Colic, A Vomiting of bilious green
Liquor. 1765WESLEY Jml. 27 May (1827) 1 1 1. 215 A young
man, brought near death by a vomiting of blood. 1822-7

Good Study Med. (1829) II. 183 Gangrene.. accompanied
with a vomiting of matter resembling coffee-grounds. 1859
Maynh Expos. Lex. 1337/2 Vomiting 0/ Blood,.. common
term for the disease Hxmatemcsis.

c. With defining terms. (See quots.)

1794 B. Rush Ace. Velloiu Fever (ed. 2^ 56 Several per-

sons died without a black vomiting of any kind. 1836 Mac-
cillivuay 'Trav. Humboldt xxi. 300 The yellow fever or

black vomiting is prevalent, a 1883 Fagge Princ. § Tract.
Med. (18S6) II. 130 'Irritability of the stomach,' or
* hysterical vomiting.' 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Morning
Vomiting, the vomiting of drunkards, due to alcoholism ;

also, the vomiting of pregnant women.
2. concr. Matter which is vomited; = Vomit sb. 2.

1727 Swipt Poisoning E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 149 The
contents of his vomiting being as green as grass. 1794 B.

Rush Acc. Yellow Lever (ed. 2) 56 The matter which con-

stitutes the fatal black vomiting.

3. techn. (See quot. and Vomiting ppl. a.)

1881 Spous"
1

Encyct. Industr.Artsw. i486 The steam from
the pipe A heats the liquor, .and forcing it up the wide pipe

C, causes it to strike against the dome or bonnet D...This
is technically called ' vomiting '.

4. allrib., chiefly in the sense ' causing vomiting,

emetic', as vomiting drink,julep, pap, tartar, etc.

;

f vomiting nut, — Nux vomica 1.

{a) 1575 Banister Chyrurg, 106 b, Nux vomica, the

vomiting nutte. 1587 Wills & Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 155,

iij vomttinge nottes of puther. 1668 Culpepper & Cole
Barthol. Anal, 1. x viii. 49 They are no bigger than a large

vomiting Nut. 1681 Gkew Museum II. 1. iv. 210 The true

Methel; or the Vomiting-Nut commonly so call'd. 171a

tr. Pontct's Hist. Drugs I. 137 The Vomiting Nuts are

round, fiat Nuts, of divers Colours. 1723 Pres. St. Russia
II. 53 They..pjur strong Vinegar upon vomiting Nuts.

[b) 1647 Hexham i, A vomiting drinke or potion, een

dranck die cver.geven doct. 1663 Boylk Use/. Exp. Nat.
Philos. n. v. viii. 1S9 That violent Vomiting Medicine.,

called. .Mercurius ViLe. 1694 W. Salmon Haters Dispens.

(1713) 363 2 A Vomiting Pappe. Ibid. 527/2 'Tar/arum
Evteticum, Emetick, or Vomiting Tartar. 1737 Med. Ess.

4- Observ. IV. 33 An Lssay towards ascertaining the Doses
of vomiting and purging Medicines. 1789 \V. Buchan Dom.
Med. (1790) 191 A few spoonfuls of the vomiting julep, will

generally answer this purpose.

{c) 1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. 44 He that first

found out the vomiting vertue of antimony. 1899 At/butt's

Syst. Med. VII. 650 Again vomiting.. is suggestive.. of a
tumour in the region of the vomiting centre.

Vo'miting, //A a. [f. as prec. + -ing2.] That
vomits or causes to vomit.
Vomiting-boiler; (see quot. 1844).

1844 G. IJodd Textile Manuf. ii. 76 A 'vomiting-boiler ',

that is, a boiler so constructed that the water is made to

vomit upwards from a pipe, and then to fall down on the

cloth in the boiler. 1879 CasseWs Techn. Educ. III. 14/2
Fixed kiers with a vomiting-pipe. 1880 J. Dunbar Pract.
Paperm. (1881) 19 [Esparto grass] boiled for 10 hours in

stationary vomiting boilers with 10 lb. steam pressure. 1904
R. J. Farker Gard. Asia 248 From the wide plain leapt a
vomiting cone of fire.

Vcvmitingly, adv. rar€~\ [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a manner suggestive of vomiting.
1609 Dekker Gull's Horn-bk. 24^ Take occasion (pulling

out your gloues) to haue some Kpigram. .or Sonnet fastned

in one of them, that may (as it were vomittingly to you)
offer it selfe to the Gentlemen.

Vomitioil (v^mi'jan). [a. obs. F. vomilion

(16th c.)i or ad. L. vomition-is, vomitio, noun of

action f.vome*re to vomit.] The action of vomiting.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vomiiion, a vomiting, casting, or

parbreaking. 1676 Grew Musxum, A nat. Stomach 3- Guts
vi.25'I'he use hereof with Vndulation,isforVomition. 1701 —
Cosm.Sacrani. 11.98 If the Stomack had wanted the Faculty

of Vomition, they had inevitably died, c 1714 Arduthnot,
etc. M. Scriblerus 1. x, He attended Dr. Woodward through

a twelve months course of vomiiion. 1800 Med. JrnL III.

585 Prof. Hufeland distinguishes two species of vomition of

the milk observed in infants. 18*2-7 Good Study Med.
(1829) II. 619 An emetic which ..has the additional benefit

of emulging the meseraic or mesenteric vessels by the act

of vomition. 1908 I'.din. Rci: July 200 Some of these., were
relieved by a copious vomition and survived.

t Vomitive, a. and sb. Obs, Also 7 vomitif,

womitive ; 6 Sc. womatiue, 7-8 vomative. £a.

F. vomitif, -ive (- Sp., PgM It. vomitivo), ad.

med.L. *vomitiv-us: see Vomit v. and -ive.]

A. adj. 1. Of medicines, etc. : Causing vomit-

ing ; vomitory ; emetic.
1580 Well 0/ Woman Hilt, Aberdeen a 2 b, To vtberis it

is womatiue. 1635 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg.

142 Being therein helped by certaine vomitive pils. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 337 From this variolous

quality Mercuries dulas, and vitriol vomitive occasion

black ejections. 1681 Hist. TJue in Harl. Misc. I. 53*

Now Thee itself, when given in a large dose,, .does often

prove vomitive. 17*5 Sloank Jamaica II. »86 These nuts

grow in Jamaica; they are not vomitive,, .but called and

eaten as Wallnuts. 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 846 [Anti-

mony] being in substance most violently vomitive.

2. Of or pertaining to vomiting.

1657 G. Starkev Helmonfs Vind. Ep. Rdr. 10 The true

preparation of all Vegetals, takes away.. the vomitive

quality of them, except only in Opium. 1663 Boyle ysej.

Exp Nat. Philos. 11. v. viii. 189 That Vomitive faculty, of

Antimonial Glass. 01691 — Hist. Air (1692) 233 Antt-

tttonium Diaphorettcum, being kept some Years, . . acquir d

a Vomitive Quality.



VOMITO. 310 VORACITY.

B. sb. An emetic ; m Vomitory sb. i.

i6ii Cotgr., Vomitifa Vomitiue, or Vomitorie; anything
that prouokes vomiting. 1677 Hokneck Gt. Law Consid.
vii. (1704) 422 Physicians.. make him sicker than he is. .by
vomitives. 1697 Phil. Trans, XIX. 403 They gave her
also Vomitives and Deobstruents. 17J8 Chambers CycL,
The Ipecacuanha, .is also a gentle Vomitive. 1747 tr.

A stride's Fevers 71 The second indication is to evacuate the
morbid humour by vomitives or purgatives, or a cathartico*
emetic. 1756 C. Lucas Est. Waters III. 337 Vomits may
be rendered purgatives, and purges vomitives.

fig-. 1685 Gracian's Courtier s Orac. 192 Slowness in be-
lieving is a Vomitive that brings up secrets.

Ii Voniito (vomito). [Sp. (and Pg.) v6mito$ ?A.

I* vomitus, f. vomirc to Vomit.] The yellow fever

in its virulent form, when it is usually accompanied
by black vomit. Cf. Vomit sb. 2 b.

1833 CycL Pract. Med. 1 1, 290/2 He even says that during
the eight years preceding 1794, there was not a single
example of the vomitn. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1S50) I. 2
The season of the bilious kver,—vomito, as it is called,

—which scourges these coasts. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 472 When paroxysmal fever and the true
yellow fever or vomito were thought to own a common cause.

Vomito rial, a. rare~\ [f. L. vomitoria (see

Vomitokium) + -al,] Of or pertaining to a vomi-
iorium or vomitoria.

1850 Dobeli, Roman v. Poet. Wks. (1S75) 59 From
these wide And vomitoria] windows, belched your tumult
To me transgressing.

II Vomito rium. Roman Antiq. PI. vomi-
toria (also 8 -iums, erron. -iaa). [Neuter sing.

ofL. vomi'tortus (cf. next); recorded only in pi.

(Macrobius Sat. VI. iv).] A passage or opening
in an ancient amphitheatre or theatre, leading to or

from the seats. Usu. pi.

1754 Diet. Arts fy Sci. I. 129/2 They were entered by
avenues, at the end of which were gates, called vomitoria?.

1766 Smollett Trav. II. 228 The remains of two galleries

one over another; and two vomitoria or great gateways at
opposite sides of the arena. 1837 And//. Athens 48 Those
numerous corridors and vomitoria which gave such free.,

access to all parts of a Roman theatre.

Vomitory (Vj?*mitori), sb. [ad. L. vomitori-um
(whence F. vomitoire, Sp., Pg., It. vomitorio) :

see prec. and next.]

fl. A medicine or the like which causes or in-

duces vomiting ; an emetic. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny \l. 252 This Tithymall is nothing so

strong a vomitorie as the former. 1666 G. Harvey Morb.
Angl. xix. (1672) 38 Having a power to force themselves a
vomiting, .by straining, or by other means in taking
Vomitories privately. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispcns. (1713)
332/1 A most gentle Vomitory, Dejectory, and Diaphore-
tick. 1753 Chambers' CycL Suppl. s.v. A nacatharsis,
Vomitories, sternutatories or masticatones.

fig. 1651 Wittib tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. xxxiv. 338
So infirme..areall those tilings which are prescribed against
this sort of poyson, but especially vomitories who do . . offer

great violence to Nature.

2. An opening, door, or passage in a theatre,

playhouse, or the like, affording ingress or egress

to the spectators; originally (and usually) =*Vomi-
T0R1UM.
1730 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphitk. 274 He had made the

number of the Vomitories in the Middle full in the second
Line. 1776 Gibbon Dal. $ F. xii. I. 351 Sixty-four vomi-
tories (for by that name the doors were very aptly dis-

tinguished) poured forth the immense multitude. 1847
Prescott Peru (1850) II. 54 Low ranges of buildings, con-
sisting of spacious halls with wide doors or vomitories
opening into the square. 1850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 629/1
Yonder are the vomitories through which., the tide of eager
population flowed. x86i Miss E. A. Beaufort Egypt.
Sepulchres $ Syrian S/tr. II. xxiv, 320 Near this are the
remains of a once fine theatre. . : some of the vomitories
still remain.

3. A funnel, vent, or other opening through
which matter is emitted or discharged.
182a Blackw. Mag. XL 427 A low building, which is

almost all chimney— it has indeed a wide-throated vomitory
. -for so tiny an edifice. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man xv. 307
From this vomitory, the old glacier poured into the plains
. .that wonderful accumulation of mud, 1904 R. G. Farker
Gard, Asia 165 Those roaring vomitories [sc. volcanoes]
of the underworld.

b. In fig. use.

x8a6 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1.270 Histon^ue
struck dumb in his cheek, and the vomitory of vociferation
hermetically sealed. 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 917 Our
three great theatres, which Mr. Prynne. .proved long ago
to be vomitories of vice. 1830 Eraser's Mag, I. 236 The
great vomitory of the London press. 1878 J. Thomson
Ptenip. Key 25 Vour shameless charlatans whose dirty
tricks And frothy gab defile all politics. .Retard sure pro-
gress—damn such vomitories !

Vomitory (v^rmitori), a, [ad. L. vomitori-us
i

f. vomh-e to vomit : see -ory ^.]

1. Of or pertaining to vomiting.
1620 Venner Via Recta vi. 103 Their heating, cutting,

attenuating and vomitorie facultie. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. ii. v. 86 ItsRegulus will manifestly communicate
unto water, or wine, a purging and vomitory operation.
167a Grew Idea Philos. Hist. Plants § 7 Whence one
[faculty] becomes Purgative, another Vomitory, a third
Diaphoretick. 1701 VVolley Jrnl. New York (i860) 61
If we will believe the ingenious Dr. Carr,.. there is an
Kmetick Vomitory vertue in the Sea-water it self. 1849
Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 684 Vomitory agonies, and spasms
of the diaphragm.

2. Efficacious in promoting vomiting ; causing

vomiting ; emetic.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chtrurg. Wks. xxvi, v. (1678)

632 Agarick, and other nauseous and vomitory Medicins.
166a J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. -2-2% A Physhian
of the City offers him a vomitory potion, whereby he
vomited twice every day. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit.
vi. 2i3 After taking a Medicine, whether sudoritick or
vomitory. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1859 Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1337/2 Vomitories, .. causing vomiting;
emetic ; . . vomitory.

t Vomiture. Obs.~l [f. Vomit sb. + -ube.]

Matter ejected by or as by vomiting.

1598 Up. Hall Sat. iv. i. 42 Long as the craftie Cuttle

lieth sure In the blacke cloude of his thicke vomiture.

tVomiturient, «• 0b$.~~ x [Cf. next and
-orient.] Characterized by a desire to vomit.
x666 H. Stubbe Mirac. Conformist 43 He was sick at

Stomach, and seemed to be in a very vomiturient con-
dition.

Vomiturition, fa. F. vomiturition or ad.

med. or mod.L. vomiturition- , vomiturition noun
of action f. *vomiturire to desire to vomit.] (See

first quot.)

184a Dunglison Med. Lex., Vomiturition,, .ineffectual

efforts to vomit. Some authors mean . . the vomiting of but
little, or. .without effort. [Hence in Worcester (1846) and
later Diets.] 187J Tuudichum Chem. Phys. 6 This can be
collected in quantity by irritating the fauces with a featheri

and producing vomituritions.

Von, ME. var. Wonb sb. Obs. Vond(e,
southern ME. var. fond, pa. t. of Find v.

Vonde(n, -di-, -dy, southern ME. varr. Fakd v.

Vondir, Vondit, Vone, obs. Sc. ff. Wonder,
Wounded, Wone v. Vonge, southern ME.
var. Fang v. Vonnyn, obs. Sc. pa. pple. Win v.

Vonnyt, obs, Sc. pa. t. Wone v. Vont, obs.

Sc. f. Wont a. Vonyng, obs. Sc. pa. pple.

Win v. Voo, obs. Sc. f. Woe a.

Voodoo (v«*d«), sb. Also voudoo, voudou,
vudu, voodu, and Vaudoux. (Cf. Hoodoo.)
[African (Dahomey) vodu.~\

1. A body of superstitious beliefs and practices,

including sorcery, serpent-worship, and sacrificial

rites, current among negroes and persons of negro

blood in the Wr
est Indies and southern United

States, and ultimately of African origin.

1880 G. W. Cable Grandissimes xiv, Do this much for

methis one time and then I will let voudou alone as much
as you wish. 1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 20 Sept., The
Voudoos of Louisiana, .were recently viewed at the funeral
of a negress, one of the Queens of Voudoo. 1888 Daily
News 15 June 5/1 As generally understood, Voodoo means
the persistence, in Hayti, of abominable magic, mysteries,
and cannibalism, brought originally by the negroes from
Africa.

2. One who practises voodoo ; a negro sorcerer or

witch.
1880 G. W. Cable Grandissimes xii, She practised the less

baleful rites of the voudous. 1880 New Orleans Picayune
20 May, The fool spends all her money to do us harm,
thinking she is a voudou. 1888 Daily News 15 June 5/2
Accused, like the Voodoos, of serpent-worship.

3. attrib.y as voodoo dance, doctor, priest^ etc.

188s Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 17 Aug. 2/4 Under the influence
of some withered old mummy of a voudoo-doctor. 1887
Lang Myth, Rit. fy Rclig. II. 240 The Voodoo-dance is

consecrated as the 'Jerusalem Jump'. 1888 Patl Malt G.

4 July 13/2 An old negro woman who claims to be a great
voudoo doctor. 1905 Du Bois Souls Black Folk x. 198 The
witch-woman and the voodoo-priest became the centre of
Negro group life.

Hence Voodoo v. trans., to bewitch, to cast a
spell over, by means of voodoo arts.

1880 G. W. Cable Grandissimes xxix, It is true, as he
says, that he is voudoued. 1880 Neiv Orleans Picayune
20 May, She flung this over into my yard to voudou me..

.

She would spend her last dollar to voudou me. 1885 C. F.
Holder Marvels Anim. Life 117 Averring that they had
been 'voudoued ' and nearly killed by the. .fish.

Voodooism (v«'d«iz'm). Also voudouism,
vooduism,and Vaudouism. [f. prec. + -ism.] The
system of beliefs and practices constituting voodoo

;

the belief in, or practice of, voodoo as a superstition

or form of sorcery.

1871 N. .5- Q. 4th Ser. VII. 210/2 What is Voodouism?
1880 New Orleans Picayune 20 May, Finding that no
affidavit could be made for voudouism. 1883 Philadelphia
Times No. 3023.3 His mission is to supplant Voodooism
and its kindred superstitions among the colored population.

1897 Church Progr. (St. Louis, U.S.A.) 18 April, A sort of
refined Voodooism disguised in Christian phraseology.

Voog, variant of Vug.
Vool, -ish, southern dial. varr. Fool, Foolish a.

1569 Preston Cambyses D ivb, I think the vool be mad.
Ibid., Has he plaid zuch a volish [sic] deed t

Voom, variant of Vome sb. Obs.

Voor. dial. [var. Vore 2
.] A furrow.

1669 Wori.idge Syst. Agric. (1681) 334 A Voor, or Furrow
of Land.

_
[Hence in Ray, Phillips, etc.] 1889- in south-

western dialects (Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Foor sb. 1
).

II Voorlooper (vorl^pai). S. African, [Du.,

f. voor- before + loopen to run (see Leap v.)J\ A
native boy who walks with the foremost pair of a
team of oxen in order to guide them.
185a C. Barter Dorp fy Veld vii. 49 Our driver and

leader, oxvoorloopcr, were both Hottentots. 1878 Aylwaro
Transvaal of To-day ii. 18 note, Every team of bullocks
has a leader, generally a native boy, who holds a tow-line
fastened to the horns of the front oxen, hence the word

'Voorlooper*. 1885 Rider Haggard A". Solomon's Mines i,

A wagon, with a driver, a voorlooper, and a Kafir hunter.

||
Voortrekker(vortre*kar). S.African. [Du.,

f. voor- before + trekken Trek vJ\ One of the

original Dutch emigrants into the Transvaal; a
pioneer.
1878 Aylward Transvaal of To-day \. 3 Mr. Oliphant,

..in speaking of the Voortrekkers (advanced pioneers),
says [etc.]. 1883 Pall Mall G. 26 Nov. 2/1 To prevent
a large and respected portion of the English people from
ever doing justice to the Transvaal Voortrekkers. 1899
Rider Haggard Swallow Introd. §2 Sympathy with the
Voorirekkers of 1836 is easy.

attrib. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath fr. Veldt (1S99) 61 In
those days the ' voor-trekker ' Dutchmen shot them [the
natives] down like rabbits. 1899 Fitzpatrick Transvaal
26 The active party among the lloers, i. e. the Voortrekker
party, the most anti-British and Republican.

Vor, southern var. For prep, and conj.
%
southern

ME. pa. t. Fare v.

Vor-, southern ME. variant of For- prefix.

Voracious (vokT'Jqs), a. [f. L. vordci-^vorax,

f. vordre to devour + -ous. Cf. F. vorace, It. vorace,

Sp. and Pg. voraz.]

1. Of animals (rarely of persons, or of the

throat): Eating with greediness; devouring food

in large quantities
;
gluttonous, ravenous. Also

const, of.

1693 Congreve in Dryden's Juvenal xl. (1697) 283 Well
may they fearsome miserable End,..Whose large voracious

Throats have swallow'd All. 1699 Dakvier Voy. II. 68 The
King Carrion Crows. . are very voracious, and will dispatch

a carkass in a trice. 172s De Foe Voy. round WorldiiS+o)
331 The Spaniards are .. cruel, inexorable, uncharitable,

voracious. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados 81 These [Cock,
roaches] are very troublesome, being voracious of most
kinds of dressed victuals. 1796 Morse Atner. Geog. I. 88

All the Indians of South America .. are in general exces-

sively voracious. 1819 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI.
11. 616 All the species being extremely voracious. 1855
Orr's Cite. Sci., Jnorg. Nat. 69 At the earliest introduction

of fishes we find the voracious and highly organized tribe of

sharks fully represented. 1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim.
Kingd., Corlcnt. 229 Yet are the Ctenophora very voracious,

feeding on a number of floating marine animals,

transf. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. ii. (1872)45, 1 had
seen him about a year before,, .and had noted well the un-

lovely voracious look of him.

b. fig. Of persons : Excessively greedy or eager

in some desire or pursuit. Also const, of.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Egist. \. ii. 54 Circe's Cups..
Which with his Mates, voracious of their Woe, If he had

blindly tasted [etc.]. 181a Examiner 7 Sept. 571/2 A..
most voracious believer he is. 1851 Carlvle Sterling 1. iv,

A voracious observer and participator in all things he like*

wise all along was. 1883 Evangelical Mag. Sept. 419 Mr.

Rowlands.. was a voracious reader.

C. transf Of things.

1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People in He will

abhor the practice of sowing so voracious a vegetable after

wheat. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 450 Twitched from the perch,

He gives the princely bird, with all his wives, To his vora-

cious bag.

2. Characterized by voracity or greediness. Also

fig.
^35 J- Taylor (Water P.) Very OldMan in Hindley III.

12 All Creatures are Made for mans use, and may by Man
be us'd, Not by voracious Gluttony abus'd. 1720 Welton
Suffer. Son ofGod 1 1, xxvii. 709 This Miscreant thought of

nothing else "but how to glut his Voracious Appetite. 1800

Med. Jrnl. III. 62 He had such a voracious appetite that

he would take with indifference either medicine or food.

1875 Chambers's Jrnl. 2 Jan. 45/2 [The snail's] appetite is

as voracious as its means of indulging it are perfect.

b. fig. Of desires, interests, etc. : Insatiable.

17U Addison Spcct. No. 452 r 5 They have a Relish for

every thing that is News, let the matter of it be what it will

;

or, to speak more properly, they are Men of a Voracious

Appetite, but no Taste. 185a H. Rogers Ess. (1874)!. vii.

342 He took revenge for his transient fit of scepticism by

a subsequent most voracious dogmatism, a 1854 H. Reed
Led. Brit. Poets x. (1857) II. 22 His appetite for argument
was as voracious as his physical appetite.

Voraciously (vor^-Jasli), adv. [f. prec.+

-ly ^.] In a voracious manner
;
greedily, glutton-

ously, ravenously.
175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 381 All four of the species of

this singular genus are fond of pepper, but this eats it most

voraciously. 1776 Mrs. Delany Life «$• Corr.^ (1862) II.

208 They came starved,, .and eat their little dinner vora-

ciously. 1839 Dickens Nickleby v, The boys began to eat

voraciously, and in desperate haste. 1864 C. Geikie Life

in Woods xi. (1874) 191 Even the bush people. .eat it vora-

ciously. 190a J. Buchan Watcher by Threshold 73, I was

voraciously hungry.

m fig.
i84o_Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) I. 126 Carlyle is read-

ins voraciously, great folios.

Voraciousness, [f. as prec. + -ness.j -

next.

1710 Addison Tatter No. 255 P3 Distinguishing himself

by Voraciousness of Appetite. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. "'!*•

(1776) VI. 362 For some days before their change^ the

animal discontinues its usual voraciousness. 1786 tr. Be™,

ford's Vathek 2g The Caliph .. found himself incommoded

by the voraciousness of his guest.

Voracity (vorarsiti). Also 6-7 voracite,

-itie. [a. 1''. voracite
1 (14th c, = It. voracitd, Sp.

voracidad, Pg. -idade), or ad. L. vordcitas, f. vordci~t

vorax : see Voracious a. and -1ST.] The quality

or character of being voracious
j

greedinesi in

eating.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W, de W. 1531) 99 b, Voracite or
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gredynesse in eatyng,. .sayth, 0, how hungry I am. X584

Lodge Alarm agst. Usurers F iij, What though you

cloath your selues in simplicitic of Doues, and your inwarde

habite be worse then the voracite of Wolues. 1615 G.

Sandvs TraiK 18 Those that with the rarities of the eartli

do pamper their voracities. 1638 Sir T« Herbert Trav.

(ed. 2) 241 No people in the world have better stomacks,

drinke more, or more affect voracity. 165a Earl Mohm. tr.

Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. 64 This Army is like a great

Animall which lives in continual voracity. 1774 Goldsm.

Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 399 The animal's voracity is greater

thanitsfeelings.and it never seizes without bringing down its

prey. 1833 J. Renxik Alph. Angling 6 To me it appears

much more probable, that.. fishes have intervals more or

Em extended of fasting, after which they eat with great

voracity. 1868 Peard Water-farm. xvi. 164 Innumerable

Anecdotes have been related regarding the voracity of this

fish [the pike]. 1891 FARSAR Darin. <$• Dawn xxvj, Who
U that extremely stout personage.. who is devouring his

dainties with such brutal voracity ?

b, trans/, and fig. Also const, of.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 47 What a Nature is that which
feedeth the most greedie voracitie in the whole world [sc.

that of fire] without losse of it selfe7 1638 Sir T. Hekbert
Trav. (ed. 2) 274 In Iberia also and Armenia they entred

with no lesse voracity. 1664 H. More Apology 406 The
fierceness and voracity of what we ordinarily call Fire.

a 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1721) 62 The voracity of

time. .has left nothing but a few Foundations remaining.

1779 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 46 Pope's voracily of

fame taught him the art ofobtaining the accumulated honour
both of what he had published, and of what he had sup-

ressed. i860 Emf.kson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn)

1. 358 The eating quality ofdebt does not relax its voracity.

Ibid., Consid. 421 Afflicting other souls, .with ministrations

to its voracity of trifles.

f Vorage. Obs. rare. [a. OY. vorage, or ad. L.

vorago Vorago.] A whirlpool, gulf, chasm.

1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 39 On that other syde cam vpon
theym Neptunus wyth all his vorages and wawesalle full

of scume. a 1533 L». Burners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1537)

Aivb, The famous Romayn : whiche for to delyuer the

towne of Romcyelded hym selfe to the same vorage, that

as than was sene in Rome. [1623 Cockeram, Vorage, a
Quagmire.]

fVorageoUS, a. Obs.~l In 5 voraygeouse.

tad* OK. voragieux.~\ — next I.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xviii. 67 The wyndes ben in their

furye, the see full of tempest and of gtete voraygeouse

wawes.

t Vora'gillOUS, a. Obs. [ad. L. voraginos-ttSy

f. vordgin-, vorago Vorago. Cf. obs. F, voragin-

euxy It., Sp., Pg. voraginoso.]

L Of or belonging to an abyss or whirlpool

;

resembling a chasm or gulf.

1624 T. Scorr Belg. Souldier 8 More dangerous then the

gaping and voraginous caue, wherein Curtius leapt. 1654

Cokaine Dianea ill. 233 A voraginous place, about the

banks of which those men appeare that have perished by a

violent death. 1675 E. Wilson Spadacr. Dunelm. 23 The
bottom of the Sea.. is perforated with sundry voraginous

inlets and patent mouths. 1747 Mallet Amyntortf Theod.

I. 219 His secret seat, ..deep amidst A cavern's jaws voragi-

nous and vast.

b. trans/, andySg.
1624 Cag/or Pope 15 The Countrey villages know not

what a Sermon meaneth, onely Masse and Matteus, with

some voraginous deliuery of wonders. 164a H. Mode Song
of Soul n. 111. 11. xlviii, For course of time voraginous With
rapid force is violently just.

2. Having the receptive or swallowing power of

a gulf or abyss ; devouring, voracious.

1653 A, Wilson Jos. I, 165 This Voraginous appetite gaped
after the possession of the Countrie. 1657 Reeve Coifs

Plea 85 How it doth grieve me.. that we think to get our
admission under God with voraginous paunches, and soaked
gullets. 1665 Sik T. Herbert Trav.ixtm) 37° No Nation
in the World be more idle and voraginous than they. 1691

in C. R. Wilson Old Fort William (1906) I. 11 Provisions

..being extremely deer, made so by the Voraginous great

Arm yes near us.

Hence fVora-ffinousness. Obs.~x

1654 R. Codriscton tr. histine iv, 74 Those Waves did
bark, which the voraginousness of the devouring Sea did
commit and clash together.

t Voragious, a. Obs."1 [Cf. Vorageous «.]

« prec 2.

1665 D. Dudlev Mcttall. Marti* (1854) 38, I do not
wholly compute the vast quantities of charcoles and wood
spent in these voragious works.

II VoragO (vor^'go). Now rare. [L. vorago,

f. vorare to devour. Cf. Vorage.] An abyss,

gulf, or chasm.
1654 Howell Parthenop. To Rdr. A Jj b, The great

Vorago or fiery Gulph.. which rageth in the head of that

Mountain
I Vesuvius]. 1656 S, H. Gold. Law qi Earth-

quakes, Chasmaes, and Voragoes were at his command.
1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1028 The top of ittna must about the
same time have sunk down into its old Vorago or hole.

fig- "836 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. 1876 VI. 450 Adul-
tery and concubinage did you mention ! Another vorago,
two voragoes, Scylla and Charybdis, of national wealth.
*&95 J- J- Raven Hist. Suffolk 151 Five years more, and
Blythburgh Priory perishes in the general vorago.

Vorant (vo«Tant), a. [ad. L. vorant-, vorans,
pres. pple. of vorare to devour.]

tl- Devouring. Obs. rare.
1618 Duma Owles Almanack 18 Lofty Lion (said Jove)

I will thee claspe thy jawes, and shut the portall of that
vorant grave. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxviii. 72 As the
fierce Lyon from his cunning ward, It shall Surprise him;
as the Vorant Pard, It shall destroy them.
2. Her. Of animals : (see quots.).

1766 Pobny Heraldry Diet., Vorant, this term. .is usedia

311

Blazonry to express the action of any Animal, Fish, Bird,

or Reptile, devouring or swallowing up another creature.

1780 Edmondson Her, II. s.v., A serpent erect, in pale,

vorant an infant. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <y Pop. x. (ed. 3)

60 A Lion., may be Vigilant, or Vorant. i868Cussans Her.

(1893) 95 Trussing has the same signification when applied

to birds, as Vorant has to animals.

f Voration. Obs.—° [ad. L. vordlio, f. vorare.}
1 A devouring, or eating up greedily.'

1656 Blount Glossogr.

t Vorau'lite. Min. Obs. [f. Vorau in Styria +
-lite. Named in 1806.] — Lazulite.
c 1840 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 481/1 Azurite. Klapio-

thite. Tyrolite. Voroulite. . . Occurs in attached crystals and
massive. 1853 Brandf. Diet. Sci. (ed. 2) A pp. 1431 Vorau-
lite, a mineralogical name of the ferro-magnesian phosphate
of alumina, . . a species of bluespar, or lazulite.

tVoraXjtf. Obs.—1
[a. L. vorax devouring.]

Voracious, ravenous.

153S Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 442 This Alexander,. .Of
Badzenoch wes callit all his dais The vorax wolf.

Vorbarn, -bede, -bisne, southern ME. varr.

Forburn v., Forbid v.
t
Forbysen* sb. Vor-

broide, -broyde, southern pa. pple. of Forbraio
v. Obs. Vord, southern ME. var. Ford sb. ; obs.

Sc. f. Word sb. Vordan, Vordily, obs. Sc. ff.

Warden, Worthily adv. Vordrye, southern

ME. var. Further v. Vordy, obs. Sc. f.

Worthy a.

t Vore 1
. Obs. [South-western var. Fore sb. 2.

Used to render L. vestigium.'] Track, trace.

1387'I'KEvisA Higden (Rolls) VI. 373 pe pore man bonked
hym, and vansched sodenly awey, and noon wey [J/.V. y,

non vore] was i-sene of his goynge. 1393 Langu P. PI. C.

vn. 118 Freres folowen my vore fele tyme and ofte, And
prouen vnparfit prelates of holy churche. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. Dc P. R. vm.viii. (Tollem. MS.), By he opinion of

he comyn peple bis cercle, Gala.xias, is |»e vore of he
passyngeof pesonne. Ibid. III. xix. (1495) d vj b/2 Hondes
. .folowyth the vores of bestes by smellinge.

Vore -. dial. [South-western var. (still in use)

oifore,/ure FURROW sb. Cf. Voor.] A furrow.

C1380 Sir Ferumb. 1565 pay..ne spared r'lgges nober
vores til pay mette bat pray. 1582 Batman Barth. Dc l\ R.
Catal. hard Words, Vores, forowes of land.

Vore, Voregoer, Voreward(e, southern ME.
varr. Fore adv., Foregoer, Foreward sbA Vor-
fare, -fret, -gon, -gulte, southern ME. varr.

FORFARE, -FRET, -GO, -GUILT. Vorie, aphetic f.

Avowry 2. Vorke, obs. Sc. f. Work sb. Vor-
lese, southern ME. var. Forlf.se v. Vorloffe,

obs. var. Furlough. Vorme, southern M E. var.

Forme <z. Vorne, southern ME. var. Fern a.;

obs. Sc. f. Worn pa. pple. Vorold, southern

ME. var. FOROLD v.

-VOrouS, suffix, forming adjs., after L. -vonis

devouring, eating (cf. vorare to devour) in carni-

vorus, omnivorus (both used by Pliny). The
commoner English examples mainly date from the

17th cent., as carnivorous, herbivorous, omnivor-

ous, phytivorous (also granivorous, ossivorous,

piscivorous) ; later instances are graminivorous

(1739), metallivoroitSy offvorous (1713), serpenti-

vorous (iSSa), and terrivorous.

1837 Murray Vital Prtnc. 5 Avery singular appetite. .at

once terrivorous and metallivorous.

Vorow, Vorre, southern ME. varr. Furrow
sb., Far adv. Vorschalde, southern ME. var.

Forscald (see YovL-prc/l 5). Vorshipfull, obs.

Sc. f. Worshipful. vorst(e, southern ME. varr.

First a. }
Frost sb. Vorsted, obs. f. Worsted.

Vort(e, southern ME. var. Fort(e conj.

Vortex (v^iteks). PI. vortices (v/utis/z).

[a. L. vortex (var. of vertex Vertex) an eddy of

water, wind, or (lame, a whirlpool, whirlwind, f.

vort-y verte*re to turn. Cf. F. vortex (Anat.), Pg.

vortices pi., It. vorlice.}

1. a. In older theories of the universe (esp. that

of Descartes), a supposed rotatory movement of

cosmic matter round a centre or axis, regarded as

accounting for the origin or phenomena of the

terrestrial and other systems ; a body of such matter

rapidly carried round in a continuous whirl.

1653 H. More Pht'tos. Cabbala App. i. (1713) 113 That
there are infinite numbers of Atoms or Particles, different

in magnitude and figure;. .and that ihey are muved in the
Vniveise after the manner of vortices, 1662 Gi.ANViLLZ,w.r
Orient, xiv. 141 That great orb of fire, .shall fly away out
of this vortex, and become a wandring Comet. 1665 —
Def. Van. Dogm. 69 The Cartesian Vortices will serve to
account fur the Phamomena, and teach a way of Theory not
unserviceable to experiment. 1698 Keill Exam. Th.
Earth (1734) 283 It is no hard matter to prove, that the

Vortices can never be the cause of the Ccelestial motions.
a 1714 M. Henry Expos. O. <$ Af. Test., Eicles. \. 14 (1737)
II, He saw. .all within this vortex (to use the modern
gibberish) which has the sun for its centre, 1785 Sir W.
Hi ks.mi. Sci. Papers (191a) I. 223 These will vanish like

the Cartesian vortices, that soon gave way when better

theories were offered. 1833 Coleridge Table-t. 29 June,
Descartes' vortices were not an hypothesis : they rested on
no facts at all 1869 Lxcky EuroP. Mor. I. 389 The false

theory of the vortices or the true theory of giavitation.

b. In fig. context or use.

VORTEX.

1704 Swift Ball. Bis. Misc. (1711) 251 Death, like a Star

of superior Influence, drew him [Descartes] into his own
Vortex, a 1721 Prior Dial. Dead, Locke ff Montaigne
ad fin., Those very Ideas changing, Lock may be led into a
new Labyrinth, or sucked into another Vortex ; and may
write a Second Book in order to Disprove the fust. 1790
Cath. Graham Lett. Educ. 401 Our benevolence extends
at last to the whole race of mankind, like so many different

vortices; the center of them all is self love. 1809-10
Coi.ERiUGE Friend (1865) 140, I was a sharer in the general
vortex, though my little world described the path of its

revolution in an orbit of its own. 1855 Bhimlev Ess ,

Poetry fy Crit. (1858) 197 That mighty ocean of inter-

mingling, interacting vortices [sc. Time]. 1879 Geo. Eliot
Theo. Such xvii, 304 The spiral vortices fundamentally
concerned in the production of eiuc poems.

c. In modem scientific use: A rapid movement
of particles of matter round an axis; a whirl of

atoms, fluid, or vapour.
1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Sivedenborg Wks. iBohn) I.

316 Descartes, taught by Gilbert's magnet, with its Vortex,

spiral, and polarity. 186a J. C. Maxwell Set* Papas
(1890) I. 489 The theory of molecular vorlii.es applied to

statical electricity. 1872 Procioh Ess. Astron. xix. 230
Friction between vortices of meteoric vapours and the Sun's
atmosphere must be the immediate cause of solar heat.

1882 M inchIN Vnipl. Kinemat. 184 If there is not voitical

motion throughout the whole area, but only local vortites,

this integral will reduce to a simple sum of terms equal in

number to the number of vortices.

2. An eddying or whirling mass of fire or flame,

1652 J. Hall Height of Eloquence p. lxv, Ihe Pits and
vortices of the Aetna, whose eiuctations throw whole stones

from its depths. 1827-39 Die Qimncey Murder Wks. 1854
II. 62 Men, of course, read in this hurrying overhead of

scintillating anil blazing vortices, the annunciation of some
gigantic calamity going on in Liverpool. 1869 J. Phillips
Vcsuv. iii. 67 It continued to vomit forth from live different

openings vortices of flame.

3. A whirl or swirling mass of water ; a strong

eddy or whirlpool.

1704 J. Pitts Acc. Moham. 77 In this place is much
Danger without a fresh Gale of Wind, because it is a kind
of Vortex, the Water whirling round, and is apt to swallow
down a Ship. 1759 Sterns Tr. Shandy 11, ix, [A coach]
splashing and plunging, .with such a vortex of mud and
water moving along with it, round its axis. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 26S The noise of this dreadful vortex

still farther contributes to encrease its terror. 1816 Tlckey
i\'arr. Exped. K. Zaire iv. (1S18) 143 In crossing the river

we passed through several whirlpools.. .These vortices are

formed in an instant.. and subside as quickly. 1839 T.
Ueale Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale 181 Leaving nothing but

a white-and*green looking vortex in the disturbed blue

ocean. 1864C. Geikie Life in Woods xxiii. (1874) 3C6 The
poor wretch was kept revolving, with each end of his

support sunk in the vortex by turns,

D. Applied to a waterspout.

1762 Falconer Skipvrr. 11. 37 Still round and round the

fluid vortex flies, Scattering dun night and horror thro' the

skies.

c. ellipt. A vortex water-wheel (sec
*f).

1853 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. Ced. 4) II. 914 The vortex admits
of several modes of construction. Ibid, 915 A low pressure

vortex constructed for another mill near Belfast.

4. A violent eddy or whirl of the air; a whirl-

wind or cyclone, or the central portion of this.

a 1700 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 24 Now the

North Wind the crazy Vessel sweeps, And in its rapid

Vortex pris'ner keeps. 1728 Chambers CycL, Vortex,
Whirlwind, in Meteorology, a sudden, rapid, violent Motion
of the Air, in Gyres or Circles. 1838 Kedfielo in Amer.
Jml. Sii. XXXIII. 59 A direct circuit of rotation in the

form of a vortex or active whirlwind. 1845 A. Thom Hat.
Storms 48 The Margaret, on the opposite side of the

vortex, still had the 'hurricane strong from S.W. by W.
with a heavy sea. i860 Maury Phys. Geog. (Low) xix. 439
The vortex of a cyclone is often and aptly compared to a
meteor. 1870 Tvndall Fragut. Sci. (1879) I. vi. 198 We
seemed crossing the vortex of a storm.
trans/ 1871 H.'La\i.or Faust (iS-j$) H. n, 123 The vortex

of this night Hath whiiled him hither to my sight.

b. In fig. context or use.

1788 Mme. D'Arblav Diary 13 Feb., The whirlwind of

his eloquence nearly drew me into its vortex. 1854 Emer-
son Lett. 4- Soc. Aims, Poet. <r Imag. Wks. (ISohn) III. 160

In their rhythm is no manufacture, but a vortex, or musical
tornado. 1856 K. A. Vauchan Mystics I. 145 llernard..

began life by drawing after him into the convent all his

kindred. .with the irresistible vortex of his own religious

fervour.

5. fig. A state or condition of human affairs or

interests comparable to a whirl or eddy by reason

of rush or excitement, rapid change, or absorbing

effect.

1761 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Iv. 273 The distant

parts of the kingdom, teing removed from that furious

vortex of new principles and opinions which had trans-

ported the capital. 1793 Uurke Obs. Conduct Minority

Wks. 1842 I. 611 No man. .may be justly suspected of

secretly abetting this French Revolution, who must not be

drawn into its voitex. 1806 A. Hunter Culinaied. 3) 243

Lecturers, who delight in being continually whirled round

in the vortex of new opinions. 1838 W. Irving In *«[/**

Lett. (1866) III. 124, I value my peace of mind loo highly

to suffer myself to be drawn into the vortex of New York

politics, i860 Mill Repr. Goi't. (1865) 137/1 ™? appoint-

ments are kept out of the vortex of party and parliamentary

jobbing. 1883 S. Wadding-ton A. H.Clough 83 The voitex

of religious excitement and discussion kept him idly moving

111 its ceaseless gyrations.

b. A constant round ^excitement or pleasure.

(1766 Fordvce Semi. Vng. Wtn. (1767)
J-

vn. 268 That

whirl of dissipation, which, like some mighty vortex, has

swallowed up ina manner all conditionsand characters! 179a

A. Young in Mme. D %ArHay"s Lett. (1842) V. 329 A person
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who is constantly moving in a vortex of pleasure, brilliancy,

and wit. 180a Mar. Edceworth Moral T. t
Breakfast, \

feel that I cannot be at ease in the vortex of dissipation.

1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 191 She and her husband
lived in a vortex of gaiety.

C. A situation into which persons or things are

steadily drawn, or from which they cannot escape.

(Chiefly after sense 3.)

*779 J- Moore View Soc. Fr. I. i. 8, I thought it most
prudent to remove.., that no chance might remain of my
being, .whirled round again in the vortex of dissipation and
gaming. 1833 Mrs. Browning Promeih. Bound Poet. Wks.
(1904) 159/2 Let him hurl me anon, into Tartarus,..With
Necessity's vortices strangling me down. 1850 Kingsley
Alt, Locke x, I looked with horror on the gulf of penury
before me, into the vortex of which not only I, but my
whole trade, seemed irresistibly sucked, a 186a Buckle
Civiliz. (1S69) III. v. 356 Generation after generation passes

away, successively absorbed in one mighty vortex.

f 0. A design or figure representing or suggesting

vortical movement. Obs.—1

1665 Hooke Mierogr. Time Table, The Figures of Hoar
Frost, and the Vortices on windows.

7. attrib., chiefly in terms of physical science, as

vortex-atom, -filament, -line, -matter, -motion,

-ring; vortex turbine or (wator-)wheel, a tur-

bine in which the water enters tangentially at the

circumference and is discharged at the centre.

1867 Sir W. Thomson in Phil. Mag. Ser. iv. XXXIV. 15

{heading). On "Vortex Atoms. 1876 P. G. Tait Rec. Adv.
Phys. Sci. i. 24 SirW, Thomson's splendid suggestion of

Vortex-atoms .. will enable us thoroughly to understand

matter. 1867 — (tr. Helmholtz) in Phil, Mag. Ser.^ iv,

XXXIII. 486 By *vortex-filaments..\ denote portions

of the fluid bounded by vortex-Unes drawn through every

point of the boundary of an infinitely small closed curve.

1878 \V. K. Clifford Dynamic in. 203 The part of the body
inside the tube is called a vortex-filament. X867 Tait (tr.

Helmholtz) in /'/(//. Mag. Ser. iv. XXXII L486 By *vortcx-

tines.. I denote lines drawn through the fluid so as at every

point to coincide with the instantaneous axis of rotation of

the corresponding fluid element.
^ 1878 W. K. Clifford

Dynamic ill. 200 A curve such that its tangent at every point

is in the direction of the spin at that point is called a vortex-

line. rti7»x K.EILL MaupertuiY Diss. (1734) 21 As each
Planet describes equal Area's in equal Times, it follows that

the Beds of the "Vortex Matter have their Velocities in a
reciprocal Proportion to their distances from the Center.

1867 Tait (tr. Helmholtz) m Phil. Mag. Ser. iv. XXXIII.
491 We may.. call the motions which have no velocity-

potential, generally, mvo?le.r.motions. 1876 — Rec. Adv.
Phys* Sci. xii. 290 The peculiar properties of vortex-

motion were mathematically deduced, .by Helmholtz. 1867
— (tr. Helmholtz) in Phil. Mag. Ser. iv. XXXIII. 510

These *vortex-rings travel on, ..and are widened or

contracted by other vortex-rings, 1878 W. K. Clifford
Dynamic in. 205 Suppose that in a mass of fluid there is a
single vortex ring of any form (i. e. a vortex-filament return-

ing into itself). 1877 Iron 27 Oct. 516 The turbine manu-
factured by them is termed the ' * Vortex '. tH&^Athenxnm
16 Aug. 212/1 A description of the vortex turbine or In-

ward-tlow water-wheel. 1853 Glynn Treat. Power Water
146 Several machines derive their power from the reaction

of water-pressure : such as Dr. Barker's mill, ..the *Vortex-
wheel, and others, i860 lire's Diet. Arts

t
etc. (ed. 5) III.

928 The name of Vortex Wheel has been given to a modi-
fication of the turbine by Mr. James Thomson of Belfast.

Vorth, southern ME. var. Forth adv. ; obs.Sc
f. Worth sb. and v. Vorbere(more, southern

ME. varr. Furthermore. Vorthy, dial. var.

Forthy a. ; obs. Sc. form of Worthy a.

Vortical (vputikal), a. and sb. [f. L. vortic-
1

vortex Vortex + -al.]

A. adj. 1. Of motion: Like that of a vortex;

rotating, eddying, whirling.

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 191 The Matter
being coagulated, . .and set upon Vortical Motion, Light
dawned out in infinite parts of the World. 169a Bentley
Boyle Led- 226 This universal attraction or gravitation is

..not a magnetical power, nor the effect of a vortical

motion; those common attempts toward the explication of

gravity. 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 43, I have never been
able to discern that vortical Motion, by which this Effect

was said to be brought about. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men,
Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 316 Descartes, taught by Gil-

bert's magnet,, .had filled Europe with the leading thought
of vortical motion, as the secret of nature. 1881 G. Mac-
donald Mary Marston II. ii. 10 She made a sudden vorti-

cal gyration, and walked from the vile place. 1882 Mim-
chin Unipl. Kinemat. 155 Twice the product of the area of

the curve and the vortical spin inside it.

2. Moving in a vortex ; whirling round.

1728 Pemuerton NciL'toris Philos. 231 The vortical fluid,

by which he explains the motionof the planets. 1792 D.

Llovd Voy. Life 23 Till all their brain is vortical ;—and
wreck 'd They sink o'erladen with anxiety, i860 Gosse
Rom. Sat. Hist, 165 Vibrating cilia.. are more developed on
these organs, which are only pushed out at the will of the

little animal, when they form strong vortical currents.

B. sb. A vortical motion.

1864 A thenxitm% Oct. A^Sl"2- The summary of the author's

theories is:— ..That the magnetic vortical can be excited

by means of spiral currents of electricity generally.

Hence Vertically adv.. in a vortical manner.

1872 Proctor Ess. Astron. xix. 230 If meteoric matter

came in vortically around the equatorial parts of the sun.

1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 183 Energy of Vortically

moving Liquid.

f Vortice, sb Obs.-1 [ad. stem of L. vortex.]

A vortex.
1661 Boyle Sprin of Air (1662) 97 Particles, agitated

or whirled round, . . whereby they are each of them enabled

to drive or force out of their Vortice all such other agitated

particles.
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VoTtice, v. rarer-1. [Cf. prec] trans. To
bring by vortical motion.

<*i843 Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 213 .The
heavier bodies.. became outermost, and in their whirling

vorticed the evil spirits into the centre.

Vorticel (v^utisel). Zoo/, [ad. mod.L. vorti-

cella : see next, and cf. F. vortice//e.] = next.

1835 Kihby Hab. <$- Inst. Anim. II. xvii.97 Some, as the

vorticels, the wheel-animals by way of eminence, appear to

have two wheels.

II Vorticella (v^itise'la). Zool. [mod.L., dim.

f. L. vortic-, vortex Vortex.] The typical genus

of VorlicellidK (cf. next) ; an individual belonging

to this genus; a bell-animalcule. Also attrib.

1787 G. Adams [title), Essays on the Microscope, contain-

ing, .an account of the various species and singular proper-

ties of the Hydrae and Vorticellae. 1806 Priscilla Wake-
field Dom. Rccreat. vi. 86 A most curious animalcule,

called the wheel animal, or vorticella. 1875 Huxley& Mar-
tin Elcm. Biol.ii&j-j) 00 Sometimes a rounded body, en-

circled by a ring of cilia but having otherwise the charac-

ters of a Vorticella bell, is seen to be attached to the base

of the bell of an ordinary Vorticella.

Vorticellid (vfTitise-lid). Zoo!. [Cf. prec.

and -id 3.] An individual of the Vorticellid^, a

family of sedentary infusorians.

1865 Intcll. Observ. No. 3S. 101 The jerk of a Vorticellid.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. LifeZyj Encysted Vorti-

cellids with many nuclei have been observed.

Hence Vortice llidan a. rare.

1865 H. James-Clark in Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. I.

127 This singular appendage of the Vorticcllidan group.

x88o Saville Kent Infusoria 1. 68 Members of the Vorti-

ccllidan family.

Vorticial, a. rare—1
. [Cf. next.] = Vortical.

1848 VoiiEureka Wks. 1865 If. 205 Cyclic and seemingly
gyrating or vorticial movements.

t Vortixian, a. Obs. [f. L. vortici-, vortex :

see Vortex and -IAN.] Of or belonging to the

theory of a vortex or vortices.

rtj.721 Keill Maupcrluis' Diss. (1734) 23 This is all one
of the greatest Men of the Age could say in Defence of the

Vortician System. Ibid. 27.

Vorticiform, a. rare"1
, [f. as prec. : see

-FORM.] Having the form of a vortex.

1849-52 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 1228/1 When the vibratile

cilia, .are simultaneously effecting their vorticiform move-
ments with rapidity and perfect harmony.

Vorticist (v/utisist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.] An
advocate of the theory of vortices.

1866 De Morgan in Athenaeum 26 May 706/3 Giordano
Bruno, .was, as has been said, a vorticist before Descartes,

an optimist before Leibnitz, a Copernican before Galileo.

Vorticity (v^jti'sfti). [f. as prec. + -ITT.] The
condition of a fluid, etc., with respect to vortical

motion.
1895 Athenaeum 23 Nov. 722/2 [Math. Soc] On the Pro-

pagation of Waves upon the Plane Surface separating Two
Portions of Fluid of Different Vorticities.

t Vcrticle. Obs. rare. [f. L. vortic-, vortex,

after diminutives in -c/e.] A little vortex.

1766 G. Canning Anti-Lucretius iv. 309 In the vast Vor-
tex, that surrounds the Whole, Examine how the Vorticles

must roll. Ibid. 317.

t VorticordlOUS, a. Obs.-1 [f. L. Vorti-,

Verticordia : see Verticordious a.~\ Turning the

heart.

1669 T. G[ale] True Idea fansenisme 135 Then cap. 24
he proves more largely, That this medicinal Grace is Vorti-

cordious or most potent.

Vorticose (vfUtik<7u"s), a. [ad. L. vorticos-us

(It. vorticoso), f. vortic- , vortex Vortex : see -ose.]

1. Of motion : *= Vortical a. 1.

1783 Phil. Trans. LXXI 1 1, p. ii, At times, .the motion was
unduTatory, and at others vorticose. Ibid. 194 The first shock
..was lateral, and then vorticose, and exceedingly violent.

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 418 The wave-like motions, and
those which are called vorticose or whirling in a vortex.

1839 Darwin Voy. Nat. xvi. 376 The displacement at first

appears to be owing to a vorticose movement beneath each
point thus affected. x88( C. A. Young Sun 173 Only a very
small percentage of the spots show any trace of vorticose
motion.

2. Resembling a vortex.

1870 Matt. Williams Fuel of Sun §326. 214 The. .orb
would be twisted bodily into a huge vorticose crater. 1893
Howlett in Sir R. Ball Story Sun 147 They are illustrative

of the development of two different and remarkable groups
[of sun-spots]. The first is the elegant vorticose group.

Hence Vortico'sely adv., in the manner of a
vortex ; vortically.

1882 Nature XXV. 291 There is a strong inflow of theair
along the surface of the ground all round vorticosely to-

wards the base of the whirlwind. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
131/2 The strong air currents which.. converge vorticosely
round the base of the column [of the dust storm].

Vorticular (v^Jti-kwiflai), a. [Cf. prec. and
-ulak.] Of motion : Vortical, vorticose.
1838 Reijkield in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXXIII. 59 Were

there no vorticular or whirling action already excited,.,
there could then be no inequality of pressure to produce
rotation. 1864 De Penning Meteorol. 65 This inward vor-
ticular movement can only arise from the constant lateral
pressure that is always maintained towards the partial
vacuum of the vortex. 1891 Atlantic Monthly LXVIII.
68/2 They [sc. tornadoes] possess truly vorticular motion.

Vortiginous (vfuti*d:$in3s), a. [f. L. vortlgin-,

vortigo, var. of vertigo : see Vertiginous a.]

1. Of motion : Vortical, vorticular.

VOTARIST.

167XR. Bohun Wind 230 The spirit or Wind., whirlsabout
in a Circle: for.. the density and resistence of the Cloud,
gives it an oblique or Vortiginous Motion. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scot, in 1772, 75 Great circular hollows, the work of

the Vortiginous Motion of the Water. 1784 Cowper Task
11. 102 The fixt and rooted earth.. with vortiginous and
hideous whirl Sucks down its prey insatiable.

2. Moving in a vortex or vortices ; rushing in

whirls or eddies.

1791 Cowper Iliad XXI* 2 Where Xanthus winds His
stream vortiginous. 1804 C. B. Brown tr. Votney's View
Soil U.S. 168 In the same manner may water-spouts be ex-
plained, which are vortiginous masses of air and water,

seen only in cloudy weather. 18x3 Edin. Rev. XXI. 137
The great, deep, and vortiginous Scamander had dwindled
into a scanty rividet.

Vorty, south-western dial, form of FORTY.
iSoa Contention betw. Lib. <y Prod. 1. iv. B ij, Cham sure

chaue come, vorty miles and twenty, a 164a Suckling
Poems (1646) 37 And there did I see comming down Such
folks as are not in our Town Vorty at least, in Pairs.

Vorwe, southern ME. var. forwe Furrow sb.

Vory, obs. f. Worry v. Voryef (-yif), -yet
(-yit), southern ME. varr. Forgive v., Forget v.

Vose, obs. Sc. and north, f. Voice sb. Vostre,
Vot, southern ME. varr. Foster v., Foot sb.

Vo table, a. rarer-1
, [f. Vote v. + -able.]

Capable, or having the right, of voting.

1754 in New Princeton Rev. (1887) IV. 253 The votable

inhabitance convened in His Majesties name.

Votal (vJu -

tal), a. [f. L. vot-um vow, wish

(see Vote sb.) + -al.]

f 1. Existing in will or wish, though not carried

out in fact. Obs.
1610 Boys Wks. (1622) 361 When not so much as pri-

uate [baptism] may be well obtained, votall is enough.
1618 T. Adams God's House Wks. (1629) 624 He is not like

those Debters, that haue neither meanes, nor meaning to

Eay.
But though he wants actuall, he hath votall retri-

ution. 1624 Sanderson Serm. I. 243 Retribution and re-

quital. . . must be real, if it be possible : but at the least, it

must be votal in the desire and endeavour.

2. Of the nature of a vow or solemn engagement.
163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 5 And teare-rent Sophyre, Synon.

like betrayd What votall oathes, loues sterne fort, ne'er be-

wrayd. a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 286, 1 will shew how far

and in what sort these Eucharistical and Votal Offerings

have been used in the first ages of the Church. 1855 K.

Bovle in B. versus Wiseman 47 Myreasons for leaving the

Society were purely conscientious, arising solely from strong

objections to take any further votal obligations.

f 3. Bound by vows ; devoted to a religious life
;

appropriate to one under vows. Obs.

1636 R. James Iter Lane. (Chetham Soc.) 159 Lord

Thebith's daughter, whoe had promised . . to Hue aye A votall

virgin till hir dying daye. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 123

Threatned with speedy death, if she did not restore her

daughter to the former mode of votall habiliments.

4. Of offerings: Associated with avow; votive.

1846 R. Hart Eccl. Rec. Gt. Brit. 230 The mariner pre.

served from shipwreck presented a votal tablet on which

was depicted the story of his escape.

Hence Vo'tally adv., with a vow, solemnly.

1633 Lithgow Trav. x. 484 He votally vndertookc.that

..I should haue all my money.. restored me agayne.

Votaress (vJu*tar£s). Also 6 -isse, 7 -esse,

votaress. (Cf. Votress l
.) [f. Votar-y + -ess.]

A female votary ; esp. a woman devoted to a reli-

gious life or to a special saint.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. (1592) 133 The wrong

must then by Pha-be be excused, Who, rescuing her Votar-

isse, did so preuent her brother. x6io Healev St. Aug.

Citie of God 887 Neare this place, at Caspalia, dwelt a

Votaresse, who beeing sicke and past recouery, sent her gar-

ment to the shrine. 1654 R. CoDRiNGTONtr. lustine xliii.

503 She seemed not so much to be a person condemned, as

a Voteress elected. 1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant

(Hakl. Soc.) 1 14 I fa poor Votaresse there . . should by chance

steal a taste of forbidden pleasure. 1798 SoTHEBYtr. Wte-

land's Oberon (1826) I, 85 Thou heavenly maid Who bad st

this knight thy votaress defend. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 11.

xiii, Rather will Ellen Douglas dwell A votaress inMaron.

nan's cell. 1853 Lytton My Novel IX. iii, The same [book]

which had charmed the circle at Hazeldean—..charmed

now the wearied and tempted votaress of the world. 1879

Dixon Windsor I. iii. 25 At length the votaress yielded to

these prayers.

attrib. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems 138 Ruled lips Be-

fit a votaress Muse.

t Vota-rious, a. Obs.-1 [Cf. Votary and

-ARious.] Vowed to a religious life.

a 1581 Campion Hist. Iret. xii. (1633) 39 Where hee erected

many Celles and Monasteries, replenished with votanous

men and women.

Votarist (wu-tarist). [Cf. next and -1ST.]

One bound by a vow ; a devotee, a votary.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 1. v. 5 Wishing a more strict re-

straint Vpon the Sisterhood, the Votarists of Saint Clare.

a 1639 Si'OTTiswooD Hist. Ch. Scot. 1. (1677) 12 Divers Virgins

. .did in like sort apply themselves to the solitary life; not as

the Votarists did that in after-times rose up, for they did

not bind themselves by vows. 1656 S. Holland Zara

(1719)44, I believe the Lady, .is of too noble, .a temper to

welcome her Votarist with an affront. 178a Eliz. Carter

Lett. (1809) IV. 322 One of the nuns was kneeling very near

the grate. . . If one of our fine drest ladies had been placed

near this charming votarist [etc.]. 178a R. Cumbekland
Anecd. Emin. Painters I. 60 In the fore ground of the

groupe of Bachanals there is a young female votarist asleep.

1813 Shellev Q. Mob Notes v. 189 The language of the

votarist is this. 1844 R. P. Ward Chatsiuorth II. 188 Like

a spotless heifer.. surrounded by the proud priests and

senseless votarists in whose sight.. it is presently to die.



VOTARY.
1869 Browning Ring <y Bk. vrr. 1506 So kneels a votarist,

Weeds some poor waste traditionary plot Where shrine

once was.
trans/. 1806 IT. Siddons Maid, Wife, $ Widow II. 187

He is but a lukewarm votarist in the cause of truth and
virtue, if he is to be thus ridiculed out of his integrity. 1831

W. Godwin Thoughts Man 202 There is still further advant-

age that belongs to the poet and the votarist ofpolite litera-

ture, which ought to be mentioned.

Votary (w«'tari), sb. Also 7-S vot'ry. [f. L.

vol-
t
ppl. stem of vovere to vow + -ary l.]

I. 1. One who is bound by vows to a religious

life ; a monk or nun.

1546 Bale {title) The first two partes of the Actes or un-

chast examples of Englysh votaryes, 1560 Daus tr. Stei-

daue's Cotnm. 90 b, The controversie was.. especially for

the Masse, and Votaries, for herein woulde the Catholikes

nothyng at all relent. 1594 West 2nd Ft. Symbol. §17
Persons civilly dead, as monks, fryers, canons, professed

nuns, and such other superstitiouse votaries. 1607 Merry
Devil Edmonton v. ii. 166 Sirra, ride strait to Chesson
Nunry,..the house, I know, By this time misses their yong
votary. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio 's Wars Flanders
89 The hereticks.. growing more outragious then ordinarily

against Ecclesiastkks, and especially against Votaries. 1662

Oweh A nimadv. Fiat Luxv.Wks.iB^^XlV ,6B Monasteries
of votaries under special and peculiar vows and rules. 1705
Addison Italy 494 The Abuse of Indigencies, the Folly
and Impertinence of Votaries, and in short the Superstition

..of the Roman Catholick Religion. 1856 R. A. Vauchan
Mystics (i860) I. 16 So Christianity, corrupted by Gentile

philosophy, has in like manner its privileged and its inferior

order of votaries.

b. One who has made, or is bound by, a special

vow.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 37 Who are the Votaries my

louing Lords, that are vow-fellowes with this vertuous Duke?
a 1596 Sir T. More in. it. (01 ig. draft), The votarie that will

not cut his haire.Vntill the expiration of his vow. 1643 Trai-p

Comm. Gen. xxviii. 20 And Jacob vowed a voiv\ The first

holy votary that ever we read of. 1872 Sturgeon Treas.

Dav. Ps. lxvi. 14 God in answer to his vow removed the
distress, and now the votary desires to make good his pro-

mise.

2. One who is devoted to a particular religion, or

to some form of worship or religious observance;

a devotee.

1704 Locke Toleration iv. Wks. 1727 III. 464 Nor is

there among the many absurd Religions of the World,
almost any one that does not find Votaries to lay down their

Lives for it. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. i. 16 No other
Religion can give any Security of Life and Happiness
to its Votaries. 1777 R. Watson Fhilifi II, vm. I. 296
That method of justifying iniquity, of which the votaries of
the Romish church have so often availed themselves. 1794
Paley Evid. 1. i. (1817) 32 The ancient religion of a country
has always many votaries. 1847 Emerson AV/r. Men t

Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 334, I think of him as of some
transmigrating votary of Indian legend, i860 — Cond. Life,
Worship ibid. II. 395 The religion cannot rise above the
state of the votary.

b. A devout worshipper. (Cf. next.)

1823 Praed Poems (1864) II. 291 A happier votary at a
holier fane. 1842 Barham fngoL Leg. Ser. u. Lay St.
Cuthbert, In fact, when the votaries came there to pray Alt
said there was nought to compare with it. 1863 Kinglake
Crimea 1. 41 In order to keep these convents up, the priests
imagined the plan of causing the votary to pay according to
his means at every shrine which he embraced.
3. A devoted or zealous worshipper of God,

Christ, one of the saints, etc.

a 1700 Ken Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 388 True Christ-like
Love all other Loves exceeds, By which to save a soul
Christ's Vot'ry bleeds. — On the Temptation Poet. Wks.
1721 I. 92 Jesus Satan of his Force bereft, And Con-
quest easy to his Vot'rys left. 1742 Young Nt. T/i. 1 it. 53
In propitious dreams (For dreams are thine) transfuse it

thro' the breast Of thy first votary. 1779 J. Moore View
Soc. F"r. (1789) II. xcv. 421 A supposed connection between
the characters of the Saints and the votaries. 1825 Scott
Betrothed xxv'ii, The Virgin of the Garde Doloureuse, that
never failed a votary. 1840 Barham fngol. Leg. Ser. 1. St.
Odille, I don't see, as a Saint, how she well could do less

Than to get such a votary out of her mess. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1875) III. xiv. 360 Harold implored the help
of the relic whose sworn votary he was.

b. Used with reference to ancient or heathen
deities, partly in fig. use.

? a 1690 Prior To Earl 0/ Dorset i, Hear, Goddess, hear
thy Votary. The meanest of thy Sons inspire. 1726 Pope
Odyss. xvii. 288 Daughters of Jove !.. your votary restore :

Oh be some God his convoy to our shore 1 1766 [AnsteyJ
Bath Guide iii. 14 Come the Nymph of various Mien,
Vot'ry true of Beauty's Queen, 1778 Bp. Lowth Transl.
Isaiah Notes (iBia) 340 Nor can they [the tdolsj answer, or
deliver their votaries, when they cry unto them. 1877 J*
Morris Epic Hades in. 242, I did not envy any goddess of
all The Olympian company her votaries. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic xxxi, Silence and solitude Befit the votary of
the Muse.

II. 4. One who is devoted or passionately
addicted to some particular pursuit, occupation,
study, aim, etc
1591 Shaks. Two Genii, in. ii. 58 We know (on Valen-

tines report) You are already loues firme votary. 1738
Gray Propertius 1. 2 Before the Goddess* shrine we too,
love's vot'ries bend. 1764 Reid Inquiry i. § 8 If philosophy
befools her Votaries... let her be sent back to the infernal
regions. 1771 Beattie Miustr. 1. ix, The boundless store
Ofcharms which Nature to her votary yields ! 1806 H. K.
White Lett. (1837) 319, I am. .a rejected votary at the
shrine of Health. 1830HERSCHEL Study Nat. Phil. 1. L
14 One of the great sources of delight which the study of
natural science imparts to its votaries. 1873 Hamerton
Intell. Life vi. iv. 218 Science requires a certain inward
beat and heroism in her votaries.
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b. Const, to (now rare) or of.

(<*) *59* Shaks. Two Getitl. 1. u 52 But wherefore waste

I time to counsaile thee That art a votary to fond desire?

1594 Selimus L)j, I haue liu'd Almost a votarie to wan-
tonnesse. 174a Lond. fy Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 79,

I cannot be a Votary to this practice. i8ix Shelley iv.

Irvyne hi, He became.. even a more devoted votary to

gambling than before.

(^) *S95 Spenser Col. Clout 766 They .. do themselucs

for want of other worke, Vaine votaries of laesie loue pro-

fesse. 1690 Temple Ess., Heroic Virtue Wks. 1720 I. 233
The usual Acceptation takes Profit and Pleasure for two
different Things, and.. calls the Followers or Votaries of

them by several Names of busy and of idle Men. 1732
Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 5 Are you then in earnest a votary

of truth? 1766 Fordyce Scrm. Yng. Wm. I. iii. 90 Is it

surprising to see the daughters of such become very early

the votaries of Folly? 1783 Cowper Valediction 71 Vot'ries

of bus'ness and of pleasure prove Faithless alike in friend-

ship and in love. 1801 Hamilton Wks. (1886) VII. 218 The
patriotic votaries of whiskey in Pennsylvania and Virginia.

1825 Macaulay Ess., Milton (1851) I. 21 That an enthusi-

astic votary of liberty should accept office under a military

usurper seems, .extraordinary. 1869 Freeman Norm, Conq.

(1875) III. x'l 40 Ground from which the votaries of devotion

and art and history are bidden to turn away.

5. A devoted adherent or admirer of some
person, institution, etc.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Feb. vi. § 36 It was not safe for any
to live at their Houses, who were taken notice of as no
Votaries to the Parliament. 1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 183,

I come to prove How much I've suffer'd for your Love,
Which (like your Votary) to win, I have not spar'd my
tatter'd skin. 1682 Villiers (Dk. Buekhm.) Chances v. iii,

I shall not be asham'd to own my self a Votary to all your
Commands. 1713 Steele Guard. No. 18 P 4 One of the
most successful Stratagems whefeby Mahomet became
formidable, was the assurance that Impostor gave his

votaries, that [etc.]. 1817 Chalmeks Life in Churchyard
Chippes 46 He endeavoured to cultivate the patronage of
Essex, even after it had ceased to be of any value to his

votaries. 1868 Fkeeman Norm. Conq. II. x. 464 The same
virtues gained him a still nobler and more powerful votary

;

he became, as we have seen, the special friend of Karl
Harold.

t Votary, a- Obs. [Cf. prec.]

1. Of persons : Consecrated by a vow ; devoted
to a religious life.

1564 Brief Exam. B iv b, The salarie,. consecrated, .to

theyr holy votaries virgins. i6ix Speed Theat. Gt. Brit.

xix. (1614) 27/2 EHe, had in account for the repute and holi-

nesse of votary-nunnes there residing. 1656 Artif. Hand-
torn. 122 Having designed her daughter to be a votary
virgin.

b. Of mode of life : Subject to vows.
1642 (title). The English Nunne, beinga Dialogue, where-

in the Author endeavoureth to draw young and unmarried
Catholike Gentlewomen to embrace a Votary and Religious
Life.

2. Of the nature of a vow.
1582 Stanyhurst sEneis iv. (Arb.) 95 Had not I fore-

snaffled my mynde by votarye promise, ..Haplye this oane
faulty trespas might bring me toe bending. 1607-12 Bacon
Ess., Custom <y Fduc, (Arb.) 368 Onely Supeisticion is now
so well advaunced that., votarie resolution is made equipol-
lent to Custome.

Votation (votf-fon). [f. Vote v. + -ation.]

The action of voting in an election or at a meeting.
1816-30 Bentham Offic. Apt. Maximized, Extr. Const.

Code 28 Modes of votation, two : the secret mode ; then, be-
fore the result of the secret mode has been disclosed or
ascertained, the open mode. 1848 Times 15 Jan. 4/6 A
nominal votation was demanded,.. that is, that each mem-
ber should stand up in his place and give his vote,, .at the
same time calling out his name. 1877 T. A. Trollope Life
Pius IX, II. iv. i. 113 The result of the votation of the

population of Umbria.
Votcloth, southern ME. var. Footcloth.

Vote (v^t), sb. Also 7 voate
; Sc 6 voit,

voitt, vott, 6-7 voite ; 6 wote, woit, wott, 7
woatt. [ad. L. vdtttm vow, wish, properly the

pa pple. neut. of vovere to vow, desire. Hence also

It., Sp., Pg. voto; mod.F. vote in sense 5 is from
Knglish. Before 1600 only in Sc use.]

I. fl. A vow; a solemn promise or under-

taking. Obs.

1533 Bellenden Lky\. x. (S.T.S.) II. 182 Notwith-
standing bat bai made solempne vote to appollo, ?it bai tuke
mare regarde of ony vthir thing ban to. .fulfil pe said vote.

1536 — Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 141 King Hungus .. maid
solempnit vote, that he and his posterite sail use naansenye
in times cuining. .hot the croce of Sanct Andro. 1715 M.
Uav\f.s A then. Brit. 1. 152 A Temporal Religious Pensioner,
or what is vulgarly call'd a Galloping-Nun, without any
Votes.

f2. A prayer or intercession. Obs.
1626 B. Jonson Fort. Isles, Song Wks. (Rtldg.) 651/1 All

the heavens consent, With harmony to tune their notes, In
answer to the public votes, That for it up were sent. 1633
Cowley Constantia fy Philetus 146 Now at last the pitying
God, o'recome By his constant votes and teares, fixt in her
heart A golden shaft. 1656 J. Prideaux Euchologia 226
Here may be taken in those interchangeable Votes of Priest
and People, which are interposed, 'O Lord, arise, help us
and deliver usfor thy Names sake !

' 1664 Fuller Triana
<$- Paduana in Wounded Consc, etc. (1867) 223 Being
assigned but three hours of three several days, for the
begging of the votes of mankind to help her in her extremity,

fb. A petition, a request, Obs.—1

1645 Unholsome Henbane betw. two Fragr. Roses 1 A
most humble Vote, and serious desire to our.. Assembly of
Divines.

t 3. An aspiration ; an ardent wish or desire.

Obs, (Common 1630-60.)

VOTE.

a 1626 Bacon Hist. Gt. Brit. Wks. (Bohn) 498 Queen Eliza-

beth.. carrying a hand restrained in gift, and strained in

points of prerogative, could not answer the votes either of
servants or subjects to a full contentment, especially in her
latter days. 1640 Haijington Edw, IV, 169 Nothing was
more in the vote of the English; then to preserve King
Lewys safe in his estate at home. 1656 Sanderson Scrm.
(1689) 541 The Glory of God, is to be the Alpha and Omega
of all our votes and desires. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. f 29
To breath out Moses's wish, O that men were wise; or if

that be too hopeless a vote, O that men were not so de-
structively foolish.

II. f 4. Sc. A formal expression of opinion by
a member of a deliberative assembly on a matter

under discussion ; a decision or verdict. Obs.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. xiii. (S.T.S.) I. 76Quhen be maist
parte & nowmer of senatouris war foundm of be samyn
votis as be first has schewin, ..it is accustumyt [etc.]._ 1562
WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 76 Quhat..wes the woceis and
woteis of al [the bishops in council], hot that the thing quhilk
wes techeit of auld suld be haldin? 1581 Burneih Cath.

Tract. (S.T.S.) 154 Thair is na ressoune quhy he sould

follou rather the vuittis of your ministeris, nor ye thevoittis

of his bischopis.

f b. Sc. In one vote, with one consent, of one

accord, unanimously. Obs.

1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 28 Tha all in ane vote

conselit and consentit that my Lord Governour suld cause
the said hous to be deliverit to the said Lord Maxwell,
r 1550 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 494 AH in ane voit set thair

Felicitie On future thingis, and Predestination. 1582-8

Htst. James VI (1804) 81 They all in ane voite [1825 voce],

voittit, declarit, and testified, that [etc.].

5. An indication, by some approved method, of

one's opinion or choice on a matter under dis-

cussion ; an intimation that one approves or dis-

approves, accepts or rejects, a proposal, motion,

candidate for office, or the like.

Casting vote : sec Casting ppl. a. 2.

c 1460 in Liber Pluscardcnsis (Skene) I. 394 Be eleccioune
chosm men of gude, .. Quhilkis has the votis of al the
commonis hale. 1552 in Kec. Convent. Roy. Burghs (1870)

I. 3 To woit about throw that baill nowmer,.. and he that

gettis monyest wottis to be chosiil and sworn incontinent.

a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 18 Lyk
as he haid beine suppreme maglstratt apprivk be the vottis

of this realme. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I.

246 Malduin the fourt sone of King Donalde, . .with a! votis,

is declaired king. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 11. 132 The
crime being lawfully provin, . .be the suffrages and vohes of

the estaites in parliament, .he may be condemned. 1651
Hoiuies Govt. Ar Soc. vii. § 14. 119 The civill Person shines

not, but those subjects only by whose votes it was decreed
for sinne. x68i Wood Life 5 July (1848) 231 Both his dis-

pensations for terms and absence from lectures were denied
but by one vote. 1756-7 tr. Keyslcr*s Trav. (1760) I. 192

A young Prussian nobleman . . was very near undergoing the

same fate. ., two votes only saving him from losing his head.

1823 Local Act 4 Geo. IV, c. iii. § 8 Where the Number of

Votes upon any Question shall be equal (including the

Chairman's Vote) the Chairman shall have the casting Vote.

1855 Tennyson Maud 1. Vi. vi, That so, when the rotten

hustings shake In another month to his brazen lies, A
wretched vote may be gain'd. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 394 It

is sometimes done by simply counting the single vote of the

preferred person as equal to several votes.

b. In the phrase to give (in recent use also to

record) a or ones vole.

a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 2^9
Lord Patrick Lyndsay that lies gevin the first wott. a 1654
Selden Table-T. (1689) 6 Bishops give not their Votes by
Blood in Parliament, but by an Office annext to them. 1727
Bailey (vol. II), Voting, giving his Vote or Suffrage at the
Election of a Magistrate, or making a Law, etc. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 165 If it were probable that every
man would give his vote freely and without influence.

a 1856 [see Record v. 9 b].

c. transf. (Cf. sense 9.)

1652 Crashaw Poems (1904) 189 Twixtpcnand pensill rose

a holy strife Which might draw vertue better to the life.

Best witts gave votes to that. 1667 Jer. Taylor Dissuas.
Pppeiy 11. 1. § 7. 217 But the events of salvation and damna-
tion (blessed be God) do not depend upon the votes and sen-

tences of men. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, A rt of Poetry 467
Profit and Pleasure, then, to mix with Art, T' inform the

Judgement, nor offend the Heart, Shall gain all Votes 1829
Lytton Devcreux \. iv, You run, ride, leap too, better than
anyone else, according to the votes of your comrades.

d. A means of signifying choice, approval, etc.
;

a voting tablet or ticket.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam iv. xxii, Her voice, whose awful
sweetness doth repress All evil,. .And cast the vote of love

in hope's abandoned urn. 1838 K. A. P[aley] tr. Schu-

mann's Assemb. Atlun. 1. xi. 129 The citizens of each tribe

cast their votes of condemnation or acquittal into one urn.

6. The collective opinion or assent of an assembly

or body of persons. To take a vote
t
to ascertain

the opinion of a meeting by formal reference.

158a Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 482 To beare the

chargeis of provest, bailliesj eldermen, and counsale of the

said burgh, not being electit thairto be commoun consent

and voit of the haill inhabitantis. 1597-8 Rec. Earldom
Orkney \xx\x. (S.H.S.) 173 Patrik, Erie of Oikney. .sittand

in judgement at the head court callit the Harmanstein..

befoir the haill woit of the countrie. 1624 Massinger

Renegado Ded., With a full vote and suffrage it is acknow.

ledged that the patronage and protection of the dramatic

poem is yours. 163a Chron. Perth (Maitl. CI.) 33 Mr John

row wesadmittit master of the gramer scole, be the provest,

baillies, and counsall, without consent or woatt of ony

wtheris. 1667 Milton P. L. It. 313 *'<« so the popularvoto

Inclines, here to continue, and build up here A. growing

Empire. I7ax Ramsay Prospect ofPlenty 133 Nor can we

wyt them, since they had our vote. xSat Byron Two Fos-

cariv. i, Why would the general vote compel me hither 7

i8d8 W. K, Kelly tr. L. Bianc's Hist. Ten Y. I 76 Them 40



VOTE.

law of the double vote had been.. an implement of war
directed against the throne. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V.
'83 One is to be chosen by lot out of ten who are elected by
vote. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 394 A number of groups in

each of which a separate vote is taken.

b. In the phrase to put to the vote, to submit to

the decision of a meeting. Similarly (of a ques-

tion), to go to the vote.

1599 Hist. Writers to Signet (1890) 234 It being put to vote

. ., the maist part voteit to the said incorporatioun. 1681 in

Acts Parlt. Scott, {liys) XII. 45/2 It was putt to the vote, If

the Act should be delayed or not, and was carried in the

negative 1770 Langhorne Plutarch V. 87 Cato, however,

before it was put to the vote, ascended the rostrum. 1823

New Monthly Mag. IX. 244/1 He implored the House not

to let the question go to the vote. 1857 Toulmin Smith
Parish 58 He must then put it to the Vote whether the

meeting 'approve ' and 'confirm' the minutes. 1888 [see

Put vJ 22 bj.

c. The collective support of a special number or

class of persons in a deliberative decision, election,

etc. (Cf. 7 c.)

1851 GallENGA Italy 391 We must not, indeed, allow that

it was the result of the Lombard vote that turned Sardinia's

allies into enemies. 18B4 Nation (N. Y.) 3 July 1/3 Mr,
Blaine will get the following 'votes'. The Hebrew vote,

because he spoke severely about the persecution of the Jews
by Russia; the Dynamite vote, because he is down on the

English.

7. The right or privilege of exercising the suf-

frage ; esp. in the phrase to have a vote.

a 1585 Montgomery: Cherry HfSiaetZ-x (Laing MS.), Thay
say ]?at wayage neuir luckis, quhair ilk ane hes ane woit.

1624 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1913) I3° It is to be carryed

by most voyces, because every Councillor hath equall vote

there. x66o R. Coke Power fy Subj. 109 If every man of

England lias not a like vote and power in electing Members
for the House of Commons, then cannot the House of Com-
mons be the Representative of the Nation. 1686 tr. Char-
din's Trav. Persia 5 Who has sufficient to drive a Trade
that will bear an Imposition of Eight Crowns, has as good
a Vote as he that Trades for an Hundred Thousand, 1765
Blackstone Comm. 1. 165 Every member of the community
..should have a vote In electing those delegates. 1782

Prikstley Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 229 The common people

ceased to have votes. 1829 Macaulay Mill on Govt, in

Edin. Rev. Mar. 177 On these grounds Mr. Mill recom-

mends that all males of mature age, rich and poor, educated

and ignorant, shall have votes. 1835 Thirlwai.l Greece I.

379 Each tribe, however feeble, had two votes in the deli-

beration of the congress. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xi, He
..was already a forty-shilling freeholder, and was conscious

of a vote for the county.

b. A person regarded merely as an embodiment
of the right to vote; also, a person possessing the

right to vote ; a voter.

1737 Pope Her. F.p. 11, ii. 197 That from a Patriot of dis.

tinguish'd note, Have bled and purg'd me to a simple Vote.

?rt 1800 Devonshire's Noble Duel ii. in Child Ballads vn.

114/2 Then away to the Parliament these votes all went
again, And there they acted like just and honest men. 1806

Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 298 Oh 1 had I

been a vote, a borough vote, Then Fortune would have
squeezed me by thy hand. Ibid. 299 To enter the votes*

houses up and down. 1852 R. S. Hawker in C.E. Byles Life
xiii. (1905) 220, 1 am not a vote, but a Man. The reverse is

the general fact. People are not Men but votes.

c. The aggregate of voters, esp. of a certain

class. (Cf. 6 c.)

1888 Daily Chron. 26 April (Cassell's) Alluding to the large

amount of the illiterate vote in Ireland.

8. A resolution or decision passed by, or carried

in, an assembly as the result of voting ; an ex-

pression of opinion formally adopted by a meeting

of any kind.

1641 Jrnls. Ho. Comm. II. 230/2 Resolved.. That these

Votes shall be printed ; and attested under theClerk's Hand.
1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 192 The distempers of the
Houses (to see their former votes eluded and Presb[yterians]

lately excluded now so numerous to car'te all votes with a
high hand) will grow suddenly to a great fire. 1682 A.
Mudie Pres. St. Scott, it. 26 The Prerogatives of the Crown
are great, as Power of. . giving the Votes of Parliament, the
Authority of Laws. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 2 f 7
That's the Gentleman who gained the first Vote [in the
Senate] against Hannibal. 1724 Swift Drafter's Lett.

Wks. 1738 IV. 62 Several smart Votes were printed. 1809

Med. Jrnl. XXI. 170 Pursuant to a Vote of the House
of Commons, passed in the last Session. 2855 in Blaikie

Livingstone ix. (1881) 185, I need not say that the award
was made by an unanimous and cordial vote. 1874 Green
Short Hist. ix. §9. 700 Marlborough was. .charged with

peculation, and condemned as guiltyby a vote of the House
of Commons.

b. Const, of.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xiii, Then a vote of thanks was
moved to the mayor for his able conduct in the chair. 1863

H. Cox Instil. 1, vi. 44 Subsequently in the session a further

vote of public money has been required. 1881 Sat. Rev.

30 July 125/1 A majority, if it is good for anything, may be

relied upon to reject a vote of censure.

+ 9. A declaration or statement of opinion. Obs.

1634 Sib T. Herbert Trav. 206 [China] is by common
vote, reputed the greatest Empire in the Orient. 1650

Bulwer AnthroPomet. 228 The Vote of the Proverb, for a

handsome Woman, would have her English to the Neck,

French to the Waste, and Dutch below, a 1680 Glanvtll
Sadducismus 1. App. (1681) 179 That a thing should be, and

yet not be anywhere in the whole Universe, is so wild and

mad a vote . . that it cannot be said by any man in his wits.

f b. Reckoning, estimate. Obs.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. The End 30, I blush to see our

great Siracides flail to the Vote of a low Paraphrase.

10. attrib. and Comb.., as vote-catching, -con-

314

victei adjs., vote-monger ; "Vote Office, the office

from which Parliamentary bills and papers are

issued to members of the House of Commons
;

vote-recorder, a mechanical contrivance for

registering votes.

Also in recent use vote-begging, -catcher, -getter, -seeker,

-splitter, -winner, etc.

1643 Sir J. Spelman Case 0/ Affairs 28 Making them
Vote-convicted State Heretickes. 1844 May Treat. Pari,

xx. 312 The Vote-office is charged with the delivery of

printed papers to members of the house. 1852 Disraeli

Ld. G. Bentinck viii. (1872) 103 The interview by appoint-

ment took place in the Vote Office. 1875 Knight Diet.

Meek. 2715/1 Vote-recorder. 1887 Huxley in Darwin's

Life <y Lett. (1887) II. 195 In the form of a vote-catching

resolution. 1887 Amer. Missionary July 195 Made tools of

. . by corrupt vote-mongers. 1890 Pall Mall G. 5 Feb. 6/1

To expedite business by an electrical vote recorder.

Vote (v£«t), v. Also 6 Sc. voitt, woit, wott

;

8 whoat. [f. L. vol-, ppl. stem of vovere to vow,

to desire, or ad. med.L. votdre to devote by a vow,

from the same stem. Cf. It. votare, Sp. and Pg.

volar, to devote, to vote, F. voter to vote (in older

use from It., in mod. use from English). Before

1600 almost exclusively a Sc. word.]

fl. intr. To vow (to do something). Obs. rare.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. xv. (S.T.S.) I. 86 He votit to

consecrate he harnes and armoure of his Inemyis to be god
vulcane. Ibid. it. ix. 163 pe dictator, .votit to edifie ane
tempil in be honcure of be god Castor.

2. refl. and trans. To assign by a vow ; to devote

religiously. Now rare.

1533 Bellenden Livy v. xix. (S.T.S.) II. 211 All pe aglt

pepill.. votit pame self wilfully to he deith for he wele of

fere cuntre. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng. Prose Add. (1592)

195 The Queene.. voted, euen in her better part,_totbeloue

of ./Eneas. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 55 In an impiety, or

{at least) temerity, of invoking, provoking, voting, devoting,

imprecating. 1865 J. H. Ingraham Pillar of Eire 1. xi. 123

To enumerate what met my eyes in the vases, which the

common soldiers in their piety voted to the god, ..would fill

the page on which I write.

+ b. To devote or consign to destruction. Obs.

1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. <y Relig. tv.^ 1 The Books of

curious Arts, that were voted to Destruction by Apostolick

Autl ority and Zeal.

3. intr. To give a vote ; to exercise the right of

suffrage ; to express a choice or preference by
ballot or other approved means.
155a ra Rcc. Convent. Roy. Burghs (1870) I. 3 Thair sail

convene in the Tolbuyth the auld counsale and new,.. and
thair tobegyn at the litis of provestre, and to woit about
throw that iiaill nowmer. 1637-50 Row Hist. A*zV£(Wodrow
Soc.) 191 Because the brethren could not be fullie resolved

for the present concerning the office of him who should vote

in Parliament. 16s1 Hobbes Govt. <y Soc. vii. § 1. no A
Councell . . of all the Citizens, (insomuch as every man of
them hath a Right to Vote..) or of a part onely. 1727
Stukeley in Mem. (Surtees) 194 It will enable you however
to whoat at our elections. 1765 Blackstone Comm.\. 1. ii.

167 The statutes. .direct. .that no person shall vote in right

ofany freehold granted to him fraudulently to qualify him to

vote. 1790 Burke Ft. Rev. 100 With a compelled appear-

ance of deliberation, they vote under the dominion of a stern

necessity. 1845 Gladstone Corr. Ch. <f Relig. (1910) I. 343
The question on which they voted was chosen for them by
the Board of Heads. 1887 Lowell Democr, 31 The right

to vote makes a safety-valve of every voter.

b. Const, against,/or (flo), or with inf.

1599 [see Vote sb. 6 bj. 1651 Hobbes Lcinath. 11. xviii.

88 Every one, as well he that Voted for it, as he that Voted
against it, shall Authorise all the Actions and Judgements
of that Man. 1681 YuiDEWxLett. (Camden) 119 The fellows

almost unanimously payd their obedience to his Majestys
commands and voted for Finch. 1697 Drvden AKneidxu. 86
All vote to leave that execrable shore. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones h iv, Mrs. Wilkins.. would have voted for sending

the child.. immediately out of the house. 1806 Med. Jrnl.

XV. 244, I would humbly propose that each subscriber..

be qualified to vote for the election of a surgeon to a county
hospital. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 451, 1 vote for the
Abbe* Sieyes,—whom do you vote for?^ 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola Introd. I. 8 Men..were conscious of having not
only the right to vote, but the chance of being voted for,

+ 4. a. To declare one's opinion. Obs.~l

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 268
[When] the lord Lyndsay had wottit in this maner, the baill

lordis was contentit of this conclusioun.

+ b. To decide, to judge. Obs. rare.

1643 Chas. I Lett. Wks. (1650) 230 Some finde fault with
too much kindnesse to thee (thou maist easily vote from what
constellation that comes),

6. trans. Of assemblies, etc. : To choose, elect,

enact, or establish' by vote; to ratify or determine
by formal expression of will.

1568 Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 74 The saidis baillies

votit the samin be fre electioun of the baill communite.
1593 in Spalding Club Misc. I. Pref. 44 [The council]
voitit, thocht guid and expedient, that the Grey freiris

place thairof, sal be resignit. a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Henry VIII (1683'! 550 The Cardinal .. was remoued to
a Chamber apart.. till the main question of the marriage
was voted and agreed. 1665 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec.
(1883) I. 317 It is generally voted, agreed, thought fit, and
so ordered, that the keeping of the fair here on St. Martin's
day. .shall. .for this year be absolutely forborne and for.

bidden. 1697 Dryden /Eneid ix. 298 They vote amessage
to their absent chief. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <f E. xxviu. III.

73 Four respectable deputations were successively voted to
the Imperial court. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4)

II. 1071 Having in common council voted a petition to the
king. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. Isl. II. 180 Next year
a parliament was summoned which.. voted a new balia.

VOTED.

1865 Jrnl. Anihropol. Soc. III. 19 The following list of
presents were read, and thanks were voted for the same.

b. Const, with inf., expressing the result of the

decision.

1648 Winyard Midsummer-Moon 4 Thus Oxford, like

the house of office at Westminster, is voted to bee reformed
by those who sould it. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden)
168 Yett in hope of a party, they haue voted the Papists to

compound. 1675 F. Ld. Aungier in Essex Papers (Cam.
den) 2$ The House of Commons after a long debate vote

the said persons to be sent to ye Tower. 1739 in Picton

VPool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 91 The motion.. for voteing

the aforenam'd persons to be free.

C. Const, away,from, in, into, oj) etc.

1641 Sir E. Derisg in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) m. I.

295 You have done exceeding well to vote away this

Bishop. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xlvii. 126 Not-
withstanding the Canon that had long before this time

voted the Laity from having to do with Church matters.

1649 Milton Obserz: Peace Ormond Wks. 1851 IV. 576
They had no privilege to sit there, and vote home the

Author. .of all our Miseries. 1835 T. Mitchell Acharn. 0/
Aristoph. 530 note, Previous to his voting Agyrrins into

office. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 162 The House
met.. and voted away their privilege in cases of libel by 258

votes to 133. 1890 Longm. Mag. July 255 My name has

been voted off the list of your committee.
rejl. igi+Times (weekly ed.) 13 Mar. 218 The.. delimitation

of the areas which may vote themselves out of Home Rule.

d. With appositive predicate.

1649 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 443, I heare the Lords on
Tuesday last voted all null since ye army siezed ye mem-
bers. 1660 R. Coke Power <$- Subj. 52 All the Kings com-
mands in prosecution of the Laws, were Voted breaches of

the Priviledges of Parliament. 1730 Lett, to Sir IV. Strick-

land ret. to Coal Trade 21 The House of Commons, after

an Enquiry, .voted both Lightermen, Masters and Owners
guilty of a Combination.

e. With cognate object.

1871 Browning Pr. Hohenst. Wks. 1897 II. 304/1 Divers

hundred thousand fools may vote A vote untampered with

by one wise man,

1 6. To submit (a matter) to a vote ; to vote

upon. Obs. rare.
1582-8 Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 130 Eftir the reeding of the

quhilk suppHcatioun, the heads quhairofT being reasson'u and
voitted, it was fund. .that the Queene was compellit..to

subscryve the said comissioun. 1689 in Acts Patlt. Scotl.

(1875) XII. 57/1 It was voted if the Committie should be

named be the plurality of the whole house or be the plurality

of each of the three benches,

7. To vote down, to defeat, to put down or sup-

press, by a vote.

1642 Laud Wks. (1854) IV. 10 About the tenth of this

month, the bishops were voted down in the Upper House.

1644-7 Cleveland Char. Loud. Diurn. 2 And, since the

Stages were voted down, the only Play-house is at West-
minster. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 11. § 5 (1716) 53
Old Truths voted down begin to resume their places. 1858

in Herndon Life A. Lincoln (1892) II. 115 The idea put

forth by Judge Douglas, that he 'don't care whether slavery

is voted down or voted up.' 188a A. Bain Jas. Mill vi.

268 It is the aristocracy that must, in the House, vote down
the Ministry.

8. To grant, allow, or confer by vote.

1710 in \\th Rep>. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. IX. 352 The
Tories are preparing complaints, among them one against

the Admiralty for spending 500,00c/. more than was voted.

1711 Swift Examiner No. 46 P 4 The Parliament voted

Subsidies, and the willing People cbearfully paid them.

1838 Thirlwall Greece IV. 91 They voted 1000 heavy in-

fantry, 100 horse, and 50 galleys. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng, iv. I. 510 Some among them talked of voting there-

venue only for a term of years. 1873 C. Robinson A* S.

Wales 83 The amount voted for public works in 1872 was

^642,856; and this is about the amount voted by Parlia-

ment every year for public improvements.

trans/. 1871 E. F. Bukr Ad Fidem ill. 41 All the pro-

prieties vote him a rest.

9. To declare by common assent ; to characterize

by an expression of opinion; to pronounce. Const,

with simple compl. or inf.

1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xx
{
The old ways are much

decried, and the last invention is voted to be altogether

Divine. 1695 J. Edwards Perfect, Script. 3^5 We may.,
safely vote him a true penitent. 1718 Free-thinker No. 61.

36 Last Night, I was voted a very Impudent Fellow. 1781

Mme. D'Arblay Diary May, He. .spoke no more during the

whole debate, which I am sure he was ready to vote a bore.

x8ia Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 40 Shooting and sport

of this kind being voted a rarity at Atworth. 1826 Disraeli

Viv. Grey v. xv, Receiving some not very encouraging re-

sponse, . .they voted her ladyship cursedly satirical. 1881

Punch 31 Dec 309/1 The fair lady's dresses.. were voted

charming.

b. colloq. To propose, suggest.

1814 Scott Wav. lxxi, I vote wc should go to meet them.

1820 Shelley (Ed. Tyr. 11. 122, I vote, in form ofan amend-

ment, that Purganax rub a little of that stuff Upon his face.

Ibid. 127, I vote Swellfoot and Iona Try the magic test to-

gether.

C. To agree in, decide on, sending (a person)

to a place.

1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xvii. 432 So far are we
from voting him to Coventry, . . there are few of us who would

refuse to march through Coventry with him.

10. To influence or control in voting ; to cause

to vote in a particular way.
1895 Standard Dict.s,v., He votes his employees.

Voted, ppl- a. [f. prec. + -ed *.]

f 1. Vowed, devoted. Obs. rare.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 1. ii, His wife and Sister.. with

Vesta seeke to shunne The|voted fathers deadly doome. 1621

G. Sandys Ovid's Mel. xn. (1626) 244 Of a voted Hart The
Antlers from a pine he puis.



VOTEEN. 315 VOUCH.

2. Established or assigned by vote.

1644 Milton Areop, (Arb.) 33 More gently brooking
writt'n exceptions against a voted Order, then oiher Courts.

1884 Pall Mall G. 25 April 10 The right hon. gentleman esti-

mated the expenditure, .for the voted services^ 54,188,000.

Voteeu (vJutrn). Irish, [prob. f. Dkvote j£. 1

or Devotee; the equivalent Ir. moidin is however
connected with Ir. mdidim I dedicate or devote.]

A very religious person ; a devotee.
1830-2 YV. Carleton Traits (1S43) I. 16 Up near the altar

..you might perceive a voteen, repeating some new prayer
or choice piece of devotion. 1856 P. Kennedy Banks of
Boro (1867)

18.J
One of the class that is called in Scotland

'The unco guid ', and ' Voteens ' among ourselves. Ibid,

333 He had considered his neighbour a voteen and twaddler.

Voteless (vJu-tles), a. [f. Vote sb. + -less.]

Having no vote. (Common from 1880.)
1672 H. More Brief Reply 87 The Lay Courtiers, .were

enabled to vote, when so many of the Reverend Clergy were
by devices made vote-less. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xi,

There was a way of using voteless miners and navvies at
Nominations and Elections. 1884 Fortn, Rev. Feb. 212
Many artisans live voteless outside boroughs. 1888 Co*
operative News 15 Dec. 1261 We only refer to their voteless
condition in order [etc.].

Voter (vJu-taj). Also 6 Sc. wottar. [f. Votez'.]

1. One who has a right to vote ; esp. an elector.

r
a 1578 LiNDESAY(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot, (S. T. S.) I. 267

The lordis devyssit and chargit Lord Patrick Lyndsay of
the Byaris to be chancellor and first wottar in the consall.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 191 As to the
number of voters, that there should be fifty-one. 1767 T.
Hutchinson Hist. Mass, II. 10 Every freeholder of forty

shillings sterl. a year is a voter. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge
xlvii, He usually drove his voters up to the poll with his

own hands. 1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng. xx, IV. 458 In the
towns in which he wished to establish an interest, he re-

membered, not only the voters, but their families. 1880
McCarthy Own Times lix. IV. 311 Voters were dragged to
the poll like slaves or prisoners.

b. One who gives a vote. rare—*.
170X Sir D. Hume Diary Pari, Scot.(Ba.im. CI.) 78 So by

vote it was carried ( Halcraig and I being no voters,) to send
a macer..to require them to attend the Council.

*t" 2. One who is bound by an oath or vow. 06s.— 1

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 240 The
Generall would passe noe other way than Balimore, as en-
formed of the said oath to try whether nowe or ncuer they
did proue true voters.

Voteresa, obs. var. Votaress. Votesave,
obs. var. Vouchsafe. Voth, var. WoTHJ Obs,

Vother, southern ME. var. Fother sb.

Voting (vju-tirj), vbl, sb. Also 6 Sc. votting ;

7 Sc. woitting. [f. Vote v. + -IKO K]
1. The action of giving a vote.

1575 in Maitl. CI. Misc. (1840) I. 113 After lang resson-
yng, with votting past thairin.. .the last kirk hes ordantt
[etcl. .1633 Sc. Acts, Chas. /(1870) V. 95/2 To haue voitt

in parliament.. and in all vther lawfull meittings..quhair
burghes royall.. hes place of sitting and woitting. 1649
Og\lh\ AZneis xi. (1684) 364 Let him not threaten, and make
Voting free. 1711 in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V.
121 The Commons's voteing of the throne of England vacant.
1765 Blackstone Comm. L 165 Some, who are suspected to
have no will of their own, are excluded from voting. i8za
A. Ranken Hist. France IX. x. §2. 259 The sittings and
votings of the states should be together, or separately. 1861
Ld. Brougham Brit. Const. App. in. 438 The voting was
generally by the bean, or ballot in later times. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 20 May 4/7 The voting for the Chancellorship of
Dublin University took place yesterday.

2. attrib.
%
as voting-place ; voting machine, a

vote-recorder ; voting-paper, a paper on which a
vote is recorded ; a ballot-paper.

1846 Keightley Notes on Virgil Bucol. 1. 34 Sacptum was
originally any inclosure, whence the Saepta or voting-place
of the tribes at Rome. 1858 Simmonds Diet, Trade, Vot-
ing-paper, a balloting-paper ; a jproxy. 1861 Mill Repr
Govt. 140 It is therefore providecf that an elector may de.
Hver a voting paper containing other names. 1880 M cCarthy
Own Times lii. IV. 109 The voting-paper principle was
abandoned. 1900 Daily News 28 Nov. 7/7 The adoption
of the voting machine would do away with all the delay in
counting and checking the ballot papers.

Voting, ///. a. [-iNG 2,]

fl. Votive, dedicatory. Obs—1

1630 Hakewill Apol, (ed. 2) 293 With Scythicke piety
their aged Sier Let striplings tumble from the voting bridge.

2. That possesses or exercises the right of suffrage.

1830 Jas. Mill in A. Bain Life vii. (18S2) 351 They are the
classbywhom chiefly the moral character of the voting classes
isformed. 1837 W. E. Forster in T. W. RcidLife (1888) I.

93, 1 saw some dreadful cases of voting drunken people, both
Whig and Tory. 1888 Brvce Amer.Commw. v, lxxxviii.
Ill, 194 The voting population seemed determined to give
its whole attention to the Ring for one day at least.

t Vo'tist. Obs. rare. [f. Vote sb. or v. + -1st.]

One who makes a vow ; a votary.
16:3 Chapman Revenge Bussy D'Ambois in. Plays 1873 II.

137 Trie If a poore woman, votist of reuenge, Would not
performe it. 1700 G. tIickes To Rdr. in Dcvot. Anc.
JVay Offices, Those stiff, morose, and saturnine Votists, who
are so sparing of bodily Adoration, in our most solemn
Services. 1711 — Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 107
A religious mystery, exhibiting one thing to the sense, and
another to the understanding of the votist.

Votive (v<?u*tiv), a. and sb. [ad. L. votiv-us

performed, offered, etc., in consequence of a vow,
f. vot-um vow Vote sb. Hence also It., Sp., Pg.
volivo, F. votif, -ive.]

A. adj. 1 1. Of persons: Carrying out a vow;
devout. Obs. rare.

1593 Nasiie Christ's T. (1613) 57 That Sepulchre you fee

is but a thing built vp by Saracens to get mony with, and
beguile votiue Christians.

2. Dedicated, consecrated, offered, erected, etc.,

in consequence of, or in fulfilment of, avow.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt* Brit. VI. xxx. § 2. 126 Which votiue

Altar was erected by the Troupe of Horsemen surnamed Au-
gusta Gordiana. 1616 B. Jonson Poetaster, Dial. Hor. <y

Trcb. 57 So that the old man's life described, was seen As in a
votive table in his lines. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv.

§ 23. 400 Those Last Dying words, .wherein he required his

friends to offer a Votive Cock for him to /Esculapius. 170a
Addison Dial. Medals (1726) 136 Sacred to Mars these

votive spoils proclaim The fate of Asdrubal, and Scipio's

fame. 1756-7 tr. Keyslcr's Trav. {1760) II. 230 A marble
boat placed before the church, and said to be a votive
piece, as an acknowledgement for deliverance in a storm.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 152 The jewels given as
votive offerings. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 233 It is a
pious custom,.. to honour the memory of saints by votive
lights burnt before their pictures. 1841 \V. Spalding Italy

fy It. Isl. II. 343 In a third class, which embraces most of
the votive pictures, the Virgin and Child are exhibited in

glory. 1853 Humphreys Coin-coll. Man. xxiv, 357 The altars

for Apollowere besieged with votive offerings for the staying
of the pestilence.

b. Observed, practised, undertaken, etc., in con-
sequence of a vow.
1628FELTHAM Resolves 11. [1.] lxxxv.246 Votiue Abstinence,
some cold constitutions may endure. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude
1. 181 Whence inspiration for a song that winds Through ever
changing scenes of votive quest Wrongs to redress. 1876
Stedman Victorian Poets 307 A knight tilting at a wayside
tournament as he rides on his votive quest.

C. Of the nature of a vow. rare"1
,

a 1626 A. Lake Serm. (1641) 116 The King bmdeth him-
selfe to make good his duty with a Votive Oath.

3. Consisting in, expressive of, a vow, desire, or

wish.

1597 Middleton IVisd. Solomon \x. 8 When I command,
the people do obey, Submissive subjects to my votive will,

1629 J. Gaule (title), Practiqve Theories : or, Votiue Specu.
lations upon Christs Prediction, Incarnation, Passion,
Resurrection. 1641 Sanderson Serm. (r68g) 537 The sence
hangeth unperfect, unless we take in the former verse too.

Both together contain a Votive Prayer or Benediction. 1824
Wordsw. • Ofor a dirge

1

9 No tears of passionate regret
Shall stain this votive lay. 1835 — To Moon 34 The fanes
Extinct that echoed to the votive strains,

fb. = Votal. a. r. Obs~l

1664 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 1. ii. § 1. 80 A man, by
contrition is not reconcil'd to God, without their Sacramental
or Ritual penance, actual or votive.

4. Votive mass (see quot. 1881).
1738 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Mass, Votive Mass, is an extra-

ordinary Mass besides that of the day, rehearsed on some
extraordinary occasion. 1853 Rock Ch. ofFattiers III. 161
The Catholic priest will find in his Missal, .those votive
Masses as they were, .allotted each one to its own day of
the week, by Alcuin. x88i Bridgett Hist. Holy Eucharist
I. 200 Masses have also been composed for special occasions,
and are called votive masses, because said according to the
votum, i. e, the intention or desire of the celebrant.

B. sb. A votive offering. rare~x
.

1646 Shirley To T, Stanley,A palsy shakes my pen while
I intend A votive to thy muse.

Hence Vo-tively adv.
y
in a votive manner.

1847 Proc. Benv. Nat. Clitb 1 1. 237 Fruits placed votively
on the shrine.

Votmen, southern ME. var. pi. of Footman.
Vo-tograph, Votonieter, recent U.S. names

for special types of voting-machines.

Vo*tress*. Also 8-9 vot'ress. [var. of

Votaress, after forms like enchantress
,
protectress^

A female votary.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 125 His mother was a Votresse
of my Order. Ibid. ii. 164 The imperiall Votresse passed
on, In maiden meditation, fancy-free. 1607 Barley-Breake
(1877) 21 What Nymph, what Nun, or what disdainefull
Votresse, Shall not plucke downe and strike to thee the
Sayle? 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 105 Ceres, the god-
desse of husbandry, whose votresses none but chast women
durst presume to be. 1700 Dryden Pal. $ Arc, in. 225
Thy Votress from my tender Years I am. 1739 Corr. bctiv.

C'tcss Hartford <$• Otess Pomfret {1805) I. 140, I do not
wonder that you shed tears at the profession of the unhappy
votress at Genoa, since I could scarcely restrain mine at the
recital of her sufferings. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 18 P 6
Every one. .has the pleasure.. of hoping to be numbered
among the votresses of harmony. 1825 Scott Talism, iv.

Surprise at the sudden appearance of these votresses, and
the visionary manner in which they moved past him. 1866

J. B. RosEir. Ovids Met. 27 Avotressofthe power Ortygian.

Vo'tress 2
. [f. Voter + -ess.] A female voter.

1894 Daily Tel. 23 Nov. 5/4 The votress insisted that she
must plump for ' Annie Sinclair '. 1895 A'". Amcr. Rev. Sept.
267 Unable to conjecture what the results may be when
women shall have become not only votresses but.. alder-
women.
Vou, obs, var. Sc. Wow int.

Voubet, obs, Sc. form of Woobut.
Vouch, sb. [f. next.]

fl. = Voucher sb. 1 1. Obs.—1

1621 Br. Mountagu Diatribe 128 Tell mee, ifhee will not
stand amazed at your Vouches in Pines and Recoueryes.

2. An assertion, allegation, or declaration; a
formal statement or attestation of truth or fact.

Now chiefly colloq.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. iv. 156 My vouch against
you, and my place i' th' State, Will so your accusation ouer.
weigh. [Also Ot/t. 11. i. 147, etc] 1610 W. Folkingham Art
ofSurvey To Rdr. p. in, An Arte lesse Agent can., with the
bare vouch of the gtnerall goodnesse of the Ground , . haile

I

on the poore Pesant. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribe 14 Pis-

I

crediting their vouches, by empairing their credits, andcall-

!
ing their Honesty into question. 1631 Heylin St, George 5
For having in the generall vouche and confession of the

,

Church, beene reckoned with the Saints departed.

Vouch (vautj), v. Forms : 4 voch- (5 Sc,

woche), fouche, 4 wowche, 5-6 vowch, 4-6
vouche, 5- vouch, [a. AF. and OF. vocher

y

t

voucher(OV. also z'ov/i-^ouc/i/er, vongier, voitiicr),

! to call, summon, invoke, claim, etc., obscurely f.

L. vocare to call. Cf. Avoucu v.]

1. trans. Law. To vouch towanant or to (also

ffor) warranty, to cite, call, or summon (a person)
into court to give warranty of title. (After AF.
and OF. voucher agarant.)
a 1325 MS. Rawl. B.^20 fol. 47 }if b'lke bat is i voched to

warant be in present ant mid wille wolle wnranti be tenaunt.

1485 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 324/2 And over that, caused theym
. .to vouche by covyn to warrant one John Smyth, uhichc
also by covyn entred into warrant. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII
c. 19 Preamble^ Maigaret vouched to warranty your said
Suppliant, 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 34 Yf .such tenaunt
be impleded by a Precipe quod reddat;&c. and he vouch-
eth hys lorde to warranty. 1594 West -2nd Pt. Symbol.
§ 136 The vouchee is he, whom the tenant voucheth, or

calleth to warranty for the land in demaund. 1628 Coke On
Litt. 102 When the Tenant being impleaded within a par-

ticular iurisdiction. .voucheth one to warranty. 1741 T.
Robinson Gavelkind \. vi. 130 If the Heir at Common Law
be vouched for Warranty. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 380
If the vasal's title to enjoy the feud was disputed, he might
vouch, or call, the lord or donor to warrant or insure his gift.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 382 When a person is vouched
to warranty, and enters of his own accord into the warranty,
the law presumes that he parted with his possession with
warranty. 1875 K. E. Digby Real Prop. (1S76) 73 note, The
person vouched to warranty might in his turn vouch a second
person, and the second vouchee a third,

absol. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. II. i. Fivb, When the

tenaunte in tayle hath vouched to warrauntye. 1865 F. M.
Nichols Britton II. 258 If the deforciant vouches to war-
ranty, then the like process shall hold [etc.].

b. cllipt. (with omission of to ivarrant).

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 12 The wyfe of the feoffour

bryngeth an accyon of Dower gnynst the yssue of the
feoffe, and he vouched the heyre of the feoffour. 1625 Sir
H. FlNCH Law (1636) 370 If the tenaunt vouch a dead man,
the demandant may auerre he is dead, or there is none such.

1628 Coke Oh Litt. 386b, If two men make a Feoffment..,
and the one die, the Feoffee cannot vouche the survivor

only, but the heir of him that is dead also. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. II. 359 If Edwards therefore be tenant of the

freehold in possession, . .Edwards doth first vouch Barker,

and then Barker vouches Jacob Morland the common
vouchee. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 325 This person
being tenant to the praecipe, vouches the tenant in tail. 1875
K. E. Digby Real Prop. (1876) 7$ note. If at the time of the
claim the vouchee were dead, the possessor of the thing

claimed could ' vouch the tomb ' of the vendor.
absol. 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 20 If their copies were lost

they may vouche and resoit to the lordes court rollcs.

1628 Coke On Lilt, ioi b, The partie, if he hath a War-
rantie, shall not vouche, but haue his action of couenant, if

letc.J. 1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. 1. §49. 23 If a bastard

eigne is impleaded and vouch and the vouchee enters into

warranty. 1672 [see Voucher s£. 3
4J.

O. With over. Of a vouchee : To cite (another

person) into court in his stead. Also absol.

151 i-a Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Preamble, In whiche..
acetone the seid tenauntes vouched to warrante Syre John
Rysley Knj'ght and he vouched over to Warantie Thomas
Fysshe. 1628 [see Voucher sb. 1

1 h], 1741 T. Robinson
Gavelkind 1. \\. 130 If the Heir at Common Law be vouched
for Warranty, who vouches the Heirs in Gavelkind because
of the Possession, they all shall vouch over. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. II. 359 He vouches the tenant in tail, who
vouches over the common vouchee. 18x8 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) V. 451 If 3. praecipe is brought againsta tenant in

tad, and his wife,.. and they both vouch over in the usual
manner, it will bar the estate tail. Ibid., A common recovery,

in which he and his wife vouched over the common vouchee.

2. To take or call (a person) to witness, fin
early use with to record. AXsotransf. (quot. 1700).
c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1838 God of heuen vouch

I to record, pat..Thow schalt no cause haue more f>us to

muse. 1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 267/2 And yat ye same
Wauter voucheth Baronez to recorde whiche bene present

in yis Parlement, and wer present in yat Counseill. 1676
W. Longueville in Hatton Corr. (Camden) I. 125 Clarke.,
quoted Basset's man, a bookseller in Fleet-streete ; and ye
yong bookseller vouch 't Mr. Freake, a yong barrister of ye
Middle Temple. 1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. xm. 22 The
Sun and Day are Witnesses for me, Let him who fights

unseen relate his own, And vouch the silent Stars, and con-

scious Moon. Ibid. 101 That it is not a Fable forged by me,
..I vouch ev'n Diomede.
b. To cite or appeal to (authority, example,

doctrine, etc.) in support of one's views or state-

ments or as justification for a course of action.

1531 Elyot Gov. hi. xxv, But the most catholike and
renoumed doctours.. vouche (as I mought say) to their ayde
the autoritie of the writars. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's
Anstv. Osor. 30 Bycause I sayd that our Preachers do
alleadge Scriptures onely: and yet within a whiles after I

added, that they did vouche the authoritie of the Fathers

also. 1641 J. Shute Sarah $ Hagar(it^) 195 He vouch-

eth the example of Elias, how God, upon his prayer, shut

and opened heaven. 1660 Bonde Scut. Reg. 363, I vouch

every mans experience to warrant this truth. 169a Locke

Toleration if r. ix. 215 So that you cannot vouch the Inten-

tion of the Magistrate, where his Laws say nothing. 1884

Law Rep. 14 Q- B. D. 799 There U no such doctrine as that

which has been vouched in order to take away the effect

of this deed. 1885 Lo. Esher in Law Times' Rep. (N.S.)

LIII. 445/2 A solicitor cannot vouch his privilege in such

a case as this.
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VOUCH.
o. Similarly with reference to the citation of

authors, works, etc.

1599 Thynne Animadv. (1875) 71 In the catalogue of the
auctors, you haue omytted manye auctors vouched by
chawcer.

_
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. x. (1623) 651 For

more credit to which assertion hee vouched sundry books
and acts. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 239 We have truly
vouched well nigh two hundred that consent with us. 1651
H. L'Estrange Smectymnus-mnstix 17 When he is vouched
to serve their turns, he is set out with a more honorable
encomium, he is then stiled A learned Jew, the famous
Rabbi Maymunides. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. iii. 43
For the truth of this I vouch the mathematicians. 1744
Harris Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 45, I am not certain.,
whether you will admit such authorities as it is possible I

may vouch. 1831 Wcstm. Rev. Jan. 73 No one now re-

gards such writers as Ascliam, Burton, Chapman.. as obso-
lete, or would hesitate to vouch them to justify a word and
keep its memory from oblivion. 1866 Q. Rev. July 261 As
he vouches another person for his former charge, and speaks
allusively only of the second, it is difficult to say how much
weight he attaches to either of these.

d. To cite, quote, or adduce (a passage, etc.)

out of a work in support of a view or statement.
1581 J. BelL Haddons Anstu. Osor. 25 b, You recite at

the last certeine of my wordes, vouched out of Augustine,
which be as followeth. 1583 H. Howard De/cnsative
00 j b, Since I find a sorte of godly verses vouched out of
theyr vessels, by the learned fathers of the church. 1596
Danett tr. Comines (1614) 79 Neither will I vouch examples
out of the ancient histories. 1631 Hevlin St. George 155
His testimony vouch'd by Authors of that antiquity,.,
assurers] nice . . that such a worke was in their times, receiv'd
as his. 1656 Sanderson Serm, (1689) 483 It would be too
long to vouch Texts for each particular. 1842 S. R. Mait-
Land Remarks 72 A statement, that Philpot vouched the
major of his argument 'out of Vigilius, an ancient writer '.

f 3. a. To put in evidence, to display. Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1358 pis bolde Baltazar bibenkkes

hym ones, To vouche on [== an] avayment of his vayne
glorie.

f b. To announce or declare (a vow). Obs.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 165 Vchon glewed on his god bat

gayned hym beste, Summeto Vernagu per vouched a-vowes
solemne.

f c. To cast the responsibility of (something) on
a person. Obs.

c 1395 Phnvman's Tate 945 On hir bishop their warant [to]
vouche, That is law of the decre.

4. To allege, assert, affirm or declare. Also
const, upon or against (a person). Now rare or

Obs.

1390 Gower Co/t/lh 295 Bot I spak nevereyit. .That unto
Cheste mihte touche, And that I durste not wel vouche
Upon hir.self as for witnesse. Ibid, II. 24 For..sche myn
herte toucheth, That for nothing that Slowthe voucheth
1 mai foryete hire. 1425 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 267/2 Thenne.

.

ye same Wauter seytn and voucheth, ye Parlement yat
King Richard held at West in' [etc.]. 1581 J.

Bell Haddons
Ans-M. Osor. 228 b, From whence shall this mylde & chari-
table allegation , .appeare at the length to be truly vouched
agaynst Luther? 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. v. i. 326 What
can you vouch against him, Signor Lucio ? Is this the man
that you did tell vs of? 1604

—

Oth. 1. iii. 103 Bra. I there-
fore vouch againe, That with some Mixtures, powrefull o're
the blood, . . He wrought vp on her. Duke. To vouch this,

is no proofe. 1662 South Serin. (1697) I. 52 In that Power
and Dominion that God gave Adam over the Creatures : In
that he was vouched his immediate Deputy upon Earth.
1817 Shelley Rev. [statu ix. xxxi. 5 What we have done
None shall dare vouch, though it be truly known.

fb. With complement. Obsr~l

1601 Shaks. Alts Well 11. v. 87 But like a timorous
theefe, [I] most faine would steale What law does vouch
mine owne.

5. To assert or affirm to be true or according to
fact ; to guarantee the truth or accuracy of (a
statement, etc.) ; to attest or certify. Also const.

against (a person).

1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 1. 49 Diuerse miracles vowched
by sundry persons terrifyed the mindes of men. 1601
Shaks. All's Well 1. ii. 5 Nay tis most credible, we heere
receiue it, A certaintie, vouch'd from our Cosin Austria.
1700 Locke Hum. Und. (ed. 4) iv. xvi. § 8 When any par.
ticular matter of fact is vouched by the concurrent Testi-
mony of unsuspected Witnesses, there our Assent is also I

unavoidable, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Matt, xxviii. !

15 What an improbable and unlikely lie this was, which
[

they put into the soldiers' mouths to vouch. 1750 tr.

Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 117, I believe the saying of Pliny
is very true, that there is no lie so impudent which is not
vouched by authority. 1774 Reid Aristotle's Logic vi.

5 2. 237 They will. .respect nothing but facts sufficiently
vouched. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. xv. II. 496 note, Boyer,
in his History of ttie Reign of Queen Anne, p. 12, says [etc.].

..I should be glad to have found this vouched by better I

authority. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <y It. 1st. II. 99 Other
j

legends were vouched by grave citations from a certain !

Book of Martyrdoms. 1879 M. Pattison Milton 153 An [

idle story that Milton died a Roman Catholic. .is not well
vouched, being hearsay three times removed.
absol. 1814 Scott Lordof Isles 1. vi, Further vouches not

my lay, Save that such lived in Britain's isle. 1878 Brown-
ing La Saisiaz 66 Go and see and vouch for certain.

b. With subordinate clause : To bear witness, to

testify, that (etc.).

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 262 Vouch with me Heauen, \
therefore beg it not To please the pallate of my Appetite.
«i8o6 Bp. Horslf.y o Serm. {1815) 138 Some few hours
after, Peter vouches that he had seen our Saviour. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xxxiv, The Prior of the Dominicans will

vouch for me, that they are more than half heathen. 1884
MarshalVs Tennis Cuts 24 That there are now occasional

complaints on this score we can vouch from personal
knowledge.
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c. With complement to the object.
1684-5 South Serm., Prov. xvi. 31 (1697) I. 358 If a man

1 succeeds in any attempt, though undertook with never so
much folly and rashness, his success shall vouch him a
politician. 1693— Serm., Eccl. i. /<?(i842) V. 3 His [sc.

Solomon's] judgment, whom God has hitherto vouched the
:

wisest of men. 1903 Times 29 Jan. 13/4 The girl .. had

I

vouched the man Waugh as having been present.

6. To support or uphold by satisfactory evidence

;

to back with proofs of a practical or substantial

character.
J579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 3/1 That all they that

teache, may vouch in deede, and of a trueth, that Iesus

j
Christ speaketh by their mouth. Ibid. 458/1 To vouch our

I
Godlinesse, that is to say, to shewe in deede & without dis-

: sembling that wee labour to serue God. 166a Glanvill
j

Lux Orient. i. 3 Let us take some account of what the 2
I

first opinions alledge one against another.. : now, if they be
found unable to withstand the shock of one anothers opposi-
tion j we may reasonably cast our eies upon the third, to see
what force it brings to vouch its interest. 1667 M ilton P. L.
v. 66 Mee damp horror chil'd At such bold words voucht
with a deed so bold. 1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2)
281 If G. Whitehead cannot, by some better Miracles than
these, vouch that Curse and Prophecy, a 1704 T. Brown Sat.
French King Wks. 1730 I. 59 A change so monstrous I cou'd
ne'er have thought, Tho' Partridge all his stars to vouch it

brought. 1778 Hist. Eliza Warwick 1. 29 Say, Madam, how
can I possibly relieve you.,and my zeal in serving you will

best vouch the sincerity of my words. 1828 D'Iskaeli
Chas. /, II. ii. 49 He afterwards honourably vouched his
words by his deeds. 1830 Scott Demonol. x. 394 The ex-
treme antiquity of the building is vouched by the immense
thickness of the walls. 1911 E, Beveridge North Uist
vii. 239 The general character of this site is fully vouched
by traces of five or six old dwellings.

b. To attest or substantiate by written evidence,
1745 Pococke Descr. East II. 111. i. 126 When I arrived at

Scutari, they took my slave from me, as I had not the
original writing by me to vouch the property of him. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 462 Either party may appeal to the
superior court, .except on bonds or notes vouched by two
witnesses. 1886 Law Times Rep. LXXX. 197/1 All ex-
penses so claimed must be strictly vouched.
7. To support by recommendation ; to become

sponsor for (a person or thing), rare.

1590 Greene Never too Late Ep. Ded., Knowing you
are such a Maecenas of learning, that you will as soone vouch
with Augustus a few verses, giuen by a poor Greeke, as of
the Arabian Courser. 1659 T. Pecke Parnassi Puerp, i,

I want no Patrons for to vouch my Books. 1775 C. John-
ston Pilgrim 212 It was impossible to object to such a
scheme, especially as the magistrate vouched the fellow's

sagacity. 1906 A. Noyes Drake 1. 82 Leicester vouched
him ; ' This man's tale is true I

'

b. To affirm or guarantee (the truth of a state-

ment).
1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 5 Bid them repayre to th' Market

place, where I . . Will vouch the truth of it. 1670 Covel in
Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 112 One of our English
Merchants there (of good repute, though I shall not vouch
the truth of his story)., told us [etc.]. 1741 C. Middleton
Cicero II. vi, (ed. 3) 149 The three Tribuns. .terrifying the
City with forged stories. .produced their creatures in the
Rostra to vouch the truth of them to the people. 1771 M us.

Griffith Hist. Lady Barton HI. 131 She had framed a
novel against me, ..so guarded at all points, that each part
of it seemed to vouch the truth of the rest. 1805 Eugenia
di Acton Nuns 0/ Desert II. 179 Willet. .should be sum-
moned to vouch the truth of his own despatches.

c. To give or pledge (one's word of honour)^**
something.
1898 Daily iWmrioNov. 4/7 M. Cavaignac has.. insulted

France by vouching his personal honour for a gross, clumsy,
..forgery.

8. intr. Vi'iih/or. a. To speak or bear witness
in behalfof (a person) ; to be surety or sponsor for.

1687; A. Lovei.l tr. Thevenot's Trav. Pref. c, As to the
Englishing of this Work, since the Translator has no body
to Vouch for him, he must e'en leave it to take its chance.
1698 Coj.lier Immor. Stage 215 The Salvo of Sir John
Fnendly's appearing at last, and vouching for Lord Fop-
Hngton, won't mend the matter. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

A Person is said to Vouch for another, when he under-
takes to maintain or warrant him in a thing, or passes his
Word in his behalf. 1781 Cowper Lett. 19 Feb., Mr. Hill
knows me well enough to be able to vouch for me that I am
not over-much addicted to compliments and fine speeches,
1820 Scott Mouast. xviii, I dispute not the lad's qualities,

for which your reverence vouches.

b. Of things : To supply evidence or assurance
of (some fact).

I75S Voung Centaur v. Wks. 1 757 IV. 222 What year, nay,
what day, has passed unimpowered to vouch for his clement,
and absolute reign? 1757 W. Wilkie Epigon. Pref.p. xxxv,
The stories., would have appeared, .altogether ridiculous,
..till antiquity had procured them credit, or a tradition
been formed afterwards to vouch for them to the world.
1836 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. viii, The very incident vouches
for its sweet seclusion. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877)
I. v, 324 The plan which he formed, though not successful,
seems to vouch for his generalship. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph.
276 The certainty of the law. .is vouched for. .by the re-
sults of experiment,

c. To give personal assurance of the truth or
accuracy of (a statement or fact). Also with
accuracy, truth, etc., as object.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. iv. iii, A very clear account,
truly 1 and I dare swear the Lady wiH vouch for the truth
of every word of it, 1798 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846)
VII. p. clx, I do not vouch for what I have said of the
Bellerophon and Majestic. 1800 Med. JrnL IV. 510, I can-
not vouch for the accuracy of every minute particular, but
am certain that the general statement will be found to be
correct. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 24 When he relates any-
thing for the truth of which he can not vouch. 1865 W. G.

VOUCHEE.
Palgrave Arabia II. 176, I can vouch for the great fre-

?uency of these sources. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal
I. iv. 54, I love the country better than ever, I can vouch

for that.

f 0. trans. To assert a claim to (something).

Obs. rare.

1488 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 108/1 Becauss J?e said thomas
clamit be said landes to pertene to alane kynnard..,and
that he walde woche thaim wib the perell: The lordis ^are-
fore ordanis be said maister William to woche samekle of
be said landis as he plessis. 1491 Hud. 216/2 The said Johne
allegiit bat all be saidis landis wer his fee & heretage, &
wochit be samyn wib be perell of law in prtsens ofbe lordis.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. 39 Howebeit this

labor of myne, I vouche not as myne, but gyue altogoddes
goodnes, by whose helpe all was wrought.

1 10. To guarantee the title to, or legal possession

of (something). Obs. rare.
1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 117 Will bis Vouchers vouch him

no more of his Purchases? 11661 Fuller Worthies (1662)
1. 64 If one ignorantly buyeth stolen Cattel, and hath them
fairly vouched unto him,.. he cannot be damnified thereby.

11. fa. To deign or think fit to do something;
= Vouchsafe v. 6. Also with simple object. Obs.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 51, I was..drawne..to..

affoord you such companie as a poore swaine may yeeld
without offence, which if you shall vouch to deigne of, I

shall be . . glad of such accepted seruice. 1590 Lodge
Euphues' Gold. Leg. F 3 b, Marry, if you want lodging, if

you vouch to shrowd your selues in a shepheards cotage,
my house (for this night) shalbe your harbour, c 1590
Greene Fr. Bacon vii, 'then must we all make suit.. To
Friar Bacon, that he vouch this task, And undertake to
countervail in skill The German.

b. To condescend to grant or give ; to allow or

permit ; = Vouchsafe v. 2 a.

1594 Lodge & Greene Looking Gl. 11. iii. 855 If that
I meant not, Rasni, to forgiue, .. I would not vouch her
presence in my Courts. 1612 Tvjo Noble K. v. iv. 123 Our
master Mars Hath vouch'd his Oracle, and to Arcite gave
The grace of the Contention. 1848 Bailey Festns {ed. 3)

200 Power And means vouched heretofore to some, and now
To him who words the wonders he hath seen.

fl2. intr. To deign to accept of something;
— Vouchsafe v. 6 d. Obs. rare*

_
I589Grbtne Tullies Love Ded., Then, .ifmyworke, treat-

ing of Cicero, seeme not fit for Cicero.. yet I craue your
Honour will vouch of it, only for it is written of Cicero.
159a — Never too Late (1600) 6 This Palmer.. returning
me many thanks, voucht of my proffer, and was willing to
take my house for his Inne. 1602 Rowlands Greenes
Ghost 6 But you kind friends, that loue your countries
wealth, Vouch of my labours.

Hence Vouched///, a.
,

"Vou'ching vbt. sb.

IS73
_8o Baret Alv. s.v. Vouch, Such vouching or con-

stant affirmance. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 60 Gon. But the
rariety of it is, whicbTs indeed almost beyond credit. Seb.
As many voucht rarieties are. 1611 Cotgr., Vouchement,
a vouching in law. 1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Koiv'rjxi.

127 By the vouching of Theophylact I conceive they have
gotten nothing. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry and
Frances^ (1767J IV. 76 A Gentleman had bought a Horse,
some Time ago, which happened not to answer his Vouch-
ings. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxvi, Aymer de Geraldin..wh0|
by the less vouched, but plausible tradition.. of the country,
is said to have been descended from the Marmor of Cloch-
naben. 183a Rolls o/Parlt, Index 955/2 Collusive Sale of
Land, and vouching by Warranty. 1894 A. Birrell Ess.
i. 4 This side of the account needs no vouching ; but there

is another side.

tVOTTChable, a- Obs.—1
[f. prec. + -able.]

Able to be cited or quoted in support of a state-

ment, etc
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. (1642) 544 For this

opinion elder Authors are vouchable.

Vouched-safe, ///. a. [f. Vouchsafe v.]

Vouchsafed, granted.
1839 Bailey /'V.rrw.yxxx. 347 His isthe vice-royed, vouched-

safe, sway of God.

Vouchee (vautfr). [f. Vouch v. + -EE 1
.]

1. Law. The person vouched or summoned into

court to give warranty ofa title. Common vouchee :

(see qnot. 1766).
1485 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 293/2 The said Recoveries and

Judgments.., and the Vouchees in the same and theire

heires. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 11. i. F i b, And that vouche
shal appere, and the demaundantes shall declare agaynst
hym. 1594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol. § 52 A fine betweene the

vouchee and the demaundant is good,., for that the vouchee
is as it were tenant in law. 1607 Cowell Interpreter s.v.,

The party that voucheth in this case, is called the Tenent,
the partie vouched is tearmed the Vouchee. 1625 Sir H.
Finch Law (1636) 372 In an assise of nouell disseisin and
nusance, voucherlyethnot, vnlesse the vouchee be present in

Court, and will byand by enter into warrantie. 1653111 Somers
Tracts I. 503 By any Recovery or Recoveries had against

him as Tenant or as Vouchee in any common Recovery.

1752 M e DouALi. Inst. Law Scot. II. 244 The writ is brought

against the tenant in tail himself, who vouches the common
vouchee. 1766 Blackstone Comm. 1 1. 353 Upon this, Jacob
Morland, the vouchee, appears, is impleaded, and defends

the title. Ibid. 359 The cryer of the court (who, from being

frequently thus vouched, is called thecommon vouchee). 1802-

12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 492 A.. man of

straw, under some such name as that of the common witness,

or common vouchee. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 451
Because the wife was named . . and appeared and vouched as

joint tenant; and the vouchee entered into the warranty,
admitting that he ought to warrant to them. 1875 [see

Vouch v. i\.

2. A person cited or appealed to as an authority

for some fact or statement, or in evidence of some
assertion. Occas. common vouchee, after prec.

1654 Gataker Disc. ApoU 39 His Vouchee, Autor, oi
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Advocate (cal him wmch you please). 1673 Hickman
Quinqttart. Hist, 439 Making also the immortal Grotius his

Vouchee for this opinion. 1809 Mar. Edgewortu Mancpuv-
r/'ng x\v, He had wisely determined to obtain accurate and
positive evidence from Captain Lightbody, who seemed in

this case to be the common vouchee. 1851 Erasers Mag.
X LI 1 1. 271 Some respectable names are occasionally
attached as vouchees. 1890 Pall Mall G. 23 June 3/1 Poor
Nausicaa ! She is the common vouchee of every writer on
every game of ball.

y b. A fact or circumstance cited in evidence or

justification. Obs. rare,

1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Koivtj Pref. 8 Importunity of
friends (the common vouchee to warrant publications). 1665
Glanvill Scepsis Sci. Addr. p. xi, Conceiving Reason and
Philosophy sufficient vouchees of Licentious practices.

+ 3. An avouchment or assertion. Obs. rare.
1625 I>p. Mountagu App. Cxsar 119 It insisteth but upon

some points only ; and that not by or with a generall vouchee
neither, but thus only, I see no cause, a 1641 — Acts fy

Mon. (1642) 256 Of what credit or authority this his vouchee
is, I cannot tell.

Voucher o^111
'
1/3 -1)* *M [a. AF. voucher

Vouch v. : see -eu4.]

1. Laiv. The summoning of a person into court

to warrant the title to a property. Voucher over
(cf. Vouch v. i c).

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. iv. Gvb, If suche a re-

couerye be had of rente with a voucher ouer, then it shalbe
taken to be of lykeefTecteasrecoueryesoflandes be in suche
maner as we haue treated of before. 1544 tr. Littleton's
Tenures 12 And he vouched the heyre of the feofTour, and
duringe the voucher and not teimyned, the wyfe of the
feoffe bryngeth an accyon of Dower agaynst the heyre of
the feoffe. 1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 5 § 5 Any Estate., by
reason whereof any Person. .shall use any Voucher in any
Writ of Formedon. 1621 Sanderson Serm. 1. 184 When
thou. .hast nayled all these with all the appurtenances, by
fines, and vouchers, and entayls, as firm as law can make
them, to thy child. i6a<j[see Vouchee 1]. 1766 Blackstone
Comm, II. 358 This is called the voucher.. or calling of
Jacob Morland to warranty. 1768 Ibid. III. 299 Voucher
also is the calling in of some person to answer the action,

that hath warranted the title to the tenant or defendant.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 425 To the intent that a com-
mon recovery should be had and suffered against them, with
voucher of the lessor. [1865 F. M. Nichols Britton II. 4
In this writ neither view nor voucher lies, Ibid.yZ In such
case the tenant shall fait in his voucher.]

b. Double voucher', (see quot. 162S).

1594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol, §136 In a recouerie with
double voucher, the fine must be sued first to make him
tenant at the time of the writ of Entre brought. 1602
Shaks. Ham. v. i. 114 His recognizances, his Fines, his

double Vouchers. 1628 Coke On Lift, 102 You shall finde

in bookes a recouery with a single Voucher, and that

Is when there is but one Voucher, and with a double
Voucher, and that is when the Vouchee voucheth over.

1752 M cDouall lust. La?v Scot. II. 244 Tile above is the
procedure in a Common Recovery with a double voucher,
and is the most common and safe way. 1766 Blackstone
Comm. II. 359 It is now usual always to have a recovery
with double voucher at the least. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)
V. 325 In a recovery with double voucher.

2. trans/. A piece of evidence ; a fact, circum-
stance, or thing serving to confirm or prove some-
thing ; a guarantee.
161 1 Shaks. Cymb. 11. ii. 39 Heere's a Voucher, Stronger

than euer I,aw could make. 1696 Whistom The. Earth 11.

(1722) 191 Plutarch and Pliny attest it, ..the last bringing
Augustus's own Words for his Voucher. 1609 Bkntley
Thai. 37 It has no Voucher but the Epistles of Phalatis, the
very Book that's under debate. 1719 R. Wodrow Corr.
(1843) II. 436 The vouchers and proofs are such as will, I
hope, be found sufficient. 1744 P. Birch Life Boyle 11a
The philosophy of Des Cartes.. had not the necessary
vouchers of repeated experiments, purposely tried, to make
it good. 1788 Priestley Lcct. Hist. iv. xxix. 217 The col-

lection of records.. supplies good vouchers of the truth of
all he advances. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia!, ir. vi. 302
note. The Register of St. Andrews is the most ancient
voucher for the death of Alpin. 1856 Kane Arct. E.rpl. II.

xxiv. 237 The destruction of the vouchers of the cruise., the
log-books, the meteorological registers, the surveys, and the
journals. 1883 Manch. Exam. 3 June 5/2 The strength of
the bias which these letters reveal.. [is] a sufficient voucher
for their genuineness.

"~b. A written document or note, or other mate-
rial evidence, serving to attest the correctness of

accounts or monetary transactions, to prove the
delivery of goods or valuables, etc.

_ 1696 Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) IV. 28 At but it ended
in appointing a committee to repair to the East India house
and search their books, if they can find vouchers for the
said accounts. 1731 in W. Hale Free. Causes ofOffice (1841)
68 The vouchers and an estimate of the necessary expenses
..to be laid before the vestry. 1760 Cautions $ Advices to
Officers ofArmy 35 Keep ail the Serjeant's Pay-Notes, and
all Receipts, to be produced as your Vouchers when you
settle Accompts with your Captain. 1780 Jefferson Corr.
Wks. 1859 I. 215 The arms you have to spare may be deli-
vered to General Gates's order, taking and furnishing us
with proper vouchers. 1828 D'Lsraku Chas. I, I. xi. 309
At his death, his family discovered that he. .had kept no
vouchers or any accounts whatever. 1857 Tollmin Smith
Parish 183 When they have regularly to produce accounts,
with vouchers^ of all receipts and expenditure. x866 Crump
Bankings fyc. iv. 06 Disputing the payment of a particular
cheque, and alleging that all his paid vouchers had been
destroyed.

C A written warrant or attestation.
1796 Trans. Soc. Arts XIV. 274. I send along with this a

voucher signed by the Mayor.. who saw me make Net on
thismachine. 1862 R. H. Gronow Remiu. I. 4g Noone could
obtain a box or a ticket for the pit without a voucher from
one of the lady patronesses. 1884 Manch. Exam. 12 Sept.

5/1 The report.. appears to have been sent direct from the

Mudir to Cairo, without a voucher from M.ijor Kitchener,
who is at Dongola.

,3. altrid. , as voucher-card,form, number, system.
1881 Miss Braddon Asph. xvii, Where the voucher system

is so thoroughly carried out. 1891 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 7/3
As I get into the train the guard rushes up and hands me
a voucher-card. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 46 The
voucher form is printed on white paper fur the office, and
on tinted green paper for the agents. Ibid., 'the ' Key' to

this voucher number.

Hence + Voucher v. trans., = Vouch v. 5 b.

1609 Skene Reg* Maj.^ Stat. Rob. Ill, 59 The tenant..
sail woucher, that is, afiirmc, that he balds that land., be the
tcnour of the chartour quhilk is tynt.

Voucher (vou'tfu), sbt ff. Vouch v. + -er i.

Cf. Vouchor.j
1. One who vouches for the truth or correctness of

a fact or statement or corroborates another person

in this respect ; an author or literary work serving

this purpose.
1612 WooDAlX Surg. Male Wks. (1653) 200 Without

painting of phrases or collecting of great Authours for my
Vouchers. 1679; Pknn Addr. /'rot. I, vi. (1692) 22 They would
make him a Voucher of all their Falshood. 1698 YryerAcc,
E. India A> P. 252 Whether the Beams were of Cedar, it is

not so fortunate as to have a Voucher of its own Nation.

1715 M. Davirs A then. Brit. I. 96 For the authenticalness
of his Chymical MS. he produces no other Vouchor than
one Reinesius. 1754 Edwards /'reed. Will 11. v. 53 The
Use he makes of Sayings of the Fathers, whom he quotes as
his Vouchers. 1826 Scott Woodst. xiv, Tomkins..was in

the habit of being voucher for his master. 1836-7 Sir W.
Hamilton Mciaph. (1859)1.111. 47 Heracltdes and Sosicrates,

the two vouchers of this story. 1853 J. II. Newman Hist.

Si: (1873) II. 1. ii. 81 But here I am only concerned with
its wealth, for which grave writers are the vouchers.

b. One who vouches for the respectability or

good faith of another, or who undertakes to guar-

antee some procedure.
1667 WaterhoUsb Eire Land. 105 Deteining suspicious

persons till they brought good vouchers and cleared them,
selves. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 253 P3 All the great
Writers of that Age.. stand up together as Vouchers for one
another's Reputation. 1732 Swift Let. to Barber 14 Dec,
Mr. Pilkington. .says you will be his voucher that he still

continues his modest behaviour. 1791 Mrs. Inchbald Next
door Neighb. in. ii. 66 Mr. Manly, notwithstanding you are

these people's voucher, this appears but a scheme. 1820

Hazlitt Lcct, Dram. Lit. 94 The only way that I know of
is to make these old writers, as much as can be, vouchers for

their own pretensions. 1829 Scott Jml. 9 Mar., The Soli-

citor was voucher that they would keep the terms quite

general. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus Ixiv. 362 Voucher of him
last riseth a prey untimely devoted E'en to the tomb.

c. trans/. Of things, in preceding senses.

1718 Rows tr. Lucan iv. 820 The Seas, and Earth, our
Virtue shall proclaim, And stand eternal Vouchers for our
Fame. 1742 Young Nt. Th. iv. 553 Religion ! the sole

voucher man is man ; Supporter sole of man above himself.

'835 J. H. Newman Par, Serm. {1837) I. xiii. 195 Nothing
but past acts are the vouchers for future. 1838 Emerson
Addr, Cambridge, Mass. Wks. (Bohn) II. 102 Speak the

truth, and all things alive or brute are vouchers.. to bear

you witness. 1856— Eng. Trails, A ristocr. Ibid. 84 The
grand old halls scattered up and down in England, are dumb
vouchers to the.. broad hospitality of their ancient lords.

f 2. A supporter or upholder of some practice or

theory. Obs.

1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin it. Hi. 56 This Practice must
needs declare it self a notorious moral Wickedness ;. .and so
bids fairer still for its gieat Vouchers claim unto that Title

of the Man of Sin. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit. 1. 31 A
stout Voucher of the 4 Humours, tells how he read. .that

the Gout arose from Vapours,

+ 3. Cant. One who niters counterfeit coin. Obs.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 69 Gilts,. .Runners, Padders,
Booth-heavers, Vouchers and the like. Ibid. 191 The first

was aCoyner that stampt in a Mould, The second a Voucher
to put off his Gold, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.
Vouchers, that put off False Money for Sham-coyners.

f4. Law. a. = Vouchee 1. b. = Vouchor. Obs.

1596 Bacon Use Com. Law (1635) 52 Which I. H. is one of
the Cryers of the Common Pleas, and is called the Common
Voucher. 1637 Cow ell Interpreter s.v., The partie that

voucheth in this case, is called the Tenent, the partie

vouched is termed the Voucher. 1673 Manley CowelCs
Interpreters^., He that voucheth is called Voucher, {vocans)

and he that is [vouched is] called Vouchee, (Warrautus).

Voivcheress. rar€~ x
. [ad. AK. voucheresce :

see prec. and -ESvS 1

.] A female voucher.
1865 F. M. Nichols Britton II. 272 The warrant is bound

to defend the voucheress against the plaintiff.

Vouching vbl. st>. : see Vouch v.

t Vouchmeut. Obs.-1 [a. OF. vouchement
(i5thc.), orf. Vouch z/. + -ment.] The action of

vouching; a solemn assertion or affirmation.
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1.(1693) 77 The Peers. .lay

not their Hand upon the Book, but upon their Breast j

which is a Sign that their vouchment by their Honour in
that Tryal is not an Oath.

Vouchor, rare. [AF., f. voucher Vouch v. Cf.

Voucher sb. 2 4 b.] One who calls another into

court to warrant a title.

1628 Coke On Lilt. 101 b, Hee that voucheth is called the
Vouchor .

.
, and he that is vouched is called Vouchee. 1768

Blackstone Comm. III. 299 If the vouchee appears, he is

made defendant instead of the vouchor. 1865 F. M.
Nichols Britton I. 59 If the warrant makes good his case,
then let both the vouchor nnd his warrant be acquitted.
Ibid. 116, etc.

Vouchsafe (vautfs^'f), v. Forms: a. 4-5
vowohe-, 5 vowoh-, 4-6 vouohe- (4-5 voohe-,

5 woche-, vousshe-), 4- vouch-, 6 voutchsafe,
etc. ; also 4 votesave, 6 voutsalfe, vousalf,

vowt-, voult-, 6-8 voutsafe, 7 voutchafe. P. 4-5
fowehe-, fouctte-, 5 ffouch-, foche-, fuch(e)-

safe, etc. ; also 5 fuchesef. 7. 4-5 woche- (5

woches- ; whoche-), 5 woch-, 4-6 wouche- (5

woushe-), 6 wouehsafe, etc.; also 5wot-save,

7 wow-, wouchaife, wouchaiffe. 5. 4 weche-,

5 wych(e-, wiche-, 6 wich-safe, etc. ; also 5
wet-saffe, wytsafF, Sc. witsaufe, 6 -save, -saffe,

-safe, wytsaue, -save, -saufe; 5 Sc, wichauf,
wiche-, wichsauf, -saif, 5-6 witschaif, 6 with-
saif, -save, -schaif, wythsaue, -save

; 5 wite-

selfe, 6 -safe, 6 wytesave (5 wy5t-). (For usual

variants of the second element see Safe a., and

for special illustration of forms see sense 6 b.) [f.

Vouch v. (in the sense of ' warrant') + Safe a. In

early use still treated as two words, with normal
inflection of the verb, and occasional inversion

(safe vouch), or insertion of words between the verb

and adj.]

I. +1. trans. To confer or bestow (some thing,

favour, or benefit) 0;/ a person: a. With separable

vb. and adj. (Frcq. in 14th cent, romances.) Obs.

1303 K, Brunnb Handl. Synne 6345 He vouchede hyt [sc.

his property! saufe on vs, he seyd, J'at we Save hyt whan be
deyde. a 1400 Sir Amadace (Camden) liii, And ^e be a
mon that willc wedde a wife, I vouche hur safe, be my life,

On 50 that fayre may. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 453, I vowch
hym wylle save on the, To do what thy wylle bee. 1456 Sir

G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 103 Quhy suld man tak it fia

thame sen God vouch is it snuf on thame. 1457 Harding
Chron. 1. in Eng. Hist. Rc?>. Oct. (1912) 742 Seth that prynce
is gone.. I vouche it sauf, wyth all benyvolence, On yow,
gode lorde, hys sonne and hayre that bene. 1508 Gest
Robyn Node ccclxxxt in Child Ballads 111. 75/1 Hut yf I

had an hondred pounde, I woide vouch it safe on the.

f b. With vb. and adj. in juxtaposition or com-
bination. Obs.
c 1330 King of Tars 336 Ich fouchesaf on him my blod, To

him heo nis not to good, Though hco weore tensobrihl.
c 1374 Chaucer Anel. $ Arc. 254 Is ber now neyber worile

ne chere Ye vowclunsaulT vpon myn hevynesse? a 1440
Sir Eglaft1, 222 Lorde, y have seivyd yow many a day,
Vowchesafe ye hur on mee. c 1475 Babces Bk. 175 For yt

ys nouhte ywys convenyent,. . Alle for to holde that vnto yow
ys brouhte, And as wrecches on other vouchesauf nouhte.

£1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 1. 624 But syth bou wytyst saff

adyneron me, with pes and grace I entyr hi hows. 1560
Rolland Seven Sages 10 Na rewaird desire I of 5011 r grace
Botto witchaif on me sa gieit credence fete.]. 1599 Hak-
luvt Voy. I. Pref. **2, You may see. .what gracious priui-

legesand high prerogatiues were by diuers kings vouchsafed
vpon them. 1671 Milton* /'. R. 11. 210 What woman will

you find. .On whom his leisure will vouchsafe an eye Of
fond desire 1

2. To give, grant, or bestow in a gracious or

condescending manner : a. Without const.

13.. Gaw. $ Or. Knt. 1391 Tas yow beremy chcuicaimcc,
I cheued no more j I wowche hit ?af fynly, hr^feler hit were.
a 1400 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxxil, Sailyll, brydyll, and
oder geyre, Fowre so gud thoffe hit were I woch hit save,

bi Sen Jon I 1424 in R. R. Sharpe Lond. $ Kingd, (1895)
III. 360 Of |>at bat your lordly elemencesobeningly vouched
sauf.. it excedeth inestimablich our power.. to yeve you
thankynges. 1594 Kyd Cornelia Red., And so vouchsafing
but the passing of a Winters wetke with desolate Cornelia,

I [etc.]. 1611 Sfiaks. Cymb. II. hi. 45, I haue assayl'd her
with Musickes, but she vouchsafes no notice. 1643 Chas. I

in 3rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 420/2 There is hardly any-
thing"., that we shall not finde in our hart a willingnesseand
readines.se to voutsafe it. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 881 Those
indulgent Laws Will not now be voutsaft, other Decrees
Against thee are gon forth without recall. 1781 Cowper
Hope 487 Nature indeed vouchsafes, for our delight, The
sweet vicissitudes of day and night. 1838 Talfourd
Athenian Captive II. i, Wilt thou not join thy fellows at the
feast. And taste a cup of wine the king vouchsafes For
merriment to-day? 1856 R. A. Vacghan Mystics (1860III.

ix. iii. 138 Forms of glory come and go : gifts of subtlest

discernment are vouchsafed. 1881 BESANt & Rice Chapl.

ofElect I. 2 They ought not to lessen the glad song ofpraise
for blessings formerly vouchsafed of love, of joy, and of
happiness.

b. With indirect object, f Also (quot. 1595),
to make a grant ^"something.
1587 GoldingZ?^ 7!/0r«<7>'Xxxii.<i592)«;i5Men voutchsafed

them not so much as a Tombe to be buried in. 1592 G. Har-
vey Four Lett. iii. 19 Not Tubu!cain,..but Tuball, whom
Genesis voutsafeth honourable mention. 1595 Spenser Col.

Clout 484 Hut say, who else vouchsafed thee of grace? They
all (quoth he) me graced goodly well. 1605 Shaks. Lear
11. iv. 158 On my knees I begge That you'l vouchsafe me
Raytnent, Bed, and Food. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

To Rdr. *4 b| As for obscure Etymologies,. . I have vouch-

safed them no place in this worke. 1659 Hammond On Ps,

lxxii. 1 They are vouchsafed that dignity. 1778 Miss
BurneY Evelina (1791) II. xxi. 136 Should I once more re-

mind you of the promise you vouchsafed me yesterday?

1791 Cowper Iliaeiw. 466 Them Tydeus vanquish 'd easily,

such aid Pallas vouchsafed him. 1848 W. K. Kellv tr. L.

Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 315 Men who are not always vouch-

safed the use of a church steps or stones of the street for

their bed. 1867 'Ouida'C. Castlemaine's Gage (1879) 13

That is all you vouchsafe me.

C. Const, to (or unto).

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Arcbaeol. Soc.) III. 40 "is

Lordship may be pleased.. to voutchafe a meetingc.to Sir

Walter Duncan. 1671 Milton /'. A'. 1. 490 Thy Father..

vouchsafd his voice To Balaam Reprobate, a Prophet yet

Inspir'd. 1756-7 tr. Keysleds Trav. (1760) L 20 Whether

they will vouchsafe any new memorial to their benefactor,
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time mu>t discover. 1781 Cowper Table-t. 699 Nature.,
Hut seldom.. Vouchsafes to man a poet's just pretence.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvii, I will be true to my word,
while the exercise of my reason is vouchsafed to me. 1856
Kksk Arct. Expl. II.ni.47 We have marked every dash of
color which the great Painter in his benevolence vouchsafed
to us. 1880 Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 4 It is as yet but
a partial revelation that has been vouchsafed to them,

d. To deign or condescend to give (a word,

answer, etc.) in reply or by way of friendly notice.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxiv. §2 Vouchsafe me here-

unto some short answer, such as. .may. .instruct me in the
cause thereof. 1603 Shaks. Mens,for M. in. i. 152 Vouch-
safe a word, yong sister, but one word. 1648 Milton Tenure
Kings 22 Yet to a tyrant we hear him not voutsafean hum-
ble word. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. n. § 12 Lysicles. .smiled

at Crito, without vouchsafing any answer. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria II. 163 So saying, he flung out of their presence
without vouchsafing any further conversation. 1848LYTTON
Harold 1. v, Twice the Duke paced the chamber without
vouchsafing a word to either. 1872 Black Adv, Phaeton
iv.40 All the reply that Tita vouchsafed was to wearapleased
smile of defiance.

ellipt. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. U v, Bob. You
were wish'd for, and drunk to, I assure you, Mat, Vouch-
safe mee, by whom, good Captaine.

1 3. a. To condescend to engage in (some par-

suit). Obs.
c 1581 Lodge Refil. Gossan's Sc/i. Abuse (Shaks. Soc. 1853)

10 Ask Josephus, and he wil tel you that Esay, Job and
Salomon, voutsafed poetical practises, for. .theyre verse was
Hexameter, and Pentameter. 1667 Milton P. L. VI. 823
Nor other strife with them do I voutsafe.

f b. To receive (a thing) graciously or con-

descendingly ; to deign to accept. Obs.

1589 Giieene Tallies ZmvWka. (Grosart) VII. 156 Con-
sidering it [a letter] came from so honourable a personage
as Lentulus, shee vouchsafed it. 1599 1 Greene George a
Greene Y})

)
Gco. Why then, to honour G. a Greene the more,

Vouchsafe a peiceof beefeat my poore house. 1599 Brough'
to/t's Let. iii. n Whose singular affabilitie and ctemencie.

.

[is] such, that shee will vouchsafe the speech of the meanest.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C, 11. i. 313 Vouchsafe good morrow from a
feeble tongue. 1607— Timon 1. i. 152 Vouchsafe my Labour,
And long liue your Lordship.

+ c. To be prepared to bear or sustain. Obs.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iii. 43 If your backe Cannot
vouchsafe this burthen, 'tis too weake Euer to get a Boy.

f 4. To acknowledge (a person) in some favour-

able relationship or manner. Obs.

1582 in T. Watsons Poems (Arb.) 34 Let Britan beare your
spring . . That it hence foorth may of your fauour boast, And
him, whome first you heere voutsafe for hoast. 1584 Lodge
Hist.Forbonius fy Prisceria K 4 b, He which whilome hated
Forbonius, now vouchsafeth him his son in lawe. 1615 T.
Adams Two Sonnes 73 It is no ordinary favour that God
will vouchsafe thee his Seivant; yet hath bee made us his

Sonnes. 1634 Ford Perk. Warbeck 1. ii, If my princely mis*
tress Vouchsafd me not her servant, twere as good I were
redue'd to clownery.

H. -f*5. To grant, permit, or allow, as an act

of grace or condescension. Usually const, with

clause introduced by that. Obs.

1338 R, JSrvnse Citron. (i$io) 260 Homage vpt03eld, lord-

schip to forsake,.. As 3e haf mad present, be Kyng vouches
tt saue. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 1449 He prayeth, lord, vowche-
sauf |?at his sone hire wedde. Ibid. 4152 pat be quen beof-
sent sauf wol t fouche. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 315 Now
voucheth sauf, that I may you devise How that I may be
holpe. ri4oa Rom. Rose 2002 My mouthe...to no vilayn
was never couthc.For sauff of cherlis I ne vouche That
they shulle never neigh it nere. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas in.

v - (iS54) 74 Rehearce I wil, so that ye sauf it vouch, A mor-
tal wronge which the and me doth touch. 1539 Elyot Cast.
Hetthc Proheme a ij b, Truely yf they wyll call hym a
physition,..I wytsaufe they so name me. 1560 Rolland
Seven Sages 72 War I gyltie or^it committit crime, I wald
witschaif 3e held me out this time. 1594 Kyd Cornelia in.

i. 50 Doe ye vouchsafe that lhys victorious title Be not ex-

pired in Cornelias blood. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 111. L 130 If

Brutus will vouchsafe, that Anthony May safely come to

him. 1639 Sir W. Mure Psalm xvii. 2 Wouchaife furth

from before thy face, My sentence may proceid.

b. To permit or allow (a person) to do some-
thing, f Also ellipt., to allow to speak.
14. . Lydg. Lyfe our Ladye (1484) a viij b, And lord also

on me saue thou vouche.. That holy mayde to handy 1 and
touche. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. 1.282 Most mighty Duke,
vouchsafe me speak a word. 1599 — Much Ado m. ii. 3
Clan. He bring you thither my Lord, if you'l vouchsafe me.
1608 Chapman Byron's Conspir. v. Plays 1873 II. 244, 2.

Truely we are not of his counsaile of warre. San, Nay but
vouchsafe me. 3. Vouchsafe him, vouchsafe him, else there

is no play in 't, 1827 Keble Chr. K, St. Luke xx, Be it

vouchsafed thee still to see Thy true, fond nurslings closer

cling.

6. To show a gracious readiness or willingness,

to grant readily, to condescend or deign, to do
something : + a. In earlier types of usage (with

verb and adj. still distinct).

fa) a X350 St. Stephen 207 in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg.

(1881) 3o"GamalieH wouched safe To lay bat body in his

awyn graue. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 339 For as Crist

vouchtb-saaf to clepe bis Chiruhe his spouse, so he clepjb

curside men fendis. c 1400 Prymer in Maskell Mon. Pit.

(1847) II. 23 The maker of mankynde takynge a bodi..

fouchide saaf to be born, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. vi. 69,

I blesse be, heuenly fader,.. for bou vouchist saaf to haue

mynde on me. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 376/1 Thou haste

vouched sauf to comforte me poure caytyf. 1545 Udall
Erasm. Par. Luke (1548) 21 Who.. hath vouchedsafe to

cast a fauourable iye on me. 1555 W. Watreman Fardle

Facions Ded. 3 The Emperours Maiestie. .vouchedsaulfe to

receiue the presentacion therof. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met.

iv. (1593) 81 In vouching safe to let Our sayings to our

friendlyeares thus freely come and go.

(b) c 1380 Wyclif Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 73 5't he fouchide
nevere saaf to fede hem bus wib a kide. c 1400 Prymer in

Maskell Mon. Rit. (1847) II. 29 Fouche thou saaf to tt#M
our hertis and bodies. 14.. Lydg. Lyfe our Ladye lviii.

(1484) i ij, Glad mayst thou be that sauf [he] list to vouche
..To have plesaunce thy brestis for to towche. 1540-1

Elyot Image Gov. Pref., He wouched not saufe to loke on
them. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. 1. (1593) 6 As Satyres..

Whom intoheaven since that as yet we vouch not safe to take.

b. In ordinary later forms.
a l

. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 55 Lord, vouchesaaf to

kepe us his day wibouten synne. 1387 Tkevisa Higden
(Rolls) VI. 373, I bonke God_.bat he wole vouchesauf bis

day to axe me bat he hab i-yeve me. 1411 Rolls of ParIt.

III. 650/2 He besought the Kyng of grace, And that he
wold vouchesauf to praye the Lord the Roos, that he wold
chese two Lordes of hys kyn. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
Introd. (Roxb.) 7, I youbeseche frend ryht enterly That ye
vouchesaf for me to preye. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn v,

24 Blanchardyn. .prayed hym that he vousshesauff tobelpe
hym that he were doubed knyght wyth his armes. c 1539 in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 126 The most bountiful gifts.,

wich your Grace hath vouchsavid to bestowe upon us. 154a
Udall Erasm. Apoph . 83 b, Diogenes . . would not vouche-
salve so muche as ones to aryse up from his taille. 1579
W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love, BriefDese. Oiij b, For
the testimony of the truth hereof vouchsafe good reader to

read the booke. 1624 Trag. Nero II. iii. in Bullen O. Plays
I. 37 O Piso, that vouchsafest To grace our headlesse partie

with thy name. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xi. 17 The only
Thing Which Heav'n's peculiar Hand vouchafd to frame.

1661 Papers on A Iter. Prayer-Bk. 88 We had a conceit that

you would have vouchsaved to treate with us personally in

presence, a 1713 Ellwood Autobiog. (1714) 2 The many
Deliverances and Preservations, which the Lord hath vouch-
safed to work for me. 1765 Goldsm. New Simile 31 Lastly,

vouchsafe t' observe his hand Filled with a snake-encircled

wand. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe ill. 75 A Maid o'er whom
the blessed Dove Vouchsafed in gentleness to brood. 1862

Chr. Wordsw. Misc. (1879) I. 280 The Pope vouchsafed to

give bulls of institution to the ecclesiastics named by the
crown to fill the vacant sees. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy $
V. I, 177 She did not even vouchsafe to answer him.
a 2

. 1546 Supptic. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S
;
)850nles your

Hyghnes wyll voultsafe to take our cause in hand. 1565
Stapleton tr. Bedels Hist. 116 That mostlouelygeast,

;
.who

was wonte to visit our bretherne, bath voutsafed this day
to come to me also. 1577 Fulke Anstv. True Christian
Pref., If any one of these.. shall voutsalfe to reade this

answere. c 1597 Sir J. Harington On Play in Nugs Ant.
(1804) I. 206 Her Highnes can vowtsafe to play somtyme
with her servantes. 164a Milton Aj>ol. Smect. Wks. 1851

III. 303 We count it ample honour when God voutsafes to

make man the instrument and subordinate worker of his

gracious will. 1667— P. L. vn. 80 Since thou hast vout-

saf't Gently for our instruction to impart Things above
Earthly thought. 1704 N. N. tr. BoccatinCs Advts. fr.
Parnass. III. 176 They besought her Imperial Majesty,

that she would voutsafe to acquaint 'em [etc.],

/3. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 359 ^it bat God wolde
fouchesafe to }yve bes preestts of his grace, bat bei woldeu
mekeli leeve bis. 1393 Langl. P, PI. C. xix. 18 Ich bonke
30w a bowsend sythes. .bat 3e fowche-saue to seye me what
hit hihte. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 2195 Jyff God wold fouche-

save to consent berto. 1432-43 in Cal. Proc. Chanc. Q.
Eliz. (1827) I, Introd. 24 That ye wold fuchesef of your
benygne grace to graunte a writ of sub pena. c 1440 Gesta.

Rom. iv. 9 (Harl. MS.) Thei prayd him. .that he wold fuch-

safe to helpe hem ayenst theyre enemeys.

v. c 1420-30 in Hampole's Wks. (1895) I 171 pis syght is bot

be tymes, wen god will woches-sawf fortogifit vntoawyrk-
ande saule. 1448 Paston Lett. Suppl. (roor) 18 My mastres

. . pray yow that and ye wold wochesaff to speke to my
master Edmund. 1491 Caxton Vilas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) ir. 223 b/2, 1 prayed hym that he wolde woushesauf to

haue me in mynde. 1518 H. Watson Hist. Oliver of Cas-
tile'(Roxb.) C 4, Wherfore I praye the that thou wouchesauf
for to kepe the honour of my fader and me. 1530 Palsgr.

769/1 If he wyll nat wouchesaufe to do it, you lese your
payne. cisooMontgomerie Sonn. xxxiv. 2 Melpomene,..
Wouchsaiv to help a wrechit woman weep. 1639 Sir W.
Mure Psalms cvi. 4 Wowchaife, O Lord, to visite me With
thy salvation.

5 1. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vin. xv. 2332 To pray bis pair>

Bonyface That he wald witschaif of his grace .. Off bai

iniuris to set remeid. 1455 Paston Lett. I. 355 Besechyng
you that ye woll weche safe to be her goode mastre. 1462

Ibid. II. 1
1 9, 1 beseche yow that ye wole wychesave to send

me sume mony. C1500 Lancelot 356 Beseiching hyme he
wold wichsaif to wende To camelot the Cetee. 1560 Rol-
land Seven Sages 8 The caus na way we knaw Quhill y*

;our grace will witchaif for to schaw. 1585 Sc. Acts Jos. VI
(1814) III. 408/1 That our said souerane lord wald wischeaf
..To appoint [etc.].

5 2
. 1444 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 10 We counsaile. .yhour

Iordschip..that..yhe witsaufe to louse and dehuerfiely the

said Inglisemen. 1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 28 Y blessyd

our lorde and thankid him that he wolde white safe to chaste
me. .in a fadyrly chastment, 1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys
(1874) II. 228 The Mast nowe meuyth.the taklynge and the
sayle, O god wythsaue the wayke shyp to socour. 1523
Cromwell in Merriman Life # Lett. (1902) I. 42 Most
humbly beseching. .that he wyll of his haboundaunt good-
nes to wytsaufe to take me as I meane. 1549 Coverdale,
etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. Prol. *» i, Praye God that he wyll
witesafe to worke faith in thyne herte. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie itr. xix. (Arb.) 245 O Phebus, ..Wouldst thou
witsafe to slide a downe: And dwell with vs.

T C. With omission of the connective to. Obs.

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 26 The makere ofmankynde takynge
a body..fo\vchede sauf be bore. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V.

73/2 That they wold wochesaf, for the said considerations,

pray and beseche our said Soveraigne Lorde the Kyng
[etc.], 1455 Paston Lett. I. 357, I besech your gode grace
that ye will vouchesafe remember the premissez, 1501 in

Eng. Misc. (Surtees) 51 We pray.., y l thei woll votesave, at

our request& prayer, beald, succour, & releffe the said Ric'

Hammylton.

f d. intr, To be pleased to accept ^/"something.

Obs. rate. (Cf. Vouch v. 12.)

1587 Greene Penelope's Web Ep. Ded., I hope your Lady-
ships wil vouchsafe of Penelopes Web. 1587 — Euphues
Cens. Ep. Ded., As Alexander did vouchsafe of Misons rude
and vnpolished picture of Mars. 1590

—

Mourning Garm.
Concl., Sol hope. .you will vouchsafe of my Mourning
Garment.

f 7. ellipt. To grant ; to agree graciously ; to

condescend. Chiefly in clauses introduced by as

or if. Obs.
(a) c 1308 Pol. Songs (Camden) 199 Whan hit is so, ich

vouchsave, Ic forgive the this gilte. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

234 ' Yf bow see hur . . bou most lese byn een-syght.' Then
sayde he: 'Syr, I vouchesaf wele, so bat I may se hur.'

159G Edward Iff, iv. ii. 27 And if your grace no otherwise
vouchsafe, As welcome death is vnto vs as life.

{b) 13. . Northern Passion (H.) 452 Lat bis pames pas fra

me. And noght anly als I will craue Bot, fader, als bou
vowchis saue. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3002 pus sal be
saules, als God vouches save, For sere syns, sere maledys
have. 14.. Tundale's Vis. 2344 No worldly goode more
wold he have, But lyved as longe, as god vowche save.

(c) 13. . Seuyn Sages (, W.) 3030 Gif me a place . .that I may
my wonyng haue, At myne ese, if ye vowchesaue. £1380
Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 466 And J?us }if god wolde fouche-saf,

hooly chirche shulde be purgid of heresyes in bis mater.
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 606, 1 haue do so as ye comanded
me, And if ye vouche sauf ye may go see. 1463 Bury Wilts
(Camden) 17 Item I wyll that Maist' Thomas Harlowe
sey the sermon at my interment, if he wochesaft. 1535
Coverdale Tobit xii. 2, I praye the,. that thou wilt desyre
him, yf happlie he wil voutsafe, to take with him the half

of all that we haue brought. 1736 Sheridan Let. to Swift
15 Sept., If you pleased, or would vouchsafe, or condescend,
or think proper, I would rather that you would., charge only
five per cent.

t 8. impers. To be pleasing or agreeable to (a

person) to do something. Obsr~l

1543 Grafton Conin. Harding 587 Thomas Trencharde.

.

went to the kyng, desyring hym (yf it would wite salfe hym)
to take a lodging at his house.

Hence Vouchsa'fed/)//, a.,Vouclisa'fingz/<£/. sb.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. xxii. (1634) 454 By that

vouchsafing, whereof there is found no cause elsewhere than
in God. 1601 Shaks, Twel. N. m. i. 100 My matter hath no
voice Lady, but to your owne most pregnant and vouch-
safed eare. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. Ad Sect. ii.

22 His graces and all other his vouchsafmgs and descents

into our hearts, 1755 Johnson, Deigning^, .a vouchsafing;

a thinking worthy.

Vouchsafement (vautjs^'fment). [f. prec.

+ -ME NT.]

1. An act of condescension, grace, or favour ; a

boon, benefit, or blessing.
1628 Gaule Pract. The. (1629) 135 It was a woundrous

vouchsafeinent, that he who inioyed thehighthof Diuinilie,

should descend to the bottome of Humanitie. 165a J. Paw-
son Vind. Free Grace 22 Christ hath not purchased any
such general vouchsafement to all the children of men.
1674 Boyle Excell. Theol. 1. i. 59, I am prone to think the

early discoveries of such great and important things, to be
in God's account no mean vouchsafements. 1726 Wodrow
Corr, (1843) III. 277 To make a judgment how far it will

be proper to publish some extraordinary vouchsafements
towards them. 1756 Amory Buncle (1770) 1. 187 A merciful

vouchsafement from God to mankind. ciSoo R. Cumber-
land John de Lancaster (1809) III. 231 That indeed. .will

be a happiness never to be exceeded, a vouchsafement never

to be forgotten. i8aa E. Irving -Z^r.inOliphant Life (1862)

I. vi. 135 But these things.. delight me not, save as vouch-

safements of my Maker's bounty. X874 Pvszv Lent. Scrm.
1 84 But by what giant progress in graces, by what undeviat-

ing correspondence to Divine vouchsafements in time, must
that soul have been formed.

2. The action of conferring or granting some
boon, favour, advantage, etc.

1666 Glanvill Serm. Luke xiii. 24 in Discourses, etc.

(1681) 59 [He] believes, .that God is in him of a Truth, in a
special way of Manifestation and Vouchsafement. 1668

Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 22 Reducing them to a. . dis-

pair of relief, otherwise than by his merciful hand and
vouchsafeinent. 1683 J. Corhet Free Actionsux. xxxiii. 52

God doth ascertain Conversion, by the vouchsafement of

such Grace, as doth infallibly produce it. 1721 R. Keith tr.

T. a Ketnpiss
Solil. Soul xiii. 203 If thou standest aston-

ished at the Vouchsafement of this Union. 1805 Eugenia
di Acton Nuns of Desert 1. 229 Did he not duly administer

pardon, and peace, and indulgence, to every one who ap-

plied properly to him, for such portions of Divine Vouch-
safement? 1847 R. W. Hamilton Reiuards fy Puuisluu.

316 The sovereign vouchsafement of mercy to some.

Voud(e, obs. Sc. f. Wood sb. and a. Voudoo,
Voudoiijvarr. Voodoo. Vouge, obs. f. Vogue.

Vought, obs. var. Vault sb. 1 Vougy, var.

Vogie a. Vouh, southern ME. var. Kaw a*

Voul, southern ME. var. Foul a. Voulente,
var. Volunty Obs. Voulf, obs, Sc. f. Wolf.
Voult(e, obs. varr. Vault sb,* and v.1 Voul-
tour, obs. f. Vulture. Voun (in Sc. mining)

:

see Veal sb? Vound, south-w. dial. var.found
Find v. ; obs. Sc. f. Wound sb. and v*

fVounde, a. Obs."1 (Meaning obscure.)

C1400 Rom. Rose 7063 Nought rought I.. Though it were

of no vounde stone, Wrought with squyre and scantilone.

Vounder, -ir, obs. Sc. ff. Wonder.
Vouning (in Sc. mining) : see Vealing vbl. sb.3

f Vour, v. Obs. (exc.dia/.). Also 4-5 vowre,
6 vower-. [Aphetic f. Devour v.

}
perh. after L.

vorare.] trans. To devour, to eat.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10318 In be water
..Aiefischesinnefoure maners :..Ne be fischesalle foure, Ne
wyj? ober menge ne voure. 138a Wyclif Exod. xii. 9 The
heed with his feet and entrayls ;e shulen vowre. 1413-ao

Lydg. Chron, Troy v. 1644 He hath,. made hirbernoute of



VOURER.
\>e tovnis boundis To be vowrid of bestis & of houndis.
[«i88l hie of Wight Gloss. 41.]

Hence fVourer, a devourer. Obs. rare.
138a Wyclif Luke vii. 34 Lo I a man deuourere [z>.r.

vourer], ether glotoun. 1533 Tindale Supper ofLord c vj b,

I am here compelled to inculpe and iterat it wytb so many
wordes, to satisfycthyscarnall fleshe vowerer and fleshly

I ewes.

Vourd, obs. Sc. f. Word sb. Voure, south-

ern ME. var. Fouk. Vonrson, var. Vowsom
Obs. Vourtajte, -tene, -ti, southern ME. varr.

Fortieth, Fourteen, Forty.
fVou-ry. Obs.~x [a. OF. vnuerie, vouerie

' jurisdiction of a civil or ecclesiastical patron

'

(Godefroy') : cf. Avowry i .] (See quot.)
The privilege was obtained by a payment made to the

Earl for his ' avowry ' or protection.

1c 1600 in Cat. Hart. MS. (iSoS) II. 395/2 Of a Sanctuary-
Way called the Vouryes, for Dettors: which is such a Pri-
viledge, that a Man may goe all the sayd County of Chester
oner, at Liberty, without any Interruption of the Law.
Vous, southern ME. variant of Fous a.

t'Vous, int. Obs. Also a vous; and Wous.
[Prob. for avows pi. of Avow sb., by colloquial

reduction of the phrase / make {my) avows.']
Assuredly, certainly.

The speakers are represented as belonging to Wiltshire.
1674 J. Howard Eng. It/ouusieur tv. i. 40 Comely .As it

not very hot to-day? Will. 'VousElsba. And I have rea.
son to say so. Ibid. v. i. 55 Comely. But what think you of
..finding me your sweet heart instead of him? Elsba. No
a vous Sir.

tVousing. Obs.~ l In g vowsyng. [f. OF.
voitser, vousser to vault.] Vaulting.
1411-20 I.vdg. Chron. Troy 11. 654 \>e fresche enbowyng,

with vergis ri^t as linys, And be vowsyng fulof babewynes,
pe riche koynyng, [*e lusty tablementis.

Vouson, obs. form of Vowson.
II Voussoir (vv*s«rOJ, -ai). Also 4 vousore,

c, vow-, vau-, wawcer. [a. OF. vansoir {wait-)

,

vanssoir, vossoir, etc., mod.F. voussoir:—pop.L.
*volsorium, i. *vo!sum, pa. pple. of L. volvlre to

turn: cf. Vousing. Found in ME., but in mod.
use app. reintroduced in the iSth cent.] One of
the stones which form part of an arch or a vault,

usually having the sides slightly inclined towards
each other.
o. 1359-60 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 193 In vj'« ped. de

vousoies empt. prec. pedis iiij d. 2 I. 1411 Ace. Norwich
Clohter in Parker Gloss. Archil. I1S50) I. 513 Item, de
vowcers xliij ped. pr' ped. \j.d. 1416-7 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge 0886) 1 1. 442, vj pedum de jambes et j Wawcer
xiij d . Lbtd., Pro vij 11

. pedibus vocat' sewlys et vaucers xvij 1
.

/3. 1728 Ch\mbkrs Cycl. s.v. Ka«/r,The several Voussoirs,
or Vault-Stones whereof it [an arch] consists. 1739 Labe-
lve Piers Westm. Bridge yj The Coins, or Voussoirs, or
Arch- Stones. 1808 Norfolk Tour, Nonvich 119 Tbe vous-
soirs of the arch have their joints worked perfectly smooth.
1823 P. Nicholson Pratt, Build. 312 The masonry of domes
differs from that of arching, in the figure of each voussoir.
1853 Ri'skin Stones Ven. (1874) II. iii. 46 The keystone.,
is of white marble, the lateral voussoirs of purple. 1886
E. C. Robins Temple ofSolomon (18S7) 8 Upon the lowest
of these pavements the fallen voussoirs of the arch have
been discovered lying.

atlrib. and Comb. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcch. 370/2 A brick
made voussoir.shaped is known as a compass-Wick. 1886
G. Schumacher At ross tlu Jordan List Illustr. p. xi, Vous-
soir-stones of Arch. 1905 Athenaeum 25 Nov. 727/3 The
true voussoir arch was extensively used at PagSn.
Hence Voussoired a. .constructed with voussoirs.
1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 38S/1 A tomb built up in the centre

of the excavation,., covered by three stones as struts, over
which was a perfectly formed voussoired arch.

Voust (vaust), sb. Sc. Also 5 wous, 6 voist,
wost, woust. [Of obscure origin. Cf. next and
Vousty <7.] A boast, a brag, a vaunt.
a 1500 Ratis Raving 3032 Thai mak grct aithis for ly till

thing, Great wous and gret manasing. 1513 Douglas
Mneid x. vi. 80 And lo, as Pharon cryis and dois rowst
With halland wordis and with mekill woust. 1535 Stewart
Crou. Scot. (Rolls) III. 454 Sen sua it is that I heir 30W
produce Sic voust and vant of manlines and nice. 1785
Forbes Ulysses in Poems in Buchan Dial. 23 Whare then
was a' your windy vousts ? Ye that is now sae knecf ! 1804
CourER Poetry I. 159 Ye dames o' Scotland I sik your
voust, And sik your fame sae sair.

Voust (vaust), v. Sc. Also 6 vost. [Cf. prec]
intr. (and trans). To boast, to brag.
1513 Douglas JEncid xii. viii. 84 Hir brothir Turnus in

his char, Now brawland in this place, now voustand thar.
1742 Forbes Ajax 9 Yet as he dido' slaughter voust I len'd
htm sik a dird. 1790 Shirrefs Poems p. vii, When e'en th"
Apollo o' the class Mith voust upon it. 1794 W. Farquhar
Poems Sev. Occas. 182 For mysel', I sauna voust my kin.
1 here s no ane here, but kens the Merchin' Weil.
Hence Vorrsting vbl. sb. and Ml. a.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 362 Euerie man lies

left of voustmg vant. 1580-90 J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.)
II. 150 Is it not voustmg vaine to say to Men, Mend may
all thing by help of guid vemen? 1600 Hamilton Farm
Traictise 37 This is. . thair auin folische vosting to haue the
libertie to reid their saluation in the scriptures. 1813 W.
Ueattie Poems 34 For a' your last nights Vousting.
VOTtster (vaustsj). Sc. Also 6 wo(u)stour,

woistare. [f. prec] A braggart or boaster.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv. 41 Sic vant of wostouris with

hairtis in sinfull staturis. 1513 Douglas SEticid v. vii. 62
Dot war I now.. }ing as jone wanton woustour [v.r.
woistare]. .1 suld all reddy be. a 1568 Nine Order Knaves
18 in Bannatyne A/S. 447 He is als. .he and prowd as ane
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vane woustour. 1670 Ray Prov. 276 Of vousters or new
upstarts. 1710 Ruddiman Douglases /Ends Gloss. s.v.

Woistare, Scot. Vouster, a boaster.

Vousty (vam'sti), a. Sc. Also 5 vowsty, 6
voustie, 7 vowstie. [Cf. Voust sb, and v.~\

fl. ? Puffed up, tumid. Obs."1

c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cccile) 536 A bose of wynd
bat fillit ware, & with aprene inocht out be latinc.and to-

giddiie fal, & tyne be vowsty biawing al.

2. Boastful, proud.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 212 Of quhilke

victorie. .tha war sa vane and voustie, that [etc.]. 1606
Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 4 Euery Nation seruing it selfe

with the owne vowstiedeuise. 1789 Beattie To A/ex. Ross
xvi, And chiels shall come frae 'yont the Cairn-a-mounth
riizht vousty.

Vout(e, obs. variants of Vault sbj and vA
Voute, variant of Vult Obs.

tVouter. Obs. rare. [Aphctic f. avouter: see

Adultkk.] An adulterer.

c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 74 (Lansd. MS.), [Better] ban
(>is Somenour knewe a lic[h]our Or a vomer [other MSS.
an avouter] or elles a paramour.

tVoutry. Obs. rare. [Aphetic f. avouiry: see

Adultery.] Adultery.
1382 Wyclif Jer. xiii. 27 Thi shenshepe, thi voutcries,

and.. the hidous gilte of thi fornycacioun. 14.. Tundale's
Vis. (1843) 102 Myche thou hast usud voutry. c 1450 St,
Cuthbert iSurtees) 5142 f>ai were robbours and vsed voutrys.

Vou^te, southern ME. var. pa. t. Fight v.

Vow (vau), sb. Forms : 3-4 vou (uuou, wou,
wov), 5 woue (6//. woues), 6 voue

;
4- vow (4,

5-6 Sc.
t
wow), 4-7 vowe (4 wowe, 5 vowhe) ; 4

fl. vouwes, -is, fouwes
; 4 voo, 5 voye, Sc. woe.

[a. AF. vtt{u, vou, vo, OF. vo, vou, vowe, veil

(F. vo:u) :—L, vot-um Vote^., neut. of votus, pa.

pple. of vovere to promise solemnly, to pledge,

dedicate, etc. Cf. Avowj^. 1

]
1. A solemn promise made to God, or to any

deity or saint, to perform some act, or make some
gift or sacrifice, in return for some special favour;
more generally, a solemn engagement, undertaking,
or resolve, to achieve something or to act in a cer-

tain way.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9S23 Vor boru a vowe of him \>o.

sone bigan bat strif. 1303 R. Brunne llandl. Synne 2888
Hehysownedoghtyrslowe For a foly and a wykked vowe.
13... E. E. AHit.P. C. 239 J>er was louyng on lofte..on
Moyses wyse, With sacrafyse vp.set, & solempne vowes.
c 1380 Wyclif U'/cs. {1880) 66 To paie be pope be first

froytys, ..for assoilyngis of wowes, & many feyned iapis.

^1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 136 This was his
vowhe, with gret humylite, Lik his entent in ful pleyn
language. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de \V. 1506) iv. vii.

187 To haue knowlege of woues, of testamentes, of cases of
symony, useryes and other dyfTyculties. 1550 Bale Af>ol.
Pref. ia Such are the rashe vowes of the ydolatrouse and
mockynge papystes. 1563 tr. Musculus* Comvton-pl. 508
In a foule vow, alter thy purpose. Do not that which thou
haste vnaduisedly vowed. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 151 The
wals are round about hung with Images ofmen, ..which were
offered to our Lady upon vow. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant.
v. 66 Make hast to pay what thy vow'd Promise owes ; De-
struction dwels in unperformed Vowes. 1697 Drydf.n Virg.
Gcorg.iv. 775 With Vows and suppliant Pray'rs their Pow'rs
appease. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 174 It
was designed for St. Joseph, in consequence of a vow made
by that emperor in the year 1702, on the happy return of
his son Joseph.. from Landau. 1822 Wordsw. Eccl. Sonn.
in. xx\. 13 Shame if the consecrated Vow be found An idle
form, the Word an empty sound, 1866 R. W. Dalf. Disc.
S/>^c. Occas. 342 Those vows cannot now be cancelled or
recalled. 1869 Lecky Euro£. Mor. \. 144 The earliest form
in which the duty of veracity is enforced is probably the
observance of vows.

b. In phrases, as to make, to hold, kcep^ pay (or

fyield), or to break, a vow.
[a) c 1290 St. Fides 51 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 84 For ich habbe

to him mi vou i-maked. a 1300 Cursor M. 282S6 Ic ha made
vo;is oft vu-right and halden bam efter my might. 1303 R.
Bkunne Handl. Synne 2795 5>'f bou madest awhere any
vowe To wurschyp God for py prowe. c 1340 Hampole Pr.
Consc. 2942 pan has bat man grete drede in hert; He mas
ban vowes, and cryes on Crist. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VI. 81 Kyn§ Oswy made a vow pat }if he hadde be
victorie in bat bataille he wolde offre his dorter Elfleda to
God of hevene. c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 1925 To god and
you a voye I make, I shal youre seruice neuer forsake.

*473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 8 He made a woue that the
Lorde Willowby schuld lese his hede. 1530 Palsgr. 619/2,
I make a vowe to God and to Our Ladye that I shall never
slepe one night where I slepe an other, tyll I have sene hym.
1587 A/irr. Mag., Brennus ix, I made a vowe to kill the
man that causde me flye. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 70 He
..Makes Vow before his Vnkle

;
neuer more To giue th'

assay of Armes against your Maiestie. 1700 Drydf.n Iliad
L 27 So may the Gods.. accord the vows you make, And
give you Troy's imperial town to take. X718 [see {,b)\, 1829
Scorr Anne 0/'Gcierstein i,He proceeded to recount the vow
which was made.. to our Lady of Einsiedlen. 1867 W.
Fleming Moral Phifos. 11. 11. ii. 296 We may make a Vow,
however, to our fellow-creatures, or even to ourselves.

(/') a 1300 Cursor M. 24907 (Edin.), Do vou, Elis, and bald
bivow ft sal te turn til mikelpru. a 1340 Hampole/'W/V/-
cxv. 8 My wowisisall ^clde till lord in sight of all his folke.
1382 Wyclif Job xxii. 27 Thou shalt pre^en hym. .and thi
vouwis thou shalt ;elde. Z526[see 1 c]. 1560 Bible (Genev.)
Job xxii. 27 Thou shalt make thy prayer vnto him,.. and
thou shalt rendre thy vowes, c 1611 Chapman Iliad 11. 248
Nor would [these men] pay Their own vows to thee. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 1. xiv. 69 Being a thing unjust to pay such
Vow. 1697 Dryden /Eneid u. 22 They feigned it made
For their return, and this the vow they paid. 1718 Lady

vow.
M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess ofMar 10 Mar., She firmly
intended to keep the vow she had made. 1819 W'ordsw.
Misc. Sonn. 1. xi. 5 How Shall Eancy pay to thee a grateful
vow ? 1859 Tennyson Pelleas .y Ettarrc 549 Have any of
our Round Table held their vows? 1876

—

Harold in. i,

He did not mean to keep his vow.
(r) a 1300 Cursor M. 10674 K*e biscop. .Durst noght hir

do hir vou to biekc. 1362 Langl. /'. PL A. Prul. 63 Him-
self mihte a-soylen hem alle Of Falsnesse and Fastinqc
and of vouwes I-broken. c 1450 Mirk's P't-stial 9, I haue
avowet chastite. And ..for 1 wold not breke my vow,
pryuely yn a nyght, I stale forJ;e yn pore wede. 1483 Lath.
Angl, 404/1 To bicke Vowe, dcuotare, deuoucrc. 1534
Ei.vot Goxi. in. viii. 179 Only I wyl shewc.howe terrible

a thynge it was amonge them, to breke theyr othes or vowes
[cd. 1531 avowesj. 1596 Edward HI, 11. i. 335 To breake
a lawfull and religious vowe. a 1641 Salman 7jthes xw'ii.
Wks. 1727 I. 131 So doubtless have we just Cause to fear
the Dint of this Curse in breaking this Vow. i79iCo\vrhR
Iliad 1. 78 That we may learn By what crime we have thus in-

censed Apollo, What broken vow. . He charges on us. i88g
Tennyson Ring 401 No pliable idiot I to break my vow.

C. Const, i?/" (something).
(-1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 170 Many prestis vnwisly taken

a wow of chastite. c 1400 Af>ol. Loll. 38 Bi be vertu of his

degre, he made be vow of chastite. 1526 Filer. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 65 To..kepe theyr foure tssencial vowes the
better, that is, the vowe of chastite, the vowe of obedience,
the vowe of wylfull pouerte and the vowe of perpetuall
inclusyon. 1590 Shaks, Mids. N. 1. i. 121 The Law of
Athens yeelds you vp..To death, or to a vow of single life.

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 21 Sir, if I had made a
vow of humility, you give me here a fair occasion to be proud
for not breaking it. 1671 Milton Samson A. 319 Against
his vow of strictest purity. 1776 Dalkymple Ann. Scoil.
I, 109 Having made a vow of perpetual virginity. 1859
Tennyson Vivien 545 They bound to holy vows of chastity !

Were I not woman, I could tell a tale. 1874 Green Short
Hist. m. § 6. (1882) 144 The vow of Poverty was turned into

a stern reality.

f d. To take in vow, to make a vow. Obs."1

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 57 Ye & take it in

vowe that thy delectacyon sholde be onely in the passyon
Si. paynes of Jesu Chryst.

2. Eccl. A solemn engagement to devote oneself

to a religious life of a definite nature, such as that

of a monastic or conventual order. Freq. in pi.

;

to lake the voivs, to enter a religious order.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 101 perfor iuge religiouse men in Jier

consciens, if pci ground hem bus in her vowis. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidane's CoJttm, 59 Men must be warned that they
sufire not them selves to be bounden to Monkish vowes.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 71
Thow fals heretick hast taught plainlieaganes the wowis of
monkes freiris nunes and preistis. 1603 Shaks. Mcas /or
M. iv. ii. 180 By the vow of mine Order, I warrant you, If
my instructions may be your guide. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
iv. xlvi. 376 Monks, and Friers, that are bound by Vow to
that simple obedience to their Supenour, to which every
Subject ought to think himself bound. 1721 Strype Eccl.
Mem. I. xliv. 339 A late proclamation of the king that dis-

allowed of the marriage of priests, and concerning tbe vows
of religious persons, gave them disgust. 1753 Challoner
Cath. Chr. Insir. 171 Those who have chosen the better
Part, and consecrated themselves by Vow to God. 1814
Scott Lord 0/Isles VI. iii, There Bruce's slow assent allows
Fair Isabel the veil and vows. 1845 S. Austin Ranhc's
Hist. Re/. I. 463 On his friends earnestly pressing him to
take the vows, he ran away. 1849 James Woodman v, [One]
who is very dangerous to all ladies not under vows.

3. A solemn promise of fidelity or faithful attach-

ment. Also const, of (faith, love, etc.).

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 175 By all the vowes that euer
men haue broke, (In number more then euer women spoke),

1596 — Merch. V. v. i. 18 In such a night Did young
Lorenzo sweare he lou'd her well, Stealing her soule with
many vowes of faith. 1601 — Jul. C. 11. i. 73 By all

your vowes of Loue, and that great Vow Which did incor-
porate and make vs one. a 1762 Lady M. W. Montagu
Poems, Efil. to Mary Q. o/Scots iB Men mock the idol of
their former vow. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xii, Let
me lead you to the first Altar that will confirm our vows.
1813 Shelley Q. Mab vi. 210 The fair oak, whose leafy
dome affords A temple where the vows of happy love Are
registered. 1829 Lytton Disowned xxvii, They stood be-
side the altar, and their vows were exchanged. 1833
Tennyson Miller's Daughter 119 O would she give me
vow for vow, Sweet Alice, if I told her all?

4. An earnest wish or desire ; a prayer, a suppli-

cation. (So F. vosu, L. volum.)
Not always clearly distinct from sense 1.

1563 tr. Musculus Common-fl. 409 A vowe is oftentymes
taken for a desyre, and prayer. So whan those thynges
wbyche we haue desyred, do fall oute accordinge vnto oure
mynde, wee saye we haue oure wishe or vowe. a 1599
Spenser /'. Q. vn. vi. 22 His brow (His black eye-brow,
whose doomefull dreaded beck Is wont to wield the world
vnto his vow). 1600 O. E. (M. Sutcliffe) Rcpl. L/be/h v.

125 They haue nothing more in their vowes, then her
Maiesties ruine. 1697 Dryden sEneid in. 518 When.,
priests with holy vows the gods adore. 1742 Hume Ess.,

Stoic 1. xvi. (1777) I. 159 Even their own vows, though
granted, cannot give them happiness. 1747 Hoadly Sus-
picious Husband Ded., To send up my warmest Vows, .that

your Majesty may long enjoy the fruits of [etc.]. 1794 Burke
Corr. (1844) IV. 2^2 You have my most ardent vows for an
auspicious beginning. 1820 Shelley (Ed. Tyr. 1. 16 Thou
to whom Kings and laurelled Emperors.. Offer their secret

vows! 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxxix, At one dear knee

we proffer'd vows, One lesson from one book we learn 'd.

5. A solemn affirmation or asseveration.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, m. ii. 159 A dreadfull Oath,

sworne with a solemn tongue : What instance giues Lord
Warwicke for his vow. 161 1 — IVint. T. 1. ii. 47 Her.

Nay, but you will ? Pol. I may not verely. Her. Verely7

You put me off with limber Vowes. 1862 R, S. Hawker in

C. E. Byles Li/e <y Lett. xvii. (1905) 386 Every Methodist

Preacher or Hearer must attest by Vow and Signaluie his



vow.
assent to a Paragraph in Wesley's xith Sermon on the
Witness of the Spirit.

f 6. A votive offering. Obs. rare,
1382 Wyclif Deut. xii. 6 (early MSS.), 3ee shul come &

offre in pat place brent sacrifises, . . & vouwis & ^iftes. 1535
Coverdale Ibid. 1611 Bible i Esdras viii. 58 The vessels
are holy, and the golde, and the siluer is a vowe vnto the
Lord. 16S6 Burnet Lett. (1708) 126 Thelittle Vows, that hang
without the holy Chapel, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 21 May
1645, Thereis belonging to this Church a world of plate,.,
and lamps innumerable, besides the costly vowes hung up,
some of gold.

7. Comb., as vow-maker, snaking, -pledged, -sanc-

tifier, -sighing\ f vow-fellow, one who is bound
bythe same vow. Also Vow-breaker, etc.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 38 Who are the Votaries, my
louing Lords, that are vow-fellowes with this vertuous
Duke? 1598 Florio, Votario, a votarie, a vower, a pro-
miser, a vow-maker. 1668 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727)
177 That these vow-makers should be thought so necessary,
when every one of their three vows is directly against the
health, .of the kingdom. 1681 Dryden Span. Friar 11. iii,

Love you know, father, is a great vow-maker, but he's a
greater vow-breaker. 1743 Francis tr. Nor., Odes 111. x.

14 Neither presents, nor vow-sighing strain. 1805 Wordsw.
Waggoner in, 44 What tears of rapture, what vow-making !

1817 Lady Morgan France 1. (1818) I. 97 The days of the
vow-making Louis XIII. 1832 Motherwell Poet. Whs,
(1847) 48 So the Vow-pledged One loved another.

Vow (vau), v. 1 Forms : 4-6 vowe (4 vouw-,
5 vowyu), 4- vow (5-6 Sc. wow)

; 4 vou, wou,
5-7 Sc. wou-, [ad. OF. votter, vozver (F. vouer),
f. vou Vow sb.]

1. trans* To promise or undertake solemnly,
spec, by a vow to a deity or saint ; to swear : a.
With subordinate clause (or equivalent).
The subject of the subordinate clause may be different

from that of the verb itself.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10603 Pa * V»Id h"1 to pe temple ban, Als
bai voud had be-forn bat sco was of hir moder bom. 1338
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 182, I vowe to Saynt Michael..
pat for wo ne wele hiben ne salle I fare..tille be castellebe
taken. 1390 Gower Con/. 1. 144 That veine gloire I schal
eschuie, And bowe unto thin heste and suie Humilke, and
that I vowe. c 1470 Henry Wallace viii. 47, I wow to
God, ..he sail nocht be In to this realms, hot ane off ws sail

de. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 418 Gif tha wald nocht,
he vowit tha sould haif Siclike reward as he gaif all the
laif. C1570 Satir. Poems Reform. x\v, 83, I wow to the..
Thay sail not mys ane riche rewaird. 1596 Shaks. Merck,
V. IV. 1. 442 She made me vow That I should neither sell,

nor glue, nor lose it, 1785 Burns Ep. to J. Lapraik 21 Apr.
vi, Quoth I, 'Before I sleep a wink, I vow I'll close it'. 1838
Arnold Hist. Rome vii. 1. 118 Aulus.. vowed that he would
raise a temple to Castor and to Pollux, . .if they would aid
him to win the battle. 1859 Tennyson Enid 787, I vow'd
that could I gain her, our fair Queen.. should make your
Enid burst Sunlike from cloud.

b. With infinitive.

1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 2804 %yt pou vowe to do
foly..God wyl nat pou hold yt so pat pou by vowe yn
wykkednes do. 14.. Langland*s P. PL B. v. 388 (Oriel
MS.), panne gan gloton grete, and greet detl made .

.
, And

vowede to faste. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxii. 19 To that
conditk>un..That ge had vowit to the Swan, Ane ;eir to be
Johne Thomsounis man. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. II. 13 To God he had vowit, with ane armie to jnvade
the Saracenis gif he had lyfe. 1609 Dekker Gulfs Horn.bk,
Proem. 2, I dene your perfumd scorne : and vow to poyson
your Muske cats, if their ciuet excrement doe but once
play with my nose. 1641 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 78 Quhilk dyett [of parliament] the Kinge hes
woued to keepe except siknesse or deathe prevme it.

1653 Jer. Taylor Serm. for Year 1. xiv. 189 He that
vows never to have an ill thought, never to commit an
error, hath taken a course [etc.]. a 1768 Secker Led.
xx. (1769) I. 328 Vowing to do what there is no Use in
doing, is trifling with our Creator. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe
Italian iii, He secretly vowed to defend her fame and pro-
tect her peace at the sacrifice of every other consideration.
1849 James Woodman ii, I do not recollect having vowed
not to tell any secular persons. 1891 Farrar Darkn. yDawn xli, Some Greek . . named Hippoly tus, who had vowed
to live a virgin life for Diana.

C. With direct object.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2825 Eueyl he vowed, and
swore hys oth, per-for with hym ys now god wroth, a 1500
Ratis Raving, etc. 575 Hc.bydis man kep weill gif he
ocht wowis. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 Lyfe. .is
as a pilgrymage, whiche we vowe and promesse in our
baptym. 1599 Weever Epigr. iv. xxii. E vj, Their sugred
tongues . .Say they are Saints . . For thousands vowes to them
subjectiue dutie. i6ii Si-eed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. ii. 285/1
Such as hauing vowed their voiage and seruice for Ienisalem,
worcvpon their backes a red Crosse. 1651 Houbes
Leviath. 1. xiv. 69 They that Vow any thing contrary to
any law of Nature, Vow in vain. 1737 Genii. Mag. VII.
325/1 With solemn Curses and Imprecations upon them-
selves and Posterities, who should detract any ofthe Tythes
so vowed and granted. 1753 Challoner Cath. Chr. Itistr.

174 He speaks not of such as have vowed Chastity, but of
other Christians. 1791 Cowper Iliad xxni. 247 Then,
Peleus' son. .two Winds in prayer.. invoked.., to each
Vowing large sacrifice. 1819 Scott Noble Moringer ii,

'Tis I have vow'd a pilgrimage unto a distant shrine. 1828
Lytton Pclham II. xx, I fancied a perfection in her, and
vowed an emulation in myself, which it was reserved for

Time to ratify or deride. 1848 W. K. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's
Hist. Ten Y. II. 483 The whole French soul vowed from
that moment the capture of Constantina.

d. With cognate object.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxxi. 2 Vow he vowed til god
of iacob. 138a Wyclif Judges xi. 30 Passynge to the sones
of Amon, he vowede a vowe to the Lorde. 1535 Coverdale
Num. vi. 2 To vowe a vowe of abstinence vnto the Lorde.
x6ox Shaks. All's Well iv. ii. 22 "lis not the many oathes

320

that makes the truth But the plaine single vow, that is vow'd
true, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Wit Without Money iv. iv, Vow
me no vowes, he that dares do this, has bred himself to bold-
ness, to forswear too. (11711 Ken Dlv. Love Wks. (1838)

274 Whenever I voluntarily vow a vow to thee, give me
grace to vow with all the due caution I can. 1808 Scott
Marmion v. xxvii, For weal of those they love, To pray the
prayer, and vow the vow. 1829 — Anne of G. x, Over-
whelming the priests with the wealth which they showered
upon them, and, finally, vowing vows, and making pilgrim-
ages. 1867 Tennyson Holy Grail 584 Vet we twain Had
never kiss'd a kiss, or vow"d a vow.

2. To dedicate, consecrate, or devote to some
person or service. (Cf. Avow v% 2.)

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 98 b, [They] hath vowed
all theyr lyues to god and to his holy seruyce, 158a Stany-
hurst •£W/.rii.(Arb.)66 A tuinb to Troytoune and mouldy
tempil aneereth Vowed to the godly Ceres. 1596 Danett
tr. Comines (1614) 20+ He tooke vpon him his voiage to S.
Claude, to whom as you haue heard he was vowed. 1613
R. Harcourt Voy. to Guiana 47 Captaine Haruey,..who
hath nobly vowed his time and fortune to bee imployed in

the prosecution of this honourable action. 1697 Dryden
JEneid vm. 796 The first inhabitants, of Grecian blood,
That sacred foi-est to Silvanus vowed. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi.

25 The victims, vow'd to each Tartarean pow'r, Eurylochus
and Perimedes bore. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. xiv, Connan-
more, who vowed his race, For ever to the fight and chase.
1843 Wordsw. Inscr. Mon. Crosthwaite Ch. 16 He to
heaven was vowed Through his industrious life. 1896 A.
Austin Eng. Darling i.i, Virgins vowed to Heaven, Virgins
as white as is the Yule-tide snow.
transf. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. June, Argt.,

This /Eglogue is wholly vowed to the complayning of
Colins ill successe in his loue.

b. refl. Also const, into,

c 1500 Mclusine 292 Vryan &: Guyon entred in to the see,

& vowed themself to Jherusalem. 1581 G. Pettie tr.

Guazzo's Civ. Conv.{\<~$b) 1. 8 b, Manie,..from their statelie
pallaces, haue vowed themselues to beggerlie Monasteries.
1592 in J. Morris Troub. Cath. Forefathers (1877) 38 Mr.
Edward James, .having vowed himself into the Society [sc.

the Tesuits]. 1602 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 95 They have
denied Christ and vowed themselues to the diuell, 1623
Cockeram iii, Dccii, three Roman Captaines, ..who vowed
themselues for their countrie. 1650 A\ Johnsons Kingd. <$

Comt/nu. 476 Some will lay 20, thirty or forty rubbles into
the Caback, vowing themselves to the pot, till the stock be
spent. 1826 Scott Talisman ix, My safety, my lord,..

I

cast behind me as a regardless thing when I vowed myself
to this enterprise.

f c. To dedicate by a ceremony. Obs.~1

1600 Holland Livy, etc. 1355 The temple.. was called
Capitolinum ; and Tarquinius Priscus vowed it.

3. To make a solemn resolve or threat to inflict

(injury), exact (vengeance), harbour (hatred), etc.

1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. iv. i. 31 May it be that Bel-impeiial
Vowes such reuenge as she hath daind to say? a 1593
Marlowe & Nashe Dido v. ii, Tell him, I never vow*d at
Aulis' Gulf The desolation of his native Troy. 1606 Shaks.
Tr. <$• Cr. v. v. 31 Great Achilles Is arming, weeping, curs-
ing, vowing vengeance. 1625 in Foster Eng. Factories
India(igog) III. 105 Thay both then voued reveng if I cam
in their power. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1. v, The Empress.

.

could not forbear vowing revenge. 1839 tr. Lamartine's
Trav. East 49/1 In spite of the profound hatred which I

had vowed to the pacha, I could not embrace the cause of
the French. 1912 A. McCormick Wordsfr. Wild-Wood\\.
43 In vain did he protest and vow vengeance upon his
rebellious subjects.

4. intr. To make a vow or solemn undertaking

;

to bind oneself by a vow.
a 1325 Prose Psalter lxxv[i]. ir Voweb and ;eldeb to be

Lord, your God, 3e alle bat bringe ;iftes in his cumpas.
138a Wyclif Prov. xx. 25 Falling is of men ofte to vouwe
to seintis, and aftir the vouwis a;een drawe. 1560 Bible
Reel. v. 4 It is better that thou shuldest not vowe, then that
thou shuldest vowe and not paye it. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for
M. 1. iv. 10 You are yet vnsworne : When you haue vowd,
you must not speake with men, But in the presence of the
Prioresse. 1651 Hobdes Leviath. 1. xiv. 69 They that Vow
any thing contrary to any law of Nature, Vow in vain.
1675 Owen IndwellingSin xvii. (1732) 237 Knowing no other
way to mortifie Sin, but this of vowing against it. c 1710 in
Lady M. W. Montagu's Lett. (1887) II. 3, 1 had better not
vow, for I shall certainly love you, do what you will. 178a
J. Brown View Nat. $ Rev. Religion Vt iii. 608 They were
capable to vow for themselves. 1812 Crabbe Tales vi. 250
She answer'd,..' I have not vow'd against the holy state*.
1867 Tennyson Holy Grail -270 Because the hall was all in
tumult—some Vowing, and some protesting.

Vow, z>. 2 Also 4 vouwe, 4, 6 vowe, 6 Sc,
wow. [Aphetic f. Avow v.1 In sense 2 sometimes
not clearly distinguishable from Vow^.l]
fl. trans. To acknowledge, admit. Obs.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1S10) 180 * If bou tonon pat lyues,*

said R. *pou [read pi] cheue ne bowe, pi lond men salle
gife tille one hat may it vowe '. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
38, 1 dar not preiss hir to present it, Ffor be scho wreth I v

not wow it.

2. To affirm or assert solemnly ; to asseverate to
declare. (Cf. Avow v. 1

4.)
c 1330 Amis % Amil. 858 Than dede the douke com forth

that may, And the steward withstode alway, And vouwed
the dede tho. 1590 in J. Campbell Balmerino (1867) 176
Ihou nor nane that appertenis to the dar stand up and vow
that in my face. 1601 Ld. Mountjoy Let. in Moryson /tin.
(1617) 11. 123 If you haue any authority from the Queene to
countermand mine,.. it is more then you haue vowed to me
to haue. 164a Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. in. x. 175 Yet the
same party vowed to God, that he knew not that he
could do it. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Whs. (1660) 47 These
people vow they will watch you. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Briery Creek 11. 41 My wife vowed that a handsome look,
ing-glass was a necessary of life to her. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxix, She vowed that it was a delightful ball.

t will

VOWED.
1865 Kingsley Hcrew. xv, The knights of the neighbour-
hood . . had all vowed him the most gallant of warriors.
refl- 159* Soliman $ Pers. 1. iv, Giue me thy hand, I vowe

myselfe thy friend.

absol. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. n. Sutherl. (Colburn)
50 Giace protested that it [the performance] was perfection,
Mrs. Chatterton exclaimed, and the Colonel vowed.

b. / vow, used to strengthen an assertion.
In later use chiefly U.S., also in the minced forms van,

Vowne, and Vum.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 18 Our selues in league of vowed

loue we knit:. .And for my part I vow, dissembled not a

Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 80 You'd break a
man's sides with laughing, I vow and swear. 1749 Field-
ing Tom Jones xvn. ii, 1 vow I am afraid. 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Cong, in, I vow, child, you are vastly handsome.
1790 R. Tyler Contrast 11. ii. (1887) 39, 1 vow 1 was glad to
take to my heels and split home. 1849 Lowell Biglenv P.
Ser. 1. viii. 57, I vow my holl sheer o' ihe spiles would n't
come nigh a V spot. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. \. vi, I vow
and declare I am half ashamed of myself for taking such an
inteiest in you. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary in. v. 93 Robin
came behind me, Kiss'd me well, 1 vow.

C. To make solemn assertion of (a feeling or
quality).

1742 Gray Adversity 24 To her again they vow their truth,
and are again believed. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague 111.

i. 187 The children of despair and poveity..L)o passionately
vow their giatitude.

VOW (vau), int. Sc. [Prob. ellipt. for Ivowi
cf. Vow z>.2 2 b.] An exclamation used to em-
phasize a statement. (See also Wow int.)

1787 Burns What will I do 4 My only beast, 1 had nae
mae, And vow but I was vogie I 1814 W. Nicholson Poems,
Annandale Robin iii, Hech me ! but its lang since I saw
you, And vow 1 ye're grown gaudy and giand. (11870 D.
Thomson Musings (1881) 117 When I saw that ye were
weel, Vow, man, but I was gled.

Voward, obs. form of Vaward.
t Vow-breach.. Obs. [f. Vow sb. + Breach sb.]

The breaking of a vow.
1647 Fanshawe tr. Guaritns Pastor Fitio iv. vii. 150 If I

should do That which the Satyr did advise me to, Accusing
hei of vow-bieach. 1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Pttph. xiv. 205
The hist was a punishment to Vow-breach and Sacriltdge.
1651 — Serm,for Year 11. xxxii. 342 Murder on one side, and
vow-breach on the other. 1709 Mrs. "hi khx.*.\ Secret Mem.
(1720) III. 106 Thy early FaLehood; thy, till now, un-
practised Sin of Vow-bieach 1

t Vow-break. Obs. rare. [Break sb.] = prec.
1646 Shirley Poems, Curse 2 Woman, I cannot call thee

worse, For thy vow-break, take this curse.

Vow-breaker. [Breaker sdJ] One who
breaks his or her vow.
1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 60/2 Faithful aduou-

liers, faithful vowe breakers, faithfull theues. 1565 Harding
Confut. 1. v. 15 To leuele the tiuth of his gospell by Apos-
tates, vowebreakers, churchi obbers, and such other. 1681
Dryden Span. Friar 11. ii, Love, you know, Father, is a
fieat Vow-maker J but he's a greater Vow-breaker. 1844
Iks. Browning That Day iii, I stand by the river— I think

of the vow—Oh, calm as the place is, vow-breaker, be thou !

So Vow-breaking* vbl. sb. and ///. a.

'533 More Apol. vi. Wks. 858/1 The vndouted faith of the
whole catholike churche full fyftene hundred yeare together
agaynste these vowebreakynge biethren. X599 Sandys
Europx Spec. (1632) Q7 A companieof base Rebels and vow-
breaking Friers. 1624 Bedell Lett. x. 124 As to his Vow-
bieaking lastly, if that Vow weie foolishly made.., it was
iustly broken. 1646 Flller Wounded Consc. (1841)299 Vow-
breaking, though a grievous sin, is pardonable on un-
feigned repentance.

Vowe, var. Vowee Obs.

Vowed (vaud), ///. a. [f. Vow vA + -ED 1.]

1. Of persons : + a. Bound by religions vows.
1532 More Confut. Tindale 11. VI. Wks. 654/2 A man pro-

fessynge once vowed chastitie, was for all that at hys jawe-
full lybertie to wedde a vowed professed nunne. 1565
Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 140 One of those
vowed virgins to God ..had her departing shewed vnto her
the same night in a vision. 1581 Allen Apol. 60 Incestuous
manages of vowed persons, spoiie of Churches. 1631
Weever Ane. Funeral Mon. 154 One Isola Heton widow.,
made sute to King Henry the sixth, that shee might be an
Anchoresse, or vowed recluse, a 1708 T. Ward England's
Reform, in. (1710) 55 How Durst you seise Church-Lands,
Rob Priests and Poor, And turne the Vow'd Religious out
ofDoor 7

absol. 1565 Harding Confut. 11. viii. 73 b, The vowed be
forbidden mariage by expresse word of God.

b. Devoted to some service or cause.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 308 Neither hath there

chaunced as yet any suche controversie in the Counsell, that
I neded any suche addicted and vowed men. 1589 Greene
Metiaphon (Arb.) 82 Seeing thou hast made a rape of faire

Samela, one of her vowed Shepheards is come, .to challenge
thee to single combate. 1655 Ld. Norwich in Nicholas
Papers (Camden) III. 227 Your Mat'" a]l vowed and most
obedient subiect and seruant. 1825 Scott Talism, i, The
Crusader. .as a vowed champion of the Cross, .might have
preferred the latter. 1836 Keble in LyraApost. (1849) 105
The champions vow'd of truth and purity.

f C. United by vows ; betrothed or wedded. Obs.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. L iij b, I craue it not for my
selfe but for my vowed wyfe, 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C.
Wars 553 He was absolutely taken with one Gabrielis
Estraea, a Noble Woman, but fed aside from the Embraces
of her vowed Husband.

d. Confirmed (in hostility) by a vow or solemn
resolve,

1583 Melbancke Phitotimus Tiv, Thy vowed enemie



VOWEE. 321 VOWESS.
Aurelia. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii. ioThe troubler of my
happie peace, And vowed foe of my felicitie. 1633 T. Staf-
ford Pac. Hib. 1. xix. (1821) 204 He was a vowed enemy to

the English Government. 1810 Scott Lady ofLake v. v,

Whence the bold boast by which you show Vich-Alpine's

vow'd and mortal foe?

T e. trans/. Pertaining to a devotee. Obs.—1

1665 T. Manley Groiius' Low C. Wars 49 Others, after

the old manner of Mourning, in a vowed Habit, promise ami
swear, Never to cut their Hair,untill they had revenged the

Blood of those Noble-men.

2. Undertaken or performed in consequence of,

or under the sanction of, a vow.
1532 [see 1 a]. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 33 Why

do they wery themselues with vowed pilgrimages to vibit

those images wherof they haue like at home. 1626 Donne
Sen/:,, Luke it'. 29-30 (1640) 30 Nothing that countenances
a vowed virginity, to the dishonour or undervaluing of
marriage. 171a P. Metcalfe Life S. Wine/ride (1917) 7
S. Wenefride offer'd herself a Sacrifice, to preserve her
Vow'd Virginity. 1710 Welton Suffer. Son of God I. xi.

280 That the Religious might not over-value themselves on
Account of their Vowed Poverty. 1818 Shelley Rosal. -V

Helen 342 That mother Whom to outlive, and cheer, and
make My wan eyes glitter for her sake, Was my vowed
task.

fb. Solemnly consecrated or dedicated. Obs.

1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin on Acts xxiii. 16 Paul
shoulde come out on the morrowe to be slaine, as a vowed
sacrifice. 1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 603 Curtius-.stifly

bent his vowed life to spill, c 1630 Mii.ton^M Ode Horace
13 Me in my vow'd Picture the sacred wall declares t'have
hung My dank and dropping weeds To the stern God of
Sea. 1691 tr. Emitiaune's Frauds Rom, Monks (ed. 3)
181 These Vow'd Pictures we generally find in all the
Churches of Italy.

C. Confirmed by a vow or vows ; solemnly
promised or guaranteed.
1590 Spenser /'*. Q. 11. iv. 18 Our selues in league ofvowed

loue we knit. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. 1. 209 This is

the hand, which with a vowd contract Was fast belockt in
thine. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents 11. xv. in She
would not suffer the memory of their vowed love to be blotted
out with absence. 1655 Ld. Norwich in Nicholas Papers
(Camden) II. 259, I may without danger now present my
humblest and all vowed duty to you. 1697 Dryden sEneid
lx. 365 No fate my vow'd affection shall divide From thee,
heroick youth 1 1704 J. Trapp Abra-Muli v. i. 2544 Nor
Fate, nor you, can my vow'd Faith control.

d. Solemnly sworn or threatened.

1590 Spenser F.Q. u.vi.8 Of his wayhehadnosouenance,
Nor care of vow'd reuenge, and cruell fight. 1697 Dryden
JEneid v. 1063, 1 sought with joy The vowed destruction of
ungrateful Troy. Ibid. xir. 1355 If thy vow'd revenge pur-
sue my death. 1808 Scorr Marmion I. xxii, The vow'd
revenge of Bughtrig iude, May end in worse than loss of
hood.

f Vowee. Obs.- 1 Also vowe. [Aphetic form
of avowi Avowe. 1 Advocate, patron.
c 1380 Sir Fcrumbras 405 Ne were it for repreue, By

Mahoun, bat ys my vowee [v.r. vowe], of byn heued y wolde
bee reue.

Vowel (vtureT), sb. Also 4 wowel (6 -ell),

5-7 vowell(e. [a. OF. vouei (also voityel, voy-,

voieul) masc. :—L. vocaUem or vocale, masc. and
neut. ace. sing, of vocalis Vocal a. The later OF.
voie/le, mod.F. voyelle

y
Prov. and Sp. vocal, Pg.

vogal, It. vocale are fern., after the L. sb. vocalis^

1. A sound produced by the vibrations of the
vocal cords ; a letter or character representing
such a sound (as a, ey

£
t
etc.).

' A vowel may be defined as voice (voiced breath) modified
by some definite configuration of the super-glottal passages,
but without audible friction (which would make it into a
consonant) ' (Sweet Primer ofPhonetics* ed. 2, § 32).
c 1308 Sat. Kildare iii. in E.E. P. (1862) 153 pis uers is

iirtakid wel of consonans and wowel. C1450 Mankind 490
in Macro Plays 18 Remembre my brokyn hede in j>e wor-
schyppe of be v. vowellys. l^SjCath.Angl. 404/1 A vow-
elle, vocalis. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. p. xv, They forme cer-
tayne of theyr vowelles in theyr brest. /bid. p. xvii, Any
of the fyrst thre vowels A, E or O. 1551 T. Wilson Logike
G vij b, In these wordes there be foure vowels to be con-
sidered, and marked. X587 Golding De Moruay xxxv. (1592)
368 They drive their clauses to fall alike, they eschew nycely
the meeting together of vowels. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 15
More specially to bee carefull, for the right pronouncing the
fiue vowels. 1669 Holder Elcm. Speech 29 In all Vowels
the passage of the mouth is open and free, without any
appulsaof an Organ of Speech to another. 1687 Dryden
Hind $ P. 11. 386 The sense is intricate, 'tis only clear What
vowels and what consonants are there. 1751 Harris
Hermes Wks, (1841) 209 It is the variety of configurations
in these openings only, which gives birth and origin to the
several vowels. 1769 Cook Voy. round World \. xix. (1773)
228 Their language is soft and melodious j it abounds with
vowels, and we easily learnt to pronounce it. 1816 Keats
Epist. toC. C. Clarke 56 Spenserian vowels that elope with
ease, And float along like birds o'er summer seas. 1867
Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1. iii. 61 Salesbury does not always
discriminate the long vowel, though., he occasionally.,
doubles the consonant sign to imply the brevity of the pre-
ceding vowel.

b, trans/. and_/f^.

t
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 175 This manner of profession

is no Vowell in your Alphabet, is no flower in your Garden.
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) n Marcus Varro
divideth his husbandry necessaries into three parts : vowels,
where he puts his owne servants and such as he hireth

;

halfe vowels, where his working cattell be ; and mutes. 1657
Trapp Comm. yob xxxii. 7 We use to say, That at meetings
young men should be Mutes, and old men Vowels.

1 2. A vocable ; a word. Obs.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. West Ind. (1596) 201 The Temple is

called Teitcallt\ that is to say, Gods house, Tentl signi«
Vou X.

fieth God, and Calli is a house, a vowel very fitte, if that

house had bene of the true God. 1614 X. White Martyrd.
St. George Cj, Nor of his Creed one vowell to recant. 1648
Gage West Ind. 47 Mexico is as much as to say a spring or
fountain, according to the property of the vowell or speech.

3. attrib. and Comb., &?> vowel-change, 'Consonant,

-ending, -notation, etc. ; vowel-point, a sign used

to indicate a vowel in certain alphabets (csp. the

Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic) ; also as v., to supply

with points in place of vowels. (Cf. Point sbS 3 b
and v. 1 3 c.)

1848 Bagster's Analyi. Heh. Concordance 57 The "Vowel-
changes of Nouns. 1871 Kennedy PublicSch. Lat. Gram.
9 Syllables may be stiengthened by vowel-change.

_
1669

Holdfr Elcm. Speech 141 This is eminently seen in the
*Vowel Consonants, )', jfc 1881 W. R. Smith Old Test,

in few. Ch. \\. Notes 393 This use of the vowel-consonants is

found even on the stone of Mesha. 1844 Proc. Philol. Soc.
I. 261 Nouns of the n declension often took the nunnation
in the nominative in place of the usual * vowel-ending. 1879
Sweet in Trans. Philol. Soc. 456 -f iv, The unaccented (a) is

dropped in rapid speech between consonants which combine
easily, especially between points and *vowellikes. 1888
— Hist, Eng. Sounds 9 Those ' vowellike ' or ' liquid ' voiced
consonants which are unaccompanied by buzz are often also

syllabic, i860 Marsh Led. Eng. Lang. (1862) 484 In ac-

cordance with his general system of *vowel-notation. 1764
Phil. Trans. L1V. 419 Nor is it to be wondered at, that,

before the invention of the *vowel-points, the quiescent
letters should have sometimes been suppressed, 1843 Proc.
Philol. Soc. I. 138 In fact, with a different notation, nearly
all the labour of the vowel-points might be saved. 1803
Forbes- Mitchell Remiu, Gt. Mutiny 275 The Oordoo in

the circular is printed in the Persian character without the
vowel-points. 184s Browning Lett. (1899) 1. 16, I could not
well *vowel-point my commonplace letters and syllables with
a masoretic other sound and sense. 1844 K. Garnett in

Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 265 The *vowel-prefix to certain past
tenses (Sanscr. a, Gr. e). 1620 W. Folkingham Brachi-
graphy iv, In like sort and position are Letters placed apart
in 'Vowel Regions to imply interceding Vowels. 1838
Guest Hist. Eng. Rhythms I. 316 The *vowel-rhime, or.

.

the assonant rhime, was common in the Romance of Oc«
1871 Kennedy Public Sch. Lat. Grant. 9 § 12 E and O,
introduced into most other languages as intermediate
*vowel-signs, exist in Sanscrit only as diphthongs arising

from ai, au. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 544 The
glottis., forms all the vocal or *vowel sounds. 1875 Whitney
Life Lang. iv. 56 The strange names we give to our vowel-
sounds. Ibid. 55 The consistency of our * vowel-system.

Vowel (vau'el), v. [f. prec]

fl. a. intr. To utter the vowels in singing.

b. trans. To sing with vowel-articulation. Obs.

(Cf. Vowelling vbL sb. 1 a.)

1597 Morlky Introd. Mus. 179'rhey ought tostudiehowe
to vowell and sing cleane. 1646 Mayne.5V>-///. Unity (1647)
32 As if they [i. e. the Psalms] . . had been tuned through his
own loud Cymball, or had more softly been sung and vow-
ell'd to his Harpe,

2. trans. To convert into a vowel-; to vocalize.
i6ix Cotgb., Vocalize",joweWed, made a vowell.

3. To supply with vowels or vowel-points.
1681 H. More Exp, Dan. Pref. 7 They did not know how

to point them or vowel them. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 797/1
Some syllables never take a vowel except for an unusual
form,—the root and the ordinary derivatives never being
vowelled.

1 4. slang. To pay (a creditor) with an I O U.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 12 p 3 Do not talk to me, I am

Voweled by the Count, and cursedly out of humour. 1760
Foote Minor 1. i, They will vowel you, from Father to Son
to the twentieth generation. 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T.
(ed. 3) s.v., A gamester who does not immediately pay his

losings, issaid to vowel the winner, by repeating the vowels
I.O.U. or perhaps from giving his note for the money
according to the Irish form.

Vowel, southern dial. var. Foul a., Fowl sb.

Vowelism. [f. Vowel sb. + -ism.] A system
of vowel-sounds; articulation in respect of vowels.
184a Blackzv. Mag. LII. 71 The vowelism of the Scotch is

not altogether pure. In some instances it differs, alike from
the classic A.-Saxon and from the Icelandic,

Vowelist. [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

1 1. One who gives undue study to the vowel-
points of the Hebrew scriptures. Obs.

1655 Spurstowe Wels of Salvation 158 Vowalists and
Letterists having little or no acquaintance with the deep
things of God.

2. One who employs vowels for poetic effect.

1890 in Athcnieum 6 Sept. 334/2 The Glasgau Herald
says 'As a repetitionary vowelist Mr. Spratly is virtuous
compared with Milton'.

Vowelize, v. [f. as prec. 4--ize.]

1. trans. To modify or produce by means of
vowel-sounds. Hence Vowelized ppl. a.

1816 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etynt. 59 The vowelized softness
of Greek, Italian, French, . .proceeds from the same cause.

2. To render vocalic. In quot. absol.

1867 A. M. Bell Visible Sp. 87 Then vowelize or expand
and tensify the configuration to remove the friction of the
breath.

3. To supply with vowel- points or signs repre-

senting vowels.
1883 American VI. 314 'Tom Brown's School-Days* will

be immediately issued in the easy reporting style [of short-
hand], fully vowelized.

tVowellage. Obs~l [-age.] Vowelling.
1610 W. Folkingham Brachigraphy To Rdr, A 4 b, All

conjunctions of Characters will be meere Incorporations sans
Implication of Vowellage or intrication of the Lecture.

Vowelled, ///. a. [f. Vowel sb. or v. + -ed.]

Of language or words : Supplied or provided with

vowels, esp. to an unusual extent. Also with
qualifying term, as ivell-vowelled.
1662 Playford SkillMus. i. xi. (1674) 56 The Italian Lan-

guage is more smooth and better vowelled than the English.
1684 Dryden To Earl of Roscommon 17 Pauses, cadence,
and well-vowell'd Words. 1792 Anna Seward Lett. (181 1

)

III. 142 My own exquisitely rich and harmonious language ;

the growing Latinity of which has already, .rendered it

sufficiently vowelled, sufficiently sweet, copious, and sono-
rous. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 200 While fluent Greek a
vowel'd under-song Kept up. i860 Farrar Orig. Lang. 67
The soft and vowelled undersong of modern Italian. 1869
Meredith Lett. 19 Dec. {1912) I. 198 Isn't there a scent of
damned hypocrisy in all this lisping and vowelled purity oi

the Idylls? 1883 Blackiv. Mag. Oct. 431/2 By melodious
juxtaposition, by artful alliteration, by vowelled breathings
and consonantal crashes of harmony.

b. Having vowels of a specified kind or quality.

1783 J. Beattie Diss. 293 The long-vowelled emphatick
syllable, .and the short-vowelled emphatick syllable. 1868
Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 1. 61 As full vowelled words Are new
impregnate with the master's thought,

Vowelles S, a. [f. Vowel sb. + -less.] Hav-
ing no vowel or vowels.
1870 J. F. Smith Fivald's Introd. Hcbr. Grant. 163 A

vanishing o usually reappears in connexion with the first of
the two vowelle^s consonants which might arise. 1892
1'ruce Apologetics 11. ix. 304 The Masoretic Hebrew text is

thus only an approximately accurate translation by Jewish
scholars of the vowelless original.

Vowelling, vbl. sb. [f. Vowel v. + -ing l
.]

1. fa. The articulation of vowels in sinking. Obs.
c 1500 Proverbis in Aniiq. Rep. IV. 406 Perfite vowellynge
of a songe, to the cere is delectable. 1622 Mabbe tr.

Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 284 Shee performed both so

sweetely, as well for the ayring of her notes, as the vowell-

ing of her words.

b. The pronunciation of vowels in speech.

1879 G. Macdonai.d Sir Gibbie xxv, The grand organ roll

of it [Paradise Lost] losing nothing in the Scotch voweling.

2. The insertion of vowels or vowel-signs.
1627 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thcss. {1629) 95 It is reported of

loab, that when his Teacher taught him to corrupt the text

but in the vowelling, he slew him without ransome. 1870
Athenzum. n June 7S5/1 Our E. V., following the vowell-

ing assigned to the Hebrew by the Rabbins, renders them
*for ever '. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 797/1 The vowelling of

Greek and Latin proper names shews that the vagueness of

the vowels was not absolute.

Vowellish, a. rare—A
. [f. Vowel sb.'] Of the

nature of a vowel.
1636 B. Jonson Eng. Gram. 1. iii. (1640) 40 The power [of

the Tetter \V] isalwayes Vowellish, even where it leades the
Vowell in any Syllabe.

Vowelly, a. [f. Vowel sb. + -Y 1
.] Having

many vowels ; characterized by vowels.
1712 Mrs. Centlivue Perplexed Lovers v. i, Sir Rog.

This Italian is very vowelly, it runs much upon the o me-
thinks. 1841 D'Ishaeli Amen. Lit. (1S67) 97 The North-
men, in the shock of their hard, redundant consonants, lost

the vowelly confluence. 1883 Advance (Chicago) 6 Dec,
In their soft, vowely tongue,

Vower l (vau-aj). [f. Vow v. + -EU 1
.] One

who makes a vow, or has taken vows.
r546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. 13 He .. called vnto his

Apostleship, not wyueless vowers, but niarryed men. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 135 As touching monasticall
vowes,..it might be obteined of the byshop, that none should
be taken in yong.and before the vowers were of rype yeares.

1599 Sandys Europse Spec. (1632) 136 From whom also as

being too rich for vowers of poverty, he tooke away at one
clap above tenne thousand Crownes rent, a 1638 Mede
W%s. (1672) 179 This extent of the Vow is beyond the intent

of the Vower. X691 tr. Emitianue's Frauds Rom. Monks
(ed. 3) 407 Of all these Vowers of Chastity there are but a
very few, and may be, none at all that observe it. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxix, Youthful vowers ofeternal constancy.

1887 H. S. LtOWDEN tr. Hettinger's Dante 306 note. The
vower can only change the matter of his vow to some
greater offering to God's honour.

t Vower-. Obs.- 1 In 5 Sc. wowar. [Cf. Vow
v.'* and Avouke sb.*] A guardian, patron.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vn. 124 Saynct Androw was, gaiff

the that suerdin hand ; Off Sanctis he is wowar off Scotland.

t Vower 3. Obs.—1 [Aphetic f. devonre Devoih
sb.] Devoir, duty.

la 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) IT. 145 When the[y] had
done their vower [v.r. devour] A beaste shoulde come of

greate power.

Vowerer, variant of Vouuer Obs.

Voweson, variant of Vowson Obs.

Vowess (vmres). Now Hist, or arch. Also
6 voiesse, woys(s)e, vowes, wowes ; 6-7 vow*
esse. [Cf. Vower * and -ess.]

1. A woman, esp. a widow, who has taken a vow
of chastity for the remainder of her life.

1506 Lincoln Wills (rgi4) I. 44, I Jane Harby of Lincoln,

Wowes, mak my testament, [etc.]. 1511 Nottingham Rec.

III. 453 Agnes Mellars, wydowe and vowesse. 154* Bale
Eng. Votaries 1. 13 And at hys departure in the mornynge,

he neyther commaunded Peter to breake vp howsholde, nor

yet to forsake hys wyfe and make her a vowesse. 1865

Test. Ebor. (Surtees) III. 312 A lady, afier her husband s

death, was allowed to take the vow of chastity, and she was

then called a vowess. 1875 Henderson Liber Pontificals

Chr. Bainbridge Pref. p. xl, At the Benediciio Vidua;, the

Vowess in a blue dress with white hood . . is kneeling before

the Bishop.

2. A woman who makes a vow of devotion to a

religious life; a nun.

1533 Mork Ausw. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1060/1 Some vow-

esses peraduenture ther are, which as yet neuer intend to

breake their vow. 1553 Becon Reliques Rome (1563) 37 b,

41



VOWGARD. 322 VOYAGE.
A certayne vowesse or professed nunne. 1587 Holinshfd
Chron. III. 1080/2 Vpon which toome there laie a stone
image of Edith in the habit of a vowesse holding a hart in
bir right hand. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. vii. 227 She
abandoned her Regenrie, and built a house of deuotion in
the He of Shepey, wherein herselfe became a Vowesse. 1695
Kennett Par. Aniiq, ix. 660 A rich Tomb.. with her image
thereon, in the habit of a Vowess Crown'd.

+ Vowgard. Obs.~ l (Meaning obscure.)
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 580 Now is all in oureward,

youre yeres ar ron, It is commen tn vowgard youre dame
malison, To bynde it.

Vowght, obs. variant of Vault sb.l

Vowing (vau'irj), vbl. sb. [f.Vow v. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb in various senses.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10692 pe biscop..did bamsembled be, O

bis vouing [v. r. vowing] of chastite For to ask o bairn sum
rede. 1550 Bale Apol. 136 Where as he calleth geldynge or
makynge chast for the kyngdome of heauen, a voweynge of
the single lyfe, whych Christ neuer ment. 1594CAREW Tasso
(1881) n That holy Pilgrims farre from dread of way That
great Tombe might adore, and vowings pay. 1782 J. Brown
View Nat. $ Revealed Relig. VI, iii. § 9 (1796) 505 Vowing
is the making a solemn promise to God, in which we bind
ourselves to do or forbear somewhat for the promoting his

glory. 1844 Mrs, Browning Man's Requirem. ii, Love me
with thine open youth In its frank surrender; With the
vowing of thy mouth With itssilence tender. 1886 Coruett
Fall ofAsgard II, 77 The drinking went forward again, and
great was the vowing and boasting as the night went on.

Vowis, obs. Sc. pi. of Wolf.
Vowless, a. [f. Vow sb. + -less.] Not
bound by a vow or vows.
1620 Bp. Hall Hon, Marr. Clergy 1. xvii. Wks. (1628) 757

Hee hath done with their owne vowes, and now descends
to vs, Whom bee confesses vowlesse.

fVOWly, southern dial. f. Foully adv. 5.
l633 B. Jonson Tale Tub\. ii, And the zame day o' the

moneth, as this Zin Valentine, Or I am vowly deceiv'd.

Vowne, altered f. Vow v. 2 2 b. rarer-1
.

1785 Mass.Sf>y 13 Oct. (Thornton), Ye yanking lads of our
town, ye Are brave fellows all, I vowne.

Vowre, south-western dial, variant of Four.
tVoWSOU. Obs. Forms: 3-4 voweson, 5-6
vouson (5 vourson, -sone, wouson), 6 vowaon.
[Aphetic f. avow{e)son Advowson.] Advowson,
patronage.
1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 9678 $uf bituene tueie lewedemen

were cni striuing..As vor voweson ofchurche weber ssolde
be churche ^iue. 1424 Pasion Lett. I. 18 A sute that he
made ageyn the seyd ptiour of a voweson of the chyrche of
Sprouston. 1426 in E. F.. Wills (18S2) 74 pe Maner Enwarle
in Deuen, with be voursone of \>e chirche, And.. be maner
of Thomcoffyn m Somerset, with be vourson of \>e church.
1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 520/2 Londes, Tenementes, Rentes
and Wousons of Chirches. 1550 T. Lever Serin. (Arb.)n5
Not able. .to barcke agaynste pluralytyes, improperacions,
bying of vousons, nor against anye cuyll abuse of the
cleargies lyuynges. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 156 An
other euill vse is to geue out vousuns of benefices, as it were
in areuertion. 1570 Am1

. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc) 361,
I was informed that this Recall was granted m vowson to
one Mr. Hamond of Yorkshire,

Vowayng: see Vousinq Obs. Vowt, var.

Vult Obs. Vowt(e, obs. varr. Vault sb.l and v.1

Vowtre, obs. f. Vulture.

f Vowtre. Obs. rare. [Aphetic f. avowtre : see

Adultery.] Adultery. Also f Vowtre v. intr.
t

to commit adultery. + Vowtriere, an adulteress.

f Vowtry, adultery. Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 21 And al ober lawis bat semen to sey,

bat man bow to curse for crime of 'vowtre, beft, & swilk
ober. Ibid. 87 f>ey kepe noiber clene lif, ne wedding, but.

.

"vowtrand, or doing a-vowtri. 1x1400-50 Alexander 4532
To Venus be *vowtriere may 11031 ellsa-vaile. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 72 Synne of lechery and of *vowtrye. Ibid. 201, I

haue made mony on to sle men, and forto syn yn lechery
and yn vowtry.

Vowtur, obs. form of Vulture.

II VOX (vpks). [L. vox (pi. voces), voice.]

L Vox populi, the voice of the people ; expressed
general opinion ; common talk or rumour.
The Latin maxim Vox populi vox Dei * the voice of the

people is the voice of God ', is freq. cited or alluded to in
English works from the 15th cent, onwards.
a X550 xnSkelton's Wks. (1843) II. 409/1 A wonderfull sorte

of selles, That vox Populi telles, Of those bottomlesse welles.

1570 R. Constable in Sadler's St. Papers (1809) II. 388,
I hard vox populi^ that the lord regent would not, for his
owne honor, . .deliver thearls. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. ix. 787 No publicke fame, nor vox popli Was ever
knowen in vaine to die. 1671 E. Howard Six Days Ad-
venture Pief. A 4 There being nothing more unstable or
erroneous than vox Populi in point of plays. 1774 {title).

Vox populi, or Old England's Glory a Destruction in 1774.
182a Galt Sir A. Wytie xcv], 'O, . ,—justawheen havers !

replied Bell—'causey talk—Vox populi!' 1867 E. Fitz-
Gerald Lett. (1889) I. 308 Well, but I believe in the Vox
Populi of two hundred Years : still more of two thousand.

2. Vox angelica, vox humana (or + humane),
varieties of organ-stops imitative of vocal sounds.

Also attrib.

.11726 Tudway in Burney Hist. Music {1776) IV. 355
These [stops] were the Vox-humane,., with some others

I may have forgot. 1776 Burney Hist. Music IV. 147 Of
pipes thus constructed are composed the stops called the

Vox-humana, Regal,..and many others. i$$zSexdel Organ
21 In the seventeenth century several registers were.. in-

setted, among which we may mention the vox humana, and
the vox angelica. 1885 Vox Humana 3 The effect of the

Vox Humana stop, .is to make the organ sound likea choir

of human voices, . .

Vox, south-western dial. var. Fox sb. ; obs. Sc
var. Voice sb. ; obs. Sc pa. t. Wax v.

Voyage (voi'ed^),^/'. Forms: a. 3-4 veage, 6

Se. weago (wewage, weavage), 7 .Sir, veadge ; 3
veiage, 3-4, 6veyage {6 Sc. wey-) ;

4-6 vaiage,

5, 6 Sc, vayage, 5-6 Sc, wayag^e
; 5 (9 dial.)

vage, 5 vaig, 8-9 norths 9 Sc. vaige, 9 dial, vay ge,

Sc. vae(d,ge. 0. 4-8 (9 dial.) viage (5 uiage,

viagge,6 viadge,viegde), 4-6 vyage (4 uyage)

;

5 .Sir. wiage, 5-6 wyage. 7. 5-7 voiage (6 voi-

adge, 7 voige), 5- voyage (6 voyaige, 7 -adge)

;

Sc. 5 woyage, 6 wo(v)age, 7 woag. [a. AF. and
OF. veage, veiage, vayage, and voiage, -aige, voage,

vouaige (F. voyage),» Prov. viatge, Sp. viage, l*g.

viagem, It. viaggio:—L. viaticum provision for a

journey, Viaticum.]

L An act of travelling (for transit), a journey

(for passage), by which one goes from one place

to another (esp. at a considerable distance).

a. In the phrases to take or make {a, the
t
or

one's) voyage. Now rare.
In early use including travel by sea as well as by land; for

quotations in which the nautical sense is clear see 3 b.

(a) 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4920+ S5 Cadwal in Yrlonde ys
ost3arkede vaste &vorb toward bys lend be veage nonie. 1375
Harbour Bruce xiv, 117 He his viage soyne hastane, And
straucht toward the plas is gane. 1390 Cower Conf. II. 8
He hath himself conformed. .To schape and take the viage
Homward. c 1413 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1262 Seint
Ambroses legende seith, how he Ones to Rome-ward took
his viage. c 1440 Generydes 226 Now to this lady lete vs
turne ageyn, Whiche to Surry hath take hir viage. 1564
Hawaru tr. Eutropius iv. 41 The consuls toke then their
viage to invade Carthage, a 1575 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng. Hist,
(Camden, No. 36) 43 Thei. .toke their viage toward Rome,
deslroying all thinges on everie side. 1584 B. R. tr. Hero-
dotus 11. 76 b, We must take our voyage on foote the space
of forty dayes by the waters side. 1647 Hex ham i, To take
a Viage, reysen.

(<5) 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3746 To helle bou
inakyst py vyage. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 54, I mac mi vaiage,
Til sain Jam in pilgrimage. C1400MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxxiv.
152 It scbuld be a lang tyme are bat vaiage ware made.
1484 Caxton Fables of Auian viii, To make better theyr
vyage they were sworne eche one to trte other that none of
them bothe should leue other. 1550 Covehdale .?>>/>. Perle
xxix. (1588)291 A marchant man maketh far viages and great
iourneis . . for worldly and transitory gain. 1579 Poor Rnt.'s
Pal.Priv. Pleas. (Roxb.) Biij, This is shecwhom once
within the Lake, I'shewed vnto Robinson, as our viage wee
did make. 1586 Warnkr Alb. Eng. 11. vii. (1592) 27 And
Hercules to Calidon a Dismall viage makes, i860 R. Noel
Vac Tour 467 A voyage I made by a very unfrequented
path from Ca;sarea to Nazareth.

b. In other contexts. Now rare.
a. c 1400 Vwaine <$• Gaw. 532 Switb, be sayd, wendes

with me, Whoso wil that wonder se...Thar was none
so litel page That he ne was fayn of that vayage. 1560
Rolland Seven Sages 12 To Romes Court the way thay
held on richt Thir seuin Maisters thair veyage passing on
[etc.]. a 1583 Montgomerie Cherry $ Slae 625 (Laing MS.),
Bot fra we gett our wayage win, thay sail nocht than the
cherrie cun. 1875 [W. Alexander] Sk. Life Ain Folk 195
Mains of Puddleweal sent his carts on a weekly ( vaege ' to
the burgh of Innerebrie to fetch his supplies of lime.

0. 1338 R. BrunneCAtwj. (1S10) 90 Hewentj>at viage To
William be redekyng, ber he was in Wales, c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 792 That ech of yow to shorte with oureweye In this
viage shal telle tales tweye. c 1400 Pitgr. Sowle (Caxton) 11.

xli. (1859) 46 Theyr iourney was fully adetermyned and theyr
vyage endyd. £1440 Gcsta Rom. xxxvi. 140 (Harl. MS.),
He thowte to visite be holy londe,..and he ordeynid be*e-
fore and made al thinge redy for his viage. 1474 Caxton
Chesse in. iv, (1883) 108 Hit isa fowle thyngc.whan a man
is at ende ofhis Iourney for to Jengthe his viage. 1533 Bel-
lenden Livy (S.T.S.) I. 80 Latumo and his wine Tanaquill
war passand in ane chariot, with bar gudistursit with bame
in bare viage. 1552 T. Barnabe in Ellis Grig, Lett. Ser. 11. II.

197 As for the realme of France besyde, I ought to knowe yt,
for I have ben xxviij viages in France in poste for the Kings
Majestic 1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 1. xxiii. 14 It seemed
sore to trot al afoote ouer the Pyrenees and Alpes, and huge
long viages at smal ease in their armour, a 1672 Wood Life
(1848) 85 note, I humbly desire your H. to thinke that the
ocasion of my stay hear is nott for any dislike of the viage.
y. 1527 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 204, I have declared

unto Your Grace the successes of al such thinges, as have
chaunced inmy voyage. 1585T. Washington It.Nicholay's
Voy. 1. i,(It was resolved] that for the more suretie of his
voyage, he sboulde returne by Sea. 1601 Holland Pliny I.

133 For as much as..the travelleis are forced to rest all the
day long, therefore twelve daies are set down for the whole
voiage hetweene Coptus and Berenice. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brit. vn. ii. 285/1 Such as haumg vowed their voiage and
seiuice for Ierusalem, wore continually vpon their backes a
red Crosse. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. m. xv. 32 Jesus
took an Account of the first legation and voyage of his
Apostles. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 147 Upon the moun-
tains we passed over this voyage, we found a great number
of plants we bad not before met with. 1745 Pococke Descr.
East II. 101 The pasha was lately returned from bis voyage
towards Mecca. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. 11. 178, I con-
ceive that to be beneath the serious consideration of a man
on a voyage of such a nature. 1823 W. Cobuett Rur.
Rides (1885) II. 50 The utmost extent of her voyages [from
home] had been about two and a half miles. 1856 Kane
Arct. Exp. II. ii. 28, I was just beginning to hope for an
easy voyage, when Toodla and the Big Yellow gave way
nearly together. 1887- in dial, glossaries (Chesh., Lanes.).
transf. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits iv. (1596) 38

If Galen had considered the demeanure and voiages of the
ant.. he would haue taken astonishment to see a beast so
little endewed with so great sagenesse.

f c. A pilgrimage. Obs.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 238 Men that makis
vowis of vaigis for the lufe of God. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes
of Aymon vii. 155 How_ the kynge Charlemagne made a
vyage to saynte lames in Galice. 1518 H. Watson Hist.
Oliver of Castile (Roxb.) P 4 He came towarde y« kynge
and sayd to hym that he dyde owe a vyage to Saynt lames,
and that he muste nedes do it withouten ony companye.

f d. Without article : Travel, travelling. Obs.
1626 Bacon New Atl. (1650) n All Nations have Enter,

knowledge of one another, by Voyage into Forraigne Parts,
or by Strangers that come to them.

+ 2. A journey or expedition undertaken with a
military purpose ; a warlike enterprise or under-
taking ; a march against an enemy. Obs.

a. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4509 po was be king arbure vol
of sorwe & sore . . \>c veage toward Rome he bileuede vor bis
cheance. Ibid. 8079 Sulue wimmen ne bileuede bat hii ne
wende buder vaste, Ne }ong folc bd hii feble were, be wule
be veage[ = crusade] ilaste. 1491-2Phimpton Corr, (Camden)
102 Yt is so that the Kings grace bath appoynted my lord to
wayt upon his grace, now at this his noble vage into France.
1533 Bellenden Livy 11. xxi. (S.T.S.) 1. 215 pai.. bad bame
pas fordwart.. with gude werde, bat be end of bare vayage
mycht be respondent to bare begynnyng. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 337 Cardinal v^gedie is sent frome
Pape Honorie to Scotland, Legat, to require a gret soume
of money . . to helpe the veyage to Hierusalem,
0. 13.. A". Alls. 5075 (Laud MS.), A morowe be kyng &

his baronage Wenten forb in her viage. 1338 R. Brunnk
Chron. (1810) 315 To Scotland now he fondes to redy bis
viage, With britti bousand Walsh redy at his banere. 1375
Barbour Bruce v. 207 His spek discomfort thame all sua,
That thai had left haill that viage, Na war a knycht of gret
corage. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 204 Al this

forsaydyn hostynges, viages, and trauaill done and fufillid

weryn in lytill more space than threMonthes. a 1450 h'nt.

de la 'Tour 51 It happed that, .the squier come from a uiage
that he hadde ben atte. 1475 Bk, Noblesse (Roxb.) 17 [He]
bad a gret discomfiture at the bataile of Agincourt. .at his

first viage. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vi. civ. (1811) 143 Longe
it were to tell all the circumstaunce of this vyage, & victoryes
of the same. 1556 Chron, Grey Friars (Camden) 23 Thys
yere the kynge made a grete army into Scotland by hys
brother the duke of Glocester, in the wyche viage he wane
Barwike. 1590 L. Lloyd Dial Daies Oct. 31 Mar. Scotus
saith that he was slaine in his viage against the Parthians.

y. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xv. 15 The kyng sent. .a
great ambassade to syr Iohn of Heynaulte, praying hym, .to

kepe company with hym in his voiage agaynste the Scottis.

1549 Conipi. Scotl. Ep. 4 The longinquite of his martial voy-
aige, ande the grite forse of the oriental pepil. 1584 B. R.
ix. Herodotus 11. 97 b, Sesostris dying,.. hys sonne. .vnder-

tooke no voyage of warre, but remayned quiet in his king-
dome. 1609 Dekker Gull's Horu-bk. I) 4, If you be a
souldier, talke how often you haue beene in action: as the

Portingale voyage, Cales voiage, the Hand voiage. 1613-8

Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. Wks. (Grosart) IV, 193 Godfrey of
Bouillon . . was the first that offered vp himselfe to thisFamous
Voyage. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. x. 235 The Simeonites

second voyage against the Amalekites in Mount Seir.

f b. In the phr. to make (or do) a voyage. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 89 Mitbridates-.belde be
kyngdom \>re and fourty ;ere, in pe whiche tyme he dede
many viage, and many faire victories hadde. c 1470 Henry
Wallace 111. 118 The knycht Fenweik conwoide the cary-

age ; He had on Scottis maid mony schrewide wiage. 1546
Supplic, Poore Commons (E.E.'l'.S.) j6 Achabe kyng of
Israel, when he intended to make a viage, and to take by
force the country.. of Ramoth Giliade. 1598 Drayton
Heroical Ep. Notes (1599) 25 In the great voyage Edward
the second made against the Scots, at the battell at Striue-

ling [etc]. 1686 Voy. Emp. China in Misc. Cur. (1708) III.

179 The Emperour of China made a Voyage into Eastern
Tartary, in the beginning of this Year 1682.

T c. Voyage royal, an expedition undertaken by

a king in person. Obs.
1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures (1574) 20 When the king

maketh a voyage roial into Scotland for to subdue y® Scots.

if 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 248 Euen now his [Ed-
ward IV's] Feuer tercian, of the whiche he had languished
sore, sithe his voyage royall into Fraunce, was sodainly

turned into a vncurable quartain. 1601 R.Johnson Kingd.
$ Commw. (1603) 157 More to be dreaded for their.. furious

incursions, then. .that they are able to raise, or undertake
any voiage royal. 1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc. 44 For
his [sc. Richard II's] first voyage in the eighteenth yeare

of his raigne (which was indeed a Voyage.Royall) was made
vpon another motiue. 1690 (title), The Royal Voyage; or,

the Irish Expedition.

f 3. An enterprise, undertaking, or adventure of

a private character (in early use implying the

making of a journey). Obs.
13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 535 pen benkkez Gawan ful sone,

Of his anious uyage. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus xxx. 732 Ek
diane I the biseke 'That this viagge be nat to the loth. 1390
Gowkk Conf. I. 353 This worthi kniht of his corage Hath
undertake the viage. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2511,

I am meved of pite, . . bat ;e of volume . . List take on ;ow bis

merveillous vtage. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn Hi. 198
Madame, yf your wyll be, I shall gladli tak this vyage in

hande, and I shall neuer test noo where tyl that I haue
founde blanchardyn. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 59 Sum
vncouth vaiage I purpoisit prepare, Bot not sa vncouth as

was preparit for me. 1579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 11.

lxxxiii, 266 b, Takyng in hand an easie viage towardes thine

ende. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. i. 185 If hee should intend

this voyage toward my wife, I would turne her loose to him.

1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl 111. i, I thinke

I fight with a familiar, or the Ghost of a fencer, Sh' has

wounded me gallantly, call you this a letcherous viage?

t b. In the phr. to do (or make) a voyage. Obs
:

C1374 Chaucer 'Troylus 11. 75 He.. caste and knew in

goode plyte was be moone To doon viage and take his way
ful sone Vnto his neces paleys ther bysyde. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 804 Y for-bed hem. .fro benne bay ne scholde go,

Or ich hadde sum viage done & til hemcome ageyn. 1387-8
T, Usk Test. Love 1. v. (Skeat) 1, 64 If thou drede suche
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jangleres, thy viage to make, understand wel [etc.). x6ix
Shaks. Cymb. i. iv. 169 Ifyon make your voyage vpoti her,

and giue me directly to vnderstand, you haue preuayl'd,
I am no further your Enemy,
4. A journey by sea or water from one place to

another (usually to some distant place or country) ;

a course or spell of sailing or navigation, spec, one
in which a return is made to the starting-point ; a
cruise.

Arising from contextual uses of senses 1 and 2, and clearly

separable from these only aftet the ME. period. Foi the
phr. fbon(e, boun, boon voyage see Boon a. a.

a, c 1310 St. Brendan 152 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 224 ' Wendeb-
forb a.godes name: pat bis veyage were ido!' Seint Bren-
dan & his brethren to schipe wende anon. 1555 Sc. Acts
Mary (1814) II. 495/1 That nanc.cary ony victuallis tal-

loun or flesche.. except samekill at salbe thair necessare
victualling for thair veyage. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot, (S.T.S.) II. 121 The skipper of the schip.. said
' God send ws better handsell and matr forder in our way-
age.' 1641 Sc. Acts Chas. /(1870) V. 494/2 Ane impost.. of
tuo shilling scottes to be payed vpoun the tune of all shipes
and vesshelHs..he Natiues and four shillingis money foir-

said to be payed be straingeres for ilke vcadge. 1784
Bishoprick Carl. (1906) 52 There was a poor little lad that
had come a trial vaige to sea. 1887 J. M. E. SAXBV Lads
ofLunda (1888) 123, 1 don't think there will be much done
at the haaf this vaige.

0. C 1330 R. BaUNHB Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8S40 When he
wyste why bat he cam [to Ireland], &so fer viage for stones
nam,Hescorned bemon his langage. c 1400 Maunoev. {1839)
Prol. 4 It is longe tyme passed, that ther was no generalle
Passage ne Vyage over the See. 1442 Rolls ofParlt.V.
60/2 [That] noon of the seid vesselles. .attendyng to the
same viage, be arrested for any viage of oure Souveratn
Lord ye King. 1492 Act. Dom. Cone. (1839) 275 pe proffitis

& dewiteis..of pe said auchtane parte of a hale Raiss in

zeland..and als of half a danskm viage. 1506 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. III. 206 To Thorn*. Hathowy to furnis

the Kingis schip in the Northland the secund viage, for

tymir. 1579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 1. i. 2 They that
fare by Sea, they are caried away in the shypps, and feele

not howe, and many tymes are at their viage ende before
they be ware.

^ 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshcd III. 1369/1
For want of vittels and other necessaries (needful in so long
a viage). .[he] was inforced to set saile and returne for Eng-
land. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <$• Commw. 6 The Portu-
gales whose viages beyond the cape of Good Hope.. are
more true than in reason likely.

y. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 25 Paid. .to John
Cappe. .after the said voiage into the parties of Lumbardie
..for the stopping of lekes & castyng Balast. 1599 Hakluyt
Voy.\.Vxt\. **2,There they shall read of Godredusthesonne
of Olauus his voiage to the king of Norway. 1625 N. Car-
penter Geogr. Delineated 11. vii. (1635) 126 This North-west
passage is a long voyage, and hath bin for a long time
sought. 1626 Bacon New Atl. 12 The Navigation of the
World (specially for remote Voiages) was greater then at
this day. 1665 Manley Grotius* Low C. Wars 923 Where
the Spanish Negotiation was short and safe, it enticed Sea-
men, by their good will, to avoid long Voyages. 1748
Anso>Cs Voy. Intiod., A Voyage round the World promises
a species of information, of all others the most desirable and
interesting, 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 346 Those
who had set sail five months before, were not in the least

farther advanced in their voyage, than those who waited for

the favourable wind. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 165
Ships were sent out to different seas, and had prosperous
voyages, 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Voyage, a journey
by sea. It usually includes the outward and homeward
trips, which are called passages. 1903 F. T. Bullen Sea
Wrack 310 note, The round trip from home back to home
again constitutes the ' voyage ', all the port to port journeys
are * passages '.

fig. 1864 Browning fas. Lee's Wife n. iv, With whom
began Love's voyage full-sail.

b. In the phrases to take or make a voyage.

Cf. I a. Also trans/,

(a) c 1400 Maundbv. (Roxb.) Pref. r Wald Godd bat per
werldly lordes ware at gude accorde, and. .wald take pis haly
viage ouer be see. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 12 The said king
Edward .. tooke his vyage to Cane withe xij c shippis.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. loThir
men of weir tuk vayage and sailled to Scotland. 1596 Dal-
hymtlb tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 233 Quhen S. Columba did
sayl in Yrland, thay to the Jle ofJon tuik thair vaiage. 1819
Keats Lamia 11. 180 Fifty wreaths of smoke From fifty

censers their light voyage took To the high roof,

(b) 14.. Sir Benes (O.) 388 Ouer they made gode viage.
The sayll they drew, the wynd was good. 1475 Nottingham
Rec. II, 387 We. .purpose., incontinent berupon, as winde
and weder wol serue, to make our viage into France. 1530
Hickscorner 820 For yf I my^t make iii good vyages to
Shoter's Hyl,. .Than wolde I never travell the see more.
c 1580 in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1914) 518 This viadge ys
to be made in 3 wekes yf winde and wether sarve. 1584
Powel Lloyd's Cambria 87 Cnute king of England about
this time made a viage to Denmarke. 1648 I, Beaumont
Psyche it. 179 It is a full Commission By which he made
this voyage. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. i. 139 In
five Voyages made before that way, [I] knew by Experience
there is a Current.

fo. A (single or return) passage or trip on a
canal-boat. Obs.

1774 Ann. Reg., Chron, 145 From Manchester to Warring.
ton . . the third cabbin \s for the passage or voyage upon the
canal. 1805 Z. Allnutt Navig. Thames 15 The Toll of +d
per Ton a Voyage on all Barges. A Voyage, is a Trip to
London and back again, being two Passages.

d. A flight through the air (or through space)
;

esp. a trip in a balloon.
1667 Milton P. L. vn. 431 So stears the prudent Crane

Her annual Voiage, born on Windes. 1726 Swift Gulliver
III. ii. It was about ninety leagues distant, and our voyage
lasted four days and an half. 1785 V. Lunardi Five Aerial
Voyages (17S6) 30 After a most delightful and glorious voy-
age of 46 miles, 36 over the water and 10 over land. 1826
Mechanics' Mag. VI. 285/2 An aerial voyage, remarkable

for its duration, was accomplished at Paris on the igth of

September, 178.1. i860 Chambers's Rncycl. I. 646/2 Before
they [sc. fire-balloons] became obsolete, several remarkable
voyages were made in them. 1893 Sir R. Ball Story of
Sun 290 The Eaith in its annual voyage round the sun.

e. spec. In marine insurance : (see quot.).

1848 Arnoui.d Marine Insur. 1. xii. I. 333 The voyage in-

sured.., a technical term, which must be carefully distin-

guished from the actual voyage of the ship, . .is a transit at

sea from the terminus a quo to the terminus ad quern in a
prescribed course of navigation, .which is never set out in

any policy.

f. Voyage 0/discovery (Discovery 3), in fig. use.

1857 Ducange Anglicus Vulg. Tong., Voyage ofdiscovery,
going out stealing. 1890 'R. Boldrewood ' Col, Reformer
(1891) 227 After a voyage of discovery round the yard at full

speed, [the cattle] return . . into the lane.

5. Used fig. (in senses 1 or 4) to denote the course

of human life (or some part of it), or the fate of

persons after death.

1390 Gower Conf III. 326 Fourtieneyer sche was of Age,
Whan deth hir tok to his viage. 1423 J as. I Kingis Q. xv,

As the schip that sailithstercles, ..Sostandis thou here.. And
wantis that suld gyde all thy viage. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 98 Cristallyne water to hym so com-
fortable, Al his viage bothe in breede and lengthe. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 b, Man receyueth by grace
all thyngesexpedyent and necessary for hym in his vyage
and pilgrymage. 1529 Sir T. More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 175/2
V* much more special assistence of god with his christen
churche in their spiritual viage. 1601 Shaks. 'Jul. C. iv.

iii. 220 There is a Tide in the afTayres of men, Which taken
at the Flood, leades on to Fortune ; Omitted, all the voyage
of their life, Is bound in Shallowes, and in Miseries. 1604
T. Wright Passions vt. 345 Blocks and stones our ghostly
enemies cast in the narrow way that lendeth to heaven, to

hinder our voyage. 1697 Vanhrugh Prov. Wife v. v, So,
now I am in for Hobbes s voyage ; a great leap in the dark.

1705 Hickkringill Ptiest-cr. ii, VI. 60 And what I say to

Papists I say to all Protestants, if you like to be Priest-

ridden, farewel—a good Voyage to you. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI, Let. to Sir W. Phillips 18 July, Among our
fellow-lodgers at Berwick, was a couple from London,
bound to Edinburgh on the voyage of matrimony. 1779
Cowper Human Frailty 17 Bound on a voyage of awful
length,..A stranger to superior strength, Man vainly trusts

his own. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab\x. 174 Fear not then, Spirit,

Death's disrobing hand.. 'lis but the voyage of a dark,
some hour. 1877 Tennyson Sir J. Frank/in 3 And thou.

.

Art passing on thine happier voyage now Toward no earthly

pole.

6. +a. The navigation of a particular sea-roule
;

the course or route (to be) taken by a ship. Obs.

1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 1087 Vndery 6 name of Tharsis
(as some think) is signified some sea y* was farre of, and
whose voiage was very long. 1694 W. King Animadv. Ace.
Denmark 1. 7 Any Sea-man, who is acquainted with that

Voyage, will tell you that he would ten times rather venture
amongst the Rocks of Norway m a Storm, than the Sands
of England. 1755 Magens Insurances II. in The Mate
being unacquainted with the Voyage and declaring himself
to be so, shall nevertheless be obliged to remain with the
Ship, if the Master requires it.

b. A vessel as fitted out for sailing.

1826 Kent Comm. (1858) III. xlvii. § 209 When the voyage
is ready, the master is bound to sail as soon as the wind and
tide permit.

c. Whaling. (See quot.)

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amcr. (ed. 2) 497 Voyage, among
whalers, each man calls his share of the proceeds of the
cruize, which he receives instead of wages, his voyage.

d. The quantity of fish taken in one trip or by
one boat.

1897 Clay fy Co. Company Prospectus,The daily arrival of
vessels with voyages of live and fresh fish. ..The Pontoon
where the voyages are landed from the vessels and sold.

7. A written account of a voyage, a book describ-

ing a voyage (or journey).
From the frequent use of the word in the titles of narratives

of voyages.

1587 Hakluyt U/7/*), A Notable Historie, containing foure

Voyages, made by Certaine French Captaines into Flo-

rida. 1699 W. Hacke (title), A Collection of Original Voy-
ages. 1704 Churchill (title), A Collection of Voyages and
Travels, Some now first Printed from Original Manuscripts.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Picrre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 21

Those of the same kind, which have been collected in the
following Voyage, exhibit no regular difference from each
other, Ibid. 284 The most authentic traditions of Historians,

which I found in great numbers in the Voyage of Pausanias
into Greece, 1877 Quaritch Catalogue 1476 De liry's

Collection of Voyages to the East and West Indies.

8. allrib.nnd Comb. , as voyage-writer
; + voyage

food, provision, — Viaticum i ; voyage policy
(see quot.).
1610 "Voyage food (see Viaticum i]. 1848 Arnould

RTarine Insur.x. ii. § 1. I. 19 A 'voyage policy is one in

which the limits of the risk are designated in the policy by
specifying a certain place at which the voyage is to begin.

156a Apol. Priv. Masse (1850) n Their viaticum, as it is

termed in the old canons, that is to sayj their "voyage-
provision. 1564 Harding Ansiu. Jeivel ix. 123 So it be
reuerently kepte for the viage prouision for the sicke, no
catholike man will maineteine strife for the maner and order
of keping. 1705 Addison Italy, Pesaro 165, I shall say
nothing of the Via Flaminia, which has been describ'd by
all the "Voyage- Writers that have pass'd it. 1717 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar t Apr., The manners
of mankind do not differ so widely as our voyage writers
would make us believe. 1757 Footk Author 1. Wks. 1799
I. 137 Except Peter Hasty, the voyage-writer, he was as
great a loss to the trade as any within my memory.

Voyage (vc-red^), v. Also 5 voiage, 5-6 vy-
age, 9 dial. v*yage, Sc. vaeg. [ad. F. voyager,

•\voiager (15th c), or f. Voyage «(]

1. intr. To journey by land; to travel. Now
rare.

i477CAxroN7«wwr 26 His legges were Royde like a voyager
that had alle the day to fore haue voiagad or goon a lour-

ney. 1490— Eneydos xv. 57 And in vyagynge thrughe the

landes, [fame] hideth her hede bytwyx the clowde*. 164a
Milton Apol. Smect.\u'\. 42 Although my life hath not bin

unex pensive in learning, and voyaging about. 1673 Dryden
Marr. a la Mode 11. i, A gentleman, sir, ..who has haunted
the best conversations, and who, in short, has voyaged.
1778 Footk Trip to Calais 1. Wks. 1799II. 344 Nothing can
be so vulgar in France, as voyaging about with one's wife.

1898 C. Lee Paul Carah ii. 30 Half over the Slates I've

been, an' into Canady—v'yaged thousands o' miles, 'a

b'lieve.

+ 2. To carry out an enterprise. Obs~ x

c\$oo Melusine 171 The maister [of Rhodes] recounted..
all thauentures that had happed to them. ' By my feyth

'

said the kyng, 'ye haue worthyly vyaged.

3. To go by sea; to sail or cruise; to make :*

voyage or voyages. Also in fig. context.

1604 E. G[kimstoneJ D'Acosia's Hist. Indies iv. xxxi. 294
All that have voyaged thither, have been curious to carry
seedes of all sorts, and all have grown. 1624 DoNNE Ess.
Div. (1651) 37 Men which seek God by reason. .are like

Mariners which voyaged before the invention of the Com-
pass. 1700 Pom fret Reason 133 Oil ! what an ocean must be
voyag'd o'er, To gain a prospect of the shining slu>re ! 1725
Pops Odyss. 1. 340 Voyaging to learn the direful art To
taint with deadly drugs the barbed dart. 1779 Fokkest
Voy. N. Guinea 137 The Dutch ships, voyaging between
New Guinea and Aroo, . .frequently see flocks of birds of
Paradise. 1819 JIvhon Juan 11. xliii, He was a man of

years, And long had voyaged through many a stormy sea.

1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11. viii. (1864) 171 Having voyaged
across the Atlantic for that sole purpose. 1875 L/iaud>ers'

Jrul. 2 Jan. 7 More than seventy niercliant-ship^, voyaging
in almost every ocean.

fig. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude in. 63 His. .silent face, The
marble index of a mind for ever Voyaging through strange
seas of Thought, alone. 1819 Siieli.ey Lett. Pr. Wks. 18S8
II. 303, I have lately been voyaging in a sea without any
pilot, a 1873 Lvtton i'ausapuas in. i. (1876) 220 Voyagers
that never voyaged thither save in song. 1894 H. Dklm-
mosd Ascent Man 300 It is not for food that the plant-

world voyages into foreign spheres, but to perfect the

supremer labour of life.

b. trans/. Of things: To move through the

water or air. Also Jig.

1834 H. Miller Scenes <r Leg. xvi. (1850) 243 In Britain.

.

it [the cholera] voyaged along the coasts with the speed of

the trading vessels. 1853 Kane Grinnetl E.*p. xliii. (1856)

402 We could see them many fathoms below, voyaging again
to the upper world, a 1864 Hawthornk Amcr. Note-bks.

(1879) I. 42 A log comes floating on,., having voyaged., hun-
dreds of miles. 1878 Stevi:nson Inland Voy. 178 Grand
clouds still voyaged in the sky.

4. trans. To cross or travel over ; to traverse ; to

sail over or on. Also jig.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 471 Long were to tell What I

have don, what sufferd, with what paine Voyag'd th' un-
real, vast, unbounded deep Of horrible confusion. 1725
1'orE Odyss. v. 361 Him, thus voyaging the deeps below,
From far. .The King of Ocean saw. 1793 Colekidge Lines
Autumnal liven. 44 O heed the spell, and hither wing your
way, Like far-off music, voyaging the breeze ! 1849 J-
Wilson in Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 259 Last time we voyaged
the Loch you said a few words. 1890 Century Mag. Aug.
636/1 The Rhone of to-day must be something like the

Rhine of fifty years ago, though much less voyaged now
than that was then.

Voyageable (voi'od^ab'l), a. [f. prcc. +
-able.] That can be sailed over ; navigable.
1819 Seager Suppl. jfohuson, Voyageable .., that may be

sailed or liavelled over. The existence, or at least the pro-

triety, of this word may be infened from Milton's u>e of

fnvoyageable. 1882 Stevknson Men fy B. 388 There lies

between them, instead of the voyageable stiaits, that great
gulf over which no man can pass.

Voyager (voi'edgaj). Also 6 vyager, -eour,

6-7 viager. [ad. OF. veaigier, voi-, voyag{i)er (F.

voyageur), or t Voyage v. + -ek 1.]

1. One who journeys ; a traveller by land.

1477 [see Voyage v. 1]. 1532 Moke Confut. Tindale Wks.
616/1 Them coumptc we stylle for vyagers and pylgrimes..
towarde the same place.. that we walke. 1686 Burnet
Trazt. 3 It may look like a presumptuous affectation to be
reckoned among Voyagers, if he attempts to say anything
upon so short a ramble, and concerning places so much
visited, and by consequence so well known. 1833 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Loire 20 The Patache is a vehicle that the tra-

veller. -will frequently have recourse to. Its voyagers are

a grade lower in society than those of the diligence. 1845
M. Paitison Ess. (1889) I* 1X Such a voyager, if it has ever
been his hap to turn his feet to Orleans. 1885 Sat. Rev.
23 Oct. 532/2 Let any student of life., go to a terminus when
a train has come in, and watch the faces of the voyagers as
they battle for ' their things \

+ b. Knight voyager
y a knight errant. Obs.

c 1500 Melusine 362 The kyng vnderstod by the report of

somknightes vyageours, that there was in the grete Armanye
a Caste I.

2. One who goes upon, or takes part in, a voyage

or voyages by sea ; a navigator.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xix. 298 Fenton next, and Jack-

man.., Both Voyagers, that were with famous Frobosher.

c X645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. xl. 52 You go on to prefer

my Captivity in this Fleet to that of a Voyager at Sea.

1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Resurrect, i, Not Winds to

Voyagers at Sea, Nor Showers to Karth more necessary be,

. .Than Verse to Virtue. 1709 Stkele Taller No. 34 p 5 It

Is usual with young Voyagers, as soon as they land upon a

Shore, to begin their Accounts of the Nature of the People.

1783 W. F. MartynG><#. Mag. II. 529 Voyagers, -are much
divided in their accounts of the natives. 181a Bvron Ch.

Har. ti. xci, Long shall the voyager, with th' Ionian blast,

41-i



VOYAGEUR.
Hail Ihe bright clime of battle and of song, i860 Gosse

Rom. Nat. /fist. 1 The Arctic voyagers have seen King

Winter on his throne. 1879 E. P. WRIGHT Anim. Life 119

The Sea Lion of voyagers in the southern seas.

b. trans/, andyff., in various applications.

1691 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 1S9 She prays for the

little Infant Voyager, That he may so pass the Waves of this

troublesome World as finally to come to the Land of Ever-

lasting Life. 1819 Shkixev Lett. Pr. Wks. 1880 IV. 147

Vour boat will be to the ocean of water, what this earth is

to the ocean of aether—a prosperous and swift voyager. 1826

Mechanics' Mag. VI. 286/2 In this region the voyager [in a

balloon] sailed till half-past nine o'clock. 1847 Emerson
Poems, Humble Bee 15 Insect lover of the sun,. .Sailor of

the atmosphere, . .Voyager oflight and noon. 1890 Spectator

7 June 793/1 This rapid voyager [the dragon-fly] passes

over you, proceeds bevond you. ., then turns [etc.].

|| Voyageur (vwayager). [F. ; see prec] In

Canada, a man employed by the fur companies in

carrying goods to and from the trading posts on

the lakes and rivers ; a Canadian boatman.
1809 A. Henpy Trav. 18 In ascending the Longue Sault,

a distance of three miles, my canoes were three times un-

laden, and, together with their freight, carried on the

shoulders of the voyageurs. 1842 A. Combe Physiol. Diges-

tion (ed. 4) 00 St Marlin returned to Canada, .[and] engaged

as a voyageur with the Hudson's Hay Fur Company. 1893

Nation (N. Y.I 17 Aug. 121/2 At the nightly bivouac, to the

astonishment of the voyageurs, the noises continued.

attrib. 1903 Daily Mail 5 Sept. 5/6 The party was put

into one of the large voyageur flat-bottomed boats.

Voyaging (voredjirj), vbl. si. [f. Voyage v.

+ -IHO IJ The action of the verb (now usually of

journeying by sea).

1611 Cotgr., Voyagcment, a voyaging, trauelling, tourney-

ing. 1647 Hexham i, A viaging, ecn reysitige. 1706 E.

Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 8 He was Monarch of

far more Territories than ever he touch'd at in all his
<

Voy-

agings. 1823 J. Badcock Doiii. Amusem. 165 Native of

a port and given to voyaging. 1856 Kane A ret. Kxpl. II.

xvii. 182, I deemed it best to keep up the appearance of

ordinary voyaging. 1889 Clark Russell Marooned xiv.

(1891) 97 The marine habits of thought I had carried away
with me from my early voyagings.

attrib. 1853 Lynch Self-tniprov. ii. 25 It is now hurrah 1

for outset on many a voyaging enterprise. 1891 T. Hardy
Tess xl, I have separated from my wife for personal, not

voyaging, reasons.

b. trailsf. and_/(f.

1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev. III. VII. vii, Our poor Convention,

after such voyaging, just entering harbour, so to speak, has

struck on the bar. 1842 Ktncslf.y Lett. (1878) I. 112 We
will not listen when men tell us that we can reach Him by

weary voyaging on the ocean of intellect. 1863 G. Long tr.

M. Aurelius' Thoughts ix. § 30. 156 Look down from above

on the countless herds of men and their countless solemni-

ties, and the infinitely varied voyagings in storms and calms.

Voyal, var. Viol 2 Naut. Voyd, -ance, -e(e,

etc., variants of Void a., -ance, -ee, etc.

t Voye. Obs. rare. [a. OF. voye, voie (F. vote)

:—L. via way.] Way.
1541 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1S34) III. 329 They can pay

no subcedy, for «s moch as they be charged other divers

voyes. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I, ir Quhan he hes done, fast thy voyes vend To Athoill

that most hie cuntrie.

Voyed(e, obs. f. Void v. "Voymbe, voyme,
obs. Sc. varr. Womb si. Voyol, var. Viol 2

Naut. Voys, obs. f. Voice si. Vojel, Vojte,

southern ME. varr. Fowl sb., fought Fight v.

HVraO. Ois. Also 7 vraclr.. [F. dial. (Channel

Islands).] The name given in the Channel Islands

to a fish resembling a carp. Also attrib.

1673 News from Channel in Harl. Misc. (1809) III. 505

A large fish we call a Vrack.fish. 1694 Falle Jersey ii. 75

But the most common, and to be had at all times, is a Fish

we call Vrac, in shape and taste very much like a Carp, and

may be called the Sea-carp, with several others. 1742 De
Foe's TourCt. Brit. (1769) III. 341 Here [in Jersey] is the

Mullet, red and grey, the Vrac, or Sea-carp, and the Bar.

Vraok, Sc variant of Wkaok.

II Vraic (vr^k). [F. dial. (Channel Islands)

vraic, also vrec, vrac : see Wrack si. and cf.

Varec] A seaweed found in the Channel Islands,

used for fuel and manure.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey I. x. 30 Vraic or

Orewood, (Alga Marina) is diuersly applyed for soyling.

1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. a), Vraic, a kind of Sea-weed,

of which they make fuel in the isles of Jersey and Gernsey.

1694 Falle Jersey ii. 67 'Tis a Sea-weed ; but a Weed more

valuable to Us than the choicest Plant that grows in our

Gardens. We call it Vraic;. .and it grows on the Rocks

about the Island. I736[\V. R. Chetwood] Voy. Vaughan
vii II.203 For Fuel .. they make use of a Sea Weed, by the

Inhabitants call'd Vraic {printed Vrau]. 1742 De Foes

TourCt. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 269 Their Manure is Seaweed,

call'd Vraic, of which we have taken notice above, a 1847

Eliza Cook Song Seaweed xxix, The Vraic ! the Vraic I

pile it on to the fire. 1862 Ansted Channel 1si. iv. xx. 469

The load of fresh vraic is computed to give three bushels ot

ashes. 1881 B. Webber In Luck's Way 1. 1, Amid this

wilderness of rock and vraic and wrinkled sand.

attrib. 186s M rs. L. L. Clarke Common Seaweeds Concl.

138, I have turned over the 7>«zA:-heaps as they were carted

up from the lowest tide.

Hence Vraicker, one who gathers vraic.

Vraicking, the gathering of vraic. Also attrib.

1835 H. D. Inglis Channel 1st. 64 At half tide, or low

water multitudes of carts and horses, boats and vraickers,

cover the beach. Ibid. 63 The vraicking parties consisting

of ei"ht, ten, or twelve persons. 18S2 Lane Clarke

Guernsey >, Jersey iii. S7 For a walk or a ride to either of

these bays on a vraicing day. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st.

324

1 vi 123 It is only used.. during the vraicking season.

Ibid. IV. xxii. 515 Vraicking in the Channel Islands is a

custom that time has hallowed into an institution.

Vraik, obs. Sc. f. Wrack. Vrail, southern

dial. f. Frail sb> Vraini, southern ME. var.

FrAYNE V.
» rt» / <.v %

II
Vraisemblance("£5anblans). [F.Qietnc.),

f. vrai true + semblance appearance, semblance.]

1. An appearance of truth ; verisimilitude.

1811 Scott Quenthi D. Introd., You remove from the

mind the vraisemblance, the veracity, of the whole repre-

sentation. 1841 Lady Blessington Idler in France via. I.

170 There is a fearful vraisemblance in some of the scenes

with all that one has read or pictured to oneself, as daily

occurring during the terrible days of the Revolution. 1880

Standard 10 Dec, He would have given a greater air of

fairness and vraisemblance to the story.

2. A representation, picture.

1853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green 111. ii, Miss Patty's taper

fingers transferred to paper the vraisemblance of a pair of

sturdy Bondagers.

Vraith, Vrak, obs. Sc. ff. Wrath, Wrack.
Vrakel, southern var. Frakel a. Obs.

Vram, southern ME. var. From.

Vrampol, southern var. FRAMroLD Obs.

Vrau, obs. Sc. var. Wren. Vrang.us, etc.,

obs. (or dial.) Sc. ff. Wrong(ods, etc.

tVray, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. vray (F. vrai),

reduced form of verai Very a.] True.

1460 Rolls ofTWA V. 382/2 HisderrestCousyn Richard,

vray and righlfull heire. 1474 Caxton Chesse m. 11. (1883)

89 And none may be vraye and trewe wilh oute other.

Vrayth, obs. Sc. form of Wrath.
Vrech, southern ME. var. Freck a.

Vrechit, -nese, obs. Sc. ff. Wretched, -ness.

Vrecliohe, southern var. Freckly adv. Obs.

Vreend, southern dial. var. F'riend.

Vreit, obs. Sc. form of Write v.

Vreo, Vret, Vridom, southern ME. varr.

Free a., Fret vA, Freedom.

II Vriester. 06s.-1 [Du. and Flem. vrijster,

f. vrijen to court, woo.] A girl.

1652 Feltham Low-Countries (1659) 4i Not a Country

Uriester but can handle an oar, steer a boat, raise a mast,

Vril. [Invented by Lytton.] A mysterious

force imagined as having been discovered by the

people described in one of Lytton's novels.

1871 Lytton Coming Race vii. 47 These people consider

that in vril they have arrived at the unity in natural energic

agencies, which has been conjectured by many philosophers.

1884 Harper's Mag. Dec. 154/2 Just as..Tish saw the Ana
voyaging in their vril-cars over the mountains and the

valleys. 1888 Pall Mall G. 27 Dec. 4/1 If so,. .we are

within hailing distance of the discovery of vril.

Vrith, southern dial, variant of Frith si. 2 3.

Vrocht, obs. (or dial.) Sc. pa. t Work v.

Vroefrien, southern var. Frover v. Ois.

II VrOUW, VTOW (vrau). Also 7 vroa. [Du.

and Flem. vrouw (d. Frow rf.) = G. /raw woman,

wife, Frau.] A (Dutch) woman, matron, goodvvife.

a. ei6ao [Fletcher & Massingee] Trag. Barnavclt iv.

iv. in Bullen Old PI. (1883) II- =85 Ten hundred thousand

blessings To him and thee, my vroa. a 1700 Songs Lond.

Prentices (Percy Soc.) 34 The Dutchman will go to the sign

of the Vrow where each man may drink his flagon. 1701

Wolley Jrnl. New York (i860) 5S Theyseized each other s

hair with their forefeet, and down they went to the Sod,

their Vrows and Families crying out because they could

not part them. 1824 J. Patf.rson in Harp Renfrnv. Ser. 11.

(1873) 108 Till the riflemen . .raised a din.. Which nearly

deprived the fair vrows of their breath. 1884 Contemp.

Rev. Oct. 552 The drinking boors of Teniers or the Dutch

vrows of Mieris.

ff. 1791 Nairne Poems 129 And Roman dishes, made at

Delf, To ornament an old vrouw's shelf. 1829 C. Rose
Four Yrs. S. Africa 49 There is the farmer's tall powerful

form, his vrouw—in general by no means a tempting lady.

1838 W. C. Harris Narr. Fxpcd. S. Africa 14 His doat-

ing young vrouw received him with overflowing eyes and

open arms. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess ii, The Boer and

his vrouw treated the children fairly well.

Vry, southern ME. var. Free a.

t Vrycloth. 06s.-1 (Meaning obscure.)

1532-3 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 157 Et Lionello

Elmcdayne 2i uln., 5 die Maii, pro le vryclothe.

Vryday, southern ME. var. Friday.

Vryt(e, "Vryter, obs. Sc. ff. Write v., Writer.

V-shaped a. : see V a c.

fVue, perh. an error for 6eue Bevy.
147a in Archaeol. (1836) XXVI. 278 There was a syde

table at the whiche satte a greate Vue of ladyes.

Vuel(e, Vuemest, Vuen, Vuere, ME. varr.

Evil, Ovemest a., Oven, Over a.

Vug (v*>g). Cornish mining. Also vugg,
vugh, voog. [ad. Cornish vooga (Williams) ; cf.

Vogal.] A cavity in a rock ; a cave, a hollow.

1818 W. Phillips Geol. 207 The sound which the miner

hears, may reasonably be accounted for by presuming him
to be at work in the immediate neighbourhood of a cavity,

or as he terms it, a voog. 1838 Mrs. Bray Tradit. Devon.
III. 256 It is not uncommon in deep mines, where there are

what the miners term vugs.. to hear loud and frequent

explosions. 1855 J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines 92

Above this mixed mass, and in the level above, a great

cavity (called by miners a vugh) was found. 1883 Encycl.

Brit. XVI. 445/2 Dynamite.. is very effective even in

ground full of ' Vughs ' or cavities.

VULCANALIAN.

Hence Vrrggy (also vughy) a., full of cavities.

1864 W. W. Smyth Calal. Min. Coll. Museum Pract.

Geol. 12 The lode is full of cavities, or ' vuggy (as the

Cornish miners term it). 1883 Uresley Gloss. Coal-M. 273

Vu^hy rock, a stratum of cellular structure, or one con-

taining many cavities.

Vuhel, southern ME. variant of Fowl s6.

Vuir, obs. Sc. variant of Over a.

Vul, southern ME. var. pa. t. Fall v., var.

Full adv.

Vulcan (v»-lkan), si. [ad. L. Vulcan-us, the

god of fire, son of Jupiter and Juno. Cf. F.

Vulcain, f Vulcan."]

J. 1. Rom.Mythol. The god of fire and of metal-

working, corresponding to the Greek Hephaestus.

The lameness of Vulcan, and the infidelity of Venus

towards him, are occas. ihe subject of literary allusions.

1513 Douglas AEneid vm. vii. 122 Quhilk forgeis bene

Vulcanus duelling call, And eftir Vulcane that cuntre

nemyt all. 1579 Lodge Def Poetry 20 Al lame men are not

Vulcans, nor hooke nosed men Ciceroes. 1634 Milton

Comus 655 Though he and his curst crew Fence signe of

battail make, and menace high, Or like the sons of Vulcan

vomit sinoak, Yet will they soon retire, if he hut shrink.

172s Pop" Odyss. vm. 314 Stung to the soul, indignant

through the skies To his black forge vindictive Vulcan

flies. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Vulcanalta, among the

Romans, a festival in honour of Vulcan. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. I. III. v, His wig and gown are his Vulcans panoply,

his enchanted cloak of darkness. 1851 Borrow Layengro

lxxxiii, I never associate Vulcan and his Cyclops with the

idea of a forge.

b. An image or picture of the god.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 160 There were in old limes

neere all Chimneys almost some earthen Vulcans set up,

seeing that God was the president of these Arts wrought by

fire, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 10 Nov. 1644, In one of the

chambers hang two famous pieces of Bassano, the one a

Vulcan, the other a Nativity 1

c. fig. A lame slow-moving person.

1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. III. § 20(1716) 109 Many,

who are sinistrals unto Good Actions, are Ambi-dexterous

unto bad, and Vulcans in virtuous Paths, Achilleses in

vitious motions.
(

2. a. trans/. A blacksmith ; an iron-worker.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 55 Cingis-chan .
.
was

at first by profession a Vulcan or Black -smith. 1693 Drydf.n

Juvenal x. (1697) 255 His Sire, the blear-ey d Vu.can of a

Shop. 1704 R. North Let. 20 Aug., in Lives (1890) 111.

App. 252 This bearer is the Vulcan of our village, and one

of ihe eaters of us farmers. 1831 Carlyle Sart.Res. I.

vi, Those jingling sbeet-iron Aprons, wherein yourotherwise

half-naked Vulcans hammer and smelt. 1890 W. J. Gordon

Foundry 15 Here the modern Vulcans, in shirt-sleeves and

with unbroken legs, are slid casting thunderbolts.

t b. A miner. Ois.-'

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1 867) 121 When we came

into the vast high vaults, where hundreds and hundreds

men or Vulcans were at work, one of the overseers, .would

have let us see their art by blowing up a part of the mme
by gunpowder. .

3. A hypothetical planet supposed to nave its

orbit between the Sun and Mercury.

1870 Proctor Other Worlds iii. 58, I would willingly pay

some attention here to the story of Vulcan . .were it not

for the great doubt in which the existence of the planet

seems enshrouded. 1879 Newcomb & Holden Astron.

310 They comprise Venus, Mercury, and, in the opinion 01

some astronomers, a planet called Vulcan.

n. 1 4- A volcano. Ois. (Cf. Voican.)

In Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 3>9 and Maundeville (1839)

55 Vlcane and Wlcancs occur as a name for the Lipatl

Islands : cf. Vulcanian a. 3. .

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 160 Then appeared the

vulcan and concavitie which was about halfe a league in coin-

passe. Ibid. 161 This vulcan is like unto the vulcan ot

Cecilia. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 111.

ii. 119 Of those which are in the Vulcans or mouths ot nre

at the Indies.. I will speake in their order. 1648 uage

West Ind. xiii. 69 But they were not gone farre, when me

Vulcan began to flash out flames of fire, a »69i uoile

Hist. Airxi. (1692) 41 The number of these may. .be mucn

increased by those Vulcans, that have open Venls to dis-

charge their Fumes. 1707 Funnell Voy. v. 111 itiese

Vulcans send out Smoke sometimes.

fb. Const. 0/ (the matter ejected). Ois.

1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. iii. (1675) 7* A Hill, on the

m whereof were Lions and Vulcans of fire. 1648 oage

West Ind. 179 The Town standelh on the backside ol the

Vulcan of water. 1680 Mordf.n Ccog. Red., Nan Spain

(1685) 553 The other Vulcan of Fire is more unpleasant.

5. Fire; afire. Chiefly /wtf.

1674 Josselyn Voy. New Fug. 138 They male their

Vulcan or fire near to a great Tree, upon the snags whereol

they hang their kettles. 1708 Philips Cyder lu 142 Ajtno

Devonia much commends the Use Of strengthnmg Vulcan.

1728 Pope Dunciad III. 81 There rival flames with equal

glory rise, From shelves to shelves see greedy Vulcan roll.

] lencc t Vulcan v. trans., to make into a Vulcan ,

to cuckold. Ois.

1623 Massinger Bondman 1. ii, Corisca. Tome You are

a young Adonis. Cracculo. Well said, Venus 1 I am sure

she Vulcans him. ,. „,„
tVu-lcanal. Ois.-1 [f. L. Vulcan-us Vulcan

si. + -al.] An animal living in fire.

1657 Pinnell Philos. Reform. 27 To the Fire or the fir-

mament doe belong the Vulcanals, Pennats, Salamanders.

Vuloanalial, a. rare-1
. [(. L. Vulcanaha,

neut. pi. of Vulcanal-is, f. Vulcanus Vulcan sb.J

V./eslival, a Roman festival held in honour ol

Vulcan on Aug. 23. Also Vuloana'lian a.

1635 Lundie Poems (Abhotsford Club) 12 Seres glade

preists in feisting spent some day's, And pass'd some melts

lop



VULCANIAN. 325 VULGAR.
in Vulcanalian play's. 1654 Ocildy Virgil, Bucolicks \'\\. 17
note. The day before and after the Vulcanalial [1684 Vul-
canalian] Festivals.

Vulcaixian (vtflk^-nian), a. and sb. Also

7 -ean. [f. L. Vukani-us, f. Vulcan-us Vulcan sb.

CI". F. vulcanien.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of,

associated with, Vulcan.
1602 F. Hering tr. Oberndorffer's Anat.$ They reiect in-

comparable Galens learned Commentarie.., hauing found
thorowParacelsusVulcanian shopa more compendious . . way.
1697 Drvden Virg.Georg. in. 835 Nor could Vulcanian flame
The stench abolish, or the savour tame. 1700 — Pal. fy

Arc. in. 008 With sounding axes to the Grove they go. Fell,

split, and lay the fewel on a tow, Vulcanian food. 1726 Pope
Odyss. xx. 154 Meantime the menial train with unctuous
wood Heap'd high the genial hearth, Vulcanian food. 1791
Cowper Iliad xxni. 41 Many a saginated boar bright-

tusk 'd, Amid fierce flames Vulcanian stretcli'd to roast.

1854 H. E. J. Howard Rape Proserpine 15 The ponderous
gates, the threshold, and the wall, Cast in Vulcanian
mould, were iron all. 1865 Ruskin Sesame i. § 45 An
armour forged in diviner fire by Vulcanian force.

b. Fashioned or forged by Vulcan. A\soJig.
1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I.

42/1 God's feare, that strong Vulcanian Armor, must Guard
such good Soulesas doe regard it heere. a 1693 Urouhart

s

Rabelais IS, xii. 93 The.. slinging Casts of the Vulcanian
Thunderbolts. 1697 Dryden A£neid x. 1139 The Trojan
Chief. .On his Vulcanian Orb sustain'd the War. 1718 J.
Trapp tr. Virgil (1735) I. Pref. to /Eneis p. xlvii, Orna-
mental Sculptures upon Homer's Vulcanian Shield. 1762
Falconer Shipwr. in. 287 Thunders, that shook the skies
with dire alarms, And, form'd by skill divine, Vulcanian
arms. 1792 D. Lloyd Voy. Lije v. 99 Nor brazen walls,

Nor bright Vulcanian shields, can stand before Th' intrepid
aim of Resolution. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 166
The Vulcanian panoply which Achilles lent to his feebler
friend. 1871 Lonsdalb & Lee Virgil Gen. Introd. (1903) 8
Criticism is as powerless against the poet as the sword of
the mortal hero against the immortal temper of the
Vulcanian shield.

2. Sprung from, related to, Vulcan.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent 4 The

Vulcanean brood of blacksmiths, fire-men, colliers, gunners',
gun-founders, and all sorts of mettle-men, 1697 Dryden
AEneid x. 758 Vulcanian Ca-culus renews the fight, And
Umbro born upon the mountain's height. 1749 G. West
tr. Pindar, 1st Pythian Ode\% But he, Vulcanian Monster,
to the clouds The fiercest, hottest inundations throws,

f b. sb. One who resembles Vulcan. Obs.—1

1598 Marston Pigmal., Sat. ii, Vet Muto, like a good
Vulcanian, An honest Cuckold, calls the bastard tonne, And
brags of that which others for him done.

fS. Vulcanian Islands, the Lipari Islands be-

tween Sicily and Italy. Obs.
1652 Heyi.in Cosmogr. 1. 72 On the West part of Sicil lie

the ^Eolian or Vulcanian Hands. 1690 T. Burnet Theory
Earth 11. 57 There are no volcano's in my opinion, that
deserve our observation so much, as those that are in and
about the Mediterranean Sea; there is a knot of them
called the Vulcanian Islands, from their fiery eruptions.
1705 C. Purshall Mech. Macrocosm 83 The Vulcanian
Islands in the Mediterranean Sea, are said to be of this sort.

4. Of, belonging to, or abounding with, vol-

canoes; volcanic. (Cf. Voloanian a.)
1656 l? J. Sergeant] tr. 7*. White's Peripat. Inst. 126

Aetna, Lipara and Hecla.. and especially the Vulcanian
Mountains of the new world. 1880 Proctor Poetry
Astron. i. (1881) 18 If no vulcanian forces were at work to
prevent submergence. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 575 Only
by the action of her vulcanian energies can the earth main*
tain her position as an abode of life.

5. Plutonian a. 2. (Cf. Vulcanist 3.)
1840 Smart. 1850 Ogilvib s.v. Vulcanist, The Vulcanian

theory has been expanded and illustrated by Lyell. 1870
Brewer Diet. Phr. $ Fable 939/2 The Vulcanian or Plu-
tonian theory, which ascribes the changes on the earth's
surface to the agency of fire.

Vulcanic (vtflkse-nik), a. [In sense 1 ad. F.
vulcanique, It (also Vg.) vulcanico, f. It. vnkano
Volcano. In sense 2 f. L. Vulcan-us Vulcan sb.]

1. « Volcanic a, 2 b.

1774 Phil. Trans. LXV. 24 The vulcanic districts of
Auvergne and Velay . . afford proofs enough of the truth of
this opinion. Ibid. 27, I have already observed, that there
are many vulcanic mountains of a totally different form
from the common volcanos. 1888 Doughty Arabia De-
serta I. 20 Of such vulcanic breaches there are many in
these limestone downs. Ibid. 21 The Belka chalk is changed
by the vulcanic heat.

2. Of or belonging to, having the character of,

Vulcan. (With initial capital.)

1807 Europ. Mae. LII. 469/2 What tho' with Vulcanic
knocking Thou still may bring forth many a thought. 1866
R. S. Hawker in C. E. Byles Life $ Lett, xxili. (1905) 547
The great majority of Vassals of his own which exists in
this Vulcanic [/. e. manufacturing] nation.

b. Of or pertaining to fire ; fiery.

1866 Lowell Carlyle Prose Wks. 1890 II. 83 Even the
burning of a meeting-house, in itself a vulcanic rarity, could
not., tickle his outworn palate. 1867 J. B. RnsEtr. VirgiTs
Mncidi2$ Vulcan begot him—in vulcanic lair He breathed
forth flame.

Vulcanicity (vrlkanrslti). [f. prec. + -ITY,
or ad, F. vttlcanicitt'.]

1. =Volcanicity.
1873 R. Mali.et Palmier?s Eruption Vesuvius Title-p.,

An Introductory Sketch of the Present State of Knowledge
of Terrestrial Vulcanicity. x88a E. Hull Contrib. Phys.
Geog. Brit. Isles 21 Vulcanicity has also played its part in
the formation of rock-structures. 1885 Academy 3 Oct. 225
He rega-ds the thermal waters as representing a legacy of
former vulcanicity.

2. The study of volcanic action.

1879 Rutlev Stud. Rocks iii. 9 The branches of physical

geology known as vulcanicity and seismology.

f Vulcanic*, irreg. var. vulcano Volcano sb.

1676 Phil. Trans. XL 762 This Fire keeping no analogy
with other Vulcanio's in any of the particulars mentioned in

these three qtnxries, I thought fit to answer them altogether.

Vulcanism (vylkaniz'm). [ad. F. vulcanistnc,

var. of volcanisme Volcanism.] Volcanic action

or condition.

1877 Lb Conte Elem. Gcol. in. (1879) 93 The sun may be
regarded as a globe in an earlier and more active stage of

vulcanism. 1883 Nature XXVII. 280 The. .strata which
have been deposited, .under the combined influences of

internal vulcanism and external atmospherical influences.

Vulcanist (v»*lkanist). [In early use f. Vul-
can sb. + -1st. In sense 3 ad. F. viilcaniste, var.

of volcanisle VotCANIBT.]

f 1. One who works by fire; spec, an alchemist,

a blacksmith. Obs.

1593 Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 177 The
Country afford eth sufficient prouision of water, to encounter
the terriblest Vulcanist, that braiulisheth a burning sword,
or a fierie tongue. 1594 Plat Jcivclt-ho. 11. 23, I perswade
my selfe, that no philosophicall vulcanist, or perfect para-
celsian, will ever finde any true magisterie, tincture, quint-

essence or Arcanum therein. 1603 DEKKER Wonder/.
Veare Csb, What Mechanicall hardhanded Vulcanist but
perswaded himselfe to bee Maister of the Company.
2. One who is lame, as Vulcan was.
1656 ArtiJ. Handsom. 60 Vour Lai'* Charity doth not re-

prove, but pity those poor Vulcanists, who ballance the
inequality of their heels, or badger leggs, by the art and
help of the shoemaker.

3. m VOLCANIST I.

i8oz Playfair Illusir. Huttonian The. 3 Their followers
have of late been distinguished by the fanciful names of
Vulcanists and Neptunists. 1830 Lyf.ll Princ. Gcol. I. 90
In addition to volcanic heat, to which the Vulcanists
formerly attributed too much influence, we must allow for

the effect of mechanical pressure [etc.]. 1884 Sir L. Play-
fair in Gd. Words Feb. 93/1 Vulcanists of the old school
would be equally perplexed, because petroleum is so volatile

that . . it would be dissipated.

Vulcanite (virlkanait). [f. Vulcan sb. +
-ITS 1

. Hence F. vulcanite (in sense 2).]

fl. Pyroxene. Obs. (Cf. Volcanite 1.)

1836 T, Thomson Afin., Gcol., etc. I. 190 Pyroxene.
Augite, baikalite, . . vulcanite, asbestus in part, c 1840
Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 527/2 Vulcanite. Augite.

2. A preparation of india rubber and sulphur
hardened by exposure to intense heat ; ebonite.
i860 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 5) I. 602 Indian-rubber and

vulcanite, or hard rubber. 1867 BLOXAM Chem. 482 When a
sheet of caoutchouc is. .still further heated, [it] is converted
into the black horny substance called vulcanite or ebonite,
and used for the manufacture of combs, &c. 1889 Wklch
Text Bk. Naval Arcln't. xii. 135 They.. have about four
feet of their length made of teak or vulcanite in order to

break the continuity of the metal pipe.

b. attrib. Made of vulcanite.
1866 Mt'croseop. Jml. VI. 168 You will oblige me by cor-

recting an error in your report of my remarks on vulcanite
cells. 1869 Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 273/1 The same effect may
be produced by rubbing a vulcanite comb on the sleeve of
a coat. 1879 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. II. 34 The vulcanite
canula is good for constant use.

Vulcanizable, a. [f. Vulcanize v.] That
can be vulcanized.

1887 Sci. Amer. (N. Y.) 26 Mar. 193/2 Asbestos and India
rubber ..also other vulcanizable materials enter into its

composition.

Vulcanization (vrlkanaiz^'Jsn). [f. next.

1 lence V. vulcanisation (also vole-).] The method
or process of treating crude india-rubber with sul-

phur and subjecting it to intense heat, by means of
which it is rendered more durable and made adapt-
able for various purposes.
The history of the process is related in detail in Ure's

Vict. Arts, etc. (ed. 5; 1S60) I. 580-92.
1846 Hancock Patent Specif. No. 11135. 2 Without the

process of vulcanization. 1857— Pers. Narr. India Rubber
Mamtf. io£ It appeared desirable to give the material a
more definite name .. ; and whilst discussing the subject
amongst my friends, Mr. Brockedon proposed the term
1 Vulcanization \ 1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec. 370/2 The
mineral ingredients, .are necessarily subject to the action of
the sulphur employed to effect the vulcanisation. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. hied. II. 949 Carbon bisulphide is used to
soften india-rubber so as to allow of its penetration by sul-
phur in the carrying out of what is known as vulcanisation.

Vulcanize (vzHkanoiz), v. [f. Vulcan sb.

Hence F. vuleaniser (in sense 2).]

1. trans. To commit to the flames.

1827 SoutheyZc/A (1856) IV. 41 That great exploit, which
. .drew upon him so libellous an imputation in certain verses
which have long since been vulcanised.

2. To subject (india-rubber, etc.) to the process
ofvulcanization.
1846 Hancock Patent Specif. No. 11135. When cold I

remove them from the moulds and afterwards vulcanize
them to make their form permanent, i860 Ure's Diet. Arts
(ed. 5) 1. 591 It appears not to be an easy matter to vulcanise
large masses of caoutchouc. 1873 E. Spon Workshop Re-
ceipts Ser. I. 360/1 The time and heat required to vulcanize
or harden the compound.
3. intr* To undergo vulcanization.
X890 Set. Amer. 1 March LXII. 140/1 Rubber vulcanizes

at 276 Fah.

Vulcanized,///. a. [f. prec. + -kdVJ Affected
or altered by the process of vulcanization.

1845 Meclt. Mag. Feb. ir2 The exhibition by Mr. Erocke-
don of some specimens of Mr. Thomas Hancock's patent
' vulcanized * india-rubber. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org.
\. § 1. 16 Gentle suction is then to be effected by means of a
tube of vulcanized caoutchouc. 1873 E._ Si-on Workshop
Receipts Ser. t. 2/1 Vulcanized rubber is also extremely
useful for cleaning off drawings.
transf. 1884 Knight Did. MccJu Suppl. 931/2 Vulcanized

Fiber, paper, paper pulp, or other vegetable fibrous sub-
stance that has been so prepared, .as to give it in a measure
metallic toughness and strength.

Vulcanizer. [f. as prec. + -ER *.] One who
or that which vulcanizes ; esp., the apparatus used
in vulcanizing india-rubber.
1862 Catal. Internal. E.xhib., Brit. II. No. 3520, Im-

proved gas vulennizer for dentins. i86a *jfrnl. Soc. Arts X.
328/2 Andiron frame is then secured round tlie whole, and it

is placed in a small vuleaniser, heated by gas. 1885 C. G.W.
Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 2/2 The roll being bound
round with a wet cloth bandage, is ready for the 'vul-

eaniser \

Vulcanizing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing '.]

The action of the verb. Also attrib.

1846 Hancock Patent Specif. No, 11135. 2 In all the com-
pounds ., I employ sulphur and heat .., which process is

now commonly designated vulcanizing. 1855 Goodyear
Cunt-elastic {New Haven) 177 Soon after the discovery of
the heating or vulcanising process. 1884 Knight Diet.
Mech. Suppl. 931/2 The heating or vulcanizing is conducted
in strong cast-iron cylinders.

Vulcanizing", fpl. a. [-ing 2.] That vul-

canizes or is used in the process of vulcanizing.
1862 Jrnh Soc. Arts X. 326 The dough is . . put into

moulds of the desired form, and exposed in a vulcanising
oven to a heat of from 240 to 260 degrees Fahr. 1879
CassclVs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 287/2 The hose is finished by
immersing it in a vulcanising solution.

Vulcano, obs. variant of Volcano.
VulcanolO'gical, a. [See Vui.canologt and

-ical.] Of, pertaining to, or connected with vul-

cano! ogy.
1888 Nature 30 Aug. 410/1 Seismology .. is usually

treated, .as a branch of vulcanological science. 1899 Ibid.

n May 27/2 A. .very readable account of the present state

of vulcanological science.

Volcano logist. (Also Volc-.) [See Vul-
canology and -OLOGIST.] One who studies or is

expert in volcnnic phenomena.
1858 Mallkt in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 133 The subject

appears to me woithy of more examination at the hands of
Vulcanologists and Seismologists. 1881 Jcno Volcanoes ii.

37 Vulcanologists have only just commenced those series of
exact and continuous observations.

Vulcano 'logy. (Also Volc-). [f. vulcan-
(cf. Vulcanic, etc.) + -ology.] The science or

scientific study of volcanoes.
1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. I. 117 Books on Earth-

quakes and Vulcanology in the Gottingen Umveishy
Library. 1880 Academy 17 Jan. 40 The part relating to

vulcanology would be considerably improved by a detailed
account of some one seisinological observatoiy.

Vulgar (vtf'lgaa), sb. Also 5-6 vulgare. [Abso-
lute use of Vulgar a., after similar uses of med.L.
vulgaris, OF. vulgaire (also vulgar), It. volgare.]

f 1. The common or usual language of a country;

the vernacular. Obs.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas ix. xxxvi. (MS. BodI, 263) 441/1

Whos kyngdom hool, as maad is mencioun, In that vulgar
..Of Malliogres pleynli bar )e name. < 1450 Chaucer's
Compl. Pile (Harl. MS.) heading, Geffrey Chaucier be
aureat Poete bateuer wasfondein oure vulgare to fore [tlhees

dayes. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. xvii, >it saw I thair..

Geffray Chaucier, as a per se sans peir In his vulgare. 1586
Day Eng.Secretary 1. (1625) 1 An Kpistle therefore is that
which vsually we in our vulgar doe tearme a Letter. 1589
Puttknuam Eng. Poesie 11. iv. (Arb.) 86 Before Sir Thomas
Wiats time they were not vsed in our vulgar. 1611 Bible
Transl. Pref. P 8 For the behoofe and edifying of the
vnlearned .. they prouided Translations into the vulgar.

1665 G. Havkrs /'. delta Valle's Trav. E. India 144 The
Canara-Language, which is the vulgar in Ikkeri and all that
State.

2. fa. pi. Persons belonging to the ordinary or

common class in the community, esp. the unedu-

cated or ignorant. Obs.
1513 Bradshaw-V/. Werburge Prol . 84 Some small treatyse

to wryte breuely To the comyn vulgares theyr mynde to
satisfy. 1549 Chalonf.r Erasm. on Folly G j, He preferred
also the Ideote and simple vulgars, before other learned and
reputed persons. 1598 R. Bkrnard tr. Terence^ Eunuch n.
ii, I can nothing at all away with these vulgars, wherein
there is no excelTencie of beauiie. 1615 Chapman Odyss. vi.

425 For these vile vulgars are extreamly proud, And fouly
languag'd. 1678 Butler Ilud. iii.i. 1129 He therefore sent

out all his Senses, To bring him in Intelligences. Which
Vulgars out of ignorance Mistake, for falling In a Trance.

b. A person not reckoned as belonging to good
society.

//. 1763 G. Williams in Jesse Sehvyn <fr
Contemp. (1843)

I. 264, I have named you those whom you know; the lest

are numerous, but vulgars. xj66— /6id. II. 32 Lord Lincoln

exhibited his person yesterday on the Stein, to the surprise

of all the vulgars. 1796 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pindariana,
Ode to Sun viii, The great retire from routs. .And cry,..
* Vulgars ! that never wax-lights handle I ' 1815 Zcluca I.

339, I think I told you there was quite nothing but vulgars

at the two last balls. 1828 Landor /mag. Couv. III. 147 She

associated and assimilated with the very worst in the polar

circle of both vulgars.

sing, 1767 Lady S. Bunbury in Jesse Sehvyn 4- Contemp.

(1843) II. 191 A Mr. Brereton (a sad vulgar). 1781 Bur-

goyne Ld. of Manor it. i, It would be as low to accept the

challenge of a vulgar as to refuse it to an equal. 1815 C.



VULGAR.
Westmacott Eng. Spy II. 97 The mobbing a vulgar

t
the

hoaxing a quiz, ..All these were among Jekyl's early peculi-

arities.

3. The vulgar , the common people. Also witha.
1590 Spenser F. Q. in. xii. 4 To the vulgar beckning with

his hand, In signe of silence, as to heare a play. 1591 —
Teares Muses 194 All places they with follie haue possest,

And with vaine toyes the vulgare entertaine But me haue
banished. 1614 Gorges Lncan n. 66 The vulgar most to

Pompey bends. Ibid, viarg , The vulgar do more a fleet

Pompey then Caesar. 1665 Glanvill De/. Van. Dogm. 57
Which saying holds not only in Morals, but in all things
else which the Vulgar use to judge in. 1692 Bentley Boyle
Led. il 46 This is directly level I'd against the gross Idolatry
of the Vulgar. i«8 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 77/1 Her enlight-

ened Horn is turn d towards the Horizon, or, as the Vulgar
speak, The Moon lies on her Back, 1783 Hailes Aniiq.
Chr. Ch,v\, 182 note. The heathen vulgar might have in-

ferred the likelihood of an approaching apotheosis. 1827
Hallam Const. Hist. ii. (1S76) I. S6 The mysteriousness of
an unknown dialect served to impose on the vulgar. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth Introd., We talk of a credulous vulgar,

without always recollecting [etc.]. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
lx. vii. IV. i?6 Nor was this the suspicion of the vulgar
alone; it seems to have been shared by the clergy 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 824 The growths ., render the

patient a remarkable and hideous object, exhibited for gain
to the gaze of the vulgar.

traits/. 1697 Dryden SEncid 1. 266 The Leaders [of the
herd] first He laid along, and then the Vulgar piere'd.

f b. A common sort or class {of persons).

Obs-1

1645 Milton Teirach. Wks. 1S51 IV. 262 There Is a vulgar
also of teachers, who are blindly by whom they fancy led, as
they lead the people.

+ 4. //. Sentences or passages in English to be
translated into Latin as a school-exercise. Obs.
1520 Whitinton Vutg. (1527) 25 b, Hast thou wryten all

the vulgares that our mayster hath given vnto vs this morn-
ynge. 1545*7 in Anhacohgia (1852) XXXIV. 41 Thethrid
forme, .hath throwgh the weke overnyght a verbe set up to
beexamyned in the mornyng, and makith vulgares upon yt.

1580 T. M. in Barct's Aiv. To Kdr. xiv, A booke for such,
that can peruse it right, Of proftte great, when they their

Vulgars write. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 148, 1 haue giuen
them vulgars, or Englishes, such as I haue deuised, to be
made in Latine.

T b. A vernacular or common expression. Obs,

1532 Gower's Con/. Ep. Ded. aa ij b, For the plenty of eng-
Iysshe wordes and vulgars, ..whiche olde englysshe wordes
and vulgars no wyse man, because of theyr antiquite, wyll
throwe asyde.

f5. = Vulgate^, i b. Obs. (Cf. Vulgar a. 2 b.)

1613 Day Festivals v. (1615) no So the Vulgar doth read
it to, Nisi baptisentur, etc. 1647 TRArp Comm. Font, ix,

25 God calls the Church, the beloved of his soul, or (as the
Septuagint and Vulgar reade it) his beloved soul. 1699 T.
Baker Rc/l. Learn, xvi. 201, 1 should be as glad, and would

fo
as far to meet with the Ancient Vulgar of the New

'estament, as any Man should do; but [etc. J. Ibid. 202
St. Jerome's manner of reforming the Ancient Vulgar was,
by comparing and reducing it to the Greek Original. 1711
G. Hickes Vw Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 62 Which
expression is also wanting both in the original and in our
translation, and in the vulgar.

T 6. Common or mean character. Obs.""1

1655 tr. Screws Com. Hist. Francion 1. 17 The Gentleman
told his bed-fellow, that his gallant Garb and Countenance,
wherein he perceived nothing'of Vulgar, was the charm that
had won his affection.

Vulgar (v/rlgai), a. Also 4-6 vulgare, 6 Sc.

vlgare, wlgair -ar; vulguar, wulguar,voulger,
7 vulger. [ad. L. vulgdr-is, f. vulg-us the common
people. Cf. OF. and F. vulgaire, Sp. and Pg.
vulgar, It. volgare.]

I. 1. Employed in common or ordinary reckon-
ing of time, distance, etc. ; esp., in later use, vulgar
era, the ordinary Christian era.

C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. §9 The day vulgare, that is to
seyen, from spring of the day vn-to verrey nyht. Ibid., The
same manere maistow worke to knowe the quantite of the
vulgar nyht. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 142 The way from
Rome lo Sienna is thus vulgarly noted. .In alL.ninetie
sixe miles. I will follow my Italian consorts.. who doe not
much differ from this vulgar number of miles. 1655 Stanley
Hist. Philos. 1. (16S7) 2/2 They .. confound .. the true
Epocha ofthe Olympiads with the vulgar. 1662 Stillingi-l.

Orig. Sacra? 1. iii. § 1 The vulgar account of years from the
beginning of the world. 1716 Pkideaux Connect. O. <y N. T.
1. 1. 1 The vulgar era, by which we now compute the years
from his incarnation. ^11727 Newton Chronol. Amended
i. (1728J 80 Seven hundred forty and seven years before the
Vulgar ^Era of Christ. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. in. xiv.

117 The vulgar Christian Aeraanswers the same purpose as
effectually. 1839 Yeowell Anc.Brit.Ch. (1847) App.i. 169
The fifty-seventh year of the vulgar computation. 1882
Nature XXVI. 345 Owing to constant migrations . . through-
out the fourth and fifth centuries of the vulgar era.

b. Vulgarfraction : see Fraction sb. 5 a.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 279 Simple Cossical Fractions..

are expressed like Vulgar Fractions. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Vulgar Fractions, the ordinary Sort of Fractions,

distinguished from Decimal Fractions. 1728 Chambers
CycL s.v. Fraction, Vulgar Fractions, called also Simple
Fractions, are always express'd by two Numbers, the one

wrote over the other, with a Line between them. 1798
Huttom Course Math. (1806) I. 51 Of Vulgar Fractions.

1826 Encycl. Metro/. (1845) I. 441/2 Rules are also given

for the reduction of vulgar to decimal fractions by a simple

proportion. 1873 J. Hamblin Smith Arith. (ed. 6) 83 A
Vulgar Fraction may lie converted into a Decimal Fraction.

f O. Vulgar arithmetic, ordinary arithmetic as

opposed to decimal. Obs. rare,

1653 N. Bridges (title), Vulgar Arithmetique, explayning

the Secrets of that Art. 1694 J. Selden {title), The Trades-

326

man's Help. An Introduction toArithmetick both Vulgar,

Decimal, and Instrumental. ^1728 De Foe Compl. Eng.
Gent. (1890) 220 How many noble artists have we in the

greatest and best branches of the Mathematicks (viz.), in

Astronomy, in Geometry, in Arithmetick as well vulgar as

decimal.

2. In common or general use ; common, custom-

ary, or ordinary, as a matter of use or practice.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 87 lsys in Egipt

fonde a diversite Of sundry lettres parted in tweyne ; First

to pristes, and to the comunalte Vulgar lettres he dide also

ordeyne. 155a Huloet, Vulgar, or much vsed, uutgatus.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. 1. xxvii. (1597) 33 b, As minutes,

seconds, thirds, fourthes, . . marked with streekes and vulgare

numbers. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. § 11 Wee neither

omit it.. nor altogether make it so vulgar as the custome
heretofore hath bene. 1610 Guillim Heraldry \\. \. 40, I

could produce many examples euen to this day; were not

the vse heereof so vulgar. 1659 H. Thorndike IVks. (1846)

II. 458 The solemn times.. cannot.. have been settled till

Christianity was grown very vulgar. 1693 Locke Educ.

§ 175 Another thing very ordinary in the vulgar Method of

Grammar-Schools there is, of which I see no Use at all.

1729 T. Innes Anc. Inhab. N. Brit. I. 18 So the vulgar

version of Ziphilin's abridgment of Dio hath it. 1795 BurKB
Th. Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 252 Compelling us to diminish

the quantity of labour which in the vulgar course we
actually employ. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv. ii, We talk

. . as often about our enemies, at least those who have any

;

which, in my opinion, is the vulgarest of all possessions.

fb. Used to designate the Vulgate version of

the Bible. Obs. (Cf. Vulgar sb. 5.)

1535 Joye APpl. Tindale (Arb.) 46 T[indale]..ministreth
a shrewd occasion. .by vntrwly translating this sentence ct

vnicttique seminum dat deus suum or profirium corpus
(as hathe the vulgare texte). 1538 Coverdale New T. (title-

p.), After the vulgare text communely called S. Jeroms.
1583 Fulke De/ Tr. Script, xvii. 447 That S. Hieronyme
was author of the vulgar Latine interpretation, of the olde
Testament. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 31 So
they are expressed in the vulgar Edition, out of the Hebrew
Original, which is lost. 1674 Owen Holy Spirit 1. iv. § 6.

71 The Vulgar Latine in this Place renders the Word by
Ornatus eorum. 1677 — Justi/ iv. 185 All which things
prefer the Complutensian, Syriack, and Arabick, before the

vulgar reading of this place. 1691 tr. Emilianne's Frauds
Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 51 Contrary to the express words of the
Vulgar Translation. 1823 A. Small Rom. Antiq. Fi/e v.

102 The vulgar Latin [reads] thus.

3. Of language or speech : Commonly or cus-

tomarily used by the people of a country ; ordi-

nary, vernacular.
In common use c 1525-1650; now arch.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. 1. xvii. 16 Whiche felde or Countre

where y» sayd Morgan faughte..is to this daye called

Glanmorgan, whiche is to meane in our vulgare tunge,

Morgan hys lande. 1530 Palsgr. 17 Suche as wntte farcis

& contrefait the vulgare speche. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. iv, xix. 133b, They celebrate their office.,

in the Armenian tongue,, .[and] the slanders by..answere
them in the same vulgare language, c 1610 E. Bolton
HyPercritica iv. § 2 Mr. Hooker's Preface to his Books of

Ecclesiastical Policy is a singular and choice Parcel of our
vulgar Language. 1653 W. Ramesey Astral. Restored 84
To treat. .of this noble Art. .in a plain manner, and our
vulgar tongue. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 141 fit To be
instructed in their Duties in the known or vulgar Tongue.
1707 J. Chamheklaynk St. Gt. Brit. I. in. vii. (1710) 204
There were.. more good, and more bad Books printed and
published in the English Tongue, than in all the vulgar
Languages in Europe. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. ix. viii.

IV. 185 They read the Gospels, they preached, and
they prayed, in the vulgar tongue. 1873 Hale In His
Name ii. 8 Bits of Paul or Matthew or Luke which had
been translated into the vulgar language.

b. Used to qualify the name of the language.

1483 Caxton Knt. de la Tour Prol., To translate & reduce
this said book out of frenssh into our vulgar Englissh.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage VI. xii. 530 They are much
addicted to Poetrie, and make long Poems of their warres,

huntings, and loues,..in rithme, like the vulgar Italian

Sonnets. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav.^ 1. 102
Though several of them understand Italian, yet their usual

Language is the vulgar Greek, which is for the most part

but the literal Greek corrupted. 1699 Bentley Phal. 404
Which we are sure., continued to be pure and Vulgar Synac
for 2000 Vears. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Pope
1 Apr., The vulgar Turk is very different from what is

spoken at court. 1766 Compl, Farmer s.v. Surveying
jK?./? This in vulgar English may be called a corner.

1818 Hallam Mid. Ages'ix. (186S) 591 We cannot.. ascertain
in what degree the vulgar Latin differed from that of Cicero
or Seneca, a 1873 Deutsch Lit, Rem. (1874) 358 The
Samaritan Dialect, a mixture of vulgar Hebrew and
Aramean.

fc. In predicative use ; also const, to. Obs.
*565 Jewel Reply Harding (1611) 383 Hebrew, Greek,

and Latine,.. as they were once natiue, and vulgar to those
three peoples, so now to none be they natiue, and vulgar.
x6ia Brerewood Lang. $ Relig. 2 The Greek tongue.,
although it belonged originally to Hellas alone, yet in time
it became vulgar to these also. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
1. i. § 4. 5 After the Captivity the pure Hebrew ceased to be
Vulgar, remaining onely amongst learned men. 1699 T.
Baker Re/t. Learn, ii. 13 The Greek Tongue had the same
Fortune with the Latine, tho it continu'd vulgar longer.
1712 Swift Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II. 1. 183 Neither
was that [sc. the Latin] language ever so vulgar in Britain, as
it is known to have been in Gaul and Spain.

4. f a. Written or spoken in, translated into, the
usual language of a country. Obs.
1513 Douclas_ Mneid 1. Prol. 498 Thair may be na com-

pair Betwixt his versis and my style wlgair. Ibid., Ant
Exclamatioun 37 Go, wlgar Virgil], to euery churlich wycht
Say, I avow thou art translatit rycht, 1556 Recorde Cast.
Knowt. Contents, With sundry.. newe demonstrations not
Written before in any vulgare woorkes. 1599 G, Sandys

vulgar.
Europe Spec. (1632) 115 They have called all vulgar Bibles

streightly in againe. 1617 Moryson Itin. 111. 30, 1 had
some skill in that Language, especially for vulgar speeches.

1663 J. Davtes tr. Olearins' Voy. Atnbass. 79 Never learn-

ing anything but reading and writing, and certain vulgar
prayers.

b. Of words or names: Employed in ordinary

speech ; common, familiar.

1676 HoiiHES Iliad Pref. (1686) 1 Forein words, till by long
nse they become vulgar, are un[in]telligible to them. 1776
Sir D. Dalkymple Ann. Scot. 1. 3 note, I suspect that

Lulach was rather his vulgar sirname, than his name. 1785
Martyn Lett. Bot. Introd. (1794) 2 These plants had
a different vulgar name in every province. 1800 Bewick
(title), Figures of British Land Birds, to which are added,
a few Foreign Birds, with their Vulgar and Scientific

Names.
5. Common or customary in respect of the use or

understanding of language, words, or ideas.

*553 Wilson R/ut. 94, I might tary a longe tyme in

declaryng the nature of diuerse Schemes, whiche are woordes
or sentencies altered.. contrarie to the vulgare custome of

our speache without chaungyng their nature at all. 1612

T. Bodley in Macray Ann. Bodleian (1880) 410, 1 make
request y* all my words be construed directly and in vulgar

sense. 1634 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 48 My
expressions too (at least in my intention, opinion, and vulgar

acceptacion), are innocent and sincere. 1696 Whision
The. Earth 11. (1722) 161 By a Month, in the vulgar way of

speaking, is meant 30 Days. 17*7 De Foe Syst. Magic 1.

i. (1840) 25 The people called magicians, in the present

vulgar acceptation of the word. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will
1. iii. (1762) 14 The word Necessity, in its vulgar and common
Use, is relative. 1798 Bay Amer. Law Rep. (1809) I. 85 The
vulgar meaning of the words dying without issue. 1862

Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 5 The vulgar everyday-world
way of putting the idea. 1878 Stewart & Tait Unseen
Univ. i. § 39. 57 The doctrine of the resurrection in its

vulgar acceptation could not possibly be true.

6. Commonly current or prevalent, generally or

widely disseminated, as a matter of knowledge,

assertion, or opinion : a. Of sayings, statements,

facts, etc.

1549 Compl. Scot. Epist. 7 Fia this exempil cummis ane
vlgare adagia. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. 11. lxxviii. 99
Neither was there any thing more vulgare in euery mans
mouth. 1607 T. Rogers39 Art. Pref. § 26 Bookes, and open
speeches, .made vulgar within a yeare, and little more after

his happy ingresse into this kingdome. 1653 W. Ramesby
Astrol. Restored To Rdr. 6 But I shall answer in that

vulgar and rustical Proverb, it is a good Horse that never

stumbles. 1693 Dkyden Ptrsius' Sat. i. 244 note, The
Story is vulgar, that Midas King of Phrygia, was made
judge betwixt Apollo and Pan, who was the best Musician.

1830 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 72 One vulgar passage

from the writings of that philosopher. 1892 Daily Ncivs

19 Dec. 5/4 It set the seal, however, on his vulgar,as distinct

from his professional, fame.

b. Of discourse, rumour, etc.

i5go Shaks. Com. Err. m. i. 100 If by strong hand you
offer to breake in,. .A vulgar comment will be made of it.

1595 Locrine iv. i. 138 What would the common sort report

of me, If I forget my loue, and cleaue to thee? Loc. Kings
need not feare the vulgar sentences, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn.

cxii, Your loue and pittie doth th' impression fill, Which
vulgar scandall stampt vpon my brow. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 11. 20 Of late (according to vulgar speech) he had dis-

pleased the Earle of Essex. 1691 Wood At/u Oxon. I. 323

The then vulgar talk was, the Devil came to take away
Oliv. Cromwell, who then lay on his death-bed. 1818

Shelley Julian 362 Believe that I am ever still the same,

. . Nor dream that I will join the vulgar cry. 1855 M acaulay
Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 302 They did not join in the vulgar cry

against the Dutch.

C. Of knowledge, opinions, notions, etc.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 210b, Notwithstanding
the vulgare opinion., the wisedome of this world is folishe-

nes before God. 1605 Verstecan Dec. Intell. vii. (1628)

199 To giue the reader some knowledge more then is vulger.

c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1683) 125 He was become care-

less, following in many things the vulgar opinion. 1655

Culfepper, etc. Riverius xi. iv. 33 That vulgar difficulty

which is controverted by almost all Writers. 1701 Swift
Contests Nobles <$• Comm. v, This is a truth of vulgar know-
ledge and observation. 1794 Hutton Philos. Light, etc.

127 According to the vulgar notions of things, cold is con-

sidered as absolutely subsisting in bodies, in the same
manner as heat, 183a Palmerston Opin. <$• Pot. (185a)

219 Taking the meiest and vulgarest view of the matter.

1854 Milman Lat. Chr. tv. i. II. 10 Mohammedanism..

a

stem negation. .of the vulgar polytheism which prevailed

among the ruder Arab tribes. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit.,

Spinoza (1875) 375 This mode of interpreting Scripture is

fatal to the vulgar notion of its verbal inspiration.

d. Of errors, prejudices, etc.

1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. % Commw. 546 This is but a

vulgar errour, 1670 W. Perwich Z><rjr/.(Camden)9i A vulgar

mistake of the death of the Duke of Lorraine instead of

that of the Great Duke of Florence. 1691 T. H[ale]

Ace. New Invent, p. xxiii, The iole conceit of the Fish

Remora, which mens sottishness hath made a vulgar one.

1785 Reid Intell. Powers 1. i. 221 May natural judgement

not be a vulgar error? 1798 Fekriar Illustr. Sterne vi. 165

Mr. Shandy has passed a similar condemnation on some

English names, to which vulgar prejudices aie attached.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 5 One of the old vulgar super-

stitions in Spain. 1856 Kane Arct. Expt. I. xxix. 392,

1

satisfied myself that it was a vulgar prejudice to regard the

liver of the bear as poisonous. 1879 McCarthy Own Times

I. v. 104 One of the vulgarest fallacies of statecraft.

+ 7. Of common occurrence ; not rare. Obs.

1607T0PSELL Four-/, Beasts m Other things I omit con.

cerning this beast [the cony], because as it is vulgar, the

benefits thereof are commonly known. 1657 S. Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins, 7 The Chameleon, a vile (and in many
Countries a Vulgar) Creature.

8. Of or pertaining to the common people.



VULGAR.

1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV., L i it. 90 An habitation giddy and
vnsure Hath he that bmldeth on the vulgar heart. 1605

1st Pt. Jeronimo 436, I will buze Andreas landing, Which,

once but crept into the vulgermouthes, Is hurryed beer and

there, and sworne for troth. i6za Peacham Compl. Gent.

\. 13 Those [apples] of Hcsperides, golden, and out of the

vulgar reach. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep>. 1. v. 17

Though aweaknesse of the Intellect, and most discoverable

in vulgar heads, yet hath it sometime fallen upon wiser

braines. 1697 Dryden /Eneid xn. 5 The more he was

with vulgar hate oppressed, The more his fury boiled within

his breast. 1783 W.Thomson Watsons Philip I'1 I, vi. (1793)

II, 152 A veil of pomp, .concealed from the vulgar eye the

symptoms of its decay. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 209

You have merely busied yourself in exposing to vulgar con-

tempt a few unsightly shrubs. 1810 Scott Lady 0/Lake
in. xxvi, Grey Superstition's whisper dread Debarr'd the

spot to vulgar tread. Ibid. v. xxx, With like acclaim, the

vulgar throat Strain'd for King James their morning note.

1855 Poultry Chron. II. 561/1 He was in a coop protected

from the vulgar gaze, by a covering of green baize. 1870

JevonS Elem. Logic xxvii. 237 All observations, .negative

the idea that there can be any such influence as the vulgar

mind attributes to the moon.

II. 9. Of persons: Belonging to the ordinary or

common class in the community ; not distinguished

or marked off from this in any way; plebeian:

a. With collective terms, as people, sort.

1530 Palsgr. 369 Septante, oitante, and nonante%
be

never used of the voulger people. 1551 T. Wilson Logike
A 3b, Diuerse learned men.. haue with most earnest tra-

uaile made euery of them familiar to their vulgare people.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. i93Tocircumuent the common
people, he spared no coloured pretence to allure the vulgar

sort. 1609 Bible (Douay) Jer. xxvi. 23 He cast forth his

carcasse in the sepulchers of the base vulgar people. 163a

Lithgow Trav. 1. 26 They of the vulgar kind are both
ignorant, sluttish and greedy. 1649 Milton Eikon. 13 The
last Will of Caesar being read to thepcople, and what Legacies

he had bequeathed them, wrought much in that Vulgar
audience to the avenging of his death. 1705 Stanhope
Paraphr. I. 34 Instead of numerous Guards, and triumphal
Chariots, and costly Preparations, we find only the Attend-
ance of a Vulgar and despised Crowd. 1718 Prior Solomon
1. 681 One [elder], in whom an outward Mien appear'd,

And Turn superior to the vulgar Herd. i82oHazlitt/,^c^.
Dram. Lit. 12 He [Shakspeare] was not something sacred
and aloof from the vulgar herd of men. 1821 Byron Sar-
danap. v. i, 'Tis easy to astonish or appal The vulgar mass
which moulds a horde of slaves.

b. With individual designations (in sing.ox/li).

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholafs Voy. iv. ix. 121 The
vulgare Arabians doe cal it Rabach. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
iv. 1. 127 Rather let my head Stoope to the blocke,. .Than
stand vncouer'd to the Vulgar Groom. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 188 If any vulgar fellow meet them, they presently
shake and vibrate their swords vpon their Shields, crying
aloud Nayroe. 4x699 J- Beaumont Psyche xxi. 11 Thou
seest with what exact Obedience all My vulgar Subjects on
their shoulders take My heavyest yokes. 1709 Strype^I«w.
Re/. I. xxxix. 406 This letter.. may deserve an English
translation of it, for the sake of vulgar readers. 1765 H.
Walpole btrauto i, Some of the vulgar spectators had run
to the great church which stood near the castle and came
back open-mouthed. 1779 Johnson L. /*., Milton Wks. 1 1.

168 The vulgar inhabitants of Panda:moniuin, being incor-

poreal spirits, are at large, .in a limited space. 1798 S. &
Ht. \jlil Canterb. Tt II. 300 Credulity is., the characteristic

of the vulgar Italians. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab v. 140 How
many a vulgar Cato has compelled His energies . . To mould
a pin, or fabricate a nail 1

trans/. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 577 Where the great Lumi-
narie AloofT the vulgar Constellations thick .. Dispenses
Light from farr.

f O. Holding an ordinary place in a certain

class; esp. of soldiers, Obs.
1607-ia Bacon Ess., Marr. <y Single Life (Arb.) 268 De-

spising of Marriage amongest the Turkes, maketh the vulgar
Souldiour more base. 1651 Howell Venice 129 The greatest
prisoners were Achmet and Mahomet, .with thirty thousand
vulgar soldiers, 1794 Chalmers Ruddiman 90 The magis-
trates [in 1660J steadily prohibited the vulgar schoolmasters
from teaching Latin.

f d. The vulgar world, the world at large. Obs.
163a Lithgow Trav. A 4 My three Voyages, which are

now layd open to the Vulgar World.

10. Of the common or usual kind ; of an ordinary

commonplace character ; exhibiting no special or

distinguishing quality : f&. Of material things.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 70 Hauinge .xil other of their
vulgarecotages placed abowte the same. Ibid. (Arb.) 159
Of this is made the more vulgar or common breade. 1601
Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 99 For, what we know must be, and is

as common As any the most vulgar thing to sence, Why
should we. .Take it to heart? 1617 Morvsom I tin. 111. 63
Copper mettall, adorned with vulgar precious stones. 1656
Beale Here/ Orchards (1657) 16 That the sellings might
gather root as well in that vulgar ground, as also in the finer
mould. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 42/2 First comes
the Flegm.then the volatile Spirit; lastly, the Oil, or vulgar
Spirit. 1744 Berkeley Sin's §10 This vulgar tar, which
cheapness and plenty may have rendered contemptible, ap-
pears to be an excellent balsam. 1776 Med. Obs. fy In-].

(1784) VI, L 14 Punch, made with a maceration of black
currants in our vulgar corn spirit, is a liquor that agrees
remarkably well with him.

fb. Of plants, animals, etc. Obs.
£1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. (1823) civ. vi, The vulgar

grasse, whereof the beast is faine, The rarer herb man for
him self hath chose. 1607 Toisell Four./ Beasts 731 A
vulgar weasell being kept very old and drunke in Wine, to
the quantity of two drams, is accounted a present remedy
against the venome or stings of serpents. 1610 Holland
CamdetCs Brit. (1637) 543, I mean not those vulgar birds
which in other places are highly esteemed, 1665-76 Rea
Flora (ed. 3) 17 The other sorts.. you will find..among
Greens more vulgar. ai68aSiRT. Browne Trot/V (1684)

327

62 Bellonius. .observed not the vulgar Oak in those parts.

1782-3 W. F. Martyn Ceog. Mag. 704 Those of an inferior

rank make use of the foliage of some more vulgar tree. 1803

G. Ellis Let. to Scott 3 Oct., We possess a vulgar dog {a

pointer), to whom it is intended to commit the charge of

our house during our absence.

c. Of qualities, actions, etc.

'559 Knox First Blast App. (Arb.) 60 Neyther yit wold
I that ye should esteam that mercy to be vulgar and com-
mone which ye haue receaued. 1561 Eden Arte Nauig.
Pref., I thynke that be was a man of no vulgare Judgement.

1596 Edward Ii /, 11. i. 314 These are the vulgar tenders of

false men, That neuer pay the duetie of their words. 1602

Ld. Cromwell in. iii. 9 Thou art a man differing from vulgar

forme. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 144 Many Lawus were made,
of a more priuate and vulgar nature then ought to detaine

the Reader of an Historic. 1649 F. Roberts Claris Bibl.

512 Here are not vulgar but extraordinary Histories. 1716

Gay Trivia 11. 302 Yet let me not descend to trivial song,

Nor vulgar Circumstance my verse prolong. 1754 Gray
Progr. Poesy 122 Yet shall he mount, and keep his distant

way Beyond the limits of a vulgar fate. 1795 Burke Th.
Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 248 Philosophical happiness is to

want little. Civil or vulgar happiness is to uant much, and
to enjoy much. 1848 W. K. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's His!.

'Ten Y. I. 366 That is assuredly a very vulgar policy, and
one within the scope of the most ordinary capacities. 1867

Maurice Patriarchs <y- Laivg.w. (1877) 104 A history which
exhibits God as an actual personal Being, without whom
the vulgarest affairs ofmenare unintelligible and anomalous.

T d. Of persons. Obs.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/ *ij, Vulgar Practisers haue Num-
bers, otherwise, in sundry Considerations. 1G09 Bible
(Douay) / Chron. \.comvt.

%
We wil present to the vulgar

reader, certaine cleare and ordinarie rules, by which the

learned Divines do reconcile such apparent contradictions.

1664 Powkr Exp. Phitos. 1. 43 We need not so much wonder
with the Vulgar Philosophers, howsoclearand glorious a body
..should be made of so durty.. Materials. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. iv. 653 No vulgar god Pursues thy crimes, nor

with a common rod. 1729 T. Innes Anc. Inhab.N. Brit. I.

Pref. p. vii, These considerations, .made me., resolve to.,

leave toothers the invidious task of reforming our vulgar

historians. 175a Hume Pol. Disc. x. 224 The most vulgar

slave cou'd yield by his labour an obolus a day, over and
above his maintenance. 1794 Burke Let. to Dk. Portland
(1844) IV. 235 It will not do for you to be vulgar, common-
place ministers.

11. Of an ordinary unartificial type ; not refined

or advanced beyond the common.
1580 G. Harvey Lei. to Spenser S.'s Wks. (1912) 631/2 It

is the vulgare and naturall Mother Prosodye, that alone

worketh the feate. 1638 Raw ley tr. Bacon's Life -y Death
(1651) 1 Omit for the present, all Astrological Observations

. .:Onely insist upon the vulgar and manifest Observations;

as whether they were born by Night or by Day. 1671 J.

Webster Metallogr. i. 1 As also the whole Band of the

Chymists, both mystical and vulgar, do sufficiently testitie.

1725 Watts Logic 1. iii. § 4 Ideas are either vulgar or

learned. A vulgar Idea represents to us the most obvious

and sensible Appearances that are contained in the Object
of them, 1748 Hartley Observ. on Man 1. i. § 1. 35 Medi-
cinal Bodies appear, from Observations both philosophical

and vulgar, to be endued with more active Properties than
common Aliments.

t h. Adapted to ordinary minds or comprehen-
sions. Obs.

1643 Sik T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 45 Unspeakable mys-
teries in the Scriptures are often delivered in a vulgar and
illustrative way. 1651 Hobbes Govt. # Sec. Ep. Ded., If it

be sound, if it be useful, if it be vulgar; I humbly offer it to

your Lordship, a 165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. vi. 183 Speaking
to the weakest sort of men in the most vulgar sort of dialect,

1 12. Common in respect of use or association.

Obs. rare.

1595 Shaks. yohn 11. 387 1'de play incessantly vpon these

lades, Euen till vnfenced desolation Leaue them as naked
as the vulgar ayre. 1602 — Ham. I. iii. 61 Be thou fami-

liar ; but by no meanes vulgar.

13. Having a common and offensively mean
character ; coarsely commonplace ; lacking in re-

finement or good taste ; uncultured, ill-bred.

a. Of actions, manners, features, etc.

1643 J. M. Sov, Salve 13 Are not such instances [of time-

serving] as vulgar as the spirits that furnish us with them?
1647 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. 11. §86 To Intangleall those.,

who were transported with tho>e vulgar and vile Considera-

tions. 1699 Pomfret Past. Ess. 134 Nay, all affronts so
unconcerned she bore, .. As if she thought it vulgar to

resent. 1797 Jane Austen Sense fy Sens, xxi, The vulgar
fieedom and folly of the eldest left her no recommendation,

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 201 So, the word vulgar now
implies something base and groveling in actions. 1846 Mrs.
A. Marsh Father Da rev II. i. 17 There is something very
coarse and vulgar in their countenances. Ibid. II. iv. 90
His features were vulgar, his Hps thick and coarse. 1853
Maurice Proph. fy Kings i. 7 This would be a low, paltry,

vulgar way of accounting for his acts. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 315 The vulgar sort of trade which is carried on
by lending money.

b. Ofpersons.
1678 Marvell Growth Pobery 40 The mean malice ofthe

same Vulgar Scribler, hired by the Conspirators at so much
a sheet. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina xvii, Miss will think
us very vulgar, .to live in London and never have been to

an Opera. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias m. iv. r 7, I see the
vulgar dog in an almshouse. 1835 Willis Pcncillings I. ii.

18 A vulgar Marseilles shopkeeper, 1865 Ruskin Sesame
i. § 28 It is in the blunt hand and the dead heart, in the dis-

eased habit, in the hardened conscience, that men become
vulgar. 1881 ' Rita ' My Latiy Coquette iii, How hot aud
vulgar she looks with all that colour.

C. Of the mind, spirit, etc.

1764 Golusm. Trav. 225 In wild excess the vulgar breast
takes fire, Till, buried in debauch, the bliss expire. 1766
[Anstey] Bath Guide iii. 4 A Grace, an Air, a Taste refm'd,
To vulgar Souls unknown. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend

VULGARISM.
(1865) 113 It is so stimulant to the pride of a vulgar mind,
to be persuaded that it knows what few others know. 1844
Kinglake Eathen v, In all baseness and imposture there is

a coarse, vulgar spirit. 1882 Bain Jas. Mill vi. 288 Execu-
tions and death-scenes are great things for vulgar minds.

d. Of language, etc.

1716 Gay Trivia 1. 187 Let not such vulgar tales debase
thy mind. 1813 Salem (Mass.) Gaz. 12 Mar. 2/4 To pro-

nounce him a friend to Great-Britain ; or, in their language
of vulgar abuse, a British Tory, 1865 M. Arnold Ess.
Crit., joubert 224 Saugrc/nt is a rather vulgar French word,
but, like many other vulgar words, very expressive. 1891
Farrar Darkn.fy Dawn x, They said., that— you—were—
dare I *peak the vulgar word?- a Christian.

e. Of material things.

1812 H. & J. Smith Rcj. Addr. xii. 75 I've heard our
front that faces Drury Lane Much criticised; they say 'tis

vulgar brick work. 1817 Chalmers Astron. Disc. ii. (1852) 45
Whileallthe vulgar grandeur of other days is now moulder-
ing in forget fulness. 1905 G. Thorne Lost Cause iv, A
wilderness of mean little houses and vulgar streets.

14. Comb., as vulgar-like, -looking, -reasoning,

sounding
;
vulgar-minded\-spirited

%
'Viewed adjs,

;

vulgar-wise adv. ; also quasi-at/a. in f vulgarplain.
1563 Foxe A. fy M. 1 050/1 A certayn seuere & graue

grace, which I wished oftentymes to haue bene more
popular & 'uulgarlike in him. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxix,

What that *vulgar>looking fellow said after the funeral.

1816 Remarks ling. Mann. 37 Not discriminating between
real gentlemen who require no such hint, and *vulgar-

minded men who do. 1846 Hark Mission Com/, (1850) 398
The vulgarminded in all ages have been incapable of con-

ceiving that a man can be actuated by any but personal

feelings. 1869 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life III. 100 The most
vulgar-minded genius that ever produced a great effect in

literature. 1554-9 Songs «y Bait. Phil, fy Mary (Roxb.) 6

Good maners unto all degrese Ys mete for to be "vulgar
playne. 1654 Whitlock Zootomta 321, I am none of those

•vulgar-Reasoning Despisers of that Sex. 1797 Anna
Seward Lett. (1811) IV. 302 His *vulgar-sounding word,

beleaguered, once used in the Paradise Lost, offends us

continually in this new epic. 1628 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.)

70 A "vulgar-spirited Man Is one of the heard of the World.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. § 134 The passions, and
affections of the Vulgar-spirited. 1852 Meanderings 0/
Mem. 1. 149 She was not "vulgar-viewed, her thinkings took

'the selfsame tenor. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3)

II. 21 One bird roasting aristocratically upon a wooden
spit, and the other, broiling "vulgar-wise, upon the embers.

Vulgarian (v»lge»'rian), a. and sb. [1. prec.

+ -IAN.]

A. adj. = Vulgar a. (in later use in sense 13),

C1650 Denham To Sir J. Mennis i, All on a weeping
Monday, With a fat vulgarian sloven, Little Admiral John
To Boulogne is gone. 1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 625 Com-
pare this with the vulgarian twaddle of the old Blacking-

man. 1876 World V. No. 114. 3 A position in the scale of

popular amusements precisely analogous to the vulgarian

paradise known as the music-hall.

B. sb. A vulgar person ; freq., a well-to-do or

rich person of vulgar manners.
1804 Mar. Edgeworth Ennui vi, The man is married, to

some vulgarian, of course. i8zi I,. Hunt indicator No. 66

(1822) 11. 106 You are thought little better than a vulgarian.

1853 Lytton My Novel v. ix, Did you not marry a low

creature—a vulgarian— a tradesman's daughter? 1888

Athenaeum 21 July 93/1 One of the most repulsive vulgar-

ians we have ever met with out of real life.

t Vulgarity, adv. Obs.—1
[f. Vulgar a. +

-(l)LY ~.] Commonly.
1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. 120 Thomas Lord Audley of

Walden. .changed Buckingham, into Magdalen, (vulgarity)

Maudlin Col ledge,

Vulgarish., a. rare*1
, [f. Vulgar a. +-ish.]

Somewhat vulgar.

i860 Thackeray Lovel v, Low, vulgarish sort of man, he

was.

Vulgarism (vtrlgariz'm). [f. Vulgar a. +

-ism. Cf. Sp. and Pg. vulgarismo, It. volgaristno.']

f L A common or ordinary expression. Obs."1

1644 Bulwer Chirol. 13 An ineffable latitude of significa-

tions : whose vulgarismes, varied through such multiplicity

of senses, are of that note and consequence, that [etc.].

2. A vulgar phrase or expression ; a colloquial-

ism of a low or unrefined character.

1746 II. Walpole Let. to Mann 28 Mar., The Countess.

.

has entertained the town with an excellent vulgarism. 1758
L. Temple Sketches (ed. 2) 43 The Sentiments, .cannot be

exprest with too much Plainness and Simplicity; provided

all Vulgarisms are as much as possible avoided. 1798 Brit.

Critic XI. 136 It took him, is a grose vulgarism. 1822 Mrs.
Shelley in l)owdcn ShelUyK\1&i)\\. 381 We hear that she

leads him and his mother (to use a vulgarism) a devil of a
life. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. (1882) 449 The slipshod

vulgarisms of the shopkeeper of to-day.

6. A popular corruption of*, name, rarer*.

185a Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) I. xix. 136 This romantic

story,.. celebrates the Saracen lady by the extraordinary

title of Susy Pye, perhaps a vulgarism of her original

Eastern name.

3. The quality or character of being vulgar;

vulgarity.

1749 Chesterf. Lett, to Son 27 Sept., Vulgarism in

language is the.. distinguishing characteristic of bad com-

pany, and a bad education. 1771 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. iv.

(1876) 345 Familiar and interesting to all Europe without

being degraded by the vulgarism of ordinary lite 11; any

country. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry $ Isabella I. 168 I hey

were generally written in a style of pretence and sometimes

vulgarism. 1819 Keats Lines to Fanny 24. Shall I gulp

wine? No, that is vulgarism. 1831 Examiner 430/2 We
are., struck by the absence of vulgarism in the performance.

b. An instance of vulgarity; a vulgar action,

practice, habit, etc.
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1785 G. A. Bellamy Apology (ed. 3) IV. is8 The com.

plaints of having nothing to do, is such a vulgarism, that I

wonder any persons, .can degrade themselves by the
acknowledgement. 1814 Jane Austen Mansfield Park
xlvi, Visions ofgood and ill breeding, of old vulgarisms and
new gentilities were before her. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 54/1
Since the scent of that flower has been voted a vulgarism !

Vulgarist. [f. Vulgar a. + -ist.] A vul-

garian.

1847 Eraser's Mag. XXXVI. 53 In the every-day pursuits

of the vulgarist there is a link connecting them.

Vulgarity (vj»lgse*rfti). [ad. L. (post-classical)

vulgantas the mass or multitude (f. vulgdr-is

Vulgar a.), or f. Vulgar a. + -ity. Cf. F. virf-

garite, It. volgarith, Sp. vulgaridad, Pg. -idade.]

+ 1. The commonalty ; the common people. Obs.

x579 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 73 The eternall God
hath appoynted & diuided his Church militant into four

parts : first, into rjrincipalitie j seconde, into nobilitie

;

thirde, into pastoraluie ; fourthly, into vulgaritie. 1616 J.
LaneO»/«. Sqr's T. VIII, 330 So these condemnd, thence

garded weare to dye, lothd, skornd, revild, cursd of th'

vulgaritie. 1633 Lithgow Trav. ix. 421 A proud Nobility,

a familiar and manly Gentry, and a ruvidous vulgarity.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. Pref. 3 The meere vulgarity (like

Swine) are prone to cry out more, for a little bite by the eare,

than for all the sordidnesse of sin.

+ b. The ordinary sort or run {of a class, etc.).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vii. 25 'Tis true by the

vulgarity of Philosophers there are many points beleeved
without probation. 1681 Rycaut tr. Gracian's Critick 190
His Humour formed of a disagreeing mould and nature to

the vulgarity of the World.

fc. Used as a mock-title to designate one of the

common people. Obs~1

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. 1. ill. 11 For true it is,

(and I hope shall not offend theii vulgarities) if I say they
are daily mocked into errour.

f2. General use ; common diffusion. Obs. rare.

1612 Brhrewood Lang. <y Relig. 33 It may well seem that

the Roman tongue became not the vulgar language in any
of these parts of the empire, which yet are specially

instanced, for the large vulgarity of it. <: 1645 Howell
Lett. (1650) I. 387 The Latin or primitive Roman tongue, .

.

though living yet in the Schools,, .may be said to be
defunct in point of vulgaiity, any time these 1000 years

passed.

f3. The quality of being usual, ordinary, or

commonplace; an instance of this. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 12 Although their

condition and fortunes may place them many Spheres above
the multitude, yet are they still within the line of vulgarity.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vulgarity, the common manner or

fashion of the vulgar people. 1665-6 Phil. Trans, I. 228
In these Vulgarities we may.. trace out the cause and
nature of Light, as in Jewels of greatest value. 1716 M.
Davies A then, Brit. III. 24 He., was answer "d that he
never differ'd any thing to the Morrow, or some such thing
to the same learned purpose of Dissenting Sermons, which
are often full of such Unscholar-like Vulgarities.

4. The quality of being vulgar, unrefined, or

coarse ; an instance of this.

a 1774 Tucker Lt.Nat. (1834) II. 681 It seems too narrow
a vulgarity in those who value themselves upon being raised
above the vulgar, to despise every old woman . . because she
does not understand Latin, and has no interest in the
county. 1781 V. Knox Ess. xlvii. (1819) I. 257 Verses..
now admired for that artless simplicity, which once obtained
the name of coarseness and vulgarity. 1812 H. & J. SMtm
Rej. Addr. x. (1873) 02 The auditor.. compares incipient
grandeur with final vulgarity. 1833 Coleridge Table-t. 20
Jan., The ignorant zealotry and sordid vulgarity of the
leaders of the day! 1860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. vii.

§ 23 We may conclude that vulgarity consists in a deaclness
of the heart and body, resulting from prolonged, and
especially from inherited conditions of ' degeneracy*. 1876
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. n. 260 Our imagination of
him has dwelt securely in ideal remoteness from the vulgaris
ties of life.

Vulgarization (v^lgaraiz^'Jan). [See next

and -ATioN. So F. vulgarisation
y Sp. -izacion, Pg.

•isacao, It. volgarizzazione.]

1. The action of making usual or common ; the

process of rendering familiar or popular; general

dissemination.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vulgarization, a making common

or vulgar. 1807 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XI. 43 She has raised

a barrier against the vulgarization of the bump, which can-
not be broken down, either by love or money. 1865 Sat.
Rev. 4 Feb. 148/1 Professional exclusiveness for centuries
opposed the vulgarization of such knowledge. 1873 Hamer-
ton Intell. Life \\\. vi. 104 The vulgarization of rudiments
is not the advancement of Knowledge.

2. The action or process of rendering coarse or

unrefined.

1819 W, S. Rose Lett. I. 205 From the first appearance of
this race, .down to their vulgarization under Leopold, . .we
may remark this preponderating feature. 1869 Pall Mall
G. 8 Oct. 12 George Sand has not only consented to the
vulgarization of her thoroughly beautiful novel, she has
actually lent a hand to the gentleman who has vulgarized it.

1884 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 334 There is no fearthat the

steam-engine will bring about that hopeless vulgarisation of

the country which usually follows in its track.

Vulgarize (vylgaraiz), v. [f. Vulgar a, +
-ize, perh. after med.L. vulgarizare (1305), F.

vulgariser (16th cent, and mod.), Sp. vulgarizar,

Pg. -tsar, It. votgarizzare.]

£ intr. To act in a vulgar manner ; to become

vulgar.
1605 Daniel Epist.Lady Anne Clifford \i, Honour, .can-

not stray and breake abroade Into the priuate wayesof care-

lesnesse ; Nor euer may descend to vulgarize, Or be below
the sphere of her abode. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852)

96 A man having too much regard for his complexion to
infringe upon the wine-cellar, and too much interest in his

slimness to vulgarise on ale.

2. trans. To make common or popular; to reduce

to the level of something usual or ordinary.

1709 T. Robinson Vind. Mosaick Syst. Introd. 6 To
Vulgarize and to Allegorize the Scripture, are equally of
evil Consequence to Religion. 1786 Sir J. Reynolds Disc,
x'm. Wks. 1797 I.273 To find proper foundations for science
is neither to narrow or to vulgarise it. 1839 Bailey Festus
145 The great bards. .Men who have vulgarized sublimity,
And bought up truth for the nations. 1870 Lowell, Among
my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 154 The invention of printing, without
yet vulgarizing letters, had made the thought and history
of the entire past contemporaneous. 1872 Browning Fifine
lxxv, Change yourself, dissimulate the thought And vulgar-
ize the word.

3. To make vulgar or commonplace ; to debase,

degrade.
1756 Mrs. F. Brooke Old Maid No. 32. 262 Its being the

religion of the whole nation has made it too common, and,
if I may be allowed the expression, vulgarized it. #1774
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 29 It would vilify, and, I may
say, vulgarize the Almighty, to imagine Him.. engaged
among the trifling scenes that occupy our notice. 1820
Hazlitt Table-t. (1824) II. i. 7 They vulgarise and degrade
whatever is interesting or sacred to the mind, a 1821 V.
Knox Winter Even, xxxviii. Wks. 1824 II. 478 Learning
sullied with pedantry, exhortation vulgarized by low wit.

a 1853 Robertson Led., Words™. (1858) 244 It seemed as
if all that noise was vulgarizing the poet. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr. Eur. (1894) ii. 64 Some. .peak, not yet vulgarised
by associations with guides and picnics.

b. absol. To cause or produce vulgarity.

1849 C. Bronte Shirley vi, Family jarring vulgarizes—
family union elevates.

Hence Vu'lgarized ppl. a. ; Virlgarizer, one
who vulgarizes or makes popular ; Vulgarizing
vbl. sb. and fpl. a.

1847 Db Quincev in ' H. A. Page' Life (1877) I. xv. 349
The absolute realities of "vulgarised life as it exists in

plebeian ranks amongst our countrymen. 1884 Harper s
Mag. Mar. 568/2 The vulgarized phrase, a gentleman. 1899
Athen&um 28 Jan. 105/3 He [Albert Smith] was the
*vulgarizer of Switzerland. 1831 Mrs. Hemans in Chorley
Mem. (1836) II. 236 Braham's singing was not equal to the
instrumental part, but he did not disfigure it by his cus-

tomary and Vulgarizing graces. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.
Eur. (1894) xii. 280 The eternal mountains.. never recall.,

ihe vulgarising association of old days.

Vulgarly (vzWgaili), adv. Also 6 vulgarely(e,
vulgarlie. [f. Vulgar a. + -ly 2

.]

1. In common or everyday speech ; vernacularly,

colloquially : fa. With verbs of speaking, dis-

coursing, etc. Obs. rare.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1513 And, vulgarly tospekenof
Substaunce, Of Tresour may we bobe with vs lede, Y-nowh
to lyue in honour and pleasaunce. 1647 Trai'P Comm. Matt.
xi. 17 And he is the best preacher, saith Luther, that deliver,

eth himself vulgarly, plainly, trivially. 1659 Hammond On
Ps. 1. 1 Annot. 6 The Hebrew [word]., vulgarly signifies the

result of the consultation.

b. With verbs of naming, esp. in vulgarly called,

styled, etc.

1513 Life Hen. ^(1911) 160 Agreateassemblieofestatesof
Fraunce, vulgarlie called a Parlyament, wherein the three

estates of the Realme were present, a 1548 Hall Chron,,
Hen. VII, 28 b, The societe of saynct George vulgarely
called the order of the garter. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. I. i, The mount Rhodope vulgarly called

the mountes of siluer. 163a Lithcow Trav. 11. 50 The
chiefest . . is called Teucria, but they are vulgarly called the
lies of Diomedes. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxviii.

108 That [river], .enters into the sea in the Empire of
Sornaan, vulgarly stiled Siam, 1688 R. Holme Armoury
111. 331/2 For the Pitchfork (or Pikel, which we vulgarly
call it) it is an Instrument much used in Husbandry for

their Loading and Stacking of Hay and Corn, a 1718
Penn Life Wks. 1726 I. 16 Being the Fourth Instant,

vulgarly called Sunday. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11. iv,

The chandler's shop, the known seat of all the news, or as
it is vulgarly called, gossiping. 1774 J. Hutchins Dorset
I. 589 The parsonage house, vulgarly called the vicarage
house, stood about the middle of the island. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 406 He was what is vulgarly called a
disinterested man. 1861 M.Pattison Ess. (1889) 1. 41 This
original factoryandstaple of the German merchants, vulgarly
called 'The Steelyard ',.. still stands on the banks of the
Thames. 1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 95
Many of the species, .are here known as fire-flies, or, more
vulgarly, lightning-bugs.

2. Among or by the people generally ; commonly
or ordinarily: a. As a matter of knowledge,
belief, etc
1507 jfustes Moneths May fy June 59 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1 1.

123 Hye magesty . . Knowen is in euery realme vulgarely To
his honoure. 1593 Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (GrosartJ
II. 275 Which I purposely auoided, as not so vulgarly
familiar. i6n Si*eed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. (1623) 885
Where the Corps is now laide is not vulgarly knowne. 1612
Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. i. 22 What I report
thus.. is truth, and diflereth much from what vulgarly is

receiued. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 19 Whose luxurious hues
are vulgarly promulgat in this . . prouerbe. a 1688 Cudworth
Immut.Mor. (1731) 94 Though they be very different,.. yet
they are vulgarly mistaken for one and the same thing. 1712
Steele Sped. No. 462 P5 The many good-natured Con-
descensions of this Prince are vulgarly known. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Bulb, It is vulgarly considered as
a root, and was called so by Botanists till Linneus corrected
the error. 1865 Mozley Mirac. ii. 41 The inductive prin-
ciple is only this unreasoning impulse applied to a scienti-

fically ascertained fact, instead of to a vulgarly ascertained
fact.

b. As a matter of use or habit.

1617 Moryson Itin. in. 155 They vulgarly eate harth
Cakes of Oates, but in Cities hauealso wheaten-bread. 1659
Hammond On Ps. Annot. 2 Not from any sensual pleasure,

such as men vulgarly take in Musick. 1697 Bentlev Phat.
(1699) M 2 1'ne middle Verse, as it is vulgarly read, is an
instance against me, 1806 A. Knox Rem. (1844) I. 61 The
dread of Popery and the consequent prejudice against every-
thing vulgarly branded with that stigma. 1841 Emerson
Ess., Over-Sout (1876) 233 Our religion vulgarly stands on
numbers of believers. 1859 hl\Li.Liberty i. 13 The tyranny of
the majority was at first, and is still vulgarly, held in dread,

f c. With reference to speech : Asa vernacular

tongue. Obs.
1612 Brehewood Lang. $ Relig. 8 These were the places,

where the Greek tongue was natively and vulgarly spoken.
1632, Lithgow Trav. in. 116 They speake vulgarly and
Maternally here the Hebrew tongue. 1698 Hearne Duct.
Hist. (1714) I. 72 The Latin Tongue ceases to be vulgarly
spoken in Italy [in] 587.

f3. Publicly ; in the eyes of the world. Obs. rare.

1601 Ii. Jonson Poetaster 111. iii, Seeke not to eclipse my
reputation thus vulgarly. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. 1.

160 First for this woman, To iustifie this worthy Noble man,
So vulgarly and personally accus'd.

t4. a. In a commonplace manner. Obs." 1

c 1600 Timon iv. ii. (1842) 63 Gelas. Doth shee loue mee?
Blat. 1 knowe shee dothe, and that not vulgarly,

f b. By ordinary arithmetic. Obs. rare.

171 1 Land. Gas. No. 4825/4 Each Proposition being
wrought Vulgarly, Decimally,.. and Instrumentally. 1762
Ramsbottom Fractions A not. 74 Let us now divide 20

Shillings Vulgarly, and then 6d. by 6d. Decimally, a Pound
the Integer.

5. In a vulgar, coarse, or unrefined manner.
1831 Scott Ct. Rob. vii, The superstition of the Egyptians

—vulgarly gross in its literal meaning..—was disowned by
the principles of general toleration. 1847 L. Hunt Men,
Women, A> B. II. x. 232 It is too hard, and bold, and vul-

garly pretty. 1881 H. James Portr. Lady xxii, He lives

on his income, which I suspect of not being vulgarly large.

Vulgarness. Now rare or Obs. [f. Vulgar
a. + -ness.]

1. -Vulgarity 2 and 3.

1612 Brerewood Lang, fy Relig. 10 At this day, the Greek
tongue is very much decayed, not onely as touching the

largness, and vulgarness of it, but also in the purcness and
elegancy of the language. 1626 Bacon Sylva Pref., And
for the Vulgarness of them ; true Axiomes must be drawne
from plain Experience. 1648 Hexham ii, Ougetneyutig-

heydt, Rarity, not Vulgarnesse, or Commonnesse.

2. = Vulgarity 4.

1642 Rogers Naaman 386 All such indecency and vulgar,

nesse of carriage. 1721 Bailey, Vulgarity, Vulgarness, the

manner of the common People. 1759 Compi. Lett.-wriler

(ed. 6) 226 First come, first serve ; I detest such vulgarness.

1796 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) IV. 206 Alleging that

immorality, vulgarness, bombast, and even obscurity, per-

vaded all my writings.

Vulgate (vo'lg^O, a. and sb. [ad. L. vulgata

(sc. emtio or lectio) and vulgat-us (sc. textus), tem.

and masc. pa. pple. of vulgdre : see next. Cf. (in

sense B. 1 b) F. Vulgate, It., Sp., Pg. Vulgata.]

A. adj. 1. In common use as a version of the

Bible (or portion of this) ; employed or occurring

in one of these versions.

Ordinarily limited to the versions specified in B 1, and
particularly to St. Jerome's. In various contexts the adj.

coalesces with attributive uses of the sb.

1609 Bible (Douay) To Rdr. p. iii b, So that the old Vul-

gate Latin Edition hath bene preferred, and vsed for most
authentical aboue a thousand and three hundered yeares.

1727 Blackwall Sacred Classics II. Pref. 16 The Latin

vulgate Bible was declar'd authentic and canoniz'd by the

council of Trent, a. d. 1546. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,_ M.
Simon calls the Greek Version of the Seventy. .The antient

Vulgate Greek. 178a V. Knox Lord's Supper xvii. Wks.

1824 VII. 423 At this hour it stands so translated in the

Vulgate Bible, for ages the only Bible of the people. 1818

Hali.am Mid. Ages ix. 1. (1819) III. 338 The vulgate Latin

of the Bible was still more venerable. 1863 W. A. Wright
in Smith Diet. Bible I. 857/2 The Vulgate rendering of

Prov. xxvi. 8. 187* {title), The Vulgate New Testament,

with The Douay Version of 1582, in Parallel Columns.

2. Forming (part of) the common or usual version

of a literary work.
1861 Paley Mschylus (ed. 2) Prometh. 966 note, His

objection to the vulgate reading and interpretation ..ap-

pears quite groundless. 1894 Atkenxum 26 May 681/2

[The papyri,] as is generally the case with Homer papyri of

this period, support the vulgate text.

B. sb, 1. a. The old Italic version of the Bible,

preceding that of St. Jerome.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The antient Vulgate of the Old

Testament, was translated almost Word for Word, from the

Greek of the Seventy. 1855 Casselfs Pop. Bibl. Educator

II. 39/1 At that time the old Itala was the Vulgate, or

Common Version.

b. The Latin version of the Bible made by St.

Jerome (completed in 405).
1728CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Septnagint, The Chronology ofthe

Seventy, is., very different from what is found in the Hebrew

Text, and the Vulgate. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. i. (i860)

II. 352 The Latin translation of the Bible, commonly called

the Latin Vulgate. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 465 All the

Romish translations of the Bible into the modern languages

Crofess to have been made not from the Greek and Hebrew,

ut from the Vulgate. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy

II. ii. 65 The answer of the priest., was to repeat., the fol-

lowing passage of Scripture from the Vulgate. 1881 West-

cott & Hort Grk. N. T. Introd. §111 The name Vulgate

has long denoted exclusively the Latin Bible as revised by

Jerome.
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c. The usual or received text or version of the

Bible or of some portion of this.

18:$ F. Nolan {title), An Enquiry into the Integrity of

the Greek Vulgate, or Received Text of the New Testa-

ment, 1865 Smith's Concise Diet. Bible 992 Hut both the

Greek and the Latin Vulgates have been long neglected.

1883 Athenaeum 1-2 Dec. 809/2 This pre-Lutheran Bible

version has been fittingly termed by GetTcken the ' German
Vulgate*. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 824/1 The so-called

PeshiiU,..the Syriac vulgate.

d. An edition of the Vulgate.

1865 Smith's Concise Diet. Bible 994 The splendid pages

of the Mazarin Vulgate. Ibid. 995 The Sixtine and Clem-
entine Vulgates.

2. The ordinary reading in a text ; the ordinary

text of a work or author.

i85i Palsy /Eschylus (ed. 2) Supplices 61 note, This is in-

genious; but he fails to show that the vulgate is wrong.

1886 Leaf Iliad I, Introd. p. xiv, The conclusion is. .that

the edition of Antimachos was in the main the same as our

present vulgate.

3. Common or colloquial speech.

1855 J. E. Cookk Virginia Comedians I. xiii. (Cent.),
' Here's a pretty mess ', returned the pompous gentleman,
descending to the vulgate; 'you threaten me, forsooth 1'

1883 D. H. Wheeler By-lVays Lit.ix. 176 There is always
' a free and easy ' vulgate for the street, the market, and the

fireside.

t Vulgate, ppl* «• Obs. Also 6 Sc. wlgat.

[ad. L. vulgdt-us, pa. pple, of vulgarc to make
public or common, f. vulgus the common people.]

1. (See quot. 1656.)
1513 Douglas sEneid I, vii. 69 The famous battellis,

wlgat throw the warld or this. 1530 Palscr. 770/1 This
thyng is vulgate nowe howe so ever it happeneth. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Vulgate, published abroad, commonly
used, set out to the use of all men.

2. Rendered common ; vulgarized.

1863 Lytton Caxtoniatia I. 127 What delicate elegance
he can extract from words the most colloquial and vulgate.

Vulgate, v. rare, [f. L. vulgat-, ppl. stem of

vnlgare: see prec] trans. To put into general

circulation. Hence VuTgated ppl. a.

1851 Sir F. Palgravb Norm. <y Eng. II. 509 Amongst
the untruths. .few are more detrimental to truth than the

epithets vulgated upon Sovereigns. 1857 Ibid. III. 90
Amongst the vulgated traditional anecdotes floating about
the world.

Vulgerality. nonce-wd. — Vulgarity 3.

1684 J. Lacy ,S» //. Bujffoon in. i, Over. My lord ! No,
the word lord is too common ; it tastes of vulgerality. Aim.
God's so, there's a fine word ! Vulgerality is your own coin-

ing, sir? Over. Stamped in my own mint, sir.

Vulgivagant : see Volgivagakt.

ii Vulgo iyvlgo), adv. [L. vulgo adv., abl, of

vulgus the common people.] Commonly, popu-
larly. Also Comb.
a 1623 Buck Rich. Iff. 1. (1646I 8 The Sigmory of Pen-

rith, vulgd, Perith in Cumberland, 1644 Svmonds Diary
(Camden) 74 Pelynt. vulgo Plynt Church, com. Cornub.
1731 P. Miller Card. Diet., Siliqua, edulis.C. B. P. The
Carob-Tree, or St. John's-Hread, vulgd. [1753 I.ond. Mag.
Sept. 336/2 Hang a small bugle cap on, as big as a crown,
Snout it off with a flow'r, vulgo diet, a pompoon.] 1871
North Ox/ordsh. Archxol. Soe., Notes Excurs. to Duck-
'in^ton, etc., 28 It is called Yelford, but that is vulgo, it

being Eleford, in correct orthography.

llVulgus 1
. [L.] The common people; the

ordinary ruck.
«x637 Petty Pol. Arith. Pref. (1690) a b, The Fire at

London, and Disaster at Chatham, have begotten Opinions
in the Vulgus of the World to our Prejudice, a 1734 North
Examen 11. v. § 128 (1740) 394 Asfortbe Vulgus of the Fac-
tion, we know very well what their Kmploy was.

VulgUS %l (vjrlgife). [Prob. an alteration ofvul-
gars: see Vulgah sb. 4.] In some public schools,

a short set of Latin verses on a given subject.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iii, The three fell to work
with Gradus and Dictionary upon the morning's vulgus.
1870 MahIPIII.II School Lift Winchester 107 We were al-

ways excused. .Vulgus when the next day was a Saint 's-

day. 1887 T. A. Imuch IV/iat I remember I. y. 1:8 This
was independent of a weekly ' verse task 'of greater length,
and was called a ' vulgus '.

attrib. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. ii, Tom was the up-
holder of the traditionary method of vulgus doing. He
caiefullyproduced two large vulgus-books.and began diving
into them.

Villi, southern ME. and dial. var. Full a., etc.

Vuln (vz»ln), v. [Irreg. ad. L. vuln-erdre, f.

vulner-, vttlnus wound.]

+ 1. trans. To wound. Obs."1

1583 Mki.bancke Philotimus Siij, The Lion, who being
vulned, taketh such heede, that bee knoweth who first

smote him.

2. Her. (See quots., and cf. next.)

1780 Edmonoson Her. II, Vulning, i.e. wounding, a
term applied in Heraldry to the pelican, which is always
drawn picking or wounding her breast. 18*9 Cassan Bps.
0/ Bath .y Welts 67 A Pelican in her Nest vulning herself.
:868 Cussans Her. (1893) 93 Some writers make a distinc-
tion between a Pelican vulning herself, and in her piety.

Vulned,///. a. [f. as prec.]

1. Her. Of animals, etc. : Represented as
wounded or pierced by a weapon.
157a Bosskwell A rrnorie u. 41 b, N. beareth Gules, a Lyon

Rampant d'Or, vulned with a darte d'Argent. 1610 Guil-
lim Heraldry 111. xxv. (1611) 175 Hee beareth argent,
A fesse Gules betweene three He.irts vulned and distill-

ing drops of bloud. 1688 Holme Armoury u. 144/1 The
Vol. X.
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sundry ways that Beasts are besides born in Arms... Vulned,

wounded, when any part is wounded, or made bloody. 1780

Edmondsom Her. II. s.v., A hind's head couped, pierced

through the neck with an arrow, vulned proper. 1850 W. D.

Cooper Hist. Wiitchelsea 152 Cre^t, A halbert erect or. on

the"point a flying dragon (or wivern) or. without legs, tail

nowed sa. bezantee, vulned gu.

f2. Jig. Of conscience : Wounded. Obs.-1

1628 Ff.ltham Resolves 11. [1.] Ixiv. i33_ Let them that

deny the immortality of the Soule, bee immerged in the

horrours of a vulned conscience.

Vulnerability (vz>IneiabHiti). [f. next +
-1TY.1 The quality or state of being vulnerable, in

various senses.

1808 Han. More Cwlebs ix. I. 10S For fear, however, that

your heart of adamant should hold out against all these

perilous assaults, its vulnerability was tried in other quar-

ters. 1864 Reader?,! Dec. 825/1 Up to the last, however,

the self-blinded rulers of China refused to believe in their

vulnerability. 1869 Reed Our Iron-Clad Ship xi. 253 This
report also bears testimony to the vulnerability of the low
decks.

b. spec, in Path, (see quot. 1SS0).
1880 A. Flint Princ. Med. 92 The term vulnerability has

been, of late, applied to a condition of the system favorable

for the morbific operation of any causes, either ordinary or

specific. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 176 t\ fact which
points to the existence of a special vulnerability of this part

of the lung itself.

Vulnerable (vylnerab'I), a. [ad. late L.

vulnerabilis wounding, f. vulncrare (sue VuLNV.),
but taken passively in accordance with the more
usual sense of -able : cf. invulnerable and F. vul-

nerable, Sp. vulnerable, Pg. -avel
}

It. -abile.]

•\X. Having power to wound ; wounding. Obs." 1

1609 Ambassy Sir R. Shcrley 13 The male children prac-

tise to ride greate horses, to throw the Vulnerable and In-

euitable darte.

2. That may be wounded ; susceptible of receiv-

ing wounds or physical injury.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 11 Let fall thy blade on vulner.

able Crests, I beare a charmed Life. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5),

Vulnerable, that may be wounded. 1791 Cowper Iliad iv.

606 Turn, turn, ye Trojans ! face your Grecian foes. They,
like yourselves, are vulnerable flesh, Not adamant or steel.

1796 Morse Amcr.Geog. I. 217 (Alligators having] plates or

scales, said to be impenetrable.. except about their heads
and just behind their fore legs, where they are vulnerable.

1810 Southey Kehama ix. xii, Thrice through the vulner-

able shade The Glendoveer impels the griding blade, The
wicked Shade flies howling from his foe. 1867 J. 1$. Rose
tr. VirgiCs ASneid 151 The vulnerable heel Of dread
./Eacides.

b. Jig. Open to attack or injury of anon-physical

nature ; esp., offering an opening to the attacks of

raillery, criticism, calumny, etc.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. Pref., We had further Ob-
served it, to have been the Method of our Modern Atheists,

to make their First Assault against Christianity, as thinking
that to be the most Vulnerable. 1769 Junius Lett.\\\. (1788)

59 Reproaches and inquiries have no power to afflict either

the man of unblemished integrity, or the abandoned profli-

gate. It is the middle compound character which alone is

vulnerable. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia vn. iii, There, alone,

is he vulnerable. 1824 Scott St* Roman's vi, ' How de-

lighted I am/ she said, ' that I have found out where you
are vulnerable !' 1863 Mary Howitt tr. F. Bremer's
Greece II. xvi. 147 His witty tongue was too keen for the

easily vulnerable gods of Delphi. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1873) I. i. 5 Modern society, growing more and more vul-

nerable.., is made to tremble by the mere rumour of an
appeal to arms.

e. Similarly with part, point, portion.
1776 Gibbon Decl. $ F. xiii. I. 357 Yet even calumny is

sagacious enough to discover and to attack the mo^t vul-

nerable part. 1789 Helsham Ess. II. xxxvi. 290 In this

vulnerable part, only, can the shaft of the Satirist find an
entrance. 1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xviii. 85 His pri-

vate life presented some vulnerable points, through which
his adversaries were able to strike more dangerous blows.

1847 H. Miller Test. Rocks ix. (1857) 358 Now this phy-
sical department has ever proved the vulnerable portion of

false religions. 187a O. W. Holmes Poet BreaJc/.-t. x. 290
There is a human sub-species, .to a certain extent penetra-

tive. ..It has an instinct which guides it to the vulnerable

parts of the victim on which it fastens.

3. Of places, etc. : Open to attack or assault by
armed forces; liable to be taken or entered in this

way.
1790 Beatson Nav. Sr Mil. Mem. I. 104 The immense ex-

pence the Spaniards have since been at, to fortify the city

on that side, shews it to have been vulnerable then. 1797
St. Vincent 16 Aug. in Nicolas Disp. Nelson, (1845) H-434
note, The Tower of Santa Ctuz in the Island of Teneriffe,

which, from a variety of intelligence, I conceived was vul-

nerable. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) IV. 331
In the action of yesterday, our position was vulnerable only
on the right, i860 Motley NetherL iii. (1868) I. 65 She
felt herself vulnerable in Ireland, and on the Scottish border.

1884 Manch. Exam. 27 May 5/1 We should find it easier

to hold [Russia] in check in the far East if she had vulner-
able possessions nearer home.

b. Similarly with part, point, side.

1798 Wellington in Gurw. Dap. (1837) I. 8 A vulnerable
part of the frontiers of the Company's territory. 1800 Col-
quhoun Cotnm. Tluimes v. 210 Every vulnerable point was
guarded. 1851 Gallenga Italy 52 Even within those limits
her Lombard subjects had discovered her vulnerable side.

1856 Froudk Hist. Eng. (1858) II. viii. 277 Charles. .was
looking for the most vulnerable point at which to strike.

Hence Virlnerableness ; VuTnerably adv.
i7«7 Bailey (vol. II), Vn/nerabteness, Capableness of being

wounded. 1837 Foreign Q. Rev. XIX. 39 We do not think
a passage can be quoted to which criticism can be vulnerably

VULNERATE.
attached. 184a Manning Stmt. v. (1040) I. 69 There comes
over us what I may call a vulnerableness of mind. 1854

Mrs. H. Ward Marcella I. 166 The inner vulnerableness,

the inner need of her affection and of peace with her.

f Vu'lneral, «• Obs. rare. \i. L. vulner-, vul-

tins wound.] = Vulnerary a.

In the first quot. apparently an intentional distortion of

funeral.
1589 [? Lyly] Pappe %v. Hatchet E ij, Hee sliues one, has

a fling at another, a long tale of las talboothe, of a vulnerall

sermon, and of a fooles head in-souce. 1657 Physical DLt.,
Vulneral, medicines belonging to wounds, viz., plaisteis,

salves, &c. and inward putions, diet-drinks, &c.

Vulnerary (vylnerari), a. and sb. Also 6

-arye, 7 -arie. [ad. L. vulnerarius adj. and sb.

(Pliny), f. vulner-, vttlnus wound: see -AKY. So

i\ vulneraire (i6tb c), Sp.
7
Pg., It. vultierario.']

A, adj. 1. Useful in healing wounds; having

curative properties in respect of external injuries

:

a. Of applications or potions.

1599 A. M. XT.Gabelhi'tftr s Ba: Physicke 159/2 Applye ther-

on a good boneplayster, and let him drinck a vulnerarye

potione. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 160 The oile-.made of

the flours of the wild vine serveth in good stead for vulner-

arie salves and piastres. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef.
11, iii. 77 The same method of cure, by ordinary Balsams, cr

common vulnerary plasters. 1693-4 Phil. Trans. XVIII.

43 Which did sufficiently denote tins Vulnerary Pouder (as

it's called in a late Publick Paper) to be a violent Caustick.

1709 Ibid. XXVI. 3&3 A Compress, .dipt in a Mixture of

four Ounces of Plantain-water, and two Ounces of a Vul-

nerary Water. 1754-64 Smellik Miaivif. I. 385 Large
tents or dossils dipped in vulnerary balsams. 1777 G. For-

ster Voy. round World I. 578 A species of night-shade,

which is made use of. .as a vulneraiy remedy. 1818 Art
Preserv. Feet 229 They may even find seme advantage in

a lotion called Theden's vulnerary wash. 1846 Gillv in

Proc.Bcrw. Nat. Club II. 177 Geranium molle and roberti-

anum are added to vulnerary potions.

b. Of herbs.
1601 Holland Pliny xxvu. iv. II. 273 It is. .a good vul-

nerariehearbe besides, and stancheth the bleeding of wounds.

1661 J. Childrky Brit. Baconica 171 To gather vulnerary

Plants. 1667 /'/;;'/. Trans. II. 421 To give a full account of

that Vulnerary Root, called Wichacan, 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs 1. 154 The Flowers are vulnerary; the Seed
pectoral. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 47 T 2 The wounded
stags of Crete are related by /Elian to have recourse to vul-

nerary herbs. 1788 Gent1. Mag. LVIII. 1. 103/2 Golden Rod
. .generally appears among the vulnerary or restorative

simples. iSai Scott Pirate xxxtii. So efficacious were the
vulnerary plants and salves with which it had been treated.

1830 LindlkV Nat. Syst. Boi. 60 Another species of the same
genus [Lythrum] is accounted in Mexico astringent and
vulnerary.

C. Of qualities.

1744 Berkeley Sifts §61 Turpentines, however famous
for their vulnerary and detergent qualities. 1767 Gooch
Treat. Wounds I. 343 It will be proper to hold medicines,

almost continually, in the nioi'th, of a subastnngent and
vulnerary nature. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord.

I. 105 'the herb was, in former times, esteemed for its vul-

nerary virtues. 1880 Encycl. Bnt. XI. 654/2 The plant is

further credited with the possession of vulnerary and astrin*

gent properties.

7 2. Skilled in curing wounds. Obs,"1

1601 Holland Pliny xxix. i. II. 345 Called he was (by
report) The vulnerarie Physician or Chirurgian.

y. Causing a wound or wounds ; wounding.

Alsojig.
1615 H. Ckooke Body ofMan 26, I call it Artificial!, to

distinguish it from that which is rash and at aduenlure,
which Galen calleth Vulnerary Dissection. 1661 Feltham
Resolves (ed. 8) 11. lvi. 301 The aspect of his eye alone, does
sometimes become not only vulnerary, but mortal. 1810

Bentham Packing (1821) 35 All those who have been either

struck, or struck at, by the instrument thus vulnerary to

sentimental feelings.

B. sb. 1. Any preparation, plant, or drug used

in the cure of wounds.
1601 Holland Pliny xxvu. iv. II. 274 Highly commended

by Hicesius a Physician of great name and authoritie,

also by Aristogiton, for an excellent vulnerarie. 1689
MoYLEtSVa Chyrurg. 1. 6 If. .you expect wounds and broken
Bones, then you must carry more quantity of Vulneraries.

1713 P. Blair Misc. Observ. (1718) 109 Pyrola vnlg. is said

to be astringent and a good Vulnerary. 1769 E. Bancroft
Guiana 88 This is the grand Indian vulnerary, for wounds
[etc.]. 1809 Med. Jynl. XXI. 477 Externally, they use the
fresh juice to cicatrize wounds. As a vulnerary, 1 can my-
self affirm, it possesses such powers, that [etc]. iB6oAlt
Vear Round N o. 47. 4840nceupon a time surgeons did not
believe that wounds were to be healed properly without
vulneraries, balsams, and charpies. 1887 Moloney Forestry
W. A/r. xx. 279 The yellow resin found at the roots of old

[gamboge] trees is used as a vulnerary and diuretic,

+ 2. A eurer of wounds. Obs.~°
1656 Bloln r Glossogr.

t
I 'itinerary, he that healeth

wounds, a Chyrurgeon.

t Vulnerate, v. Cbs. [f. L. vulnerdt-, ppl.

stem of vulnerdre to wound.] trans. To wound.

Also Her. (cf. Vulned ppl. a. 1).

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 54/1 Ifany bodye
weare vulneratede in the Eyes, insparge, and strewe this

Sulder in his Eyes. 1603 Dekker Patient Grissill 1327

c.inuaded my Rapier hand,.. and in that passado vul-

nerated my hand thus deepe. 1638 T. Whitaker Blood of

Grape 60 For the strongest poyson of Animalls or minerals

can but vulnerate the flesh, a 169a Ashmoi.k Antiq. Berks.

(1719) I. 145 The Crest is a Stag Couchant, vulnerated

through the Neck by a broad Arrow. 1750 Phil. Trans.

XLVII. 48 So as to blunt the edge of it, and keep it from

vulnerating any part of the bladder.

pig. i6ij J. Davies (Heref.) Muse's Sacr. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 10 1 Hedg'd in with cares, ..Whose piercing prickes the
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VULNEKATED.
minde doe vulnerale. a 1618 — Witles Pilgr. lxxxiv, I can I

proue Where Ihou thyChastitie did'st vulnerate. 1651 TURK-

MAN Clerio t, Lozia 124 Without their being vulnerated by

the thorns of compassion.

Hence Vu -lnerated//>/. a.

1597 A. M. tr. Cuillemeau s Fr. Chirurg. 44/2 Wre must

allso harder binde on the vulneratede parte then on any of

the adioyning partes. 1599 — tr. Gabclhouer's Bk. Phy
side 303/1 When you are.. sente for to a vulnerated, and

wounded Person. 1661 Gl.vnyill Van. Dogm. 20S It is

enough for me that de facto there is such an entercourse

between the Magnetick unguent and the vulnerated body.

1726 C. D'Asvers Crajtstimn No. 30 (1727) 370 1 he violent

rackings and corrosions of a vulneiated conscience.

t Vuln.era
-tioii. Obs. [ad. L. vulneratio, n.

of action f. vulnerSre : see prec. So F. vulntra-

iion, Sp. vulneration, Pg. -actio.'] The action of

wounding ; the fact of being wounded.

1597 A. M.tr. Gttffltmcan's Fr. CAinoy.ciijb/sThevul-

neratione of the bullete, which hath brokene the Legge.

,599 — tr. Gabclhouer's Bk. Physicke 212/2 If in anye vul-

nerationes, the membre doe chaimce to wither, applye as

then theron a Sparadrape, which must in this sorte be

made. 1659 Pearson Creed iv. 409 He speaks of the Son of

God, which was to be the Son of mail, and by our nature

liable to vulneration ; and withal foretells the piercing of

his body, a 1688 G. Stkadung Serin. (1692) 127 1 he Son

of Man, who alone was liable to Vulneration, and could be

pierced.

Vulnerative, a. rare-1
, [f. as\ULNERATEi;.

+ -IVB.1 Causing a wound or wounds.
1818 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. I.XXXV. 494 With a

sort ofhedgehog hostility, which points its vulnerative quills

in eveiy direction alike.

Vulnercvse, a. rare—", [f. L. vulner-, vulnus

wound + -ose.] Full of wounds.
I7zr Bailey. I Hence in later Diets.]

t Vulni-fic, a. Obs.-" [ad. L. (poet.) vulnific-

us, f. vulmts wound. Cf. OF. vulnifique (1 5th c.).]

(See quot.) Also t Vulni-fical a. Obs.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Vulnifieal, which woundeth, or

makes wounds. 17H Bailey, Vulmfick, that maketh or

causelh Wounds.
Vulning Her. : see Vols v.

Vulpanser (vslparnsar). Ornith. [mod.L.,

f. vulp-es iox + anser goose, after Gr. xr/'/a*-"""/'fO

The sheldrake {Anas tadorna). Also atlrib.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Vulpanser, the Bergander, or

Burrow-duck, a Bird of the kind of Geese. 1753 Cham-
bers' Cycl. Suppl., Vulpanser, in zoology, a name given by

some authors to the shell-drake, or burrow-duck. 1839

W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist. i. § 2 (ed. 2) 24 Wild and tame

fowl abounded ; the vulpanser goose of the Nile, bustards,

partridges, quails and widgeons, frequented the skirts

of the desert, and the valley of the Nile. 1910 Thompson

tr. Aristotle's Hist. Anim. 559 Wind-eggs are laid by a

number of birds: as for instance the common hen, ..the

goose and the vulpanser.

Vulpecidal, -cide, -cidism, common varr. of

Vulpicidal, etc.

II
Vulpecula (vrdpe-kiwla). Astr. [L. vulpe-

cula, dim. of vulpes fox.] A small northern con-

stellation lying between Hercules and Pegasus.

More fully cajied Vulpecula et anser (fox and goose) or

cum ansere.

1866 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens 407 Another remark-

able example of these optical transformations., is furnished

by a nebula situated in the constellation Vulpecula.

Vulpe-cular, a. rarer-", [f. prec. + -ab.] 'Of

or pertaining to a fox ; vulpine.'

1884 Imp. Diet, (hence in later Diets.),

t Vulpeculated, pa. pple. 06s.-1
[f. as prec.

+ -ATE.] Robbed by a fox.

1671 T. B. Let. to T. D. (1705) 64 The Night before

Widdow Wamford was vulpeculated of her brood goose.

Vu'lpic, a. Chcm. [f. L. vu/p-ina (see def.)

+ -ic] Vulpic acid, an acid occurring in the

lichen Celraria vulpina, and extracted from this

or obtained artificially. (Also called vulpinic

acid.)

1886 Morley Outlines Organic Client. 349 Hydric Phenyl-

acetate.. obtained.. by boiling vulpic acid, .with baryta.

1894 Morley & Muir Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 859/2 Vulpic

acid is also formed by dissolving pulvic anhydride in asolu-

tionofKOH in McOH.
Vulpicidal, a. Also vulpe-. [f. next +

-AL.] Committing or taking part in, connected

with, of the nature of, vulpicide.

The common spelling of this and the following words with

-e- is not justified by analogy. ....
1826 J. Cook Fox-hunting 123 A known vulpicidal char-

acter. 1844 J. T. Hkwleit Parsons A IV. Hit, You would

be astonished at the immense collection I had of brushes,

pads, and chops—a perfect museum—a vulpecidal curiosity.

1865 Pall Mall G. 22 May 11 If ever the progress of a

vulpecidal agriculture should prove fatal to the last of our

foxes.

Vulpicide 1 (vrrlpissid). Also vulpe-. [f.

L. vulpi-, vulpes fox + -cide 1.] One who kills a

fox otherwise than by hunting it with hounds.

1826 Sporting Ma*. XVII. 367 Would that all the phea-

sants of all the Vulpecides. .were heaped up on one pile. 1818

Ibid. XXII. 23, I mean man-kind, always save and except-

ing vulpecides. 1841 Piiillipps-Wolsey Sport in Crimea tt

Caucasus 43 The absence of fences to make a run interest-

ing, if runs took place in this land of vulpecides. 1887

A. C. Smith Birds Wiltshire 357 Perhaps in the eyes of

some as odious an appellation as that of regicide, or even

vulpecide.
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Vulpicide 2 . Also vulpe-. [f. as prec. +

-cide 2J The act of killing a fox otherwise than

by hunting with hounds.

1873 H. Spencer Stud. Social, x. (1877) 245 Vulpicide,

committed in defence of property and condemned neither

by religion, nor by equity, nor by any law save that of

sportsmen. 1888 Land fr Water 13 Oct. 427/2 Dandle

Dinmont doubtless excelled in sportsmanship, .. yet his

method would be denominated vulpecide in any of the

shires to-day. _.

Vulpicidism. Also vulpe-. [f. as Vulpi-

cide I or ^ + -ism.] The practice of fox-killing.

1865 Murray's Haudbk. Russia, etc. 44 Vulpecidism is not

here considered a ciime, and many is the gallant fox who

has fallen befoie the deadly barrel in a battue. 1880 York-

shire Post 24 May, The discovery of a dastardly act of vul-

pecidism.

fVulpinariness. Obs.-" [f. L. vulptn-us

Vulpine a.] (See quot.) Also t Vu-lpinary a.

165S Blount Glossogr., Vulpinariness, craftiness, deceipt.

1721 Bmley, Vulpinary, crafty, subtile, wily. 1820 l-.dinb.

Mac;. Aug. 129 The name by which this vulpinary veteran

of the black art was universally known.

f Vulpinate, v. Obs.-" [f. as prec] (bee

quots.)

1623 Cockeram I, Vulpinate, fox-like to deceiue. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Vulpinate, to play the Fox; to deceive

with crafty wiles or deceits.

Vulpine (vjvlpain), a. [ad. L. vulpin-us, f.

vulpes fox: see-lNEl. So obs. F. vulpin (16th

cent.), Sp. vulpino, It. volpino.]

1. Characteristic of a fox; similar to that of a fox.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [1.] xii. 34 There is an innocent-

iall prouidence, as well as the slynesse of a vulpine craft.

1828 Lytton Pelham Ixix, Round those vulpine retreats

was a labyrinthean maze of wrinkles, vulgarly called crows

feet. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. i. 12 A very close vulpine

nature, all eyes, all ears, may succeed better in deceit. 1865

Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 146/1 Men of business glide about in glossy

black cloth, with vulpine features, and hands as brown as a

mummy. 1894 J. A. Steuart In Day 0/ Battle i, A vulpine

calculation and duplicity marked all his doings.

2. Resembling a fox ; spec, in Vulpine Opossum

or Phalanger.
1789 Phillip Voy. Botany Bay xv. 150 Vulpine Opossum.

This is not unlike the common fox in shape, but consider-

ably inferior to it in respect to size. 1865 Chambers s

Eucycl. VII. 459/2 The Vulpine Phalanger (P. ««<?«<«),

also called the Vulpine Opossum. 0880 Cassells Nat

Hist III. 225 The Vulpine Phalanger, an animal with

long'loose fur, which inhabits New South Wales, Western

Australia, and North Australia.

b. fig. Cunning, sly.
. . .

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 599 How cunningly the vulpine

Cantab has shnpen his phraseology.

3. Consisting of foxes.

1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolahil. (1850)56 Which [food) soon

brought numerous lupine and vulpine visitors. 1887 Field

19 Feb. 233/2 Sparrow Gorse.. seems to offer small induce-

ment to the vulpine fraternity.

4. Of or pertaining to a fox or foxes.

1854 Thoheau Waldcn (1884) 293 Sometimes one came

near to my window, attracted by my light, barked a vulpine

curse at me, and then retreated. 1885 Field 3 Oct. 501/1

A singular instance of vulpine sagacity and daring was

witnessed.

Hence Vu-lpinism, foxy character.

18SI Carlyle Excurs. Paris in Last Words T.C. (1892)

187 A healthy Human Animal, with due beaverism (high

and low), due vulpinism, or more than due. 1858 — tredk.

Gt. ix. v. (1865) II. 457 He was without guile, and had no

vulpinism at all. .

Vulpinite (vtrlpinait). Mm. [f. Vulpino

(
Volpiiio), near Bergamo in Lombardy + -ite 1 2 b.

Named by C. F. Ludwig, 1804.] A granular

variety of anhydrite.

1823 W. Phillips Elem. Introd. Mi*. 174 Slliciferous

Anhydrous Gypsum, .. Vulpinite. 1850 Ansted Elan.

Geol, Min., etc. §388 Anhydrite, Muriacite, Vulpinite,

Anhydrous sulphate of lime. 1867 Ure's Did. Arts III.

ron The vulpinite from Vulpino, near Bergamo in Italy,

takes a fine polish, and is used for ornamental purposes.

Vulpone, -ony : see Volpone.

Vulsella, obs. form of Volsella.

|| Vulsellum. Surg. [ad. L. vulsella {vol-

sella) fem., but taken as neut. pi., f. vuls-, ppl.

stem of velltre to pluck.] = Volsellum. Also

attfib.

1863 Weiss Catal. Surg. Instr. PI. xxix. Spring Forceps

with Vulsellum Points, /bid.. Long Vulsellum forceps.

1872 Cohen Dis. Throat 128 A much more satisfactory plan

consists in drawing the enlarged gland out from its bed by

means of a double vulsellum.
,

f Vu-lsion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. vulsto, n. of

action f. vellere to pluck.] (See quots.)

155a Cooper Etyot's Dirt., Apospasma, a vulsion. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Vulsion, the twinging or pulling of the

cramp, or any other thing.

Vulsten, southern ME. var. Filst v.

tVult. Obs. Chiefly Se. Also 5-6 wit, wult,

5 vilt, 6-7 volt; 5 voute, vowt, wout. [a. OF.

vult, volt, voult, vout ( - It. vol/o, Sp.and Pg. vulto)

:—L. vult-us face, etc.] Face, countenance ; esp.

expression of the features, cheer or bearing.

c 137s Se. Leg. Saints v. {John) 350 Sancte Iohne..croysit

it, & diank al oute but rednes with blith wlte. Ibid. xxv.

{Julian) 705 Alaydy. .with blyth wit,, .sad to bame bat stud

about. 1 a 1400 Morte A rth. 1 37 pe voute of thi vesage has

woundyde us alle ! Ibid. 3054 He weres his veseie with a

vowt noble, c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. 3539 Fayr of fasson

VULTURE.
and of face, .. Pert of vult and eloquent, c 1470 Col. fr Cam.
1278 To that lordly on loft that lufly can lout,..Salust the

bauld heme, with ane blith wout. C1470 Henry Wallace

x. 77 Quha couth behald thair awfull lordly wult, So weill

beseyn, so forthwart, stern, and stult. 1513 Douglas
AEncid Xll. xi. 93 In the thar wllis, in the thar ene, but

Dull, The Latyn pepill dressit hes alhaill. 1536 Bellenden
Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 497 He was nathing content of this

estate ; howbeit, he schew gud vult for the time. X580

Well 0/ Woman Hill, Aberdeen A iij b, This watter, being

drunkin, cuirand-.prolapsion of the vult, and dolour of the

Tonsallis. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1683) 70 She wel-

corned me with a merry volt, and thanked me for the

diligence I had used in hasting to give her that intelligence,

f Vultuo -sous, a. Obs.- ° [f. L. vultuos-us hav-

ing an affected look, f. vultus Vult.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr. , Vultuosous, of a grave and solemn

countenance, or of a heavy and sad look.

So f V-nTtuous a. Obsr x

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 5 When we delight in dis-

cord, our assemblings aie dissemblings, our convocations

provocations, every man vultuous. 1721 Bailey.

Vulture (v»"ltiui), sb. Forms : a. 4 volture,

5 vowlture, 4- vulture (5 fulture), 5 voultour,

"7 vultour. /3. 4-9 vultur, 5 wltur, fultur,

vowtur. 7. 4 vultre, 5 w(u)ltre, vowtre; 4,

6-7 vulter, 6 voulter, vultar, 7 volter. [a.

AF. vultur and voulre, OF. vollour, voultour,

voutour (F. vautour), or L. vultur, or ad. L. vul-

twins. The OF. forms, like Pr. voltor, voutor, and

It. avoltore, avoltojo, represent L. vulturi-us, while

AF. voutre, Sp. buitre, and Pg. abutre are from L.

vultur.
In Maundeville (1839) xxii. 237 the form leutour is prob.

inexact for voutour.}

1. One of a number of large birds of prey of the

order Raptoies which feed almost entirely upon

carrion and have the head and neck altogether or

almost featherless.

The American vultures belong to different genera from

those of the Old World.
a. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 788 Ticius yn helle, Whos

stomak fougliles tiren euere mo, That highte voltuns as

bokes telle. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xll. xxxyl.

(Bodl. MS.), The vulture hab bat name of slowe fligt. I"d.,

Whan manve vultures colneb and fleeb togedtes hit bodep

bataille. 1:1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 153 Vowlluies,

egles, rauyns, and ober fewlez of rauyne. 1456 Sir G. Have

J am Armt {S.T.S.) 41 Grete foulis lyke eims calllt voul-

touris. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 18 Qvandias is a stone.. It

is found in the Vulture his heade. 1584-7 tan Carde

cf Fancie Wks. (Grosart) IV. 115 The Vulture is mortal
1 enimie to the Eele. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xi. 784 On his

bosome sat Two Vultures, digging through his caule ot

fat 1638 Sir T. Herbert TravAed. 2) 11 1 he destruction

of men and women ..better contenting them, whose dead

carkasses they devoure with a vultures appetite. ,1079

CoiukkEss.u. (1703) 129 [Despair] pieys upon the vitals,

like Prometheus's vulture. 1721 Young Rtvenge iv. 1, Give

them the vultures, tear them all in pieces! 1774 Goldsm.

Nat Hist. III. 59 The Vulture.. is indelicately voracious,

and seldom attacks living animals when it can be supplied

with dead. 1834 M rMuRTRlE Cnvier's Anim. A mgd. 118

The vultures have eyes flush with the head, and reticulated

tarsi,. .an elongated beak, ..and a greater or less portion of

the head, or even of the neck divested of featheis. 1843

Yarrell Brit Birds I. 2 Vultures aie most numerous in

warm countries, where a high deg.ee of temperature inouces

rapid decomposition. 1878 B. Taylor Dcukalion 11. v. 84

There wheels a vulture, giving to the blue 1 he shade or

sparkle of his slanted wings. ... , ,

B 1388 Wyclif Job xxviii. 7 The i;e of a vultur \v.r.

vowtur], ethir rauenouse brid, bihelde it not. c 1420 Prose

Life Alexander 71 In be mornenynge arely bare come many

fewlis als Crete as wlturs, reed of colour. 1495 t revisa s

Barth. lie I'.R. xii. ii. 410 That eglcdtedyth the Fultur.

1580 G. Harvey Three Proper Lett. 36 A Vultuissmelhng,

Apes tasting, sight of an Eagle. 1638 M avne Lucian (1664)

282 When the Vultur in his crooked clawes Shall graspe

the locust. 1667 Milton /'. L. 111. 43' *••*«» a %#
on Imaus bred., flies toward the Springs Of Ganges or Hy-

daspes. 1605 Prior Ballad on Taking ttamur 11, 1 00 hke

a Vultur Boileau flies, Wheie sordid Interest shows the Prey.

I7S7 W W11 hie Epigou. 1. 20 No doves aie hatch d beneath

a vultur's wing. 1828-32 Webster s.v., The vultur is one

of the largest kinds of fowls.

v 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 57 Seuen foules

schewede hem to Remus, bat beeb i-cleped vulleius. Ibid.,

Fourtene vulterus [v. r. vullres] schewed hem to Romulus.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3945 pan come a flrJlir 111 °f. fow ' s "

To vise on as vowtres. 1474 Caxton Lhesse 1. 1. (iSS^)

,0 Thre honderd birdes that men calle wullies. 149S

Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xix. cxv. 918 Wllrees egges be

gtete as Egles egges. I5«5 Cooper thesaurus, Vultur,-.

a raueuous birde called a voulter or geyre. 1579 1-Yl-V

Futhues (Arb.) 153 Doth not the Lyon for stienglh.. excel

mairt Doth no.'fhe Eagle see clearer the.Vultur sme

belter? 1687 Good Advice 44 bp" rs
.
c,?»'s and ulh lhat

made her look more like a Vulter then a Dove.

b. With distinguishing terms.

The number of these is very large, and only some of the

more important are here reco.ded See also Aur.culated

ppl.a., Crane sb.i 7, Griffin J 4. Maltese a. 2, Secretary

s&.l 7. Sociable a. i b. . x . ..

78. Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. .2 'Alpine Vulture:

Vulturpercnopterus. 1829 Scott A nne efCeierstein .1 One

ofthis. flight chanced to be a lammer-ge.er or Alpine vul-

ture. 1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 461 The.unall Alpine

Vulture {Neophron percnopterus), with naked head and very

longTthin beak.
r
1809 Sh^w Gen. Zool.JU. .36 'American

Vulture.
Vlulture].

a common (

tin beak. 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 36 "American

... ,78. Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 8 ;Arab'an

el. According to Edwards, the size exceeds that ot

™mon ea*le, by one third. 185s Orr's Circle S& Of*
Nat III. 374 The Vultur monachus, or Arabian Vul ure.
*"" Ui ?Z*.. faUourie 16 The 'ashe-coloured Vulture
I575 TURBERV.
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is the most large byrde of praye that is to be founde.
1668 Charlkton Onomast. 64 Vultur Cincreus, the ash-
coloured Vultur. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1S24) II. 252 In
this tribe we may range.. the a<h-coloured. .vulture. 1750
G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Bir,is III. 106 The "Bearded
Vulture. This Bird is of the Bigness of an Eagle. 1809
Shaw Gen. Zool.Mll. 13 From which circumstance the name
of Bearded Vulture is particularly applied to the present
species. 1882 EncycL Brit. XIV. 243/2 Lammergeyer..cr
Bearded Vulture, ..one of the grandest birds-of-prey of the
Palaearctic Region. 1575 Turherv. Ealcourie 16 There are
two sortes, ..the ashe may Id, or *blacke Vulture, and the
browne or whitish Vulture. x6ol Holland Pliny x.v'i. I.

274 The blacke vultures are the best. 1809 Shaw Gen.
Zool. VII. 31 Black Vulture. .This bird is described as
larger than the Golden Vulture, and ofa black colour. 1837
Partington's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. III. 825/2 The Black
Vulture (C atratus) is a darker and smaller species. 1809
Shaw Gen. Zool.Mll. 10 *Caltfornian Vulture. 187a Couca
N. Amer. Birds 2:2 Californian Vulture. Brownish-black,
lustrous above, paler below. 1888 EncycL Brit. XXIV.
[02/1 Pseudogryphus, the great Californian Vulture. 1781
LATHAM Gen. Syno/>. Birds I. 9 *Carrion Vulture. The
size of this species is about that of a Turkey. 1849
Tennyson ' You might have won ' 35 For whom the carrion
vulture waits—To tear his heart ! 1896 tr. Boas' Text
Bk. Zool. 461 The smaller Carrion Vulture (Calhartes),
a 167a WlLLUCHBY Orm'th. (1678) 67 The *cinereous or ash-
coloured Vulture. 1781 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 14
Cinereous Vfulture]. .The size is that of an Eagle, or rather
bigger. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 470/1 The Cinereous
Vulture is chiefly seen in the plains in winter. 1758 G.
Edwards Glean. Nat. Plist. 171 The "Crested or Coped
Black Vulture. .is a very large bird. 1837 Partington's
Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. III. 824/2 The *Eared Vulture (V.
auricularis) is an African species of a blackish colour, with
a fleshy crest on each side of the head under the openings of
the ears. 17S1 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 13 "Egyptian
VjnltureJ, .is said to be of a rufous ash-colour, spotted with
brown. 1837 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. 1 1 1. 825/2
Egyptian Vulture (/'. leucoccphalus) . .also, from its abun-
dance in Egypt, called 'Pharaoh's chicken '. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 302/1 One of them [sc. Ncphrontnx\ is the so-
called Egyptian Vulture or Pharaoh's Hen, Neophron pcrc-
nopterus. a 1672 Willuchbv Ornith. {167%) 6j margin, Our
•Fulvous Vulture, like Bellonius his Chesnut one. 1809
Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 27 The Fulvous or Golden Vulture is

one of the largest of the genus, exceeding the size of the
Golden Eagle. 1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 165 The
Fulvous Vulture. .isthe most widely-diffused species, in-
habiting the mountainous parts of the whole ancient con-
tinent, a 167a Willl'ghby Ornith. {1678J 67 Viewing the
skin of the *GoIden Vulture, sent me once out of the Alpine
Country of the Grisons,..I thus described it. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 252 The Golden Vulture seems to be
the foremost of the kind. 1809 [seefulvous vulture], ijBt
Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 7 *King V[ulture]..is about
the size of an hen Turkey. 1855 Orr's Circle Set. , Org. Nat.
III. 374 Another species of the genus Sarcorhamphus .. is

the King Vulture (S. fata), which is not uncommon in
Brazil and Guiana. 1781 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 19
*Tawny Vulture. .inhabits Falkland Islands. 1837 Par.
tington's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. 1 1 1. 824/1 The Tawny Vul
ture {V. fulvus) is a large bird, and has been long known to
natural history. Ibid. 825/2 The "Turkey Vulture (C- a/era)
is another American species of smaller size. 1855 Orr's
Circle^ Sci., Org. Nat. III. 375 The common American Vul-
ture is the Turkey Vulture (Cathartrs aura), or Turkey
Buzzard. 1896 tr. Boas' Text Bk. Zool. 461 The large
*White-headed Vulture (Vulturfutvus).

c. King of the vultures, the king-vulture {Sarco^
rhampints papd).
1743 G. Edwakds Nat. Hist. Birds I. 2 The King of the

Vultures. This Bird is about the Bigness of a Hen-Turkey.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 254 There is one of the
kind, called the King of the Vultures, which from its
extraordinary figure deserves a separate description. 1796
STEDMAM^"Kr/«a/«II.xxvii. 299 The bird called the king of
the vultures is not very common in Surinam. 1855 Orr's
CircleSci., Org. Nat. III. 375 It is from this that he derives
his title of the King of the Vultures.

2. fg. a. Something which preys upon a person,
the mind, etc., after the manner of a vulture ; esj>.

a consuming or torturing passion.
Commonly in allusion to the punishment inflicted on

Tityus {Odyss. xi. 576).
158a T. Watson Ceuturie ofLove li, A Vultur worse then

his teares all my vaines. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 30, I am
Reuenge sent from th* infemall Kingdome, To ease the
gnawing Vulture of the mind, a 1631 Donne Serm., Ps. xc.
14 (1640) 813 That fearfull Vulture, the Inquisition, hovers
over them. 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.) Summers Trav.
\ l873) 33 The Client having Tityus empty maw (His guts
tormented with the Vulture Law). 174a Gray Eton 62
These shall the fury Passions tear, The vultursofthe mind,
Disdainful Anger, pallid Fear, And Shame. 1816 Byron
Ch, /tar. in. lix, And could the ceaseless vultures cease to
prey On self-condemning bosoms, it were here. 1861 C
Rkade Cloister <v //earth lxv, The bereaved heart lay
still heavy as lead within his bosom ; but now the dark vul-
ture Remorse sat upon it rending it. 1883 Macfadyen in
Congrcgat. Year Bk. 77 The nation seems preyed upon by
vultures of hist and superstition.

b. A person of a vile and rapacious disposition.
1603 B. Jonson Se/anus in. ii, Time shall mature. .what

we, with so good vultures, hauc begunne. 1613 Beaum. &
*L. //onest Man's Fort. 11. i, Ye dregs of baseness, vuU
tures amongst men, That tyre upon the hearts of gener-
ous spirits. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 38 r 10 He., will
be at last torn to pieces by the vultures that always hover
over fortunes in decay. 18x8 Lytton Pelham I II. ii, Before
midnight I was in high fever; they sent for the vultures of
physic— I was bled copiously. 1884 /'alt Mall G. 19 Sept.
4/2 Lord Ripon.. showed that India was not merely the
favourite hunting-ground of English vultures.
3. Astr. One or other of two northern constella-

tions, distinguished as thefalling vulture = Lyra 2,
Harp sb.* 3, andflying vulture = Eagle sb. 4.

1638 Chilmf.ad tr. Hues' Treat. Globes 11. in. (1880)53 The
ninth is Gallinaor Cygnus, the Hen or Swan, and is called
in Arabiquc.the flying Vulture. 1673 F. Lamb Aero-
scopluru 6 The Harp, otherwise called the falling Grype, or
Vulture. Ibid. 10 The Eagle, by some cali'd the flying

Grype or Vulture, consisting of 12 stars. 1901J.F. Hkwitt
Mythtuaklug Age 1. i. 8 When Vega in the Constellation
of the Vulture or Lyra became Pole Star.

4. altrib. and Comb* a. Attrib. with beak, claw,

eye, feather, etc., denoting either 'of a vulture' or
' like that of a vulture'; also vulture-feather, a

species of moth.
1834 W. Howirr in Tali's Mag. I. 375/2 With a heart

free from the *vulture-beak of care. 1867 Morris Jason
V. 255 Within her filthy *vulture-claws clutched tight. 1593
A. Chute Bcautie Dishonoured (190S) no When coward
death.. Lookes on her fayre face, with a *vultar eye. 1820
Scott Monast. xxiv, Under the eagle, or rather the vulture
eye of the Baron. 183a J. Rennie Consp. Butterfl. # M. 20S
The *VuIture Feather (— Gryphipennetla) found amongst
grass. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Tradf, Vulture-feathers,
feathers of species of Acci/itres, imported from Bombay,
and sold for stuffing beds, &c, the larger ones for making
artificial flowers, &c. 1883 /bid., Vulturefeathers, a com-
mercial name for those of the Rhea of South America. 1885
Ridf.r Hacgard King Solomons Mines ix, She turned
her bald *vulture-head towards us. 1854 Poultry Chron.
1. 128/2 *VuIture-hocks [in Cochin China cocks] are a mat-
ter of taste. 1855 Ibid. III. 348/2 The boots, or as Shang-
hai fanciers would style it, the vulture hock, must be white.
1847 TENNYSON Princ. IV. 344 Thereat the Lady stretch'd a
vulture throat. 1871 J. Hay Pike County Ball. (18S0) 86
Cast from the hovering *vulture-wings of one dark thought
of woe and doom.

b. Attrib. with nouns of quality or action.
x593 A. Chute Bcautie Dishonoured (roo8) 105 To vultar

greedinesse of an easie crowne. 1800 Campbell Scene in
Bavaria xiii, Who shuns a waning world, nor woos The
vulture cover of its wing. 1806 T. Maurice Pall Mogul 11.

iv, All our treasures His vulture-grasp has Setz'd. 1821
SHELLEY //cllas 940 Victorious Wrong, with vulture scream,
Salutes the rising sun.

c. Appositive, also in fig. use (cf. sense 2).
1592 Shaks. Ven.Jk Ad. 551 Whose vultur thought doth

pitch the price so hie. a 1639 T. Carew Mediocritie in love
Rcj. ii, If it prove Disdaine, that torrent will devoure My
Vulture-hopes. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 85 The
eagle kind, the hawk kind, the vulture kind. 1809 Shaw
Gen. Zool. VII. 2 The chief of the Vulture tribe. .is un-
doubtedly the Condor, /bid. 13 One of the principal dis-

tinctions between the Eagle and the Vulture kind. 1818
Keats Eudym. III. 620 Cursed, cursed Circe ! O vulture-
witch, hast never heard of mercy ? 1843 T. Edmonston in
Zoologist I. 38 The vulture-eagle lay in her own nest,
bound, gagged, and powerless.

d. In instrumental and similative combs., as
vulture-gnawn, -rent, -lorn, -tortured ; vulture-
hocked (see 4 a), -like adjs.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. Colonies 29S The Vultur-
rented Prometheus, 'rnong ihe Greeks had fire invented.
1623 G. Daniel Sonn. xv, To her that.Jaies to view My
Vultur-gnawne hart open. 1644 Dighy Nat. Soul Concl.
456 The ravenous inclemency, and vulturelike cruelly.
1742 Young Nt. Tlu vm. 418 These rush upon thee; Thy
vitals seize, and vultur-like, devour. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,
Odes it. xiv. 10 Where vulture-tortured Tityus lies, 1826
Blackw. Mag. XIX. 589 To be like poor Prometheus, vul-
ture-torn. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 84/1 They are well
booted, or as the Shanghae fanciers style it, ' Vulture-
hocked '.

Hence Vu'lture v. trans., to tear like a vulture.

rare—1
.

1628 Feltham Resolves n. [1.] xxv. 80 Though pleasure
merries the Sences for a while ; yet horror after vultures the
vnconsuming heart.

t Vulturian, a. 0&s.- 1 [f. Vulture sb. +
-IAN'.] = next.

1659 T. Pecke Pamassi Puerp. 38 A Treasurer, whom
Vertue makes to hold, Vulturian Talons, from the Regal
Gold.

Vulturine (wltiurein), a. [ad. L. vulturin-
us, f. vultur Vulture sb. : see -1MB.]

L Of or belonging to the vulture tribe ; resem-
bling a vulture : a. In names of birds.

1647^ Trapp Comni. Matt. xxiv. 28 The vulturine eagles
especially.. follow armies, and feed on carcases, a 1672
Willughby Ornith. (1678)64 The Vulturine Eagle of Aldro-
vandus, called Percnopteros. 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII.
58 Vulturine Eagle, Falco vulturinus. Ibid. 343 Vulturine
Raven, Corvus vulturinus. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia
I 1 1. 48 The vulturine eagle . . makes the mountain precipices
its abode. 187a Coues N. Amcr. Birds 21 A little orbital
space is bare in many birds, as the vulturine hawks, and
some pigeons. 1880 Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 313 On the
coast the chief enemy of the Parrots is the Vulturine Sea-
Eagle {GyPo/iierax angolensis).

b. In general use. Alsoyff.
1721 Bailey, Vulturine, . .rapacious. 1790 Pennant Tour

Scott. 1. 58 He.. sells it at five shillings,, .thus happily
disappointing the rapacity of the vulturine monopolizer.
1843 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. 1846 II. 229/1 Even the
petticoated torch-bearers from rotten Rome, if more bluster-

e\
e*

tl
WCre Iess bitterand vulturine. 1880 Swinburne Stud.

Shaks. 207 But the virtuous critic, after the alleged nature
of the vulturine kind, would appear to have eyes and ears
and nose for nothing else. 1886 Guii.lemard Cruise Mar-
chesa II. 219 The rare Pesquet's Parrot, . .half vulturine in
appearance and with the face and throat bare.
2. Of or pertaining to a vulture or vultures;

characteristic of, like that of, a vulture.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Vulturine, pertaining to the

ravenous Bird called a Vulture. 1658 Phillips, Vulturine
belonging to a Vultur or Geyr. 1852 Zoologist X. 3646 It
has. .the real vulturine fondness for carrion. 1855 Kings-
ley Misc., Raleigh (1859) L 31 There is no more to be dis-

covered in the matter, save by the vulturine nose which
smells a carrion in every rose-bed. 1882 E. O'JJonovan
Merv Oasis II. 130 An uneasy, vulturine expression of the
eye, the pupil being quite surrounded by the white.

Vulturish. (vc-hiunj), a. [f. Vulture sb. +
-ISH.] Somewhat vuhurc-like.
1826 Syd. Smith IVks. (1850) 455 That the majority of the

flock thought it essentially vulturisn to exclude one third of
their numbers from the blood and entrails 1841 [see Hawk-
ish a.]. 1843 Caklylf. Past % Pr. w. xvii, Valiant Wisdom
..escorted by owl-eyed Pedantry, by owlish and vulturish
and many other forms of Folly.

Vulturism. rare. [f. as prcc. + -ism.] Vul-
turine character or habits.

1843 Carlylf, Past ff Pr. n. xvii, Lawyers too were poets,
were heroes. ..Their Owlisms, Vulturisnis, . . will disappear.

Vulturizing, //>/. a. rare~ l
. [f. as prec. +

-ize + -i.vg -.] Acting like a vulture.

1650 Descr. Future Hist. Europe 12 The feet part of
Iron and part of Clay, denoted the declining Estate of
the Roman Empire . .under the present Papacy and now-
vulturizing house of Austria.

Vulturous (vtf-Itiuras), a. Also 7 vulterous.
[f. Vulture^. + -ous.]

1. Resembling that of a vulture ; ravenous.
1623 Websti:r Duchess Malfi it. ii, There's no question

but her techiness and most vulturous eating of the apt icocks
are apparent signs of breeding. 1647 Hammond Christ.
Obtig. (1649) 15 And when. .he was shut up alone in the
bladder, his vulturous stomack lets loose upon himself, and
within few miuuiis more, one half of him devoures the other,
1672 Penn Spir. Truth Vind. 14 [It] is invisible to his vul-
terous Eye, who so disdainfully writes against it. 1831
Carlylf. Sart. Res. 11. iv, With such a vulturous hunger for

self-indulgence. 1870 Talmage Crumbs Suept Up (1071)
278 They watch about the door for new-comers, ..invite him
to drink, ..and plunge their vulturous beaks into the vitals

of his soul.

2. fg. Resembling a vulture in appearance or

character.

1843 Cahlyle Past .y Pr. iv. i, The battle, with various
weapons, of vulturous Quack and Tyrant against vulturous
Tyrant and Quack. 1864 — Eredk. Gt. xvi. i. IV. 243 The
Owleries and the vulturous Law-Pedantries. 1885 Tenny-
son Dead Prophet vii, Then glided a vulturous Beldam
forth, That on dumb death had thriven.

II Vulva (v»'lva). [L. vulva {volva), wrapper,
uterus. Cf. It., Sp. , Pg. vulva, V. vulve.]

1. Anal. The external organ of generation in the

female ; esp. the opening or orifice of that organ.
i548-77 Vicary Anal. ix. (1888) 77 I!y it goeth forth the

vrin, or els it should be shed through out al the Vidua.
1615 Crooke Body of Man iv. xvi. (1631) 237 The last dis-

similar part of the womb (is called] of some Vulva. 1694
Salmon Bate's Dlspens. (1713) 708/1 Anoint the Vulva and
Womb with this Mixture. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. 1831
K. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 355 It is formed of two planes
of fibres, which .. are interlaced, between the anus and
vulva. 1841 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Med. 53 The whole of
the external parts together, as well those that are lined
by mucous membrane, as those covered by the common
cuticle, are called the vulva. 1877 Huxley Anat. Jnv.
Anim. vi. 274 Anteriorly, each pair of tubes opens into the
oviduct of its side, which passes down along the side of the
body to terminate at the vulva.

2. Conch. An impression behind the umbones of

Venus-shells.
lZ^oCuvicr's Aniut. A'lu^d. 379 The ligament often leaves,

behind the beaks, an elliptical impression, to which the term
vulva has been applied.

Hence VuTval, VuTvar adjs., of or belonging
to the vulva.

1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 706/1 From the centre of the
vulvar orifice to the end of the fornix. 1866 J. M. Sims
Uterine Surg. 328 The whole vulval or outer face of the
hymen is sensitive. 1889 Buck's /landbk. Med. Sci. VII.
694/1 Such irritation may lead to excoriation of the vulvar
mucous membrane.
Vulve, obs. form of Wolf sb.

Vu'lviform, a. Bot. and Zool. [f. L. vulvi-
Vulva + -form.] (See quot.)
1849 Craig, Vulviform, in Lotany, like a cleft with project-

ing edges. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Vulva, The oval or vuKi-
form conformation presented by certain bivalve shells.

II Vulvitis (vrlvsi-tis). Path. [f. Ytjlv-a >

-ITI8.1 Inflammation of the vulva.
1859 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1338. 1864 Bumstead Ven. Dis.

(1879) 209 Their effect, .is so slight that they are not to be
recommended in vaginitis or vulvitis. 1889 Buck's Handbk.
Med. Sci. VII. 694/1 In catanhal vulvitis the pain and red-
ness of the mucous membrane are slight.

Vulvo-(vzrlw), combining form on Gr. models
of L. vulva Vulva, occurring in a few anatomi-
cal or pathological terms, as vulvo-scrolal, -uterine,

-vaginal, vaginitis.

1849 Craig s.v. Vulva, The vagina or vulvo-uterine canal.

1857 Kullock Cazeaux' Midwif. 46 The Vulvo-vagnial
gland had been completely lost sight of by modern ana-
tomists. 1893 D. J. Cunningham Man. Pract. Anat. I.

380 The two fascial pouches.. are sometimes spoken of as

the vulvo-scrotal sacs. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc.

IX. 113 The urine may be so irritating as to cause a vulvo-

vaginitis in the female infant.

Vum (v»m), v. U.S. colloq. [Alteration of

Vow v.2] inlr. To vow, swear.

1785 Mass. Spy 13 Oct. 2/2 We all must dreadful mindful

be That we must fight for liberty And vum we'll 'fend it, if

we die. 1845 S. Judd Margaret l. xii, ' I vum,' said he,

' what is the matter?* 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/.-t.

xi. (1891) 253 But the Deacon swore {as Deacons do, With
an ' I dew vum ', or an 'I tell yeou %
Hence Vum sb.

42-2



VIXMBARD.

1881 Harpers Mag. Jan. 249 Darius was piqued, and he

said, with a vum, 'I'll pay for the wood, if you'll send it hum'.

f Vumbard. Ois.-1 [app. a late form of Vam-
waRD : for the sense cf. Vantguard 2.] ? A front

guard.
1464 Mann. ff Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 195 My mastyr lent

hym a payr of smale curas wyth gardys and vumbarde.

"Vunde, southern ME. pa. t. Kind v.

Vur, Vurness, Vurther, southern dial. varr.

Far adv., etc., Fauness, Further.

t Vusse. Obs. rare. \i Alteration of Faith si.]

By my vusse, used as an asseveration.

1608 Akmin Nest Ninn. F ij b, But are you my vncle

indeed : By my vus^e I am sayes the old man. Then vncle

by my vusse welcome to Court.

Vuste, southern ME. variant of Fist si.1

Vuzeer, variant of Viziek.

1847 Gent/. Mag. March 299/2 The Vuzeer Lall Singh .

.

has been deposed. ..Unable to select a Vuzeer from among
their own number [etc. J.

Vuz(z, southern dial, variant of Furze.

Vy, obs. form of Vie sbfi and v.

Vyall, obs. form of Viol sb.

Vyalett, obs. form of Violet si. 1

Vyoe, obs. Sc. form of Wise a.

Vych, Vychon, southern ME. varr. Each (one).

Vychancellour, obs. f. Vice-chancellor.
Vyche, obs. form of Witch sb.

Vycht, obs. Sc. form of Wight sb. and a.

Vychtie, obs. Sc. form of Weighty a.

Vyckyr, obs. form of Vicar.
Vyele, southern ME. var. Fickle v.1

Vycytar, obs. form of Visiter.

Vycyte, obs. form of Visit v.

Vy'd, Vyde, obs. ff. Vied fpl. a.

Vyd(e, obs. Sc. forms of Wide a.

Vydam{e, obs. forms of Vidame.
Vydele, southern ME. variant of Fiddle.

332

Vydour, obs. Sc. form of Voider.
Vye, var. Vie sb. 1

, sb.'-, sb.'i Obs. ; obs. f. Vie v.

Vyend, southern ME. var. Fiend.

Vyer, occas. printed for vjier Other a.

Vyf(e, VyflT, obs. Sc. ff. Wife sb.

t Vyfnes. Obs.-1 [f. F. vif Vive a. + -ness.]

Liveliness, vivacity.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 4 Therfor. .every man in hym
silf let the passions of dolours be turned andempressid into

vyfnes of here spiritis.

Vyftene, -teope, southern ME. varr. Fif-

teenth. Vygne, obs. f. Vine sb.

Vyhs, obs. form of Vice sb. 1

Vyllte, southern ME. var. FlOHT sb. and v.

Vyijs, Vyild, obs. Sc. f. Wise sb., Wild a.

Vying, obs. form of Vieing vbl. sb.

Vyir, occas. printed for vpir Other a,

Vyiss, variant of Vise v. Obs.

Vyis(e, Vyit, Vyl, Vyld(e, obs. Sc. ff. Wise
sb. and a., Wite sb. and v., Will sb., Wild a.

Vylarde, variant of Vieillard Obs.

Vylence, -ens, variants of Villains a. Obs.

Vyleny(e, etc., obs. forms of Villainy.
Vylette, southern ME. variant of Fillet sb.

Vylie, obs. form of Vilely adv.

Vylie, Vyling, obs. Sc. variant of Wily a.,

Wiling vbl. sb.

Vylney, obs. form of Villainy.
Vyloyns, variant of Villains a. Obs.

Vyn, southern ME. var. F'in sb. ; obs. Sc. f. Win
v.. WONE V.

Vynacre, -eker, obs. variants of Vinegar.
Vynd, obs. form of Wynd sb. Sc.

Vyndage, variant of Vendage Obs.

Vynde, southern ME. var. Find v. ; obs. f. Vine
sb. ; obs. Sc. f. Wind sb.

Vyndle, obs. Sc. form of Windle v.

VYWER.
Vyndok, obs. Sc. variant of Window.
Vyne, obs. f. Vine ; obs. Sc. f. Win v., Wine.
"Vynet(t, Vyniet, variants of Vinet Obs.

Vynetree, obs. form of Vintry.
Vynk, obs. Sc. form of Wink v.

Vynne, southern ME. variant of Fin sb.

Vynnett, variant of Vinet Obs.

Vynour, obs. variant of VlHIR*.
"Vyntre, obs. form of Vine-tree, Vintry.
Vynued, variant of Vinewed a. Obs.

Vyny, Vynye, obs. var. Vine sb., Vinny v.

Vynyette, variant of Vinet Obs.

Vyral, obs. form of Virl sb.

Vyrchippe, obs. form of Worship.
Vyre, variant of Eure sb. Obs., Aire sb. 1 Obs.

Vyrelle, -ille, obs. forms of Virl sb.

Vyrk, obs. Sc. form of Work v.

Vyrne, variant of Verne sb. and v. Obs.

Vyrre, southern ME. variant of Fir.

Vysard(e, obs. forms of Vizard.

Vyscele, obs. Sc. form of Vessel sb.

Vyse, obs. var. Use v., Vice sb., Vise v., Viss,

Wise sb. and v.

Vysenamy, obs. form of Visnomy.
Vyseuase, Vysiere : see Visevase, Visiere.

Vysilie, "Vysly, obs. forms of Wisely adv.

Vyss, Vyssyon, obs. ff. Vice sb.1 , Vision.

Vysa, Vyssare, Vysyoyon, southern ME.
varr. Fish, Fisher, Physician.
Vyt,Vytch,Vyte,obs.Sc.ff.WiT,WiTCH,WiTE.
Vythulare, Vythule, southern ME. variants

of Fiddler, F'iddle.

Vyue, southern ME. var. Five; obs. f. Vive a.

Vyuer, Vyver(e, obs. forms of Viver 1
.

Vyveri, obs. variant of Ivory.

Vywe(r, obs. forms of View sb., Viewer.
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PREFACE TO THE LETTER W.

THE words with initial W here treated include 6.087 Main words, 2,845 Special Combinations explained

and illustrated under these, 3,766 Obvious Combinations, and 3,820 Subordinate entries ; in all 16,518 words.

Of the Main words 1,780 are marked f as obsolete, and 42 are marked
||
as alien or not completely naturalized.

The number of illustrative quotations for the whole letter is 94,097.

The following table illustrates the scale of this portion of the work as compared with that of certain other

Dictionaries :

—

Cassell's

Johnson. * Encyclopaedic

'

' Century ' Diet. Here,
with Suppl. with Suppl.

Total of words recorded in W 1,024 5,212 7,4°3 1*5,51.8

Words illustrated by quotations 883 2,066 2,501 12,951
Number of illustrative quotations 4.147 3>5 T 2 7,595 94>°97

The number of quotations in the corresponding portion of Richardson's Dictionary is 3,790.

The letter W is primarily remarkable for containing two long series of words of which the initial letters

are one or other of the consonantal digraphs Wh and Wr. The words beginning with Wii cover 102 pages,

those with Wr 63 pages. Separate articles on the digraphs themselves will be found in the proper alphabetical

places, explaining their history, currency, and use. Originally they both represented a combination of two

sounds, which were subsequently simplified. Otherwise, with the exception of the combination Wl (which

did not survive into Modern English), initial W is capable of being immediately followed only by a vowel ; of

the combinations ofW with a vowel, Wa yields by far the largest vocabulary.

This letter is conspicuously native. The greater part of the vocabulary goes back to Old English, with

a continuous history down to the present day. Water, with its compounds and derivatives, fills 90 columns ;

well (sb., adj., Vb., adv.) another 90 ; next in copiousness are wash, way, zvhite, will, wind, with, wood, work, write.

In wh~ the interrogative-relatives what, which, who, why, etc., fill over 80 columns. All these words have

cognates in West Germanic or in Common Teutonic ; some have wider connexion with Indo-European. Two
common words, woman and worship, are compounds peculiar to Old English. There is a large number of

early adoptions from Scandinavian, notable among which are wand, want, wassail, weak, whirl and whirl-

wind, window, wing, wrong. Dutch and Low German contribute wa/t, wagon, wainscot, walrus, welter, wriggle,

wrack (sb.
2
). From Old French come a good many words, chief among which are wage, wait, war, warden,

warrant, waste, wreck ; some of these have doublets in g (as gage, guardian) ; all arc ultimately of Teutonic

origin. From American Indian tongues we get wampum, wapiti, wigwam ; from Australian, wallaby, waralah,

wombat, wurlcy. The number of entries of proper names and appellatives derived therefrom is remarkable

;

they amount to well over a hundred.

Voluntary work on the letter began as far back as 1881. Mrs. L. J. VValkey arranged the original material

for Wa and We alphabetically and chronologically during 1881-1884 ; the same was done for Wh-Wy in

1882 by Mr. H. S. Tabor, who also combined the old and new series of slips for WJie- Wy in 1882-1884. Wa-
Wha was handled by the Rev. W. H. Beckett during 1882-1901 ; Wh- Wy was sub-edited by the Rev. G. B. R.
Bousfield in 1 891-1894, and W-Wi (with abundant additions of new material) by the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson
in 1913-1919.

During the editorial progress of the letter, which began in 191 9, outside help has been given in the reading
of proofs by the Misses Edith and E. P. Thompson for the greater part of the letter, by Mr. G. R. Carline and
the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson for some early portions, by Dr. G. F. S. Friedrichsen for Wh-Worling, and by
Dr. G. Ch. van Langenhove and the Rev. J. B. Johnston for Wr. Assistance in the verification of quotations
in the British Museum was given by the late Mr. W. W. Jenkinson, by Mr. R. J. Whitwell, and (latterly) by
Mr. F. S. Sieveking. Mr. Whitwell, as heretofore for many years, has made generous contributions to the

historical evidence for many articles. Expert outside assistance on special points has been given by Mr. R.

Ashton, librarian at Blackburn, Mr. St. Clair Baddeley, Professor Paul Barbier of Leeds, the late Mr. A. F.

Bettinson of the National Sporting Club, Mr. E. C. Early of Witney, the Editor of the Field, Professors Fiedler,

Neville Forbes, and G. S. Gordon of Oxford, Mr. F. W. Geary, secretary of the Thames Conservancy, Dr. Alfred

Gotze of Giessen, the Rev. Dr. Claude Jenkins, Lt.-Col. J. H. Leslie, Mr. John Lister of Shibden Hall, Halifax,
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Mr. R. G. Marsden, Mr. Hugh Marwick, Orkney, Monsieur A. Mcillet, the Provost of Oriel, Sir Frederick

Pollock, Col. E. H. Richardson, the late Mr. W. H. Stevenson, Monsieur Antoine Thomas, Dr. E. J. Thomas
of the University Library at Cambridge, and Mr. F. H. Wedgwood. To these grateful acknowledgement of

obligation is due, as well as to Bodley's Librarian and his assistants, whose ready and generous help has

greatly facilitated the extensive researches imposed upon the Dictionary staff.

The editorial staff regularly engaged on the letter W consisted of three sections : four members associated

with Dr. Bradley until his death, viz. Mr. Walter Worrall (who specially prepared portions of We and Wo),

Mr. W. J. Lewis, Mr. H. J. Bayliss, and Miss E. S. Bradley; three belonging to Dr. Craigie's staff (engaged

mainly on Wr), viz. Mr. G. Watson, Mrs. L. F. Powell, and Miss Rosfrith A. N. R. Murray ; and three belonging

to Mr. Onions's staff, viz. Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A., Mr. F. J. Sweatman, M.A., and Mr. J. W. Birt. To them the

editors make cordial acknowledgements for their zealous and painstaking collaboration in a task which, in the

demands that it makes for consistency and accuracy in principle and in detail, is hardly equalled and not

surpassed in any field of research.

The history of the preparation of this letter is marked by two outstanding events, the death of Dr. Henry
Bradley, the then senior editor, on 23 May, 1923, and the appointment in 1925 of Dr. Craigie to a professor-

ship in the Department of English of the University of Chicago, which did not, however, withdraw him
from taking part in what then remained to be done to complete the work. These events, together with the

allocation (since 1921) of some part of Mr. Onions's time to collateral works, have been contributing factors to

a delay which has, however, in the sequel, the happy result that the publication of the concluding pages of the

work falls in the year of the fiftieth anniversary of its first association with the name of James A. H. Murray as

editor under the auspices of the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

W. A. CRAIGIE.
C. T. ONIONS.

November, 1927.



w.
W(dVb'l|y;7), the 23rd letter of the modern

English alphabet, is an addition to the

ancient Roman alphabet, having originated from

a ligatured doubling of the Roman letter repre-

sented by the U and V of modern alphabets. When,
in the 7th c., the Latin alphabet was first applied

to the writing of English, it became necessary to

provide a symbol for the sound (w), which did not

exist in contemporary Latin. This sound, a gnt-

turally-modified bilabial voiced spirant, is acousti-

cally almost identical with the devocalized (u) or

(u), which was the sound originally expressed by
the Roman U or V as a consonant-symbol ; but

before the 7th c. this Latin sound had developed

into (v). The single u or v therefore could not

without ambiguity be used to represent (w),

though this was occasionally done, and in some
Northumbrian texts was the regular practice. The
ordinary sign for (w) was at first 11u, but in the

8th c. this began to be superseded by p, a character

borrowed from the Runic alphabet, in which its

name was wyn (Kentish wen). Eventually the

use of p became almost universal, but in the mean
time the uu was carried from England to the con-

tinent, being used for the sound (w) in the German
dialects, and in French proper names and other

words of Tent, and Celtic origin. In the nth c.

the ligatured form was introduced into England by
Norman scribes, and gradually took the place of p,
which finally went out of use about a.d. 1300. The
character W was probably very early regarded as

a single letter, although it has never lost its

original name of ' double U '.

In OE. the sound (w) occurred initially not only

before vowels but also before (1) and (r). The
combination wl became obsolete in the 15th c. (in

Sc. poetry wlonk, alliterating with w- words, was
used in the 16th c.) ; wr is still written, but the w
is silent in standard English, though in some
dialects it is sounded as (w) or as (v). OE. had
also the initial combination (hw), written hu(u,
hp, and subsequently p/i, w/i; for the later develop-
ment of this phonetic combination, and the history

of the associated symbols, see Wh.
The chief etymological sources of the Eng. (w)

are : (1) OE. (w), mainly representing Indoger-
manic w, gh", kw, or kw \ (2) ON. (w) of the same
origin (in cited words expressed by v, according to

Icelandic usage) ; (3) OF. (w), retained in north-
eastern Fr. dialects, but elsewhere becoming (gw)
and ultimately (g), whence in English such doublets
as wage and gage, warranty and guaranty. The
sound also occurs, represented otherwise than by
w, in words of Latin origin containing the combina-
tions i/u (lew) and su (sw), as question, suavity,

persuade (in i6-i8th c. often written with sw)

;

also in a few Fr. words, as reservoir (-vwaa).

So far as it remains a consonant-symbol, the
letter never denotes any other sound than (w), but
in a few words it has ceased to be pronounced,
though still written, as in answer, sword, two, and
in the combination wr referred to above. In the
unstressed second element of a compound, (w)
tends to be elided in colloquial speech. This con-
tracted pronunciation is in some words a mere
vulgarism (marked as such by spellings like
backward, forrard, alius for always) ; in Norxvich
and some other place-names in with it is the only
one regarded as correct, and the same may be said
with regard to the nautical term gunwale ; in mid-
wife the contraction (mi'diO, formerly general, is

now rarely heard. The tendency to elision of w
beginning an unstressed second syllable is shown
also in the change of housewife into huzzif, huzzy,
where the spelling has followed the pronunciation,
though the nncontracted form is now restored exc.
in a special disparaging sense.

In someME. MSS. (northern and north midlands,
and in many Scottish texts of the 15th and 16th
centuries, w is written for v, and vice versa. In
the 16th and 17th c, books printed from con-
tinental type often have the letter in the divided
lorra VV, vv.

Vol. X,

In ME. a new (w) arose from the development

of intervocalic or final (7), inherited from OE., as

in bowe :—earlier boje :—OE. boga. This sound,

however, has not survived as a consonant, because

every (w) after a stressed vowel became a /(-glide,

the terminal element of a diphthong. From the

early ME. period w was often substituted for u in

vowel-digraphs (whether denoting diphthongs or

simple vowels). In modern spelling aw, ew, ow
are phonetically equivalent to an, eu, ou, though
ow never stands for (it),, as in the older yow —

-

you (except in the surname Cowper) ; the choice

between « and iv has been determined to some
extent by etymological tradition, but is mainly

arbitrary ; at the end of a word w, not u, is used

all but invariably. The traditional statement of

grammarians that ' W is a vowel as well as a con-

sonant ' refers to its use in these digraphs ; but in

the 14-ipth c., and in Sc. also in the 16th c, w
occasionally represents [ft), as in trw = tree, swne
« soon, swth = sooth.

In south-eastern dialects (w) is regularly substi-

tuted for (v), and many writers of the first half of

the 19th c. attribute to the Cockney dialect the

habit of misusing (v) for (w) and (w) for (v) on
all occasions. No trace of this survives in present-

day London speech ; and although there is no
doubt that the Kentish (w) for (v) at one time ex-

tended to London, it is probable that the reverse

substitution was merely an occasional (if perhaps
rather frequent) result of the endeavour to speak
correctly.

x7^3 Foote Mayor o/G. 1.(1764)21 Sneak. Yes, werry like

Wenus. 1803 Plggf. Anecd. Engl. La' g. (1814) 77 The.,
most offensive error in pronunciation among the Londoners
..lies in the transpositional use of the letters /r'and V, ever
to be heard where there is any possibility of inverting them.
Thus they always say, /real, instead of weal; and /vinegar,

instead of vinegar; while, on the other hand, you hear
Kicked, for 7yicked—Kig, for reigi and a few others. 1805
T. Harral Scenes of Life III. 26 * Last night thou gavest
me to a willain's arms 1 '

—'A villain? '..'Ay, a willain!'

1837 Dickf.ns Pickw. xxxiv, ' Do you spell it [Weller] with
a V or a W?'..' I spells it with a V '. . .'Quite right too,

Samivel.. .Put it down a we, my lord'. 1844 T. H. Kev
Alphabet 107 London too is remarkable for the confusion of
the sounds, though this confusion does not seem to arise

from any inability to pronounce either a 7t» or a v, each being
substituted for the other with a most amusing perversity.

A mispronunciation of (w) for (r), in some per-

sons due to a physical defect, has sometimes been

a fashionable affectation.

1837 Dickf.ns Pickw. xxxv, ' Gwacious heavens !
' said his

lordship. ' I thought evewebody had seen the new mail-

cart ; it's the neatest, pwettiest.gwacefullest thing that ever

wan.' 1844 ?« H. Kev Alphabet 93 The letter r is at times
confounded with w. Thus it is not a very rare variety of

articulation that rubbish is pronounced wubbish.

1. The letter, its sound or name.
c 1465 in Pol. Pel. <$ L. Poems a A Doble W. for Warwike,

bat god be his Ride. 155a Hui.oet Kk ij b, Because there is

a diuersitie betwene the single V and the dowble \V, therfore

the alphabet of them shalbe set diuersly. [The sequence is :

Va, IVa, Vdi] 1580 W. Bullokar Bk. at large 8 W. I account
also misnamed to call it double : v : for then shoulde we
sounde it : v : v : but his sounde a^reeth to the olde name of : y

:

(which is wy). c 1595 R. Cahew in G. G. Smith Elizab. Crit.

Ess. (1904) II. 286 For letters, wee haue Q. more then the
Greekes; K. and Y. more then the Laty'nes ; and \V. more
then them both, or the French and Italians. 1599 Thvnne
Animadv. (1875) 65 The latyne, Italiane, frenche, and
spanyshe haue no doble W. a 1637 B. Jonson Engl. Gram.
in. (1640) 40 \V, Is but the V. geminated in the full sound,
and though it have the seate of a Consonant with us, the
power is alwayes Vowellish, even where it leades the Vowell
in any Syllabe : as if you marke it, pronounce the two uu.
likeb. quicke in passage and these words: 8-ine. 8-ant. 8-ood.
8-ast. JU.ing. J3-am. Will sound wine. want. wood. wast,
swinrj. swam. 1697 Drvden AEneis Ded. (e) 1, [In the
English.-ltfw/j] where a Vowel endsaword, the next begins
either with a Consonant, or what is its equivalent ; for our W
and H aspirate . . are plainly such. 1704 Expert Ortho.
graphist in Ellis E. E. Pron. 1. iii. (1869) 160 All poly-
syllables ending in obscure o have w added for ornament's
sakeasarnw, bclloivs, &c. 1796 Pegged nonym. (1809)454
One would wonder how the w could ever come to be a letter

in our language, for it is plainly nothing else but the u
vowel ; for. .nill spells will, as much as wilt. 1836 Car. B.
Southev Birth-day 1. 37 And sprawling W's, and V s, and Y's,
Gaped prodigiously. 1869 Ellis E. E. Pron. I. iii. 187 In
Europe (w) is thought to be peculiar to England . . In Arabic
however (w) is quite at home, a 1890 W. B. Scott A utob.

(1892) I. ii. 29 He went over the letters, giving them the
broad old Scotch pronunciation : A was awe, B was bay, C
was say, and so on, ending with U sounded like 00 in good,W as duploo, Z as (mid. 1899 A Ubutt's Syst. Med. VII. 449
note, The voiceless /Kand the voiceless L have been given

above within brackets, the former being now almost confined

to Scotland and the latter being peculiar to Wales.

2. The letter considered with regard to its shape.

Also attrib.

1798 Hull Advertiser 28 July 2/1 Chairs in sets . . with W,
tableau and X backs. 1871 Cassetl's Nat. Hist. I. 266 The
molars show sharp tubercles separated by transverse furrows,

generally producing a sort of \\'-like pattern on each tooth.

1882 Floyer Une.xpl. Baluchistan i-j The walls. .are.,

rendered ornamental by triangular recesses fitting one into

another like an endless W,each triangle being filled up with

lines of smaller W's.

3. Abbreviations. \Y. = various personal names,

as William, Walter, Winifred ; + W. (Calendar) -

Whitsunday ; W. = West (W.N.W. west-north-

west, W.S.W. west-south-west ; W.C. the West
Central postal district of London ; W (Chem.) =
tungsten (mod. 1.. wolframiuni); W (Electr.) =
watt; W.C. = water-closet; W.I. = West Indies;

W.S. (.Scotland) = Writer to the Signet.

1513 Sir E. Howard in Lett, A> Papers War Fiance (1897)

04 The wynd feeryd owt 01T the W.N.W. into the E.N.E.
c 1565 Gude f, Godlie Bali. (S. T. S.) Calendar 1 2 b, Ye shal

fintle..at the 29. of April this letter W where begine for

Whttsonday. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4422/7 We came to an
Anchor about Noon, the Wind at W. by S. 1778 Engl.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Fate, It rises about 2 miles W. of Roche
Hills. 1815 Corr. \V. Fowler (1907) 330 Apparatus for W.C.
at Normanby, which had to come from London, a 1874 R.

Chambers in Case/. Lit. Ser. 11. I. 262, 1 Served a regular

apprenticeship to a double-you-css. 1891 W. Clark Russell
Marriage at Sea v, The . . compa-s was about W. S. W. 1892

Eminson Epidemic Pneumonia at Scatter 11 No W.C. or

slaughter-house drains into them.

W, obs. form of How adv.

Wa; see Waw, Wat, Wiia int., Woe.
Wa', Sc. form of Wall.
"Waa, north, form of Way, Wha int., Woe.
Waaffery, "Waale, obs. ff. Wafeky, Wale sb)

Waam, var. Wame, north, form of Womb.
Waam(m)le, var. Wamble v.

"Waand, var. Wonder. Obs., to fear, hesitate.

Waar, -ness : see Wake, -ness.

"Waarnyng, obs. form of Warning.
"Waast, obs. form of Waist, Waste.
"Waat, obs. pa. pple. of Wet v.

Wat), noith. form of Web.
Wabain, Wabaio : see Ouabaio.
Wabble : see Wobble.
Wabble, var. Wabble.
Wabster, north, form of Webster.
Wao, obs. form of Weak a.

Wacadash. Obs. Also 7 waeca-, waka-,
wagig)adash, wakedas(s)h. [a. Japanese waki-

zas/ti."] A Japanese short sword.
1613 W. Eaton in W. Foster Lett. reed. E.lnd. Co. (1897)

II. 20 He had given her his wacadash or little cattan. 1613

J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 124 Next those weapons
resembling a Welch-hooke called Wap.gada-.hes. 1615 R.

Cocks Diary (1%%$ I. 81, to pike heades, looarowheades.and
three waccadashes. 1615 W. Adams Log.lk. (1916) 34 Kat-
tannes wakedasshes and pikes. i6ao Will cf IV. Adams in

Athenxum{ic)io)2i May 610/r, I . .bequeath vnto. Richard
Cock, .my best Cattane the other of my Cattans and waga-
dashes I . .bequeath vnto nty aforesaid sonne Joseph.

Wacance, -and : see Vacance, Vacand.
Waoche, -man, obs. forms of Watch, -man.

Wace, obs. f. was, pa. t. of Be v.

C1380 Sir Ferumb. 389, 421.

Wace, Waeh : see Wax sb., Wash v.

Wach v e, -man, obs. forms of Watch, -man.

Waehel, wachle, var. forms of Waichle.
Wachet(t, obs. forms of Watchet.
Waeht, obs. f. Wauoht sb. and v., Sc. and north.

Waek : see Wak, Wake, Walk v.%, Whack.
Wacke (woe'ka). Ceol. Also 9 wacca, wake,

wacke\ [a. Ger. wacke, dial, wake (MHO. wacke

large stone, OHG. waggo pebble), a miners' word,

adopted by Werner as a geological term] A sand-

stgne-like rock, resulting fiom the decomposition

of basaltic rocks in situ. Cf. Gbauwacke, Gbey-

!
wacke.
1803 tr. Pallas' Trav. II. 115 The calcareous rock above

described., sometimes also occurs under the form of Wacca,

which is again composed of gritty fragments, caused by the

destructive effects of past ages. 18.1 Pinkerton Petral. I.

171 Two [German] papers. . 'On argillaceous schistus, horn-

slate, and on wake^ 1816 P. Cleavelasd Mm. 284 Basalt

often forms one member of a series, beginning with gravel,

sand, and clay; this clay gradually becomes less sandy and

harder till it passes into wacke, and the wacke is by insensible

degrees lost in Basalt. 1839 Mlrchison Silurian Syst.
J.

xxxvi. 499 The chief portion of the hill consists of a dull

rotten wacke.



WACKEN.

tWa'cken. Geo/. Obs. [app. a. G. wacken-t

combining form oiwacke: see prec] = WACKK.
1796 Kirwan Eiem. Min. (ed. 2) I, 219 [IJasaltine] is most

found in basalts, wacken, and lava. 1802 Playi air Illustr.

Hutton. Theory 67 The wacken, mullen and crag of Kirwan.

b. Comb. : wacken porphyry.
1796 Kirwan Eiem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 355 Wacken Porphyry.

1807 Headrick Arrantt The hills at the head of Glencloy

are composed of wacken porphyry.

Hence Wackeni'tic a., of the nature or composi-

tion of wacke.
1866 Lawrence tr. CoitcCs Rocks Classified (1878) 83 We

shall use the adjective 'wackenitic ' to designate this [de.

composed] state of those rocks.

Wacker, var. Whacker.
Waekerell, var. Wakerell, Sanctus bell.

Wad ("od), •f^* 1 Also 7 wadd'e, wade. [Of

obscure origin ; the identity of the word in all the

senses is not quite certain.

With sense 3 cf. mod. Sw. vadd, G., Du. watte, Fr. onaie
(whence It. ovatta), wadding ; the etymology and mutual
relation of these woids aie unknown.]

1. A bundle of hay or straw (occas. of hemp,
etc.) ; esp. a small bundle of hay, peas, beans,

vetches, etc., made at the time of cutting or reap-

ing; a portion of a sheaf of cereal plants or of reed.

Now dial.

1573 Twvne sEneid'

xi. 26 Hereon the lad aloft on wad of
cuntrey straw they lay. 1596 Spenser Hymn Hcav. Lore
226 Where he encradled was In simple cratch, wrapt in a
wad of hay. 1601 Holland Pliny Jftni. ix. I. 50S When it

[a crop of lupine.--] is cut downe, to make it into wads or

bottles, and so to btirie them at the roots of trees. 1620

MarkHaM Farew, Ihtsh. ix. 65 Laying before the Plow long
wades or roules of the straw of Lupyns, Pease, or else

Ketches,, .you shall turne the funowes. .vpon the wadcUs.
1622 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Arrant Thief"(1625) C2, A wispe
of Rushes, or a clod of land, Or any wadde of Hay that's

ne\t to hand They 'I steale. 1647 Trapp Cornm. 1 Cor. vii.

31 In the Popes inthionization,. .a piece of tow, or wad of

straw is set on fire before hiin, and one appointed to say, Sic

transit gloria viundi, 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl.
Card. Diet., To wrap up Plants, or tender Trees with Wads
or Wisps of Straw. 1706 Est court hair Example ill. i,

You shall find her upon a Wad of Straw, with one Brat at

her Breast. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 24 The reapers lay it on
the land Hi wads as they call them, or parcels about the
quantity of half a sheaf of wheat unbound. 1799 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Nil Admirari HI. hi. Wks. 1816 III. 447 At
times she finds of hemp a little wad. Begs some young Levite
spin it. 1807 Sir K. C. Hoare Tour /re I. 302 A wad of

Straw, or perhaps heath laid on a damp clay floor. 1813
Vancouver Agric. Devon 123 A cylindrical pearl barley
machine, is also used to cleanse the wad of its smut. 1886
W. Somerset Word-bk., IVad

A
a bundle of straw tied up by

a that c her. ..A bundle 01 reed less than a full sheaf of 2S lbs.

weight is also called a wad,

fig. 1607 Hkywood Fayre Mayde Exch. I. C 2 b, Yonder
bundle of sighes, yonder wad of grones.

b. A heap ; also, a swath, dial.

1750 Ellis Mod. Hush, IV. iii. 51 [To mow vetches] cock
them in little wads as we do the Clover-grass. 1805 R, W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. 1 1. 5S9 It is the usual practice to put
them [cut pea crops] up into small heaps, termed wads, which
are formed by setting small parcels against each other. 1856

J. C Morton Cycl. Agric. II, 726 Wad, a heap of beans or
pease laid out to dry, previous to binding. In the county
of Devon, applied to a handful of thatch. 1906 Timesas Jno*
14/4 The wet wads formed by the horse rake are avoided.

2. A small bundle of a soft, flexible material;

esp. for use as a plug, pad, or rubber.

1580 Hollvband Trias. Fr. Tong, Torche. .a wad of
strawe or cloutes that wenches vse to put on their heds when
they cary any thing. 162a Mabbe tr. Ale/naJis Guzman
d'Alf. 11. 355 It was injoyned me. .ofold ends of Ragge>, or
of Flax and Tow, to make wads and wisps for those that goe
to the Long-house. 175a Sir H. Beaumont Crito 17 The
vast Wad of Linen that they [women] car ty upon their Head.
1781 Havlev Tri. Temper IV, 85 She on the types her inky
wad let fall. i86x Musgrave Bj.Eoads 173 The neck of
the flask being closed with only a mere wad of cotton. 1887
Poor Nellie (1888) 398 I've to go about with wads of cotton-
wool ready in my pocket for my two ears.

b. Something rolled up tightly, as a roll of bank
notes. Chiefly U.S.
1778 Exmoor Scolding Gloss. (E.D. S.) 151 A garment

rumbled [sic] up to a Wad, with many Plaits and Wrinkles.
1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., A little wallet containing
one or more dollar bills, or at least a wad of fractional cur-

rency. 1888 Bow. Bells Weekly 22 June 396 Never roll

gloves into each other in a wad, for they will never look as
well after. 1890 Gunter Miss Nobody ii. (1891) 24 Handing
Everett a wad of greenbacks. 1899 Mrs. F. H. Burnett
De Willoughby Claim x. 132 He. .finally rolled his paper
into a haid wad and threw it at the counter. 1899 Crockett
Kit Kennedy hi. MacWalter pulled a thick wad of bank
notes out of his pocket. 1908 S. E. White Hiverman xix,

Dabbing at her eyes with a handkerchief dampened into a
tiny wad.
trans/. 1895 Howeli.s Impress. .T Ex6. (1896) 164 Sucjj a

small, dull wad of out-worn womanhood !— her grey old head
bent upon her knees, and her withered arms wound In her
thin shawl. 1913 Saf. Rev. 22 Mar. 365/2 He will find
them well padded by wads of extracts from second-hand
authorities.

f3. A material composed of matted fibres of silk,

raw cotton, etc. Wadding 3. Obs.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VI if c. 14 Item for every tonne Tolose
wadde accompting viij hole bales. . for a tonne xx s. 1695 P.

Motteux St. Clones Morocco 139 The Traffkk of Provence
consists in. .Velvet, Cottons, Wadds [Fr. cottonines], and
other Commodities from the Levant. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Wad, a sort of Flocks of Silk, course Flannel, or

Cotton. 1761 Ann. Reg., Chron. 132/1 The plant known by

the name of. .Asclepias. . . From the silky wad it affords we
[in Fiance] call it Soyeuse.

4. A plug of tow, cloth, etc., a disk of felt or card-

board, to retain the powder and shot in position in

charging a gun or cartridge.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 476 Another [experiment). .is a

Wooden Tampion, .hollow'd towards the Bullet, .. and.

.

hollow likewise towards the Powder, and serving instead of

a Wadd. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. .\ii. 68 Put the

Powder home gently, and after put in a good Wad. . ; then
j

put in the Shot. ., and after him another Wad. 1769 Fal-

coner Diet. Marine (1780), Wad, a quantity of old rope-

yarns, hay, &c. rolled firmly together into the form of a ball,

and used to confine the shot or shell . . in the breech of a piece

of artillery. 1856 •Stonehengb"'Brit. Sports I. 1. ii. § 5.24

After using the powder-flask.. drive down, .a single piece of

wadding j then pour in the charge ofshot, drive down another

wad, [etc]. x86a F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 9) 112

No. 5 serves No. 3 with projectiles, wads, if necessary, and
traverses. 1879 CassetCs Techn. Educ. I. 194/r The escape
of gas was prevented by means of a felt wad attached to the

hack of the cartridge. 1881 Gkeenf.r Gun 300 Wads are

punched out of sheets of various materials by cutters fixed

in a press. Those most commonly used are made of felts,

cardboard, or jute. 1890 D. Davidson Mem. Long Life ii.

34 We. .rowed too closely past the Victory as she was firing

her royal salute, and one of her wads just cleared our heads.

5. A lump of a soft or plastic substance, tare.

x 775 Sheridan Duenna ill. vii, Eyes like two dead beetles

in a wad of brown dough ! 1838 Thackeray Fashnable Fax
Wks. 1900 XIII. 254 The haldermin, who was helpin the
tuttle, puts on Biffeter's plate a wad of green fat.

b. A mass, heap, large quantity. Sc. and north.
1828 Craven Gloss., Wad, a large quantity. 'We've a

wado'hay to year.' 191s Chame. Jml. 12 June 442/1 True,
we haven't got a great wad of it on hand ; but I don't like

the idea of that silver being on the premises.

6. Ceramics.
1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 468 When a sagger is filled

with clay ware, on its outer edges are placed thick pieces of

coarse clay, called wndsUorti their being employed to wedge
or closely join the interstice between two saggers. 1891
Century Dkt., Wad, 3. In cemm., a small piece of finer

clay u*ed to cover the body of an infei ior material in some
varieties of earthenware; especially, the piece doubled over
the edge of a vessel.

7. attrib. and Comb. : (sense 4) as wad gauge,

punch, room ; wad hook, {a) a spiral tool for

withdrawing wads or charges from guns; (b)

Mining (sec qnot 1S81).
1828 Spearman Brit. Gunner fed. 2) 73 *\Vad Gauges. 1611

FLOKio,Gi7^j/7<v/tf,Gunnerscallita*w-ad-hooke. 1766ENTICK
London IV. 344 Rammers, hand-spikes, wad-hooks. 1879
Man. ArtHI. Exert, 199 The shell extractor and wadhook
[are placed] outside the pit. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,

Wad-hook. A tool with two spiral steel blades for removing
fragments from the bottom of deep bore-holes. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., * Wad-punch, a tubular steel punch used for

cutting gun-wads, etc. 1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI. 426 His
gunner concealed 43 barrels of powder in the ""wad room,
cover ing them with wads and lumber.

Wad (wod), sb.% In 7 wadd. [Peril, cogn. w.
ON. vati-r masc., measuring line, MSw. vapi\i\a.

masc, boundary-line between properties (cf. sense 2

below), or with OE. wadan to go, Wade z».]

1. Surveying. A straight line taken in measuring
from one mark to another. ? Obs.
1610W. Folkingham Feudigr. ii. iv. 53 These dimensions

are found or performed either Comiuus or Eminns. ..The
fir.-t ..needes no amplification, hut for precise keeping hi the
Wadd or right line. The Wadd is delineated either to a
marke in sight or out of sight. If the First j let the Lhaine*
leaders Wadd vpon the mar ke by some intermedial! eminence
and at the setting down of euery pricke, let each man waue
his mate into the right Wadd.
2. dial. 'Aline, esp. one marked out between two

parcels of land* {Eng. Dial. Did.) ; also see quots.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Wad, a line or rank. 1886 S. W.

Line. Gloss., Wad, a mark set up as a guide to plough
straight by. Hence Line, order, position. 1889 .V. W. Line.
Gloss., ly'ad

t
a. mark in shooting, ploughing, land measuring,

&c.

"b. Way or course of travel, track. lit. and Jig.

1854 Miss A. E. Baker Northampi. Gloss., Wad. 3. A
way or beaten track, a line of conduct pertinaciously adhered
to. ' He goes on in the old wad,' i.e. in the same manner as
formerly.

3. Comb. : wad-staff, -stick (see quots.).
1856 J. C. Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 726 Wadstaff, (Notts.\

guide staff to plough by. 1889 A'. W. Line. Gloss., Wad-
staff, ivad-siick, a tall white wand painted witli rims of
various colours, used as a mark for ploughmen in setting out
futiows.

Wad (wod), sb.% Also 7 wadt, 8 wadd. [Of
obscure origin.]

1. A local name for plumbago or black lead

;

also called black wad. Also dial, a black-lead
pencil (see Eng. Dial, Diet.).
1614 in Mem. Lit. <y Philos. Soe. Manch. Ser. 11. (1819I III.

169 Except the wad holes and wad, commonly called black
cawke, within the commons of Seatollor, or elsewhere within
the commons and wastes of the said manor [of Borrowdalel.
1698 Plot Black-lead in Phil. Trans. XX. 183 The Mineral
Substance, called, Black Lead. .found only at Keswick in
Cumberland, and there called, Watit, or Kellow. 1836 Penny
Cytl. V. 225 (Borrowdale) The most remarkable product of
the valley is graphite, plumbago, or black-lead iprovincially
wadl. 187a Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes {1879) 129 The
lead, or plumbago, locally termed ( wad,', .is the best material
ever discovered for making lead pencils.

2. An impure earthy ore of manganese.
1783 Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 284 Some Experiments upon

the Ochra friabilis nigrofuscaof Da Costa. . ; and called by
the Mineisof Derbyshire, Black Wadd. 1796 Kirwan Etem.

WADABLE.
Min. (ed. 2) II. 465 Mr. Wedgewood dissolved aquantityof
black wadd in a large quantity of nitrous acid heated. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts, Wadd, is the provincial name, .of an ore
of manganese in Derbyshire, which consists of the peroxide
of that metal, associated with nearly its own weight of oxide
of iron. i88^Athen;eum 16 Aug. 212/3 The not very interest.

ing manganese mineral wad.

3. Comb., as (sense x) wad-hole, -lead, -mine,
-pencil.

1614 "Wad hole [see 1]. 1780 G. Jars Voy. Metall. II. 554
(Philol. Soc. Trans. 1908, p. 14a) Mine de plomb pour les

crayons nommes Black-lead or *Wad-Lead. 1747 Gentl.
Mag. XVII. 583 *Wadd mines in trie Cumberland Dialect,
signifies the black-lead mines. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 225
(Borrowdale) The wad mine. 1825 Brockett N.C. Gloss.
s.v.

(
A *wad pencil.

tWad, sbA Obs. raie—1
. Origin and sense

obscure : only in proverbial phrase, app. meaning
' in that course there is danger*.
1524 Woi.sev in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 92 Praying you

eftsones, that the ereccion of the yeng King be not dilayed
by any diet to be kept upon the Bordre or other communi-
cacion ; for in that pad there lyeth a wad.

Wad (wod), v. 1 Also 6 wadde. [f. Wad sb.*]

I. To form into a wad.

1. trans. To lay up (the cut haulm of beans,

peas, etc.) in bundles.

1677 Plot O.xfordsh. ix. § 101. 256 After the sithe they wad
both Beans and Peas, 1733 W. Ellis Chiltem # Vale Farm.
341 They take care to \\ ad them [sc. beans] as soon as Mown,
and put them into single small Parcels. 1778 [W. Marshall]
Minutes Agric, Obscrv. 93 In dry weather, Pease properly

wadded with a Piong are much sooner ready to carry than
those left in hard bundles by the Foot and Sithe. 1805 K. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 891 When, .cropsof this sort that

have run to seed, ..are left., it is the usual practice to cut

and wad them in the same manner as for peas. 1813 T.

Baichllor View Agric. Bed/ordsh. 108 (E D.D.) The pro-

cess of wadding, and gleaning beans, .is rather a tedious one.

2. To press (loose or fibrous mateiial) into a

small compass or into a close, compact mass; U.S.

to roll up tightly. Also with up.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1776)74 If you layabout them [sc. the

root^J any fein-brakes or other trash capped with a little

Earth.. let it not be Wadded too close. 1896 N. Y. Weekly
Witness 23 Dec 16/4 A most peculiar cholera-remedy was
in use in Persia. It consisted in wadding-up a leaf fiom the

Koran and forcing it down the patient's throat. 1915 Mrs.
Stratton- Porter M. O'Haltorau viii, 'Can you help me?
4 Sure ! ' said Mickey, wadding his cap into his back pocket.

3. trans/. To pack (persons) closely.

185a Thackeray Pendennis Iviii, An honest holiday-maker
with his family wadded into a tax-cait.

II. To furnish with or as with a wad or

wadding.
4. To put a wad in (a gun, a cartridge).

1579 Digges Sttatiot. 113 His Gunner. .to wadde and
ramme, to cleanse, scoure, and coole the Peeces. 1881

Grefner6V«3oi When loaded with shot, the caitiidgesare

wadded in the Erskine machine. 1894 Crockett Mad Sir

Uchtred 83 He had wadded it [sc. a gun] with three leaves

of the Bible.

6. To line, fill out, pad, as with wadding; to

quilt.

J .759 J- G. Cooper Vet-Vert iv. 212 His skin with sugar

being wadded, With liquid fires his entiails bum'd. 1788

Cowper Gratitude 11 This wheel-footed studying chair,..

Wide-elbow'd, and wadded with hair. 184a Thackeray
Miss Tickletobys Led. iii, Straight the King's gieat chair

was brought him.. Languidly he sunk into it, it was comfort-

ably wadded. 1846 — Bk. Snobs xiv, Lord Glenlivat. .play-

fully wadded the insides of the boots with cobbler's wax.

1848 — Lett. 1 Nov., You say your piayeis in carved stalls

wadded with velvet cushions. 186a C. A. Collins Cruise

upon Wheels xxiv. (1863) 413 My thick flannel dressing-

gown, lined and wadded. 1883 Miss M. Bltham-Edwards
Disarmed xxiii, She wore a loose gown of crimson satin,

wadded after the fashion of the olden time.

Jig. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlem. xx, If we had a keen

vision and feeling of all ordinal y human life,, .we should die

of that roar which lies on the other side of silence. Asit is,

the quickest of us walk about well wadded with stupidity.

f6. V To rub with a wad. Oh.
1688 Holme A?moury in. xix. (Roxb.) 184/2 Wad or wash

him [sc. a horse] round.

7. To plug (the ears) with wads.
1876 ' Ol-ida ' Winter City iii, They have wadded their ears

and.. would not hear.

Wad (wod), v.* In 7 wadd. [f. Wad sb.%]

intr. To walk with the chain in a straight line

from one mark to another in land-surveying.

1610 W. Folkingham Feudigr. 11. iv. 53 Let the Chaine-

leaders Wadd vpon the maike by some intermedial! eminence.

1688 Holme Armoury in. 139/1 Geometrical Terms used m
Surveying and Measuring of Lands.. . Wadding, keeping in

a light Line. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Wad, to set out a line,

in land-surveying or engineeiing, by putting in a series ot

stakes or stubs.

Wad : see Wed, Woad ; also Will v.

Wadable, wadeable (w^-dab'l), a. Also 7

Sc. weadable. [(. Wade v. + -able.] That can

be waded.
1611 Florio, Vadasile, foardable, wadable. x6n Cotcr.,

Gayer, a Foord, or wadeable passage ouer a riuer. Ibid.,

Guealde, wadeable ; fit. likely, or easie, to be waded ouer.

i6ai Moli.b Camerar.Liv. Libr. iv. xx. 313 Vnderstandmg
that the Marishes were wadeable. 1693 J. Fraser in 'V

Mac/arlane's Geogr. Collect. (S. H. S.) II. 218 Severid by

a sinal streame weadable sometymes when it is low water.

1823 Galt R. Gilhaize xxii. As soon as the fugitives were

within wadeable reach of the bank, they jumpit out of the

boat. 1864 Carl-ylr Fredk. Gt. xvn. vi. (1873) VI I. 62 Where
the Brook withal is of firmer bottom and more wadeable.



WADAGE.
[Wadage. A spurious word, repr. AL. vcuiia

'wages' in the writ appointing a serjeant; the

other words represent feoda ' fees ', vestura ' ves-

ture ' and regarda * rewards '.

1679 E. Chamberlayne Prcs. St. Etig. 11. {ed. 12) 262 Out
of the Sergeants afore-mentioned, the King by Writ, usu-

ally calls some to be his Council at Law, allowing each one
Wadage, Feodage, Vesturage, and Regardage.]

Wadd, obs. f. Wad ; dial, form of Wold.
Wadded (wg'dcd), ppl. a. Also 6 wadid. [f.

Wad v.^ + -ed 1.] Lined with wadding.
1595W1V. Bk. W. Wray in A ntiouary XXXll. 317, i pece

wadded buffinge. /tit/. 281 Ite' i pece blacke wadid buff-

inge. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 245 F 2 A thick wadded i

Callico Wrapper, [etc.). 1835 Ladies' Cabinet Jan. 65
j

Wadded pelisses are expected to be very generally adopted.
J

/bid. Oct. 269 A white gros de Naples slip, which.. had a
deep wadded hem. 1880 'Ouida' Moths I. 20, I thought
Miladi was made.. in Giroux's shop, and was kept in a
wadded box when her mechanism was not wound up. 1890
D. Davidson Mem. Long Life viii. 196 His costume, .con- ;

sisted ofa hunting cap with a white wadded cover.

Wadder l (wcydaj). [f. Wad v* + -ek I.]

+ 1. An implement for wadding a gun. Obs.

1579 Digges Stratiot. 115, I mighte here adioyne sundrye
Tables., what Bullets, Wadders, Rammers, Ladles,, .were
conueniente to bee hadde in readinesse.

2. One who lays up (the cut haulm of beans, etc.)

in bundles or * wads '.

1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2) I. 236 This, .lays the beans in
regular rows, and saves the expense ofa wadder.

tWa'dder 2
. Land-surveying. Obs. [f. Wad

z>.
2 + -er!.] One who is engaged in determining

a ' wad' or line of direction.

1610 W. For.k'iNGHAM Feudigr. ir. iv. 53 If out of sight.,

place two Assistants, the one at the maike, and the other
at the eminentest Medium, and then your selfe standing at
..the station giuen, and the first Assistant erecting some
visible obiect, waft the Wadders into the Wadd.
Wadder, obs. Sc. form of Wether.
Waddie, Waddin, var. ff. Waddy. Waldin.
Wadding (wo, 'din), vbl. sb. [-ingV]
1. The action of Wad v. 1

1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 14 Sept. 1776,
Whether the crop be thick or thin, Wadding puts it equally
out of harm's way.

2. concr. Any soft, pliable material from which
gun-wads are made; also, a wad.
16*7 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. xW. 66 Waddings is

Okum, old clouts, or straw, put after the powder and the
liullet. 1664 Pepyi Diary 8 Nov., To the Office of the
Ordnance, to discourse about wadding for guns. 1742 Phil,
Trans. XLII. 175 The Waddings used in all these.. Ex-
periments, were of thick Leather cut round, to fit the Bore
of the Piece. 1815 Choker in Croker Papers (1884) I. iii. 73
The whole of the extent.. was .strewed with the cartridges
and waddings of the cannon. 1833 Reg. /nstr. Cavalry 1.

31 The recruit is to be instructed. .to ram the paper, as
wadding, home. 1853 Dickens Bleak //o. Hv, I found the
wadding of the pistol with which the deceased Mr. Tulking-
horn was shot.

3. Any loose, fibrous material for use as a pad-
ding, stuffing, quilting, etc. Now chiefly, cotton-

wool formed into a fleecy layer.

1734 Grub St. frill. 2 May 4/1 Handsome Gowns for
I-adies, with Silk Waddings. 1737 Dvche & Pardon Diet.,
Wadding, a thin, coarse, woollen Manufacture made to
line Men's Morning Gowns, the Plaits of their Coats, &c.
I7S5 Johnson, Wadding, a kind of soft stuff loosely woven,
with which the skirts of coats are stuffed out. X784 CoWPER
Task 1, 31 A generation more refin'd Improv'd the simple

-plan j.. And o'er the seat, with plenteous wadding stufTd,
Induc'd a splendid cover. 1802 M. Cutler in Life, yruls. <y

Corr. (1888) II. 113, I presented him a specimen of wadding
for Ladle*' cloaks. 1839 Urr Diet. Arts s.v., Wadding [for

garments] is now made with a lap or fleece ofcotton prepared
by the carding-en^ine, which is applied to tissue paper by a
coat of lixe, 1865 Rout/edge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 493 A small
ball of cotton woo! or wadding enclosed in a piece of linen
rag. 1901 H annan Textile Fibres 54 The raw material, .when
beaten out soft is used for wadding in clothing and cover-
lets. 1504 Woollen Draper's Terms in Tailor <$ Cutter
4 Aug. 480/2 Wadding: A loose fibrous material made of
cotton waste; one side is finished with paper facet used
for padding purposes.

fig. 1846 Landor /mag. Com:, Diogenes >\ Plato Wks.
I. 455/1 Atistoteles, and all the rest of you, must have the
adding of straw and saw-dust shaken out, and then we
shall know pretty nearly your real weight and magnitude.

Waddle >o-d'l), sb. [f. Waddle v.\

1. The action of waddling; a waddling gait.

Also, rate of progress by waddling.
1691 Shadweli, Scowrers 11. i. 15 That must be my sweet

Duckling— I know her by her pretty Waddle in her Gate.
1853 Reade Chr. Johnstone it 38 A fisherman's natural
waddle is two miles an hour. 1857 Kingsley Tivo Yrs. Ago
xxv, The lighter woman's .step was inaudible to Tom ; but
the heavy deliberate waddle of the banker was not. 1859
Todd's Cycl. Anal. V. 168/2 In the Xatatores. .the great
intercotyloid distance gives to their gait its peculiar waddle.
fig. i8a^ Hood Monkey- Martyr 50 Striding with a step
that seemd design'd To represent the mighty March of
Mind, Instead of that slow waddle Of thought, to which
our ancestors inclined.

1 2. The wane of the moon. dial. Obs.
[Perh. a distinct word: cf. OHG., MHG. modal, MLG.

•rat/el (:—*ma}lo-) phases or change of the moon.}
1678 Ray's Prov. fed. 2) 343 Sow or set beans in Candlemas

waddle, i. e. Wane of the Moon. Somerset.

Waddle (wo/d'l), v. Forms: 5 wadill, 6-S
wadle, 7- waddle. Also quaddle, Quoddle.
[freq. f. Wade v. : see -le.]

+ 1. inlr. ?To fall heavily or as an inert mass.

C1400 Song of Roland 991 He rent hym vnredly euyn to

the sadill : on ether sid of his horse doun did he wadill.

2. To walk with short steps, swaying alternately

from one leg to the other, as is done by a stout

short-legged person.

1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 1. iii. 37 Then she could stand

alone, nay bi' th' roodc she could haue inline & wadled all

about. 1620 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent B 1 b, Al-

wayes before Lent there comes wadling a fat grosse bursten-

gutted groome, called Shroue-Tuesday. 1681 T. DJ'Uhfey]
Progr, Honesty xii. 13 Next a fat Author wadled into view.

1760-2 G01.DS.M. Cit. W. lxviii, This great man is short o(

stature, is fat, and waddles as he walks. 1809 Malic in Gil

Bins n. vii. f 20 The old procuress waddled out of sight.

C i860 1!. Hartk Arctic Vision 1 Where the short-legged

Esquimaux Waddle in the ice and snow. 1893 F. Espinasse
Lit. Recoil, ii. 14 So fat that he waddled rather than

walked.

b. said of animals ; esp. of ducks or geese.

1611 Cotgr., Caneter, to waddle, or goe, like a ducke.

1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2686/4 She [a mare] wadles in her Trot.

1728-42 Pope Dune. 11. 63 As when a dab-chick waddles

through the copse On feet and wings. 1819 Crabbe Tales

of //all xili. 516 And a fat spaniel waddled at his side.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xv, Ducks and geese.. wad-
dling awkwardly about the edges of the pond. 1845 J.

Coulter Adv. in Pacific ix. 115, I caught sight of a huge
seal waddling up out of the water. 1888 F. Hume Mine.
Midas 11. i, The parrot.. waddled clumsily across the table

to the inkstand.

C. trans/, said of things.

1728 Pope Dune. 1. 172 Like bias to the bowl, Which, as

mote pond'rous, made its aim more true, Obliquely wadling
to the mark in view. 1858 Straith's Fortif. <$• Artillery

(ed. 7) 11. 121 The nave need not be more than 12 or 14

inches in length ; if too short, the wheel would waddle (or,

as it is sometimes called, wabble).

fd. Stock Exchange slang. To become a ( lame

duck or defaulter (see Duck sb. 1
9). In full, to

waddle out. Obs.

1771 Garrick Pro/, to Foote's A/aid of B. 31 Change-
Alley bankrupts waddle out lame ducks! 1799 in Spirit

Publ. Jmls. III. 72 A bearwho pretends to sell what he is

not possessed of, and is obliged frequently to -vaddle out at

a great loss. 18x4 Stock E.vch. Laid Open 20 A Jobber was
never known to waddle (to be a lame duck). 1823

( Jon
Pee ' Diet. Turf s.v., Jobbers, usually brokers, who cannot

make good their engagements for the delivery of stock, or

run short in funds to pay for what they have bought, ..be-

come lame ducks and waddle out. 1834 Marryat P. Simple
lxv, He's been neither bull nor bear for these three years.

He was obliged to ivaddle.

f3. trans. ? To cause to wallow in. Obs.

1569 Crowley Sophistrie Dr. Watson \\. 26 We, whom
you would haue men thinke to be defiled with it, are cleare

fiom it, and you your selfe most filthily wadled in it.

4. Of animals : To trample or tread down (grass).

Now dial.

1627 Drayton Moon-CalfBatt, Agincourt, etc. 183 They
tread and waddle all the goodly grasse, That in the field

there scarse a corner was Left free by them.

1 5. ? To delude, befool. Obs.
1606 N. B[axter] Sydney's Ourania I 4, Browne Paper,

Lute-strings, buckles for a Saddle, Perwigs, Tiffany, Para-

mours to waddle.

Waddle, obs. and dial. f. Wattle.
Waddler (wo-dloi). [f. Waddle z>. + -er*.]

A person or animal that waddles.
18*8 Lights <y Shades II. 121 A basket containing half a

dozen defunct waddlers [ducks]. 1830 J. Wilson in Blackw.
Mag. XXVIII, 849 A flock of thoe noisy waddlers [geese].

1859 Sporting Mag. July 3 Many thought Musjid [a race-

horse] a 'waddler with his hind legs. 1893 Karl Dunmore
Pamirs I. 143 These waddlers had waddled sufficiently.

b A defaulter (see Waddle v. 2 d).

1831 Westm.Rev. XV. 208 Were he of the Stock Exchange
he would rail against waddlers and men of straw.

Waddling (wo-dlirj), ppl. a. [ing 2.] That
waddles (see the verb).

1662 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. in. verse 17. xii. § 5. 90 Thus
the little wadling child comes to §0 strongly, by going often.

1678 i)jway Friendship in F. iv. 1, You. . Addle-pated, wad-
ling brace of Puppies. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week iii. 62 Let
the fox.. join in wedlock with the waddling goose. 1729 T.

Cooke Tales, etc. 06 A short squad Figure, with a wadling
Pace. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola lvi, She saw. .a little child

..pause from a waddling run and lock aiound him.

Hence Wa'ddlinjrly adv.
1882 O'Donovan Mcrv Oasis I. i. 23 Great flocks of wild

geese marched waddlingly on either side.

Waddy fwo'di). Austral. Also 9 waddie,
whaddie. [In use among Australian aboriginals

;

perh. a native word, but possibly a corruption of

ling, wood,] An aboriginal war-club.
' The word is sometimes used for a walking-stick ' (MorriO.
1814 Flinders Voy. II. i8g Something resembling the

whaddie, or wooden sword of the natives of Port Jackson.
1818 Oxley Jmls. Tivo Exped. N. S. Wa/es (1820) 226 After

beating their spears and waddies together for about a quarter
of an hour,. .they went away. 1852 Mundy Our Antipodes
iv. (1855)101 The waddy is a heavy, knobbed club, about two
feet long. 1890 ' K. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xviii,

Blows from the unerring waddy. 1893 J. Fraser Aborigines

ofN. S. Wales 74 A general name for all Australian clubs

is 'waddy', and, although they are really clubs, they are

often used as missiles in battle.

atfrib. a 1904 W. Craig Adv. Austral. Goldf. 283 The
waddy blows inflicted, .resulted in terrible injuries.

Hence Waddy v. trans. , to strike, beat, or kill,

with a waddy.
1855 Ld. Sherbrooke Poems (1885) 100 The black thieves

appeared, My shepherds they waddied, my cattle they

WADE.
speared. 1859 HuxLBY l.ct. 25 June in L. Huxley Life ^
Lett. (1903J I. xiii. 252 The fellows who wadditd the Am-
phitherium and speared the Phascolotherium. 1890 Mel-
bourne Argus 16 Aug. 4/8 He waddied Kate pretty near
to death when he got to camp that night.

1'Wade, s6.> Obs. [= MLG. wade, MUG.,
mod.G. wale fern., seine ; cf. OX. vad-r masc, fish-

ing-line, Sw. vad masc, Norw. vad netit., Da. vod
seine.] Some kind of fishing net. Also wade-net.
1388 g Ace. Obcdicntiars Abingdon [Camden) 57, j rete

vocatum wade et j flowe, cum alio rete vocato chanenet.

1630 in BinnciPs Descr. Thatites (1756) 75 Nor ihall fish

..except with a Wade Net for Ilait only.

Wade (w?d), sb. 2 rare. [f. Wade v.] An act

of wading.
1665 Brathwait Comment Tivo Titles 166 It is a dear

wade, when your Life lies upon the last Stake. 1904 Paily
Chron. 7 May 5/2 '1 he Japanese, .have already begun to

<.rf:a piers so as to avoid the necessity of that long wade.

Wade (wt7'd), v. l'a. t. and ]>a. pple. waded.
Forms: 1 wadan, 4-6 Sc. waid, vaid, vayd, S Sc.

wide, 6 waade, 3- wade. J'a. t. 1 wod, 3 wode,

(4 woude\ 4-6 wod, 6 Sc. woed, woide, woyd
;

6- waded. J'a. pple. 4 waad, wad, 8 Sc. wid, 7

wade. (1- waded. [A Com. Teut. (orig. strong)

yerb (not recorded in Gothic) : OE. wadan (also

gcwadan),\ia.. t.wdd, p\.*wodon, pa.pp\e.*£ewaden,

corresp. to OKris. wada str. yd. (WFi is. wddzjc wk.,

NFris. waantr., to wade), MDu. wacden str., later

wk. (Du. waden wk.) to wade, M LG. waden str. and

wk. ,LG. waden, want wk.) to wade, OHG. walan
str., to go, press forward, wade (MHG., mod.G.
walcn wk., to wade), ON. vada str., to go through,

wade (Norw. vada, vadda, vaa str., Sw. vada, Da.

vade wk., to wade\ f. OTeut. *wad- : *woit- :—

pre-Teut. "wadh- — L. vddere to go, proceed,

walk. The root, which occurs only in Teut. and

L., is represented also by the sb. OE. w:vd, ON.
vatS, L. vadum neut., ford, shallow water.

The mod. Eng. specific sense, ' to walk in water ', though

prominent in the other Teut. langs., is not recorded in OE.
mnless' perhaps in the compound o/erwadan Overwade v.).

In OE. the vb. is almost confined to poetical use.

The strong inflexion became obsolete in the 16th c]

1. intr. To go physically), fa. Of persons

and animals: To go. advance, move onward;

chiefly, to go over or through something. 0/'s.

Beenvulf 2661 [He] wotl ba ourh 5one wrehec. a 1000

Andreas i2yi (Or.) Da com haeleca breat wadan. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. (.Margaret) 250 |>i maw mentis.,

gerris in hel bare makaris wad. Ibid. xxix. (Plaiidas) 750
As he towart me cuth wad, a gredy wolf hynt me. a 1400

Alexius {MS. Laud 6^2) 548 Alexius fer and ner gan wade,

For nou;th wolde he spare. 1581 Styward Mart. Discipl.

I. 85 You mate send certaine rankes of Pikes vnto the Front

towards the eniniie, which shall wade through to strengthen

the battaile. 1-1648-50 Brathwait Barnabccs Jml. iv.

(181S) 153 Farewell,.. Steepy wayes by which I waded, And
those trugs with which I traded.

fb. Of inanimate things, esp. ofa weapon: To
go through, to penetrate into something. Obs.

993 Battle of Maldon 157 Ord in Jewod. c 1290 S. Eng.
Lee. 69/51 pe harde scourgene in is tendre flechs deope

gonne wade, c 1300 Haveloh 2645 He . . bi |-e shu[l]dre blade

J>e sharpe swerd let wade loiw the brest unto be herte.

13.. Northern Passion II. t38/t2ioa fe homes wede in

his flesse. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 504 Whan myght is

ioyned vn-to crueltee Alias to depe wol the venynl wade.

c 1400 Rowland f, O. 478 Thurgh the horse schuldirs the

swerde gan wade.

t 2. fig. To go (in action, thought, or discourse) ;

to proceed. Obs.

Often difficult to distinguish from 3 c, in which it ultimately

merged,
C1374 ChaUCIR Troylus 11. 150 They..gonnen wade In

meny an uncouthe glad and depe matere, As freendes don,

whan they ben met yfere. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11.

5762, I holde hym eke vnable 1 o ben acceptid..W'han Fat

her tonge wadeth on 1 e lye. c 1440 CapGBAVB Si. Kaih.

1624 What wil }e fertheie in this mater wade? c 1535
Fisher li'ks. |E. E.T. S.) 441 To rebel se his reasons, and

so waade in this matter with them, it were inough for an

holle daye. 1538 Bale Thre Lowes 1029 Lucifer I made
So hyghly to wade To God he wolde be equ..:l. 1549

Latimer 1st Serm. bef. Ed-.v. VI (Alb.) 22, I might seme.

.

to take this parte of scripture because I woulde wade easilve

awaye there wyth, and dryue my matter at my pleasure.

1568 Grafton Chren. II. 877 Which secret Serpent caused

their furie to wade faither then reason could rettact or re-

strayne. 1587 Goluing De Mornay xxv. (1617) 424 Well

may inans skill wade into weekes & nioneths : but consider-

ing trie vncertainly of worldly matters, it can neuer wade

into yeeres. 1589 R. Robinson Golden Mirr. (Chetham

Soc.) 6crThy grace extend to guide my feete Least 1 should

wade awry. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Mill. vi. (162S) 156

Martin Luther wadeth further, and will haue England also

to be a part of Germany. 1616 Jas. I Sp. SlarChamb.

20 lune D 2, That which concemes the mystene of the

Kings power, is not lawful] to be disputed, for that is to

wade into the weakenesse of Princes. 1642-7 H. MOJUtiOTU

of Soul 11. iii. IV. xxxiv, If this Out-woild continually hath

wade Through a long long-spun-time. 1653 gv *™?™
Physiogn. 279, 1 have sufficiently waded in this various

Doctrine. $, Ray Creat.on ,. (.704I 64, I will not wade

further into this Controversie. 1709 ) I-ogan hAtt^
Hist Soc Mem. X. 381 Thus far I have waded thro some

parts of his conduct in relation to the Proprietor.

fb. To 'go', be (in a certain condition), go

about ' (in certain attire). Obs.

IW3 Norden Sice. Brit., Essex (Camden) Introd. p. xJL

HuVbandmen. .who wade in the weedes of gentlemen. 1576
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WADE WADMAL.
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 335 In ihe want of which two I

thinges you doe not wade, as wise men hould opinion. 1596
Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 53 My hart gan throb And wade in

doubt what best were to bedonne.

"+e. To wade out of: to escape from. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 440 But lat us waden out of
J

this mutere. 1525 Iii rneks Froiss. II, cxxviii [cxxiv]. 363 !

Therby shall you wade out of all sjilaundre. 1560 Dals tr.

Sletdanes Comiu. 91 Not with standing it waded out of all

these daungers at the length [L. et tamen ex his omnibus
mail's eniersi'sse tandem],

fd. To continue discussion with a person. Obs.

1527 Wolsf.v in St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 203 And thus,
,

wading further with the said Ambassadour, he shewed unto
me, that [etc.]. 1539 Cromwell in Meriiman Life ty

Lett. (1902) II. 176 Further wading with hym, he hath
j

shewed unto me that [etc.]. 1540 Hen. VIII in St. Papers
VIII. 362 That you shall likewise wade with the sayde Am-
bassadour of Portugal!, to fynde out the veiy auctours of

;

his saynges. 1546 Masone in St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI.
109 This I tell you.. to tiiintent that before yow shall to

farre wade wyth him in your instructions, you may [etc.].
,

1568 Sir F. KNOLLYS in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. I. II. 245
Thus farr I waded with hyr Grace to make hyr cawse dis-

putable, but whan I sawe hyr tears, I forbayre to prosequte
myn objection.

3. To walk through water or any liquid or soft

substance which impedes motion. Formerly often,

to pass over a river, etc., on foot (now rare).

Phrase, to wade {up) to (the knees, armpits, etc.).

[(893* see Overbade v.] cizzo Bestiary 357 Oc on
swimmeS bi-forn, and alle Se onre fole|en, weoer so be
swimme3 er he wadeS. ^1303 Land Cokaygne 179 Seuen
yearis in swineis dtitte He mot wade.. up to be chynne.
£1307 Song on Exec. Sir S. Eraser 100 in Wright Pot.

Songs (C-imden) 217 He wod into the water bis fereti him
bysyde to adrenche. 1363 Langl. P. PI. A. vi. 58 Wadeb
in )?at water, wasscheS ow wel here. >375 Barbour Bruce

\

ix. 356 Till at the last he fand a place, That men mycht to

thair schulderis vaid. Ibid. 388 He Weill our woude, Hot
|

till his throt the vattir stude. c 1386 Chaucer Somfin. 'P.

376 He [ic. Cirus] made that the ryuer was so smal That
wommen myghte wade it ouer al. 1300 GowerCV«/- I. 234
This Geant. .tok this ladi up alofte ..And in the flode began
to wade, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7262 Men myght with-Inne
a wyle wade A-mong the hors vp to the hamme. 1470-85
Malorv Arthur \v. xxvi. 156 He drofe hym in to a water

j

but the gyant was soo hyghe that he myghte not wade after

hym. 1513 Douglas /Eueis x. xiii. 23 The hydduus Oryon
Quhen he on fute woyd throu the mekle see. 1530 Palsgr.

770/1 The ryver is nat so depe as you take it, for a man
may wade it over. ** 1533 Bernbrs Huou cliv. 587 H 11011

and the duches waded to the londe. 1624 Capt. J. Smith
Virginia VI. 230 They were forced to wade a great way vp
to the knees in water. i65a R. Venables Exper. Angler
x. 99 In small Brooks you may angle upwards, or else in

great Rivers you must wade. 1684 W. Hedges Diary
(Hakl. Soc.) I. 159 The Waters were risen so high that men
waded to their middle in most of the Streets. 1727 [Dor-
rington] Philip Quarll (1816)7 Finding it. .but breast high,
we., waded to the other side, a 1728 Ramsay To IV. Starrat
30 Aft have I wld thro' glens with choiking feet, When
neither plaid nor kelt could fend the weet. 1821 Scott
Keniliv. ix, Through a deep and muddy lane, he at length
waded on to the place 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain xxxi,

A rill of water, through which we were compelled to wade
as high as the knee. i86oTyndall C7W. I. xxvi. 215 The men
wading through the snow appeared as if climbing up a wall.

1884 Macm. Mag. Feb. 307 Pilgrims
(

wading knee deep in

the liver mud, walk round the holy city in sun-wise circuit.

1894 J. Payn Gleams of Memory 99 The gentlemen waded
and earned the ladies on their shoulders.

indirect passive. 1388 Wycljf Ezek. xlvii. 5 The depe
watris of the stronde hadden wexe greet, that mai not be
waad ouer [13S2 be ouerwad]. 1544 Bbthaii Precepts War
1. exciii. I v, What is to be done when wateis can not be
waded ouer. 167a J. Lacy tr. Tacouett's Mtlit. Archit. 21
It cannot be less than six feet, otherwise a wet Ditch might
be waded over.

U trans/, (in nonce-uses).

13.. Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 787 pe walle 'wod in l>e water
wondeily depe 1744 M. Bishop Life <$- Adv. 255 The Edgar
. . was blown up . . after wading through those hazardous Seas
that we had just airived from.

b. in figurative context, esp. to wade through
bloody slaughter, etc.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5022 To wynnethe Ioy tbatiseterne, Fro
which go bakward youthe hir made, In vanite to droune
and wade, 1463 Ashby Poems ii. 46 For I cannat swym, I

stand 011 the brynk Wadyng no foiiher, but as ciist Iesus
Sendith me konnyng. 1591 Harington Ort. Eur. Apol.
Poetrie ? vj b, As one writes very pretily, that children do
wade in Virgill, and yet strong men do swim in it. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 4 They had. .a sea of comfort
and ioy to wade in. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 111. iv. 137, I am in

blood Stept in so farre, that should I wade no moie. Return-
ing were as tedious as go ore. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.
T. 1. 21, 1 wiil carry you along to wade through that AihcU
dama,.. when the Dogge-star. .of Persecution so raged.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) I. 3 To encourage a man
who is to wade into her favour (this was his expression)

through the blood of her brother. 1750 Gray Elegy 67 'To

wade through slaughter to a throne. x886 C. E. Pascoe
Loud. To-day xvi. (ed. 3I 150 When France, .went back for

a time to the old form of legitimate monarchy which she bad
waded through seas of blood to destroy.

C. Jig. (Now chiefly, to go through a tedious

task, a long or uninteresting book.)

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R, 1. (149s) 8 It is peryllouse.

.

to wade depe in thyse materes of dyuynyte. c 1530 Frith
Disput. Purgat. Wks. (1573) 59/1 Me thinketh also that he
wadeth to deepe to descende to purgatorye by thys text.

x6ox Holland Pliny xxv. xi. II, 232 Since we are waded so
far into the deepe secrets of Physicke. c 1624 Rowley etc.

Witch Edmonton 1.0.(1658) 12 On every side lam distracted :

Am waded deeper into mischief, then vertue can avoid.
t

But
on I must. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. Prof., The griping

critic. wades through massive volumes in search of faults.

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life xvii. f 1 Six-pence

a day for the pleasure of wading through 16 columns of dull

lies. 1809 Brougham Contrib. Edin. Rev. (1856) II. 300
From the large mass of matter through which we have been
obliged to wade,.. we have selected the publications men-
tioned in the title. 1893 Stevenson Catriona\i,l warn you
that you're wading deep. I wouldn't put myself in your
place. 1907 Vemcy Mem, I. 375 Wading through the endless

tangle of their accounts.

fd. To persevere under difficulties. ? nonce-use.

1714 in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1918) 29 We found the

Exercise of the day heavy enough to wade under.

4. trans/. Of the sun or moon : To move (appar-

ently) through clouds or mist; to be clouded.

Chiefly Se. and north.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4141 J>e son wadis..& be wedire
gloumes. 1646 Trapp Comm. John xviii. 23, 121 We must,
when aspersed, labour as the eclipsed Moon, by keeping our
motion, to wade out of the shadow. 1677 "• Huubaru
Narrative 18 After the Moon had waded through the dark
shadow of the Earth, .the two Companies inarched on. 1725
Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. i, 'Ihe sun was wading thro' the
ini^t. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf'iii, The moon. .was, in the
phrase of that country, wading or struggling with clouds.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 203 When the sun is more or
less obscured, . .and when heissaid,to be wading in the cloud,

rain may come. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father D-ircy II. xiv.

?47 The pale light of a crescent moon wading among the
black and lowering clouds.

5. trans. To walk through (water,etc). fAlso/^-.
a 1300 Cursor M. S964 Sco lift hir skirt. .And barfote wode

sco bat burn. 137s Barbour Bruce x\x, 760 The mekill mos
. .That wes so hydwis for till waid. c 1480 Henrysos Pad-
do-k <y Mouse 38 Thocht the brym be perrillous to waid.
1513 Douglas AEneis III. x. 31 Nor the deip see Ionium,
for all his hycht, Ne mycht be waid equallie ws to arest.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 18 b, The Englishmen in

the forefront waded the dyche. 1563 Foxe A. 3- M. 849 b,

Whicbe was he sayde, a matter that be hadde diligently
waded auncient authors bothe gieeke and latine for. 1579
Fenton Gutcciard. x. (1591) 4^7 Three thousand footmen.,
afterwardes waded the foord of Myncia. 1822 Byron Juan
Vii. xiii, The Danube could not well be waded. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey \. 291 Our guide.. made a detour into the
mountains to avoid wading the stream. 1888G00DE Amer.
Fishes 20 For wading the bars he uses a much longer rod.

transf. a 1891 Morris Poems by the Way 122 When we
wade the tangled wood.
6. To cause (a horse) to walk through water.
1838 Mrs. Bray Tradit. Devon. I. 262 Hence we again

waded our horses.

"Wade, rare spelling of Vade v.

cj.532 Du Wes Inirod. Fr, in Palsgr. 946 To wade,
flaistrir.

Wade, obs. var. Wad sbJ1 , Wed, Woad.
Wadeable : see Wadable.
Wader (w#*dai). [f. Wade v. 4 -er 1

.]

1. One who wades.
1673 [R. Leigh] Trausp. Reft. 120 So great a wader in

discoveries.. might be.. employ 'd in groping for the bead of
Nile. 1855 Tennyson Brook 117 James Made toward us,

like a wader in the surf, Beyond the brook, waist-deep in

meadow-sweet. 1903 }. B. Firth Highw. Derhysk. xxv. 372
Muddy channels.. in which a wader would sink to his waist.

b. said of a bird ; esp. as the distinctive appel-

lation of those long-legged birds (as the heron,

plover, snipe, etc., constituting the former order

Grallse, or Graf/alores), which wade in shallow
water.
1771 Edwards E. Indian Bird in Phil. Trans. LXI. 55,

I judged it to be no wader in the water. 1803 Bingley
Anim. IHog. (1813) I. 3? Waders (Grallx). These have a
roundish bill, a fleshy tongue; and the legs of most of the
species are long. The principal genera are the Herons,
Plovers, Snipes, and Sandpipers. 1851 Richardson Geol.

(1855)312,6111 Order.—Grallatores(or Wader*), i860 Emek-
son Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 325 Ducks take to the
water, eagles to the sky, waders to the sea margin. 1903
Spectator 13 May 707/1 Another wader, lather smaller than
the redshank,, .which the present writer has not been able to

identify.

attrib. 1849 H. Miller Footpr. Great, xi. (1874) 201 Birds
of the wader family.

2. pi. Waterproof boots reaching above the knee,
uved by anglers for wading.
1841 J. T. J. Hewlett Peter Priggins I. i 30 Mud-boots,

waders, and snow-boots. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 58
Fishing Waders, very light, requiring no separate Brogues.
1904 Gallichan Fishing in Spain 210 Short mackintosh
coats to reach the waders will be required.

Wadge (wsedf). dial [Cf. Wad sbA 3 b.]

'A large loose bundle
1

(Eng. Dial. Diet., s.v.

Wedge).
1860 All YearRound 28 July 368/2 The unhappy children

[Blue-coat boys], .are compelled., to tuin their skiits up and
gird them in a great hot wadge about their loins. 1862
C. A. Collins Cruise upon Wheels xxiv. (1863) 413 That
monstrous wadge of a dressing-gown.

Wadge, obs. f. Wage j^. and v. ; dial. f. Wedge.
Wadger, obs. var. Wager.
II Wadi, wady (wa-di). PI. wadies, wadis,
Wadys. [Arab. l£Mj M§&] In certain Arabic-
speaking countries, a ravine or valley which in the
rainy season becomes a watercourse ; the stream or
torrent running through such a ravine.
1839 Kinnear Cairo, Petra <y Damascus iii. (1841) 93 Our

route.. continued among narrow rocky wadies of a less deso-
late appearance. 1843 Whittier Patucket Falls Pr. Wks.
1889 I. 360 It resembled. .someArabian wady, exhausted by
a yt;ar'sdrought. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet i. (18^3) 3 Some
of the former occupied the fertile wadies, or valleys, scat-
tered here and there among the mountains. 1856 Stanley

Sinai <$• Pal. i. 11. 70 A stair of rock brought us into a wady
(Sidri), enclosed between red granite mountains. .. I cannot
too o ften repeat, that these ivadys are exactly like rivers,
uxi_ept 111 having no water. 1912 S. R. Driver (traiisl. of

Judg. v. 21) in Expositor Feb. 121 The wady Kishon swept
them away, The on-coming wady.

Wading (w#*dii|), vbl. sb. [-ing 1
.] The action

of the verb Wade.
; c 137S Barbour Bruce vii. 56 Bot sum men sais, this eschap.
ing Apon ane other maner fell Than throu thevading. 1622
K. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea Iii. 124 Wherof more then the one
halfedyed with famine, and continual wading through Rivers
and waters. 1813 [Leigh Hunt] in Examiner 19 Apr. 242/2
So many creeping* in dust and wadingV through mire. 1870
Kingsley in Good Words 1 June 3S0/2 We were glad to cool
ourselves [in fancy] by talking over, .wadings in icy streams
beneath the black pine-woods.

b. attrib. as in wading-plaee ; also in names oi

waterproof articles of attire ior wading, as wading-
boots, -brogues, coats, etc.

1598 Flokio, Vadelti, narrow wading places or foards.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 58 Wading Stockings. Wading
Trousers. Wading Brogues. Wading Coats. Wading
Boots. 1888 W. K. Norkis Chris vi, Prawning is not bad
fun for those who have taken the precaution to put on
wading-boots.

Wading (w^'ding), ///. a. [-ing 2.] That
wades. Wading bird ^ WADER 1 b.

1597 Gerardk Herbal 11. eclxxxv. 677 It may be called

Scdnut aquatile, or water Sengreene ..in English water
Housleeke, Knights Pondwoort, and ofsome., wading Pond-
weed. 1867 Lyell Priuc. Geol. (1875) II. m. xli 425 Of all

families even of wading birds the woodcocks are perliaps

the most migratory. 1891 Hardivicke's S(i.-CosS!p%W\X.
67 A new fossil wading bird has been found ih the cretaceous

rocks of Sweden, and named Scauiornts Ludgrenu

Wadle, obs. form of Waddle.
Wadle, Wadling, obs. ff. Wattle, Wattliko.
Wadmal (wo'dmal). Forms: a. 4, 6, 7 wad-

moll, g, 6 -male, g, 6, 8 -mole, (5 warde-), 5,

7 waddemole, 6 watmol, 7 wadmol, -nail), 6,

7 wadmell, 9 -mel, 7, 9 -mall, 9 -maal. -mail,

7, 9 dial, -meal, 8 -miel, 9 -mil, 5, 8, 9 wadmal.
&. p, 6 wedmole, 6 -mell (-moll), (7 -meill,

-nel). 7. 6, 7 woodmale, 7, 9 dial. woadmeU
(7 -mal, woddenell, 8 wot>dmeil),9flW. wood-
mail. 5. 8 corruptly wadmus. Also VaLMAL,
-mel. [a. ON. vaSmal (Norw, vadmaal^ with

many dial, variants; MSw. vahmal, -maaf, Sw.

vadmal, Da. vadmet) believed to represent an

earlier *vddmd/
t

f. vd8 cloth (= OE.w«w/Weed
sb.%) + mat measure.]

1. A kind of woollen cloth.

a. In England, a coarse woollen material used

principally for covering horse-collars, and other

rough purposes; also (esp. in the s.-w.) for petti-

coats, mittens, etc. Obs. exc. in wadmiltilt (see 2).

In thei6-i7thc. mentioned as manufactured in Wales and
at Witney (Oxon).
139a Earl Derby y

s Exped. (Camden) 158 Pro iiij" viij

vergis wadmoll ad ij d. ob. pro saccis. 1404 Durham Ace.

Rolls (Surtees) 395 Iiem j pannus de wadmale pro rebus

cariandis. 1433 in Rolls Parlt. IV. 241 Item, HI peces de

Wad mole rouge, contenantz xx alnas di., pris. vs. 1415 in

Kennetty'ar. ^7///^. (1695)574 Inv. virgatis de Waddemole
emptis pro coleris equinU..ii sol. i den. 1436 Libel E*ig.

Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. i(-o [Imports from Spain]

Iren, wolle, wad mole, gotefel, kydefel also. 1485 in Com-
potns Rolls Obedient. St. Swithuns, Winch. (1892) 383 Et

in solutis pro le Wed mole ad cooperiendum coleresequorum
xvjd. 150a Pr/v. Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 81 For

dyeng of eclxxij yerdes of wardemole blewe and murrey

for the Quenes barge. 1535 BauVEas Froiss. ll.ccxv. 274 b,

Many had no armure, but their cootes of wadmoll [Yx.de

gros bureaulx]. c 1580 Directionfor divers trades ofmar.
chauudizein Eng. Hist. Rev. (1914) XXIX. 516 Item, for

all the partes of Galicia..flaninge and wedmoles of Wales.

1598 Stow Surv. (1603) 286 A market house for the sale of

Woolen bayes, Watmols Flanels and such like. 16*7 Capt.

J. Smith Sea Gram. vi. 27 Which is what you call a Tilt,

couered with wadmall in your Wherties, 166a Tr. Act 14

«V 15 Ckas. II, c. 8 Bk. Rates, M ittins of Wadmol the

dozen pair, 000900. 1677 Plot Oxfordsk. 279 Of their

worst [tail wool] they make Wednel [at Witney] for Collar,

makets. 1695 Kennett Par. Antiq., Gloss., Waddemole,

now called Woadmel, and in Oxfoidshire Woddenell, a

course sort of stuff us'd for the covering of the collars of

cart-horses. 1710 D. Hilman Tusser Rediv. Sept. (1744)119

Sedge Collars [for plough-hoises] are by much the lightest

and coolest, indeed not so comely as those of Wadmus, but

will serve a good Team well enough. 1731 C. King But.

Merck. I. 291 Wadmole alias Wadding, 830 Yards. 1750

Ulancki-ev Nav. Expositor 189 Woodtueit, a hairy coarse

Stuff made of Inland Wool, and supplied to the Carpenters

of Ships. .for lining of Ports, &C. a i8as Fohby Voc. h.

Anglta, Wadmal, a very coarse and thick kind of woollen

manufacture.

b. In Scotland, a woollen fabric woven in Orkney

and Shetland. Now only Hist.
Down to the 17th c. the taxes of Orkney and Shetland

were paid in wadmal and other commodities.
157am Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1575,642/2 (Zetland 1

, i2den. pro

qualibet ulna sive cuttella 24 cuttellarum panni lanei, vulgo

wadmell. 1577 in D. Balfour Oppress. Orkney <r Zetland

(1859) 18 Thair clayth, callit Wadmell, quhilk is ane dewitie

thai pay to the Kingis Majestic. zeirlie. 1654 Blaeus
Atlas, Scotia 148 Pannus quidam ipsis [Hethlandicis] est

cra.->sa ex lana confectus, patrio idiomate to Wadmeal dic-

tum. 1774 E. Giffokd in G. Lends Orkney, etc. (1879] 143

Payment to the Crown was called Scatt, which was paid in

butter, oil, and a sort of very coarse cloth called Wadmiel.
1821 Scott Pirate v, Her upper garment, .was of a coarse



WADSET. WAFER.
dark-coloured stuff, called wadmaal, then much used in the

Zetland islands, as also in Iceland and Norway. 1884

Sheriff Rampini in Good Words Nov. 746/1 All the women
. . in scarlet petticoats of Shetland ' wadmal '.

C. A woollen fabric worn by country people in

Scandinavia and Iceland. Sometimes in mod. Sw.

or Da. form : see Vadmal, -mel.
c 168a J. Collins Salt <y Fishery 84 The general Employ-

ment of the People [in Iceland] is either Fishery or the

making of WadmoU, which is a course sort of woollen Cloth,

made of their Sheepes Wool. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II.

10 (Iceland) They likewise manufacture a coarse kind of

cloth, which they call wadmal. 1845 [C. H. J. Anderson]
Swedish Br. 114 The scarlet kerchiefs, mingling with the

bluish-grey of the wad-meal or striped tartan. 1894 Field
1 Dec. 838/1 No day is too long, .for poor old Niels 111 his

one garment of coarse wadmal.

2. attrib. or quasi-a^'. chiefly in sense ' made of

wadmal'; wadmiltilt (see quot. 1898 and cf.

qtiot. 1627 in 1 a).

1541 Will f. Norman tSom.), My dau. Margerie one wed-
mole petycote. 1544 Extracts Abeni. Reg. (1844) I. 206 Ane
schipof fyr. .with hir hale salis of wadmale claith. 1598 in

Reg. Mag. Sig.Scot. 367/1 Malcolme. .to have the wedmell
dett thairof becaus he wantit the sainin at his enlrie.

a 1700 in Alice M. Earle Costume Colon. Times ( 1 894) 253
WadmoII mittens.. a woadmeil petticoat. 1821 Scott Pi-
rate x, Her dark wadmaal cloak. 1828 Spearman Brit.
Gunner (ed. 2) 23 Wadmiltilts. 1898 Visct. Dillon \nAr-
chxol. Jml. (Inst.) Ser. II, V. 296 note, In artillery inven-
tories of today will be found wadmiltilts, a kind of tarpaulin
covering for stores.

Wadna, Sc. pronunciation of would no = would
not : see Will v.

Wadrop, obs. form of Wardrobe.
Wadset (wadset), sb. Sc. Now obsolescent.

Forms: 5-7 wedset(t, 6-8 wodset^t, ywaddset,
S wadsett, 6- wadset, [f. Wadset v.~\

1. Sc* Law. 'The conveyance of land in pledge

for, or in satisfaction of, a debt or obligation, with

a reserved power to the debtor to recover his lands,

on payment or performance' (Bell). Phr. (to have,

lie) in wadset* Cf. Mortgage sb.

There are two kinds of wadset, proper and improper (see

quot. 1768,'.

1449 Sc. Acts fas, II (1814} II. 33/2 Quha sa has tane or

takis landes in wedsett. 1520 Extracts Burgh Rec. Edin.
(1869) I. 196 That the audit over buthis of thair Tolbuith
on the north syde be laid in wodsett vpoun the soume of ix c

and iij
xx frankis vnder ane reuersion. 1527-8 Ibid. 233 The

commoun buithis quhilk he hes in wedsett of the guid toun.

1536 Abstr. Protocols Tmvn Clerks Gtasgorv (1897) IV. 90
The lowsing and rademyng of his place that lyis in wedset
to Jhon Gybson of the xl pwnd of monye. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj. Table 104 b, The saidis profits, and frutes..sall

be payed zeirly to him, quha hes the wadset. 1644 Sc. Acts
Chas. /(1819) VI. 143/2 The Lands, Anual-ients, Wodsets,
and others holden by them of the saids forfeited persons.

1708 J. Chamberlayne Si, Gt. Brit. it. in. vi. 521 The
Scottish Wadsets and Reversions answer to the English
Mortgages and Defeasances, a 1768 Erskine lust. Law
Scot. 11. viii. § 26 A proper wadset is truly of the nature of
a redeemable right of property, and not barely of pledge ;

by which it is covenanted, that the use ofthe lands possessed
by the wadsetter shall, during the not redemption, go for

the use or interest of the money lent by him to the reverser.

..An improper wadset is nothing more ihnnapignus, or right
of security; in which the wadsetter is accountable to the
reverser for the neat yearly sums which he hath, or might
have, received out of the wadset-lands. 1814 Scott IVav.
xlii, There was little time to get the wadset made out. 1873
Burton Hist. Scot. lvii. V. 193 The poor man asked leave to
raise money by ' wadset ' or mortgage of his estates.

2. A thing pledged.
1796 Hurns * Wha will buy my troggin t ' Here's a little

wadset, Uuittle's scrap o' truth, Pawn'd in a gin-shop
Quenching holy drouth. a 1800 in Cromek Rem. Xithsdale
Song{\%\6)qo Our guidwife coft a snip white coat,.. But
it's a wadset i' the town.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1630 in Inchaffray Reg. (Bannatyne Club) 106 Christiane

Murray., wodsett haver of the landis underwritten. 1665
Caldwell Papers (Maitl. Club) 1. 62 Free of any such wad-
sett ryt. a 1728 J. Spottiswoodk Hope's Minor Practuks
(1734) 241 This, for many Years, was the common and ordi-
nary Reason of Reduction of Wadset-rights. a 1768 Er-
skine Inst. Law Scot. 11. viii. § 19 This instrument.. sub-
jects the wadsetter to account for the rent of the wadset-
lancfs, from the time the order was used. Ibid. § 28 A back-
tack of them {the lands] to the reverser. .is made to con-
tinue during the not redemption of the wadset, for payment
ol the interest of the wadset-sum.

"Wadset, v. Pa. t. and pa. ppl. wadset,
-Betted. Chiefly Sc, t Obs. Forms : 4, 5 wed-
(do)sette, 4-7 wedset(t, 6, 7 wodset(t, 6-8
wadset. [Sc. form (with wad Sc. var. of \Vei> sb.)

of ME. wedset, f. Wed sb. + Set v.
;
prob. deve-

loped from an OE. phrase *to wedde setlan * to set

to pledge ', to pawn, mortgage. (The recorded OE.
phrases are t6 wedde lagan, set/an ; cf. 'Mi lond ich
wulle sette to wedde ', Layamon 25172. OE. and
ME. had also wed settan, to sette wed = to deposit
a pledge.)] trans. To put (land, clothes, etc.) in

pledge ; to pawn, mortgage.
C1330 R. Brunni- Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11796 AI my lond

schal y wed-sette ffor gold & seluer. a 1400 BurgJt Laws
tatix. (Sc. Stat. I), Of lande bat is wedset wythin burgh.
1 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 346 A place here beside, lorde,
wolde I wedde-sette. 1506 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 176
A Lettre of Licence.. to analy or wedset to quhatsumever
person or persons he pies ony xii merkis worth of land.
1508 Kennedy Ftyting w. Dunbar 443 Thou drank thy

thrift, said and wedsett thy elais. 157a Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxii. 54 All our gay garment is.. We thame wed-
set, our bodyis to sustene. 1646 7.. Boyd in Zion's Flowers
(1855) App. 31/1 The said Laird wodset sold and disponed
to us..tiie lands. 1678 [see Wadsetter 2]. 1775 L. Shaw
Hist, Moray 33 These, and some other possessions, are now
wadsetted by William Gordon. 1859 Z>'£. Thanes cf Cawdor
(Spalding Club) 420 There follows.. a list of the wadsets,

from which we learn that Budgate was wadset to Mr. Wil-
liam Dallas for 10,000 marks.

Jig. 1645 Rutherford Tryal <y Trt. Faith (1845* 366
Blood, and the blood of God shed, cannot wadset ancient
loue.

Hence f Wa'dsetting vbl. sb.

c 1440 PromP. Pan: 520/1 Wedsettynge, impignoracio.

1509 Reg. Prtv. Seal Scot. I. 295/j The quhilk aheuatioun
or wedsetting the [King] willis..sal be na hurt. .to the
biaris. 1654 Lamont Diary (Maitl. CiubJ 72 No money

' ig of land., v

be allowed.

lent, or bargaine in sailling or wedsetling

Wadsetter ^\vo'ds<ji3j\ Sc* Also 7-wodsetter.

[f. Wadset v. and sb. + -er 1
.]

1. One whu puts his land to wadset; a mortgagor.
rare.

1625 in Ld. Durie Reports (1690) 43 He had Comprised
the Reversion of tile same Lands, which he had in Wodset
of before, from the Wodsetter. 1864 Ld. Deas in Scots
Revised Rep. Ser. m. (1902) III. 330 The right of property
in the lands remained with the wadsetter, subject to the
burden of the wadset ; and when the wadset was subse-
quently discharged, that burden was effectually wiped off".

2. One who holds by a wadset, a mortgagee.
1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xxiv. § iv.

(1609) 1-2 The Wadsetter runs all hazard of the Lands
Wadset to him. 1758 in Nairtie Peerage Ev'ui. (1874)67
James and George Neasmyths wadsetters of a pa"rt of Ard-
biae. 1799 R. BeLL Syst. Forms of Deeds Scot. II. 23 The
purpose of this act was to preserve the right of the reverser,

who, by these absolute rights bad been exposed to the acts

of the wadsetter. 1814 Scott Wav. xx, The elders of his

own tribe, wadsetters and tacksmen, as they were called,

who occupied portions of bis estate as mortgagers or lessees.

1889 Lockhart Ch. Scot, jjtli Cent. 104 note, His father.

.

being a wadsetter at Drumgask.

Wadt, Wadth : see Wad j£.3, Wath.
Wady : see Wadi.
Wadyr, obs. form of Water.
Wae, obs. or dial, form of Woe.
tWsBdle,^-1 Obs.rare~~~l . In^wselde. [OK.

wJedl str. fern., wtvdle wk. fern., related to next.

It is doubtful whether the wxlde of the Layamon MS. is

a scribal error or a genuine metathetic form.]

Poverty.
c 888jElfred 2fcvM.xxvj.ft a Sio mennisce weed! 8e tuefre

^efylled ne bi5 wihiao' a.-lcedaeghwa:shwu£ii bysses woruid-
welan. c 1305 Lav. 1002 For al bat god of bisse londe we
scule leden mid us & heo bi-keuen wrecches & waskle heom
seal fulien.

t Wsedle, a. and sb,* Obs. Also wea«le. [OE.
wied/a, Mercian we$la^\ a. adj. Poor, needy, b.

sb. pi. The poor.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Mark x. 46 Timeus suuu bartimeus sa:t

blind w'i5 bone weg wsedla. e 1000 Ags. Ps. (Surtees) cviii.

17, & oehtende wes mon Searfan & weSlan. ; 1200 Okmin
5638 All wrecche & waedle S; usell mann. c 1205 Lav. 427
Wapmen A wifmen, ba weole^en i*i la weaSlen, alle be
heom sumunde. Ibid. 5872 For her scullen be wsedlen alle

i-wur3en riche.

Wael, obs. form of Wale sb. 1

Waal : see Wal (slaughter), Weal.
Weeld, Waelden; see Weald, Wields.
t Wae ling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare-\ [? f. ON,

vela, v&la to defraud, trick (mod.Norw. vela to

tempt, flatter, woo) +-ING !.] In Comb, wsding-
7vord$>\., words of temptation or courtship. •

c 1200 Ormin 2102 Full wel birrp ure ma«denn ben Forr-
shamedd, ^ifF mann brinngep Liforenn hive tmobaswAill
word & waelinng word burrh scaldess.

Waar, obs. form of Wake a.

"Waest, obs. form of Waste.
Waesuck s (\v?s2?k, -s»ks), int. Sc. [f. wae->

' Sc. form of Woe ; the ending app. represents sabers

:

see Sake sb."\ Expressing commiseration : Woe is

me ! Alas !

a 1774 Fkkgusson Braid Claith 13 Waesucks for him wha
!

has nae feck o't. 1786 Bonn Utfy Fair awv, Waesucks I

for him that gets nae lass, Or lasses that hae naething.
1806 [J. Black] Falls of Clyde 133 Ye trust, waesucks ! in

works. 1867 J, K. Hunikk Retrosp. Artisfs Life xxviii.

(1912) 291 Waesucks for the back places about London.
Waet, obs. Sc. f. Wot v.

"Waf, obs. pa. t. of Weave v.

"Wafe, obs. f. Waif, Wave ; var. Waive v. 2 Obs.

Wafer (w^*foj), sb. Forms : 4-6 wafre, 4-5
wafTre, 5-7waffer, 8 -SV.waffor, weffer, 5 wafier,
waflr,wayrire,wafyre

>
6wafyrTe, 5-6 waftir,5-7

waifTur, (5 -er), 6 whafer, 7 wapher, 5- wafer.
[ME. wafre, a. AF. wafre, ONF. waufre ( Cen-
tral F. gaufre, gofre, whence Gofer), adopted,
with change of / into r, from MLG. wafel (mod.
LG. wafel, wafel) — early mod.Du. waefel, now
wafe/(WFris. waffet), whence Waffle ; the mod.G.
wafft'ly Sw. vaffla t

Da. vaffel are from LG.
As the F. gatt/re, wafer, waffle, has also the sense of

honeycomb, it is inferred that the Tent word had originally
this meaning, and is cog 11. w. OHG. wabo, MHG., mod.C.
wabe, honeycomb ; but neither Du. nor LG. seems to have
preserved this sense.]

1. A very light thin crisp cake, baked between
wafer-irons ; formerly often eaten with wine, now
chiefly with ices ; in later use sometimes rolled,

sometimes serving as the under part of a macaroon.
Cf. Wafbok.
The simile ' thin as a wafer ', originally belonging to tins

sense, i.s now commonly associated with sense 3.

[1295 Will X. Longespee in Eug. Hist. Rev. (19001 July
524 Tria paria ferrea ad wafras, neulaSf et galettas faciendas.]

1377 Langu P. PI. U. xiii. 264 [A waferer says:] Alle
Lcndoun I leue liketh wel my wafres, c 1386 Chaucer
Millers T. 193 He sente hire. . wafres pipyng hoot out of
the gleede. 1442 in Bekyntou's Corr. (Rolls) II, 233 Ro.
Savage, et Kobcrtus serviens domini Regentis, portavernnt
waifTers et poma. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture vsxBabces
Bk. (1S68) il'3 For bese may marre many a man changynge
his astate, but 51 rT h^ bane aftur, hard chese, wafurs, with
wyne ypocrate. c x$oo For to serve a Lord ibid. 368 Thenne
aftur wafers and frute spended, all maner thingeshalbe take
uppe and avoyded. 1530 Xindale Fxod. xvi. 31 The t;iste

of it [sc. manna] was lyke vnto wafers made with honye
[so 1611]. 1546 Whiothesley Chron. (1S75) I. 165 My lord

major did electe and chose that daie when he was at wafers
and ipocras Mr. Richard jervis. 1572 HuLOET{ed. Higins),
Wafre, suche as they gene to younge children, ctustulum.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod.cic. Pjb, Yea, yea, she treades

so nice, she would not wafers breake. 1608 Bonham in

Topselis Serpents 312 The people of India, .doe make of

these Wormes diuers iuncats, as we doe Tarts, March-
panes, Wafers, and Cheese-cakes, 1619 Dray ion Idea viii,

Thy Lips, with age, as any Wafer thinne. a 1625 Fletcher
Chances 11. i, A womans oathes are wafers, breake with
making, 1671 Grew Auat, Plants 1. i. (1682)2 The inner
Coat [of the bean], .so far shrinking up, as to stem only the

roughness of the outer, somewhat resembling Wafers under
ftjaquaroons. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. I/ousckpr.djjt)
277 To make Wafers. Take two spoonfuls of cream, two of

sugar, the same of flour, and one spoonful of orange flowt r

water, beat them well together for half an hour, then make
your wafer tongs hot, ..bake them on a stove fire, as they
are baked roll them round a stick like a spiggot, as soon as

they are cold, they will be very crisp. 1825 T. Hook Say-
i/igs Ser. 11. Passion y Princ, .\i. 1 1 1 . 25 1 The Major having
finished the bottle of claret, .. together with a large plate of

wafers. 1834 Esther Copley Ilousekpr.'s Guide, Wafers.
—Sweeten dried flour with loaf sugar;, .make it into a stiff

batter with cream. There are irons for the purpose of
baking them.. .They are used for tlie bottom of inaccaroons
and some other cakes. 1883 R. Haloane Workshop Rec.
Ser. 11, 155/2 (ConfectioneryJ Wafers.—Take 4 o/. sugar,

4 02. butler, 8 oz. Hour [etc. 1
. Ibid. 156, 1 Close the tongs

immediately ; put them on the fire, turning them occasion-
ally until the wafer is done.

2. The thin disk of unleavened bread used at the

Eucharist in the Western Church before the

Reformation, and subsequently in the ritual of

Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and some Anglicans.

Cf. Obley.
1559 Q. Eliz. Injunct. 03 b, The vsuall bread and wafer,

heretofore named singing Cakes, which serued for the vseof
the priuate Masse. 1570 Gilbv in Part ofa Register (1595)
16 The adoration of the Sacrament, in the Countrey where
they knocke and kneele to a Wafer, is a popishe pollicie.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India 15- P. 94 The Widow, .bestows
Hoiway, a kind of Sacramental Wafer. 1719 Swift Abstr.
tint. Eng.

t
Stephen Wks. 1768 IV. 297 The English, upon

a certain engine, raised the mast of a ship, on the top whereof,

in a silver box, they put the consecrated wafer. 1853 Robert-
son Serin. Ser. in. xix. 249 To tremble before a consecrated
wafer is spurious reverence. 1856 Mrs. Drowning Anr.
Leigh 1. 85 As they went To eat the bishop's wafer at the
church. 1862 Sat. Re:: 8 Feb. 159 Many of these unbe-
lievers., obtained and outraged consecrated wafers.

3. A small disk of flour mixed with gum and
non-poisonous colouring matter, or of gelatine or

the like similarly coloured, which when moistened

is used for sealing letters, attaching papers, or

receiving the impression of a seal.

[1635 : see wafer-seal in 6.] 1712 Addison Sped. No. 305
f 6 Pen and Ink, Wax and Wafers, with the like Necessaries
for Politicians. 1749 Johnson Let. to MissPorten^ July,
You frighted me with your black wafer, for I was afraid

your letter had brought me ill news. 1797 W. Johnston
tr. Bcckmanns Hist. Invent. I. 226 Mr. Speiss [Ger.] ha>
made an observation, .that the oldest seal with a red wafer,

he has ever yet found, is on a letter written by D. Krapf, at

Spires, in the year 1624, to the government at Bayreuth.
1800 Mas, Edgeworth Belinda xv, Lady Delacour. .began
. .to put wafers into several notes which she had been writ-

ing. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 729 In every
kind of tracing, the different papeis which are employed
upon each other, should be fastened together by wafers.

1848 Thackkrav Van. Fair liii, Poor men always use mes-
sengers instead of the post. Who has not had their letters,

with the wafers wet, and the announcement that a person
is waiting in the hall? 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 15

To put a wafer on a letter was a thing seldom done,

b. transf. Applied to a round spot.

1853 Kank Grinnell Exp. xxviii. (1856) 236 Deck covered

in with black felt, the frozen condensation patching it with

large white wafers of snow. 1897 OutingXXIX. 543/1 The
Dalmatian, or ' coach dog,' white with black wafers stuck

all over him.

4. Med. A thin leaf of paste, used to form a

cachet for the administration of a powder.

1887 Buck's Haiuibk. Med. Sci. IV. 699/' Wafers are of

two forms. One style consists of two watch-glass soajjed

bodies, whose edges, upon moistening, will cohere, leaving

a central space for enclosure of the powder. . .1 he other style

consists of a single large, thin, circular sheet of wafer-mate-

rial. Such sheet dipped into water, becomes flexible, and

. . is used as a literal wrap for the dose of powder. 1913

Mks. Strattox.Pobtek Laddie iv. (1917) 74 She looked

exactly as she does when the wafer bursts and the quinine

gets in her mouth.



WAFER.

5. Gunnery. A kind of primer.

1867 J. T. Hkadley Farragiil f, Nav. Commanders 73
Not a gun wenloff.. -The gunners had removed the'wafers'

by which they were discharged.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) wafer-baker,

-maker, roller; wafer-like adj.; (sense 3) wafer-

seal; also wafer-sealed, -torn adjs.; wafer-biscuit

= sense 1 ; wafer-bread, unleavened bread to l;e

used at the Eucharist in the form of wafers;

wafer-cachet (see sense 4) : t wafer-god, an

opprobrious term for the consecrated host ; wafer-

iron, an apparatus for baking wafers, consisting

of two iron blades between which the paste is held

(also fair of wafer-irons) ; t wafer pancake, a

kind of pancake made thin like a wafer
; twafer -

paper, a preparation of paste in thin sheets, used

in cookery and pharmacy (see 4) ; wafer stamp,

a hand-stamp for impressing a device on wafers

;

wafer-tongs = wafer-iron
; t wafer-wall, iionee-

w.l., a wall flimsy as a wafer
; t wafer-woman, a

woman who sold wafers (cf. Waferer, Wafr-
bstke) ; f wafer-work, a kind of ornamental

work in which wafers were used to form a pat-

tern. Also Wafer-cake.
1580 Hoixvband Trcas. Ft: Tong, Oublieur, a "wafer

baker. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xliv, The hulking fellow
!

carrying tlie 'wafer-biscuit*. 1565 Asp. Paiikkk To Sir W.
Ccdt 30 Apr., in Corr. (Parker Soc.) 240 These were the

orders which they must observe i to wear the cap appointed

by Injunction, .to communicate kneeling in 'wafer-bread.

1637 Bk. Ceiuni. Prayer Ch. Scot., Commiut. rubric/Though

it be lawfull to have wafer bread, c 1890 M. Ckeighton 111
j

Life fi, Lett. (1904) 1 1. 57 The use ofwafer bread is undesirable

and should be discontinued. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. tlfed.V.

992 Chloralamide. .may be given in doses of 20 to 50 grains

in 'wafer cachet. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 17

Certain Thieves having stolen the Silver Box wherein the

'Wafer-Gods use to lie. a 1743 .Savage Epist, to )V,i!polej<)

l.o '. the priest's hand the waferg id supplies. 1857 Pusev

Real Presence iii. (1869' 350 People have profanely spoken

of ' wafer-gods '. They might as well have spoken of ' lire-

gods', of the manifestation of God in the flaming fire in the

bush. 1459 Pastern Lett. 1. 490 Item, ij. payre 'wafer irens.

1551 Will T. Fletcher, Glastoni:, Oon whafer yron. 1725

Bradley's Family Did. s.v. Wafer, The Wafer-iron is to

be heated and rubb'd on both sides.. with fresh Butter.

1379 Miss Braddon Vixen III. 302 Coaxing her to eat a
|

'waferlike slice of bread-and-butter. 1906 ' A. Hope 'Sophy

0/ Kravonia I. v. 56 Of course the mention of the waferlike

liiaik puts her identity beyond question. 191: J. Ward
Roma* Era Brit. xii. 220 Wafer-like bone discs.. are also

of common occurrence. 1530 Pai.sgr. 236/i 'Wafyrmaker,

gaufrier. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. Pantagr. Ptognost.

v. 235 Clergy- Taylors, Wafer makers, Rosary-makers. 1852

Brands Diet. Set. etc. Suppl., Wafers are coloured with va-

lious materials. ..The wafer makers are very unwilling to

show the proc.ss. 1769 Mrs. Rapfald Engl, liomcttpr.

(1778) 165 To mike 'Wafer Pancakes. 1718 J1hs.Eai.ks

Receipts 70 Then lay 'em in Lumps on 'Wafer- Paper, and

set 'em on Papers in an Oven. 1773 G. A. Stevens Trip

to Portsmouth ii. 17 That ever any school-fellow of mine

should play truant from old port, and good roast beef, to live
j

UDOn whey, and wafer-piper! i860 R. Fowler Med. Vocal:, I

Wafer-paper, an article of confectioner)-, now employed for
\

the exhibition of nauseous electuaries, vie. 1889 R. Wells
Bread fi; Biscuit Baker 46 Cover the tins or wires with wafer

paper, and layout the biscuits. 1814 Castrononiy (1S22) 149

The pastry.bakers, cake-makers, and 'wafer-rollers. 1635

Patent Office No. 82, Licencing.. him and his deputies for

the sole inakeing of the'wafer seales and lie wilbe bound to

sell one hundred of them for a penny. 1728 Fielding Love
in several Masques ill. iii. 33 "Tis but 'Wafer-sealed. I'll

open it and read it. 1844 Dickens Miirl. Chuz. xsxix. He
took up the *wafer-stamp,and began stamping capital F's all

over his legs. 1763 Ochterlyre House Bk. (S.H.S.) 250, 1 pair

*weffer tongs. 1709 [see 1]. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop
Rec. Ser. 11. 156/1 Make the wafer-tongs hot over the hole

of a stove or clear fire. 183a Boston Herald 29 May 4 '4

The error arose from our letter b;ing 'wafer-torn where

the figures were written. l6ao Quarles Feastfor Worms
Introd. B 2b, Thy *Wafer-walles at dread Iehouabs blast

Shall quake. 1607 Beaumont Woman-Hater 11. i, "Twas

no set meeting certainly ; for there was no 'wafer-wonian

with her these three days on my knowledge. 1613 Fletcher,

etc. Maid in Mill 1. iii, Am I not able, .to deliver A Letter

handsomly! Is that such a hard thing? Why every wafer-

woman will undertake iL 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde

(1814I II. 169 Miss Ludford s ingenious productions in shell-

work, in 'wafer-work, in filigree and coloured paper. 1817

Mar. Edgewohth Harrington vi, She sat at some fashion-

able kind of work —wafer work, I think it was called, a work
which has been long since consigned to the mice.

Wafer (v/Mo.), v. (/. Wafer sb.] trans. To
fasten with a wafer. Also with on, up.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. 243 Wafer 'd on, as an

after-written introduction to the paragraphs which follow.

1775 Mme. D'Ardlay Early Diary 4 Mar., My father.,

watered the paragraph upon a sheet of paper, and sent it to

his lodgings. 1822 Bp. Ryder in Mrs. Crane Rec. Life W. IL.

HavergaH.\Zli) 34, I enclose, .a letter which you may read

and then wafer or seal. 183s Dickens Si. Boz, Private

Theatres, Such are the written placards wafered up in the

gentlemen's dressing-room. 1848 Thackeray Rounlaliout

Ride Wks. 1898 VI. 588 Cards of lodgings wafered into the

rickety bow-windows. 18S1 Sala Dutch Pict. xiii.202 [He]

had wafered the page of the book containing his lesson

against the doctor's desk. 1874 Spuiigeon Trcas. David
xci. 9, to, IV. 235 My curiosity led me to read a paper which

was wafered up in a shoemaker's window.

t Wafer-cake. Obs.

1. = Wafer sb. 1.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomenel. 84/2 Crnstulnm,. .a wafer

cake. 1593 George a Greene (1599) D 1, You shall haue

wafer cakes your fill.

6

b. fig. as a type of fragility.

1590SHAKS. Hen. V, 11. iii. 53 Trust none: for Oathes are

Strawes, mens faiths are Wafer-Cakes.

2. = Wafers. 2. Chiefly in hostile use.

c 1560 tr. Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. II. 90

The Papistes..wolde conteyne the natural Body which

Christe had (Synne excepted) ageynst all Irtithe, into a

Wafer Cake. 1584 in Foley Rec. Lug. Prov. S. J. (.880) VI.

-15 A super-altar, a pyx, a box of wafer cakes. 1594 Hooker

Feci Pol. lv. vi. § 1 The vse of wafer-cakes, the custome of

godfathers & godmothers in baptisme, are things not com-

manded nor forbidden in the scripture. 1630 R Johnson

Kingd. fi, Commw. 476 Hee must . .conge to the ground with

bis head, as Priests doe to their Wafer-cakes. I

Wafered (w^i'fsjd),//*/. a. [f. Wafer v. and
|

Sb. + -ED 1
.]

1. Sealed, fastened, or attached with a wafer or

wafers.

1829 Scott frnl. 1 7 Apr., Free from wafered letters, .
notes

of hand wanted, and all the worry of an embarrassed man s

life. 1859 Sala T-m. round Clock 11S61) 261 ' All the ladies of

the ballet at ten.'. .So may run the wafered announcements

signed in the line Roman hand of the . .
stage-manager.

2. Of bread : Made into wafers (see Wafer sb.-}.

Also nonce-use), touched by the sacramental wafer.

1837 Gen. P. Thompson Excrc. (1842) IV. 286 Our ances-

tors, who saw peril in wafers and in wafered lips. 1889 Pall

Mall Gaz. 20 Aug. 6/3 The. .parishioners, .complained of

the following practices :—Using water with wine, using

wafered unleavened bread [etc.].

Wa'ferer, sb. Obs. exc. Hist. Also ,5
waferare,

-ere, 4-7 wafrer, waffrer. [a. AF. wafrcr, f.

voafre Wafer sb. Cf. AL. waferarius.] A maker

or seller of wafers or thin cakes.

The itinerant wafer-sellers of both sexes had the repute of

being ready to act as intermediaries in amatory intrigues.

Cf. WAFER-rewma*, Wairkstke. In royal and other great

households there were one or more ' waferers ', wTiose duties

probably included the making of confectionery in general.

1362 LaNGL. /'. /'/. A. vi. 120 ' I-wis,' quap a waferer,
'
wust

I [>is for sobe, Schulde 1 neuere forbere a fote for no freres

prechinge'. 1393 Ibid. C. xvl. 199 Mynstralcie ran ich nat

muche, bote make men murve, As a waffrer with waflres.

c 1380 Wvci.il- Wks. (18S0) 12 }if bei [the religious] ben made

wafreris, jeuynge lordes, ladies and liche men a fewe perls,

appelis or nottis to haue huge jiftis to r* couent, euyl bei

coueiten here ne^eboris goodis. c 1386 Chaucer Para. J

.

151 Syngeres with harpes, Bauiles, wafereres. a 1483 Liber

Niger in Househ. Ord.'iygo) 72 Offyce of Wafere[r]s, bathe

one yoman making wafyrs. c 1513 Cocke I.orell s B. 9

Yermongers, py.bakers, and waferers. 1314 Barclay Cyl.

A- Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 2 Fyrste was he hosteler, and

than a wafrer. 1679-88 Moneys Seer. Ser:: Chas. IL $7as. II
(Camden) 107 To William Clopton, in lieu of all fees claimed

by him as waferer to his said Majestie on the day of the

coronation 30 o o. 1861 Our Engl. Home 70 The brilliancy

of a mediaeval feast was chiefly due to the ingenuity of the

waferers, or confectioners.

So+Wa'frestre \_-estre, -STER], a female waferer.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. v. 641 ' Wite god,' quod a wafrestre

[A text waferere], ' wist I bis for sothe, Shulde I neuere

ferthere a fote, for no freres prechynge.'

Waferish (wH-fwiJ), a. [f. Wafer sb. + -ish.]

Like a wafer, very thin.

1866 Howells Venct. Life xx. 330 A thin waferish slice of

toasted rusk,

t Wa'fern, a. Obs. [f. Wafer sb. + -en.] Of

bread: Having the composition of wafers.

1570 in Gutch Collect. Cur. (1781) II. 4 For iiij doz. of

waferne bread, for the bottomes of the marche paynes.

Wafery (wP'f&i), sb. Also 5 waaffery, 6

wafrie, waferye, wafrrey, wafarie, 7 wayfary.

[a. AF. wafrie, f. wafre Wafer sb.']

1. A room or building in which wafers or thin

cakes are made ; the department of the royal

household occupied with the making of wafers.

Also f wafery-house.
1455 Househ. lieu. VI in Househ. Ord. (1790) *22 The

waaffery—William Overton, Yoman, [etc.). 1553 in A rchxo-

logia XII. 362 The Waferye. Adam Alee, yeoman, a 1558

in Gutch Collect. Cur. (1781) II. 1 Item, flore for the pastre,

and wafery, and seller, as nedithe. a 1562 G. Cavendish
Wolsey (1893) 24 1 11 the chaundrye, iii persons: in the wafery,

ii. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 43/2 Officers and Servants in

the Kings Majesties Housbold. . . The Waffrey-House. Yeo-

man,.. Groom, ..[etc.]. Ibid. IV. xii. (Roxb.) 499/2 Then
followed the Groomes of. .The Wafery. 1826 Hor. Smith
Tor Hill (1838) II. 271 Not unless you come to him from

the wafery, the pantry, the cellerage .. or the larder. 1830

Nicolas in Priv. Purse Exp. Elii. York 229'! The Wafery
. . still is one of the offices of the royal house-hold.

•f-
2. Wafers collectively, light pastry. Obs.

1542 Udall F.rasm. Apoph. 170 b, Hcbidde theim to

kepe a etirner of their stomakes for the tartes, wafrie, and
iounkettes, that wer to bee serued . . after the meate.

Wafery, a. raw. [f. Wafer sb. + -v.] Like a

wafer, extremely thin.

1880 j. P. Striithers Life fit Lett. v. (1918) 97 A very thin

wafery idea. 1891 Century Diet. s. v., A wafery thinness.

Waff (waf), sb. Sc. and north. Also 7 vaiffe,

waffe, 9 wauf(f. [f. Waff v\ Cf. Waft sb.,

Weff, Waif sb?, Wave sb?]

1. A waving movement ; esp. waving of the hand

or something held in the hand : cf. Waft sb. 5, 6.

1678 Rec. Justiciary lldin. 13 Sept. in H. Arnot Hist.

Ediu. (1779) 194 note, The devil, .baptised you upon the

face.withan waffof his hand like a dewing. 1712 W. Rogers
Voy. (1718) 296 With orders, if they saw 3 sail in the offing,

to make 3 waffs with their colours. 1831 J. Wilson Mod.
Ambr. Wks. 1S56 III. 177 Beggars, .that wadna understand

the repulse .. 0' a waff o' the haun to be awa wi* theirsels.

WAFF.

1647 Halliwei.l, Waff, the movement of a large flame from

side to side. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Waff, a wave of the band.

The kind of flag or signal used at sea for assistance to the

ship from the shore. 1886 ' H. Halibukton' Horace in

Homespun (1900J 93 Wi' ae waff o' my wings I soar A mile

abune the city's roar. 1887 P. M'N Eiu. Blawcaric 89 These

. .youths, .first extinguishing his light. This one of them

did by a smart ' waff' of his bonnet.

b. To put out or set forth a waff: to wave

something as a signal. Cf. Waft sb?, 6 b, Waif
sb? 2.

1600 in Earl Cromarty Ace. Conspir. Earls Gowry <$- R.
Logan (1713) 105 And when you are about Haifa Mile from

Shoar, as it were passing by the House, to gar set forth a

Waff. 1685 J. B[arclay] tr. A.Skene's Sun: Aberd. 215

And as soon as ye come to the Koad, ye can allwayes have

a Boat for putting out a Vaiffe at all occasions, for Piloting

you into the Harbour.

2. A puff, passing gust, sudden blast (of wind or

air), lit. and_/fj.

1686 R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. 11. ii.(i726)268 A waffe

as it were of the glorious God doth go by to the discerning of

others. 1727 P. Walker Life R. Cameron, Biogr. Prcsbyt.

( 1 827) 294 [ H c] got a Waff of that murthering East-wind in

the 1679. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxix, This increase of

profit at Saint Leonard's Crags may be a cauld waff of wind

Clawing from the frozen land of earthly self. 1822 Galt Sir

A. Wyiie Il.xvii. 162 We maun gie something to the_young

woman and the bairns, that we may get a waff o' their good

will likewise. 1836 Scott. Mag. July 208 It was notthe

Highland strength turn'd them that day, But the waffo' the

broad-swords that blew them away. 1897 Kortkumbld.

Gloss, s. v., ' The waff o' the train '—the rush of air caused

by a passing train.

b. A whiff \oi perfume), an odour. Cf. W eff.

1819 W. Tennant L^apistry Storm'd (1827) 29 A canny

waff 0' sweet perfume Was blawn in breezes throu' the room.

1887 Service Life Dr. Duguid III. ii. 245 The waff of the.

wild roses, .cam in sloons of sweetness alang the air.

3. A slight blow, esp. one given by somelhingin

passing.
a 1754 E. Erskine Serin. Abraham rejoicing Wks. 1791

1 1. 5 ;6 A very little waff of any thing will do it [sc. the eye]

hurt. 1808 Jamieson, Waff, 3. A slight stroke from any soft

bodv, especially in passing.

b. A slight attack or ' touch (of illness, esp. ol

cold).

1808 Jamieson, Waff 4. A sudden affection, producing a

bodily ailment. Thus . . it is said that one has gotten a naff

or waifofcauld. 1821 Galt Steam Boat \ ii, 1 found myself

in a very disjasked state . . with a waff of cold that had come

upon me.

4. A passing view, a glimpse.

1818 Scott llrt. Midi. Ii, I sought every glen and cleuch

butteil a wauffof his coat-tail could I see. 1819 1 lnnant

Papistry Storm'd (1827) 28 'that the Lauld-bosom d clerk

niith get A waff o' his face ere aff he set. 1887 Service A//.:

J)r. Duguid III. i. 242 It is but seldom,- only at meal times,

and afte'n no' then,—that we get a waff of him ava.

5. An apparition, wraith. = Waft ji. 1
7.

1-77 Brand Pop. Antiq. 09 There is a similar Superstition

among the Vulgar in Northumberland :
'1 hey call It seeing

the Waff of the Person whose Death it foretells. 1815 Danger-

ous Seer. II. 163 Your honour forgets I fand my clear maister

mysel, an' saw him laid in the cauld grave. Its been his

waff. 1884 Besant Dorothy Forstcr xui. There is the waur,

or figure of the person about to die seen by another person.

Waff (waf), a. Sc. Also waf, wauf. [var. of

Waif a.]

1. Of an animal : Wandering, stray. Also ol a

person :
' Solitary ' ; said ' of one who is in a

strange place where he has not a single acquain-

tance' (Jam. 1S08).

1720 Ramsay Patie fi, Roger 127 She. .then bade me hound

my Dog To weer up three waff Ews were on the Log. 177°

Herd's Coll. Sc. Songs II. Gloss., Waff, wandering byitseii.

2. Of a person, condition of life : Of no account,

worthless. , .. .

1788 Picken Poems Scot. Dial. 248 Gk»s., Waff, little

worth. 1808 Jamieson, Waff, Waif, Wayf adj. .. 3.

Worthless. A wafffellow, one whose conduct is inimoial;

or whose character is so bad, that those, who regard tueir

own, will not associate with him. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxls,

is not it an odd-like thing that ilka wauf carle in the

country has a son and heir, and that the house ot Hilar,-

cowan is without male succession! 1837 Lockhart yell

Vi. viii. 306, I dinna think there's a waufer (shabbier) thing

in the world than to be a lassie, to sit boring at a clout.

a 1884 J. Russell Remin. Varrino 1. (1894) 7 A waut hand

[i.e. a bad preacher]. ... , 1 -„„ .

b. Comb.: waff-like a., shabby-looking,

having a suspicious or disreputable appearnnce;

feeble, of little account. .

,808 Jamieson, Waff-like,^^°^TJze^l
or suspicious appearance. 1823 Galt «•«»"''""• *

III. ,80 Though the folk afore the bouse
:

are bu a wee

waff-like. i88i J. Walker Jaunt to Auld R.ckie 40 »

coa o' rusty black The wauflike wretch has on h, back

Tftn, SrrvrNsoN Catriona xxm, I came upon a lane 01

l^ted Imirses the doors and windows thronged with wauf-

like painted women.

Waff!
c,Sc. whaff. Lvar. 01 n«..« « - --

.,-,

with onomatopoeic modification. *->• »«" -J

tL trans. To put away with a wave ol tne

hand. Obs. , .

,m
, 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 248 ii Dux. . . Yourc fauchone ny

m

flaies . . Rex. Nowe lely I leue be, And therfore schaii y

waffe it away,

I 2. intr. To blow (as the wind). Obs.

c 1440 York Myst. xii. 54 pir wise wordis ware noght wroght

in waste, To waffe and wende away als wynde.

ted women.
ff

' (waf), zv.l Chiefly north. Also .1-7™ae '

halt [var. of Waive v? or <*™*lr*"«



WAFF.

3. trans. Of the wind : To cause (something) to
move to and fro.

1513 Douglas ASneit 1. vi. 26 (1553) 16 b, Venus. .Willi
wind wafting [t/.r. waving] hir haris lowsit of trace. Ibid.
VI. viii. nj Quhidder waffit vilsuni by storm of the se, Or
at command of goddis, come thow, quod he?

b. intr. To wave to and fro ; to flutter in the
wind

; also trans, of a bird, to move (the wings)
in flight.

1834 J. Wilson Nod. Amir. Wks. 1856 IV. 97 Rover be-
gins snokin and twinin himsel in a serpentine style, ..wi'
his fanlike tail wbaffin. 185S J. Dallas-tine Poems 59 The
rags waffin' round her wad wauken ruth In a mair stieve.
breasted chield lhan me. 1861 R. Quinn Heather Untie
(1863) 72 Aff they set on tiptae flicht, Waffin' their wee bit
wings wi' micht.

4. intr. To produce a current of air by waving
something to and fro. Also trans., to direct a
current of air against, to fan.
1688 Holme.Armoury m. 91/1 [Among goldsmiths anil

jewellers) Wafting is clearing the Stones from Dust with a
Pencill. ,11878 H. Ainslif. Pilgr. Laud 0/ Bums (1802)
190 Wafting her wan face wi' a claith. 1886 J. Barrowman
Sc. Mining Terms 69 To Waff, or Waft, to fan out. Fire-
damp was formerly expelled from the working rooms by
wafflnc.

tWaff, v.l 06s. [Alteration of Waft z'.
1

]
1. trans. To convey by sea. Obs. = Waft v.l 2.
160a

1
Warner Al/>. Eng. 111. xviii. 84 He wanes an Armie

out of France, and Voada pursues. Ibid. Epit. 374 He im-
barked for Normandie to waffe them into England. 1655
Terry Voy. E. India v. 137 Those huge Vessels

[ Junksl are
..made exceeding big, on purpose to waff passengers for-
ward and backward.

2. intr. To sail. Also trans. To sail (the seas\
161 1 Speed Hist. Ct. Brit. VI. i. § 3. 183 Volusenus re-

turned, hatting wafted vpon the coasts of Britaine so far, as
with safety he might. Ibid, vn. xxxviii. § 6. 364 His nauie
wafting along those seas. Ibid. vn. xlii. § 6. 370 His Nauie
roiall. .he diuided into three parts, appointing eueryof them
to a seuerall quarter to wane the Seas.

Waff (waf), v.3 Now dial. In 7, 8 waugh.
[Echoic] intr. Of a dog, esp. of a puppy : To yelp.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. Ire!. 188 Women too

throughout the same County barked like big dogges : but
the children and little ones watighedas small whelpes 1787
(.rose Provinc. Gloss., Waughint;, barking. Probably from
the sound. N. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Waff, or waffle, to
hark, yelp. A dog ran wafting out. 1804 Northumbld.
Gloss, s. v., A dog ' woughs ', but a puppy wafts.

t Waffer. Mining. Sc. Obs. In 6 vaffer. App.
an engineering work of some kind ; ? a fan (cf.

Waff ».i
4).

159a in R. W. Cochran-Patrick Early Rec. Mining Scot.
(1878) 80 It is noch possible to men to myn cast sinkes vaffers'
big myls quha never saw ony siclyk.

Waffet, obs. form of Waft v.

Waffle (wa-fi). Sc. Also waufie. [f. Waff a.
+ -IE.] A worthless person, a vagabond.
1808 J a.mieson, Waffle, a vagabond. 1818 Blackw. Mag.

1 eb. 524/2 Gypsies have actually among themselves outcasts
and vagabonds, .by them termed waffles. 1896 ' Ian Mac
lares ' Kale Carnegie xxi. 353 A* the waufies in the country,
side come here.

Waffinger, var. Wavenger.
Waffle (wo-fl), sb> 1/.S. [a. Du. wafel: see
Wafer sb.] A kind of batter-cake, baked in a
waffle-iron, and eaten hot with butter or molasses.
1817 5,1. Birkbeck Notes Journ. Amer. (1818)64 Waffles

(a soft hot cake of German extraction, covered with butter).
1870 D Macrae Amer. at Home I. 291 The Americans are
all fond of molasses ; using them regularly at breakfast and
supper to their buckwheat cakes and waffles. 1893 T. N
Pace In Ole Virginia 22 1 He ordered waffles and hoe-cakes
lor breakfast.

b. Comb., as waffle party ; waffle-iron, an iron
utensil for baking waffles over a fire.
1808 in Scribner's Mag. (1887) II. 183/1 They are going

to have a fine waffle parly on Tuesday. 188a Harper's Ma?.
Apr. 666/1 She tells him of ' little waffle parties ' formed by •

her intimates. 1888 E. Eggleston Graysons xxxi. 334 She
j»* «wn the long-handled waffle-irons. && Academy it
"eb.183/1 Toasting-forks and waffle-irons had long handles
tcimake endurable the blazing heat of the great logs.Wale, sb.* [f. the verb.]
1. dial. ' The bark of a small dog ' {Eng. Dial.

'

2. Printers' slang. 'Twaddle, gossip, or "jaw"'
(Jacobi Printers' Voeab. 1888).
Waffle, v. Now dial. Also whaffle. [Freq. of

^n3 intr
-
T°> el P- Hence Waffling-*/,/, a.

1698 Christ Exalted i xcv. 77 His branding all that dis-
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Wairestre
: see under Waferer.

Wafrie
: see Wafehy.

tWafron. Obs. Also 5 wafrun, 6 waffron,
0-0 wafroun 'Sc. vafrown). [a. AF. "wafron
augm. otwafrc Wafer sb.] . Wafer sb. 1.

in «ede CrT
°/C'"y (

J
78o> 8

1
Talte obIevs oth« wafrouns

rJH f
f
n
Joseyns, and cowche in dyshes. c 1410 Liber

£ \Tw •

i

8
,

2) " Tall<: obles and*«* cnn Pic,tvoc

t ibe „f'l"Jf-
(Su««?) 57 And y' schall It snaw by craft

10 be made of waffrons 111 maner of snaw. 1496 Ace. Ld.

I

High Treas. Scot. I. 323 Item, . . giffin to a man that brocht
;

wafrounrstotheKing, ixs. 157a J. Jones Bathes Buckstone
9 b, And into diuers formes these graines may be reduced,.

.

some betwene yrons, as wafrons.
attrib. 1512 Ace. I^d. High Treas. Scot. IV. 358 Item, to

;
Disart wnfrone sellar, xiiij s. 1538-9 Ibid. VII. 140 Item,

' delivent to Murdo Sniveling, patesser, to by fjure vafrown
11 111s to the quenis grace, vj )i.

Hence \ Wa'froner -= Waferer.
1457-8 Mem. Fountains (Surtees) III. 59 Roto Waf.

roner, vj d.

Waft(wnft),rf.l Also /3 (senses 1, 5-6), 6-7, 9
Sc. ,dial. and Naut. weft, ( 7 wefte, waift), 9 wheft,
whift. [Probably two or more formations : in part
certainly a noun of action f. Waft z/.l and v.- ; but
sense I is recorded more than a century earlier
than any sense of the verb that could give rise to
it; and the forms of the sb., which do not occur
in the verb, seem to indicate a different origin.
Cf. Waff sb., Wefp; also Sw. vifta, Da. vifle,
fan, Sw. vifta, Da. vifle to fan, Norw. veift puff of
wind.]

1. a. A taste or flavour, esp. an ill taste, a
' twang '. Now dial. Cf. Weff.
a. 1608 Middleton Mad World iv. iii. F 4 b, A strumpets

loue will haue a waft i' th end, and distast the vessell : I can
hardly beare this. 1866 Brocden Proninc. Lincolnsh., Waft,
a disagreeable flavour.

g. 154a Boorde Dyelary x. (1870) 256 AIe..muste not be
ropy nor smoky, nor it must haue no weft nor lay !c. 1854 Miss
Baker N'erthampt. Gloss., Weft, a musty taste, generally
applied to beer or wine that tastes of the cask. ' The beer
has a weft of the barrel.'

fig. i6a7 S. Ward Scrm. t, Treat., Coalfrom Altar 17
Spices and wefts of these evils may be found in the sincerest
Christians.

b. A scent or odour passing through the air or
carried on the breeze. = Waff sb. 2 b, Weff.
o. i6m Cotgr., OJiur, an odor, sent, smell, waft. Puant,

..that hath an ill waft, or smell. 1675E1KLVN Terra (1776)
70 Aloes and other Sedums. . send forth their aromatic Wafts
at considerable distance, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in.
xxxii. 273 It is not a sensitive discerning or perception in it
of the difference of Wafts and Smells. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.
s.v.. Such a waft o' stinkin fish. 1889 Amelia E. Barr feet
ofClay 11. 37 The salt savour. . was crossed by a waft of hay-
fields.

0. i6a6 Bacon Sytra § 833 The Strongest Sort of Smells
are best in a weft, a farre off. 1640 Shirley Arcadia III. ii.
I'. 3 b, If this be gold 'tis liquid and yet too ihicke to be pot.
able as tney say, it has a kinde of weft me thinks if I have
not lost a sence upon the sudden, I smell.

2. A current or rush of air, a breath of wind ; a
blast ; the ' wind ' of a projectile.
1643 Mrs. Thornton Anlobiog. (Surtees) 33 A cannon

bullett flew soe nigh the place where 1 stood that . . the wafte
tooke my breath from me for that present. 1649 U. Daniei
Trmarch., Hen. IV, cccv, Chaine-Bulletls ofhis will Run
through all Streets, and in the Waft, they kill. 1650 1)
Ho-riiAM tr. C. Ilotham's Introd. Tent. Philos. To Author

u '
M
/5

Ibought the reading of him was like the standing
..by a Canon shot off, the waft of ihem lickt up all my
brains. 1863 W. Tiiorniiury True as Steel 1 1. 66 A waft of
air scattered them [the ashes] apart for ever. 1867 Jean
Ingelow Gladys 603 The air was full of voices, and the
scent Ofmount nn blossom loaded all its wafts. 1884 Sladen
Poetry of Exiles 55 Reading sweet verse or inhaling a waft
ot the harbour breeze.

1607 Walkington Oft. Glass 166 Riot's a barke in th'
mindes vnconstant maine, Tost too and fro with wafts of
appetite. 1658 G. Fox Jrnl. (.852) I. 345, I saw and felt a
waft ofdeath go forth against him. i8aa Galt SirA. H ylic
II. xxxvi. 321 If I get a favourable waft o' your good will,
I can bide a wee for an answer. 1873 Gosse On Viol qFlute 59 Out of grieving at a present blight, Come sweeter
wafts of garnered memory. 1880 Shokthouse John
Inglesant xxxvi, A waft of peace and calm, like a breeze
from paradis-e, fell upon Malvolii's heart.

c. A sound carried by the breeze. Also {nonce-
use), a transitory gleam (of light).

1697 Vanbrl-gh rEs'op v. 67 D'ye hear, Trumpets 1 When I

the Bride appears, Salute her with a Melancholy Waft
lwdl suit her humour. 1845 Baii.ev F'estns 214 Sodden ;

and soft, too, like a waft of light, The beautiful immortals
come to me. a 1894 Stevenson Heatlmrcat iii. Lay Mo-als
etc. (1911) 319 The voice of the preacher came to him in
wafts, at the wind's will, as by the opening and shutting of '

a door.

d. A puff (of smoke or vapour).
1896 Jane Barlow Mrs. Martin's Com/. 8 Twas just the !

one way wid her as wid the waft of smoke there up in her '

oiild chimney that went flultherin' out on the width of the
air, and sorra another breath anywheres nigh it. 1897
Black.more Darielxn, Clusters of stars. .and loose waftsof .

vapour ever ready to (lout them.

3. An act of wafting or carrying off as the wind
does.

1787-46 Thomson Winter 271 Oft the whirlwind's wing
Sweeps up the burden of whole wintry plains In one wid?
waft.

4. An act of transporting or carrying over water

;

a passage across the sea. ? Obs.
1654 Gavton Pleas. Notesm. vi. 106 They came to a Burv

which was at that time overflown with water, there Jany and
Jocky stood gaping.

.

iintill a Traveller passing that way,
profer d the courtesie of a waft successively to them both.

SR DAy-K**7 "' Day's Enlertainm. Rutland Ho. 72(He with his long pole gives us a tedious waft, as if he were
all the while poching for Eels. 1786 Burns Tioa Dogs 156Or may be in a frolic daft, To Hague or Calais takes a waft.
5. An act of waving (the wings or something held

in the hand) ; a waving movement.

WAFT.
1

o. 165a S. Patrick Funeral Scrm. f. Smith in Smith's Set.
Disc. (1660* 495 He was all in a desire, as if the Angels that
fetchthis Father, had lent him a waft of their wings, whereby
he strove to fly with him to Heaven. 1865 Tennyson Captain
72 And the lonely seabini crosses With one waft of the wing.
£ >7°9 J- Johnson Clergym. I aitc M. 11. 103 The ora-

rium was a sort of scarf. . . The use the Deacon had for it .

.

was to give notice to the people and clerks what they were
to do or say, by the several wefts or motions that he made
with it.

6. Naut. A Hag (or some substitute hoisted as
a signal

; the act of displaying such a signal.
1 See

quot. 1867.) Cf. Waff sb. 1 b.
o. 1644 Manwavring Sea-Mam Diet, s.v., Also wafts are

used for signes to have the boate come a-boord (which is
Coate, Gowne or the like, hung-up in the shrowdes) alio it

IS a common signe of some extremelie, when a ship dolh hang
a waft upon the maine-stay, either that it halh sprung n-
leake, or is in some distresse. 1719 De Fok Crusoe II.

(Globe) 328 We immediately spread our Antient to let them
know we saw them, and hung a Waft out as a Signal for
them to come on board. 1744 J. Philiis Jrnl. Exfed.
Anson 125 This Day the Gloucester made us a Signal by a
waft of her Ensign. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),
Waft, a signal displayed from thestern of a ship. .by hoist
ing the ensign, furled up together into a long roll, to the
head of it's staff. 1854 G. Ii. Richardson Univ. Cede v.
(ed. 12) 6394 Hoist a waft.

fi- 1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 49 We had
sight of a wefte ashoare. 1697 Admiralty Exam. (MS.)
Bundle 81 fol. 171 A weft hung tut for her company to
come on board. 1798 Coleridge Auc. Mariner 11. i, The
Sun came up upon the right . . ; And broad as a weft, upon
the left, Went down into the Sea. 1836 Marrvat Mids/i.
Easy xxiii, I have been hoking for an English ensign to
hoist over the French, but cannot find one ; so I will hoist
a wheft over it,— that will do. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling
Voy. I. 266 The wrecked boat, .wiih two whifts flying as a
signal of distress. 1867 Smith Sailor's Word-bit., Waft,
more correctly written wheft. It is a flag or ensign, stopped
together at the head and middle portions, slightly rolled up
lengthwise, and hoi-ted at different positions at the after-
part of a ship. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. I leet 96 A signal
of distress, .is accentuated by making it into a ' weft,' which
is done by knotting it in the'micdle.

b. 'Jo make a waft; to hang out a flag (or sub-
stitute) as a signal.
a. 1673 Lend. Gaz. No. 810 4 Being driven near the Shore,

they made a wafr, and thereupon a Fisherbo.lt went off.
171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 3 He is to make a Waft with his
Jack or Ensign. Ibid. 455 We made a Waift. 1719DE Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 264 We.. saw her make a Waft with her
Antient, as a Signal for the Boat to come on Board.
3- 1653 in J- S. Corbelt Fighting Instr. (1905) 99 Upon

the discovery of a fleet, receiving a sign from the general,
which is to be. .making a weft, two frigates, .are to make
sail. i8ao Scott Abbot xxix, There have already been made
two wefts from the warder's turret, to intimate that those in
the castle are impatient for your return.

7. An apparition, wraith. Cf. Waff sb. 5.

.
l897 Longm. Mag. July 252 I'm bound to die afor'e t' year

is out...! seed my own waft (wiaith) go into the kirk last
St. Mark's Eve, and it never cam' out no more.

tWaffc,^'.2 Obs. [? var. Weft sb.) (See quot.)
1688 Holme Armoury 111. 09/1 Waft, or Finger Bread

[ = braidj, are kind of Burse strings woven on the Fingers
either round or broad.

Waft (waft), vA Pa. t. and pa. ppl. wafted.
Also 6 ? waffet, wafftt, 6-7 wafte (7 pa. pple.
waft). [Back-formation from Wafter.]
+ 1. trans. To convoy (a ship or fleet of ships,

persons sailing). Obs.
1513 W. Gonson in Lett, f, Papers War France (1897)

130 A letter.. in the wyche lie comaundyih me lbatt..I
shall conducte and wafftt hys vytellais to hys grett army in
the water of Brest. I.. made hys Grace answer.. I wolld
go my sellfe in the smallist of the 3 Spanyards sentt ffoithe
wit me.. and leffe John Vsame and Rychiard Barkeley in
the other 2 Spanyiarde shyps to waftt over the Zeland fleett.

1513 Echvngham ihU. 150 Sir Weston Brown.. hath yeven
me and Harper in comniaundment for to go to Hampton
for to wafte the vytlers unto theym. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

*i
cn

:.
l ^> 2^ f*ecause certain pyrates. . were lurkyng at

the Temmes mouthe.. Thomas lord Camois with cenaine
sluppes of wane was appointed to wafte over the kyng.
1580 R. Hitchcock Politique Piatt c iiij, That two of
her graces Shippes of warre, sue he as yeerely be ap.
pointed to wafte the Marchanls maie contineue vpon her
Maiesties Seas.. for two yeares : for the defence of these
fishing Shippes. i6aa in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 210 Don Faderique de Toledo, who is gone to
waft the West India fleet homeward. 1644 Manwavring
Sea-Mans Diet. s. v., To waft, is to guard any ship, or fleete
at sea. 1670 J. Smith Eng. Impn?: Reviv'd^o The Fisher-
men agreed amongst themselves 10 pay a Dollar upon every
last of Herrings, towards the maintenance of certain Ships
of Warr, to Waft and secure them in their Fishing.

t b. transf To guide or direct the course of (a

vessel, a swimmer, a floating object, etc.). Obs.
1591 Sylvester Du Barias 1. v. 360 A little Fish, that

swimming still before, Directs him Tthe Whale]. . : Much like

a Childe that loving leads about His aged Father when his

eyes be out : Still wafting him through every way so right.

2. To convey safely by water ; to carry over or

across a river, sea, etc. Obs. exc. poet.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 114, I go of Message from
the Queene to France : I charge thee waft me safely Crosse

the Channell. 1593 — 3 Hen. VI, ill. iii. 853. Ibid. v. vii.

41 Away with her, and waft her hence to France. 1618 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. E 2, And as by water I

was wafted in, I thought that I in Cbarons Boate had bin.

1638 Boyle in Lisntore Papers (1886) II. 262 We all landed
safely.. and the next morning I dischardged Cap* Jones.,
whol hired to wafte me over. 1639 Act in Arch. Maryland
(1883) I. 78 No person . . other then the owner ofthe said ferry

boat.. shall waft or passe any person over the said River.



WAFT.

1697 Drvdf.n Virg. Georg. IV. 731 Nor wou'd th' Infernal

Ferry-Man once more He brib'd, to waft him to the farther

shore, iy6&Anu,Rcg.,IIist.Eur,2?Greal bodies ofthe Asiatic

troops were continually wafted over to the European side of

the Hellespont. 178^ Massachusetts Spy q Apr. 3/2 An
elegant barge is building to waft the great Washington across

the Hudson. 1817 Moore I. alia Kookh, Fire-worshippers
I. 450 Again she sees his pinnace fly, Wafting him fleetly to

his home. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. tx. 4 Fair ship, . .Spread
thy full wings, and waft him o'er.

fig. i6t6 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. Prol., Plays..

Where neither Chorus wafts you ore the seas ; Nor creaking
throne comes downe, the boyes to please. 1670 Milton'
Hist. Eng. 1. 5 That fond invention that wafted hither the
fifty daughters of a strange Dioclesian King of Syria,

rejl. 1653 Holcroft Procopins Pref. A 2 b, He could gain

no footing in Italy, but in all that time was forced to waft
himself by stealth from one Port-town to another. 1677 W.
Hubbard Narrative 27 They, taking the advantage of a
low tide, either waded over. .or else wafted themselves over

upon small Kafts of timber.

b. Of the sea or waves : To carry, transport.

Obs. exc. poet,

1613 Day Festivals v. (1615) 120 Now the Red-Sea of
Hapttsme. .hath conveyed us, and waft us over. 1671 Mil-
ton /'. A*. I. 104 A calmer voyage now Will waft me. 1742
Pops Dune. iv. 310 Where, eas'd of Fleets, the Adriatic

main Wafis the smooth Eunuch and enainour'd swain. 1742
VouNG Nt. Tit. 1. 153A soul immortal. .Thrown into tumult
,.At aught this scene can threaten .. Resembles ocean into

tempest wrought, To waft a feather, or to drown a fly. 1878
II. Taylor Denkalion it. iii. 69 The waves of earth are waft-

ing to and fro The ashes of great lives.

f e. intr. To sail about, off, to andfro, up and
down ; to cross over by water. Obs.

a 156a G. Cavendish Wotsey (Kelmscott Press) 150 Ther
was no lesse than a thousand bolts . . waffetyng uppe and
down in Temmes, expectyng my lord's departyng. 1577-87
HoUNSHRD Chron. 111. 1187/1 Maister William Winter.,
made Saile towards Scotland, and wafting along the coast

in Januarie came into the Forth.
^ 1579 Gosson Sell. Abuse

Ep. Ded., He had not played long in the Sea, wafting too and
fro, at his pleasure, but lie returned agayne, stroke say le,[etc. J.

x5i8 Bolton Florus iv. viii. (1636) 305 And now his Navie
wafted up and down in the middle ofthe Sea. 1631 Anchoran
Comenius'Gate Tongues 92 Where there isnofoord or shallow
place they passe, or waft ouer with a wherrie or feme boat.

163a J, Hayward tr. JiiondVs Eromena 89 When all these

of the Fleete were returned.. fifteene of them wafted off

towards Porto di Tone. 1648 Gage West Ind. xxi. 190 We
,1 prisoners were wafting up and down the sea with them.
Ibid, 200 We that day wafted about for a good wind. 1667

Milton P. L. 11, 1042 Satan.. Wafts on the calmer wave by
dubious light And like a weather-beaten Vessel holds Gladly

the Port, 1700 Drvden Ovid's Met. 1. 432 High on the

summit of this dubious Cliff, Deucalion wafting, nioor'd his

little Skiff. 1774 Beattii Minstrel 1 1, xlix, He braves The
surge and tempest,. .And to a happier land wafts merrily

away I 1814 Capt. Scobkll Jml. ofthe ' Thais ' in Tnckey s

.Yarr. Exped. R. Zaire (1818) Introd. p. xiii, I met several

floating islands.. which.. wafting to the motion of the sea,

rushed far into the ocean.

f 3. trans. To buoy up. Obs. rare.

1646 Sm T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 196 Some alledge

that spirits are light substances, and naturally ascending do
elevate and waft the body upward. i6$o Ibid, iv.vi.f 1658) 247
Whether Cripples and mutilated persons . . who have lost the

greatest part of their thighs, will not sink but float, their

lungs being abler to waft up their bodies.

4. Of the wind ; To propel (a vessel) or convey
(a navigator or passenger) safely.

Originally a mere contextual use of sense 2. The frequency
of examples in which the verb denotes the action of the wind
gave rise in the 1 3th c. to the notion that the essential mean-
ing of the verb had reference to this agency, and to the
identification of the word with the etymologically distinct

Waft v. z The older sense 2, so far as it survives, is coloured
by association with this sense.

a i-jtyj Prior Song, ' In vain you tell ' 2 In vain you tell

your parting Lover You wish fair Winds may waft Him over.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. 18 The Sea, and the Land-
Breezes; the one serving to carry the Mariner in long Voy-
ages from East to West; the other serving to waft him to
particular Places. 1773 Hawkesw. Cook's 1st Voy. in. iii.

III. 555 The gale that afterwards wafted us to the shore,

would then certainly have beaten us to pieces. x8i6 J.
\V1\s0x City of Plague 1, li. 70 While favouring breezes waft

his blessed ship Far from the Plague. 1810 Heber Hymn,
From Greenlan fs Icy Mountains ' iv, Waft, waft, ye winds,

His story. 184a Tennyson ' You ask me, why ' 25 Yet waft

me from the harbour-mouth, Wild wind !

fit* 1653 Jer. Taylor Serm. I. viii. 98 The sighs of their

feares, and the wind of their prayers waft them safely to

their port. 1884 Daily News 26 May 5/1 The Conservatism
of the present is waiting for a wind ?. .Will it waft and bear

to enterprise and rough seas and daring adventnre? 1885

R. Buchanan Annan Water'iii, What wind of utter despair

had wafted her to that place of all places.

5. To carry (something) through the air or

through space, a. with sound, scent, infection,

etc. as object : said of the wind. Also with away,

by, round.
1704 Pope Pastorals, Summer 80 Your praise the birds

shall chant in ev'ry grove, And winds shall waft it to the

pow'rs above. 1781 Cowper Heroism 35 The self-same gale

that wafts the fragrance round Brings to the distant ear a
sullen sound. 1803 Med. Jml. X. 136 Assuredly, then, this

affection [influenza] has been rather wafted on us, than com-
municated to us in the way of personal intercourse. 1811

Shelley St. Irvyne 1. ii. 4 And low, chilling murmurs, the

blast wafted by. 185s Tennyson Maud 1. xxii. 1 And the

woodbine spices are wafted abroad. 1887 Bowen Mneidx.
417 Where sweet scents are wafted from garlands ever in

bloom.

b. with material object.

1716 Siielvocke Voy. round World 425 Nitrous and
sulphureous particles.. are wafted in the air by diverse

winds, 1784 Cowper Task 111. 540 And ev'n the breathing

air Wafts the rich prize [pollen] to its appointed use.
_ 1817

J. EvMtsJtxcurs. Windsor 431 Our Table Cloth, .was in the

act of being wafted overboard. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz,

I 'au.vhall-Gardens, The balloons were wafted gently away.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 192 Dense showers of such dust have
been wafted by winds for even hundreds ofmiles.

c. To send (a sound, fragrance, etc.) through

the air ; to ' blow ' (a kiss).

1728 Pope Dune. 11.265 Thames wafts it [the sound] thence

to Rufus
1
roaring hall And Hungerford re-echoes bawl for

bawl. 1815 Byron Hebr. Mel., 4 The harp the monarch ' 12

It [the harp] told the triumphs of our King, It wafted glory

to our God. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xi, And many a kiss did

Mr. Snodgrass waft in the air, in acknowledgment of some-

thing very like a lady's handkerchief. 1855 B'nesS Bunsen
in Hare Lift (1879) II. iv. r3i At the year's beginning and
end, one is peculiarly moved to.. waft wishes and kind

thoughts to many a far-removed locality. 1871 J. R. Mac-
duff Man. Patmos v. 62 This Tree with itS^ perennial fruits,

wafting immortal fragrance and distilling immortal balm.

d. To carry in flight : said chiefly of angels.

a 1718 Prior Danis tonus* Ad'Arnicas Imit.12 Glad I release

it from it's Partner's Cares; And bid good Angels waft it to the

Stars. 1791 Cowper Iliad v. 9^5 Swift as her pinions waft

the dove away. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague m. ii, O
Heaven protect my faithful Isabel, And waft her safe, as on
an angel's wing, To tiiat sweet lake. 1817 Moore Labia
Ro.'kh, Fire-worshippers 1. 261 Oft. .I've wUh'd that little

isle had wings, And we, within its fairy bow'rs. Were wafted

off to seas unknown. 1845 K. Fitzbau. Montana 11. Aria,

Oh ! that angels now might waft him To the mansions of

the blest!

e. jig. To transport instantaneously, as by magic

or in imagination.
1781 Cowper Canversat. 592 Hopes of heav'n, bright pros-

pects of an hour, That come to waft us out of sorrow's pow'r.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Ilk. I. 4 With what longing eyes

would I ga/e after their lessening sails, and waft myself in

imagination to the ends of the earth.

6. intr. To pass through the air or through

space ,* to float upon, come or go with the wind or

breeze.

1664 Power Exp, Philos. I. 3 Small hairs, .which (by blow-

ing upon) you might see waft to and fro. 1676 Dryoen
Aureugz. in. i, Those Trumpets his triumphant Entry tell.

And now the Shouts waft near the Cittadel. 1690 —
Amphitryon ii. i, There is an ill savour that offends my
Nostrils; and it wafteth this way. 1717 Pope Eloisa to

Abel. 214 Tears that delight, and sighs that waft to heav'n.

1802 Marian Moore Lascelles 1 1. 9, I recognized his charm-
ing voice in the delightful strains which wafted on my ear.

1890 Daily News 7 July 6/2 Great green boxes [of roses]

were being opened with very perceptible whiffs of perfume
wafting from them.

t b. Of a bird, winged insect : To pass by

flying. Obs.

1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin in. 24 Then wafting at one
Reach, they proudly Pearch On highest Pinnacle of the fatal

Church ! 1712-14 PoPE Rape 0/ Lock II, 60 Some to the

sun their insect-wings unfold, Waft on the breeze, or sink in

clouds of gold.

c. Of the breeze : To blow softly.

1804 Something Odd'II. 26 In vain. .did the soft breezes

of an approaching summer waft around him. 1849 Ccpplf.s

Green Hand xvii. (1856) 176 There wasn't a breath of air

yet, either, save what seemed now and then to waft out of

the thick woods.

7. trans. To move, drive, or carry away (some-

thing) by producing a current of air.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 636 A sort of winnowing machine,
which wafts away the finer and lighterparts. X844K1NGLAKE
Eothen xviii, It seems to you that it is not the donkey,
but the donkey-boy who wafts you along with his shouts.

t Waft, v.2 Obs. [App. an alteration of Waff
v. 1

,
perh. due to the pa. t. or pa, pple. waft.']

1, trans. To wave (the "hand or something held

in the hand), esp. as a signal.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Ind. vn. xvi. 540
They were accustomed in their elections to make great feasts

and dances, where they wafted many lightes. 1636HKYW00D
Loves Mistr. U i, Shee now hath climb'd the Rock, And
wafts her hand.
absol. a 1648 Ess. Death in BacotCs Remaines 10 These

wait upon the shore ofdeath, and waft unto him to draw neer.

"b. To signal to (a person, etc.) by waving the

hand or something held in the hand. Also, of a
flag.

1578 G. Ekst in Hakluyt's Voy. (1600) III. 63 We espied
ceitaine of the countrey people, .with a flag wafting'vsbai ke
againe. 1590 Shakr. Com. Err. 11, ii. in Put soft, who
wafts vs yonder. 1592 KVD Sot. fy Pers. j. iii. 116 Hee that

will try me, let him waft me with his arme. 1606 Chapman
Gentl. Usher 1. ii. 177T1II you can directly boord him, Waft
him aloofe with hats and other favours. X607 Shaks. JTimon
1. i. 70 One do I personate of Lord Timons frame, Whom
Fortune with her luory hand wafts to her. i6o8Middleton
Mad World 111. iii. F 1, The hayre about the hat is as good
as a flag vppo' th pole at a common Playhouse to waft com-
any. 1645 Stai-ylton tr. Musxus A 4 b, The Tow'r where
estian Hero lay, And held the Torch, wafting Leander

o're. 1670 Narborough Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1.

(1694) 49 They saw seven people., making a noise and waft-

ing them to the ship. .tfi7iQ Garth Ovid's Met. xiv. Wks.
(1790) 134 At length a sail I wafted, and aboard My fortune

found an hospitable lord.

c. To move (something) aside with a wave of

the hand.
1781 Cowper Hope 570 Now, truth, perform thine office

;

waft aside The curtain drawn by prejudice and pride.

2. To turn (the eyes) aside with a disdainful

movement, nonce-use.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 372 When hee Wafting his eyes

to th' contrary, and falling A Lippe of much contempt,

speedes from me.

WAFTER.

I

3. intr. To move to and fro, to wave. Obs.

1650 Jkk. Taylor Funeral Serm. C'tess Carbery 4 The
face of the wateis wafting in a storm, so wrinkles it self,

that it makes upon its forehead furrows.

Waftage iwa-ftedg). Also 6 waiftage. [f.

Waft v. 1 + -age.]

I. The action of wafting.

f 1. The action of convoying merchant-vessels.

1558 Q. Eliz. in Burgon Gresham (1839) I. iii. 197 To
advertise the Admirall. .that order might be taken for his

waftage over with the treasure. 1563 Grf.sham ibid. II. 42

Sir Thomas Cotton seant the barck of Bollen with me, for

my better waiftage. 1563-4 Admiralty Exam. (MS.)
Bundle 98, 13 Mar., ij frenche men of warr who then had in

their company and under ther waftage ij Flemishe hoyes.

1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. .SValviii. 132 Hee had beenemany
yeares C.enerall of the south Sea, for the carriage and waft-

age of the silver from Lyma to Panama.

2. Conveyance across water by ship or boat.

1590 Shaks. Com. F.rr. iv. i. 95 An. What ship of Epi-

darmum staies for me. 5. Dro. A ship you sent me too, to

hier waftage. 1606 G. W[OODOOOC] Hist. Ivstine xxn. 84

Agathocles in the same ships that he had waftage ouer out of

Sicil, was transported into Syracuse. 1627 Dhavton Agin-

cou?ti3 The Ships appointed wherein they should goe, And
Boats prepar'd for waftage to and fro. 1655 Fuller Hist.

Cambr. 3 The Keirie over the river Grant was a vagrant

before (even any where, where passengers could get waftage

overl. 1673 H. Stubbe Further Find. Dutch War App.

1 33 There was paid . . 300000 I. in one year : besides the Tenth

fish and Cask, paid for Waftage.

b. Conveyance over the Styx.

Very common in 16-17 c. poetry and drama.

159*. S. Daniel Delia, Rosamond ii. H. 3 Caron denies me
waftage with the rest. 1606 Shaks. 'J'roylns ill. ii. IX. 1639

G. Daniel Virviccntis 24 Wks. (Grosart) 1. 128 Theinfetnall

Foorde ; Where happie Soules get waftage, with a Worde.

1834 Frasers Mag. X. 26 The crazy bark of old Charon,

onfy fitted for the light waftage of ghosts.

c. trans/, andyff.
1615 Ckook E Body ofMan VI. vi. 356 The Pleura, .giueth

also to the vessels a safe waftage and a kinde of stability.

1615 T. Adams Spir. Navigator 9 Praising God.. for their

safe waftage ovtr the sea of this world. 166a. Gubnali. Chr.

in Arm. 111. verse 17. v. § 2. 36 Afflictions.. are as necessary

for our waftage to glory, as water is to carry the Ship to her

Port. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India f, P. 69 Is this the Elysium

after a tedious Waftage?

3. Passage through the air or through space.

a 1658 Cleveland Let. Wks. (1687) 119 As if their Travel

(like Witches in the Air) were nothing but the Waftage of a

deluded Phantasie. a 1700 Ken Edmund Poet. W'ks. 1721

II. 132 A Chariot for his Waftage was decreed, With long-

wing d Horses of Coelestial Breed. 1834 J. Wilson in

Blackiv. Mag. XXXV. 775 Forest flies, ephemerals all like

ourselves—but happier far in their airy waftage or watery

voyaging, than the vain race of man ! 1885 Bridges Eros
A> Psyche May ii, The solitary rock where she was left;

And thence in dark and airy waftage reft, How on the

flowers she had been disburden'd light.

4. The action or power of propulsion which the

wind or breeze has ; also, conveyance by such pro-

pulsion.

1651 Sherburne Salmacis 327 She .. Sent him by the light

waftage of the Wind, A sigh, an Ah Mee, Nuncios of her

Mind. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 5194 In their [the snow

flakes'] continual motion and waflage to and fro touching

upon each other. 1861 Erasers Mag. Dec. 758 Then there

comes fitfully on the feeble waftage of the awakening night-

breeze an uncertain wail of music. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-

Hur iv. v, Let us give ourselves to waftage of the winds.

II. A means of wafting.

f5. Vessels for the conveyance of merchandise or

passengers by water. Obs.

1650 T. B[aylev] Worcester's Apojih. 107 Passes granted

unto him, both by Land and Sea, with carts by Land, and

waftage by Sea. 1659 Harrington Art Lawgiving III. iv.

106 For these [men] the Commonweabh in her Sea-guard

hath always at hand sufficient waftage.

f 8. A means of conveyance through the air. Obs.

1636 W. Strode Floating '/si. ill. iii, Nothing to carry me
but Barges, Coaches? Sedans, and Litters? through the

Aire I'd passe By some new waftage.

Wafte, pn. t. of Waive v? Obs.

Wafted (wu-fted), ///. a. [t. WAFTtv.1 + -ED1.]

Carried or driven by the wind.
1784 Cowper Task vi. 68, I again perceive The soothing

influence of the wafted strains, i860 1'yndall Clac. 1. xxiii.

166, I could see the wafted snow gradually melt away.

tWa'fter, «*.' Obs. Also 5 waughter, 6

waghter, 7 .Sir. waughtar, -er. [App. a. Du. or

LG. ivachter, lit. guard, f. wachten to guard ; but

the specific use has not been found in Du. or LG.]

1. An armed vessel employed as a convoy.

1484 in Lett. * Papers Ric. Ill « Hen. F//(Rolls) II. 287

We imderstande that certain of you entende hastely to de.

parte towardes Island, not purveied of waughters for your

suertie. Ibid., 'that ye gadre and assemble your selff. .and

..departe alle togider toward Humbre, to attende there

upon our shippes of Hull as your waughters, for the suretie

of you all. 1514 Wolskv in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 89 It

appereth that 7 prises and oone wafterof the Island flete be

lately taken by 2 shippes of I.ethe. 1524 — ibid. VI. 276

Considring what tract of lyme it shalbe, bifore waghters may

be put in redynes and sent from hens for your conduytyng.

a 1548 HallC7:«;»., Hen.VlIl, 212 b, Commaundement was

geuen to the Haberdashers, .that they should prepare a

barge.. with a wafter and a foyst garnished with banners.

c 1595 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. IV. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.)

58 Shee was a man of war and a wafter either to theire

Byskin fleet of fishermen for Newfoundlande or bounde to

meet theire Indian fleet now comminge home. 16.J R.

Whitbourne Neiv/bundland 53 These ships thus sent to

guard their [sc. the Hollanders'] Fleets, which are called



WAFTER.
Wafters, doe continually breede many fit seruiceable Sea-
men. 1613 Mclros Papers (Abbotif. Club) II. 489 The lyke
charge being execute aganis the captaines of the waughtaris
at Abirdeene. 1670 J. Smith Eng. Improv. Revived in. 2^7
There were about 20 Wafters, as they call'd them, which
were Ships carrying about 30 Guns a piece, being the Con-
voys of the Fleet of Busses.

2. The commander of a convoying vessel.

148a Pat. Roll -21 Edw. IV m. 1 (1802) 326 Certi conduc-
tores sive waftores {printed wastores] piscatorum Reg' in

partibus Norn" et SufT'. 1513 T. Howard in Lett, -y Papers
War France (1897) 163, I shall, .send all the vitellers there
forth to Hampton warde and with them Antony Poynes,
Wisman and Draper for wafters. 1599 HakluytFoj'. II. 1.75
The reuerend lord great master. .sent vessels called brigan-
tines, for to cause the wafters of the sea to come into Rhodes
for the keeping and fortifying of the towne. Ibid. 76 The lord
master seeing that the Turkes hoste drew neere, and that he
had the most part of the wafters within the towne, he caused
generall musters of men of armes to be made. 1622 R.
Hawkins Voy. S. Sea iv. 9 The Vice-admirall, and other
Wafters [printed Wasters] that should be the Shepheards to
guard and keepe their flocke,. .were.. the Men who made
most hast to die from the Wolfe.

Waiter (wo/fbi), sb* [f. Waft k.i + -eu i.]

One who wafts.

1619 Fletcher Mad Ltrver iv. i. Song, Charon o Charon
Thou wafter of the soules to blisse or bane.

t Wa'fter, v. 1 Obs. rare. In 5 waftyr. [f.

the root of Wave v. Perh. immediately f. a sb.

*wafler, formed with suffix as in laughter. Cf.
Wafture.] intr. To wave.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 273 When be bestys bat droghen be

cart seen hys mantell waftyr wyth be wynde.

tWafter, v? Obs. rare- 1
. [(. Wafter sb.i]

trans. To convoy (a vessel) : = Waft v.l 1.

1615-6 Privy Council Reg. 7 Feb. (MS.), The eastern
counties petitioned ' for two of H. M. small shippes to wafter
and defend them from the said pirattes '.

Wafter : see Waftube.
[Wafter, error for Waster foil, singlestick.
The error originated with Meyrick .4 «<. A rmour (1824) II.

144. The word occurs in a quot. of 1455 ; it was not a mere
misprint, for Meyrick attempts an etymological explanation
from the verb waft. Hence in recent Diets.]

Wafting (wcrftirj), vbl. sb. [-ing 1.]

1. The action of Waft v.l • esp. f the action of
convoying or of transporting by sea (obs.).

1559 Gresham in Burgon Life (1839) I. 263 [He recom-
mends that Queen Elizabeth should send] three or four of her
best ships of war that are out, for the sure waifting of this
munition and armour. 1577 Harrison England 11. xiii.
87b/! in Holinshed, [He) employed them [sc. his ships]
whollye to the waftyng in and out of our marchauntes. J651
Jer. Taylor Holy Dying iii. § 4 (1676) 74 So I have seen
the rays of the Sun or Moon dash upon a brazen vessel. .;
but being turned back and sent off with its smooth pretences
or rougher waftings, it wandred about the room. 1667 Mil-
ton P. L. xii. 435 A death like sleep, A gentle wafting to
immortal Life.

2. Something wafted or carried by the wind.
1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard 178 And the wild north

winds of the winter's day Bring keen fresh waftings from, the
far-off seas.

Wafting,///, a. [-mo 2.] That wafts.
1869 Jean Ingklow Tired x, She spread her wafting wings,

The ship—and weighed her anchor to depart. 1895 Mere-
dith Amazing Marr. xxxiii, The countess was not so much
a persuasive lady as she was, in her breath and gaze, a
sweeping and a wafting power.

Wafture (wa-ftiuj). In 7 wafter. [f. WaftI and vA + -ure. Cf. clefture, raisure ; with the
spelling wafttr cf.jointerTor jointure.
It seems most probable that Rowe was right in regarding

wafter in the former edd. of Shaks. Jul. C. as intended for
wafture. There is, however, a possibility that -.uafter is a
word of Shakspere's native dialect, related to Wafter vb. to
wave (Myrc a 1450). Since the publication of Rowe's ed. of
bhaks., wafture. of which no earlier examples are known,
has been somewhat common in literary use.]

1. a. The action or an act of waving (the hand
or something held in the hand).
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 246 You answer'd not, but with

»n angry wafter led. Reave 1709 and later edd. wafture] of
your hand, Gaue signe to me to leaue you. 174a Young Nt.
Th. 11. 54s Caught by the wafture of a golden lure. 178a
to. Blower Geo. Bateman I. 52 ' Go !

' cried she, with an
indignant wafture of her hand. 1875 G. Macdonald Mai.MM II v. 73 A few mysterious waftures of the hand of his
lord set him trembling.

b. The waving (of a wing or wings).
790 H. Boyd Sheplierds ofLebanon 1. Poetical Reg. (1812)

VII. 127 The northern Eagle rous'd, and shook his plumes
lremendous: at the wafture of his wings The clouds dis-
perst. ,845 F. W. Faber Rosary, etc. 62 With a murmuring,
bolt as the wafture ofa stockdove's wing. 1878 C. Stanford
zymb. Uirist viu. 222 Light as the wafture of an insect's
wing, that motion might have been.
C The waving or undulation (of a garment).

1880 A. Smith Summer in Siye 209 How we would.. note
the wafture of your garments I

2. The action of wafting (Waft vA) ; propulsion
by air or current.

\v
7
f?

J ' Hr*y>'*TAerou * Aspasio xii. II. 204 Where the
Wafture [of the bloodl is to be speedy, the Channels either
lorbear to wind in their Course, or to lessen in their Dimen-

~w\ 1
*' I'

AMD £"" S"- "• ",''<<-*«,The Senile Thames,wnith landed me, in the wafture of a placid wave or two,
somewhere at the foot of Lambeth palace. 184a Sir H.
lAYLoRi-ViW, theFairm. i, The wind. .Descended with
a wafture and a swoop.
3. Something wafted or carried by the breeze.
1817 ftaciw. Mag. I. 72 What waftures of incense are fill-
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I Ing the air ! 1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 197 Gratification
seemed to breathe in every wafture of the new-mown

I fragrance.

Wafty (wcrfti), a. [f. Wapt^.1 and vA + -Y.]

1 1. (See quot.) Obs.
i6n Cotgr., Vapide, wafiie, or wafted; that sends vp an

ill fume, that yeelds a stinking vapor.

2. Of the wind : That wafts a perfume.
1863 Dorell Autumn Mood Poet. Wks. 1875 II. 333 Oh,

old old Minstrelsy, oh, wafty winds of Romaunt, Blow me
your harps !

Waful(l(e, obs. forms of Woeful a.

Wag (wreg), sb\ Also 6 wagg(e. [f. Wag v.]

1. An act of wagging (the tail, hand, tongue, etc.).

1589 Lodge Scilla's Met. Bj, When first with [printed
which] fingers wagge he gan to still them. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev, v. iv, Amo. You become the simper, well,
ladie. Mer. And the wag, better. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
Introd., There was. .more, .sympathy in the wag of old
Trusty's tail, than if [etc.]. 1848 Dickens Dombey xi, With
..a scarcely perceptible wag cf his head. 1870 E. H.
Pemfier Trag. Lesbosm. 63 One wag of thy fool's tongue at
her or me, And by the head of Hecate, thou diest ! 1885 R.
Buchanan Annan Water'viii, But recognising her, he gave
a faint wag of the tail and sank down again to doze. 1891
Field 28 Nov. 835/1 The most silent of us are apt to let our
tongues wag, or to listen complacently to the wag of others.

b. Power or disposition to wag.
1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xiii. 127 The old house-dog

crawled towards him, with no wag in his tail. 1881 Century
Mag. XXIII. 932/2 [They] stroked hisfthedead ass's] long
ears out of which the wag had gone forever.

f2. To hold (a person) wag: to keep at bay,
defy. Obs.
C1540 J. Heywood Wit <y Folly (Percy Soc.) 12, I say,

nay !—and wyll so envey, That I wyll hold ye wagga nother
way. 1606 Warner .4/l\ Eng. xvr.cvii. 415 But who against
that Ages Mars first Edward might hold-out? Yet twice
this Lewlin held him wag.

Wag (wrcg), sb.% Also 6-7 wagg(e. [Prob. f.

Wag v.

Possibly (as suggested by Wedgwood) a shortening of
Wagualter, applied playfully to a child or to a joker. But
it may have originated from the verb in other ways.]

f 1. A mischievous boy (often as a mothers term
of endearment to a baby boy) ; in wider applica-
tion, a youth, young man, a * fellow ', ' chap'. Obs.
«iS53 Udall Royster D. ir. iv. (Arb.) 38, I will rather

haue my cote twentie times swinged, Than on the naughtie
wag not to be auenged. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 177
For euerie trifle leaue ianting thy nag, but rather make
lackey of Jack boie thy wag. 1584 Lvlv Sappho v. ii. 55
[Venus says to Cupid :] Vnhappy wag, what hast thou done?
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 27 Mothers wagge, pretie
boy. Fathers sorrow, fathers ioy. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
1. b. 66 But I prythee sweet Wag, shall there be Gallowes
standing in England when thou art King? 1601 B. Jonson
Poetaster jv. iii, But if Cypris once recouer The wag ; it

shall behoue her to looke better to him. 1607 Heywood
Fair Maid Exch. H 4, Thou maist.. Learne to entice the
affable yong wagge. 1672 Marvell Reh. Trausp. 1. 87 Nor
was he let down till the Master had planted a Grove of
Birch in his back-side, for the Terrour..of all Waggs that
divulge the Secrets of Priscian.

2. * Any one ludicrously mischievous ; a merry
droll ' (J.) ; a habitual joker. (In early use often
combined with sense 1.) Phrase, to play the wag.
1584 R. Scot Discozi. Witchcr. xiii. xxiii. 324 How to rap

a wag vpon the knuckles, c 1585 Fair Em 1. iii. 59 The
little boy hath played the wagg with you, 1591 Lyly
Endym. 111. iii, Heere commeth two wagges. Enter Dares
and Samiris. 1604 Breton Grimellos Fort. (Grosart) 9/2
Hauing wit enough, vpon a litle warning, to plaie the wagge
in the right vaine. 16x1 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb v. i, Just.
Go to, go to, you have a merry meaning, I have found you
sir ifaith, you are a wag, away. 1635 Life Long Meg of
Westminster 37 The little boy, that was a wag, thought to
be merry with the miller. 1640 in nth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. vn. ioo Some wagg or other hath sett over
the parliament doore pray remember the judges as if they
had been too long forgotten. 1744 M. Bishop Life 156 We
were daily playing the Wag, and as jocular as ever Men
were all the time we stayed there. 1745 Joe Millers Jests
61 The same Wagg. .said, Taylors were like Woodcocks,
for they got their Sustenance by their long Bills. 1779
Mirror No. 23 P 3 He took in succession the degrees of a
wag, a pickle, and a lad of mettle. 1787 Mme. D'Arblay
Diary June, Colonel Goldsworthy is the wag professed of
their community. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 21 The inns
of Spain are divided by wags into many classes—the bad,
the worse, and the worst. 1849 W. Irving Goldsmith i. 29
One Kelley, a notorious wag. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xix. IV. 358 Some wag cried out, * Burn it; burn it;' and
this bad pun., was received with shouts of laughter.

3. To play {the) wag\ to play truant, slang.
1851-61 Mayhew Loud. Labour III. 87 Used by school-

masters for the correction of boys who neglect their tasks,
or play the wag. Ibid. 197 They often persuaded me to
' hop the wag,' that is, play truant from school. 1889
Jerome Three Men in Boat xvii. 284 A boy, when he plays
the wag from schooL 1900' H. Lawson ' Over Sliprails 154
Oh ! why will you run away from home, Will, and play the
wag, and steal, and get us all into such trouble?

Wag (wseg), v. Inflected wagged, wagging.
Forms : 3-7 wagge, 4, 6 wage, 6-S wagg, 4-
wag. [ME. wagge-n

t
f. root of OE. wagtan (ME.

waje-n) to oscillate, shake : see Waw v.
The verb may be regarded as an iterative or emphatic

form of warian Waw p., which is often nearly synonymous;
it was used; e. g., of a loose tooth, and (ME.) in the proverb
4 c. Parallel formations from the same root are ON. vagga
wk. fern., cradle (Sw. vagga, Du. vugge), (M)Sw. vagga to
rock a cradle, early rnod.G. -ry^^«(mod.HG. dial, wacken)
to waver, totter. Cf. Waggle v.)

WAG.
I. Intransitive uses.

1. To be in motion or activity ; to stir, move.
Now colhq. (chiefly in negative context), to stir,

move one's limbs.
aizzsAncr. R. 374 pis wrastlunge is ful bitter to monie

bet beoo ful uor5 i3e weie touward heouene; for be ;et fon-
dunges..wagge5 o5er hwules. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xxx.
226 Vnethes may I wag, man, for wery in youre stabill
Whils I set my stag, man. c 1480 Henryson Test. Cress.
196 Ane home he [sc. Mars] blew..Quhilk all this warld
with weir has maid to wag. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in
Palsgr. 939 To brawle or to wage, branslcr. 158a Fetmer-
STONE Dial. agst. Dancing A 4 b, The wofull wayling of the
widowe doeth not once make him [the rich man] wagge.
1585 — tr. Calvin on Acts \. 4. 6 Warlike discipline requireth
this, that no man wagge, vnlesse hee be commaunded by
the captaine. 1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales 52 [He] did feele
a thing by happe, Within her wombe to wagge, and beat
against her brest. 1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 289 Binde
them fast to their chaires that they shall not wagge. 1631
[Mabbe] Celestina xix. 189 Our unfortunate Master is falne
from the ladder, and neither speakes nor wagges. 1636
Featly Clavis Myst. xxiii. 297 Driven to fly with her heavie
burden with which she is scarce able to wag. 1650 T.
B[ayley] Worcester'sApoph. Ep. Rdr. 2 Some. .field-Chap-
lains.. envying that a loyall pen should wagge, where they
[etc.]. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxiv. 91 Which gave
us such an alarum, as not daring scarce to wag we got out
againwith all secrecy. 1692 R. L'Estrange Josephus

%
Antiq.

vi. v. (1733) 138 The miserable Distress of their Condition
drew Tears and Pity wherever they came, but not a Creature
durst so much as wag to help them, i860 Whyte Melville
Market Harb. xii, I've a hack here at Welford.. . He's short
of work, poor devil 1 and could hardly wag coming up the
hill,

t 2. To totter, stagger, be in danger of falling.
C1340 Noutmale fSkeat) 166 M[an] stiduth vp-on hyse,

W[oman] waggi[t]h [Fr. ercule; error forcroule] and falluth
lowe. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 61 pe wal wagged and
clef and al he worlde quaued. £1440 Gesta Rom. (Harl.
MS.) no pey [sc. two beasts] gnowe at the Rote of the tree
..to throwe it downe, in so muche that the wrecchid man
felte it wagge. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xvii. 238 And
thenne they stode wagyng and scateryng [1529 stakerynge],
pontyng, blowynge and bledynge.

3. To oscillate, shake, or sway alternately in

opposite directions, as something working on a
pivot, fitting loosely in a socket, or the like. Of a
boat or ship : To rock.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vni. 31 J?e wynde and be water
and (>e bote waggynge Maketh be man many a tyme to
falle and to stonde. f 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 119 Yet
saugh I neuere, by my fader kyn, How that the hopur
wagges til and fra. c 1394 /'. /'/. Crede 226 His chyn wib
a chol lolledc.bat all wagged his flesh as a quyk mire.
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvii. xlv. (Bodl. MS.) luce
berof hette wib vynegre mstene[b] te( e battwaggen. c 1440
Promp. Patiu 513/1 Waggon', or waveron', or stere be hyt
selfe as a thynge hangynge, vacillo. c 1520 Skelton
Magnyf. 1821, I sawe a wethercocke wagge with the
wynde! a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 147 Syd
gounis mycht have bene sein wantonly wag from the one
wall to the other. 1640 Wilkins New Planet v. (1707) 196
It could not wag with the least kind of Declination. 1654
Whitei.ocke Swed. Ambassy (1772) II. 371 Mar. She
wagges! she wagges !..My lord, uppon my life the ship did
wag; I saw her move. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s. v.

Tunnel, There should be a Stick . . to keep up the Head and
Tail [of a stalking horse), which last should be at some dis-

tance from the Body, that it may wag in moving, 1818
Scott Rob Roy xviii, Better a finger aff as aye wagging.

fb. Of leaves, corn, reeds, etc. : To waver,
shake. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. vii. (1495) 607 A rede
..wagyth wyth the wynde. C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8968
As Ievis wagges with the wynde. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. lx,

Bot blawe wynd, blawe, ..That sum twig may wag, and
male hir to wake. 1568 Grafton Chron. I. 7 The little

boye espying the bush to wag,, .imagined that there lay
some wilde beast. 1658 tr. Porta 's Nat. Magic iv. i. 113
Binde [the Vines]., with strings or thongs, that they may be
surely stayed from wagging up and down. 1663 Patrick
Parab. Pilgrim xxxvi. (1687) 457 If a leaf wagged, it was
by the sweet breath of those Musicians which sate among
the branches, a i vxz Lisle Husb, (1757) 243 No grass of
any other kind did wag.
Proverbial phrase. 1596 J.

Melvill Auiob. t\ Diary
(Wodrow Soc.) 362 The King .. lyked of nan that wald
nocht wag as the bus [= bush] waggit.

+ C. fig. To waver, vacillate. Obs.
1387 '1 kkvisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 321 Robard, waggynge

as a reed, assented anon. 1566 Duaht Horace, Sat. 1. 1. A v,

Thy mynde it waues and wagges.

t d. To dangle on the gallows, be hanged. Obs.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 111. xvii. (1869)144 It is be

hand bat maketh the feet to wagge [Fr. baiter] and be eres
to be kitte. 1547 Boorde Bret: Health § 151 Let them be.
wareof wagging in the Galowes. 15. . A pore Help 256 in

Haztitt E. P.P. (1866) 261 Your happe may be to wagge
Upon a wodden nagge.

4. Of a limb, the head or tail, etc : To be moved
briskly from side to side.

1484 Caxton Fables of SEsop 111. xvii, [The ape said to

the fox] What auaylleth to the soo long a taylle, hit doth
but wagge. 1601 Holland Pliny tx. x. I. 241 The Tro-

glodites have among them certaine Tortoises, with broad
homes like the pegges in a Lute or Harpe, and the same
will wagge and stirre so, as in swimming they helpe them*

selves therewith. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 290 Why I will

fight with him vppon this Theme Vntill my eiefids will no
longer wag. 1693 Humours Tozvn 92 Their Elbows wag
faster than their Tongues. 1830 Scorr Demonot. \. 15 A
humourist, who planted himself. . with his eyes riveted on the

..bronze lion that graces the front of Northumberland-house

.., and having attracted the attention of those who looked

at him by muttering ' By Heaven it wags !
' [etc.L
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b. Of the tongue, f lips : To move briskly in

animated talk: often with an implication of foolish

or indiscreet speech.

1590 Tarlion's Newes Purgat. 24 When her tung could

not wag™e, she heaued her hands aboue water, 1599 H.

Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. iii, For the solemne Addresse,

two Lips wagging, and neuer a wise word. 1604 Breton
Crimellos Fort. (Grosart) 13/x Being one that loued to

heare a tongue wagge, either her owne, her Gossips, her

Maides, or her Pyes. 1828 Scott /'". M. Perth ii,
l Daugh-

ter,' said Simon, 'your tongue wags too freely.' 1863 Geo.
Ki.iot Romola x, Boys whose tongues were used to wag in

concert at the most brutal street games. 1883 Frances M.
Peard Contract, xxvii, I know you will be careful not to

set tongues wagging.

c. Proverb.
[13..: see Waw 7'.] <r 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eug.

(1893) 138 It is a common proverbe, it is mery in hall when
beardes wagges all. 156a J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr*
(1S67) 129. 1573-80 Tt'SSER Husb. (1S78) 126. IS97 SlIAKS.

2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 37. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 170.

d. To sway the body from side to side
;
(of a

dog) to walk with a swaying movement,
1726 Garretson Sch. Manners 36 Run not hastily in the

street, nor go too slowly: wag not to and fro, nor use any
antick or wanton posture either of thy head, hands, feet or

body. 1868 Julia Kavanacii Dora xxi. They all left the

inn. ., Eva as usual clinging to Dora's side, and Fido wag-
ging slowly behind her,

f 5. To move about from place to place ; to

wander. Also, to drift (in water). Obs.

C1325 Poem Times Edw. 11 190 in Pol. Songs (1839) 332
He wole wagge aboute the cloistre and kepen hise fet dene
in house. 1382 Wyclif Job xxxviii. 41 Who inaketh redi

to the crowe his mete, whan his briddis crie to God, hider

and thidar waggende [Vulg. vagantes\. c 1400 Destr. Troy
13542 Thus I skope fro the skathe with skyrme of my
hondes, And with wawes of the water wagget to bonke.

c 1555 Harpsfikld Divorce Hen. I'llI (Camden) 251 The
head thus being above, the body beneath in water, wagging
and removing to and fro.

f 6. To move, budgefrom a place. Obs.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5875 Thei myght onethes a-wey
wagge With siluer and gold. 1585 Fetnerstonic tr. Calvin
on Acts xvi. 27. 402 Though his bands wer loosed, he did
not once wag from his place. 1589 Puttenham Engl. Pocsie

in. xix. (Arb.) 240 It is said by manner of a prouerbiall

speach that he who findes himselfe well should not wagge.
1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 9 As many [beesj as are

stricken, within an hour after, will not be able to wag out

of the place. 1666 Glanvil Consid. Witches (1667) 20 The
separated souls of the wicked.. cannot possibly wag from
the place of their confinement. 1675 Wvcherlev Country.

Wife iv. iv, Mrs. Pin. Sir go we'l follow you. Sfiar. I will

not wag without you. 1715 HsARNg Collect. (O.H. S.) V.

133, I cannot wag out of Oxford till the Term is ended.

1730 Fielding Rape upon Rape Hi. xi, I'll not wag without
you.

7. To go, depart, be off. Now colloq.

1594 Lyly Mother Bombie II, i. 58 But let mee bee wag.
ging. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. I, iii. 7 Discard (bully Her-
cules) casheere ; let them wag; trot, trot. 1599 — Much
Ado v. i. 16 If such a one will smile and stroke his beard,

And sorrow, wragge [read Bid sorrow wagge], crie hem,
when he should grone. 1601 W. Percy Cuckqueanes fy

Cuckolds Errants iv. i. (Roxb.) 47 My gentleman, let him
wagge, whither he pleasej m the name of Jehoua. 1653

A. Ross Hist. World 11. iv. 64 He [Heliogabalus], .never

would wag any where without 60 Chariots. 1779 Cowper
Yearly Distr. 50 Come, neighbours, we must wag.

b. Totravel or make one's way ; to
i \o%along i

.

lit. and fig. »

1684 Bunyan Pilgr. if, 183 They made a pretty good shift

to wagg along. 1798 J. Jeffersom Let. to Boucher 23 Feb.
(MS.), People in Hampshire not only wag the head or hand,
. .but they wag out, when they take a walk.— It always puts
me in mind of a Duck. 1840 Longf. Sp. Stud. 111. vi, Thus
I wag through the world, half the time on foot, and the

other half walking. 1903 McNeill Egregious Engl. 28 So
he wagged along and helped to build up the commercial
greatness and probity and honour of his country.

C. In proverbial phrases with * the world ' as

subject. How the world wags : how affairs are

going. To let the world wag (as it will) : to

regard the course of events with unconcern. (For
other expressions analogous to these, see the quots.)

a 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 90 In flattryng fables men
fynde but lyttyl fayth : But movcatur terra, let the world
wag. 1538 Latimer Let. to Croimvell Serm. & Rem (1845)

396 By this bill inclosed your lordship can perceive some-
thing, how the world doth wag with Warwick college. 1550
Crowley Epigr. 361 Let the worlde wagge, we must neades
haue drynke. 1575 Gascoigne Gtasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II.

63, I warrant thee wee two will live howe soever the world
wagge. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 23 Thus may we see

(quoth he) how the world wagges. 1611 Cotgr. s.v, Gaitere,

Vogue la gal/ere, let the world wag, slide, goe how it will

;

let goe a Gods name. 1637 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 73
Solomons sluggard,, .who foldeth his hands together, and
letteth the world wag as it will. 1700 T. Brown Amusem.
Ser. .y Com. 130 Let us then go and see how the World
wags in the City Circle. 1702 Secret Mercury 2-9 Sept. 2/1,

I retir'd to my Lodgings and let the World wagg for that
Night. 1790 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life % Writ. (1832)

II. 105 Let the world wag as it may. 1791 Mme. D'Ardlay
Diary July, I shall not, I hope, be forgetful, when the

world wags ill, [etc.]. 1823 Scott Queutin D. xxv, ' I will

have a rouze with Dunois,' said Crevecceur, 'wag the world
as it will.' c 1845 C. Bronte Professor \, But you shall hear

..how the world has wagged with me. 1861 Congressional
Globe 18 Feb. 967/3 But I believe the world has wagged
along about the same after as they did before the resolutions

passed. 1877 W. Black Green Past, xlii, Let the world
wag on as it may.

t d. To ' get on ', associate with. Obs,

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiv. 89 }e wantoun
wowaris waggis With thame that hes the cun^e. 1562 J.

Heywood Pro?'. <$ Epigr. (1867) 90, I with ale, and ale with

me wag away.

8. slang. To play truant. Also to wag it. Cf.

Wag sb** 3.

1848 Dickens Domhey xxii, ' My misfortunes all began in

wagging, Sir; but what could I do, exceptin' wag? ' 'Ex-
cepting what?' said Mr. Carker. 'Wag, Sir. Wagging
from school.' ' Do you mean pretending to go there, and
not going?' said Mr. Carker. 'Yes, Sir, that's wagging,
Sir.' 1901 W. S. Walker In the Blood \. 13 They had
' wagged it ' from school, as they termed it, which, .meant
truancy in all its forms.

II. Transitive uses.

f 9. To set in movement, cause to quiver or

oscillate ; to shake or stir by force. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvi. 41 And ^anne fondeth
J
e

fende my fruit to destruye, With alle be wyles bat he can
and waggeth )>c rote. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 189
Centauri, as it were an hundred wynde waggers : for bey
wagged wel be wynde faste in hir ridynge. 1387-8 T. Usk
Test. Love 1. Prol. 90 Oner that he had power of strength

to pull vp the spere, that Alisander the noble might neuer
wagge. c 1425 Cast. Perscv. 1943 in Macro Plays 135 (is

worthy, wylde werld, I wagge with a wyt. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (Sommer) 212 Than he began alityll and a lityll to

wagge the ston and to seke the Ioyntures that helde hit.

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) 18 The lefe that

with a lytell wynde is wagged and blowen doune. 1582 N.
Liciikfield tr. Castanheda's Cone/. E. Ind. 1, ix. 25 b, They
adiudged that the gabell [/. e. cable] had bene wagged of

shaken by a kinde of Fish called a Tunnie. 1587 Turberv.
Trag. Tales 14 But how much more the louer made his

mone,. .The more shee sate vnmoued, like the stone, Whom
waues do beat, but wag not from his place. 1609 C. Butler
Fern. Mon. (1634) 51 The Place. .must be kept closeand
quiet ; free from noise and noisome cattel, that may either

wag or wake them. 1612 Selden Iltustr. Drayton's Poly,

olb. i. 16 So great, that many men's vnited strength cannot
remoue it, yet with one finder you may wagge it. a 1677
Barrow Serm. xiv. Wks. 1687 I. 202 A small transient plea-

sure, a tickling the ears, wagging the lungs, forming the

face into a smile [etc.],

f b. To nudge. Obs.

fj77 Langl. P. PL B. xix. 199, I wondred what bat was,

& wagged conscience, And was afered of the ly^te.

10. To brandish (a weapon). Also, to wave
(something) defiantly, as a signal, or to attract

notice. Obs. exc. in jocular use (cf. flag-wagging*).
c 1300 Havelok 89 He was te beste knith at nede, pat

heuere micthe. . wepne wagge, or folc vt lede. 1535 Cover,
dale Isa. x. 24 Be not afrayde for the kinge of the As-
sirians: He shal wagg his staff at the,. .But [etc.]. 1577-

87 Harrison England 11. ix. 181/1 in llotinshcd. The other

..wagging a scroll which he had in his hand before the

iudge. 1596 Stenser F. Q. iv, iv. iS So these two cham-
pions.. in their hands their idle troncheons held, Which
neither able were to wag, or once to weld. 1806 Scott
Health Ld. Melville vii, While there's one Scottish hand
that can wag a claymore, sir.

11. To move (a limb or part of the body attached

by a joint) to and fro, up and down, or from side

to side : usually implying rapid and repeated

movement. + Also, to blink repeatedly with, * bat

'

(the eyes).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1484 As J»ay with wynge vpon
wynde hade waged her fytheres. 1530 Palsgr. 770/1 Do
you nat se hym, he waggeth his hande at you. 154*
Brinklow Lament. (1874) 111 What a blyndnes is it to

thynke my sinnes forgeuen me, when a prest . . hath wagged
two or thre fyngers ouer my head? 1574 Withals* Diet.

67^/2 Pxtus, he that waggeth the eyes. 1594^ Marlowe &
Nashe Dido it. i. 324 Achates, see King Priam wags his

hand, He is aliue, Troy is not ouercome. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guiilemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 3/3 When the patient may
easylye wagge his lower chawe bone. x6xx Cotgr., Gam*
bayer, to wag the legs in sitting, as children vse to do.

i6u Coryat Crudities 229 Thsy wagge their hands vp
and downe very often. 1768 Tucker Ll Hat. I. 11. xxviii,

202 Nothing can be more harmless than wagging your
finger considered in itself, yet if the finger rest against the

trigger of a loaded musket and a man stand just before,

you cannot do a wronger thing, and why? x8oa Southey
Ballad St. Antidins 35 He wayg'd his ears, he twisted his

tail, He knew not for joy what to do. 18^3 Kane Grinnell
E.xp. xxxvi. (1856) 326 IHeJ had to wag his leg half an hour
by the dial.

tramf. 1596 Shaks. A/ercli. V. iv. i. 76 You may as well

forbid the Mountame Pines To wagge their high tops.

b. (Chiefly in negative context, typifying the

minimum of exertion.) To move, stir (a limb,

finger, etc.) Now colloq.

1596 Spenser F.Q. v. i. 22 He found htm selfe, vnwist, so
ill bestad, That limb he could not wag. 1660 F. Brooke
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 181 Travelling on the sands his hoof
will burn and cleave, so as 'tis impossible to get him uag
a foot. 1671 Blagrave Astrol, Tract. Phys. 149 For some
hours she would be as seemingly dead, and could wagg
neither arm or leg. 1697 R. Pierce Bath Mem. 1. vi. 125
He told me (with great joy) that he could wagg one of his

Toes. 1855 Planche tr. C'tess D'Aulnoy's Fairy Tales
(1858) 16 I'll wager, now, that this idle beauty hasn't wagged
one of her ten finders. x86x C. Reade Cloister A> H.\xx\.
(1896) 207 Had it been any but you, believe me I had obeyed
you and not wagged a finger. 1898 F. Harrison Autob.
Mem. (1911) II. xxx. 150, I most positively declined to ask
him or anyone to wag a finger to get me there.

c. To shake (the head) ; to move (the hear!) from
side to side.

a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xxi. 6 \>a\ spake with lippes and
wagid be heued. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xm. 19 'Own!
how!' quab ich bo and myn hefd waggede. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xix. ix. 787 And thenne the quene wagged
her hede vpon sir Launcelot. as though she wold saye slee

hym. a 1513 Faityan Chron. cexxiii. (1533) 147 When
Robert had harde that message to the ende, he wagged hys
hedde, as he that conceyued some doublenesse in thys re-

porte. 1526 Tindale Matt, xxvii. 39 They that passed by
revyled hym, waggynge [Gr. imwin] ther heeddes. 1540
Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. B iv, Why waggest thou thy heed,
as though thou were very angry. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 277 These extreme passions of mynde, .. when Demo-
critus had heard,, .he. .wagged his head too and fro:

wherein he had some meaning, a 16x8 Sylvester Funeral
ELgy Wks. (Grosart) II. 291 O ! Who so constant, but
would grieve and grudge (If not a Chi istian) at th' All-order-

ing Judge ; And wag his head at Heav'n,—weak earthly
worm ! 1813 Scott Guy M. ii, The poor parents were en-
couraged to hope that their bairn, as they expressed it,

'might wag his pow in a pulpit yet.' 1840 Thackeray
Barber Cox June, We were introduced instantly..: the little

lord wagged his head, my wife bowed very low, and so did
Mr. Coddler. 1841 — Gt. Hoggarty Dtam. vii, Tidd at this

looked very knowing; and, as our host sunk off to sleep

again,, .wagged his head at the captain. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola vi, When once a man is obliged to do something
besides wagging his head. 1871 Longf. Wayside Inn 11.

Cobbler ofHagenau^z The cobbler. .wagging his sagacious
head, Unto his kneeling housewife said : [etc.].

d. To move (the tongue, f lips) in animated

speech : esp. with implication of indiscretion or

malignity. Also of the tongue: To utter (words).

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrifpa's Van. Artes lxii. 91 b, They
drawe deepe .sighes from the harte : and wagging their

Hppes doo faigne to saie prayers. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VHI,
1. i. 33 No Discerner Durst wagge his Tcngue in ctnsute.

1657 Trapp Comm. Ps. cix. 2. II. 860 There is nothing more
easie, than to wag a wicked tongue. 1820 Scott Monast.
iv, The faithful Tibb and Dame Klspeth, excellent persons

both, and as thorough gossips as ever wagged a tongue.

1827 — Jrnl. 10 Mar., It is brave to see how he wags his

Scots tongue. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 36 Not
a tongue was wagged in his praise. 1871 Dixon Toxver 111,

xviii, 196 Every one who owed him grudge would eagerly
begin to wag his tongue. 1894 J. Davidson Random Itin.

160 When they spoke, they simply left their mouths ajar, and
allowed their tongues to wag the maimed words of an un-
known dialect.

e. Of an animal : To move (its tail) from side

to side : in dogs usually an indication of pleasure
;

in cats often a sign of anger.

c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xiii, And whan
bei se her maister j.ei wole make hym chere and wag hir

tayles vpon hym. 1545 Elyot Diet., Agere caudam, to

wagge his tayle. 1599 Marston Ant. .y Mel. m. (1602) F 2,

'lis an old horse can neither wighy, nor wagge his taile.

1620 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent C 2, All the Dogges
in the Towne, doe wagge their taiks for ioy. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Auim. # Min. 88 They [sc. lambs] wagge the taile

whilest sucking. 1710 Steele Tat/erNo. 231 F 2 The poor
Cur looked up and wagged his Tail. X774 Goldsm. Hat.
Hist.V. 245 Pozzo. .asserts, that it [a toucan] leaped up and
down, wagged the tail, and cried with a voice resembling

that of a magpie. 1791 Cowpkr Odyss. x. 264 They..Paw'd
them in blandishment, and wagged the tail. 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab. iv, And there.. lay five or six great salmon,.,

wagging their tails, as if they were very much pleastd at

it. 1865 H. Kingsley Hillyars $ Burtons lxii, The dog
came wagging his tail.

+ f. To flap (the wings). Obs.

1496 Cov. Leet Bk. 577 Litell small been, fat al aboute
fleen. They waggen their whyng. 1584 R. Scot Discov.

Witchcr. xi. vil 195 Birds.. in what sort they wag their

wings. 1596 Spenser Hymn Heav. Love 24 Ere flitting

Time could wag his eyas wings About that mightie bound,

f g. To sway (the body) about. Obs,

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 191 After the Eastern
mode they wagg'd their Bodies, bowing their heads [etc.).

III. 12. Combinations : wag-at-the-wall St,

and north., a hanging clock with pendulum and
weights exposed (also attrib.); also, 'a spectre

supposed to haunt the kitchen, .wagging backwards
and forwards before the death of one of the family

'

(Jam.); f wag-feather, a swaggering coxcomb;

f wag-pasty, a mischievous rogue
; f wag-string

= Waghai.ter; wag-tongue, a malicious chat-

terer ; "t*
wag-wanton, a wanton ; f wag-with

[? With sb.'] = Waghalter. Also Waghalteb,
Wag-leg, Wagstart, Wagtail.
1825 Brockett N. C. Words, * Wag-at-the-waw, Wagger,

a cheap wooden German clock. Perhaps from the pendulum
being exposed ; or, provincially, seen wagging against the

wall. 1894 J. Davidson Baptist Lake 82 ' It's neaily half

past four,' said he, looking at a wag-at-the-wall that bung
behind him. 1889 Barrie Windoiu in Thrums xix. When
I entered, the wag-at-the-wa' clock had again possession of

the kitchen. 1611 Cotgr., Cvqueptumet,. .a *wag-feather.

« J5S3 Udall Roystcr D. in. ii. (Arb.) 40 A little *wagpastie,

A deceiuer of folkes, by subtill craft and guile, c 1563 Jack
Jugter (Roxb.) 28 Truelye this wage pastie is either drunken
or mad. 1623 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d*Atf. n. 278

That souldiers boy, who playd the wagge-pasty with his

Masters pasty ; . . opened the lid of the pastie, . . and supt vp

all the sinop. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlte Controv. 301 The
boy..bethoughte hym of a knauerye filte for a *wagstring.

rtisgx H. Smith Serm. (1637) 223 [We say,] when we see

a gracelesse boy, Thou wilt prove a wagstnng, if thou Ihe

to be elder. 1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. iv, Oh thouciafty

Wag-sti ins;. 1902 C Headla.m in Macm. Mag. Oct. 466

A chatterljox site is, and worse,— a regular woman "wag-

tongue. 1601 Deacon S: Walker Ausvj. Darel 72 Euery
little childe that playeth "wag-wanton. X604 Bketon
Grimellos Fort. (Grosart) 8/-? Thou wouldest neither carrie

a ring, clawe a backe, pla'ie on both hands, be no wagge-

wanton, with thy mistresse, nor Iudas with thy maister.

x6n J. Davies (Heref.) Panegyr. Verses Coryat's Crudities

13 b, While he most like a * Wag-with Tooke of his Grapes
as much as he could wag.with.

"Wagadash, Wagan; see Wacadash, Wagox.



WAGAND. 11 WAGE.

f Wagand, var. vagand, pr. pple. of Vague Se,

Obs. ; also as sb. a vagrant.

1614 in J. Davidson Inverurie (1878) 196 Giff ony towne's

peopill beis found wagand on the gaitt after the hour of ten, the

person fund wagand sail be poyndt as if they wer wagands.

Wage (wflds), sb. Forms: 4 Se, vag, 4 Sc, 6

wag, 6 waige, wayge, pt. wagies, Sc. vaig(e,

vage, 6-7 wadge, 4- wage. [a. AF., OF.
(north-eastern) wage (AL. tvagium) — Central

OF. guage, gage (mod.F. gage), Prov. gages, It.

gaggio :—popular L. *wadiuw, of Teut. origin :

see Wed sb,]

fl. A pledge or security; = Gage j^.1 1. Phr.

to hold, lay in ivage. Obs,

[1183 Pipe Roll 29 Hen, II (1911) 61 Henricus dec* de
Wallebi debet .v. m. quia renuit dare wagium et plegium
justiciariis.] 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (i8ro) 139 He sesed
fiue casteis, & held bam In his wage, c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints
xli. {Agnes) 400 Here-of in vitnesyng remanis ay be forsad

ryng one be fyngire of bat ymag of vad of weding m-to vag.

1513 Douglas sEneis v. iv. 132 Or thai thar land sul los or
vassalage Thai had far levir lay thar lyf in wage. 1530
Palsgr. 286/1 Wage or pledge, gaige. 1590 Spfnser F. Q.
1. iv. 33 Hut th 1

Elfin knight, which ought that warlike wage,
Disdamd to loose the meed he wonne in fray,

fb. A challenge or engagement to fight. In
full, wage of battle. Cf. Gage sb. 1 2, Obs.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8476 So it was seyde to the Em-

perourc.How ffight was taken hem be-twene, And no man
myjthere ire a«swage And thei hadde 5euen to-gedur wage.
1523 Bkrners Froiss. I. ccxvii. 113 And ye same season
ther was a wage of batel before the french king, betwene two
noble and expert knightes.

2. A payment to a person for service rendered.

Formerly used widely, e.g. for the salary or fee

paid to persons of official or professional status.

Now (exc. in rhetorical language) restricted to

mean : The amount paid periodically, esp. by the

day or week or month, for the labour or service of

a workman or servant.
Commonly in pi. (after F. gages). The sing, is now either

dial, or has a rhetorical flavour; but it has sometimes a
special convenience with reference to a particular instance or
amount (see e.g. quot. 1776 in a).

a. sing, (For living wage see Living vbl. sb. 7.)

13. . Coer de L. 4264 Ther was non so lytyl page, That ne
hadde to hys wage. Off gold and sylvyr [etc.]. 1338 R.
likUNNK Chron. (1810) 319 Ilk man bou reft his wage, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 513/1 Wage, or byre, stipendium

y
satan'um.

1510 Set. Cases Star Chamb. (Selden Soc.) 1 1. 73 Lewed &
evyll disposed persons . . to whom . . the scid Priour gave wage
vjd by the day. 15*1 World <$• Child (facs.) Aiij, Whan I

was seuen yere of age I was sent to the worlde to take wage
And this seuen yere I haue ben his page. 1621 Sclater
Qustst. Tythes (1623) F5, Dreames any man hee meant it to
the Lord as a Wage for his Worke. 1776 Adam Smith /K.Ar

.

I. x. I. 177 When masters combine together in order to re-

duce the wages of their workmen, they commonly enter into
a private bond or agreement, not to give more than a certain
wage under a certain penally. 1855 W. G. Clai;k in Cambr,
Fss. 287 Millions of children, .must needs commence their
life of toil in the factory or the field, as soon as their physical
strength enables them to get a day's wage for a day's work,
1877 Morlky Crit. Misc. Ser. ir. 204 The labourers, having
little heart in work for which they had no wage.

b. pi,

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 283 He bat toke 30W }owre tytle
shuttle take ;ow ^owre wages. 1439 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 338/2
Ye seide Lord Talbot, servid the Kynges Fader, .withoute
takyng of any wages. 1444 Ibid. V. 110/2 To arreze the
wages of the Knyghtes of the shires, c 1460 Fortescue Abs.
^Lim.Mon, xv. (1885) 146 It shall not be necessarie, bat the
xij spirituell men off this covnsell haue so gret wages as the
xij temporall men. 1540 Test. Ebor. VI. 107, I will that a
prest synge for my fayther. .and he to have for his wadges
vij markes in the yere. 1588 Kyd Househ. Phitos. Wks.
(1901) 265 Gyuing euery one hys sallary or day wages. 1642

J. M[arsh] Argt.couc. Militia 17 By the Law it is enacted,
that no Knight Citizen or Burges, absent himself under the
paine of the losse of their wages. 1776 Adam Smith
W, H. 1. viii. {inil.) I. 78 The produce of labour constitutes
the natural recompence or wages of labour. 1809 Kendall
Trav. I. xv. 169 A member would be thought not to earn
what are called his wages. These wages amount to two
dollars per diem. 1829 Caklyi .e ?>*/.in Froude £//£(i88z)
II. 83 Thus we have private individuals whose wages are
ecmal to the wages of seven or eight thousand other indi-
viduals. 187a Raymond Mines 282 Wages are still low, $1
per day and board.

U The pi. was formerly often construed as sing.
1388 [see 2 e]. 1539 in A bstr. Protocols Town Clerks Glas.

fow (1897) IV. 118 Everilkane tohaif ane lyik waigis. 15s 1

Lobinson tr. More's Utopia n. ix. (1895) 302 Theire dayly
wages is so lytle that it will not suffice for the same daye.
1611 Sclater Quxst. Tytlus Introd. (1623) B i, How easie
is it to answer, that Tythes was that inheritance, and Tythes
is this wages. 1679 L. Addison 1st St. Mahumedismi$ As
for his wages, it amounted to so little, that it would not do
him much service. 1731-9TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. Notes
on Pref. (1822) 321 As their wages is supposed to be low,
their masters find them in tools to work with.

to. spec. The pay of a soldier. Chieflyplural.
To take wages: to enlist, take service {with or
under a commander). Obs.
'338 R. BrunneCA/wMiSio) 163 A hundreth knyghtes mo
.« hue hundreth o fote, to whilk I sal le pay Ilk day ber

wages. 1436 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 499/1 Wages of Werre for
[he said Soudeours. c 1440 Generydcs 2441 With the Sowdon

Vu take no waSe*. c "489 Caxton Sonncs 0/ Aymon ix.
ai6 He..wende that it had ben straunge knyghtes that were
come vnto hym to take wages. 1535 Covkrdale i Mace. hi.
28 Kynge Antiochus.. opened his treasury, and gaue his
hoost a yeares wagies in hondc 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 250b, They also, which.. take wages under them in

this war. 1631 Horbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 181 The Wages,
due to them that hold the publique Sword.

f d. Phr. At wage, under wages, at or of (a

person's) wage or wages, in (a person's) wages : in

the pay or service of another. To put out of
wages: to discharge, cashier. Obs.

? a 1400 MorteArth. 302, I salle the fortbire. . Fifty thow.
sande mene, ..Of my wage for to wende, wbare so the lykes.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 38 The Soudan may lede out of
Egipt mo than 20000 Men of Armes. ..And alle tho ben at
his Wages. 1420 Waterton in Ryroer Ftvdera (1709) IX.
883 To come ovyr to zowe at zour Wage, Armyd and Arayde,
as langys to thaire Kstate to do zowe Service, c 1470 Henry
Wallace v. 909 Xxx 1? with him off nobill men at wage. 1534
Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.Ut.v.(i^j) no And fynally,

. .yeentre newely into the wages of the worlde. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Apoph, 187 When he espyed one of the souldiers.

.

Irymmyng a strop or loope to seite on his darte, he putte
out of wages, and discharged of his roume. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VI, 83 b, Many of the Britons, .submitted
tbemselues to the lorde regent . . whom he gentely accepted
and put them in wages. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia
11. viii. (1895) 253 For them, whomewyth they be in wayges,
they fyghte hardelye, fyerslye, and faytbefullye. 1553
Brende Q. Curlius P i, The Greakes y* were in Darius
wagies. 1594 J. Mklvill Atttob, fy Diary (Wodrow Soc.)

318 The King, with companies of horsmen and futtmen under
wages. 1665 Mani.ey Grotius' Low C. Warres 73 A mutiny
for want of pay: which was an unavoydable evill in tho^e
parts, though in wages under a most wealthy King.

e. fig. Reward, recompense.
13.. Gaiu. fy Gr. Knt. 396 t>at bou schalseche me bi-self..

& foch be such wages As bou deles me to day. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xxii. {Laurence) 139 Fere mare Ioyful wktorag
bu sal resawe syne to bi wag. 1388 Wyclik Rom. vi. 22 The
wagis [1382 hyris] of synne is detli. c 1400 Laud Troy Ilk.

3S86 Ne were that je come in message, Veleyns dethe schulde
be ^oure wage. 1513 Douglas /E?teis xn. xii. 175 Na for

small wagis thai debait and stryfe, liut apouu Turnus blude
schedding and lyfe. 1549 Coverdalb Erasm. Par. 1 Pet.
i. 3-9 They yl serue the world goe about to haue rewardes
yt are transitory & wage that isslyppery. 1605 Shaks. Lear
v. iii. 303 All Friends shall Taste the wages of their vertue.
a 1770 Jortin Serm. (1787) I. vi. 122 Yet we may shew the
same temper . . by loving our religion and liberties better than
the waqes of slavery and iniquity. 1864 Swinburne Atalanta
2205 The gods give thee fair wage and dues of death. 1915
A. Smellik Lift up your Heart \. 31 He, our Kinsman and
Redeemer.. bears no relationship to sin any more. He has
shaken off its wage and tyranny.

*b3. A payment for the use or possession of pro-

perty. Obs. rare,

1447 Bokenam Seyntys, Marg. 232 If she be bonde and
vndyr seruage :. . Hyr lord wyl I yene rybt good wage And
to my paramour hyr vndyrfonge. 156a in Strype Ann. Re/.
xxvii. (1709) 286 The said incumbents paying to the owners,
by the wage of a yearly pension, the yearly rent of all such
impropriations. 159a West 1st Ft. Symbol. 1. § 25 Letting
and hyring . . is a Contract by consent of the making or vsing
of some thing for a certeine rent, hier or wage. i6z8Gaule
Pract. Theories (1629) 183 How grossely doth hee [jr. Judas]
vndervalue him in this sale, and wage, and rate?

4. atlrib. and Comb, (usually in sing., wage-), a.

simple attrib., as wage-labour, -rate, -slave,

-slavery, -work, -worker; h, objective, as wage-
earner, -earning ybl. sb. and ppl. adj., -paying,

-winner', f wages-taking ppl. adj. ; also \ wages-
fellow, contemptuously, one who receives wages ;

wages-fund Pol. Econ. (also wage-fund), that part

of the total capital of a community which is

available for paying wages ; wages-man Austral.)

a man who works for wages; wage(s-sheet, the list

of wages paid by an employer of labour.
1885 Manch. Exam, 20 Feb. 5/1 Trade will always fluctu-

ate, "wage-earners will always suffer as a consequence. 1865
Sat. Rev. 12 Aug. 203 The *wages*earning and beef-eating
qualities of the Briton. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Oct. 7/2
To turn their young children into wage-earning machines.
190a Edin. Rev. Oct. 402 Education, .may do much to., raise

the power of wage-earning. 1641 Hrome *Joviall Creiu iv.

i. (1652) 13 b, That she should sleight me, and run away with
a *wages-fellow, that is but a petty Cleark and a Serving-
man. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. n. xi. § 1. I. 402 There is un-
fortunately no mode of expressing by one familiar term, the

aggregate of what may be called the *wages-fund of a
country. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. 11. viii. 241 The remark
has frequently been made that thecapital of the country pro-

vides its wage-fund. This wage-fund is distributed amongst
the whole wage-receiving population, and, therefore, the

average of each individual's wages cannot increase unless

either the number of those who receive wages is diminished,
or the wage-fund, which, in other words, may be described
as the capital of the country, is increased. 1871 Kingsley
At Last xvi, Those who cultivate some scrap of ground, or
follow somepetty occupation, which prevents their depending
entirely on *wage-labour. 1888 ' R. Boldrewood * Robbery
under Arms xxvi, They took up a claim. . . Then they got a
*wages-man to help them, and all four used to work like

niggers. 1890 — Miner's Right iii. 23 One would think I

was a wagesman, the way you three coves bpsses it over me.
1868 Ruskin Time <v Tide (1872) 7 This principle of regular
*wage-paying. 1898 Edin. Rev. Apr. 278 "Wage-rates are.,

the chief cause of trade disputes. 1903 Daily Chron. 9 July
4/4 The cotton spinners. .had to diminish their output and
the *wage-sheet. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 Nov. jo/i Mr.
Farrell quoted figures from his wages-sheet to prove that
ability and competence., have to be paid for. 1886 Mallock
Old Order Changes II. 29 The hands, as you call them, the
poor jaded underfed *wage-slaves. 1903 Dubl, Rev. Oct.

243 The attitude taken up by the Pope . . in regard to •wage-
slavery. 155a Huloet, *Wages takyng, stipendiatus. 190a

J. P. Struthers Life <V Lett. (1918) 279 They were the chief

*wage-winners in the house. 1870 Tennyson Coming of
Arthur 417 Dark sayings..echo'd by old folk beside their

fires, Forcomfort after their "wage-work is done. 1888 Bos-
ton (Mass.) Jml. ij July 2/3 Free trade's bitterest foe is the
American *wag<jworker.

Wage (wtfida), v. Inflected waging, waged.
Also 4 wagge, 5-7 wadge {pa. t. wajed), (5 ,5V.

vage), 7 waidge. [ME., a. ONF. wagicr, waigier
(Central OF. guagier, mod. ¥. gager: see Gage
v.):—popular L. type *wadiare, f. *wadium Wage
sb.] I. To gat^e, pledge.

+ L trans. To deposit or give as a pledge or

security. Also with down. Obs.
C1320 Sir Tristr. ion He waged him aring, Tristram he

batayl toke. 1393 Langl. /'. Fl. C. xix. 2S5 pal .shal delyuei y
ous som day out of be deueles poweie, And bcteie wed for

ous wagen ban alle we beon wort hi. 1458 For/nan's Monumt.
Christ's Hos/>,

t
Abingdon 80 Few folke there were coude

that wey wende, But they waged a wed or payed of her purse.

1565 Cuoi'ER Thesaurus s.v. Ago, Ex sp>onso sine ex spoistt

agcre,. . to sue a man in the action, that is by wagynge downe
of a somme of money, tr 1585 Montgomkrie C/tcrr ie <V Slae
1453 Implaidging and waidging 1'aith twa thair lyves for

myne.

f b. To offer as a gage of battle. Obs.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1368 Therfore sche hath takyn a day,

Certenly, os y yow say, And waged bur glove for to fyght.

f2. jig. To offer (one's oath, etc.) as security

for the fulfilment of a promise, etc.

c 1430 Syr Gencr. (Roxb.) 32G4 His othe be waged rtdilie.

1587 Holding De Momay xxx. (1592) 476 Or, if he serued
not God, how was it possible that the name of God should
be waged by a mortall man, against the glory ofGcd?
t 3. To give pledges or pledge oneself for the

fulfilment of (something
|
romiscd). Obs.

1362 Langl. /'. Fl. A. iv. 87 For he hab waget me a mendes
as wisdam him taubte. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. £026 He sent

out his Mes^anger. .Trewes to a^ke, and trewes to wage.
c 1400 Ywaine $ Caw. 2172, I .'-aid, that i sold find a Knyght
That sold me mayntene m my right, And feght with tham
al tbre, Thus the batayl wajed we.

t b. with obj. a clause. Obs.
1363 Langl. F. PL A. iv. 84 For Icbul wage for wrong he

wul do so no more, c 1400 Ploughman s Talc tSkeat) i2ot!,

I trow ihey do the devell homage In that they weten they
do wrong; And thereto I dare well wage, They serven
Sathan for all her song.

4. spec, in Law. Now only Hist. a. To wage
battle [= AF. gager bataille, Law Latin vadiare
duellum'] : To pledge oneself to judicial combat

:

« Gage v. i c.

1568GRAKTON Chron. II.292 He offered towage hisbattayle
with the sayde Duke in the court of the French king. 1609
Skink Reg. MaJ.,Quon. Attach, xxxi. 82 b, It is statute, that
the defender sail lir^t wage the bat tell, and thereafter swtaie.
a 1625 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 25 Brothers or cosins shall

not wage battell in a writ of right, a 1634 Coke 3rd Inst.
Ixxii. (1648) 158 In a Writ of right, if the tenant wage bat tail
by his Champion. 1768 IJlacksione Comm. III. xxii. 339
When the tenant in a writ of right pleads the general issue,

..and offers to prove it by the body of his champion, . .the

tenant in the first plate must produce his champiuii, who, by
throwing down his glove as a gage or pledge, thus wages or
stipulates battel with the champion of the demandant. 1819
Act 59 Geo. Ill, c. 46 § 2 From and after the passing of this

Act, in any Writ of Right, .the Tenant shall not be received
to wage Battel, nor shall Issue be joined nor Trial be had by
Battel in any Writ of Right.

b. To ivage one's (or the) law (AF. gager la

ley, Law Latin vadiare legem) : (a) to defend an
action by ( wager of law' (see \Vageh sb, 2 5 a.).

H (b) In erroneous popular use: to go to law (cf. 10).
(a) 1455 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 326/2 All ye Iawes aforesaid so

waged and doon. 1456 Paston Lett. I. 407 Gunnore hath
waged his lawe of that be haade his day to wage it of, &c.
1523 Act 14 <y 15 Hen. VIII, c. 1 § 1 In which sutc.the
Defendaunt or Defendauntes shall nat be admytted to
wage ther Lawe. 1531 tr. St. German's Doctor <V Stud. 1.

xviii. 42 Yf the defendaunte wage his lawe in an accyon of
dette broughte vpon a trewe dette. 1579 Expos. Terms
Law 138 b, Ley gager. Wager of lawe, is when an action
is brought agaynst one without especialtye shewed or other
matter of recorde, . .then the defendaunt may wage his lawe,
that is to say, sweare vppon a booke, and ceitnine persons
with him, that he oweth nothing to the plaintife [etc.], 1611
Cotgr., Fenir a la toy

y
to be receiued, or admitted, vnto

the waging of his Law. 1716 W. Hawkins Pleas Croivn
n. x. (1726) 61 The Defendant shall not be suffered to wage
bis Law in any such Action. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

xxii. 345 It is only in actions of debt upon simple contract,
or for an amercement in actions of detinue, and of account,
where the debt may have been paid, the goods restored, or
the account ballanced, without any evidence of either ; it is

only in these actions, 1 say, that the defendant is admitted
to wage his law : so that wager of law lieth not, when [etc.].

1824 Barnewall & Cresswell Cases K. B. II. 538 marg.,
Where, in debt on simple contract, the defendant waged his

law, the Court refused to assign the number ofcompurgators
with whom he should come to perfect his law.

(b) 2529 in Mary^A- E. Wood Lett. Roy. $ Illusir. Ladies
(1846) II. 51 If so be there be no way.. to obtain it, but

only by the common law.. I am in that poverty I am not

able to wage any law with him. 1538 Starkev Engla/ui

(1878) 117 Oft-tymys the vmust cause preuaylytb, in so

much as the one party ys not perauentur so abul as the

other to wage hys law. 1548 Cranmeu Catech. 62 And in

case that at the lenght we haue sentence on our side, yet.

.

we shal, for the most parte, spende more mony in waginge of

the law, than we shall gayne by the sentence. 1579 Hakk
Newes out of Powlcs (1873) B ij, Or else to worke their

neighbors woe, by waging sutes at Lawe. x6aa Mabbe tr.

AlematCs Guzman d'Atf. U. 325, I wanted money to be

able to draw out my thread to it's length, and to wage Law
with them. 1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. v. 1, I am not able

to wage Law with htm, Vet must maintaine the thing, as

my ownc right.
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WAGE. 12 WAGER.

t e. To wage deliverance : Gage v. i b. Obs.

1607 Cowel Interpr. s, v. Gage, To wage deliuerance,that
is, to giue securitie that a thing shall be deltuered. 1656
Blount Glossogr. s.v. Wage.
5. To put to hazard, venture or risk the loss of.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 2967, I salle wage for that wye alle

that 1 welde. he 1630 Webster App. $ Virg. m. i. (1654) 25
If you will needs wage eminence and state, chuse out a
weaker opposite. 1825 Scott Talism. ix, Therefore have you
me, and many better Scottishmen, making war against the
infidels under your banners. . .If their numbers are now few,

it is because their lives have been freely waged and wasted.

fb. refl. To throw oneself on the mercy of

another. Obs.
(-1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) 1. xv. 11 Ther nys leon

ne cruel leonesse soo fyers . . that theyr malyce attempren .

.

newyL.totho that lowely wyl them seluen wage with meke
herte.

t 6. esp. To agree to forfeit in some contingency

;

to stake, wager, bet. Obs.

1483 Caxton G, de la Tour xviii.b vj, Lete laye a wager,
that whiche wyf of vs thre that obeyeth best her husbond..
that he wynne the wager: wherupon theywaged a jewele. 1598
R.Wrag xwIlakluytsVoy. (1599)11.1.309 And holding them
[the wives and children of their poor tenants] in such slauery

as though they had beene no better then dogges, would wage
them against a grayhound or spaniell. 1607 Topsell Four./.

Beasts 69 The Indians, .make no small reckoning of these

beastes (. .their. .Oxen), for they..wil runne a race as fast

as any horse :. .waging both Gold andSiluer vpon their heads,

1633 Ford Lovers Sacrif 1. ii, I dare Wage a thousand
Ducats not a man in France Out-rides Rose'dli. 1637 1!.

Jonsom Sad Shcp/u n. i, They shall rin after yee, and wage
the odds, Upo' their owne deceived sights, yee' are her !

C1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeley's (1883) II. 386 And hee..

being confident shee went with a son, offered to wage with

her ten pound to thirty pound, that soe it was. 1674 C/t. fy

Court ofRome 10 Our Author, .wages his reputation in the

case, 1704 N. N. ir.Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. II. 222

That famous Timotheus Graecus, who having^ waged his

Heard about the Dispute of a Syllable with Francisco Filelfo,

upon the loss of the Wager very willingly submitted to have
it cut off. 1719 D'Urkev Pills II. 60 I'd wage a hundred
thousand Pounds. 1742 Fielding y. Andrews in. xii, If I

walked alone,.. I would wage a shilling that the pedestrian

outstripped the equestrian travellers.

f II. 7. To engage or employ for wages ; to hire :

a. for military service. Obs.

^1330 R. Brunne Chroti. Wace (Rolls) 3172 [Brenne] waged
souders. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xxi. 258 If bei wage men
to werre, bei write hem in noumbre. la 1400 Morte Arth,

333 And I salle wagge to that were of wyrchipfulle knyghtes,

. .Twa thosande in tale. 1432-50 tr. I/igden, Harl. Contin.

(Rolls) VIII. 478 Fresche men wagede for men that were
sleyne. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (3.T.S.) 148 A man
of armes that is wagit with a lord for all the^ere. 1563 Mirr.
Mag., Ld. Rivers liv, For hys defende great store of men I

waged, Doubtyng the stormes which at such tymes betyde.

1596 \joi)Gv.lVtts Misery 86 TheTurke . . hath alwaies in prest

for the war 130 thousand Timariste [sic] (who are waged by
lands which the Turke hath giuen them..) he hath beside

them 14 thousand Ianisaries, and 36 thousand Spaies, con-

tinually waged by mony. 1599 Hayward 1st Pt. Life Hen.
IVt 68 Assoneasthe Duke was come into Brittaine he waged
certaine souldiours, and presently departed to Calice. 1623

Bingham Xenophon 1 As for the Grecians, he waged them
as secretly as he could, to the intent to take his Brother al-

together vnprouided. 1652-63 Heylyn Cosmogr. iv. (1682)

63 He wageth mercenary Souldiers of other Nations,

fig. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 40 Till at the last I seem'd his

Follower, not Partner; and He wadg'd me with his Counten-
ance, as if I had bin Mercenary.

+ b. gen. Obs.

1465 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 88 If my servauntis faile I

had lever wage some other man, for a jorny or a season,
thanne my mater should be on sped. 1468 Sir J. Paston in

P. Lett. II. 327, I have wagyd for to helpe yow and Daw-
beney to kepe the place at Castr, iiij wel assuryd and trew
men. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 98
He . . waged Zenophantus to enflame and enrage his courage
with the furious notes of Battail. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. Sf

Commoniv. (1633) 234 Mahumetan princes, .to secure their

estates doe never trust their home-bred subjects, but wage
strangers and slaves, unto whose fidelity they commit their

persons. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod, 497 Such things
which a man is waged or hired to keepe.

fo. To bribe. Obs.

1461 Rolls of Parlt. V. 478/1 Convened with the same
Scotts, procuryng, desiring and wagyng theym to enter.

1549 Latimer 3rd Serin, bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 88 Thei wil be
waged by the rich, eyther to geue sentence agaynste the
poore, or to put of the poore mannes causes. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 348 b, The cleargy of Maidenburgc.had
waged him with great rewards and promesses. 1563-87 Foxe
A. $ M. (1596) 44/1 Neither could the darke night serue
them to that purpose, nor anie intreatie nor waging them
with mon'te, which were appointed for watchmen. 1587
Golding De Mornay xxv. 442 As though Cyrus had l>ene

bent of set purpose to verifie the Prophesic, or as though
hee had bene waged by the Prophet. 1603 Florio Mon-
taigne 1. xxv. 73 The judgement of a man that is waged and
bought, a 1800 Pegge Suppl. Grose, Wag'd, hired, bribed :

They wag'd him to do it. North.

t d. intr. To make an agreement for wages. Obs.

1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 497 He waged with Iakob to

keepe his sheep.

f 8. trans. To put out to hire. Obs. rare"1
.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. vii. 18 Thou . . must wage Thy workes

for wealth, and life for gold engage.

9. To pay wages to. Now rare or Obs.

1393 Langl. P PI. C. v. 192 And ich dar legge my lyf that

Loue wol lene the suluer, To wage thyne, and help wynne
that tbow wilnest after, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 590 Take a

thausande pounde of Frankis fyne, To wage wyth the pepul

newe. 14.. Customs ofMaiton in Engl. Misc. (Surtees) 59

Also in pley of lande and als wele wagyd os be fore. 1460

Capgrave Chrcn. (Rolls) 300 Thei were receyved by the duke

of Burgundi fu! worchipfully, and waged sufficiently. 1525;

Berkkrs Froiss. II.lxi.[lxiv.]79b,ThekyngeofAragonsware
and sealed, .to sende vnto hym as moche money as sholde

wage fyue hundreth speres. 1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V.

288, I will that a prest be wadgyd to pray for the helth ofmy
saulL.and to have yerely for his wadges eight marces.

1533-4 Aci 25 ^£"' yfff' c- 21 § 6 The charges ofobteynyng
the seid licences, .and in conductyngofcurroursand wagyng
solicitours, .have be grevous and excessive, c 1550 R.
Bieston Bayte Fortune A iiij b, Who wageth the seruaunt,

who paieth the souldeour. 1551 Latimer Serm. Lines, v.

(1562) 102 At oure tyme, phisike is a remedy prepared only
for riche folkes, not for poore : for the poore man is not able

to wage the phisicion. 1565 J. Hall Crt. Vertue 138 The
laboryng man would for his payn, Be wagde with double
hyre, Or els would loyter, and not worke At any mans desyre.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 726 Knowing histreasurie at home
to be so voyde and faynt, that it was not able long to wage
his Soldiours. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nic/tolay's Voy. m.
xxii. 112 b, Besides that which is giuen vnto them of almes,
they are waged either publikely, or of som in particular.

1640 Sir T. Stafford in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1888)

IV. 158 There proposition of requiringe 4000!' monthlie to

wadge there Army. 1823 Scott Qucntht D. v, It is an art

this French King of ours has found out, . . to wage his soldiers

out of other men s purses. 1833 I. D'Israeli in New Monthly
Mag. XXXVTI, 203 The master dresses and wages highly
his pampered train.

fb. Ironically, to reward (for evil). Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Troy Bk. 111. 2419 Withhisswerd. .boru} be

brest, & some poru^ be side He percid hab, and waited hem
for euere. Ibid. 3362 To whom Hector bad he shulde goon
To be furies depe doun in belle, ..And bus whan he was
wagid for his mede, Anon his brober. .Swiche sorwe made.,
pat pite was for to sen and here,

t c. To pay wages for. Obs*
1638 Hevwood Wise Woman 11. i, When I receive thee

gladly to mine house And wage thy stay, thou shalt have
Graciana,

TI d. absol. (Jig.) ? To bring reward.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 416 My lorde be lombe. .Corounde

me queue in blysse to brede, In lenghe of dayez pat euer
schal wage.

III. 10. To carry on (war, a contest).

Developed from sense 3: cf. 4 a.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 255 To vage bataill

in lissis. ., that is to say in barrens. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf (W.
de W. 1531) 95 b, How bytter, sharpe, and fearfull is the

conflicte to wage batayle & fyght with pryde. 1609 Daniel
Civ. Wars 11. cxvii.62 Then hadst not thou, deare Countrie,

com'n to wage Warre with thy selfe. 1631 Gouge God's
Arrows v. § 6. 415 [They] waged many battels valiantly and
victoriously. 1667 Milton P. L. I. 121 To wage by force or

guile eternal Warr. 1697 Prior A Satire 118 He should be
kept from waging War with Words. 1738 Wesley Ps, lvi. i,

My Foes continual Battles wage, a 1770 Jortin Serm. (1771)

II. 44 It does not follow that Christians may not wage war
against their Enemies. 1791 Cowit.r Iliad xvn. 576 Thou,
therefore, the tesplendent reins receive, .while I, dismount-
ing, wage the fight. 1799 Coleridge Ode to Duchess Devon-
shire 33 And some, perchance, might wage an equal strife.

1826 J. F. Cooper Last ofMohicans xiii, I had thought the

Delawares a pacific people,. .and that they never waged
war in person. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iv, That lady's

mother.. resided with the couple and waged perpetua] war
with Daniel. 1845-6 Trench HulseanLect. Ser. 1. viiL 128

Those, .conflicts, which the Church, .must one day wage
with those forms of untruth. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. I. 633 As they had been levied for the purpose of waging
war on an infidel nation, they bore on their flag, .the Paschal

lamb. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxxxii, I wage not any feud

with Death For changes wrought on form and face. 1861

Buckle Civiliz. II. iii. 232 How idle, then, is that warfare

which reformers are too apt to wage. 1874 Gkeen Short
Hist. ii. § 7. 95 In his old age he waged his bitterest war
against his son. 1887 Bowen Virg, A£ncidvi. 828 Ah ! what
battles the twain must wage, what legions array.

H transf {nonce-use), a 1648 Ess. on Death in Bacon's
Rattaints (1648) 12, 1 ..could wish that like peace to all those

with whom I wage love.

b. To contend for (a cause), rare*

1839-52 Bailey Fesius 65 In Thy name we shall O'ercome,
for we will only wage the right.

f C. intr. in various nonce-uses: To struggle,

contend against ; to struggle through difficulties

;

to contend in rivalry. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 212 No, rather I abiure all roofes,

and chuse To wage against the enmity oth'ayre. 1608 —
Per. iv. ii. 34 The commoditie wages not with the daunger.
1656 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 558 My troubles are many,
yet,. I indifferently wage through them. 1690 Child Disc.

Trade (1698) 187 If there were no others towage with us, we
might, .make our own Markets; but as the case now stands,

that all the World are striving to engross all the Trade they
can [etc.].

11. trans. To wield (a weapon, etc.). rare.

1836 Lctt.fr. Madras (1843) J 7 M f - Kenrick was mounted
on the top of the hay, waging a water-pipe in full play. 1865
Sir J. K. James Tasso"s Jerus. Delh. x. Ixix. I, 321 Pagans
become, and for our kingdom wage 'Gainst impious Godfred,
your avenging swords.

Wage, obs. form of Wedge.
t Wageable, a. Obs. [f. Wage v. + -able.]

That may be hired for military service, mercenary.
1614 Ralegh Hist. World v. ii. § 8. 416 The Gessates,

Nations about Rhodanus, wageable as the Switzers in these
times .

Waged (w^id^d), ppl. a. [f. Wage v. + -edV]
Hired for wages

; paid by wages, f Of soldiers :

Mercenary (obs.).

c 1440 Engl. Conq. trel. (1896) 23 We come not into this
londe as wagid men. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11, ix. 193 So weel
wagid bischopis. 1462 J. Paston in P. Lett. II. 121, I may
get leve for to send nonof my wagyd men home ageyn.
1535 Coverdale Jer. xlvt. 21 Hir wagied souldyers that be
with her, are like fat calues. 1579 Moysie Mem. AJfairs

Scot. (Bannatyne Club) 21 For the quhilk effect theare

wer iijc waidged men teane vp vpone the Kingis expensse.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 123/2 Let us mark
..that we may be watchfull to fight against Sathan, and
his waged men. 1590 Barrow & Greenwood in Confer. 46
You stand a waged Minister vnder them. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 11. 92 Florence mac Carty.. refused to give his son for

pledge, lest bis waged souldiers should cast him out of his

Countrey. 1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxxv, Wouldst thou aid

the enemy of the lord under whose banner thou servest,

against his waged soldiers? 1870 Daily Ne^vs 18 June, The
continued want of employment among those who live by
waged labour.

fb. In bad sense : Bribed. Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. 290 Y« leud babblers

which do let out to hier the seruice of their waged tonge.

Wagedom. [f. Wage sb. + -dom.] The eco-

nomic system under which wage-earners live.

1885 Daily Chron. 7 Sept. (Casselfj, By the substitution of

industrial partnership in place of wagedom. x886 W. Donis-
thorpe Basis Individualism 19 Such is the modern system
of wagedom. The wage-receiver gets just enough to keep
himself alive for the use of his employers. 1910 Ditbl. Rev.
Oct. 375 The positive translation of wagedom into partner-

ship.

Wagel, waggel (worgel). dial. Also 7
wagell, 9 waggle. [Perh. Cornish.] A name for

the Black-backed Gull, Lams marinus, in its im-

mature state, when the plumage is mottled grey

and white ; formerly supposed to be a distinct

species.

a 1672 Willughbv Omith. 111. ii. § 3 (1676) 266 Wagell
Comubiensium, .'.The great gray Gull. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl., Waggel. 1785 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birdslll.

n. 375 Wagel Gull. 1825 Shaw Gen. Zool. XIII. 187 Great
Black-backed Gull {Larus Marinus).. \Vage\ Gull. 1843
Jaroine Birds Gt. Brit. iv. 299 Larus marinus, Linn.. .Great

Black-backed Gull of British authors.— (L. nsevius, the

Wagel, young). 1880 W. Cormvall Gloss., Wagel, a grey
gull. 1893-4 Northumb. Gloss., Waggle-gull, the young of

the greater black-backed gull Larus Marinus, L.

Wageless (w^'d^les), a. [f. Wage sb. + -less.]

1 1. That does not pay a wage or recompense.
1615 [see Taxless a.].

2. That does not earn or receive wages. Also
wages/ess (rare). Hence Wa'gelessness.
1828 Lvtton Pelham xlix, Some intrusive, ragamuffin,

wagesless lackey. 1843 Caklyle Past <y Pr. in. xii. (1858)

232 By unwearied, valiant, and were it wageless effort , in my
Parliament, and in my Parish, I would aid (etc.]. 1853 Sur-
tees Sponge's Sp. Tour lxiii. (1893) 335 In came Peter, one
of the wageless footmen, with candles. 1889 Gissing Nether
World II. 18 Employed on piece-work, they might at any
moment find themselves wageless. 19x3 Spectator 14 June
1004/1 It is impossible, .to make up the amount. .after

several weeks of idleness and wagelessness.

t Wageling. Obs. rare. [f. Wage sb. or v. +
-ling.] A hireling.

a 1547 Bale Image Both C/t. xiii. (1550) e viij, These are

the verye false Prophetes,..wolues, wagelynges, Iudasses,.

.

[etc.]. 1570 Levins ,/l/"a«#. 136/32 A \VageYing, mercenarius.

Wagen, obs. form of Wagon.
II Wagenboom (vaYnb^m). S.African. Also

anglicized wag(g)on-boom,andcorruptl> vaboom.
[Du., f. wagen Wagon + boom tree.] (See quots.)

1822 Burchell Trav. S. Afr. 1. 123 We passed some large

tiees of Wagenboom (Protea grandiflora), so called by the

colonists because the wood of it has been found suitable for

making the fellies of waggon-wheels. 1873 Dawson Earth
ff Matt xi. 258 Cone-like fiuits belonging to the Proteacea;

(..wagenbooms, etc.). 1880 A. H. Swinton Insect Variety

267 The.. Eocene flora.. as evidenced by the London Clay
drift beds, .shows fruits of. .Australian banksias, silver-trees,

wagonbooms. 1897 Du Toit Rhodesia 126 This region

cannot be unhealthy, for the 'sugar-bosch ' and 'waggon-
boom ' grow everywhere. 1907 Sim Forests Cape Colony 59
[Used for tanning :] The bark and leaves ofvarious Proteacese

(Sugarbushes, Kreupelbooms, Vabooms, and Amandel).

t Wager, sbX Sc. Obs. In 4-6 wageour,
vageour, 6 waeger, waigeour, vager. [f. Wage
sb. + -ER l (spelt -our after words from AF.).
While the known instances are exclusively Sc, the sur-

name Wager {' Ricardus le Wager ' c 1275 in Shropsh. A rch.

I. 126J suggests that the word may at one time have been

current in the south.]

A mercenary soldier.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 48 And off tresour so stuffit is he,

That he may vageowris haf plente. c 1420 Wvntoun Cron.

iv. 679 Thre hundyr thousande he had by Oft* wageouiis

armyt al at richt, "1456 Sir G. Havf Law Arms (S. T. S.)

87 In the samyn cas, say I of a knycht that is wageour till

a king or a lorde. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 755 Thai wage-

ours sone he put to confusion. 1513 Douglas Mneis xi.

Prol. 71 Gif thou be aganist God, ..Than art thou wageour

onto Lucifer. 1532 Extracts Aberd. Reg.{\%^) I. 144 'l*he

furnesing of certane waegeris to conuoy our souerane lordis

artail?ery. 1558 Ibid. 309 To furneis vageiis extranearis

to the nummer of ane hundreytht men. 1596 Dalrymtle
tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 273 The men of weir

waigeours, quhom he commandes to bring thegret gums.

b. attrib. quasi-flrf/. Mercenary, bribed.

1567 Gude <r Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 182 Thocht wageour

Freiris faine wald He, The treuth will furth.

Wager (w^-d.^j), sb.~ Forms : 4-5 waiour
(=wajour), 5 wayoure, 5-6 -wageour (5 -or,

-oure, -wagour, 7 wadger, 8 waiger), 5- wager.

[a. AF. wageure (=F. gageure), f. wager Wage
vJ1 : see -URE. In the legal use 5, prob. in origin

a distinct word, f. Wage v. + -er 4
; one of the

technical nouns of action framed by lawyers in the

i6thc. in imitation of Law French infinitives used



WAGER.

subst. ; the spelling wageour in quot. 1533, how-

ever, shows that it was already confused with the

ordinary word,]

I. + 1. A solemn pledge or undertaking. Obs.

1306 Exec. SirS. Fraser in Pol. Songs (1839) 218 A wajour

he made, so hit wes y-told, Ys heved of to smhyte 3ef me
him brohte in hold wat so bytyde.

2. Something (esp. a sum of money) laid down
and hazarded on the issue of an uncertain event ; a

stake. Now rare exc. in phr. to lay, win, lose a

wager.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Syune 5596 A waiour dar y wyth
50W ley, pat y shal haue some gode at hym. c 1440 Promp.
Pari'. 513/2 Wayoure, vadium^ vadtmonium. c 1440 "Jacob's

Well 192 For a waiour I schal gon & askyn almes of Perys
tollere, ..be waiour was leyde. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 227 in

Babees Bk. 306 Ne waiour non with hym bou lay. a 1533
Berners Huon liii. 180 As for the wager that I sholde wyn
thetby, I am content to releseit quyte. 1596 Shaks. Taw.
Shr. v. ii. 69 Hort. Content, what's the wager? Luc.
Twentie crownes. 1617 Morvson /tin. lit. 78 They never

play at Dice, seldome at Cardes, and that for small wagers.

1682 O. Heywood Diaries (iS&i) II. 295 Several Lords laid

wagers which could out swear one another, 1691 Luttrell
Brief Pel. (1857) II.207 They being grown so bold and
insolent as to offer wagers that Cork will be out of our pos-

session by the last of May. 170a Lond. Posty-g Sept. 2/1

Great Wagers are laid in this City, that Cadix is already in

our Hands. 1722 N. Blundei l Diary (1895) 191, I layed

a Waiger, and Mr. Jo. Poole held the stakes. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 6 P n By this performance, she won her wager.

1817 Selwyn Law Nisi Prists (ed. 4) II. 1296 It may be
proper to state in what cases an action will lie for enforcing

the payment of a .wager. 1817 Byron Beppo xxvii, Most
men.. Will back their own opinions with a wager. 1840
Barham Ittgol. Leg., Black Mous<]uctalre 284 The Captains
and Majors Began to lay wagers How far the Ghost part

of the story was true. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes \\, There
was a fire last night, there are two to-night, and you may
lay an even wager there will be at least one, to-morrow.
1851-61 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 116, I won the match,
and beat the dog by four minutes. The wager was five

shillings, which I had. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb.
vii. (1878) 118 He would go down the underground stair..

for the wager of a guinea.

t b. The prize to be won in a contest. Obs.
c 1450 Brut ccxl'tv. 378 For our archers. . schet bat day for

a wager. 1513 Douglas SEneis v. Prol. 10 At the begyu-
ning, thewageouris by and by, And the rewardis, in myddis
of the field Befoir thair ene war sett. 1546 Lancley tr.

Pol. Verg. de Invent. 11. ix, 53 At the other ende was the
wager sette, that they ranne for. 1576 Turberv. Venerte

246 He that giveth most Cotes or most turnes winneth the
wager. 1609 Dekker Cuts llorue-bk. vii. 36 And let any
hooke draw you either to a Fencers supper, or to a Players
that acts such a part for a wager. 1667PEPYS Diary 14 Apr.,

There the girls did run for wagers over the bowling-green.

fig. a 1548 Hall Chron., lien. VI, 167 For Kyng Henry
..and Richard duke of Yorkc.wresteled for the game, and
strove for the wager.

3. An agreement or contract under which each
of the parties promises to give money or its equi-

valent to the other according to the issue of an
uncertain event ; a betting transaction.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII. 7 Certayn noble men
made a wager to runne at the rynge. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1. xiv. (1912) 93 Love and mischeefe having made
a wager, which should have most power in me. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. iv. vii. 156 (1604 Qo.) Wee'Ie make a solemne wager
on your cunnings, 161 1 — Cymb. 1. iv. 181, I will fetch my
Gold, and haue our two Wagers recorded. 1641 Evelyn
Diary 4 Oct., One who, upon divers greate wagers, went to
and fro betweene that Otty and Antwerp on foote. 1725
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 301 Wagers were very
rife among us, who should come first to the shore of Pata-
gonia. 1761 Burrow Cases K. B. (1766) II. 1171 There are
many Conveniences from allowing valued Policies: But
where they are used merely as a Cover to a Wager, they
would be considered as an Evasion, 1778 Miss Burney
Evelina (1791) II. 118 He was interrupted bya call from the
company to discuss the affair of the wager. 1828 Scott F.
M. Perth xvii, I could venture to accept your wager, my lord,

..but there is no time for foolery. 1876 Rogers Pol. Econ.
i. 9 If one man makes a wager with another, the occurrence
of the event on which the wager depends, does involve loss
and gain.

f D. An equal, even wager, an even chance. Obs.
1638 Chii.lingw. Reltg. Prot. 1. iv. § 57. 224 It were an

even wager there were none such ! 1706 Hearne Collect.

25 Mar. (O. H.S.) I. 209 But 'tis an even Wager whether
his Book proves himself or me a schismatick. 1742 Hoyle
W/u'st xviii. 84 It being an equal Wager that your Partner
has a better Card in that Suit, than the last Player.

t C. To lie upon the wager : to be at stake. Obs.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 12 Full fast she fled, ne euer

lookt behind, As if her life vpon the wager lay.

d. An act of putting to hazard, a risk.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 220 Nothingcould be
more natural than that, for the very smallest chance of re-
covering the three kingdoms, .he should be willing to stake
what was not his own, the honour of the French arms. .[ctc.J.
To a French statesman such a wager might well appear in
a different light.

e. A contest for a prize.
1615 Makkiiam Country Contentm. 1. vii. 102 If you will

prepare him [a greyhound) for match and wadger. 1834
John Bull 27 July 238/3 Putney Regatta... Twelve pairs
of sculls were entered to compete for the prize (a purse
of 20 sovereigns). It was what would be termed In the
aquatic circles, a double-sculled wager, viz., two pairs in
each boat.

4. Something on the issue of which bets are or
may be laid ; the subject of a bet or bets.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. vii. (1913) 193 Their ruine was

th« wager of the others contention, 1625 K. Long tr. Bar-

13

clay's Argents v. xvii. 391 But what, thinks she, if they cast

Lots for mee, as for a trivial or base wager? 1678 Temple
Let. to Hyde Wks. 1731 II. 474, I would be glad likewise

to know your Conjectures there, whether France will come to

the Peace or no, without refusing any longer to evacuate the

Towns, which is the present Wager current at Amsterdam.

1865 E. Burritt Walk Land's End iv. 124 Every man and

boy of these colored laborers was working as at a wager.

II. 5. Law (now Hist.). The action of Wage
v. (4 a, b).

a. Wager of law : an offer to make oath of

innocence or non-indebtedness, to be supported by

the onths of eleven compurgators, b. Wager of

battle : a challenge by a defendant to decide his

guilt or innocence by single combat.

a. 1521-2 lr. Act 13 Hen. VIII, c. 2 (1621) 73 The partie

or parties defendants shall haue none essoine, protection, ne

law wa-er. 1533 More Dcbc11. Salem II. xv. 33 Lyke as

in the wageour of a lawe, they shall not swere that the de-

fendaunt oweth not the money, but that they byleue that

he swereth treuth. 1536 lr. Act 28 Hen. Vlll, c. 5 (1621)

102 Wherein no wager of law, essoine ne protection shall

lye. 1628 Coke On Lift. § 514. 293 b, The like oath shall

bee made in an Attaint and in battaile, and in wager of

Law [Litt. en Battaile $ en ley gagcr}. 1696 Ventris Re-

ports (1701) 261 In this case the Court overruled the Wager
of Law. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xxii. 341 A sixth

species of trial is by wager of law, vadiatio tegi's. 1833 Act

3^-4 Will. IV, c. 42 § 13 And be it further enacted, That

no Wager of Law shall be hereafter allowed.

incorrect use. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. 1S08 VI. 142

In this part, his defence will not be made by argument, but

by wager of law.

b. a 1625 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) The Table, Wager of

battell shall not be by Cosins in a writ of right. 1716 W.
Hawkins Picas Crown 11. xlv. (1726) 427 He may counter-

plead the Wager of Battel. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

xxii. 337 The trial by wager of battel. 1819 Act 59 Geo. III.

c. 46 {title) An Act to abolish Appeals of Murder, Treason,

Felony or other Offences, and Wager of Battel.

trans/. 1824 Miss Mitfoko Village I. 150 Having ac-

cepted the wager of battle, our champion began forthwith

to collect his forces. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1875) III.

xi. 5 When Harold and William met face to face in the

great wager of battle.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., in sense 'done for a

wager*, as wager-fight', -shooting, -smoking ; also

wager-boat, a light racing sculling-boat used in

contests between single scullers ; wager-cup, a

'cup' offered as a prize in a contest; f wager-
hall, ?the hall of the imaginary guild of betting

men; wager-insurance = wager-policy, f wager-
office, a place for recording wagers; wager-
policy, an insurance-policy partaking of the natuie

of a wager.
1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury ix. (1886) 29 [He]

began talking about the sweet *wager-boat which his friend

..had bought at Searle's. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. i, It

was an amateur sculler.. in so light a boat that the Rogue
remarked :

' A little less on you, and you'd a'most ha' been
a Wagerbut.' 1878 W. J. Cripps Old Engl. Plate x. 292
The well-known cups, sometimes called ' "wager cups ', in

the form of a woman holding a smaller cup over her head
with outstretched arms, 1826 Hor. Smith Tor Hill II. 2S3

The *wager-fight between the English and Italians was to

be a combat of three and three in succession. 1691 Drvden
K. ArtIt. Prol. 31 Belts.. [are] grown a common Trade for

all, And Actions, by the News-Book, Rise and Kail ; Wits,

Cheats, and Fops, are free of "Wager-Hall. 1824 Beneckk
Mar. Insur. 142 The statute 19 Geo. II. c. 37, by which
*wager insurances have been declared illegal. 1722 De Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 54 One Stewart, .kept a *wager-ofnce and
insurance. 1761 Burrow Cases K. B. (1766) II. 1171 A va-

lued Policy is not to be considered as a *Wager Policy.

1787 J. A. Park Law Marine Insur. 294 Of Wager-Po-
licies. 1913 M. Roherts Salt of Sea vi. 166 They'll pay
premiums reckless and regardless 'ow Lloyd's runs rates up
on 'em rapid when they starts wager policies on 'er. 1892

Greener Breech-Loader 235 The ' Red House 'at Battersea

was.. the favourite metropolitan resort for "wager shooting

Wager (w?i*d:$3j), *M rare. [f. Wage v. 1 +

-Eli 1
.
J One who wages (war).

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. v. § 46. 481 But the wiser
amongst them vnwilling to bee wagers of new warres..
denied his request.

Wager (w^-d^si), v. [f. Wager sb.'1]
•j* 1. intr. To contend for a prize. Obs.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apoc. 42 None shall bee crowned
sauing he that wagereth lawfully.

2. trans. To stake or hazard (something of

value) on the issue of an uncertain event or on
some question to be decided, to bet.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 182 Whereat, L.wager'd with
him Peeces of Gold, 'gainst this, which then he wore Vpon
his honour'd finger, to attaine In suite the place of 's bed,
and winne this Ring By hers, and mine Adultery, a 1626
Bacon Apophth. Wks. 1879 L 326 He would wager twenty
shillings with him upon that. 1674 Govt. Tongue xi. 201
He that will lay those [his truth and reputation] to stake
upon every flying story, may as well wager his estate which
way the wind will sit next morning. 1800 Wordsw. Brothers
283 I'd wager house and field That, if he is alive, he has it

yet. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xvii, I will wager a hundred
merks with you, that [etc.]. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi.

II. 137 Everything dear to nations was wagered on both
sides. 1887 Guntek Mr. Barnes x\\. 85 The stake he plays
for is not generally wagered on the tables of the Casino.

b. fig. To offer (one's head, etc.) as a pledge,

guarantee, or forfeit.

1635 Shirley Coronation 1. (1640) B 4 b, I beg the honor,
for Eubulus cause To be ingag'd, if any for Macarius,
Worthy to wager heart with mine, accept it. a 1704 T.

WAGGER.
Brown Two Ox/. Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 3, I'll wager my
head against thee. 1832 Ht. Martineau Homes Abr. iv.

63 Ellen could give no better reason than that she could

wager her life upon it.

e. To offer to put to the issue of a contest, to

venture.
1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxv, We hold ye as robbers and

traitors, and will wager our bodies against ye in battle,

siege, or otherwise. Ibid, xxxviii, 'That is but brief space,'

answered Rebecca, 'for a stranger, .to find one who will do
battle, wagering life and honour for her cause, against a
knight who is called an approved soldier.'

3. intr. To offer or lay a wager, to make a bet.

1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 135 WeeM. .bring you in fine

together, And wager on your heads. 1605 1). Jonson Vol*

pone iv. i, If I had But one to wager with, I would layodds
now, He tells me instantly. 1722 WoDKOW Corr. (1843) II.

647 It seems certain that an assassination was designed;

and I hear the Jacobites, .were wagering on it some weeks

ago. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xxi, He hath wagered
deeply for a son of Diarmid,

b. Willi clause or inf. : To make a wager, to bet

that . . .

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 12, I durst (my Lord) to wager,

she is honest ; Lay downe my Soule at slake. 1608 — Per.

v. i. 43 We haue a maid in Metiline, I durst wager would
win some words of him. 1667 Leathermore: Advice cone.

Gaming (1668) 8, Lie wager the Box shall have 1500/. of the

Money, and that iS of the 20 persons shall be losers. 1841

Dickens Barn. Pudge ii, I'll wager that your stopping

here to-night would please him better than it would please

me. 1848 G. F. Rlxton in Blackw. Mag. LXIV, 441 One
may safely wager to see a dozen coyotes or prairie wolves

loping round.

II 4. Misused for Wage v. 7. Obs. rare—1
.

1592 Ardcn 0/'Feversham 1. i. 524 Indaunger not your

selfe for such a Churle, But byre some Cutter for to cut him
short, And heer's ten pound to wager them withall.

Hence Wa-gered />//. a. ; "WVgering///. a.

1823 'Jon Bee' Diet. Turf s. v. Wagers, These are

'wagering kiddies'— or fellows who lay quirking bets on
equivocal subjects. 1876 Morris sEnetds xu. 151, I may
not look upon the fight, or see the wagered field. 1902

Wcstm. Gaz. 1 Apr. 6/3 Mr. John Alcock, aged sixty-two,

yesterday walked backwards from Macclesfield market-

place to the Crescent, Buxton, ..15 min. issec. under the

wagered time.

"Wager: see Waggeb ».

Wagerell, variant of Wakf.rell.

Wagerer (w*t*dg«3.i). [f. Wager v. + -eii V]

One vvno wagers or makes or lays wagers.
1660 Ingelo Bcntiv. % {Jr. i. (1682) 166 They made the

wagerers part stakes. 1691 Lutikell Brief R el. (1857) 1 1.

207 The attorny general hath orders to prosecute some of

the late wagerers 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 72. 2/1 We wou'd
..advise the Wagerers to draw Slakes. 1750 H. Waliole
Let. to Mann 1 Sept., When they were going to bleed him,

the wageters for his death interposed, and said it would
affect the fairness of the bet. 1854 SURTEES HandleyCr.
lxxvi. (1901) II. 267 Making a mental bet with himself—for

he was a bit of a wagerer— on the double event of [etc.]. 1890

Harper's Mag. Nov. 866/2 A silent ring of watchers and
wagerers press closely about the table.

b. Marine Insurance. The holder of a wagering

policy.

1712 Mod. Reports I. 70 Surely the law would not put an
insurer non bona fide, or a wagerer, in a better condition

than one that insured bona fide.

Wagering (w^-tl^rirj), vbl. sb. [-IKG 1
.] The

action of the vb. Wager ; an instance of this.

1692 Luttrell BriefRet. (1857) II 473 Sir Henry For-

nace, eminently known for wagering, has laid 500^ to 4oo£
that the seige of Namur by this time is raised. 1697 De
Foe Ess. Projects 171 Wagering, as now practise! by
Polities and Contracts, is become a Branch of Assurances;

it was before more properly a part of Gaming. 1746 Act
19 Geo. II, c. 37 § 1 By introducing a mischievous kind of

Gaming or Wagering, under the Pretence of assuring the

Risque on Shipping, and fair Trade. 1753 Richardson
Grandison (1781)11.160 He. .resolved, to be more cau-

tious in his wageiings than he had hitherto been. 1845

Act 8 T o Viet. § 109 § 18 All Contracts or Agreements,
whether by Parole or in Writing, by way of gaining or

wagering, shall be null and void. 1888 Daily News 15 Sept.

3/4 The feature of the wagering on the Cesarewitch was the

advance of Kenilworth. .to 8 to 1.

b. Comb. : wagering-policy = wager-policy

(see Wager sb.2 6) ; f wagering-post, ?the post

at which bets were made.
1758 Burrow Cases K. B. (1766) I. 492 The Act of 19 G.

2. c. 37 (made, .for Prevention of "wagering Policies). 1696

Lond. Gaz. No. 3215/4 The Horses to be shown at the

*Wagering Post the 3d Wednesday in September.

Wagesless : see Wageless a. 2.

Waget(t, obs. forms of Watchet.
Waggable (wse'gab'l), a. [i. Wag v. + -able.]

That eM te wagged.
1854 H. Strickland Travel Thoughts 12 By unremitting

and persevering agitation of the young caudal shoot, a real

waggable tail may be the result.

Waggadash : see Wacadash.
Wagge, obs. form of Wag, Wage v.1

"Waggel, Waggen: see Wag el, Wagon.

Wagger (wre-gw), sb. [f. Wag v. + -eb IJ

f 1. Chic who agitates or stirs. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (RolU) L 189 And so bat name was

to hem i-schappe Centauri, as it were an hundred wynde

waggers : for bey wagged wel be wynde faste in hir ndynge.

b. One who wags (his head).

1654 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S. H. S.) II.

249 Thes revylers, waggers of their head, mockers, thcives

against Christ on the crosse.



WAGGER.
2. An animal that wags its tail.

1887 Meredith Poet. Wks. (1912) 346 Should they once
deem our emblem Pard Wagger of tail for all save war.
191 1 Max Beerbohm Zuleika Dobson vi. 89 Corker [a bull-
dog] had ever been, .effusively grateful for every word or
pat, an ever-ready wagger and nuzzler.

3. pi. The divining-rod. dial. ? Obs.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. X 3, No one.. could affirm

that there were this or that particular Mine, that owed its
Discovery to hisVVaggers,(for by that Name they then called
them) some Miners told me that by his VVaggers he could
find out a Vein.

t Wagger, V. Obs. In 4-5 wager. [Frequenta-
tive of Wag v. : see -eb«. Cf. Waggle v. ; also
AF. wa(J)crer = sense 1.]

1. intr. To wander, have no settled abode.
_
C1380 Wvclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 154 Mannys spirit bat

is wagennge aboute desiir of worldli pingis. 1382 — l/os.
IX. 17 Thei shulen be wagringe in naciouns [Vulg. erunt
vagi in nationibus]. a 1425 Cursor M. 23091 (Trin.) Quen I
(Christ) was wagering out of rest godely toke je me to gest.

2. To stagger, totter.

138a Wvclif Eccles. xii. 3 Whan.. the most strong men
wageren [Vulg. nutabunl). — Ecclus. xxxvii. 16 Who euere
shal wageren in dercnesses, shal not togidere sorewen to
thee. — Isa. xxix. 9 Bicometh alle stoneid, and wndreth •

flotereth, and wagereth [Vulg. vacillate}.

Hence t Wa'ggering vbl. sb. and///, a.
1382 Wvclif Ecclus. xl. 4 Enuye, noyse, wagering [Vulg,

/luctuatio], and dred of deth. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867)
89 It is rabir to bileeue be wageringe wijnde |'an be chaunge.
able world bat makib men so blinde.

Waggerell, variant of Wakebell.
Waggery (wje-gsri). [f. Wag sb? + -tot.]

_
1. The action or disposition of a wag ; drollery,

jocularity ; in early use chiefly, mischievous drol-
lery, practical joking.

JS94 Lylj Mother Bombie it. i. 2 Now, if I could meete
with Risio, it were a world of waggery. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Drolerie, rye, waggerie, good roguerie. 1650 Cowley
Guardian 1. i, The Colonel's as full of waggery as an egge's
full of meat. £1656 Sir H. Cholmley Mem. (1787) 35, I,
out of folly and waggery, began to kick one of them. 1737
Chesterf. in Ctess Suffolk's Lett. (1824) II. 163 Since
which he has contentedhimself with a little general wag-
gery, as occasion offers, such as snatching the bread and
butter out of a girl's hand [etc.]. 1762 Foote Orator 1.

Wks. 1799 I. 199 The misapprehension of the second agent,
or the ignorance or waggery of the third. 1824 Miss Mit.
Ford Village I. 152 He was so good a fellow, so full of fun
and waggery 1 1832 T. Creevf.y in C. Papers (1904) II. x.
=43 She has a great deal of natural waggery. 1858

J.
Brown

Herat Subs., Locke fif Sydenham, etc. 420 Excited by. .the
waggery of his more intellectual neighbours. 1894 J. KnightDavid Garrick xiii. 252 One friend.. perpetrated a harmless
piece of waggery on the subject.

2. A waggish action or speech ; in early use, a
piece of mischievous jesting ; a practical joke.
1604 Breton Grimellos Fort. (Grosart) 9/2 If I should

tell you the tenth part of the waggeries, that I passed
through, a 1654 Selden Table Talk (Arb.) 97 An Ape
when he has done some waggery. 1655 tr. Com. Hist.
Francion in. 69, I must needs passe by severall pretty wag-
geries, which I committed during this my Non-age. 1691
Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 183 John Birkenhead, .pleased the
generality of Readers with his waggeries and buffoonries.
1778 S. Crisp Let. 8 Dec. in Mm:. D'Arblay Diary (1891)
I. 93 In most of our successful comedies there are frequent
lively freedoms (and waggeries that cannot be called licen-
tious, neither). 1850 Thackeray /V«<rV««/rliii, In fact they
indulged in a hundred sports, jocularities, waggeries, and
petits jeux innocens. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xxix. 344
Not being a man given to little waggeries.

Waggin, rare obs. form of Wagon.
Wagging (woe'girj), vbl. sb. [x»l.] The

action of the verb Wag in its various senses.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. ix. 26 And be wint and be watur

and be waggyng of be Bot Makeb be Mon Mony tyme to
stomble and to falle. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 513/2 Waggynge,
or wauerynge, vacillacio. 1519 Horman Vulg. 100 Byrdys
vse the waggynge of theyr rumpe, to gyde theyr flyght : as
doth the sterrne of a shyp to gyde the saylynge. 1530-77
H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 331 in Babees Bk., Vse not much
wagging with thy head. 1562 J. Hf.ywood Prov.f, Epigr,
(1867) 129 The meanyng herof, diflerth not twoo pins,
Betweene waggyng of mens beardes and womens chins.
1601 Holland Pliny xvn. xii. I. 514 As for the white
Poplar or Aspen tree . . the leaves keepe such a wagging and
trembling, and never hang still. 1612 Two Noble K. 11. ii.

15 The wagging of a wanton leg. 1655 lv - Gookin]
Gt. Case Transplantation in Irel. 25 Can it be imagin'd
that a whole Nation will drive like Geese at the wagging
of a hat upon a stick? 1848 Dickens Dombey xlviii,
Diogenes.. had expressed that conflict of feeling by alter-
nate waggings of his tail, and displays of his teeth. 1835
Thackeray Newcomes lxvi, A buzz, a hum, ..a meeting of
bonnets and wagging of feathers and rustling of silks ensue.
1903 Times 9 Mar. 4/5 Did not he.. stop the wagging of
censorious tongues?

fb. Proverbial phrase. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Tr. \ Cr. 11. 1745 In titeryng and pursuyte

and delayes The folk deuyne at waggynge of a stre. c 1520
Skelton Magnyf, 1016 Somtyme I wepe for a gew gaw
Somtyme I laughe at waggynge of a straw. 1525 Bekners
Froiss. II. lviii. 80 They murmured & were redy for wag-

fyng
of a rysshe to make debate and stryfe. 1558 Abp.

andys Serin. (1585) 50 As fearfull Hares they flee at the
wagging of euerie leafe. 1653 J. Taylor (Water P.) Cert.
Trav. 0/ Uncert. Journ. Wks. 1872 III. 8 They quarrel not
for wagging of a straw. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. 595/1 He fears the wagging of every straw.

Wagging (wargiti), ///. a. [f. Wao v. +
-Ing 2

.J
That wags (in the senses of the verb).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, xvn. exxxvii. (BodL MS.),
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Poudre hereof, .fastneb wagginge tebe bat be> in poynte to
Talle. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3660 Fro be wagande wynde
owte of be weste rysses, Brethly bessomes with byrre in
berynes sailles. 1541 Bk. Properties Herbs C iv b, Yf a man
haue wagginge tethe and he eate of this herbe, they shall
fasten agayne. 1565 CoorER Thesaurus, Partus, . . he that
hath wagginge and stirryng eyes. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. iii. iii. Law 1336 So that a wagging leaf,. .Yea,
the least crack shall make thee turn thy back. 1883 White-
law Sophocles, Ajax 199 Whose scornful wagging tongues
to thee Are grievous. 1888 Meredith Poet. Wks. (1912)
570 There lived with us a wagging humourist [sc. a dog].
1918 Sunday at Home June 609/1 A herd of pigs went by
or goats with wagging beards.

Waggish (wargij), a. [f. Wag sb* + -ishI.]

1. Ola person : Having the qualities of a wag

;

playfully mischievous, f Also, wanton, loose.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. I. i. 240 And therefore is Loue said

to be a childe, Because in choise he is often beguil'd, As
waggish boyes in game themselues forsweare. 1607 Row-
lands Famous Hist. 13 Fair Hellen was a waggish wench
of Greece. 1664 H. More Apology 562 Certainly some very
waggish Master of the Ceremonies has taught you this ill

manners. 1716 Gay Trivia 11. 91 When waggish boys the
stunted beesom ply. 1719 London & Wise Compl. Card.
vi. ix. 120 If [the tree died] by being shaken or loosen'd at
the first sprouting, by waggish People. 175S Toldervy
Hist. TwoOrp/mns IV. 130 But, O fortune 1 what a waggish
damsel art thou I 1822 Scott Nigel i, The stranger looked
sternly at the waggish apprentice. 1836 Hor. Smith {.title),

The Tin Trumpet ; or, Heads and Tails, for the Wise and
the Waggish. 1874 Carpenter Meut. Phys. I. vi. (1879) 3°7A long series of ludicrous replies . . spelled out .. by the direc-
tion of waggish questioners. 1904 J. T. Fowler Durham
Univ. 65 Certain waggish undergraduates ..sowed mustard
seed after dark.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a wag. Of
an act, speech, etc. : Done or made in a spirit of
waggery or mischievous fun ; prankish.
1589 Greene Tullies Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 107, I pray

you tell me whereof are womens hearts made ?.. Venus hear-
ing hir son make such a waggish demaunde, beganne thus
to replj;. 1594 O. B. Quest. Profit Concern. 18 Had I bene
complained of for doing shrewdnesses in the time of my
waggish youth. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. iv. 160 Vou must
forget to be a Woman : change . . Feare, and Nicenesse . . into
a waggish courage. 1616 Chapman tr. Musxus Annot. H 5,
The word vnhappie in our Language hath diuers Vnder.
standings ; as waggish or subtle, &c. 1617 R. White Cupid's
Banishm. in Nichols Progr. Jos. I (182S) III. 287 Boye,
leave your waggish wit ; Putt up your arrowes in your quiver
and bee gone. 1659 Wood Life 16 Sept. (O. H.S.) I. 283
Some of the company, who knew the design to be waggish,
fell a laughing, and betray'd the matter. 1738 Pope Epil.
Sat. 1. 17 And own, the Spaniard did a waggish thing, Who
cropt our Ears, and sent them to the King. 2836 W. Irving
Astoria I. 262 The passing.. was equivalent among boat-
men to the crossing of the line among sailors, and was cele-
brated with like ceremonials of a rough and waggish nature.
1805 Dickens Mut. F"r. 11. i, She.. cried, with a waggish
shake of her head :

' Aha ! Caught you spying, did IV
1904 Athenaeum 20 Aug. 234/1 Mr. Tarkington writes in..
a vein of waggish farce.

Waggishly (wargipi), adv. [f. prec. + -LI 2
.]

In a waggish manner.
1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. v. i, Cler. Faith, now we are

in priuate, let's wanton it a little, and talke waggishly.
1636 Massinger Bash/. Lover II. i, I have observ'd him
Waggishly witty. 1732 Berkeley A Iciphr. vt. § 32 One
while waggishly smiling, another with a grave mouth and
ludicrous eyes. 1781 Mme. D'Arblay Diary May, She.,
rather waggishly asked me who wrote to me with such ele-
gant attention? 1831 Scott Jrnl. 19 Oct., [He] used to
say, waggishly, that there was nothing so accommodating
as a naval captain on shore. 1854-5 Thackeray Newcomes
xxxvi, Other persons in society inquired waggishly why
Jack Belsize was not present to give Lady Clara away.

Waggishness (woe-gUnes). [f. Waggish a.

+ -NESS.] The state or character of being wag-
gish; sportive mischief; jocularity of speech or

behaviour. Also, f wantonness, licentiousness.

1591 Percivall.S/. Diet., Travessura, frowardnesse, wan-
tonnesse, waggishnes. 1625 Bacon Ess., OfGoodness (Arb.)
201 A Christian Boy in Constantinople, had like to haue
been stoned, for gagging, in a waggishnesse, a long Billed
Fowle. 1673 Humours Town (1693) 67 The Softness of
Ovid, the Majesty of Vir»il, the Waggishness of Catullus.

1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxxiv. 200 Clerical wag-
gishness. .generally to be found among minor canons. 1884
Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Feb. 3/2 It is only in a spirit of waggish,
ness that this could be said of Sir John Gilbert.

Waggle, sb. [f. Waggle v.] The action or an
act of waggling; spec, in Golf {see quot. 1897).
1885 R. L. & F. Stevenson Dynamiter 199 With a friendly

waggle of the hand.
t
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 464_(Golf) In

taking aim or addressing the ball, it is the almost invariable

practice to pass or flourish the club head a few times back-
wards and forwards over the top of the ball in the direction

of the proposed stroke. This is called the ' waggle '.

Waggle (warg'l), v. Also 6-7 wagle, 9 St.

weegle, waigle. [A frequentative of Wag v.
;

not found before the last decade of the 16th c, but
possibly much older. Equivalent formations in

Continental Teut. are WFris. waggelje to totter,

Du. waggelen to stagger (early mod. Flem. waeg-
helen, wagghelen ; also trans, to shake)

;
(M)LG.

ivaggeln, G. ivackeln to stagger, totter (whence
prob. Sw. vakla. Da. vakle) ; Norw., Sw. vagla
refi. to rock, sway. Cf. MK. wagre Waggek v. ;

also Wiggle, Wiggle-waggle vbs.~]

1. trans, a. To move (anything held or fixed at

one end) to and fro with short quick motions, or
|

WAGING.
with a rapid undulation ; esp. to shake (any mov-
able part of the body). In sports or games often
{colloq. or humorous), to wield or manipulate (a
bat, oar, etc.).

"594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav. E 2 b, A third [man] wauerd &
wagled his head, like a proud horse playing with his bridle.
J599 — Lenten Stuffe 37 Our moderne phisitions, that to any
sicke languishers if they be able to waggle their chaps, pro-
pound veale for one of the highest nourishers. 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 27 If to rigorouslye we waggle
the tooth vp or downe. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'

d

(1827) 17 And, as she said, She weeglit her wing-wavin' shoon.
1823 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. 316 Thou, Pincher, farewell too !

in vain Dost thou waggle thine innocent tail ! i860 Thacke.
ray Lovel iv. (1861) 165 She hinted, she sighed, she waggled
her head at me. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack 0/ Gold viii, The
swarms of geese and milk-white clucks. .would step out to
the bank and waggle their tails with satisfaction. 1881
Stevenson Virg. Puerisque (1895) 98 When the old man
waggles his head and says, ' Ah, so I thought when I was
your age,' he has proved the youth's case.

b. absol. Chiefly in Golf (cf. Waggle sb.) : To
swing the club-head to and fro over the ball in the
line of the intended stroke.

1897 Outing Aug. 423/1 On the other hand, another player,
probably quite as good, ..Mr. Horace Hutchinson, waggles,
and waggles, as he addresses his ball, before each shot.

c. U.S. slang. To get the better of, overcome.
In recent Dictionaries.

d. nonce-use. To indicate by waggling the head.
1852 Reade Peg Woff. xiii. 198 They all nodded and

waggled assent.

2. intr. a. With advs. or advb. expressions
denoting motion : To shake or wobble while in

motion ; to walk or move shakily ; to waddle.
1611C0TGR., Triballer,lo wagle, ordanglevpanddowne; to

goe dingle dangle, wig wag. 1625 Jackson Creed v. v. 42 Apt
they are not to moue many wayes, either vpward or downe-
ward, hut onely to waggle to and fro within anarrowcompasse.
Ibid. x. xxiv. 3080 Like to a Pair of Scales which never came
to any Permanent Stay or constant Settling upon the right
Center, but have one while wagled this way, another while
that way. 1627 May Lilian v. 1 3, Nor that the crow
waggling along the shore Diues downe, and seemes t' antici-
pate a showre. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables ccii. 194 Why
do you go Nodding, and Waggling so like a Fool, as if you

Colman Broad Grins etc. (1872) 313 A well-fed maggot
. . In some deep fruit-plate heaves, from snout to end, And
works, and slips, and writhes, and waggles to ascend. 1840
Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story iii, The tall, red, lurid
candlewick waggling down, the flame flickering pale upon
Miss Caroline's pale face. 1864 M. Eyre Lady's Walks S.
France xiii. (1865) 160 The little lizards, .waggled off as fast

as they could. 1896 Baden-Powell Matabele Campaign \,

1 he men dance in a circle, stamping the time ; the women
waggle round and round the circle, outside it.

b. Of things held or fixed at one end : To move
backwards and forwards with short quick motions,
cr with a rapid undulatory movement.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Waggle, to joggle, or move

up and down, to be always in Motion, c 1820 Colman Bread
Grins etc. (1873) 162 Harsh creaked the rope in its descent.
And waggling down the bucket went. 1837 Bakham Ingot.
Leg., Jackdaw Eheims 138 His tail waggled more Even
than before j But no longer it wagged with an impudent air.

1862 Darwin Orchids v. 171 When the flowers of this latter

Species were blown by a breath of wind, the tongue-like
labellums all waggled about in a very odd manner. 1881
Bfsant& Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 129 'Tut, tut,' he replied,
shaking his great head till his cheeks waggled.
Hence Wa'ggling vbl. sb. znilppl. a.

a 15&6 Sidney Arcadia II. iv. (1012) 167 A Hearne.. getting
upon his wagling winges with paine. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
21. i. 117, I know you by the wagling of your head. 1907
Westm. Gaz. 20 Aug. 3/2 That 3IB. bat of his must take a bit

of ' waggling '.

Waggle, variant of Wagel.
Waggly (wargli), a. colloq. Also waggley.

[f. Wacgle v. + -v.] Waggling, unsteady; in

quots. trans/., having frequent irregular curves.

1894 Eliz. Banks Camp. Curiosity 135 They keep in the
path, even in its most waggly parts. 1915 Blackw. Mag.
Sept. 303/2 A mud fort it was,.. with a deep waggley
narrow trench running all round.

Waggon : see Wagon.
Wagh : see Waugh int., Waw.
t Wa'ghalter. Obs. [f. Wag v. + Halter

sb. 1 Cf.wag-string,-withs.v.\\'AGv.i2.'] Onewho
is likely to swing in a halter ; a ' gallows-bird '.

1570 Levins Manip. 80/39 A Wagbaheitfurci/er.perditus.

c 1570 Misogonus iv. ii. 6 Stand out of my way wagghalter

or I will britche the nakte. 1611 Cotgr., Baboin,. .a crack-

rope, waghalter, vnhappie rogue. 1620 Shelton and PI. Don
Quix. iii. 16 This Bachelour..was..a notable Wag halter.

attrib. 1546 [see Slip.string i]. 1638 Ford Fancies 1. ii,

Nit. What a terrible sight to a lib'd breech is a sow gelder ?

Spa. Not so terrible as a crosse tree that never growes, to a
wag-halter-Page.

Waghe : see Waw, Woe.
Waghen, -soot, obs. ff. Wacon, Wainscot.

Waght(e, "Waghter, obs. ff. Weight,Wafteb
sby

Waging (w^i'dsirj), vbl. sb. [-ing '.]

1. The action of Wage v.1

14^56 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 146 Na in his con-

diciounof feyng was divisioun maid of his wageing. Ibid.

258 In how mony syndry casis law tholis vageing of bataill.

ai5i3 Fabyan Chron. vn. (i8n) 555 Of whome the kynge



WAG-LEG.

receyuyd..»iii. M. H. sterlynge towarde the wagyngeof his

knyghtis. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warns Lowe C. iv. 36 b, For
the leuiyng, dischargyng, entertainyng, and wagyng, of men
of Warre. 1591 Percivall^/*. Diet., Pleytcsia,a sute in law,

waging of lawe. a 1674 Milton Hist. Moscovia i. Wks.
1851 VIII. 478 By which means the waging of War is to the

Emperor little or nothing chargeable. 1826 J. F. Coopfr
Last of Mohicans xiii, Such a scrimmage as was here fou't

atween the Mohicans and the Mohawks, in a war of their

own waging.

f 2. The excrement of a fox. Obs. rare.

c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxiv. Of hares and
of conynges he shall say bei croteth, and of be fox wagynge.

Waging, obs. variant of Wedging vbl. sb.

t Wag-leg. Obs, Also 7 wagge-legge. [f.

Wag v. + Leg sb.~\ A gadfly.

1585, 1611 ; see Long-leg i, 1607 Topselt, Four-f. Beasts

645 The milk of sheepe being hot, is of force against al

poisons, except in those which shal drinke a venemous fly

called a Wag-legge, and Libbards bane.

Wagling. nonce-wd. [-ling.] A little wag.
1837 TTHook Jack Brag iii, The sprightly, pert, impu«

dent-looking wagling.

f Wagmoire, variant of Quagmire.
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Sept. 130 For they bene like

foule wagmoires ouergrast.

Wagnerian (vagnls'rian), a. and sb, [-ian.]

a. adj. Of or pertaining to the German operatic

composer Richard Wagner (1813-83), his music
and theories of musical and dramatic composition.

b. sb. An admirer or adherent of Wagner.
1873 All Year Round 5 July 225/1 The Wagnerian opeia

..presumes that the singer of average ability shall be capable
of doing justice to the music. 188a HiMB Wagnerism 23
Hut the marriage of near relations was the custom in primi-

tive times, say the Wagnerians. True, no doubt ; but that

does not make their customs fit subjects for the representa-

tions of Art. 1889 G. B. Shaw in Engl, lllustr. Mag. Oct
49 Richter's great superiority to Heir Levi as a Wagnerian
conductor.

Hence WagfneTianism, Wagnerian theories, etc.

Also Wa^nero'sque a., resembling the style of

Wagner. Wa'jfnerism, Wagner's theory and
practice in the composition of music-dramas ; the

influence or cult of Wagner. Wa'gnerist, Wa*g-
nerite ^ Wagnerian b. Wa'gnerize v. (a) trans.

to make Wagnerian ; (b) intr. to follow Wagner.
1884 Haweis My Musical Life 671 Even Verdi had drunk

deep, many portions of * Aida ' being quite "Wagneresque.
1887 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 448 A number of Wagner carica-

tures, which really are very valuable documents in the his-

tory of *Wagnerianism. 1869 Daily News 70 Dec, Many of
us may like to hear of anything, even in the shape of "Wag-
nerism, which can hold its head in Paris by way of opposition
to the prevailing taste for Offenbachanalian music. 1889
G. B. Shaw in Engl. lllustr. Mag. Oct. 49 Hero-worship of
Wagner, or adept Wagnerism. i8ox Century Diet., *Wag-
nerist. 1883 Nation (N.Y.) 22 Feb. 166/3 Nor is there any
reason why a "Wagnerite should refuse to admire the
operettas of Strauss. 1882 Standard 13 Jan., It would, of
course, be premature to affirm that the musical mind of Eng-
land has become completely *Wagner ised. 1891 Meredith
One ofour Conq. I. xiii. 252 The Italians don't much more
than Wagnerize in exchange for the loss of melody.

Wagnerite (wre'gnerait). Alin. [Named by
Fuchs (wagnerit) in 182 1, after F. M. von Wagner;
see -ite.] A fluophosphate of magnesium and
iron, found in yellow crystals.

18*5 Haidinger tr. Mohs' Treat. Min. III. 169. 1836 T.
Thomson Min„ Geol. etc, I. 182. 1883 Science I. 341/2.

Wagon, waggon (wargan), sb. Forms : 6
wagan(e, waghen, wagen, 6-7 waggen, 7 wag-
gin, 6- waggon, wagon. [Early mod.E. wagan,
xoaghen, a. Du. wagen (formerly also written

waghen) = OE. wa>gn Wain.
In Du. (as in Ger.) wagen has always been the most general

term for a wheeled vehicle ; in the i6th c. it was adopted
into Eng. in this wide sense (see 2 below) as well as in the
specific military application (sense 1) learned in the conti-
nental wars.
The Eng. diets, of the 18th c. have the spelling waggon,

exc. Johnson, who gives wagon without remark, though all

his examples have waggon. Todd 1818 prefers wagon for

etymological reasons, but says that waggon is the prevailing
form. Webster 1828 gives wagon, remarking that 'the old
orthography, waggon, seems to be falling into disuse *. Smart
1836 gives waggon as the current form, and wagon as ' a dis-
used spelling'. Stormonth 1884 and Cassell 1888 have
y^Btm wagon ; later diets, wagon either alone or in the
first place. In Great Britain waggon is still very commonly
used; in the U.S. it is rare.
The Eng. word has been adopted in Fr. as wagon, vagon

(vagon) in the sense of railway coach or carriage', a mean-
ing which is now obsolete in Eng. (see quot. 1847 111 sense 5b).
So also G. waggon (pronounced as Fr.).]

1. A strong four-wheeled vehicle designed for the
transport of heavy goods. In Mil, use chiefly
with qualifying word, as ambulance, ammunition,
bread, forge wagon etc., for which see those words.
iS»3 Bebmers Froiss. (1812) I. lxii. 84 And whan these

lordes sawe none other remedy, they trussed all their harnes
in waganes [Fr. en voictrtres), and retourned to the hoost
before Tourney, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 46 b, The
Hemmynges. .madepurviaunce for wagans,vitaile and other
thynges. 1570 Deb Math. Pref. d j, As, the force which one
man hath with the Duche waghen Racke : therwith to set
vp agayne, a mighty waghen laden, being ouerthrowne. 1601
Holland Pliny vm. Wi. I. jSS The Phrygians invented first

the waggon and charriot with foure wheeles [L. vehiculum
cum quatuor rotis}. 1611 Bible Gen. 'xlv. 19 Take you
wagons out of the land of Egypt for your little ones, and for
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your wiues. 1653 Holcboft Frocofi'ms, Goth. Wars 1. 4
Theodoricus-.went into Italy with all the Goths, putting

their Wives and Children in Waggons, and all the Goods
they could carry. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 439 The barren

plaines Of Scricana, where Chineses drive With Sails and

Wind thir canie Waggons light. 1671 — P. R. III. 336 And
Waggons fraught with Utensils of war. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. in. 317 Thy well-breath'd Horse. .bred to P.elgian

Waggons. 1727 De Foe Eng. Tradesm. (1841) II. xlvi. 173

From those barges they [the coals] are loaded into carts and
wagons, to be carried to the respective country towns. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xv.The numerous waggons
that accompanied them contained the rich spoils of the

enemy. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI. 302,

I shall endeavor to send you some spring and commissariat

waggons. 1837 W. Ikving Capt. Bonneville I. 75 They [the

Indians] had dogged it [Captain Bonneville's party] for a

time in secret, astonished at the long train of waggons and
oxen. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunters Life S. Afr. Li. 2

The waggons of a trader generally contain every requisite

for a farmer's establishment.

b. transf. The constellation Charles's YVatn.
Quot. C1511 is from a work translated into English by a

Fleming, and contains many Flemish words. The o^uot. there-

fore does not prove the existence of the word in Lug. at the

date of the book.

[c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 The northe

sayle sterre or pollumarticum, or the waghen called.] 1867

Chamb. Encycl. s. v. Ursa major, The common names
throughout Europe for these seven stars are 'the Plough ',

' Charles's Wain ',
' the Wagon '. 1889 N. IV. Line. Gloss.,

Waggon and Horses. Ursa Major, the Great Bear.

f2. A carriage of any kind for the conveyance of

persons, their luggage, etc. Obs,

154a Udall Erasm. Apop/t. 157 b, Speusipptis beeyng
ympotente. . was carryedin a wagen [ L. vehicnio] towarde the

schoole called Academia. 1555-6 in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser.

11. II. 253 One Wagon of tymbre work for Ladies and Gentle-

women of our Prevye Chamber. 1582 in T. Phillips Hist,

fy Antiq. Shrewsb. (1779) 46 This yeare 1582,. .the right

honorable Lady Mary Sidney came to thys towne of Salop,

in her wagon. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Trav. Lond. to

Hamburgh Wks. (1630) in. S8/1, I appointed a Waggon ouer

night to bee ready by three of the Clocke in the morning.

fb. A war-chariot ; = Chariot i c. Obs.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Agricola 244 Some cuntreyes make
warre in wagons also [L. quxdam nationes et curnt
prsliantur], 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 30 Their

fight is.. with wagons and chariots [L. bt'gts et curribus).

1614 Ralegh Hist. World iv. ii. § 20 II. 206 He. .sends his

Brother Hagis with . .a hundred armed waggons to entertaine

him. Each waggon had in it foure to fight, and two to

guide it.

f e. poet. = Car sb. 1 r b, Chariot sb. i b. Obs,

158a Stanyhurst /Ends III. (Arb.) 118 And two stately

lyons this fine dams gilt wagon haled. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A,
v. ii. 51 Prouide thee two proper Palfries, as blacke as let,

To hale thy vengeful! Waggon swift away. 1590 Si'F.nser

F. Q. 1. v. 28 Then to her yron wagon she betakes.^ Ibid, u
v. 44 Whilst Phoebus pure In westerne waues his wearie

wagon did recuie. c 1620 Z. BoydZions Floiuers (1855) in
The sunne in wagon makes th

l

horizon cleare. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 6x The Poet stepping with Phaeton upon
the waggon hath noted [etc.],

3. An open four-wheeled vehicle built for carry-

ing hay, corn, etc., consisting of a long body fur-

nished with * shclboards*.
(In the 16th c. app. distinguished from wain.)

1573-80 Tusskr Husb. (1878) 35 Horse, Oxen, plough,

tumbrel, cart, waggon, & waine. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's

Husb. 1. 13 There stands my Heybarne, which hath in the

vpper roomes my Hey, and beneath, Waynes, Cartes, Carres,

Waggons, Coaches, [etc.]. 1600 in W.F. Shaw Mem, Eastry

(1870) 226 One wagon and wagon harnesse three plowes [etc.].

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 244 The tow'ring height Of
Waggons, and the Cart's unweildy weight. 1789 W. Mar-
shall Glouc. I. 57 The Glocestershne waggon is. .the best

farm-waggon I have seen in the kingdom. ..The wheels run

six inches wider than those of the Yorkshire waggon. 1803

Jane Porter Thaddeus ii. (1831) 16 Concealing their arms
in waggons of hay. 186a J. C. Morton Partner's Cat. (ed. 2)

415 The carrying of our grain crops, .is done differently in

different districts. In the South the use of the two and three

horse waggon is almost universal. 1879 Jefferies Wild
Life vi. 115 A waggon.. is the pride of the craftsman who
builds it, and who is careful to reproduce the exact ' lines

'

which he learned from his master as an apprentice.

4. A covered vehicle for the regular conveyance

of commodities and passengers byroad. (?Now
only colonial.)

See also Post-wagon (1677-), stage-wagon (1761-) s.v. Stage
sb. 13.

1615 Stow Ann. 867/2 In the yeere 15^4 Giiylliam Boonen,
a dutchman,.. brought the vse of Coaches into England...
And about that time, began long wagons to come in y*e,

such as now come to London, from Canterbury, Norwich,
Ipswich, Glocester, &c. with Passengers, and commodities.

1641 Evelyn Diary 10 Sept., I took waggon for Doit.

Ibid. 10 Oct., I went by wagon .. to Dynkirk. 1660 Sir
W. Dugdale Diary 13 Mar., in Archseologia XX.
471 My dau. Lettice went towards London in Coventre
Waggon. 1776 Mrs. P. L. Powvs Passages fr. Diaries

(1899) 157 The two London waggons came in with sixteen

and fourteen horses. 1776 Pennsylvania Even. Post 16 July
354/1 A number of Waggons with Teams are wanted for the

public service immediately. 1824BARNEWALL & Cresswell
Rep. K. B. II. 717 The following evidence, .was then set

out; that defendant was a common carrier, and that his

waggon stopped in the parish of Elden. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede v, xxxvi, She heard the rumbling of heavy wheels

behind her; a covered waggon was coming, creeping slowly

along. 1890 'R. Boldrewood * Col. Reformer xvi, An ex-

Eress waggon with a driving seat. Ibid., He is like to turn

ack..if he journeys with us in the waggon.

5. a. Mining. A truck used to convey minerals

along the roadways of a mine, or from the mine to

the place of shipment. (See also quot. 1886.)

WAGON.
1649 [W. Grey] Chorographia 25 Waggons with one Horse

to carry down Coales, from the Pits, to the Stathes, to the
River, &C. 1727 De Foe Eng. Tradesm. (1841) II. xlvi. 173
[The coals] are then loaded into a great machine called a
wagon ; which, .goes, .to the nearest river or water carriage.
i860 Eng. # For. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 51 Chaldron 53 cwt.
The waggons which convey the coals from the pit to the
place of shipment carry the above quantity, and are called
chaldron waggons. 1867 W. W.Smyth Coal fy Coal-mining
148 Certain requirements, in connection with the raising of
the mineral in the shafts. . necessitate the use of particular
kinds of waggon. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms
70 Waggon, a measuie of weight equal to 24 cwt. Coal sold
for delivery in carts is usually sold by the waggon of 24 cwt.

b. An open truck or a closed van for the trans-

port of goods on a railway, f Formerly applied

also to the open carriages used for conveying pas-

sengers at the lowest fares, and as the general term

for any kind of railway vehicle.

1756 AniAH Parky Diary 31 Jan. in Jrnl. Fri, nds' Hist,

Soc. (1913) X. 83 First Waggon of Pigs [sc of iron] came
down the Railway [in Coalbrookdale]. 1825 J. Nicholson
Opcr. Mech. 657 The weight of the engine and 16 waggons
is equal to 151,560 lbs. 1840 F. Whishaw Railw. Gt. Brit.

<$- Irel. 493 The ordinary train would consist of two wagons,

or trucks, of merchandise, &c. placed next to the engine,

then the passenger-wagon [3rd class], and lastly the passen-

ger-carriage. 1847 S. C. Pkkes Raihv. Pratt. 4th Ser. i. 1

The name of waj;on is given to vehicles of every description

employed on railways. 187Z Hflps Life T. Brassey v.

(1878) 77 A ' set ' is a number of wr.gons— in fact, a train.

8. U.S. A light four-wheeled vehicle used for

various business purposes; also, loosely, a similar

vehicle used for pleasure. Dearborn ivagon : see

Deakborx.
1837 Haliburtom Clockviakcr Ser. 1. v. 34 People soon

began to assemble, some on foot, and others on horseback

and in wag£;°ns - *&4 l t^ee Dearborn], 1868 Louisa M.
Alcott Little Women xvii, Will you take me out in the

trotting waggon with Puck?

7. A covered four-wheeled vehicle used as a

living house by gipsies, travelling showmen,
travellers, etc.

1851 (see Living vbl. sb. 7]. 1886 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 298

The mess- waggon is always an important feature when an
outfit starts on the 'trail'. Ibid., During a halt he never

left the waggon, but hung around [etc.].

8. U.S. A baby-carriage.

1847 : see wagonframe in n a. 1887 Cabot Mem. Enter-

son II. 282 The whole town assembled, down to the babies

in their wagons.

9. Short for dinner-wagon (see Dinner sb. 2).

Cf. wagon-table in 12.

1906 Charlotte Mansfield Girl $ Gods \\\\, Margaret
proceeded to cut the wire of a bottle, and then fetched

glasses from a waggon.

10. Bookbinding. ' A tool having four edges of

cane mounted in a frame, and used to trim the

edges of gold-leaf to a size for a book \

1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

11. aitrib. and Comb. : a. attributive, as wagon-

cover, -frame}
-/tire, -horse, -ox, -pole, -rut, -sail,

-shed, -spoke, -spoor, -sprag, -till, -tongue, -wheel,

whip.
183a Boston (Lines.) Her. 31 July 1 A great Stock of lately,

improved *Waygon-Coveis. 1847 Emerson Poems, Thre-
nody 49 Awhile to. .mend his [a child's] wicker •waggon-
frame. 1553 in BurgonCrci/mw(i839) I. iii. 141 And to [be]

layd upon every waggon iij dry fatts, for the avoyding of the

great charge of *waggon-hyre. 1585 Higins Junius'

Nomencl. 40/2 Iumentum plausirarturn,. .a cart horse, or

waggon horse. 1829 Scott Anne of G. xiv, A city-bred

burgher of Ghent, Liege, or Vpies, is as distinct an animal

from a knight of Hainault, as a Flanders waggon-horse from

a Spanish jennet. 1864 Kincslev Roman <fr
T. L (1875) 7

The horns of the * waggon-oxen. 1768 E. Hoidsworth
Virgil 154 It is veiy common at this time, in several parts

of Italy, to cover the end of the "waggon pole with plates of

brass. 1660 Hexham ii, Een vagendeese, a *\Vagon-rut.

1848 Dickens Dombey xv, The new streets that had stopped

disheartened in the mud and waggon-ruts. 1850 R. G.
Cumming Hunters Life S. Afr. I. vit. 140 These mats are

also used instead of *waggon-sails, and are very effectual in

resisting both sun ard rain. 1896 Baden-Powell MaiabeU
Campaign xvi, We have put our waterproof sheets ready on
going to bed, and sometimes have spread the waggon sails

over the waggons. 1858 Simmonds Did. Ttadet
* IVagon-

shedla shelter for carts and wagons. 1886 Hardy Woed-
landers iv, The daylight revealed the whole of Mr. Mel-
bury's homestead, of which the waggon-sheds had been an out-

lying erection. 159a Shaks. Rom.^ Jul. 1. iv.59 Her* Waggon
Spokes made of long Spinners legs. 1863 W. C. Baldwin

Afr. Hunting vi. 174 On reaching the road, I saw fresh

*wagon-spoor. 1885 Times 31 Oct. 8/3 The railway seivants

..armtd with sticks and 'wagon 'spraggs', then advanced

upon the criminals' place of concealment. 183a Planting go

in Libr. Usef. Rwwt. t
Husb. Ill, The lower ends of ash

poles cut from six to eighteen feet long. . .1 hey are cleft for

the use of the cooper, *waggon.tilts. &c. i860 Mavne Rfjd

Hunters' Feast xvii, The breaking of our "waggon-tongue.

.

delayed our journey. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. it. 54. I will

dismount, and by the 'Waggon wheele. Trot hke a Seruile

footeman! i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Considerations^

(Bonn) II. 418 But who dares drawout the linchpin from the

wagon.wr.eel? i8« Scott AVW^xxvl heir rude drivers

.began to debate precedence with their -waggon-whipsand

quarter-staves. . . /,,./ j.„
b. objective and obj. genitive, as wagon builder,

driver, maker, making. ,,__..-. .

.850 R. G. Cumm.ng Hunter! Life S Afr. I. l. 4 A cap-

.e'u waggon . .requires the hand of a sk.Iful • waggon-bmlder.

i«j Huloet, 'Waggon dryuer, frngarha. 1850 K- U
Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. 1. 1. 15 A waggon-dnver. .,



WAGON.
a stout active Hottentot. 1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz.

(1908) 51 Skinners Sadlers "waggen makers. 1873 J'
Richards Woodworking Factories 181 Wagon and carriage
makers mainly use parallel iron vices.

c. instrumental, as wagon-travelling ; d. simi-

lative, as wagon-shaped adj.

1837 Hebert Engin. & Aleck. Encycl. II. 742 The kind of
boiler attached to this engine is of the waggon-shaped kind.
1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting v\\\. 304 The natural
concomitants of wagon-travelling.

12. Special comb. : wagon-bod, the body of a
wagon ; also, the bottom of the body ; wagon-
boiler, a form of engine-boiler (see quot.)

;

t wagon-borough [ad. Du. or G. wagenburg'], a
defensive enclosure or barricade formed of baggage-
wagons placed close together ; wagon-bow (see

quot.) ; wagon-breast U.S., a breast or working
place in a coal-mine in which the wagons are taken
up to the working face ; wagon-ceiling Arch, (see

quot.) ; fwagon-coach = Post wagon ; wagon-
corps Mil* = Corps of Wagoners s.v. Wagoner 1 1

;

wagon-coupling (see quot.) ; wagon-drag, a shoe-
brake for a wagon ; wagon-drift S. Afr., a passage
for wagons across a river; wagon-gallery, a gallery

in a mine along which the wagons run ; wagon-
hammer (see quot.) ; wagon-house, a house,

shed or shelter for wagons; f wagon-hunter cant,

an agent of a brothel-keeper who for base purposes
visited the inns at which the stage-wagons stopped

;

wagon-jack, -lock (seequots.) ; wagon-man, the

driver of a wagon, a wagoner ; wagon-master, a
person who has charge of one or more wagons

;

spec. Mil., an officer commanding the wagon-train
;

wagon-road, a road for the passage of wagons;
spec, in Coal-mining, a prepared road or railway
for the haulage of wagons ; wagon-roof = wagon-
vault ; wagon table (see quot. and sense 9
above) ; wagon-tipper (see quot.) ; wagon-
top, the part of a locomotive-boiler, over the fire-

box, which is elevated above the rest of the shell

to provide greater steam-room {Cent. Diet. 1891)

;

wagon-track, the track made by the passage of
wagons ; wagon-train Mil., a train, collection, or

service of transport wagons; also, a train of wagons
used by colonial settlers; wagon-tree = Wagen-
boom ; wagon-vault (see quot. 1 892) ; hence
wagon-vaulted a. ; wagon-work, the con-

struction and repair of wagons ; wagon-wright,
a maker or repairer of wagons ; a wainwright

;

wagon-yard, a depot for wagons used on a road

or railway. Also Wagon-head, Wagon-load,
Wagon-way.
1885 Howells In Century Mag. Sept. 672/1 In the grassy

piazza two men had a humble show of figs and cakes for sale
in their *wagon-beds. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 179
For though the river was fordable with care, the water came
over the waggon-bed. 1837 Hebert Engin. ,$ Mech. Encycl.
I. 197 Those known by the term of ' ^waggon boilers ', from
their shape, formed one of the many improvements of the
steam engine introduced by Watt. 1548 W. Patten Exped.
Scot. Fib, [Fearing a night attack wej entrenched our
cariages and "waggen-boorowe, had good skout without and
sure watch within. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,* Wagon-boiv,
an arched-shaped slat with its ends planted in staples on the
wagon-bed sides. Used to elevate the tilt or cover. 1881
Raymond Mining Gloss. ,

* Wagon-breast. A breast into
which wagons can be taken. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II, 475/2
* Waggon-Ceiling; a boarded roof of the Tudor time, either
of semicircular or polygonal section. It is boarded with thin
oak, and ornamented with mouldings forming panels, and
with loops at the intersections. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1047/4
Lost, .out of the "Waggon-Coach, passing from Hertford to
London, a Letter. 1676 Lady Anne Fanshawe Mem. (1829)
126 We hired a waggon-coach, for there is no other at Calais.

1810 C. James Mitit, Diet., Corps of Wagoners, or royal
"Wagon corps. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 279 The
Austrian waggon corps. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Wagon,
coupling, one for attaching the hind axle to the fore. Ibid.,
* Wagon-drag. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr.
II. xxx. 284 We held thither at a sharp trot, holding for the
old "waggon-drift. 1839 Uke Diet. Arts 853 The ores are
raised in these shafts to the level of the *waggon-gallery

(galerie de roulage) by the whims provided with ropes and
buckets. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Wagon-hammer, the
vertical bolt which connects the double-tree to the tongue,
and upon which the double-tree swings. 1660 Hexham ii,

Een wagen-huys, a *wagon-house._ 1758 Ann. Reg. 1. 79/2
He. .made him up a bed of straw in the waggon, under the
waggon-house. 1886 Hardy Woodlanders iii, This erection

was the waggon-house of the chief man of business, c 1766
Cheats 0/'Lotui. Exposed 46 "Waggon-hunters. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., * Wagon-jack, one for lifting the wheels of a
wagon clear of the ground. Ibid., *Wagondock, a
device to bring a friction on the wheels of a wagon to

retard its motion in descending hills. 1600 Hakluyt Voy.

III. 484 The *wagon-man that had charge of me set an
Indian carpenter a worke to mend the wheele. 1764 London
Mag. Mar. 144/2 What the waggon-men call a bye-way.

made for the unloaded waggons to be drawn to the pitts.

1645 in Papers ret. Army Solemn League fy Cov. (S.H.S.)

II. 502 *Waggonm™ of the Army. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. xix (Roxb.) 163/2 Wagonmaster generall 10s. per diem.

Ibid. 164/1 The Waggon maister 5 s, Waggoners each 2 s.

1757 Washington Let. Writ. 1889 I. 492 The commissary

used to act as wagon-master. 1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 10 Aug.
Suppl. 2/3 To the latter there is a gjod *waggon road

already opened. 1884 Jeffehies Life of Fields 58 A
white butterfly follows along the waggon-road. 1893 Selous

16

Trav. S. E. Africa 371 Assisting the pioneers to make the
waggon road. 1866 Howells Venet. Life xi. 151 The low
*wagon-roofs of the cross-naves. 1899 Baring-Gould Bk. of
West I. ii. 35 In a good many cases the waggon roofs are
but ceiled cradle roofs. 1844 T. Webster Encycl. Dom.
Econ. 240 Moving sideboards, or *waggon tables. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., * Wagon-tipper, a device for tilting a
wagon in order to dump its load. 1850 R. G. Cumming
Hunter's Life S. Afr. 1 1, xx. 76 The larger of these caves is

situated on the west side of the *waggon-track. 1884 Jef-
ferif.s Life ofFields 57 Leverets play in the waggon-track.
1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI. 302, I shall
endeavor to send you..some horses and drivers belonging
to the *waggon train. 1888 J. C Harris Free Joe, etc.
181 For years and years before the war it had been
noted as the meeting-place of the waggon-trains by
means of which the planters transported their produce to
market. 1822 Burchell Trav. S. Afr. I. 123 head-
ing, The *Waggon-tree. 1835 R. Willis A rchit. Mid. Ages
vii. 72 Amongst the various forms of vaulted apartments.,
rectangles are of frequent occurrence, and these for the most
part are covered with a *waggon vault. 1892 Diet. Arch.
(Arch. Publ. Soc), Waggon roof ox vault. A roof, semi-
circular in section, but somewhat higher then a semicircle or
barrel roof, by rising from vertical sides. 1835 R. Willis
Archil. Mid. Ages vii. 68 "Waggon- vaulted apartments.
1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. Li. 16 note,
Several coarse chisels for *waggon-work. 1887 Moloney
Forestry W. Afr. 378 Wood tough, used chiefly for wagon-
work. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Wagon-wright, a
maker and mender of wagons, i860 Eng. fy For. Mining
Gloss, (ed. 2) 66 [Newcastle terms.] Waggonwright, a man
who makes and repairs the chaldron waggons. 1827 E.
Mackenzie Hist. Newcastle II. 722 A waggon set out for

London from the general *waggon-yard . . every day.

Wagon, waggon (wargsn), v. [f. Wagon sl>.]

1. intr. To travel in a wagon ; to transport goods
by wagon. Chiefly U.S.
1606 N. B[axter] Sydney's Ourania D 1, She waggoneth

to Neptunes Pallace than. 1828-32 Webster, Wagon, v.i.

To practice the transportation of goods in a wagon. The
man wagons between Philadelphia and Pittsburg. (21904
A. Adams Log Coiuboy ix. 129 It was a hundred miles to
wagon from the freight point where we got our supplies.

1907 ' C E. Craddock ' Windfall vi. 103, I can't figure out
how the lydy managed to stay so stiff" and starched these
seven miles and more, waggoning down from the mountain.

2. trans. To put into a wagon for conveyance.
1649 Davenant Love fy Hon. 1. i. 1/2 Is all our pillage

waggondV Ibid, 3/1 See him well waggond, and provide
A surgeon to attend his cure. 1795 Sporting Mag. V. 35
Our party.. bagged, or rather waggoned 876 hares. 1812

J. Flaxman Let. W. Haylcy 20 Feb. in Pearson's Catal.
(1886) No. 60 Resignation is at length in, waggoned for

Feltham.

3. U.S. To transport (goods) in a wagon or by
means of a train of wagons. Also with up.

1755 Washington Let. Writ. 1889 I. 187 The quantity is

too great for the present consumption, and to wagon it up
can never answer the expense. 1779 Jefferson Corr. Wks.
1859 I. 216 They have bought quantities of flour for these
troops in Cumberland, have ordered it to be wagoned down
to Manchester, and wagoned thence up to the barracks.

1782 — Notes Stale Virginia (1787) 39 The ore is first wag-
§oned to the river. 1856 Olmsted Slave States v. 321
ometimes they had had to buy corn at a dollar a bushel,

and wagon it home from Raleigh.

Wagonage, waggonage (wae-gsnedg). [f.

Wagox sb. or v. + -age.]

1. Conveyance or transport by wagon.
1609 Holland Avtnu Marcell. 137 The great losses they

had by waggonage and other carriage, 1611 Cotgr., Cha-
riotage, waggonnage ; the riding In, or carrying by, wagons,
&c. 1756 Washington Let. Writ. 18S9 I. 309 The demands
he has had on account of. .wagonage of all the flour and
stores from Conococheague. 1770 in M. Cutler Life, Jmls.
<y Corr. (1888) II. 403 In Pennsylvania, where wagonage is

cheaper than in any other part of North America.

2. Money paid for conveyance by wagon.
1757 Washington Let. Writ. 1889 I. 491 The amount of

waggonage and other charges of transporting these pro-

visions., will exceed the whole cost of the provisions. 1779
Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 ' 2I ^ Wagonage, indeed, seems
to the commissariat an article not worth economising.

3. A collection or train of wagons.
1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gi. xvi. xiv. IV. 479 Wagonage,

provender, and a piece or two of cannon.

Wagoner, waggoner 1 (was -gsnaj). Also 6

wagenner, 7 waggonere, -ier, waggouner. [f.

Wagon sb. + -ER 1
;
perh. orig. a. Du. wagkenaer

(now wagenaar) of equivalent formation.]

1. One who has charge of a wagon as driver.

Corps of Wagoners (Mil.) ; seequots. 1802, 1810.

1544 in Rymer Foedera (1719) XV. 57 Dyvers Carts taken
..and Wagenners slain, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V 47
Thei wer in numbre had .lx. M. horsemen . . beside footemen
pages and wagoners. 1563G0LDING Cxsar iv. 104 b, In the
meanewhile the wagoners withdrawe themselues somewhat
out of the battell, and set their wagons in such order, that

[etc.]. 1645 Papers ret. Army Solemn League <V Cov.

(S.H.S.) II. 502 Williame Rosse waggoun 1". Ibid., Payed
..for the mantanence of the train of waggoniers and
horses 0,028 12 00. 175a Phil. Trans. XLVII. 561
Two waggoners were run over by a waggon loaded with
stone. 1802 C. James Mitit. Diet. s.v. Wagoner, Corps of
Wagoners^ a body of men employed in the commis-
sariate, so called. 1810 Ibid. (ed. 3), Corps of Wagoners,
or royal Wagon corps, a body of men originally employed
in the train under the board of ordnance. It now forms a
part of the regular army, and is subject to the quarter-
master general. _ 1824 Barnewall & Cresswell/iV/. K. B.
II. 718 It was impossible for the said S. C. Marsh, if his

waggoner or book-keeper put any thing in the waggon at
Thetford or on the road, to know of it. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 610 The waggoners drove off at full speed,
and never stopped till they were many miles from the field

WAGONETTE.
j

of battle. 1870 Daily News 3 Oct., Carters and waggoners
of every sort were helping the good work.
attrib. 1898 'Maxwell Gray' Ribstone Pippins iii. 79

Oh, the waggoner boy hath a life of joy.

b. jocular. The driver of a vehicle.
1841 J. T. J. Hewlett Peter Priggins I. ii. 59 'Now,

(

said Tom, 'tumble in, old fellow : I'm waggoner—you pay
pikes.' 1850 Smedley F. Fairlegh xiii, We hired a drag. .

.

1

The first day we went out they elected me waggoner, and
a nice job I had of it.

C. Used as the designation of a particular class
1 of farm servant, whose special duties include the
driving of a wagon : see quot. 1908, Also called

a carter.

1790 W. H. Marshall Rur. Econ. Midi. II. 445 Wag*
goner; an upper man servant; carter. 1804 A. Hunter
Georgical Ess. V. 501 (E. D. D.) The waggoner or head
ploughman pays an early regard to his horses. 1817 J.
Bradbury Trav. 316 The waggoners travel with great
economy. J908 Daily Mail 6 Apr. 6/5 The chief duty of
the ' wagoner ' [Lines.], despite his name, is to cultivate the
arable land... Wagoners also take the threshed corn to the
nearest town in wagons (the occupation from which they take
their name, though it is one of their least important duties).

d. Mining. (See quots.)
1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 70 Waggoner, a

man in charge of a horse who arranges railway trucks in pit

sidings. 1900 Daily News a Feb. 3/2 Sometimes the lads
and youths who look after the trucks in the main roads are
called waggoners.

f2. The driver of a chariot, a charioteer. Chiefly

with mythological reference. Obs.
Frequently applied to Phcebus or to Phaethon as charioteer

of the sun.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 48 And then He come and be
thy Waggoner, And whirle along with thee about the
Globes. 1592 — Rom. <y Jul. 1. iv. 64 Her Waggoner,
a smal gray-coated Gnat. 1603 Dekker & Chettle Grissil
(Shaks. Soc.) 9 Look how yon one-ey'd waggoner of heaven
Hath by his horses' fiery-winged hoofs, Burst ope the me-
lancholy jail of night. 1614 Bp. J. King Vitis Palattna 8

Elias, auriga in acre, was a wagoner in the aire, rode in a
chariot, through the cloudes. 1636 Fitz-Geffrey Holy
Transport. (1881) 169 Now seemes the Sunnes vnwearied
Waggonere, Who every day surrounds this earthly sphere,
To make a stand. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 61 The
fierce winged beasts, .throw the unexperienced waggoner
headlong downe with waggon and all.

fig. 1621 T. Bedford Sin unto Death 29 Spurred.. on
by two most passionate Waggoners, Feare and Envie.

3. a. The northern constellation Auriga. + b.

Applied to the constellation Bootes, viewed as the

driver of ' Charles's Wain'. Obs.

a. 1607 TorsEix Four-f. Beasts 248, I might conclude the
discourse of Kiddes with a remembraunce of their constella-

tion in the Waggoner, vppon the Bulles Home. 1771 Encycl.
1 Brit. I.486 The ancient Constellations [include].. Auriga,
The Waggoner. 1868 Lockyer Gnillewin''s Heavens (ed. 31

382 [The M ilky Way] afterwards bears away under the form
of a single and narrow branch, which traverses Cassiopea,
passes by the Waggoner [etc.].

b. X590 Spenser F. Q. 1. ii. 1 By this the Northeme
wagoner had set His seuenfold teme behind the stedfast

starre. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 318 Begin when the

slow Waggoner descends, Nor cease your sowing till Mid-
winter ends.

4. A wagon-horse ; in quot. a depreciatory term

for a racehorse.

1859 Sporting Mag. Oct. 241 Magnum, the Baron's ches-

nut waggoner, wore huge blinkers.

Wagoner, waggoner 2 (wae-ganai). Obs.

exc. Hist. [Anglicized form of the Dutch surname
Wagkenaer : see below.] Originally, the atlas of

charts published by Lucas Janssen Waghenaer in

1584 under the title Spieghei der Zeevaerdt (Eng.

trans. The Mariners Mirror, by Sir A. Ashley,

1588). Hence gen. a book of charts for nautical

use.

1687 W. Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 246 Y« Shippe
Providence ran aground, her Commander designing to go
between ye Islands Sardinia and Palma de Sol, where y«
English Platts and Wagones [read Wagoners] make a large

?assage ; but in truth there is none. 1703 Dampjer Voy.

II. 1. 98 In the East India Waggoner or Pilot-book there

is mention made of large Fowls. 1775 Romans Hist. Florida
App. 77 The compilers of the quarter waggoners.. have cor-

rupted it into Ponio bay. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine
(ed. Burney), Waggoner, is also used for a routier, or book
of charts, describing the seas, their coasts, &c. 1916 Edin.
Rev. July 180 [Sailing directions] have been called by many
names— Periploi, Portulane, Rutters, Waggoners [etc.].

tWagOness. Obs. rare. In 7 wagonnesse.
[f. Wagoner 1

: see -ess.] A female charioteer.

ci6ii Chapman Iliad v. 348 His chariot (perplext with

her late harme) She mounted, and her wagonnesse, was she

that paints the aire. Ibid.S^B.

Wagonette, waggonette (w^ganet). Also

9 waggonet. [f. Wagon sb. +-ette.] A four-

wheeled carriage, made open or with a removable

cover and furnished with a seat or bench at each

side facing inwards and with one or two seats

arranged crosswise in front.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Waggonette, a carriage to

carry six or eight persons. 1862 Mrs. H. Freshfield Tour
Grisons iv. 58 At half-past five the wagonettes (to give a

fashionable name to our primitive vehicles) were in readi-

ness. 1864 J. Gilbert & G. C. Churchill Excurs. Dolomite
Mts. 95 We. .engaged a long-bodied waggonet to Reutte, in

Tyrol. 1873 Black Princess Thule i, There was a large

waggonette^ of varnished oak, and a pair of small, powerful

horses waiting for him there. 1875 S. Sidnev Bk. Horse ii.



WAGONFUL.
*3 The wagonette.. did not come into general use until some
years after the International Exhibition of 1851, although,
according to the Report on the Carriage Department of the
Exhibition of 1862, ' the first wagonette was built in 1846.'

b. attrib. and Comb., as wagonette-driver;
wagonette omnibus, a motor-omnibus with
accommodation resembling that of a wagonette.
1877 ' C._ Bede ' Figaro^ at Hastings 50 The wagonette,

drivers, with uplifted whip-hand, hailing me with 'Now for
Fairlight and the Lover's Seat I' 1903 Motoring Ann. 244
A waggonette omnibus. A little waggonette 'bus,, .capable
of seating about a dozen persons, has been plying on the
Putney to Piccadilly route for more than a year.

Wagonful, waggonful (wse-gwiful). Also
-full. As many persons, or as much baggage, etc.

as will fill a wagon.
1846 Dickens I'ict. Italy 179 A waggon-full of madmen,

screaming and tearing to the life. 1883 Stevenson Silverado
Squatters 121 Hanson arrived, with a waggonful of our
effects. 1902 Owen Wister Virginian xviii, The wagonful
of guests whom he had evidently been driving upon a day's
excursion.

Wagon-head, waggon-head. Arch. A
cylindrical ceiling, roof, or vault.
1823 P. Nicholson Pratt. Builder 430 Ceilings, formed

simply of cylindric surfaces, are termed, by mechanics,
waggon.heads. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. far. Churches
215 The best general form is that of a polygonal 'waggon-
head ' of five or seven sides.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 482/2 Watt adopted a long rec-
tangular form, with a semi-cylindrical top. . . From this form
it is termed the waggon-head boiler. 1870 M. A. Lower
Hist. Sussex I. 242 The whole of the building has now a
wagon-head ceiling in pannelled oak.
Hence Wagon-headed a.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 114 Lunettes, .are made
either in waggon-headed ceilings, or through large coves.
1897 F. J. Burgoyne Library Constr. 192 A richly moulded
waggon-headed roof.

Wagoning, waggoning (warganin), vbl. sb.

[f. Wagojj v. + -ing l.J The action of travellingveiling

I

[f. Wagon v7+ -ing~i|J

or conveying by wagon.
1856 Olmsted Slave States v. 339 More than thirty miles

of wagoning is required to bring the spirits of turpentine to
a rail-road. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xviii. xiv. (1873) VIII.
59 I he greatest activity and wagoning now visible there
1877 A. Douai Belter Times (1884) 15 Already in the ear-
liest, darkest ages were invented the arts of., navigating and
wagoning.

b. colloq. Coach-driving.
1875 Reynardson Dcnvn the Road 49 Tom Hennesy, who

was always fond of giving me a lesson in 'waggoning', and
by whose side I was sitting on the box. 1896 Conan Dovle
Rodney Stone viii, It's a fine day for a little bit of waggoning.

II Wagon-lit (vagonh'). [Fr. : wagon railway
coach (a. Eng. Wagon sb.) + lit bed.] A sleeping
coach on a Continental train.
1884 Daily News 4 Feb. 3/4 The wagonlit was abandoned,

and our journey was continued in an ordinary carriage
1904 B ness von HUtten Pant 39 The child was quite
used to strange quarters andwagon-lits.

Wagon-load, waggon-load. As much as
a wagon can enrry. (Often used hyperbolically.)

JS* C
!
B,1ER Re/'""t 1. i, Well, how goes Mississippi, man ?

What, do they bring their money by waggon loads to market
still 1 1728 Young Love Fame 1. 87 Imperious some a classic
fame demand, For heaping up with a laborious hand, A
waggon-load of meanings for one word. 1801 Farmer's
"Tag- Nov. 471 A waggon-load [of wheat] is i2or 14 barrels jeach barrel 196 lib. weight. 1837 Dickens Pickw. v, He
wouldn t shy if he was to meet a vaggin-load of monkeys™'b»r talls burnt off. 185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. ,

IV. 66 He carries with him. .a waggonload of plate. 1013
I. G. Frazer Golden Bough vn. Balder I. fv. 118 The
'Utchers were rewarded with a waggon-load of wine.

Wagonry, waggonry (wse-ganil). rare, ft".

Wagon sb. + -by.]

1 1. 1 Chariots collectively. Obs.
159s Chapman Ovid's Banq. SenceCi, Like the fireStolne

from the whecles of Phcebus waggonrie To lumps of earth,
can manly lyfe inspire.

2. Conveyance or transport by wagon.
1641 Milton Ch, Govt. 1. i. 5 So long as the Church is

mounted upon the Prelaticall Cart.. it will but shake and
totter, and he that sets to his hand.. to hinder theshogging
ot it, in this unlawfull waggonry wherein it rides, let himbeware [etc.]. 1865 Carlvlk Fredlc. Gt. xx. vi. (1873) IX.
118 Provisions, .were not to be had by force of wagonry.
Wagon-way, waggon-way.
1. An artificial road or a line of rails in a colliery
upon which the coal wagons are run.
1727 De.Foe Eng. Trades,,,, xlvi. (1841) II. ,73 [A coalwagon] which by the means of an artificial road, called awagon-way, goes with the help of but one horse to the

nearest river. 1837 H ebert Engin. f, Mech. F.ncycl. 1 1. 37SI he mended ra.l-road, or ' waggon-way
', as it was termed.

w^v^'i '?S*
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- '«/' If lhe waggon.
way.rails..be wet sometimes, a man cannot stop the

2. A road made for the passage of wagons ; also
a track made by wagons.

+,'£* ¥'"'"'" K "sl- '• l'i-'"48 A Letter.. on the Advan-

,8™ U
maklnS/ood Roads, or Waggon-Ways, in a Farm.

«77 Raymond Statist. M,nes t, Mining 2,3 A wagon-way

heavv ™?v~ i
be

.

en m
,

ade across ""is divide, by whichheavy machinery has been hauled over.

t Wagship. Obs. [f. Wag s6.2 + -ship.]
1. Waggery, waggishness.
i^Middleton Fam. Love n. (1608) B 4 b, No rather

17

lets pierce the Rundlets of our running heads and giue 'hem
a neate cuppe of wagshippe, to put downe their Courtship.

2. Used jocularly, with possessive pron., as a title

for a wag.
1607 Marston What you will ill. i. E 4, Pleaseth your

excellent wagship to bee informed that [etc.]. 1640 Brome
Antipodes 11. ix. E 3 b, You shall to schoole, away with
him ; and take Their wagships with him.

Wagsome (wre-gst™), a. nonce-wd. [f. Wag
sb. 2 + -some.] Waggish, addicted to waggery.
1869 W. S. Gilbert ' Bab' Ballads, Peter the Wag 37

Stil l humoured he his wagsome turn.

t Wa -gstart. Obs. Also 5 -sterd, -styrt, 5-6
-stert. p. Wag v. + Start sSA Cf. MLG. wage-,
wakstert ; also Da. vip-, Sw. vippstjert, Du. kiiik-

staar/je.'] — Wagtail.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 513/2 Wagstert [ Winch. MS. Wagge.

stert], byrd, teda, veltoda. c 1475 I'ict. I've, in Wr-Wiilcker
763/2 Hie tradus, a wagstyrt. 1570 Levins Manip. 33/42A Wagstarte. motacilla.

Wagtail (wse-gUu), sb. [f. Wag v. + Tail.«M
Cf. prec. and F. hochequeue]
1. A small bird belonging to one of the species

of the genus Motacilla or the family Molacil/id.v, so
called from the continual characteristic wagging
motion of the tail. In Great Britain chiefly applied
to M. lugubris, ' the Pied Wagtail of authors

'

(Newton), called also water wagtail.
1510 Stanbridge Voeabula (W. de W.) C vj, Motatula, a

wag tayle. a 1529 Skelton P. Sparowe 392 The gold-
fynche, the wagtayle. c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health xxxviii.
(Copland) N vij, A special remedy [for the stone] after
Auicen, is a wagtayle. 1604 [?Chettle] Wit of Woman
C 2, I

. .had my spirit as full of life as a wagtayle, but now
the case is altered. 1658 Rowland tr. Mou/et's Tlteat. Ins.
046 All those Birds called Wagtails (if I am not deceived)
live upon Flies. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 24,
I always illustrated my Eagleship. .by disdaining to make
a stoop at wrens, phyl-tits, and wag-tails. 1773 G. White
Sclbcne, To Pennant 9 Nov., Wagtails, all sorts, remain
with us all the winter. 187S Smiles Scotch Natur. xiii.
(ed. 4) 260 The melancholy note of the Wagtail.

b. With qualifying words, indicating native
country, colour, habits, etc.
Chiefly species of Motacilla, or species formerly referred

to that genus.
1668 Charleton Onomasl. 90 Motacilla Flava, the Yellow

wagtail, a 1672 Willughby Ornilh. 11. xvii. (1676) 172 Mota-
cilla cinerca.

. .The grey Wagtail. 1678 Ray Willughbys
Ornith. 11. xvii. 237 The white Wagtail. 1783 Latham Gen.
Synopsis Birds II. 11. 396-402 {Mentions Collared, Pied,
Indian, Yellow, Y'ellow-headed, Cape or African Wagtail].
1802 G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. s.v.. Wagtail, Grey.. .Pro-
vincial. Winter Wagtail. Ibid., Wagtail, Yellow.. .Provin-
cial. Spring, or Summer Wagtail. 1863 Baring-Gould
Iceland 332 A coppice of birch, among which darted the
redwing and white wagtail. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer.
Birds (ed. 2) 284 Motacilla ocularis. Siberian Wagtail.
1896 Newton Diet. Birds 1018 The so-called Grey Wagtail
of Britain.

2. Applied to other birds, a. U.S. One of the
water-thrushes, Seiurus nxvms or S. motacilla
(Cent. Diet. 1891).
1868 J. Burroughs Wake-robin viii. (1884) 296 The two

species of water-thrush or wagtails, and the oven-bird or
wood-wagtail.

b. Austral. The black-and-white fantail, Rhi-
pidura tricolor, also called the wagtail flycatcher
(Morris Austral English, 1898). c. dial. The
dunlin (Montagu Ornith. Diet., 1802).
1 3. trans/. A familiar or contemptuous epithet

or form of address applied to a man or young
woman. Obs.

..J
6?5 Shkks. Lear 11. ii. 73 This ancient Ruffian Sir, whose

life I haue spar'd at sute of his gray-beard. . . Spare my gray-
beard, you wagtaile? i6o7Miuuleton^/icA. Term 111. 211
Wagtail, salute them all ; they are friends. 1656 Du Card
tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. 193 A wagtail or busibody
d-siring to know_ many things beyond measure, and being
unable to bee satisfied with enquiries. 1732 Fielding De.
bauchees 1. i, Good morrow, my little wagtail—my grass-
hopper, my butterfly. 1783 O'Keeffe Birth-Day 30 To
dangle, frisk, and hop about like an impertinent wag-tail as
you are.

+ b. esp. A contemptuous term for a profligate
or inconstant woman ; hence, a harlot, courtesan.
Common in the 17th c.

1592 Lylv Midas 1. i, If therefore thou make not thy mis.
tress a goldfinch, thou mayst chance to find her a wagtaile.
1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One 11. i. 84 If men be
wags are there not women wagtails 1 1635 Shirley Traitor
11. 1, Join to make her Supple and pliant for the Duke : I
hope We are not the first have been advanced by a wagtail.
1694 Mottkux Ralielais v. Prognost. v. 237 Hedge-whores,
Wagtails, Cockatrices. Whipsters. 1710 Brit. Apollo III
No. 25. 3/2 Like Paris with his Gleek of Wagtails on Ida.
4. An artificial minnow used in trout-fishing.
1906 Macm. Mag. Nov. 26 Shortly after there was a pull

at the rod from which the wagtail was fishing.

5. Comb., as wagtail-family, -minnow ; wagtail
flycatcher = 2 b ; wagtail-warbler = 2 a.
1882 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club IX. No. iii. 504 Of the Wag-

tail family, the Pied Wagtail, and the Grey and Yellow
Wagtail, visited the Lake. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer.
Birds (ed. a> 309 Siurus nsrvius. Wag.tail Warbler. Ibid
Slums motacilla. Large-billed Wagtail Warbler. 1906Macm. Mag. Nov. 25 A green and silver wagtail minnow.
t Wagtail, v. Obs. [f. Wagtail sb.] intr.
To flutter.

J

1606 Sylvester Du Barlas 11. iv. 1. Tropheis 137 Even as
a paire of busie chattering Pies.. feel a chill fear, From

WAIF.
bush to bush, wag-tayling here and there, e 1620 7.. Boyd
Ziou's Flowers (1855) IJ 8 From bush to bush they in a
panick feare, Wagtayling goe.

t Wagtailed, a. 06s. rare. [f. Wagtail sb.

(as if ' wagging tail ') + -El) 2
.] Tail-wagging ; also

fig. wanton.
1648 Hexham ii, Gewipslecrl, wagg.tailed, or that moves

the Taile. 1656 S. Holland Z.ara (1719)64 You spend your
Lives, With wag-tail'd Wives.

Wah (wit). [Native name.] = Panda.
1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Set. s.v. Allnrus, A. fulgens, the

Wah or Panda. ,. It derives its name Wall from its cry. 1859
J. G. Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. I. 420.

Wah, early form of Waw sb.. wall.

Wahabi, Wahabee, Wahhabi, -bee
(waha-bj"). Also 9 "Wubabee, Wahaby, -hebbi.
[a. Ar. Wahhabi, f. Wahhab (tee below).] A fol-

lower of Abd-el-Wahhab, a Mohammedan reformer
(1691-1 787) whose sect flourishes in central Arabia.
1807 E.S. Waring Tour to Sheeraz liq The founder of the

religion of the Wuhabees. 1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 374
The Wahebbis, as we shall, consequently, style the Nedjedis.
(11817 Burckhardt Trav. Arabia (1819) I. 25 During the
predominance of the Wahabis, Djidda has been in a declining
state. Ibid. 354 The Wahabys. 1817 C. Mills Hist. Mu.
hammedanism vii. 375 The tenets cf the Wahabees became
established all over the peninsula of Arabia. 1865 W. G.
Palgrave Joum. Arabia II. 3 Himself a bitter Wahhal.ee,
and a model of all the orthodox vices of his sect. 1881 W. S.
Blunt in Lady A . Blunt 's Pilgr. to Nejd 1 1. 257 Abdallah .

.

was acknowledged, without opposition, chief oftlie Wahhabis.
b. attrib. and adj.

1807 E. S. Waring Tour 5&WJ2iigTheWuhabee Arabs.
1865 W. G. Palgrave Joum. AraHa I. 445 These differ-
ences give Wahhabee worship a peculiar t\ pe. 1881 W. S.
Blunt in Lady A. Biunfs Pilgr. to Nejd II. 254 Southern
Nejd alone seems to have been fanatically Wahhabi.
Hence Wahabiism, -beeism, -bism, Waha-

bite [see -ISM, -ite].

1810 Naval Chron. XX IV. 298 The attempts of the Wahe-
bites to reduce their theory to practice. Ibid, 376 The
Wahebite clan. 1826 Gen. P. Tiiomison Excrc. (1842) III.
383 Wahabeeism is Arabia marshalled against Turkish
domination. 1865 W. G. Palckave Joum. Arabia I. 194
If ordinary Islam proved too strait-laced for Arabia, Wah.
habeeism is of necessity even more so. 1881 W. S. Blunt
in Lady A. Stunt's Pilgr. to Nejd II. 251 Tie rise and
decline of Wahhabism in Arabia. 1884 Enc} cl. Brit. XVII.
773/2 The rise of the Wahhabite [ ower. Ibid., 'Oneba sided
with the Wahhabites. 1901 Skuinf. Sir W. W. Hunter xi.
198 In the darkest days of Wahabiism.

t Wahahowe, int. Obs. Also wa ha ho,
wa'hoh. = Halloo.
C 1595 R. Carf.w Excellency Engl. Tongue in G. G. Smith

Eltzab. Crit. Ess. (1904) II. 287 In detestation wee saye
Phy.. ; in calling, whowp; in hallowinge, wahahowe : all
which (in myeare) seemeto bederiued from the very natures
of those seuerall affections, e 1600 I istr. Emperor II. i. in
Bullen O. PI. (i884)III. 194 Wa, ha lio, man ! Your buzzard
is a kyndeof byrde of prey, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Little
Fr. Lawyer iv. iv. La-writ. So ho? onr weapons. Sam.
Wa, ha, ho, our weapons? 1633 B. Jonson Tate of Tub I.

\. 23 Hug. 'The Vicar of Pancrace, Squire Tub ! wa' hoh !

Tub. I come, I stoop unto the call ; Sir Hugh !

Wahoo (wah«-). Also waahoo, whahoo.
[Indian name.] The N. American shrub Ettonymus
atropurpureus.
i860 A. Gray Man. Bot. 81 Euonymus atropurpureus.

.

Burning-Bush, Waahoo. 1866 'J reas. Bot., W; ; hoo. 1903
Nancy H. Banks Round Anvil Rock 158 The bright wahoo
with its graceful cluster of flame-coloured berries.

Waht, Wai, Waiehe, obs. forms of What,
Way, Woe, Watch.
Waicht, obs. Sc. form of Weight.
Waid, Sc. form of Wade v., Woad.
Waidge, obs. Sc. form of Wage.
"Waie, obs. form of Way, Weigh v.

Waif (w£f)i sb- 1 (and a.) PI. waifs. Forms :

3-7 wayf, 4-9 waife, 5 wayffe, 5, 7 weif, 6 wayfe,
wayff, 6-7 weife, 7 wafe, waiefo, weyfe, wayve,
waive, wave, 9 waifT, 6- waif. Also//. 5, 7
wayves, 5 weyves, 6 wavys, 6-7 waives. See
also Weft. [a. AF. waif, wayfifik.), weif, weyf
(Britton), gwayf iya Kennett), (Anglo-L. waivum,
wayvium, weyvium) = OF. (Noiman) gaif, gayf
(fem. gaive, gayve) sb. and adj. ; early mod.F.
(Cotgr.) vuayves (sb.), and (choses) guesves or
gayves; prob. of Scandinavian origin, with the
primary sense ' something loose or wandering'

;

cf. ON. veif something flapping or waving (cf.

Waif sb.'*), related to veifa trans, to wave, vibrate.
Cf. Waive v.] A. sb.

1. Law. A piece of property which is found
ownerless and which, if unclaimed within a fixed

period after due notice given, falls to the lord of

the manor ; e. g. an article washed up on the sea-

shore, an animal that has strayed. Often 7uaifand
stray or t straif: cf. Stray sb. 1, Stbaif.
Not evidenced as Eng. before 1377 ; the bracketed quots.

represent the AF. use of I3-I5th c, in which the word is

often collect, sing, meaning lost property collectively or the
right of the lord to such property.
[1223 in Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 275 Kecognitum

est. .quod ad nos spectat le Gwayf&c in terris nostris. 1228
in Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 52 Wrek, weyf, stray, merchet.
c 1290 Fleta I. xlvii. (1647)62 Si quis. . libertatem Weyvii ha-
bere damans, animal vagans in feodo suo invenerit. 1293
Rolls ofParlt. 1. 115/1 Omnia Animalia que dicuntur Wayf,
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fnventa n predictis terris. 1372 inKennett Par. Antiq. UBiS)
II.251 Dictexix marce seisite fuerunt ibidem tanquam Wayf
in manum prioris. 1400 in Liber Custum. (Rolls) 486 Quod
praidictus Dux . . haberet . . omnimoda catalla vocata ' Wayf
et ' Stray'.]

1377 Langl. P. PI B. Prol. 94 Of wardes and wardmotes,
weyues and streyues. 1444 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 126/2 All
maner Wayffesand Strayes, and othur godes forfeted. 1447
Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 99 He and his predecessours .

.

have had view of Frank Plegge weif and straif and all other
profits longing to a view. 1435 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 31 1/2
Wrecke of the Sea, Weyves, Estrayes. 1546 in Sel. Pleas
Crt. Admiralty (1894) I, 148 The sayde Leonard Sumpter
fyndynge the sayde shyppe..dryvynge with the streamys as
a wayffand forsaken of all creatures tokeand seased uppon
the same as lawfull wayfT and thynge forsaken. 1547 in

J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1S83) 93 That all wavysand
strays from hense forthe shalbe delyvered to the Baylie by
the Thurbarrowes. 2622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 22
When an owner cannot be found, the Common Law gives it

Domino Regi, as Waifs, Strays, Wreck of the Sea. 2763
Blackstone Comm. I. viii. 292 Wrecks, treasure trove,.,
waifs, and estrays, may be granted by the king to particular
subjects, as a royal franchise : and indeed they are for the
most part granted out to the lords of manors. 2826 Scott
Woodst. it, Sir Henry Lee is keeper of Woodstock Park,
with right of waif and stray [etc.]. 1852 Ida Pfeiffer
fourn. Iceland 85 He has a right to all the waifs, which is

a privilege of some importance, on account of the wood
drifted from the American continent. 1866 Kincsi.ey Herew.
vi, The country folk, who were prowling about the shore after
the waifs of the storm.
incorrect use. 1872 Ruskin Fors Clav. I. iii. 18 Hearing

that a considerable treasure of ancient coins and medals has
been found in the lands of Vidomar, Viscount of Limoges,
King Richard sends forthwith to claim this waif for himself.

t b. (See quots.) Obs.

1579 Expos. Terms Lata 186 Wayfe is when a theefe hath
feloniously stolne goodes, and beinge neerelye followed with
hue, and crye,..fiieth away and leaueth the goods.. behind
him, then the queenes officer or the Reeue or Bailife to the
Lord of the manour..may seyse the goodes so wayued to
their lordes vse. 1610 W. Folkingham Feudigr. m. iv. 71
Waiues, Weifes, or waiued goods, import all goods and
chattels, which being stolne, are left or forsaken by the thiefe
in his fu^acie. 1620 J. Wilkinson Courts Leet 125 Waiefes
are cattell stolne and weived out of the possession of him
that stole them. 2765 Blackstone Comm. I. viii. 286 Waifs,
bona ivaviata, are goods stolen, and waived or thrown away
by the thief in his flight, for fear of being apprehended.
2. trans/, and fig.
2624 Donne Devot. xiii. (ed. 2) 312 What a Wayue, and

Stray is that Man, that hath not thy Marks vpon him? 1676
Marvell Mr. Smirke, Hist. Ess. 49 Whensoever a Chris-
tian transgresses these bounds once, he is impoundable, or
like a wafe and stray whom Christ knows not, he falls to
the Lord of the Mannor. 2690 C. Nesse O. $ N. Test. I.

143 We are fain into our Lords hands.. as wafes and strays;
the Lord of the Mannor seizeth on us for not paying our fines.

1785 Burns Twa Herds 1, Or wha will tent the waifs and
crocks, About the dykes? 1823 Scott Peveril xxxix, You
are here a waifon Cupid's manor, and I must seize on you in

name of the deity. 1848 Dickens Dombey liii, I had no
scruples of conscience in suffering all the waifs and strays of
that conversation to float to me as freely as they would. 2833
Tennyson Brook 199 Rolling in his mind Old waifs of rhyme.
2877 Symonds Sk. Sf Stud. Italy (1879) 300 A chiffonnieroi
Paris,.. when the night has fallen, goes into the streets, .to
rake up the waifs and strays a day of whirling life has left

him. 1879 Froude Caesar xxiii, 398 He was now flung as a
waif on the shore of a foreign land. 2918 F. Wood-Jones
Probl. Mans Ancestry 42 The whole fauna of Australia con-
sists (with the exception of a few waifs) of pouched animals.

b. esp. A person who is without home or
friends ; one who lives uncared-for or without
guidance ; an outcast from society ; an unowned
or neglected child.

2784 Cowper Task ni. 80 'Twas hard, perhaps, on here and
there a waif, Desirous to return, and not receiv'd. 2830 Galt
Lawrie T. iv. I. 26 It's no possible.. that such poor waifes
could be guilty of anything like that. 2857 Mks. Mathews
Tea-Table T. I. 205 Some blest Alsatia.. wherein to gather
up the waifs and strays that abound in the bye-ways. 1862
'Shirley' (J. Skelton) Nugrn Crit. iii. 159 They are the
waifs and strays, and cast.aways of society. 2875 Children
reclaimedfor Life 82 Little Jem Jervis was simply a friend-
less waif. 2916 Whitakcr's Almanack Advt. 114 Church of
England—Waifs and Strays Society needs help for its large
family ofover 4,600 children... Over 20,000 Children Rescued.

3. Comb., as waif-wise adv.
2872 Swinburne Songs be/. Sunrise, Eve 0/ Revol. 63

Whose multiplying hands Wove the world's web with divers
races fair And cast it waif-wise on the stream.

B. attrib. and adj.

1. attrib. or appositive (indicating lost property,

a strayed animal, a homeless person, etc.).

1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Treat. 155 Ane wafe beast, after
zeare and day, is escheit to the King. 2678 Sir G. Mac-
kenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xix. § iv. (1699) 98 He who finds

a watfe Beast, which hath strayed from the owner. 1681-2
Radclyffe Household Bks.'m Northu tub. Gloss,, Mantayning
a wave child in Dilston, 1 1. 8d. 2754 Erskine Princ. Sc.
Law (1809) 117 Where one finds strayed cattle, or other
moveables, which have been lost by the former owner (waif
goods). 1898 F. D. How Walsham How xix. 267 A Home
for Waif Boys had been established.

2. adj. (Sc.) a. Stray, wandering, homeless

:

= Waff a, 1.

c 1730 Ramsay Vision i, Mylane I wandert waif and wae.
2806 R. Jamieson Rosmer Ha/mandiv. Pop. Ballads \\. -20-$

Andwull and waiffor eight lang years They sail'd upon the sea.

b. Applied to a report or saying : Floating,

current. Sc. rare.

1753 Stewart's TrialAppend. 102 Depones, That he heard
a watf report in the country, that [etc.]. 1886 Stevenson
Kidnapped xvii. 162, 1 have heard a waif word in the country
..that you were a hard man to drive.

18

c. Poor or inferior in quality ; = Waff a. 2.

2824 Miss Ferrier Inker. III. 164 It will be but a waiff
kind of happiness.

Waif, sb? [? a. ON. veif, something waving or

flapping.]

1 1. ?A convolution, coil. Sc. Obs.
2513 Douglas A£neis vn. vii. 25 The grisly serpent semyt

sum tyme to be About hir halsa lynkyt goldincheyn^e ; And
sum tyme of hir curche, lap with a waif, Becum the selvage
or boidoure of hir quayf.

2. A small flag used as a signal : = Waff sb. 1 b,

Waft sb. 7. Now Araut.
2530 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 446 And the watch

that beis in Sanct Nicholace stepill to pyt on the waiffs that
he hes, to the part of the toun he seis thame cumand to.

2850 Scaw.swi Cheever $ Wkalem. Adv. xiv. (1858) 213 Two
waifs, or flags, were immediately set as a signal of distress.

1874 C. M. Scammon Marine Mammals 25 (Cent.) The
officer who first discovers it [a whale] sets a waif (a small
flag) in his boat, and gives chase.

Waif (wiif), sb.* [Cf. Weff, Waff j£.] Some-
thing borne or driven by the wind; a puff (of

smoke\ a streak ("of cloud).
1854 Patmorh Angel in Ho. % Betrothal 18 The sunny wind

that. .shaped the clouds in waifs and zones. 1879 R. H.
Elliot Written on their Foreheads xxxiii. II. 1 The first

waifs of the hot-weather sea-borne breeze had in the evening
begun faintly to fan the topmost heights of the border hills.

1886 Parry Stud. Gt. Composers, Schubert 232 Nothing but
waifs of cloud and howling of wind.

Waif (wrif), v. [f. Waif sbA Cf. Waive vM
In passive: To be thrown up or cast away as a waif.
1848 Lytton Harold ix. i. 291 He hath right of life and

death over all stranded and waifed orj his coast.

Waif, obs. form of Waive, Wave vbs.

Waifingir, var. Wavenger.
Waift : see Waft, Weft sb.%

Waiftage, obs. form of Waftage.
Waige, Waigh. : see Wage, Weigh.
Waight, obs. form of Wait, Weight.
Waigle, Sc. form of Waggle.
Waik : sec Vake, Wake, Weak.
Waikin, obs. Sc form of Waken v.

Waikrife, obs. Sc. form of Wakerife.
Wail (wfil), sb. Also 5-6 waile, wayle. [Be-

longs to Wail v. Cf. ON. z/^/neut.]

1. The action of wailing ; expression of pain or

grief by prolonged vocal sound.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 13979 Miche wepyng & wail, wetyng of

lere. 1726-46 Thomson Spring 725 Till . , the woods Sigh to
her song, and with her [the bereaved nightingale's] wail re-

sound. 1811 W. R. Spencer Poems 23 What accents slow,
of wail and woe. 1821 Byron Two Fosc. 1. i, Ah ! a voice
of wail ! 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. 11. iii. (1864) 35 He
had an ear open for every tone of wail. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. xi. 1,(1873) IV. 2 A thousand children, .with shrill unison
of wail, sang out :

' Oh, deliver us from slavery 1
' 1865

Tom Taylor Ballads $ Songs Brittany (Rtldg.) 55 There
was weeping and wail from young and old.

b. esp. Sound of lamentation for the dead.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 87 19 The dole for bat doghty of hisdere

fryndes Of wepyng & wayle & wryngyng of hondes..no
lettur might tell. 1816 Scott .*4«r7^. xxvii, The wives o' the
house of Glenallan wailed nae wail for the husband, nor the
sister for the brother. 1844 Mrs. Browning Rom. Page xx,
Wail shook Earl Walter's house ; His true wife shed no tear.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. xc, The dead, whose dying eyes
Were closed with wail. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. v.

102 'There was a greatcry in Egypt,' the loud, frantic,

funeral wail, characteristic of the whole nation.

2. A cry of pain or grief, esp. if loud and pro-
longed.
1863 Geo. Eliot Romola vi, Every time we. .directed our

eyes towards it, our guide set up a wail. 1881 Besant Sc

Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 2 The newborn babe begins his earthly
course with a wail. 1900 F. T. Bullen With Christ at Sea
xii. 223 Six ofthem died..and weredropped overboard amid
the piercing wails of their companions.

b. jig. A bitter lamentation.
1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng.ix. (1880) 154 A long wail of

anguish was rising from the persecuted all over France. 1871
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 104 The record, or
rather the wail of the native writer is more than borne out
by [etc.]. 1873EMMA J. WoRBOisii Our New Home xv, And
still all her wail was, ' Oh, that I had died in Windermere !

'

3. trans/. A sound resembling a cry of pain.
1825 Longf. Hymn Morav. Nuns 13 When the battle's

distant wail Breaks the sabbath of our vale. 1858 N. J.
Gannon O'Donoghuei. 10 Varied by fox's bark, the wail Of
plover, or the pipe of quail, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv. 185
fhe storm . . with a melancholy wail, . . bade our rock farewell.

1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile vii. igs Hark that thin
plaintive cry ! It is the wait of a night-wandering jackal.
1882 Mrs. A. Edwardes Ballroom Repent. I. 219 A cantata
..with a subtle wail of pain underlying the surface joyous-
ness of the centric melody. 1913 M. Roberts Salt of the
Sea xviii. 419 He made the whistle give a melancholy wail.

f 4. A state of woe. Obs. rare.
168a SmT. Browne Chr. Mor. m. xxiii. (1716) 115 Dream

not of any kind of Metempsychosis.., but into thine own
body, and that after a long time, and then also unto wail or
bliss, according to thy first and fundamental Life.

Wail (w^l), v. Forms: 4-5 weyle, weile,
4-7 wayle, 5 waille, 6 waill, wale (weale), 4-7
waile, 6- wail. [Prob. a. ON. *veiia (cf. veilan
wailing, Fritzner), f. vei int. : see Woe. The
recorded ON. word is vx/a (whence vx/, vklan
wailing), f. vfe int., synonymous with vei. Cf. Sw.
dial, vaia, Norw. vw/a to bleat.]

1. inir. To express pain or sorrow by prolonged

WAIL.

piteous cries. Often with reference to funeral

lamentations.
c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 2563 Al bat folk he herd waile For

bat erl of Cornewaile. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. v. 261 A
bousent of men bo brongen to-geders, Weopynd and waylyng
for heore wikkede dedes. 1382 Wyclif Matt. xi. 17 We nan
mourned to Jou, and ;e han not weilid. 1393 Gower Con/.
II. 383 Anone sche gan to wepe and weile. 1412-20 Lvdg.
Troy-bk. iv. 3625 pe faire quene Eleyne Wailleth, crieth wi)>

a dedly chere. 1513 Douglas /Eneis in. v. 61 With that
word sche brist out mony a teir, And walit so that pietie was
to heir. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. G ivb, Then may I

wake and wayle the night, my bed wt teares besprent. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 7 Then gan she waile and weepe, to see
that woefull stowre. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iii. 7 My
Mother weeping: my Father wayling : my Sister crying.
1827 Pollok Course T. x, Where ye shall weep and wail for
evermore. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, Alexander Mac
Stinger who had stopped in his crying to attend to the con-
versation, began to wail again. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. 371 To address you, weeping and wailing and lamenting.

b. To cry piteously_/i»- (something desired).

1573-80 Tusser Hush. (1878)198 And God the holy Ghost,
the soule of man doth winne, By moouing hir to waile for

grace, ashamed of hir sinne. a 1771 Gray Dante 45, 1 heard
'em wail for Bread.

f o. transf. Of the eyes : To weep. Obs. rare~l
.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1508 An humble gate,calme looks, eyes
wayling still.

2. transf. Of birds, inanimate things : To give

forth mournful sounds.

1595 Spenser Col. Clout 23 Whilest thou wast hence,. .The
woods were heard to waile full many a sythe, And all their

birds with silence to complaine. a 1605 Montcomerie
Cherrie <y Slae (revision) ii, The turtle wails on witherit treis.

1820 Keats Hyperion in. 109 O tell me, lonely Goddess ! by
thy harp, That waileth every morn and eventide. 1845
Dickens Chimes 1. 2 As one not finding what it seeks, ..it

[sc. the night-wind] wails and bowls to issue forth again.

1890 Bridges Shorter Poems 1. iv, A flock of gulls are wheel*

ing And wailing round my seat.

b. Of music, etc. : To sound like a wail.

185a Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 267 The Dead
March wails in the people's ears. 1878 Susan Phillips On
Seaboard 77 While the pibroch wildly wailing tells how all

was lost and won.

3. To utter persistent and bitter lamentations or

complaints. With clause or quoted words : To
say lamentingly.

13.. K. Alls. 4653 (Laud MS.) Often he crieb, and often
gynneb waile, He wolde al Perse habbe y^iue And he mi^th
haue had his lyue. c 1388 Oft the 2j> Articles in Wyclif's

Sel. Wks. III. 481 As heben men skorned bo sabbatis of

Jerusalem in ber conquestis. . as Jeromy weylep. 1555 Phaer
AEueid 1. (1558) A ivb, And therwithin on armour heapes
sitts Batail rage, and wailes With brasen cheines a hundred
bound his wrastling not auailes. 1865 Trollope Belton
Est. xii. 138 He went on wailing, complaining of his lot as
a child complains. 1894 Baring-Gould Kitty Alone II. 75,
1

1 wish I was dead,' wailed the poor creature. 1913 Times
30 Sept. 10/2 ' But I was going with him !

' she wails.

4. To grieve bitterly.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 556 Art now falle m som devo-
cioun And waylest for thy sinne and thyn offence? £1380
Wyclif Serm. Matt. v. Sel. Wks. I. 408 Blessid be bei pat
weilen. C1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiii. 132 (Add. MS.) There
the synner waylithe, or is sory for his synns, he shalle be
saf. 1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1176/1 Thei
wayled and dydde paynefull penaunce for theyr synne to

procure god to pitie them. 1554-9 Songs <V Ballads Phil.

$ Mary (Roxb.) 13 For thos that be leale, He makys them
to weale, For faute of a meale, And good sustinance. 1601
Weever Mirr. Mart. E j b, Though foolishnes it be, For
treasure lost, to waile, or make great sorrow, a 1677 Bar-
row Serm. Wks. 1687 III. xxiii. 268 To fret and wail at

that, which, for all we can see, proceedeth from good inten-

tion, and tendeth to good issue, is pitifull frowardness. 1865
Neale Hymns Parad. 4 While she wails for her condition.

1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such ii. 27 Yet it is held no impiety
. .for a man to wail that he was not the son of another age
and another nation.

5. trans. To bewail, lament, deplore. 'Nowpoel.

or rhetorical, a. To lament, manifest or feel deep
sorrow for (sin, misfortune, suffering, whether one's

own or that of others).

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 94 Ac for his wynnynge I wepe
and weile be tyme. c 1400 Rule St. Beuet (E. E. T. S.) 122
Dayly wayling your synnes. c 1400 Pilgr. So7vle (Caxton)
iv. xxxviii. (1859) 65 Yet weyle I more the lesyng of the
kynges worship, than of myn awn dysese. 1485 Caxton
St. Wene/reyde 3 Wayllyng the deth of their douhter. 1526
Pilgr. Per/(W. de W. 1531) 133 b, O, how they wyll wayle
& wepe theyr negligences, & wysshe that they had neuer
slepte so longe. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse o/Govt.'WUs. 1910
II. 58 We should be greevd, when as wee heare them grone,
And wayle their wantes. 1605 Shaks. Macb. in. i. 123 Yet
I must not,.. but wayle his fall, Who I my selfe struck
downe. 1627 May Lucan 11. C 1, Who now has time to

waile Plebeian fates? 1671 Milton Samson 63 Strength.,
proves the sourse of all my miseries; So many, and so huge,
that each apart Would ask a life to wail. 17.. A nla'Good-
man i. in Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1762)111 Ay she wail'dher
wretched life, And cry'd ever, Alake, my auld goodman.
1810 Scott Lady of L. in. vi, To wood and stream his hap
to wail. 1813 — Rokeby 111. vi, For never felt his soul the
woe, That wails a generous foeman low. 1868 Morris
Eartkly Par. I. 1. 418 Well then might Psyche wail her
wretched fate. 1898 Meredith Napoleon v. Poet. Wks.
(1912) 481 A broken carol of wild notes was heard As when
an ailing infant wails a dream.

b. To lament, mourn bitterly for (the dead) ; to

lament the absence or loss of.

1382 Wyclif 2 Chron. xxxv. 25 Al Juda and Jerusalem
weileden hym [Vulg. luxerunt eum], Jeremyas most. 1631
Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 309 They neither esteemed
him while he was liuing, nor wailed him at all, after that
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he was dead. 1715 Pope Odyss. xi. 216 If no more her
absent Lord she wails. 1810 Scott Lady ofL, lit. xvi, The
voice of the weeper Wails manhood in glory.

f o. To deplore the lot of. Obs.

a 1400 Rom. Rose 6271 If ther be wolves of sich hewe
Amonges these apostlis newe, Thou, hooly chirche, thou
mayst be wayled I

Hence "Wailed ppl. a., lamented.
1562 A. Brooke Romeus <y Jul. 1398 Like as there Is no

weale, but wastes away sotutime, So euery kind of wayled
woe will weare away in time. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie
(1879) 51 To bring vnto the wailed graue, this Countesse
courteous corse.

Wail: see Vail v.\ Veil sb.1 , Wale sb.^,sb.^,vA

Wailaway, obs. form of Wellaway.
tWaile 1

. Obs. rare*1
. [? Alteration (for rhyme)

of welde rule : see Wield sb.~\

13. . R. Brunnc's Chron. /K*or (Rolls) 5334+ 8 (Petyt MS.)
Tenuacius . . had be regne all in his waile.

t Waile 2
. Sc. Obs. rare- 1

. ? A willow.
a 1510 Douglas A'. Hart 11. 3iiThocht I l>e quhylum bow-

sum as ane waile [rhymes begyle, quhyle, oursyle], I sal be
cruikit quhill I mak [him fule].

Waile, ?obs. var. Quail v. x

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 81 There be men also of v.

cubites, whiche dye not, neither waile [L. ticc languescuut],

Waile : see Vail sb.\ Veil s&\ Wale sb* and
rfA Weal.
Waller (w*Hai). [f. Wail p. + -kbV| One
who wails ; spec, a professional mourner.
1647 Hexham i, A wailer or bewailer, ecu kermer. 1822

Scott Pevcril xlvii, Those dangers from which the poor
blushing^wailers of my sex shrink. 1851 G. W. Curtis Nile
Notes xii. 54 Before us a funeral procession was moving
to the tombs, and the shrill melancholy cry of the wailers
rang fitfully. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile xix. 524
A funeral with a train of wailers goes out presently towards
the burial-ground. 1915 igth Cent. Nov, 1 147 These ' howls

'

have been practised from childhood ; they are led in chorus
by a professional ' wailer*.

Hence f WaiTeress, a female wailer.

1388 Wyclif Jer. ix. 17 Clepe a,e wymmen that weilen [v.r.

weileressis].

Waileway, obs. form of Wellaway.
Wailful (wilful), a. Chiefly poet. [f. Wail

j£. + -FUL.]

1. Of cries, complaints, speeches : Having the
character of a wail, expressive of grievous pain or
sorrow. Of sounds: Resembling a wail, plaintive.

1544 Betham Precepts War 1. clxiii. H vj, Suche owte-
cryes and waylefull lamentation of women, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 11. Eclog. (igi2) 348 Zelmane, whose harte better
delighted in wailefull ditties. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. in.
ii. 69 You must lay Lime, to tangle her desires By walefull
Sonnets. 163a J. Hayward tr. BiondVs Eromena 105 A
voice not shreeking or displeasing, but moaning and waile-
full. c 1750 Shenstone Elegy iv. 28 Then. .Shall. .Inno-
cence indulge a wailful cry. 1834 Beckford Italy,, etc. II.

283 Her maids sang tirannas with a wailful monotony that
wore my very soul out. 1899 Whiteing No. j John Street
xiv. 140 The wailful sweetness of the violin Floats down the
hushed waters of the wind. 1906 Sat. Rev. 24 Mar. 361/1
Everyone.. was indulging in the vociferous brogue and
wailful Irish melody.

2. Full of lamentation, sorrowful.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Feb. 82 Thy Ewes.. Like waile-
full widdowes hangen their crags, a 1763 Shenstone Love $
Honour at She, she alone, amid the wailful train Of captive
maids, assigned to Henry's care. 1855 M. Arnold Balder
Dead 1. 176 Then must he not regard the wailful ghosts.
1865 Meredith Farina 6 A wailful host were the wives of
his raftsmen widowed there by her watery music !

b. trans/. Of animals or inanimate things

:

Producing plaintive sounds.
1818 Keats Endym. 1. 450 A wailful gnat. 1820 — To

Autumn 27 Then in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn.
187a G. Macdonald Wilfrid Cumb. I. xii. 176 A wailful
wind made one moaning sweep through the trees. 1885-94
Bridges Eros <y Psyche Sept. 16 Or e'er he join'd his wail-
ful flock. 1887 Meredith Ballads 4 Poems 157 The Iremu-
lous Ever-wailful trees bemoaning him.

1 3. Of mournful aspect. Obs.

<SS7 Phaer ASneid. vn. (1558) T iv, This dolefull dame
vpstertes, with waylful wynges [fuscis . . alt's]. 1577 Grange
Golden Aphrod. E iij, With wailful weeds I clad my corps.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. Hist. Eng. 39/2 They fearing
punishment, .with wailefull countenance craued mercie.
1 4. That is to be bewailed, lamentable. Obs.
a 1547 Surrey Eccles. iv. 10 That neuer felt the waylfull

wrongs that mortall folke receue. — Mneid 11. 6 The
Phrygian wealth, and wailful realm [L. lamentabile reg-
num\ of Troy. 1566 Gascoigne Jocasta 1. i. 12, I must
to thee recompte The wailefull thing that is ahedy spred.
1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales Ep. Ded. to Baynes, Who knew
my cares, who wist my wailefull woe. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
m. iv. 38 Farre better I it deeme to die with speed, Then
waste in woe and wailefull miserie. c 1620 Breton Ctess
Pembroke's Passion (Grosart) 5/2 But if these wept to see
his waylefull case: Why dye not I to thinke on his dis-
grace?

Hence Wailfnlly adv.
1611 Cotcr., Doloureusement, dolourously; heavily, sor-

rowfully wailefully, most wofully. 1879 Meredith Egoist
*y..?7 Inc {glass did not say so, but the shrunken heart
within him did, and wail fully too. 1904 Snaith Broke 0/
mVm5 ° volce CI*y>ng 'n the wilderness can sound more

wailfully to human ears.

Wailing (wMirj), vu. sb. [f. Wail v. + -ingV]
The action of the verb.

JllmW* 78?I (Laud MS -)» Michel spray mychel grad-
^tjuchel weep mychel waylyng. 1381 Wyclif Gen. xxvii.
41 lhan Esau..seide in his herte, The Hayes of weilyng of
my fader shal come, and I shal slee Jacob, a 1400 Prymer

Vs. xxxviii. 8 (1895) 39 Y rorid for be weilyng of myn herte.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 7155 Myche weping & wo, wayling of
teris. X513 Douglas AEnets 11. viii. 83 With dulefull strike
and waling all is confoundit. 1532 Frith Mirr. to know
thyself \\\. Wks. (1573) 90 When he saw the shepheard so
sore lamenting, he reynde hys horse, & asked him the cause
of his great wayling. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais ill, xiii.

io7The..piolingofPelicanes, ..and wailing of Turtles. 1814
Byron Lara n. xxv, Her tears were few, her wailing never
loud. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets—Night, The child is

cold and hungry, and its low wailing adds to the misery of
its wretched mother. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. iii.

82 Our travellers proceeded to the' Place of Wailing 'of the
Jews, who assemble every Friday to weep and pray for the
restoration of their own country.

b. Often plural.
13.. K. Alls. 2360 (Laud MS.l, Michel woo & grete wail-

ynges Was made for boo songelynges. i486 Caxton Cnrial
11 To seche to gete them after wyth grete wayllynges and
sorow. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. title-p,. The Wailyngs of
the Prophet Hieremiah, done into Englyshe verse. 1695
Prior Ode after Qnceris Death xxiii, To Earth her bended
Front she bow'd, And sent her Wailings to the Skies. 1760-
72 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) II. 116 She again set up
her wailings. 1801 Scott Glenfinlas xxiv, I bade my harp's
wild wailings flow. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 24
The deposed Laureate.. continued to complain piteously..
of the losses which he had not suffered, till at length his
wailings drew forth expressions of well merited contempt
from brave and honest Jacobites. 1885 Manch. Exam.
20 July 6/2 The debate, .ended partly in grotesque remedies
and partly in waitings of despair.

c. attrib. wailing place spec, in Jews* Wailing
riace, the usual designation of part of the Solo-
monic wall in Jerusalem where the Jews assemble
to lament the destruction of the Temple (also

occas. wailing wall) • wailing robes nonce-use,

mourning garments.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 86 Away with these disgrace-

full wayling Robes. 1919 Q. Rev. Apr. 328 To the Jews
the principal Holy Place is the Wailing Wail, the fragment of
the Wall of the Temple at which the Jews perpetually mourn
for their lost glories and pray for the restoration of them.

Wailing (wa-lirj),///. a. [f. Wail v. + -ino ^.]

1. That utters mournful cries.

1383 Wyclif Jer. ix. 17 Beholdeth, and clepeth weilende
wymmen [Vulg. lamentalrices]. £1435 Found. St. Bar-
tlwlomew's (E. E. T. S.) 45 Whan for defawtynge of his hert
the vtteryng of his voice beganne to breke, beholde, aforne
the weylyng man seynt Barthilmewe stoid. 174a Collins
Dirge in Cytubeline 5 No wailing ghost shall dare appear
To vex with shrieks this quiet grove. 1821 Galt Ann.
Parish xvlii, A wailing baby, and a widow's heart, was a'

he left me. 1891 Farrar Darkn. fy Dawn vi, See that
every preparation is made for a royal funeral, and that the
flute-players, the wailing-women,, .be all in readiness.

2. Of cries, words : Expressing lamentation. Of
sounds: Resembling a wail.

1576 Gascoigne Kenelworth Castle Wks. 1910 II. 128
With wailing words and mourning notes. 1:1586 Ctess
Pembroke Ps. lxxviii, xxv, No widow left to use her wail-
ing voice. 1790 Burns Elegy Capt. M% //. 18 Come join,

ye Nature's sturdiest bairns, My wailing numbers ! 1818
Scott Rob Roy xxxiii, I only heard. .the wailing and pro-
longed sound of their trumpets, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xvi.

112 Through the gaps, .the wind rushed with a loud, wild,

wailing sound. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 274 Chanting,
as they went, a shrill wailing dirge.

Hence Wai'lingly adv.

1836 Lttton Athens (1837) II. 37 The wide earth echoes
wailmgly. 1848 S. Carter Midnight Effus. 216 Now tre-

mulous and wailingly Its liquid notes are ru>hing. 1902
Eliz. Banks Newspaper Girl 159 She sang the song of
Dixie, soirowfully, wailingly.

tWai'lish., a. Obs. [f. Wail sb. or v. + -ISH 1
.]

Given to wailing, querulous.
c 1550 Vertuous Sclwlclwuse B 7 b, Yf I knewe the not,

I shoulde thinke the a waylyshe woman.
Waill(e, obs. Sc. forms of Vail, Vale, Wale.
Waill(e)ant, obs. forms of Valiant.
c 1475 Partcnay 5354 Thay were good knightes, waillant
& worthy.

t Wai'lment. Obs. [f. Wail v. + -ment.]
Wailing, lamentation.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 12 b, If thou hadst neuer seene
the light, thy walking in darknes would haue brought thee
no waylement. 1594 R. Qakew] Tasso (18S1) 47 That
Asias waylments ^o take breath at last, a 1670 Hacket
Abp. Williams w, (1693) 224 O day of wailment to all that
are yet unborn !

Wailoway, obs. form of Wellaway.
Wailsome (w^i-lsi/m), a. rare. [f. Wail sb.

or v. + -SOME.] fa. That is to be bewailed. Obs.

b. Having a wailing sound.
1566 Studley Seneca's Medea v. {1581) T 5, And this with

wailesome murther like shall lose her tender life. 1891
Kipling City Dreadf. Nt. vi. (1892) 36 Another wilderness
of shut-up nouses, wherein it seems that people do con-
tinually and feebly strum stringed instruments of a plaintive
and wailsome nature.

t Wailster. Obs. rare—\ [f. Wail v. + -ster.]

A female wailer.

1388 Wyclif Jer. ix. 17 Biholde ^e, and clepe }e wymmen
that weilen [MS. I weilsterisL

Waily (wfl'li), a. rare. [f. Wail z;. + -Y.]

1906 Kipling Puck ofPook's Hill 286 He had a voice that
changed its tone, .sometimes deep and thundery, sometimes
thin and waily, but always it made you listen.

Wail^e, obs. Sc. form of Vail v. 1

Wailzeant, obs. Sc. form of Valtant.
Waim : see Whom pron., Wame north., belly.

Waiment, var. Wayment sb. and v. Obs.

t Waiming. Obs. Also 4 wamming, 5 way-
myuge. [Pern, a corruption of Wayment sb. or

Waymenting vbl. sb., peril, an alteration of wain-
ing, WoNlNG vbl. sb.~\ Lamentation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5721 He herd bair waiming and vn-quert.

/bid. 14314 lesus bair wamming [Gott. warning] vnderstod.
C1420 Anturs of Arth. 87 (Douce MS.), Hit ^aules, hit
3ameres, with waymynges wete.

Waimto, obs. form of Wame-tow.
Wain (w£in), sb.1 Forms: 1 weesn, (wesn),

W833en,ween,2-3<9r///.wa33n,3-7wayne,waine,
4-7 wayn, (5 wayen, 6 waayuo, 4 Sc, vayu), 4-5
weyne, (5 wene, 6 weene, weane, 7 wean,
whene), 5-7 wane, 3- wain. [OE. wwgen, wwn,
str. masc. = OFris. wein str. masc. (mod. WFris.
wein, woin, win, NFris. wein, wa{i)nj), OLow
Frankish reidi-waganQAX)\x. waeghen, Uu.'cagcn),
MLG., LG.wagenfOHG.wagan str. masc. (MliG.,
G. wagen),ON.vagn str. masc. cart, barrow (Norw.
vagn the Great Bear, vagn cart, Da. vogn, Sw. vagn
cart) :—OTetit. *wagno-z :—pre-Teut. *7C'ogkno-s f.

Indogermanic root *wegh-, *wogA- to carry, etc. : cf.

Weigh, Waw vbs., Way sb. Outside Teut. cog-
nate words of similar meaningarc Irish fin (:— pre-

Celtic *weglino-s) wagon, Gr. 6x0s (poxos :—

*wcg/io-s)
y

chariot, Skr. vahana neut., vahana
neut., chariot.

The pre-Teut. form may possibly have been *wcghno-s,
corresponding with the p: e-Celtic form ; there is some evi-
dence of an UTeut. change of we. to wa- before consonant
groups.]

1. A large open vehicle, drawn by horses or oxen,

for carrying heavy loads, esp. of agricultural pro-
duce

;
usually four-wheeled (but see 1 b) ; a wagon.

The word does not occur in the Bible of 1611, though
Wyclif and the 16th c. translators use it. As a colloquial
word it survives only in dialects, but in poetry it is com-
monly used instead o{ wagon.
Be0it'7i/f$i34 paer wxs wunden gold on wsn hladen, c 725

Corpus Gl. (Hessels) U 143 Uetticulnm [read Uehiculuvi\
waegn. c iz$o Gen. fyEx. 2362 He bad cartes and waines
nimen, And fechen wiues, and childre, and men, And gaf
hem oor al lond gersen. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8596 Pat
ber nas non so heuy charge of wayn ne of ob*-T binge pat
me ne mi^te ouer grete wateres bobe lede 8: bringe. a 1300
Cursor M. 5229 His suns all and bair flitting,. . In weynis
war bai don to lede. 1375 Eafbour Bruce x. 164 That apon
his cowyn gat he Men that mycht [ane] enbuschement ma,
Quhill that he vith his vayn suld ga 'fill lede thaim hay
in-to the peill. Ibid. xr. 24 A litill stane oft, as men sayis,
May ger weltir ane mekill wane, 1398 Trevisa Barlh. De
P.R. XVII. Ixxii. (1495)646 And at the laste heye is led home
in cartes and in waynes and broughte in to bernes for dyuers
vse and nedes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 137 Thei haue
noo howses, caryenge theire wyfes and children in waynes
[L. in plaustris}. 1449 Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Somerset
Rec. S0CO92 For custom for our wene to Bristowe warde
comyng and goyng, iiij d. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus
(1879) l-,i82 The said tenandis. .sal led to the abbay viii score
of fuderis of petisthe abbai fyndand wanis meit and drink to
theledaris. 1521 Lincoln Wills(igi^) I. 88T0 William myson
mybonden wane, ij oxen that cam from Hornecastell, [etc.].

'5*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § s And or he shall lode his corne,
he muste haue a wayne, a copyoke, [etc.]. 1576 Act 18 Eliz.
c. 10 § 1 Everye person . .shalbe charged to finde . . one Carte
Wayne Tumbrell . . Carresor Dragges furnished for thamend*
ment..of the Highe waves within the severall Parishes.
1588 in Ardt&ologia LXIV. 366 For viij weanes of Pillese-

ley which ladd Timber from Penttridge, xvj d. 1617 Morv-
son /tin. in. 19 Alexander the great set on fier with his
owne hands the wanes of carriage taken from Darius. 1617
May Lucan v. I i, The horses trample ore Safely where
ships haue saild ; the Bessians Furrow Maiotis frozen backe
with waines. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees)46 Wee leade
in our winter corne usually with three waines. 1688 W.
Scot Hist. Name Scot 1. (1894) 35 According to the old
Proverb, T"hey but fell from the Wains tail. 1731 T. Boston
Mem. vii. (1899) 106 On Thursday. .came the wains with
the household-furniture from Dunse. 1784 Cowper Task
1. 296 From the sun-burnt hay-field, homeward creeps The
loaded wain. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner \. 29 That far-off

tinkling's drowsy cheer, ..The Wain announces. i8ai Scott
Kenilw. xxv, The highways.. were choked with loaded
wains, whose axle-trees cracked under their burdens. 1827
O. W. Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. 210 A few large waias
or waggons. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 608 The wains
which carried the ammunition remained at the entrance of
the moor. 1850 Tknnyson /« Mem. exxi, The team is

loosen'd from the wain, The boat is drawn upon the shore.

1872 Schkle de Verb Americanisms 565 Wain, the obsolete
form of wagon, is still in daily use in some parts of the
United States, eg. in the peninsula east of the Chesapeake.
1874 Green Short //ist. iv. § 5. 197 To the lesser nobles.,
the long wain of goods as it passed along the highway, was
a tempting prey. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. 11. 32 Some
of the Avon villages are full of interest. Here you may see

the great four-horse wain, common on the roads in the days
of our grandfathers.

b. In local uses, applied to some particular kind

of wagon or cart.

1534 in Lett, ft Papers Hen. VI//, VII. 208 One weene with
two whyles. 17*6 Diet. Rust. {ed. 3) s.v. Cart, It is a Cart
when drawn by Horses, having twosides called Trills; but a
Wain when drawn by Oxen, and having a Wain-Cope. 1796

W. Marshall West Eng. II. 7 A singular kind of two-wheel

carriage, for Horses or Oxen, is here [sc. Cornwall! in com-

mon use;.. it is called a 'wain'; and it is a hay cart, or

wain, without sides, having only two arches bending over

the wheels, to keep the load from bearing upon theml with

a wince behind. 1832 Scoreby Farm Rep. 4 in Libr. Usef.

Knowl., Husb. Ill, The wain, a large cart upon broad
wheels, with a pole, and drawn by a pair of oxen, is much
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WAIN.
used at Scorcby. x868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss. s.v., The
veritable Wain, now never seen, was a narrow, long-bodied
vehicle, with two wheels only, and these at the hinder end.
The front or foremost end trailed along the ground.

c. poet. A car or chariot. Chiefly fig. or in

mythological use. In ME. often applied to the
Four Gospels, symbolized as a four-horsed chariot

(= L. quadriga^.
chooOrmin Pref. 21 patt wa^nissnemmneddqua^brigan

pan hafej>b fowwre wheless. a 1300 Cursor M. 21264 Four
ar bai tald, be wangelistes

}
?at draues be wain bat es cristes.

^1380 Wyclik Wks. (i83o) 258 See now besecunde wheel in
bis deuelis wayn. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 630 Wher
halved is be standyng estyval Of fresche Anpollo with his
golden Wayn, 1579 Spenser Shepk. CaL Jan. 74 Phcebus
gan auaile, His weary waine. 1590 — F. Q. 1. iv. 19 May
seerne the wayne was very euill led When such an one had
guiding of the way, That knew not, whether right he went,
or else astray. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill)
86 Not when the moon accomplishing her way Upon her
silver wayne. .presents the day. 1706 Die Foe Jure Divino
II. 239 [They] jointly drive the Wain of Government. 1714
Steele's Poet. Misc. 112 He..chatmM the Wain of Night
along, With his soft harmonious Song. 1885-94 Bridges
Eros <r Psyche April xx, They set on high upon the bridal
wain Her bed for bier, and yet no corpse thereon.
Proverb. 13.. All too Late 7 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems

(1903) 2io Al to late, al to late, ben is te wayn atte yate.
c 1420 Wvntoun Cron. 1. 640 Than to cry mercy is to lait,

The wane ban standis at be sate.

d. A wain-load, wagon-load.
1613 Pi-rchas Pilgrimage iv. x. (1614) 305 Thither they

bring euery yeare an hundred and fiftie waines of twigges.

f e. poet. Winged wain, a ship, Obs.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. in Furies 194 The

Masters skilfull most, With gentle gales driv'n to the wished
Coast, Not with lesse labour guide there winged wayns On
th'azure fore-head of the liquid plains.

2. The group of seven bright stars in the con-
stellation called the Great Bear: more fully

Charles's Wain. Lesser Wain : the similarly

shaped group of seven stars in the Little Bear.
OE. had ivines phi or /isla, ' pole or poles of the wain '.

With Scott's 'Arthur's slow wain" cf. 'Arthouris Plowe ',

Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 682 ; Arthur here represents Arcturus,
regarded as the teamster or wagoner of the plough or wain.
^888 /Ei.fred Boetk. xxxix, § 3 S«a swa tunglu,.be we

hatad waenes 8isla. C1374 Chaucer Boetk, iv. met. v. 5
Whoso bat. .wot nat why ]>e sterre Bootes passeb or gaderep
his weynes. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 2S0 We iudged
them to bee the chariotte or wayne of the south. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny vi. xxii. I. 130 The staries about the North
pole, called Septentriones, the Waines or Beares. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vr. 95 The.. two Bears.. Whose
hinder parts and Tails contain The lesser and the greater
Wain. 1703 Pope Thcbais 521 When clouds conceal Bootes
golden wain. 1803 Scott Last Miustr. 1. xvii, Arthur's slow
wain his course doth roll In utter darkness round the pole.
1812 Cary Dante, Parad. xnt. 7 The wain, that, in the
bosom of our sky, Spins ever on its axle night and day. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. ci, At noon or when the lesser wain Is
twisting round the polar star. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Wordbk. 437 The-wain-and-horses, sb., Ursa Major.
1887 Bowen AEncid r. 744 Bright Arcturus, the showery
Hyads, the Bear, and the Wain.

If 3. A rendering of L. plaustrum (lit. 'wagon')
used in the Vulgate for a kind of thrashing instru-

ment with wheels.
1381 Wyclif Isa. xli. 15, I haue set thee as a newe wayn

[i6og Douay, a newe threshing waynej thresshende. 1778
Lowth isa. xxviii. 27-28 Nor is the wheel of the wain made
to turn upon the cummin : But the dill is beaten out with
the staff; And the cummin with the flail: but the bread-
corn with the threshing-wain.

4. aftrib. and Comb. a. Obvious combinations,

as t wainaxtree, 'blade (Blade sb. Jo b), -body,

t -cart, -driver, -felloe, + -folk, -gear, -head (also

attrib.), -horse., -load, -wheel.

*559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 136 One pare of newe car
wheles, both *wane ashe tres [etc.]. 1557 Ibid. 101 A pare
of *wayne blayds. 1390-91 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

392 In factura unius *waynbody, 6d. a 1566 R. Edwauds
Damon fy P. (facs.) F ij, One preached of late not farre
hence, in no Pulpet, but in "Waayne carte, That spake
enough of this. 1552 Huloet, *Way»e dryuer, iugarius.
1360 Priory ofFinehale (Surtees) p. hii, j gauge de *waine-
feltes de frax'ino. 1558 Wills Northern C. (Surtees) I. 162
Twoo gang of wayne fellowes w ,h heades and moldeburdes.
1641 Bust Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 53 It isa greate furtherance
to have one to teame the waines whiles that the * wainefolkes
are att breakefast. 1538 Test. Ebor. VI. 75 All maner of.,

*wayne geir. 1557 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 128
Waynes and wayne geare. 1551 Knarcsb. Wills (Surtees)

I. 59 One'waynehedeyoke, one bolt and one shakill. 1557
Richmond Wills (Surtees) 101 One yron bound wayne . . with
wayne hed, [etc. J. 1562-3 Durham Wills (Surtees) III. 28

An yrone bounde wayne with a turne teame and a waine
head shakle. 1727 E. Laukence Duty 0/Steward 71 The
Steward should see that the "Wain-Horses and Oxen be
muzzled, to prevent their cropping the young Springs. x8oo
Hurdis Favourite Village 57 The stout wain-horse of en-

cumbrance stript. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11.

101 b, An other [oak) in an other place, that being cutte out,

made a hundred *Wayne lode, 1700 O. Heywood Diaries

(1885) IV. 238 A wainload of timber, 8 oxen and an horse.

1559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 136 One pare of newe"* waine
wheles.

b. Special comb. : f wain-beam, the pole of a

wagon (used to translate L. temo)
; f wain-clout,

the iron covering for the axle-tree of a wagon (see

Clout sb. 2 2) ; f wain-cope (see quot. and Cope,

Cop sb, 4
); wain-flakes dial. [ =M LG. wagenvleke]

,

the movable side-boards of a wagon, used to increase

its carrying capacity
; f wain-fork, a fork used in

20

the loading ofa wagon
; f wain*gate 1 [Gate sbA],

a gate for wains to pass through
; f wain-gate 2

[Gate sb. 2], a cart-track, wagon-road ; wain-
house (obs. exc. dial.), a wagon-house, cart-shed;

t wain- money, ? tolls collected from wains
(E.V.D.)

; f wain-rake, a rake used in the load-

ing of a wagon with hay, etc. ; f wain-shackle,
? a coupling for a wagon (see Shackle 6 a) ; wain-
stang dial., the projecting pole of a cart on either

side of which oxen or horses may be yoked; fwain-
string, ? = Wain-rope

; + wain-stroke, a curved
segment forming part of the iron rim or tire of a
wagon wheel (cf. Stroke^. 4) ; wain-trees dial.,

the axle-beams supporting the wagon; fwain-way,
a wagon-road; f wain-weight, ?a wagon-laid.
1589 Fleming Virg. Getrrg, in. 42 Let it creake afterwards,

and let the brasen *wainbeame strong Draw both the wheels
together ioind. 1650 Hokn & Rob. tr. Comenius' Gate
Lang. Unl. Foundat. T 9 One overcom with wine guid's
the wain-beam [L. tentonem~\ rashly. 1454 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 149, ij *wayneclowtez. 1523-34 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 5 The wheles.. must haue an axiltre, clout with
.viii. waincloutes of yren. 1596 Durham Wills (Surtees)
II. 259, v teames, ij horse-teames. ., vij wayne cloutes
[etc.], 1688 Holme Armoury in. 339/2 The *waine Cop,
that part which the hinder Oxen are yoked unto to draw
the Waine. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s.v. Cart, The Wain-
Cope, is a long piece that comes out from the Wain-body,
to wliich Oxen are fasten'd. 1570 Richmond Wills (1853)
101 In the yard and parke. .a pare of *wayne fleaks. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Wainfleeaks, the moveable side-boards of
the waggon, adapted to heighten it. 1641 Best Farm. Bis,
(Surtees) 46 Allowinge to each waine two folkes, viz., a
forker and a loader; and theire impk-ments which they are
to carry to field with them is a *wa'ine-forke and a waine-
rake; theire waim-forke should bee in length aboute two
yardes and a quarter. ci68o in Sussex Archseol. Collect.

(1849) II. 108 Richard Butcher, .took out of y 8 highway well
nigh ;\n acre of land, and made an enclosure of it, and set

up a *wean gate and horse gate. 1596 in Reg. Mag. Sig,
Scot. 1601, 414/1 Cum lie cairt and wane gait ad easdem
[moras], 1661 Reg. Gl, Seal Scot. 18/2 Therefra alongst
ane old waingate till you come to the Seggiesyke. 1569
Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) I. 34 With other out howses
as followith..the furmost barncthe "wayn howse [etc].

1791 Gentl. Mag. I,XI. I. 116/1 After supper, the company
all attend the bailiff (or head of the oxen) to the Wain-
house. 1828 CARiiCraT'cn Gloss., Wain-house, wagon house
or cart house. 1626 Gateshead Church Bks. (E. D. D.) Re-
caved of the hie ward (Tor *wane money, 16s. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 46 Theire *wainerakes haue (for the
most parte) theire shaftes made of sau^h, theire heade of
seasoned ashe, and theire teeth of iron. 1559 Richmond
Wills (1853) 136, iij "waine shackles. 1876 Whitby Gloss,,

*Wainsiang, the pole projecting in front of the wagon for

carrying stone blocks. 1464 Inv. in Feodar, Priorat.
Dunelm. (Surtees) 120, 1 cowpe-wayne cum "waynstrynges,
precium iij.s. 1596 Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 259, vij

wayne cloutes, ij hay spades, . . a *wayne stroke [etc.]. 1876
Whitby Gloss., *Waintrees, the axle-beams supporting the
wagon, 1579 Nottingham Rec. IV. 189 The *whene waye
goinge vpp they hill. 1641 Bkst Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 38
The waine-way into this close is aboute the middle of Finder
lane, wheare yow are to pull downe a gappe, 15. , Burgh
Rec. Edin. (1869) I. 241 Item of a *wayne weicht of letd,

that is to say xxtiij futemelHs, iiij d.

t Wain, sb.2 Obs. Forms : 3-4 wayne, 4 wayn.
[a. OF. wain masc., waaigne fem., dial. varr. of

gain, gaaigpie : see Gain sb. 2]

1. Profit, advantage.
c 1315 Shoreham Poems 1. 2207 pe fyfte, bat hys Elyynge,

Cryst onleke to oure wayne. 1340 Ayenb. 43 Him ne dret

na,t to donc.grat harm to obren uor a lite wayn ober uor
ureme to him.

2. Conquest, possession gained by conquest ; also,

booty, spoil.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) i48r_peyr fllote

wyb al ber wayne Turnede fro be lond of Spaigne. Ibid.

1857 Albion was Brutes wayne, perfore he dide hit calle

Brutayne. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 257 We rede 30 sende to

be kyngof Alinayn, & ^our londes todefende, & reue Philip

his wayn. Ibid. 297 pe Scottis bare bam wele, pe Waleis
bad be wayn, als maistere of bat eschele,

tWain,j£. 3 Obs. In 5 wayn(e,wayyn. [Of
obscure origin.] A hem, border.

C1440 Promf>. Paiii. 513/2 Wayne, of a garlement [v.r.

wayn, wayyn, Pynson of a garment], lacinia.

+ Wain, v. Obs. Forms: 2-3 Orm. wa$$-
nenn, 4 vayne, 4-6 wayne, 6 waine, 7 wein.
[f. Wain sb*]

1. trans. To transport in a wain or carriage.

c 1200 Okmin Pref, 37 Goddspell forr bait illke bing Iss

Currus Salomoniss, For batt Itt, . Wa$-,nebb sob Crist fra

land to land. Ibid. 5909 pasr iss be Laferrd Crist himm
sellf, & tiderr iss he wa^nedd Uppo batt halljhe wa}3n.
1531-2 Durham Itouseh. Bk. (Surtees) 62 Pro navigacione
ultra aquam cum le waynnyng 1 but malvaseti, 6d. 1606
Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 10 Before that by the Libitin-

avian cure the dead was weind, the Pollinctors inbalmed
the corps of the great.

2. To carry, bring, convey.
13.. Gnw.

(J-
Gr. Knt. 2459 Ho wayned me pis wonder,

your wyttez to reue
;

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 249 What
wyrde has hyder my iuel v;iyned. 1540 Palsgr. Atolastus
in. ii. Oij, Pamphagus wold wayne or bring no geste to

Sannios howse,, but he were riche. 1573-80 Tusser Husb,
(1878) 107 Then neighbour, .if any yuu see

:
good servant

for dairie house, waine her to mee.

b. ? To bring a report of.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11520 He couet at t]ie kyng,. .Eneas
eftsones bat erend for to wend. .All bere wille for to wete &
wayne at be last.

WAINSCOT.

3. intr. To go, rush,
f Perh. a different word :

cf. ON. vegna to proceed, go on.]
C1400 Destr Troy 7621 A thondir with a thicke Rayn

thrublit in be skewes,..As neuer water fro the welkynhade
waynit before. Ibid. 7655 Fetor, wrathed at his wordis,
waynit at the kyng, bat he gird to be ground and the gost
yald. Ibid, 13796 [Ho] Waynyt vp to the welkyn, as a wan
clowde.

Wain : see Vain a., Wane sbA, v., Wean v.

tWarnable, a. Law. Obs, [AF. dial. var.

oi gaignabte Gainable.] = Gainable.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Wainable, (in old Deeds) that

may be Manured, or Ploughed ; Tillable.

Wainage (w^i-nedz,). Hist. Also 6 waynage.
[ad. Anglo-L. wainnagium : see Gainage.]
1. — Gainage 3 (q.v. with regard to erroneous

interpretations).

c 150a tr. Gt. Charter in Artiolde's Chron. (1811) 217 A
villayne other than ours the same wise shalbe amercyed,
sauyng his waynage yf he falle into our bandis. a 1632
Coke Inst. 11. xiv. (1642) 28 It was great reason to save his

wainage, for otherwise the miserable creature, was to carry
it on his back. 1700 J. Tyrkell Hist. Eng. II. 814 His
Wainage (i.e. his Carts and Implements) to Till his Land.

2. Land under cultivation.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xii. 510 That they would, .de-

clare how many carucates, or what wainage for ploughs,
there were in each township. 1898 W. Farrer Cartul.
Cockersand Abbey II. 1. 362 With acquittance of multure at
the grantor's mill of his house and wainage,

t Wainbote. Law. Obs. Also wesne-boot.
[f. Wain sb* + bote, Foot sb. 2 Cf. MLG. (13th c.)

wagenbote.] The allowance of timber which a

tenant had the right to cut for the repair of his

wains.

1772 in Sussex Archxol. Collect. VI. 61 {Customs of Manor
of Batell) Plough-boot and wesne-boot. 1828-32 Webster.
Waincot, obs. form of Wainscot.
Waine : see Vain a,, Wane sb. 1 , v., Wean v.

Wainer (w^'naj). rare. In 5 wenyher, 6

weyner. [f. Wain sb.* -f -er 1 (in 15th c. -yeb).]

The driver of a wain, a wagoner.
a 1500 Tretyce in Walter ofHenley's Husb. (1890) 50 Se

bat yor wenyheris haue no poketes betwene ber legges to

stelle withe. 1566 S'hampton Crt. I.eet Rec. (1005) I. 1. 35
Weyners. 1840 Galt Demon of Destiny 77 Aghast the
wa'mers stood.

Wainescot, obs. form of Wainscot.
Wainful. rare. [f. Wain sb. 1 + -ful.] As
much as a wain will hold, a wain-load.

1713 Lady G. Batllie Househ. Bk. (S. H.S.) 246 For a
wain ful l Dails bringing from Berwick, o 6 10.

t Wai'ning, vbl. sb. Obs.-° [Of obscure

origin.] (See quots.)

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 385/2 Fersura,..thc warn-
ing or turning at ye lands end, where one funowendeth and
another be.^inneth. 1611 Cotcb. s.v. Reversure.

Waining, obs. f. Waning; var. Woning Obs.

Wainman (wvi'nman). Also 4 waynesman.
[f. Wain *M + Man.]
1. Wainer. Obs. exc. Hist.

1392 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 180 Duobus wayne-
men de Dansk pro eodem viagio, iiij marcz. pr. Cuidam
waynesman de Dansk pro eodem viagio, ij- marcz. pr. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5833 pe wayne men wer no5t ware.

1580 H. F. Pelegrom. Syn. Sylva 42 A Carter, a Waine man.
Auriga [etc. J. x6og Churchw. Ace. Pittif/gton, etc. (Surtees)

154 Item paid to the wainmen that brought the lyme and sand
for there drinkes, ixd. 1627 Act 3 Chas. /,c. 2§i No Carrier

with any Horse or Horses. .nor Waynemen with anie

Wayne or Waynes. . shall . . travell upon the said Day. 1756
P. Browne Jamaica 193 The leaves, .yield a strong thready
substance, .which is commonly used in ropes and whips by
the wainmen in that part of the world. 1880 F. G. Lee Ch.
under Q. Elt'z. I. 15 At Canterbury, .a holy-oil stock was
emptied of its sacred contents, in order to grease the creaking

wheels of a wainman's cart.

f 2. The constellation Bootes, regarded as the

teamster of ' Charles's Wain \ Obs.

1588 A. Ashley Mariners Mirr. A 6 b, A catalogue of the

more famous fixed starres. ..The Wainmans right shoulder.

1594 Kyd Cornelia in. i. 69 And now the sleepie Waine-
man softly droue His slow-pac'd Teeme. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas 1. iv. 290 Besides these Twelve, toward the

Artick side, A flaming Dragon doih Two-Bears divide;

After, the Wainman comes, the Crown, the Spear [etc.].

Wainny, obs. form of Waney a.

Wain-rOpe. Obs. or arch. a. A rope used as

a trace for drawing a wain. (Cf. cart-rope.) b. A
rope used for binding or securing a load on a wain.

1371 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 129, ij waynraps novi,

1441-2 Ibid. 79 Item in 2 Waynrapes et 4 helteres empt
;

,

13 d. 1523-34 Fitzherb, Husb. § 5 And or he shall lode his

corne, he muste haue a wayne, a copyoke, a payre of sleues,

a wayne rope, and a pykforke. 1581 Inv. in Trans. Cumb.

<V Westm. Arch. Soc. X. 40 Item Waine Ropes, xvj d. 1601

Siiaks. Tivel. N. in. ii. 64, I thinke Oxen and waine-ropes

cannot hale them together.

Wainscot (\v<?i-nsk£7t, -sk^t), sb. Forms : a.

4-5 waynescot, (4 -scote), 4-7 waynscot, 5-6

wayn(e)scotte, wayneskote, weynsoot, (5

-scotte, 6 -skot), 5-7 waynscote, -scott, (5

wenscote, wansqwatte, waneskott, wayn-
skote, waynsoowttez (pi.), Sc. wanskoth), 6

wayn(e)skott, wenskot(te, weinscot, waine-
scot, (weanscott, wainscoate, wanskot(t, wen-
skett, Sc. wynscott), 6-7 wa(i)nscote, wain-
ekot, wanescot, (6 -skot, 7 -scott), 6-8 wain-



WAINSCOT.

scott, wanscot, (7 vain-, Sc* vandscott, wean-
scot, waynskot, wayn-scote, waincot), 7~9
wainscoat, (8 wanecoate), 6- wainscot, fi. 4
north, vayneschoti, wandschoth, 5 weynshet,
6 wa(y)ne-, weyneschot. [ad. MLG. wagenschot

(1389 in Schiller and Liibben), app. f. wagen
carriage, Wagon + schol (of uncertain meaning;

cf. bokenschot, mod.LG. bokenschot, beechwood of

superior quality). Cf. i6thc. Flemish waegheschot,

waeghenschot (Kilian), WElemish tvageschot (De
Bo), Du. wagensehot, WFris. wagenskot. The
synonymous Flem. or Du. wandschot (Kilian),

which may be the source ofsome of the Eng. forms,

is either an etymologizing perversion of wagensehot

or an independent formation on wand wall of a

room. The Eng. examples of the word are earlier

than those given in the MLG. and MDu. diets.,

and the first element appears already in the earliest

instances assimilated to the Eng. Wain sb^
The etymology as above stated does not clearly account

for the meaning, and there have been attempts to explain
the first element differently. Kilian (1598) identifies it with
Flem. waeghe wave, taking it to refer to the undulation in

the grain of the wood. Some modern scholars regard it as

an alteration of MDu. 7iwg*wall ( = OFris. ivach, OE.wdh,
Wough). These suggestions are however open to strong
objection, and the probability is that the first element is

really wagen, though the original meaning of the compound
remains for the present obscure.]

1. A superior quality of foreign oak imported
from Russia, Germany, and Holland, chiefly used

for fine panel-work; logs or planks of this oak;

oak boarding for panel-work. Now only technical.

1352-3 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 153 Item solut. pro cc
et dimid.de Waynscot empt.ad Lenneprec. decent, xvs. xd.

i'. iq». 7
d

. 1391-2 Norwich Sacrist's Roll (MS.), Pro
tabuhs de Waynscot. 1404 in Royalty Hist. Lett. lien. IV
(Rolls) I. 262 Nova navis cum tritico, braseo, farina.. et

lignisvoaghenschot[?r£Wwaghen-]onustata. [1407m Hak-
luyt Voy. (1599) I. 173 The said marchants [of the Hans
of Almaine] doe alleage, that the customers & bailifs of
the town of Southhampton do compel them to pay. .for ech
hundreth of bowstaues & boords called Waghenscot, 2. d.]

a 1419 Liber Aldus (Rolls) 238 De chescun c du bord ap-
pelle ' weynscotte ' obole. 1426-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hilt
(1904) 66 Also for wayneskote, vj d. 1483 Churchw. Ace.
S. Mary Vt'rg., Oxford in MS. Wood D.3 fol. 260 De 4 s

solut pro 4 asseribus vocat : weynshet. 1495 Naval Ace.
Hen. VII (1S96) 270 Chayres of waynscotte. 1496 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 290 Item, for xxiij burdis callit

wanskoth, xvj s, viij d. 1522 Bury Wills (Camden) 117 A
brode cheste of wayneskott. a 1548 Hall Chron., lien.

VIII, 60 The Dutchemen bryng ouer Iron, Tymber, lether

and Weynskot ready wrought. 1550 Reg- Mag. Sig. Scot.

104/2 Exceptis. .300 asseribus querneis lie ivaneschot nun-
cupatis. 1583 Rates of Customs D vij b, Playing tables

Flaunders making of wainscot thedosenxvf. is89[?Nashf.]
Almondfor Parrat x A brother in Christ of his. .kept his

wainscot from waste,and his linnen from wearingj sufficeth

he tombled his wife naked into the earth at high noone.
1611 Coryat Crudities 231 In the midst of the Synagogue
they haue a round seat made of Wainscot. x6ga Urqi'-
hart Jewel -2%z Seeing a wedge of Wainscot is fittest and
most proper for cleaving of an oaken tree, 1670 Eachard
Cont. Clergy 108 An unlearned rout of contemptible people
..who perhaps shall understand very little more than a
hollow pipe made of tin or wainscot, 173a M. Green Grotto
161 As spiders Irish wainscot flee.' 184a Gwilt Encycl.
Archit. § 1686 The wood [of Quercus robur] is tolerably
straight-grained and pretty free from knots, in many in-

stances resembling the German species called wainscot. Ibid.

1689 There is a species of oak.. imported from Holland,
known under the name of Dutch wainscot, though grown in

Germany, whence it is floated down the Rhine for exportation.

f b. A piece or a board of wainscot oak. Obs.
1388 in Nicolas Hist. Royal Nazy (1847) II. 476 Parcels in

the store-house. .' xxiii. barrell de tarre,..cc. waynscots '.

1396 Mem. R tpon (Surtecs) III. 123 Et in iij vayneschotes
emp. pro j sclour et j teredos.. 18 d. 1486-7 Priory of
Finchale (Surtees) p. ccclxxvi, Pro xvj waynscowttez ad
vjd., viij s. 1532 Lett, fy Papers Hen. VIII, V. 448 To John
de Garnathoo of the Company of the Easterlings, for 100
wainscots, 66*. Bd. 1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 515/2 Ilkgeist,

corball and waynescott. .ane penny. 1641 S. Smith Royal
Fishings 4 Waynskots, Clapboards, Deale.

+ 0. Furniture made of wainscot Obs.

1589 Wills ty Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 144, 1 will my wainscott,
as well chamberesand parleres, all wainscot beddes covered
with wainescott. 1597 Lane. U 7//.J (Chetham Soc.) II. 227, I

give to my sonne. .all the waynescott glasse painted clothes
borders above the waynscott tables.

2. Panel-work of oak or other wood, used to line

the walls of an apartment.
1548 in Glasscock Rcc. St. Michaels, Bt.'s Stortford(iBB2)

131 Item the weyneschot of the rode loft that was taken
downe. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 194 Chambers boarded
after the maner ofowre waynscotte. 1584 Leycestcrs Commw.
(1641) 154 The greedy Burglarer is lesse patient ofstay, .when
he. .perceiveth only some partition of wane-skot or the like,

betwixt his fingers and thecofersor moneybags. x6ooSiiaks.
A. y. L. m. i. 88 This fellow wil but ioyne you together,
as they ioyne Wainscot, then one of you wil proueashrunke
pannell. 1611 Coryat Crudities 244 In the Quire the whole
history of S l

. Beimel is very curiously made in Wainscot.
a 1667 Cowlev Ess., Greatness (1906) 432 A convenient brick
house, with decent Wainscot, and pretty Forest-work hang-
ings. «i7oi Maunurell fourn. ferns. (1732) 77 It was
carv'd in such a manner, as to resemble a piece of wainscot.
1711 Addison Sfiect, No. 235 1 2 A certain Person, .who when
he is pleased with any Thing that is acted upon the Stage, ex-
presses his Approbation by aloud Knock upon the Benches
or the Wainscot. 1715— Drummerx. i, Like a rat behind a
wainscot. 1730 W. Warren Collectanea in Willis & Clark

21

Cambridge (1886) I. 225 The Stair-case new lin'd with Deal
wainscot painted. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 290
When we look upon the wainscot of a room where the panels

are painted of a different colour from the stiles and mould-
ings. 1781 Cowpkr Conversat. 116, I twirl my thumbs, fall

back into my chair, Fix on the wainscot a distressful stare.

1815 Scott Guy M. xlii, The great oak-parlour, a long room,
panelled with well-varnished wainscot. 1830 Tennyson
Mariana vi, The mouse Behind the mouldering wainscot

shriek'd. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 613 The
Jacobite country gentlemen .. burned their commissions
signed by James, and hid their arms behind wainscots or in

haystacks. 1875 Miss Braddon Strange World II. i. 3 The
wainscot was almost black with age.

f3. transf. and jig. (Cf. 5 b.) Obs.

1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 31 His face is made of seasoned
wainscot, and wil lie as fast as a dog can trot. 1607 Middle-
ton Earn. Love ill. iii, Cedars to make good wainscot in the

House of Sincerity. 1611 Beaiim. & Fl. King <V No King
v. i, This Rascal fears neither God nor man, he has been so

beaten : sufferance has made him Wainscot. 1630 D. Dyke
Myst. Selfe- Decerning 374 Howsoeuer sometimes this kind
of men haue faces of wainscote. a 1659 Osbokn Charac. $c,

(1673) 640 How a few years hath changed Alabaster into

Wainscot, and ruffled her Neck like a walking Buskin.

4. A book-name for several moths. (See 5 c)
18:9 Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 399. Ibid. 419. 1832

J. Rennie Butter/7. $ Moths 87.

5. attrib. passing into adj. a. Made of wainscot.

Of a room, lined with wainscot panelling.

1575 in Archxologia XXX. 8 Item..ij waynscot chaires

viij e . Ibid. 14 Item a waynscott cheste, v*. 1580 Ibid.

LXIV. 357 To mak..tow dores on for the portall and on
other for the lytle wayneschot chambre. 158s Higins fit*

?tius* Nomcncl. 229/2 Mensa vndulata vndatim crisfa,

.

.

a wainscot table. 1593 Drayton Eel. iv. 91 The loftie Pines

were presently hew'd downe, And Men, Sea-Monsters,

swam the bracky Hood, In Wainscote Tubs to seeke out
Worlds vnknowne. 1594NASHE Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart)

III. 265 Through him my tender wainscot doore is de-

liuered from much assault and battrie. 1649 Dayenant
Love

(J-
Hon.m.Wi. 124 Look for one of my cheek teeth That

dropt under the wanscote bed. 1702 Post Man £3-8 Jan. 2/1

Advt., At Stanmore..is a fair House to be let, 4 Wainscot
rooms on a floor, with a Kitchin, [etc]. 1711 in G. Lorimcr
Leavesfr. Bk, West K'irke vii. (18S5) 64 Item, . .agreen pulpit

cloath with silk fringes, six wanscot stools for the Collections.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1S11) II. 205 They all remained
in the next parlour, a wainscot partition only parting the two.

X796 J. Owen Trav. Europe iygi-a I. 85 Those sculptural

vagaries, in which a human figure is often made.. the sup-

port of a wainscot pulpit. 1833 Hi. Martineau Vanderput
$S. i.6, 1 am in the wainscoat parlour to-day. 1848 Dickens
Dombey liii, My room.. was divided from the Manager's
room by a wainscot partition. 1851 W. Laxton Builder's

Price Bk. (ed. 28) 58 Wainscot floors. 1862 Catal. Iuternat.

Exhib., Brit. II. No. 5719, A wainscot sideboard. 1913
Blackw. Mag. J uly 1 4/2 The room . . had . . a wainscot table,

rosewood chairs [etc.].

+ b. Resembling wainscot, hardened or coloured

like old wainscot. Obs.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. K ij b, Your waynscot face

and brasen countenaunce- x§86 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 1.

(1595) 9T b, Audacious and wainscot impudencie on the other

side returneth the greatest impediment in anie thing to bee
obtained. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 117 But it is notthe wainscott forheadof aRudhuddibras,
that can arreare such an huge opinion. 1599 Nash

k

/.£«/£«

Stuffe 47 If you marke it, mustard looks of the tanned
wainscot hue, of such a withered wrinklefaced beldam as she

was, that was altred thereinto. 1626 Middleton Quiet Life
iv. ii, How does thy Mistriss that sits in a Wainscot Gown,
like a Citizens Lure to draw the Customers? 1707 J. Stkvens
tr. Qucvedo^s Com. Wks. (1709) 469 They are Wainscot Faces
compair'd with white men. a 1745 Swift Dick, a Maggot
1 1 Tis beyond the pow'r of meal The gypsey visage to con-

ceal ; For, as he snakes his wainscot chops, Down ev'ry

mealy atom drops.

c. In book-names of certain moths : see 4.

1832 J. Rennie Butterfl. <fr
Moths 187.

6. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as

wainscot board, colour, log, oak, rajtcr, timber,

work\ b. parasynthetic, as f wainscot-faced adj.

;

o. similative, as wainscotjoined adj.

1420 in For. Ace. 3 Hen. VI, G/2 I n diuersis pedis maeremu
*Waynescotbordes. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. Navig. xxiv.

(1597) 331 Another square boxe of thinne wainscot noorde.

1741 Compl. Fam.'Piece in. 525 Most Rooms are now
Painted *Wainscot Colour. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 30
Our impudent, shamclesse, and * wainscote faced bishops.

1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 22 But now mee thinkes I spie

againe a Sunn burnt wainscot-fae'd Satyr. 1554 in Feuillerat

Revels Q. Mary (1914) 164, viij targettea of tree shelboard

of *waynscot ioyned fair worke for the said maskers. 181a

J. Smyth Pract. Customs 249 *Wainscot logs, 8 inches

square or upwards, are charged by the load of 50 cubic feet.

183a Planting 130 in Libr. Usef. Knowl., Husb. Ill, That
which isbrought down the Rhine from the forests ofsouthern
Germany, and imported into this country by the name of

•wainscoat oak. C1560 Aberd. Reg. (MS.) XXVI. (Jam.)
*Wynscott rauchter. 1875 T. Laslett Timber xvi. 96 Riga
"wainscot timberpassesthrough theprocessof.brackingprior

to its being shipped. 1585 Higins Junius' Aomencl. 198/2
* Wainscot or seeling worke. iGogAcc. BalliolColl.,Oxford
(MS.), Item, for 2 states, and wainscott worke, in the libra-

rie, 5 //.

Wainscot (w^mskft, -skfH), v. Inflected

wainacot^t^ed, -ing. Forms : see the sb. [f,

prcc. Cf. Flemish f waeghenscholtcn (Kilian).]

1. trans. To line (a wall, roof, etc.) with panel-

work of wood.
1570 Levins Manip. 177 To Waynscotte, contabulare.

1599 Rutland MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1905) IV. 415 For
waynscotting the roofes of his chamber, xxs. a 1650 Boate
Ireland's Nat. Hist, (i860) 121 To mend this inconvenience

the English did wainscot those walls with oak or other

WAIR.

boards. 1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. * Relig. vn. 3 He led

me into an handsome square Chamber wainscotted with

Cedar. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vi. 105 Of Wainscoting

Rooms. Ibid. 106 In Wainscoting of Rooms there is, for the

most part, but two heights of Pannels used ; unless the Room
to be Wainscoted be above ten foot high. 1730 W. Wakkkn
Collect. \\\ Willis & Clark Cambridge (iS86) I. 232 The
Treasury, .is wainscotted with Deal. 1821 Scott Kcnilw.
vi, This apartment, .was now beautifully wainscoted with

dark foreign wood. 1839 Losgf. Hyperion in. iii. Pr. Wks.
1886 II. 162 It was a large room, .wainscoted with pine.

1883 G. Moore Mod. Lover xiv, [The room] was wainscotted

in light oak.
in fig. context, a 1704 T. Brown Quakers Grace Wks. 1730

I. 107 That we.. may live to be saw'd out into deal-boards,

to wainscoat thy New Jerusalem.

b. To grain in imitation of oak.

1835 Dickons Sk. Boz, Parish iii, The house.. was fresh

painted and papered from top to bottom ; the paint inside

was all wainscoted.

2. transf. To line (the walls of an apartment)

with marble, tiles or the like; to panel (a wall

with mirrors or pictures).

x6i3"39 I.Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) II.

50 To wainscot their Buildings witn rich Stones. 1620 Donne
Scrm. 2 Apr. (1661) III. 138 The Scriptures are as a room
wainscotted with looking-glass, we see all at once, a 1668

I.assfls Italy (1698) I. 93 Witness those chambers, .wain-

scoted with great Looking-glasses and rich gilding. 1718

Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'less Mar 10 Mar., The
winter apartment was wainscoted with inlaid work of mother
of pearl. 1745 I'ocockf. Dcscr. East II. 11. i. 5 The east side

of it within is wainscotted with jasper and beautiful marbles.

1775 Johnson in Boswell 14 Oct., The ladies' closet wain-
scotted witli large squares of glass over painted paper.

1806-7 J- Beresfokd Miseries Hum. Life xvm. viii. (1826J

154 But enough.. of Portraits ; though, in truth, the walls are

wainscotted with them.

Hence Wai'nscot'^ed ppl. a.

1605 Erondelle Fr. Gard. N2b, God grant me alwaies
the key of the fieldes, I would like it better, then to be in

bondage in the fayre.st wainscotted or tapistred Chaml.er.

1694 Westmacot Script. Herb. 40 Solomon and others.. did
build their Magnificent Houses, ..and Wain-scotted Rooms
therewith [Cedar]. 1814 Scott War. Iv, The apartment of

Colonel Talbot . . was divided from his own by a wainscotted

Eartition. 1848 Dickens Dombey iv,.The little wainscoted
ack parlour. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives ty Dau. xiii,They

were taken, .into a wainscoted parlour.

transf. andfig. 1602 F. H[i;ring] tr. Obemdoerffcr s Anat

.

True Physit. I, This lost Companion [a quack), hauing a
Foxes Head and an whorish and wainscotted Face.

t Wainscotage. Obs. rare— 1

, [f. Wainscot
v. + -age.] Wainscot-work, wainscoting.

1677 tr. Tavcrniers Gr. Seignor's Seraglio xv. 73 Yet is

there a delicate piece of Wainscotage, of about the height of

a man's waste, carried quite round the Room.
Wainscot

v
t ing, (w^-nskptin), vbl. sb. [f.

Wainscot v. + -ing j
.] The action or process of

lining a room, its walls, etc. with wainscot ; also

concr., panelling of wainscot ; also, wainscots

collectively.

1580 Hollydand Treas. Fr. Tong, Lambris, a seeling,

wanscotting. 1611 Cotgr., Lambrissage, a wainscotting, or

seeling; also, an embowing, or frettiziug in wainscot. 1631
Weevek Anc. Funeral Man. 870 He. .bestowed 100. markes
vpon wainscotting of the Library there. 1682 Burnet Life
Hale 39 He laid by all his Collections.., and that they
might not fall into ill hands, he hid them behind the
Wainscotting of his Study. 1727 De Foe Eng. Tradesm,
xxii. (1841) I. 206 He must sink perhaps a third part, nay,
half his stock, in painting and gilding, wainscoting and
glazing. 1764 Hakmbr Observ. iii. § 8. 97 Their carved
wainscottingsof wood heightened with painting and gilting.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Doctor's Commons, An old quaint-

looking apartment, with sunken windows, and black carved
wainscotting. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bedei,'lhc afternoon
sun was warm on the five workmen there, busy upon doors
and window frames and wainscoting. 1869 ' Lewis Carroll'
Phantasmag. 37 But after twenty years or so The wainscot-
ings begin to go.

Waint, obs. Sc. form of Vaunt v.

1563 WinJet tr. Vincent. Lin'n. xvi. Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 37
Bot Apollinaris in a manere crakis and waintis that he con-
sentis in deid to the vnitie of the Trinitie.

Wainwright (w^-nrait). [f. Wain sbA +
Wiught. Jn OE. WR'gn-ivyrhta. Not found in

ME., But its existence is attested by the surname
Wainwright,.] A wagon-builder.
c 1000 >Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 112 Carpentarius,

wamwyrhta. 1855 HydeClarkeZ?/W., Wainwright, wagou-
wright. 1891 Meredith One of our Cong, xix, A rill, that
was lured a little further down through scoops, ducts, and
scaffolded channels to serve a wainwright.

Wainy, variant of Wakey a.

Waipone, Waippin, obs. Sc. fr. Weapon.
t Wair, sb. Obs. rare-1 . A piece of timber

two yards long and one foot broad.
1664 Evelyn Sytva xxix. 85 A Tree [an oakl.. which

yielded of sawn Wair fourteen hundred, and by estimation,

twenty Chords of wood. A Wair is two yards long, and one

foot broad, sixscore to the hundred : so that, in the said Tree

was 10080 foot of Boards. Hence 1674 Blount Glossogr.

(ed. 4), and in later Diets.

t Wair, a. Sc. Obs. rare~ x
. ? WT

ild, stormy.

£1480 Henryson Preach. Swalloiv xii, Bewis bene are

laifit bair of bits, Be wickit windis of the winter wair.

Wair, obs. form of were, pa. ind. pi. of Be v.

Wair(e, Waird, Wairding, Wairdour,
Wairdrope, Sc. or north. IT. Wake, Weir,

Ward, Warding, Warder, W'arduobe.

Wairn, obs. Sc. form of Warn.
Wairsche, waireh, var. fl. Wersh a.



WAIST.

Wairstall, -staw, var. ff. Warestail St.

Wais : see Wall, Wase, Wave, Way.
"Waisall, waissel, var. ff. Wassail.
Waische, waisshe, obs. forms of Wash v.

Waiscot, obs. form of Waistcoat.

Waist (w^ist). Forms: 4-6 waast, 4-7 wast,

4-8 waste, 6 St. west, 7 wayst, 5, 7- waist.

[14th c. wast, believed to represent an OE. *w/rst,

"weahst, corresp. to ON. *vahstu-r (Icel. vpxt-r,

Sw. vdxt, Da. vsext), Goth, ivahslu-s, growth, size,

f. Teut. root *waxs- : see Wax z>.1 With regard

to the form cf. OE. wststm, growth, fruit :—OTeut.

type *waxstmo-z from the same root. With regard

to the meaning cf. F. taille, where the sense ' waist

'

appears to be developed from the sense ' size (of

body) '. The word (in the form wacste, which

may be either native or Scandinavian) app. occurs

with the sense ' greatness ' in the following quot.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 77 pe fader is ine be sune on pre wise.

On wacste [Trin. Horn. iv. on westme], for he is muchel
and mihti ouer alle bing.

The spelling waist was rare until it was adopted

in Johnson's Diet. 1755']
1. The portion of the trunk of the human body

that is between the ribs and the hip-bones ; the

middle section of the body, normally slender in

comparison with the parts above and below it.

In quot. c 1480 humorously misused.

13. . Gaw, t, Gr. Kut. 144 Bot his wombe & his wast were

worthily smale. c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas Prol. 10 He in

the waast is shape as wel as I. 1390 Gowf.r Con/. II. 373
Whan I beclippe hire on the wast, c 1400 Destr. Troy 9902

Dyomede . . Halfe-lyueles . . felle, With a wicked wound
thurgh the wast euyn. CX420 Anturs o/Arth. 578 (Douce
MS.) He bronched him yne withe his bronde . .

porghe be

waast of be body, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 517/2 Waste, of a
mannys myddyl . .

, vastitas, Cath. 1470-85 Malory A rthur

xi. xii. 589 There he fond a knyght that was bounden with

a chayne faste aboute the wast vnto a pyller of stone.

c 1480 Henryson Fox, Wolf ft Husbandman 192 The tod

lap on land.. And left the wolf in watter to the waist.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xxxii. 29 He grippit hir abowt the

west. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleasure xxix. (Percy Soc.) 135

His necke shorte,. .His breste fatte and bolne in the wast.

1571 R. Bannatyne Mentor. (Bannatyne Club) 170 Culan

and his men.-waide to their westis befoir thei come to dry

land. 1579 Spenser Sluph. Cat. Apr. 134 Gird in your

waste.. with a tawdrie lace. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 127

Downe from the waste they are Centaures, though Women
all aboue. 1650 Bulwer A nthropomet. xx. (1653) 338 Young
Virgins.. who thinking a slender waste a great beauty,

strive all that they possibly can by streight-lacing them-

selves, to attaine unto a wand-like smalnesse of waste.

1667 Milton P. L. IX. 1113 Those Leaves They gatherd..

And.. together sowd, To gird thir waste. 1687 A. Lovell

tr. Tlievcnot's Trav. I. 29 Over the Doliman, they gird

themselves about the small of the waste with a Sash. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II. 260 He was so tall, that the

Spaniards only reached his waist. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts.

I. 105 And, lo ! half of him, from bis waist to the soles of

his feet, was stone. i86oTyndallG/<«. t. xviii. 131 Hitherto

my guides in dangerous places had tied the ropes round

their waists also. 1871 Figure Training 17 It is not to be

wondered at that ten years ago a waist of sixteen inches in

circumference, for a lady of average height, should be re-

garded as a. . much-to-be-admired achievement. 1880 'Ouida

Mot/is I. 5 She made her waist fifteen inches round.

1 Proverbialphrase. 161 1 Chapman May-day v. Wks. 1873

II. 401 Hauing chaster and simpler thoughts then Leonoro

imagines because he measures my wast by his owne.

b. Applied to the corresponding part in an

insect.

1713 J. Warder True Amazons 3 The Bee is. .very

slender in the Waste [1741 p. 15 Waist) or middle part. 1871

Staveley Brit. Insects xiii. 155 The insects belonging to

these two subsections can at once be distinguished from

each other by their waists being large or small.

C. trans/. The middle narrower part (of some-

thing compared in shape to the human body). Cf. 4.

161a Drayton Poly-olb. vi. 104 That part of Wales,..

Which (as her very waste) in breadth from East to West In

length from North to South, her midst is every way. 1817

Byron Manfred I. i, Mont Blanc is the monarch of moun-
tains, . . Around his waist are forests braced. 186a Merivale
Rom. Emp. Ixi.(i86s) VII. 325 He had quitted the waist

and had here reached the neck of Britain.

2. f a. A girdle. Obs.

1550 Crowley Epigr. 1315 Hyr mydle braced in as smal

as a wande ; And some by wastes of wyre at the paste wyfes

hande. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China tj They
do weare wastes or girdels inibossed with gold. 1595 Shaks.

John 11. i. 217 Those sleeping stones, That asa waste doth

girdle you about By the compulsion of their Ordinance.

1599 Peele David ft Bethsabe G iij b, I might haue giuen

thee for thy paines Tenne siluer sickles and a golden wast.

1611 Chapman Iliad vn. 264 A faire well glossed purple

waste [£w(TT7}pa. .^oiVutl ifraewor].

trans/, xa&fig. 157? Fenton Guicciard. IX. 478 The ene-

mies abandoned suddeinly the towne wherein thefrench being

bestowed, planted their artillerie against the first wast

[It. contro alprimo procinlo]. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv.

lii. 20 Spurre to the rescue of the Noble Talbot, Who now

is girdled with a waste of Iron. 1599 Marston Ant. ft Mel.

1. Wks. 1856 I. 12 Weele girt them with an ample waste of

b. The part of a garment that covers the waist

;

the narrowed part of a garment corresponding to

the narrowing of the body at the waist (but some-

times, in accordance with fashion, worn higher or

lower than the position of this) ; the place in a

woman's dress where the bodice and skirt meet.

22

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. App. (1653) 530 The waste (as

one notes) is now come to the knee; for, the Points that

were used to be about the middle, are now dangling there.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 109 r 4 The Modern [petticoat] is

gather'd at the Waste. 1836 Marryat Midsiu Easy xix,

They loaded the pistols, took a pair each and put them in

their waists. 1871 Figure Training 25 Ladies of fashion

in England might be said to have at that period [c 1806]

abandoned waists altogether. 1885 Fairholt's Costume

Engl. I. 405 In 1794 short waists became fashionable. Ibid.

408 Open gowns were discarded, and waists about 1798 be.

came longer, until at the end of the century they regained

their proper shape.

C. The part of a garment between the shoulders

and the ' waist ' or narrowed part (see 2 b).

1607 Dekker & Webster Northw. Hoe 111. i, What fashion

will make a woman haue the best bodie Taylor? Tay. A
short dutch wast with a round cathern-wheele fardingale.

1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, 'Rather short in the waist, ant

it ? said the stranger, screwing himself round to catch a

glimpse in the glass of the waist buttons which were half

way up his back. 1853 — Bleak Ho. vi, Ladies haymaking,

in short waists, and large hats tied under the chin.

fig. 1590 Nashe 1st Pt. Pasquits Apol. C nj, These

places are too short in the waste to serue hys turne.

d. A bodice, blouse. Chiefly U.S.

1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 189 A lady observing her

neighbour in a public room, dressed very tawdrily in a satin

waist, drily remarked, it was a waste of satin. 1878 H.

James Europeans II. ii. 44 She wore a white muslin waist

with an embroidered border. 1893 Mrs. Custer Tenting on

Plains 85, I had exchanged the waist for a jacket, and left it

under a tree. 1908 W. Churchill Mr. Crewe's Career xix.

317 Mrs. Fitch. .had run from the wash-tub to get into her

Sunday waist.

e. U.S. 'An undergarment worn specially by

children, to which petticoats and drawers are

buttoned ' {Cent. Diet.).

1893 Helen Campbell in Arena 435 Two and a half cents

each is paid for the making of boys' gingham waists.

3. Naut. The middle part of the upper deck of

a ship, between the quarter-deck and the forecastle.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 194 Stone gonnes of

yron in the Wast of the seid Shipp. 15. . Batayll o/Egynge-

eourle go A ij, These goodly shyppes lay there at rode..

The wastes decked with serpentynes stronge. 1530 Palscr.

287/1 Waste of a shyppe, cors de nauire. a 1586 Sidney

Arcadia 11. xxiv. § 5 Already it [the fire) did embrace and

deuoure from the sterne, to the wast of the ship. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 197. c 1618 Morvson Itin. iv. vm. (1903)

136 Being built large in the Wast and Keele for Capacitye of

Merchandize, they are vnfitt to fight at Sea. 1748 Ansons

Voy. 1. iii. (ed. 4) 41 The waste of the ship was filled wilh

live cattle. 181S ' Quiz ' Grand Master I. 18 Neptune will

presently be here, And as his godship is in haste, Muster

the people in the waste. 1883 Man. Seamanship Boys 9

Q. Which is the waist? A. That portion of the upper deck

contained between the fore and main hatchways. 1915

Baden-Powell Ind. Mem. i. 5 The heavy seas had
.
.carried

away the ladders leading from the upper deck into the

waist.

b. In occasional uses : (a) pi. = waist-rails ;

(6) each of the two sides of the waist.

1667 Land. Gaz. No. 127/4 She has been 52. dayes beating

at Sea in fowl weather, in which she spent her Main-Top-

Mast and her Wasts. 1679 A. Lovell Indie. Univ. 199 The
waste, or defences of the sides of a ' Ship '. i8ao W. Scoresby

Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 196 A ship having seven boats carried

one at each waist.., two at each quarter.., and one across

the stem.

4. Applied to the narrowest or slenderest part of

an object which is smaller in breadth or girth near

the middle than at the extremities; esp. of a bell,

a violin or similar instrument, a boot or shoe.

161a S. Rid Art of fugling V 2, A peece oflether. .which

being thrust vp hard to the middle or waste of the said

bell will sticke fast. 1676 Moxon Print Letters 26 Describe

the outer Arch under the Waste of g on the left hand. 1791

Smeaton Edystone L. (1793) I 80 It also seemed equally de.

sirable, not to increase the size of the present building in its

Waist • by which I mean that part of the building between

the top of the rock, and the top of the solid. 186a fatal.

Internat. Exhib. II. xxvii. 51 The ' Cremenan boot
,
with

elastic spring in waist or arch of foot. 1872 E llacom be bells

of Ch viii. in Ch. Bells Devon 407 The waist of the bell is

studded with stars. 1874 J. D. Heath Croquet Player 26

The amount of spring or elasticity in the handle varies

according to the thickness of the waist or thinnest part

of it. 1895 Hasluck Boot Making viii. 132 To make a

square waist, an iron similar to a double iron is used
;
for

other waists, irons are used according to the shape required.

t 6. Affectedly used for : Middle (of day or

night). Obs.

160a Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 198 In the dead wast [Qq. I, 5. °

vast) and middle of the night. 1604 Marston Malcontent

11. v. D3b, Tis now about the immodest waste of night.

l6aa J. Taylor (Water-P.) Merrie-Wherrie-Ferrie Voy.

Wks. 1630 II. 7/1 About the waste or Nauell of the Day
[note, Noone if you'l take it so). 1644 — Crop-eare Curried

1 About the Waste or Navel of the night, Drowsie Somnus
came stealing to me. 1651 Loveso/Hero ft Leander (1653)

2 This was about the wast of day: The middle, as the

vulgar say.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. With sense 'intended

to be placed, or worn, on or round the waist ', as

waist-belt, -buckle, -clout, f -doublet, -girdle, -piece,

-plate, -pocket, -scarf; with sense 'outlining or

following the contour of the waist ', as waist-line

;

objective, as waist-gripping, -hold, -pressing,

-tightening; with adjs., aswaisl'deep, high.

167a Dryden 1st Pt. Conq. Granada Prol. 10 I'll write

a Play, sayes one, for I have got A broad-brim'd hat, and

"wastbelt tow'rds a Plot. 1868 Queeris Regul. § 1 128 Both

straps of the havresack are to be worn outside the waist

WAIST-CLOTH.

belt, so that the havresack may be easily shifted. 1805 Ann.
Reg., Chron. 394/2 Her Majesty has recovered a diamond
•waist-buckle which she had lost, and for which 10 guineas

reward had been offered for the recovery. 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav. 4 The merest "waist-clout of modesty. J763

Scrafton Indestan(i77o)ii7 There was no way of approach-

ing it [sc. the place], but through a morass "waist-deep.

1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles v. xiv, The eager Knight kap'd in

the sea Waist-deep. 1855 Tennyson Brook 118 Waist-

deep in meadow-sweet. 1553 in J. C. Jeaffreson Middlesex

County Rec. (1886) 1. 14 Unum diploidem vocatum a 'wast-

dublett. Ibid., Duos velvet "wast gyrdles. 1908 Sir H.John,
ston Ceo. Gren/elltt Congo II.xxii1.589Awaist-clotb.is worn

all round the body from below a waist-girdle, down to the

knees. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xxvii, *Wast high Ar.

gantes shew'd himselfe withal!. 1875 Meredith Beau-

champ's Career xii. (1897) 95 A fence waist-high enclosed its

plot of meadow and garden. 1904 Daily Chron. 12 Jan.

8/4 Two minutes passed before the men sought the mat,

and then Cherpillod got a "waist hold, but failed to turn

the American over. 1897 Weslm. Gaz. 2 Sept. 3/2 The
most critical place in the shirt and skirt costume is the

"waist-line. . . One rule is universal in every well-made French

gown—that the waist-line slopes downward to the front.

1870 C. C. Black tr. Demmin's Weapons ofWar nS'W aist-

piece, or great brayette (Vorderschurz) belonging to a Gothic

suit of the fifteenth century. 190a New Reg. War Office 58

"Waist-plate. Frosted Gilt Rectangular Plate with Burnished

Edges. On the Plate the Royal Cypher and Crown in

Silver within an Oak-leaf Wreath. On the lower part of

the Wreath a Scroll inscribed ' Dieu et mon droit '. 1858-61

E. B. Ramsay Remin. v. (1870) 129 His snuff he kept.. in

a leathern "waist-pocket. 1841 Lever C. O'Mallcy xxxv,

And the free and easy chuck under the chin, cherishing,

"waist.pressing kind of a way we get with the ladies. 1853

Kane Grinned Expcd. xxx. (1856) 264 A long "waist-scarf,

worn like the kummerbund of the Hindoos, is a fine pro-

tection while walking, to keep the cold from intruding at the

pockets and waist. 188a Besant All Sorts xxl, The Pro-

fessor was already come to the period of "waist-tightening.

7. Special comb. : waist-anchor A'aut., an

anchor stowed in the waist of a vessel, a sheet-

anchor ; waist-board A'aut. (see quots.) ;
waist-

boat A'aut., a boat carried in the waist of a ship,

esp. of a whaling-vessel ; hence waistboater, the

officer in charge of such a boat ; waist-hammer,

-iron, shoemakers' tools (see 6) ; waist-nettings

Naut. (see quots.) ; waist-panel Carriage-build-

ing (see quot.) ; waist-torque (see quot.). See

also Waistband, -cloth, -coat, etc.

1846 A. Youno Naut. Diet., * Waist-Anchor, a spare

bower anchor in a ship of war. 1891 H. Patterson A aut.

Diet. 160 Sheet Anchor, the anchor carried in the waist on

board men-o'-war. It is the same in weight as the bowers;

sometimes called the waist anchor. i6a7 Capt. J. Smith

Sea Gram. ii. 9 The "Waist boords are set vp in the Ships

waist, betwixt the Gun-waile and the waist trees, but they

are most vsed in Boats, set up alongst their sides to keepe

the Sea from breaking in. I7as De Foe Voy. round

World (1840) 326 A kind of waste board, about two feet

high, built up on the sides, without any calking or pitching,

or anything to keep out the water. 1867 Smytb\
Sailor s

Word-bk,, Waist-boards, the berthing made to fit into a

vessel's gangway on either side. 1891 Century Diet.,

* Waist-boat, a boat carried in the waist of a vessel ;
speci-

fically, in whaling, the second mate's boat, carried in the

waist on the port side. Ibid., Waistboater, the officer of

the boat carried in the waist of a whaler; the second mate.

1895 Hasluck Boot Making vi. 89 The waist, .should be

treated with a "waist- or cramp-hammer. Ibid. vm. 130

The "waist-iron. 1849 Ter Reehorst Mariners Friend

198 "Waistnetting. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Waist-

nettings, the hammock-neltings between the quarter-deck

and forecastle. 1884 Forney Car-Builder's Vict. (Cent.),

"Waist-panel, the panel immediately above the lowest panel

on the outside of a carriage-body. 1891 Century Diet.,

"Waist-torque, a girdle, properly one of twisted or spiral

bars, worn by the northern nations in the early middle ages.

Waist, obs. form of Waste.

Waistband. Also 6-7 wastband, waste-

bande. [f. Waist + Band sb. 2]

1. Anything in the fashion ol a girdle intended

to go round the waist.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus I. 14 Herewith also were offered

the chaynes of the Queene his wyfe, not sparing so much

her girdles & wastbands,al which he caused to be dedicated

at Delphos. ilsi^Pall MallGaz. 6 Feb. 5 2 The .. messages

from Gordon.. were.. concealed in a quill thrust into the

hair or sewn on the waistband of the natives employed.

2. esp. A band fitting about the waist that forms

the upper part of a lower garment (skirt, pair of

trousers or drawers, or the like) and serves to

stiffen or maintain it ; sometimes used as a recep-

tacle for money, etc.

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 294 He only took him up by the

wastband of his breeches, and hung him upon one of the

hooks in the shambles. 172a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 134,

I pulled it out of the waistband ofmy drawers. 1859 Dickens

T. Two Cities 11. v, For the most part reclining with his

hands in his waistband, looking at the fire. 188a Ouida

In Maremma I. 43 A labourer that had got his wages in

his waistband.

Waist-cloth.
fL Naut. pi. Coloured cloths hung about the

upper works of a ship as an adornment
_
on occa-

sions of ceremony, or on going into action, when

they also served to screen the men aboard. Obs.

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 31 The China Capt.

being ready to goe for Goto, I lent hym cur boate and

wastclothes, and delivered hym back 120 Rs. of 8. 1627

Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. xiii. 59 Out goes his flag and

pendants, also his waste clothes and top armings, which is

a long red cloth . . that goeth round about the ship on the

out sides of all her vpper workes fore and aft, [etcl..as
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well for the.. grace of the ship, as to couer the men for

being seene. 1660 Pepvs Diary 16 May, We. .had our guns
ready to fire, and our scarlet waist-cloathes out and silk

pendants. 1840 Hor. Smith O. Cromwell I. 284 Hundreds
of lighters, pinnaces, and longboats, dressed up with waist-

cloths and with streamers.

2. Naut, A hammock-cloth stowed in the waist

of a vessel.

1815 Falconers Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Waist-cloths,

coverings of canvas or tarpauling for the hammocks, which
are stowed on the gang-ways, between the quai ter-deck and
fore-castle. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Waist-cloths,

the painted canvas coverings of the hammocks which are
stowed in the waist-nettings.

3. A loin-cloth that the natives of hot climates

wear round the waist, either hanging down in front

or passed between the thighs.

1810 T. Williamson E. /nd. Vade Mecum I. 247 The
dress of the doby is generally very plain, consisting of a
turban, a dotee, (or waist-cloth,) and a chudder, (or sheet).

1835 Court Mag. VI. 65/2 Sometimes black glazed jackets
formed part of their attire ; but generally it consisted of
nothing more than a blue checquered dotee, or waistcloth.

188a De Windt Equator 81 The deceased is then brought
up attired in his waistcloth and ornaments.

Waistcoat (w#*s(t)l«rat ; colloq. or vulgar
we'skat). For forms see Waist and Coat sb. also

6 waseoat, 7 waiscot, wasecoat, -cote, was-
coate, -cot, -cote, -eott.

In representations of vulgar pronunciation written weskit,
veskit, etc.

A garment covering the upper part of the body
down to the waist.

1. A garment forming part of ordinary male
attire, worn under an outer garment (a doublet,

later a coat, jacket, or the like), and intended to

be partly exposed to view when in wear.
The earliest waistcoats, intended to show through the

slashings and other openings of the doublet, were often
extremely elaborate and costly. They were sometimes pro-
vided with sleeves, and appear to have reached to or below
the hips. The waistcoat has now armholes, but not sleeves;
it may be made of the same material as the coat, or of dif-

ferent materials, and is sometimes embroidered or other-
wise ornamented. The back is now of inferior or thinner
material.

1519 Nottingham Rec. III. 354 For makyng of a waste
cotte. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. II. i, Hee has a rich
wrought wast-coat to entertaine his visitants in. 1649 A*.

Ckas\ Sp. Scaffold 7 The King.. being in his Wastcoat,
put his Cloak on again. 1666 Pepvs Diary 20 June, I have
of late taken too much cold by washing my feet and going
tn a thin silke waistcoate, without any other coate over it,

and open-breasted. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 28 Nov.,
Domville saw Savage in Italy, and says he is a coxcomb,
and half mad: he goes in red, and with yellow waistcoats.
1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1781, 1 Apr., Sir Philip Jen-
nings Clerk.. wore.. an embroidered waistcoat, and very
rich laced ruffles. 1837 Dickens Pickw. x, He was habited
in a coarse-striped waistcoat, with black calico sleeves, and
blue glass buttons. 1869 ' Lewis Carroll' Phantasma-

f'oria 71 He would keep his right-hand buried (Like Napo-
eon) in his waistcoat.

t b. Applied to a plainer and less costly gar-
ment, usually of knitted wool, worn chiefly for

additional warmth. Obs.
1585 Hicins Junius' Nomencl. 163/2 /ndusium, . .a waste

coate, or wollen peticoate. 1591 Flobio 2nd Fruites 5
T, Giue me my wastecote. A'. Which will you haue, that of
flannel ? T. No, giue me that which is knit. 1617 Moryson
/tin. 1. 68, I hauing for the cold at Dantzke, in the begin-
ning of September, put on a wollen wasecoat, was forced
now at the entring of Italy, for the great heat in the end
of October, to put off the same. 1698 OgUbys Brit., Jtin.
4/i

>

Doncaster... Enjoys a good Trade for Stockings and
Knit Wastcoats, &c. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 5 Oct.,
It grows bloody cold, and I have no waistcoat here.

C. phr. f //; em's waistcoat; esp. as the typical
undress of exercise implying the casting aside of
an upper garment (cf. mod. in one's shirt-sleeves).

'obs.) Under ones waistcoat : in one's breast.
1607 B, Barnes D tints Charter iv. v. 12b, Enter Astor

and Philippo in their wast-cotes with rackets. 1859 H.
Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxxix, With all our vanity and ab-
surdity, we 1 1 ish have good warm hearts under our waistcoats,

fd. Applied to a child's first garment. Obs.
1538 Elyot Diet., Crefiundia.. the fyrst apparayle of

chyldren, as swathels, wastcotes, and such lyke.

e. trans/. Applied to the plumage of birds, or
the coat of animals, about the breast or stomach,
esp. where this is strikingly different in colour or
marking from that of the rest of the body.
1898 J. D. Rees in iQth Cent. June 1024 A woodpecker

with black wings, a white waistcoat, and a crimson crest.

+ 2. A short outer coat or jacket ; a * jersey*.
<xi6a8 F. Gkrvil Life Sidney (\6$ 2) 24 His wast-coat.. not

unlike the best sort of those woollen knit ones, which our
ordinary watermen row us in. 1765 in Sixth Rep. Dep. Kpr.
Pubt. Rec. App. it. 134 Floats made of cork in the form of
seamen's waistcoats.. to prevent drowning.
3. A short (woollen) garment worn next the

skin.

1606 Holland Sueton. 75 In winter time clad he went
against tne colde with foure coates, together with a good
thick gowne, and his Wastcoate or Peticoate bodie of wool-
len. 1789 W. Buchan Dam. Med, (1790) 347 A flannel
waistcoat worn next the skin has often a very good effect
in the dysentery. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life
xx. §32 Putting on a cold shirt, for the first time after
throwing off the under flannel waistcoat.
4. As an article of feminine attire.
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t a. A short garment, often elaborate and costly,

worn by women about the upper part of the body
(usually beneath an outer gown, but so as to be
seen). Obs.
In the 16th and early 17th c. the waistcoat was one of the

normal garments of women, having superseded the placard
and stomacher. Later in the 17th c. (when going out
of fashion), esp. if worn without an upper gown, it appears
to have been considered a mark of a low-class woman of
ill-repute (see Waistcoateer i).

1547 Boqkde Brev. Health exxxviii. (1557) 51, I cause a
man to lye in his doublet, and a woman in her waste cote.

1603 Dekkkr Batch. Hanq. iii. C 2 b, Then comes downe
mistresse Nurse, as fine as a farthing fiddle, in her petticoate
and kertle, hauing on a white wastcoate, with a flaunting
catnbricke ruffe about her neck. 1688 Holmb Armoury in.

05/1 Wastcoat or Waistcoat ..is an Habit or Garment gene-
rally worn by the middle and lower sort of Women. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 15 p 4 A Furbelow of precious Stones, an
Hat buttoned with a Diamond, a Brocade Waistcoat or
Petticoat, are standing Topicks.

T b. Applied to garments of foreign women that

resembled the contemporary feminine waistcoat.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 369 The [Indian] women weare

of the sayd Turqueses at their nostrils and eares, and very
good wast-coats and other garments. 1648 Gage West. /nd.
xii. 56 Their Wascoats made like bodies, with skirts, laced
likewise with gold or silver. 1653 Grkaves Seraglio 130
They [the women) likewise sleep as the men do, in their
linnen breeches, and quilted waste-coats. 1707 Funnell
Dampier's Voy. ix. 254 [The Malayan women] wear a
Linnen Waste-coat, which reaches no lower than the lower
part of their Breasts.

T C. A short (sleeveless) undergarment worn
about the upper part of the body ; a camisole. Obs.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Vne Chemise de drap,

or chemisette, a wastcoat. 1747 Lady M. W. Montagu
Town Eel., St. James's Coffee-house 75 Her night-cloaths
tumbled with resistless grace, And her bright hair play'd
careless round her face ; Reaching the kettle, made her
gown unpin, She wore no waistcoat, and her shift was thin.

1785 Miss Fielding Ophelia I. vii, I [a woman] had never
worn any thing round my waist but thin waistcoats.

d. A garment or a bodice-front designed in
imitation of the masculine waistcoat.
1711 Tickell Spectator No. 104 r 3. 1824 Scott Red-

gauntlet ch. xvii, Trolloping things our mothers must have
looked [in riding dress of the 18th c], with long square-cut
coats, . . and with waistcoats plentifully supplied with a length
of pocket, which [etc.]. 1883 Truth 31 May 768/2 The bodice
had asweet little waistcoat, over which the edges of the
embroidered linen almost met. 1913 Play Pictorial No.
134 p. ii./i Waistcoats [for ladies) are growing more and
more in popularity, and the waistcoat blouse is one of the
latest novelties.

6. attrib. and Comb., as waistcoat button, -piece,

-pocket (hence -pocketful), -string.

1787 in Sixth Rep. Dep. Kpr. Publ. Rec. App. 11. 178 Of
a new method of making.. Coat and *Waistcoat Buttons.
1859 Habits of Gd. Society iii. 142 Elaborate studs, waist-
coat-buttons, and wrist-links, are all abominable. 183a
Hr. Martineau Hill <y Valley i. (ed. 4) 12 There is not a
shop within twenty miles that would furnish me with such
a "waistcoat-piece as I should choose to wear. 1760 Johnson
Idler No. 95 p 12 He now openly declares his Resolution
to become a Gentleman ;. .carries Silver, for Readiness, in
his *Waistcoat pocket. 1887 Rvskxh Prxterita II. 153 The
portress receiving a sort of dirty flattened sixpence. .and
returning me a waistcoat-pocketful of the loveliest clean-
struck centimes. 1835 Dickens Si. Boz, Mr. Watkins
Tottle ii, Watkins falling bump on his knees, and breaking
two brace-buttons and a "waistcoat-string in the act,

Hence Wai-stcoatful nonce-wd.
f

as much (of
anything) as would fill, or cover, the waistcoat.
Wai'stcoating*, a textile fabric made esp. for men's
waistcoats. Wai'stcoatless, a., wearing no waist-
coat.

1824 Landor /mag. Conv., Cav. Puntomichino fy Mr.
Talcranagh Wks.1853 I. 171/2 The people.. would have
added new decorations to his *waistcoatful of orders. 1809
Mar. Edgeworth Tales Fash. LifeW.Dun 315 Mrs. Carver
bespoke from him two pieces of *waistcoating. i86»Catal.
/nternat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4071, Fancy waistcoatings
and skirtings, a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sk. (1879) I. io, I sat
in his courtyard, coatless and *waistcoat less.

Waistcoated (w^*s(t)k0nted), a. [f. Waist-
coat + -ed -.] Provided with a waistcoat.
1798 Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos. I. 27 He.. was panta-

looned and waistcoated after the very newest fashion. 1897
Marie Corelli Ziska i, His paunch, .a kind of waistcoated
air balloon.

b. with defining word prefixed.
1838 Dickens 0. Twist ii, As I purpose to show in the

sequel whether the white-waistcoated gentleman was right
or not. 1896 R. B. Mansfield Chips 224 Magpies.. the
black-coated and white-waistcoated gentry.

Wai stcoatee r. Also7wastecoateer,-coater,
wastcoateer, -coatier, westecoateer, 8 waste-
eateer, 9 waisteoatteer. [f. Waistcoat + -eeu.]
1 1. A low-class prostitute. Obs. exc. Hist.
a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Wit without Money iv. iv, Luce. Doe

you thinke you are here sir amongst your wastcoateers, your
base Wenches that^ scratch at such occasions? 1675 Char.
Town-G.illant 3 Every thing with him is an Incentive to
Lust, and every Woman Devil enough to tempt him, Covent-
Garden, Silk-gowns, and Wapping Wastcoatiers, are equally
his Game. 1822 Scott Nigel xvii, ' I know the face of
yonder waistcoateer ', continued the guide.

2. nonce-use. A person wearing a waistcoat of a
specified fashion,

i8«s T. L. Beddoes Let. n Ian. (1894) 49 Here followed
a long Brutus & Cassius discourse between a shilling-
buttoned waist-coatteer of a porter and myself.

WAIT,

Waisted (wasted), a. [f. Waist + -ed 2.]

Having a waist (usu. of specified size or -form).

(For parasynthetic formations, as deep-, fair-,
long-, short-waisted, see the first element.)
1582 Stanyhurst sEncis etc. (Arb.) 141 Shee limps in the

going, . . And as a cow wasted plods on, with an head like a
lutecase. 1824 New Monthly Mag. XI. 124 Beautiful as
youth ; Waisted like Hebe ; and with Dian's step. 1913
E. T. Leeds Arcli&ol. Anglo-Sax. Settlements vii. 132 A
peculiar waisted beaker with rounded base often terminating
in an excrescent knob.

Waister (we'-staj). Kaut. [f. Waist + -EK 1
.]

(See quots.)

1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Waisters, a
name given, to the men stationed in the waist in working
the ship. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet., Waisters, 'green
hands, or broken-down seamen ', placed in the waist uf a ship
of war, to do duty not requiring a knowledge of seamanship.
1850 H. Melville White Jacket I. iii. 12 Then, there are
the Waisters, always stationed on the gun-deck. These haul
aft the fore and main-sheets, besides being subject to ignoble
duties; attending to the drainage [etc.]. 1854 J. Hannay
Sand fy Shells 13 Mr. Crabb relieved his feelings by peg-
ging into an idle ' waister * with his ' colt '.

Waistless (w^'stles), a. [f. Waist + -less.]

Having no waist ; having the appearance of being
without a waist.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 97 Full mony a waistless

waTlydrag With wamiss vnweildable, did furth wag, In
creische that did incress. 1796 Sporting Mag. VIII. 185 To
conform to fashion's sway, Betsey is become wattless. 1870
Miss Bboughton Red as Rose I. 122 Their little, bustless,
waistless, hipless figures. 1910 Sukfling Eng. Ch. Brasses
128 It is a life size figure, habited in a lung flowing gown,
waistless and without ornament of any kind.

"Waist-rail.
1. Naut. (Sec quot. 1S67.)
1804 Duncan Mariner's Chron. Pref. p. xix, Drift-rails,

fife-rails, sheer-rails, waist-rails, &c. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Waist-rail, the channel-rail or moulding of the
ship's side.

2. Carriage-building. (See quot.)
1884 Forney Car-builder's Diet. (Cent), Waist-rail, a

horizontal piece in the framing of the side of a passenger-
carriage.

Waist-tree. Kaut. (See quot. 1846.)
1485 Nav. Ace. Hen. VII (1S56) 50 Wast trees, .ij. 1627

Cai-t. J. Smith Sea Gram. ii. 9 The Waist boordsareset vp
in the Ships waist, betwixt the Gun-waile and the waist
trees. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techri. I, Wait-Trees, are
those Timbers of a Ship which lie in the Waste. 1846 A.
Young Naut. Did., Waist-Tree or Rough-Tree, a spare
spar placed along the side of a ship's waist where there
happens to be no bulwark, in order to protect persons from
falling overboard.

Wait (w£t), sb. Forms : 3-7 wayte, waite,

(5 wayet, whayte), 4-7 wayt, 4, 7 weyte, (6
weytte, wette), 5-6 wate, (5 watte), 6 waytte
(waitte, wayght, weyght, wyethe, whet), 7
waight, (weight), 4- wait. [Partly a. ONF. *wait,

7£>£/masc. ( = OF. guait, gait, guct, mod.F, guet, Pr.

gach, gait), vbl. noun f. waitier (see Wait v.) and
ONF. waite fern. (OF. guaite, gaite, mod.F.
guetle, gucte, Pr. gacha, gaitd) ; it is uncertain
whether the fern. sb. is f. the vb., or a direct

adoption from Teut. (cf. OIIG. wahta, Goth.
wahiwo): see Wait v. The word adopted from
Fr. has coalesced with an Eng. formation on Wait
v. Cf. Await sb.

Many apparent examples of this word in texts of i4-i6th c.

really belong to the synonymous Await^., which, like other
words beginning with a prefix, was often written as two
words. It is possible that the a was in the 16th c. sometimes
apprehended by writers and readers as the indefinite article,

but distinct evidence of this is wanting.]

I. The action of Wait vA
1. In various phrases with the general sense : To

take up a concealed position in order to make an
unforeseen attack, or to be in readiness to intercept
one's enemy or intended prey in passing ; to lurk
in ambush.

t a. To sit in wait{s. Obs. rare, (cf. Await sb.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 29 He sites in waites [Vulg. in in-

sidiis] with riche of land In derne, to sla be vnderand. 1667
Milton P. L. iv.825 Why satst thou like an enemie in waite
Here watching at the head of these that sleep ?

b. To lie (or flay) in wait. + Also, to lie at
{the) wait, to lie on wait.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 157 Formoldywarpes cattes is

to kepe To ligge in wayte to louche hem with her cle. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 1. xix. 113 As if perauenture in oon of thilk
weies a man liggith in wait for to sle my seid seruaunt.
I45°~ IS3° Myrr. our Ladye 311 The faythful saynge of the
crede chaseth away fendes whiche lye on wayte to hynder
men. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VI/,c. 36 Preamb.,Stanhop..lay
in wayte uppon the seid sir William and hym grevously
wouneded. 1530 Palsgr. 605 2, 1 ley in wayte of one to do
him a displeasure, a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie)C//ro«. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 31 Or evir he cuild persawe the chancellaris folkie

lyand in the wait for him he was invironit and circuatt round
about with thame. z6n Bible Ps. x. 9 He lieth in waite
secretly as a lyon in his denne, he lieth in wait to catch the

poore. 1668 H. Rolls Abtidgm., Action sur Case 50 Si

home dit dun auter, que it lay in wait at shooters hill to rob

him, action sur le case gist, a 167a Wood Life Sept. (O.H.S.)

I. 123 Some of their partie were upon London road neare
Thame to lay in wait for provision or wine that came from
London towards Aylesbury. 1709 Steele Taller No. 34 r 5
The five Fields where the Robbers lie in wait. 1794 Mrs.
Radclikfe Myst. Udolpho xxviii, His friend advised that
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theystiould lie in wait for the enemy. 1879 Cassclfs Techn.
Educ. / V. 95/2 Full of rage, he lay in wait for Rosen, and
as the htter left the Senate, he rushed upon him sword in
hand._ 1904 Lady M. Verney Vermy Mem. II. 341 Lying
in wait for dowagers' coaches in tortuous lanes.

Jig, 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxi. 34 May no man lang in
welth indure, For wo that evir lyis at the wait. 1553
Gkesham in Burgon Life (1S39) I. 118 To the intent to
prevent the marchaunis, hothe strangers and Englishe,
who allwayes lay in wayte to prevent my devisses. a 161

3

Overbury Characters^ Meere Fellow Wks. (1856) 129 His
religion lies in wait for the inclination of his patron. 1704
Swift T. Tubix, A ring of disciples, who lie in wait to catch
up their droppings. 1784 Cowpf.r Task in. 553 Ten thousand
dangers lie in wait to thwart The process. 1785 T. Balguy
Disc. 47 He is constantly lying at wait to correct them.
1791 Charlotte Smith Cclestina III. 212 He. .had indeed
no other design than to lay in wait for traces of that involved
mystery. 1865 Dickens Mut. Ft; II. i, The habit, .had given
him a suspicious manner, or a manner that would be better
described as one of lying in wait.

f C. To lie wait. Obs. rare.

1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 269 Ambicion. .which evir lyeth
waite atchambirdorys. a i578Lisi:>ESAY(Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 55 Thair followit na thing bot slaughter..,
ilk ane Iyand wait for wther as they had ben settand
tinchellis for the murther of wyld beistes.

d. To lay wait, f lay one's wait.

1577 Hanmbrj4»£. Feci. /list., Euseb. x. viii. 206 But God
being the friend., of Constantinus brought to light the wayte
layde for him in secret. 1586 Thynne Conin. Ann. Scot.

457/1 in Holinshed, But, hauing wait laid for him by an
ambush of his enimies, he was in his iorneie towards his
castell intercepted. 1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem.
(16 1 2) 333 Wherefore they layed wait for him as hee came one
day from hunting, and murdered him. 1653 J. Mayer Expos.
Ps. xxxi. 4 When wait was layd for him to kill him in his

house. 1665 Manley Grotius' Lo?u-C. Wars 169 Although
they could escape all the wait laid for them by Pirates. 184

1

James Brigand in, They were known to lay wait in all the
principal passes, both of Piedmont and Savoy.
trans/, and Jig. 1535 Coverdale Acts xx. 10, I haue..

serued y® Lordcwith many teares and tentacions, which
happened vnto me by y* layenges of wayte of the Iewes.

1599 T. Stoker Life <y D. Wohey G 2 b, Those vnbaptised
sacrilegious hands, That onely for Gods vestrie laiJe their

waite. 1611 Bible Jer. ix. 8 One speaketh peaceably to his

neighbour with his mouth, but in heart he layeth his waite.

1755 Monitor I. 27 Can a free constitution be out of danger,
where one part of it lays wait to destroy the energy of
another? 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Biog. II. 42 By
laying wait for a favourable moment, she might ultimately
obtain the enjoyment of her criminal passion. 1891 Sat. Rev.
14 Nov. 563/2 Their.. followers laid perpetual wait to steal.

f e. To take under wait : to capture or surprise

by an ambush. Obs.

iS33BBLLBHDEMZ.ny(S.T.S.)1. 180 pai war na less astonist

ban pai had bene tane vnder wait [hand seats quam si in

insidias incidissent].

f f. The sb. used without the phrasal context

:

Ambush. Obs. rare.

1533 BellendenZ,/:'/ (S.T.S.) 1. 149 Als soneashermyneus
herde the noyis of Valerius cumpany, he Ischit with his

buschement haistely fra be wate \concnrrit ex insidiis], 1788
Burns Written in Friars-Carse Hermitage 20 Check thy
climbing step, elate, Evils lurk in felon wait. 1796 Mme,
D'Arblay Camilla IV. 375 He was.. always in wait to con-
verse with her when she was seated,

2. The action of watching.

f a. In phrases. At {the) wait, on the watch.

To do, make wait, to keep watch. To have in

wait, to have under observation. Also, to lie in

great wait, lay good wait (cf. 1), to be carefully

on the watch. Obs,
c 1440 Partenope 6745 (B. M. MS.) His ffrendes had nym

so in watte..That his purpose myght not be Atte Buys
parfouremed. C1460 in Archaeologia XXIX. 339 pe Fisshe
drewe nere vnto be bayte; Nede habe no lawe, ..be Egle
berto euer layde goode wayte. c 1470 Henry Wallace x.

379 A suttell knycht tharat had gret despyt, Folowyt at

wait. 1500-20 PlTlllMI fimwTlfl. hi And in thir termis can
thai say, Do wait, and lat him nocht away. 1509 Fisher
Funeral Serm. C'less Richmond Wks. (1876) 293 Her sobre
temperaunce . . wherin she lay in as grete wayte of herself as
ony persone myght. 1513 Douglas AZneis xi. xiv. 83Q_uhen
as ane Aruris, by hys mortal fait Onto myschewos deid pre-

destinate, Circulis at the wayt. c 15*0 Everyman (facs.) Bj,
I haue a great enemy that hath me in wayte Whiche intend-

eth me for to hyndre. 1523 Berners Frot'ss. I. ccxli. 144/2
The moost parte of the state of the prince . . was well knowen
with the kynges there about, .for they layed great wayte to

knowe it. 1535 Hen. VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. 1733 I.

App. liv. 141 That they, .do make & cause te be made dili.

gent search, wait & espyal, whether the said Bps. & Clergy
do.. execute, .their said charge.

+ b. Watchfulness. Obs.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 18 It waz a sport very pleazaunt

..td see.. the nimblness and wayt of the dog too take hiz

auauntage.

3. a. {Day's) wait : the duty of keeping guard

by day performed by the warders of the Tower.
1694 E. Chamberlayne Pres.St. Eng. 111. 608 The Yeoman

Warders of the Tower are 40 in number... Ten of them are

usually upon the Days-wait. 1738-47 in Pegge Curialia

in. (1791) 103 When the Man waiting for another hath per-

formed such Wait, he shall not be permitted to wait again,

so as to continue his Wait for divers Men one after another.

b. The period of attendance at court of a lord-

or lady-in-waiting.

1884 World 20 Aug.
F

io/i The Queen always likes the

?
'early rota of waits to be arranged so that her favourite

adies shall be with her at Balmoral. 1893 Westm. Gaz, 7

July 1/2 He will have no duties . . as his appointed ' wait ' is

from October 3 to 17, when the Queen will be at Balmoral,

where the attendance of a Lord-in-Waiting is always dis-

pensed with.

4. The state or condition of waiting or remaining
expectant. At wait: in an expectant attitude. In
wait \ waiting, remaining in a place in expectation

of some one coming, rare,

1873 Longf. Wayside Inn in. Mother s Ghost xviii, When
she came to the castle gate, There stood her eldest daughter
in wait. 187s Swinburne Ess. $ Stud. 344 Next to this we
find a sudden sunny bank in the dim depth of a wood, with
a wolf at watch and a rabbit at wait.

5. A period of waiting; spec. Theatr., the time

of an audience's waiting between the acts, or of an
actor's waiting between his appearances in the

piece.

1855-6 Dickens in ForsterZ.y£ (1874) III. v. 107 The waits
between the acts being very much longer than the acts them-
selves. 1863 Le Fanu House by Churchyard III. ix. 93 This
was said after a wait of nearly ten minutes. 1B76 Daily Neivs
27 Oct. 5/6 What a long, tedious wait it was up there on the
edge of the wood while we listened. .for some sign of Graf
Keller's approach. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Oct 5/4 The
audience., passed a long wait pleasantly in singing a number
of political songs. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London To-day iii,

(ed. 3) 50 The Criterion has a chorus of glee singers to wile
away waits through the courses.

II. A person who watches or waits.

f 6. A watchman ; a scout, spy. Obs.

a. A military watchman, sentinel, or look-out

;

also a scout, spy ; esp. a watchman in a camp,
castle, or fortified place who was furnished with a

horn or trumpet to sound an alarm or to make a
signal.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11541 He [Herod] sett his waites bi be
stret, If bai moght wit baa kinges mett, He commandid son
bai suld be slan. 13. . K. Alls. 4312 Theo knyghtis heore
body dubbeth ; The waytes bleow, the belle rynges. c 1315
Coer de L. 2281 The wayts of that host that did espie, And
ful loud began to crie : We are betrayd and y-nome ! 1340
Ayenb. 121 J?et is be wayte of be castele bet neure ne slepp.

C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 395 pe holy prophete Ezechiel
saip : 'If be wayte or be wacche-man se ennemys cum
[etc.].' 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 191 A knyghte bat
highte Strabo stode in a weytes place. 1398 — Barth. De
P. R. v. v. (1495) 108 And for the eye is in stede of a wayte,
kynde settyth hym in the hyghest place of the body.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. i^z? Euery man to his In owe,
The wayte be-gan nyght to blowe. c 1435 Torr. Portugal
1065 Waytes on the walle gan blowe, Knyghtis a>semled on
a rowe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 513/2 Wayte, speculator (v. r.

explorator). 1450-80 tr. Sccreta Secret, lxi. 37 Loke thou
haue good waytes and aspies in thyn oste. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vn. xxxi. 263 At the last by fortune he came to a
Castel and there he herd the waytes vpon the wallys. 1513
Douglas A^neis m. iv. 60 Mysenus, the wait, on the hie

garret seyis, And, with his trumpet, thame a takin maid.
trans/. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxx. (1495)

721 A vynyerde is ofte vysyted and ouerseen of the erthe

tylthers and kepers of vynes and a wayte is there set in an
hyghe place.

b. A watchman attached to the royal household

who sounded the watch, etc., by the blowing of a
pipe, trumpet, or other wind-instrument.
13.. K. Alt's. 7769 When theo table was y-drawe, Theo

wayte gan a pipe blawe. C1430 Pilgr. Ly/Man/iode iv.

xlvii. (1869) 198 The ladi that thou hast herd pleye with in-

strumentes and bereth an horn that is the waite that awaketh
the king alle times that he slepeth bi hire blowinge. a 1440
Sir Eglain. 1097 Grete lordys were at the assent ; Waylys
blewe, to mete they wente. a 1483 LiberNiger \n Househ.
Ord. (1700)48 A Wayte, that nyghtly, from Mighelmasse till

Shere-Thursday, pipeth the watche within this courte fower
tymes, ..and he to make bon gayte, and [Ireadni] everey
cnambre door and office, as well for fyre as for other pikers

or perelles...And under this yoman, a groome wayte. x8oa
Mrs. Radcliffe Gaston de Blondeville (1826) I. 185 And
thus it kept, until the wayte piped his second watch in all

the courts.

C. A municipal watchman.
1418 Maldon (Essex) Court-Rolls Bundle 1 i,no.3, [Ordered,

by consentj ballivorum et magnatum ville, in defectu minU-
trorum alias dictorum waytes, quod quedam campana
ecclesie Omnium Sanctorum et alia campana ecclesie Sancti

Petri congruis horis noctis pulsentur, viz., in mane Daybell,

et in vespere Curfewe. 1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) 646 Quod
quaslibet Porta custodiatur per diem per duos homines bene
armatos, et de nocte claudetur per Servientem earn inhabi-

tantem ; [et quod quilibet Serviens habeat unum Wayte,
sumptibus suis propriis.

f V. collect. A body of guards. Obs.

1704 in Pegge Curialia ill. (1791) 81 Which Twelve Men
[of the Guard] are to be chosen by the Six Waits then out

of Waiting. 1747 Ibid. 104 Upon Forfeiture of his or their

share of such Bounty-Money among the rest of the Wait
then and there in waiting.

8. f a. pi. A small body of wind instrumentalists

maintained by a city or town at the public charge.

Also sing., a member of this body. Obs.

They played for the daily diversion of the councillors, on
ceremonial and festive occasions, and as a town or city band
they entertained the citizens, perambulating the streets, often

by night or in the early morning.
1298 [see Waitmeai], 1438 in Cov. Leet Bk. 189 Hyt is

ordeyned that they [sic] Trumpet schall haue the rule off the
whaytes, and off hem be Cheffe. 1467 Ibid. 335 Also bat be
Waytis of bis Cite, .shall not passe bis Cite, but to abbottis

& priours within x miles of bis Cite. 1499 in W. Kelly
Notices illustr. Drama (1865) 189 Thomas Wylkyns Wayte.
1541 Ibid. 192 Item paed to Thomas Goldsmyth ffor mendyng
of the Towne Waytes Collars iij". iiijd . 1548 Ibid. 193 Item
p*1 to Mr. Gyllott for the Wayghts gownes xxxvj" vja . 1553
Machyn Diary (Camden) 47 [The new Lord Mayor went]
toward Westmynter [attended by the] craftes of London.,
with trumpets blohyng and the whets playing. 1571 in Pic-

ton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) 1. 118 Lewis Lockwood, Bag-
piper was admitted Wayte of this town. 1587 Fleming

Contn. Holinshed III. 289/2 The waits of the c'ltie were
placed with lowd musicke, who cheerefullic & melodiouslie
welcomed hir maiestie into the citie, this song being soong by
the best voices in the same. 1589 [? Nashe] Almond for
Parrat 2 Who hearing the waites play vnder his window
very early, insulted., that [etc.]. a 1596 SirT. jl/iwWMalone
Soc.) 944 Where are the waytes? goe, bid them play, to spend
the time awhile. 1609 B. Jonson Stleut Worn. 1. i,

'1 rv. A
Trumpet should fright him terribly, or the Hau'-boyes ? Cle.
Outof his senses. The Waights of the citie haue a pension
of him, not to come neere that ward. 1617 Moryson I/in,
iv. iv. i. (1903) 301 In like sorte many Cittyes mantayne at

fmblike charge Musitians, vsing Sagbutts, Hoboyes.and such
oude Instruments, which wee call the waytes ot Cyttyes,
and these play at the publicke house of the Citty each day at
Noone, when the Senatours goe to dinner, and at all publike
Feasts, a 1625 Fletcher Captain n, ii, Jac. Hark, are the
Waits abroad ? Fab. Be softer prethee, 'Tis private musick.
. .Jac. Well I will hear, or sleep, I care not whether. 1667
Lond. Gaz. No. 189/1 The Mayor, Aldermen and Common
Council of this Town, after a Sermon Preached to them, went
to the Market-Cross in their Formalities, the Waytes play-
ing before them. 1670 Moral State Eng. 132 The Weights
of the Town who played upon Cornets and Haut-bois. 1687
Wood Life 3 Sept. (O.H.S.) III. 230 When he came to
Quartervois he was entertaind with the wind musick or waits
belonging to the city and Universitie. 1731 Fielding Letter
Writers 11. ii, You are a couple of wretched Scrapers, and
play ten Degrees worse than the University Waits. 1736 F.

Drake Eboracum 1. vi. 197 [The sheriffs] are preceeded by
the city's waites, or musicians, in their scarlet liveries and
silver badges playing all the way through the streets. 1762
Goldsm. Nash (Globe) 524/1 Upon a strangers arrivalat
Bath he is welcomed by. .the voice and music of the city

waits. 1764 in Picton L'pool Munic. Ree. (1886) II. 202
Ordered that John Bolton and John Langhorn be appointed
two publick Waites of this town.

b. //. A band of musicians and singers who
perambulate the streets by night at the approach
of Christmas and the New Year playing and singing

carols and other seasonable music for gratuities.

1773 Archaeologia 11.66 What we at present call the Waits,
or the music on the nights of the Christmas holydays. x8oi
Busby Diet. Mus. s.v. Wayghles, Those persons who annu-
ally, at the approach of Christmas, salute us with their noc-
turnal concerts, were, and are to this day, called Wayghtes.
1820 I RvitiGSkelch Bh. 1 1. 37 The sound of theWaits, . . bi eaks
upon the mid-watches of a winter night. 1889 Grove's Diet.

Mus. IV. 375 Waits, The. A name given, from time imme-
morial, to the little bands of rustic Musicians who sing and
play Carols, by night, in country places, at Christmas-time.

f O. gen. A player on the flute, hautboy,

trumpet, etc. Obs.

1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) Div, Tibicen, a
wayte. 1585 Higjns Junius' Nomencl. 501/1 Spondiales
vet spondiauli,. .such as plaied vpon long pipes at diuine
seruice, they may be called the waytes. 1600 Holland Livy
xvn. Brev. 390 That.. as he returned home to his owne
house, the waits should sound the hautboies all the way
[tibicitte canente]. 1648 Gage West Ind. 12 Whom travel,

ling, Indian Waites and Trumpets should accompany.

f 9. One who waits in service, an attendant. Obs.

1652 Benlowes Theoph. xi. xxx, Still to have toting Waits
unseel thine Eyes, In Bed, at Board, when sit, when rise:

Such, Card*nal -like, their Paris prize 'bove Paradise.

fill. 10. [Originally a transferred use of 8 c]
pi. Wind instruments, either hautboys, shawms, or

flutes. Also sing. (rare). Obs.

[Cf. Sp., Pg. gaita, a kind of flute ; the word seems to have
been adopted from OF., though no examples of the sense
have been found in French of any period.]

1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Wayte an instrument, hauboys. 1556
Withals Diet. (1562) 68/a Thetrumpet or waytes, tuba. 1592
Doctor Faustus in Thorns E. Eng. Prose Rom. (1858) III.

178 Lutes, viols, citterns waits. .and all manner of other
instruments. 1620 Shelton 2nd Pt. Quixote xxvi. 173 For
amongst Moores you haue.. a kinde of Shaulmes that

bee like our Waytes. [1703 Motteux, like our Waits or

Hautboys.] 1636 C. Butler Princ. Mus, 11. i. 93 [Wind,
instruments, as] Waits or Hobois. 1683 Tryon Way to

Health 654 Waits are under the dominion of Jupiter, in the
Sign Libra; the Sounds and harmonious Consorts of this

Instrument are great, noble and pleasing to Nature.

IV. 11. attrib. and Comb., as wait-pipe, player,

-song; f wait captain, the chief of the municipal

waits ; f wait fee (see quot. 1 706) ; f wait-layer,

one who lies in wait ; f waitmeat, food supplied

to the municipal waits,

1565 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1888) II. 35 Mr. Mayor
called James Atheiby then being *\Vaite Captain. 1563
in Spefman Gloss. s.v., Per redditum 14*. pro *Wayte fee,

and Castle garde. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Wayt/ee,
(old Law-word) Ward-penny, or a Fee anciently paid for

keeping Watch and Ward. 1600 Holland Livy xl. xii. 1067

He.. will.. have the world beleeve that I play the part not

onely of a secret and cunning *wait-Iaier, but of an open
theefe. 1632 — Cyrupsdia 30 Who ever shall effect this,

had need be a waitlayer, a deepe dissembler. 1298 Yorks,

Inquisit. (Yorks. Rec Soc. 1902) III. 84, is. for *Wayte-
mete and Schirrefstuthe. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker

694/40 Hec colo/ttaula, . .
*waytepype. 1610 in T. Sharp Cov.

Myst. (1825) 210 Every Maior shall pay to the *waite players

iiij d. 187a Whittikr Penn. Pilgrim 501 On frosty Christ-

mas eves. .he. .closed his eyes, and listened to the sweet

Old *wait-songs sounding down his native street.

Wait (w^t), z>.l Pa. t. and pa. pple. waited.
Forms: 2-7 waite, 3-8 wayte, 4-7 wayt, (4

erron. whaite, whayte), 3-4, 6 Sc. waitte, 4-6

Sc. vaitte, 5 waytte, 6-7 waight, 4-6 Sc,

watte, 8 dial, watt, 3-4 weite, 4-6 weyte, 7

weight, 3-6, 8 dial, wate, 4 vate, 4- wait.

[Early ME. waite-n, a. ONF. waitier (Central

OF. guailier, gaiter, mod.F. guetter) ~ Prov.



WAIT.

gaitar, It. guatare, to watch, lie in wait for ; a.

OHG. wahiC-n (mod.G. wachten) to watch, guard,

f. wahta fern. (mod.G. wacht) watch, f. OTeut.

*wak- : see Wake v.]

I. The simple verb.

+ 1. trans. To watch with hostile intent ; to spy

upon ; to lie in wait for. Obs.

c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 103 Dat biS So werewede gostes Se

waitifl 60 soules hier buuen on Se wolkne. c izoo 7V?*.

CW/. //<»//. 43 For ure gult god man bicom and ure eldre

waiteden him to deaSe. Ibid. 87 panne ferde be fule gost,

and seuene oSre gostes mid him forcuSere ben him self

were, and bitrumede bat child, and waiteden hit on eclie

wise, a 1300 Cursor M. 23731 Euer he wates vs bat fede,

es nathing certainur ban dede. c 1300 Havetok 512 He may
[me] waiten forto slo. 1340 Ham pole Pr, C. 1186 His de-

spisers he waytes ay, Als shadow to talc to his pray, c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Pete?) 22 In Jerusalem he wes bofte,

spyit, waitit, and bundyn ofte. c 1410 Wyntoun Cron.

v. xi. 3062 (MS. Cott.) Ane erl of his companny Waytit Traen
sa besely pat wipe a buschement he has [slayn] Traen.

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 74 Sir agravayne at home is he,

nyght & day he waytes vs two. 1530 Palsgr. 770/2, I

wayte, I lye awayte for one to hurte hym, or to spye what
he dothe. Je gnette. I wyll wayte him here tyll to morowe
but I wyll have him. 1596 Dai.rymple tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 22 He thairfor appoyntedcertan cutthrots

to wayt thame as fra the Banquet thay return. 1597 J.
Melvill Autob.fy Diary (Wo&rovi Soc.)42i They steir upe
and incitats four deboshit young limmers, and wattes..

James Smithe, as he was coming ham at night from the

cost syde.

+ b. intr. To keep hostile watch ; tolieinwait.
ai»5 Ancr. R. 196 I5e wildernesse heo aspieden [MS. C.

in be wildene weiteden] us to slean. a 1300 £. E. Psalter
ix. 30 He waites [Vulg. insidiatur] in hidel als lioun in

den. a 1300 Cursor M. 899 pou sal waite womman for to

sting, And sco sal yiet bi hede bring, xjfiz Langl. P. PI.

A, vii. 149 To kepen him . . From wastors bat wayten winners

to schende. ? 1404-8 Wyt •£ Wille 30 in 26 Pol. Poems 23

Echon wayte ober for to kille. 153S Coverdale Obad. \.

14 Nether shalt thou stonde waytinge enymoreat y u' corners

of the stretes, to murthur soch as are fled. 1573-80 Tusser
Ilusb. (1878) 125 Lay pease vpon stacke,..And couer it

straight, fiom doues that waight.

f 2. trans. To be on the watch to inflict (mjury) :

«= Await v. 2. Obs,
The sense is app. due to the confusion of this vb. with

Wait v>
C1400 Destr. Troy 13012 Noght warre of the weghes, bat

waited his harme, [He] past furth thurgh the pase with his

proude knightes,

f3. To watch, keep one's eye upon, observe

constantly ; to look out for, watch for. Obs,

a 1300 Cursor M. 13285 At see sant Iolm and lam hefand,
Quils bat bair lines war waitand. c 1300 Havclok 1754 And
bad him. . Hauelok we! yemen.. And we I dowayten al ) eniih.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 90 Fechez mo gestez, Waytez gorstez

& greuez, if ani gomez lyggez, . . fechez hem hider. c 1386
Chaucer Sor.'s P. 121 He wayted many a constellacion

Er he had doon this operacion. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2888

Wemen waited hym well, hade wondur of hym one, That of
shap for to shew was shene to beholde. c 1400 Rule St.

Benet 863 And when so we }ern ony thing pat may fall vnto
flesch likyng, Thinke we god waites vs weterly. C1450 St.

Cuthbert (Suttees) 1698 Whethir bou wayted our nyght
wayes? Ibid. 3761 A monk to wayte bis taken stode.

t b. To watch mentally, observe, consider

attentively. Obs.

138a Wvclif Phil. iii. 17 Britheren,.. wayte 3e [Vulg.
observate] hem that walken so as }e ban oure foorme.

1390 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 45 Ther nys no gouernour
on pe grounde ne sholde gye him )>e better, .jif he waite

well be wordis, and so werche berafter. c 1430 Gods
Complaint 57 in Pol. Rel. % L. Poems (1866) 165 Waite
what y dide to marie maudeleyne, And what y seide to

thomas of ynde.

t C. To watch over, take charge of, care for (a

person's interests). Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 5416 (Gott.) pus coude ihoseph, i said 3011,

waite his lauerd be kinges prou. 1361 Langl. P. PL A. vi.

37, I haue ben his fl-lawe bis fiftene wynter. .With-Innen
and withouten I.wayted his profyt. ?ai4oo Morte Arth.
164 If thou my wyrcnipe wayte. .Thou salle haue gersoms
fulle grett. c 1400 Rule St. Benet 2471 peir awn winyng
bai sal not wayt, pat ober win bai sal couayt.

T d. To search for. Obs,

1340-70 Alisaunder 808 Hee wendes too a wildernes &
waites him erbes. c 1400 Bcryn 424 pe Pardonere, bat drewe
apart, & weytid hym a trest flfor to hyde hym selff.

f4. intr. To keep watch; to look intently.

Also with adv. or phrase, to wait about, about one,

on every side, etc. Obs.

1338 R. Brunke Chron. (1725) 120 Hir frendes fulle fa<-t

waited aboute & woke, & Maid at be last kyng Steuen scho
toke. 13.. Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 2163 penne he wayted hym
aboute. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1423 He waytez onwyde,
his wenches he byholdes. 136a Langl. P. PL A. vni. 128
And borw heore wordes I awok and waitide \MS. V. lokedej
aboute, And sauh [etc.]. 1377 Ibid. B. xm. 343, I wayted
wisloker, and thanne was it soiled With lykyng of lecherye,

as by lokyng of his eye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 876 He waites
vmbe hym wightly, & was ware sone Of he orible oxin.

C1400 Yivaine A* Gaw. 18 15 Sho. .waited obout fer and ner.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1585 And as he waytis in a wra, ban
was he ware sone Of be maister of bat meneyhe. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur vi. xvi. 209 Ther with he wayted aboue
hym and vnder hym, and ouer his hede he sawe a rownse-
pyk. < 1480 Henryson Fox <y Wolf 150 On euerilk syde
full warlie couth he wait, a 1500 Floivcr ,\ Leaf 106 Wher-
fore about I waited busily On every syde, if I her mighte see.

T b. To act as a watchman. Obs.

1436 Siege of Calais in Polit. Poems (Rolls) II. 153 The
porters kept the gattes full manly,.. To wate they wer not
irk. c 1470 Harding CAr0x1.cxxxv111.xii, To castell Pilgrym

Vol. X.

25

..there was no waye but one full straite, On a cawsey..

Strongly walled, with towres on to wayte. 1591 Shaks.

1 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 3, I am come to suruey the Tower this day;
. .Where be these Warders, that they wait not here? 1605

Verstecan Dec. Intell. x. (1628) 327 Wee call him that

waiteth at the Towre one of the ward, or a warder,

f c. To observe carefully. Obs.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 111. 128 $it swiche ffresshe

ffoodis beth..ffor her dignesse endauntid of dullisshe nollis,

And, if bou well waite, of no wight ellis.

t d. With indirect question : To watch, observe

carefully what, when, how, etc. Obs,

cixys Lay. 23077 pis ileueb Bruttus pat he wole come bus
and lokeb and waite)> wane he come to londe. c 1290 S.

Eng, Leg. 268 Euere he waytede, }if ore louerd ani grace

him wolde sende. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

1495 He sente knyghtes & squiers To waite who made on
hym pres. c 1350 Will. Paterae 1821, I wol. .waite )ifany
weijh comes wending alone. C1391 Chaucer Astral, it. § 25
Now yif so be bat the semith to long a tarienge.., thanne
whaite whan the sonne is in any other degree of the zodiak.

c 1470 Henry Wallace V. 902 A sucrd he drew, rych manlik
him to wer, Ay wayttand fast gyfT he can get a sper. 1598
R. Bernard tr. Terence (1607) Andria 1. i, Observes ilium
qnidagat: quid captet consilii. Watch him what hee doth,

wait what he intendeth.

fe. To take precautions, be watchful or cau-

tious. In imperative : Take care, see to it that.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 292, I schal wayte to be war her

wrenchez to kepe. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 571 Algate he

wayted so in his achat That he was ay biforn and in good
stat. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 436 in Babees Bk.,

Euer of a sharpe knyff wayte bat ye be sure. 1470-85
Malory Arthur 1. ii. 37 But wayte ye make not many
questions with her nor her men, but saye ye are diseased,

and soohyeyow tobedde. 1522 World $ Child (facs.) Aiv,

Wayte well that thou suffre no shame.

5. trans. To look forward (esp. with desire or ap-

prehension) to (some future event or contingency)
;

to continue in expectation of. Now somewhat
rare : usually superseded by Await v.

a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 527/80 5if hou waxe
pore he wol skorrte be—Wayte of him nt-uere ofjer bounte.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3322, I wot, sir, witterly, will I or noght,

Your wille I moste wirke, waite I non other, c 1586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. lxix. i, Waiting aid, with ernest eying. 1634
Massinger Very Worn. iv. i, Ped. I thank ye, And soon I'll

wait your promise. 1671-2 Sir C. Lyttelton in Hation
Corr. (Camden) 75 Wee waite much w nt ye Spaniards will

returne to y6 King of France message. 1746 Francis tr.

Hor., Epist. 1. xviii. 21 Admitted as an humble Guest,

Where Men of Money break their Jest, He waits the Nod,
with Awe profound, And catches, ere it reach the Ground,
The falling Joke. 1802 H. Martin Helen of Glenross II.

57 If Harry really loves me.., bid him wait futurity with
composure. X830 Tennyson Adeline iv, What aileth thee?
whom waitest thou ? 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 1. i, Or they
that in the BicOtre Hospital, ' eight to a bed ', lie waiting

their manumission. 184ST11ACKERAY Van. Fairx\, She took

up her residence with Mr. Bowls, .and waited the result of

the advertisement. 1885 J. H. Deli. Dawning Grey , Higher
Creed 6 We wait the harps of sounder string, Than [etc.].

b. intr. (Chiefly to wait for = sense 5).

1577 Hammer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Socr. 1. xix. 245 When the

woman perceaued her selfe to be daungerously sicke, and
wayted for no other then present death. 1581 Satir. Poems
Reform, xliv. 266, I knaw thou vaittis Lieutenentis place to

haue. a 1591 H. Smith Serin., Noah's Drunk. (1602) 04 b,

The ground, .wayted for nothing now, but a p.iynefull la-

bourer to till and dresse it. 1621 T. Granckr Expos. Eccles.

xi. 5. 297 And hee that waiteth for olde mens shoe?, may
happily goe bare foote in the meane time. 1641 Milton
Reform. 11. 87 These importunate Wolves, that wait and
thinke long till they devoure thy tender Flock. 1805 Med.
fml. XIV. 374 We wait with anxiety but not with impa-
tience for the succeeding numbers. 1833 Tennyson Dream
Fair Worn, xxviii, Dimly I could descry The stern black-

bearded Kings.., Waiting to see me die.

o. To remain for a time without something ex-

pected or promised.
i55oCROWLEY^(W/7rKxx/^Q35lfthoubeamansatturney,

. . Let him not waite and spende money, If his dispatch do
lie in the. 1897 IIALL Caink Christian x, That was the only
condition on which he would agree to wait for his money.

6. trans. To continue stationary or quiescent, in

expectation of (a person or thing, an event) ; to

defer departure or action until the arrival or occur-

rence of. Now rare : superseded by waitfor (see 7)

and Await v,

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 36 Tharfor thair cummyng vatit

he, And met thame at thair ariving. 14. , Pol. Rel. $ L.
Poems (1903) 273 Mary hys moder wentpe weye Tocaluery
her he xuld deye. And waytyd ber here chylde. 1578 u
Feuillerat Revets Q. Eliz. (1908) 297 To waight my Lord
Chamberlaines comyng thither, a 1604 Hanmer Chron.
fret. (1633) 59 From thence he went to a place called Lothra,

where he builded another Monasterie, and lyeth there wayt-

ing the generall resurrection. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx
n. vi. § 2 That where there were any other evidences, that

the Prophet spake by Divine Revelation, there was no
reason to wait the fulfilling of every particular Prophecy
before he was believed as a Prophet. 1667 Dkyden & Dk.
Newcastle Sir M. Mar-alt 1. i, This Tide will bring them
from Gravesend. You had best let your man go, as from
me, And wait them at the Stairs in Durham-yard. 1771
Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Barton II. 253 We had before

agreed to wait the return of the chancellor's messenger at

St. Omers. 1797 Ht. Lee Canterb. T., Frenchm. T. (1799)

I.293 Without waiting her answer, .he would have led her
downstairs. tBoz Noble Wanderers 11. 128 One of the slaves,

whom he had commanded to wait his return. 1808 Pike
Sources Mississ. n. App. 22 We were requested to halt and
wait the arrival of the chief, who was half a mile from us.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxviii, Lady Emily's servant was
waiting orders in the kitchen. 1819 — Leg. Montrose xxiii,

She now waits you at the altar. 1883 Wiiitelaw^/A^c/w,

wait.

Philoct. 123 Now then remain, and wait his coming here,

Whilst I go hence. 1899 Quiller-Couch Ship of Stars
xxvi, The Vicar clambered out to wait U [the coffin].

b. transf. Of things : To remain in readiness

for, to await ; to be in store for, to be reserved for.

Cf. Await v. 8 a.

1745 Sc. Transl. fy Taraphr. li. i, Hut better mansions
wait the just, prepar'd above the sky. 1761 Churchill
Rosciad 512 Public Contempt shall wait the Public Fool.

1850 Robertson Serm. Ser, 111. xviii. (1853) 233 The same
. .calculations wait us when we bend our eyes on that which
is to come. 1854 Surtees Handlcy Cr. xl. (1901) II. 36
'Tea and coffee wait your pleasure in the drawing- room',
observed the stiff-necked footman.

7. intr. or absol. Often to waitfor ~ sense 6.

a. To remain in a place, defer one's departure

until something happens.
C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 71 And certes lord, to abyden

youre presence Heerein the temple of the goddesse clemence
We han ben waitynge al this fourtenyght. 1535 Coverdale
Judith x. 6 Now whan she came to the porte of the cite,

she founde Osias and the elders of the cite waitinge there.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 642 But he was espyed by diuerse

watermen, .which wayted for his foorthcomyng on the

Thamys. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado \. iii. 17, 1 must bee sad

when I haue cause, and smile at no mans iests, eat when I

haue stomacke, and wait for no mans leisure. 1628 Ford
Lovers Mel. 111. i, At the back dore Tatter-demallians

waite, who know not how To get admittance. 17x1 Steele
Sped. No. 132 r 1, I.. dressed immediately, that 1 might
make no one wait. 1779 Mirror No. 57 Allowing ladies to

go unattended to a public place, to wait there four hours in

expectation of the gentlemen with whom they were todance.

1835 Dickens SA: Boz, Parish iii, The old adage, ' time and
tide wait for no man'. 1856 Ruskin King Golden River
\. fed. 3) 12 What did you keep us waiting in the rain for?

i860 Tyndall Glac, i.xxii. 152 At the summit of these rocks

I again waited for him. 1896 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone

xxii, Sir James Ovington's carriage was waiting without.

1905 R. Bacot Passport xi. 104. 1 must drive back to Gen-

zano. I told the vetturino to wait.

b. colloq. To wait about : to linger expectantly,

' hang about ' where something is likely to happen.

Also (chiefly U.S.) to wait around.

1879 Miss Braddon Cloven Foot xxix. 1 1. 268
( What has

become of your brother?' Laura asked, as she and Celia

waited about, side by side, watching the assembly of the

field. 1886 Besant t hilar. Gibeon u. xxx, The street was,

however, well enough lighted for Claude to see a figure

waiting about on the pavement. 1895 M. Halsteao Hun-
dred Bear Stor. 57 It grew sort of monotonous waiting

around. 1899 J. L. Williams Stolen Story etc. 175, I sup-

pose they're waiting around till it stops raining.

C. To defer action until some event has taken

place ; also with inf., to delay to do something.

a 1633 G. Herbert Outlandish Prov. (1640) 25 Hee puis

with a long rope, that waights for anothers death. 1800

Med. Jrnl, III. 460 To wait ' no longer than ten or fifteen

minutes for the efforts of nature ', is a position which cannot

be too strongly reprobated. 1836 J. H. Newman Par.

Serm. III. xxi 342 If we wait till all the world are

worshippers, we must wait till the world is new made. 1843

Carlyle Past $ Pr, in. xv, A whole Eternity I waited to

be born. 1852 Thackeray Esmond \. viii, Beatrix, .waited

even to burst out a-crying until she got to the door. 1874

Green Short Hist. viii. § 6. 519 He had shown he knew
how to wait, and when waiting was over he knew how to

act. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 434 A man should wait,

and not take his own life until God summons him. 1883

Whitei.aw Sophocles, Philoct. 837 Thou seest, now is the

time. Why should we wait to do this deed?

d. To wait on : (a) Se. to linger about a place;

(b) Se. also, to linger in expectation of death
;

(c)

Hawking (see quot. 1891).
(a) 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, It's a tair thing to hae to

do wi' courts of law, unless it be to improve one's knowledge

. .by waiting on as a hearer.

(b) 1836 f. M, Wilsons Tales Borders II. 377, I did hear

tell that his faither was waitin on, but I hope he's no that

far gane yet.

(c) 1773 J. Campbell Mod. Faulconry 158 If your hawk
wait wellon at htr being first entered. 1828 Sir J. S. Se-

BRiGiiT//<iWit/»
Jf (1S28) 17 He [the hawk] may thus be made

to follow the falconer wherever he pleases; this is called

waiting on. 1891 Harting Bibl. Accipitr. 231 A hawk is

said to * wait on ' when she soars in circles over the head of

the falconer, waiting for the game to he flushed.

e. Racing. To wait off: to allow oneself to be

distanced by other competitors in order to 'romp

in
1 when their energies are exhausted. Cf. Wait-

ing vbl. sb. 1 2 c.

1856 ' Druid ' Post $ Paddock vi. 91 He patiently waiter'

off, while Sancho forced the running.

f. To wait up : to defer going to bed in expec-

tation of the arrival of some one.

1855 Trollope Warden xviii, Dr. Grantly..and Mrs.

Grantly. .are waiting up for you. 189a Temple BarOct. 169

Don't wait up for me.

g. To wait and see (with indirect question or

ellipsis of this) : to await the course of events.
f

Recently often used with allusion to Mr. H. H. Asquiths

repeated reply of ' Wait and see ' to a succession of questions

in parliament. . ,

1719 Da For Crusoe 1. (Globe) 267 However, we had no

Remedy, but to wait and see what the Issue of Ajiings

might present. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scotland.Ml he

tailor.. bid them wait and see what happened. »#t-
Dombey xxxv, Mr. Towlinson..says wait and see. 1SJ3

Miss M. Betham-Edwards Disarmed viii, When we have

had dinner, we will do something better than have stones.

Wait and see. --•»«_«• • a «•
attrib. 1915 F. S. Oliver Ordeal by Battle \. vn. 82 His-

tory ..shows us at every other crisis of this sort always the
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same triangle of forces—a War party, a Peace party, and
a Wait-and-See party.

h. trans/. Of a thing : To remain in readiness

for some purpose. Also, to remain for a while

neglected.

1838 Lvtton Alice 1. iii, * So you are come for your daily

lesson?' *Yes; but Tasso can wait if [etc.].' 1876 J.
Parker Paracl. 1. ii. 14 John's gospel is waiting untd the

Church becomes mature enough to understand it. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman vi. xvii, There was a letter waiting
for Philip at borne. Mod. This letter must be answered at

once j the others can wait.

i. quasi- trans. To postpone (a meal) in expec-

tation of the arrival of some one. colloq.

1838 Dickens 0. Twist li, 'It's a trying thing waiting

supper for lovers,' said Mr. Grimwig, waking up. 1862

Trollope Orley F. xxi, Who asked you to wait tea till near

eleven o'clock ?

8. Phrases. To wait ones (or the) time, hour,

opportunity, etc. fa. (sense 3) To watch, look

out for an opportunity {ot>s.). b. (sense 6) To defer

action until a fitting season or opportunity shall

present itself.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 19715 pair redes bar-for can bai run,

..Night and dfti to wait be time Quen bat moght cum to

murther him. 1303 R. Brunne 11audi. Synne 825 Weyte
by tyme, and be not be last To come whan holy watyr ys
cast. 1338 — Chron. (1725) 94 To iriste was he sette, forto

waite be chance. 137s Barbour Bruce v. 523 He hame till

his houss is gane, And vatit oportunite For to fulfill bis

mawite. £1386 Chaucer Frank I. T. 535 Nyght and day
he spedde hym bat he kan To wayten a tyme of his conclu-
sion, c 1420 Wvntoun Cron. vi. xiii. 1220 (MS. Cott.) Twa
men he bade in prewate To wayt ane oportunyte, And stel

bat barn. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 83 Waytynge
theyr vauntage whan they may smyte the & slee the.

b. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andrew) 999 pe bischope
had gret will his fellone lust to fulfill, waitand bot lasare

quhen he mycht purchess oportunite. 1626 B. Jonson
Staple ofN. 11. ii, Well, Sir, I'll wait a better season. 1701
W. Wotton Hist. Rome, Marcus iv. 59 Cassius was obliged

to wait his opportunity. 1799 Dundas in Owen Wellesley

De$p. (1877) 644 We cannot at present materially meliorate
his government, but must wait favourable opportunities.

1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xxix, She comes not—He will wait
the hour, When her lamp lightens in the tower.

9. To be in readiness to receive orders; hence, to

be in attendance as a servant ; to attend as a servant

does to the requirements of a superior. Chiefly

const, on : see wait on, 14 j.

1526 Tindale i Cor. ix. 13 They which wayteatt theaulter

are parttakers with the aultre. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 49
Yea, his Lordships very Grayhound, likewise vsing to waite

at his stirrop, was shot through the body, c 1655 Milton
Sonn., 1 When I consider' 14 They also serve who only stand
and waite. 18x8 Scott Br. Lamm, xviii, He. .dropped a
little behind the lady, at whose bridle-rein he had hitherto

waited with such devotion.

b. To serve as an attendant at table ; to hand
food and drink to persons at a meal. Y\\\.to wait

at table (cf. 14 j), + to wait at a trencher.

1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie 36b, {facie showes his

qualities) Yee and ich can, if neede be than, waight at the

table well. Ibid., Where ich did waite, at euerye baite.

1592 in Sir J. Harington*s Nugce Antio. (1804) I. 106 Item,

That no man waite at the table, without a trencher in his hand.
1605 Breton I Pray you (Grosart) 8/2 To spend my time.

.

onely for..waighting at a trencher, looking on a faire house.

c 1618 Moryson Itiu. iv. ii. (1903) 90 These gentlemen ser-

vants waite with their hatts on, and sett at their masters
table, both at home and abroad where their masters are
invited. 174a Fielding J. Andrews 1. ii, Joey was now
Preferred ftom the stable to attend on his lady, to., wait at

er tea-table [etc.], 1796-7 Jane Austen Pride $ Prej.
xlvii, She had not prudence enough to hold her tongue before
the servants, while they waited at table. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. iv, The young woman with the flannel bandage
waited, and dropped everything on the table wherever it

happened to go. 1905 E. T. Thurston Traffic v. iv, ' Is

she a musician then [at the restaurant] ?
' asked Mr. Puckle.

' No—she waited.'

f C. To wait up : to be in attendance at the

head of the table. Obs.
a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus 111. i, As for the Chambermaid

and my self, we will take our places at the neither end, the
Jester is to wait up, and live by the cruins that fall from
the Emperours trencher.

d. quasi-trans. To wait {the) table ~ to wait at

table. Sc.

1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes 152 She waited the table

with a heavy placable nonchalance, a 1894 — St. Ives xi.

(1898) 82 We had a good many pleasant passages as she
waited table or warmed my bed for me.

f e. quasi-trans. To wait attendance : to remain

in attendance. Obs.

1590 [see Attendance 5]. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 161.

f 10. trans. To attend or escort, to accompany
for the purpose of rendering service or showing
respect. Obs.
c 1384 Chaucer L, G. IV. 1269 This Troyan, that.. can so

well doon alle his obeisaunces, And waytyn hire at festis

& at dauncis. 1598 Greene Jus. IV, v. i, I must to Eden,
bourg, vnto the King, There to take charge and waight him
in his warres. 1633 Massinger Guard. It 1, Jot. Waite me.
Calyph. As your shadow. Exeunt Jol. Calyp. 1687 Dry-
den Hind <$ P. 1. 557 She made a mannerly excuse to stay,

Proffering the Hind to wait her half the way. 1697 —
sEneis vin. 734 Steeds are prepar'd to mount the Trojan
Band; Who wait their Leader to the Tyrrhene Land.
Ibid. xi. 92 He. .chose a thousand Horse, .to wait the Fu-
neral. 1735 Pope Odyss. iv. 61 Refresh 'd, they wait them
to the bow'r of state. 1728 — Dune. 1. 265 She bids him
wait her to her sacred Dome : Well pleas'd he enter'd. 1816

L. Hunt Rimini 1. 242 His shield Borne by the squire that

waits him to the field.

f b. absol. Obs.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11. iii, One, that hath newly
entertain'd the begger to follow him, but cannot get him to

wait neeie enough.

1 11. To attend as a concomitant or consequence.

1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics 330 Prudence consists most
in attempting the business, for it will go on, and is ever

waited with success when undertaken, a 1718 Prior First

Hymn Callitnachus 64 Swift Growth and wond'rous Grace,

O heav'nly Jove, Waited Thy blooming Years.

II. Special constructions with preps.

1 12. "Wait after— . a. To expect, look forward

to ; to be ambitious or desirous of, seek for. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 323 This Leonin..waiteth after

gret beyete ; But al for noght. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 11. 124
Hewes in be halyday after hete wayten. c 1440 Generydes
2440 He is descendid of an high lenage, And. .waytith after

right grete heritage, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. i. 135 That we
watte not aftir to be hoosilidwith the sacrament of the auter.

Ibid. v. ii. 489 Certis he may not waite aftir that the conclu-
siounof this argument beproued orbetrewe. c 1489CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon xix. 423 It is not for vs to wayte after

pyte of hym, for he is over cruell a kyng vpon us. 1533 tr.

Krasm. Comm. Crede 52 b, They do wayte after a kynge
plentuosly appoynted with ryches, with armies or hostes of
men, and with other worldly aydes.

t b. To look out for; to watch, keep in obser-

vation. Obs.

c 1400 Beryn 1589 Beryne clepid a Marynere, & bad hym
* sty on lofft, And weyte aftir our four Shippis, [bat] aftir vs

doith dryve.' 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye I. xx. 54 He
sawe a fende that. . wayted bysely after all letters, and syl-

lables, and wordes, and faylynges, that eny made. 1:1489
Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon xxvi. 553 Thenne they set theym-
selfe doun vpon the fayr grasse, waytynge after theyr
adverse party.

Wait for— : see 5 b, *j.

13. "Wait of

—

f a. To execute the commands of. Obs.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xi. (1912) 69 He would extol the
deeds of Philoxenus, who indeede had but waited of him
therin. Ibid. v. (1598) 465 A Counseller, who hath,. the

reasonable excuse of a seruant, that did but wait of his mis-

tresse.

f b. To escort, accompany on the way, as a

mark of honour : = wait on, 14 k. Obs.

1563 Foxe A.Sf Af. 860/1 This deponent.. receyued the

kynges maiesties Visitors at Chichester, . . and conducted and
wayted of them into the dioces of Wynton. 1606 Chapman
Gent, l/s/ier in. ii. 77 Waite of Master Usher to the doore.

X709 N. Blundell Diary (189s) 78. 1 Watedof y° Duke and
Dutches of Norfolk Sec. out of Wigan part of their way
towards Preston. 1714 Briton No. 25. no Footmen.. return

when the Play is done to wait of them home. 1734 Adm.
Gordon in 10th lief. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 193 At 9
acloake I sent my pinnace to wayte of General Lacy.

f c. To pay a respectful visit to : = wait on,

14 m. Obs.

1555 in Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 211 Trustyng
shortely to wayte of yor Lordshyppe. c 1673 W. Mountagu
in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 320 My Lord and
his sons have been to see me at my chamber, but I had the
misfortune to be abroad; and upon that score.. I will.wait of

them again. 1677/0/*/. 32 4- ' ••shall acquaint his Lordship
myself with it on Saturday, before which I cannot wait of

him. 1707 N. Blundell Diary (1895) 55. I went to Bold
to wate of Mr. Molin[eux] but he was gon a hunting,

d. = waitfor\ see 7 a. Now dial.

171a Tyldesley Diary (1873) 23 Stayed alday at Dick
Jackson's watting of Mr. Blackborne, who came not till

affter nine att night. 1828 Trial Wm. Dyon at York As-
sizes 8, 1 was up waiting of my master until two o'clock.

14. "Wait on or upon—

.

f a. To observe, watch ; to fix one's eyes upon,

gaze at. Obs.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 342 For though your Iouelaste

a

seson, Wayte vpon the conclusyon. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 361

pei wilnejp worshipes—but waite on her dedes ! C1400
Rowland 4- O. 444 To be castelle he wendes a pase And
appone b8 kirnells gase, to wayte appon bat were. 1 1400

Desir. Troy 13055 So Eger were all men Elan to se, For to

waite on bat worthy went bai belyue. c 1430 Syr Gcner.

(Roxb.) 6344 Anoon Jewel to his ship sent To warn his men
to be redie, On his comyng to waite and spie. 1538 Elyot
Diet., Inspecto, to behold attentiuely, to wayte on.

f b. To lie in wait for. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 349 Ofhis men a gret partie He made
in buisshement abide, To waite on hiin in such a tide That
he ne mihte here hond ascape. 1505 Locrine iv. i. 183 Mil-

lions of diuels wayt vpon thysoule ! 1628 Hobbes Thucyd.
11. (1629) 128 As theysayled along the shore, Phormio waited
on them till they were out of the streigbt, intending to set

vpon them in the open Sea.

f C. To secure, protect (oneself). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12722 pan he counseld Clunestra, . . To

be war of bat wegh, & wait on hir-seluyn.

t d. To attend to (a business, a duty). Obs.

1526 Tindale Rom. xii. 7 Let hym that hath an office,

wayte on his office. [Similarly in later versions.)

T ©• With clause as obj. : To take care that. Obs.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 255 He
wayted weill onn, be all meines possible, that nathyng de-

kayet of Justice in his Realme.

f f. To await, expect with desire or anxiety. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7944, 1 wot the in witte to waite on myn
end. 1608 Yorks. Trag. viii. 23 Was this the answear I long

waited on? 164a Milton Apol. Smect. 37, I perceave how
hopelesse it will be to reach the heigth of their prayses at the

accomplishment of that expectation that weights upon their

noble deeds.

tg. To await the action of; to look to (a

person) for something. Obs,

1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 253 That the Prince that

lay in the Leaguer without the Wall, waited upon them [the

townsfolk] for an answer.

h. In Bible phrase, to place one's hope in (God).
Very common in the Bible of 161 1 ; rendering several Heb,

verbs of identical meaning.

1535 Covf.rdale Ps. lxi[i]. i My soule wayteth only vpon
God, for of him commeth my helpe. 1611 Bible Ps. xxv. 3
Let none that wait on the be ashamed.

+ i. To remain in one place in expectation of
= waitfor (7 a). Obs.

1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy.
11. 7 We were forced to wait on him above half an hour, before
he came from underneath the Ice.

j. To attend as or in the manner of a servant to

the personal requirements of; to minister to the

comfort of. + Also in phrases, to wait on the cup,

the trencher, the table (cf. 9 b).

To wait on (a person) hand and/oot : see Hand sb. 56.

1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 14 § 1 No servyng manne
waytyng uppon his maister. .were eny garded Hose, c 1550
Cheke Matt. iv. ii Then let ye devel him go, and lo angels

cam vnto him and waited on him. 155a Huloet, Wayte on
the cup, ad cyathos stare. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse o/Govt.
Wks. 1910 II. 66 Wee should have beene fayne to wayte on
the table, and to bee contented with their leavings after

supper. 1602 KyiVs Sp. Trag. 11. v. (Addit.), His Maiestie

the other day did grace him With waiting on his cup. 1615

G. Sandys Trav. 80 When they grow old, they most grow
contemptible, being put to do the drudgeries of the house, and
many times to waite on their children. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones vii. xv, It is not my business, answered the Drawer, to

wait upon the Chambers. If you come to that, answered the

Maid, it is not my business to wait upon Gentlemen. 1847
Marryat Childr. New Forest iv, You can have no servants

to wait upon you. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood Mildred Arkell xi,

When I was only six years old I had to wait on Mamma and
Charlotte. 1901 Alldridge Sherbro xii. 114 He is waited
upon hand and foot.

k. To accompany on one's way (as a mark of

respect or to render service or assistance) ; to escort.

Now rare (? exc. U.S.).
1450 W. Lomner in Pasion Lett. 1. 124 With other shippis

waytyng on hym. 1481 Cov. Leet Bk. (1908) 486 There
shuld be xl sowdyers mo waged for a quarter of be town
wages to make vp a C men to wayte vppon the kyng in bis

viage etc. C1530 Tindale Jonas Pro). Avj b, Ande one y*

cast out deuels in Christes name they forbade because he
wayted not on them. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 517/1
Prouuba, . .a bridemaid, or she that trimmeth and maketh
ready the bride, and waiteth vpon her homeward to her
husbands house. 1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 98 Let it be so,

and you my noble Prince,.. Shall waite vpon your Fathers
Funerall. 1601 Ld. Mountjoy Let. 13 Nov. in Moryson's
Itin.u. (1617)155 We entertained them so well, that we waited
on them to the walls of the Towne, and made them leave

some of their dead bodies behind them. 1628 T. Ball Life
Preston (1885) 175 His friends at Cambridge, who did highly

honour him, and desired nothing more then to have wayted
on his dust to his long home. 1654 Evelyn Diary 4 July,

On a letter from my wife's uncle, Mr. Pretyman, I waited
back on her to London. 17x3 Tyldesley Diary (1873) 107

Then went to wate on Judge Dormr out off the toun. Ibid.

125 He watted on her home. x8o7;-8 W. Irving Salmag.
iii. (1860) 51 On landing we were waited upon to our lodgings

. .by a vast and respectable escort 1880 P. Ludlow Nick
Hardy at College \\. (1882) 29 Nick complied, and was waited
on into the drawing-room.
trans/. 1691 Tate Petty 's Pol. Anat. Ded. to Dk. Ormond,

Be pleas'd to permit this useful Treatise to wait on you to

the Camp.
1. Hence (?) in Hunting, to wait close upon : to

keep close to (the horse immediately in front).

1861 Whyte-Melville Market Harb. xxv, Crasher.
;
and

Sawyer take their leaps abreast, the latter riding very quietly

and carefully. . . Luxury is waiting close upon them.

m. To pay a respectful visit to ; to call upon with

the intention of showing respect, asking a favour,

or the like.

1501 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 161 Also I shall wate one
you at Nottingham one Sunday next, except ye comand me
contrary. 1594 O. B. Quest. Pro/it. Concern. 5 God willing

he shall one day waight vpon you to better his knowledges.
1638 in Vcrney Mem. (1802) I. 279, 1 have A greate ambition

y
1 you would please to honour me so farre as.. to admitt

me to waite upon you. 1664 Sir A. Bateman in Extr.
St. P. ret. Friends m. (1912) 215 It is my Lord Chanselors
comaund to mee, that I waite vpon your Honor to deliuer

this inclosed letter to you. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 107

r 3 She will wait upon any Lady at her own Lodging, and
talk by the Clock after the Rate of three Guineas an Hour.

1765 R. Gem in Jesse Selwyn # Contemp. (1843) I. 367 The
Baron D'Olbach and I intend ourselves the pleasure of wait-

ing on you to dinner to-morrow. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar IV.

xxx, A person of distinction.. sent his respects to the gentle-

man that was with us, and begged to know when he should

think proper to be waited upon. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xxvi, I took the liberty of waiting on her. .to inquire if she

could charge me with any little commission. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ix. II. 474 The Primate and the few Spiritual

Peers who happened to be then in London had orders to wait

upon the King. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 July 4/7 A deputa-

tion had waited upon Lords Salisbury, Redesdale, and Rox-

burghe. .

t trans/. 176a Wilkes Let. 21 Sept. (1769) L 15 Sunday s

post brought me your lordship's [letter] of the 17th, and by

the return of it this waits on your lordship.

n. Of things: To accompany ; lobe associated

with ; to attend as a concomitant or consequence.

1579-80 North Plutarch, Lycurgus (1595) 52 For no man
is so.. simple witted, as to bring into so povre and meane
houses, bedsteads with siluer feete, imbrodered couerlets..

nor such other like costly furniture and finenesse, as those

things require to waite vpon them. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii.

44 Letting I dare not, wait vpon I would, Like the poore

Cat i' tb' Addage. i6iz — Wint. T. v. i. 142 Infirmitic
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(Which waits vpon worne times). i6aa J. Taylor (Water P.)

Farew. Tower Bottles A 7, For 'tis a Maxim held in euery
Nation, Great men are wayted on by Adulation. 1646 Cra-
shaw Steps to Temple 33 To them shee gave the first and
fairest Beanie That waited on her Birth. 1657 Heylin
Eccles. Vind. n. iii. § 6. 146 Prayer., being an action meerly

moral, was notwithstanding to be waited on with such rites

and gestures. 169* Prior Ode Imit. Hor. xi, Justice and
Freedom on his Conquests wait. 1746 Hervey Medit. (1818)

60 Her form was symmetry itself; every elegance breathed

in her airj and all the graces waited on her motions. 1842

Lover Handy Andy i, Disappointment watted on all affairs

in which he bore a part. 1859 Mill Liberty \. (1864) 2/2

Elective and responsible government became subject to the

observations and criticisms which wait upon a great existing

fact, 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 399 Retribution is the

suffering which waits upon injustice,

+ 0. To support the opinion of. Obs.

1639 Fuller Holy Warw. v. (1640) 175 The Master of the
Sentences (waited on herein with other learned men) is of
opinion, That [etc.].

+ 15, "Wait over — . To watch over. Obs.
Cf. Overwait v. (— supervise, Pecock).

1659 Hammond Parapkr. Ps. lxxviii, 52 His. .providence
..continually waited over them, and provided supplies for

all their wants,

fl6. Wait to— . To keep watch upon, attend

carefully to. Obs.

C1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 253 Sirs, wattes to per wightis bat
no wiles be wrought. C1449PECOCK Refir. m. xviii. 405 And
skile whi al this is trewe may be perceyued weel ynow} of a
diligent considerer, waiting weel to ech word which is now
bifore hereseid. 1508-13 Bk. Keruynge'xw Babees Bk. (1868)

270 And wayte well to ye sewer how many dysshes be
couered.

III. 17. Comb. : f^ait-gleed [— OF. gaite*

lisoti], one who sits lazily watching the fire.

c 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 47 Me calleth me fulle flet,

ant waynoun wayte-glede.

tWaitjZ'. 2 Obs. Also 4 weyte, waite, wayte.
[app. a. ON. veita to show or do (kindness, etc.),

less frequently to do (an ill turn), = OHG.
weizen :—OTeut. type *waitjan. f. *wait- abl.-var.

of *wit- ; see Wit v. Confused with Wait v. 1 :

see Await v. 2.]

1. trans, a. With thing as direct obj. and dative

of person: To show (unkindness) to, to put (dis-

grace, suffering, etc.) on. b. In similar sense, but
with changed construction : To treat (a person)
with (unkindness, cruelty, etc.), to affect with
(disgrace, suffering, etc.).

a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5987 peft he wyl vpon
hym wyte, Or ouber skabe he wyl hym weyte. c 1330 A rt/i.

<V Merl. (Kolbmg) 352 Ac ferst bat sworen him an ob, pai
schuld htm neuer waite lob. c 1350 Will. Palerne 148 He..
bou}t.,he wold.. wayte hire sum wicked torn. Ibid. 4051
pat no burn nere so bold.. to waite be werwolf no maner
schabc. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3938 Therfore close I shall the
weie Fro hem that, .come to wayte me vilonye. c 1450 Erie
Tolous 296 Certys hyt were a traytory, For to wayte hym
velany. 1450 Rolls of Parlt. V. 183/2 Ye shall not shewe
nor wayte . . noo malice . . to any persone. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. iv. 23-5 Sum came for malice with a
mynde to wayte displeasure. 1601 Holland Pliny x. Ixxiv.
I. 308 The bird iEgithus, (the least in manner of all others)
watteth the Asse a shrewd turne.
b. a 1300 Cursor M. 4330 Sco waited him wit a werr turn.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4186 Whan bys Iudas..
weytede Iiiesu with tresun. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2175 Meriadok
wijj ille Waited hem ful nehje Of her dede. c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7122 For bou art no knyght of armes,
pe more bey wayte bis lond wyb harmes. 135a Mi not Poems
l 64 Ay er bai boune To wait Ingland with sorow and
schame. a 1400 Sir Perc. 99 Was no^te the rede knyghte
so rathe For to wayte hym with skathe. ci*\y>Syr Tryam.
101 Yf ye be so hardy To wayte me wyth velanye. c 1470
Henry Wallace win. 900 We sail be bundyn yowto,..nocht
efftyr to wait yow with na ill. c 1475 RaufCoityar 913 ' Sa
thriue I ', said the Sarazine, *..Quha waitis the Cristin with
cair, my cusingis ar thay '. 15.. Muming Maiden 81 in
Maiil. Pol. MS. (S.T.S.) I, And heir to 30W my treuth I

plycht That I sail nowder day nor nycht No wyld beist wait
with wrang. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 83 Did sho
not wait him with sic foule inuy.

2. Comb, wait-scathe (as a nickname or quasi-
proper name), a perpetrator of mischief.
1481 Caxton Reynard xxviii. (Arb.) 70 Ther is prentout,

wayte scathe, and other of my frendis and alyes. a 1500
Henryson Fox $ Wolf 54 Freir Wolf Waitskaith.
"Wait, obs. and dial. f. Wet, Wite, Wot.
Wait-a-bit. Also wait-a-while. [tr. Cape
Du. wacAl-een-beelj'e.] Usually attrib. with thorn,
thorn-tree, etc.

a. A name given to various S. African plants
and shrubs with humorous reference to their hooked
and clinging thorns ; e.g. various species of mimosa.
1785 G. Forster tr. SparrmatCs Voy. Cape G. H. I. 236 A

new species of callofihyllum, which from its catching, .fast
hold of the traveller with its hooked prickles., is commonly
called here wakt een bet/e, or wait a bit. 1850 R. G.
Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 152 This variety
or mimosa is waggishly termed by the Boers 'vyacht urn
Dige

, or wait-a-bit thorns; as they continually solicit the
passing traveller not to be in a hurry. 1857 Livingstone

2S,r
Il
i;

6l Tb-e 'wait-a-bit thorn', or Acacia detinens.
1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting vii. 239 The Kaffirs throw
in the most virulent ' wait-a-while ' thorn branches into the
pits, to prevent^ the oxen from trampling. 1899 Bektrand

y
tnSd. Barotsi^Z Various species ofthorn, of which the most

formidable is the ' wacht-een-beetje ', appropriately inter-
preted as the ' wait-a-bit ', a crooked, steely, regular fish-
hook of a thorn, that stops and tears everything that comes
in its way. 1913 Pettman Africanderisms, s.v. Wacht-en*

beetje, The familiar Zizyphus tnucronata, W., is popularly
known all through Kaffraria and the Eastern Districts as
the ' wait-a-bit thorn tree ',

b. Applied by travellers to different plants of

similar character in other parts of the world.
1865 Tristram Land of Israel 202 The principal tree was

the zizyphus spina-Christi. .with long pointed and rather

reflex thorn 1
:, very strong,—a true wait-a-bit tree. 1894

Dbnnys Diet. Malaya 415 Wait-a-bit. A name convention-
ally applied to a species of rat tan armed with powerful curved
thorns.

Waitchfull, obs. Sc. form of Watchful.
Waite, obs. form of Wite.
Waiter (w#*t3i). Forms : 4 weyter, 4-5

waytar, 4-7 wayter, 5 waytere, 5-7 waitor,

waytor, 6 waighter, waitour, water, weighter,
{Sc. vyttar), 6- waiter. [Orig. a. AY. *wailour,

OK. weitteor, gaiteor, agent-n. f. weitier, gaitier

Wait v. 1 Jn later use f. Wait z>. 1 + -er 1
.]

I. f 1. One who watches, or observes closely

;

one who is on the look-out. Obs.

138a Wvclif 2 Sam. xiii. 34 And the child weyter [Vulg.

fitter speculator] heuede vp his eyen and bihelde. c 1420

Wyclif Bible, Pref. Epist. St. Jerome 70 Sophonyas the

wayter [L. speculator] and theknowerof the priueteesof the

Lord, herith a cry. 1549 CovERDALEetc. Erasm. Par 1 John
i. 1-4 Euen the thing which we y

_t were continual waitours
heard with our eares, saw with our eies. 1554 Aberdeen Reg.
(1844) I. 2S1 That thessidis bailliessuld . .apprehend the said

John Chalmer, and put him in custodie. .with vyttaris and
vaychearis to awyt and keip him fra doing of skayth. 1672
Swinnock LifcT. Wilson 21 Accordingly, he thus clad came
forth, not knowing but that the Waiter was still at the door.

1687 A. Lovkll tr. Thevenot't Trav. 1. 285 The Health-
boat came, and put Waiters on board of us, to keep the

People of the Town from mingling with us.

2. fa. A watchman at the city ^ates. Sc. Obs.
1684 in G. Sinclair Satan's Invis. World (1685) Postscr.

P 1 b, He had. .some charge over the Waiters at the Ports of
the City [Edinburgh]. 1737 in Crim. Trials illustr. ' Heart
ofMid-Lothian ' (1818) 294 William Lindsay, waiter at the

Netherbow port of Edinburgh.. deponed, That [etc.]. i8t8
Scott Hrt. Midi, vi, During this parley the insurgents
had made themselves masters of the West Port, rushing upon
the Waiters (so the people were called who had the charge
of the gates), and possessing themselves of the keys.

b. A warder of the Tower of London. More
fully yeoman waiter.
1551 T. Wilson Logic N viij b, Yeomen of the gard, and

all other waiters. 159a in 3rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 6/2
[Ralph Smythe] one of your highness ordinary yeomen
waiters, c 1600 in Peck Desid. Curiosa (1732) I. 11. 16 The
Towre.. Yeoman Waighters or Warders.

+ 0. An officer in the employ of the Customs.
Obs. exc. Hist. See Coast-wtaiteu, Tide-waitek.
*473 Stouor Papers (Camden) I. 134 For ber be so many

wayters and controllers. 1556 Acts Privy Counc. (1892) V.

295 They have, nevertheles of late byn troubled and dis-

quieted by diverse Wayters at the portes in London. 1561
Clough in Burgon Life Greskatu (1839) I. 407 So many
Quays crowne-serchers, wayters, and other powlyng offycers.
i6ia Proclam. Transport. Corn 19 Jan., All our Customers,
Comptrollers, Searchers, Waitors, and other the Ministers of
our Ports. 1685 Sc. Proclam. 28 Apr. in Lond. Gaz. No.
2032/3 We hereby Require and Command all Our Collectors,

Customers, or Waiters.to make strict and diligent Search and
Inquiry in all Ships. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvi, Some
tuilzies about run goods wi' the gaugers and the waiters.

f3. An observer in secret, a. A spy, scout. Obs.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 133 Diuerse espies and
waytars that were sent out,. to see and to descouuere the
state, .of their enemyes.

f b. In Ilttntingj one set to watch the move-
ments of the intended game. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 1S2} xxxiii, pei shulde

goo forthe bider as be deere is herbowred and sette redy
wayters aboute be quarter, or be wode bat pe deer is Inne to
se what commeth oute.

t C. One who lies in wait. Obs. rare.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. xii. (1869) 79 An espyour of

weyes, and a waytere \agtteteur] of pilgrimes.

II. 4. One who waits expectant of some event,

opportunity, appointed time, etc.

1653 R. Capel Tentations iv. iii. (ed. 5) 124 The expecta-
tion of the waiter shall not fail for ever, that is, never. 1870
R. Buchanan Bk. Orm 11. ii. 50 O Shadow sad, Monitor,
haunter, waiter till the end. 1900 F. G. Kenyon in Egypt
Exfilor. Fund, Arcliaeol. Refi. 4^5 Students of papyri will

indeed be expectant waiters for gifts from their rich table for

a long time to come.

b. Waiter upon God (see Wait v.1 14 h).

+ Waiter upon time (obs.), waiter upon Providence,

one who awaits the turn of events when required by
duty or honour to come to a personal decision

;

a temporizer.
159a Bacon Observ. Libel^Resusc. (1657) 132 The Spaniards

are great Waiters upon Time, and ground their Plots deep.
1836 Marq. Londonderry in Dk. Buckhm. Mem. Crts.
Will. IV $ Vict. (1861) II.228 Such as are rats, and waiters

upon Providence, who have now deserted us. 1907 P. T.
Forsyth Positive Preaching vii. 231 It is the waiters on
God that renew their strength.

III. f 5. One who waits in the presence of

another (of superior rank) ; one who visits, or pays
court to a superior.

1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Wayter, qui bailie attendance. 154a
Uoali. Erasm. Afioph. 41 b, Diogenes called Aristippus the
kynges hownde, because he was a dayly waiter, and gaue
contynuall attendaunce in the Courte of Dionysius. 1591
Savile Tacitus, Agricola (1622) 200 Being admitted to the
princes presence, and receiued with a short salutation and no
speech, he sorted himselfe with the rest of the wayters [turbat

servientium invtixtus est]. 1611 Bible Judith xiii. 1

Bagoas shut his tent without, and dismissed the waiters
from the presence of his lord.

fb. Waiter at the table: a parasite. Obs. rare.

155a Huloet, Wayter at the table as vncommaunded to y
e

entent to get hys dynner, fiarasitaster.

t 6. A man (more rarely, a woman) whose office

or privilege it is to attend upon a superior, a. A
regular member (often a person of high rank) of

the retinue or household of a royal or noble per-

sonage. Obs.

14.. 15th Cent. Courtesy Bk. (1914) 14 Then shall be ber
redy yemen of the chambre yef it be per, yemen waytors yef
it be in be hall, to takeaway stolis and hordes and trestelles.

^1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI//, 12 The kyng & his thre
felowes entred into the felde their bardes and ba-.es of Crimo-
syn and blew Ve!uet..and all the wayters in sylke of the
same colour, a 1562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1S93) 45 Whan
he came to the gallerye's end, he salt hyme down uppon a
forme that sti.de there for the wayters some tyme to take
ther ease. 1594 R. Carkw Huartc's Exam. Wits (1616.1 228
'the sixt thing which honoureth a man, is the seemely orna-

ment of his per>on, and his going well apparelled, and
attended with manie waiters. 1630 A*. Johnson's Fiugd. -y

Commw. 142 They which were wont to be called Panilers.

Tasters and Carvers, are now called Gentlemen Wayters of

the Court. 1678-9 Dryden & Lee CEdifius II. 1, Each
trembling Ghost shall rise, And leave their grizly King with*

out a waiter.

fb. An attendant upon the bride at weddings;
a bridesmnid. Obs.

1537 in Lett, fy Pafiers Hen. VIII, XII. 1. 11, 3 goodly
ladies in cloth of gold gorgeously decked following as waiters

of the bride, c 1680 Roxb. Ballads (1801) VII. 458 Then
come let us be, blithe, merry and free, Upon my life all the

waiters are gone !..The Bride-Maids that waited are gone.

f c. — Acolyte, nmice-use.

1563 Man Musculus' Commonpl. 275 Thei do reckon up,
dore keepers, readers, conjurers, wayters [L. aco/ytos], sub
deacons, deacons, and priestes, whiche all thei do call clerkes.

t d. One who out of courtesy waits at table on
special occasions. (Cf. sense 7 c.) Obs*

1605 Camden Rem., WiseSfi. 196 'I he Archebishopof Voike
saide vnto the yoong king..' there is never a Prince in the

world that hath this day such a waiter at his Table [viz. K.
Henry 1 1] as you have '. (11641 Br. Mountagu/I</s^ Man.
(1642) 434 The waiters are all free men, who willingly prolTer

attendance at such feasts ;. .their waiters are clad in long
loose garments to distinguish them from servants, a 1714
Parneli. in Steele Poet. Misc. 65 Each sweet engaging Grace
Put on some Cloaths to come abroad, And took a Waiters
Place.

t e. Waiter at the altar : (a) gen. (after 1 Cor.

ix. 13), a priest or other minister of the altar
; (/>)

one in minor orders (cf. 6 c).

1648 Fanshawe // Pastor Eido iv. iii. 137 The waiters at

the altar [It. i ministri ininori]. 1711 G. Hickes Two
Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 70 Ministers about holy
things, and waiters at God's altar,

7. A man (rarely a woman) of lower rank em-
ployed as a household servant.

f a. A servitor, groom, footmnn, etc. Obs.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord.(ijgo) 41 Dayly iiii

other of these groomes, called wayters, to make fyres, to sett

uptressylsand bourdes. c 1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. cxxiii.

i, Right as a waiters eye on a graceful master is holden'.

1611 Beaum. & Fi.. Phi/aster 11. (1620) 24 What sawcy
groome knocks at this dead of night, where be our waiters?

1655 E. Terry Voy. Fast India xiii, 244 Death made many
breaches into my Lord Ambassadors family, for of four and
twenty wayters, besides his Secretary and my self, there was
not above the fourth man returned home. 1788 Massachu-
setts Spy sg May 3/4 A considerable number of the respect-

able inhabitants of Princeton, consisting of 37 gunners and
their waiters, spent the day past in hunting.

f b. A waiting-woman. Obs. rare.

1639 Massinger Lfttnat. Combat 1. i, Bid your wayteis
[two waiting-women] Stand farther of.

c. esp, A servant [\n a private house) whose
particular duty it is to wait upon those seated at

table. Obs. (?exc. U.S.)', cf. sense 8.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 98 Then proll the servynge officers,

With their yemen that be wayters, So that their levettis are

but thynne. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. d 4 b, Butlers,

carvers, yeomen of the cellar, wayters at the table, a 1674
Milton Hist. Moscovia v. Wks. 1851 VIII. 507 In dinner

time he twice chang'd his Crown, his Waiters thrice thir

Apparel. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Drcd xi, She was in the middle
of the saloon again, just as the waiter announced dinner.

8. A man employed, at inns, hotels, eating-

houses, or similar places, to wait upon the guests

{esp. during meals). Also a man hired for a similar

purpose on special occasions to supplement the

staff of a private household.
This sense probably arose in England about the middle of

the 17th c, and superseded the older term drawer. From
the :8th c. onwards it appears to have been the most usual

sense of the word.
a 1663 Killigrew Parson's ll'cdd. ill. v. (1664) 120 Drazver.

..The sum is six pounds, and be pleased to remember the

Waiters. 171a Steele Sped. No. 508 P 3 We change our

Taverns according as he suspects any Treasonable ^
r?ct^

e5

in the settling the Bill by the Master, or sees any bold Re-

bellion in point of Attendance by the Waiters. 1779 Mirror

No. 26 But there is another set of persons still more exposed

to be treated roughly than even domestic servants, and these

are, the waiters at inns and taverns. 1818 Hazlitt "I able-t..

Knoivt. Charact. (1822) II. 351 After a familiar conversation

with a waiter at a tavern. 1837 Dickens Picbiv. xxxv, The

White Hart hotel.. where the waiters, from their costume,

might be mistaken for Westminster boys. 1874 Ruskin Fort

Clav. xlviii. IV. 271 Presently afterwards, an evidently Ger*

man-imuortation of w.-u'ter brings me up my breakfast.
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WAITERAGE 28 WAITING-MAN
XV. A contrivance to supply the place ofa waiter

or facilitate waiting.

+ 9. = Dumb-waiter 2.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1474 In lofty Inns, we have
often thought that it might be desirable to have an ascending
and descending platform, on the principle of the ascending
and descending cupboards or waiters. 1861 Our Engl. Home
184 Loriot invented, for the salons of Choisy, tables called

waiters, which, on touching a spring, sank through the floor,

to reappear laden for a repast.

10. A salver, small tray (cf. waiting-hoard,

-salver).

1738 Will of Frances\ Lady Colcfie/er, I give unto my said

niece, .my dumb waiter and the rest ofmy waiters. 1778 Miss
Burney Evelina (1791) II. 205 Just then the servant brought
Lady Louisa a note upon a waiter. 180a Mrs. Sherwood
Susan Gray 90 She placed a waiter in my hand, and ordered
me to carrythe tea to theCaptain. 1838 Dickens Nick, Nickle-
by xvii, A heterogeneous litter of pastrycook's trays, lamps,
waiters full ofglasses, and piles of rout seats. 1886 G. Allen
Maimie's Sake xxxviii, Hetty took the. .missive, .from the

old massive silver waiter.

f 11. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

1779 Ingenhousz Electricity in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 662,
I began first by making use of one of those glass stands,

which they call a waiter, and which has a glass support fixed

at right angles to its center.

Hence (ftonce-wds.) Warterage, the perform-

ance of a waiter's duties. Wai'terdom, waiters

considered as a class. "Wai'terhood, the state or

condition of a waiter. Wai'tering, the occupation
of a waiter.

1849 Carlyle Retain. Irish your//. (1882) 38 All was done
for me then that human waiterage in the circumstances
could do. i860 All Year Round IV. 79 Enter the dusty
travellers;, .round whom dance expectant gnats and midges
in the shape of fluttering waiterdom. 1862 Dickens Some*
bodys Luggage i, What is the inference to be drawn respect-

ing true Waitering? You must be bred to it. 1865 —
Mut. Fr. iv. iv, An innocent young waiter, .as yet unversed
in the wiles of waiterhood. 1866 Land. Rev. 7 Apr. 388/1
Waitering admits of variation, and can be accommodated to
circumstances.

Waitership (w^taifip). [f. Waiter + -ship.]

f 1. The office ofwarder, or watchman. Obs. rare.

1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 364/2 The Office of Portershipp of
the Castle of Knaresboro, with the Waytershippof the same.

2. A position as a waiter in an inn, etc.

1889 Catholic Househ. 4 May 9 Workhouses and waiter-

ships are the prizes in life for those who distinguish them-
selves.

tWaith, sbA Sc. and north. Obs. Forms: [? 1

w415], 3-5 waith, wayth, 3-6 waithe, 4 wath, 5
wathe, 8 veth. [a. ON. veid-r fern., hunting,

fishing, catch of game or fish = OE. wdS fern.,

hunting (also wandering), OHG. weida (MHG.,
mod. G. weide) hunting, fishing, food, pasture (also

wandering, roaming) :—OTeut. *waipo, *waipi-z
t

f.

root *wai- perh. cogn. with L. venari to hunt. It

is possible that the OE. form wd9 may have
coalesced with the Scandinavian word.]

1. The action or practice of hunting or fishing;

chiefly, unlawful taking of game ; also, the right

to hunt game.
[a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxvii. 13 DeaS.-cjeslic hunta, a biS

on wa5e.] c 1400 Awntyrs Arth. xxxiv. We arene here in

the wode, walkande one our wathe. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron.
in. 235 rOC in his waith son eftyr bat Thre hundyr foxis
[wyk he gat. Ibid. 533 Qwhar [>at he trawalit mony day
n waithe [v. r. weyth], in ware and in bargan. 15 . . Mum-

ing Maiden 94 in Maitl. Folio MS. (S.T.S.) I. 362 >our deir
may walk quhair euir bai will, I win my meit with na sic

waithe. 1707 [see Vert sb. x A
2. Game for or obtained by hunting ; spoil of the

chase ; also gen. spoil, booty.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3522, 3524 Esau went for till hunt, . . Bot

bat dai wayth [Fairf. waipe, Gdtt., Trin. gamen] ban gatt
he noght, For haf man neuer sa gode graith It es noght ilk

dai, dai o waith. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1381 Here is wayth
fayrest [>at I se} his seuen }ere in sesoun of wynter. la 1400
Morte Arth. 3233 That I ne wiste no waye whedire that I

scholde, Afore woluez, and whilde swynne, and wykkyde
bestez ; walkede in that wasternne, wathes to seche. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2350 Till mydday and more myght we not fynde,
ffor to wyn as for waithe in bat wode brode. c 1460 Tojvne.
ley Myst. iii. 486 Noe. I will cast out also Dowfys oone or
two: Go youre way, go, God send you som wathe 1 c: 1470
Henry Wallace 1. 386 Waith suld be delt, in all place, with
fre hart. 1:1480 Henrvson Two Mice 7 The vther wynnit
Uponland. .Quhylis in the come, and vther mennis skaith,

As outlawis dois and leuis on thair waith.

tWaith, sb* Se. (chiefly Orkney and Shetland).

Obs. [? Altered form of Waif sb.] *= Waif sb.

1478 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 281 Terras dominiorum de Ork-
nay et Zetland . . unacum le Wrah, Watlell, Waithe et Hase-
ivaithy et cum constmilibus proficuis [etc.]. 161$ Acts Sherifs
Orkney § 15 in Edin. Antiq. Mag. (1849) 8 No person.. sal

hyde nor conseall any kynd of thift,. .injurie, robrie, nor
opressioun in wraik or waith. [1897 D. J. Robertson in

Longm. Mag. Feb. 333 Through the heaped mysteries of
waith and wrack, When the long wave from the long beach
draws back.]

b. attrib. or adj. (Cf. Waif a.)

1671 Shetland Docum. in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892)

XXVI. 194 To.. secure all wrack and waith goods.

fig- IS I3 Douglas Mneis vi. Prol. 68 Virgilis sawis..
aucht nocht be hald wagabound nor waith.

tWaith, sb2 Sc. Obs. Also8weath. [?a.

ON.vdtf m OE. wxd Weed sb.*] ? Cloth, clothes:

chiefly in phrase claith and waith (see quot. 1825).

Z

1603 Philotus xi. (Bannatyne Club), Philotus is . . Ane
ground-riche man and full of graith: He wantis na jewels

claith nor waith. 1768 Ross Helenore 1. 48 Bannocks and
kebbocks knit intil a claith She had laid by, an' row'd up in

her waith. Ibid. n. 74 The worth o't twicej in claith or weath
ye's get. Ibid. 11. 75 Your claith an' waith will never tell

wi' me. 1825 Jamiesons.7'., Claith nor ivaith seems to have
been a Prov. expression ; perhaps q. * neither cloth in the

piece, nor cloth made into garments .

t Waith, a. Obs. Also 5 ? waithe, 7 -weath.

Of a horse : See quot. 1710.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 1. 1035 Sa waiche [? read waithe]

and woid ban ar ba hors bat [etc.]. i66z in Pitcaim Crim.
Trials III. 613 The Devill will be with hir and ws all lyk a
weath-horse efter means. 1710 Ruddiman Gloss, to Douglas's
Virg, s.v.,Seot. they say, a waith horse, i.e. a horse that

wanders in pursuit of mares, a 1828 Blanche/lour fy Jelly-

florice xviii. in P. Buchan Ballads [1828) I. 128 Ye'll take

out yon wild waith steed, And bring him to the green.

Waithe, obs. form of Weight.

t Wai'thing. Sc. Obs. [f. ON. veida to hunt,

catch fish (related to veid-r Waith sb.^) + -ing 1
.]

Fishing; a catch of fish.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 387 He bad his child, ' Gyffthaim
of our waithyng '. 159a in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1610, 117/2
My 3 merkland. . with.,gers, wair, fischingis, waithing.

t Waithman. Sc. Obs. [a. ON. veibimann-.

veidi/nad-r, f. veidi-, veid-r Waith j<M] A hunter

;

csp. applied to forest outlaws.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 1. 1446 J>is Menbrot [i.e. Nimrod]

stalwart was of pythe And waythe man he was bar wib.

Ibid. vii. 3526 Litil Iohun and Robert Hude Waythmen war
commendit gud. 1536 Bellenden Cron.Scot. (1821) II. 354
The waithman, Robert Hode.
attrib. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx'iii. 8 Me thochtaTurk

of Tartary. .lay forloppin in Lumbardy, Mull lang in waith-

man weid. 1573 Satir. Poems Refor///. xxxix. 144 Quhill

force did faill, and than I saw thame fane To cry ' Peccaui

'

with the waithman noit. 15. . Murning Maiden 64 in Maitl.
Folio MS. (S.T.S.) I. 362 In waithman weyd Sen I 30W find

In his wod walkand 3our alone.

Waiting (w^inirj), vbl. sbA [-ing 1
.]

1. The action of Wait v. 1 in various senses.

fa. A lying in wait, ambush. Also waiting

for. PAsofig. Obs.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 ShrudeSeow mid godes wapne,
and werie5 eow wi5 defies waitinge. 1340 Ayenb. 15 Zuo
heb be dyeuel diverse maneres of waytinges. C1440 Promp.
Pan 1

. 513/2 Waytynge to don harme, insidt'e. 1526 Tindale
Acts xii. 11 The lorde hath, .delyvered me.. from all the
waytynge fore of the people of the iewes.

fb. Watching, observation. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 89 Lecherye. .As in werkesand in

wordes and waitynges with eies. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)

4560 But he perceiued hir noo thing From the toure of hir

wayting. 1526 I'indalk Lui-e xvii. 20 The kyngdom of God
commeth not with waytingefore.

C. Expectation ; remaining stationary or quies-

cent in expectation of something. In waiting
(predicatively) : in a state of expectancy, remaining

in one place or condition so as to be ready for

some expected event : ivaiting pres. pple.

1743 T. Jones in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

402 After 24 hours' waiting, the troops were obliged to retire.

1760-7* H. Brooke Fool of' Qnal. (1809) III. 142 While the

coach was in waiting, and they all stood on the hill. 1818

Byron Let. to Murray 17 July, I am still in waiting for

Hanson's clerk, but luckily not at Geneva. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xxiii, I thought.. I would ask Richard to be in

waiting for me at the coach-office, that we might havea little

talk together. 1885 Pavn Talk of Town II. 147 A closed

carriage, well appointed, was at the door, in waiting for her,

and they took their seats. 1889 Bridges Groxvtk Loz>e Ixiii,

I abide and abidej as if more stout and tall My spirit would
grow by waiting like a tree.

d. Attendance upon a superior.

C1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxvi. 61 Thay wald haif

wating on alway, But gwerdoun, gen^eild, or regaird. 1774

J. Bryant Mythol. 1. 102 Camillus had the name of Hermes
from the similarity of his office, which was waiting upon the

Gods.

e. Official attendance at court ; one's period or

term of such attendance. In watting : on duty,

in attendance (said e.g. of a maid of honour, a

lord- or lady-in-waiting, a court official).

For groom-in-waiting, lady-in-waiting, lord-in-waiting,

see the first element.

1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 24 When the
Princess asked him, who taught him so? he said, Lewis ; then,

said her Highness, Lewis shall be turned out of waiting.

1705 Luttrell BriefR el. (1857) V. 620 The dutchesse of St.

Albans being made one of the ladies of the bedchamber to

the queen, .begun her first waiting on Monday. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 11. iii, His Majesty sent for three great scholars, who
were then in their weekly waiting, according to the custom
in that country. 1730 R. Gale in Mem. W. Stukeley (Sur-

tees) I. 235 Lady Pembroke is in waiting at Windsor. 1765
Earl Coventry in Jesse Selivyn $ Contcmp. (1843) I. 402
The letter I had from Lord March.. offering to take my
waiting the first of next month, in exchange of his own, which
is not till the 29th. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 433
The prelates who were in waiting had from the first exhorted
him to prepare for his end. 1912 Mrs. H. Wyndham Corr.
Sarah Lady Lyttelton xi. 285 This is the last letter of

interest during Lady Lyttelton 's first waiting.

2. attrib. a. Consisting of, or characterized by,

waiting (in various senses of the verb WrMT).

Sometimes hyphened to the sb. qualified.

1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 25 [They] distribute

their wayting dayes after this order. 1740 tr. De Monty's
Fort. Country Maid (1741) II. 366, I had hired a Waiting
Jobb, by the month. 1903 Times 6 May 14/1 Consumers.,
contend . . that a waiting policy may bring some relaxation in

values. 191a Ibid. 19 Oct. 5/2 Rumania will,. order the
mobilization of these Army Corps, abandoning her waiting
attitude.

b. Intended to be used or occupied .while waiting,

as waiting-chamber, -lobby ; also Waiting-room.
a 1562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 102 The first *waytyng

chamber was hanged with fynne arras. 1912 Bodley Card.
Manning 19 For Newman the Oriel Common-room was a
home. For Manning the Merton Common-room was an un-
familiar waiting-chamber on the road to a profession. 1837
Civil Engin. ty Arch. Jrnl. I. 7/1 By suspending them in the
* waiting-lobbies, the impatient moments of parties might be
close occupied.

C. Special comb. : f waiting board, salver, a

tray intended to be carried by one waiting at

table ; waiting game, used to describe the tactics

of a player who abstains from attempting to secure

advantages in the earlier part of the game, with a

view to more effective action at a later stage ; also

Jig. ; waiting race, a race in which the superiority

of the winner is designedly not displayed till near

the end of the course ; alsoyff.
; + waiting Sun-

day, ? a Sunday on which the town-council publicly

attended the mayor to church.

1770 Lady Mary Coke Jrnl. 19 June (1892) III. 247, I

bought tea, fans, japan "waiting board, walking sticks, &c.
1890 Times 27 Dec. 9/1 The best policy seems to dictate a
•waiting game. 1914 Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. 256 The pre.

carious health of Elizabeth .. made it desirable to play a

waiting game in the east and to shower blows on Bohemia
and Moravia. 1883 Mrs. E. Kennard Right Sort xx,

Mrs. Forrester will ride a ^waiting race throughout. 1885
' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay vi, You can do no good,—as

they didn't find her within the first week it will just be a
watting race. 1886 Earl Suffolk & Berksh. Racing xiv.

(Badm. Libr.) 224 The style in which Buckle.. particularly

shone was in riding a waiting race.. .' None of your lying

offand winning in the last stride for me', would the owner of

Euclid exclaim. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5286/4 Two "waiting

Salvors. 1767 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (1S86) II. 197
The future dress. .for the Aldermen. .to be by them worn
only on the "Waiting Sundays and other public state days.

f Wai-ting, vbl. sb.* Obs. [Prob. a. ON.
veiling (not recorded in this sense, but cf. mod.
Icel. veitingar pi., entertainment, veitinga-hus

restaurant), f. veila to give a feast (a special use

oiveita Wait v. 2 ).~\ Entertainment, feasting,

t a 1300 Cursor M. 3344 Ilk man gaue he [sc. Abraham's ser.

vant,6V«.xxiv. 53] sumkin thing, And batuel made fair wait-

ing [Golt. gestning]. Ibid. 12544 Ai quen iosep was wont
at weind, Til ani waiting wit sum frend, His suns war ai

wit him bun.

Waiting (wtTtin)
,
ppl. a. [Wait v± + -ing 2.]

1. That waits upon, or attends to, another ; that

acts as an attendant, or waiter. Often hyphened

to the qualified sb. as in waiting-gentlewoman,

-lady. Waiting- si aid, -man, -woman, etc.

1538 N. Country Wills (Surtees) 159 To every one of my
wayting servauntes vjs. viij d. the pece. 1594 Shaks. Rich.

Ill, 11. 1. 121 When your Carters, or your wayting Vassalls

Haue done a drunken Slaughter. 1599— Muck Ado n. ii.

14, I thinke I told your I-ordship. .how much I am in the

fauour of Margaret, the waiting gentlewoman to Hero. 1598
Marston^o. Villanie in. ii, If one should sewe For Lesbias

loue, hauing two daies towoocand should imploy those

twaine The favour of her wayting-wench to gaine, Were he

not mad? i6zotr. Boccaccio'sDccam. it. vi. I. 47 This Gentle-

man. . one especiall day .., with his wife,seruants,and waiting

hounds [It. merely con suoicani], wandred vp into the Hand.

1713 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) IV. 76 Her little waiting

Dogg was got under her Clothes. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones x. ix, Certain pecuniary civilities, which are by cus-

tom due to the waiting-gentlewoman in all love-affairs.

1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxi, That dressing my mistress is the

only part of a waiting-lady's life that I have the least fancy

for. i86x Meredith Poems, Patriot Engin. 35 Why, there's

the ale-house bench:.. And there's my waiting-wench, As
lissome as a hound. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 268 It

would, after all, have perhaps been more difficult to find

waiting-boys who could speak English.

2. That waits for some person or thing; expec-

tant ; remaining stationary, or deferring action,

expectantly.

1654 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 12 The present effect Is

startling to all nacions round about, all in a wakeing frame

where this cloud will light. 1703 Rowe FairPenit. i.i, Thy
waiting Bride ev'n chides thee for delaying. 1720 Ramsay
Rim % Fall ofStocks 24 As little bairns frae winnocks high

Drap down saip-bells to waiting fry. 1896 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 671/2 All noise and movement gradually ceased, and a

waiting stillness followed which was solemn and impressive.

Hence Wai"tinffly adv.
188a C. E. Turner in Macm. Mag. Apr. 478/1 [She] lived

waitingly and hopefully 'on the eve ' of an active career.

1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbonnet a6 The Marrow minister.,

looked waitingly at the young man.

Waiting-maid. [Waiting///. a.~\ A supe-

rior female servant in personal attendance on a

lady.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. n. iii. § 7- 2°h, Will dothe

accompanie it [sc. Grace] and not leade it, as a wayting*

maide after it & not a forgoer. a 16*3 Fletcher Love's

Cure 11. ii.A Ribbon or a Glove. Cla. Nay those are tokens

for a waiting-maid To trim the Butler with. 1741 Richard-

son Pamela II. 59 Here is Mr. B— , with such and such an

Estate, has married his Mother's Waiting-maid. 1875 W. S.

Havward Love agst. World 76 ' Milady is very generous,

said the waiting-maid.

t Waiting-man. Obs. [Waiting ppl. a.] A
male servant who waits or attends upon his em-
ployer or on an official.



WAITING-ROOM. 29 WAIVE.
1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 155 Concernyng

the waytyngmen, it is thought that the same fees cannot be
mynysshid. 155a Huloet, Waytyng man, assecla. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomenct. 518/2 Anteambulo,. .a waiting
man, or he that goeth before his maister and mistresse, or

conducteth them. 1776 Pcnnsylv, Even. Post 15 Feb. 82/2
An active young man. .wants employment. He has served

in the capacities of a waitingman, gardener, and groom.

Waiting-roo ni. [Waiting vbl. sb.] A room
set apart for those who are obliged to wait (usually

in a public building, now esp. in a railway-station
;

also at a doctor's or dentist's).

1683 T. Reid Scots Gard'ncr (1907) 3 There are ten steps
up to the first story (which is hall or dining-room, withdraw-
ing-room, bed-chamber, and waiting-room). 1834 Marryat
P. Simple lii, I had called to pay my respects at the
Admiralty, previous to joining, and was kicking my heels in

the waiting-room. 1839 Bradshaw's Railway Companion,
Sufficient time being allowed at the Birmingham Station,
where refreshments are provided, and waiting rooms, with
female attendants. 1869 Trollope He Kneiv etc. ix. (1878)
50 A club waiting-room is always a gloomy, unpromising
place for a confidential conversation. 1888 Manck. ofTo-day
175 A rich-toned musical box is continually playing in the
[dentist's] waiting-room.
attrib. 1883 Miss Vonge Langley Advent 257 They

offered to make her a waiting-room woman as soon as there
was a vacancy.

Wai'ting-wo man. Now arch. [Waiting
ppt. a.] A female servant, or personal attendant.
1565 m Tiurgon Gresham (1839) II. 391 SufTring only one

waiting wooman to attende upon her. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy
Cr. v. li. 91 By all Dianas waiting women yond : And by her
selfe, I will not tell you whose. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
x. y, Being now left alone with her maid, she told her trusty
waiting-woman, That she never was more easy than at
present. 1831 Scorr Chron. Canongate Introd., Neither
the Highland cicerone MacLeish, nor the demure waiting-
woman, were drawn from imagination.

Waitress (w^'tres). Also 6 waitresse. [f.

Waiter + -ess.]

+ 1. A waiting-maid, handmaid. Obs. rare- 1
.

C1586CTESS Pembroke Ps. exxm. i, Unto thee., lift I my
earthy seeing , . As the look of waitresse fixed on a lady lieth.

2. A woman who waits upon the guests at a hotel,

restaurant, etc. Also one hired for a similar

purpose on special occasions to supplement the
staff of a private household. (Cf. Waiter 8.)
1834 DrakanVs Stamford Netvs 4 Nov., A waitress who

lived at Alconbury hill. 1836 Hood Let. Mem. (i860) I. 234,
I boarded at the chateau, and only slept and breakfasted at
the inn. I had the prettiest girl in the place for my waitress.

1854 D* Quincey Autob. Sk., Coleridge Wks. II. 188 note,
Waiter :—Since this was first written, social changes in
London, .have introduced a corresponding new word—viz.,

waitress; which word, twenty-five years back, would have
beensimply ludicrous. 1871 M. Collins Marq. fy Merck.
III. i. 27 A buxom waitress from the inn.

Waivable (w<?i*vabl), a. Law. [f. Waive v. 1

+ -ABLK.] That may be waived.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 238 Her estate was originally

waivable.

t Waive, sb. Law. Obs. [a. AF. waive, weyve
;

prob. to be read as weyve' ( = weyvee), pa. pple. of
weyver Waive f. 1

] See quots.

"544 * r' Littleton's Tenures xi. 43 A woman that is out-
lawed is called a wayue. [Fr. Sicome home que est vtlage
est dtt vtlage et feme que est vtlage est dit wayue.] 1579
Expos. Terms Law 187 Waiue is a woman that is outlawed,
and she is called waiue as left out or forsaken of the law, and
not an vtlawe as a man is.

Waive (w^iv), v. 1 Forms : 3-4 weive, 4-6
weyve, (5 wayfe, 6 pa. pple. waifed,tweft), 4-7
wayve, (4 wayvye), 5-9 wave, 5- waive. [ME.
weyve-n, a. AF. weyve-r (whence Law-Latin
waiviare, waviare), dial. var. of OF. gaiver, gues-
ver (early mod. F. in Cotgr. gayver, gttcsver, gttever)
to allow to become a waif, to abandon, f. AF.
weyf((em. weyve), OF. gaif (fem. gaive, gueive,
etc.) adj. and sb. : see Waif sb*
Johnson 1755 spells this verb as wave, and places it as a

sense of Wave v. 1
, though (following Skinner) he assigns to

it a separate derivation from ' Fr. guesver.')

1. trans. Law. To deprive (a person) of the
benefit and protection of the law as a punishment

;

to outlaw. Chiefly in passive.
In AF. weyver had the sense ' to abandon, disclaim owner-

ship of (a serf) ': see Britton 1. xxxii. § 8.

t a. gen. = Outlaw v. Obs.
1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10823 He let al so uor is loue de-

liuen of prison Sir hubert de boru & obere hat in prison were
ido & horn bat iweiued were is pes he jef al so.

b. In restricted application : To outlaw (a
woman). ? Obs.
(The expression ' to be outlawed' (AF. estre utlagf) was

held to be in strictness not applicable to a woman, for the
reason given in the following quot,

:

52F Britt°n i- xiii. § 3 Femme neqedent ne peut estre
utlage proprement, pur ceo qe ele ne est mie ordeyne" a
dizeyne, ne a la ley, mes weyve, qe vaut utlagerie.]
1457 Cov. Leet Bk. 303 pat nV> shirrif of bis Cite frohens-

furth take of eny person, .beyng outlawed or weyued, for
fyne to be eased for a hole }er but xl d. 1543 tr - Act 7 Hen.
Wj c. 13 Where as many of the kinges liege people be out-

uWC^' ant* manv wayued by erronyous processe. 1625 Sir
H. Finch Law (1636) 242 When a woman is outlawed, shee
»s said to be waued and not outlawed, because shee is neuer
sworne to the Law. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind 1. vi. 116
The Process continued till the Uncles were outlawed, and
the Niece waived. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2} V. 185 Per.

sons outlawed, or waived in personal actions, may alien by
fine.

2. Law. To abandon (stolen goods). Obs. exc.

Hist.

153* *r. St. German's Dial. Doctor % Stud. 11. iii. 8 b,
Goodes stolen, and seased for the kynge or wayued be forfeite
onelesse appele or enditement be sued. 1579 Expos. Terms
Law 186 b, The queenes officer or the Reeue or Bailife to
the Lord of the manour..may seyse the goodes so wayued
to their lordes vse. Ibid. 187 If a man bee pursued. .as a
felon, and hee flyeth, and leaueth his owne goodes &c. these
shalbe taken as goods wayued, & forfait as if they had bin
stolne. 1589 Cooper Admon. 51 Vpon notice giuen to the
said 13. that such like cloth was wayued within his Manor of
Fulham, and left in a ditch there, and no owner knowen, hee
..appoynted the same to be watched. 1639 Nuisance to
Private Houses 16 If any goods be wayued in any manner,
and if any man take them, that then it shall bee lawful] for

mee to destraine. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. viii. 286
Waifs, bona waviata, are goods stolen, and waived or thrown
away by the thief in his flight, for fear of being apprehended.

f 3. gen. To abandon, leave, desert, forsake (a

person, place, thing). Obs.
c 1330 R. Ijrunne Chron. Wace 10185 Al becontre gan bey

weyue & fledde a-wey vn to Murreyue. 1390 Gower Conf.
I. 315 The lond was thanne sone weyved. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 297 pen will he wed anobire wife, & wayfe me for euer.
Ibid. 2469 liot bowis first fra 5our bargis & blythly bairn
wayfe [MS. Dublin woydez]. c 1450 St. Cuthhert (Surtees)

5793 Pe nors wayuand sone, he left, And lokyd how he myght
fle eft.

f b. To cast aside, relinquish, forsake (the

truth, one's faith or god, a state or condition, etc).
1303 R. Bhunne Hanoi, Synne 6597 Forsake lew at alle

by my5t, But }yf [?ou hope bat he wul weyue Hys lawe, and
crystendom receyue. C1386 Chaucer Pars. Prot. 33 For
Paul that writeth vn-to Thymothee Repreueth hem that
weyueth soothfnstnesse. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 180 So that
baptesme thei receiven And alle here false goddes weyven.
c 1394 /'. PL Crede 6S5 Falshed of freres hap. .maid hem to

..wayuen be trewbe. a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 235
They wav'd the Kings party, and adher'd to this.

+ C. To abandon, lay aside, forsake (a habit,

custom, sin, etc.). Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 88 And of hire herte alle zenne to waynye
[read wayuyel. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. i. met. vii. (1868) 29
Weyue bou ioie, drif fro )>e drede. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 530
Wycliff. . graybliche hem warned To wayuen her wikednesse.
c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1442 Hem hoghte to be
mirours of sadnesse, And wayue iolitee and wantonnesse.
Ibid. 3385 For to hem longith it, for goddes sake, To wayue
cruelte and tyrannye. 1658 Str T. Bkowne Hydriot, i. 8 The
^Egyptians were afraid of fire.. And from such ./Egyptian
scruples imbibed by Pythagoras, it may be conjectured that
Numa and the Pythagoricall Sect first waved the fiery

solution.

f d. To abandon, give up (a task) ; to resign

(an office). Also with inf. as obj. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 2256, I seye that though . . ye

weyue to perfourne thilke same emprise by Iuste cause men
sholde nat seyn therfore that ye were a tier ne forsworn. Ibid.

P 2406 Lest that the charge oppresse thee so soore that thee
bihoueth to weyue thyng that thou hast bigonne. 1390
Gower Conf. I. 258 This innocent, which was deceived, His
Papacie anon hath weyved, Renounced and resigned eke.
Ibid. I.363 Fro ferst that holicherche hath weyved To preche,
and hath the swerd received, a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Bucks (1662) 135 Walter Haddon was.. chosen Vice-Chan-
cellour of Cambridge 1550. Soon after he was made Presi-
dent of Magdalen.CoIledge in Oxford, which place he waved
in the reign of Queen Mary.

i* e. To abandon or withdraw formally (legal

proceedings, a motion) ; also, to defeat (a pro-

posal) on a vote. Obs.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. m. § 104 Though there might

be some reason for their [the bishops'] absence when the trial

was, according to law, before and by his peers only, yet when
that judgment was waived, and a bill of attainder brought
up against him, their votes in that bill were as., essential as of
any other of the lords. 1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 14,
I was before for bounding, but that was not relished. It is

not for our honour to recede to what we have waved, a 1663
Heylyn Laud 11.(1671) 295 Others conceived, that they had
very well performed their duty, .by waving all Proceedings
against them. 1692-3 Wood Life 24 Jan. (O.H.S.) III. 414
It was then discussea or proposed that Dr. William Lloyd's
book . . be burnt also : but waved only by eleven votes. 1706
Hearne Collect. 24 Mar. (O.H.S.) I. 208 The Prolocutor of
y° Lower House of Convocation . . had a great mind to have
propos'd. .yl publick thanks should be return'd to Mr. Wall
. .but this seeming a little unpresidented, 'twas wav'd. 1736
Gentl. Mag. VI. 441/2 For this Reason, he hoped, the Hon.
Gentleman would.. wave the Motion he had made.

f. To abandon, relinquish, give up (an intention).

Now rare or Obs.

c 1450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 228 Be no more blynde, but
weynyth [read weyuyth] youre wille. 1700 in Pepys' Diary

;

(1875) VI.231 He designed to have mounted on horseback
at some distance from the town,.. but seeing the crowd and
dust he had to encounter with, very prudently waved it.

1787 Mirror 10 He once entertained a desire of taking a tour i

to Scythia ; but waved it
;

1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 1.

i. 7 He waved his intention of landing on that island, and
\

steered for Ternate.

+ 4. intr. To waivefrom ~ 3 b. Obs.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 235 pou;e he to-day fro hys

god weyue, To-morwe hys god wyl hym receyue. c 1386
Chaucer Merch. T. 239 But bat ye been so ful of sapience

j

That yow ne fiketh for youre heighe prudence To weyuen
fro the word of Salomon, c 1386— Squire's T. Prol. 6 From '

a sooth euere wol they [sc. women] weyue.

5. trans, a. Law. To relinquish (a right, claim,

or contention) either by express declaration or by
doing some intentional act which by law is equiva-

lent to this ; to decline to avail oneself of (an

I advantage) ; to refuse to accept (some provision

I

made in one's favour).

AF. weyver with this sense is very frequent m law-books

I

from Britton (C1290) onwards,
To waive the tort, said in common-law pleading of a

plaintiff who, having the choice of framing his action in con-
tract or tort, elected to sue in contract.

c 1469 Stoftor Papers (Camden) I. 103 pe title of Jobury
is by his owne Cour.sell wayued and taken fur nought.
c 1570 Pride <*r Low I. (1841) 70 But that ech partie would
have his reason, to prove iheir issue,. .And weyven would no
point for them might fal. 1666 H. Jackson in Extr. St. P.
rel. Friends 111. (1912)248 They ..altogether waved that for

which at first they pretended to commit mee. 1685 Keble
Rep. I. 225 Nota, per Curiam after special Issue joyned, the
parties cannot waive it, and plead general Issue without
motion in Court. 1776 G. Wilson Ccke's Rep. in. II. 26 If

lands be given to husband and wife in tail, or in fee, and the

husband dies, there the wife cannot devest the freehold out
of her by any verbal waver.. .As if before any entry made by
her, she saith that she utterly waves and disagrees to the said

estate,, .yet the freehold remains in her. i8i8Chuise Digest
(ed. 2) I. 177 In cases of this kind the wife cannot waive the

firovision thereby made for her, and claim dower at common
aw. 1826 Bell Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 422 The
parties may, by anticipation, waive the rules of negociation

(of billsj. Ibid. II. 96 Lien maybe waived by agreement
before the possession begins, 1839 J. L. Adolphus The
Circuiteers m Law Quart. Rev. (1885) 1. 232 Thoughts much
too deep for tears subdue the Court When I assumpsit bring,

and god-like waive a tort. 1875 K. E. Digdy Real Prop.
x. § 1. (1876) 381 If however the lessor, after knowledge of

the happening of the event, continues in any way to treat

the lessee as his tenant,.. he is said to waive the forfeiture,

and can no longer take advantage of it.

b. To refrain from insisting upon, give up (a

privilege, right, claim, etc.) ; to forbear to claim

or demand.
1625 Donne So Serm. (1640) iii. 22 He takes the name of

the Son of a woman, and waives the glorious name of the Son
of God. 1633 T. Gerard Dcscr. Somerset^(1500) 185 A thing
even usuall in those times for a man to wave his own amies
and take his mothers. 1660 Coke Power fySubj. 243 If the

Parliament, .did endue the Queen with such plentiful! power,
as to make her supreme Governor (the title of Head was
waved) in all causes. 1708 J. Chambehlavne St. Gt. Brit.

1. 11. xv. 143 The Jurisdiction of this Lord Chief Justice is

very great.. the Lords sometimes waving their own Power,
have directed him to send his Warrant to seize Persons sus-

pected of Capital Crimes. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 24
P13 Congreve waved his title to dramatic reputation and
desired to be considered only as a gentleman. 1787 Cow-
per Bill Mortality 12 This annual tribute Death requires,

And never waves his claim. 1805 Nelson in Nicolas
Disp. (1846) VII. 108 Perhaps Lieutenant Hewson would
waive his rank to be in a Flag Ship. 1820 W. Irving Sketch
Bk. I. 128 He lays aside his distance and reserve, and is glad
to wave thedistinctionsof rank. 1836 Marryat Midsh.Easy
xviii, But you just now asserted that you would waive your
rank. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eug. xvi. III. 679 Marlborough
consented to waive part of his rights, and to allow precedence
to the Duke on the alternate days. 1886 G. Alien Darwin
vi. 81 The younger [naturalist], .waived his own claim, .in

favour of the elder. 191s Throne 7 Aug. 240/1 The long
outstanding appeal to the Union Government to waive a
portion of the 60 per cent, tax was likely to be successful.

c. To forbear persistence in (an action or course

of action) ; to refrain from pressing (an objection,

a scruple, an argument).
1681 Pcnnsylv. Arch. I. 38 Andofyo* regard to yor owne and

future good of yor posterity makes mee to wave all objections
of ye nature. 1706 Col. Rec, Pcnnsylv. II. 284 He was will-

ing to wave all resentm ta
. 1756 Burke Vind. Nat. Soc. 76,

I submit to the Condition, and though I have a notorious
Advantage before me, I wave the Pursuit. 1774 J. Walker
Gen. Idea Pronounc. Diet. 2 If, therefore, every argument
for the improvement of language were waved, but what
arises from the superior harmony and beauty of an uniform
and well-polished tongue, we might with reason conclude,
that [etc.]. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxix, A contract must be
supposed to be given up, when the party waves insisting

upon it. 1842 Bischoff Wcollen Manuf. II. 29 We trust

that the example of so many of those engaged in the same
trade, will induce the manufacturers of Leeds and Norwich
to wave their opposition to this measure. 1868 J.H. Blunt
Ref Ch. Eng. I. 54 Yet the king is willing to waive his ob-
jection. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet \. vi, As he had
eaten nothing for two days, he was induced to waive this

scruple, and presently made a hearty meal.

d. To dispense with (formality, ceremony, eti-

quette!.

1781 Cowper Let. 7 July, Lady Austen, waving all forms,

has paid us the first visit. 1810 S. Green Reformist I. 20
You, it is true, are my servant ; but wave all ceremony, all

diffidence. 1821 Lamb Elia 1. Gf ace bef. Meaty The supple,

mentary or tea-grace was waived altogether. 1833 Lytton
Godolphin I. xxii. 266 ' A few persons come tome to-morrow
evening', said she;

l do waive ceremony, and join us'. 1851

Dixon W. Penn xxviii. (1872) 259 Penn was with the

Quakers, who agreed to waive the ceremony of the hat.

+ e. To forgo, deny to oneself (some advan-

tage). Obs.
1669 Boyle Cont. New Exp. 1. xxxviii. (1682) 129 To make

the Trial more accurate, I wav'd the use of other Bellows.

a 1680 Butler Rem.^^g) I. no Therefore you wisely scorn

your Stile to humble, Or for the Sense's Sake to wave the

Rumble, 177a Mackenzie Man World n. vi. (1823) 473 He
had prevailed on himself to waive that pleasure. 1785 tpu
tapk toCatk. Clive in Pall MallGaz. 12 Oct. (1887) 11/2

Content with Fame, ev'n affluence she wav'd.

f. refl. To put aside one's own interests. rare~l
.

1894 Blackmore Perlycross xiii, She could not claim the

pleasure of having waived herself to please him.

+ 6. To shun, avoid ; to elude, escape ; to dodge

(a blow). Obs.



WAIVE.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2591 Okerers men oght to

weyue, 3eue hem noght, ne of hem receyue. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 58 So that he hath the wordes weyved And thurgh
his Ere is noght deceived. 1446 Lydg. Two Nightingale
Poems i. 306 The fende . . Goth fast a-boute. . Leying hys
lynes and..Wsynge his hokes, on theym you to receyue,

The which thus lyghtly ye may eschewe & weyfe, 1590
Spenser F. Q. hi. iv. 36 Ne of thy late life memory is left,

Ne can thy irreuocable destiny be weft, a 1656 Ussher
Ann. (1658) 458 In the fight Jonathan reached forth his

arme to strick Bacchides, but he warily waved the blow.

b. To decline (combat). ? Obs.
1664 Butler Hud. 11. ii. 578 Both thought it was their

wisest course To wave the Fight, and mount to Horse.

1697 Dryden Mneis XII. 95 Refuse me not this one, this

only Pray 'r, To wave the Combat, and pursue the War.
1718 Pope Iliad xxm. 689 Not but (my Friend) 'tis still the
wiser way To wave Contention with superior Sway.

C. To evade (doing something), f Also with

inf. as obj.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 866 Folis with hond to touche
a corser weyueth. 1646 E. WiBSLOW Hypocr. Unmasked
101 Furthermore in the Government of PHmouth, to our
great griefe, not onely the Pastor of a Congregation waveth
the administration of baptisme to Infants, but divers of his

Congregation are fallen with him. 1657 J. Sergeant Schism
Dispatch 't 54S They, .confess themselves to seek in those

points, as wee have seen lately, and as M r Fuller tacitly

f
rants by waving to patronize it. 1663 Boyle Occas. Reft.
ntrod. Pref. a b, That I may have the greater Opportunity

to hear other mens Opinions, .and the less Temptation to wave
the complying with those that shall seem Reasonable. 1768
Boswell Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 82 The judge could wave the

pursuit of justice by saying, ( Non procedatur '. 1793 Mme.
D'Arblay Lett. 22 Feb., I have waived and waived accep-

tance almost from the moment of Madame deStacTs arrival.

1823 ScoTr Pevcril ix, He calmly waved receiving the paper
which Sir Jasper offered to him. 1858 Hawthorne Fr, fy

It. Note-bks, (1871) I. 334 There appears to be no conceal-

ment on the part of the officers in thus waiving the exercise

of their duty.

d. To put aside, avoid (a subject, a discussion).

1746 Hrrvey Medit. (1818) 71 [My mind] has studiously

waved the fearful subject, and seems unwilling to pursue it

even now. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. XXX. 186

To my surprise, he waved everything that would have led

to the subject, 1778 Miss Burney Evelina I. xxvi. 144, I

would fain have waved the subject. 1816 Scott Old Mort.
xxxi, Which.. they considered as the most effectual mode
of solving all difficulties and waiving all discussions. 1847
Disraeli Tattered 11. ii, Tancred.. waived the subject.

f7. To refuse, reject (something offered). Also

with clause as obj. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Metib. p 2398 Thou shalt chese the beste

and weyue all othere thynges. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 276
[Constantine proclaimed] Up peine ofdeth that noman weyve
That he baptesme ne receive. 14. . Hoccleve Minor Poems
xxi. 105 Many a man this day, but they gold wey, of men
not wole it take ne receyve, and yf it lake his peis, they woll

it weive. t 1440 Capgrave St. Kath. 510 If it [sc. a pro-

posed statue] myght kepe my flesh in swiche degree 1 1 shulde

not rote, I wolde it neuere weyue.

b. To put aside, avoid acceptance of (an offer,

something offered); to decline (an honour), depre-

cate (praise). ? Obs.

164a Fuller Holy <y Pro/. St. 11. xviii. 118 The neighbour
gentry court him for his acquaintance, which he either

modestly waveth, or thankfully accepteth. c 1645 Howell
Lett. (1655) I. 11. iv. 73 They offer'd the Crown to the Duke
of Saxony, and he waving it, they sent Ambassadors to the

Palsgrave. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. III. vn. 449 He for

some time desired leave to wave the honour they offered

him. 1753 Richardson Grandison III. xii. (1781) 90 The
Doctor very modestly received the compliment, and, to

wave our praises, gave us tetc.].

f 8. To treat with neglect, ignore, disregard,

overlook ; to let pass (an opportunity). Obs.

1:1400 Laud Troy Bk. 17320 The kyng answered .. For }e

wot wele..That I haue done }oure consayl here, In al my
lyff I wayved hit neuere. 1586 in Motley Netlterl. (i860)

II. i. 43 [Lord Burgh] in a most vehement passion, waived the

countermand [and his insubordination was very generally

imitated). 1646 M. Hopkins Let. in Gaule Cases Consc.

To Rdr., I would certainelyknow afore whether your Town
. . [is] willing to give . . us good welcome .

. , else I shall wave
your Shire. 165a Nedham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 169 It is

no hard matter in like manner to wave the Autoritie of those

of later time, that oppose a Dominion. 1657 Wood Li/e

(O. H. S.) I. 228 This perswasion of that unfortunate lord

occasion 'd his majesty to wave the advice of Lilly and others,

&c. 166a Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 82 But there

are strange reasons and junctures at Court in all businesses,

which must be catched or waived, 1671 E. Chamberlayne
Pres. St. Eng. 11. 77 The Courts of the Archbishop of Can-

terbury, where any Ecclesiastical Sutes between any per-

sons may (waving all inferior Courts) be decided. 1675 tr.

MachiavellCs Prince xix. (1883) 129 The Soldan. -being

wholly in the power of the soldiers, it is convenient that he

also waive the people and insinuate with the army, a 1677

Barrow Sertn. Wks. 1686 III. xxiiL 264 God,..respecteth

not onely the good of this or that person,.. but often (in

some degree waving that, or taking care for it in a less

remarkable way) hath a provident regard to the more ex-

tensive good of a whole people. 1713 C'tess Winchilsea

Misc. Poems 263 Receive it then, t'expel these mortal Cares,

Nor wave a Med'cine, which thy God prepares.

b. To put aside, refuse to defer to (another's

scruples), rare,

1833 Ht. Martineau/>. Wines f, Pol. iv. 53 Being under

promise, however, to purchase such and such quantities of

wine, he must waive their polite scruples.

9. To refrain from applying or enforcing (a rule,

law), to make an exception to.

a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit ii. (1670) 32 And
(doubtless) it was the very intention, of the Law-makers

themselves, that their Law, calculated for the regulating

ordinary cases only, in such cases as these (I mean extra-

30

ordinaries) should be waved. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.
vr. iii. 127 So with reason wave the Rule, as occasion re-

quireth. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xix, But in the pre-

sent case we will waive the aforesaid excellent rule.

10. To abstain from entering upon (an action,

inquiry, a discussion, subject of consideration).

Often with some notion of reserving for a future

opportunity : To allow to stand over, put aside

for the present, defer.

In the 17th c. very often with vbl. sb. as obj.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. xxiii. (1653) 452 Upon which
a Qua:re might be raised. ..But this, as being not properly

appertaining to our Designe, we shall wave it for the pre-

sent. 1694 F. Bragge Disc. Parables in. 100, I shall wave
the enquiry how far religion is conducive to these things.

1696 Whiston Theory Earth 11. 154 Now verbal Descrip-

tions, .being of small advantage. .1 shall wave more words
about it. 171a Addison Sped. No. 267 F 1 For this Reason
I shall wave the Discussion of that Point, a 1716 Blackall
Wks. (1723) I. no A Reason why he wav'd concerning him-
self to decide this Difference, might be, because the Man
came to him. .as to a Person invested with secular Power.

1759 Dilworth Pope 76 For our part we shall wave enter-

ing into a disquisition about the English translation of the

Iliad. 1774 Mitford Ess. Harmony Lang. 207, I shall

wave all farther remarks. 1797 Ht. Lee Canterb. 7\, Poet's

T. (1799) I. 74 Let us wave further conversation. 1870
Ruskin Lect. Art i. 22, I waive discussion of this to-day.

1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-Cap 1529 Well now, waive
nonsense, you and I are boys No longer.

t b. To refrain from dealing with in statement

or narrative ; to omit, leave out. Obs.

1651 Davenant Gondibert 1. xxiii, In pity thus, her
beauty's just renown I wave for publique Peace. 1665
Bunvan Holy Citie (1669) 130 John tells us this Wall is an
hundred forty four Cubits, (and waves the manner of the

measure of Ezekiel). 1684 J. Morrison tr. Struys' Voy.
Pref. 1 A Person, whose sufferings (waving other discourag-

ing circumstances) might have very well excused from ob-

serving. 1703 Pope Thebais 19 But wave whate'er to Cad-
mus may belong, And fix, O Muse ! the barrier ofthy song
At Oedipus. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/.I. xxxv. 354 Then fol-

loweth his Answer.. .Which being very long I was in some
suspense about inserting it, inclining to abreviate or wave
it wholly. 174a Fielding J. Andrews 1. ii, To wave there-

fore a circumstance, which.. is not greatly material.

% 11. [Confused with Wave v.] To put (a person

or thing) aside, away, off with or as with a wave
of the hand.
183a Ht. Martineau Ella o/Garv. vi. 80 You should have

seen him waive us off with his cane. 1871 Farrar Witn.
Hist. ii. 50 Both of whom [St. Peter and St. Paul], having
given their clear testimony to facts.. are now. .contemptu-

ously waived aside as idle dreamers. 1877 — Marlb. Serin.

xxii. 210 And pure Faith, .will here take you by the hand
and waive off each baser temptation. 1897 Bp. M. Creigh-

ton in Li/e j- Lett. (1904) II. vii. 258, I cannot waive away
all the teaching of history.

t Waive, v. 2 Obs. Forms: 4-5 wayfe, weyve,
wave, (4 weive), 4-6 wayve, 4 north., 5-6 Sc.

waif, 5 waive, (wafe)
;

pa. t. 4-5 wayved,
weyved, (4 Sc. wavit), 4 wafte, 5 waivet. [a.

ON. veifa (Norw. veiva) to wave, swing (trans,

with obj. in dat. ; also rarely refl.), corresponding

to MDu. weiven to wave, swing, also ( = mod.Du.
wuiven) to beckon, signal (? whence Weave v.*

JVaut.), and OHG. -weiben (in ziweiben to destroy,

disperse, ungeweibet unbroken) :—OTeut. *waibjan.

A parallel formation, OTeut. *waidojan, is repre-

sented by OHG. weibdn, MHG. weiben, to move
hither and thither, wander, waver ; these senses

(cf. branch II below) may, though not recorded,

have belonged to the ON. word. The root, OTeut.

*wib- :—Indo-Eur. *weip-, is a variant of OTeut.

*unp- :—Indo-Eur. *weib- as in L. vibrdre (see

Vibrate v.). Both these roots are represented,

with the general sense to wave or swing, to shake,

both in Teut. and other langs., and each of them

has a variant with prefixed s : see Sweep v., Swift

a. (The Indo-Eur. *weip-, *weib-
t
to wind, repre-

sented, e.g. by OE. wsefan, Goth, biwaibjan to

wrap, clothe, are probably unconnected.)^

Cf. ME. weve-n, Weve v.
%
which is of cognate if not iden-

tical origin, and has most of the senses below. In some
contexts it is difficult to distinguish between waive v.' and
v. J, and probably some shades of meaning may have ori-

ginated from confusion between the two. See also Wave
v., the relations of which to this verb are to some extent

uncertain.]

I. trans. 1. To move to and fro or from side

to side (the beard, hand, or something held in the

hand) ; to wave, wag.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 242 per pencels bei weyued.

13.. Gaiu. <5- Gr. Knt. 306 [He] Wayued his berde for to

way te quo-so wolde ryse. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2367
Cuthbert wayued his hand on bairn. 1570 Levins Manip.
204/15 To Wayue, wag, agitare.

2. To waive up : to throw open (a window, a

wicket, etc.). Cf. to weve up, Weve v.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 453 penne wafte he [Noah] vpon

[? read vp] his wyndowe, & wysed ber-oute. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxv. {Julian) 315 With bat be curtyug vpe he wauit.

1377 Langl, P. PI. B. v. 6n Biddeth amende-3ow meke
him til his maistre ones, To wayne ["iread wayue] vp be

wiket bat be womman shette. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 945
(Dubl. MS.) Than passyd forth be prouude whene into a

prevay chamer, Wayfez vp a wyndow & waytes bar-owt.

ci+ooDestr. Troy 676 Medea.. Waynet [tread wayuet] up

a window, the welkyn beheld, C1430 Anturs ofArth. 408

WAIVER.
(Douce MS.) He wayned ["iread wayued] vp his viser fro

bis ventalle.

3. To remove, put away, banish, (Cf. Waive v. 1

la, of which some of the quots. here may be fig.

examples.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 167 And elde hent good hope and
hastilich he shifte hym, And wayued awey wanhope and with
lyf he fygteth. c 1386 Chaucer Matt 0/Law's T. 210 Thou
knyttest thee, ther thou art nat receyued ; Ther thou were
weel, fro thennes artow weyued. c 1400 Desir. Troy 9783
Hit is wit soche wildnes wayne [? read wayue] out of mynd.
14.. Hoccleve Minor Poems i. 192 [The Virgin says] O
Iohn,. .an heuy sone Haue I of thee ; deeth hath myn othir

weyued ! Ibid. vii. 79 Thy might, I woot wel, is my gilt

to weyue. 1426 Lydg. DeGuil. Pilgr. 5321 Thy .iiij. wyttys

thow hast lost. Ther myght, ther force, ar fro the weyved.
c 1440 Toxuneley Myst. xvi. 247 A-way let ye wafe all sich

langage. 1 a 1500 Chester Pl. t
Christ's Entry Jerus. 52

Though I be wretched and vnworthy, wayve me not from
thy wonne I fbid.

t
Magi's Obi. in By Myrre, that waues

Corruption.

4. a. To cast off (a garment : cf. Weve v.). b.

To cast away (money).
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 15388 Fro his neckehis mantel he

wayued. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 318 pis money.. pat

Judas in a wreth has wauyd away.

5. To send or dispatch.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1175 Him moneste as a maister

him.. all be trouage bare to him tittly to wayne [read

wayue; MS. Dubl, wayfe]. Ibid. 1716 (Dubl. MS.) Suche
presandez owt of perse he to be prince wayfez. Ibid. 1728

For it is wayved to vs to wete pat wickidly bou haues,..

Puruayd be pletours oure partis to ride. Ibid. 2316 And
slike a word he bairn wayues be writ fra him-self. Ibid,

2695 Sire, we haue wayued to 30W writtis.

6. To cause to pass ; to divert. To waive {one's)

wit : to change one's mind.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 225 Be whom he was deceived Of

love, and from his pourpos weyved. (11400-50 Bk.Curtasyc
322 in Babees Bk., Be stabulle of chere and sumwhat ly^t,

Ne ouer alle wayue bou not thy sy^t. c 1400 Desir. Troy 9950
Oft ho waivet hir wit & hir wille chaunget. And meuyt
hir mynd, as maydons done yet. 1419 in 26 Pol. Poems xvi.

100 pat freek may wel be holden a fool, pat wayueb wit, and
worcheb by wille.

II. intr.

7. To wave, move to and fro in the wind ; to be

tossed about ; to totter.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13121 Wend yee J>ar be rede to find bat

heildes waifand wit be wind? 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725)

159 R. was perceyued, bei were renged redie, & how per

pencels weyued. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 422 Wheder-warde
so be water wafte, hit [the ark] rebounde. c 1400 Gamelytt

8S0 The Iustice and the scherreve bothe honged hye, To
weyven with the ropes and with the winde drye - ci+ao

Laud Troy Bk. 14682 Til thei se Gregeis oute comande
With brode baneres a-boute wayvande. c 1400 Destr. Troy

9513 For the smorther, & the smoke of be smert loghys, pat

waivet in the welkyn.. All the Citie might se the sercle

aboute. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 246 And the knyght be there

assente Schulde wayue wyth the wynde. c X440
t

Capgrave
Li/e St. Kath. iv. 1377 Loolte on your goddis how bei

toumble and waue Right whan men swepe hem—so litiMs

her myght ! c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4702 pe schip

weyued hidir and bidir. c 1450 Got. $ Gaw. 440 Wourthy to

be Hingit heigh on ane tre,. .To waif with the wynd. 1513

Douglas Mneis vi. v. 124 The south wind Notlius thre

dayis me draif Throwout the see, with violent wallis waif.

Ibid. x. ii. 102 Lyke as first, or wyndis blast be persave, The
swouch is hard wythin the woddis waif. Ibid. xi. xv. 66

Bot for the tother part, suyth to say, He leit do waif with

the swift wynd away. 1535 Lyndesay Sat. 3973 To hunt

cattell 3e war ay speidie, Th
MS. waif] in a widdy.
cattell 3e war ay speidierThairfoir ye sail weaue [Bann.

8. To wander, stray.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 23S6 Many a bold burn after bat best

prike,..bat noiber burde ne barn bi-laft at be quarrer, but

went after be werwolf & wayned [? read wayued] from be

beres. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 338 Here lieges wolde hem
noght receive. So that thei mote algates weyve To seche

lond in other place. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 960 Weryd worthe

the wyghte ay, that the thy wytt refede, That mase the to

wayfe here in thise wylde lakes 1 c 1440 Capgrave St.

Kath. in. 593 Ye wolde be with hym euere and neuere fro

hym waue. c 1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 430 The kyng will

that thay be safe. . .At thare awne will let tham wafe. Ibid.

xxi. 103 If he abowte waue Any langere, his warkys may
we ban.

b. fig. To stray, wander in purpose.

c 1435 Cast. Persev. 380 in Macro Plays 88 Whom to folwe,

wetyn I ne may :..as wynde in watyr I wave, c 1440 Cap-

crave St. Kath. in. 199, I wyl the telle pleynly, I wil not

waue, I wil not varye. Ibid. v. 390 Fro this decree shal

I neuere-more waue.

9. To go by, pass.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 318 And whan the presse of poeple

is weived, He takth his hoste unto him tho. And seith,

[etc.]- c 1400 Rule St. Benet 444 And sone when bat scho

mai persaiue pair syn, lat noght be tym ouer wayue, Bot

chaistese bam & tery noght.

"Waive, obs. form of Waif sbA

Waived (w^vd), ppl. a. [f. Waive ».l + -ed 1.]

In senses of the vb. : see quots.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. C ij b, I .. persuaded my
selfe it was some wayued [printed wayned] Bucke, whiche

of late had strayed from the lodge of my forest. 1589

Cooper Admon. 53 And so is it for waiued goods, as was

this cloth. C1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkcleys (1883) II. 435

Wayved goods, Estrayes, Treasure trove. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Waived Goods, are such as a Thief, .leaves

behind him in his Flight ; which are forfeited to the Lord

of the Manour, unless [etc.].

Waiver (w^'vaj). Also 8 waivure, 9 waver,

[a. AF. weyver (Britton, 13th c), subst. use of the

inf. weyver Waive vA : see -eb 4
.]



WAIVERY. 31 WAKE.
1. Law. The action or an act of waiving; dis-

pensing with a requirement, an express or implicit

declining to avail oneself of a known right or to

assert a claim.

1628 Coke On Litt. § 660. 348 b, It appeareth, that the
right of the Estate taile discending to him either within
age, or of full age, shall worke a Remitter in him, for that
the waiuer of the state should haue bin to his losse and
preiudice. 1675 Sheitard G?-and Abridgm. iv, 192 This
word Waiver is sometimes applyed to an Estate, or some-
thing that is made or conveyed to a man, and so it signifieth

nothing else but the Refusal to accept of the thing so made
and conveyed. And sometimes it is applyed to a plea, and
then signifieth a Refusal to stand to a former Plea pleaded,
and the pleading a new. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind \\,

116 But the Court held, that the Parol ought not to demur,
for that the Infant is out of Court, and by the Waivure the
Original is determined against her. 1812 Brougham Sp.
Orders in Council Wks. 1873 X. jo That a conduct like this

would.. throw a single obstacle in the way of exerting on
the morrow the very same rights, of which next Saturday's
Gazette should contain the waiver. 1817 Selwyn Law
Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 677 Where rent is usually paid at a
banker's, if the banker, without any special authority, re-
ceives rent accruing after expiration of notice to quit, it will
not operate as a waver. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed.2) III. 335
The taking such subsequent estate was his own folly, and
shall be looked upon as a waiver of his prior right. 1838
W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 849 That in this instance the
express consent of the tenant amounted to a waiver of the
statutory warning. 1846 Ld. Campbell Chancellors cviii.

IV. 127 note, Hallamisof opinion that the first two Georges,
by their frequent visits to Hanover, made a bad return for
the waiver of the condition on which they were invited to
the throne, a 1850 J. C Calhoun Wks. (1874) IV. 480 His
well understood that a compromise involves not a surrender,
but simply a waiver ofthe right or power, 1874 Green Short
Hist. ix. § 9. 685 It was necessary to bribe the two rival
claimants to a waiver of their claims. 1908 Times 27 Aug.
11/5 As to the point as to waiver, it had long been decided
that every trifling breach of a covenant was not to be taken
as a waiver.

b. Comb. : waiver clause, a clause in the pros-
pectus of a joint-stock company, by which the
subscribers are made to contract themselves out of
the provision of the Companies Act requiring that
the prospectus shall contain certain particulars

respecting the contracts made with the promoters.
1894 PallMallGaz. 5 Dec. 5/3. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 16 Oct.

10/2 It is becoming quite refreshing to find a prospectus
without the objectionable waiver clause.

U C. The alleged use of the word as synonymous
with Waivery appears to be unauthenticated.
1850 Ocilvie, whence in later Diets.

2. In non-technical use : An act of waiving or
dismissing from consideration, rare.

m
1883 E. C Stedman In Century Mag. XXVI. 940 There

is something exasperating to serious minds in his placid
waiver of things grievous or distasteful.

Waiver : see Waver sb.

Warvery. Law. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. AF.
weiverie (14th c. in Liber Aldus, p. 190), f. weive
(fern, of wctfadj. : see Waif sb.*) : see Waive sb.,

Waivb vJ, and -ery. (In Law Latin waivaria.)]
(See quot.)

1903 Cat. Lond. Let.-Bk. E. p. xxix, Proceedings of out-
[awry, or' waivery '{the technical terrain thecase ofwomen),
had been taken against Agnes Westhalle.

"Waiving (w^-virj), vbl. sb. [f. Waive ».1 +
-ing Ij The action of Waive vX
1596 Bacon Use Com. Law (1630) 76 A Thiefe hauing

stolne goods, being pursued flyeth away and leaueth the
goods. This leauing is called Wayuing. 1654 Bramhall
Just Find. iv. (1661) 62 This was not a conquest, but a
plain waving of his sentences from Rome and a yielding of
the question. 1826 Bell Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 422
If the drawer say to the holder before the bill falls due,.

.

that he will call and see whether the bill has been paid by
the acceptor, it is a waiving of notice. 19x4 B. H. Streeter
Restatem.

<fr Reunion iv. 191 In the minds of a minority,
any waiving of the Rubric seems to involve a point of
principle.

Waivling, var. Waveling a. Sc.

"Waivode, waiwode : see Waywode.
t Wak, a. and sb. Sc. Obs. Also 6-7 waok, 6

vak. [a. ON. *wakw- (Icel. vgk-r) moist, damp «=

(M)Du. 7WL$:-OTeut. *wakwo-, cogn. w. Gr.
vyp6s

t L. fwidtts {:—*ugvidus) moist.]
A. adj. Moist, damp.
iS»3 Douglas ASnets iti. ix. 2 Quhen Aurora the wak

nycht did arest, And chais fra hevin with hir dym skyis
donk. tpM Lyndesav Dreme 388 First, to the Mone,..
Uuene of the see, . . OfT nature wak and cauld, and no thyng
clere. 1533 Bellenden Livy v. xxii. (S.T.S.) II. 224 pai ar
nurist with wak humouris and Caldnes. 157a Satir. Poems
heform. xxxiu. 1 5e vapurs wak, and watters in the air !

^ >59o J. Stewart Poems (S. T. S.) II. 215 And till eschew
nocturnall vapor vak. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj\ Chalm. Airxxv i 53 b, They make the claith wak and donke. 1666
D'sM'<teru Gram . Instit., Lib. VII\ E 7 b (Jam.), Madeo,

^/r,/0r
c-

dr
<-
Unk' Permadeo, to be very wack. i776Herd's Coll. Sc. Songs 1 1. Gloss., Wak, moist, wet.

Hence Wakness, moisture.
cxsio Nisbet AT. T. Scots Luke viii. 6 Ane vthir fell onstaan; and it sprang vp and dryit, fork had nocht moistour

(or wacnes)
:

15*8 Lyndsay Dreme 460 Than past we vp
quhare Jupiter the kyng Satt in his speir,. .Complexionate
with waknes and with heit. 1563 Knox Ressoning betw.

it^^r
V
ra^tel1 * 5 (l8l2) Pro*

'J b -
The ear'h bringeth

forth the tree, it groweth by moistour, and natural wacknes.

&5 u,aN A$'
t

Et
y>r

L
<; Ma{ior>

hnmor
*
waknesse.

1008 Jamieson, Waknes, humidity.

B. sb. Moisture.
1456 Sir O. Haye Law Arms (S. T. S.) 76 Quhen it [the

moon] is full, all thingis..that argovernyt be wak or moyst-
nes, ar mare forssy and vigorous na quhen it is wane.

Wak, Wakande: see Weak a., Vacand.
Wake (wt'ik), sb. 1 Forms : 4 wak, woke, Sc.

walk, 6 wacke, also pi. (sense 4) waakes,
wakesses, waks, 2- wake. [In form the word
corresponds to OE. *wacu str. fern. , occurring once in

nihtwaco night-watch. Compare also the wk. fern,

forms, MDu. wake (Du. waak), MLG. wake,

OHG. wacha (MHG., modG. wacke), wakeful-

ness, watching, watch, ON. vaka (MSw., Sw.

vaka, Norw. voka) watch, vigil, eve of a feast

;

related to Wake v. In the sense ( state of wake-
fulness ', the sb. is prob. in part a new formation

in ME. on the stem of Wake v., on the

analogy of sleep vb. and sb. In sense 4 adop-

tion from ON. is possible ; the sense ' merry-

making' is found in ON. and Norw.; cf. ON.
Jonsvaka, Norw: J6ns(v)oka St. John's Eve, Mid-
summer festivities.]

1. The state of wakefulness esp. during normal
hours of sleep. Obs. exc. in sleep and {or) wake,
wake and dream.
a 1250 Owl -V Night. 1590 Al for hire louerdes sake Haueb

daies kare and ni$tes wake. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, m. i.

219 Making such difference betwixt Wake and Sleepe, As is

the difference betwixt Day and Night, 1823 'Jon Bee'
Diet. Turfs.v., At Bristol one eye is ever upon the wake
while the other nappeth. 1844 Mrs. Browning Brown
Rosary 11, Repeat the vow—declare its cause and kind
Which, not to break, in sleep or wake, thou bearest on thy
mind. 1898 J. B. Crozier My Inner Life 1. iv. 33 In that
half-conscious state between sleep and wake. 1913 Edin.
Rev. Jan. 194 Their beauty is the beauty of a kind ofmirage
that haunts the borders between wake and dream.

f b. A state or period of wakefulness. Obs.
1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philastcr 11. (1620)22 What thinkeyou

of a pleasing dreame to last till morning? Gal. I shall chose
my Lord a pleasing wake before it. 1626 B. Jonson Stable
of N. 11. v, That youth, and shape, which in my dreames
and wakes, I haue so oft contemplated.

f c. The act of awaking. Obs.
1678 Dryden Allfor Love v. i, Who follow'd me, but as

the Swallow Summer, Hatching her young ones in my kindly
Beams, Singing her flatt'ries to my morning wake.

*t*2. Abstinence from sleep, watching, practised

as a religious observance : often coupled with
fasting. Also, an instance of this ; a night spent

in devout watching (on the eve of a festival, of

the reception of knighthood, etc.); a watch, vigil.

c 1200 Vices fy Vertues 125 Mid fasten, oSSer mid wake.
^1300 Cursor M. 10302 O-mang bir hirdesduelland bare, In
praier, wak, and weping sare. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl.

UVinian) 59 & hyme abondonit ythanly in prayere, fast-

yng, & in wake, hyme-selfe seruand to god to mak. 1559
mStrype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. App. xvi. 48 Moreover, the
Common Watchings, or Wakes, of Men and Women at the
Martyrs Graves.. was afterwards abrogated and rejected.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Cotnmw. xxv. 105 b, They haue
also 3 Vigils, or Wakes in their great Lent, which they cal
Stoiania. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 175 As many
as the place would receive watched and praied in the said
Temple, But the Prince of Wales, held his wake., within the
Church of Westminster, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <y

Mon. (1642) 434 After this Supper ended followes [among the
Essenes] a sacred wake, or vigill, kept in this manner.

3. The watching {esp. by night) of relatives and
friends beside the body of a dead person from
death to burial, or during a part of that time ; the
drinking, feasting, and other observances incidental

to this. Now chiefly Anglo-Irish or with refer-

ence to Irish custom. Also applied to similar
funeral customs in other times or among pagan
peoples.
1411-10 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 3261 What shulde I now

any lenger dwelle . . for to telle . . of be pleies cal
Nor be wrastelyng bat was at be wake ? </ 1529 Skelton

leies called palestra!,

P. Sparowe 437 The gose and the gander, The ducke and
the drake, Shall watche at this wake. 1571 Inv. Ketshange
(Somerset Ho.), Her wacke and buriall xiiij J . 1700 Dryden
Pal. % Arc. in. 998 The warlike Wakes continu'd all the
Night, And Fun'ral Games were played at new-returning
Light. 17*4 Swift Ace. Wood's Exec. Misc. (1735) V. 317
When he was cut down, the Body was carried through the
whole City to gather Contributions for his Wake. 1726-31
Waldron Descr. Isle ofMan (1865) 60 When a person dies,
several of his acquaintance come to sit up with him, which
they call the Wake. 1778 Phil. Surv. S. Irel. 2 10 The series
of ceremonies used on the night, ..that the corpse remains
unburied, is what they call a wake. 1814 W. S. Mason
Statist. Ace. Irel. I. 596 The Presbyterian wake is con-
ducted with profound silenceand great decorum. . . The wakes
of the members of the established church differ little from
those in other parts of Ireland. 1857 Livingstone Trav.
xxiiL 468 A poor man and his wife were accused of having
bewitched the man, whose wake was now held in the village.
1874 C E. Norton Lett. (1913) II. 42 Sumner is dead. We
have had a great wake over him, and the echoes of it have
scarcely yet died away, 1894 Gladstone Odes Hor. 11. xviii.

18 New contracts for new marbles thou dost make, But thou
art near thy wake.

4. The vigil of a festival (and senses thence
derived).
In this use wake is a translation of Eccl. L. vigitia,

primarily referring to the rule of the early church that cer-
tain feast-days should be preceded by services lastingthrough
the night. When this tule had ceased to exist, the vigil con-

tinued to be a pretext for nocturnal festivity, and the use of
the word wake was extended to denote not only the eve but
also the feast-day itself, and the whole period during which
festivities continued.

a. The vigil or eve of a festival, and the obser-

vances belonging to this. Also, a festival. Obs.
exc. dial.

15. . Part ofa Register (1593) 64 Their Saints dayes and
their prescript seruice. Their waakes, and idolatrous bankets.
1523 Hehners Eroiss. (1812) 1. clxix. 207 Great solcmnytes
were made in all churches, and great fyers and wakes,
throughout all Englande. 1600 Surflet Country Farm 11.

xliii. 276, I knowe well that the common sort doe verily tliinke
and auerre, that this seede cannot be gathered but on the
night of the wakes of S. Iohn in sommer. a 1629 Hinde J.
Bruen xxix. (1641) 89 Their Wakes and Vigils, in all riot and
excesse of eating and drinking, a 1806 H. K. White Poems
( l837) U6 Such is the jocund wake of Whitsuntide. 1876
Mid-Yorks. Gloss., Wake, casually employed in Mid-Vorks.
and the north, for vigils, or the superstitious rites performed
on the eves of St. Agnes and St. Mark.

b. The local annual festival of an English (now
chiefly rural) parish, observed (originally on the

feast of the patron saint of the church, but now
usually on some particular Sunday and the two or

three days following) as an occasion for making
holiday, entertainment of friends, and often for

village sports, dancing, and other amusements.
In modern rustic use chiefly//, in sing, sense and often

with sing, construction (cf. the double pi, wa&eses, in i6ihc.
wakesses). The word is now current only in certain districts,

mainly northern and west midland ; elsewhere the equivalent
term is feast or revels.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 314 Heo hefde ileaned one wummone to

one wake on of hore weauen. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 413/381
Formest he gan haunti wakes: and for compaygnie he
wax a syutor of tauernes. a 1300 Cursor A/. 2S526 At
wrestelyng, at wake, rengd haf i and folud wit lust all

Iuchery. 1562 Child-Marriages {1897) 116 She had lent the
crosse to a younge woman callid Anne barker, to go to a
weddinge or a wake. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abm. 1. M 6,

The maner of keeping of Wakesses, and feasts in Ailgna.
i6ix Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 109 He haunts Wakes, Fanes,
and Leare-baitings. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 111. ii. iv. i.

{1624) 424 The very rusticks. .Insteed of.. Tilts, Turnaments,
&c. they haue their Wakes, Whitson-ales, Shepherds feasts.

1633 Chas. I DecL Lawful Sports 16 Wee finde.. there hath
been a generall forbidding, .of the Feasts of the Indication
of the Churches, commonly called Wakes. 1690 I.ockk Hum.
Und. in. xi. § 10 Vulgar Notions suit vulgar Discourses, and
both.. serve pretty well the Market and the Wake. 1695
KicNNETT.Prtr. Antiq. ix. 610 The institution of these Church
Encasnia or Wakes, was no question on good and laudable
designs. 1711 Budgell Sped. No. 161 p 2 Had you stayed
there a few Days longer you would have seen a Country
Wake, which you know in most Parts of England is

the Eve- Feast of the Dedication of our Churches. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Strt tton, Here used to be a wake
on the Sunday after All-Saints-day. 1801 Strijtt Sports <y

Past. 11. ii. 75 Wrestling . . at present is seldcm seen except at
wakes and fairs. 1861 Thackeray Pour Georges ii. (1862)97
Every town bad its fair, every village its wake. 1879 ' Ouida'
Cecil Castlemaine 9 Neither could she consort with gentry
who seemed to her little better than the boors of a country
wake. 1884 Manch. Exam, 2 Sept. 5/2 The wakes in more
than one place in the district had closed the workshops.
1893 H. Vizktelly Glances Back I. x. 190 It chanced to be
the annual wake or holiday at Castleton.

f C. transf. Applied to similar periodic festi-

vals or revels of other countries or periods. Also
occas. in pi., nocturnal revels. Obs,

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Euseb. vm. xxix. 171
About the thirde Nones of March, when the citizens of
Caesarea celebrated their wakes, vpen the day of reuells,

Adrianus was throwen at the feete of a fierce Hon. 1588
Fraunce Lawiers Logike 1. xix. 66 b, Those men, saith
Plato in Protagoras, that use the authoritie of others instead
of argumente, of their owne, are like to seely soules of the
country, when they keepe their wakes. 1634 Milton Comus
121 By dimpled Brook, and Fountain brim, The Wcod-
Nymphs.. Their merry wakes and pastimes keep. 1638
Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 89 And most honourable
commemoration hath been made of you in all our innocent
disorderly wakes [en toutes nos inttocentes debauches].

U 5. Used by Hogg for : A serenade, nocturnal
song. (App. associated with Wait sb. 7 b.)

18x3 Hogg Queen's Wake Introd. (1814) 5 Those wakes
now played by minstrels poor, At midnight's darkest, chillest

hour, Those humble wakes, now scorned by all, Were first

begun in courtly hall. Ibid. ii. 139 The lake-fowl's wake
was heard no more ; The wave forgot to brush the shore.
Ibid. 336 So low has the characters of the minstrels descended,
that the performers of the Christmas wakes are wholly un-
known to the most part of those whom they serenade.

6. altrib. and Comb, (senses 3 and 4), as wake-
feast, -game, -light, f -meat, f -play, Sunday,
-week\ also with plural, wakes time, week.
1886 W. I. Tucker E. Europe 207 The wine bottles were

replenished, and the company gathered round to partake in

eagerness of the first *wake.feast, a goodly number of which
would follow the decease of the thus honoured and lamented
individual. 191a K. Tynan P'cess Kath. \\. 28 It was enough
to bring Tom Duncan out of his grave,., to see the class of

people who played *wake-games in his dining-room, and
drank his whisky. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake S. (1814) 147
Her sail was the web of the gossamer's loom, The glow-
worm her *wakelight. 1849 Whittier Kathleen 57 Get up,

old man ! the wake-lights shine ! a 1400 Gloss, in Rel. Ant.
I. 6 Obsonium. a "wakemete. c 1386 Chaucer Knfs T.

2102 Ne how that licbe-wake was yholde Al thilke night, ne
how the Grekes pleye The *wake pleyes, ne kepe I nat to

seye. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 20 June 6/1 The farmers, .also

keep an annual holiday which they call *Wake Sunday, .on

the first Sunday in August. 1863 Brierlev Waverlow,
Trevor Hall L 17 They were the Waverlow church bells

that were ringing, for it was ' "wakes time '. 1870 ' Ouida '



WAKE. 32 WAKE.
Puck I. vi. 105 It was ' *wake.week 'at a little town some
twelve miles away. 1886 Cheshire Gloss, s.v. Wake, It is

customary for friends from a distance to visit each other
during ' *wakcs week '.

7. Special comb, ; f wake-day, the day on
which a wake (senses 2, 4) was held; f wake-
fire, a (? ceremonial) fire by which a night-watch

was kept ; wake-house, f (a) ? a house of vigil, or

prayer
; (6) Anglo-Irish (see quot. 1814) ; f wake-

word = Watch-word.
1538 Ei.yot Did., Esurialcsferlse, *wake dayes. 1573-80

Tusser Husb. (1878) 181 To morow thy father his wake day
will keepe. Then euerie wanton may daunce at hir will.

1598 lip. Hall Sat. v. ii. 107 Except the twelue-daies,orthe
wakeday- feast. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693)

596 Amongst Christians, the consecration, or wake-days of
our churches, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 182 Anober ys of clene

wod and no bonys, and ys callyd a *wakefyre, for men
syttyth and wakyth by hyt. 1575-6 Durham Depos. (Sur-

tees) 235 Beinge the awaike night, the said Percivall and
Margarett the wyfe went to the waike fyere. 1677 in Vemey
Mem. (1907) II. 30S This Church or *Wake House stands
upon Ground Given to y° Church. 1814 W. S. Mason
Statist. Ace. /re/. I. 318 Whenever a person of any respecta-
bility dies, two wake houses are laid out, in one of which is

placed the deceased, ..in the other are assembled all the
young people.. who entertain themselves with every species
of frolic and amusement. 1856 P. Kennedy Banks Boroxlv.
(1867) 66 The wake-house drama of Old Doivd and his
Daughters. 1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. deW.) Diij b,

Symbolum, a *wake worde.

Wake (w^k), sb.
1

* Also 6 ?walk, 7 wack.
[Not found before the 16th c, but possibly much
older ; either directly or mediately a. ON. (*vaku)
vgk str. fern., vaka wk. fern., hole or opening in

ice. The ON. word was probably applied to the

path made for itself by a vessel through ice, and
from this use the sense ( trace or track of a vessel

in the water ' may have been developed by Scan-
dinavian navigators in British seas. Sense 5,
' line of hay ', if it really belongs to the same word,
may be a transferred use of the nautical sense.

The word is represented in all the Scandinavian dialects,

and has been adopted in Du.
t
Fris., and Ger. The sense

'track of a vessel' is found, outside Eng., only in Norw.
vok (dial. vaak\ NFris. (Sylt) ivaak\ the older sense, 'hole
or channel in ice ' (sometimes, 'a piece of water kept un-
frozen by wind or current ') belongs to MSw. rank, vak,
Sw. Z'ak (cf. Sw. vacka to cut a hole in ice), Norw. v>'k, Da.
vaage, WFris. wek, wjek{ke, Du. wak neut, MLG., LG.
(whence mod.G.) wake fern.

The word is commonly supposed to be connected with ON.
vok-r, Uu. wak, moist, damp: see Wak a. This view in-

volves some difficulty, as the ON. adj. has the stem vokv-,

while the sb. has genit. vakar, pi. vakar, -ir. Connexion
with Wake a. andz>. seems not impossible: the freeing of the

water from ice may have been regarded as an awakening.]

I. 1. The track left on the water's surface by a
ship (in the sea often marked by a smooth appear-

ance).

[rti547: see 4 a.] 1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Grar/t. ix. 42 The
wake of a ship is the smooth water a sterne shewing the way
shee hath gone in the sea. 1703 Dami'ier Voy. III. 1. 97 In
the Wake of the Ship (as 'tis call d) or the Smoothness which
the Ship's passing has made on the Sea. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 412 The wake of a ship, (by which, I think,

the sailors understand the stream drawn after the stern by
its motion,) follows the ship throughout her voyage. 1820
W. Scoreshy Ace. Arctic Regions II. 240 An ' eddy ' having
somewhat the resemblance of the ' wake ' or track of a ship.

185a Clough Poems, ' Where lies the land' 8 Or, o'er the
Stern reclining, watch below The foaming wake far widening
as we go. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. Hv, Both steamers were
drifting away from us, and we were rising and falling in a
troubled wake of water. 1883 W. H. White Naval Archit.
(ed. 2) 553 The actual wake of a ship combines the stream
line motions with those due to the frictional drag of the
skin upon the water. 1013 Engl. Rev, Nov. 506 Her wake
was without foam and closed sluggishly behind her.

attrib. 1866 MacGregor ' Rob Roy' Baltic 22g A canoe
was pulled at a rapid pace in the two wake waves astern of
this great smack. 1909 Bridges Parafihr. Virg. Mn. V/
(342 What God. .Pluckt you away and drown'd i' the swift
wake-water abandonM ?

t b. Phrases. Tofelch {get, get into, have) the
wake of (a pursued vessel) : to get so close to her
as to be able to see, and steer by, her wake. To
stay a weather ofa wake : see quot. 1 706.
1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. 113 In chaseing they

say, we have got her wake, that is, we are got as far into
the wind as she, and so goe ri§ht after her as she goes.
1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. 1. ii. 19 The Chase is about,
come fetch her wack, and we will be about after her. We
sail far better than she ; we have her Wack. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey) s.v., A Ship is said To stay a Weather of a
Wake

y
when in her Staying she does it so speedily, that she

don't fall to the Leeward, but that when she is tacked, her
Wake is to the Leeward ; which is a sure Sign that she feels

her Helm well, and is nimble of Steerage. When a Ship
being in Chace of another, has got as far into the Wind as
she, and sails directly after her; the usual Saying is, That
she has got into her Wake. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. viii. 377
About noon the Commodore was little more than a league
from the galeon, and could fetch her wake, so that she could
not now escape.

2. transf Anything compared to the wake of a

vessel. a. The disturbance caused by a body
swimming, or moved, in water.

"753 Franklin Let. Wks. 1840 V. 338 There were numbers
of visible animalcules; but I was sure there were likewise

some which I could not see ; for the wake they made in

swimming to and fro was very visible. 1818 Ann. Reg.,

Chron. 561 He [sc. the whale] swims with an astonishing

swiftness,. leaving a track in the sea, like a great ship; and
this is called his wake. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. iii. (1879) 39
The tracks of the penguins were marked by a fiery wake.
1891 A. Lang Angling Sk. 68 The dry fly is difficult to use
on a loch, as there is no stream to move it; and however
gently you draw it, it makes a ' wake '—a trail behind it.

b. The air-currents behind a body in flight.

1851 Rossetti Sister Helen viii, Outside it's merry in the

wind's wake, ..In the shaken trees the chill stars shake.

1870 N. V. Hele Aldcburgh vii. 71 The only chance
of safety for the rook appeared to be his getting directly in

the ' wake ' of the falcon, and by this means the bird escaped
for along time. 1891 Spectator ?% Feb., The probable object

of the wedge-formation when advancing against the wind is,

that each bird avoids the ' wake ' of its neighbour.

C. A trail of light behind a luminous object (in

motion), or its broken reflection in water. Also

fig-
(T1711 Ken Predar. Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 74 Fly up, my

Soul, along the Wake, Which down from Fontal Love they
make, No Lover led by Love's sweet Ray 'Ere lost his Way.
1819 Montgomery Greenland 1. 14 The pageant glides

through loneliness and night, And leaves behind a rippling

wake of light. 1847 Tennyson Princess in. 1 Morn in the
white wake of the morning star Came furrowing all the orient

into gold. 1889 Stevenson /« South Seas il ii. (1900) 152
The harbour lantern and two of the greater planets drew
vari-coloured wakes on the lagoon. 1006 E. A. Abbott
Silanus xxv. 237 They depart. There is a momentary wake
of light. It disappears. Then we have to wait for a new
torchbearer.

d. A track or trail on land. rare.

1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables xi, Twice or thrice. .a
water-cart went along by the Pyncheon.house, leaving a
broad wake of moistened earth. 1888 Stevenson Black
Arrow v. iv, Thus they had left a wide, discoloured wake
upon the snow.

3. A course, or general line of direction, that a

ship has taken, or is to take.

c 1595 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. /nd. (Hakl. Soc.)

52 Wee . . altered that course and bare for the coste of Florida
..to lie in the wake of the fleet of the West Indies bounde
for Spaine. X722 De Foe Col. Jack{i%^6) 190 They were.,
quite out of the wake of the Bermudas. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) II. v. 279 And from the shore to swifter wakes
The willing sea the vessels takes,

4. In the wake of.

a. Naut. or quasi-nautical. In the wake of {a

vessel) ; in her (its) wake, etc : immediately
behind, and (properly) in the actual track made
by, a vessel ; immediately backward and alongthe

track made. Also used of any person or persons

aboard, as in his, our, etc., wake ; behind his, our,

etc., vessel.

a 1547 MS. Hart. 300 f. 4 No ship to ride in another's

walk. 1769 Falconer Diet, Marine (1780) s.v., A ship is

said to be in the wake of another, when she follows her on
the same track. 1839 tr. Lamartine's Trav. 23/1 The fri-

gate, which has us m tow, hollows out ahead of us a level

and murmuring path, along which we glide in her wake.
1847 Prescott Peru (1850) II. 323 [They] fell on his little

troop whenever he attempted to land, and followed in his

wake for miles in their canoes. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise of
' Cachalot ' 193 The Mysliceius' best point of view is right

behind, or (
in his wake ', as we say.

b. Naut. in transferred uses : (a) In the direct

line aft from (any object on board ship, or any

specified part of her). Usually in wake of (b) In

the line of sight of (an observed object), (c) In

the line of recoil of (a gun).

{a) 1711 W. Sutherland^/^w//*/. Assist. 44 The Timbers
to be equally scarfed, the Middle of one Timber being in the

Wake of the Head and Heels of the others. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 138 We found our own Main-top-mast
sprung in the Wake of the Cap. 1869 E. J . Reed Shipbuild.

i. s The bottom was strengthened by doubling the whole of I

the inner plates up to the turn of the bilge for 50 feet in wake
of the engines. 1879 W. H. White Ship-Build, in CasseWs
Tcckn. Educ. IV. 61/1 These longitudinal tie-plates form
excellent strengthenings to the deck in wake of the principal

hatchways. 1896 Daily News 4 Nov. 2/4 The deck, which

was also found to be started in the wake of the mast.

Kb) 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s.v., Two distant

objects observed at sea are called in the wake of each other,

when the view cf the furthest is intercepted by the nearest.

(c) ci86o H. Stuart Seaman's Catcch. 69 They give.,

support to the beams in the wake of the guns. 1874 Thearle
Naval A rchii. xviii. § 288, 303 In the wake of the explosion

of the heavy guns, as at the embrasures, etc., the whole of

the frames are of the larger size.

c. transf vxi&fig. (a) With nautical metaphor
(often jocular) : Following close behind (a person

compared to a ship), (b) In wider use (cf. 2) : In 1

the train or track of, behind (a moving person or
j

object); in imitation of; following as a result or
|

consequence.
(a) 1806 Cumberland Mem. 114 A great man in office is like

a great whale in the ocean ; there will be a sword-fish and a
thresher, a Junius and a John Wilkes, ever in his wake and
arming to attack him. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall ii. 19 I

He was swept off in the vortex that followed in the wake of

this lady. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies ii, She found herself

..following in the wake of her stately parents. 1901 Mere-
dith Reading ofLife 1 Each claims worship undivided In
her wake would have us wallow.
(b) 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlv, Night, when carts came

rumbling by, filled with rude coffins.. ; when orphans cried,

and distracted women shrieked and followed in their wake.
1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's Eve v, Such love does not
bring peace in its wake. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome
lxxx. (1877) 683 Wealth followed in the wake of traffic. 1877
Black Green Past, xxxii. 256 Brown dust that came rolling

in the wake of our carriage. 2894 H. Drummond Ascent of

Man 914 [A man}, when he talks of the hum of machinery or

the boom of the cannon,., is following in the wake of the in-

ventors of Language. 1911 G. Macdonald Roman Wall
Scot. x. 351 A proof that Eastern traders had found their

way as far north as the Caledonian frontier in the wake of
the Roman army.

II. 5. A line of hay prepared for carting, dial.

1847 Halliwki.l, Wake, hay placed in large rolls for the

convenience of being carried. West, /bid., Wakes, rows of
green damp grass. 1872-4 Jffkkries Toilers of Field (1892)

259 The waggon safely jolted over the furrow, and on
between the wakes of light-brown hay. 1879 — Wild Life
inS. Co. vii. 143 Watching that the 'wallows' may be turned
over properly, and the ' wakes ' made at a just distance from
each other.

III. 6. An open hole, or unfrozen place in the

ice. dial. (East Anglia.)
1895 P. H. Emerson Birds etc. Norf Broadland 11. xiii.

379, I passed a ' wake '—or open space in the ice— where the
swans were swimming like sentries on duty.

t Wake, sb.3 Obs. rare"1
. [Possibly a. some

native African word, but evidently regarded by
Jobson as onomatopoeic] A North African bird.

1623 Tobson Golden Trade 155 The next [bird] in great-

nesse, is called a Wake, in regard of the great noyse hee
makes when hee flyeth, which resembleth what he is called

by :. .[it] is a bird of great stature, hauing the vpper part of

his head carrying a beautifull shew, with a pleasing tuft on
his Crowne, which I haue seene worne by great personages
here at home.

Wake, &- Obs. exc. dial. [? Aphetic var. of

Awake.] Not sleeping, awake. (Only predicative.)

1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 16 Er ryghtwys.
nesse be fully wake. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June 87 Well
couth he.. tell vs mery tales, to keepe vs wake. 1745 W.
Thompson Sickness in. 295 [iv. 288] What guilt is mine, that

I alone am wake, Ev'n tho' my eyes are seal'd, am wake
alone ?

Wake (w^'k), v. Forms: Inf. and Present stem.

d. (? 1 weeenan : see Waken v.) 0. 1-2 wacian,
1 wacisan, wacijean, woecian, 1-2 wac-
yan, 2 wacysan, 2-3 wakian, wakien, wake-
$en, 3 wakenn {firm.), 3-5 waken, 4 waki,
waky, 4-5 wakke, waake, 3- wake, north, and

Sc. 4 wack, vak (pr. pple. vakand, wacand,
quakand), 4-5 wak, 4-6 waik, valk, 4-8 walk,

5 waulk, 6 vaik(e, walke, 8 wauk, wawk.
Pa, t a. 1 w6c, 3-4 woe, 3-5 wok, 4-6 wook(e,

7 wake, 9 'woke, 3- woke
; //. 3 wokenn

(Orm.)j 4-5 woken, -yn, 5 waken, north, and

Sc. 4 wock, 4-6 wouk(e, woik(e. /3. 1 weecade,

wacode, pi. wacedon , -odon, 2-4 wakede,
4-5 wakid, walkid(e, etc., 4-6 Sc, walkyt,
-it, 6 wakt(e, 6-7 wak't, 7-8 wak'd, 4- waked.
Pa. pple. a. 4, 6 waken, 5 wakyn (?), 7, 9-
woken, 8- woke. 0. 4 i-waked, Sc. walkit,

4-6 wakid, -yd, 6 dial, wayket, Sc. walked,
6-7 wakt, 7 wak't, 7-8 wak'd, 3- waked. [Two
distinct but synonymous verbs from the same root

coalesced in early ME. :

(i) The strong verb OE. (? tvsecnan), wdc, wdcon,

*7vacen. (The present-stem is wanting, unless it

be presented by wtecnan; see Waken v.) The
strong pa. t. is found only in English ; the strong

pa. pple., not recorded in OE., but found in later

periods, occurs in ON. vakenn^nd as adj. ('awake')

in MSw. vakin, Sw., Norw. vaken, Da. vaagen
;

NFris. vaaken is prob. from Scandinavian.

(ii) The weak verb OE. waa'an, corresponding

to OFris. wakia, waka (mod. WFris. weilsje,

NFris. waake), OHG. wahhen, wachen, -fin

(MHG., mod.G. wachen), ON. vaka, pa. t. vakda

(Norw., MSw., Sw. vaka, Da. vaage)
t

Goth.

wakan :—OTeut. *wakxfan (whence also the OE.
doublet wseccan Watch v.), or to OS., OLow
Frankish wakon (MDu., Du., MLG., LG. waken),

OHG. wachdn :—OTeut. *wakojan.
The Teut. root *ivak- (: *wdk' in Goth, wbkains wakeful-

ness, and, with different sense, in Goth, wdkr-s, OE. wocor%

ON. okr growth, increase, usury : see Ocker sb.) represents

a pre-Teut. 'wag- : *weg- ; cf. L. vegere to rouse, excite, also

intr. to be lively or active, vigere to be vigorous, vigil wake-

ful, Skr. vajas neut. vigour ; perh. to be referred to the

Indo-Eur. root
¥aweg-, represented by L. augere, Gojh.

aukan to increase, OE. iacan to grow (see Eke v.), and with

•j extension by Gr. avtdvtiv to increase, OTeut. *wa\s. to

grow (see Wax v.).

In OE. the strong verb had probably the sense

'to become awake *, though this is evidenced only

in the compound on-wxenan, the simple verb being

found only in the sense ' to come into being
',

which may either be a figurative use of the sense

1 to awake*, or represent a different application of

the original wider sense of the root. The weak

verb had the static sense ' to be or remain awake '.

In ME. the strong and weak forms came to be

used indiscriminately in both senses. Out of the

sense 'to become awake' there was developed a

causative sense, ' to rouse from sleep ', in which

the word superseded Wecche (OE. w^ccan :—

OTeut. *wakjan). The sense ' to remain awake,

watch' gave rise to a transitive use ~ ( to watch
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(over) * ; but in the modern Eng. period the static

sense, both intr. and trans., has become almost

obsolete, the usual meanings of the word being * to

become or cause to become awake \
The mod. pa. t. woke (v.-buk) does not regularly represent the

OE.fwfc, which would have yielded woo&iwuk). Apparently
the mod. woke is a new formation or modification on the

analogy of broke, spoke (for the irregularity in the vowel cf.

store pa.t. of Stave v.). When this came in is uncertain, for

in ME. and prob. in early mod.E. the spelling woke repre-

sents the regular phonetic descendant of the OE. wdc. The
pa. pple waken has always been rare, and now survives only

in dialects in adjectival use. From the 17th c onwards the

forms woke
t
woken (after broke, broken, spoke, spoken, etc.)

have been more or less current for the pa. pple. ; woken seems
obsolescent, but woke is at least as frequent as waked. No
strong forms either of pa. t. or pa. pple. are found in Shaks.,

the Bible of 1611, or Milton's verse,]

1. To remain awake.

1. intr. To be or remain awake ; to keep one-

self, or be kept, awake. Also, to be still up and

about (at night). Now rare exc. in ivaking (pr.

pple. and ppl. a.).

a. c xaco Bcket 687 in S. Eng. Leg. 126 On of is seriaunz

sat a ni^t, be ^wile bat men woke, In his chaumbre at

caunterburi. a tyaa Cursor Af. 20127 Scho wok wilmar ban
scho slepp. c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. CTheodera) 448 To
bat worde pud tent he tuk, & bat nycht mekyl woike, 1387
Trevisa Higden IV. 303 Whanne Cinna his tresoun was
i-knowe Cesar wook al ['.it ny^t [MS. P wakid, 7 wakede].

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 223 }>ay madyn her bed, and dydyn
httr beryn,..and waken tyll hyt was mydnyght; then all

fellynonslepesaue beapostols. 1500-20DUNBAR Poemsxlii.

34 Langour .. That nevir sleipit hot evir wouke. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 1. 558 So greit displesour in the tyme
he tuik, But meit or sleip rycht lang fastit and woik. 1848
Thackkray Van. Fair lxii, Whether he woke or slept his

friends did not very much miss him.

P. £900 Beda's Hist. 11. xii. (1890) 128 Da fraet,n he hine,

hwait baes to him lumpe, hwaeSer he wacodc be .slepe. exooo
Sax. Leechd. I II. 6 ponne sceal se man wacyan ealle ba niht

be 5one drenc drincan wille. a 1223 Ancr. R. 4 f>et teche3
alhu meschal. .eten.drmckerijWerien.liggen^lepen.wakien
[sic A/S. 1 printed walkien]. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Forties

482, I wol ben hirs whethir I wake or wynke. c 1400 2 6 Pol.
Poems xv. 88 To slepe, quod be ey^e, we may not wynne, pe
wrecched wombe so dob vs wake, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Sur-

tees) 2791 pe seke man to slepe lyse; he had lang waked
beforne. c 1500 Melusine 7 He. .knew nat yf it was day-
light or nyght, ne yf he slept or wakked. 1508 Dunbar Tua
Mariit Wemen 213 Than ly I walkand fbr wa, and walteris

about. i6n Tournf.ur Ath. Tra%. 11. vi, I cannot force

myselfe to wake, {sitepes). X640 tr. Verdere's Rom. 0/Rom.
II. 23 The cxtream desire that he had to see her, made him
to wake when othersjooke their rest. 17.. Auld Man''s best

Argt. in Ramsays Tea-t.Misc. (1762) 154 O Wha's that at

my chamber door? * Fair widow, are ye wawking?' 1784
R. Bags Barham DoivnsX.yz, I . .threw myselfdressed upon
the bed, and—waked all night. 1790 Burns Aywartkin O,
When I sleep I dream, When I wauk I'm eerie. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop lxx, They cannot, .be waking at this late hour.

1855 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng.xv'ui. IV. 217 In all places, at all

hours, whether he waked or slept. 1902 'Violet Jacob'
Sheep Stealers ix, Waking and sleeping she had pictured his

arrest.

Jig. X697 Congreve Mourn. Bride 111. i, Reason, ..the
twinkling Lamp Of wand 'ring Life, that winks and wakes by
turns.

b. with advb. obj. the night, a night (poet.).

Also, to wake it.

a. c 1480 Henryson Test. Cresseid 471 Weping, scho woik
the nicht fra end to end.

p. a X547 Surrey in 'Potters Misc. (Arb.) 221 To waile the
day and wake the night continually in paine. X760-72! H.
Brooke Foot of'Qua*. (1809) I. 58 These have nothing to do
but to sleep it, to wake it. X787 Burns ' My heart is sair*
i, I could wake a winter night For the sake o' somebody.
1820 Keats Isabella vii, So once more he had wak'd and
anguished A dreary night of love and misery.

C. quasi-trans, with complement.
In the first quot. the omission of some such word as Theo-

bald's 'blind seems certain.

x6ix Shaks. Cymb. in. iv. 104 lie wake mine eye-balles
[btind] first. X766 C. Beatty Tour (1768) 37 Sleeped and
waked the night away as well as we could.

+ d. With unfavourable implication : To sit up
late for pleasure or revelry; to turn night into

day. Obs.
a. 13. . Gaw. $ Cr. Knt. 1025 For-by wonderly bay woke,
& be wyn drunken.
p. 1340 Ayenb. 51 J>et uolk bet late louieb to soupi and to

waki be nijte. X387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. ii. (Skeat) 1. 54
Suche there ben. .that til midnight and more wol playe and
wake, but in the churche at matins he is behynde. a 1529
Skklton BowgeofCourte 382 Thou muste . . wake all nyghte,
and slepe tyll it be none. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 8 The
King doth wake to night, aud takes his rouse.

2. To stay awake for the purpose of watching or
tending; to keep watch while others sleep, be on
guard at night. Const, on, upon, over, for,
against ; also to (do something). Also with cog-
nate obj., to wake watch. Now only dial., to sit

up at night with a person, esp. one who is sick.
In 16th c. Sc. use wake and ward (see Ward v.) = * to

keep watch and ward,' as a duty incumbent on the freeman
of a burgh.
a. t izoo Ormin 3752 Hirdess wokenn o bait nahht patt

Crist wass borenn onne. ci^oo Ro?vlaud <£ Otuel 1187
Crete lordes riste toke,& nyghte wache full worthily wooke.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas m. vii. (1554)791), And lyke a mother
to bryng theeaslepe, I woke ful oft. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 284 By this gardyn is vnderstonde the yle. By the
serpent wakyng, the subtyll geant commysid to kepe hit that
allway wook at the paas.
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p. Beowulf 660 Waca wiS wrabum. c&2$ Vesp. Psalter
exxvi. 1 In vanum vigilant qui custodiunt earn, in idelnisse

waeciao
7

oa halda5 hie. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 1 pe herdes

be wakeden ouer here oref. c 1350 Leg. Rood 76/525 And
seker men he sett to wake, So bat bai sulci no harmes take.

e 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856) 62 Alle the weyez about
the said toun off Bury..were kept with gret multitude of

peple of the cuntre, wakyng day and nyghte.
>

1521 in

Marwick Edln. Guilds (1909) 65 The cominunitie of the

wobstaris walkis, wardis, extentis, and beris all other com-
moun chargis within this toune. 1533 BblLenden Livy \\\.

ix. (S.T.S.) I. 282 Na thine was done in be nycht following

Except onelie be pepill walkit in all partis of }>e ciete. 1565

J. Hall Crt. Vertue 32 Watchmen, whiche wake al y* night.

1580 in Rcc. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 99 All. .tecum
ducll.. within the burgh quhair theyarfrie, hald stob and
staik within the samyn, scatt, loitt, watche, walk and uaird

with the inhabitants thairof. 1667 Milton P. L. XI.

368 Let Eve.. Here sleep below while thou to foresight

wak'st. 1699 R. L'Estkange Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 195
Only let one wake with me, to read to me, 1754 Sheb.
beaks Matrimony (1766) I. 22 She determined to wake by
his Bed-side all Night. "1811 Willan West Riding Words
in Archarologia XVII. 162 Waite, and Wake, v. to sit up
with a person ail night, or to watch by a corpse. 1847 C
BltOHTB Jane Eyre xxv, You promised to wake with me the

ni^ht before my wedding. 1805 IV. <$• Q. Sen HI, VII. 84/1
'They have waked with him for several nights', is a common
expression in Lancashire. 1883 Almondbury Gloss., Wake,
to watch with a sick person ; to work by candlelight.

exooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 42 Waci^eaS [v.rr. WaCiaft,
WacijaS] witodlice, forbam be je nyt;>n on hwylcyre tide

tower Hlaford cuman wyle. cizoo Trin. Coll, Horn. s,i

Dus a^en alle gode herdes to wakeden gostliche. ciaoo
Okmin 3792 To frofrenn ba batt wakenn wel Onn5asness
labe gastess. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 130 pe welder of wyt
..bat ay wakes & waytes. C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III.

142 po fende is a theff to wake on mon bothe day and nyjt,

^1480 Henryson Swallow <V other Birds 304 Exhortand
folk to walk and ay be wair Fra nettis of oure wickit enemie.
156a WinJet li 'ks. (S. T. S.) I, 6 War 5e commandit in vaine
of God. .to walke attentlie and continualie vpon 3our flok ?

fc. said of the eyes, the brain. Obs.
1601 Sir T. Ogle in Sir F. Vere Comm. 152 He had his

head and his hands full ; ours had not aked now, had not

his waked then, .for our safeties. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster,

Envie 4 This is it, That our sunke eyes haue wak't for, all

this while. 1639 Do VERGES tr. Camus' Admir. Events
122 The power of heaven, whose eies are ever waking on
miserable creatures. 1667 M 1 lton P. L. v. 44 Heav'n wakes
with all his eyes, Whom to behold but thee, Natures desire.

3. To stay awake or pass the night in prayer ; to

stay up during the night as an exercise ofdevotion
;

to keep vigil (in church, by a corpse, etc.). Const.

in, on. Obs. exc. dial.

a. X303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8043 Pe tober ny3t bat
be chyldryn woke, At be mydny^t be here quoke. c 1330
Assump. Virg, (Add. MS.) 761 Thei leide be bodi in a
stone.. And woke her al bat nyjt With many torches &
candle lyjt, 1387 Tkevisa Higden V. 191 He. .wook al hat

ny^t in his prayers. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 87/3 He woke
in prayers and made hys body lene.

p. c 1000 .^lfric Saints' Lives xxL 200 Hwilon wacodon
menn swa sua hit ^ewunelic is ofer an dead lie. a 1225
Ancr. R.2j6 Bihold.holie men bet weren sumehwules, hwu
heo uesten, & hwu heo wakeden. c 1290 St, Scholastica 8

in S. Eng. Leg. 198 He..tei)te hire penaunce forto don, to

faste and to wake. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 368 Tyl con-
tricioun hadde clene for5eten to crye & to wepe And wake
for his wykked werkes as he was wont to done, c 1450
Mirk's Festial 182 Men and woymen . . wakyd in be chyrch
al be nyht yn hor deuocions. X900 H. Sutcuffe Shameless
Wayne xxvi. (1905) 333 Soon as he is dead, you are to come
with your folk to wake beside the body.

•f*4. To stay awake for any work or active occu-

pation ; to pass the night in work, study, etc.

Const, in,for, on or upon, to. Obs.
a. X471 Ripley Comp.Alch, 1. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 131 For

thys I wooke : Many a nyght or I hyt wyst. 1481 Caxton
Godfrey clxxix. 264 They woke al the nyght as wel they as
theyr peple, in such wyse that theyr engyns were alle ioyned
and reysed vp byfore day. 1517 Ace. Ld. High Trias.
Scot. V. 157 Item, to the franche talbanaris and menstralis
that woik and playit all that nycht, in aile, viij s.

p. c 900 B&da's Hist. iv. xxv. (1890)354 AIle..o3Se hefi^e
slaepe syndon, o35e to synnum wacedon. c 1300 Havetok
2999 pat ilke of you..Seye a pater-noster stille For him bat

haueth be rym maked, And ber-fore fele nilites waked. 1352
Minot Poems i. 51 Many nightes als haue bai waked To
dere all Ingland with baire dede. c 1386 Chaucer Milter's
T. 168 Absolon his gyterne hath ytake, For paramours he
thoghte for to wake. 1480 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 17 They
waked & studyed many nyghtes and many dayes. a 1593
Marlowe Massacre at Paris 105 (Brooke) For this, I wake,
when others think I sleepe, 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i, 249
Watch thou, and wake when others be asleepe, To prie into
the secrets of the State.

t b. fig. To be active, alert, stirring, vigilant.

Const, as above ; also, to be diligent, exert oneself

to (do something). To wake over, to occupy one's
mind with. Obs.
a, i35» Minot Poems ix. 33 Wele haue bat waken, For

syr Dauid be Bruse was in bat tyme taken, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints x.wii. (Machor) 146 ', & fra bat he stc charge tuk, he
trawalyt besyly& wok till his discipulis for to preche, & als
be puple besyly teche.

fi. C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. Ixiv. 461 Se kok..
hef3 up his fi5ru, & wec3 hine selfne, r>a;t he wacie on 6aere
jeornfulnesse godra weorca. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III.
142 Myche more in state of synne schulde mon wake in
Gods servise. c 1383 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1911)601.749 Pre-
latis & seculer lordis shulden wake diligentli [diligenter vi-
gilarent) to ordeyne able prelatis & curatis. c 1470 Hknry
Wallace v. 655 On other thing he maid his witt to walk.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. m. xviii. All thir on Venus
seruice vaikis. X77X Goldsm. Hist. Eng. IV. 77 He inces-

WAKE.
santly waked over the schemes of contending kings and

nations. 1866 Kisgrley Herew. v, 1 have other things to

wake over than making love to you.

+ c. With clause: To take care that (something

be done). Obs.
a 1425 tr. Ardenie's Treat. Fistula, etc. 38 perfore wake

}e bat }e putte no^t^oure hand to bis but in giffyng cUsteries.

t d. qunsi-trans. To give diligent heed to, be

active in (a matter). Cbs. (Cf. Sleep v. 7.)

1525 Bernkrs Froiss. (1812) II. cxiii [cixj. 326 The em-
perour. .slept nat his busynes, but waked the mater, as ye
shall here.

5. Phr. To t hold or keep waking; earlier, -fto

hold waken-. To prevent from sleeping; to keep

watchful or on the alert. 7 Formerly: To keep

(a person, esp. an enemy) occupied, 'give (him)

plenty to do ', allow (him) no rest ; to trouble,

harass ; also rcjl. to be on the alert.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9196 When |e

Bretons be hi) had taken, Wyb sege be Rayens held btm
waken. Ibid. 9914 No scabe 3it be toun had taken, For bey

wybynne held jiem wel waken. 1351 Minot Poems ix. 50

He wakkind be were bat held him self waken, c 1410 Lan.
tern ofLight 52 pti. .holden waken her ynward i^e. 1533
Bellenuen Livy H. xxvi. (S. T. S.) I. 238 [He] cau-it hors-

men with swasche and taberne to play all nycht about be

trynchis, to hald bate Inemyis walkand to be morow. 1535
CoVERDALE/*f. Ixxvi(i], 4 Thou helde>t myne eyes wakynge.

1549 Compl. Scot. 6 5our nobil fadir held the grit armye of

enemcis valkand on ther tothir syde, throucht the grit

assaltis ande escannuschis that he maid contrar them. 1568

Grafton Chron. I. 366 Then to followe the Frenche men,
but not immediately to fight with them, and to harry them
and keepe them waking. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1136 Whiles
against a thorne thou bear'st thy pait, To keepe thy sharpe

woes waking. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife v, iii. 67 Ha\e
I not kept thee waking like a hawk ? And watch'd thee with

delights to satisfy thee, a 1670 Spalding Troub, Chas. I
(Bannatyne Club) I. 2 Thus they lived as outlaws, oppress*

ing the countrie,. .and openly avowed they had tane this

course to gett their own possessions again, or then hold the

country walking. 1719 L)e Foe Crusoe I. (Globe) 162 'this

confusion of my Thoughts kept me waking all Night. 1793
Minstrel I. £7 She was heaid by the person who lodged in

a room adjoining the closet, and who had been kept waking
by ill health.

6. trans. To watch or guard (one who sleeps)
;

to watch or guard (a person or thing) at night or

while others sleep ; to keep watch upon or over.

Obs. exc. dial.
a. cxzoo Ormin 3773 pa wakemenn patt wokenn heore

faldess. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 355 He set it

vpe beside his falde, quhare bat he wok his fe one nycht.

c 1400 Maundev. (1830) xiii. 145 Q tyme befelle, that a Kyng
of Ermonye. .woke that Hauk sum tyme. £1440 Jacob's

Well 53 On a n\$t as he wooke his dyche of colys. £1480
Henryson Fox, Wolf fy Husb. 144 He chaippit frome thair

ill, And on his feit wouke [v.r. woke] the dure quhill day.

1504 Ace. Id. High Treas. Scot. II. 424 Item, to the man
that woke the fald ail seir quhair the deir was tane, xiiijs.

p. a 1300 Cursor M. 18C60 Ne ksus. . Moght nuuer dei.

.

Ne slepe, bat has to wak us all. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 85

Pen bay cayred & com bat be cost waked. 1375 Barbour
Bruce vii. 179 May I trast the me to valk, Till I a Htill

slepyng tak V a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2591 Lordyngis, a
whyle I rede we lende And oure worthy wallys wake, a 1529
Skf.i.ios P,Sparoweib& How Scipion dyd wake The cytye

of Cartage. X543-4 Arc. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 250

Item, to thre men quhilk be the space of tua nychtis walkit

the saidis boittis. 1596 Dalrymtle tr. Leslies Hist. Scot.

II. 389 The peiple was compelit to wake the barnes. 1790
Burns Tarn Glen vii, The last Halloween I was waukin
My droukit savk-sleeve, as ye ken.

b. To keep watch or vigil over (a dead body)

until burial ; to hold a wake over (see Wake sb.1

3). Now only dial.

a. c 1300 Beket 2215 In a here faire hi hit leide and tofore

an auter hit woke, c 1440 Jacob's Well 187 Hyre sone, a

munke, & here dow^ter, a nunne, wokyn here body iij.

ny^tes in cherche.

p. l 1250 Gen. gf Ex. 2516 Hise liche was spice-like maked,
And longe egiptedike waked. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 8034 To wake here body were pey set : pe fyrst nyght
bat bey shulde here wake, At mydny^t be here gan to quake,

X375 Barbour B>uce xiii. 513 Than till a kirk he gert hym
be Brocht, and walkit all that nycht. a 1500 Chaucer's
Dreme 1906 The corses, which with torche light, They
waked hadde there all that night. zs4& Lanes. Wills (i860)

II. 199 My dettes taykyne vppe and payde and my bodye
extyneguseshed honestly wayket broghfurth and buryd.
1819W. S._ Rose Lett. N. Italy I. 250 They wake their

dead the night before interment, performing certain games
about the bier. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xi, Naebody
cared to wake Sir Robert Redgauntlet like another corpse.

1834 Marryat P. Simple li, May you die of a good old age
. .and be waked handsomely.

t c. ?To pass the night by (a well) as a super-

stitious observance. Obs.
c 1430 in Ret. Antio. I. 1, I have forsworne hit whil I life,

to wake the well. The last tyme I the wel woke, Sir John
eight me with a croke.

t d. To be confined in (prison). Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 160 If he of his mot take

ouper erle or baroun, His prison suld he wake, bat wer

deppest donjoun.

II. To become awake.
7. intr. To come out of the state of sleep or un-

consciousness ; to be roused from sleep, cease to

sleep. Const, f of(obs ),from, out of (sleep, etc.) ;

to (a condition or state), to (do something). CL
Awake v. I.

a. t- 1250 Gen. <r Ex. 2111 De king abraid and woe io

5hogt. <rx»75 Lay. 25566 po he woe [1:1205 awoc] of sleape.



WAKE.
c 1300 Havetok 2093 Aboute be middel of be nith Wok Ubbe,
and saw a mikel lith. 1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 411 He..
wook of his sleep,and heet brynge li^t. c 1435 Ton; Portugal
2S0 Ye, seyd Torrent, ore he be wakyn, I schall the tell

soche a tokyn. c 1480 Henryson Lion $ Mouse 97 Till at

the last the noble lyoun woke [v.r. wouk]. 1523 BRRNEKfl
Froiss. (1812) I. cccxxii. 501 The watchmen were halfe aslepe,

and herde the noyse and woke. 1603 Harsnet Popish Im-
post. 196 This exam[inant] confes.seth, that diuers of them
were such toyes, as came into her head being woken. 1669
P. Henry Diaries fy Lett, (18S2) 214 About two or three

o'clock in y« morning hee wake. 1833 J. H. Newman Let.

23 Jan. (1891) I- 334. 1 ..have almost ever since woke at that

hour and fancied it morning. 1869 Thirlwall Rem. (1878)

I II. 400 He woke, we trust, from that ghastly nightmare to

find himself in the light of a Father's countenance. 1901
Rider Haggard Lysbeth xxv. 404 He had woken in the

night and seen it standing at bis bedside.

p. c 1275 Lay. 28082 J>o gan icb to wakie [c 1205 iwakien],

a 1300 K. Horn 444 Rymenhild.. Wakede of hire swojning.

1362 Langl. P. Pi. A. v. 3 penne wakede I of my wink.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages 54 This gud hound rais, and of
his sleip did walk. 1565 Staplkton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch,
ling. 158 When I waked, as it were oute ofa greate slumber.
1611 Chapman May-day v. 76 Imagining when shee wak't
shee had something to say to me. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 202, I wak'tl with this Thought. 1787 Busks 'Again
rejoicing Nature* \\\, A dream of ane that never wauks.
i860 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (18S5) II. 232, I waked to

find the six horses resolutely refusing., to move the dili-

gence. 1919 J. D. BereSFORD Jervaise Comedy xv. 268,

I came down from my clouds with.. a sense of waking from
perfect dreams to the realisation of a hard, inimical world.

b. with up.
a. 1837 Dickers Pickw. xxviii, * Oh, you've woke up at

last, have you ?
' said Sam. 1864 Dasi:nt Jest % Earnest

(1873) II. 2S8 Next morning Bard woke up to find Haldor
busy packing up his baggage.
P- 1533 Oau Richt Vay (S. T. S.) 68 Tbair sal mony vaik

wp of thayme quhilk slepis in the $eird. 1535 Coverdale
Joel i. 5 Wake vp ye dronckardes, & wepe. 1850 Susan
Warner Wide World xxii, Ellen barely waked up to feel

herself lifted from the floor. 1879 Leisure Hour 742/1 He
had been asleep and had waked up. 1901 F. Harrison
Autob. Mem. (1911) II. 203 Ah I when the dream is over

—

and I wake up to find myself an average magazine writer.

c. trans/, and fig., esp. of inanimate things. Of
persons (usually with up) : To become animated,

alert, or lively, to throw off lethargy.

It may be noted here that the only recorded sense of OE.
zvxcnau is ' to come into being, be born '.

a, a 1814 Gonzanga 1. ii. in Nc'o Brit. Theat. III. 104

The sleeping zephyrs woke to fan her bosom. 1844 S. Wil-
uerfokce Hist. /'rot. Episc. Ch. Amer. (1846J 46 Whenever
this [sc. conscience] awoke, the struggle followed between
him in whom it woke, and those who sought to keep it

sleeping. 1859 FitzGerald Omar viii, A thousand Blos-

soms with the Day Woke. 1898 Daily News 22 Oct. 2/1
Even little Tasmania has woken up.

0. 1523 Berners/'>Wj'j.(i8i2) I. cccxlviii. 556 Johan Lyon
was welladuertysed ofall these matters : than he began a lytell

to wake. 1535C0VKRDALE Isa. li. 9 Wake vp, wake vp, & be
stromje : O thou arme of the Lorde. 1646 Crashaw Steps

to Temple 43 Newly they Peep't from their buds, shew'd
like the Gardens eyes Scarce wak't. 1849 M. Arnold In
utrumqueParatus li, O waking on a world which thus-wise

springs ! Whether it needs thee count Betwixt thy waking
and the birth of things Ages or hours : O waking on Life's

stream 1 1905 R. Bagot Passport xvii. 153 The landscape

. . waking up to a new day,

d. To wake to : to become conscious or aware

of; to become ' alive ' to. Cf. Awake v. 3.

a. 1836 Lytton Athens (1837) II. 129 When the Greeks
first woke to the certainty, that the vast preparations of

Xerxes menaced Greece as the earliest victim. 186a J. F,

Stephen Ess. Barrister 108 The great standing contro-

versies which have exercised the intellect of mankind ever

since it first woke to consciousness of its powers. 1863 S.

WiLBERFORCE Ess. (1874) L 312 The Church.. had woke up
to the sense of her true position.

p. 1895 W. R. W. Stephens Life £ Lett. E. A. Freeman
I. 120 Men's minds, however, had at last waked to the fact

that Greece and Rome did not exhaust the world's stock

of wisdom and greatness.

e. fig. Of things, conditions, etc. : To be stirred

up or aroused ; to be put in motion or action.

Also with up.
a. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 11. i. 9 The voce thus wise throw

out the ciete woik. 1863 S. Wiloerforce Ess. (1874) I. 325
The troubles in his diocese which woke up under the sub-
sequent development of ritualistic fervour. 1864 Ibid. 363
The loud clamour woke up that he was treacherously [etc.].

0. a X450 Myrc Par. Pr. 1542 Leste for be penaunce sake
Wo & wrab^e by-twene hem wake. 1667 Milton /'. L. x.

94 Gentle Aires due at thir hour To fan the Earth now
wak'd. 1807 Wormsw. Ode, Intim. Immortality 159 Truths
that wake, loperish never. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnesxxviu,
Porphyro..listen'd to her breathing, if it chanced To wake
into a slumberous tenderne:-s. 1885 Mrs. Alexander At
Bay viii, You are looking better, as if some life was waking
up within you.

III. Causative uses.

8. trans. To rouse from sleep or unconscious-

ness. Also with up. Cf. Awake v. 5.

a. < 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xl. (1908) 221 After this

prayer oure lorde Jesu tornede a^eyn to his disciples, and
woke ham. 1523 Herners Froiss. (1812) I. ccclxx. 608 Whan
tbeenglysshmenparceyued howe they of Nantess^oke them
so often, than they tooke counsayle to kepe better watche.

1763 [ IL Kellv] Babler (1767) I. 126 My woman woke me in

the morning with the following letter. 1778 Susan R-urney

in Fr. Burners Early Diary (1889) 1 1. 238 This morning.. I

was woke by a noise in the next room. 1823 Milman Bel.

skazzar 83 Sleep that shall be sweetly broken When the

God his bride hath woken. 1882 ' Ouida ' In Maremma I.

ii. 40 She was woke by neighbours' voices. X915 Blackw.

Mag. May 608/1, I was woken up to take a message.

34

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 7990 pou slepes dauid, now I be wak.
c 1369 Chaucer Bk. Duchcsse 2941 I was waked With smale
foules a grete hepe That had affrayed me out of my slepe.

ri38o Wyclif Set. Wks. 1. 92 pediscipliscomen and wakiden
him. c 1450 Mirk's Fcstial 200 pan wakud God Adam, and
sette be womman before bym. 1535 Coverdale iwX-c viii. 24
Then wente they vnto him, and waked himvp. 1560 JJ/a/rV.

Club Misc. III. 227 Sche rais beand walked be Margaret.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado n. i. 361 She hath often dreamt of

vnhappinesse, and wakt her selfe with laughing. 1713
Watts Dh: Songs, Sluggard 2 You have wak'd me too

soon, I must slumber again. 1759 Goi.dsm. Bee No. 1. 15
Every morning waked him to a renewal of famine or toil.

1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. viii, It's enough to startle

any one to be waked up with such a noise, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xvi. 107, I had not the heart to wake him.

b. trans/, and fig. in obvious uses. Also, to

disturb (silence), make (a place) re-echo with noise.

a. 1848 Thackeray Fan. Fair v, Shrill cries.. woke up
his pleasant reverie. 185s M. Pattison in Oxford Ess. 308

The system that woke us to life. 1864 Kingsley Rom. <r

Tent. i2o What woke him from his dream ? The cry of his

starving people. 1919 Times Lit. Suppi. 6 Nov. 627/2 Far
from falling asleep over her pages.. we feel that we have
been completely woken up and set gossiping,

0. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 132 To wake our peace,

which in our Countries cradle Drawes the sweet infant

breath of gentle sleepe. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 1. 437 The
sprightly lark's shrill Mattin wakes the Morn. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. in. xxvi, No murmur waked the solemn still.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxix, The llaw-]*uit does not

sleep; we wake it up, we air it, we walk it about. 1854
Patmore Angel in Ho., Betrothal 146 No wind w.iked the

wood. 1912 Macalister Hist. <$• Civiliz. Palestine iii. 31

Those great civilizations of Crete and the Aegean, that have
slumbered forgotten till waked to life again in our own days.

c. 7o wake snakes (U.S. slang) :
' To cause

trouble or disturbance* (Thornton).

1848 Lowell Biglow P. r. ii. 104 An' ef it worn't fer wakin'

snakes, I'd home agin short meter. 187a Punch 20 Jan.

25/2 The archbishops of the Roman obedience appear to be

waking snakes.

9. To rouse to action, activity, alertness, or live-

liness. Const, to, into. Also with up.
a. 1851 E. FitzGerald Euphranor 66 Clearly as the

trumpet that woke the Greeks to battle,

P. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. xlx. (1495) 46 The
fende taketh a body of the ayre, that the lyf of men be

haunted and wakid to besynesse by his dooynge. 1430-40

Lydg. Bochas m. xxvi. (1554) 97 Cyrus than, furious as

Lioiij His aduersaries gan mortally to wake. 1535 Cover-
dale foel hi. 9 Proclame wane, wake vp the giauntes, let

them drawe nye. 1603 Shaks. Macb. lit. vL 31 Thither

Macduffe Is gone, to pray the Holy King, vpon his ayd To
wake Northumberland, and warlike Seyward. 1750 Gray
Elegy 48 Hands, that the rod of empire might have sway'd,

Or wak'd to extasy the living lyre. 1884 H. Choi.mondeley-
Pennell F"rom Grave to Gay 85 As when waked to sudden
speed Darts from the throng the

t

flying steed. 1901 R.
Garnett Ess. iii. 72 'the highest criticism is. .unoriginal in

this, that it must be waked into activity by another mind.

1901 W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett, her Mother to EHz. xxiii.

1 1 1 We are so terribly dull, and anything will serve to wake
us up a bit.

b. To wake {up) tox to arouse to the con-

sciousness or enjoyment of. Cf. 7 d.

1868-70 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 234 He felt as one

who, waked up suddenly To life's delight, knows not of

grief or care.

10. To bring into being, raise, stir up (war,

strife, woe, etc.); to arouse, excite (an activity,

feeling, emotion) j to evoke (a sound, echo, etc.).

Also with up.
a. 1793 Minstrel III. 136 A voice whose well known

tunings thrilled through my soul, and woke every dormant
passion. 1798 Soutiiey Lett. (1856) I. 59 Your account of

poor B. woke in me the recollections, and almost the feel-

ings, of old friendship. 186a S. Wilderforce Ess. (1874) I.

205 The controversy, which the publication of ' Essays and
Reviews' woke up. 1879 Green Read. Eng. Hist. 1. viii.

34 This woke rivalry and dissension among the other nobles.

1903 W. A. Ellis Glasenapfs Life Wagner III. 67 [It] has

woken an ambition in me.
p. c 1250 Gen. .5- Ex. 360 Du haues oe sor^es sig5he waked.

C1330 R. Urunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8204 [The Britons]

bretten Hengist to wake hys wough. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems
xvi. 29 He is a fool, bat werre wole wake

(
pat may not

maynten it wib mede. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 30 To wake
and wage a danger profitlesse. 1655 tr. Com, Hist. Francion 1.

joThis waked the Curates curiosity to descend. 1667 Milton
P. L. IX. 739 Meanwhile the hour of Noon drew on, and wak'd
An eager appetite, rais'd by the smell So savorie of that Fruit.

1741-a Gray Agrippina 103 And a call, Like mine, might

serve belike to wake pretensions Drowsier than theirs. 1808

Scott Marmion vi. vi, But far more needful was his care,

When sense return'd to wake despair. 1889 Jessopp Coming
ofFriars iii. 164 In every melody that wakes the echoes.

1896 McClure's Mag. VI. 423/1 Never a creak did I wake
out of that staircase till I was almost at the fust landing.

Hence Wa'ked ppi. a.

1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 165 They keepe the watche, they
stand witli waked sprites. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 363 Thou
had'st bin better haue bin borne a Dog Then answer my
wak'd wrath, *6.. ? Chapman Revenge for Honour in. i.

(1659) 34 And on this vicious Prince like a fierce Sea-breach

my just wak'd rage shall riot. 1646 Browne Pseud. Ep. 1.

x. 40 The discovery of things to come, in sleepe above the

prescience of our waked senses.

Wake, variant of Wacke Geo!.

Wake : see Vake v., Walk v.%, Weak a.

II Wakeel (wakrl). Anglo-lnd. Also wakil.

[See Vakeel. (Properly the spelling with v
should represent the Persian and Indian forms, and

that with w the Arabic ; bnt this is not observed

in our examples).] = Vakeel 1, 2,

WAKEMAN.
1803 Sir J. Malcolm in Kaye Life (1856) I. 242 The

Wakeels of Scindiah had yesterday a long audience. 1834

Baboo I. xvii. 296 (Stanf.) Even those who plead my cause ;

my wakeels, my agents. 1913 Daily News 14 Feb. 6

Those among the students [Cairo] who have pursued the

laical side of their studies become * Wakils '
(lawyers) or

' Katibs ' (public or private accountants and writerst.

Wakeful (w£ kful), a. [f. Wake v. + -ful.]

1. Keeping awake, esp. while others sleep, not

yielding to sleep.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Col. iv. 2-4 Continue
in prayer, not as dull & heauy people by reason of any sur-

fetyng, but as sober & wakefull. X390 Spenser F. Q. 1. v.

30. 1598 Sylvester Du Barlas 1. ii. 736 As wakefull Stu-

dents, in the Winter's night Against the steel,. .Strike sudden
sparks into their Tinder-box. 1667 Milton/*. L. hi. 38 The
waktful Bird Sings darkling, and in shadiest Covert hid

Tunes her nocturnal Note. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 201

p 10 One of the most wakeful of the Soporifick Assembly.
1729'!'. Cooke Tales, etc. 44 If the Soul. .Still bids the wake-
ful Eye of Sorrow flow, 1820 Byron Mar. FaL 111. ii. 389
Saint Mark's great bell at dawn shall find me wakeful t

2. Habitually keeping awake; fig. keeping on

the alert, vigilant, watchful.
t$. . in Puttenham Engl. Poesie m. xix. (Arb.) 232 When

Prince for his people is wakefull and wise. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. xx. (1623) 959 These dangers.. did worthily

make the King wakeful euen ouer smaller accidents. 1823

'Jon Bee' Diet. Turf s. v. Wake, The Scot considers no
man awake or wakeful, who is not alive to his own interests.

1865 Kingsley Hereto, vi, He. .had in all things shown him-

self a daring and wakeful captain.

b. of dispositions or actions.

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorbcduc 1. ii. 193 The brother, that

shoulde be the brothers aide, And haue a wakefull carefor his

defence, Gapes for his death, a 1639 W. Whateley Proto-

types 11. xxvi. (1640)91 God.. hath disposed of things so by
his wakefull providence. 1741-2 Gray Agrippina 192 We
could not have beguil'd With more elusive speed the dazzled

sight Of wakeful jealousy, c 1800 H. K, White Sonn.
Dermody, The pale pilot, . .as he plies His wakeful task. 1817
Chalmers Astron. Disc. v. (1852) 116 Bending a wakeful
regard over the men of this sinful world. 1871 J. R. Macduff
Mem. Patmos v. 57 His unresting, wakeful vigilance.

c. trans/. Of inanimate agencies : Continually

active, never ceasing or resting.

1697 Dryden &neis iv. 289 A hundred Altars fed with

wakeful Fire.

3. Unable to sleep, restless.

1675 Dryden Aurengz. \\. (1676) 23, I shrink far off—Dis-
sembling sleep, but wakeful with the fright. The day takes

off the pleasure of the night. 1794 Mks. Radcliffe Myst.

Udolpho xxix, Her spirits were wakeful and agitated ; and
finding it impossible to sleep, she determined [etc.]. 1853

M. Arnold Sohrab § Rusium 6 All night long He had lain

wakeful, tossing on his bed. i860 Thackeray Lovel\\. (1861)

220 Tick—tock 1 Moment after moment I heard on the clock

the clinking footsteps of wakeful grief.

4. Marked by absence or want of sleep.

1628 Pembi.e Worthy Rcc. Lord's Supper 48 Sometimes a

wakefull bed calls upon us to examine our hearts. 1697

Dkyden •£"«*« ix. 210 They. .pass the wakeful Night in

Feasts and Play. 1870 R. S. Hawker Footpr. Far Cormv.
208 That night an inspiration visited me in my wakeful bed.

5. Said of dreams, or what is normally charac-

teristic of sleep : Waking.
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 22 Among our idle hopes and

wakefull dreames, these Images do follow us so close. 1641

Denham Sophy 1. ii, All thy feares, Thy wakefull tenors,

and affrighting dreames, ..have now Their full rewards.

1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxvii, In sort of wakeful swoon,

perplex'd she lay. 1855 Tfnnyson Maud 11. iv. v, In a

wakeful doze I sorrow For the hand, the lips, the eyes, For

the meeting of the morrow. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe

316 Following the wayward turn of wakeful fancies.

+ 6. Rousing (one^ from sleep, awakening. Cbs.

1629 Milton Christ s Nativity xvi, Yet first to those

ychain'd in sleep, The wakefull trump of doom must thunder

through the deep.

Hence *Wa*kefully adv., WakefulneBs.
(21586 Sidney Arcadia in. iv. (1912) 374 Making the

cowardly Clinias to have care of the watch, which he knew
his own feare would make him very wakefully performe.

1626 Bacon Sylva% 925 There be other Perfumes, that, are

fit to be vsed in Burning Agues,. .and too much Wakeful-
nesse. 1753 Adventurer No. 39 f 11 So, perhaps, to each

individual of the human species, nature has ordained the

same quantity of wakefulness and sleep. 1776 Johnson in

Boswell (1904) I. 6m He should have a lamp constantly

burning, .and if wakefully disturbed, take a book, and read.

1830 Coleridge Toble-t. 1 May, If he had relaxed the stern

wakefulness of his reason for a single moment. 1847 Evan-
son & Maunskll Manogem. $ Dis. Childr. (ed. 5) 352
Wakefulness is a very prominent character of nervous irrita-

tion in the child, arid should always arrest attention. 1884

Leeds Mercury 15 Nov. 6/6 England stands firmly and wake-
fully on guard behind the line up to which the Russians have

seen fit to advance.

+ Wake-gOOSC Obs. rarer1
. [? Corrupt form

of Wayzgoose.] m Wayzgoose.
1759 Brit. Chron. 17 Sept. 267 The Season comes, in black

to dress the year, But with it brings the Wake-Goose, and

good Cheer.

Wakeless (w^-kles), a. [f. Wake v. + -less.]

Without awakening, unbroken, undisturbed.

1824 M01 Kin Blackiv. Mug. XVI. 279 There is no prospect,

save a wakeless sleep. 1854 H. Miller Sch. $Schtu. (1B5S)

364 Though sights and sounds like these circled my bed,

Wakeless and heavy would my slumbers be.

Wakeman. Obs. exc. arch. Also 5 wak-,

wayk-, walkman. [f. Wake .nM + Man. Cf.

ON. vpkumad-r {-mann)!\

1. A watchman.
c iiooOrmin 3812 All all swasumm ba wakemenn. . offdrede



WAKEN. 35 WAKER.
wa?renn..o(F t>att enngless sihhbe. a 1225 /f «<;>-. R. 14 J>e

fif wittes, bet wite5 be heorte alse wakemen hwarse heo beo3
treowe. 1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. 11. v, (1495) 32
Angels ben called walkmen and wardeyns for they warn

e

men of perylles that maye falle. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1443
As thay spoken lowde togyder, The wakmen herde and come
thydyr. 1461 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 301
The gaylere and the walcman of the saidc citie. . shal have
the mesuring of salte and corne. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 406/2 A
Waykman, noctivagus, pervigill, pernox, vigil {K.), 1552

./«?•. Ch. Goods York etc. (Surtees) 59 Churchewardens..
wakmene and inhahitantesof the same parishe [Beverley, St.

Nicholas]. 1905 W. Watson Ballad Semmcrwatcr Poems
1. 193 King's tower and queen's bower, And the wakeman on
the wall.

2. In the borough of Ripon: a. In the I5~i6thc.
the designation of a class of municipal officers,

whose duties included attendance on the shrine of

St. Wilfrid. (Cf. quot. 1552 in I, relating to one
of the parishes of Beverley.) b. The title of the

chief magistrate of the borough until 1604, when
it was exchanged for the title of mayor.
Lists of the ' wakemen ' of the borough from 1400 to 1604

are extant, giving as a rule one name for each year, and end-
ing with Hugh Ripplaye (see quot. c 1605). It is commonly
assumed that the ' wakeman ' who was chief magistrate was
the head of the body of 'wakemen 1

referred to in quots.

1478 and 151 1, but there is no evidence of this.

1478 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 259 Et in denariis sol 1 11 lis],

ministris villae Ripon vocatis Wakemen, deservientibus
feretro in festo Ascensionis Domini et per iij dies pra^cedentes,

cap. per diem 4,d., i6d. 1511 Ibid, 177 De 56J. id. similiter

per ipsum receptis de diversis personis electis in officium lez

Wakeman. c 1605 Acct. Bk. W. IVray in Antiquary
XXXII. 213, 1604. Heughe Ripplaye. The laste wakeman
and first maior [of Ripon], 1733 Gent Hist, Rippon 139 A
List of the Wakemen of Rippon, from the year 1400 (the rest

ofthe Corporation were then called Elders) 'till King James I

alter'd their Government, Anno Dom. 1604. 1873 Stubhs
Const, Hist. III. xxi. 583 The jurisdiction was exercised [at

Ripon] by the bailiffs. ., and the elective wakeman.
Waken (w«?i'k'n), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

wakened. Forms : i wsecnan, wsecnian, 3
waken-en, -in, Own. waccn-enn, 3-4, 6 Sc.

wakne, 3-5 wakin, wakken, wacken, 4
wakan, wakkin, Sc. vakyn, 4-5 wakyn, -on,

wackyn, -on, Sc. valkyn, 4-6 Sc. walkyn, 5
waykyn, wokyn (?), 5-6 Sc. walkin, 6 .Sir.

walkne, valkin, 6-7 Sc. walken, waikin, 8-9
St. wauken, dial, wacken, wakken, 3- waken.
[OE. w&cnan (also <v,rcnian

t
? once wacniati) =»

ON. vakna (Norw. , Sw. vakna, Da. vaagtte)
,

Goth. ga-waknan (found only in pr. pple.), f. root

*wak- (see Wake v.) + -n- suffix of inchoative

verbs of state.

The suffix in Teut, verbs of this class was originally con-
fined to the present stem; cf. Golh.frathnan,fr<ih,frehu;/r,
also keinan, pa. pple. kijans. The original conjugation in
OE. may^ have been wzecnan, wdc, ivdcon, *waccn, but the
conjugation otivsecnan as a regular weak verb goes back to
the earliest known period of the language J in ON. vakna is

weak, the strong pa. t. being wanting.]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To cease to sleep ; to become, awake. Const.

+ of (obs.),from, out of (sleep, etc.), to (a state of

things, etc.). Also with up. Cf. Wake v. 7.
c 1300 Havelok 2164 So bat he bigan to wakne, And wit

hem ful sore to blakne, 1375 Barboitr Bruce vn. 210 He
valknyt, and rais all desafy. c 1400 Mrlayne 133 When
Charls wakenede of his dreme. c 1420 Wvntoun Cron. iv.

1167 pan be Romanys suddandly wayknyt qwhar bai
slepande lay. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. 103 Quhair*
throw I walknit of my trance. 1581 Rich Fareiv. (Shaks.
Soc.) 166 He bidde her goe againe, and shake her till she did
waken. 1616 S. S. Honest Lawyer iv, G 3, Whilst thou
wakendst with the chimes, Because thou wentst to bed be-
times, c 1618 Fletcher Mad Lover v. iv, Looke with the
eyes of heaven that niglulie waken, To view the wonders of
my glorious Maker. 1760 Impostors Detected iv. vi. II. 211
At that very instant Don Vulpez wakened from his trance,
1787 Burns ' Again rejoicing JVature' vi, When the lark,
tween light and dark, BIythe waukens by the daisy's side.
1815 Scott Ant if/, xxi, An he sleeps in this damp hole, he'll
maybe wauken nae mair. 1856 Miss Yonce Daisy Chain
11. x, Etheldred's dream was over. She had wakened to the
inside of a Great Western carriage, a 1874 R. Buchanan
Dead Mother 5, I waken'd up in the dead of night.

b. transf. and fig., of inanimate things, etc.

t Of a condition, state of things : To come into

existence, become manifest or active, be stirred up
or aroused ; also with up. Of wind : To begin to
blow or rage. Cf. Wake v. 7 c, e.

Beowulf%$ Ne wa;shitlenge ba£en baet se ecghete.. after
wielniSe wsecnanscolde. ciiooOkmin 12223 All befkeshess
fule lusst Waccnebbburrhgluterrnesse. a 1225 St. Marker.
n J>u art walle of waisdom, ant euch wunne wakeneS ant
waxe5 of be. a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 152 Ther waken-
eth in the world wondred ant wee. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C.
132 pay [sc. winds] wakened wel be wrobeloker, for wrobely
he cleped. a 135a Misot Poems vi. 10 When all yowrewele
es went 5owre wo wakkins ful wide, c 1400 Destr. Troy
2046 Now wackons vp werre as ye shall note after. C1425
Seven Sag. (P.) 1803 Than bygan to wakken wo. 1597
Beard Theatre God's Judgcm. (1612) 245 And so though
vengeance slept a while, yet at length it wakened. 1634
Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 4 It was then a great calm,
about an hour, and afterwards the wind wakened. 1839 T. T.
Sioddart Songs <\ P. 21 O waken, winds, waken I 1852
Thackeray Esmond m. vii, We forget nothing. The memory
sleeps, but wakens again. 1898 A. Austin Lamia's Winter
Quarters p. viii, When . . the fig-tree cressets have flamed to
green, And windflower wakened, and tulip blown.

C. Of a person: To become lively, animated, or

stirring ; usually with up. Also, to become ' alive

'

to (a situation, etc."). Cf. Wake v. 7 c.

1825 Jamieson, Wauk&i,..?. To become animated..? as,

' He wauken 't on his sermon '. 1891 ' R. BoLDftEWOOD
Sydney-side Sax. xii, The rider going pretty patient like

myself, but beginning to waken up. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 27
Dec. 2/1 Mr. Collins is wakening to the necessity of a more
refined type of Christmas entertainment.

+ 2. To remain awake, refrain from sleeping,

keep watch or vigil ; to remain alive. Obs. rare.

1682 Binvan Holy War (1905) 430 And dost thou know
why I.. do still suffer Diabolonians to dwell in thy walls, O
Mansoul. it is to keep thee wakening, to try thy love, to

make thee watchful.

II. Transitive senses.

3. To rouse (a person or animal) from sleep or

unconsciousness. Also with up. Const, f of{obs.),

from, out of (sleep). Cf. Wake v. 8.

c izoo Ormin 5843, 5845 & o be bridde da;} itt [the lion's

whelp] iss Waccnedd off" sla:p & re^sedd, purrh batt te faderr

gab barrio & stirebb itt & waccnebb- a 1300 Cursor M. 14201

pat i til him weind it es time For to wacken him of his suime.

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 104 Than his twa men in hy send
he To warne & w-alkyn his men^e. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6S1

[She] Waknet vp a wydow, bat hir with dweliit. C1510
Douglas K. Hart 1. 381 The Qutne is walknit with ane
felloun fray. 1601 Weevf;r Mirr. Mart. B iij b, At length,

well wakened from that pleasing slumber. 1611 Bible^c//.
iv. 1 As a man that is wakened out of his sleepe. 1673
Vinegar fy Mustard (1873) 23 The paltry cur wakened me
last Sunday of a good nap. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxix,

May ye a' sleep till the hangman wauken ye. 1853 Mrs.
Gaskell Ruth xxii, Her dream, .was one of undefined terror

..so great that it wakened her up. 187a Tennyson Gareth
«5- Lynette 1034 O Sun, that wakenest all to bliss or pain.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Whs. III. 167 Lord, where slepis bis

gode lawe, and when schal hit be wakened? 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, in. vii. 124 Your sleepie thoughts, Which here we
waken to our Countries good. 1639 Mavne City Match I.

v, Fresh as Pygmalions MUtresse newly wakened Out of

her Alabaster. i8aa Shelley Ode West Wind 29 Thou
who didst waken from his summer dreams The blue Mediter-
ranean. 184a Dickens Anier. Notes xi, A loud high-pres-

sure blast ; enough, one would think, to waken up the host

of Indians who lie buried in a great mound yonder.

4. To rouse to activity, alertness, or liveliness

;

to stir up, excite. Const, to, f into ; to (do some-
thing). Also with up. Cf. Wake v. 9.
c 1400 Destr, Troy 3610 perfore wackon \>\ wille into wight

dedis. c 1400 Rule St, Benet (Prose) xxii. 20 Man sal wakin
bairn faire til godis seruise. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Anns
(S.T.S.) 166 The men that I led with me to wakyn^ow to do
me resoun. 1549 Compt. Scot. xi. 92 God almychty valknit

vitht his grace the hartis of ?our predecessours. 1577 *SV,

Augustine's Man. Pref, That when we bee shrunke away,
we may bee wakened to run backe agayne to our true God.
1604 Jas. I Couriterdl.ToRdr. (Arb.)g7 Itis the Kings part
..to waken them vp againe, to be more diligent in their

Offices. 1759.J0HNSON Idler No. 43 P 3 It was therefore

necessary that this universal reluctance should be counter,
acted, and the drowsiness of hesitation wakened into resolve.

1851 G. Brimley Ess., Wordsw. (1858) no Where the vanity
of social distinction.. wakens the harp of the poet. 1877
R. H. Hutton Ess. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 6 It has been the one
purpose of all. .divine revelation, .to waken us up out of this

perpetually recurring tendency to fall back into ourselves.

5. To summon into existence, raise, stir up (war,

woe, wind, etc.) ; to kindle (fire, flame); to arouse,

excite (an activity, emotion) ; to evoke (music,

sound). Also with up. Cf. Wake v. 10.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8558 Now hauy
take oure moste fo

:
Pat nab *> wakned many wo! 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 323 For I schal waken vp a water to

wasch alle be worlde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2274 Yfifwe wackon
vp werre with weghes so fele. 1506 Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot, II. 460 Scho feired that hc.suld in Scotland
agane be the raiser of a newe bleis-e, and wakne vp a new
flame. ai6i6 Beaum. & Fu Little Fr. Lawyer v. it. 16

Speake to that Lion Lord, waken his anger. 1667 Milton
P. L. in. 369 They introduce Thir sacred Song, and waken
raptures high. 1786 Burns Holy Pair xix, It kindles Wit,
it waukens Lear. 1838 Dickens O. Twist H, What a crowd
of emotions were wakened up in his breast. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola I, Proem 16 The sunlight and shadows bring their

old beauty and waken the old heart-strains at morning, noon,
and even -tide.

6. Scots Law. To revive (a process) which, after

calling a summons, has been allowed to * sleep

'

for a year and a day.
1560 Maitl. Club Misc. III. 234 The cause.. suscitate and

newlie walkynneL 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 680
The mater being walkynnit of new, and all the partiis com-
perand personalie. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Quoniam A ttach.
c. 55 And then the principall pley (betwix the persewer and
the defender) sail be walkned. 1711 J. Spottiswoode Forms
of Process (1718) 20 In case Protestation has not been sought
within Year and Day,., no Protestation can be granted, till

the Advocation ; which on that Account, is said to be sleep-
ing, be wakened. 1790 Collect. Styles III. 195. 1838 W.
Bell Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Wakening.

7. To watch, watch over, keep an eye upon. Sc
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 12 This ilk Angus in Quhi-

terne than tuke girth, Quhair he wes walknit all tyme round
about, That be no way that tyme he mycht wyn out. 1865
Tester Poems is6(E.D.D.) On summer nichts, wauken the
claes Wi* maidens fair.

Hence Wa'kened, Wa*kening ///. adjs.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxvii. 12 But shoote not at mc in your
wakened hate. 1635 D. Dickson Hebr. xii- 24. 304 The
wakened Conscience, lying in .. feare of the offended
Iudge. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. 95 He therefore with

a wak'n'd spirit, to the extent of his Fortune dilating his

mind. 1813 Scott Rokeby 11. i, And the rich dale, that
eastward lay, Waited the wakening touch of day. 1817
Moore Lalla Rookh, Veiled Proph. 1. 166 Ere Peace can
visit them, or 'truth let in Her wakening day-light on a
world of sin I 1892 Meredith Poems, Ode Comic Spirit 71
Thou, soul of wakened heads, art armed to warn.

Waken, obs. form of Weaken.
Wakener (wJi'k'nai). Also 6 Sc. walk(y)nar,
wakenar. [f. Waken v. + -er *.]

1. A person or thing that wakens or arouses.

Also with up.

1513 Douglas /Eneis viii. Prol. 109 Quhay ar wirkaris of
this weir, quha walkynaiisof wa. 1597 Jas. VI Dxmonol.
in. iii. 67 The procurer & wakener vp of these two natural
qualities, a 1653 Z. Boyd in ZiotCs Flowers (1855) Introd.

52 A verse, which.. served for a wakener for to rouse me
from, .sleep. 1684 tr. BoneVs Merc. Compit. xix. 689 These
are the genuine uakeners or exciters of the ferment of the

Stomach. 1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ xii. 335 The soul's

wakener is always Christ. 1887 Smilks Life fy Labour 269
Tea is another wakener-up. 1895 Meredith Amazing
Marr. I.xvi. 1S5 Delivering a wakener [i.e. a rousing blow]
in unexpected quartets.

f b. spec. An alarm attached to a clock.

1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 308 Ane lytill knok,with
ane walknar ouregilt.

2. One who awakes, rare.

1857 Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte vi.(i86o) 78 She remembered
the tunes when watchers or wakeners in the night heard the
distant word of command.

t Wa'keness. Obs. [f. Wake a. + -ness.]

The state of being awake; (one's) waking hours.

1585-92 Lyly Gallathea m, i. 48 (Bond) My slcepes broken
and full of dreames, my wakenesse sad and full of sighes.

Wakening (wel-k'nirj'). vbl. sh. [-ING 2.] The
action of the verb Waken; a rousing or being

roused from sleep, torpor, etc.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8431 At hir wakonyng. C1440 Bone
P'lor. 1660 A sorowfull wakenyng had sche thore, 1677 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. Ser. 111. V. 263 Threatenings. .to give

the petitioner and his familie ane hott walkening. 31796
BURNS ' Jockey'''s ta'cn the parting kiss '

iii, Sweetly blithe

his waukening be ! 1827 Keble Chr. K, Morning vi, New
every morning is the love Our wakening and uprising prove.

J856 Miss Yonce Daisy Chain 11. xxv, Her first wakening
to the knowledge that Margaret was gone. 1913 J.

H.
Morrison On 'Trail ofPioneers xxiii. 112 The wakening of

China was quickened by a generation.

b. Scots Law. (See Waken v. 6.)

1584 in Littlejohn Aberd. Sheriff Crt, (1904) Introd. 44
This day being assignit be ane walkining to pronunce Inter*

loquitor in the said caus. 1608 Melrose Regality Rec.
(S.H.S.) I. 62 Lawrence Scott, .producit ane precept of
wakning aganis the haill persons, fewaris, [etc.], 1765-8
Krskine Inst. Laiv Scot. iv. i. § 62 Consequently the decree
may be extracted, after the year is elapsed, without the
necessity of a wakening. 1868 Act 31 <\ 32 Vict. c. 100 § 95
It shall be competent for any of the parties.. to lodge a
minute craving a wakening of the cause.

Waker (w^kai), sl>. 1 [f. Wake jv. + -er!.]

1 1. One who ' wakes ' or abstains from sleep.

c 1290 St. Michael 691 in S. Eng. Leg. 319 Hardi and li}t

and stalewarde and wakiare wel gnod. 1581 Mulcastkr
I'ositious xxx. (1887) 113 The spare feeder or great waker,
needeth not any such kinde of physicke.

2. One who awakes (early, etc.).

1633 B- Jonson Tate Tub\. vi, Late Watchers are no early

Wakers, Madam. 1851 Mrs. Browning CasaGuidi Wind.
1. 159 Men who will not fear The baptism of the holy morn-
ing dew (And many of such wakers now are here). 1893 A.
Mackenzie in Independent (N. Y.) 19 Oct., The early waker.

f 3. One who watches ; a watcher, watchman. Obs.

1382 Wvclif Dan. iv. 10 [13] And loo ! the waker, and holy
came doun from heuen. 1388 — Song Sol. iii. 3 Wakeris,
that kepen the citee, founden me. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xii. xvi. (1495) 424 Cranes ordeyne watches and the
waker stondyth vpon 00 fote. c 1400 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 223
(Harl. MS.) Til he woke & wept water wibhis \^n

t
&vigitate

he wakere warned him \ro. c 1440 Jacob's Well 1 87 Scheros
opynly, in sy^t of alle here wakerys, & roryng went out at

be cherche-dore. 1808 Jamieson, Wanker, a, watchman, one
who watches clothes during night.

b. dial. One who sits up with a sick person.

1798 W. Hutton Life 68, I had left her as usual with the

waker and my daughter, and had slept two hours.

4. One who rouses another from sleep ; fig. one

who excites or stirs up (some feeling, etc.\
1390 Gower Conf. II. 107 That is for I se hire noght,

Which is the wakeie of mi ihoght. 1591 Southwell Marie
Magd. Funerall Teares Ded. (1594) A 3 b, Sorrowe is the

sister of mercie, and a waker of compassion. 1721 in W.
Andrews Curios. Ch. (1890) 181 Paid to sluggard waker,

o 10 o. 1903 Daily Chron. 15 Dec. 5/2 In the districts

where London working men live, .sixpence a week from

each client is the usual ' waker's * wage. 1913 Ditchfikld

Parish Clerk (ed. 2) 264 One Sunday the 'waker' sighted

his prey.

5. One who wakes (a corpse).

1808 Moore Corrupt. 172 Nay, when the Constitution has

expir'd, I'll have such men, like Irish wakers, hir'd To chant

old * Habeas Corpus ' by its side.

t Wa'ker, a. Obs. Also 1 waoor, wsecer, 4-5

wakir(e, wakyr (5 Sc. Tv-alkyr), (5 wakare).

[OE. wacor - WFris. wakker wakeful (also as

adv. very\ MDn.. (M)LG. wackcr (Du. wakker),

OHG. wacchar, wahhar (MHG. wac/ier, wackcr,

mod.G. wackcr valiant), ON. vakr wakeful, alert

(Da. vakker, MSw. vakar watchful, Sw. vakker

handsome) :-OTeut. *wakro- f. *wak- : see Wake
v. Unsleeping, watchful, vigilant. Also fig.
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c iooo Larus Cnttt i. x.wi, ponne moton pa byrdas beon

swySe wacore. c noo Trim, Coil. Horn, 13 De 5ridde [werke
of brihtnesse] is bat man be wake r and liht and snel and
seli and erliche rise. 1x1225 Ancr. R. 164 Ant Seint Peter
..bit us te beon wakere & bisie ine holi beoden. (11272
Luue Ron 150 in O. E. Misc. 97 Wy \> beoues, . . pu most beo
waker and snel. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Fettles 358 The
wakyr goos, the cokkow most onkynde. c 1410 Lantern 0/
Light 25 Wei au}t suche a man to be waker & wise pat hab
be greet God Lord of Israel dwelling in hise soule, 1456
Sir G. Hayk Law Arms (S.T.S.) 301 Thai war better,

mare Wftkir, and bable to the weris. .throu hardness of lyf-

ing. ci$y> Proi'.'m Pel., Ret. Q L. Poems (1903)60 Waker
howndes been profitable. 1560 tr. /En. Sylvius'' Lucres
<5 Eurialus Fviii b, The waker dragon dyd neuer keepe so
well the golden fleece.

Waker, obs. Sc. form of Walker 2
.

t Wakerell. Obs. Forms : 5 wakerrell, 6

wag(g)erell, wak(e)rell(e, (wakeryng), 7
wackerell. [App. f. Waker sb. + -EL.] The name
given in Kent to a church bell (?the sanctns bell).

Also wakerell bell, rope.

1485 Chnrchw. Ace. St. Vunstan's, Canterb. in Archxol.
Cant. XVI. 292 Item for a rope for the wakerrell, iij d. 1545
Ibid. XVII. 107 Item payde for ye wakerell rope, vd. 1552
Ibid. VIII. 115 Item nj hells in the Steple & a waggerell
bell. 160a Church-™. Prescnttn. in N. <y Q. Ser. ix. VIII.

405/2 We want one bell and a wackerell, which were sold
away [etc].

Wakerife (w^kreif), a. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 6 wacryff, walkrife (waikr-yfe, walo-
ryi?)> 5-7 walkryf(e, 6-; wakryff, 8 wakryfe,
9 -rife, 8, 9 waukrife, 6- wakerife. [f. Wake
sb. + Rife a. : cf. Caulijrife.] Indisposed to sleep,

wakeful, vigilant. Aho fig.
c 1480 Henrvsom Cock ^- Fox 103 Oure walkryfe watche,

vs for to warne and tell, Quhen that Aurora, . .Put vp hir
heid betuix the nicht and day. i$ I3 Douglas sEneis IV.

v. 17 Mony walkrife one lurkis ther ondir, 1594 J. Melvill
Autob, fy Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 315 Acknawlaging thairin

the speciall benefeit of God's providence in steinng up
the spreits of his servants to be wacryff, cearfull, and
curagms. 1622 Hannav Nightingale, etc. 25 When pleasing
Prognes longing love For Philomelas sight Grew wake-rife.

c 1730 Ramsay Cordial v, When thou waukrife art or dry.

1786 Burns Epist. Major Logan x, The witching, curs'd,

delicious blinkers Hac.gart me weet my waukrife winkers
Wi' girnin spite. 1875 W. Alexander Sk. Ain Folk 184
Eh, ye waukrife mannie: arena ye sleepin' yet? 1898
Crockett Grey Man ii. 14 Being an old man, he was some-
what wakerife in the morning.

Hence Wakerifely adv., Wa'kerifeness.
1606 tr. Pollock's 1 Thess. 126 (Jam.) So long as the diuell

is in the world, so long there is necessity required of walk-
ryfeness. 1633 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary
(S. H. S.) I. 99 Therby I sail God recalling me from im-
pxnitence to repentance, .from securite unto wakraifnes.

1825 Jamieson, Walkrifelie,iuaukrifclie, adv., wakeful ly. S.

1891 H. Johnston Kilmallie II. 19 During this period of
wakerifeness he had longed for action of some sort, but
could not well get up in the dark.

+ Wakerly, a, Obs. [f. Waker a. + -ly *.]

Wakeful, watchful.
C1400 Love Bonavent. Mt'rr. xl. (190S) 224 Sothely he,

as a good herde^ was ful wakkerly and besy vppon the
kepynge of that htell flok, his byloued disciples, ibid. Ixii.

285, I wole that thou be wakerly and quikke in thy soule.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly O iv, If he wiste. .how his

crosiers staffe ad monished him of the wakery [? read wakerly]
charg he shoulde take ouer his flocke.

t Wakerly, adv. Obs, In 4 wekyrly. [f.

Waker a. + -ly 2
.] Nimbly.

I? 1x1400 Morte Arth. 2104 Qwarelles qwayntly swappez
thorowe knyghtez With iryne so wekyrly, that wynche they
never.

Wa ke-ro bin. [App. f. Wake v. + Robin.]
1. The plant Arum maculatum, also commonly

called cuckoo-pint, lords-and-ladies, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Wakerobyn an herbe. 1538 Elyot
Diet, Addit., Aros, an herbe callyd wake Robyn. 1597
Gerarde Herbal n. cexc. 684 There be diuers sorts of wake
Robin or Cockow pint. 1601 Lvly Lovers Metarn. 1. ii,

They haue eaten so much wake-Robin, that they cannot
sleepe for loue. 1715 Bradley's Family Did., Wakc-robht
or Catvesfoot, in Latin Arum.. .The Root of this plant is

purgative and penetrating ; they prepare a powder of it that
is used in Astma's, Dropsy, and Hypocondriac Melancholy.
1837 M, Donovan Dom. Ficon. II. 255 The root of the arum
ruaculatut/t, or wake-robin.

b. dial. The purple orchis, Orchis maculata.
0. The red campion, Lychnis diurna.
1905 Eng. Dial. Diet.

2. In U.S. applied (a) to certain araceous plants,

esp. Pcltandra undulata (or virginica, formerly

called Arum virginicum), arrow-arum, Tuckahoe;
(/') to liliaceous plants of the genus Trillium {esp.

the white-flowered species).

C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. 1. i. In South Carolina.. it

Mowers in June and July, and is called by them Wake-
Robin. Ibid. VI. Ix, A whitish flowred Arum or Wake
Robin, with cordated narrow pointed Leaves. 1770 J. R.
Forster tr. Kalm's Trav. N. Amer. I. 125 The Virginian
Wake robin, or Arum Virginicum, grows in wet places.

1871^ Burroughs Wake-Robin Pref. (1884) p. vi, Wake.
Robin—the common name of the white Trillium. 1884 W.
Miller Plant-u. 143 Wake-Robin, American, Arum dra-
contium, Trillium grandiflorum, and T. cernuum. 1915
Mrs. Stratton-Porter M. O'Halloran ii. 32 So long as
I could find a scrap of arbutus, a violet or a wake-robin
from the woods.

3. In the West Indies and tropical America,

applied to certain araceous plants of either of the

genera Anthurium (tail-flower) and Philodendron.
1864 Grisebach Flora IV. Ind. /si. 788 Wake-robin, An-

thurium and Philodendron.

"Wakesses, obs. pi. of Wake sbl

t Wake-wort. Obs. rare~x
. Some plant.

1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Wakeworte an herbe.

Wakien, obs. form of Weaken v.

Waking (w^'kirj^, vbl. sb. [-ING t.] The
action of the verb Wake.
1. The action of remaining awake or of sitting

up at night.

1340 Ayenb. 52 Efterward ine zuyche wakinges me deb
manye kueades, ase playe ate ches ober ate tables. C1386
Chaucer Man ofLaw"s Prol. 22 The tymc.steleth from
vs, what pryuely slepynge And what thurgh necligence

in oure wakynge. 142a Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 247
Myche wakynge inakyih the body lene. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictcs 33 Of thought cometh the wakyngis and
unrestis. i6xi Shaks. Wint. T. m. iii. 19 Ne're was
dreame So like a waking. 1638 Ford Fancies til. iii, I am
not So weary of th'authority I hold Over mine owne contents

in .sleepcs and wakings, 1651 Hoi3bes/.£77VjM. m.xxxii. 196

To say he hath seen a Vision. .13 to say, that he dreamed
between sleeping and waking. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 1.

xxxi, I Jays of danger, nights of waking. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop Ixiv. Her eyes were, .red with waking and crying.

b. spec. Keeping vigil as an act of devotion.

C1175 I.amh. Horn. 69 Vre rihte leue, god, cume to be
t-urh festiug and burh wacunge. 1340 Ayenb. 232 Him be-

houeb wel wysliche his uless ouercomebe uestinges, be
wakiinges and be benes. c 1386 Chaucer Parson's 'P. r 1038

Bodily peyne. .stant in preyeres, in wakynges, in fastynges.

C1400 Eove Bonavent. Mirr. xxvii. {190S) 141 He.. doth
his tendre body to penaunce, and waketh long wakynges.
c 1460 Wisdom 1030 in Macro Plays 69 Lo, wakynge ys a
holy thynge ! 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. June (1744) 81

Waking in the Church was left off because of some Abuses.

2. The action of watching, or keeping watch and
ward ; dial, a keeping watch or holding a ' wake

'

over a corpse.

c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 514 '1 Wakynge, or wetche, vigilia.

c 1440 York Myst. xxxviii. 357 Oure wakyng, lorde, with-

outen wene Is worthed to no:>t. 1539 Reg. Privy Seal Scot.

30 Exemand hir fra nil walking, warding, and paying of

stent within the burgh of Edinburgh or outwith. 157a Inv.

Kelshange (Somerset Ho.), For kepingeof her and wackinge
of her iij

d
. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Slnph. 1. i, Sang 1. Tune,

The wawking of the faulds. 1823 'Jos Bee ' Diet. Turf
s.v. Wake, In England the body is sometimes placed in a
coffin; in Ireland, seldom so, the waking being usually

called for the purpose of procuring one. 1891 Stevenson
In South Seas iv. v. (1900) 311 Of home life we had but the

one view : the waking of a corpse.

+ b. One of the ( watches' or divisions of the

night (L. vigilia). Obs.
1382 Wyclif Matt. xiv. 25 In the fourthe wakyng of the

nht [V*u!g. (piarta vigilia uoctis]. c 1400 Love Bonavent.
Mirr. xxvii. (1908) 143 At the ferthe wakynge of the ny$t.

3. The action of becoming awake or conscious,

of ceasing to sleep. Also with up.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xv. 1 Ac after my wakyng it was
wonder longe Ar I couth kyndely knowe what was dowel.

1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Wakyng after slepe, reueil. 1553 Bus*
vord Serttt. Repent. {1574) G ij, In this his syn, though a
great while he lay a sleepe {as many do nowe adayes, God
geue them good waking}. 1592 Shaks. Rom. * Jul. iv. i.

116 (3rd Qo.) He and I Will watch thy waking. 1709

Addison Tatler No. 97 Their slumbers are sound, and
their wakings chearful. i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III.

63 My own wakings up some twenty or thirty times every

night. 1864 G. A. Lawrence M. Bering II. 119. But, if

Dering rested well, his waking was not so enviable.

4. The action of rousing (a person or animal)

from sleep ; t a night-attack. Also fig.

1525 Berners Froiss. (1812) II. xlix. 168 To close En theyr

felde, to lodge therin more at theyr ease, without waking or

skries. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. x. (1867) 24 It is euyll

wakyng of a sleepyng dog. 1654 Sir A. Johnston (Ld.

Wariston) Diary (S. H. S.) II. 238, I took this as a warning
and waking and alarum from the Lord to me.

5. Comb. : + waking-silver, ? a payment in lieu

of keeping watch and ward.
1390-91 D/trham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 597 Item Will'o

Patonson pro Argent, sibi dato, et sociis suis pro Wakyng
silvyr, vij s. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Srtrv. (Surtees) I. 172 To
the Kynges Majestie for waykyng sylver payd.,to Pontfret

Castell.

Waking (wa-kirj), ppl. a. [f. Wake v. +

-LNG 2.]

1. That remains awake ; that keeps watch
; fig.

that continues on the alert, vigilant, watchful.
CX175 Lamb. Horn. 39 Drihten bt-hat J>on wakiende ane

crune. c 1400 Destr. Troy 649 ties wakond and warly.

a 1475 Ashby Dicta Philos. 715 In your counsail be quick
and ay wakyng. 1577 li. Googe Heresbaclts Hush. in. 154
The Mastie that keepeth the house, .must. .be. .very wak-
ing. 1601 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov. S. J. (1880) VI. 735 He
was thought negligent, and therefore they sent a wakinger
spirit. 1620 T. May Heir 11, (1622) C 3, Were there a thou-
sand waking Dragons set To keepe that golden fruit. 1690
Locke Hum. Und, 11. i. § n The Soul in a waking Man is

never without thought, because it is the condition of being
awake. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xv, The screech of the
waking owl.

2. That ceases to sleep, that becomes awake.
1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho vii, The breeze that

. . swells the melody of waking birds.

3. ' Rousing from sleep; exciting into motion or

action '. 1828-31 Webster ; and in later Diets.

4. trans/. Belonging to, characteristic of, one
who wakes or is awake.

1567 Turberv. Epit., etc. 66 b, And if in dawning chaunce
some drouping sleepe to light Upon the carefull Corse that
thus hath spent the waking night. 1634 Donne Devot.
Med. xv. (ed. 2) 350 Hee may bee ashamed of his waking
dreames. 1634 Milton Comui 263 Such sober certainty of
waking bliss 1 never heard till now. 1697 Dryden A^neis
x. 908 Thus haunting Ghosts appear to waking Sight.

1762-71 H. Wali'ole Serine's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 261
Realizing to his eyes the scenes of many a waking vision.

1833 L. Ritchie U and. by Loire 198 Our waking existence
is made up almost entirely of anticipations and regrets.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxxix, Captain Cutile could hardly
believe it.. though he saw it done with his waking eyes,

a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii, V. 94 The subject..
was never, during two waking hours together, out of his

thoughts.

Hence Wa 'kingly adv.
1388 Wyclif Ecclns. xiii. 17 And thou schalt wake, [Gloss]

And in this thou schalt haue thee wakingli and diligently.

(-1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 54 Hys father had apperyd
.iij. nyghtis to gedyr to hys moeder wakyngly as sche was
yn her prayers at home yn her chamhyr. 1552 Huloet,
Wakyngly, uigilanier.

Waking take, rare var. Wapentake.
Wakiup, var. Wikiup, an Indian hut.

Wakke, obs. form of Wake v.

II
Wakon (w^-kan). [Dakota ivakan ' a spirit,

something consecrated ; taku zaakan and wakatj

tanka, the Great Spirit
'

; subst. use of wakan adj.,

' spiritual, sacred, consecrated' (Rig^s Gram. &
Diet. Dakota Lang.). J. F. Cooper {Prairie xxviii)

has the form wahcondah.] Among some American
Indians, a spiritual being that is the object of

religious reverence ; also, a fetish : «= Mauitou.
1778 J.

Cakver Trav. N. Amer. xiii. 381 The Chipe'ways
call this being Manitou or Kitchi-Manitou ; the Nadowes-
sies, Wakon or Tongo-Wakon, that is, the Great Spirit.

1809 A. Henry Trav. 299 They believe.. in the spirits,

gods, or manitos, whom they denominate wakons. 1841

Catlin A^. Amer. Ind. II. liv. 166 On the surface of the

rocks[areseen]their sculptured hieroglyphics- theirwakons,
totems, and medicines.

b. Comb. : "Wakon-bird, a fabulous bird vene-

rated by the Indians.

1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. xviii.473 The name they
have given it is expressive of its superior excellence, and
the veneration they have for it; the wakon bird being in

their language the bird of the Great Spirit. 1806 Moore
To Lady Chart. Rau'don 75 Swift upon the purple plume
Of my Wakon-Bird 1 fly Where [etcj.

Wakrell(e, variant ff. of Wakerell.
Wakrife, -ryfe, variant ff. of Wakerife.

t Wakrong, a. Obs. rare~x
, [? f. Wake sb.1

+ rong, Rank a.] Wakeful.
1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 537 pat bou. .mihtest. .maken to

sclepe Tricerberus be helle-hound pat holden is kene Uohe
wakrong & wikke & wardain of paine.

Waks, obs. form of Wax.

t Wa'ky, a. Obs, [f. Wake v. 1 or sb.1 4 -y.]

Wakeful.
a 154a Wyatt Poems, ' Myue olde Enmye ' 58 And eke,

the waky nyghte the bannysshed sltpe may no wysc rtcouer.

1597 Middleton Wisd. Sol. xviij. 17 Keeping their waky
and their sleepy places.

t Wal. poet. Obs. Forms: 1 'wsel, 3 weel(e,

wal(e, wel. [OE. zvx/ neut. = OS. wal- in

waldiid murderous deed, OHG. wal neut., walu-

(MHG. wal neut., masc, wale ?masc.), ON.
val-r masc. (whence valkyrja Valkyrie) :—OTeut.
*walo- (? *walu-), perh. cogn. w. L. voltius

}
vulnus

wound.] Death, slaughter. (In OE. also collect.

the slain ; rarely a slain person.)
c"ooo Bsda's Hist. iv. xv. (1890) 306 Mid grimnie wa:le &

heri^e. c 1*05 Lay. 404 par aros wale & win. Ibid. 4111

pat wasl wes be more.

b. Comb. : wal-kemp, a warrior ; wal-slaught,

deadly battle; wal-spear, a battle-spear.

.1205 Lay. 565 Antigonus..mid his *wsl-kempen swen-
den toward Biutun. layooO.E.Chfcn. (Parker M S.J an. 839
Her wees micel 'weelsliht on Lundenne, and on Cwantawic,
and on Hrofesceastre. r 1205 Lay. 1369 pa Grickes hit bi-

wnnan mid heora wael slahte. a 1000 Byrhtnoth 322 (Gr.)

Oft he gar forlet, *wa:lspere windan on ba wicingas. c 1205

Lay. 28577 Ar5ur [wes] forwunded mid wahspere brade,

Wal : see Wale, Wall, Waw, Well.
Wala, obs. Sc. form of Valley.

Walach, WallachCwo-lak). Also SWolock,
9 Wallack. [See Vlach.]

1. A member of a Romanic-shaking race widely

! disseminated in south-eastern Europe, principally

in Rumania : = Vlach.
1786 tr. f. R. Forster s Hist. Voy. North 101 note, The

Walachs, or Wolocks. 1845 Encyci. Metrep. XXV. 730/1

I The Wallacks [are] scattered over the whole province [of

Transylvania). 1869 Tozkr Highl. Turkey I. 146 A few

!
Wallachs, Armenians, and Franks. 1886 W. J. Tlcker
E. Europe 179 It was he (being a Wallack, just as Jano
is), who instigated the Wallacks on our estate when they

robbed and devastated the country in the Rebellion.

b. attrib.

1864 Chamb. Encyci. VI. 513 A petty Walach chief of

Transylvania. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 16 A Wal-

lach shepherd was tending his flock of goats. 1905 Westm.

\
Gaz. 24 May 8/2 Full liberty is granted for the use of the

Wallach language in schools and churches.

2. The language of the Walachs. rarer ,

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.



WALACHIAN.

Walachian, "Wallacliian (woV-kian), sb.

and a. Also 7 Valachian, 9 Vallakhian. [f.

Walachia (in med.L. the country of the Walachs

or Vlachs; in mod. use with narrower application,

one of the two principalities which united to form

the kingdom of Kumania) + -AN.] A. sb.

1. - Walach I. Also, a native of Walachia.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turkes (1621)204 Baia?et thus at once

inuaded.. Europe,, .conucrting his forces against the Vala-

cliians. 1729 Consett Pres. State Russia 446 To have his

Allies the Ualnchians and Moldavians to the Resentment
of the Turks for thtir intended Revolt to the Tsar. 1776
Gibron Dccl. <$ F.x'x. {17S2) I. 357 *<'rV, The Walachians
still preserve many ttacesof the Latin language. 1838 Encycl.

Metrop. XXIV. 154/1 The neighbouring mountains are in-

habited by Servians and Vallakhians. 1888 Emily Gerard
Z,rt«rf/v^ffrf/wr$/1 1. 30 This Wallachian was a still greater

sorcerer in weather-making than the Wermesch peasant.

b. A Walachian sheep.

1837 YOUATT SheeP v. 13S The Wallachians are about the

sire of the Dorset sheep, but not so tall.

2. The language spoken by the Walachians.
1864 Max IMuller Sci. Lang, Ser. n. iv. 1S2 Their lan-

guage still lives inthe modern Wallachian. 1877 Quaritch's
Caial. Suppl. 227 Rouman or Wallachian.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Walachia or the

Walachians.
C1791 Encyd. B?it. (ed. 3) VIII. 7T2/1 There are four

languages spoken.. the German, Sclavonian, Wallachian,
and Latin. 1804 E. Jones Lyric Airs Introd. 2 Matraki,
or, The Wallachian Dance. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 34
According to Thunman,one half of all the Wallachian words
are Latin, a 1901 W. Bright Age of Fathers (1903) I. xxv.

503 The Gothic king, .had flung St. Sabas into the waters
of a Wallachian stream for refusing to taste idol-meats.

Waladay, obs. form of Welladay.
Walageous, variant of Volageous.
Walap, ob?. form of Wallop v.

Walaway, obs. form of Wellawat.
Walcar, Sc. variant of Walker (fuller).

Walcheren (va'lx3r3n)- [The name of a Dutch
island at the mouth of the Schekle.] Used in

comb., as Waleheren ague, fever.
1810 Dawson {title) The Walcheien Fever. 1848 Thacke-

ray Van. Fair xxvii, The hottest suns of India never heated
his temper; and the Walcheren ague never shook it. 1889
Mayne s Med. Voc. fed. 6) 473 Waleheren Fever. ..An en-
demic remittent fever.

Walch.OWi.te (wsHk^sit). Min. [Named by
Haidinger 1845 from Walchow in Moravia where
it was found : sec -ite.] A honey-yellow resin

similar to amber.
1849 J. Nicox Man. Min. 520. 185a H. J. Brooke &

Miller Phillips' Introd. Min. 629.

Walcryif, obs. form of Wakerifk.
tWald, eonj. Obs. rare. [OE. weald, perh.

derived from a use of weald imper. of wealdan to

govern (see Wield v.).

A transitional use is seen in weald hii — Idea hit * however '

(Andreas 1355) : see Look v. 4 b.)

Followed by or with ellipsis of//": In case that.

(In OE. chiefly with ]>4ah or indef. pronoun.)
c 1000 ^lfric Horn. I. 316 Namon ?a to rsde, beet him

wacrlicor wa°re, baH hi sumne da;l heora landes wurdes
setharfdon, weald [?hwa;t omitted] him getimode. Ibid. II.

40 Nyte ^e 3a micclan deopnysse Godes jerynu? weald
•call him beo alyfed gyt behreowsung. C1315 Shoreham
Poems \. 930-1 To schryue hym wanne he senc^ed heb Wei
syker bing hyt were. .Wald 3ef he sodeynlyche deib And
wald he hyt foijete.

Wald, obs. f. Weald, Weld, Wield v., Wold.
Wald, obs. form of would: see Will v.

Wa'ldemar. "i U.S. 'Avarietyofvelveleen, or

cotton velvet, apparently a superior quality of
fustian' (Cent. Diet., 1891).

t Waldend. Obs. Forms : I waldend, weal-
dend, 2 weldende, 2-3 wealdende, 3 wal-
dsn(de), wealdent, weldent. [OE. waldend,
wealdend, subst. form of prcs. pple. of waldan,
wealdan, to control (see Wield z>.\] A ruler,

governor (rare except in periphrases for God).
Beowulf i-j Him ba-s liffrea, wuldres wealdend, worold-

are forjeaf. e888 jElfred Boeth. xvi. 2 pa sint eowere
hlafoidas & eowere waldendas, na?s %e heora. c wj%Laml\
Hom.jt, Scuppende and weldende of heouene and of or? e
and of alle isccfte. C1205 Lav. 5059 Nu bu eaert londes
weldent. Hid. 25569 Laueid drihten crist, domes waldende,
tnidelarde mund. . walden acnglen,let burnt sweuen toselben
ilurnen.^ atzz$ Leg.Kath. 1235 Ah be witti weldent ant
te rihtwise biieadde hit swaswiOe wet, "phe Jiouercom mon,
were akast burn mon. Ibid. 2065 Hwerto wultu wreastlin
wifl be worldes wealdent?

tWaldeneie. Obs. rare~\ [app. an alteration

of wald-eye, Wall-eye, influenced by *zoalden
repr. OE. ^cwealden small. Cf. Wolden-eyed a.]

An alleged name of the hare.
13.. Names cfilare in MS. Ditty 86, fol. i6Sb, pe pur-

blindc.be waldeneie, be sidlokere.

Waldense. rare. [Singular f. next, taken as
Eii£. plural.] A Waldensian. rare.
1888 J. Kfk Lect. Hist. Preaching vii. 126 note, Tauler..

was strongly influenced by Nicolas von Basel, a Waldense.
Waldenses (woldeWz), sb. pi. Eccl. Hist.

Also (6 Waldensses), 7-9 Valdenses. [a.

med.L. Waldenses (Valdenses), app. f. Waldensis,
a variant form of the cognomen of Peter Waldo ;

\

37

sec below. Cf. the Fr. form Vaudois.] The
adherents of a religious sect which originated in

the south of France about 1170 through the

preaching of Peter Waldo, a rich merchant of

Lyons. They were excommunicated in 1184, and

eventually became a separately organized church,

which associated itself with the Protestant Re-

formation of the 16th c, and still exists, chiefly in

Northern Italy and the adjacent regions.

[c 1449 Pkcock Repr. v. iii. 501 Also the sect of Waldensis.]

*537 Orig. ff Sprynge of Sectcs Contents, Waldenses secte.

Ibid. 48 The order of Waldenses or Picardes. 1579 Fulke
Confut. Sanders 594 He adioyneth Anno Do. 1160. the

Waldensses, whome hee calleth becgers of Lyons. 1579 —
Hcskins's Pari. 29 Valdo. .caused Kookes of scripture to be
translated, and so beganne the sect of Valdenses, or Pauperes
de Lugduno. X649 Milton Eikon. xvii. 159 If we may be-

leeve what the Papists themselves have writt'n of these

Churches, which they call Waldenses. 1774 Fletchih Hist.

Ess. Wks. 1795 IV. 13 The true Quakers, .made as fum a
stand against the Antinomians, as the Valdenses did against

the Papists. 18S8 Encyct. Brit. XXIV. 32 j The Waldenses,
under their more modern name of the Vaudois, have survived

to the present day in the valleys of Piedmont.

Waldensian (wolde-nsian), a. and sb. Also

7-9 Valdensian. [f. Waldens-es + -ian.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Waldenses.
C1645 Howell Lett. (r65o) II. 23 Ther are divers sorts of

these Polonian Protestants, som embracing the Waldensian
..andsom the Helvetian Confession. 1827 (title) Authentic
Details of the Valdenses. .with. .The Ancient Valdensian
Catechism. 1831 W. S. Gili v (/7//f),.Waldensian Researches
..With an Introductory Inquiry into the Antiquity and
Purity of the Waldensian Church. 1SB8 A then^um 7 Apr.

430/1 Only after Luther's declaration in favour of clerical

marriage did the ascetic life cease to be a part of the Wal-
densian doctrine.

B. sb. A member of the sect of the Waldenses.
1885 Athenaeum 7 Feb. 177/2 The contents of this part are

. .the Aidaxri and the Waldensians, [etc. J. 1888 Ibid. 7 Apr.

479/3 The Waldensians were far more likely to adopt an
existing Catholic translation than to originateone for them-
selves.

Walder (wg'ldai). dial. ? Obs. [Of obscure

origin
;

perh. some error.] Some weed found

abundantly in cornfields.

1764 Museum Rust. II. 306 One particular piece of the

sandy ground., vastly subject to what we call walder, and
huddle, bodle, or goiild, as some call it. 1765 Ibid. IV. 144,
1 had great plenty of straw, and it was clear from walder and
huddle.

Waldflnte (\v9*ldfl«t). Also in Ger. form.

[ad. G. waldjldle, lit. forest flute.] (See quots.)

1852 SEiDEL<9r^rttt i to Wald flute, .is an open flue-register.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. 'Perms, Waldjlute,
Waldfldte, IValdp/erYe (Ger.).. An organ stop of 4 ft. pitch.

1878 J. Hiles Ctiteeh. Organ (ed. 2) 62 Waldfidte, Forest-

flute. In Germany this is a 2 feet stop, formerly also of 8

and 4 feet... The English IVald/ldfe . As always of open wood
4 feet pipes. .full toned and powerful.

"Waldgrave (wg-ldgr^v). Hist. [ad. G. wald-

graf, f. wald forest (see Weald, WQTJ>)+grqf
count : see Graf, Grave s£. 4 ] In mediaeval Ger-
many, an officer having jurisdiction over a royal

forest. (On the lower Rhine, the title was here-

ditary in certain families of the higher nobility.)

Hence WaTdgravine, the wife of a waldgrave.
In recent Diets.

li WaldKorn (va*ld,b£ni), [G. wahihorn,

forest or hunting horn, French horn.] (See quot.)

185a Seidel Organ iro Wald horn. 1889 Gkove Diet.

Mus. IV. 375 Waldhorn (that is, Forest horn), Corno di

caccia. The old 'French horn, 1 without valves, for which
Beethoven wrote. The valve horn . . is fast superseding it,

f Wa'ldin, a. Sc, Obs. Forms : 5-6 waldin,

(5 "waldyne, waddin). [Pa. pple. of wald,

Wield v., used in the sense ' (easily) controlled'.

(In OE. the ppl. adj. gewealden had the senses
1 subject, under control \ * moderate in amount or

size
1

).] Easy to manage. Chiefly of the body or

limbs: Pliant, supple; freq. in phr. waldin and
wicht. Also }?£•., yielding or tractable in bearing

or disposition.

c 14*5 Wvntoun Cron. 111. 23 The quhilk sa waldin wes in

fecht That baith be left hand and the rycht Heevinlike vsit.

1456 Sir G. Have Gov. Princes fS.T.S.) Itl And thus sail

all thy body be mare waldin, and esy to dispone the till alt

thyne opeiaciounis. c 1480 Henryson Age 4- Youth ig This
3owng [man) lap apone |?e land ful lycht,..' waldyne (v.rr.

waldin, waddin] I am,* quod he *& wondir wycht. 1

1535
Stewart Cron. Scot, I. 55 For twentie }eir and foure he wes
of age; Waldin and wicht. Ibid. 499 Waldin thai war, and
wicht as ony hors. Ibid. II. 195 Als ferce & waldin than as

ane eill. Ibid. III. 163 He maid thameallals waldinasane
wand, For to obey and bydeat his command. 1556 Hellen-
den Cron. Scot , Descr. Alb. xvi. (1821) I. p. Ivi, Thair hois

war maid of smal lynt or woll, and yeid nevir above thair

kne, to make thaim the mair waldin and sowpyll.

Walding, Sc. form of Welding, Wielding.

Waldism (w^ldiz'm). rare. [f. Waldo (see

Waldennks) + -ism.] The doctrine or tenets of the

Waldenses. Cf. Vaudism.
1888 Athemum 7 Apr. 429/2.

Wale (vv^'l), sbA Forms : 1 walu, 5-6 Sc.

waill, 6-7 waile, 7 wayle, (waale, wael, weale),

6 Sc. t 8-9 wail, (6 Sc. vale), 8-9 whale ; 5 walle,

6-8 wall
; 4- wale. [OE. walu str. fern, (also

WALE.

wk. pi. walan), mark of a lash, weal ; also, in

charters, used as a topographical term, perh. ridge,

bank (of stone or earth). A sense ' stripe ' appears

to be implied by the derivative waled (tr. L. hi-

striatus, app. mistaken for slriatus striped).

Cf. LG, wale (wale, ival, Doornkaat-Koolman), Du. dial.

7voal, mark of a lash, weal (- sense 2). The other senses

below are peculiar to Eng. The identity of the word in its

various senses is not quite certain, but the assumption oi

' raised line or strip 'as the primary sense plausibly accounts

for all the recorded applications. The relation of the woid

to OTeut. *walu-z rod, wand (Goth, walu-s, ON vgl-r> MSw.
val, OFris. walu, NKris. waale) is uncertain.]

T 1. A ridge (of earth or stone). Only OE.
1024 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 31 Of 5am beor^e sub on

Saealdan wale,swa on corf £etes west ran cotan of 5am COtan

sub be wale on Saere dice hyrnan. ro45 Ibid, IV. 9S Ofer

5one ha;5feld in stanwale ; andlang 5a: re wale on 6one port-

we^. ibid. V. 334 On 5a eastlangan dicwale.

2. The mark or ridge raised on the flesh by the

blow of a rod, lash, or the like. = Weal sb.

The form weal, now more usual, is due to confusion with

Wheal a pustule, swelling, which is often misused for wale.

anoo A IdA. Glosses in Napier OE. 01. 3466 Uibices. i.

verbera, walan. Ibid. 4487 Uibices, wala. Ibid. 4759 Uibicc,

wale. Ibid. 5365 Asferse inflections, stibia wala. c 1430

Piler. Ly/ Alanhode 11. Ixxiv. {1S69) ic^, J keepe him that

he haue no peyneand that ther be no wales in the hondes.

c ugaMirk sPestieJ 113 Saynt Barnard ynCristys person..

sayth bus:.. I hauc my body for thy loue full of gret wains.

1521 Whitinton Gramm. (1523) Ciij, I'tbex, a wale of a

rodde. 1530 Palscr. 286/1 Wall of a strype, enflettre. 1S98
Br. Hall Sat. iv. i, Shall then that fuule infamous Cyneds
hide Laugh at the purple wales of others side? 1609 UiBLS

(Douay) Isa. liii. 5 With the waile of his stripe [Vulg. livore

ejus] we are healed. ci6n Chapman Iliad 11. 232 He.,
strooke, his backe and shoulders ?o, That bloody wales rose.

x^o6 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 101 Ye shall have

him as proud of the Wales on his Back, as a Holy Land
Pilgrim is of a Jerusalem Print. 1797 Underwood Pis,

Childhood I. 106 The.. lower limbs, .are found covered with

large wales, resembling those arising from the sting of

nettles. 1867 Pusey Eleven Addresses vi. (1908) 65 The
traces of the Crown of thorns,.. the wales of the scourges.

1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. C/i. Eng. I. 384 His back was striped

with the wales of such frequent scourging.

fig. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 558 The wales, marks,

scarres and cicatrices of sinne and vice remaine to be seene.

ft). Misused for Wheal. Obs. rare" 1

.

1589 [R. Harvey] PI. Perc. 5 What, what, latine in the

mouth of a plaine fellow ? Nay I wot neere, but it hath left

behind it a wale in my throate like a strange bodylouse in

an vnknowne pasture. 1847 H alliwkll, Wale, {9) A tumour
or large swelling. Kent. 1887 in Kentish Gloss.

3. Textile-manuf. A ridge or raised line (con-

sisting of a thread or threads) in a textile fabric;

also colled, with epithet, as indicating the texture

of a particular fabric. Cf. Waled a. and waling

glass s.v. Wale v.1

1583 Stubres Anat. Abus. n. 24 To lay down the wooll so

close, as you can hardly see any wale. 1604 W. Tekilo
Friar Bacon's Prophesie xxxiv. C 2 b, A Hose with a good
waile. 1607 Middle-ton Mich. Term u. iii. D 2 b, By my
troth exceeding good cloath, a good wale 1 'as. 166a Evelyn
Chalcogr. 120 It does not at all concern the tissue, Tenor or

range of the Threads and Wales (as they call them) which is

easily imitated. 1668 T. Rokeby Let. 28 Sept. in Mem.
(Surtees Soc.) 16 My wife desires to fix you either to a

faiandine or a niohaire with a small weale [for a gown].

1675 Ltt.fr. E. I. Co. to Factors Fort St. George Dec.

(MS.), Tbeis Musteis You now Sent Us appeare to be all

Taffety Wale. 1684 Patent Office No. 241 Lines or creases

resembling the Wale of Tabby or Mohaiie. 1696 J. F,

Merck. Wareho. laid open 13 A sort of Callico-Dimetty..

Wove with a Wale like a plain Dimetty. 1755 Johnson,
WWr.aiisingpartin the surface of cloth. 1828-32 Webster,
Wale, in cloth, a ridge or streak rising above the rest. We
say, cloth is wove with a wale. 1886 Beck Draper's Diet.,

Wale, a ridge on the surface of cloth.

Jig- 1587 Gascoigne lletbs Posies (1907) 329 The feeble

thred which Lachesis hath sponne, To drawe my dayes in

short abode with thee, Hath wrought a webbe which now
(welneare) is donne, The wale is worne. i6n Beaumont Si

Fl. Pour Plays (1647) 271 Thou art tougher far, and of a
couiser wale, fuller of pride.

b. iransf. A stripe (of colour).

1891 Hardv Tess xlvi, The wide acreage of blank agri*

cultural brownness..was beginning to be striped in wales of

darker brown, gradually broadening to ribands.

4. Naut. a. A piece of timber extending hori-

zontally round the top of the sides of a boat ; the

gunwale.
rngB R. Brunne Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 12062 Cordes,

Icyuiles, atached he wale, la 1400 Morte Arth. 740 Wyghlly
one the wale thay wye vp thaire ankers, c 1440 Capgrave
St. Kath. 642 As with-inne the wale Of astrongeshipa man
is bore a-loft. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 514/r Wale, of a schyppe,

ratis. f 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 134 Her on the waill ner

by the I sail stand. 1513 Douglas AKneis v. iv. 76 With sa

Strang rowthis apon athir waill, The mychty kervell schud-

derit at euety straik. 1530 Palsgr. 286/r Wall of a shyppe.

a 1578 LiNDESAY(Pitscottie)C//rOT.5">/.(S.T.S.) I. 251 Scho

was ten fute thik itr the waill. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 45 10/7

The Hoy Burthen 9 or 10 Tun,, .with a clean Tail, a round-

ing Wale. 1716 B. Church Hist. Philips War (1867) II.

131 That ..upon the Wail of each |Whale.]Boat five pieces of

strong Leather be fastened on each side. xywEneyct. Brit.

(ed 3) XVII. 405/1 Describe the curve 'IMS to represent

the sheer or extreme height of the side [of a long boat], which

in a ship would be called the . . upper edge of the wale. 1857

[Colquhoun] Comp. Oarsman's Guide 28 The narrow piece

of wood running round the sax-board outside, but now

generally disused, is called a wale.

b. pi. The horizontal planks or timbers, broader
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and thicker than the rest, which extend along a

ship's sides, at different heights, from stem to

stern ; also called bends (see Bend sbA 6) ; also

sing., each of such timbers.
For chain, channel, main, sheer waits, see Chain-wale,

Channel s/>.* 2, Main a. 11, Shekr sb.- 3.

1295 Aec. Exch, A". A\ 5/8 m. 8 Empcio meremii . . Et x. d.

in ij Wales emptis de Anselmo Carpentario. 1336-7 IHd.
19/31 m. 5 Et in vj. lignis empti.s ad eandem pro Wales et

bindes inde faciendis, .vj.s. 1497 Naval Ace. lien. Vll
(1896J 292 Tymbre for bemys walys & other Necessaries in

the seid Ship. 1534 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. V. 233 For
valis to cover abone the boit, viij d. 1536 in R. G. Marsden
Scl. Pleas Crt. Adm. I. (1894) 58 The sterne of the same
cock bote was faste under on of the wales of the said catche,

1627 Capt. Smith Sea Gram. ii. 6 From bend to bend, or
waile to waile, which arc the outmost timbers on the ship

sides. 1664 E. Bushnell Shipwright 7 The next Waale
parallel to the lower Waale. a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais
in. lii. 429 Dends and Walls [Fr. rambades] of his Carricks,

1748 Anson's Voy. n. iv. 158 They found her wales and out-

side planks extremely defective. 1824 J. F. COOPER Pilot

Xxiv, II. 303 Such a point-blanker would have torn off a
streak of our wales. 1881 Hardy Trumpet Major xxvi,

Boats built of wood which was greenly growing, .three days
before it was bent as wales to their sides. 1883 Man. Sea-
manshipfor Boys n Q. What are bends? A. The thickest

and strongest planks on the outward part of a ship's side,.

.

They are more properly called wails.

5. Each of the horizontal timbers'connecting and

bracing the piles of a dam, etc.

1754 T. Gardner Hist. Ace. Dumvich 179 Except Plank
upon the Head of the Key, and under the upper Wale, and
Plank to join the piles. 1837 Civil Engin. $ A rch. Jrnl. I.

33/1 The wales are to be in two thicknesses, of half-timbers,

. . bolted to the gauge piles. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Editc. I.

80 These are called guide piles, and to these horizontal

timbers are attached, called wales.

8. Basket-making. Each of the horizontal bands

round the body of a basket composed of rods inter-

twined as a finishing-off course.

1907 T. Okev in Jrnl. Soc. Arts 11 Jan. 150/2 A wale is

three or more rods woven one after and over the other to

form a binding or string course. Ibid., I was interested to

find [in an old Egyptian basket} the same strokes—the fitch,

the pair, the border, slath, and wale— I had been using

yesterday.

7. A ridge on a horse's collar: see quot. 1794.

1794 W, Vv.Liox Carriages {i$oi) II. 139 The Neck Collar

is a padded collar made to fit and sit easy round the horse's

neck—it has 2 wales or risings on the outside, called the

fore and back wales. 1847 Halliwell. 1895 E. Angl.
Gloss. 1908 N. <? Q. 10th Ser. X. 146/2, I was told by one
of the workmen that the rolls or ridges of a horse-collar

betWeen which the hames lie are called respectively the fore-

wale and the afterwale.

8. Comb.: wale-piece, f (a) a piece of timber

to serve as the gunwale of a boat
;

(b) a horizontal

timber connecting and binding the piles or posts of

a bridge, dam, etc.; f wale-reared a. = Wall-
sided\ f wale-stock, -tree, ?a piece of timber

to serve as a gunwale ; wale-streak, the gunwale

of a boat.

1350 Ace. Exch. K. R. 25/32 (P.R.O.) En xxxvij piec' de
inesrime achat' pour *wale piecen, wale stocked et fotwalen.

1739 Labklye Piers Westm. Bridge 20 The Plates, Whale-
Pieces, Ties and Braces that had been contrived to keep
them steady. 1839 Civil Engin. <y Arch. Jrnl. II. 432/1
Allowing a space of not less than 12 inches wide between the

wale pieces, for the piles to fill up the bays between the

wale pieces. C1635 Capt. N. Botkler Dial. Sea Services

(1685), *Wale reared. 1644 Manwayking Sea-mans Diet.

113 Wale-reared^ that is, when a ship is built right up, after

she conies to her bearing. 1769 Falconek_ Diet. Marine
(1780), Wale-reared^ an obsolete phrase, implying wall
sided. 1350 *Wale stockcz [see wale piece above]. 1856

'Stonehknge' Brit. Sports w. vm. iii. 474/2 Here he [the

coxswain] must sit cross-bgp,ed. .with a hand on each gun-
wale or *wale-streak. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll (1806) 72
*Wale trees, .ij, Hausers. .ij. 1488 Ace. <5- Inv. 72 (P.R.O.)

Wale trees.

Wale (w3l)j sb.% Sc. and north. Forms: 3
wal, 4 wall, 5 wail, 5-6 waill, 6 waylle, 8-9

wile, 9 waile, 3- wale. [a. ON. val neut., corre-

sponding to OHG. ivala (MHG.7val
}
mod.G. wahl)

str. fern., f. Teut. root *wal-,*wel- : see Will v.]

1. The action or an act of choosing ; choice. Also,

scope for choice, plurality of things to choose from.

Before the 17th c. recorded only poet., chiefly in certain

set phrases: At, to wale, at one's choice, in abundance;
men of wale, men of high merit ; worthy in or to wale, of

approved valour. (By some writers of thei5-i6thc. iowale
in the last phrase seems to have been taken as the inf. ot

Walk?.')
a 1300 Cursor M. 4353 If. .bat bou mi lefe wald be; O

werldes welth to wale and wan Sal bou baf mare ban niai

be gan. Ibid. 5375. Ibid, 7629 And of a thusand men o

wal, He made him ledder and marscal. ai35a Minot
Poems v. 77 Sir Edward, oure gude King wurthi in wall.

a 1400 Sir Pete 1587 When he had tolde this tale. . He hade

wordis at wale To thanie ilkane. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11952

He russhit vp full radly, raght to his clothes, Soche as

happit hyin to hent, hade he no wale. ^1440 York Myst. ii.

55 Als ye I haue honours in alkyn welth to wale. C1450

Holland Houlale 447 With lordis of Scotland, lerit, and

the laif As worthy, wysest to waile, in worschipe allowit.

c 1470 Golagros % Gaw. 211 Wynis went within that wane,

maist wourthy to vaill. 1513 Douglas Mnd* v. xii. 37

Thar wes 11a strenth of valeant men to waill. 1637 Ruther-

ford Let. to Lady Kenmure (1664) 29, I will have no other

tutor, suppose 1 could have waile & choise of ten thousand

beside. x8o8 Jamieson s.v., He gaif me the wale, be al-

lowed me to choose. 1847 De Quincey Notes on Landor
Wks. 1859 IX. 297 Our Arab friend, however, is no con-

noisseur in courts of law : small wale of courts in the desert.

1858-61 Ramsay Remin. (1867) 167 There's nae waile o' wigs
on Monrimmon Moor. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxxiii,

She's a wonderfu* woman, the mistress ; no the like o' her in

the three counties. She micht hae had the wale o' the men.

b. Coupled with 19M.
cxqxoAnturs cfArth. xxvu, With alle welthis to wille,

and wynus to wale. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S
:
)

i47[He]mycht in the time that heleit him have bad otheris

at will and wale. 1742 R. Forbes Ajax (1755) 11 Lat him
than now tak will an" wile. 1836 J. Affleck Poet. Whs. 81

(E. D. D.), I've sheets and blankets, will and wale, I'm nae
deaf nit.

2. That which is chosen or selected as the best

;

the choicest individual, kind, specimen, etc.

1513 Douglas /Ends Vll v. 188 The King Latyne, but

fn ill, Gart cheis of all his steidis furth the waill. a 1578
DiNDEswfPitscottieJC/iww. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 399 Ane great

nirme..to the number of I™ men the waill of all lngland.

1717 Ramsay Elegy on Lucky Wood xi, She was the wale
of a' her kin. 1786 Burns Ordination vi, For lapfu's large

o' gospel kail Shall fill thy crib in plenty, An' runts o'

grace the pick an' wale. 1815 Scott Guy M. Iv, The Ber-

trams were aye the wale o' the country side ! 184a J. Aiton
Dom. Econ. (1857) 262 The best way to get one, and the

wale of them, is to intercept one of the packs which are

driven from the northern markets. 1887 Stevenson Merry
Men v. Wks. 1895 VIII. 166 It's the pride of the eye, and
it's the lust o' life, an' it's the wale o' pleesures.

t Wale, sb? Obs. rare. [? var. of Weel sb. :—

OE. wxl.] ? A wave, current.

1565 GoLD\SGOvid's Met. 11. 16 And Doris with hirdaugh-
ters all: of which some cut the wales [1587 wals ; rhyme
whales] With splaied armes. 1636 James Iter Lane. 323
(1845) 11 Threescore miles from wale Of sea at Conyngton
was found a whale Vppon a high downes.

t Wale, a. Obs. Also 3 wal, 4 waile. [f. Wale
sb.'1'] Used as a general laudatory expression:

Chosen ; choice, select ; excellent, noble, goodly.

a. of a person, his attributes, actions, etc.

c 1250 Gen. «y Ex. 888 Sodomes king in kinge dale, Mette
abram wi5 feres wale. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1010 Bot 3d
I wot bat Wawen & be wale burde Such comfort of her
compaynye ca3ten to-geder. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 294
1 pan will I,' quod be wale qwene. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1329
The Troiens. .blody beronyn, Wyde woundes & wete of

hor wale dyntes. a 1500 Bernard, de eura rei fam. etc.

(E. E. T. S.) iii. 149 And wander in A winter tyme wyth full

wale knychtis. 1515 Scottish Field 385 in Chetham Misc.

(1856), It is a losse to the lande, ..For his witte and his

wisedome, And his wale deedes. 1790'J. Fisher Poems 102

Ae simmer e'en baith wale an' trig,..doun the rig A lad

cam' to the Fitman-brig.

absol. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xi. 38 A wayle whyt as

whalles bon.

b. of a thing.

c 1250 Gen. & Ex. 3635 Bokes he wrot of lore wal, Hu 5is

folc hem ri^t leden sal. 13. . E. E. Allit.f. B. 1716 Bifore

be barounz has bom bro^t, & byrled berinne [sc. the holy

vessels] Wale wyne toj>y wenches, la 1400 Morle Arth. 741

By wytt of the watyre-mene of the wale ythez, ffrekes one
the forestayne fakene theire coblez. a 1400-50 Wars A lex.

75 pan was a wardan ware oute in be wale stremys Of all

be naue & be note, c 1400 Destr. Troy 694 She went from
pat worthy into a wale chambur. Ibid. 1943 He. .wound vp
full wightly all his wale Ancres.

Wale (w#l), v.1 Sc. and north. Forms : 4-6
waile, 4-5 weyle, 5-8 waill, 5-9 wail, 6 vale,

vaile, weale, 7 wayl, weil, wehl, weal(l, 6-9
wyle, 8-9 wile, 9 wyell, 4- wale. [f. Wale
sb.2 Cf. Wele v. (The form wehl was prob. due

to G. wahlen, f wehlen.)]

1. trans. To choose, select, pick out, sort. Also

with out, through.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 33 Mosti ryden by Rybbes-

dale, Wilde wymnien forte wale, ant welde wuch ich wolde.

13.. E. E. Altit. P, A. 999 Iasper hy}t be fyrst gemme, pat

I on be fyrst basse con wale, c 1400 Destr, Troy 105 That
worthy hade a wyfe walit hym-seluon. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 1014 Wale }ow ober werriouris bat wi?t ere & 3onger.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 895 In gret ire he apon thaim
sadly socht, Wailland a place quhar he mycht bargane

mak. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 319 Item..giffin

to Johne Maware, to pas to Clidisdale, to the woddis, to

wale tymmyr for the artail^eri, ixs. 1508 Dunbar Tua
Mariit Wemen 530 Of ther thre wantoun wiffis, that I haif

wiittin heir, Quhilk wad 3e wail to jour wif ? 1513 Douglas
Mneis 11. i. 10 Of chost men syne, walit by cutt, thai tuik

Ane greit nwmir. 1537 in Exch. Rolls Scot. XVII. 741
That ye cause. .Patrik Tennent waill our sa[i]d woll, sort,

and pak the samin, 1615 A. Gil Sacr. Philos. xii. 192 The
Poet gives you an example of a Gardiner, wehling his seeds

being mingled together. 1637 Rutherford Let. to Lady
Kenmure (1664) 30 But more I can neither wish, nor pray,

nor desire for to your La: then Christ singled and wailed

out, from all created good things. 1674 in Scott. Hist. Rev.

(1907) Ian, 232 Buy me a good handsom Caudibeck hatt..

pray sie that it be good and weall wyled. 1737 Ramsay Sc.

Prov. ii. 35 (1750) 7 A lass that has mony wooers aft wales
the warst. 1785 Burns Cotter's Saturday Nt. xii, Those
strains that once did bweet in Zion glide, He wales a portion
with judicious care. 1821 Carlyle Let. i-j Nov., Early
Lett. (1886) II. 4 To beg that you will accept the brown
pair of spectacles which I have waled for you. 183a Scott
Redgauntlet let. xii, Come away, chap—come away, gentle

chap— nae time to be picking and waling your steps. 1873
C. Gibbon Lack ofGold xi, I said I would wail a man for

you myself. 1888 D. Grant Sc. Stories 30 A bodie canna
aye wyle his words. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., Wale
me an orange. . . To wale one's way,

b. To wale by, to choose and put by.

1789 Ross Helenore 1. (ed. 3)53 Bannocks and kebbocks
knit up in a claith, She had wiled by, and row'd up in her

waith.

C. Coal-mining. (See qrtot. 1881.)

i860 Engt (J-
For. Mining Gloss., Waling, cleaning the

coals. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Wale, Newc. To
clean coal by picking out the refuse by hand,

2. intr. To make choice.

13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1276 *I-wysse, worby,' quoth be

wy5e, ' ^e haf waled wel better '. 1786 Burns Halloween iv,

They steek their een, an' graip an' wale For muckle anes,

an' stranght anes. 1826-30 T. Wilson Pitman's Papiii.

cxvi, Through and through the bowl they wyell— For raisins,

how they stritch and strive !

+ 3. trans. ? To seek. Obs. rare"1
.

13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 39S Where schulde I wale be, quod
Gauan, where is by place?

Hence "WaTing vbl. sb. Also attrib. waling
glass (see qnot. 1880).
1625 A. Gil Sacr. Philos, \. 12 Every seed encreaseth by

the earth and moisture thereof, which cannot be but with

a wehling out, or choice of things that are homogeneous, or

of parts like thereto. 1634 Rutherford Let. to Lady Ken-
mure 29 Apr., It should be of your wailing and not of his.

1880 Antrim <y Dotvn Gloss., Waling glass, a weaver's

counting glass, which magnifies a small portion of the sur-

face of linen, and thus enables the set or count to be ascer-

tained.

Wale (we'l), z\2 Also whale, [f. Wale sb.*]

1. trans. To mark (the flesh) with wales or weals.

14.. in Pol. Pel. $ L. Poems (1903) 245 A wycked wound
hath me walled [rimes called, halt, salt], And traveyld me
from topp to too. 1634 Br. Hall Contempt. N. T., Christ

bef. Pilate 263 O my blessed Saviour, was it not enough
that thy sacred body was stripped of thy garments, and
waled with bloudy stripes? 1661 Feltham Resolves n.

lxxxv. (ed. 8)375 Would the Horse. .suffer his lazy Rider

to bestride his patient back, with his hands and whip to

wale his flesh 1

2. 'To fasten, secure, or protect with a wale or

wale piece' (Webster 191 1).

1909 E. Essex Advertiser Aug., Suppl. 4/3 The wharf..

is. .built with piles and strongly whaled.

3. a. Mil. To weave or wattle (a gabion, hurdle).

b. Basket-making. To intertwine (rods) in making
a wale (see Walk sb^ 6) ; also ' to furnish (a

basket) with a wale or wales * (Webster 191 1).

1842 Burn Nov. <* Mil. Techn. Diet., Clayonner, to

wattle, wale. 189a Fox Irwin Notes Fortif. (ed. 2) 60 To
make a Wickerwork Gabion. . . Wale the web by passing each

rod in succession over the other two. .till the waling is 2-ft.

6-in. high. 1907 Jrnl. Soc. Arts n Jan. 190/2 The foot

rods are waled and then laid down as in a border.

Hence Waled //>/. a., marked with weals.

Wa-ling1

vbl. sb. Mil., the process of making a

gabion or hurdle ; nlso, the basket-work thus

made ; also attrib. as waling rod.

1842 Burn Nav. <5> Mil. Techn. Diet., Clayon, a..waling-

rod. Clayonnage, wattling ;. .waling. 1885 Pall Mall Gaz.

31 Mar. 6/2 A horrible vision of a waled back would come
before my eyes and the swish of that terrible whip would

sound in my ears. 1892 G. Philits Text-bk. Fortif. m. iii.

(ed. 5) 88 In brushwood gabions the basket work is called

the web, and the process of making it is termed waling.

1892 [see 3 above].

T Wale. int. Obs. [repr. OE. wd Id : see Wo,
Lo, nnd Wellaway intr.] Alas! woe is me !

c 1205 Lav, 12952 Ah wale bat hit nusten Costantines

cnihtes. Ibid. 25859 Wale [c 1275 wolal bat ich wes iboren.

Wale : see Vale sbA, Veil sb.1 , Wailz\, Wall
sb. l

j Well sb. t Whale.

t "Waled, a. Obs. [f. Wale sb.* + -ed 2.]

Striped. Open-waled, having an open texture.

c 1050 P'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 416/23 Histriatarum [under-

stood as = striatarum (1 Kings vii. 24)], waledra. 160a Inv.

in Collect. Archxol. (1863) II. 95 One waled matterice \js.

viij d. 161,1 Cotgr., Linompie, a fine, thinne, or open-waled

linnen, much vsed in Picardie. .for womens kerchers. 1665

Hooke Microgr. 6 Fine waled Silk, or Taffety.

Waled (w£ld),///. (7.1 Sc. and north, [f. Wale
t;.1 + -ed 1

.] Chosen, selected, picked. Cf. Hand-
waled.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 386 Walid wyne for to wete wantid bai

none, c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1219 Kyfty ladyis was

in hyr cumpany, Wallyt off wit. c 1550 Holland Crt.

Venus 1. 64 Thair wailht weid, and stature to descriue, I

can not gif perfite afiirmatiue. ?ci64o R. Semi-ill Piper

Kilbarchan 43 He counted was a weil'd Wight-man. 1649

Rutherford Let. to Mrs. Gillespie 14 Aug,, Let not your

ht-art say, it is an ill wailed dispensation. 1681 R. Fleming
Fulfilling Script, in. iii. (1726) 376 What choice and
wailed instruments such were, who were thus called forth.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii, Gude and waled Christians

they were too. 1828 Craven Gloss., Wt aled, picked, chosen.

Waled, ppl. a.2 : see Wale v£
Walee, "Wale-knot : see Walt, Wall-knot.

Walentyne, obs. Sc. form of Valentine.

Walenut, obs. form of Walnut.
Waler 2 (w#'bi). [f. Wale v. 1 + -er 1

.]

1. Coal-mining. (See quots.)

1825 E. Mackenzie View Northumbld. (ed. 2) I. 91

Wailers are boys employed to pick out slate, pyrites, and
other foul admixtures from the coal. «86o Eng. $ For.

Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) [Newcastle Terms], Water, boys who
pick the refuse from the good coals.

f2. *A handloom silk- weaving term: a man
employed to determine the number of " picks " in a

piece and to see that uniformity is maintained
*

{Eng. Dial. Diet.). Obs.

Waler 2 (w^-Isj). Anglo-Indian, [f. Wales (for

New South Wales) + -KR 1
.] A horse imported

from Australia, esp. from New South Wales.
1849 New South Wales v». 65 The colonial-bred horses



WALESMAN.
or Walers, as ihey are called in India. 1888 Kipling Plain
'P., Rout of White Hussars (ed. 3) 2 15 The Drum- Horse .

.

is nearly always a big piebald Waler,
attrib. 1873 Madras Mailzs June (Yule), For sale, a brown

Waler gelding. 1888 Kipling Plain 'P., Rout of White
Hussars (ed. 3) 217 Yale had a big, old, white Waler trap-,

horse.

t Wa'lesman. Obs. [f. Wales + Man sb.'] =*

Welshman.
1591 Canterb, Marriage Licences Ser. 1. (1892) 363 Hugh

Evans of Lambeth, Walesman.

Walet(t, Walew, obs. ff. Wallet, Value.
Waleway, var. Wellaway int.

Walewe, obs. ff. Valoe sb., Wallow v.

Waleys, obs. : see Welsh.
Walfair, obs. form of Wallflower.
Walhalla, var. Valhalla.
Walhwe, obs. form of Wallow a.

II Wali (wa*h*). Also w&lee, waly. [Arab. ^j
wali (classical Arab. J^J wdlin), subst. use of pres.

pple. of ivala to be foremost.] The governor of a

province : — Vali.
x8ix tr. Niebuhr's Trav. Arab. Ixxxiv. in T. Pinkerton

Coll. Voy. X. 107 Every petty district, .has its governor.

If not a prince, or one of the higher nobility, this governor is

called Wali and Dola. 1839 E. W.Lane Arab. A7*. (1859)1.

v. 350 The Walee inflicted upon him a hundred lashes, and
banished him from the city. 1857 W. K. Tweeime Rivers

fy Lakes ofScript. 24 And how comes it to pass that a Mo-
hammedan Wall disfigures the scene? 1883 Schafp-Herzog
Encycl. Rclig. Knowl. II. 1164 (Stanf.) Jerusalem is the
seat of a tuutasarrifundtT the waly of Syria.

Walidrag, variant of Wallydrag Sc.

Walie, var. Wally a.z Se.
}
Waly int. Sc

Waling (w^-lirj). Also erron. whaling, [f.

Wale *£.i + -INGM
L The wales or horizontal timbers with which

piles are braced ; also, one of such timbers, a wale.

(Cf. Wale sb}- 5 ; also FooT-waling.)
1837 Civil Engin. ff Arch. Jrul. I. 12/1 To these piles

will be fixed three tiers of waling of whole timbers. 1878
F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 592 After the timbers are
fixed, they are braced by what are called * walings '.

Comb. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842)202 Oaken piles

driven down close to the embankments, with their upper
ends crossed by strong 'whaling-boards' of oak. 1916
Chamb. Jml. 1 Jan. 63/2 He worked his way along, .till he
reached the edge of the wharf and found footing on the
walling [sic] strips against which the ship's hull rented.

2. Naut. The timbers forming the wale of a
boat ; in comb, waling-piece, ? = wale-piece {a).

1909 Westm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 7 fd Some of the survivors saved
themselves by seizing the collier's whaling-piece.

Walisc, Walische, obs. forms of Welsh.
Walise, Sc. form of Valise.

Walk (w§k), sb. 1 Also 4-7 walke, 6 walek,
whalke. [f. Walk v. 1

]

I. Action or manner of walking.

1. An act or spell of walking or going »n foot

from place to place ; esp. a short journey on foot

taken for exercise or pleasure. Phrase, to take

{$fetch, rarely make) a walk
}
alSo (somewhat

arch.) to take one"s walk{s.
c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's 'P. 461 And in hir walk this

blynde man they mette. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 410
You haue your fine walkes, in places of pleasure, and there-

withal! communication seasoned with the leuen of learning.

1581 A. H/iLL/tiad 11. 23 When as y8 green eyed Goddesse
thus had heard dame Iunoes talk, To nnde the wiKe Vlysses
straight downe she tooke hir walke. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's
Lett. (vol. II) 48 See here the decree of a country Philo-
sopher, and Matter of Meditation for one of your walkes at

Yssy. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 79 The unfor.
tunate Lady Agarida took a walk by a little Rivers side.

1686 tr. Chardins Corona t. Solyman 130 His most usual
walks being upon Giulfa side. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv.

xxi, Some kind Wave will throw it [my will] ashoar, . .and
some King's Daughter, going to fetch a Walk in the fresco
on the Evening, will find it. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Sept.

1683, In my walkes I stepp'd into a goldbeaters work-house.
1737 Common Sense I. 205, I am not absurd enough, even
to hint the usual rural Recreations, of fetching a Walk.
1753 [see Walk v. 5 d]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. I.

Pref. p. iii, If. .a man should, in his walks, meet whh an
animal, the name. .of which he desires to know. 1825'!'.

Hook Saying's Ser. 11. Passion fy Princ. xiv. III. 338 She
delighted in little dances, and walks home after them, and
what are called walks out in the morning, to be met some-
where and joined by her beloved. 1834 Sir H. Taylor
Artevelde 1. 1. v'n. 61 My mistress, Sir, so please you, takes
her walk Along the garden terrace, and desires [etc.]. 1837
Dickens /Vc£u/. xx viii, At dinner they met acain, after a five-

and«twenty mile walk. 1865 E. Burritt Walk Land's End
i. 32, I shouldered my knapsack again and made an evening
walk to Kingston. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's P'ate
i, We have only ten minutes left for our walk back. 1910
A. Lang in Encycl. Brit. X. 135/1 A man, in fun, called to
a goat to escprt his wife on a walk.

T b. In wider sense : Travel, -wandering. Obs.
c 1470 Col. ^ Gaiv. 494 The warliest wane.. That euer I

vist in my walk, in all this warld wyde. 1697 Dryden
AZneis vii. 773 For not the Gods, nor angry Jove will bear
Thy lawless wand'ring walks in upper Air.

fc. Line of march or movement (in quots., of
an army, a chess-man). Obs.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3799 pal dro*e furth be dissert &

dr'mkles bai spill, Was nouthire waldis in bar walke ne
watir to fynde. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V/lf, 258 And
so returned home by land,..burnyng and destrotyng euery

39

pile, fortresse and village that was in their walke. 1589

Pappe 11: Hatchet in Lyly's Wks. (1902) III. 395 He shall

kuowe what it is fur a scaddle pawne, to crosse a Bishop in

his owne walke.
!

d. Jig. in various uses : f Expatiation, extended
;

discourse {obs. rare) ; an act or a practice of walk-

ing, in any metaphorical sense of the verb.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 16 b, Now in speakyng of honestie, !

I may by deuision of the vertues make a large walke. 1592

Breton PUgr. farad. (Grosart) 19/1 From care, and cost,
j

fancy, and wisedomes folly, He tooke bis walke ynio a waie
|

more holly. 1771-2 Cowi-er Olney Hymns 1. iii. 1 Oh ! for
j

a closer walk With God. 1802 Wordsw. Sonn. Liberty u \

iv, And the talk Man holds with week-day man in the hourly

walk Of the mind's business. 1825 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Bar-
j

lara S , Perhaps from the pure infelicity which accom-
|

p.\nies some people in their walk through life. 1862 Mrs. i

Browning Little Mattie 2 Short and narrow her life's walk.
|

2. a. A procession, ceremonial perambulation.

1563 Homilies II. Rogaiion-ivk. iv. 248 b, Yet haue we
j

occasion secondarylye geuen vs in our walkes on these
j

dayes, to consider the old auncient boundes & Hmittes be- '

longyng to our owne Towneship. a 1610 lip. Hall Epist.

vi. v. 45 You may as well challenge the Trumpets ofRammes-
hornes, and seauen dayes walke vnto euery siedge. 1888

Barbie Antd Licht Idylls (1892)23 It is nearly twenty years

since the gardeners had their last ' walk ' in Thrums.

fb. An official perambulation. Cf. sense 10.

1626 Breton Eantasticks (Grosart) 13/1 The Forresters

now be about their walkes, and yet stealers sometimes cozen

the Keepers.

f3. pi. Ability to walk. 06s. rare—1 .

1593 R. Harvey Philad. 103 That God which gtueth eyes

to the blind, and walkes to the lame.

4. An act of walking as distinguished from other

more rapid modes of locomotion on foot (see

WALK v}- 7); the slowest gait of a land animal;

a rate of progression which belongs to this gait, a

walking pace.

a. of a horse or other quadruped (opposed to

trot, amble, gallop, etc.).

1688 Holme Armoury n. 150/1 Walk, is the sloest pace a
Horse doth go; it is used to cool a Horse after hard Riding.

1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry $ Isabella I. 50 If the road was
in the smallest degree rough, .the borsei were never suffered

to go off a walk. 1832 Prop. Reg. Instr. Cavalry n. 15 The
rate of walk not to exceed four miles an hour. 1804 A.
Hunter Georg. Ess.Vl, 187 If the distance is above a mile,

they will suffer, unless it is walk all the way. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xlvi, He rode near Mr. Dombeys house; and fall-

ing into a walk as he approached it, looked up at the win.

dows. 1902 ' Violet Jacob ' Sheep-Stealers xiv, He did not

once let his horse go out of a sober walk.

b. of a human being (opposed to run).
1601 Shaks. Tivel. N, 1. iii. 138 My verie walke should be

a Iigge. 1838 Dickens O. ZW^xiii, Exchanging her falter-

ing walk for a good, swift, steady run. 1854 Surtees Hand-
ley Cr. IxxiiL (1901) II. 255 He. .rounded the corner into

Red Lion Street at something between a walk and a run.

c. Applied spec, to a firm and regular gait.

nonce-use.
1784C0WPER Task iv. 639 He stands erect; his slouch

becomes a walk ; He steps right onward, martial in his air.

d. A walking race ; a pedestrian contest in

which running is not allowed.
1B87 SportingLi/ez July 1/5 Clarkeshould win the Walk,

with Lange second, and Ockelford third.

6. A manner of walking ; esp. the distinctive

manner of walking of an individual, as recognizable

by visible appearance.
(11656 R. Cox Actxon <r Diana 35 Who's this . . ? the clothes

and walk of my dear husband. 1697 Dryden SEneis I. 561

In length of Train descends her^weeping Gown, And by
her graceful Walk, the Queen of Love is known. 1705 tr.

Cowley's Plants Wks. 1711 III. 382 The Mandrake only

imitates our Walk And on two legs erect is seen to stalk.

1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 28 Sept. Suppl. i/« Run away.. an
Irish servant man,, .slender made, long visage, small

t

legs,

and hath a clumsy walk. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xtii, It

was impossible to mistake her figure and her walk. 1878

Bosw. Smith Carthage 438 Who has a walk that can be

named with that of the Arab ?

t b. To diminish one's walks \ ? to walk
mincingly. Obs.

1609 Dekker Gulfs Hornbk. iv. 17 That true humorous
Gallant that desires to powre himselfe into all fashions.,

must as well practise to diminish his walkes, as to bee
various in his sallets, curious in his Tobacco, [etc.].

6. jig. a. In religious language (cf. Walk v}6 a)

:

Manner of behaviour, conduct of life.

cxs86C*tess Pembroke Ps. cxix. ii. Whom in walk Gods
waydirecteth, Sure them no sinnfull blott infecteth Of deed
or word. 1760 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. Bay iv. (1765)
421 The irregular walk or demeanor of any one church.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, x, In this proposal there was much
that pleased old David, ..the lassie would be under Mrs.
Saddletree's eye, who had an upright walk. 183: Carlvle
Ess., Early Ger. Lit. (1840) III. 186 Tauler..a man of an-
tique Christian walk. 1845-6 Trench Huls. Led. Sei. 11.

vii. 263 What do they require of us but a walk correspond-
ing? 1871 Mokley Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 237 The
most important question that we can ask of any great
teacher, as of the walk and conversation of any commonest
person, remains this, how far has he [etc J.

fb. A course of conduct. Obs.
177a Burke Let. 17 Nov. Corr. (1844) I. 378 None of our

friends are to blame for this rejection of that idea. . . It was
impossible at that time to take a separate walk from them.
1786 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 10 Dec, I was ashamed to
appear the leader in a walk so new as that of leaving the
Lodge in an evening.

+ 7. Theat. ?The course of action assigned to

one person of a drama. Obs.

WALK.
Davenant speaks of ' the undei walks (or lees* intrigues)

of persons '.

1651 Davenant Gondibcrt, Pref., To these Meanders of the

English Stage I have cut out the Walks of my Poems. 1673

lip. S. Parkkr Reproof R eh. TransP. jo You siimm up

your Charge in Six Heads, which you sometimes entitle

Playes, sometimes Hypotheses, sometimes Aphorisms; and

why not Plots, and Scenes, and Walks, and under-walks, &c?

II. Place or path for walking.

f 8. The usual place of walking, the haunt or

resort (of a person or animal). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 211 Tht gardyn..Ther as this

fresshe Emelye. .Was in hire walk, and ronied vp and doun.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 2505 Thus shalt thou..gete enchesoun to

goon ageyn Unto thy walk, or to thy place, Where thou

biheld hir fleshly face [Fr. d'aler Dtreehief encore en la

rue Oh etc.], a 1450 Mirk's Pestial 55 but bus he [sc.

the hunter] wole spye wher hys [sc. the unicorn's] walk ys,

and ber he settybe a woman pat ys clene mayden. 1468-9

Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 59 Sir, I wold advise your mas-

tership cau^e William Scargell to take gocd regard to him.

selfe & not to use his old walkes ; for & he doe, he wylbe

taken. 1530 Palsgk. 436/2 Beware, come nat in his walke

lest he arrest the : gardes toy de te trovuer la ou il hante.

1593 Marlowe Ediv II (Brooke) 1804 Edmund away..

Proud Mortimer pries neare into thy walkes. 1607 Toiskll

I-'our-f. Beasts 3^0 If any male or other >,tone Horsse ccme
within their walke, then presently they make force at him.

1634 Peacham Compl. Gent/, x. (i<3o6j 88 tor with the weeds

there are delicate flowers in those walkes of Venus [Ovid's

A mores, etc.]. 1702 Rows Ambit. Step-Mother 1. i, With
heedless steps they unawares Tread on the Lyons walk.

fb. trans/. The region within which something

moves. Also Jig. Cbs.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb ) 75 Meanynge therby, that

no man.. came in their [sc. the arrows ] walke, that escaped

without death. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Tol.s. Ixxxi. § 16 Those
coulorabie and smile crimes that seldome are taken within

the walke of humaine lustice. 1656 Cowi-EV Pindar. Odes.

Praise Pindar iv, Lo, how th' o^equious Wind, and swel-

ling Ayr The Theban Swan does upwards bear Into the

walks of Clouds
;
where he do-~s play. 1692 Ray Disc 11.

ii. (1732) 101 The middle region ol the Air where the Walk
of the Clouds is. 1732 Pope Ess. Man i. 102 Far as the

solar walk or milky way.

9. A place prepared or set apart for walking.

a. In a church or other public building : An
ambulatory ; a place where people can walk, a

cloister, aisle, portico, or the like ; esp. in the

Royal Exchange, each of the portions of the

ambulatory formerly allotted to different classes of

merchants ; designated by special names, as East

India, Virginia, Jamaica, Spanish etc. walk (see

Kntick London ed. 1766, IV. 102).

1530 Palsgr. 986/3 Walke to walke up and downe in,

paruis. 1556 Witiials Diet. (1562)42 A walke, palery, or

porche to walke in, forticut. 1579 Hakf. Newts out 0/
Powles (1872) F iij, Here, in this Chinch a walck there is-

where Papistes doe frequent To talke of neues among
themselues 1593 Norden Spec. Brit. 1. Mdsx. 35 Royall

exchange. ..The form of the building is quadrate, with

walks round the mayne building supported with pillers of

marble. 1595 Stow Sun/. (1603) 404 Ihey resort all to the

said Temple Church, in the round walke whereof [etc.],

c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 42 (1810) 48 In one of the

walks of the church there is a stone. 1661 in M
%
Sellers

Eastland Co. (Camden) Introd. 75 Our deputies, .will meet
theirs at London upon the Exchange Munday and Tusday
come senett at noone in the Kastlande Walke. 1710 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4708/4 Inquire at the.. Royal Exchange East
Country.Walk in Exchange Time. 1715 Ibid. No. 5341/4
The Spanish Walk in the Royal Exchange. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. ^ It. NoteBks (1871) II. 101 The great cloister

..has a walk of intersecting arches round its four sides.

1884 iqth Cent. Jan. 104 The cloister arcade was said to

have four walks.

b. An avenue bordered by trees.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 25 And all without were walkes

and alleyes dight With diuers trees, enrangd in euen rankes.

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 03 Quinces here are of an
incredible bignes. Their vines dispersing themselves vpon

the boughes of trees doe make most pleasant bowers and
walkes. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) New Discen-. by Sea

C 2 b, There "hath he made Walkes, hedges, and Arbours, of

all manner of most delicate fruit Trees. 1626 'Poke (Kent)

Estate Ace. (MS.) fob 98 Quicksett for the further end of

the wake in the new orchard 1693 Motteux St Olon's

Morocco 8 A fiery Horse, that ran away with him..
as he wheel'd about under a Walk of Orange Trees. 171

1

Addison Sped No. no r 1 There is a long Walk of aged
Elms. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii, The old lime-tree

walk was like green cloisters.

C. A broad path in a garden or pleasure-ground.

Also, a way set apart for foot-passengers at the

side of a street or road ; a footwalk, sidewalk.

1533 MS. Rawl. 776 If. 171 b, For that Chylderne shall not

cast Rubbysh vnto the Kynges new Whalke. 1601 Shaks.

Twel. N. 11. v. 19 Get ye all three into the box tree: Mal-

uolio's comming downe this walke. 1667 Primatt City $ C.

Builder 153 It is decent to have fine gravel Walks in the

Garden. 1688 Holme Armoury u. 118/2 Allies, or Walks

well Gravelled. 1693 Evelyn De U Quint. Compl. Gard
I. 44 A Walk must be broad enough for two Persons to walk

a-breast at least, . .without which it would no longer be a real

Walk, but a large Path. 17*4 Cowper Task 1. 351 We tread

the wilderness, whose well-roll'd walks . .
give ample space lo

narrow bounds. 1848 Thackeray Van Pair xxxix, 1 he

library looked out on the front walk and park. i854buMEjcs

Handley Cr. xli. (1901) II. 38 That s one of the few pulls

we magistrates have-I keep my avenue in repair and my
walks weeded by the vagrants. 1913 »» Stratton-Pobte*

Laddie xviii. (1917) 366 Mr. Pryor lay all twisted on the walk.

collect 1874 Englishman's Guide Bk. U.S. 23 There are

in it [the Central Park, New York] about 9 miles of carriage

drive, 4 of bridle road, and about 25 miles of walk.



WALK.
d. A public promenade in or near a town.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xliv, In the public walks and
lounges of a town, people go to see and to be seen, 184a
Louisa S. Costello Pilgr. Auvergne II. iii.43 This public
walk is prettily arranged on the site of a Roman amphi-
theatre.

e. The circular pavement on which the mill-
horse walks in driving the mill.

1734 Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 403 Their Muscles and
Tendons.. are unequally strain'd, as the Duty is hardest on
one Side, even tho' their Walk is large. J744 Dksaguliers
Course Exper. Philos. II. 536 Those plain and simple
Instruments used at the Coal-pits, call'd Barrel.Gins, where
an Horse going round in a sufficiently large Walk draws
round an Axis in Peritrochio. 1834-6 Harlow in Encycl.
Metrop.d%4$ VIII. 91/1 The diameter of a walk for a
horse mill ought to be at least 25 to 30 feet.

f. = Rope-walk.
1794 Rigging' $ Seamanship I. 54 A Capstem. .is fixed in

the ground at the lower-end of the walk. Ibid. 56 Rope-
house-ground, or Walk, should be four-hundred yards long.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1070 {Ropc-makiug.) As soon as he has
reached the termination of the walk, a second spinner takes
the yarn off the whirl, and gives it to another person to put
upon a reel.

10. A tract of forest land comprised in the
circuit regularly perambulated by a superintending
officer (cf. 3) ; a division of a forest placed in the
charge of a forester, ranger, or keeper.
1541 N. Country Wills (Surtees 1908) 100 To poor hous-

holders and other honest people within my walkes within the
forest of Wyndesore. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, x, n. 24 My
Parkes, my Walkes, my Mannors that I had,Euen now for-
sake me. 1641 Docq. Lett. Pat. at Ox/. (1837) 330 The
Office of Keeper of the lower walke of the great Parke of
Windsor. Ibid. 338 The Offices of the foure Bayliwickes or
eight walkes, and of Ranger and Launderer of the Forrest
of Whichwood. 1679-88 Moneys Seer. Serv. Chas. II <5-

Jos, II (Camden) 1 25 To S' Eliab Harvey, Lieut, of Waltham
forest,, .for the repayres of Low-Layton Lodge, wherein he
lives, being under-keeper ofthat walk, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
23 Oct. 1686, Went with the Countesse of Sunderland to
Cranbourn, a lodge and walke of my Lord Godolphin's in
Windsor Parke. 1778 Engl. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. New
Potest, There are 9 walks in it ; and to every one a keeper,
under a lord-warden, besides 2 rangers, and a bow-bearer.
1810 J. Evans & Bhitton Beauties Eng. <$ Wales XL
Worthampt, 31 The Forest of Whittlewood.

. .The whole is

divided into five walks, viz. Hazleborough, Sholbrook,
Wakefield, Hanger, and Shrobb. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxx'ii,

If the Normans drive ye from these walks, Rowena has
forests of her own, where her gallant deliverers may range
at full freedom.

fb. Agric. A tract ofland used for corn-growing.
1797 in A. Voung Agric. Suffolk 39 A walk that is laid

down with plenty of seeds for two years, never grows so
much corn as when first broke up again.

O. West Indian. A plantation.

. *793 Ann. Reg. , Nat. Hist. 310 The usual method of form-
ing a new piemento plantation (in Jamaica it is called a
walk) is nothing more than to appropriate a piece of wood-
land, [etc. J. 1901// 'estiu. Gaz. 13 June 2/3 Many sugar estates
in the West Indies have of late years been converted into
banana walks.

11. a. An enclosure in which poultry or other
birds are allowed to run freely ; a fowl-run. Also
(cf. sense 13), a place to which fowls are sent in

order that they may have more space to run about
than can be allowed them where they are bred : in

phrase at walk.
1538 Elyot Diet, Viuarium, a place, where wylde bcastes,

byrdes, or fyshes be kepte. It may be callyd as welle a
ponde, as a parke, a counnyngar, a walke for byrdes. 1600
Surflet Country Farm 1. xvi. 107 Likewise you must not
let them (geese] lay out of their walke or fold. x88o Jrssopp
Arcady i. (1887) 10 He eats the eggs for breakfast and the
chickens for dinner, goes in for fancy breeds [of fowl], and
runs up an ornamental ' walk ' for them.

IT b. A walk of snipes (+ suites). In the early
lists of ' proper terms ' the meaning is uncertain

;

later writers interpret it as a * company term' (cf.
1 congregation of plovers in the same lists).

c 1450 MS. Egerion /goffol. 19 A Walke of Snytys. x8oi
Stbutt Sports fy Past, l it. 33. 1859 Folkard Wild Fowler
i. 6 A walk of snipes.

c. The place in which a game-cock is kept.
Cock ofthe walk (fig.) : a person whose supremacy
in his own circle is undisputed (see Cock sbA 7).
1615 T. Savilf. in J. J. Cartwright Chapters Hist. Yorks.

(1872) 350, I have, .borowed my father's cocks... I go. .to
get walkes for them. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 251/2 The
Cocks Walk is the place where he is bred, which usually is a
place that no other Cock comes to. C1770 T. Fairfax
Compl. Sportsm. 4 Let the cock chickens go with their
hens, till they begin to fight one with another; but then
separate them into several walks, and that walk is the best,
that is freest from the resort of others. 18*3 Grose's Diet.
Vulgar T. (ed. Egan), Cock, or ChiefCock of the Walk. The
leading man in any Society or body; thebest boxer in a village
or district. 1823 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf, Walk (in cocking)
—the ground for keeping them. 1857 Troli.ope Barchester
T. xvii. heading, Who shall be cock of the walk? 1875
Whvtf. Melville Katerfclto i, Mr. Gale, to use his own
phraseology, was accustomed toconsider himselfCock of the
Walk in every society he frequented.

12. Land, or a tract of land, used for the pasture

of animals, esp. sheep. Obs. exc. in Sheepwalk.
1549 Latimer 1st Senn.be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 40 He had

walke for a hundred shepe, and my mother mylked .xxx.
kyne. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 62 The housing of cattel

while winter doth hold, .spareth the pasture for walke of
thy sheepe. a 1647 Habington Surv. Worcs. (Worcs. Hist.

Soc.) 1. 254 A large walke for sauage beastes, but nowe more

40

commodiouslychaunged to the civill habitationsofmany gen.
tellmen. 1808 Jamieson, Gang,.. a. pasture or walk for cattle.

13. A farm or cottage to which a young hound
is sent in order to get accustomed to a variety of

surroundings. Phrases, at walk, to put to walk.
x 735 Somerville Chase iv. Argt., Of the litter of whelps.

.

of setting them out to their several walks. X781 P. Beckford
Thoughts Hunting v. 60 The distemper makes dreadful
havoc with whelps at their walks. 1840 Hlaine Encycl. Rur,
Sports iv. v. § 3. 474 Hounds are usually named at the time
they are sent out to their walks. 1845 Youatt Dog if. 36
There is a difference of opinion whether the [greyhound]
whelp should be kept in the kennel and subjected to
its regular discipline, or placed at walk in some farm-
house. 1854 Surtees Haudley Cr. (1901) I. i. 4 The hounds
were still kept at walks during the summer. 1856 ( Stone-
henge ' Brit. Sports n. iv. § 340 The Walks for the Young
Hounds should be chosen in such situations as that they
shall be accustomed to all sorts of company from children
to horses. 1881 E. D. Brickwood Hound in Encycl. Brit.
XII. 315/2 When about ten or twelve weeks old [foxhound]
puppies are sent out to walk.

14. The ( beat ', round, orcircuit of an itinerating

official, workman, tradesman, beggar, etc. ; the
district within which a person is accustomed to

practise his occupation without interference from a
rival. 10bs.
1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3910/4 Making use of the Company's

Pavior of that Walk to Dig the same. 1705 tr. Bosnian's
Guinea 08 The last and most contemptible Office is that of
Under- Fiscal, commonly called by us, Auditor, though in his
Walks, Informer, as he really is no better. 1814 Scott Red-
gauntlet let._xii, The old man [the blind fiddler] struck the
earth with his staff.. .' The whoreson fisher rabble ! They
have brought another violer upon my walk !

' 18*5 Hone
Every-day Bk. I. 571 Milk people of less profitable walks.
1848 Sinks 0/ Lond. 97 Beat, a watchman's walk. 1851
Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 435/2 ' My fattier had a milk-
walk', he said. Ibid. (1861) 11. 8/2 He had thoughts at one
time of trying to establish himself in a cats'-meat walk.

15. A distance or length of way to be walked
;

esp. such a distance as denned by a specified length
of time spent in walking. (Often in phrases used
advb.)
156a J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 79 Dwellyng a

good walke from hir at the townes eende. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 15 Sept. 1685, Her house being a walke in the forest,

within a little of a quarter mile from Bagshot towne. 1808
Scott in Lockhart I. i. 59, 1 agreed to go every morning to
his house, which, being at the extremity of Prince's Street,
New Town, was a walk of two miles. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Boardingdw. i, ' A cheerful musical home in a select private
family, residing within ten minutes' walk of—everywhere.
1859 Mrs. Carlyi.e Lett. I II. 4 Within a quarter of an hour's
walk of it. 1875 Kuskin Morn. Florence i. 5 A few hundred
yards west of you, within ten minutes' walk, is the Baptistery
of Florence.. 1883, C Howard Roads Eng. $ Wales (ed. 3)

123 Beginning with a i m. walk out of the town, it is an
almost continual ascent for 7 in. Ibid., There is a mile run
down to the railway, followed by a mile walk up into Stow.

b. U.S. (See quot)
r
1901 P. Fountain Deserts N. Amer. vii. 118 The Indians

had a singular custom in parting with their land. Theysold
it by the ' walk '. Ibid. 119 The duration of a walk was
always a day in time, no matter what the distance.

16. A course or circuit, in the country or in a
town, which may be chosen for walking.
16x7 Morvson /tin. 1. 32 In the valley under this Moun-

taine of Goates, towards the City, is a pleasant walk, of the
sweetnes called the Phylosophicall way. 1687 A. LovEixtr.
Thevenot's Trav. 1. 28 Though the Countrey about Con-
stantinople be nut so delightful, nor so well peopled, as in

France ; yet it is not without pleasant Walks. 1693 Dryden
Oz'ids Mctam. xm. Acisgtc. 51 A Promontory, .over-looks
the Seas : On either side, below, the water flows : This airy
walk the Giant Lover chose. 1757 Mrs. P. L. Powys
Passages/r. Diaries {1899) 32, 1., thought myself most happy
when 1 got into the grove, one of the sweetest walks in Mat-
lock. 1786 Cowi-er Let. to J. Hill 9 Dec, Weston is one of
the prettiest villages in England, and the walks about it at all

seasons of the year delightful. 1850 J. Martineau in
J.

Drummond Life (1902) I. 337 We can find walks that will

vie with the Thiergaiten even in this desolate country, i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. xv. 100 This walk was full of instruction

and delight,

III. Department of action.

17. A department of action; a particular branch
or variety of some specified activity, e.g. trade,

literature, science, etc ; a special line of work.
1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 145 Two thirds were to

be a quorum in the upper walk of business, and one third in

the lower. 176a H. Walpole Ifertuc's Anccd. Paint. (1786)

I. Pref. p. vii, It would be difficult. .to assign a physical
reason, why a nation that produced Shakespear, should owe
its glory in another walk of geniusto Holbein and Vandyck.
1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lust'ad Dissert. 167/1 However
superior Voltaire may be in the other walks of poetry, certain

it is, no originality, no strength of colouring, shines in the
Henriade. 1806 Beresforo Miseries Hum. Li/evi. In trod.,

As you appear to have a peculiar kindness for Inns, I will

treat you with a choice sample of satisfactions in that walk
of enjoyment. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. xiii. F 9 He
had. .taken upon himself to eclipse the best writers each in
their own favourite walk. 1815 W. H. Ireland Seribbleo-
tnania 147 Three sisters., displayed much talent in pursuing
this walk of literature. 18*3 DeQuinceyZc//. F.duc. i. (186a)

12 He seeks to renew that elevated walk of study at all

opportunities. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835) I. ii. 137
Each affection has its peculiar walk of enjoyment. 1838
Prescott Ferd.

<fr Is. 1. xix. II. 293 A similar impulse was
felt in the other walks of science. 1856 Masson Ess. iv. 112
Butler had shewn the more original vein of talent in one
particular walk. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. vi, 'Does Mr.
Henry Gowan paint—ha— Portraits?* inquired Mr. Dorrit.
Mr. Sparkler opined that he painted anything, if he could

WALK.
get the job. * He has no particular walk 7'.. 'No !

ality?'said Mr. Dorrit. 1866 Crump Banking \\. 48 It i

'No speci-

It is one
of the most singular peculiarities in connection with men
who have had much experience in other walks of trade, as
merchants, &c. x888 Bryce Amer. Comnrw. xcviii. III. 370
When he [a lawyer] has attained real eminence he maycon-
fine himself entirely to the higher walks.

18. Walk of life (more rarely walk in life) : a.

A social grade, station of life, rank. Also walk of
society, b. A trade, profession, or occupation.
a. 175a Fielding Covent-Garden Jrnl. No. 56 f 9 Both of

these [sc. characters ofhumour] will be almost infinitely diver-

sified according to the different ..natural dispositions of each
individual; and according to their different walks in life.

1766 Fordyce Serin. Young Wome?t (1767) II. xiii. 247 Those
who are placed in the higher walks of life. 1768 Goldsm.
Goodn. Man Pref., The term ' genteel comedy ' was then
unknown amongst us, and little more was desired by an
audience than nature and humour, in whatever walks of life

they were most conspicuous. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. n. 97/2
The walk of life from which writers are to come should be
duly weighed as they are in future, perhaps, to become
directors, and probably legislators of India. 1831 P. Egan's
Bk, Sports No. 5. 66/2 Nature, enriched by art, had ren-
dered the late Mr. Emery a man not often to be met with
in the walks of society. 1899C/;. Times 13 Oct. 415/2 But
according to the fashion of dress of to-day, it is not easy to
tell from what walk in life women may come.
b. 1848 Sinks ofLond. 3 In what is termed the ' walks of

life'. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 307 They found
every walk of life towards which men of their habits could
look for a subsistence closed against them with malignant
care. 1861 Bright Sp. India 19 Mar. Sp. (1868) I. 119 Of
course there are men of genius in very objectionable walks
of life. 1888 Bryce Amer. Contmiu. xcviii. III. 378 The
lawyers outnumber the persons belonging to other walks of
life, 1912 Sat. Rev. 18 May 615/1 Emolument far greater
than what was possible for them in any other walk of life.

19. (= walk of life, 18 a and b). a. Social

grade or station ; b. trade or profession, rare.

a. 1847 Miller First Itnpr. Eng. xiii. 251, 1 met a funeral,

the first I had seen in England. It was apparently that of
a person in the middle walks. 2854 — Sen. <$ Sehm. (1858)

246 To those who move in the upper walks, the superiority

in status of the village shop-keeper over the journeyman
mason may not be very perceptible.

b. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, First 0/ May, Certain dark
insinuations.. to the effect that children in the lower ranks
of life were beginning to choose chimney-sweeping as their

particular walk.

IV. 20. attrib. and Comb, (sense 1) as walk-
companion

;
(sense 9 c), as walk-making, -side

;

(sense 14) as walk-rotation
;
(sense 12) as walk-

land ; also walk-clerk, a banker's clerk whose duty

it is to collect payment of cheques in a particular

district; walksman, an officer charged with the

care of a certain length of the banks of a river

or canal ; walkway U.S. = sense 9 c.

1890 H. Price Lond, Hankers 35 note, The following mis-
fortune that befell a *walk -clerk. 1833 Lamb Let. to Wordsw.
May, I am about to lose my old and only *walk-companion,
whose mirthful spirits were the * youth of our house '. 1797
A. Young Agric. Suffolk 108 Ten loads.. an acre upon
good land, a middling crop; but upon *walk-land (poor
sheep-walks ploughed up) less. 1849 J. Forbes Physic.
Holidayx. (1850) 1 They . .indulge in farming, gardening, tree-

felling, *walk-making, or letc.]. 1893 Stevenson Cotriona
iii, A pleasant gabled house set by the *walkside among
some brave young woods. 1901 Daily Chron. 8 June 7/7
The alleged attempts of the [Post Office] department to re.

duce the value of Christmas boxes by the introduction of a
system of '

*walk -rotation ', 1794 Ann. Reg., Nat. Hist. 311
For the care of the banks [of the New River], a *walksman
is appointed to every two miles. 1903 Daily'Chron. 17 Mar.
9/5 A 'walksman ' in the service of the New River Com-
pany. 1911 H. S. Harrison Quecd xvi, He went down
the broad steps of the Capitol, and out the winding white
*walkway through the park.

t Walk, j£» Sen Obs. [repr. OE. wok, var. of

wolcn, wolcen : see Welkin.] A cloud or clouds.

1513 Douglas JEncis m. viii. 155 The nione wesvndir walk,
and gaif na lycht. c 1560 Holland Seven Sages 73 Sa as
thir twa togidder was at talk, The Mone wox dark, and hid
was vnder walk.

Walk (wf3k), v.1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. 'walked
(wgkt). Forms : Inf. andfres. stem : 1 wealcan,
wealcian, 2, 3 walki-en, 4 wale, 2-7 walke, 6

walck(e, Sc. valk, 8-9 Sc, wauk, 4- walk. Pa.

t. a. strong 1 w^olc, 3-5 welk(e, 5 walke,
wilke ; 0. weak 1 wealcede, 4 welkide, walkit,

5 walkude, walkyd, 6 walckt(e, (6 Sc. valkit),

4- walked. Pa. pple. a. strong 3 i-walken,
walke ; 0. weak 5 walkude, 3- walked. [OE.
had two forms : (1) wealcan redupl. str. vb. (pa. t.

wtfolc, pa. pple. gewealcen), to roll, toss (trans, and
intr.)

; (2) wealcian weak vb., occurring only

twice, in the senses ' to muffle up ' (gl. obvolvcre),

to curl (hair : gl. ealamistrare). One or both of

these vbs. may have had also the sense ' to full

(cloth) ' : see Walk v. 2 The corresponding forms

in the other Tent, langs. are: OHO. walchan str.

vb., recorded only in pa. pple. giwaltken, firwal-

chen, felted, matted (said of hair : gl. concretus);

MHG. 7valken(p3.. t. wielc, pa. pple. walken ; later

conjugated weak), to knead, to roll (paste) into

balls in the palms of the hands ; rarely, to move
about (trans, and intr.), to turn into something;

usually^ to full (cloth), whence to cudgel, drub;

mod.O, walken wk. vb., to full, to cudgel

;
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(M)LG., (M)Du. walken wk. vb., to full, to work
(felt), to cudgel; ON. valka (Icel. vdlka, mod.
volka) wk. vb., to drag about, to torment, refl. to

wallow; MSw. valka wk. vb., to roll (a morsel)

about in the mouth, Norw. valka wk. vb. to crum-

ple in the hand, MDa. valke wk. vb. to torment

;

the mod.Sw. valka, Da. valke (wk.), to full, prob.

take their sense from LG.
The strong pa. t. survived into the 15th c. ; the weak con-

jugation, recorded from the 13th c onwards, may perh. not
be a survival of the rare OE. wealcian but an instance of
the frequent change of inflexion from strong to weak. The
corresponding weak vb. in continental Teut. is prob. to be
explained in this way.
It is remarkable that to the end of the OE. period the sense

of the str. vb. was 'to roll ', and that from the beginning of
the ME. period it was 'to move about, travel'. The ex-

planation of this apparently sudden change may be that the
ME. sense had arisen in OE. as a colloquial (perhaps jocular)
use, and that when the literary tradition was interrupted
after the Conquest, and people wrote as they spoke, the
original meaning of the verb was no longer current.

The OTeut. root *walh- has no certain affinities in any
other branch of the Indogermanic family ;phonologically the
Skr. valg- to leap, dance, and the L. valgus bow-legged,
might be related, but there is no clear similarity of meaning.)

fl. 1. intr. a. In OE. (str. vb.). Of the
waves : To roll, toss. b. In early ME. of persons:
To toss about restlessly. Obs.
In OE. also trans, (str. vb.) to turn over, roll ; also^-. to

turn over in one's mind, consider ; (wk. verb) to curl (hair) ; to
press together (cf. Walk v. 2

). For examples see Bosworth-
Toller.

a 1100 Ahik. Glosses in Napier OE. Gl. i. 2474 Feruentis
oceanic wealcendre sx. a 1200 Moral Ode 240 Ho [sc. souls
in hell] secheo" reste her nis nan. .walke5 weri up and dun,
se water del> mid winde. la 1200 Body <$• Soul (Phillips) 5
He walkeb & wendeb & woneb. -pes, he saeib on his bedde,
wome bxt ic libbe, ba:tseftre [etc.]. 1398 W. Paris Cristine
(Horstm.) 394 Fyve daies. .Sche welkide berin [an oven] to
& froo. c 1400 Pety Job 329 in 26 Pol. Poems 131 Alias, I

walke in a lake Of dedly synne that doth me tene.

II. inlr. To journey, move about, esp. on foot.

+ 2. To go from place to place; to journey,
wander. Also with cogn. obj., to go (one's way).
In quoLa 1000 the sense appears to be ' to pass over ' ; if so,

theploss is the only example within the OE. period of any
anticipation of the ME. development of the meaning of the
word ; but it may be significant that the reference is to
motion on the sea.
a 1000 Prudentius Glosses in Germanla XI, 400 Emensus,

fcewealcon [' Emensus et multum/retP Prud. Peristeph. v.

471]. c 1200 Trht. Coll. Horn. 51 pat israelisshe folc was
walkende toward ierusalem on swinche and on drede and on
wanrede. c 1205 Lav. 112 Heuede Eneas be due mid his
driht folcke widen iwalken. c 1250 Meid. Maregrcte xlix,
Muchel ic habbe iwalken bi water ant bi londe. a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 6359 Qjueder-sum he welk her or bare, pis wandes
euer he wit him bare. Ibid. 21685 Quen be nedders. . pe folk
stanged of Israel, Quen )?ai welk in be wildernes. 13. . Ibid.
22063 (Gott.) pe angel. .in be pitt [pe deuil] sperd fast.. for
to be laised at be last quen pat thousand 3ere war past, to
walk his wai [Ediub. MS. to wale his waiis forthe] fra bat
quite. 1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 49S Vs is likful and lef in
landus to walke, bere won walleb of water in pe welle-
springus. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. vm. 14 pei ben men on bis
molde pat moste wyde walken. c 1400 Rule St. Benet 1893
j>ai bat sal walk bi way, or wirk, And may not cum to haly
kirk, . . peir seruyse sal pai not for-gete. 1513 Douglas AEneis
v. x. 29 And for ilk men3e A capitane walkis rewland all his
rowt.

3. Of things.

fa. Of time: To pass, elapse. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 568 An hundred winter.. welken or it

was ended wel.

tb. Of reports, fame, also of letters, money:
To circulate, pass from one to another ; also with
about. Also said of the person whose fame is

spread abroad. Obs.
13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1521 Your worde & your worchip

walkez ay quere. a 1352 Mis-ot Poems viii. 29 pe word of
him walkes ful wide. 1387 T. Usk Test. Love 1. vii. (Sk.)
95 Loke now what people hast thou served; whiche of them
al in tyme of thyne exile ever the refresshed, by the value of
the leste coyned plate that walketh in mony? C1470
Henry Wallace in. 252 The worde of him walkit baith ler
and ner. 1533 More Let. to Cromwell Wks. 1422/1 An
vnknowen heretike which hath sent ouer a worke that
walketh in ouer many mens handes named the Souper of
the lord. 1549 Latimer 4th Serm be/. Edw. VI (Arb.)
" l Aher was brybes walking, money makynge, makynge
of handes. a 1566 R. Edwards Damon $ P. (facs.)
Hiv, And I vp and downe, Go seekyng to learne what
Newes here are walkyng. 1583 Stubbls Anal. Abus. 11. 13
If any man that hath freends and mony.. chance to haue
committed neuer so. .flagicious a deed., .then letters walke,
freends bestir them, and mony carrieth alt away. 1601 B.
Jonson Poetaster m. v. 77 For he shall weepe, and walke
with euery tongue Throughout the citie, infamously song.
a 1626 Bacon War -with Spain (1629) 42 A wonderfull
enoneousobseruation that walketh about. 1640 tr. Verdere'sRom. o/Rom. II. i 20 This Prince, .never left praying and
importuning; every day she had a Page, letters were com
£*? walkin8 [" ^slettresmarckoientdtouteslieures].

1671 .Milton damson 1089, I., now am come to see of whom
such noise Hath walk'd about. 1687 R. L'Estrance Answ.
Dnsenter 22 There may be Mony Walking on the One Side
as well as on the Other.

fc. Of crime, vice, or virtue : To be rife, spread
abroad. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vn. 79 In hym bat taketh is be

.0 £
ryC

'
'' any tresoun waw <= \rtad walke {with S MSS.)}.

1387 Trpvisa Htgden (Rolls) II. 169 pese men..beeb i-woned to haue the victone. . in euerich fi 3t wher no treson is

walkynge [L.ubi/raus ab/uerit]. c 1450 in Kingsford Chron.
Land. (1905) 140 Ther whas so moch treson walkyng that
men wist not what to do. 1567 Gude <y Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 101

Thair violence and wrang walkis full wyde. 1573 L. Lloyd
Pilgr. Princes 53 Then luste knew no way to the pallace of
Caesars, then abstinence walked in the market place, then all

Rome was chast. 1626 Breton' Pasquils Mad-cap (Grosart)

8/2 Wealth is a witch that hath a wicked chaime, That in

the mindes of wicked men doth walke.

fd. Of drink, etc. : To be handed round, pass,

circulate. Obs,

'555 R- Smith in Foxe A. <y M. (1563) 1254/1 My Lorde
ma> re being set with the bishop and one of the shriues, wine
was walking on euery syde, I standing before them as an
outcast. 1567 Harman Caveat (Shaks. Soc.) 32 How the
pottes walke about ! their talking lounges talke at large.

1594 Greene & Lodge Looking Gl. 1858 G.'s Wks. 1905 I.

201 Frolicke, my Lord[s]; let all the standerds walke; Ply
it till euery man hath tane his load. 1596 Ralegh Guiana
85 Wee found them all as drunke as beggers, and the pottes
walking from one to another without rest. 1622 R. Hawkins
Voy. S. Sea (1847) 216 The pott continually walking, infused
desperate and foolish hardinesse in many. 1691 Wood Atk.
Oxon. II. 157 This Hicks., was also Author, .of other little

trivial matters meerly to get bread, and make the pot walk.

fe. Of various material things, e. g. a pen, a
weapon, an instrument, a heavenly body: To
move, be in motion. Of leaves: To come out. Obs.
a 1400 Stockh. Med. MS. ii. 753 in Anglia XVIII. 325 At

eutry knot ij lewys owt walke. a 1530 J. Heywood Wether
(1903) 686 Whan the wynde doth blow the uttermost Our
wyudmylles walk a-mayne in every cost, 1549 Latimer
Ptoughers (Arb.) 25 And then bothe ploughes not walkyng,
nothyng shoulde be in the common weale but lionger. 1550— Serm._Stam/ord (1562 ) 103, I hearde a penne walkynge
in the chimney behynde the cloth. They hadJe appoyuted
one there to wryte al myne aunsweres. 1565 J. Hall Crt.
Vertue 150 The great Beare

. . Whych wyth the small Beare
euermore Doth walke the pole about. 1575 Gascoignk
Making 0/ Verse § 1, I would.. tinde some supernatural!
cause whereby my penne might walke in the supetiatiue
degree. 1580 Blundevil Curing Horses Dis. xi. 6 Of the
Feuer which commeth of rawe digestion.. .The Horse will

blowe at the nose.. you shall see his flankes walke and his
backe to beate. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 45 From euery
coast that heauen walks about, Haue thither come the nohle
Martiall crew. 1622 Drayton Poly.olb. xxii. 663 Now
English Bowes, and Bills, and Battle-axes walke, Death vp
and downe the field in gastly sort doth stalke. 1686 tr.

Ckardin's Trav. Persia 115 They did not like working, so
that the Cudgel was fore'd to walk now and then to quick 'n

their Laziness. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, [They] got me
down, and knevelled me sah aneuch, or I could gar my whip
walk about their lugs.

ff. Of a vehicle : To make regular journeys.
C 1450 Godstow Reg. 671, ij. cartls the which they had every

day walkyng to busshyng in his wode of Shottore.

tg. Of the tongue, the jaws : To move briskly.
1550 Crowi.ey Epigr. 908 No man shal fynde a tyme to

speake, sofaste theyr tongesshal walke. 1590 Si enser/''. Q.
11. iv. 5 And, ever as she went, her toungdid walke In foule
reproch and termes of vile despight. 1609 Dekker Guls
Norne-bk. v. 24 It will adde much to your fame to let your
tongue walke faster then your teeth. 1609 — Lanth, cj-

Candlelight x. Wks. (Grosart) III. 277 If then, .his chappes
begin to walke as if he were chewing downe a Horse-loafe.
1673 Kirkman Unlucky Citizen 231 He could make but
little defence with his hands; but his tongue walked, he
stormed, raged and threatened.

h. Naut. Of a ship : To make progress.
1884 ' H. Collingwood ' Under Meteor Flag 159 Seeing

us walking ahead, he hailed us to keep back in line with him.
1891 W. C. Russell Marriage at Sea iii, If. .it lies in my
power to keep this here Spithre [the ship's name] awalking.

ti- fif. (a) ?To be successful, (b) To be a
substitute, ' pass ',

( go ''for. Obs.
(") * 1553 Udall Royster D. in. iii. (Arb.) 48, I doubt not

but this geare shall on my side walke.
(<*) 1557 Phaer/Eneid v. (1558) Oiv, One only man shall

be, whome lost in depe seas he shall seke, One poll shall
walke for all [L. unum pro multis dabitur caput]. 1627
W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 299 That now, writtes walk
for words.

f4, To go about in public, live, move (in a
place or region). Also of animals : To range, be
found (in a place). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17800 In mi cite of aramathi ]>ar ar bai

[sc. the risen dead] walkand witerli. 13.. Propr. Sand.
(Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. tteu. Spr. LXXXI. 302/310
per is a ffisch . . pat in be see is walkynge ; Euere he slumbrep
andekeslepeb. C1330R. Brunne CAfwi. Woe* (Rolls) 4734
pys feste day.. Were orTYed..pre bousand hyndes, Wylde
walkande by wode lyndes. a 1350 S. Lucy 121 in Horstm.
Altengl.Lcg. (1S81) 18 Whils he welk in bis werld here, He
said to his appostels in-fere. — S. Thomas 2 (ibid. 19) Saint
1 homas, be apostill trew, pat welk in werld here with Jhesu
MS* Sit G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 244 Men suld nocht
lichtly traist in na sauf conditis, and namely in the warld
that walkis now. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. ^29 He sawe full
feill testis abide, Off wylde and tavme walkand habound-
andlye. MM More Rich. Ill, Wks. 40/1 Robbers and
rmers walking at libertie vncorrected. 1559 Bp. Scot in
Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. App. x. 32 Upon the which
I lace St. Augustine wryteth thus, Christe tooke Fleshe of
the blessed Virgin his Mother, and in the same he did walke.
[1856 Aytoun Bothwell 1. v, And yet—he bandies texts with
Knox, And walks a pious man !]

t b. To be, live in a certain condition. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 75S Adam ;ode walkand in bat welth

!

pat halden was in micul elth. 1493 Will E. Bonde (Somer-
set Ho., I Edward Bonde in hole mynde walking & some
what syke. **

fc. To busy oneself, be active about some- !

thing. Obs. (Cf. Wake v. 4 b.)
01300 Cursor M. 7530 Dauid..tokebot a staf and a sling

pat he was wont to bere in hand Abute his fiocke o seep

walcand. c 1450 Mirk's Feslt'al 84 And bi[l]ke folke bat

han ben bysy erly and late to walke aboute worldely good,
now schuld be bysy, alsoo, to vyset pore and seke.

d. With complementary adj. or phrase : = Go
v. 6. Now rare or obs.

1604 Jas. I Counterbl. Tobacco (Arb.) 100 Why doe we not
as well imitate them [the Indians] in walkingnaked as they
doe? a 1625 Flktchick Custom Country 11. (1647) &/1 How
long might I have walkt without a cloake, Before I should
have met with such a fortune?

5. To travel or move about on foot. Alio with
advs. about, an, etc.

To walk with (a slick) : to use it as a partial support in
walking.

_
To walk on crutches: to support oneself by

crutches in walking.
a 1300 A'. Norn 953 Ich habbe walke [other texts walked]

wide Bi be se side ; N is he nowar ifunde. a 1300 Cursor M.
17288+ 127 pese thre maries come bidervvard. for drede pai
stynted oft For ferd of be Jews, and sithen welk ful soft.

c 1403 Lydg. Temple o/Glas 550, I saugh a man, baf wulke
al solitarie. a 1535 Frere <5- Boy (Ritson) 63 An olde man
came hym tyll, Walkynge by the waye, 1557 North Gue-
vara's Diall Pr. til. xlii. (1568; 71 Thow watkest by the

thorncs: and wylt not that thy youn bee tome. 1697
Coi.likr Ess. 11. (1703) 99 To walk always upon crutches, is

the way to lose the use of our limbs. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Miss Evans fy Eagle, They all walked on together, talking,

and laughing. 1836 Ibid., Vauxhall-Gardens, We walked
about, and met with a disappointment at every turn. 1902
* Violet Jacob ' Shcep-Stealers viii, He carried a stick, but
he did not use it to walk with. 1907 ' (J. E. Ckaddock'
H'ind/all'w. 75 Why, I'll feel soold whenst I'm twenty that

1 reckon I'll hev ter walk with a stick by then.

T b. with refl. pron.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 16. 1 wil now me walke Torn sege to

sege, And pray to help me now euery saynt. 1509 Hawes
Past. Picas, xxvii. (1845) "9 As 1 went walkyng myseifeto
and fro, Full sodaynly Venus wrought me such wo.

If c. conjugated with to be. Also pa. ffle. in

intr. sense.

1770 C. Jenner Placid Man vi. v. II. 202 Mrs. Stapleton
inquired after Lady Clayton; Miss Clayton said slit was
walked out. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxxii, I shall never
forget how frightened I was when I took him forthe picture
of old Sir Malise walked out of the canvass.

d. with cognate obj. ; also, with advb. accusa-

tive of distance. Phrase, to walk a turn, to walk
once up and once down.
c 1460 Townclcy Myst. xxviii. 261 With lucas and with cleo-

phas he welkea day Iurnee. 1548 [see (]. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
iv. i. 162 A turne or two lie walke To still my beating minde.
1653 Holcroft Prccopius, Pers. Wars 1. 6 1 hey prayed the

King to walk some turns with Arsaces in their presence, to

be witnesses of what passed. 1753 Jane Collier Art Tor.
vient. 11. iv. 177 Strange disorders in her head, for which she
is advised to walk long walks. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxiv,
They walked a turn through the hall. 1833 Dickens Sk.
Boz

t
Mr. Minns, I've walked all the way from Stamford-hill

this morning. 1836 Ibid., Criminal Courts, They walked a
few paces, and paused. 1895 J. Winsor Mississ. Basin 239
A scandalous act of Thomas Penn some years back (1737) had
asserted inordinate claims by virtue of what was known as
the ' Walking Purchase '. The extent of the concession was
dependent on the distance a man could walk in a day and a
half by an honest tramp.
Proverb. 1605 Erondei.le Fr. Card. M 6 b, After Dinner

sit a while : After Supper walke a mile.

e. In express or implied contrast with ride.

Also colloq. to walk it.

1668 PbpVS Diary 16 Sept., Walking it to the Temple ; and
in my way observe that the Stockes are now pulled quite
down. 1712 Steele Spectator No. 454 § 6 When I resolved
to walk it out of Cheapnes?. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. x, I

therefore walked back by the horse-way. 1805 T. Holcroft
Bryan Perdue III. 185, I was obliged to walk the journey.
1853 Dickens Bleak No. vi, We alighted and walked up all

the hilis. 1883 C. Howard Roads Eng. 4- Wales (ed. 3) 84
A dangerous descent, best walked down into Banwell. Ibid.

139 A long stiff ascent, .which most tourists will walk up.

1915 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 466 He had ridden and 1 had
walked before him.

f. More explicitly, To walk on foot\ also (now
rarely) afoot. fAlso transf of a stream: To
flow slowly (obs.).

136a Lancl. P. PI. A. vi. i (MS- H.) Now riden bis folk &
walken on fote to seche bat seint in selcoube londis. c 1375
Cursor M. 18548 (Fairf.) pa iewessagh bis ilk man. .a-pon pe

see wi p-outen wete dry to walke a-pon his fete \Cott. and Gott.
Gangand als apon a strete]. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
John xii. 12-16 Where as before he was wunte to walke his

lourneyes on foote. 1565 Stapleton tr. Bedels Nist. Ch.
Eng. 114 The said.. bishop Chadde was wonte alwaies to..

doo the worke of the ghospell more walking a fote wher he
went, than on horsebacke. 1621 H. King Serm. 37 but
Kings haue walkt afoote whilest the Pope hath rode. 1747
W. Hohslev /WO748) II. 252 When it [the blood] walks

a Foot, in an even, regular Peace, every Faculty coincides.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. vi, How comes it . .
that such a

great Gentleman walks about the Country afoot? a 1774

Goldsm. Hist. Greece 1 1. 221 The King walked on foot among
the infantry. 1810 S. Grfen Re/ormist II. 37 When he

quitted Ellingford, he resolved always to walk on foot. 1849

Macaulay///j/. Eng.v. I. 561 Theprisoner.. walked on foot,

bareheaded, up the whole length of that stately street which

..leads from Holyrood House to the Castle.

g. With advs. in, up, fforth, and const, into,

the use of this vb. instead of the indefinite come

or go sometimes implies an additional notion of

absence of pausing or hesitation. So, * in the

ceremonious language of invitation '
(J.), Walk in

= 'come in ' (now chiefly in rustic use). Similarly

in the showman's ' Walk up | walk up |
' when the

show is on a raised platform.
In general, the tendency to substitute 'come * or 'go ' for

6



WALK.
tliis verb has become much more prevalent since the 16-

17th c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19737 Paulus ban welk forth her and bar,

And spelled fast wit-vten spar. 1450 Paston Lett. 1. in
Than we wclk forthe, and desyryd an answer of hem. 1598
Shaks. Merry IK 1. i. 291, I pray you Sir walke in. 1614

J. Cooke Greene s Tu Quogue U 2, Pre thee, walke in, what
you bargaine for, lie discharge. 1696 Vanbruch Relapse iv,

v, If your Lord^iip please to walk in, we'll help you to some
lirown Sugar-Candy. 1797 Janf. Austen Sense fy Sensib.

xxx, Mrs. Jennings, .opened the door and walked in with a
look of real concern. 1804 J.Tobin Honey Moon 1. i. (1805)

12 Of as tried a courage As ever walk'd up to the roaring

throats Of a deep-rang'd artillery. 1834 Maky HowittSpider
<%• Fly 1 ' Will you walk into my parlour ?

' said the Spider
to the Fly. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tuggs's at Raws-
gate, 'Won't you walk in, sir?' said the servant. 1838
— Nicklcby iii, The voice replied that the gentleman was
to walk up. 1840 — Old C. Shop xlviii, Close here, sir, if

you please to walk this way. 1847 Helps Friends in C.

I. viii. 149 Men walk up composedly to the most perilous

enterprises. 1867 H. Latham Black <%• White Pref. p. vi,

Every American's house cannot be walked into, like the

President's ; but [etc.]. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters
of Tsavo ix. 101 Rather foolishly, I at once scrambled down
from the tree and walked up towards him [the lion]. 1909
in I. G. Sieveking Francis IK Newman vi. 126 The door
opened and the Professor walked in.

h. To move about or go from place to place on

foot for Ihe sake of exercise, pleasure, or pastime;

to take a wall: or walks, f Also with abroad.
/Z1300 Cursor M. 4778 Jacob yode walcand be be nile.

1362 Lakgl. P. PL A. ix. 54 And as 1 wente bi a wode
walkyn^ myn one, Plisse of be liriddes made me to Abyde,
c 1381 Chaucek Pari. Foules 297 Forth welk I tho mi seluyn
to solace, c 1400 Parce Mihi 1 in 26 Pol. Foetus 143 V>y a
forest syde. walkyng as I went, Disporte to take. 1569
Sienser / 'is. Petrarch 73 On hearbs and flowres she walked
pensiuely. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1S78) 42 Saue sawe dust,

and brick dust, and ashes as fine, for alley to walke in, with
neighbour of thine. 1617 S. H. Engl. Mans Doctor 11. (1624)

41 When you arise in the morning., remember to powrefoortb
your prayers vnto God. .Then walke ye gently, a 1626

Bacon Med. Rem. Baconiana (1679) 161 Stir up the Ponder
when you drink, and walk upon it. 1640 tr. Verdcre's Rom.
ofRem, II. 120 Car'mda said he, being gone out to walk in

the garden. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored 192 And
as touching walking abroad, some of the Ancients have been
large. 1685 Caldwell Papers (Ma'itl. Club) I. 153 [At Spa]
There is a pleasant garden of the Capuciners, where drinkers

of the waters generallie walk. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Ctess Mar 10 Mar., She asked me to walk in her

garden. 1745 Eliza Haywood Female Sped. xn. (1748) II.

309 That monarch being walking in the Mall one day, was
infinitely charmed with the beauty of a young lady who
happened to be there. 1830 Portugal ; or Vng. Travellers

239 As he spoke, Mr. Grey rose from table and invited them
to walk. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashtixx\

t
'Stay, Salome !

Where are you going?' ' To walk."

f i. trans/. To take air and exercise (on horse-

back). Obs.

1541 Wyatt Def. in H. Walpole Misc. Antiq. 11. (1772) 49
There be maynie men in the towne and most of them gentle-

men, wch walke upon there horses, and here and there tawlke
with those ladies.

j. To walk {out) withy to walk together: in

rustic use said of a young man and young woman
* keeping company* with a view to marriage.

1876 Miss Yonge Womankind xxiii. 195 There is a semi-

engaged state of walking ' with a man on trial. 1886 Hardy
Mayor Casterbr. xx, She. .no longer said of young men and
women that they 'walked together* but that they were 'en-

gaged '. 1896 Housman Shropsh. Lad xxv, Rose Harland
on her Sundays out Walked with the better man. Ibid,,

When Rose and I walk out together. 1902 W. W. Jacobs
Lady ofBarge (1908) 5 A certain young woman I'm walking
out with. 1905 Jerome Idle Ideas xx, 'You are not en-

gaged, I 'ope?' Walking out, ma'am, do you mean?' says

Emma. 1906 Times 26 Nov. 3/6 Her sister knew him in the

way of business, but had never walked out with him.

t k. Followed by a ( *= on) and vbl. sb. : m Go
v. 32 e. Obs.

1533 More Atisw. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1076/2 Like as if a

ryght great man woulde wantonly walke a mumming, and
disguise hymself.

1. In various phrases. + To WttEt at rovers : to

have no settled abode (cf. Rover 1 2). To walk
Spanish : see Spanish C. To walk upon air : to

be in an exultant state of mind. + To walk will

of one's way (Sc.) : to go astray, lose oneself.

C147S Rauf Coil^ear 73 Or ony vther gude fallow that I

heir fand Walkand will of his way. Ibid. 106 In wickit
wedderis and weit walkand full will. 1528 More Dial.
Heresyes m. Wks. 228/1 The order is rebuked by priestes

begging and lewde liuing, which either is fayne to walke at

rouers and Hue upon trentalles or worse or els [etc.]. 1887
Stevenson Mem. 4- Portr. iv. 72, 1 went home that morning
walking upon air.

m. Racing. Of a jockey: To weigh (so much)
when going on foot.

1856 ' Druid ' Post .% Paddock v. 83 He was about 5 ft. 5 in.

in height, walked about 9 st. 5 lbs, in the winter months, and
could ride, if required for a great race, 7 st. 12 lbs. to the last.

n. quasi-trans, with complementary adj. , adv. , or

phrase. To walk off, to get rid of (the effects of

liquor, an ailment) by walking exercise. Also in

nonce-uses : To walk downy to counteract (poison)

by walking ; to exhaust (a companion) by walking
;

to walk out a sermon, to continue walking till it

has ended.
1669 Pepys Diary 2 May, Thence with them to White Hall,

and there walked out the sermon with one or other. 1823

Scott Queniin D. iii, I have walked my clothes dry, or

nearly so. i860 Sala Baddington Peerage I. vii. 131 Per-

42

haps he wished to walk off the fumes of the punch and
tobacco. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xix, He would have

liked. .to have. .walked himself dead with fatigue. 1884

Harper's Mag. Jan. 302/2 A walker who gives promise of

great things if he doesn't walk his short legs off within the

next two or three years. 1884 Tennyson Cup 11. 260, I pray

you lift me And make me walk awhile. I have heard these

poisons May be walk'd down. 1894 Frances P. Cobbe Life

I. 341, I do believe I could walk down anybody and perhaps

talk down anybody too 1

o. Kattt. To turn (the capstan) by walking round

it ; to haul by walking round the capstan or by

walking away with a rope.

1836 Makryat Pirate viii, The men.. walked the anchor

up to the bows. 1882 Narks Seamanship (ed. 6) 118 Walk
the yard up to the derrick head with the hawser. Ibid. 203

Walk the anchor up the bow. Ibid. 172 Walk back the

capstan.

Q.f'g. a. Chiefly in religious use, after Bible exam-

ples : To conduct oneself, behave (ill or well,

wisely or unwisely). Sometimes with reference to

a metaphorical ' path ' or ' way '. To -walk with

God (Gen. v. 22), interpreted to mean ' to lead a

godly life ' (so rendered by Coverdale, after Luther

;

later versions retain the Heb. phrase), or to have

intimate communion with God.
Cf. Heb. hdlak, Gr. TrepiTraTeiV, Vulg. ambulare.
15.6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 213 O man (sayth scrip-

ture) walke inye wayes of thy herte as moche as thou wylte,

but [etc.). 1526 Tindale 2 Thess. iii. 6 We requyre you.,
that ye withdrawe youre selves from every brother that

walketh inordinatly (Vulg. ambiilante inordinate}. 1550
Crowley Last Trump. 516 And then, lyke a good Christian,

Thou doste walke forth in thy callynge. 1581 J. Hamilton
Cath. Traict. Epist. 8b, To..trauell to reduce yame to ye
treu vay quhairin all yair forbearis valkit yir mony hundreth

zeris bygane. a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies 111, xiii.

[xiv.] 13 He more aduisde, walke as a puritan, And I shall

thinke you chaste, do what you can. a 1639 Hinde J.

Bruen xliv. (1641) 140 It was the desire and delight of his

soule to walke with God. 1669 Stuhmy Mariners Mag.,
Penalties <$ Forfeit. C2 If all. .had but the knowledge of

what they should know, they might prevent this loss and
damage, and walk safely. 1681 Flavf.l Mlth. Grace xxx.

323 When a man walks suitably to his place and calling in

the world, we say he acts like himself. 1853 Maurice Proph.

$ Kings vi. 93 If he walked in God's ways lie would establish

a sure house. 187a Morley Voltaire (1886) 11 Those do
best who walk most warily.

b. To direct one's conduct by, after a rule, etc.

1581 Lambarde Eiren. n. ii. (1588) 113 Many other wayej
there bee, after which the Iustice of Peace may walke in

taking ofthiskindofRecognusance. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (t7o8) 39 He is the great Exempler they walk
by. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 25 r 4 Give me more certain

Rules to walk by than those I have already observed. 1821

Scott Kenilw. xxv, I give thee way, good imp, and will

walk by thy counsel. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 46 We
judge a stranger by our home-bred ways, Who, may be,

walks by other rule of right.

f c. To be associated, act harmoniously with.

Also to walk together. Obs.

i6ao J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent Ep. A 3 b, And
though it be written in amerystile, yet I dare presume that

mirth and truth walke together in it. 1650 H. Ellis Pseitdo-

christus 7 After this, he walked sometime in fellowship with

that Congregation. 1657 Docuttt. S. Paul's (Camden) 155

The congregation y' wallke w"> M' John Symson. a J709

J. Lister Autobioe;. (1842) 50 My wife and myself, were ad.

mined into the church at Kipping, with which we walked

satisfyingly many years. Ibid. 51 Some of his hearers left

him [the pastor], and others walked with him till new matters

of dissatisfaction broke out. Ibid., After he was gone, the

church at Kipping was again united, and walked sweetly

together, but could not get a pastor.

f d. To walk wide in words : to argue at cross

purposes. Obs.

1529 More Dyaloge I. xviii. 23 Wythout whych we were

lyke to walke wyde in wordys.

f e. To proceed, 'go' upon (grounds). Obs.

1828 Life Planter Jamaica 252 What grounds of proba.

bility have we to walk upon that the present negroes . . would

act otherwise.

7. To go on foot at a walk : see Walk sb. 1 5.

a. Of human beings or other bipeds : To pro-

gress by alternate movements of the legs, so that

one of the feet is always on the ground : contrasted

with run, hop, etc. To walk through (a dance) =
•j e ; similarly of nn actor, to walk through his part

(cf. quot. 1824).
1762 Foote Orator i. Wks. 1799 I. 193 Soft and fair ; we

must walk before we can run. 1815 Stephens in_ Shaw's

Gen. Zool. IX. 1. 65 The progressive motion of this bird is not

by walking but hopping. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xix,

That caprice which so often tempts painters and musicians

and great actors, in the phrase of the latter, to walk through

their part, instead of exerting themselves with the energy

which acquired their fame. 1859 Habits ofGd. Society v. 206
' Steps,' as the chasser of the quadrille is called, belong to a

past age, and even ladies are now content to walk through

a quadrille. 1861 Whyte Melville MM. Hart, v, It must

have been a fine run: but slow... It's labour and sorrow,

walking after hounds, to my mind. 1868 J. Burroughs
Wake-robin viii. (1 884) 295 Among the land-birds, the grouse,

pigeon, quails, larks, and various blackbirds, walk. 1894

Daily News 10 Aug. 5/3 A bluejacket never walks, when an

order is given, but does everything at the double.

b. Of a horse, dog, or other quadruped: To
advance by a gait in which there are always two

feet on the ground, and during a part of the step

three or (in slow walking) four feet : opposed to

amble, trot, gallop, etc. Also said of a rider.

WALK.
1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1639/4 Lost.., a bright Bay Gelding,

14 hands high,. .Walks, Trots, and Gallops, something dull

in going, but will leap very well. 1818 Scott Br. Latum.
xx.viii, Ravenswood walked on with equal deliberation until

he reached the head of the avenue. . .When he had passed

the upper gate, he turned his horse. 1863 W. C. Baldwin
Afr. Hunting vii. 252 It was only the dogs walking among
the dead leaves.

c. To walk over {the course) : of a horse, literally,

to go over the course at a walking pace, so as to

be accounted the winner of a race in which there

is no opposition ; transf. zw&fg. to win a race or

other contest with little or no effort. To walk

awayfrom, to outdistance easily in a race (in quot.

fig.). Also (U.S. colloq.) to walk round (an

opponent) : to beat easily.

1779 Warner in Jesse Selwyn t, Contemp. (1844) IV. 245 A
little on this side the park is Sir John Thorold's, who, you
see by the papers, is walking over the course for the county.

1823 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turfs, v., ' To walk over ' another, is

. . to set him at naught, as a racer which is so vastly superior

to other cattle that none dare start, and he walks over the

course. 1832^. Egan's Bk. Sports 117/2 At Knutsford..

he won the Gold Cup . . ; and walked over for the Pengwern
Stakes at Holywell. »86a Cornh. Mag. V. 26, 1 was promptly

assured that.. I should be elected without opposition..; in

short I should walk over the course. 1883 Miss Broughton
Belinda IV. iii, ' Beaten by a banjo 1

' says she tragically ;
' if

it had not been for the banjo I should have walked away
from her.' 1890 Rules cf Racing § 142 in Encycl. Sport

(1898) II. 227 When one horse pays forfeit for a match the

other need not walk over. 1901 Westm. Gax. 29 June 9/3

To use a colloquial expression, they ' walked round ' Gamble
and Davies.

1 d. transf. Of a vehicle, a ship, a stream : To
go very slowly, nonce-uses.

1827 Pollok Course T. 1. 346 Round his sacred hill,

a streamlet walked, Warbling the holy melodies of heaven.

1852 Mundy Antipodes (1857) 200 Our steamer ran, or rather

walked—for she could make no running—plump upon a

rock off Bradley's Head. 1865 Emerson Let. in Harper's

Mag. (1884) Feb. 464/1 The train walked all the way.

e. trans. To go through (a dance, esp. a minuet)

at a walk.
1810 [see Minuet 1]. 1827 Lytton Pelham xl, They

just walk a quadrille or spin a waltz, . .hang dancing, 'tis so

vulgar. 1859 Habits ofGd. Society v. 207, I do not attempt

to deny that the quadrille, as now walked, is ridiculous.

1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xiv. 362 He walked his

minuet in life, and he danced out of it with a caper.

8. To go away. a. simply or f with away,forth.

Formerly often in imperative = ' begone ', with a

vocative of some term of opprobrium (sometimes

retained in indirect narration). Now only colloq.,

to go away perforce, be turned out ; also slang, to

die.

C1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 106 Leif brother, let vs be walkand.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 140 b, Yf than the porter

wold come forth sodeynly & all to beet vs, & bydde vs walke

forth vnthryftes with sorowe. a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gar.

nesche iv. 60 Sche praiid yow walke, on Goddeshalfe ! 1529

More Dyaloge 1. xiv. 18 b, He bad hym walk faytoure. And
made hym be sett openly in y« stokkys. 1550 Palsgr. 770/2

Walke, pyke you hence: tire auant. 1530 Tindale Pract.

Prelates Gvb, The Cardinal! bad him walcke a vilayne.

1546 j- Heywood Prov. 11. iv. (1867) 52 Walke drab walke.

Nay (quoth she) walke knaue walke. 1605 Chapman All

Fooles 1. B 4 b, I like his learning well, make him your heire,

And let your other walke. 1607 M iddleton Mich._ Term 11.

iii. i6g It stands upon the loss of my credit to-night, if I

walk without money. 1712 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 26 Dec,

Lord Bolingbroke told me I must walk away to-day after

dinner, because lord treasurer and he and another were to

enter upon business. 1858 Trollops Dr. Thome iv, If the

governor were to walk, 1 think Porlock would content him-

self with the thirty thousand ayear. 190a S. E. White
Blazed Trail xxviii, If I want to discharge a man, he walks

without any question.

fb. transf. Of animals: To be stolen. Of a

thing : To be got rid of; to be carried off. To let

(something) walk : to dismiss from attention. Obs.

c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. 672 Lete argumentys walk,

bei ar not to our be-houe. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878)

141 There horse being tide on a balke, is readie with theefe

for to walke. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 619/2

When he comes foorth, he will make theyrcowes and garrans

to walke, yf he doe noe other mischeif to theyr persons.

1611 Chapman May-Day 1. ii, Nay, they [sc. houses] shall

walke, thats certaine, He turne 'em into money.

O. With off: To depart suddenly or abruptly.

To walk off with : to carry away as a prize or

plunder.
1604 Marston Malcontent in. v. E 4 b, I am heauie,

walke of, I shall talke in my sleepe, walke of. Exeunt Pages.

1705 Vanbrugh Mistake iv. i, Jacin. Have a care lie don t

rally, and beat you yet tho' ; pray walk off. 1836 Hawker
Diary (1893) II. 107 A green sub., .had walked off with my
portmanteau. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Apr., 1 gave

Master Baron that day a precious good beating, and walked

off with no less than fifteen shillings of his money. 1848

Dickens Dombey ii, Mr. Chick.. said no more, and walked

off. C1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 147 Why dost thou not

depart with the rest? Walk off. 1888 'J. S. Winter

Bootle's Childr. ix, And then she gave another sniff and

walked off to the drawing-room again. 1889 Conan Doyle

Sign ofFour ix, Wait a bit, my friend, . . You have important

information, and you must not walk off. We shall keep you,

whether you like or not, until our friend returns.

9. Of a ghost, spectre, fiend : To be seen walk-

ing, to appear. Of a dead person : To ' come

back ' as a ghost. Also f to walk out.

For the ghost walks (Theat. Slang), see Ghost sb. 8 b.

121300 Cursor M. 22611 Qucn sal seine [= chine] |>e he-
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uennes open, baa warlaus all sal walk ban vte. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. 408 (Add. MS.) All the cbambres were take vp, safe

oon, in the which was a sperite walkyng. aiSi3 Fabyan's
Chron. clxxix. (1533) 105 He also for that the munkes of
wynchester sayd that his father Alurede walkyd, caused hym
to be remoued vnto the new abbay. 154a Udall Erasm.
Apoph. m b, Sore subiecte to the terrours of buggues, and
spyrytes, or goblyns, that walken by night and in places

solitarie. 1573 L. Lloyd Pilgr. Primes ioi Wc reade in

Lucanhow thatthesoulesof Sillaand Marius. . werealwayes
walking and appearing vnto men before they were purged by
sacrifice. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 10, 1 am thy Father's Spirit

Doom'd for a certaine terme to walke the night. 1611
Tourneur Ath. 'frag. iv. iii, There's a talke, thou know'st,
thatthe Ghoast of olde Montfarers walks, a 1625 Fletcher
Hum. Lieut, in, v, I make your Grace my Executor, and I

beseech ye See my poor Will fulfill'd : sure I shall walk else.

1727 De Foe //As/. Appar, x. 201 Such a courage, .would.

.

layall the devils that ever walked. 1801 Scott Glenfinlas
xlvi, Alone, I dare not venture there, Where walks, they say,
the shrieking ghost. 1882 A. Jkssopp in iqth Cent Nov. 737
Everybody knows that it's an awful thing for a dead man to
•walk. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow Pro!. 12 Would ye
rob the man before his body? Nay, he would walk 1

10. * To act in sleep ' (J.) ; to walk about or

perform other actions as a somnambulist, rare exc.

in the full phrase to walk in one's sleep.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. i. 3 When was it shee [Lady Mac-
beth] last walk'd? Hid. 66 Yet I haue knowne those which
haue walkt in their sleep, who haue dyed holily in their

beds. 1607 Dekker & Webster Nortlnv. Hoe in. E 1 b,

My mistris makes her husband belieue that shee walkes in

her sleepe. 1728 Chambers' Cycl,. Somnambulic an Appel-
lation given to People, who walk in their Sleep. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxxix, Some uneasy ideas that he must
be walking in his sleep, or that he had been troubled with
phantoms,.. beset the Captain at first.

11. To go on foot in procession ; also, to go in

a regular circuit or to and fro over a prescribed

track in the course of official duty. Also with
cognate accus., as in to walk one's round(s, the

round, a round, said esp. of a sentinel.

1594-1600 Mt'n. Archdeaconry Colchester (MS.) 99b,
19 Apr. 1596. Our perambulation was not walked through
the defalte of our vicar. 1596 Spenser State /ret. Wks.
(Globe) 679/1 The sheriff of the shire, whose peculiar office

it is to walke continuallye up and downc his baly-wick,. .to

snatch up all those runnagates [etc.]. Jbid., Thesherriff may
doe therin what he can, and yet the marshall may walke
his course besides. 1639 Du Verger tr. Camus* Admir.
Events 102 Octavian corns accompanyed with his friend
Leobell to walke his accustomed round, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary j2 Sept. 1641, I was permitted to walk the round and
view the workes. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xviii, If the lovers
have agreed, Agelastes, it is probable, walks his round, to
prevent intrusion. 1863 Geo. Eliot Rot/iota xxii, He.. was
to walk in procession as Latin secretary.
trans/, andJig. 1629 Massincer /V^^««n,i,Dreamesand

phantasticke visions walke the round About my widdowed
bed. 1834 H. Miller Scenes $ Leg. xxiv. (1857) 35 l He
continued to walk the round of his duties.

t b. Oxford University, (a) Of a proctor or pro-

proctor : To perambulate the streets at night, in

the exercise of his function, (b) Of the proctors :

To march to and fro in the Convocation House, as

part of the ceremony of conferring degrees.
1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1B80) 77 It was

proved that the ij Proctors servaunts walkyd w* other per-
sons as plesyd them, and theyr masters walkyd not nor noe
other for them. 1677 WoonLife (O.H.S.) II. 384, I [a Pro-
proctor] walk by the authontie of the vice-chancellour.
Ibid, 391 Dr. Nicholas, .verie active in walking and hauling
taverns. 1906 J. Wells Ox/ Degree Cerem. 8 Within
living memory it was necessary for each ' grace * to be taken
separately, and the Proctors 'walked* for each candidate.
Ibid. 9 It js currently believed that the Proctors walk in
order to give any Oxford tradesman the opportunity of
1 plucking their gown and protesting against the degree of
a defaulting candidate.

12. Walk into— . {Colloquial or slang.) a. In
phrase to walk into (a person's) affections, to win
the love of (a person) at once and without effort.

Sometimes used jocularly for b or c.

1858 in K. Young Delhi iSj?, App. 328 Major Erskine was
fearful that the jolly 50th would have walked into the affec-
tions of the Madrassees, and then all would have gone a
regular smash,

b. To make a vigorous attack upon.
1794 Ld. Hood 14 July in Nicolas Disp. <$• Lett. Nelson

(1845) I. 438 note, From your rapid firing last night I flat,

tered myself it was intended to walk into the Mozelle as this
night. 1852 C. Li. Mansfield Paraguay etc. (1856) 20 Some
small spermaceti whales, which came in for a lark (luckily
for them, after the American and French vessels had left,

who would assuredlyhave walked into them). 1853 'C. Bede'
Verdant Green 1. xi, His claret had been repeatedly tapped,
his bread-basket walked into, bis day-lights darkened.
trans/. 1840 Cockton Val. Vox xiii, The carver walked

into the pie and bounteously helped each man, woman, and
child, to a share. 1846 De Quincev Syst. Heavens (1862)
III. 185 A call was heard for Lord Rosse ! and immediately
hts telescope walked into Orion; destroyed the supposed
matter of stars ; but, in return, created immeasurable worlds.

c. To assail with invective or reproof.
1859 Lang Wand. India 399 His Excellency 'walked

into the President, and recommended him to study some
catechism of the Law of Courts Martial. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Ox/, ix, He walks into us all as if it were
our faults.

d. To eat or drink heartily of, to make a hole
in ',

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxii, I wish you could ha" seen the
shepherd walkin' into the ham and muffins. 1849 Alb -

Smith Pottleton Legacy xxvi. 280 Look at that little fellow
—how he is walking into the raised pie, and how ill he will

43

be to-morrow ! 1850 Smfdt.ey F. Fairlegh xiv, I must walk

into old Coleman's champagne before I make a fresh start.

1871 M. Collins Mara. a> Merch. III. iii. 78 He., with most

voracious swallow Walks into my mutton chops.

e. To make large inroads on (one's stock of

money).
1859 II. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xv, 'And you've got her

money?' ' Yes," he said; 'but I've been walking into it.'

III. trans* To perambulate, traverse ; = walk

over, upon, etc.

tl3. To travel over (a country, etc.). Cf. 2. Ohs.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 519 Sire, ber salt borne be a barne

of bi blithe lady, hat dri^tyn efter bi day has destaned to

re^ne, be quilke sail walke all be werd & wyn it him selfe.

14. Of fame, etc. : To pervade (a country). Cf.

3 b. Obs. exc. as transferred use of 17.
*
c 1350 St, John 43 in Horstm. Altengt, Leg. (1881) 35 pe

word of Inm welk al be land. 1806 Wokdsw. Char. Happy
Warrior 77 Whether praise of him must walk the earth fror

ever, and to noble deeds give birth, Or ho must fall, to sleep

without his fame.

15. To £0 over or traverse on foot.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3155 He welk bat fell ner dais thre To
sek be sted quar he wald be. 1576 Gascoigne Kenelxvorth
Castle Wks. 1910 II. 10S Beware (I say) least whiles we
walke these woods,. .Some harmfull hart entrap your harm-
lesse moodes. 1748 Johnson Van. Hum. Wishes 38 The
needy traveller. . Walks the wild heath. 1763 P. Coi.i.tnson

in Darlington Memorials (18.19) 257 They [Indians] were
notoriously, .cheated o:it of their land in your province

[Penn.J, by a man's walking a tract of ground in one day,

that was to be purchased of them. 1871 Simpson Kecit. 9
Hundreds of diggers daily then were walking Melbourne
town with their pockets filled with gold. 1868 Browning
Ring fif Bk. x. 360 When man walks the garden of this world

For his own solace.

b. in contrast with ride,

1864 Good Words 516/2 Devonshire, to be properly seen,

should be walked.

c. Of a stallion : To travel over (a tract of

country) serving marcs.
1898 Daily Xewsq Mar. 4/4 The judging yesterday began

with stallions that are to walk the Eastern and Midland
counties.

16. To walk on or along (a road). To walk the

street{s : see Street sb. 2 f.

1530 Palsgr. 770/2 In dede you walke the stretes. 1577
Gkange Golden Aphrod. etc. Pj, They onely walke the

streates, to see and to be seene. 1590 Spensek F. Q. i. x.

10 All. .take delight With many rather for to go astray..

Than with a few to walke the narrow way.

b. in contrast with ride.

1883 C. Howard Roads Eng. fy Wales (ed. 3) 3 The very
steep ascent of Chatham Hill, which most riders will walk.

Ibid. 134 Avery bad hill leading down into Rickmansworth,
which is best walked.

17. To walk about upon (a surface, the ground,

the sea, etc.). So Naut., of an officer, to walk the

deck, the quarterdeck.
To walk theplank: see Plank sb. 6.

1634 Milton Lycidas 173 Through the dear might of him,

that walk'd the waves. 1667 — P. L. v. 200 Yee that in

Waters glide, and yee that walk The Earth, and stately

tread, or lowly creep. Ibid. vn. 503 Aire, Water, Earth, By
Fowl, Fish, Beast, was flown, was swum, was walkt. 1706
E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 7 It must be a great

Change of Weather indeed, when he deigns to walk the
Quarter- Deck. 1814 Scott Lord 0/ Isles iv. xvi, Edward,
who walk'd the deck apart. 1840 Mabryat Poor Jack vi,

He was., walking the deck. 1849 Aytoun Poems, Heart 0/
B-'uce v, The good Lord Douglas walk'd the deck. 187a M.
Collins Two Plunges /or Pearl III. 71 He walked the

moorland as if it were his native earth. 1885 R. L. & F.

Stevenson Dynamiter xiii. 197 He continued to walk the
pavements.
trans/. 1813 Bykon Corsair 1. iii, She [the ship] walks

the waters like a thing of life, a 1861 T. Winthrop/.;^; in

Open Air (1863) 3 At five p.m. we found ourselves.. on board
the Isaac Newton, a great, ugly, three-tiered box that walks
the North River.

18. To walk along (a line) ; to perambulate (a

boundary). Cf. 11.

To walk the chalk (slang) : to walk along a chalked line

fas a proof of being sober). To zvalk one s chalks (slang)

;

see Chalk sb. 6 b.

1602-5 jW«. Archdeaconry Colchester (MS.) 104, 1604. They
did not walke the bounds of ther parishe. 1823 ' Jon Bee '

Diet. y'Kr/s.v./Towalk thechalk '—a military manoeuvre to
discover which is drunkest. 1843 Punch II. 20 Ere death
her charms should fix, Gladly I'd walk my chalks or cut my
sticks. 1876 Farrar Marlb. Serm. xxiii. 226 You cannot
walk the dim borderland between vice and virtue without
knowing it.

fl9. To attend, frequent (the exchange, a
market). Obs,

1634 Peacham Compl. Genii, i. (1906) 15 In Venice like-

wise, every Mechanique is a Magnifico, though his magni-
ficence walketh the Market but with a Cheouin. 1649 W.
Bullock Virginia 43 Let him then enquire of the princi-

pallest straights and Spanish Merchants, walking the Ex-
change. X750 Johnson Rambler No. 183 P 6 To walk the
exchange with a face of importance.

b. To walk the hospitals or a hospital : to

receive regular clinical instruction ami assist in

surgical work.
1781 G. White Let. to S. Barker 26 Nov., I have not yet

heard—whether he will walk the hospitals in town. 1807
Picture 0/ Loud, (ed. 8) 235 The combined method of walk-
ing the hospitals and attending lcc:ures. 1823 Ibid. (ed. 22)
211 A number of young men, who walk the hospital, as it

is termed. 1887 Ruskjn Prxtertta II. 333 He became..

a

. . medical student, came up to London to walk the hospitals.

20. Shooting. To start (game-birds) by beating

WALK.
up the ground with pointers or setters. Usually to

walk up.

1873 (*• S. Baden-Powell New Homes 255 A good dog
for putting them [sc. quail] up would be very valuable, but
[etc.]. . .Walking up quail, even with the help of a chain, is

equally unsatisfactory. 1900 G. C. Brodrick Mem. <$ Im-
pressions 8 Year in and year out they lived at home,, .walk-
ing up their own game with the aid of pointers. 1913 Times
12 Sept. 12/6 Now voices are raised in favour of a return.

.

to the use of pointers and setters, in conjunction with the
system of walking-up the birds. Ibid., Walked or driven,
moreover, the partridge gives more enjoyment to many keen
shots than all the pheasants in a beat.

IV. Causative uses.

21. To lead, dike, or ride (a horse) at a walk;
to exercise (a horse, a dog) by causing it to walk.

Also with out.

1470-85 Malory Arthurs, ix. 176 A man armed walkynge
his hors easyly by a wodes syde. 1562 Child-Martiages
(1597) £2 This deponent scarslie rested walkinge the horse?;

at the doore, half or quarter of an howie, when one callid

hym in to Ins Mi.-tiis. 1601 W. I'kkly Cuckqucanes -y

Cuckolds Errants iv. ii. (Roxb.) 48 Siirha Kooke, take my
Nagge, and see you walk him faire and soft to Colchester.

Z615 G. Markha.m Country Contentm. 1. vii. io^ Touching
ayring or walking of grey-hounds,, .it must dewlie be done
euerie morning before sunne-rise, [etc.]. 1681 T. Flatman
Heraclitus Rideus No. 32 (1713J I. 206 Let's walk them a
little; for they have run Heats, and must be rubb'd down
well. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. vii, As he w;dked
his cob [he was riding] back from the fields. 1835 H. Hare-
wood Diet. Sports s.v. Training, Taking care that he- [the

horse] is walked for some time afterward, that he may be-

come rather coot before he returns to the stable, i860
Kingsley Ilcrew. xvii, You may walk your bloodhound
over his grave to-morrow without finding him. 187a Dlack
Adv. Phaeton vi, We bad walked the horses marly to the

end of the pleasant stretch of beechwood. loca A. E.
T. Watson Hunting in EncycL lirit. XXIX. 365 2 'the
kennel huntsman is generally called the 'feeder '. It is his

business to look after the pack which is not hunting, to

walk them out, to prepare the food for the hunting pack.
trans/. 1583 Melbanckk Philotimus S j, If you be chafed

you shal be walked, if you be hot you may be cooled.

22. To cause or induce (a person to walk) ; to

conduct on a walk. Also with advs., off, cut, etc.

f Walk your body (Sc.) = take yourself off,

begone (obs.).

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Eater 0/Kent Wks. 1. 144
Now Gentlemen, as I haue walked you amongst the Trees,
and thorow the Wood, I pray set downe, antl take a taste

or two more of this Banquet. 1667 Pkiys Diary 14 July,
Then I carried them to see my cozen Tepys's house. .; and
then I walked them to the wood hard by. 1717 Kekkelky in

Kraser Life (1871)547 He walked us round the town, c 1730
Ramsay To sFolns ii l'ray wauk your body, if you please,

Gae gowl and tooly on the seas. 1818 T, Jeffehson Writ.
(1830) IV. 448 He walked me backwards and forwards before

the President's door for half an hour. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair lvti, She slaved, toiled.. for old Sedley, walked
him out sedulously into Kensington Gardens. 1883 Miss
Yonge Armourer 1

s Prent. ii, Stephen and Ambrose found
themselves walked out of the cloister of St. Grimbald, and
the gates shut behind them. 191a J. S. Fletcher in I hrone
7 Aug. 224/2 He soon drew me out of the office to walk me
off in the direction of Gray's Inn Koad.

b. To force to walk (by holding the arms or

pushing before one). Also, to help to walk.
To ivalk (a person) Spanish : see Spanish C.
1809 R. K. Porter Russ. .$ Swed. (1B13) II. 21 The poor

wretch, attended by the police, had been walked through
the streets; in order to shew him to the populace. 1848
Dickens Dombey xii, Mr. Feeder himself held a glass of

water to his [the boy's] lips, and the butler walked him up
and down several times between his own chair and the side-

board. 1853 — Bleak Ho. xxii, Thirdly, Mr. Bucket has
to take Jo by the arm a little above the elbow, and walk
him on before him. 1918 F. Hackett Ireland viii. 230
Good bewildered people who never knew they were deemed
blameworthy until they were walked out to the guillotine.

23. a. To take charge of (a puppy) 'at walk'
(see Walk sb, 13). b. To keep (a game-cock) in

a walk'.
a. 1845 Youatt Dog iii. 75 Whelps walked, or taken care

of, at butchers' houses, .are apt to be heavy-shouldered and
throaty. 1887 Field 19 Feb. 229/1 The practice of walking
puppies is not quite so prevalent as it used to be. 1907
Times 3 Oct. 4/4 Defendant said he had walked puppies
for the Southwold Hunt for 25 years.

b. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 474 Formerly when cock.fight.

ing was more practised, every farm-yard walked a game
cock or two. 1889 Archaeot. sEliana N.S. XIII. 314
4 Walking a cock' was the feeding and tending of a game
cock.

24. With a thing as obj.

f a. To send round (drink). Cf.
J

d. Obs.
1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 14 A seemely sight it was to see the

seamen plye their teeth, Wherewith the Cups apace they
walke.

b. Cribbage. (See quots.)

1803 Sporting Mag. XXL 326 Walking the pegs—at crib-

bage, means either your adversary putting his own pegs
forward, or those of your's back. 1865 lictteti's Slang Diet.,
1 Walking the pegs,' a method of cheating at the game of

cribbage by a species of legerdemain, the sharper e;ther

moving his own pegs forwaid, or those of bis antagonist

backward, according to the state of the game,

C. Hell-ringing. (See quot.)

1671 [StedmanJ Tintinalogia 53 Alt changes are to be

Rang either by walking them (as the term is) or else Whole-
pulls, or Half-pulls. By walking them, is meant, that the

bells go round, four, six, eight times or more, in one change,

which is commonly used by young Practisers.

V. 25. The verb-stem in combination : walk-

around (a) Colonial, a kind of rotary mill turned by
6-a
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; (b) U.S., among negroes, a dance in which
the performers go round in a large circle ; a song
or piece of music to accompany such a dance

;

walk-away, a race in which the winner * walks
away ' from his competitors, i.e. leaves them
far behind ; walk-on Theat., a part in which
the performer merely comes on and goes off the
stage with little or no speaking; walk-out, a
strike of workmen ; *f* walk-street, one who walks
the streets. Also Walk-over.
1886 Official Catal. Colonial <y Ind. Exhib. (ed. 2) 462

Their sugar plots are confined to one or two small green
pieces in Tortola, worked by a ' *walk-around * or cattle-

mill. 1888 B. Matthe-vs Pen % Ink 151 ' Dixie ' was com-
posed in 1S59, by Mr. Dan D. Emmett, as a 'walk-around

'

for Bryant's minstrels. 1888 Daily Ncivs 16 July 3/6 The
final heat was of course a *walk away for Thames, who won
by three lengths. 190a Daily Chron. 1 Sept. 3/7 The actress,
too, frequently is glad to accept 12s. a week for a *walk-on
with half a dozen words. 1907,11. Wyndham Flare ofFoot-
lights v, The part just now is a walk-on, with an understudy
of one of the principals. 1919 New Solidarity (Chicago) 18

Jan. 1/1 The date, .contemplated as the day for a general
strike, or "walk-out. 16:1 Cotgr., Bateur de pavez, an idle
or continuall *walke-street..a lasduious, or vnthrifty, night-
walker.

Walk (wok), 7>.2 Pa. t. and pa. pple. walked.
Now only dial, and Hist. Also 5 walke, 6 woke,
7 wak, wack, S wawk, 9 waulk {dial, wauk,
wack, wake: see Eng. Dial. Vict.). [Orig.

identical with Walk v.1 ; here separated from that

vb. because the sense to full (cloth) ' is not re-

corded in Eng, before the 14th c. (see Walk-
mill 1), though prominent in other Teut. langs.
OE. had the agent-n. ivealcere Walki-:r z (a Com. WGer.

formation), but it is possible that the corresponding sense of
the Teut. vb. had not survived into OE., and that the late

ME. walke is either a back-formation from the agent-n. or
an adoption from MLG. or MDu. walken.
The Teut. vb. in the sense 'to full' is the source of It.

gualcare and OF. "gaucher (inferred from med.L. gaucha.
toriuiu fulling-miil).]

1. trans. To subject (woollen cloth) to the opera-

tion of beating or pressing (together with other

processes, as moistening and heating), in order

to cause felting of the fibres and consequent
shrinkage and thickening: = Full v. i.

14. . Laugtands P. PI. B. xv. 447 (MS. C) Y walked [other
MSS. Ytouked). 1437 Ctr r

. Lett Bk. 187 Thateuery walker
withe-in this Cite ffro this tyme fforwarde walke no Cloth &
wete hym, but yeff [etc.]. 1467 in Engl, Gilds (1870) 383 To
dye, carde, or spynne, weve, or cloth-walke, withyn the seid

cyte. i$\\-izA<t$lfcn. VIII, c.6§ 1 The Walker and Fuller

shall truely walke fulle thikke and werke every webbe of
wcllen yerne. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform. xWn\. 41 It isweill

waikit, cairdit, and calkit. 1596 Shuttlcworths' Ace. (Che-
tliam Soc.) 107 For wokinge and ditchinge [i.e. dighting or
dressing] of the said clothe iiij* xA

. 1669 in Cramond Ann.
Banff (1891) I. 150 The Magistratis ordaines the thesaurer
to by thrie scoir elnes of plaiding and caus wack and lit the
samen reid to be coittis to the sojoris. 1773 Boswell Tour
Hebrides 11 Sept. (1785) 205 Last night Lady Rasay shewed
him the operation of wawking cloth, that is, thickening it in

the same manner as is done by a mill. Here it is performed
by women, who kneel upon the ground, and rub it with
both their hands. 1797 W. Johnston tr. Beckmami's In-
vent. III. 266 The fullers received the cloth as it came from
the loom, in order that it might be scouied, walked, and
smoothed. 1814 Scott Diary 24 Aug. in Lockhart, In a
cottage. .we heard the women singing as they waulked the
cloth by rubbing it with their han'ds and feet.

absol. 1608 in N. $ Q. 8th Ser. XI. 202/1 That none of
the inhabitants, .doe washe anie clothes or walk at the well.

b. To mat together, felt. Also Sc. * to render
hard and callous, as the skin of the hand by hard
work' {Eng Dial. Diet.).
1641 Bkst Farming Bks. (Surtees) 20 When woll is well

risen from the skinne, the fleece is as it weare walked to-

geather on the toppe.

f2. trans/. To beat, drub (a person). Also, to

walk (a person's) coat. Obs. [So G. walken.']
rtX530 Heywood Johan <$ Tyb (Brandl) 40 Than I thynke

he wyll say by and by, Walke her cote, Johan Johan, and
bete her hardely. Ibid. 667, I thank god I haue walkyd
them well And dryuen them hens. 1556 J. Oi.de tr. Wal-
ther's Antichrist 151b, The rebellious stubburne fleshe

must nedes be walked with a good cudgell. 1561 J. Hey-
wood Prov, ff Epigr. (1867) 117 Thou wilt foole by walkt
with a waster, c 1563 Jack Juggler (facs.) C iv b, Thou.

.

drunken sote Yt were an almesdyde to walke thy cote. 17..
in R. Chambers Scott. Songs (1829) II. 279 We'll wauk their

hides, and fyle their fuds.

3. Comb. : walk-apron Hat-making (see quot.

1886) ; walk-pin Hat-making {see quot. 1831-3)

;

f walk-stock [cf. G. walkstock~\ — Fulling-*/1^.
Also Walk-mill.
1886 Cheshire Gloss., * Walk apron, hatting term, the apron

used by workmen to keep them dry white working at the
kettles. 1831-3 Encycl. Metro/. VIII. 761/2 The felt is

worked and squeezed by means of a rolling pin, called a
*walk pin. 1434-5 Durham Ace. Foils (Surtees) 232 In

cariacione de le *walkstoke. 1460-1 Ibid. 242 Pro factura

unius walkestocke pro molendino ibidem [fulling-mill at

Rilly] vjs.

Walk, obs. form of Wake.
Walkable (w§-kab'l), a. [f.Walk v. 1 + -able.]

a. Of a load, country, etc.: Suitable or fit for

walking on. b. Of a distance : That may be

walked, o. Of a person (nonce-use) : Capable of

walking.

a. X736 Sheridan Let. to S-wifi 12 May, Our country is

now in high beauty, and every inch of it walkable. 1736
SwOT Let. to Sheridan 15 May, We were much disap-

pointed that.. your now walkable roads had not roused
your spirits. 182a Blackiu. Mag. XII. 727 The square of

St. Mark's.. is the only walkable spot in Venice. 1887
Taken-in 58 The deck was not walkable, being wet and
slushy.

b. 1799 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 81 Eleven miles is a very
!

walkable distance.

c. 1887 Blackmore Springhaven xx, Mrs. Stubbard came I

quite alone, for her walkable children—as she called them
j— were all up at the battery.

Walked (wpkt), ppl, a. Now dial, and Hist. \

[f. Walk ^.2 + -ed 1.] a. Of cloth, etc.: Fulled. I

b. Felted, matted. Also *SV. thickened, rendered 1

callous by hard work.
1651 Fee. Elgin (New Spalding Club) I. 289 Walter Hay, I,

meruhand, ordanit to buye 16 elnes of whyte walked cloatli. i

1681 in New Mills Cloth Manuf.(S.ll.S.) Introd. 86, 33 ells

raw will yeeld ofwaked or drest cloath 23 or 23^ ells, c 1750
in Smiles Lives Eugin. II. 97 Cloth made of waulked
plaiding. 1786 Burns Vision 1. 32, L.heav'don high my
wauket loof, To swear by a' yon starry roof.

Comb. 1839 Hogg Sheph. Cat. I, ii. 45 A waukit-woo'd
wedder.

Walken, obs. Sc. form of Waken v.

Walker (wj-Ioj), sb. 1 [f. Walk v. 1 +-er1.]
I. One who walks.

1. With the construction of the verb in various

senses, e. g. One who walks in (a place), on (a

surface^, one who walks about.

t Walker on ropes, a rope-walker, funambulist.
1363 Langu /'. PL A. x. 102 And Riht so walkers bat

walken A-bouten From Religion to Religion Recheles ben
bei euere. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 89 He [Paul, Phil. iii. 18]

seyde. .Wepyng, y warne $ow of walkers aboute. c 153a
Hickescorner 373 Walkers by nyght. 1545 Elvot Diet.,

Neurobatse, walkers on cordes or ropes. 1587 C-olding De
Mornay iii, (1592) 39 Calling him the euerlastiilg Father,

the Walker vpon the Heauenof Heauens. c 1618 Mokyson
/tin. iv. v. iii. (1903) 476 Not to speake of frequent spectacles

in London exhibited to the people by Fencers, by walkers
on Ropes, and like men of actiuity. 1642 Sir E. Dering
Sp. on Relig. i. 2 So said one of the usuall blacke walkers
in Westminster Hall. Another of our Parliament.pressing
Ministers, .told me plainely, That my conscience was not
so good as in the beginning of the Parliament. 1866 R. S.

Candi.ish 1st Epist. John viii. So He was no privileged

walker amid earth's dark scenes of misery and sin.

b. in transitive senses of the vb. : const, of.

161X Bible Judg. v. 6 The traueilers [tnarg. walkers of
paths] walked thorow by-wayes. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Boarding-ho. i, A poetical walker of the hospitals.

f2. A traveller. In quot. Jig. Obs*

c 1430 Pilgr. I.yfManhode 1. xiv. (1869) 9 Ther of certeyn

hauen gret needealle pilgrimes and alle walkers that passen
bi this eerthe.

3. A person (or animal) that journeys or goes

about on foot; one who takes walking exercise.

Often with an epithet, as good, quick, slow etc.

walker.
1578 H. Wotton CourtUe Controls 300 Hee. .conducted

them vnto the place where the collation was prepared for the

walkers. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 25 And shadie seates,

and sundry flowring bankes, To sit and rest the walkers
wearie shankes. 1653 Ra.mesey Astrol. Restored 193 If the

walker go to visit any one, . .he shall meet the party. 1713
Steele Guardian No. 6 f 5 He gives Plates for the best

performing Horse.. for him that trots best,.. for the best

Walker, [etc.]. 1786 Reynolds Disc. R. Acad. xiii. Wks.
1797 I. 287 The forms and turnings of the streets., are pro-

duced by accident, without any original plan or design : but
they are nut always the less pleasant to the walker or spec-

tator, on that account. 1813 Scott Guy M. lii,_ The cool

breeze served only to freshen, not to chill, the fair walkers,

1858 Mrs. Paul Maiden Sisters xxiii. 210, I am the worst
walker of the three, and I am not the least tired. 1880 Miss
Braddon Just as I am xxiii, She was an excellent walker.

b. One who takes part in walking-matches or

walks for a wager.
1778 Ann. Reg. 210 Mr. Powell, the noted walker, started

from Lee- Bridge, to run two miles In ten minutes. 1866 A th-

lete 120 The long distances being of too serious a character

for the ambition of the amateur walkers of the present day.

C. A colporteur or tract-distributor.

1846 James Step-mother xl. II. 122 ' A walker of the Tract
Society', said Mr. Prior to himself, as he eyed him.

d. dial. An itinerant beggar or vagrant.

1850 Denham Pop. Rhymes etc. /. ofMan Tracts (1892)

I. 193 It is customary for these walkers, as they are called,

to enter a house without knocking, and take a seat by the

fire.. .Some still retain the good old custom of keeping up
a bed for the walker.

4. One who acts in a particular manner or

pursues a certain line of conduct : with adj. corre-

sponding to the advb. qualification of the verb (see

Walk t/. 1 6 a). Now rare or Obs.
1680 Manton Sertn. Ps. cxix. 56 (1725) 300 But a close

,

walker, that waits upon God in an humble and constant

Obedience, shall have sufficient encouragement even in this

Life. 1683 H. Compton Episcopalia (1686J 66 There is an- 1

other sort of disorderly Walkers who still keep amongst us. '

a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 8 They would be cast out of
|

the . . Communion of the Faithful as disorderly Walkers.

f 5. A keeper or ranger who had a specified
1 walk* in the forest, a gamekeeper. Obs.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.)225 Item, to the I

parker of Neylond xx.d. Item, to the walkeres, viij.d. 1535 I

Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 7 § 1 Any of the said foresters rulers
j

walkers or fermers. 1647 Haward Crown Revenue 42
Walker about the pales of the Chace : Fee 6. 1. 8. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey 1
.

+ 6. An officer of the New Rrver Company,
having the charge of a * walk ' or section of the

bank. Obs. (Cf. walkswan, Walk sb} 20.)
1613 Middleton Manner Entert. (Opening of New River)

3 First here's the Ouer-seer, . .[then various workmen J The
Labourers next, Keeper of Amwell-head, The Walkers last.

7. Sport. One #who ' walks up ' partridges.

1913 Times 12 Sept. 12/6 The walkers then will soon be
manoeuvring to keep their coveys in hand.

8. fa. (See quot. 1658.) Obs. b. A bird, insect,

etc. characterized by walking, as distinguished

from other modes of progression. Also a stick-

insect (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1658 Rowland tr. Mou/et's Theai. Insects 1035 Now we

proceed to walkers about. We call those walkers, who have
no certain houses or food: wherefore they do something
superstitiously wander like pilgrims, ..wherefore the English
call them Palmer-worms, namely for their wandring life, for

they dwell no where. 1817 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xxii.

II. 277 The next order of walkers amongst apodous larva;

are those that letc.]. 187a Coles A'. Afuer. Birds 44 It is

among the Cursores, or walkers, and especially wading
birds, that the cms is most naked. 1894 R. B.Sharpe Birds
Gt. Brit. I. 4 Nearly all the Crows are ' Ambulatores ' or
' Walkers ', that is to say, they do not hop.

f 9. a. pi. (A person's) legs or feet. b. slang.

The feet. Obs.

c 161 x Chapman Iliad xx. 36 And with them halted downe
..lame Mulciber; his walkers quite misgrowne, But made
him tread exceeding sure. 1832 P. Egans Bk. Sports 130/2

note, But her owner, . . the Colonel, from his ' upper crust

'

down to his 'walker', is a match for all England against

any thing.

Hence fWaTkership, the office of a walkar of

the forest.

1647 Haward Crown Rev. 47 Com. Leicester. Keeper of

the Walke, alias Walkership: Fee, 2. o. o. 1731 Stfype
E.ccl. Mem. (1822) II. 1. 481 The King. -gave to. .Sir John
Gates the keepership and walkership of two good walks in

Waltham forest.

Walker (w^'kai), sb$ ? Obs. Also 4 walkere,

5 -ar, 5-6 walkar(e, Sc. walcar, 7-8 Sc, wakar,
-er, wau(l)ker. [OE. wealeere (once, gl. fullo)

m (M)LG., (M)Du. walker, OHG. walkari

(MHG., mod.G. walker), agent-n. f. OTeut.
*walkan Walk vfi The Teut. word is the source

of It. gualchiere fuller.] One who fulls cloth, a

fuller.

ciosoVoe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 407/29 Fullones, wealceres.

e 1300 Beket 1 135 To Ltncolne he com. At a walkeres house

his in he nom there. 1379 poll-tax W. Rising in Yorks.

Archaol. Jml. V. 25 Johannes I.ouot' & Alicia vxr ejus,

Walkere, x\yt. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 409 pey
smyte out his brayn wib a walkere his perche [L. pertiea

futtonisX 1435 Coventry Leet Bk. 172 No walker off the Cite

of Couentre.. Shall Rakke no Clothe on the Tey[n]tur that

schall be solde ffor wette-clothe. i$n-iz Act 3 Hen. VIII,

c. 6 § 1 The Walker and Fuller shall truely walke fulle

thikke and werke every webbe of wollen yerne. 1560 Maitl.

Club Misc. III. 227 Williame Cowpar ane walcar dwelland

in Edinburgh. 16. . Boy \ Mantle 53 She curst the weaver

and the walker, That clothe that had wrought. 01779 D.
Graham Writ. (1883) II. 149 They. .scour'd their din skins

as a wauker does worsted blankets. 1871 J. H. Thomson
in Cloud of Witnesses 566 note, John Parker was a waulker

in East Kilbride. 1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss.

b. attrib. (and later, in possessive compounds),

in names of implements, materials, etc. used in

fulling cloth. Walkeres earth, clay (now dial.)

= Fuller's earth.

13.. Cursor M. 21 144 (Gott.) A wicked iuu..Smate him wid

a walker stang. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {James Minor)

215 pane ane, a walkare perk, hynt & gafe sancte lamis sic

a dynte bat he \>e harne.pane brak in twyn. 1403 Notting-

ham Rec. II. 20 Unum stryk de walkerherth. a 1425 O/r-

sor M. 21144 (Trio.) pei..Siben smoot him with a walker

staue. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 140 perwyth a curset man of

horn wyth a walkerys staf smot hym on \>c bed. 1497 in

N. Riding Rec. N. S. (1894) I. 188 A payer Sheres, called

Walkar Sheres. 1583 L. M[ascall] Profit. Bk. A ij b, Then
take a quantity of walkars claye, called Fullars earth. 1600

Surflet Country Bar?n 11. lvii. 393 Walkers earth, or other

scouring earth. 1703 Thorf.sby Let. to Ray (K. D. S.),

Walker's earth for scowring the cloth. 1847 A rcharol. Jrnl.

IV. 147 A species of fuller's earth called ' walker's clay '.

Walker (wg'ksi), int. More fully Hookey
Walker. [Always written with initial capital

;

prob. a use of the surname Walker.

It is not unlikely that Hookey Walker may originally have

referred to some hook-nosed person named Walker; but the

various stories told to account for the origin of the expres-

sion have probably no foundation.]

An exclamation expressive of incredulity. Also

occas. as sb. (= 'humbug'), as in 'That is all

Walker'.
181 x Lex. Balatronicum, Hookee Walker, an expression

signifying that the story is not true, or that the thing will

not occur. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Walker, an ironi-

cal expression synonymous with bender and used in the

samemanner. 1838 Bentley's Misc. IV.227 Professor Ketch

suddenly interrupted the proceedings by exclaiming, with

great excitement of manner, 'Walker!' 1841 Barham
Ingol. I*eg., Old Woman in Grey, For mere unmeaning talk

her Parched lips babbled now—such as ' Hookey I—and
'Walker!' 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Oct. 1/1 To which

assurance.. one may best reply ' Walker'.

Walkerite l (wg'karait). [f. the proper name

Walker (see below) + -ite.] A member of an

extreme Calvinistic sect founded in Ireland by

John Walker (1 768-1 833). Also attrib.



WALKERITE.
X830 Coleridge Tablet. (1917) 88 The Walkerite creed, or

doctrine of the New Church, as it is called, appears to be a
miscellany of Calvinism and Quakerism.

Walkerite^ (w§*k»»it). A/in. [Named by
Heddle 18S0, after Prof. John Walker (1731-
1803) who discovered it +-1TE.] = Pectolite.
1880 Heddle in Min. Mag. IV. 122.

Walkin, obs. Sc. form of Waken v.

"Walking (wp-kirj), vbl. sb.1 [-i^'g 1
.]

1. The action or an act of the vb. Walk 1.

a. The action of moving on the feet at any pace

short of breaking into a run or trot; the action of

taking pedestrian exercise. Phrase, logo a-walking.

Also the manner or style in which a person walks.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet\x\v, 42 If I sulde make my herdis to

labur to mikil in walkyng, bai salalle die on one day. ^1430
Dietar'tum 18 in Babees Bk. 54 Cleereir and walking makib
good digestioun. 1585 HiciNS Junius' Nomenct. 188/1
HyPsethra ambulatt'o, . ,a walking in an open gallerie. 160

1

Shaks. Jul. C. I. iii. 127 There is no sturre, or walking in

the streetes.
t

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. v. iii. Sang xxi,

He'scomelyin his wanking. 1743 Siukeley A bury II. 57
The ancients conceiv'd it [sc. the motion of a serpent] to be
like the walking of the gods. 1817 Kihby & Sp. Entomol.
xxiii. II. 306 The mode of their walking depends upon the
number and kind of their legs. 1821 Clare Village Minstr.
I. 193 As thou goest a walking. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.
xlix, They must have devoted ths greater part of their long
and arduous lives to pedestrian exercises, and the walking
of matches. 1883 C. Howard Roads Eng. fy Wales (ed. 3)

115 The surface is very rough and scarcely rideable and
much walking will be necessary.

b. With advs. as walking about, -out, -tip, nouns
of action corresponding to verbal phrases.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 514/2 Walkynge abowte, or goynge,

deambulaeio, sfiaa'atus. 1893 A. J. Siuakt-Wortley Par-
/>7<i^y 150 Walking up, or shooting partridges over dogs, is..

the finest training of all for a young shooter.
aitrib. 1905 Wells Kifips 1. ii. §5 It is considered, .as

savouring of the 'walking-out' habits of the servant girls.

C. jig. Manner of conducting or behaving one-

self. . Also f with a and pi,

c 1407 Lydc. Reson % Sens. 2994 For this skylle in my
walkyng, As she that hath most maistry, I bere tbys bowe
of yvory. X550 Dale Apol. 35 If chastyte be a perfeccyon,
and a walkynge in the lawes andordynauncesof God wyth-
out reproue. 1613 Day Festiv. ix. (1615)257 The Apostle to
the Phiiippians makes speciall mention of both these Walk-
ings. 1675 J. Owem Indivelltng Sin xv. (1732) 211 The
Observation of the Ways and Walkings of others. 1854 If.

Rogers Ess. (1855) II. 14 That wary walking which all his

early life required.

t d. Passing (of money) from band to hand.
Cf. Walkz/.I 3 b. Obs.
1549 LatimerjM Serin, be/. Edw. F/(Arb.) 143 Ther was

walkynge of angelles betwene them.

e. The action of a somnambulist.
1605 Shaks. Macb. v. i. 13 In this slumbry agitation, be-

sides her walking, and other actual performances, what (at

any time) haue you heard her say? X607 Dekker& Webster
Northw. }Ioe in. E 2, I will finde a remedy for this walking
[sc. in sleep] if all the Doctors in towne can sell it.

f. The action of appearing as a ghost.
1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. x. 200 Spirits who visit people,

as well by night as by day, this we call walking and appari-
tion.

t g. A going in procession. Obs.
1706 tr. Dupin's Keel. Hist ibih C. II. iv. xviii. 268 They

shall banish also out of their Churches all sorts of Musick :.

.

all Walkings, Noises and Clamours.

2. A walk or journey on foot, the distance

covered at or in a certain time.
1542 Uijall Erasm. ApopA. 7 Yf thou stretch y* walkynges

that thou vsest at home, & laye theim on length by the space
of fiue or sixe dayes together, y u shalt easyly reach to
Olympia. 1617 Moryson Jtin. 1. 30 The circuit of the City
is three houres walking. 1863 W. C. Haldwin Afr. Hunt-
ing vi, 217 We were about four hours' hard walking on foot
from the wagons. 1899 ll'cstm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 9/2 His
walkings exceed nine times the globe's circumference.

3. The condition of a path or road for walking
on.

1631 Anchoran Comenius' Gate Tongues 127 Lest the
walkings should be all myrie and dirtie. 1766 Complete
Farmer s.v . Walk, From this there may be a communica-
tion with the side walks, whereby there may be dry walking
all round the garden. 1896 Housman SAropsh. Lad x\\x,
Empty heads and tongues a-talking Make the rough road
easy walking.

4. aitrib. and Comb., as walking f alley\ \eampf

distance, exercise, ground, match (hence walking-
vtatching vbl. sb.), pace, powers pi., race, tour;
also with sense * adapted for or used in walking*,
as walking boot, cane, dress etc., weather.
*SS* Huloet, *Walkinge aley, or place of pleasure in a

gardayne with quycke sates, topiarium. 1885 D. Webster
Angler <$ Loop-rod 14 The boots area size or two larger
thanordinary "walking-boots. 1608 Wili.et Hexapla Exod.
784 The measure and distance of their ambulatorie, and
•walking campe. 1699 Dampier Voy, Suppl. ix. 178 Rattans
and "Walking-Canes. 1829 Lytton Devereux n. v, Did I

not give the last guinea I had about me for a walking-cane
yesterday? 1817 Lady Morgan France 1. (1818) I. 30 The
chateau

. .was but at a "walking distance. 1822 Repos. Arts
etc. 1 Nov. 297 "Walking Dress. 1835 II. Harewood Diet.
Sfarls s.v. Training, A horse, .requires a great deal of
walking exercise and careful feeding. 1818 Scott Rob Roy

xxv, I wandered, .to the College-yards, or "walking ground.
1806 Surr Winter in Lond. II. 83 For *walking-hats, and
hunting-hats, there was not a superior shop in London. 1832
P. Egan's Bk. Sports 133/2 In a "walking match. .he went
four miles in thirty-two minutes and half a second. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxii, Ever since I took to bird-catching

45

and 'walking-matching. 1817 Kirby & Sp. Eniomol. xxiii.

II. 309 Insects vary much in their "walking paces. 1830

James Darnley xxxviii. III. 2^3 Thus marched on the pro-

cession at a walking pace. 1856 Kane Arctic l-'.xpl. L ix.

100 We.. carried nothing except. .a "walking-pole. 1866

Athlete 8 "Walking Race, Seven Miles, c 1750 Heir 0/
Linne xxii. in Child Ballads V. 17/1 Wi "walking rod intill

his hand, He walked the casile roun. 1859 Dickess T. Two
Cities 1. vi, It is a young lady's "walking-shoe. 1864 Miss
A. B. Edwards Barbara's Hist, xx, Mrs. Churchill and

Hilda made an elaborate *walkin2>toilette. a 1881 Uarratt

Phys. MelempiricdSS^) Pref. p. xix, They . .frequently went

abroad and on "walking-tours together. £1825 Lamb Let.

to B. W. Tractor, We will expect finer ^walking weather.

b. Special comb. : as walking-beam = BEAM
sbA 11 ; walking-day, a day on which school-

children walk in procession ; walking-go colloq. !

a walking-match; f walking hymn, a proces-

sional hymn; + walking-mate, one's companion
j

in walking ; walking-orders, -papers//., U.S.
\

slang, a notice of dismissal; walking party, a

party formed for an excursion on foot ; f walking-
path — Koot-way 1

; f walking-place, a place

for walking in, a walk, an ambulatory ; walking-
possession, a nominal form of distraint in which
the man in possession may go away but with right

j

of re-entry; walking-rapier, -sword (now Hist.)

a rapier or sword such as was worn by gentlemen
j

in civil life; walking-ticket U.S. —walking-
,

orders (above). Also Walking-staff, -stick.

a 1864 Gesner Coal, Petrol, etc. (1S65) 27 The crank giving
motion to a "walking-beam, at the end of which boring tools

or pump rods are attached. 1827 Honf. Every-day Bk. II.
j

784 That particular Thursday in this month [June], which
i

is known all over the world of charity-schools by the name
of'*w.ilking day'. 1906 ChurcA Family Newsp. 29 June
458/2 Warrington to-day observes its old-time festival known

j

as ' Walking Day '. All the principal streets of the town .

.

will be given over entirely to the children attending the 1

Sunday-schools. 1802 Sporting Mag. XIX. 199 Your
provincial news mu.st take in all the bye races, cock
matches, *walking*goes, and every thing that's worth
knowing. 1599 Sandys Europe Spec. (1632) 179 Their
•walking hymns at solemne Matins and Vespers. 1596
Nashe Saffron. Walden L4, Not the poorest *wulking-mate,

or thred-barecut-pur.se in a countrey, that can well he with-

out them [se. almanacks], be it but to know the Kaires and
Markets when they fall. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours
Blood v. 70 Kashnesse is his continuall walking mate, 1835
Col. CrocketCs Tour 170 (Thornton) He got his "walking
orders, and Taney was taken into his place. Ibid. 80 The
first course he took was to give "walking papers to every

man in office who had dared [to oppose him]. 1800 Mrs.
P. L. Powys Passagesfr. Diaries (1899) 337 After our repast

the ladies made "walking parties to different places in the

forest. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 77 The stone where-
with the "walking paths of Westminster Bridge were laid,

tr 1440 Promp. Parv. 514/2 *WaIkynge place, deambula-
toriunt, 1598 R. BERNARDtr. Terence, A delphiiv.u, Come
backe againe into the walking place I told you of[/« par.

ticum rursum redi). x68a WHELEB Joum. Greece v. 367
The chief Walking-place in the whole Town: whither they
went not only to take the Air, but to converse with Men of

Learning, to hear the News [etc.]. 1703 T. N. City and C.

Purchaser 12 A long kind of Galleries, or Walking-places.

1897 Daily JVcius 10 Dec. 3/2 Defendant's man was in what
was called ' *walking possession' of the furniture. 1613

Rowlands Paire o/Spy-Knaues (1872) 8 Eid him trim

vp my "walking Rapier neat, 1821 Scott Keniliv. xvi,

Soldiers, .get out of fashion in peace time, and satin sleeves

and walking rapiers bear the bell. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No.
1198/4 A small Couteau *walking Sword. 1910 Encyct.

Brit. X. 250/2 The walking-sword, fit for a gentleman's

side, was . . the small-sword of Versailles pattern. 1835 Col.

Crockett's Tour 162 (Thornton) He received his "walking
ticket. His services were no longer required.

Walking (wg-kin), vbl, sb.'1 [-ma 1
.] The

action of Walk v%\ falling.

158a Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 162 The faults in Walking,
Rowing, and Hurling, . .are to be knowen to the merchant.
x688 [See b.]

b. Comb. : f -walking-mill = Walk-mill 1
;

f walking-pin, in hat-manuf. (seequot.); fwalk-
ing-staff, a fuller's staff.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc iii. 54 Case Hardning. .is used
for Tobacco Boxes, Cod-peece Buttons, Heads for walking
staves, &c. 1688 H01.M& Ar/uoury in, 291/1 The Walking-
pin is a four square Iron,., with pointed ends; upon this the

Workman rowls his Hat often times, and makes use of it as

a rowling-pin, to lay his stuff close together in the walking
of the Hat. 1839 WAistle-Binkie Ser. n. 118 Like the thud
o' a waukin mill beetle.

Walking (wrrkin), ppl. a. [f. Walk vA +
-ing 2

.] That walks, in senses of the verb.

1. Moving about from place to place, travelling,

itinerant. Now only with implication of sense 3.

a 1425 Cursor M. 17478 (Trin.) In \>2\ tyme out of Iude Of
walkynge men were comen bre To bat fulke tolde bei al bi-

dene f>at bei had wib her e$en sene. c 1430 Pilgr. LyJ Man-
hode 1. vi. (1869) 4 For it is thing wel sittinge to eche walk-
inge pilgrimc. 1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 67 A Walking
Mort. 1613 Purciias Pilgrimage iv. xv. (1614) 421
Townes they fthe Tartars] plant none nor standing villages,

but haue walking houses built vpon wheeles, like a Shep-
heards Cottage. 1653 Walton Angler vii. 149, I call that
[bait] a ledger which is fix'd, or made to rest in one certaine

place, .and. . I call that a walking bait, which you take
with you, and have ever in motion. 1720 C. Shadwell//<uC_>'
Wedding i\\, 1, I am what they call a Walking-Merchant,
one that gets my Living by the Sweat of my Brows.

fb. Leading a wandering life, vagrant, stroll-

ing. Obs.

149 . Anc. Deed A. 7494 (P.R.O.) The seid Robert ordend

WALKING.
ther j. bedd for poor walkyng pepull to be harborowed ther-

in. 159a GoudAurst Parish Reg. (MS.), Buried a poore old

walking man. 160a Carew Cornwall XI, 131 b, Wideslades

sonne led a walking life with his harpe, to Gentlemens

houses. 1628 Lydd Parish Reg. CMS.), John, the sonne of

a walkinge woman, christened. 1641 Brome javurfl Crew
11. (1652) G 1, See in their rags, then, dauncing for your

sports, Our Clapper Dugeons and their walking Morts.

C. Having a roving commission, going about

from place to place. Walking delegate, a trades-

union official who visits sick members, interviews

employers, etc.

1663 Gkkbier Counsel $g The King told him he would have

no walking Master Workman. 189a Howklls Mercy 131

She decided that he must be a walking-delegate, and that he

had probably come on mischief from some of the workpeople
in her father's employ. 1897 EncycLSoc. Reform 1381 Walk-
ing delegate. 190a S. L. White Blazed Trail iii, I think

M.& D. is rather full up just now.. . I'm walkin'- boss there.

f 2. Of a disease : Migratory. Obs.

£1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 79 A walkynge vlcus [marg.

[vlcus ambiitatiuum] is hat walkib hidirward & I
idirward,

& nebeles he profoundib nou5t depe into be ground.

3. That travels or goes about on foot by moving

the legs alternately without running.

1697 Drvdem sEneis in. 852 Oft from the Rocks a dreadful

Prospect [I] see Of the huge Cyclops, like a walking Tree,

183a Brewster Nat. Magic i. 5 The walking statues at

Antium. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton vi, It was a
simple walking funeral. 1859 Jephson Brittany iv. 42 A
walking Englishman was, no doubt, a curiosity.

f b. Funambulntory. Obs.

1730 A. Gordon Maffti's Amphith. 321 The walking

Elephants on Ropes.

c. Walking sickness, an illness in which the

person is still able to get about and is not confined

to bed.

1846 M cCuixoch Ace. Brit. Empire II, 571 In other

chronic diseases, slow inflammations of internal organs,

reduced dislocations, rheumatisms, ulcerations, the patient

can attend partially to his business: he is in pu^ession of

half his faculties. ..This is walking sickness,

4. Theat. Jtalkinggentleman: an actor playing

a part requiring gentlemanlike appearance, but

withlittleornothing to say. Similarl} walkinglady.
1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet C. iii, A sort of serious comedy

walking gentleman's face. 1835 Colburn's New Monthly
Mag. XLIII. 360 The respectably-dressed and well-looking

young fellows in comedies are called walking gentlemen,

and this is the probationary line of business usually assigned

to young actois. 1865 W. Donaldson Recoil. Actor 176 Miss

Smithson. . was neither more nor le^s than the 'walking
lady', 1885 Jerome On tht Stage 132 R-— , our Walking
Gent., got his eye cut out.

Jig. 1815 Scott Guy M. xvi, A d—d cake-house, the resort

of walking gentlemen of all descriptions — poets, players,

painters, musicians, who come to rave.. about this pictur-

esque land of ours. i8a7 Barrington Pers.Sk. I. iv.62 No-
thing. .could induce me to remain a walking gentleman:
and so, every occupation that I could think of having its

peculiar disqualification, I remained [etc.], 1867 Goldw.
Smith Three Eug, Statesmen (1882) 130 George III. tried

unconstitutional monarchy, first by Lord Bute, a walking-

gentleman, and failed.

5. That goes about in the semblance of a human
being. Often in figurative or similative expres-

sions ; e.g. walking corpse, applied to a person

hardly distinguishable from a corpse save by the

power of movement ; walking dictionary, encyclo-

pedia, library, etc., said of a person who has great

stores of information at command.
Cf. Eunapius Vita SopA., AoyYtfos /3i/3AioO>jkt] ti? V

€fl\jjVXOS Kal TrtpiTTOiTQVV ixov&tiov.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. v. 24 Life's but a walking Shadow,
a poore Player, That struts and frets his houre vpon the

Stage, And then is heard no more. 1611 Beaum. & Fl.

Maids Trag. in. i, Alas ! I am nothing but a multitude of

walking griefes. a 1625 Fletcher CaPtain 11. ii, [His body
is] aTrunk-sellar, to send wines down in, Or a long walking-

bottle. x6gs Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 337 Mathew Sladc.was
..a stiff Enemy to the Socinians, and a walking Library.

1693 J. Edwards AutAor. O. <y N. Test. I. 401 Wherever
these walking Corpes, (these Carkases) were to be seen. 1775
Sheridan Duenna in. vii, Dare such a thing as you pretend

to talk of beauty? A walking rouleau I a body that seems
to owe all its consequence to the dropsy ! 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, ii, Looking like a moving and walking corpse, while

yet an inhabitant of this world. 1835 Lytton Gipsy v,

Heaven deliver me from the proximity of a walking dic-

tionary of technical terms 1

6. Of a spectre : That 'walks* or appears.

1607 Dekker & Webster NortAw. Hoe 111. E 1, Was there

euer any walking spirit, like to my wife? 1709 Penn in

Pennsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 354, I have my old order of

..1685.. ratified and confirmed, which has laid those walk-

ing ghosts.

7. Of a bird : That walks, as distinguished from

one that hops. Walking tyrant : a South American

tyrant-flycatcher, Alachetomis rixosa.

1837 W. Swainson Nat. Hist. «y Classif. Birds II. 225

Chrysolop/tus, Sw. Walking Tyrants.

8. Walking Fem\ (a) a club-moss (see quot.

1829); (b) a small tufted evergreen fern, Camp-

iosorus rhizophyllus, native of eastern North

America {Cent. Diet. 1891): = Walking-leaf i b.

Walking Orchid : sec quot.

1829 Loudon Encyct. Plants (1836) 892 Lycopodium alo-

pecuroides. Walking Fern. 1910 Friar Park, Henley,

Guide (ed. 3) 244 Orchis maeulata. The Walking Orchid.

This Orchid, like several other species, seeks new pastures

every year.



WALKING-FISH. 46 WALL.
Walking-fish (\v§-kirj,fij). [Walking///, a.]

1. A name given to various fishes (see quots.).

1863 J. G. Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 289 Walking-
fish.—Antennarius hispidus. 1883 F. Day Ind. Fish 36
A walking-fish (Ophiocephalus). 1885 E. Balfour Cyd.
India (ed. 3) III, 1041 Walking Fishes of India are species
of Ophiocephalidse. The hissar, or walking fish of S.

America, is a species of CalHchthys.

2. m Silver-fish 2 (Cent. Diet. 1891).

Walking-leaf. [Walking///, a.]

1. t a. Some unidentified plant, b. An American
evergreen fern, Camptosorus rhizophylhts.

1659 Lovell Herball 525 Walking leaves, Arbor foliis
ambulanHbus, it seemeth to creep on the ground, and being
touched it will presently move it selfe. 1856 A. Gray Man.
Bot. (1S60) 593 Camptosorus, Link. Walking-Leaf.

2. A phasmid insect belonging to the genus
Phylliam or some related genus. Also walking-
leaf-insect.
1826 Sahouelle Direct. Collect. Insects fy Crust. 32 This

order \Orthoptera\ contains the Grasshopper, Locust, Man-
tis, Walking-leaf, and the Cricket. 189a Pall Mall Gaz.
1 Fe b. 6/1 A large specimen of the walking-leaf insect.

Walking-staff. Now rare. [Walking^/.
sb.*] A staft or long stick which one carries in the

hand for support or aid in walking. K\%ofig.
1546 J. HEYwood Prov. 1. x. (1867) 21 Now I well under-

stand The walkyng stafle hath caught warmth in your hand.

1593 Shaks. Rich. If, in. iii. 151 lie giue..My Scepter, for

a Palmers walking Staffe. 1694 Luttrell BriefRet. (1S57)

III, 365 A person was taken in St. James Park with 2pistolls

laden in his pocket, his walking staffe being a gunn. 1726
Swift Gulliver it. i, The farmer.. took a piece of a small
straw, about the size of a walking-staff. 1784 Blake Poet.
Sk., Song Old Ship/:., Virtue is our walking-staff. 1846
Keightley Notes I'irg., Flora 383 It [Ferula communis]
is common in Apulia, where the shepherds make walking-
staffs of it. 1876 Rock Textile Fabrics 9 Returning, they
brought with them a number of eggs [of silkworms] hidden
i n the ir walking-staves.

Walking-stick. [Walking vhL sby]

1. A stick or short staff carried in the hand when
walking.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Baguette^ a white

rodde, a walking sticke. 1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush v.

i, You may take me in with a walking sticke, Even when
you please, and hold me with a pack-threed. 1788 Barker
Growth of Trees in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII.413 No. 21. was
about as thick as a walking-stick in 1730. 1836 Dickens
Sk. Boz

t
Shops fy Tenants, A tobacconist, who also dealt in

walking-sticks and Sunday newspapers. 1915 W. P. Living-

stone Mary Slessor iv. vi. 216 One man., was dressed in a
hat, a loin-cloth, and a walking-stick.

b. The name of a plant (see quot.).

19x0 Friar Park, Henley, Guide (ed. 3) 184 Walking-stick
or E\k-horn(Opuutiaarborescens), the woodystemsare made
into walking-sticks.

2. Any insect of the family Pkasmidw (see quots.).

Also walking-stick insect.

1760 G. Edwards Glean. Nat. Hist. n. 168 Fig. 4.. repre-

sents.. the Walking-stick. It is so much like a diy stick,

that it is supposed to deceive birds and other animals, that

prey upon insects. 1872 Darwin Orig. Species (ed. 6) vii.

182 As in the case.. of a walking-stick insect (Ceroxylus
laceratus). 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels Anim. Life 146
The walking-sticks.. resembling the twig upon which they
rest.

3. attrib. and Comb., chiefly with the sense ' made
to resemble a walking-stick % as walking-stick gun,
stand, stool. Also walking-stick palm, an Aus-

tralian palm, Bacularia monostachya, the stem of

which is used for making walking-sticks.

1884 Miller Plant-n , Kentia{Arecd)monoslachya, Whip-
stick, or Walking-stick, Palm. 1892 Greener Breech-Loader
45 Such weapons as walking-stick guns. 1892 Photogr.
Ann. II. 387 Walking Stick Stand. igojGentl. Mag. July
,8 Young gentlemen seated at their ease on patent col-

lapsible walking-stick stools.

Walking-wheel. [Walking vbl. sbX and
ppl. a.] a. = Pedometer. +b. (See quot. 1744.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Perambulator, a walking-

wheel, a rolling Wheel made of Wood or Iron, with a Move-
ment, a Face divided like a Clock and Indexes, to shew how
many Yards, Poles, Furlongs and Miles one goes in driving

it before him. 1744 Desaguliers Course Exper. Phitos. II.

417 Then the Wheel being also a walking Wheel, the same
Men get into it, in which case they have Power sufficient

to raise the small Goods 5 or 6 times faster than the heaviest.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Walking-wheel, a pedometer.

Walkist (wgkist). Sporting slang, [f. Walk
sb. 1 or v. 1 : see -ist 4 b.] An athlete who takes

part in walking-matches, a pedestrian.

1879 H. C. Powell Amateur Athletic Ann. 17 The re-

appearance on the path of J. Gomersall, at one time the

champion walkist of the
( north countree '. 1880 L. J. Jen-

nings Rambles among Hilts 172 A professional 'walkibt'

who goes along seeing nothing.

Walk-mill 1
. Now rare. [f. Walk v.2 +

Mill sb. Cf. G. walk/nit hie.'] A fulling-mill.

1359 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 282 Juxta aquam quae currit

usque le Walkemilne. 1473 in Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus

(1879) I. 1S8 The tendis of the corn mil and walkmyl reme-

nand fre to the abbay. a 1578 Lindksay (Pitscottie) Chron.

Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 312 [The flood] buir away the walkmylnes.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxv.xi. II. 550 Simus took pleasure in

f
minting a yong man lying asleepe in a waulke-mill or Ful-

ers worke-house. 1710 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 153

With multures walkmiln and pertinents therof. 1894 R. S.

Ferguson /list. Westmorld. 165 The ' steads'or sites ofmany
disused ' walk mills ' or fulling mills upon the Kent.

b. Comb.
1344 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) 1. 141 Jacens In lc Walkmyln-

I

banke. c 1460 To^vneley Myst. xxx. 314 His luddokkys thai
lowke like walk-mylne cloggys.

Hence Walk-miller.
175a in Scots Mag. (1753) July 338/1 Angus Macdonald

waulk-miller in Anchofragan.

Walk-mill 2
. [Walk v.1 or sb.] A mechanical

contrivance or machine, the driving power of which
is furnished by the walking of a horse, etc.

1773 W. Emerson Princ. Mech. (ed. 3) 286 List of Ma-
chines &c. .Walk-mill. 2892 Daily News 15 Nov. 3/1 If

there is no wind to supply the necessary power, the leader
hopes that twelve men will be able to furnish it by means
of a walk-mill, arranged on deck.

Walkne, obs. form of Waken v., Welkin.
Walk-Over. [f. vbl. phrase walk over', see

Walk vA 7 c] A race in which through absence of

competitors the winner has merely to * walk over'

;

also in extended sense, a contest in which through

the inferiority of his competitors the winner has

practically no opposition.

1838 'Times 29 June 8/3 [Election at Cashel] I think it not

unlikely that Mr. Richard Moore may have a walk over.

1861 Sporting Rev. Oct. 249 Kettledrum's walk-over was
quite a little tit-bit for the Yorkshiremen. 1889 Centuty
Mag. July 403/1 That's the bay stallion there,, .and he's

never been beaten. It's his walk-over.

Walkrife, -ryf(e, obs. forms of Wt
akerife.

t Walkripe,tf. Obs. rarer~ x

. [f. Walk v. 1 +
Ripe a.] Of an ulcer : see quot.

1585 Banister Chyrurg. m. xxv. Wks. (1633) 273 Of the

filthie and putrified Vlcer. . .If the malice of this ulcer, grow
walkeripe, ihat is, fall a creeping, it turneth to Sphacelus,

and so to the death of the partie.

fWa'lkster. Sc* Obs. ff. Walk z>.
2 + -ster.]

A walker or fuller.

1599 in Cramond Rec. Elgin (1908) II. 71 Johne Stewart,

walkster, accusit for playing at the bowallis on the calsaye

the tyme of the evenyng prayeris. 17a! in J. F. S. Gordon
Citron. Keith (1880) 97 David Clerk, walkster at Keith.

Walkyn, obs. Sc. spelling of Waken.
Walkyne, obs. form of Welkin.

Walkyrie (wolki'ri). [repr. OE. w&lcyrie,

-cyr^e wk. fern., lit. chooser of the slain ', f. wxl
Wale sb.1 + *cur- ablaut-root of ciosan Choose v.

Cf. Valkyrie.]
1. OE. Mythol. The designation of a class of

goddesses or female daemons supposed to hover in

or ride through the air over battle-fields and decide

who should be slain : corresponding to the Scan-

dinavian Valkyrie.
The OE. word (apart from the transferred sense 2) is found

only as the rendering of L. Bellona, the goddess of war, or

of names of the Furies and Gorgons of classical mythology.
Possibly the conception may have been less definite in Old
English heathendom than In the Scandinavian belief of later

times, according to which these ' war-maidens ' were twelve

in number. (The Ger. Walkure, widely known from Wag-
ner's dramas, is from ON., not from OE.).

c-]Z$ Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E 351 Eurynis, walcyrge.

Ibid. H 87 Nerinis, walcrij^e. Ibid. T 159 Tisifoue, uual-

cyr^e. c 1000 in Cockayne Narratiuttculx (1861) 34 pa deor

habbab eahta fet and walkyrian ea?;an [L. oculos Gorgoneos].

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 360/3 Bellona, waslcyrge. Ibid.

533/26 Altecto, waelcyrge.

attrib. 1915 Q. Rcv.OzX. 379 It (Napoleon's overrunning

Europe] was a romantic, almost Walkyrie dash.

f2. Used for : A witch, sorceress. Obs.

a 1033 Wulfstan Horn. (1883)298/18 Wyccan and wsel-

cyrjan and unlybwyrhtan. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1577
Wychez & walkyries wonnen to bat sale.

Hence Walkyrie a. [-10], of or pertaining to the

Walkyries.
1913 A. Harrison in Engl. Rev. Aug. no Thompson's

odes read like Walkyrie word-battles.

Walkys, obs. pi. of Whelk.

Wall (w5l), sbX Forms : 1 weall, weal, wall,

3-7 wal, walle, 4-7 wale, 4-6 Sc. vail, 6 Sc,

val(e, (5 whalle,) 6 waule, (wawle), 8-9 Sc.

wa', 3- wall. [OE. wall (WS. weall), corresp.

to OFris. wal, OS. wal{l, (M)LG., (M)Du. wat,

MHG. wal from MLG. (mod.G. wall), a Saxon

and Anglo-Frisian adoption of L. vallum. The

Sw. vail, Da. val, are from LG.]
I. L A rampart of earth, stone, or other mate-

rial constructed for defensive purposes. [= L.

vallum.']

In OE. frequently used with the meaning ( a natural ram-

part, hill, cliff': see Bosw.-Toller.

cooo Bmda't Hist. 1. ix [wit (1890) 46 (>xt hi gemanelice

fsesten ^eworhten him to sescyldnes>e, stamene weal rihtre

stige fram eastsae o3 westsas. c xooo .tElfric Exod. xiv. 22

And baet water stod an twa healfa beere stracte swilce twejen

hese wcallas. axizz O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1S9 pa

Xe wrohte he weall mid turfurn & bred weall oaer on ufon

fram sa^ to sac Britwalum to ^ebeorse. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 2184 pat folc bo of bis lond.. Bigonne to rere bon

stronge wal. c 1450 Mirk's Filial 2 pe watyr schall be

hear then ayny hyll, by xl 11 cubytys, stondyng styll yo her

styd, as hit wer a wall. 1581 J. Hamilton Cath. Traict.

34 Moyses..causit the valter stand vp als ferme as ane vail

quhil the Israelites past throu. 1601 R. Johnson A'in^d.

fy Commiv. (1603) 26 Their carriages were so many, thnt

therewith they intrenched their campe, like a wal. 1643 R.

Baker Chron. 2 The Emperor Adrian, . .who made a great

wall of earth between England and Scotland. 1699TKMPLB
Hist. Eng. (ed. 2) 38 Agricola began.. a Wall or Vallum,

upon that narrow space of Land that lies between the two

Fryths. 1728 Pope Dune. m. 76 He, whose long wall the

wand'ring Tartar bounds. 1791 Bosweix Johnson an. 1778

(1904) II. 203 He expressed a particular enthusiasm with
respect to visiting the wall of China. 1850 Smith's Class.

Diet. s.v. Serica, The Great Wall of China is mentioned by
Ammianus Marcellinus under the name of Aggeres Serium.
transf. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 141 Tliey of those

Marches. .Shall be a Wall sufficient to defend Our in- land
from the pilfering Borderers.

b. An embankment to hold back the water of a

river or the sea. Cf. Sea-wall.
1330 R ollsofParlt. II.36 2 De faire & de garder les Walles

contre l'ewe de Tamys. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,
209 b, At whiche season was suche a spryng tide, that it

brake the walles of Hollande and Zelande. 1593 Norden
Spec. Brit., M'sex 1. 17 Blackwall.. .The place taketh name
of the blackenes or darkenes of the water bankes, or wall

at that place. 1697 De Foe Ess. Projects 121 In our
Marshes and Fens., where great Quantities of Land being
..recovered out of the Seas and Rivers, and maintain'd
with Banks (which they call Walls). 1713 Lond. Gaz, No.
5122/11 '1'wo Pieces of Thames Wall, with the Ozier Ground
and Foreland thereto belonging, ..are to be Sold. 1888
Fenn Dick o" the Fens iv. ^g foot-note, * Wall,' in fen lands,

the artificial bank or ridge of clay raised to keep back river,

drain, or sea. 1898 P. H. Emkrson Marsh Leaves lix. 179
He stepped, and looked along the rosy dike, uttered a hasty
exclamation, and ran down the wall.

2. A defensive structure enclosing a city, castle,

etc. Chiefly^/., fortifications. [= L. murus.]
c8*5 Vesp. Psalter xvii. 30 In gode minum ic ofergaa wall.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Tb.) lix. 8 Hwylc jelaedeS me leofran on
ceastre, weallum beworhte? a 1200 Moral Ode 41 in O.E.
Horn. I. 163 pes riche Men weneS bon siker burh walle &
burh diche. 1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11433 A3en alle halwe
churche be verste dich hii nome & brake be otemoste wal.

a 1300 A'. Horn (Hall) 1042 In strong halle, Bi^inne castel

walle. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 326 The engyns with
oute, to kast were bei sette, Wallis & kirnels stoute, )>c stones

doun bette. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 445 Thai sparit the

5ettis hastely, And in hy to the vallis ran. 1393 Langl. P.
PI. C. xxi. 202 Brynston boilaunt brennyng out-casteb hit

AI hot [on] here heuedes bat entren ny be walles.
_
c 1470

Henry Wallaces. 1136 Tre wark thai brynt. .Wallis brak
doun that stalwart war off stanys. 1490 Cal. Anc. Rec.
Dublin (1S89) 371 For the kepyng of every yate of the wal-

leys of this citte. 1586 Whitney Choice Emblems no Then
Scipio comes, that Carthage waules did race. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 2 Go to the Gates of Burdeaux Trum-
peter, Summon their Generall vnto the Wall. Ibid. v. iii.

129 At your Fathers Castle walles, Wee'l craue a parley.

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 657 Others from the Wall defend
With Dart and Jav'lin, Stones and sulfurous Fire. 1697
Dryden AZneis 11. 456 To.. rush undaunted to defend the

Walls. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest \, Madame de
la Motte gave a last look to the walls of Paris. 1823 Lamb
Etia 11. Poor Relations, Hewas among the first who perished

before the walls of St. Sebastian. 1837 Penny Cyc /. IX. 468/1
Towards the east the external wall [of Ephesus] crosses a
hill, called Lepre. . . Other internal walls extend further south.

1847 Grote Greece (1862) II. xix. 470 Babylon. .was sur-

rounded by walls three hundred feet in height.

Jig. 159a Arden of Feversham 1. i. 47 Sweete words are

fittest engines To race the flint walles of a womans breast.

b. Within the walls : within the ancient boun-

daries (of a city) as distinguished from the suburbs

;

hence_/ff. within the limits (of the Church, + Europe,

f Christendom, etc.).

x5?9 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. iv. iii. (1600) L 4 b,

I think him the tallest man liuing within the walls of Europe.

1627 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Navy ofLand Ships D 3.. In a
place which I could name within the Walles of Christen-

dome. 1667 Observ. Burning Lond. 15 The City of London
within the Walls was seated upon about 460 Acres of

Ground. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 6 To the great Afflic-

tion of the City, one died within the Walls, in the Parish of

St. Mary-Wool-Church, i860 Warter Sea-beard II. 468

The devout on earth will ever be found within the Church's

walls.

C. Her. A representation of an embattled wall

used as a bearing.

1688 Holme Armoury m. 400/1 He beareth Argent..a
Wall corniced, with two Towers upon it. 1889 Elvin Diet.

Her. 131 Wall embattled in bend sinister.

3. fig. a. Applied to a person or thing that

serves as a defence.
1412-20 Lydg. Troy-bk. iv. 1958 For he of Troye is te

my^ti wal And diffence, now Hector is [a-]goon. 1500-20

Dunbar Poems Ixxxv. 73 Imperiall wall, place palestrall,..

Aue Maria, gratia plena ! 1565 Ali en Defence Purg. xvii.

281 One common engine they haue.. for the sore shakinge

of the weake waules of the simples faithe. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad in. 52 It is Aiax the strong, Who is best hope, defence

and wall, that to the Greeks belong. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11.

i. 68 The Heauens hold fume The walls of thy deere Honour.

1838 Lytton Leila v. i, We will leave our homes unguarded
—our hearts shall be their wall 1

b. Applied to the sea, the navy or shipping (as

Britain's external defence) ; also to an army (as the

safeguard of a country).
Wooden walls (applied to ships) : see Wooden a.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (RoWs) II. 203 Kepte

[v.r. kepe] than the see abought in specialle, Whiche of

England is the rounde walle ; As thoughe England were

lykened to a cite. 1642 Declar. Lords $ Comm. 12-13 J uly

3 The ships which are the wals of the Kingdome. 1643 R.

Baker Chron. 2 At which time [of Julius Casar] the Island

was yet but in manner of a Village, being without Wals,

as having no shipping, (which are indeed the true Wals of

an Island). 1657 Trap? Comm. Ezra ix. 9 ' To give us a

wall '—Protection and safeguard, as the Walles of Sparta

was their Militia, and the Walles of England, is our Navy.

1697 Sir M. Beckman in Sydney Papers I. 171 The Army
by Land, and the Fleet, was accounted the Walls of Eng-

land.

4. An enclosing structure composed of bricks,

stones, or similar materials laid in courses.



WALL.
Hollow -wall, a wall built with an interior cavity or com.

posed of hollow bricks. For blind, boulder, cob, dead, hot
t

list, rubble wall, etc., see those words; also Brick wall
sb. 1

, Mud wall, Party-wall, Stone wall.

a. Each of the sides and vertical divisions of a

building.

To stand to the wall (Sc.) : of a door, to be wide open.

Walls have cars (Prov.) : see Ear sb. 1
3.

cooo Bzda's Hist. 11. xi [xiv]. (1890) 13S 2&\\>on heo seo

heannis bas wealles [sc. of a church] jefylled wasre &
jeendad. a 1300 Cursor M. 19313 We find ur prisuns all

a-wai, be dors sperd, be walles hale. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.

xvm. 6: pe wal wagged and clef and al pe worlde quaued.

e 1435 Torr. Portugal 244 Sone hard he within a whalle The
syghyng of a lady smalle, Sche weppte, as sclie were wod.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 142 Of the whiche
buyldynge. .the foure walles be the foure cardinall vei tues.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. iv. 49 In Iron Walls they deem'd
me not secure. 1596 — Merch. V., 11. ix. 29 Which. .like the

Martlet Builds in the weather on the outward wall. 1638

Junius Paint. Ancients Ep. Ded., To make use of that,

which in your service, and within the walls of your own
house, I had produced. 1649 Lovelace To Althea fr.
Prison iv, Stone Walls do not a Prison make. 1728 Ramsay
Fables, Monk $ Miller's Wife 256 Wauk forth, the door
stands to the wa\ 173a YovF.Ep. Bathurst 188 Like some
lone Chartreux stands the good old Hall, Silence without,

and Fasts within the wall. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarfvu, Look
at the burnt wa's of our kinsman's house. 1823 P. Nichol-
son Pract. Builder 307 Walls of stone may be made one-
fifth thinner than those of brick. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xl,

Mr, Pickwick found himself, for the first time in his life,

within the walls of a debtor's prison. 1876 Encycl. Brit.

IV. 447/2 The inclined roof of a building, spanning from
wall to wall, tends to thrust out the walls.

Infigurative context (after Acts xxiii. 3). 1593 G. Harvey
Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 173 If Percase I happen
to touch some painted walles, and godly hypocrites.

b. An enclosing structure built round a garden,

field, yard, or other property ; also, each of the

portions between the angles of such an enclosure.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8233 A wall a-bote dide for to rais, And

planted tres bat war to prais, 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle,
Hogges (1596) 263 It were good to make the walles or
hedges of your sties of foure foote hie. 159a Shaks. Rom.
Bf Jul. n. i. 5 He ran this way and leapt this Orchard wall.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$•/'. 7 A most stately Grove of
Cocoes and Oranges., surrounded by a Wall. 1796 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 865 On dry banks, trunks of
trees, and walls. 1833 Tennyson Lady of Shalott 1. ii,

Four gray walls, and four gray towers, Overlook a space of
flowers.

t c. Wall of timber : a wooden partition, a fence.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 20, I will y* my newe hous
..be descverid..with a walle of tymbyr fro the hefd place.

fd. As a place or means of torture. Obs.
15*8 Tindale Ohed.Chr, Man 149 And when they crye

furiously hold the heretikes vnto the wall and if they will

not revoke burne them. 1590 in Catk. Pec. Soc. Publ. (190S)

V. 179 Another warrant. .to commytte them. .unto such
torture upon the wawle as is usuall.

e. The inner side of a sidewalk or pavement

;

the side next the wall. (Cf. the phrases to give,

take the wall in 16.)
1606 Choice, Chance, etc (1881) 70 Snuffes vp the Nose,

and swaggers for the wall. 1620 I. C. Two Merry Milk'
maids 11. ii. F 2, But now I will giue no man place at Wall
or Kennell. 1710 Addison Tatter No. 250 F 11 All such as
have been defrauded of their Right to the Wall. 1732 Pot*
Ep. Cobham 234 Behold a rev'rend sirc.Shov'd from the
wall perhaps, or rudely press'd By his own son.

f. (a) In the phrase at the wall, designating a
species of football peculiar to Eton played against

a wall, as distinguished from that played (

in the

field \ (b) Applied to each of the players who form
the * bully ' or scrimmage against the wall.

1864 [B. Hemyng] Eton School Days xxiii. 254 But give
me, for real enjoyment,. a good game of football at Eton,
either at the wall or in the open field. 1883 Sat. Rev. 1 Dec.
696/1 Football 'at the Wall' takes its name from being
played against the brick wall which divides the Slough
Road from the Lower Playing Fields. Ibid., Three of the
players on either side, known as ' walls', form a line against
the rough bricks. 1887 Shearman Athletics

<J-
Football

(Badm.) 280 The game is begun by a ' bully * in the centre
of the wall. The ' wall ' whose turn it is to ' go in ', forms
down with his shoulder against the wall, ..the two other
'walls' back him up. ..The ball is placed against the wall
between the feet of the two first opposing ' walls ', and the
game begins.

5" fig> Something which is a barrier or impedi-
ment to intellectual, moral, spiritual, or social

union or intercourse ; also more definitely wall of
partition.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 262 And get, $e habbeS bet ilke blod, &

tet ilke blisfule bodi..niht & dei bi on. Nis per buten a
wal bitweonen. a 1240 L'reisun in O.E. Horn. I. 187 Mine
sunnen beob wal bi-tweone me & be. la 1500 Chester PI.,
Pall Lucifer 153 Alas I that pride is the wall of lewtye.
1562 WinJet Cert. Tractalis Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 37/4 To
attempt sic proude misordour sail.. big vp ane wal betuix
vs and 30U in religioun. 1766, 1872 Wall of partition [see
Partition sb. 2]. 1843 Ruskin Arrows o/Chace (18S0) I.

17 A wall of tradition, which may not be broken through.
1900 St. Barbe Mod. Spain 16 He. .barricades himself be-
hmd an unassailable wall of self-sufficiency.

6. A wall considered with regard to its surface.

a. The interior wall of an apartment.
The writing on the wall (after Dan. v.) : see Writing

vbl. sb.

Beenvulf 326 Setton saemebe side scyldas, rondas rex,n-
hearde, wio baes recedes weal. cizao St. Dunstan 142 in
S. Eng. Leg. 23 pe harpe song al bi hire-self as heo heng bi
be walle. c 1430 in Babees Bk. 27 A3en be post lete not bi

47

bak abide, neiber make bi myrrour also of be wal. c 153s
Du Wes lutrod. Fr. in Palsgr. 949 To sile a wale, lam-
broisser. 1562 A. Brooke Romeus <$- Jul, 2410 She thinkes

to speake to Iuliet, but speaketh to the walles. 1603 Shaks.

Meas for M. 1. ii. 171 All the inrolled penalties Which haue
(like vn-scowr'd Armor) hung by th' wall So long. 1607 —
Cor. I. iii. 12. a 1629 Hinue J.Bruen xxvi. (1641) 82 They.

.

who have sought for Christ and his Apostles, not in the holy
Booke of God, but in painted wales and windows. 1639 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Part of Summers Trav. Wks. in. (1872)

43 In the mean time, the Preacher speaks to the bare walls.

1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 20 Is there, who, lock'd from ink and
paper, scrawls With desp'rate charcoal round his darken'd

walls? 1781 Cowper Charity 552 Guns, halberts, swords, and
pistols, great and small, In starry forms dispos'd upon the wall.

1781 — Hope 346 From stucco'd walls smart arguments re.

bound. 1859 Lever Dav. Dunn xix, The walls were deco-

rated with coloured prints and drawings. 1891 Law Times
XCII. 79/1 This almanack has been familiar for many years

on the walls of barristers, solicitors, and public offices.

b. A garden- or house-wall upon which fruit-

trees and llowering trees are trained.
1699- Fruit wall [see Fruit sb. 9]. 1707 Mortimer Ilusb.

527 Having occasion to find fault with the common sort of
Walls for Fruits, it gives me an opportunity of recommend-
ing.. sloping Walls. 1734 Pope Hor. Sat. 11. ii. 146 And
grapes, long Hng'ring on my only wall. 1781 Cowpf.r
Rctirem. 494 Like bottled wasps upon a southern wall.

1784 — Task in. 408 Proud of his well-spread walls, he
views his trees. 1864 Tennyson En. A rden 3^6 Vet he sent
..garden.herbs and fruit, The late and eaily roses from bis

wall.

in fig. context. 1857 Trollope Barchester T. I. xix. 2S7
They habitually lookud on the sunny side of the wall. 1858
— Dr. Thome I. vi. 141 Women grow on the sunny side o(
the wall.

1 7. Walling. Obs. rare"*.

1603 G. Owkn Pembrokeshire (1892) ;o This lymestone..
is putt into a kill made of wall.

II. Transferred uses.

8. Something that resembles a wall in appear-

ance ; a perpendicular surface forming an enclosure

or barrier.

1697 Drvden Virg. Gcorg. 111. 567 Huge Oxen stand in-

clos d in wint'ry Walls Of Snow congeal'd. 1736 Ghav
Statins 11. 14 The theatre's green height and woody wall.

1820 Shelley Prometh.Unb. i. 20 Nailed to this wall of eagle-

baffling mountain. 1842 Tennyson Day.Dream 65 A wall

of green Close-matted, bur and brake and briar. 1859 H.
Kingsley G. Hamlyn xlvi, The black wall of forest beyond.
Ibid, xlviii, A wall of water, looming high above her main,
yard, came rushing and booming along, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xx. 143 Midway down the spur I lighted upon a
transverse wall of rock. 1903 Kipling Five Nations 2 Tho
in-rolling walls of the fog.

+ b. Mil. In wall-, of battalions, extended in

one continuous line like a wall. Obs.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 741/1 The enemy's army
..is in two lines, the first of which is formed in wall. .; the
second is formed with large intervals.

9. Something that confines or encloses like the

wall of a house, prison, etc. ; chiefly //., the con-

taining sides of a vessel, the vertical sides of a tent,

and the like.

1594 Selimus D 1 You thinke it strange.. To see me low
late off effeminate robes, And arme my bodie in an iron
wall. 1595 Shaks. John in. iii. 20 Within this wall of flesh

There is a soule counts thee her Creditor. 1615 R. Cocks
Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 57 The walle ometing the king caused
to be made to fish was borne downe in the night with the
force of the tide. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. xx. (1653)
327 The walls, .of the Breasts [of infants], are..depraved by
Nurses, while they.. do overstrictly bind them. 1790 W. H.
Marshall Rur. Econ. Midi. II. 445 Wall j the stem of a
rick is called the walls. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. vi. 89 The
walls of a closed vessel containing air are pressed outwards
by the elastic force of the confined air. 1879 Encycl. Brit.
IX. 251/1 The drift-net, .forms along wall or barrier of
netting hanging for a few fathoms perpendicularly in the
water. 1897 Outing XXX. 375/1 [A tent] which has walls
at least three feet high, should answer.

10. Mining, a. The coating or crust of a lode

or vein ; also, the side of a mine next to this.

For foot-wall, hanging wall see Foot sb, 35, Hanging
ppl. a. 6.

1728 Phil. Trans. XXXV. 404 Sometimes, ..the Mine is

lined with an intermediate Substance between the Load and
it self. This is (properly speaking) the Wall of the Load :

Though, in the Common Acceptation of that Term, it signi-

fies either such intermediate oubstance, or the Side of the
Mine, where the Load immediately unites it self to it. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 39/1 The capels or walls of the
lode. 1818 W. Phillips Geol. 210 A.. crust occasionally
covers one or both sides of the vein, technically called the
walls of the load. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss. , Wall.
1. The side of a level or drift. 2. The country-rock bound*
ing a vein laterally.

b. Coal-mining. (See quot. 1883.)
Long wall: see Long a.- 18. Stealing wall; see Stent-

ing sb.

1750 in 6th Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. App. 11. 124 Carrying
Coals from the Coal Walls where they are dug to the bottom
of the Pit or Shaft. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts, etc 979 The first

set [of workmen] curves or pools the coal along the whole
line of walls. 1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal-mining, Wall.
t. The face of a long-wall working or stall, commonly called
the coal-wall. 2. (North of Eng.) A rib of sobd coal be-
tween two boards. Ibid., Walls (Scotl.) Short working
faces or stalls (also headings 6 ft. in width) from 12 to 20
yards wide.

C. To the wal/: see quot.
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining, Wall (' To the Wall')

(North of Eng.). A. term signifying breadth, in reference to
the size of pillars in the system of working known as Pillar
and Stall.

WALL.

11. Engraving. (See quols.)

-797 Encycl. Brit. VI. 742/2 (Etching), A border of soft

wax. .must be fastened round the plate about an inch high, in

the form of a little wall or rampart, to contain the aquafortis,

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sex. <$• Art II. 767 The plate is

surrounded with a border or wall, about an inch high, com-
posed of bees' wax. 1839 Cmatto & Jackson Wood En*
graving 715 The plate is surrounded with a wall, as it is

technically termed, and aquafortis being poured upon it, all

the unprotected parts are coiroded, and the drawing left in

relief.

12. Anat. and Zool, The membranous investment

or lining tissue (of any organ or cavity of the body,

of a vesicle, tumour, and the like). Also Bot,.

the cellulose membrane (of a cell).

1677 CiRfw Anat. Fruits iv. § 5 As by Refraction, Objects
of all Sizes are represented on the Walls of the Eye. 1830

R. Knox Beclard's Anat. 85 These [adipose] vesicles are

so thin that it is impossible to distinguish their walls. 1876

Biustowe Th. <$• Pract. Med, (1S7.S) 889 'i he walls of ovarian

tumours consist mainly of connective tissue. 1897 Mary
Kingsley IV. Africa 469 He then cut diagonally across,

and actually lifted the wall of the chest, and groped about

among the vitals for the bullet.

b. The outer horny covering of the foot of a

horse.

1830 J. Hinds Osmer's Treat. Horse (ed. 5) 7 note, This
is the earliest mention we can find of the cru^t or hoof
proper, being denominated the wall of tiie foot, a term
which has now become general nmon.:; us. [The passage
referred to (Osmer, ? 1756) reads ' like a wall']. 1831 Youait
Horse xv. 280 The crust or wall of the hoof, .is that portion

which is seen when the fcot is placed on the ground.

III. Phrases.

13. To go to the wall (or f walls) : a. to give

way, succumb in a conflict or struggle

1589 PasquiVs Ret. A iiij, They neuer went to the wall,

till they grewe to be factious. 1601 J. Wheeler 'Treat.

Comm. in Wee should go to the walles, be wronged and
exacted vpon euery where. 1859 H. Kingsley 6". Hamlyn
xxix, Sam and Mayford are both de>peiately in love with
her, and one must go to the wall. 1861 I.i>. Brougham
Brit. Const, xx. 385 It is easy to see which power will go to

the wall if a conflict occurs. 1867 Trollope Citron. Barset
xliii, In all these struggles Crosbie had had the be^t of it,

and Butterwell had gone to the wall.

Proverb. [1535: see Waw]. 1549 Chkke Hurt Sedit. (1641)

53 When brethren agree not in a house, goeth not the
weakest to the walls? 1579 LyLY Plufhucs (Arb.) 53 The
weakest must still to the wall. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1.

i. iS. 1651 CuLPKi'PKK Astro/. Judgem. Dis. (1658) £0 You
know the old proverb, The weakest goes to the Walls.

b. Of a business, matter, etc.: To give way or

give precedence (to something else).

1858 Gladstone Homer III. 519 Here is another case of
metre against history, and in all such cases history must go
(as is saidj to the wall. 1890 M'Carthy Four Georges II.

45 Where political interests interfered family arrangements
went to the wall.

c. To fail in business.

1841 Thackeray Miss Tickleiobfs Led. vi. Wks. 1886
XXIV. 37 It was better for all parties that poor Shortlegs
should go to the wall. 1854 Surtles Handley Cr. Ixxii.

(1901) II. 253 He had been the property of some East-end
Powker, who, in classical language, had ' gone to the wall '.

1879 Spencer Data of Ethics xv. § 103. 266 Others of his
[a merchant's] debtors by going to the wall may put him in
further difficulties, 1891 tgth Cent. Dec. 861 In Berlin a
newspaper would very soon go to the wall if it did not pre-
sent its subscribers with light entertainment.

14. To t set, f thrust, or send to the wall : to

thrust aside into a position of neglect.

1583 Eabington Commandm. 334 God knowes. .how often
they are wrecked and wronged and set to the wal by cruell
..and hard hearted men. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. 1. i. 20
Women being the weaker Vessels, are euer thrust to the
wall. 1901 N. <V Q. 9th Ser. VIII. 411/1 During the later
fifties he was sent to the wall by the superior talents of the
late Robert Prowse.

15. To drive (or pusli) to the wall: to drive to

the last extremity.
With or having one's back to the wall: sec Back sb} 25.

1546 J. Heywood Prov, ii, v. (1867)58 That deede without
woords shall driue him to the wall. And further than the
wall he can not go. 2644 Prynne & Walker Fiennes's
Trial 34 The Colonell thus driven to the wall and worsted
on eveiy hand, used two pleas more for his last reserve.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxii, I see what you are driving me
to the wa" about. 1828 Napier Renins. War u\.\\x. I. 336
The commissaries pushed to the wall by the delay, offered
an exorbitant remuneration, i860 L. Harcourt Diaries G.
RoseW. 30 Being. .driven to the wall, Addington complied.
16. 7 give a person the wall: to allow a person

the right or privilege of walking next the wall as

the cleaner and safer side of a pavement, sidewalk,

etc. Similarly, rt? have, take the zvall(of a person),

to have, take the inside position.

I J 537 Thersytes 150 Yes, yes, god wote they geve me the
wall, Or elles with my clubbe I make them to fall. 1592
Arden of Fcversham v. i, I haue made some go vppon
wodden fegges for taking the wall on me. 1621 T. William-
son tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 95 The Persians had a law
enioyning all men., to giue him [an elder] the wall when they
mett him in the streetes. 1703 Rules Civility n Giving.,
the Right-hand or Wall in the Street. 1773 Johnson in

Boswell Tour Hebrides 20 Sept., In the last age.. there

were two sets of people, those who gave the wall, and those

who took it ; the peaceable and the quarrelsome.. .Now, it is

fixed that every man keeps to the right; or, if one is taking

the wall, another yields it, and it is never a dispute.

1581 Pettis Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 76 b, I weigh it

little, that my equall, hauing the wall of me, should goe
from it to giue me place. 1605 Heywood Ifyou knoiv not
Me E 1 b, Enter the Englishman, and Spaniard. Sfia.

The wall, the wall. Eng. Sblood Spaniard you get no wall



WALL.
here,.. but since you will needs Haue the wall, He take the
paynes to thrust You into the kennell. 1855 Kikgsley
IVestw. Hoi xxv, The Spaniards, .had. .no room, in that
narrow path, to use their pikes. The English had the wall
of them

; and to have the wall there, was to have the foe's
life at their mercy.
1587 Gkf.ene Penelopes Web Wks. (Grosart) V. 201 The

wife of a poore Smith meeting the Kmpresse Faustina, tooke
the wall of her in the streetes. 1617 Moryson Itin. 111.28
Nothing was more common with them then to fight about
taking the right or left hand, or the wall. 1757 Foote
Author 1. Wks. 1799 I. 135 He wou'd take the wall of a
Prince of the Blood. 1821 Scorr Kenilw. iv, To. .quarrel
in her cause with any flat-capp'd thread-maker that would
take the wall of her. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxiii, The
parlour window. .is so close upon the foot-way that the
passenger who takes the wall brushes the dim glass with his
coat sleeve.

b. fig. (In. early use sometimes without article,

to give, take wall.)
1591 Nashe Wonder/. Prognost. Wks. (Grosart) II, 157

The Bakers Basket shall giue wall vnto the Brewers Barrell.
1608 Bp. Hall Serm. Pharisaism Wks. (1625) 413 Some
Traditions must haue place in euery Church; but, Their
place : they may not take wall of Scripture. 165J — Jnvis.
World 111. § 1 If a supposed and self respective good be
suffered to take the wall of the best and absolute good.
1679 R. W'.Cromwell'>s Ghost 2 Though old in Artful Wicked-
ness I be, Vet Rome, I now Resign the Wall to thee. 1758
L. Temple Sketchesied. 2) 59 Accordingto nice Hcrald-like
Ceremony, the Son, as the better Gentleman, ought to take
the Wall of the Father.

f 17. To lie by the wall (or walls), to lie on one
side, remain idle or unused ; of a snip, to lie up
(in dock or harbour) ; also to lay by the walls. Obs.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 46/2 And the law in the

meane time must lye by the walles [Fr. demeure lii\. 1656
Burtons Diary (182S) I. 82, I am glad the mariners are so
sensible of the laying of our English ships by the walls.
1658-9 Ibid. III. 462 Our ships lie by the walls, and theirs
ride. 1672 Wai.i.is in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 529
To put fortli what France is not willing to venture upon,
provided that It do not hinder the printing those of our own
nation,., which lie by the wall for want of publishing. 1725
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 66 He walked towards
that part of the Creek, where.. three of their largest ships
lay by the walls. 1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss, s. v. Wall, He
lies by the wall. Spoken of a person dead but not buried.
Norf. and Suf.

18. (To be able) to see, etc. through or into a
{brick, mud, stone) wall : to be endowed with great
keenness of perception or understanding;.

1598 Marston Pygmal.^ Sat. ii, Thou know'st I am sure,
for thou canst cast thineeie Through nine mud walls, or els
old Poets lie. 1885 Illnstr. Lond. News 7 Feb. 136/4 Lord
Sherbrooke. .can see as far as most people into a stone wall.

19. To turn one's face to the waf/i said of a
person on his deathbed conscious of the approach
of the end (? after 2 Kings xx. 2, Isa. xxxviii. 2).

1579 in Narratives Reform. (Camden) 35 He turned his
face to the walle in the sayd belfry ; and so after his prayers
sleapteswheetly in the Lorde. 16. . Barbara A lien's Cruelty
ix. in Child Ballads II. 277 He turnd bis face unto the
wall, And death came creeping to him. 1856 Knight Pop.
Hist. Eng. I. xxi. 304 He [Henry II] turned his face to the
wall, and exclaimed, ' Let every thing go as it will '. [Cf.
Girald. Cambrens. (Rolls) VIII. 295 iterum se lecto recti-,

nans faciemque suam adparietem verteus.] 1876 ' Mark
Twain* Tom Sawyer iii, He would turn his face to the
wall, and die with that word unsaid.

IV. 20. Short for a. wall-tree, b. Wallflower,
c. wall butterfly.

a. 1707 Mortimer Hush. 522 Your Trees being grafted.

.

the next thing to be consider'd, is which are to be for Dwarfs,
Walls and Standards.
b. 1825 R. P. Ward Tremaine 1. xvi, 100 There was a

regular return of the same flowers.. such as walls, and pro-
vence roses, convolvolns, and sweet-william.
c. 183a J. Rennie Btttterfi. $ Moths 12 The Wall (Hip-

parchia Megsera, Leach). The Brown Wall (H. Fhardra,
Stephens).

V. attrib. and Comb,
21. a. simple attrib., as wall arch, -coping,

-mosaic, -nook, -side, -tiling, -top ; with the mean-
ing ' set or fixed against a wall ', as wall candle-
stick, -case, -clock, -map, -plug, -press, -sconce ; with
the meaning 'growing upon or against a wall', as
wall-berry, -plant, -plum.
1S86 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day xxx. (ed. 3) 268 On the

wall of Westminster Hall . . there are plainly visible the traces
of "wall arches erected by Richard II. 1908 [Miss E.
Fowler] Betw. Trent fy A ncholme 313 Perhaps it had earlier
been busy upon the "wall-berries. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. 381/2 *Wall or Hanging Candlesticks. x886 Willis &
Clark Cambridge III, 181 "Wall-cases were provided, and
the collections were removed from the Old Iuuseum. 1891
Century Diet., *Wallclock. 1887 J. G. Andrew Mem. W.
Graham vii. 155 Above the "wall-coping, .appeared an end-
less row of peering sorrow-stricken faces. 1907 T. C. Mir>
dleton Geogr. Knoivl. Discov. A mer. 20The *wall-map of the
world, painted in his banquet-hall at the Lateran. X913 Eden
A ncient Glass 26 Glass "wall-mosaics for interior decoration.

1847 C. IJuonte Jane Eyre in, The ground-ivy mantling old
*wall-nooks. 1880 Archsol. Cant. XIII. 26 The singular

thickness of the "wall-piers causes the central body of the

crypt to be narrower. 1873 Mary Somekville Recoil, xviii.

372 The Trachel'ium coeruleum, a pretty "wall-plant. 1914
Batstone Etectr.-Light Pitting 122 "Wall Plugs. 1676
Shadwell Virtuoso iv. 72, I have observ'd upon a *Wall-
plum..at first beginning to turn blue [etc.]. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. F~arm II. 285 A "wall-press, .is necessary in

a corn-barn, c 1400 Destr. Troy 861 Sho went vp wightly
by a "walle syde To the toppe of a toure. 1887 P. M'Neill
Blawearie 176 Many alterations on the roof and wall-sides

would have to be made. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 83/2
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Decorative 'wall-tiling. 1849 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I 1. 37

1

It is found under, .lichens on 'wall-tops.

b. objective, and objective genitive, as wall-
builder, -building, -peeler; wall-like, -loving adjs.

;

instrumental, as wall-bound, -fed, -girt adjs.
1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 375 Hannibal, .taking liis

place, .among the 'wall-builders and wonder-workers of
Kastern history and legend. 1823 Cobhett Rur. Rides
(1885) I. 22r I'aving and *wall-building. 1862 W. Barnes
Dorset Dial. II. 78 There, in the gearden's "wall-bound
square. 1898 Athenxum 23 July 137/3 The clinging 'wall,
fed ivy. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 876 Gray 'wall-girt still-

ness. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 168 'Wall-like masses are
partially detached from the cliffs. 1865 Gossk Land fr Sea
(1874) I2° Walls. .of loose, dry stones, affording in the
crevices root-space for many 'wall-loving plants. 1712
Steele Sped. No. 431 r 3 These craving Damsels, whether
. . Coal-Scranchers, 'Wall-peelers, or Gravel-diggers.

22. Special comb. : wall-arcade Arch., an
arcade (see Arcade sb. 3) used as a decoration of
a wall ; hence wall-arcading, the stonework com-
posing a wall-arcade ; wall-bearing (see quot.)

;

wall-border, a garden-border at the foot of a
wall ; wall-box (a) an aperture made in or
through a wall to accommodate a wall-bearing

;

(/') a postal collecting box affixed to a wall as

distinguished from a pillar-box
;
fwall-break a.,

that breaks down walls; wall-casing, the lining

or superficial exterior covering of a wall
; f wall-

chalker (see quot. 1823) ; wall-clamp, -coal
(see quots.) ; wall-crook dial., ?a wooden hook
for driving into cob walls ; wall-cutting, dock
(see quots.) ; wall-dormer Arch., a dormer whose
front is part of the main wall of the building
carried up to the required height ; wall-earth
(see quot.) ; wall-engine, a small vertical steam
engine bolted to a wall ; wall-face (a) the working
face in a coal-mine; {b) the surface of a wall; fwall-
fast a., secure within walls; wall-fight, a siege

;

wall-fruit, the fruit of trees grown against a wall

;

also a fruit tree so grown ; also attrib., as wall-

fruit tree ; wall-game, the Eton game of football

played ' at the wall ' (see 4 f) ; wall-grenade, a
bombshell thrown from the walls by hand or by
means of a small mortar called a hand-mortar
{Cent. Diet. 1891); wall-gun, a large hand-gun
supported on a tripod or crutch, for firing over a

rampart ; wall-hangings, tapestry hangings for

walls ; wall-head Sc, the top of a wall, esp. of a
house-wall ; also the space on the top of a wall
between the roof-beams, used as a receptacle or
shelf; aho attrib. ; wall-hold, the end (of a beam,
etc.) which is inserted in a wall as a bearing

;

wall-hook, f {a) a grappling-hook {obs.)
;

{b) a

hook-shaped holdfast for fastening wire, piping,

etc. to a wall
; f wall lecture Oxford Univ.,

a lecture delivered, according to statute, by a
regent-master (to empty benches) ; wall-lining,

a covering for the interior surface of a wall

;

wall-nail, a kind of nail made for driving into

walls; wall-net, a vertical fishing-net forming

the wall of an inclosed space (Cent. Diet.')
;

t wall-observer, one who is addicted to

reading placards; wall-post Arch. = Pendant
sb. 6 a; + wall-rase Se. [cf. Rasen, Raising-
piece, -plate] - Wall plate

; f wall-reared a.

= wall-sided
; f wall-reeve, an official charged

with keeping embankments in repair; wall-rib

Arch, (see quots. 1835-50); also attrib. ; wall-

rock Mining, the rock forming the walls of a
vein; wall-saltpetre (see quot.); wall-shaft
Arch., in engaged wall-shaft, a shaft or column
partly let into the wall (cf. Engaged column)

;

wall-sided a., having perpendicular sides like a
wall; wall-strap (see quot.); wall-string, the

string-board of a staircase which is next the wall

;

wall-tent, a tent with perpendicular sides ; wall-
tie, each of the pieces of iron, slate, or other

material used to bind together the two parts of

a hollow wall ; wall-tile (a) a tile used for lining

a wall; \{b) north., a brick as distinguished from a

roofing tile
; 7 wall-tooth, a cheek-tooth, grinder

;

wall-tower, a tower forming part of a fortified

wall {Cent. Diet.)
; j wall-town Sc, a walled or

fortified town ; wall-tree, a fruit-tree planted
against and trained upon a wall ; also attrib.

;

wall-wash., liquid distemper applied to the surface

of a wall ; wall-wise adv., after the manner of a
wall ; wall-work, f (a) work done in building a
wall {obs.); {b) a defensive work consisting of
walls. Also Wall-paper, Wall-piece, Wall-
plat, Wall-plate, Wall-stone.
i860 G. E. Street in Archzol. Cant. III. 133 The 'wall-

arcades in the two churches. 1863 Sir G. Scott Glean.
IVestiH.Abb. [cd. 2) 33 The spandrels over the 'wall-arcading
are exquisitely beautiful, a 1878— Lect. A rchit. 1. 97. 1875
Knight Z2/W. Meclt., * IVall.bearing, a bearing for receiving

a shaft when entering or passing through a wall. 1707

WALL.
Mortimer Husb. 461 They are.. transplanted into some
"Wall-border towards the South and East. 1851 in Beck's
Florist 128 A shrubbery or wall-border some four or five feet
broad. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Wa11-box. 1887 D. A.
Low Machine Draw. (1892) 34 A neat appearance is given
to the opening.. by building into the wall a wall box. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 111. Schism 727 Pell, "wall-
break (all break) Famine. .Howls hideously. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. <t It. Note-bks. (1871) I. 28 "Wall-casings of
rich, polished marble. 1823 'Jon Bee' Diet. Turf, *Wall-
chatkers—fellows who.. scrawl balderdash upon garden
walls. ..Others chalk up their trades—as 'try Warren's
blacking ' [etc.

J. 1829 T. Hook Bank to Barnes 95 The Hill-

Sticker's Assistant and Wall-Chalker's Vade-Mecum. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Wall-clamp, a brace or tie to hold
walls together, or the two parts of a double-wall, to prevent
spreading. 1886 J. Barrowman Se. Mining Terms 70 * Walt-
coal, breast coal ; the middle division of three in a seam, the
other two being termed top coal and ground coal. 1869
Hlackmore Loma D. xxxviii, I worked.. in the copse of
young ash, . . making spars to keep for thatching, * wall-crooks
to drive into the cob, [etc.]. 1886 J. Bakrowman iV. Mining
'Terms 70 *Wall cutting, side cutting or shearing the solid
coal in opening out working places; trimming the sides of a
sinking pit. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 925 The "wall
docks (plugs of wood) are not to be more than 16 inches
apart. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge III. 551 The roof
dormers very soon became "wall-doiniers, rising in a line
with the main walls of the buildings. 1723 Phil. Trans.
XXXII. 420 The lower half of the Layers of Fullers-Earth,
they call the "Wall-Earth. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 982
The instant each corve arrives, from the "wall face, ..it is

lifted from the tram by a crane, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led.
Archil. (1879) II, 141 In some of the Byzantine remains..
they have architecturalised by mouldings and enrichments
only just so much of the arch-stones as was needful for
beauty, and left the rest to go as mere wall-face. 1593 RfttM
<V Mon. Durham (Suitees) 53 She.. laid those two without
the doore that before was maid *wall-fast within her house.
1850 Gkote Greece n. lxiii. (1862) V. 457 Alkibiades warned
the assembled seamen that they must prepare for a sea-fight,

a land-fight, and a "wall-fight, all at once. 1669 Woklidge
Syst. Agric. (i63i) 266 Nail and trim "Wall.fruits. 1690
Lond. Gas. No. 2550/4 Good Gardens and Orchards planted
with all sons of choice Wall-fruit, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 24
Mar. 1688, The wall fruit trees are most exquisitely nail'd
and train'd. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 582 The wall-
fruits of Llritaiu include all those which in the central districts

of England require the aid of a wall to bring them to per-
fection. 1883 Sat. Rev. 1 Dec. 695/2 The *Wall Game [at

Eton]. 1812 Col. Hawker Diary {

1

893) I. 63 We then fired

with slugs (Colonel Douglas with a Spanish barrel, and I

with a huge*wall gun). 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose x,They
found themselves.. exposed to a fire both of musketry and
wall-guns. 1865 Cahlvle Predk. Gt. xix. iv. V. 473 Wall-
guns brought from Ciistrin. 1896 Lina Eckenstein Woman
under Monastichm 233 The great work of her life was the
manufacture of *wall-hangings. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot.(S.T.&.) II.B3[They]laidhimon the 'wall heid,
that all might sie him deid. 1636 in Scottish Jrnl. Tt-pogr.

(1848) II. 11/1 Item, for ten hondreth of diffeit [= divot]
riggine and wae-heid towrs[= turfs]. 1898 Ld. E.Hamilton
Mawkin 0/ Plow xvii. 226 Here, Rob, rax me that bit rope
that's lying in the wall-head yonder. 1833 Loudon Encycl.
Archit. §9i9Theinsidelintels. .are., to have at least 12 inches
of bond (or * wall-hold) on each end. 1844 H. Si ephens Bk.
P'arm I. 170 The steps should be droved 3 feet 6 inches clear

of the wall, with 6 inches of wall hold. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 739 A *wall-hook or drag; Lupus,
harpago. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 408 Fastening
the pipes to the wall by means of wall-hooks of iron. 1882
Christy Joints 194 A strip of 5 lb. lead,, .secured along one
edge to the wall with wall hooks. 1662 Wood Life 22 Dec.
(0. H.S.) I. 464 Wheras they were left of after the king
was lestored and "wall lectures onlie read in their places, de-
clamations were now setled and wall lectures too. 1691 —
Ath. Oxon. (1721) II. 796 He did also sometimes repair to

the Ordinaries (commonly called Wall Lectures from the
paucity of Auditors). 1767 J. Penn By Way of Prevention
To Clergy p. i, Dry Morals and musty Doctrines have
turned Sermons into Wall Lectures, i860 G. E. Street in

Archaeol. Cant. III. 132 A great deal of chalk is used for

*wall lining. 1892 Diet. Archit. (Aichit. Publ. Soc), Wall-
lining, a thin internal wall of brick for keeping dry the in-

terior surface of a house in exposed places. 1344-5 Exch.
Ace. K. R. 492. 24 (MS.), In M 1 de "Walnail empt. vid. ob.

1864 Atkinson Stanton Grange 224 Next stood a box of
shreds and wall-nails. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 76
The avenue-readers, the "wall-observers, and those that are

acquainted with stall-learning. 1871 T. Morris Brit. Car-
pentry 85 The situation of the "wall posts would seem to in-

dicate a purpose of concentrating the weight. lKi^Acc.Ld.
High Treas. Scot. V. 220 Item, for ij "wall rasis put undre
the cuppili feit,.. Item, for v corbalis of stane. .for bering to

the tua wall rasis. 1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. xi. 53
We say a Ship is. ."wall reared when she is right built vp,

after shee comes to her bearing. 1316 Placitorum Abbrev.

(1811) 352 Et dicunt qd idem dfis & curia sua de Steben-
hethe..ordinavit. .duos homines qui vocantur *Walreves
ad supervidendum wallias fossata scweras & gntteias

praedicta. 1835 R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages vii. 82 If

the compartment be bounded by a wall as in the case of

the clerestory, the rib which is placed at the intersection

of the vault with the wall may he called the "Wall Rib.

1850 Inkersley Inquir. Archit. France 309 The union

of the wall-rib-shaft.. with the spring of the window-arch-
way. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 349 On it a
shaft has been sunk.. showing a continuous vein with well-

defined "wall-rock. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 94/2 "Wall-

saltpetre or lime saltpetre, calcium nitrate, Ca (N02)3, is

found as an efflorescence on the walls of stables; it is now
manufactured in large quantities. 1865 G. E. Street Gothic

Archit. Spain ix. 191 There are three-quarter engaged "wall-

shafts between the windows. 1711 W. Sutherland Ship-

build, Assist. 165 "Wall-sided. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780). 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 180 A deep wall-sided

valley. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxix, She was a good,

substantial ship, .. wall-sided and kettle-bottomed. 1866

Huxley Prehist, Rem. Caithn. 83 The transverse contour

of the skull inclines to be pentagonal and wall-sided. 1833

Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 925 The "wall-straps (battens, or
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nieces of quartering on which to nail the lalhs) are to be i inch

indanuarterthick. i849'Wall string [see String*/'. 26). 1862

T W Higginson Army Life (1S70) 19 Two "wall-tents being

placed end to end, for office and bedroom. 1894 Outmg

XXIV 86/1 We had a single wall-tent, ten by twelve. 1884

Health Exhib. Catal. 81/2 Section of Hollow Brick Wall,

showing our patent cast and wrought *wall-ties. 1358 \ ork

Miners etc. (Surtees) 15 Pro xx mille de "Walteghill, VJ It.

1465 in Paston Lett. II. 224 A thousand waltyle that his

fadir had fro ye seide Williams wyfes place. 1790 Grose

I'rmiinc. Gloss. Suppl., Wall-tiles, bricks; opposed to tl es,

called Thack-tiles. North. 188a Christv Joints 68 Wall

tiles arc sometimes bedded in fine plaster, c 1475 Pict.

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 748/7 Hoc maxillare, a "walthothe.

(? Hence) 1847 Halliwell, Wall-tooth, a large double-tooth.

c 1470 Hknkv Wallace vm. 699 Thiswar the best oft all, J o

kepe our strynth off castell and off "wall toun. CI480

Henryson Death ff Man 7 Waltownis, castejlis, towins,

neuir so wicht, may nocht resist quhill it be at his hert.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees I. 66 As concerning the distance

of "Wal-trees. 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 42 For

wall-tree cherries, plums, pears, etc. allot a portion of the

earliest.. varieties for south walls. 1844 Zoologist II. 493

Another [nest] was completed in an adjoining wall-tree.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 511 We discovered arsenic

in large quantity m the green unsized *wall-wash of her own
sitting-room. 1596 S. FmcHELet. 26 Feb., in Ducarel Hist.

Croydon (1783) App. 155 We have made up that angle.,

"wall-wyse with stone and morter. c 1000 zT£lfric Horn.

(Thorpe) II. 166 pa jebrooVa eodon to Sam "weall-weorce.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's A nsw. Osor. A vj b, Our dutie hadd

bene to direct the buildyng of our Religion by this lyne and

leuell, and to ramme fast the wallworkes hereof with this

cemente and morter. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 468/1 Other

internal walls, .communicate with wall-works running east

and west.

b. In the names of animals frequenting or living

in walls, as wall-bee (see quot.) ; wall-bird, a

dial, name of the Spotted Flycatcher, Muscicapa

grisola ; wall-brown, a common British butterfly,

Satyrus megasra = brown wall (see 19 c) ; wall-

butterfly (see quot.); wall-carpet, a variety of the

carpet-moth (see Caki'et sb. 5) ; wall-creeper (see

quot. 1888) ; wall-fly (see quot.) ; wall-gecko

(see quot.) ; wall-lizard, a lizard of the species

Lacerta muralis ; wall-louse, t (<*) the bed-bug,

Cimex leclttlarius
;
{b) dial, the woodlouse ; fwall-

newt, ? = wall-lizard ; wall-usher, a variety of

moth (see quot.) ; wall-wasp (see quot.).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 94 The "Wall Bees

are so called, because they make their nests in walls. 1848

Zoologist VI. 2186 The spotted flycatcher is the ' "wall-bird '.

1846 Proc. Ber-.o. Nat. Club II. 171 Not a single specimen
has been observed of the . .

*Wall Brown, or the Dark Green
Aglaia. i860 W. S. Coleman Brit. Butterfl. 98 The "Wall

Butterfly (Lasiommata Megxra). Ibid. 99 It is called the

Wall Butterfly from its frequent habit of choosing a road-

side wall for a perch. 183a J. Rennie Butterfl. !, Moths
111 The "Wall Carpet (Ala's muraria Curtis). 1667 C.

Merrett Pinax 177 Picus murarius, the Creeper, or "Wall-

Creeper. 2678 [see Spider-catcher 2]. 1764 G. Edwards
Clean. Nat. Hist. HI. 284 The Wall-creeper of Surinam.
1S88 Newton in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 534/2 Allied to the

Tree-Creeper [Certhia] . . is the genus Tichodroma,the single

member of which is the Wall-Creeper (T. muraria) of the

Alps and some other mountainous parts of Europe and Asia.

1653 Walton Angler ii. 54 Nay, sometimes a worm, or any
kind of fly : as the Ant-fly, the Flesh-fly, or "Wall-fly [tf.

ed. 3 (1661) 63, the black Bee that breeds in clay walls]. 1886

Casselfs Did. s. v. Plaiydactyltts, /',/ascicularis or muralis
is the "Wall Gecko, c 1880 Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV. 274 The
lively little "Wall Lizard, Lacerta muralis. 1540 Septem
Ling. Diet. Dvj, Cimices. ."wallyse. 1598-1657 Wall louse

[seePuNAISE]. 1673 [see Chinch**. 1
]. 1693 S. Dale Pharma.

col. 531 Cimex. .The Wall-Louse or Bugg. 1809 Cumbld.
Gloss., s.v. Kirk louse, Wall louse, Slater, woodlouse, milli-

pede. Oniscidx. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. iv. 135 Poore Tom,
that eates..the Tod.pole, the "wall-Neut, and the water.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 88. 2/1 Like the Body of a Red "Wall-

Spider. 183a J. Rennie Butterfl. I, Moths 102 The "Wall
Usher (Anisopteryx A^scttlaria, Stephens) appears on
palings and trunks of trees the middle of March. 1881 Cos-
sell's Nat. Hist. V. 372 The "Wall Wasp (Odyuerus parie-
tuui). .may be almost constantly seen haunting sunny walls

during the months of June and July.

c. In the names of plants growing on or by
walls and in dry or stony places, as wall barley,
the wild barley, Hordeum murinum; also rye-

grass, Lolium perenne ; wall bugloss, a plant of
the genus Lycopsis ; wall cabbage (see quot.) ;

wall-cress, the genus Arabis ; also (see quot.

1796); wall fern, the common evergreen fern,

Polypodium vulgare ; wall gillyflower, the
Wallflower; wall grass, the stonecrop, Sedum
acre ; wall hawkweed, Hieracium mnrorum

;

wall moss, (a) the yellow lichen, I'armelia parie-
taria (Cent. Diet.); (b) Sedum acre; (c) see quot.

1855; wall mustard = wall-rocket; wall pelli-
tory m Pellitory 2 ; f wall penny grass, wall
pennywort = Pennywort i ; wall pepper,
Sedum acre ; wall pie = wall rue ; wall-rocket,
Diplotaxis tenuifolia ; wall rue, a small fern,

Asplenium Ruta-muraria; wall sage, f («) a
species of Siderilis; cf. Glidewort, Ironwort ;

(*) - Pellitory 2 {Eng. Dial. Diet.) ; wall
speedwell, Veronica arvensis ; wall spleenwort
= wall rue; wall weed, 1 mother-of-thousands,
Linaria Cymbalaria. Also Wallflower, Wall-
wort. -
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1548 Turner Names Herbcs (E.D.S.) 43 Phenicea or Hor-

deum murinum of Plinie, is the "wal Barley, whiche grow-

eth on mud walles. 1597 Gerarde Herbal I. Ii. 71 Red

Darnell is called, .in Latin Lolium ritbrum : and Lolium
Murinum: in English Wall Barley. 1763 Mills Pract.

llusb. HI. 333 The Wall barley, or way bennet, as some

people improperly term it. 1866 Treas. Bot. I. 597/1 We
all remember how in our youth we put inverted spikes of the

Wall Barley up our sleeves and found them travel to our

shoulders. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 36 Echium

alteram, Dod. Lycopsis Anglica, Lob. in agiis siccioribus &
muris. "Wall Buglosse. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Wall-

Bugloss. Common name for the Lycopsis. 1796 Withering

Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 593 [Brassica muralis] Sisymbrium

murale. Linn... "Wall Cabbage. Old walls and rubbish.

Ibid. 589 Turritis hirsuta. ."Wall Cress. 1866 I teas. Bot.

83/2 Wall.cress, the English name [of Arabis] has similar

reference to the usual place of growth. 1525 Crete Herbal

cccxlix. (1529) Tv, Depolytryco. "Walfarne. 1639 O.Wood
Alph. Bk. Secrets 214 Walferne. 1548 Turner Names
llerbes (E.D.S.) 80 Viola alba.. .There are diuerse sortes...

One is called in english Cheiry, Hertes ease or "wal Gele-

floure, it growetb. vpon thewalles, and . . hath yealowe floures.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1709) II. 94

The butter-flower of the meadow, and the wall gilly-flower.

1882 H. Friend Devonsh. Plant-n., "Wall Grass. Sedum
acre, L. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836) 674 "Wall

hawkweed. 1855 Anne Pratt Flowering PI. II. 324

"Wall-moss (Dicranum murale). 1886 Britten & Holland
Plant-n., Wall Moss. Sedum acre L.—N. and E. Yks.

1904 "Wall-mustard [see wall-rocket]. 156a Turner
Herbal 11. 169, I knowe no English name for it [Vmbilicus

veneris]: but lest it should be wythout a name I call it "wall

penny grasse. 1578 Lyte Dodoens I. xxv. 37 Cotyledon

vera. "Wall Pennywurte. 1579, 1756 [see Pennywort 1].

1855 Anne Pratt Flowering PI. II. 320 Cotyledon Umbili-

cus (Wall Pennywort). 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxxvii. 115 Of

Houselyke and Sengrcene. . . The fourth is called . . in English

Stone Crop,..& of some it is called "Wall Pepper. 1861 S.

Thomson Wild Flowers III. (ed. 4) 238 We find the Sedum
acre, or yellow stone-crop, often called wall-pepper. 1855

Anne Pratt Flowering PI. I. 152 Sinapis tenuifolia ("Wall-

rocket). 1904 Westm. Gas. 13 Oct. 10/1 This is the wall,

rocket or narrow-leaved wall-mustard (Diplotaxis tenui.

folia), a glaucous plant, one to one and a half feet high, with

pale lemon-yellow flowers. 1548 Turner Names llerbes

(E.D.S.) 86 Saluia vita or Ruta muralis. .maye be called 111

english Stone Rue, or "wal Rue. 174 J Compl. Fam. -Piece

I. iv. 243 Leaves of Wall-Rue 4 Ounces. 1906 J. Vaughan
Wiid-Fl. Selborne 92 The little wall-rue fern. 1548 Turner

Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 73 Sideritis prima . . may be called in

englishe "walsageor stonisage. 1651 J. F[reake] Agrippa's »

Occ. Philos. 1. xvii. 40 Geese, Ducks, and such like watery

fowle, cure themselves with the Hearb called wall-sage [L.

herba sideritide], 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II.

13 Veronica arvensis . .'\VM Speedwell. 1866 Swinburne

St. Dorothy Poems & Ballads 288 Green blossom cleaves

To the green chinks, and lesser "wall-weed sweet, Kissing

the crannies that are split with heat.

t Wall, sbfi Sc. Obs. Also 6 vail, wal. [var.

spelling (with silent //) of Waw sb.] A wave (of

the sea).

C1480 IVyntoun's Cron. I. vii. 399 (MS. E.) Of wellis

wawerit wallis wid. c 1480 Henryson Paddock <y Mouse
180 The watter is the warld, ay welterand With mony
wall of trubulatioun. £1500 Lancelot 1316 Thi schip, that

goth apone the stormy vail. 1513 Douglas sEneis 111. viii.

60 Within the havin goith loune, but wind or wall. 1549

Compl. Scot. 39 The suelland vallis of the brym seye. 1599

Alex. Hume Hymns vii. 89 The waltering wals, and raging

windie blast

t Wall, sb.3 Obs. Also 7 whall. [Back-forma-

tion from Wall-eye.] Eyes of wall (nonce-

phrase) = ' wall eyes '
: see Wall eye. Also

allrib. or adj., as in wall speck ; wall-coloured adj.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Oeil, Ocil de chevre, a whall, or ouer-

white eye. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 27 The apple [of the

eye] is half blew, and all about wall-coloured. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. i. 424 The Beast was sturdy large and tall, With
Mouth of Meal and Eyes of Wall. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No.

4285/8 Stolen.., a white Horse, with. .a wall Speck in one

of his Eyes.

Wall (wgl), si.* Naut. Short for Wall-knot.
1834 Marryat P. Simple vi, ' How is this to be finished off

sir ? ' inquired a sailor of the boatswain. ' Why,, .it must be

with a double wall.' c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech.

30 Make a single wall. Ibid. 56 A ' double wall ' or deck

stopper-knot is made. .close up to the wall. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl., Wall and Crown. This knot should be

finished with a crown.

Wall (w§l), si.$ = Lablab.
1884 De Candolle's Orig. Cultiv Plants 346 Lablab, or

Wall . . Dolichos Lablab, Linnatus. This species is much
cultivated in India and tropical Africa. 1887 Moloney
Forestry W, Afr. 322 ' Wall * of India (Dolichos Lablab, L.)

A climbing perennial largely cultivated in the Tropics for its

unpalatable seeds.

Wall, v.l Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i weallan,

2-5 walle-n, 7- wall. Pa. t. 1 webl(l, 3 weol,

wul, 4 wel ; weak 4 wallede, 7- walled. [OE.

weallan redupl. str. vb. (pa. t. xvioll, pa. pple.

geweallen) corresp. to OFris. walla to well up
(WFris. walle to boil), MFlem. wallen (Kilian) to

well up (mod.Flem. to boil), OS. wallan str. vb.,

to boil up, gush forth (MLG. wallen), OHG.
wallan str. vb., to boil, gush forth (MHG. wallen

str., mod.G. wk., to boil, be agitated, swarm, etc.).

The transitive uses do not occur in OE., and as

they are found only with the weak conjugation, it

is possible that they descend not from OE. weallan,

but from wsellan var. of wiellan, wellan Well v. ;

cf. mod. Sc. wall (Wkll sb.) repr. OE. wxlla var.

of wiella. The transitive senses below are closely

WALL.

paralleled by those of Well v. and its equivalents

in other Teut. langs.

The Teut. 'wallan (:—*waln-) redupl. vb. with the sense

' to boil, bubble up ' is confined to WGer. ; but a cogn. and

synonymous "wellan str. vb. exists in ON. Bella (vall,ollenn),

MSw. valla str. vb. (Sw. valla. Da. vxlde wk. vbs.), and a

causative type *walljan wk. vb. in ON. vella (Svj.valla)to

boil (trans.), to weld = MHG. wcllen, OE. wiellan: see

Well, Weld vbs. For other Teut. derivatives of the root

in the same specific sense see Walm, Well sb. ; cf. also Goth.

wulan to be fervent. It is probable that the sense '

(

to boil,

bubble, well up ' is developed from the sense ' to roll ',
which

belongs to the root *wel- in Teut. and Indogermanic (see

Wallow v.) ; for the form 'well- cf. OHG. wclla roller, axle

(MHG., mod.G. welie), wellan str. vb. trans, to roll.]

1 1. intr. Of a liquid : To boil. Also of a

person : To be in boiling liquid. Obs.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 358 Do ofer fyr, awyl ; bonne hit

wealle, sing iii. pater noster. c 1200 Moral Ode 249 (Inn.

MS.) par is pich pat afre walleo [MS. Egertm wealo]. c 1200

Okmin 10507 To bcernnenn & to wallenn Wipb deolless dun

in hellecrund. c 1250 Song Passion 45 in O.E. Misc. 198

Wallen in helle dep nere neuere so swet wit alle.

t b. fig. To ' boil ' with passion. (Cf. Walling

ppl. a.) Obs.
Beowulf 2113 HreSer inne weoll, ponne he wintrum frod

worn jemunde. a iaas Leg. Kath. 1926 pe king weol al

inwiS of wreSSe. .11225 Ancr. R. 118 peo hwule bet te

heorte walleo wioinnen of wreoSe, nis per no 1 lilt dom.

1 2. Of liquids : To bubble up ; to well up, flow

abundantly. Of the sea, waves : To boil up, rage.

c 893 /Elfred Oros. IV. iii, Mon geseah weallan blod of

eorban. ciaoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 167 At eche wunde wul

ut atter. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 662 As be water dep vp

walle. c 1315 Shoreham Poems 111.28 Syker bou inj'3t be of

pat lond par melke and hony wallep. c 1330 King of Tars

1037 ]'e blod out of his wounde wel. 1362 Langl. P. I I.

A. v. 71 Venim or vernisch or vinegre, I trouwe, \Vallcb

in my wornlie or waxeb, ich wene. 11450 Mirk's Festial 9

Out of pe whech tombe manna and oyle walleb out yfere.

fig. 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. iii. 432 Thes. .causis, out of

whiche wallen the seid yuelis.

f b. To swarm (with vermin). Obs.

c 1000 /Eli ric Saints' Lives iv. 212 On blindum cwearterne

. . b.xr manna lie lajon, be wairan xx acwealde . . ba weollon

eall maoon. C1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 531,22 Scatens,

weallcnde [gl. z\ldh. Laud. Virg. (poet.) lxxxix, scatens

vermibus). 1387 Trkvisa Higden ( Rolls) V. 235 He wallede

ful of wormes [ L. venuibus scatens].

3. trans. To boil. Cf. Well v.

Sec pot-walling, quot. 1456 s. v. Pot-walloping.

c 1310 S. Margaret 287 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

232 Takeb and wallep oyle and lete opon hir renne.

b. absol. To boil brine in salt-making.

1600 [Implied in Waller 1
]. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1063

They seldom Wall, that is, make Salt, in above 6 Houses at

a time. ,

4. intr. To weld, become welded
;
_/7g". to blend.

Cf. Well, Wei.d vbs.

1629 Sir W. Mure True Cmciflxe 2692 Pleasure in Him
and fleshlie pleasure fall So foull at strife, they can, nor

mixe, nor wall. ,

Wall (wgl), vfi Pa. t. and pa. pple. walled
(w§ld). [OE. *weallian (only in pa. pple. geweal-

lod), f. wcall Wall sb> Cf. LG. wallen]

1. trans. To furnish with a wall.

a. To enclose, surround, or divide with a wall

or walls ; to provide (a town, etc.) with fortified

walls.

[c 1000 zElfric Num. xiii. 29 Micele bursa bjer sind and

mEerlice geweallode.] ciaso Gen. if Ex. 435 He_ ches a

stede toward eden, And.. Wallede a bur?, e-no bi name.

?<ri366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 138, I saugh a Gaidin..,

Enclos it was, and walled wel, With hye walles enbatailled.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 339 pe citce of 501k, pat

was not ful i-walfed. 1471 Caxton Recuycll (Sommer) 271

Laomedon the kynge of Troye was besy to walle and mure

his cyte with mures and towres. 1589 Bigges Summane
Drake's W. Ind. Voy. 39 The same [Priorie] being walled

with a wall of stone. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. v. iii. 14 Close by

the battel!, ditch'd, & wall'd with turph. 1643 R. Baker
Cbron. 13 King Athelstan. .new walled and beautifyed the

City of Exceter. 1794 Trans. Soc. Arts XII. 201 The ex-

pence of walling the forty-two acres was seventy-eight

pounds. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes iii, The Houseof Cor-

rection.. is not walled, like other prisons, but is palisaded

round about with. .stakes. 1849 Lyell ind Visit U.S. II.

295 Some lands near the river.. have risen immensely in

value, being now trenched and walled. 1881 Proc. R. Geog.

i"«. (N.SJIII. 31 The town ofShonga.. is walled and ditched.

b. with about, round about, round. To wall in,

to enclose with a wall. To wall off, out, to shut

off or out with a wall.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1169 pe vif tounes of be vif pors he

let walli aboute. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 220 Till Perth

then went thai.. That then wes wallyt all about. C1420

Wyntoun Cron. V. 1303 (Cott.) He gert wal in al pat stede

Owhar Cristc his passion tholit of dede. 1481 Caxton Key.

nard v. (Arb.) 10 They . . wente in a yerde whiche was walled

roundaboute. Z.530T1NDALE 7™^ Prol. B v.j, Enulroned

it and walled it aboute on euery syde with ytenre ot goo.

1600 Surflet Country Farm vll. xix. 834 ll"5 "' Pa r

«f
therefore must bee walled about. 1633 Stotv s Surv.^ax
round walled the Church.yard. .1691 J- Gibson f^ehxo.
legiaXU. .89 The garden not being walled abjj" they have

lefs summer fruit. 17.9 De Foe Crusoe ... (Globe)_564.U

was a low marshy Ground, wall'd round with a Stone wal .

i 76o-7a H. Brooke Fool of Qua!. (.809) IV. 58 A gravel-

walk that was walled in on the left hand. ^Wellington
Let. Lieut. Col. Close 2: Dec, in Gurwood Disp. (.844) 1-

47 What I should propose would be to wall off that part

occupied by him. 1848 D.ckens Dombey vn, Traffic was

walled out. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. 11. 19 A space for cooking

walled off from the sleeping-room. 1865 W. G. Palgravb
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foum. Central § E. Arabia II. 301 The town is walled in,

but not strongly, on the land side.

c. To furnish (a building) with side and parti-

tion walls ; to build the wall or walls of. Also
with up.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 323 And bere-with grace bigan
to make a good foundement, And watteled it and walled it

with his peynes & his passioun. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 164
And all was walled bat wone. 1523 Berners Froiss. I. ccix,

102 b 2 Therein was a square toure thick walled. 1691
Dryden K. Arthur n. 19 That Castle, were it wall'd with
Adamant, Can hide thy Head, but till to Morrow's Dawn.
1726 Lkoni Albert?* Archit. I. 78 The Towers, .ought not

to be open on the inside, but walled up quite round. 1799
A. Young View Agric. Lincoln. 34 The old buildings are of

timber, walled with clay. 1911 G. Macdonald Roman Wall
Scot. xii. 401 Perhaps it was now that Castlecary was walled
with stone.

d. To line (a well, cistern) with a wall. Also
with round.
1707 Mortimer Hush. 229 A Cistern of Clay walled within

with Bricks. 1833 J as. Davidson Brit. $ Rom. Rem. Ax-
minster 84 A hole in the natural soil., walled round in a
circular form with flint stones.

2. transf. and fig. To enclose, defend, bound, or

divide as with a wall, or as a wall does.

c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 219 My sone, god. .Walled
a tonge with teeth and lippes eke ffor man sholde hymauyse
what he speeke. 1558 A. Jenkinson in Hakluyt Voy. (1590)
I. 331 We feared nothing being walled with the said riuer.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. ii. 24 On either hand thee, there
are squadrons pitcht, To wall thee from the liberty of Flight.

1595 Polimanteia in Brydges Brit. Btbl. I. 27S Yet both of
you (Oxford and Cambridge] so deare tome, . .so walled with
priuiludges, so crowned with all kiride of honor. 1603-4
Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 122 (QQ i, 2) There's such diuinitiedoth
wall [Pol. hedge] a king, That treason dares not looke on.

c 1620 FLETCHER False One v. iv. 26 My free mind, Like to
the palm-tree walling fruitful Nile, Shall growupstraighter.
1638 Sir T. Heriu.rt Trav. (ed. 2) 165 Either side is wall'd
with an amazing hill. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. vii. 179
They..onely spoiled poore villages, which counted them,
selves walled with the truce as yet in force. 1667 Milton
P. L. in. 721 Each [star] had his place appointed, each his

course, The rest in circuit walles this Universe. 1818 L.
Hunt Hero <y Leander 11. 7 The struggling flare Seem'd
out; but then he knew his Hero's care, And that she only
wall'd it with her cloak. 1834 Ld. Hough ion Mem. Tour
Greece 23 The tall white rock, Walled the far waste of silent

sea. 1879 Daily JVews 18 Sept. 6/x The enclosures were
walled with Union Jacks. 1883 Biudces Prometheus 14
Where the path Is walled with corn I am found. 1913 Engl.
Rev. Dec. 59 On the right hand, walling the street, [is] the
great monastery to the Passion of Christ.

b. with about, across, along, in, round.
C1430 Pi/gr. Lyf Manhode 1. xx. (1869) 15 This closure

that closeth yow and walleth yow in, disseuennge yow from
the world. 1588 Shaks. L.L. L. v. ii. 3 A Lady wal'd about
with Diamonds. 1593 — Rich. II, m. ii. 167 As if this

Flesh, which walls about our Life, Were Brasse impregnable.
ai6z6 Bacon War 'with Spain (1629) 45 The Spaniards.,
casting themselucs continually into Roundels, (their strong-
est Ships walling in the rest). 1642 Denham Sophy 1. 1

'Tis his single vertue And terror of his name, that walls us
in From danger. 1690 C. Nesse O. <y N. Test. I. 38 A
weekly sabbath walls in our wild natures. 1795 Southev
Joan of Arc 1. 475 At length I heard of Orleans, by the
foe Wall'd in from human succour. 1837 W. Irving Capt.
Bonneville II. 207 The high precipices which had hitherto
walled in the channel of Snake river. 1845 J. Coulter
Adv. in Pacific xi. 132 The.. upper part of the clearing,
which was walled along for several hundred yards by solid
rock. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic Pro], 3 World—
how it walled about Life with disgrace. 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sq. (1886) 39 A canyon, .was here walled across
by a dump of rolling stones. 1890 * R. Boldrewood ' Col.
Reformer xiv, The. .landlocked bay, with.. a grand sand-
stone bluff guarding and walling-in the farther point like a
grim jealous giant.

o. To form the sides of (a room) like walls ; to

line the walls of (an apartment).
183a Lytton Eugene Aram 1. iii. 20 The rest of the room

was walled from the floor to the roof with books. 1846 G. B,
Cheever Led. Pilgr. Progr. x. 126 It does not take long in

such employment to make the room seem walled with retri-

butive flames. 1910 G. W. E. Russell 15 Chapters Autob.
(1914) vii. 149 The great gallery, walled with the canvases of
Rubens.

3. To shut up (a person or thing) within walls,

to build up or entomb in a wall, to immure.
Chiefly with up.
1530 Pai.sgr. 770/2, I wall, I shyt up, or close up, within

walles. Je mure. ..It is a harde relygyon to be an anchre,
for they be shytte up within walles and can go no farther.

1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 243 They were walled vp
within their monasterie. a 1618 Fletcher Mad Lover 1. 1,

In three [battles] he beat the Thunder-bolt Ins Brother,
Forc'd him to wall himself up. 1621 Lady M. Wroth
Urania 133 After the sight of one dead, the other wall'd to
certaine death, . . what could they say ? 1647 in Verney Mem.
(1892) II. xii. 285 The feather bedds that were waled up are
much eaten with Ratts. 1719 D'Uhfey Pills (1872) VI. 87
But if ne'er so close you wall him,. . Blind Love.. Will find

out the way. 1737 W. Cowper in F. Peck Mem. O. Crom-
well etc. 11. (1740) 88, I am apt to think the person found in

the vault was betrayed and walled up alive by them he
trusted. 1845 Poe Black Cat (end), I had walled the

monster up within the tomb 1

transf. 1867 G. Macdonald Poems 87, I will be a knight
Walled up in armour black.

H b. An alleged synonym of Gate v. 1

i860 C. Benson Mr. Bedlow, Remin. Amer. Coll. Life in

Macm. Mag. II. 222/1 To 'gate' or 'wall' a refractory

student would be simply impossible, for want of the material

masonry. 1871 Hoppe s. v. Gate gives the prec. quot. ; hence
the sense appears (as ' Oxford university slang ') in BarkLre
& Leland Slang, in Farmer, and in recent Diets.

4. To close (a gate or other aperture) with or as

with a wall. Chiefly with up.

1503 Engl. Misc. (Surtees 1890) 30 John Mitteley & his

heiies frome now forthe shall wall up. .the utter west syde
of his swynstye. 1535 Coverdale i Mace. v. 47 They that

were in the cite, wolde not let them go thorow, but walled vp
the portes with stones. 1605 ShuttlewortIts' Ace. (Chetham
Soc.) 168 A waller, one day wallinge uppe the dower.. iiij

d
.

1667 Obscrv. Burning Lond. 23 [They] were talking of wall-

ing the Gates to prevent the coming in of the Tai tarians.

1707-21 Mortimer Husb. (ed. 5) II. 192 Wall up the sides

with Brick. 1848 H. Greville Leavcsfr. Diary 1 July(t883)
280 The door has been walled to prevent surprise. 1861

Dickens GL Expect, viii, Some of the windows had been
walled up. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II. 125 Bishop
Alcock.. walled up the arches and inserted in each of them
a window.

5. To build (stone) into a wall. Also of stone,

to make (a specified length) of walling.

162X Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 251 P'd for soe

many stones as walled nyne y'des, ij
1

iij'
1
. 1791 Smeaton

EdysloneL. (1793) § 209 When it [Bath Free Stone] is walled

with this kind of mortar,, .the joints are more permanent.

1848-9 L'pool. Archit. Soc. (1852) II. 190 It [the rubble] may
be walled with or without mortar.

6. absol. or intr. To construct a wall or walls

;

to build walling.

1588 Shuttleworth*s Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 44 Towe mene
for wallinge towe days, ij

1 ijd. 1598 Ibid. 112 Towe worke-
men, for waullynge and daubynge in the bru howse..xvj lJ

.

1726 Leoni Alberti's Archit. I. 47 We may be said rather

to wall than only to fill up,

7. trans. To chalk up (a score) on the wall, slang.

1848 Sinks ofLond. 129 Wall it, chalking a reckoning up
at a public house.

tWall, v3 Obs. [OE. weallian = OHG.,
(M)LG., MDu. wallen, OHG. wallon (MUG.,
mod.G. wallen) :—WGer. *waltojan.

By some scholars referred to the root of Wall p.*j others

regard it as a contraction of *%vaplojan (cf. OHG. wadaldn
to roam about).]

intr. To go on pilgrimage.
a 1000 Canons Edgar, Of Penitents § 10 in Thorpe Ags.

Lairs II. 280 Deoplic d:ed-bot biS bait laewede man his

wa;pna alecge & wealli^e ba;r-fot wide, c 1485 Digby MySt.

in. 1848 With me xall ?e wall to have more eloquens &
goo vesyte be stacyons by and by.

Wall (vvgl), vA Now only U.S. Also 5-9 So.

waul(ej wawl(e, 5-6 Sc. (ferron.) waill. [MSc.

wawh :—*waj/e, related to wa$l- in Wall-eyed «.]

trans. To roll (the eyes). Also absol., and intr.

of the eyes. Hence Wa-Uing ppl. a. (Sc. waulen').

C1480 Hknryson Cock <$ Fox 469 The Cok. .Vnwarlie

winkand, wawland vp and doun. C1500 in Makculloek MS.
(S.T. S.) iv. 27 Cuttis for bi cot bai kest..out throw bi

harnis J?e pykis of thorne apliit, wawland [MS. Arundel
wailland] bi ene. 1513 Douglas AEneis via. vii. 154 In the.

breist of the goddes graif thai Gorgones heid,..Wyth ene
wauland [L. vertentevt lumina). 1818 Edin. Mag. Oct.

328/2 The sicht forhow't her waulen' een, Sbo lay in the

deadthraws. 1821 Scott Pirate xxx, But presently re-

covering himself, he wawls on me with his gray een, like

a wild-cat. 1817 Hogg Gude Greye Katt xxvii. in Poetic

Mirror (1817) 196 Quhill ilken bosome byrnit with lufe,

And waulit ilken ee. 1876 ' Mark Twain ' Tom Sawyer v,

The ladies would lift up their hands,., and 'wall' thiiireyes,

and shake their heads. 1883 Trans. Amer. Philot. Soc. 55
Wall the eyes, that is, 'to roll the eyes so as to show the

white.' I can remember this as a very common way among
the little negroes in South Carolina of showing displeasure.

Wall (wgl), v$ Naut. [f. Wall sbA] trans.

To make a wall-knot on (a rope).

1883 Man. Seamanshipfor Boys 112 The end [of the rose-

lashing] is finished off by crowning and walling the end
close to the crossing turns.

Wall : see Wale sdJ- and sb.% Waw, Well.
Walla, variant form of Wallah.
Wallaba (wo'laba). [?a, native name.] A

large South American timber-tree (Eperuafalcata).

Also attrib., as wallaba oil, tree.

1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 1. (1903) 17 Here the.,

wallaba, purple-heart, ..and mora, are met with in vast

abundance. 1845 Lindley Veg. Kingd. (1846) 550 Eperua
falcata is the Wallaba-tree of Guiana. iS6z List Contrib.

fr. B. Guiana to Lond. Exhib. in Veness El Dorado (1866)

App. 122 Wallaba Oil. Ibid. 137 Wallaba.. .Used for

house-frames, shingles, staves, palings, and posts. Yields

an oil and gum resin having medicinal properties. 1871

Kingslev At Last vii, I passed the great Australian Blue-

Gum which overhangs the road, and the Wallaba-tree.

Wallaby (wo/labi). Also-bi(e, -bee, walloby,

whallabee. PI. wallabies, f -bys. [Native

Australian : spelt wal-li-bak by D. Collins Ace.

Eng. Colony N.S. Wales 614, 1798. Morris sug-

gests derivation from walla to leap.]

1. A kangaroo belonging to any of the small

species of the genus Macropus, formerly grouped

as the sub-genus Halmatitrus, or of the genera

Onychogale (
4 Nail- tailed Wallaby'), Petrogale

(« Rock Wallaby '), Lagorchestes ('Hare Wallaby')

and Lagostrophus (' Banded Wallaby 1

). All the

species are confined to Australia and the neigh-

bouring islands.

The sing, form is used in sporting language as collective

plural.

1828 P. Cunningham N.S. Wales (ed. 3) I. 289 The wal-

labee and paddymalla grow to about sixty pounds each.

1830 R. Dawson Pres. State Australia iii. (1831} in A
species of small kangaroo . . which the natives call the ' WaU
loby'. 183a Bischoff Van Diemen's Land II. 28 The

wallabee Is not very common. 1843 J. E. Gray List Spechn.
Mammalia Brit. Mus. 89 The Whallabee. Hatmaturus
Ualabatus [etc]. 1845 I. O. Balfour Sk. N. S. Wales
25 The wallaby, or rock kangaroo, is of a dark-grey colour

[etc.]. Ibid., The wallabys are to be seen only on the
hottest days. 1846 J. L. Stokes Discov. in Australia
I. ix. 267 The Wallaby are numerous on this part of the

island [Tasmania], i860 G. Bennett Gather. Naturalist
xiv. 286 A species of Wallaby Kangaroo was found about
the rocky ranges at the Nepean. 1867 W. Richardson
Tasmanian Poems 18 Go to the country a week to shoot
wallaby. 1884 ' R. Boldrewood ' Melbourne Mem. iii.

24 Violet was so fast that she could catch the brush kan-
garoo (the wallaby) within sight. 1893 Mrs. C. Praed
Outlaw <$• Lawmaker II. 35 The scared rock wallabies

darted out of their holes.

2. On the wallaby track, hence shortened on the

wallaby : on tramp ; wandering about on foot,

whether in search of work or aimlessly as a vagrant.

1869 Marcus Clarke Peripatetic Philosopher 41 (Morris)

An old bush ditty, which I have heard sung when I was on
the ' Wallaby'. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer ix,

What is the meaning of 'out on the wallaby '!. .It's bush
slang, sir, for men just as you or I might be now, looking

for work or something to eat. Ibid, xxvii. He wanted a
summer on the wallaby track to open his mind. 1896 Kip-

ling Seven Seas, Lost Legion ii, And some of us hunt on
the Oil Coast, And some on—the Wallaby track.

3. attrib., as in wallaby skin, tail; wallaby
(-proof) fence, a fence intended to keep out

wallabies; wallaby -grass, an Australian grass,

Danthonia penicillata.

1852 Mundy Antipodes ii. 43, I found myself.. swallowing
with relish, a plate of wallahi-tail soup. 1881 Gentl. Mag.
Jan. 56 A portion of this station was fenced with wallaby-

f>roof fence—a high, close paling, reminding one of an Eng-
ish park. 1890 Melbourne Argus 13 June 6/2 A wallaby-

skin rug. 1897 Outing XXX. 138/2 Down the wallaby

fence, .the emus turned at a hurricane gait.

Wallace, variant of Wallis.
Wallacli, "Wallachian : see Walach, -ian.

"Walladay, obs. form of Welladay.

Wallah (woda). Anglo-Indian. Alsowal(l)a,

wollah. [a. Hindi -wdld, a suffix, forming adjs.

with the sense 'pertaining to or connected with'

what is denoted by the sb. ; hence forming sbs.,

as in ndo-wald boatman, Dilli'Wdld inhabitant of

Delhi. The suffix in this function may be compared
to -er 1

; Europeans have commonly apprehended

it as a sb. equivalent to * man ', * fellow '.]

a. In certain Hindi or Hindustani words adopted

in Anglo-Indian use or cited in popular Anglo-

Indian spelling, as Agra wallah, native of Agra,

banghy-wallah, a porter who carries loads with

a banghy or shoulder-yoke, howdah-wallah, an
elephant accustomed to carry a howdah, jungle-

wallah, man of the jungle. See also Lootie-

WALLAH, FUKKAM-Wallah, TOPI-WALLAH.
Mrs. Sherwood's purdah-walla (see Pukdah 3), applied

to a woman, is a misuse.

1776 Trial Nundocowar 25/1 They were both Agra Walla's

. .by Agra, I mean the place he came from. x8xo T. Wil-
liamson E. India Vade-M. I. 325 The bangy-wollah, that is,

the bearer who carries the bangy. 1826 Galt Last ofLairds
xvi. 146 The murderous old decoit and his Junglewallah
of a servant. 1863 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah v. (1864) 113

Mysuite comprised sixteen bearers,, .and four banghy- wal-
lahs. Ibid. vi. 176 Strange stories these old howdah-wallahs

could tell us, if they had the gift of speech 1

b. Used as sh. with Eng. word prefixed attrib.,

in imitation of native derivatives with the suffix, as

in box-wallah (Box sb? 24), competition wallah

(Competition 3).

1785 in Seton-Karr Sel. Calcutta Gaz. (1864) I. 93 A band
of good Patriot-wallahs. 1834 [A. PkinsepJ Baboo II. iii.

55 (Stanf.) These chits of 90, 50, and 200 rupees to box-walas

from Mrs. Title. 1853 W. D. Arnold Oukfield I. 66 * Were
you ever in the Lakes?' ' No, I'm a Suffolk walla.' 1894

Mrs. Dvan Man's Keeping (1899) 195 'The Inseparables *

..came in to superintend his toilet, accompanied by a ready-

made clothes wallah and a barber. 1917 Blackw. Mag.
Sept. 299/1 Now, those fellows.. those big-ship wallahs

—they're only just beginning to take Us seriously.

c. Short for competition-wallah.

1863 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah i. (1864) 9 Stories against

the Competition Wallahs,, .are told. ..For instance: Story
showing tlie Pride of Wallahs.—A Wallah being invited

to dinner by a Member of Council, went out before the

whole company. 1872 ' Aliph Cheem ' (Yeldham) Lays of

Ind (1876) 142 Each unemployed wallah so surely applies

To be kindly allowed in that Station to stay, Doing his

nothing, and drawing his pay. 1911 Sir W. F. Butler
Autob. iii. 45 M. sleeps. Enter the wallahs and servants.

i Wa Hand, a. dial. Obs. [Of obscure origin.

The E.Anglian glossary is prob. correct in reading walland
as one word, not wall and as printed in Bloomfield's poem.

Cf. the Yorkshire wallband -whip, 'a whip of plaited

leather thongs ' {Eng. Dial. Diet.).]

(See quot. 1895.)
1802 Bloomfiei.d Rur. Tales, Richard fy Kate 29 She

straight slipp'd off the Wall and Band. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss.

(citing Rev. E. S. Taylor), Walland band, the leather used

in spinning.

Wallaroo (wodaru). Also 9 wallooroo,

wolloroo (see Morris Austral Engl.), walluru.

[Native Australian wolaru : cf. Wallaby.] A
large species of kangaroo, Macropus robustus ; in

Queensland and New South Wales applied chiefly

to the black variety. Also wallaroo kangaroo.



WALL-CAN". 51 WALL EYE.

1837 P. Cunningham Two r'ears N.S.W. I. xvii. 309 The
wallaroo, of a blackish colour, with coarse shaggy fur, in-

habiting the hills. 1845 J. O. Balfour Sk. N.S. Wales 25
The wallaroo kangaroo is of a darkish red colour, and
weighs about 60 lbs. 1847 Leichhardt frptl. xiii. 458 He
had been guided by a beaten track of Wallurus. 1890 ' R.
Boldkewooo' Miner's Right v, The southern forest where
. .the forester kangaroo and the wallaroo alone run.

Wallat, obs. variant of Wallet.
Wallaway, obs. form of Wel-laway.
[Wall-can : perh. a misprint for *walk-can : cf.

walk-pin, Walk z>,2 3.
1688 Holme Armoury m. 386/1 An Hatters Wall-Can,..

a Can by which the Felt-maker bears his Liquor from the
Furnace to the Bench.]

Walle : see Wale j*.l, a., v.\ Well.
Walle, obs. Sc. variant of Valley.
c 14*0 Wyntoun Cron. 1. 73 In be feild of Damask faire..

Or in a walle of Ebron.

t Walled, a. Obs. [f. Wall j*.3 + -ed«. Cf.

Wall vA] Of a horse's eye : Affected with ( wall-'

eye*.

1577-8 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 396
One grey trotting curtoll mare, crapped on the further
yeare, and the neare ie walled. 1672 Land. Gaz. No. 713/4
A dapple gray Gelding, near 15 hands high, both eies walled.

1705 Ibid. No. 4*82/4 A brown bay Mare, . .one walled Eye,
the other about half walled.

Walled (wgld),/^/. a. [f. Wall p.s + -n>i.]
1. Furnished with or as with a wall, enclosed

with a wall. Of a town, etc. : Surrounded or pro-
tected with fortifications. Of a well, cistern, pond,
the sides of a cavity, etc. : Lined or faced with
masonry.
eiooo Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) xxx. 27 [22] On ceastre ^eweal-

ledre [Vulg. in civitaie tnunita). 13. . A". Alts. 6068 They
haden wallid cite townes, In dalis.and eke in downcs. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 72 Cytyes and Castelles and
walked townes. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, in, iv. 7 Twelue
Cities, and seuen walled Townes of strength. 1605 — Lear
v. iii. 18 And wee'l weare out In a wall'd prison, packs and
sects of great ones. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 22 Each Town
orCity wall'd On this side the broad lake Genezaret. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 191 On one side of this cathe-
dral is a walled terrass. 1789 Ir. Act 29 Geo, III, c. 33 § 25
Walled deer-parks, and planted avenues excepted. 1819
W. S. Rose Lett. N. Italy II. 85 note, Oblong pieces of
walled ground, planted with fruit-trees. 1839 Ure Diet.
Arts, etc. 820 [These] have led to the contrivance of sur-
rounding the area on which the roasting takes place with
three little walls or with four... This is what is called a
walled area. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 376 A walled
Bulgarian village. 1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 130
A succession of. .terraced gardens. ..Their walled sides are
thickly clothed with Calceolarias, Celsias [etc.]. 1895 Outing
XXVII. 237/2 Neptune's Grotto is an enchanting, walled
fish-pond.

fig. 1907 Raleigh Shakespeare 201 Bereavement or crime
breaking in upon the walled serenity of daily life.

b. with qualifying word prefixed.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 24 J>e whilk es a Strang citee

and a wele walled. 1871 \V. Morris in Mackail Life (1899)
I. 267 A great double-walled dyke. 190X C Holland
MousmfiZ Our little fragile-walled house on the hillside at
Nagasaki.

2. With advs. a. Walled-up^ closed or blocked
up with masonry.
1826 Cobbett Rnr. Rides (1885) II. 118 A. .large walled-

Ingarden. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 219 The
third chamber has another old walled-up window. 1901
F. \V. H. Myers Human Personality 103 Like wine found
m a walled up cellar. 1906 C Bigg Wayside Sk. Eccl.
Hist. i. 12 In front of the church was a walted-m court.

b. Walled-itty -up, entombed in a wall.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. v. ix, Crowds . . gaze on the skele-
tons found walled-up. 1903 Daily Chron. 11 Feb. 3/6 The
remains of a walled-in nun were discovered.

3. Anat. and Zool. Furnished with a ' wall ' or
investing structure : chiefly in parasynthetic forma-
tions. Also walled-off, separated by a ' wall'.
1875HUXLEY& Martin .Zi&/«. Blol.( 1877) 201 The atrium:

thin.walled, rounded, lies on the dorsal aspect of the truncus
and ventricle. 1890 Retrospect Med. CI I. 362 It was a
smooth waited cavity,, .about the size of a small marble.
1906 Brit. Med. Jrttf. 13 Jan. 70 A small walled-off pocket
of pus.

4. Of the nature of a wall, made of stone-work.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 115 Where stones

can be easily procured,., waited fences may be preferable.

Waller * (wg-lw). [f. Wall vA + -eb 1.] One
who builds walls (see quot. 1908).
C1440 Promp. Parv. 514/1 Warfare, murator, vtackio.

Wallare, bat werkythe wythe stone and morter, cementarius.
15*3 Douglas /Eneis 1, i. 12 Fra quhame. .Come, .the val-
teris of greit Rome, c 1565 in 14th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. III. 30 Four masones and viij wallaris : viij quariouris.
161a N. Riding Rec. (1884) I. 253 Oswald Collyson waller or
rough mason. 1683 Churchw. Ace. Pittingtou t etc. (Sur-
lces) 34* To the wallers for work and plastering, 1 1. 2 s.

1890 Lincoln Gaz. 30 Aug. 4/1 Choppers, Wallers, and
Masons for Ancaster Stone Wanted. 1908 Remin. Stone-
mason 80 He himself was what is called a ' waller '—that
is, he did not dress stones, but set them on the walls when
dressed, or else built walls of rough, unhewn stone.

Waller 2 (wo-bi). [f. Wall u.i+-er*.] In
the Cheshire salt-works, a brine-boiler, a worker
who attends to the salt-pans. Also lead-waller'(cf.
lead-walling, Lead sbA 12).
1600 Camden Brit. (ed. 5) 543 Et muliercule (Walters vo-

cant) rastellis ligneis c* fundosalem educunt. 1886 Cheshire
Glass., Lead-wallers, commonly abbreviated to Wallers.
Waller, a salt-maker or boiler, At present the men call

boilers those who make sioved and butler-salt, and the

others wallers, 189a Labour Commission Gloss., Waller,
a local term, applied to salt boilers, i.e., those who look after

the boiling of the salt. It is applied to the men who look

after the making of any white salt, whether the pan is re-

quired to boil or not.

Waller 3 (wg-lai). [f. Wall shjl + -er*.]

1. A wall-tree.

1688 Holme Armoury n. 87/1 Wall-Trees, called Wallers,

are such as are planted at Wall sides, and are pinned up to

the Wall.

t2. A * keeper of the walls'. Hence "Waller-

ship. Obs.
1578 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 264 Keeper of the Walles,

alias wallership ; fee 2. 5. 4.

3. (See quots.)

1904 Daily Chron. 15 Apr. 8/2 'Wallers '..are men who
find casual employment as law-writers, and have been face-

tiously christened * wallers ', because they are generally to

be found lounging against a wall in Cursitor-street waiting
on an engagement. 1908 Ibid. 3 July 6/7 ' Waller,' as

applied to a man who does law writing.. .They were called
' waiters ', as a term of contempt, by the regular writers.

Wallerian(wg>li3*rian), a. Phys. [f. the name
of A. V. Waller (1816-70) + -UN.] Of or pertain-

ing to Waller, or to the kind of degeneration of

tissue discovered by him.
1877 M. Foster Physiol, m. i. (1878) 392 This method of

diagnosis is often spoken of as the Wallerian method, after

A.Walter. 1897 A llbu It's Syst. Med. II. S63 The part of

the nerve-fibre between the rupture and the muscle now
undergoes Wallerian degeneration. 1899 Ibid. VI. 492 The
more active or Wallerian degeneration ensues. Ibid. 495
The operation of the Wallerian law.

Wallet (wo/let). Also 4-6 walet, 5 wallett(e,

6 walett, wallyt, 6, 7, 9 dial, wallat. [Of obscure

origin ; the stress wale't (beside wa'tet) in Chaucer

is unfavourable to the current theory that the word
is a metathesis of watel Wattle sb.

Possibly a. OF. or AF. *walet, which might be derived

from Teut. 'wall- to go on pilgrimage (Wall v.') or 'wall-

to roll up (see under Wall vA]

1. A bag for holding provisions, clothing, books,

etc., esp. on a journey either on foot or on horse-

back ; a pilgrim's scrip, a knapsack, a pedlar's

pack, or the like.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol, 68r But hood, for Iolitee, wered he
noon, For it was trussed vp in his walet [rhyme let]. Ibid.

686 His walet [lay] biforn hymin his lappe, Bret ful of par-

don comen from Rome al hoot, 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
1. i. (Skeat) 106 Yet have I ensample to gadere the smale
crommes, and fullen my walet of tho that fallen from the

horde among the smale houndes. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 5 1 4/1

Walette, seek, or poke, sistarcia. 1506-7 Ace. Ld, High
Treas. Scot. III. 372 Item, for ane wallat to John of Bute
xij d. 1514 A. Barclay Eglogue iv. 9 Within his wallet were
meates good and fine. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Hush. § 141 Take
hede. .what maner of people resorte and comme to thy house

. .and specially if they brynge with them, .bottelles, bagges,

wallettes, or busshell-pokes. <z i5»9Skelton E.Rummyng
461 Another brought two goslynges. .She brought them in

a wallet. 1535 Coverdale Judtthxm. 10 She. .delyuered

the head of Holofernes vnto hir mayden, and bad hir put it

in hir walett [Gr. «ts TTjf irmtav iQiv 3po)n<iTwi> avrrfi, Vulg.

in peram suam], 1577 B. Googe Hcresbach's Husb. 1. 11b,

Husbandry necessaries, .the smaller sort be these. .Sacks,

Wallets, Bottels, [etc.]. 1609 Dkkker Guls Home-bk. i. 7
Neither.. the Switzers blistred Cod-peece, nor the Danish
sleeue, sagging downe like a Welsh wallet. 1617 Churchw.
Ace. Pittington etc. (Surtees) 292 For makinge of a wallet

to put the challenc and a bottle in, x d, 1622 R. Hawkins
Voy. S. Seas xxvii. 62 Their Childe they carry in a Wallet

about their necke, ordinarily vnder cne arme, because it may
sucke when it will, c 1670 in toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. 1. 39 A wallet to cari books. 171a Spectator No. 289
F 9 Having looked about him for some time, he [a Dervise]

enter'd into a long Gallery, where he laid down his Wallet,

and spread his Carpet, in order to repose himself upon it.

a 1721 Prior Cupid turned Plowman 2 A rustic wallet o'er

his shoulders tyd. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W, Ixii, With her

scanty wardrobe packed up in a wallet, she set out on her

journey on foot. 1791 A. Wilson Pack Poet. Wks. 1876 II.

30 My pond'rous Pack apo' the ground 1 carelessly had
flung ; A wallet green, wi straps fast bound. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xii, The old man had forgotten a kind of wallet

which contained the light burden he had to carry. 1859
Thackeray Virgin, Ixii, I have heard he came up to London
himself as a young man with only his tragedy in his wallet,

1904 Bridges Demeter 592 Approach him with a gift : this

little wallet. (Giving a little bag of seeds.) 1914 Miss. Rec.
U.F, Ch, fan, 3/2 The Highlands, where there is no more
welcome visitor than the colporteur with his wallet of healthy
and inspiring literature.

Proverb, To brew in a bottle andbake in a wallet

:

? to attempt enterprises beyond one's means.
c 1540 Boorde Bk.forto Lerne B iv, These men the whiche

doo brewe in a botell and bake in a walet.

b. spec. A bag having the opening in the middle

and a receptacle at each end.
Some of the instances above may belong^ to this specific

sense. The wallet 'with two pouches In it' was prob.

originally slung across the horse, or over the shoulder of the

pedestrian.

1528, 1638 [see 1 c]. 1674 JacksoiCs Recant. A 4 b, Being
thus early up, I timely met with a long Purse lying neglected

in the Street, whose entrance was on the middle like a

Wallat. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Wallet, a kind of Bag
with two Pouches to it. 1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate i4_i The
wallet is almost unknown even in farmsteads now: it is a
kind of long bag closed at each end, but with a slit in the

centre for the insertion of things. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Wallet
or Wally, . . As a hatting term it is a workbag with the en-

trance in the centre and made up at each end.

c fig.
The fable here alluded to (Ph.xdrusiv. x) says that Jupiter

gave to every man two bags, one of which, containing his

own faults, hangs at his back, and the other, containing
those of his fellows, hangs at his breast,
1528 More Dyaloge in. Wks. 233/1 If we wold once tourne

oure wallettcand the bagye with other folkes faultes cast
atoure backe, and caste the bagge that bereth our own faultes

. .before vs at our brest. 1570 B. Googe Popish Kingd. iv.

60 But sure the wallet them beguiles, that hanges behinde
their backe, And better others faultes they see, than what
themselues doe Iacke. 1589 Cooper Admonit. (Arb.) 18 They
looke not into their owne doings: they cast that end of the
wallet behinde them, wherein their owne faultes are wrapped.
1638 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 11S Neither of both., were
willing enough to look into the other end of the wallet, and
to examine throughly their own spirits.

d. A beggar's bag. f Phrases, to hear the

wallet, to be a beggar. [ = Fr. porter la besaee.']

i$46Supplic. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.) iq Bringing them
vp other^ to bear wallettes, other els, if tliei be ;-turdy, to

stufTe prisons. 1561 B. Googe tr. Paliugcnius* Zodiac v.

N vj, And se thy goodes they not decrease but may aug-
mented be, Least in thy age the wallet come. 1608 Dkkkkk
Belman Lond. Wks. (Grosart) III. 85 Thou art likewise to

Giue way to any of vs that haue borne all the Offices of the
Wallet before thee. 1612 T, Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 6 (1619)

405 Needs must he beare a wallet, and die a beggar. 1622
Bacon To King Wks. 1874 XIX. 386 Pity me so far, as I

that have bornt: a bag be not now in my age forced in effect

to bear a wallet. 1654 Gatakf.h Disc. Apol. 30 Without
House or Land, or so much as a Wallet to go a begging with.

1665 Surv. Affaires ofNetherlands 33 They coyned M eddals
with the Kings Picture, on the one hand a Wallet, and a
Dish on the other, with this Inscription, Faithful to God
and the King, even to bear the Wallet. 1790 Cowper Odyss.
xvii. 237 So saying, his tatter'd wallet o'er his hack He cast.

1832 Ht. Maktineau Hill i»j- Valley ix. 135 Without a crust
in my wallet, as beggars usually have. 1836 [Hooton] Bil-
berry Thurland I. vi. 124 Their appetites were now re-

covered, and the contributions of their collected wallets were
found insufficient for the whole. 1879 Maclear Celts viii.

125 Itinerant beggars, who went about with wallets, were
not regarded with favour.

fig. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. in. iii. 145 Time hath (my lorde)

a wallet at his backe Wherein he puts almes for obliuion.

e. A lawyer's bag. ? Obs.
1645 Milton Coiast. 17 A meer and arrant petti-fogger,

who lately was so hardy, as to lay aside his buckram wallet,

and make himself a fool in Print.

f. Her. (See quot.)
c 1828 Berry Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., Wallet, a scrip, or

pilgrim's pouch.

f 2. trans/. Something (in an animal's body)
protuberant and swngging. Cf. Wattle sb.'1 Obs.
1610 Shaks. Temp. in. iii. 46 Who would believe that there

were Mountayneeres, Dew-lapt, like Bills, whose throats had
hanging at 'em Walletsof flesh? 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 137
Since the great Bulk or Wallet of these Intestines must
incline and swag towards the Diaphragm.
3. A flat bag, usually of leather, closed by a flap

fastened with a button or clasp, or secured by a

band. Orig. U.S.
a. A pocket-book for holding paper money with-

out folding, or documents.
1845 N. P. Willis Dashes at Life II. 245 Our several

borrowings were thrust into a wallet which was sometimes
in his pocket, and sometimes in mine, as each took the turn
to be paymaster. 1854 Webster, Wallet,, .also, a pocket-
book or place for keeping money about one's person. 1884
Advt., Thin Pocket Diary, for Wallet. 1888 Cassell [as

'American ']. 1913 Daily News 1 Nov. 7 The plaintiff, a
diamond merchant, was carrying a wallet containing ,6370
in bank-notes, brilliants value ^320, two necklaces.., a
diamond pendant cluster, [etc.]. 1914 Ibid. 29 Jan. 2 He
put his hand in his pocket and pulled out a leather dollar

wallet and examined its contents.

b. A cyclist's tool-bag.
1887 Visct. Bury 8c Hii.lier Cycling 432 The wallet, or

tool-bag, is generally supplied with the machine.

o. ' A small kit carried by anglers,' containing
* thread and needles, awl, waxed ends, . . a pair of

small pliers, a file, etc.* (Cent. Diet.). ? U.S.

4. attrib. and Comb, as wallet-bearer, book; frval*

let-ways adv. ; wallet envelope, an envelope with

a broad flap like that of a wallet.

1611 Cotgr., Besacier, the bag-bearer, or wallet-bearer of
a begging, or beggarly companie. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes
111. i. 69 You may perchance thinke it improper to behold

me upon thy asse hanging Wallet-wayes. 1823 Gillies Aris-

totle's Rhet. 111. ii. 372 In this way lphicrates insulted Cal-

lias, by calling him the wallet-bearer of the goddess, instead

of her torch-bearer. 1863 J. G Bruce {title), The Wallet-

book of the Roman Wall.

Walleteer (woletlau). rare~x
. [f. Wallet ¥

-eer.] One who carries a wallet.

1778 Tollet in Shaks. Wks. V. 428 At his girdle hangs a

wallet for the reception of provision, the only revenue of the

mendicant orders of religious ; who were named Walleteers

or budget-bearers.

Wallett, obs. Sc. form of Valet.

Wall eye, wall-eye (\v9*l,3i-, wfW AIso

6 walowe yee, whal eie, 7 whall, waled eye.

[Back-formation from Wall-eyed a. In sense

I pronounced with level stress, the first element

being apprehended as an adj.]

1. An eye the iris of which is whitish, streaked,

particoloured, or different in hue from the other

eye, or which has a divergent squint. (See Wall-

eyed a. 1.) a. in human beings.

15J6 Hundred Merry Tales (1S66) gt, I haue a wall eye in

7-3
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my hed, for I neuer loke ouer my sholder this wyse but I

lyghtly espye a knaue. 1599 Ii. Jonson Cynthia s Rev. v.

ii, Two Wall-eyes, in a face forced. 1694 Loud. Gaz. No.
2965/4 He had. .one Eye bigger than the other, and divers
in colour, being a Hazel or Wall Eye. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xxxv, Whose gaunt visage and wall-eyes assumed a most
hostile aspect 2826 — Woodst. xi, Desborough was a stout
bull-necked man, of middle size, with, .bushy eyebrows, and
wall-eyes. 1828 Craven Gloss., Wall-een, white or grey eyes.
1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 239 A
jolly-looking old warrior with a wall eye. 1893 Selous
Trav. S. E. Africa6t He was deeply pitted with smallpox,
and had, too, a wall eye. 1899 Baking-Gould Bk. of West
I. vii. no She was an ill-favoured person, with a wall-eye.

b. in horses, etc.

'1523 Will ofBurton (Somerset Ho.) A blak mare with one
waloweyee. 1577 li. Googe Hercsbach's Husb. in. 115 A
wall eye. is very good, such as they say Alexanders Bucepha-
lus had. 1616 Maldon (Essex) Borough Deeds Bundle 147,
no. 6 A hewen [=hue and] cry sent out from Colchester [for]

two randed geldings one of them with a waled eye. 1607
Markham Cavcl. 1. 16 They are for the most part pied, with
white legges, and wall eyes. 1702 Post Man 6-8 Jan. 2/2
Stoln out of a Stable, . .a black Gelding, ..a white face, Wall
Eyes, and 4 white Feet. 1667 Lond. Gaz, No. 207/4 Lost.,
a Yorkshire Buck-hound, having black spots upon his back,
red ears and a wall-eye. 1787 ' G, Gambado '-4 Crt^/. Horsem.
(1809) 23 A bald face, wall eyes, and white legs (if your horse
is not a grey one) is to be preferr'd. 1822-9 Good Study
Med. IV. 202 In horses, this want of pigment constitutes
what is called a wall-eye. 1849 Lever Con Crcgan xx, 1

1

know your mark.' ' My roan, with the wall-eye. You don't
mind a wall-eye?'

TI C. App. misused for ( blind eye \
1866 Sat. Rev. 25 Aug. 229/2 Honour.. never goes about

apparently without one wall-eye, and it is a chance and an
accident on which side of the road the wall-eye may be fixed.

2. The condition of being wall-eyed.
1585 Higins Junius'1 Nometicl, 428/1 Glaucoma^, .a disease

in the eye,, .some think it to be a whal eie.

3. An animal that is wall-eyed. In the U.S. a
name for various fishes: see Wall-eyed 3.
[13..: see Waldeneie.] 1888 Goode A/ner. Fishes 17

The Wall-eye does not often exceed ten pounds in weight.

Wall-eyed (w£l|Oid),rt. Forms : a. 5 wawil-,
waugle-, 6 whaule-, j whale-, 6- -wall-eyed

;

&. 5 wald-e3ed. [The surviving form descends
from ME. wawil-e^ed, a. ON. vagl-eyg-r, occurring
only once, and explained in the context to mean
* having speckled eyes \ The second element,
-eygr, is regularly f. auga Eye sb. The first element,
vagi, is of obscure origin ; it coincides in form with
vagi beam of wood, roost, perch (Da., Norw. vagi,

Sw. vaget) which is used in the Icel. New Testa-
ment of 1540 for the ' beam ' in the eye spoken of

in Matt. vii. 3-4; it is, however, prob. a distinct

word, not recorded separately in ON., but surviving

in mod. Icel. vagi film over the eye, Sw. vagel sty

in the eye.
*

Beside ivaivil-e^ed ME. had a synonymous ivald-ctyd.
Th is is commonly believed to be a. ON. vald-eyg$-r ; but that
word is only a conjectural reading for vnlldwgSr, occurring
in a series of adjs. designating certain defects that a horse
may have ; the context does not show whether a physical
blemish or a fault of temper is referred to, and if -argSr be
correct it must app. mean '-scared '. A strong point in favour
of the correction to valdeygSr is the coincidence with the
ME. form ; but the meaning otvald- remains obscure. Cf.
mod. Slesvig dial. z>ald*ict having a running from the eyes
(quoted by Molbech from Outzen's MS. collections), which
Outzen would derive from valde dial. var. of Da. vatle whey.
The rare ME. Woldene^ed seems to be synonymous with

tuawil-ejed, ivald-e^ed, and if so is prob. an alteration of the
latter form due to the influence of ME. *7ualden, OE.
lewealden small (preserved, with different sense, in Sc.
Waldin a.).

^ See also Wai.nved a. Cf. Waldeneie, prob.
a similar variant of Wall-eye.]

1. Having one or both eyes of an excessively light

colour, so that the iris is hardly distinguishable

from the white. In ME. and in modern dialects

(see Eng. Dial. Diet.), also in other senses:

Having eyes of differing colour ; having eyes or an
eye streaked or particoloured. Also, having a
divergent squint, which exposes an excessive pro-

portion of the white of the eye.
In many examples the sense cannot be determined.

a. of human beings.

[13.. see Wolden.e^ed.] a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 608 And
he (Alexander) wald-e^ed waSj as be writt schewys, }it..

[Lines 606-7 8aY tnat one eye was black and the other
yellow]. Ibid. 1706 A wawil-eijed [Dubl. waugle-eghed]
shrewe. 155a Huloet, Whaule eyed, glauciolus. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. v. i. 44 Say wall-ey'd slaue, whether would'st
thou conuay This growing Image of thy fiend-like face?
1601 Holland Pliny xi. xxxvu. I. 334 Augustus, .had red
eies like to some horses: and indeed wall eiedhewas, for

the white thereofwas much bigger than in other men. 1806-7

J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life xx. § 25 Wall-eyed por-
traits in mildewed crayons. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle
iii, Captain Deadeye was a staid, stiff-rumped, wajl-eyed
..veteran. 1866 Livingstone Last Jruls. (1873) I. L 25 A
wall-eyed ill-looking fellow.

b. of horses. (See quot. 1831.)
1590 Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 184 To. .my brother-in-

law, one baie stagge, wall-eyed. 1607 Markham Cavel. n.

6 The Horse that is whale-eyde, or white eyed, Is for the

most part shrewd, craftie, full of toyes, and dim sighted.

170J Lend. Gaz. No. 3857/4 A small black Gelding,. .Wall
or Silver-Ey'd. 1714 J. Walker Suffer. Clergy 11. 281/2 He
had called those Wall ey'd Horses that would not come to

the Rails to receive the Communion. 1736 Leoni Albertfs

Archil. I. 96 The moon's beams . . are very apt to make him

wall-eyed and to give him grievous coughs. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar W. x, I objected that walking would be twenty times
more genteel than such a paltry conveyance, as Blackberry
was wall-eyed, and the colt wanted a tail. 1831 Youatt
Horse vi. 93 Horses perfectly white, or cream-coloured, have
the iris white, and the pupil red. When horses of other

colours, .have a white ins and a black pupil, they are said

to be wall-eyed. Vulgar opinion has decided that a wall-

eyed horse is never subject to blindness, but this we believe

to be erroneous. 1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xvii, He
shewed the whites of his eyes like a walleyed horse. 1845
Disraeli Sybil s\. vi, Mounted on a white mule, wall-eyed

andof hideous form. 1871 M. Collins Marq. fy Merch. 111.

iv. 107 He was a wall-eyed horse.

c. trans/.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxix, A little, pale, wall-eyed,

woe-begone, inn. 1865 — Mut. Fr. ill. xvi, The counting-

house was a wall-eyed ground-floor by a dark gateway. 1876
Geo. Eliot Deronda ix, Diplow Hall.. which had for a
couple of years turned its white window-shutters in a pain,

fully wall-eyed manner on its fine elms and beeches, . .was
being prepared for a tenant.

U d. Used for: Dim-sighted, purblind.

1873 Punch 3 May 182/1 Wall-eyed people who stick their

noses to each picture as though they wished to smell it.

e. slang. (See quot.)

1847 Haluwell s. v., Any work irregularly or ill done, is

called a wall-eyed job. It is applied also to any very irregu-

lar action.

f2. V Having glaring eyes (indicative of rage or

jealousy).
Quut. 161 3 maybe an echo of Spenser F.Q. 1. iv. 24, '[His]

whally eyes (the signe of gelosy).'

159S Shaks. John iv. iii. 49 The vildest stroke That euer
wall-ey'd wrath, or staring rage Presented to the teares of

soft remorse. 1613 ? Marston Insat. C'tess 1. A 2 b, Hee.

.

mued mee vp like Cretan Dedalus, And with wall-ey'd

Ielousie kept me from hope Of any waxen wings to flye to

pleasure.

3. U.S. Of fishes: Having large prominent eyes.

Wall-eyedpike : see quots.

1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. {i860) 330 The wall-

eyed pike, (Lncio perca). 1883 Goode Fish. Industr. U.S.
(Fish. Exhib. Publ.) 71 Many millions of eggs of the white-

fish, lake-trout, and wall-eyed pike are obtained in the waters

of Lake Erie. 1888 — Amer. Fishes 13 The largest and
most important form is Stizostedion vitreum, generally re-

ferred to by recent writers upon fishes as the Wall-eyed Pike.

t "Wall-fair. Obs.—1
. In 5 walfair. [f. Wall

sb. 1 + Fair a.] = Wallflower.
c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 191 Violaria habet fiorem

aurosum, an[glice] walfair.

Wallflower (w£'l|nau3.i). [f. Wall sb.1 Cf.

G. mauerblume.']

L A plant ofthe genus Cheiranthus (N.O. Cruci-

/eree), esp. C. Cheiri, growing wild on old walls,

on rocks, in quarries, etc., and cultivated in gardens

for its fragrant flowers (normally yellow or orange,

though other colours are produced by cultivation).

Also called Gilliflower.
1578 Lvtk Dodoens 11. iii. 150 In English Yellow Gillofers,

Wall floures . . in French Violes iaunes, . . in high Douche Geel
veiel. >S97 Gerarde Herbal ir. cxiii. 370 The stalkesof the

Wall flower are full of greene branches. 1615 W. Lawson
New Orchard (1623) 12 Dry wall of earth, .whereon at

Mighill-tide it will be good to sow Wall-flowers. 1650 T.

Bavly Herba Parietis Ded. 1 The Wall-flower hath been
called (as the most sacred Compellation) by the Herbalists,

Dames-Violets, Damasen or Matron-Violets, or Queenes
Gillyflowers. 1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Insects 1. xv, 93
Double.. Wall-flowers. 1707-21 Mortimer Husb. (ed. 5) II.

245 Wall Flowers are of several sorts, as the common Ones,
the great single Ones, the great double Ones, the single

White, the double White, the double Red, and the pale

Yellow. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 532 The yellow wall-

flower, stain'd with iron brown. 1779 Sheridan Critic 11. ii,

The vulgar wallflower, and smart gillyflower. 2814 Scott
Lord ofIsles 111. i, The wall-flower waves not on the ruin'd

hold. 1818 Byron Ch.Har. iv.cvi'i, Cypressandivy,weedand
wall-flower grown Matted and mass'd together. 1838 Dickens
Nickleby xl, There is a double-wallflower at No. 6 in the

court, is there? 1856 Delamer Fl. Card. (1861) 158 Wall-
flmver. .The single varieties, which are the most odoriferous,

are raised from seed. There are yellow, brown, and purple

Double Wallflowers, propagated by cuttings. 1858 Glenny
Everyday Bk. 266/1 Wallflowers and Sweetwilliams may be

planted out in beds. 1880 ' Outda ' Moths 1. 83 There were
lavender and a few homely stocks and wallflowers growing
in the poor soil about the fences of the houses.

b. German wallflower.
1882 Garden 25 Feb. 135/1 Double German Wallflowers.

.

are now useful pot plants.

e. Applied to plants of other genera. Native

wallflower, the Tasmanian plant Pultena>a sttbum-

brosa (N.O. Legztminosee') ; also, in Australia, one
of the Poison-bushes, Gastrotobium grandiflornm
(Morris Austral Engl., 1898). Western wall-

flower, a name for certain American species of

Erysimum (Treas. Bot., 1866; Cent. Bid., 1891).

2. slang. (See quots.) ? Obs.

1804 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 220 A coat suspended on a
peg in Monmouth-street is called a wall flower. 1848 Sinks

ofLond. 129 Wallflowers, old clothes exposed for sale.

3. colloq, A lady who keeps her seat at the side

of a room during dancing, whether because she

cannot find a partner or by her own choice.

1820 Praed County Ball 148 The maiden wall-flowers of

the room. 1840 New Monthly Mag. LIX. 340 He. .dances

quadrilles with every wall-flower in the room. 1881 H.

James Portr. Lady xliii, 'Are you not dancing?' 'As you
see, I'm a wall-flower.

1 1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas 11. ix,

She has not your capability at playing wallflower.

4. attrib. in designations of colour, as wallflower
brown, red ; also separately as a colour-name.
Also Comb, wallflower-leaved adj.

1786 Abercromhie Card. Assist. Arrangem. 19 Hardy
Annuals.. .Stock gilliflower,. .White wallflower leaved. 1883
Daily News 17 May 6/1 Lined with silk. .in some decided
colour, such as old gold, wallflower red, French grey, or
pale blue. Ibid. 22 Sept. 3/3 A wide bias band of wallflower
velvet. 1913 Daily Graphic 24 Mar. 13/1 The most notable
colours in the crowd included the following :. .Wallflower
and cafe au lait browns.

t Wall-hot, a. Obs. [f. Wall z>.i + IIot «.]

Boiling hot. Also jig. fervent. Cf. Walm-hot.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 256 Acele 5u wealhat isen Sonne

hit furSum sie of lyre atojen on wine obbe on ecede. c 1200
Ormin 14196 Wibp wallhat herrtess lufe. a \zz<, Juliana
(Bodl. MS.) 31 Eleusius..bed biliue bringen foro brune
wallinde bres, & healden hit se wal hat hehe up on hire

heaued, bat [etc.],

Wallicoat, variant of Wyliecoat Sc. Obs.

Wallidrag, var. Wallydrag Se.

"Wallie, var. Wally.
Walling, vbl. sb. 1 Now dial. [f. Wall v.l +

-ing !.] The action of boiling brine in salt-

making. (See also quot. 1674.) Also attrib., as

walling-house, shed; walling-lead, a salt-pan.

1556 B.N.C. (Oxon.) Munim. 20 No. 47 (MS.) Houses,
cottages, saltehouses, wallingehouses, places where any salte-

house or wichehouse hath heretofore been [Middlewich]. 1611

Inventory in Chesh. Local Gleanings (E. D. D.), ii Walling
Leads. 1669 Dr. W. Jackson in Phil. Trans. IV. 1061 The
bank.. [is] accidentally raised by rubbish of long making
Salt, or Walling, as they call it. 1674 Kay Coll. Words,
Making of Salt 142 A Lead-walling is the Brine of twenty
four hours boiling for one house... They have four sworn
Officers chosen yearly, which they call Occupiers of Wall-
ing, whose duty it is to see equal dealing between Lord and
Tenant, and all persons concerned. 1894 Baring-Gould
Queen ofLove II. 15 The white cloud filled the walling (boil-

ing) house. Ibid. 16 The coils of steam turned and rolled

and clung in the walling shed.

Walling, vbl. sb* [f. Wall v.2 + -ing *.]

X. The action of the verb ; the making of walls,

furnishing or fortifying with a wall.

1480 Cov. Lcet Bk. 463 Yf part of eny olde wall or yate
sodenly fall, hit of reason owe first to be made and to be
preferred a-fore ober wallying. 1531 Maldon (Essex) Liber
B. fol. 108 b, ii° rodds wallynge marisci vocati pontmer-
mershe. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 194 He gaue fiue

hundred pounds to the walling of that towne. 1726 Leoni
AlbertPs Archit. I. 66 The same method for walling of

Towns will not serve in all places. 1825 J. Nicholson
Oper. Mech. 547 In walling, .. when the work is required to

be firm, the best mortar must be used. 1909 Daily Chron.
20 Sept. 1/3 When a suitable building plot had been pre-

pared the walling of a structure was a very simple process.

b. with advs. in, out, up.
1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 199/1 The somme of xx li., which

we have graunte yerely unto the wallyng oute of oure fore-

se'ide Towne. 1733 Sir W. Fownes in Swift's Lett. (1766)

II. 169 The walhng-in of the piece of ground.. may go on

as the fund will bear. 1913M. Barrett Scott. Monasteries

iv. i. 203 They manage to convert it into an inhuman walling-

up alive of the wretched monk.

2. concr. Wall-work ; also, walls collectively;

also, the materials of which a wall is made.
1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxxvi. 4 These thingis saith the Lord

God., to desert wallingus[Vulg. parietinis], and to forsaken

citees. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vm. 234 So shalt bow come
to a court as cleer so be sonne, . . Al f>e wallynge ys of wit.

1518 Cov. Leet Bk. 664 He & his assignes schall kepe the

seid yate-house clene, & with ffloryng & wallyng. 1688

Holme Armoury in. 343/1 The Plumb Kule sheweth him
whether his Walling doth both range straight, and stand

upright. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. (1793) § 212, 1 found
the mortar joints of the brick walling very compleat. 1851

Jrnl. R. Agric.Soc.Xll.il. 352 This plaster, .having straw

well chopped up amongst it . . makes a hard and cheap wall-

ing for light buildings. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf.

ng A length of walling, four feet thick, was discovered.

1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 70 Walling, the

built sides of a shaft.

transf. 1880 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life UZ'&s) HI. 416 Not
to the exclusion of old things, which we must carry and
stow, especially wallings of books.

3. attrib. and Comb., as walling material, stone.

1796 W. H. Marshall W. Eng. II. 130 Beside being

burnt into Lime, it is used as a walling material. 1840

Civil Engin, $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 2/1 The remaining fronts

are to be faced with neat hammer dressed walling stones.

1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII, 1. 40 The rest of this district

consists of. .some very thin-skinned, hungry gravel, and
sand, on a dry, thirsty, walling-stone.

t Walling, ppl. a> Obs. [f. Wall v.^ +

ING 2.]

1. Roiling : said of liquids, molten metal, etc.

In OE. often fig., fervent. Also in phr. wallinde

hot, boiling hot, walling wood, raging mad.
c 1000 iELFRic On N. T. (Gr.) 16 Se het fcenyman |

one

halgan apostol and on weallendum ele he het hine baOian.

12.. Moral Ode (Egerton MS.) 218 His bsb sceal beo

wealliende pich his bed burnende glede. a 1225 Ancr. R. 246

t>u hauest forschalded, he seitf, be drake heaued mid wallinde

watere, bet is, mid hote teares. a 1225 Juliana (Royal MS.)

30 Elewsius..bed. .wallinde breas. .healden on hire heauet

r<at hit urne endelong hire leofliche bodi. Ibid. 70 Hit [the

boiling pitch]colede anan.. ant leop wallinde hat up ajein beo

ilke bat hit hefden Market, c 1275.1/ Pains ofHell 75 m O. E.

Misc. 149 Fvrber ber is a water wallinde hot. 13. . K. Alls.

1622 (W.) With hot water and wallyng metal Theydefendid

beore wal. 13. . Gaio. $ Gr. Knt. 1762 Wijt wallande loye

warmed his hert. 13.. Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xxxvii.

945 Ajeyn odrau^tpei drinke ouer-muche bei schul han bre

or two Of hot led and walled [? read wallend] bras, c 1450



WALLING.
Mirk's Festial 147/21 per was a lonne of bras, full of wallyng

oyle. 16.. Eger \ Grine 1057 in Percy Fol. MS. I. 387
Gray-Steele went walling woode.

2. Of the sea, waves : Boiling up, raging. Of
water : Welling up, flowing abundantly.

Benvulf'546 (Gr.) Ob bset unc Mod todraf wado weallende,

wedera cealdost. 13.. E. E. AUit. P. A. 365 Myherte was
al with mysse remorde, As wallande water gos out of welle.

b. Abundant.
01400 Deslr. Troy I3r20 Of all his wallond wele wait he

no gode.

Walling, ppl. a.2 [f. Wall w.2 + -ing 2]
That forms a wall.

1853 M. Arnold Balder Dead ii. 89 In the strait passage,

..Where the road issues between walling rocks.

Walling, ppl. o. :i
: see Wall vA

"Wallink, variant of Wellink.

Wallis (wg'lis). Now dial. Also Wallace.

[Of obscure origin : cf. Wakridge.] The withers

of a horse.

1686 Lend. Gaz. No. 2i8r/4 The 6th Instant a proper
Gentleman.. rode away with a black brown Gelding,, .bare

of flesh, hath had a hurt on the Wallis. 1787 W. H. Mar-
shall Nor/. (1795) II. 39r Wallace, the withers of a horse.

a 1825 Forby Woe. E. A nglia, Wallis, the withers of a horse.

Wallise, Sc. form of Valise.
Wallish-bill, variant of Welsh-bill Ois.

Wall-knot (w§-l|n<n), wale-knot (w3-l|i>pt).

Also 8 (?errou.) walled knot. [The first element

is of obscure origin. The word is found in mod.
Scandinavian langs. : Sw., Norw. valknut, Da.
valknude, double knot, secure knot (not confined

to nautical use) ; in Norw. also the gammadion or

swastika. Cf. Ger. waldknoten (as if ' wood-knot ',

prob. a popular etymology), in hunting language,
a double knot.] A secure knot made on the end
of a rope by unlaying and intertwining the strands.

1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. v. 27 The Wall knot.. is

a round knot, so made with the strouds [read stronds] or
layes of a rope, it cannot slip. 1644 Maswayring Sea-mans
Diet. 70 Nippers are small roapes..with a little Truck at
one end (or some have only a wale-knot). 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780^ Wale-knot, or Wall-knot, a particular
sort of large knot raised upon the end of a rope, by untwist-
ing the strands. 1773 Emerson Princ. Mech. (ed. 3) 166
A wale knot is made with the three strands of a rope, so
that it cannot slip. 1788 Clarkson Impolicy ofSlave Trade
46 A rope, .with nine tails at one end of it, and a double
walled knot of nearly eight inches in circumference at the
other. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Double Wall-knot,
with or without a crown, or a double crown, is made by
intertwisting the unlaid ends of a rope in a peculiar manner.
1883 Man. Seamanship (1886) 121 A single-wall knot*. .A
double-wall. . .A double-wall, double-crowned.

Wall-less (wg-l,les), a. [f. Wall siA + -less.]

Having no wall.

1849 Lytton K. Arthur vil. Ixii, And wall-less towns
secure, Rise from the donjon sites of antique days. 1863
Life in South II. 156 We were roasted by the stove on one
side, and frozen through our wall-less tenement on the other.
1912 Macalister Hist. 9f Civiliz. Palestine viii. 97 The
walled cities are being deserted, and people are settling
instead in wall-less villages.

Walloby, var. Wallaby.
Walloon (wgl»-n), si. and a. Also 6 Vallon,

8 Waloon, 6- Wallon. [a. F. Wallon (fern.

Wallonne), si. and a. :—med.L. Wallon-em, f.

Teut. *walah, walk, foreigner (OE. wealh) : see
Welsh a. The name represents the appellation
given by the Teut. Flemings and Franks to their

Romanic-speaking neighbours.] A. si.

1. A man or woman of the race, of Gaulish
origin and speaking a French dialect, which forms
the chief portion of the population of the south-
eastern provinces of Belgium.
1567 Gresham in Burgon Life (1839) II. 208, I sawe never

men so desperate, willing to fight : and speciallie the Val-
lons. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1145/1 A rumor..
that the Lantgraues capteine should be slaine by somew»llons. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 1. i. 137 A base Wallon
..Thrust Talbot with a Speare into the Back. 1665 Man-
ley Grotius' Low C. Wars 41 The Regent, beside the
German Souldiers,.. commanded another Regiment of Wal-
loons to be forthwith raised ; for by that name, the people
in that part of the Netherlands, which borders upon France,
ar

.

e called, and are distinguished from the others, by the use
of the French Tongue, and beside, are more valiant, and not
so dull-witted as the rest. 1650 Stafylton Strada's Lcnu
L. Wars ix. 54 Some companies of Wallons were also
ordered to bring scaling-ladders. 1777 Watson Philip II
(1839) 209 Fifty companies of Spaniards, and one hundred
and fifty of Walloons, and other natives of the Netherlands.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 332/2 The Wallons.. are thus
Romanized Gauls. 1916 19th Century Oct. 717 In the de-
fence of their national territory Flemings and Walloons have
alway been so closely united that it would be impossible to
distinguish them.

2. The language or dialect of the Walloons.
1641 Howell Instr. For. Trav. x. (Arb.) 48 The French

have three dialects, the Wallon (vulgarly called among
themselves Romand), the Provensall, ..and the speech of
Languedoc 1815 R. B. Bernard Tour France etc 292 The
lower orders in this city speak a jargon called Walloon, which
is completely unintelligible to the higher classes. 1914 E.

f

SE '" Edin. Rev. Oct. 314 The less known, .new school
ot authors, composing ardently in Flemish and even to some
extent in Walloon.
.
CM, ,,,8 ,9ih Century Nov. 833 A few Walloon-speak,

ing villages along the German frontier.
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B. adj. Pertaining to the Walloons.
J530 Palsgr. 35 The kyndeofspeche nowe called Vallon or

Romant. Ibid. 286/2 Wallon tonge, Romant. a 1600 Hist.

Fryer Bacon in Thorns E. E. Pr. Rom. (1858) I. 226 He
hyred a Walloon souldier. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 13 r 2

Monsieur Bosnage, Minister of the Walloon Church at

Rotterdam. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain xiii. 97 One of

my comrades of the Walloon Guard. 1888 Encycl. Brit.

XXIV. 332/2 The Wallon domain comprises the four pro-

vinces of Hainault, Namur, Liege, and Luxemburg. 1911

G. B. Gooch Hist. Our Time x. 236 Where the Walloon
miners and factory-workers of the South confront the Catholic

Flemings of the North.

"Wallooroo, variant of Wallaroo.

Wallop (wo'lap), si. Also 5 valop, walop,

6 wallope, 9 wallup, w(h)ollop, etc. [a. ONF.
walop (found in 13th c. in pi. walos) = F. galop,

related to galoper to gallop : see Wallop v.

There is nothing to show whether the verb or the

sb. is the earlier formation in OF. Both were

introduced together into ME. in sense I, appearing

first in the 14th c. ; but in later use in all senses the

sb. is more often to be regarded as newly formed

from the verb in its later applications, and with its

onomatopoeic and humorous connotation. The
form Gallop appears first in the 16th c. and re-

places wallop sb. in the original and more elevated

sense, in which, however, Wallop v. continues to

be evidenced.]

fl. A horse's gallop. Only advb. phr. (tr. or

imitations of French) {to ride, go, etc.) t a wallop,

at the gallop
; + « (or the) great wallop, in full

gallop. 06s.

C1350 Will. Palerne 1770 pei went a-wai a wallop as bei

wod semed. c 1450 Merlin viii. 127 And than he rode a

walop after Vlfyn, gripynge his spere. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. xxii. 69 So he rode a grete wallop tyll he cam to

the fontayne. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 229

Foulques of morillon cam afore all the other, well horsed.,

the grete valop agenste Reynawde.

b. A ride at this pace. rare- 1
. (? Jocular?)

1896 E. Crawford Jo ofAuchendorass 201 Famous place

this for your morning wallop.

f2. The series of noisy bubbling motions made
by water, etc. rapidly boiling, or approaching

boiling point. Usually in phr. f to toil (seethe) a

wallop, a full wallop : to boil with a rapid noisy

bubbling, to 'gallop'. Ois. Cf. Walm si. 1
3.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. VII. (1593) 160 The medcine
seething all the while a wallop in a pan Of brasse, to spirt

and lcape aloft and gather froth began. 1576 Turberv.
Venerie lxxix. 230 Put a glasse full of white wine to them,

and let them boyle therein, a whalme or a wallop in a pewter

pot. 1591 A. W. Bk. Cookrye 17 When it seetheth a full

wallop, put in your Shrimpes faire washed.

•fb. One snch bubbling motion (as a vague

measure, in cooking, of the time anything is

allowed to boil). Only in phr. to toil (or seethe,

trans, or intr.), to have, so many wallops. Ois.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. 130 b, Seethe them
[herbs] togeather three or foure wallops, and geue it him
bludwarme. 1611 Cotgr., s.v. Onde, Bouillir vne onde, to

boyle a wbyle, or but for one bubble, or a wallop or two.

168a Hartman True Preserver Health it Let it only boit

five or six wallops. 1743 Lond. <$• Country Brewer IV. (ed.

2) 267 Put as much Salt, and Nothing else, as will lie on
a Crown. Piece, into a Copper., and as it heats and the Scum
rises, take it off before it boils in ; then, when it has had a
Wallop or two, lade two Pailfuls. 1750 Ellis Mod. Husb.
III. 1. 128 (E. D. S.) Boil the cream a wallop or two to pre.

serve it.

3. dial. (esp. Sc.) and colloq. A violent, heavy,

clumsy, noisy movement of the body ; a plunging,

floundering, lurching, etc.

1820 Scott Abbot xv, Some caprioles of the hobby-horse,
and some wallops of the dragon. 1834 M. Scott Cruise
Midge xviii, He made the most laughable wallop imagin-
able, intended for a bow, but more like the gambol of a
porpoise. 184a J. Wilson Recr. Chr. North (1857) I. 4 The
yellow trout forsakes his fastness beneath the bog-wood

;

and with a lazy wallop, and then a sudden plunge [etc. I ^
1890

D. Davidson Mem. Long Life xi. 269, I put a bullet in the

centre of his head, when he [the shark] gave a tremendous
wallop and sank.

b. Used onomatopceically and quasi-adverbially

with verbs of motion to represent the noise of such

movements. To go (down) wallop : to fall noisily.

1540 Pausgr. Acolaslus 111. i. N iv b, Nowe hath this gredy
gutte meat inough to swalow down, by his wide throte,

wiih a choppe and a wallop. 1885 Towers Poems 182

(E. D. D.) Souple Tarn Gaed wallop ower the stile. 1896
Warwick. Word-bk., He went wallop = he fell down all of
a heap. 1015 Scot at Home fy Abr. 1 July 2/1 Then gallop,

gallop, gallop, wallop, wallop, wallop. Though I fall at the
high jump, an

1

onlookers quiver, McGregor, the jockey, will

ride on for ever.

4. colloq. and humorous. A heavy resounding
blow ; a whack. Also (in boxing slang) the capa-

city to deliver such a blow.
1823 'Jon Bee' Diet. Turf, Wallup, a random hit, any

where. 1827 Hardman Battle Waterloo 10 Be ready, when
the 10th retire, to give the French a wallop. 1836 [Hooton]
Bilberry Thurland II. viii. r46, I took up a walking-stick,
and says to her. ' Here, Kitty ; lay hold of this, and fetch

me a great whollop on this soft head of mine.' 1838 Bent,
ley's Misc. III. 459 To each blow of the brass weapon, Sam
returned a wallop of a pewter vessel. 1884 D. Grant Lays
>l Leg. North (1908) 103 Thus Davie cud the kelpie guide,

Wi' mouy a wallop on his hide. 1914 Varsity 24 Feb. 15/2

WALLOP.
(Boxing) His opponent.. has a prodigious ' wallop ', bat no
great amount of skill.

b. dial. {Sc.) A (violent) beat of the heart or

of the pulse.

1787 Burns Addr. Unco Quid iv, Think, when your casti-

gated pulse Gies now and then a wallop, What ragings must
ms veins convulse, That still eternal gallop. 1824 Mactag-
cart Gallov. Encycl. 484, I thought it [my heart] wad hae

jumped clean onto' my brisket; lord! what wallops it gaed.

5. A flapping or fluttering rag. Sc.

1776 C. Keith Fanner's Ha' xxxiv, Beggars they come
in gelore, Wi' wallops flapping in great store. 1866 Gkegor
Banffsh. Gloss. , Wallop, a rag hanging luose and fluttering.

"Wallop (vvo'bp), v. Inflected walloped
(wo/Upt), walloping. Forms: 4-5 walop'e, 5

walloppe, 5-6 walap, wallope, 5-7 walopp(e,

9 wallup, whallup, wollup, 6- wallop [a. ONI-'.

*waloper - F. galoper (see Gallop v. 1
). The

existence of this form is evidenced in addition to

the English forms by OF. walos sb. pi. and the

adopted form Flem. wa/op(pe, MUG. walop, -ap

sb. MUG. walopiren vb., and probably by mod.
Walloon (Sigart) ivaloper to rinse linen in water.

Cf. Norw. (Aasen) val(I')hoppa vb.,app. an etymolo-

gizing alteration, after Norw. hoppa to leap, dance.

A satisfactory origin for this word in French has not been

suggested. It is prubably purely echoic, ur an echoic altera-

tion of some Teut. element or elements. The Provencal

form galaupar has suggested Teut. *ga-hlaupan (OK.

gchttapan, f.ge-V-prefix -t-iiltfapan to LF.Ap),but the evidence

lor original w- precludes the compai ison of the initial element.

In English the onomatopceic suggestion of the word has

lent itself to varied extension of meanings and to a vague

(usually colloq. and humorous) application to violent noisy

movements, more especially since the form Gallop ousted it

from the more elevated uses (in the course of the 16th c).

The sense 'to boil rapidly ' is probably derived directly by

transference from sense 1 (cf. Gallop v? to boilj in .sj-ite of

the close resemblance of the word to Wall w.' + up (cf. ivell

up, and Du. opwallen). The relation of Potwallopkr to

I'otwaller indicates that some such association was active.

The sense ' to heat ' may be ultimately due to the causative

use (sense 2, and cf. F. galoper trans.), or may be entirely

due to onomatopoeic extension.]

fl. 1. intr. To gallop. Obs.

a. of horses.

a 1400 [see Walloping ppl. a.], c 1430 Syr Gener, (Roxb.)

3642 Al this folk of mych price in feire armes, and helmes

shene,.. withe feire stedes walopand. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

51^/2 Waloppon, as horse, volopto. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes

0/ Aymon xiv. 346 Cam there kyng charlemagn, as fast as

his horse myghte walop. 1513 Douglas SEneis xi. x. 23

(1710), He [the courser] sprentis furth, and ful proude

waloppis he, Hie strekand vp his hede with mony ane ne.

1570 Levins Manip. 169/34 To g^op, /undere gradus, to

Wallop, idem, cursilare.

b. of a rider.

1375 Barbour Bruce ir. 440 To this word thai assentyt all,

And fra thaim walopyt owyr mar. c 1420 Wvntoun Crou,

iv. 234 (Cott.) J>e cursoure he straik wibe be spuris, And
walapande our floyis and furis Al befor be ost he rade. c 1440

Generydes 3325 Hefounde anon The kyng of kynggez vppe
and down ndeng, And he anon to hym com waloping. V1500
Melusine xxi. 130 And thenne the Knight broched hys hors,

and waloped toward hys felawes. 1539 Lvndksav Cotnpl.

179 And sum, to schaw thare courtlie corsis, Wald ryid to

leith, and ryn thare borssis, And wychtlie wallope ouer the

sandis. 17*1 Kamsav Up in Air i, And witches wallop o'er

to France, Up in the air On my bony grey mare.

f2. trans. To let gallop, put to the gallop. Obs.

rare. (Cf. Gallop v.* 3.)

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xi. 42 Blanchardyn wyth a

glad cnere waloped his courser as bruyauntly as he coude.

1490 — Eneydos lxi. 161 A knyghtccame ayenste hym as

faste as he myghte spore and waloppe his horse.

II. 3. intr. To boil violently and with a noisy

bubbling. Also/Jf.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 191/2 Oure affections

boyle within vs, & wallop, frothing as a seething potte. 1617

J. Moore Map/c Mans Mortalitie 1. iii. 25 This corruption

. .sendeth out the filthy scurn of all vncleannesse, which con-

tinually broyleth and walloppeth in our nature, a 1649 S.

Crooke Div. Charact. 1. xxxiii. (1658) 499 There is little to

choose between a boyling pot unscummed, and the pot that,

for want of heate, hath no scumme raised.. that wallops as

the Sea about Leviathan ; and this, paves it with stone.

1716 M. Davies Allien. Brit. III. 24 We do not measure
Milk when it Wallopsand Seeths, but when it isCold.^ 1787

Joel Barlow Hasty Puddingy The yellow flour, .thickens

to a paste, Then puffs and wallops, rises to the brim, Drinks

the dry knobs that on the surface swim. [1845 : see Wallop-
ing ///. a. 1]. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home II. 233
We beheld an immense pot over the fire, surging and wallop-

ing with some kind of a savory stew.

IIL 4. a. To make violent, heavy movements

(accompanied by noise) ; to move clumsily or con-

vulsively ; to flounder, plunge, colloq. and dial.

1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. n. x, 1 he lasses babb'd

about the reel, Gar'd a' their hurdies wallop. »8ao Scott

Abbot xiv, The dragon walloped and hissed, and the hobby-

horse neighed, a i8»5 Forbv K<w. E. Anglia, Wallop, O)

To move as fast as possible, but not without much effort and

agitation. ..The gallop of a cow or a cart-horse is a good

specimen of wallopping. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Mar.,

Trumpeter gone clean from under me, and walloping and

floundering in the ditch underneath. 1846 Landor Pentain.

iii. Wks. 1853 'I- 334/2 Tnev should not waddle and wallop in

every hollow lane, nor loll out their watery tongues at every

wash-pool in the parish. .71854 Kekrier^/. in E. S. Haldane

Life (1809) 82, I take it that I have caught you in my net,

and that wallop about as you will I shall land you at last.

1889 W. C. Russell Marooned xxxii, All was now bustle;

the negroes walloped about, tumbling into the boat, bawling

out like school-boys at play. 1897 Outing XXIX. 544/1 la



WALLOPER.
a moment he [a pup] caught sight of his mother and walloped
over to her. 1906 Helen Mathers Tally Ho! 1. i, Sir

George Freelingcame walloping up on his big iron-grey horse.

1916 Blackw.Mag. Nov.650/1 The puppy. .wallops clumsily
round trying to get a bit out of every one else's share.

b. Of the heart, the blood : To pulsate (vio-

lently). Sc. Cf. Wallop sb. 4 b.

1766 A. Nicol Poems 21 (E.D.D.) My heart will., wallop.

1807 Tannahill Soldiers Return 1, i, Odsaffs ! my heart did
never wallop cadger, Than when the Laird took Harry for

a sodger. 1813 PiCKSH Poems I. 97 (E.D.D.) Whan the
tide o youthfu' bluid Thro' a' yer heartstrings wallops.

5. To dangle, flap, 'flop about', wobble, colloq.

and dial, (esp. Sc).
1822 Hogg Siege Roxb. xiii. Tales & Sk. VI. 238 Saluting

the far loin of his mare. .with an energy. that made all his

accoutrements wallop. \Z^ Commissioner: or De Lunatico
Ing.218 His fat sides shook and walloped. 1887 P. M cNeill
Blawearie 15 Wee Connie Rogan, the ingenuity of whose
parents it altogether surpasses to know how to keep his nether
garments from walloping behind him. 1890 ' H. Hai.ihur-
ton ' In Scottish Fields 32 His West-of-England frock-coat

so rent, .that the loose half walloped in the dust or mud all

the way behind him.

b. Phr. To wallop in a tow (or tether) : to be
hanged. Sc.

1785 Burns To W. Simpson xvii, Now let us lay our heads
thegither, In love fraternal; May Envy wallop in a tether,

Black fiend, infernal. 1792 — Weary Pund 0' Tonu iv, And
'or I wad anither jad, I'll wallop in a tow. a 1835 W.
Robertson in W. Walker Bards of Bon-Accord (1887) 607
I'd rather wallup in n tether Than lightly thee.

IV. 6. trans, colloq. To beat soundly, belabour,

thrash ; also occas. used as humorously for Beat
v. in fig. senses, e.g. to get the better of, surpass.

1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng., To Wallup, to
beat. 1837 Lover Rory O'Morc I. ii. 46 'Then what does
he [the priest] want the heavy stick for?' ' For wallopin'
his flock, to be sure,' said Rory. 1865 Meredith Rhoda
Fleming xxiv, Walloping men is poor work, if you come to
compare it with walloping Nature. 188a Besant All Sorts
xxx, He's always up to tricks ; and if you wallop him, likely

as not, next night, he'll take and spoil your best trick out of
revenge. 19x6 E. Phillpotts Faith Tresilion xiii, If I've

got to go about walloping the fear of God into everybody
who offered for Faith, 1 shall be busier than I want to be.

Walloper (wp'bpsi). colloq. ox jocular, [f.

Wallop v. + -EB 1
.]

1. a. One who thrashes, b. Anything with
which one administers a thrashing ; a stick.

183a Barrington Personal Sk. III. xviii. 256 Armed with
his ' walloper ' (as they called their cudgel).

2. dial. Anything strikingly large or big ; a
'thumper*, 'whopper*; e.g. an astounding lie.

(See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

3. As second element in compounds. Cod'
walloper, a cod-fishing vessel (Cent. Diet.) ; dock-

walloper, see Dock sb.% 7. Also Potwalloper.

Walloping (wo-bpirj), vbl, sb. [-INGM The
action of the verb Wallop (in various senses).
c 1440 Promp. Parv, 514/2 Waloppynge, of horse, volopta-

cio. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser. Disc. 48 Oh—! Wae betide
this galloping ! I've got my fill of wallopping I 1837 Lover
Rory ifMore I. ii. 47 ' And what is all this walloping for?

'

' Why, sir, whin we have a bit of a fight, for fun, . . his rever-
ence sometimes hears of it, and comes av coorse.' 1833 M,
Scott Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 391 The water in the imme-
diate neighbourhood seemed quite alive, from the rushing
and walloping of numberless fishes. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack of
Gold ii, Your father gied you a walloping for telling a lie.

Walloping (wo'bpirj), ppl, a. [-ingA]
1. That wallops. Now chiefly {colloq. or dial.),

that moves with a clumsy irregular gait.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 2147 Sweltand knyghtez Lyes wyde
opyne welterande one walopande stedez. 1837 Ht. Mar-
tinf.au Soc. Amer. (1830) I. 305 There were black women
ploughing in the field, with . . their wolloping gait and vacant
countenance. 1845 S. Judd Margaret 11. 1, She graduates
the walloping syrup when it is likely to overflow.

2. dial. Strikingly large, powerful, etc. ; 'thump-
ing ',

' whopping . Often reinforced with big, great.

(See Eng. Dial. Did.)
1847 Halliwell, Wallopings great, var. dial.

Wallow (wo'l<?u), sb. In 6 walow. [f. Wallow
v.]

1. The act of wallowing or rolling in mud or
filth ; also Jig, Also concr,, the filth in which
swine wallow.
rtiSgi H. Smith Serm., Jacob's Ladder (1601) 545 Let the

dog turne to the vomit, and the swine to the walow. 1896
G. S. Ogilvie Sin of St. Hulda n. 40 Thou'st called me
from the filthy byre of swine, The wallow of indulgence and
gross deeds. 1898 Advance (Chicago) 3 Mar. 284/1 Poor
wretches who are converted a dozen times in a winter only
to return to their wallow and cups. 1913 Sir H. Clifford
in Blackw. Mag. Oct. 479/2 After a heart-breaking attempt
to cleanse the sweat of travel by a wallow in a mud-hole.

b. A mud-hole or dust-hole formed by the

wallowing of a buffalo, elephant, or rhinoceros.
1841 Catlin N. Amer. hid. xxxi. I. 249 'A bull in his

wallow', .has a very significant meaning with those who have
ever seen a buffalo bull. .endeavouring to cool his heated
sides, by tumbling about in a mud puddle. 1882 Contemp.
Rev. Aug. 229 The wallows are saucer-like depressions in

the ground, made by the buffaloes rubbing themselves. 1900
Pollok & Thom Sports Burma v. 167 One rbinocerosmay
have two or three wallows, or mud-holes, which he visits in

turn.

2. fa. A rolling walk or gait. Obs.
1676 Dryden Etheredgt*s Man of Mode Epil. 22 His
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various Modes from various Fathers follow ; One taught the

Toss, and one the new French Wallow.

b. The roll or swell of the sea. poet.

1868 Morris Earthly Par. I. Pro). 31 And much ado had
we To ride unspilt the wallow of the sea.

3. dial. The line into which hay is raked before

being carted or cocked.

1874 Jefferies Toilers ofField (1892) 119 Twenty women
. .turning a ( wallow ', or shaking up the green swathes left

by the mowers.

Wallow (wodtfu), a. Now dial, (see Eng. Dial.

Did.) Forms: 1 weals, 3 walh, 5 walh.we,
walow, 6 walowe, 9 wallow. See also Waugh a,

[OE. wealg (*walg) = LG. walg, insipid (cf. MDu.
walghe ' nausea, fastidinra*), Norw. valg tasteless :—

OTeut. *walwo- :—pre-Teut. *wolqwo-.
The disyllabic wallow represents the inflected form weal?- ;

in the uninflected form the final (y) became (x), yielding the

mod. northern Waugh.]
Tasteless, insipid; sickly.

C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C.lviiL 447 Se wearmaweI5
on godum crseftum, Sylais he sie weal^ for wlaecnesse, &
for'Saem weoroe utaspiwen. C1230 Mali Meld. 35 pi mu5 is

bitter, & walh al bat tu cheowest. 1825 Bhockett N. C.
Words, Walloio, insipid. t886 S. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., Oh,
mother, how wallow this here bread is!—Why, bairn, I'd

gotten no salt to put in it ; it maks it a bit wallowish.

b. Comb. : fwallow-sweet a., ?cloyingly sweet.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 515/1 Walhwe swete [Winch, walow-
swetej. supra in bytter swete. 1532 More Confut. Tindale
Pref. E e i 1j b, The olde holsome wyne . . [doth] offend theyr

dronken taste, bycause yt is not so walow swete but drynketh
more of y° verder. 1534 — Treat. Passion Wks. 1274/1
But the walowe sweete pleasure of that fruite, soonetourned
to displeasure and payne.

Wallow (wjrltfu), z'.1 Forms: 1 wealwian,
weal(o)wi3an, 3 weolewe, 3-5 walewe, walwe,

4 Sc. valou-, 4-5 wolow, walu-, 4-7 walow(e,

5 walo-, 5, 7 wallo-, 5-7 wallowe, 6- wallow.
Also 3-4 welu-, 5 welwyn, welowyn. [OE.
wealwian \—OTeut. *tvalwo/an; a parallel OTeut.
*walwjan occurs in Goth. iaf-,at-,faur-) walwjan,
OE. wielwan, to roll (trans.) ; cf. Goth, ivalwison

to roll (intr.).

The Teut. *welw- : *walw- represents Pre-Teut. *xvelw;
*iuelu-

t
whence Gr. kXvaOdq rolled, wrapped, tAvrpoe wrap-

per, case, L. volvire to roll.]

I. Intransitive senses.

+ 1. Of a round object (a stone, a wheel) : To
roll (along the ground) ; to move by revolving or

rotating. Only in OE. Hencey?^. of a thought

:

To revolve or be turned over in the mind. Obs.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. vi, Donne baer micel stan wealwiende
of bamheohan munteoninnanfealo. Ibid, xxxix. §7 pafel^a

j>eahhongia5 on bam spacan, beah hi eallunga wealowigen
on baere eorrjan. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 301, I

praye bat it greve 30W nou}t..bey3 I telle 30W openliche

what hab longe tyme i-halowed [v.rr. walwed, ywalwed] in

rnyn herte [L. quod animus mens din volutavit],

2. Of a person or animal : To roll about, toss or

tumble from side to side, while lying down or

stretched out. Now rare exc. as in 3.

c 900 Bzda's Hist. in. ix. (1890) i78[D2et hors]ongon weal-

wian & on acjhwaeSre siidan hit jelomlice oferwearp.

C1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 220 Whan he was with his wyf
abedde ybroght, He walweth and he turneth to and fro.

1388 Wvclif Mark ix. 19 [20] He was throw doun togrounde,
and walewide, and fomede. 1480 Caxton Myrr. 11. xv.

(1913) 102 The hyrchon, whan he fyndeth apples beten or
blowen doun of a tree, he woloweth on them tyl he be.,

laden wyth the fruyt stykyng on his pryckes. 1530 Palsgr.

771/1, 1 wallowe, I tourne to and fro. Je me voystre. What
wylte thou gyve me, and I wyll walowe from this hyll toppe
down to the grounde. 1538 Elyot Diet., Voluto, to tourne

lyinge, to walow. 1555 Eden Decades {Arb.) 231 Thefysshe
..waloweth on euery syde and about the shyppe. 1602

Carew Cornwall 1. 3 b, Where the Horse walloweth, some
haires will still remaine. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton v.

(1840) 94 Some that were wounded and lame, who lay wallow-

ing and screaming . . upon the ground. 1881 Jowett Thucyd.

1. 127 The dead lay as they had died, one upon another,

while others hardly alive wallowed [exoAtfSoOi'To] in the

streets.

t b. said of persons wrestling together. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 358 And in the floor, with nose

and mouth to-broke, They walwe, as doon two pigges in a

poke. 7^1400 Morte Arth. 1142 Wrothely thai wrythyn
and wrystill to-gederz, Welters and walowes ouer with-in

thase buskez. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. v. 168 Thenne
Arthur weltred and wrong, that he was other whyle vnder
and another tyme aboue, And so weltryng and walowynge
they rolled doune the hylle.

o. To move about heavily or clumsily ; to go
along with a rolling or floundering gait.

1570 Drant Serm. B viij b, Pope Leo that was so forgrowen
with fatte, that he coulde not wallowe vp two staires in the

Capitall. 1576 Turberv. Venerie Ixxvii. 216 They [/'. e. bears]

go somtimes a galloppe, & somtimes an amble : but when they
wallow then they go at moste ease. 1399 Marston Ant. <$•

Mel. v. (1602) 1 1, When I see. .another wallowe in a greate

sloppe, I mistrust the proportion of his thigh. 1603 Dekker
Wonderf Yr. F2, My gorbelly Host. .out of the house he
wallowed presentlie. 1609 W. M. Man in Moone, Glutton
E2, Now he approacheth wallowing like a woman with
childe. 1845 S. Jvdd Margaret ii. i, Toads.. shrugged and
wallowed up from their torpid beds. 1864 Lowell Fireside

Trav. 232 In a moment you [in the diligence] are rattling

and rumbling and wallowing down into the valley. 1876 J.
Weiss Wit, Num. fy Shaks. iv. 130 This rotund earth that

goes wallowing eastward is an aboriginal Falstaff.

•f d. To flounder in speech. Obs.

14. . Bk. Curtasye 63 in Babees Bk. 301 Yf any man speke

WALLOW.
bat tyme [i.e. when thy mouth is over-full] to the, And bou
schalle onsware, hit wille not be But waloande, and a-byde
bou most.

3. To roll about, or lie prostrate and relaxed

in or upon some liquid, viscous, or yielding sub-

stance (e.g. mire, blood, water, dust, sand). Often

implying sensual enjoyment or indifference to defile-

ment. Usu. with in.

c 897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. llv. 421 He wealwode on
r5xm ^edrofum wauere. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 37 pan hie

[swine] fulle be3, hie secheft to be fule floddri and baron
waleweS. a 1225 Juliana 41 Ich hit am be reafde be riche

Job his ahte, swa bat he weolewede of wontre3e ibe mixne.

c 1380 Sir 1-crumb. 2328 pe Amyral. .walwede banne on be

dyche. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De /'. R. xvm. lxxxvii. (1495)

836 Whan swyne ben syke they walowe in fenne and in

puddels. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 226 Lobe had he byn forto

haue seen wormes and grubbes walewe yn bat blessyd full

wombe. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. 149 A mar-
rishe is to be preferred before a dry ground, that they [swine]

may. .wallowe in the myre, and toomble in the puddels of

water. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 298 Or Wallow naked in

December snow. x6u Bible 2 Sam. xx. 12 Amasa wallowed
in blood in the mids of the high way. 1667 Milton P. L,
vii. 411 Part huge of bulk Wallowing unweildie, enormous in

thir Gate Tempest the Ocean. 1699 Dampier Voy. 11. in. v.

48 'lis reported the Commanders do keep Bathing-Troughs
full of Water to lye and wallow in. 1791 Cowper Odyss. x.

391 Hence—seek the sty. There wallow with thy friends.

1819 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI. 1. 139 They [Gal-

Hnaceae] are fond of wallowing in the dust. 1838 Dickens
0. Twist viii, Little knots of houses, where drunken men
and women were positively wallowing in filth. 1878 H. S.

Wilson Alpine Ascents ii. 53 We wallow in soft rotten snow
above our knees.

4. Of a ship : To roll from side to side ; to

sail with a rolling motion ; to roll helplessly in the

trough of the waves, f Of a floating object : To
be tossed about.
c 1300 St Gregory 371 in Archiv. Stud. ucu. Sfir. LVII.

63 H ij seien a bat come walwynge. c 1350 Northern Passion

II. 128 (MS. Rawl.) par nettes walweb bat ssolde hem fede.

C1590 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 11. 163 Which caused our

ship to rowle and wallow. 1633 T. James Voy. 79 Which
made her swag and wallow in her Docke. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. vi. 247 It were an endless work to relate how they

[the Danish ships] wallow'd up and down to every particular

place. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton ii. (1840) 33 She
wallowed so in the sea, that we.. thought she would at last

wallow herselfbottom up. X914 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 23/2 The
Bussorah was not a good boat, and she pitched and rolled

and wallowed all through the Bay.

5. Of the sea, waves : To roll, surge, heave, toss.

Of wind : To whirl, blow gustily. Of a liquid :

To spout, gush ; to spring or well up. Of flame,

smoke, vapour : To surge up,

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 71 Venim or vernisch or vinegre,

I trouwe, Walleb [v.rr. walewib, walweb] in my wombe.
Ibid. ix. 36 pe goodes in bis world ben lyk \ns grete wawes,
Riht as wyndes and watres waleweb aboute. c 1374 Chaucer
Boeth. 11. pr. vi. (1886) 40 They don as grete damages and
destrucciouns as doth the flaumbe of the mountaigne ethna

whan the flawmbe walweth vp. c 1386 — Miller's T. 430
Hym thynketh verraily that he may see Noees flood come
walwynge [v. r. walkyng] as the see. 1529 More Dyaloge

1. x. 17 To se that great water cum walowynge vp agaynst

the wynde. a 1593 Marlowe Lncan I. 614 No vaine sprung

out, but from the yawning gash In steed of red bloud wal-

lowed venemous gore. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Bnt. (1614)

105/2 At the ebbe and fall of tide it [the well] walloweth up
amaine. 1848 Lowell Sir Launfalu. Prel. 43 Through the

deep gulf of the chimney wide Wallows the Yule-log's roar-

ing tide. 1913 Engl. Rev. Nov. 514 The smoke-funnel

tottered, then fell thundering upon the deck. ..Enormous
clouds of steam wallowed up from below.

6. fig. (cf. sense 3). a. To remain plunged in the

mire of sensuality, degraded habits, or the like ;

1 to live in any state of filth or gross vice ' (J.) ; to

take delight in gross pleasures or a demoralizing

way of life. Usu. with in.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 13 pa ilke sari wrecches, bat i bat ilke

fule wurSinge, unweddede, walewi5.
t

1340 Aycnb. 126 We
waleweb ase zuyn hyer benebe ine bise wose of bise wordle.

C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880J 217 To walwe in glotonye &
drounkenesse as swyn in be feen. a 1513 Kauyan Chron. vi.

exevhi. (181 1) 204 He walowed in lechery. 1577 Wolton
Cast. Christians H j , Some of them, .do wallowe and tumble

in al kinde of wickednesse. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xxiii. 12 The
godly.. shall not wallow in their sinnes. 1641 Milton
Animativ. Wks. 1851 III. 149 To purine and renew his

Church that lay wallowing in Idolatrous pollutions. 1722

De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 180, 1 wallowed in sloth and volup-

tuous ease. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 81 The corrupted

nature would fain wallow like a quadruped in sensual

pleasures.

f b. To be involved in (error, self-will) ; to be

immersed or engrossed in (some occupation, acti-

vity, etc.) ; to go in and out, be busy among (a

body of persons). Obs,

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 261 perfore sathanas ordeyned

bes newe sectis. .to walwe among be peple & stire hem bi

word & ensaumple to be vnstable in be feib. 1399 Langl.

Rich. Rcdtlcs 1. 27 Graceles gostis. .That, .walwed in her

willis, ffor-weyned in here youthe. 1415 Hoccleve To Str

J.Oldcastle 318 pat yee aryse out of your erroursoone, bat

there-in walw'id nan goon is ful yore. 1632 G. Herbert

Priest to Temple xiv. (1671) 49 There he shall find his flock

most naturally as they are, wallowing in the midst of their

affairs. . .

c. To abound or * roll ' in (wealth, possessions).

Chiefly with contemptuous implication. ? Obs.

a 1425 Cursor M. 4503 (Trin.) Mon bat waleweb al in ^eles

[Colt, weltres in his weles]. 1564-78 Bulleyn Dial. agst.

Pest. (1888) 83 This fellow walloweth in benefices, as the
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Hedgehog doeth with apples upon his prickles. x6io

Holland Camden*s Brit. (1637) 742 Egelricke.. found such

a mighty masse of money buried within the ground.. that,

wallowing now in wealth, he gave over his Bishopricke.

1679 Shadwell True Widow in. 37 My Lady wallows in

money, she knows not what to do with it. 1765 Wesley
Wks. (1872) III. 238 A man that wallows in gold and
silver.

d. jocular. To give oneself up unrestrainedly to

enjoyment ; to revel in.

1887 Miss Braddon Likefy Unlike xxiii, I mean to wallow

in strawberries and cream for the rest of the evening. 1905
Vachki.l The Hill v. 121, I used to buy the Tot'ice News
when I was a kid, and simply wallow in it.

II. Transitive senses (chiefly causative).

1 7. To cause (a rounded object) to roll on the

ground ; to trundle. Also with adv., as away, to.

Also, to carry forth> transport. Obs.

a 1380 St. Augustine 1331 in Horstm, Altengl. Leg. (1S78)

84 pis messagers gret }iftus ;auen Seint Austines bodi forte

hauen, And forb wip hem \>z\ gonne it walwe, Til bei come
to be toun of Janwe. 138a Wyclif Matt. xxvh. 60 He
walowid to a grete stoon at the doreof the biriel. — Mark
xvi. 4 And thei biholdinge sy^en the stoon walewid awey.
c 1440 I'romp. Parv. 521/2 Welwyn', or rollyn' al thyngys
pat may not be borne, volvo. 1662 J. Chandler Van Hel-
mont's Oriat. 18, I clearly beheld, that Reason is wallowed
up and down, among thick darknesses,

f 8. To cause (a person or animal) to roll or toss

about ; to cause to lie prostrate or immersed (in

some liquid or sticky substance). Chiefly rejl. and
pass. Also fig. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 467 Ay valouand

me in bat syne, assowa medynge doisvithine. 1382 Wyclif
Mark ix. 19 [20] And he cast doun in to the erthe, was
walewid frothinge [Vulg. Et elisus in terram volutabatur
$pumans\. a 1400 Chaucer To Rosentounde 17-18 Nas
neuer pyk walwed in galauntyne As I in loue am walwed
and Iwounde. 1553 Wilson Rhct. 116, I was merye here
upon this bancke wyth an other prieste, and wallowynge
me downe upon the grasse, I said these wordes. 1577 B.
Googe Heresbach's llusb. m. 122 A horse that is weery..
wylbe woonderfully refreassbed. .yf he may wallow him
selfe eytlier in the stable, or other dry place. 1611 Bible
Jer, vi. 26 Gird thee with sackcloth, and wallowe thy selfe

in ashes. x6i8 Bolton Florus iv. ii. (1636J 2S1 The yong
Kings body was found as it lay wallowed under mud. 1673
Lady's Call. Pref. 3 How can a soul that remembers its

celestial extraction, wallow itself in the mire.

f 9. To cause (the sea) to roll or toss. Obs,
c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. 1. met. vii. (1886) 19 Yif the trowble

wynde bat hyht Auster, turnyng and waluynge the see
medleth the hete.

f 10. With complement : ? To make (dirty) by
wallowing. Obs.

1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 191 All dirt and mire some
wallow bed, as spanniels vse to doo.

Hence "Wa'llowing vbL sb. and ///. a. Wallow-
ingly adv.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 294 pet, of be walewing, rug & side &

wombe orn al o grure blode. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 517 pe
wrastlinge \v.rr. walewinge, wallowynge] bitvene horn was
somdel to^t. 1382 Wyclif 2 Pet. ii. 22 A sowe waschun in

the walewinge of clcy [Vulg. in volutabro lutt], a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 4064 Wele selBom is be see with him-selfe tur-

bild Bot with (tir walowand windis. C1440 Promp. Parv.
521/2 Welwynge, volutacio. 1552 Huloet, Wallowyngelye,
voluiatini. 1553 Eden Treat. Nezu hid. (Arb.) 16 Their
lase in goyng is somewhat slowe & walowinge. 1555
Vatreman Fardle Facions Pref. 18 To cutte through the
wallowyng seas. 1592 Nashe Strange Nezues G 3, Master
Stannyhurst ..trod a foule lumbring boystrous wallowing
measures [sic] in his translation of Virgil. 1606 Chapman
Mons.D'Olivc n. i. D 1 b, There saw I our great Galliasses
tost Vponthe wallowing waues. 1642 Milton Apot, Smect.
Wks. 1851 III. 317 We cry out Sacriledge and misdevotion
against those who in zeale have demolish'! the dens and
cages of her uncleane wallowings. 1680 R. L'Estrange
Set, Colloq. Erasm. 8 The wallowing of the great Ship over-
turn'd it. 1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1906/4 She [a mare] hath a
wallowing pace. 1887 Morris Odyss. xii. 219 Drive thou
thy ship aloof through the reek and the wallowing sea. 1888
Bryce Amer. Comnnv. II. Ixviii. 532 The ringsters of both
parties return to their wallowing in ihe mire. [Echoing
2 Pet. ii. 22.] 1003 H. Clifford Free Lance x. 81 She rose
and plunged ana rolled wallowingly.

Wallow (wo'l^u), v.'1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

1 wealwian, wealowian, -uwian, -owisan, 3-4
weolewe(n, welyhe, pa. pple. welud, walud,
3-5 welewe^n, welwe(n, 4-5 welowe, walow(e,
welwye, wolwe, 5 wellow, walwyn, pa. pple.

walluid, waleyt, 5- wallow. [OE. wealwian,
f. Teut. root *walxw-y *walyt0-

f
whence wealg

Wallow a. The ME. we(o)l£we
t
eic. may represent

a different ablaut-grade. Cf. Welk v., which may
be remotely connected.] intr. To wither, fade; to
waste away. lit. andyf^. Often conjugated with^.
c888 /Elfked Boeth.xxi, On lencten hit grewo", & on

rucrfest hit wealwaS. a 1300 Cursor M. 1326 O be steppes
vmthoght he ban bat welud war for sin of man. a 1310 in
Wright Lyric P. xv. 50 Such serewe hath myn sides thurh-
soht, That al y weolewe away to noht. 1382 Wyclif Isa.
xix. 6 The reed and the resshe shal welewen. 1387 Trevisa
Higden VII. 477 pis land wib his kyng..welwes away.
c 1410 Wvntoun Cron. 1. Prol. 123 To bis my wit is wallowit
dry, But fleure or froyte. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 216
The fayrenesse of the worlde was welwed wyth brennyng of
thre fyres. 1513 Douglas Mneis vii. Prol. 64 Herbis, flouris,
and gersis wallowit away. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 20
Now is he wallowit and waik as ony wand. 1570 Satt'r.
Poems Reform, xv. 24 In earth, ^e sweit flouris, tak na rute,
But wallow altogidder ! a 1699 Kirkton Hist. Ch. Scot.
Vii. (1817) 269 Indeed after that day his flower begane to

Mi

wallow. (21792 Ceordie iii. in Child Ballads IV. 127/1
When first she lookd the letter on, She was baith red and
rosy; Hut she had na read a word but twa,Till she wallowt
like a lily.

Hence Wallowed ///. a., withered, faded, dis-

coloured. Wallowing1 vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

c 1230 Hati Meid. 35 Al is, wiS a welewunge [v. r. weole-
wungej, pi wlite ouer warpen. a 1300 Cursor M. 11213 He
bat be walud wand moght ger In a night leif and fruit ber.

« 1437 Jas. I Good Counsel 11 Of grene gress sone cumis
wallowit hay. c 1450 Mirk's Ftstial 256 Roses and fiowres

wythout welewyng. 1483 Cath. Angl. 413/2 Wellowynge,
factor, flaetencia, Marcor; Marccssibills, Marcibilis.

1513 Douglas sEneis vn. viii. 11 With wallowit wyngis [L.

fuscis alls], c 1560 A. Scott Poems xiv. 16 How far be
rosy gowlis Passis the wallowit wddis in be vaill. 1719
Hardyknute 1. 297 in Pinkerton Set. Sc. Ballads (1733) I.

13 In thrauis of dethe, wi wallow'd cheik,..The Melding
corps of warriours lay. 1843 Whistte-binkie Ser. v. 117 Our
dochters. .Can thow the icy tags that hing About our waU
low't hearts.

Wallow, obs. Sc. form of Value v.

Wallowae, -way, obs. Sc. ff. Wellaway.
Wallower (wg*bvO* [f. Wallow v. 1 +

-EH 1
.]

1. A person or animal that wallows.
i6u CoTGn.,Veautreur, a wallower, or tumbler in the

mire. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) VIII. 61 What
miry wallowers the generality of men of our class are in

themselves. 1767 T. Nkvile Imit. Juvenal x\\\. 154 Lust's
Votaries who live and die, Eternal Wall'wers in Circean sty.

1823 Scott Qncntin D. xxii. Ye porkers of Liege ! ye wal-
lowers in the mud of the Maes! 1876 Morkis Sigurd 11.

(1877) ii2, I knew that the Worm was Kafnir, the Wallower
on the Gold. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 15 He knew
. .what raised This wallower in old slime to noblest heights.

2. Aleck. A trundle, lantern-wheel. Also wallower-
wheel.

1548 in Rep. MSS. Ld. Middleton (1911) 493 Paid to
Smaleyfora newewaloer,iiij d

. 1734P/1H. Trans. XXXVIII.
404 liy enlarging or diminishing the fix'd Wallower, you
obtain a Stroke of any required Height. 1773 W. Emerson
Princ. Mech. {ed. 3) 284 Walloxver, a trundle upon a hori-

zontal axis. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 97 The
vertical shaft FE carries the two equal wallower-wheels E
and F. 1866 C. W, Hatfield Hist. Notices Doncaster I.

203 The usual face wheel.. gears into a main pinion or
' wallower '.

Wallowish. (wo/l^if), a. Now dial. Also 6
walowyshe, -(e)ish, 7 wallouish. See also

Walsh a. [f. Wallow a. + -ish.] Insipid, taste-

less, flat; also, ill-tasting, nauseous, esp. through
being over-sweet.

1548 Uuall Erasm. Par. Pref. to King a vj, Honey is

waloweishe and ouercasteth the stoniake. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia. 11, xvi. (Sommer) 172 b, Like the sicke man, to
whom the Phisition sweares, the ill-tasting wallowish medi-
cine he profers, is of a good taste. 1598 Florio, Disupito,
vnsauone, tasting of nothing, wallowish. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxiv. i. II. 176 Salt giveth a good rellish to any meat
that is over sweet, and tempereth those that have a lushious

and wallowish tast. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 80 This fruit

[the water-melon] is..waterish, and wallowish. 1686 W.
Harris tr. Lemery y

s Course Chym. (ed. 3) 557 The wallowish
sweetness of Muste. 1691 Ray A7

". C. Words 78 In the South
we say ivallouisk^ meaning somewhat nauseous. 1886 [see

Wallow a.].

b. trans/, andJig.
1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. "Jas. iv. 7-17 Therfore

who so euer backbiteth his neighbour, he either condemneth
the Iawe,..or backbiteth it as though it were to muche
myngle mangled, and walowyshe, the office wherof the
backbytour taketh vpon hym, 1603 Florio Montaigne I.

xlii. 142 He is a foole, his taste is wallowish and distracted.

Ibid. 111. x. 610 My maners are mustie, rather wallowish
then sharpe. 1609 G. Benson Serm. 7 May 13 Though those
sixe petitions delmered by our hearts and tongues (by reason
of the mixture of our vanity) bee full of water, weake,
wallowish.

c. Comb. : f wallowish-sweet o., so sweet as

to cloy, sickly.

1576 Turberv. Venerie Ixviii. 189 Few hounds will eate of
a Foxes fleshe, but a liadgerdes is wallowish sweet & ram-
mish. 1577 Eden Hist. Trav. W. § E. Indies 328 b, Theyr
milk is walowish sweete.

Hence Wallowishly adv., Wallowishness.
1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. 349 The distasted impute

wallowishnesse vnto Wine. Ibid. in. xii. 631 There are
some beauties, . . pleasing-sweete and yet wallowishly
tastelesse. 161 1 Cotgr., Affadissementy wallowishnesse, vn*
sanorinesse, tastlesnesse.

Wa'll-paper. Paper, usually printed in orna-
mental designs, used for covering the interior walls
of buildings

;
paper-hangings.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Wall-paper. See Paper-
hangings. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib.

t
Brit. II. xxx.

13 Block-printed chintz furniture and wall paper. [Else-
where usually called ' paper hangings '.] 1879 Black
Macteod ofDare xii, That was the guide she turned to—
the woman-man, the dabbler in paint-boxes, the critic of
carpets and wall-papers. 1883 Harper s Mag. Mar. 578/1
Should the new wall-paper be plain or gilded ? 1904 Louisk
Creighton Life ff Lett. M. Creighton I. 83 He is spoken
of as being the first to. .introduce the inhabitants of FaU
mouth to Morris's wall-papers. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps
11. viii. § 3 Revel came last,.. politely admiring in a flute-like
cultivated voice the mellow wall-paper of the staircase.

So Wall-papering vbl. sb., wall-papers col-

lectively.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. ix, A young lady.. who was
better worth staring at, it occurred to Sloppy, than the best
ofwall-papering.

Wall-piece.
L Mil. (See quot. 1876.;

1755 R. Rogers ?'mis. (1769) 5, I embarked, .with a party

of thirty men, in four battoes, mounted with two wall-pieces

each. 1774 Ann. Reg. 244 We. .at proper intervals kept firing

our wall-pieces, as signals to the cutter._ 1798 Hull Adver-
tiser 29 Sept. 1/4 'ihe vessel.. mounting twelve eighteen
pounders, .twelve long wall-pieces, and four swivels. 1804
Naval Ckron. XII. 381 On the t;iffrel were two large wall-

pieces, . .loaded, .with musket balU. 1826 Scott Woodst.
xvii, 'Ihe malignants shooting their wall-pieces at us, had
so much the advantage, that [etc.]. i860 J. Hewitt Anc.
Armour III, 748 'Ihe various fire-arms in use at the close

of this[i7th]centuryare enumerated.. by St.-R>_-my. There
were wall-pieces (mousouets de rewfiart), both match and
flint lock:.. the match-lock musquet [etc.]. 1876 Voyle &
Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Wall-piece, an enlarged
firelock or firearm mounted on a swivel, and placed on the

walls of a fort or other fortified place. It may be said to be
obsolete, though sometimes issued in India to an expedition
proceeding on service. 1884 Milit. Engin. I. 11. 115 Ma-
chine guns and wall-pieces (the latter being of great ad-

vantage when the besieger has to resort to sapping) should
also form part of the armament.
2. Arch. A pendant or pendant-post.
i860 R. & J. A. Brandon Open Timber Roefs 26 The

wall-piece is tenoned into the underside of the principal

rafter. 1880 Archceol. Cant. XIII. 435 The stone corbels

which support the wall-pieces.

Wall-plat. dial. Also -plot, -plit. [f. Wall
sb}- + Plat sb? 3; app. an alteration of Wai.l-

I'LATE.]

1, = Wall-plate i.

1420 Searchers' Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1S90) 17 That
William Selby hafe abouen the same wallc, space to ryst his

walleplat apon. 1617 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1SS6J I.

205 The roofe. .to stand on wall platts of oake. 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 468 Wall-plit, the piece of
timber which is placed on the top of a wall for the purpose
of fastening roof-rafters to,— the wall-plate.

b. A shelf fixed in the wall.

1841 Hartshorne Sahpia Antiq. 608.

2. The spotted ily-catcher : = Raftek sb. 1 2,

K\FTER-bifd.
1841 Hartshorne Sahpia Antiq. 60S Wall-plat 1. The

flycatcher: Muscicapa. Linn.

Wall-plate. Also 4-6 wal-, 5 walle-, 6 wail-,

wayl-. [f. Wall sb. 1 + Plate sb. 7.]
1. Building. A timber placed horizontally on or

in a wall, to form a support for joists or rafters.

1394 Ace. Manor ofthe Savoy in Archxotogia XXIV. 307
Et in stipendio ij sarratorum sarrantium meremium pro
walplates et hemes, et plauncheborde et plegges. 1505-6
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 103 Imposicionem unius wail-

plate. 1669 Stuumy Mariner's Mag. VII. xxix. 45 If the
Plane of the Cieling of the Wall is interrupted, and made
irregular by lieams, Wall-plates, Cornishes, [etc.]. 178a
Phil. 'Trans. LXXII. 368 Just beneath the abovementioned
hole at the end of the angle-tie, is the extremity of the wall-
plate which lies upon the eastern wall of the east flank.

1833 Loudon Encyct. Archit. § 380 The wooden caps al-

ways give, or seem to give, a more secure bearing for the
wall-plate or architrave. 1890 ' K. Boldri;woou ' Robbery
under Arms i, He. .cut every post and wallplate and rafter

himself.

2. Alining. (See quots.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Wall-Plaics, Corn. The

two side-pieces of a timber frame in a shaft, parallel to the
strike of the lode when the shaft is sunk on the lode. The
other two pieces are the end-pieces. 1886 J. Barrowman
Sc. Mining Terms 70 Wall-plate, vertical strips of wood
supporting the ends of the buntons in a wood-lined shaft.

Hence Wall-plating", wall plates collectively.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 1804 The wall-plating and
bond to be dovetailed and halved at their angles.

Wallsend (w§*lzend, w^lze'nd). The name of

a town in Northumberland, so called from its situa-

tion at the end of the Roman wall. Used attrib. (and
ellipt. as sb.), originally as the designation of coal

obtained from a local seam now exhausted ; subse-

quently as the trade name for coal of a certain

quality, and in pieces too large to pass through a
sieve witli meshes £ inch in diameter.
1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 24 Wallsends are rising in

price. 1835 Dickens^. Boz, Mr. Watkins Tottle i, Three
tons of the best Walls-end. 1897 Aincer in Edith Sichel
Life 4- Lett. (1906) 289, I have a pound or two of best Walls-
end wandering about in my Bronchial cavities.

Wallaman, obs. form of Welshman.
Wall-stone. A stone for building; a stone

forming part of a wall. Also, in generalized sense,

masonry; stone suitable for building; spec, see

quot. 1870. k\%ofig.
a 1000 Crist 1 (Gr.) Du eart se weallstan, be 5a wyrhtan

in wi3wurpon to weorce. <nooo Ruin 1 (Gr.) Wra:tlic is

baes weal stan. 1610 R. Vaughan Water-Workes Kab,
Hauing.. Wall-stone, Tyle, Lime, and Bricke, as necessary

as any man Huing. 1639 Burgh Rec. Glasgoiu (1876) I. 403
Thair is licence grantit to Sir Robert Dowglas to gett ane
hundrethe kairtis of wall stones out of the townes quarrell.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvii, For a' the folk I see here are

as hard as the wa' stanes. 1837 Civil Engin. <$ Arch. Jrnl.

I. 72/1 Below the rag is the block stone, (used] for common
walls, and usually called wall stone. 1870 Greenwell in

Jrnl. Ethnol. Soc. (N. S.) II. 423 This [stratum of flint] is

called by the present flint-workers the ' wall-stone ,
from its

being used for building purposes.
attrib. 1837 Civil Engin. <fr

Arch. Jrnl. I. 72/1 Ihe

block, or wall-stone seam, is in this quarry about 10 or 11

feet thick. Ibid., In Yorkshire the workmen calculate all

wall-stone work by the rod of 7 yards.

f "Wall-tiding, a. Obs. [f. Wall v.1 + Tide sb.

+ -INO 2.] Welling up with the tide : said of the

reputed * ebbing and Mowing well* at Tideswell.



WALLTJRE.
1636 R. James IterLancastr. {Chetham Soc.) 371 [Wonders

of the Peak] The leadmens grooues..Xhe loftie Winyates,
and wall-tiding springe.

Wallup, variant of Wallop.
t Wallure. Obs. rare. [f. Wall sb.1 + -ure.]

Walls collectively.

C1475 Partcnay 1152 Wei was A-cbeued tins castel beu-
teuous, Al A-boute reised wonder by wallure. Ibid. 5504
Thys chambre well depeynted was fro foote of wallure the
ouise vnto.

Walluru, variant of Wallaroo.
Wallwort (wg'lwwt). Forms : 1 walh-,

weal-, wal-, weelwyrt, vealvyrt, 3, 6 walwurt,
4-7 walwort (5 -wourte), walworte, -woort,
(wolworte, walworth), 5 welleuort, walle-
wort, 6 wallwurte, 6- wallwort. [OK. wealh-
wyrt. f. wealh, a (Celtic or Roman) foreigner, a
* Welshman ' (see Welsh a.) + wyrt herb, plant,

Wort sb)-

>
It is very unlikely that wealh in this word has the same

import as in wealh-hnntu Walnut, where it is equivalent to
'exotic'; no reason can be shown why the Dwarf Elder
should have been called ' the foreign herb '. More probably
tbe name, like its later synonyms Danewort, Danes'-blood,
Daneweed, expresses the popular belief that this plant was
a product of soil fertilized by the carnage of battle. When
the ' Welshman ' was succeeded by the Dane as the foe on
English soil, the plant supposed to be a native of battlefields

received a new name. It is possible, though not certain,

that the occasional OE. form wmlwyrt is not a variant of
wealhwyrt, but a separate word, f. wsel slaughter, the slain

in battle (see Wal). Cf. Lien-wort (literally ' corpse-plant '),

which in the earliest known example (^1450) denotes the
Dwarf Elder, though it was soon afterwards misapplied
(through misinterpretation of its synonym wallwort; cf. 2

below) to the Pellitory of the Wall. It is very remarkable
that in Swedish the Dwarf Elder is locally called Danskablod
(Danes' blood), tuanuablod (men's blood), mannaort [prt —
Wort sb. 1

) and valort; in the last name the first element
may correspond either to OE. wealh ' Welshman ' or to OE.
W3el slaughter ; the latter is the more probable supposition,
as the early battles of the Swedes were not fought against
Celts or Romans. Kilian's alleged obsolete Flemish wale-
worte is suspicious, because Kilian cites the English word.]

1. The caprifoliaceous plant Sambucus Ebulus,
also called Dwarf Elder, Ground Elder, Dane-
wort, Danes* Blood, and Daneweed. It has a
nauseous taste and an offensive odour, and was
formerly valued as a styptic.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E ir Ebulum walh wyrt. Ibid.

I. 184 I/ttula, uualhwyrt. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 30 Wi<5
3eore, ealhtre, wa^lwyrt, weoduweaxe[etc.]. Ibid. 302 Ebule
vel eobulum, Veal vyrt vel ellenvyrt, c 1265 Voc. Plants in

Wr.-WQlcker 555/10 Ebulum, i. eble, i. walwurt. a 1400-50
Stockh. Med. MS. 185 Lesse walwourt {ebullus minor). Ibid.

i. 304 in Anglia XVIII. 302 Takc.jws of walwort & of
morele. Ibid. 321, 303 Take walwort«rotys, styf & starke.

c 1415 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. (1910) 31 per is a
naturel vertu in walwort bat moste wele restreyneb blode of
woundes. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 51/2 Ebulus uel

Ebula, gall, eble, angl. welleuort. a 1491 J. Rous Hist.
Reg. Angl. (1716) 104 Videre etiam possumus..in villagiis

juxta Warwicum, ubi circa maneria populi erant trucidati

[by the Danes in 1016], ex sanguine hominumibi interfecto-

rum herbam ebuli, id est, Walwort, habundanter crescere,

quae ex ebullitione sanguinis humani naturaliter originem
trahit. 1541 Bk. Properties Herbs Cv\), Ebulus minor. Thys
is the less Wolworte. It is somewhat like to Walworte.
1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 35 Ebulus Chanueacte, sive
Sambucus humilis, in agris & ccemeteriis. Wallwort, Dwarfe
Elder, or Daneweed. 1778 G. White Selborne, To Barring-
ton 3 July, Sambucus ebulus, dwarf elder, walwort, or dane-
wort.

II 2. Erroneous uses. Through misunderstand-
ing of the first element (as ifWall sb. 1 ) the name
has been applied in Herbals, Dictionaries, etc. to

the Pellitory of the Wall, and other plants grow-
ing on walls. As the word Pellitory has a
double origin, partly repr. L. parietaria (f. paries
wall) and partly repr. L. pyrethrum, the mistaken
identification of wallwort with the Pellitory of the
Wall led to the further error of applying the name
to the Pellitory of Spain (Anactelus Pyrethrum).
The application of the name to the Comfrey {Sym-
phyton) inquot. 1567 is due to confusion with G.
wallwurz (said to be from wallen to heal wounds),
whence Du. waalwortel, Sw. vallort, vallgras.
X561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 43 Let hym take the roote

of Piretrum, that is Walworte in hys mouth, and chawe it.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 63 Walwort the Greekes cal
Symphyton. .It helpeth and putteth away bloud spitting.

1857 Anne Pratt Flaiver PL V. 33 Common Pellitory.,The
herb was formerly called Wall-wort.

t Wally, aA Sc. Obs. In 6 wallie. [f. Wall
sb.^ + 'Y.] Of the sea : Tempestuous.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. xxxv, Throw countreis seir,

hottis and roches hie, Ouir yailis, plants, woddis, wallie sey.

1721 Ramsay Poet's Wish ii, Wha to the Indian plain Suc-
cessfu ' ploughs the wally sea.

Wally, waly (w^S'li), a.2 , adv., and sb. Sc.

Also walie, wallie, waulie, wawlie. [Of obscure

origin.] A. adj. Used as an indefinite term of

admiration: Handsome, fine; large, ample.

If quot. 1637-50 is correctly placed here the use is ironical.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxv. 45 Quod he. .My kyd. .My
tendir gyrle, my wallie gowdye. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(Wodrow Soc) 431 In the beginning of March 1618, he said

to his wife, ' Spouse, this wallie March will make an end of

all thir things
:

' and so it was, for he deceased March 31.

17*3 Ramsay Three Bonnets i. 83 She was a winsome Wench

56

and waly, And cou d put on her Claiths fu' brawly. 1739
Alex. Nicol Nature without Art 22 Ilk merry Look and
wally Taste Gies Health unto the gamesome Jest. 1786
Burns To a Haggis vii, Clap in his walie nieve a blade,

He'll mak it whissle. 1791 — Tarn 0' Shanier 164 [echoes
quot. 1722]. 1839 IVhistlC'binkie Ser. n. 50 Auld Souter
Rabby, that dresses sae brawly; Auld Barber Watty, sae
smirky an' waly. 1896 Lumsden Poems 142 Our WeeToun's
wally offspring.

fb. Comb. "Walliman {Orkney) : see quot.

1629 Orkney Witch Trial in County Folk'Lore (1903) III.

103 The devill appeirit to you, Quhom ye called Walliman,
claid in quhyt cloathis with ane quhyt head [etc].

B. adv. Finely. + With impersonal vb. used

optatively, Wally fall, fair fall, good luck to.

1535 Lyndesav Satyre 2434 Iohne to the King, Gudeday,
gud day ! Grit God saif baith uour graces ! Wallie, wallie

fall they twa weill-fairde faces ! 1847 H, S. Riddell Poems
193 For a' gangs wally wi' them, Wha thus live in their

native land, Wi them that's dearest to them.

C. sb. 'A toy, a gewgaw* (Jam.).
1722 Ramsay Twa Cut-purses 4 Baith Lads and Lasses

busked brawly, To glowr at ilka Bonny-waly. 1728— Poems
II. 404 Gloss., Bonywalys, Toys, Gu-gaws. a 1774 Fergus-
son Hallow/air 29 Here chapman billies tak their stand,
An'shaw their bonny wallies [rhyme fallows]. x8n A. Scott
Poems 96 What bonny lassies flock to Boswell's fair, To see
their joes, an' shaw their wallies there ! 1816 Scoit Antig.
xxix, Glenallan House, wi' a' the pictures and black velvet
and silver bonny-wawlies belanging to it. x8ai — Pirate
xviii, Bonny-wallies baith of silver and gowd.
Wally, var. Waly int.

Wallydrag, wallydraigle. Se. Also
wal(l)idrag, -draggle, -dragle, -tragle, wary-
draggel, -draggle, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Did.).

[Cf. Drag, Dkaggle t/bsJ]

1. A feeble, ill-grown person or animal ; a

worthless, slovenly person, esp. a woman ' {Eng.
Dial Diet.).

1508 Kennedy Flyting iv. Dunbar 43 Waik walidrag, and
werlot of the cairtis. X500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 97 Full

mony a waistless wallydrag, With wamiss vnweildable, did
furth wag, In creische that did incress. a 1508 — Tua
Mariit Wemcn 89, I haue ane wallidrag, ane worme, ane
auld wobat carle. 1817 Scott Rob Roy xxxiv, That canna
be said 0' king's soldiers, if they let themselves be beaten wi'

a wheen auld carles that are past fighting,, .and wives wi'

their rocks and distaffs, the very wally-draigles o' t he country-
side. 1818— I/rt, Midi, xviii,We think mair about the warst
wally-draigle in our ain byre, than about the blessing which
the angel of the covenant gave to the Patriarch. 1871 W.
Alexander Johnny Gibb (1873I 142 Yon bit pernicketty
wallydraggle 1 He'll dee some service, or than no.

2. (See quot. 1808.)
1808 Jamieson, Wallidrag.. .It appears primarily to signify

the youngest of a family, who is often the feeblest. It is

sometimes used to denote the youngest bird in a nest. 1826
Galt Last of Lairds xxxvii, It's just like a cuckoo dabbing
a wallydraigle out o' the nest.

Wally-dye, Sc form of Welladay.
"Wallyt, obs. form of Wallet.
Wally-wae, Sc. form of Wellawat.
t Walm, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : a. 1 weelm, 2-

walm, 6 (? qualme), wawlme, wawme, whalme,
6-7 walme, waulm(e, waume, 8 waura. 0. 1

welm, (wi(e)lm, wylm), 4 welm(e. [OE. wxlm
(wie/mt etc. ; also in ie-wielm spring), str. masc.

a gushing, swirling of (boiling) liquids ; boiling

;

heat, etc. = mod. WFris. wdlm{e smoke, vapour,

mod.Flem. (dial.) walm, wolm, wave bubble, a
gushing, etc., Du. walm, LG. walm smoke, OHG.,
MHG. walm str. masc. heat, passion, G. (dial.)

walm ebullition, boiling, whirlpool, MDan, valm,

volm heat :—OTeut. *walmi-z, a derivative of

*wel- (cf. ON. olmr raging \—*walmo-t ylja to

warm ;—*wuljan,ylr warmth, affection i—*wuli-z,

Goth, wulan to be fervent), the radical sense of

which is doubtful.
In the sequence of senses here adopted it is assumed that

the notion of surging motion was the original, from which,
through the idea of boiling, was developed the idea of heat.

In this case *wel- is perh. related to Pre-Teut. *wel{ii) to

roll, see Wallow, etc. It is possible that two originally dis-

tinct radical elements became confused in Teut. See Wall
v. l

t to which this word serves as a noun of action.]

ll a. (In OE. only.) Surging or heaving move-
ment (of waves). Chiefly in phrases like wseleres,

ytSawielm, often used poet, for 'sea' or 'waves'.

Hence b. A wave, billow.
C900 Bardd's Hist. in. xv. (1890) 200 £estilde seo sae fram

5am wylme. a 1000 A ndreas 45a He ySum stilde, waeteres
wxlmum. c 1325 Songs on Learning Music la Rel.Ant. I.

292 Me is wo so is be be bat belles in be walmes. 1558 Phaer
sEneid vui. (1562) Aa lj, Ye liuelong night did liber flood
his streames down couch & calme. .y* nether mouing made
of waue nor walme. 1581 Studley Seneca's Hercules CEtxus
il 195 b, I smoothed haue the wrastling waues, and layde
downe euery walme. 1592 Wvrley Armorie, Ld. Chandos
84 1'he wanton Dolphin dallieth on ech walme.
2. A gushing forth, or upwelling of water; a

spring, fountain, water-source ; the water of such.
Beowulf 2546 Waes 5aere human waelm heaSofyrum bat.

a897^LFRED Gregory's Past. C. (1871) 373 He drincS of
?a;m wielme his agnes pyttes. C117S Lamb. Horn. 141 pe
stan to-chan and fouwer walmes of watere sprungen ut ber
of. 13.. Guy Wartv. 3592 Al to-hewe was his helme, |>e

blod ran out als a welme. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I.

429 In be welmes ofter ban ones Is y-founde reed splekked
stones ; In tokene of [be] blood reed, pat be mayde Wyne-
frede Schadde at bat putte.

WALMING.
3. a. The bubbling and heaving of water, etc.

in process of boiling (melting, etc.). Also, one
such motion ; a * wallop *, a bubble.
a 1000 Cynewulf Juliana 5S3 In Sees leades wylm scufan.

c 1425 Seven Sages (P.) 2363 Thys sevene walmes sygnyfye
Seven devels in thy Companye, That ben thy seven clerkys.
tf 1450 Lovelich Grail lvi.^ 397 That water that Cold was
before, Anon brenneng hot it be-Cam thore, and with grete
walmes it boyllede so faste, that the dewkes hondis it brende.

1594 T. P. La Primaud. Fr. Acad, il Hx. 333 Euen as fire

causeth water to swell and to send forth great waumes.
a 1648 Digby Closet Opened (1677) 28 Let it have a little

walm of heat after it. 1688 Holme Armoury \\\. 85/2 Walm,
a little seething- or boiling up of Liquor in a Pot.

b. In advb. phrase, {to be, set) a walm : in a
boiling condition. Also usedy^-.
1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Humours Heav. (Grosart) 46/2 He

was a walme, he could not stay impeaching, Who smoakt
with heat ; and chokt all with the smother. C1612 — Wits
Pilgr

:
(Grosart) 28 The Seas vnfit to saile on, if too calme :

As it is when it is too turbulent : Then, the meane motion
sets it so a walme As doth the Sailors Eare, and Eye con-
tent.

o. A spell of boiling : = Wallop sb. 2 b.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 63b, Let them boile at
eche time but onelye one wawme. 1575 Turberv. Venerie
lxxix. 230 Let them boyle two or three whalmes vpon the

fire. loid., Let them boyle therein, a whalme or a wallop
in a pewter pot. 1579 Lancham Card. Health 15 Put in

good store of Sugar, & seethe it a walme or two. 1599 A M.
tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 4/z Let it seeth on the fyer

one qualme or two. 1601 Holland Pliny xxm, ii. II. 157
These togither in a kettle they did set to boile, and let them
have ten walms over the fire. 1653 T. Brugis Vade Mecum
(ed. 2) 170 Boyle them a walm or two. 1675 Hannah Wool-
ley Gentlcw. Comp. 14s Stir them together, and give them
a walm. a 1691 Boyle Mediciu. Exp. vii. (1693)62 Stop the
Bottle, and keep it in boiling Water, till the Water has made
three or four walms. C1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens.
x. (1734) 245 Boil, .infiue Pints ofWhey made of Cow's Milk,
and after two or three brisk Waums, remove .. from the fire.

1728 E. Smith Compt. Housew. (1750) 88 Put them in the
pot when the water boils, and let them have four or five

walms.

4. Salt-making. * A certain measure of salt after

boiling' (Leigh Chesh. Gloss., 1877); in quots. a
vessel of some kind holding this quantity.
The identity of the word, and the correctness of Leigh's

interpretation, are somewhat doubtful.

1634 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 16 The salt made is

not disposed into sacks, walms, or any other measures, but
lieth in huge great heaps. 1693 Act 5 Will. <y Mary c 7
§ 23 Salt made.. in the County Palatine of Chester when
taken from the Pans is put into Walms Baskettes or Vessells.

5. Comb. : walm-hot adj. blazing-hot, boiling-

hot. (Cf. walming hot.)

a xooo Cxdmon's Gen, 2584 H tm bre^o engla wylmhatne lig

to wrsece sende. a 1225 Juliana 68 He het fecchen a ueat
and wiS pich fullen, and wallen hit walmhat.

tWalm, sb.* Var. of Qualm sb.l }
killing,

execution.
c X205 Lav. 22124 And wulc mon swa wurs dude bene be

king hafde iboden he wolde bine ifusen to ane bare walme,
and %if hit weore la:5 mon he sculde hongie for bon.

tWalm, v. Obs. Forms: d. 4-7 vv-alm(e, 6

? qualm, 7 waulm. 0. 4 welm-, 7 welm, whelm,
[f. Walm sbA, possibly repr. an unrecorded OE.
derivative *wmlman {*wielman, etc.). Cf. mod.
Flem. (dial.) walmen to boil, bubble, Du. walmen
to smoke, G. (dial.) walmen to boil, welmen to

undulate, well up, flame up.
This verb appears to have become confused {esp. in the B

forms) with Whelm v. ig.v.). The relationship of Wamble
v. is obscure but may depend upon a transposition of the /.

Cf. wamble, whammel, whemmet etc. = Whelm v.]

1. intr. a. Of water: To well up, gush or spout

forth. Usually const, advs./orlh, oat, up, etc.

a 1300 Florizfy Bl. (Hausknecht)7i9 [pe wal] He welmeb
up so he were wod And chaungeb fram water in to blod.

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1561 The water is evere fresh

& newe, That welmeth up with wawis bright. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. 11. viii. (1495) b v, As a thynge y* boyllyth

by strengthe welmyth & lepyth, and throwyth & shedyth it-

self all abowte. 1582 Batman Barth. De P. R. xm. i. 100

Other waters spring and walme out of the inner parts of the

earth, as well water and pit water. 1606 Holland Suetonius

75 He lay with his bed chamber dores open, and oftentimes

within a cloisture supported with pillers, hauing water walm-
ing out of a spring, or running from a spout in a conduit.

1610 — Camden's Brit. (1637) 505 A place.. out of which
there walme Springs in great plenty, c 1630 Risdon Surv.
Devon (1714) II. 83 Here isa Pond, .maintained by Springs,

which continually welm and boil up. Ibid. 340 But of cer-

tain Pits, in the Moors of this Parish, brackish Water whelm-
eth forth. x68i Chetham Angler s Vade-m. x. (1689) 100

On the very top of Cadier Arthur Hill in Brecknockshire,

there walmeth forth a spring of water.

b. Jig. To abound ; be plentiful.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 114 t>e wikkid werchmge
bat walmed in her daies, And ;it woll here-after.

O. Of smoke, vapour, etc. : To swirl, billow

;

to issue forth in such a manner, rare.

1601 Holland Pliny 11. xliii. I. 21 A smokie fume walmeth

up with many turnings like waves. 1609— Amm. Marcell.

xvn. 1. 80 They saw afarre off a mightie deale of smoke
waulming up into the aire.

2. To swell, bubble, as in boiling ; to boil.

[1599: see Qualm r. 2
] ! 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

(1637) 235 The waters boile, and walme to our desire.

Hence Wa'lxning vbl. sb. 1 Wa'lming1

///. a.,

glowing, seething; also in phr. walming hot.

c 1530 Judic. Urines n. ii. 12 By reason of rollyng and
walmyng of the blode about in the veynes of y° body. 1601



WALMING.
Holland PUny n. ciii. I. 46 At the very foot of ^Etna.,for

, .an hundred miles, the waulming round bals and flakes of

fire cast out sand and ashes. 1610 — Camden's Brit. I. 681

The Stuples did send away a waulming hotc vapor.

t Wa'lming, vbL sb.~ Obs. [Perh. merely a

variant of wamlyng (see Wamble v.), which also

occurs in the Promp. Parv. Cf. Qualm j^A]
Turning (of the stomach), nausea.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 514/2 Walmynge, of the stomake..
nausea.

Walnut 1 (w§'ln»t). Forms: 1 walhhnutu,
4-6 walnotte, 5 wallnott, 5,

6* walnutt(o, 6-8

wall-nutt, 7 walenotte, 7-8 wallnut, 6-

walnut. See also Walsh-nut. [OK. walh-
hnutu str. fern. = WFris. walnut (NFris. wal-
nodd from Da.), MDu. walnote (Kilian walnot)

f

Du. walnoot, MLG. wallnot, -nut, LG. (Bremisch.

Worterb. wallnut?) walnut, G. walnuss (earlier

wallnuss), ON. valhnot str. fern. (Nonv. valnot,

Sw. valnot, Da. valn&d). The first element is

OTeut. *walxo-z (OE. wealh, OHG. walali)
f Welshman', i.e. Celtic or Roman foreigner; see

Welsh a.

The solitary OE. example (in a glossary tioso) is the
earliest known appearance of the word in any language. The
word must, however, have come to England from the Conti-
nent, but there is no evidence to show whether it belonged to

the primitive OE. vocabulary, or was introduced at a rela-

tively late date. It seems to have belonged originally to the
LG.-speaking district ; etymologically it meant the nut of

the Roman lands (Gaul and Italy) as distinguished from the
native hazel. It is noteworthy that in the languages of these
countries the word descending fromL, mix, when used with-

out qualification, denotes the walnut. In HG. the word
appears first in the 16th c. (adapted from LG.); but MHG.
had the equivalent walhisch hu{ (mod.G. dial, walsche miss,
wdlschnuss) : see Walsh-nut.
The ONF. noix gauge, gaugue, walnut (which survives in

mod. Picard and Norman dialects) app. represents a popular
L. *nux galiica, a translation of the Teut. word.]

L The nut of the common walnut-tree, Juglans
regia, consisting of a two-lobed seed (the edible

kernel) enclosed in a spheroidal shell covered with
a green fleshy husk.
The seed of the mature fruit is eaten like any other nut,

and the soft unripe fruit is used entire for pickling.
French walnut : the nut (much larger than the ordinary

kind) of a variety of the common walnut tree, Juglans regia
maxima.
CI050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 452/34 Nux, hnutbeam ooSe

walhhuutu. 1358-g Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 124 Et ij

M. de walnottes, prec. millene i$d. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.
xi. 251 As on a walnot with-oute is a bitter barke, And after

J>at bitter barke. . Is a kirnelle of conforte kynde to restore.

e 1430 Two Cookery.bks. 109 (Ashm. MS.) Take curnylles of
walnotys. 1580 Blundevil Curing Horses Dis.xcix. 46 Me
thinkes that the quantitie of a Walnut were too little for so
much wine. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 171 Let them say
of me, as iealous as Ford, that search'd a hollow Wall-nut
for his wiucs Lemman. 1639 T. dk Grey Compi. Ilorsem.
276 Make it up into pils somewhat bigger than a French
Walnut. 1661 J. Childrky /?«/. Baconica 6 Their quantity
is from a Pease to a Wall-nut. 171a Steele Sfiect. No. 498
f 3, I was diverting my self with a pennyworth of Walnuts.
1769 Mrs. Kaffald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 223 To preserve
Walnuts white. Take the large French walnuts fullgrown,
but not shelled, pare them till you see the white appear, [etc. J.

1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Com/n. 187 Walnuts will not bear a
long voyage without being kiln-dried.

b. Often referred to as eaten with wine after

dinner.

1824 Pvnk {title), Wine and Walnuts. 1833 Tennyson
Milter's Dau. 32 In after-dinner talk Across the walnuts and
the wine.

c. Used for walnut-juice.
1709 Prior Henry <$• Emma. 501 Black Soot, or yellow

Walnut shall disgrace This little Red and White of Emma's
Face.

d. Oil of walnuts : the essential oil expressed
from the kernels of walnuts.
1634 Peaciiam Compi. Gcntl. xiii. (1906) 130 Then use the

oyle of Walnuts. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. 1 1. 227 Olive,
oil, oil of wallnuts, oil of colsa..are all used in the arts for
making soap.

U e. Applied to the cow-nut.

, *553 Eden New India, 1st Three Bks. on Amer. (Arb.) 19
This tree, .beareth a kynde of walnuttes [L. iuglandes] most
delicate to be eaten.

2. The nut-bearing tree Juglans regia (N.O.
Juglandaeem). Also applied to other species of
Juglans and related genera : see 2 b. In the U.S.
the word often denotes the Hickory {Caryd).
1600 Fairfax Tassouu lxxvi, The broad-leau'd Sicamore,

The barraine Platane, and the Wall-nut sound. x6oo J. Pory
tr. Leo's Africa iv. 228 Vpon this mountaine are many
springs, and woods abounding with walnuts, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary i20ct. 1677, Innumerable are the plantations of trees,
especially wallnuts. 1869 Tqzv.k Hight. Turkey I. 266 There
are but few trees, only a few poplars, and a walnut or two.

b. With de6ning adj. Common Walnut (in

British use), Juglans regia, called in the U.S,
English Walnut. Black Walnut, the American
species, Juglans nigra; Grey or White Walnut,
the Butternut of the U .S. , Juglans cinerea.
»754 Catksby Nat. Hist. Carolina etc. I. 67 The Black

Walnut. Most parts of the Northern Continent of America,
abound with these Trees, particularlyVirginia and Maryland.
1760 J. Le« Introd. Bot. App. 131 Walnut, Jamaica, Hura.
X785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xxviri. C1794) 439 Common Walnut is
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distinguished by having the component leaves oval, smooth,
sometimes a little toothed, and almost equal. 1857 A. Gray
First Less. Bot. (1866) 153 Heart-wood, .is generally of a

different color, ..brown in Black-Walnut, black in Ebony,
etc. i864()RisEBAcn/'"/i'rfl: W.Ind. 1st. 788 Walnut, Jamaica,
Picrcdendron Juglans. Walnut, Otaheite, Aleurites tri-

loba. i88z Garden 7 Jan. 1/2 Besides these there are already
fruiting .. English Walnuts, Persian Walnuts (Kaghazit,

Almonds, American Black Walnuts, &c. Ibid. 16 Sept. 251/1

The Grey Walnut or Butternut, .is smaller in growth and
more spreading in habit [than the Black Walnut],

3. The wood of ihe walnut-tree.

•11585 in Eng.Hist. Rev. (1914) XXIX. 517 Thecomodities
thence ar..Boordes of chestnuttes and walnuttes. 1624
Capt. J. Smith Virginia II. 25 The wood that is most com-
mon is Oke and Walnut. 1853 'Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii,

How pleasant then, to be bound to no particular chairs and
tables, but.. to flit from rosewood to mahogany, and from
mahogany to walnut, ..as the humour took one. 1868 Rep.
U.S. Commissioner Agric. (i860) 15 The museum has been
partly filled with absolutely dust-proof cases of solid walnut
shaped in the best style of the art. 1892 Joseph Gardner fy

Sorts' Monthly Circular 1 Oct., Walnut— American,— Im-
ports : 394 Logs into Liverpool. Ibid., Walnut—Circassian

—No Imports.

fb. As material for gun-stocks. Hence colloq.

To shoulder walnut : to enlist as a soldier. Obs.

1838 D. Jerrolo Men of Character (1851) 10, ' I tell ye,

Cuttles, it's no use. I'll shoulder walnut first.' ' Walnut t

'

' Ay, go for a soldier.'

4. attrib. and Comb. a. obvious combinations, as

(sense 1) walnut-kernel, -ketchup, -oil, -feel, -trade,

-wine ; walnut-stained adj. ; (sense 2) walnut

I

avenue, garden, leaf, -wood; (sense 3, quasi-adj.

j
'made of walnut') walnut bed, sideboard ; walnut-

i

framed adj. b. special comb. : walnut-brown,
the brown colour produced by the application of

walnut-juice to the skin ; walnut-juice, the juice

expressed from the green husk of the walnut; used

by gipsies as a brown stain for the skin
; f walnut-

water (see quot.).

1898 Miss Yonce Keble's Parishes in. 44 There were two
*walnut avenues planted about this time. 1840 Thackeray
Catherine xi, This amiable pair were lying in a large *wal-

nut bed. 1865 Kingslev Herew. xxx, If William's French
grooms got hold of you, Torfrida, it would not be a little

*walnut-brown which would hide you. 1908 S. E. White
Riverman xiv, The *walnut-framed photograph. 1873
Kingsbury Comm. Song ofSol., Speaker's Comm. IV. 671/2
She relates to the Chorus how in early spring she had first

met the King in a ''walnut-garden in her own country. 1912
E. Thomas Geo. Borrow v. 44 They colour his face with
*walruit juice so that he looks a ' true son of an Egyptian '.

1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Jieiiu. Trent ty Ancholme 9 A string

of *walnut kernels. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr.
(1778) 32 One meat spoonful of *walnut catchup. 1855
Delamer Kitchen Card. (1S61) 166 Walnut ketchup, is ob-

tained from the outer husk of the ripe fruit. 1728 Chamukks
Cycl, s.v. Ulcer, A Decoction of *Walnut Leaves in Water,
with a little Sugar. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 629 Slugs
and earth-worms may be effectually destroyed by.. a decoc-
tion of.. walnut leaves. 1649 W. Bullock Virginia 12 Pot-
ashes, Rape, and *Walnut Oyle, and other Staples. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 543 * Walnut-peels managed
as for wool, form a cheap and durable brown for silk. 1833
Vegct. Subs. Materials ofManuf. xxiii. 404 Fawn colours.

Sumach—Walnut-peels—Henna. 1862 Catal, Internal.
Exhib., Brit. II. No. 573i» A 'walnut sideboard, Renais-
sance style. 1906 T. Watts-Dunton Thoreau's Walden
Introd. p. xi, One of those masquerading ' children of the
Tent '. .who think it fine to play the Man of the Woods, in

order that they may .. write books with *walnut-stained
fingers. 171a Steele Sped. No. 509 p 3, 1 must repeat the
Abomination, that the *Walnut Trade is carry 'd on by old
Women within the Walks. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xx.

158 To distill "Walnut-water. Take a Peck of fine green
Walnuts, bruise them well. ., put two Quarts of good French
Brandy to them, [etc.}. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr.
(1778) 325 To make *Walnut Wine. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
1. vi, An old corner cupboard of "walnut-wood.

Walnut 2
. Naut. Corrupt form of Wall-knot,

associated with Walnut 1 i. Also walnut-knot.
1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1780) s.v. Knot, There are

several sorts of knots.. : the principal of these are the
diamond-knot, the rose-knot, the wall-knot or walnut. 1794
Rigging % Seamanship 1. 213 A double-walnut-knot,. . called

a button -and-loop.

Walnut-shell.
1. The hard shell enclosing the seed of the walnut

;

also, either of the boat-shaped halves of this.

[C1384: see Walsh-nut.] 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb.% 93
There wyll ryse pymplcs as moche as halfe a walnutshell.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 66 Heere is the cap your
Worship did bespeake.. .Why 'tis a cockle or a walnut-shell.

1647 STArvLTON Juvenal 30 Spiders. .at this day are worne
in baggs or walnut-shells against a tertian ague. 1843
Dickens Amer. Notes ii, In the gale of last night the life-

boat had been crushed by one blow of the sea like a walnut-
shell 1885 Sir W. Hakcourt in S. Gwynn Life Dilke
(1917) II. 187, I therefore spoke like a cat in walnut shells.

T b. Applied to the outer husk of the walnut.
155a Huloet, Walnut shele, gulioca. 1769 Ann. Reg. 128

They were a gang ofgypsies . . rubbing or dyeing a fine young
girl, about seventeen, with walnut-shell.

o. In phrases implying extreme calmness of
the sea. (Cf. 2.)

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 6 The sea breaks upon them
Uc. the Edystone rocks] in a frightful manner .. when,
figuratively speaking, you might go to sea in a Walnut-shell.

2. transf Applied to a boat, as a hyperbolical
expression for extreme lightness and fragility,

(fin the 17th c. app. used as the actual name of
some fragile kind of boat.)

WALRUS.
1614 Gentleman Eng. Way to Wealth 27 The Fleet of

Hollanders., that go in the Swoard-pinks,.
.

_ Walnut-shelf,,

and great and sir.]'. Yeuers, 100, and 200. Saile at one time
together. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxxiv. Our little

walnut-shell got on the top of one [wave]. 1903 E. Childers
Riddle of Sands xii. 125 Davies nursed our walnut-shell

tenderly over their crests.

3. slang. A very light carriage.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 2^2 Drawing a walnut-shell

over a level road.

4. attrib.

1460-70 Bk. Quinte Essence 20 Of bis watir }eue to be

pacient, niorowe and euen, a walnot-schelle ful at oonys.

1793-4 [Aikin & Mrs. Bakbauld] Even, tit Home (1S05) II.

36 The pond where I used to sail my walnut-shell boats.

Walnut-tree.
1. The tree that bears walnuts.
a 1400 Nominate iSkeat) 657 Trcmtdcr nuger et grosiler,

Aspe walnotetre and theuthorne. 1483 Cath. Angl. 407/1
Walnott tree, auellanus. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Dec.

34 How haue I wearied with many a stroke, The stately

Walnut tree, the while the rest Vnder the tree fell all for nuts
at strife. 1697 Dampiek Voy. I. xiv. 302 The Wild Nutmeg-
tree is as big as a Walnut-tree ; but it does not spread so

much. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 2S2 Under it is

found a soft oozy earth, made up of vegetables; and at

twenty-six feet depth, large trees entire, such as walnut-
trees. 1890 Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXVI. 115 At the last

meeting of the Entomological Society, Mr. W. L. Distant
exhibited, .a branch of a walnut-tree on which was a mass of

eggs laid by a butterfly belonging to the Lycaenidae,

Proverb. 1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle xii. 102 A walnut tree

y* more it is beaten, the better it is, & not the worsse. Euen
so man thorow many stripes and much aduersity turneth

from il and waxeth good.

b. attrib.

1536 MS. Rawl. D. ySo If. 66, xxiiij 1 ' loodes of walnottiy
and hasshen tymbre. Ibid. If. 69 b, Wallnottry Tymbre
haysshen tymbre and ellym tyn.bre. 1705 Land. Gaz. No.

4097/4, 10 Dozen of Walnut-Tree Planks. 1738 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Ulcert Tbls is no more than a decoction of walnut-
tree-leaves in water, with a little sugar. 1800 Asiatic Ann.
Reg. 74 note, The Salmoni, or Salemoeli tree,, .affords a
most beautiful wood; it resembles walnut-tree wood in colour.

1886 C. E. Pascoe Lend. To-day fed. 3) 16 The pleasant
walnut-tree walks.. of his [Addison's] time.

f 2. The wood of this tree. = Walnut 1 3. Obs.

1587 />. N. C. (Oxf.) Docum., Inventory A 3
. 31 A bedsteed

of wallnuttryc, in Ladies' chamber. 1617 Mokyson Itirt. t.

162 The seates of the Chauncell are of Walnut-tree curiously
carved. 1756 Mrs. P. L. Yow\s Passages fr. Diaries (1899)

8 The chimney-pieces, tables, &c. are of green marble from
Sweden ; all the doors solid walnut-tree, off the estate. 1816

Scott Old Mort. xl, A grey doublet and cloak, .which Mrs.
Wilson produced from a chest of walnut-free.

+ b. attrib. or adj. Made of walnut.
1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2231/4 A drawing Walnut-Tree Box,

with two Drawers in it, ..to put Mathematical Instruments
in. 1702 Ibid. No. 3806/8 A Large Parcel of French
Walnutt-Tree Veoears will be exposed to Sale.. on Thurs-
day. 1716 Ibid. No. 5402/4 A Fowling-Piece with a Walnut,
tree Stock. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s.v. Caudle, Roll

them upon a Wallnut-tree Table, a 1841 T. Hook Ned
Musgrave i, Sitting in a walnut-tree arm-chair. 1907 Verney
Mem. I. xi Chairs with walnut-tree frames.

1 Walnyed, a. Obs. [?var. of Woldenbykd,
Wall-kyed.] Of a horse : ? Light grey.
The meaning is obscure, as the colours are not enumerated

in the same order in the original and the translation. A
note in the MSS. of the translation has glaucus, which does
not occur here in Palladius.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 827 The walnyed is good, also

the blake Is fyn colour, the falow and herthued.

Walon, Walop: see Walloon, Wallop v.

"Walour(e, obs. Sc. forms of Valour.
Walow, obs. form of Value, Wallow.
"Waloway : see Wellaway.
"Walowe yee, obs. f. Wall eye.

"Walrus (wo/lrfo). Also 8 walrous, wallross,

pi. walrosses, 9 -russes. [probably a. Du. walrus
(walros). Compare (i) LG. walross, G. walross
(earlier also walruss

i
walrusch)

t
Sw. hvalross,

valross (valruss), Da. hvalros (earlier also kval-

rusk), walrus
;

(ii) OE. horsc/iwml, early mod.G.
rosswal, russwal, Norw. russhval, walrus, ?OFr.
rohal, rohart, rochal (whence med.L. rohanlum,
•atlum) walrus-ivory ; see RuEL.
The forms under (i) appear to be later than those under

(ii) from which they perh. arose (? in Du.) by metathesis on
some analogy such as that of Du. walvisch whale.
The interpretation of formation (ii) as ' horse-whale ' (zoolo-

gically improbable) appears to be only one of the various
popular etymologies that have influenced the forms of the

word. Ultimately a confusion, either within or outside the

Scandinavian languages, has perhaps taken place between
ON. hrosshvalr a kind of whale, and rosmhvalr walrus.

The latter is related obscurely to ON. rosmall, Norw.
rosmaal, rosmaar, Da. rosmaer, -er, -ar walrus, whence the

scientific specific name rosmarus. See Rosmasine 2
. Some

scholars have connected rosm- with ON., Icel. rostungr
walrus, and assumed relationship of both with ON. rautSr

Red. (Cf. RoRQUALand OHG. ros{a)mo redness.) This is

zoologically possible, but it seems more likely that rosm- is

a corruption of some non.Teut. word : cf. Morse.]

1. The sea-horse, or morse ( Trichechus rosmarus),

a carnivorous pinniped marine mammal allied to

the Phocidae (seals), and Otariidae (sea-lions), and

chiefly distinguished by two tusks (exserted upper

canine teeth). It inhabits the Arctic seas. A
variety found in the N. Pacific has sometimes

received the distinct specific name obesus.

(C893 Mlfhud Oros. 1. i. § r«; For bxm horschwaelum, for

8



WALSH. 58 WALTONIAN.
Saem hie habbaS swibe sebele ban on hiora tojwm. 1653
0. Worm A/us. hi. xv. 289 Animal..quod Anglis &. Russis
Walrus, aliis Mors, Danis & Islandis Rosmarus vocatur.

1693 Ray Syn. Anim. Quadr. etc. 191 Anglis Mors a Russia
mutuato nomine. Belgis Walrus.. .TheMorseorSea-Horse.]
1728 J. Woodward Catal. Fossils II. Foreign 11, 22 A Tusk
of the Morse, or Walrous, call'd by some the Sea-Horse.
175a Hill Hist. Anim, 555 The Phoca, with the canine
teeth exerted. The Walrus. 1796 Mouse Amer. Geog. II.

75 The seals, walrosses, and cod, caught in the Russian
seas, are likewise very important articles. 1833 Sir C. Bell
Hand(iB^) 100 The bones of the morse or walrus, .are re-

markably complete, if we consider the peculiar appearance
of the feet in the living animal. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl.
1. xiii. 140 The last remnant of walrus did not leave us until

. .the temperature had sunk below zero. 1888 Encycl. Brit.

XXIV. 337/2 The tusks are formidable weapons of defence,

but their principal use seems to be digging, .for the molluscs
and crustaceans on which the walrus feeds.

t 2. Indian walrus : the Dugong. Obs.

1771 Pennant Syn. Quadr. 338 Indian Walrus.

8. attrib. and Comb, as walrus-beefy -boat, calf,

-fishing^ -hide, -ivory,

1856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. xxviii. 366 Laden with.. as
much *walrus-beef. .as would pay for their board. 1884
Pall Mall Gaz, 15 Aug. 6/1 Each *walrus-boat carried six

men. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 356/2 Old Ickwa put his

hand on me, at the same time pointing to the "walrus calf,

and said 'pee-yuk!' 1820 W. Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg.
II. 5 * Walrus-fishing in succeeding years in high northern
latitudes. i86j Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4638,
Patent "walrus-hide belting. 1875 Maskell Ivories 2 In
quality and beauty of appearance *walrus ivory scarcely

yields to that of the elephant.

Wals, Walsch(e, "Walse, obs. ff. Welsh.
Walae, var. Waltz sb, and v.

Walsh., a. Se. and north. Also 6 welsche, 7,

9

welsh. [? contracted f. Wallowish a. Cf. Wash
a., Wersh«.] Insipid, tasteless, ill-tasting; having
a sickly taste, nauseous.
1513 Douglas Mneisw. vii. 79 To pas. .Bygousty placis,

welsche savorit, mist, and hair. 6-1687 in C. K. Sharpe
Witchcraft in Scot, viii. (1884), It was not bloud, but red
asbloud,..it had a welsh taste, 1691 Ray N. C. Words 78
Walsh, insipid, fresh, watertsh. 1825 Brockett JV. C. Words,
Welsh, insipid.. . Broth and water, and pottage without salt,

are wallow or ivelsh, 1876 Whitby Gloss., Walsh t
tasteless.

' As walsh as the white of an egg '.

Hence Wa'lshness, insipidity.

1808 Jamieson. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Walshness, want of
flavour ; insipidity.

"Walsh(e, obs. forms of Welsh.
+ Walsh-nut. Obs. In 4 walsnote, walsh(e)-
note, welshnote, 6 walshe nutte, 7 walsh-nut.
[Corresponds to MHG. wdlhisch nur (mod.G.
dial. wdischenusSj wdlschnuss), early mod.Flemish
(Kilian 16th c.) walsche not, * Welsh ' (i.e. Italian

or Gaulish) nut ; see Walnut. The word was prob.

adopted in ME. from MDu. or MLG., though

documentary evidence of its existence in those

dialects is wanting.] = Walnut * 1. Also attrib.

1368^-9 Durham Ace, Rolls (Surtees) 574, 2000 de Wals-
notes in precio 2s. 6d, c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1281 (Fairf.

MS.) Y saugh him carien a wyndmelle Vnder a walsh note
[MS. Bodtey welshnote] shale, a 1400 Pistill of Susan 99
With wardons winlich and walshe notes newe. 150a

Arnolde Chron. 165 Yf thou wylt plante an almaunde tree

or a walsh nott tree or a chery tree. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
vi, Ivi. 731 The fruite is called.. in EngHshe, Walnuttes,
Walshe Nuttes, and of some Frenche Nuttes. 1620 Venner
Via Recta vii. 13a The dry Walnuts, or Walsh nuts, are
hot and dry in the second degree. 1633 Hart Diet of
Diseased 1. xvii. 68 Amongst all these [Nuts], the Wall-nut,
or Walsh-nut, beareth away the bell.

Walsman, obs. form of Welshman.
Walsse, Walsahe, obs. forms of Welsh.

f Walt, sb. Se. Obs. rare"1
. ? Beaten clay.

1488 Rec. Burgh Lanark (1803) a Item, to Jolc Inglis for
makyn of wait and claying of the flur, iij days, ijs. iijd.

t Walt, a. Naut. Obs. Also 6-7 wait©. [OE.
*wealt, found only in unwealt steady ; related to

Walt z>.] Of a ship : Unsteady, crank.

1539 Adm. Ct. Exam. 4, 7 Dec, The said boate was very
walte & very evyll made. 1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram.
xi. 53 We say a Ship is wait when shee is not stiffe, and
hath not Ballast enough in her to keepe her stiffe. 1656
Bradford Plymouth Plant, 11. (1856) 291 For covetousnes
sake [they] did so over lade her,.. as she was walte, and
could not bear sayle. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. lxtii, That
our humane Vessels might not heeld, or be wait, but well
trimm'd and stiff. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),
Walt, an obsolete or spurious term signifying crank.

Walt (wolt), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 3-5 walte,
6-8 wolt, 9 dial. waut. Contracted pa. t. and
pple. 4-5 wait, [early ME. walten « OHG.
walzan, MHG. walzen (strong) to roll, revolve

(intr. and trans.) ; the OTeut. root *wa/t- appears

to be an extension of *wal- (*wel-) to roll : see

Wallow v. Cf. Welt v.]

1. trans, (with obj. clause). To revolve in the

mind, consider. [So OHG. walzan.']

c xaoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 39 Witte wet hwat bu hauest walte

hwat be tide.

2. To throw, cast, toss out, over, up, etc. ; to

fling to the ground ; to overturn, upset.

Cf. RoOT-WALTV. (l532- ).

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1734 [Tekell To teche be of techal,

bat terme bus menes, py wale rengne is wait in we^tes to

heng, & is funde ful fewe of hit fayth dedes. 13. . Gaw. 9t

Gr. Knt. 1336 }>ay. .graybely departed pe wesaunt fro be

wynt-hole, & wait out be guttez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4633
The storme. .wait vp the wilde se vppon wan hilles. Ibid.

5888 [Thai] woundit bom wikkedly, wait horn to ground.
c 1400 Sege Jerus. 351 Or y to be walles schal wende &
walten alle ouere. 1513 Douglas JEneis 1. vii. 13 Ane part

haistis to beild the wallis wicht, And sum to.. wolt wp
stanes to the werk on hie. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 51 To
Walt,., to overthrow. 1703 Thoresbv Let. to Ray, To
Welt, or Wolt, overturn Cart or Wain. 1875 Lanes. Gloss.,

Waut, to upset j to turn completely over. 1883 Almond-
bury Gloss. Walt, to turn over... 'Nay, lad; it ud wait ma
table ovver •

3. intr. To be thrown down, fall over, be upset

or overturned ; to totter ; to lean to one side.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 909 As be welkyn shold wait, a wonder-
full noyse Skremyt vp to the skrow. c 1400 Sege Jerus. 69
Ouer wilde wawes he wende, as alle walte scholde. 1 a 1500
Chester PI., Ador. Sheph. a68 Ware lest thou wait here by
the wall. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 51 To Walt, to totter, or
lean one way. 1875 Lanes. Gloss., Want,., to fall on one
side. 1883 Almomibury Gloss., Walt, to totter, or fall over.

b. With open : To be opened ; to gape wide.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 501 pen went bay to be wykket,

hit wait vpon sone. c 1400 Melaync 1145 So depe wondes
bat day bay dalt, bat many on wyde opyn wait, bat wikkidly
wondede was.

0, fig. To fall, into (anger, madness).
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1956 Nestor anone noyet bere with,

And wait at his wordes into wode yre. Ibid. 8685 Sum
wait into wodenes, & of wit past.

4. To gush out, pour, flow.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 364 Waltes out vch walle-heued,
in full wode stremez. Ibid. 1037 per waltez of bat water in

waxlokes grete, pe spumande aspaltoun bat spyserez sellen.

Walt(e, obs. forms of Welt>
Walte, var. Vult Se. Obs.

1524 Abran in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 157 [His] Gracis
maist noble jocund walte, . . manlye and ferme contenance.

f Walter, sb. Obs. Also Sc 6 volter, woltir,

6-7 wolter. [f. Waltkr v.1 Cf. Welter sb.]

1. The rolling of the sea in a storm.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3699 So be bre and the brethe burbelit

to gedur, bat hit spirit vp spittously fyue speire lenght With
waiter and wawes.

2. The act of wallowing (in mire) ; in quot.

concr., a wallowing-place.

'577 Knewstub Corifut. (1579) To Rdr. **i The Lord.,
reuengeth the shameful contempt and neglect of his truth :

by sending numbers to their stie or waiter againe.

3. An upset, upheaval, overthrow, lit. and fig.
1563 W1N3ET Wks. (S.T.S.) I.49, I began nocht litill to

merwel at sa haisty and sa subdane a wolter of this warlde
in sa mony grete materis. 1563 Randolph Let. to Cecil
10 Apr. in Cat. Scott. Papers II. 5 Yf ther come such a
volter in thys realme, that ever that man come agayne into

credyt. 1596 Dalrymple Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 221 He
spak mekle of the Woltir of the religioune [L. de religione

apud nos evertendd). 1678 Ray Prov. (ed. 2) 379 (Scott.

Prov.) If I can get his cart at a wolter [1670, p. 28a at a
whelming], 1 shall lend it a put.

Walter (wo'ltai), V* Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
4-6 waltre, 4-7, 9 dial, waiter, 5 waltyr, 6

waulter, -tre, Se. woltre, valter, 6 Se., 8-9
dial, wolter. [Freq. of Walt v. : see -ER \ Cf.

Welter v.]

1. Intransitive senses.

1. To roll to and fro, move from side to side ; to

tumble or toss about; to lie sprawling on the

ground, in mire, etc.

c 1400 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 203 He feled a bing bat was
my$ti and bicke waltre and turne atwixe hym and his wif.

c 1400 Sege Jerus. 735 Litel he slepib, Bot walwyb& wyndib
& waltreb a-boute. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 336 [She]
lyys walteryng..by the fyere. 1519 [see Toltek v.], 1530
Palsgr. 771/x, I waiter, I tumble. Je me voystre. Hyeyou,
your horse is walterynge yonder, he wyll breake his saddell

but more hanpe be. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 565 So
greit terrour in his mynd he tuke, That all that nycht he
wolteritand he woik. 1568 Withals Diet. 10 b/a Voluto, to

turne or waiter inmyreas hoggesdoe, 1580 BLUNDEviLCwr-
ing Horses Dis. xcii. 41 b, The horse will forsake his meate,
and liedowne and wallow, and waiter vpon the ground. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1276 Sardanapalus . .tumbling and
lying along, waltring among a sort of concubines. 169s Ray
Disc. 11. ii. (1693) 87 The Globe cannot waiter or reel towards
any side, a 1825 Fokby Voc. E. Anglia, Walter, "wolter, to

roll and twist about on the ground ; as corn laid by the wind
and rain; or as one who is rolled in the mire. 1880 Antrim
4- Down Gloss, s.v., *The potatoes lie down and waiter on the
ground', i.e. they remain lying.

b. Of a ship : To roll or be tossed on the waves.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 415 Hit waltered on be wylde nod,

went as hit lyste. 1560 Holland Seven Sages 18 Upon the
sey thay sufferit great perrell, ..Walterand with wind out
throw be mudy wawis.

c. Of the stomach : To be upset or disturbed.

1540 J. Heywood Four PP. 600 It . . maketh your stomake
sore to waiter.

2. fig. To wallow or revel in (prosperity, plea-

sure, sin).

CI375 Cursor M. 4503 (Fairf.) Man bat walteres [Cott.
weltres] in his welis. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 6a They are
..lyke to brut beastes and swyne, Waltrynge in synfull
wretchednes. 1553 Bradford Serm. Repent. (1574) H ij b,

Trow you that such a one. . wyl willingly waiter & wallow
in his wylful lusts, pleasures, and fantasies? rr 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 76 If a man., waiter in filthines like a
Swyne. a 1598 Rollock Serm. xi. (1616) ao8 The naturall
man waltering and wallowing in sinne.

3. To swing or float to and fro. Also^-.
C1350 Will. Palerne 947 Pou waitres al in a weih & wel

y vnderstande whider be belaunce bremliest bouwes al-gate.

c i4»S Cast. Persev. 3663 in Macro Plays 156 Nedys, my

loue must on hym lende, With Coueytyse to waiter & wave.
c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 1936 And some I make in a rope
to totter and waiter, c 1555 ? Coverdale Carrying Christ's
Cross iii. 39 The aungels gatheryng together ye wicked
wretches (which now waiter and walowe as the worlde and
wynde bloweth) to be tyed in bondels, and cast into the fier.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages 44 He signifyis a mannis per-
soun, That walteris betuix wynde and waw Into this warld
ay vp and doun.

4. To move or go unsteadily ; to totter, stumble.
Also, to go with a rolling gait, to waddle.
1399 Lan'gl. Rich. Redeles n. 189 So lymed leues were

leyde all aboute,..bat where so bey walkid, bey waltrid
dounwardis. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. ii, He [Silenus]
was, att that tyme, in Frygye, waltrynge and swaruyng
what of wyn and of age. 1577 £>EK Retat. Spir. 1. (1659)
186 [An adder and her young] She. .suffereth them to hang
upon her back, and so waltereth to her hole. 1703 Thoresby
Let. to Ray, Wolter, as welter [' to goe aside, or heavily, as
Women with Child, or Fat People' (Ray 1691)].

6. Of waves : To surge or roll high. Of water,

etc. : To flow, gush. Of a humour : To wander
or ooze about the body.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 14a pe wawes ful wode waltered

so ni3e. 13 . . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 684 Wel much was be warme
water bat waltered of yjen. 1555 Phaer AEnetdw. (1558)
E ij, The fomy floud , . waltring down the vales. 1561 Holly-
bush Horn. Apoth. 33 The unnaturall or evell sweate is it

that, .waltereth only about the harte. Ibid. 36 Somtyme
growe apostemes in the loynes of humors that are waltering
and straying in the body. 1577 J. Bishop Beautif. Blossoms
xvii. 84 Streames of teares waltering downe his cheekes.

II. Transitive senses.

6. To roll about, toss to and fro. Also fig.
Also refl. % to sprawl or wallow (on the ground,
in the mire, etc.).

C1375 Cursor M. 21113 Quik bai haue his bodi flaine &
waltered him in barli chaf. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 204
And he [sc. the demoniac], cast doun in be erbe, was waltrid
and frobid [Vulg. Mark ix. 19 volutabatur spumans\ C1400
Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) ii, pei smyteth be grounde
with the foote and waiters hem as an horse, c 1450 Cov.
Myst. 342 The fete, .ar ful wete, Walterid in blood. 1508
Fisher Penit. Ps. Wks. (1876) 204 Euen as an hors the
softer myre or claye he waltreth hymselfe in the more easely
he lyeth. Ibid. 358 The Sowe. .waultering hir self in the
myerie puddle, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 23 Quhill the cuntrie was walterit to and fra
in this maner. 158a Stanyhurst sEneis in. (Arb.) 92 In
seas far waltred, he groyleth.

7. To overturn, overthrow.
1571 Sir J. Maitland in Satir. Poems. Reform, xxvii. 71

Bewar ! we may be walteritt [v.rr. weltred, wolterit] or we
witt, And lykwayis Loss our land and libertie.

8. dial, uses (see quots.).

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Walter, Wolter, to cause
extreme fatigue...' I am right-on woltered out, by my day's
work '. 1880 Antrim <$- Down Gloss., Walthered, mired or
stuck in a boggy road, or swampy place. ' Whiles in the
momin' I find the branches of the trees all walthered and
smashed ', broken down into the mire.

Hence Wa*ltering vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 247 A wylde walterande whal..bi
bat bot flotte. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. in. viii, Innumer-
abill folk I saw flotterand in feir, Quhilk pereist on the
walterand wallis weir. 1528 Lyndesay Dreme 12S Quhare I

mycht se The woltryng \v.r. waltreyng] of the wallis vp and
doun. a 1547 Surrey sEneid 11. 267 Whoes waltring tongs
did lick their hissing mouthes. 155a Huloet, Waltrynge
or full of wallowynge, voluiabundus. c 1557 Abp. Parker
Ps. xxxvi. 99 So pride hath hym puft by his waltering
wealth. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 44 As a man
dizzie with the waltering of a vessel, tossed by the hollowe
waues of raging seas. 1588 T. Hughes Misfort. Arthur
in. Chor. 42 The windes, that sweepe the waltering waues.

tWa-lter,^ Sc. Obs. rare-1
, trans. To be

without, lack.

1463 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) I. 21 The said Johne [sail

remane] at the hous of the said myln and vesy thame daylie

at thai waiter nocht na behuifull thing to thame that he
aucht to find, and gif at thai waiter acht in his default, sa

that thairthrow the myle be ydill [etc.].

Walter, obs. form of Water.
T Walterer. Obs. In 6 Sc. -ar. [f. Walter

v.1 + -ER.] One who overthrows.
157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 230 Behald now how

?e do the mater gyde, To caus my Sisters France and Ing»
and scorne 50W, That walterars of Courts 3e lat suborne
3ow. 1581 in A'. Bannatyne's Jrnl.etc. (1806)500 Sindrie

. .that war the kingis enemeis, walteraris of his kingdome,
and encine is of religione.

Walterot, Walth : see Waltrot, W'ealth.

tWaltham. Obs. [The name of Waltham
Chase, Hants.] Used attrib. in allusion to the dis-

guise adopted by the poachers called * Waltham
Blacks : see Black sb. 6 b.

'1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. 191 Such mean de-
vices, such artful, such worse than Waltham disguises put
on, to obtrude himself into my company.
"VValtir, obs. Sc. form of Water.
Waltonian (wolt<?u'nian), «. and sb. [f. the

name of Izaak Walton, author of The Compleat
Angler (1653): see -1an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Izaak Walton. B,
sb. A disciple of Walton, an angler.

1831 P. Egan's Bk. Sports 314/2 The Waltonians, the
Cottonians, and the Saltonians {for Walton, Cotton, and
Salter, are their feat-books). 1837 Lockhart Scott xlix.

(1845) 432/2 This little group of Waltonians, bound for Lord
Somerville's preserve. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. Pacific ii. 12
Exhibiting a sized fish that any Waltonian might well stare
at. 1866 {title) Rules of the true Waltonian Society held



WALTROT. 59 WAMBLE.
at the Crown Tavern, Pentonville Hill. Established 1830.

1908 Wesim. Gaz. 2 Jan. 12/1 He. .is an ardent devotee of
the Waltonian art.

So "Wa'ltonixing' vbl. sb.
%
angling.

1841 J. T. J. Hewlett Peter Priggins I. i. 25 A landing-

net, minnow-can, casting-net, and half a hundred more re-

quisites for Waltonizing. 188a H. S. Leigh Strains fr.
Strand x No sign was near of pebbly brook,.. Where patient

swains with rod and hook In Waltonising dabble.

[Waltron, a misreading in Johnson's Diet, for

walrous; see quot. 1728 s.v. Walrus i.]

tWaltrot, walterot. Obs. rare- 1
. [Of

obscure origin.] A tale of waltrot, an idle tale,

a piece of absurdity.

1377 Langu P. PL B. xvin. 142 ' pat bow tellest ' quod
treuth ' is but a tale of waltrot' [C. xxi. 146 walterot, v.rr.

waiter, walteret],

Walt8om(e, erron. forms of Wlatsome a. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barik. De P. R. iv. x. (1495) f v, There is .

.

waltsomnes w* coleryk, spewynge, dryenes of tongue, c 1493
Chaucer s Nun's Priest's T. 233 (Pynson), Murdre is so
waltsom [Thynne 1532, Stowe 1561 waltsome] and abhomyn-
able. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings xxx, O waltsome mur-
t her, that attaynteth our fame.

Waltt, ? obs. Sc. form of Vault v.2

1711 in E. D. Dunbar Soc. Life (1865) 43, I am also

rejoysed to hear that you are clever and can voltige and
waltt a litle as to your former way.

Walty (wo/lti), a. Naut. [f. Walt a. + -Y.~\

m Walt a.

Prob. Obs., the knowledge of the word being derived,
through Longfellow, from quot. 1702.
170a C. Mather Magn, Christi 1. vL 25 A New Ship,

built at Rhode-Island, of about 150 Tuns; but so walty,
that the Master. .often said she would prove their Grave.
[1850 Loner. Birds of Passage, Phantom Ship iv, This ship
is so crank and walty, I fear our grave she will be !] 1896
Kipling Seven Seas, Merchantmen iv, By sport of bitter

weather. We're walty, strained, and scarred. 1904 F. T.
Bullen Creat. Sea xxiv. 362 In spite of the walty state of
the almost worn-out vessel.

Waltz (wglts, w§ls), sb. Also 8 valze, waltze,

9 //. waltaea, 8-9 valtz, walse. See also Valse.
[ad. G. walzer, f. walzen to roll, revolve, dance
the waltz.]

1. A dance performed to music in triple time by
couples who, almost embracing each other, swing
round and round in the same direction with smooth
and even steps, moving on as they gyrate.
1781 Twmmo in Select. Papers T. Family (1887) 74, I

found on inquiry that this was a favourite German dance
called a waltz. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4, II. i. 6 All these
fair Flammandes gain force, In the Valtz, as they spin in
their whirligig course. 1798 Helen M. Williams Tour
Switzerland I. 34 The walse, which is now never forgotten
at a Paris ball. 181a Byron {title) The Waltz. 1823 W.
Hamilton Hand-bk. Terms Arts etc, Waltz, in Music.the
name of a riotous and indecent German dance. 187a E.
Braddon Life in India iv. 145 She will be able to reward
the virtuous youth who is fast and smooth in the valtz.
1881 ' Rita * My Lady Coquette i, The very memory of
those waltzes makes my arms ache.

fig. 1801 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 403 The ghosts of his
departed guineas dance an ugly waltz round my idea.
attrib. 1826 [Sherer] Notes <$• Reft. Ramble in Germany

37 My steps were arrested.. by the sound of soft waltz
music.

2, A piece of music to accompany this dance, in

the same time and rhythm.
x8i6 Jane AustenEmma xxvi, Mrs. Weston . . was seated,

and beginning an irresistible waltz. 1837 Marryat Dog'
Fiend ix. The band.. played a waltz,

f3. A party or soiree for waltzing. Obs.
1801 Spirit Publ. Jmls. VI. 192 If men and women of

fashion will come forward, and.. give balls, waltses, and
suppe rs.

Waltz (wglts, W9U), v. Also 9 valtz, walzo,
walse. [f. Waltz sb. or directly ad. G. walz-en.']

intr. To dance a waltz. Also, to be addicted to, or
practised in, the waltz ; to dance the waltz in a
specified manner.
c 1794 Search after Perfect, m. i. in New Brit. Theatre

(1814) III. 56 The sight of a lady waltzing. 1811 Byron
WaltzTo Publ., ' Lord ! Mr. Hornem, Can't you see they're
valtzing?' or waltzing (I forget which). 1841 MotleyCVm
(1889) Liv. 93, 1 waltzed one waltz. 1870 Furnivall Borders
Introd. Knozol. Forewords no Oh fair-haired Alice, how
well you waltz I

b. trans/. To move lightly, trippingly
s

or
nimbly. Chiefly slang,
1B61 Carlylb Fredk. Gt. xiv, vii. (1872) V. 217 Big war-

clouds waltzing hither and thither, occasionally clashing
into bloody conflict. 1891 C Roberts /Idrift Amer. 205
All you have to do is to put a good ' front on *, and waltz in
with the crowd. 1900 Century Mag. Feb. 600/1 With si fair
wind she waltzed beautifully round the coast.

c. quzsi-trans. (with advb. extension) : To move
(a person, oneself) as in a waltz.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. viii, We are always.. revolving

about the Lord Chancellor and all his satellites, and equit-
ably waltzing ourselves off to dusty death, about Costs.
1881 Mary C. Hay Missing II. 217 How Edgar laughed as
he waltzed me through the hall I 1883 Harper's Mag.
Mar. 600/2 He seized me and waltzed me around the little

dining-room.

Hence "WVltiing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
Waltzing mouse = Waltzer b.
181 1 Lady Granville Lett. (1804) I. 22 Her waltzing is

the prettiest thing that can be seen. 1811 Ld. Glenbervik
jrnls. (1910) 143 Mr. and Mrs. Johnstone, whose splendid
dinners and walzing balls we partook of at Brighton. 1819
Metropolis I. 223, I suppose she is disappointed of her

waltzing partner. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlvii, The
Lord George Gaunt was desired to return from Vienna,
where he was engaged in waltzing and diplomacy. 1882

O'Donovan Mcrv Oasis I. iv. 75 They commenced sliding

round the ring with a peculiar waltzing step. 1896 Fancy
Mice (ed. 4) 45 Waltzing Mice. 1904 Biometrika Jan. 4

Japanese waltzing mice.

Waltzer (w^-ltsa-i). [f. Waltz v. + -KB *.] One
who dances the waltz.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 220 The music at first is

slow, but, as the Waltzers get animated, it rises to a jig.

1811 Ld. Glenbervie Jrnls. (1910) 139 Both great walzers,

and insufferable coxcombs. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xlvii, My Lord George Gaunt . . was one of the finest waltzers

in Europe. 191a Times 28 Sept. 11/5 Special prizes are
given this season for the best waltzers.

b. A name for a breed of domesticated mice
which have the habit of spinning round rapidly

;

« waltzing mouse.
1904 Biometrika Jan. 6 All the waltzers used were of pure

strain. Ibid., The offspring produced by crossing a Japanese
waltzer with an albino.

"Walue, obs. form of Value.
Walx, obs. Sc. form of Wax sbA
Waly (wo'li), int. Sc. and north. Also wally,

walie. [Of obscure formation ; ? cognate with
Woe, Wellaway.] An exclamation of sorrow.
a 1724

l O waly, waly' in Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1775) L
186 waly, waly up the bank, And waly, waly down the
brae. 1883 GatesheadAim. (E. D.D.), Wally 1 Wally ! it's a'

ower nooT 1894 J. W. M'Laren Tibbie^- Tarn 41 (E.D.D.)
But walie 1 the sight gar'devenpuir Baudrons.Jump nearly
four feet wi' fricht.

Hence Waly-walying", lamentation.
i8ai Galt Ann. Parish xvii. 161 Such a wally wallying as

the news of this caused at every door.

Waly, variant of Wali, Wally a. 2

Walyooat, var. Wyliecoat Sc.

"Walysshe, Walywe, obs. ff. Welsh, Value.
Walz, -er, -ing: see Waltz, etc.

T Warn. Sc. Obs. In 6 wamfme, vam. [App.
repr. OK. wamim, wpm(m, masc. and neut., spot,

blemish (chiefly/^.) = OFris., OS., OHG. wamm,
ON. vamm

y
Goth, xvamm. But cf. Wan sb. 1

] A
scar. Cf. Wem sb.

Beowulf 3073 Wommum jewitnad. a 1000 Kentish Gl.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 64 Maculam, warn.
1^1585 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 570 (TulH-

bardine MS.) His peild pallat The fowsome flokis of flaeis

dois overflow With vamis [MS. Harl. wames; ed. 1639
warns] and wondis, 1595 Duncan App. Etymol. (E.D.S.),

Cicatrix, a wamme.

Warn, obs. form of Whom, Womb.
Wamara (wama'ra). [Native name.] The
brown ebony of British Guiana.
1840 Schomburck Descr. Brit. Guiana 33 Wamara.. is

hard and cross-grained, consequently not apt to split. 1862

List Contrib. fr. Br. Guiana to Lond. Exhib. in Veness
F.l Dorado (t866) App. 136 Wamara, or Brown Ebony. Used
for ship-building and furniture. 1866 Treas. Bot.

Wamb, obs. form of Wame, Womb.
Wambais. Obs. exc. Hist. Also wambas,

-us. [a. OF. wambais : see Gambeson. Cf.

Wamos.] t= Gambeso.v.
[1181 Assize of Arms in Bened. Peterb. Chron. (Rolls) I.

278 Omnes burgenses..habcant wambais et capellet ferri et

lanceam.] 176* Hume Hist. Eng. I. ix. 196 All burgesses

were to have. .a wambais; that is, a coat quilted with wool,

tow, or such-like materials. 179* H. H\ Brackenridge
Mod. Chivalry (1846) 189 It will be best to present him just

as he is in his brogues and wambus. iSii^Mevrick & C. H.
Smith Costume Orig. tnhab. 58 The [Danish] king is habited

in a corslet of leather (wambas) passing over his rock or

tunic. This wambas was of painted elk or stag-skiri, and was
a kind of half armour. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. (1897) I.

xiii. 633 The Assize of Arms in 1181. .directed that. .all

burghers. .[must possess] a wambais, head-piece, and lance.

Wambe, obs. form of Wame, Womb.
"Wambetowe, obs. form of Wame-tow.
Wamble (wo'mb'l), sb. Also 8- womble.
Now only colloq. or dial. [f. Wamble v.]

1. A rolling or uneasiness in the stomach ; a
feeling of nausea ; spec, see quot. 1899.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. iv. 701 Our meat going

downe into the stomacke mcrily, and with pleasure, dis-

solveth incontinentlyall wambles. 1865 J. Sleigh Derbysh.
Gloss. (E.D.D.), Wamble, faintness.

_ 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Wambles, an old popular term for Milk fever. 190a C. N.
& A. M. Williamson Lightning Conductor 48 There's
another thing which gives me the wombles '.

f 2. An act of seething or bubbling up when
brought to boiling-point. Obs. Cf. Walm ;i5.

1620 Venner Via Recta ii. 44 If you also boyle in it a
quantity of ginger, three or foure wambles about,, .it will be
much the better. i68z Sober Dial. betw. Stajfford <$• the

Lords 2/2 \Stafford, as a ghost from Hell lot/.] Here is a
parcel of cold Comfort, but I fear me not enough to mitigate

one wamble of the great Lake. 1730 \V. Burdon Gentl.

Pocket-Farrier 16 Set it on [the fire] again, and give it two
or three Wambles.

3. An unsteady movement (of a person or thing) ;

a roll of the body; a rolling or staggering gait.

On or upon the wamble, staggering, wobbling.
18*5 J. Wilson Nod. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 7 When Knight's

Quarterly Magazine took a pain in its head, and gied a
wamle ower the counter in the dead-thraws. 1881 Blackmore
Christoivetl ii, The jump of the horse gave a jerk to the

shaft, and this.. gave a lollop to the near wheel, already on
the wamble. 1887 [^ee Siiail i/V-].

4. Comb.: wamble-cropped (now Cr.S.), f -sto-

mached adjs.y affected with nausea, sick {lit. and

fig-)-
155* Huloet, *WambIe cropped, stomachichus. a 1610

Healey Thtophrastus (1616) 14 And yesterday, bee sayth,

1 was wamble-cropt, and {saaing your presence) parbrak't.

1798 Massachusetts Spy 5 Sept. 1/1, I feel a good deal

womblecropped about dropping her acquaintance. 1836
Haliburton Clockm. 1. xxiii, It makes me so kinder wamble-
cropt, when I think on it, that I'm afeared to venture on
matrimony at all. 1844 ' Jon. Slick ' High Life N. York I.

44, I got back to the sloop and turned in awfully womble-
cropped. 1552 Huloet, * Wamble stomaked to be, nausea.

Wamble (wo'mb'l^ v. Now dial. Forms

;

4-5 warael, wamle, (4 wemel, 5 wam(m)il,
wamylle), 6 wambel, 5, 9 womble, 8 waumle, 9
wam(m)le,wammel,wamell,wemble,wommle,
4- wamble. [Prob. two or more verbs have

coalesced. In sense 1 the word may correspond to

Da. vamle to feel nausea, a frequentative formation

on the Teut. root *ivem- : *wam- (:—Indogermanic

*wew-: *wom-\ cf. L. vomcre, Gr. ftp-, Ififty to

vomit), whence MSw. vami nausea, vo?nuI na.i\scoi\s,

Sw. vtimja reft*, to feel sick. A distinct root of

identical form seems to be represented in senses

2-4, with which cf. Norw. vamla, vamra, to stagger,

OHG. wimidon, wamezzen to move, stir, mod.G.
wimmehi swarm. In sense 5 there may be mixture

of a metathetic form of Walm v. ; on the other hand

in some uses walm may be a metathesis of wamble.

1

L 1. intr. To be qualmish, feel nausea.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 300 For bat mote in his mawe
[Jonah in the whale's belly] mad hym, I trowe, pa} hit

lyttel were,hym wythto wamel at his bert. 13.. W.deBibbes.
worth in Rel. Ant. II. 84/2 Wamblez, laumber. a 1400
Nominate (Skeat) 268 Homme lambeie pur ordure. M.
wemelith for fulthe, c 1440 i'romp. Parv. 515/1 Wamelon',
yn the stomake (wamlyn, P.), naus{e)o. 1456 Sir G. Hay
Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 119 He that has awayke
calde stomak..oft tymis gatitis and wambleis, bolkis, with

hevy suollyn eyne. c 1480 Henryson Cock fy Jasp xii, His
hart wammillis wyse argument to heir. 1483 Cath. Angl.

407/2 To Wamylle, iliacare, navsiare. 1500 Ortus Vocab.
(W. de W.) Bb v, Nauseo.. to wamble.

b. Of the stomach or its contents : To be felt to

roll about (in nausea).
c 1518 Skelton Magnyfi 1617 A, howe my stomake warn-

bleth ! I am all inaswete. 1533 More Answ. Poisoned Bk.
1. xii. 43 Theyr fore fathers murmured in desert agaynst
Moyses for manna, and sayed that theyr stomake wambled
agaynst that lyght meate. 1534 — Treat. Passion Wks.

(1557) 1274/1 Scant was the fruite passed downe both theyr

throtes, when it so began to wamble in their stomakes. 1611

Cotck., Allecter, to wamble, as a queasie stomacke doth.

c 1618 Fletcher Mad Lover 1. i, When. .your cold sallets

without salt or vineger Be wambling in your stomachs. 1690

Dryden Amphitryon in, i, I was never good at swallowing

Pbysick : and my Stomach wambles at the very thought of

it. 1738 Swift Love Poemfr. Phys. 12 My Bowels wambling
make me spew. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper I. 148

This word, .completely turned his stomach that had already

begun to wamble at the sight. 1834 Landor Exam. Shaks.
Wks. 1853 II. 266/1 No wonder, Master Ephraim, thy en-

trails are moved and wamble.

C. trans/, and fig. (Cf. 5.)

1591 Lyly Endym. iv. ii, He isresolued to weep some three

or foure payle-fufs, toauoyde the rume of loue that wambletb.

in his stomacke. 1624 Middleton Game at Chess iv. ii,

[My soulj can digest a Monster, without cruditie, A Sin as

weightie as an Elephant, And neuer wamble for 't. 1667

Dryden, etc. Sir M. Mar-all v. ii, I have such a Plot

;

. . Shall I speak, dear Warner ? let me now ; it does so wam-
ble within me, just like a Clyster. 1686 GoAoCelcst. Bodies
it. i. 144 Vast Fires Subterranean.. work and wamble in the

Bowels of the Earth. i8a8 Mont Mansie Wauch xxiii.

[xxvi.] 350, I still saw the unleavened pride of womankind
wambling within her. 1898 J. M. Cobban Angel of Coyt.

xv. 168 The pains o* love '11 work and wommle in the inside

of ye like a knot o* adders I

II. 2. To turn and twist the body about, roll

or wriggle about, roll over and over. Also with

about, over, through. AXsoJig.
c 1420 Chron. Vitod. 3213 When batHtullchylde was leyde

a-doune byfore be tomoe . . He womblede & tomblede on bak
& wombe. 1755 R. Forbes^0^20, 1 len'd him sik a dird,

As laid him arselins on his back, To wamble o' the yerd.

1819 [see Wame sb. 1]. 1854 J. Wilson Let. in Mem, viii.

(1859) 305 The cod-fish.. laid their heads over each other's

shoulders, and wambled about like a set of puppy dogs. 1861

Eraser's Mag. Dec. 756,1 made an experiment on the log and
found I could not get my chin six inches above the water level

without wembling over. 1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell
xliii, He have left off talking now for two days only to moan
and to wamble.

3. To roll about in walking ; to go with an un-

steady gait. Also fig.
1611 J. Davies (Heref.) Sco. Folly (Grosart) 43/1 'Needc

makes the olde wife trot :' Nay she but wambles. 1676-7

Marvell Corr. Wks. 1875 II. 500, I can not but wonder that

. .you should so soon begin to wamble, which is enough to

discourage or turne giddy one of so weak a braine and ex-

perience. Surely, Brother, it U the best to steere steddy.

182a Galt Provost xxxii, The abominable and irreverent

creature was so drunk, that he wamblet to and fro over the

drum, as if there had not been a bane in his body. 1B61

G. H. Kingsley Sp. ff Trav. (1000) 362 A long row of un-

fortunates are drawn up on each side of the quarter-deck,

wombling and shambling and sniggering. 1893 W. b. Fas-

more Stories Devon * Comw. (1900) 36 As us was gwain

down awver Bodmin 'ill I zimmed tha oss begin to wommle

*bout a bet. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s-v., He wammelt

uu the stairs wi' the seek o' floor on iv his back, onyhoo.
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WAMBLING. 60 WAMPUM.
b. Of things : To totter, waver ; to move un-

steadily, stagger, reel.

1589 Rider Bibl. Scholast. 1. 1614 To wamble, or wag to and
fro, as a crooked arrow wil doe, being shot out of a bowe,
vacillo^ sinuo. c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Ftoiuers (1855) 20 Like
to a tower wambling on the sea. i788PicKEN.P<w«.r 161 How
the wail', . . Hing's waumlan at a tether I* the air. 1825 J. J ek-
kings Observ. Dial. W. Eng., To Wammcl, To Wamble, to
move to and fro in an irregular and awkward manner; to
move out of a regular course or motion. Applied chiefly to
mechanical operations. 1896 Crockett Grey Man i. 7 His
feet wambling one over the other like those of a' mummer's
bear.

4. trans. To twist or turn (something) over and
over ; to turn (.1 thing) round or upside down.
1561 Hollybush Horn. Afioth. 13 Let him hold it awayea

litle 111 the mouth, and wambel it round about in the mouth.
1599 Nasiie Lenten Stuffe 23 Take.. a farthing worth of
flower to white him ouer and wamble him in. 1828 [W.
CarbJ Craven Gloss., Wamble, to roll the meat in the mouth,
when too large to swallow. 1847 Halliwfi.l, Wemble, to

turn a cup upside down in token of having had enough tea.

North. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., He wammelt his

shillin.

III. f 5. intr. Of water, the blood : To seethe,

boil. — Walm v. 2, Wall v.1 2.

1636 Davbnakt Wits 11. i, Now docs my blood wamble.
You, Sucket-eater ! (Offers to follow her.) 1677 Coles
Diet. Eug.-Lat., To Wamble [as a pot] bullio. 1706 Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey), To Wamble, to rise up as seething Water
does.

f 6. To swarm (with vermin) : = Wall vJ1 2 b.

Obs. rare.

1485 Trevisa's Higdcn (Rolls) V. 235 (Caxton) He wambled
[earlier texts wallede, wellede] ful of wormes [L. nermibus
scale/is].

Hence Wambling" vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Wa'mblingly adv.

1398 Tkevisa Earth, de P. R. vi. xx. (1495) 207 To moche
meete encreasyth humours and postnmes and makith warn-
lynges and spuynges. 1456 Sir G. Hay Gov. Princes Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 124 Gif it hapnis the ony hert wamblyng, egirly

tak a vomyt of water and villager, c 1518 Skeltom Magnyf.
1620 Ofte tymes suche a wamblynge goth ouer my harte

;

Yet I am not harte seke. 1564-78 Bpllein Dial. agst. Pest.

(1888) 45 Noisome and lothesomenesse of stomacke, wambel-
yng of the harte, pulse not equal!. 1566 Drant Horace,
Sat. I. i. Avb, Confections sweete or tarte Theylle minge
for the, such as beste lykes thy quasye wamblynge hearte.

1581 Studley Seneca's Here. CEtaeus it. 193 For my sake
Acheloe Did let his streaming bloud amid his wambling
waues to floe. 1615 S. Ward Coal fr. Altar 78 If wee
should make good their resemblances, how then should we
please the stomacke of God ? who hath indeede brooked
and borne vs a long time, I doubt but wamblingly. 1649 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Wand. Wonders West i3 Ifany one be
queasic, or doe feele a wambling in the Gizzard. 1680
Betterton Revenge v. ii, Yes faith have I [been in love],

and have felt your Flames and Fires, and Inclinations, and
Wambling3. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. ix. 2S3 Warmth.

.

cast into a boyling Pot, . .allayes the wambling of the Liquor.

1745 Baker Don Quix. I. 1. iv. 24, I perceive by the many
and powerful wamblings of my Brain, that I shall soon fall

a-sleep. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 124, I am
amazed at the repetition of thy wambling nonsense. 1756
Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 128
We were obliged to cast anchor; which was no sooner done
than every one fell a wameling as the ship did. 1859 H*
Kingsley G. Hamlyn xlvii, I feel the queerest wambling in

my innards, as we used to say in Devon, at the sight of so
many old faces. 1893 'Q.' (Quiller Couch) Delect. Duchy
217 Her reckoned you'd veel a wamblin' in the stommick.
1908 Hardy Dynasts in. 111. iii, The retreating-way, Along
which wambling waggons since the noon Have crept in

closening file.

Wambly (wo'mbli), a. dial. Also wambley,
wombly . [f. Wamble sb. or v. + -y 1.1

1. Affected with nausea.
1872 Hartley's Yorkslu Ditties Ser. 1. 104 He wor takken

varry wamley for want ov a bit ov a bitin on. 189a Mrs. S.
Batson Dark I. iv. 75 If they went without their meal they
would be ( wombly ' all the morning.
2. Causing nausea.
1899 ' Zack ' On Trail xxiiL 220 He lies that heavy on the

gorge o' me I'd a deal liefer spue the wambly gawkin out
and be done wi* un.

3. Shaky, tottering, unsteady.
1857 E. Wauch Lane. Life 106 Eh I he used to be as

Umber as a treawt when he're young ; but neaw he's as
wambley an' slamp as a barrow full o' warp sizin'. 1893
Stevenson CatrionaxX, I was still so wambly on my legs
that I cowped upon the top of him.

Hence Wa'mbliness.
1900 E. Phillpotts Sous of Morning 1. ix. 90 It do bring

him a wambliness of the innards to do or say ought as may
draw the public eye upon un.

Wamorace, -braiss, -bras : sec Vambrace.
1416 in Meyrick Ant. Armour (1824) II. 109, i par de

warnbras.
Wambtoue, -tow(e, obs. ff. Wame-tow.
Wambus, variant of Wambais.
Wamclowte, variant of Wombclout Obs,

"Wanie (w^<m). Sc. and north. Forms: 5-6
waymo, 6 weyme, 6-7 weame, 6 wayrab,
wamb(o, 7 weamb, 7-8 wem, wemb, 8 weme,
weem, wyme, 9 waim, 7- weam, 4- warae,
For mod. dial, forms see Eng. Dial. Diet. [Nor-
thern form of Womb.]
la The belly, abdomen : = Womb in obsolete

senses. Cf. Belly sb. 1-3.

C1425 Wyntoun Cron. in. 45 pan Ayot titoutsmertly His
suerfte.. And put it in his waymesa fast Qwhil hiltandplumat
bath in past. 14. . Norn, in Wr..Wulcker 677/14 llic venter,

Hie alvuus, a wame. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 92 The
fowll monstir Glutteny, Offwame vnsasiable and gredy. 1513
Douglas AKneis vui. Prol. 138 Sum wald haue welth at thair

will, and sum thare wame fow. Ibid. xi. xv. 105 His taill,

that on hys ryg befor tymes lay, Vnder hys waymb [he]

lattis fall abasitly. 15.. Sir Andrew Barton W\. in Child
Ballads IV. 505/2 Then Horsley with a broode-headed
arrowe, Stroke then Girdon throughe the weame. 1533
Bellenden Livy 11. xiv. (S.T.S.) I. 184 pare hail sollict-

tude.. was direkkit to na vthir fyne, hot alanerlie for the
plesere of be wame. 1566 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1875) III. 226
The saidis flescheouris ptillis the haill [sheep] skyn fra the
Iials doun to the taill throw al the warnbe thairof. 1785
Burns Scotch Drink v, Food fills the wame, an' keeps us
livin. 1817 Scott Rob Roy xxxi, It would be a daft-like

thing to see me wi' my fat wame in a short Hieland coat.

1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 63 At Diston's
feet he lichtet fair, Wayme uppermost, and wamblit there.

a 1894 Stevenson* St. Ives xxxvi. (1898) 310 He's in bed this

hour past with a spoonful of peppermint in his little wame.
phrase. 1824 Scott Redgauntlct let. xi, But when he tauld

his story, he got but the worst word in his wame— thief,

beggar, and dyvour, were the saftest terms.

b. The womb, uterus; * Belly sb. 7. + Great
wame pred. phr. = great (with child).

c 142s Wyntoun Cron. v. 1S78 Gret wayme wi)>e barne be
lady was. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S. T. S.) 40 [HeJ
was in his moderis wame quhen his fader deid. 1508 Dunbar
Tua mar/it wemen 131 Quhen that caribald carll wald clym
on my wambe. 1787 W. Taylor Sc. Poems 35 (E. D. D.)
Man naked comes frae Minnie's wyme.
C (See quot.)

1847 Stoddart Angler's Com/. 161 Salmon-roe as a bait

for angling with, .is either cured entire, that is, as it is

taken from the fish in the form of what is provincially
termed the waim; or. .reduced to a paste.

T 2. Iii the 17th c. the dial, word seems to have
been adopted (in the forms wem, wemb, weamb) in

southern use as a jocular substitute for belly '.

1611 L. Barry Ram Alley v. i. H 3 b, I will home,, .and
drinke some Aquauita To sweeten breath, and keepe my
weame from wambling. 1651 H. More Lnthits, Tri. (1656)
L 2, Agrippa's Cur sure kennels in thy weamb, Thou yelpest
so and barkest in a dream. 1691 Long Vacation 6 If not
their Purse, their Wems they fill. 1700 T. Brown tr.

P'resny's Amusem., Lond. 37 Stuffing their Wembs at

Churchings. 1710 Addison Whig Examiner No. 4 F 12
He clapped his hand to his sword, and told him, were he
a man.. he would have run him through the wemb. 1719
Ozeli, tr. Misson's Trav. Eng. 105 For two and thirty Days
they satisfy 'd the Decree of the Oracle, without being oblig'd

to expose any human Creature to the Monster's Wem. 1720
Swift Descr. Irish Feast Misc. 1735 V. 17 A Blow on the
Weam. 1764 T. Brydges Homer Travest. (1797) II. 417
And in his weem he felt a motion As if he'd ta'en a purging
potion.

3. trans/. The cavity, or the protuberant part of

a thing : = Belly sb. 11, 12.

a 1765 Northumberland betrayed by Douglas xxi. in Child
Ballads III. 412/2 Shee let him see thorrow the weme of
her ring. 1,816 Scott Antiq. vii, And here or yonder—at

the back o' a dyke, in a wreath o' sn.iw, or in the wame o' a
wave, what signifies how the auld gaberlunzie dies ?

f 4. The belly-piece of a fur-skin. Obs. rare. Cf.

Womb.
1374 Exch. Rolls Scot. II. 466 In empcione de xlij wamys

de menyvaire.

5. Comb. : wame-ill f {a) an epidemic disease

affecting the stomach
;
{b) => Stomach-ache.

C1500 Auchinleck Chron. (1819) 4 \>e wame 111 was so
violent, Jjt thar deit ma b* 3ere pan euir thar deit ouder
euir that deit ouder in pastilens. a 1585 Montgomehie
Flyting 318 The weam-eill, the wild-fire, the vomit and the
vees._ 1829 Brockktt N. C. Gloss., Wame-ill^an ache or

pain in the intestines.

Warned (w?md), a. Sc. [f. Wame + -ed 2 : see

Wombeo.] Having a belly (of a specified kind)

;

ra comb's, great-warned, yellow-warned.
c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. v. lxxxvi. 1906 Gret wamyt wib

child pis lady wes. 1513 Douglas AVneis 11. iv. 68 The
fatale monstour. .Greit wamit, and stuffit full of armyt
men. 1838 Wilson's 'Pales of Borders IV. 176 He can.,
lurk in the green moss like the yellow-warned ask.

Wameful (w^-mful). Sc. [f. Wame + -ful. Cf.

wombful (Trevisa).] = Bellt-ful.
[1513: see Wame i.] 1722 Ramsay Three Bonnets iv. 39

To drink his wamefu' o the sea. 1786 Burns Ded, G.
Hamilton 12 This may do..wi* them wha Maun please the
Great-folk for a wamefou. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's x, A
wame-fu' is a wame-fu', ..whether it be of the barleymeal
or the bran. 1854 Latto Tarn. Bodkin xviii. 176 He.. had
gotten his wamefu' o' guid whey-whullions.

"Wamel(l, Wament : see Wamble, Watment.
Wame-tow. north. Forms : 4 wambtoue,

5 -tow, 4 wamb(e)towe, waimto, wamtow,
wametoue, 6 wayme-, 5- wametow. [f. Wame
+ Tow sb.

,£
] A girth or belly-band for a horse.

c 1310 Durham Ace. Rolls {Surtees) 511 Empt.. .8 Wamb-
toues et Rigtoues. 1337-38 Ibid. 34 In emendacione.,
Wambtowes, vidz. 2 webbs pro cingulis. 1411 Priory of
Finchale (Surtees) p. clvii, ij wametowes. 1663 De/os. Cast.
York (Surtees) 100 Another.. did theareupon cutt the wame-
tow and tooke off the pack cloaths. 1846 Bkockett N. C.
Gloss, (ed. 3), Wame-towe. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, Wame-
tow, a belly-band or girth.

attrib. 1395 Cartul. Abb. de Whiieby (Surtees) 614 Pro
iiij pese de Waimto webs, xx.d. Item pro ij dosan wamtow
sch.ifts, ij.s. 1536-37 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 697 Pro
..1 dd. wametowsbaftes ad 2d., 2s.

Wamfle, v. Sc. [? Phonetically symbolic:
cf. Wampish v. and Wamble v. 3 b.] intr. To go
about with flapping garments. Of garments, etc.,

to flap, flutter (in the wind).

i8o8Jamieson,Toto<zw/7£, to move like atatterdemallion;
conveying the idea of one moving about, so as to make his

rags flap. Fife. 1825-82 Ibid., It is also said of a vessel at
sea ;

' Her sails were wamflin i' the wind '. Fife. 1864 Latto
Tarn. Bodkin ix. 87 Had she gotten a glisk o' my solitary
swallow-tail, wamflin" in the wind, 1890 Service Notan-
dums iv. 20 The labies o* his sark were wamflin' in the win'.

Wamfler (wo-mlbi). Sc. ? Obs. Also 6 wan-
fier. -ar. [? f. prec. + -ER 1

.] ?A beau, gallant.

15.. K.. Semple in Bannatyne MS. (Hunterian Club) 352
Catitois [= Cotytto's] clerkis quhois college ye frequentit,
Quhen ye wor wanfleris of hir wantoun band. 1580 Hay
Dcmandes in Cath. Tract. (S-T.S.) 62 Quhether it becomes
ecclesiasticall men. .to have ane certain apparell quhairbe
thai may be knawin be the laical people, or to be cled as
wanflars. 1583 Philolus xvi. (Bannatyne Club), With him
mair treatment on ane day, And get mair making off je
may, Nor with ane Warafler, suith to say, Quhen twentie
geiris ar spent. 1836 J. Struthf.rs Dychmont iv. 412 We
joy to see Thee from such wicked wamflers free.

Wamle, var. Wamble.
Wam-lock. dial. Also 5 wamloke, 6 wem-

locke, 9 wamloke, wemlock. [f. Wame -f Lock
sbX\ A twisted or tangled lock of wool from under
the belly of a sheep.
1483 Cath. Angl. 407/2 Wamloke, succida. 1580 Hol-

lvbano Treat. Fr. Tong, Vne tauffe de cheveux retors les

vns entre les autres, a wem-locke or locke of haire. 1847
Haluwell, Wamlokes, unwashed wool. 1876 WhitbyGloss.,
Wemlocks, the loose locks of wool under the sheep's belly.

Wammel, obs. form of Wamble.
Wammera, var. Woomera.
Wammil, -rale, obs. forms of Wamble.
Wammus, var. Wamus.
Wampam, Wampe, obs. ff. Wampum, Vamp.
Wampee (wompr). Also whampee. [a.

Chinese hwang-pl {liwang yellow, pi skin).]

1. The fruit of an Asiatic tree Clausena Wampi,
also the tree itself.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 124 The Wampee, a fruit

highly esteemed in China and the Indian archipelago, is

the produce of Cookia punctata. 1887 Standard 16 Sept.

5/3 To how many is the wampee familiar?

2. In the southern U.S. — Pickerel-weed 2.

[? A different word.]
189 1 Century Diet. s.v. Pontederia.

Wampish, v. Sc [Cf. Wamfle v.~\ a. intr.

To wave to and fro. b. trans. To wave or toss

(one's aims) about. C. intr. To make waving
movements (with the arms).
a. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlix, Put by the siller, and

dinna keep the notes wampishing in your hand that gate.

b. 1816 ScOTT Antiq. xxxix, It's fearsome baith to see

and hear her when she wampishes about her arms, and gets

to her English, and speaks as if she were a prent book.

C. 1895 MacEwen Life Cairns 214 'Oor John ', said his

anxious mother, ( wull aye be wampishin' wi" his airms.'

t Wa'Diplate. Sc Obs. [f. Wame + Plate
sb.'] ? An ornamental plate on harness to be put

below the belly of a horse.

1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 129 Item, for pur-

phaling for wamplates, taggis for harnes, j Iiirge spounge,

ij hand is to renjeis [etc!

Wampum (wo*mp#m). Also 7 wompam,
7-S wampam, wampom, 8 wompom. [See

Wampumpeag. Cf. F. wampoum (Littre Suppl.).]

1. Cylindrical beads made from the ends of shells

rubbed down, polished, and threaded on strings,

which were often combined to form bracelets,

belts, collars, etc. See Peag, Roanoke, Seawan.
a. Serving as currency for the N. Amer. Indians

both among themselves and in dealings with

Kuropeans ; also, in early colonial times, between

Europeans for the payment of small amounts. See

quot. 1643, and further quots. under Wampumpeag.
1636 Winthsop New-Eng. (1825) I. 193 The trade of

beaver and wampom was to be farmed, and all others re-

strained from trading. 1643 R - Williams Key Lang. Amer.
xxiv. 144 Their owne [money] is of two sorts: one white,

which they make of the stem or stocke of the Periwinkle,..

and of this sort six of their small Beads, .are currant with

the English for a peny. The second is black, inclining to

blew, which is made of the shell of a fish, which some
English call Hens, Poquauhock, and of this sort three make
an English peny. Ibid. 147 Their white [money] they call

Wompam (which siguifies white), their black suckauhock
{sucki signifying biacke). 1648 T. Shepard ClearSun-shine

ofGosp. 2 They.. would.. take away, .your Wampam from

you. 1753 S. Hopkins Hist. Mem. Housatunnuk Indians

(19") 18 note, A Wompum is a small cylinder of about

one-third of an inch long... A number of these, strung upon
small threads and knit together in the form of a belt, are

called a Belt of Wompum. 1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 234

It is incumbent on the survivor to replace him, by pre-

senting to his family either a scalp, a prisoner, or a belt

consisting of some thousands of wampum. 1841-4 Emeb-
sox Ess,, Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 161 Life, which can dwarf any
and every circumstance, and to which the belt of wampum,
and the commerce of America, are alike. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. H.S. II. xxvii. 183 The farmers and seamen of Mas-
sachusetts nourished its college with coin and strings of

wampum, and in every village built the free school.

b. Worn as ornamental garments or jewellery.

1716 B. Church Philip's War (1829) 141 He pulled out

Philip's belt, curiously wrought with wompom, being nine

inches broad, wrought with black and white wompom, in

various figures, and flowers and pictures of many birds and
beasts. 1771 Smollett Humphry Cl. 13 July (1815) 234 Her
arms and legs were adorned with bracelets of wampum. 1778

J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. xi. 3O2 These belts are made of



WAMPUMPEAG-.
shells found on the coasts of New England and Virginia,

which are sawed out into beads of an oblong form... Being

strung on leather strings, and several of them sewed neatly

together, ..with tine sinewy threads, they then compose the

same, what is termed a Belt of Wampum. 1855 Longf.
//raw. ix. 188 The shafts of Hiawatha Harmless hit the

shirt of wampum.
0. Serving (as a substitute for writing) a mne-

monic or symbolic purpose according to the

arrangement of the beads, and so used in inter-

tribal messages, treaty-records, etc, among the

N. Amer. Indians.

1751 C. Gist Jnth. C1893) 43 The Speaker with four

Strings ofWampum in his Hand stood up. 1761 Brit. Mag.
II. 480 This declaration they confirmed with belts of warn-

Eum. 177a Johnson IV. Amer. Indians in Phil. Trans.
-XIII. 145 This chief of a whole nation has the custody of

the belts of wampum, &c. which are as records of public

transactions. 1823 [G. Proctor] Lucuhr. H. Ravelin 354
Tecumthe*.. holding in his hands a belt of wampum, or

beads, which by their colours and arrangement, form the

Indian record for past events. 1865 Lubbock I'reh. Times
227 The art of picture-writing..was supplemented among
the North American Indians by the ' wampum '.

f2. Conch. Used as the name of a particular

kind of shell. Obs.

1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 157 Wampum, Venus
inercenaria.

3. transf, (jocular), a. (After T a) Money, b.

(after 1 b) Wampum and'warpaint , evening dress.

a. 1897 £?«*/«£• XXX. 367/2, 1 laid some of their own miser-

able, smelly, garlicky, paper-wampum upon their official.,

desk, saying, as I did this :
' You can keep the change \

b. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xv, He arrayed
himself in the wampum and warpaint proper for^ such en-

gagements as manufactured by Mr. Poole, of Saville Row.

4. Short for wampum-snake (see 5). Striped

wampum, the N. American snake Abastor erythro-

grammus (Cent. Diet.).

5. attrib. and Comb., as wampum-beads, belt, collar,

record; also wampum-snake, a name applied

to certain colubrids of the southern U.S. ; f (a) a

blue-and-white snake {obs.)
;

{b) the red-bellied

snake, Faraneia abacura (Cent. Diet.) ; wam-
pum-wise adv., (threaded) after the manner of

wampum.
1766 C. Beatty Tour (1768) 88 A string of *wampum

beads. 1910 A. J. Chamberlain in Encycl. Brit.^ XIV.
470/1 European-made wampum-beads affected native art

in the 17th century. 1761 Foote Liar I. Wks. 1799 I. 286
He shall present you with the *wampum belt, and a scalp-

ing knife. 1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. I. v, Sheepskin cloaks

and wampum belts. 1865 Parkman Champlatn (1875) 178

Copper bracelets and "wampum collars, lynx-skins. 1895
Hoffman Begin. Writing 24*Wampum records are purely
mnemonic. 1736 Mortimer Nat. Hist. Carolina in Phil.

Trans. XXXIX. 258 The *Wampam Snake ; so called from
the Resemblance it hath in its Colours to the Wampam, or
Indian Money, made of Pieces of Shells blue and white,

strung together. 180a Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 463 Wampum
Snake. Coluber Fasciatus. 1790 Proc. African Assoc. 36
The beads are worked *wampum-wise.

Wampumpeag (wo-mp#mpf:g). Now rare.

Forms : a, 7 wampampeag, -peage, -peague,
-peak(e, wampam pieg, wampanpeage, -peak,
wampompeag(e, -poke, wampumpeage, -peak,
wauompeg, wompampeag, wompompeag, 7-8
wampompeak, 8 wampomeag, wampompag,
wampumpeg, 9 wampumpeag. £. 7 wampom-
peal. [Adopted(in i6-i7th c.) from the northerly

dials, of the Algonkin language. At the time of the

earliest colonization these were spoken in the East
of the continent from Nova Scotia to Virginia.

The ultimate forms indicated are *wampampiak,
*wampampial, signifying * string of (white) beads'.

Cf. Rasles, Abnaki Diet, (1691), wambambi, pi.

•ak, ' grain blan de porcelaine \ wambambiar
* chapelet ' ; Delaware (Zeisberger) wapapi white
wampum {woapaschapiall white beads).
The word is in form a compound of two elements meaning

respectively ' white ' and (probably) ' bead ' with the ordinary
Algonkin plural endings -aki-ag), or -a/ {-or) added. For
the first element cf. Natick womjbi, Delaware w<ipi

t
Abnaki

ivambi-, etc white. An ending -atnpi occurs in Rasles'
Abnaki Diet, in a large number of words descriptive of
strings, etc. See Rasles s.v, chatne, collier, corde, tresse.

The variations between -&, -g, and between ivomp-, wamp-,
are probably due to native dialectal differences, out the re-

maining variations are due to fluctuating orthography and
pronunciation after the word had been adopted into English.
The division into Wampum and Peag appears to be a false

analysis due to Europeans.
The specific words for ' black bead-money ' were never

adopted into English, and perh. the tendency to generalize
the name of the commoner white variety was already present
in the native languages.)

= Wampum.
1631 Winthrop New-Eng. (1825) I. 61 Mr. Shurd..sent

home James Sagamore's wife, who.. writ that the Indiands
demanded [blank] fathom of wampampeaguc.for her ran-
som. 1635 Relat. Maryland v. 36 The Indian money of
those parts. .is of two sorts, Wompompeag and Roanoke..
Wompompeag is of the greater sort, and Roanoake of the
lesser, and the Wompompeag is three times the value of
Roanoake; and these serue as Gold and Siluer doe heere.
1643 in Gen. Laws Massachusetts (1672) 154 Wampampeag
shall pass currant in the payment of Debts, to the payment
of forty shillings, the white at eight a penny, the black at
four, so as they be entire without breaches or deforming
spots. 1683 Poyntz Prcs. Prosp. Tobago 22 The Cunck is
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a Shell Fish . . ; whose Shell has the tincture of Pearl colour,

flame colour, and white, some part thereof being taken out,

the Indians make of it their Wampam Pieg; which Shell is

a staple Commodity. 1695 Locke Further Consid. Value
Monejkij Among the Indians, when it [sc. CornJ will sell

for more yards of Wampompeal, which is their Money. 1705
T. M. Bacon's Rebellion (1835) 14 The Queen of Pamunky
..having round her head a plat of black and white wampum
peage three inches broad in imitation of a crown. 1760

V. Hutchinson Hist. Col. Mass. Bay v. (ed. 2) 472 Good
store of wampompag to purchase some peculiar favors or

privileges. 1875 Jeyons Money iv. 24 The wampumpeag of

the North American Indians is a casein point, as it certainly

served as jewellery.

Wamtow, "Wamtye, obs. ff. Wamk-tow,
Wantt.
Wamus (wse'mzrs). U.S. Alsowaumus, wara-

mus. [a. Y)Vi.iuammcs

,

contracted f.wambuis,a. OF.
wambois, -ez's : see Wambais, Gambeson. Cf. G.
wa?ns, zuavims, woollen jacket (MHG, wambes,-eis,

jacket worn under the armour).] In southern and
western U.S., a warm knitted jacket resembling a
cardigan.
1805 in Thornton Amer. Gloss. 934, I got up, and found

that my waumus was bloody. 1854 H. H. Riley Puddleford
14 (Thornton) He was attired with a red flannel 'wamus '.

1887 Philadelphia Telegraph 6 July 6/6 His attire was
characterized by a long linsey ' wamus \ 1888 E. Eggle-
ston Graysons xxviii. 309 This [wagon-spoke] he put into
the baggy part of his ' wamus ', or hunting-jacket.

Wamylle, obs. form of Wamble.
tWan,^. 1 Sc. Obs. 6 pi. wannis, wannys.

[Perh. a subst. use of Wan a. 1 But cf. Wen.] A
dark or livid mark produced by a blow ; a bruise.

*533 P'Ellenden Livy (S.T.S.) I. 167 He.. had done grete
vassalege baith for be honoure & defence of be ciete, as
weil apperit be sindri wannys & markis in his face and vther
partis of his body. 1560 Rolland Seven Sages 59 The
knicht ..fand his sone withouttin wan or wound. 1567 Gude
<y Godlie Ballaiis (S.T.S.) 32 He it is, quhilk gcuis wan and
wound, And suddanlie he will mak haill and sound.

t "Wan, sb.% Obs. Also 7 wanne, 8-9 erron.

wand. [? a. Du. wanne (now wan) : see Van sb.*]

1. A winnowing fan : =» Van s&J- I.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xi. 163 What dost thou with that
wanne [Gr. dtfijptjAoivoi', winnowing fan], vpon thy necke?
2. The sail of a windmill: = Van sbj- 5.
Commonly spelt wand, the word being wrongly supposed

to be a corruption of Wand sb.

1766 Ann. Reg. 77 The sails or wands of the mill, .struck
her so violently on the head, as to fracture her skull. 1825
Brockett IV. C. Gloss., W<?«,acorruptionofwand. 'Ayard-
wan.'—'A mill-wan? 1846 M. A. Richardson Borderers
Table-bk. V. 97 The wands of the . . wind mill . . were forced

round with such velocity, that by the friction of the machin-
ery, the mill was set on fire. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Wands
pi., long flexible rods. The sail frames of a windmill.

Wan (wgn), a. Forms : 1 wan(n, won(n, 3-

wan, 3-4 won, 4-5 wane, worm, 4-G wann(e,
5 wonne. [OE. wann {wpnn), dark, gloomy,
black. Not found in any of the other Teut. lan-

guages. Its original sense appears to have been

dark in hue *, with especially frequent applica-

tion to things of gloomy unpleasant associations.

Relationships to Win v. (OTeut. *winnan to strive, toil,

suffer, etc.), or to Wound sb., or Wen, present difficulties of
sense-development or form. Relationship to Wane etc, is

possible (cf. Celtic *wauuo-, Olr. fann, Welsh givan faint,

weak, feeble), but association of the two words in later

(ME. and ModE.) periods is more probable than ultimate
connexion.
In addition to this association the application to heavenly

bodies, when obscured, or when compared to others more
bright, possibly aided the general application to pale things.

The application to the human face etc, when of unwhole-
some or unusual colour (through various emotions, disease,

or death), also provided a possible occasion of sense-change.
The senses 'livid,' 'sallow', and 'pale, sickly

1 are often
indistinguishable.]

1 1. Lacking light, or lustre ; dark-hued, dusky,
gloomy, dark. Obs. Chiefly poet.

Beowulf 702 Com on wanre niht scri^an sceadugenga.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xi. 61 Hwaet, ba wonnan niht monaon-
lihteS. c 1130 HaliMeid. 43 Ant tah is betere a briht iacinct

ben a charbucle won. a 1300 Signs bef. yjidgm. 43 in E.E.P.
(1862) 8 As fair and bri^te as bou seest ham bi worb be-com
as blak as cole and be of hiwe durke and wan for man-is sin

bat hi sul bole, c 1400 Destr. Troy 303 So dang he pat dog
with dynt of his wappon, pat be warlag was wete of his wan
alter. Ibid. 6000 Mony chivalrous Achilles choppit to dethe

:

All his wedis were wete of baire wan blode. c 1470 Henry
Wallace vn. 488 In the furd weilL, that was bath wan and
depe, Feyll off thaim fell, c 1480 Hknryson Cock <y Fox 62
In froist, in snaw, in wedder wan and weit. a 15*9 Skelton
P. Sparoive 910 With vysage wan As swarte as tan. 1591
Savile 'Tacitus, Agricola 244 The Ocean bringeth forth
pearle also, not orient, but duskish and wanne.

b. esp. in conventional application in poetry to

the sea (waves, etc) or other waters.
The original significance was perh. that of ' dark-hued ', but

the sense often approacnes, or is blended with, the next.
In more recent poetry the word is probably (exc. by con-

scious archaism) to be understood rather as ' grey, pale ', but
the gloomy connotation remains.
Bemvulf 1374 ponon yS^eblond upastixe3 won to wolcnum.

r 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1598 Mynis the drenchyng in the
see so wan. ? 171400 Morte Arth. 492 Wery to the wane
see they went alle att ones, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4633 The
storme-.walt vp the wilde se vppon wan hilles. c 1470
Henry Wallace vn. 814 Her is na gait to fle yone peple can,
Bot rochis heich, andwattir depe and wan. 1501 Douglas
Pal. Hon. 11. Hii, Ouir waters wan, throw worthie woddis
grene. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. \. 9 Quhair that tyme

WAN.
almost tha had all bene lost, Throw wan tydis so stark ran
by the land, a 1780 Johnie Cock xvii. in Child Ballads 1 1 1.

4/1 She'd ha wet her foot tth wan water, And sprinkled it

oer my brae. 1865 Swinburne Chastclard 1. ii. 33 Do you
yet mind at landing how the quay Looked like a blind wet
face in waste of wind And washing of wan waves? 1865
Kingsi.ey Hcrcw. xviii, Looking outside across the wan
water for the sails which never came.

t c. Applied to lead, or things compared to it

(in colour). Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. xix. xx. (1495) 876 Lced is

whyte by kynde though it be wan wythout. 1477 Nokton
Ord. Alch. v. in Ashmole (1652) 56 Colour wan as Lead.
1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 2 His lyppes be as wanne
as lede. 1653 R. Sandf;rs Physiogn. 183 A wan leadish
colour.

f 2. transf. ox Jig. Sad, dismal; also awful,

fearful, deadly, cruel, wicked, etc. (Cf. uses of

dark, gloomy.) Obs. poet.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3602 There is no worship in weping, ne

in wan teres ! c 1440 York Myst. vii. 38 Me for to were fro

warkes wanne. 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot. II. 407_Gratius
God that hes all thing in erd, At his weilding to weill or 3it

wan werd.

+ 3. Of an unhealthy, unwholesome colour;

livid, leaden-hued. Applied esp. to wounds, to

the human face discoloured by disease, and to

corpses. Obs.
c]oo Epinal Gloss. 576 Livida toxica : tha uuannan aetri-

nan. ; 1375 Cursor M. 24470 (Fairf.) pi bodi is wanne as bou
ware dede. 1388 Wyclif i Pet. ii. 24 And he hytn silf bar
oure synnes in his bodi on a tre, that we be deed to synnes,

and lyue to ri^twisnesse, bi whos wan wounde je ben heelid.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxxviii. (1495) 625
l'owder of comyn wel medlyd wyth wexe dooth away wanne
colour that comyth of smytynge. Ibid. xix. xxi. 876 Wanne
colour betokenyth angwysshe and passion of the herte whyche
drawyth inwarde the hete of blood. 1483 Cath. Angl. 408/1
Wann. ., ccnelns, ceruleus, pallidus, liuidus. 15. . Di'nbar
Poems lxxxvi. 35 Thy sone Jhesu, with his woundis wan,
Quhilk dein^eit him for our trespass to de. 1526 Pi/gr. /'erf.

(W. de W. 1531) 257 And those moost beautyfull & fayre

chekes, all bloo & wanne, with buffettes & beatynges. c 1560

A. Scott Poems xxxiii. 16 Evill lyfe, and langour but releif

Offwoundis wan. 1570 Levins Manip, 20/21 Wan,, .liuidus.

1615 Sylvester tr. H. Smith's Micro-cosm. 71 The Nobler
states with Enuy wan, Without end are torne and tost. 1655
Culpepper etc. Riverius ix. ix. 273 If. .the wan and deadly
color of the Face . . be restored, there is hope of Health.

4. Pallid, faded, sickly ; unusually or un-

healthily pale. Most frequently applied to the

human face (or to things with conscious metaphor
from this application).
a 1300 Cursor M. 4547 For lene he was, and wan be face.

Ibid, 24471 pi face es wan as ros vnrede. #1310 in Wright
Lyric P. vi. 28 Nihtes when y wende ant wake, for-thi myn
wonges waxeth won. 1393 Langl. /'. PL C. vn. 419 Thenne
awakyde he wel wan and wolde haue ydronke. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 8034 All wan was the weghe for his wete teres, c 1450
in Retrosp. Rev. (1853) Nov. 104 On agreene hylle he sawe
a tree, . . Pale hy t was and wanne of blee. 1530 Palsgr. 328/2
Wanne of coloure, palle, yndeux, blesme. iS^TJdall
Erasm. Afoph. 120 One .. opposed Diogenes with this

question, for what cause golde looked to the yie some-
what pale and wanne of coloure? 1561 T. Hoby tr.

Castigliones Courtycr in, (1577) Oj, In like manner where
shee is somewhat fatter or leaner than reasonable sise, or
wanner, or browner, to helpe it with garmentes. 158a Stany-
hurst AEneis 111. (Arb.) 77 Theire face wan withred in hun-
ger. 1599 Marston Antonio's Rev. Prol. 3 The wan bleak
cheek of the numd earth. i628Gaule/V(IC/. Th. (1629) 360
His Body was now cold, and wanne, stiffe, and still. 1697
Dryden AYneis 111. 773 So thin, so ghastly meagre, and so
wan, So bare of flesh, he scarce resembled Man. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 11. xiii. 275 The wan and meager countenances of the

crew. 1800 Coleridge Christabel 11. 621 Why is thy cheek
so wan and wild, Sir Leoline ? 1803 Scott Cadyoiv Castle
xxiii, There, wan from her maternal throes, His Margaret,
beautiful and mild, Sate in her bower, a pallid rose. 1829
Lytton Devereux 11. v, The hangings were wan and colour-

less. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xlvii, The crowd of wan, emaci-
ated faces. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 120 Dawn broke at

last, wan and blear in the south. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 329 The thickening of the blood in cholera is sufficient

to account for the fall of arterial pressure, the diminished size

of the pulse,, .and the wan appearance of the patient.

fig. 174a Gray Eton 68 Envy wan, and faded care. 1747
Collins Passions 25 With woful Measures wan Despair Low
sullen Sounds his Grief beguilM. 1883 U. W. Dixon Mano
I. viii. 23 Why failed his thoughts to pierce the wan regret

Of love within that look ?

b. esp. in phr. paie and wan (wan and pale).

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 551 He for wo was pale and
wan. 1447 Bokenam Seyntys, St. Faith 375 Bryht of hie

He was & of colour nebir pale ne wan. 1513 Douglas AEneis
ix. xiii. 4 Thar feris fleand pail and wan haue thai sene, And
thar cheif ennemy closyt in tbar wallis. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A.
II. iii. 90 Why doth your Highnes looke so pale and wan?
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xi. 22 As pale and wan as ashes was
his looke. 1601 Holland Pliny xxviii. ix. II. 321 Drusus
sometimes a Tribune of the Commons in Rome, dranke (as it

is reported) Goats bloud, to make himselfe look pale and wan
in the face. 1679 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 333 He was
grown pale, wan, lean and long-visaged. 1736 Ainsworth
Eng.-Lat. Diet, Blank fpale and wan), pollens, fallidus.

181a J. Wilson Isle ofPalms i. 675 Yea, many a visage wan
and pale, Will hang at midnight o'er my tale. 1867 Miss
Braddon Rupert Godwin i, Clara Westford's noble face is

pale and wan this sunny morning.

c. A wan smile, a faint or forced smile (as of

one sick or unhappy).
1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 217 With a wan smile as

she sees her friend's grieved face. 1896 Conan Doyle &r-
ploits Gerard v. (1903) 190 ' But,' he added, with a wan smile,

'my Lenten fare is always somewhat meagre '.

d. Applied to the (light of) heavenly bodies,



waut.

etc. : Faint, sickly, partially obscured. Also, of

white objects, etc. : Dull, lustreless.

1601 Holland Pliny 11. xxx. 1. 17 In the warres of Antonie,

the Sunne continued almost a yeere long with a pale and wan

colour. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple hi. Xl. i, The Moon grows

wanne, and starres die all away, Whom Lucifer locks up In

wonted folds. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 412 The blasted Starrs

lookt wan. 1771 Beattie Minstr. I. xxv, Ve mildews wan.

1708 Wordsw. Night-piece 3 The sky is overcast. .
Heavy and

wan, all whitened by the Moon 1861 J. Thomson Ladies of

Death xxii, Moonless nights when stars are few and wan.

1873 \V. Black Pr. Thule xxv, There were wan glimmer-

ings of sunshine across the sea. 1889 Bridges Sonn. lvn,

In autumn moonlight, when the white air wan Is fragrant

in the wake of summer,

t e. Of colour : ? Pale, light. Obs.

1567 Maplet Cr. Forest 3 b, Whose interchanged greer.e

col nur resembleth almost the wan and yelow colour of Golde.

6. absol. (quasi-fi.) Wan hue, wanness, poet.

1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg-., Lady G. Baillie iv, She

saw a faint glow tinge the sickly wan. 1847 Tennyson

Princess in. 9 Melissa, tinged with wan from lack of sleep.

6. Comb. : chiefly paiasynthetic, as wan-coloured,

-faced, visaged; also complementary and advb.,

with pples., as wan-looking, -silvering, -worn

;

rarely qualifying other adjs. descriptive of colour,

as wan-sallow, f -white.
_ _

1820 Wodarch Introd. Conclwl. 12 Which . . seldom exhibits

any other appearance than that of a livid or *wan-colored

surface. 1881 'Rita ' My Lady Coquette x, It is a sorrowful,

•wan-faced girl. 1013 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 281/1 Wan-faced

men and towsel-haired women. 1882 ' Ouida ' Maremma I.

58 Wasted and *wan-looking folks. 187a Tennyson Garcth

lr Lynette 443 A man of mien *Wan-sallow as the plant that

feels itself Root-bitten by white lichen. 1849 Lytton

K. Arthurs. i,*Wan-silvering throughthe hush, the cresset

shone O'er the arch seer. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 101 *Wan
wisaged widdefow, out of thy wit gane wyld. c 1330 Juriic.

Urines III. xix. 61 And sume Auctours saye that wan-

whyte colour in vryn..sheweth begynnyng of digestyon.

1609 W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath. 141 To haue her

painting wiped from her riueld browes and *wan.worn

cheeks.

"Wan (won), v. Inflected wanned, wanning.
Also 3 wonne. [OE. wannian, i. Wan a.]

fl. intr. To become dark, discoloured, or livid.

<riooo Vercelli MS. 23 b/7 ponne wannaS he &doxab;
o5re hwile he bi3 blaic & a:hiwe. c 1230 Hali Meid. 35

pine ehnen schulen doskin & under bon wonnen. a 1400-50

Wars Alex. 4142 pe son wadis, pe werd wannes at a wap

& pe wedire gloumes. Ibid. 4627 Quen it (gold] walows &
wannes all oure thestres, Jet ere we toghid to & fra be

turnyng of eldris.
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2. To grow pale. poet.

1582 Stanyhuest Aineis iv. (Arb.) 1 18 Al her visage waning

with murder aproching [L. pallida, morte futura]. 1599

Marston Ant. ft Mel. III. (1602) E 4, I haue a good head of

haire, a cheeke Not as yet wan'd. 1602 Siiaks. Ham. n.

ii. 580 (Q 1604) Is it not monstrous that this player heere..

Could force his soule so to his owne conceit That from her

working all the visage wand [ Folio warm'd). 1847 Tennyson

Princess IV. 142 Psyche flush 'd and wann'd and shook. 1855

Maud 1. 1. iii, And ever he muttcr'd and madden'd, and

ever wann'd with despair. 1866 Conington Aineid iv. p. 128

The queen, . . wanning o'er with death foreseen. 1901

Henley Hawthorn $ Lavender xlvi. 62 And by and by The
wide-winged sunset wanned and waned. 1906 F. Thompson

To English Martyrs 18 The troubled heavens do wan with

care.
.

_ .

Hence "Wanned///, a., Wa-nmng vol. so.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. 683 Whoom deth soo stern wyth

his wannyd hewe Hath now pursuyd. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ft

CI. II. i. 21 All the charmes of Loue, Salt Cleopatra soften

thy wand lip. [1818: see Waned///, a.] 1888 Longman's

Mag. Feb. 392 Many [actors] assert that the ' wanning ' of

the visage is a common . . accompaniment of imagined terror.

Wan: see One, Wand sb., When, Whenne,
Whom, Win v., Wone sb.

Wan- (won), a prefix expressing privation or

negation (approximately equivalent to Un- l or

Mis-), repr. OE. wan-, wpn-, corresponding to

OFris. wan-, won-, OS. wan- (only in wanskefti

misfortune = OE. wansceaft), MLG., MDu. wan-

(mod.Du. in many new formations, esp. in the

sense ' wrong ', ' mis- ', as in wanbesluur misgovem-

ment, wanluid discordant sound), OHG. wan-,

wana (only in wanw&fan unarmed, wanaheil un-

healthy, infirm, wanawizzt lacking wit, insane),

MHG. wan- (only in wanwitze inherited from

OHG.), mod.G. wahn- (in wahnwitz, wahnsinn

insanity, commonly apprehended as compounds of

wahn sb., delusion ; also in some dialect words,

chiefly adopted from LG.); ON., Sw., Da. van-

Cm many old formations, to which mod.Sw. and Da.

have added many more, chiefly adopted from LG.).

The prefix is in origin identical with Wane a.

In OE. the number of words formed with the prefix is con-

siderable, but none ofthem has survived into modern English,

and only one (nanspfd, ill-success) into ME. Of the many

new formations that arose in ME., only wantoyn, undisci-

plined, Wanton, still survives in use (with no consciousness

of its etymological meaning) ; nanhope and nantrust may

have been suggested by the equivalent MDu. forms. It was

in the north that the prefix was most prolific, and improbably

continued to be productive far into the modern period. J. he

following words, peculiar to the Scottish and northern dia-

lects, are recorded in the Eng. Dial. Diet., mostly with ex-

amples (or references to glossaries etc.) from the 18th c, but

few if any of them are now in current use -.—wancanny adj.,

Wanchancy a., wancheer grief, sadness, wancouth adj. ^un-

couth, wandeidy adj., mischievous, Wanoought a. and sb.

nanearthly adj., Wanease, Wanfortune, wanfortunate

adj. Wanhap, Wanliesum, nanlit adj., nanluch, wanowii t

adj. - unowned, wanreck ' mischance, ruin ,
Wanrest,

Wanth riven a., nanus/ misuse, waste, Wanweird, Wan.

worth adj. and sb.

Wana, obs. form of Iguana.

Wanaooe, obs. var. Gdanaco.

1796 Stedman Surinam II. xvi. 12 Another monkey, .which

is in Surinam called the wanacoe.

+ Wanal, a. Obs. rare-K In 7 wainal. [f.

Wane sb. + -al.] Of the moon : Waning.

1693 Evelyn De laQuint. Compl. Gard. I. 14 Blockheads,

who cannot speak three words of their own Trade, without

intermixing the Full and Wainal-Moon.

t Wanbeleve. Obs. [f. Wan- + beleve,

Belief.] Unbelief. Also Wanbeleveness. So

"Wanbeliever, an unbeliever ; Wanbelieving sb.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 515/1 Wanbeleue, or wanbeleuenesse

t,v.rr.wanbe\euynge,vranb<:\eve),per/idia,diflidencia. Ibid.,

Wanbeleuare, pcrfidus, perfida. a 1470 Dives $ Pauper

(W. de W. 1496) 1. xl. 80/2 Make hym soo afered that he

sholde lese his wytte & falle in wanbyleue.

tWanbode. Obs.-" [f. Wan- + OE. boda

agent-n. to blodan to Bid (recorded only in sense

' messenger ', etc. : see Bode sb*).] (See quot.)

C1440 Promp. Pan. 515/1 Wanbode Iv.r. wambode], he

bat byddyth lytylle for a thynge \v.rr. he that bedyt nowt

to be worthe, . . bat bydy t nowt to wurth or valv], mvalidus

licitator.

t Wanbody. Obs. rare-1
. [1. Wan- + 1 Body

sb. (But the rhyme suggests that the word may be

a scribal error for prec.in some obscure use).] ?A
' miscreant ', infidel.

1303 R. Brunne Handl.Syune6isq pesarazyns and ouber

wanbodyes, per-of [«. of gold and silver] bey make bat are

here goddes.

tWancbance. Sc. Obs. [f. Wan- + Chance

sb.] Ill-luck, misfortune.

1599 Alex. Hume Poems (S.T.S.) Hymn iv. 78 For after

death na mischiefe may befall, Bot wo, wan-chance, and

perrels all are past.

Wanchancy (wgn,tfse'nsi),a. ic.(now literary,.

Also -eie. [f. prec. + -y. Cf. Unchancy a.] Un-

lucky, dangerous ; also, eerie, uncanny.

1768 Ross Helcnore etc. Rock t, nee pickle Ton 60 A
mutchkin of linseed I'd in the yerd fling, For a the wan

chansie [1789 wanchansy] beginning o't. a 1774 Fercusson

Mutual Compl. 34 My travellers are fleyd to deld Wi

creels wanchancy, heap'd wi' bread, Frae whilk hing down

uncanny nicksticks, That [etc.]. 1786 Burns Puir Maihe

38 Wae worth that man wha first did shape That vile,

wanchancie thing—a raep ! 1814 Scott Wav.
,
lxiv. Some

wanchancyperson..firedashotathim. 1827— Tno Drovers

ii, [A dirk] is a wanchancy weapon in a Highlandman s hand.

1893 Stevenson Catriona xv, The tither [boat] lay whaur it

was and watched the wanchancy thing on the brae-side.

Wanclen : early ME. pi. of Wenchel.

t Wancraunt, a. Obs. rare~\ [Perh. to be

read waucraunt, a. AF. wakerant, walkerant :
see

Vagbant.] Given to wandering.

1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Seer. xlix. 212 Precious and dere as

an oliphaunt, lytill worth and dull as an asse, Prophitable as

a bee, wancraunt and dyssolute as a goote.

Wand (wond), sb. Forms: 3-5 wond, 4-5

wonde, wende, 5 won, 4 waande, 4-6 wande

4 vande, 6 vand), 8-9 dial, wan, 9 St. whand,
3- wand. [a. ON. (*vandu-r) vond-r (MSw.

vand-er, Sw. vand, Da. vaand, Norw. vond) =

Goth, wandu-s:—OTeut. *wandu-z (not found in

WGer.), prob. f. the root *wend- :
*wand- (to

turn, wind (see Wind v.), so that the etymological

connotation is that of suppleness or flexibility).] A
stick or rod. The word has little colloquial cur-

rency exc. in Sc and northern dialects, in which

it suggests the notion of suppleness ; as a literary

word it is usually apprehended (by southern

readers) as denoting something rigid. In the Bible

of 161 1 it occurs only once (Ecclus. xxxiii. 24)

;

the Revised Version (1894) substitutes stick.

1. A straight slender stick. Now Sc. and dial. In

Scottish use, chiefly a slender pliant stick cut from

a stem or branch of a shrub or young tree.

The early examples occur chiefly in biblical references,

where mod. usage follows the Bible of i6rr in substituting

rod; applied, e.g., to the ' rod' carried by Moses, to Aaron s

' rod ' that budded, etc „•—_«» r ,, -

c 1200 Ormin 16178 patt he swa swibe mikell folic Drat all ut

off be temmple, All att hiss wille wibb an wand, c 1250 Gen.

f, Ex. 2923 And worpen he Sor wondes dun, fro euenlc oor

crep a dragun. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xl 43 In bat ark

ware Moyscs tables,.. and Aaron wand, and be »erde of

Moyses. c 1460 Town/ley Myst. viii. 247 Moyses... My Wand
he bad, in thi present, I shuld lay downe, and the avyse how

it shuld turne to oone serpent. 1587 Harrison England I.

xviii. 109/2 in Holinshed, If it..be accompted good soile, on

which a man may laie a wand ouer night, and on the morrow

find it. .ouergrowen with grasse. 1S01 Holland Pliny xxxiv.

vi. II. 492 [He] made no more adoe, but with a wand or rod

that he had in his hand, drew a circle about the king, and

compelled him perforce to give him his answere before he

stirred his foot without that compasse. 1603 Keg. Mag. Slg.

Scot. 487/2 Reddendo unam virgam agrifolii (ane grene

holene wand) nomine albe firme. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle

(1871) 35 He that desires to breake a bunch of wandes, Must

not take all at once into his handes. 1624 Gataker Trail,

subst. 49 Moses holding a wand in his hand, did cast it from

him, and it became a serpent. 1670 Milton Hut. Brit, iv.

,57 Sigebert. .they.. carried by force out of the Monastery

WAND.
into the Camp : where acting the Monk rather then the Cap.

tain, with a single wand in his hand, he was slain with Egnc.

Jig. C1450 Holland Houlate 752 Thow seker trone of

Salamon, Thow worthy wand of Aaron.

b. As a type of slenderness or straightness.

1508 Dunbar Gold. Target Ane hundrethladyes.. With.,

mydlis small as wandis. 1591 Shaks. Tno Gent. II. ill. 23

Now sir, this staffe is my sister : for, looke you, she is as

white as a lilly, and as small as a wand. [1608: see wand-

like in 13.]

fc. A light walking-stick, cane. Obs.

1548 Udall etc Erasm. Par. Mark vi. 6-9 For he geuejh

them leaue to vse eche one a wande, and a payre of sandals.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 202 Bringing him into the

come field, and smyting off, with a wand that I helde in

my hande, the eares of wheate. 1607 Peek's Jests (c 1620) 4,

I thank you sir, quoth the barber, so on goes George with

him in his green Jerkin, a wand in bis hand very pretty.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 294 His spear, to equal which the

tallest Pine Hewn on Norwegian bills, to be the Mast OI

some great Ammiral, were but a wand, He walkt with.

1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W. xiii, From hence our conductor led

us through several dark walks.., talking to himself, and

flourishing a wand which he held in his hand.

d. A stick used as a pointer.

1589 [see Want sb.' 5 b). 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop

xxviii, Mrs. Jarley.. formally invested Nell with a willow

wand, long used by herself for pointing out the characters.

2. A young shoot, a slender stem of a shrub or

tree, a sapling ; a slender branch or twig. Obs. exc

pet. (rare) and dial, f Under the wand: in the

greenwood. ..... ,

a 1300 Cursor M.1418 pe pipins war don vnder his [Adam s]

tung, par ras o bam thre wandes yong. 13. .
Gaw. 4 Gr.

Knt. 1 161 At vche wende vnder wande wapped a flone.

c 1400 Melayne 1213 p« Messangere bare a wande Of ane

Olefe in his hande. c 1400 id Pol. Poems xv. 60 For al be

body beren bay {sc. man's legs], As a tre bat bereb wandes.

C1440 York Myst. xii. 78 Vpponne pat wande sail springe

a floure. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. IV. 537 A toppe of hit [the

fig] to sette other a wonde Is holdon best right in Aprilis

ende. 1457 Hardyng Chron. in Eng. Hist. Kev. (1912) Oct.

746 Men chastyse ofte grete courours by hakenayse, And

writhe the wande while it is yonge and grene. c\lXo

Henryson Town ,V C. Mouse iii, Scho tuik in mynde brr

sister vponland, And langit..To se quhat lyfe scho had
rtllU iaUgll«a«V « ^ui.«. •,.- — —

vnder the wand! 1559 in Peg. Mag. Sig. Scot, isbs 390/1

Rungis and wandis of hissill and sauch. 159a Greene

Disput. 26 They.. bent the tree while it was a wand. 1590

Spenser F\ Q. v. ix. 17 Into a bird it chaung d, and from

him past, Flying from tree to tree, from wand to wand. 1596

Edn. Ill, V. 143 A Hasle wand amidst a wood of Pynes.

1850 Allingham Poems, Music-Master 1. xxiv, The heart is

new As the green wand fresh budded on a fir. 1919 Btackn.

Mag. Nov. 645/1 The stem bends like a hazel wand.

t>. as a type of suppleness.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 2472 And with hym brou3t

His slepyjerde as plyaunt as a wonde. c 1480 Henryson

Age * Youth 13 His eyne wes hoi, his woce wes hace host-

and, walowit & wane, waik as ane wand. 1535 Stewart

Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 381 Leicht as ane leif, and waldin as

ane wand. , , .

3. A young shoot of willow cut to be used in

basket-making, wattled buildings, or the like.

Also collect. Now Sc. and dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1672 First bind it wele wit balk and

band, And wind it siben well wit wand, c 1450 St.Cuthbert

(Surtees) 6900 A lilil chapell of wandes bal made. 1457

Nottingham Pec. II. 365 P<=id to a man for bondyll wandus

jd. 1572 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 375 Cowpe waynes

of wandes. 1615 Markham Country Contentm. 1. 1. " Which

seats would bee either boorded, or watled with stakes and

small wands on the sides to hold vp the earth from railing.

1724 Ramsay Tea-T. Misc. (1733) I. 29 Ane auld kist made ol

wands. 1770 J. Coales's Coll. Poems 21 The light machine

[the cradle] wilh decent neatness stands, The jelling sides

compos'd ofslender wands. 1796w . Marshall Planting}.

187 In Yorkshire, the ' wands ' are sold by ihe bundle; outin

Glocestershire, where Ozier grounds abound. ., the grounds

are let . . to basket makers, a 1803 Lord William ix. in Scott

Minstr. Scott. Bord. III. 267 Your cage shall be of wiry

coud, Whar now it's but the wand, a 1825 Foriiy Voc. E.

Anglia. Wan, a long rod to wave into a wattled hedge.

f4. A rod, stick, or switch for chastisement;

also fig. (in religious use) Obs. Also dial, a ' rod
'

or bundle of twigs for flogging.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5888 3erd ne vond heo preste nop

bat child uorto bete. 01300 Cursor M. 2612 Abram said

pouchastihirsco[«orr'pou]hasbewand. 1340 Hampole

Pr Consc. 5878 ' pe wande', he says, 'of disciplyne smart,

Sal chace foly out of be childes hert '. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems

xxiv. 48 To serde of loue y moste me boun i Lord, me chas-

tice wib bat wande. c 1400 Cursor M. 29093 (Cotton Ga ba

MS) Pe first [discipline es]. . Als wenng of haire and ober

thine Pat ober point to vnderstand, Esknehng andbeteing

wTtfwand.
P
r549 Compl. Scot i. « Quh.ddir that tins

dolorus afflictione be ane vand of the fadir to correct &
chestie the sone be mercy, or [etc.]. 1633 Sir A. .Johnston

(Ld. Wariston) Diary (S. H S.) I. 46 If I.^had humbled

myselth unto the Lord wh.l the wand was above myhead,

the Lord would haive spaired. 1828 Craven Gloss., Wand,

a rod, a collection of twigs, used for correction.

fb. Under the wand: liable to corporal cor-

rection. Hence (with influence of sense 6), subject

to (the) rule (of a person) : = med.L. sub virga.

Cf. Yahd sb. 4. Sc. Obs.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet ii. 6 Wide summe sal tu faire speke,

and summe gete wid chastiment & haue bam under wand.

"456 Sir g! Have Lan Arms (S. T. S.) 106 The Emperour

has inony syndry kynde of peple under his wand. 1575 "
Haiti CI Misc. I. 125 Thair is sum brether quhilk ar nocht

under the vand of the prouest and bailyeis of the burgh.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Quon. Attach, xx, Sa lang as her

husband was livand, she was vnder his wand and power.

6. A stick or switch for urging on a horse. Uos.

exc. dial.



WAND. 63 WANDEH.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 122 pal hase owber in baire

handawhippeora wand. 1529 LyndesayCVw//. i8ofThay]
nother sparit spurris nor wandis. 1587 MAKAIX Govt.
Cattle, QfHorses (1596) 1E9 If your horse chance to tyre on
the way, if spurre, and wande will not profit, ye shall put
three or foure rounde peble stones into one of his eares.

1607 Puritan hi. v. 81 He haue an Hackney-mans wand
siluerd ore a purpose for you. 1609 Bible (Douay) Kcclus.
xxxiii. 25 Fodder, and wande [so 1611 ; Coverdale 1535,
Geneva 1560 whippe; 1894 R. V. stick ; Gr. pajSSos. Vulg.
virga], and burden for an asse.

t 6. A sceptre. Obs.
a 1300 [see King sb. 14], c 13*0 Sit Tristr. 909 Rohand

he ;af be wand And bad him sitt him bi. c 1440 Alphabet
of Tales lxxx. 62 He had in his hand a golden wand of be
kynges. a 1500 Lancelot 1891 For he IGod] forsuth haith
ifyne hyme the wond To Iustefy and Reull in pece his lond.

7. A rod or staff borne as a sign of office ; esp. a
tall slender rod of white wood, sometimes of ebony
or silver, carried erect by an officer of the royal

household or of a court of justice, by a verger or

beadle, or by an official whose duty it is to walk
before a judge or other high dignitary on occasions

of ceremony.
c 143aSyr Gener. (Roxb.) 1327 That day in stede of a white

wonde A staf he bare thoo in his honde. c 1472 B. N. C.
(Oxf.) Munim., Coldenorton Bdl. G. 18 A won of the bullard

of the place. 14.. Sir Beues 3243(Pynson) Delyuer me thy
wande,For Guy, his fader, wasmy marchaI,And sosyr Beuys,
hys son, shal 1 1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. EHz. (1908)
200 Poles and Wandes for the Lictors. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, 1. ii. 28 Me thought this stafie mine Ofiice-badge in Court
Was broke in twaine And on the peeccs of the broken
Wand Were plac'd [etc. J. 1598 Drayton Heroical Ep. xiii.

(Elinor Cobham to Dk. Humfrey) 62 Do shameful 1 penance,
. . Rong with a bell, a Taper in my hand, Bare-foot to trudge,

before a Beedles wand, ifiio in J. Davidson Inverurie vi.

(1878) 194 Comperit Patrick Leslie, John Johnston, . . bailzies,

and freely dischargit thame of their offices of bailzies,

and jurisdiction thereof, be deliverance of the wand in the
hands of the clerk and consall. a 1618 Ralegh Prerog.
Part. i<j What say you to the Parliaments of the White
Wands in the three and thirtieth yeere of the King? 1713
Swift Faggot Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 8 Stewards.. who in solemn
sort Appear with slender wands at court. 1728 Young Love
Fame 1. 207 Some lords it bids admire their wands so white,
Which bloom, like Aaron's, to their ravish'd sight. 1776
Pennsylvania Even. Post 9 Apr. 178/2 His Excellency
General Washington, the other General Officers and their

sutes, . .met in the Council Chamber, from whence, preceded
by the Sheriffwith his Wand, they repaired to the Old Brick
Meeting House. 1789 Bwl*ham£s*. I.xiv. 259 A ribband,
a title, or a white wand, have been as eagerly pursued.. as
knowledge, virtue, and everlasting happiness. 1805S0UTHEY
Madoc 1. xiii. 97 On either hand Three Monks uphold
above, on silver wands, The purple pall. 1835 Dickens Si:
Boz, Publ. Dinners, Up rise the visitors, in march fourteen
stewards, each with a long wand in his hand, like the evil

genius in a pantomime. 1853 — Bleak Ho. xix, There is

only one Judge in town... If the country folks of those assize

towns on his circuit could see him now ! No full-bottomed
wig, no red petticoats, no fur, no javelin-men, no white
wands. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. 1. 5 And in

their hands Long carven silver-banded ebony wands.
fig. a 1894 Stevenson In South Seas 1. vi. (1900) 46 Our

chief, .was always called.. Taipi-kikino; and yet that was
not his name, but only the wand of his false position.

b. Applied to the caduceus of Hermes or Mer-
cury.

c 1407 Lydg. Reson <$ Sens. 1736 He [Mercury] hdde a
yerde in his ryght honde, That so mervelous a wonde was
neuer sen. 1645 Stapylton tr. Muszus 63 b, Brought to
your service by his golden dart, As rough Alcides by the
golden wand Of Hermes, to the Lydian Maid's command.
1697 Dryden sEneis iv. 355 But first he [Hermes] grasps
within his awful Hand The mark of Sov'raign Powr, his
Magick Wand. 1790 Cowitt Odyss. x. 337 A God Met me,
the bearer of the golden wand, Hermes.

7. A staff or baton serving as a symbol in certain

legal transactions.

c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. vin. xu. 1963 pis Iohun ban tuk
vp a qwyt wande, And gaf vp in bis Edwardis hande Off
bis Kynrik al be richt J?at he had. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst.
ix. 254 The wand which the claimant held in his hand is

stated by Gaius to have represented a spear.

fb. Scots Law. Wand of Peace : a silver-tipped

baton delivered to an outlaw in token of his re-

storation to the king's peace; also carried by a
king's messenger as the symbol of his office, and
broken by him (by way of protest) if he was
resisted in the execution of his duty.
15x1 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 355/2 With power to the

schireffis..to relesch him fra the home and deliver him the
wand of pece, etc. 1564-5 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 311
Restoir him to oure Soverane Ladiis peace, and gif to him
the wand thairof. 167a Rec. Justiciary Court Edittb.
(S. H.S.) II. 76 He and other persons lybelled, beat and
wounded the Messenger after he had laid hold upon the
said Hary and touched him with his wand of peace several
times. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xxvi.

S iii. (1699) 130 The Wand of Peace is that whereby they
touch a Rebel, and declares him to be their Prisoner, and
when they are deforced, they use to break the wand of
Peace. 1815 Scott Antiq. xliL 18x5 — Guy M. xlvi.

+ 8. A measuring rod. (Cf. Metewand, Yard-
wand, Ell-wand.) Also Minings a measure of
8 feet. Obs.

(11637 IJ. Jonson Undenvoods xiii. (1640) 193 Guided by
experience, whose straite wand Doth meet, whose lyne doth
sound the depth of things. 1670 Pettus Fodinx Reg. 86
And a Meer shall contain in length 10 wands and 7 feet,
that is to say 87 feet, c 1730 Ramsay Mailman ii. (1877)
II. 204 Maltmen come for siller, And gaugers with wands
o'er soon. 18*9 Scott Anne of G. iii, Your. .sentiments..
rather belong to the sword than the measuring wand.

f b. A measure of land ; ? a Virgate. Obs.

1596 Yorksh. Deeds (Yorksh. Arch. Soc, Rec. Ser.) II.

191 [TwoJ wandes [of meadow] in the Northe Inges. 1684
Rector's Bk. y Clayworth (1910J 67 Meadow in Easting 5
Wands, Arable \\ Ac.

1 9. Anat. The smaller bone of the forearm, the

radius : = Ell-wand 2. Obs.

1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Wks. vr. xxvi. (167S) 147 The
cubit is composed of two bones, the one of which we call

the Radius, or Wand.
10. A magic rod ; the staff used in enchantments
by a fairy or a magician. Now the most promi-
nent sense. Cf. F. baguette. b\%ojig.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 57 On hi^t in his a hand haldis a

wand And kenely be coniurisons callis to him spritis. c 1480
Henryson Test. Cresseid 311 This dulefule sentence Sa-
turne tuik on hand,.. And on hir heid he laid ane frostie

wand. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 11. Iviii, A Silver
wande the sorceresse did sway. 1634 Milton Comus 659
Comus. NayLadysit; if I but wave this wand, Your nerves
areall chain'd up in Alabaster. 1667 Pryden Ind. Emp.
11. 1, High-Priest.. Once, twice, and thrice, I wave my
Sacred Wand, Ascend, ascend, ascend at my command.
[An earthly Spirit rises. 174a Young Nt. Th, ix. 2174
Sleep's dewy wand Has strok d my drooping lids, and pro-
mises My long arrear of rest. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho i, If I creep near yonder oak she will wave her
fairy wand. 1798 Wordsw. P. Bell Pro\. 146 A potent wand
doth Sorrow wield. 1849 W. Irving Goldsmith xlv. (1850)
422 His pen is a wand of power in his hand. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xxxvi, If a good fairy had built the house for me
with a wave of her wand, I could not have been more con-
sidered in it. 1914 iQth Cent. Feb. 262 Such a view, attribut-

ing as it does magical powers to the wand of the legislator,

is in absolute contradiction with facts.

b. transf. Electric wand: see quot.
1898 Sloane Electr. Diet. (ed. 2) 627 Torch, Electric Gas

Lighting^ a portable apparatus for producing a spark for

gas lighting. ..Synonym— Electric Wand.
11. A fishing-rod. Now chiefly Sc.

1565 Sir W. Cecil in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 296, I

dowt not but though yow shall be farr off, yow will use a long
anglyng wand to catch some knoledg. 1839 T. T. Stoddart
Songs ty P. 13 To all wights of the wand Welcome are ye !

1895 'Cotswold Isys' Lyra Fiscal. 102 And under the
shade of the beechen boughs, I deftly ply my wand. 1913
N. Munro New Road xx, He made a fire, and cut a wand,
and dropped a maggot in a pool and caught two little

fishes.

12. attrib. and Comb., as wandlike adj. and adv.;

with the sense 'made of wicker-work* (Sc.) as in

wand-basket^ -bed, -cage, -chair', in sense I o, as wand-
smitten, -stricken. Also wand-bearer, one who
carries a wand in a procession or otherwise as a sign

of office ; spec, as the title of certain honorary lay

officials of St. Paul's Cathedral, London
; f wand-

bone (wan beyn) Sc. = sense 9 ; f wand-church.
(-kirk), cf. Wanded a. 1 b ; f wandclot dial.

(meaning obscure) ; f wand-hand Sc, the hand
that holds the wand or whip • wand-weaver
dial., a basket-maker.
X694 Sir J. Foulis Ace. Bk. (S.H.S.) 165 For 2 "wand

haskits, no, 11840 Cockton Vol. Vox xv, Two *wand-
bearers started off immediately for the men who were else-

where engaged in the museum. 1872 H. P. Liddon in

J. O.Johnston Life tfLett. (ioo4)vii. 168 Thanksgiving Day.
..Mr. Foster, John and Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode, as wand-
bearers, were present. We all got into church at 9.30.

187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 422 He has been a true mystic
and not a mere routineer or wand-bearer, a 1670 Spalding
Troub. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) II. 297 The young laird

lying sore seik also, .was transportit in ane *wandbed..fra
the tolbuith to the castell, c 1470 Henry Wallace xu 123 On
the *wan bayn with gret ire can him ta, Cleyffyt the cost
rycht cruelly in twa. 1828 Moir Mansie Wauch i. 10 A
blackbird.. hung above his head in a *whand-cage of my
faither's making. 1680 Sir J. Foulis Acc. Bk. (S.H.S.) 40
To m" urqr* to buy a bairns *wand-chair, 2 18 o. 1685 G.
Sinclair Satan's Invis. World 98 The Maid did start up
out of a Wand-Chair, where she sat. 1898 N. Munro John
Splendid xv, 'It's your welcome, Argile,' said I, putting a
wand chair to the front for him. c 1450 St. Cuthlert (Sur-
tees) 6125 A kirke..*wand kirke was called beforne. 1397
Priory ofFinchale (Surtees) p. cxviii, Item ij *wand-clots
et j stapyll. 1637 Rutherford Let. to R. Stuart 17 June,
The devil and temptations now have the advantage of the
brae of you, and are upon your *wand-hand and your work-
ing hand. 2684 J. Rf.nwick Sertn. (1776) 54 There is no
land or church that is likely to get the wand-hand, so to
speak, of Scotland. x6o8 Shaks. Per. v. i. no Such a one
my daughter might haue beene : My Queenes square browes

;

her stature to an inch, as *wandlike-straight. 1793 Martvn
Lang. Bot., Virgatus . .caulis, a rod-like or wand-like stem
or branch. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge ii, The wand-
like tops of the polacre's tall masts. 1847 Darlington
Amer. Weeds, etc. (i860) 433 Virgate, wand-like j long,
slender, and straight. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel xxii,
Know you those wand-like touches of I know not what,
before which our grosser being melts. 1897 H. N. Howard
Footsteps Proserpine 41 As from the nebulous elemental
sea, *Wand-smitten by the Eternal Mind, Earth rose. 1847
Mary Howitt Ballads 267 Like that old mystery Of the
*wand-stricken rock. 1896 Leeds Mercury Suppl. 12 Sept.
(E.D.D.), His two uncles, by trade *wand-weavers.

Wand(wgnd), v. Sc. and dial. [f. Wand sb.]

1. trans. To wattle, interweave, plait. To wand
in, to enclose with wattle-work.
c 1475 Rauf Coityar 368 He kest twa Creillis on ane

Capill, with Coillis anew, Wandit thame with widdeis, to
wend on that wane. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 74 Now
make and wand in trim bower to stand in. Leaue wadling
about, till arbor be out. 1593 [cf. Wanded ppl. a. 1 b],

1894 Nortkumbld. Gloss. s.v., The gate's wanded wi' thorns,
so nowt can get in.

2. To beat with a wand or switch.
a 1585 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 755 Tait mow,

wilde sow ! soone bow, or I wand thee. 1657 Attest. Inno-
cency Z. Crofton 10 The Father, .bad him if shee offended
to take a wand and wand his daughter. 1887 S. Chesh.
Gloss, s.v. Wan, Bran yo, I'll wan yo'r hide fo' yu.

Hence Wa*nding vbl. sb.

1585-6 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 44 Thay have
compellit thame, beonlaying of foull hands and feirfullkynd
of wanddingis, to satisfie thair. .impostis.

"Wand, obs. pa. t. Wind v.

Wand, var. Wanned//*/, a. Obs,

fWandale 1
. north. Obs. Also 4 wandayle,

7 -dill. [Of obscure formation ; the second element

is Dale sb. 2
, the first element possibly Wand sb.

8 b.] A division of land (?of the breadth of a
' wand ' or perch).
CI150 Charter of W. de Percy in Whitby Chartulary

(Surtees) II. 526 Totam terram meam de Midethet, a balco
qui est inter vandelas demenii mei et vandelas hominum
meorum. c 1285 Deed (Snainton near Scarborough) Ibid. I,

114 note, Unam wandaylam retro molendinum de Weldale.
i396CVir(7«. de Melsa (Rolls) II. 173 Concessit idem abbas..
Thomae Walrano, pro 2 solidis annuis et pro homagio, unam
wandayle et unam placeam terrse in Hotona. 1479 in Hex.
ham Priory (Surtees) II. 81 Super lez Wandales iij rodas.

Ibid., In le Wandale di. acra. 1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Sur-
tees) 127 Exchainged with Alse Edwards. .the other of the

Fower oxegange landes which lyeth next her landes in the

pasture, for her wandill on the north side of the West-beckes.

tWa"ndale 2
- Obs. Also -dele. [a. med.L.

IVandali pi. = Vandal! Vandals. The form with

/^was adopted by Higden from Panlus Diaconus,
his authority in the chapter first quoted.] = Van-
dal. Hence fWandalyngf [-ing3]

(
a Vandal.

T Wanda'lical a. [med.L. Vandalicus], pertaining

to the Vandals.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 205 Out hereof (Scandi-

navia] went Winuh and werred in Scorunga and ouer com
be Wandales. Ibid. V. 231 pat tyme was sent an oost out of

Rome into Spayne a^enst be wandales. 1431-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) V. 237 per were a c. yere from the begynnenge of the
Wandalicalle persecucion begunne by Gisericus un to the
goenge owte of theyme from Affrike. 1490 Bbadshaw St,

Werburge 11. 175 Our lorde..Suffred cruell people to entre

this region. .Danes, Gotes..Rictes and the wandeles, [etc.].

Wande, var. Wonde Obs., to fear.

Wanded (winded), a. Obs. (1 exc. dial.) Also

7 wainded. [f. Wand sb. + -ed %.]

1. Made of wicker-work. Of a bottle : Cased
in wicker-work, wickered.
1567 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 197 In the lawe buttrye

—

barrells, aile potts, wanded bottles. 1574 Ibid. 251, I will

and gyve to my lord Scroope and my laydye his wife. .one
wanded skeppe to put breade in. 1575/^/^.255 In the lawe
chambre. .j wandyt creile. 165a Depos. Cast. York (Surtees)

56 She did there give him a drir.ke out of a wainded botle.

1653 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 204 In the West Parlour
. . 1 wanded chaire. 1677 Coles Diet* Eng.-Lat., A Wanded
chair, cathedra viminea semicircularis. X770 J. Coates's
Coll. Poems 19 She, plac'd in wanded chair, all pale appear'd.

b. Of a building : Wattled. (Cf. wand-church,
Wand sb. 12.)

1593 Rites <$• Man. Ch. Dark. (Surtees) 57 From the
wandyd kirke or chapell they brought the body of that holie

man Sancte Cuthbeit and translayted him into an other
White Kirke.

2. Of cattle : ? Brindled.

1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5126/12 Stoln..4 red Oxen, ..one is

more wanded than the others.

t Wandelard. Obs. rare"1
, [a. AF. wande-

lard (13th c. in Chardry Petit Plet 979 and 14th c.

in Bozon Contes lxiii) ; latinized (' vir valde wande-
lardus

y

)\n\*in$\l
y

sPol. Songs (Camden Soc.) p. 49.
In these three instances the word would seem to mean

'extortioner*, but this sense may be merely contextual.
Doubtless of Teut. origin; possibly from the G. personal
name Wandalharl; cf., however, MUG. wandel, crime.]

? A criminal, traitor.

*338 R. Brunnf. C/irou. (1810) 115 pise men lift b«r stan-
dard.. Ageyn Dauid wandelard, & disconfite him.

Wander (wo/ndaj), sb. [f. the verb.] An act

of wandering.
1843 J. C. Shairp Let. 3 Aug., in E. H. Coleridge Life <V

Corr. Ld. Coleridge (1894) I. vi. 134, I should like, so, to
have one day's wander with you amongst these hills. 187a
C. Kingsley Poems, Delectable Day iii. The afternoon's
wander to windward, To meet the dear boy coming back.

1899 H. Wright Depopulation xxx. 66 You and Allan will go
away on a world-wide wander all by yourselves. 1910
Eliz. A. Sharp William Sharp vii. iai One sunset I re-

member specially. We had gone for a wander westward.

Wander (wp-ndaj), v. Inflected wandered
(-daid), wandering. Forms : 1 wandrian,
2-3 wandrie-n, wondrie-n, (wuandre), 3-5
wandri-n, 3 wondri, wundre, 3-6 wandir,
-yr, 4 wandur, 4-5 wandre-n, -wandere-n, 5
wandery-n, Wandry-n, 4- wander. [OE. wan-
drian = OFris. wondria (WFris. watuierje, NFris.

wdneri), MDu. wanderen, Flemish (Kilian) wan-
deren, MLG. wanderen (LG. wandern), MHG., G.
warn/em, Norw., Sw. vandra, Da.vandre :—OTeut.

*wandrojan.
Not recorded in ON. or OHG. The mod. Scandinavian

forms are prob. from LG., and possibly also the MHG. and
mod.G. forms.

A simitar formation with an I- element occurs with some-
what wider distribution ; mod. WFris. wandelje, wannelje,



WANDEB.
•wanljc to wander, MDu. wandelen to change, to wander
about (Du. wandelen to walk), OS. wandlon to change
(MLG. wandelen to change, ~LG. wandelu to change), OHG.
tvautaldn, ivantil6n to change, intr, (MHG. wantcle?i,
nvandeln, G. wandeln). The form occurs {once) in OE. in

wandliatg sb. change. Both forms are further related to
OTeut. *wend- turn, see Wind v., Wend v. Compare also
OE. wandiau Wonde v., to deviate, flinch, hesitate etc.]

I. Intransitive senses. Formerly often conju-

gated with to be.

1. Of persons or animals : To move hither and
thither without fixed course or certain aim ; to be
(in motion) without control or direction ; to roam,
ramble, go idly or restlessly about; to have no
fixed abode or station.

Fight at Finnesburg (Gr.) 36 Hraefen wandrode sweart
and sealobrun. c xooo Ags. Laws, Instil. Polity xiv.

(Thorpe) II. 322 [Hi] maciaS eall be luste . . woriaS & wan-
dria3, & ealne da?5 fleardiaS. c 1200 Triti. Coll. Horn. 35
Vre fo bat is be. deuel wuandreS abuten us. c 1275 Lav.
7241 And Cesar wende in Flandres lond, wandrenge bi see
strond. c 1290 Bckct 69 in S. Eng.Leg. 108 In Mamestretes
heo hadde i-wandreL 1362 Langl. P. PL A. x. 207 Bote
wandren as wolues and wasten jif pel mouwen. C1475 Rauf
Coilyar 330 With thame ane thousand, and ma, of fensabill

men War wanderand all the nicht ouir. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. IV, 28 b, Having knowledge that diverse pirates wer
wanderyng on the cost of Englande. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

v. vi. 43 With Caine go wander through the shade of night.

1667 Milton P. L. vn. 20 On th' Aleian Field I fall Erro-
neous there to wander and forlorne. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. 111. 529 Oft the Flocks, without a Leader stray;..
Whole Months they wander, grazing as they go. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 90 r 3 If one did believe that the de-
parted Souls of Men and Women wandered up and down
these lower Regions, 1730 Gray Elegy 11 The mopeing
owl does to the moon complain Of such, as wand'ring near
her secret bow'r, Molest her ancient solitary r^ign. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 596 Hitherto he seems to have
wandered from place to place with no other object than that
of collecting troops. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xv.

(1875) 263 Frederick the Third, chased from his capital by
the Hungarians, is wandering from convent to convent, an
imperial beggar. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 15 The
ladies were wandering in the garden.

b. fig. and in fig. context.
tf 1175 Colt. Horn. 243 pas bri fihteS agen elcen ileafful

man alse longe se we iSese westen of besser woruld wandrit.
X3S7 Lay Folks' Catcch. 317 And so bis chirche has bre
statys be processe of tyme. Fyrst he wandrys here in erthe,
and sethen he slepys in purgatory, c 1400 Pety job 297 in

26 Pol. Poems 130 And ofte hym wanteth goddys lore,.. And
thus he wandreth in a were, As a man blynde, and may nat
se. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 99 The people of the Ilande
..wandered in the ignorance and blyndenes of humane
nature. 1653 J. Taylor (Water P.) Cert. Trav. Unccrt.
Journey 8 Some few do travell in the wayes Divine, Some
wander wildly with the Muses nine. 1735 PorE Prol. Sal.
340 That not in Fancy's maze he wander 'd long, But stoop'd
to Truth, and moraliz'd his song. 1875 Jowett Plato (cd.

2) IV. 245 [He] can have his talk out, and wander at will
from one subject to another.

c. with adv., as about, up and down.
*393 Langl. P. PL C. ix. 326 Tho wolde wastour nat

worche bote wandrede aboute. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 515/1
Wandryn a-bowte, yagor, girovagor. 1530 Palsgr. 771/1
How sayest thou, ts this a good lyfe to wander up and
downe on this maner. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 316 b,

The pore wretch wandred vp and downe with .vi. children.
1598 Mueedorus iv. ii. 88 Doubtlesse she hath lost her selfe
within these woods, And wandring too and fro she seekes the
well, Which yet she cannot finde. 1750 Johnson Ra?nbler
No. 33 f 11 Multitudes wandering about they knew not
whither, in quest they knew not of what. 1866 G. Mao
donald Ann. <?. Neighb. xiii. (1S7S) 245, I used now to
wander about in the fields and woods. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) II. 439, I wander up and down, and being in per-
plexity am always changing my opinion.

d. quasi-trans. with cognate object, poet.
a xyto Cursor M. 17232 Foluand bat fiexs bat es mi fa,

Mi wai i wander in-to wa. 1788 Burns Auldtang syne'iu,
We've wander'd mony a weary fit. 1819 Scott Noble Mo-
ringer xxv, I've wander'd many a weary step, my strength
is well-nigh done.

e. To go or take one's way casually or without
predetermined route ; to go to a place by a devious
and leisurely course ; to stroll, saunter. Also with
forth, out.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 69 Let me imbrace with old
Vincentio, And^ wander we to see thy honest Sonne, Who
will of thy arriuall be full ioyous. 1650 Evelyn Diary
4 Aug., I heard a sermon at the Rolls; and in the after-
noone wander'd to_ divers churches. 1667 Milton P. L. I.

501 And when Night Darkens the Streets, then wander
forth the Sons of Belial. 1713 De Foe Fam. Instruct.
Introd. (1841) I. 5 The father, walking in a field behind his

garden, finds one of his children wandering out. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xxvi, And now there remained but
to take leave of the poor schoolmaster and wander forth

once more, a 1873 R. Buchanan Ballad of Persephone
xxxiv. Poet. Wks. 1874 I. 56 Till, sweet with greenness,
moonlight-k'iss'd, she wanders home again. 1888 F. Hume
Mine. Midas 1. iii, Here and there could be seen the cattle

wandering idly homeward.

% f. The earlier Wycliffite version of the Bible,

and Wyclif himself in his sermons, frequently use

wander to render the ambulare of the Vulgate
both in lit. and fig. use ; in the later version this

is rare, walke or go being used instead.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 301 And so seih Mathew bat
Crist wandride [1382 walkyng] bi be water of Galile. Ibid.

II. 348 pus Poul biddip men, Waundre [so 1381; 1388
walke 3e] in spirit, and do not fulle desires of pe fleishe.

138a — John v. 8 Jhesu seith to him, Ryse vp, taak thi

64

bed, and wandre [i^33 go]. And a non the man is maad
hool, and took vp his bed, and wandride [13S8 wente forth].

2. Of an inanimate thing : To travel, move, or

be carried about in an uncertain course ; to stray.

tit, and fig. Also spec, in Path, and Phys. (cf.

Wandering//)/, a.),

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 3 Se [sc. Saturnes steorra]
wandrab ofer oorum steorrum ufor bonne aenij oSer tungol.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24857 pai lete it wandir vp and dun, pair
scip ai redi for to drun. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett.
(vol. II) 58 Sir, your letter hath runne great hazarde before
it arrived herej It wandred about seven months together.

1764 Whytt Observ. Nervous Disorders (1767) 151 In some,
the gout wanders through the whole body. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 301 It seems that, in this Committee,
which continued to sit many days, the debates wandered
over a vast space, 1868 Milman St. Paul's xix. 480 Thomas
Newton's monument wandered to another Church. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 487 W. C. Brown of Penang has
described (with others) a very peculiar phase in which the
cedema beginning in the feet or hands ( wandered ' up the
limb. 1904^ Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sep. 597 The great number
of cells which are found wandering far and wide in the sub-
mucosa. 1909 J. W. Jenkinson Experim. Embryol. iv. 185
In the next stage the clear vegetative cells derived (pre-
sumably) from the micromeres wander in to form the primary
mesenchyme.
indirect passive. 1851 Mrs. Browning CasaGuidi Wind.

11. 19 We poets, wandered round by dreams.
b. Of persons, with reference to movement of

part of the body only.
1726 Pope Odyss. xxiv. 374 He seiz'd him with a strict

embrace, With thousand kisses wander'd o'er his face. 1831
James Phil. Augustus xix, The hand which held the letter
before his eyes dropped to his side ; and with the fingers of
the other he wandered thoughtfully over his brow.

c. Of rumours, current opinions, etc. : To be in

circulation (on uncertain evidence or authority).
Also f to wander it.

a 1547 Surrey sEncid 11. 25 The fame wherof so wandred
it at point.

(
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 241 b, And this

immaginacion in especiall, wandred through the heddes of
all men. 1831 W. L. Bowles Thomas Ken II. Introd. 7,
I am informed by., the Bishop of Hereford,, .that there
wandered, in his early days, another report of this story.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 515 There was no evi-
dence which could be laid before a jury or a court martial

:

but strange whispers wandered about the camp.
d. Of the eyes : To turn this way and that ,* to

rove. Hence, of the vision : To pass (idly or
restlessly) from one point to another ; to traverse

a field of view (erratically or vaguely).
1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1584) 344 After the

manner of a drunkard, that venteth for the best wine : so
doe mine eyes stare and wander to finde out some olde
Sepulture. 1663 Gerbier Counsel2$ His eyes must wander
about every workmans hands. 1704 J. Pitts Relig. <$ Mann.
Ufahommetans vi. 42 Fixing their Eyes on the Ground just
before them, not in the least gadding or wandring with their
Eyes. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i, Their eyes
wandered over the glorious scene. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xiii, Mr. Dombey.. looked round at the pictures on the
walls.

^
Cursorily as his cold eye wandered over them,

Carker's keen glance accompanied his. 1863 P. Barry Dock-
yard Econ. 251 As the eye of the visitor wanders curiously
over its ample dimensions.

e. Of the mind, thoughts, desires, etc. (usually

personified, and conceived as moving without the
direction of reason or will towards, or about, the
objects of their consideration) ; To move (hither

and thither) uncontrolled.
c 1400 Pety Job 471 in 26 Pol. Poems 136 My thoughtes

wandre wyde whare, For they ben, lorde, full variaunte.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 167 They wyll not let

theyr myndes. .wauer or wander abrode. 1577 Grange
Golden Aphrod. etc. R ij b, Where are thy wittes..? If so
they wandring be abrode, then call them home againe. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Traz: 2 If my thoughts haue wandred, I

must intreat the wel-bred Reader to remember, I haue
wandred through many deserts. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 148
Those thoughts that wander through Eternity, To perish
rather. 1742 Young Ni. Th. 1. 107 Why wanders wretched
thought their tombs around, In infidel distress? 1837
Dickens Pickw. xxii, Then his mind reverted to Mrs.
Martha Bardell; and from that lady it wandered, by a
natural process, to the dingy counting-house of Dodson and
Fogg.

_ 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 55 The mind was
wandering, as it often does On the dim verge of life. x888

'J. S. Winter' Boone's Childr. iv, Her poor, anxious,
distraught mind wandering hither and thither in the be-
wildering mazes of delirium.

f. Of rivers, roads, etc. : To pursue a devious or
circuitous course ; to wind, meander.
1742 Gray Eton 9 Wanders the hoary Thames along His

silver-winding way. 1831 James Philip Augustus xxxiii,
The hills which confine the course of the Seine fall back.

.

and leave it to wander through a wide rich valley. 1858
Kingsley Misc. (iB$g) I. 144 You will find. .'deep glooms
and sudden glories ', in every foot-broad rill which wanders
through the turf. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. vi. 16 There
fountains sprang, and runnels wandered clean.

3. Of persons (or things completely, or in part,

personified) : To deviate from a given path, or
determined course ; to turn aside from a mark or
object proposed ; to stray from one's home or
company, or from protection or control.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems v. 8 And sa to hevin the hieway

dreidless scho wend, $"it scho wanderit, and 3eid by to ane
elriche well. 1538 Elyot Diet., Aberro, to erre or wander
very moche. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. iii. § 2 If the Moone
should wander from her beaten way. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$

Cr, 1. iii. 95 When the Planets In euill mixture to disorder
wander, 1611 Bible Deut. xxvii. 18 Cursed be hee that

WANDERED.
maketh the blinde to wander out of the way. 1617 Mory-
son Itin. 1. 205 One day.. he hunted and wandring from
his company lost himselfe. a 1761 Law Com/. Weary Pitgr.
(1809) 123 For every son of Adam has everything in him
that is said of that prodigal, he has lost his first state and
condition, as he did, is wandered as far from his heavenly
father and country. 1873 Scrivener Led. Text N. T. s His
eye may have wandered from one line to another. 1888
Stevenson Black Arrow 1. vii, It became difficult to choose
a path, and the lads somewhat wandered. 1905 Thins Lit.
Suppl. 15 Sept 292/1 It is impossible to wander in an
avenue.

b. fig. or in fig. context ; Of persons (also of the
mind, thoughts, desires, etc. personified) : To turn
aside from a purpose, from a determined course of
conduct, or train of thought ; to digress ; to pass
out of the control of reason or conscience ; to fall

into error (moral or intellectual), etc. Often with
away, off, etc.

C897 Alfred Gregorys Past. C. liii. 415 Donne hwelces
monnes mod. .faercS swa wandriende from his hade & of his
endebyrdnesse [L. extra ordinemproprium vagatur], 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 249 And many of them wrongly
wandrynge from the ryghtnes of faythe. 1565 J. Hall Crt.
Vertue 29 b, That each estate May vnderstande howe farre
awrye They wandred be from righteousnes, The lyuing God
that doe denye. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, m. ii. 27, I may,
for somethings true, wherein my youth Hath faultie wandred,
and irregular, Finde pardon on my true submission. 1613— Hen. VIII, 111. i. 138 Madam, you wander from the good
Weayme at, 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 11 It is then ex-
pedient that we should not wander, but rather follow a setled
short way, easie both for learners and teachers. 1675 J.Owen Indwelling Sin v. (1732) 38 Look to thy self, take care
of thy Affections, they will be gadding and wandring, and
that from their Aversation to what thou hast in hand. 1716
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. Pope 14 Sept., I have. .so far
wandered from the discipline of the church of England as to
have been last Sunday at the opera. 17^7 Whiston Josephus,
Antiq. Diss. 1. § 18 So far was his mind wander'd from the
right way, that even he was not a believer, as to what he him-
self said. 1771 Junius Lett. 30 Jan., Having travelled thus far
in the high road of matter of fact, I may now be permitted
to wander a little into the field of imagination. 1879 Miss
Braddon Cloven Foot x, John Treverton, smoking his cigar,
and letting his thoughts wander away at a tangent every
now and then. 1898 Flor. Montgomery Totty i. 21 She
could not read her novel with any peace of mind ; and she
found her attention wandering from it. 1911 Marett
Anihrcpol, 17^3 But we must not wander off into questions
of origin. It is enough . . to have noted the fact that, [etc.].

4. Of persons: To be unsettled, or incoherent,

in mind, purpose, etc. Hence, later, to be tem-
porarily disordered in mind, as from illness or

exhaustion affecting the brain ; to be delirious, or

(with especial reference to the resulting incoherence

of speech) to ramble, rave, talk wildly.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8885 Oft [I] wandrit, & woke, & in my

wit caste ; And my person enpayret, pynet me sore, For thes
lordes bat I lede, and the ledis all. Ibid. 10097 The buerne
to his bed buskit anon, . . And lay in his loge, htill he sleppit,

But wandrit & woke for woo of his buernes. 1718 S. Sewall
Diary p Feb., This morning wandering [but perh. read
wondering] in my mind whether to live a Single or a Married
Life. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 11. iv, She must have
wandered—she must have been dreaming. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xxiv, They said he was wandering in his head
yesterday. 3843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xiv. 166 On
awaking about eleven o'clock, he was wandering, 1876
Black Madcap Violet xxxvii, He wanders a little, you
know, as a feverish person will, when Ije speaks to you. 1898
P. Manson Trop. Diseases xvii. 273 The patient may wander
or pass into a comatose state.

II. Transitive senses.

6. To roam over, in, through (a place) ; to tra-

verse in wandering. Now only poet.
1573 L- Lloyd Pilgr. Princes 104 b, For in the night

before Cicero dreamed, being banished from Rome, that
he wandred diuers straunge countries. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. vii. 28 High ouer nils, and low adowne the dale,

She wandred many a wood, and measurd many a vale.

1671 Milton P. R. 1. 354 Forty days Eliah without food
Wandred this barren waste. 1682 Luttrell Brie/R el. (1857)
I. 246 Chusing rather to wander the wide world then under,
goe (as they call it) such persecution. 1798 Bloomfield
Parmer's Boy, Winter 390 Seedtime and Harvest let me
see again ; Wander the leaf-strewn wood, the frozen plain.

1893 Yeats Countess Cathlcen v. (igi2) 108, I gaze upon
them as the swallow gazes Upon the nest under the eave,
before She wander the loud waters.

6. To cause to wander, lead astray ; also fig. to

confuse in mind, bewilder. Chiefly colloq* or

humorous.
1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 319 He meant to..

' wander ' her like a cat in a strange wood. 1899 W. E.
H[enley] in Pall Mall Mag. Aug. 579 Nay, it wanders him
to worse purpose yet ; for it even makes him say that, i(

[etc.]. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xlviii, Mary was con-
scious that she was not doing herself justice.. .So she smiled.
That smile 'wandered' the assistant. He promptly lost

grip. 1914 N.
(

Munro New Road xxx, ' Ye've knocked the
feet from me !' he said in a voice depressed. 'I'm fairly

wandered.'

Wander, Sc. variant of Wandreth Obs.

Wa'nderable, a. nonce-word. [f. "Wander v.

+ -able.] That one can wander in.
1906 E. V. Lucas Wand, in Lond. ii. 17 The more I wander

in London, the less wanderable in, for a stranger, does it

seem to be.

Wandered (wo/ndwd),/^. a. [f. \Vandebz>.
+ -ed *.] That has wandered (out of the way, or

from familiar places, etc.) ; astray ; bewildered.
c 1420 Lydo. Commend. Our Lady Co Of al Christen pro-
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tectrice and tutelc.To wery wandred tent and pavilloun.

1512 Hclyas in Thorns Prose Rom.{i&2&) III. 32 It greueth
me sore for to leve you here in this place as desolate, wandred
and habandoned of your blode. Ibid. 122 Almighti God.
wolde that they should be wandred of theyr way. 1692 Dky-
den CUomcties v. 59 Wrench ope his mouth. While I infuse
these Sovereign Drops, whose Pow'r Will soon recal his

wander'd sense—He stirs! 1819 Keats Fall ofHyperion
1.43 Acool vessel of transparent juice Sipp'd by the wander'd
bee. 1893 J. Watson Con/. Poacher 78 Wandered birds in
outlying copses in the evening are apt to roost there.

Wanderer (wo'ndarai). Also 5 wanderare,
6 Sc. "wandirer, 6 wandreer, 6-7 wandrer,
wand'rer. [f. Wandek v. + -er *.]

1. A person or thing that is wandering, or that

has long wandered (in various senses of the verb)
;

one that is of roving habit or nature. KXsofg. or
in fig. context.

C1440 /'romp. Parv. 515/1 Wanderare, vagus, vaga, vaca-
bundus, profugus. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus in. iii. Pij,
Seynge that she [sc. Fortune] is but a wandrer, that strayetn
from place to place lykeavacabunde. 1605 Shaks, Lcarm.
ii. 44 The wrathfull Skies Gallow the very wanderers of the
darke And make them keepe their Caues. 1623 Fletcher
Sea Voy.iv, Am I for this forsaken? a new love chosen, And
my affections, like my fortunes, wanderers? 171a Addison
Sheet. No. 495 P 8 Besides, the whole People is now a Race
of such Merchants as are Wanderers by Profession. 1794
Coleridge The Sigh 20 In distant climes to roam, A wan-
derer from my native home. 1798 Wordsw. Lines Tintem
Abbey 56 O sylvan Wye ! thou wanderer thro' the woods.
1841 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange.£//£ (1870) III. viii. 116
Gipsies and other wanderers pitch their tents around it in the
nutting season. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist Sk. (1873) II. 1.

iii. 1 14 The Catholic Church was in the first instance a wan-
derer on the earth, and had nothing to attach her to its soil.

1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 709 He had died as he
had lived, an exile and a wanderer. 1837 Dickens Dorrit
I. xxx, She don't know what she means. She's an idiot, a
wanderer in her mind. 1914 A. S. Woodward Guide Fossil
Man (1915) 3 Such characteristic wanderers over the plains
as horses, cattle, antelopes, deer and lions.

b. as tr. h.planeta or GT.irXavriTrjs : A wander-
ing star, planet.

1614 Tomkis Albumazar 11. i, Your patron Mercury in his
mysterious character, Holds all the markes of th' other
wanderers, a 1618 Sylvester Little Bartas 211 The Sun.

.

Him, just betwixt Six Wand'rers hast thou plac't, Which
prance about Him with unequall haste, a 1641 Bf. Moun-
tagu Acts $ Mon. (1642) 117 Even Planets or Wanderers
keep course, and station. 1848 Bailey Festus iqi The worlds
they call wanderers rolling on high, That enlighten the earth
and enliven the sky. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 536
And God made the sun and moon and five other wanderers,
as they are called.

fo. Hist. (See qnot. 1903.) Obs.
1724 A. Shields Life Renwick 65 in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827)

II, So many Forces, Foot, Horse, and Dragoons, habitually
flashed in Hlood, being poured into all Parts of the Country,
where the Wanderers were most numerous. 1727 P. Walker
LifePeden Ibid. I. 115 Foot and Horse of the Enemy being
searching for Wanderers, as they were then called. 1816
Scott Old Mart, vi, The Wanderer (to give Hurley a title

which was often conferred on his sect) began to make his
horse ready. 1903 Harbottle Diet. Hist. Allusions 275
Wanderers, the Covenanters who left their homes to follow
their dispossessed ministers in 1669 were so called.

2. Zool. Used as translation of various mod.L.
terms of classification ; a bird of the group Vaga-
tores in Macgillivray's system ; one of the wander-
ing spiders

(
Vacabundx).

1837 Macgillivray Brit. Birds I. 481 That very important
tribe of birds to which the name of Vagatores or Wanderers
may be applied.

Wandering (wrrndsrirj), vbh sb. Also wan-
dring, wandrynge, etc [f. Wander v. + -ing *.]

The action of the verb in various senses.

1. Travelling from place to place or from country
to country without settled route or destination;
roaming. Often in plural, sometimes denoting a
protracted period of devious journeying.
136a Lan(;l. P. PI, A. Prol. 7, I was weori of wandringe

and wente me to reste Vndur a brod banke bi a Bourne syde,
C1440 Promp. Parv. 515/1 Wanderynge, vagacio. 155a
Huloet, Wandrynge, discursus. 1664 Jer. Taylor Dissuas.
Poperyx. §3.21 rhe labors of pilgrimages, superstitious and
useless wandrings from place to place. 1697 Drvden sEneis
1. 1061 The fatal Issue of so long a War, Your Flight, your
Wand'rings,andyour Woesdeclare. i705STANHOPE/'ara//jr.
I. 24 The Night here will answer to the present Life, a state
of Wandring and Weakness. 1797 Ht. Lee Canterb. T. t

Poet's T. 1. 119 [The letter] had followed him in his wander-
ings, and reached him at last by mere accident. 1876 Miss
Braddon f. Haggard's Datt.l. i. 8 Joshua.. settled down
after his wanderings in his native town.

b. Of inanimate things: Devious movement
from place to place.

_ 1827 Lytton Falkland*. 61 The air of heaven [is] not purer
in its wanderings. 1867 Tennyson Holy Grail66$ Their wise
men Were strong in that old magic which can trace The wan-
deringof the stars. 1913 J. W. Jenkinson Vertebrate Em-
bryol.l. 11 Amongst movements of single cells are comprised:
..the wanderings of the germ-cells in early stages.

C Of the eyes: Irregular turning this way and
that.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xx, The idle indicated their inattention
by_ the wandering of their eyes. 1859 11obits ofGd. Society
vil 251 You should not show that you think so., by the toss
of your head or the wandering of your eyes. 1869 Tanner
Clin. Med. (ed. 2) 12 Condition of Nervous System. . . Wan-
dering of eyes, state of pupils, squinting.

d. Of the mind, thoughts, desires, etc. : Aim-
less passing from object to object.

Vol, X.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27793 Vnnait talckhing, vnstedfastnes, o
will wandring. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 1. xvL 43 Be-
holdynge therwyth what pareyl he stondeth in yf he con-
tynew rechelessly in suche wandryng of mynde vnto his deth.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 161 To call in our mynde
from vagacyon or wandryng & to apply vs to our duty
reuerently. 161 1 Bible Ecct. vi. 9 Better is the sight of the
eyes, then the wandering of the desire. 171a Budgell
Sped. No. 425 P 1 A Poem of Milton's, which he entitles //
Pcuscroso, the Ideas of which were exquisitely suited to my
present Wanderings of Thought. 1746 Francis tr. Horace,
Epist. 1. i. 90 note, It might well seem, that this Inconsis-
tency, this wandering of Spirit, might be the peculiar Folly
of the Rich.

2. Deviation from the right or intended path or

direction, straying, aberration.

1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 80 Beside denotes erring,
or Wandring ('as he shoots beside the mark ')• 1818 Byron
Juan 1. 7 The regularity of my design Forbids all wander-
ing as the worst of sinning. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost
Bower 1, The next morning, all had vanished, or my wander-
ing missed the place.

3. Disordered action of the mind due to illness

or nervous exhaustion ; rambling, delirium ; in

plural, delirious fancies, esp. as expressed in

speech; incoherent rarablings.

1837 Dickens Pickiv. iii, The theatre and the public-house
were the chief themes of the wretched man's wanderings.
1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xii. 130 Here there was
a very threatening array of symptoms, .illusions of the sense
of hearing, a fiery eye, and incessant mental wandering.
a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 104 Every third day
..his dejection, hisfits of wandering seemed to indicate the
approach of dissolution. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 398
Such are many degrees of transient mental failure, to which
such terms as ' wandering ' and ' rambling ' are applied.

4. Gerundially in to go, or to be, a-wandering.
Now rare or arch.
1700 Locke Hum. Und. n. xxxiii. § 6 (ed. 4) 222 Though

his unattentive Thoughts be elsewhere a wandering. 1898
Besant Orange Girl 11. xxiii, His wits gone a-wandering I

"Wandering (wo-ndarirj), ppl. a. [-ING 2,]

1. Of persons or animals : That moves from place
to placeor from country to country without readily

apparent purpose; travelling to a vague (or dis-

tant) destination, or by uncertain and devious
routes ; roving ; vagrant ; having no fixed abode
or station.

ciooo Prudentius Glosses in Gcnnania N. S. XL 388/37
Uagantes demonas wandrijende pucan. 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye it. 157 Thedarkenessesof dethe whichetheenvy-
ous ennemye is wonte to brynge in to wandrynge sowlles.

1538 Elyot Diet., Fluctivagus, wandring in rivers or waters.
Ibid., Vagus, wandrynge and abydynge in noo place. 1589
Nashk Anat. Absurd. li 4, The silhe Sheephearde commit-
ting his wandering sheepe to the custodie of his wappe.
1607 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 293 To sie that thair
be no wandering persones efter the hour of ten. 164a J.
Taylor (Water P.) Henry Walker A 2, At least 500.
Vagrants, .were all suddainely Metamorphis'd and Trans-
form 'd into wandring Booke sellers. 1715 Pope Iliad 11.

553 Thick as Insects play, The wandring Nation of a
Summer's Day. 1845 A. Polson Law Nations in Encycl.
Metrop. II. 802/1 In an age of defective police, wandering
labourers and 'valiant beggars' were objects of terror. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 95 The wandering adven-
turer [Baldearg O'Donnel] at first demanded nothing less

than an earldom. 1878 J. Davidson Inverurie vii. 244 It

is of the kind made at that period for the use*of wandering
priests.

b. Of primitive peoples, or animals : Nomadic,
roving, migratory. Frequently tr. scientific L.
errans, vagus, etc
c 1400 Prymer (1895) 10 Alle kynde of bestis & wandrynge

[L. omnes bestiae et Pecora], blesse M to he lord ! 1544 m
Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 11. 19 From Mauritania or Barbary
toward^ the South is Getulia, a rough and sauage region,
whose inhabitants are wilde and wandering people. 1785
Pennant ArcticZool. II. 506 Albatross. Wandering. Dio-
medea Exulans. i8ot Shaw Gen. Zool. II. 66 Wandering
Mouse.

^
Mus Vagus .

.

. This . . is freauent throughout the
whole Tartarian desert, and is of a migrating nature. 180a
Bingley Auim. Biog. (1813) I II. 362 The Wandering Spider.
This Spider.. does not lie in wait for its prey, like several
others; it is a lively and active hunter. 1836 [P. B. Dun-
can] Cat. Ashm. Mus. 75 Head of the.. Wandering Alba-
tross.—Diomedea exulans. Linn. 1844 Kinglake Eothen
xii, I was but too glad to set my horse's hoofs upon the
land of the wandering tribes. 1854 A. Adams etc. Man.
Nat. Hist. 275 Wandering-Spiders {Errautia). 1863 W. C.
Baldwin Ajr. Hunting viii. 338 The Masaras, or wandering
Bushmen.

c. The Wandering1 Jew. A legendary per-
sonage who (according to a popular belief first

mentioned in the 13th c., and widely current at
least until the 16th century), for having insulted
Our Lord on his way to the Cross, was condemned
to wander over the earth without rest until the Day
of Judgement Often referred to as the proverbial
type of restless and profitless travelling from place
to place. Cf. Fr. le juiferrant, G. der ewigejude.
For the application to trailing plants see sense 2 e.
In the earliest form of the legend the Wandering Jew is

called Cartaphilus ; in the best-known modern version his
name appears as Ahasuerus, but other names also occur.
163a Lithgow Trav. vm. 345 Tradition, as their wandring

Jew, the Shoomaker of Jerusalem is, of whom in Rome, they
have wrot ten thousand fables. 1646 J. Hall Satyre 202
Poems 1. 10 Which [migbtj if. .stitch't into a web, supply
anew With annuary cloakes the wandring Jew. 1680 V.
Alsop MischiefImposit. viii. 83 Would he have us, like the
wandering Jew, ramble up and down for satisfaction, and
never accept it ? 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxxix, And here am I

a-walkin' about like the wanderin' Jew—a sporting character
you have perhaps heerd on, Mary, my dear, as wos alvays
doin' a match agin time, and never vent to sleep.

2. Of things : Travelling (or carried) along in

an uncertain, or frequently changing direction
;

moved, or moving, (idly) to and fro.

1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. ix. 7 It is not yron banrlcs, nor
hundred eyes, Nor brasen walls, nor many wakefull spyes.
That can withhold her wilfull wandring feet, la 1600 Hist.
Tom Thumb in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 195 His shape it being
such, That men should hear him speak, but not His wander-
ing shadow touch. 1667 Milton /'. L. xn. 648 They hand
in hand with wandring steps and slow, Through Eden took
thir solitarie way. a 1668 Davenant Love <f- Hon. 11. i. Wks.
(1673) II, 234 Lost like A blossom which the wandring wind
Blows from the bosoirutf the Spring, to mix With Summer's
dust. 1802 Wordsw. To the Cuckoo 4 Shall I call thee Bird,
Or but a wandering Voice? 1814 Scott Lord of Isles m.
xiii, A scene so rude, so wild as this, . . Ne'er did my wander-
ing footsteps pres=;, Where'er I happ'd to roam. 1850 Tenny-
son />/ Mem. xxiv, The very source and fount of Day Is

dash'd with wandering isles of night. 1853 Dickens Bleak
Ho. lv, The old housekeeper looks at him, and those wander-
ing hands of hers are quite enough for Mrs. Bagnet's con-
firmation. [Cf. below: Only her fluttering hands give utter-
ance to her emotions,] 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xxii. IV.

719 He had. .had in his hands proofs of much that Fenwick
had only gathered from wandering reports.

b. Of the mind, thoughts, affections, etc. :

Moving vaguely (towards, or about, their object) ;

not directed by reason or fixed purpose ; random
;

restless ; wanton.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 1. xvi. 42 So the frayle &

wretched soullccan not sturre vp yt selfe from wandryng
and vagantthoughtes. 1530 Palsgr. 698/1 The mans mind
is so wandringe that he can sattell hym upon nothynge. 1581
Pettie Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 17 b, You, cleering
altogether my minde, haue now driuen awaie the mistes
which dimmed it & made it so wandering ik running. 1648
Milton Psalm Ixxxi. 50 Then did I leave them to their
will And to their wandring mind. 1688 Prior On Exod.
iii. 14 vii, Levelling at God his wand'ring Guess,. .Laws to
his Maker the learn'd Wretch can give. 1705 tr. Bosnian's
Guinea Pref., I had some wandring Reflections upon the
Reasons ailedged in my first Letter. 1746 Francis tr.

Horace, Art of Poetry 33 Then learn this wandering Hu-
mour to controul. 1797 Mrs. Radci.iffe Italian xvii, A
deep sigh from Vivaldi recalled his wandering imagination.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xx, My father had often checked me
for this wandering mood of mind.
Comb. 155a Huloet, Wandrynge-wytted, vacillans.

c. Of the eyes: Roving, restless, turning this

way and that.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 278 Wherevnto he
answered with a wandering eye [Fr. (Vim aril inconstant],
Ha Mistresse, if I [etc], 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11.

1. 256 Pageant Shows, that charm the wandering Lye. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 217 The teacher may obstrve
slow action, wandering eyes, twitchings.

d. Of the moon or stars {esp. tr. L. planeta, or

Gr. ir\avf}TT)$) : Not fixed, having a separate indi-

vidual motion.
1526 Tindalk Jude 13 They are wandrynge starres to

whom is reserved the myst ofdarcknes forever. 15O5 Higins
Junius' Nomencl. 361/1 Sidera errantia,.. the planets : the
wandering starres. 1590 Shaks. M^ids. N. iv. i. 103 We the
Globe can compassesoone, Swift er then the wandring Moone.
1632 Milton Penscroso 67 To behold the wandring Moon,
Riding neer her highest noon. 1667— P. L. v. 177 And yee
five other wandring Fires that move In mystic Dance. 1697
Dkvden Virg. Georg. 1. 209 Then Sailers quarter'd Heav'n,
and found a Name For ev'ry fix'd and ev 'ry wandring Star.
1829 Chapters Phys.Sci. 365 Pythagoras, .contended that.,
the comets were a kind of wandering stars.

e. Of plants : Trailing ; sending out long ten-

drils, runners, or adventitious roots. Also in Wan-
deringJew (after 1 c), Saihr{s, Jenny, Willie,

popular names of certain plants : see quots.
1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. ix. 24 Of hewen stone the porch was

fairely wrought..; Ouer the which was cast a wandringvine.
1878 Cumbld. Gloss. Introd. 20 Lysimachia nutnmularia.
Wandering Jenny. 1881 Rep. fy Trans. Devonsk, Assoc.
XIII. 96 Wandering Sailors. .Linaria Cymbalaria. 1882
Friend Dev. Plant-n., Wandering Sailor.. .(2) Lysimachia
Nummularia. 1882 Garden 28 Jan. 53/1 The creeping Saxi-
frage, or our old friend the ' Wandering Jew '. 1886 Brit-
ten & Holland Plant-n., Wandering Jew, Linaria Cymba-
laria, Mill. Suss. 1880 Hardwicke's Science-Gossip XXV.
47 The creeping plant known locally as * Wanderingjew'..
is found in the North-West Provinces, particularly, I believe,

in Manitoba. 19x3 Pettman Africanderisms 544 Wander-
ing Jew, or Waftdering Willie.—The Eastern Province
name of a creeping plant—a sort of periwinkle.

f. Wamicring fire or light: \Yill-o*-the-wisp.

(Now often fig. after Tennyson's use.)
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 634 A wandring Fire Compact of

unctuous vapor, which the Night Condenses, [etc. J. 1789-

94 Ulake Songs Innoc., Little Boy Pound i, The little boy
lost in the lonely fen, Led by the wand'ring light. 1869
Tennvson Holy Grail 319 How often, O my knights, ..This

chance of noble deeds will come and go Unchallenged,
while ye follow wandering fires Lost in the quagmire !

g. Phys. and Path, Of diseases, pains, etc.

:

Moving from one part of the body to another

(without clearly ascertained cause). Also (in

recent use), Wandering cells : amoeboid cells.

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 422/1 Morbus palabundus,

. . a wandering disease, or a sickenesse spread here and there.

1693 tr. lilancards Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Arthritis vaga, or

Planetica, a Wandring Gout, is a Disease in the Toynts that

creates pain, sometimes in one Limb, sometimes in another.

1706 BAMAKO Cold />'aths u. 320 Achesand wandering Pains.

1725 N. Robinson Th. Physick 149 As the Scene of all acute

continual Fevers is acted in the Blood, so those erratic,

wandering Fevers., arc deriv'd from the same Original.

9
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1896 A Jibuti*s Syst. Med. I. 92 Here in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the wandering cells, the short, curved baciliary

forms could be seen to have undergone the transformation.

1897 Ibid. IV. 442 Uric acid in excess and oxalic acid in the

urine are often attended by. .wandering., pains in the back,

thigh, calf of leg, and sole of foot. 1899 Ibid. VII. 81 Furster

also held that wandering leucocytes might become trans-

formed into glia cells. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex., Wandering
abscess, an abscess that tracks along so as to point at a
distance from its original seat. Wandering cells,?*, synonym
for A marboid cells.

h. Of roads, rivers, etc. : Lying in an irregu-

larly bending line, winding, meandering ; also fig.

Also trans/. (Pkys.) as the distinctive epithet of a

particular pair of nerves (after mod.L. par vagum,
nervi vagi).

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 561 Others apart sat on a Hill retir'd,

In thoughts more elevate,. .And found no end, in wandring
mazes lost. 1718 J. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) I.

ix. § 8 The Parvagum, or Wandering-Nerve. 1764 Goldsm.
Trail, a Or by the lazy Scheld or wandering Po. 1872
Howells Wedd. fourn. (1892)257 The wandering corridors.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xv, A wandering, country by-
track. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 812 The term 'ac-

cessory ' was applied by this anatomist [Willis] to the special

nerve which is accessory to the vagi or ' wandering pair '.

+ i. Wandering name : a term that may be ap-

plied indifferently to various objects. Obs,
a 1555 Ridley Treat, agst. Transubst. (1556) 52 If in the

wordes This is my bod ye, the woorde (this) be as Dunse
calleth it a wanderynge name, to appointe and shewe furthe

anye one thinge whereof the name or nature it doeth not tell

:

so muste it bee lykewyse[etc.]. 1659 Somker Diet., Wrtdw
metre, Ambrosia, Nectar, a wandring name given unto many
severall herbes.

j. Having no fixed arrangement, scattered irre-

gularly.

1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xiii. (1794) 132 The flowers are
irregularly disposed, or wandering, as Linnams calls them.

3. t&. Of persons, etc. : Deviating from the proper
or determined course; fig, erring, disloyal. Obs.
1606 Up. W. Harlow Serm. 21 Sept. 13 ij, To heale the in-

fected, to splint the spreined, to reduce the wandering. 1628
Feltham Resolves n. xxix. 90 Wee dare not doe those things
that are lawfull, lest the wandring World mis-construe them.

1634 Milton Comus 39 The nodding horror of whose shady
brows Threats the forlorn and wandring Passinger. 1667
— P. L. 11. 404 Who shall tempt with wandring feet The
dark unbottom'd infinite Abyss. 1697 Dkyden sEneis xn.
219 Long hast thou known, nor need I to record The wanton
sallies of my wand'ring Lord.

b. Of inanimate things : Straying from the right

path.
1600 Shaks. Sunn, cxvi, O no, it is an euer fixed marke

That lookes on tempests and is neuer shaken; It is the

star to euery wandring barke. 1697 Dkyden sEneis ix. 1008
Imperial Juno turn'd the Course before; And fix'd the wan-
d'ring Weapon in the door, 1812 J. Wilson Isle of Palms
in. 8 Some wandering Ship who hath lost her way. 1899 J.
Milne Rom. Pro-Consul x. (1911) 150 A wandering bullet

plunged through the roof of the wooden cottage.

fO. Of places: Out-of-the-way, inaccessible,

remote. Obs. rare,

1600 Surflet Countrie Farme I. xvii. no Swans haunt
and loue to resort to some particular places onely, as in

watrie, wandring and solitarie places [orig. licu.x aquatiques,
esgarez <$ solitaires],

d. Path. Wandering spleen, kidney, liver : see

quots.

1897 Allbuits Syst. Med. III. 584 The so-called ' wander,
ing spleen ' in which the viscus is found in the lower abdo-
men. Ibid. IV. 518 A case of wandering spleen. 1899 Syd.
Soc, Lex., Wandering, moving from place to place. Wan-
dering kidney, a synonym for floating kidney. Wandering
liver.

e. Mining. (See quot.) Cf. Stray a,

1886 J. Barrowman Se. Mining Terms 70 Wandering
coal, a coal seam that exists only over a small area ; an
irregular seam of coal.

4. Characterized by wandering.
1582 Stanyhurst Mneis 111. (Arb.) 88 To soyl of Cyclops

with wandring ioumye we roamed. 1603 Daniel Dcf.
Ryme H 6 b, There is no right in these things that are
continually in a wandring motion, carried with the violence
of our vncertaine likings. 1697 Dryden /Eneis in. 943
Thus to the listning Queen, the Royal Guest His wand'ring
Course, and all his Toils express'd. 1719 De FozCrusoe 1.

(Globe) 112 This little wandering Journey, without settled

Place of Abode, had been so unpleasant to me, that my own
House., was a perfect Settlement to me. 1781 Gibbon DecI.

ff F. xxxi. (1787) III. 227 He experienced the adventures
of an obscure and wandering life. 1814 Scott Lord of Isles

in. xxxi, A landless prince, whose wandering life Is but one
scene of blood and strife. 1872 Howells Wedd. Journ.
(1892) 315 The river., whose wandering loveliness the road
follows. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander * At Bay in, Paris is not

a bad place to anchor in after a wandering life.

Hence Wa*nderinffly adv. ; Wa*nderingness.
1552 Hui.oet, Wandrynglye, palatini, passim. 1565

Golding Ovid's Met. To Rdr. A j b, And Pilgrims such as
wandringly theyr tyme in trauell waste. 1608 Shaks. Per.
in. iii. 7 Your shakes of fortune, though they hant [1609
haunt] you mortally Yet glaunce full wondringly on vs.

1653 J ER - Taylor Serm.for Year 1. iii. 32 Were thy prayers
made in feare and holinesse, with passion and desire? Were
they not made unwillingly, weakly, and wandringly. 1687

Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, n, Wanderingness, distraction, egare-

ment, d'Esprit, 1825 Blackw. Mag. XVIII. 437 His eyes

Gleam'd wanderingly with brine unbidden. 1867 Tennyson
Holy Grail 148 For when was Lancelot wanderingly lewd?

tWanderment. Obs. rare. [f. Wander v,

+ -MENT.] The action or state of wandering.

1597 Bi\ Hall Sat. 11. iii. 20 Genus and Species long since

barefoote went, Vpon their ten-toes in wilde wanderment,

1598 Sylvester DuBartas 11. ii. iv. Columnes 614 Rupture to

remove, Which would 1* caused, through their wanderment,
Inth' Heau'ns inclos'd within the Firmament.

Wanderoo (wowlar/*'). Also 7-9 wanderow,
9 wandaru. [a. Sinhalese wanderu, monkey,
cognate with Hindi bandar, repr. Skr. vanara
monkey, believed to mean literally' forest -dweller',

f. vanar- {vanas, vand) forest. The Fr. form
ouanderou (liuffon) is a re-spelling of the word as

given by Knox.] A name properly belonging to

the langur monkeys (genus Semnofithecus), in-

habiting Ceylon, but until recently almost always
misapplied, after Button's example, to the Lion-

tailed Macaque {Macacus silenus) of Malabar.
1681 R. Knox Hist. Rel. Ceylon ff E.-Ind.i. vi. 26 Mon-

keys. ..Some so large as our English Spaniel Dogs, of a
darkish gray colour, and black faces, with great white
beards. . . There is another sort just of the same bigness, but

. .milk white both in body and face.. .This sort they c:ol in

their Language, Wanderows. 1774 Goldsm. Nut. Hist.
IV. vii. 215 The Wanderow is a baboon rather less than the
former [i. e. the Mandril]. ..What particularly distinguishes
it is a lar^e long white head of hair, together with a mon-
strous white beard. It., is chiefly seen in the woods of
Ceylon and Malabar. 1785 W. Smkllie tr. Buffon's Nat.
Hist. (1791) VIII. 133 The Ouanderou and the Lowando.
[Footnote, Ouanderou, wanderu, the names of this animal
in Ceylon.] 1812 Mar. Gkaham Jrnl. Resld. India (1813) 97,
I saw one of the large baboons, called here Wanderows, on
the top of a coco-nut tree. 1874 F. Buckland in Life xii.

(1885)289 One is a Macaque.. .Another is the Wanderoo...
This monkey, .comes from Malabar. 1907 Times 21 Aug.
2/4 A lion-tailed macaque {Macacus silenus) often miscalled
the wanderoo, a name which of right belongs to the purple-
faced langur (Scmnopithecus cep/ialoptents) of Ceylon.
attrib. 1885 Hornaday 2 Yrs. in Jungle xxiii. 274 We

started a lot of wanderoo monkeys. 1894 Outing XXIV.
292/1 Descriptions of the fauna of Ceylon, notably of the
wandaru monkeys.

Wander-year. [f. Wander v,, after G. wan-
derjahr, the year, or one of the years, spent in

travel for the purpose of perfecting one's skill and
knowledge between the completion of apprentice-

ship and settling down to the practice of a trade.]

A year of wandering or travel (usually with more
or less direct reference to German usage).

1895 Outing XXVI. 331/1 Traveling afoot like any poor
student or mere Bursck of an artisan serving his wander-
year. 1906 Daily Citron. 26 Oct. 3/3 Off to Philadelphia
went Leland, when his wander-years were over, and the
necessity of choosing a profession and making a living faced
him. 1912 L. Tracy MirabcCs Isl. vii. (1915) 109 David
had seen a good deal during his wander years, and he had
never before secured such an auditor. 1914 H. M. Vaughan
{title), An Australasian Wander-Year.

t Wandis, v. Se, Obs. In 4-5 vayndis, wan-
dys. [a. Ol*'. wandiss-, lengthened stem oiwandir,
gandir, f. Germanic root *wand- : see Wend v.

and-i3H2.] intr. To recoil, retreat, give way. Cf.

Wond v.

1375 Harbour Bruce xn. 109 The Ynglis men that war
fechtand, Quhen thai the Douglassaw at hand, Thai vayn-
dist [MS. E. wandyst] and maidane opnyng. Ibid, xm. 217
Thai vayndist [MS, E. wandyst] a liteli we. Ibid, xvi. 629.

Wandle (wo*nd'l), a. Sc, and north. Also
wannel, wanle. [App. related to Wand sb.~] Of
a thing : Flexible, supple. Of a person : Lithe,

agile, nimble.
1803 Hogg Donald MacDonald \\, The Stuart is sturdy

and wannel. 1816 Scott Antiq, xxiv, The bairn was sent
awa, and bred up near the Highlands, and grew up to be
a fine wanle fallow. 1829 Hrockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2),

Wandle, supple, pliant—when spoken of a person, agile,

nimhle. iBggCumbtd. Gloss., Wannel, lithe, agile, flexible.

Wandle (wo/nd'l), v. dial. Also wannel.
[Perh. f. wan, Wane a.~\ intr, * To walk un-
steadily or wearily; to move with a slow, trembling

step' {Eng. Dial. Diet),
1686 G. Stuart foco-serious Disc. 48 Her Stilts [note,

Crutches] she was not able to handle. But e'en as weak as
she cou'd wandle. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Wandle,
luanucl, to walk with weariness or painful effort. Aa can
hard lies wannel hyem.
Wandlessour, var. Wanlasotjr Obs,

"Wandness, obs. form of Wanness.
Wandoand, var. wyndowand, obs. Sc. pres.

pple. of Winnow v,

II Wandoo (wo^idw*). [Native Australian.]

The White Gum-tree {Eucalyptus reduncd) of

Western Australia, from which is obtained a hard
durable wood.
1884 F. von Mueller Eucalyptogr. x. Eucalyptus redunca.

..The ' Wandoo' or principal 'White Gum-tree ' of West-
Australia. 1901 Daily Citron. 3 Sept. 7/4 Wandoo piles
used in bridge construction.

Wandought (wa-nd^t), sb. and a. Sc. Also
wandocht, -dout, -dough, ff. Wan- + Dought
sb, and a. Cf. Undought sb., Undoughtv a.]

A. sb, A feeble or puny person.
a 1728 W. Starrat Epistle 53 in Ramsay's Poems (1728)

II. 109 And when thou bids the paughty Czar stand yon,
The Wandought seems beneath thee on his Throne. 1768
Ross Helenore 1. 9 Lindy is. . Nae bursen bailch, nae wan-
dought [1796, 1812, wandough] or misgrown, But plump an'
swack an like an apple round. 1850 J. Struthehs Poet,
Wks. I. My Life 10 Mrs. Baillic.out of pure compassion
for the wandought, had him frequently brought in to her.

B. adj. Feeble, ineffective, worthless.

1788 Picken Poems 160 My wandocht, rustic Muse, Gane

hafflens daiz't an' doitet, Begins to glunch. 1819 A. Bal.
four Campbell I. xviii. 334 That wandought ne'er-do-weel
o' a dominie. 1836 Marc Mackintosh Cottager's Dau. 62
She was nane o your wandought menseless folk.

t Wa'ndrel. Obs. rare~ y
. [f. Wander v. : see

-lk.] A vagabond.
C1557 Abp. Parker Ps, cix. 10 As wandrels make: his

childrens stray : to beg & seeke their bread.

tWandreme. Obs. rare—1
. [Of uncertain

etymology.
Perh. f. Wan- + Dream sb.l, though this supposition

offers some difficulties. The word may be an alteration, for

the sake of rhyme, of Wandreth, with which it seems to be
synonymous. Another possibility is that it represents OE.
wddendriam, used to render furor animi, but surviving
with difference of meaning in Sc. Widdendream (varr. win-
dream, ividdrim, etc) confusion, bewilderment ; for the
phonology cf. Wansdyke repr. OE. WOduesdfc]
Distress, grief : ? = Wandreth.
c 1450 Erie Toulous 989 The abbot was the ladyes erne,

For hur he was in grete wandreme, And moche mornyng
he mase.

t Wa'ndreth.. Obs. Forms: a. 2 wandrede,
wondrede, 3 wandre'o'e, wondraUe, -reaUe,

red(e), -refle, wontreatSe, -rede, -rette, 3-4
wandret, 3-7 wandreth, 4 wandred, wandxeht,
wandretht, wanderet, wanedrethe, 4-5 wan-
drethe, 6 Sc. wandrecht. 0. 2-3 wanred(e, 4
wonryde. 7. 6 J>V. wander, [a. ON. vandrkti
neut., difficulty, trouble, f. vand-r, difficult + rmdi
management, related to rdd neut. = OE. rxd counsel,

Rede sb. With this use of rxSi cf. the cognate

OE. tdeden, -rxden, -red, though the ON. word
did not lose its meaning and become a mere suffix.

The /3 forms seem to be merely phonetic variants due to

the dropping of d between « and r; that tvanrede is an
etymologizing perversion (as if f. Wan- + Rede) is less prob-

able. The 16th c. Sc. wander is similarly of phonetic
origin, though confusion with Wander sb. may have assisted

the development.]

Misery, distress, hardship ; adversity, poverty.
Often alliteratively coupled with woe or contrasted with

weal.
a. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 157* Pe halie Men scedden hate

teres.. hwenne ho ise;en hore emcristene wandrede bolie

oSer in seknesse bifalle. c 1200 Okmin 4S46 He shall pe
gifenn eche blisse, Onngsn all batt wanndrab & wa. c 1*05
Lay. 12511 We beo'i> ofte hider ifaren mid wandreSe & mid
fare, a 1225 Ancr. R. 156 Godes breatunge is wondre3e Sc

weane ine licome & ine soule, world a buten ende ! c 1230
Hali Meid. 9 Worldliche wunne bat tu wendes to bi3eten, &
hauest ifunden weane brin, & wondrafte [v.r. wontree'e] riue.

a 1240 Lofsong in O. E. Horn. I. 213 Louerd ich..wulle

luuien be more, .burh bis wondred ben er in al mine weole.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5787 pai ar in wandret and in waa. c 1325
Metr. Horn. 23 For it [hali kirk] and pouer men hauis

bathe Of wer and wandreht al the schathe. Ibid. 73 Fore
worldes wandretht and pouerte Haldes meknes in many
mans herte. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (T.) 433 Euenly to

sofir the wele and the wa, Welthe or wandreth, whethir so

betides. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 384 Now he wylnez the were,

hys wanedrethe begynnys. 11400 Destr. Troy 11514 For
bettur is a buerne by hym sum pes, ban in wandreth & woo
to wepe all his lyue. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xv. 127 Greatt

god, as he well may, That shope both nyght and day, ffrom

wandreth he vs were, And shame. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixxi. 33 Grit wer and wandrecht lies bene ws arnang, Sin

thy depairting. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 41 Bludie
tirranie, Wandreth, wanrest, feirfull ambitioun. 1680 in

Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. XLV. 242 That..reproacht party.,

which can hardly get leave to live on earth for a pack of

ministers and professers, mickle wo and wandreth com on
them.

(3. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 Woreldes richeise wecheff

orgel on mannes heorte . . wanrede wecheS on mannes heorte

ortruwe. la 1400 Morte Arth. 707 Thy wonrydez and thy
wepynge woundez myne herte.

y. XS3S Stewart Citron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 334 And all hir

cair scho hes maid to him kend ; How scho wes put to sic

wander and wa Hir lord wes slane, hir self seigit also.

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2068 (Bannatyue MS.) Ilk man hes

me now at dispyte, That reidis the New Testment : Wander
be to thame [ed. 1601 Duill to the braine] that it wrocht.

'557 Satir. Poems Reform, xxv. 41 God. .Provydet and

guyded Hir to ane vncoulh land, Whair wander & sclander

With enemeis none sho fand.

Wands, sb, pi, ? Obs. Also5waynys,6wanes,
wannes, wandes. [Of obscure origin ; the con-

jecture in some Diets, that the word is a. Da. vand
(:—ON. vatn) is inadmissible.
In view of the alternative designations quoted below, it

seems not impossible that the word may represent OE.
*wa^iend, agent-n. from tvagian to shake, toss.]

Only in Orwell wands ,' the roadstead oft Harwich
harbour, now known as the Rolling Grounds and

Pitching Grounds ' (R. G. Marsden in Eng. Hist.

Rev. xxi. 96).
14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc.) 12 Fro Orfordnesse

to Orwell waynys the course is southwest. 1544 State

Papers Hen. VIII, I. 772 Where we lay in Orwell-wanes.

rtIS54 Sir H. Willoughdy in Hakluyt I'oy. (1589) 268 The
15 day being at HarewelL.we wayed our ankers and went

foorth into the wands about two miles from the towne.

Wandschott, obs. north, f. Wainscot.

Wandsman (wo/ndsm&n). [f. genit. ofWand
sb. + Man j^. 1 ] An official who carries a wand or

rod; a verger (Verger 2 1) of a cathedral. Cf.

WASli-bearer,

1865 W. G. Palgrave Aralda I. iii. 109 After passing be-

tween files ofwandsmen and swordsmen, Arabs and negroes,

we entered on a small court. 1906 Times 10 May 3/6 The
wandsmen of St. Paul's Cathedral. 1912 Jerome John



WANDSOMELY.
Ingerfeld v. 210 Seizing the robe of a passing wandsman,
he. . inquired if the Bishop had yet left the Cathedral.

t Wandsomely, adv. Obs. rare 1
. In 4

wandsomdly. [(. wand, Wonde v. + -SOME +
-LY.2] Reluctantly, falteringly.

7a 1400 Morte Arth. 4012 The waye unto Wynchestre J-ay
wente at the gayneste, Wery and wandsomdly, with wondide
knyghtes.

Wandy (w$*ndi), a. [f. Wand sb. + -t.]

fl. (See quot.) Obs.
161 1 Cotgr., Baguetteux, wandie, full of rods, wands, or

switches,

2. Resembling a wand ; long and flexible, rare.
1825 Brockf.tt N. C. Gloss,, Wandy, long and flexible;

likea wand. 1880 Lanier Poems, On a Palmetto 3 To where
expands His wandy circlet with his bladed bands Dividing
every wind.

3. dial. (See quots.) [Possibly a different word,
directly f. wand- to turn : see Wend v.]
1824 Carr Craven Dial. 9 He wor a mortal nice viewly

wandy_ beast. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss, s.v., 'A wandy
body, is a person one would consider stout, but who is well-
made and active.

Wane (w^in), sbA Forms: 1 wana (wona,
also won), 2- wane, 2-5 (?6)wone, 3-8 wain,
3-5 wan, 5 woone, 5-7 wayne, waine. [OE.
wana {wpna) wk. masc. (also wan str. neut.) want,
lack, deficiency, derived from the adj. wana {wan,
etc.), see Wane a. Compare Du. wan leakage,
also the slack or unfilled part of a sack, Goth.
wan str. neut. lack.
The development of meaning in branch 1 1 is due to the in.

fluence of the related verb Wane, with which the existing
noun became associated as a noun of action. In some appli-
cations actual new formation from the stem of the verb may
have taken place.]

I. fl. Want, lack, shortage, absence*?/*. Obs.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiv. § 9 Hit nan mon ne nueg ealt

habban, ba;t him ne sie sumes binges wana. c 1000 ^Klfric
Horn. II. 400 Anes^Singes 5e is wana [Mark x. 21 : cf. Ags,
Gosp. an bing be is wana {-where wana is adj.)]. CH75
Lamb. Horn. 145 Defect to omnii malt. Habundanciaomnis
boni, wone of alle uuele; wole and alle gode. c 1325 Ancr.
R. 68 pe treowe is misleued, Sc te sakelease ofte bilowen, nor
wone of witnesse. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 30 Weping
haveth rayn wonges wet, for wikked werk ant wone of wyt.
13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3478 Of no ioie nas ber wane, C1330
Arth, <V Merl. 3121 Of fesaunce, pertris & of crane per was
plente & no wane, a 1400 Syr. lowe Degre 322 The Cocke,
the Corlewe, and the Crane, With Fesauntes fayre, theyr
were no wane, c 1425 Cursor M. 5387 (Trin.) Faute of breed
bat ilka tide was ouer al be world so wide But in no londe
so mychel wan As in egipte and canaan.

fb. Lack, fault, defect. Obs. rare,
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 223/1 DisPendium,
..wonung, worn, wana net henba. c 1320 Cast. Love
229 God ne wrouhte neuer bat bing pat out les borw his
wonyng^, ffor nis no wone on him I-long. C1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints 11. {Paul) 867 Blowmand bewte but wane or smyt of
sawle and body togiddir knyt. 1390 Gower Cottf, II, 307
Thilke suete, Whos beaute was withoute wane, This faire
Maiden Adriane.

t C. Omission, shortening. Obs. (Cf. sense 4.)
ci3 IS Shoreham Poems i. 254 pe wordes scholle be ised

Wibe-oute wane and eche.

t 2. Need, want, poverty. Obs.
axioo in Napier O. E. Glosses 1. 3865 Inopiam, wanan.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 192 God hit wot, momoSerwotlutel of bisse
eise, auh beo5 ful ofte iderued mid wone, Sc mid scheome, &
mid teone. c 1230 Hali Meld. 29 And tah bu wone heftiest,
o5er drehdest ani derf for his deorewurne luue. 1 1250
Moral Ode 357 in E. E. P. {1862) 33 Ne mat non vuel ne
non wane beon inne godes riche.

3. The amount by which a plank (esp. one sawn
from an unsquared trunk), or a roughly squared
log, falls short of a correctly squared shape. Hence,
the bevelled edge left on a plank (by reason of one
face being narrower than the other), or the im-
perfect angles of a rough-hewn log (the section of
which is thus octagonal, and, according to the size

and depth of the 'wanes', approaches, more or
less nearly, a regular octagon).
1662 Atwbll Faithf. Surveyour 133 When they do hew

any timber, they, .allow nothing for the wanes. Ibid. They
seldome hew nigher to square in this Countrey, then that the
four wanes are as broad as the four flats, all which are equal
to a square piece of the breadth of one of those wanes ; &
although those wanes be less in some places then in other,
yet will they be of no service so deep as the deepest wane
goes. 1711 W. Sutherland Shipbut'td. Assist. 9, I shall
describe the General Strike in measuring Timber, ..which is
to see that the 4 Wanes are but equal to two Squares. 1833
Loudok £»<^/, Archil. § 852 The whole of the materials to
be provided and sawed out square free from wane, of the
several scantlings and thicknesses herein specified. 1875
Laslett Timber x\\. 75 All the thick-stufT and plank to be
cut straight, or nearly so, and of parallel thickness, and to
be measured for breadth at the middle, or half the length,
taking in half the wanes. Ibid, xxxiii. 272 The trees-.. are
hewn into a square form, and have a small amount of wane
left upon each angle.

fb. Comb.
«66a Atwell Faithf. Surveyour 133 Hath not he that

buyeth wane-timber, that the wanes run not streight, as
much need, and as much reason to have allowance for the
wanes. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Apr. (1744) 44 The
Seller of the Timber loses all the Gain of the Wane-edges

;

which Gain in short is a Cheat, altho'avery customary one.
II. Action of waning.

T 4. Decrease in size. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor A/. 1430 Euer stod bai [be bre wandis] still

in an, Wit-outen wax, wit-outen wain [Gott., Fairfax, wane,

67

Trin. woone]. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 104 Bot thilke See
which hath no wane Is cleped the gret Occeane.
6. The waning, or gradual decrease of the visible

illuminated area on the moon. Now rai-e exc. in

phrases, on, upon the wane
y
in {the, her, its) wane.

1548 Etyot's Diet. s.v. Seneo, Luna senescens, the moone
whan it is in the wane. 1561 Eden Art ofNavig. n. i. 29 b,
The decreasyng or wane of the Moone. 1595 Markham Sir
R. Grinvile (Arb.) 70 The siluer Moone, ..That with the
floods fills vp her horned head And by her waine the wayning
ebbs doth keepe. x6o8 [Tofte] Ariosto's Sat. 111. (161 1) 38
They easly might espy.. How she [the moon] grew in the
full, how in the waine. 1613 Heywood Brazen Age 11. ii. E 4,
When the Moone, by which the Seas are gouern'd, Retir'd
his waters by her powerfull wane. 1720 Swift Poems, Progr.
Beauty 72 Each Night,a Hit dropsoffher Face,When Mortals
say she's in her Wane. 1726 Pope Odyss. xix. 352 When the
pale Empress of yon' starry train In the next month renews
her faded wane. 1838 Wordsw. Sonn. *'Tis He* 8 Yon
Moon Doubly depressed, setting, and in her wane. 1820
Keats Lamia 1. 136 She, likea moon in wane, Faded before
him. 1850 S. Dobell Roman vii. Poet. Wks. 1875 1. 118 The
old moon began to sink (Long, like her, upon the wane).

b. transf. xnAfig.
1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vr. lxxi, Can.. One onely blot

so great a light empair, That never could he hope his waning
to repair ? Ah I never could he hope once to repair So great
a wane, should not that new-born Sun Adopt him [etc. J.

1639 Du Vehger tr. Camus'" Admir. Events 21 1 Now is our
Berard in the third quarter of the wayne of his liberty. 1678
Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 119 Like the Moon That's past the full,
into the wain he goes. 1859 FitzGerald Omar lxxiv, Ah,
Moon of my delight who know'st no wane.

O. The period characterized by the waning of
the moon, esp. regarded as a favourable, or un-
favourable, time for various (usually agricultural)
operations. Usually in phr. in {at, etc.) the wane
ofthe moon, rarely unqualified, in the wane,
1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 101 And certaine will, that

the root be digged vp in the waine of the Moone, she then
being vnder the earth. 1573-80 Tusser Husb, (1878) 88 Sowe
peason and beanes in the wane of the Moone. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. It. 60 b, Yet there are that holde opinion,
that yf you sowe them in the wane they wyll be the smaller.
1631 Widdowes Nat. P/tilos. 13 In part before & after the
8 day, called the encrease and the waine of the Moone. 1651
Culi'Epper Astrol. Judgem. Dis. (1658) 4 Seed sown at the
wain of the Moon, grows either not at all, or to no purpose.
1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. 1. ii. 14 To cut Hair.. in the
Wane, causeth baldness. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 445 As for
Garden-Beans, they are usually set betwixt November and
February, at the Wain of the Moon. 1866 A. Steinmetz
Weathercasts 41 In Suffolk it is considered unlucky to kill

a pig in the wane of the moon.

6. Gradual decrease or decline in splendour,
power, importance, intensity, or the like, esp. as
following on the culmination of a process of
gradual increase ; the declining period (of a
person's life, an institution, etc.) ; the latter part
(of a period of time). Phrases as in 5.
Quot, c 1375 perh. belongs rather to 1 b.

C1375 Cursor M. 3s84(Fairf.) Quen alle wittesys him gane
(>en ys alle his wille in wane. 1546 Heywood Prov, (1867)
67 Who seeth nought herein, his wit is in the wane. 1579
Lvlv Eufihues {kxb.) 184 Thou which art enen in the wane
of thy life,., maist wel know what griefes [etc.]. 1597 Hooker
Feci. Pol. v. lxit. § 2 In the waine and declination of Christian
pietie. 1601 F. Godwin Bps. ofEng. 431 The Church by
them planted had many notable wanes, and intermissions.
x6ia W, TrumballZ,^. in toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. 1. 612 Hiscreditt is on the wayne. 1647 Lilly Chr.
Astrol. clxxxv. 821 Doubtlesse it will be a yeer of some
unseasonable unquietnesse, one mischiefe arising in the
waine of another. 1657 Heylin Ecclest'a Vimi. I. i. 33
The authority of the Church was then in the wane. 1660
R. Cokb Power <5> Subj. gi Christianity it self is in the
very wayne here among us. 1680 Morden Geog. Reel.,
Scot. (1685) 31 Towards the wain of the Roman Empire.
176a Goldsm. Nash 54 Mr. Nash's affairs being in the
wane, he demanded the money of his lordship's heirs. 1793
Mrs. Inciibald Ev. one has his Fault 11. i. (1794) 24, I
should have lost my eye-sight, and have been blind to the
wane of her charms. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vin. xii. 306
Signora Mencia. .was still in fashion, though a little on the
wane. 1833 T.Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 371 Age, and
the wane of mind consequent on it. 1831 James Phil.
Augustus xxv, In the wane of September, when days are
hot and evenings are^ chilly. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlix.
The day was in its prime, the day was in its wane, and still

..she slept on. a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 121
A sign that the influence of Portland was on the wane and
that the influence of Albemarle was growing. 1885 Mnnch.
Exam. 6 Apr. 4/7 It is quite possible that his power maybe
011 the wane. 1899 Alibutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 98 It's [sc.

anaesthesia's] persistence or disappearance has been used to
measure the persistence or the wane of the disease [sc, hys-
teria]. 1904 Sat. Rev. 13 Feb. 195/1 This feeling is perhaps
somewhat on the wane.

t Wane, sb.% Obs. Also pi. 4 wans, Sc. vanis,
5-6 Sc, waynys. See also Wone sb.2 [Early
ME. wane, also wone (with open 0), whence the
synonymous Wone sb.% The word belongs to the
Tnt root *2w;«- : *zuun~, which expresses the two-
fold notion ( custom* and 'dwelling*; the precise
source is uncertain.
The form *wan. of the root is otherwise known only in the

sense 'custom' (ON. vane wk. masc, custom, OK. ivenian
Wean v. :

—

*iuanjan), while the weak grade *ivun. has both
senses (OE. gewuna wk. masc, custom, Wone sb. }

; ON.
una, OE. tvunian to dwell, Wone v.). There may have
been an OE. *wana (or .<) with the sense 'dwelling', or
the word may be a. ON. vane in an unrecorded sense, or
with change of sense due to the influence of Wone v., which
meant both ' to be accustomed ' (cf. Wont) and ' to dwell '.

WANE.
After the 14th c. the form ivane is exclusively Sc. and

northern ; Woke sb. 2
, which in the north was rare, was com-

mon in midland and southern use, and survived as a poetic
archaism until the 17th c]
A dwelling-place, iesidence, house (freq. of reli-

gious communities, etc.). Often //. with reference
to one building, or group of buildings.
a 1225 St. Marker. 21 Ant ne schal nan unwiht wunien ibe

wanes ber hi martirdom is iwriten inne. a 1300 Cursor M.
8667 In wanes war we stad vn-wide, And laid vr barns be vr
side. C1330R. UuvtiNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14554 Pe Saxons
ledde be Aufrykans, & destruyed be Cristen wans [v.r.
wanes], c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 277 & schawyt
me be welful stede quhare he

J
e fare palace has mad.. .& set

oute all is |>at vanis with brycht & schenand preciuse stanys.
a 1400 Sir Pcrc. 1347 The mene that were with-in the wane,
The comone belle gunne knylle. c 1400 Contin. Brut cexxxii.
(MS. C.C.C.) 317 pe Danes, .turned homwardes ajen levyng
behind hem in her ynnes, pryvyly ywriten, in scrowes and
on walles, ' Jetshull Danos [Ca.vton danes wast] ^>es Wanes.
c 1450 St. Cuthbeit (SurteesJ 2028 A bischope, ane abbot, all

vndir ane, Monkes wonand in a wane, c 1475 RaufCett^ear
7 All thay went with the King to his worthy wane, c 1470
Henry Wallace s\\. 337 Then he gert cry about thai waynys
wide, Na Scottis born amang thaim thur suld bid. 1513
Douglas /Eneis x. iii. 94 Ida forest, to fugytyve Troianis
Thayr best belouit wod and natyve wanys. a 1568 Banna-
tyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 662 Bot sone within a wane scho
went. Most hevinly to behold. [1820 Marviaiden of Clyde
xvii. in Edin, Mag, VI. 423 A dowie sheen frae his austrous
een Gae licht to the dismal wane.]

b. In the obscure alliterative phrase worthy
{worshipful, wise) in wane. Cf. Wone sb. 2

The sense may have originally been ' in the dwellings of
men, among men*. Cf. similar uses of Town.
a 1400 Sir Degrev. 433 Thane spekts that wis in-with

wane, 'Ye have well good mene y-slayne.' cr^ooAnturs
of Arth. xiii, ' Wtdccome, Waynourl' scho says, ' bou
worthye in wane! ' c 14506'/. Cul/tbert (Surges) 2514 Slyke
monkes haue I knawen and sene, pat. .had mare grace of
prophecy Pan euer hider to had I; Amang be whilk boysil
was ane, ye maste wirschipful man in wane, a 1650 Eger
ff Grine 729 in Percy Pol. MS. I. 377 It is a lord most
worthyest in waine, Erie Gares is his name.

t Wane, ^- 3 ^J. Forms: 2 wene, 2-3 wane,
weane, 3 weene, wono, 4 wan, wood. [perh. an
extension (? starting from the inflected forms) of

OK. wt(a wk. masc. misery. The vowel of OE. wd
adv. and int. ill, Woe, or of OK. wdwa wk. masc.
misery, may have influenced the forms, but cf,

fone, etc. extended forms of Few a. which are

phonologically very similar.] Misery, woe.
a 1200 Moral Ode 151 in O. E. Horn. 1. 169 Eure he walde

her inne wawe and ine wene [v.r. wane] wunien, Wid bet
he mihte belle pine bi-tlien. c 1205 Lay. 219S Hco stureden
heora wepnan wane wes on folke. Ibid. 2203 & him seolf
mid wane [c 1275 onnebe] ferde into ane watere. Ibid. 5655
peo cnihtes weoren vnwepned ba be waene heo wes 3euto

?

e.

( 1225 Ancr. R. 114 Al bet flesch f>uncche5 sur o<?er bitter;

bet is, pine & weane, Sc teone, & alle meseise. c 1230 Hali
Meid. 9 Worldliche wunne pat tu wendes to bi3eten, ant
hauest ifunden weane brin, & wondra5e riue. c 1330 King of
Tars 66 Jhesu,..Let me nevere that day isee A tiraunt for

to take. For Marie love,. . Arst yif him wan and wrake. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 419 Kyng P'ortigern sat on pe
water side, and was wel ful of woon [L. Vortiger sedit
an.vius],

b. Comb, f wan-, f wen-siB, misery; fween-
slaht, slaughter,

1205 Lay. 539 pa Grickes neoren noht warre of heore wen-
si5e(ci275 mochele harme]. Ibid. 30S8 Sc bu scalt worsen
warchen, & wonien in wansiSe [C1275 ine wowe]. Ibid.
9520 Faren witswullento-somne, & mid fehten hit to-dailen ;

makien wxn-slahtes.

Hence f Wa-nliche a. [-tick, -LY l
] t

miserable,

wretched.
1205 Lay. 25090 pa six swin he gon seten alle. . . Al biwaled

on axen, wanfiche weoren ba sonden. Ibid. 30288 Nu we
ma3en wepen and wanliche i-beren.

tWane, a. Obs, Forms : 1 wana, wona
(also wan, won), 2-3, 5 wone, 3-4 won, 4-5
woon, 2-7 wane, 5 vane, 4-6 (9 dial.) wan.
[OE. wana, wpna, usually indeclinable, rarely weak
(also wan, wpn, str. adj.) = OS., MLG., MDu.,
Flemish wan, ON. van-r (cf. WantjA, and Wan-),
Goth. wan~s :—OTent. *wano-, prob. f, Indoger-
manic root *7va- as in L. vdnus Vain a.]

1. Lacking, absent, deficient,

cB*s Vesp. Ps. xxii[i]. 1 Nowiht me wonu biS [Vulg. nihil
mihi deerit], 971 Blickl. Horn. 131 ^Erbon be he [sc. Drihten]
on heofenas astige, bonon he naifre won waes burh his god-
cundnesse miht. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xix. 20 Eall bis ic

feheold ; hwa;t is me £yt wana? c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 pe
Ion bet haned bis ilke fif bing mid him he is leful Mon, and,

if him is eni ber of wane, he nis nawiht alse leful alse him
bi-houede. a 1225 Ancr. R. 26 Nis no god wone [v.r, wane]
ber ase breos breo beoS. mihte Sc wisdom & luue iveied to-

gederes. c 1250 Gen. fy hx. 3353 Tidlike hem was 5at water
wane, a 1300 Cursor M. 20056 Qua hertili hers or redis

hit Of ur leuedi andsant iohn pair beniscun ban bes not wan
tGott., trin. won]. Ibid. 22846 For al welth sal bam be wan
[G&tt., Fair/, wane, Trin. wone]. a i&$Maudelain 299 in

Horstm. Altengl. Lcg.Ufyl) 299 When itnomilkgete mijt,

pe fader., seyd, 'alias, hir fode is wane', c 1330 R. Brunke
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8329 Let now no god wille be wane,

Bot help to venge my fader bane 1 13. . Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt.

493 For he jerned a,e!pyng to here, Tha3 hym wordez were

wane, when bay to sste wenten. 1389 in Engl. Gilds (1870)

30 And qwo«so be wane, schal paye a pound of wax. c 1400

z6 Pol. Poems it. 61 Me thenkej* fere wit is wane To strode

the hony. CX440 Promp. Parv. 515/1 Wane, or wantynge,

absens, deessens. c 147S Mankind 412 in Macro Plays 16

He [Mercy] hath taught Maukyndc, wyll UMyscheff] haue
9-2



WANE. 68 WANG.
be vane, To fyght manlya-geyn hys fon. cx$tz Skelton
Whynat to Courte ? 917 Ye must weare bukram, Or canuas
of Cane, For sylkes are wane.

2. Destitute of
aZoo Christ 270 paet we tires wone a butan ende sculon

ermbu dreo^an. 971 Blickl. Ho»t. 17 He bid wana pses ecan
leohtes. CI175 Lantb. Horn. 73 He nis noht fulliche cristene

mon bet is awiht wone of bisse breo bing. c 1430 Christ's own
Complaint 427 in Pol. Rel. <V L. Poems (1903) 217 Alle bestes

.. In kindeliworchinge ben durable Saafoonly I,ofwitiiswan.

3. With numerals, etc.: Short of Used to ex-

press numbers (one or two) less than a complete
decade.
coMtr. Bxda's Hist. m. xxiv, (Schipper) 311 Ob baithyra?

daga rim ^efylled wass, bait is anes ^eares wana [t'.rr. won(a)
be] syxti^rawintra. a 1x22 O.E. Chron.{ Laud MS.) an. 972
Hewxs pa ana wana .xxx. wintra. a 1225 Leg. Rath. 67 A
meiden swi5e Jung of jeres twa wone of twenti. 13..
Evang. Nicod. 419 in Archiv Stud, tie it. Sfir. LI1I. 399 Ane
wane of fourty strakes with yherd he sail be smyten. c 1400
Rule St. Benet(pTO*e) 22 pe gude herde, bat lefte in be munte
ane wane of a hundrez sep and yede at seke bis ane b l was
want, a 1500 in Bemardus de Cura etc. 32 Be the yheris of
cryst comyn and gone, Fully nynty andenyne, nocht one
wone.

4. Incomplete ; not fully formed, or properly

shaped. Of the moon : Not full.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 76 Quhen it [the
moon] is full, all things.. ar mare forssy..na quhen it is

wane. 1508 Dunbar Plyting 1 95 Wan wraiglanewasp. 1825
Jamieson, A waft tret' is a tree that has not 'grown in a
circular form', or that is not filled up on one side... Ber wicks.

5. Insufficient, (too) small, rare.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3046 Hir nose for the nonest was nobly
shapyn,.. Nawther to wyde ne to wan, but as horn well
semyt. 1624 in Pec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1878) III. 164
[They] buye thair staiple guids quhen the samin does come
to the staiple port at ane wane mercatt.

Wane (w^n), v. Inflected waned, waning.
Forms : a. 1 wanian, 2-3 "wanie-n, 3-4 wanye,
5 ?wan3e, 4-7 wayne, 5 wan, 6-7 waine, 6-9
wain, 7 wean, 3- wane. 0. 1 wonian, 3-4 wone.
Also with prefix, 1 30-, 2-4 i-. [OK. wanian
(woman) wk. vb. to lessen {trans, and intr.) =
OKris. wonia, MDu. waenen, wanen, OS. wanon,
OHG. wandn, wanht (MHO. wanen), intr., ON.
vana trans., vana-sk to grow less (Norw. vana to

spoil, waste), Goth. *wanan (cf. wanains loss,

i'jTTT]fj.a, Rom. xi. 12):—OTeut. *wanojan, *wan&~
ian, f. *wano- lacking, Wane a.]

I. intr. TogrowIess,decrease. (Opposed towax.)
1. To decrease in size or extent; to dwindle.

Now rare.
*f*
Also with pleonastic complement, to

wane less, too little.

Beowulf 1607 pa bait sweord ongan aifter heaboswate hilde-

jsicelum, wi^bil wanian. c 1290 St. Brendan 342 in S. Ettg.
Leg. 229 Ich wondri hou} i>is taperes bernez J>us: and ne
wanieznou^t. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4772 pis was a wondir-
full werk. . |>at bai [two trees] suld wax soo & wane within
a wale time, 14., 26 Pol. Poems xix. 44 py vices waxen
moo, And by vertues wanen lesse. 1584-7 Greene Card of
Eancie (1593) 04 b, The tree forthwith waineth and witlier-

eth. 1647 Fuller Cd. 'Ph. Worse T. in. ix. 141 [A disease]
Wherein the Head waxeth too great, whil'st the Leggesand
lower parts waine too Little. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct.
Sci. (1857) I. 228 Fruits and animals wax and wane. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 444 That which grows is said to wax,
and that which decays to wane. 1896 Black Horse Gas.
Jan. 8/2 When the width of an Empire may wax and enlarge
Or shrivel and wane with the fate of a charge,

f b. To decrease in number. Obs.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 982 pat hii horn ssolde vnder stonde

6 lene horn winunen bat hii mi^te horospring eche so. Vor
bing bat woneb & nobing wexb sone it worb ido. C1380
Sir Ferumb. 1645 Now haue y lost kyng Moradas..And
othre kynges manye . , Now my folkes dob pus wanye, y-lost
ys myn honour.

t c. To grow less in quantity or volume. Of
the sea, water : To subside, ebb. Obs.
c 1290 St. Laurence 84 in S. Eng. Leg. 342 pis tresour. . ne

schal neuere wanie, ake euere wexe faste. 13 . . E. E. A Hit.
P. B. 496 How bat watterez wern woned & be worlde dryed.
1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. in. xviii. (Tollemache MS.),
Physiciens telleb bat blood waneb by age [L. sauguinem
minui per zetatem\ Ibid.xin. xxiii, Whan be mone is in
be lower corse water begynneb to wanye. C1440 York Myst.
ix. 204 It [sc. the flood] is wanand, bis wate I wele. 1456
Sir G. Haye Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 76 The mannis harms is

full in the full mone and at the full see, and wanis as the see.

c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 160 This great water
seemes to flow and wane with ye wind but it does not Ebb
and flow Like the sea with the tyde. 181$ Scott Guy M.
xl, The snow, which had been for some time waning, had
given way entirely under the fresh gale of the preceding
night. The more distant hills, indeed, retained their snowy
mantle, but all the open country was cleared.

2. Of the moon : To undergo the periodical

decrease in the extent of its visible illuminated

portion, characteristic of the second half of the

lunation.

971 Blickl. Horn. 17 ponne se mona wana<$, Jranne tacnaS
he ure dcablicnesse. a 1225 Ancr. R. 166 pe mone waxetS
& wonc5, & nis neuer studeuest. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T.
2077 And vndernethe hir feet she hadde a moone, Wexyng
it was, and sholde wanye soone. c 1440 Astron. Cat, (MS.
Ashm. 391), W*yn it is an hoole which shew* by similitude
how be moone wexeb and wan^ebl? ?-£#</ wanzeb: sv^Wanze
v. 2]. 1590 SfiAKS. Mtds. N. 1. 1. 4 But oh, meth'tnkes, how
slow This old Moon wanes. 1601 Song 0/Mary in Farr .S*.

/'. Eliz. (1845) II. 428 Her sunne doth neuer clipse nor
cloude ; Her moone doth neuer wax nor wane. 1762 J.
Kennedy Compt. Syst. Astron. Chron. 728 The validity of

the sacred writings never can be denied, while the moon
shall encrease and wane. 1868 Lockyer Etetn, Astron. § 232
From New Moon the illuminated portion of our satellite

waxes, or increases in size, till Full Moon, and then wanes,
or diminishes, to the next New Moon.
3. Of light, colour, luminous or coloured objects

:

To decrease in brilliance or splendour ; to become
faint or dim. Also (nonce-uses) with pleonastic

complement, to wanefaint, grey.

c 1000 Rule ofChrodegang xix, iElter bissum tidum sona
cym5 se sefensang. .& bffis dashes leoht bonne eac wanoft.
a 1122 O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1107 Manege sa^don bet

hi on bam monan. .mistlice tacnagesawon, & on^ean cynde
his leoman wexende & waniende. 1833 Tennyson Lady of
Shalott iv, The pale yellow woods were waning. 1837 Car.
lyle/'V*. Rev. II. v. vi, It has waned faint and again waxed
bright. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge x, The light waned
without, it grew dusk, became quite dark. 1850 Kingsley
A. Locke xxxiii, The candles "waned grey, and the great
light streamed in through every crack and cranny. 1888
Meredith Reading of Earth etc. 118 Remote they [sc. the
stars] wane to gaze intense.

fig- '843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i, The royal tournaments
which were however waning from their ancient lustre. 1874
Green Short Hist. vii. § 8. 445 The old splendour of her
Court waned and disappeared.

4. Of a person, nation, institution : To decline in

power, importance, prosperity, or renown.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John ui. 30 Hit ^ebyrab bast he weaxe,

and bast ic wani^e. c H05 Lay. 26991 pat heore uolc gon
waxen and Bruttes gunnen wonien. a 1300 Cursor M. 924
Iurselem was struid an [tan] ban can bair kingrik for to wan.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1255 pey wil waxe &
we schal wanye. a 1628 La Brooke (F. Grevil) Hum.
Learn, lxviii, And as by artlesse Guides, States euer waine

:

So doe they where these vselesse dreamers reigne. a 1633 T.
Taylor GfftPs Judgem. 1. 1. xvi. (1642) 51 This was the first

shake that ever this kingdome received, .whereby it began
to waine and decline. 1678 Dryden AH for Love HI, 31
Ke'«. I'm waining in his favor, yet I love him. 1690 Child
Disc. Trade Pref. (B 2) b, The inseparable affinity that is.

.

at all times between Land and Trade, which are Twins, and
have always, and ever will wax and wane together. 1850
M cCosh Div. Govt. 1, ii. (1874) 51 When Popery was waning
in France, in the days of Louis XIV. i860 Hawthorne
Transform, xxxii, A people are waning to decay and ruin.

1868 Peard Water-farm. i. 7 Pisciculture began to wane.
tfyS Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 122 Plato.. had seen the
Athenian empire.. wax and wane. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Cong. V. xxiv. 489 The ban took effect, because the institu-

tion was already waning.

b. To decline in vigour, to age. rare.

1821 Galt Ann. Parish xxix. 252 Even Miss Sabrina
Hookie,. .though now waned from her meridian,, .set herself

to learn and to teach tambouring. 1899 J. Milne Romance
ofPro-consul xix. 208 Sir George Grey, as he waned under
the growing load, realised that he and Greater Britain would
be no more together.

5. Of qualities, conditions, activities, feelings,

power, etc. : To become gradually less in degree,

to decline in intensity, abate.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8488 pat wijnnne was sorwe Inou
bor poer wanede vaste. a 1340 Ham pole Psalter Prol., All

gladnes & delite of erth wanys & at be last wytes til noght
1377 Langu P. PI. B. xv. 3 And so my witte wex and
wanyed til I a fole were, c 1480 Henryson Age fy Youth 46
Thy wittis fyve sail wane, thocht thow nocht wald. 1599
Hayward 1st Pt. Life Hen. IV 140 Whilest the one
Kings power was waining, and the other not yet fullye

wexen. 1649 C. Wase Sophocles^ Elecira 10 Nor waynes
my grief, but still encreases more, 1655 Gurnall Chr, in
Armour verse 12. x. § 2 (1656) 290 But let it [sc. our
obediencej seem to wain in any service or duty, then the

Jordan of our faith flies back. 1742 Young A't. Th. 1. 217
How wanes my borrow'd bliss ! 1825 Lamb Elia Ser. 11.

Wedding, The infinity of full satisfaction, .began to wane
into something of misgiving. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man
(1835) I. i. 92 This sense of a universal law. .never waned
into total extinction among the tribes of ferocious and un-
tamed wanderers. 1878 Lecky Eng. in 18th C. I. i. 161 The
influence which his good private character.. once gave him
had been rapidly waning. 1903 Maky L. Bruce Anna
Swanwick v. 184 The precious hours passed, and the still

more precious physical strength waned. 1909 E. H. Burton
Bp. Challouer xxxiv. II. 270 Gradually his enthusiasm for

the Protestant cause waned.

6. Of a period of time : To draw to its close.

Usually with some notion of sense 3 or 5.

^ 1590 in Segar HonorMHit. # Civ. (1602) 198 But spurnd
in vaine, youth waineth byencreasing. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar
W. xxii, As I walked but slowly, the night waned apace.

1795 Southey Joan ofArc*. 186 But soon the night wain 'd

on. And the loud trumpets' blare from broken sleep Roused
them. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iv. § 5. 405 A solitary

genus of Australia..whose term of existence seems fast

waning to its close. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxvi, The
day waned into a gloomy evening, overcast and sad. 1865
Miss Bhaddon5"zV fasder's Tenant iii, The summer waned
slowly, very slowly for that quiet dweller in Scarsdale Hermi-
tage. 1903 ' S. G. Tallentyre' Voltaire vii. (1905) 80 The
year waned in such studies.

II. trans. To cause to decrease.

f 7. To lessen, diminish, abridge (a privilege,

right, etc.). Obs.
a 889 Charter of AKlfred m Sweet O. E. Texts 452 Ond

swa hwyle mon swa hio wonie & breoce, ^worne him god
almahti^ his weorldare ond ea[c] swa his sawle are. a 1000
Riddles xx[i]. 33 Oft ic wirum dol wife abel^e, wonie hyre
willan. £1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 peoreguil and be wraoSe
of kingesand of barones.. wurreo uppe chirches oner wanie'5
hire rihtes. ci^joGol. <V Gaiv. 1208, I aught as prynce him
to prise for his prouese, That wanyt noght my wourschip, as
he thatal wan. a 1628 Ln. Brooke (F. Grevil)////;/:. Learn,
cxviii, And of these Arts it may be said againe, That since
their Theoricke is infinite; Of infinite there can no Artes
remaine.. .Their Theoricke then must not waine their vse.

f8. To empty, render vacant. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Dos word sede be angel for bat
man sholde fuluullen englene sete be was er iwaned bo pe
lucifer and his ferreden fellen ut barof.

1 9. To come short of, lack. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4201 Quen hert has bat it will wiss pe

bodi mai haue namar bliss, Ne namar wa ban will to wan.
Ibid. 12196 Bot bai are. . Als a chim or brasin bell, pat nober
can vnderstand ne tell Wat takens bair aun sune, pat witt

bath wanis and resune.

10. To wane away : to cause to wane away, to

diminish gradually. Also reft, of the moon
(nonce-use)j to wane away.
1601 Holland Pliny xxiv. xv. II. 198 Speciall remediefor

ruptures, convulsions, and pleurisies: it waneth away the
overgrowne splene. 1797 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) V. 4
Proud once and princely was the mansion, ere a succession
of spendthrifts waned away its splendour. 1867 Jean Inge-
low Tired iv, And let that moon of April wane itself away.

b, nonce-use. To cause (the moon) to wane.
1904 Edin. Rev. Jan. 46 The hidden hand which wanes the

moon and ebbs the tide.

"Wane, obs. f. Vain a., Wan a., Wain d.\
Wean v. and sb.

t
When ; north, f. Wone sb. Obs. ;

obs. pa. t. of Win v.

Waneand, var. Waniand Obs.

t Wauease, sb. Sc. Obs. Also waneis(e. [f.

Wan- + Ease sb. Cf. Unease.] Uneasiness, vexa-

tion. Hence Waneise v. refl. t
to put oneself to

trouble (Jam. 1808).
15.. Dumb Wy/f ut> in Laing Set. Rem. Pop. Poetry Scot.

(1882), We deuillis can na wayis latt hir ; Giue man tak 30W
the waneis. 1776 Herd's Scott. Songs II. 214 O waly fu fa'

the cat ! For she has bred muckle wanease.

Wane-cloud. Meteorol. [? f. Wane sb.1 or v.

The sense meant to be expressed by the compound was
perh. ' a cloud in process of waning or becoming smaller '.]

A cirro-stratus cloud.

1823 T. Forster Res. Atvwsph. Phenomena \. § 6 (ed. 3)

17 O f the Cirrostratus or Wanecloud.

Waned (w<find), pph a. [f. Wane z\ + -ed1.]

That has waned ; diminished, decreased.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI
t
iv. vii. 4 Once more I shall enter-

change My wained state, for Henries Regall Crowne. 1640

J. Gowek Ovids Festiv. 11. 35 Ten times the Moon her

waned light did gather. 1810 Scott Lady ofLake 11. xxiii,

Not so proud Was I of all that marshall'd crowd, Though the

waned crescent own'd my might. 1816 Coleridge LaySerm.
p. xxii, Like an aged mourner . . who is watching the wained
moon and sorroweth not. 18x8 Keats Endym. n. 482 When
our love-sick queen did weep Over his waned corse.

Wanehope, var. Wanhope Obs.

Wanelasour, var. Wanlasouk Obs.

t Wa'neless, a. Obs. [f. Wane sb.1 or v. +
-less.] Not liable to waning.
a 1618 Sylvester Little Bartas 216 She [the Moon], Wax-

less, Wane-less, doth both wane and wax.

Wanen, -ene, var. Whenne, Obs., whence.

Wanesc(h)ot(t, -skot(t, obs. ff. Wainscot.

Wanese, var. Wanze v. Obs.

Wanest,Wanet, obs. Sc. ff. Vanished, Vaunt.
Wanetreutht : see Wanthoth.
Wanewerd, --wit : see Wanweird, Wanwit.
Waney (wJi-ni), a. Also 7, 9 wany, 7 wainny,
waynny, 9 wainy. [f. Wane ^. x + -y.] Oi
nnsquared or imperfectly squared timber : Having

wanes (see Wane sb. 1 3) or natural bevels at the

angles. Hence, of an angle or edge : consisting of

wane.
1662 Atwell Faithf. Surveyour 132 When theydo hew

any timber, they leave it so wany, that . . they leave it nearer

round then square. 1679 Moxon Mech, Exerc. viii. 140 The
Girders .. prove commonly somewhat Wainny upon their

upper sides, i860 Builder 21 Jan. 46/2, I have found a

difference . . of from five to twenty-five per cent., according as

timber was squared or wany. 1876 Act 39 <y 40 Vict. c. 80

§ 24 Any square, round, waney, or other timber. 1878 En-
cycl. Brit. IV. 773/2 The pine prepared for exportation is

made into squared timber . . ; or into waney timber (as it is

called when only partially squared or flatted). 1888 Burt
Stand. Timber Meas. 237 The chord of the defective angle,

or waney edge.

In fig. context. 1837 Halidurton Clocknt. Ser. 1. v. 34 As
hard at the heart as a log of elm ; howsomever, said a third,

I hope it wont be long afore he has the wainy edge scored

off of him, any how.

Hence Wa'neyness.
1679 Moxon Mech . Exerc. viii. 140 The Joysts. .strengthen

their Bearing by so much as they project over the Round-
ness or Waynniness of the upper side of the Girder.

Wanflar, -er, var. ff. Wamfler. Sc,

tWanfortune. Se, Obs. [f. Wan- + Fortune

sb.] Misfortune.
a 1500 Bernard, de cura rei fam. (E.E.T.S.) 345 Seldyne

..besy diligence Folowis with wanfortonys violence: Bot

seldinar wanfourtowne bu dessewyr Sale fra swemes. 153S
Lvndesay Satyre 4022, I trow wan-fortune brocht me heir.

1711TDE Foe] Sp. for D sse of Amistonn 10 Geen I

have had the Wanfortune to believe also, That the Pre-

tender is the Q 's Brother. Ibid. 14 If I have been sa

wanfortunate as to believe the Pretender to be legitimate.

Wang x (won). Obs.exc.dt'at. Forms: 1 wange,

weenge, wenge, wonge, 3-5 wong(e, 4-6

wang(e, (4 woong, 5 wangge, wayngo, vange,

7 wongge, 9 dial, whang), 7- dial. wang. [OE.

wang, str. masc, wange, wk. neut., corresp. to

OS. wanga fem., MDu. wange (mod.Du. wang
fern.), MLG. wange neut., fern., OHG. wanga

neut. (MHG. wange neut., mod.G. wange fern.),



WANG. 69 WANIAND.

ON. vange \vk. masc. (Norw. vange ; Da. vanger
pi. 'cheeks* of a press), Goth. *waggo, ? fern, or

neut. (whence waggareis pillow OK. wangere) :—

OTeut. *7vaygon-, -on-. The further etymology is

obscure ; some regard the word as cogn. w. OK.
wang field, Wong.]

f 1. The cheek. Obs.

C975 Rush™. Gosp. Matt. v. 39 Sif hwa Sec slae on 3aH
swioran wonge w/ceke bin. ciooo A^lfkic Saints' Lives
xxiiiB. 556 ponne astrehte ic me bylfe on eortSan and ba
wangas mid tearuni ofer^eat. ciooo Sax. Lecchd. II. 20

Smyre mid by J?aet wenge. a 1300 Cursor M. 18308 Adam
fell dun for«wit his fete And spak til him, wit wonges wete.

4x310 in Wright Lyric P. vi. 28 Nihtes when y wende ant

wake, for-thi myn wonges waxeth won. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

732 pe king biheld bat old, Hou his wonges were wcte.

C1425 Wvntoun Cron. v. ix. 1968 Quliill wepyt, quhill scho
wongys wete. c 1440 York Myst. x. 275 Thy wordis makis
me my wangges to wete.

2. A molar tooth : » Wang-tooth.
c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. no Swa werkes ay the wanges

in his heed. 1901 F. E. Taylor Folk Sp, S. Lane. (E.D.I).),

Wang) a tooth j gen. a back tooth.

"Wang^weng1

. s.w.dial. [Of uncertain origin;

possibly a var. of Wingj^., which in some dialects

denotes a part of a ploughshare.] (See quots.)

_ 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 117 The [plough-]beam..
is seven feet long, furnished at the head with an horizontal
and vertical graduated wang of rack-work. 1886 W. Somer-
set Word-bk., Wang, or Weng. 1. A strong iron fixed to the
front end of the beam [of a plough], having notches by which
the end of the foot-chain.. is adjusted, ..as may be needful,
according to the width of furrow desired.. .2. Of a cart—the
iron loop or staple upon each shaft, to which is hooked on
the chain of the vore«horse.

Wang, var. Wong dial., field.

"Wan gala, variant of Vanglo.
1862 in Veness El Dorado (1866) App. 124 Wangala [Seta*
mum orientate, Linn.), seeds of. Yield a fine bland oil.

Used in soups.

"Wangan, variant of Wangun.
f Wangel, aphetic f. of Evangel. Sc, and north.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machar) 1401 pe buk of be

wangele. 1389 in Sir W. Fraser Wemyss of W. (1S8S) II. 24
in N. <%-Q. 9th Ser. IV. 438/2 Bath the partys fornemmyt,
the haly wangelis twechyt, the gret ath has sworn, c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6800 pe text of wangels fell in pe
water. 1456 Sir G. Haye Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 128 lie law of
nature and ofthe wangel. a 1568'in Bannatyne J/6*. (Hunter.
Club) 118 So said Sanct Johine in his wangell. 1819 W.
Tennant Papistry Storm d (1827) 6 John Knox.. Past like

a lion round the land, And wi' the wangyle in his hand.

Wangelist(e, -yst : see Evangelist.
fWa'nger. Obs. Forms: 1 wongere, wan-

gere, 4 -wonger(e, wanger(e. [OE. wangere =*

OHG. wangdri (MHG. wanger), Goth, wagga-
reis :—OTeut. type *wangarjo-z, f. *wa*gd- cheek,

Wang V) A pillow.
Speght (1602) explains the word (In Chaucer) as 'a male,

or bouget , and this explanation appears in Kersey 1708 and
later Diets, and glossaries.

C900 tr.Bxdai's Hist. iv. xiv. [xi.] (1890) 296 To bon bxtte
trom dale baes heafdes eac swylce meahte wongere betweoh
Xeseted beon. c 1000 >Ei.fric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 124
Ccruical, wangere. c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 201 His
brightc helm was his wonger[f.r?*.wanger, wongere,wangere.],

Wanghee : sec Whancee.
Wangle (wse'ng'l), v. 1 dial. [Pcrh. an altered

form of Waggle v., due to the influence of the

dial, wankle to totter (app. rare) or of its source

Wankle a. (OE. wancot) unsteady, tottering.

Cf, Norw. vangla to roam about, (of weather) to

be unsteady.] intr. Of a thing : To move loosely

or shakily on its base or in its place of attachment.

Of a person : To go unsteadily.

iS2o\Vn.BRAHAMC/ws/t.Gloss. f
Wangle, to totter or vibrate.

See Junius in voce, wanckle. 1841 Hartshorne Salop. Ant.
Gloss., Wangle, to be unsteady, totter, 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss., Wangle, to totter, or shake to its fall; of
a wall, building, &c. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Wangle, to
totter, to walk feebly.

t

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Wangle,
to rock, or shake, noisily. 189a M. C. V. Mokris Yorksh.
Folk-Talk Gloss., Wangle, to shake, to totter, to waver; to
be in a sensitive state. . . Ex.—Thoomun put it varry wangling
(111 setting a trap).

Hence "Wangling ppl. a. (in quot. app. ram-
bling '). Also Wa'ngler.
1869 G. J. Chester Transatt. Sk. 325 The old gentleman

in the pulpit meanwhile drawling out a long, wangling, ex-
tempore prayer. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Wanglcr,an unstable
person.

Wangle (warrjg'l), z».2 slang and colloa. [Of
uncertain origin.

First recorded, as printers' slang, in 1888 ; current among
soldiers in the war of 1914-1918, and hence in general col-
loquial use. There is no evidence of any connexion with the
northerly dialect word Wangle v.\ Probably, like many
other slang words, it was formed involuntarily, under the in-
fluence of an obscure sense of phonetic symbolism; the sug-
gestion may have come from Waggle v.]

trans. To accomplish (something) in an irregular
way by scheming or contrivance ; to bring about
or obtain by indirect or insidious means (some-
thing not obtainable openly) ; to manipulate,
'fake' (an account, report, prices). Hence Wa*n-
ffler, one who ' wangles'. Wa'ugliug* vbL sb.

1888 Jacob 1 Printers' Vocab., Wangle, a slang term used
by printers to express arranging or ' faking ' matters to one's
own satisfaction or convenience, igiz Standard 12 July 10

He denied that he had ever been asked by a driver to 'fake
'

a meter although he had heard banter in the garage about the
4 wangling' of meters. 1917 F.din. Rev. July 45 No market
is ever ' free ' : probe it deep enough, and . . monopolies will .

.

be found, in many cases deliberately 'wangling ' prices and
limiting production to sustain them. 1917 Bulletin 28 Dec.
3/2 He had come in from the North Atlantic Cruiser Patrol,

and when in home waters had ' wangled ' a few days' leave.

1918 'Ii. Cable 'Air Men 0' War xi. 143 He had been., plan-
ning.. how to apply and how to get quickly through his

training, and ways of wangling it to get to this Squadron.
1920 Btackw. Mag* June 790/1 We took it in turns to stay
in the garden against the return of the motor wanglers.

tWangrace 1
. Sc Obs. [f. Wan- + Gbace sb.]

Lack of grace, want of propriety.

15:3 Douglas sEneis, Exclavi, agst. Detraclouris 13 Sum
beyn sa frawart in malice and wangrace, Quhat is weill said
thai love nocht worth ane ace.

Wangrace 2
. Sc, and Anglo-Irish. Also

-grease. A kind of gruel.
a 1733 in C. K.. Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 113, I gave him

wangrace in his bed, And row'd the blankets round him.
1829 Ace. Persons remark. Health <$• Longcv. 225 The sweat
which he took.. was what they call a wangrease in that

country. It is made of oatmeal, flummery made very thin,

sweetened with honey, and a lump of fresh butter. 1899
Century Mag. Oct. 959/1 'Aye, an' a bowl i' wan-grace,'

Ros'ie, the maid, said—'that's what'll put thesthren'th intil

yer bones again.'

Wang-tooth.. Obs. exc. dial, (see Eng. DiaL
Did.). [Wang 1

.] A cheek-tooth, molar.
a 1000 Laws JElfred xlix. 1 £i( hit sie wongtotf, ^eselle

1111 scill. to bote, c 1000 i^LFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 157
Alolares, uelgenuini, wangteO. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Btbbesiv.

(MS. Arundel) in Wright Voc. 146 Lts messeleres, wange-te}
[read -teb » MS. Cantor, wangeteth]. 138a Wyclif j'tdg.

xv. 19 And so the Lord opnede a woong tooth [1388 wang
tooth ; Vulg. molarcm dentem] in the cheek boon of the asse.

^1386 Chavcf.r Monk's T. 54 And ofthis asses cheke, that was
dreye, Out ofa wang tooth sprang anon a welle. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. xxni. 191 Hcbeteoutemy wang-teb. 1483 Cath,
Angl. 406/1 A Waynge tothe [v.r. Vange tothe], genuinus,
maxillarts. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 182 Take them and cut
away their nether Iawe wherein there wang teeth be set.

1607 Makkham Cavet. I. (1617) 79 His two tushes of his

nether chappe, and the two wongge teeth of the same next
to the tushes. 1659 Somner Diet. s. v. Wang, That old
rime : And in witness that this is sooth, I bite the wax with
my wang tooth. 1674 Ray N. C. Words s, v., The Wang,
tooth ; the Jaw-tooth.

Wangun (wre'rjg#n). U.S. Also wangan,
wanigan, wammikin. [Shortened from Mon-
tagnais Indian atazvangan, f. atawan to buy or sell.

Cf. Cree and Odjibwa atawiigan, * ce dont on se

sert pour acheter ou pour vendre ' (Lacombe).] A
receptacle for small supplies or a reserve stock

;

esp., a boat or a chest containing outfit supplies

for a lumber camp.
xB^.8 Bartlett Diet.A mer., Wangan. (Indian.) In Maine,

a boat for carrying provisions. 1854 Americans at Home
(ed. Haliburton) III. 254 The boats appropriated for the re-

moval of the whole company, apparatus, and provisions [of
river-drivers], when loaded, are called ' wanguns', an Indian
word.. .Among the dangers to be incurred.. is that of ' run-
ning the wangun'. .which. .means the act of taking these
loaded bateaux down river from station to station, i860
Harper's Mag. XX. 451 Uehind each regiment of logs follows

the wangan—a small boat or barge with a canvass awning
stretched over it, and the cook and supplies. 1878 Scrib-
ner's Mag. XV. 150 The drive is accompanied by what is

called a wammikin, consisting of a raft of square timber or
long logs on which is built a comfortable shanty. 191 1 S. E,
White Rules of Game 1. xiii [Log-driving.] Ordinarily on
drive we have a wanigan...A wanigan's a big scow. It

carries the camp and supplies to follow the drive.

b. Stores, provisions.

1907 Scribners Mag. Jan. 2/r Now load up with the
bundles and boxes, the tent,. .the provisions—all that stuff

that is known as 'duffel' in New York, and ' but ins' in
French Canada and 'wangan* in Maine.

C. attrib.

X907 Black Cat June 19 An ancient Wangan-chest, relic of
his father's river-days. 1908 S. E. White River Man xv.

131 The ground had now hardened so that a wanigan boat
was unnecessary. Instead, the camp outfit was transported
in wagons.

t Wanhap. Sc. Obs. Also 6 van-, [f. Wan-
+ HATJ&1] Misfortune.
1513 Douglas ASneis v. iv. 89 Scho.. on the scherp skelleis,

to her wanhap Smat with sic fard the airis in nenderis lap.

*549 Compl. Scot. viii. 72 O quhat vanhap, quhat dyabohc
temptatione. X571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 102 Gif batt
itt be in bondage brocht be the, Then warreitt war thy weirdis
and wanhap. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827)

194 Backlins he stagger't wi* a rair To Gamyl's tomb, and
hid him thair Frae onie mair wanhap.
So f Wanhappy a. Sc, unfortunate.
' x59? J* Bukel Passage of Pilgr. 1. vtf. in f. Watson's

Coll. Sc. Poems 11. (1709) 19 The wildbair that wanhappie
beist, Quhois tusks of length war at the leist Ane quarter
lang and mair. 1808 Jamieson, \V

ranhappie. c 1830 in Child
Ballads IV. 386/1 They hac fawn a wagering them atween
At a wanhappy time.

Wanhope, sb. and a. Obs. exc. arch. Also 3-4
wane-, 4 won-, Sc. van-, 4-5 whan-, 5 wann-,
6-7 wanne- ; 4 -hop, 5 -hoppe. [f. Wan- + Hope
sb.1 Cf. MLG., MDu. wanhope (mod.Du. -hoop),

whence ~MSw.van/iopj MVa.vanhob. Cf.UNHOPE.j
A. sb. 1. Hopelessness, despair.
In early use chiefly, despair of salvation. Hence often m

amatory compositions which imitate religious language.
1197 R. Olouc. (Rolls) 6832 Is men as in wanhope wende

hum a^eu bliue. a 130a Cursor M. 25769 pou sinful, be baa

war wit-all In wreche wanhop bat bou ne fall. Ibid. 28345
pat has don me for to fall in wane-hope. 1303 R. 13runne
Handl. Synne 5170 Sloghenes, hyt wyl be grope To brynge
be yn-to whanhope. c 13*0 Cast. Love 951 Ne beo bou in

wonhope non. c 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 981 Fiue arowis

were of other pise..The thiidde of hem was clepe Shame.
The fourthe, Wanhope cleped is. 139. — J'ars. T. p 693
(Egerton MS.) Wanhope, bat is, dispeireof the mercy of god.
c 1425 Eng. Conq. [ret, 32 Her of come the Englysshe hope
& comfort; & to the Iresshe, drtd & wanhope. ^1450
Mirour Salttacionn (Roxb.) 28 Y* wedded folk of wanhope
shuld noght be Trowing the stat sauvable of onely virgin 1tee.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 21 He wente out of the

oracle, .al bare of gladncs and al oppressyd and enuiioncd
wyth wanhope cam to his folk. £1518 Skelton Magnyf
2337 There is no man may synne more mortally Than of
Wanhope thrughe the vnhappy wayes, }'y Myschefe to

breuyate and shorten his dayes. a 1542 Wyatt in 'Battel's

Misc. (Arb.J 59 Renewyng with my sute my payne, My wan-
hope with your sted fastnesse, 1570-6 Lambabde Peramb.
Kent 68 They.. were driuen in the end, to giue ouer in the

plain field, for very dispaire, wanhope, and weerinesse. 1861

Temple Bar Dec. 151 Wan-hope had weighed my spirit to

the dust. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. in. 279 And [ed.

1903 But] creeping wanhope did he still withstand. 1894 —
Woodbeyond World'221 Two days lie battled thus with j-torm

Sc blindness, & wanhope of his life.

TT 2. Erroneous uses, f a. *= Vain hope.
There is an apparent instance in the edd. of Douglas AZn.

1. vi. 82, but the Camb. MS. has with vaynhope (.L. vana
spe).

1422 Yonge tr. Sccrcta Secret. 145 Hoppe is a ryghtfull

tryste for a ryghtfull Werke, i-put be-twen wanhoppe and
dysspayre, or presompsion of goodis to come aftyr to be
hadde, And of illis to come afftyr to be Enchued. a 1548
Hall Chron., Rick. Ill, 48 That they should brynge her yf
yt were possible into some wanhope, or as men sale into a
fooles paradise. 1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly H ij, A
few yeres haue they spente yet, in great wanhope, and
pleasure [L. summa cum voluptate\. a 1565 — tr. Boeth. 1.

met. vii. 22 in Q. Eliz. Englishings 158 Wan hope forbere

[L. spem fugato], 1570 Levins Manip. 170/4 Wanhope,
falsa spes. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warns L<nve C. 111. 114 b,

Suffer not your selues to be abused by fables and trifling

toyes, neither be you carried away with a Wanhope. 1593
G. Harvey New Let. IJ, A wan, or windy Hope, is a notable

breake-necke vnto itselfe.

f b. In late 16th c. and early I ;th c. writers wan
hope (two words) seems to be used for ' faint

hope ', as if containing Wan a. Obs.

1558 in Froude Hist. Eng. (1870) VI. 80 [There was but] a

wan hope ofrecovering Calais. 1586 A. Day Eng. Sccrctorie

I. (1625) 93 The intolerable woes wherein I lived.. might
have kindled in me some wan hope cue day to have found
an hour so happy wherein by a right conceit.. our natural

care might in some sort or other have been renued. 1589
Lodge Scillaes Metam. B 3 b, I curse fond Loueand Fortune
durelesse, Wan hope my weale, my trust but bad aduenture.

159a Sidney Arcadia 11. iii. (1912) 164 My sheepe are

thoughts, ..My sheepehooke is wanne hope, which all up-
hokles. 1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's World Wond. 1.

xxvi, 213 At last he remembered that the king had often

shewed mercy on malefactors, and thereupon conceiuing
some wanne hope, he was euer harping vpon that string.

1610 Folkingham Feudigr. 1. x. 28 And though the small

show of winter verdure giues wanne hope, yet his fairs May-
fiorish reuiuesthe drooping spirits of the doubtful and wauer-
ing experimenter, with ful assurance of a rich vesture for

haruest. 1612 J. Davies (Heref.) Muse's Sacrif (Grosart)

12/1 My Soule dismai'd, not knowing where to flee, With
hands of Hope (wan Hope) at thee doth graspe. 1648 G.
Daniel Eclog iv. 169 'This, his last Refuge, a wan hope, to

bring Himselfe to former Glories of a Kinge.

ja, adj. [Cf. MSw. vanhopa adj.] That has

no hope, despairing. Obs,

1549 Coverdalk, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. xii. 4-16 Suffer

it, not with heauye heartes, as men that are wanhope [later

edd. in wanhope, in dispaire], but [etc.].

Hence fWa'nhope v. [ = MLG. wanhopen,
MSw. vanhopa

y
MUa. vanhobc] to despair. fWan-

hoping vbl. sb, f Wanhopefally adv., despair-

ingly. fWanhopely a.
}
hopeless.

a 1300 Cursor AL 25820 pai . . wines for bair mikel sin netier

to merci for to win, and suagat for bair wanhopping bai fall

wit-vten vp«couering. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. 16 He was
neuer whan-hopefully argh, ne aferd, ne amayed of hert.

Ibid. 88 In the man of blode, the blode shall aryse, & wan-
hoply shal hys pynsynge be. 13.. Celestin 22 in Anglia I.

68 Hadde a man neuere so myche roys wroughte, To godes
mercy wanhope he nought.

tWanhue, v. Sc. Obs. In 5 wanhew. [f.

Wan- + Hoe v.%] trans. To stain.

c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. v. xn. 3696 (Cott. MS.) Cjubar of

sacles blude droppande 3b.it wanhewis [v.r. vnhewis] bathe
sleyf and hande ?

Wanian, obs. form of Wanion.

f Waniand. Obs, Also 5 waneand, wany-
endo, wenyand(e, 5-6 wanyand, 6 waniant,
wauniaunt, weniand, -ya(u)nt. [ME. waniand,

north, pres. pple. of wanien, Wane v. See the

definition.] In the phrase in the waniand, prob.

with ellipsis of mone (cf. 'on wanisendum monan'

Sax. Leechd. I. 320) - at the time of the waning

moon, i.e. in an unlucky hour; hence used a3 a

vngue imprecation or as an exclamation of anger,

impatience, etc. = * with a vengeance', 'with a

plague '. Also in the wild waniand. See Wanioh ;

also Waning vbl. sb. 2 b, Waning///, a. 1 b.

a X3S» Minot Poems v. 30 In be wilde waniand was baire

hertes light. Ibid. ix. 25 It was in be waniand bat bai furth

went, c 1430 Brut 441 But be moste vengeance fell vpon be

proude Scottes, for thei went to Dog-wash the same day. .;

So that they may say wele ' In the crokc of be mone went

thei thidre warde, And in the wilde wanyende come bei



WANING.
homewarde.' c 1440 York Hfyit. vii. 45 We ! Whythir now
in wilde waneand. Ibid, xxxiii. 485 Furth in bc'wylde wan.

yand lie walkand. c 1460 Tmoneley Myst. xx. 748 Step furth,

in the wenyande ! 1539 More Suppl. Soules 16 b, He wold

oflyklyhod bynde them to cartes and bete them, and make
them wed in the wanyand. 1540 Palsi;r. Acolastus^ 11. i.

I ij b, Go hens in to yl crosse .i. walke or pycke the liens in the

galowes name, or in the weniand, or in the .xx. deuyll waye.

1570 Levins Manip. 1%/ii Y« Wcnyant, in malum crucem.

b. With a wanyand : cf. Wanion.

1563-70 Foxe A. f, M. II. 1311/1 The Pope. .sent into

Fraunce Hildebrand, hys Cardinall Chapleine.., and made
him with a wanyand to come agayne Coram nobis.

Wanigan, var. Wanoun.
Waning (wjnrirj), vbl. sb. [f. Wank v.+

-inq '.] '1 ne action of the verb.

1. gen. Decrease or diminution in magnitude,

importance, brilliancy, intensity, etc.

As OE. wanian (Wane v.) had the trans, sense ' to make
less ' as well as the intr. sense 'to become less ', the vbl. sb.

had the two corresponding meanings, but (as often occurs

with nouns of action) the two are often practically coin-

cident, and cannot be distinguished with certainty.

cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. 11. 11. (Schipper) 121 Nala;s butan

micclre wonunge his weorodes [ L. non sine magna exercitus

sui d.imno]. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (John Baptist) 224

pat tyme of be }ere borne wes lie, quhene bat be dais takis

linthynge ; & Iohne, quhen bai talc wanynge. 1398 Tre-

visa Bartk. De P. R. vlll. xl. (Tollemache MS.), This ly?te

with oute wanynge of it selfe sclieweb and schedeb by-

schinynge. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 22, I seeke not

to waxe great "by others waining [so Roioe conj. : Folio

warning]. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. vi. Ixx, Can. .One
onely blot so great a light empair, That never could he hope

his waning to repair? 1884 Harpers Mag. July 260/1 The
Gunnings' beauty was at the waning.

f Phrase. 1583 Babington Commandm. (1590) 429 Will not

the dread of dolefull day strike such a filthy fault into the

waning, and by little and little cut quite the throte of it,

and make it bleede to death in vs?

f b. Damage inflicted by a person. Obs.

c 1175 Pater Nosier 278 in Lamb. Horn. 71 Kep us from

his waning, bat labe gast.

+ c. Default, shortcoming. Obs.

c 1310 Cast. Love 228 in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
361 God ne wrouhte neuer bat bing pat out les borw his

wonyng, ffor nis no wone on him I-long.

2. Of the moon : Periodical decrease in apparent

size (see Wane v. a) ; the half of the lunar month

in which this takes place.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 26S/13 jEfre hi [sc. seo sa; & se

mona] beo3 xeferan on wsestme & on wanunge. 1398 Tke-

visa Bartk. De P. R. vm. xvii. (1495) 326 The mone en-

creasyth all humours, and in her wanynge the . . humours of

the body ben made lesse. 14.. Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr..

Wulcker 593/48 Lucubrax [sic], wonynge of monythe.

c 1440 Pa/lad. on Husb. I. 826 To graffe and sowe in grow-

ynge of the mone, And kitte or mowe in wanyng, is to done.

i°S7 J- Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 87 Their light was as

the light of the Moon, mingled with some spots, subject to

warnings, decreases, and eclipses. 1683 Digby's Chym. Seer.

11. 198 The best time to gather the Misletoe of the Oak. .is

in the.. Waning of the Moon. 1811 Imison Set. fr Art I.

437 The waning or decreasing of the moon takes place in the

same manner, but in a contrary order.

fig. 1641 Fuller Holy f, Prof. St. 11. xxi. 138 He with

many others helped to the waining of that half Moon, which
sought to govern all the motion of our Sea.

fb. with the epithet wild: cf. Waniand.
c 1435 in Kingsford Chron. London (1905) 75 In the croke

off the mone went they thedirward, and in the wilde wan-
ynge kom they homward.

1 3. Decline (of life) ; concluding part (of a day,

or period of time). Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. ill. 269 Them, whom
;
.the

tendre kindnes of the Lord hath rewarded at the waining

of the daye, and at the ending of their life. 1579 Lylv
Euphues (Arb.) 159 In the wayning of the world, wherein

so many false Christs are come. 150a Greene Dtsput.

Conny-catchcrs Wks. (Grosart) X. 238 Beeing gotten in the

wayning of my parents age, they doted on me aboue the

rest (of their children 1
. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. C 2,

Let mee quietly descend to the waining of my youthful

daies, and tell a little of the sweating sicklies.

4. Comb. : waningtime.
01639 Wotton Life tf D. Buckingham (1642) 3 There is

nothing.. more jealous, then a favorite, especially towards

the wayning time and suspect of saciety. 1680 C. Nesse
Church Hist. 154 The inoon..is the embleme of the church

. .as having her filling and weaning times.

Warning,///, a. [f. Wane v. + -inq 2.] That
wanes or is on the wane.

1. Decreasing or declining in importance, power,

influence, etc. (See the senses of the vb.)

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 65 Thou hast a Ladie
farre more Beautiful), Then any woman in this waining age.

i6aa Fletcher Sea Voy. iv. (1647) 14/2 Am I because I am
in bonds and miserable, . . My fortune like my wayning selfe,

for this despis'd? 1831 Lamb Ella Ser. 11. Ellistonlana,

The last retreat, and recess, of his every-day waning gran-

deur. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 90 The clergy

sunk under the influence of a waning religion. i88» Geikie
Teetd)k. Gtol. 111. 1. i. § 1. 209 The dormant or waning con-

dition of a volcano. 1896 Conan Doyle Exploits Gerard
ix, I hurried wildly onward through the waning darkness.

\ b. In the wild waning world : perversion of

in the wild waniand: see Waniand, Wanion,
and cf. quot, c 1435 in Waning vbl. sb. 2 b.

c 1485 DigbyMyst.X 1882) in. 140 In be wyld wanyng word,

pes all at onys 1

o. Ageing, growing old. rare.

1895 Season Mar., Suppl. 45 '3, I do not, as a rule, approve

of black for waning people, .but in this case, as the wearer

was rather florid, the garment was a success.

70

2. Of the moon.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 320 pas wyrte bu scealt niman on

wani^endum monan. 1705 AnnisoN Italy, Ferrara 115

Waining Moons their settled Periods keep To swell the

Billows. 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts f< Scl. 123 When God
appoints, the horned Moon renews Her waining Light.

1797 Coleridge Enbla Khan 15 Beneath a waning moon.

1814 Byron Lara 11. xxiv, When Cynthia's light almost

gave way to morn, And nearly veil'd in mist her waning

horn. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 100 The
waning, and the re-appearing moon.

3. Of light, or a luminary : Declining in lustre,

tending towards extinction.

1700 Blackmore Song ofMoses (Exod. xv.) 45 Let him.,

lift on high his Adamantine Shield, Whose brighter Lustre

drowns the waining Sun. 1801 Maria Edgeworth Moral
'P., Forrester xiv, ~His waning candle sunk in the socket.

1840 DlCKENS Old C. Shop xxxi, At last the day turned her

waning candle pale, and she fell asleep. 1846 Keble Lyra
Innoc. , Fine Clothes, Around where late the waning sun

Sank in his evening cloud. 1873 E. E. Hale In His Name
ix. 77 The waning embers of the fire.

b. Of the day : Drawing to a close.

1767 Jago Edge-hill iv. 156 But of the waining Day Mind,

ful, and many a Theme as yet unsung, To future Bards she

leaves your copious Praise.

4. Becoming scanty, running short. Now rare.

1631 Lithgow Trav. vm. 375 Our victuals and water done,

we were forced to relye vpon Tobacco, and to drinke our

owne wayning pisse. 1810 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange

Life (1870) I. iv. 111 It is well for you that my waning paper

..brings this tiresome letter to an end. 1900 Conan Doyle
Green Flog etc. 77 Behind him stood the watchful steward,

for ever filling up his waning glass.

Wanion, wannion (wj-nyan). Obs. exc. arch.

Forms: 6 wanian, wenyon, 6-7 wennion, 7

wannian, wenian, -on, 6- wanion, wannion.

An altered form of Waniand used in certain

formulas of asseveration or imprecation, a. In a

wanion, later with a wanion, with a plague, with

a vengeance. Also with a wild wanion.

1549 Latimer 2nd Scrm. be/. Edvj. VI (Arb.) 63 Was not

this a good prelate 1 he should haue bene at home a preach-

ynge in hys Dioces in a wanian. 1583 SnisBES Anat. Abus.

P vj, We must have these goodly pageants played upon the

sabaoth day (in a wanion) because there are no mo daies in

a week. 1607 R. Qarew) tr. Estienne's World Wond. 1.

xxxix. 341 He. .cryed aloud, Come downe in a wannian.

1567 Harman Caveat 62 Hee went with a wannion to his

mothers chamber, a 1568 Jacob A> Esau I. i. A ij, Up with

a wilde wenyon, how long wilt thou lie ? 1596 Nashe Saf-

fron Watden H 4 b, Take it, with a wennion, altogether, if

you will have it. 1607 Shaks. Per. 11. i. 17 Come away, or

lie fetch'th with a wanion. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman

St. iv. iv, Boys must not have their meanings, Colonel :
Let

him mean what 1 mean with a Wennion. 1694 Motteux
Ra/'etals iv. xlvii, Come out with a vengeance, come out

with a wannion. 1816 Scott IVoodst. iv, He would have

battered the presbyterian spirit out of him with a wanion.

1861 Reade Cloister t, H. xxxvii, Let him go with a

wanion.

b. A (wild) wanion on, with a wanion to, may
a curse or plague light on (a person, etc.)

!

? 1:1570 Buggbears iv. iv. n Now a wild wannion on it.

1605 Chapman, etc. Eastw. Hoe in. ii. D 2, Marie hang

you : Westward with a wanion te 'yee. 1614 Davenport

City Nightcap iv. (1661) 26 Is here any work for Grace,

with a wannion to her ? 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant 111. 1,

I'll teach you to take place of Tradesmens Wives with a

wannion to you. i8ji Scorr Peverilvi, A d—d Presbyterian

scoundrel, ..whom I hope to fetch down from his perch pre-

sently, with a wannion to him 1

Wanish, obs. f. Vanish v., Wannish a.

Wanite, obs. Sc. f. Vanity.

Wankapin, -kopin (wg-nkapin, -opin). U.S.

Also yonoopin (Cent. Diet.), [prob. N.Amer.

Indian.] The water-chinkapin, Nelumbo lutea.

183a J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. xxiii. (i860) 199 This fine

garden of wankopins and snake-collards.

Wankle (warrjk'l), a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

1 wanool, 3 wankel, 4 -kyll, 4-5 -kill(o, 7, 9
wanole, wankle. [OE. wancol = OS. wankol,

MDu., Du. wankel, OHG. wanchal, MHG., G.

(obs.) wankel ; cf. OHG. wankdn (MHG., mod.G.

wanken), to waver, totter.] Unsteady, insecure

;

changeable, unsettled, precarious; inconstant,

wavering. Also, weak in health, delicate, sickly.

c888 Alfred Boeth. vii. § 2 Nu ou hxfst onsiten 8a wan-

clan truwa bas blindan lustes. Ibid, xx, Hio hit xecyo self

mid hire hwurfulnesse ba;t hio biS swi5e wancol. cino
Bestiary 566 in 0. E. Misc. 18 Dis wunder wuneO in wankel

stede, Ser 3e water sinke!5. 13.. Gosp. Nlcod. 340 (Addit.

MS.) If my kyngdome.. Within Ms wankill worlde nowe

were. 14.. Thomas of Erceldoune 494 (Camb. MS.) pe

worlde is wondur wankill. 1674 Ray N. C. Words, Wankle,

limber, flaccid, ticklish, fickle, wavering. 1683 Yorke-sh.

Dial. 7 Here's wancle weather for gittinge of our Hay.

1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser. Discourse 50 Your Wankle Leggs

canno' support ye. 1790 Grose Provine. Gloss, (ed. 21,

Wankle, weak, unstable, not to be depended on ; as a wankle

seat; wankle weather. N. (11825 Fohby Voc. E. Angha,
Wancle, loanky, weak ; pliant. 1869 I. P. Morris Furncss

Gloss. 107 That barne's terble wankle on its legs. 1888

Fenn Diet o' the Fens 381 He don't wear as I should like

to see un. He's wankle.

+ Wanlace. Obs. Also 5 wanlas(e, wenlace,

5-6 wanles(s; and see Windlass sbA [a. AF.
wanelace, wenelaz (1 J-iJth c), recorded in the fig.

sense ' deception, fraudulent device '. As the word

does not occur in continental Fr., it is not unlikely

that it may be a Norman mispronunciation of some

WANNESS.

native English word. In the 16th c. wanlace was

superseded by Windlass sb. 1 , but it is not clear

whether this was a survival of the native form or

an etymologizing alteration of the AF. word.

Latinized forms of the word, in the original hunting

sense, are wenelacia and wanlassum (in Du Cange

erroneously ivaulassus). The phrase fugare wan-

lassum was used for ' to drive back the game '.]

1. Hunting. A circuit made by a portion of a

hunting parly for the purpose of intercepting and

heading back the game. Hence, an appointed

station in hunting, - Trist sb.2 , Tristre, med.L.

stabulum.
c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xvii, Neuerthe-

lesse ber beth somme bat falleth to be berselettes, and also to

brynge wele and faste a wanlas aboute. c 1420 Wyntoun
Cron. III. iii. 520 (MS. W.) Quhen he wes xv jeris of cass

He slew his fader at be wanless. Ibid. VII. iv. 446 (MS.

Cott.) A knycht hym |s<r. William Rufus] slew bar at wanles.

2. trans/. An intercepting movement ; an ambush.

Phrase, at the wanlace.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12860 Bytwyxt

bem [sc. the opposing armies] were many chaces, flele turn-

ynges & fele wanlaces. 145S Sir G. Have Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 164 Men may..barate thair inymyes..and sequhen

thay ar in disaray, and wate thame at the wanlas. 1596

Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 192 Quhen
we war gatherit, we waytet thame at the wanles.

3. fig.
A crafty device, a plot.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4375 Where bat he [a tax-

gatherer] myght make a wanlace, And any byng to be kyng

purchace, He ne lette for no fals othe. Ibid. 12008 pat he

[sc. God] wulde. .brynge pe a;en to his grace pat bou lostest

i with by wanlace. c 1400 Beryn 2874 By bat tyme I have
1 I-made al my wanlase. 1481 Botoner Tulle of Old Age

(Caxton), And all such corrupt untrue werkis which ben nevir

mevid nor undirtakyn but by the insolence and wantonness

and wenlacys of flesshely delectacyon.

t Wanlasour. Obs. In 5 wanelasour, wand-
leasour. [Prob. AF. ; f. wanelace (see prec.) +
-our -or. Cf. Windlass v.] A hunting servant

whose duty is to intercept and turn back the game

;

a driver.

14.. Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 562/31 Alator, a

wanelasour. c 1440 Ipomydon 3S7 The wandlessours went

prow pe forest And to pe lady brought many a best.

Wanle, var. Wandle.

t Wanless, waneless, a. Obs. [f. wan(e,

Wone, hope + -less.] Hopeless.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23998 Bot quen i sagh paa juus snell,

Rise again mi sun sua fell, ful wanles [Fairfax waneles]

wexiban.

t Wanlich, a. Oh. rare—1
. [? f. watt Wane

si 2 + -lick, -ly 1.] Baleful, fraught with evil.

c 1105 Lay. 25990 Wanliche weoren pa sonden.

tWan.lie-STJ.nl, a. Sc. Obs. [f. Wan- + Lee-

some a. 1
] Unlovely.

1815 G. Beattie John 0' Aruha'(ite6) 36 A waesum, wild,

wanhesum sight.

Wanluck. Sc. Now rare. [f. Wan- + Luck.

Cf. MSw. vanlykka, MDa. vanlykke, Norw. van-

lukka.'] Unhappy fate. Cf. Unluck.

1571 Sir J. Maitland Admon. to Regent 30 Wanlukis

quhair by thow may be lost. 1730 Ramsay Horse s Compl.

7 Up frae my bed . . I'm rais'd to draw the sled, Or cart, as

haps to my wanluck.

Wanly (wcynli), adv. [f. Wan o. + -lt2.]

With a wan look or appearance ;
palely, pallidly

;

fig. with a dejected air, sorrowfully.

c IK>5 Lay. 25828 pa iherde he wepen wunder ane swiflen.

wepen and weinen and wanliche iberen. Ibid. 30288 Nu we

ma«n wepen and wanliche iberen. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas V. i. 1028 An extream Fever.. wanly did displace

The Rose.mixt Lillies in her louely face. 1849 Lytton K.

Arthur l. xxxi, Save where the thin clouds wanly, slowly

roll O'er the mute darkness of the forest mountain. 1897

Flandrau Harvard Episodes 177 MtGaw, looking ill at

ease, but smiling wanly.

t Wanniol, a. Obs. [f. Wan- + Moal, speech,

language.] Destitute of eloquence.

C1250 Gen. fr Ex. 2817 Louerd, ic am wanniol, un-reken

Of wurdes, and may ic Iuel speken.

Wanne, obs. f. Wan, When, Whenne, Whom.

Wanne, obs. pa. t. Win v.

Wannel, var. Wandle.
Wannen, Wannes : see Whenne, Whence.

Wanness (wg-n,nes). Also 7 wand-, [f. Wan
a. + -NESS.] The state or condition of being wan ;

flividity (obs.) ; a pale, dead, or sickly colour (of

the face), pallidness.

1,81 Wyclif Gen. iv. 23, I slowe a man into my wound,

and a litle waxen man into my wannesse [Vulg. in i'vorem

meum). 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vll. Iiv. 1495) *°8

Wyth to grete holdynge of emeroides cornyth..palenesse:of

face and wannesse and heuynesse of loynes. 1530 Palsgr.

286/2 Wannes of colour, Mr, 1611 Coigr., blaimeur

palenesse, wannesse, bleakenesse; a dead, or whitish colour.

Ibid., Lividltt, liuiditie, lewnesse, wannesse,. .blewishnesse.

the colour appearing vpon a stroake, blacke and blew. 1615

Crooee Body ofMan 40 The heat of the heart being drawne

inward, there appeareth a pale wannesse in the lace. 1043

A Tuckney Balm ofGilead 22 The wannesse of his dead

1 look upon the Crosse. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 180 A
pale wandness in the face, as in the Flegmatique. «77«

Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Barton III. a75 My wanness

was the effect of ill health. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xhu,

In the pale moonlight, which lent a wanness of Its own to

the delicate face. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen III. m. 108
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There MM a faded look about her complexion, too, . .ft wan-
ness, a yellowness.

Wannion : see Wanion.
Wannish (wo'nij), a. Also 5-6 wannyssh^e,
6-yshe,-wanishe, 7-ish. [f.WANa. + -I8H.] Some-
what wan ; somewhat pale, dull, lustreless, or livid.

? 1/1412 Lvdg. Two Merchants 326 His vrync.was ful

thynne and wannyssli for to see. 1545 Ravnai.uk IJyrth
Mankynde 122 The which causethe. .the eye sight to waxe
wannysshe or tawnye. a 1547 Surrey Poems, ' 'This name '

13 And eke the wanishe moone whiche sheencs by night

also. 1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 438/2 With blacke
wannish spots. 1594 R. Qakkw] Tasso (1881) 73 He that

graund foewasaie to humankind, His wannish eyes [*' lividi

occhi] doth on the Christians cast. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxi. xxi. II. io3 The day Lillie Hemerocalles, hath leaves

of a pale and wannish grcene colour. 1630 Milton Passion

35 The leaves should all be black wheron I write, And letters

where my tears have washt a wannish white. 1784 Cowpbr
Task r. 309 Paler some, And of a wannish gray. 1820 Keats
Lamia 1. 57 Upon her crest she wore a wannish fire. 1853
Tennyson Maud L vi. i, No sun, but a wannish glare In
fold upon fold of hueless cloud.

Wannock, anglicized form of Guakaco.
17*4 Postmaster 2 Oct. 4 On Tuesday Night a Wannock

was carried from on board the said Ship. . He hath a Body
like that of a Deer.

t Wannowe, int. Obs. rare-1
. [? f. wa Woe

(if. +NOW.1 Alas.

0450 Northern Passion (MS. Addit.) 147/59* Wannow
sayde kayme her es Envy My smoke gose down & thyne
gosehye.

tWanny, a. Obs. Also 6 wannye, wannie.
[f. Wan a. + -y 1.] Wan, pallid.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 311 With Matte visagics, pale
and wannye coloure. 1566STUDLEY Medea iv. (1581) 136 b,

In (aynting Face, with pale and wanny whyght The san-
guyne hewe exyled thence is fled. 1594 Willobie A visa
xvi. {1880)48 Your wannie cheekes, your shaggie lockes.

1602 Munday Palmerin 1. xvii. (1639) F 3 b, A pale and
wanny face.

f Wanpa, Sc. var. Vampey. Obs.

1541 Extracts Aberd. Reg, (1844) I. 176 Item, soils exem-
pljs over ledderis exemplis, with a wanpa for a buytt.

Wanred(e : see Wandreth Obs. (0).

tWanrest. Sc. Obs. [f. Wan- + Rest sb.]

L A state of inquietude or trouble: « Unrest,
ciSSo Rolland Crt. Venus II. 456 For my wanrest I wald

thow saw remeid. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 41 This
birdis counsall confound it hes yis land, ..That mouit hes..
Wandreth, wanrest, feirfull ambitioun. 1584 J. Melvill
Autob. fy Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 20s Sail nocht this sillie

ease be turned in sorrowfull wanrest? \ba\Proph. o/T.
Rymour (Hannatyne CI.) 22 The Ratches workes them great
wanrest. 1768 Ross Helenore 1. 33 Quo' she, I wiss I could
your wanrest ken. 1874 R. Buchanan Poet. Whs. I. 196
And Effie..Turn'd from the happy shining of the sun, In
wanrest and in tears.

2. The pendulum of a clock.
!794 tW, Anderson] Piper of Peebles 13 (Jam.) The house

from top to bottom shook, An' as a wanrest wagg'd the
crook. 1808 Jamieson s. v., ' The wanrest of a clock gaes
as_far the tae gate, as it gede the tithcr;' S. Prov. signi-

fying, that an unstable person generally goes from one
extreme to another.

Hence Wanre'stful a. Sc, restless.

1783 Burns Death Poor Mailie 36 An' may they never
learn the gaets Of ither vile, wanrestfu' Pets ! 1887 Service
Dr. Duguidni. iii. 255 Wanrestfu' and troubled, she couldna
sit still.

t Wanrufe. Sc. Obs. rare"1
, [f. Wan- + rufe

var. Ro sb.] Disquiet, unrest.

#
c 1480 Henryson Robene ty Makyne 28 Bot I half mervell

incertane Quhat makis the this wanrufe.

Wanruly, a. Sc. [f. Wan- + Ruly <?.
2
] Unruly.

11774 Fkrgl'sson I/allow-Fair xii, Frae their wanruly
fellin paw Mail cause ye hae to fear Your death that day.
1867 G. W. Donald Poems (1879) 56 When.. Big bars o'
aim, wanrully an' Strang, Are broken in flinders.

Wanachon, var. Wanze v. Obs.

Wanscoate, -soot(e, obs. ff. Wainscot.
Wanse, var. Wanze v., to wane.

t Wanshapen, a. Obs. Also 4 wanshape.
[f. Wan- + Shapes. Cf. (M)Du., (M)LG. wan-
schapen, whence G. wahnschaffen.] Mis-shapen
deformed.

13.. Celestin 561 in AngUa I. 81 A wanshape best forb
pei broughte, wib wenges, forto fleon on lofte, a 1585
Montgomkrie Flyting 268 Wanshapen woubet.
Wanshon, var. Wanze v. Obs.

Wanskot(t, -skoth, obs. forms of Wainscot.
tWansome.a. Obs. Also 3-4 wansum. [f.

wan, Wane fM + -some 1
.] Miserable, unhappy.

e 1x50 Gen. fy Ex. 1099 Loth was wansum, and ftugte long
vp to flo dunes 5e weie hard and strong, a 1300 Cursor M.
24853 Ful wansum war bai (>an o rede, for drerili bai dred
be ded. a 1400 Sir Pere. 1065 His wo eswansome towreke,
His hert es bownne for to breke.

Wansonsy, a. Sc. [f. Wan- + Sonsy a. Cf.
Unsonsy.] Mischievous.
1819 Hocc Jacobite Relics I. 70 Well learn ye to be

douce, Ye auld wansonsy b h.

t Wanspeed. Obs. [OE. wanspSd : see Wan-
and Speed sb.] Ill-success ; adversity, poverty.
c893 Alfred Oros. ill. viu 5 6 On baem xefeohte wxs

a=rest anfunden Scibpia wanspeda [L. inopix Scythicm\.
* 1050 l.iber Scintill. (1889) 226 Wer feohtende ateorijende
purh wanspede {L. per inopiam\ a 1300 Cursor M. 23708
Yee cristen men, yow vmbilok,..Oyur Hjf bat yee herlede
Yee turn it noght into wan-spede ! Ibid. 28175 O strif oft
naue 1 sauun >e sede To bring my brother to wan-spede.
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C1400 Dcs/r. Troy 9327 What whylcncs, or wnnspede,
wryxlos our my ml ?

tWanspeedy, a. Obs. [OE. wanspidii*. see

prec. and -v.] Unfortunate, unprosperous.

c 1000 &LTRIC Lev. xxv. 25 ?.if bin wanspedfea m^S heo

mid be. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 Danne hauen wan-

spedie men on heorte wowe,
Wansqwatte, rare obs. form of Wainscot.

Wanston, var. Font-stone Obs.

1297 K. GtOUC (Rolls) 5898 Vor bat child fuled in Is bond
bat water & be vantston [MS. a wanston).

Wansum, var. Wantsum a. Obs.

Want (wont), sb. 1 Now dial. Forms : I wand,
wond

;
4-6 wonte, 7 wounto, 5- wont ; 6

wanto, (vant), 6- want
; 9 dial, waunt, wunt,

woont, (h)unt, (h)oont, etc. (see Eng. Dial.

Diet.). [OE. wand, wgnd = Sw. dial, vand (cited

by Aasen), Norw. vand, vaand, vond, vynd, mole,

also shrew (also in comb, moldvond * earth-mole',

in contradistinction to valsvond water-rat, and in

vandsk/cr shrew, synonymous with musskjer, where

the first element is mus mouse). The word is

possibly a shortened form of the synonymous com-
pound OE. wandewcorpe, MLG. wandworp, winde-

worp, wanncworpe, mod. LG, winneworp (Doorn-

kaat Koolman), in which the second element (f.

Teut. *werp- to throw) corresponds to that of

Mouldwarp. The root seems clearly to be the

Teut. *wend- : *wand- to turn (see Wind, Wend
t'bs.)

;
prob. the word has reference to the winding

passages made by the animal.
The word is found in the 8th c. glossaries, but does not

a^ain appear till near the end of the 14th c. All the ME.
and mod. Eng. forms agree in the unexplained substitution

of t for the final d of the OE. form. The word is unknown
to the dialects of the northern and north-east midland
counties, but is elsewhere in common use.)

A mole.
C72S Corfus Gloss. (Hessels) T 16 Talpa, wond [Epinal

wand, Erfurt uuond, Leiden uoond.] 1387 Trkvisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 339pere [sc. in Ireland] lakkeb. .wontes, and obere

venemous bestes (L. talpis et ceteris venenosis). 14..

Mctr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 625/9 VVont, talpa, 1509 BAR-

CLAY Shyp of Folys 206b, A slouthfull creature is.. as a

molle, or vant mete and able For to do profyte within a gar-

den grene. 1530 Palsgk. 286/2 Want beesta molle, tattlpe.

1566 ActS Eliz. c. 15 § 2 For the Headcs of everie Mold-
warpe or Wante one halfpeny. 1581 J- Bell Haddon's
Answ.Osorius 113 b, Uy this Argument you may playnely

perceave unlesse you wilbe wilfully blind like a want. 1607

Toi'SKLL Four-f. Beasts 498, I do vtterly dissent from all

them that bolde opinion that the Mole or Want is of the

kinde of Myse. 1610 R. Vaughan Water-Workes K 2 b. As
Wountesor Moles, hunt after wormes. x66o G uillim s Displ.

Heraldry in, xvii. (ed. 4) 207 He beareth, Argent, a Cheuron
between three Moles or Wants, Sable. 1686 Plot Staffordsh.

196 Bart of a stone.. that prettily represented a Mole or

Want, a 1800 PBGC! Suppl. Grose, Want, a mole. Here-
fordshire; where it is pronounced Wunt. 18*9 J. L. Knaj'P

Jml. Nat. 146 The mole, want, mouldwarpcr, or mould-

turner (talpa Europasa) is common with us. 1884 Blackw.
Mag, Dec. 785/2 Not much bigger than a mouse or small

want.

b. Comb., as want-catcher, -killer, -later; want-
hill, a molehill.

1598 T. Bastard Chrestoleros (1880) 21 Walking the fieldes

a *wantcatcher 1 spide. 1905 Athenaeum 16 Sept. 371/1, I

can . . remember . . sitting . . in the chimney corner of the house

at Luccombe of. .the parish want-catcher. 14.. Lat.-Eng.

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 615/10 Talpefodium, a *wonthylle.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 380/1 Gru/nus, . .an hop hil,

mole-hill, or want hill. 1610 R. Vaughan Water-Workes
R 2, Were it not for my brauing-trench and my stankes, I

should neuer need the vse of a* Want-killer. 1533 in Lett,

fir Papers Henry VIU, VI, No. 914. 392 [Deposition] of John
Shubrocke, of Northover, "wanttaker.

Want (wont), sb.z Also 2-3 wannt, 4-5 wont,
4-6 wante, 6 wannte. [a. ON. vant ncut. of

van-r adj. lacking, missing (see Wane a.), also

quasi-sb. in such expressions as var prim vet'

tugis vant, they were in want of nothing ; var vant

kyr, a cow was missing. Mod. NFris. waant lack,

fault (Sylt), need, lack, necessity, starvation

(Antrum), is perhaps derived from the vb. of iden-

tical form (sec Want v.), and ultimately of Scan-

dinavian origin. In English also, in later usage,

the sb. is often a direct derivative from the vb.

(q.v.). Cf. also Qdaht a. and sbA, Scant a. etc.]

1 1. fredicatively, or quasi-iwr/'. (Something that

is) wanting, missing. In Ormin const, with dative.

Obs. rare.

c 1100 Ohmin 14398 Ace hemm wass wannt gastHc innsihht

I bejjre gode lare. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

1914 Xroye newe ys Trenouant, Two wordes in on, & non ys

want, c 1400 Rule St. Benet xxvii. 22 pe gude herde, bat

lefte in be munte ane wane of a bundrez sep, and yede at

sckc bis ane bat was want.

2. Deficiency, shortage, lack {of something de-

sirable or necessary, esp. a quality or attribute).

No want {of) : no lack, abundance (of), t Without want

:

without deficiency in any point (obs.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 10406 pai bat stad er in hair blis, Wit-

vten want has alle hair w ;s , 13 . . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 13: Now
wy! I of hor seruise say yow no more, For vch wy3e may wel

wit no wont bat ber were. 1530 Palsgr. 286/2 Want of

beauty, laideur. 1587 MaSCall Bk. Cattle, Hogs (1596) 261

The forrests and commons are most conuenient for them to

feede on. .where there is want of such trees ye must haue

WANT.
them to other feeding ground. 1611 Bible Judg. xix. 19

There is both straw and prouendcr for our asses, and there

is bread and wine also for me and for thy handmaid..: there

is no want of any thing. 1651 Howies Leviath. 1. viii. 34
'lis the want of Di^retion that makes the difference. 1684

Roscommon Ess. Transl, Verse 114 Immodest words admit
of no defence, For want of Decency is want of Sense. X775

Fkankun Let. to M. Dumas 9 Dec, Their total want of

English is at present an obstruction to their getting any em-
pluyment among us. 1825 Sc<ni Talism. x, He retained

alsu a general sense of respect for his own reputation, which
sometimes supplies the want of the better principles by which
reputation is to be maintained. 1844 II. II. W'm.son Brit.

India III. 97 The want of cattle for the conveyance of stores

and baggage was one of the most serious obstacles of the

march of the army. 1859 H. Kincsi.f.y G. Hnmtyn xxxiv, A
miserable faction ..have assumed the reins of government,
and, in spite of three votes of want of confidence, persist in

retaining the seals of office. 1870 Pall Mall Gaz. 23 Sept.

10/1 Owing to the confusion incident to this arrangement, or

want of arrangement, the duties proper to each institution

are inefficiently discharged. 1884 Law Times Rep. LXXIII.
616/2 note, The deceased was al^o guilty of negligence or of

want of reasonable care contributing to the accident,

f b. pi. Instances of shortage. Obs.

1660 in J. Simon Ess. Irish Coins (1749) 127 And so pro-

portionable for greater or less wants of weight in the said

pieces [coins], a 1700 Evelyn Diary 23 June 1689, An ex-

traordinary drowth, to the threatening of great wants as to

the fruits of the earth. 1751 Labelve Westm. Bridge 75
Difficulties occasioned by. .frequent Wants of Stone, which
was kept from us by long easterly Winds.

c. For (occas. by, from, in, through) want of:

for lack of; because of the absence or deficiency of.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12085 Anterior, .denyet hym onon,

bat noqwere he knew pat commly be keppet, ne in cloese

haidyn, pen wrathid bo wortbi [Agamemnon] for wont of f>e

burde. 1556 Rec. Inverness (New Spalding Club) I. 2 That
day. .assingit to James Paterson. .to preif quhat skayth he
had sustenit in want of his boyt quhilkis Necoll Kar intro*

mettit with. 1573-80 Tusskk Husb. (1S78) 31 For want of

sccde, land yeeldeth weede. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i.

172 For often bane you writ to her : and she in modesty, Or
else for want of idle time, could not againe reply. 1608

Pennyless Pari. 'Threadbare Poets in Hart. Misc. (1744) I.

180 Many, for Want of Wit, .shall sell their Freehold for

Tobacco-pipes and red Petticoats. ^16330. Herbert Out.
landish Prov. (1640)499 For want of a naile the shoe is lost,

for want of a shoe the horse is lost, for want of a horse the rider

is lost. 1697 Dryden Virg, Georg. 111. 71,6 'Twas then that

Buffalo's, ill pair'd, were .seen To draw the Carr of Jove's
Imperial Queen For want of Oxen. 1742 Kamks Decis. Crt.

Sets. 1730-52 (1799) 55 When a man is pinched for want of

money, he will submit to any conditions, however hard, to

come at it. 1808 E. S. Harrett Afiss-led General 136 They
could not pursue them for want of cavalry. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xiv, I have deferred doing so, for want of oppor-

tunity. 1871 Bryant Tract. Surg. (1884) I. 778 Umbilical
Hernia.. is common in children from want of closure of the

umbilicus. 1889 'J. S. Wintkr ' Mrs. Bob x. (1891) 125 He..
had no notion of losing anything for the want of asking for

it. 1891 Lonu Times XCII. ^25/1 An agreement in writing

which they cannot produce in the County Court for want of

a stamp.

fd. In (rarely in the) want of: failing; in the

absence of (something needed or desired). Obs.

1655 Culpepper etc. Riverius x. vi, 298 In want of Milk,

you may give Almond Milk, or Barley Cream, or Rice Milk.

1729 BUTLBB Serm. Wks. 1874 1 1. 186 There is just the same
reason for quiet resignation in the want ofevery thing equally

unattainable.

3. The state of lacking the necessaries of life;

penury; destitution. Also, the condition of lack-

ing food ; famine ; starvation. To come to want :

to be reduced to penury.
1340-70 A lex. <y Dind. 857 For-bi bi-bouus 30U, habel, harde

to libbe & wo drie in bis word for wante & for nede ! Ibid.

867 Swich hungur as ;e han by-houus $ou bolie, &, be 3011

let obur lob libben in wante. 1597 Extracts Afurtic. Ace.

Neivcastte (1848) 44 Paide for the charges of buringe 9 poore

folkes who died for wante in the streetes, for their graves

making, v. 1610 Shaks. 'Temp. iv. i._ 116 Scarcity and
want shall shun you, Ceres' blessing so is on you. 1633 P.

Fletchp.r Purple 1st. vn. xix, And with him [Porneius]

Wastefulnesse, that all expended, And Want, that still in

theft and prison ended. 1653 Rameskv Astrol. Restored

241 The People generally shall be driven to want, a 1718

Prior Knoivtedge 622 Whilst We struggle in this Vale
beneath. With Want and Sorrow. 1766 Goivsm. Hermit 13

Here to the houseless child of want My door is open still.

178a Miss Hukney Ceciliaw. x, Who could have thought of

his living so among the great folks, and then coming to

want 1 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Ixxiii, Through the same
kind agency, his mother was secured from want, and made
quite happy. 1866 Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. ix. (187B)

162 Many was the time that want had come in at her door.

1888 Urycf. A titer. Comiuw. cxW. 1 1 1. 607 In Europe., he will

perceive that by far the greater number lead very laborious

fives, and are., liable to fall into want. 1900 R. S. Barbour
Thoughts (1909) 46 Want is a mighty leveller.

Prov. 1736 Bailey (fol.) s.v. Waste, Wilful Waste makes
woful Want.

fb. pi. Straits; circumstances (or times) of

want, hardship, suffering, etc. Obs.

1588 Penry {title) A viewe of some part of such publike

wants and disorders as are in the semice of God, within..

Wales. 1614 Ralegh Hist. World m.x. 6 13- "4 Hitherto

the danger of enemies and miseries of weather and wants,

bad kept the companie in firme unitie. 1653 Hoicfoft Pro-

copius, Vandal Wars w. 47 In the mean time Jabdas leaving

a sufficient guard for the Castle was gone up to the top of

Aurasium, fearing to be blockt up in the Castle, and reduced

to wants. 1697 Dryden AKntis TO. 1009 Rough Saticulans,

inur'd to Wants. 1731 in Buccleuch A/SS. (Hist, MSS.
Comm.) I. 380 Ere long I shall be reduced to great wants.

f 4. The fact that a person (rarely a thing) is

not present ; absence. Obs.



WANT.
(1480 Henryson Want 0/ Wysc Men 8 Now sele is sorow,

this is a wofull werde, Sen want of wyse men makis fulis to
sit on binkis. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 4 Sith I needes muste
yeelde bir vp, ..(Ah) take hir then, .hir want I rather crane,
Than that this people here, should not their health and
safetyhaue. isooSpenseh F.Q.\.\\n. 11 As when.. An heard
of Bulles. .Do for the milkie mothers want complaine. 1591
IndPt. Troui. Raigne K. "John (1611) 73 The Kingentreats
your soonest speed To visit him, who on your present want,
Did ban and curse his birth, himselfe and me. 1610 B. Jon.
SON Sp. Pr. Henrys Barriers 114 For being deprest a while,
Want makes vs know the price of what we auile. i6n
Tourneur Ath. 'Prag. v. ii, The price of things is best known
in their want, a 1625 Fletcher Women Picas'd in. iii.

(1647) 34/2 Lord. . . No roome in all the Court but we search'd
through it Her women found her want first and they cry'd
to us. 1633 Shirley Witty Pair One 1. i, I leaue her to
your trust, And in my absence doubt not you will be Both
Vncle and Father. Wor. Willingly, ..I know she is your
stud y, in your want I will put on your jealousie. 1831 James
Phil. Augustus ii, The want of his gauntlets and brassards
showed his arms covered with a quilted jacket of crimson
silk.

5. A condition marked by the lack of some
necessary thing, or requiring some extraneous aid
or addition ; need; also, an instance of this, and
so freq. pi. (passing into the quasi-CD»«-. sense
'requirement', 5 b). Phrase, a {long-)felt want
(alscMn sense 5 b). To supply [anticipate, consult,
providefor, etc.) ones wants: to satisfy (provide
for, etc.) one's needs.
1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Control:. 251 The Grecian Prince

.
.caned a bagge full of winde to supply his want at all times.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 141, I would. .Supplie your
present wants. 161 1 Bible Judg. xix. 20 Let all thy wants
lie vpon me; only lodge not in the street. 1617 Morvsok
///*. 1. 62 The Citizens lay up corne brought out of Poland,
and according to the wants of Europe, carry it into many
kingdomes. 1648 Gage West Ind. 127 The Fryers ..upon a
sudden want or occasion take out from thence as much fish as
will give the whole Cloister a dinner. 1790 Burke Pr. Rev.
88 Government is a contrivance of human wisdom to provide
for human wants. Men have a right that these wants should
be provided for by this wisdom. Among these wants is to
be reckoned the want, out of civil society, of a sufficient re-
straint upon their passions. 18:9 Shelley Ccnci 11. ii. ia
The eldest son of a rich nobleman.. has wide wants, and
narrow powers. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xi, Day after
day, and night after night, found her still by the pillow of
the unconscious sufferer, still anticipating his every want.
1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. xv. 258 As soon as one great want
is satisfied another arises, and then another.

b. Qfi^A-cofur. Something needed or required
;

a requirement, desideratum. Freq. pi.

1579 i" 'oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 430 That no
..tymber be ladden or transported oute of this towncsalfe
onely fuel! of wood for fyre and the presente wannte of re-
payringe of the shippis. 1589 Hakluyt Voy. Ep. Ded. p 1

He pointed with his wand to all the knowen. .Empires,
Kingdomes, Dukedomes, and Territories of ech part, with
declaration also of their speciall commodities, & particular
wants. <ri645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 169 For the soil of
Spain, the fruitfulness of their vallies recompences the sterility
of their hills i corn is their greatest want. 1785 Paley Mor.
Philos. VI. xi. (1786) 593 Habitual superfluities become real
wants. 1830 Carlyle Latter-day Pamph. i. (1872)37 Your
want of wants, I say, is that you be commanded in this
world. 1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing 5 The remedies
are just as well known j and among them is certainly not the
establishment of a Child's Hospital. This may be a want.
187a Bookseller 2 Apr. 34! Advt., Wants and Vacancies.
A Medium for the Selection of Servants and Situations.
Price One Penny (bi-monthly). 1875 J. H. Bennet Winter
Medit. (ed. 5) 408 Vividness in colour probably becomes an
actual want to southerners. 1881 Jowett T/iucyd. I. 177
You will gain the alliance of a great naval power, and a
navy is your chief want.

o. In want of: in need of; not having, or
having in insufficient measure. In no want of:
having abundantly.
1694 Stanhope Epictetus etc. i. 28 Inanimate Creatures .

.

are oftentimes in great want of some Quality or other ; Heat, I

or Cold, or Drought, or Moisture. 1710 Steele Taller No. 5 i

1" 5 Their Troops were in Want of all Manner of Necessaries.
1769 Blackstone Comm. I V. ii. 31 A man in extreme want of i

food or clothing. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 269
You are more in wantpf horses than I am: keep him. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xii, She is in no want of words to shower

;

upon Rosa.

d. Proverbial phrase, Then Want must be your
j

master, etc., used in refusing a demand expressed
by ' I want '.

1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. i. 59, I want that Diamond.
Ring of yours. Why, then, Want's like to be your Master.
1828 [J. P. Collier] Punch /, Judy 80 Punch. Come up
stairs

:
I want you. Judy. Then want must be your master.

I'm busy.

e. ? A sense of need. rare.
1820 Shelley Sensit. PI. 1. n Like a doe in the noontide

with love's sweet want. 1894 ' G. Egerton ' Discords 179
The band .. strike up.. a weird witching thing with a want
in it.

6. t a. A defect, failing, fault ; a shortcoming
;

rarely a natural blemish. 06s., and apparently
almost confined to the 1 7th c.

159a Babington Notes Genesis ix. 38 Greater men then wee
haue had theyr wants. 1599 T. M[oufet] Silkwormes 18

So perfit loue in mortals is not found Some little warts or
wants in all we spie. X603 Breton Post Packet Mad Lett.
(Grosart) 14/1 Touching my husband, though his wants were
grieuous, yet to want him is my greatest sorrow. 161

1

Beaum. & Fu Kingtf No K. 1. (1619)6 Were shec.So per.

feet, that no one of her owne sex Could finde a want. 1635
Maldon (Essex) Borough Deeds Bundle 80 No. 2 b, For re-

pairinge and amendinge of the wants and present decayes of
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the bridges. 1677 Sedi.f.v Ant. <r CI. Wits. 1722 I. 122 A
Sceptre may for pers'nal wants nttone. 1738 Young Love
Fame ii. (1757) 95 Wants of all kinds are made to fame a
plea ; One learns to lisp ; another, not to see.

b. Sc. To have a want, to be mentally deficient.

1825 Jamieson, Suppl. s. v., To Hoe a want, to he under
mental imbecility. 1826 Galt Last of Lairds vii. 62 The
whutch maid her jeer me as if I had a want, and been daft
likewyse. 1879 ' S. Tytler ' in Good Wds. 349 He has a
' want

', you know, and is not fit for much.
7. A gap, hole, hollow. Obs. exc. dial. rare.
1663 Baxter Div. Life I. x. (1664) 82 The wants in the

wheels of your watch areas useful to the motion as the nucks
or solid parts. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s.v. Saddle,
The Saddle should he placed exactly on the middle of the
Back, the Fore-bow just at the Want of the Shoulders. 1828
Cakr Craven Gloss,, Want, a deficiency or hollow place
in a piece of timber, or the edge of a board.

8. Coal-mining. — Nip sbA
1807 W. W. Smyth Coal <$- Coal-mining 26 [See Nip so.*l

9. Comb, as want-begotten, -creating ppl. adjs.

;

column (sense 5 ; cf. also ellipt. use of wanted $&.
pple. in advertisements) ; see Want v. 4.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxvii. 12, I envy not in any moods
..The heart that never plighted troth But stagnates in the
weeds of sloth ; Nor any *want-begotten rest. 1901 W. R. H.
Trowbridge Lett, her Mother to Eliz. iv. 14 Lady Beatrice
found her [her cook] in the "Want column of the Standard.
1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 651 The manifold, #want.
creating culture of modern European civilisation and educa-
tion.

Want (wont), v. Also 2-3 (Ormin) wannte,
3 -v7onti(e, 3-5 wont(e, 3-7 wante, 4-5 wantt(e,
&. 4-6 vant, 5 whante, 6 waunt. [prob. a. ON.
vanta \vk. vb. impers. = MSwed. vanta, also vantas
reM., Swed. dial, vanta to be wanting, Norw. (Aasen)
vanta to be lacking, absent, also trans, to lack,

Da. (Jutland dial.) vante trans, to lack. From
Scandinavian also is prob. mod. NFris. waant to

need, fail, lack, do without (pers. and impers.),

ON. vanta pern, represents an earlier *wanaton
with a derivative -t suffix not connected with the
neut. adj. ending seen in the sb.]

1. intr. To be lacking or missing ; not to exist

;

not to be forthcoming ; to be deficient in quantity
or degree. In early use const, with dative or to.

rare since the 17th c, and now arch. {To be want-
ing is current; see Wanting ppl. a.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 194 Hwonne ou ne wonte5 nowiht, beonne
ueineo he mid ou. Ibid. 406 Ne bunche hire neuer wunder
pauh hire wontie be Holi Gostes froure. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex,
2155 Dan coren wantede in o3er lond, Do ynug [was] vnder
his hond. a 1300 Cursor M, 3053 pam wanted brede, heir
water es gan, Hope of lijf ne had bai nan. 13.. Northern
Passion 156/440* So it bifell he folk had care ffor bat bam
wanted water pare. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 503 Bot proud
man of bis tas na hede For hym wantes skille, bat hym suld
lede. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 422 And it is to perelouss
thing In castell till assegit be, Quhar that ane vantis of this

thre, Vittale, or men with thair armyng. c 1460 Sir R. Ros
La Belle Dame 449 To give the good where it wanteth,
trewly, That were resoun and a curteys maner. 1484 Cax.
ton Fables of/Esop II. ix, They whiche ben on lyue haue
some whiche drede them but theyr drede wantith and faylleth
whan they ben dede. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I.

89 To a sclatar for the poyntin of al the place of Stirling,

and for sclaytis that wantit and lyme, xij li. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/l(V/, de W. 1531) 81 Where obedyence wanteth (sayth
saynt Austyn) there is no goodnes. 1546 J. Heywood Prov.
•t Epigr. (1867) 42 Diners can not be long, where deinties
want. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June 3 Tell me, what
wants me here, to worke delyte? (2159s Greene fas. IV,
iv. iv, O wearie life, where wanteth no distresse. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. iv. ii. (1622) 90 The armies were to
be supplied with a new muster. For voluntarie men now
wanted : or if there were any ; they were not of so vertuous
and modest a cariage. 1630 Earl Manch. in Buccleuch
MSS. {Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 273 If your help be in this

business, as I know it shall not want, it is no matter though
your hand wanted to the certificate. 01648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. VIII (1683) 17 Besides, that in France there neuer
wanted discontented Persons, who would joyn with his

Forces. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. I. viii. 465 There wanted
not reasons in the cabinet of Charles for placing the navy at

this time on a respectable footing. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson
Exerc. (1842) I. 245 There wants a collection of dying
speeches of nefarious governments.

fb. To fall short of a. certain amount. Obs,
1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 56/2 All such sommes of money,

as shallwant or lak of the forseid sommes.

+ o. To be lacking to complete a certain total

or achieve a result. Const, of or negative clause.

Also impers., in absolute uses of 2 d : hem wantip,
they are not fully qualified ; there wants, something
is lacking (const, to with inf.) ; it wants of six
(o'clock), it is not quite six, Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14667 Littel wantid bat bam [? read bai ne

with Go'tt.] war wode. 13.. Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 1062 & of hat
ilknw3erebot neked nowwontez. 13.. E. E. Allit.P. B. 739
' And fyue wont of fyfty,' quod god, ' I schal fonete alle &
wyth-halde my honde for hortyng on lede. c 1380 Wyclif
Set. Wks. III. 434 J?ei ieynen falsliche bat pei ben vikeris of
Crist ; for HkHche hem wantib to be he leeste membre bat Crist
habordeynedtobeofhisChirche. 161S J. Wilkinson Treat.,
Of a Court Leet 79 b, The steward may impanell any
stranger, if there want to make xii. of y* Iury. 1639 Du
Verger tr, Camus' A dmir. Events 164 He. .abusing hiin
with injurious words, & threats, (& as he was surly & apt to
strike) little wanted of blows. 1697 Dryden sEneis xn.
937 Then, shall I see Laurentum in a flame, Which only
wanted to compleat my shame. 1709 Mrs. Mani.ey Secret
Mem. (1720) IV. 136 The Prince was true to his Letter. It

WANT.
wanted of Six, when in my Man's Apparel I got to the Grotto,
but found Endymion in possession of it. 1768 Wilkes Hist.
Eug. I. Inirod. 13 The fire had been long laid, and there
only wanted such a spark to force a blaze.

fd. To fail (const, with dative or to) ; to give
out; to be insufficient/or (a purpose, etc.). Obs.
C1400 Rom. Rose 2530 But word and wit, with cherefulpale,

Shul wante for to telle thy tale, a 1400-50 IVars Alex. 5480
Or els bai tillid paim to pe trees as be buke tellis, And gert
bairn laike with >aim so lange till paim be life wantis. 1553
Eden Treat. Newe Ind. Ded. (Arb.) 6 One whose good will
hath not wanted to gratifie your grace with a better thing if

mine abilitie were greater. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 58 But
they of the citie fought manfully against them, with engines,
dartes, and arrowes, and when stones wanted they threw
siluer, and especially melted siluer.

+ e. To fail to do something ; to be wanting {in
one's endeavours). Obs.
In quot. 1576 perh. .'to lack the wherewithal', to be too

poor.

1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr. 16733 For thow, lady, fiayllest
neuere, nor thow wantest nat to do socour and helpe to alle
that deuoutly hesechyn and prayen vn-to the. 1576 Common
Conditions 216 (Brooke) Like beggers wee Hue and want to
gay rent. 1643 Burroughes Exp. 1st 3 ch. Hosea xviii. 455
_
o far as you want in your endeavours after this, so far there

is an evil.

t f. To be a defaulter ; to be absent, missing. Obs.

143S Misyn Fire of Love 11. iv. 76 Saluum me fac deus,
quoniam defecit sanctus, bat is to say: ' lorde, make me
sayfTe, for be sayntis wantys.' c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 169
In be kurk of Palernens was ber a certan dean bQt sent a
servandof his to sekeapalfray of his bat hym wantid. £1475
RaufCoiljear 290 Ane man that office suld beir be tyme at
this tyde, He will be found in his fault, that wantis foroutin
weir, c 1480 Henryson Wolf $ Wether 45 In all thingis
he [the wether] counterfait the Dog; For all the nicht he
stude and tuke na sleip, Swa thatweill lang thair wantit not
ane Hog. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 153 For there
wanted aboue sixe thousand souldiers of them which bad
been leuied.

2. trans. Not to have ; to be without, to lack

;

to have too little of; to be destitute of, or defi-

cient in ; to fail to have, or get. Now rare
t
exc.

with object a desirable quality or attribute.
0200 Ormin 13380 All batt wanntebb Cristess hald All

sinnkebb inntill helle. a 1352 Minot Poems vii. 103 Sir
Philip wanted all his will, pat was weleonhis sembland sene.
c *37S Sc Leg. Saints xxxiv. {Pelogid) 23 Wantande nathing
of bewtej J>at in a woman suld fundyn be. C1460 Towneley
Myst. xiii. 421 Full wofull is the householde That wantys a
woman, c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 340 Thre thousand haill

off likly men in wer, And feill on fute quhilk wantyt hors and
ger. c 1480 Henryson Cock <y Fox 2 Thocht brutall beistis

be Irrationall, That is to say, wantand discretioun. a 1533
Frith Disput. Purgat. Wks. (1573) 22 We haue all sinned
and want the glory whiche before God is allowed. 1560
Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 262 Tua beddis wantand the sydis
nixt the wall. 1577 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
(1880) 395 Everyeone that shall wante his gowne shall lose his

place. 1625 Burges Pers. Tithes 67 It is a thousand pitties

they should want blowes who will doe nothing without them.
1684 tr. Bonei's Merc. Compit. 1. 16 If you want Peaches,
you may use Juice of soure Apples. 1700 Dryden Monum.
F<iir Maiden Lady 2 Below this Marble Monument is laid

All that Heav'n wants of this Celestial Maid. 1710 Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) III.8oHe has sent 3 Lectures to be printed
at Oxford (they wanting Arabick Types at Cambridge). 1728
T. Sheridan tr. Persius iii. (1739) 48 It is very natural that
Sciences should be ridiculed by those who want them.
? 1793 Burns Selkirk Grace 2 Some hae meat, and canna eat,

And some wad eat that want it, 1836 [J. Grant] Random
Recoil. Ho. Lords xvi. 402 His matter wants vigour and
depth, and his manner is deficient in energy. 1849 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 302 Mulgrave, though he wanted ex-
perience, wanted neither parts nor courage. 185a R. A.
Willmott Pleas. Lit. (ed. 2) vi. 37 The Library of Petrarch
wanted the Divine Comedy, until Boccaccio sent it decorated
with gold. 1876 L. Stephen Eng. Th. iSth C. I. 170 A
purely optimistic creed always wants any real stamina.

•f* t>. To be free from (something undesirable).

1631 May tr. Barclays Mirr. Mindes 1. 206 The English
which want somewhat of the pompous shew of the French
humanity, doe want much more of their barbarous cruelty.

1787 [Beattie] Scoticisms 105 We wanted the plague in

Scotland, when they had it in England, a 1791 Grose Olio

(1792) no [Scotsman loo.] I am much better indeed ; I have
wanted the gout these three months.

fc. To spare (labour). Obs. (? nonce-use.)

1573-80 Tussek Hush. (1878) 10, 1 haue no labour wanted to

prune this tree thus planted, whose fruite to none is scanted,

111 house or yet in feeld.

d. To come short by (so much) of completing a

certain total or attaining a certain result. Now
chiefly impers. in telling the time of day : it wants

(so many minutes) of (now more commonly to)

such an hour, f Formerly often to want little,

nothing, etc. used personally and impers., const, of

with vbl sb., to with inf., or negative clause, to

indicate a close approach to the attainment of a

certain result.

In referring to the time of day this form of expression is

now becoming less usual : the ordinary phrase is it is (so

many minutes) to (such an hour).

C1420 Anturs ofArth. 584 (Douce MS.) He wanted no3te

to be slayne he brede of ane hare. 1530 Palsgk. 771/1 It

wanted but a lytell that I was nat taken. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 1. 217 We had now some two milts to Ierusalein, yet in

the very Hauen, we wanted little ofperishing. 1638 tr. Bacon's

Hist. Life .3- Death 135 Eight Men, whose Age computed
together, made up eight hundred yeares ; In so much, that

what some of them wanted of an hundred, others exceeded as

much. 1653 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 6 Lettres came
from the Generalls that they wanted a dayes sayle from the

Dutch fleete, but were in great hopes to overtake them.
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1665 Hooke Microgr.^ 201 If it chanced to want anything of
being perfectly opposite. 1699 Behtley P/ia/aris Addenda
541 They wanted two years of Man's Age. 1727 Swift Let. to

Sheridan 29 Aug., I now want only three months of sixty.

1748 Anson*s Voy. 1. 1. 7 His squadron wanted three hundred
seamen of their complement. >749 Fielding Tom Jones
xi. v, Of my fortune not one farthing could be touched till

I was of age, of which I wanted now more than two years.

1784 Henley Note on Beckford s Vathck (1868) 126 It

wanted little but that the genii had pressed on him in

crowds. 1830 James Step-mother lxxix. III. 326 You
vagabond, you said it was ten o'clock, and it wants twenty
minutes. 1834 Tracts for Times No. 22. 5 It still wanted
a considerable time to school. 1848 Dickens Dombey lv,

' How goes the time? My watch is unwound.' 'Wants a
few minutes of five o'clock, sir.' 1865 Trollope Bclton Est.

vi. 59 It only wants five minutes to dinner. 1891 W. C.
Russell Marriage at Sea xi, It wanted but twenty minutes
to eight. 1905 R. Bagot Passport iii. 25 Although it wanted
yet twenty minutes to midnight the church was nearly full.

7 e. To be deprived of, to lose. Obs.
C14B0 Henryson Wolf fy Wether 35, I [sc. the wether]

sail not spair To follow him [sc. the wolf] als fast as did
jour Doig, Swa that, I warrand, ;e sail not want ane hoig.

1500-20 Di'nbar Poems xxxiiL, 42 He cowth gif cure for

laxatyve, To gar a wicht horss want his lyve. 1535 Cover-
dale Isa. xxxviii. io, I thought I shulde haue gone to the
gates of hell in my best age, and haue wanted the residue
of my yeares. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 89
He maid mony lawis for the Hberte of haly kirke ; He that
dang ane preist suld want his hand. 1596 Dalrympi.e tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 121 Lat him want his sword, and thair

eftir avoyd his cumpanie. 1693 A. Telfair New Confut.
Sadd. (1696) 4 The Pot-hooks and Hanger were carried out
of the Chimney, and being wanted four days, they found
them at last in a Cockloft. 1724 Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc.
(1733) I. 14, I neither wanted ew nor lamb While his flock
near me lay.

+ f. To feel the loss of, to miss. Obs.
1623 Webster Duchess Malfi in. ii, You shall want him,

For know an honest states-man to a Prince, Is like a Cedar,

flanted by a Spring. 1626 B. Jonson Staple of N. 1. vi,

must needes say, I lost an Officer of him, a good Bayliffe,

And I shall want him; but all peace be with him. 1749
Chesterf. Let. to Son 14 Nov., You should be alerte,
adroit^ vif; be wanted, talked of, impatiently expected,
and unwillingly parted with in company.

f g. To fail to recollect. Obs. rare.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 287 And manye a mayde of
whiche the name I wante. a 1500 Flower cj- Leaf 150 Dia-
mondes fyne and rubies rede, And many another stoon, of
which I want The names now.

U h. (Confused use.) Who cannot want the

thought ? who can help thinking?
1605 Sua ks, Macb. m. vi. 8 Who cannot want the thought,

how monstrous It was for Malcolme, and for Donalbane
Tojiill their gracious Father?

i. Wanting (pres. pple.), not having, deprived

of, without
;

(in definitions of a smaller quantity
by its difference from a larger) lacking, less, minus.
Obs. exc. Sc.

1536 in [Ledwich] Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 192 A cross, with
Abraham offering up Isaac, and a lamb behind him, with
an Angel wanting one wing. 1570 IJillingsley Euclid 1.

def. ii. 2 A lyne is. .length wantyng breadth and thicknes.

'593 Shaks. Rich, ft, 11. iii. 10 What a wearie way From
Rauenspurgh to Cottshold will be found, In Rosse and Wil-
loughby, wanting your companie. 1629 Hobhes Thucydides
11.80, 10000 Talents wanting 300. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
27 Feb. 1645, Three chips of the real Crosse; one of
the nailes, wanting a point. 1726 Swift Gulliver n, i,

I measured the Tail of the dead Rat, and found it to
be two^ Yards long wanting an Inch. 1777 Abigail
Adams in Earn. Lett. (1876) 268 'Tis four months wanting
three days since we parted. 1809 Bawdwen Domes*
day Bk. York etc. 246 In Scireburne (Sherborn) with the
Berewicks, the archbishop has 100 carucates of land, want-
ing four. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xviii, I would not
go wanting sword and gun, and with a long fishing-rod.
Ibid, xx, I have come wanting a water-bottle.

j. To go or do without. Usually in negative
expressions, esp. with cannot, etc. Obs. exc. dial.

1562 Bulleyn Butwark, Bk. Simples (1570) 27 The fysher
and Fouler must haue hempe to make their nettes. And
no Archer can want his Bowstring, a 157a Knox Hist.
Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 287, I can nott weall want him, or some
preachar. I can nott put away sic ane man. 1592 Kyd
Sol. % Pers. v. i. 37 And sweete Perseda, I will stay with
you, From Brusor my beloued ; and He want him Till
he bring backe Erastus vnto you. 1606 Chapman Mons.
dOlive 11. i, Tabacco, that excellent plant, the vse whereof
(as of fift Element) the world cannot want. 1637 Ruther-
ford Let. to Ld. Craigliall 10 Aug., Ye have a fair

occasion to gratifie Christ now, if ye will . . want the
night's sleep with your suffering Saviour one hour. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 48 Such books are..usefull drugs
.., wherewith to temper and compose effective and strong
med'cins, which mans life cannot want. 1667 — P. L. v.

365 By descending from the Thrones above, Those happie
places thou hast deignd a while To want, and honour these.
1705 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 568 Servants, in those Coun-
tries where long and loose Garments are worn, could not,
without great inconvenience, want a part of Cloathing so
necessary for Expedition. 1772 Cowper Let. to

f. Hill
27 June, I had rather want many things, anything, indeed,
that this world could afford me, than abuse the affection of
a friend. 1814 Jane Austen Mansf. Park I. vi, 119 To
want a horse and cart tn the country seemed impossible.
18 18 Scott Br. Lamm, xxix, A worthless old play-fellow
of mine, whose company I would rather want than have.
1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss, s. v., We can't want the pony
the day.

fk. To want (gerundial inf.): to seek, not
forthcoming. Obs. rare-1 .

1563 Homilies II, Rogation Wk. m. 243 b, Remember I
say once againe your duetie of thankes, let them be neuer
to want.

Vol. X.

3. intr. (partly absol. of sense 2). f a. simply.

To be in want of something implied by the context,

or of the necessaries of life. Obs.

13. - Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. App. iv. 311 He wrot so faste

til bat he want, For his parchemyn skin was so scant. 1579
Hake Newes out of Penvies (1872) Evb, Though their

bellies want: Their backs must brauely clothed be. 1618

J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. F 4 b, Master James
Acmootyecomming for England, said,that if I would ride with

him, that neither I nor my horse should want betwixt that

place and London. 1620 Westwardfor Smelts (Percy Soc.)

31 He [sc. the King] being moved to see one so well featur'd

(as she was) to want, entertained her for one of his pages.

a 1626 Bacon Use ofLaw (1630) 84 marg., If the Executors
doe want they may sell any Legacie to pay Debts. 1679
[T. Kirke] Mod. Ace. Scot. 13 In the Highlands, ..if one
Man has two Cows, and another wants, he shall soon supply
himself from his Neighbour. 1684 Contempt. St. Man 11.

iii. (1699) 147 It was a Position of the Stoicks, that he was
not Poor who wanted, but he who was necessitated.

f b. To want of: to lack, not to have, or to

have in insufficient measure: = the trans, sense 2.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 45S6 pe same wyse dose a wolfe
bat wantis of his pray, c 1500 Melusine 147 He demanded
of them what they ayled, and yf they wanted of eny thing.

1600 F. L. Ovid's Rcmedie ofLove 1. D 1 b, Are her teeth

blacke or wants shee of the best? Relate some merry iest

that shee may grinne. 1672 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 69
Though you may discover the same fury, yet it wants of
the same vigour. 1658 Whole Duty Man xvii. § 8 We want
of the due compassion, if we can be content our poor brother

should have one hour of unnecessary suffering, when we
[etc.]. 1730 Saveky in Phil, Trans. XXXVI. 301 And if

ever it is found otherwise, I cannot but think that Load-
stone wants of Perfection. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of
Qual. (1809) II. 52 However brilliant a diamond may be.,
it wants of its value and lustre till suitably set. 1799 G.
Smith Laboratory I. 89 Unwrought gold and silver want
considerably of that lustre and brightness they appear in

at goldsmiths' shops.

c. To wantfori (chiefly in negative context) to

suffer from the want of; to be ill-provided with
;

in later use also, to be lacking in (some quality).

To wantfor nothing : to have no lack of any of

the necessaries or comforts of life.

1607 Shaks. Timon in. ii. 10 Fye no, doe not beleeue it:

hee cannot want for money. 1652 in V'erney Mem. (1907)
I. 519 Let her want for nothing. 1652 Wadsworth tr.

SandovaPs Civ. Wars Spain 325 Though it was Lent,
their Bishop gave them Ieavto eat flesh, so they wanted for

no good cheer. 1679 Dryden & Lek iEdipus 1. 12 While
Argos is a People, think your Thebes Can never want for

Subjects. 1714 Mrs. Manley Adv. Rivelta 54 The Am-
bassador did not want either for Friends in England, nor
in HilariaVown Family. 1733 Poi'tt Let. to Swift 28 May,
It will not want for Satire. 1747 E. Poston Pratler I. 74,
I hope thou art well, and dost not want for the common
Necessaries of Life. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile
Indiscr. III. 153 But that was his misfortune, as he wanted
not for perseverance, cunning, or cold blood, the three grand
characteristics of a Scotchman. 1838 Dickens O. Twist
xxxviii, Mrs. Bumble, .did not want for spirit, as her yoke-
fellow could abundantly testify. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.
vii. v. (1873) II. 295 Frederika did not want for temper, as
the Hohenzollerns seldom do. 1882 P. Fitzgerald Recrcat.
Lit. Man (1883) 227 But she did not want for pluck or
courage, as every streetboy knew. 1885 ' Ouida ' Rainy
June (1901) 90 He was happy and wanted for nothing.

4. trans. To suffer the want of; to have occa-

sion for, need, require ; to stand in need of (some-
thing salutary, but often not desired. Hence colloq.

senses 4 and 5 are often humorously contrasted.)
In advertisements the pa. pple. wanted'xs used elliptically

( = F. on demantle, G. ivird gesuchf), prefixed or appended
to the designation of the kind of person or thing sought
for ; e. g. ' Wanted, a governess ' ; ' Experienced bookkeepers
wanted ' ; ' Wanted, any early books on America.' Similarly,
Wanted to purchase.
c 1470 Henry Wallace I. 446 <Deyr cusyng, pray I the,

Quhen thow wantts gud, cum fech ynewch fra me. 1530
Palsgr. 771/1, I wante monaye, argent me fault. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. i. 66 Oh welcome Oxford, for we want
thy helpe. 1630 Winthrop Let. in New Eng. (1825) I. 379
Though we have not beef and mutton, &c. yet (God be
praised) we want them not ; our Indian corn answers for all.

1694 Motteux Rabelais \. Epist. Pantagruel's Lymosin 251
Incluse with Sylves behind, and Lakes before us, Our out-
ward man wants something that's calorous. 1737 Wesley
Jrnl. 18 Dec, I was seized with a violent Flux, which I felt

came not before I wanted it. 1766 Goldsm. Hermit vlii, Man
wants but little here below. Nor wants that little long. 1770
Langhorne Plutarch, Solon (1879) *• 97/2 The soothsayers
declared, that there were certain abominable crimes which
wanted expiation. ? 1791 Jrnts. Ho. Comm. XLVII. 373/3
Throwing the Timber, fresh cut, into Salt Water, and letting
it lie there till wanted. 1827 Faraday Cfum. Manip. xv.
(1842) 367 A tube is wanted for the conveyance of fluids,

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets—Night, He must want his
tea, poor man, after his dirty walk from the Docks. 1853
Lytton My Novel vi. xiv, She wants some one to read to
her, and tend on her—she is old, and has no children. She
wants a companion, and prefers a girl of your age to one
older. Will this suit you? 1884 'Mark Rutherford'
Deliverance v. (ed. 9) 74 He had got a notion in his head
that his mind wanted rest and reinvigoration. 1898 ' H. S.
Merriman' Roden's Corner viii. 85 The nurse whose ser.
vices had not hitherto been wanted, had.. spent some plea-
sant weeks at a pension at Scheveningen.

b. With vbl. sb. or inf. (esp. passive) as object
now chiefly colloq.). It wants doing {it wants to

be done) : it needs doing, should be done. One
wants to do it {this way) : one's best, or proper
course is to do it ; one should do it, etc.
The idiom (common colloq. in North and North-midlands)

by which the verb apparently takes twoobjects, a sb.or pron.

and a vbl. sb. that in sense governs it (as, I want that doing
is perhaps a blend of ft wants doing, and / want it done.

1563-83 Foxe A. <S- M. 2123/1 For we may in no wise be-

tray the case of God, nor will not doe, but susteine it to the
vttermost of our powers. .. But hereunto we want presently
indifferent vsing [? = 'we need to be impartially treated '].

1587 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 216 We present the Hull Ringe
to want raylinge. 1697 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife n. ii, Madam.
Inteed Matam, to say de trute, he wanted leetel good breed-
ing. Lady Fan. Good breeding ! He wants to be can'd,
Madamoiselle. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. (Globe) 160 My goats
wanted to be milked. 1724 R. FlDDES Morality Pref., p. cxix,

A train of accusations which, severally, want to be proved
themselves. 1741 Middlkton Cicero II. viii. 359 The merit
of this speech is too well known, to want to be enlarged upon
here. 179: R. Mylne 2nd Rep. Thames Navig. 13 The Banks
of the [Lock] Chamber want to be laid down properly, and
some Trees cut down. 1865 ' L. Carroll ' Alice in Wonder.
landvii, (1866)96' Your hair wants cutting*, said the Hatter.

1868 E. Beckett Denison Life Bp. Lonsdale 172 Those who
wanted a church consecrating, or a meeting to be held. 1898
' H. S. Merriman ' Roden's Corner xiv. 146 'That loose-

shouldered chap Roden is a scoundrel,' he said bluntly,..
' and wants thumping.'

5. To desire, wish for. Ofttn with inf. as object.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (170S) 2 All such as

want to ride in Post-baste from one World to the other.

1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I, v. 52 If either want
to be separated during the term limited, there must be a
Commutation of Money paid by the separating Party to

the other, according as they can agree. 1751 Layington
F.nthus. Meth. <y Papists in, (1754) 127 Cheats mingle the
Flower or Seed among the Food of those whom they want
to defraud. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxiii, If every one
of your clients is to force us to keep a clerk, whether we want
to or not, you had better leave off business. 1871 Mozley
in Liddon Pusey (1897) IV. 221 What you mention about
persons actually not wanting an hereafter is a horrible

feature of the day. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' At Bay iv,

Now / have got over my first foolish fear of him, he is so
gentle and polite, and seems to want to be friends with my
father. 1895 Law Times Rep. LXXI II. 650/1 If the under-
writers had wanted to know they could have asked at once,
1002 J. F. Rusling European Days $ Ways 299 Bliicher

wanted to hang or shoot Napoleon as an outlaw and monster.

1902 R. Bagot Donna Diana x. 116 She came repeatedly
to the Castelnuovo gardens, generally accompanied by
Frau von Raben, but occasionally, when the latter was
wanted to drive with her cousins, by Princess San Rocco's
maid.

b. To desire (a person) to (do something).
Also, U.S., with clause as object.

1845 S. Judd Margaret \. ix, I want you to be a good boy.
1852 H. C. Kimball in Brigham Young's Jrnl. Discourses
(1859) VI. 256 If this is your determination, I want you
should manifest it by raising your right hands. 1903 C. L.
Burnham JewelW, Mr. Evringham wants you should saddle
his horse and bring her round. 1918 Oxford Mag. 21 June
343/1 Most of them do not make it quite plain what they
want the teacher [of the Classics] to do.

C. To wish to see, or speak to (a person) ; to

desire the presence or assistance of one (for a
specified purpose). Frequently passive.
Wanted t sometimes used ellipt, (for 'you are wanted '),

Cf. Shop I

£1760 Challoner in E. Burton Life (1909) II. xxiv. 28
We will spend our evenings, as much as possible, at our
own lodgings, so that we may be found by those who shall

want us for the sick. 1794 Mrs. RADCLiFEE./J/j'.r/'. Vdolpho
xxv, 'Retire!' said Bamardine sternly: 'you are not
wanted:' and as Emily said nothing, Annette obeyed. 1825
T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <y Princ. vi, When from
a side and smaller door a female enquired ' whom he pleased
to want'. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, 'Winkle—Winkle 1'

shouted Mr. Tupman, calling into the inner room.' .

.

' You're
wanted—some one at the door.' 1842 Tennyson Locksley
Hallo. Leave me here, and when you want me, sound upon
the bugle horn, x866 Trollope Clavcrings v, ' She is not
likely to press herself where she is not wanted '.

d. Wanted (pa. pple.) : colloq. or humorous
ellipsis for wanted by the police', said of persons

whose apprehension is required for some offence.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Wanted, when any of the
traps or runners have a private information against a family
person [sc. a thief] and are using means to apprehend the
party, they say, such a one is wanted. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xliii, ' Ves, he was wanted.' 'Very particular?' in-

quired Mr. Bolter. ' No,' replied the Jew, 'not very. He
was charged with attempting to pick a pocket,' [etc.]. 1905
Times 5 Sept. 5/5 The prisoner, .said he wished to give
himself up, having heard that he was ' wanted '.

e. What does he want with (such or such a

person or thing) ? m ' What is his object in dealing

with (the person) ?
' or 'Why should he care to

possess (the thing) \ Also (? dial.) const, of.
i8a8 W, Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry I. 309 (tr.)

Death, what can you want of Fanny T With your hpless

teeth and sockets, How should you contrive to kiss tier?

1831 Scott Ct. Robt. vii, Once more, what dost thou want
with me ? and why hast thou the boldness to watch me ?

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Channings xxiv, It is an incredible

mystery. What could he want with the money? The tale

told, about his having debts, has no foundation. 1868

Browning Ring <V Bk. vi. 105 Men, for the last time, what
do you want with me ? 1897 McCarthy Own Times V.

xxi. 489 What does the Irishman want with tobacco, or

wine, or spirits? it might perhaps fairly be asked. But
then comes the other question, 'What does the Englishman
want of wine, or spirits, or cigars?

'

f. With ellipsis of a verb of motion, to want

out {in, etc.) : to wish to go out (in, etc.). Chiefly

Sc,
t
north. Jr., and U.S. colloq.

1844 W. Jamie Muse cfMearns 86 (E.D.D.)Asturdy chap.

.

Cam to the door and wanted in. 1870J. Nicholson Idylls J
Hame 10 Jenny, are ye wantin'oot Mangthe knowes to frisk

aboot ? 1887 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 3 Sept. , The turnkey

10
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says if the prisoner had informed him he wnnted out, he
would have been released. 1888 Adz>ance (Chicago) 6 Dec.

798 Just then he heard a knock at the door, and told me that

some one wanted in. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 19
Sept., An old gentleman who was drawn to serve on the

grand jury., wanted off, and when the court asked for

excuses he said [etc.]. 1897 Ckockktt Lad's Lore xxiii.

236 It was cold and he wanted back to the inn fire-side.

6. Comb.x f want-grace, one who lacks grace,

a reprobate : cf. lack-grace^ scapegrace. See also

Want-wit.
1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosm. (Grosart) 57/3 And

rather then they should not die by force, Or want a
Want-grace to performe the Deede, Their Vncle and Pro-
tector must perforce Their Crowne from Head, and Head
from Life divorce. i6ai Brathwait Nat. Embassie 31
Thus may adulterous want-graces looke into Tereus fall.

"Want, obs. pa. t. of When v.

Wa'n't (want). Obs. exc. dial. A contracted

form of was not (cf. wasn't). Now only used, in

literature, in representations of dialectal or vulgar

speech. Cf. ain't, don"t, etc.

X702 Vanbrugh Foist Friend v. i, Who did you let in

then? it wan't your Master, sure? 1757 Foote Author
Epilogue Wks. 1799 I. 129 Says Lady Bell.. There wa'n't

a creature there.

Wantag, obs. Sc. form of Vantage sb.

Wantage 1
. In 7 Wantage. The name of a

town in Berkshire (OE. Wanating), the birthplace

of King Alfred, Used attrib. in f Wantage cap.

1609 Rowley Searchfor Money (Percy Soc.) 31 Monmouth
caps. Wantige caps, round caps.

Wantage 2 (wo'ntedg). U.S. Comm. [f. Want
v. + -age.] Deficiency, shortage.
1828-33 Webster, Wantage, deficiency; that which is

wanting. 1888-9 Neiv York Produce Exchange Report 256
(Cent.) Inspectors and Gaugers shall make a detailed return
. .of each lot inspected, showing, .the gauge, wantage, proof,

and number of proof gallons.

Wantage, obs. Sc. form of Vantage.
Wante, wanteau, obs. forms of Wantt.
Wanted (wanted), ///. a. [f. Want v. +

-ed 1.]

1. In the senses of the verb : a. Lacking, missing ;

desired, needed.
1697 Dryden JEneis ix. 346 Make me but happy in his

safe Return, Whose wanted Presence I can only mourn.
X718 Pope Iliad xm. 338 To whom the Cretan : Enter, and
receive The wanted weapons. 1801 Southey Lett. (1856) I.

167 They will not pay him for executing a wanted work.

b. dial. Dispensed with.
i8zi Clare Fill. Minstr. I. 84 And lockswould bea wanted

thing, To keep out thieves at night.

c. Of a person : Sought for by the police.

1903 G. R. Sims Living London III. 1B/2 Down the long
lines of beds the uniformed figures go,., till they reach the
bedside of the two ' wanted ' men, who awake to find them-
selves in the grip of the law. 1912 Sphere 28 Dec. 338/3 A
periodical called The Detective, in which portraits ofwanted
persons are given.

2. absol. as sb. Chiefly in plural. Persons or

things that are ' wanted ' (i. e. advertised for, sought
by the police, etc.). Chiefly colloq.

1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 51 f 5, I design to publish
a list of Wanteds, wholly for the use of your Paper. X903
Daily Chron. 25 Mar. 3/4 A policeman arresting a ' wanted '

in a common lodging-house. 1907 Shrewsbury Chron.
27 Dec, headingofAdz<t. column. Wanteds. 19x0 Sat. Rev.
32 Jan. 98/2 Two 'wanteds' figured conspicuously in a
crowd ..in Shoreditch.

+ Wantel. Obs. [Of obscure origin : perh. some
error.] A bundle, burden, pack.
1599 Minsheu, Garrdte, a cudgell to winde a cord as

carriers do to packe their wantels with [Cf. Percyuall (1591),
Garote, Fustis quo funem torquent in ligandis sarcinis.]

Wanter 1 (wo'ntai). [f. Want v. + -er1.]

L One who is deficient in something. ? Obs.
x6xx J. Davies (Heref.) Sco. Folly (Grosart) 21/2 What

should I thinke of courage? if it wants, The wanters are
despis'd of God and men. 1886 Spectator 13 Feb. 209/2
The wanters were many and the wealthy few.

2. One who is in need or desirous of something.
1717 Swift Let. to Mrs. Hoxvard 9 July, But you know

too well already how very injudicious the general tribe of
wanters are. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VIII. 144 Suppose
B, in such great want of this treasure, as to be unable to
Hve without it. And suppose A, the Miser, has such an
opinion of B, the Wanter, that he would rather lend it to
him, than to any mortal living. 2867 Chamb. Jrnl. 21 Dec
801 An exchange.. in which the wanters and the wanted
may meet.

b. One who seeks a husband or wife. dial.

1723 Ramsav Fair Assembly viii, Then, ilka wanter wale
a wife, Ere eild and humdrums seize ye. 1804 R.Anderson
Cumbld. Ball. 82 There's lads but few in our town. And
lasses wanters plenty. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxviii, And
dinna sneeze at Joe, if he should be for drawing up wi* you,
..he's a handy boy, and a wanter. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack
ofGold xxii, He did not belong to the set of lively 1 wanters*
—as the bachelors were designated.

Wanter 2 (wo-ntaj), dial. [f. Want sb.1 +
-eh 1

.] A mole-catcher.

1903 Daily Chron. 8 July 3/5 John Perry, the old ' wanter ',

or mole-catcher of Luccombe.
Wantey, -teye, obs. forms of Wantt.
Wantful (wo-ntful), a. [f. Want £&9+-ffGu]

Full of wants, exacting.

1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 180/1 My Caesar's whims, which,

day and night More wantful, do but grow with surfeiting.

Wantgard, obs. Sc. form of Vanguard.

74

Wanthrift (wrynbrift). Sc. [f. Wan- + Thrift

*M] a. Lack of thrift or economy ;
prodigality,

b. A thriftless person ; also collect.

a. 1513 Douglas JEneis viii. Prol. 79 Quhat wickitness,

quhat wanthrift now in warld walkis ! 1903 W. Chrvstal
Kingdom ofKippen 100 Never to wanthrift may ony deil

drive ye Is the wish o' wee Wattie the hard o' Bucklyvte.

b. a 1585 Montgombrik Flyting 438 Let no vice in this

warld in this wanthrift be wanted, a 1586 R. Maitland in

Maitland MS. (S. T.S.) I. 39 Off our wanthrift sum wytis

playis.

Hence Wa'nthrifty a. Sc.
y
unthrifty.

a 1585 Montgomery Flyting 261 Vyle venemous viper,

wan t hrift iest [Tullibard. wanthreivinest] of things.

Wan-thriven, a. Sc. [f. Wan- + Thriven a.

Cf. Da. vanlreven.'] Ill-developed, stunted in

growth.
1508 Kennedy Flyting w. Dunbar 493 Evill schryvin,

wan-thryvin, not clene na curius. a 1585 Montgomerie
Flyting 327 Threed-bare bee their thrift as thou art wan-
threivin [v.rr. vanthrewin, wanthriuen] ! 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xx, And what am I but a poor wasted, wan-thriven

tree? 18*5 Jamieson SuppL, Lingit, thin, lean,wanthriven.

Wantie, Wantige, obs. if. Wantt, Wantage.1

Wanting (wo-ntirj), vbl. sb. [t Want v. +
-tng 1.] The condition of being without, or lack-

ing, something; the absence or deficiency of some-
thing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11676 We o water has nu wanting, Vr

water purueance es gan. c 1380 Wyclif De Apostasia Cleri

i. Sel. Wks. III. 431 Bodyliche abyte, or wantyng berof,

makib not men religiose neyber apostataes. a 1395 Hylton
Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) 1. Ixxxi, What is synne but a
wanting or a forberyng of good. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q.
lxxxvi, Sum [died] soroufully, for wanting of thare makis.

C1500 Melnsine xxiv. 179 Woo were to me yf for wantyng
of a preu & valyaunt man it shuld retourne in to the pay-
nemes handes. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 126 And take
vpon command, what helpe we haue That to your wanting
may be ministred. 1637 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 92 If

we would.. exercise our selves sometimes to fastings and
wantings and other hardnesses and austerities. 1680 IV.

Allen's Persuas. Peace Sf Unity Pref. p. lxxxvi, The Prin-

ters wanting of Copy to fill up this sheet, is the only occa-

sion of this Postscript. 1682 Otway Venice Preserv d iv. i,

Why was such happiness not given me pure? Why dash'd
with cruel wrongs, and bitter wantings? 1883 Whitelaw
Sophocles^ Electra 265 They rule me, and from them comes
all I have—My having and my wanting, both are theirs.

Wanting (woiitirj),/***. pple. and ppl. a. [f.

Want v. + -ing *.]

A. As pres. pple. (only predicatively).

1. That is absent or lacking ; not forthcoming,

not supplied or provided.
C1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 1505 So bat, if oght wantand

be, In whom defaut es, may men se. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 54 So bai lukid aboute bairn, & one of bairn sayd bat

be chamberlayn was wantand. 1577 B. Googe HeresbacJCs
Husb. 1. 36 If doung be wantyng to mende the ground
withall. 1671 Milton /'. R. 11. 450 And what in me seems
wanting, but that I May also in this poverty as soon Ac-
complish what they did ? 1707 Curios, in Husb. ft Gard.
168 When the Saltseller was wanting, the Table was look'd

on as Profane. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, Mr. Winkle eagerly
watched his opportunity ; it was not long wanting. 1883
Manch. Guard. 22 Oct. 5/2 There are not wanting indica-

tions that the calm is more apparent than real. 1886 C.
Scholl Phraseol. Diet, II. 830 Nothing will be wanting on
my part to render your stay in our city as agreeable as
possible.

b. Const, to (f formerly also simple dative)

13.. Cursor M. 6499 Quen manna sal vs wantand be, He
sal send vs wid plente. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 82
Were our Teares wanting to this Funerall. 1640 tr. Ver-
dere's Rom. ofRom. n. xlv. 174 As for my parents,. .1 may
say without vanity, that Crowns are unjustly wanting to

their worth. [Fr. que les couronnes manqiient iniustement
a teurs meriles.] 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 430 No
gift of nature or of fortune seemed to be wanting to her.

1861 Paley Aeschylus (ed, 2) Choeph. Sijnote, By this slight

and happy change, .an imperative, hitherto wanting to the
sentence, is obtained.

o. fig. To be wanting to : to fail to help or

satisfy (a person or need) ; to prove unequal to,

fall below (a claim, expectation, duty, opportunity).

To be wanting to oneself \ to fail to do justice to

oneself; to fall below the standard imposed by
one's character and abilities (now rare or arch).
1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of Rom. 1. xliii. 176 When they

had all promised rather to aye then be wanting to the duty
of a good Knight (Fr. plustost que manquer au deuoir
(Tvn bon cheualier], 1642 D. Rogers Naaniart 11 Some
alledge God will not be wanting to any who are not wanting
to themselves. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 271 Nor shall I to
the work thou enterprisest Be wanting, but afford thee
equal aid. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 343 He was
mightily wanting also to himself in thechoice of his Officers.

176a Hume Hist. Eng. to Hen. VII, I. i. 17 Cerdic was not
wanting to his good fortune. 1783 Cowper Let. to Unwin
31 Dec, You observe therefore that I am not wanting to
myself; he that is so, has no just claim on the assistance of
others. 1794 A)in. Reg., Hist. 89 The Vende*ans were not
wanting to themselves in so terrible a crisis. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1877) II. vii. 140 The Earl was not a man to
be wanting to his country at such a moment. 187a J. H.
Newman Hist. Sk. II. Ded. p. vi, You have never been
wanting to me.. when I had occasion in any difficulty to
seek your guidance.

+ 2. Needful, requisite, necessary. Obs.

1756 Washington Writ. (1889) I. 261 To carry on all these
works, a number of tools., will be absolutely wanting. 1797
Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) II. 98 Mrs. Bu-
chanan's first plan was to take such a number of servants

WANTON.
with her as would be wanting to attend on her husband.
1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T., Prussian Vase Wks.
1816 I. 248 She added, that the count had written all that
was wanting for her.

3. That lacks, or is without, something. Usu.
with a defining prepositional phrase : see b, c, d.

1611 Bible Dan. v. 27 Thou art weighed in the balances,

and art found wanting. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II.

453 His rectitude and piety, tried by strong temptations and
never found wanting.

+ b. const, of. Obs.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <r y>d. n. ii. 78 My life were better

ended by their hate, Then death proroged wanting of thy
Loue. 1654-66 Earl Orrery Part/ten. (1676) 788, I give

those Kingdoms to you and your Heirs for ever, .and want-
ing of Heirs, to revert unto my Successors again. 1709
Mrs. Mauley Secret Mem. I, 2 Her Limbs enervated and
supine, wanting of that Energy that should bear her [etc.].

1721 Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 23 It is wanting of

Leaves.

c. const, in.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. Ded. to Ld. Clifford, Though
England is not wanting in a Learned Nobility. 1724 Pope
Let. 1 Aug. in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 153
And hope, .he will not be found wanting in the knowledge
of his profession. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 257 No
one.. would suspect them of being wanting in fun. 1896

Law Times C. 393/1 The Doctor's reply to Junius was not

wanting in incisiveness.

d. const, for. rare.

1874 Dasent Haifa Life I. 115 As I was wanting for a
nickname, . . I was called ' the Companion of the Bath '.

f4. That is short of (a certain age). Obs.

1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1736) I. 189, I was then
wanting of Fourteen.

f 5. With inf. Slow or backward to (do some-

thing). Obs.
1691 (TEmiliane's Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 286 The

Monk was extraordinarily applauded for this his curious

Thought, and he was not wanting to make good use of it.

1738 Wesley's Hymns, ' When to the Teniple ' ii, Should we
be wanting to rejoice Thro' Deadness or Delays The Stones
themselves would find a Voice To celebrate his Praise.^ 1755
Magens Insurances II. 119 AU those that are wanting to

do their Duty in this Respect, shall be obliged to make
Satisfaction.

6. Mentally defective, weak-minded, dial.

1877 Holderness Gloss. s.v., You moant tak nooatis o* what
he says; he's abit wantin. 1911 Times 12 July 11/3 Making
him seem to be what village-people call ' wanting ,

II. As ppl. a. (in attrib. use).

7. Absent, lacking, missing.

1573 Aldcburgk Rec. in N.ffQ. 12th Ser. VII. 226/2 To
Jeaffrye Freman for a wanton [sic] Box that barker loste, xiid.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxv. F5 He Sets out

..a Quire.. to make good the wanting Sheets. 01700 Eve-
lyn Diary 16 Sept. 1685, Then they spake of the boy who
was pretended to have a wanting leg restor'd him. 1851

Sylvester in Lond. etc. Phil. Mag. Sept. 229 It is difficult

to see how the wanting factor escapes detection. 1854 H.
Miller Sch. $ Schm. 302 Many a wanting feature had to

be supplied. 1915 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 232/1 By no searching

in his girdle, .could he produce the wanting money.

8. Deficient, lacking (in something expressed or

implied by the context) ; esp. lacking in money or

necessaries of life, needy, necessitous. Also absol.

Now rare or Obs.
a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Wit without Money n. iv, I have

not scene a Gentleman so backward, a wanting Gentleman.

1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 338 Bees though. .they

have sufficiently stored and replenished their hives., j yet

will they not give over working ; nay some, not leave rob-

bing and that from the weaker and wanting hives. 1683

Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. f 10 He thrusts the

Wooll from the bunching-out side, towards the wanting
side. 1685 Sir W. Petty Will in Trans. R. Ir. Acad.
XXIV. in. 114, I give twenty pounds to the most wanting
of the parish wherein I dye. 1727 Swift Let. to Mrs. How-
ard § July, Thus wanting people are like drowning people,

who lay hold of every reed or bulrush in their way. 1747
Will in T. O. Payne Rec. Engl. Catholics (1889) 23 ^50 to

the two bishops, .to give to the most pious and wanting of

their clergy to pray for me.

Hence Wa'ntingly adv., Wa'ntingrness.
1643 HerleA nsiv. Perne 14 The maine ends.. are.. supply

of wantingnesse, allay of wilfulnesse. 1865 J. Grote Mor.
Ideals ii. (1876)24 Ihe wantingness which is the call to

action. 1894 ' Eha ' Naturalist on Proivl 5^ Gaunt frames
of. . cows and calves with . . lustrous eyes staring wantingly.

Wantless (wg'ntles), a. rare. [f. Want sb.2

+ -less.] Having no want or lack. Hence Wa'nt-
lessness.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. m. xiv. (1589) 56 The want-les

Counties Essex, Kent, Sunie, and wealthie Glayde Of
Hertfordshire. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. in. 393 All

Winter-long, Thou [the Lambourn stream] never shows't a
drop, Nor send'st a doit of need-less Subsidie, To Cramm
the Kennet's Want-lesse Treasurie, Before her Store be

spent, and springs be staid. 1890 C. Monkhouse Com <y

Poppies 81 No faith in giving To wantless dead the crumbs
that feed the living. 1896 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 498 A German
thinker has denounced the 'accursed wantlessness of the

masses as the great inner obstacle of social progress.

t Want-louse. Obs. rare. [a. Du. wandluis

or LG., G. wamilaus (cf. MLG., OHG., MHG.
wantlus), a wall-louse \ bug.] A bed-bug, bug
{Cimex lectularius).

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 83 The
Smell of a Wantlouse may kill a Child in the Mother's
Womb. X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), WanULouse, a sort

of Insect. Hence in later Diets.

"Wantoe, obs. north, f. Wanty.
Wanton (w^ntan), a. and sb. Forms: 4
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wantowen, 4-5 -towne, 5 wantowe, wantton,
4-6 wantoun, (6 wantount), 4 St. vanton, 4-5
wantun, 5-6 vantoun, 4- wanton. [ME. wan-
towen, f. Wan- + towen :—OE. togen pa. pple. of

tion Tee v. 1 to discipline, train. The word thus

literally means * undisciplined ' ; cf. Untowen a. y

and the equivalent G. ungezogen ; also ME. wel-

itowen well-brought-up.]

A. adj.

f 1. Of persons : Undisciplined, ungoverned ; not

amenable to control, unmanageable, rebellious. Of
children : Naughty, unruly. Obs.
Wanton ofword: violent or insolent in speech.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11952 Yur sun bat wantun [Gott. wan-
toun J and bat wild, Wit his banning has slan vr child. 1362
Langl. P. PI. A. x. 57 For whonne Blod is Bremore pen
Brayn ben is Inwit I-bounde, And eke wantoun and wylde
withouten eny Resoun. 14,. 26 Pol. Poems xii. 113 The
fadir, be wanton child wole kenne, Chastyse wib jerde, and
bete hit sore. C1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of Gods 1230 'A*
seyde Reason, 'then I know well that felawe. Wylde he
ys & wanton, of me stant hym noon awe.' c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 515/2 Wantowe.. insotens, dissolutus. C1470HENRY
Wallace I. 211 A hely schrew, wanton in his entent. C1475
Rauf Coil$ear 100 The Carll was wantoun of word, and
wox wonder wraith, c 1491 Chast, Goddes Chy/d. 15 Yf the
childe wexe wanton the moder beteth hym fyrst with a litell

rodde and the strenger he wexeth the gretter rodde she
take 1 h. (11513 Fadyan Chron. cxxvii. (1533) 62 Dagobert
..associated vnto hym certayne wanton persones and bete
his mayster. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 183 He with Piers
of Gauestone and other wanton and wilde persons, had
broken the Parke of the sayde bishop. 1612 T. Taylor
Titus i. 7 (1619) 127 Thus he shal make such wanton who
should rather be kept vnder, by speaking peace to whom it

belongeth not. 1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789)

?'2 The Dutchess of Northumberland came with several

adies of fashion to the Duke [a little boy] at Windsor, when
unfortunately he was a little wanton, suffering some im-
proper expressions to escape him.

t b. Of an animal : Skittish, refractory. Of a
hawk : Out of hand, unmanageable. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Hos. iv. 16 For Israel is gone backe, like

a wanton cowe. c 1575 Perf. Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkcs
(1886) 26 Sugarcandy and butter will make her lustye,

moyste, and proude, and being ofte used will make her
wanton and to sore away. 1760-72 H. Brooke Foot ofQua/.
(1809) II. 115 The cow kicked up her heels, and proved
wanton and refractory.

t C Of actions : Lawless, violent ; in weaker
sense, rude, ill-mannered. Obs. Cf. 5 b.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 12 Sum [couettis to lestyn] of wir.

schip I-wis slike as bam wyse lattis, And sum of wanton
werkis ba bat ere wild-hedid. ^1430 Bk. Curteisie 20 in

Babees Bk., And take good hede bi wisdom & resoun pat
bi no wantowne lau}inge bou do noon offence.

d. Said of boys, with mixture of sense 4 ; often

(after Shakspere's use) with reference to childish

cruelty.

1605 Shaks. Lear iv. i. 38 As Flies to wanton Boyes are
we to th' Gods, They kill vs for their sport. 1692 E.
Walker tr. Epictetus' Mor. xxxiv, Else you'll desist, and
jade like wanton Boys. 1741-2 Gray Agrippina i8y Had
tier wanton son Lent us his wings, we could not have be-
ruil'd With more elusive speed the dazzled sight Of wake-
ill jealousy. 1822 Scott Peveril xliii, You make me feel

like the poor bird, around whose wing some wanton boy
has fixed a line, to pull the struggling wretch to earth at
bis pleasure.

2. Lascivious, unchaste, lewd. 7 Also, in milder
sense, given to amorous dalliance.

a. of persons (in early use only of women).
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 143 That alle wommen wantowen

shulleb be war by be one, And biterliche banne be. Ibid.
viil 300 Ich haue ywedded a wyf, quab he, wel wantowen
[v.rr, wantoun, wanton] of maners. c 14x0 Wyntoun Cron.
iv, vL 464 A woman occupyit bat steid Twa }eris as pajp..
Bot scho wes wantoun of hire waire. 1514 Barclay Cyt.

Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 26 Her name was wanton
lesse, Who leest with her delt he thryved not the lesse !

C1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 14 And many whyte nonnes with
whyte vayles, That was full wanton of theyr tayles. 1569
Underdown Ovid's Invect. Ibis D vj, Tyresias..gaue sen-
tence of Iupiters syde, and concluded that women were the
wantoner. Wherefore Iuno moued to anger put out hys
eyes, 1591 Shaks. i lien. VI, in. i. 19 Thou art a most
pernitious Vsurer, . . Lasciuious, wanton, more then well be-
seemes A man of thy Profession, and Degree. 159a Kvn
Sp. Trag. 1. i, My soule Did Hue iiuprisond in my wanton
flesh, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Vorks. (1662) 190 Henry [I]

..was very wanton, as appeareth by his numerous natural
issue.

_ 171J Arbuthnot/Mw Bull 11. i, As for his personal
Reflexions, I would gladly know who are those Wanton
Wives he speaks of? 1766 Fordyce Serm. Yng. Women
(1767) I. i. 16 A daughter . . turns out unruly, foolish, wanton.

b. trans/, and fig.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 129 When we haue laught to

see the sailes conceiue, And grow big bellied with the
wanton winde. 1606 — Tr. <$ Cr. iv. v. 220 Yond Towers,
whose wanton tops do busse the clouds, Must kisse their
owne feet. 1679 The Confinement: a Poem 55 Curst be
(hose Mountains, wanton with the Sun, From whose first
hot embraces, Tagus run.

C. of dispositions, thoughts, speech, action, or
appearance.
c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 602 And after that he sang ful

loude and cleere, And kiste his wyf, and made wantowne
cheere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10824 Oft in wanton werkes wex
bai with childe. fUM ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 378 But
aboue all other she [Venus] had a wanton ey. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 760 She thought him secretly familiar with the
king in wanton company. 1577 Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk.
64 But especyally keepe them from reading of fayned fabler,
vayne fantasyes, and wanton stories. 1651 C. Caktwright

E

I

Cert. Relig. 1. 175 But consider this Commandment in the
full extent of it, as forbidding all wanton lookes. a 1678 Wood
Life etc. (O. H.S.) I. 366 A wanton (in plaine terms, a baudy)
expression. 178a Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 12 June,
I should have cared little about a wanton expression. 1789-
96 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 546 By the continuation of
wanton attitudes, they acquire. .a frantic lasciviousness.

1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. ii, And dancing round him, with
wanton looks and bare arms. 1846 Keble Lyra fnnoc,
Gleaners, Those evil powers,, .rude gaze and wanton word.

d. of writers.

1820 Hazlitt Led. Drain. Lit. 144 They are always
abusing ' wanton poets'.

3. Sportive, unrestrained in merriment,

f a. Of persons : Jovial, given to broad jesting,

waggish. Also, free from care. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Prot. 208 A frere ther was, a wantowne

and a merye, A lymytour, a ful solempne man. c 1560 A.
Scott Poems xv. 3 Art thow nocht wantoun, haill, and in

gudhowp... Bathing in bliss, and sett in hie curaige? Hid.
xxvii. 7 Wantone in weill but wo, Glaid withowt grief also.

b. Of young animals ; Frisky, frolicsome.

Chiefly poet.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Lasciuus, Wantoner then a
yonge kidde. 1593 Drayton Eel. vi. 8i The early wanton
Lambs, That 'mongst the Hillocks wont to skip and play.

1694 Addison Poems, ttor. Ode m. Ill, 74 Let the wanton
flocks unguarded stray. 1733 Pope Ess. Man in. 29 Who
for thy table feeds the wanton fawn. 1746 Smollett Tears
of Scot. 14 Thy swains are famish'd on the rocks, Where
once they fed their wanton flocks.

C. Said poet, of moving objects, viewed as if

endowed with life : Sportive, impelled by caprice

or fancy, free, unrestrained.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. E ij b, Tide for the ship, and

ship was for the tide. .For Neptune men, and Neptune
them to guide, Thames wanton currant stealing on behind.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 517 So varied hee, and of his tor-

tuous Traine Curld many a wanton wreath in sight of Eve.
174a Collins Or. Eel. i. 15 When wanton gales along the
valleys play. 1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes v. xv. 9 While
Phoebus' locks float wanton in the wind. 1777 Sir W. Jones
Poems, Seven Fountains 33 A wanton bark was floating
o'er the main.

t d. Of colour, music : Gay, lively. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abuses 1. M 2, Then euerie one of these
his men, he [the Lord of Misrule] inuesteth with his liuerie.s,

of green, yellow or some other light wanton colour. 1597
Morlf.y Introd. Mus. 150 Though he were a priest he
would rather choose to excell in that wanton and pleasing
musick then in that which [etc.]. 1743 Collins Epist. to

Hanmer 41 With graceful ease the wanton lyre he strung.

f4. 'Spoiled', petulant (of children); hence,

self-indulgent, effeminate, luxurious. Obs.
1538 Elvot Diet., Mollio,. .to make wanton or tender.

Ibid., Sihariticus, wanton or delycate. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, iv. i. 55 Wee are all diseas'd, And with our surfeiting,

and wanton howres, Haue brought our selues into a burning
Feuer. 1601 I. R. World or Kingd. <\ Commw. 169 The
Inhabitants [of China] partly by their effeminate and wanton
kinde of life, partly by their forme of gouernment,. .haue
little valour or manhood left them. 171a Steele Spcct.
No. 438 p 4 Your Temper is Wanton, and incapable of the
least Pain. 1746 Francis tr. Hor.

y
Epist. it. u 128 When

Greece beheld her Wars in Triumph cease, She soon grew
wanton in the Arms of Peace. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I.

ii. 59 Hence the name and the legend of Piasus, who reigned
over the Pelasgians in the valley of the Hennus, and grew
wanton from the exuberant increase of the land.

f b. Fastidious or dainty in appetite. Obs.
1530 Palsgr. 328/2 Wanton ofcondycions . friant ;friande.

1693 Locke Educ. § 14 If he be hungry more than wanton,
bread alone will down. 1727 Ahbuthnot etc John Bull
iv. Postscr. cb. ix, How John pamper'd Esquire South with
Tit-bits, till he grew wanton.

f C. Of clothing, diet: Luxurious. Obs.
1489 Caxton Faytcs ofA. 1. ix. B iij b, The auncient noble

men.. made not theyre children to be norisshed in the
kyngis & prynces courts for to lerne pryde, lechery nor to
were wanton clothing. 156a Turner Baths 6 It commeth
by evell and wanton diet. 1815 Jamieson, Wanton-meat,
the entertainment of spirits, sweetmeats, etc, given to those
in a house at the birth of a child, Teviotd[ale] ; elsewhere
called Blithe-meat.

fd. Said of money or wealth, as tempting to

extravagance or luxury. Obs.
1529 More DyaIoge{i$^\) 76b, And hauynga lytell wanton

money, which hym thought brenned out the botom of his

purs, .hetokehis wyfe. .to see Flaundersand Fraunce,[etc.J.

1568 Grafton Chron. II, 783 The hope of gaye apparell,

ease, pleasure, and other wanton welth was able soon to
pierce a soft tender hart, a 1700 Evelyn Diary (1819) I. 2

Wotton. .most tempting for a great person and a wanton
purse to render it conspicuous. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill.

260 The midnight masquerade, With all the freaks ofwanton
wealth arrayed,

f 5. Of persons : Insolent in triumph or pros-

perity; reckless of justice and humanity; merci-
less. Obs.

1513 Douglas ALncis xr. xlv. 149 O, quod the maid, thou
fals Liguriane, Our wantoun in thy proud mynd, all in vane
[ L.fruslraoue animis elate superbis], 1634 Capt. J. Smith
Virginia iv. 129 They now began to shrinke, and giue vs
leaue to be wanton with our aduantage. 1643 Burroughks
Exp. 1st 3 ch. Hosea vi. 266 When men get abundance,
they soon grow wanton, a 1683 Sidney Disc. Govt. 11. xv.

(1704) 114 When that proud City [Rome] found no more
resistance, it grew wanton. 17** Steele Consc. Lor'ers in.

i, You took no Delight, when you immediately grew wanton,
in your Conquest. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 385 When I behold
. . Each wanton judge new penal statutes draw.

b. Of cruelty, injury, insult, or neglect : Un-
provoked and reckless of justice or compassion ;

arbitrary, gratuitous.

1651 Hobbes Ltviath. iv. xliy. 342 Which is not arguing
from Scripture, but a wanton insulting over Princes. 1729
Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 29 Profane swearing.. implies

wanton disregard and irreverence towards an infinite Being.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 75 P 12 Some of them revenged
the neglect., by wanton and superfluous insults. 1769 Uurke
Late St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 109 The wanton and indiscrimi-

nate seizure of papers, even in cases where the safety of the

State was not pretended in justification of so harsh a pro-

ceeding. 1841 Dickens Barn. Budge lxxxi, You see the
destruction that has been wanton here. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 161 The feeling which has.. induced the
legislature to interfere for the purpose of protecting beasts

against the wanton cruelty of men. 1868 J. H. Blunt Re/.
Ch. Eng. I. 222 note, It is impossible to pass by the wantun
manner in which this is perverted by Mr. Froude. 1888
BuYCE/lw^r. Commw. Ixxxv. III. 133 Tyranny consists in

the wanton and improper use of strength by the stronger.

+ C In weaker sense : Reckless of decorum. Obs.

1663GERBIER Counsel 20 Some wanton persons, who . . affect

low leanings, to make use either to sit on, and break the

glasse-windowes, or to shew themselves in Quirpo to pas-

sengers.

f d. Of natural occurrences : Abnormal, extra-

ordinary. Obs. rare.
a 1754 Fielding Ess. Conv. Wks. 1784 IX. 364 These men

..are no less monsters than the most wanton abortions, or

extravagant births.

f 6. Capricious, frivolous, giddy. Obs.

1538 Starkey England (187S) 137 They were no thyng
mete to kendyl. .Chrystyan hertys to deuotyon. .but rather

to ster wanton myndys to vayn plesure. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems xx. 40 Thy wantoun, folich mynd ! 1602 Church-
yard Wand. Air in Parr .S\ /'. Eliz. (1845) II. 404 The
bedstocke and the tycke, And all belongs to bed, Is but
vaine pleasures that we like To please a wanton head.

f b. Of a material substance : Changeable. Obs.

(? nonce-use.)
1681 Grew Mussum m. § ii. i. 323 Gold hath the least

variety of regular figure, in the Ore, of any Metal. Because,
more solid, and therefore, less wanton, than the rest,

7. Profuse in growth, luxuriant, rank. poet.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 99 The queint Mazes in the

wanton green For lacke of tread are vndistinguishable.

1596 — 1 Hen. IV, in. i. 214 She bids you, On the wanton
Rushes lay you downe. 1704 Pope Spring 35 Where wanton
Ivy twines. 1876 Blackie Songs Relig. 217 Wanton weeds
my garden cumbered.

f b. Robust, overflowing with health. Obs.

1674 R. Godfrey Inj. -y Ab. Physick 78, I have examined
the Bloods of two hundred wanton Country healthy people,

f8. Unrestrained, a. Of speech or imagination:

Extravagant, b. Of physical movement : Head-
long, impetuous. Obs.
a. 1680 Otway Orphan 1. i, I have heard him wanton in

his Prai>e Speak things of him might charm the ears of
Envy. 1713 Addison Cato 1. iv, How does your Tongue
grow wanton in her Praise! 1759 Hume Hist. Eng., Ho.
Tudor II. Eliz. iv. 589 Sir Philip Sidney, .is described, .as

the most perfect model of an accomplished gentleman which
was ever formed even by the wanton imagination of poetry
or fiction.

b. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xvit. 223 A fine Arabian
war-horse, unbacked, and at liberty, and in a wanton trot.

9. Comb. : wanton-eyed, -winged elAjs. ; fwanton
mad, sick adjs., mad with the insolence of pros-

perity.

1603 Breton Mad World (Grosart) 8/1 A. .sharpe-witted,
*wanton«eyed, and faire-handed . . gentlewoman. a 1700
Evelyn Diary 15 July 1683, In a word, we were *wanton
madd, and surfeiting with prosperity. 1599 Marston An.
touio's Rev. 11. iii, That griefe is ^wanton sick Whose
stomacke can digest and brooke the dyet Of stale ill relisht

counsell. ^ 1608 Armin Nest Nitin. (1880) 47 The world
wanton sick, as one surfeiting on sinne. 1777 Potter
Aeschylus 128 Each insect, and each *wanton-winged bird.

B. sb.

+ 1. A person, esp. a child, spoiled by over-in-

dulgence and excessive leniency; a spoilt child, a

pampered pet. Obs.
1526 Filgr. rerf. (W. deW. 1531) 41 b, Our lorde knoweth

well that we be wantons . . and . . farre from the holy lyfe of

perfeccyon. 1530 Palsgr. 286/2 Wantont.J cockeney, mig-
not

t
iii2gnotte. Wanton of condicyons, sajfrc. 1548UDALL

etc. Erasin. Par. Luke Pref. 8 ij,A Queene. .if she would
become fortunes wanton, she might without coumptrolle-
mente swimme in the delices of all suche prosperitee. 1580
Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 36, I am enforced to thinlccthat thy
parents Hiade thee a wanton with too much cockering. 1595
Shaks. John v. i. 70 Shall a beardlesse boy, A cockred-
silken wanton braue our fields. 16.3 Rowlandson God's
BUss. 8 So mothers deale with their little wantons, by taking
the bread from them, which they tread under foot. 1656
Sanderson Seym. (1689) 103 A Father may love a child too

fondly and make him a Wanton.

+ 2. A person, esp. a child, of playful, roguish,

or sportive conduct. (Sometimes used as a term

of endearment.) Obs.

1580 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 27 Sephestias Song to her

Childe. Wepe not my wanton ! smile vpon my knee 1 1616

B. Jonson Masque Oberon 977 Silemts [to the Satyrs] Peace

my wantons.

tb. A sportive or roguish animal, bird, etc. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. t26 As the Cockney did to the

Eeles, when she put 'em i' th' Paste aliue, she knapt em
o'th' coxcombs with a sticke, and cryed downe wantons,

downe. 1697 Dkydfn /Exeis vn. 67S 1 heir Sister Silvia

cherish 'd with her Care The little Wanton [a young stag).

1701 Lochmalicn Harper iv. in Child Ballads IV. 17 And
tak a halter.. And. w;ip it oer the Wanton's nose, And tie

her to the gray mare's tail. 180s Wordsw. It aggancr 111.

118 Yon screech-owl, ..I know that Wanton's noisy station.

181. Cakv Dante, /'arad. v. 83 The Iamb, That, fickle wanton,

leaves its mother's milk, To dally with itself in idle play.
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WANTON. 76 WANTONNESS.
3. A lascivious or lewd person. (The current use.)

t His wanton — his mistress. Obs. rare.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus in. i. N iv b, Hc.playeth his

parte stoutely or lyke a man, whyle the swete man .i. the
ptesantly disposed wanton leadeth wenches. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado iv. i. 45 Leonato. What doe you meane, my
Lord ? Ciau. Not to be married, Not to knit my soule to

an approued wanton. 1604 — Otk. iv. i. 72 Oh, 'tis the

spight of hell,.. To lip a wanton in a secure Cowch And to

suppose her chast. 1611 Bible Prov. vii. Argt. 22 Solomon
. .sheweth the cunning of an whore, And the desperate
simplicitie of a yong wanton, a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Northampt. (1662) 281 She confessed her self too worthless
to be his wife, yet pleaded too worthy to be his wanton.
a 1693 South Serm. (1697) II. 215 An old Wanton will be
doating upon Women, when he can scarce see without
Spectacles. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 171 F 1 Nothing
would more powerfully, .guard inexperience from seduction,
than a just description of the condition into which the
wanton plunges herself. 1858 Merivale Rom. Emp. 1.

(1865) VI. 176 The hot blood of the wanton smoked on the
pavement of his gardens. 1887 Miss Braddon Like <$• Un-
like xxvii, You are a wanton by nature; but you have
reckoned without your host, you fair, false devil. You shall

not live to dishonour me.

4. Phrase. Toplay the wanton (or f the wantons) ,

to dally, trifle ; also, j to behave lewdly or lasciv-

iously (obs.). Similarly, to play the wanton's pari,
1529 More SuppL Souls 16 b, Yf the wench be nyce

and play the wanton and make the mater strange, then wyll
he bete her to bed to. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, in. iii. 164 Or
shall we play the Wantons with our Woes, And make some
pretty Match, with shedding Teares? a 1677 T. Manton
Serm. Ps. cxix. (16S1) 290 The word of God was appointed
. .to increase our reverence of God ; Not that we may play
the wantons with Promises, and feed our Lusts with them.
171a Steele Sped. No. 266 n [Asking] Whether she was
well educated, could forbear playing the Wanton with Ser-

vants and idle Fellows, a 1718 Puior Henry fy Emma 540
Did e'er my Tongue speak my unguarded Heart The least

inclin'd to play the Wanton's Part? 1852 D. G. Mitchell
Dream Life 120 It has very likely occurred to you, my
reader, that I am playing the wanton in these sketches.

f 5. The wantons: wanton fits, lascivious desires,

wantonness. Obs. rare.

1727 [E. Dorrington] Philip Quarll 53 'Tis to be hop'd
you won't be troubled with the Wantons, and play the Trick
your sister Juno did.

6. Comb., as wanton-like adj.

1617 T. Campion 3rd Bk. Ayres xxii. Wks. (1909) 171
Though she be wilde and wanton-like in shew, Those little

staines in youth I will not see.

Wanton (wo-ntDn), v. ff. Wanton a. and sb.'}

1. intr. To sport amorously, to play lasciviously

or lewdly. Also, to wanton it.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. It. i. 21, I will be bright and shine in

Pearle and Gold, To waite vpon this new made Empresse.
To waite said I 7 To wanton with this Queene. 1589 Greene
Menaphon (Arb.) 44 As if Venus in a countrey peticoate had
thougnt to wanton it with her louely Adonis. 1665 K.
Brathwait Comm. 2 Tales 54 He who even now, so lascivi-

ously wantonned, . .see how he is scarrified ! 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. v. Wks. 1851 V. 231 On the very day of his
Coronation, he abruptly withdrew himself from the Company
of his Peers, ..to sit wantoning in the Chamber with this

Algiva, 1728 Young Love Fame vi. 384 Who marry to be
free, to range the more, And wed one man, to wanton with
a score.

b. To play sportively, heedlessly, or idly, to
frolic unrestrainedly, to gambol. Also to wanton
it. (Said esp. of a child or young animal.)
158a Stanyhurst AZneis iv. (Arb.) 106 Yf a. .Prittye lad

i*Eneas in my court wantoned [L. luderet] ere thow Took st

this filthye fleing. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 18 We shall
Present our serutces to a fine new Prince One of these dayes,
and then youl'd wanton with vs, If we would haue you. 1657
G. Thornley Daphnis fy Chloe 53 A boy appear'd in the.,
grove. Naked he was, alone he was ; he play d and wantoned
it about 1725 Pope Odyss. xi.554 Thy infant son her fragrant
bosom prest, Hung at her knee, or wanton'd at her breast.
176a Falconer Shipwr.i. 332 In curling wreathes, they [por-
poises] wanton on the tide, Now sport aloft, now downward
swiftly glide. x8i8 Byron Ch. Har. iv. clxxxiv, And I have
loved thee, Ocean ! . . from a boy I wanton'd with thy breakers.
1820 Lamb Eiia, Christ s Hosp., How merrily we would sally
forth..and strip under the first warmth of the sun; and
wanton like young dace in the streams. 1827 Keble C/tr.

V., A It Saints' Day, As bloodhounds hush their baying wild
To wanton with some fearless child.

C. To go idly or heedlessly up and down, over,

through (a place) ; also, to spend one's time care-

lessly.

1682 Kirchevall tr. Nepos
l
Elysander 46 They left their

ships to the mercy of the winds and waves and carelessly

wanton'd up and down the fields [L. dispalati in agris],

1786 tr, BeckforoTs Vathek (1883) 130 The horses, camels,

and guards wantoned over their tulips and other flowers, and
made a terrible havoc. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. vm. 490
Steeds, herds and flocks o'er northern regions rove, Embrown
the hill and wanton thro the grove. 1847 Tennyson Princess

iv. 91 O tell her, Swallow, that thy brood is flown : Say to

her, I do but wanton in the South, But in the North long

since my nest is made. 1916 L. P. Jacks From Human
End i. 3 Like guests in a hospitable mansion where we may
eat and drink, work and wanton, as we please.

d. trans/, of inanimate things.

1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. Induct, ii. 54 Citherea all In sedges

hid, Which seeme to moue and wanton with her breath. 161a

Drayton Poly-olb. ii. 174 When, like some childish^ wench,

she [sc. the river Stourj loosely wantoning, With tricks and
giddy turns seems to in-tsle the shore. 1697 Dryden sEueis

vi. 302 And dancing Leaves, that wanton'd in the Wind.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. iii. 29 The wavy ring-

lets of her shining hair,.. wantoning in and about a neck
that is beautiful beyond description. 1759 Johnson Rasselas

xx
}
A rivulet, that wantoned along the side of a winding path.

1786 Burns Lasso* Ballochmyle 3 The zephyr wanton'd round <

the bean, And bore its fragrant sweets alang. 1796 Southey ,

Joan ofArc \l. 124 When afar they, .mark the distant towers

Of Orleans, and., many a streamer wantoning in air. 1838
Lytton Alice v. i, The sea-breeze wantoned amongst the

quivering leavesof the chestnut-tree thatoverhung theirseat.
t

e. To trifle {with something). Also <\uo.si-trans.

with out.

1589 T. Brabine in Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 20 Whose
warbling tunes might wanton out my woes, a 1797 H. Wal-
tole George //(1847) II. viii. 249 He found it was no longer

a season for wantoning with the resentment of his successor.

2. To run into excesses or extravagances of con-

duct or living; to revel {in a course of action).

Also with it.

1631 May tr. Barclay's Mirr, Mindes \. 5 Soe that both the
awe of their parents may not too sensibly decrease in them,
and they not wanton it, through a suddaine, and vnexpected
encrease of liberty. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 148 f 2 The
power [parental authority] which we are taught to honour
from the first moments of reason;. .and which therefore may
wanton in cruelty without control. 1752 Ibid. No. 190 f 10

His house was soon crowded with poets, sculptors, painters,

and designers, who wantoned in unexperienced plenty. 1850
Kingsley A. Locke iv, Because he would not sit and starve

..while those who fattened on the sweat of his brow.. were
wantoning on venison and champagne.

b. To indulge in extravagances of language or

thought.
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat 50 The witty extravagances,

and Rhetoricall phrases of these Fathers, were afterward
interpreted to be their distilled doctrinall positions: so dan-
gerous it is for any to wanton it with their wits in mysteries
of Religion. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 2 f 2 The pleasure

of wantoning in common topicks is so tempting to a writer,

that he cannot easily resign it. 1789 Burke Sp. agst. IV.

Hastings Wks. 1813 XV. 86 We are not persons of an age,

—of a disposition, .to wanton as these counsel call it; that

is to invent fables concerning Indian antiquity. 1838
Macaulay Ess., Temple (near end), For once he [Bentley]
ran no risks;.. he wantoned in no paradoxes.

o. trans/. Of a garden, plant: To flourish pro-

fusely or extravagantly ; to grow or ramble at will.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 296/1 On the latter

[garden] no decoration of art has been spared ; the former
wantons in all the luxuriance of nature. 1890 Conan Doyle
White Company xviii, As though some great ivy-plant of

stone had curled and wantoned over the walls.
_ 1907 E.

Gosse Fattier $ Son v. 113 [A] wilderness, in which loose

furze-bushes and untrimmed brambles wantoned into the like-

ness of trees.

d. fig. or of things (esp. Nature) personified.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 295 A Wilderness of sweets; for

Nature here Wantoned as in her prime, and plaid at will Her
Virgin Fancies. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. xxxiii. 409
From this root has sprung a bastard slip, known by the name
of the game law, now arrived to and wantoning in it's

highest vigour. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man II. x. 114 All

nature smiles in beauty, or wantons in bounteousness for

our enjoyment. 1866 B. Taylor Poems, Mondamin, Where
nature wantoned wild.

3. To deal carelessly or wastefully (with pro-

perty, resources). Also trans, with away, to

spend carelessly or wastefully, to dissipate (life,

time, resources).

1646 J. Hall Horse Vac. iv. 39 [Of Preaching] Humane
learning being a good Hand-maide and an ill companion to

divinity, who though she carry_ away the Jewels and -Eare-

rings of the ./Egyptians she desires to use them and not wan-
ton with them, a 1656 Bp. Hall Serm. Ps. lxviii.30 Wks.
1837 V. 232 He wantons away his life foolishly, that, when
he is well, will take physic to make him sick. 1669 Pepvs
Diary 28 Apr., With this money the King shall wanton away
his time in pleasures. 1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr.47 It is

urged that the Americans have not the same security, and
that a British Legislature may wanton with their property.

1811 J. Pratt in A1

. Cecil's jr&s. (1827) 1. 121 A minister has
no right to wanton away the support of his family.

f4. trans. To make wanton; to lead into extrava-

gances of conduct, living, etc. Obs,
c 1600 Chalkhill Thealma fy CI. (1683) 88 For he reign'd

More like a Beast than Man;..weak'ntnc his strength By
wantoning his people, without Law Or Exercise to keep
their minds in awe. 1628 Feltham Resolves 11, xxvi. 83 If

wee sleepe, hee [the Devil] comes in dreames, and wantonneth
the ill-inclining soule.

Hence Wa*ntoning vbl. sb. andppl. a.

1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xn. lxxiii. (1612) 304 Full fortie

thousand Curtizans there, Ladies-like, do Hue, That to the
Pope for wantoning no small Reuenew giue. 1597 Br. Hall
Sat. 1. ii. 34 But since, I saw it painted on Fames wings, The
Muses to he woxen Wantonings. 1624 Heywood Gunaik.
1. 5 Her embracings and wantonnings. 1701 W. Nichols
Consol, Parents 40 The innocent Wantonings of a beloved
Child. 1883 E. Gosse tfitk Cent. Stud. 134 Chance melodies
that seem like mere wantonings of the air upon a wind-harp.
190X T. R. Glover Life <y Lett. Fourth Cent. viii. 184 The
story of the wantoning Dido.

Wanton : see AVanty (£).

Wantoner (wo-ntanai). rare. Also 9 -onner.
[f. Wanton v. + -er *.] A person who acts wan-
tonly or is given to wanton behaviour.
1812 Examiner 28 Dec. 831/2 Was this the action of a

penitent wantonner in libel? 1820 Blackzv. Mag. VII. 373
Falsely, alas 1 poor wantoner 1 2865 Anna Swanwick
Aeschylus, Agantem. 742 In human ill Wild wantoner for

aye. 1912 ' R. Dehan ' Betw. Two Thieves xxiv, 191 There
is a hel l for chamberers and wantoners !

tWa'ntonhede. Obs. Also 5 wantow(n)-
hede, wantoned, [f. Wanton a. + -hede, -head.]

Wantonness.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 291 1 Wemen are wount in Wantonhede

yet, With a likyng full light in louefor to falle. 1435 Misyn
Fire ofLove 4 Wharefor be ioy of clerenes bat sail not rote,

bai chaunge to wantoned of beute bat sal no^t Wst. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 515/2 WantowheJe \v. rr. wantown-, wanton- 1

,

or wantownesse, insolencia, dissolucio.

Wantonize (wo'ntonaiz), v. arch. Also 6-7
wantonnize. [f. Wanton a. and sb. + -ize.]

1. intr. To play the wanton ; to dally, sport,

frolic ; to indulge in lasciviousness.

1592 Daniel Rosamond K 3 b, Sweetly it fits the fair to
wantonise. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxix. 98 It is women
communicate their partes as much as a man list to wantonize
with them. 1613 W. Bkowne^W/. Past. \. iv. (1616)79 When
the prettie Rill a place espies, Where with the Pibbles she
would wantonize. 1661-98 South 13 Serm. III. 279 The
mind of Man . . would, if let alone, lash out, and Wantonize in

a boundless enjoyment and Gratification of all its Appetites,
and Inclinations. 1826 Lamb Eiia, Sanity of True Genius,
The judgment might with some plea be pardoned if it ran
riot, and a little wantonized.

f b. with it.

1611 Cotgr., Rager, lasciuiously to toy, dallie, or wanton-
nize it. 1652 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. 55
The Spring for many moneths together doth wantonnize it

there.

f O. qunsi-trans. with away.
1673 H ickerincill Gregory, Father-Greyb. 43 WantonLu'ng

away their time and opportunities to do good.

2. trans. To make wanton, rare.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas It* iii. 1. Vocation 236 Their
Wealth so growes, that, wantoniz'd withall, Their envious
Shepheards broach a civil! Brawl. 1652 Benlowes Theoph.
xi. xxxi. 197 Prosperitie's a gin If wantoniz'd breeds storms
within. 1908 Smart Set June 49 Pure are your_ lips and
eyes ; Must years onpressing Teach you to wantonize Them
in caressing?

Hence "Wa'ntonizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1599NASHE Lenten *SV«^£ToRdrs. A 4 b, Wherin I follow

the trace of the famousest schollers of all ages, whom a wan-
tonizing humour once in their life time hath possesst to play
with strawes. 1612 W. Pakkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 29 The
coyest wantonizing Citty-dame. 1633 Earl Manch. Al
Moudo (1636) 153 Pride.. must be counted State,. .Wanton-
ising, a tricke of youth. 1640 tr. Verdcre's Rom. of Rom.
ii , xxxix. 148 A thousand amorous wantonizing[s].

Wantonly (wo-ntanli), adv. [-ly 2
.] In a

wanton manner, a. Lewdly, lasciviously; volup-

tuously, luxuriously ; lavishly.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 466 pe flesche bat we
fed here maste vantonly in daynttis sere, c 1386 Chaucer
Shipmati's T. 381 And wantownely agayn with hym she
pleyde. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 11. xxxii. (i860) 87 Wan-
tounliche thou wilt hose him, and take him noble robes, c 1489
Caxton Blanchardyn xxii. 72 The smylynges and fayre

shewes of their eyen, which wauntonly they caste full often

vpon that yonge knyght. 1538 Elyot Diet., Delicatus,
delycate, wantonlye broughte vppe. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 531 The bishop saw. .that vittailes were not wantonly
consumed, nor vainely spent. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius'

Voy. Ambass. 89 Some of our young men.. would talk

wantonly with them [the women]. 1712 Steele Sped. No,
466 f 3 The flippant insipidly Gay and wantonly Forward,
whom you behold among Dancers.

b, Frolicsomely, sportively, playfull)', light-

heartedly.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 11249 She held a gloue van-
tounly, And tournyd yt fful ffetysly Aboute hyr ffyngres vp
& doun. 1549 Compi. Scot. vi. 37, I beheld the pretty fische

vantounly stertland vitht there rede vermeil fynnis. 1612

Drayton Poly-olb. viii, 448 She.. oft in-Isles the shore, as

wantonly she flowes. 1621 Fletcher Pilgrim v. iv. 1 How
wantonly The wind blows through the leaves, and courts,

and playes with 'em ! 1663 Cowley Country Mouse 9 A
Mouse of high degree, which lost his way, Wantonly walk-
ing forth to take the Air. 1777 Sir W. Jones Seven Faun.
tains 37 Some wantonly were tripping in a ring.

C. Recklessly, unadvisedly ; without proper ex-

cuse or motive; without regard for right or conse-

quences ; in a way that betrays delight in wrong-
doing or mischief, wilfully.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 35 For he the hors withoute lawe The
carte let aboute drawe Wher as hem liketh wantounly. c 1400

Destr. Troy 3496 Why wrought ye so wantonly in your wilde

yre? 1566 Stapleton Ret. Untruths to Jewel iii. 90 He
denieth Christ wantonly. 1675 Dryden Aurengz. iv. (1676)

58 But do not wantonly my passion move. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones ir. vi, To pardon great criminals wantonly, with-

out any reason whatever. 1781 Gibbon Decl. A>/". xxxi. III.

229 The Goth.. expressed.. his lively sense of the insult so

wantonly offered to his person. x8ot Helen M. Williams
St. Mann. Fr. Republic II. 217 The [Spartan] tribunal which
condemned a boy to death for wantonly plucking out the

eyes of a bird. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 407/2 Preventing

a litigant without a case from wantonly harassing his oppo-

nent. 1888 A. H. Smith Catal.Engr. Gems Brit. Mus. 228

The [Portland] vase was wantonly broken on February 7,

1 845, by a scene-painter, named William Lloyd.

Wantonness (wgntanines). Forms : see

Wanton a. [f. Wanton a. + -ness.]

1. The quality of being wanton, in various senses.

a. Lasciviousness, unchastity.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr.4, I rane [be] the wanntonnesof
flesche and I fand noghte Ihesu. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. J20

Wyuesand wideweswantounesseheotecheb. C1386C11AUCER
Man ofLaw's Prol. 31 It wol nat come agayn,.. Namoore
than wole Malkynes maydenhede, Whan she hath lost it in

hir wantownesse. c 1430 Chrisfs Compl. 238 in Pol. Rel. fy L.
Poems (1866) 175, I haue myspendid my 5ong age In synne,

& wantownesse also. 1513 More Rich. Ill Wks. 36/1 Hee
[Edw. IV] was of youthe greatety geuen to fleshlye wanton-
nesse. 1526 Tindale Jude 4 They are vngodly and turne

the grace of oure lorde God vnto wantonnes. 1589 Nashe
Anat. Absurd. A 2, The riotous wantonnesse of Pasiphae.

1634 Peacham CompL Gentl. x. (1906) 88 Concerning his

[Ovid's] bookes, Amorum and dearte amandi, the wit. .will

beare out the wantonnesse. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 49 f 8
That Scene of Wantonness, Messalina's Bed-chamber I 1835
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Thirlwall Greece xi. (1839) II. 50 To protect the state from

the,. pollution of wantonness and profaneness.

f b. Effeminacy, foppish affectation. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 264 Somwhat he lipsed for his wan-
townesse To make his englissh swete vp on his tonge.

f c. Excessive appetite. Obs.

a 1400 in Hearne Root. o/Glouc. 482 uoU^Hia flesshe wolde

haue charged him with fatnesse, but that the wantonesse of

his wombe with trauaile and fastyng he adaunteth.

fd. Unbridled luxury, extravagance in expendi-

ture. Obs.

c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvi. 84 The honour

..of this maner of peple oweth not to ben acounted..of

clothynge of syluer harneys ne wantonesse of his owne per-

sone. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxix. 5 All weilfair, welth

and wantones Ar chengit in-to wretchitnes. a 1571 Campion
Hist. Irel. vi. (1633) 18 Linnen shirts the rich doe weare for

wantonnesand bravery. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. fy Commiv.
(1603) 200 In India and Cambaia they vse it at the burial of

great Lords, in bathes and in other wantonnes. 1713 Steele
Guardian No. 6 p 3 The servants below them seem to live

in Plenty, but not in Wantonness.

e. Arrogance, insolence of triumph or pros-

perity. Now rare.

C1480 Henrvson Test. Cress. 549 Sa eleuait I was in wan-
tones, And clam vpon the fickill quheill sa hie. c 1518

Skelton Magnyf. 2504 With sad Cv'rcumspeccyon correcte

my Vantonnesse. a 1665 Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit

(1867)23 Others [of the devils].. ma> be employed to stir

up and cherish a spirit of pride and wantonness. 1779 J.
Moore View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xliv, 372 Nothing can be a
greater check to the wantonness of power. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla III. 83 He has therefore turned fop

from mere wantonness of time and of talents. 1815 Jane
Austen Emma I. v. 75 Weston may grow cross from the

wantonness of comfort. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Organ.
v. 148 Some check on knowledge is highly necessary to

prevent it from running riot in the wantonness of its own
wealth.

iptural, 171a Steele .S^tecr". No. 426 f 7 The Heir, .could

not forbear, in the Wantonnesses of his Heart, to measure
the Length and Breadth of his beloved Father.

f £ Unruliness, naughtiness (ofa child) ; restive-

ness (of a horse). Obs.

1533 More APol. xlvii. Wks. 022/2 As doeth the tender

mother which when she hath beaten her chylde for hys
wantones, wypeth his yien and kisseth hym. ifiix Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. v. § 48 William.. was through the wan-
tonnesse of his horse cast to the ground.

fg. Caprice, whim. Obs.

1595 Shaks. John iv. i. 16 Yet I remember, when I was
in France, Yong Gentlemen would be as sad as night Onely
for wantonnesse. a 1631 Donne Serm., Ps. vi. 2 (1640) 516
David. .comes not to take physick upon wantonnesse ; but
because the disease is violent, 1736 Butler Anal. n. i,

Wks. 1874 I. 158 It is mere idle wantonness, to insist upon
knowing the reasons. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. and Voy. xxi.

310 Man alone eats from pure wantonness ; that he may
gratify his taste, not satisfy his hunger.

h. Lawless extravagance, unrestrained license.

171a Addison Sped. No. 315 P12 His Flight.. with the
particular Description of the Sun, are set forth in all the

Wantonness of a luxuriant Imagination. 1774 J. Bryant
Mythot. I. 129 Many in the wantonness of their fancy have
yielded to the most idle surmises. 1830 D'Israeli C/tos. /,

III. 28 Charles cannot be reproached for exacting monies..

from any wantonness of prodigality.

i. Reckless and unprovoked ill-doing.

1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 153 When an Indian sheds human
blood, it does not proceed from wantonness, or the view of

doing evil, but solely [etc.]. 1789-96 Morse Amer. Geog.

I. 356 The whole [of the stalactites] nave since, by the wan-
tonness of visitors, been broken down. 1823 Lamb Elia
Ser. 11. Sonn. Sydney, I have been hurt by the wantonness
(I wish I could treat it by a gentler name) with which W. H.
takes every occasion of insulting the memory of Sir Philip

Sydney. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, He would be as loath,

in wantonness, to kill a spider, as if he were a kinsman to

King Robert. 1845 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870)

III. xl 201 We have had here four incendiary fires 1 I don't

know for what—mere wantonness. 1870 Disraeli Lothair
lviii, A Zouave, in wantonness firing nis weapon before he
threw it away, sent a random shot which struck Theodora.
'875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 433 A man may.. commit
some of these crimes, -in a fit of childish wantonness. 1914
Kipling x For all we have' i. Our world has passed away
In wantonness o'erthrown,

2. An instance of wantonness ; a caprice, whim;
a reckless and unjustifiable act. ? Obs.
1630 Up. Hall Occas. Medit. lxxi. (1633) 174 It is a wan-

tonnesse to complaine of choyse ; No Law bindes us to read
all. 1664 Dryden Rival Ladies Ep. Ded. A 3 b, I wish we
might at length leave to borrow Words from other Nations,
which is now a Wantonness in us, not a Necessity. 1768
Johnson Let. to F. A. Barnard 28 May, Things, .which
are prized at a high rate by a wantonness rather than by
use. 1795-1814 Wordsw. Excurs. 1. 626 It were a wanton-
ness, and would demand Severe reproof, if we were men
whose hearts Could hold vain dalliance with the misery
Even of the dead.

1 3. As the name of an allegorical personage in
a morality play. Obs.
1506-7 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 369 Item, that

nycht, to Wantonnes that sang to the King, xiiij s.

tb. transf.

1596 Edw. 7/7, in. iii. i 56 For whats this Edward but a
belly god, A tender and lasciuious wantonnes, That thother
daie was almost dead for loue? Ibid. in. v. 101 Now, Iohn
of Fraunce, I hope, Thou knowest King Edward for no
wantonesse, No loue sicke cockney.
Wantoun, obs. form of Wanton, Wanty.
Wantow, obs. form of Wanty.
Wantowe(n, -towne, obs. forms of Wanton.
tWantrokie, v. Obs. [ME. {Kentish) f.

Wan-
; the second element is obscure, as Troke v.

77

yields no good sense.] intr. To despair ; in quot.

impers., with dative of person and of. Hence

f Wantrokinff vbl. sb. despair ; false or mistaken

expectation.
C1315 Shoreham 1. 919 Ac bat ne schalt bou neuere do,

liote |<e wantrokye of lyue. Ibid. vn. 759 Loke that thou
ne go nau^t onder Thor^ wautrokynge.

_ 1340 Ayenb. 265
per ne is non hope of guode, non wantrokiynge of kueade.

f Wantroth., -truth. Obs. rare. Forms : 3
(Orm.) wanntrowwp, 4 vantrauth, wane-
treutht. [ME. f. Wan- + Troth sb., Truth sb.

Cf. next.] Unbelief.
c 1200 Ormin 3148 Forr batt wass burrh wanntrowwbess

sl;t-p, I'att he wass offhiss macche Allorrrab whatthe mihhte
don, Of batt ;ho wass wipb childe. C1325 Metr. Horn. 120

Hale sal I bete Wit mirakel, that I sal schaw, And mike]

folc fra vantmuth draw. CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii.

(Afachor) 674 To pas into fere land, & preche godis word
alquhare to bame at in wane-treutht are.

t Wantrowing, vbl. sb. Obs. rare—1
. [ME.

f. Wan- + Trowing vbl. sb.] Mistrust, faint belief.

t 1440 York Myst. xliii. 83 In grete wanne-trowing haue
}e bene, And wondir harde of hartis ar $e.

t Wantrust. Obs. Also 4 -trost, -treat, 4-5
-truste, 5 -triste. [ME. f. Wan- + Trust sb.

Cf. MDu. wanlroosl.] Mistrust, lack of confidence.

c 1374 Chaucf.r Troylus ,1. 794 But ones nyltow for bi

coward herte, . .For wantrust tellen of hi sorwes smerte.

1387 T. Usk Test. Love 1. viu. 19, I saye nat these thinges

for no wantrust that I have in supposing of thee otherwyse
than I shulde. 1412-20 JLydg. Chron. Troy iv. 81 For now
victorie is redy to oure hond,..And excludid,.. Uobe of

wantrust & of foreyn drede. c 1450 — Life Our Lady xli.

(i484)fvj, For wantriste of her felow salome. ci^$oCov,
Myst. 225 Many a man With his wantruste hymsylf hathe
slayn.

Wantruth : see Wantroth.

t Wa'ntsum, a. Obs. Also 4 wansum. [ME. f.

Wantj3.2 + -*«/«- some-.] Indigent, poor ; devoid*?/!

c 1200 Ormin 14S24 To gengenn att te nede Whammse Jju

sest tatt wanntsumm iss & wibb wanndrab bibrungenn.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24853 Ful wansum [Edinb. wantsum] war
baibaii o rede.

Wantt-, obs. Sn. form of Vaunt v.

Wa*nt-wit. [f. W'ant v. + Wit sb. Cf. lack-

wit (Lack v* 7)] One who lacks wit or sense.

1448-9 Metham Amoryus <r CI. 1459 But alle to late now,
as wantewyttys we make owre mone. 1579 W. Wilkinson
Confut. Fam. Love 41 Shall we thinke. -that he would be
such a want witte as to take all kynde of coinc.and neuer
examine it? 1596 Shaks. Merck. V, 1. i.6 And such a Want-
wit sadnesse makes of mee, That I haue much ado to know
my selfe. 1610 Chester's Triumph (Chetham Soc.) C 3,

Because I hate to heare a want-wit preach Beyond wits

bounds. [1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. (1900) 266^ They saw one
Fool, and one Want-wit, washing of an Ethiopian with in-

tention to make him white.] 1900 H. Sutclikfk Shameless
Wayne iii. (1905) 42 She trembled now to think that they had
turned a want-wit.. into the heart of the pathless and bog-

riddled heath,

b. atlrib. or adj. Witless, senseless.

1894 ' G. Egerton ^Keynotes 44, I laugh at myself for my
want-wit agitation. 1900 H. Sutcliffe Sliameless Wayne
iii. (1905) 47 To pick a quarrel with the want-wit fellow.

Wanty (wo/nti). Forms: a. (4"waynte), 5 wau-
teye, 6-8 wautey(6 wantie,*wante,7 wantyghe,
waunty), 7-9 wantye, (8 wamtye), 6- wanty;
P. Sc. and north. 6 wantow, 6-7 wanton (6 wan-
toun, wyanton), 7 wantoe, (9 wanteau). For
mod. dial, forms see Eng. Dial. Diet. [Apparently

two synonymous words (ultimately identical in ety-

mology) have been confused. The forms represent

the later phonetic development of Wame-tow.
The a forms seem to presuppose an original *wame-
tie

y
in which Tow sb.2 (a. ON. taug) has been

replaced by the etymologically equivalent Tie sb,

(:—OE. te'ag). But since in some dialects the un-

stressed -tow would regularly become -ty
t
the two

words cannot be distinguished with certainty.]

f 1. A rope or band used to fasten the pack on a

pack-saddle or a load on the back of a horse. Obs.

a. 1390 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 48 Pro ij girthes

ij wayntes et ij hokes pro les paniers pro pullis, ij s. j d. st.

1434 Alaldon (Essex) Court Rolls Bundle 20, No. 2

Per 1 equum nigrum cum paksadel et wanteye. 1573-80
Tusser tlusb. (1878) 36 A panel and wantey, packsaddle and
ped. 1587 Mascaix Govt. Cattle^ Horses (1596) no Har-
naises..and all things belonging thereunto: as haltars,..

wanties, packsaddels, backwanties and belly wanties. 1607

Topsell Four-f. Beasts 58 They carry also great burthens
or loads tyed to their backs with ropes and wantyghtes
[? read wantyghes]. 1618-19 Maldon (Essex) Deeds Bundle

477 (MS.), At severall tymes hath gone ouer Fulbridge with
his horse and pack and refuseth to paye the duty for his

wantye. 17x3 Lond. Gaz. No. 5140/4 Lost. .a. .Gelding,
with Hair-cloth and Wanty. 1793 jrnls. Ho. Comm. 28

Mar. 535/2 Toll.. for every Horse tied with a Wantye or
Wamtye, 2d. that shall pass through Stratford Langthorn.
1813 A. Young Agrt'c. Essex I. 108, 3 belly wanties, at

2«. &*. 1886 W. Somerset Work-bi.
t
Wantye, the belt or

strap of raw hide which used to pass over the pack-saddle
and round the belly of the horse.

p. 1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 404 Item, for ane
collair to him and ane wantoun for the weschale, xiiij d.

1545-6 Ibid. VIII. 441 Item, for ane bridill with the bit,, .ane
collar with bellis, and ane wanton. 1549 Inv. Brisse (Somer-
set Ho.), Hackney saddill, stirropes, it garthes and other

wantowes. 1577 Inv. Airaie (Somerset Ho.), Wanton sadle

and girth. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss, s. v., A wanteau was
generally made of hemp, to which was attached an iron

WANZB.
hoop, to fasten sacks on pack-saddles. 1837 Thornber
Blackpool 310 Grain., was conveyed to Preston on the back

of pack-horses, the load being tied on a wooden saddle, with

a girth named a ' wantab '.

2. The belly-band of a shaft-horse, dial.

1854 Miss A. E. Baker Northampt. Gloss., Wanty,.. the

name is still preserved in the hempen cord or leather strap

which passes under the horse, and is secured to both shafts,

to prevent the cart rising up when heavily laden.

3. atlrib., as ^ wanty bottom, -\rope, f shaft.

1583 Shuttlc-.uorth's Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 6 Fyve *wyan-

tones boddomes, xij d
. 1612 Ibid. 204 Wanton bothomes, x"1 .

1569 Bury Wills (Camden) 155 Item I gyue to my brother

..my best pack sadell withe a newe wante and *wantyrop
withe the best girt. 1624 Tokc (Kent) Estate Ace. (MS.)
fob 66, 2 wanty rops. 1611-iz Shtttttcworths' Ace. (Che-

tham Soc.) 199 Foure 'wanton shafies and a paire of tresses,

xviij d
. 1617 Ibid. 226, 4 wantoe shaftes, xijd .

t Wanweird- Sc* Obs. In 6 wan-, wano-
werd. [f. Wan- + Weird sd."] Hard lot, ill fate,

misfortune. (In quot. 163I personified.)

1513 Douglas ^Encis I. v. 24, I tuik comfort heirof, think-

and but baid That hard wanwerd suld follow fortun glaid.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 407 Sen gratius (God] that hes

all thing in erd At his weil[d]ing to weill or 3U wanwerd.
la 1550 * Doun by ane rcver * 76 in Dunbar s Poems (S.T.S.)

307 Sen for no wisdome, nor no strenth, Nor for no richess

in this erd. That ony man his lyf may lenth, Naythir for

freyndschip ngane wanewerd. a 1580 Mtiming Maiden 19

in Maitland Fol. MS. 360 Wanweird, scho said, quhat

haue I wrocht That on me kythit hes all this cair? 1631

A. Craigk Pilgr. $ Heremite 9 Terchance before that thou

her againe see, By vote of the Wan-weirds, that buried

shee bee. 180a Jamieson Water Kelpie xvi, Nor wit nor

pow'r put aff the hour, For his wanweird decreed.

t Wanwit. Obs. (Chiefly Sc.) Also 4 uan-

wite, 4-5 wane-wit, -wyt. [ME. f. Wan- + Wit
sb. Cf. G. wahnwitz, Sw. vanvett, Da. vanvid,

Norw. vanvit.] Lack of wit, foolishness.

a 1400 Syntb. Passion 72 in Leg. Rood 180 Schild me from

pein of helle pit pat i haue deseruud borow uan-wite. c 1425

Wyntoun Cron. vi. Prol. 48 Giff it war wilfully for}het, It

walde be repute vnkyndnes, Wanwit, or ban reklessnes.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.) 300 Prodigalitee..

cummys of grete foly and wan Witt, a 1500 Ratis Raving,
etc. 565 It is better a pur wys bame na an auld fule kinge,

quhilk fore wane-wyt may perys a realme. a 1500 Bernard,

de cura reifavt. 1. 400 Thar moderis ban desyris mariage

Quhilk is wanwyt and foly in bar age.

Hence f "Wanwitty a. Obs., foolish.

a 1500 Rails Raving, etc. 454 Fulys and wanwitty men.

"Wa'nwordy, a. Sc. ? Obs. [f. Wan- + wordy,

Worthy a.] Worthless.

a 1774 Fkrgusson To Tron-kirk Bell 1 Wanwordy, crazy,

dinsome thing, As e'er was fram'd to jow or ring. ~ Drink
Eclogue 308 Wanwordy gowk 1 did I sae aften shine [etc.].

Wa'nworth, a. and sb. Sc. (See Eng. Dial.

Diet.) [f. Wan- + Worth a. and sb.] a. adj.

Worthless, b. sb. 'An undervalue' (Jam.).

17.. Ramsay Dunbar's Flythtg'ux Evergreen II. 57 Worlin

wanworth [the original has Forworthin wirling]. a 1774
Fergusson Poems (1789) II. 88 The Council winna lack sae

meikle grace As lat our heritage at wanworth gang.

Wany, variant of WANBT a.

Wanyand, -ende, var. ff. Waniand. Obs.

Wanys(e, obs. forms of Vanish v.

"Wanyte, obs. Sc. form of Vanity.

t Wanze, v. Obs. Forms : 1 wansian, 3 Ormin
wannsenn, 4 wanese, 5 wanyse, whanse, 4-5
wanse, (5 inf. wansyn, wanson, wanahon,
wanschon, 6-7, 9 dial, wanze. [OE. wansian

(also dwansian) trans., to diminish, f. axzff,WANl a.

Cf. ON. vanse wk. masc. (Mid.Sw., Norw. vanse)

want, defect.]

1. trans. To diminish, waste; in later use, to

render lean.

a an O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656 Swa hwa swa ure

Xife ouber o3re godene manne gyfe wansiaS wansie him seo

heofenlice iateward on heofenrke. c laoo Ormin 1904 Crist

ras upp off dsbessslap, Forr da;bess nahht to wannsenn.
Ibid. 7157 To wannsenn himm hiss riche. Ibid. 12238. 1647

Trapp Comm. Matt. vi. 16. 215 They doe so disfigure their

faces, so wanze and wither their countenances, that [etc. J.

1657 — fob xvi. 8. 152 That with fasting and paines taking

he had so wanzed and macerated himself, that at past thirty,

be was looked upon as one towards fifty.

2. intr. To decrease, grow less {lit. and _/?£;) ;
of

the moon, to wane.
c ijoo Ormin iqoi Marrcbess nahhtess wannsenn gfo &

Marrchess da^hess waxenn. Ibid. 17969 Ned iss.. batt he

nu forrbwarrd waxe, & ec iss ned..('att I nu forrbwarrd

wannse. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Eng. Wks.U, 148 He mtit wex
and Y mut wanese. a 1400 Pol. Ret. 4- L. Poems (1903) 263

Worldes catel passet sone. bat wacset & wansit nt as te

mone, c 1407 Lydg. Reson % Sens. 6187 They be nat lyche

the hornyd moon That kan encrese and wanse ageyn. ^440
Promp. Parv. 515/2 Wanschon' [Winch. MS. wanshonj,

idetttguodw*nson\ Ibid., Wanson', evaneo, Caih., ezanesco.

Wanson', or wanyn', as be mone, decresco. cia^o Capgrave

Life St. Katk. 1. 487 Peyntyng & wrytyng & grauyng in

entayle It wyll wanyse [MS. Arund. whanse) & wait,roten

& be brent. 1447 Bokbnam Seyntys, it,ooo Vtrgtns 207

Thys was here feer bat. .Eche day shuld growen & encrese

Crystyn relygyoun.. And paynymry wansyn & discrese.

14.. MS. Ashm. 191, fol. 199 b, Wib ynne it is an hole, ye

whiche schewib bi symylitudc bowe be moone wexip &
wansib. ,

b. To wither, fade, waste away ; to become

emaciated.
1567 GoLniNG Ovid's Met. in. 618 Andall the things that

lyked him did wanze away at length. Ibid. vi. 58 A ruddy-



WANZING.
nesse besprent Hir cheekes which wanzed away againe.

XI>93 Nashe Christ's T. Tib, Decke our selues how we
will, . .wee cannot equalize one of the Lillies of the fielde;

as they wither, so shall we wanze and decay. 1614 D. Dyke
Mysi. SelfDeceiv. ii. 30 Doth Timothie weaken his consti-

tution by abstinence? The Pharisee will neuer giue ouer
till his complexion be wholly withered and wanzed. 1623
Cockeram I, Wanze, to perish, to decay. 1633 U. R[ogeks]
Treat. Sacram. ii. 46 Recover thy losse, quicken that hath
wanzed, strengthen the feeble knees or hands. 164a —
Naatnan 118 In a short time have bewraied themselves to

be time-servers, and wanzed away to nothing. Ibid, in,
153. 01825 Forby Voc. E.Anglia, Wanze, to waste, pine,

wither. 1917 Hardy Moments of Vision 171 Not as one
wanzing weak From life's roar and reek, His rest still to

seek.

Hence Wa-nzing///. a., evanescent; Wa'nzing-
ness.
1571 Goldinc Calvtn on Ps. ill. 8 b, So did he not rashly

thrust oute wanzing woordes [L. voces evanidas] into the aire

as vnbeleuers are woont to do. 1633 D. R[ogers] Treat.

Sacram. ii. 22 The life of faith, .is very poore and wanzjng
in us. Ibid, 48 Each wanzing motion and Pang after faith.

164a— Naatnan 143 That pleasingnesse of it . . doth bewitch

them so, that they rest in wanzing hope of it. Ibid. 268 Shewes
them the vanity and wanzingnesse of their own principle.

Wap, sb.* Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-5 wappe.
[Belongs to Wap v. 1]

1. A blow, knock, thump.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6405 Ector for bat od dynt, ournyt in

hert, Wode for the wap, as a wild lyon. c 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 9338 On smytes his fdawe thorow the pap, And he
}eues him a sori wap. 15. . Christ's Kirk xi, in Bannatyne
MS. (Hunter. Clubj 285 He hit him on the wame a wap,
It huft lyk ony bleddir. 1810 Splendid Follies II. 138, I

had such a plumper off the old mare the first time I went
out I What a wap of the head I had surely. 1818 Scott
Br. Lamm, xxv, A wap wi' a corner-stane o' Wolfs Crag
wad defy the doctor I 1823 'I, Bee ' Diet. Turf, Wap, a
species of slap, resounding, as if imparted by a wetdishclout.

1914 C. C. AIurray in Aberd. Univ. Rev. Nov. 45 An' fat

was a wap wi' a spainyie or tag To hands that were hard
as a steen.

b. At a wap : at one blow, suddenly.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 499 J>ou..trauayledez neuer to tent

hit be tyme of an howre, Bot at a wap hit here wax & away
at an ober. a 1400 Wars Alex. 3040 Alexander allbire

first on baim all he settis And aithire ward at a wapp wijtly

inloynes. Ibid. 4142, 5318. cx^ooSege yerus. 515 (E. E.
T. S.), & wel wenen at a wap alle be wo[r]ld quelle, c 1460
Towneley Myst. xxiv. 314 As I wold at a wap wyn all at

ones.

2. Sc. A sudden storm (of snow).
i8x8 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. vi. 204 You will

find it [a plaid] a good bosom friend.. when your country
avocations lead you to face a dry wap of snow.

3. A shake, flap ; a sweeping or tossing move-
ment.

_
a 1663 D. Dickson Sertn. Pract. Writ. (1845) I. 99 Preach-

ing is like the wap of a fan, to tell the one that they are chaff

[etc.]. c 1800 ' Lecsome Brand' vii. in Child Ballads 1. 182

Ye do you to my father's stable, Where steeds do stand baith

wight and able. . . Strike ane o them upo the back, The swift-

est will gie his head a wap. 1820 Scott Abbot xvii. Pomp
and pleasure pass away as speedily as the wap of a falcon s

wing.

4. A pugilistic fight. Also, a quarrel. Sc,

1887 P. M cNeill Blawearie 24 It not unfrequently hap-
pened, if a well matched pair or two met and had not had
their 'wap' out, both pits would be thrown idle on the
Monday tnat all who wished might see the affair wound up.

1887 Service Life Duguid xi. 68 It happened ae day that
a neebor woman . . and Bessie had a terr ble wap.

t Wap, sb* Obs. In 5 wapp, 6 wappe. [f.

Wap z/.3] A kind of mongrel formerly used as a
house-dog.
Owing to a mistake of his translator Fleming (1576), Caius

has commonly been said to have identified the ' wappe '

with the * turnspit ', and to haue given waupe as an actual
variant form. His Latin for Wappe is Admonitor {ren-

dered * Warner ' by Fleming); for Turnespete he gives Ver-
sator,

1464 Plumpton Corr. (Camden ) 14 Sir Henry Vavasor was
gone hence or I wist, so that I might not speak to him for

the wapp. 1570 Caius De Canibus Brit.izb, Ad postremum,
degeneres, Wappe and Turnespete nominari dicebamus:
hunc a verbo nostrati turne, ..& spete.. ; illud a naturali

canis voce Wau, quam in latratu ajdtt admonendo. Vnde,
originaliter Waupe dicendum fuit. Sed euphonise bona:que
consonantiae gratia, vocali in consonantem mutata, Wappe
a nostris vocitatur. 1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. B 4, The
sillie Sheephearde committing his wandering sheepe to the

custodie of his wappe.

T Wap, sb£ Obs. rare. [? f. Wap v.%]

1. A turn of a string wrapped round something.
1545 Ascham Toxopk. 11. (Arb.) in You must looke that

youre bowe be well nocked for fere the sharpnesse of the
home shere asunder the strynge. And that chaunceth ofte

when in bending, the string hath but one wap to strengthe
it wyth all. Ibid. 111 below, 119.

2. Naut. A shroud-stopper. [Perh. another word:
cf. Warp sb."]

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. 1, Wapp, is that Rope in a
Ship, wherewith the Shrouds are set taught with Wale-
knots; one end is made fast to the Shrouds, and to the
other are brought the Laniards. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
H\, Wapp, or Whap.
3. (See quot.) dial.

1828 [Carr] CravenGloss., Wap, a bundle of straw, called

also a loggin.

Wap (wop), v.l Now dial. Also I quappe, 9
Sc. waup. [Of obscure origin ; cf. Swap v. and
whap, Whop z/.]

L trans. To throw quickly or with violence.

78

Often with adv. or phrase, down, to the ground,

etc. f To wap off: to pull off roughly ; f to waP
sindry (see Sundry adv.), to scatter, disperse ; to

wap wide, to throw wide open.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 7297 Mony doughty bat day deghit in

the fild, Mony [were] wofully woundit, & wappid to ground 1

c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 343 Do wappe of his wedis bat are

worne. c 1470 Gol. ty Gaw. 127 The yettis wappit war wyde.

c 1480 Henryson Paddock <V Mouse 171 (Bann.) Now on be

quheill, now wappit [l/arl. wrappit] to be ground. 1513
Douglas 4JEVftfwVttI.lv> 150 Wyth branchis rent of treis, and
quarrell stanis Of huge wecht doun wappand all at anis. 1562

W1N3ET Cert. Tract. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 94 Quhy hef *e wappit

doun al the affixit tabellis of the Lord? X563 — tr. Vincent

Lirin.v. II. 22 Than wes. .monasteriisdestroyit, clerkis wap-
pit sindry [L. clerici dtsturbati], the ministeris of the Kirkis

stnkin [etc.]. Ibid. vi. II. 23 That be them he wald raiss

vphis Kirkis afoir wappit doun. \$jz Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxviii. 30 Be war with the wand syne he wapis in the

fyre. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist, Scot. (S. T. S.) 1. 25
Gif thay sie ony fishe mair diligatc.the prayquhilke. .thay

brocht far aff, with speid thay wap out of thair mouth. Ibid.

II. 29 At last, the Jnglisman wappit fra his horse, the Scot
winnis the Victorte. C1730 Ramsay O Milker dear ! vf

Get Johny's hand in haly band, Syne wap ye'r wealth to-

gether. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss., Whap, to shut or close

with violence, as, ' twind waps door lull '. 19x2 A. McCor-
mick Words fr. Wild-Wood vi. 82, I had.. mechanically
* wapped ' my line once or twice in the glassy pool above.

T b. In figurative expressions like wapped in

7voe, there is some doubt whether wapped belongs

to this verb with the sense ' thrown ', or to Wap
z>.2 with the sense ' wrapped \ Cf. the similar use

of Warp v. The word may have been variously

apprehended by those who used the proverbial

expression. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecilia) 239 Ve sal be wappyt

in til yre, percace in erde in brynnand fyre [L. incurremus
fnrorem exnrentem in tern's], c 1440 York Myst, xxxi. 12

In wrathe when we writhe, or in wrathenesse ar wapped.
c 1440 Ibid. xlvi. 1 In waylyng and wepyng, in woo ami
wapped. C1450 Holland Houlate 748 For ws, wappit in

wo in this warld wyde, To thi son mak thi mane. £"1480

Henryson Paddock <$ Mouse 166 Now in fiedome, now
wappit in distres. c 1550 Holland Crt. Venus Prol. 107
Syne the xij Signes, and of thair coifuersatioun, How thay
ar wapt to diuers variatioun. Ibid. it. 619, I se this warld
wappit with variance. Ibid. 641 To Ilk man geuis in warld
his fatall weir[d], Quhidder it be to weill wappit, or wo.
c 1560 A. Scott Poems xx. 3 Oppressit hairt, indure . . Wappit
without recure In wo remidiless.

f2. To shake. Obs.-°
1570 Levins Manip. 27/24 To wappe, vtoiare, agitare.

3. inir. To strike, knock upon ; to strike through.
13.. E, E. Allit. P. B. 882 pe 3onge men. .Wapped vpon

be wyket & wonnen hem tylle. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.2226
Othire athils of armes Albastis bendis, Qmrys out quarrels,

quappid [Dubl. MS. wappyd] thur3e mayles. 1889 H. John,
ston Glenbuckie 99 Yer cannon balls, well they wud just

wap through them [spirits] and no do them wan bit o' hairm.

+ 4. Of the wind : To blow in gusts. Of a cloth

:

To flap in the wind. Of wings : To flap, beat. Obs.

13.. Gazv. <£ Gr. Knt. 2004 pe werbelande wynde wapped
fro be hy^e. 6-1400 Destr. Troy 9513 The smorther, & the
smoke of be smert loghys . . waivet in the welkyn, wappond
full hole, c 1400 Isumbras 632 A rede clothe therinne he
seghe Owte-wappande with the wynde. a x6oo Ftodden /'".

i. (1664) 5 When flickering fame that monstrous wight With
hundred wings wapping was blown.

5. Used to express the intermittent sound of

shallow water over stones : cf. Flap, Plop vbs.

1910 J. Masefield Ballads <$ P., Fragments 12 Simois
babbles over stone And waps and gurgles to the sky.

Hence Wapping vbl. sb.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxi. (1495) 142 Grete
wappynge and lepynge in any of the rybbes betokeneth woo
and sorowe other rauynge. 1629 Gaule Holy Madn. 296
The wapping of a Towell will urge a Beare.

t Wap, v.2 Obs. Also 5 inf. whappyn, 4-6
wappe. [Of obscure origin

;
possibly an altered

form of Warp v.; cf. Wrap v. and w/appe Lap
z>.

2
] trans. To wrap, envelop ; also, to wrap (a

covering) about something.
C37S *6 Leg. Saints xv\. (Magdalen) 524 pai lad bat

body, bat ded was,.. wappyt in a furrit mantele. C1420
Wvntoun Cron. cxlv. 1989 A mantill wappit him about.
C1425 Cast. Persev. 1212 in Macro Plays, Whanne 3e be in
bedde browth bobe, wappyd wel in worthy wede. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 287/1 Lappyn, or whappyn in clo^ys,
involve. Ibid. 515/2 Wappon', or hyllyn' wythe clothys or
ober lyke, lego, contcgo. Ibid., Wappyn', or wyndyn' a-
bowteynclothys, involvo. c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 274 It

[Mary's girdle] was wonte for to wappe bat worthy virgme.
C1440 Alphabet of Tales 211 pat womman..had a little

chylde syttand on hur kne wappid in a clothe, c 1460 Towne.
ley Myst. xx. 593 Kythe youre strengthe, And wap you
wightly in youre wede. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. Prol. 40
The vmbrate treis that Tytan about wappit. j$^zAcc. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. VIII. 131 Item, for ix stane merling cord
dehverit to George Halyburtoun to wap and mak the lowpes
of the somes and thetis, vli. viijs.

Hence f Wapping vbU sb.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 515/2 Wappynge, happynge or hyl-
lynge (v.rr. lappynge, lappinge), coopertura, coopericio
(involucio).

+ Wap, v$ Obs. Also 7 whap. [Echoic] intr.

To bark. Hence f "WVpping vbl. sb. and />/>/. a.
C 1440 Promp. Parz\$\$/2 Wappyn', or baffyn'as howndys,

nicto, Cath. Ibid., Wappon' or berkyn', idem quod berkyn,
supra. Ibid, 516/1 Wappynge, of howndys, whan f>ey folow
here prayor that they woldeharme to. .nicticio, niccio. Ibid.,
Wappynge (of howndys, MS. A'.) or berkynge, bajulatus,
latratus. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. v. lii. 366 As the

WAPENTAKE.
hannlesse wapping of a curs'd curre may stir up a fierce

mastiffe to the worrying of sheep. 1650 — Pisgah 111. i. 409
Solomon was an absolute Prince,.. in his peaceable Coun-
trey, where no dog durst bark against him (save two or three
whapping curs toward the end of his reign).

Wap, occas. spelling of Whop v.

II Wapacut (\vo'pak»t). Also 8-9 wapacuthu.
[American Indian; Watkins Cree Diet. 1865 has

the form wapikunee ; the Montagnais form is given

as wapikulu.] 'A large white spotted owl, be-

lieved to be the common snowy owl, Nyetea
seandiaca

1

{Cent. Diet.).

1785 PENXAtiT Arct.Zool. 1 1. 231 Red, Mottled, and Wapa-
cuthu Owl. Ibid. 232 Called by the Indians, Wapacuthu,
or the SpottedOwI. 1828-32, Webster Wapacut, the spotted

owl of Hudson's Bay.

Wapato(o : see Wapfatoo.
Wape, var. Whape v., to amaze, bewilder.

Wapen(e, obs. forms of Weapon.
Wapens(c)haw, variant of Wappens(c)haw.
Wapentake (wgp'nt^k). Forms: 1 weepen-

Seteec {iiat. -tace), w&pentake, wapentac, 3
-tak, 4 wapne-, wepentake, 5 wapyntak, 5-7
wapentache (5 -tagc, 7 weapontack, -tage),

6-7 wapentack, (8 -tac), 6-8 wappentake, (6

wapintake, 8 waking take), 4- wapentake;
(5 wepyntale, -taille). [a. ON. vapnatak, f.

vdpna genit. pi. of vdpn Weapon + tak act of

taking (related to taka to Take). The late OE.
weepengetmc shows assimilation of form to native

compounds like w&pen^ewrixle exchange of blows.

The recorded senses of the word in ON. are : (1) a vote of

consent expressed by waving or brandishing weapons ; (2)

a vote or resolution of a deliberative assembly ; (3) in Ice-

land, the breaking up of the session of the Althingi, when
the members resumed their weapons that had been laid aside

during the sittings. In English there is no trace of these

senses, and the development of the actual sense can only be
explained conjeeturally. It is noteworthy that 'wapen-
takes ', like ' hundreds ', often received their names from

some natural or artificial object (e.g. a barrow or a tree)

which afforded a suitable rallying-place for open-air meet-

ings. Assuming that in England wapentake originally

meant the act of signifying assent at a public assembly, it

seems not improbable that the men of the district whose pkice

of meeting was (e.g.) at Osgod's Cross might be said to belong

to *the wapentake of Osgod's Cross (Osgoldcross) ' l the use

of the word to denote a territorial division would thus be

sufficiently accounted for.]

A subdivision of certain English shires, corre-

sponding to the ' hundred ' (Hundred 5) of other

counties.
The shires which have divisions so termed are Yorkshire,

Derbyshire, Notts, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, and
Leicestershire; in all which the Danish element in the

population was large. In Derbyshire there is now only one

wapentake (that of Wirksworth), the other divisions of the

shire being termed 'hundreds'- In Lincolnshire most of

the county divisions are ' wapentakes ', but a few are^ called

* hundreds ' and ' sokes '. There are traces of the existence

of the term in popular use in other counties, as Cheshire

and Cumberland.
c 1000 Laws ofEdgar IV. c. vi. (Lieberm.), & adc mon mid

heora xew'tnysse higege & sylle a;lc bara ceapa, be he

bigege o55e sylle aber o'55e bur^e oS9e on waepenjetace.

c 1000 Laws ofEthelred in. c. i. § 2 (Lieberm.) On wapen-
take. 1086 Domesday ^.(1783) 1. 272 Derbyscire...Scarve-

dele Wapentac... Hammenstan Wapent. Ibid. 290 Snoting-

hamst:ire...Brocolvestov\Vapent. BernesedelavWap. Ibid.

315 Evrvicscirc.Siraches Wapentac. a 1325 MS. Rawl.
B. 520 If. 46 On busse manere sullen be enquerours gon

fram wapnetake to wapnet[ake]. 1326 Rolls of ParIt. II.

10/1 Et qe nule Baillie, ne Hundred; ne Wapentake, ne soit

lesse a plus haul ferme qe les auncienes fermes. 1338 R.

Urunne Chron. (1725) 145 pe bisshop of Durham bouht

Saberg, with be wapentake. 1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls)

II. 97 Wepentake and an hondred is al oon, for be contray

of an hondred townes were i-woned to 3ilde vppe wepene
in be comynge of be lord, c 1400 Brut 1. 235 Kyng Edward
\sc. Edw. II]. . by his lettres ordeynede, bat euery hundred

& wapentache of Engeland [etc.]. 1444 Rolls ofParlt. V.

110/1 That no Shirref lete to ferme. .his Counte, ne noon

of his Baillywykes, Hundreth' ne Wapentakes. ?I55<> '"

Pettus Fodinae Reg. (1670) 95 The custom of the Mines
within the Wappentake of Wricksworth. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe 6 All the hundreds and wapentakes nine

miles compasse, fetch the best of their viands and mangery
from her market. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 00 There

is in every shiere soe many ridinges, in everie ridinge soe

many weapontackes. 1665 J. North in Extr. S. P. rel.

Friends in. (1912) 234 To ympannell a Jury out of that

weapontage out of such Townes, as are not within Doncaster

liberty, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 183 Richmond-
shire has in it 5 waking takes as they call them. 1717 Gay
Ep. to Lcnvndes 12 Great L-— his praise should swell the

trump of fame And Rapes and Wapentakes resound his

name. 1769 Ann. Reg. 66/2 One of the high constables of

Osgoldcross was indicted for extorting.. 1250/. from twenty-

five townships belonging to his wapentake. 1797 Brvdges
Homer Trav. I. 119 As for these various ragged packs Of

rogues from different wapentakes. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 238

The petty sessions for the wapentakes of Kirton and Skir-

beck are held every Wednesday. 1846 McCulloch Acc.

Brit. Empire (1854) I. 161 Nottinghamshire is divided into

6 wapentakes or hundreds. 1914 Victoria Hist. CountyYork

I. 36 The Wapentake of GilHng West containing the parishes

of (etc.]... This wapentake was held by the successive lords

of Richinondshire, which it followed in descent.

b. The judicial court of such a subdivision.

14.. Customs ofMaltonm Engl. Misc. (Surtees) 50 Yfie

any man.. be sommonyd. .to the wapyntak. 1611 Spekd

Theat. Gt. Brit. \. xxx. §4. 57 Aboue this, and held 12 times

a yeare, was our Hundred or Wapentake. 1676 Lond. Gaz.

No. 1095/4 If any person or persons shall apprehend., the
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said Robbers, and give notice thereof to the Wapentack of

Aslaccoe in the County of Lincoln., they shall have 50/. re-

ward. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday Bk., York etc. 473 This
belonged to St. Benedict of Ramsey, according to the testi-

mony of the jurors of the wapentake [L. testimonium homi-
nunt tie Wapentac\. 1898 B. Kirkry Lakeland Wds. s.v.,

1
If he doesn't pay up Ah'll set t' wapen-tack on lull him.'

This officer is reported to have existed in the town of Kendai
tilt as late as 1836.

C. attrib. : wapentake court, fine.

1543 Fountains Abbey (Surtees) I. 407 Paid tothe exchetor

..for Wapin take fyne callyd castle worke.jij". iiij4. 1658

Hubbkrthorn Sufferingsfor Tythes 13 William Iackson for

tythes of ten shillings value, had sixteen shillings taken by a
judgment in the Weapontage-Court. 1874 Stubbs Const.

Hist. v. § 46 This court, the hundred-gemot or wapentake
court, was held every month.

Wapher, obs. form of Wafer.
Wapiti, obs. form of Weapon.
Wapins(c)haw : see Wappens(c)haw.
Wapiti (wo'piti). Also terron. wipiti. [a.

Cree ivapitik (.Shawnee zvahpetee) lit. 'white deer .]

The North American stag or elk , Cervus canadensis

;

allied to but larger than the European Red Deer.

Also attrib., wapiti deer, stag.

1817 Thomsons Ann. Pht'los. IX. 325 At the same meeting
(of the Linnasan Society] was read a description, by Dr.
Leach, of the Wapiti deer, a species of animal from the banks
ofthe Missouri. 1829 Sir J. Richardson Fauna Bor. Amer.
I. 251 Cervus strongyloceros. (Schreber.) The Wapiti.
Ibid. 252 The trivial name of ' wapiti ' has been only recently

adopted in scientific works. 1890 S. W. Baker Wild Beasts
II. 200 If a wapiti stag were placed in a line with a fine Ger-
man, and a Scotch red-deer, there would be an immense
difference in size. 1901 P. Fountain Deserts N. Amer, ix,

179 The wapiti deer (which the American trappers and peo-
ple always call the elk). 1904 — Gt. North.West v. 49 The
wipiti is ' the elk ' of Americans. Ibid. xi. iig The wipiti.

Comb. 1880 igth Cent. Oct. 593 {title), Wapiti-running on
the plains.

b. The flesh of this animal.
1884 Pall MallGaz. 3 May 3/2 Second course : Californian

salmon, roast wapiti.

WapitO, variant of Wappato(o.

t Wap-John, slang. Obs. (See quot.)
i8a6 Sporting Mag. XVIII. zjBnote, A gentleman's coach-

man, or what we call 'a Wap-John \

t Wapman. Obs. Forms : 1-2 wajpman,
w&pnman, Wtepen-, •we'penmon, 3 wepman,
{Ormin weppmann), weopmonne, wepmon(ne,
wapmon, -man. [OE. wsepnman, f. wkpn
Weapon ( = membrum virile) + man Man sb, Cf.

OE. wxpned adj., male.] A man as distinguished

from a woman, a male human being.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ii. 23 E^huelc he z/r/woepen-
mon to-untynes hrif [Vulg. omne masculinum adaperiens
uuluam). c xooo /Elfric Dent. xxii. 5 Ne scride nan wif
hi;; mid wa^pmannes reafe, ne waspman mid wifmannes reafe.

EMI O. E. Chron. (Laud. MS.), Forbearneall meast seburh
of Lincolne & micel un^erime folces waepmen & wimmen for-

burnon, ckooOrmin 7998 par comenn forrb tolofenn himm
An weppmann & an widdwe. c 1205 Lay. mo Leode nere
bar nane ne wapmen [c i»y$ wepmen] ne wifmen. a 1225
Ancr. R. 316 For5i mi sunne is more ben of one weopmonne.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1379 Luue..Bitweone wepmon & wim-
mane [Jesus MS. be mon & wymmone]. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex.
iooi And of is hird euerile wapman wur3 circumcis. c 1275
XI Pains of Hell 145 in O. E. Misc. 151 Uvrber per beoj>
wimmen and wapmen bo.

b. Comb. : wapmau-kin, persons of the male
sex.

c 1200 Ormin 4092 All batt weppmannkinn batt wass inn
hise walde. c 1205 Lav. 498 Al baet wapmon-cun [c 1295
monkun] pa mihte beren wapen.

Wapnetake, obs. form of Wapentake.
Wapnis, obs. pi. form of Weapon.
Waponschawing, var. Wappens(c)hawing.
"Wapour, obs. form of Vapour.
Wappato(o (wo'pato, -u). U.S. Alsowhapto,
wapto, wapito, wapato(o, wapata. [a. Cree
wapatowa white mushroom.] The tubers of the
plant Sagittaria variabilis,used for food by Indians.
1807 P. Gass yrnl. 160 We got some dogs and roots from

the natives. The roots.. are called whapto; resemble a
potatoe when cooked, and are about as big as a hen egg.
Ibid. 170 We. .procured a few roots, called Wapto. 1814
Lewis fy Clark's Exped. (1893) 693 Here he treated us with
a root . . which they call wappatoo. 1838 Parker Exploring
Tour beyond Rocky M/s. 223 The wappatoo is the sagiltaria

t

or arrow-head.. .The root is bulbous, and becomes soft by
roaming, forming a nourishing and agreeable food. 1841
Catlin M. Amer, Ind. (1844) II. xlviii. 113 The wapito, a
bulbous root much like a turnip. 1893 E. Codes in Lewis
<* Clark's Exped. 824 note, The wappatoo is the root of
Sagittaria variabilis, , .the common arrowhead.
Wappen, obs. form of Weapon.
t Wa-ppened, a. Obs. rare^1

. Of obscure
origin and mean ing,perh. corrupt. Cf. Wappeued
a., which Singer proposed as a conjectural reading.
1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 38 This is it That makes the

wappen'd Widdow wed againc.

Wappens(c)liaw (wa-p'nj^). Sc. Forms: a.

0-7, 9 wap(p)ins(c)haw, 7 waponeschawe, 9
w*P(p)ens(c)haw

; 0. semi-modernized weapon-
s(o

,

)haw. [f. wapin Weapon + schaw Show sb,

Prob. orig. a shortening of the older Wappen-
schawing.
Both words are used Hist, by Scott ; the official edition of

the Statutes of Scotland (1814) has only wapinschaw in the

index, though the actual text of the Acts has wapinschawing
exc. in 1503 (see below).

Cf. G. waffenschau, given by Adelung as an obsolete HG.
word, but prob. a mere 18th c. adaptation of Du. wappen-
schouwing = next.]

1. HtSt, = WArPENS(c) HAWING.
a 1503 Sc. Acts Jas. 7//'(i8i4) II. 243/2 Item pt all scot-

land mak ^crely |>air wapmschawis apon thurisday In wit-

sonday wolk. Ibid. 251/2 p* all Scotland mak hair wappin-
schawis [etc.], 1609 Skkne Reg. Mat., Stat. Will. c. xxiii.

§ 6 It is statute, that wapinschaw sal be keiped & haldin.

1627 in Cramond Ann. Banff (1891) I. 56 To the effect

they may be the better prepared agane the xxiij of

this instant qlk is the principall waponeschawe day. 1816
Scott Old Mort. ii, [The Calvinists] discouraged, as
far as lay in their power, even the ancient wappen-schaws,
as they were termed, when the feudal array of the county
was called out, and each crown-vassal was required to appear
with such muster of men and armour as he was bound to

make by his fief. 1905 G. Wilson Ann. Glover Incorporat.
Perth 13 Other and more rational forms of amusements be-

came popular with our Craft, .such as wappenschaws, foot-

ball, quoits, golf, archery, etc.

&. 1776 Herd's Sc. Songs II. 122 When we went to the
field of war, And to the Weaponshaw, Willie. 1803 Scott
Last Minstr. iv. xxviii, Already on dark Ruberslaw The
Douglas holds his weapon-schaw. 1830 — DoomofDcvorgoil
1. i, Godden, good yeoman. Come you from the Weapon-
shaw? 1830— Demonot. i. 14 The majority ..had considered
the heavenly phenomenon as a supernatural weapon-schaw
for the purpose of a sign and warning of civil wars to come.

2. A volunteer rillc-meeting.

1868 Morning Star 9 Jan., At Edinburgh, on New Year's
Day, the Wappinschaw was celebrated. Years ago this, we
believe, was a gathering at which the country side shot, with
homely smooth-bore pieces, for hams and cheeses, but until

revived in 1866 the custom had long fallen into disuse. In
that year the Wappinschaw was rehabilitated by the local

volunteers. 1869 Pall Mall Gas. 2 July 6 The Aberdeen
Volunteer wapinschaw was held yesterday. The chief prize

..was won by Ensign Niven.

b. South Africa. Used to render Du. wappen-
schouwing (see next), applied by the Boers to a
rifle-shooting competition.
1899 Daily News 23 June 5/4 The Boers never drill, and it

is thought that the scene witnessed was probably an ordinary
season's wapenshaw. Ibid. 13 Oct. 5/5 The local Dutch have
decided to postpone their wappenschaw (rifle meeting) at the
request of the magistrate.

Wappenschawing (wa'p'nj^, in). Sc, Hist.

Forms : a. 5 wapinschawin, wapynschawing,
5-6 wap(p)inschawing, -schewing, 6 waping-,
vapin-, wapo(u)nschawing,vaupynschauyng, 9
wappenschawing; y3. semi-modernized^weapon-
showing, 9 weapon-shawing, [f. wapen Weapon
+ schawing Showing vbl. sb. ; = Du. wapen-
schouwing. Cf. prec] A periodical muster or

review of the men under arms within a particular

lordship or district.

1424 Sc, Acts Jas. I (1814) II. 8/2 It is ordanyt ban in ilk

scheredome of be realme bere be maid wapynschawing four
tymis in be 3er. 151a Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 366/2 The
kingis hienes. .has ordanit him to resave the musteris and
wapinschewingis of all his folkis. 1541 in 15th Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. vm. 66 The Wapinschawing off Anner*
dale tane be my Lord Maxwell wppon BurniswerkhUl. 1549
Compl. Scot. xi. (1872) 96 Kyngeduard. .ordand thre vaupyn-
schauyngis to be maid al on ane day in Scotland be scottis

men.., and at thay vaupynschauyngis, al the vaupynis and
armour of Scotland to be delyuerit to the inglismen. 1560 in

Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 3 That frome hencefurth
they be not compelled to tak on credite, they sail be everie

moneth satisfeid of their wages, so that two Scotish lords,

chosin by the counsell, may present it at weapon-showing
and musters of the said men of warre. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II, 321 Thair vas vapin-
schawing throch all Scotland. 1633 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

1634, 45/2 At all generall musteris and wapounschawingis
within the said schirrefdome. 1828 Scott F. M. PerthWx, The
best wrestler,, .the king of the weapon-shawing— the breaker
of mad horses. 1830— Doom of Devorgoil 1. i, Hark ! they
have broken up the weapon-shawing. 1905 G. Wilson Ann,
Glover Incorporat. Perth 13 On one of these occasions of
wappenschawing a serious riot took place.

Wappentake, obs. form of Wapentake.

t Wa'pper, sb. Obs. rare~~x
, [a. Du. wapper,

cogn. with wapperen to swing: see next.] ?A
(leaden) ball attached to a strap used as a striking

weapon. So f Wapper v.1 trans., to strike (a

person) with this weapon.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 16 That one had an leden

malle and that other a grete leden wapper therwyth they
wappred and al for slyngred hym.

Wapper (wo'p^)> a. Now dial. [Back-forma-
tion from wapper-eyed, -jawed: see Wapper z/.

2
]

+ a. Of the eyes : Blinking, unsteady. Obs. b. Of
a jaw (see quots.). dial, and U.S.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's A nsw. Osor. 280What if he will geve

no credite to your opinions? no nor yet to your wapper eyes
that are bleared and dimme with rancour and malice ? 1608
Armin Nest Ninn. (1842) 6 But such was his, who thus busied,
was tooke napping by the weale publike, who smiles upon
him with a wapper eye, a iealous countenance, and bids him
all haile. 11825 Forbv Voc. F. Anglia, Wapper-j'aws

t
a

wry mouth ; a warped jaw. 1891 Century Dict.
%
Wapper-

jaw. 2. A projecting under-jaw. fColloq., U.S.)

Wapper (wypai), v.2 Obs. exc. dial. [Peril,

cogn. w. Wave v. ; cf. Du. wapperen to swing,
oscillate, waver.]
1. intr. To blink the eyes. Also, ' to move

tremulously ' (HaUiwell 1 847, as a Somerset word).

1575 Mirr. Mag. 1, Nennins 75 b, But still he stode his face

to set awrye, And wappcring turnid vp his white of eye.

1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman tfAlf 1. 40 She was
toothlesse, chap-falne, hollow-eyed, and wappering withall.

2. passive. To be tired out.

1898 J. A. Gibbs Cotswold Village xii. 258 [Period 1592]
Thou'll not see Stratford to-night, sir, thy horse is wappered
out. Foot-note. Wappered = tired. A Cotswold word.

3. Comb.: wapper-eyed a. dial, blinking, blear-

eyed (see quots.); wapper-jawed a. U.S.
1604 T. M. Black Bk. D 2 b, I . . changed my shape into a

litis wapper-eid Constable, to winke and blinke at small
faults. 0:1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Wapper-eyed, that

has Sore or running Eyes. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.)
Gloss., Wapper-eyed^ goggle-eyed, having full rolling Eyes; or

looking like one scared; or squinting like a Person overtaken
with Liquor. 1848 Lovvkll Fable for Critics Prelim, note.

Fancy an heir that a father had seen born well featured and
fair, turning suddenly, .squint-eyed, hair-lipped, wapper-
jawed. 1849 ' N. Hogg' Poet. Lett. (1850) Gloss., Wapper.
hy\t

t
sleepy, groggy. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bi:, Wapper-

eyed, having quick-moving restless eyes—constantly rolling

from side to side, as is seen in very nervous persons.

"Wapper, variant of Wt

hopper.

Wa'ppered, a. Now dial. Also woppered.
[f. Wappkr v. + -ed.] Fatigued, wearied.

[16:2: implied in Unwai'Pered.) 1868 R. W. Hvxtley Cols*

wold Dial., Wappered, fatigued; beaten. 1890 Gloucestersh.
Gloss., Wappered, restless, fatigued. (Hund. of Berk.)

"Wappet : see Whappet Obs., kind of dog.

Wappin, obs. Sc. form of Weapon.
1* Wappinecr. Obs. [f. the place-name

IVapping, a part of London close to the Docks +
-eer.] An inhabitant of Wrapping. Also attrib.

Cf. Wappinger.
1690 D'Urfev Collin's Walk 11. 72 In kennel sowe'd o're

Head and Ears Amongst the crowding Wappineers. 1710
Shadwell Fair Quaker of Deal Dram. Pers., Flip, The
Commadore, a most illiterate Wappineer-Tar. a 1792 Horne
in Olla Podrida (1820) I. 135 Whilst a Wappineer, a Mile-

ender, and a Boroughman, are terms proverbially used, about
the Exchange, ., to express an inferior order of beings.

Wappin(g: see Whopping//-/, a.

Wappinger (wo-pii]3-i). [*". fVapping+-s^ 1 .']

An inhabitant of Wapping. Cf. Wappineer.
ai734 North Exam. in. viii. (1740) 585 Rous.. was a

thorough paced Traitor, and looked upon to be Paymaster
of the Slob ; a Wappineer, and good at mustering Seamen.
1898 Besant OrangeGirl I. vi, The girls, .stared with more
rudeness than one would expect even from a Wappinger.

Waps, obs. or dial, form of Wasp,
Wapto, variant of Wappato(o.
Wapure, Wapyn(e, obs. ff. Vapour, Weapon.
Wapynschawing : see Wappens(c)hawing.
Wapyntak, obs. form of Wapentake.
War (w^i), sdA Forms : 2 uuerre, werre,

wyrre, 3 weorre, worre,. 3-5 werre, (4 //.

werren), 4-6 werr, 5 guerre, gwerre, 4, 5-6 Sc.

wer, 4-5, 6-7 Sc. were, 4 Sc. vere, 4, 7 Sc. weer,
4-6 Sc. veyr, 5 Sc. veir, 5-6 Sc. weire, weyr(e,
4-9 Sc. weir, 6 Sc, wair, wiar, weare, veare, 7 Sc.

ware, 8 Sc, wear, 5 waar, 5-7 warr(e, 6- war.
[Late OE. (c 1050) wyrre. werre, a. North-eastern

OF. werre = Central OF. and mod.F. guerre, Pr.

guerra,gerra, Sp., Pg.
f
It. guerra (med.L. werra,

guerra) a. OHG. werra (MHG. werre) confusion,

discord, strife, related to the OHG., OS. werran
str. vb,, to bring into confusion or discord (whence
mod.G. wirren wk. vb. to confuse, perplex; the

earlier vb. survives in verworren ppl, a., confused),

f. Teut. root *werz-
t
*wers-, whence also Worse a.

It is a curious fact that no Germanic nation in early historic

times bad in living use any word properly meaning ' war ',

though several words with that meaning survived in poetry,
in proverbial phrases, and in compound personal names. The
Romanic-speaking peoples, who were obliged to avoid the
L. beltum on account of its formal coincidence with belto.

beautiful, found no nearer equivalent in Teut. than werra.
In OE. the usual translation oibellum was getvin, struggle,

strife. The continental Teut. langs. later developed separate
words for ' war ' : G. krieg (whence Sw., Da. krig), Du.
oorlog\ Icelandic uses SfrtSr * un-peace '.)

1. Hostile contention by means of armed forces,

carried on between nations, states, or rulers, or

between parties in the same nation or state ; the

employment of armed forces against a foreign

power, or against an opposing party in the state.

For civil, intestine, etc. war, see the adjs. War to the

knife [after Sp. guerra al cuchillo], see Knife sb. ib; war
to the death, see Death sb. 12c
1154 O. E, Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140, per efter wix

suythe micel uuerre betuyx be king & Randolf eorl of Caestre.

a 1115 Leg. Kath. 20 Ah se wide him weox weorre on euch
halue {L. betits undiqne consurgentibus], c 1*90 Holy Roo<i

336 in 5. Eng. Leg. 11 Sethbe pare cam an Aumperour bat

met costantin ; In weorre and bataylle he was so muche pat

pare-of nas no fin. 1*97 R. Gi.ouc (Rolls) 1321 pe..king

nis to preisi nojt pat in time of worre as a lomb is bobe mek
& milde, & in time of pes as leon bobe cruel & wilde. c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints vii. {James Minor) 462 losaphus, prince

wes &l als ledare of bat towne, bath in pese & vere. 1377

Lancl. P. PI. B. xviii. 226 Wote no wighte what werre is

bere bat pees regneth. x+ai Lvdg. Horse, Goose
l
Sheep 425 in

Pot. Rel. $ L. Poems (1903) trs. 33 Thou Causist werre and

seist thu louest uees. c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. x. 537 Whanne
therupon hangith ceesing of greet werre and making of greet

pees. 146* in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1914) Oct. 720 The said Erie

shal haue the iij,d» of all wynnyngs of werre won or gotten

by the said Cristofre. c 1480 Henkvson Test. Cres. 196 Ane
horn he blew. .Quhilk all this warld with weir hes maid to
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wag. 1513 More Rich. Ill Wks. 36/2 Richarde Duke of
Yorke. . began ne not by warre, but by lawe, to challenge

the crown. 1573 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 218 Except
sic change and fortoun of weare as salbe commoun and
alike to bayth. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 36 These
Gates must not be shut, But in the Night, or in the

time of Warre. 1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan {Hakl. Soc.)

54 The prince of Tidore, whoe had beene out in warr, and
was retorned with 100 Ternatans heades. 1648 Milton
Sonn. to Fairfax 10 For what can Warr, but endless warr
still breed, Till Truth, and Right from Violence be freed.

1690 Locke Govt. 11. in. § 16 The State of War is a State of

Enmity and Destruction. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 810

Mighty Caesar, thund'ring from afar, Seeks on Euphrates'

Banks the Spoils of War. 17*8 Ramsay Lochaber i, The
dangers attending on wear. 1759 B. Porteus Death 179
War its thousands slays, Peace its ten thousands. 1765

Blackstone Comm. I. vii. 250 In order to make war com-
pletely effectual, it is necessary with us in England that it be

publicly declared andduly proclaimed by theking's authority.

1846 Congressional Globe 14 May 808/1 It puts it in the

power of any military squad . . to put this nation in a state of

war. The killing of people is not war. In order to con-

stitute war between nations, that killing must be sanctioned

by the war-making power. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. viii. 551

Formerly religion had been the cause of war, and had also

been the pretext under which it was conducted. 1871

Mozley Univ. Semi. v. (1876) 101 War is one of these rights,

because under the division of mankind into distinct nations

it becomes a necessity.

Personified. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag.^ lvi,

Lastly stoode Warre in glitteryng armes yclad, With visage

grym. c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido <y Mneas 1. 37 Bloody
warre, the mUtres of debait. 1803 Wordsw. Addr. Kilchurn.

Castle x Child of loud-throated War !

b. trans/, and fig.
Applied jzta?/. or rhetorically

to any kind of active hostility or contention between

living beings, or of conflict between opposing forces

or principles.

a iaoo Moral Ode 246 in O.E. Horn. 1. 175 pa be Iedden here

lif in werre and in winne. c 1275 On Serving Christ 37 in

O. E. Misc. 91 Bi-leueb oure weorre, warlawes wode. a 1300

Cursor M. 9666 pes mai nourquar abide par hate wons, or

werr, or pride. 1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 10570 par-

fore bat tyme was mykyt bro, And ofte was bobe werre and
wo. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 234 Who kan conforten

now youre hertes werre ? c 1386 — Frankl. T. 29 Ne wolde
neuere God bitwixe vs tweyne, As in my gilt, were outher

werre or stryf. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 5

Amang the quhilkis is grete discorde discensioun and were.

1624 Quarles Job Milit. xviii. 30 Know'st thou the cause of

Snow, or Haile, which are My fierce ArtiU'ry, in my time of

warre? 1725 Poi'E Odyss. 11.96 O insolence of youth ! whose
tongue affords Such railing eloquence and war of words.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. V. 306 Whatever be the motives

that thus arrest a flock of birds in their flight, whether they

be of gallantry or of war, it is certain that (etc.]. 1817 Byron
Manfred 11. 11. 135, I have affronted death—but in the war
Of elements the waters shrunk from me. 19:2 L. Tracy
Mirabel's Isl. ii. (1915) 32 His keen hearing was of no avail

in that war of wind and wave.

c. The plural (esp. with def. art.) was formerly

often used in the same sense as the sing.

To have been in the wars (colloq.), to show marks of injury

or traces of rough usage.

C1374 Chaucer Anel. <y Arc. 22 Whan Theseus with
werres longe and grete The aspre folke of Cithe had ouer-

come. a 1400 R. Glouc. (Rolls) App. Z. 19 Wei fale Jer per
after bo worres aslakede. 1448-9 Metham Amoryus <r CI.

218 And for yowre labour in werris that with vs ye haue be,

We banke yow. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. x. 198 For
knyghtes that ben . . lecherous shal not ne . . fortunate vnto the

werrys. 1538 Starkey England (1878) 47 Sodothethe multy-
tude of pepul . . sone, by warrys and iniury ofennemys, wyth-
out strengnth, lose hys welth. 1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit.(ts6g)

H iij, After warres it is commonly seene, that a great number
of those that went out honest, returne home againe like

roisters. 1581 Hamilton in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 74 The
miserable estait of your maiesties cuntrie oppressit be famine
and intestine veans. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. t. 31 Is

Signior Mountanto return d from the warres, or no ? x6ox —
Alts Well 11. ili. 308 Warres is no strife To the darke house,

and the detected wife. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Justine iv. 23
Hereupon, the warres by Sea was againe renued. 1644 Diguy
Nat..Bodies xxvii. § 7. 247 When he was a little boy, there
being warres in the country. 1721 Ramsay Richy <y Sandy
37 His fame shall last : last shall his sang of weirs. 1850
Scoresby Cheever's Whalem. Adv. x. (1858) 133 Sundry
other marks upon his body, that showed him to have been
in the wars.

d. Open war : avowed active hostility.

c 1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 16 }if bei..conseilen men more
to taken vengeaunce bi open werre of here brebren ban to

suffren paciently wrongys. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 100 To
leve, reise, and make open werr ayenst you. 1487 Cely
Papers (Camden) 165 Hytt ysopen warre betwyxte Gaunte&
the Kynge of Romayns. 1609 Dekker Workfor A rmourers
C ij, That open warre should presently be proclaimed against
that arrogant, haughty, ambitious Tyrant Money. 1623
Cockeram ii, Open Warre, HostiHtie. 1667 Milton P. L.
11. 41 By what best way, Whether of open Warr or covert
guile, We now debate.

fe. Abstinence, prorogation of war-, suspension

of hostilities. Ohs.

1517 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XI 1. 38/1 The foresaid proro-

gacioun of were past concluditand approbate as said is. 1521

Ibid. 39/2 pat. .We may have abstinence of Weire for ane
tyme quhill an Ambaxat may be maid Reddy. 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw. IV, 245 b, That an especial abstinence of warre

should be kept, .betwixte the Realmes of England and Scot-

land.

2. In various phrases, (For declare, levy, wage

war, see the vbs.)

a. ( To be) at war, t at wars, f in war, + in

wars : engaged iu war. lit. and fig. So at open

war, f wars,

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xiv. 222 Buxomenesse and boste

80

aren euer-more at werre, And ayther hateth other in alle

manere werkes. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiii. 58 When twa
rewmes er at were and owber party ensegez citee, toune or

castell. c 1407 Lydg. Reson fy Sens. 1936 For to sette hem
al at werre. c 1450 Mirk's Festim.1 22 Kyndomes and pro-

uynces wern at werre. 14^6 Sir G- Haye Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 3 Men kennyis almaist na realme in cristyndom bot

it is in were. 1565 Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. Cm. Eng. 29
The Britannes being free from all foraine warres, fell at

warres with in them selues and to all other myscheifes. 1567
Gude -y Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 26 All Christin men tak tent and
leir. How saull and body ar at weir. 1573 L. Lloyd Pilgr.

Princes 12 When Turnus and Aeneas were in wars for the

mariage of Lauinia. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602)

235 The Iesuits doe mightily disagree, and are often at open
warres. 1614 R. Wilkinson Poire ofSerm. etc. 30 So wee
are, indeed, at warres with God, and at warres with one
another. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 215 King
Gustavus Adolphus . . hath taken Elbing . . from the Polander,

with whom he is still in warres. 1637 J. BATTiERF.in Usshcr's

Lett. (1686) 489 This Kingdom being now in Wars on all

sides, doth not afford any great Design for the advancement
of Learning. 1677 Govt. Venice 91 Nine times have they
been at Wars together. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 352
When England was at Wais with Portugal. 1780 Mirror
No. 82 We have been two years at war with France. 179a

Burke Corr. (1S44) HI* 3^7 Sentiments of liberty which were
not at war with order, virtue, religion, and good government.
1816 Byron Stanzas to Augusta 11. ii, And when winds are

at war with the ocean, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 171 Man,
in his powerlessness, at war with Omnipotence ! 1862 Mrs.
H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. xiv, In that moment.. Cyril

felt at war with everybody and everything. 1884 Graphic
23 Aug, 186/3 Teetotallers and moderate drinkers will pro-

bably be at war on this point, .as long as the world lasts.

b. To go to war or f wars : to enter on hos-

tilities. To go to the war{s (arch.): to go abroad
as a soldier.

£"1450 Capcrave St. Aug. xxxix. 50 pat he schuld neuer
councell man to go to werre. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV\\\. ii.

196 Come, thou shalt go to the Warres in a Gowne. 1606 —
Ant. <5- CI. 11. ii. 66 Would we had all such wiues, that the

men might go to Warres with the women. 1807 Moore
Minstrel Boy 1 The Minstrel Boy to the war is gone.

^ 1871
Mozley Univ. Serm. v. (1876) 117 The aim of the nation in

going to war is exactly the same as that of the individual in

entering a court ; it wants its rights, or what it alleges to

be its rights.

t o. To have war*, to be at war (with, to). To
hold, keep war or wars : to be continuously at war.
a ii2z O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1116, Se cyng Henri

fylste his nefan . . be pa wyrre hxfde to^eanes his hlaforde bam
cynge of France, c 127s Lay. 4347 To holde werre [c 1205 To
halden comp] andekefiht. 13.. Northern Passion 154/218*
Agaynes kynge pharoo he helde werre. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) vi, 64 Thei han often tyme werre with the Soudan.
1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 167 Thai..nouthir
had were to him, na he to thame. c 1540 tr. Pot. Verg. Eng.
Hist. (Camden No. 29) 32 [They] beganne to keepe warre
against their neighbours. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind.

(Arb.) 37 They kepe warre against their borderers. 1560 J.

Daus tr. Sleidane's Chron. 310 b, Englande hath oftentymes

kepte warre with Scotlande. 1388 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist.

China 342 These Ilandes were wont to haue warre the one
with the other.

d. To make war : to carry on hostilities, lit.

and Jig. Const, on, upon, with ; also against, and

f to, unto, or dative.

c 1205 Lay. 170 Weorre makede Turnus. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 6095 His folc made euere uaste worre ?ut after is

debe. 1439 Rolls ofParlt. V. 17/2 The seide Phelip. .hath

contynuelly. .made werre unto the seide John. 1515 in

Archxologia XLVII. 302 In caace the duke or any other

lordes wol make ^arriaole werr ayeinst the castell. c 1532
Bernkrs //«#« lvii. 193 When yuoryn herd this he made me
warre & was here before my cete with all his pusance. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 7 Item he assembled certain Lanca*
shire and Cheshire men to the entent to make warre on the

foresaid Lordes. c 1560 A. Scott Poems i. 126 As werrie

waspis aganis Goddis word makis weir. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron., John (1807) II. 320 That if the king would not con-

firme the same, they would not cease to make him warre, till

he should satisfie their requests in that behalfe. a 1586 Sidney
Ps. xxxvii. xiii, Bad folkes shall fall,..Who to make warre
with God presumed. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. m. i. 86 Dro.
In her forhead, arm'd and reuerted, making warre against

her heire. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa iv. 216 Heleuied a

puissant armie, and made warre against Barbarossa. 1606

G. W[oodcocke] Hist. Justine xxvi. 94 He made warre to

the Athenians. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 73 His valour rests yet

untried, having made no warre but by disputation. 1626

Cockeram ii, s.v. War, To make warre, Belligerate. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 331 As the fox makes war upon all

animals so all others seem to make war upon him. 1794
Paley Evid. (1825) II. 255 Aristotle maintained the general
right of making war upon barbarians. 1885 Scribner's
Monthly XXX. 396/1 The. .colonists were accustomed, .to

make war on the creatures of the forest. 1918 Nation (N.Y.)

7 Feb. 129/2 To get more beef the Government is making
war on the cattle tick.

fe. {To win, etc.) of, on, with war: by warfare.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 134 The thinges fellen as they

don of were Bytwixen hem of Troye and Grekes ofte.

?ai4oo Morte Arth. 22 How they whanne wyth were
wyrchippis many. Ibid. 33 And Walesof were he wane at hys
wille. Ibid. 516, 621. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxii, Thus hase
he wonun Kay on werre. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. 1562
par wibe hir ost scho coyme of weyre. Ibid. v. 4458 (Royal
MS.) A tyrawnd, Odonater,_Held all that land tyll hym off

were [v.rr. of weyre, of weire, awere] Agayne the mycht
of the empyre.

8. In particularized sense : A contest between
armed forces carried on in a campaign or series of

campaigns.
Often with identifying word or phrase, as in the Trojan

•war, the Punic Wars, tlie Wars of t/ie Roses, the Thirty
Years' War. Holy war; a war waged in a religious

WAR.

I
cause : applied, e.g. to the Crusades, and to the Jihad among
Mohammedans. Sacred War [ = Gr. itpot irbAejAoc]: in

Gr. Hist., the designation of two wars (B.c. 595 and 3,57—

346) waged by the Amphictyonic Council against Phocis in

punishment of alleged sacrilege. For Servile, Social war,
see the adjs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2491 pare had a were ben in bat land,
pat had lasted sumdel lang. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 29 pe wer
lasted so long Til morgan asked pes purch pine, c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 437 pat werre. .lasted two &
twenty }er. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 2613 A gret warre, pat
was wonderli hard in be next londe. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1.

522 Wes nocht all troy with tresoune tane, Quhen x 3eris of
the wer wes gane? 1377 Death Edw. Ill in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) I. 217 This godecomunes.. That with heorecatel and
with heore goode Mayntened the werre both furst and last.

1485 Cat. Patent Rolls (191 4) 46 [The war called] le Barons'
werre. C1550 Lyndksay Trag. 1 13 Duryng this weir war takin
presoneris,. .MonyoneLorde, Barrone,and Bachileris. 1595
Shaks. Johnu. i. 36 The peace of heauenis theirs y* lift their

swords In such a lustand charitable warre. A1631 Donne
Songs <y Son., Canonization 16 Soldiers find warres, and
Lawyers find out still Litigeous men. 1659 B. Harris Pari-
vats Iron Age 245 This fatall War is like the Hydra; the
more heads are cut off, the more grow up. 1754 Shebbeare
Matrimony (1766) I. 103 The French Cannon which took
some of the Towns defended by the Dutch, last War in

Flanders. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 99/2 The celebrated

Phocian or Sacred War, in which all the great states of
Greece were more or less concerned. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. India I. 583 His conduct of the war evinced more
activity than skill. 1882 Freeman Impress. U.S. (1883) 21

Still the War of Independence must be, on the American side,

a formidable historic barrier in the wayofperfect brotherhood.
b. trans/. ta\6.Jig. A contest, struggle (between

living beings or opposing forces). Cf. 1 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3458 O suilk a wer was neuer herd, Ne
suilkastrijfochildirtuin. c 1400 Aniurs ofArth. iii, Thayre
werre on the wild squyne wurchis horn wo. 1602 and Pi.
Return fr. Parnoss. 1. ii. 160, I thinke there be neuer an
Ale-house in England, .but sets forth some poets petternels

or demilances to the paper warres in Paules Church-yard.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 232 Our veyl'd Dames Commit the
Warre of White and Damaske In their nicely gawded
Cheekes, to th' wanton spoyle Of Phoebus burning Kisses.

1620 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent A 4, Blacke lacks
..Whose liquor oftentimes breedes houshold wars. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 415, I pass the Wars the spotted
Linx's make With their fierce Rivals, for the Female's sake.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 78 F 5 What a learned War will there

be among future Criticks about the Original of that Club.
1718 Prior Solomon 1. 706 My Prophets, and my Sophists

finish 'd here Their Civil Efforts of the Verbal War. 1744 J.
Love Cricket (1770) 16 Scarce any Youth wou'd dare At
single Wicket, try the doubtful War. 1821 Byron Cain in. i,

For what should I be gentle? for a war With all the elements
ere they will yield The bread we eat ? 1855 Brewster New.
ton II. xxii. 295 That deadly war, which, to the disgrace of
mathematical science, has raged for three years between the

geometers of Britain and Germany. 1864 Lowell Fireside

Trav. 108 The war between the white man and the forest

was still fierce, 1885 Manch. Exam, 16 May 5/1 There is

already a talk of. . a war of tariffs being declared.

+ 4. Actual fighting, battle ; a battle, engage-

ment. Obs. (chiefly poet.)

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 752 Rohand told anon . . How be batayle

bi gan, pe werres hadden y ben. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 5464 5yf w-e were bold, now be we baldere, &
y schal vndertake bys were. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xviii, xiii. (1495) 804 Elephauntys drede not the sharpnesse
of werre and dredyth and fleeth the voys of the leest sowe or

swyne. a 1400 Octovian 1621 Tho began greet werre awake,
Scheldes cleuede and speres brake, ''.a 1400 Morte Arth.

257 Now wakkenyse the were ! wyrchipidebeCryste 1 1422
Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 185 The cronycles makyth no
mencion of no chyualry ne werre done by the kynge al the

tyme that he in Irland was. 1697 Dryden &neis v. 569
Their Heads from aiming Blows they bear a far, With dash-

ing Gauntlets then provoke the War. Ibid. vii. 742 First,

Almon falls,.. Piercd with an Arrow from the distantWar.

1750 Gray Long Story 76 Where, safe and laughing in his

sleeve, He heard the distant din of war. 1805 Scott Last
Minstr. iv. xiii, The boy is ripe to look on war. 1827

Pollok Course T. vi. 479 War brayed to war.

fb. A hostile attack, invasion, assault. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s 7". 429 Thou mayst. .make a werre

so sharpe on this Citee. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI.

285 pe werre of be Danes pat assaillede first Nort»humber-
lond and banne Lyndeseie. c 1400 Beryn 1599 Wee have no
nede to dout werr, ne molestacioun. 1603 Knolles Turks
(1621) 589 Now the Turkes began to make faire warres, their

terrible batteries began to grow calme.

5. The kind of operations by which the conten-

tion of armed forces is carried on ; fighting as a

department of activity, as a profession, or as an

art. Cf. Man-of-wab, Ship-of-war.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2349 But god for his grete grace gof

1 hadde now here horse & alle harneys bat be-houes to werre.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 492 This povnt of weir. . Wes vndir-

tane so apertly, And eschevit richt bardely. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1038 Nestor, A noble man naitest in werre. Ibid. 10037

The Mirmydons were. .Wise men in werr. 1513 More
Rich. Ill Wks. 37/2 None euill captaine was hee in the

warre, as to whicne his dispocion [was more metely then for

peace. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 908/2 Saint

Paules meaning is, to shew to Timothie, that it is more then

time, he were throughly trained, and made to warre, (as we
say). '759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. 11. 11 1 War was the

sole profession of the nobles. 1781 Logan Hymn, 'Behold

the Mountain ' 24 They hang the trumpet in the hall, and

study war no more. 1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer vii, I'm

young in war, but not so young as to stand on an open

beach to be shot down like an owl by daylight.

fb. In titles of office, captain of the war,

treasurer of the king's wars, treasurer at wars. Obs.

c 1450 Brut 450 pe Lord Wylloghby was made Capten of

hys werris. 1474 Caxton Chesse n. v. (1883) 66 Ioab the sone

of Saryre that was captayn of the warre of the kynge Dauid



WAR. 81 WAR.
[Cf. Vulg, a Sam. viil. 16 Joab . .erat suj>er exercitum]. 1495
Naval Ace. lien. VII (1896) 139 Sir Reignold Bray Knyght
late Tresorer of Our Soueraigne Lorde the Kynges werres.

1617 Morvson Itin. 11. 53 The Treasurer at Warres per
diem thirtie five shillings.

O. in phrasal combinations designating things

pertaining to warfare, as munitions, \%ueeds ofwar.

f Castle, house, place, town of war (obs.), a forti-

fied building or place. + Line of war Naut., the

flotation-line of a ship when fully armed, ammuni-
tioned, and victualled for three months.
For articles, contraband, council, honours ofwar, see those

words.

1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 405 Bothwell. .That than at

Ynglis mennys fay Wes, and haldin as place of wer. Ibid.

xvii. 243 Till mak aparale For till defend and till assale

Castell of wer or than cite. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii.

(James Minor) 465 Withalkyne Instrument of were, as gyne,
slonge, darte & spere. 1441 in Plumpton Corr. (Camden)
p. liv, The Archbishop' officers by his commaundement kept
the said towne of Ripon like a towne of warr. c 1470
Got. <y Gaw. 549 That wy walit, I vis, all wedis of veir
That nedit hym to note, 1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

I. 50 Passande to Sanctandros with lettres vndir the signete
for cartis of were. 1581 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 382
To forte fie and detene the samtn [sc. house] as ane hous of
weir. 1605 Camden Rem. 1 Prouided with all complete pro-
visions of Warre. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 125 The
line of War. .is to be discovered by computing the weight
..of the Ordnance. .and. .the weight of Men with three
months Victuals.

+" d. Manner of fighting. Obs.
14 . . Sir Beues 169/3323 (Pynson) For no catel Wolde I let

sle Arundel, For he is gode in euery were. 1456 Sir G. Have
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 84 Usage makis him. .expert, be oft

hanting of the were that he is wont till.

6. concr. Used poett for : a. Instruments of war,
munitions. ? Obs,
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 712 Go then thou Mightiest . . Ascend
my Chariot, ..bring forth all my Warr, My Bow and Thun.
der, my Almightie Arms Gird on. 1697 'DRYuw.KsEneis vm.
572 Inferior Ministers, for Mars repair His broken Axeltrees,
and blunted War. Ibid. xi. 901 Shields, Arms, and Spears,
flash horrible from far ; And the Fields glitter with a waving
War. 1713 Addison Cato u iv, Th embattled elephant,
Loaden with war.

b. Soldiers in fighting array. ? Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. xir. 214 On thir imbattelld ranks the

Waves return, And overwhelm thir Warr. 1677 Oldham
David's Lament. Saul $ Jon. v, Seneh.. Where he, him-
self an Host, o'ercame a War alone. 1700 Dryden Pal.
ft Arc. in. 101 In this Array the War of either side Through
Athens pass'd with Military Pride. 17*6 Pope Odyss. xxiv,
578 The opening gates at once their war display. 1814
Scott Lord of Isles vi. xxx, To arms they flew, ..And mimic
ensigns high they rear,And. .Beardown on England's wearied
war. 1816 L. Hust Rimini 1. 141 It seems as if the harnessed
war were near. 182a W. Tennant Tliane 0/ Fife 1. i, On
the plain Of Fife debark'd his proud invasive war.

f 7. Course, jousts, tournavient of roar : a tourna-
ment, joust. Similarly, Tojoust of war. Obs.
1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 787 And thai, that worthy war

and wicht, At that metyng lustit of wer. c 1400 Rowland
ff 0tuelBi2 Kyngaskuardyn in his gere Rydes owte a course
of were. ^1420 Avow. Arth. xxiv, Take thi schild and
thi spere And ride to him a course on werre. a 1440 Sir
Degrev. 379 To the castelle he rad..And axed yef ther eny
were, That wold hyme delyvere him ther Oft" thre corses of
wer, Hym and xij. knythus. Ibid. 393 He axit justes of
were, And prays the of answere. c 1450 Brut 366J>e Erie of
Marre. .come ynto Engelond for to chalange Ser Edmunde,
be Erie of Kent, of certeyn cours of warre on hors-bak. 1796
H. Macneill Links o

f

Forth xxxii, Or break the lance, and
couch the spear At tilts and tournaments o' weir.

II. attrib. and Comb.
8. In simple attributive use, with the senses 'of

or belonging to war ',
' used or occurring in war *,

'suited or adapted for war*, etc. a. gen. as
war-code, War Department, f war-feat, footing,
-law, f point, -service, zone, etc.
158a Stanvhurst AUncis iv. (Arb.) 97 Thee coompanye

youthful Surcease from warfeats. a 1586 Sionev Ps. xviii.
ix, He me warre points did show. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
1. 1. 303 But now \ am return'd, and that warre-thoughts
Haue left their places vacant : in their roomes Come throng-
ing soft and delicate desires. 1601 Holland Pliny vm. xlii.
I. 222 The Scythians chuse rather to use their mares in
warre-service than their stone-horses. 1614 R. Tailor Hog
hath lost Pearl 11. D 3, With what pleasing passions he did
suffer Loues gentle war-siege. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Bocca-
lint sAdvts.fr. Pamass.u. xxxviii.(i674) 190 They had very
exactly considered his War- Enterprises. 1766 Mansfelifs

to
a^s
^\^us/,eniiinS' V Dispensing Prerog. in Pari. Hist.

(1B13) XVI. 261 As that would have been using the war
power of embargoes indirectly for another end than a war
purpose, such an evasion of the law was not judged wise or
fit. 1775 Adair A wer. Ind. 380 Each gets a small bag of
parclR-d corn-flour, for his war-stores. 1707 Rep. Com-
mittees Ho. ofComm. XII. 301 The Office of Secretary of
State for the War Department was first established on the
nth July i 794 . 1819D. B. Warden Acc. U.S. III. 393Chapter xhv. Of the War Department. Ibid. 405 The
original proceedings of all courts-martial, ordered by the
war department, are transmitted to that department by the
judge advocate of the court. 1853 Grote Greece 11. Ixxxvi.
Al. 280 lo inquire whether Thebes had exceeded the
measure of rigour warranted by the war-code of the time.
185S Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv. i. 197 Towards them
\sc Christian priests] the t Mohammedan] war-law speaks
in a sterner tone. 1894 Times (weekly ed.)g Feb. n8/3 Thear™V lias b.een placed on a war footing. 1918 Nation (N. Y.)
7 *eb. p. xu/iThe Government.. compel all ships plying to
P°"s m the war zone to insure their men.

b. With words that denote arms, accoutrement,
implements, etc. ; as war-axe, -belt, -club, saddle,

vol. \,

\weeds; war-balloon, -cart, -tower; war-boat, -canoe
t

'Steamer.
c 1470 Gel. fy Gaxv. 198 Were wedis. 1513 Douglas

/Eneis vm. vii. 144 Ane vther sort full byssely to Mart
The rynnand quhelis forgeis, and weir cart. 1608 Holme
Armoury in. 345/2 The Great Saddle or War Saddle,
which is accounted the chief of Saddles. 1695 J. E.
Edwards Perfect. Script. 214 Great commanders, .fought
in open chariots or war-coaches. 1778 J. Carver Trav.
N. Amer. 269 He gives a violent blow with his war-club
against a post that is fixed in the ground. 1798 Landor
Gebir vii. 28 Whirling headlong in his war-belts fold. 1807
P. Gass Jrnl. 215 The war-mallet is a club with a large head
of wood or stone. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose ii, His rider

occupied his demipique, or war-saddle, with an air that
shewed it was his familiar seat. 1825 — Talisman ii, 'lake

my war-axe, and dash the stone into twenty shivers. 1825

J. Neal Pro. Jonathan II. 16 A command for Eagle to put
on his war-dress, 1826 J. Howell {title) An Essay on the
War-galleys of the Ancients. 1836 Makryat Olta Podr.
xxv, The Burmah war-boats are very splendid craft, pulling
from eighty to one hundred oars. 1838 Civil Engin. fy Arch.
Jrnl. I. 328^1 Improvements in War Rockets. 1839 Carlvlk
Chartism viii. 15S Or was the smith idle, hammering only
wartools? 1852 Longf. Warden of Cinque Ports Hi, To see
the French war-steamers speeding over. 1882 De Windt
Equator 77 We now came in sight of a fleet of some 100 huge
war-canoes. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 8 Feb. 5 1 An ordinary
war-balloon, .may either contain an officer in charge or be
dispatched unattended. 1909 G. M. Trevelyan Garibaldi
<y the Thousand xii. 213 A high hill, on the spur of which
Talamone and its old war-tower projected into ihe sea.

c. With words that denote a commander, officer,

army, etc., as war-captain, -chief, -leader; war-
array, -company, -force.

1610 Holland Camden s Brit. (1637) 77 The General! of
all the warre-forces throughout Britaine. 1757 [Burke]
Europ. Settletn. Amer. I. 11. iv. 182 When, .the fury of the
nation is raised to the greatest height,, .the war captain
prepares the feast, which consists of dogs flesh. 1800 Cole-
ridge Piccolotuini 1. iii. 18 We had not seen the War-Chief,
the Commander. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles vi. xii, The rest

of Scotland's war-array With Edward Bruce to westward
lay. 1906 C. Squire MyOwl.Anc. Brit. v. 48 The traditions
which make him [Arthur] a supreme war-leader of the Bri-

tons. 1913 J. A. Cramr Germany fy England \. (1914) 35,
I seem to_ near again the thunder of the footsteps of a great
host. . . It is the war-bands of Alaric !

d. With words denoting cries, songs, musical
instruments, etc., as war-chant, -horn, -march,
-music, -pipe, -shout, -tramp, -trumpet , -whistle, -yell.

'775 Adair Amer. Ind. 388 Taking from him his drum,
war-whistle, and martial titles. 1793 Blake America 76
Sound! sound ! my loud war-trumpets. 1808 Scott Marmion
v. v, And varying notes the war-pipes bray'd, To every vary-
ing clan. 1809 Campbell Gert. Wyom. 111. xxvi, And for the
business of destruction done Its requiem the war-horn seemed
to blow. 1810 Scott La<ty of Lake 11, ix, What marvel,
then, At timeSj unbidden notes should rise, Confusedly bound
in memory's ties, Entangling, as they rush along, The war-
march with the funeral 5011-4? 1S31TMLAWNY Adv. Younger
Son II, 43 Thus I stopped his triumphant war-yells. 1843
Lytton Last Bar.u. ii, The first blast of the war-trump will
scatter their greenness to the winds. 1847 Tennyson Princess
v. 256 When first I heard War-music. 1866 Lytton Lost
Tales Miletus, Secret Way 41 The huge walls Shook with
the war-shout of ten thousand voices. 189a Rider Haggard
Nada xxvii. 228 As they went they sang the Ingomo, the
war-chant of the Zulu.

e. With words that refer to finance, as war-
budget, -fund, -insurance, -loan, -tax.
1815 in Orders of Council Naval Service (1866) I. 16 To

direct that the salaries established as war salaries, by the
said Order in Council,.. should be the permanent salaries,

both in war and peace of the several persons. 1817 Coleridge
Lay Serm. ' Blessedareye ' 32 The Revenue was diminished
by the abandonment of the war-taxes. 1853 Orote Greece
n.lxxxviii. XI. 495 It is true that the Athenians might have
laid up that surplus annually in the acropolis, to form an
accumulating war-fund. 1854 Tail's Mag. I. 599/1 Gentle-
men farmers formed another exception during the era of war-

Frices and yeomanry cavalry. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

II. 107 War-taxes depress the poor and keep them at work.
1887 J. C Morison Serv. Man p. xv, The removal of all

fear of war would be even a greater gain than the suppres-
sion of war-budgets. 1901 Corvo Ho. Borgia 34 The papal
jewels were pawned, and their price added to the war-chest,
1901 Daily Tel. 9 Alar. 10/4 He had to ask for a war vote
amounting to close upon eighty-eight millions sterling.

9. Objective, etc., as war-breeder, -chronicler,

•jobber, -maker, -writer
; f ivar-kceping, -making,

f -thirst ; war-breathing, -denouncing, -loving,

t -parting, -stirring ppl. adjs.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 123 Defence of the
kingis persoun . . is fer mare privilegit na is ony . . were making
till his awin legis. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 160 Capi-
taines. .apte and meete. .for warrekepyng. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas n. i. m. Furies 806 Hut if (brave Lands-men)
your war-thirstbe such. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres 5
This is my opinion of the diuersitie of warre-writers. 1610
Healev St. Aug. Citie of God vii. xv. Vives 274 Mars is

violent, a war-breeder. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. xxi.
(1614) 41/1 The Cattieuchlani, a stout and warre-stirring
people. 1747 Collins Passions 43 The war-denouncing
trumpet. 1791 Blake Fr. Revol. 253 Then the King will
disband This war-breathing army. 1848 Thackeray Van.
/air xxxi, The war-chroniclers who write brilliant storiesof
fightand triumph. i86oGen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. Part.
III. 53 The war-jobbers have plainly won. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. 2 Mar. 2/2 Raids by war-loving hill tribes on our Indian
frontiers.

10. Instrumental and locative, as war-broken,
-famed, -made, -marked, -shaken, -tossed, -trium-
phant, -wasted, -wearied, -weary adjs. Also with
sense * for war \ as war-apparelled, -dight adjs.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. {v. 18 Whiles the honourable

Captaiue there Drops bloody swet from his warre-wearied
limbes. 1606 — Ant. <y CI. in. vii. 45 Your Armie, which
doth most consist Of Warre-markt-footmen. 1624 Davenport
City Night-cap 111. (1661) 26 The hoofs Of war-appaiell'd
horses. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,IIen. IV, ccxlii, Warr-
famed Douglas. Ibid., Hen. V, xcix, Our Warre-tost
Realme. 1652 J. Taylor (Water P.) Short Rel. Journ.
Wales (1859) 12 An old ruined winde and war-shaken castle.

1660 Speech to Gen. Monk 1/1 Her War-made breaches now
are cur'd again. 1725 Pope Odyss. in. 486 Pallas herself,

the War-triumphant Maid. 1777 Potter /Eschylus, Sev.
agst. Thebes 150 Nor the war-wasted town betray. 1804
Campbell Soldier's Dream 22 Fain was their war broken
soldier to stay. 1821 Joanna Baillik Metr. Leg., Wallace
xcv, From war-dight youth, to barefoot child. 1827 G. Dar-
lev Sylvia 149 The wild, war-blasted marches. 1902 J. H.
Rosrc Napoleon I (ed. 2) II. xxv. 101 Duroc, a short, stern,
war-hardened man. 1902 Edin. Rev. July 39 Campbells
' Soldier's Dream ' is the most beautiful rendering in English
verse of the war-weary mood. 1915 A. Reade Poems of
Love $ War 52 Joan, the Mystic Maiden, rides Through
the war-swept countrysides.

11. Special comb. : war-arrow (= ON. her-gr),

an arrow split into segments which are sent out by
a chief as a call to arms; war-bird U.S. = war-
eagle; war-boy, in Africa, a coloured fighting

man or soldier ; war-cloud, a cloud of dust and
smoke rising from a battle-field (cf. TroXejxoto r(<pos

Iliad xvii. 243) ; fig. something that threatens war;
war-correspondent, a journalist engaged by a
newspaper to send home first-hand descriptions of
the fighting ; war-eagle, the golden eagle, so called

because the N. American Indians decorate them-
selves with its feathers; war-fain a. pseudo-arch.,

eager to fight ; war-game = Kkieiispiel ; also

attrib. and fig. ; fwar-hable a., [liable = Able
a. ; cf. Habile a.], fit for war, of military age

;

war-hatchet, a hatchet used by the N. American
Indians to symbolize the declaration or cessation

of hostilities (see quots. and cf. Hatchet sb. 2);
war-hawk U.S., one who is eager for the fray, a
* brave ' ; war-head (of a torpedo: see quot.);

T war-headling, a military chieftain or com-
mander ; war-hound fg. (cf. "War-dog) ; war-
minister, the person who directs the war-affairs of

a state ; the Secretary of State for War ; war-post,
a post into which N. American Indians strike the

war-hatchet ; war-talk, a formal discussion among
N. American Indian chiefs about war; also fig. ;

war-trail = War-path ; war-woman (see quot.).

Also War-cry, War-dance, War-dog, War-
drum, War-god, War-horse, War-kettle, War-
lock z\ 2, War-lord, War-man, War-note, War
Office, etc.

1866 Kisgslev Hereto, xx, Split up the *war-arrow, and
send it round. 1836 [Mrs. C. P. Traill] Backw. Canada
a8g [An Indian squaw] adorned with the wings of the
American *\Var-bird. 1855 Longf. Hiaw. ix. 184 Then
began the greatest battle That the war-birds ever witnessed.
1889 Daily News 23 Jan. 6/6 An encounter took place re-

cently just outside the Sulymah district, between a small
British force and a party of *war-boys. 1901 Alldhidge
Sherbro xxvii. 314 They began to be chased by war.boys in

canoes. 1827 Mhs. Hemans Last Constantine lxxxv, "War-
clouds have wrapt the city. 1908 C. \V. Wallace Childr.
Chapel, Blackfnars 172 Absence of reference in these two
plays is negative proof that the personal war-cloud had
passed, by 1602, 1891 Kipling Light that Failed ii. 25 Dick
was made free of the New and Honourable Fraternity of
*war-correspondents. 1855 Longf. Hiaw. iv. 188 From his
eyrie screamed. .The Keneu, the great *war-eagle. 1876
Morris Sigurd HI. (1877) 217 Guttorm the young and the
*war-fain. 1828 A. B. Granville St, Petersburgh II. 75
The ' "war-game ' table, on which the present Emperor, when
Grand-duke, used to play. 1891 Tablet 17 Oct. 613 Astruggle
more serious than that of any mere clerical war-game. 1590
Spenser /*'. Q. 11. x. 62 The weary Britons, whose *war-hable
youth Was by Maximian lately led away. 1841 J. F. Cooper
Deerslayer xxx, Our great fathers across the Salt Lake have
sent each other the *war-hatchet. j88x Tvlor AnthroPol.
ix. 224 The bundle of arrows wrapped in a rattlesnake's slcin,

or the blood-red war-hatchet struck into the war-post. 1798
T. Jefkekson Let. to J. Madison 26 Apr., Writ. 1854 IV. 238
At present, the *war hawks talk of septembrizing, [etc.]. 1815
in M. Cutler Life, Jmls, $Corr,(i8XZ) 1 1. 332 Our war-hawks
..affect to speak of it as a glorious war and an honorable
peace. 1865 F.Parkman Champlain ix. {1875) 308 The Indian
tribes, war-hawks of the wilderness. 1898 F. 'I'. Jane Torpedo
19 The parts of a torpedo are as follows :—(a) The explosive
head ("war head). This is only fitted when the torpedo is to
be used in earnest : for practice, a collapsible head is fitted.

13.. Coer de L. 2011 Sir, thus thou shalt lere To mis-say thy
*werhedlynge. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. xl, What gallant

*war-hounds rouse them from their lair, And gnash their

fangs, loud yelling for the prey 1 1848 Lvtton K. Arthur
11. civ, Unleash the warhounds—stay us those who can I 1790
Burke Fr. Rer>. Sel. Wks. II. 355 From my heart I pity the

condition ofa respectable servant of the publick, like this *war
minister. 1826 J. F. Cooper Last ofMohicans xxiii, None
of my young men strike the tomahawk deeper into the 'war-

post. x88i Tylor Anthropol. ix. 224 The blood-red war.

hatchet struck into the war-post. 1831 Trelawnv Adv.
Younger Son II. 38 Then they call a "war-talk, and say they

would speak with these white men. 1834 Sk. ty Eccentr.

David Crockett xiv. 185 His public harangues, or his war

talks, as electioneering speeches are called in the west. 1851

Mavne Reio Scalp Hunters xxvi. II. 41 Over the western

section of this great prairie passes the Apache *war-trail.

1786 Ferriar in Mem. Lit. if Philos.Soc. Mauch. (1700* III.

28 In every Indian village, the *war-woman . . is a kind of

oracle ; by dreams and presages, she directs the hunters to

their prey, and the warriors to the enemy.
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WAR. 82 WARATAH.

II War, s&.* Obs."1 [Thevenot's rendering of a
dial. var. of Hindi bad,] The Banyan-tree.
1687 A. Lovkll tr. Thevenot's Trav. in. 25 Trees of several

kinds ; as Manguiers, Palms, Mirabolans, Wars, Maisa-trees.

Ibid,. We saw the War-tree in its full extent. It is likewise

called Ber, and the Tree of Banians.

War, waur (war, wpr), a. and adv. Sc. and
north. Forms : 3-5 werre, 4 Sc. ver, 4-6 wer,
4-5 were, werr, worre, 6 wor, Sc. woir, 4-5
ware, 5-6 warre, 5-8 warr, 6 Sc. var, (uar),

4-9 war, 8- Sc. waur. See also Webkak a.

[a. ON. verre adj., vcrr adv. : see Worse a. and
adv. The spelling waur, which first appears in

the 1 8th c, was adopted by Burns and Scott, and
is now general in Scottish use.]

A. adj. — Worse a. in all senses.

C1250 Gen. tf Ex. 3951 To mad'ian lond wente he [sc.

Balaam] his ride, And wente is herte on werre 5hogt. a 1300
Cursor M. 454 Qua herd euer a warr [Gott. MS. werr]

auntour. £1375 Ibid. 13411 (Fairf.) pe gode wine sulde bou
first dispende & siben drink be worre [earlier texts wers] at

hende. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 269 Thryldome is weill wer
than deid. C1400 Apol. Loll. 55 Are bei not.. werr, and
abhominabler ban carnal sodomits ? c 1440 A iphabet of Tales
50 Sho said batt sho sulde sende hym a war question ban
owtheroff be tother was, 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 57Thaischel
fischedimuneuis andgrouisles.and ofanevarqualite. 11:1578

LiNDF.sAY(Pitscottte)CAw/. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 178 They pairtit

war freindis nor they mett. 1578 Moysie Mem. (Bannatyne
Club) 15 They ran togither; the said Willie wes strickin

to the grand and died, the vther throw the thie and litle

war. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept. 108 They sayne the

world is much war then it wont. 1584 J. Melvill Autob. fy

Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 1S7 Quhilk is maist sacritegius and
war nor Papistical!. 1654 Z. Coke Logick 77 World so called

of War-old, because the older it is, the War or worse it is.

1786 Burns A Dream iii, There's mony waur been o' the

race, And aiblins ane been better Than you this day. 1815

Scott Guy AI, v,' Vanity and waur!' said the Dominie; 'it

is a trafficking with the Evil One '. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley

xx, We're no war nor some 'at is aboon us; are we? 1883
Longman's Mag. Nov. 72 Losh me ! it's just waur than use-

less the day whativer,

f b. Father war, worse than one's father, de-

generate. Obs. Cf. ON.fpSur-verringr sb.

*535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I, 206 And lat ws nocht
be cawit fader war, Thocht we be hapnit now fra thame so
far.

c. absol. (quasw<$.) as in to get the war
t
to get

the worst of it.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7579 Fie bat wynnes to haue be warr,

For ar i fle i sal cum nerr. 13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Kni. 1588 Lest
felle hym be worre. Ibid. 1591 pe worre hade bat ober.

C137S Barbour Bruce ix. 159 Bot thar bowmen the wer had
ay. a 1568 Wyf Auchtermuchty xv. in Bannatyne MS.
(Hunter. Club) 345 For and we fecht I ill gett the woir. 1824
Scott Redgauntlet Let. x, If ye expect to be ranting among
the queans 0' lasses. ., ye will come by the waur.

B. adv. e Worse adv. in all senses.

c 1200 Ormin 4898 And swa \>u tellesst werre off be, Swa
tellebb Drihhtin bettre. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1900 pai . . drund
him [sc. Herod] in pike and terr, And send him quar he
faris werr, werr ban he fard euer ar. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xl. {Ninian) 1324 Pu sal wyt I ante of mycht ver J>ane bu
wes be to dycht. c 1440 York Myst. xxii. 54 per was neuere
dede bat euere he dide, bat greued hym warre. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 73 Other batt er hongry suld com &pryk
me war ban bai did. c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 923 All is out

of harre, And out of trace, Ay warre and warre In euery
place, a 1585 Montgo.merie Flyting 280 They fand ane
monstour on the morne, War facit nor ane cat. 17. . South-
sea Song 7 in Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany (1775) I.

34 The lave will fare the war in troutb For our lang biding
here. 1816 Scott Old Mort. vi, A' the warld kens that they
maun either marry or do waur. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss.,

War and war, worse and worse.

War (w£i), z>.l Inflected warred (w§jd),
warring (wgTirj). Forms : 2 uuerrien, 3 wurre,
weorre, weorri, 3-4 worri, worry, 3-5 worre,
werri, werry, 3-6 werre, 4 werr, 4-5 wer,
were, 4-7 warre, 6 warr, dial, var, Sc. weir(e,

4, 6- war. [f. War sbA Cf. the equivalent OF.
guerrer, *werrer ; also werreier Warray v.]

f 1. trans. To make war upon. Obs.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135, Dauid king of
Scotland toe to uuerrien him. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4636
t>e kunde men of bis lond recetted were bere [sc. in Wales]
Euere wanne of straunge men yworred hii were. Ibid. 4987
Ac penda be hebene due adde euere god wille To worry him
[Oswy] & don him ssame. C1383 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1911)

Oct. 744 pough it be leful in caas to werre & sleen euele
cristene men..whanne rijtfulnesse. .shulde perisshen elles.

1390 Gower Conf I. 363 To passe over the grete See To
werre and sle the Sarazin. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 49 Scfie

txpugnauerunt. Oft they werreden me fro my 3outhe sey
now israel. C1470 Harding Chron. cxxvi. vi. (1812) 244 Kyng
Henry warred Robert Estenuyle. 1534 St. Papers Hen. VIII
(1834) II. 186 The traison, rebellion, extorcion, and wilfull

ware of your forsaid Erles, . .the one varing, burning, and
distroing the other. 1609 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. xxx, To
warre the Scot, and Borders to defend.

fig. ai225 Aucr. R. 246 Kastel; bet is eueriche god mon
bet te ueond weorreS. c 1275 Five Joys of the Virgin 26 in

O. E. Misc. 89 Al hire weorreb bat wuneb ine londe. 1340
Ayenb. 57 pe tauerne is. .be dyeules castel uor to werri god
an his haljen. C1366 Chaucer A. B.C. 116 He not to werre

us swich a wonder wroughte [Fr. ne cuit pas quefust pour
guerre], But for to save us that he sithen boughte. 1422

Vongf. tr. Secreta Secret. 156 Al the day of oure lyfe in

grete Perill we byth, for thre enemys ws werryth. 1609

Daniel Civ. Wars vm. lxxv. 222 Loue and Ambition.,

tyranniz'd on his diuided hart! Warring each other with a
powrefull part.

fb. To ravage (a city, land, etc.) by warlike

operations ; to harry. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 43 Engelond hab ibe inome &
iwerred Home [v.rr. iworred, werred]. Ibid. 7648 Hii worrede
al norbhomberlond, & uorb euere as hii come. 1523 Berners
p'roiss. I. exci. 93 Thus in euery parte was the realme of
Fraunce warrede in the tytell of the kynge of Nauer.

t c. To harass, persecute. Obs.

a 1225 A ncr. R. 186 Do3 god, 5if 3e muwen, to beo bet ou
weorreo. c 1290 Holy Rood 324 in S. Eng. Leg. 10 Sethbe
bare cam An Aumperour bat hiet Adrian, hebene he was
and swibe lubur and werrede [v.r. worrede] ech cristine man.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1587 Vaspasyan. .after nero com, pat
betere man was ban he & ne worrede no^t cristendom. 1523
Berners Froiss. 1. ccclix. 235 b, Whan the gauntoyse sawe
them selfe thus mocked and warred by the gentlemen of
Flaunders [etc.].

2. intr. To make or carry on war ; to fight.

Now only literary.

a. with const, against, on, ^ toward, upon,
with.
c 1205 Lav. 20191 Ar3ur. .bMaei Colgrim be weorrcdea^in

him. c 1230 Hali Meid. 5 Babilones folc . . be deoueles here
of helle.. weorred & warpeS eauer toward tis tur for to

kasten hit adun. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1755 He bigan to

worri anon vpe be king basian. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 4970 He lete be fals Phylystyens, be folk of Isrel to

werre a^ens. #1300-1400 Cursor M. 2493 (Gott.) Four kinges
werrid [Cott. MS. weiraud {Ifor werraiid)] apon fijf. C1330
R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 4786 He [Cassibolan] swor
he scholde on hym [Androcheus] were; & bat he had, he
scholde hym reue. < 1380 Wvclif Sel. Whs. III. 298 pis

proude worldly prest. .prively meynteneb oure enemyes to

weren a5enst us wib oure owene gold, c 1450 Lovelich
Merlin 12153 So whanne this Galachim gan to vndirstonde
..how his fadir kyng Newtris with Arthour gan werre, to

his Modyr he wente, [etc.]. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Coat-arm.
a v b, And the cursed peple of Sem wered ayenys them.
a 1513 Fabvan Chron. an. 1263 (1533) 36 They drew to them
great power, and warred vppon the landes and castellys of

syr Roger Mortymer. 1530 Palsgr. 772/1 The turke hath
warred with Christendome all my dayes. 1565 Peend
Hermaphr. Cj, Helena.. For whom the Grecians warred
ten yeares space with the Troyaus. 1629 Hobbes Thucyd.
1. 42 The Athenians had done vniustly, and ought speedily to

be warred on. c 1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog, (1824) 209
Monsieur de Luynes continuing still the [French] King's
favourite, advised him to war against his subjects of the re-

formed religion in France. 1678 Wanley Wonders v. it § 82.

472/2 Solyman.. War'd upon the Venetians and invaded the
Islands of Corfu and Malta. 1726 Shelvocke's Voy. round
World Pref. p. xx, Capt. George Shelvocke may make use of
this Imperial Commission in warring against the Spaniards.
1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 207 Fergus, . . after having warred
unsuccessfully with his sovereign, ..retired in the habit of a
monk to the abbey of Holyrood house. 2827 Pollok Course
T. vii. 451 The fated crew that warred Against the chosen
saints. 1879 Green Readings Engl. Hist. i. 3 Tribe warred
with tribe.

trans/. 13. . Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 720 Sumwhyle wyth worme2
he werrez, & with wolues als. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 234 In this wise doe eagles warre with dragons. 1814
Scott Lord of Isles iv. iii, What make ye here, Warring
upon the mountain-deer, When Scotland wants her King ?

b. simply.
X2$j R. Glouc (Rolls) 7887 & vor roberd was eldore &

eir, gret folc he sende al so Fram normandie to worry & is

fader biquide vndo. a 1352 Minot Poems i. 12 Of Ingland
had my liert grete care When Edward founded first to were.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 237 Oon Gylomaurus be
tyraunt, bat hadde i-werred in Irlond and in Bretayne.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 251 And whan thei werren,
thei werren fulle wisely, c 1400 Brut 11. 322 In whichetyme
rayned and werred thilk orpid kni}t Sere Iohn Hawkwode.
1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)645 And they were enduced
to warre and to fyght. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. L 252 Wars
hath not wasted tt, for war'd he hath not, But basely yeelded
vpon compromize That which his Ancestors atchieu'd with

blowes. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 499 All the time hee
warred in Asia, and had the spoile of y* wealthy Country.
a 1727 Newton Chronol. Amended ii. (1728) 214 Sesostris.

.

warred first under his father. 1764 H. Wali-ole Otranto iv,

He received the agreeable news that the confederate princes,

who were warring in Palestine, had paid his ransom. 1816

Byron Ch. Har. in. xxxv, Here, where the sword united

nations drew, Our countrymen were warring on that day !

1887 Mahaffy & Gilman Alexander's Empire xxii. (1890)

213 The murder of the young king Seleucus Soter (III.), who
was warring in Asia Minor.

c. Of peoples, sovereigns, etc. : To carry on
war against each other ; to be (mutually) at war.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9568 Hii nadde iworred bote a lute

bat hii acorded were. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 25
Whan Alfrid & Gunter had werred long in ille. porgh bo
grace of God, Gunter turned his wille. c 1375 Cursor M.
21872 (Fairf.) Folk bai salle gaine ober rise to were [earlier
texts werrai] samin in mani wise. 1607 Rowlands Fatuous
Hist. 34 As we are Christians, let us War no more, But fight

'gainst such as will not God adore. 1832 R. & J. Lander
Exped. Niger I. 88 We were told that the natives of Cape
La Hoo and Jack«a-Jack had been warring for three years
previously.

d. To serve as a soldier.

*535 Coverdale 2 Tim. u. 4 No man that warreth [Gr.
<TTpaT*v6fj.evo<;] tangleth him selfe with wordly busynesses.
(Similarly 1611.)

_ 1594 Selimus 669 He follow Mars, and
warre another while, And die my shield in dolorous vermeil.

1631 Gouge God's Arrows in. xxxvii. 248 A righteous man
. .may rightly warre at his command. 1841 James Brigand
xv, The young gentleman we speak of has been long warring
with the armies in Italy.

3. fig. Of persons : To contend, fight with imma-
terial weapons ; to carry on a metaphorical war-
fare. Of things, forces, principles : To be in

strong opposition.

a. with const, as in 2 a.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 pe wra55e of kinges. .be.,

wurred uppe chirches, o5er wanie3 hire rihtes. Ibid. 195
5ief [he hadde] werred wio1

god alse be deuel him to eggede.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 348 Vlesliche lustes, bet weorreS a^ean be
soule [ = 1 Pet, ii. 11]. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 366 Homicide
. .Which werreth ayein charite. 1484 Caxton Chivahy 77
Chastyte and stvengthe warren and fyghten ageynste lecherye
andsurmountebit. 1512C0LET.SWV//. Convoc. Bvij. Let te the
lawesberehersed that warreth agaynst thespotteofSymonie.
1582 Bihle (Rheims) 1 Pet. ii. 11, 1 beseche you. .to refraine

your selues from carnal desires which warre against the
soule. (Similarly 1611). 159s Daniel OV. Wars 1. civ, But
was by tempests, windes, and seas debarr'd ; As if they like-

wise had against him warr'd. 1611 Bible Rom. vii. 23, 1 see

another Lawe in my members, warring against the Lawe of
my minde. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 443 This writer is so
determined to war with common opinion, that, in the eighth
paragraph, he tells us, that [etc.]. 1780 Madan Thelyph. I.

242 How this learned man's prejudices warred against his

judgment [etc.]. 1792 Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1.314 When..on
the scathed oak warred the winter-wind. 1831 James Phil.

Augustus xxiii, Such were the thoughts, .that warred against

each other in his breast. 1842 Newman Par. Serm. VI. 36
It is our duty to war against the flesh as they warred against

it. 1866 W. R. Alger Solit. Nat. $ Man iv. 412 Whoso
follows these directions, ..however warred on, will never be
desolately alone. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV.

xvii. 12 William, at this stage of his reign, warred rather

against the memory of the dead than against the lives or

fortunes of the living,

b. simply.

c 1400 Bcryn 1990 Litil vailith wisdom. -Ther fortune evir

wernth, & eke hap & chaunce. 1582 Bible (Rheims) James
iv. 1 Your concupiscences which warre in your membris.
(Similarly 1611). 1797 Coleridge Christahel 1. 271 But
vainly thou warrest.

c. To be in mutual opposition. Cf. Warring
///. a.

1845 James Arrah Neil i, Antagonist principles are ever
warring within us.

4. trans, with cognate object ; To carry on, wage
(a warfare, etc.). rare.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 62 For this a man mai finde write,

Whan that knyhthode schal be werred, Lust mai noght
thanne be preferred, c 1425 Eng. Conq. Ireland iv. 10

Robert., sette the bowmen for tower [MS. Rawl. were] the

fight of the kernels. 1530 Tindale Lev. Prol. p 9 Circum-
cysion was vnto them a comen bagge sygnifienge that they
were all sodiars off God to warre his warre. 1582 Bible
(Rheims) / Tim. i. 18 That thou warre in them a good war-
fare. (Similarly 1611.)

War (war, wgr), v.2 Sc. Also 5 werre, warre,
8 warr, 8-9 waur. [f. War, waur a.] trans. To
* worst ', defeat in a contest or competition ; to

surpass, excel.

1483 Cath. Angl. 408/1 To Warre, depremere, deterere,,.

deteriorare, peiorare (A.). ? 11x500 in Hardyng's Chron..
cxiii. note, The which [a feat of strength] He perfourmed..
that neuer mai be werde. 1513 Douglas ALneis v. hi. 100

And now hes Pristis the fordaill, and syne, in hy, The big

Centaur hir warris, and slippis by [L. nunc victam prxterit
iugens], 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 53 Fecht weill and
war y^ine and wyn the ryches yair, And gif ;e de, in deid

ge neid na mair. 01578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 157 Thay debeitit manfullie and wareit edwaitis

wangard. 01585 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 710
Grant, guiss, fat my Inventioun waiis the than, with out
be quhilk bow micht haue barkit waist. 1596 Dalkvmple tr.

Leslie*s Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 13 Wigtoune waris the vthir

2 baith in citizenis and riches, a 1614 J. Melvill Autob.
4- Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 154 And, on the uther part, Mr.
Andro, wha warred him far in credit without the contrey..

wrot unto the Kirks at lainthe. 1721 J. Kelly Sc. Prov.

304 The Water will never warr the Widdie[= 'He that's

born to be hang'd will never be drown'd ']. 1785 Burns
Death $ Dr. Hornbook xiii, And mony a scheme in vain's

been laid, To stap or scaur me ; Till ane Hornbook's taen up
the trade, And faith he'll waur me. 1816 Scott Antiq. ix,

It was a paper of great significance to the plea, and we were
to be waured for want o't.

tWar, z>. 3 Obs. rare~*. [Of obscure origin.

Possibly a misprint for roar."] (See quot.) Hence
Comb, war-back, a trough used in salting herrings.

Cf. ROWER-BACK.
1682 J. Collins Salt fy Fishery 106 The manner of Salting.

The Nets are haled on Board, and the Herrings are taken

out of them, and put into the Warbacks, which stand on the

side of the Vessel and resemble Chests. Ibid. 107 It is com-

mon to allow 2 barrels of Salt in a Last, of 14 barrels to War
withal], that is to rowle the Herrings in the Salt before they

are Packt.
"War: see Be v., Ware, Warre, Wear v.,

Where, Whether.
"Waran, obs. form of Warrant sb.1

"Warancie : see Warrancy.
Warand, obs. form of Warrant.
"Warandare, obs. form of Warrener.
Warande, obs. form of Warrant, Warren.
"Warander, obs. form of Warrener.
Warandice, -dise, obs. forms of Warrantise.

"Warant(e, -ie, obs. forms of Warrant, -y.

Warantise, -ize, obs. forms of Warrantise.

"Warantte, obs. form of Warrant.
!1 Warasdin. Hist. [ad. G. Warasdiner, f.

Warasdin (Magyar Varasd) the name of a town

and county in Croatia.]

180a C. James Milit. Diet., Warasdins, a kind of Scla-

vonian soldiers, clothed like the Turks, with a sugar-loaf

bonnet instead of a hat. Their arms are a fuzee and pistols.

1864 [see Tolpatch].

Waratah. (wg'rata). Also war-ra-taw, warra-

taw, warratah. [Native Australian name.]
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1. A name for Australian shrubs of the genus

Telopea (N.O. Proteacex), esp. T, speeiosissima and

T. oreades, which bear crimson or scarlet flowers

in terminal clusters ; also, the flower.

1793 J. E. Smith Bot. New Holland iq (Morris) The most
magnificent plant which the prolific soil of New Holland
affords is, by common consent both of Europeans and natives,

the Waratah. 1801 P. G. King Let. Sir J. Banks 25 Aug.
in Hist. Rec. tf.S.W. (1896) IV. 514, I have also sent, .a box
of waratahs. 1802 D. Collins Acc. N. 5. Wales II. 66

Ben-niUlong assisted at the ceremony, placing the head of
the corpse, oy which he stuck a beautiful war-ra-taw. 1830
Hobart Town Almanack 66 That magnificent shrub called

Warrataw or tulip tree and its beautiful scarlet flowers.

1885 ' Wanderer Beauteous Terrorist etc. 62 And the.

waratahs in state, With, .their flamy blood-red crowns.

2. A variety of the camellia. In full waratah
camellia.

1824 Loudon Encycl. Gard. §6613 Camellia, .double white
waratah. 1866 Tresis. Bot. II. 207/2 The anemone-flowered
or Waratah Camellia.

Waraunt(e, -tyse : see Warrant, -tise.

Warawnt, obs. form of Warrant.
Warback : see War z/.3 Obs.

Warble (wgub'l), sb. 1 Forms: 4 warbolo,
-bul, 5 -bell, varble, 4-6 werble, 4 -bele, -bul,
I wherble, 6 Sc. verbille, -ble

;
4- warble, [a.

OF. werble : see Warble z>.*] In early use, a tune
or melody (perh. of some special kind) performed
on an instrument or sung. Subsequently (influ-

enced by Warble v\), the action or an act of
warbling

;
gentle and melodious singing, esp. of

birds.

13 . . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1 19 Nwe nakryn noyse with be noble
pipes, Wylde werbles & wy^t wakned lote. c 1374 Chaucer
Troyliisu. 1033 pough be beste harpour vpon lyueWolde..
Touche ay o streng or ay o werbul [v.rr. warbul, -bele, -ble,

werble, -bul] harpe. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 355 In
be whiche instrumentis. .pey makeb wel mery armonye and
melody wib wel bicke tunes, werbeles, and notes. C1400
Lydg. Chorle

<fr Bird xi. in Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 182
fHarl. MS. 116] The soote sugred armonye Of uncouthe
varblys and tunys drawen on longe. c 1407— Reson -$- Sens,
1249 So as the Swan..Syngeth to forn his fatal day. With
werbles fid of melodye. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xlv, Na
mair I will thir verbillis sweit define, c 1590 J. Stewart
Poems (S.T.S.) II. 76 Quhair birds outbirstit doulcest verblis
rair. 1628 Fkltham Resolves u. xxv. 80 Damned Sathan I

that with Orphean ayres, and dextrous warbles, lead'st vs
to the Flames of Hell. 174a Gray Let. to West Apr., I give
you thanks for your warble, and wish you could sing yourself
to rest. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 614 With ev'ry murmur of the
sliding wave, And ev'ry warble of the feather *d choir. 1818
Scorr Hrt. Midi, x\, The strain was solemn and affecting,
sustained as it was by the pathetic warble of a voice which
had naturally been a fine one. 1834 Worosw. Even. Volunt.
v. 1 The linnet's warble, sinking towards a close, Hints to
the thrush 'tis time for their repose. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott
Little Women ii, Hagar puts back the cup which holds the
poison meant for Roderigo. Hugo, getting thirsty after a
long warble, drinks it, loses his wits, [etc.).

trans/. 1871 Tennyson Last Tourn. 251 Quiet as any
water-sodden log Stay'd in the wandering warble of a brook.

b. Manner of warbling.
a 1547 Surrey in Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 7 There shalt thou

here and se all kindes of birdes y wrought, Well tune their
voice with warble s trial, as nature hath them tought. 1776
Burney Hist. Mtts. 1. 191 A sound so much the more agree-
able, as it is not monotonous, which is the case in the warble
of most other birds. 1776-83 Justamohd tr. Raynots Hist.
Indies I. 307 Birds have a warble that is peculiar to them.
a 1900 Dk. Argyll Autob. <y Mem. (1906) I. 202 The song
of the willow-wren is too 4ow a warble to attract general
attention.

C. collect. The united sound of bird-songs.
1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. (ed. 4) I. 314 Its notes are part ,

of that lime drowned in the general warble of the season.
1794 Mm, Piozzi Synon. I. 200 Whose destructive temper I

and disposition help to disturb the peace of the forest and
the warble of the grove.

Warble (w^ub'l), sb* Also 9 wabble, wur-
ble. [Of uncertain origin ; cf. MSw. varbulde
boil, f. var pus (see Wake jM) + bulde tumour;
also WABBOT, Waribueeo, and the dial, names for
the warble-maggot, warback (Orkney), warbeetle
(Norf.), zvarbie(Sc), warblct (Stiff.); and worbitten
(Suff.), pierced by the larvx of beetles (said of
growing timber).]

h A* small hard tumour, caused by the pressure
of the saddle on a horse's back. Usually//.
X607MARKHAM Caret, nr. (1617) 78 You shall bathe hw

backe where the Saddle stood, which will keepe him from
warbles. 1705 Lotul. Gaz. No. 4178/4 A..Oelding near 11
hands h.gh,..a Warble newly broke on the off side of his
Back 1737 Bracken Farriery Im+r. ( I757 ) II. ,6i The
first [Horse] will fret, gall, and be full of Warbles, with even
the least Journey. t83 t Youatt Horse ix. x6o The Httle
tumours resulting from the pressure of the saddle are called
warbles, and when they ulcerate they frequently become
stt/asts.

2. A small tumour or swelling on the back of
cattle, deer, etc. produced by the larva of a Kad-i1y
(see 3).
a 1585 Montgomery Flyttng 314 pe mair, the migram,

..the warbillis, be wood-worme. 1808 Jamieson, Warble,
,.m\swelling on the back of a cow or ox, A. Bor. [i.e. North
ot England

|. 1834 Youatt Cattle xix. 574 A great many of
the cattle in the same pasture will have only a few warbles
on their backs, while others will, in a manner, be covered
with them. 1880 Times 27 Sept. 12/6 Then, graziers are
appealed to in order to prevent the hides of the living ani.

mals being injured by ' warbles
',

produced by parasitic
insects.

3. The gadfly or its larva which produces
1 warbles'. Cf. warble-fly in 4.
'1808 Jamieson, Warble, a sort of worm that breeds be-
twixt the outer and inner skin of beasts, S. 1810 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 4) VIII. 495/1 The larvae of the Oestrus bonis
are commonly known to the country people by the names
of wormils, or wormuls, or warbles. 1814 Illitstr. North.
Antiq. 404 The hole.. (which has probably been made by
a warble) in the skin of a beast that has been elf-shot. 1886
Daily News 5 May 3/5 The warble, or bot fly.. strikes the
cattle in the summer months, depositing its eggs upon the
skin, or hair. 1889 Rep. U.S. Deft. Agric. I. 215 (Cent.)
Avery large percentage [of fifty chipmunks], .were infested
with wabbles.

4. ottrib. and Comb., as warble-hole, -lump,
-maggot, -tumour \ warble-fly (see 3), .

1877 J. G. Wood Nat. Teaching, Use/. Arts vii. 396 The
*Wurble-fly of the ox, scientifically known as Oistrus bovis.

1851-4 TOMLINSON Arts *f Mann/. II. 30/1 Those [hides]
which contain * warble or wurmal holes. 1886 Daily News
5 May 3/5 The two familiar *warble-lumps which may be
felt on the back and loins of the. .beasts affected. Ibid., The
results of the presence of the "warble-maggots, .is a general
derangement of health. 1805 K. W. Dickson Tract. Agric.
II. 1188 *Warble tumours arising upon the backs or sides
of h orses.

t Warble, sb.z Obs. In 7 werble. [var.

*whervel Whorl sb.] The part of the spindle
that receives the thread : m Whorl sb.

1561 [Implied in Wakuled a. 1
] i6n Cotgr. s.v. Fusee,

Fusee avec ses pesons; as Astragali \ because commonly
theworkeon it resembles manyspoolesand werbles threaded,
o r ioyned together.

Warble (w§'jb*l), v. 1 Forms: ?4 werbel,
? 5 -il, 6 warbell, 6- warble, [a. north-eastern

OF. werbler, werbloier (Central OF. guerbler,
gucrbloier ; 16th c. in corrupt forms verbtoier,

verboier, verbier), f. werble Warble sb. 1
, a. OHG.

werbel, recorded only as glossing L. plectrum and
sistrum, but prob. used in many other applications
of the general sense 'something that revolves'
(MUG. werbel, wirbel, mod.G. wtrbel, whirlpool,
whirlwind, spinning-top, vertex of the head, etc.)

;

cogn. w. (M)Du. wervel harp, ON. hvirfill circle,

ling, crown of the head, f. OTeut. root *hwerb- to

revolve: see Whirl sb, and v., Whorl.
The Fr. vb. seems to have primarily referred to the ma-

nipulation of the strings of a musical instrument (cf. 5 a
below), but was also used for the production of delicate
varieties of tone in singing.

_
The sb. werble has only one

example in Godefr., where it may mean * modulation ' or

I
melody'. It is not possible to determine with certainty

in which of its senses the Ger. sb. was adopted in OF.

;

perh. in that of 'plectrum': perh. in that of 'tuning-peg'
(so MHG. werbel). Mod.G. has a verb wirbetn to warble.
In Eng. the existence of the vb. before the 16th c is

doubtful (see the remark under 1 below), though there are
several examples of the sb. in the 14th c]

f 1. a. intr. ? To resound, b. trans. ? To pro-
claim by flourish of trumpets; ? to sound (a trum-
pet). Obs.
The identity of the word in quot. 13.. is uncertain; the

sense may be 'whirling'. In quot. a 1400-50 the reading
and construction are doubtful.
13. . Gaw, <Sf Gr. Knt. 2004 |>e werbelande wynde wapped

fro be hy^e, & drof vche dale ful of dryftes ful grete.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2222 Now ere his seggis all sett &
be saute ne^is, Were wakens be-twene, werbild in trompis.
[Dubl. MS. Were wakned be-twene; werblet trompez.]

2. intr. To modulate the voice in singing ; to
sing with trills and quavers. In later use (in-

fluenced by sense 4), to sing softly and sweetly,
in a birdlike manner ; often merely a jocose substi-

tute for sing.

1530 Palsgr. 771/2, I warbell with the voyce, as connyng
syngersdo, Jeverbie. It is a worlde to here hym synge,
whan he & disposed to warbell. 1594 Carew Huarte's
Exam, viii. (1596) 114 Children. .who haue a good voice,
and warble in the throat, are most vntoward for all sciences.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. it. v. 38 Come, warble, come. z6n
Cotgr. , Fredonner, to shake, diuide, warble, quauer in
singing.

i
1811 Busby Diet. Mus. (ed. 3) s.v., To warble is

to sing in a mode, or manner, imitative of birds. Those
soprano performers, whose voices are of a clear, fluted, and
shrill tone, and who run divisions with a close and liquid
sweetness, are said to warble. 1884 Mrs. Praed Zero xiv,
Patti warbled in the theatre.

quasi-trans. with complement (jocular).
1850 Thackeray Pendennis xliv, She'd sit down and sing

to you, and gaze at you, until she warbled your soul out of
your body a most.

b. Of music : To sound in quavering, flexible

melody ; to be produced with free, smooth, and
rapid modulations of pitch. 1 Obs.

t
1714 Gay Sfteph. Wk. Wed. 3 Such Strains ne'er warble

in the Linnet's Throat, a 1751 Doddridge Hymns, ' Lord
0/ the Sabbath.'' iii, No Groans to mingle with the Songs,
Which warble from immortal Tongues. 1813 Sketches of
Character (ed. 2) i, At the same instant, Emily's sweetest
notes warbled in his ear.

o. poet. Of a small stream : To make melody
as it flows. Also of the wind.
1579 [see Warbling ///. a. x

1). 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 31
Ihe flowrie Brooks beneath That wash thy hallowd feet,
and warbling flow. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), To Warble
. .to gargle or purl, as a Brook or Stream. 1728-46 Thom-
son Spring 399 High to their fount,..amid the hills And
woodlands warbling round, trace up the brooks. 1783
Crabbe Village 11. 201 As old Thames.. Sees his young

streams run warbling at his side. 1814 Southey Roderick
xvm. 207 The quiet voice Of waters warbling near,

d. U.S. To yodel. (In recent American Diets.)
1880 [see Warbling vbl. sb. c]
3. trans, a. To sing with quavering trills and

runs, to utter melodiously, to carol. Also to

warbleforth, out, over.

1576 Gascoigne Philotnene (Arb.) 89 And many a note, she
warbled wondrous wel. a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies t.

j- 33 Elegian Muse, that warblest amorous laies. X634S1K
T. Herbert Trav. 207 The lookers on incessantly warble
out soft trembling Musiqne. 1693 Dryden Juvenal vi. 98
Softly She Warbles over all she hears. 1754 Gray Pleasure
13'rhe Sky-lark warbles hi^h His trembling thrilling ecstacy.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxv, Emmy.. began to warble
that stanza from the favourite song of Wapping Old Stairs '.

1854 Poultry Chron. II. 118/1 Again, we have that pretty
songster.. warbling forth its melodious song, the Canary.
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women xii, Ned, getting
sentimental, warbled a serenade.

b. To express or celebrate in song or verse.

Also -with forth, \ out.

1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. i. 18 O Father, grant I

sweetly warble forth Vnto our seed the World's renowned
Birth. 1623 Milton Ps. exxxvi. 89 Let us therfore warble
forth His mighty Majesty and worth. 1634 SirT. Herbert
Trav. 7 The Riuer Lathe so warbled out by Poets. 1725
Pope Odyss. 1. 446 Warbling the Grecian woes with harp and
voice. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 109 P2 You.. warble
out your groans with uncommon elegance. 1868 Louisa M.
Alcott Little Women ii, Having warbled his thanks.. Hugo
departed. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary m. vi, Or would you
have me turn a sonneteer, And warble those brief-sighted
eyes of hers?

4. intr, f a. To twitter, as a young bird ; to

make uncertain attempts at singing. A\soflg. Obs.
1605 Br. Andrewes Sertn. (Heb. ii. 16) (1629) 8 It brought

forth a Benedictus, and a Magnificat, from the true seed of
Abraham; If it do not the like, from us, certainely it but
flotes in our braines ; we but warble about it. x6ix Cotgr.,
Gazoitiller, ..to warble, as a young bird when it first begins,
or learnes, to sing.

b. Of birds : To sing clearly and sweetly.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv, lxxxii. fi 61 2) 343 No birds were

heard to warble. 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 265 Birds on the
branches warbling. 1733 PorE Ess. Man 1. 216 The life

..which warbles thro' the vernal wood. 1750 Gray Elegy
(Pembroke text) rig The Red-breast loves to build, & warble
there. 1859 Capern Ballads <y Songs 138 When thrushes
warble in the elm tree's crown.

5. f a. trans. To manipulate (the strings of a
musical instrument) in playing. Obs.
1578 H. WOTTON Courtlie Controv. 285 Then bee tooke his

Lute, and warbling the strings with tenne thousand delicate
diuisions, hee beganne to saye [etc.]. 1638 Junius Faint.
Ancients 297 The left [hand].. did with divided fingers
warble the strings.

f b. intr. Of a stringed instrument : To give
forth melodious sounds. Obs.
1620 T. Granger Div, Logikc 66 The Harpe warbleth.

1794 Mrs. Raucliffe Myst. Udolpho xv, The while we
chant our ditties sweet To some soft shell that warbles
near.

t C. To play upon as upon strings. Obs.
c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) '• 37 1 Upon which

Slringe I have already warbled in the ill harmony of the six
last lords lives, a 1677 Barrow Sertn. Wks. 1686 III. 107
New objects with a gentle and gratefull touch warble upon
the corporeal organs, or excite the spirits into a pleasant
frisk of motion.

d. Sc. ' To play the quicker measures of a piece

of bagpipe music, in which there are a ia"rge

number of grace-notes' {Eng. Dial. Diet.)

Warble (wgub'l), v? Falconry. Also 5
warb(b)el(l, warbul, 6 warbile. [Of obscure
oiigin; perh. a. Du. wervclcn to turn round ( =
OK. *hwierfltan, whence hwierflung vbl. sb. For
the change of consonant cf. nable obs. and dial,

var. Navel.] trans. To cross (the wings) together
over the back after ' rousing ' and * mantling \
Also absol. Hence Warbling vbl. sb.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Haxvking a vj b, Whan she hath
man tilled hir and bryngith booth herwynges to geider ouer
hir backe ye shall say yowre hawke warbelleth hir wynges.
Ibid, c viii b, She warbbelyth when she" drawith booth her
vvyngys ouer the myddys of her backe. 1575 Turberv.
Falconrie 134 Stroke on hir wings that shee [your Spar-
hawke] may mantle and warble, c 1575 Per/. Bk. Kepinge
Sparhawkes (1886) 10 Yf good, let her styre, rouse, mantle,
or warbile a while, 163a Guitlim's Displ. Heraldry 111, xx.
(ed.2) 228 Which action you shall terme, the warbling of
her wings. 185a R. F. Burton Falconry Valley Indus vi.

6$/oot-n., Rousing themselves, ' mantling ' and ' warbling '

(crossing the wings over the back, after stretching the legs),

as though they had escaped a prison.

t Wa*rble, P.* Obs. [Perh. a. Du. wervelen :

see prec. Cf. Wobble v.]

1. trans. To shake or cause to vibrate, to brandish.

1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) D iv, Vibro, to

warble. 1548 Thomas Ital. Diet. (1567), Vibrare, to shake
or warble, as to shake a sword against the sunne.

f2. intr. To vibrate, quiver; to wobble. Obs.

>549» »573» 163* [see Warbling ppt. a. 2
]. lai$6o Jack

Jttgler 2^1 She quaueritb, and wardelith [Tread warbdith],

like one in a galiard Euerye ioynt in her bodye and euerie

part. 1604 'I. Wright Passions v. § 2. 221 The heartes of

men without thee their last end and etemall quietnesse, are

ever ranging, warbling, and never out of motion. 1688

Holme Armoury 11. 17/1 Stars.. seem to have resplendent

Rays waving or warbling forth. Ibid. iv. ix. (Roxb.) 402/1

The English shipps haue.. ouer the sterne, a Red square

ensigne as large as the ship will giue liberty to Warble
about without touching of the mizen mast.

11-2



WARBLE. 84 WARD.

tWa'rble,^.4 Obs.rare~ 1
. [Of obscure origin.]

intr. ? To quarrel, wrangle. ? Hence Warbling
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1600 Holland Livy x. xl. 382 There arose some warbling
[aliercatzo] amongst the chicken-maisters touching the au-
spice, .of that day. 1632 Lithgow Trav.'x. 2 [He] can crowd
and chawe from his warbling waspishnes, this stinging cen*
sure of absurd vntrueth. 1647 Tkapp Contm. Gen. xvi. 5

(1650) 130 These couples that are ever warbling, can neither

be at peace within themselves, . .nor pray as they should do
to God, . .which if they did often . . they could not disagree.

t Wa'rbled, a\ Obs. [f. Wabblbj^.3 + -ed 2.]

Of a spindle : Fitted with a whorl.
? a 1561 ? Cavendish in Life Wolsey, etc. (1825) II. 92 That

the warheled spendell no more abought shold ronne.

Warbled (wgut/ld), a. 2 [f. Wahble sbJ] Of
hides : Injured by warbles.

1885 Athenaeum n July 52 The cattle producer, .receives

..almost the same amount for the warbled hide of the

animal as he would obtain if it were uninjured by the bot

fly. 1886 Daily News 5 May 3/5 No less than 1,006 [hides]

were ' warbled '—that is to say more or less riddled or scarred

from warble attacks.

Warbled (wgub'ld), ///. a. [f. Warble v. 1 +
-ED 1

.] In senses of the verb.

1. Melodiously sung or sounded. Also, celebrated

in song.

1634 Milton Comus 854 If she be right invok't in warbled
Song, 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 420 Hush'd in attention to the

warbled song. 1742 Collins Ode to Simplicity 21 By old

Cephisus deep, Who spreads his wavy sweep In warbl'd
wanderings round thy cool retreat. 1794 Coleridge Sonn.

t

La Fayette, As when far off the warbled strains are heard.

t 2. Of a musical string i^see Warble v. 1 5 a).

a 1645 Milton ArcattcsSj As I . .touch the warbled string.

Warbler (wgubbj). [f. Warble z/.i + -er1.]
1. One who, or something which, warbles or sings

;

a singer, songster.

x6n Cotgr., Gasouilleur, a warbler, chirper. 1633 Mas-
singer Guardian iv. ii, And you Warbler, Keep your Wind-
pipe moist, that you may not spit and hem. When yoif
should make division. 1673 M. Stevenson Norf. Drollery
19 At her call, Comes Blackbird, Linit, Alph, Thrush, Night-
ingal, Melodious warblers, c 1750 Shenstone Elegy xiv. 20
Nor for the worthless bird of brighter plumes Would change
the meanest warbler of my grove. 1818 Byron yuan Ded.
iii, Your wish To supersede all warblers here below. 1833
Tennyson Dream Fair Wont. 5 Dan Chaucer, the first

warbler. 1850 * Sylvanus ' Bye-lanes fy Downs ii. 23 The
sun had not yet risen, and all, save the warblers of the
woods, was still,

b. slang.

1823 'Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf, Warblers, singers who go
about to 'free and easy' meetings, to chaunt for pay, for

grog, or for the purpose of putting offbeneht-iickets.

2. a. In the Old World ; Any one of the

numerous small plain-coloured singing-birds of the

family Sylviinae, including the blackcap, white-

throat, and others having names in which warbler
is the second element, asgarde ti-w., grasshopper w.t

Reed-warbler, sedge-w., willow-w., wood-w,
1773 Pknnant Genera of Birds 35 Warblers. 1776 —

Brit. Zool. (ed. 4) 1. 329 Dart ford Warbler. 1802 Binglev
Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 183 Of the warblers in general. 1835
Jenyns Man. Brit. Vertebr. 104 Sylvia Suecica, Lath.
(Blue-throated Warbler). /Sid. 108 Sylvia Atricapilla,
Lath. (Black-cap Warbler). 1890 C. Dixon Ann. Bird Life
41 Of the live species of Warbler that stray here in the
spring, three of them, the Aquatic Warbler, the Great Reed
Warbler, and the Icterine Warbler, are regular visitors to
France.

b. In America : One of the small, usually bright-

coloured, birds, with little power of song, of the
family Mniotiltidae.

1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 11. 482 Spotted Yel-
low Warbler, Le Figuier brun de Canada. 1808*14 A.
Wilson Amer.Omitk. (1831) II. 162 Sylvia autumnalist

Wilson.—Autumnal Warbler. 1871 Burroughs Wake-Robin
viih (1895) 207 Audubon figures and describes over forty
different warblers. Ibid., The cerulean warbler, said to be
abundant about Niagara ; and the mourning ground warbler,
which I have found breeding about the bead-waters of the
Delaware. 187a Couks Key N. Amer. Birds 93 Helmi-
therus vermivonts. Worm-eating Warbler.

C. In Australia and New Zealand : A bird
of the genera Gerygone, A/alurus, and others.

X790 y. White's yrnl. Voy. N. S. Wales App. 256 Superb
Warblers. 1889 Parker Catal. N. Z. Exhib, 119 (Morris)
Grey Warbler (Gerygone flaviventris) also belongs to an
Australian genus. 1896 Aflalo Nat. Hist. Australia 136
The Wrens and Warblers—chiefly Maluri, with the allied
Amytis and Stipiturns—are purely Australian.

3. St. A group of grace-notes on the bagpipe.
1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 235/2 The players introduce among

the simple notes of the tune a kind of appoggiatura, con-
sisting of a great number of rapid notes of peculiar embel-
lishment, which they term warblers. 1886S1 eviinson Kid-
napped xxv. 1894 J. A. Stkuart In Day of Battle viii,

He owned I was no hand at the warblers.

4. Little Warbler \ app. the title of a song-book.
*The Little Warbler. Scotch Songs ' is the title of a chap-

book of about 1820. There may have been other books with
the same title ; the British Museum has three collections

of songs called ' The Warbler ', i76o(?), 1772, and 1840 (?).

1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Sept., A vast number of
things. .such as a ball of string, a piece of candle, a comb,
a whip-lash, a little warbler. 1848 — Van. Fair v, He..
bought him.. presents of knives,.. toffee, Little Warblers,
and romantic books.

5. attrib. and Comb., as warbler tribe) warbler-

like adj.; f warbler thrush, a North American
olive-brown thrush.

1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. X. 197 Warbler
Thrush (Turd us motacilla). 1894 R. B. Sharpe Hand-bk.
Birds Gt. Brit. I. 102 The mottled Warbler-like eggs which
are often found. 1907 Iv'estm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 10/1 With.. all

the lesser warbler tribe to bear them company.

"Warbling (w^ublirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Warble v. 1

+ -ing !.] Tne action of the verb in various senses,

esp. soft and melodious singing.

1587 M. Grove Pclops % Hipp. (1878) 63 Wf

ith shrillish

notes I would ne stay nor stent of warbuling. 1608 Willet
Hexapla Exod. 231 Running catches and curious warbling.
1707 Curios. Husb. <V Gard. 24 The Air. .resounds with the
Warbling of Birds. 1825 Scott Jml. 21 Nov.(i8oo) I. 6Tom
Moore's is the most exquisite warbling I ever heard.
//. 1757 Gray Bard in. iii, And distant warblings lessen

on my ear. 1781 Cowpkr Retirem. 569 The warblings of
the blackbird, clear and strong. 1830 Cobbett Rur. Rides
(1885) II. 319 The groves.. are echoing with the warblings
of thousands upon thousands of birds.

b. Sc. Playing grace-notes on the bagpipe.
1896 N. Munro Lost Fibroch, etc. 251, I heard him fill

the night-fall with the 'Bhoilich ' of Mow, with the brag
of a whole clan in his warbling.

C. U.S. = YODELIXG vbl. sb.

1880 'Mark Twain' Tramp Abr. xxviii. 257 We recog-
nised, also, that it was that sort of quaint commingling of
baritone and falsetto which at home we call ' Tyrolese
warbling

1

.

t Warbling, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. Warble z>.3

+ »IK0 *.] A vibration or quivering.
1621 T. Granger Expos. Eccles. xii. 5. 323 The. .spirit of

life is feeble, and is little quickened with the warbling of
melodious ayre. 1688 Holme Armoury 1. 21/1 It hath
a resemblance to the Rays of the Sun, which shooteth out
like the warbling of a Flame of Fire.

Warbling (wgublirj), ppl. a.1 [f. Warble v.1

+ -ing 2]
1. That warbles ; esp. singing or making tuneful

melody with sweet quavering notes.
1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. exxxvii. 5 Then let my

fingers quite forget, The warbling harpe to guide. 1576
Pettie Petite Pallace 14b, The bird.. heares his felowes
sing, and is not able to vtter one warbling note out of his
mourneful voice. 1579 Spenser Shcph. Cat. June 4 The
gentle warbling wynde. x6io Tofte Honours Acad. [II. 119
Hauing a warbling Lute in her hand. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Past, vi, 114 The warbling Nightingale in Woods com-
plains. 1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 32 Alternate songs shall sooth
your care, and warbling music break from ev'ry spray. 1765

J. Brown Chr. yrnl. 1. 42 O hast thou tuned these birds to
sing forth thy honour in their warbling notes? 1883 D. C.
Murray Hearts xiv. (1885) 115 The soaring soprano and the
high warbling tenor.

t b. Of discourse : ? Ineffectual. (Cf. Warble
v^ 4 zfig.). Obs.
1621 T. Granger Expos. Eccles. xii, 12. 334 He.. may

justly retract the Reader from other warbling, erroneous,
imperfect discourses, and treatises of men.
2. In names of birds, as the Warbling Flycatcher

or Vireo, Virco gilvus,

1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 1. 157 Warbling
Grosbeak. 1808-14 A. Wilson Amer.Omith. (1831) II. 76
Vireo gilvus,

.

. Warbling Flycatcher. 1888 Sclater & Hud-
son Argentine Orttith. I. 51 Ringed Warbling Finch.

t Warbling, //>/. a.^ Obs. [f. Warble v.» +
-ing 2

.] In continual motion, quivering.

1549 Coverdale, etc Erasnu Par. yas. i. 13-21 He., that
letteth his tongue runne at large, which is a warblyng
membre and a slippery. 1573 I3aret Alv. F. 300 Trcmula
in pileo pluma, a warbling or quavering feather, &c. 1604
T. Wright Passions v. § 2. 170 When wee cast a stone into
a calme water, we may perceiue diuers warbling naturall
circles. 1631 Lithgow Trav. vm. 376 Whilst 1 cut, and
crush their [sc. the serpents'] warbling wombe.

tWarbot. Obs. [? Alteration of Warble sb?t

after Scarbot.] = Warble sb? 3,
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 516/1 Warbote, wyrme, emigran\e)us.

XS3° I'alsgr. 286/2 Warbot a worine, cscarbot.

Warbrace : see Wardebrace Obs,

Warch(e : see Warish v., Ware, Wretch.
"Warck, dial, form of Work.
t Warcodling. Obs. [See Codling 1 ; the first

element is uncertain.] Some kind of sea-fish.

1523 in Excerpta e Ubris dom. Jacobi Quinti {Bannatyne
Club) 9, iij girlsis, ..v warcodlingis.

Warcraft (wgukraft). [/.War j«M + Craft sb.]

1. Cunning and skill in warfare; the art of con-
ducting a war.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Lanes. (1662) 124 Duke Hamble-

ton.. had Officers who did Ken the War-craft, as well as
any of our Age. 1846 Eclectic Rev. XIX. 177 The leading
secret of Napoleon's war-craft, consisted in an inversion of
the^current rules of warfare. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877)
V. ii. 370 Sir De Lacy Evans, a veteran well skilled in that
part of the war-craft which belongs to the hour of combat.
1897 E. Convueare Hist. Cambridgesh. 98 The king plainly
felt the matter one of extreme urgency, needing his own pre-
sence, with all his warcraft and statecraft, to deal with it.

2. War-vessels collectively.

1898 Daily News 6 Aug. 5/6 Claiming the right to lock
the Bosphorean gates of the Euxine against the fleets of
the other Powers after passing our superfluous warcraft
outwards.

Wa*r-Cry. [Cf. F. cri de guerre.] A cry
(whether a shout or a significant name or phrase)
uttered by a body of fighters to encourage each
other in charging the enemy or in rallying to the
fray.

1748 AnsoiCs Voy. I. iii. 30 Orellana placed bis hands
hollow to his mouth, and bellowed out the war-cry used by
those savages. 1757 [Burke] Europ. Scttlem. Amer. I. 11.

iv. 187 Setting up a most tremendous shout, which they call

the war cry, they pour a storm of musquet bullets upon the
enemy. 1808 Jam ieson, Slogan, the war-cry, or gathering
word, of a clan. 1815 Elvhinstone Ace. Caubul 11. v. 216
Proclaiming the Selaut (or war-cry of the Mussulmans).
1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xxiii. 290 The army followed
with an appalling war-cry.

1848 Sir J. Graham in C. S. Parker Life f, Lett. (1907)
II. 69 A further reform of the representation will be the
stalking-horse of the ambitious, ami the war-cry of their

dupes. 1880 (title) The War-Cry and Official Gazette of
the Salvation Army. 1902 L. Stephen Stud. Biog. IV. ii.

72 He was content with any general principle which would
serve for a war-cry.

tWardjsJ. 1 Obs. Forms : 1 weard, 4-5 warde,
5- ward. [OE. uieard masc. = OS. ward, OHG.
(MIIG., mod.G.) wart, ON. vprti-r, Goth, daura-
•ward-s doorkeeper :—OTeut. *warctu-z, *warcto-z;

synonymous words differing in declension areOE.
-tucarda, OHG. warto (MHG. warte) :—OTeut,
*wardon-, and Goth, wardja :—OTeut. *wardjon- ;

f. Teut. *warct-, an extended form of *zvar- to

watch, guard : see Wabe sb.% and a.] A watchman,
guard, keeper, warden.
Common in OE. (often applied to God, as in rodora ivcard,

keeper of the skies). Later, chiefly as the second element
in compounds, as beay~, gate-, hay., mill-, woodward.
Beowulf IK} Weard Scildinga, se be holmclifu healdan

scolde. a 680 CftDMON Hymn 1 Nu scylun her^an hefaen-
ricaes uard. 971 Bliekl. Horn. 11 Salomones reste wses
mid weardum ymbseted. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvln. 320
For any wye or warde wide opene the ?atis. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (Sommer) 213 Thou nast slayn the wardes of the

serpentes and the portyers of the lions [Fr. (1510) Us sour,

sers des serpens <y tes portiers des lyons] that kepte this

contre Inhabitable.

Ward (wgid), sb.2 Forms : 1 weard, 3-7
warde, 4 Si: vard, 5 waard, north, wayrd, 5-8

Sc. waird, 6-7 (rare) word(e, 7 Sc. wairde, 4-
ward. [OE. weard str. fern. = MLG. warde,

OHG. war/a (MHG. warte, wart, guard, watch,

observation, mod.G. warte watch-tower) :—OTeut.
*wardo, f. *ward- (see prec), whence also ON.
varSe \vk. masc, varda \vk. fern., cairn, heap of

stones. The Teut. word was adopted in Rom. :

OF. warde (north-eastern), guarde, garde (whence
Guard sb.), moA.Y. garde, Pr., Sp. gttarda.

Some of the senses below are derived from the Law French
warde (whence AL. warda), which appears to be in part

an adoption of the Eng. word, and in part the north-eastern

OF. form. In Law French, from the 13th c. onward, the

word has regularly the form garde.]

I. Action of watching or guarding.

1. The action or function of a watchman, sentinel,

or the like ; observation for the purpose of dis-

covering the approach of dnnger ; look-out, watch,

guard ; also, surveillance. Phrases, to hold, keep

ward. Also in the alliterative formula watch and
ward(oi\f>\. a law phrase) : see WATCH.fi. Now arch.

Bcowulf^u) Ic to see wille wi5 wra6 werod wearde healdan.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 2202 But ward was ber set wide wher
aboute of bold burnes of amies be beres for to seche. 1393

Langl. P. PI. C. vt. 186 Let no kynne consail ne couetyse

30W departe, That on wit and on wil alle 3oure wardes kepe.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 111. iii. 158 And ther-

fore watche they upon theyr warde. 1546 Reg. Privy Council

Scot. I. 52 Rise with the said Eirle and pay ward and watch

with him during the tyme of were. 1563 P. Whitehorne
Onosandro Platon. 47 Those, whiche shalbe appointed to

make the ward, let them go before the Campe, ..and make
fyres after suche sorte, that they may see those fane of. 1585

T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. 1. xx. 26 [We] gaue to

vnderstandtoo him that had the warde,that the Ambassadour
was there. 1649 C. Wase Sophocles, Elcctra 50 Had not I

light in the house to keep A faithfull ward. 1697 Drvden
ACneisw. 750 And dire Tisiphoue there keeps the Ward. 1765

Blackstone Contm. I. ix. 345 Ward, guard, or custodia, is

chiefly intended of the day time. .. Watch is properly ap-

plicable to the night only. 1778 Br. Lowth TraniL Isaiah

xxi. 8. 51 O my Lord, 1 keep my station all the day long!

And on my ward have I continued every night. 1813 Scott

Trierm. in. x, Sounds were heard, as when a guard, Ofsome
proud castle, holding ward, Pace forth their nightly round.

1835 Trknch Poems, Gibraltar, I . . saw thy gallant children

to and fro Pace, keeping ward at one of those huge gates.

2. a. gen. Guardianship, keeping, control. Now
rare, t Out of ward: beyond control, out of

hand (obs.).

c 1205 Lay. 19402 He bitahten him ba warde of alle bissen

airde. a 1225 A tier. R. 430 Almihti God, he wite ou in his

warde. C1290 St. Francis 66 in 5. Eng. Leg. 55 Seint

Fraunceys nam bat tresor..and in ore louerdes warde it

tok. 111300 Cursor M. 10342 Ioseph..of egypti wa.i het

stiward, And al bat land had in his ward, c 1305 St. Switkm

26 in E.E.P. (1862) 44 Wei him wiste bis holi man and god

warde to him nom. c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. T 880 My
lord hath take to me vnder my warde al that he hath in this

world, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3709 The two brether were abld-

yng bothe in a shippe, bat was stird with the storme streght

out of warde. 1:1425 Wvntoun Cron. II. 340 Bot he [Joseph!

refoysitt bat curlassy, For be worschep of his larde, pat al

his gud put in his warde. 1459 Paston Lett. 1. 493 l |,at

fyrst an inventorie be made holye of hys godes and catell..

and thayt they be leyd yn sure %vaard. 1485 Caxton Paris

ft V. (1S68) 57 That he kepe you in hys holy warde. 153°

Tindale Exod. xii. 6 And ye shall kepe him [sc. the paschal

Iamb] in warde vntyll the .xiiii. daye of the same moneth.

I7S6 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 144 The infant from his

birth is overfed . . till he is put into his own ward. 1827 J .

r

.

Cooper Prairie xiv, Such events as occurred during the



WARD.

ward of Ellen Wade. [A person left in charge of the camp

and children.] 1873 J- G. Holland A. Honnicastle xi. 175

Under the conduct and ward of a Shepherd who would lead

me only through green pastures.

b. spec. Guardianship of a child, a minor, or

other person legally incapable of conducting his

affairs. Also, the condition of being subject to a

guardian.

c 1290 Bcket 267 in S. Eng. Leg. 114 So muche he caste

is heorte on him pat in his warde he let do his eldeste sone

sire henri. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6426 King edmond bi-

quep Is kinedom & al is lond king knout biuore is deb,

& be warde of is tueye sones vor te hii of elde were. 1390

Gower Couf. I. 345 He.. tok this child into his warde. 1444

Maldon (Essex) Liber A 32 b, If the children be with in

xiiii ?ere age, the moder shall haue the warde of hem tyl

thei come to the seide age. 1538 Starkey England 186

The faute of bryngyng vp of the nobylyte, wych, for the

most parte, are nuryschyd wyt[h]out cure, bothe of theyr

parentys being alyfe, and much wers of them in whose ward

commynly they dow fal aftur theyr deth. 1709 Steele

Tatter No. 40 f 4 The Law certainly gives these Persons

[sc. idiots] into the Ward and Care of the Crown. 1849

James Woodman xxxvi, You are in ward to me, and not

Lord Calverly. a 1901 W. Bright Age 0/'Fathers (1903) I.

365 Ecclesiastics were to abstain from visiting widows and

heiresses under ward.

C. Feudal Law. The control and use of the

lands of a deceased tenant by knight-service, and

the guardianship of the infant heir, which belonged

to the superior until the heir attained his majority.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 214 Of wardes & relefe bat

barons of him held, per ne was ore of chefe.tille hirn no hing

suld 3eld. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 320 Gif ony deis in this

battaill, His air, but ward, releif, or tail!, On the first day

his land sail weild. 142a Rolls of Parlt. IV. 176/1 All

maner Wardes, Manages, Fermes, and other casueltees.

1461 Ibid. V. 473/1 Any Graunte made.. of the Warde of

Lond and of the body, with the manage of John Kenne.

1507 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 205/2 Pertenyn to the King

be reson of ward throw the said Patrikkis deceis. az$i$
Fabvan Ckron. vn. (1533) 20 A parlyament was holden..

where . . the lordes and baronye of the lande graunted

vnto the kynge and to his heyres kynges, the warde and
manage of theyr heyres. x6ox Shaks. Alts Well 1. i.

5, I must attend his maiesties command, to whom I am
now in Ward. 1616 A. Rathborne Surveyor 192 The
Lord.. shall haue the Ward, that is, the custodie and keep-

ing of those lands so holden of him, to his owne vse and
behoofe, without account, vntill the heire come to the full

age of one and twentie yeares. a 1646 Sir T. Hope Minor
Practices iv. (1734) 180 The Donatar during the Time of

the Ward is in Place of the Master. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. viii. 293 [The statute 17 Edw. II, c, 9] directs

..that the king shall have ward of the lands of natural

fools, taking the profits without waste or destruction. 1810

SOOTT Lady ofLake 11. xxxvii, My sovereign holds in ward
my land. 1878 J. Davidson Inverurie ii. 73 Norman de

Leslie., held the ward of the estate of Kemnay in 1348.

d. Court of Wards : a court established by
Hen. VIII for the trial of causes relating to ward-

ships; subsequently called Court of Wards and
Liveries ; abolished by Stat. 12 Car. II. cap. 24

(1660). Also, in British India, the title of a court

which deals with cases pertaining to the property

of minors. Master of the Wards {and Liveries),

the presiding judge of the Court of Wards (1541—

1660).
1560 B. Googe tr. Paliugenius* Zodiac Ep. Ded. (1561),

To. .Sir William Cecill, Knight,. .Master of the Wardes,
and Liueiies. 1591 Lambarue Archeion (1635) 233 The
Court of Ward* began in our memorie, about 32. yeare of the

Raigne of K. H. 8. who also in the next yeare after added
thereunto the office of the Master of the Liveries, . , ordayn-
ing that it should bee called the Court of Wards and
Liveries. 1647 Clahendon Hist. Rcb. in. § 86 The Lord
Say was to he Master of the Wards. 1914 Contemp. Rev.
Mar. 397 Legal Adviser to Purdanashins under the guardian-
ship of the Court of Wards of Bengal.

3. Care or charge of a prisoner ; the condition of

being a prisoner ; custody, imprisonment. Now
rare.

Free ward', the condition of being a prisoner with per-
mission to go anywhere within prescribed limits.

The phrase to ward was sometimes written as one word.
C1190 St. Katherine 63 in S. Eng. Leg. 94 Maide, he

seide, pou schalt abide In warde Here mid me. 1*97 R.
Glouc (Rolls) 6619 Gentil men bat he vond in prison ek
ydo, Ober in warde mid vnri^t, he ho^te horn out al so.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5856 The olde wyf that tkepeth] so harde
Fair-Welcoming within her warde. 1423 Jas, I Kingis Q.
xxv, In strayte ward and in strong prisoun. 1429 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 346/1 That the Keper and Wardeyn of the same
Prisoncsavely kepe every persone to his warde so com-
mytted. c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. xxv. 238 Here haue they
soriornyd, noght as thyne, hot in tht wayrd. 1474 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. 1. 53 Item gcvin to Skrymgeour masare to
convoye James Henng to warde, vs. 1546 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 36 Remauc in fre waird within ony place the
Eirle of Huntlieforsaid pleissisto assign. 1564

/

A/dT. 293 He
sail remane in fre ward within the burgh of Edinburgh, and
on na wayis depart furth of the samyn. 1565 Ibid. 414 He brak
his ward furth of oure castell of Edinburgh. 1568 Grafton
Chron. 1 1. 408 He wasattached by the Erie Marshall,and com-
mitted toward in the Abbey of Saint Albones. 1578-9 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. III. 66 That Hob Eliot, .sould remane
and keip his ward with Williame Portarfeild of Duchall,
and on nawayis eschaip. 1599 in T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 1.

• ( l(>33) 11 To bee committed to ward, there to remaine in

safe custodie, untill [etc.]. 16x1 Bible Gen. xl. 3 And he
put them in ward in the house of the captaine of the guard,
into the prison. 011614 J. Melvill Autob. fy Diary (Wod-
row Soc.) 267 It was thought best that the first sort sould
be chargit to warde; the second apprehendit at unawars
and punished. 1637 Rutherford Let, to Ld. Craighall

85

10 Aug., It is easie tor you to cast your light into prison,..

But that prisoner will break ward to your incomparable

torture. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx, I trust your Grace

remembers that you are under ward. Ibid., I have already

said your Highness lies in ward here. 1869 Fkeevan Norm.
Conq. (1876) III. xii. 193 He.. kept him in ward two years

till he agreed to the hard conditions. 1871 Blackie Four
Phases i. 148 He remained in ward thirty days, till the

sacred ship should return from the Delian festival,

f 4. Charge, duty entrusted to one ; office. Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 149 We pre haf he ward of

God & our ladie, pe schippes of kyng Richard to kepe

& jow bam hie. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1193 per-

to let hym take good hede, and his warde wayte wisely.

f 5. Care, regard. In phrases, To have ?io ward

of not to regard, not to fear ; no ward, no matter

{if how), Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11637 Moder, he said, haf hou na ward,

Nobcr o Icon ne o lepard. Ibid. 20705 Ne has na ward of

na juu For i self ai wel he wit 30W. C1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5011 He wende of beym haue hed no

warde, Bot hym fel her a chek ful harde. 1:1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 24 For haue bei here myrpe and iolite, no

warde to hern hou faste be woluys of helle wirien cristen

soulis & beren hem to helle. Ibid. 72 3'f mennus soulis gon
to helle bi brekynge of goddis comaundementis no warde,

so bat be peny come faste to fille here hondis & coffris.

II. A person who is
( in ward' (see 2).

6. A minor under the control of a guardian. Also

Sc. ^ward-minor.
In Feudal Law the term (AF. garde) was applied spec, to

an heir or heiress whose person and lands after the father's

death were held ' in ward ' (see 2 c) by the superior during

his or her minority.

Ward in chancery, ward of court : a minor for whom a
guardian has been appointed by the Court of Chancery, or

who has become directly subject to the authority of that

Court.

143.3 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 441/2 To the Kyng.Jouly com-

pleynes. .your Warde John Due of Norffolk. C1440 At-

pluibet of Tales 285 Hc.servid a wurthi prince: & he made
hymaknyght and gaff hym a warde, a greiegentylwomman,
vnto his wyfe. 1470-85 Malory: Arthur v. xi. 180 In that

stoure was syr Chestelayne a chyld and ward of syre Ga-
wayne slayne. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 66 In lamenting the

miserye of wardeshyppes I might saie it is not for noughte

so communely said, I wil handle you like a warde. 1560

Daus tr. SL-idane's Comm. 103 This cause did not concerne

the Marques George only, but also his nephewe Albert,

whiche was his worde [L. cuius crat tutor], 1604 T. Wright
Passions iv. ii, 126, 1 thinke the punishment meetest for

them, should be, that it were lawfull to beg them for Wardes,

and giue them tutors, because they lacke discretion to vse

their money, a 1636 Bp. Hall Kent. Wks. (1660) 30^ Sr

Walter Leveson.. leaves his young Orphan Ward to the King.

1731 Kamf.s Decis. Crt. Sess. 1730-32 (1799) 5 It was ob-

jected . . that . . the aliment of her infant-children was a proper

burden upon herself, as being their mother, and liferenlrix

of their whole estate, which is provided by act of parliament

in case of ward-minors, and extended by practice and analogy

to other fiars. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 84 Here,

..said she, here is your pretty ward and mine; let us try to

make her time with us easy. 1810 Scott Lady ofLake n.

xxvi, This youth, though still a royal ward, Risqued life and

land to be my guard. 1814 — Lord of hies VI. ixj Then,

'twas her Liege's strict command, And she, beneath his royal

hand, A ward in person and in land. 1837 Dickens Pickiv.

lvii, Mr. Snodgrass. .had been in his minority a ward of

Mr. Pickwick's. 1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 156, I was
left a trampled orphan, and a selfish uncle's ward. 1853

Dickens Bleak Ho. viii, He is a ward in Chancery, my
dear. 1870 H. Smart Racefor Wife ii, Grenville Rose had

been brought up a great deal with his cousin Maud, being,

indeed, a ward of Denison's.

b. transf One who is under the protection or

control of another.

a 1435 Torr. Portugal 1351 Than said the kyng: 'I vn-

derstond, Thou hast fought for my doughter & my lond,

And art my ward, i-wys. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidanc's Comm,
1 16 b, The Prince and his heires males, shall holde the Duke-
dome of Wirtemherge of kyng Ferdinando as Archeduke
of Austriche, and so tobe his wardes and clientes. 1593

Nashk Christ's T. I 3 b, [Mother to her infant son] Nere
shall the Romains haue thee for theyr Warde. 1600 Mar-
ston, etc. Jack Drums Entert. 1. (1601) B 3, When being

maried to a wise man (O the Lord) You are made a foole,

a Ward, curbd and controlld. 1653 Milton Hirelings Wks.
1851 V. 373 For the Magistrate in Person of a nursing

Father to make the Church his meer Ward, as always in

Minority,.. is neither just nor pious. 1659 F. Osborn
Miscell. Ess. etc. 166 So that, instead of being a Ward,..

you shall be Guardian of the Person and Estate of your

Husband. 1848 Dickens Dombey iii, With these words,

Susan Nipper.. made a charge at her young ward, and
swept her out of the room.

f 7. An orphan under age. Obs.

1559 Mtrr. Mag., Dk. York iii, When her brother Ed-
muna died a warde, She was sole hayer by due discent of

line, a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. (1609) 109 A Ward
or Infant is taken for a child in base age, whose Father is

dead. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades n. v. (1592) 156 In the

same sort also there are here commanded vnto vs, widdowes,
Orphans, wardes, poore men. 1592 Shaks. Rom. -y Jul. \.

v. 42 His Sonne was but a Ward two yeares agoe.

III. Defence.

8. Fencing. A defensive posture or movement

;

a mode of parrying. Cf. Guakd sb, 3.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xi. § 8 Hc.strake so thicke

vpon Amphialus, as if euery blow would faine haue bene
foremost. But Amphialus. .let passe the storme with strong

wardes, and nimble auoidings. 1589 {see Porr sb. 2J. c 1590
Greene Fr. Bacon iv. iii. 1812, 1 Scholler. Ah, well thrust I

2 Scholler. But marke the ward. 1595 Saviolo's Practise

1. F 2, With this readinesse must hee strike this reuerso,

but withall, his lefte hand must bee vppon the warde of his

teacher. Ibid. K 1, When you lie in this warde, and make
vppon your enemie towardes his right side. X596 Shaks,

WARD
1 Hen. IV, n. iv. 215 (Q. 1598) Thou knowest my olde

warde : here I lay, and thus I bore my poynt. 1599 G. Silver

Paradoxes ofDef Wks. (1898) 26 All single weapons haue

foure wardes, and all double weapons haue eight wardes.

The single sword hath two with the point vp, and two with

the point downe. Ibid. 34 The Dagger is an imptrfect

ward, although borne out straight. 1640 Wits Kecreat. E 1,

On a Souldier. The souldier fights well, and with good re-

gard, But when bee's lame, he lies at an ill ward. 1652 UrqU-
hart Jewel 88 He alters his ward> from Tierce to Quart.

1810 Scott Lady of Lake v. xv, Fitz-James's blade was
sword and shield. He practised every pass and ward.

b. fig. Now arch,

1581 1'KTTiE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 135°, So
these poore women.. come to the amourous incounter with

one, and with another : but at length being driuen from their

warde, they ly so open that they are soone venued. 1604 T.

Wiught Passions VI. 337 Will not so many warnings of

death, iudgment,. .sufficiently stirre vs vp to stand vpon our

warde? 1619 in Eng. <V Germany (Camden) 197 Otherwise

they would long ere this have brought the deciding of their

case to the greate assise of a day of batteil, which hath

bene their ancient and ever happy ward against their op-

pressors. xG« Massinger & Dekker Virg. Mart. 11. i.

D 1 b, I lay at my old ward of lechery. 1643 Sir T. Buowne
Relig. Med. 1. §55. 124 To perfect vertue.. there is required

a..compleat armour, that whilst we lye at close ward against

one vice we lye [not] open to the vennie of another. 1647

May Hist. Pari. Pref. 2 For against the unexpected stroke

of partiall history the ward is not so ready, as against that

Polemike writing where [etc.]. 1863 Whyte Melville
Gladiators xxii, Duplicity was no new effort for the Tri-

bune. He had often, ere now, betaken himself to this mode
of defence when diiven to his last ward. 1892 Stevenson
In South Seas in. v. (1900) 248 He hastily returned to his

old ward. ' I don't deny I could if I wanted,' said he.

fc. Defence, protection, shelter. Obs.

1582 T. Watson Ccnturie of Love xxiv, The beames,

which then proceeded from her face Were such, as for the

same I found no warde. 1697 Dryden^'/^^ 1. 691 In their

right Hands a pointed Dart they wield ; The left, for Ward,
sustains the Lunar Shield.

t d. Chess, t The protection afforded by a speci-

fied piece or pawn. Obs, rart~"x
.

c 1450 Treat. Chess (MS. Ashm. 344) If. 3b, Chek w* thy

Roke in thy Pon Ward. Ibid. 17 b, Then chek w* thy Roke
in thy knyghts warde.

9. Scots Law. Tenure by military service, Waud-
HOI.ijing ; sometimes quasi-^/^. in to hold ward=
' to hold in ward ' (see Hold v. 6, 19 b). Also, a

payment in commutation of military service ; more

explicitly taxedward (set 'YwEDppt, a. 2 c), in con-

tradistinction to simple or black ward. Now only

J-Iist. Cf. Castle-guaed 2, 3, Castle-ward 2.

The lawyers connected this sense with sense 2 c, as if ' to

hold land in ward ' meant to hold it subject to the lord's

right to 'ward ' when the heir was a minor.

1508 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 271/1 Landis. .haldin cf the

kingis hienes be service of ward and releyf. 1530 Ibid. II.

66/1 His landis within our realme that wer haldin of us be

service of ward and releirT to Archibald Douglas. 1578

Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 693 All altering of haldingis

blanche quhilk of befoir wes haldin ward.
_
1642 Sir T. Hoik

.P/rtrytBannatyneClub) 176 A neu commissioun, for chang-

ing of ward in few, both of lands haldin off the King and

Prince. 1684 Sir G. Mackenzie Inst. Laws Scot. 11. iv.

(1604) 71 Some Lands hold Ward, some Feu, some Blench,

and some Burgage. 1892 J. A. Hendehson Ann. Lower
Dceside 59 The king [c 1680] in changing the holding of the

lands from simple ward to taxed ward took occasion [etc.].

+ 10. Sc. Ward and warset '. security, pledge.

<zi6oo Aberdeen Reg. (MS.) XXIV. (Jam.), To remane
wpoun his ward and warsall. Ibid., He tuik nothyr ward

nor wersell of the said claith. 1768 Ross Hclenore 25 E'en

sit you still, an' rest you here wi' me, An' I shall ward an*

warsel for you be.

IV. A body of guards.

11. A company of watchmen or guards. Cf.

Guard sb, 9. Now rare.

ciooo /Elfric Judg. Epil., pa Iudeiscan..besetton his [sc.

Christ's] birgene sona mid wearde. 13. . A". Alis. 1976 (Laud

MS.), per bai telden her pauyloune Pat ni^th iSc hem resteh

bare Mid warde bat was good & war. [Lincoln s Inn MS.
With wardes, bothe gode and warre.] c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5085 He dide sette in wardes seers,

Knyghte to wachem, & squiers. 1382 Wyclif Jer. Ii. 12

Vp on the wallis of Babilon rereth a tocne, eecheth the

warde [Vulg. augete custodiam], 1585 Higins Junius' No-
mend. 483/2 Miles stationarius,. .one of the watch or ward.

1605 Famous Hist. Stukeley E ij, Bid the Seriant Maior

shut the gates, And see them guarded with a double ward.

1805 Scott Last Minstrel in, xxx, Was frequent heard the

changing guard, And watcii-word from the sleepless ward.

1870 J. R. MacDuff Mem. Patmos^ xx. 276 Twenty-four

wards or companies were appointed night by night to guard

the various entrances to the sacred courts.

f 12. A garrison. Obs,

C1500 Melusine xxiv. 170 Thenne bey recouered there

six of theire galeyes, . . and lefte in it good wardes [ Fr. gardes]

for to kepe them. 1586 Hooker Chron. Irel. 160/2 in Ho-

Unshed, This house of Asketten is a verie strong castell,..

and the chiefest house of the earles, wherein he had a strong

ward. 1590 Si>enser F. Q. 11. xi. 15 On th'other sidej th as-

sieged Castles ward Their stedfast stonds did mighuly

maintaine. 1506 -State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 664/2, I wdl

have, .some of them be putt in wardes, upon all the straytes

thereaboutes. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit. It 97 i ^rc

were planted little forts with wardes. ^o r«tr
j
l,i

;

e
.

,

;

ie

/fl";
roades of prey taking robbers, a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel.

(Ir. Archa-ol. Soc.) II. 102 Carrige beiuge betrayed by the

Protestant warde there.

+ 13. One of the three main divisions of an army,

the van, the rear, and the middle or ' main battle*.

Also sometimes applied gen. to any division led

by a subordinate commander. Obs.



WARD. 86 WARD.
[Orig. a use of the second element in the compounds avant-

•ward (vanward, vaward) and arreanvard (rearward)
adopted from OF. In these compounds the OF. warde
meant 'guard ', and so was applicable only to the bodies
placed in the front and rear. In English, on the analogy
of vanward (alsofrst ward,foreward) and rear-ward (also

kinder ward), the term middle ward, Middleward, came
to be used for tlie ' main battle ', and thus ward acquired
the sense above defined.]

13.. A'. Alis. 1995 (Laud MS.), Sendeb ymagu wyt ^oure
standard And Archillaus in be first ward. 1412-20 Lydg.
Ckron. Troy 1. 4046, 4050 Nestor be duke schal in be firste

ward Metyn with hym...pe bridde warde Pelleus schal
lede. Ibid. 111.3401 per cam with hem be kyng Machaoun,
And alderlaste joe grete Agamenoun, With alle her wardis,
& fel in sodeynly Vp-on Troyens. c 1430 Syr Gcnerides
(Roxb.) 3771 Now wendeth this ost in wardes ten Ful wel
araied with noble men. c 1450 Merlin xviii. 286 Than com
Gaheries with his warde of uj MI goode men. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 119 And eche pryncehode ys departed
in thre orders, as in thre wardes. [C(. ante. As an hooste
in batayle ys departed in thre, that ys to save, the forwarde,
the mydel warde, and the rerc warde.] 1513 Douglas Auneis
xii. ix. 113 Apon this wys the ostis and wardis haill On
athir part returnyt in bataill. 1523 Bekneks Froiss. I.xxxix.
22 b, Thus they went forthe 111 thre great batayls : the mar-
shalles and the Almaygnes had the first, the kynge of Eng-
lande in the myddle warde, & the duke of Brabant in the
rerewarde. Ibid. xlv. 25 b, In the mornyng they aproched
in thre wardes. 1524 Pace Let. to Hen. VIII 5 Aug. in
Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. n. 21 Four & twenty great
peaces of Artillerie. .dayly foloing us in the hinder ward.
1363 P. Whitehorxe Onosandro Platon. 126 b, And after

the first warde, cause the seconde, to succeede, and the
thyrde next the same, and the fourth, and the fifte also, if

so many shall nede. c 1585 Fair Em v. i. 6 See all our men
bemartialed forthe fiyht. Dispose the Wardes as lately was
deuised. 1587 Hoi.inshed Ckron. III. 980/2 The fore-ward
foremost, the battell in the middest, the rere-ward hinder-
most, ech ward hauing his troope of horssemen and gard of
ordinance. 1656 Hakrington Oceana Wks. (1700) 171 But
as to the peculiar Policy, of twelve Manipuls or Wards,
divided into three Cohorts, each Cohort containing four
Wards.

V. Place for guarding.

14. In a fortress : f a. The portion of the
defences entrusted to a particular officer or division

of the garrison. Obs. f b. A guarded entrance.

Obs. C. The {inner or outer) circuit of the walls of

a castle ; the ground between two encircling walls.

Obs. exc. arch.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8301 A maister bat was wibinne
sende to be erl beumond To ^elde vp is warde to ben hoi &
sound. Ar his felawes were iwar he }eld him vp here pre
toures of be cite bat in is warde were. 1340 Hampole Pr. C.
9087 Bot pa wardes of be cete of heven, Er mare crafty and
Strang ban any lean neven. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvu. 349
Till thar wardis thai went in hy, That war stuffit richt stal-

wardly With stanys, schot, and othe.r thing, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 3191 The lady of the high warde [Fr. la dame de la
haute garde) Which from hir tour lokide thiderward. C1400
Beryn 238 The kny;t [tho] with his meyne went to se the
wall, And be wardes of the town, as to a kny^t be-fall. c 1400
Sowdone Bab. 332 He entred to the maister Toure. The
firste warde thus thay wonne. 1423 Rolls of ParIt. IV.
199/1 [He] madeassaute to the said Castell, and wan the said
warde. c 1425 Cursor M. 9894 (Trin. MS.) Bailyes hap bis
castel pre Wi)> feire wardes [Colt. & Gott. walles] semely to
se. £1440 Jacob's Well 222 As bou hast v. watyrgatys in
be vttere-warde, owtward in be pytt of bi body.-.Ry^t so,

pou hast v. watyrgatys in be indere-warde of bi soule.
1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 384/1 The Offices of Kep'ing of the
Keys of th

1 ynerward of oure Castell of Wyndesore, c 1500
Melusine xix. 62 Soone was the Fortres made up not only
with one warde but two strong wardes. 1509 Hawss Past.
Pleas, xxvi. (Percy Soc.) 116 And therwith all he ledde me
to his warde, Me to repose in pleasaunt due saufgard. 1530
Palsgr. 234/1 Inderwarde of a castell, cengle de chastel.
Ibid. 250/1 Outterwarde of a castell, courtbasse. 1584 Sir
R. Sadler St. Papers (1809) III. 171 The strength of this
howse, having two wards, the gentleman porter ever at the
one with 4 or 5 in his company, and dyvers soldyers at the
other. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. To Rdr. 209 Euery hand
Of accident doth w th a Picker stand, To scale the wards of
Life. 1808 Scott Marmion \. iv, Then to the Castle's lower
ward Sped forty yeomen tall. 1813 — Rokeby iu. xxvii,
Then, vain were battlement and ward ! 1843 Ainsworth
Windsor Castle iv. iii, Just as they entered the lower ward.
Ibid., The party directed their course towards the middle
ward.
transf. 1513 Douglas AZneis vi. vii. 7 In the first circil,

or the vtir ward, 5tmng babbeis saulis weping sor thai hard.
Ibid. viii. 4 And sone thai wer in cumin to the plane And
lattir wardis, quhairin dois remane Vailjeant folkis in feild
and chevalry.

f 15. An appointed station, post (for a body of
soldiers). Obs,

1375 Barbour Bruce xvu. 349 Quhen that thai saw That
men3e raynge thame swaon raw, Till thar wardis thai went
in hy. Ibid. 627 Engynys alsua for till cast Thai ordaml
and maid redy fast, And set ilk man syne till his ward, c 1489
Caxton Sonncs ofAymon xxi. 463 They wente to their warde
to defende the towne.

fl6. Within one's ward: within the region in

which one is safe : in quot. fig. Also, within
(another's) ward : in the region controlled by
(another). Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xvii. 66 The fyne Iouer that alwayes
kepeth hym selfe wythin his warde, and fyndeth noo thynge
soo sure but that he putteth it in adoubte, can not be lyghtely

deceyued. 1556 Phaer AZneid iv. (1558) K j, What meanes
he ? why remaines he thus within his enmies ward ?

17. t a. A prison (cf. sense 3). Obs, b. Each
of the divisions or separate departments of a

prison.

1338 R. Brunne Ckron. (1810) 278 Opon be toper dai

Edward bider cam, I>e prisons. .Were brouht him bifore, pre

erles bre barons, & mo be fiue score kynghtes & lordes of

touns, pise were in his wardes, & auht & tuenti mo. 1535
Coverdale Isa. xxiv. 22 These shalbe coupled together as

prisoners be, and shalbe shut in one warde and punished

innumerable daies. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Euseb.

11. xii. 15 Thus Iohn, because of Herods suspicion, was sent

bounde to Macha:rous the warde. .and there beheaded. 1591

Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 710 Thus Fire, desirous to break

forth again From's cloudy Ward, cannot itself refrain. 1602

Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 252 A goodly [prison], in which there

are many Confines, Wards, and Dungeons. 1614 J. Cooke
Greene's Tu Quoque 1 1 b, Be plaine with him, and turne him
out o' th Ward. Ibid., Hold. If you haue no monie, You'd
best remoue into some cheaper Ward. Spend. What Ward
should I remoue in ? Hold. Why to the Two-pennie Ward.
1675 Burthogge Causa Dei 68 Nor is Hell a Sheriffs

Ward, in which the Debtor is Imprisoned till he pay his

Debt. 1780 J. Howard State ofPrisons App. 125 The new
gaol has separate wards and courts for debtors. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xxxiii, ' What the devil's noise is this in the ward?'
he said

—
' What 1 man and woman together in the same

cell?' 1825 Macalxav Ess., Milton, Once more, compare
the lazar.house in the eleventh hook of the Paradise Lost
with the last ward of Malebolge in Dante. 1836 Dickens Sk.

Bos, Visit to Newgate, The buildings in the prison, or in

other words the different wards, form a square. 1894 Lady
M. Verney Verttey Mem. III. rso Tom. .could not face the

horrors of the common wards [of the Fleet prison].

18. An apartment or division in a hospital or

lunatic asylum, containing a certain number of

beds, or allocated to a particular class of patients.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias xi. vii. (1782) IV. 171, I walked
through two or three wards full of sick people a-bed. 1758

T. S. tr. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 207 Hewas lodged
in the Fever Ward. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes vi, The
different wards [of the lunatic asylum] might have been
cleaner and better ordered. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. I. iii.

102 The wards, or sleeping-rooms [in Christ's Hospital], are

twelve. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 305/2 No cooking should

be done in the wards.

b. The patients in a ward, collectively.

1768 Foote Devil in. Wks. 1799 II. 277 Yesterday.. we
bled the west ward, and jalloped the north.

19. An administrative division of a borough or

city ; originally, a district under the jurisdiction

of an alderman ; now usually, a district which
elects its own councillors to represent it on the

City or Town Council. Also, the people of such

a district collectively.

In Anglo- L. documents the wards (ivarda?) of London are

mentioned by that name from the 12th c, sometimes desig-

nated by the name of the alderman and sometimes by their

locality. An occasional synonym was custodia.

[c 1130 in Qth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. (1883) 66 In warda
Osberti Drinkepinne, terra quam tenuit Wulwinus juvenis.

1226-7 m Madox Hist. Exch. (1711) 489 note, Tallagium
Wardarum Londonix, quod colligi debet per Aldennannos
subscriptos : Willelmus filius Benedicti re de L 1., de Custodia
fori. 1229-30 Ibid. 490 note, Willelmus filius Benedicti re

de xxxv marcis, de Warda fori. 1275 in Rotuli Hundred.
(1812) I. 403 Warda de Bassingeshol. Ibid. 418 Warda
Symonis de Hadestok.]

1377 Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 94 Somme semen be kyng and
his siluer tellen, In cheker and in chancerye chalengen his

dettes Of wardes and wardmotes, weyues and streyues. 1427
in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 4 Conyhoope-lane in the

Warde of Chepe. 1433 Rolls of Parlt, IV. 425/2 Every
Parisshe or Warde, desolate, wastud, [etc.]. a 1513 Fabyan
Ckron. vii. (1533) 28 b, The sayde Iohn Mansell chargyd the

mayre, that euery Alderman in hys warde shulde vppon the

morowe folowyng assemble hys wardemote, [etc]. 1518 Set.

Cases Star Chamb. (Selden Soc.) II. 127 Within v wardes of

the same Towne.. ther hath byn v Cunstables that is to say
in euery ward oon. 1588 W. Smith Brief Descr. Lond. (MS.
Harl. 6363) If. 13 There is also The Wardmote Enquest,
Chosen euery St. Thomas day, in euery ward a quest, c 1590
Sir T. More 11. iv. 226 We meete at the Guildehall and there

determine That thorow euery warde the watche be clad In
armour. 1598-1603 Stow Surv. (1908) I. 117 The Auncient
diuision of this Cittie was into Wardes or Aldermanries.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. n, i. 281 They do you wrong to

put you so oft vpon 't \sc. the office of constable]. Are there

not men in your Ward sufficient to serue it? 1631 Gouge
God's Arrows v. xix. 432 London should have as many
Artillery Gardens, as it hath Wards, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
6 May 1645, Rome.. is divided into 14 Regions or Wards.
1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) II. 72 In the Ward [It.

regioue] of the Temple of Peace, stood a Colossus. 1733
Swift On Poetry 286 In ev'ry Street a City-bard Rules, like

an Alderman his Ward. 1751 Engl. Gazetteer I. s.v. St.

Albans, There are four wards here, in each of which are

a constable, and two church-wardens. 1824 G. Chalmers
Caledonia III. vi. 569 By an act of Parliament, in 1800, for

regulating the police of Glasgow, that city was divided into

wards. 1854 Lowell Camb. 30 Yrs. Ago Pr. Wks. 1890 I.

4, I would rather have had that slow, conscientious vote of
Ys alone, than to have been chosen Alderman of the Ward !

1863 Cox Instil, in. ix. 730 Large boroughs are divided into

wards, which elect their councillors severally.

20. In Cumberland, Northumberland, and some
Scottish counties : One of the administrative dis-

tricts into which these counties are divided.
1431 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 43/2 Alex, of Cragy serjand

of fee wythin the Myddyll Ward of Edynburgh. 1495
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 216 Johne Hepburne of
the Est Ward of Edinburgh. 1496 Ibid. 312 The Upper
Ward of Clydesdale. 15.. Pcbtis to the Play 185 (Mait-
land Fol.) lohne niksoun of ye nether warde. 183a Act 2 fy

3 Will. IV c. 64 § 15 Such Northern Division shall include
..the several wards of Bamborough, Coquetdale, Glendale,
and Morpeth. 1864 G. V. Irving & A. Murray (title) The
Upper Ward of Lanarkshire described and delineated. 1872
E. W. Robertson Hist, Ess. 120 The Ward or Quarter still

represents the highest subdivision of the county. 188a
Jamieson, Ward 3. Lanarkshire is divided into Upper,
Middle and Lower Wards.

I!

+ 21. ' A part or division of a Forrest* (Phillips

1671). App. only Se, Obs.
1425 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1426, 11/1 The offyce off maistri-

schip off our ward of Yarrow lyand wythin our saide forest.

[1485: see Over-ward sb.\ 1509 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I.

285/1 The forest stedis of Cawdanle [etc.] Hand within the
forest of Ettrik and warde of Twede. a 1884 J. Russell
Remin. Yarrow ix. (1894) 233 About the same time the
Forest was divided into three ' wards,* that ofTweed, Yarrow,
and Ettrick. Each ward had a ranger, who collected the
rents [etc.].

b. Sc, ' A small piece of pasture ground, in-

closed on all sides, generally appropriated to young
quadrupeds ' (Jam.).
1473 Rental Bk. Cnpar-Angus (1879) I. 173 The sade

tenandis sal kepe thar self, .out of hanyngis, treys, stankis,

parkis, medows and wardis. 1657 Melrose Regality Rec.
(S.H.S.) I. 146 Cutting and destroying of thair riges of

brome that is growand in the wairds and aikers of Melrois.

(71670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 139
The countrie lords, .sent out their horses and destroyed both
grass and corn, fed where they pleased in the bishop's waird.

a 1673 Mare of Collingtoun in Watson's Coll. 1. (1706) 49
Within the Ward I might have clos'd thee, Where well thou
mightest have repos'd thee, Amang the Laird's best Fillies.

1785 Calf-ward [see Calf' 7b]. 1799 Rec. Elgin (New
Spalding Club) I. 210 A piece of ground full of sandbanks
and covered with whins, .as a common for the several pro-

prietors taking sand to make up their wairds and cattails.

f 22. ? A store-cupboard or wardrobe. Obs.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnescke iii. 53 Your drapry $e ded
wante, The warde with yow was skante. c 1550 Disc. Com-
mon Weal Eng. (1893) 75 Nature semeth to haue layd them
[sc. gold and silver] vpp in a farder warde then her other

guyftes.

VI. An appliance for guarding.

f 23. The part of the hilt of a sword that pro-

tects the hand : = Guard sb. 16 b. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 147 The hilts [of Persian

swords] are without ward.

24. a. Each of the ridges projecting from the

inside plate of a lock, serving to prevent the

passage of any key the bit of which is not provided

with incisions of corresponding form and size. b.

Each of the incisions in the bit of a key, corre-

sponding to the * wards ' of the lock. Cf. steward,
Step sb. 18.

In untechnical (literary and popular) use these applications

are sometimes reversed, the word being taken to denote the

cavities of the lock or the solid parts of the key.

a. c 1440 Pro/t/p. Parv. 516/1 Warde, ofa Iokke, tricalura.

1530 Palsgr. 286/2 Warde of a locke, garde. X536 MS.
Rawl. D. 780 If. 59 Mending of a lock and makyng new
wardes for the gentlemen hushers chambre. 1593 Shaks.

Lucr. 303 The lockes betweene her chamber and his will,

Ech one by him inforst retires his ward. 1615 R. Cocks
Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 10 He thought to have pickt the

lock of my money chist the other day, and had so wrong
the wardes that I could not open the lock with my key.

1644 Sir E. Dering Prop. Sacr., c iiij b, As if it were a

false ward against the key. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 877
Thus saying, from her side the fatal Key. .she took;, .then

in the key-hole turns Th' intricate wards. 1677 Moxon
Meek, Exerc. ii. 21 There are several Inventions in Locks.,

in the making and contriving their Wards, or Guards. 1725

Pope Odyss. xxi. 49 The wards respondent to the key turn

round. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, vi, Withdrawing from the

wards a ponderous key of about two feet in length, 1893

Patmoke Relig. Poetse 47 The key is not the less a key

because it will not open a lock the wards of which are filled

with stones. 1911 J. Ward Roman Era Brit. xiii. 237 To
render this difficult or impossible, obstructions or wards were

introduced into the case [of the lock], which could not be

passed by the bitt unless it had corresponding slits or

openings.

At* l647 Trapp Comm. Rom. xiv. 1 (1656) 650 Wring not

mens consciences : you may hap to break the wards, if you

do. 1840 Landor Era Rupert 11. vi, My hand at last [may]

Turn in their golden wards the keys of heaven. 1851 Mrs.

Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 11. 319 The key, O Tuscans,

too well fits the wards 1 Ye asked for mimes,— these bring

you tragedies. 1920 Masefield Enslaved, etc. 118 The
wards of life slipt back and set him free From cares of meat

and dress.

b. 1390 Gower Confi II. 189 The wardes of the cherche

keie Thurgh mishandlinge ben myswreynt. 1655 Marq.

Worcester Cent. luv, § 44 A Key of a Chamber-door, which

..hath its Wards and Rose-pipe but Paper-thick. 1677

Moxon Meek. Exerc. ii. 26 File the wards or slits in the

Bit with thin files. x688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 301/2

The Wards are all the nicks in the Bite [of the Key], c 1703

Pope Jan. % May 510 She took the wards in wax before the

fire, And gave th' impression to the trusty squire. 1828

Scott F. M. Perth xxiv, The incidents of a narrative of this

kind must be adapted to each other, as the wards of a key

must tally accurately with those of the lock to which it

belongs. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xlii
r
'Oh I I knew that,

did I?' says^Mr. Tulkinghorn, examining the wards of the

key. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <$ Pop. xxi. (ed. 3) 359 'I wo
keys, in saltire, wards towards the base, or.

e. transf. Applied to mechanical contrivances

resembling the wards of a lock or key.
(

1599 T. M[oufet] Silkivormes ?5 [To an 'artificial flea :]

Thy cogs, thy wardes, thy laths, how didst thou lay. 185a

Seidel Organ 40 Whilst the upper part is sinking the wards

open and let the wind pass from the bellows into the princi-

pal trunk.

VII. 25. attrib. and Comb. : a. Simple attrib.

(sense 19), ward-atderman, boss (U.S.), meetings

politics, pump, statesman, system ;
(sense 18),

ward-keeper, matron, nurse, table, work; (sense 24)

ward-hole, -plate.

1899 Athenseum 21 Oct. 548/3 London, however, was des-

tined to be ruled.. by a council of mayor and *ward-alder-



WARD.
men. 1908 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 163/2 The blackmailing "ward,
boss. 1911 J. Ward Roman Era Brit. 237 Many of these
keys have ' island ' *ward-holes. 1836 J. M. Guli Y Magtn-
dies Formal, (ed. 2) 127 Each «ward-keeper of hospitals
should be provided with a bottle of chlorine water. 1886
Daily News 26 Mar. 5/2 Family prayers are conducted by
the ward-matron, sister, or nurse. ,8,3 Jefferson Writ.
(1830) IV. 229 A general call of "ward-meetings by their
wardens on the same day through the State. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 414 The others [i.e. patients] were easily
controlled by the "ward nurses. 1883 Pitt-Rivers Primitive
Locks Sf Keys 24 A modern English latch-key . . furnished with
a ward-plate. 1844 Disraeli Coninsrsby v. iv, Two of the
Rlgbyites met in the market-place.

.

.

' Well, how goes it 1 ' said
one. 'I have been the rounds. The blunts going like the
•ward-pump.' 1885 A ilanticMonthly Apr. 467/1 These road-
ways, .the "ward statesman regards with tender solicitude as
famishing a large., field of operations in the line of contracts
'»57 J- T. Smith Parish ii. (ed. 2) 61 It is the adoption of
lownships, or the adaptation of the "Ward system, that is
really needed in such cases. 1888 Hon. Morten Hospital
Li/c 2 Ward work commences at seven with sweeping, dust-
ing, making beds.

b. Special comb. : f ward-book, ?a register of
admissions to a hospital ; ward-dyke, a wall en-
closing or bounding a ward (sense -21 b) j also, a
defensive dyke against water; ward-Are Orkney
and Shetland, a beacon-fire [ON. varSa cairn : cf.
Wabd-hill]; f ward-guard Sc, a protective
covering or receptacle for clothes; ward-heeler
l/.S. (see quot. 1890; cf. Heeler 5); ward-
land Sc., land held 'in ward' (see Ward-holding)-
ward-like adv., after the manner of a ward;
ward(s)raaid, a maidservant who performs the
menial offices of a hospital ward; f ward
marriage (see Marriage 5), in Scots feudal
law, the right m wardholding arising to the ward
superior on the marriage of the vassal's heir
or on his becoming marriageable ; wardmaster
(a) Dutch Hist, (rendering Du. wijkmeester), an
alderman or administrator of a city ward

;
(b) the

master or superintendent of a hospital ward;
t ward-silver, a payment to the lord in commu-
tation of military service

; f ward-staff (see quot.
16 10) ; ward-vassal, in Scots feudal law, a vassal
holding land 'in ward' (see Ward-holding)-
t ward-ware, ? ' wardrobe stuff', articles of cloth-
ing

; ward-woman arch., a tirewoman, a woman
in charge of her mistress's wardrobe; + ward-
word, a 'word ' of defence ; a reply to an attack
or watch-word

' of an opponent. Also Ward-
corn, Ward-fee, Ward-hill, etc.
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Parso"s] (/,//«), A TemperateVord
' t0 'S=lurbulent and Seditious Wach-word of '

_. ..j^.. Kv. „^, u iv lu^eiiiem ui pat ne naa mys-do. 1404
in 10th hep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 332 All dies wnrdes
and ordinances forsaide. 1477 Stonor Papers (Camden)
11. 27, I have done my dewte in every ponte accordyng
to your warde. 1531 A ostr. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow
(,807) iv. 30 As air fwnd be ane ward of be court. ,534 //»;,/.
68 Met ane ward and dome of court gevin in the tolbwtht
ot Ulasgw. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Quon. Attach, xxxvi.
9 3 Ilk soytour..souId be examinat in thrie courts, gif he
can make recorde of the court (of ane proces deduced in
court) or report ane sufficient warde (intei Ioquutour) or dome,
anent wardes, or exceptions asked in the court. Ibid. u.
lable 101 They [the suitors) sould trye, advise, and pro.
nunce the wardes (interloquutors) of court.

Ward, sb.* dial. [?var. of Wart sb. or of
Warre (OE. wcarr callosity). Cf. Warded a.2]
(See quot.)
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Ward, callosity of the skin •

on the hands, from hard labour, and on the feet from much

Ward (wgid), vA Forms : 1 weardian, -i3an,
2 weerdien, 3 wardie, 3-4 wardi, wardy(e 6
Sc. vard(e, vayrd, 6-7 Se. waird, 3-7 warde,
4- ward. Also 7 pa. t. ward (rare). [OF
weardian = OFris. wardia, OS. warden (MDn
waerden, MLG. -warden), OHG. warti-n (MHG
mod.G. warten), ON. varSa :- OTeut. *wardojan,
-xjan, f. *wardo: see Ward sb.'i The Eng. verb
may in some of its uses have been influenced by
OF, tvaruer (north-eastern) - Central OF. guarder
(mo&.¥. gardcr), Pr. gardar, Sp., Pg. guardar, It.
gnardare, a Com. Rom. adoption of the Teut
word.]

1. trans. To guard, stand guard over; to keep
in safety, take care of; to defend, protect. (For
to -watch and ward, see Watch v.) Obsolescent
or arch.
In OE. sometimes const, genitive.
la 1035[Cnut's Secular Laws lxxvi. (Liebermann) Acbxre

caesean heo sceal weardian. a uzz O. E. Chron. (Laud) an.
1087, Pa knghsce men be wa:rdedon baere sa;. 13. . K. Alls.
7324 (Laud MS.), [They] ben so warded al aboute Pat hem nestondeb none dome. 13.. Leg. Gregory (Schulz) 980 To helpand ward Cristendom. 1382 Wvclif Matt, xxvii. 66 The,
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' l^"ss] or wardiden, the sepulcre. ,4756*./VaS/«K(Roxb.)27 Forgolde, ..conquerithenotennemies,
nother in time of pease wardithe the peple to be in rest!
l»MK.mSjf. Trag. 11. lv. 40 Hot. But first my lookes shallcombat against thine. Bel. Then ward thy selfe : I dart this
kisse at thee. ,594 Shaks. Rich. Ill v. iii. 254 Then if you
fight against Gods Enemy, God will in iustice ward you as
his Soldiers, c ,613 Middleton No IVit like Woman's v.
1. ,45, I found the door Warded suspiciously. 1631 WeeverAne Funeral Mon. 704 On the farther side, .the Britaineswarded the bankes. 1893 Stevenson Catriona viii. 87 Hope
j>,\

a
»?nu!£ { P'easance,.. warded by a keeper. ,9,3BlacMu. Mag Dec. 787/1 Your wits must ward your head

b. lo defend, protect from. Now arch.
a I22S Ancr. R. ,74 Bisecheo Seorne God., bet he wite &ward.e ou urom alle beo bet ou awaiteS. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 970 Hi, wolde.. Wardi hom fram alle men, bat horn
ne tidde no drede. 13 . . Sir Beues 2946 Min em, be bischop
b loren in,

.
Schel be warde fro damage. 1475 Bi. Noblesse

(Koxb.) 77 Yotire roiaume forto warde, kepe, And defende
Trome youre adversaries. ,S6S Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist.m. xix 95 I he other two [angels) warding him on eche side
fT0m

.
L'S? danger of the fire also. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i.

>9S I ell him, it was a hand that warded him From thousand
dangers. 1604 T. Wr.oht Passions vi. 318 Abraham. .was
constrained to warde his offringfrom the molestfull crowes.a ,677 Barrow Strut, vii. Wks. ,687 I. 90 No better can anyman ward himself from blame, by imputing the neglect of
devotion to some indisposition within him thereto. 1850Blackie ^schylus I. ,8S Loxias himself will ward His
Holiest shrine from lawless outrage.

?: 4f"
To guard

'
keeP carefully (a secret), rare.

,„ 2Ur,ELP Pf C'"'-">te II. 442 'My profession,'
answered the priest, '. .obliges me to ward a secret.'

IS*
**"• («**) To keep guard. Often with

watch. (For to watch and ward, see Watchp ) Obs
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,d in ,his hous ,o W" a"dwarde Was M notaurus put in warde. c ,450 Holland
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1" ilakluyt's Voy. (,589) 555 Our menwh,ch warded a shore being stricken with soden fear", g™u=
p ace fled, [etc.]. ,579-80 North Plutarch, RomulZusg?)
J,J «

"gu sould'«s «'Sich warded at the gates of thecity. 16,0 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. ,07 A garrisonwhich ward.ng there day and night became Lie wfth dohignothmg ,7,3 De Foe Plague (,884) 74 The Family.. leftthe. .Fellows warding, and watching.
»•••"

1 2. trans. To rule, govern (a land, people) • to

"£ ?,\
nlS™ (a" estate

) ; t0 act as guardian to (a
cniiaj. Obs.
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- '39° GoWER Con/. I. 345 He
andI tarde

""° ^^ A"d Seide he wolde "n, kepe

I t.
^' T° man witl1 a garrison ; to protect or

I shield with some work or contrivance ; to fortify
(a castle). Obs.

'

1340-70 Alisaunder 265 Grim thei were, To warden heir
walles with weies ynow. 1398 Trkvisa Bartli. De P A vvm. (1495) 1,4 The lyddes ben warded and kept wyth rowes
of heer. c ,400 Parce michi 194 in 26 Pol. Poems ,48
Lastelles and toures, Withoute y-warded with stronge dyches
,544 Betham Precepts War 11. liv. L iij b, Cytis warded with
ah kyndes of defences. ,633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. in. ix.
321 the Castle of Leam-con neere Crooke haven which the
rebels warded, was recovered from them.

t b. said of the defending work. Obs.
aioooAgs.Ps. (Th.)ciii. 3 Heofon ..bone weardian uranwMra Sryoe. ,398 T revsa Barth. De P. R. v. xxvi. (liodl.MS), pe y?en defendeb and wardeb alle |,e forber parties of

be body ,555 Eden Decades (Arb.) ,77 Toward* the west
on the Nortne syde, great Cuba, .wardeth owre Tethvs \i e
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fc "S» Spenser Sheph. Cat. July
42 S. Michels Mount who does not know, That wardes theWesteme coste ? ,596 _ p. Q. iv. x. 7 And for defence
thereof, on th' other end There reared was a castle faire and
strong, That warded all which in or out did wend.
f4. To keep in close custody or confinement ; to

put in ward, imprison. Chiefly Sc.tpbs.
,390 Gower Con/. II. 354 A Maiden, which was warded

streyte Withinne chambre and kept so clos, That [etc]
? a ,400<MorteArth. 16,4 That they be weisely wachede and
,n warde holdene, Wardede of warantizez with wyrchipfulle
knyghttez. c ,480 Henryson Paddock f, Mouse 166 (Banna.
tyne Mb.) Now in fredome, now wardit in distress ,508
Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 247/1 Dome [was) gevin apounthan persoms to be wardit thairfor. ,58, N. Burne in Catll.
lractates• (S.T.S.) 116, I..vas vayrdit in the Tolbuith of
Edinburgh. ,597 in Maitl. Club Misc. I. ,29 The kirk de-
svris the bailleis to waird him quhill the nixt Sonday, his
'"de '° be bread and wattir allanerlie. a ,670 Siald.ng
front. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 220 He was shortly
Wairded for these words.

t b. fig. To keep in close check or control. Obs.
,390 Gower Con/. I. 53 Thin yhe forto kepe and warde

bo that itpasse noght his warde. Ibid. I. 60 If thou, .wish!
cowthest warde and kepe Thin yhe and Ere. ,555 Hooper
in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (, 564 ) ,58 True confession iswarded on euery side, with many daungers.
5. With in, off, up : To enclose, hem in, seclude,

shut off (esp. for safety or protection), rare.
a ,586 Satir. Poems Re/orm. xxxvii. 37 Walde 5e ward;ow vpe betwne tua ways, Jit so ;e sail not frome bair

f^'ir/S's save 3ou. C59C Greene Fr. Bacon 11. i. 446(Collins) The Pyren mounts. .That ward the welthie Castile
in with walles. ,842 Dickens Amcr. Notes xi, The ma-
chinery not warded ofT or guarded in any way, but doing
its work in the midst of the crowd of idlers. . who throng the
lower deck. fa

6. To parry, repel, fend off, turn aside (a stroke
or thrust, blow, attack, weapon, missile). Now
almost always with off.
,571 Golding Caliin on Ps. lv. 13. 2,4 Too put backe

a stroke by striking it upward, according as wee say in
English I had warded his blowe. iscoSpenserAO.,. ix. 10
jL heir God himsefe.. Shot many a dart atmewithfiers intent.
But I them warded all with wary gouernment. c ,643 LdHerbert Autobiog. (1824) ,26 All I could well do to those
two which remained, was to ward their thrusts. ,652 Ur-qdhart Jewel ,37 He for twenty several bouts, did butward their blows, and pary with the fort of his sword. 1697D«v»ra^«» v 584 Entellus..with his warping Body
wards the Wound. ,732 Ledjard Sethos II. ix. 277 Heemploy d one part . . to ward off the flights of arrows ,830Praed Poems (,864) I. 352 And now he wards a Round-
bead s pike, and now he hums a stave. ,844 Mrs. Brown,
inc. hoviawito/Page ii, Once in the tent, and twice in the
fight, [fhou] Didst ward me a mortal blow. ,845 Darwin
roy.Nat. 11 (,879) 25 Seeing a great powerful man afraid
even to ward off a blow, directed, as he thought, at his face
185, Mavne Reiv Scalp Hunters lv, Before El Sol could
ward it off, the thrust was given, and the weapon appeared
to pass through his body.

iCf i&,'*¥!S $*.&• LV"le's Case /or Sped. Ep.
L I

,

LordshlP m your last.
. unanswerable master,

piece, held up your buckler over the Knight then living
and ward off the Iesuits blowes. a ,734 North Li/eLd.
Apr. Guil/ord (1742) 224 He met sometimes with a Re-
primand, which he would wittily ward off.

b. absol. or intr. To parry blows ; to stand on
the defensive in a combat, arch.
,393 Langl. P. PI C. xxii. 2,8 And wepne to fight \v.r.warde] with bat wol neuere faille. ,567 Maplet GV. Forest

i\ m [
l I""?'?,1 m h,s fi8ht wardeth and foyneth at

the Elephan his bellye. a ,586 Sidney Arcadia i.xi §12As soone as he spied Palladius, he drew his sword, and let
Ihe at him. But Palladius.. sought rather to retire, 'and
warde. ,59, Harington Orl. Fur. Pref. T ij b, As good
fensers vse to ward and strike at once. 159a Lyly Midas
iv. 11 A Nation. .so valiant, that are redier to strike than
ward. ,653 Holcroet Procopius, Vandal Wars 11. 38Solomon., commanded the rest., to stand still, warding with
their shields, against the enemies Javelins. ,697 Dryden
cF'ics v. 575 Yet equal in Success, they ward, they strike.
,810 Praed Poems (i$6i) II. ,5 Life is won by ready sword,
By strength to strike and skill to ward.
7. trans. To avert, keep off (harm, danger, etc).
a. simply.

<z,586 Sidney Arcadia 1. Eclogue (,598) 8s While they
did ward sun-beames with shadie bay. ,673 Lady's Call.
l.iii. § ,8 It concerns them therefore to ward those begin-
nings whose end may be so fatal. 1710 Philips Pastorals
ii. ,25 Fold Thy Flock with mine, to ward th'injurious Cold.
C750 Shenstone Elegy iii. 13 He little knew to ward the
secret wound. ,8,0 Scorr Latly 0/ Lake v. xx, I, only I,

can ward their fate. ,850 Blackie /Eschylus II. 240 Theirs
it is to ward fulfilment of all evil-omened sights. ,883 Ld.
Acton Lett, to Mary Gladstone 2, Mar. (,904) ,32 Images
would probably impress him as a danger to be warded,
rather, I think, than Transubstantiation.

b. with off. Also (rarely) aside.



WARD.
1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 3 If, then, you would ward off the

gripe of poverty, pretend to be a stranger to her. 1774 —
Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 322 Covering their heads at the same
time to ward off any danger of the falling of pebbles or
stones from above. 1798 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 241 If
we can ward off actual war till the crisis in England is over.

1803 Edwin II. xiv. 214 To ward aside the threatened
tempest. 1854 SORTERS Handley Cr. lviii. (1901) II. 129
Rising hills ward off the wintry winds. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 1, vi, To keep out weather, to ward off cold,.. or

what not. 1881 W. H. Day Die. Childr. 593 Which may
obviate the tendency to congestion, and so ward off the
paroxysms.

f8. intr. To take up a position of defence, take

precautions against. Also, to be careful that

(something be done). Obs,
a 1225 Ancr. R. 182 Sicnesse bet God sent. .wasched beo

sunnen bet weren er iwrouhte: warde'5 to 3em beo bet

weren touwardes. c 1475 Partway 805 Warde that ye be
a monday in thys place. 1709 Prior Paulo Purganti 100
Our Don, who knew this Tittle Tattle Did, sure as Trumpet,
call to llattel ; Thought it extreamly a firofios, 'To ward
against the coming Mow. 17.. ? Swift S.'s Wks. (1841) II.

850/2 In England, this pusillanimity is more to be warded
against than in most other countries. 1726 Leoni Albert?s
Arc/iit. I.99 Regard must be had. .in cold Countries to

ward against the bleak Northwind. 17S5 Mem, Cafit. P.
Drake Ded., But where is the Necessity of warding against
the Imputation of Flattery, when I dedicate to Your Lord-
ship?

9. trans. To place (a patient) in a particular

ward in a hospital ; to lodge (a vagrant) in a * casual

ward \ (A new formation on the sb.)

1879 St. George** Hosp. Rep. IX. 62 Warded at 2 p.m. next
day with the same symptoms. 1889 Sik D. Duckworth in

Lancet 5 Jan., She appeared there [sc. at the Hospital] and
being very ill. .was warded. 1909 Westin. Gaz. 23 Feb. 12/1
The question as it seemed to these Town Councillors was
how to get the vagrants warded, not how to keep them out
of the Casual Ward.

10. Of a dog : To line or cover (a bitch).

1781 P. Peckford Th. Hunting v. 59 When you breed
from a very favourite sort, and can have another bitch

warded at the same time, it will be of great service, as you
may then save all the puppies. 1826 J. Cook Fox-hunting
11 It is therefore not very probable that one Stallion-hound
can ward many bitches besides those of the owner.

tWardjZ'.- Obs. Aphetic f. Award v. Hence
"WVrding vhl. sb. or ppl. a.

1442 Rolls of ParIt. V. 43/2 If. .Processe theropon be
wardet. 1475 Ibid. VI. 141/1 That the Juges of the said

Bench.., have auctorite. ,to ward that the said James have
ayein his said Goodes, . .and theruppon to ward Writtes of

execution in that behalve. 1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 160

A sarpler. .poyntyd be the lefftenaunte to be casten owte to

wardd the sortt bye as the ordenaunce ys now made that

the lefftenaunte schall poynt the warddyng sarplers of every
mans wull. 1555 in Strype Feci. Mem. App. No. 47 (1721)

III. 145 Which shalbe proved, yf a commission might be
warded to that purpose.

Ward, Sc. contr. f. were it.

c 1580 MoNTt;oMERiE Misc. P. xl. 8 Weill ward thou weep,
O ouer audacious ee !

Ward, obs. pa. t. of Wake v.2 Worth v.

-ward, suffix, OE. -weard, primarily forming
adjs., with the sense * having a specified direction*,

corresponds to OFris. -ward, OS. -ward, -werd,

OHG., MHG. -wart (as in heimwart adj., home-
ward) :—OTeut. *-ward*o-, f. * ward*- abl.-var. of

*werf- :—pre-Teut. * wert- to turn ( = L. vertire)
;

in the suffix the primary sense of the root is pre-

served, though the strong verb *werfa?t has only

the derived sense ( to become ' (see Worth z>.)
;

cf. the L. ^versus (a ppl. formation from the same
root),which in sense coincides with OTeut. *~ward*o-.

Two other suffixes precisely identical in function

with *-wara*o-, but representing different grades of

the root, are : OTeut. *-werpo-, in Goth. -wairp-s,

ON. -verd-r, OHG. -wert (MHG. and mod.G.
only in the adverbial -warts : cf. -wards), OFris.
-wirth ; and OTeut. *-urd*o- in ON. -ur6-r, OHG.
-ort\ neither of these types is found in OE.
The pronunciation of the suffix when attached to a mono-

syllable is (waJd; ; for the occasional colloquial shortening
see W (the letter). Following one or more unstressed
syllables it is usually sounded (woid) or (wflid).

Down to the 16th c. the suffix occasionally appears with
irregular spellings, as -warde, -werd, -word, -zuhard; the
form -wart in Sc. and northern dialects represents a pro-
nunciation still heard.

1. The suffix was originally appended only to

local advs., and in OE. was still confined to this

use. The adjs. in -weard usually denoted direction

of movement, but many of them could also be used

to designate aspect or relative position ; in this

function they often occur in partitive concord : e.g.

foreweard must often be translated 'front or first

part of. (With regard to the adjs. originating in

mod.E. from advs. in -ward, see 5 below.)

2. The OE. adjs. in -weard
t
like the correspond-

ing words in the other Teut. langs., admitted of

being used adverbially in the accus. (OE. -weard)

or in the genitive (OE. -weardes) of the neut. sing.

(For the history of the genilivat advs. see -wards.)

The advs. in -weard found in OE. are all (exc.

hdmweard homeward) advb. forms of adjs. actually

recorded in the language, and the first element is

88

always a local adv. {hdmweard being not really an
exception). On the analogy of the older advs.

with this suffix, there were formed in ME. several

compounds in which -weard was added to advs.,

esp. to compound advs. of phrasal origin, as in

abackward, adownward, awayward, abotttward,

againward, ajoreward; the first three of these were

soon displaced by the aphetic forms backward)

downward, wayward,
3. In OE. the adv. toweard was used also as a

prep., with the sense ' in the direction leading to'.

In early ME. ffrontward acquired a similar pre-

positional use, and later there are isolated examples
of this development of function in some other

advs. in -ward (e.g. inward, onward) of which the

first element is an adverb-preposition expressing

movement.
4. The type of expression represented by the (now

obsolete or archaic) forms ' to heavenward(s ', to

the city ward(s% ( to us-ward ', and the (wholly

obsolete) forms ( from . . ward(s ', is commonly
spoken of as a 'tmesis' of the preps. towardis,

•\fromward\s. This is convenient as a description

of its function, but is not historically correct.

In reality, the practice of attaching the suffix (which there-

by assumes more or less the character of a separate adv.) to

a phrase consisting of a sb. or pronoun governed by a prep,

must be older than the development of the advs. toiuardis

and fro/Muard(s into preps. In OE., though no prep. *wi8-
iveard is known to have existed (cf. iviSerweard adj., ad-
verse), there are many examples in which wi3., weard is

virtually a prep, governing the interposed word in the geni-

tive (this being the case governed hywi3). Although in OE.
id and wi5 are the only preps, that are recorded in this use,

it is significant that in MHG. and in early mod. Ger., while

no compound preps, with -ivart, -warts existed, these suffixes

were added to phrases consisting ofa sb. or pronoun governed
by a prep, (chiefly zu, nach, gegen; also von corresponding
to ME. from in /rom . .ward). In this use, however, they
were commonly treated not as suffixes but as advs., and
written as separate words. In English also ward in this

construction (which is now archaic) is sometimes appre-

hended as a separate adv., and so written. Uut it is usually

felt as forming a compound with the governed sb. When
the sb. is qualified by the definite article, as in ' to the heaven-

ward ', there is a tendency to interpret the compound as a sb.

or an adj. used absol., because of the apparent analogy of

expressions like ' to the eastward '. Where the definite article

was absent, the compound came to be regarded as an adv.

;

the prefixed to therefore became otiose, and therefore went
out of use.

5. On the analogy of the advb. compounds origi-

nating from the omission of to (e.g. heavenward
adv. from to heaven ward), the suffix has in the

mod.Eng. period been added freely to sbs. (in-

cluding proper names) to form advs. expressing

direction, aspect, or tendency. From the 16th c.

onwards there has been a growing disposition to

use the advs. in ~ward as adjs.; in the 19th c. or

the last years of the 1 8th c. several new adjs. of

this formation appear for the first time : e.g. earth-

ward, heavenward, Godward, manward, skyward)

these, however, have been confined to literary use.

6. Examples of to . . ward, till , . ward (north,

dial.), into . . ward, unto . . ward.

a. with proper name, orsb. without determining

word. For other instances see Bedward, Church-
ward, Deathward, Earthward, Godward,
Heavenward, Hellwakd, Manward,
ciooo ^Elfric Horn. (Thorpe) I. 336 He. .hincbaer to

mynstreweard. a 1122 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1052

Jewendon heom ba to NorSmuoan, & swa to Lundene
weard. a 1300 K. Horn 1180 Ifond horn child stonde To
schupeward in londe. 13.. Coer de L. 2452 King Richard
Came sailing to Acres-ward. 1377 Langl. /'. PL 13. xiv. 308

He tempreth be tonge to treuthe ward. 1387 Trevisa. Hig-
den (Rolls) V. 175 Julianus wente into Perseward. 1448
Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 37 Y mette with my lorde atte

high table ende comyng to meteward. 148a Cely Papers
(Camden) 91 And the xj day I wndyrstond ^e pwrpose to

Bregyswhard. a 1500 Nutbrowne Maide xix. in Amolde's
Chron. (1502) Oj b, To wood ward wyl I flee. 1533 Berners
Froiss. I. lxxxvi. io3 Dyuers lordes and knyghtes of France
were goyng into Spayne warde. 1526 Tindale 2 Cor. i. 16

To have bene ledde forth to Jewry warde of you. 1549
Coverdale etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. vii. 13-18 The one.. is

wholly gyuen to synne, the other.. laboureth to honestie-

warde. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. iv. 2. 10 As to David-
ward, the solution is easye. i6ot W. Parry Trav. Sir A.
Sherley 30 The Emperor of Rusciaes country to Persia ward.
1647 TUFF Marrow Cd. Authors in Co/urn. Ep. 619 The
despensation of the grace of God is given us to others-ward.

1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2) Toward. The word is

often divided thus: He lives to Grimsby ward noo. She's
goan to Lunnun ward.

b. with sb. determined by article or otherwise.
f In quot. 1523, on is used instead of to or into (after a

verb of motion),
c 1000 ./Elfric Saints' Lives xxxi. 78 [He] het baet he

biheolde to his drihtne werd. a ixas O. E. Ckron. (Laud
MS.) an. io48,£)a..wendon him baup to bcere bur^e weard.
c 1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 1407 Til our contre-warde. £1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera) 462 Scho with camelis and
cart held on to be merkat wart, c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T.
386 Unto the gardynward. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cinirg. 161

pe herte. .hangib sum-what to the Hftsideward. 1413-30
Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 4045 Whan he cometh to-our-schippis-

ward. 1480 Caxton Chron, Eng. cxlix. i 1 b, Whan the

tydynge come to the pope, . . tho was he to the kyngward ful

WAR-DANCE.
wroth. 1333 Berners Froiss. I. exxxiv. 66 Assone as the
skirmyssh was begon, he toke his horse with the spurres &
came on the skirmysshe warde. 1536 Tindale Mark xiv. 8

She cam afore honde to anoynt my boddy to his buryinge
warde. a 1547 Surrey AZneis it. 303 Thus slided through
our town The subtil tree, to Pallas temple ward. 1609
Dowland Ornith. Microl. 40 A Quauer is a figure like a
Crochet, having a dash to the right hand-ward. 1644 Man-
wayring Sea-mans Diet. 71 If her sterne lie towards the
sea, we say her sterne lies to the off-ward, and her head to
the shore-ward. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. v. 105
This Pilot desiring to avoid certain sands that were to the
Prow-ward of him, put forth to sea. 1884 W. Black Jud.
Shakespeare xxxi, Casting his eyes to the isleward.

c. with pronoun, me, thee, etc. Now only arch.
c 1250 Owl fy Night. 375 }if hundes urneb to him ward.

c 1350 Gen. <y Ex. 2726 To hemward swide he lep. 1338 R.
Bkunne Chron, (1810) 170 Bi tyme turne to me ward, for I

v. ille speke with be. c 1374 Chaucek Troylus iv. 1666, 1 shal

so doon. .That ay honour to me-ward shal rebounde. 1387
'1're\ isa Higden{ Rolls)VI. 413 Elfleda. .regnedeinalMercia,
outtake Londoun and Oxenforde, be whiche be kynge hylde
to hymselfward. 1441 Plumpton Corr. (Camden)p. lvi, He,
with officers of the said forest, rode to themward in all that

they might pricke. 1448 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 19 His
master was at Causton to yow ward, a 1533 Berneks Huon
lxxxii. 254 He tournyd his face to her warde. 1540 Palscr.
Acolasttts 111. ii. Oij, She. .seketh out the way to vs warde.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxiv. 12. 240 God wilbe the same
tu themward, that he shewed himself to be towards his ser-

vant David. 1576 Fleming Panopl, Epist. 16 Of whiche
your bountie to him warde I am a witnesse. 1593 R. Har-
vey Philad. 71 Coil., brought the peoples goodwill into such
a wheele, and so turned it tohimselfeward,that [etc.]. i6n
Bible 2 Cor. xiii. 3 Since ye seeke a proofe of Christ speak-

ing in me, which to youward is not weake, but is mightie in

you. 1633 J.
Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 14 The subtile

Lady Admirall (who was long before aware of the Prince's

love to her-ward). 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 180 Then
I think he will have set before us such a Hoghen moghen
Leviathan, that that of Holy Job would be but a kind of

Spratkin to it ward. 1738 Wesley Hymns, ' Dear Lord,
my thankful Heart receives ' iii, Thine Eyes to me-ward ever

turn. 1830 Coleridge Let. to Mrs. Gillman Lett. (1895) II.

754 An anxious friend and tender sister to me-ward ! 1848

Lowell Biglow P. iii. Let. 4 Nov. 1847, When rumor pointed

to himward. 1901 Hardy Poem, To an Unborn Pauper
Child, No hint of mine may hence To theeward fly.

f 7. Examples offrom . . ward, fro . . ward. Obs.
See also Fromward C 1 b.

c 1330 [see Froward C b] c 1340 Hampole Pr.Cottsc. 7281

J>e ded.. Salle ay ban fle fra pam-ward. c 1386 Chaucer
J'rol. 397 Ful many a draughte of wyn had he ydrawe Fro
Burdeuxward whil that the chapman sleepe. c 1440 Alpha-
bet 0/ Tales 285 He mett his wife fro be kurkward. 1495
Act n Hen. VII c 982 Leasses-.for the which noe such
suertie shalbe badde.. [shall] stand from thensforth ward
voide and of noon effecte. 1607 T. Rogers 3Q Articles

xxxviii. (1625) 216 No man. .can desire to appropriate.. any
thing to himselfe, eyther yet to make any priuate vse to him-
selfe from the rest ward, a 1608 Dee Relai. Spir. 1. (1659)

56 His face is (now) from meward. 1621 Lady M. Wroth
Urania 108 Amphilanthus. .was then looking fromherward,
carelesse of her. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printingxx'iv.

r 7 With the nail of nis Right Hand Thumb, sloaping from
his Thumbward, he draws or slides forward the upper Sheet.

8. Examples of nonce-wds. (advs.) f. sb. or proper

name (rarely pron.) +-ward.
1623 L. Andrewes Serm. 1. xvi. (1629) 154 In Man, there

was onward [=oneward] an abridgement of all the rest.

Gather God and him into one, and so you have all. 1728

Swift Let. to Pope 26 July P 3 You are the most temperate

man Godward, and the most intemperate yourselfward of

most I have known. 1753 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 27

July, Our beauties are travelling Paris-ward. 1793 Cowter
Let, to Lady Hesketh 29 Aug., I will therefore.. refer the

time of your journey Weston-ward entirely to your own
election, a 1849 Poe Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 499 The
whole tendency of the age is Magazine-ward. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling n. iii, In the afternoon we went on the Thames
Putney-ward together. 1865 E. Burritt Walk to Laud's
End 241 The waif breezes, .convey but a little way youward
the breath of thyme they take up from these rough hills and
valleys. 1893 Tablet 4 Nov. 742 Its eyes turned eastward

and past-ward. 1899 'G. F. Monkshood' Kipling 69 Mr.

Kipling thoughtfully points out to him that men do not float

Simla-ward in paper ships upon a stream of ink.

Wardable (wgudab'l), a. Hist. [f.WAKD^.2 +
-able.] Liable to pay castle-guard or castle-ward.

c 1630 in Sussex A rchseol. Collect. VI. 226 The Parsonadge

..wth too akers of the Mannor land, called the Wren Wish,

is Wardable as the Mannor is. 1888 Archxot. Rev, Mar. 58

In Pevensey Rape much of the land round the Castle was
wardable, i.e., paid Castle-guard, or Castle-ward.

fWaTdage 1
. Obs.-° [ad. AL. warddgiumt

f. warda \ see Ward sb. 2 and -age.] Wabd-
PENNY.
[1294 in Cat. Charier Rolls (1906) II. 437 Lastage, stallage,

hidage, wardage, [etc.].] 1672 Cowefs Interpr. (ed. Man-
ley), IVardage .. seems to be the same with the wardpeny.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1731- in Uailey. 1864- in

Webster. In recent Diets.

Wardage 2 ^wi/jded.5). rare. [f. Ward^.2 +
-age.] The function of a sentinel or guardian.

1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard^70 The old square tower

in the churchyard kept A solemn wardage.

"Wardain(e, obs. forms of Warden 1
.

Wardan ; see Warden 2
.

War-dance. A dance performed by savage

tribes before a warlike excursion or in celebration

of a victory. Also, a mimetic dance representing

warfare. Also trans/.

1757 [Burke] Europ. Settlem.Amer. I. it. iv. 183 The cap-

tain . . strikes his club against the stakes of his cottage, and
begins the war dance. 1778 J. Carver Trav. N.Amer. 269

The War Dance, which they use both before they set out on
their war parties, and on their return from them. 1883 O. C



WARDATARE. 89 WARDEN.
Davies Norfolk Broads iv. (1884) 33 The boiling liquid, .is

rapidly covered with sawdust, which is trodden down by a
war-dance on the part of the men. 1886 J. 11. Wood Man
% Handiwork v. 09 In their terrific war-dances, the Maoris
put out their tongues to a wonderful extent.

tWardatar^e. St. Obs. Also6-atair, -atour.

[f. med.L. type *wardatarius , f. med.L. warda : see

Ward sb. 2 Cf. feudatary.'] In Scots feudal law.

the person who has the wardship of lands while

the heir is a minor.

||& Acts Jos. ^(1814) II. 344/3 Gif be wardatouris
of sik landis Refusis to find souirtie. 1579-80 Rtg, Privy
Council Scot. III. 263 George Dowglas, wardatare of Car-
thorall. 1580 Exchequer Rolls Scot. XXI. 547 John Leslie

of Buchquhane, schireff wardatour of Abirdene. 1584 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. III. 705 WUliame Douglas of Lochlevin,
principall schireff, wardatar thairof. 1765-8 Krskine Inst.

Law Scot, 11. ix. §62 The former part of the statute [of 1491]
had enacted, that both wardatarsand Hferenters should give
security to uphold, in good condition, the subject of the ward
or liferent.

Warday. dial. Also in many corrupt forms,

ware-, wartday, warder, warter, wharter, etc. :

see Eng. Dial. Diet. [Of Scandinavian origin : cf.

Sw. hvardag, Da. hvcrdag, lit. 'every day 1 (ON.
Aver-

r

every, dag-r day).] A week-day, as opposed
to Sunday : = Everyday sb. b. Also attrib.

1598 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 214 To Anne Atkinson
my warday gowne. 1788 Marshall Rur. Er.on. Yorks. II.

363 Wark-day (pron. warday) J week-day; in contradistinc-
tion to Sunday :

* Sunday and war-day.' [ For later examples
see Eng. Dial. Diet.]

t Wa'rdcorn. Feudal Law. Obs. [f. Ward
j£.2 + Corn j/j.I] A periodical payment in corn to
the superior in commutation of military service.

Cf. Wardpenny.
1415 Foundation Charter, Skene, Surrey in Dugdale

Motuist (1830) VI. 1. 33/1 Et quod omnia bona, .hominum
..praeclictorum quorumcunque, sint..quieta de omnimodo
pavagio, passagio, . . &c. et de omni scotto et geldo, . . et warde-
peny, wardecorne, averpeny, hwidredpeny, et borthalpeny,
[etc.]. 1441 Court Rolls (P. R. O.) 1/3 Decennarius. .pre-
sentat.j quarterium drageti vocati Wardecorne.

1j Du Cange wrongly identified wardcorn with
cornagium, to which he gave an erroneous explana-
tion : see Cornage U. His error has been adopted
in many Eng. Diets.

1701 Cowers fnter/>r.(ed. Kennett), Wardecorn, the Duty
of keeping Watch and Ward with a Horn to blow, upon any
occasion of surprize. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey}. 1721-1800
in Hailev. In recent Diets.

"Warddrope, obs. form of Wardrobe.
t Wardebrace. Obs. rare. Also 5 warbrace.

[a. OF. (north-eastern) *wardebras
t

dial, van of
gardebras.] = Garde-bras.
CX440 Promp.Parv. 516/1 Warbrace, or bracere, brachials

X4- . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 568/36 Brachia.lt; a wardebrace.

t Wardecorps. Obs. Forms : 4 wardecors,
-corps, 5 ward(e) corce, wardcors(e, (warde-
cose, wardcorpse). [a. AF. wardecors (re-
corded in sense 2 ; also latinized wardecosia,
wordecorsum, etc.) = OF. gardecorps ; f. OF.
warde, f. warde-r = garder to guard (see Guard,
Ward vbs.) + corps body.]
L A body-guard ; an armed personal attendant.

Cf. Garde-du-corps.
a 1330 Otuel 1409 His wardecors a non he fond, & tok a

spere out of his bond, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 359Thogh thou preye Argus with hise hundred eyen To be my
wardecors. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) III. 389 perfore
whan Phelip sat in be feste ofspousaille withoute wardecorses
[L. sine custodibus : 1485 Caxton wardcorpses] Pausania, a
noble }ong man, slow} him ri^t bere. a 1450 Mirk's Festial
287 Kyng Darius made a questyon to bre of hys wardcorsis.
2. An over-garment for out-door use.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 516/1 Warde corce, clothe (v.rr.

wardecose, ward corscloth, wardcorce), tunica, twiicella.
1483 Cath. Angl. 408, 1 Wardcorse, reuo.

Warded (w£\ided), a.i [f. Ward sb* + -ed 2.]
Of a key, lock: Constructed with wards. (Usually
with denning word prefixed.)
i57» Bossewkll Armorie n. 94 b, This Crosse ought to be

figured as a double warded key. 1591 Greene Conny Catch.

"!c
2 5-™ e -- can Picke a lock if it be not too crosse warded.

1628 * kltham Resolves 11. xxxiii. 105 Attendants are like to
. . lockes. . . If they be such as a stranger may picke . . it is very
nt to change them instantly. But if they be well warded
they are then good guards of our fany. 1850 Chubb Locks
<V Keys 8 There was also another lock constructed on the
warded principle, but with the addition of a single tumbler.
1S53 Hobrs & I omunson Locks v. 58 Complex warded locksWa rded, a.2 Obs. exc. dial. ft. Ward sbA +
-CD 2.] ? Affected with callosity.
1658 Gi-rnall Ckr. in Arm. n. verse 16 xix. 650 Acts of

mercy and forgiveness are with so much difficulty drawn..
rom those that are Saints, even like milk out of a warded
breast. rtl8a5 Forby Voc. E. Angtia s. v. Ward v., The
uamis ol hard working people are said to be warded.Wa rded

v
w£\Hlwi),#>/.tf.i [f.WARD»J + -edL]

Tl. Detained * in ward \ imprisoned. St. Obs.
ri6io J. Forbes Certain Rec. (WodrowSoc.) n. viii. 455ine guard came.. with a warrand to receive the warded

mnnstcrs, and convoy them to the Councell.
-a. burnished with a protective padding

; guarded.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. i, Running their goat-hair and

norje-nair warded heads against walls of words.
Warded (w§uded), ppi. a* [f. Ward nX

aphetic form of ' award ' + -£D 1.1 (See quot.1
Vol. X.

1894 Northumbld. Gloss., 768 Warded, assigned, set out,
awarded by commissioners appointed to carry out thedivision
of common lands. Warded roads; the roads thus set out.

Wardein^e, obs. forms of Warden.
Wardel, obs. Sc. form of World.
Warden (w^id'n), sb. 1 Forms : 3-6 wardein,

6 wardeine, 4-6 wardeyn(e, 4-5 wardain(e, ,

-ayn(e, 4 Sc, vardane, 4-6 north, and Sc. war-
dan(e, 5 werdein, werdeyn, Sc. wardand, 5-6 1

wardyn, 6 St. varden, -an, vordan, wairdan(e,
4- warden, [a. OF. wardein, north-eastern var.

of guarden, -enet see Guardian.
_
The word is current as a traditional designation of office

;

in other uses it is poet, or arch. In the legal uses the AF.
form is gardein, and in many of them guardian is the pre-
ferred form in Kng. In Anglo-Latin rendered by custos.\

fl. One who guards, protects, or defends; occas.

a guardian angel : *= Guardian i. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 312 Wat Crist ure euerichon to so gentil

wardein bereS to lutel menske. c 1290 John 31 in S. E. Leg.
403 peie in seint Iohanes warde is swetemoder he tok,. .hire
wardein he was aftur also \<at he to heouene i-wende. a 1340
Hami'olf. Psalter xxxiii. 7 pat lie be wardayn of bairn pat
dredis him purly. c 1400 Rylgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1. vii. {1859)
6 There is none so caitif pilgrym that he ne hath assigned
hym a wardeyne the hour of Ills byrthe. c 141a Hocclkve
De Reg. Princ. 2441 Silence of tunge is wardein of good
fame. 1513 Douglas sEncis xr. xv. 43 O brycht Apollo..
Of haly mont Soractis the waidane.

f b. Astr. = Guards. 12. Cf. Guardian 5.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 218 The starres which are cauled
the wardens of the north starre. /bid. 270.

2. One who has the care of something specified
;

a keeper. Obs. exc. poet.

a 1290 S. Eustace 230 in Horstm. Aliengl. Leg. (1SS1) 216
(>e hayward nom and bleu his horn, For he wes wardein of
>at corn. 1*1300 Cursor M. 4691 [loseph] Garners and
granges lild wit sede, In ilksteda sere wardain. 1362 I.angi..

P. I'l. A. 1. 53 For Rihtfoliche Resoun schulde mien 011 alle,

And kuynde wit be wardeyn oure weolbe to kepe. 1387
Tkkvisa lligdcn (Rolls) I. 393 One of he wardeynes hat kepte
he body of Stint Andrewe in Constantinople. Ibid. II. 425
|>e wardeyn [L, cuslos) of he asse folowede after. Ibid. IV.

33 Demetrius hat was wardeyn of his hookes. 1422 Hocclevk
Jonathas 223 Let me been of it [sc. the ring] wardeyn ; ffor

as my lyf, keepe it wole y certeyn. 1871 Rossetti Poems,
Eden Bower xxi, Of all this wealth I have made thee warden.

+ b. One in charge of a division of an army. Obs.

1297 R.Gi.ouc (Rolls) 9003 pe king henii is ost a bre delde
here. .him sulf in be o^er was..S: banne is tueie sones were
wardeins of be h'idde.

C. Warden of the Peace = ' Guardian of the

Peace ' : see Guardian i b.

r543 tr- Act 4 Ediv. Ill c. 2 The iustices assigned. .shall
haue power to delyuer the same iayles of those that shalbe
endited before the wardeins of the peace [orig. les gardeins
de la /ees). 1854 J- T. Smith Parish ii. 38 The Sheriffs
and other Wardens of the peace, .are required [etc.].

d. A gatekeeper, porter, sentinel. Now rare.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 272 He sette one wummon uortobeon ^ete-
ward, het is, feble wardein. C1374 Chaucer Troytus v. 1177
The wardeyn of be yates gan to calle The folk, which bat
with-oute the yates were, Ai id bad hyin dryuen I n here bestes
alle. 1801 Southkv Thalaba xn. xix, At the threshold of
the rocky door,.. Fit warden of the sorcery-gate, A rebel
Afreet lay. 1815 P'akoner's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney),
Wardens of His Majesty's Dock-Yards, are generally old
lieutenants in the royal navy, appointed, .to see that no per-

son whatever be admitted without an order from the com-
missioner. 1838 Prescott Eerd, fy Is. 1. x. II. 21 The man
was apprehended by the warden of the frontier of Jaen.
a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 376 I've won from the warden
The key,—the key ; Arid the steed's in the garden For me,—
for me. 2892 Stevenson In South Seas tv. iii, Female
wardens made a fit outpost for this palace of many women,

j

f3. The person invested with the control of the
|

person and lands of an orphan heir during his '

minority ; also, in wider sense, one who has the
charge and oversight of young persons : m Guar-
dian 2. Obs.
c 1290 Beket 269 in S. E. Leg. 114 In his warde he let do

his eldeste sone sire henrL.pat he were is wardein and
al is ordeinour. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6418 po bed he be
court segge sob. .wan edmond made is eirof is lond wiboute
striue, & wan of is ^onge sones wardein ek ydo. c 1305 Si.
Kcneltn 105 iii E. E. P. (1862) 50 pis 3unge child a maister
hadde : bat, his wardeyn was. 1*1350 Will. Palerne 1104
pemperour. .made him kni^t on the morwe & mo for his sake
of proude princes sones dou^ti men toward,. .& madewilliam
here wardeyn as he wel mi^t, to gye & to gouerne be gay yong
knifes, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 753 Thus here wardeynys
wolde they disceyue. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 85
[Ancus] made hym wardeyn of his heyres. 1543 tr. Act 3
Ediv. I, c. 21 The wardeyns shall kepe and susteyne the
landes without makynge dystruction of any thynge. 1579
Expos. Perms Laiv 97 b, Wardeine most properly is he that
hath the wardship or keeping of an heire, &of lande holden
by knightes seruice, or of one of them to his owne vse during
y« nonage of the heire, [etc.]. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II,

811 The Warden, or Guardian of the Land of such Heir,
who shall be under Age.
4. A regent or viceroy appointed to rule a
country in the king's absence or minority. Obs. exc.

/list.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4651 Al bat barunage,. .To bis ioseph an '

ath bai suare, Til him als wardan for to tent. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xvi. 33 The tane the steward waiter was. The tothir
lames of dowglas, Vardanis in this] absens maid he. ? a 1400
Morte Arthur^650, I make the kepare. .of kyngrykes manye,
Wardayne wyrchipfulle.to weildeal my landes. C1410WYN.
toun Cron. exxxii. 2175 Throu Schir Andro Murrayis renovne,
Quhen he wes wardane of Scotland, c 1470 Henry Wallace
VI. 76S Thai chesd Wallace Scottis wardand to be. 1509

Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 262/2 Ony proclamatioun. .made
generaly be the king or his wardanis anent the intercom-
monyn and sitting apoun the Ingtismenis assouerans. 1640
Yorkb Union Hon. 27 Edward, .the eldest sonne of king
Edward [II] in the. .absence of his Father, .was made Lord
Warden of England, by a common decree. 1651 N. 1'acon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xv. 134 Vicegerents.. .Sometimes they
are called Lord Warden, or Lord is^eper of the Kingdome,
and iiave therewith the generall power of a King. 1878 J.
Davidson Inverurie ii. op Randolph, Earl of Moray, who
was Warden of Scotland in the minority of David, having
died in 1331. 1912 E. Russell Maitland of Lethington 1.

33 The finesse with which Maitland contrived to get the
necessary co-operation of Bothwell, the Scottish WTarden.

f b. The governor of a town, province or dis-

trict ; the commander of a fortress. Obs. exc. Hist.

in the title Warden of the Marches.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2078 pritti bo">end hni3tes hor

wardeins hii sette & delde among horn al J>e lond. 1338 R.
Brunne Chron. (1725) 72 To London com William,. . His
barons with him nam, knyghtes bat wer bold. Wardeyns of
tour &. toun. a 1352 Minot Poems viii. 83 He was wardaine
of )>e toune. c 1400 Brut ccviii. 237 Kyng Edward. .sent
maistre Walter of Stapleton, his Tresorer, for to bene wardein
and keper of be citee of London wib be Mair. c 1450 Ibid.
ccxl. 346 pe King.. made hym warden and gouemour of be*

cite. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. viii. 44 And sire Urastias
was niaade wardeyn to wayte vpon the nurthe fro Trent for-

warder:. 1517 Ace. Ld. High T/eas. Scot. V. 123 The vordan
of the Myddil Marche. 1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr.
(1568) 2 Lretor of the Rhodian Armies, and also wardein in
other frontiers. 1563 in Rymer Eoedera (1719) XV. 631 Schir
Jolinc Maxwell of Terreglie Knycht Wardane of the West
Mercheis of Scotland. 1917 Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 480 The
rotable feature of these proceedings [Nov. 124S] is that in

them there is no mention of a Warden of the Marches.
Ibid. 493 The little Duke of York.. Warden-general of the
Marches.

5. In certain guilds, esp. in the Livery Com-
panies of the City of London : A member of the
governing body under the authority of the Master
or the Prime "Warden (the title varies in different

companies).
[1261 in Liber Custom. (Rolls) 79 Les Wardeyns [of the

Lorimers] le moustrent au Meire qe donqe serra]. 1389 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 3 pe forsaide bretherhede wil (>aet her be
wardeins berof. 1454 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 283 The
wardynsoftheTrinite Yelde. 1547 in Rymer Eoedera (1719)
XV. 134 The Maisters Wardeyns Governours Rulers and
Overseers of all and singuler the Hospitals Guylders
Fraternyties and Houses for poor People. 1566 Act 8 Eliz.
c. 13 § 1 The Mayster Wardens and Assistauntes of the
Trlnytie House of Deptforde Stromle. 1624 Massinger
I'arlt, Loz-e IV. iii, Next year we will have him warden of
our society. 1637 Decree Star Chautb. § 13 in Milton A reap.

(Arb.) 15 He. .shall first giue notice to the said Master and
Wardens of the Company of Stationers. 1848 Dickens
Dotubey lvii, The inscription about what the Master and
Wardens of the Worshipful Company did in one thousand
six hundred and ninety-four. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London To-
day vii. (ed. 3) 84 Interest with the Prime Warden, Master,
or Clerk of a Company might possibly procure an invitation
to one of these [banquets].

T 6. The person having the direction or oversight

of some work or enterprise. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. v. (Bodl. MS), ?if hem

lakkeb honye to eete banne be warden schalle feede hem[s<:.
the beesj with figes and obur swete mete leste bey schulde
deye. c 1400 Gamelyn 279 1'ho that wardeynes were of that
wrasteling Come and broughte Gamelyn the ram- and the
ring. 1423 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 255/1 The serche of the
wardens of Brauderie. 1543 tr. Act 18 Hen. VI, c. 16 A
warden of the aulnage of cloth. 1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels
Ed-w. I I (1914) 132 Robert Trunkewell Joyner being ttieyre

warden and setting owte y
re woorkes. 1601 Holland Pliny

xxiii. vii. II. 167 Pythagoras, a great maister and warden of
these exercises.

b. Freemasomy. Either of two officers (called

Senior and Junior Warden) in a symbolic lodge
whose duty it is to assist the Worshipful Master.

u
a 1723 Wren Parentalia (1750) 307 A Surveyor govern'd

in chief; every tenth Man was called a Warden, and over-
looked each nine. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 622/1 The
king I Hen. VII] presided as grand-master ; and having ap-

Jiointed John Islip, abbot of Westminster, and Sir Reginald
it ay, knight of the garter, his wardens for the occasion, pro-
ceeded in great state to.. Westminster Abbey. Ibid. 623/3
On the 27th of December 1663, a general assembly was held,
where Henry Jennyn earl of St. Alban's was elected grand-
master ; who appointed Sir John Denham his deputy, and
Mr, Christopher Wien..and John Webb, his wardens.

7. The superintendent of a harbour, market, or

the like.

*538 Elyot Diet., Limenarcha, the wardeyn of the portes.

1543 tr. Act 9 Edits. Ill Stat. n. c. 7 That the tables of ex-
change shalbe at Douer, . .And that the wardeyns of suche
tables shall make suche exchaunges by the testymony of
controllers whiche we shall put to them. 1543 tr. Act. 5
Rich. II, c. 2 Any serchours or wardeyn of the portes and
passages through the sayd realme. 1546 i'o>ks. Chantry
Surz>. (Surtees) 245 To the burgh balyff of Skipton and the

warden of the market ther. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep.
11. 1043 [Officers of Sandwich corporation] Wardens of the

Flesh Market 2, Wardens of the Fish Market 2.

b. Forming the second element in the designa-

tion of certain officials, as barrack warden. J*tre~

warden, U.S. : see Fire sb. 5. Fish-warden, U.S.,

an official in charge of fisheries. Game-warden,

an officer having the superintendence of the game
of a particular locality.

1835 Afip. Munic. Corpor. Rep. iv. 2295 [Officers of Ipswich

corporation) Two Fleshwardens. Ale Conner. 1883 G. U.

Goode Fish. Industr. U.S.A. (Fisheries Exhib.) 66 To
enforce these laws would, however, render necessary a
large force of fish-wardens. 1894 Daily News 7 Feb. 6/4
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The duties hitherto carried out by barrack-masters are in

future to be performed by pensioned non-commissioned
officers of the army, who, on appointment, will be termed
' barrack wardens ', 1898 Westm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 3/1 The
State 'game wardens '. 1912 Nature 26 Dec. 468/2 Major

J. Stevenson-Hamilton, Game Warden of the Transvaal.

+ 8. A custodian of a building, esp. a temple or

church. Obs.
c 1290 Brendan 626 in .9. E. Leg. 237 In he Abbeye of

seint paterich, Monek ich was, i-wis And of is cburche a
wardein. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1566 Of be
cherche be wardeynys alle were waked oute of here slepe.

1433 Caxton Golden Leg. 265 1 A wardeyn of the hows of
god. 164a Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. 11. xxii. 141 The good
Herald . . is a Warden of the temple of Honour.

f b. The dean of a cathedral or collegiate

church, or of a royal chapel. Obs.

1419 Rolls 0/ Parlt, IV. 346 John Arundel!, Dean or
Wardein of the Chapelle Rotall of Seint George, . .Windsor.
Ibid., The saide Wardein is named and wretyn Dean ; also

..Wardeins therof have usually be called Deans. 1538
Fitzherb. Just. Peas 121 b, Al.. wardens of catbedrall and
collegiate Churches.

9. = Churchwarden i. There are regularly

two, the rector's (or vicar's) warden and the parish

(or peoples') warden.
1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 1 14 The wardeyns of Seynt Austyns

cbirch. 146: Rolls of Parlt. V. 475/1 Late Wardeyns of
the goodes of the seid Cbirch. 1547 EdW. VI Injunct.

§ 13 b ij b, The Wardeynes of euery paryshe churche or
Chapel. 1589 R. Harvky PI. Perc. Ded. p. iv, I will pre-

sent you at the law day for a ryot, though 1 be neither side

man for this Meridian, nor Warden. 1853 Marshes' Early
Puritans 105 The minister and wardens undertook to go
from house to house to take the names of the communi.
cants. 1914 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 352 Rival candidates for

the office of the people's warden.

b. transf. Applied to an official with similar

functions of a Jewish synagogue.
1879 F. HiTCii.MAN* Public Life Earl of Beaconsfield I. i.

15 The quarrel with the Wardens of the Synagogue was
a more serious matter. 1910 Monypenny Life B. Disraeli
I. iii. 22 In 1813 he was for some pedantic reason elected
Parnass or Warden of the Congregation of Bevis Marks.

10. In the titles of officers holding positions of
j

trust under the Crown.
fa. Warden of the Forest \ see quot. 1 706. Obs.

\

1598 Makwood Laws ofForest viii. 43 Hereupon the Lord 1

chiefe Iustice of the Forrest, .will cause a writ of Adquod
dampnum to be directed to the chiefe warden of the Forrest, i

ci6oo Rolls of Parlt. II. 376/2 Wardens of Forrests shall

be commanded to keep their Officers from extorting. 1706
Phillips fed. Kersey), Keeperofthe Forest, otherwise called

Chief Warden of the Forest, is he that has the principal

Government of all things belonging to the Forest, and the
Check of all the other Officers. 1797 H. Rooke Descr. Gt.

Oak Salcey Forest 5 The Forest is under the Government
of the following Officers :—A Warden, or Master Forester, .

.

Lieut, or Deputy Warden [etc.].

b. {Lord) Warden of the Cinque Ports; see

Cinque Port.
1435 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 489/2 Constable of the Castell of

Dovorr, and Wardeyn of fyve Portz. 1544 in Rymer F'oedera
(1719) XV. 55 The Lorde Warden of the Fyve Ports. 1617
Moryson /tin. in. 138 William the Norman Conquerour..
instituted a Warden of the five Ports, Hastings, Dover, Hith,
Rumney and Sandwiche. 1643 Broc. late Treaty ofPeace
56 Such a Noble Person as your Majesty shall appoint to
be Warden of the Cinque-Ports. 1844 Queen's Regul. A rmy
46 The Lord-Warden of the Cinque Ports is to be saluted
by the forts within his jurisdiction with the number of guns
specified.

fig- {allusively^ 1616 T. Scot Philomythie B 3, Supposing
Ibis their trustie warden, had beene closing The lands
strong Ports. Ibid. B 3 b, Make not your will warden of
your Cinque Ports [/. e. the five senses].

o. Warden of the Mint : until 1823 the title of
the chief officer of the Mint.
1463 Irish Act 3 Edw. IV, c. 32 We . .have Ordeyned and

made..Germyn lynche. . Wardeyne and Maister worker of
oure moneis and coignes. 1587 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
IV. 220 The general!, wardane, countare wardane, sinkare
and assayare, . . of his Majesteis cuny'iehous. 1670 Pettus
Fodime Reg. 41 The Warden [of the mint]., is by his Office
to receive the Silver from the Goldsmiths. 1688 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2368/4 Owen Wynne Esq ; Warden of the Mint.

d. {Lord) Warden ofthe Stannaries \ an officer

appointed by the Duke of Cornwall to preside
over the mining parliaments of Cornwall.
1485 [see Stannary i]. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 10 He served

the king in the different offices of lord warden of the Stan-
naries, lord admiral of England and Ireland. 1812 Morn.
Chron. in Examiner 28 Sept. 623/1 The new Lord Warden
[of the Stannaries] has not been idle. 1814 Moore Hor.Ode
11. xi. 19 Then, why, my Lord Warden! oh ! why should
you fidget Your mind about matters you don't understand?
1896 Lata Times CI. 534/2 By the Judicature Acts the
jurisdiction of the Lord Warden was transferred to the Court
of Appeal.

+ e. In the titles of various offices of the royal
household or the courts of law. (Mainly as the
rendering of AF. gardein.) Obs.
1543 tr- Act 5i Hen. HI, Stat. Excheq., The wardeyne of

the kynges wardrobe. 1543 tr. Act r Edw. IV, c. 1 Warden
of the rolles of his chauncerie. Ibid., The., warden of his
armour in the towre of London. Ibid., In thoffice of his
priue seale, clerke or warden of his hamper of his sayde
chauncery. Ibid., The., warden of the kynges wry ttes. .of
his common benche. 1601 Tate Househ. Ord. Edw. II
(1876) 9 The clarke which shalbe warden or keper of the
privy seale. Ibid. 18 The kinge shal have a squiersurveiour
and warden of the viandes for his mouth. Ibid. 39 And a
serjant herberjour, warden of the kinges palfreis. [1892
Stevenson In South Seas iv. iii. (1908J 294 These were

keybearers, treasurers, wardens of the armoury, the napery
and the stores.]

£ Warden of the Standards : an officer of the

Board of Trade having the custody of the standards

of weight and measure.
1878 Act 41 Sf 42 Vict. c. 49 § 1.

11. The title given to the head or presiding

officer of certain colleges and schools, hospitals, etc.

Usually = L. c-ustos.

1575-6 Act 18 Eliz. c. 6 § 1 No Provoste Warden or other

Hed Officer of the saide Colledges of Winchester or Eaton.

1587 Lady F. Cobham in Collect. (O.H.S.) 1. 193 Warden of

Al Soules Colledge. 1632 Mahmion Hollands Leaguer 1. ii.

B4 b, I'll..talke as superciliously, and walke As stately, as

the Warden of a colledge. 1763 Brit, Mag. IV. 612 Dr.
Guiding, Warden of Winchester College. 1782 Pennant
Joum. Chester to Lond. 305 St Thomas's hospital [North-
ampton]. . . Originally it maintained twelve poor people. . . It

is governed by a warden, who is one of the aldermen. 1845
New Statist. Ace. Scot. XII. 988 An hospital or alms-house
..founded in 1272. .for maintaining a warden, six chaplains,

and thirteen poor husbandmen of Buchan. 1855 A. Trol-
lopk Warden i, John Hiram.. also appointed that an alms,

house should be built for their abode, with a fitting residence

for a warden. 1908 Act 8 Edw. VII, c 20 Sched. § 2 From
the time at which, .a chancellor shall be appointed, the office

of warden of the University (of Durham] shall cease.

f b. The superior of a Franciscan convent. Cf.

Guardian 4. Obs.

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 47 pe wardeyn and be Couente.

1455 Line. Diocese Docum. (1914) 76 The Wardeyn and the

Covent of the gray frerys of Oxford. 1588 Exchequer Rolls

Scot. XXI. 407 To Freir Charles Home, sumtym varden of

the cordeleris of Drumfreis.

12. An officer to whose custody prisoners are

committed ; the governor of a prison, esp. in the

old title Warden of the Fleet (Prison).

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3708 po Ascopard wib outen dwelling

In to hat castel gan hire bring, . .And half a a,er a was hire

wardaine. ^1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13112

pe kyng dide his prisons loke Wib wardeyns bat hem vnder-

toke. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13847 Thus be keppit hym full

cloise, & in care held, pat no whe to hym wan but wardens
full sure. 1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346/1 The Keper and
Wardeyn of the same Prisone. 1535 Lynuesay Satyre 3986
The widdifow wairdanis tukemy geir. 1543 tr. Act 1 Rich. II,

c. 12 From hensforth no wardeyn of the Flete shall suffre

any prysoner thereto goo out of prysone by maynpryse,
bayle, [etc.]. 1751 Smollett Per, Pickle xcviii. (1779) IV.

281 He intreated the warden to accomodate him with a

lodging. 1827 Statutes of Connecticut (1854) 726 The war-
den shall have the entire control and management of said

prison. 1828 Scott F\ M. Perth xxiii, My Lord High Con-
stable, . .Since I am to He in ward, I could not have de-

sired a kinder or more courteous warden. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xli, The room where you're a-going to sleep to-night

is the warden's room. 1889 Century Mag. Feb. 506/1 As
we entered the main corridor [of a prison] the officer of the

day sprung hastily to the door, saluted the warden [etc.],

13. A member of a committee (of two or more
persons) appointed to take charge of the repair

and make regulations for the use of a bridge, a

highway, etc. Cf. Waywarden.
i486 Rec. St. Maiy at Hill (1905) 13 To haue & to hold

to the wardeyns of the said Brigge [sc. London Bridge].

1575-6 Act 18 Eliz. c. 17 § 1 To make an Election of Twoo
persons of the same Comminaltie to be the Wardens of the

saide Rochester Bridge. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cong. V.
xxv. 550 A later reform has entrusted the care of the high-

ways., to Boards of Wardens.

fl4. At Coventry, the title of two officers,

chosen annually, charged with the collection of

municipal rents. Obs.

1422-1507 Cov. Leet. Bk. 22, 58, etc
15. U.S. (and earlier in colonial use), a. The

officer who presides at ward-meetings or elections.

*7°3 J. Adams Diary Feb., Wks. 1850 II. 144 Boston. .The
Caucus Club meets, at certain times. ..There they choose
a moderator, .and selectmen, assessors, collectors, wardens,

fire-wards, and representatives, are regularly chosen before

they are chosen in the town. 1796 Morse Amer, Geog. I.

678 Charleston was.. divided into 13 wards, which choose

as many wardens, from among whom the citizens elect an
Intendant of the city. The Intendant and wardens form
the city council. 1813 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 229
A general call of ward-meetings by their wardens on the

same day through the State. 182a Charter ofBoston, Mass.

5 3 It shall be the duty of such warden to preside at all

meetings of the citizens of such ward.

b. * In Connecticut boroughs, the chief execu-

tive officer of the municipal government ; in a few

Rhode Island towns, a judicial officer. In colonial

times the name was sometimes used instead offire-
warden oxfire-ward"" {Centiuy Diet.).

1842 Statutes of Connecticut (1854) 87 All persons who
shall be engineers or wardens of any fire department.

16. Canada. The head of a county council.

1873 Rev. Statutes Ontario (1877) II. 1606 The Council
of every County shall consist of the Reeves and Deputy
Reeves of the Townships and Villages within the County
..and one of the Reeves or Deputy Reeves shall be the

Warden. 1886 Boukniot Local Govt. Canada 73 [In the
province of Quebec] The county council is composed of the
mayors of the several local municipalities of the county...
The warden is chosen by the county council.

17. Australia. The government official, with
magisterial powers, in charge of a goldfield.

1861 Mrs. Meredith Over the Straits iv. 141 The chief

official in a digging settlement.. is entitled the Warden.
16. attrib. and Comb., as warden-angel (rare)

;

also ' of or pertaining to the warden-courts ', as

J warden-book^ f -clerk, f -fee ; warden-raid,

nonce-use, a raid commanded by the Warden of the

Marches in person. Also Wakdkn-coukt.
1839 Bailey Fatns xx. (1848) 246 The sweet offices Of

-1warden-an gel. 1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 584 He
findand. .souirties actit in the "warden buikis to be answer-
able for all attemptatis. 1584 Ibid. 7*6 Robert Menteitb,
sumtyme his *wardane clerk. 1531 Ace. Ld. High Trias.

Scot. VI. 47 Item, to the lord Huym, wardane off the eist

marchis, for his 'wardane fee, de anno, etc. xxxj
, j

c b. 1564
Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 278 That the said Lord Home,
wardane foirsaid, have payment of his wardane fee. 1805
Scovr Last Minstrel iv. iv, ' And by my faith,' the gate-

ward said, 'I think 'twill prove a *Warden-Raid.*

Warden (wpid'n), s!>% Forms: 5 war/dun,
-one, -oun, -ane, 5-6 wardyn (6 -in), 5-7
wardon, 6 wardayne, -eine, -eyne, 5- warden.
[Of obscure origin.

Perh. a. AF. "wardon f. wa?d-er = F. garder to keep.
Palsgrave 1530 renders wardon by poire de garde ( = keep-

ing pear). As the arms of Wardon or Warden Abbey (Beds)
were ' Argent, three warden pears or ', it has been conjec-

tured that the pear derived its name from the abbey. There
can be little doubt, however, that the arms were devised
with punning intention.]

An old variety of baking pear. Also pear warden
(see Pear sb. 5).
a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 99 With wardons winlicb and walshe

notes newe. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 The
fruiis wiche more comon be, Quenyngez, pechis, costaides,

etiam wardons. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.)

464 My Lord paid to a woman that browght wardones xij.d.

1513-34 Fiizherb. Husb. § 137 After saynt Valentynes
daye ; it is tyme to graffe bothe peaies and wardens. 154a
lioanE Dyetary xxvii. (1870) 291 Vse to eate stued or baken
wardens, yf they can be goten. 161a Beaum. & Fl. Cupids
Rev. 11, Don'. Faith I would have had him rosted like a
warden in brown paper, and no more talk on't. 1653 W. J.

True Genileiv. Delight 84 To make a Tart of Wardens.
Vou must first Bake your Wardens in a pot, then [etc.].

1687 Sedley Bellaniira in. i. 24 She looks like a Warden
Roasted in the Embers. 1764 Museum Rust. II. 56 Pears
..Perkinson Wardens. 1802 Forsyth Fruit-Trees 93 Pears
. Spanish Red Warden. »86o Hogg Bruit Man. 170 Black
Worcester (Parkinson's Warden; Pound Pear).

b. attrib. and Comb., as warden-pear , -pie, -tree.

138. Anc. Deed A. ooti (P.R.O.). *Wardon peryz. 1635
Makkham Eng. Hnsbandm. I. II. i. 122 Your stone-Peare,

Warden*Peare, and Choake-Peare [are] those which endure
longest. 1579 in Narratives Reform. (Camden) 34 He sayd
his stomache was gonne from all meate excepte it wer a
warden pye. 1611 Shaks. IViut. 'P. iv. iii. 48, 1 must haue
Saffron to colour the Warden Pies. 1841 Barham Ingot.

I*cg., Nelly Cook 88 And a Warden-pie's a dainty dish to

mortify withal. 14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 620/7
•Wardentie, uolcmus. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 137 The
sappe commeth sooner, .in-to the peare-tiee and warden-
tree, thanne in-to the apple tree. 1630 Dekkkr 2nd Pt.

Honest Wh. F 3 b, The 4th man I hold my life, is grafting

your Warden tree.

Warden, v. rare~~x . [f. Warden sbX\ trans.

To watch over or guard as a warden.
1906 T. Hardy Dynasts n. 1. vi, To warden the waves was

bis further bent.

Warden-court. Hist. [Warden sb.* +
Coukt sb. 1

] A court held by the Warden of the

Marches.
1434 Proc. Privy Council (1835) IV. 271 Alle be bookes of

be wardein courtes and of be marches. 1540 Contpl. Scot.

xii. (1872) 103 The vardan of the vest marchis of ingland

cam to hald ane vardan court on the vest marchis of scot-

land. 1556 Ld. Wharton in Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist.

(1791) I. 220, I have called a Warden Courte, whiche dyd
begynne, at..Alnewyk, the iiiJ of this instaunt. 1583 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. III. 621 A persoun fylit bakbilland and
cravand a warden court to be sett upoun his perrell. 1863

Sarah S. Jones Northumbld. 162 The days of Trews, or

Warden Courts, had to be held frequently, and not by de-

puties, but by the Lords Wardens themselves.

Wardency (wgudensi). [f. Warden sb.l +
-cy.] The position of warden ; also the sphere or

district in which a warden exercises his functions.

1845 New Statist. Ace. Scot. XII. 988 In 1412, Bishop

Greenlaw erected the wardancy [sic] here into a prebend.

1867 W. M cDowall Hist. Dumfries xiv. 160 Douglas.,

accordingly called a meeting of the whole lords, freeholders

[etc.]. .within his wardency. 1892 Sat. Rev. 30 Apr. 496/2

Heir-looms to go with the Wardency [of the Cinque Ports].

Wardenry (wj*jdenri). [f. Warden.^.1 -*- -BY.]

1. The office or position of warden.

1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 362 He gaf vp thar bis yardanry.

c 1420 Wvntoun Cfon. viii. xxx. 5036 Mony dedis wort hi,

pat he did in hiswardanry. 1434 Proc. Privy Council (1835)

IV. 270 Commissions m be maade to berle of Sarum of bobe

wardeneryes. 1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 28 'Ihe

office of wardannre of the West Marchis. a 1637 Spottis-

wood Hist. Ch. Scot. v. (1677) 279 The first had been lately

dispatched from his office of Wardenry in the West Marches.

1828 Scott Tales Grandfather Sex. I. II. 272 He.. during

his absence, committed the wardenry of the Scottish frontiers

to a brave French knight,

2. The jurisdiction of, or district under the care

of, a Warden of the Marches.
1462-3 Script, tres (Surtees) App. p. cccxlvii, Every place

within our wardenry. 1569 Hunsdon in E. Lodge Illustr.

Brit. Hist. (1791) II. 32 She must sende a good companie,

more then either her Wardenries or the garrison of this

towne will yelde. 1587 Sc. Acts ?as. F/(i8x^ III. 459/ 1

Quhilkis iustices-.salbe ressauit..be be wardanis within pe

wardanries. 1590 Hunsdon Let. to Marshal ofBenvick in

Archxologia XXX. 172 Least they, hearing of it, being

within the wardonrie [printed wzrdourie] should fly upon it.

1805SCOTT Last Minstrel iv. xxiv, They may not tamely see,

AH through the Western Wardenry, Your law-contemning

kinsmen ride.
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3. The official residence of a warden, rare.

1859 [J. Pavn] Foster Brothers vi. 75 The Wardenry was
a tine stone building occupying the entire side of a huge
square court.

4. Guardianship, nonce-uses.

1903 Hardy Dynasts 1. vi. viii, He wills the wardenry of

his affairs To his old friend. 1906 Ibid. 11. 1. iii, Still pro-

fessing our safe wardenry, To fatten other kingdoms at our

cost

Wardenship. [f. Wakden j£.i + -shii\]

1. Guardianship, safe-keeping, rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4253 J?e wardein-scipp of al his aght Has
putifar ioseph bi-taght. [bid. 4643, I wil him do at vnder-
tak be wardanscipp of al mi land. 1890 H. Frederic Lawton
Girl 63 All the nameless feminine yearnings for wardenship
and shelter from life's battle took voice and pleaded in her
heart.

2. The office or position of a warden, in various

uses of that word.
1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 520/2 Any Graunte. .made, .to

Maister William Say . . of the custodie or W'ardenship of the
Hous or Hospitall of Seint Antony in oure Cite of London.
1481 in Engl. Gilds (1870) 332 If any of the Jornaymeu
refuse to take the office of Wardynschippe. 1536 Act
28 Hen. Vfff

t
c. 11 Euery. .hospitall, wardenshyppe, pro-

uosuhyppe, or other spiritual promocion. 1628 Eakl Manch.
in Buccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 267 Your war-
denship wlien I found undispatched I would not let longer
to stick. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xv. 136 The
power and place of the Wardenship of the Kingdome doth
utterly vanish by the personall accesse of the King. 1691
A. Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 398 In the Wardenship of Mert.
coll. succeeded Nath. Brent. 1791 Ann. Reg., St. Papers
153* There is no longer wardenships, or corporations of
frofessions, arts, and crafts. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860)

I. 191 note, The Wardenship of the Cinque Ports. 1870
Daily News 12 Nov., The Wardenship of St. Peter's Col-
lege, Radley, has been filled by the selection of [etc.].

3. nonce-use. The funds in the hands of or set

apart for a warden or wardens.
14*4 Cov. Lect^ Bk. 83 pe wich xl s. com oute of the war-

denship and thei owen to haue hit agayn.

Warder (wg-idai), so. 1 Also 7 wardour, Sc.

wairdour. [a. AF. wardere, wardour, agent-n. f.

warder, north-eastern dial, van of OF. garder to

Guard.] I. One who wards or guards.

1. A soldier or other person set to guard an
entrance; also, a watchman on a tower.
c 1400 Destr. Troy xt. 4690 Comyn to the castell,. .the

Grekes Ingird, gripped the warders, And all the fonnet folke
fell to the d^the. 1560 Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm. 90 So were
the warders [L. stationes) remoued from the gates the same
daye. 1577 tr. Bui'linger s Decades ill. v. (1592)338 When the
temple was builded, there were porters and warders of the
temple appointed among the Leuits. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
iv. 1. 56 'X hough Castles topple on their Warders heads.
1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. x. (1628) 327 Wee call him that
waiteth at the Towre one of the ward or a warder. 1679-88
Moneys Seer. Serv. Chas. II $ Jos. II (Camden) 93 Wages
due to their respective husbands as late wardours in the
Tower of London. 1697 Dryden AZneis 11. 453 The Warders
of the Gate but scarce maintain Th'uneqtial Combat. 180a
Mrs. Raucliffe Gaston de Blondeville Posth. Wks. (1826)
III. 4 Amongst these, were the wardours of a postern, near
the north walls. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. xiii, Upon the
watch-tower's airy round No warder stood his horn to sound.
1831 Wordsw. Yarroiv Rem'sitedS Once more, by Newark's
Castle-gate Long left without a warder, I stood. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxii, The gates [of Lincoln's Inn] arc
shut; and the night-porter, a solemn warder with a mighty
power of sleep, keeps guard in his lodge.

b. trans/. Anifig.
1605 Sh\ks. Macb. 1. vii. 65 Memorie, the Warder of the

Braine, Shall be a Fume, and the Receit of Reason A Lym-
beck onely. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvi, There mounted
guard on the other side of the mirror two stout warders of
Scottish lineage; a jug,. .and a quegh, or bicker. 1849
Lyttos K. Arthur vi. vi, Hill after hill the land's grey
warders rose. 1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest in, A fair-

built seaport, warder of the land And watcher of the wave.

f2. The title of an English official in Ireland.
1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 97 Warders in Leinster per annum

one thousand three hundred ten li nineteene s. two pence.

3. An official in charge of prisoners in a jail.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 22 The prisoner's
confinement was not strict... He was permitted to go into
the country under the care of a warder. 1863 P. Harry
Dockyard Econ. 152 The convicts and warders in Milbank
Prison. 1904 A. Griffiths 50 Vrs. Publ. Service xvii, 241
The Chief Warder.. had been promoted to his office from
Dartmoor.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1831 James Phil. Augustus xix, De Coucy hastened to

demand of the squire wherefore he had sounded the great
warder horn, which hung in the watch-tower. 1864 Swin-
burne Atalanta 1213 Where the dawn Cheers first these
w

,

ar
,

der
,
s°d? tni\l face tne sun - x9°4 A. Griffiths co Vrs.

/'«o/. Service xii, 163 The warder officers arraigned before
him all those whom they desired to report for offences.

til. 5. Sc. A person in ward, a prisoner. Obs.
rare.

1584 Acts Jos. F/(i8i4) III. 352/1 The gard and keping
ol pnssoneris and wardours. 1629 Re?. Privy Council Scot.
J>er. it. III. i2 Who under pretext arid cullour of fretndship
unto the wairdours sould crave accesse unto them. . .Who.

.

sould stryke the jaylour and so give way to the wairdours
and escape.

Warder (w^idai), sb? Also 9 (?erron.)
wardour. [See Warderer.] In early use : A staff
or wand. Later, the baton or truncheon carried
as a symbol of office, command, or authority ; esp.
as used to give the signal for the commencement or
cessation of hostilities in a battle or tournament.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. $16/2 Warder, staffe.. bacillus . .per-

ticulus. 1500 Maldon (Essex) Court Rolls Bundle 59,
No. 3 b, Super quo dictus constabularius eum percussit cum
predicto warder, a 1548 Ham. Chron., Hen. V, 49 b, Before
whom there went..syr Thomas of Herpinsdiam. . with a
warder in his hand, and when he cast up his warder al the

army shouted. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 396 The king cast

downe his warder and commaunded them to stay. 1643 R.
Bauer Chron., Rich. I (1653) 88 [At the coronation] Wil-
liam de Patricke, Earl of Salisbury . .bare the Warder or

Rod, having on the top thereof a Duve. 1765 H. Walpole
Castle o/Otranto In, So saying, the herald cast down his

warder. 1813 Scott Tiierm. 11. xx, When the strife grows
warm, ..thy king commands, Thou drop the warder from
thy hands. 1824 Meykick Ant. ArmourW. 32 At this King
Edward threw down his wardour, the marshal cried 'Ho !

'

and the combat ceased. 1898 S. J. Weyman .Shrewsbury
xxxii. (1917) 253 The portrait of a man in armour, with a
warder in his mailed hand, frowned down on me.

t Warder, sb.% Obs. rare. [? Corruption of

Norw. varde (cf. ON. varda, vartS-r of the same
meaning).] A beacon or sea-mark. Obs.

1584 R. Norman tr. Safegard oj Sailers 50 b, When you
are a little within, there (Norway coast] stands a little

Warder which is a beacon ormarke bef re the entrie. Ibid.

53b, Then as far from that lies another little rocke in sight

aboue water, and there stands a warder or marke vpon it.

1588 ASHLEY Wagcnar's Mariners Miry. 11. PlotVII, On the

North side standi two warders [Du. twee wardcren]\^ n a
high hill.

Warder (wgudai), sbA rare. [f. Ward v.'i- +
-er 1

.] fa. Fencing. One who panics, b. One
who wards off (something). Also warder-off.
1509 G. Silver Paradoxes of De/. Wks. (iScjS) 7 It is a

great question, and especially amongst the Rapier-men, who
hath the vantage of the thruster, or of the warder. Ibid. 13
[He] hath the adnantage, whether he be striker, thruster or
warder. 1871 K. Ellis Crt/»#»$ Ixviii. 63 Mallius e'en such
help brought me, a warder of harm. 1873 Symonds^ Grk.
Poets ii.41 Kmpedocles.. received in consequence the title of
K*>\v<rap«fia$t or warder-off of winds.

Warder (wgudsi), v. [f. \Yarder sb. 1] trans.

To provide with a warder or sentinel.

1849 Ruskin On the old Road [igo$) I. 218 Samuel Prout,
Its countless churches wardered by saintly groups of solemn
statuary. 1850 S. Dobell Roman vi. Poet. Wks. (1875) 92
Heavenly calm Warders the room. 1901 J. H. M cCarthy If
I were King vi, The Lord of Montcorbier was, indeed, war-
dered . . by very different stars from the fellow of the Fircone.

Warder : see Wabdat.
Warderer. Obs. exc. Jlist. Alsoward(e^rere.

[Identical with Warder sb.'1 ; if the longer form
be the original, it may have been a jocular use of

Warderere int.'] A warder or truncheon.
111400-50 Wars Alex. S38 pan Alexander at bis kny}t

angirs vnfaire, Wynnes him vp a wardrere [v.r. wardrerd]
lie wait in his handis, So hard him hittis on be hede, his

hemes out weltid. c 1420 Prose Life Alex. (1913) no Alex-
ander smate Iobas on he heued wit a warderere for na tres-

passe. 14.. Lat.'Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 567/14 Bacil-
lus, a warderere. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vn. (1811) 656 pe
Kyng.. caste downe a warderer whiche he then hclde in

his hande. 1523 Berneks Froiss. I. ccclii. 229 Iohan Lyon
helde in his hande a whyte warderere. 1843 Lytton Last
Bar. iv. vii, By the laws, the combat may go on at thine
asking— I retract my warderer.

t Warderere, tot, Obs. rare. [a. AF. *ware
derere (ware = mod.F. gare, look out; derere «
mod.F. derriere behind).] ? Look out behind !

c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 181 Thise sely clerkes rennen
vp and doun With keepe, keepe, stand, stand, Iossa, war-
derere \v.rr. ware be rere, ware derere).

"Warderob(e, -rop(p(e, obs. ff. Wardrobe.
Wardership (w9-.1d3.1j1p). [f. Warder sbX\
1. The office or position of warder.
1867 De Ros Mcmor. Tower Loud. 301 The Duke [of

Wellington] at once stopped the purchase of Warderships.
2. The carrying out of the duties of a warder.
1897 Edin. Rev. Ian. 16 To an active and energetic soldier

the wardership of these [Trans-Indus] marches offered a
tempting field for military distinction. 1907 J. Oxenham
Carette ofSark xxv. 238 There was no sound, nor sign of
ward ership.

Wardeynfe, obs. forms of Warden.
Ward-fee. [f. Ward sb? + Fee sb.*]

f 1. In feudal law, a sum of money paid by a
vassal to a superior lord in lieu of military service.
J202 in Cat. Charter Rolls (1903) I. 257 Sint liberi et quieti

. .de hundredfeb, wardfeh, et fisleh, et de operatione castel-

lorum. 1765-8 Erskine hist. Law Set. 11. iv. § 4 Ward
vassals found it their interest to charge the ward fee with a
determinate sum, to be paid yearly to the superior.

2. A fee charged in a hospital ward.
1789 J. Howard Lazarettos 136 Here are no ward-fees

taken .

Ward-hill. Orkney ami Shetland. Also
wart-hill, wardill. [f. Wahd sb? (after ON.
vartia, vard-r beacon) + Htll sb.~\ A beacon hill.

?rti68o in W. Macfarlane Geogr. Coll. (S.H.S.) III. 252
Fabrics, .from the top of which when there was any immi-
nent dancer, they made a sijjn by fire one to another. The
like they did from Promontories or Wart Hills. 1797 Eticycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 499/2 The alarm was given by the beacons
lighted on the tops of the rocks and highest mountains. These
beacons, known by the name of ward-hills, are still to be seen
in every island. 1822 J. Laing Voy. Spitzbergen 20 Along
the shores are a great many ancient towers, originally known
by the name of Burrows or Duns; but by the inhabitants
they are now called Wart or Wardhills.

Ward-holding- Sc, Hist. [f. Ward sb? +
Holding.] In feudal law, a tenure of lands in ward
(see Ward sb? 9), i.e. by military service.

1681 Stair Instil. 1. xiii. § 31. 252 The main importance of

a Ward-holding was indefinite service to be performed by
the Vassal to his Superiour, and especially in War. 1684
Sir G. Mackenzie Inst. Law Scot. 11. iv. (16^4) 71 Ward-
holding, which is the properest holding, is called servittum
militarc, and all Lands are theiefore presumed to hold
Ward, except another holding be express'd. a 1712 in W.
Macfarlane Gcncal. Coll. (S.H.S J II. 154 He got his Ward
Holding changed into Taxt Ward. 1747 Act 20 Geo. II, c. 50
[title) An Act for taking away the Tenure of Ward Holding
in Scotland. 1897 J. C. Lies Hist. Inverness xii. 204 The
right of ward-holding, by which landlords commanded the
military services of their tenants, was also done away with.
attrib. 1758 J. Dalrympi.e Ess. Feudal Property fed. 2)

246 'I he ward-holding act and the jurisdiction act were the
ideas of.. lord Uacon.

t Wardhouse. Obs, Also 7 Sc. waird-. [f.

Ward sb? + House sb.]

1. ( The) Wardhouse : used to render Norw.
Vard&huus, the name of a fortress situated on the

island of Vardo, off the NE. coast of Norway.
1555 in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)295 Articles, .determined for

the Commission of the Merchants of this company resiant

in Russia, and at the Wardhouse, for the second voiage.

1557 A. Jenkinson ibid. 334 Leing at this North Cape
the 2. day of July, we had [etc.]. ..The 3. day we came
to Wardhouse. 1615 I. R. Trades Increase 4 Whereas the
Hollander, .betweene the Warde-houseand the Eastward, at
'1 ippenie, Kilden, Olena, . and at Saint Nicholas in Russia,

bad aboue thirty fine sailes of their shippes the last yeare.

2. A guard-house for prisoners. Sc,

1590 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 538 Ane sufficient ward-
hous for prisonaris. 1611 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) I. 127
The lettres. .concerning prissones and wairdhoussis. 1618
Extracts Aberd. Reg. (184S) II. 357 Thomas Watsoune,
maister measone to the bigging of the wardhous.

3. ? A post or station of a military guard.
1633 Sir J. Burroughs Sov. Brit. Seas (1651) S3 The King

of Denmarke at his Wardhouse in the Sound, hath for a
Licen ce a Doller.

Wardian (woudian), a. [f. the name of the

inventor, N. B. Ward + -iax.] In Wardian case,

a close-fitting case with glass sides and top for

growing small ferns and other moisture-loving

plants.

1842 D. Moore Let. A". B. Ward \ Feb., in Ward Growth
ofPlants in CI. Cases App. 91, I find all the species of ferns

. .to grow well either in glazed Wardian cases, under hand-
lights, or in close frames. 1845 Florist's Jrul. (1846) VI,
230 Many of the Alpines may also be successfully grown in

Wardian cases. 1877 F.ncycl. Brit. VI. 642/1 The writer

has kept the Cenobita Diogenes from the Antilles, tenanting
an AchatinasheU, alive in a Wardian case for three months.

Wardill, obs. Sc. form of Ward-hill, Would.
II Wardill. Obs. rare. Also vardin. [Du.

waardinn, fern, of waard (= G. wirt) landlord.]

A landlady, hostess.

1493 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 5 Paid to our vardin of
Tlery 4s. that scho lent hym. Ibid., Paid for agon [= gown]
that I causit our wardin frist hym.
Wardin, obs. form of Warden.
Warding (wjudiij), vbl, sb.1 [f. Ward v.i +

-INO 1.]

1. The action of guarding (a place) or furnishing

it with a guard.
(-1425 tr. Vegetius' Dc Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If". 222 b/2

More necligent of here wardynge of here walles. 1595
Locrine 111. ii. 54 What strange accidents Makes you to leaue

the warding of the campe.
b. The action or duty of keeping guard.

Chiefly in watching and warding', see Watching
vbl. sb.

l(>33 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi, xxxi, And while his

weary kingdome safely sleeps, All restlesse night he watch
and warding keeps. 1724 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. North*
fields Mass. (1875) 202, 1 day's work with his oxen. .and 1

day's warding for a soldier which did work at the mount.

f 2. concr. a. A defensive force or work. b. The
body of watchmen. Obs.
a. 13.. A'. Alt's. 71 14 {Laud MS.), per hedudehismeignee

alle Auouten be diches maken walle And holde hem wibinne
wib grete wardynges, 138a Wyclif Ezek. iv. 2 And thou
sbalt ordeyne a^ens it a hisegynge ; and thou shalt bilde

waardingis [1388 strengthis ; Vulg. ?nuttitiones].

b. 1549 Wriothf.si.f.y Chron. (Camden) II. 25 And this

day the wardinge of the gates beganne their watch in harnis.

3. Imprisonment. Sc,

1497 Acta Dom. Cone. II. 48 Andro .. was chargit to

compere under the pane of warding of his person. 1524
Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 9 All the kirkis of thar

dyocies wer interdyted induring their [sc. the two bishops']

wairding. 1563-4 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 259 The
said Alexander is be hir Hienes fred of his said warding.

x6oi P. Oglf.by in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 33
What satisfaction can my warding be to England. 1689 in

Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 75/2 Executione Be poynding

and wardeing against the deficients in payment of the town
revenue. 1825 Scott Talism. xvi, He was put under ward-

ing for a time. 1826 G. I. Bell Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5)

II. 538 The warrant for imprisonment for debt in Scotland,

analogous to that under the English statute-merchant, 15

called an Act of Warding. 1912 E. Rlsskll Maztland of

Lethington vii. 237 By wholesale waiding of all who were

thought dangerous., she., kept them from joining Moray.

4. Guardianship, keeping.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xl 1-4 Thattheimaie

vnder the tuicion and wardyng of their heauenly father, bee

safely defended against Satans ingiens. 1893 Stevf.nsom

Catriona xv, They began to crack about the Bass and which

o' them twa was to get the warding o'L,

5. The fashioning of the wards of keys, in ward"

ingfile (see quots.).
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WARDING.
1846 Holtzapkfel Turning II. 824 Sometimes, as in the

warding files for locksmiths, the two broad surfaces are left
uncut or safe. 1881 Young Every Man his mvn Mechanic
§ 1495- 676 If a key will not exactly fit a little filing of the
nicks with a thin flat file called a ' warding file

' may have
the desired effect

6. Comb. : f warding-place, (a) a place where
guard is kept

;
(b) Sc., a place of confinement for

prisoners.

1571 Golding Caknn on Ps. Iv. i£ Like as one warding-
place maketh souldyers felowelike in a camp. 1573 ^^
Privy Council Scot. II. 232 Thay intendit to have biggit.,
a warding place and a place of pressoun for keping of male-
fact our is. 175a J. Louth ian Form of Process 78 All Persons
in whose Custody the said C. D. is detained, furthwith to set
him at Liberty, out of their Tolbooths, and others their ward-
ing Places.

+ Warding, vbl. sb? [Aphetic form of award-
ing^ Judicial award.
148s Rolls 0/ Parlt.Yl. 274/2 The said Actes of Atteindre

and Forfeiture, Disableing, Inditements, Warding of Exe-
gent, [etc.).

Wa-rding (wjudirj), ppl a. [f. Ward vA +
-ING 2

.] That wards or guards
; protecting.

1697 Dryden Mneis vie. 1013 Short crooked Swords in
closer Fight they wear, And on their warding Arm light
Bucklers bear. 1916 A. G. Mitchell War Songs 13 Thy
guiding, warding Arm we own.

Wardle, obs. Sc. form of World.
Wardless (wgudUs), a. [f. Ward v. + -less.]

That cannot be parried.

1693 S. Harvey Juvenal's Sat, ix. (1697) 236 He gives like
Destiny a wardless Blow.

Wardlie, Wardly, obs. Sc. ff. Worldly.
+ Wa rdman. Obs. [f. Ward j^.i + Man sbA

Cf. Wardsman 2.]

1. In certain boroughs, a member of a select body
of burgesses, representing the several wards, and
empowered to choose municipal officers.

1444 Maldon (Essex) Liber A If. 32 b, The xviii wardemen
that day shall chese the newe baylees and other officers of
the moste worthi men. 1467 Maldon (Essex) Court-Rolls
Bundle 43 no. 6", All the wardemen ben acorded that Joint
Parll the elder is put owt of y° ward.

2. In certain boroughs, the designation of an
officer employed by the corporation.
1792 Boys Coll. Hist, Sandwich 403 When the mayor goes
m form to the court-hall,, .he is preceded by the common
wardman [L. communis serviens) and the two sergeants at
mace. 1835 App. Mttnic. Corpor. Rep. II. 1043 [Officers of
the corporation of Sandwich]. Town Clerk. Common
Wardman. Serjeants at Mace. Ibid. iv. 2527 The other
Officers of the corporation [of Stamford] area Gaoler... Col-
lector of Stallage. Beadle and Wardman.

Wardmote (wg-.idm<?ut). Also 4-7 warde-
mote, (7 vordimote, wardmoot)

; (6 in com-
binations corruptly warm oil, warnmall, ward-
mol). [f. Ward sb. 2 + mote

} Moot sb.*] A meeting
of the citizens of a ward ; esp. in the City of London,
a meeting of the liverymen of a ward under the
presidency of the alderman.
1377 Lasgi.. P. PL B. Prol. 94 Somme seruen be kyng and

his siluer tellen, In cheker and in chancerye chalengen his
dettes Of wardes and wardmotes [v.r. wardemotes] weyues
and streyues. 11513 Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 340 That
euery aldreman in his warde. shulde vpon the morowe folow-
ynge, assemble his wardemote, and that all those warde-
mootys shuld assemble m one place. 1603 Stow Surv. Land.
268 The said crosse hauingbeene presented bydiuers Iuries
(or quests of Wardmote) to stand 111 the hi^h way to the let
of cariages (as theyatledged). x68z Lond.Gaz. No. 1730/3
Sir Thomas Bludworth Alderman for the Ward of Alders-
gate, being lately dead, the Wardmoot met this day in order
to the supplying the Vacancy. 1738 Payne's Universal
Chron. 21-28 Oct. 237/1 Yesterday Mr. Alderman Alsop held
a Wardmote at Armourer's-hall, for the election ofa Common
Council-man for Coleman-street Ward. 1861 Daily Tel.
24 Oct., Yesterday a wardmote was held at the King's Arms
Hotel, Newgate St., before Mr. Alderman Phillips, for the
election of a representative of the ward in Common Council.
1897 Daily News 22 Dec. 4 The various wards into which
the City is divided assembled yesterday in wardmote.

b. attrib, and Comb., as wardmote court, man;
wardmote horn, a horn formerly blown before
the houses of the members of a wardmote court to
call them to a meeting ; wardmote inquest,
quest, (a) a judicial inquiry made by a ward-
mote

;
(b) the body of men composing a ward-

mole ; also attrib., as wardmote inquest man.
1607 Cowell tnttrpr, s. v., Wardmote, is a court kept in

euery ward in London.. ordinarily called among them, the
*Wardmote Court. 1899 A. C. Benson Life Abp. Benson
II. i. 5 He then drove to the Guildhall [at Canterbury] where
he was greeted with loud blasts upon the ^Wardmote horn.
1529 S. Fish Supptic. Beggers (1871) 9 Your grace may se
whate a worke there is m London, howe the bisshoppe
rageth for endyting of certayn curates of extorcion and in-
continency the last ycre in the*warmoll quest. 1540 Act 32
Hen. VIII c. 17 § 3 To enquire bothe in their Quarter
cessions, and all wardemote enquestis to be kept within the
Citte of London. 1545 Brinklow Lament. 91 There is a
custome in the Cytie, ones a yeare to haue a quest called
the warnmall queste, to redresse vices. 1603 Stow Surv.
Lond. 225 Candlewicke street warde. .hath now.. Wardmote
inquest men 12. 1606 Dekker.5V7/. Shines yi, In whose Ship
[of Fools] whilest they all are sayling, let vs obserue what
other abuses the vordimotes Inquest doe present on the lande,

albeit they bee neuer reformed, till a second Chaos is to bee
refined. 163a B. Jokson Magnetic Ladyi.U, Forofthe Ward-
mote Quest, he better can, The mysterie, then the Levitick
Law. 1603 Stow Surv. Lond. 139 This ward [Tower street]

92

I hath.. ^Wardmote men thirteene. Ibid, 152 Aldgate warde
hath . .Wardmote men for inquest eighteene.

tWardnape,-napp. Obs.-1 [a.OF.*wrA-
nappe, dial. var. of gardena/pe.] = Gaedsap.

I
* '475 Cath. Angl. 408/1 A Wardnapp [1483 a Wardnape],

itmas, limns.

War-dog1

. A dog trained for use in war
(formerly, to attack the foe ; now, for carrying
messages, sentry-work, etc.). Also^., a fierce

warrior (cf. sea-dog) ; U.S. one whose voice is for

war, a ' war-hawk '.

1813 Columbian Centincl 23 Oct. 2/1 in A. Matthews
Uncle Sam (1908) 28 War-dogs. 184S Congressional
Globe 18 Apr. 687/1 The gentleman regarded 54 40' men as
' war-hawks ' and ' war-dogs !

' 1852 Thackkhay Esmond
It. ix, In the hour of battle.. the Prince ..shrieked curses
and encouragement, yelling and harking his bloody war-
dogs on, and himself always at the first of the hunt. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 30 But
they know where their war-dogs lie. Cromwell, Blake,
Marlborough, Chatham, Nelson, and Wellington, are not to
be trifled with. 1877 Etuycl. Brit. VII. 335/3 Corinth
was said to have been saved by 50 war dogs, which attacked
the enemy that had landed while the garrison slept. 1894
Daily News 1 June 6/7 A typewriting cyclist, who sends
despatches back from the front by a war.dog. 1900 United
Service Mag. Jan. 425 The umpires decided that the carry-
ing of despatches was the first and indispensable qualification
for a * war-dog '. 1920 E, H. Richardson {title) British War
Dogs.

tWardon. Sc. Obs. Also werdoune. [a.

OF. *werdon, dial. var. giierredon.'] = Guerdon sb.

* '375 Se. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 1358 Quhill god. .of
richtwisnes hi full far crowne be giff in hewine to bi wer-
doune. /bid. xh'ii. {Cecilia) 164 Of martirdome be fare crone
to bruk in hewine as 3oure wardone.
Wardon(e, obs. forms of Warden 2

.

Wardor, -our(e : see Verdoum 1, Warder.
Wardour-street (wgudai|Stm). The name

of a street in London, mainly occupied by dealers
in antique and imitation-antique furniture. Used
attrib. in Wardour-street English, applied to the
pseudo-archaic diction affected by some modern
writers, esp. of historical novels.
1888 A. Ballantvne in Lonrm. Mag. Oct. 585 (title)

Wardour-Street English. Ibid. 589 This is not literary
English of any date; this is Wardour-Street Early English
—a perfectly modern article with a sham appearance of the
real antique about it. 1918 Spectator 20 Apr. 422/1 What
we are obliged by our sincerity to describe as thoroughly
bad, Wardour Street English. Ibid. 422 2 There are obvious
reminiscences of. .Ivanlioe in this piece of most unblushing
but rather vivid Wardour Street.

Wa-rdpenny. Obs. c.xc. Hist. Also war-, [f.

Ward sb* + Penny.] In feudal law : A rent paid
to the superior in commutation of militarv service.

? 1087 Charter in G. F. Warner & Ellis Facsimiles (1903I
ii, Cum Omnibus Rebus & Regalibus Consuetudinibus sibi
adiacentibus. Scilicet Cum Saca it Socna& Tol . . & Warpenig
[sic] & Murdrum. 1161-1 Pipe Roil 8 Hen. //(1885) 62 Et
iMonachis de Sancto Edmundo-.xvj.d. in Warpeni [printed
Warpent]. 1177 Charter of Hen. II in GervaseofCanteib.
Chron. (Rolls) I. 262 Wardpeni [v.r. warpini]. 1253-1378
[see Aver- 3]. 1398 Cockersand Chartul. (Chetham) 1083
Quite of amerciament .. of the helpes of worke of any
Castells, houses, . . warpenye, tethingepeny. 1415 [see Ward-
corn]. C1450 Godstotv Reg. 665 Quytc.of summage and
cariage, of warde peny, and aver-peny, [etc.].

Wardraipper, -rape : see \Yardrober,"-robe.
Wardress (wp-idres). Also warderess. [f.

Warder sb. +-ess.] A female warder in a prison.
1878 E. C. Grenvillr-Murray Russians To-day 87 A ser-

vant girl, who is committed for trial on a charge of thieving,
often gels a smart flagellation or two at the hands of a stout-
armed wardress. 1885 Standard 28 Aug. 6/3 A Wardress
ofMillbank proved two previous convictions.

Wardrobe (wgudraub). Forms : 4-7 ward-
rop, -ropp, 5-6 -roppe, (4-5 wadrop, 5 warde-
rop, 6 warderoppe), 4-5 warderope, 4-8 ward-
rope, warderobe, (5 warddrope, 6 warderob,
Sc wardroippe, -rape, wairdrope, 7 waredrop),
4- wardrobe, [a. OF. warderobe, north-eastern
var. of garderobe : see Garderobe.]
1 1. A room in which wearing apparel (sometimes

armour) was kept; esp. a room adjoining the
' chamber ' or sleeping apartment ; hence, a dress-
ing-room. Obs.
In the i6-i8th c. often applied fafter the contemporary F.

garderobe) to a room for keeping costly objects generally,
not merely articles of clothing.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Loveu. ix. (Skeat) 1. 140 Jupiter hath

in his warderobe bothe garmentes of joye and of sorowe.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 901 Aftyre euesange, sir Arthure hyme
selfene Wente to hys wardrope, and warpe of hys wedez,
Armede hym in a actone [etc.]. Ibid. 2622 A knafe of his
chambyre Has wroghte in his wardrope wynteis and }eres,
One his longe armour. Ibid.Aiij He braydesowtea brande
. .
That . . In the wardrop of Walyngfordhe was wonte to be

kepede. a 1400-50 Bi. Curtasye 429 in Babees Bi., The
marshalle shalle herber alle men in fere, That ben of court
of any mestere ; Saue he lordys chambur, bo wadrop to, po
vssher of chambur schalle tent ho two. c 1460 J. Rissell
Bi. Nurture 939 In be warderobe ye must muche entende
besily the robes to kepe well & also to brusche hem clenly.
1519 Registr. Aberdon. (Maitl. Club) II. 174 The chawnier
abun be wardrape with Item ane standing bed of aik wibouit
lofting. 1574 in Gage Hengrave (1822) 202 To young John
Dawson for xvij days work sewing in the wardrope, vs. viijd.

1590 Spenser F. Q. I. x. 39 The third had of their wardrobe
custodie, In which were not rich tyres, nor garments gay,..
But clothes meet to keepe keene could away. 1596 Ralegh

WARDROEE.
Discov. Guiana n He had in his wardroppe hollow statues
of golde. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, \\. Chorus 2 Now,. silken
Dalliance in the Wardrobe lyes: Now thriue the Armorers.
1631 May tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes 1. 170 His Lord laugh-
tng heartily, commanded a furrd gowne to bee brought out
of his wardrope, and put vpon him. 1683 J. Reid Scots
Gardner ^907) 4 Above the dining-room story may be bed.
chambers,, .and above these you may have garrets for ward-
rops. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Jan. 1645, In the wardrobe
above they shew'd us fine wrought plate, porcelan, [etc.}.

1717 Prior Dove xxv, Her Keys He takes; her Doors un-
locks; Thro' Wardrobe, and thro" Closet bounces. 1756-7
Keyslit's Trav. (1760) I. 37 In the royal wardrobe at Paris,
they shew you the whole suit of armour which Francis wore
on that memorable day. 1831 Scott Kenilw. vi, With this
enviable sleeping apartment ..corresponded two wardrobes,
or dressing-rooms as they are now termed. 1847 Haluwell,
Wardrope, a dressing-room. Yorksh. 1859 RosePidding-
ton Last of Cavaliers I. xvii. 230 The general scene of their
conversations.. was Lady Flora's dressing-room, or ward-
robe as it was then called. This apartment was divided on
the inside from her sleeping-chamber by three or four steps.

b. A room in which theatrical costumes and
properties are kept.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 44 r 5 It is indeed very odd.. to

observe in the Wardrobe of the Play-house several Daggers,
Poniards, Wheels, Howls for Poison. 1867 Chamb. Encycl.
IX. 390/1 There are also numerous apartments required in
connection with the stage..—such as.. the wardrobe, in
which the costumes are kept; furniture stores, scene stores.

C. A movable closed cupboard, fitted with hooks
or pegs, or with shelves or movable trays and
drawers, in which wearing apparel is kept ; esp. as

a piece of bedroom furniture.

1794 A. Hepflewhite CabineUMaker (ed. 3) title-p., Dis-
playing a great variety of patterns for Chairs, . . Basin Stands,
Wardrobes, [etc.]. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 626
Wardrobes are as essential in a bed-room, as a dresser is in
a cottager's kitchen. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes iii, Our
bedroom . . had one unusual luxury, however, in the shape of
a wardrobe of painted wood. 1864 Miss Uraddon Doctor's
Wife I. x. 256 A lumbering old wardrobe—or press, as it

was called—of painted wood. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts
x\. (1885) 82 A great old-fashioned wardrobe of black oak.

d. trans/, and^-

.

i6o$ist Pt. Jeronimo\\\.\\. 17 Now death ..cramshis store
house to the top with bloud ; Might I now and Andrea in

one fight Make vp thy wardroope richer by a Knight. 1624
Donne Devot. vi. (ed. 2) 136 Whether it bee thy pleasure,
to dispose of this body, this garment so, as to put it to a
farther wearing in this world, or to lay it vp in the common
wardrope, the graue, for the next. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd.
$ Comnnv. 543 I n this Countrie that false Prophet [Mahomet]
first opened his superstitiousWardrobe. i6s6CowLEY/'/«<i'«ir.
Odes, To Mr. Hobs v, I little thought. .That all the Wardrobe
of rich Eloquence, Could have afforded half enuff. Of bright,

of new, and lasting stuff, To cloath the mighty Limbs of thy
Gigantique Sence. 1754 Connoisseur No. 36 r 7 France
appears to be the wardrobe of the world. 1821 Lamb Etta
I. Itupcrf. Sympathies^ Their intellectual wardrobe (to con-
fess fairly) has few whole pieces in it. 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxi. (1878) 539 The dead bodies were laid

aside in the ancient wardrobe of the tomb.

2. The office or department of a royal or noble

household charged with the care of the wearing

apparel. Also, the building in which the officers

of this department conduct their business.

Removing ivardrobe, that which moves with the Court.as
distinguished from Standing wardrobe, one that is perma-
nently attached to a royal residence.

1433 RollsofParlt.W. 439/1 Thewhich Warantesyf I shuld
p:iye hem, youre Household, Chambre, and Warderope, and
youre Werkes, shuld be unservid and unpaide. 1450 Ibid.

V. 193/2 Oure servaunt Richard Wadnyng, Grome of oure

Warderobe of Bedds. 1500-20 Dunbar I'oetns Hi. 10 5o"r

H ienes can nocht gett ane meter, To keip your wardope, nor

discreter, To rule 5our robbis, and dress the sam. 1524

Peg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 496. 2 Ane Lettre to James Dog.,
makand him 5eman of the Kingis wardrop. 1553 Rec. St.

Jlfary at Hill (1905) 55 These parselles of ornamenttes..

were Receued of Arthur Stovrton at ye Qvenes wardroppe
at Westminster. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. v. 45 The Lady of

the Strachy, married the yeoman of the wardrob. 1642

Docq. Lett. Pat. at 0.rf. (1837) 334 Clement Kinnersley

yeoman of his Majesties reinovinge wardrobe of Beddes.

1642 Standinge Wardrobe [see Standing ///. a. 11J. 1668

Pkynne Aufutn Reg. 127 The Queen [has] the Tayle, to

make Whale-bones for her Royal Vestments, Dresses, and
other uses in her Wardrobe. 1755 H. Walpole Zrr\ to Mann
29 Sept., Sir Thomas Robinson is to return to the Great

Wardrobe, with an additional pension on Ireland of 2000/.

a year. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 37/1 The bedchamber,

privy chamber, and presence chamber, the wardrobe, the

housekeeper's room,, .are in the lord chamberlain's depart-

ment. 1909 Whitaker'sAlmanack 102 His Majesty's House-

hold.. .Superintendent of the Wardrobe.

3. A person's stock of wearing apparel.

a 1400-50 i>£. Curtasye 565 in Babees Bk., The chaunceler

answeres for hor clothyng, For jomen, faukeners, and hor

horsyng, For his wardrop and wages also. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. 11. i, If he be furnish'd with supplies for the

retyring of his old ward-robe from pawne. 1610 Shaks.

Temp. iv. 222. 1632 Lithcow Trav. vn. 332 It often

hapneth ; that a foule and deformed carkasse hath a faire

and rich wardrope. 1672 Marvell Reh. Tratisp. 1. IM
This ontly troubles me, how his majesty would look in all.,

the Pontifical Wardrobe, a 1727 Nkwton Chronot.A mended
v. (1728) 339 Officers who took care of the Perfume, the Veil,

and the Wardrobe of the Priests. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit.

World lxii, With her scanty wardrobe packed up in a wallet,

she set out on her journey on foot. 1834 Mrs. Cari.yle Let.

to Mrs. CarlyL', Sen. 21 Nov., Lett. & Mem. 1883 h 10 The
weather is grown horribly cold, and I am chiefly intent, at

present, on getting my winter wardrobe into order. _
1870

Miss Bridgman A'. Lynne II. iii. 55 He insisted on his wife

re-marking the whole of the infantile wardrobe.

b. trans/, vm&jig.



WARDROBER.
1591 Breton Pilgr. Parad. (Grosart) 8/1 Came Flora

forth.. Laying abroad the wardrope of her wealth, Her
fairest flowers. 1613 Jackson Creed 1. 78 Vsually the Grecian

Poets haue borrowed their best Stage-attire from the glorious

wardrope of Israel. 1633 Marmion Fine Companion ill. iii,

A soule.. Wherein is lockt the wardrope of all vertues. 1637

Milton Lycidas 47 As killing as., frost to Flowers, that

their gay wardrop wear, When first the White thorn blows.

1856 Emkkson Eng. Traits, Literature Wks. (Bohn) II. 109

New and gigantic thoughts which cannot dress themselves

out of any old wardrobe of the past.

f4. A private chamber; csp. a sleeping apart-

ment. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1686 [In the Ark] A hous als in to drink

and ete And wardropp bat bou noght for-get. a 1450 Knt.

de la Tour vi. 8 As sone as she had herde a litell masse.,

she come into the warderobe to ete browesse or sum other

mete, c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 507 Gyomar . .a-bode spekynge

with Morgain..in a wardrope vnder the paleys, where she

wrought with stlke and golde. a 1548 Hall CArtm., Edw.
IV, 227 b, Kyng Lewes.. withdrew himself into hys warde-
robe, and sending for the English Herault sayd to hym [etc.],

1570 Buchanan Admonit. Wks. (S.T.S.) 32 This is nowthcr
dreamit in ane wardrob nor hard throw ane boir bot ane
trew narrative. 1670 Cotton Espernon it. vi. 254 The King
without any motion was carried up in a Cloak, and laid

upon the Bed in his Wardrobe.

T 5. A privy. Obs. [So F. garderobe.]

1382 Wyclif 2 Kings x. 27 Thei distroyeden the hous of
Baal, and the! maaden for it wardropis [1388 priuyes, Vulg.
latrinas) vnto this day. C1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 120,

I seye that in a wardrobe they hym threwe Where as thise

Iewes purgen hire entraille. c 1450 Nominate (Harl. MS.
1002) If. 145 Cloaca, a pryvaye or wardrope. 1847 Halli*
well, Wardrope, a house of office.

7 0. The excrement ofthe badger. Obs.

c 1400 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 1S2) xxiv, Of hares

and of conynges he shall say bei croteth, and of be fox

wagynge,of be grey be warderobe. 1847 Halliwell, Warde-
rebe [sic], the dung of the badger.

7. attrib. and Comb.
y

as wardrobe account,

'keeper, -maid, -man, -woman ; also wardrobe
bedstead, a bedstead adapted to fold up into a
wardrobe ; wardrobe book, a book in which the

accounts of a wardrobe were kept ; wardrobe
dealer, a dealer in second-hand clothes ; ward-
robe master, mistress, one who has charge of

the professional wardrobe of an actor or actress,

or of a theatrical company ; wardrobe-room, the

room, at a theatre, in which the stage-costumes are

stored ; y wardrobe-stuff, household necessaries

nnd supplies.

1770 Archxotogia I. 361 Observation on the *\Vardrobe
Account for the Year 1483. 1830 N. H. Nicolas (title),

Privy Purse Expenses of Elizabeth of York: Wardrobe
Accounts of Edward the Fourth. 1806-7 J- Bkrksforo
Miseries Hum. Life xx. xxviii, (ed. 3) 1 1. 249 Starting out of
your sleep on a *wardrobe bedstead, at the sudden desertion
of the temporary posts at the bottom. 1557 Order 0/ the
Hospitalls G viij, You shall also kepe the *Wardrobe-booke,
wherein shalbe written . . the remainder of all things at euery
Michaelmass[etc.]. 1896 Daily News % Apr. 3/6* Wardrobe
dealer. 1763 Crt. $ City Kalendar 81 "Wardrobe-keeper
and Keeper of the Royal Apartments at Somerset House.
Mrs. Brietzcke, iool. 178a D. E. Bakek Biogr, Dram. I. 25/2
This gentleman, .had been wardrobe-keeper to the Theatre in
Black-Kriars. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xv, The wardrobe keeper,
..shall have orders to supply the suit which you have cast
away in our service. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med.Xlll. 41-5

The patient, .became *ward robe maid at the Salpetricre.

1583 Leg* Bf>. St. Androt's 1021 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv, The Bischop.. Send for his *wardrop man fre hand.
1667 Pepyi Diary 2 Sept., He swore.. that the king his
father would have hanged his Wardrobeman, should be
have been served so. 1833 Ht. Martineau Three Ages ii.

50 His wardrobeman had this morning lamented that the
King had no handkerchiefs. 1897 Emily Soldenk Theatr.
<r Mns. Recoil. xx\x. 240, I.. made over the whole of my
wardrobe, both personal and professional, to my "wardrobe
master. Ibid. xvi. 137 Mrs. Quinton, my *wardrobe mis-
tress, whose husband was super-master. 1885 Jerome On
the Stage iv. 31 A little lower down was the "wardrobe room.
There was not much in it though. Dresses are borrowed
as they are wanted, now, from the costumiers. 1537 Rut.
land MSS. {Hist. MSS.Comm.) IV. 286 Item paid to Peter
Barret for his dyner, when he helpe to cary my Lorde's
*wardrope stuffe to Grynwyche, i)d. 1853 Dickens, etc.
Honseh. Words Christm. No. 2/2 Jane was a sort of *ward-
robe-woman to our fellows [at school], and took care of the
boxes. 1892 W. S. Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy 213 She ob-
tained a little employment as dresser and wardrobe-woman
at a provincial tiieatre. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 6 July 6/3 Mrs.
M' Donald . . had been for forty years in the Queen's service,
th irty-one of which as wardrobewoman.
Wardrober (w$*jdwabu). Obs. exc. Hist.
Forms: 5 ward^eropere, Sc, wardropar, 5-7
wardroper, (6 werdroper), 6 Sc. wardraipper,
-raipair, 5 warderober, 5- wardrober. [ad. OF.
warderobier, dial. var. of garderobier, -rober, f.

warde-, garderobe : see prec]
1. An officer of a royal household who had charge

of the robes, wearing apparel, etc.
a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 481 in Babees M., po vsshere

schalle bydde bo wardmpere Make redy for alle nyy be-fore
pe fere, c 1420 Wvntoun Cron. vni. xviii. 1867 Prewaly his
wardropere He gert to bis Robert ber. Ibid. 2877 pe siluir

Jo be wardropar He gaf. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas ix. xxxiv.

jj
s 54) 2I ** ^y Pfocesse he was made wardropere. c 1475

RaufCoityar 276 The King buskit him sone, with scant
of Squyary. Wachis and Wardroparis all war away. 1500-
*> Dunbar Poems li, Of James Dog, kepar of the Quenis
wardrop... The Wardraipper of Wenus boure, To giff a
doublett he is als doure, As it war off ane futt syd frog.
164a Fuller Holy <$• Prof. St. iv. viii. 275 One who had well

93

licked his fingers under Queen Margaret (whose Wardroper
he was). 1878 J. Gairdner Rich. Ill, iv. 129 An indenture

dated the 27th of June in the first year of Richard III, in

which Peter Curteys, the king's wardrober, undertakes to

furnish.. the articles specified for the coronation.

f 2. The tailor attached to a religious house. Obs.

1526 Visit. Dioc. Norwich (Camden) 200 Uxor scissoris

videlicet the wardroper 's wiff.

Ward-room. [Ward j<5.2]

1. The mess-cabin of naval commissioned

officers above the rank of sub-lieutenant ; hence,

the commissioned officers as a body.
1801 Nelson in Nicolas Disfi. (1846) VII. p. ccxxx*, The

Wardrooms will prate, I believe, none of us can doubt.

1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Ward-room^
in ships of war, a room over the gun-room, where the lieu-

tenants, and other principal officers, sleep and mess. 1850

H. Melville White Jacket I. vi. 35 In a [U.S.] frigate it

comprises the after-part of the berth-deck. Sometimes it

goes by the name of the Gun-room, but oftener is called the

Ward-room. 1902 Monthly Rev. Aug. 103 The engineer is

received into the ward-room on his own merits.

2. A military Guaud-boom.
1853 James Agnes Sorcl II. iv. 53 A pace ran into the

ward -room of the gate-tower. 1902 Loud. Mag. VIII. 444/2
Closing the ward-room door behind him he then shut the

gate, thrusting the bolts into their places.

3. A room or hall used for the meetings of a city

ward. U.S. rare.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. 191 1 Webster.
4. attrib., as ward-room mess, officer, rank.
1887 Guntkr Mr. Barnes xi.x. 138 Danella was soon en

rapport with the *ward-room messes of half the British

squadron. 1850 H. Melville White Jacket I. vi. 36 He-

sides the First Lieutenant, the *Ward-room officers include

the junior lieutenants, in a [U.S.] frigate six or seven in

number, the Sailing-master [etc.]. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Ward-room officers, those who mess in the ward-

room, namely : the commander, lieutenants, master, chap-

lain, surgeon, paymaster, marine-officers, and assistant-

surgeons. 1850 Huxley in L. Huxley Life (igoo) I. iv. 46
He is a ureat advocate for the claims of assistant surgeons

to * ward-room rank.

t Wa'rdrope. Obs. In 4 warderape. [? f.

Wakd v. 1 + Rope sb. But cf. Warrope.] A rope

for some mechanical purpose.
1338 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 376 Item ij warderapes

quarum utraque de xiiij fadomes,

Wardrope, -roper : see Wardrobe, -rober.

War-drum. A drum beaten as a summons
to war or an accompaniment to the fray. AX&ojig.

1593 Peels Edw. /, A 3 b, Welcome, manly followers, That
..on your war drums carry crownes as kings. 1809 Cam tuell

Gert. Wyoin. m. xx, But hark ! what nearer war-drum shakes

the glade? 1843 TENNYSON Lockslcy Hall 127 Till the war.

drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-flags were furl'd.

1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. Ivii. 245 He beat the war-
drum this time with tremendous energy.

-wards, suffix, OE. -weardes, corresponds to

OS., MLG. -wardes, Du. -waarts, OHG., MHO.
•wartes, early mod.G. -warts, the ending of the

neut. genit. sing, (used adverbially) of adjs. in

OTetit. *-wardo- : see -ward. A parallel forma-

tion of identical function, the adverbial neut. genit.

sing, of adjs. in OTeut. *-wer/>o- (ablaut var. of

*-wardo-), is represented by Goth, -wairfis, OHG.
-wertes, early mod.G. -werts, now written -wiirts.

The adverbial genitives of adjs. in *-wardo-,

*-iverj>o- appear to have in early Teut. differed

little if at all in sense from the advb. accusatives.

1. In English the history of -wards as an advb.

suffix is identical with that of -ward (see -ward 3

and 4) ; beside every adv. in -ward there has

always existed (at least potentially) a parallel

formation in -wards, and vice versa. The two
forms are so nearly synonymous (the general sense

of the advs. being ' in the direction indicated by

the first element of the compound *) that the choice

between them is mostly determined by some notion

of euphony in the particular context ; some persons,

apparently, have a fixed preference for the one or

the other form. Sometimes, however, the differ-

ence in the form of the suffix corresponds to a

difference in the shade of meaning conveyed,

though it would not be possible to give any general

rule that would be universally accepted. Where
the meaning to be expressed includes the notion of

manner as well as direction of movement, ~wards

is required, as in ' to walk backwards ',
* to write

backwards'. In other instances the distinction

seems to be that -wards is used when the adv. is

meant to express a definite direction in contrast

with other directions : thus we say ' it is moving
fonoards if it is moving at all ', but l to come for-

ward ', not ' forwards (see further the note on
Forward adv.) ; so * to travel eastward * expresses

generally the notion of travelling in the direction

of an eastern goal, 'to travel eastwards' implies

that the direction is thought of as contrasted with

other possible directions. Hence -wards seems to

have an air of precision which has caused it to be
I avoided in poetical use.

There appears to be no appreciable difference

WARDSHIP.

in meaning between the prepositions Toward and

Towards ; the latter is now, at least in British

use, more common colloquially. The now obso-

lete prepositions Fromward and FROMWARDS
appear to have been perfectly synonymous.

2. In OE. the suffix -weardes, like -weard, was

added to phrases containing the preps, to and wid

(see -ward 5). In the locutions to . . ward{s,

from . .wardK
s (the so-called tmesis of the prep.),

the two forms of the suffix were formerly equally

common, but -wards now survives only in dialects.

3. Examples of to . . wards.

a. with proper name or sb. without article or

other defining word.
c 1374 Chauckr Troylus 1. 59 Vt is wel wist how bat Grekcs

stron^e In amies with a btnisand shippes went To Trove-

wardes. c 1430 Contin. Brut 430 And tho the Kynge di-.-

posid hym tu Godwardis. 1560. C1645 [see Godwakds],
162Z R. Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea xxii. 53 Our other Shippes

. . having kept their direct course, and far to windwards and
Sea-wards, could not liL-are the report. 1650 W. Brough
Sacr. Princ. (1659) To Rdr. A 3, Using them [sc. Hook-"].

.

as.. Guides and Helps to Heaven-wards. 1892 M. C. F.

Morris Yorksh. Folk-Talk 260 The addition of/wards' to

nouns as a suffix denoting direction is frequent in our folk-

talk—as ' ti Newton-wards ' or ' fra Newton-wards '.

b. with sb. determined by definite article or

otherwise.

1415 Earl Cambridge in 43rd Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. 589
My wyttys arne not to ye world wardys so redy as yey
werne. 1565 Starke in Hakluyt /

'^'.(1589) 532 He marched
to the townewards.

C. with pcrs. pron.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. x. (Skeat) 1. 121 If that Mar-
garite denyeth now nat to suffre ber vertues shyne to thce-

wardes with spredinge hemes. Ibid. in. viii. (Skeat) 1. 148

Aungels blis^e that to-him-wardes was coming. 1399 Langl.

'Rich. Redeles m. 76 pe nedy nestlingis. .burnisched her

beekis and bent to-him-wardis. 4:1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)

xxviii. 128 And, when be Cristen men sawe bam com to bam
wardes, bai ware ri^t ferde. 1442 T. Bickisgton Corr.

(Rolls) II. 216 The continuancis of true obeissaunce unto

us wards of our subgetts. 1472 Sin J. Paston in /'. Lett.

III. 58 Also 1 praye yow feele my Lady off Norfolks dys-

posEcion to me wards. 1574 W. IJournk Regiment for Sea
xiv. (1577) 42 If you remoue the transitory but a quarter

the length of the transitory to youwards. 1583 Goi.ding

Calvin on Dent. cxx. 738 When God gathereth vs to him
by death, wee cease not to liue still to himwardes, a 1586

Sidney Arcadia 11. v. § 3 Ever concluding ech thing he did

with his face to me-wards. 1635 J. Havward tr. BicndCs
Banish'd I'irg. 20 Behaving my selfe unmanerly to-you-

wards. Ibid. 169 The courteous inclination to me-wards,

which to my good hap I discover in you. 1648 Herrick
Hcsper., Love vie little 55 You say, to me-wards, your

affection's strong; Pray love me little, so you love me long.

4. Examples oifrom . . wards,
1548 Vicary Anal. viii. (18SB) 63 Two Latitudinales com*

ming from the backe-wardes to the wombe. 1574, 1669 [see

Sunwards 1]. 1612 R. Ch. Olde Thrift newly revived 76

The degrees of a Quadrant are likewise 90, from the Centre

towards your right hand, hauing the Sines vpmost, & holding

the Centre from you wards. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxx

(1658) 322 The objects comming into the glasse by a super-

ficies not parallel . . but slooping, from the objectwards. 1665

[see Tailwards]. 1678 Moxon Mcch. Fxerc. iv. 64 Not
letting the Plain [= plane] totter to, or from you-wards.

5. Examples of nonce-words (advs.) f. sb. or

proper name + -wards.
1670 T. Brooks London's Lament. 124 Yet the bent of

their hearts will still be God-wards, Christ-wards, Heaven-
wards, and Holiness-wards. 1842 Thackeray Fitz-Boodle's

Prof, i, The nobles come peoplewards as the people.. rise

and mingle with the nobles. 1845 Faher Lett. (1869) 229
Seventeen persons strikingly converted, .some really being

led in extraordinary ways, and perfectionwards. 1850

Thackeray Contrib. Punch Wks. 1898 VI. 683 A third

darling, with, .eyes of hazel, lifts them up ceiling-wards. 1866

Trollopk Clavcrings iii, Mr. Burton was not . .an ambitious

man. He had never soared Parliamentwards. 1868 Rep.

Muni't. War 60 The chief feature of the invention . .consists

in the contrivance adopted for preventing the escape of gas

breech-wards. 1878 Huxley in Fortn. Rev. XXIII. 170
The theory of the motion of the blood returned once more
to the strait road which leads truthwards. 1887 Pall Mall
Gaz. 21 July 4/1 Russiawards the new line may be fire-

fringed and fatal. Afghanwards it is no such thing. 1893

K. Grahame Pagan Fss. 145 Aunt Eliza's fowls—already

strolling roostwards. 1893 D. C. Murray 7'ime's Revenges
I. vii. 129 He was growing downwards, brutewards.

"Wardship (wjidjip). [f. Ward sb.% + -ship.]

1. The office or position of guardian.

a. The guardianship of a minor ; spec, in Feudal

law, the guardianship and custody of the person

and lands of a minor with all profits accruing

during his minority.

1454 Paston Lett. I. 306 Sir, forasmych as the Kyng hathe

grauntyd be hese lettres patent the wardship with the pro-

files of the londes of T. Fastolf durj ng hese nun age to you

and T. H. [etc,]. X54? Act « Hen. VULc £**»?»$

lese the wardshyp 01 .1

in Ellis Orig. Utt. Ser. II. III. .23 The Master of G an.es

and the Secretarye have gotten of the Kins the wardslnppe

and marriage of the Erie Mongomeris sonne, being but two

yeares of age. 1641 Eari. Monm. tr. Birmcti s tn: » '"-res

V. 127 He gave bim two rich wardships. 1766 Llack.stone

Comm. II. v. 67 The lord was infilled to the wardship of

the heir; and was called the guardian in chivalry. Ibis

wardship consisted in having the custody of the body and

lands of such heir, without any account of the profits, till



WARDSMAN.
the age of twenty one in males, and sixteen in females.
1870 Freeman Norm. Cong. (ed. 2} I, iv. 210 King Lewis
may have already begun to entertain some dim notion that
wardship over the fief of a minor vassal was a right which of
necessity belonged to the Lord. 1884 Law Times LXXVII.
300/1 Sect. 35. .assigns to the Chancery Division tiie ward-
ship of infants.

0. gen. Guardianship, protection, custody.
Chieflyfig.
1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 456 [He] freed this

kingdome from the wardship of the Peeres. 1635 Quarles
Sntii.it. iii. 5 Thou grand Impostor, how hast thou ob-
tain'd The wardship of the world ! 1641 Milton Reform.
11. 43 This is the master-piece of a modern politician,.. how
the puny Law may be brought under the wardship and
controul of lust and wiil. 1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps.
Tracts (1727) 3S5 Truth itself is so much in the wardship of
Almighty God, . . that if all other means fail, he will by his
own immediate power vindicate it. 1765 Blackstone Comm,
1. ix. 335 This officer is of equal antiquity with the sheriff;
and was ordained together with him to keep the peace,
when the earls gave tip the wardship of the county. 1825
Scott Betrothed xxlx, I pray you let me have the grace to
take first possession of tlie Garde Doloureuse, and the ward-
ship or forfeiture of the offending lady. 1884 Ld. Roskbery
in Pall Malt Gas. 9 Dec 7/2 Great Britain could have no
wish for selfish annexation. She was already committed to
wardship and protection of an empire such as the world had
never yet seen. 1887 Hall Cains Deemster xxxvii, I try
in these iny last days to put my memory under wardship.

2. The state or condition of being a ward ; spec.

in Feudal law, the condition of being under guar-
dianship as a minor.
1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. iv. 4-5 Assone as

we came out of wardeship, and wer growen vp to a ryper
age- '553 T. Wilson Rhet. 66 In lamentyng the miserye of
wardeshyppes, I might sale it is not for noughte so com-
munely said, I wil handle you like a warde. a 1577 Sir T.
Smith Commw. (1609) in The man is not out of Wardship
by our Lawe till one and twenty yeere olde, from thence
hee is reckoned of full age, as well as in the Rumaine Lawes.
at fiue and twenty. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Demosthenes
(1612) 846 When he came out of his wardship, he beganne
to put his guardians in suite. 1631 Massincer Emperor
East 11. i, Theod. Let it suffice My wardships out. If your
designe concernes vs As a man, and not a boy, with our
allowance You may deliuer it. 1641 Baker Chron., Rich. If,
10 He was somewhat more then one and twenty; Well,
then (said he) I am out of Wardship. 1780 Bentham Princ.
Legist, xvi. § 44. 266 note, In certain nations, women,
whether married or not, have been placed in a state of per-
petual wardship. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 5 . 140 Three
English earls who were in royal wardship were wedded by
the King to foreigners.

b. trans/, and/%-

.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. (1609) 7 Lewes the xi.
..was wont to glorie and say, he had brought the crowne
of Fraunce, hors tie page, as one would say, out of wardship.
1648 Fairfax, etc. Remoustr. 46 To deliver His Crown
once for all, from Wardship (as he counts it) to Parliamen-
tary power. 1800 Coleridge Piccolom. 1. iii. 112, I must per-
force Leave him in wardship to his innocence. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U.S. II, xxvii. 186 We have written the origin
of our country; we are now to pursue the history of^its
wardship.

tWa'rdsman 1
, Obs. [f. ward's genit. of

Ward sb$ ( = Award) + Man sb.] An arbitrator.
1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 107 The warddysman hath

sen yowre lyve Iodd and entyd hit in her bokes. 1621-3
(28 Feb.) Essex Archdeaconries, Depositions bk. (MS.) If.

27 b, Mr. Sweno and Mr. Knivett should be wardes men to
end all matters and controversies betwene them.

Wardsman 2 (woudsm&n). [f. ward's geni-
tive of Wakd sb.i + Man sb. Cf. Waroman.]
' 1. In certain boroughs : A member of the govern-
ing body, consisting of representatives elected by
the several wards.
171a Sir R, Atkyns Glouc. 347 Cirencester.. hath two

High-Constables and fourteen Wardsmen over seven dis-
tinct Wards, appointed yearly at the Court-Leet.

2. An inmate appointed to supervise his ward in
a prison or workhouse.
1789 J. Howard Lazarettos 125 To every ward here [New-

gate], and at both the Compters, there is an orderly prisoner
called a wardsman, who should wash, sweep and keep his
ward fresh and clean. 1821 Syd. Smith Wks. 1859 I. 339/1
Wardsmen, selected in each yard among the best of the
prisoners, are very serviceable. 1836 Dickens Sh. Bos, Visit
to Xewgate, The wardsmen and wardswomen areall prisoners,
selected for good conduct. 1891 Daily News 26 Dec. 5/5
' That man I employ as wardsman,' observed the master [of
the workhouse].

3. A watchman who is responsible for prisoners.
1683 T. Ellwood Life (1S85) 126 [The watchman].. went

out to seek the constable.. . He was a young man,, .some-
what better mannered than his wardsman.
So Wardswoman.
1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Visit to Newgate, In every ward

on the female side, a vfardswoman is appointed to preserve
order. 1807 Daily News 17 Sept. 7/3 An aged inmate,
wearing the workhouse clothes, said she was night wards-
woman of the infirm ward.

"VVardun, Wardur: see Warden 2, Verdour*.
tWardwite. Obs. \0\L.wcardwite: see Ward

sb.2 and With sb.] A fine paid to the lord by a
tenant who has failed to provide a man to perform
castle-guard.
1066 Charter Edw. Conf. in Thorpe Charters (1865) 411

Nomina consuetudinum . . mundbryche, burhbryce, miskaen-
ninge,..weardwite, ha^ngewite, hamsokne [etc.]. 1227 in
Col. CJuirter Rolls (1903) I. 6 [Grant to the church of St.
Mary, Coventry, and the prior and monks thereof of all
their lands and holdings with soc and sac,, .ficht-wite, ward-
wite, and mund-briche]. c X250 Gloss. Law Terms in Ret,

94

Ant, I. 33 Wardwtte.. Quite de wardein truver. C1290
Fleta 1. xlvii. (1647) 63 Wardwyte quietantiam misericordia?
in casu quo non invenerit hominem ad wardam faciendam
in castro, vel aiibi. 1381 Cat. Patent Rolls 1381-5 (1897)54
Granting them exemption from burghhote, brugbote, ward-
wyte, horngeld, and scot. £-i44oJohn Urompton in Twysden
Hist. Augl. Script. X. (1652) 957 Wardewithe estsursise de
garde. 1579 Expos. Terms Law 187 b, Warwite (orwardwite
as some copies haue it) that is to bee quite ofgiuing of money
for keeping of watches.

Wardyn, obs. form of Warden * and 2.

Ware (we»j), sbl Sc. and dial. Forms: 1 war
(waar, uaar, uar), 6 wayr, vare, 6-7 wair, 7
war, waar, weir, 8 wear, 8-9 waur(e, 5- ware

;

see also Eng. Vial. Vict, and Ore 5. [OE. war,
corresp. to NFris. wicr neut. sea-weed, pond-weed,
whence prob. Uu. wier neut. (first found in Kilian,

referred to the * Holland' dialect), repr. OTeut.
*wairo-m, f. *wai- : iuJ- to bind : see Wire sb.]

Seaweed; esp. large drift seaweed used as manure.
In Scots Law, the right of gathering seaweed on
the shore. Also Seaware.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. A 434 A Iga, waar. 1491 Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 429 Insulam et rupem de Inchgardccum mettagiis,
ancoragiis, le wrak et ware. 1313 Douglas Mneis vn. x.

104 Skelleis and fomy cragis thai assay, Routand and rarand,
and may nocht empayr, Bot geif thai shed fra his syd is the
wayr. 1528 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. VI. 374 With fre in-
gress and regress to the wayr and fra the wayr. 1544 in
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1545, 727/1 Cumprivilegiolucrandi lie

wair marium pro terris stercorandis. 1574 R. Scot Hop
Garden (157S) 2 If you shall feel a Clod (being dissolued with
water) to be very clammy or cleauing like Ware to your
fyngers in kneading it, the same to be profitable lande. 1643
Orkney Trial'm Dal yell Darker Superst. Scott. (1834) 492-3
Ye salL.be fain to eat grass vnder thestanes and wair vnder
the bankis. 1659 Somnkk Diet., Waar, Alga marina, ..called
..of theThanet-men Wore or woore. 1721 in W. Macfarlnne
Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.) I. 45 The sea being tossed with an
East and North Wind, yeelds a great quantity of salt water
weeds, which the Countrey [sic] call Ware, it fattens the
ground and makes it yeild plentifully. 1727 E. Laurence
Duty ofSteward 206 Wear, a Sea-weed growing chiefly on
such Rocks as are cover 'd only at High-water, is good to
be laid on Tillage for one Crop, the drying and burning of
which makes Kilp, used in making Glass. 1S12 Sir J. Sin-
cr.AiR Hush. Scot. I. 187 The ware, however, in that part of
the frith, is of a weaker sort.

b. altrib. and Comb. , as ware-barley, -bear
(Bear sb.~), -goose, -hack, -strand.
1806 Forsyth Beauties Scot. IV. 522 Distillers prefer the

*ware-barley. .on account of its fairer colour and thinner
husk. 1793 Stat. Ace. Scot. VI. ijr note, When bear or big
is manured with sea ware, the crop is very abundant, but the
grain is very small, and is known by the name of •Ware-
bear. 1851 Macgiluvray Brit. Birds IV. 629 Bcmicla
Brenta. The Ulack-faced Bemicle-goose. . . *Ware Goose.
1585-° Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 131, iiij pycke forkes,..
iij 'ware hackes. 1909 J. Gunn Orkney Bk. 230 Each *ware-
strand, or beach where drift-weed comes to land, is set apart
for a certain number of tenants on the estate to which it

belongs .

tWare, sb* Obs. [OE. warn fern. «= OFris.
ware, OS., OHG. wara (MHG. ware, war) :—
OTeut. *waro, f. *war- to guard, watch :—pre-
Teut. *wor- ; cf. Gr. fop- in Ovpwpos (*0vpd-fop6s)
doorkeeper.] Watchful care, heed ; safe-keeping,

defence, protection. Phr, on ware, on one's guard,
cautious.

5:893 /Elfred Oros. v. iv. (1883) 224 For bon Antiochus
siemde hwa^t he hsefde monna berimes,& ne nom nane ware
hulice hie wa;ron. a 1000 Guthlac 718 Stod se grena wong
in godes wscre. 1297 R, Glouc. 2483 Vor wanne ich am
dukes sone, it become to me Vor to abbe some gret cite ober
castel me to ware, c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. 46 Ah feyre
levedis be on-war, To late cometh the 3eyn char, when love
ou hath y-bounde. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 7380 Honerable
Ector, bat eger was ay, Euer waker and vnwar [= on ware],
wight 1st in armys.

Ware (we-u), sb.% Forms : 1 waru, 4-6 war,
(4 quare, whare), 5-6 warre, 6 waar; 5-6 Sc.
and north. wayr(e, 6 wayere, 6-7 wair(e ;

2-
ware. [OE. warn fern. = OFris. were, MLG.,
MDu. ware (Du. waar), ON. vara (Sw. vara, Da.
vare). MHG. ware, war, G. ware (earlier waare)
are from MLG. or MDu.
Prob. the same word as Ware sb. 2 used in the concrete

sense ' object of care '.]

1. A collective term for : Articles of merchandize
or manufacture; the things which a merchant,
tradesman, or pedlar, has to sell ; goods, commo-
dities, a. collect, sing.
cicoo vElfric Horn. I. 246 Hi oawurponheora waru ofor-

bord. axioo Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 311/35 Merx, waru.
r 1205 Lay. 11356 Chapmen bunden heore ware. 21300
Cursor M. 4180 Wit camels hat gret birbin bar, O spice and
of ober ware, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. $-2-2 Greet prees
atmarket makethdeereware. 1484CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce
1, The merchaunt of Haldak came in to egypte for to chepe
& bye somme ware or marchaundyse. 1542-3 Act 34 ,<(• 35
Hen. VIII, c. 10 § 2 Putting the same naughtie ware to sale
secretly._ 1614 Ovehbury Wife etc. (1638) 126 Its now like
Ware miss-laid in a Pedlers pack ; a ha 's it but knowes not
where it is. 1634 Sir T. Hekuekt Trav. 61 The windowes
of painted glasse (no common ware). 1697 Drydkn Vi>g.
Past. iv. 47 No Keel shall cut the Waves for foreign Ware.
1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, viii, He certainly intended to
make free with the pedlar's ware. 4:1820 [see Pieman]. 1822
Scott Peveril xlii, I am always provided with ware which
a gentleman may risk his life on. 1844 Kinglake Eothen
xviii, The owners raised various objections to the display of
their ware [sc. white slave-girls].

WARE.
b. pi

c 1000 yELFRrc Horn. II. 120 Da^elamp hit ast sumum sale
..ba:t Englisce cypmenn brohton heora ware to Romana-
byrij. . . pa jeseah he betwux oam warum cype-cnih tas jesette.
c 1400 Des'.r. Troy 1581 There were stallis by j>e strete stond-
yng for peopull, Werkmen into won, and l>aire wares shewe.
1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 165 Heavysyth yow to bestowe
yowre mony in grosse warys now betymys. 1567 Harman
Caveat 62 Consideringe wyth hym selfe that wares woulde
bee welcome where money wanted. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII,
i83 With whom ventured also three small Shippes of London-
iMerchants, fraught with some grosse and sleight Wares, tit

for Commerce with barbarous people, a 1625 Kletchkr
Woman's Prize v. i, Give 'em as little light As Drapers doe
their wares. 1698 Acts Massachusetts (1724) 117 Leather.,
wrought into Shoes, Boots, or other Wares. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. iv. ii. II. 52 A capricious man of fashion might
sometimes prefer foreign wares, merely because they were
foreign, to cheaper and better goods of the same kind that
were made at home. 1834 James J. Marston Hall I. xii.

159, I perceived, .a man in the dress of a pedlar, with his
box of wares laid down by his side. 1913 G. Edmlndson
Ch. Rome 1st C. v. 123 A fire broke out . .amidst shops con-
taining inflammable wares.

C. An article of merchandise, a saleable com-
modity, rare.

1881 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 600 They treated him [i.e. the
labourer] as a ware, buying him in the cheapest market.
1896 A. E. Hoi'sman Shropshire Lad iv, Breath's a ware
that will not keep.

2. With defining word, as dye-, dyeing-, \fcll-,

grocery-, f haberdashier-, mercery-, pellry-ivare :

see quots. and s.v. the first element. Also Hard-
waiie, Hollow-wahb, Ihonware, 1*Lektiunwabe,
Small-wake(s, Tableware, and others mentioned
in 3.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvi. xlv. (Tollemache MS.),
It is be maner to tempre yren ware [L. ferramenta] with
oyle, leste bey be to muche hardened by coldenesse of water.
1408 Little Red Bk. Bristol{igoo) 105 La dusseyn de souliers
appelez Courseware, .vij d. 1515-18 Early Chanc. Proc.

379/29 (List p. 5) Pannys named haberdasher ware. 1585
Higlns Junius' Nomencl. 490/2 An habbardasher, or seller

of smal wares. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Hatyburton's Ledger
(1867) 309 Glasses called looking glasses, halfpenny wair the
groce,. .xls., penny wair the groce, iiii li. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 111. 80 Nurnberg wares (so they call small wares). 1683
Brit. Spec. 46 In exchange for Tynne and Lead.. they re-

ceived Earthen Vessels, Salt and Brazen Ware of the
Phamicians. 1838 Murray's Hatidbk. N. Germ. 167 Spa is

famous for a peculiar manufactory ofwooden toys, somewhat
like the Tunbridge ware. 1888 Encycl.Brit. XXIII. 607/1
Tunbridge ware.. includes work tables, boxes, toys, &c,
made of hard woods..and inlaid with mosaic.

3. In spec. uses. a. Vessels, etc., made of baked
clay. Chiefly with defining word, as brown,
china- (China ! 3 a), Vel/-, glass-, Japan, porce-

lain, pottery, Queen's, Staffordshire, Wedgewood
ware : see these words, and Earthenware, Stone-
ware.
1761 Brit. Mag. II. 101 Constant at ev'ry sale, the curious

fair, Who longs for Dresden, and old China ware. 1827
Faraday Chem. Manip. v. (1842) 149 If [the pestle is] in two
pieces,., the handle being of wood and the bottom only of

ware, the cement by which they are fastened occasionally

falls out. 1882 ' Ouida ' In Maremma 1. 127 Vases and jars

in black ware. 1911 G. Macdonald Roman Wall in Scot.

xi. 370 Both classes of vessel are of the same coarse ware.

f b. Textile fabrics. Hence Codware 2
, a

pillow-case, for which also ware simply is found.

1442 Rolls ofParIt, V. 60/2 Persones that maken untrewe
ware of all maner Worstedes. 1551-* Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. X. 49 Item, for tway coddis. . Item, four elnis bartane

claith to be waris to the samyn. 1557 North Gueuara's Diall

Pr. Prol. (1568) *ij, Kor euen as by the yard the marchante
measureth al his ware : so by the life of the Prince is measured
the whole common weale. 1661 Sc. Ads Chas. II (1814)

VII. 61/1 Item, eightein cods with their wairs worth three

merk the peice. 1713 Addison Ct. Tariff f 2 Euerything he

wore was substantial honest, home-spun ware, 1748 Millinery

ware [see Millinery 3].

c. Field-produce, crops, vegetables. Obs. exc.

dial. (= large potatoes intended for sale).

1398, 1669 [see Codware 1 i). 1562, 1750 field-ware [see

Field sb. 21]. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Gen, (1662) 57 Inti-

mating that she had mingled Ware, Corn, and Tares in those

who were descended from her. Ibid., Somerset 17 No Shire

can shew finer ware,, .being generally fruitful. 1693 Evelyn
De La Quint. Compl. Card. I. 32 Their Ware is much finer

than that of others who water"less. 1707 Garden-ware [see

Garden sb. 6J. 1894 Plackmore Perlycross viii. 57 He had
two large butts to receive the filled sacks—assorted into ware

and chats. 1920 Discovery Nov. 348/2 (Potatoes.) In the

North and in Scotland another riddle is used between the

ware and the chats, and by this means * seed ' is obtained.

fd. Live-stock (cattle, sheep, poultry). Obs.

1422 Co7>entry Leet Bk. 43 per schall noo beestys be pynnyd
at the comen pynfold by the comien seriante.but chapmannys
warre. 1463 Plough-ware [see Plough sb} 8]. ^Z1''

Poultry-ware [see Poultry 4]. 1523-34 Fitzmeru. Huso.

§ 118 If a horse wante wartes behynde, benethe the spauen-

place, ..then he is noo chapmannes ware, if he be wylde.

1535 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 133^ he

hochers.. shall voyd and kyll noe moe ware. I538 ^AL
.

E

God's Promises iv. (facs.) C ij b, By a Soden plage, all their

firstgotten ware, Thu slewest in one nyght. c 155° Cheke
Matt. xxii. 4 Mi beves and mi fed waar be killed. 1561

Daus tr. Bultingeron Apoc. (1573) 264 b, And first an allusion

is made of such as sley wares and prepare a feast. 1609

Bible (Douay) Ezek. xxxix, 18 Of buck-goates, and bulles,

and of fed wares [Vulg. altilium). 1655 Moufet & BenneT
Health's Improv. (1746) 143 The like may be also in all gelded

Ware, (and consequently in Muttons), a 1732 Gay Fables

(1738) II. 6 Dame Dobbins with her poultry ware,

e. The spat of oysters in its third year.



WARE.
1877 Q. Rev. CXLIV. 487 A bushel-measure of brood or

ware, that is, oysters of the size of a threepenny-piece. 1879
Cossetts Techn. Educ. IV. 154/1 Spat in the second year is

denominated 'brood '...In the following year 'brood ' be-

comes ' ware '.

4. transf andy^*.
Formerly often in distinction from money, like 'goods'.

Sometimes with depreciatory implication, like 'stuff
'._

cizoo Moral Ode 68 in Trin. Colt. Horn. 222 pis is bet

wunderlukeste ware bat ani man funde. a 1300 Cursor M.
16476 Here i yeld yow yur none, ges me again mi war.

C1450GW. Myst., Christ Disputing (Shaks. Soc.) iQ7_\Vete

;e not wele that I muste bene Amonge hem that is my
faderes ware, His gostly catel for to ovyrsen ? 1549 Cover-
pale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jos. i. 22-7 Ceremonies, .are per-

nicious ware, yf a man thinke that he is made religious by
meane of them. 1600 zst Pt. Sir J. Oldcastle in. iv. 53 If

you haue no mony, you shal haue ware : as many sound drie

blows as your skin can carrie. 164a D. Rogers Naaman
547 The obedience of hypocrites is dead ware. 1647 Claren-
don Hist. Reb. in. § 222 They resolved to shew all their

ware and to produce the whole evidence, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, \Vtstitic?-ld. (1662) 135 This County . .is fruitful by
some few exceptions, having some pleasant vales, though
such ware be too fine, to have much measure thereof. 1793
Mrs. Piozzi 7 Feb. in tntim, Lett. (1913) 80 A mythological
play of the dark days, Theseus and Ariadne, and that old
ware. 1865 J. G. Holland Plain Talk ix. 314 There is

nothing immodest or otherwise improper in the advertisment
of a man's literary wares. 1918 Oxford Mag. 21 June 343/1
None of them [sc. the essayists] cries his own wares to the
exclusion of those of others.

b. Applied jocularly to women. (Cf. 'piece of

goods'.)
Sometimes with explicit ref. to sense 3a; cf. also 3 d.

1558 W. Forrest Grysilde Seconde (Roxh.) 55 Hee had in

hym a lyttle scnsuall luste Whiche withe younge ware hee
neadys accompHsche muste. 1624 Davenport City Aright-

cap iv. (1661) 37, I keep no common company [of women] I

warrant ye ; we vent no hreath'd ware here. 1687 J. Phillips
Quix. 1. 1. i. 5 A young fresh-colour'd smerkmg Country
Wench that went for a Maid, but in truth, was a crackt piece
of Ware. 1826 Scott Woodstock x, I may get a peep of fair

Rosamond, and see whether she was that choice and incouw
parable piece of ware which the world has been told of.

*p O. The privy parts of either sex. Also lady

ware. Obs.

1561 B. Googe tr. Palingenins' Zodiac v. M j b, So hurtes
the Bees their honye sweete, so makes the Beuer yell His
hoysting ware. 1579 G. Gilpin tr. Marnix van Sunt Aide-
gonde's Beehive Rom. Ch. (1580) 299 For the auoiding of
such a chaunce, the holy Romishe Churche did ordaine twoo
chaires too bee heawen of Porphyr stone, where they vsed
to feele from vnder, whether the newe chosen Pope was
furnished of all his ware. 159a Soliman fy Pers. iv. ii. 49
The Ladies of Rhodes, hearing that you haue lost a capitoll

part of your Lady ware. 1608 (Tofte] Ariosto's Sat. IV.

(1611)61 The site Venetian lock t his Ladies ware, Yet through
her wit Acteons badge he bare. 1615-16 Bk. Depositions
1612-16 Archdeaconry of ColcJiester (MS.) If. 72 The said
William Land once so druncke at Sturbridge fayer that he
did shewe his ware openly in the fayer. 1656 Mennis & J.
Smith Afus. Delic. (ed. 2) 73 Your Breasts ail open bare, So
farre, that a man may almost see Unto your Lady-ware.
1693 Drvden Juvenal VI. 491 Seen' from afar, and famous
for his Ware, He struts inco the Bath, among the Fair. 1721
E. Ward Merry Trav. 1. (1729) 29 Here [at the Lock-
hospital] all are welcome to repair Their aching Limbs or
damag'd Ware.

f d. Wormes ware, food for worms. Obs,
c 1400 Pety fob 7 in 26 Pol. Poems 121 Yet shall my fayre-

nesse fade and fie, And I shalbe wormes ware. 01450 Songs
$ Carols (Warton Club) 20 3yt am I but wermys ware.

e. The hale ware (Sc.), also anglicized the whole
ware : the whole number, quantity, or amount ; the

sum-total.

1563 W1N3ET Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 73 Nocht that the canoun
allane may nocht be sufficient to the hail wair. a 1578
Lindesay (Pkscottie) C/*w«. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 154 Sa the haill

wair, being comptit, was threttie thowsand pund sterling.

159: R. Bruce Serm. v. L 6, He saith in the wholware of
these things. The life of my soule standeth. a 1689 W.
Clelano Poems (1697) 18 (Jam.) Then this will follow, I

suppose, She drags the whole-ware by the nose. 174a R.
Fokbes Ajax (1755) 11 He- .gar'd the hale*ware o' us trow
That he was gane clean wod. 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid,
Encycl. 307 The haleware o't seemed to be gran plowable
Ian. 1894 Crockett Raiders x, The verra last shot that was
fired, .carried awa1

the halewar (whole) o' their steerin' gear.

+ f. In periphrastic use (cf. e). Obs. rare.
01300 E. E. Psalter xviu 11 He flegh ouer fetheres of

windes ware (Vulg. superpernios ventorum]. Ibid. 16 And
schewed welles of watres ware [ Vuljj. et apparueruntfontes
aquarum\ Ibid. Ixxii. 13 And betwix vnderand ware [Vulg.
inter innocentes] Mine handes wesche i pare.

5. attrib. and Comb., as wair almery (Sc), ware-
barge, chamber, -room, trash

;
(sense 3 a) ware-

basin
; (sense 3 IV) ware-man; also + ware-cloth

[? cf. ON. vprukl&di common cloth] (sense uncer-
tain).

1489 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 131/1 A met almery, . .a *wayr
almery. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <* P. 26 These Boats are
as large as one of our * Ware- Barges,, .and carry a great
Burthen with little trouble. 1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem.
92 In not very nice experiments, instead of a platinum
crucible a small "ware basin may be used. 1533 Line.
^w«c Docum. (1914) 163, I bequeyth to herry my sone
all the ware in my *ware chamber. 1499 Will cf John
Buysshope in Somerset Medieval Wills (1901) 379 Item, I
bequeith unto John Busshop of Lyme 2 peaces of "ware-

j^t-
l6s9 W ' SlIRPPAttD Corporations 16 The Wardens

..and Fellowship of Drapers, Taylors, Mercers, and *Ware-

J*-u /nd Coopers in D. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 06
lhe first quantity that was exposed in Edinburgh, was in
the year 1790, in a 'ware-room on the south bridge. 1841
Lytion Night <$- Morn. 1. viii, Mr. Roger Morton and his

95

family sat in that snug and comfortable retreat which gene-

rally backs the ware-rooms of an English tradesman. 1655

Fuller Hist. Cambr. v. 71 Provision may be made, that a

sufficiency of such *Ware.trash may still be preserved.

1* Ware, jM Obs. rare. [Seems to represent

OK. wkr pledge; the form may have been assimi-

lated to warant Warrant sb.] In the phrase to

ware (tr. L. ad warantiam, ad warantizanduni)

;

as a surety.

c 1460 Oscney Reg. 166 Anoper tymc pabboti-callid pere-of

to ware Richard of lyonns And Emme his wife, Raph the

Soone of Ranulph of Astrop and William his wife [etc.], the

which nowe come by summomenyng and axe to be schewed
to pern by what thyng bey bee holde to ware \warantizare\
Ibid., pe which.. Byndeth hym-selfe and his heyresto ware,

to pe same Nycoll and to his heyres and to his assynes, p
e

foresaide tenementes.

Ware (we»j), sbfi Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

5 wairo, wayr\e, 8 wair, 9 waur, 3- ware. See

also Voar. [a. OX. vdr (Icel. vor, Sw. var,

Norw., Da. vaar).
By some regarded as co^n. w. L. ver, Gr. eap (:-*7vcsr\

but the phonology has not been satisfactorily explained.]

The season of spring.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxiii. 18 Somer and ware, pouschope
pa. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor)q$3 It hapnyt

a

tym in-to ware. < 1425 Wyntoun Crou, IV. xv. 1484 Wytht-
in the fyrst moneth off wayre. 1483 Cat/i. A ngl. 40S/2 Way r,

quoddam te/np/ts, ver. 1684-92 A. Symsos in W. Macfarlane
Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.) II. 120 Hence their common proverb,

speaking of the stormes in February; Winter never comes
till Ware comes. 1814 W. N icholson Tales in I "erse 70 Ere
the winds o' ware were blawn. 1898 J. MacManus Bend of
Road ill. 40 He'll go to him the throngest day of Ware, an'

the warmest day in Harwust, an' work the skin off his

bones.

b. attrib. , as ware day, evening, -time ; ware-
corn, corn sown in spring; spec, barley and oats

'as distinguished from wheat and rye (so Da. vaar-

seed).

1426 Inv. farrow § Monk-lVearm.(Surtees) 196 In frti-

mento et *ware corn emptis. 1593 Durham Wilts (Surtees)

II. 235 All the arrable landes, ..as well harde come lande,

as ware corne lande. 1810 J. Bailey Agric. Durham 411
Ware-corn, barley or oats. 1861 Quinn Heather Liniie

(1863) 232 In winter, anent her, The birds resume their *ware
day sang. 1721 J. Kelly Scot. Prov. 334 The *Ware Even-
ing is long and tough, the Harvest Evening runs soon o'er

theHeugh. 1820 Hogg Bridal of Poltnood vii. Tales& Sk.

1837 II. 35, I. .fleechyt Eleesabett noore [= never] to let us
torfell in the *waretyme of owir raik. 1824 Mactaggart
Gallovid. Encycl. 37 Perhaps till the next waurtime.

f Ware, sbS> Obs. Forms : 3 war, 4-5 ware,
5 wore. [a. ON. *var (cf. vare serum) = MSw.,
Norw. var, OHG. warah :—OTeut. *warxo-z in

the same sense. Cf. Waribreed.] Pus, matter.
c 1200 Ormim 4782, I war & wirrsenn toe anan Ut off hiss

lie to flowenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 11835 Ouer-al wrang vte
worsum and ware. 13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in

Archiv. Stud. neu. Spr. LVII. 298 Fel aunter bat -his fot

was sare And wox full of fulpe and ware. 4:1440 Alphabet
of Tales 390 His feet wan rotyn vnderneth hym A ware come
out of bairn, a 1450 North. Passion (MS. D) 1479 pel [his

hands] were waxen ful of wore pat were not be forn sore
[other texts rhyme sare : mare], c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Sur-

tees) 3494 Ware oute ran, nede to be heeled.

Ware (we-u), a. Forms: 1-2 wser {inflected

waere, ware), 2-7 war, 2-3 warr, 3 wear, 3-5
wer, 4 were, (5 werre), (4 whar, quar,
waare), 4-5 compar. warr(e, 5 waar, 5-6 warr(e,
compar. warrer, -are, 4-6 Sc* var, 4- ware.
[OE. wser = OS. war, ON. var-r (Da., Sw. var),

Goth, war-s (in warai sijaima vq<pSjpiv 1 Thess.

v. 6) :—OTeut. *waro~, 1. *war- to observe, take

care; see Ware sb.% Cf. Aware a, (OK. gewzer

:—OTeut. *giwaro-).']

I. In predicative use.

1. Cognizant, informed, conscious ; chiefly with

oft how, that, etc. = Awaee 2. + Be (well) ware

:

take note, ' nota bene \ Obs. exc. arch,
O. E.Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 917, & ba wurdon pa land-

leode his ware, & him wip jefuhton. c 1000 >Elfric Saints'
Lives xxiL 230 He eode 5a nihtes bat he his lifesebur^e ac
oaha:5enan wurdon waere his fare. 1154O. E. Chron. ( Laud
MS.) an. 1 140, & hi wurthen war wid uten & folecheden
heom. c 1200 Okmin 5210 & Helyseow hiss mann wass warr
patt te^3 ba sholldenn shasdenn. Ibid. 7286 (>att haebenn
folic, Kalldisskenn folic, Wass war off Cristess come, a 1225
St. Marker. 16 Ant ichulle makien be war of alle mine
wiheles. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1308 Do wur5 5e child [Isaac]
witter and war 5at oor sal offrende ben don. a 1300 Cursor
M. 6549 Quen bai war war o moyses bai fled a-way, als in a
res. < 1325 Spec. Gy ll'anv. 45 A god man her was. . Alquin
was his rihte name, Off him be eorl was wel war. c 1330 R.
Bkunnk Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11498 Oure auncestre Iulius
Sesar Wan Bretayne (art bou nought war?), c 1350 Will.
Palerne 3382 William was wi;tly whar of his come. 1377
Langl. P. PL IS. xiii. 421 pise ben he braunches, beb war, |>at

bryngeth a man to wanhope. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 38
He was war, as he caste his eye aside, Where that ther kneled
in the hye weyc A compaignye of ladyes. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 11.xv1.94 And at the last he came in to a fayr forest
in a valey and was ware of a Toure. Ibid. iv. xvi. 140 And
thenne was syr Gawayne ware how ther henge a whyte shelde
on that tree. 1530 TiNnALE Lev. v. 2 Ether when a man
toucheth any vnclene thinge. .and is not warre of it, he is

also vnclene and hath offended. Ibid. 18 And the preast
shall make an attonement for him for the ignoraunce which
he dyd and was not ware. 1556 Olde Antichrist 16 b, Our
most cruel blood thirstye enemies are not ware of this glory
of our persecution. 159a Shaks, Rom, <* ful. 1. i. 131 To-

WARE.
wards him I made, but he was ware of me, And stole into

the couert of the wood. 1600 — A. V. L. It, iv. 58 Thou
speakVst wiser then thou art ware of. 1612 R. Kenton
Usury 7 Wt-e shall fmde much more in it, then they that

make the lightest account of it, are ware of. 1812 Carv
Dante, Parad. VIII. 15, I was not ware that I was wafied

up. 1847 Kmkbson Poems, Saadi 34 Be thou ware where
Saadi dwells. 1886 BuRTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. ill, I

was ware of a ship in lhe offing.

2. Prepared, on one's guard, watchful, vigilant,

cautious, alert. Cf. Awake i. Now arch.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xu. 40 And be ^e wane forbani pe

mannes sunu cym'o ba;re tide be Ke ne wenao. a 1023
Wulistan Horn. xlii. (1883) 191 Us is micel bearf, bast we
waere }>eon \>xs e^eslican liman, be nu towa;rd is. a 1225
Juliana 35 Make nu: war & wite me wi^t his crefti crokes
pat ha me necrechen. a xzysOivi* Sight. 170 Nespede-tu
nouht mid bin vn\vr<jnche For ich am war and can blenche.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 80S4 Yn a prouerbe, telle

uic-n bys'Hewyys ys, bat ware ys\ c 1325 Evil Times
Ediv. II 343 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 339 Thein wolen bigile

the in thin bond, but if thu be the warre. 1375 Barbour
Bruce v. 546 Bot how that euir it fell, perde, 1 trow he sail

the varrar be. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 20 And berfore

comaundip crist bat we be war and flee fro pe ypocrisie of

pharisees. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 516 War, or a-war (:'.?.

aware), cautus, Cath. Precavcns. c 1450 Merlin \. 5 Than
this holy man counselled hem to be wele ware, and kepe
hem fro euell dedes. ^1480 Henrvson Swallow \ other

Birds 193 His pray ftdl sendill tymis will he mis, Bot gif we
birdis all the warier be. 1561 T. Norion Calvin's Inst.

iv. 54 But when he warneth vs of the daunger, he Uoeth it

to this entente to make vs the warer. ^1584 Montgomekik
Cherrie $ Slae CS7, I wischt them to he war, And rashlie

not to ryn ouir far, Without sik gytlis as ?e. 1814 Scott
Lord of Isles v. xv, But evil news the letters bare,—The
Clifford's force was >trung and ware, i860 Trench Serm.
Westnt. Abbey xxxi. 353 When the world speaks thee fair,

and thy very enemies are at peace with thee,—then be thou
ware, a 1897 H. Nkwbolt Drake's Drum 24 They shall

find him ware an' wakin,' as they found him long ago !

+ 3. Careful or guarded in action. Const, of, in,

with and inf. Obs.
^1240 Saivles Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 253 Reade hwet us

heo to donne at we beon be warre ant wakere to witen us on
euch half under godes wengen. a 1340 Hamtole Ps. xvi. 9
Kepe me as be appel of be cghe : bat is, perfidy and tendirly,

for a man has no lym bat he is warere with, ban wip Ins eghe.
i398Ti{iivis\ Barth. De P. R. in. xi. (1495) 55 By the vertue
estimatiue we ben waar to voyde euyll and foloue that is

good. 1450-1530 Myrr. oar Ladye 1. xviu, 48 The goodman
droue sleape from hym, and was more ware tokepe hymselfe
waker in goddes seruyce alway after. 1538 Stakkev E?ig-
land 11. i. 170 Thys. .schold make the vnder offycerys to be
ware and dylygent to dow tlieyr duty. 1583 Golding Calvin
on Deut. xxxiii. 195 Neuertheless he warneth us therewithal

to bee more ware in abstayning from all wicked othes.

4. Careful or cautious in avoiding,

f a. Const, with. Obs.
c 1000 /Elfric Saints' Lives xiii. 150 And Sa woruld-menn

wxron wa;re wio heora fynd. c 1200 Vices$ Virtues 71 Dat
tu..lierne fastliche oa aekyndes of sennes, hwannen and
hwanne hie cumen, h^t 011 mu^e bien war wio hem. a 1300
Cursor M. 23S27 pe soth pai spar us noght to tell, for to do
us be war wit hell. 1357 Lay Polks* Catech. T. 425 Pru*
dencia—That wisses us to be war with wathes of the world.

c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 19 pis gospel biddib men
to he ware wip false prophetis pat comen in eloping of sheep.

t b. with inf. Cf. JJewake v. i c. Obs.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera) 27 5et s"hi gud
wemen ware be to rowne with paim in priuete. c 1380
WyclipJiV/. Wks. III. 184 And perfore men schulden be war
to take of pes fourestatis. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 81 The
ennemies of youre roiaume . . wol doubt and be ware to take
any entreprise ayenst your noble mageste. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comtn. 20 But he marueleth at their rashenes that

they can not he ware by so many examples to blemishe them
selues, and other Universities for euer.

c. with of. Cf. Bewabe v. i b. Obs. exc. arch.
138a Wyclif Matt. xvi. 6 Beth war of the sourdow} of

Pharisees and Saducees. 1390 Go\vekC<'«/^ I. 231 For who
these olde bokes rede Of suche ensamples as were ar, Him
oghte be the more war Of alle tho that feigne chiere. a 1400
Hymns Virg. etc. (1867) 65 Quod Bestnesse, ' man ! of

Slouthe he waare'. 1477 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 193/1 In ex-

emple to others to have been ware of suche attempting here-

after. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 211 For suche thynges
as wee se before our iyes, we bee well ware of. 1596 Dal-
rymfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 101 margin, They
ar war of bludscheding. 1865 Swinburne Chastela'd 111. u
oS You would swear now you have used me faithfully ; Shall

I not make you swear? I am ware of you. 1868 G. Mac-
donald R. Ealconer I. xii. 164 ' Laddie,' she said, 'be ye
waure o' judgin' the Almichty.' 1885-94 Bridges Eros if

Psyche June x, But Psyche when that wistful speech she
heard Was ware of all her spouse had warn'd her of.

f d. with negative or interrogative clause. Cf.

Beware v. i d. Obs.
a 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxiv. 6 Beo war aet pam, pat pu nafre

minne sunu pyder ne lade, a 1100 in Napier Con/rib. O. E.

Lexicogr. 58 Preostas synt to myngienne $ hi beon ware p
hi ne wurdon beswicene fram deoflum purh ^epanca smeahc-

nysse. c 1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 645 Nowe be bou were, pou

proude gome, pat pou ne be in pryde enome. 1340 Hampole

Pr. Consc. 1397 By pis way byhoves us al gang, Bot be we
war we ga noght wrang. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xviu. 39

'A! wyf! be war' quaP he [Tobit] 'what ;e haue here
;

ynne; Lord leyue/quaP Pe lede 'no stole byng be here

c 1400 Macndev. (Roxb.) xvi. 74 It es gude to him pat scnall

wake bis hawke pat he be wele warre pat he slepe 11031. c 1430

Two Cookery-bks. i. 38 Be wyl war Pat pey ben nowt Browne.

1475 Marc. Paston in P. Lett. III. 135 Never the less I

shall be the warer how I shall dele here aftyr. 1531 *'• *?'*

German's Doctor,} Stud. n. viii. (1638) 74, I would advise

every man to be well ware how hee distraineth in such cases.

1577 B Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. 143 Others vse the

roote of Mandracke, being wel ware that they suffer them

not to tast it. 1596 Dalrymi-le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. L



WARE.
ioo Tliay ar war with al possible diligens that thay sched
nocht thair blude.

5. Prudent, sagacious, cunning, skilled; ?also,

rarely, staid. Frequently coupled with wise. Obs.

exc. arch.
c 888 Allfred Boeth. xxvii. § 2 Wisdom £ede3 luslufiendas

wise & weorde [1/.S". Junius waere] & jemetfeste 8: ^e^yldise
& rihtwise. ^897 — Gregory's Past. C. XXXV. 236 Bio ^e
swae ware swa nsedran, & swse bilwite swi culfran. c 1200

Or.mis 18313 ^e wenenn wrang Off me; beb warm & wise,

Namm I nohht Godd, ace ice amm mann. 1:1205 Lav. 2108

pe wes be wiseste \>e wes be warreste [c 1275 be was wi* and
war]. Ibid. 2967 Gornoille was swiSe wsr [c 1275 war] swa
beofl wifmen wel ihwasr& seide ane lesinge. a 1300 Cursor
li I. 8696 pe king, bat was sa sli a clerc, Bath warrand wis in

alt his were, ia 1366 Chancer Rom. Rose 1258 She was not
nyce, ne outrageous, But wys and war, and vertuous. c 1400
Yivaiue Sf Gaiv, i2 0fal knightes he bare thepryse, In werld
was non so war ne wise. 1423 Tas. I Kingis Q. clxiv, And
they were ware that longe sat In place, So tolter quhilum
did sche It to-wrye. c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 137 {Pilate
to Caiaphas] }a, butt be wise, witty, and warre. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 131 We sholde also be wele
ware or wyse, as is y* serpent. 1549 Latimer IrdSerm.
be/ Ediv. /'/(Arb.) 76 Satnan,, is ware inough, he is wily,

and circumspect for stiryng vp any sedicion. 1563 Mirr.
Mag. ii. Collingbourne x.xi, A poet must be. .No flatterer,

no bolsterer of vyce, But sound and swete, in all thinges
ware and wyse. 1915 R. Brooke IQI4 fy other Poems 29
And, sits there nothing ware and wise Behind the curtains
of her eyes.

+ b. with. in, of (something specified), to (do
something). Obs.

1307 Elegy Death Edw. I, ii, Trewest mon of alle thinge,

Ant 111 werre war ant wys. 13.. Seuyn Sag. 410 He., thought
al night, . . Uou that he might be wis and wer To overcome
the emperice. 1382 Wvci.if Dan. i. 4 [Men] lernd in al

Wisdam, war in science [Vulg. cantos scientia], and tau^t in

disciplyne. 1 a 1400 Morte Artk. 1973 Bot owre wyese kyng
es wane to wayttene hisrenkes, And wyesly by the woddez
voydez his oste. c 1425 MS. Digby 933 If. 225 b/a He bat is

a werrur on be see he mot of ebbynge 6: of flowyng tyme be
bobe wise and waar.

+ 11. 6. Used attributively. Prudent, cautious,

cunning. Obs.

c 1386 ChadcBR Pro/. 309 A Sergeant of the Laive war and
wys. .Ther was also, a 1400-50 War Alex. 202 paregan bai
graithly b^m graue in golden lettirs, All be wordis at he
bairn werpid of baire ware kynge. 1450-1530 Myrr, our
Ladye 114 Ye saye that she ys prudente and a ware spender
and dysposer of goodes. Ibid. 11. 124 When crysten people a
woke in busy prayer and in ware kepynge of themselfe that
they myghte be redy to suffer martyrdom. 1555 Eden De-
cades (Arb.) 386 They are very ware people in theyr bargen-
ynge, and wyl not lose one sparke of golde of any value.

a 1568 Asciiam Scholem. n. (Arb.) 142 And as for Plautus,
except the scholemaster be able to make wise and ware choice
..your scholer were better to play. a 1614 J. Mflvill
Autob. ff Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 165 Being a slight and war
man, and perceaving the esteat of the Kirk deceying, [etc.].

Ware (we^-i), vl Forms : 1 warian, 3 ware-n,
3-6, S-9 dial, war, 3-4 warr(e, 5 waar, 7-9
'ware, 4- ware. [OE. warian = OFris. waria^

OS. waron, OHG. be-waron = Bewared. (MHG.
waren^, ON. vara (Sw. vara, Da. vare) :—OTcut.
*warojan, f. *waro Ware sb.% In ME. the native

word coalesced with ware a. OF. (north-eastern)

ware-r (= Central OF., mod. F. garer), of the

same meaning, adopted from Teut. The inter-

jectional imperative ware I used in hunting is prob.

to be regarded as of Fr. origin.

In OE. the verb had, in addition to the senses illustrated
below, certain other meanings (' to guard, defend ; to inhabit ')

which did not survive into ME.].

f 1. intr. To give heed, take care, be on one's

guard. Const, of, with ; to oneself ; to and inf.

To do to ware : to inform, notify (const, of or

clause). Obs.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2154 De vii fulsum }eres faren, Iosep

cu5e him bi-foren waren. a 135a Minot Poems ii. 6 War 311

with b« Skottes for bai er ful of gile. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
1592 War now of me, ich bediffie. 138a Wyclif Ecclus. xiii,

16 War to thee [Vulg. cave libi], and tac heed bisili to thin
heering. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 123 Bot war whan thei
togedre duellen. 1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Qldcastte 83
Waar of the swerd of g^od for it is keene. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits xii. 188 And this wil fall out a plain
matter when you are done to ware, that in this region, the
sunne yeeldeth a feruent heat. Ibid. xv. 267 Of all these
points were the eies and the eares naturally done to ware.
1598 Q. Eliz. Plutarch u. 123 That better tbe[= they] may
ware the warnid to correct.

b. imper., as a warning cry, a call to animals,

and in hunting. Obs. (? exc. dial.)

?c 1000 Gioss in Germania (1878) XI. 3Q3C"Vi7^ wara. ? a 1200
Willelm. Cantuar. Vita S. Thomse in Mat. Hist. Thos.
Becket (Rolls) I. 128 Patria voce exclamavit. . Huge de
Morevile, ware, ware, ware, Lithulf heth his swerd adiage.
13.. Gaw.

<J-
Gr. Kut. 1158 pe hindez were halden in, with

hay & war. c 1400 Master 0/Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxiv,
War, war, ha, ha, war. 1:1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 25 Io
furth, greyn-horne ! and war oute, gryme ! Ibid. 29 War !

let me se how down will draw. C1500 Hyckescorner 456
Imagy. Ware make rome he shall haue a strype I trowe.

1513 Douglas Mneis vi. Prol. 168 War at Pluto, I sail hym
hunt of sty. i6oa Df.kkfr Satirom. B 3, Flash. Ware
there, roome for Sir Adam Prickeshaft- 1760 Miss Field-
ing Ophelia xxxiv, Ware, Hector ! ware, Juno ! 1825 J.
Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng.

t
War, beware ! take care !

1825 Brockett N. C. Words, War, beware. * War below.'

c. with clause, introduced by that, lest, or a rela-

tive. Also without that. Obs. or arch.

a 1000 Canons 0/Edgar xxxviii. in Thorpe II. 252 Warigc

96

biet hit na foreaUlise. 1393 Tklvisa Barth. De P. R. vir.

xiii. (1495) 232 But ware the pacyent that he put hym not
sodenly to grete heete. a 1400-50 I>'A\ Curtasye 240 in
Babees Bk., pou that stondys so sure on sete, Wave lest by
hede falle to by feIe - a '460 Piay Sacrament 596 Here
master master ware how ye tugg. 1530 Palsgk. 701/2 Ware
you shede nat your potage upon the table cloth. 1559
Morwvhg Evonymus Pref. Aij, This sacred to God Pluto
(iheues) ware that ye touch not. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an
Ass v. v. [v. iii.], Ware what you do, M. Ambler. 1900 G. E.
Evans Lion's Whelps i. 8 Let the hunters 'ware who fluut

him When he calls his whelps about him.

t 2. refl. To guard oneself, be careful, take care.

Const, with clause, fro,from,for ( = from), of. Obs.
a 1000 Cccdmon's Gen. 236 Forlajtao" bone aenne beam,

wariaS inc wi3 bone wa^stm. 01300 Cursor M. 17210 Warr
be boil namar thrald be. 13.. Guy Wanv. 1867 Hennes
forward war )>e fro me, |>i dedliche fo ichil now be. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 165 Bot war be wel, if |>ou wylt, by wedez
ben clene. 136a Eangl. /'. PI. A. v. 225 War be for wonhope,
bat wol be bi-traye. 1377 Ibid. B. XVIII. 273 Ac war hym of

je periles. 1390 Gowek Con/. I. 312 Bot war thee wel that
ihou nelieve Al that thou sest tofore thin yhe. c 1400 Cato"s
Morals 132 in Cursor M. App. iv. 1671 Mare mai \>ou be
agast of anli man vn-wrast, and warre be for him.

3. trans. To beware of, guard against ; to avoid,

shun, keep clear of. Chiefly in imper. - look out

for! (cf. b). arch.

0900 Kentish Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 65/40 Cauet [' qui
cauet laqueos * Prov. xi. 15], warat. 1388 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

I. 275 Ware }e the pruphecye. 1400 in 36 Pol. Poems i. 71
War wordes of dowble entendement. C1440 Pa/lad. on
Husb. 1. 213 War arro^aunce in takyng thyng on honde.
? c 1520 Skelton Col. Cloute 341 A man myght saye inmocke
Ware the wethercocke Of the steple of Paules. 1588 Shaks.
/.. L. L. v. ii. 43 Ware pensals. How? 1599 Nashe Lenten
Siitffe G 2, O, ware a naked man ; Cithereaes Nunnes haue
no power to resiste him. 1622 Mabbic tr. A lewau's Guzman
(CAl/ 1. 199 A roguish Boy. .threw downe vpon me a great
bucket of scalding water ; and when hee saw it had fairely

lighted vpon me, he leisurely vtters:. . Ware water. 1624
Bp. Mountagu New Gagg To Rdr. 3 My desire is to ware
heresie, to quit error. 179a Holckoft Road to Ruin n. 28
Harry. When they do I'il horsewhip them myself. Gold-
finch. Yourself?—'Ware tliat ! Wrong there 1 1833 Gen. P.

Thompson Exerc. (1842) II. 480 To despise rhetoric, and
eschew tine writing ;. .to ware flippancy and bad jokes. 1839
Mrs. Kirkland New Home xxxvii. 252 My prime and
practical favourite among mottoes and maxims, is ' 'ware
snakes !

' 1861 Thackeray Round. Papers, On two Round.
Papers (1S69) 164 We meet each other in public. Ware a
fight! 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 44 Must.. Every sweet
warn ' 'Ware my bitter !'

b. In hunting and in cries to animals, as ware
kawk (fig;. ; cf. Hawk sb.l 3), ware horse, etc.

Now chiefly in ware wheat (= don't ride over it),

ware holes, ware wire. Sometimes pronounced

O91).
Similarly, on the Trent, ware ager, a warning to boats to

beware of the tidal wave.
a isag Skelton {title) Ware the Hauke. 1590 Cockaine

Treat. Hunting 04 b, Take him vp in a line, and beating
him, say, awe, ware that. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. v. vii. 12

The bull has the game: ware homes ho? i6a6 B. Jonson
Staple 0/ N. v. v. [v. ii], See ! the whole Couy is scatter'd,

'Ware, 'ware the Hawkes. I loue to see him flye. 1673
S' too him Bayes 31 But now ware hawk ! 1677 N. Cox
Gentl. Recr. 1. (ed.2t 80 The first Ceremony when the Hunts-
men come in to the Death of a Deer, is to cry Ware Haunch,
that the Hounds may not break into the Deer. 1705 Van-
brugh Con/ederacy x. i. 62 Mon. Your Goodness, Madam,
is —- Flip. [Aside to Moncytrap.} War Horse, No fine

Speeches, you'll spoil all. 1793 J. Wolcot (P. Pindar) Pair
0/Odes io the Pope i. 35 Ware Lark I the Sportsman to his

Pointer cries; Designing him for Partridge—nobler Game.
1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 193 Ware chase ! where such
daring unpardonable crime has been committed. i8a8 Ibid.

N.S. XXI. 187, I never heard an harangue upon 'ware
wheat' given in a more gentlemanlike way. i8a3 Moor
Suffolk Words 470 Warr, an abbreviation probably of be*
ware—' Warr, horse '—a caution to a hound in danger of
being trodden on. ' Warr, sheep *—warns him from agression.
1864 E. Mavhew lllusir. Horse Managcm. $-27 However,
walk down the gangway of the two-year old stalls in any
trainer's stable, and ' 'ware horse,' ' 'ware heels,' is frequently
shouted out. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert v. 48 We have
four or five miles to do yet—and a nice bit of open grass
country before us—but 'ware holes !

+ 4. To be apprehensive or careful for. Obs.
c 1430 Wvntoun Cron. vni. v. 894 Gif be Broys be kynge

sulde be Off Scotlande, war 3oure ryalte, jouremarchis, and
3oure wallit townys.

t 5. To teach (a person) to beware. Obs.
1634 Hevwooh & Brome Lancash. Witches iv. H 4, Let me

be honckt up for a show He ware them to mel or ma with a
woman that [etc.].

Ware (we-a), ^.2 Now Sc. and dial. Forms :

5 warre, werre (?), Sc. var(e, 5-6 Sc. war, wayr,
(6 pa. t. Sc. ward), 8-9 wear, 9 waur, 5- Sc.

wair, 4- ware. [a. ON. verja, pa. t. varde, pa.

pple. varid-r, * to invest (money), lay out ', a trans-

ferred use of the primary sense ' to clothe '
: cf. the

corresponding OE. werian to clothe, to wear : see

Weak v.'] traits. To spend, lay out (money,
goods). Const, in, on, upon, fof
a 1417 York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 222 Aytber of them

shall warexviijrf. in fyssh or thay passe the market. ^1440
Bone E'lor. 405 Now schall y neuer my golde spare, But faste

upon thys warre hyt ware, c 1460 Toiuneley Myst. xxx. 252
Had I bot a penny on the wold I warte [i.e. ware it]. 15..
Cokelbie Sow 75 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 1023
And verrely as I hard Thus the money he ward. 15a!
Lincoln Wills jLinc. Rec.Soc. V.) 103 The residew off the
money. .1 will it be wared in the reparacions of a new lofte.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 122 They shall fynde it bothe

WAREHOUSE.
lesse charge and more pleasure to ware at any tyme a couple
of shyllyngesof a newbowe. 1600 Hevwood 1st Pt.Edzv. IV
in. i, I have wared all my money in cow-hides at Coleshill
Market. 1634 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1889) II. 299 Item,
wairit on the beiting and mending of the brig and lang
calsey, 220 o o. i7as Ramsay Gent. Sluph. iv. ii, Ne'er
grudge ilk year to ware some stanes of cheese, To gain these
silent friends that ever please. 1789 P. Walkden Diary
(1866) 57 So I signed a bill to Alice Slater for the ^3 2s. 6d.
I bad weared. 1785 Burns /.^J. ZWiVii.Whilecoofs on count-
less thousands rant, And ken na how to wair't. i8a6 Galt
Last 0/ Lairds xxviii. 246 He gaed to Widow M cPlooky's
public, and waur'd the sixpence on gills. 1880 Tennyson
Northern Cobbler v, I grabb'd the munny she maade,and I

weiir'd it o' liquor, I did. 1893 Stevenson Catriona i, I

would bae waired my siller better-gates than that.

k. fig- (e-g. one's time, wit, life, love).

13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 402, I schal ware alle my wyt to
wynne me beder. Ibid. 1235, I schal ware my whyle wel,
quyl it lastez. c 1480 Henkyson Cock <$- Jewel 153 Weill
war that man ouer all vther, that mocht All his lyfe dayis in

perfite studie wair To get science, a 1578 Lindesay (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 205 Ready to wair thair lyffis

..in his defence. 1639 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston)
Diary (S.H.S.) I. 342 We wil not so mutch as to waire our
thoughts upon it. i7as Ramsay Gent. Sheph. iv. ii, Since
we've little time, To ware 't on words, wad border on a crime.

1794 Burns On Willie Chalmers ii, And faith ye'll no be lost

a whit, Tho' waired on Willie Chalmers. 1818 Scott Br.
Lamm, xxviii, There would be little love wared on the
matter. 1826 — Jrnl. 8 June, The struggle is worth waring
a headache upon. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxxiii. 279 A good
honest heart.. that hasna been weared on ither lasses.

C. with out. {lit. aud^.)
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 39 Thay wauchtit at

the wicht wyne, and waris out wourdis. 1774 Petition in

A. M cKay Hist. Kilmarnock 303 To ware out and expend
the haill necessary depursements.

d. Phr. To be well, or ill, wared.
'..,'1418 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 244 The wages ben ful

yvel wared With suiehe a capitayn to abide, c 1440 Alpha-
bet 0/ Tales 94 Ane of bairn vpbrayed hym..& said his

yong wife was ill warld on hym. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

I. 449 5our riches thus is waistit and euill waird. a 1585
Montgomerie Flyting 265 The cuff is weill waired that

twa hame brings. Ibid. 697 Na maruell though ill won ill

waired bee. a 1614 J. Melvill Autob. # Diary (Wodrow
Soc.) 68, I haiffbein readyto gyff my lyffwhar it was nocht
halff sa weill wared, at the pleasour of my God, 1686 G.
Stuart Joco-ser. Disc. 33 If aw the rest were right repair'd,

I trow our Labour were well wair'd. 1807 Tannahill
Soldier's Ret. 11. iii, A glass, to croun a wish, was never
better wair'd.

Ware, obs. f. War sb?- and a. ; var. "Wary v.

Obs. ; obs. f. Wear v. (and obs. pa. t.) ; obs. and

dial. f. Weir; var. Vair a. Obs., Were Obs. ; obs.

f. were (see Be v.); obs. f. Where.
Wareant, Sc. var. Variant a. (sense 3 b).

1549 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 57 Ane gown of wareant
champit worset, price four li. xs.

t Wa*reband. Obs.~° [? f. Ware v.1 (taken

in the sense ( guard, secure ') + Band sbX\ A mill-

rind.

1677 Coles Diet. Eng..Lat., The Wareband of a mil-

stone, subscus.

"Warecorn : see Ware sb.$ b.

Wared, ppl a. Sc. [f. Ware ^.i + -ed.]

Manured with seaweed.
1795 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 253 In the spring season,

after the oats are sown, the farmer gives the waxed land one
ploughing.

Wared, var. Waried ppl. a. Obs.

Wareday : see Warday dial.

Waredrop, obs. form of Wardrobe.

f Wareful, a. Obs. [f. Ware sb.%, a. or v.1 +
-ful.] Watchful, cautious.

1548 Thomas Hal. Diet. (1550), Scalterita, or Scaltrito,hc

or she that is warefull or forecastyng. 1557 TotteVs Misc.

(Arb.) 256 Well furnisbt brest to bide eche chanses changing

chear. In woe hath chearfull hope, in weal hath warefull

fear. 1563 P. Whitehokne Onosandro Piaton. 69 Wherby
thou shalt make thy souldiers not fearefull, but warefull.

Hence f Wa*refulness.
1548 Thomas Hal. Diet. (1567), Sagacitd, wisdome or

warefnlnesse. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. 2nd Eel. (1912)343

His eyes are curious search, but vailde with warefulnesse.

Warehouse (we->\ihaus), sb. [1. Wake ^.3 +
House sb. Cf. Du. warenhuis, G. warenhaus.']

1. A building or part of a building used for the

storage of merchandise ; the building in which a

wholesale dealer keeps his stock of goods for

sale ; a building in which furniture or other pro-

perty is housed, a charge being made for the

accommodation ; a government building (more

fully Bonded warehouse) in which dutiable im-

ported goods are kept in bond until it is convenient

to the importer to pay the duty.

1349 Will o/W. Erl in Red Register 0/Lynn (MS.) fol.

85, j seldam cum. .duobus warehouses. 1453 Marg. Paston

in P. Lett. I. 256, I kowd not gette no giawnt of hym to

have the warehows. 15*1 More De ouat. Noviss. Whfc

(1557) 94 Let them here what Christ saith in the ghospell to

the ryche couetous gatherer, y* thoughte to make his barnes

and his warehouses larger to laye in the more. 1530 Palscr.

286/2 Warehouse to shewe marchandyse in, une monstre a

marchandise. X535 Covekdale Jcr. xl. 10 Therfore gather

you wyne, corne and oyle, and kepe them in youre ware

houses. 1539 T. Pery in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. M°. l

so beinge in my ware howsse bessy, ther yentrede in a pryste.

1609 Dekker GulPs Hom-bk. i. 6 The first suit of apparell

that euer mortall man put on, came neither from the Mercers

shop, nor the Merchants ware-house. 163* Massinger City



WAREHOUSE.
Madam I. iii, Their prayers will.. keep your ware-houses

From fire, or quench 'em with their tears. 1660 in Verney

Mem. (1894) III. x. 375 My Mr. was all the while in the

Warehouse with him wch brought ye Silke. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. 111. Wks. 1851 III. 95 Some who had bin call'd from

shops and warehouses.. fell to huckster the Commonwealth.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. {1834) II. 416 It is the retailer and
petty shop-keeper.. that must supply the demands of the

public : importation is not their business, but to resort to

the warehouse, and retail out the goods as received from

thence. 1799 Local Act 39 Geo. Ill, c. 58 § 4 Every Box,

Basket, Packet, Parcel [etc.]. .brought to any Inn, Ware-
house, or other Place, by any Public Stage Coach. 1840

Act 3 ff 4 Vict. c. 17 § 2 Spirits.. in Warehouse under Her
Majesty's Locks. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf, i. 11 We
have around us the wholesale ' warehouses ' and offices

wherein is transacted all the business between the dealers,

the manufacturers, the spinners, the bleachers, the calico-

printers. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlvi, A packer's warehouse,

and a bottle-maker's warehouse. 1918 Act & if 9 Geo. Vt c.

15 § 7 Tobacco exported from Great Britain.. or deposited

in a bonded or King's warehouse.

b. trans/. oxAfig.
1610 Healey-S"/. Aug. Citie qfGodm. vii. 246 As Budasus

calleth the worke in his Mercuries seller, or M inertia's ware-
house [/. e. WaK\dBo<; Tajittetoi']. 1612 Rowlands Knave of
Spades E 2 b, His richest ware-house is a greasie pocket,

And two pence in Tabacco still doth stocke it. 1836
Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets—Night, The kidney-pie man has
just walked away with his warehouse on his arm.

j* c. A mason's or carpenter's workshop. Obs.~°
1330 Palsgr. 286/2 Warehouse for masons or carpentars,

astillier [= atelier].

+ d. A tradesman's inner or back shop. Obs.

1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. Tong, Magazin, or arriere
boutique, a warehouse, an inner shop. 1598 B. Jonson Ev,
Man in Hum. 11. i, Tho. Where's the boy? Piso, Within
sir, in the warehouse. 1605 Timme Quersit. 11. vii. 139
Neither did they care for so great confusion of compositions

and mixtures which fill a whole ware-house and shoppe.

T" e. Used as a more dignified synonym for

'shop*. Obs.
With defining word, as in baby-linen warehouse* Italian

warehouse, the word is still met with on the signboards of
London shops.

c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scot. (1818) 1. 65 Here and there you
may now see an ordinary shop dubbed with the important
title of a Warehouse. 1796-7 Jane Austen Pride fy Prej.

(181 3) III. v. 93 She does not know which are the best ware-
houses. 1798 — Northang. Abb, ix, Mrs. Hughes saw all

the clothes after they came from the warehouse, c 1852-7
Katey's Voy, 13, * I know him,' said one of the men. ' He
lives at Douglas, just off the quay.' ' I know him too. I've
bought goods at his warehouse,' observed a lady.

f. In a printing office (see quot.). ,

1888 Jacobi Printers* Vocab,, Warehouse, the department
responsible for printed work and 'white' paper. .. Ware-
house-knife, a large knife used for cutting up by hand small
quantities of paper.

2. attrib., as warehouse-door, -keeper, -rent

;

warehouse-knife (see 1 f) ; warehouse-room,
storage in a warehouse.
1838D1CKKNSO. Twist xxvi, A salesman.,whowas smoking

apipeathis*warehouse-door. 1683 W. Hedges Diary (Ho\l\.

Soc.) I. 73 They have been forced to give M r
. Ellis, *ware-

house keeper, each of them, a Bribe. 1683 Moxon Meclu
Exerc, Printing xxv. F 1 The Warehouse-keeper takes the
Heap out of the Press-room, .into the Warehouse, xjog Act
8 Anne c 21 § 5 The Ware-house-Keeper of the said Com-
pany of Stationers. 1821 J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (ed. 2)

392 Delivered the above, 10 November, 1819. A. B. Ware-
house-keeper. 1799 Local Act 39 Geo. Ill, c. 58 § 6 marg.,
Parcels . .to bedelivercd . .on Payment ofCarriageand * Ware-
house-Rent. 1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arber Eng,
Garner III. 640 For *Warehouse-room there, till the her-
rings be sold, allow, at most £2 os. od. xjgg Local Act 39
Geo. I/I

t c. 58 § 6 The additional Sum of Two Pence for
the Warehouse-Room thereof [sc. of the Parcel], 1830 Gem.
P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 259 Does the value of this
probability pay for the expense of warehouse-room?
Hence Wa'rehousefnl.
1859 Mill Liberty iii. 121 A man cannot get a coat or a

pair of boots to fit him, unless they are either made to his
measure or he has a whole warehouseful to choose from.

Warehouse (weV^haus), v. [f. Warehouse
sb.] trans. To deposit or secure (goods) in a ware-
house; to deposit (furniture) for safe keeping, a
charge being made for storage ; to place (imported
goods) in a bonded warehouse pending the pay-
ment of the import duty. Hence Wa-rehoused
fpl. a.

1799 Hull Advertiser 9 Nov. 4/2, 16 bales of sugar which
have been landed and warehoused. 1819 Act 59 Geo. Ill,
c. 52 Table A—Inwards, Warehoused Goods. For a List
of those Goods which may be warehoused, or otherwise
secured on Importation into Great Britain without Payment
of Duty in the First Instance, See Table F. 1874 Daily
News 16 Feb. 6 '5 A building, .in which will be found com-
plete accommodation for warehousing the valuables of noble-
men and gentlemen in their absence from town. 1886
Scholl Phrascol, Diet. II. 832 Any cotton you may consign
to us will be warehoused pending your further instructions.

b. transf, andyF.?-.

1814 Landor /mag, Conv., Washington <$• Franklin Wks.
1846 I. 124 Their stores of intellect are not squandered in
the regions of fancy.. but warehoused and kept sound at
home. 1835 Edin. Rev. LXI. 457 Our coal mines may be
regarded as vast magazines of hoarded, or warehoused
power. 1855 Smedley Occult Sciences 149 Its wondrous
fount, from the days of Herodotus to our own, has been
warehoused by small poets as part of their stock in trade of
sparkling illustrations.

o. slang. To put in prison.
1881 Punch 12 Feb. 71 D'you want to get us both * ware-

housed ?

Vol. X.
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Wa-rehouseage. ? U.S. [f. Warehouse sb. or

v. + -AfiE.] The cost of warehousing.
1915 W. H. Page Note to Sir E. Grey 5 Nov. § 31 Costs

and expenses, .such as pilotage,, .harbour dues, warehouse-
age,, .etc., be paid by the claimants.

Warehouseman (we^Mhausm&n, we^'ras-

maen). [f. Warehouse sb. + Man sb.]

1. A man employed in or having the charge of a
warehouse.
1635 in Times Lit. Suppl. (1918) 5 Sept. 416/2 Hee was

one that was at the imbayling thereof, for twas his place

beeing warehousman alwayes to doo that businesse. 1798
Bays Rep. (1809) I. 45 The custom is for a shop-keeper to

send home goods in the care of a trusty servant or ware-

house man. 1850 J. H. Newman Serm. Var. Occ. xii. (1881)

233 He began, .with the poor ; then he went arnon^ shop-

men, warehousemen, clerks in banks. 1872 Daily News 15

July, A cricket match at the Kennington Oval in which all

the players are warehousemen. 1885 Lata Times Rep.
LII. 648/1 Plowright was.. employed as a warehouseman
by a firm of general merchants in Manchester.

b. (See quot. and Warehouse sb. if.)

1875 Southward Diet. Typogr., Warehouseman^ the per-

son who has charge of the warehouse.

2. A wholesale merchant (esp. a trader in textile

materials) who has a warehouse for the storing of

merchandise.
1677 Land. Gaz. No. 120S/4 Robert Harper Apprentice to

John Briant at the Golden Cross in Cateaton -street, London,
Warehouse.man,. .Ran away from his said Master on the

15 day of June. 1708 Ibid. No. 4427/16 Whereas a Com-
mission of Bankrupt is awarded against Thomas Carey, late

of London, Warehouse-man. 1745 De Foe's Eng, Tradesm.
xxxii. (1841) II. 1 The wholesale tradesman is frequently

called a warehouse-man, or factor. 1887 Brit. Textile

Warehouseman 15 Sept. 463 Mr. Campbell is not merely a
warehouseman but a manufacturer of the goods displayed.

1903 Times 12 Mar. 11/3 Berlin Textiles.. .Warehousemen
report a pause in the demand.

b. Italian warehouseman : see Italian a.

Warehousing (we»*rhauzii|), vbl, sb. [f.

Warehouse v* + -ING 1.] The depositing goods,

etc., in a warehouse whether under bond or other-

wise. Also concr., money paid for the accommo-
dation of a warehouse.

*795 J- Phillips Inland Navig. Add. 135 Profits arising

from the warehousing and wharfage of goods. 1853 Act
16 <$• 17 Vict. c. 107 § 10 To provide Warehouses for the
warehousing of Tobacco at the Ports. 1878 Lecky Eng. in

18th C. (1883) I. 335 The system of warehousing, or ad-
mitting as a temporary deposit, foreign goods, free of duty,
to await exportation.

b. Comb.
x8oo Asiatic Ann. Reg. II. 41/1 An act passed in the last

session, commonly called the 'warehousing act". 1817
Evans's Pari, Deb. I. 1327 Mr. W. Pole said, the ware-
housing system was not thought of at the time the hon.
baronet mentioned (1806). 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit, India
I. 505 The Ministers would have been pledged to support
the sale and warehousing system of the Company.

Wareide, variant of Wabied.
Wareine, obs. form of Warren.
Wareland, var. Warland Obs.

Wareless, a. ? Obs. [f. Ware sb.1 + -less.]

Very frequent in Spenser and Daniel.

L Unwary, incautious, imprudent.
1562 A. Brooke Romeus fy Jul. 220 How surely are the

wareless wrapt by those that lye in wayte 1 1596 S tenser
/''. Q. v. v. 17 Yet was he iustly damned by the doome Of
his owne mouth, that spake so wareless word, To be her
thrall. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars v. v, For warelesse inso-

lence whilst vndebard Of bounding awe, runnes on to such
excesse. 1751 Mendez Seasons xxvi. in Pearch Coll. Poems
(1770) II. 241 The wareless sheep no longer bite the mead.
1767 Mickle Concub, 1. xxvi, Ythrilld with Horrour gapd
the wareless Wight. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake Introd. 6
Your blights, your chilling influence shed. On wareless
heart and houseless head. 1847 H. S. Riddell Poems 18

But that's a' true, now that I mind To caution ane sae
wareless.
absol. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Blacke Smyth iii, Who seemes in

sight as simple as a saynt, Hath layd a bayte the wareles to
begyle.

2. Unguarded, unconscious (^/danger).
156a Phaer AKneid ix. Bb 3, And first Euryalus he seeth

whom al mens hands had got, Through fraud of night and
place of troublous tumult wareles trapt. 1596 Spenser F.
Q. iv. ii. 3 Both they vnwise, and warelesse of the euill, That
by themselues vnto themselues is wrought. Ibid. v. i. 22
That when he wak't out of his warelesse pa'me, He found
him selfe, vnwist, so ill bestad, That lim he could not wag.
1821 Blackw. Mag. IX. 540 How bright it burns !—of threat-

ening wreck To warn the wareless mariner.

t Wareliness. Obs. [f. Warely a. + -ness.]

Caution, carefulness.

c 1000 Ags, Horn. (Assmann) xui. 263 Us is on Sam micel
waerlicnys ^etacnad and a;teowed on (tere onfangennysse
ures drihtnes lichaman. a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula
etc. 74 Aftirward..be be longaon putte into his place, and
be it fast bondyn with warlynez [I* ligetur cum cautela]
bat it go no?t out.

Warelond, variant of Warland Obs. exef/ist.

tWa'rely, a. Obs. Forms: 1 weerlic, 5 warli,

waarly, 4-5 warty. [OE. wxrlic, f. wwr Ware
sb.1 : see -ly \ Cf. ON. varligr.] Of a person, his

actions, etc. : Cautious, circumspect, prudent.
a 900 Cvnewulf Elene 544 (Gr.) Wisdomes beSearf, worda

wxrltcra, & witan snyttro, se 8a;re ffiSelan sceal andwyrde
afcifan. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wfilcker 201/40 Cauta, waer-

Hc, solUcita. c 1000 Laws ofA5the/red vi. xxxiii. (Lieberm.>,

Wa:rlic bio", bat man seshwilce jeare sona aiftcr eastron

WARFARE.
yrdscipa gearwige. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 242 For

fcnowynge of perels makip men warlyer to flee hem. C1400
Destr. Troy 649, I wull send to you sone by a sure maydon:
Bes wakond and warly. c 1400 Rule St. Bcnet (Verse) 453
Bot first hir-sclf, .. Sal councel bam,..Bi wordes warli anes or

twis. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) » 178/2

Men ought tothynke dyscretlyand by waarly delyberacyon;

yf a thynge is lawfull to be doon.

tWa-rely, adv. Obs. Forms: 1 wserliee, 3

wearliche, 3-4 warliche, warli, (3 warlyche),

4-6 warly, Sc. varly, 4 waarly, (5 waarli,

werly), 5-6 Sc. warlie, 6 warely e, 5-6 warely.

[OK. wmriice, f. wmr Ware a.: see -ly-.]

Watchfully, cautiously, circumspectly; prudently.

Cf. Warily adv.
c8gj /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xxviii. 100 Foroaem him

is swi<Se micel Searf <£et he swa; micle waerlicor [L. tanto

cautius] hiene healde wi5 scytda, c iooo/Elfkic Jos. ii. 16

Farao eow nu wa.rlice and gewendao to muntum. 1:1200

Trin. Coll. Horn, 199 Bute we pe warluker us bure^en.

c 1205 Lay. 12277 Ah >ElfwaUI & his broker al heo buhten

ooer heo uerden swioe warliche. Ibid, 12300 pa cheorles

wenden to ban wuden & warliche heom hudden. a 1225

Ancr. R. 198 Goo, pauh, ful warliche: vor iSisse wilder-

nesse beo^S monie vuele bestes. a 1240 Sawles Warde in

O. E. Horn. I. 245 We ahen wearliche to biwiten us seoluen

wid \>e unwiht of helle ant his wrenches. 1388 Wyclif i Sam.
xviii. 14 And Dauid dide warli [1382 wiseli, Vulg. prudcntcr\

in alle hise weies. a 1425 tr. A rdeme's Treat. Fistula, etc.

12 Putte it hotte vppon and bynde it warly bat it fal not

away. 1:1440 Protup. Pan*. 517/1 Warely, ur slyly, cante.

C1449 Pecock Rcpr. 11. ix. 194 The feendiswijHs and deceitis

ben forto be waarli considerid and forto be smertli iled. 1540

Palsgr. A colastus iv. iii. T j b, He that ones falleth into

the dytche, wyll after loke better or warelyer or he lepe.

1548-9 Book Com, Prayer, Offices 31 And maye walke more
warely in these daungerous dayes. 1574 Whitcift Def.
Aunsw. 11, 100 He speaketh also of Ceremonies and tradi-

tions, as moderately, as diuinely, and as warely as any man
dothe. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. xii. 36 They, .bound him hand
and foote with yron chains. And with continual] watch did

warely keepe. 1594 Plat Jcwel-ho. in. 34 So as the same
bee warely distilled with a trew diuision of the partes. 1908

Hardy Dynasts 111. 111. iii, He warely closes up his remnant
to the walls.

"Waren, obs. f. Wabn^. 1
, Warken, Whereon.

t Warence. Obs. [a. OF. warance(i2th c, in

Hatz.-Darm. ; also 13th c in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/19,

15th chlAZphtta 155)- mod.K. garance madder.]

m Maddek sb.1

1525 Crete Herbal ccclxvii. (1529) U iv, Rubea the more .

.

is the herbe that warence or madder is made of. Ibid.

ccccxvii. Z j b, Spargula. .is lyke to warence in leues. 1597

Gerardk Herbal Suppl., Warence is Madder. 1665 Lovell
Herball (ed. 2) 464 Warence, see Madder.

Warener, obs. form of Wahreneb.
+Wa -reneSS. Obs. Forms: 1 wsernes, -nys,

4-5 warnesse, 4-6 warenes, 5 waarnes(s, 6

wareness(e, 5-6 warnes. [OK. wscrues, f. wser

Ware a. : see -ness.] Cautiousness, vigilance.

971 Blickl. Horn. 213 Ha;fde he miccle lufan & ealle

wiernesse to selcum men. 1357 Lay Folks Catech.[L.) 1273
The v. vertu ys warnesse and sley^te. in god to know pe

goode fro be yuyl. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. Lxvi. 92 He schal

..take greet waarnes that he be not. .bigilid. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf (W. de W. 1531) 44 b, Discrete cautele or warenes,

and diligence, with suche other. 1562 Turner Herbal n.

78, I. .dare not w thout grete warnes gene it in to y
e body.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xxi. 125 Let euerie of vs..

rowse vp all our wittis, and gather them about vs applying

them earnestly to this care and warenesse which Moses
speaketh of here.

Warent(e, -ise, obs. ff. Warrant, -ise.

Warenyss, variant of Warnish v.1 Obs,

"Ware bo, southern ME. var. Whereso.
Wares(s)ch.e, var. forms of Wabish v. Obs,

Warest, pa. t. of Wabish v. Obs.

+ Wa'restall. Sc. Obs. Forms : 6 wairstall,

wairstaw, waistaw, vairscall, vairsta, war-,

varstay. [f. Ware sb.3 + Stall sb.] A store

cupboard.
1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 111 Item, for lokkis

and bandis to the gret wair stallis in the Kingis wardrob in

Edinburgh, vs. 1530 Bttrgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 39 Ane
waistaw, a schryne ) arie chyrater. 1538 Aberd. Reg. (MS.)
XVI. (Jam.), Ane fysche fat, a geill fat, a vairscall. 1561

Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 336 Ane almary, ane vairsta,

ane maill fatt. 1565 in t). Hay Fleming Reform. Scot.

(iqio) 610 Ane langsadill of aik, with ane greit wairstaw of

aik. 1571 Rec. Elgin (New Spalding Club) I. 134 Airschip

guidis. .ane karr, ane muksled, ane varstay, ane almrie.

"Waret, variant of Wabied ppl. a. Obs., cursed.

tWaretack. Obs. [Perh. a use of the nautical

W'ABTAKE(associatedwith Warez*.1
).] Asafeguard.

154a Brinklow Lament. (1874) 26 Ye will haue a prest to

singe for you also, as it ware for a waretack. Ibid. 88 By-

cause ye haue not full trust in Christes mcretes, ye grope

after vayne waretackes.

"Wareporu, southern ME. var. Wherethrough.

"Ware uore, southern ME. var. Wherefore,

"Ware wij>, ME. var. Wherewith.
Warewolf, obs. var. Werwolf.
Wareyn(e, obs. forms of Warren.
Warf, obs. form of Wharf sb. and v.

Warfare (wgufew), sb. Forms : see War sb.1
;

also 6 -far, 6-7 St. -fair. [f. War sb 1 + Fare

sb. 1] A going to war (cf. b) ; the action of carry-

ing on, or engaging in, war ; the act or state of

conflict ; military life or service.



WARFARE.
1456 Sir G. Havr Law Arms (S. T. S.) 114 Out of his

lordis land suld pas nouthir hors na men till othir contree

in armes na werefare. c 1514 Barclay Eglog iii. (157°) B VJ b »

For nought is in warfar sane care and misery. 1611 Bible

j Saw. xxviii. 1 The Philistines gathered their armies together

for warfare. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxviii. 166 The most

common Souldier, may demand the due wages of his warre-

fare, as a debt. 1841 J. F. Cooper Dcerslaycr vii, He was
as yet unpractised in the ruthless expedients of savage war-

fare. 1900 Longman's Mag, March 440 Having acquired.

.

a brevet colonelcy in Indian frontier warfare.

f b. Phr. To go {forth) a warfare, to go to the

war ; also to go (etc. ) on warfare, to pass {forth)

in warfare (Sc.) ; to send a warfare. Also a

warfare, in the field ( = L. militiae). Obs.

In these phrases a is A prep. 1
, but is often mistaken for

the indef. article.

1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 144 Richard Awrey . . }ede forthe

a warfare in a schypp of hys owne. 1526 Tindale i Cor.

ix. 7 Who goeth a warfare [tm crTpareveTai] eny tyme att

his awne cost? 1533 Bellknden Livy (S. T. S.) I. 94 pir

aoung men war ordanit to be reddy to pas in werefare aganis

pare Inemyis. a 1533 Bf.hxers Golden Bk. M.Aurel. (1546)

K iv, Torquate her housband was in Asie a warre fare.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 201 b, Alexander hauing taken

a viage on warrefare into Asia. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 24

He whiche had maried a wyfe, the same yeare shoulde not

be forced to go on warrefaire. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comui. 270 b, Not only at home, but in the campe also, and

a warfare. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xliv. 1. 170 Rather

him sure to haue the victorie ?

C. transf andfig.
1549 E. Allen Jades Par. Rev. vii. 9-12 So long as they

remaj ne in the warrefare of this transitorye lyfe, 1657

Penit. Conf. 34S Nor can there in this spiritual warfare be

better weapons than prayers and tears. 1735 Pope Ep. Lady
118 Who, with herself, or others, from her birth Finds all

her life one warfare upon earth. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag.
(1824)291 All the various artillery of fashionable warfare.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I, 194 They are most skilful in

legal warfare.

t Warfare,^. Obs. [f.prec. sb.] intr. Towage
war ; to take part in war ; to serve in the field.

Alsofg.
1565 Stapleton tr. Rede's Hist. in. xviii. 94 Wherein hav-

ing, with much devotion, warfared a longe time to God.
1567 Painter Pat. Pleas. Conch, Euery sort and sexe that

warfare in the fielde of humaine life. 1569 Sanford tr.

Agrippas Van. Artes xxiii. 40 Yet with these shippes we
make them muche more daungerous, robbing and warrefair-

inge in them, no otherwise then we do in the maine lande.

1598 Florio, Militare, to warrefarre, to follow the warres.

1652 Gal' le Magastrom. 369 A certaine Germane warfaring

in Italy.

Hence f WaTfarer, a warrior. Wa'rf&rinff
vbl. sb.

1591 J. Eliot tr. B. de Loque's Disc. Warre 31 Thus
much for the rules of warfarers. 1598 R. Bernard tr.

Terence^ Heaut.Argt, Menedemus.. forced his sonrteClinia

..to goe a warrefaring. 1656 Eakl Monm. tr. Boccalini's

Adrts.fr. Parnass. 1. xxxv. (1674) 44 His indiscreet way of
warfaring in Asia. 1840 Carlyle Heroes ii. (1858) 232
During these wild warfarings and struggling^. 1876 Morris
Sigurd 111. (1877) 196 The Burg of the Niblung people and
the heart of their warfaring.

Wa'rfaring, Ppl. a. [f. Warfare v. + -ing2.]

That wages war; that serves, or takes part, in

war; militant. Also fig.
1549 E. Allen fude's Par. Rev. xxii. 1-4 This militant

& warrfarynge churche. 1644 Milton Areo/>. (Arb.) 45 He
is the true warfaring Christian. 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv.

(1858) 272 He is the warfaring and battling Priest. 1882

Stevenson New Arab. Nts., Sire de Maletroit, Lads were
early formed in that rough, warfaring epoch.

Hence + Wa'rfaringly atlv.

x6n Cotgr., Bclliqueusemcnt, martiallyj warlikely; war-
faringly.

Warff, obs. form of Wharf.
"Warfor(e, obs. forms of Wherefore.
tWa*rful, a. Obs. rare. [f. War ^. 1 + -pul.]

Bellicose.

1530 Palsgr. 328/2 Warfull, baiailleux. 1755 H. Wal-
tole Let. to Chute 20 Oct., Lord Robert Bertie, with a
company of the Guards, has thrown himself into Dover
Castle ; don't they sound very war-full ?

War-god, War-goddess. A god or goddess

who presides over war. Also fg.
ci6ii Chapman Iliad v. 30 The War-god..Who raged so

on the Ilion side. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. iii {heading),

Broglie the War-God. i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. vi. x,

Maggie, .glared at him like a wounded war-goddess. 1906

W. A. Craigie Relig. Anc. Scand. i. 15 Odin, .is a war-god,

who assigns victory or defeat to men.

WaT-horse- A powerful horse ridden in war

by a knight or trooper ; a charger.

1653 Ramesey Aslrol. Restored 184 In buying of Arms,
War-horses, or Instruments ofWar. 1688 Holme Armoury
11. 150/2 Warr Horses, such as are trained and brought up
not.. to run back at the rattling of Drums, [etc.]. 1709

Steele Tatter No. 61 r 6 A War-Horse belonging to one of

the Colonels of the Artillery, to be Let or Sold. 1814 Scott

Lord of Isles 1. xv, So chafes the war-horse in his might, That
fieldward bears some valiant knight. 1845 D. Jerrold St.

Giles xx, The old war-horse pricks his ears at the murder-

ous music of the trumpet. 1883 J. Parker Apost. Life II.

174 The war-horse will paw when he can no longer stand.

D. fig. A veteran soldier or politician ;
a person

full of warlike memories.
1884 American VIII. 291 Which reminds us of the well-

known admission of the party ' war-horse ' that he would

vote for the enemy of mankind if he got the ' regular

98

nomination. 1902 Daily Chron. 26 Apr. 5/1 That old poli-

tical war.horse.. Sir George Dibbs.

Wari, var. Wary v. Obs., to curse.

+ Wariable, a. Obs. [f. Wary v. + -able.]

Deserving of cursing ; execrable.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xviii. 1 Alle time wariable (Vulg.

exprobabilis\ he shal be. — Ecclus. jacvii. 33 Wrathe and
wodnesse, either ben wariable [Vulg. exccrabilia\.

Wariable, -ance, -and : see Variable, Vari-
ance, Varying.

t Wariangle. Obs. Forms : 1 ? wearsincel,

4-5 variangel, were-, wer-yangle, wayTyngle,

4, 7-8 waryangle, 6-9 wariangle, 6 warriangle,

7 warwinckle, wierangle, -angel, wirrangle.

[? OE. weargincel shrike (Sweet : authority not

known). Cf. OHG. (MHG.) warchengil, war-

genget, wargingel, etc. ' cruricula ', etc. (Stein*

meyer-Sievers, Diefenbach), G. wargengel, wark-
enget (with very many local variants due to

different etymologizing alterations ; as wiirgengcl,

quasi i destroying angel '). Cf. also MLG. worgel,

OHG. (MHG.) wargil, warigcl, wergit, worgel

(Bavarian dial, worgl shrike, Salzburg wdrgcl green-

finch). All these forms appear to be diminutives

of OTeut. *wargo-z murderer : see Wary sb.

The OE. word, if genuine, perh. preserves most nearly the

original form. For the suffix compare OE. lulsincel, tun*

incel, peowincel, etc. (all without umlaut). Cf. OHG.
-i?tklt{n. It remains, however, very remarkable that in G.
or in later E. there is no trace of -k forms with the single

exception of warwinckle in quot. 1618. As there is no evi-

dence of the word later until Chaucer, the ME. and later

forms are perhaps in part due to, or influenced by, some
continental form. The prevalent form of the ending, -angle,

-ingle, is perh. partly due to association with Hang v. (owing

to the habits of the shrike). In early times the first element
would assist this etymology: cf. OE. weargtrio

%
Warytre

gallows. Such an association was apparently present in

early G. : cf. such forms as wurgelhach, luurgelhahe, war-
chengil, warke?tgel, etc.]

1. A name formerly given to the Shrike or Butcher-

bird, either the (Great or European) Grey Shrike

{Lantus excubitor) or the smaller red- backed

Shrike (Z. eolhirio). See Shrike sb?
Apart from the doubtful OE. form and two obscure pas-

sages in ME. the evidence for the existence of the word is

almost solely drawn from dictionaries, glossaries, and dialect

collections of doubtful value, some of which perh. merely
echo quot. 1598.

c 1386 Chaucer Friars T. no This Somonour, that was
as ful of Iangles, As ful of venym been thise waryangles.

1598 Speght Chaucer's Wks. Annot. Bbbb v, Warriangles
Be a kind of birdes full of noyse and very rauenous, preying

vpon others, which when they haue taken, they vse to hang
vpon a thorne or pricke, & teare them in pieces and
deuoure them. And the common opinion is, that the thorne

wherupon they thus fasten them and eate them, is after-

ward poysonsome. In Staffordshire and Shropshire the

name is common. i6n Cotgr., Ancrouelle, a Shrike, Nin-
murder, Wariangle. 1618 Latham 2nd Bk. Falconrie 144
The Warwinckle which is a pyed bird, and vses most in

pastur-ground, or other champane places whereas growes
great and tall bushes. 1674 Ray Collect., Eng. Birds 83
The great Butcher-bird called in the Peak of Derbyshire
Wirrangle, La?iius cincreas major. 1678 — Willughby's
Or/tith. 11. xi. 87 This Bird in the North of England_ is

called a Wierangle, a name, it seems, common to us with

the Germans, who (as Gesner witnesseth) about Strasburgh,

Franckfort, and elsewhere, call it Werkengel or Warkangel.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 229 The Butcher-bird or Wierangel,
here called the Shriek or French-Pye. 1885 Swainson
Prov. Names Birds 47 Red-backed shrike, Butcher bird,

Murdering bird, Ninekiller, Weirangle or Wariangle (York-
shire).

2. Used as a term of contemptuous abuse. rare~ x

.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1706 A wirlyng, a wayryngle [Dubl.
MS. warlow], a wawil-e^id shrewe.

Warians, obs. Sc. form of Variance.
tWa'ribreed. Obs. Forms: 1 wears(e)-,
wearhbr&de, 6 warrybrede, 8 waribreed.
[OE. wearhbrkde wk. fem., f. *wearh- = Ware
sbfi, pus, matter + -brxde cogn. w. brsed flesh.] In

OE. some kind of ulcer or eruption ; in i6-i8th c.

= Warble sb. 2 2.

exooo JElvric Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 158/23 Impetigo^
eajan wenn, net wearhbraide. c 1050 Voc, ibid. 457/6
Neuutfi, wear^cbraide. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 86 &if hwyl-
cum wearxbraede [v. r. wearh- ; L. ulcus] weaxe on bam
nosum oooe on bam hleore. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 63
There be beastes that wyll haue warrybredes in dyuers
partes oftheyr body and legges. iyx$ Bradley's Family Diet.
s.v. Warnel-ivorm, This Disease in some Cattle runs into

divers Parts of their Bodies, called by some the IVart-breed.

Wariche, variant of Warish v. Obs.

"Warie, variant of Wart v. Obs., to curse.

t Wa'ried, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Wary v. + -ed 1.]

Cursed, accursed.

cqjs Ruskw. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 19 Cymb se wser^ad [Vulg.
venit malus] 8c sensed bte sauwen wses. a 1175 Cott. Horn.
239 pe were^ede gastes. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 544 Mis-wiuen
hem gunnen seoes sunes,..And mengten wio waried kin.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2077 Fie me fra, bou wared thing. Ibid.

10067 Quar-thoru be warlaw wirid wight. For-cummen es.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1716 Wale wyne to py wenches in
waryed stoundes. a 1340 Hampole Psalter i. 1 This is a
wend counsaite. 1340 _— Pr. Consc. 6186 Yhe weryed
wyghtes wende fra my sight, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii.

(Margaret) 526 pis waryt lug, in stul set, gert margaret
son befor hym fet. C1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1377 In

waryit tym that Hesilryg was born ! a 1585 Montgomerie

WARISH.
Flyting (Tullibardine MS.) 607 Sua knavishe, canker[d],

execrabill, And vareit ane wicht.

Hence f Wariedhed [-head], cursedness.

1382 Wyclif Wisd. v. 13 In oure wariedhed [Vulg. ma-
ligfiitate] forsothe wee ben wastid. /bid. v. 24.

T Wa*rier. Obs. Also 4 -ere, 5 -ar, waryare, 6
weriour. [f. Wary v. + -er j

.] One who curses.

1382 Wyclif Ps. xxi. 17 The counseil of warieris [Vulg.
concilium malignantium] besegide me. — 1 Cor. v. 1 1 A .

.

cursere [gloss] or wariere [Vulg. maledt'cus]. c 1410 Lantern
of Light 131 War[i]ars, cursars, schidars, sclaundirars &
blasfemars. c 1440 Promp. Paw. s^^/2 Waryare, or ban-
nare, imprecator, -trix, a?iathematizator, maledicus, 1513
Douglas Mneis, etc. (1874) IV. 226 That, 50U to pleys,!
set all schame behind, Offeryng me to my weriouris wil-

fully.

tWa*rify, v. Obs. {nonce-wd.) [?f. Wart a. +
-FY,] trans. To render wary or timorous.
1614 Sylvester Panaretus 801 Parlt. Vertues Roy. 34

Thou [Andria= Fortitude] art lockt vp in Princes Cabinets;

Among the Corselets, which, now wariefied Through loue of

Peace, they haue new layd aside.

Warily (weVrili), adv. [f. Wary a. + -ly 2.]

In a wary manner, cautiously, y watchfully.

1552 Huloet, Warilye, soltrter, uigilanter. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V

t
Hi. vii. 61 They that.. ride not warily, fall intofoule

Boggs. 1605 B. Jokson Volpone 1. v, Shee"s kept as warily,

as is your gold : Neuer do's come abroad, neuer takes ayre,

But at a windore. 1646 Sib T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. yiii.

33 More warily are we to receive the relations of Philes,

who in Greeke Iambicks delivered the proprieties of Ani-

mals. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. /ns. 914 It [sc.

honey] is a heavenly gift, and very profitable for men, if

they use it well and warily. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick

(1762) 37 Take ripe Puff balls. Break them warily. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 163 Surrounded by snares m
which an ordinary youth would have perished, William
learned to tread at once warily and firmly. 1873 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 396 Their adversaries defend themselves

warily from an invisible world.

t WaTiment. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Wary a. +

-MENT.] Precaution.

1596 Spenser F.Q. iv. iii. 17 Full many strokes.. The
whiles were enterchaunged...Yet they were all with so good
wariment Or warded, or auoj'ded. .That [etc.].

Warinar, obs.' form of Warrener.
tWarine. Obs. [A rendering of Buffon's

ouarine, a misreading for *ouarive, ad. Sp.gttariba

{p = V)."\ ~ GUARIBA.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 235 The first of the sapajous

is the Warine, or the Brazilian Guariba. [1785 S.mellie

Buffon's Nat. Hist. (1791) VIII. 176 note, Ouarine, the

name of this animal at Maragnon.]
War-ine, obs. form of Wherein.
"Warmer, obs. form of Warrener.
Wariness (we>rines). [f. Wary a. + -ness.]

The quality of being wary : cautiousness, circum-

spection.

1552 Huloet, Warines, solertta, uigilantia.^ 1561 Hoby
tr. Castiglione's Courtier 11. (1900) 114 The discretion and
warinesse that count Lewis shewed us yesterday. 1666

Boyle Orig. Forms fy Qual. 258 And having agen made
the former Experiment with more wariness then before,

we had the like success in our Distillation. 1774 Reynolds
Disc. R. Acad. vi. (1778) 221 He that is forming himself,

must look with great caution and wariness on those pecu-

liarities or prominent parts, which at first force themselves

upon view. 1821 Lamb Elia, All Pools' Day, Prizing their

simplicity beyond the.. somewhat unfeminine wariness of

their competitors, I felt a kindliness, .for those five thought-

less virgins. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man I. ii. 50 Our do-

mestic dogs are descended from wolves.. and though they

may not have gained in cunning, and may have lost in

waryness and suspicion, yet [etc.]. 1893 Lydekker Horns

$ Hoofs 106 They are marvellously shy and wary, this

wariness being fully confirmed by Messrs. Danford and

Buxton.

Wa -ring, vbl. sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4
varinge, 5 waryn(e, varin, 6 wayring. [f.

Ware t^ + 'Ing 1
.]

1. The action of the verb ; spending, investing

(of money). + At the waring of: at the cost of

(one's life).

c 1375 Se. Leg. Sainlsv. {Johannes) 125 [God] bat wald bat

men mad sic varinge As for almus to sel j>are thinge._ 1494

Halyburton Ledger 37 Som off this waryne of this syd,

119 li. 10 s. 7g. 1494 /bid. 63 Som of my varin is, 59 lu

13 s. 8 g. 1497 /bid. 59 Item for my seruis sellin and waryn

sen my last cont, 10 li. (11572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846

I. 273 We shall.. defend thame, the haill congregatioun of

Christ . . at our haill poweris and waring of our lyves, against

Sathan. 1586-7 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1882) IV. 487 <^vis

power., to Jhonn Robertsoun . . to tak the aythis of the mer-

chants vpoun the quantities of thair wayrings and g" ld
j

schippet. 1753 Scotlamfs Glory $ Shame (1786) 65 And
sure I am, that never a man had loss by such a wareing.

1 2. Payment of a price. Obs.

CJ315 E. E. Psalter xliii. [xliv.] 13 pou salde bi folk with

out waring [Vulg. sine pretio],

t Wa'ring, ///. a. Obs. rare'1
, [f. Ware v. 1 +

-ING 2,] Aware, cognisant of.

1571 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. Ux. 200 He..
was not wytting nor waring of that letter.

War-inne, obs. form of Wherein.
"Warinstour, variant of Warnestore sb. Obs.

tWa'rish, sb. Obs.-° [Connected with OE-
wearr, callosity, wart : see Warre.] A callosity.

1570 Levins Manip. 144/n A warish, callus.

tWa'rish, P.1 Obs. Forms: 3-6 -waris, 4-5

Tv-aris(s)che, -ys(s)che, -ea(s)che, -isshe, -ysh,

-iche, -yche, -isse, -ys(e, warsche, wars(s)he,
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warche (pa. i. warest), 4-6 warysshe, 4-9
warish. [f. OF. wariss-, pres. stem of warir

9

g{u)arir: see Guabish v."]

1. trans. To heal, cure (a person, etc.) of, {out of),

a sickness or trouble.

ciico Kent. Serm. in 0. E. Misc. 31 Al-so rabe he was
i-wansd of bis maladie. a 1300 Cursor M. 21690 Quen be

stanged men moght se be nedder on be tre bat hang bai

war alt warist o bair stang. c 1350 St. Peter 33 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1881) 49 Many bat war seke and sorc.prayd
him forto be bare belde And warisch bam out of baire wo.

c 1369 Chaucer Bk. Duchesse 1104, I was warshed of al my
sorwe. C1450 Merlin xii. 173 The kynge Alain.. that lith

in sekenesse, and shall neuer be warisshed till [etc.]. 1613

R. C. Tabic Alph. (ed. 3), Warish, ease, deliuer.

b. To heal, cure (a sickness, ill).

CX375 Se. Leg. Saints vii. fames') 388 For-bi bi crafte bu
keth one me, & waryse myn Infyrmyte. c 1386 Chauceu
Melib. P 320 And therfore o vengeaunce is nat warisshed by
another vengeaunce ne o wroong by another wroong. a 1400

Stockh, Med. MS. in Archxdlogia XXX. 353 Fastande to

vse sponfull thre Till his sekenesse warched be. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny vii. ii. I. 154 There be some there who warish
and cure the stinging of serpents with their spittle.

C. intr. To recover from sickness or trouble.

13.. Seuyn Sag. 1097 The child warisscht fair and wel.

(-1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. {Vincent) 336 And fosteris

hyme wele . . til he begyne to waryse. a 1386 Oiauckr Melib.
P 16 Youre doghter with the grace of god shal warisshe and
escape, c 1440 Promp. Parv. <,\ili Warschyn' or recuryn
of sekenesse, convalesco. 1530 Palsgr. 771/2, I warysshe,
I recover my helth after a sycknesse or daunger (Lydgat).
1828 W. Carr Craven Gloss. II. 239 Warish, to recover
from sickness. Ibid. 286 Hees niver warish'd o't' surfeit

he gat last Kersmas. a 1864 R. B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss.
s.v., ' He'll never warish on it ' = He will not get over it.

2. trans. To guard, secure, protect, preserve ; to

save, rescue.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 2622 For burwes & bold tounes al

for-brent were, but 3U were bei wib walks warchet a-boute.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 921 Nov walle be a wonnyng bat
be warisch my^t CI400 Rule St. Benet 1306 How a bird-
man A febil schepe warest & wane, a 1568 in Bannatyne
MS. (Hunter. Club) 233 Beir Chrystis croce . . That is to say,
..Help vthir to beir that ourladin be : Sa sail this warld be
..warisid accordinle. xfioo Holland Livy xxxu. xxi. 822
The mediteranean parts within the continent, were so secure
and warished from the Romane forces, that [etc.]. 1601 —
Pliny xvii. x. I. 511 But ever after it [sc. the tree] is warished
and safe ynough. 1674 Ray N. C. Words, Warisht, that
hath conquered any disease, or difficulty, and is secure
against the future ; also, well stored, or furnished.

Hence t Warishing vbl. sb.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 49 As to the warisshynge of youre
doghter. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 517/2 Waryschynge, of seke-
nesse, convalescencta.

t Wa-rish, v.* Obs.~° [f. Warish sb.] intr.

To become hard or callous.
X570 Levins Manip. 144/41 To warish, occallescere.

Warish, variant of Wersh a.

t Wa*risome, a. 06s. rare. [f. Wary a.+
•some.] Cautious or careful {that—). Hence
t Wa-risomeness.
1607 Topsell Eour-f. Beasts, Of Swine 682 When the

beasts do eat the white [Hellebore], they forbeare the blacke
with all wearisomenesse [sic]. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb.
iv. 2217 That they might.. Amend their courses; and be
warisomeThat they displeas'd not God, in times to come.
tWarison. Obs. Forms: 4-6 wary-, wari-,

ware-, (4 warei-, vari-, 5 wery-, warry-)

;

-soun(e, -son(e, 4 -sun, 5 -sowue, -sonne,
summe; 9 warrison. [a. OF. warison, north-
eastern form ofg{u)arison : see Garrison sb.]

1. Wealth, possessions. To bring (a person) in
or to (/lis) warison : to enrich.
"97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2463 Hengist bat hor maister was

he [Vortigern] ;ef him Hndeseye Londes vaire & Rentes &
tounes grete & heye Ware J>oru him & is men in vair warison
he bro^te. Ibid. 8878 Mabile is dorter was eir of al is londe
Pe king vor ire eritage him gan vnderstonde To bringe
roberd is sone abast in is warison bere poru spousinge of bis
mayde. 13.. Sir Beues (MS. A.) 2142 Wide whar ichaue
iwent And me warisoun ispent. 1390 Gowek Con/. I. 64
Bot yet his herte. .Among his bedes most devoute Goth in
the worldes cause aboute, How that he myhte his warisoun
Encresce. Ibid. I. 155 Mi fader hier hath bot a lite Of
warison. c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaw. 918 Bot i sal help the fra
presowne, And bring the to thi warisowne. c 1475 Ran/
Coiljear qto For thy my warysoun is full gude at hame
quhair I dwcl.

b. {To give, have) to warison : in full posses-
sion.

_
Also, To give (a woman) in warison : to

give in marriage ; similarly to have
t
in warison,

wed to warison.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12S4 My moste fo
« my feloun Schal haue my doughter to warisoun. 1338 -
rw*'(,7?])

«

Elfride Jwgh heritage toke him pe coroune,
« gal Alfride his brober Surray to warisoune. Ibid. 60 pe
duke wrote to be kyng..Bisout him. .bat he wild hold his

a u-H ** coloun of Inglond . . Or Marie to warisoun
wed hir, & joy it wele. c 1400 Yzuaine * Gaw. 2399, I salmr git to warisowne Ane of the foulest quisteroun That ever
Vit ete any brede. C1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 10046 The
wrdeshipofagretetovn He yafe him to his warison. C1450
Godstoxv Reg. in And for this quyte-ctayme the forsald
aymondyaf to her ij. shillings of siluer into warison. c 1460useney Reg ^ And for this 3evyng and of this present
cnarter confermyng and waranti^yn^ aquite & defendyng,
pe toresaide Nycoll 3afe to me CI li. of goodc & lawfull
moneye by-fore handes in wer>*son.

c. fg. Applied to an immaterial ' treasure
'

;

esp. a maiden's honour.

a 1300 Prov. Hendyng 21 Wyt & wysdom is god warysoun.
a 1300 Marina login Horstm. Altengl. Lcg.{\%-]^) 172 pou
ne dudest nout ase hende To bynymen bat may hire
w'areison. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2190 $>'f pou
rauysshe a mayden powre, . .pou hast stole here warysun.
2. A gift bestowed by a superior ; a reward.
13.. A'. A lis. 2507 (Laud MS.), per nasknaue nequystroun

pat ne had his warisoun. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 325
pre hundreth marke he hette vnto his warisoun, pat with
him so mette, or bring his hede to toun. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xx. (Blasius) 270 His wark sal haf wary.sone & of his

master benysone. (-1440 Promp. Parv. 516/2 Warysone,
donativum, possessio. c 1440 Jatob's Well 254 We arn alle

felawys in goddys host, bat yche day fy3ten as his kny^tes,
and alle we abyde on warysoun. c 1460 Battle 0/ Otter-
bourne xliii. in Child Ballads III. 297/2 Mynstrells, playe
vp for your waryson And well quyt it schall bee. 1470-85
Malouy Arthur ix. xxii. 372 And now haue I my waryson.
a 1510 Douglas King Hart 11. 35 My warisoun,. .Lord, pay
to me, and gif me leif to ryde. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform,
XXxL 66 My ladds of Leith, be wice—

3

e ^en 5our warisoun.

b. In bad sense :
* Reward ', due punishment.

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1537 He [sc. Narcissus] lost

his witte. .And diede withynne a lytel space, And thus his

warisoun [F. gucnrdon) he took For the lady that he for-

sook. C1440 York Myst. xxxvi. 89 For thy presumpcyoune
pou haste thy warisoune. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

HI, 562 Robert the Grahame, . .for his waresoun, Vpoun ane
flaik wes traillit throw the toun. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 8 This cochreine with his companie
Within schort tyme gat thair warison, On lather brig wer
hanged sdiamefullie. [1881 J. Sakgisson Joe Scoap 31
(E.D.D.) Thoo's gittn thy warrison, me lad; lig thee ttieer

till sec-like times as ah send for theh.]

% 3. tr. med.L. gersuma, ad. ME. Gersum.
c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 156 And for this yiftc.the forsaid

mynchons of Godestowe yaf to hym ix. marke of siluer into
waryson. Ibid. 222 And for thys graunt..the foreseyd
mynchons yaf to hymxj. marke, ij. shillings, viij. d, in wary-
summe.

4. ? Preservation, defence.
c 1450 Burgh Secrees 2337 With greet rewardys doo them

avance. .Which aldayes besy and waking be In thy nedys;
for in them stant the warysoun Of thy worshepe, thy lyf or
thy destruccion.

U 5. Misused by Scott for : A note of assault.

The source of the mistake is prob. the line ' Mynstrells,
playe vp for your waryson ', in The Battle 0/ Otterboume,
which Scott had doubtless read in Percy's Reliques.
1805 Scott Last M~instrel iv. xxiv, Either receive within

thy towers Two hundred of my master's powers, Or straight
they sound their warison, And storm and spoil thy garrison.
1824 Ijyron Juan xv. Hx, As my friend Scott says, ' I sound
my warison." 1867 Contcmp. Rev. VI. 342 He thinks of
sounding his warrison against what he strikingly calls the
army of the Philistines.

"Warisse, -isshe, var. ff. Warish v. Obs.

Waritreo : see Warytre Obs., gallows.
Warius, obs. form of Verjuice.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 662/13 Hoc ius uiride, warius

[printed warins].

"Wark (wajk), warch. (wait]*), sb. 1 Obs. exc.

dial. Forms : 1 waerc, 3 warche, £ werk(e,
5-6 warke, 7 -warck, 7- warch, 9 wark. [OE.
wxrc masc. — ON. verk-r (Sw. vdrk pain, Da.
vstrk gout, rheumatism) ;—OTeut. *warki'Z, from
the same root as *werko-m Work sb.

With the dial, variation between the types wark and warch
cf. the similar variation in ME. between like and liche (Like
a.). The form wark may be partly due to ON. verkr.]

A pain, an ache.
cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xix. (1890) 322 Seo readnis &

bryne baes swiles & wa;rces. triooo Sax. Leechd. II. 318
Wib ma^an wserce wyl pic on cu meolce. a 1225 Ancr. R.
326 pet he ne mei..speken ase he schulde, bute gronen
uor his eche [MS. T. warche], a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
2811 As warysche I my warke [MS. DubL werk] bat I

am in wonden. 14.. Medical Receipts in Ret. Ant. I. 51
For evel and werke in bledder : take ache, percel [etc.].

c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 265 Furth-with a grete warke went
burgh his hand. 1570 Levins Manip. 32/1 Warke, ache,
dolor. 1613 Potts Discov. Witches T 3 b, Hee hath beene
sore pained with great warch in his bones. 1823 Brockett
N. C. Gloss., Wark.. a. pain or ache. 'The belly wark.'
186a [C.C. Robinson] Dial. Leeds s.v., Gotten t' back-wark,
shoother-wark, leg-wark. .—ne'er wur so done up i' my life.

t Wark, sb? Obs. Also 8 werk. [Of obscure
origin.] (See quots.)
1707 Sloane Jamaica I. Pref. B2D, I know not but that

the several Species of new Ferns., may be discover'd upon
some of the Stones or Slates called Werk, which lie in plenty
in the Strata over the Cole-pits in many Places of England.
1759 B. Maktin Nat. Hist. I. 68 In several of the Coal
Pits of this Country [Somerset], the Veins are covered with
a Shell of hard, and stony Substance called Wark, which
splits like Slate, but is much more brittle.

Wark (wajk), warch. (wartf), v. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms
: 1 wsercan, 3 warche, 5 werk, 6 warke,

7 warck, 7, 9 warch, 5- wark. [OE. wsercan —
ON. verkja, virkja:—OTeut. *werkjan, f. *werki-z :

see Wark sb.1] intr. To ache, suffer pain; to
throb painfully. (In OK. impers. with accus., like
L, do/et.)

a 1000 S&v. Leechd. II. 272 Jif hine innan waerce ^enim
m^es eala<5 amber fulne [etc.]. Ibid. 318. a 1225 After. R.
363 Leste hor heaued aeke [MS. T. warche]. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 523/1 Werkyn', and akyn' as a soore lymme, doleo,
tndoleo. 1:1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 100 Yit it was a grete
mervayle, for for all bis, nowder warkid hur hevud, nor sho
lefte not be labur of hur handis. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii.

269 My bonys ar so stark, No wonder if thay wark, ffor I am
full old. c 1520 Skklton Magny/. 1581, I wolde hauke
whylest my hedc dyd warke. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform.

f1.'

xxxlii. 77 For laik of quhilks my heid dois wark and ;aik.

1674-91 Ray .V. C. Words, Warch, or Wark\ to ake, to work.
1828 Carr Craven Gloss. 1841 Hartshorne Salop. Ant,
Gloss, s.v., My corns warchen. 1881 Sargisson Joe Scoap's

Jurneh 50 (Cunibld. Gloss.) Me heid warkt as it had niver

warkt afooar.

Hence Wa'rking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

c 1340 Hampole Ps. xxxvii. 2 fin arues ere festid in me :

pat is, \n vengaunce, as wei kyugis of body and saule. c 1400
Destr. Troy 1238 The souerayn. .the kyng with the canpe
caste to |>e ground, With a warchand wounde thurgh his

wedis ail. Ibid. 10035. C1440 Trovip. /'arz>. 523/1 Werk-
ynge, or hecde ake, ctphalia. r 1460 Towneley Alyst. vi. S,

I haue maide me, in this strete, sore bonys & warkand fe<_-te.

c 1470 Hexrv Wallace vhi. 732 Thai..A\'rocht the Sotheroun
mony werkand wound. Ibid. 85S. 1596 Dalrymplk tr.

Leslie's Hist. Sot. (S.T.S.) I. n. 157 Nocht long eftir,

tlirouch the warking woundes that in the battel he receiuet,

he dies. Ibid. II. x. 397.

Wark, obs. and dial, form of Work sb. and v.

Wax'kefull, obs. form of Wokkful.
War-kettle. Among North American Indians,

a kettle which was set on the fire as a part of the

ceremony of inaugurating a war; ahojig.
1754 IVorldNo. 102 f 7 At a meeting of the Sachems it was

determined to take up the hatchet, and make, the war.kettle

boil. 1757 [Burke] Europ. Scttlcm. Amer. I. n. iv. 1S1 The
rincipal captain summons the youth of the town to which
le belongs; the war kettle is set on the fire;.. the hatchet
is sent to all the villages of the same nation, and to all its

allies. 1764 Mrs. E. Carter Let. to Miss Talbot 3 Feb.,

The Duke had made a dinner in honor of the wedding, for

the Dukes of D. G. P. B. Lord R. and other chiefs of the

war-kettle. 1776 MlCKLE tr. Cavioens" Lusiad Introd. p.

lxxxviii. note, His [the prisoner's] dissevered limbs are

boiled in the war-kettle, and devoured by his executioners.

1791 J. Long Voy. hid. Intetpr. 146 They, .brought him
to the war-kettle to make his death-feast *. which consisted

of dog, tyger-cat, and bear's grease, [etc.] . . of which
he was compelled to eat. 1861 Spurgeon in Mctrop. Tab.
Pulpit No. 3S3. 283 They shall empty their war-kettle,

and they shall bury their swords.

Warkmanly, obs. form of Workmanly.
Warlag(h : see Warlock.
Wa'rland. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 3 war-

lond, 4 warelond, 5 warlant, -londe, 5, ij/Jist.

warland, 7, 9 war-eland, [f. OE. want defence

(see Ware sb%) + Land sb. : in AL. terra de wara.~\

Agricultural land held by a villein.

See VinogradofT Eng. Soc. in Eleventh Cent. (1908).

C1158 Oseney Latin Register (Ch. Ch. MS.) fob 17 Unam
hidam terre cum quatuor hominibus de warland. 1290 Inq.

Post Mortem. C. Edw. I File 56 (18I (P.R.O.) Le warlond
ejusdem manerii [sc. Norcliffe co. Chester] tenetur pascere
servientes doniine regine de Maklesfeld de mense in mensem
quolibet mense per unum diem. 1331 [see Thigging],

1456-7 MS. Bursar's Bk. of Fountains 58 In xiiij acr. et ij

Rod. de Warland— ix s. viij d. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 30 pere
also j. hide of londe with iiij. men of Warlande [tr. quot.

£1158 above]. . ; In Weston iij. 3erdes of londe of Warlant.
Ibid. 31, j. ^erde of londe of ^e lordship and another of

Warlonde. 181 1 Extract Court Rolls Great Oakley, Essex,
[Francis Fisher a tenant of the Manor is described as hold-

ing 5 acres of] Wareland.

H Erroneously explained.
1688 Holme Armoury in. 137/2 Wareland, is as much

Land as containeth three Lands. [See Land sb. 7, Loon 1
.)

1691 Blount Law Diet., Warland, The same with Warec*
turn.

Warlare : see Wrawler.
Warlau, warlaw(e : sec Warlock.
Warld, Warldlie, etc. : see World, -lt, etc.

Warless (whiles), a. In 5 werreles. [f. War
.r<M-f--LESS.] Eree or exempt from war; not en-

gaging in war.
1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 203 And thus shulde everi lande

one with another . .life togedre werreles in unite". 1857
Chamb. Jml. VIII. 256 The pale, pure crescent in the war-
less heavens. 1866 Neale Sequences $ Hymns 6 So him
they lead to warless rest. 1886 Tennyson Lockstey Hall
A/ter 165 Earth at last a warless world, a single race, a single

tongue. Ibid. 170 Universal ocean softly washing all her
warless Isles. Ibid. 172 Who can fancy warless men?
Hence Wa-rlessly adv., in a warless manner.
1887 Harpers Mag. July 267 Little flags would mark battles

all over the map of their country—the country Mademoiselle
Couper despised as so hopelessly, warlessly insignificant.

Warli(e, -liche : see Waeet.y a. andarfz'. Obs.

Warlike (wgulaik), a. and adv. Forms : 5
Sc. wir-, weirelyk, werlik, 5-6 Sc. weirlyk(e,
6 Sc. were-, weirlike, -lie ; 6 warlycke, warre-
like, 6-7 warlioke, warrelyke, 6-8 warlick, (7

warlique), 6- warlike, [f. War sb. 1 + -like.]

A. ad.
1. Of a person, nation, etc.: Naturally disposed

to warfare or fighting ; skilled in war, martial

;

courageous in war, valiant ; fond of war, bellicose.

f'The warlike god, the god of war, Mars.

c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 323 Thir werlik Scottis, all with

one assent, Northt so our Ern throuch out the land thai

went. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 75 Thinhabitants [of

Jamaica] are.. warrelyke men. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. t I, 111.

ii. 118 Warlike and Martiall Talbot, Burgonie Inshnnes thee

In his heart. 1599 Shaks. etc. Pass. Pilgr. 147 *<»*" <h"s

(quoth she) the warlike god embrac't me. 1610 Holland

Camden s Brit. 1. 713 Joane wife unto that most warheke

[1637 warlique) Knight Edw. Prince of Wales. MM0
COWLEY Davideis iv. 557 As when a wrathful Dragons dis-

mal light Strikes suddenly some warlike Eagles sight. 1667

Milion /*. /-• iv. 902 The warlike Angel mov'd. Disdain-

fully halfsmiling thus repli'd. X777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
13-3



WARLIKE.
vi. Wks. 1 85 1 V. 584 The warlike tribes in North America.

1837 \V. Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 200 Some trifling

assistance from government, to protect them from the pre-

datory and warlike tribes. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, Mr.
Winkle retraced his steps . . with the gloomy and dreadful re-

solve of accepting the challenge of the warlike Doctor

Slammer.

b. Of actions, attributes, etc. : Martial, valiant.

1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. i83 And so let his warlike browes

Still bedeckt with Lawrel boughes. 1836 Thirlwall Greece

xiii. II. 190 These exercises do not create and are not suffi-

cient to keep alive the warlike spirit of a nation.

C. Of things: Martial in character.

r 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1021 ?eit thai within on lowd

defyit Wallace, And trumpattis blew with mony werliksoun.

1595 Shaks. John 11. 242 For this downe-troden equity, we
tread In warlike march, these greenes before your Towne.
1602 — Ham. v. ii. 360 What warlike noyse is this ? 1667

Milton P. L. 1.531 At the warlike sound Of Trumpets loud

and Clarions. 1811 Scott Roderick lvi, Then peals the

warlike thunder of the drum.

d. Favouring or threatening war.

1915 Nation (N. Y.) 17 June 671/1 After his own outgivings

he [Mr. Bryan] had the effrontery to blame the press for

making people think the note would be warlike.

fe. fig. Of writings: = Polemics, nonce-use.

a 1603 T. Cartwright in Presbyt. Rev. (1888) Jan. 12X

Ambrose and especially Austin in their warlike writinges as

they are termed.

t 2. Equipped for fighting or for war. Obs,

c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xvi. 1704 Schir Henry, qwhat
makis 30W to be Sa wirlyk as now heyr we 30W se ? 1563 in

Rymer Foedera (1719) XV. 631 With one Shippe . . Marchant-

like and not Warlike. 1591 Spbnser Virg. Gnat 124 He,

that.. No deadly fight of warlick fleete doth feare. 160a

Shaks. Ham. iv. vi. 15 Ere we were two dayes old at Sea,

a Pyrate of very Warlicke appointment gaue vs Chace. 1630

A'. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commw. 537 Monasteries, ancient

and warlike, so built for feare of theeves and pyrats. 1697

Drydkn Virg. Georg. 111. 285 If to the Warlike Steed thy

Studies bend. 17x1 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

v. 1 24 They are . . destitute of warlick ships and other vessells.

3. Of or pertaining to war.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 78 b, The assemblie of the

Empire.. was in this warlyke preparation. 1573 Satir.

Poems Reform, xxxix. 93 For ordinance thay dung at day
and nycht By weirlyk volyis. 1583 T, Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. \. xxL 26 b, [They] surrendred the same
[castle].. without any warlike reason. 1590 Spenser F. Q.

11. ii. 16 They were two knights of perelesse puissance, And
famous far abroad for warlike gest. 1591 Shaks. i Hen,

VI, 11. i. 44 Since first I fullow'd Armes, Nere heard I of a
warlike enterprise More venturous, .then this. 1610 Hol-
land Camden s Brit. 1. 2S2 Who being brought up in warlike

feats.. most manfully defended this Castle against King
Stephen. 1675 Tkaherne Chr, Ethics^363 A warlike-field is

the seed-plot of great and heroical actions. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevcnofs Trav. m. xxi. 39 He was upon his return from

a Warlike expedition. *784Cowper Task v. 234 Him they

serv'd in war, And him in peace, for sake of warlike deeds

RevVenc'd no less. 1817 Byron Man/red ill. i. 141 Mortals

who. .die ere middle age, Without the violence of warlike

death. 1846 Greener ScL Gunnery 81 All our arrangements

in warlike preparations, at present, involve [etc.]. 1847 Mrs.

A. Kerb tr. Range's Hist. Servia 342 Their former glorious

warlike exploits.. led them to entertain very different ex-

pectations.

b. of formation, order, etc.

1399 Alex. Hume Hymns vii. 191 Poems (S.T.S.) 57 Euen
rile..S&U armed be that day with spear and sheild, Baith

horsse and fute in weirlike manerdrest. 1667 Milton P. L.

iv. 780 The Cherubim.. stood armd To thir night watches

in warlike Parade. 1808 Scott Marmion 1. xx, Were I in

warlike wise to ride, A better guard I would not lack. 1870

Bryant Iliad ix. 102 With each A hundred youths in war-

like order marched.

0. Of arms, munitions, etc. : For use in war.

1361 Daus tr. Bullinger on Afoc. xliiL 283 We shall learne

also howe to fight agaynst Antichrist, and howe he muste be

ouercomen not with warlicke, but spiritual weapons. 1585

Higins Junius* Nomencl. 183/1 Armamentarium ,. .an

armourie, or place wherein warlike furniture is kept. 1606

Shaks. Tr. <fr
Cr. Prol. 13 To Tenedos they come, And the

deepe-drawing Barke[s] So there disgorge Their warlike

fraut-age. 1653 VJADSWOKTHtr.SandovarsCiv. Wars Spain

v. xxx. 312 They were in all six thousand compleat Foot and
hors, besides thirtie Carts loaden with Munition, carriages,

and other warlike utensils. 1895 J. O. Millais Breath fr.

Veldt 24 Ample provisions, ammunition, and warlike stores

were deposited in the hunting-carts.

d. Of exercises, training, etc. : Of a military

character, martial. ? Now rare.

1585 T. Washington tr. NicJwlay's Voy. 11. xviii. 51b,

[They are] exercised .. to shoote, and doe all other warlyke

exercises. 1626 Gouge Serm. Dignity Chivalry § 7 Were
Artillery Gardens, and Military Fields for Martiall discipline

and warlike trainings, fostered.. thorow-out this land.

4. Of or belonging to a warrior or soldier.

1551 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 59 Item for our

Master of y* Ordnaunce a ffayre apparell warlyke. 1591

Shaks. t Hen. VI, iv. iii. 31, I breake my warlike word.

ifizi G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vm. (1626) 150 For when he

wore his fairely plumed cask; She thought him louely in

that warlick mask. 1671 Milton Samson 137 He.. In scorn

of thir proud arms and warlike tools, Spurn d them to death

by Troops. 1813 Scott Trierm. I. xvii, Behind him were in

triumph borne The warlike arms he late hadworn. 1818

Shelley Homer's Hymn to Minerva $ From his awful head

Whom Jove brought forth, in warlike armour dressed.

f B. adv. As is usual in war. Obs. rare.

1583 A. Melvill in J. MelvilVs A utob. $ Diary (Wodrow

Soc.) 161 The quhilk merciless men..ar gorgiuslie arrayit,

and accompanied warlyke with a sort of limmers and godles

suddartes. 1631 Lithgow Trav. vm. 343 Some warlike

maim'd, some lame.

Hence tWa-rlikely adv., in a warlike condition

or manner. + Wa'rlikeness, warlike disposition.

100

1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV (1550) a When his army by
the sea, was thus warlykely set forward. Ibid. 37 b, So he

hym selfe with his nobllitie warlikelyaccompaignied, passed

ouer betwene Douer and Caleys. 1605 Warlikenesse [see

Warliness]. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxiii. 345 We
shall the warlikenesse compend of those fame-wronged
Men. 1615G. Sandys Trav. 1.51 Many tall ships., warlikely

appointed. 1626 Sir W. Rawleigk's Ghost 3 The Cound..
began to repeate many relations.. touching the generall

warlikenesse of the British Nation.

Warlike, obs. variant of Warlock.

t Warliness. Obs. rarer-1, [f. Wakly a.2 +
-ness.] Warlike disposition, valiantness.

1599 Sandys Europz Spec. (1629) 209 And all to keepe the

Father from jealousie of his owne Sonne, whose brauenesse

of mind and warlinesse \tfte pirated ed. 0/ 1605 reads war-

likenesse] is still suspected,

t WaTling. Obs. Forms : 6 werlyng, 7

worling, worldling, 7- warling. [app. formed

arbitrarily to rhyme with darling. The resem-

blance to the Sc Wikling seems to be accidental.]

One who is despised or disliked. Only in the

proverb (see quots.) and allusively.

In the proverb snarling is sometimes substituted for warl-

ing; the form worldling is an obvious perversion.

1546 J. Hkywood Prov. n. vii. (1867) 65 It is better to be

An olde mans derlyng, than a yong mans werlyng. 1604

[?Chettlk] Wit of Woman F 4, A young mans worldling.

1611 L. Harry Kam Alley It. i, A young mans warling.

1671 T. Hunt Abcced. Scholast. 91 A young mans Worling.

1857 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. >i Eng. (1864) III. iii. 162

Fully does King Henry appear
_
self-vindicated from the

stigma of inertness, the failing assigned by his vixen Mother

as justifying her schemes for aggrandizing her darling at

the expence of her warling.

Warlock (wgulpk), si.'1 Forms : 1 weerlosa,

werlosa, 3 werlau, werlaw, 3-4 warlou, 3-5

warlagh(e, warlau, warlaw(e, 4-5 warlag,

warla^e, warloghe, werlaughe, 4-5 (6-7 Se.)

warlow(e, 4-6 (? 9) Se. warlo, 5 warlach, war-

loo, war-low}, werlawe, 6 St. warloche, warlok,

vairloche, varlo, 7 ? warelocke, warlike, war-

luck, 8 {Se.), 9 warlock. [OE. wxr-loga wk. masc.

traitor, enemy, devil, etc. = OS. wdr-logo wk.masc
? deceiver (once, Httiand 3817, in pi. wdrlogon

applied to the Pharisees). The first element

is probably OE. ivxr str. fern, covenant = OHG.
warn truth, ON. vdrar str. fem. pi. solemn pro-

mise, vow (cf. Vmringi confederate, Varangian)

;

cf. OSlav. v/ra faith. This is a derivative from the

adj. represented by OE. wmr true (once, Genesis

681 ; ?a. OS.) - OS., OHG. war true:-OTeut.

*w;ero- :—Pre-Teut. *wero- = L. vents. The second

element (an agent-n. related to OE. le'ogan to Lib,

belie, deny) occurs also in the similar comps.

dp-hga, trtow-loga (OS. Ireulogo), wed-loga (ME.

wedlowe), an oath-breaker, etc.

This seems to have been the original sense of the present

word, but the special application to the Devil (either as

a rebel, or a deceiver) was already in OE. the leading sense.

The applications to sorcerers, with especial reference to the

power of assuming inhuman shapes, and to monsters (esp.

serpents), appear to be developments, partly due to Scrip-

tural language, of the sense ' devil \
t

The modern forms with final -{c)k are of obscure origin,

for they appear first in Sc. of 16th c, and owe their spread

to Sc. writers, and so cannot represent, as has been assumed,

a Southern sound-substitution of (k) for the -c/i(x) of some

of the rarer North, and Sc. forms. From the first they have

been used exclusively in the sense ' wizard '. Some other

word, lost or not discovered, has perh. influenced both form

and sense. ON. varilokkur wk. fem. pi. (cf. also uriar

lo(k)kur) 1 incantation, suggested already in Johnson, is too

rare (? occurring once), with regard to the late appearance

of the -k forms, to be considered.]

1 1. An oath-breaker, traitor. Obs.

WidsiS 9 (Gr.) HreScyninges ham . . Eormanrices, wrabes

wrerlosan. a 1013 Wulfstan Horn. (1883) 266 He sceal wed-

lo^an and wxrlo^an hatian and hynan. ? a 1400 Morte Arth,

3771 Sir Gawayne i-wysse, he waytes hym wele To wreke

hyme on this werlaughe [Modred], that this werre mouede.

t b. A wicked person ; a scoundrel, reprobate

;

a general term of reproach or abuse. Obs.

a 1000 Judith 71 (Gr.) Weras winsade . . 5one wxrlosan
[Holofernus], laone leodhatan lajddon to bedde. CU75
Serving Christ 37 in O. E. Misc. 91 Bi-leueb oure weorre

warlawes wode. Al bes world is bi-heled myd hebene-hode.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 783 Wenest bou per wold so fele swiche

warlawes worben, Ne were worldlyche wele and her welfare.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4425 pus fra be rote of ri^twisnes

rauyst ere }e clene, And to be way of wickidnes be \varla3es

gidld. c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 141 Sir, what warlowe yow
wakens With wordis full wilde, pat boy for his brawlyng
were better be vn-borne. Ibid. xliv. 176 Undo youre
dores, and haues no doute, For to }one warlowes [the Jews]
will we wende. c 1450 St. Cuthbert 4S44 pan all be hoste

with Elfride To Assendoun bai turne psA tyde, Whare ba
warlowes ware. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. £0 Catyvis,

wrechis and okkeraris, Hud-pykis, hurdaris and gadderaris,

All with that warlo [Covetousness] went.

f O. A damned soul in hell. Obs. rare.

3900 CynewulfCWj/ 1 562 Donne mansceaSa fore meotude
forht deorc on bam dome standeS..bio se wairlo^a fyres

afylled feores unwyrAe e^san ;z,e bread and-weard gode won
& wliteleas. a 1300 Cursor M. 23250 pe aghtand pine it es

ful grise, to se baawarlaus in bat wise.

f 2. The Devil ; Satan. Obs.

Freq. in Cursor Muitdi, where warlau occurs as a genitive

(:-OE. wxrlogan).
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 36 (Gr.) [God] sceop 3am werlojan

WARLOCK.
wraeclicne ham weorce to leane. a 1300 Cursor M. vizjs

[Antichrist] be warlau aun child. Ibid. 23747 Vr flexs, bis

werld, and be warlau, We ar bunden vnder |>air au. Ibid,

27060 For qua witstandes warlau will, he has na might to

do him ill. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egipciane) 636
[Christ] (>at ws fra be warlo wane. C1460 Towneley Myst,
xiii. 640 That warloo to sheynd this nyght is he borne.

a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 78 Betuix ws,

varlo, and thy weris All Chrystis passioun.we put compleit.

fb. A devil, demon, spirit of hell. Obs. rare.

.7900 CvNEwuLFGw//i/ac26g\Vid is beswesten, wrxcsetla

fela, eardas onhasle earmia gsesta ; sindon wa;rlosan, be ba
wic bu^aS. a lyooCursor M. 22611 pan sal bai bat in helle

es cropen Quen sal seine pe heuennes open, paa warlaus all

sal walk ban vte. c 1440 De mirac. B. Marie 105 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 504 t>e foulle warlawes of

helle Vndir be wallys skrykked schille.

f3. A savage or monstrous creature (hostile to

men). The word is applied to giants, cannibals,

mythic beasts, etc. Obs.

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 1266 (Gr.) Frea wolde on waerlo^an

wite settan & on dea5 slean daedum scyldifcexisantmsecgas,

gode unleofe. a 1300 Cursor M. 7478 Alias ! quar sal we
find a man bat dar be fight, for mi sake, Again yon warlau
[Goliath] vndertake. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 258 pe hy}e

heuen kyng, bn r3 his honde my t, Warded bis wrech man
[Jonah] in warlowes guttez. C1400 Destr. Troy 303 So
dang he bat dog [sc. Cerberus] with dynt of his wappon, bat

be warlag was wete of his wan atter. Ibid. 7765 The war-

lagh [the Centaur] with a wicked arowe woundit hym be-

hynd. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3795 pai went be waldis & be

v astis . . And armed bud bam all bee for angwischis o bestis,

As colwers & for coltris & crabbid snakis, And obire warlajes

wild bat in be wod duelled, a 1585 Polwart Flyting w.
Montgomerie 634 Ane vairloche [v. rr. warloch(e], ane woir-

wolf, ane wow bat of hair.

4. One in league with the Devil and so possess-

ing occult and evil powers ; a sorcerer, wizard

(sometimes partly imagined as inhuman or demonic,

and so approaching sense 2 or 3) ; the male equi-

valent of zvitch. Sc. and norlh. dial.

Frequently used by Scott, whence it has obtained^ some
general literary currency. On the fcrm warlock, specialized

for this sense, see the etymology.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. 13. 1560 Segges..bat wer wyse of

wych-crafte & warla3es ober. c 1460 Towneley Myst. viii.

232 Pharao. .. Say, whence is yond warlow [Moyses] with

his wand that thus wold wyle oure folk away? a 1585

Montgomerie Misc. Poems iii. 25 That witch, that warlok

[sc. Fortune] .. Turnis ay the best men tittest on thair

bakis. 1685 G. Sinclair Satarts Invis. World 45 An
eminent Warlock whose name was Robert Grieve. 1689 tr.

Buchanan's De Jure Regni afiud Scotos 65 No Thief or

Warlike will willingly compear before a Judge to be judged.

C1730 Burt Lett.N. Scot. (1818) I. 234 He was himself a
warlock, or wizard, which they knew by his taking the

witch's part. 1795 Burns Song, ' Last Maya braw wooer*
v, I gaed to the tryste o' Dalgarnock, And wha but my fine

fickle lover was there! I glowr'd as I'd seen a warlock,

a warlock. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf'v, ' But you forget that

they say he is a warlock,* said Nancy Ilderton. *And, if

his magic diabolical should fail him,' rejoined her sister, ' I

would have him trust to his magic natural '. 1822 S. Hib-

bert Shell. Is/, iv. 576 The warlocks and witches of Thule

used, by the same means, to raise tempests. 1840 Barham
Ingo/. Leg., St. Aloys, The gipsy, .always sneaks out at

night with the bais and the owls,—So do Witches and
Warlocks, Ghosts, Goblins, and Ghouls. i86oLongf. Way*
side Inn 1. King Ola/ v. x, In their real forms appeared

The warlocks weird, Awful as the Witch of Endor. 1865

Baring-Gould Werewolves 29 In like manner the Danish
king Harold sent a warlock to Iceland in the form of a whale.

1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I. ii. 51, I am prepared to

believe in witches—warlocks.

b. Sc. In weaker sense, a magician, conjurer.

1721 Ramsay Prospect ofPlenty 75 But gin ye be nae war-

Jock, how d'ye ken? 1828 Scott Aunt Marg. Mirr. ii,

'That rascally quack would make my fortune were he to

stay in Edinburgh,' said the graduate...' I suppose I must
not ask your ladyship anything about this Italian war-

lock's proceedings?' 1877 A. J. Ross Mem. Alex. Ewing
xiv. 197 'The Bishop, .never came to my private room.,

without leaving me the impression that he was—' an
auditor, interrupting, said, 'A godly warlock.' 'Yes,' re-

joined the speaker, 'that was just it, he was a wizard..'.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped iii, I'm nae warlock, to find a

fortune for you in the bottom of a parritch bowl.

+ 5. By Dryden taken to mean : A warrior

magically immune from wounds inflicted by certain

metals. Obs.
Dryden's spelling perh. indicates that he imagined the

word to be f. War sb.+ hvex.
1697 Dhyuen Mneis Ded. (b) 4 b, It seems he tineas]

was no War-luck, as the Scots commonly call such Men,

who, they say, are Iron-free, or Lead-free.

6. altrib. and Comb. a. Appositive or adj.

t Malignant, wicked {obs.) ; in later use, That is

a warlock or wizard.

c 1375 Cursor M. 7489 (Fa'irf.) Agayne ^one warlagh bethen

bing [Cotton MS. wreche haiben b^gl for-sob I drede me
no}t sir king, c 1400 Destr. Troy 6425 Nay, warloghe wolfe,

in p\ wode hongur, . .The tydis not to taste of bis triet meite 1

1560 Rolland Seven Sages 131 This reid Reifar & this rank

warlo witche. 1683 G. Sinclair Nat. Pkilos. 243 The Devil

answered, . . I and my Father will come and fetch you to hell,

with Warlock-theeves. 1685 — Satan's Invis. World 123

Saying, You Warlok Cairle, what have you to do here ? 1724

Ramsay Ever Green (1761) I. 51 A Bytand Ballat on warlo

Wives, That gar thair Men live pinging Lives. 1786 Burns
Brigs of Ayr 71 Our warlock Rhymer instantly descry d

the Sprites that owre the Brigs of Ayr preside. (That Bards

are second-sighted is nae joke, And ken the lingo of the

sp'ritual folk.) 1896 Kipling Serpen Seas, Rhyme Three
Sealers, A Stralsund man shot blind and large, and a war-

lock Finn was ha
b. Pertaining to a warlock or warlocks, as in



WARLOCK. 101 WARM.
warlock claw, fight', knoll, etc. ; warlock brief, a

charter conveying magical powers ; warlock
fecket Sc, (see quot. 1810).
1786 Burns To y. Smith 3 Ye surely bae some warlock-

breef Owre human hearts ; For ne'er a bosom yet was prief

Against your arts. 1793 — Song, ' Nmv rosy May 'Chorus,
Meet me on the warlock-knowe, Daintie Davie, daintie

Davie. 1803 H. K. Whitk Lines ..spoken by a Lover Rem.
1807 II. 47 No wicked elves upon the Wariock-knoll Dare
now assemble at their mystic revels. 1807 Tannahill Sol-

filer's Ret. it i, A great red dragon, wi a warlock claw, Has
come, and wi your dochter flown awa ! 1810 Ckomek Re-
mains Nithsdalc Song 281 Jackets, woven of water snake
skins, at a certain time of a March moon, were much in

vogue among the crusading servants of Satan ; and are yet

remembered by the name of warlock feckets. 1819 J. R.
Drake Culprit Fay viii, Yet. .If thy heart be pure and thy
spirit right, Thou shalt win the warlock fight ! 1905 Aca-
demy i\ Oct. 1103/1 A warlock voice from the slumber of

ages stirred.

t Warlock, sb.2 Obs. rare. In qnots. warloc,
warlok. [Perh. repr. an OE. *7oserloc, f. OE.
wane Wakk sb. 1 guard, safe-keeping + loc Lock
sb? It is, however, possibly an alteration of

Warrok sb. caused by some such etymological

association as that indicated. Cf. the senses in

mod. dial, of Warlock v.1 and Warrok 7/.]

1. ? A shackle, fetter.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 80 Pynez me in a prysoun, put me
in stokkes, Wrybe me in a warlok, wrast out myn y;jen.

2. A fetterlock.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 517/1 Warlok, a fetyr lok .. sera fcdi,
calls, vel conibcdicalls.

Wa*rl0CK, sbV Obs, (? exc. dial,) ran. Also

5 warich, (? warkecok), warlok. [Of obscure

origin. The early forms warich, warkecok are

perh. nearer to the original than warlo{e)k,

which may be due to association with Char-
lock.] Apparently applied like Charlock (q. v.)

to various field-weeds of the N.O. Crnciferx, esp.

to species of the genus Sinapis, Mustard.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 644/29 Hoc sina/>ium, warke-

cok. 6*1440 Promp. Parv. 349/1 Mustard, or warlok, or
se(n)vyne, herbe. .sinafiis. Ibid. 517/1 Warlok, herbe,

entca. c 1450 Atphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 37/1 Cenapium, gall,

ceneue, angl. warich, uel mostard. 1784-1815 A. Young
Annals Agric.W. 251 (E. D. S.) Warlock, Raphanus Ra-
phauislrum(1) Suff[olk]. a 1850 W. A. Brousfield Flora
Vectensis (1856) 37 Sinapis nigra, L. Common or Black
Mustard. Vect. Warlock.

*t" Wa'rlock, *M Obs, [app. a real or supposed
Norw. word : cf. Norw. varde (dial, vale) cairn.] A
cairn, pile of stones (in Scandinavian regions).

1584 R. Norman tr. Safegard of Sailers 51 Item, if it

were so that you would saile into Calfe sound, then you
shall hale in by a high land which is called Winge, and
there stands fiue Warlocks or Bomes vpon it. Ibid., The
fine Warlocks or Beacons. Ibid. 52 b. 1612 Gatonbe in

ChxtrchilCs I'oy. (1732) VI. 250 We rowed about the cape
and came to an island whereon was a warlock. 1614 R.
Fothkrbv in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) III, 725 Here vpon
the monntaine wee set vp a Warelocke, and then came
downe againe.

Warlock, z-".
1 Obs. (exc. dial,) rare. Also

warloke. [f. Warlock sb.%] trans, f a. ? To secure

(a horse) as with a fetterlock. Obs. rare" 1
, b. dial.

(See quot.) Cf. Warrok v.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 769* (Dubl. MS.) So carez he in be
castell-^arde & commes on a day By a wyndow als \>\s wild
horse [was] warlokcd in bandez. 1886 Cheshire Gloss, s.v.

1905 Eng. Dial. Diet., Warlock, to tighten the rope or
chain which binds the load upon a waggon.

War-lock, P.a nonce-wd. [f. War sb. 1 + Lock
v. (? suggested by Warlock j^.1 )] trans, ?To
bar against hostile invasion.

1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 40 The western fort. That..
war-locks imminent the mouth of Ouse.

Warlockry. ? Obs. [f. Warlock sb.1 + -ry.]

The practice of magic (by men, or male beings)
;

wizardry.
1818 Plackw. Mag. II. 527 Hence proceed.. the warlockry

and fortune-telling abilities of the shrewd sagacious gypsies.
1822 Hogg Siege 0/Roxburgh i, Sin' the Rhymer's days, the
spirit o' true warlockry is gane. 1831 J. Wilson in Blackw.
Mag.XX I X. 21 The shadows o' a' the eatables and drinkables
that his wild warlockry cou'd hae conjured up. 1834 Hogg
in Eraser's Mag. X. 404 Yes, witchcraft ! Wicked war-
lockrye

!

Warlogh(e, warloo, obs. ff. Warlock sb*
"Warlonde, obs. form of Wakland Hist.

War-lord. A military commander or com-
mander-in-chief. Often used to render Kricgthcrr
as a title of the German Emperor ; also attrib.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 77
Piracy and war gave place to trade, politics, and letters;
the war-lord to the law-lord. 1875 Morris sEneids ix. 39
i*Eneas, war-lord wise. 1888 Boston (Mass.) Transcript

7 July 4/4 The very bristling and 'war-lord' talk of the
young Emperor William. 1897 Edhi. Rev. Oct. 534 The
officers of the [German] army, with all their traditional
loyalty to their ' war-lord '.

Hence Wa'rlordsMp, the status of a war-lord.
1913 C. Tower Germany To-day ii. 36 The Kaisership is

the old Presidency of the bund plus the warlordship.

t Wa'rlott. local, Obs, [f. war- as in War-
land + Lot j/;.] Some kind of waste or common
lands.

cimo Register Motion Priory (MS. Cott. Claudius D.xi)
206 Cum prato que dicitur Warlotes. 1614 Terrier 0/Mar*

ley of Winierton, Warlotes, the long ; the short. 1794 Act
Inclos. South A'elsey 3 Commissioners for dividing, .and in-

closing the said Open and Common Fields, ..Warlotts, or
Whoselotts, Furze Leas, and Waste Grounds, within the
ftlatior or Lordship of South Kelsey.

"Warlou, -low^e, -luck: see Warlock.
+ Warly, a. and adv. Obs. Forms : 5 werly,

Sc. we-rely, 5-7 war(re)ly, 6 warely, warlye,
Sc. werelie, weirlie, -ly, weyrly, 6-7 warlie.
[f. War sb. 1

-t- -ly 1 and -ly 2
.]

A. adj.

1. Skilled in war, martial ; fond of war, belli-

cose; valiant. « Warlike a. 1.

*423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. civ, The werely porpnpyne.
C1475 Partenay 1362 The petyuins tbam bare As warly
men fre ;. . Assautes thafy] gafe dyuers And sondry. a 1513
Fa byan Chron. vn. (1533) 77 b/i Y e arche bisshop of yorke
..with great nombre of men and fewe warly or discrete
cheuetaynes, yode agayne ye Scottes. 1513 More Rich. Ill
Wks. (1557) 37/1 Richard the thirde sonne.. was.. hard
fauoured of visage, and suche as is in states called warlye
[L.ouale bcllicosum in pnrpuratis, acMarHum appellari],
in other menne otherwise. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. 1, 585 If a yoong prince, .be warlie, he will hazard his
subjects, bis estate, and his person, to make triall of his
valure. 1596 Dalrvmplb tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) I.

£6 Thay war a people baith ciuile and weirlie. 1605 Vkr-
stegan Dec. Intcll. v. (1628J 122 The lacke of Warrely
courage in the liritaines.

b. Of actions, things : Martial. = WARLIKE
a. 1 b, c.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot., Proheme Cosmogr. 262 Of
feirs Achill, the weirlie dedis sprang In Troy and Grece,
qtihill he in vertew rang. 1599 Alex. Hume Hymns vii. 57
Poems (S. T. S.) 54 Mak shouting shalms and persing
phiphers shill,. .Cause mightily the weirly notis breik.

2. Equipped or munitioned for war. Of a horse

:

Equipped and trained for war. = Warlike a, 2.

C1470 Golagros <y Gaw. 493 Yone is the warliest wane,
said the wise king, That euer I vist in my walk, a 1513
Fabyan Chron. vii. (1533) 123/2 The sayde sowdiours came
vnto a castell..& wan it by strength, & after vytayled &
manned it in moste warly wyse. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur.
XXXm, lxxxv, This said, he mounted on the steed so warly.

1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 104 Could
the Warlie Horse speake, as he can runne and fight, he
would tell them, they are hoat Knightes.

3. Of or pertaining to war. = War-like a. 3.

1457 in R. R. Sharpe Land. $ Kingd. (1895) III. 382 Ships
..in their most defensible and warrely araye. 71:1507
C. Brandon [etc.] Justes May fy June, Justes June 233 in
Hazl. E. P. P. II. 129 This weerly vsage and martes
entrepryse These monthes twayne yonge folke dyd exercyse.
XS33 Bbllemdem Livy 1. i. (S. T. S.) I. 13 King latyneof
laurence assemblit be auld Inhabitantis of his realmcin
bare maist werelie ordinance. Ibid, t, iv. I, 3a. 1544 Betham
Precepts War I. dx. Fv, They being practysed in warly
knowledge can discerne what is profytable. 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. V, 45 b, Kyng Henry, .determined. .to set
forward in performyng his intended purpose and warrely
enterprise. 1570 Foxe A, fy M. (ed. 2) II. 1000/2 The
Kernates . . renounced the league made before with the
French king, refusing . . his warly stipend, whereby they
were bound at his call to fede hys warres. a 1676 Hale
Prim. Grig. Man, n. iv. (1677) i6r The Manufacture,
during those Warly times, held its course in France, the
Netherlands, and the Hans Towns.
4. IJelonging to a warrior. = Warlike a. 4.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 277 The king of
Pechtis, in his weirlie weid, With his power come and met
corbreid. 1567 Gude ff Godlie B. (S. T, S.) 107 His wingis
ar thy weirlie weid [v.r. weerely weed], His pennis ar thy
Strang defence. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Mace. iii. 3 And he
..girded about him his warlie armour in battels.

B. adv. In a warlike manner.
C1400 Renvland $ O. 813 Kyng askuardyn in his gere

Rydis owte a course of were, Full werly and with ill will.

C1475 Partenay 1741 Then thes brethren, ech by thaim-
self, tho, So ful werrely wrought, can noght be said, lo 1

159a Wyrlky Armorie, Capitall de Buz xxiv, And goodly
armd beside Him stands the Duke of Orleance warly dight.

Warly, -lyohe : see Warely a. and adv. Obs.

Warm (wgim), sb,i [f. Warm v.] An act of

warming or state of becoming warm. Phr. to give,

get, have, take a wjzrm. Somewhat colloq.

In the first quot. ivarmes is a mistake for watmes: see
Walm sb. 1

3 c.

[1655 Walton Angler (ed. 2) x. 239 Boil it [sc. the malt] in

the kettle (one or two wannes is enough).] 1768 Ross
Helenore 70 This morning's raw, gin ye ve a' night been
out, That ye wad thole a warm, I mak na doubt. 1800
in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. IV, The dark and dreary night,
the dreadful storm Drove me unwillingly to get a warm.
1838 Dickens O. Twist i. The surgeon had been silting
with his face turned towards the fin.*, giving the palms of
his hands a warm and a rub alternately. 1843 — Chr.
Carol iii, Sit ye down before the fire, my dear, and have a
warm. 1861 — Gt. Expect, ii, When I.. was taking a final
warm in the chimney-corner before being sent up to bed.
1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing 55 If, after washing a
patient, >;ou must put the same night-dress on him again,
always give it a warm first, at the fire. 1891 C. Roberts
Adrift Amer. 120, I made a fire, and. .had a good warm.
Warm (w^jm), a. (and sb*) Forms : 1 wearm,

2 weerm, 3 Orm. warrra, 3-7 warme, 3- warm.
[Com. Tent. : OE. wearm — OFris. rearm (mod.
WFris. waerm, NFris. war?m), MDu., I)u. zvarm,
OS. warm (MLG. war{e)m, LG. warm), OHG.
war{a)m (MHG., G. warm), ON. varmr (Norw.,
Sw., Da. vartn), Goth, warm- in warmjan to

warm, cherish :—OTeut. *warmo-t
also *werm- (in

ON. verme wk. masc. warmth, OHG. wirma,
MHG. wirm{e) fern, warmth).

The further relationship of this word is somewhat doubtful.
In spite of certain difficulties it is probably to be identified
with Indogermanic *g'vhormo-, or *g"'hermo- found in Skr.
gharmd heat, Zend gar^ma- hot, Gk. 6fpfj.6s hot, h.formus
warm,O Prussian,^** •>-«« heat, Albanian zjarm heat, Armenian
yerm warm, derivatives of *g"'her- with a radical sense of
heat. For another possible example of initial iv in Tent.
from *g,rh or *gkw see Wild a. Compare also the similar
phonetic phenomena in Latin whereby older g" gave g
before u and consonants, v before other vowels (e. g. gurges,
vordre).

Some scholars have referred the word to a root *iver. found
in Lith. virii to cook(trans.), OSl. vriti to boil, cook (intr.),

variti to cook (trans.), varie hot. The primary sense of this
root, however, seems to be rather 'to well up, bubble' than
'to be hot'; cf. Lith. vcrsme a spring. The root is con-
fined t» the Balto*Slav. langs., and in them has no deriva-
tive corresponding in sense and.suffix to theTeut. adj., which
on the_ other view represents a widespread Indogermanic
formation.]

A. adj.

1. Having a fairly high temperature ; affording

or giving out a considerable degree of heat (less

than that indicated by hot).

a. of natural agencies and things, as the weather,

air, climate, soil.

Out of God's (Christ's) blessing into the warm sun: see
Gon 5/'. 5 c.

c888 /Elffed Boeth. xxxiii. § 5 Sie lyft. .is a^ber -*;e ceald
£c wst &e wearm. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xi. 61 Sumor a;fter

cymeS, wearm sewideru. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 622 par inne
ic habbe god ihold A wintre warm a sumere cold. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 410 Is no weder warmer ban after

watery cloudes. C1440 I'allad. on Husb. i. 219 In spryngyne
of the mone is best to sowe, In dayis warm. 1540 Palsgr.
Acotastus n. i. H iij, To leappe out of the halle, into the
kytcbyn, or out of Cbrystis blessynge in to a warme sonne.
iStgCompi.Scot. vi. 58 [Rain falls] sum tyme in soft & varme
schouris, 1577 B. Googe tr. Hercsbach's Husb. 1. 34 Pease
. .must be sowen in warme groundes. 1727 E. L auri nce
Duty ofSteward 75 On a warm soil well shelter'd with Trees
and Hills. 1750 Gkay Elegy 87 The warm precincts of the
chearful day. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VI. 347 The prisoners
of congelation, .waiting the approach of a warmer sun, to
restore them at once to life and liberty. 1833 Arnott Physics

O-^SS) 35 England is much warmer in winter than central
Germany, which Hes south of England. 1854 Poultry Chron.
I. 249 We.. stand much in need of warm weather, and
especially, warm nights for the young poultry. 1915 Blackiv,
Mag. Apr. 467 A warm south wind was melting the fall [of
snow],

b. of other things, typically with reference to

artificial heating.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 914 His swerd sche tok a-swythe
That warm was of hire louys blod& hot. 1577 B. Goouiur.
Heresbaclis Hush. ill. 119 b, In winter, your stable should
rather be warme, then hot. 1606 Shaks. Ant. % CI. in. i. 6
Whil'st jet with Parthian blood thy Sword is warme. 1697
J )rvden sEneis xi. 323 They rake the yet warm Ashes, from
below, a 1700 Evelyn Diary n Mar. 1651, They, .carried
him before a warme fire to bring him to himselfe. 1741 M.
Grindal {title} Warm Beer, a Treatise proving, .that Beer
so qualify'd, is far more wholesome than that which is drank
Cold... With a full Confutation of all the Objections, .against
Drink being used Warm. 1764 Whvtt Obscrv. NetTOus
Disorders (1767) 434 The warm bath affects the nerves with
an agreeable sensation, removes spasms m the small vessels,

[etc.]. 1848 Dickens Dombey v, Promise me to take a little

something warm before you go to bed. 1849 James Wood-
man vii, Our houses are more warm and air-tight than those
of that day. 1871 A. Meadows Midwifery (ed. 2) 339 Warm
poultices should also be kept over the abdomen.

c. fig. To keep a seat ox place warm : to occupy
it temporarily for another who is not yet qualified

to hold it. (Cf. WAimiNG-rAN 3 c.)

'845 Jerrold St. Giles vi. (1851) 55 Of course, the borough
will be kept warm for the young gentleman... He may count
upon my vote. 1853 Mrs. Gaskhll Ruth xx\, Before the
Cranworths had determined who should keep the seat warm
till the eldest son came of age.

2. Of the body, the blood, etc. : Having the
degree of heat natural to the living organism.
a 1000 Riddles v. 7 Wearm lim ^ebundenne beas bersteS

hwilum.
^
ciaoo Ormin 10146 Forrpi batt itt [the tunic] iss

neh be lich & haldebb warrm be mare. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 36 [>e blode was hope warme & fresh, bat of be
schankes lete. < 1386 Chaucer Sompn, T. no Though I

him wrye a-nyght and make hym warm. 156a J. Heywood
Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 148 Thou art wyse inough, if thou
keepe thee warme. 1603 Shaks. Mcas. Jot M. in. ii. 9 A
fur'd gowne to ktepe him warme. 1693 Dryden Persius vi.

13 For me, my warmer Constitution wants More cold, than
our Ligurian Winter grants, 1697 — sEneis 11. S67 Go you,
whose Blood runs warm in ev'ry Vein. 1754 Gray Progr.
Poesy 40 O'er her warm cheek, and rising bosom. 1855
Poultry Chron. III. 398 New milk, warm from the cow. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 21 At the least warm touch of hand.
1919 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 644/2, I found the carcase of a
hartebeeste still warm.
fig, 1737 Pope Hor. Ep. n. i. 147 Then Marble, soften'd

into life, grew warm.

b. Of persons : Glowing with exertion or

exercise, with eating and drinking, etc. ; often with

mixture of one of the senses 10-13. Of exercise :

Strenuous enough to raise one's temperature.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <r O. iv. v. 118, I am not warme yet, let

vs fight againe. 1665 Dryden Ind. Emf>. m. \, And Fighting

gains us but to dye more warm. 1746 Francis tr. Horace,

Art of Poetry 322 A lawless Croud, with Wine and Feasting

warm. 1753 Jane Collier Art Torment. 1. ii. 61 For
although it is noble sport to have a girl of sense to work
upon, yet 'tis warm exercise. 1769 Ann. Reg. 25 There is

nothing that an army will not attempt or endure for a general

who keeps the soldiers warm in continual action. 1850

Tennyson /« Mem. xc. 9 'Twas well, indeed, when warm
with wine, To pledge them with a kindly tear. 1900 Pali



WARM.
Malt Mag. May 43, I was warm from my company, and was
propelled by an abundant flow of vitality.

C. Applied to tears.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xv. 187 And with warme water at his

eyghen wasshen hem after. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 196/1

Th^nne she.. prayed god wytli warme teerys to helpe hyr.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 20 In Winter with warme teares

He melt the snow. 1648 l»p. Hall Set. Th. lxxvi. 221 But
if. .we shall suffer our selves to be drawn away into some
heinous wickedness, it must cost warm water to recover us.

d. Of a kiss, embrace (combining the literal

idea of bodily warmth with (hat of affection").

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 153 Oh take this warme kisse on

thy pale cold lips, a 1764 K. Lloyd Whim 45 Give me the

man.. Who.. Can meet him with a warm embrace. 1822 M. A.

Keltv Osmond I. 29 Imprinting on it another fond warm
kiss. 1866 Trollope Claverings iv, With the kiss of the

dear, modest, affectionate girl still warm upon his lips.

e. = Warm-blooded, rare.

1793 T. Beddoes Calculus etc 242 The ordinary tempera-

ture of the blood of warm animals.

3. Of clothing, or the natural integument of

animals : Made of material which retains heat in

the body.
a 1225 Ancr. A". 418 pet heo [i.e. your clothes] beon unorne

& warme & wel i-wrouhte. a 1300 Cursor M. 23090 (Edinb.)

Of nakidhed quen I drow harme, Ye gaf me clebmg bat was
warme. a 1450 Mirk's Festial 39/36 Hit wer almes forto

3eue ^ondyr pore man warmer elopes ben he habe. 1535
Covebdale Job xxxvii. 17 And how thy clothes are warme,
when the londe is still thorow the south wynde ? 1653 in

Verney Mem. (1904) I. 547 Here is now some cold snowte
weather approaching, which incites mee to putt on warmer
cloths. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 39 These are

generally cloathed with a warmer coat of feathers. 1849

James Woodman xt, Would that I had brought warmer
garments. 1917 H. Gibson Diplom. Diary 259 Mrs. Whit-

lock., is busy getting warm clothing for the poor.

4. Of a drug or edible : Producing a sensation of

heat in the body.
1737 J. Stevenson in Med. Ess. IV. 387 Common Practice

bid-; us.. give warm, generous Medicines, Alexipharmicks,

and all of that Tribe that heats, stimulates and forces Sweat.

1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 251 A pretty free dose of

turpentine, or some of the warmer balsams. 1842 Loudon
Suburban Hort. 689 Its seed-pods..make a warm aromatic

pickle.

5. Of a scent or trail : Fresh, strong.

1713 Gay Rural Sports 11. 68 The scent grows warm; he

stops ; he springs the prey. 1832 P. Egan's Bk. Sports 21 1/2

As the scent grew wanner, the certainty of finding was con-

firmed.

0. Of the person chosen to seek or guess, in

children's games: Being near the object sought;

being on the verge of finding or guessing. Also

fig'
1860 Alt Year Round 4 Feb. 339/2 Here I get ' warm , as

children say. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. IIL vi, He's warm...

He's precious warm. He's close. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 24

Aug. 139/3 Showing how the author was Warm ', and passed

without seeing it very near to the object of his search.

+ 7. Comfortable, comfortably settled (in a seat,

throne, office) ; securely established in (possession

of). Also, with converse construction, to feel the

crown warm upon one's head. Obs.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1630 Be not to rakel bough bou
sitte warme. c 1430 How WiseMan taught Son 114 m Bahees

Bk. 51 If bou be weel at eese, And warme ainonge bi nei^bons

sitte. 1601 Imp. Consid. Sec. Priests (1675) 55 Her Highness

had scarcely felt the Crown warm upon her head, but it was
challenged from her. 1610 B. Jonson Alchemist 11. vi, A
Gentleman, newly warme in his land. 1614 Ralegh Hist.

World 11. xvii. § 4. 481 The Phihstims hearing that Dauid was
now anointed king, .thought to try him in the beginning,

before hee was fully warme in his seat. 1647 N. Bacon Disc.

Govt. Eng. 1. xlvii. (1739) 78 The conquering King was scarce

warm in his Throne, whenas the Pope demanded Fealty of

him for the Crown of England, a 1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I.

129 A. W. seemed very sorry at this news, because he was well

and warme where he was. 171s M. Davies At/ten. Brit. I.

47 Before he was quite warm in Winchester, he fell into the

King's displeasure. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vn. iii. (1900)

258 Scarcely had the worthy Mynheer Beekman got warm
in the seat of authority on the South River than enemies
began to spring up all around him.

8. Comfortably off, well to do ; rich, affluent.

Now chiefly colloq.

1571 Campion Hist. fret. it. ix. (1633) 114 But you are well
and warme and so hold you. 1573-80 Tusser Hush. (1878)

8 But I must plaie the farmer, and yet no whit the warmer.
(11624 Bp. M. Smith Serm. (1632) 118 All things seeme to

fall out alike, to the one and to the other : nay, the wicked
seeme to be the warmer, and to haue a greater portion in this

life. 1626 Middleton Anything Quiet Life 1. i, You are
warm, and blest with a fair wife. X699 Farquhar Love fy

Bottle 1. 2 Your warm fellows are so far above the sense of
our Misery, that they can't pitty us. 1712 Steele Sped.
No. 450 § 2 For who does not know or imagine the Comforts
of being warm or living at Ease? 1742 Fielding J. Andrews
11. xiv, ' Though I am but a curate, says Trulliber, ' I believe

I am as warm as the vicar himself.' 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W.
xvi, They who had warm fortunes were always sure of getting

good husbands. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett. 74 These
farmers, and their warm, comfortable families, are of great

consequence to the well being of agriculture itself. 1834
Macaulay in Life ty Lett. (1880) I. 381 A warm man; a
fellow who will cut up well. 1888 Riukr Haggard Col.

Qtiaritch xxviii, He is about the warmest man in our part of

the country. 1908 J. S. Fletcher Mothers in Israel 304
With the serene consciousness of his value as a warm man.
tgzoGnardiau 5 Nov. 1034/4 In 1836 he was presented. .to

the very snug vicarage of Cheddar, and a year later he took

to himself the still warmer benefice of Wiveliscombe.

9. Of fighting, conflict, an onset ; Vigorously

102

conducted
;
pressing hard on or harassing the foe ;

also fig. Of a combatant : Dangerous to tackle.

Of a locality : Dangerous to live in, inhabited by

turbulent spirits. Phr. warm work, hot fighting.

To make it (ox things) warm for (a person) : to

attack or ( go for ' him, to involve in hostilities or

broils.

1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Armado Ca, The Sweat, a i

vessell of warme imployment or hot seruice. 1667 Hation
|

Corr. (Camden) 53 You may easily imagine this does give us I

a warme alarum. 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 235 They
had from the Camp of Shaddai such frequent, warm, and
terrifying alarms. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 163,

I saw the Mercury standing out of the bay, by which I judged

the ship was too warm for her. 1759 R. Rogers Jrnls.

(1769) 1 19 The Canadians and Indians, .were soon stopped by

a warm fire from the Rangers and Mohocks. 1760 Cautions

<y Advices to Officers of Army 182 If we had [been dis-

covered], they might have made warm Work of it. 1793
Washington Let. Writ. 1801 XII. 380 If he should be de-

tected in any knavish pranks 1 will make the country too

warm for him to remain in. 1813 Southey Nelson II. ix.

255 Nelson then smiled, and said, ' This is too warm work,

Hardy, to last long.' 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v.

v. 527 The action.. was close, warm, and general. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop vi, This being warmer work than they

had calculated upon, speedily cooled the courage of the

belligerents. 1847 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Church iii. 28 In his

Second Epistle to Timothy . . there are many traces ofa warm
persecution. 1874 ' Max Adeler ' Out of Hurly-burly xv.

(Rtldg.) 208 The bishop saw clearly enough that if be gave

presents to the other children, and not to the late Simpson's,

the bride would make things warm for him. 1884 Good Words
fune 399/1 The ' habituals '..are, as a body, congregated

together in one particularly warm little street.. .Outsiders do
not care to venture into this warm spot.

b. A warm reception : a vigorous onslaught or

resistance ; a demonstration of hostile feeling.

The phrase prob. belonged originally to sense 12 c, in which

it is still current.

1703 [see Reception 5 a]. 1737 [S. Eerington] Mem. G.

di Lucca (1738) 37 We thought, by that warm Reception,

they would have given us over. 184.x James Brigand xxvi,

We must give him [the rival] a warm reception.

10. Of persons, party-feeling, controversy, etc. :

Ardent, zealous, keen ; eager, excited, heated.

Const, for, upon.
Very common in the 17th and 18th c. ; now somewhat raw.
1390 Gower Conf. III. 230 Yong conseil, which is to warm,

Er men be war doth ofte harm. 1668 Temple Let. to Ld.
Keeper Wks. 1731 II. 99 Which I could not have known, if

the Marquis were not a very warm Talker, and sometimes
farther than he intended. 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905)

314 Then said the warm man, and true hearted Mr. Zeal-for-

God, Cut them off. 1687 Attkkbury Answ. Consid. Spirit

Luther 20 Yet the Pamphlet is very warm with Luther for

impiously accusing the Religious of uncleanness. 1705

Hearne Collect. 24 Aug. (O.H.S.) I. 34 He is now very warm
for them. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xiii. (1840) 233 So
warm were the men upon it, that they grew.. clamorous.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 113 Smalci/ts, a warm Man,
and who seldom knew any Bounds. 1742 K. Montagu in

Mrs. Montagu's Corr. (1906) I. 130 The Debates were very

warm, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer was terribly

roasted. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar tyfi The Counsel for

the Prisoner speaking in a warm and improper manner to

the Jury. 1791 Burke Th. Fr. AffairsWks. 1842 I. 575 Of
all men, the most dangerous is a warm, hot-headed, zealous

atheist. 1847 Dickens in Forster Life (1872) I. ii. 49, 1 never

can forget, that my mother was warm for my being sent back.

1850 Grote Greece 11. Iviii. (1862) V. 161 A warm and even

angry debate arose upon his present speech. 1874 Geo.Eliot
Coll. Breakf.-P. 348 Doting reasoners Who hugged some
reasons with a preference As warm Laertes did. 1883 D. C.

Murray Hearts xix. (1885) 163 They., found the young man
there in a state ofwarm indignation at the libellous paragraph.

b. Of the passions or disposition in general :

Prone to excitement, ardent, impulsive; apt to

disregard the voice of cool reason.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn. xiii, As Jones had the vices

of a warm disposition, he was entirely free from those of a
cold one. a 1768 Secker Serm. (1770) III. 50 They are just

entering into the World.. with lively Spirits and warm
Passions to mislead them.

11. Hot-tempered, angry.

*547 Q- Catherine Parr in S. Haynes St. Papers (1740) 61

My Lord your Brother hathe thys Afternone a lyttell made
me warme. Yt was fortunate we war so muche dystant, for

I suppose els I schulde have bytten hym. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad ix. 168 This warme and bitter wrath it grew of strife.

171a Addison Sped. No. 440 P 4 This insensibly grew into

some warm Words. Ibid. No. 481 F 3 They say he's a warm
Man, and does not care to be made Mouths at. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe u. (Globe) 505, I., begun to be a little warm with

him. 1822 Galt Proz>ost xxxvii, A fine bold rattling lad,

warm m the temper. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.\\. II. 123

He was mortified and irritated by the tidings. He held

warm and menacing language. 1855 D. Costello Stories

fr. Screen 131 ' It's an expression of mine when I'm angry.'
1 You're warm,* says he.

12. Of the heart, feelings, etc. : Full of love,

gratitude, approbation, etc. ; very cordial or tender.

c 1480 Henryson Cock <S- Fox 60 Quhen I behald 3our
fedderis fair and gent, ..My hart is warme. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. (\V. de W. 1531) 150 The soule melteth whan it waxeth
warme in deuocyon. 1740 New Hist. Jamaica iv. 86 He
had a warm Side to the Royal Party, and encouraged the

loyal Sufferers. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. iii. He was
not yet free from doubt of misconstruing compassion, or at

best esteem, into a warmer regard. 1822 M. A. Kelty
Osmond I. 73 Her heart was warm in the cause of her young
friend. 1828 Macaulay Ess. Hallam P 43 The conduct of

Hampden in the affair of the ship-money met with the warm
approbation of every respectable Royalist in England. 1834
Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding-ho. ii, A very warm friendship

&oon sprung up between them, 1864 D. G. Miicubu. Seven

WARM.
Stories 57, I was beginning to feel a warm interest in the

people over the way. 1904 Verney Mem. II. 239 Her warm
heart.. made her welcome in every household.

b. with agent-noun or equivalent sb., as a warm
friend, supporter. Also of persons : Full of ten-

derness or affection.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 314 A certain noble lord, a warm
friend to every improvement in husbandry. 1827 Lytton
I'elham ii, Yet to those he loved, no one could be more open
and warm. 1838 — Alice m. vii, We should have thought
that Lord Vargrave was her wannest admirer. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes ix, I have frequently beard this admitted, even
by those who are its warmest advocates. 1854 Patmoke
Angel in Ho. 1. n. vii. (1879) 205 Others as chaste and warm
there are. 1891 K. Peacock N. Brendon II. 379 They were
now warm friends.

c. of utterances or manifestations.

1742 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 277, I beg
you would present my wannest thanks to my Lord Carteret.

1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xxxi, As you once had my warmest
vows of constancy, you shall now have them repeated. 1782

Cowper Let. to J. Hill Nov., I received a note from old Mr.
Small, which was more than civil— it waswarm and friendly.

1814 Byron Lara 1. vii, Warm was his welcome to the

haunts of men. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xti. III. 206 He
concluded by acknowledging in warm terms his obligations

to the King of France. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander' At Bay x^
She dispatched a warm invitation.

13. Characterized by, of the nature of, prone to,

sexual desire ; amorous.
1592 Shaks. Ven. 3- Ad. 605 The warme effects which she

in him finds missing, She seekes to kindle with continuall

kissing. C1630 Milton On May Morning 6 Hail bounteous
May that dost inspire Mirth and youth and warm desire.

1897 Flor. Makkyat Blood Vampire iv, She's rather a warm
customer, and if she takes a fancy to a man, 'e won't well

know 'ow to get out of it.

14. "With reference to fancy and imagination,

ideas, expectations, and the like : Ardent, lively,

glowing.
x668 Evelyn tr. Freart's Idea Perf. Paint. 49 Our Painters

Idea was not, it seems, so warm. 1699 T. Allison Voy.

Arcliangel 52 Notwithstanding it froze extream hard at this

time, yet we had warm hopes of getting to Sea. 1702 Post

Alan 23-26 May 2/1 Yesterday there was a warm report that

Her Majesty's Ship the Lenox.. had attacked a Fleet of

French Merchant Ships. 1746 Hkrvey Medit. (1818) 33 May
we learn to renounce our own will, and be ready to make a

sacrifice of our wannest wishes. 183,8 Pkescott Fcrd. <$- Is.

II. viii. (1846) II.424 Their imaginations were warm wiih the

beauty and novelty of the scenes which met their eyes in the

New World. 1849 Rlskin Sev. Lamps v. § 24. ico There

is not one tender touch, not one warm stroke, on the whole
facade. 1872 E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 192 Bridferth has

drawn a very warm picture of the scene from which the in-

dignant abbot snatched the king.

b. Of imaginative composition : Indelicate in

its appeal to sexual emotion.
1814 Jane Alstkn Mansfield Park xv, I do not know the

play; but, as Maria says, if there is anything a little too

warm. .it can be easily left out. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey
III. vii, And then he stumbled on rather a warm scene in an

old Chateau in the South of France.
#
1831 Scott Ct. Robt.

x, He.. avoided those warm descriptions which had given

such offence to the Countess Brenhilda. 1846 Hints on

Hnsband'Catching 18 The most immoral doctrines, the warm-
est scenes.

15. Of colour : Suggestive of warmth ; said esp.

of rich red or yellow, and tints mingled with these.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 137 The canvas glow'd, beyond e'en

Nature warm. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 752

Where a richer and warmer effect, .is required, strong body
colours must be employed. 1820 Keats Eve of St. Agnes
xxv, Full on this casement shone the wintry moon, And
threw warm gules on Madeline's fair breast. 1858 Kingsley
Misc. (i860) I. iv. 198 The delicate yellow-green, .fly, with

its warm grey wings, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. xi.

320 If the tones of the picture are kept low.., and the re-

flected lights warm. 1892 Photogr. Ann. 1 1, p. Iv, Prints can

be made either of warm or cold tones. 1897 Sarah Grand
Beth Bk. xxxvii, The walls were painted a pale warm pink.

b. qualifying an adjective of colour.

1864 Tennyson Ayhuers F\ 155 The warm-blue breathings

of a hidden hearth.

16. Of a bill : Exorbitant in its charges, colloq.

1892 Daily News 20 July 5/4 He had expressed the opinion

that a certain bill for stoves was ' a warm one.' ' Excuse my
ignorance,' interrupted the Lord Chief Justice, ' but what
does " warm " mean 1

'

17. Comb, and spec, collocations: a. parasyn-

thetic, as warm-backed, -colouredt -tomplexionedt

-constitutioncd, -tempered adjs. ; b. warm bath, a

bath of warm water (often as a medical treatment)

;

alsowarm bathing ; fwarm head, a warm-headed

person ; warm-headed a., having a heated fancy

or excitable temperament ; warm-house, a kind

of hot-house ; warm with colloq., (spirits) mixed

with hot water and sugar (cf. cold without).

1847 R. S. Suktees Hawbuck Gr. iii, An atmosphere war-

ranting the *warm-backed waistcoat. 1731 R. Porter in

Med. Ess. (1737* III. 371, I resolved therefore to try what
might be the Advantage of a *warm Bath, by relaxing the

Intestine, and opening the Passage. 1858 J. H. Walsh Dom.
Med. 370 Action on the skin by means of the warm-hath or

the vapour-bath. 1744 J. Stevenson in Med. Ess. V. 11. 867

*Warm Bathing, by relaxing and enlarging the Capacities of

the Vessels, makes a Derivation of the Fluids into the Parts

bathed. 1813 J.Thomson Injlam/nation 173 Hot fomenta-

tions and warm-batbing. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvi, It

was comfortably hung with a sort of "warm-coloured worsted.

1761 A. MURl'HY Alt in Wrong 11. 28 A smooth-faced, fiery

eyed, *warm*complexioned, taper young fellow. 1775 Adair
Amer. Ind. 190 The *warin-constitutioned young widows.

1684 Def. Resol. Cane ofConsc, cone. Symbolizing with Ch\



WARM. 103 WARM
Rome 32 By wfaat figure do you call one Start-up *Warm
Head .1 new Generation ? 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. iv. § 1

The advantage will be on the *warm-headed Man's side, as

having the more Ideas, and the more lively. 1749 Lavington
Enthus. Meth. fy Papists (1820) 95 Our rambling, warm-
headed, itinerant preachers. 1843 Florists Jml. (1846) IV.

175 They may then be placed in the *warm-house. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 10/2 The tubers.. were first planted in

a warm-house. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 437 •Warm-
temp'red show'rs it sendeth in the Spring. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblav Camilla III. 244 The Ensign [was] more warm
tempered and wrong-headed. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxii,

1 know Lady Ashton is a warm-tempered and prejudiced
woman. 1838 Bentlefs Misc. IV. 575 A second tumbler of
brandy and water, ' *warm with,' stood exhaling its fragrance
at my elbow. 1840 T. A. Trollope Summer in Brittany I.

213 They have some other object and enjoyment in life he-

sides the consumption of ' warm with ' or ' cold without \

B. ahsol. and sb£
1. That which is warm ; a state, or sensation,

of being warm ; warmth, rare.

a 1250 Owl <y Night. 538 Hi beop houhful & wel arme And
sechej> yorne to pen warme. c 1350 St. Christina 251 in

Horstm. Aliengl. Leg. (i88r) 95 Of al be fire scho felid no
warm, pan come scho furth with-outen harm. 1379 Glouc.
Catk. MS. 19, No. 1, fol. 9 b, The more nere the Sonne ys to

vs the more hete or warme. 1513 Douglas sTineis vi. xii. 16

A hait fyry power, warme, and dew. a 1547 Surrey ' The
sonnc hath tmise' 7 The winters hurt recouers with the
warm. 1839 A. Pike in Blackiv. Mag. XLV. 819 A pleasant
warm is felt upon the sea,

b. In the warm : (ofa solution, etc.) in a warm
state.

1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 21 Mar. 654 The union of toxin and
antitoxin occurs in fixed ratios, more rapidly in concentrated
solution and in the warm.
2. British {Service) warm, a warm short over-

coat worn especially by officers of the army.
1901 Imp. Yeom., Rep. D.A.G. 15 May (1902) 123 The coat

or jacket known as ' British Service Warm,' which is practi-

cally an overcoat made to wear over uniform, thick and
warm. 1912 Blackiv. Mag. June 803/2 In a l

British Warm '

and patched breeches.

Warm (wgim), adv. Now only quasi-adv.,

in predicate-extensions. [OE. wearme, f. the adj.]

Warmly ; so as to be warm.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 116 Bewreoh 15e wearme. la 1366

Chaucer Rom. Rose 409 Wel had she clad hir silfand warme.
c 1410 Lantern of Light 46 Whanne be sunne schynneb
warme. 1596 Edzv. Ill, nr. v. 90 With thy sword, yetreak-
ing warme With blood of those that fought to be thy bane.

1707 Mortimer Huso, (1721) II. 356 When the South or West
Winds blow, or the Sun shines warm. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) V. 536 They should be put nest and all into a
little basket, which should be covered up warm. 1820 Keats
Lamia 1, 8 Hermes empty left His golden throne, bent warm
on amorous theft. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlvi, The
women straightway carried her oflf to bed ; and, having
covered her up warm, [etc.].

b. Comb., qualifying an adj. or pple., as \ warm-
hot ; warm-breathed, -contested, -sheltered ; -kept,

-lying, -reeking, -working.
c 1430 Txvo Cookery -bks. 8 Set it on be fyretyl it be warme

hot. 1599 Srars. Hen. V, v. ii. 335 For Maides well

Summer'd,and warme kept, are like Flyes at Bartholomew,
tyde. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosfi. 1. ii. 4 The North-
east and South winde. .bringing in the warme-working
waters of the Sea, loosneth the frozen Bayes. 1740 Somer-
vile Hobbinol in. 245 The panting Rivals .. in Conceit
Already grasp the warm-contested Prize. 1757 Dyer Fleece
11. 161 The high heath, by trees Warm-shelter'd, may despise

the rage of storms. 1775 Sheridan Rivals u.i, Their quiver-

ing, warm-breathed sighs impregnate the very air. 1786
Burns To a Haggis lii, O what a glorious sight, Warm-
reekin, rich I 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 294 Plunge
plants in pots—in some dry warm-lying ground.

Warm (w$ityi),v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. warmed
(wgimd). Forms: 1 werman, weerman, wirman,
wyrman ; wearmian ; 2-3 Orm. warrmenn, 3
"werme, wormie, 3-7 warme, 5- warm. [Two
formations : (i) OE. (*wierman), werman, wirman
trans. = OS. warmian (MLG., (M)Du. warmen),
OHG. warmen, wertnen (MHG. wermen, mod.G.
warmen), ON. verma (Sw. varma, Da. varme),
Goth, warmjan :—OTeut. *warmj'an

;
(ii) OE.

wearmian intr. = OHG. war{a)m£n (MHG., early

mod.G. warmen) :—OTeut. type *warm;vjan ; both
f. OTeut. *warmo- Warm <z.]

I. trans. To make warm,
1. To make (one's body, limbs, etc.) warm by

approach to a fire, exposure to the sun's rays, exer-

cise, clothing, etc. ; to impart warmth to (a person
or animal suffering from cold).
coco Bxda's Hist. in. xiv. (1890) 196 Se cyning bonne,

forSon he of hunla<5 cwom sestod act bam fyre & hine
wyrmde. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xviii. 14 pa hennas stodon
ast bam gledon, & wyrmdon hi?;, c 1200 Ormim 2711 To
wasshenn hemm, to warrmenn hemm, To beddenn hemm &
frofrenn. c 1205 Lay. 12609 Nu pu scalt be warmen [C1275
wormie] per. c 1273 Passion ofour Lord 230 in O. E. Misc.
43 Peter stod . . and wermede hym at the glede. a 1300 Cursor
M. 23000 O naked-hed quen i drogh arme, Yee gaf mecleth.
ing me to warme. 1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 332 For no cold
bat vs comeb in oure kinde age, We ne faren to no fir our
fingrus to warme. C1440 Alphabet of Talcs 431 pan he
oppynd be dure & said vnto hym : And bou be a man, bou
hase myster to hafe be dure opynd, and to hafe meatt and
warm be. 1471 Caxtos Recuyell iSommer) 169 Prayng hym
that he wold brynge her in to some hous where she myghte
warme and chaufle her wyth her chyld for he was nyhe ded
for cold, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 238 b, All the
Ladyes entered the tentes and there warmed them a space.

1604 K. G. tr. Acosta's Hist. Indies 11. ix. 101, I felt so great
cold, as I was forced to go into the sunne to warme me.
1642 Fuller Holy % Prof. St. 11. xix. 121 His hands must
be their own fire, and warm themselves with working. 1798
Sophia Lee Cantcrb. 7'., Young Lady s T. II. 74 A group
of fishermen sat warming themselves in the sun. 1831 Scott
Ct. Robt. xxvi, Think not I will once more warm in my
bosom the household snake which had so nearly stung me to

death. 1852 Thackeray Esmond \. xiv, You little serpent,
warmed by my fire, i860 Tyndall Glaciers 1. xi. 72 We rose
..renewed the fire and warmed ourselves. 1902 R. Bagot
Donna Diana i. 4 Shall we go to Aragno's on our way home
and have some coffee to warm us?
absol. 1611 Birle Isa. xlvii. 14 There shall not be a coale

to warm at, nor fire to sit before it.

b. Said of a fire, the sun, etc. Also absol.

a 1548 Hall Chron.,Ediv. IV, 216 b, Whiche sight as much
pleased the citizens, as a tier paynted on the wall, wanned
the olde woman. 1583 Babington Comwandm. 413 When
they are colde, they goe to the fire, and not to the water to

warme them ; and can they not tell which dooth warme and
which dooth coole? 1732 Pope Ess. Man i. 271 All are but
parts of one stupendous whole. .That.. Warms in the sun,
refreshes in the breeze.

c. To increase the animal heat of. In quot.

absol.

1610 Markham Master/. 11. clxxiii. 4S3 It looseth and
scattereth humors, warmeth and moisteneth.

d. Said of the blood.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy II. xvii, He was as honest a soul,

added Trim, (pulling out his handkerchief) as ever blood
warmed. 1810 Scott Lady ofLake v. xiv, For I have sworn
this braid to stain In the best blood that warms thy vein.

1896 Housman' Shropshire Lad xxxi, The blood that warms
an English yeoman.

2. In various figurative uses.

a. To inspire with affection or kindly feelings

;

to cause to c glow ' with pleasure.

1526 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 266 It calefyeth & warm-
eth the hert of man or woman with the flame of loue. 1665
Boyle Occas. Refl. Introd. Pref. (1848) p. xxx, Whilst pious
Reflections are making, they are proper to Instruct the Mind,
andWarm the Affections. 1773MRS. Chapone Improv. Mind
(1774) I. 78 The effusions of a heart warm'd with the tender-

est affection. 1836 J. Grant Random Recoil. Ho. Lords
xvi. 391 That eloquence which approves itself to the judg-
ment, though it never warms the heart by appeals to the

passions. 1837 Dickens Pickw. lvii, It will warm my heart

to witness the happiness of those friends who are dearest to

me. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xi, The charm of adventure
sweetens that sensation, the glow of pride warms it. 1864
Tennyson Aylmer's F. 554 Once indeed, Warm'd with his

wines, or taking pride in her, She look'd so sweet, he kiss'd

her tenderly. 1905 C. G. Lang Th. Parables Jesus 16 When
the example of a true man or woman warms the heart and
fires the will.

absol. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. viii. 21 Those lightsome
words that warm like summer days.

b. To render eager or zealous ; to rouse from
indifference. Also absol. Now rare.

C1580 Hooker Sir P. Carciv (1857)42 Sir Peter Carew was
then present, and one unto whom, as they thought, the
speeches were specially directed., and indeed, he being some-
what warmed theirin, deviseth how to compass the matter.

1638 Davenant Madagascar 10 When honours warmes him,
and his blood is young. 1706 Epistle after Battle Ramillies
106 Prior's Wks. 1907 II. 372 The rescu'd chief, by the past

danger warm'd, Our weaken'd houshold with new fury

storm'd. 171a Steele Sped. No. 521 p 2, I had arrived at

a particular Skill in warming a Man so far in his Narration,

as to make him throw in a little of the Marvelous. 1737
Whiston Josephus, Hist. 1. i. § 4 When he was warmed by
this great success, he made an assault upon the garrison

that was in the city. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 380 Calm is my
soul, nor apt to rise In arms, Except when fast approaching
danger warms. 1764 Churchill Gotham m. 323 The Soul,

with great and manly feelings warm'd, Panting for Know-
ledge, rests not till inform'd. 1765 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 59,

I am not used to defend my conduct ;. . I have been warmed
to it by the imputation you threw on me. 1857 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. II. 308 Anne, who is so difficult to warm up to bare

satisfaction point.

t c. To exhort to valour. (Often in Dryden and
Pope.) Obs.

1697 Dryden AEneis vn. 657 The Godsinvok'd. the Rutuli

prepare Their Arms, and warm each other to the War. Ibid.

vm. 927 The Queen her self, ..With Cymbals toss'd, her

fainting Souldiers warms. 1718 Pope Iliad xvi. 653 First to

the Fight his native Troops he warms.

d. Of drink: To excite, stimulate.

1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 3 When the common people are once
warmed with drinke, they are apt to doe them injury. 1743
Francis tr. Hor. t Epodes xi. 12 When the gay Liquor warm'd
my opening Sou!.

fe. To provoke, excite (temper). Obs.

175a Chesterf. Let. to Son 26 Sept., Keep your own
temper, and artfully warm other people's.

3. To make (a material object or substance)

warm ; to heat moderately ; to ' take the chill off'.

a iooo Riddles xii[t). 10 Wonfeax Wale. .wseteS in wastre,

wynneo" hwilum faexre to fyre. c 1000 in Assmann Ags. Horn.
xi. 84 For fty he cwa;o be flam colan waetere, Saet nan man
ne florfte hine beladian, 3aH he feet naefde, on hwy he hit

wyrman mihte. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1109 The laurer

crowned Phebus with his hete Gan..To warmen of be Est
See be wawes wete. a 1435 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula etc
40 pe Iuyseof celidoney-medled wib vinegre and warmed at

be firc.quenchib wele be wickid hete. 1530 Palsgr. 771/2
You must warme your medecyne or you drinke it. a 1589
R. Willes in Hakluyt Voy. 611 Before the Sunne hath
warmed the ayre and dissolued the ise, ..there can be no
sailing. 1617 S. H. Preserv. Health (xfa*) 45 In the Winter
time, warme well your garments at the fire, and warm the

linings of the same. 17. . Watts Hymns <$ Spir. Songs 11.

cxlvii. (1751) 259 E'er there was Rain to bless the Earth, Or
Sun to warm the Ground. 1747-96 Mrs. GlasseOo^.vxv.

269 Skim it, warm it blood warm, and drink it. 1774 Goldsm.

Nat. Hist. VI. 16S In summer, they [sc. fish] are seen in

great numbers in the shallows near the shore, where the sun

has power to warm the water to the bottom. 1859 H. Kings-

LEY G. Hamlyn xix, The tea's cold; put it on the embers
and warm it a bit. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Ha/lib. Troub.

1. i, You can get my slippers warmed, Jane. 1900 Jml. Soc.

Dyers XVI. 12 Powerful jets with water warmed by steam.

1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (cd. 6) 159 The negative

should be slightly warmed.

+ b. Said jocularly for : To occupy (one's bed).

1599 Marston Antonio's Rev. m. ii, I thinkewe shall not

warme our beds to day.

c. To warm up (U.S. to warm over) : to make
warm again (cooked food that has become cold}.

Also {rarely) without adv.

1848 Dickens Dombey lix, She requests to have that little

bit of sweetbread that was left, warmed up for her supper.

1853 Soyek Pantroph. 380 Another custom. .was that of

warming the remains of a preceding banquet for other

gu^ts. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Huutingm. 68 We lived

for three days on a most recommendable stew,.. which ap-

peared, warmed up fresh, at every meal. 1885 ' Mrs. Alex-
ander Valerie's Fate iv, Valerie went.. to the kitchen to

warm up an appetizing little dish prepared by the femme
de menage.
Jig. 1876 Ld. Hartington' in Ld. E. Fitzmaurice Earl
Granville {1905! II. 167 Alt the old anti-Turk abuse was
warmed up again. 1879 O. W. Holmes Motley xxi. 162

[The reply] took up the old exceptions, warmed them over

into grievances.

d. To impart warmth of colour to.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv. (1856) 321 A peculiar

Surple, slightly warmed or bronzed at its margins. 1862

liss Braddon Lady Audley lit, Not one glimmer of gold

or auburn warmed the dull flaxen of her hair.

4. To heat (a building, a room) to a moderate

temperature.
1858 Lardner Hand-Ik. Nat. Phil. 278 Warming build-

ings by hot water. 1874 Micki.f.thwaiik Modern Par.
Churches 200 A perfect method of warming churches has

yet to be invented. 1915 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 345/1 The
room was warmed by a brazier.

1 5. To inaugurate (a new house) by a feast or

entertainment. Obs. Cf. House-warming 2.

1617 in Crt. $ Times Jas. I (1848) II. 50 On Monday, to

warm it [the renovated house], he made a great feast. 1661

Heylin Eccl. Restaur. (1674) 237 Sir Thomas Tresham..
took possession of his place, which having scarce warmed,
he was taken from it by the stroke of death. 1800 GentI.

Mag. LXX. 11. 786/a The Prince, it is said, will be present

at the first dinner that warms this room.

t 6. To be well warmed : to be settled in (a

residence, position of dignity or profit). Obs. Cf.

Warm a. 7.

1565 Allen Defence Purg. (1886) 16 Ere they be well

warmed in their benefices. 1711 Country-Man's Let. Curat

79 Even before she was well warm'd on the Throne.

+ 7. Mil. To throw (an enemy) into commotion
by a cannonade. To warm the field: to carry on

a furious cannonade. Obs.

Cf. F. chauffer un poste, ' le canonner vivement ' (Littr<?).

1705 Addr. Blessington in Lond. Gaz. No. 4089/2 The
English warm'd the Field to that degree, that Thirty

Squadrons, .were fore'd to fly. 1720 De Foe Capt. Single-

ton xi. (1840) 187 Resolving to give him a broadside that

should warm him.

b. Sporting. To warm up : to give (one's com-
petitor) reason to fear defeat.

1868 Field 4 July 14/3 First Trinity rowed over for the

trial heat, and in the final heat on the second day ' warmed
up ' University to some tune.

8. dial. To beat, flog.

1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Warm, to beat. ' I'll warm thy

jerkin for the." 1825 Brockett N. C. Words, Warm, to

beat. ' Aw'l warm yor hide.' 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxix,

Old Dorothy, whose hand has warmed my haflits before

now. 1853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green 1. i, You take out

your strap and warm him 1 186a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs.
Hallib. Troub. I. xxi, Won't Charlotte warm his back for

him ! 1892 M. C. F. Morris Yorks. Folk Talk 95 Every
Yorkshireman knows what warming a child means ; perhaps

not a few. .by bitter experience. 1915 ' Q ' iQuiller-Couch)

in Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 102/2 To ' warm ' a child in Polpier

signifies to beat him with a strap.

II. intr. To become warm.
9. Of a living body, a material thing or sub-

stance : To be raised in temperature.

a 1000 Phanix 213 Wyrta wearmiab. c 1000 i'ELFRic

Gram. xxvi. (Z.) 154 Cateo, ic wearmi^e. c 1400 Destr. Troy

4035 Wyndis wastid away, warmyt the ayre. c 1648-50

Brathwait Bamabees Jml. in. (1818) 95 Thence to Cam-
bridge where the Muses Haunt the Vine-bush. .Like sparks

up a chimney warming. 1817 Faraday Chem. Manip. iv.

(1842) 141 A large thermometer, .may from the lapse of time

necessary to allow of its proper change, occasion an altera-

tion of temperature, by allowing the body tried to cool or

warm. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women t, Beth put

a pair of slippers down to warm. 1871 O. W. Holmes Poet

i. (1885) 19 A cold day warming up to 32 . 1889 ' R. Boldrk-

woou' Robbery -under Arms xi, Here's some damper and

mutton.. while tea warms. 1904 S. E. White Forest xiv,

The weather had warmed, the sun shone.

b. Of colour: To become * warmer or more

ruddy. . r

i8« Tames Phil. Augustus xv, On a bnghtmorning ot

July, when the grey ofthe sky was just beginning to warm

with the rising day. 1006 Westm. Gaz. 8 June 8/1 His head

and underpay are of a pearly grey that warms to a pinkish

hue on the breast. _
10. Of a person, his heart, feelings, etc.: lo

become affectionate, kindly, or genial (to, towards

a person).



WARMABLE. 104 WARMLY.
£1400 Destr. Troy 3376 And I in longing am Laght &

Lappit full sore, With hete of bi hegh loue, bat my hert

warmys. 1779 Mme. D'Arblay Diary Feb., Mr. Thrale
was. .at first, cold and quiet, but soon. .warmed into soci-

ality. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxv, I judged that.. your
Grace's heart wad warm to the tartan. 1833 L. Ritchie
Wanderings by Loire 46 Every heart seemed., to warm
towards the little devotee. 1848 Dickens Domhey xx, Mr.
Dombey, in his friendlessness, inclined to the Major. It

cannot be said that he warmed towards him, but he thawed
a little. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (.1892) I. iv.

141 Carlyle.. cannot, indeed, but warm to Scott at the end.

1883 D. C. Murray Hearts i, His heart warmed over
Baretti as they walked along together.

11. To become eager, animated, or enthusiastic.

Also, with up. To warm {up) to : to become
interested in, acquire zest for, to ' put one's back
into* (one's work, a contest, etc.).

1749 Smollett Gil Bias xi. xiv. (1782) IV. 209, I expected
every moment to see them warm, and to go to loggerheads,

the usual end of their dissertations. 1835 Dickens Sk. Bos,

Mr. IVatkins Tottle i, 'I'll tell you,
1

replied Mr. Gabriel

Parsons, warming with the subject, and the brandy-and-
water,

—

(

I know a lady [etc.].' 1846 Disraeli in Money-
penny Si Buckle Lift (1914) III. xi, I have not yet added
much to my abortive MSS. of the German Schloss of last

year, but am beginning to warm up. 1858 Thackeray
Virgin, xxxviii, Papa's first nervousness is over: his noble
voice clears, warms to bis sermon. 1867 H. Latham Black
4 White 5 Congress "will by that time have met, and be
warming to their work. 1868 E, Edwards Ralegh I. iv. 72
When he found that his competitor was formidable, he
warmed to the race. 1879 M cCarthy Oivn Times II. xxix.

364 He wanned up as he went along. 1885 Mary E. Wil-
KINS in Harper's Mag. Mar. 594/1 She warmed up on the
subject.

Warmable (wpumabT),**. nonce-wd. [f. Warm
v. + -able.] Capable of being warmed.
1887 W. Morris in Mackail Life (1899) II. 180 We have

had a hard frost for nearly a fortnight..; and our stable-

meeting-room is not very warmable under such conditions.

Wa'r-man.
1. A fighting-man, warrior, soldier. In early use

chiefly Sc. ; now rare.

In Minot's Foetus x. 9 Ritson and Hall print 'weremen'
as an emendation of the MS. reading ' werkinen '.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S. T. S.) 162 And gif inno-

cent folk takis scathe, than, in sik opyn weris, the prince

na the were men may nocht..set remede. C1470 Henry
Wallace iv. 256 Wallace commaundede thai suld na wennen
saiff. 1513 Douglas sEueis x. xiv. 151 Syne on that weyr-
man ruschit he in teyn. 1547 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes

a iij b, How the countrey hath been ouer runne..by our
awne warremen. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 666 The sweet
War-man is dead and rotten. 1591 2nd Pt. Troub. Raigne
K. John (1611) 97 Kacke warremen, backe. 1797 T. Dibdin
Snug Little Island, A very great war-man, called Billy the

Norman. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, ix, You will command
at least twenty war-men, with bow and spear. 1864 R. F.

Burton DaJwme I. 48, I detected several warmen privily

borrowing from their neighbours. 1911 G. K. Chesterton
Ballad of White Horse 104 Meeting maybe of war-men
Where the best war-man wins.

b. U.S. One whose voice is for war. Cf. War-
dog, war-hawk.
1814 Columbian Centinel 11 June 2/4 in A. Matthews

Uncle Sam (1908) 28.

t 2. A man-of-war, warship. Sc. Obs.

1546 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 123 The pryses takin be
the Cristopher . . to the nummer of sex weirman.

Wariu-bloo ded, a. Having warm blood

;

spec, of mammals and birds, which have a uniform
high temperature.

1793 T. Beddoes Let. Darwin 68 At a temperature con-
siderably below that of warm-blooded animals. 1839 T.
Beale Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale 41 All the cetacea, as is

well known, are warm-blooded animals. 1889 G. Allen
Falling in Love, etc. 80 Even among warm-blooded animals
like the bears and dormice, hibernation occurs.

b. fig. Ardent, fervent, passionate.

1831 Scott Cast. Dang, v, Strict discipline, ..since the
death of that great monarch, had been considerably ne-
glected by the young and warm-blooded valour of England.

Warmed (wgimd), ppL a. [f. Warm v. +•

-ed 1.] Made warm. a. lit.

1597 A. M. tr. Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 28/1 With a
warmed table naptkinne, rubbe the insyde of the arme.
1679 Trapham Disc. Health Jamaica 146 Dissolution m
Wine or Broth or other warmed Liquids. 1820 Keats Eve
St. Agnes xxvi, She.. Unclasps her warmed jewels one by
one. 1895 S. Crane Red Badge v, He grasped his canteen
and took a long swallow of the warmed water.

b. fig-
1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xix. § 7 This I take to be

properly Enthusiasm, .rising from the Conceits of a warm'd
or over-weening Brain. 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho., Be.
trothal 141 And all thank God with their warmed wits.

1883 Miss Broughton Belinda 1. vi, The sense of physical
emptiness, that.. no warmed passions redeem.

Warment, var. Varment l dial.

Warmer (wgumsj). [f. Warm v. + -er lj

1. A person who warms, poet.

a 1595 Southwell St. Peters Comf»l. n Coales were
kindled to the warmers cost 1658 Cokaine Poems 249 Tis
Loves best musick, all ears charmer, All hearts enthraller,

and blouds warmer. 1903 Bridges Ep. Socialist 413 Un-
ashamed to have outliv'dVour breeders, feeders, warmers
and toiling attendants.

2. A contrivance for warming.
Chiefly with defining word prefixed, as foot., plate-, vege-

table-warmer.
18x2-83: see Foot sb. 35. 1837-75: see Plate sb. 19 b.

1844 T. Webster Encycl. Dom. Econ. 845 The well-known

Japanned plate warmer for the parlour in small families.

Ibid., A lower kind sold in the shops under the name of

vegetable warmers, for keeping those dishes of vegetables
warm that are not put on the table. 1871 Daily Neivs

13 Jan., Covered up till we were nearly suffocated, and with
a warmer for our feet. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 7/3 The whey
is dipped out into large warmers and these placed in the
boiler.

Warme store, variant of Warnestore Obs.

t Warmful f
<z. Obs. rare. [f. Warm a. + -ful.]

Full of warmth.
C1611 Chapman Iliad x. 121 A mandilion..Of purple,

Innje, and full of folds; curld with a warmefull nap. 1738
Gentt. Mag. VIII. 314/1 Who kindled first his warm-fill,

vital ray?

Warm-liea :rted, a. Having a warm heart;

of a generous and affectionate disposition. Also,

proceeding from, or indicating, such a disposition;

hearty, cordial.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxv. 32 Be warme hairtit and
nocht ewiH-willie. 1808 Han. More Calebs xlv[i], F!a:n
is naturally an open, warm-hearted man. 1844 Mem.
Babylonian Princess II, 80 The kind and wanu-hearted
treatment which I had experienced from the Dryaah tribe.

1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede 1, He's of a rash, warm-hearted
nature, like Esau.

Hence Warm-liea'rtedly a^z'.,Warm-liea'rted-

ness.
1808 Han. More Calebs xi. I. 142 Her extreme naivete

and warm-heartedness. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlii,

That's the way I've gone through life. Experience has
never put a chill upon my warm-heartedness. 1911 Concise

Oxf. Diet., Warm-heartedly adv.

Warming ^wg-jmirj), vbL sb. [f. Warm j. +
-ing 1.]

1. The action of making warm ; the state of

becoming warm.
c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 517/1 Warmynge, calefactio. 1597

Shaks. 2 Hen. II7, iv. iii. in The second propertie of your
excellent Sherris, is, the warming of the Blood, c 1680 R.
Fleming Fulfilling Script. 11. iv. (1726) 302 As it is sure our
bodies are influenced with the warmings of the sun. 1835
Dickens^. Boz, Parish vi, Such a nursing and warming
of little legs and feet before the fire. 1883 Miss Broughton
Belinda it. vii, Whether he will have time for a good warm-
ing and breakfasting before setting off.

b. transf. and fig.
C1621 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 105 The

estates hauing of late made great fiers in the Infanta her
country of Brabant, euen to the warminge of her courte at

liruxells. 1681 R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. lit, ii. (1726J

359 To unite further those amongst themselves with the
more warmings of that ancient love that was wont to be
amongst them. 1743 J. Glas Lord's Supper v. v. Wks.
1761 IV. 143 Many warmings and seemingly good motions
and wishes, that never carry us out.. to do any good work,

t c. Warming ofthe house = House-warming 2.

1653 Greaves Seraglio 184 The warming of the house, as
we call it in England.

2. A thrashing, trouncing. hX^o fig.
1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 664/1, I'le give your

hide a warming. 1880 S. Butler Let. 20 May in H. F.
Jones Mem. (1919) I. 332 My new book. .will. .give old
Darwin the best warming that I can manage to give him.

3. attrib. t as warming- chamber•, -hoitse, -stone

(see quots.).

1791 Bentham Panopt. 1. 201 The *warming chamber, or
set of warming-chambers, .consists of earthen retorts, open
at both ends, and inclosed in iron ones. 1876 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 238 The warming chamber.. is

common to both portions of the building. 1897 J. W. Clark
Observ. Barnwell Priory p. lxiii, The *Warming-House
[calefactoriuni). 1668 Charleton Qnomast. 243 Lapis
Schisios .. the *Warming stone. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 253
If Mault-lulls or Oasts made with ordinary stone prove so
advantagious, what would one of them do, if the Joists and
Laths at least were made of the Cornish warming-stone,
that will hold heat well eight or ten hours. 1691 Ray
Creation 1. (1692) 83 To these useful Stones I might add
the Warming-stone, digged in Cornwal, which being once
well heated at the fire retains its warmth a great while, and
hath been found to give ease and relief in several Pains and
Diseases, particularly that of the internal Haemorrhoids.

Warming (wgumirj), ppl. a. [-ing 2
.] That

makes warm, or becomes warm ; lit. and fig. Also
with up.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 160 Lyght fyre, schapon lyke tonges,

hrennyng and not smertyng, warmyng not harmyng. 1661
Feltham Resolves liii. (ed. 8) 293 The gentle, .rayes of the
warming Sun. ci68o R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. 11. v.(i726)

309 It is rare to find a warming heat with a large profession,

such as can make it convincing to others. 1765 J. Brown
Ckr. Jml., Winter Day 2S7 With what amazing power do
the warming beams of the Sun of righteousness dart into my
soul ! 1819 Scott Ivan/toe xxxvii, A warming and spicy-
smelling balsam. 1851 Meredith Poems, Pict. Rhine iii,

And now the sun In saffron clothes the warming atmo-
sphere. 1886 Hardy Woodlanders ix, Do you think a
Christmas party.. is a warming-up thing, and likely to be
useful in hastening on the matter?

Warming-pan.
1. A long-handled covered pan ot metal (usually

of brass) to contain live coals, etc., formerly in

common use for warming beds.
J573 Baret Alv. W 64 A warmyng pan, thermoclinium.

c 1590 Marlowe Jew of Malta 1745 A fellow, .with. .a
Dagger with a hilt like a warming-pan. 1669 Pepys Diary
1 Jan., Presented from Captain Beckford with a noble
silver warming-pan, which I am doubtful whether to take
or no. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. May (1744) 62 The
tinkling after them with a Warming-Pan, Frying-Pan, or
Kettle, is of good Use to let the Neighbours know you have
a Swarm [of Bees] in the Air. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop

xiv, A nosegay resembling in shape and dimensions a full-

sized warming-pan with the handle cut short off.

fig. 1626 Breton hantasticks (Grosart) 9/2, I thus con-
clude, I hold it [August] the worlds welfare, and the earths
Warming-pan. 1762 Gentl. Mag. XXXII. 137/2 For wed-
lock is the warming-pan, That best can warm the bed.

2. Hist. With allusion to the story that JamesIPs
son, afterwards called the Old Pretender, was a
supposititious child introduced into the Queen's bed
in a warming-pan. Also attrib.

1689 F'ull A nsw. Depos. Birth Pr. Wales 13 Do you think
it [the child] was conveyed there in a Warming-pan, or
otherwise ? 1689 Muses Farcw. Popery 141 A Warming pan
Plot, worse than Celliers Meal-Tub. 1716 Collect, State
Songs, Poems, etc. 64 Let those Rebels, if they can, Make
us forget the Warming Pan, Which first convey'd that
pretty Man Into the Chamber Royal. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy
ix, Our immortal deliverer from papists and pretenders, and
wooden shoes and warming pans.

3. slang, a. A large old-fashioned watch. Cf.

Turnip sb. 3 b. b. A female bed-fellow. Scotch

warming-pan : a chambermaid who lay in the bed
a while to warm it for the intending occupant.
1668 Davenant Man's the Master 11. 25 None but a cold

Bed-fellow would have two Warming-Pans. 1678 Ray Prov,
(ed. 2) 83 A Scotch warming-pan, i.e. a wench. The story
is well known of the Gentleman travelling in Scotland, who
desiring to have his bed warmed, the servant-maid doffs her
clothes and lays her self down in it for a while, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Warming-pan, an old fashion'd large
Watch. A Scotch Warming-pan, a She-bed-fellow.

C. A person who temporarily holds a place or

employment until the intended occupant is ready

to take it.

1846 Eclectic Rev. June 662 A locum tenens (ecclesiastice,

a warming-pan) was wanted for a Yorkshire living. 1847
Disraeli 'I ancred 11. 1, Hungerford is not a warming-pan

;

..he never was originally; and if he had been, he has been
member for the county too long to be so considered now.
1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xiv. (1885) 117, I only serve the
place of what in Parliament is called a warming-pan.
attrib. 1875 Daily News 2 June 2. 2 The Act. .was simply

employed for conserving livings for the use of the children

of the patron, and was popularly known as the ' warming-
pan ' Act.

Warmint, var. Varment * dial.

Warmish, (wp-imij), a. [f. Warm a. + -ish.]

Somewhat warm.
1597 A. M. tr. Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 51/3 A south-

west wind, with warmishe sbowres of rayne. 1647 Trapp
Comm., 1 Thess. v. 3 As Philosophers say, that before a
snow the weather will be warmish. 1826 S. Cooper Surg.
(ed. 5) 61 The patient is to be kept in a warmish, but well-

ventilated apartment. 1895 Mekedith Amaz. Marriage
xxxi. II. 345 Odd movements of a warmish curiosity brushed
him when the cynic was not mounting guard.

t Wa'rmly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Warm a. or v. +
-LY *.] Full of warmth.
c 1470 Harding Chron. cix. viii, As they [the Danes] vnto

theyr Shyppes agaynwarde flewe, He droue them there

vnto a warmely stowe. 1637 Rutherford Let. to Lady
Kilconquhair 8 Aug., The sweet presence, the long lasting

goodwill of our God, the warmely & lovely comforts of our
Lord Jesus be with you.

Warmly (wgMmli), adv. [f. Warm a. + -ly 2.]

In a warm manner.

1. So as to be warm (in temperature) ; so as to

impart warmth, f Also Comb. %uarmly-wet.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. iii. 836»Our mealy grain..

Rots to revive ; and, warmly-wet, puts forth His root be«

neath, his bud above the Earth. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Discov. by Sea B 6 b, Couetousnesse is Embroidered with

Extortion, and warmely lined and furred with oppression.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 244 Where the morning Sun first

warmly smote The open field. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxiv. 262

His habit course, but warmly wrapt around. 1790 Cowfer
On Receipt Mother's Picture 59 Thy nightly visits to my
chamber made, That thou might'st know me safe and
warmly laid. xSfioTvNDALLG/a^. 1. xxvii. 203 The Aiguille

. .half of its granite cone was warmly illuminated, and half

in shadow. 1914 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 176/2 The sun shone
warmly upon him.

2. With warmth of feeling.

a. Fervently, earnestly.

1529 More Sufpl. Soulys Wks. 336/2 Yet heare we some-
time our wiues pray for vs more warmely. 1698 O. Hey-
wood Diaries (1885) IV. 159 Father and two sons prayd
warmly for him. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xxxii, My son's

bride warmly insisted that Lady Thornhill (that was to be)

should take the lead. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xx. Ill, 150
Corinth warmly entered into the views of her colony. x888
Poor Nellie 145 On a matter I have warmly at heart.

b. With warm affection
,

gratitude, kindness,

admiration, etc.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 433 He spoke this very

affectionately and warmly. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom.
Forest i, And interested him more warmly in her favour.

1823 Scott Quentin D. xxvi, They, .barely thanked him in

very cold terms for his courtesy while at his Court, and
something more warmly, for having permitted them to retire.

1826 Diskaei.i Viv. Grey v. xv, AH applauded him very

warmly. 1876 Hardy Etkclberta xxx, Neigh,. pressed her

fingers more warmly than she thought she had given him
warrant for. 1904 Verney Mem. I. 146 Sir Edmund Verney
was warmly attached to both husband and wife.

O. With controversial ardour, eagerly.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. vi. iv. (1848) 352 There are not

many [controversies that have been more curiously and
warmly disputed, than the Question, Whether [etc.]. 1739
Hardwicke Let. in G. Harris Life (1847) I. 424 Points, on
which our friends may be likely warmly to differ. 1830

D'Israeli Chas. I, III. vi. 90 The King and he often

warmly disputed on the principles of a good Government.
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d. With warmth of temper.

1776 Trial ofJ. Fowke iv, 28/1 The Governor, .reproached
me warmly for taking up a business in which he was so

immediately concerned. 1799 Ht. Lee Canterb. T. t

Frcnchm. T. (ed. 2) I. 200 * Let us not talk of him,' inter-

rupted Dorsain, warmly. 1838 Lytton Leila I. ii, The
young king spoke warmly and bitterly. 1873 W. Black
Pr. Thulc xvi. 254 'And if he has, whose fault is it?' the

girl said, warmly.

3. With reference to attack or defence : Fiercely,

vigorously.

1684 Seanderbcg Rerfiv. vi 140 They came briskly on, and
Charged very desperately, but being as warmly received, .

.

the Infidels were put to Flight, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
12 Mar. 1672, They so warmly plied our divided fleets, that

[etc.]. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4493/2 The Germans receiv'd

him so warmly, that few of his Men escaped with their

Lives. 1755 R. Rogers Jrnls. (1769) 7 We warmly pur.

sued the enemy, ..and obliged them to disperse. 1797 in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) III. 188 No person has a right

to know that the Culloden was not as warmly engaged as
any Ship in the Squadron.

Warmiiess (wg'jrnnes). Now rare. [f. Warm
a. +-NESS.] The condition of being warm, warmth.
1. Moderate heat.

c 1000 /Elfbic Saints* Lives xi. 157 He wolde hine baflian

on bam wlacum wstere..ac he ^ewat sona swa he 3aet

waeter hrepode, and wearc* seo wearmnys him awend to
deafle, c 1386 Chaucer Melib, r 2375 It may nat be seith

he [Seneca] that where greet fyr hath longe tyme endured,
that ther ne dwellcth som vapour of warmnesse. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 473 He fand a serpent slayn with hurd-
men, & bon vnto a stokk; and he lowsid hur becauce sho
was som-what on lyfe, & layd hur ber sho mot fele warme-
nes of be son. 1526 Tindai.e Jas. ii. 16 If. .one of you
saye vnto them : Departe in peace, God sende you warmnes
and fode. 1607 Markham Cavel. in. (1617) 11 Make your
horse run the traine with good courage and liuelinesse, and
so in his warmnesse trot him home. 1696 J. F. Merch.
Wareho. 25 Which [sc. cotton goods] if any person made
trial of, he would scarcely make use of any other by
reason of their duration and warmness. 1785 T. Reid Let.
Wks. (1846) 65/1 A comfortable warmness in the air,

fig' "589 Pappc ?t>. Hatchet D iij b, The heate of some
mens braines, and the warmnes of other mens bloud. 1681
D. Abraham in Jml. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1912) July 141
Love.. the course and motion whereof is in nowise to be
stopped ; Neither the warmness of Its stream refrigerated.

f 2. The state of being well to do. Obs.

1399 Langl. Rick. Redeles m. 288 pis warmnesse in welth
with wy vppon erthe My^te not longe dure as doctourz us
tellith. 141X-12 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3059 Al hi bysy-
nesse Is for pi lucre, and bi cofres warmnesse.

T 3. Lukewarmness. Obs. rare.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. xx. 127 The lothsom[n]es
whiche God conceaueth of this newtralitie or warmnes [L.
ex tepiditale].

4. Warmth of affection or devotion.
7526 Pilgr. Per/: (W.de W. 1531) 150 The soule melteth

whan it waxeth warme in deuocyon, whiche warmenesse, ..

is moche swete and pleasaunt. 1631 Eng. Primer Our
Lady 477 Make the sturdy for to bend, To the cold kind
warmenes send. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sfuph. in. iii, I lo'ed
your company; And ever had a warmness in my breast,
That made ye dearer to me than the rest.

T 5. Heat of anger. Obs.
1563 Bp

-,
Sandys in Strype Ann. Ref (1709) I. 362 He

saith, he is sory for those letters he wrote to me in his
Warmeness.

Warmoll, obs. form of Wardmote.
Warmonger (wg'jm»:ngw). [f. War sbA +
Monger sb.] One who traffics in war. Con-
temptuously applied to : + a. a mercenary soldier
(Obs. rare" 1

) ; b. one who seeks to bring about
war. So Warmongering* vbl. sb. and ppL a.

(in recent newspaper use).

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. x. 29 As much disdeigning to be
so misdempt, Or a war-monger to be basely nempt. 1817
Hazlitt Effects War \ Taxes Wks. 1902 III. 249 This is

a singular slip of the pen in so noisy and triumphant a war-
monger as the Poet Laureate. 1861 J. Bright Let. in
Trevelyan Life (1913) 316 The war-mongers here are baffled
for the time. 1878 K. Jenkins Haverholme 76 His bitter
scoffs at the Chauvinists and war-mongers.
Warmot, obs. form of Wormwood.
Warmouth (w£umaub). A name given to a

fresh-water sunflsh belonging to the genus Chmtio-
bryttus found in the eastern U.S.
1888 Goode Anter. Fishes 67 The Warmouth, Chxno*

fjyttus gulosus, is well-known throughout the South...
The Black Warmouth, Chxnobryttus antistius, a species
also called 'Warmouth', 'Big-mouth', [etc], .abounds in
the tributaries of the Upper Mississippi.

"Warmstore, variant of Warnestore. Obs.

Warmth (w§imb). In 2 wermj>e. [OE.
*wiermj>u, *wxrmj>u = MLG. wermede, Du.
warmte, MHG. wermede, warmeJe, warmte (early
mod.G. warmte) :—OTeut. type *warmi)$, f.

*warmo- : see Warm a. and -th.]
1. A moderately hot or pleasantly heated state of

the atmosphere, esp. as an essential of physical
comfort and well-being

; a temperate heat radiating
from the sun, a fire, etc.
c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Do bine elmesse of bon bet bu maht

ifor-iien
. . Wrccche men sceos and elates. .and wermbe and

herbune. 1481 Caxton Reynard vii. (Arb.) 12 Reynart
laye within the gate as he ofte was wonte to doo for the
warmth of the sonne. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke
xxiv. 25-9, 188 b, Petur, who..abiured y* Lorde..whyle
being throughly taken wt colde, he taketh warmth & heate
by the coles of y* wicked Jewes. 1577 B. Googe Herts.
bach's Husb. 1. 36 Yet desyreth it [Lupines) the warmth of

Vol. X.

Autume, that it may be well rooted before Winter come.
1662 K. Vknables Exper. Angler ix. 91 In March, begin-

ning of April, later end of September, and all winter fish

bite best in the warmth of the day. 1671 Mii.tom P. R. 11.

74 When scarce a Shed Could be obtain'd to shelter him or

me [Mary] From the bleak air; A Stable was our warmth,
A Manger his. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. viii. § 16. 57
The same Fire, that at one distance produces in us the

Sensation of Warmth, does at a nearer approach, produce
in us the far different Sensation of Pain. 1784 Cowper
Task iv. 310 How the frost, Raging abroad, and the rough
wind, endear The silence and the warmth enjoy'd within !

1819 ShrLLEY Cenci u. i. 187 If there be a sun in heaven
She shall not dare to look upon its beams ; Nor feel its

warmth. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Doctors' Commons, He
had gathered up his robe behind, ..in order that he might
feel the full warmth of the fire. 1864 Tennyson Ayhner's
F. 185 The girl Nursing a child, and turning to the warmth
The tender pink rive-beaded baby-soles. 1908 S. E. White
Riverman iv, A fine sun, tempered with a prophetic warmth
of later spring, animated the scene.

b. fig.
1653 Jer. Taylor Serm, for Year 1, xiiL 167 Many per-

sons, from vicious, and dead, and cold, have passed into life

and an excellent grace, and a spirituall warmth. 1781
Cowper Tablc-T. 382 Virtue quickens, with a warmth di-

vine, The pow'rs that sin has brought to a decline. 1864
Tennyson En, Arden 38 Hut when the dawn of rosy child-

hood past, And the new warmth of life's ascending sun Was
felt by either, [etc.].

2. The natural heat of a living body ; vital heat.

1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. iv. i. 98 No pulse Shall keepe
his natiue progresse.. : No warmth, no breath shall testifie

thou liuest. 1606 — Ant. 4 CI. v. ii. 294 Come then, and
take the last warmth of my Lippes. 1667 Milton /'. L.
Vii. 236 But on the watrie calme His brooding wings the

Spirit of God outspred, And vital vertue infusd, and vital

warmth Throughout the fluid Mass. 1711 Addison Sped
No. 120 p 14 When she has laid her Eggs, .what Care does
she take in turning them frequently, that all Parts may
partake of the vital Warmth ? 1820 Shelley Promcth. Una.
II. i. 104 The warmth Of the life-blood, for loss of which I

faint, Quivered between our intertwining arms,

fb. Of herbs : Aphrodisiac quality. Obs.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 199 When now the Nuptial
time Approaches.. Feed him with Herbs, whatever thou
canst find, Of generous Warmth.
3. A moderate degree of heat inherent or pro-

duced in a substance or liquid.

1748 Gray Alliance 3 A niggard Earth, Whose flinty

Bosom starves her generous Birth, Nor genial Warmth, nor
genial Juice retains. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 122 The ex-
treme coldness of the soil had overcome the warmth of the
ashes. 1784 Cowper Task in. 491 Ere the warmth, Slow
gathering in the midst [of a hot-bed], through the square
mass Diffus'd, attain the surface.

b. Pungency (of seasoning).
1816 Tucket Narr. Exped. R. Zaire iv. (1818) 138 The

stews were.. so highly peppered that our gentlemen, not
accustomed to such warmth of seasoning, could scarcely
swallow them.

4. An excited or fervent state of the feelings
;

strength or glow of feeling ; fervent or vehement
character (of an expression, welcome, salute, etc.)

;

ardour, enthusiasm ; cordiality, heartiness.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1, ii. 36 But what warmth is there

in your affection towards any of these Princely suters that

are already come? 1647 Clarendon Hist. Feb. 1. § 44 His
majesty sent for them, and witli much warmth and passion
dissuaded them from appearing further in it. 1677 Sir W.
Temple Ess. Gout Wks. 1720 I. 134 The same warmth of
Head disposes Men to both, though one be commonly
esteemed an Honour, and the other a Reproach. 170*
Steele Funeral Pref., I know not in what words to thank
my Fellow-Soldiers for their Warmth and Zeal in my be-

half. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 678 An ardent Judge, who
zealous in his trust, With warmth gives sentence, yet is

always just. 1776 Mirror No. 6 The singular opinions
which have influenced his conduct, I have often heard him
attempt, with great warmth, to defend. 1833 Ht. Mar-
tineau Manch. Strike vii. 81 All with different degrees of
warmth declared their readiness to sacrifice or to be sacri-

ficed. 1835 Marryat J. Faithful xxxiii, Mr. Drummond
..shook me by the hand with a warmth which made me
more ashamed of my conduct towards him. x§56 tV, Brit.

Rev. XXVI. 204 The warmth of his gratitude to Warburton,
..may be taken as the measure of his fears, 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 496 The warmth of your professions will be
of no avail. 1893 F. Adams Neiv Egypt 277 When the Con-
servativescame in,. . the matter was taken up with unexpected
warmth. 1903 ' Linesman' Words of Eyewitness Pref. 7
The warmth of welcome accorded to my book has surprised

no less than it has gratified me.

b. A heated state of the temper approaching
anger ; the expression or exhibition of this ; also,

heated language or argument.
1710 Steele Tatler No. 150 f 6 As an honest Man ought,

(when he sees Two Friends in Warmth with each other) I

took the first Opportunity I could to leave them by them-
selves. 171a in Maclaurin Argts. <$ Decis. (1774) 53 An
apology for the warmth of expression in his former paper,
to which he had been.. provoked. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit.
India II. iv. vii. 243 He expressed warmth, and even resent-
ment, upon the hardness of these arbitrary conditions. 1837
Dickens Pickw. iii, I am ashamed to have been betrayed
into this warmth of feeling. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Kduc.
IV. 22/2 The strife was carried on with great warmth.

C. Excitement, exhilaration, rare.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn. ii, Sportsmen, in the warmth
of a chase, are too much engaged to attend to any manner
of ceremony.

5. A glowing hue (of colouring in a picture, in

nature) ; spec, in Painting, a glowing effect pro-

duced by the use ofwarm colours (see Warm a. 15).

1717 Pope Ep. to Mr. Jervas 38 We.. Match Raphael's
grace with thy lov'd Guido's air, . . Paulo's free stroke, and

Titian's warmth divine. 1803 Ibbetsom Accid. Painting
(1828) 9 Warmth, or a tint made of red and yellow,, .is the
next valuable thing. 1834 W. H. Ajnsworth Rookivood \.

i, As to complexion, his skin had a truly Spanish warmth
and intensity of colouring. 1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng. x ii.

III. 135 When the sun shines out in all his glory, the land-
scape has a freshness and a warmth of colouring seldom
found in our latitude. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. iii. 47
For the past ten days we have been watching the growing
warmth of our landscape.

6. nonce-use. The state of being prosperous or

'well-off. (CI. Warm a. 8.)

1888 J. Payn Prince of Blood I. x. 163 What care I for

his ' warmth ' and reputation for integrity in the city ?

7. attrib. and Comb.
6-1830 Coleridge Marginalia in Blackw. Mag. (18S2)

Jan. 116 Animal magnetism will be found connected with
a warmth sense. J909 tr. Hopfs Human Species 39 A
warmth-loving fauna.

Warmthless (wgurnj)les), a. rare. [f.

Warmth + -less.] Devoid of warmth.
a 1834 Coleridge The Pang More Sharp 3 Poems 191 2 I.

457 He too. . Has flitted from me, like the warmthless flame,

1 hat makes false promise of a place of rest. 1852 Meander-
ingsofMem. 1. 100 Vain and virtueless and warmthless grown.

Warm water. Water heated to a degree

considerably below boiling-point. Also attrib.

(with hyphen).
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 902 in Babees Bk. 173
And watur warme his handes to wasche. 1577 15. Googe
Heresbach's Hnsb.i. 34 b, I,yntels..groweth bye. .when it

is wette in warme water and Saltpeter before it be sowen.
rt 1756 Eliza Haywood New Present (1771) 267 Wet the
linen with warm water. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. ia A
vesicular rash,.. which subsided with warm-water dressing.

1896 A libitit's Syst. Med. I. 428 A warm-water pillow may
be ordered.

b. The seas of warmer regions as opposed to

the Arctic Ocean. Also attrib*

1883 Wallem Fish Supply Norway 4 These warm-water
basins in the Norwegian Ocean are of the greatest impor-
tance for the fauna and flora. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 1/2

Our own Ministers have invited Russia to a warm-water
port. Ibid. 26 Sept. 1/2 Russia, .may fairly desire access

to ' the warm water ', as the phrase goes.

tc. fig. Cf. Hot water 3. Obs.

1813 Examiner 29 Mar. 207/2 He lives in eternal warm
Water.

Warn (wjjin), sb. [f. Wabn v.* (The OE.
wearn refusal, is a different word : see Warn#.2).]

i 1. An intimation or notice of something as

about to happen. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11133 He fand wit-vten ober warn pat bis

leuedi was wit barn, c 1400 Cato's Morals 264 in Cursor M.
App. iv. 1672 Hope ay of gode hap to come wib a gode clap
wij'-out ani warne,

2. poet. Warning.
a 1851 Moir Poet. Wks. II. 283 The moat o'erpassed, at

warn of bell, Down thundering the portcullis fell.

1 3. Comb. (perh. f. the stem of Warn vX) :

wam-word, a word of warning.
1602 [Parsons] title, The Warn-word to Sir Francis Has-

tinges Wast- word. 1614 Bp. Sanderson Serm. ad Pop. v.

(1681) I. 241 The whole Chapter is none other but a warn-
word against unthankfulness.

Warn (w§m), v. 1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. warned.
Forms: 1 war(e)nian, wearnian, 2 warnian,
-en, (wernin), 2-6 werne, 2-3 warnie, warni,

3 wearne, weorne, 3-4 warny(e, 4-5 waren,
4-7 Sc. vara, 5 worn, waarne, waran,
6 Sc. wairn, 3-7 warne, 6 dial, warren,
3- warn. [OE. wareniatt, warnian^ wear-

nian = MLG. warnen to warn, inform, Flem.

(Kilian) -\waernen to warn, put on one's guard,

OHG. ivamSn, warnC'ti to warn, refl. to provide

oneself, to take precautions (MHG., mod.G.
warnen to warn ; the Sw. vartta, Da. varne are

prob. from German) :—OTeut. *waranojan (-mjan),

f. *war- to be cautious : see Ware a.

In OE. and in Continental Teut. this verb seems to have
been to some extent confused with OTeut. *warnojan

t
cogn.

and synonymous with *warnjan to refuse, forbid, etc. (see

Warn 7«. 2).]

T I. 1. intr. and refl. To take heed, be on one's

guard, beware. Only OE.
1 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 35 Warna baet bait leoht be <5e

on is ne syn bystru. c 1000 ^Elfric in Lamb. Horn. 301 Heo
{sc. bet sidefulle wif] hi warnaS U1175 {ibid. 111) wernaoj
wi5 druncennysse.

II. To make aware, to put on one*s guard.

2. trans. To give timely notice to (a person) of

impending danger or misfortune.
Const, of against (OE. and early ME. wft) or subord.

clause. To warn off: to keep away (from danger) by timely

notice.

nooo ^lfric Horn. II. 166 Da sende Benedictus swioe

hraidliceand warnode oa jebroorawifl bais deofles to-cyme.

rtio»3 Wulfstan Horn. xii. (1883) 79 P*" *y godes fo 'c

wamian selome wid bone esesan, be mannum is towerd.

a tias O. E. Chron.(L&ud. MS.) an. 992 Da sende seealdor-

man ^Elfric & het wamian bone here, a 1200 Moral Ode

226 in O. E. Horn. I. 173 Ich hit willc seggen ban be hit

horn solf nusten Warni horn wi5 hore unfrome ;if ho me
wulleo lusten. Ibid. 228 Ich wulle tellen of belle pin and

wernin ow wi5 herme. e ik>S Lav. 7984 For Julius Cesar of

his ha:rme wxs war abuten mid-nihte he warnede alle his

cnihtes & to scipen ferden & fusden an veste. c x»5o Gen. Sf

Ex. 1091 Loth hem [his sons-in-law] warnede, wislike and

wel, Oc he ne troweden him neuere a del. a 1300 Cursor M.
17-U l'e folk to preche for-gate he [Noe] noght, To warne

H
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bam of our lauerds wrake. c 1320 Cast. Love 390 Milce and
merci he hab for-loren, He was warned ber-of bi-foren.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W, 2658 For In myne dremys it is

warnede me How tliat myn Neuew shal myn bane be. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 193 For lie hadde i-warnede
hym of meny myshappes bat schulde falle hem for his cruel-

nes. . . Also lie hadde i-warnede hym bat he schulde regne but
fourtene 5ere. 1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 273 Thaventurous
kny^te by thyn reporte is warnyd of his perellys. c 1450
Holland Houlate 975 All sour welth will away, Thus I

warn 30W. 1470-85 Malory Arthur \. x. 47, I warne yow
al, your enemyes are passyng strong for yow. 1526T1NDA1.E
Matt. ii. 22 Notwithstondynge after he was warned in hys
slepe, he tourned asyde into the parties off galile. 1599
Alex. Hume Hymns v. 96 Poems (S.T.S.) 44 The godly
Hezekiah king, was sick in great distres, And be the Prophete
wairnd, that he sould neuer conuales. 1667 Milton* P. L.

iv. 6 O. .that now, While time was, our first Parents had bin

warnd The coming of thir secret foe, and scap'd . . his mortal

snare. 1794 Mrs. Radclifff. Myst. Udolpho vi, They say
it often comes to warn people of their death. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 274 He learnt and warn'd me of their tierce design

Against my house, i860 — Sea Dreams 128 And then I

fear'd Lest the gay navy there should splinter on it, And
fearing waved my arm to warn them off.

Proverbs, c 1530 R. Hilles Common-pl. Bk. (1858) 140 He
that ys warnyd beffore ys not begylyd. 1546 J. Hf.ywood
Prov. (1867) 63 Halfe warnd halfe armde. 1591 Harington
Or/. Fur. xin. xh ii, The Proverb saith, one that is warn'd
i* arm'd. 1700 Dkyden Fables, Cock 3- Fox 799 Once warn'd
is well bewar'd.

b. absol.

a rooo Sax. Leechd. III. 196 Swefnu binnon prim da^um
beo3 onwri^ene hwilan to warnienne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 182

Sicnesse.. warded [MS. C. weorneo] to 3ein beo [sins] bet

weren touwardes. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. xxxiiu

1240/2 (Bodl. MS.), [Pe] sparowedredeb be weselland cryep
and warneb 3if awesel come [L. presentiam ejus prodit\.

3. To put (a person) on his guard, to caution

against some person or thing as dangerous.

t Formerly const. of,from.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 54 Al bus be holi Gost lette writen one hoc

uor to warnie wummen of hore fol eien. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Redeles iv. 77 [They] blamed be maister, pat knewe not be
kynde cours bat to pe crafte longid, And warned him wisely
of pe wedir-side. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 195 She
was all venym; And yef I had not varnyte the therof at the
furste tuching she had shent the. 1577 Kendall Flowers
Eplgr. 62 Warnde of my foe, I shunne iny foe. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 258 What dost thou scorne me For my gentle
counsell ? And sooth the diuell that I warne thee from. 1773
Cook's 1st Voy. 1. iv. in Hawkesw. Voy. 11. 48 Dr. Solancler

himself was the first who found the inclination, against which
he had warned others, irresistible. 1809 Med. Jrnt. XXI.
404 This.. will for ever operate as a friendly beacon to warn
..anatomists and surgeons, against a hasty or superficial

dissection of a dead body, i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 69
Ah love, there surely lives in man and beast Something
divine to warn them of their foes.

4. To give (a person) cautionary notice or advice

with regard to actions or conduct ; to caution

against neglect of duty or against wrong or mis-

taken action or belief.

c 1000 /Elfric Saints' Lives xvii, 72 ForSan butan ic eow
warnije and bone wol eow forbeode ic sceal a^yldan sescead
bam soSfa^stan deman. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 117 £if bu
wernast bane unrihtwise mon and he nule icherran from his

sunnan burh be. ciaoo Vices
<J-

Virtues 11 Dar ic 3e seal

undernemen mid 3a ilche wordesSe 3u ofte hafst jeherd for

tie te warnien. 01225 Ancr. R. 270 Ine swuche manere
tentaciuns nis non so wis ne so war, but 3if God ham warnie,
bet nts bigiled o3er hwules. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
V. 425 He was afterward i-warned by febilnesse of his body,
and J>o he was i-cristenede. c 1400 Rule St. Benet xlviii.

33 ]>ai sal be warnid ane tyme, and a-nobir time. Yef sho
wil noht a-mende, Man sal take suilk amendisof hir. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 1. xi. 31 Often tymes when other were
moste besy in prayer, he wente out and wandryd aboute,..
whan his abbot had often warned hym, and he amendyd nor,
iSSSCovERDALEPi. ii. 10 Be wyse now therfore (oyekynges)
be warned, ye that are indgesof the earth. 1581 S hampton
Crt. Leet Rec. (1905)1. 11. 206 Wherof we have thought good
to amerse them at 2/6, for that they have byne often tymes
warrened and no redresse. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in.

831 Sheep, Oxen, Horses fall; and.. lye. Till warn'd by
frequent Ills, the way they found, To lodge their loathsom
Carrion under Ground. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 35 Divine
authority within his breast . . Warns him or prompts, approves
him or restrains. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. ix, [He] mar-
shalled the village boys,,, domineering over them with a fine
imperious spirit, that made his father laugh when he beheld
it, and his mother fondly warn him.
absol. c 1440 Jacob's Well 202 3if bou seest thefte be do, .

.

& wylt nojt telle, warne, ne speke, whan bou my3t lettyn it,

1781 Cowpkr Ex-post. 441 The priestly brotherhood. .Prompt
to persuade, expostulate, and warn. 1804 Wordsw. ' She
was a Phantom ' 28 A perfect Woman, nobly planned, To
warn, to comfort, and command.

b. Const, against ; also with inf. or subordinate
clause, or f double object.

c 1000 JElfric Saints' Lives xvii. 68 Jelome iceow warnode
and..cu5lice manode bat se andsatan wi^lunge be unwise
men healdaS mid ealle forlaetan. £1290 Bcket 1078 in S. Eng.
Leg. 137 po it was to-war[d] eue twei seriaunz bare come,
Sore weoptnde, and warnede him bat he sum red him nome.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 229, I speke it for no mannes blame,
Bot forto warne thee the same. Ibid. II. 49 And warneth
alle for mi sake, Oflove that thei ben noght ydel. a 1425
tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 26 Bot warne be lech pe
pacient that he dispose hym so pat he remoue no5t be medy-
cyne. a 14$^ Mirk's Festial 199 And bagh hit [St. Margaret's
Day] be a lyjt hoIyday..I warne you.. bat m wol fast hor
evyn. 1450-1530^/j'rr. our Ladyej. xiii. 37 They warne the
riche to knowe themselfand not to be prowde. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus 1. iii. F iij, My father wyll neuer geue me this

money, but he wyll first warne me.. that I shall not waste it

prodigallye. 1594 Kyd Cornelia v. 95 Caesar .. euery Regi-
ment warn'd with a woide Brauely to fight for honor of the

day. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 185 The rest shall hear me
call, and oft be warnd Thir sinful state, and to appease be-
times Th' incensed Deitie while offerd grace Invites. 1687
A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's 7V<it'.ii. 39, I warn also those that

come to Aleppo that they fail not to see the Birds of Gran-
douilles. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals i. Wks. 1721 I. 446,
I must only warn you, that you do not charge your Coins
with more uses than they can bear. 1718 Prior Solomon 11.

936 The Father, whilst he warn'd his erring Son, The sad
Examples which He ought to shun, Describ'd, and onlynam 'd

not, Solomon. 1781 Cowper Hope 355 The screaming nations
..seem to warn hiin never to repeat His bold intrusion on
their dark retreat, 1848 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy
II. xvii. 295 His page delivered a letter. .It warned him
not to attend in his place in parliament. 1852 W. Collins
Basil III. i. 6 You.. may be tempted to tear up my letter,

and throw it from you unread. I warn you not to do so ; I

warn you to rend what I have written. Ibid. III. i. 74 Be
warned, therefore, against seeking a false hope in the belief
that my faculties are shaken. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (185S)
I. iii. 266 The ambassador warned him on peril of his life to
deal no further with such things. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par. (1870) 1. 1, 33 Yet, fellows, must I warn you not to shout
Ere we have left the troublous wood behind.

t absol. c 1440 A Iphabet 0/ Tales 22 And he warnyd bat on
no wyse no man sulde know bat it wer a wornman. 1526
Tindale Gal. ii. 10 Then lames, Cephas and Iohn.. agreed
with vs, that we shuldpreacheamonge the Hethen, and they
amonge the Iewes : warnynge only that we shulde remember
the poore.

t e. Const, of. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne6go^ And y warne 30W alle

of o byng, Forbenkeb nat of 5oure almess-gyuyng. 1362
Langl. P. PI. A. v. 214 His wyf warnede him jx> of wikked-
nesse and of sinne. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 72 pe kirk makib
lawis ; and schuld wern men ber of, bat bei offendid not ber
in. a 1529 Skelton Bcnvgc ofCourte 106 But of one thynge
I weme you er I goo, She that styreth the shyp, make her
your fiende. 1541 Elvot Image Gov. xvi. 29b, Thansadlye
and with a wonderfull grauitie, he wolde admonest or warn
him of his lacke in diligence,

f d. Const, from,
1765 Museum Rust. IV. 264 When I began farming, I was

warned from expecting profit, by two different sets ofpeople.

5. To inform, notify. Now only in restricted

use, to notify of something requiring attention.

a. To inform or notify of something actual.
c 1205 Lay. 30639 And al bat he auunde in ban lufte & bi

ban grunde purh ailches cunnes bing he warnede asure
/Edwine king. 1340-70 Alex. <5- Dind. 205 But litil leue we
bat Iud, i be warne. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 30 He warnede
watte his wyf was to blame, |>at hire bed was worb a Mark.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. [Paul) 729 For is na payne, we
wele be [sc. Nero] warne, In life sa gret as to ber barne.
c 1384 Chaucer//. Fame 893 Now see.-3'ondeadovne Wher
that thou knowest any tovne . . And whan thou hast of ought
knowynge Looke that thou warne me And y anoon shall telle

the How fer that thou art now therfro. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

5 3ifeny of be brethren. , be chosen wardein in b* brether-
hede, ..he shal take b° charge al-sone as he is warned berof.

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxviii. 128 pe emperour bat was
warned of baire fleyng lay before bam with his oste. C1480
Henryson Test. Cress. 359 Ane Chyld come fra the hall, To
warne Cresseid the Supper was reddy. 1530 Palsgr. 772/1,
I warne one of a mater in processe, je intime. . . No man hath
warned me yet. 1836 Dickens Si: Boz, Visit to Newgate

t

The deathlike stillness of the street without., warns him that
the night is waning fast away. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) IV. xviii. 114 Count Eustace (of Boulogne) was warned
tha.t the wished for moment was come. x88o Mrs. Parr
Adam <$ Eve II. 25 The clock warned them it was time to
get ready. 1886 C. Scholl Phraseol. Diet. II. 832 The
broker did not warn us of the arrival of the vessel.

t absol. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xvi. viii. (1495) 557
The adainas [the stone adamant] warnyth of venim[L- dicitur
..venena depre/teudere] as Electrum dooth. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. ii. 1 And chearefull Chaunticlere with his note shrill

Had warned once, that Phoebus fiery carre In hast was
climbing vp the Easterne hill.

fb. To tell (a person) when it is time to do
something. Obs,
c r3*S Chron. Eng, 507 When the on condle wes ydo, The

aht tiden weren alsuo ; The kyng he warnede by thon, Hys
purpos ariht to don. 1539-40 in Devon N. $ Q. (1903) Oct.
238 Payed to a man for his labor to warne the lymers to
bryng more lyme when ther lyme was almost don. 1697
Dryden Virg. Past. vi. 121 Now the setting Sun had warn'd
the Swain To call his counted Cattle from the Plain.

T 0. To warn custos : in school language, to

inform the ' custos
y
or monitor of a misdemeanour :

in quot. indirect passive. Obs.
1558 R. Ramsey Serm. Child Bishop (Camden) 28 Yf a

scoler in the gramer scole speak false Lattyn or Englysh for-

byddyn, he is takyn withall of one or the other and warnyd
custos to be beatyn. Ibid., Let them be first warnyd custos, or
wrong by the ears for it, and after be correctyd as the custos is

usyd.

d. To give previous notice to. More definitely

f to warn before (obs. ). Const, with of subord.
clause, or infinitive.

^
cizjs Lay. 22059 Letep blowe bumes warnie cnihtes-.pat

ich faren wolle. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1056 We ssolle horn
warni of oure po^t ar we banne wende. a 1300 Cursor M.
10933 Speke we nu of zachari, hu be angel com him to warn,
he suld haue Ion, bat seli barn, c 1330 Otuel 1691 Otuwel
. . warende fore a non bo Rouland& oliuer bo. c 1384 Chaucer
H. Fame 1559, 1 werne yow hit, quod she anon, Yegeteofme
good fame non. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 38sOonof
his prisoneres bat was konnynge in devyne warned hym bat he
schulde sone be delyvered out of prisou 11. 1393 Langl. /'. PI.
C. xviii. 97 Astronomyens al day in here art faillen, That
whilom warned men by-fore what shoulde by-falle after.

c 1440 York Myst. xxii. 84 pi biddyng will I no^t full-fill, pat
warne I be. 1483 Acta Audit, in Acta Dom. Cone. II. In trod.
114 The day that he was warnit toressavethesomeconteint in

his said reversione. 1534 Abstr. Protocols Town Clerks of
I Glasgow (1897) IV. 67 Allane C...hes warnyt Janet Boyd,

at hyr awn dwelling place within Glasgow, to rasaef ane
hundretht merk . .upon Wytsunday evyn. 1551 Rental Bk.
Cupar-Angus (1880) II. 71 Our said place at al! tymes salbe
. .reddy to ws. .als oft as it salhappyn ws..to cum thairto
..we warnand thame thairto xxiiij houris warnyng of befor.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xli, The mourning being ready,
and Sir Pitt Crawley warned of their arrival, Colonel Craw-
ley and his wife took a couple of places in the. .Highflyer
coach. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxi. (1878)

533 But I warn you I will call again very soon.

e. absol. or intr. Of a clock : To make the clicking

or whirring noise which indicates that it is about
to strike; to give warning \ [So G. warnen."] dial.
1846 M. A. Richardson Local Historian's Table-bk., Leg.

Div. I. 116 And just as the clock warned for twal' the hin'-

most game was concludet. 1883 W, Towers Poems 189
(E.D.D.) Hark ! the clock is warning ten. 1894 HallCaine
Manxman in. xviii, Every time the clock warned to strike,
she felt one hour nearer her doom.

6. To notify of something commanded ; to order
under penalties.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1808 We bub y-sent to be, Balan..to
warnye be by-forn, be nayles bowscholdest him ^elde a^eyn
. . & elles bow gest a torn. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V.
153 He was i-warned by an aungel bat he schulde translate
Clement his body, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1092 Pelleus full

prestly the peopull did warne To appere in his presens. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 2208 For by a uysione seynt Dunstone was
y-warnot of bat cas pat Alphegc.Of Wynchester shulde
bysshoppe y-sacrid be. c 1450 Mankind 516 in Macro Plays
20 Com a-gayn, I werne, as sone as I yow call. 1456 Sir
G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 53 [He] gert warne all his
obeysaunce of Lombardye to mak thame redy to bataill.

1483 Acta Audit. In Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 115 That
he. .profferit the said some,, to the said William the said
day that he was warnit to. 1814 Scott Lord of Isles vi. v,

His royal summons warn'd the land, That all who own'd
their King's command Should instant take the spear and
brand, To combat at his side.

+ b. To warn in : to order to come in. Obs.
1654 Whitelocke Stved. Ambassy (1772) I. 176 So many

waggons were warned in. .because of the smalleness of them,
and the great quantity of baggage and provision.

c. To notify (a person) to go from, out of (a

place), away, thence.

1592 Arden of Feversham 1, 353 To warne him on the
sudden from my house Were tooconfirme the rumour that is

growne. 1697 Dryden jSneis Ded. (d) 2 He had already
chidden the Rebellious Winds..: He had warn'd them from
the Seas. Ibid. iv. 546 Now Hermes is employed from Jove's
abode, To warn him hence. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 328
He batter'd at the doors ; none came: the next, An awful
voice within had warn'd him thence. 1853 Dickens Bleak
Ho. lvii, So having warned him out of London, I [Inspector
Bucket] made an afternoon of it to warn him to keep out of
it now he was away. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women
vi, She never saw Laurie mount guard in the hall to warn
the servants away.

d. To warn off\ to notify (a person) to keep at

a distance. Alsoj^.
1842 Tennyson Love <$ Duty 46 For Love himself took part

against himself To warn us off. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.
xxviii, ' Pray, Mr. Rouncewell,' says my Lady, warning Sir

Leicester oft with the slightest gesture of her pretty hand, as

if he were a fly, ' explain to me what you mean.' 1858 Eliz.

Sewell Ursula I. x. 108 He warned her off admirably, not

letting her know anything he chose to keep to himself.

e. To give notice to (a person) to keep off

(private ground). Also with off'adv. Ahofg.
' i8i5Scott(7wj'.A/. iii, There's Dunbog has warned the Red
Rotten and John Young aff his grunds. 1848 A thenaeum 10

June 579/3 Can the fact of Mr. Prior's having written a
biography of Goldsmith give him the right to warn all others

off the ground? 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Dark Night's Work
x. 176 Miss Monro stole out after the doctor to warn him off

the subject for the future. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 303
All merchants being warned off from Indian commerce as

poachers from a preserve. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 249 ' Go
for' a building, and not hang around like a tramp to be..

warned off by timid caretakers.

f. Racing. To warn off the course : To prohibit

(a defaulter against the laws of the Jockey Club)

from riding or running horses at meetings under

its jurisdiction. Also with ^adv.
1856 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 11. 1. xiv. §4. 375 [The

Stewards of the Jockey Club] have full power to warn off

recusants [at Newmarket.]. .Other races are held under the

same conditions as the Newmarket, but, being on public

land, there is not often the power to warn off improper

characters, asat Newmarket, Goodwood,and some few others.

1861 Sporting Rev. June 474 Mr. Bryan having admitted

that he gave orders to his jockey to lose the race, it was re-

solved, 'That Mr. Bryan be warned off the course at New-
market, and other places where the Jockey Club have juris-

diction, for the year 1861.' 1900 Quiller-Couch Old Fires

iii. 55 If I'd been warned off Newmarket Heath, .shouldn't

I feel just as you are feeling.

fg. absol. To notify a requirement, give an

orderfor. Obs.

1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 80 He
had.. brewed.. xxx" quarters malt which they had warnyd
for, and so they wold not receyve theyr ale at the tyme it

was sent to them.

7. To summon (a person to a duty, place, etc.)*

In later use chiefly, To summon officially ; to

command the attendance of. Now only Mil.

a 1250 Otvl*f Night. 330 Hwenne ich iseo arise veorre ober

day rewe ober day steorre Ich do god mid mine brote& warm
men to hore note, c 1430 Chev. Assigne 190 Lette sommene
by folke. . . And she wendeth here adown & lette hem a«none

warne. 1530 Palsgr. 771/2, 1 warne a mantoapereatacourte
in judgement, je somme. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 253 When
he should warne a guest in sessions to appeare. 1574 in Mctitl.

Club Misc. I. 99 M. Symsone being wernit to ansuer the kirk

super itujuirend'ts. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, i.iii. 39> I Madam
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he desires to make attonement Betweene the Duke ofOlouster,

and your Brothers,.. And sent to warne them to his Royall
presence. 1595 — John 11. i. 201 Who is it that hath warn'd

vs to the walles ? 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. v. i.

319 Sirha goe warne them hether presently before me. 1608

Bp. Hall Char. Vertues fy Vices n. 122 When he is warned
on a Iurie, hee had rather pay the mulct, than appeare. 1610

T. Lorkin in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 221 Which
entertains him till twelve of the clock, when the bell warns
him to dinner. 1663 (27 Aug.) in Orders ofCouncil Naval
Service (1866) 1. 165 And other officers belonging to His Ma-
jestye's yards and Navy, are many times warned to attend

His Majestye's service at Assizes and Sessions, [etc.J. 1676

OflceC/erkofA ssise(avu})
t
The names ofsuch as the Bailiffs

shall warn for the great Inquest. 180a C. James Milit. Diet.,

Warned, admonished of some duty to be performed at a
given time or place. Thus officers and soldiers are warned
for guard, &c. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. v. 29 The constables

are required to summon or as it is said to warn all the free-

men to meet together yearly. i860 Whyte Melville //e/W^'
House II. xix. 288 [He] commanded that the guard, .should

be relieved every four hours, and that the same men should

not be warned twice for this duty until after the execution.

absol. a 1562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 103 My lord's

officers caused the truppetts [sic] to blowe to warne to supper.

1814 Scott Lord 0/ Isles iv. xxix, Brother, for little space,

farewell 1 To other duties warns the bell.

fb. To call, give notice of (a meeting). Obs.

1465 Marg. Paston In P. Lett. II. 239 On Saterday last

was, Jenney ded warne a corte at Calcotte to be holde ther in

hys name. 1617 Eastland Co. (Camden) 12 If any Courte
be warned and for wante of Assistants the same bee not full.

1793 N. Chitman Rep. (1871) 10 The Clerk has not inserted

(in the record) that the proprietor's meeting was regularly

warned.

f 8. To give (a person) notice to leave his employ-
ment or tenancy. Also to warn out. Obs. (but see

Warning vbl. sb. 6).

14.. in Babccs .#.6.(1868)329 And they that wylle not here
that 5c say, effectually be they ywarnyd, and ye shalle pro-
uide other seruantis. 170a Luttrell Brief Ret. V. 208 The
duke of Somerset., has (by her majesties order) turned out
40 grooms of the stables, ami warned out others who had
lodgings and stables at the Meuse. 1706 Phillits (ed. Ker-
sey), lo Warn,, .to bid one provide for himself elsewhere.

1713 W. Hawkins Life Bp. Ken 8 The Prince., threatned
to turn him from the Service [sc. chaplaincy to P'cess of
Orange]; which the Doctor resenting, .warn'd himself from
the Service, and would not return to the Court. 1850 Bent'
ley's Misc. XXVIII. 284 We're teetotally ruined.. .Warned
out by the landlady. . . Where are we to move into, and obtain
a lodging !

Hence Warned ppl. a.

1639 J. Clarke Parcem. 21 WarnM folkes may live.

t Warn, v.% Obs. Forms : a. 1 wiernan,
wirnan, wyrnan,wfiernan,3 wearne

7
3-4wurn0,

3-5 worn, (3 worne, 5 wernne), weerne, 2-6
werne ; 0. 1 wearnian, war(e)nian, 3-5 warn,
3-4 Sc. varn, 4-6 warne. [Two formations

:

(1) OE. wiernan = OFris. werna, ON. vema (Da.
v&rne):—OTeut. *wanifan ; (2)OK. wearnian (also

warm'an, warenian, by confusion withW arnz/. 1
) =

OFris. warna, OS. (Ilildebr.) wamen, OX. varna
(Sw. varna) :—OTeut. *warnojan. The two
OTeut. types are f. *wartio fem. (OE. tvearii)

obstacle, refusal, etc., f. the root *wer- : *war- to

obstruct, defend.
It is possible that the ME. and later form wartime may

descend partly from the OE. wearnian; influence from
ON. vama is also possible. But the form would be normal
as a dial, variant of werne:—OE. ivteman \ on the other
hand the ME. werne may partly represent OE. wearnian.
The a and (3 types therefore probably do not accurately
correspond to the two original formations.]

1. trans. To refuse or deny (a thing ton person);
to refuse to grant (a boon, request, etc.).

In OE. and early ME. const, dat. of person and genii, of
thing; later, the genitive is sometimes represented by the
construction with of but more freq. by the accusative.
a. C897 ^Elkred Gregory's Past. C. xlix. 380 Se pe ne

wiernS [MS. Itatton wirnoj <5,-cs wines his lare 5a mod mid
to oferdrencanne be hiene gehieran willaS. a 1000 Riddles
xxi. 11 (Gr.) Cyning mec ^yrweS since & seolfre & mec on
sele weorbaS: ne wyrneS word-lofes, rtiiza O.E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. iO)8 pa wyrnde him mann Sera jisla.

fUH
I
Lay. 30310 For ne seal he nauere. .kine-helme broken

and }if he hit wule auon ich hit wulle wernen. c 1250 Song
to Virg. 39 in O. E. Misc. 105 He wyl nout werne be pi
bone. 1340 Ayenb. 189 Vor pet he him wernde his elmesse,
~;od him wernde ane drope of weter per he wes ine uere of
idle. C1384 Chaucer//, Fame 1539 They., seyde, Grauntc
vs. .of thy grace a bone. And somme of hem she graunted
sone And somme she werned wel and faire, and some she
graunted the contraire Of her axyng. 1387 Trevisa Hidden
(Rolls) I. 275 pe Romaynes asked her tribute : and Sicambri
werned it and wolde none paye. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
1. iv. 47 Yet al thing desyreth ye werne no man of helpe.cms Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1847 But his hert is ful
applied To graunte, and nat be needy werne his grace.
1414 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 22/2 To graunte whiche of thoo that
you luste, & to wernne the remanent, c 1430 Devils' Pari.
406 Quod helle ' not wib by [Satan's] poowere I myjte not
werne him [Christ] oon of tho ; He took out alle bat were
him dere*. c 1475 Partenay Prol. 126 Hys commaundment
wern shal I no-thing. Ibid. 86 Take here vnto you which
you best do plese, No man shall ther-of you werne ne
withsay.

0. fliooo Guthlac 1183 [1156] in Exeter Bk. 176 Ic me
warnade hyre onsyne eallc pra;e in woruld-life. c 1205
Lay. 4719 & Belin him war[n]de [t:i»7S wornede] al bat he
Jernde. a 1300 Cursor M. 4939, I receiud bam and warnd
ham noght Of alle thing pai me be-soght. Ibid. 28889 Be
man neuer sua wik of mode men agh noght warn him his
liues fode. 1375 Barbour Bruce win. 332 And laid thame
quhat kyn veleummyng Dowglass thaim maid. . And varnyt
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thame the playn herbery. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

III. 101 Nabugodonosor byseged Ierusalem for tribute pat
was i-warned hym. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1467-8 ' For me
had leucr ', quod be lede, 'be lethirely forsworn , .pan anys
haue greuyd bat gome, or warned him his erand ! pat t-uer

I warned him Ins will, wa is me bat stoiule !
' c 1450 Cap-

grave Life St. Aug. xxxvii. 47 Swech mete and drynk as

he had in vse was not warned to no man bat wold ask it.

1456 Sir G. Have laii> Arms (S.T. S.) 148 ^e suld nocht
warne me levc. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvi. xt. 679 And
yf thou warne her loue she shalle goo dye anone yf thou
haue no pyte on h^r, that sygnefyeth the gicte byrd, the
whiche shalle make the to warne her.

b. Of a thing : To prevent (a person) from
having (something).
a 1240 Urcisun in Q. E, Horn. I. 187 Mine snnnen beob

wal bi-tweone me and be. Mine sunnen werneb me al bis

swotnesse. la 1400 Mortc Arih. 700, I may wery the wye,
thatt this werre mouede, That warnes me wyrchippe of my
wedde lorde.

c. With dat. of person only : To refuse the

request of; to deny something to.

o. c 1000 AgS. Gosp. Matt. v. 42 pam be wylle a;t be
borxian, ne wyrn pu hym. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 137 Mon
sut5e his elmesse benne he heo £efe3 swulche monne <!e he
for scome wernen ne mei. a 1225 Ancr. R. 330 [She] halsefS

ure Lotierd so & he ne mei uor reouoe wernen hire, a 1272
A Luue Ron 7 in O. E. Misc. 93 A Mayde cristes me bit

yorne }>at ich hire wurche a luue ran. .. Ich hire nule nowiht
werne. a 1300 A'. Horn (Hall) 1404 Fikenhild gan wende
Rymenhild to schende. To wo^ehe gan hure jerne, pe kyng
ne dor^te him werne. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xx. 12 For
thre thynges he taketh his lyf forto saue, That is, mete,
whan men hym werneth and he no moneys weldtth, [etc.].

C1400 Love Bonavcnt. Mirr. vi. (Sherard M.S.), Whan she
..asked heibevgh in diuerse places., alle they werned [Gibbs
MS. weerne, W, de W. refused] hem and lete hem go.

C1420 Sir Amadace (Canid.) xiii, Quil he hade any gud to

take, He wernut no mon. (11450 Knt. de la Tour 31 Her
husbonde must nedis ordeine her that she desirithe, .. for

thei wol finde so mani resones that tliei wille not be werned.
c 1475 Partenay 82 Of thes thre on [1. e. one] your plesire

do and take,. . Reson is ne right that you werne shold y.

fi. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2604 And who-so askith folily, He
moot be warned hastily. 1:1420 Wyntoun Cron. it. Hi. 201
Iacob warnyt hym vttraly.

d. To refuse {to do something).
a. ai2z$ Ancr. R, 248 peo ancre pet wernde an oo"er a

cwatr uorto Ienen. (11300 Cursor Af, 12106 If pou him
wenis for to lern, To lere him wel we pe noght wern. ^1320
Sir Tristr. 1367 ^e sigge ich wern mi nem to wiue, For y
schuld be 5our king.

p. cqoo Bstda's Hist, v, xx. [xxii.] (1890) 474 Ond he blis-

sade in bon, past.. he ?;eseah pa his fceherend pone Eastor-
da^s onfon,. .pone hie simle a?r pon warenedon to anfonne
[L. quern semper antea ritabant], a 1300 Cursor M. 3040
Hir bidding do sal boil not warn. Ibid. 3261 For quas luue
he wild not warn To sacrifise his auen barn. 1398 Trevisa
Bart/t. De P. R. xn. Introd. (Tollemache MS.), pat man may
be a schamid.._to warne to serue fader and moder, while he
knowep pat briddes and foules seruep. .euerichone oper.

e. absol. To make refusal.

a. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7553 Of pe heyemen of pe lond
. . He esste_ ostage strong inou & hii ne ssolde no^t worne,
Ac toke him ostage god. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 130 The
wylde loves rage. . Hath mad him that he can noght werne,
Hot fell al hoi to hire assent. 1406 Hoccleve La Male
Regie 430 For estaat real can nat al day werne.
0, 1456 Sir G. Have Laiu Arms (S. T. S.) 30 Thai ar.

.

nocht large of gift, and redily wil tak and wele can warne.

2. To refuse to allow (some action or course of
action) to a person ; to forbid (a person) to do
something.
a. C893 /F.LFRED Oros. i. vii. § 1 Hi ar Moyse 81 hys folce

pats utficreldes wyrndon. c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 330
Jeorne is to wyrnanne bearneacnum wife pa:t bio aht sealtes

cte o5de swetes. c 1350 Gen. «y Ex. 2966 Kft he comen to
pharaon, And he wernede "(Ms folc ut-gon. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 102 1 Holy chyrche wyl pe werne pe halyday
to go to be tauerne,. .whan goddys seruyse owyp to be
doun. C1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 333 He is to greet a
nygard that wolde werne A man to lighte his candle at his
lanterne. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 162 Tnogh it be noght the
houndes kinde To ete chaf, yit wol he werne An Oxe which
comth to the berne Theruf to taken eny fode. c 1449 Fe-
cock Rep*: it. ii. 146 And therfore thilk processe hath no
strengthe forto weerne ymagis of God to be had and vsid
in the chirche.

p. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 7985 And na thing salle pain
warn ne lett, To do pair wille whare-swa it es sett, c 1400
Yioaine $ Gan\ 2261 For nane other enchesownc, Bot for

i warned hym to wyve My doghter. 1550 Crowley /«•
formacion 142 Whoe shall warne me to do wyth myne owne
as me selfe lysteth. 1550 S'hampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905)
I. 1. 12 And that theye warne none to have Ale for theire
money so theye have yt in theire houses. 1591-5 C'tess
Pembroke LayofClorinda 12 in Spenser's Astrophel, From
them [the heavens] comes good, from them comes also il,

That which they made, who can them warne to spill.

b. Of a thing : To forbid, not to allow of (some
action or procedure). Also absol.

a. ( 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 255 $if heeto oppe meht ne
wyrne Ian him blod. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. ix. 19 Yf so
benygneAnd loughly be the vyne hit not to werne.

3. To refuse, forbid, deny (entry, the gate, door,

way, one's house). Constr. dat. of person oxfrom.
a. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 442 From hir the gate ay

[1 read shal] werned be Of paradys. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5840
But whan he prayde hir, pore was he, Therfore she warned
him the entree. 14.. St. Alexius i8(Cott.MS.) Ofallpormen
of ylk a gate, there was none pat werned p* yate. c 1420
Aznnv. Arth. ix, Quo-so wcrnes me the waye, Hym to dethe
di}te !

p. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 213 pe portir with his
pikis po put him vttere, And warned nim pe wickett while
be wacche durid. C1400 Destr. Ti ty 5251 All pat warnyt
hym pe way he warpet to ground, c 1400 Rom. Rose 7502

WAHNE.
The hous, quod he, such as ye see, Shal nat be warned
you for me. c 1440 Cai-gkave St. Kath, \. 737 pere was no
}ate warnyd to no-maner wyte, But..bei were kept opyn
both day & nyth. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S

;
T. S.)

61 Quhen Julius Cesar was cumtnyn to Rome, thai durst

nocht warne him the portis. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vn.

cexxviii. (i8n) 257 The Kynge. .warned hym y entre of

his Iande. 1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl D 2,

Mist. Open. Get you from my shop. Mot. I come to buy.
Mist. Open. He sell ye nothing, I warne yee my house and
shop.

b. To forbid, exclude (a person from a place or

position, Dcathy?w/; a person). Cf. Warn vA 6 c.

a. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 636 Fro thilke assemblee,
if I may, Shal no man werne me to-day. 1536 Primer
Salisb., Eng. fy Lat. 145 Of sapiens thou art eterne Frome
the and thy father who can the werne.

/3. 1590 Si'Enser P. Q. n. 1. 36 But if that carelesse hea-

uens 1 quoth she) despise The doome of iust reuenge,. . Yet
can they not warne death from wretched wight.

c. To stop the way of.

a. a 1225 Ancr.R. 6o(MS.T.)Hund wile in at open dure, per
man him ne wernes. £"1300 K. Horn 725 {Laud MS.) To
boure he gan ;erne Durst hym noman werne.

fi. 1375 Bakhouk Bruce 11. 137 The Dowglas then his way
has tane Ryeht to the hors, as he him bad : Bot he, that

him in ^hemsell had, Than warnyt hym dispitously.

4. To prevent, hinder, restrain (a person or

thing) from action. Const, with clause or inf.

a. r888 /Ei .FREn Boeth. xli. §4 He.. us ne werno [v.r.

wyrnp] p.xt we yfel don. a 1225 Ancr. R. 408 Jif eni luuede
pe ariht, he muhte holden pe, & wearnen }e to smiten.

( 133a R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7063 What he wold
do, non durstc hym werne. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xxiii. 6 In

our chosun berielis birye thi deed, and no man shal mow
worn [1388 forbede, Vulg. firohiberc] thee, a 1400 St.

Alexius 516 (Laud MS. 463) So sone so she to him come,
vpon pe hche she fil y-Iome.. .On pe liche she lay, & nolde
not wond, Mighte noman hire werne. c 1502 Joseph Arim.
164 To delyuer goddes semauntes he sayd he wolde; I

knowe no maner man that shall me werne.
/'. (11300 Cursor M. 2726 'And quat thing es,

1 he said,
' may warn pat godd ne may his will of do? ' ibid. 13733' Vs
thine to lang we duell,' said pai, ' Qua warns yow to wend
a-wai 1

' c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 50 X\i Lei ben his ri}t-

fully ouie kyng may not warne nelette his hoste to reste in

po placts. c 1400 Scge Metayne 500 Thay stint vp on those

stedis full steryn, pay fande no man pat bam wolde warne.
c 1520 Skelton Mtignyf. iS -3 My hawke. . Flewe. .in to an
olde barne, To reche at a rat, I coude not her warne.

b. Phrases, To warn (a person ) his will or of
his will ; to warn (a person's) thoughts.
a. 1340-70 Alisauudcr 905 But all his werk was in w aste,

pei werned his thoughtes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7288 He was
taniet with the Troiens..And wemit of his wille, pof hym
wo thoght.

fi. [a 1400-50 : cf. 1 ^.) c 1400 Destr. Troy 6465 Thay pre-

set so the prince with power of knightes, pat pai warnit hym
his wille, & away put. a 1450 Le Morte Arih. 301 1 Trowiste
thow to warne me of my wille?

e. To resist.

a. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 85 In pe deie of Hureisun. .he wile

ison hwiche bod po pet mu5e stonden a;ein pes fleisces lust

and wernen his a^ene fleisces iwille.

p. a 1300 Cursor M. 22342 Sal nan ha might (air might
to warn.

5. To refuse to take or accept.
0. c 1300 Ilavelok 926 Sit now doun and et ful yerne

:

Dapeit hwo pe mete werne! 13.. Gaw. ,5- Gr. Knt. 1824
Ho Lede hit hym ful bysily, & he hir bode wernes.
p. a 1300 Cursor M. 16236 Coth piIate,..To varn yur

consail better it es pan to do mar foli.

b. To deny (a statement).
a 1300 Cursor M. 21334 pe stat of ilk ewangelist Bers in

him-self vr lauerd crist. He es man and ox, leon, and ern,

Mai na skilful man pis wern.

1 Warn, z>. ;i Obs. rare. [a. OF. wamir (var.

of garnir Garnish v.) a. Teut. *warnjan : see

Warn v.'^] trans. T<y foitify; to protect, defend.

lit. and _/?£-.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace 8836 Ageyn be Bretons
pey cam right ;erne pe lond ?yf pey myghte pern werne.

1338 — Chron. (1725) 39 pe toun was warned wele. Ibid.

268 Now gos pis Thomas, his t reson to purchace, But how
Edward was warned porgh Gode's grace [Fr. Coment la
grace yhesu Krist Ly gentiz ray Edward de la tresun
garnyst], c 1400 Rule St. Benei (Prose) Ixix. 45 pat nane
defende ne warne opir for nane achesun. [L. nefresumat
alius alium defendere.] 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vi. 517 For
to close and kepe and hegge yn and werne so manye per-

soones fro so miche gretter synnes.

Hence f Warned///, a. Obs,
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxx. 22 He selkouthed to me His

mercy in warned cite [Vulg, in civitate muttita].

Warn, obs, pa. t. pi. of Be v. ; obs. f. War-
bant sb. 1

t Waruable, a. Obs. rare. In 5 weernable.
[f. Warn v. 2 + -able.] That may be forbidden.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. ix. 470 He expression tho gouern-

auncis..in the maners and circumstauncis..in which thei

ben forbedable or weernable.

Warnage, obs. Sc. var. Vernage.
c 1470 Henry Wallace iu. 17 Bot Inglismen..Stuffit housis

with wyn and gud wernage. Ibid. 317 King Eduuardis self

could nocht get bettir wyn Than thai had thar, warnage

and wenysoune Off bestiall in to full gret fusion.

t Warne, conf Obs. Also warn. [app. a

phrase f. war
t
were, 3rd sing. pa. t. snbj. of Be +

Ne. Cf. Sc. werena.] Were it not that, but that,

unless.

1340 Hampolf Pr. Consc. 2342 For warne syn war pai

[the devils] had ay bene Bright aungels. 13. . Cursor M. 2798

(Gott.) All bispraier mkh noght help, Warn godfs might par
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WARNEL.
wald :jelp. (-1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 Warne be
snawe ware, bare schuld na man passe ower be ysz. c 1450
Miroitr Saluacioun (Roxb.) 51 And warne godde }af to

menne the freendful angelic keping Thare shuld neurc man
esch

a

pe the feends crowel! temptyng.

Warnel (wgunel). Now dial. Forms: 1

wernsesel, 7 warnell, womel, 8- wornil (9
corruptly wommal, wurmal), 8- warneL [OK.
wernaegel, perh. f. *wear/i pus (see Ware sb.G

t

Wauibueed) + tuegel Nail sb."]

1, A hard tumour on the back of cattle, pro-

duced by the larva of a gadfly : = Wahble sb.2 2.

c 1000 /Elfric Horn. II. 2S pa laerde hi sum iudeisc man,
bset heo name aenne wernaesel of sumes oxan hricge [etc.

I

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 838 Warbles or wommals,
that is, small swelled protuberances along the chine, caused
by the larvae of the CEstrus bends or cattle-bot. 185a T. W.
Harris Insects Injur, Vegel. 500 Large open boils, some-
times called wornils or wurmals, that is, worm-holes. 1864-5
Wood Homes without H. xxvi. (1868) 512 The swellings

caused by the Breeze Fly are called Wurbles or Wornils.

b. The maggot producing tumours of this kind :

= Warble sb.% 3.

1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland xxviit. 132 About March worms
or wornels do begin to breed in their backs. 1713 Derham
I'hys.-Theot. vni. vi. (1727) 378 In the Backs of Cows, .there

are Maggots generated, which in Essex we call Wornils j

which are first only a small Knot in the Skin.

O. Comb.
1708 Kersey, Warnel-worms, certain Worms that stick

within the Skin of Cattel on their Backs. Whence in later

Diets.

t 2. = Agnail i. Obs.
161 1 Cotgr., Frouelle, An agnell, pinne, or warnell in the

toe.

t Wa'mement. Obs. rare-1
, [a. OF. warne-

went, garnement : see Garment.] Equipment,
armour, clothing.

13 . . K. Alt's. 7443 (Laud) He 3*iueb londes, he ^iueb rentes,

Stedes, tresores, warnementes [Line, warentmentis].

Warner 1 (wg'inw). [f. Warn v.l + •»!.]
1. One who warns or gives warning to others.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Monitor, a warner. 157a Huloet
(ed. Higins), Warner, or admonisher, monitor, admonitor,
1637 Rutherford Let. to Ld. Crat'ghall 8 July, If ye
advise.. with that warner within you that will not fail

to speak against you in God's time. 1805 Southev Madoc
11. xxvi, Again the ominous warner cried, Woe ! woe ! the

Cycle of the Years is full ! 1820 X. Erskine Remarks
Internal Evid. iii. (1827) 66 Must the Almighty Warner
demonstrate the evil of sin by undergoing its effects ? a 1849
Mangan Poems (1859) 148 Xhe Wildgrave fiercely spurns
his warner.

b. trans/, esp. a mechanical device for giving

warning.
1823 Mechanic's Mag. No. 4. 59 Xhe Warner is to give

the mariner immediate intelligence when in shoa! water.

1841 Civil Engin. % Arch. Jrnt. IV. 240/2 Xhe other wheels
of the train produce no further effect till the warning has
been replied to from D, which at the same time restores the

electric circuit of the ' warner ' for another signal. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Warner, . . Also, beacons, posts,

buoys, lights, &c. warning vessels of danger by day as well

as by night. 1906 Lockyer Stonehenge iii. 24 This star

would act as a warner of sunrise at some time of the year.

O. As the second element in rent, storm warner.
1885 Manch. Exam. 5 May 6/2 An article by Herr Em-

merig..on German bees as storm Warners. *9°7 Times
2 Oct. 12/5 Xhe owner of the cattle is bailiff and rent
warner on several properties near Ennis.

f2. One who summons people to attend a gather-

ing. Obs.

1572 in W. H. Xurner Select. Rcc. Oxford (1880) 341,

4 bedells or warners. 1813 Shipway Campanalogia 1. title-p..

By William Shipway, Late Warner to the Society of Cum-
berland Youths.

7 3. local. A man who gives notice of arrival of

ships at a port. Obs.

1761 Ann. Reg. 169 Xhe young man who gives the intelli-

gence of the arrival of ships at that port [Bristol], commonly
called the warner. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Warner,
a sentinel formerly posted on the heights near sea-ports to
give notice of the approach of vessels.

f4. A mongrel used as a house-dog. Obs.
1576 Fleming tr. Caius' Engl. Dogges v. (1880) 34 Curres

of the mungrell and rascall sort and first of the Dogge called

in Latine Admo/titorand of vs in Englishe Wappe or Warner.

+ 5. Anc. Cookery. A table decoration or device,

probably similar to the Subtlety (sense 5) but
preceding it. Obs.

1505 Inthronization Abp. Warham in Leland Collect.

(1716J VI. App. 11. 21 Xhe first course at my Lordes Xable
in the great Hall. First, a Warner conveyed upon a rounde
boorde.of viii. panes, with viii. Xowres, enbatteled and made
with flowres, standyng on every towre a Bedil in his habite,

with his staffe. Ibid. A Warner with three Stages, with

vanes and towres enbateled.

tWatner 2
. Sc. Obs. In 6 warnour. [? f.

Wabn v.2 + -er V] ? A miser.

15x3 Douglas sEnet's viil. Prol. 96 Sum warnour for this

warldis wrak wendis by his wyt,

Warner(et obs. forms of Warrener.
t Warnership. Obs. [f. Waknek 1 + -ship.]

?The district of an official ' warner \
It is very doubtful whether these quots. do not belong to

Warrenership.
1636 in G. Roberts Sec. Hist. (1856) 290 [Precautions

against infection of the plague] Xhomas Stowell of the

warnership of Pymperne,.. innkeeper, hath divers times

entertained carriers, travellers, and others that came from

London. Ibid., Xhe constables or other officers of the

warnership of Pymperne.
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Warnes(se, var. ff. Wareness Obs.

t Wa-rnestore, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 3-4
warnest(o)ur(e, (5 warusture?), 3-4 warni-
sto(u)re, (4 warinstour), 5 warn(e)stor(e,

warny stoor. 0. 3 wermestore, 4-5 warmstore,

5, 7 warme store, [a. OF. warntslure, north-

eastern var. of garncsture, f. warnir, garnir : see

Garnish v. Cf. Garniture.]
1. Provisions kept in store, provender.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1698 pou sal alsua mak a boure For to

hald in hi wermestore. Ibid. 4688 Ma ban a thusand selers

Fild he wit wins, neu and fress, And warnistore o salt fless
;

c 1375 Ibid. 24788 (Fairf.) He..caried warnestoure on mani
wise, c 1400 tr. Secrcta Secret., G<n>. Lordsh. 65 Whanne
men trowyn wynter bat it is cold, men ordeyns herbergage
and clobing, and warmstores of cole and woode, and of many
ober bynges. 14.. 26 Pol. Poems xiii. 122 Stuffe 3oure

castels in eche coost, Wamestor and folk beder sende.

c 1470 Henry Wallace IX. 1200, 1 will remayn quhill this

warnstor be gane. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 409/1 Warnstore, an-
notia, cntica, ivcrnestura.

2. ? A magazine for provisions, ? a fortified place.

1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 2075 In eche stude bii sette ber

strong wamesture 8: god. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

180 f'e Sarazins kept it pat tym for ber chefe warinstour.

3. In warnestore : in safe keeping, in reserve.

c 1440 Bone Flo>: S78 Xhey were not ordeygned therfore

[for the sie^e], X'hey had golde in warme store, But mete
was them full nede. 1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 1S2

Nor doth he want for any one of these, A statute in warmc
store if that he please.

t Warnestore, v. Obs. Forms: a. 4 war-
nestur, 4-5 warn(e)sto(o)re, warnystor. £. 4-5
warmstore. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish with

supplies. Also, to fortify, secure.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 1121 Wei bei were warnestured of

vitayles i-now. C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iii. (1886) 7 We
bat ben..warncstored and enclosyd in swich a palis wbider

as chateringe or a-noyenge folye ne may nat atayne. c 1386
— Melib. r 2487 Ye sholde doon youre diligence to kepen

youre persone and to warnestoore youre hous. Ibid. F2523
That I shal warnestoore myn hous with toures. .and Armure
and Artelries. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 57 It

ys to }elde to ilk man bat his ys, ffor so er citee2 warmstoryd
and rentys gyuen.

Hence f Wa'rnestoring vbl. sb,

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 2525 Warnestooryng. .of heighe

toures and of grete edifices.

t Warnett. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.]

Alleged name of a variety of building-slate.

1688 Holme Armoury in. 265/2 Names of Slates accord-

ing to their several Lengths... Chitts. Warnetts. Shorts,

Warnice, variant of Warnish v 2

Warning (w§\min), vbl. sb. 1 [OE. war{e)mtng,

weamingj fern., f. war(e)nian, wearnian, Warn
0.1; see -ing 1

. Cf. OHG. warnunga (MUG.
•warnunge, mod.G. warming).] The action of

AVarn z\l

fl. Taking heed, precaution. Obs.

Spenser's use suggests that the antithesis of ' warning ' and
' weird ' (fate) may have survived proverbially.

c 1000 Sal. <V Sat. 427 Full oft ic frode menn fyrn jehyrde
Secgan..hwa5er wasre twejra-.strengra. wyrd 3e warnung.

1590 Si'enser F. Q. in. iv. 27 But ah, who can deceiue his

destiny, Or weene by warning to auoyd his fate?

2. Previous intimation or threat of impending

evil or danger. Phrase, to give warning {to) y to

warn. Also Sc. to make warning.
^Scarborough warning : see Scarborough.
a 800 Cvnewulf Crist 922 Dast mae?; wites to wearninga,

bam oe hafao wisne £eboht. .« "3°° Cursor M. 2093 O b>s

warning he \)mn laid, And bai bam died both yong and aid

1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8764 Xo opene my
moub y ne dar ne may, Bot bit be a byhouely byng at nede,

pat were warnyng or tokene of dede. 1375 Barbour Bruce
v. 502 Xhai maid him mony tyme varnyng, Quhen that thai

histynsale mycht se. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 2279 Of
treason first I gaf him warnyng, Xherfor I h.iue lost my
living. 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 215 Xhe erle of War-
wycke.. wrote to the Marques Montacute-.geuynge hym
warnyng, and aduertesyng him in what peril! their whole

affayres stode in. 1590 Spenser /*". Q. \. xi. 14 As two

broad Beacons .. Send forth their flames.. And warning

giue, that enemies conspyre, With fire and sword the

region to inuade. c 1600 Timon 1. ii. (1842) 6 Looke to thy

selfe ; I gyue thee fayre warning. 1656 N. Bernard Life

Abp. Usher 91 So great a Prophet, .might have at some
speciall times more then ordinary motions and impulses in

doing the Watch-mans part, of giving warning of Judgements
approaching. 1681 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 91 Xhey talk

nothing now but of wageing war with y« King.. . However
they thought fit first to give his Majesty some warneing.

c 1718 Prior Paulo Purg. 160, I give you warning: You'll

die before to-morrow morning. 1759 Hume Hist. Eng.
Hen. VIII, i. 84 He gave his master warning of the danger
[later edd. He made warning of the danger to his master].

1814 Scott Lord of Isles iv. xxvi, ' In murderous strife,' Said

Bruce, 'his warning saved my life'. 1846 Mrs. A. Mahsh
Father Darcy II. xvi. 276 [XreshamJ insisted vehemently
that warning should be given to the Lord Mounteagle, his

kinsman. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xyiii. IV. 229 Xhe
banished oppressor had at least given Englishmen fair warn-
ing.

b. A sign or portent of coming evil.

ri325 Yesterday 55 in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 676
Nis non so fresch on fote to fare. .Ne nonsobold, Beores to

bynde pat he nab warmynges [read warnynges] to beoware.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. ii. 80 And these does she apply, for

warnings and portents, And euils imminent, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 12 Dec. 1680, Xhey [sc. comets] may be warnings from

God, as they commonly are forerunners of his animadver-

sions. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolfiho vi, But I have

heard it these many years, and outlived the warning. 1899

WARNING.
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 767 Xhis is called the 'warning'
of the attack, or in medical terminology, the ' aura '.

3. Advice to beware of a person or thing as

being dangerous.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 62 Al Holi Writ is ful of warningge of eie.

Dauid seide, ' Averte oculos meos ne videant vanitatem '.

1842 Dickens Amer. Notes xvi, Xhere we all stood, watching
this revolving light upon the rock at Holyhead, and praising
it for its brightness and its friendly warning. 1860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xi. 83 Urged by the warnings of our.. guide, we..
began the descent. 1870 A. R. Wallace Contrib. Theory
Nat. Select. (1S71) 118 Some, .perceived signal was therefore

necessary to serve as a warning to birds never to touch these

uneatable kinds [of caterpillars]. 1888 F. Hume Mute. Midas
1. i, Xhe result of this blind confidence justified the warnings
of her friends.

4. Deterrent counsel ; cautionary advice against

imprudent or vicious action, or neglect of duty.
c 1000 /Elfric On Old T. (Gr.) 7 [Xhe Book of Proverbs is]

wisdomes bigspell and warnung wi3 disi;$. c 1380 Wyclif
Whs. (1 880) 378 He had many gi etc warnyngis of hydousnes
& perille of bis synne. 1393 Eangl. P. PL C. iv. 431 Xhe
kyng [sc. Saul] spared, For-bar hym and hus beste testes.

.

Otherwise than god wolde by warnyng of the prophete.

c 1400 Brut 116 Pe gode man warnede ham ofte-tymes bat

foliu to lete ; but his warnyng availede litel for be loue bkuene
ham was so miche. c 1440 Jacob's Well S pou-.awjtyst
gretly to desyre, to heryn his warnyng & his techyng. 1471
Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 538 O what pyte was hyt, Xhat
the Troyans beleuyd not this warnyng and Amonycion. 1535
Coverdale Prov. x. 8 A wyse man wil receaue warnynge,
but a foole wil sooner be smytten in the face. 1540 Palsgr.

A colastus 1. i. D iij b, Surely he were a gaye gyuer of warn-
ynge, yf his aduyse were ought worthe. 1642 J. Xaylor
(Water P.) Life Walker A 3, But all these faire warnings
could not make M. Walker give over writing, lying and
Libelling. 1713 Rowe Jane Shore iv. 47 Oh ! should'st

thou wrong her Just Heav'n shall double all thy Woes upon
thee, And make 'em know no End—Remember this As the

last Warning of a dying Man, 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xix. IV. 344 ' My Lord,' said the King, .

.

' you will live to re-

pent the part which you are taking in this matter.' Xhe
warning was disregarded. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. It. fab

322 History is never weary of repeating its warnings against
narrow judgements. 1907 Verttey Mem. II. 54 Abstaining,

from a single word of reproach for the past or of warning
for the future.

b. An experience, sight, etc. that serves as a
caution ; a deterrent example.
1613 J. Saris Voy. y«/a«(Hak1. Soc.)4i Xheylaye a good

while aboard of fur, and charged them to take this for a
wardning [sic], and giue ouer there scoffing of them, or the

next time they would teach them better manner. 1684 Bun-
yan Pilgr. 11. (1900) 219 Let Christian's slips before he came
hither, and the Battles that he met with in this place, be

a warning to those that come after. 1771 Junius Lett.

No. lxvii, 331 note, It deserves to be recorded for the curio*

sity of the fact, and should be given to the public as a w am-
ing to every honest member of society. 1857 Maurice Ep.
St. John xi. 170 Such a man is a spectacle and a warning
to us all.

c. To take warning', to alter one's course of

action when warned of its danger. Const, by

(another's ill-fortune, etc.).

1550 Crowley Epigr.j^ An example thou shalt be, Xhat
all stouburne pi iestes may take warnyng by the. 1607 Shaks.

Timon in. i. 28 He wold embrace nocounsell, take no warn-
ing by my comming. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. n. (1900) 198, I

think it is well that they bang so near the High-way that

others may see and take warning. i8«;g Xennyson Enid
1520 Girl, for I see ye scorn my courtesies, Xake warning.

5. Previous notice of an event whether good or

bad. f In warning: by way of warning. Also,

time allowed for preparation, interval between the

notice and the event (e.g. in long, short warning^

a days warning, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 21879 He sends us bis all in warning, For

to be warr of bis cuming. ^1370 Roberd of Cysille 464 in

HazL E. E. P. I. 2S6 Xhe aungelle gaf hym in warnynge Of
the tyme of hys levynge. ? 1471 Stonor Papers iCamden)
1. 117 A pryve seall..was delivered to him on Munday..
which as your maystership knoweth well was right shorte

warnyng. 1560 F. Allen in Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist.

(1791) 1. 345 Xhe Quene's Mate hathe sworne that the

daye and tyme shall be kepte secrete to herself, . .so as the

very tyme.. will be so shorte and sodeyne that men are

like to have small warninge of the matter, c 1590 Mar.
lowe Faustus 391 Xhou art at an houres warning whenso-

euer or wheresoeuer the diuell shall fetch thee. 1596 Shaks.

Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 60 Xhe worst is this,—that at so slender

warning, You are like to haue a thin and slender pittance.

1607 Statutes in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1892) 59 Law-
full warninge of the daye of the election. 1617 Moryson
Itin. n. 44 Xhe truce . . was then concluded . . till the Calends

of May, except either of them should give fourteene daies

warning of their purpose to breake the same. 1633 Fletcher
& Shirley Night-Walker iv. i, But this will be reveng'd in

a short warning, a 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1732)

104 Where an Angel gave the Blessed Virgin three days

warning of her Death. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I.

479 At a moment's warning the Sheriff adjourned the poll to

Newport Pagnell.

b. In some clocks, the rattling or whirring

noise which precedes the striking.

*775 J. Berridge Wks. (1864) 388 Xhis, like the warning of

a clock, prepares for the stroke. X843 Penny Cycl. XXVII.
107/1 From that time till the hand comes to 60 the clock is

on the warning. 1850 DenisonCAjc^ % Watch-m. 119 Xhe
noise made by this is called giving warning. 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek. s.v. Warning-piece, Xhe warning-piece, by

starting the fly, causes a rustling noise, which is the pre-

cursor of the striking, and is called the warning.

c. U.S. local. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1807 Janson Stranger in Amer. 422 On such occasions [sc.

burial of the dead] what tbey call 'warnings ' is the day
before, or early in the morning, given of the funeral.



WARNING. 109 WAR-NOTE.

6. Notice of the termination of a business rela-

tion, given by one of the parties to the other

;

esp. by a landlord to a tenant, a master to a
servant, an employer to an employee, or vice versa.

143a Paston Lett. I. 33 The said Erie desireth that. .he
may, by warnyng to my Lordes . . be and stande freely dis-

charged of the saide occupation . .about the Kinges persone.

1562-3 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 § 4 That no suche M r M 1"" or Dame
shall put awaye any suche Servante. .without one quarter
warning gyven before thcnde of his sayd terme. 1571-3 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. II. 125 It salbe leful to ayther of the

saidis partiis to use warningis for removing fra landis and
heretabillpossessioun. 1577 J. Dee Diary (Camden) 3, June
26th, E!en Lyne gave me a quarter's warning. 111646 T.
Hope Minor Pract. xiii. (1734) 363 The Objections against
the Lawfulness of the Warning are, That the Parties are not
lawfully warned personally, or at their Dwelling-places, or

upon the Ground of the Lands,.. or, That the Warning is

not stamped, &c. 1666 Pepvs Diary 30 Mar., Up and away
goes Alee, our cook-maid ;. .and would go away of her own
accord, after having given her mistress warning fickly for

a quarter of a year together. 1676 Office ofClerk 0/ Assize
III If any Master hath put away his Servant before the
end of his term, without a quarter warning, he shall forfeit

forty shillings. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse II. (_/£«.), You
shou'd never take a Lease of a House you can hire for a
Quarter's Warning. 1715 Addison Drummer 1. i, Coach-
man. I'll give Madam warning, that's flat— I've always
liv'd in sober families. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 209,
I had talk'd to Mrs. Jems to induce the Girl (to whom,
in hopes of frightening her, I had given Warning..) to
desire to stay. 1799 R. Bell Syst. Forms of Deeds Scot.
II. 389 There is first a precept of warning given by the
landlord; it is in this form... I., lawfully premonish, warn,
and charge C. D. tenant and possessor of the lands of
[blank], to flit and remove himself [etc.]. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxxii, I'll pay her [the landlady] what I owe her.and
give her warning to-morrow morning. 187a Punch 6 Apr.
141/2 Mary Dishley gave her mistress warning : no fault to
find with her place, but wanted a change. 1884 Ibid. 22
Nov. 246 Cook, I give you a Month's Warning from To-day.
1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 70 Warning, notice,
given or received, of a workman leaving his employment.
fig, 1828 Scott A tint Marg. Mirror Introd,, A little group
of trees, that still grace the eastern end, . . have just received
warning to quit, expressed by a daub of white paint.

f7. Previous notice of being called upon to

perform some duty. Obs.

1459 Rolls ofParlt. V. 369/2 He had . . a commaundement
froyoure Highnes, to be redy to come, .with his said fel[y]-

ship, upon a day warning. 1477 Ibid. VI. 194/2 To be redy
in harnays within an Houre warnyng. 1549 Thomas Hist.
Italic 74 b, For there [at the Arsenal of Venice] they haue
well neere two hundred galleys in suche an ordre, that vpon
a verie small warnyng they mate be furmsshed out vnto the
sea. 1554-5 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 170 In a
redines to serve vpon further warnynge. 1556 Ld. Wiiar ton
in Lodge Illnstr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 220, I called the
gentilmen, freholders, and rulers of men, and declared unto
them the Quenes Matle

'

3 comaundement for their servyse,
and reddynes upon an hower's warnyng. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. I. in. 256 For this purpose she summoned him to
appear before her on a short warning.

f 8. Intimation, notification of a fact or a present
occurrence. To give warning of: to call attention

to. Obs.
' CX386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. 40 Sires, now in the
morwe tyde, Out of youre hostelrie I saugh you ryde And
warned heer my lord,.. Which to ryden with yow is ful fayn
..Frend, for thy warnyng god yeue thee chance. 1398 Tre-
visa Earth. De P. R. 11. i. {1495) 27 By warnyng of angels
men knowe goddis wyl&so angels is a name of offyce & not
ofkynde. 1449 Pecock Repr, i.xvi. 89 If of this considera-
cioun no mensioun and waarnyng were bi me or bi sum other
in writing bifore mad. c 1480 Robt. Devytl 7S7 in Hazl.
£• E. P. I. 250 And whan thy synnes be cleane forgeuen the,
By an Aungell god wyll sende the warnynge. i6xx Bible
Transl. Pref. p 17 Many other things we might giue thee
warning of (gentle Reader) if wee had not exceeded the
measure of a Preface alreadie.

fb. A by wanting: a private hint or prompting
to do something. Obs.
154* Udall Erasm. Apoph. 25 When, .his familiar coum-

paignions gaue hym a by warnynge to auenge suche a
naughlie louche. .with his tenne comaundementes: gayly
saied [etc.].

t c. A notice or signal that a certain hour has
come, or that it is time to do something. Obs.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 7 Alle be breberen schulle be redy

at here warnynge. c 1566 J. Alday tr. Boaysluau's Tluat.
WorldSj, A Diall, the which. .gave warning with a stroke
unto him that did weare it of everie houre. 1573 J. Sand-
ford Hours Recr. (1576) 67 The swallowe againe giveth
them warning to go away. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, iv. iii.

117 The sherris..illuminateth the Face, which (as a Beacon)
glues warning to all the rest of this little Kingdom (Man) to
Arme. 1633 B. Jonson Tale Tub 1. vi, He sat up at Play,
and watch d the Cock, Till his first warning chid him off to
rest 1687 A. Loveli. tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 162 These
Iimbrels.. serve not only to chear up the Camels.. but also
to give warning to those that slay behind. 1821 Joanna
Baili.ie Metr. Leg., Malcolm's Heir liv. And aye, when the
midnight warning sounds, He hastens his beads to tell.

t 9. A summons, command for attendance. Obs.
a 1425 Cursor M. 16022 (Trin.) Mony gedered of be toun

In certeyn warnynge [otherwise in earlier texts]. 1461 Pas-
\
an Lett. II. 3 If this Lords above wayte aftyr more pepill
in this cuntre, be lyklyness it woll not be easy to get with
?** a nc

.

we comission and warnyng. c 1495 Hen. VII in
LIlis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 21 We praye you herein ye wol
make suche delegens as that ye be redy with your said
nombre to come unto us uppon any our sodein warnyng.
1496 Cov. Leet. Bk. 573 The Craft shall mete onseynt Anne
day.. and what persones bat be absent bat day vppon warn,
yng shall payxijd. 1509 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 271/2 He
• -durst nocht cum to the said burgh to hald the said court
without warnyng, support and supple of his frendis. 1600

I Child-Marriages 173 That the said Pattrick shalbe ready to

appearc within xij howres before the said maior, vppon
' warninge geuen at any of the houses of the said Roberte

Bennett & Randle Ince. 1623 Cockeram ii, A Warning to

appeare to a court. Citation. 1784 Acts <y Laivs Connecti-

\ cut 179 A Copy of this Paragraph of this Act, . .published on
the Sign-Post in said Town.. at least three Days before said

second Monday of March next, shall be a legal Warning of

the Freemen of said City to attend said first meeting. 1792
I N. Chipman Rep. (1871) 10 It does not appear that the warn-

ing for the proprietor's meeting was published according to

law.

1 10. The action of advertising (lost property).

ci6io in HerioCs Mem. App. vn. (1822) 218 To the gold-
I smith's officer for warning of her Majestie's diamond, which

was lost at Salisburie, 6s. 8d.

til. Law. = Garnishment. Oh.
1579 Expos. Terms Z.awqS b, Warninge is when an actyon

of detinue of charters is brought against one, & the de-

fendant saieth, y
l the charters were deliuered to him by the

plaintife, and by an other vpon certein conditions and prai-

ethe y' the other maybe warned to pleade with the plaintife

whether the conditions be performed or noe, and therevppon
a write of Scirefacias shall goe forthe against him.

12. attHb. and Comb., as warning-giver; fwarn-
ing-arrow (cf. warning-gun) ; warning-bell,

{a) a bell for giving alarm of fire or invasion

;

(b) a bell announcing the imminent departure

of a vessel ; warning-gun, a gun sounded as an

alarm or announcement ; warning-lever Horology

;

the lever that sets in motion the warning-wheel

;

warning-pipe, an overflow pipe serving to show
when a cistern is too full ; warning-wheel Horo-

logy', the wheel that produces the ' warning * (see

5 b). Also Warning-piece.
1628 Feltham Resolves 11. xii. 30 The sight of vice in

others, is like a *warning-Arrow, shot, for vs to take heed.

1511 Ptlton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 61 Item for

the *warnyng bell and iiij polysse, ii'. viiid . 1591 Shaks.
i Hen. VI, iv. ii. 39 Harke, narke, the Dolphins drumme, a
warning bell, Sings heauy Musicke to thy timorous soule.

a 1592 Lodge & Greene Looking Gl. (1598) D4, Foresee in

time, the warning bell doth towle. 1606 Day He ofGulls 1.

i. Hi, I heare the warning bell, some strangers are ariued.

1853 Kingsley Hypatia x\i, Having disposed his sentinels,

[he] took his station on the top of his tower, close by the

warning-bell. 1864 G. A. Lawrence Maurice Dering II.

233 The ' Tigris ' was on the point of getting under way, and
the first warning-bell had rung. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. iv. 166 The best watchmen, and also the best *warn-
ing geuers in the nyght tyme. 1830 James Darnley xxx\\\\.

III. 251 The "warning gun was fired from the castle of

Guisnes, giving notice that the King of England was ready
to set out. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch % Clockm. 219 The
rack pulls over the hour *warning lever. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archii. § 1808 To put a half-inch * warning,pipe from
the cistern to a convenient place near the pump. 1696 W.
Derham Artif. Clock-m. i. 6 The next is the Third, or

Fourth-Wheel, (according as it is distant from the First-

Wheel) called also the* Warning-Wheel. 1884F. J. Britten
Watch <y Clockm. 249 The last wheel of the striking train,

called the warning wheel.

t Warning, vbl. sb.% Obs. [OE. *wie'mung,
wxmung, f. wiernan Warn v.% See -ing 1.]

Refusal, denial.

i. 1000 Lazvs of Athelstan 11. iii. (Lieberm.) 152 Be rihtes

Weernunge. Se hlaford se rihtes wyrne ond for his yfelan mon
liege, a 1225 Ancr. R. 330 He ne mei uor reouoe wernen
hire, ne sweamen hire heorte mid wernunge. c 1330 Arth. <$•

Merl. 5522 Ac pat bou graunt ous now a bing, & ber of no
make werning. 13.. Gaiv. fy Gr, Knt. 2253 Bot sty^tel be
vpononstrok, & I schal stonde stylle, & warp be no wernyng,
to worch as be lykez, no whare. a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose
1 1 42 For al his purpos..Was for to make greet dispense,
Withouten werning or defence. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvi.
260 Thai fand nane that thame varnyng maid, c 1420 Wvn-
toun Cron. in. viii. 977 par sulde be made hym na warnynge
Off qwhat thynge he made askynge. 1449 Pecock Repr. in.

xvi. 380 That preestis and othere clerkis mowen weel with-
oute weernyng of Holi Scripture . . be endewid with temporal
and vnmouable godis. Ibid. v. v. 506 Summe comaunde-
mentis of God ben negatyues, that is to seie, weernyngis or
forbodis.

Wa'ruing (wg'joig), />/>/. a. [f. \Vakn&.i +
-ing 2

.] That warns, in senses of the verb.
155a Hui.oet, Warnynge, or geuynge warnynge, moni-

torius. 1796 Scott Wild Huntsm. ix, To-day the Warning
Spirit hear, To-morrow thou mayst mourn in vain. 1810 —
Lady ofLake m. i, The warning note. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop lxvii, The warning lights and fires upon the river

were powerless beneath this pall [of fogl. 1857 Livingstone
Trav. xxiv. 476 note, A deluging shower, which began with-
out warning-drops. 1891 Fahrar Darkn.$ Dazun xiii, She
raised her hand with a warning gesture.

b. spec, in Biol, of coloration or other distinctive

marks found in caterpillars, etc.

1869 J. J, Weir in Tratis. Entom. Soc. 1. 21 The birds were
deceived

^
into tasting them [sc. the larvae) because the

characteristic warning hairs were undeveloped. 1877 A. R.
Wallace in Macm. Mag, XXXVI. 396 Theory of Protective
Colours. . .Theory of Warning Colours—These differ greatly
from the last class, inasmuch as they present us with a
variety of brilliant hues, [etc.], 1887 Poulton in Proc. Zool.
Soc. 194 Instances of very distasteful species which have no
warning colours, but, on the other hand, are well disguised
by protective tints and markings.

Wa*rningly t adv. [f. Warning//*/, a. + -ly.2]

In a warning manner, by way of warning.
1840 G. S. Faber Prim. Doctr. Regen. iv. iii. 369 Then she

speaks warningly and therefore specifically. J885 Harper's
(

Mag.^ Mar. 628/1, 'I play a wretched game,' said the. .lady,
warningly.

Warning-piece (wiraninip/s). [f. Warning
vbl. sb. x and ppl. a. + Piece

•innjip;:

;e sb.\

1. A signal-gun discharged to give notification of

arrival, danger, time, etg.

c 1592 Marlowe Jeiv of Malta v. 2322 A warning-peece
shall be shot off from the Tower, To giue thee knowledge
when to cut the cord, And fire the house. 1596 Marbeck in

Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I. 608 There it pleased the Lords to call

a select Councell, which was alwayes done by hanging out
of a flagge of the armes of Kngland, and shooting off of a
great warning peece. 1607 Chapman Bussy d'Ambois 1. i.

25 As great Seamen, .(comming neere their Hauen) Are glad
to giue a warning pecce. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 21 We
gaue them a-steme, two Gunnes as warning peeces of great

danger. 1867 Smyth Saiiors Word-bA:, Evening-gun, the

warning-piece, after the firing ofwhich the sentries challenge.

b. trans/, nndjig.
In 17th c. often used in titles of books.

1615 J. H. (title) This World's Folly, or a Waining-Peece
Discharged upon the Wickednesse thereof. 1650 Hi:bbekt
Pill Formality 1 This glorious Apostle., writes unto Timothy
..a warning peece to future ages. 1660 Ronde Sent. Reg.

379 Oh therefore let our distracted England be a warning-
piece to all Nations, that they never attempt to Try and
Judge their King, for what cause soever. 1711 Steei kS/ccI.
No. 144 f 1, I shall make this Paper rather a Warning-piece

to give notice where the Danger is. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 140,1 am a warning-piece. .to all rash, .pilots. 1831

Scott Quentin D. Introd., The spectacle of his deathbed
might of itself be a warning-piece against the seduction of

his example.

2. Clock-making. The piece that ' warns ' that

the clock is about to strike.

1875 Knight Diet. Mcch. 1884 F. J. Pritten Watch $
Clockm. 284 The last wheel.. carries a pin which butts on
the warning piece during the interval between warning and
striking.

Warnis, obs. Sc. form of Vaknish v.

tWarnish, sb. Obs. rare~ 1
. [f. Warnish v. 1

]

The state of being guarded.
1387-8 T. Usk 'Test. Love n. vii. 78 And thus warnisshed

mot he be, and of warnisshe the hour drede.

t WaTnish, vA Obs. Forms : 4 warnische,
-ysch, -iash, -yssh, warenyss, warnise, -yse,

4, 5 warnish. Also pa. t. and pa. pple. 4-5 war-,
varnist, -yst, 4 varnys(i)t. [a. AF. zvarniss~,

warnir dial. var. of OF. garnir : see Garnish z'.]

1. trans. To provide or furnish with an ample
supply of something ; esp. to supply (a place) with

men and stores.

13. . K, Alls. 6052 (Laud MS.) Hij hadden warnysshed
Cites & tounes, C1330 Arth. fy Merl. 6(05 Castels, tours,

hei^e & lowe, He dede warnise wib store ban. c 1340 Ham-
roLE Psalter Iviii. 7 Thai sail warenyss halykirke with lare

and vertus. 1375 Harbour Bruce iv. 102 For thai sa stith

saw the casteill, And wist that it wes vamist weill. c 1400
Sc. Trojan War 1. 247 pai woddys warnist were In-to ha-

boundance of wylde dere. C1470 Henky Wallace iv. 214
On Gargownno was byggyt a small peill, That warnyst was
with men and wittaill weill.

b. rejl. To equip oneself.

13. . Cursor M.24jS&(Gvtt.) Hedredhimsare bat were suld

rise, And warnist him on mani wise, c 1400 Sc. 'Trojan War
11. 726 One bare best wyse Inne bar armour they tbamc
warnyse.

2. To provide with guards.
1387-8 [see Warnish sb.\

Hence Wa 'rnished ppl. a. ;
Wa'rnishing vbl.

sb. (esp. in sense ' that with which one is provided ').

c 1340 Hamfole Psalter xvi. 10 Vndire the shadow of thi

wengis that is, in the warnysnge of thi charite and of thi

mercy. Ibid. xxx. 27 He selkouthed his mercy til me in

cyte warnyst [L. in ciuitate munita]. 1375 Barbour Bruce
vi. 350 It [sc. valour] Has so gret varnasyng [v.r. warnysing]
of vit, That it all peralis weill can se. 138a Wyclif 2 Kings
xxx. 32 He schal notcommen in to this cy tee,, .and warnysch-
ynge [Vulg. munitio] schal not enuyroun it.

Warnish, z\ 2 Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : 4
warnis, wernis, 9 Sc. warnice, -ise. [a. AF.
warniss-j warnir

y
of Teut. origin : related to

Warn vA~\ trans. To warn or inform beforehand.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15611 For-bi godmen, i warnis yow to

thine al of his care. Ibid. 19897 Saint petre bar-wit was
warnist, Thoru gastili might o iesu crist. Ibid, 21674 par-of

was wemist moyses. 13.. Ibid. 21884 (Edin.) Bot ai pe ma
taknis hat we se, ai be werre warnisit er we. 1864 Latto
Tarn. Bodkin ix. 85 They waukened me up frae a maist
enchantin' reverie, an' warniced me to prepare belyve to

tak'a last fond look o' the slae-black een. 1873 (P. Buchan]
Leg. North 44 Weel was I warnised ere I cam' frae hame.

Hence tWaTnishlng vbl. sb. Also Wa'rnlsh-
ment, Sc. warning.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21927 Thoru warnissing of obers wrake,

Vnnes [we] will ani sample take. 1894 Latto Tarn. Bodkin
(new ed.) x. 104 Gin I nad gotten due warnicement feint

a flee wad I hae cared.

tWarnison. Obs. Also 4 Sc* varnysoun,
6 Sc. vernysoun. [a. AF. wamisoun, OF. war-

nison, dial. var. of gamison : see Garnison sb.]

Provision of men, stores, etc. Also a garrison.

1338 R. Brunne Chrott. (1810) 143 pe pes did he crie, &
purueid wamisoun. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 325 Quhen thai

of his varnysoun Saw the sege set thair stithly, Thai mys-

trowit hym of tratory. 1570 Henry's Wallace vin. 869 note,

Thai drede full sar for thair awin vernysoun.

Warnisto(u)re, var. d. Waknewtore Obs.

"Warnmall, obs. form of Wardmote.

War-note. A musical summons to war (poet.).

Also fig.

1805 Scott Last Minstrel in. xxvi, The Warder .
.
blew his

war-note loud and long. 1816 Byron Ch.^ Har. 111. xxvi,

Wild and high the 'Cameron's gathering' rose, The wnr«

note of Lochiel. 1897 Ldin, Rev. Oct, 399 The old war-
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note of strife for strife's sake has lost something.. of its

relentless and brutal barbarities.

Warnstoi\e, var. ff. Warnestore Obs.

Warn't, dial, and vulgar f. was not, were net.

Warny stoor, -stor, var. ff. Warnestore Obs.

War of, obs. form of Whereof.
War Office, a. The department of the British

government, presided over by the Secretary of

State for War, which is charged with the entire ad-

ministration of the Army ; the building in which

the business of this department is carried on. b.

U.S. The War Department.
1721 Constat in L. T. R. Particulars 0/ Leases 4084

(P. R. O.), A passage leading from Whitehall Court to the

Warr Office and from thence to Scotland Yard. 1747 Court

<V City Reg. 145 War-office. Secretary at War, Right Hon.

Henry Fox, Esq [Then follow names of subordinate officials].

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. I, It should cost Sir George but

the asking a pair of colours for one of them at the YV ar-

office, since we have always supported government. 1824

in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1S74) 76 An entry in the books of

the war office. 1865 Angus Handbk. ling. Lit. 673 The
father of M. G. Lewis was deputy-secretary of the war-

office. 1870 Act 33 f, 34 Vict, c. 17 § 1 This Act may be

cited for all purposes as ' The War Office Act, 1870 . 1899

Daily News 21 Dec. 7/1 Lord Roberts spent an hour-and-

a-half at the War Office, and then returned to Dover-street

with a small War Office staff.

War on, obs. form of Whereon.
Warow, var. Wary v. Obs.

Warp (w§tp), sb. 1 Also 1 wearp, (4 werpe,

worp), 4-7 warpe. [OE. wearp warp in weaving

(also used to gloss L. vlmen osier-twig), corre-

sponds to OLG. warp (MLG. warp, warpe), OIlG.

warf, warph, wara/(MHG., early mod.G. war/)
warp in weaving, ON. varp neut., cast of a net, a

laying of eggs {§w. varp ntut., cast of a net, draught

of fish, hauling-rope, masc. warp in weaving,

Da. varp neut. hauling-rope) :-OTent. *warpo-,

f. root *werp- : *warp- to throw : see Warp v.

Branch IV is prob. a new formation on the verb.

Sense 6 may possibly represent an unrecorded sense^ of

ON, varp: cf. .zuarp in Eng. place-names in Scandinavian

districts.]

I. 1. Weaving. The threads which are extended

lengthwise in the loom, usually twisted harder than

the weft or woof, with which these threads are

crossed to form the web or piece.

£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S. 563 Stamen: wearp.

a 1000 Riddles (Gr.) xxxv[i]. 5 Wundene me ne beoS welle,

ne ic wearp hafu. 1346 Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 2

Item quod nulla trama que dicitur ah sit in loco panni vbi

stamen quod dicitur warp poni debet. 1398 Trevisa Barth.

De P. R. xvin. xi. (149s) 766 A spinner stretchyth the

warpe wyth wonder craft fro the nether syde to the ouer

and drawyth and bryngyth out ayen his threde thwarte

ouer fro poynt to poynt. C1420 Wyntoun Crott. v. xiii.

5039 pat bar sulde iitil leiff behynde Off warpe or weft to

mak hir claythe. 1530 Palsck. 287/1 Warpe of clothe,

chayne de drap. 1613 J. May Decl. Estate o/Clotli 26 A
common thing it is for the weauer to couer a course warpe

with a fine woofe, the warpe beeing spoil hard and small,

and the woofe soft and round to couer the warpe from sight.

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vi. (1626) 108 Both spread At
|

once their warps, consisting of fine thred, Ty'd to their

beames. 1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 189. The Weavers shall be
j

obliged to mount the Warps of their Linen with a sufficient

Number of Threads. 1831 G. R. Porter Silt Maim/. 219

The warp is now composed of threads of an equal length.

1833 J. Holland Manu/. Metal II. 350 Wire loom. . . C, the

beam or wooden roller, which is turned with a succession of

deep grooves, into which the warp is wound, each groove

receiving a greater or less number of wires, according to

the fineness of the fabric. 1867 Morris Jason xvn. 501 For

she herself within her fair-hung room Had set the warp and
watched the fine weft glide Up from the roller. 1893 J. T.

Taylor Cotton Weaving 55 By having the shed fully open

before the shuttle enters the shed, the warp is spread and
a good cover put on the cloth.

b. fig. and in fig. context.

•575 Gascoigne Posies, Contpl. Cr. Knt. 28 O weauer,

weauer, work no more, thy warp hath done me wrong. 1583

Mf.lbanckk Philotimus Eejb, Neither had I this clue of

care to worke my warpe vpon. 1679 Everard Discourses

13 By the whole sincere Warp of this History here related,

we may see how rash a thing it is to judge of the Actions

of a great Prince. 1849 Robertson Serin. Ser. 1. xxi. (1866)

348 Sorrow is., the., woof which is woven into the warp of

life. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 86 He weaves together

the frame of his discourse loosely and which is the warp

and which is the woof cannot always be determined. 1896

W. Watson in Westm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 2/3 .
c

.
:

ll, on Life's loom,

the infernal warp and weft Woven each hour I 1911 E. C.

Selwyn Oracles N. T. iii. 85 Throughout us narrative there

is the underlying warp of the Old Testament.

2. Naut. (See quot.)

1794 Rigging tySeaiuanshipl. 179 Warp, or more properly

Woo/, is the twine, .woven across the knittles in pointing.

Ibid., Warp 0/Shrouds, the first given length, taken from

the bolster at the mast-head to the foremost dead-eye.

II. 3. Naut. A rope or light hawser attached

at one end to some fixed object, used in hauling or

in moving a ship from one place to another in a

harbour, road, or river ; a warping hawser, f Also

(at Ilfracombe), a certain apparatus for hauling in

vessels: cf. warp-house (in 10).

1296 [see warp-rope in sense 9). 1342 Cust. Ace. 176/1

(MS ), j cord' pro worp. 1420 in for. Ace. 3 Hen. IfI K./2

(MS.), ij hauusers de fitfl-Burdegalie pro Frapehnes et

Warpe inde faciendis pondcris ciij quart, ix. lb. 1485 Naval

Ace. Hen. Vll (1896) 36 Smatle \Varpes..j, Hawsers. .xij.

110

1550 Ads Privy Council (1890) II. 370 Cables, hawsers,

warpes, pitche, tarre. 1562 Bulleyn Bulwark, Bk. Simples

('579) 27 No Shippe can sayle without Hempe, the sayle

clothes, ..yearde lines, warps & Cables can not be made
without it. 1615 in W. Foster Lett. reed. E. Ind. Co. (1899)

III. 201 We have been much troubled about the getting up

of the ship-pinnace for lack of men and warps. 1630 Lex
Loudinensis (1680) 212 Likewise to have a Warpe of forty

fathom to sheer off and give way if any Ship.. shall chance

to drive upon them. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World

19, I.. laid warps to haul into shoal water. 1731 Act 4

Geo. II c. 19 There shall be paid by the Master or Com-
mander of every Vessel, belonging to the Port of Ilford-

combe, who shall make use of the Warp, the Sum of Six

Shillingsand eight Pence. 1840 R. H.Dana Be/ Mast xxxvi.

139 [We] took the warp ashore, manned the capstan [etc.].

1841 B. Hall Patchwork II. 3 An entering, .ship is drawn

along by a rope, or warp, as it is called. 1899 F. T. Bullen

Log Sea-wai/ 254 Our discharging was soon over, the warps

cast off. .

trans/. 1851 Harper's Mag. III. 518 Loads are eased

down hillsides by the use of. .a strong warp taking a bight

round a tree and hitching-to one yoke oxen.

b. Trawl-fishing. A rope attached to a net.

1835 J. Col'ch in 3rd Rep. R. Cornw. Polytechn. Soc. 74

When every thing is favourable, a warp from the end of the

stop-sean is handed to the volyer. 1854 Putnam's Monthly
Mag. Apr. 362/2 The fishermen beach the boat at the other

side of the bay, carry the warp at that end to the further

capstan, and prepare to haul. 1883 R. F. Walsh Jr.

Fisheries rt Some use stoppers, which extend from the top

line downwards to the warps, but these are not 50 advan-

tageous, as they tend to huddle the net together.

C. Whaling. (See quot.)

1897 F. T. Bullen Cruise of' Cachalot' 226 The second

mate had three fish fast . . two on ' short warps ', or pieces of

whale-line some eight or ten fathoms long fastened to har-

poons, with the other ends running on the main line by

means of bowlines round it.

f4. ? A strand of a fishing-line. Obs.

Htfi Fysshynge wyth Angle iiThexme twyne euery warpe

one waye and ylyke moche : and fasten theym in thre clyftes

ylyke streyghte.

III. 5. A tale of four (occas. three or a couple),

esp. used of fish and oysters.

1436 Nottingham Rec. II. 156 Item in uno warpe de salt-

fyssh. 1509 Market Harb. Rec. (1890) 230 In salt Fyshe

xcvij warpe and half. 1533 in Archxologia XXV. 523 For

ij warpe off lynge & a warpe of codd, viij d. 1589 R. Har-
vey Plain Fere. (1590) 14 In euery trade and occupation,

there is a better and a worse, as there is in euery warpe of

fish, a great and a lesse. 1623 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson

Washington (i860) p. Iii, Mdm That every two fishes of

linge, haberdine, & greenfish is one warpe. 1674 Jeake

Arith. Sum. (1696) 66 Yet at Yarmouth they sell 33. Warpe
to the Hundred. 1796 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVII. 69 A hun-

dred [of oysters], as sold by the fishers, contains 33 warp

equal to six score and twelve. . . Four oysters make a warp.

1816 Scott A ntiq. xxxi, His honour Monkbarns should never

want sax warp of oysters in the season. 1894 Hall Caine

Manxman v. iii, Every man ate his warp of herring.

•fb. nonce-use. A warp of weeks, four weeks.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe C 1, Those embenched shelues

. . where cods & dogrishe swomme (not a warp of weeks fore-

running).

IV. 6. Alluvial sediment deposited by water

;

silt. Sometimes artificially introduced over low-

lying land, and sometimes occurring as a stratum

in soil.

1698 De la Prvme Diary (Surtees) 184 In digging of the

well . . they found . . three yard sand, one foot fine warp. Ibid.

314 Y« muddy waters of y" Don and Idle.. deposited so

much silt and warp that they made a great deal of high land

on both sides of their streams. 1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI.

179 Greatly improved by a sediment or mud (commonly

called warpe) from the river Dun. 1805 R. W. Dickson

Fract. Agric. I. 435 The tide is let in at high water to de-

posit the warp or enriching substance. 1839 Stonehouse

isle of'Axholme 25 At Althorpe, in sinking wells, eight or

ten feet of warp have been dug through, then one or two

feet of sand, and then warp again. 1865 W. White East.

Eng. II. 38 Bog.. converted into corn-fields, by spreading

over them the warp or muddy deposit dug from an old river-

bed. 1894 Athenxum 9 June 744/3 The evidence of their

antiquity rests, therefore, upon their geological position

under the contorted drift otherwise called 'warp and trail .

b. A bed or layer of this. See also quot. 1867.

1678 Phillips (ed. 4A Warp, a Shole, that beginning near

the Buoy of Oar-hedge, comes out of the Swin up the River.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bi, 1Varp,.. \and between the

sea-banks and the sea. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. II. 87

He would gallop like mad down the warps. 1872 A. C.

Ramsay Phys. Geol. (ed. 3) 107 Covered . . with an oozy loam

like the warps of the Wash and the Humber.

"V. 7. A twist or bending, esp. in wood not

properly dried ; also the state of being warped or

twisted.

1679 Evelyn Sylva xxvii. (ed. 3) 143 The Wind-shock is a

bruise, and shiver throughout the Tree, though not con-

stantly visible, yet leading the Warp from smooth renting,

caused by over-powerful Winds, when young. 1668 Wil-

KlNS Real Char, il ix. § 4. 243 Bending, bow, warp, crooke.

1871 M. Collins Mara. <y Merch. I. ix. 295 A warp in the

glass made him look as if he had taken poison. 1878 Bosw.
Smith Carthage xviii. 329 Those [ships] which were newly

built he laid up for the winter in dry docks.. that their un-

seasoned timbers might warp or leak in a place where a
warp or leak would not be fatal to them. 1894 Blackmore
Perlycross iv. 20 Ah ! it is a little on the warp, I fear.

8. fig. A perversion or perverse inclination of the

mind ; a mental twist ; a wrong bias.

1764 Mem. G. PSalmanazar a,\ An unchristian warp of the

will. 1786 Han. More Florio 689 A little warp his taste

had gain'd. 1830 Examiner 615/r One of the author's

warps was against. .Utilitarians. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xlv, Mr. Dombey.. is so prone to pervert even facts to his

WARP.
own view, when he is at all opposed, in consequence of the

warp in his mind, that he [etc.]. 187s Ruskin Fors Clav.

liii. 121 All the teaching of God., is not only mysterious, but,

if received with any warp of mind, deceptive, a 1878 S.

Bowles in Merriam Li/e (1885) II. 337 (Cent.) Somebody

in Berkshire, I fancy, had warped his mind against you, and

no mind is more capable of warps than his.

VI. 9. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) warp

edging, line, machinery, -mill, -roller, -scouring

vbl. sb., -spiimer, -thread, -twist, -yarn; (sense 3)

warp-anchor, -rope
;

(sense 6) warp-bank, land,

loam.
1699 T. Allison Voy. Archangel 12, I.. carried both the

Hedge Anchor and "Warp Anchor ashore. 1799 A. Young
Agric. Lincoln. 166 Mr. Webster. .has it [lucerne] drilled :

and very luxuriant the first year, on a "warp bank. 1888

Daily Nnvs 9 July 2/7 Irish crochet trimmings and "warp

edgings are dull of sale. 1794 Leatham Agric. E. Riding

Yorks. 11 Along the side of the Ouse and Humber we find

a considerable quantity of 'warp land. 1879 Ashenhurst
Weaving no The "Warp Line. 1799 A. Young Agric.

Lincoln 9 Beyond this, .is a very rich "warp loam of vari-

ous description. 1838 Civil Engin. ft Arch, frill. I. 390/2

Fabrics produced by *Warp Machinery. 1839 Ure Diet.

Arts 1284 One-sixth of that number of bobbins is usually

mounted at once in a *warp mill. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.

Mech. 4 1 These rods are at different periods moved towards

the "warp-roller B. 1296 Ace. Exch. K. R. 5/20 m. 4b
(MS.), j. Boulyn, j. *Warperape, iij" Cabule. 1497 Naval

Ace. Hen. Vll (1896) 115 Hawser cald warp rope. 1844 G.

Dodd Textile Manu/ iv. 1 30 A process of ' "warp-scouring

in which the warp, after being washed, is squeezed between

rollers. 1634 Canterb. Marriage Licences (MS.), Robert

Wood of Salehurst in Sussex, "warpe spinner. 1831-3 P.

Barlow Manu/. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 741 The

•warp thread proceeding from the lower roller. 1851 Art

frnl. ll/ustr. Catal. p. vi**, The long threads are called

the *warp-twist, or organzine. 183s Ure Philos. Manu/. 1 ro

This mill spins "warp yarn by throstles, weft yarn by mules.

10. Special comb. : f warp-bar, some kind of

appendage to a loom ; warp-beam, the roller on

which the warp is wound and from which it is

drawn as the weaving proceeds; warp-dresser

{a) = Warper 2 ;
(b) a machine for sizing yarns for

the loom (Knight) ; f warp-faced a., having dis-

torted features ; warp-farmer, a farmer who uses

' warp ' on his land ; warp-frame = warp-

machine; t warp-house, at Ilfracombe, the

building containing the apparatus for hauling

vessels ; warp-laee, a kind of lace having threads

so placed as to resemble the warp of a fabric

;

also attrib. ; warp-machine, a lace-making ma-

chine having a thread for each needle employed

(Knight) ; warp-net frame = prec. ; warp-river,

a river depositing ' warp'; warp-slat — Slat sbJ-

5a; warp-stitch (see quot.); warp-wire, one of

the lengthwise wires in a wire-loom.

1538 Nottingham Rec. III. 200 Unum wollenlome cum
rvngrathes, "warpbarres et spoyle whele. 1831-3 P. Bar-

low Manu/. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 734, B is the

•warp beam, or that on which the warp is first wound. 1851

in Inquiry, Yorks. Dea/f, Dumb (1870) 45 William Sutton,

"warp-dresser. 1611 Coryat Crudities 232 A weather beaten

•warp-faced fellow. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 278 A
considerable *warp farmer told me, that the suffer warp was

the best. 1831-3 P. Barlow Manu/ in Encycl. Metrop.

(1845) VIII. 740 The «warp frame. 1731 Act 4 Geo. II c. 19

Preamble, The Warp and "Warp-house by long Usage gone

to Decay. 1742 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 13 The

Warp-house, Light-house, Pilot-boats, and Taw.boats be-

longing to the Port [Ilfracombe]. 1812 Ann. Reg., Chron.

30 Others.. demolished five "warp-lace frames. 1832 1>AB-

b\ge Kcon. Manu/ xv. (ed. 3) 138 Another similar article,

called ' warp lace '. 187s Knight Diet. Mech., Warp-frame

or "-Warp-net Frame. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 277

No floods in the countries washed by the "warp rivers bring

it [the muddy water]. 1907 C. Hill-Iout Brit. N. A nier..

Far West vi. 115 To give the bottom [of the basket] the

ovaloid form, which most have, the "warp-slats are trimmed

to the desired shape before the weft strand is woven into

them. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 19s

* Warp Stitch, an Embroidery Stitch used when threads are

drawn away from the material to form the pattern. Warp

stitch consists of drawing away the threads that form the

weft, or cross the materia], and leaving the warp or length-

ways threads. 1833 J. Holland Manu/ Metal II. 351 The

warp-wires being made to change positions by means ot

the treadle. __ rr. . »

t Warp, sb.2 Thieves Cant. Obs. (See quots.)

1501 Greene and Pt. Connycalching Wks. (Grosart) X. 86

In blacke Art [picking of lockes]. He that hooks, the

Comber \rca,l Courber as on p. 122] He that watchcth, the

Warpe. Ibid. 122 When he ..spyes any fat snappings worth

the Curbing, then streight he [the Courber] sets the Warp

to watch, who hath a long cloak to couer whatsoeuer he gets.

Ibid. J23.

Warp (wgjp), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. warped
(wgjpt). Forms: 1 weorpan, wurpan, wyrpan,

2-3 werpen, {Orm. werrpenn), 3 weorpen,

wearpe, worpe(n, 3-4 warpen, 3-6 werp(e,

5 warpyn, -on, 4-6 Sc. varp, 7 .Sir. worp,

3-7 warpe, 4- warp. Fa. t. sing. I wearp,

1 Northumb., 2-4 warp, {Orm. warrp), 3

weorp, 3-4 werp, 4-5 warpe
; //. 1 wurpon,

Northumb. worpon, -un, 3 wurpen, worpen,

weorpen. Fa. pple. 1, 3-5 worpen, 3 (i)worpe,

Orm. worrpenn, 6 Sc. warp. Also pa. t. and

pa. pple. 4-6 war-, werpid, -it, -et, 4- warped.

[A Com. Teut. str. vb. : OE. weorpan {wearp,

wurpon, worpen) corresponds to Orris, werpa



WARP,

(worp, wurpon, ewnrpeti), OS. werpan {warp,

witrpun, worpan), Pu. werpen (wierp, worpen),

OHG. zverfan {warf wurfun, zvorfin), MHO.,
mod.G. werfen (warf wurfen, geworfen), ON.
verpa {varpy urpu, orpenu), Sw. verpa, Da. verpe,

Goth, wairpan {warp, waurpwn, waurpans) ; f.

OTeut. root *werp~ {warp-, wurp-) :—pre-Teut.

*werb- ; the root is not found outside Teut.

The strong conjugation did not survive in Eng. later than

the 15th c]

I. To cast, throw.

fl. trans. To project through space; to cast,

throw, fling. Obs.

c 888 /Elered Boeth. vii. § 3 Da hine mon on \>xt fyr wearp
ba alysde ic hine mid heofonlicon rene. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.

Matt. vii. 6 Je ne wurpen eowre meregrotu toforan eownim
swinum. c 1200 Okmih 10488 & weirpenn all be chaff

anan, Inntill pe fir to bfernenn. 1 1205 Lay. 17430 AI swa
feor swa a mon mihte werpen aenne stan. a 1225 Ancr. R.

404 Mon worpeS Grickischs fur upon his fonien. c 1250 Owl
$ N. 768 Mid liste me may wallesfelle& werpe [z'.r. worpe]

of horse knyhtes snelle. C1300 Havelok 1061 He warp be

ston Ouer pe laddes euerilkon. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \\.

{Paul) 344 Sanct paulis hed eftir hisdiscese In a depe vewar
warpit was. C1425 Wyntoun Cron. viii. 4743 pe wardane
gert his wrichtis syne Set vp richt stoutly ane ingyne, And
warpit til be toure a stan. 1513 Douglas ALneis 1. Prol. 280
And bot my buik be fundin worth sic thre, Quhen it is red,

do warp it in the se.

+ b. with adv., as down, up, out, away. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 27 Gang to pa:re sae, and wurp
binne angel ut [Vulg. mitte hamttm\ c 1200 Ormin 16040
Purrh batt he warrp ut i be flor be sillferr & te bordess. c 1203
Lay. 5083 Awei he warp his godebreond. <:i33oR. Brunne
Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 15875 His staf ful sleyly vp he warp.

1375 Barbour Bruce ill. 642 He had bene tane but dout, Na
war it that he warpyt owt All that he had, him lycht to ma.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13412 He..warpet ouer-burde Mikill
riches & relikes reft fro the toune.

fO. To cast (lots). Obs.
triooo Ags. GosP. Matt, xxvii. 35 H13 todsldon hys reaf,

and wurpon hlot paer-ofer [Vulg. sortem mittentes\, c 1205
Lay. 15498 pe king, .bad heom leoten werpen.

f 2. To sprinkle, scatter (something) on (a sur-

face). Also with out : To cause to spirt ; to

emit, shoot forth. Obs.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 240 Dweorje dwostlan weorp on
weallende waeter. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 Seodoan he him
sceaude an ouen on berninde fure he warp ut of him seofe

leies. Ibid. 129 purh bisse tacne Moyses werp ut bet welle

weter of ban herda flinte. c izoo Trht. Coll. Horn. 161 Hie
wenden be eoroe and wurpen god sad baronne. c 1205 Lay.
4518 Me warp on his nebbe cold welle watere. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 246 Ase ofte ase be ueond assailed ouwcr casteL.worpeo
ut uppon him schaldinde teares.

t o. With up, open, wide, on brede : To open (a

gate) violently or suddenly, fling open. With to

:

To shuf, slam. Obs.
c 1000 ./Elfric Saints' Lives iii. 347 pa com faerlice mycel

wynd and wearp upp ba duru. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1526
pus atired he be toune & titely bar-eftir On ilka way
wid open werped he be 3atis. Ibid. 2142 5*ii werpis bam
[the gates] vp..& wide open settis. .1400 Destr Troy
10462 pai wan in wightly, warpit to be yates, Barrit horn full

bigly with boltes of yerne. Ibid. 11924 When the buemcs
of the burgh were broght vpon slepe. He warpit vp a wicket.

*5*3 Douglas A*£neis x. i. 1 On breid, or this, was warp and
mayd patent The hevynly hald of God omnipotent. Ibid.
xii. x. 80 Sum bad.. Warp vp the portis,and wide the 3cttis

cast To the Troianis.

t b. intr. Of a door : To open {wide, etc.).

a 1375 Joseph Arim. 257 He bad him lifte vp and be lide
warpes. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vi. i. 118 Bot thow do, thir
gret durris.. sail nevir warp on breid. Ibid. vi. ii. 2 The
hundreth gret durris..At thair awin willis warpit wyde.

f4. trans. To put (a garment) on or 0//" hastily.

13.. Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 2025 Whyle pe wlonkest wedes he
w:irp on hym-seluen. la 1400 Morte Artlt. 901 Sir Arthure
. . Wente to hys wardrope, and warpe of hys wedez. a 1400
Pistill 0/Susan 124 pe wyf werp of hir wedes vn-werde.

1 5. To throw down, overthrow. Usually with
adv., as down

y
under, to ground. Obs.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pu warpest pene aide feont. c 1200
Ormin 3575 Forr Crist wass Strang wibb hannd inoh To
werrpenn dun pe deofell. C1205 Lay. 25889 pass hures dure
he warp adun pat heo to-barst a uiuen. Ibid. 2B^2g Mine
wifter-iwinnen, weorpeo heom to grunden. c 1250 Gen. $
Ex. 2640 De child it warp dun to de [r*<irf Sejgrund. C1400
Destr. Troy 1297 The Troiens.. Wondid of pe wightist,
warpide horn vnder. c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 6683 We scha!
of hem to grounde warpe With swordes bryght and speres
scharpe.

f b. Of wind : To toss or drive (a ship)
violently about. Obs.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 444 As bat lyftande lome luged

aboute, Where be wynde & be weder warpen hit wolde.

fo. ? To swing round, whirl. Obs.
1513 Douglas Mneis xi. xi. 103 And oft about hyr hed.

.

[shel Wald warp the stringis of the stowt staf slyng.

1 6. fig. a. To drive out, expel, reject, renounce

;

usually with out, away. Also, to trample (under
foot). Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 37 Ic ne weorpe ut {Vulg. non

eiciatn/oras] bone be to me cym5. a 12*5 Ancr. R. 40 Gif
me worpen mid him al be world under vet. Ibid. 230 peo
deoflen bet ure Louerd werp ut of one monne. Ibid. 356
" org awei urom me alle mine gultes. a 1225 Leg. Kath.
829 Sone se ich awei warp ower witlese lei. c 1230 Hali
Meid. 5 peos bohtes warp ut of bin heorte. a 1300 Cursor
M. 24247 Nu comforth be. .And werp awai b' wepe.

t b. To plunge (a person) suddenly or roughly
(into prison, distress, etc.) ; to put to death. Obs.

Ill

r 1175 Lavrh. Hotn. 143 pe sunfulle Men..sculen beon
iwarpen ine eche ptne. c 1200 Ormin 19608 He let bindenn
himm, . .8c icwarrterrne werrpenn. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10973
Mony worthy pai woundit, & warpit to dethe. c 1460
Tcvnelcy Myst. xxiii. 413 Thou art warpyd all in wo. £1590

J.
Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 17 Dreid of dainger varps hir

m ane trans.

+ 7. intr. To go hastily, fling away. Of wind :

To rise up. Obs.
?<ri4oo Mortc Arth. 2746, I rede ^e.. warpes wylily a-

waye. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 557 Wild wedirs vp werpe &
pe wynd ryse.

b. Sc. Of bees: To swarm. Cf. Cast v. 22.

a 1824 in Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 94 The hive which
warped owre the fell,

f 8. trans. With inversion of const. : To strike,

hit, assail with (a missile). Also, to besprinkle

(with a liquid). Obs.
Beowulf^2791 He hine eft ongon wreteres weorpan. cB88

Alfred Boeth. xvi. § 2 pa forceaw he his tungan & wearp
hine mid 5a;re tungan on b^t neb foran. c 1203 Lay, 29562
Heo.. wurpen hine mid bancn. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1121

jif bu art iworpe ober ischote.

f 9. trans/, and fig. In various uses : To thrust

(one's hand) forth ; to lay ( hands) on ; to cast

(one*s head) down ; to strike (a stroke). Obs.
a 1225 St. Marhcr. 3 As theos cnihtes walden warpen honden

on hire ha bigon to cleopien ant callen bus to criste. a 1225
Ancr. R. 83 [He] WeorpeS adun be t heaue5. Ibid. 96 >if

eni wur5e5 so wod..bet he worpe his hond for5 touward pe
burl clo5. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. 267 pat bai suld tak

bat maydin schen,. .and strakis fel til byre let warpe.

10. f a. To cast, shed (horns). Obs.
(1220 Bestiary 325 in O. E. Misc. 11 He werpeS er hise

homes in wude er in Sornes.

+ b. To lose (the natural hue). Obs.

c x2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 183 Among bat be sowle witeSj be
licame worpeS hewe.

T 11. To utter, pronounce (a word, speech) ; to

utter (a cry), heave (a sigh). Also with out. Also
absol., to talk, speak (of). Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Mid, tisse schulen be uorlorcne worpen

a swuch jeor bet heouene & eoroe muwen beo5e grisliche

agrisen. a tzz$Lcg. Kath. 1325 pet we necunnen. .warpen
na word a}ein. a 1225 Juliana 21 He.. weorp a sic as a
wiht pat sare were iwundet. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 879 A
note ful nwe I herde hem warpe. 13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt.
2253, I scha) stonde stylle, & warp J>e no wernyng, to

worch as be lykez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2683 Ho. . Warpet
out wordes wonder to here, c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. lxxxiv.

1707 (Wemyss) Quhen bis wif had warpit bus Off this abbot
Eugenyus. 1513 Douglas JEneis n. xi. 23 ScarsHe the auld
thir wordis hed warpit out. Ibid. v. viil 116 And he aWufo
hym werpis sic sawis.

t b. To cast (one's eyes) on or upon (an object).

c 1200 Ormim 12758 Crist warrp e^he upponn Symon. a 1225
Ancr. R. 52 Hwoso heuede iseid to Eue beo heo werp hire

eien perone, A I wend te awei ; bu worptst eien o bi deao\

12. dial. a. To lay (eggs). Also absol. [So ON.
verpa.]
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xc. 13 pe snake werpis and be

tade nuryssis be eg, and barof is broght forth be basilyske.

1483 Cath. Angl. 409/1 To Warpe as byrdis dose, jncubare,
poncre oua. 1570 Levins Manip. 33/6 To warp an egge,
ouutn fonere. 1787 Grose Proz: Gloss., Warp, to lay eggs.

A hen warps or warys, N. 1825 I'rockett N. C. Words
s. v., A hen is said to warp when she lays.

b. To bring forth (young^ naturally, rare. (In

quot. absot.)

1738 G. Smith Cnr. Relai. II. 453 They [beavers] don't

warp in their Houses, but in Hollows dug under Ground.
c. Of a ewe, cow, etc. : To bring forth (young),

prematurely ; to cast, slip, drop. Also absol.

a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 283 A cow, that., warps her calf

three months before her time. Ibid. 310 If the ewes warped,
they turned them out to the rams again. j8i3_Rudge Agric.
Glottc. 297 Cows are liable to slip or warp their calves. 1903
Athenxum 7 Mar. 307 3 Never had so many ewes been
known to warp.

II. To bend, twist aside.

13. To bend, curve, or twist (an object) out of

shape ; spec, to curve (timber) by the application

of steam; also, to distort, contort (the body or a

limb, the features).

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 798 Al to-wraiste bai bar wode &
werpis in-sondire. C1440 Promp. Parv. 517/1 Warpyn', or
make wronge, curvo. 1593 Nashe Christ s T. P i b, Age
will.. warpe our backs. 1648 Hebrick Hesp.,Paneg. SirL.
Pemberton 9 Laden spits, warp't with large Ribbsof Beefe,

1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Wars 419 As in some
places, the violence of Heat ; so in other, the extremity of

Cold, hath often warped Nature, and made it become de-

formed. 174a Jarvis znd Pi. Quixote ui. x, II. 219 If per-

chance the rod of justice be warped a little. 1799 Naval
Chron. I. 288 The method was introduced of warping planks
to the timbers by the means of steam. 1835 W. Irving Tour
Prairies xxvii. 244 Baring his left arm, he showed it warped
and contracted by a former attack of rheumatism. 1847 C.
Bronte Jane Eyre xx, A singularly marked expression of
disgust, horror, hatred, waiped his countenance almost to

distortion. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xxi, Trying to bend
it straight, as he would a tree which wrong culture had
warped aside. 1876 Miss Brouchton Joan 1. i, A book
with its back still warm and warped from having been held
over the fire. 1896 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone xxi, Age
had warped and cracked the boards.

Jig. 166* Pbtty Taxes $ Contrib. 9, I descend no lower,

wishing onely that there might be an universal Reformation
of what length of time hath warped awry.

14. intr. To become bent, twisted, or uneven,

by shrinkage or contraction. Said esp, of timber.

(Cf. Castz;. 53.)

WARP.
(•1440 Promp. Parv. 517/1 AVarpyn', or wex wronge or

avelonge, as vesselle, oblongo. 1530 Palsgr. 772/1, I warpe,
as hordes do, whan they croke for want of good seasonnyng.

*577 B. Googe Heresbach ,

s Husb. 11. 106 The Elmcis
meete for the cbeekes and postes of Gates, . . for it wyll not

bowe, nor warpe. 1657 Trait Comm. Esther ii. 2 Green
wood is ever shrinking and warping, 1783 Justamond tr.

RaynaVs Hist. Indies III. 159 If the pieces. .are thicker..

on one side than another,, .they will warp to that side. 1815

J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art I. 37 Cast iron, when an-

nealed, is less liable to warp by a subsequent partial exposure
to moderate degrees of heat. 1826 Scott Woodstock ii, Old
wood seldom warps in the wetting. 1881 Young Every Man
his 07vn Mechanic § 46, 23 Black Ebony. .will not warp
readily.

b. fig., or in fig. context. (C(. 19.)

1509 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. vi, You are well seasond
props, And will not warpe, or leane to either part. 1600

Smaks. A. V. L. in. iii. 90 This fellow wil but ioyne you
together, as they ioyne Wainscot, then one of you wil proue
a shrunke pannell, and like greene timber, warpe, warpe.

1682 FlaVEL Pear 44 It would make them warp and bend
under such temptations. 1690 Locke Hum, Und. i.iil § 20

It being all one, to have no Rule, and one that will warp
any way. 1736 Lediakd Life Marlborough I. 58 To set

that Law streight again, which he had made to warp to his

Prince's Humour. 1874 C. E. Norton Lett. (19.13) II. 33, I,

too, warp and crack in this dry, clear atmosphere.

15. trans. To contract, cause to shrink or

shrivel, corrugate, rare.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 1S7 Freize, freize, thou bitter

skie. .Though thou the waters warpe, thy sting is not so

sliarpe, as freind remembred not. 1875 B. Taylor Eaust I.

ii. 46 Then from the East they come, to dry and warp Your
lungs.

b. intr. To shrink or shrivel, become con-

tracted or wrinkled. Also fig. rare.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 61 You must keepe your
sweete faces from scorching in the sun, chapping in the winde,

and warping with the weather. i6n Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii.

365 Me tninkes My fauor here begins to warpe. 1696TUTCHIN
Pindarick Ode ii. 10 The Fames of Shakespear and of Ben
Must warp, before my nobler fire To their regardless Tombs
retire.

16. trans, {fg.) To pervert, distort (the mind,

judgement, principles, etc.); to give a * twist * or

bias to ; to turn {aside) from rectitude or the

straight path.
x599 B- Jonson Cynthia's Rez'. iv. i. (1601) Gib, Me

thinkes thy seruant Hedon is nothing so obsequious to

thee, as he was wont to be: I know not how, Hee's
growne out of his Garbe a-late, hee's warp't. 1700 Dkv-
dkn Sigism. 4" Guise. 402 Nor Folly warp'd my Mind,
Nor the frail Texture of the Female Kind Bctray'd my
Vertue. 1710 Addison Whig-Exam. No. 4 j» 4, I have no
private considerations to warp me in this controversy, 1718

Dk. Buckhm. Let. to Pope Wks. 1723 II. 289 Suffering their

judgments to be a little warped (if I may use that expres-

sion) by the heat of their eager inclinations. 1725 Watts
Logic 11. iv, Watch against every Temptation that might
bribe your Judgment, or warp it aside from Truth. 1852

Smedlev/,. v4rw«<rW xxvii. 205 These two men, each warped
and hardened differently, .by the world's evil influence.

1879 M. Arnold Er. Crit. Milton, Mixed Ess. 252 John-
son s mind..was at many points bounded, at many points

warped. 1884 A. R. Pennington Wiclif Pref. p. ix. He
often allows his prejudice against Wiclif to warp his judg-
ment. 1919 C. Goring Eng. Convict i. 11 The science of

criminology . . has been . . warped by its subjection to all sorts

of superstitious and conventional dogmas.

b. Const, from, out of; to, into.

1650 B. Discotliminium 17 He that is warp'd in his Di-

vinity, will never be at rest tilt he hath wrap'd [Iread
warp'd] his Policy to it. 1685 Dryden Threnod. August,
322 Not Faction,.. Not Foreign or Domestick Treachery,
Could Warp thy Soul to their Unjust Decree, a 1711 Ken
Poet. Whs. (1868) 272 My treacherous heart I fear, Warp'd
to the world. 1758-65 Goldsm. Ess,, Taste (Globe) 315/2
By the present mode of education we are forcibly warped
from the bias of nature. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 628 There is such perpetual danger from all quarters

of having the moral sense warped to a false direction. 1706
Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 379 Some men have been warped
to infidelity by viciousness of life. 1842 Tennyson Locksley
Hall 60 Cursed be the social lies that warp us from the
living truth 1 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxv, Jarndyce and
Jarndyce has warped him out of himself, and perverted

me in his eyes. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art ii. § 97 The
bribe of wealth a*! honour warps him from his honest la-

bour into efforts to attract attention. 188a * Outda ' In
Maremma viii, This narrowness of the peasant mind which
. . demagogues . . warp to their own selfish purpose and profits.

17. To distort, wrest, misinterpret, give a false

colouring to (a fact, account, etc.). Const, from,
to, into.

1717 Bentlev Serm. bef. K. Geo. 19 Those that interpret

all actions of their Governors ; that warp the most innocent

Occurrences to Censure and Calumny. 1741 Watts Improv.
Mind 1. viii, In matters of dispute, take heed of warping
the sense of the.. writer to your own opinion. 1775 Dk
Lolme Const. E>g. 1. x. (17S4) 102 Writs, being warped
from their actual meaning. 1780 Cowier Progr. Err. 437

The worst is—Scripture warp'd from its intent. 1816

Scott Old Mori, xxvii, While.. you, Mr Poundtext, were

warping the Scriptures into Erastianism. 1830 D'Israeli

Chas. I, III. x. 218 Probably. .both [accounts] are warped

by the opposite feelings of the writers. 1857 Ruskin Pol.

Econ. Art $ & We have warped the word 'economy in

our English language into a meaning which it has no busi-

ness whatever to bear, a 187a Maurice Ertendshtf bks.

xiii. (1874! 381 A .spirit which would not suffer us to pervert

or warp any documents to suit a purpose of ours.

b. intr. Of a statement : To become distorted.

1914 Blackw. Mag. July 48/2 Whether all this be true I

cannot tell, but as I guess it is an old report that has warped

in wandering.
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18. trans. To turn aside or divert (a moving

body) from its path or orbit. Also, to deflect,

change the direction of (one's journey), rare.

1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 103 Then [I] warp my voyage on the
southern gales. 1814 Cakv Dante, Parad. i. 130 As from
a cloud the fire is seen to fall, From its original impulse
warp'd, to earth. 1837 Emerson Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 178, I had better never see a book, than to be warped
by its attraction clean out of my own orbit.

b. intr. To turn or incline in a (specified)

direction, rare.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 67 There being no more
reason why it [an arrow] should warp to the right hand
than to the left, why this way rather than that, it must
needs stir no way. 1684-94 tr - Plutarch's Mor. (1718) III.

16 But as she [the Moon] warps back again to meet her
Illustrious Mate, the nearer she makes her approach, the
more she is eclipsed until no longer seen.

1 19. fig. (Cf. 14b, 16.) To receive a 'twist 'or
bias, which influences one's judgement or senti-

ments ; to turn from the straight path ; to deviate,

swerve, go astray. Const, from. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 1. i. 15 There is our Commis-
sion, From which, we would not haue you warpe. 164a D.
Rogers Naaman 550 If we feelcthat our hearts warpe
from Gods commands. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. 34 He
fals off again warping and warping till he come to contradict
himselfe in diameter. x68i Baxter Apol. Nonconf. Ji/in.

Pref. p. ii, Learned men, when they warp and err. 1738
Neal Hist. Purit. IV. 211 Any single officer that should
hereafter warp from his obedience. 1748 Hartley Observ.
Man 1. iii. § 5. 384 A pleasurable or painful State of the
Stomach or Brain, Joy or Grief, will make all the Thoughts
warp their own way, little or much. 1791 Burke T/i. French
Aff. Wks. 1842 I. 574 Amongst them there are no leaders
possessed of an influence for any other purpose but that of
maintaining the present state of things. The moment they
are seen to warp, they are reduced to nothing. 01817 T.
Dwight Trav. (1822) IV. 314 He [Edwards] never warped
from the path of common sense.

*f*b. To be biassed, incline, lean, be drawn or
attracted {to, towards). Also, to bend, submit,
yield (to) ; to submit to do something. Obs.
a 1592 Greene yas. IV, 1. 654, 1 can no more ; my patience

will not warpe To see these flatterers how they scorne and
Carpe. 1624 Gee Foot out of Snare xi. 71 A Gentlewoman.

.

that was well inclining and warping toward the Popish pale.

1643 Plain English 17 How miserably will you find the..
Clergie wraping [read warping] to the prevailing party.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Lond. (1662) 222 Others more truly
tax him [Chamnee], for warping to the Will of King Henry
the eighth, not so much to decline his own death, as to pre-
serve his Coven t from destruction, a 1677 Harrow Serm.
Wks. 1716 II. 27 Men generally do sute their opinions to
their inclinations; warping to that side where their interest
doth lie. 1772 Fletcher Logica Genev. 34 Our Church far
from warping to Crispianity strongly inforces St. James's
undefiled religion.

III. To weave, twine.

20. trans, fa. To weave (a web). Obs. b. To
arrange (threads, yam) so as to form a warp ; to
wind on a warp-beam. Also absol.

c 1220 Bestiary 467 in O. E. Misc. 1 5 De spinnere . . werpeS
5us hire web, and weue5 on hire wise, c 1340 Nominate
(Skeat) 336 Homme poet teil perer. M[an] may a webbe
warpe. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 11. exxiii. (1869) 121 It
is furred with fox skynnes in lengthe and in brede, al be it

with oute wouen maad, and worpen of the wulle of white
sheep, c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 517/1 Warpon', as webstarys,
stamina, licio. 1483 Cath. Angl. 409/1 To Warpe A web,
proielare. 1540 Hyrde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. 1. iii.

{1541) 3 b, To spinne, to warpe, or els wynd spindels in a
case for to throw wofe of. 1556 Phaer sEneid iv. (1558)
Kj, Her self the web had wrought, & warpyd fine with
wreath of gold. 1598 Florio, Ordire, to warpe or lay as
weauers do their webbs before it be wouen. 1662 Burgh
Rec. Stirling (1887) 240 The saids proveist, baillies and
councill . . discharges them . . from litting any plaid yairn, and
from worping and working any that shall not be of the
lenth and breidth abone writtin. 1788 Burns ' My heart
was ance ' ii, My mither sent me to the town, To warp a
plaiden wab. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. \. 42 The yarn
is dressed, beamed, and warped by steam-power. 1879
Ashenhurst Weaving 50 The yarn, .may be warped direct
from the cop or bobbin upon which it has been spun.

T o. fg. To weave, contrive, devise. Also with
up, and absol. •
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 365 He answerdebat he

wolde warpe suche a webbe to the emperise [talent se telam
Augustae orditurmn],\>m sche schulde nevere have it of
to here lyves ende. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. viii.

(1869) 179 And alwey he werpeth temptaciouns and breideth
bem, and weueth hem. 1549-62 Sternhold & Hopkins
Ps. Hi. 2 Why doth thy minde yet still deuise, such wicked
wiles to warpe? 1577 Hellowes Guevara's Chron. 393,
I haue warpt such a webb, as thou neither knowest to vn-
frame, or mayst cut off when it is finished. 1604 E. Hake
in Farr S. P. Jos. f (1847) 256 Alt these are but the loome
That warpeth up my death. i6xx Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.
xxiv. § 22 Like a wise man, that meant to warpe no more
then he could well weaue. 1616 S. S. Honest Lawyer in.

E 4, We'll trie what mischeefes he can warpe. 1652 Urqu-
hart Jewel'Wte,. (1834) 198 Before the contexture of an-
other universal language [than mine] can be warped. 1785
Burns 2nd Ep. J. Lapraik viii, Ne'er mind how Fortune
waft an' warp.

21. a. Rope-making. To stretch (yarn) into

lengths to be tarred.

1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), To Warp
Yarn, in rope-making, is to stretch the yarns, previous to

their being tarred, all to one given length. 1846 G. Dodd
Brit. Manuf. Ser. vi. 197 The reels of yarn are first ' warped

'

into a 'haul ', that is, the yarns are unwound from the reel,

stretched out straight and parallel, and assembled together.

b. To weave, twine (a willow-basket), dial.

1806
J.

Grahame Birds Scot. 1. 67 He.. warps the skep
with willow rind.

c. To lace together (the ends of a seine), dial.

^35 J. Couch in 3rd Kef'. R. Cormv. Polytechn. Soc. 74
While the larger boats are engaged in warping the ends
together.

f22. To twist, entwine, insert (something into

something else). Also fig. ; also, to unite or

combine with. Obs.

1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 256 The public papers
and fragments of oratory warped into its text, are selected

with taste. 1814 Scott Wav. xvi, A scathed tree, which
had warped its twisted roots into the fissures of the rock.

1821 — Kenilw. xxii, I care not for all those strings of
pearl, which you fret me by warping into my tresses. 1822

A. Ranken Hist. France IX. 13 With this proposal .. was
warped.. the condition, that the regent, who entertained
strong prejudices against the Jesuits, should become their

friend and protector.

23. Angling. To fasten (the materials of an

artificial fly) to the hook. With adv., as on, in,

down, up.

1676 Cotton Angler 11. v. 40 Warp them so down, as to

stand, and slope towards the bend of the hook, and having
warpt up to the end of the shanck [etc.]. Ibid. 11. viii. 73
When you warp on your dubbing. Ibid. n. viii. 78 Some
red warpt in for the Tagg of his tail. 1836 Ronalds Fly-
Fisher's Entom. 29 Warp the remnant round the shank.
1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling xiii. (1880) 465 The silk must
be warped up from the tail to required spot. Ibid. 466 When
the body is being warped on.

1 24. To surround, involve, infold in, with. Obs.
But perhaps a metathetic form of Wrap.
14.. Medical MS. in Anglia XIX. 79 }if on hyde hym-

self in a busch per-of, or ellys he be warpyd weel in his
lewys & his braunchys, no thonder nor leuene schall hym
towchyn. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 1. iii. 33 Lyke as ane wall
with sand warpit about. Ibid. v. xiii. 24 His awin heid
warpit with a snod olive.

IV. To tow ; to move gradually forward.

25. Naut, To move (a ship) along by hauling
on a rope or ' warp \ Also with adv., as oat, off,

in, round.
1513 [see Warping vbl. sb. 4]. 1587 T. Sanders Voy.

Tripoli Bj b, Then went we to warpe out the Ship. 1600
Holland Z,*zy xxii. xx. 444 Those [ships] they drew up, and
warped into the deepe, with ropes fastened to J.heir poupes.
1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia iv. 128 Seeing them warp
themselues to windward, we thought it not good to beboorded
on both sides at an anchor. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round
World 189 The water being smooth I soon warp'd her off

again. 1791 Smeaton Edystone Lightho. § 250 We let go
an anchor and warped the buss to her proper birth. 1836
Macgillivray Trav. Humboldt xvii. 236 When the current
was too strong, the sailors leapt out and warped the boat
along. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 292 About the cap-
stan did the shipmen run, Warping the great ship to the
harbour mouth. 1881 Three in Norzvay 3 We were warped
out of dock about eight o'clock.

b. absol. Also intr. of a ship : To move by
warping.
a 1547 Surrey JEneis iv. 791 Out of the rode sone shall

the vessell warpe. 1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)

470 At 3. in the afternoone we did warpe from one piece of
ice to another. 16x7 Moryson Itin. 11. 158 The Fleete with
much difficulty warped in, and recovered the Harbour.
1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xiii. 272 As there was but little wind,
..they were obliged to warp out of the harbour. 1753
Hanway Trav. (1762) I. n. xxi. 94 They warp thirty. .miles

in a day against the stream. 1842 Dickens A vier. Notes
xv, Its width is so contracted at one point, indeed, that they
[sc. steamboats] are obliged to warp round by means of a
rope. 1843 Civil Fngin. $ Arch. frnl. VI. 139/1 Two
large transporting buoys.. for vessels to moor to or warp
from. 1858 Times 30 Nov. 4/3 The current gets, .too strong
for sailing ships, which could only warp up. 1913 World
25 Feb. 279/1 As she warped slowly from the quay.

c. To warp one's way.
1836 Uncle Philips Convcrs. Whale Fishery 192 Warping

their way with great danger from lane to lane of open
water. 1853 Kane Grinnell ExP. x. (1856) 73 We com-
menced, .to warp our way through the impacted ice.

26. To progress slowly or with effort by using

the hands as well as the feet. Also refl., to haul
oneself along.
1796 Hist. Ned Evans IV. 32 Having fastened another

rope round his body for security,.. he warped along the first

over the chasm. 1849 Kingsley Misc. (1859) H- 202 » I re*

collect our literally warping ourselves down to the beach,
holding on_ by rocks and posts. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp-
Hunters vii. 58 He slowly warped himself through the gay
crowd. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Schm. v. (1857) 88 My rough
garments.. frayed, at times,.. by warping to the tops of
great trees, and by feats as a cragsman. 1859 H. Kings-
ley G. Hamlyn xlviii, The first mate, coming forward,
warping himself from one belaying-pin to another.

27. intr. To float or whirl through the air.

Chiefly/^/.
1565 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 108 The snow

driving and warping to and fro. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 341
A pitchy cloud Of locusts, warping on the Eastern Wind.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 120 Oft, engendered by the hazy
north, Myriads on myriads, insect armies warp Keen in the
poison'd breeze. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 102 What
clouds of ephemeral children are for ever warping away on
the wind of death ! 1856 Bryant Hymn ofSea 10 A hundred
realms Watch its broad shadow warping on the wind.

V. f 28. trans. To run (a ship) aground, fix

on a shoal or sand-bank. Obs.

153S Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 634 As that the flude come
rynnand by the land, Amang tha schippis warpit in the
sand, a 1661 Sand-warpt : [»ee Sand sb.7 10.]

29. To choke up (a channel) with alluvial

deposit. Also intr., to become choked up.
1745 Beverley Beck Act ii. 2 The said beck being now in

very great danger of being choaked and warped up. 1799
A. Young Agric. Lincoln 284 In case the drains should
warp up at any time, provision of sluices is made to let

water out of the canal into either, to scour them out clean.
Ibid. 287 The rivers warp up in dry seasons to a great height,
with a muddy sand or silt, which the tides deposite. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Sand-7varped, silted up, or choked with
sand. 1878 Miller & Skertchly Fenland vii. 193 A new
sluice was erected for the purpose of warping up the old
channel.

b. To heap up (sand) by gradual deposit from
a current. ? Obs. Also, to cause (sand) to be

heaped up.
1674 Marvf.ll Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 422 Our House, .de-

siring you to sound once again whether the Sand do con-
tinue as when the Captains last surveyed, or it be warped
up higher. 1841 Ch'il Engin. <y Arch. Jrnl. IV. 395/1 He
has lately been occupied in forming a defence, by warping
silt, with whin or gorse kids, laid horizontally.

30. To cover (land), by natural or artificial

flooding, with a deposit of alluvial soil. Cf.

"Wabp sb. 6.

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 278 They are attempting
to warp 400 acres in one piece. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 436 The main canal may he cut.. so as to warp
the lands on each side of it. 1839 Stonehouse Axhohne
37 Drains to flood and warp the land. 1867 Good Words
306/1 The mud caught by it soon ' warps ' the space within
into firm and rich dry land.

absol. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 284 If a landlord

warp, it should be deep at once ; if a tenant, shallow, and
repeat it. 1828 Trial of W. Dyon 22 He was warping with
h is son from four, .o'clock,

Warpage (wyjpedg). [f. Warp v. + -age.]

App. a charge for 'warping' or hauling ships

entering certain harbours.
1863-7 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., Warpage, a charge

per ton made on shipping in some harbours.

War-paint.
1. Among North American Indians : Paint applied

to the face and body before going into battle.

1826 J. F. Cooper Last of Mohicans xxiii, The young
Huron was in his war-paint. 1837 R. M. Bird Nick of the
Woods II 44 His countenance, grim with war-paint. 1857
Putnam's Monthly Mag. May 452/2 He [the Indian] has
put on his war-paint, and is prepared for death.

2. colloq. One's best clothes and finery ; esp.

ceremonial military or official costume, ' full fig*.

1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xiv, Old Lady E— ..in her
war-paint and leathers— pinker than ever. 1879 H. N.
Moskley Notes Nat, 'Challenger' 497 The officers of the

ship donned, as in duty bound, full 'war paint' to receive

him. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhibst Cream Leicestersh. 380
A stiff shower took all the glaze off our war-paint ere the

meet was reached.

War-party.
1. A political party that favours war.
1798 T. Jefferson Let. to f. Madison 26 Apr., Writ. 1854

IV. 237 Parker has completely gone over to the war party.

1835 T. Mitchell Acharn. of Aristoph. 510 note, Why
Lamachus is thus selected as the representative of the war-
party in Athens is pretty evident. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley
iii, Moore was a bitter Whig—a Whig, at least, as far as
opposition to the war-party was concerned.

2. A body of Indian ' braves * banded together

for war.
1826 J. F. Coopfr Last ofMohicans xiii, The brothers and

family of the Mohican formed our war-party. 1837 R. M.
Bird Nick of the Woods III. 108 There is a war-party of

fourteen painted Wyandotts sleeping on the Council-square.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. IV. xv. 421 The backwoodsmen,
who were hunters like the Indians,.. were forming war-
parties along the frontier.

Wa*r-patli. Among North American Indians:

The path or route taken by a warlike expedition.

To be or go on the war-path : to go to war, seek

the foe, be out for scalps.

1775 Adair Hist. Amer. Indians 396, I often have rode
that war path alone. 1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer xv, The
great Serpent of the Mohicans must be worthy to go on the

warpath with Hawkeye. Ibid, xvii, She sees he is lame,

and a poor hunter, and he has never been on a warpath.

1859 Marcy Prairie Trav. vi. 185 Their war-path has

reached the shores of the Pacific. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S.

IV. xv. 422 With chosen companions, he went out upon the

war-path, and added scalp to scalp.

b. trans/. andy%f.
1888 Pall Mall Gas. 10 Aug. 8/2 TheOmagh Controversy.

Mr. William O'Brien on the War Path. 1891 Mrs. Riddell
Mad Tour 266 A tremendous rapping at my door announced
that Bobby was again on the war-path. 1897 Daily News
\o Jan. 8/1 It is a safe prophecy that the Cretans will again

ie on the warpath.

Warped (woapt), ppl. a. [f. Warp v. + -ED 1
.]

1. Hent, contorted, or twisted out of shape.
c 1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch.) 517/1 Warpyd, or auylonge.

a 1547 Surrey j&neis 11. 229 The god that they by sea had
brought In warped keles [L. curzi's carinis\ 1589 [? Lylv]
Pappe w. Hatchet B iiij, lie make his braines so hot, that

they shall., rattle in his warpt skull, like pepper in a dride

bladder. 1604 Marston Malcontent v. iii. H 2 b, Hauing
a red beard and a paire of warpt legges. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 72 A warp'd Piece of Plank.

1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. vn. iv, The planks look warp'd.

1813 Scott Rokeby n. xiv, Now to the oak's warped roots he
clings. 1876 Miss Broughton Joan 1. xxx, Under the

warped door.. comes the iced blast. 1888 Jacobi Printers'
1

Vocab., Warped cut, woodcuts twisted through dampness,
generally caused by improper cleansing or storing.

Jig. 160a Dekker Satirom. I 4, Were thy warpt soule put

I



WARPER.
in a new molde, Ide weare thee as a Iewell set in golde.

1771 Smollett Humphry CI., To Dr. Lewis 2 June
(
A good

sort of a man, though most ridiculously warped in his politi-

cal principles. 1830 D'IsrakU Ckas. I, III. iv. 48 The
warped suggestions of the writer are perpetually supplying

the absence of all real knowledge. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed.

2) IV. 245 He lias resorted to., dishonesty and falsehood, and
become warped and distorted.

b. Mining. (Seequot)
1886 J. Harrowman Sc. Mining Terms 70 Warped, irregu-

larly bedded, or plicated.

2. That has cast its young prematurely.

/1172a Lisle Husb, (1757) 283 The warped cows.

3. Enriched with alluvial warp.

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 284 At Reeveness warped
land has sold for £100 an acre. 184a C. W. Johnson
Farmers Encycl. 1229 Warped lands are found capable of

growing most kinds of crops in great plenty. 1878 Ramsay
Phys. Gcog. xxxiii. 577 The broad warped meadows.

Warpeni(g, -penye : see Wardpenny Obs,

Warper (w^upai). [f. Warp v. +--ER 1
.]

f 1. One who throws, a thrower. Obs.

a 1000 Riddles xxviii. 7 ;Gr.) Nu ic eom bindere & swin-
gere, sona weorpere. [a izz$i see Knife -warper,\

2. One who winds yarn in preparation for weav-
ing, one who lays the warp for the weaver.
1611 Cotgr., Ourdisseur, a warper; a putter of a web of

cloth into the loome. 1822 [see Cording vbl. sb. 1
1]. 1825

New Monthly Mag. XIV. 259 Your warpers, your windsters,
your weavers . . no longer flourish and fatten. 1881 J. Bright
in Daily News 17 Nov. 2/5 The warpers in those days, as
far as my recollection serves me.. were all women. 1891
Labour Commission Gloss., Warpers, those in cotton mills

who 'beam the yarn,' i.e. take the bobbins from the winders,
placing them in a machine, and wind up some four or five

hundred of the threads, side by side,, .upon what is called a
warper's beam.. . Warpers, women employed in reeling warp
yarns from bobbins on to reels, before they are taken to the
dressing machines.

3. A warping-machine. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

4. A local name for the eel. Cf. Wriggler.
1901 Shooting Times 22 June 21/2 On a certain river where

the eel is plentiful, and many rustic anglers go forth to catch
him with rod and line .

.
, the name ' eel ' is seldom or never

heard, but instead he is significantly known as a 'warper.'

tWarpfat. Obs. [f. Warp sb. + Fat *M]
? - warping-fat', ~trough (Warping vbl. sb. 10 c).

TheOE. word glosses calathus, which should mean either
* basket ' generally (cf. ' Vimen, wearp,' Corpus Glossary) or
' basket for thread. ' The rendering alueolus in the Cath.
Angl. app. means a trough.
riooo i£i.FRic Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 152/21 Calathus,

wearpfaet. 1483 Cath. Angl. 409/1 A Warpe fatte, alueolus.

Warping, vbl. sb}- [f. Warp v. + -ing 1.]

fl. The action of throwing. Obs.
a 1:50 in Archiv Stud. ncn. spr. CXVII. 27 Jactura,

werpinge. 14.. Hist. A". Boccus <y Sydracke (? 1510) Tj b,

And whan the fowle is a lofte..With the warpyng of his
wynge He doth the ayre a sondre mynge.

2. The action of preparing a warp for weaving.
c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 517/1 Warpynge, of webstarys werk-
nge, stamtnacio. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeley* (1883)
167 The charges in the wholl manufactory soe particularly

m ..spoolinge, warpinge, quillinge . . and the like. 1788
Burns * My Heart was ance' ii, My mither sent me.. To
warp a plaiden wabj but the weary, weary warpin' o't Has
gart me sigh and sab. 1878 A. Barlow Weaving 68 Warp-
ing, therefore, consists in arranging the threads according
to number and colour, or in any special manner that may
be necessary, and to keep them in their relative places after
they have been so laid.

b. concr. « Warp j*. I. Also in pL, the threads
of a warp. ? Obs.
1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper. 97 From the sides of these

shoot out other small Threads close together like feathers,
or Palm branches ; these are as it were the first warping, and
.

. they proceed shooting and increasing till the Woofe closes
all with a total freezing of the Water, c 1817 Hogg Con/,
fanatic Tales & Sk. (1837) V - U8 Mv feet had slipped down
through the double warpings of a web.

1 3* fig* The action of fabricating or devising, a
fabrication. Also gerundial in a-warping (pre-
dicatevely). Obs.
iS?3 Melbancke Philotimus Li, But the Deuill loues al

colliers and thou selflike reasons ofthine owne warping. 1603
Holland Plutarch 's Mor. 497 Lampsace. .acquainted the
Greeks under-hand with this treason, which was a warping
against them. 1814 Carv Dante, Parad. ix. 50 One Lords
it, and bears his head aloft, for whom The web is now a-
warping.

4. The action of moving a ship from one place
to another by means of warps.
<5i3 T. Howard in Lett. $ Papers War France (1897) 163,

I trust agaynst nyght this W.N.W. wynd will ly, and then
we woll for.ih with warpyng. 1627 Caht. J. Smith Sea

1

a
"\J?

m
' 35 Hls

.

Mate t is to hai*el lhe command of the
long boat, for. .weighing. .an anchor, warping, towing, or
nionng. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) R r 4 , Warping
is generally used when the sails are unbent, or when they
cannot be successfully employed. 1820 ScoresbyWcc. Arctic
Reg. I. 3 io During five days we persevered in the most
laborious exertions, in towing, boring, warping and mill-
aoliing. 1883 A/an. Seamanship Boys 196 Q. What i< warp-
ing: A. Iransporting a ship from one part of a harbour to
another by means of hawsers.
O. The process of flooding low-lying land near

a tidal river so that the muddy alluvium may be
deposited when the water is withdrawn. Also
warping up, the process of filling up hollows by
deposit of alluvium.

2^vA You
?G Agric. Lincoln 284 It is not by the canal

mat the warping is done, but by a soakage drain on each
VOL. X.
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side of it. 1830 Lvell Princ.Geol. I. 307 By repeating this

operation, which is called 'warping,' for two or three years,
side

operation,
considerable tracts have been raised, in the estuary of the

Humber, to the height of about six feet. 1839 Civil F.ngin.

^c Arch. Jrnl. II. 450/1 It was found necessary to encourage
the warping up of the old floor pits, by introducing fascine

jetty work, which greatly accelerated the deposit of the sea
warp. iBjgCassell's Techn. Educ. II. 171 2 Warping gives

an entirely new surface to soil. It may be best explained as

a process by which the suspended mud which occurs in cer-

tain rivers is allowed to deposit itself upon a prescribed area
of land.

b. concr. The silt or alluvial matter deposited

by the sea or a tidal river.

C1440 Promp. Parv* 517/2 Warpynge, of the see or oper
water, alluvium.

6. The action of twisting or bending, or the fact

of becoming twisted or bent; an instance of this.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 517/1 Warpynge. .of vessel bat wax
wronge or avelonge. .oblongacio. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 60
Who fears to set straight or hide the unhandsom warpings
of bow leggs? 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing 27
Letter- Boards are. .Clamped, .to keep them from W;irping.

1756-7 tr. Keyslcr's Trav. (1760) I. 445 This may be no more
than the natural warping of dry wood. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Builder 221 Casting or Warping, the bending of the

surfaces of a piece of wood from their original position. 1873
B. Harie Fiddletcnvn 16 The multitudinous small noises,

and creakings, and warpings of the vacant house. 189a

Photogr. Ann. II. 53 See that the hinged backs of your
frames are clamped, and then defy warping.

b. fig. The action of distorting or perverting

from the right course or direction, or the fact of

deviating or going astray; an instance of this.

1608 Dou & Cleaver Expos. Prov. xi-xii. 168 For the
same causes it will appeare that the warping of sinful! courses
wil turn to their hurt that imagine them. 1656 Artif.
Handsom. 36 The heart is upright, without any sinfull warp-
ings. i68x Manton Serm. Ps. cxix. 80 (1725) 413 The old

Man is not so put off", but there will be many warpings and
deceitful workings still. 1709 C Stanhope Paraphrase IV.

271 If these Bents and Warpings of the Will had destroy'd
all Freedom in us. 178a Burke Corr. (1844) II. 460 These
old warpings of the human heart and understanding. 1838
Emerson Addr., Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) II. 212 This start-

ing, this warping of the best literary works from the adamant
of nature, is especially observable in philosophy. 1873
Spencer Sociol. xvi. 388 The warping of opinion which the

bias of patriotism causes. 1884 Contemp. Rev. XLV. 28

The mischief done by asceticism was the warping of the
moral nature of man.

7. Carpentry. A strengthening brace.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1070 The trevises. .to have
angle warpings (braces) 4 inches by 1 inch and a half. Hid.
1212 The trevises .. to have angle spars or warpings
(diagonal braces) on each side,

8. Rope-making. (See quots.)
1688 Hoi.me Armoury in. 113/1 Warping, is the laying of

so many Thrids or Rope Varus together, as will make a
Rope. 1794 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 58 Warping is run-

ning the yarn oft the winches into hauls to be tarred.

9. Angling. The wound thread which attaches

the artificial fly to the hook.
1676 Cotton Angler 11. v. 40 Where the warping ends,

pinch or nip it with your thumb nail against your finger, and
strip away the remainder of your dubbing from the silk.

1836 Ronalds Fly-Fisher s Entom. 31 A little of the dubbing
may be left out in the warping, or picked out of the body
with a needle, after the winding or warping, to serve for legs

instead of the hackle feather.

Jig. 1867 R. R. Bealev in Country Words 23 Feb. 262
we're nobbut a ' bundle of habits,' Teed round wi' a warpin'
o' time.

10. attrib. and Comb. a. In collocations con-

cerned with the ( warping ' of land, as warping
bank, dough, cut, district, drain

t
gutter, hatch,

operation, sluice, works, b. In names of machines
and parts of machines used in the preliminary

process of weaving, as warping-bar, -frame, 'jack,

•machine, •mill, -wheel, -woof; also warping'
room.
1819 Rees Cyel., * Warping- Banks. 1813 Vancouver

Agric. Devon 395 A stripe that measures 31 inches, .should
be laid in the *warping-bars full 29 yards, and contain 1440
threads. 1885 ' C. Ii. Craddock ' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts.
i. 20 The great frame of the warping-bars on one side of the

room. 1819 Keks Cyct., * Warping Clough ,Hatch, or Sluice.

Ibid., * Warding Cuts, Drains, or Gutters. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 436 The business being discon-
tinued in the *warping districts during fresh-water floods.

1799 A. Voung Agric, Lincoln 380 The aforesaid "warping
drains to l>e 18 feet wide at bottom. 1688 Holme Armoury
111. xxi. (Roxb.) 251/1 Hebeareth Sable, a "warping Frame,
Argent. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 112 Apartments for

winding the cotton on the targe bobbins used for the warp-
ing-fratne. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., "Warping-jack. 1819
Rkes Cycl.s.v. Weaving, The most improved *warpmg-
machines. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 399 The silk is

now taken to the *warping-m'ill. 1882 Mozley Remin. II.

418 The vast * # warping ' operations; that is, the reclama.
tion of marshy land irregularly flooded by the Trent. 1871
Daily News 27 Jan., The carding, winding, and *warping
rooms at the west end were preserved. 1799 A. Voung
Agric. Lincoln 279 We should recommend a *warping
sluice to be built. 1788 Burns My Heart was ance ' iv, I

sat beside my *warpin' wheel. 189 1 Labour Commission
Gloss., * Warping woo/ (ox bars). 1799 A. YouNt; Agric.
Lincoln 278 The first *warping works which I viewed were
at Morton Ferry.

O. Special comb. : warping-block, a block used

by rope-makers in warping off yarn ; warping-
buoy, a buoy used in warping a vessel ; f warp-
ing-fat [cf.WARPFAT], ? = warping-trough ; warp-

WARPLE.
ing-hook, an iron hook for hanging the yarn on
when warping into hauls for tarring ; warping-
post, a strong post used in warping rope-yarn

;

f warping-stock, f -tree, ? = prec. ; f warping-
trough (see quot.).

1794 Rigging 9f Seamanship I. 157 "Warping-block. 1875
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 137 All "warping
buoys are coloured white. 14.. Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 577/1 1 Cnpatoriiun, a 'worpynfat. 1565 Burgh
Rec. Prestwick (Maitl. Club) 69 Ane warpene fat, price xij*.

1815 Falconer's Diet, Marine (ed. Burney), * Warping-
Ilook. 1797 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 4£6 1 The other
block, .is tixed to a firm post, called the *warping post. 1404
Nottingham Rec. II. 22, j. *warpyngstok et *warpyngtree.
1588 in Astott's Manch. Guide (1804) 24 A warpinge stocke
with ryngs and yarne in yt, 00 02 06. 1688 Holme Ar-
moury 111. 346/1 He beareth Sable, a Weavers "Warping
Trough, Or;... The Weavers Trough is that in which
he puts his Clews of Yarn, when he runs them off for

Warping.

Warping (wg'ipirj), vbl. sb.~ nonce-wd. [As
if f. *warp vb., evolved from Mouldwaup.] The
mole's action of throwing up earth into mole-hills.

1829 J. L. Knapi- Jrnl. Nat. 143, I am not aware of any
benefit occasioned by their [the moles'] presence ; their warp-
ings certainly give our pastures in the spring a very un-
sightly appearance.

"Warping (w§*jpirj), ppl. a. [-ing 2.] That
warps ur is warped, in senses of the verb.

1598 Chapman Hero fy Leandcr vi. 20 Who like a fleering

slauish Parasite, In warping profit or a traiterous sleight,

Hoopes round his rotten bodie with deuotes. 1599 B. Jon-
son Ev. Man out 0/ Hum. in. viii, The warping condition
of this greene and foggy multitude. 1631 Dekker Match
Mec in. 35 How easie were it, For you to set this warping
Kingdome straight? 1653 K. Sandhrs Physiogn. 101 A
crooked warping line from the angle, above the hill of
Jupiter. 1700 Drvden Grids Met. xm. Acis etc. 85 More
warping than the Willow [lentior et salicis virgis], a 1722
Lisle Husb. (1757* 230 Warping bea=ts and barren heifers

..are begun to be fatted with hay from Christmas. 1806 J,
Gkahame Birds 0/ Scot. 11. 143 The swallow. .Skims 'long

the brook,. .Where dance themidgy clouds in warping maze
Confused. 1850 Marsden Farly Punt. (1853) 121 The
warping influence of faction. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1.

v, Vou see thro' warping glasses.

tWarpiss, v. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. werpiss-,

lengthened stem of werpir
,
guerpir to quit, aban-

don (now only in comp. deguerpir), f. Germanic
root wcrp- : see YVAltr v.'] trans. To cast or

throw off, to put aside.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 473 Bot for bu ^uthad
has warpyst & is parfyt man in cryst, bu sal be callyt

machore. 1444 Extracts A herd. Reg. (1844) I. 11 God for-

bid that yhe suld, for a iitil nionee that thir Inglismen has

prom iss it yhou, warpiss your gude name.

Warple (wy'jp'l), sb. dial. Forms: 6 pi. war-
pelles, warples, 7 whaple, 7- whapple, 9
wapple, waffel, warple, worple, wopple. [Of
obscure origin

;
perh. repr. an OE. *wyrpel or

*wierpel f. the root of \Varp v. Cf. the place-

name YVarplesdon (Surrey).] A green lane, a
bridle-road. Chiefly in comb, warple-road, -way;
warple-gate, a gate on a bridle- road (Eng. Vial.
Vict.).

1565 Extr. Crt. Rolls 0/Manor of Wimbledon (1866' 128
Ordinacio pro Warpellcs. Cum ad ultimam Curiam Gene-
ralem hie tentam ordinatum fuit de exponendis, anglice
Warples, in Communibus campis de Wimbledon [etc.]. 1658
in Sussex Archxol. Coll. (1871) XXIII. 253 One whaple
or bridle way sett forth.. through the premises leading
from Newbridge Mill. 1674 Kay S. % E. C. Words 79 A
Whapple way, i. e. where a cart and horses cannut pass,

but horses only. 1704 R. StAPLBY Diary in Sussex Ar-
chaeol. Collect. II. 126 V e great oake yl stood in y

e lane,

going y* whapple way to Bolney from Hickstead, was cut
down, i860 j. W. Wahtek Seaboard fy Down II. 34 You
ought to have kept to the wopple road. 1868 Gloss. Sussex
Words in Hurst Horsham (1889), Whapple-way. A public
bridle path, which went through fields, woods, and farms.

1886 Law Rep. 31 Chanc. Div. 680 There was an old way
or track, formerly known as a warple way, leading from the
Uxbi idge Road ; it was about ten feet wide and was not
metalled. 1893 Times 21 Mar. 13/3 A. .plot of land.,
bounded on the noj^i and north-west by a cart road or
4 wai pie way \ /bia^^/4 An old ' warple way ' or easement
(i.e., a rough, unmade cart track used.. for agricultural

purposes, as the removal of crops or conveyance of manure).

Warple (w^up'l), v. Sc. Also 8 wraple. [Of
obscure origin; connexion with Warp v. or with

Wuap v. is possible.]

1. trans. To entangle, intertwine. Msofig.
1768 Ross Helenore 80 Nory's heart began to cool right

fast, Fan she saw things had taken sick a cast, An' sae thro'

ither warpl'd [1789, p. 86 wrapl'd] were, that she Began to

dread atweesh them, what meiih be. 18*5 Jamiksun Suppl.

s.v.. That yarn's sae warplit, that I canna get it redd. Ibid.,

Warple z-.,..used in a moral sense, to denote the confusion

of any business.

2. iutr. To move with sinuous movement ; also

to walk unsteadily.

1768 [See Wahpung vbl. sb.\ 1887 Service Dr. Dugutd
in. iii. 254Herauldguidman..cam warphn"an fankhn owre

the mnirs by himsel.

3. To twist or wind round. Also fig.
a 1870 D. Thomson Musings among Heather (1881) 227

Warl's griefs an' cares are unco rife, An' warple roond a

body's life. 1890 A. I. Armstrong Ingleside Musings 141

They [sc. tawsej warpled roun' his lanky shanks Like snakes

aroon' ' Laocoon '.

Hence Wa'rpled, ppl. a. ; Wa*rpling vbl. sb.,

15
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the action of the verb; f warpling o* the green, a
rustic game.
1768 Ross Helenore i. 10 Whan she among the neiper

bairns was seen, At greedy-glad or warpling o' the green,
She 'clipst them 'a. 1897 'L. Keith ' Bonny Lady vii. 71
An old quarrel's like warplit wool that cannot be redd in a
minu te.

_
WaT-prOOf, sb. and a. a. sb. Valour tried

in war. D. adj. Able to resist a hostile attack.
a. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V m. i. 18 On, on, you Noblish

English, Whose blood is fet from Fathers of Warre-proofe.
b. 1777 Potter sEschylus, Suppliants 81 A surer refuge

Than tow'r or shield war-proof an altar gives. 1819 Keats
Otho in. ii. 34 Your knights, found war-proof in the bloody
field, Speed to the game.
Warr, obs. form of War sb.1 , v.

t
Wake a., z>.1

Warra, variant of Warray v.

t Warrable, a. Obs. rare-°. [f. War v. +
-able.] (See quot.)
1611 Cotgr., Guerroyable, warrable; fit to be warred on.

|| WarracoOTi. [Native name.] (See quots.)
1858 SlMMONDS Vict. Trade, Warracoori, a native name

for the wood of the white cedar, obtained in Demerara from
the Icica aMssiwa. It is light, easily worked, and very
aromatic, and is used for oars and paddles, and for boards
for the inside work of houses. 1862 List Contrib. Br.
Guiana to Loud, Exhib. in Veness El Dorado (1S66) App.
(37 Warracoori, or White Cedar.., Used fur frame and inside
work of houses,, .paddles, canoes, &c. i86fi in Trcas. Bot.
Warragal, variant of Warrigal.
Warrai, var. Warbat v. Obs. ; obs. f. Very.
Warraine, -er, obs. ff. Warrkn, -er.

Warrai, variant of Worral.
"Warranfd, obs. forms of Warrant.
"Warrander, obs. form of Warrener.
Warrandice (wo*randis). Chiefly Sc, Also

5 varandis,-eisse,warandis(s, werrandisse, 5-6
warandice, -ise, warrandise, 7 warrandize.
See also Warraxtice. [a. AF. warandise, var.

of warantise (OF. also garantise), f. warantir
{garantir) : see Warrant v.~\

1. a. gen. A guarantee, an undertaking to secure

another against risk. Chiefly in Scots Law ; now
only as a literary archaism.
1488 Acta Audit. (1839) 125/1 For be werrandis[se] of him

of pe said teyndis and froitis. 1495 Halyburton Ledger
(1867) 53 Giffin to Derik Jacopsoneof Home for the forbet-
tryti off 2 sekis of woyll that had his letter of varandis, 24s.

1531 Abstr. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgoiu (1897) IV. 37
[He] oblissis his place in the Gallowgaet Port, . . in warrandise
of the paement of thexvjs.anwell. 1561 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 173 It specifiisnocht quhane,..nor yit quhomefra, I

ressauit the gudis, . .takand thairthrow away my defends,
baith for warrandice and releif. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus

%

Author,. he that selleth on warandice. A vtalo authors
ali'/uid emere, to bie of him, that can make no sufficient

warandice. Ibid. s.v. Caueo, Ah sese caueatqucmadmodum
velit. Cic. Let him take asgood suretee and warandise for

him selfe as hewill. i$gzSc.Acts Jus. VI (1814)111.547/2
Oblissand him in maist strait forme for warrandice of the said
pensioun. 1597 Skene De Verb, Sign., Claremethen, . . the
Law of Claremethen concernis the warrandice of stollen
cattell, or gudes. 163a Lithgow Trav. in. 116 They lent
two millions of money, and for warrandice whereof, they
haue this Towne and Prouiuce made fast to them. 1704 Gd.
Exped. in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII. 14/2 If the Safety of
the Government could be Sufficiently provided for, and
obtain any sure Warrandice from Men's Vowing Fealty.
1814 Scott IVav. lxvi, Never fear, I'se be caution for them
—I'se give you my personal warrandice. 18*4— Redgauntlet
ch. xi, My warrandice goes no farther. 1893 Stevenson Ca.
triona'iu, I have Rankeillour's word for it,, and I count that
a warrandice against all deadly.

b. spec, in Scots Law. The obligation to in-

demnify the grantee or purchaser of land if an
evictive or paramount claim should be established
against the lands through defect of title.

Personalwarrandice is that by which the grantor and his
heirs are bound personally. Real warrandice is where the
grantor or vendor conveys what are called warrandice lands
to be held by the grantee in security of the lands originally
granted.
1466 Acta Audit. (1839) 4/2 pe actioun..tuichuig be War-

randice of twa merkis worth of land. 1481 Ibid. 97/1 pe
said Adam allegit to haue a tak ofi^^ saide land, & war.
andiss of be samyn. 156a Abstr. Protocols Town, Clerks
Glasgow (1896) III. 23 Hew Mwre renunceit all war-
randice quhilk he had of Allexander Cwnynghame .. of
the xxvj s. viij d. lande of Westir.blak-law. 1587 Sc. Acts
fas. VI (1814) III. 432/1 Incaiss ony of be saidis pre-
lattis. .salbe heireftir calHt and persewit at pe instance of
q'sumeuir personis for warrandice of ony of pe saidis kirk-
landis set in few or tak be bame. 1681 Stair Instil. 1. xiii.

264 Hut oftimes when Warrandice is not exprest, it is implyed
as Rights are to be warranted, which are granted for an
Equivalent Cause onerous. 1690 in Nairne Peerage Evid.
(1874) 27 This clause of warrandice wherin the Marqueis has
bound himselfe. a 1722 Fountainhall Decis. Suppl. (1826)
III. 293 Warrandice is only incurred by legal deeds, .and not
by such a natural fact of unclean heaitsomeness. a 1768
Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. vii. § 3 All voluntary trans-
missions in which absolute warrandice is either expressed or
implied. 18x5 R. BcLL Trent. Conveyance 30 The warran.
dice of the sale of land is absolute warrandice; and, accord-
ingly, where no warrandice was expressed, the Court found
that absolute warrandice was the natural warrandice of the
transaction. 1868 Act 31 <y 32 Vict. c. 101 § 8 The clause.

.

shall be held toimplyabsolute warrandice as regards thelands
and writs and evidents.
Comb, a 1768 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. ill. § 28 Where

some lands.. which get the name of warrandice.lands, are
disponed only eventually in security of the principal lands.

f 2. Security from danger, safety. Obst

114

IS" Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) III. 84 My mother
..is fled for warrandise into a castell of hers. 1553-63 Bkcon
Reliques ofRome 239 b, Al thoe that any manner of goods
with violence or malice beare out of holy Churche,..or
house of Religion, whiche that therein is layde or done for
warrandise or succoure or for to be kepte. x8a6 Scott
Jrnl. 12 May, Good apartments.. and absolute warrandice
against my dreaded enemies, bugs.

Warrane, obs. f. Warrant, Warren.
Warrant (wo *j ant), 5<M Forms: 3-6 warant,

5 war-ante, warente, 3-5 waraunt, (5 warawnt,
6 warantte), 6 waraunte, 6-7 warraunt, 6
warraunte, 6 warranto, (7 Sc. quarrente), 4-
warrant ; Sc* and north. 4-7 warand, 4-5
warande, 5 waronde, (6 woran, 5 warrane,
6-8 war-ran, waran, warn), 4 warrande,
varrand, 5 werrand, 4- warrand. [a. OF.
warant, warand, dial. var. of gnarant, garant
(mod.F. garant) = Pr. garen-s, guiren-s, Sp., Pg.
garante, It. gnarento, Frankish h. warens,
warentem, warandus, -um ; the Teut. source is

represented by MLG. ivarend, warent
t

warranty,
subst. use of pres, pple. of waren to warrant ( =
OFris. wara, early mod.Du. waren

; early mod.G.
wahren in legal formulas, from LG.), cogn. and
synonymous with OHG. weren (MHG. went,
mod.G. wdhren

}
gewahreri) ; cf. MHG, ivari

t

ware, MDn. ware rem., warranty, and the synony-
mous MHG. were (mod.G. wdhre) fern.

The affinities of the root *wer- ; *war* in these words are
disputed : see K. v. Bahder in the Dcutsches Wdrterbuch
(Grimm) s.vv. JVahre, ll'iihre, \Vahren y IVdhren.}

I. One who or something which protects or
authorizes.

f 1. A protector, defender. Obs,
a 1225 St. Marker. 8 pu art iweddedes weole ant wide-

wene warant. axx^o Lofsong in O. E. Horn. I. 211 Beo
mi scheld and mi warant on euche halfe a3ein bes feondes
flon. c 1300 Ilavetok 2067 Cum now forth with me, . . For
nou wile y youre warant be. c 1330 King of Tars 455 Hi
Mahoun, and bi Termagaunt, No mon schal be heore wa-
raunt, Emperour ne kyng with croun. 1375 Barbour Bruce
11. 502 In commownys may nane affy, Bot he that may
thar warrand be. C1400 Vwaine fy Gaw. 2583 For hir wa-
rand mai thou noght be, Bot thou allane fight with us thre.
CI440 /'romp. Pan\ 516/2 Warant, protector, defensor.
C1450 Lovelich Grail xliv. 455 On Goddis Enemyes now
let vs gon In Iesus Name. .Oure warawunt and Oure Go-
vemour, that vs wele Save In Every stour. a 1548 Hai.l,
Chron., Hen. IV, 8 The kyng craftely perswaded the saied
byshop to make no answere, for he would be his warrant.
1549-oa Stkknhold & H. Ps. exxi. 5 The Lord is thy war-
rant alway, The Lord eke doth thee couer. 1567 Gude <V
Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 1 1 1 Had not the Lord bene our warrand,
..Thay had us all on Hue deuorit. a 1600 Cap/. Carxv. in
Trans. A'ew Shaks. Soc. (1880-6) App. 54! ' Lap him in a
shete', he sayih, 'And let him downe to me, And I shall
take him in myarme; His waran wyll I be.' 16.. Rising
in North vii. in Child Ballads III. 405/1 But goe to the
court yet, good my lord, Take men enowe with thee; If
any man will doe you wronge, Your warrant they may be.
a 1828 Charlie Macpherson iv. in Buchan Ballatis I. 86
Jamie M'Robbie, likewise Wat tie Nairn, All ga'ed wi' Charlie
for to be his warran". 1829 ScottA tine ofG. xi, I swear to thee
..by the shoulder of my horse, and the edge of my good
sword, 1 will be thy warrand for a year and a day.

f 2. A safeguard, protection, defence. Obs.
a 127a Luue Ron 27 in O. E. Misc. 94 Nis non so riche ne

non so freo pat he ne schal heonne sone away Ne may hit
neuer his waraunt beo. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 183
Himself as a Geant be cheynes in tuo hew, pe targe was
his warant, pat non tille him threw. C1450 Lovelich Grail
xii. 301 From deth thi waraunt this [sc. the Cross] schal be,
And from Alle presonementis. c 1450 Merlin xxii. 408
Whom that he raught a full stroke was so harde smyten
that noo armure was his warante fro deth.

f 3. Security or safety from one's enemies ; also

a place of refuge, shelter. Obs.
13.. Coer de L. 5749 Whom that he ovyr-raught that

tyde, Off lyff ne was her waraunt non. 1375 Barbour
Bruce vi. 422 Thai that saw sa suddandly That folk sa
egirlycum prikand Betuix thame and thair varrand. Ibid.
vim. 485 And thai mycht help thaim-self no thing, Bot fled

to varrand quhan thai inocht, 1490 Caxton Eneydos xlvii,

139 But elecor, that was ryght swyfte Sc lyght, fled toward
the castel for his waraunt, 15x3 Douglas sEneis xi. xvii.

9 The chiftanis. .Socht to warrand on horsbak. 1596 Dal-
rvmi'le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T. S.) II. 119 Was pro-
uydet, that nane of Jngland entir into Scotland,, .without
his kingis lettres for his defence and warran.

T b. 7b draw to warrant (cf. 5) : to resort for

protection to (a person). To hold in or to warrant:
to keep (subjects) in safety, to protect. Obs.
C1330 R. Brunne C/*n>«. IVace (Rolls) 1472 Coryneus..

was a man als a Geaunt, Tyl hym bey drowe alle to
waraunt. 1375 Barbour Bruce xin. 710 God giant that
thai, that cummyne ar Of his ofspring, maynteyme the
land, And hald the folk Weill to warrand. Ibid. xx. 604
The gude erll gouemit the land, And held the pure weill to
warand.

f 4. A guarantor, surety, bail. Se. Obs.
x^jZActa Dom. Cone. (1839) 6/1 Gife be said ser Johne

has ony vper to warand him, he sail haue priuilege to call
bat warand. C1575 Balfour%

s Practicks (1754) 320 Ane
beand calHt and persewit for the singil and doubil avail of
his mariage

t
may leasumlie call ony persoun for his war-

rand, quha is bund and oblist to warrand him thairanent.
1609 Skene Reg.Maj. in. xii. 52 Quhen ane challenges fra
the buyer anie thing, as thifteouslie stollen: the buyer sould
defend him anent the thift alledged against him: or else to
alledge and call ane warand there anent.

fb. Assurance given, pledge, guaranty. To

WARRANT.
take warrant on oneself (? quasi-a?r^.), to pledge
oneself, make oneself responsible. Obs.
1460 Rolls of Parlt. V. 381/2 Prejudicial! to any. .Rati-

fication Confirmation or Warante. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
11. iv. 102 His worth is warrant for his welcome hether.
X593

—

Rich. II, iv. 235 There should'st thou finde one
heynous Article, Contayning the deposing of a King, And
cracking the strong Warrant of an Oath. 1604 — Oth. m.
iii. 20, I give thee warrant of thy place. 1611 — Cymb. 1.

iv. 63 This Gentleman, at that time vouching (and vpon
warrant of bloody affirmation) his to be more Faire, Ver-

I

tuous,..then any, the rarest of our Ladies in France. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xxi, I can take warrant upon myself for

' the innocence of my household and followers.

5. One who is answerable for a fact or state-

|

ment ; an authoritative witness, f To draw, take
to warrant : to appeal to as evidence.
For to vouch to warrant, see Vouch v. i.

a 1300 Cursor M, 14651 He \>a.t es fader of heuen king.

.

Him drau i me to mi warand. 13.. Guy M'artv. 547 pei ich
hir loue, blame me nomnn ; Tu warant ichil drawe atte
frome pat loue dob me hider come, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1539
To his waraunt he droug His schippe and al his pride.
£1330 Arth. ff Mcrl. 5229 pe Brut per of is mi waraunt.
la 1366CHAUCKH Rom. Rose 6 This may I drawe to waraunte
[F. trere a garant] An author, that hight Macrobes, £1425
^yY^TOUN Cron. 1. Prol. 116 For few wrytis I redye fand
7'hat I couth draw to my warrand. c 1480 Hknrvson Fox
<$- IVol/" 2148 Wend quhen ?e will, I dar be wanand now
That 3e sail de na suddan deith this day. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abus. II. 48 A manifest deceite before the Lorde,
and one daye shall be answered for, I dare be their war-
ranty 1873 Bkowninc Red Cott. Nt.-cap 225 If insufficient
faith have done thus much, ..More would move mountains,
you are warrant.

b. A conclusive proof.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1142 Thys Iettere there-of [sc. of

Lancelot's innocence] warannte wolle be. 1860 Hawthornk
Transf. III. ii. 21 Though but a single word, and the first

that he had spoken, its tone was a warrant of the sad and
tender depth from which it came.

f 6. One whose command justifies an action. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14968 Gais fotte hir me, if animan Lais

apon yow hand To lette yow, ye sai yee haf pe lauerd to
your warand. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 138/2
You are not here in your own proper names, men shall not
be your warrants, it is God that must goutrne aboue al.

1821 Scott K'enitw. xxii, Janet, alarm the house !—Foster,
break open the door— I am detained here by a traitor!

—

Use axe and lever, Master Foster— I will be your warrant

!

7. Command or permission of a superior which
frees the doer of an act from blame or legal re-

sponsibility ; authorization, sanction ; an act of

authorization.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18426 And if be yate-ward be witstand,

Sa him pou has ful gode warand. 1387 Tbevisa Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 135 He bygan rabbisliche to passe his waraunt
[L. fines creditae sibi potestatis petulanter excedere] in

absens of be kyng. ^1400 Rule St. Binet (Prose) ii. 5 He
[sc. the abbot] ah na bing at cumande bot bat he may haue
warant at god. c 1440 York Myst. xvii. 67 For haue we his

wille and his warande pan may we wende with-outen drede.

1453 Rolls ofParlt. V. 268/2 That noo Letters Patentes..
be made hereafter, but by Warrant of bill, enselid by the
Tresorer of Englond. c 1480 Henkvson Poems III. 173
Now wrang hes warrane, and law is bot wilfulness. X547~8
Ordre Commun. 8 Where as he hath no warrant of God's
worde for thesame. 1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 249
This present ordinance salbe sufficient warrand to thame.
1575 Gascoignk Glasse of Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 15, I.. have
by warrant of the same commission brought with me my
Brother Phylomusus. 1629 in A. I. Ritchie Ch, St. Baldred
(1880) 219 The minister .. culd not gett sik quarrente to

punishe the prophaners of the Sabbotbe in tyme of draife.

1635 D. Dickson Hebr. x. 2. 199 Hee that is purged by
Vertue of the sacrifice of Christ, hath God's Warrand, to

haue a quyet and peaceable Conscience. 1637 Star Chamb.
Decree § 4 in Arber Milton s Areap. 11 Euery person and
persons, which., shall be appointed or authorized to Licence
Bookes, or glue Warrant for imprinting thereof. 1651
Hobbes Leznath. in. xxxix, That Assembly, which is with-
out warrant from the Civil Soveraign, is unlawful. 1683
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 84 That it was Convenient Warrant
should be sent from this board. 1855 Prkscott Philip II,

1. v. (1857) 85 The Spanish monarch determined to ease his

conscience, by obtaining, if possible, a warrant for his pro-
ceedings from the Church itself.

b. A token or evidence of authorization. (Cf.

branch II.)

1390 Gower Conf. I. 201 Thei. .have him thilke lettre rad,

Which he hem sende for warant. 1595 Q. Kliz. in Rymer
Foedera (1705) XVI. 282 And thes our Letters shall be your
sufficient Warraunt and Discharge in that behalf. 1611

Beaum. & Fl. King $ no K. iv. ii, Bac. It was your own
command, to barr none from him, Besides, the Princess sent

her ring Sir, for my warrant. 1614 in Rymer Eoedera (1705)

XVI. 767 Tothe end sufficientWarrant may remaynehere in

our Exchequer for the Payment of the said Annuity, our
Pleasure is . . that you cause a Duplicate of the said Graunt
to be sealed with our said Great Seale, and the same.. to be

sent to our said Exchequer. 1635 D. Dickson Hebr. xi. 8.

255 Fayth is willing to obey, as soone as it seeth a Wanand.
1875 Stubus Const. Hist. II. xiv. no He produced an old

rusty sword and cried, ' See, my lords, here is my warrant.'

o. Scots Law. Jedge and warrant, ' the autho-

rity given by the Dean of Guild to repair a ruinous

tenement' (W. Hell Diet. Law Scot.).

1715 Morisou's Diet. Decis. (i8o6j XXXIII. 14521 Deacon
Brownhill ..obtained jedge and warrant from the Dean of

Guild, for taking down and rebuilding a ruinous house.

1816 G.J. BELLComm. Law Scot. (1826,) I. 750 The judicial

process of Jedge and Warrant creates a real burden on a
burgage tenement, which will be effectual against creditors

and purchasers.

8. Justifying reason or ground for an action,

belief, or feeling.
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1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxxv, Sith his promise is our

plaine warrant, that in his name what we aske we shall re-

ceyue. 1609 Alex. Hume Admon. 365 Wks. (S. T. S.)

176 Ye wer eschamed. .to be called Lordis. . whiche wes a
takin ye had no guid warrand in your conscience for it.

? 162a Fletcher Loves Cure iv. iv, Gen. Nay you are rude;
pray you forbear, you offer now More than the breeding of
a Gentleman Can give you warrant for. ,71628 Preston
Neiv Covt. (1634) 413, 1 have applyed these promises, but
upon what warrant, upon what ground have I done it?

1664 Butler Hud. 11. i. 786 Hut for a Lady no ways Errant
To free a Knight, we have no warrant In any Authentical
Romance. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth \. 2 Intend-
ing, .not to offer anything but what hath due warrant from
Observations, a 1703 Hurkitt On N. T., John xviiL n
Good intentions are no warrant for irregular actions. 1781
Cowper Charity 183 Canst thou .. Trade in the blood of
innocence, and plead Expedience as a warrant for the deed '?

1828 Scott F. M. Perth vii, We relate it as it is given by
an ancient and uniform tradition, which carries in it great
indications of truth, and is warrant enough, perhaps, for its

insertion in graver histories than the present. 1832 Ht.
Martineau Demerara u. 23 But that they will die out the
slave history of Europe is our warrant. 1846 Trench
Mirac. xxi. (1862) 333 Still there is no warrant for ascribing
to them such treachery here. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlvii,

Florence took her seat.. with an uneasiness amounting to
dread. She had no other warrant for it than the occasion,
the expression of her father's face [etc.]. 1862 Si'Encer
First /'tine. 11. iv. § 53 (1875) 174 This last fact naturally
raises the question, whether we have any higher warrant for
this fundamental belief than the warrant of conscious in-
duction. 1893 Daify News 15 Apr. 3/7 Another painter
who repeats himself this year, but with more warrant, is

Mr. Herbert Marshall.

fb. Phrases. Of {good) warrant: ?held in

esteem, important. Out ofwarrant: unlawful. Obs.
In quot £1330 the sense may be ' well-defended ': cf. 2.

CX330 Arth. % Alert. 4210 Til bat com to Norhant, A fair
cite of gode waraunt. 1576 Charter at Tkirkleby Park
(MS.)) Prouyded also that nether the said Henry Procter.,
shall fell or cutt doune any oke trez eshe trez crabtrez or
Other wood of warrant. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 38 Marry
Sir, heere's my drift, And I belieue it is a fetch of warrant.
1604 -— Oth. 1. ii. 79?

I therefore.. do attach thee, For..

a

practiser Of Arts inhibited, and out of warrant.

II. A document conveying authority or security.

9. A -writing issued by the sovereign, an officer of
state, or an administrative body, authorizing those
to whom it is addressed to perform some act.
Premier's warrant (Cape Colony!*, an order given by the

Premier on his own responsibility, authorizing expenditure
for the public service in some sudden emergency.

.

a 1513 FabyaN Chron. vn. (181 1) 306 Then this abbot gate
a warrant of the kynge, and at London callyd dyuerse offy-
cers before hym, for to yelde to hym theyr accompte. 1551
in Feuillerat Revels Ediv, VI (1914) 56 A warraunt from
kynge Edward ffor ffurnyshyng of A tryeumfe. a 1568
Ascham Scholcm. 11. (.Arb.) 1^4 Antonius Triumuir,. .whan
Varros name.. was brought in a schedule vnto him, to be
noted to death, he tooke his penne and wrote his warrant
of sauegard with these most goodlie wordes, Viuat Varro
vir doctissimus. 168a Fountain-hall Hist. Observes {Raima..
tyne Club) 73 He had coined a quantity of copper beyond
the 3000 stone contained in his Majesties warrands. 1711
Swift Let. to Alp. King 4 Jan., Mr. secretary St. John.,
told me from Mr. Harley that I need not to be in pain about
the first-fruits, for the warrant was drawn in order toward
a patent: but must. .take up some time, for the queen
designs to make a grant by her letters-patent, 1765 Black-
stone Comm. I. ii. 171 As soon as the parliament is sum-
moned, the lord chancellor, .sends his warrant to the clerk
of the crown in chancery; who thereupon issues out writs
to the sheriff of every county, for the election of all the
members to serve for that county, and for every city and
borough therein. 1800 Wellington in Gurwood Desp. {1834)
I. 150 You will easily perceive thedifference in the warrant and
in the other papers from those usually given for a General
Court Martial. 184a Dickkns Amer. Notes iii, The indi-
gent blind.. from the adjoining state of Connecticut, or
from the states of Maine, Vermont, or New Hampshire,
are admitted by a warrant from the state to which they
respectively belong. 1853 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl.,
Warrant,, .also a document under the sign manual, to
authorize the assembling of a general court-martial, &c.
1880 Adye in iQth Cent. Apr. 697 The general provisions
of the warrant were, that military rank, rising according to
length of service, with commensurate pay and pension,
should be given to all who entered.
Pro-verb. 1616 K. C. Times' Whistle \. (1871) 12 'A war-

rant scald with butter !
' as we say.

+ b. A licence to go abroad. Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. iii. 5, I have got a Warrant

from the I-ordsof the Couiiccll to travell for three years any
where, Rome and S. Omer excepted.

+ o. Warrant-dormant : see Dormant a. 2 b.
1413 Proc. Privy Coune. (1834) III. 85 That it like to zour

grace to grautit letters of warant dormaunt..to the seyd
Iresorer commaundyng hym to pay to the seyd Thomas the
seyd somme fro tyme to lyme. 1551, 1614 [see Dormant
a. 2 b],

fig* l635 Pag itt Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 208 A man
may haue for money a warrant dormant, or dispensation
to commit sinnes.

10. A writ or order issued by some executive
authority, empowering a ministerial officer to make
an arrest, a seizure, or a search, to execute a
judicial sentence, or to do other acts incident to
the administration of justice. In early use, f Utter
of warrant.
See also BMOMMniM/, Death-warrant, Press-war-

rant, SEAHCU-ri'rtrra///.
a 1450 Mirk's Festial 53 He ^eode to horn hat haden be

lawc of Iewes to kepe, and gete hym lettyrs of warant, forto
take and bryng all crysten men and woymen . . bonden ynto
Jerusalem, forto take hor deth per. 1464 Mann. % llousch.

Exp. (Roxh.) 185 Iohn ttoteler of Herwesche is on of the
iij. that was arested at the same towen be Pertones warente.
1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 200 My gude
lorde, if that 5e wold.. send to me a hunderyd worans for
the delyverans of a hunderyd ffreeres that [etc]. Ibid. If
ye wold be so gode to sende to me iij. or iiij waranttes with
a space for ther namys, I wer bonde to yow. 1595 Shaks.
John iv. ii. 70 This is the man should do the bloody deed :

He shew'd his warrant to a friend of mine. 1620 Rowlands
Nt. Raven 33 A Warrant to a Constable was sent, Of
special! charge, disorder to preuent. 1621 Fletcher Pilgr,
III. vi, The Justice keeps such a stir yonder with bis Charges,
And such a coil with warrants. 1623 CoCKBRAM II, A
Warrant to commit one, Mittimus, a 1634 Coke Inst. iv.

(1648} 176 One or mote Iustice or Iustices of Peace cannot
make a warrant upon a bare surmise to break any mans
house to search for a Felon, or for stoln goods. 1635 Life
Long Meg 0/ Westminster xv. (1816J 24 Come in, master
Constable,. Jet me see your warrant, what suspected persons
you seeke for in my house. 1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride
iv. i, Wherefore a Warrant for his Death is sign'd. 1724
W. Hawkins Pleas Crown it. fed. 2) 1 17 The Habeas Corpus
Act, seems to suppose, That all Persons who are committed
to Prison, are there detained by Virtue of some Warrant in
Writing. 1726-31 TlNDAL Kapin's Hist. Eng. (1743) II.
xvii. 89 Which made her sign a Warrant to send the Duke
of Norfolk to the Tower. 1835 Dickkns Sk. Boz, Parish
v, This is my warrant of distress, mum. 1836 /bid., Visit
to Newgate. When the warrant for a prisoner's execution
arrives, he is removed to the cells, [etc.]. 1845 Disraeli
Sybil v. ix, There's a warrant from the Secretary of State
for your^ release. J859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn vi, You
see, I'm in trouble, there's a warrant out against me, and I

must fly. 1874 'Max Aoeler ' Out of Hurly-burly xiv,
It was a constable with a warrant for her arrest. 1891 Law
Times XC. 373/1 The magistrate .. granted an English
warrant on which the prisoner was now under arrest.

b. General warrant : a warrant for the appre-
hension of the persons suspected of an offence, no
individual being named or particularly described
in special.

According to Blackstone, the practice of issuing general
warrants, founded on some clauses in the Acts (of Charles II)

for regulating the press, was inadvertently continued after
those Acts expired in 1694, and (except during the last four
years of Queen Anne) remained down to 1763, In that year
the arrest of John Wilkes on a general warrant raised the
question of the legality of such warrants. In 1765 the Court
of King's Bench decided that they were illegal, and in 1766
this was affirmed by a vote of the House of Commons.
1657 BuLSTBODE KeP. 1. 146 Williams Iustice, thisisamost

perilous example, to breake a mans house in the night, by
force, and by vertue of a generall warrant. 1763 A. B. Let.
7 May in Gentl. Mag. XXXIII. 246 The question,Whether
a Secretary of State can grant a general warrant against
authors, printers, and publishers, without naming any names
..remains yet to be determined. 1766 Jmls. Ho. Comm.
22 Apr. 753/2 Resolved, That a General Warrant for appre-
hending the Author, Printer, or Publisher, of a Libel is

illegal. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. xxi. 288. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVII. 380/1.

11. A writing which authorizes one person to pay
or deliver, and to another to receive, a sum of
money.
For dividendwarrant, share tvarrant, see the first words.
1433 R<&* 0/ Partt. IV. 430/1 Many Warantis come to

me of paiementz. f 1470 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 115
He had it [the money] in grete for that his labour, and a
warrant made to Harre Dogett to pay yt. 1555 Edp.N
Decades IL vn. (Arb.) 127 A warrant to thofneers of his
escheker to delyuer hym money in preste. 1613 in Rymer
Foedera (1705) XVI. 742 The Somme ot Two Thousand
Pounds, now by Warrant of our Exchequer appointed to
bee delivered unto you. 1794 Rep. Committees Ho. Comm.
XII. 364 Warrant for the Pay, &c. of the nth Regiment of
Foot, for 365 Days. 180a C. James Milit. Diet., Warrant.
..Likewise a document with the sign manual attached to it,

to authorize the receipt of public monies at thetreasury,&c
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng, xxi. IV. 55: Sir Thomas Cook
. .had merely told them in general terms that he had been
at a charge of twenty three thousand, of twenty five thou-
sand, of thirty thousand pounds,. .and his colleagues had.,
ordered warrants for these great sums to be instantly made
out. 1912 Times 19 Oct. 18/5 (Company's report) Third
interim dividend of 75 per cent, tactual), less tax, in respect
of the year ending December 31. Warrants will be posted
on January 14.

f 12. A voucher, certificate. Obs.
1433 Rolls of Parti. IV. 455/1 Youre Custumers. .writen

no Warants in discharge of youre said Merchant?.. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 172 He..caried a warrant also with him,
that he had at Sandwich paid the custome due vnto our
lord the king. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 10 And a Gentle-
man borne [Master Parson) who writes himself Armigero,
in any Bill, Warrant, Quittance or Obligation, Armigero.

13. A form of receipt given to a person who has
deposited goads in a warehouse, by assignment of
which the title to the goods is transferred.
i8a$ Act 6 Geo. IV, z. 94 § 2 Any Person, .in Possession of

any Bill of Lading, India Warrant, Dock Warrant,. .Warrant
or Order for Delivery of. .Merchandize described, .in the
said several Documents. 1861 Times 10 July, On two
occasions in September last he had received warrants for
wine of the bankrupt, and had advanced money on them
without charging interest 1864 A. Miller Coatbridge 27
The stock of ' good merchantable brands ' [of iron] at present in
store, represented by * warrants ' is 280,000 tons. 1870 Act 33
<y 34 Vict. c. 97 Schedule, [Stamp Duties] Warrant for Goods,
003. 1875 Economist 2 Jan. 6/1 Scotch pig iron (war-
rants) per ton. 103/. 1894 Daily News 19 Mar. 3/7 Makers
..have very little stock, the bulk of the iron being in the
shape of warrants. 191a Pitman's Commere. Encycl. III.
876 Iron Warrants, or warrants for iron, differ from war-
rants for other goods, since by the custom of the iron trade,
an indorsee of the warrant obtains the goods free from any
vendor's claim for purchase money.
14. Mil. and Naval. An official certificate of

appointment issued to an officer of lower rank than

a commissioned officer. Cf. Warrant Officer.
1786 Grose Milit. Antiq. I. 316 note, The commissioned

stafT officers of a corps of infantry are the chaplain, adjutant,
quarter master, and surgeon. The surgeons mates, though
reckoned among the staff, have only warrants from the colonel.
1802 C. James Milit. Diet., Warranty a writ of authority
inferior to a commission : thus quartermasters are warrant
officers. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), War-
rant, the name given to a sort of commission or authority
to those officers appointed by the Navy- Board, while the
authorities granted by the Admiralty are styled commis-
sions. 1858 Simmon ns Diet. 'Trade, Warrant,..* commis-
sion from the Admiralty to petty officers of a vessel of war.

b. Short fur Warbant Officer.
1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 74 He's marry 'd

as well as his Brother Warrants. 1904 Kifling Traffics <y

Discov. 349 She kep' a little hotel for warrants and non-
coms close to Auckland.

15. Warrant of attorney \ a formal document by
which a person appoints another to perform certain

acts on his behalf: = letter, power of attorney.

See Attorney 2.

igiz Act a Hen. I'll/, c. 20 § 2 All Warant of Attourney
made.. by the said Kateryne Agnes and Edward.. in the
said Appelys [shall] be utterly vcyde. 1747 Gentl. Mag.
X\ II. 495/2 The newloid mayor.. was sworn at the Ex-
chequer bar, and having rtcordtd warrants of attorney in

the proper courts, returned to a magnificent entertainment
at Guildhall. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xxiv. 397 It is

very usual, in order to strengthen a bondcreditor's security,
for the debtor to execute a warrant of attorney to any one
empowering him to confess a judgment, .in an action of debt
to be brought by the creditor for the specific sum due.
1837 Dickens Tickiv. xx, And if he gives us a warrant of
attorney, as he must in the end, I know his employers will

see it paid. 1870 Act 33 $ 34 Vict. c. 97 Schedule, [Stamp
Duties] Warrant of Attorney to confos and enter up a
judgment given as a security for the payment or repayment
of money, or for the transfer or retransfer of stock. See Mort-
gage, &c... Warrant of Attorney of any other kind, o 10 o.

III. ?Concrete uses of sense 2.

16. north. f A mill-dam in a stream' {Eng. Dial.
Diet.). Now written warren.
1406-7 Priory of Finchale (Surtees) p. exxxvii, In expensis

pro le warand pro defensione molendini et Heme, 1457-8
Durham Ace. Hells (Surtees) 637 Et sol. eisdem operanti-
bus apud le Warraunte Molendini Abbathie. 1531-2 Dur-
ham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 82 Ad molendinum de Sheylez,
. .super le warrant ibidem. 1901 Durh. Ace. Rolls iSurtees)
III. Gloss., Warraunte. Millers in Durham and North
Yorkshire say that the 'Warrant' is the mill-dam, and that
it is pronounced War'n'...So Halliwell, ' Warren-head, a
dam across a river in the more northern parts of Northum-
berland '.

+ 17. Archery. (See quot.). Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury in. xvii, (Roxb.) 117/1 The War-

rants, are Knots in a Bow, which are left strong there for
the securing of it.

IV. 18. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 9) warrant-
book) (sense 13) warrant-market, stock

;
(sense

14) warrant machinist', mechanician, rank
;

warrant holder, a tradesman who has written

authority to supply goods to the household of the
king or a member of the royal family ; + warrant-
man (see quot. 1746); +^arrant-parol, a judicial

sentence given by word of mouth.
1873 Nairne Peerage Erid. (1874) 14 Do you produce from

the General Record Office a 'Warrant Book for Scotland,
containing entries of the date of January 1681 ? I do. 1893
Daily News 12 June 5/8 The Association of her Majesty's
and the Prince and Princess of Wales's "Warrant Holders.
190a Monthly Rev. Aug. 93 Admiral Melville, in his report
dealing with the *wairant machinists of ihe U.S. Navy,
says [etc.]. 1746 Rep. Committees Ho. of Comm. II. 100
But the real Charge being greater, as there are a Number of
fictitious Names allowed upon the Muster Rolls by Warrant,
called "Warrant-men. 1896 Daily Newt 28 Dec. 3/7 The
Cleveland 'warrant market has been stronger, and 40s. lod. is

asked by sellers. 1906 Daily Chron. 12 Apr. 6/7 [A stoker]
eligible for advancement to the rank of 'warrant mechanician.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 363 And by this *warrant-
parol [L. hoc eloeio] the eloquent man lost his life. 1903
Daily Chron. 9 Nov. 3/2 Boys passing through training
ships, .can ultimately reach *w arrant raiik.

Hence f Warrantship = Guaranteeship.
170J Auguis in He? la 63 There is but one way to warrant

this Peace ; and that is, we must enter into a League of
Warrantship with the Emperor, the Empire, the Dutch,
and a ll other Nations.

Warrailt(wo'rant),j£.2 Mining. Alsowarren.
[Of obscure origin; perh.auseof prec] Under-clay.
1847-89 Halliwell, Warrant, the bottom of a coal-pit.

187: A. H. Green Coal (Manch. Sci. Lect., Ser. 11) f. I think
in Lancashire that you know it [the under-clay] by the
name of 'warrant', or 'seat earth'. 1883 Ghisley Gloss.
Coalmining, Warrant ; Warren or Warren Earth.

t Warrant, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Was v.+

-ant.] Warring, conflicting.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. c 396 How many seuerall

Lawes at once had Britaine long agoe? The Britons theirs,

the Romanes theirs, the Picts and Scots also... But that I

know be lawes in force for Sabbaths, feasts of Saints, For
Fasts, for Vagrants,. . I should haue thcught those too pro-

phane and warrant lawes had bin, So common and so vn-

contrould is sufferance of such sin.

Warrant (wo*rant), v. Pa.t. and pa.pple.

warranted. Forms : 3 warantye, waraunti,

4 warauti, 4-5 warente, 5-6 warent, 4-5
warante, 4-7 warant, 4-6 waraunt, 5-6 war-
raunt, (6 -e), 5 warawnt, 6-7 warranto, 5- war-
rant ; Se. and north. 4-5 warand(e, =; werrand,

15-a
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6 warrande, (" pa. pplc. warand), 8 warran,
5- warrand (occas. written wand etc.). [early

ME. warant, waranti
t
warand, a. OF. warantir,

warandir, dial, variants of g(u)arantir, g(u)aran-
dir (mod.F. garantir) — Pr. garcntir, guircntir,

Sp., Pg. garantir, It. guarantire, guarentire ; a
Com. Rom. formation on thesb.: see Wakrant^. 1

]

+ 1. trans* To keep safe from danger, to pro-

tect. Const.from. Obs.
C1275 Five Joys 0/ the Virg. 9 in O. E. Misc. 89 Eidde

we vre louerd crist bat hire warantye. c 1290 Magdalen.
40 in S. Eng. Leg. 463 Iesu crist of heouene of heom habbe
merci And for is names seouene fram helle heom waraunti !

13.. A". Alis. 2131 (Laud MS.), Alisaunder..bad hem be
hardy & nobing drede He wolde hem warant in euerynede.
*3- . Guy ll'arw. 4415 Sebbe )'ou no mi3t nou^t waranti me,
Whar-to schuld y serui be, 1375 Harbour Bruce 11. 504 for
he Thaim fra thar fats mycht nocbt warand, Thai turnyt to
the tothir hand, c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. Prol. 10 Oure
lige l>rdes seel on my patente That sh^-we I first my body
to warente. c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 1S2) ii, If
he hath a deere bat he his felawe, he Jeueth hym to be
houndes in entente, bat he may warrant hymseife. '"1450
Lovelich Merlin 349S What good Man was he that from
the dctii warawnted the? CX450 Merlin ii. 29 Yef ye will

leve me, ye shal warant youre owen lyves. CX470 Henry
Wallace vili. 978 Wictaill as than was nayne left in the land,
Hot in lioussis qnhar it mycht be warrand. c 1489 Caxton
Sounds ofAymon i. 19 Hym I beseche to kepe and warannt
thee ..from evyl. 1489 — F.iytes ofA. I. x. 28 Iulius cesar

y l far to waraunt his owne lyf sauf dide swiinme in y e see.

1570 Sattr. Poems Reform, xix. 14 This commoun weiil

quhat wicht sal now warrand, Sen he is gone, that Gonernd
vs befoir. 1589 R. Hahvev PL Perc. (1500) 8 We shall

speakeso long of thediuellin test, that he shall come amongst
vs in good earnest: God warrant vs [they crossed them-
selves on saying this]. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. m. iii. 5
Clo[zt>ne]. Doth my simple feature content you? And.
Your features, Lord warrant vs: what features?

T b. Of armour : to protect physically. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin x. 162 He. .smote a knyght so sore that ther

was noon armoure myght hym warante. c 1475 Partenay
2237 A paynym to sniyte went he forth Anon, hym not
warented harnes ne helme Aboute. c 1500 Melusine xxi.

X36 For hys harneys coude neuer waraunt hym.

f c. With inverted construction : To keep off

(enemies)y)'<?/// a person. Obs.
1586 Earl Leycestrr Con; (Camden) 431 For who can

warrant these villaines from her [Q. Eliz.], if that person
[Mary Q. Scots] hue, or shall liue, anie time?
2. Law. a. To guarantee the security of (land,

possessions to a person).
1406 in Reg, Mag. Sig. Scot. 2427 17/2, I oblis me my ayris

tokepand warand and defende thasaid landistothesaid Jon.
1440 in Cartul. S. Nicholai Aherdon, (New Spalding Club)
I. 11 And I.. all ye forsaid landes. .againis all dedelik sal
warand acquit and defend for evyr. c 1450 Godsto-.v Reg.
82 The forseyd Dame Margery, .warentyd the fore-seyd ij

acris of londe. .to the for-seyd Richard . .a-geynst all pepull.

1495 Act 11 /ten. V/t,c. 47 § 1 You.. be not bounden to
warant the seid Manoris..by reason of any warantye com*
prised in the same lettres patentes. 1551 Rental Bk. Cupar
Angus (1880! II, 71 We. .sail warrand, acquiet, and defend
this our present assedatioun, ..to the saidis personis, 1564
Abstr. Protocols To-.vn Clerks Glasgow(i&$6i III. 50 Robert
sail warrande the saidis reversioune.-fre of all byrwnnyn
annuallis. 1570 Jewel I'iew Seditious ButlWks. 1848 VII.
256 Was not the crown due to her [Elizabeth], .by the laws
of this realm ? did not her father warrant it to her by will,

as his daughter? 1628 in Cramond Ann. Baujf{i%qi) I. 58
He to..warrand the grein yeird and ground thereof to be
uncassin up or riwin or away carried. 164a Perkins* Prof
Bk. it. § 176. 78 If this acre bee warranted unto them, this
warranty is good.

t b. To be surety for. Obs.
1478 [see Warrant sb. 1

4]. 1609 Skene Reg. Mag. 15 Gif
anie thing thifteouslie stollen, is challenged be anie man j

and he quha is challenged, alledges ane Priest for his warant 1

and the Priest will willinglie warant the sarmnc
O. To give warranty of (title) ; to give warranty

of title to (a person). Also with the land as obj.

Cf. to vouch to warrant: Vouch v. l,

? 1475 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 159 Yowre master-
chyp muste warent hym agaynst al men. 1480 Acta
Dom. Cone. (1839) 51/2 f>e said vmfra sail warand be
said macolme be said landis of W. 1488 Acta Dom,
Audit. (1839) 123/2 He haid dehuerit be said malez to him,
and before a>kit him to Werrand him berintill. 1544 tr.

Littletons Tenures 34 He ought to warrante his tenaunt
whan he is impleaded of the landes holden of him. 1579
Expos. Terms Law 53b, Where.. the tenaunt in hys aun-
swere and plee, voucheth or calleth for anie manne to war-
rant his title, 1845 Williams Real Property (1877) 45 The
tenant then alleged that this third person had warranted
the title.

3. With obj. and complement or inf. : To
guarantee (goods, an article sold or made) to be
of the quality, quantity, etc. specified.

1387 Charters etc. Edin. (1871) 36 The qwilke werke the
forsaide masounys sal warande watir thicht. 1484 Caxton
Fables 0/ A Ifonce iii, This Ryche man thenne sold his oylle
to the marchaunts and waraunted eche toune al ful. 1530
Palsgr. 771/2, I warant, as a marchaunt, or seller dothe his
ware that it is good. Je pleuuis. 160a Fulbkckk 1st Pt.
Parall. 4 If a mans seruant sell to one certaine clothe, and
warrant it to bee of a certaine length the Action will lye
against the Maister onely. 1608 Pennylcss Pari. ThreaiU
bare Poets § 23 How bell in Cheapside, if it break not, shall

be warranted by Letters Patients to ring well. 1743 Fielding
J. Andrews 1. xvi, Perhaps you may sell them by adver-
tising the manuscript sermons ofa clergyman lately deceased,
all warranted originals, and never printed. 1789 W. H.
Marshall Glouc. I. 331 'Will you warrant them siddow
[= tender]?' is the ordinary question asked on buying peas
for boiling. 1837 Dickens Pickw. v, ' Not the slightest fear,

sir,' interposed the hostler. ' Warrant him quiet, sir.' 1848
— Dombey xxix, One French roll rasped, one egg new laid

(or warranted to be), 1886 C. Scholl Phraseol. Diet. II.

832 Warranted free from adulteration, /bid., The colors of
all stuffs warranted fast.

fig. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1866) 131, I could almost
venture to warrant our patriot's publications innoxious. 1865
W. G. Pai.ghave Arabia II. 176, I would not warrant the
numerical precision of this statement.

b. To promise under guarantees.
1849 I'reese Comm. Ctass-bk. 63 Ship warranted to sail on

or before 10th August next. 1886 C. Scholl Phraseol. Diet.

II. 832 We warrant the vessel will be loaded by the time
specified.

4. To guarantee as true, make oneself answerable

for (a statement).

a. with clause as obj. Chiefly in phrase /war-
rant, I wilt (77/) warrant, often used colloq. as a

mere expression of strong belief = 1*11 be bound '.

13.. Coerde L. 3523 Kyng Richard schal waraunt, There
is no flesch so noryssaunt, . . As the bed off a Sarezyn. 13..
Northern Passion 245/39* peknightessaid: 'we will warand
bat iuseph es in his awind land.' c 1400 Yivaine <$- Caw,
1049 Madame, sho said, i dar warand A genteler lord es none
lifaud. c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 384 Heswounesorsweltes,
I swarand. t. 1460 '/'owncLy Myst. xxiii. 484 Haue here the
draght..And I shall warand it is not swete, a 1533 Uernehs
lluon li. 172 Or it be halfe a yere past I waraunt thou shalt

haue a horse. 1598 Shaks. Merry lv'. it. i. 76, I warrant he
hath a thousand of these Letters, /bid. m. iii. 174 lie

warrant wee'le vnkennell the Fox. /bid. IV. v. 114 And haue
not they sufTer'd ? Yes, I warrant. 1677 Ladv Chaworth
in 12th Rep. /list. MSS. Comm. App. v. 37 All from Court
say the House will infallibly sit, but none dares warrant how
long. 1715 Db Foe Fain, /nstruct. i, iv. (184 1) I. 88, I

warrant she kissed thee. 174a Fielding J. Andrews iv, v,

He.. refused, saying he could walk by its side, and he'd
warrant he kept up with it. 1786 Bt'RHS Earnest Cry xiii,

Dempster, a true-blue Scot I'se warran. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
CUrVKAfysf, Ud.dpho xxvii, I heard one of the soldiers, .say
to his comrade, that he would warrant they'd brings home a
rare deal of booty, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. ix, Some
chapel where she comforts herself with brimstone doctrine, I

warrant. 1864 Tennyson En. Arden 847, I warrant, man,
that we shall bring you round.

b. with obj. and complement, inf., or clause
;

also with ellipsis of the complement, arch,

1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xviii. 46 ' Crucifige,' quod a cacche-
polle 'I warante hym a wicche '. c 1440 York Myst. xxix.

373, I warande hym wakande. C1520 Skelton Magnyf.
1835 Nay fole, I warant her blode warme. 153a Tindale
Expos, v-vii. Matt. (? 1550) 93, I wan ante hym synge masse
on the next daye after as wel as he dyd before. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. v. ii. 115 A Noble Fellow I warrant him. 1684 Blnvam
Pilgr. 11. (1879) 210, I will warrant her a good Huswife,
quoth he to himself. 1751 F. Coventry Pompey the Little

1. xi. 100 Why don*t they send out V-rn-n with a strong
Fleet..? I warrant him,, .he would not leave a Harbour or

a Ship in France. 1884 Tennyson Bccket v. ii, Becket.

Doth he remember me? Rosamund. I warrant him.

c. with ncut. pronoun as obj. (sometimes pleo-

nastic). Now dial,

a 1400 Sir Perc. 1843 Heremone I stande, For a faute that

he fande, That salle I warande Is my moste mone. ^1475
EaufCoil$ear 122 Thow art vncourtes, that sail I warrand.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. iv. 59 Nay He not warrant
that : for I can speake Against the thing I say. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 493 They told me, like Seamen, they'd
warrant it they would come off again. 1877 Holderness
Gloss, s.v. Wand it. He'll come tiv a bad end yan o' these

days, Ah '11 wand it he will.

d. With sb. as obj. : To vouch for the truth of

(an opinion).
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. {C/e)ttcnt)6$ Opunyonys ware

sere, .bot I dare nane of bame warand.

+ e. To promise or predict as certain. Also, of

a thing : To be a sure presage of. Obs.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. V/, 11. v. 95 True j and thou seest, that

I no Issue haue, And that my fainting words doe warrant
death. Ibid. v. v. 46 Beside, his wealth doth warrant a
liberal dower. 1639 in I'erney Mem. (1907) I. 106 My
frenchman . . tells me he will warrant I shall speak it [ French)
perfectly before we draw into the field ! 1662 R. Mathew
Unl. Alch, 160 He.. willed me to get good Oyl of Amber,
and drink three or four drops in the morning fasting, and he
would warrant my recovery. 1821 Scott Kinitw, xviii, ' My
son,' replied the astrologer, ' let me remind you, I warranted
not his death '.

T f. To undertake, pledge oneself to do some-
thing. Also with neut. pronoun as obj. Obs. rare.

13.. Seuyn Sages (\V.) 11 1 Bot for to lere him I warand,
Als mekil als he mai vnderstand. c 1440 York Myst. xix.

355 Cayph. 3a, and felawes, wayte bat he be ay wakand,
ii Miles. 3'slorde, bat warant will wee ! 1532 MoR^Confut.
'fittdale Wks. 630'! Yet hys grace and good wyll he hath
warr unted neuer to take from them.

5, To give (a person) assurance of a fact. Chiefly
in / (/'//) warrant you, used colloq. = ' I warrant J

in 4 a.

c 15*0 Skelton Magnyf 506, I shall the warent, As long as
I lyue, thou haste an heyre parent. 1529 More Dyal. xiv.

19/2 There be many such I warrant you y* neuer cum to
light. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. iv. i, The very march-
pane of the court, I warrant you? 1632 Lithgow Trav. x.

454, I warrant you (sayd he) I shal lodge him well enough.
1670 Eachabd Cont. Clergy 13 A forward boy, (cries the
school-master), .he proves a brave clergyman, I'll warrant
you. 1689 Selden's Tabte.talk 17, I . . warranted him, if he
would follow my directions, to Cure him in a short lime.

1711 I'udcell Sped. No. 77 r 6, I warrant you he is now
thrusting his short Face into some Coffee-house about
"Change. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 25, I

warrant him, let us but go up the height of St. Helena, we
will soon reach the Rio de la Plata. 1777 Johnson Let. to

Mrs, Thrale 25 Oct., Cicely, I warrant you, will do well

enough. 1799 Southey To a Spider iv, Til warrant thee
thou'lt drain His life-blood dry. 1826 Scott Woodst. xi,

Sent him to share with us, I'se warrant ye. 1835 J. Poole
Sk. <V Recoil. 1. 37 ' He be vive mile off by now. ' You are
certain of that? ' I warrant 'ee, zur.' At this assurance I

felt a throb of joy. 1860 W. W. Reade Liberty /tail'II. 136
Many's the horn of old Pharoah ale have 1 mopped up in

their brick floor kitchens, I warrant ee.

Ii b. / warrant me (originally qua&i-arc/i.) =
1
1 warrant', ' I'll be bound '.

1825 Scott Talism. xviii, And I warrant me thou wouldst
have another—in requital, ha? 1826 Disraeli V. Greyw. i,

No enemy with the girls, I warrant me.

6. To attest the truth or authenticity of; to

authenticate.

1598 Marston Sco. Villanie x. H 4 At least what ere he
sayes Is warranted by Curtaine plaudeties. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado iv. i. 168 Prior,., Trust not. .my obseruations.
Which with experimental seale doth warrant The tenure of

my booke:..If this sweet Ladie lye not guiltlesse heere.

1600 Chester /'/., Banes 13 This moonkc.In pagentes set

fourth, .the old and newe testament. .Interminglinge there-

with,, some thinge, not warranted by any writt. 1617 Mory*
son /tin. 11. 8, I purpose to write nothing which is not
warranted, .by Letters interchanged belweene the States of

England and Ireland, or like authenticall writings, c 1620

Fletcher False One Pro!., New Titles warrant not a Play
for new, The Subject being old. 1635 Swan Spec. M. iv. § 2

(1643) 66 The truth of it was never questioned, but warranted
by all autiquitie. 1649 Milton Eikon. xi. 109 Antiquity
that adds or varies from the Scripture is no more warranted
to our safe imitation then what was done.. at Trent. 1700
Tocke Hum. L'ud. iv. xix. § 15 (ed. 4) 427 Reason warrants
it, and we may safely receive n for true. 1769 Blackstone
Comm. IV, xxiii. 305 Wherever any capital offence is charged,
the same law requires that the accusation be warranted by
the oath of twelve men, before the party shall be put to

answer it. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 287 That it

[his confession] was genuine could not be doubted : for it

was warranted by the signatures of some of the most dis«

tinguished military men living.

fb. with clause as obj. or with obj. and com-
plement. Obs.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. n. vii. 71 A thousand oathes, an
Ocean of his teares, . . Warrant me welcome to my Protheus.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. ii. § 2 Experience doth warrant,

that both in persons and in times, there hath beene a meet-
ing and concurrence in learning and Armes. 1655 Mocfet
& Bknnet //ealt/Cs //uprov. (1746) 189 Experience warrant*
eth them [Martinets] a dainty and good Meat.

+ 7. To furnish (a person) with a guarantee or

assurance. Const, of, or with subord. clause. Obs.

1548GESTE Pr. Masse K ij, The cause why. .they sacrifyce

and praye for thee dead, was.. partly to assure & warrant
the suruyuers at the remembraunce of the good & blesful

estate of the deceased. 1569 Nkwton Cicero's Olde Age 23
Young men also are subject to the same, and cannot warrant
themselves of health, no more than old men can. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err, 1. i. 140 And happy were I in my timelie

death, Could all my trauells warrant me they line. 1597
Hooker Feci. Pol. v. lxvii. § 4 They being the first that

were commaunded to receiue from him, the first which were
warranted by his promise that [etc.].

fb. 'With double obj. : To guarantee or ensure

(a person something). Also, to promise (a person

something) as certain. Obs,
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. /K8b, The Duke biddyng him

to be of good comfort and out of fear warranted him his

lyfe. 1568 Grafton Chron, II. 488 Warrantyng him a
famous victorie. 1574 tr. MartoraCs Apocalips 6 Por what
can a man find in worldly writers too warrant himselfe salua-

tion by? 158a Stanvhlrst A^Lneis 1. (Arb.) 25 No worldly

corner can theymsecurit ye warrant. 1662 Pagitt's Heresiogr.

Ep. Ded., Your present annual authority cannot warrant

your Lordship that effect .. which might be expected.

\ o. To secure (something) to a person. Obs.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 163 He had great author,

ity ouer all Congregations of Israelites, warranted to him

with the Amirs seale.

8. To guarantee the security or immunity of (a

person or thing). Const, from, for (=from),

against. Now rare. Cf. sense I.

1530 Palsgr. 772/1, I warrant one to save him harmlesse.

ye garantis .\ wyll gyve hym twenty pounde that dare

warrante me. 1560 % Fisher's Godly Treatise D 4 b, For

in this lyfe no man ought to warrant and assure hym selfe,

and lyue thereby out of feare. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 268 That the womtn and maydens are wickedly dc
floured, [etc.]. .Where the Emperour hath warraunted them

for Religion, it is but dissimulation. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's

Civ. Conv. iv. 190 b, I doe not thinke that our Caualiero,

could be exempted or warranted from this fault. 1590

Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv.3 An. [to jailor] I will not breake

away, lie giue thee ere I leaue thee so much money^ To
warrant thee as I am rested for. 1610 — Temp. 1. L 49

Tie warrant him for drowning, though the Ship were no

stronger then a Nutt-shell. 1627 May Lucan v. 1 3 b,

Spread sailes, and if the sky Warrant thee not to goe for

Italy, He warrant thee. 1642 Fuller /loly ft Prof. St. v.

vii. 3S5 He had so cunningly contrived his plots, as to war-

rant himself against all events. 1648 tr. Setuiult's Paraphr.

Job 339 Consider that it [Heaven] is so high, that they can-

not assault it, that the distance which seperates it from us,

warrants it from all our attempts. 1660 Ingelo Benti~>. «
Ur.u. (1682) 213 [They] think they have sufficiently war-

ranted their present Sensuality against all just Reproof.

1683 Apol. Prot. France vi. 82 Thus they had only promis d

to warrant Jerome of Prague, from violence, and not from

the arrests of Justice. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xiv, He bore.,

the higher share in Elizabeth's favour, though, .by no means

so decidedly expressed as to warrant him against the final

preponderance of his rival's pretensions. 1831 James Phil.

Augustus xxxix, Let him come! I will warrant him from

harm or from injustice. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.-cap

1633 Like some kindly weathercock Which, stuck fast at

Set-Fair, Favonian Urceze, Still warrants you from rain.



WARRANTABLE.

9. To give (a person) warrant or authority,

authorize (to do something) ; to authorize, sanction

(a course of action).

1579 Lvly Euphues 1. (Arb.) 179 Doth his preherninence in

the court, warrant him to oppresse the poore by might, and
acquit him of punishment? 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 1. ix.

(t6oj) 3S The forme of their commission was enlarged, so as

they.. were.. warranted also to arrest Felons that were in-

dited. 1583 Exec,for Treason (16751 M All [are] warranted

to disobey her and her Laws. 1624 Bacon Apnphth. § 242

(1625) 264 Marius did Denton them all, for Citizens of

Rome, though there was no Law to warrant it. 1642 D.

Rogers JVaaman 436 The Lord warrants us to suspect the

inconstant. 1649 [Langbaine] Answ. Univ. Oxf. 16 liut

onely such just Power as they are by Law. . warranted unto.

1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. i. § iii. (1699) 5

Nor can the Council, by their Acts, wan and any to do what

would be otherwise a Crime. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2031/4

But even in the Business of the Excise and Militia.. I am
warranted to go the greatest lengths for your ease and con-

veniency that the nature of these things can bear. 1859

Keblk in I. O. Johnston Liddon (1904) 47 What most per.

plexes me is some names in the list of those who have war.

ranted this step.

t b. To warrant out : to claim licence for (one's

action). Ops. (? nonce-use.)

1599 B. Jonson CynthicCs Rev. v. i. 23 Though Mercurie
can warrant out His vnder- takings, and make all things

good, Out of the powers of his diuinitie.

T C. To license for printing. Obs.

1628 Laud Diary 12 June, Wks. 1853 III. 207, I was com-
plained of by the House of Commons for warranting Doctor
Manwanng's sermons to the press.

d. To authorize (a payment).
1662 Petty Taxes 34 Why might not another take much

more than icol. at London for warranting the like sum to

be paid at Carlisle on a certain day. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) IV. 219 The donee of the power may make any lease

or grant, provided it does not exceed the utmost extent of
interest that the power warrants.

flO. To direct (a person) authoritatively; to

command. Obs. rare.

1631 Massinger Emperor East Prol. at BlackfHars, But
that imperious custome warrants it, Our Author with much
willingnes would omit This Preface to his new worke.

11. Of things: To furnish good and sufficient

grounds for (a course of action) ; to render allow-

able, justify.

1654 Bramhall Just Vind. \. fi66i) 3 Henry the Eighth .

.

pursued but.. a way warranted by the practice of the most
Christian Emperors of old. t<>75 Baxter Cath. Tlteot. it. i.

284 They. .will know that I have enough to abase me before

God and man : But will that warrant a course of lying and
backbiting in others? ^1716 South Serin. (1744) XI. 302
All which considerations of adanger so. .great, are certainly
very sufficient to warrant the nicest caution and fearfulness

in this case. 1774 tr. Chester/. Let. to Son xv. I. 47 The
Rape of the Sabines was more an advantageous than a just

measure; yet the utility of it should not warrant its injustice.

1813 Lamb Reynolds <y Leonardo da Vinci Wks. 1908 I. 191
The hand was by the boldest licence twice as big as the
truth of drawing warranted. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk.
II. 244 It is impossible to say whether this accusation was
warranted by facts. 1833 Ritchie Wand, by Loire 3 Every
one has a higher opinion of himself than his station warrants.

1853 Bronte Villette xiv, It was not my intention to approach
or address him in the garden, our terms of acquaintance not
warranting such a step. 1875 Gladstone Glean. (1879) VI.
238 Our general information , .is not sufficient to warrant our
giving an immediate opinion on the question. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 24 Oct. 4/6 Any advance of wages at present is not
warranted by the condition of trade.

b. To justify (a person in or to a course of
action).

1671 [R. MacWardJ True Nonconf. Contents, Positive
grounds from Scripture warranding Subjects to defend Re-
ligion by armes. 1763 Blackstone Comm. I. i. 2 And in
this I am warranted by the example of ancient Rome. 1794
R.J. Sulivan Vie^v Mat. II. 79 From the universality of
this magnetic influence, we might, In some degree, be war-
ranted in conjecturing, that [etc. J. 1804 Abersethy Surf.
Obs, 210, I said that I did not think a surgeon warranted in
tying the external iliac artery. 1843 Mill Logic 1. iii. § 7We are not warranted in referring our sensations to a cause.
1845 T. W. Coit Puritanism 48 These are ample.. to well
warrant the Dr. in his conclusion. 1883 League Jrnt. 20
Oct. 657/3 Jf we could have more earthly enjoyment by
shortening life this would not warrant us to shorten it.

0. Of a person : To countenance by one's action
or example, ? Obs.
1631 Shirley Love's Cruelty I. ii. (1640) 64 b, Warrant not

so much ill by your example To those that live beneath you.

fd. To justify by appeal to authority or evi-
dence, to find warrant for. Obs.
i6i» T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 6 It is no lesse then our

dutie to warrant out of this place the marriage of Ministers.
>635 D. Dickson Hebr. vii. 13-15. 127 It is not warranded
from Scripture ; therefore I am not bound to belieue it. 166a
Hoboes Consid. 33 But seeing there is no such word in the
Scripture, how will you warrant it from natural reason?
12. To appoint (an officer) by a warrant.
1746 W. Thompson R. tf. Adv. (1757) 32 All Officers were

warranted from the Admiralty Board.

Warrant, obs. variant of Warren.
Warrantable (wo-rantab-'l), a. [f. Warrant

v. + -AHLE.] For which warrant may be given.
1. Of actions, sentiments, motives, etc. : That
may be authorized, sanctioned, or permitted;
justifiable.

i»7 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. lxxiii. § 5 Tutors, without

ki
0SC autnor 'Ue lllere *•> no act which they did, warrant-

able. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 104 Pardon this my digression,
not warrantable in a journal!. 1691 Norris Tract. Disc.

117

49 Tis therefore very Warrantable to pass a Severe Judg- 1

ment upon a Man, when 'tis plain and out of question that
|

he deserves it. 1774 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. vi. (1778) 217 !

It is a necessary and warrantable pride to disdain to walk

servilely behind any individual, however elevated his rank.

1834 Marryat P. Simple viii, Any other expenses which

you may consider warrantable or justifiable. 1846 J. Ken-
rick Ess, Primaeval Hist. Pref. p. xviii, Since. .we can

neither deny the fact of a contrariety, nor remove it by any
j

warrantable means. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1S79) 4&z

Only in desperate cases is such heroic use of the remedy
warrantable.

b. Const, by
y
from, to.

1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat 1. i. B 4, Everie minute

to me will be a tedious age till our embraces are warrant-

able to the world. 1656 in Burton's Diary (1828) I. 254
They have done nothing but what was warrantable by
former precedents. 1659 Milton Of Civil Power 5 Having

j

no other divine rule or autoritie from without us warrant-

able to one another as a common ground but the holy scrip-
i

ture. 1713 Chalkley Wks. (1751) II. 57 It is Warrantable
!

from Scripture, that Gospel Ministers be honourably sup-
j

ported and maintained.

1 2. That may be guaranteed as good, true, 1

genuine, or the like ; of good warrant
;

praise-

worthy, acceptable. Obs.

1581 j. Bell Haitdon's Answ. Osor. 471 b, Lett us peruse
the Argumentes wherewith this gentle and obedient childe

of the Popes good grace doth make his wordes warrantable. '

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuff B 4 b, But this is most warrant-

able, the Alpha ofall the Yarmouths it was, and not the Omega
correspondent!)', c 1618 E. Bolton Hypercritica iv. § 1

The Books.. out of which we gather the most warrantable '

English are not many to my remembrance. 1626 Middle-
ton Anythingfor Quiet Life III. ii, She says yen: vent ware
that is not warrantable, braided ware. 1709 T. Rohinson
Vind. Mosalck Syst. Introd. 11 A Man of the highest Poli-

tical Accomplishments, as well as True and Warrantable
Prudence. 1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 108 From what we
have said, It evidently appears, that the works in general

of Hippocrates are not warrantable. iSzi Lamb Elia,

Imperf Sympathies, [I] thought I could not do better than
follow the example of such grave and warrantable person-

ages.

3. That can be legally guaranteed.

1876 Blackmore Cripps \\'n
t
Not a pound should be de-

J

ducted from his warrantable value, simply because he now
did what any other young horse in the world would have
felt to be right.

4. Vencry. Applied to a stag which is of an age

to be hunted.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 190 The Deer themselves were well

enough grown, and warrantable. 18^7 Marryat Childr.
N. Forest v, A warrantable stag—that is, one old enough to

kill and to be good venison. 1856 ' Stoneiienge ' Brit. Sports

82/1 At six [years], a Warrantable Stag. 1884 Jeffhries
Red Deer vi. 104 It must be a runnable stag, or warrant-

able, a term in its strict meaning indicating a stag of five

years.

Wa rrantableness. [-ness.] The quality

of being warrantable.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xx. § 3 (1912) 279 That. .you

may see the noblenes of my desire to you, & the warrant-
ablenes of your favour to me. 1663 Boyle Usef. Exp. Nat.
Philos. 11. v. xix. 290 The warrantableness of which caution

. .was confirm'd to me not long since by a skilful Physitian.

173a E. Erskine Serin. Wks. 1871 I. 33 We see here the
warrantableness of believing in Christ. 1898 T. Adamson
Stud. Mind in Christ viii. 195 The warrantableness of this

i nterpretation is fully borne out.

Warrantably (wo-rantabli), adv. [-ly 2.] In

a warrantable manner ; with good warrant.
1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. Pref. 699 It shall be seene,

That I have warrantably called beene. 1657 Heylyn Ecclcs.

Vind. Gen. Pref. a 1, A Church so rightly constituted, so

warrantably reformed. 1703 J. Quick Serious Inquiry 33
Jacob might warrantably enough have returned Leah back
again unto her deceitful Father. 173a E. Erskine Semi,
Wks. (1791) 641 None can warrantably lay a stone in this

building, except he be regularly called. 1856 Mrs. Brown-
ing Aur. Leigh vmi. 227 And though the thing displease

us, ay, perhaps Displease us warrantably. 1918 Corn/till

Mag. June 562 From Carlyle's later works chapter and
verse for the whole doctrine of force could warrantably be

quoted.

t Warrantage. Obs.-° [/.Warrant v. +
-age, after OF. garant-, garenlage.] Warranty.
161 1 Cotgr, Garentage, warrantie, warrantee, warrantage.

Warranted (wo-ranu-d), ppl. a. [-ed 2.]

1. Allowed by law or authority , approved, justi-

fied, sanctioned.

1600 Shaks. Alts Well n. v. 4 Vou haue it from his owne
deliuerance And by other warranted testimonie. 1603 —
Meas.for M. in. ii. 151 The very streame of bis life, and
the businesse he hath helmed, must vppon a warranted
neede, giue him a better proclamation. 1605 — Afacb. IV.

iii. 137 Now wee'l together, and the chance of goodnesse
Be like our warranted Quarrell. 1693 Norris Pract. Disc.

{1707) IV. 123 Some.. generous spirits have, .rescued their

understandings from this long-settled, and by use almost
warranted usurpation. 17x4 Steele Lover No. 32 (1723)

183 The. .Delight, which virtuous Minds feel in the Enjoy-
ment of their lawful and warranted Passions. 1831 Scott
Cast. Dang, xviii, I cannot presume to understand what
you call prophecies, with or under warranted authority of
old painted books [etc.}.

2. Furnished with a legal or official warrant.

a. Of an officer: Holding a rank by warrant.
1746 W, Thompson R. N. Adv. (1757) 47 These warranted

Gentlemen in Office might be more circumspect. 1798
Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 22 An old and faithful

Servant of the Crown, and who has been near thirty years

a warranted Carpenter.

b. U.S. Granted by a warrant : see L and-
warrant.

WARRANTISE.

1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 14 Dec, Suppl. 2/3 To be sold. .One
tract of patented land... Four tracts of warranted land.

3. For which a warranty is given
;
guaranteed.

Mod. Our goods are all of warranted quality.

Warrantee (w$:rantr). [f. Warrant v. +
-BEl.]

1. Law. The person to whom a warranty is given.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), s. v. Exchange, The Compensa-
tion. .which the Warranter mu.sl make to the Wairantee,
Value for Value, if the Land warranted be recover'd from
the Warrantee. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 430 It is the

same with respect to the person to whom the warranty is

made; for if it be not to the warrantee and his heirs, ..it

will cease upon the death of the warrantee, i860 Wiiahton
Law Lex. (ed. 2), Warrantee, a person to whom a warrant

is made.

11 2. Misused for Warranter or Guarantee
sb. 1.

1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 256/2 [tr. of Let. from the Q. of Spain

to the States of Holland] You will also joyntly endeavour

as Warrantees, to do all that in reason can be expected.,

for the. .strengthening of this Peace. 1730 Phil. J reins.

XXXVI. 400 If some Authors can be quoted for Warrantees

of what this Se ma Tsien advances, they were modern to

the Time when he wrote.

Warranter (wo-rantai). [f. Warrant v. +

-ER 1. Cf. Warrantor.] One who warrants.

1. One who assures, authorizes, or guarantees

(something).

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. i. 5 That oure faithe

re.steth not upon men., but that the lining God is the author

and will also be the warranter thereof. 1628 tr. Mathieus
Poivcrfttll Favorite 19 Piso. .assuring himselfe that his

warranter should be his Iudge, coueted rather to depend
on the authoritie of one alone, then on the passion of many.
1642 H. More Song of Soul To Rdr. 7/1, I would be so

understood, as a Kepresenter of the Wisdome of the An-
cients rather then a warranter of the same. 1800 Coleridge
Piccolotnini 1. xii. 182 If I stand warranter of the event,

Placing my honour and my head in pledge. 1834 — Re-

morse 1. ii. 133 'Twas little probable, that l>on Ordonio,..

Should prove the patron of this infidel ! The warranter

[earlier edd. guarantee) of a Moresco's faith !

f2. One who assures (another) of safety ; a pro-

tector. Obs. rare.

1611 Cotgr., Garent, a Warranter, Protector, Defendor;

[etc. J. c 1800 Capt. Car v. in Child Ballads 1 1 1. 436/1 Come
doun and speak to me; I'll kep thee in a feather bed, And
thy warraner I will be.

3. Law. = Warrantor 1
.

1706 [see Warrantee i). 1848 Wharton Law Lex. s.v.

Warrant, A warranter may except, that the complainant

does not hold the land of which he seeks the warranty.

Warranting (wo'rSntirj), vbl. sb. [-ino 1
.]

The action of the verb.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 12404 Hyt were foly, co-

maunde a byng bat my}t nat jyue no warantyng. c 1450

Godstow Reg. 249 The forsaid Richard Robert and Thedulf

called the forsaid Iohn to the warantyng. 1565 Golding
Cxsarwx. 77 Manye things pricked forward the Galles in

this deuice: as. .the warranting of the runagate : [etc.].

Warranting, ppl, a. [-ing ^.] That war-

rants.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. {1573) >55 l*«ft anY
man should doubt any whit of these celestial] miseries.

Here is added the warranting word, Amen. 1766 Black-

stone Comm. II. xx. 302 The obligation of the heir.. was
only on condition that he had other sufficient lands by
descent from the warranting ancestor.

Warrantise (w^'rantaiz), sb. Obs. exc. arch.

Forms: 4-5 warantize, 4-6 -ise, 5 war-entice,

warantyce, -ice, 5-6 -yse, warauntyse, -ise, 6

warrauntise, warrantyse, 6-7 -ize, -ice, 7 "*8
t

6-7, 9 -ise. [a. OF. warentise, garantise, f. war-

antir, garantir Warrant v. Cf. Warhanuise.]

1. Law. =- Warkanty 1 a. Phr. clause of war-

rantise (also used/^.)
;
plea of warrantise.

a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. ^20, If. 57 }if he habbe be kinges

cbartre ware boru be king be i holde to warantise. Ibid.

62 b, ?if be aloiuaunce were i mad boru fin i mad. banne

a sullen bobe ben i cleped to warantise her of. 1396-7 ' n

Eng. Hist. Rev. (1907) XXII. 30: For a busschel of qwete

..he welen selle be blisse of henene be chartre of clause of

warantise. 14.. Pol. Ret. <y L. Poems (1866) 24 And yf

thou may in any wyse Make thy chartyr on warantyse 1o
thyne heyres & assygnes all-so, This shall a wyse purchaser

doo. £1450 Godslcnv Reg. 265 Wherof a pie of warantize

was I-take bitwene them in the same courte. 1495 Act

1 1 Hen. VIZ, c. 42 With a Clause of Warantise accordyng

to j>
c seid dede. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 131 Yt tenaunt

in the tayle in this case release to the dysseasour & byndeth

him and his heyres to warrantyse, &c. 1559 Boke Presi-

dentes 40 b, A release made by deede of tenementes before

purchased with a clause of warrantise. 16*7 J. Cartkr

Plain Expos. 93 A clause of warrantize against all danger.

2. gen. The action of warranting, guaranteeing,

or giving assurance ; the state or fact of being

guaranteed. Phr. to hold, clepe, bind, call to war-

rantise-, on, with, by warrantise.

CX440 Prom*. Parv. 516/1 Warantyse, warantizacio.

1534 More Comf. agst. 'J rib. m. xvii (i 553> Q^ W Jth-

ofite anye bolde warrantise of oure selfe, or foolishe truste

in oure strength. 1548 Uhall, etc. Erasm. Par Luke 111. 21,

22 A done . had . .brought a braunche of an ohue tree for

..acaucion or pledge of waraum.se y' the «;>"<i^was
n̂
a"

ende. 1551 Rob.nson tr. More's Utopia 11. O895) 171 I"
'

so

doyng they neuer foilowe the credence of pryuat men but

the assureaunce or warrauntise of the JA djj XS*S

Cooper Thesaurus, Amfihoteropton, a double freight or

dutie, that is payed, when the .sh.ppeman vndertaketh on

warantyse to conducte a man salfe foorth, and brynge him

salfe home agayne. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaxh s Husb. ilk



WARRANTISE.

138 The Butchers that bye for slaughter, and such as by

for sacryfises, vse no worde of warrantee. 1583 1 ULKE

Def. Tr. Script, i. 42 They doe the better proue, that for

which I called him to warrantize. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cl.

7 In the very refuse of thy deeds, There is such strength

and warrantise of skill, That in my minde thy worst a

best exceeds? 1601 Holland Pliny xxxm. ill. II. 402 All

buying: and sellings at this clay which passe with warrantise

[L. in his cmftionibns, quae mancipii sunt\ 1608 Dod

& Cleaver Expos. Pro;,, ix-x. 5 He gluing warrantize for

their safety. 1862 Sir H. Taylor St. Clement s £»< III. v.

109 We humbly crave Some warrantise that what we re bid

to speak, Spoken, shall bring no jeopardy of life Or liberty

or goods.

b. To make (also give) warrantise: to

guarantee, give assurance. Const, of or clause.

1534 Moke Com/, agst. Trib. ill. xvii. (1553) Q VJ. / .

c:
J

n

make no warrantise of my selfe, seing y« S. Peter so sodainly

fainted at a womans word. 1542 Udall Erasm. ApopH. 290

Talke that..maketh ioyly royall warantise of ihynges in

wordes, but without any effecte or comyng to passe of deedes.

1977-87 Holissiied Chron. III. 58/1 But whether It were

so or not, I am not able to make warrantize. 1601 MUMMY
& Chettle Death Robt. Earl Huntingdon [iv. 11.] 1 3,

Againe, the place doth giue thee warrantise.

c. Said predicatively of a thing or person that

serves as a guarantee or surety.

31300 Cursor M. 25604 fat we mai tak bat ilk (lexs..Wit

bodi and hert clene: And bat it be vr warantise, On domes.

dai quen bou sal rise, Al bis werld to deme. 1591 Shaks.

1 Hen. /-'/, 1. iii. 13 Breake vp the Gates, He be your

warrantize. 1596 Earl of Essex in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.

III. IV. 134 His assent.. shalbe my warrantize.

d. Phr. Of, on, in warrantise : of a surety, for

certain, without fail, I warrant you.

C1430 I.vdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 137 Of warantise he

shal nevir the. c 1440 Gcncrydes 5938 Ther shall no man

do yow harme o warantise. 31500 E. E. Misc. (1855) 91

Thanne }our crymsons belh y-made in warantyse withowte

fayle. a 1500 Asscmb. Ladies 406, I pray you, tel it me in

secret wyse 1 And I shal kepe it close, on warantyse. c 1550

Lloyd Trcas. Health C 4 Put into ihyne eye a verey lille,
|

it is safe and without danger in warrantise and ofte ap-

proved 1592 W'yulky Armoric 29 No mortall man with

Gods gaine fauor might Of warrantee to see next morn-

ings light. 1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Secrets 29 Ihen..
:

anoynt the Gnefe with a feather,, .and It will be whole on
|

warrantice.

3. Defence, protection.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1614 That they be weisely wachede

and in warde holdene, Wardede of warantizez wuh wyrchip-

fulle knyghtlez. 148! Caxton Godfrey xvii. 45 Alle the peple

of the contre . . made to hym feaulte for to haue his ayde and

waramise in the waye of the sayd pylgremage. 1489 -

Eaytes of A. 11. xxxv. 149 No nianere of warantyse can not

kepe theym that assaylle yf they be hytte with all, but that

they shal be beten doune as the thondre felle upon hem.

4. Authorization, permission, sanction.

.580 Grindal Let. to Ld. BurteighVfks. (.843) 366 Dr

Howland.. added further, that if error were committed in

that, it was no sufficient warrantize for other errors after-

wards to be attempted. 1601 Holland Pliny XXII. n. II.

118 Yet we. .are so unhappie, as to commit our selves to-

other mens tuition, and live under their warrantize and

assurance [L. vivimus alienafiducia\ 1602 Shaks, Ham.

v i. 250 Her Obsequies haue bin as farre inlarg'd, As we

haue warrantis. 1606 Wheteshall Discern, abuses Ch.

Christ 66 A Bishop ought to doe nothing ID the Church,

unlesse he be cerlaine and sure of the warrantise thereof

by Gods word, a 1S24 Br. M. Smith Scrm. (1632) 234 Lest

the yonger sort take example, nay warrantize from vs to

slacke their paines.

6. Assurance, confident statement.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie l (1625) 78 Too much im-

pertinent were it for me to hale you on with arguments who

onely goe about to persuade you with warrantise. 1601

Holland Pliny xxvm. vii. II. 310 Thus they prescribe wuh
great warrantize, To take all the naile parings of toes and

fingers of man, [etc.].

t Wa'rrantise, v. Obs. For forms see the

sb. [f. the sb. ; in JLaw-L. warranlizare.']

1. trans. Law. To guarantee the possession of

(real property) to a person.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 346 They warantized to the forsaid

Richard and to his heires the forsaid tenement wuh the

pertynenlis ayenst all maner of men for ever, c 1460 Oscney

Reg. 53 And I vinfreyand my heyres all be forsaide thynges

to be forsaide church and Chanons for Euer shall warantize

agaynste all men and women.

2. gen. To guarantee ; to be a guarantee or

security for ; to secure the possession of (something)

to a person ; to secure (a person or thing)from.

C1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 952 Pleuir, to

warantise. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Q 4, Certaine meanes

hee hath assigned vs, which he hath promised to blesse but

without means no blessing hath he warrantizd. 1598 Yong

Diana 235 Who shall.. this old age from sorrowes war-

rantize? 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 144 In regard whereoryou

wil vndertake to warrantize, and make good vnto vs those

nenalties and forfaitures which shal vnto vs appertaine, for

all wools [etcl. 1616 R. C. Times- Whistle i. 275 A moste

lawfull act,.. For which you will.. warrantize him heaven

and happie day. 1628 Wither Brit. Remcmb. 111. 461 lo

warrantize thy health.

b. To warrant, sanction, authorize ; to confirm,

corroborate. .

1600 Nashe Summer's Last Will 1)4, A sillie fancie,

Autumrie, hast thou told, Which no Philosophic doth war-

rantize. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 863, I here is no-

thing else but necessitie alone, doeth warrantize the killing

of a man. .643 S. Marshall Copy of Let. 8 Like enough

some Court-Chaplaine.. might warrantize the
:

kings con-

science. 1664 I. Webb Stone-Heng ^li) 125 ihe Customs

ofThe Roman's.. highly warrantee M'. Jones his Discovery

of our Antiquity.

118

3. To protect, defend.

c 1450 Merlin xvi. 269 But yef I may haue bai y ouer his

body, he shall so be deffouled that ther ne shall nothinge

in the worlde hym warantise. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn

xxiv. 88 But what occysion or defence that he made myght

not warauntyse hym. c 1500 Melusine xxiv 200 Ihe.ine

anthony.. smote a knyght by such venue that the targe nor

his cote of stele might not warauntyse hym.

Hence + Wa-rrantising vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1450 Godsto-.o Reg. 226 & that hys yft, gratint, & waran-

tizinge shulde be stronge & sure, he put to hyt hys see e.

1628 Yenner Baths of Battle (1650) 360 Their Spaniel-like

fawning carriage, and warrantizing promises.

Warrantless, a. rare. [f. Warrant sb?- +

-less.] Without justification, unwarrantable.

1863 Mrs. Whitney FaithGartney'sGirlh.s, The stinging

and warrantless accusation.

WARRANTY.

nU Will litlllic^.l .it-vuaauvui

tWa rrantment. Obs. [f. Warrant v.+

-ment.] = Warrant sbA 9.

1599 in T. Stafford Pac. Hib. I. i. (1633), 16 Any warrant-

merit signed by the said Lord President . .shall be a sufficient

dischardge.

Warrant officer.

1. An officer of the navy or army who holds

office by a warrant, as distinguished from a com-

missioned officer. (In the army, the warrant

officers are now intermediate in rank between the

commissioned and the non-commissioned officers.)

1693 Und. Gaz. No. 2848/4 Two or more Commission or

Warrant-Officers of'I'heir Majesties Ships. 1704 MM. Diet.

(ed 2) s v. Officer, Warrant, or Staff-Oficers, those who

have not the King's Commission, but are appointed by the

Colonels and Captains; as the Quarter- Masters Sergeants,

Corporals, and in the same number are included Chaplains

and Surgeons. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 103,

I called all the Warrant officers together. 1815 lalconers

Diet Marine (ed. Burney), Waiiant-Officers, are persons

employed in the royal navy, by warrant from the Com-

missioners of the navy, to lake charge of the stores issued to

them from his Majesty's dock-yards. 1836 Marryat Mulsh.

Easy x, The boatswain talked over the mailer with the

other warrant officers. 1850 H. Melville While Jacket I.

vi. 36 Next in order come ihe Warrant or forward officers,

consisting of the Boatswain, Gunner, Carpenter, and Sail-

maker. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-He., Warrant-officer,..

In the royal navy it was an officer holding a warrant from

the navy board, as the master, surgeon, purser, boatswain,

gunner, carpenter, &c. In the year 1831, when the com-

missioners of the navy, or navy board, were abolished, all

these powers reverted 10 the admiralty. 1912 King s Aegul.

Army § 284 The position of warrant officers is inferior to

thai of all commissioned officers, but superior to that of all

N.COs.
2. An officer whose duty it is to serve warrants.

1805 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1901 Daily Chron. it.Apr. 3/2

The remainder of the staff, consisting of the jailer, the under-

iailer, the warrant-sergeant, and various warrant officers,

are all policemen, selected for their duties by the police

authorities.

Warrantor (wo -ranter), [f. Wabrant v.+

-or. Cf. Guarantor.]

1. Law. One who gives warranty.

1685 Lcs Termes de la Ley 419 s.v. Garranty, It behoves

that every Warranty, whereby the Heir shall be barred,

discend by course of the Common Law to him who is Heir

to the Warrantor. 1741 T.„Robinson Gavelkind 1. vi 123

If Land warranted comes to a younger Brother by Borough-

English or Gavelkind, he is without Remedy against die

Warrantor. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. XXX. 470 Each In-

dorse* is a warrantor for the payment of the bill. **. J-

Horwood Yearbks. 30 ,y 31 Ediu. I Pref. 32 ihe habi ity of

a warrantor when the purchaser of land has erected a build-

ing on the land warranted. 1875 K. E. Dicby Real Prof.

ii (1876) 78 note, Upon the acceptance of the warrantor the

suit as to the title to the chattel proceeded between the

claimant and the warrantor. 1911 Times 16 Feb. 4/5 Ihe

right to appear of ordinary warrantors in cases in which

action was taken, .did not apply.

2. gen. = Warranter i. rare.

1850 Kinglake CrimeaW-n) VI. ix. 371 As the warrantor

of what an Englishman means when he says he insists on
1 fair play '.

Warranty (wo-ranlt). forms: 4-5 war-

antie, 5-6 -ye, 5-7 warrantie, 6 -ye, (6 war-

raunty), 6- warranty, [a. AF. (OF.) warantie,

dial. var. of guarantie (whence Guarantee sb.),

garantie (mod.F. garantie) : f. warant (garant)

Warrant sb.']

1. Law. An act of warranting : in certain specthc

applications.

To vouch to (xxteXyfor) warranty : see Vouch v. i.

a. A covenant (either expressed by a clause of

warranty or implied) annexed to a conveyance of

real estate, by which the vendor warrants the

security of the title conveyed. (In modern English

practice the term has little or no application. In

the U.S. the covenant of warranty corresponds to

the English ' covenant for quiet enjoyment '.)

The early examples below relate to feudal law, under

which the 'warranty' given by the grantor of a freehold

estate obliged him to yield to the grantee other lands of

equal value if the latter should be evicted. For collateral,

lineal warranty see those adjs.

1338 R. Ukunsk C/m>«. (1810)263 If he had., gyuen bam.,

per wynnyng ilk a dele, bat bei mot reyme & gyue, Holdand

111 warantie [ Fr. Terre et tenement a tenir pargaraunt], of

him & of his heyres. 1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 10/2 And
therof have do madeastate to you and to youre heites. .with

clause of Warantie. I472"3 tbid. VI. 44/2 To have and to

hold to the forseid William, John and Robert, and their

heires, with warantie of the said Phelip. 1495 Act 11

Hen VII, c. 47 § 1 You . .be not bounden to warant the seid

Manoris..by reason of any warantye comprised in the same

lettres patentes. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 147 b, It is

comonly sayd that there be thre maner of warrantyes, that is

to saye, warrantye lyneall, warranty collateral, and warranty

that begynneth by disseasyn. 1596 Bacon Elem. Com. Law
11. (1630) 31 If a man. .do make a warranty of Land binding

him and his heyres to warrantie. 1651 G. W. tr. towels

Inst. 191 Lessor is bound to warranty to the Lessee. 1700

Blackstone Comm. II. xx. 300 Next may fo low the clause

of warranty ; whereby the grantor doth, for himself and his

heirs, warrant and secure to the grantee the estate so

granted. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy-Bk. Prop. Law v.

£4 If one sell another's estate, without covenant or warranty

for the enjoyment, it is at the peril of the purchaser. 1871

Maiikby Elem. Law § 236 A warranty, properly speaking,

is in form an undertaking that certain events will happen,

or will not happen J have happened, or have not happened ;

but it is in reality a promise to make compensation tor the

loss occasioned by their happening or not happening.

attrib. 185s Emekson Misc. L 16 This is the best part ol

these men's farms, yet to this their warranty-deeds give no

title. 1892 G. Owen Pembrokesh. 176 Footnote, Ihe war.

ramy clause, .arose out of the old feudal doctrine that the

land could not be alienated without the consent or the heir.

b. An undertaking, express or implied, given by

one of the parties to a contract to the other, that

he will be answerable for the truth of some state-

ment incidental to the contract ; esp. an assurance,

express or implied, given by the seller of goods,

that he will be answerable for their possession of

some quality attributed to them.

1C.43 tr. Act 28 Edw. Ill, c. 13 The warranty of packyng

of wollesfor dyuers mischieues, which the commens haue

therof perceiued, shall holly be out. iSSa Huloet, Lye and

sell wyth warantye. 1628 Coke On Litt. 11. vn 102 By the

Ciuill Law euery man is bound 10 warrant the thing that he

sellethorconueyelh,..but the Common Law bindeth him

not, vnlesse there be a warrantie. 1768 Blackstone Comm.

Ill ix. 165 But if the vendor knew the goods to be unsound,

and hath used any art to disguise lhem,..thts artifice shal

be equivalent loan express warranty,.. A general warranty

will not extend to guard against defects that are plainly and

obviously the object of ones senses. 1812 Sporting Mag.

XXXIX. 21S An action upon ihe warranty of a horse. 1B40

7. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4 ) I. 467 If the horse

should be afterwards discovered to have been unsound at the

time of warranty, the buyer may return it,

c. In a contract for insurance, an engagement

by the insured that certain statements are true or

that certain conditions shall be fulfilled: the

breach of this engagement involving the invalida-

tion of the policy.

1817 W. Ski.wvn Law Nisi Prills (ed. 4) II. 977 }' tber
,

e

be not any warranty or condition on the part of the insured,

the insurer is subject to all risks. 1835 Tomlm s Law Diet.

(,d. 4) s.v. Insurance, I. § 3 Warranties in a policy ol

[marine] assu. ance are either express or impbed. . .
ihe three

cases of warranty, on which most questions have arisen, are,

as to Ihe time of sailing, convoy, and neutrality of property.

1866 A moulds Marine Insur. I. 11. 1. 487 A warranty not

implied by law must always be in writing and in every case is

nserted on the face of ihe policy. .886 C. Schcll Phraseol

Diet II. 832 A warranty to that effect is on the margin ol

the policy. 1913 Times 13 Sept. 18/3 The ordinary tramp

steamer; tied down by strict warranties, would not have

been covered..in that region after October 1. ^

2. transf. A guarantee, an assurance, how dial.

(see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

,555 Eden Decades 1. vn. (Arb.) 92 That he had betrayed

his geste whom he tooke into his house with warranties.

1691 Locke Money Wks. 1727 It 43 The Stamp [on coin,

age] was a Warrantv of the publick, that under such a de.

nomination they should receive a piece of such a weight, and

such a fineness. .823 Scott Qucntm D. v, 1 hink you that

I am like to recommend to you any thing unworthy I .
.

1

cannot doubt your warranty, fair uncle, said the youtn.

3. Formal or official sanction (for a course ol

action, etc) ; authorization. = Warrant sb. 1
',.

Now rare. _

,501 Sl-enser M. Hubbcrd 186 We shall ronne Into great

daj'ger. .Thus wildly to wander in the worlds eye, Without

pasport or good warrantie. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V.i. 1. 132

And from your loue 1 haue a warrantie lo vnburlhen all

my plois and purposes. 1599 V>- Jo"so,N
L
Cynthia s Aev. v

vi Nor farther notice (Arete) we craue 1 hen thine approuals

soueraigne warrantie. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. 11. 60, 1 .
.
neucr

lou'd CasMO, But with such generall warrantie of Heauen, As

I might loue. 1618 Ld. Sheffield in I-ortescue tapers

(Camden) s2, I desire your Lordship that under such war-

rantie I may bee protected, otherwise I shall not adventure to

doe his Majestie service in those places. 1664 J m. I" 1- *

Dissuas. Popery 1. ii. § 10. 142 If these things come from God,

let them shew their warranty, and ihe.r books of Precedents.

4. Justifying reason, ground {/or an action or

,836 Hor. Smith Tin Trumpet II. 108 It (the doctrine of

Purgatory] may not have the clear warranty <

f
•'"ipture,

but [etc 1 i860 Rogers A. Smith's W. A. Pref. 9, 1 am

no. acquain.edTith any part.of his writings which will give

any warranty for such an inference. 1877 Llack Gran

fit. xxix, The smallest civility was sufficient warranty for

the opening of an acquaintanceship. I9'8 O. A tv. Jan. 2

The Pope was claiming powers, Dollinger urged, Tor whicn

there was no warranty in the history of the Church.

5. Substantiating evidence or witness.

,561 Brende Q. Curtins vi. (ed. 2) 117 b, The matter was

fyrst shewed ,ne by a light felowe, who cou de not brmge any

wimes or warrantie[, 553 warant]of hys tale. 1676 J-U« E"

Worship ofGod 81 There is sufficient evidence and warranty

of this institution. 1866 Dickens Mugby fund. 'As Bar.

box Brothers (so to call the traveller on the warranty of his

luggage) took his seat [etc.]. 1883 Wiiitklaw W»"«':
Traehin. 744 My son, how say you ! By what warranty A

deed so hateful say you I have wrought!
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f 0. One who warrants or gives a warrant. Obs.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 394 The prince.. is

the formal warrantie [Fr. garendformel\ unto all his sub-

jects, of that fidelity which is amongst themselves.

Warratah, -taw : see Wabatah.
Warraunt(e : see Warrant, Warren.
Warraunty, obs. form of Warranty.
tWarray, v, Obs. Forms : a. 4 werrai,

werri(e, ^werhai, werrei, weirai), 4-5 werray(e,
werrey (e, 5 verray, (verrie, werrye)

, 4-6
werry ; #. 4 warrai, wary, Sc. varray,

varra, warra, 4-5 warry, 4-6 warrey, 4-6, 8-9
arch, warray. [ME. werreye, a. OF. werreier,

dial. var. of guerreier (mod.F. guerroyer) =» Pr.

guerreiar, Sp., Pg. guerrear, It. guerreggiare ; a

Com. Rom. formation on *werra War flM]

1. trans. To make war upon, ravage by war. =
War v. 1.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7338 Men werraid bam on ilka side.

^11340 Hampolr Psalter xxxiv. 1 Crist, .says, .werray [V u lg.

expugnd\, that is ouercum, thaim that fightis agaynes me in

ded. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 646, I trow he sail nocht
mony a day Haue will to warra that cuntre. c 1386 Chaucer
Sor.'s P. 2 At Sarray in the land of Tartarye Ther dwelte a
kyng that werreyed Russye. ^1425 Wyntoun Cron. it. i. 7
Nynus . . Tuk vp armys to warray [v, r. verray] Seyr landis bat
about hym lay. c 1450 Merlin xx. 320 We go the gladlyer
..to turneyen a.gein these sarazins that this londe do
werryen. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 140 Gif a
lady.. is warraid with a hautaneknycht of Gascoyne. ^1513
Fabyan Chron. vir. (1811) 458 Iohn duke of Normandy.,
herynge that his father was thus warreyed w l the Kynge of
Englonde, brake vp his syege and camcvnto his father.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. v. 48 And them long time before,
great Nirnrod was, That first the world with sword and fire

warrayd. Ibid. 11. x. 50. Ibid. 11. x. 72. 1594 Selintus B 3 b,

But after Ninus, warlike Belus sonne; The earth with vn*
knowne armour did warray. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 1. vi, Sixe
yeeres were ronne since first in martiall guize The Christian
Lords warraid the eastren land.

b. transf. and Jig.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23752 pe flexs. ., pe werld. ., pe warlau..,

pis werrais vs on ilk side, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paul)
541 Saule, saule, quhy warrais bou me? < 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. f 401 Impacient is he that wol nat been ytaught ne
vndernome of his vice and by strif werreieth [v.r. werreth]
trouthe wityngly. c 1400 Pom. Pose 3917 Bothe in cloistre
and in abbey Chastite is werreyed over-al. c 1430 Lydg.
Compl. Bl. A'nt. 665 Jelousyc.That hath so longe,..
Werreyed Trouthe with his tirannye. 1456 Sir G. Have
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 17 Sanct Augustyne, sanct Jerome,.

.

with mony othir quhilkis warrayd the inymyes of the faith.

1595 Spenser Amoretti xliv, This continual! cruell ciuill

warre, The which my selfe against my selfe doe make:
Whilest my weak powres of passions warreid arre. 1768
Bownman Land of Muses xlix, With this she oft hath
Villainy warray'd.

2. intr. To make war. Const, on , upon , against ;

also to warrayforth. = War v, 2,

a 1300 Cursor M. 2493 Four kinges werraiid a pon fine.

Ibid. 21872 Folk bai sal gain ober rise To werrai samen mam
wise.

_
/bid. 24766 A king was hight willam basterd, pat

warraid in jngland ful hard, c 1374 Chaucer Former Age
25 What sholde it han avayled to werreye [v.r. warrey] ? Ther
lay no profyt ther was no rychesse. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1.

140 (He] That was than in the haly land, On saracenys
warrayand. Ibid. xn. 363 Bot quhasa varrayis vrangwisly,
Thai faynd god all too gretumly. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xxxii. 145 pou schall fynd na thing with vs wharfore bou
schuld werray vpon vs. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vm, I (1558)
2 b/2 First agaynste Parthois he cast him to werrey. ? 1436
in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 167 Oure meny wode Wyth grete
poure passed overe the ffloode, And verrie forth into the
dukes londe. c 1470 Hardyng Chron. (1812) Pref. 1 At
sextene yere, to werray and to wage, To juste and ryde.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 2 1 Ebranck . . warreyd on Brunchild
In Henault. 1600 Holland Livy ix. xvu, 325 In case he had
fought the Carthaginian were first (for if he had lived he
ment to have warned there) and then passed over into Italic

b. transf. andyig.
a 1300 Cursor M. 32 On charite ai werrais wreth. Ibid.

727 Bath bai werhaid on adam, For to bring him in to blam.
Ibid. 7548 Goddes euer on rightwis side, werraiand again
wrangwis pride, a 1340 Hamtole Psalter xvl 14 The whilk
toke my saule to werray with the kyngdome of wickidnes.
(-1450 Lydg. Life our Lady 1x^.(1484) i viij b, It yaue hem
myght to make resistence Ageyn synne and knyghtly to
warreye. 1456 Sin G. Have Law Arms (S.'V.S.) noThare
sold na subject obey till his soverane to werrey agaynis his
God. 1590 Spenser F. Q. mi. v. 48 Thus warreid he long
time against bis will.

Hence Wa-rraying" vbL sb. t warring; persecu-
tion. Warraying- ppl. a. (also absol., a persecutor
«= Warrior i).

a 1300 Cursor M. 19602 Lat we nu be prechurs stand, For
to spek of a warraiand ; Saulus soght aiquar and thrett All
pe cristen he wit mett. Ibid. 27259 Enentes knightes, ft
mistakyng and namli wrangwis warraing [v.r. werraing].

J375
Bahbour Bruce iv. 650 Bot ;e wat nocln quhat-kyn

forion She mon dre in Sour warraying. Ibid. v. 140. c 1489
Caxton Faytes ofA. 11. I 9: With moo than one manere of
werreyng. 1513 Douglas sEncis xil x. 31, I sal distroy..

M to
Y^?' Quhllk is the caus of all our werying. 185a Eraser's

Mag. XLV. 649/2 Those world-warraying heroes that left in
every land of Europe the memory of their incredible valour.
Warray, obs. Sc. form of Very.
t Warrayable, a. Obs. rare~ K

. In 5 vary-
able, warryable. [a. OF. werreiabie, dial. var.
ofguerroyab/e, f. werrei-er {guerroyer) : see WAR-
RAY v. and -able,] Fit for warfare.
**-* Sie& of Rouen in Archxologia XXI. si The wallys

were fulle warryable And the dykys depe and defensabylle.
warrayn, -aynte, obs. form of Warre.v.

t Warre. Obs, Also 5 werre, 6 war. [repr.

OE. wearr str. masc, recorded only in the sense

'callosity'; but cf. wearriht full of callosities,

also of a tree, knotty (see WaBRIED a.), Cf. Flem.
tvarre fern., weer masc, callosity, knot in wood.]
A knot in a tree or in timber.

[^725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 161 Callos weorras ucl ill.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 356 Da wearras and 6a swylas 3e
beod on manncs handum o3de on oiVum linium.] c 1407
Lydg. Resonty Sens. 5428 The tother [bow].. Ful of knottys
and of skarrys, The tyinber is so ful of warrys. c 1440 Promp.
Parz'. 516/2 Warre, or knobbe of a tie, vertex. 1483 Catk.
Angl. 409/1 A Werre [Addi't. MS. Warre] of a tree, vertex.
1513 Douglas sFueis XII, xii. 212 Bot fcstynnit sa is in the
war the grip That by na maner fors..Furth uf the stok the
schaft vp pull he mycht. 1530 Palsgr. 287/1 Warre or
knobbe of a tree, ncu.

Hence f Warred a. having knots. (Cf. WABRIED
a.)

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. Ivii. (1495) 1 iij b/i The
ouer endes of the bones.. ben wariyd wyth grete knottes.
Ibid. xvil. xx. O ij/2 Boxe growyth in hole places and stony
and is therfore harde and sadly warrid [Pollcmache MS.
warred].

Warre, obs. f. War and Ware (sb.
f a. t

and v.):

Warree, waree (wotz). Also 7 warre, 9
warrie. [Uf uncertain origin.
The word most probably belongs to one of the langs. of

the Isthmus of Panama, but it may possibly be a corruption
of the W. Indian synonym j'aT/an's (Rochefort, 1658), which
seems to be a mispronunciation of Sp. jaball wild boar.]

The white-lipped peccary, Dicotylcs labiatus,

native in Central and South America. Cf. Tagni-
catt, Tayassu.
1684 B. Sharp Voy. (1729) 48 Our Supper-Entertainment

was a very good sort of a Wild Beast, called a Warre,
which is much like unto our English Hog. 1697 Dampikk
Voy. I. i. 9 When hunger begins to bite, he [the Moskito
Indian], .bunts about for Pecary, Warree, each a sort of
Wild Hogs, or Deer. 1699 L. Wafer Voy. 105 [Isthmus of
Darien] The Warree is another kind of Wild-Hog they
have. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 125 Besides the Hogs.,
there are two species which are peculiar to those parts of
America.. the Picary and Warree. 184a T. Young Raid.
Mosquito Shore 102 It was favourable weather for hunting,
the woods near us being full of warrie, 1885 Encycl. Brit.
XVI 1 1. 449 The white-lipped peccary or warree. .is., about
40 inches in length, of a blackish colour, with the lips and
lower jaw white.

Warree, variant of Whare AustraL
Warren (w2'ren), sb. Forms : 4 wareine,

4-5 wareyne, 5 warerme, warreyne, 5-6 -ayn,

wareyn, "war(r)ane, 6 warryn, 6-7 waren,
warraine, 7 warrin, 5- -warren ; 0. 4-5 war-
raynte, 5 warand(e, -ant, 5-6 warraunte, 6, 8
warrant, [a. AF. warenne, North-eastern OF.
warenne, warestie (whence AL. warenna), corresp.

to Central OF., mod.F. garenne, game-park, also

(now chiefly) rabbit-warren, Pr. garena ; of Teut.
origin, f. root *war- to protect, guard : cf. OF.
ivarir Ware v. The suffix is obscure, and it is

uncertain whether the word is of Teut. or Rom.
formation. The OF. type *warande {garande,
-ende), whence the (M)Du. warande park, maybe
a mere variant, or it may represent a Teut. pr.

pple. OF. had also a form varcne (perh. due to

the med.L. varenna of charters) which survives in

mod.F. varenne moor inhabited by game.
The forms below may possibly in part represent the OF.

*warande, but cf. the English addition of I in tyrant.
Caxton's warande was adopted from his Du. original.]

1. A piece of land enclosed and preserved for

breeding game. Obs. exc. Hist.
a. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ProL 163 Vncoupled bei wenden

Bobe in wareine & in waste where hem leue lyketh. 1429
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 344/1 Unlaweful hunters of Forestes,
Parkes or Warennes, or any other opyn Mysdocrs. a 1440
Sir Degrev. 422 He made my londes barreyne, My wodes
and my warreyne, My wylde ys away. < 1500 Melusine
x\x. 99 Thanne they came out of the wareyne [where they
had chased a hart], 1558 in Phitlipps Wills (c 1830) 127 All
that part of my Warren of Al bourne which lieth within the
precincts of Southwood Walke. 1563 in Rymer Fadera
(1719) XV, 629 Keeper of Parks Houses Waranes or other
Games of Venerye. 1577-87 Harrison England 11. xix.

206/1 in Ilolinshed, In parks and warrens we haue nothing
else than.. the keepers and wareners lodge. 1592 Expos.
'Perms Law 196 b, Warren is a place priuiledged by pre-
scription or graunt of the Queene for the preseruation of
hares, conies, partriges and feasantesor anie of them. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 222, I found him heere as melan-
choly as a Lodge in a Warren, c 1610 Bkaum. & Fi,. Scornf
Latty v. i, He make you take a tree, whore,.. and then
haue you cast, and hung vp ith warren, a 1634 Coke
lust. iv. Ixxiii. (1648) 298 He that hath a Warren within a
free Chase may build upon his own inheritance within his
Warren a convenient lodge for preservation of his game.
1683 Brit. Spec. 17 The Forests, Parks.. Warrens, and
Woods stored wiih wild Beasts only for Recreation and
Food. 1698 T. Frocer Voy. 9 A sort of wild Apple, or
Crab tree, that grow as thick as Broom in a Heath or
Warren. 1700EVELVN Diary 13 July, I went to Marden,
which was originally a barren warren bought by Sir Robert
Clayton. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. xiii. 175 Being the
owner, or keeper, of a forest, park, chase, or warren.

fi, 1481 Caxton Reynard xvil (Arb.) 42 It stondeth in
a woode named hulsterlo vpon a warande in the wyldernesse.
1519 Surtees Misc. (1890I 32 That no man hawke nor hunte
w'in my Lord's warraunte. 1583 Stubbks Anat. Alms. 11.

E 3, You shall haue some that . . will not sticke to pull downe
whole townes., and. .make them parkes, chases, warrants

»nd I cannot tell what of the same. 1702 Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1051 Therefore when Orders are given to hunt the
Elephants, they pitch upon a convenient place for a Warrant
or Park.

b. transf. and fig.
a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poeirie (Arb.) 25 Hee goeth hand in

hand with Nature, not inclosed within the narrow warrant
of her guifts, but frevly ranging oneiy within the Zodiack of
his owne wit. 1749 Fielding 'Pom Jones v. iv, He bid him
beat abroad, and not poach up the Game in his Warren.
i860 Mill Repr. Govt. {1865) 135 2 One people may keep
another as a warren or preserve for its own use, a place to

make money in.

+ c, {Free) warren^ a right of keeping or hunting
beasts and fowls of warren (see d). Obs,

148s Rolls ofParlt.Vl, 374/1 The Office of Keping of

Woode, in the Lord.shipp of Kyrtlyngton, and Keping of

Warren of Hares there. 1512 Act 4 lien. VIII, c. 10 § 2

The Bailifwike of Toppsam with the Selerage and Cranage
and the Waren of Cones within the same, a 15:3 Fahyan
Chron. vil. (1533) 20 b, The kynge grauntyd to y

e sayd
cytesyns of London wareyn, that is to meane that the cyte-

syns haue free lybertye of huntynge certayne cyrcuyte
aboute London. 1596 Bacon Elem. Com. Law 1. (1630)

13 If I haue free warren in mine owne hand, and let my
land for life not mentioning the warren, yet the leasee by
implication shall haue the warren discharged and extract
during his lease. 1603 G. Owkn Pembrokesh. (1S92) 26S
Whosoever hath libertie of free warren, niaye haue bis

speciall action of Trespasse at the comon lawe, against anye
that shall hunte or chase therein. 1766 Blackstone Comm.
II. iii. 38 Free-warren is a similar franchise, erected for pre-

servation or custody (which the word signifies) of beasts and
fowls of warren. 1766 Poknv Heraldry iv. (1777) £9 Sir

John de Chetwynd. .had a charter of free-warren through
all his demesne. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVL 26 Whether
the rights of free warren and free chace were conferred.

1875 Blackmore Alice Lorraine II. xx. 274, I am to have
free warren of all Sir Remnant's vast estates. 1913 H. W.
C. Davis Regesta Reg. Anglo-Norm. Introd. 31 Grants of

free hunting are few in number; even the right of free

warren is sparingly granted.

fd. Beasts, fowls of warren : see quots. 1598
and 162S.

iSV)Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 5 A chase.. for nourishyng gene-
racion and feeding of beastes of venery, and of foules of
waren. 1598 Manwood Laws of Fores t iv. 22 b, The beasts

and foules of Warren are these, the Hare, the Connie, the
Phesant, and the Partridge. 1628 Coke On Litt. 233 There
bee both Beasts and Foules of the Warren, Beasts, as Hares,
Conies, and Roes. .Fowles. .as Partridge, Quaile, Raile,..

Phesant, Woodcocke, . .Mallard, Heme.
2. spec. A piece of land appropriated to the

breeding of rabbits (formerly also of hares). More
fully rabbit-warren (see Rabbit sb,1 3 a), Cony-
warren, Hare-warren.
Now usually a piece of uncultivated ground on which

rabbits breed wild in burrows.
c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) i, Whan hares be

ygete with the kynde of a conynge, as somme ben in the

warrayntes [Bodl. AIS. wareynes], the boundes lust nor
sentith hem nought so wele. a 1513 Fabvan Chron, vn.

0533) 5° These chyldren. .entred the warrayn of a lord of
Fraunce. .and there chased and shote at Conyes for theyr
disport. 1529 Supplic. to King (E. E. T. S.) 48 Warrens
swarminge full of conyes. 1538 K\.\or Diet., Lagotrophia,
a warren or parke of hares, 1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 15 § 5 In
any Parke Warren or Grounde employed to the maynten-
aunce of any game of Conyes. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 442
We found the whole countrey to bee a warren of a strange
kinde of Conies. 1607 J. Norden Surv. Dial. in. 114
Whether hath he any Warren of Conies, or Hares. 1697
Vanbhugh Relapse 11. i, Like a young Puppy in a Warren,
they have a Flirt at all, and catch none. 1773 Golusm.
She stoops to Conq. 11, When company comes you are not

to pop out and stare, and then run in again, like frighted

rabbits in a warren. 1807 Cbahue Par. Reg. I. 813 He
poach'd the wood, and on the warren snared. 1850 Svl.
vanus * Bye-lanes <y Downs iv, 51 After passing, .over a
warren crenelled like a cullender, and divers stuoble fields.

1875 W. M'Ilwraith Guide IVigtowush. 81 The land
along the coast [of the Bay of Luce] is a vast warren of

rabbits.

b. transf.
1601 Holland Pliny ix. lvi. I. 267 Fulvius Hirplnus was

the first inventor of warrens as it were for Winkles IL.

cochlearum v/vatia], 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xvti. (i860)

388 The holes, .enter the ground at a small angle ; so that

when walking over these lizard-warrens, the soil is constantly
giving way.

f c. slang. [Misapprehension of warren var. of

Warrant sb.] (See quots.)

1609 Dekker Lanth. $ Candle-light iv. Wks. (Grosart)

III. 231 He vpen whose credit these Rabbet-suckers runne,

is called the Warren. Ibid. 236 Whilst this faire weaiher
Iasteth, . .These Rabbet suckers keep to the Warren wherein

they fatned. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Warren, he

that is Security for Goods taken up, on Credit, by Extrava-
gant young Gentlemen.

3. The inhabitants of a warren ; transf, any

collection or assemblage of small animals.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 271 In which, three or foure

Couple of Hares do quickly multiply into a great warren.

1625 Fletcher Women Pleas'd 11. iv, He is so hairie. That

a tame warren of flyes frisk round about him. 169a R.

L'Estrange Fables /Esop, etc. ccexxxiii. 291 The Cony..

Convenes a Whole Warren ; Tells her Story, and Advises

upon a Revenge. 1856 Kane ArcU Expt. L xxix. 393 It

was marvellous . . what a perfect warren [of rats] we soon had

on board.

4. A building or settlement likened to a rabbit-

warren
; fa brothel; a building or cluster of

dwellings (esp. if partly underground) densely

populated by poor tenants.

a 1649 Dk. Newcastle Country Cait. m. i, And New
yeares giftes from soadred virgins and their sbee Proyincialls
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whose warren must bee licenc'd from our Office, a 1700

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Warren, ..also a Boarding-school
and a Bawdy-house. 1884 Standard 5 June, The Con-
servative party has recognized it in the case of the rookeries

with which London still swarms. Will it not do something
also for the warrens? 1886 Tennyson Locksley Hall Sixty
Yrs. after 224 And the crowded couch of incest in the

warrens of the poor. 1918 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 124/1 The
marg. .is covered with a warren of huts scattered haphazard.

1919 Ibid. Nov. 693 '1 A large passenger steamer.. is, as

every one who has travelled by water knows, an amazing
warren of passages.

f 5. An old name for the site of Woolwich
Arsenal. Hence used gen. (see quot. 1769). Ol>s.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Fr. Terms, A'cenal
de marine, a royal dock-yard, together with its warren or

gun-wharf. Ibid., Commissaire, He keeps a register of all

the artillery within the warren where he resides. 1774 Am-
bulator 223 Woolwich ..In the warren or park, where they

make trial of great guns and mortars, there are several thou-

sand pieces of ordnance for ships and batteries [etc.]. 1805

Ann. Reg. (Otridge's ed.) 400 The ordnance board have
signified to general Lloyd who commands the Artillery at

Woolwich, that the warren at that place is to be from this

time denominated the ' Royal Arsenal '.

t 6. (See quot.) Obs.-
[A spurious sense ; the article is translated from the article

Garcnne in Chomel's Diet. Littre" has gareune a f>oisson,\

1725 Bradley's Family Diet,, JVarren, a Term in Fishery,

being an easy and cheap way, of preserving and storing

Fish, in the midst of a River, by making, as it were a
Warren, for the Fish to retreat to.

7. attrib. and Co/nb., as warren-hill, -rabbit,

-wall ; warren-like adj.

1700 Chauhcv Hertfordsh. 481 Upon the Warren Hill is an
Eccho, which will repeat to a Trumpet twelve times together,

a 1742 in Ann. Reg. 1762, n. 52, I have lived three years in

a poor cottage under your warren-wall. 1876 Tyndall Ess.

Float .Matter Air (i83i) 128 It was the same green hue
throughout, though of varying degrees of intensity. . .In

rabbit it was less tine than in hare, and in a tame rabbit less

fine than in a warren rabbit. 1889 Fabian Ess. 218 A
warren-like scuttle of alarmed. .Radicals across the floor

of the House of Commons. 1890 ' Lvth ' Golden South 168

We found ' New Old Pipeclay' [diggings] more warren-like

than the one we had seen.

t Warren, -yn, a. Se. Obs. rare-1
. [?f.

Warre + -en.] Warren tree, a hard oak. Cf.

Warried, Warry adjs.

1513 Douglas sEncis xi. iii. 84 The mekill syllis of the
warryn [ed. 1710 warren] tre Wythwedgis and with proppis
bene devyd.

Warren, obs. form of Warrant, Warn vA
t Wa'rrenage. Obs. rare—1

, [f. Warren sb. +
-age.] ? A payment for the right of free warren.
1610 [see Commonage il

Warrender, variant of Warrener.
Warrener (woranar). Forms : a. 3 warener,

4-5 waryner(e, warinar, 5 warenner, 6 war-
rennar, warryner, -eyner, -ainer, 6-7 war-
(r)iner, 7 warrenor, 7-8 warrenner, 6-

warrener ; Se. and north. 5 warander, -dare,

6 warrander, varrandar, 9 (hist, and dial.)

warrender ; 0. 4-6 warner, 5 -ere. [a. North-
eastern OF. warrennier ( = Central OF., mod.F.
garennier), f. warenne (garenne) Warren sbj]

1. a. An officer employed to watch over the

game in a park or preserve. Obs. exc. Hist. b. A
servant who has the charge of a rabbit-warren.
In the earlier quots. the two applications of the word can-

not be distinguished with certainty.

a. 1297 Placita coram Rege m. 25 b (1897) 165 Thomam le

Warener de Fakenham. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 159 Sesse
be souters wyf sat on be Benche, Watte be warinar [1377
warner, 1393 warynere] and his wyf bobe. 1467-8 Rolls
of ParIt. V. 609/2 Th' office of Warenner, or kepyng of the
Warenne. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar.Angus (1879) 1. 188 Tha
sal gife twa akrys of land fre til our warauder of our ku-
nyn^are, c 1500 tr. Charter Land, in Arnolde Chron. (1502)
6/2 Wythin whiche wareyn nether waryner ne forester nor
Justice of our forest of her landis and wodes ne huntynge
ne of repynge of her comes entermet hem any thinge.

1551-2 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. X. 66 Item. .to ane
warrander send to Arrane to mak clapparttis for cunnynges.
xls. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 72 Get warrener bound
to vermin thy ground. 1584 Churchw. Ace. Pittlngton
(Surtees) 17 Item given to the warrander for killinge of
twoe foxes, xij d . 1598 Shaks. Merry W, 1. iv. 28. 1613
Mabkham Eng. Husbandman 11. 11. iv. (1635) 59 We see
Warriners and Poulters sell Rabbets, a fat, and a leane ever
coupled together. 1643 Prynne Sov. Potver Pari. 111. 17
May a Forrester, Warrener, or Keeper of a Parke, lawfully
beate and kill another in defence of his. .game? 1680 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1560/4 William Hooker, Warriner and Servant to
George Vernon of Sudbury. 1770 G. White Selbome, To
Barrington 12 Apr., Warreners observe.. that their rabbits
are never in such good case as in a gentle frost. x8oo Hull
Advertiser^ Dec. 1/2 The warren contains an ample breed-
ing stock of rabbits... The warrener upon the premises
will shew the same. 1829 T. Brown Biogr. Sk. Dogs 529
Warreners.. make use of nnx vomica as a poison, which is

not unfrequently concealed in a piece of raw meat, to entice

foumarts and weasels to eat it. 1835 App. Munic. Corf>or.

Reft. in. 17 14 [Among officers of Scarborough corporation]
Warrener and Gamekeeper. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss. s.v.,

My father was warrender at Thorganby when I was born.
attrib. 1591 Greene Not. Discov. Coosnagc Wks. (Gro-

sart) X. 32 A cony-catcher. .what is he a wanner felow?

0* *377 tsee *1 ^1440 Promp. Parv. 517/1 Warnere,
ivarinarius. 1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 378/2 The Offices of
BaitlifF of the Manour and Lordshipp foren of Myche Mar.
lowe, . .and Warner, Wodward, fete.], a 1500 Tale K. Ediv.

$ Sheph. in Hartshorne^wc. Metr. T. (1829)45 The warner
is hardy and fell. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. Vti% c 10 § 7 The

Office of Warner or Warnershipp of oure Waren of Meth-
wolde.

2. One who owns or rents a warren.
1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric.(ed.^) 1. 335 Warreners

are sometimes liable to great losses from an epidemical dis-

order among rabbits. 1856 'Stonkhknge' Brit. Sports u

1. vii. § 10 The sport of shooting rabbits is never carried on
in the warrens, because the warrener does not wish his pro-

perty wasted, and prefers trapping them. 1880 Daily Tel.

27 Sept., Numerous parcels of ground let out formerly to

warreners have been ploughed up.

3. A warren rabbit.

1864 Peter Parley s Ann. VII. 325 The warrener burrows
underground, and has the most valuable fur.

t Wa rrenership. Obs. [-ship.] The office

of warrener.
For some quots. that possibly belong to this word see

Warnership.
1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 352/2 The Baillishipp and War-

renership of Brayles. Ibid. 371/1 The Offices of Warner-
shipp of Methwold within oure Countie of NorfT. 1503-4
[see Warrener i flj.

Warrer (wgrrw). Forms : 3 weorreur, 3-5
werrour(e, 3-4 werreur, wereur, verreur, 5
.werrur, verrour, 5- warrer. [Early ME. weor-
reur, werrour, etc., a. AF. werrour, agent-n. f.

werrer to war, f. werre War sb. ; coalescing with

the later English formation on War v. + -eu 1
.]

f 1. One who engages in warfare, a soldier,

warrior. Also, an antagonist, a j>ersecutor. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr, R. 246 pe weorreur of helle mei longe asailen

ou. aijpaCursor M. 8306 Wereur art bou ful wight. Ibid.

20933 To bairn he [Paul] first was verreur [Go'tt. werreur]
And afterward becom prechur. 13.. Ibid. 18014 (Gott.)[S]ir

sathan ban till hell ansuerd..Receiue iesu. .vr werreur bath
mi and bine. 13,. Guy Warw. (1891) 398 Hou he hadde
euer ben strong werrour, For Iesu loue. < 1400 Laud Troy
Bk.yjT$ Theire Cite Is bothe styff, stalworthe, and strong,

..And ful of men and gode verroures. ? 1436 Pol. Poems
(1859) II. 199 The merveillouse werrour and victorious

prince, Kynge Herry the v 1 ", c 1440 Gesta Rom. iv. 11

{Harl. MS. J Oure lord, be do^ty werrour, ihesu criste. 1482
Warkw. Chron. 2 The best warrer of all that time.

2. One who wars or contends {against some-
thing).

1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. II. xi. 168 On the occasions of all

the great religious festivals in Cairo, . .these female warrers
against modesty [i.e. unveiled girls], .are sure to be seen.

"OTarrey, variant of Warray v. Obs.

"Warreyne, -er: see Warren sb., Warrener.
Warreyour, obs. form of Warrior.
"Warriangle, variant of Wariangle Obs.

"Warrick, variant of Warrok dial.

Wa*rridge F warrage. north. Also war-
mish. See also Eng. Vial. Vict. [Of obscure

origin ; cf. Wallis of the same meaning.] The
withers (of a horse).

1790 Grose Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2), Warridge, the withers
of a horse. North. 1798 Hull Advertiser 9 June 2/2 A
dark-brown galloway, has. .a barish place upon her warrish.

1899 Cu/ubld. Gloss., Warridge, the withers of a horse.

'A grand-like colt, but a wee bit thick i' t' warrage.'

Warrie, obs. f. Wary a. ; var. "Wary v. Obs.

t Wa'rried, a. Obs. rare. [f. Warre ; cf. OE.
wearriht, knotty, of which this word may be an

altered survival.] Of a tree : Full of knots. Cf.

Warred, Warren, Warry adjs.

1567 Golding Ovids Met. xiu. 942 More hard than war-
ryedOke too twyne [Durior annosa quercu\

Warrigal (wo'rigal), sb. (and a.) Austral.

Also 9 warragal. [An aboriginal word, spelt

warregal, wor-re-gal, war-ri-gal, wor-rikul, wa-
ri-kul etc. by various writers on the Australian

language ; said to have the senses * dog p and
1 savage ' (sb. and adj.). In the former sense it is freq.

quoted as a native word from 1793 onwards; the

sense * savage ' is given by Bunce Lang. Aborigines

Victoria, 1859.]
A. sb.

1. The wild dog of Australia, the Dingo.
185a [see Dingo]. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Squatter s

Dream xix. 240 A warrigal will be picking some of your
bones before this day six months. 1897 Kipling Seven
Seas, Song of Dead 4 Where the warrigal whimpers and
bays through the dust of the sere river-courses.

2. A wild Australian aboriginal.
1890 ' R. Boldrewood* Cot. Reformer xvii, I swore to

shoot the old warrigal at sight. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 Aug.
4/2 A ' warrigal ' originally meant a wild Blackfellow.
transf 1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 Aug. 4/2 By an easy and

natural transition, ' warrigal' has now come to signify a hot-

blooded youth who goes the pace and makes things hum
when he gets out of his teens.

3. A wild or untamed Australian horse.
1881 Australasian 21 May 647/4 (Morris) How we ran in

•The Black Warragal'. 1890 Melbourne Argus 14 June
4/2 Mike, he'd fret himself to death in a stable and maybe
kill the groom. Mike's a warrigal, he is.

B. adj. Wild.
1890 ' R. Boi.drewood ' Col. Reformer viii, A real good

wholesome cabbage—warrigal cabbage, the shepherds call

it. — Squatter's Dream xx. 249 He's a good shot and tiiese

warrigal devils knows it,

Warrin, -er: see Warren sb., Warrener.
Warring (wg-rirj), vbl. sb. [f. Wtar v.l +

-INO *.] The action of the verb.

13.. K. Alis. 6095 Ac, for they weore in the fen Kyng
Alisaunder leoseth many men, Ac, allegate, the kynges

Losen ten ageyns on in werrynges. c 1380 Wvclif Wks.
(1880) 147 pei techen cristen men to sufre. .moche wakynge
& dispisynge & betynge for to gete worldly honour & a litel

drit bi fals werrynge out of charite. a 1450 Le Morte Arth.
2975 Arthur louyd noght but warynge. c 1450 Lovklich
Merlin 12,022 To Socouren leodagan the kyng that jn his

contre hath gret werryng. a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieut.
11. v, Leu. When was the Prince with her? answer me di-

rectly. Gov. Not since he went a warring.

b. f,g.

151 1 Colet Serm. Convoc. A vnj b, The warrynge of them
is nat carnall but spirituall. For our warrynge is to pray,
to rede and study scriptures [etc.]. 1884 Athenxum 5 Jan.
15/2 A sense of effort in reading a poem, .arises from a war-
ring between the rhythm of nature and the rhythm peculiai
to the metrical structure adopted.

Warring (w^-rirj), ///. a. [f. War v.1 + -ing 2
.]

1. That makes or carries on war ; that contends

in warfare. (Now chiefly with plural subject and
the implication ' mutually'.)
X702 Rowe Tamerl. 11. i, Half the warring World upon

thy Side. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen xx\\\, Hence. .Herbert's
and Churchill's Warring Progeny. 1818 Byron Ch. Har.
iv. lxiii, Such is the absorbing hate when warring nations
meet ! 1849 James Woodman i, The human vulture, which
follows on the track of warring armies to feed upon the

spoils of the dead. 1874 Grekn Short Hist.vi. § 3. 295 The
two warring lines were united by his [Henry VII] marriage
with Elizabeth. 1907 Times 22 May 9/4 Our sword., stands
between peace and the chaos of warring races.

2. jig. Engaged in strife, contending ; esp. with

plural subject, mutually contending, discordant.

a. of the elements.
1608 Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 32 (Qtos.) Was this a face To be

exposd against the warring [Fol. iarringj winds. 1697 Dry-
den Virg. Georg. 1. 432 Oft have I seen a sudden Storm
arise, From all the warring Winds that sweep the Skies.

1697 — AKneis 1. 753 When Winds, and ev'ry warring Ele-

ment, Disturb'd our Course. 17*5 Pope Odyss. vi. 206
Twice ten tempestuous nights I roll d, resign'd To roaring
billows, and the warring wind. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. x.

(1879)217 How delightful was that still night, after having
been so long involved in the din of the warring elements!
191a L. Tracy Mirabel's 1st. i. (1915) 10 Ages of warring
tides had thrust a deep-water passage. .through the oppos-

ing barrier.

b. of passions, etc.

1703 Rowe Fair Penit. n. 1, The warring Passions, and
tumultuous Thoughts. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen vii, Betwixt
Despair, and Rage, and Hope, and Pain, Something within

his warring Bosom roll'd. 1791 Burns ' Ae fond kiss' 4
Warring sighs and groans I'll wage thee 1

c. of persons, parties, etc.

1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Oedipus King 634 What means
this senseless din of warring tongues? 1908 'limes Lit.

Sup/l. 10 Sept. 290/1 It.. would inevitably^ have offended

one or other of the warring schools into which their flocks

are divided.

Warrior (wo/riai). Forms : 3-4 werreour,
worreour, 4 weorriour, werraiur, werrayure,
werreyoure, 4-5 werrayour, werriour, wor-
reor, 5 werryour, werryor, weryor, verriour,

6 *SV. weirreour, 5 warreyour, warryour,
varioure, 6 warreoure, waryer, warryar, 6-7

warrier, 6-9 warriour, 6- warrior. [Early ME.,

a. north-eastern OK. werreieor
t
werrieur, etc. ( =

Central OF. guerreieor, guerrieur
}
guerroyeur

t

etc., mod.F. guerroyeur), agent-n. L werreier

(guerreier) : see Wakray v»

Thesynonymo\isF.guerrier(=PT.gucrrier,Sp.£uerrerot

Pg. guerreiro, It. guerricro, -ere) is a different formation.

For the ME. weorrenr, werreur, tverourreur%
verrour, see

Warrer. 1

ft L One who makes war upon; a persecutor.

(Cf. Wakray v. \ b, 2 b.) Obs.- 1

a 1300 Cursor M. 20933 (Edinb.) To bairn he [Paul] firste

was werrayure, eftirwaid bicom prechure.

II. 2. One whose occupation is warfare ; a

fighting man, whether soldier, sailor, or (latterly)

airman ; in eulogistic sense, a valiant or an ex-

perienced man of war. Now chiefly poet, and rhe-

torical, exe. as applied to the fighting men of the

ages celebrated in epic and romance and of un-

civilized peoples, for whom the designation soldier

would be inappropriate.

The word found a memorable application in the designa-

tion of ' The Unknown Warrior \ who on 1 1 Nov. 1920 was

honoured with a stately funeral in Westminster Abbey as the

representative of all who had given their lives for England

in the great war. To which of the services he belonged was

kept a secret, so that the comprehensive word ' warrior ' was

both necessary and felicitous.

1297 R. Glolc (Rolls) 2164 Knifes & ober worreours, pat

to his londe wende. Ibid. 2548 Sende we ;ute after mi sones,

octo, & ebyse, hat quointe werreours beb, & stalwarde &
wyse. 13. . A". Alis. 1458 (Laud MS.) He had of hem al bat

he wolde, Steden, armes, siluer & golde, And many stronge

werreyoure [v.r. weorriour J. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 2729 Donewal was werreour god. 1338 — Chron.

(1810) 166, I haf kept thi lande, I se that dishonoure Is now
the nerhand, thorgh this conquerour, That [is] an Inglis

kyng, a wys werreour [Langtoft sage guerraiour}. 1375

Barbour Bruce xx. 416 Than, as gud werriours, and wis,

With thame stoutly assemblit he. c 1380 Wvci.if Set. Wks.

II. 412 Petir was not heed of be Chirche, but a capteyn of

be Chirche. And certis werriouris wolen scorne bi* resoun,

J>at if a man be capteyn, he is heed. 1388 — licelus. xxvi,

28 A man a werriour [Vulg. vir bellator) failynge bi nedy-

nesse. 14x0 26 Pol. Poems ix. 138 Caste be not to couetys,

5e bat ry^twys werryours be, But loke where ri5t querel lys.

1422 Yonge tr. Secrcta Secret. 155 Iulyus Cesar the forte

werryor. 1448-9 Metham Wks. (1916) 11 Mars ! cheuetyn
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offnobyl weryoaiM. 1456 Sir O. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.)

5 Men that wont was to be werreyouris to defend the kirk
rycht. a 15x3 Fabyam Chron. vii. (1533) ill The duke
of I.ancastre landed at Caleys with a stronge company of

archers and other warryours. 153s Stewart Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) I. 384 Thir weirreouris into thair weirlie weid,.. He
gart thaine enter in the thickest thrang. c 1538 Starkey
England 1. ii. 49 To the handys are resemblyd bothe craft ys-

men and warryarys wycb defend the rest of the body from
iniury of ennymys vtward. a 1548 Hall Chron,, Hen. V,
48 Kyng Henry, .ordred his men for his most adnantage
like an expert capitaine and a couragious warirer [read
warrier], 1551 T. Wilson Logic Hvij, Then should al cap-
taines, and men of warre, be tendre ouer there poore war-
riours and base souldiours. 1570 Drant Serm. E vj b, It

should behoue me.. to tell a long story what Warners and
fire brandes of warre these Popes of Rome ha tie bene. 1593
Shaks. 3 //en. VI, 1. iv. 14 And when the hardyest Warriors
did retyre, Richard cry'de, Charge, and giue no foot of
ground. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. Biondts Civil Wars iv. 28
Hee was rightly ranked in the number of the chiefe warriers
of that age. 1732 Lkdiard Sethos II. x. 363 He had before.

hand gain'd the reputation of a warrior. 1788 J. White
Jml. Voy. N. S* Wales (1790) 118 Many of their warriors,

or distinguished men, we observed to be painted in stripes,

across the breast and back. 1806 Wordsw. llapfiy Warrior
1 Who is the happy Warrior? Who is he That every man
in arms should wish to be ? 1814 Scott Lord ofIsles iv, xx,
Warriors !—and where are warriors found, If not on martial
Britain's ground 1 1826 J. F. Cooier Last of Mohicans
xv, A swarthy band of the native chiefs, .with the warriors
of their several tribes. 1837 Dickens Pickw. vii, He sprang
like an ardent warrior from his tent. 190a Times 15 Apr.
10/6 On April 6 a band of 40 to 50 native warriors made a
dash for the camp.

fig. 1581 Marbf.ck Bk. of Notes 1045 Whosoeuer will

playe the warrier vnder Christ.

b. occas. applied to a woman. lit. and_^.
c 1400 Mausdev. (Roxb.) xvii. 78 pir wymmen er noble

werrayours and wys. 1595 Spenser Amorctti xi. 3 Dayly
when I do seeke and sew for peace,. .She, cruell warriour,
doth her selfe addresse To battcll. Ibid. Ivii. 1 Sweet
warriour when shall I haue peace with you? 1604 Shaks.
Oth. tt. i. 184 Oth, O, my faire Warriour. Des. My deere
Othello. 176a Goldsm. Ess. x

t Female Warriors.

O. trans/. Applied to an animal.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 340 The stooping Warrioors,

alining Head to Head, Engage their clashing Horns. 1774
Goldsm. Nat.Hist.W.yo-j Small birds.. are remarkably brave.
However contemptible these little warriors are to larger
creatures, they are often but too formidable to each other.

1887 W. S. S. Tyrwhitt New Chum in Queensland Bush
vii. 135

( Look out for that old cow again, Jack,' shouts Jim,
'and I think that bullock's a bit of a warrior".' 1895

J. G. Millms Breathfr. Veldt {1899) 161, I had a nice easy
shot at the old warrior [a wild pig],

d. Warrior's belt : see quot.

1879 W. Rossiter Diet. Set. Terms, Warriors belt, three
bright stars AInitak, AInilam, and Mintaka, in the constella-
tion Orion.

3. {Bloody) warrior : a local name for the wall-

flower, Cheiranthus Cheiri.

1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. IV. Eng., Bloody warrior,
the wail-flower. 1875 I* Belcher My First Book 25 Fra-
grant warriors with b'oodred blossoms. 1875 W. Cory Lett.

\ Jnils. (1S97) 381 All wallflowers (which our people call
1 bloody warriors ') died in the winter. 1883 Miss Brough-
ton Belinda 1. vi, The little garden-path, where the bloody
warriors, .grow in the sandy border.

4. A South American humming-bird of the genne
Oxypogon.
1861 Gould Monogr. Trochilidz III. PI. 182 Oxyf>ogon

Guerini. Guerin's Helmet-crest... Warrior, of the dealers
in specimens of natural history. Ibid. PL 183 Oxypogon
Lindeni, . Black Warrior, of the dealers.

5. Black warrior', an American bird of prey :

see quot.
1884 Corns Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 543 Buieo karlani.

Harlan's Buzzard, ' Black Warrior'.

6. attrib. a. quasi-adj., belonging to or charac-
teristic of a warrior, martial [? after F. guerrier
adj.], as warrior-blood', hilt, hymn, laurel* lay,

melee;plu me, sound, spirit, threat, tritmpet, wreath,
youth, b. appositive, that is a warrior, as war-
rior-angel, ant, bird, chief, dame, god, guest, hero,

king, love, maid, man, priest, prophet, queen,
saint, son, steed, woman ; consisting of warriors,
as warrior-caste, class, file, host, nation, train,
tribe, c. similative, as warrior-like adj. and adv.,
warrior-wise adv.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 946 To whom the *warriour Angel

soon repli'd. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 63/1 There are whole
communities of "warrior-ants. 1897 Outing XXX. 248/2
It was the advance guard of the warrior ants, and each leaf
was carried by an ant ! 1830MRS. Hemans Wounded Eagle
2 *Warrior bird ! what seek'st thou here ? 1828 — Birds of
Passage 10 Proud rivers, whose tide hath roll'd All dark
with the "warrior-blood of old. 1842 W. C. Taylor Anc.
Hist, ii, § 2 (ed. 3) 50 In the reign of Psammetichus, the
entire *warrior-casteof the Egyptians migrated to Ethiopia,
1715 Pope Iliad iv. 408 Then give thy *Warrior-Chief a
Warrior's Due. 186a Spencer First Princ. it. xvi. 4 134
(1867) 372 The * warrior-class attains a perfect separation
from classes devoted to the cultivation of the soil. 1697
Dryden /Eneis vit. 1095 A "Warriour Dame. 1817 Scott
Harold'vi. xiv, What rage is thine. To quit the worship of
thy line, Tc^ leave thy "Warrior-God ? 1820 Keats Eve
St. Agnes xlii, That night the Baron dreamt of many a woe,
And all his "warrior-guests.. Were long benightmar'd. 1701
J* Hl'ghes Praises Heroic Virt. 10 How glorious 'tis to see
lhe 'warrior hero fight for liberty. 1844 Mtt. Browning
Rom. Page v, While in Palestine The "warrior-hilt we drave.
17*5 Pops Odyss. vt. 196 By the Delian coast I voyag'd,
leader of a "warrior host. 1887 Meredith Ballads $ P. 98
Fear of silence made them strive Loud in "warrior-hymns.

Vol. X.

1725 Pope Odyss. xt. 662 With haughty stalk be sought the
distant glades Of "warrior Kings. 1851 Tennyson To Queen
4 The warrior kings of old. 1703 Prior Ode to Mem. Col.'

G. Villicrs 87 Plant the "Warrior Lawrel o'er his Brow.
1815 Scott Troubadour x\\, And still was heard his "war-
rior-lay. 1552 Hilof.t, "Warriour lyke, bellicosus. a 1716
Wycherley Posth. Wks. (1728) I. 118 Thou, Warrior-like,
do'st scour the dang'rous Field. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11.

i. 71 Why art thou heerc.But that forsooth ,. Your bus-
kin'd Mistresse, and your *Warrior loue To Theseus must
be Wedded. 1725 Pope Odyss. vi. 25 The *warrior Maid
Glides thro' the valves, and hovers round her head. 1812
Byron Ch. liar. it. Iv, He heard the busy hum of 'warrior-
men. 1839 Thackeray Knightly Guerdon iii, Sir L'lric

rode fir>t in the "warrior-WiYfV. 1872 Macduff Comfort
Ye xxvi. 378 The spoil and treasure of 'warrior-nations.

1823 Mrs, Hemans Vespers of Palermo v. iii, lhe joyous
winds Are tossing *warrior-plumes. 1911 W. W. Fowler
in E'/cjcl. Brit. XVII. 760/2 The Salii or dancing *warrior-
piiests of Mais. 1817 Lady Morgan France (181S) 1 1. 37

;

To whom Moses gave the most fearful command ever issued
by the 'warriour-propbet to his obedient legions. 1697
Dryden sEncis XI, 756 Then with a graceful Mecn, Lights
from her lofty Steed, the "Warrior Queen. 1780 CoWPER
Boadicea 1 When the British warrior queen, Bleeding from
the Roman rods, Sought [etc.]. 1845 Sarah Austin Ranke's
Hist. Ref 11. iii. I. 447 The "warrior saints, St. George and
St. Martin. 1697 Dryden /Ends vm. 140 Hercules, the
"Warrior Son of Jove. 1920 Discovery May 133 '1 A series

of striking military successes gained by Meheinet [AH] and
his warrior Son, 1803 Scott Cadyozu Castle xiii. The hoarse
bugle's "warrior-sound. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. § 4. ir

We find.. the *warriour spirit of the Judges,, sanctioned
rather than rebuked by prophetic communications. 1899
Engl. Hist. Rev. Apr. 226 The almost total absence of the
warrior-spirit from the poetry of the Far Fast. 1685 I Jrydf.n

Thren. Aug. 474 No neighing of the *\Varriour Steeds.

1814 Scott Lord of Isles iv. ix, l'he ^warrior-threat, the in-

fant's plain,. .were heard in vain! 16,. Cowley Wks. I.

124 (Jod.) The "warrior train Though most were sorely
wounded none were slain, 1726 Pope ( ^dyss. xx. 96 To seek
my lord among the warrior-train. 1812 S. Rogers Voy.
Columbus in. 29 Those the wild hunter worships as be roves, .

.

Or *warrior-tribes with rites of blood implore. 1697 Dryden
/Eneis VI. 244 None sorenown'd. The "Warrior Trumpet in

the Field to sound. 1871 Tennyson Last Tourn. 516 But
"warrior-wise thou stridest thro' bis halls Who hates thee.

1876 W. H. G. Kingston On Banks of Amazon 354 The
early voyagers, .declared that they met a nation of "warrior-
women on the banks of this river. 1810 J. Montgomery
Ca^t-away Ship 12 A gay and gallant company,. . For *war-
riour-wreaths upon the sea, Their joyful brows prepare.
1816 Wordsw*. Fr. Army in Russia 20 He smote the blos-

soms of their "warrior youth.

Hence Warriorhood; Wa'rriorism ; Wa*rrior-
ship.
1837 Tait's Mag. IV. 726 The stirring and barbarous ages

of universal warriorship. 1885 Oman Art of War 20 What
wonder then if his contemporaries, .glorified him into the
normal type of warriorhood. 1892 Nation (N.Y.) 24 Mar.
222/2 The secret of warriorism.

Warrioress (wc/riores). [f. Warrior + -ess.]

A female warrior.

1594 Carew Tasso (iSSi) 59 Now to the combat had this
wanouresse Plighted her selfe. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vii.

27 Eft-soones that warrioresse with haughty crest Did forth
issue, all ready for the fight. 1652-62 Heylyn Cosmogr. \,

(1682) 126 Mathildis, that famous Warriouress, who carried
so great a stroke in the state of Italy. 1755 T. H, Croker
Orl. Fur. xxn, Ixxxviii, He quickly turns, and in his turning
view'd, Sight of bis warrioress belov'd to gain. 1885 Aubrey
de Verb Ess. (1887) I. ii, 58 The virgin warrioress assails the
castle.

fig' «S98 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (1878) 137 With
her tongue she was as tall a warriouresse as any of hir sexe.

t Wairrious, a. Ohs. rme~\ [f. War s6A +
-IOU3 (the form suggested by Warrior).] Warlike.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. 202 Valiancie of courage

which is the meane to make a noble and a warrious captaine.

tWarrish, a. Obs. [f. War jM + -ish.]

Warlike.

1747 E. Poston Pratler I. 43 Doubtless a warrish Spirit
receives all its Might and Power from Weakness, and false
Notions, 1788 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Romish Priest 8 He.

.

Gave to the Prince of Darkness such hard blows, That Satan
was afraid to show his nose .. before this priest so warrish !

17.. — Ep, to the Pope 186, I know the rascals have a sin in
petto, To rob the holy lady of Loretto ; Attack her temple
with their guns so warrish.

Warrish, variant of Warriixje.
Warrison : see Warison.
Warrit, obs. Sc. var. of Varied///, a.

1578 Inv. in W. Hunter Biggar fy Fleming xxvi. (1862) 332
Ane clokof blak dalmes w*anecollat warrit w* welnot [Iread
welnot].

Wa rrok, sb. Also 9 warrick. [f. Warrok v.]

1 1. A girth. Obs.

*39*-3 F-arl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 238 Pro horscombes,
warrokes, et sagmine emptis ibidem pro equis domini, xxij s.

14.. V-c. in Wr.-Wiilcker 612/23 Sirentorium, a warrok.

2. dial. A peculiar tackle used in shipyards, etc.

on Tyneside. (En?. Dial. Diet. 1905.)
Warrok, v. Also 4 warroke, 9 warrick. [a.

OK. xvaroquier, garochier
;
perh. of Teut. origin.]

f 1. trans. To girth (a horse) ; to bind (a
person). Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A, iv. ig Sette my Sadel vppon SofTre-

til-I-seo-my-tyme, And loke bou warroke [v.r. warrok] him
wel wib swibe feole gurbhes. c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 525
Sir knyghtis . . That warlowe ye warrok and wraste, And loke
bat he brymly be braste.

2, dial. {See quot.)

1894 Northnmbld. Gloss., Warrick, to cramp or fasten with
ropes or chains. . . Ropes are warricked by passing one end of

a lever through a loop and heaving it tight. The end of the

lever is then tied down.
3. Comb.: warrick- screw, -soam (see quots.).

1894 Northnmbld. Gloss-, Warrick-screw, the screw used

for warricking or tightening the chains passed round a

waggon-lo-d of round timber. 1905 Eng. Dial. Ditt., War-
rick-sowm, a chain for girding timber on a wood-wagon.

t Warrope. Obs. Also -roape, -ropp. [Of
obscure origin

;
possibly a misapprehension of

(wa'rap), northern pronunciation ot zvarp: cf.

WARP sb. 3 and warp-rope (Warp sb. 9). I'ut cf.

also Wardbope and Waktake.] ? = Warp sb. 3.

1615 E. S. Britain's Buss A 3 b, Fourthly, the particulars

of her Herring Nets, and of the Warropes and other Ropes,
Cords and lines. Ibid. Ii 3 b, All the said 50 Nets being
finished must be hanged al arow vpon a strong large rope
called a Warrope :.. So each Net taketh vp 15 fathom of

Warrope. 1645 Topers ret. Army Solemn League fy Cov.
(S. H.S .) 11.425 To Robert Hooge a war- ropp sould 2. 3. 7^.

tWa rry(
a. Obs. rare. [f. WARRE + v. OK.

had weairig callous.] Of a tree : Full of knots.

Cf. Warriep, Wahiu x aJjs,

1567 Goi.ding (\ id's Met. vm. 030 There stood in it a
warrie Oke [aunoso robore qucrcus],

Warry, obs. f.WARYj, ; variant ofWary v. Obs.

Warry, -able, var. ff. Warray v., -able Obs.

Warryar, obs. form of Warrior.
"Warrybrede, variant of Waribreed Obs.

Warryn : sec- Warren sb. and a.

Wars, Sc. and north, form of Worse.
Warsaw (wg\is§). i

r
.S. [An attempt to pro-

nounce the Sp. m me GUARA (guasa).] t^See quot.)
1888 Cooi e Amer. Fishes 49 lhe Ulack Grouper, .at Pen-

Sacola, known by the name ' Warsaw '.

Warsch(e : see Wabish v. 1 and Wersh a.

"Warse, Se\ and north, form of Worse a.

Warse, variant of Wrase Obs., bundle,

tWa'rsel. Sc. Obs. [a. ON. varzla, watch,

security, f. varda to watch : see Ward v.] Only
in ]

hr. ward and ~varsel\ see Ward sb.- 10.

Warsel, variant of Warsle.
Warsen, north, form of Worsen v.

Warset, warseth. Corrupt form oibarcelct-.

see Bercelet. Wyntoun's Cron. VI. 1610 (Royal
MS.) has the form tversslete.

c 1200 Leges Forcstnrum c. 1, in Acts Parlt. Scot. I. 6S7
Cum custode. canem habente qui warseth appellatur. 14..
('Jjranslation) ibid. A hund be quhilk is callit warset.

Warsh^e : see Wabish v. 1 and Websh a.

t Wa*rsheet, waTesheet. Naut. Obs. [f.

war- of obscure meaning (cf. Waktake) + Sheet
j/>. 2] Some kind of rope 1 sed on a ship.

1420 in For, Ace. 3 Hen. VI G/2 In. .ij haunseis de eodem
filo pro Warschetes et har.deropes. Ibid. I, De.,j. haunser
pro Gireropes.J. Cabulfo] pro Wareschetes ponderis iiij c .

j. quart, vij lb. 143s Exch. Ace. 53/5 f. 22 d, j pr. cordavoc.
Warshetes.

tWa'rship 1
. Obs. Forms: i wserscipe,

-£cype,werscipe, 2 warshipe, 3 warscipe, -sipe,

-schipe. [OE. wserscipe str. masc, f. was/- Ware
a. : see -ship.] Caution, prudence, astuteness,

sagacity.
t 888 JEt frf.d Boeth. xxvii. § 2 Wisdom is se behsta cra;ft,

and se ha;f5 on him feowerocre cra;ftas; ?arais an warscipe,
o^er ^emetsung, a 1124 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086,
^if be [William of Normandy] moste ba gyt twa gear libban
he ha;fde Yrlande mid his werscipeiewunuon. -1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 193^1-iiddeo }iu t0 g^de pat he 3iue ;iu ;epshipe,
and warshipe 3m wi3 to weiien. c 1205 Lav. 5603 Belin wes
swi^e wis & warscipe [c 1275 waisipe] him folwedcn [— fol-

wedej. ci22o Bestiary 4^6 in O. E. Misc. 14 Twifold for-

bisne in ?is der to frame we mu^on finden her, warsipe and
wisedom wi3 deuel and wi8 iuel man. a 1125 Ancr. R. 252
Dumbe bestes babbeS bers warschi'pe, (>et hwon heo beofi
asailed of wulue..heo J rungefl alle togederes. ,1 1225 Ihili
Meid. 57 (Titus MS.) As rihtwisnesse & warschipe amines
unheawes.

Warship 2
, war-ship (w^ujip). [f. War

sby -i Shu' se.] A ship armed and manned for war.
>533 Ace. Id. High 'Treas.Scot.W. 134 To. .desist fra all

making furth of weir schippis in contrar the Inglismen for

weill of peace. 1776 Miuki.e tr. Camoens' Lusiad \i. 261
Brave Coello's war-ship. 1848 Lyiton K. Arthur 11. xciv,

Send seven tall war-ships to the Cymrian lands. 1864 Bur-
ton Scot Abr, I. iii. 114 They dared not attempt, in face of

the English war-ships, to land at a southern harbour. 1895
Review of Rev. Nov. 383/2 Russian warships were to be
authorised to anchor in Port Arthur,

J*g- 1*^45 Rutherford Tiyal <$ Tri. Faith xxvi. 321
Satans works of sin and Hell., was a prison house, and a
castle of strength, and a strong war-ship.

Warsle (wa-rs'l), sb. Sc. and north, [f.

Warsle v.~\ A struggle, tussle ; a wrestling bout.

1819 [Renme] St. Patrick I. xi. 166 Though I had got a
fell crunt ahint the haffit, I wan up wi* a warsle. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth xix. They quarrelled, as you saw, on the St.

Valentine's Even, and had a warstle. 1864 Latto 'Tarn.

Bodkin xix. 191 At length wi' a sair warsel he did get into

the bed. 1869 A. Macdonald Love, Law <$ Theot. iii. 46
He had thrown him doun in a warstle.

1793 Burns My Wife's a winsome wee Thing ii, The
warfd's wrack we share o't, The warstle and the care o't,

1862 in Hawick Archaeol. Soc. Trans. (1868) 40 The
minister had a weary warsle wi' a wersh discource. 1888 D.
Grant Sc. Stories 6, I canna say I'm sorry that the weary
warsle o" life is sae nearly owre.

Warsle (wars'lV v. Sc. and north. Forms:
16



WAR-SONG. 122 WARTH.
4-5 werstil, (5 werstle, -sale, wyrstylle), 6
wersil, (virsle, worsill), 5 warstel, 6 warsill,

4-5* 8- warstle, 8- warsel, 6- warsle. [Meta-
thetic var. of Wrestle v.~\

1. intr. To wrestle {together, with an antagonist),

to struggle {against an adversary).

13. . Cursor M. 3933 (Gott.) In hand he [Jacob] lahut an
angel briht, pat in handis werstild [Cott. wristeld, Fair/.
wresteled, Trin. wrestleled] bai. c 1400 Brut ^igOppon pe
sond of the Scottyssh see..bere were sene ij. Eglez, ..&
cruelly & strongly bey foughten togider & warstled togider.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. iii. 224 Wytht hym wyrstyllyde the

Angelle. c 1440 Parlonope 2306 And thus they warsteled
and stryvid sore, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 943 Som
lappe, som werstild. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III.

493 To worsill or cast tlie stane, In all Ingland that tyme
maik had he nane. a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 468
To feght with God, and to ovircum him, as Jacob did in

warsling with his Angell. a 1823 Tiva Brothers ii. in Sharpe
Ballad Bk. (1823) 57 They warsled up, they warsled down,
Till Sir John fell to the ground.

b. trans/, andyf^.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xx'iv. 16 Quha with this warld dois

warsill and stryfe, And dois his dayis in dolour dryfe. 1787
Burns Brigs of Ayr 79 He seem'd as he wi' Time had
warstl'd lang. 1902 Joanna E. Wood harden Ha* xiii. 242
It isna for us tae come tae grups wi' the facts o' oor lives

;

we must jist tak' them and no' warstle wi' them.

c. trans. To wrestle with (an adversary). In

quots. chiefly yff.
1790 Klrns Scots Prol. 44 Ye'll soon hae poets o'the Scot-

tish nation, Will. .warsle Time, and lay him on his back.

1804 TANNAHiLLCtf^/Viii, The puir man's patron coggie, It

warsels care, it fechts life's fauchts. 1820 Hogg Winter
Even* Tales I, 289 I'm sair cheat it gin some o' your warstlers

dinna warstle you out o'ony bit virtue, .that ye hae. a 1830
Twa Brothers ii. in Child Ballads I. 439 1 But gin ye come
to yonder wood I'll warsle you a fa'.

2. intr. To struggle, to move with struggle or

effort {against, through, over, out of, up) ; also with
advs., as by% on y

out, over, round.
C1500 Lancelot 3384 The ded hors lyith virslyng with the

men. 1553 Douglas's AZtieis xur. iv. 82 Or like as that, on
the house syde the snale,..Ane lang tyme gan do wersil
[older text wrass'ill], and to wrele Thristand fast with thare
feit, vnto the wale. 1783 Burns Death Poor Mailic 4 As
Mailic.Was ae day nibbling on the tether, Upon her
cloot she coost a hitch, An' owre she warsl'd in the ditch.

c 1790 A. Wilson Loss o" the P.tck, For aye the mair I

warsled round and roun', I fand mysel' aye stick the deeper
down. 1891 M. Muriel Djwie Girl in Karp. 231 Holes
over my depth, but none but what I might have warsled out
of. 1895' Ian M.\clarex' Dr. ofthe Old School i. 34 Neither
can you ' warstle ' through the peat bogs and snow drifts for

forty winters without a touch of rheumatism.

b. trans/, of an inanimate thing.

1788 Picken Poems Scot. Dial. 107 An' let him kiss the
tear awa', Thatwarsles doun thy charmin face. 1822 Galt
Provost xx\v

t The five poor barks, that were warsling against
the strong arm of the elements.

c fig-
a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xiii. 9 Warsill, as it war

against jour will, Appeiring angrie, thoght 3e haif no yre.

1821 W. Sutherland Poems fy Songs 32 Yet happy still, blest

wi' content, They warsle through. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems
(1842) 116 A mickle share o' love we've had The warld as
we've warsled through, a 1877 W. Chisholm Poems (1879)
62 Auld Time warsles by wi slow an' laggin' wing. 1893
Stevenson Catriona xii, It was a driech employ, and praise
the Lord that I have warstled through with it ! 189s Anna
M. Stoddart y. S. Blackie II. 233 He was sent to a tutorial
class for a month or two, after which he was allowed to
warstle through. 1901 G. Douglas House with Gr. Shutters
xxii, Lots of young chaps, when they warstle through their
Arts, teach the sons of swells.

d. qu3.si~trans. To get (something otit, up, on)
with a struggle.

c 1790 A. Wilson Loss o' the Pack, Ay ! thae were days
indeed, that gar'd me hope, Aiblins, through time, to warsle
up a shop. 1887 Service Dr. Duguid 1. xx, I.. warsled on
my claes. 1888 I). Grant Sc. Stories 72 That was a question
that cost me nae little serious reflection an' prospection; but
I warsled it oot in my am min'.

Hence Warsling vblt sb. Also Wa-rsler, a
wrestler.

C1425 Wvntoun Cron. 1. 340 Corync.Of Cornewell first,

had grete liking; To cast bai carllis in werstling. Ibid. 111. 974
Off turnamentis or of justyn^e, Menstrailssy or gret werss-
lynge. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems 1. 22 He hes att warslingis
beineane hunder. a 1578L1.NUESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 340 All kynd of games, .as. .lepping ryding and
warsling. 1820 Warstler [see Warsle v. i c]

War-song. A song inciting to war, or cele-

brating martial deeds.

1757 [Burke] Europ. Settlem. Amer. I. 11. iv. 182 The war
songs are heard in all parts. 1775 Adah; Amer. Ind. 159
The leader, .singing the war-song, and beating the drum.
1818 Keats Endym. m. 603 Despair sung A war-song of de-

fiance 'gainst all hell. 1840 C. O. Mullers Hist. Lit. Greece
xiii. § 3. i63 His war-songs express a stirring martial spirit,

1897 Henty On Irrawaddy 174 The Burmans .. continued
chanting a war-song, swaying themselves to its cadence.

WarBse, Warst, north, ff. Worse, Worst.
Warsshe, var. Warish v.1 Obs.

War-steed, poet. = War-house.
1776 Mickle tr. Camoeus' Lusiad x, 453 Here the proud

war-steed glories in his force. 1810 Scott Lady of Lake \.

xxxi, No rude sound shall reach thine ear, Armour's clang,

or war-steed champing. 1839— A nne ofG. xxxii, Don your
harness, .— mount your war-steed—cry, Rene for Provence !

1870 Bryant Iliad 11. 2 Mortal men, Tamers of war-steeds.

fig. 1848 Lytton K. Arthur vm. xxx, Beorn, the bold son
ofSweyn, the Gothland king, Whose ocean war-steeds on the

Baltic deeps Range their blue pasture.

Warstel, -stle, obs. var. ft. Warsle v.

, Wart (w§it), sb. Forms : 1 wearte, 2, 4-6
werte, 4-5 wertte, 3-7 wert, 5-6 warte, 7-8
whart, 4- wart

; 4 wrot. 4-5 wret(e, wrett(e, 6
wratte, 7-9 Sc. and dial, wrat, 9 dial, wret,
writ. [OK. wearte wk. fem. = OFris. warte,
worte (WFris. wart), OS. warte (MLG. warte,
wratte, LG, wratte, wratt), Du. wrat (dial, warte),

OWij. tvarza (MHO., mod.G. warze), ON. varta
(Sw. varta, Norvv. vorta, Da. vorte) :—OTeut.
*warton-.
The OHG. wcrza (MHG. wcrze, mod.G. dial, warze)

appear to point to a derivative formation (OTeut. type
*7i>artjon-) ; but the apparently coincident M E. forms werte,
wrette, etc. are regular dialectal representatives of OK.
wearte. The existence both in Eng. and continental Teut.
of metathetic forms with wr- is somewhat noteworthy.]

1. A small, round, dry, tough excrescence on
the skin; especially common on the hands of
young persons.
C725 Corpus Gloss. TJ 77 l/erruca, wearte. ciooo Sax.

Leechd. I. 100 Wio swylas & wi5 weartan. a 1300 Cursor
M. 27088 Bot wald bai seme to mans sight In bair licam
bath fair and slight, Wit-vten any wert or weme. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 555 Vp on the cope right of his nose he
hade A werte \Camb. MS. wrete], and ther on stood a toft

of herys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 533/2 Wrette, or werte yn
a mannys skynne, veruca. a 1529 Skelton P. Sparazue
1043 Her beautye to augment, Uame Nature hath her lent
A warte vpon her cheke. 156* Hulleyn Bk. Simples 48
The juce thereof will.. make smothe the skinne from
wrattes. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. x. II. 448 The liver of
the fish Glanus, causeth werts to fall off, if they be rubbed
withall. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. xxxi. 25 The Wart,
Pearle, Pin, or Webbe, which are euils growne in and vpon
the Eye [of a horse]. 1629 Z. Poyd Last Battell 1051 Insuch
a case his wrats and his wrinkles must be wroght with the
pinsell, that the image may bee like unto himselfe. c 1645
Howell I^ett. (1650) I. 1. xliii. 76 Our mountains in Wales
..are Mole-hills in comparison of these [sc. the Alps], they
are.. but blisters compar'd to Impostumes, or Pimples to

Werts. 1658 A. Fox tr. IVurtz* Surg. 11. xiv. 105 There were
. .found about the Wound Blisters and Wharts, which were
caused by the hot dressings. 1718 Ql-incy Compl. Disp. 112
Ray says, its Juice will wear out Wharts. 1839 Dickens
Nich. Nick, viii, An unhealthy-looking boy, with warts all

over his hands. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 343 Warts
are not unfrequently met with about the eyelids.

b. = Condyloma. In full syphilitic wart.
1552 Huloet, Wartes in the priuye partes, mirmecix. 1578

Lyte Dodoens vi. lxxiv. 767 The leaues of Sauin..do also

cause wartes tofal of, which grow about the yarde and other
secrete places of man. 1803 Med, "Jrnl. X. 322 Syphilitic
warts. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 621 Syphilitic mu-
cous tubercles (so-called warts) in the external auditory canal.

c. A normal callosity on the legs of a horse,

ass, etc.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 118 If a horse wante wartes
behynde, bencthe the spauen-place. 1824 J. E. Gray in

Zool. Jrnl. I. 243 The Asses and Zebras.. have warts only
on the arms and none on the hind legs;.. the true Horses..
are furnished with warts on their arms and legs.

d. Applied to other small excrescences on ani-

mate creatures.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 109 These [sc. frogs'] eggs
are buried deep in the skin..and the spaces between them
are full of small warts, resembling pearls. 1861 J. R. Greene
Man. Anim. A'ingd., Calent. 149 The general surface of
the body.. in some Sea-anemones, .exhibits a number of
clear warts or vesicles.

t2. A nipple. Obs. rare—1
. (So G. warze.)

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 534/1 Wrette, of a pappe or tete,

paPzlla.

o. Bot. A rounded protuberance or excrescence
on the surface of a plant.

[1677 Miece Eng.-Fr. Diet. s.v., The wart in the middle of
a flower, le bouton <Vune JleurJ] 1793 [see Warted]. 1832
Lindi.ey Introd. Bot. 43 Vtrrucm. or warts, are roundish
excrescences, formed of cellular tissue filled with opaque
matter. 1862 Darwin Orchids vi. 283 In Calanthe we have
a cluster of odd little spherical warts on the labellum. 1884
Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 425 Tough prominent
warts, as those of Aloe verrucosa. 1895 W. K. Lawrence
Kashmir xiii. 353 There was a demand for the huge warts
which grow on the walnut stem, . . and a Frenchman obtained
from the State the right to saw off these warts.

4. trans/, and^. (from sense 1). A relatively

small, or disfiguring, protuberance.
1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 306 Let them throw Millions of

Akers on vsj till our ground Sindging his pate against the
burning Zone, Make Ossa like a wart. 1611 Tourneur
Ath. Trag. in. iii, I've lost a Signorie That was confin'd
within a piece of earth, A wart upon the body of the world.
1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 4. in His faults are but
warts, his verities are mountainous. 1792 Holcroft Road
to Ruin 1. 12 You will not deny you are,. A nuisance, a
wart, a blot, a stain upon the face of nature ! 1838 Emer-
son Addr. Cambridge, Mass. Wks. (Bohn) II. 195 That
which shows God out of me, makes me a wart and a wen.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iii, The low building had the
look of having once been a mill. There was a rotten wart
of wood upon its forehead that seemed to indicate where
the sails had been. 1869 F. Kohn Iron $ Steel Manuf. 88
If it be attempted to strengthen the linings by iron ribs, ..

the iron undergoing puddling immediately attaches itself

to these, and forms great warts and scabs difficult of re-

moval.

5. Mil. colloq. A very young subaltern.
1894 ' J. S. Winter ' Red Coats 5 Anything more terrifying

for ' a wart ' than to have to sit for two hours—or three, if

the Colonel is long-winded enough—and make talk, one can
hardly imagine. 1914 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 309/1 A regi.

mental * wart ', reconnoitring along the river bank with a
score of men.

6. attrib. and Comb., as wart-like, -eating,

^-ribbed adjs. ; wart-biter [= G. warzenbeisser
t

-fresser, Sw. vfirtbitare] , a grasshopper (Gryllus

verrucivorus) supposed to destroy warts by biting

them; wart-cress, the genus Senebiera ; twart-
gowry [see GoWBIkI a variety of cowrie ; wart-
grass, Euphorbia Ilclioscopia (Britten and Hol-
land) ; wart-herb (see quot.); wart-hog, a swine
of the African genus IViacocha'rus (see quot.

191 3) ; wart-pock,-pox, a variety of chicken-pox;
wart-shaped a., verruciform {Treas. Bot. 1866) ;

f wart-shell, some variety of univalve shell

;

wart-snake, a colubriform snake of the family

Acrochordidse, having wart-like scales ; wart-
weed, Euphorbia Helioscopia, E. Peplus, and
Chelidonium majits (the juice of these plants being

used to cure warts). Also Wartwort.
1864-5 Wood Homes wit/iout H. viii. {1868) 161 The

*Wart-biter. 1880 A. H, Swinton Insect Variety 162 The
Great Green Leaf-cricket, or Wart-biter. 1806 J. Galpine
Brit. Bot. 298 Coronopus. *Wart-cress. 1866 Treas. Bot.

1048 Senebiera didyma, the Lesser Wartcress. 1822-7 Good
Study Med. (1829) V. 670 In Sweden they [i.e. warts] are
destroyed by the Gryllus verrucworus, or *wart-eating
grasshopper. C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. x. Tab. 97 Fork-
mouth'd *Wart Cowry. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind.
Is/. 788 *Wart«herb, Rhynchosia minima. 1840 Ctivier's

Anim. A'ingd. 131 The *Wart-hogs. 1895 J. G. Millais
Breath fr. Veldt (1899) 127 We came across a fine old

wart-hog boar. 1913 Pettman Africanderisms, IVart hog.

. .The name refers to the fleshy excrescences or warts on its

face. 1698 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 320 Small *wart-

like Tubercles. 1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. IV. 754 Epithe.
lioma usually appears as a wart-like growth. 1873 F. T.
Roberts Handbk. Med. 186 Horn-pock or *Wart-pock.
r 171X Petiver Gazophyl. vxil. Tab. 80 *Wart-rib'd Barba-
does Limpet. Ibid. vn. Tab. 70 Jamaica *Wart-sbell. c 1880

Cassell's Nat. Hist. IV, 324 Family Acrochordida.—The
*Wart Snakes. 1573 Arte ofLimning A ij b, The like sise

maye you make.. with the milke of spourge, or of *wart-
wede. a 1825 Fohby Voc. E. Anglia, ll'ret-weed, any wild
species of euphorbia. 1857 Anne Pratt Flower. PI. V. 5
Euphorbia helioscopia (Sun Spurge). ..Country people call

it. .Wart-weed.

Wart, v. nonce-wd. [f. Wart sb.~\ trans. To
form a wart-like excrescence on.
1819 H. Busk Vestriad 11. 228 Not one molehill warts the

glassy plain.

Wart, obs. 2 sing. pa. t. of Be ; obs. Sc. pa. t.

of Write.
tWa l4take. Naut.Obs. Also 5 warre takke.
See also Waretack. [f. war of uncertain origin

(cf. Warrope, Warsheet) + Tack sbX\ Some
particular kind of tack or rope.

14.. Pilgr. Sea-Voy. 37 in Stac. Rome 39 Hale in the
wartake ! 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 71 Mayne
drynges..ij, Warre takkes..ij, Garnettes..ij.

Wartday, variant of Warday dial.

Warted (wguted), ppl. a. [f. Wart sb, +
-ED 2.]

1. Covered with warts, rare.
X615 Niccholes Marr. fy Wivtng\\. 17 Lip-bearded, as

wiches, with their warted antiquity and age. 1689 N. Lee
Princess Cleve m. i, She's warted all over like a pumpl'd
Orange. 1876 Blackmore Cripps xlix, That heavy gate.,

banged her chubby knees, and it bruised her warted hand.

2. Bot., Zool., etc. Studded with wart-like

knobs or excrescences ; venucose.
1681 Grew Musxum 11. § iii. ii. 230 The Warted Gourd.

1763 Mills Syst. Pract. Husb. IV. 170 The Zatte melon..
its coat is warted like that of the Cantaleupe. 1793 Martyn
Lang. Bot., Verrucosa capsula, a warted capsule. Ibid.,

Verrucosumfolium, a Warted leaf. 1802 Shaw Gen. Zool.

III. 296 Warted Newt. 1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 339
Lapsana Zacintha. Warted Nipple Wort. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syst. Bot. 153 Seeds very numerous, minute, slightly

warted. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xxviii, The gnarled and
warted elms. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. £. Archip.

469 Blocks of rugged and warted coral-like limestone.

Warter, variant of Warday dial.

Wartern, dial, form of Quartern sb*

Warth. Obs. exc. dial. [OE. waroS (warud,

warad, wared, wearod, werod, warti) masc,
corresp. to OHG. warid, werid (MHG. wert,

werd', mod.G. werd, wert) :—OTeut. *waritfo-zt

*tvaripo-z.~\ A shore, strand ; in mod. use, 'a flat

meadow, esp. one close to a stream ; a stretch of

coast ' {Eng. Dial. Vict.).

Beowulf'234 3ewat him ba to waroSe wicge ridan. a 1000

Boeth. Metr. viii. 30 Naenis cepa ne seah ofer ear^eblond

ellendne weanxS [MS. wearodj. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cv. 9
*'a?r waeron ba ware5as dri^e. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 339
e whal wendez at his wylle & a warbe fyndez, & ber he

Takez vp be buyrne. 13.. Gazu. # Gr. Knt. 715 At vche

warbe ober water ber be wy3e passed, He fonde a foo hym
byfore. 137a Bridgewater Corp. MSS. No. 462 Septem
acras terre cum Wartha versus mare, c 1450 Mirk's Festial

7 On a day, as he walket on be see-warth, he segh a drownet

man cast vp on be watyr. C1465 Warrington in 146$
(Chetham Soc.) 10 Item tenet quandam parcellam terras

arabilis jacentem super le Warthe. 1*1640 J. Smyth Lives

Berkeleys (1883) I. 190 The pasture called the warth in the

other side of Seaverne. Ibid. 341 Hecheld in severalty

divers parcel Is of Slimbridge Warth. .and shortly after in-

closed fifty four acres more of the same Warth. 1839 Sir

G. C. Lewis Gloss. Hereford. 117 Warth. On the banks

of the Severn, a flat meadow close to the stream is so called ;

e.g. the Warth opposite Blakeney.

Warth, var. Wath, ford
;
pa. t. of Worth v.



WAR TIME. 123 WARY.
Wart-hill, variant of Ward-hill.

War time. The time when war is being;

waged.
1387 Trkvisa Higden VIII. 283 The woodes in Wales. .,

bat were grete socour to men of be contray to hyde hem
self in werre tyme. 1445 tr. Ctaudian in Anglia XXVIII.
271 Whom than thou makist not riche Whan werre tyme is

and whan pees is, pou list not hem to knowe. IS45 Ascham
Toxoph. I. Wks. (1904) 59 When he shalbe. .compelled in

war tyme. .to faule to his bowe. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 33
The Seed coming from France, this War-time hath pre-

vented its being so much propagated as otherways it would
have been. 1831 Scorr Cast. Dang, \, Above all, it was
war-time, and of necessity all circumstances of mere con-

venience were obliged to give way to a paramount sense of

danger. 1849 C. Uronte Shirley ii, These war times were
hard, and everything was dear. 1851 Kingslky Yeast xiii,

There was too much filthiness and drunkenness went on
in the old war-times, not to leave a taint behind it, for many
a generation.
attrib. 1915 H. H. Henson (title), War-time Sermons.

1915 Lady Jephson {title), A War-time Journal.

t Warting, vbl. si. Obs. rarer1, [f. Wart sb.

+ -ING 1.] A growth of warts.

1755 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 23 During which disorders the
warting came off, and his skin appeared white and smooth.

tWa'rtle. Obs. [Diminutive of Wart : see

-LE. Cf. OHG. warzala, Ger. dial, warzel, a wart.]

a. A ' kernel * in the neck or groin, b, A small
wart. O. A hard lump in molten metal.
1598 Florio, Ghiandole, wartles or kernels that come in

the throte ; the glanders in a horse, /bid., Pallottole, the
kernels or wartles that breede betweene the flesh and the
skin, about the neck or groine. x6ti Cotgr., Gangules,
Kernels, or wartles in the throat. 1659 Torriano, Verruca
formiednte, a wartle black like an ant, and therefore called
an ant-wart. Verruca pensile, a long and hanging wartle.

1725 Bradley 's Family Diet., s. v. Antimony, They put it to

be melted., in pots, .and strain it through a scummer. ., that
so you may take away the Kernels or wartles thereof.

Wartless, a. [-less.] That is without a
wart or warts ; free from warts.

1846 Worcester. 1898 Blakeborough Wit, Char. etc.

N. Riding 139 In a fortnight's time he was wartless. 1904
Daily News 10 June 4 It [Carlyle's Cromwell] transformed
an ogre into a saint, almost a wartless saint.

Wa'rtlet. [-let.] A. small wart.
Proposed as a name for certain sea-anemones.
1856 W. L. Lindsay Pop. Hist. Brit. Lichens 43 In the

form of granules or very minute wartlets. i860 Gosse Acti-
noto^ia Brit. 206 The Marigold Wartlet. Tealia digitata.
Ibid. 209 The Dahlia Wartlet. Tealia crassicornis.

Wa'rtwale. Obs, exc. dial. In 4-5 wort(e)-
wale, 6 warte-, wertwale, wartwayle, water
whele; for mod. dial, forms see Eng. Dial, Did.
s. v. Warty-well. [App. repr. OE. wyrtivala wk.
masc, -wain str. fern., root, corresp. to OHG.
warzala {\—*wurzwala) mod.G. ivttrzel fern.,

MDu. wortele, mod.Du. wortel.
In the sense of ' root ' the word did not survive into ME.,

being superseded by the shorter Scandinavian synonym (see

Root sb.). The sense 'agnail ' is not recorded in OE., but
is paralleJcd by the Ger. dial, neidwurzel, a synonym of
neidnagel agnail.]

A growth or loose piece of skin at the base of the
finger-nail ; an agnail.
In the 3rd quot. app. used for : The root of a cock's spur.
£13*5 Gloss. IV. de Bibberw. in Wright Voc. (1857) 172

Coupe t des cisours des ungles les eles [glossed the wortewale
(nailes'J. a 1400 Nominale (Skeat) Deiez cieles et galcyns
Fyngres wortwales and ;espons. 14. . Songs fy Carols (War.
ton Club) 31, I have a gentil cook crowyt me day,.. His
spores am of sylver qwyt into the wortewale. 1510 Stan.
bridge Vocabula (W. de W.) Avb, Pterigium, wartewale
[1525 ed., a water whele]. 1556 Withals Diet, (1562) 77 A
wertwale, pterigium. 1570 Levins Manip. 199/21 A wart-
wayle, pterigium.

Wartwort (wrj\it,w0it). [f. Wart sb. +
Wort l.] A name for Euphorbia Helioscopia, E,
Peplus, and E. Ptplis (Sea Wartwort). Also ap-
plied to other plants, as Ckelidonium majtts and
Setubiera Coronopus. (Cf. wart-weed, Wart sb. 6.)
a 1400 MS* Antnd. 42 f. 67 pe same erbe [' Ptiotropia']

is called verrucaria, wrotwort. by cause bat it desiruyth
& fordoth wrottys. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 9 Ana-
bulla,.. wartwort. Ibid. 185 Titimallis,. .wertewert. 1548
Turner Names of Herbes 60 Peplis..is very like vnto
wartwort but that it is shorter, thicker and spred vpon
the grounde. It may be called in english sea wartwurt.
156a— Herbal 11. 154 b, This kinde is called.. Wartwurt;
it maye also be called son spourge. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
111. xxxu. 363 Peplos .. is called . . Wartwurt, .. also Pety
Spurge. 1665 Lovell Herball (ed. 2) 464 Sea wart-wort,
see Sea spurge. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet., Petvt-
Spurg, otherwise called Wartwort. 1802 G. V. Sampson
Statist. Surv. Lotutonderry App. 21 Sun-spurge, or wart-
wort

; the juice is white, caustic, and is applied successfully
to take off warts. 1842 Civil Engin. % Arch. Jrnl. V. 172/2
The spurge or wartwort. .yields a milky juice applicable for
the purpose [of tempera-painting].

Warty (wC-ltl), a. Also 5 varty, 6-7 wartie,
8 wharty, 9 Sc. wrattie. [f. Wakt sb, + -y.]
1. Afflicted with warts on the skin.
M*3 Cath. Angl. 409/1 Varty, verucosus. 1570 LevinsMawp. 1 1 1/44 Wartie, verrucosus. 1605 Camden Pern.,

Names, Dorcas 7S Freckled, wartie, and wodden-faced
wenches. 1655 (I. Phillips] Sat. a?st. Hyfiocr. 5 Oh how
he s wonder*d at by many an asse That see him shake so fast
his warty fist, c 1825 Peddoes Poems, A Ruffian, Brown7*py hands. 1898 Blakkborough Wit, Char. etc.N Riding 138 The charmer.. Told the warty one to go

2. Chiefly Zool., Bot., etc. Having wart-like

excrescences or protuberances.

1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Card. I. 86 The Les-
chasserie pears are pretty often. . bunch'd and warty, c 1711
pETIVER Gazophyt. x. Tab. 97 White Warty Gowry. 1768
G. White Sclbome, To Pennant 8 Oct., A large black warty-

lizard. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 1. 246 Capsules
are hairy, warty, or smooth. 1863 Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist.
III. 168 The Warty Toad of Fernando Po KBufo tuberosus).

1894 Dv Mauriek 'Trilby II. 205 Tall, warty, black-boled
trees. 1914 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. LX. 1. 69 The head [of

the tadpole] is somewhat warty and wrinkled.

3. Of the nature of, or resembling, a wart.
1762 Gentl. Mag. XXXII. 82/1 The whole eruption put

on a very wharty and palid appearance. 1767 A. CAMPBELL
Lexiph. 11774) 49 A warty excrescence on the tip of Hy-
menaeus's little linger. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

III. 228 Seeds with many warty angles. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem. in. 59 Glucose crystallizes with difficulty in warty
concretions. 1861 Hulme tr. Moqitin-Tandon it, 289 The
warty tubercles on the loins. 1897 Garden 9 Jan. 20 3 Ex-
travasation of sap occurs, giving rise to.. warty growths.

4. fig. Rocky, rough.
1648 Hekrick Hesp., Dean.bourn, a rude River in Devon,

Dean-bourn, farewell ; I never look to see Deane, or thy
warty [some copies watry] incivility. 1822 Btackw. Mag.
XI. 163 'An Ode,' rather warty, came to Nap Buonaparte.
5. Comb.
cvjxx Petiver Gazophyl. ix. Tab. 85 Warty-rib'd Cape

Limpet. 1836 Todd's Cycl. Anal. I. 786/2 Covered with
little wai ty-looking enlargements. 1857 Anne Pratt Flower.
PI. III. 152 Galium saccharatum (Warty-fruited Bed-
straw), c 1880 CasselCs Nat, Hist. IV. 74 The Warty-faced
Honey-eater {Mcliphaga phrygia).

Warve, obs. variant of Wharve sb,

Warwayn, obs. form of Vervain.
War-whoop (w§.i,h£p). The cry or yell of

American Indians and other savage peoples on
rushing into battle.

1761 Foote Liar 1. Wks. 1799 I. 286 Permit him, Madam,
just to give you. .a short specimen of their warhoop. 1763
W. Roberts First Discov. Florida 6 Horrible bellowings
and clamours, not unlike the war-hoop of the Indians of the
Six Nations. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 250 Their mortal
crime consisted in sounding the war-whoop, and [etc.]. Ibid.

394 He put up the shrill war whoa whoop, as his last salute.

1791 J. Lost; Voy. Indian Intcrpr. 21 The Savages. .setting
up the war-hoop, fell upon the enemy. 1837 K. M. Bird Nick
of the Woods I. 91

f A fight!' replied Captain Stackpole,
uttering a war-whoop. 1850 J. P. Clutterbuck Pt. Phillip
in /84Q, 59 When the favorable opportunity for attack has
arrived, the war-whoop resounds through hill and dale. 1865
PARKMAM Pioneers of France vi. (1876) 76 The war-whoop
rose, and a tempest of stone-headed arrows clattered against
the breastplates of the French. 1875 Higginson Hist. United
States xvl 147 The children lay awake afterwards, listening
for the Indian's war-whoop.

b. trans/, and fig.
1798 Coleridge Fears in Solit. 89 Secure from actual war-

fare, we have loved To swell the war-whoop, passionate for
war ! 1807 Pyron Let. to Miss Pigot 1 x Aug., My nice mamma
would.. raise the accustomed maternal warwhoop. 1817
Moore Lalla Rookh, Fire-worshippers ill. 116 lint hark !

—

that war-whoop on thedeck. 1828 D'lsRACLl Chas.I, II. 92
In the early speeches.. the name of the unhappy favourite
no longer served as the war-whoop of a party. 1851 Lomgf.
Life (1891) II. 212 If they are not forthcoming, I shall raise
such a war-whoop that it will frighten him. 1876 ' Mark
Twain ' Tom Sawyer xv, Then they set up a war-whoop of
applause, and said it was 'splendid I'

Warwickite (wo/rikait). Min. [Named from
Warwick, New York, where it was found ; see
-1TE.] A borotitanate of magnesium and iron in

dark-brown acicular crystals.
1838 C. U. Siiepard in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXXIV. 314 A

new species, which I designate Warwickite, from its original
locality. 1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc. § 482 War-
wickite, Fluoride of titanium and iron.

Warwinckle, variant of Wariangle Obs,

War-wolf.
1. Hist. A kind of siege engine.
A translation of lupus belli, occurring in the Floret Histo-

riarum ('Matthew of Westminster^ in ihe account of
Edw. Is siege of Stirling in 1304, where it is said that the
battering-ram (aries) proved almost useless, but that the less
costly ' war-wolf was much more effective. In an AF. docu-
ment relating to this siege {Cat. Docum, Scot. II. 405I, the
same machine is mentioned as ' le lup de guerre '. The
med. I., lupus is found elsewhere as the name of a military
engine, but nothing seems to be known of its nature. The
conjecture that 7var-wolf is a perversion of Werwolf is

unfounded.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 400 Of these Mangonells,

Patraries, Trabucks, Bricols, Espringolds, and of that which
our ancestors termed the Warwolfe, by which . . they
discharged volies of mighty huge stones. 1614 Camden
Pern., Artill. (ed. 2) 239 Some kind of Bricol it seemed
which the English & Scots called an Espringold, the shot
whereof K. Edward the first escaped faire at the siege of
Stnuelin; wher he with another Engine, named the War-
wolfe pierced with one stone,., two vauntmures. 1796
Southkv Joan of Arc vin. 534 The war-wolfs there ilurfd
their huge stones. 1810 Jane Porter Sc. Chiefs liii, The.

.

war-wolves.. sent forth showers of red-hot stones into the
midst of the Scottish battalions, a 1839PRAED Leir. Drnthcn-

1 fels xi, The mightiest engines that ever the trade Of human
;

homicide hath made, Warwolf, balist, and catapult.

2. Used by Scott for : A fierce warrior.
x8io Scott Lady of Lake vi. xx, Lightly we*ll tame the

war- wolf then. 1813 — Tricrm. in. xvii, He that would
win the war-wolfs skin, May rue him of his boast.

Warwolf, obs. form of Werwolf.
War-worn, a. Wasted, ravaged, or battered

1 y war ; worn by the toils or privations of war.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. Chor. 26 Their gesture sad, In.

uesting lanke-leane Cheekes, and Warre-worne Coats. 1757
W. Wilkie Fpigoniad vn. 190 Put with a mind unniov'd,
I'll meet my doom ; Nor stain this war-worn visage with a
tear. 1792 R. Cumberland Calvary (1S03) II. 120 War-
worn Si>eia. 1825 Scott Betrothed xvi, His war-worn
sharnois doublet. 1826 How. Smith Tor Hill (1838) I. 33
Through this war-worn region did Sir Giles Hungerford and
his party of hursemen press eagerly forward. 1849 W. Irving
Mahomet $ Successors (1850) 11. xvi. 142 Rhaled entered
with his hundred war-worn veterans. 1868 G. Duff Pol.
Surv. 30 The warworn fortress, .had added another volume
to i ts history.

fWa'ry,^. Obs. In 3 wari, weri. [OK. wearg,

wearh = OS. warag, OllG.warc, zvarch criminal,

felon (whence Krankish Law Latin vargus outlaw),

MHG. ware monster, ON. varg-r outlaw, hence
wolf (Sw., Norw. vargj wolf, mod. Ieel. vargur
fox), Goth. *warg~s (attested by the compound
launaivargs unthankful person, and the derivatives

ga-wargjan to condemn, tvargij>a condemnation):—
OTeut. *wargo-z.
Probable cognates outside Teut. are Lith, i-argas misery,

vargti to be wretched, OPrussian 7<'<z>£.y suffering (sb.),evil,

bad (adj.), Lettish wahrgs ill, OSI. vragii (Russian Bparij)
enemy.]

A felon, outlaw, villain.

a 1000 Dream of the Rood 31 Strange feondas . . heton mo
heora wcr^as hebban. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 245/40
Furcifer, wearh. a 1200 St. Marher. 4 pe wari of beos
wordes war5 utnumen wra<5. c 1205 Lav. 26215 Mi seolf ich
wulle bine an-hon haxst aire warien. 171225 Alter. R. 352
My Louerd, buruh hwam be world is me unwur5, & ich am
unwiirS to him, as weri [v.r. wari] |<et is anhonged.

Wary (we»*ri), a. Also 6 waree, warye, 6-7
warie, 7-8 warry, 7 wairie, warrie. [Hrst
recorded in the 16th c. ; f. Wake a. + -y 1.]

1. Given to caution, habitually on one's guard
against danger, deception, or mistake ; circum-
spect.

1552 Hulof.t, Wary or wily, oculeus, solers, uigitans.
Warye or wyse, uigilans. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Rivers x,

Warne thou the wary, least they hap to stumble. 1575
Gascoignk Posies, Ep. Yung Genii. (1007) 13 If you take
example by the harmes of others who have eaten it IHem-
locke] before you, then may you chaunce to become so warie,
that you will looke advisedly on all the Perceley that you
gather, least amongst the same one braunch of Hemlock
might anoy you. 1594 Hooker Peel. Pol. Pref. viii. § 13
Vpon which question, .the warier sort of you taking the one
part, and the forwarder in zeale the other. 1614 Sylvkstek
Mic?o-costu., Parlt. Vertues Roy. 270 The wisest errs :.

.

The holiest sins : the watiest slips : God is fault. lesse : neuer,
Man. 1677 Dryden Afol. Heroic Poetry b2, This kind of
Genius writes indeed correctly. A wary man he is in Gram-
mar; very nice as to SolsecLsmur Parbarism. 1718 Echakd
Hist. Eng. III. 588 He being a Person of great Vertue and
Piety. . ; btsides this, of a very rich, and of a wary, or rather
timorous Nature. 1805 Wellington in Gurw. Dcsp. 11835)
III. 590 If he had recollected the cautious and wary charac-
ter of that chief. 1820 Byron Mar. Pal. n. i. 113 The
wariest of republics Has lavish'd all its chief employs upon
him. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. r53, ' 1 say nothing
about consequences,' answered the wary diplomatist. 1868
Fhefman Norm. Conq. (18; 6) II. vii. 32 Godwine was
essentially a wary statesman. 1884 Law Rep., 25 Chanc.
Div. 319 Mr. Pramley was far too wary to admit of even the
suspicion of such a thing.

Comb. 1832 Ht. Martinf.au Hilt 4- Valley {1843) 123 A
cool, wary-looking man stood by.

b. said of animals.
1614 Earl Stirling Domesday in. Ivi, The wane Hare,

whose feare oft sport hath made. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 213 'Ihe Goats are wary and haue their centinels.

1670 Dryden Conq. Granada 1. i, Whose wary Gennet shun-
ning still the Harm. Seem'd to attend the Shock, and then
leap'd wide. 2858 Kingsley Misc. (1859) I. 135 How many
have you delivered from., wary old alligators? 18G5 Living-
stone Zambesi xxiii. 465 The animals are wary, from the
dread they have of the poisoned arrows. 1884 Pall Mall
Budget 22 Aug. 27/1 Of all birds the wariest is the curlew.
191a J. L. Myres Dawn ofHist. ix. 193 The horse, which is

as wary as a watch-dog, is defended against strangers by his
heels.

O. with agent-noun or its equivalent.
1570 VzEMath. Pref. biiij, The third man..erreth to the

discredit of the Wary, and modest Astrologien. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks{i62X) no A warie observer of bis de-
lights. .and faithfull partaker of his secrets. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marccll. xiv. x. 22 A warie advertiser arid adviser of
profitable wayes.

^ 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. viii. (1640) 181
All know his Holinesse to be too wary an archer to shoot
away his arrows at nothing. 1701 G. Stanhope Pious
Breath., St. Bernard vm. ii. (1704) 363 Even the most wary
liver cannot be clear of guilt. 1855 Kingsley Heroes,
Theseus 11. 214 Theseus was a wary wrestler.

2. On one's guard, cautious, careful.

1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 111. v. 40 The day is broke, be
wary, looke about. 1602 — Ham. 1. Hi. 43 Be wary then,
best safety lies in feare. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV.

272, I hope the gentlemen will be clear, and that they will

be warier hereafter, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. (1677)

315 Men must be wary and considerate before they conclude
against the Frame and Order of tilings as they appear in

Nature. 1797 Mrs. Radclifee Italian vii, If you can, de-

scend with me in silence, I warn you to be wary. 1822 Hyron
Wern. 1. i, I must be wary; An error would spoil all. 1883

D. C. Murray Hearts x. (1S85) 77 Mark was disposed to be

wary after what had happened.

b. const, of.

1580 Lyly Euf>hues (Arb.) 226 If Trauailers in thisourage
were as warye of their conditions, as they be venterous of

their bodyes. 1584-7 Greene Carde of F'ancie Wks.
(Grosart) IV*. 102 She which in her virginitie is charie of

hor chastitie, in her marriage will be as warie of he*

ltj-a
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honestie. t"i6oo Shaks. Sonn. xxii. 9 O therefore loue be

of thy selfe so wary, As I not for my selfe, but for thee will.

i<J86 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 424 You Hadd Best Bee
very wary of all yr words and Actions. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 37 A tradesman ought to be very

wary of taking too much credit. 1822 Scott Ptvtril'xvil,

You have already seen enough of the evils of civil war, to be

wary of again awakening its terrors in a peaceful and happy
country. 1840 Barham Ingol, Leg., Bagman s Dog,l( ever

you travel, like Anthony Blogg, Be wary of strangers !

—

don't take too much grog.

c. const, in. In early examples the sense of

wary in is that now expressed by wary of: ' to be

wary in (doing something) * = 'to be wary of,
' to beware of \
1617 Morvson Itin, 11. 55 Aduising his Lordship to be wary

in crediting intelligences, which were commonly false. 1640

in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 108, I am most wary in giving my
father the least distast. 1653 Ramesey Astro/. Restored

290 Ever remember you be wary in pronouncing judgement
touching weather and the alteration of the ayr. 1672 Sir T.
Browse Let. Friend % 8 A remarkable coincidence, which
tho Astrology hath taken witty pains to salve yet hath it

been very wary in making predictions of it. a 1674 Claren-
don Surv. Leviath. (1676; 149 Nror was he more wary in any
thing, then.. that the people might imagine, that he pre-

tended any other title to the Government, then by the Con-
fessor, c 1680 Bkvkkidgk Serm. (1729) I. 53 It cannot but

highly concern us all to be very cautious and wary in the

choice of our words. 1754 Earl of Corke in J. Duncombe
Lett, (1773) HI. 26, I want instructive companions, and in

them I shall be very wary.

d. With indirect question. Now rare or Obs.

1575 Gascoigne Giasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 35 For surely

as it [time] is the greatest treasure which God hath given

unto man, so ought he to be verie curious and warie how lie

bestoweth the same. 1602 \V. S. Thomas Ld. Cromwell iv,

v. 94 Therefore, take heed, be warie what you doe. 1622
Gataker Spirit. Watch (ed. 2) 83 [Theyl are wont to bee
more wary and chary how they carry themselues in their

affaires. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Treat. 5 They should be
wary, where, and when they wash themselues. a 1661 Ful-
ler Worthies, Lond. (1662) 208 Thus men cannot be too
wary what they inscribe on Tombs. 1740 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I. i. 18 You ought to be wary what tales you
send out of a family. 1812 Cary Dante, Farad, xx. 125 O
mortal men ! be wary how ye judge.

e. With clause or inf. of purpose. ? Obs.
1668 Evelyn tr. Freart's Idea Per/. Paint. 56 A Painter

is here to be wary, that he introduce no other Figures of

Men, or any Buildings in the Landskip. a 1674 Clarendon
Surv. Leviath. (1676) 27 Without being in any degree wary
to avoid palpable contradictions.

3. Of action, behaviour, observation, etc. : Pro-

ceeding from or characterized by caution.

1557 Ld. Shrewsbury in Lodge tllustr. Brit. Hist. (1791)
I.2S3 The L.Wardeyn who. .is..instructyd by good cyrcum-
speccion, & waree doing to shewe [blank] to th' enymye, in

anoying hym, & defendyng of the countrey. 1579 Hake
Newts out of Powles (1872) Fviijb, Common Innes they
[sc. bawds] watch with warie eye If that., they may..espye
The country maides that come from far. 1586 A. Day
Engl. Secretorie 1. (1625) 63 If it bee deemed once fit for

you to marry again and that upon the warie and circum-
spect choice thereof dependeth a manner of necessity. 1587— Daphnis <$ Chloe (1S90) 6 With so tender & wane touch
as y l with her hoofs going in she might no waves hurte
the babe. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars in. xxxvi, Sober,
milde Blunt.. warnes a warier cariage in the thing. 1599
Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. i, When will the Duke..
Keepe warie observation in large pay, To dogge a fooles
act? x6i2 Brinsley Lud. Lit. xxv. (1627) 270 Yet a wary
care must be had, that he be used with respect by the
Master. 1646 Sir T, Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vui. 30 If any
man.. shall carry a wary eye on Paulus Venetus..and many
other, I think his circumspection is laudable. 1653 Gatakek
Vind. Annot. Jer. 55 No Delphik Oracle .. could ever
have given a wiser and warier answer. 1660 Boyle Neiu
Exp. Phys.-Mech. xxii. 161 The wary letting in the Air upon
them. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. m. v. § 9 When they appear,
upon a more wary survey, to be nothing else but an Artifice

of the Understanding. X711 Steele Sped. No. 91 F 2 Crastin

Srofesses a wary Observation of the Turns of his Mistress's

lind. a 1732 Atterbury 2nd Serm. on 2 Pet. iii. 16 (1734)
I. 277 To read that Sacred Volume, with a Wise Jealousy,
and a Wary Distrust of our own selves. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Myst. Udolplw xlv, I shall keep a wary eye upon all

that passes in the chateau. 1821 Lamb Etia, Old Benclters,

L. who had a wary foresight of his probable hallucinations.

1837 W. lRViXGCapt. Bonneville III. in It was necessary,
also, to keep a wary eye upon the land, for they were, .con-
tinually in reach of any ambush that might be lurking on
shore.

f 4. Careful in expenditure, thrifty, provident.

1605 Lond. Prodigal 1. ii. 159, I kneweyour father, he was
a wary husband, a 1657 Sir W, Mure Hist. 244 Wnless he
had been both stout, warrie, and provident in the turbulent
times quherin he lived, he could hardlie have maintained
quhat his father had recovered. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre j5«;y

Body 1. i, I knew thy father, he was a hearty wary man, and
I cannot consent that his son should squander away what he
saved to no purpose, 1709STEELE Tatler'So. 91 P 1, I have,

by leading a very wary Life, laid up a little Money. 1812

H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. t TheatretZ Jews from St. Mary
Axe, for jobs so wary, That for old cloaths they'd even axe
St, Mary.

1' Wary, v. Obs. Forms : 1 wiersan, -wirsan,

werjan, wyi\i)san, wirisan, wirian, north.

wcersa, Mercian w»r3an, 2 weresian, 3-4

werie, 4-5 wery, 4 werye, worry, St, very, 6

weray ; 3-7 warie, 4-5 wari, warrie, 4 *SV.

vary, 4-6 warye, (5 warow), 4-5, 8 warry, 5-6

warre, 6 warrye, 4-7 wary. [OK. wiergan,

wxrgan:—OTzxit.*wargjati
t
f. *war%o-z, OE. wearg

felon, Waey sb. Cf. Goth, gawarijan to condemn

(= OE. ^ewicrgan to curse}, OS. giwaragean y

OHG. far-wergen to curse (cf. For-wary zO]
1. trans. To invoke a curse upon ; to declare

accursed; to pour mnledictions upon.
C725 Corpus Gloss. D 25 Deuotaturus, werjendi. ^897

^Ei.kked Gregory's Past. C. xlix. 376 Se he his hwaete hyt,

hiene wier^S 3xt folc. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Malt. v. 11 Eadi^e
synd £e b°n r»e hi?; wyria5 eow and ehta5 eow. c 1000

^fei.FRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 131 3 Deuoto, ic wyr^e.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. /font. 183 luele wurmes mote be chewc
.., rotie mote \>u to time, bus wareS pe sowle be licame,

for bat hit haue3 bar after iemed. 1338 R. Brunne Chron.

(1S10) 319 pe Inglis men were wone, to wery long trayne.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7422 paisalle wery be tyme bat bai

war wroght. c 1374 Chaucer 'Proylus 11. 1619 And Poli*

phete bey gonnen bus to waryen An-honged be swych on
were he my brober. Ibid. v. 1378 My Ioye in wo I kan seye

yow naught ellis Bot torned is, for which my lif I warie,

c 1400 I'ilgr. So7ule (Caxton 1483I iv. xxxviii. (1859) 65 Thus
is the kynge of his people waryed, and cursid. c 1440 Ret.

Pieces Jr. Thornton MS. xiv. 195 Than thay wepede and
weryede brure werke and baire wyll. c 1440 Pallad. on
llusb. 1. 530 It is an adversarie To every seed, now everie

birdde hem warie ! c 1440 Promp. Pan: 516/2 Waryyn',
or cursyn', imprecor, maledico, exeeror. c 1450 Holland
Houlatc 954 He waryit the tyde That he was wrocht in this

warld wofull in weir. C1460 Play Sacra///. 479 in IVon-

Cycle Myst. Plays 72 Nowallc be deuyllysof hell hym wari.

^1470 Harding Chron. can. iv, The commens all than of

all Englande grounde, Warred his gate [v.r. cursed his

viage] to Wales euery yere. a 1500 Rail's Raving 1994
For-thi I bles it [this age] nocht as best, Na yit I wary it

nocht as verst. 1509 Barclay Ship 0/ Fools (1874) I. 70
Consyder this prouerbe of antyquyte And your vnkyndnes
weray ban and curse. 1513 Douglas /Eneis III. vi. 188

Thus oft the pepill but ansueir gayis thair wayis, And wari'is

the sait of Sibyil all thair dayis. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxi. 193 Than sail thay warie, curse, & ban The murtherars

yat yir weiris began, a 1605 Montgomery; Misc. P. xxi. 25

O! waryit be the vhyle That euer we wer acquent !

— Sonn. xxxiii. 1 Vhom suld I warie bot my wicked weard.

<( 1667 Skinner Etymol. (1671), To Wary, vox agro Lane,

familiarisquai sigmficat Maledicere. c 1746 J. Collier (Tim
Bobbin) View Lane. Dial.(i 770) icjTheyr'nwarrying, banning,

on cawing one onother leawsy Eawls, os thick os leet.

b. To pronounce a formal curse against. (Said

of God, the Church, etc.)

a 1353 Minot Poems App. ii. 214 Wened with Goddes
mowth mai ;e warand. ay?sSc. Leg. Saintsxv. {Barnabas)

157, & bare- tempyl waryt he [Barnabas] quhare-in sik men
had entre. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 14 pe kirke..mai not iustli

wari him, tie pray iuil to him. a 1425 Cursor M. 22103 (Trin.)

(Jure lordc warieb bese two townes. And thus seib- .Coro-

zaym euer be be wo And be bethsaida eke also. 1562 A berd.

KirkSess. Rec. (Spalding Club) 7 God commandis fader and
moder to be honored, .cursing and wareyng all brekaris of

this commandment.
absol. C1400 Apol. Loll. 13 po ministns of be kh*ke..owe

bobe to curse and wari, but neuer for iuil wille ne veniaunce,

but for luf of ritwisnes.

2. To speak impiously or profanely against ; to

blaspheme.
tr 1000 /Eleric Lev. xxlv, 16 Se man, be wiri^S drihtnes

naman, swelte he deaSe. a 1340 Hamvole Psalter lxxxviiL

31 Si iusticias meas prophanauert'nt . . If thai weiy my
right wisnesis. ci^Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {James) 226 Bot bu
wary be name of criste Ihesu,.<bu sal be vnheidyt. 0:1500

Ratis Raving 3411 Wary nocht god for thi mischans.

3. To afflict with evils or calamities: » Curse
v. 5. Chiefly as pa. pple., also in phr. waried
xvorth (it, them, etc.) = may it, they, be afflicted.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. i3i For bat bu ete bat ich be for-

boden hadde, waried wur5e be eoroe on Yvnv. werke. a 1300

Cursor M. 920 De werld es werid wit pi sin. c 1330 R^
Bkunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 203 Whan God took wreche
of Kaymes synne, pe erthe was waryed in his werk. a 1340
Ham polk Psalter ix. 24 The wickid that noyes til his negbt-

bure es blissid,. ,thof he ware better worthi to be werid.

a 1400 Mor/e Arth. 959 Weryd worthe the wyghte ay, that

the thy wytt refede. c 1400 Laud Troy Book 6373 Waried
worth hem vs hedir broght ! 1 1400 Destr. Troy 12212

Thurgh the craft of bat cursed, knighthode may shame And
wary all oure workes to the worldes end. c 1420 Wyntoun
Cron. 1. iv. 15 Adam worthit to wyn his fud Off pe erd bat

warite was. 1597 Guistard <y Sismond Bij, Cursed might
he be and waried eternally.

4. absol. or intr. To utter a curse or curses.

a 1225 Ancr. R.-jo^e ne schulenuornone b*inge ne warien,

ne swerien. Ibid. 186 Ne wrekie 3e nout ou suluen,..ne ne
warien hwon me agulteS to ou. <z 1300 E. E. Psalter fad. 5

With baire mouth ban blissed bai. And with bair hert bai

weried ai. 1303 R. Brunne HaiidL Synne 1288 And, 3e

wyuys,..werryb nat for lytyl trespas. c 1380 Wyclif Wks.
(1880} 234 pel grucchen a3en, & cursen & warien ny^t & day.

1382 — Matt. xxvi. 74 Thanne he began to warye and severe,

that he knewe nat the man. c 1440 Jacob's Wellyz Whanne
bou warowyst, chydest, betyst, & faryst as a wood man.
1501 Douglas Pat. Hon. n\. 816 Thus I rem^nit. .Cursaud
the feildis with all the fair colouris, That I awolk oft wariand
the quhile. ^1518 Skelton Magnyf, 2238 What beggar art

thou, that thus doth banne and wary. 2535 Goodly Primer,
Passion iv, Then began he to bann, to wary, & to forswear

himself stiffly. <* 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. T. S.) I. 30 The peopill began to warie and curs that evir

it chanceit theme to leiwe in sick wicked and dangerous
tymes. C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Vieiu Lane. Dial.

(1770)20 He glooait awvishly ot Mezzil fease; on Mezzil

fease glendurt os wrythenly ot him ogen ; bot noather
warrit, nor thrapt.

Hence f "WaTying vbl. sb.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 pe oreguil and be wraS5e of

kinges..be..bringen on be folkes heorte greie stormes. .of

hatienge, and on here mu3e curses, and wer^inges. Ibid.

179 Ne wrec b*u be mid wussinge, ne mid warienge, ac heald

me be wrache. a izz^Ancr, R. 200 pe Unicorne of Wre53e
,.haue3 six hweolpes.. .pe veorSe is Wariunge. a 1340

Hampoli; Psalter ix. 29 Cuius maledkcionc os plenum est,

..Whas mouth is ful of weriynge & bitternes & treson.

1:1440 Promp. Parv. 516/2 Waryynge, malediect'o, impre-
cacio. C1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 20 This Balaam
thoght to hynder gods folk be werying. 1553 Abp. Hamil-
ton Catech. (1884) 32 It war to lange to reherse here all

the malesonis warymgis or cursingis.

attrib. a 1660 Contcmp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I.

2S6 It is verie strange how those abortiue statists,, .makes
noe scruple of the fearfuil sworde of waringe excomunication,
too often unsheathed against them.

"Wary, obs. Sc. f. Vary ; var. Warray v. Obs.

Waryacyon, obs. form of Variation.
c 1485 Digby Myst. m. 1815 To worchep Iesu bey ar be-

hold, nor never a-3ens hym to make waryacyon.

Waryance, -aunce, obs. Sc. ff. Variance.
Waryangle, variant of Wariangle Obs.

Waryche, variant of Warish vA Obs.

t Waryeld. Se. Obs.- 1 [Of uncertain origin :

possibly a survival of OE. wet-gield Wergeld, with

altered sense.] A requital, recompense.
c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xiviii. {Juliana) 204 For-bi gyf hir

hir wai3eld noo, or mykil mare scho sal hourt 30U.

Waryer, obs. form of Warrior.

t WaTyish, a. Obs. rare, [? var. of WXBflH
«.] ? Unwholesome-looking.
1565 Goluing Ovufs Met. 11,968 Hir teeth were furde with

filth and drosse, hir gums were waryUh blew. 1567 Ibid.

vn. 446 He lifting up his olde Bale waryish armes.

Waryner(e, obs. forms of Warrener.
Warys^e, -ysh, -ys(s)che: see Wabish v.1

t "Wa'rytre. Obs. Forms : 1 waritroe, 3
waritreo, weritreo, warh treo, 5 warytre. [OE.
*wearg- (we_rig-) treo, f. wearg Wary sb., wcarg,

w^rig wicked + treo Tree.] A gallows, gibbet.

Often applied to the Cross.
? a 1200 Charter of sElheiric a. d. 706 in Kemble Cod.

Dipt. III. 375 Noro fro Beornedune si5e 3e wowe brondred;
si3e to 5e waritroe. c 1205 Lay. 5714 And do5 up and [an ?1

waiitreo [c J275 and dob VP a wer-itreoj ber on neo scullen

wir.den. a 1225 Ancr. R. 122 Me ledde him amorwen uorte

hongen waritreo & driuen bur"h his four limes irene

neiles. Ibid. 190 penne dusie worldes men go3 bi grene
weie, touward te waritreo ii to deaSe of helle. a 1240 Wo~
hunge in O. E. Horn. I. 283 A nu raise ba » U P ^e rode.

Setis up be warh treo. c 2290 Beketix^i in S. Eng. Leg. 169

Heo bi-radden f^r-to nime b^t holi bodi: and with wilde

hors to«drawe And seth^e hangen it on a waritreo. c 1425
Engl. Co/iq. Ireland xiv. 34 Thay ne hadden no wone of

warytres.

Was (woz), sb. [The pa. t. sing, of Be.] "What

was ; something past.

1340 Ayenb. 104 panne is he propreliche yclieped : bet art,

Vor he is zopliche. .wyb-oute ende, wyb-out heaued, wyb-
oute wes, wyb-out sstl-by. 1390 Gowek Co/if. III. 357 The
thing is torned into was; That which was whilom grene

gras Is welked hey at time now. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie

(Arb.) 37 Where the Historian in his bare Was, hath many
times that which wee call fortune, to ouer-rule the best

wisedome. 1876 Miss Brouchton Joan 1. xxx, Iiut if the

' was ' is hard to face, how much harder the ' might have

been '. 1884 W. S. Gilbert Princess Ida n, I once was
Some one—and the Was Will Be.

Was (woz, wsz, w'z), 1st and 3rd pers. sing. pa.

t. of Be v.

Was, obs. form of Whose pron.

Was, obs. form of woe is : see Woe sb,

Waschael, obs. form of Vessel.

Wascoat(e, -cot(e, -cott, obs. ff. Waistcoat.

Wase (w^z). Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 wayse, 6-7,

9 waze, 9 weize,weise, weese, wais,waese,etc.

(see Eng. Vial. Diet.). [Found in various Teut.

langs. : MSw. vast wk. masc, Sw., Da., Norw.

vase bundle of straw, fascine, etc., MLG. (whepce

mod.G. dial, and technical) wase faggot, fascine,

pad worn on the head for carrying burdens, MDu.
wase torch, NFris. waas, pad inside a horse-

collar. It is doubtful whether the Eng. word is

adopted from Scandinavian, or represents an OK.

*wasa. See W^kase, which appears tobe avariant]

1. A wisp or bundle of straw or reeds; in early

examples with reference to its use as a torch.

c 1375 Cursor M. 8878 (Fairf.) Out of bat tree brast a blase

bat brinde ham alle as a wase, [Other texts dijfferentty.]

c 1400Beryn 2351 He..goitha-bout bewalliswith a brennyng

wase. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 18147 Thei bad thanne. .of stre

gete him a wase And make on the walles ther-of a blase.

14. . Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 627/23 Wase, stupa.^ 1565

Harding Confut. Apol. iv. xv. 206 b, He geueth him [sc.

his 'man of straw'] a waze of strawe in his hande. 160a

Carew Cornwall 28 b, One standeth watching .
.
while

another maketh a light with a waze of reed. 1888 Berksh.

Gloss., Waze, a wisp of straw for rubbing down a horse.

2. A pad of straw, cloth, etc., worn on the

head to relieve the pressure of a burden carried on

it ' {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1548 Elyot's Diet., Arculuvt, a roll that women do weare

on their heades, to beare water or milk easily, a wase. iS5*

Withals Diet. (1562) 43b/! A wase or wreath to be layed

vnder the vessell, that is borne vpon the head, as women
vse, cesticillus vet aiculus. 1570 Levins Ma/dp, 36, '41 A
Wase, circus. Ibid. 203/13 A Wayse, cirrus, i, cesticillus, 1.

1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Wais, Wase, a wreath of straw or

cloth on tlie head, to relieve the pressure of burthens. i8a5

Brockett N. C. Gloss., Weeze. 1835 Chatto Rambles
Northumbld. 106 note, Kiveise is a circular pad, commonly
made of an old stocking, but sometimes merely a wreath of

straw or grass, to save the head from the pressure of the pail

1851 Cumberld. Gloss., Waze.
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3. 'A washer or "packing-ring" for making
pipe-joints watertight* {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1851 Gkeenwell Coal-trade Terms Nor-thumb, fy Durh.
26 Before the bolts are put in, weizes, made of rope or spun-

yarn, or of lead, are put between the fianches [flanges of the

pump].

Wase, obs. form of Ooze sb.$

1483 Cath. Angl. 409/2 A Wase {v.r. Wayse), alga.

Wase, obs. form of was (see Be v.), Whoso.
Waaecoat, -cote, obs. forms of Waistcoat.

tWasel, v. Obs. [f. OE. wdse mud, Ooze
sb.l : see -el, Cf. mod. dial. wassle, wozzle, to

beat down, trample.] intr. To trample in mud.
c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 430 pis wight waselede in be few almost

to be ancle.

Wash, (woj), sb. Forms : 5 wescho, wesshe,
5-6 was(c)he, 6 wasch, wasshe, wesch, Sc,

weische, 7-9 dial, wash, 7- wash. [f. WASBV.
in many unconnected applications. OE. had wmsc
(sense 2) and gewvesc i alluvio * (sense 6). Cf. OHG.
wasga fem. (MHG., early mod.G. wasche), wesga,

weska fem. (MHG. wesche, mod.G. weische) ; also

MHG., mod.G. wasch masc, mod.G. wasch neat.]

I. Act of washing.

1. gen. An actor process of washing or cleansing

with water. AlsoyS^".

1663 T uke Adv. Five Hours 1.2 The Blemish once re.

ceived,noWash isgood For stains of Honor, butt h' Offenders
blood. 1666 Skxqroyt Lex Ignea 41 A. Baptism in Reserve,

a Wash for all our Sins. Mod. This table needs a wash.
I am going to give the dog a wash.

b. An act of washing oneself, esp. of washing
one's hands and face.

i8»5 T. Hook Sayings Ser. n. Doubts^ F. ii, While sleepy

lackeys.. are crawling down the second staircase to break-
fast, before the wash. 1838 Dickens Nickleby vii, .Mind

ou take care, young man, and get first wash. 1851 C. B.

Jansfteld Paraguay etc. (1856) 89 Next morning, . .aftera

wash in a neighbouring rivulet, ..we started again. 187a
Genii. Mag. June 722 We must have a wash . . and eat some
breakfast. 1910 Beet Rise Papacy iii. 138 The Patri-

arch of Antioch appeared on the scene, and . . without
waiting for a wash and change of raiment, proceeded to

hold a Council of Ins own, 1912 ' R, Anuom ' On Tour ivitk

Troddles \x. 62 What we really did want was a wash and
a brush up, with a good substantial meal to follow.

2. An act, spell, or task of washing clothes or

other textile articles; the process of washing
undergone by clothes or the like. {To be lost,

damaged, etc.) in the wash, in course of being

washed. {To be) at the wash, of clothes, etc.,

sent away to be washed.
[c 1050 Glosses on De ConsueludineMonacIiorum \x\Anglia

XIII. 441 Vestimentorum ablatio, reafa wa:scj 1704 Loud.
Gaz. No. 3981/4 Stolen.. Wearing Linen from the Wash.
1813 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) X. 56 The packet
arrived at so late an hour. . and our shirts being at the wash
as usual, we did not leave Lisbon till the 20th. (£1814
Fam, Politics iv. i, in New Brit. Theatre II. 230, I was
going to pull it [a gown] to pieces for the wash. 183a Mar-
ryat N. Forster iii. It returned from the wash. 1838
Dickens O. Twist viii, Ah, you're a-stariug at the pocket-
handkerchiefs. ..We've just looked 'em out, ready for the
wash. 1840 — Old C. Shop xl\

f
This objection, and a great

many others, founded on certain articles of dress being at
the wash,., were overcome by Kit. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair x\, Mrs. Bute, who knew how many days the sirloin

of beef lasted at the Hall ; how much linen was got ready
at the great wash [etc.]. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton
i, Though she may have done a hard day's wash, there's

not [etc.]. 1876 E. Jenkins Blot Queen's Head 26 You mark
their linen ' Empress's Crown Hotel ', and our linen ' Queen's
Inn '...What if they get mixed in the wash?

b. concr. The quantity of clothes or other textile

articles washed (or set apart to be washed) on one
occasion.

1789 New Lond. Mag. Apr. 224/1 The apprehension of
[several people].. for stealing a whole wash of wet linen.

1857 Dickens Dorrit r. xxii, In this yard a wash of sheets
and tablecloths tried.. to get itself dried on a line or two.
1889 Mrs. H. L, Cameron Lost Wife I. i. 7 The family
wash, .flutters gracefully in the breeze. 1898 Hamblen
Gen. Manager s Story xv'il. 268 The native women having
a custom, .of taking in the wash before dark. 1914 Mary
R. Rinehart K iii. (1915) 35 Where her aunt, .was hanging
out the week's wash of table linen.

U O. pi. App. used (after G. wasche) for

:

Washable articles of apparel, body-linen.
i8a7 Carlyle Germ. Rom. II. 139 She took special heed

to pack up her clothes and washes with her own hands.

3. A washing with some liquid for the purpose
of producing a particular effect ; a liquid prepara-
tion used or intended to be used in this manner.

a. A medicinal lotion. (The word suggests
the use of liquid in somewhat larger quantity than
is implied by lotion.)

Black, yellow wash : various liquid preparations of mercury
for application to ulcers or to the skin in eruptive diseases.
White -wash : dilute liquor of subacetate of lead.
1636 Bacon Sylva § 757 [Try] whether Children may not

haue some Wash, or Some thing to make their Teeth Better,
and Stronger? 167a Wyciierley Love in Wood iv. ii, My
eyes are none of the best since I have used the last new wash
of mercury-water. 1697 Tkyon Way to Health xviii. (ed. 3)
409 There are many various things . . prescribed by Physicians
..as Washes, etc., to preserve the Teeth and Gums. 173a
Fielding Mock Doctor iv. The doctor, with a sort of
wash, wash'd her tongue 'till he set it agoing. 1808 Med.
Jrnl, XIX. 572, 1 tried a variety of ointments and washes,
but without deriving any material benefit from their use.

1828 r.ancet 16 Feb. 717/1 The employment of yellow wash
(a solution of oxymuriate of mercury in lirne water) was
recommended. Ibid. 732/2 The calomel and lime water,
known by the name of the black wash. 1849 Pereira Elem.
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) I. 838 Lotio nigra. . . Black Wash. Ibid. 839
Lotiojlava... Yellow or Phagedenic Wash. 1850 Recce's
Med. Guide (ed. 17) 557 Milk, so frequently employed by
nurses as a wash in these cases, by turning sour on the
part, often excites fresh irritation. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med.
(ed. 3) 117 Externally, when freely diluted, liquor potass;u

may be employed as a wash in some chronic skin disorders.

b. A liquid cosmetic for the complexion.
Very common in the 17-iSth c; now chiefly Hist.

1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat IV, ii, These are- perfum'd
too, Of the Roman wash. 1649 Lovelace Lucasta 146 No
Cabinets with curious Washes, Bladders and perfumed
Plashes [are here]. 1676 Shadwell Virtuoso 111. 49 All

manner of Washes, Almond-water, and Mercury-waier for

the Complexion. 1693 Dryden Juvenal \\. 605 Her Cheeks
as smooth as Silk ; Are polish'd with a Wash of Asses Milk.
1706 Fanquhar Recruit. Officer 1. ii, I need.. no Harts-horn
for my Head, nor Wash for my Complexion. 1735 Pope
Ep. Lady 54 Narcissa's nature, tolerably mild, To make a
wash, would hardly stew a child. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar IV.

VI, They were making a wash for the face. Washes of all

kinds I had a natural antipathy to ; for I knew that instead

of mending the complexion they spoiled it. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias x. x. (Rtldg.) 364, I know how to make washes and
creams for the ladies' faces. 1853 Thackeray Esmond 1.

vi,The box., contained—not papers regarding the conspiracy
—but my lady's wigs, washes, and rouge-pots, i860 All
Year Round No. 49. 531 Pure soft water is the truest beauty
wash.

fig. a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour \\\. iii, There is no hand-
somenesse, But has a wash of Pride and Luxury, a 1680
Butler Rem. (1759) *• 224 Th' artificial Wash of Eloquence
Is daub'd in vain upon the clearest Sense. 1689 Collii.r

Ess, Pride 56 Conceit, when it is Corrected with a mixture
of Gravity, is an admirable Wash, and will make one look
as Wise, and as Great as you would wish.

c. A liquid applied to the hair to alter its colour,

to impart smoothness, or to promote growth. Now
chiefly Hist., exc. in hair-wash.
a 1668 Lassels Italy (1698) I. 60 They dry their hair in

the sun, after they have washed it in a certain wash.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary June 1645, They weare very long
crisped haire, of severall strakes and colours, which they
make so by a wash. 1859 Habits of Gd. Society ii. 118
Essences, powders, pastes, washes for the hair, washes for

the skin, recal the days of one's grandmothers.

4. fa. Mural painting in water-colour. Obs.~°.
1598 Florio, Aquazzo, wash or water colour. 1611 ibid.,

Ajfresco, a Painters worke called wash or water-colours.

b. Water-colour Painting. A broad thin layer

of colour laid on by a continuous movement of the

brush.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Washing, These washes are
usually given in equal Teints, or Degrees, throughout

;

which are afterwards brought down and soften'd over the
Lights with fair Water. 1882 Ha.mkrton Graphic Arts 84
Line and auxiliary washes are employed together in great
variety. Ibid. 86 At Florence there are some drawings by
Cambiaso, in pen and wash. 1884 American VIII, 59 The
beauty of the clear, broad wash. 1886 Ruskin Prsterita I.

xii. 396 To produce dark clouds and rain with twelve or

twenty successive washes.

C. trans/'. (Cf. WASH v. 10 b.)

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. Ixvii. 92 In the middle of the
leaues there riseth vp a yellow welt,, .shadowed all oner
with a wash of thin blew, 1877 Black Green Past, xliv,

The valley was a plain of rich vegetation— long water-colour
washes of yellow, and russet, and olive-green. 1879 Steven-
son Trav. Donkey (1886) 30 The intervening field of hills

had fallen together into one broad wash of shadow. 1887
Constance C. Harrison Bar Harbor Days xiii. 157 The
summer sunshine fell like a wash of gold upon the shores of
Mount Desert. 1891 G. E. Shelley Catal. Birds Brit. Mus.
XIX. 456 Abdomen, thighs, and under tail-coverts white,

with a very faint pink wash.

d. A thin coat of water-colour or distemper

spread over a wall or similar surface ; a prepara-

tion used for this purpose. Cf. Whitewash sb.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 149 The Pillars from top
to bottom being overlaid with a Golden Wash. i8a6 Sherer
Notes ff Refi. Ramble Germany 127 The white and yellow
washes on the walls looked fresh. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. iii. 348 The floors of the dining rooms, .were coloured
brown with a wash made of soot and small beer. 1859
Jephson Brittany viii, 105 The walls and pillars are all

covered with a cold grey wash. 1884 Macm. Mag. Oct.
426,1 Syra is almost entirely a white town, relieved now
and again by a dash of yellow wash. 1885 Harpers Mag.
Mar. 547/1 The Pompeiian red. .is only 'water wash'.

6. A solution applied to metals for producing a
counterfeit appearance of gold or silver.

1697 Collier Ess. Moral Subj. 11. 98 Imagination, .stamps
Value and Significancy upon his Face, and tells the People
he is to go for so much ; who oftentimes, being deceived by
the wa*ih, never examin the Metal, but take him upon Con-
tent. 1861 Act 24 <y 25 Vict. c. 90 § 3 Whosoever shall gild

or silver, or shall, with any Wash or Materials capable of
producing the Colour or Appearance of Gold or of Silver, .

.

wash, case over, or colour any Coin whatsoever,

IX Washing movement of water.

6. The washing of the waves upon the shore

;

surging movement of the sea or other water.
Neptune's salt wash (quot. 1602) a bombastic periphrasis

for ' the sea '.

[c \o$o Suppl. sElfric's Gloss. in Wr.-Wiilcker 179/35 Aqua-
ntmalluuio, wajterafcewaL'SC. Ibid. 187/8 Alluuium, waiter*
gtwuau*] XS79 Gosson Apot. Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 65 Truth is

. . harde.andcannot be broke with washe. 1601 Shaks. Ham,
in. ii. 166 Full thirtie times hath Phitbus Cart gon round
Neptunes salt Wash, and Tellus Orbed ground. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India <$ P. 57 At the Entry into the Harbour only
a Rock withstands the Washes. 1715 De Foe Voy. rvuml

World (1B40) 327 Their carpenters, .raised their sides as well

as they could to keep off the wash of the sea. 1733 W. Ellis
Chiltem fy Vale Farm. 59 The wash and bash of Rains, and
the violence of the Winter Winds, which aie all fatal to this

Ground. 1778 Engl. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Wafchet, Great
quantities of alabaster, which fall down the cliffs here, by
the wash of the sea, are also sent to that city. 1855 Tenny-
son Brook 194 Katie walks By the long wash of Australa-

sian seas Far off. 1865 Gossu Land fy .SWi (187-1) 5 Here
we were.. facing the westerly breeze, and pitching and roll-

ing in the wash of the sea. 187a Dana Corals ii. 137 An
important protection to the roof against the wash of the
waters. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman iv. xviii, The wash
of the waves touched his ftet.

trausf. 1855 Browning 'two in Campagna v, Silence and
passion, joy and peace, An everlasting wash of air—Rome's
ghost since her decease.

b. A surge raised in the sea or other piece of

water by the passage of a vessel.
1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 393/1 We were steaming along

splendidly now, sending up a fine wash and swash along
the banks. 1884 Ibid. Feb. 344/2 The steam-launch, .sends
a 'wash' along the shore. 1890 R. C. Lehmann Harry
Fludyer 121 They were standing on the tank close to the
water, and our boat raised a wash and wetted their feet.

C. The sound of the surge of water.

1845 J. Coulter Adv. Pacific ix. 109, I.. listened to the
wash of the briny element on the beach. 1871 Longe. Life
(1S91) III. 177 '1 he low wash of the sea very soothing. 1873
Black Pr. Thnle iii. 39 '1 he wash of ripples along the coast
could be beard. 1918 Blackiu. Mag, June 717/2 The wash
of the swell on rocks met my ear.

d. Wear or attrition due to the action of waves.
1791 S.v.eaton Edystone L. § 78 To prevent that wash of

the joints, that a very exposed situation might subject it to.

1872 Lowell Dante Writ. 1890 IV. 224 This three-arched
bridge, still firm against the wash and wear of ages.

7. A sandbank or tract of land alternately

covered, and exposed by the sea; a portion of an
estuary admitting of being forded or crossed on
foot at low tide. + 7he Washes, applied spec, to

the fordable portion of the estuary between Lin-

colnshire and Norfolk; hence used as a name for

the estuary itself, now called The Wash.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 517/2 Wasche, watur or forde {v.r,

forth), vadum. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. VI, 208 b, King
Edward.. with all hast possible passed the wasshes,.&
came to the toune of Lynne. 1595 Shaks. John v. vi. 41
Halfe my power this night.. are taken by the Tide, These
Lincolne-Washes haue deuoured them. 1601 Holland Pliny
111. xxvi. I. 71 As for the coast of Illyricum, it is pestred
with more than a thousand [islands] ; such is the nature of
the sea, full of shelves and washes, with narrow chanels
running betweene. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Passade, The swift
course of the flowing, and ebbing of the sea, on the Sandes,
or Washes. 1617 Mokvson Itin. in. 140 Upon the lay
which Ptolomy names, Histuariatn Metart's, vulgarly called,

the Washes, lieth the large Towne of Linne. a 1631 Donne
Serin. Ixiv. (1640) 647 A washing begun in Baptisme, . . Not
such a washing, as the Washes have, which are those sand*
that are overflowed with the Sea at every Tide, and then
lie dry, but [etc.]. 1641 Prynne Disc. Pnl. Tyrr. ii. 93 Hee
departed out of Chester, .his friends conducted them over
the washes which are dangerous. 1649 G. Daniel Tri-
uarch., Rich. II, ecliii, Mowbray, who had gone all the way
along Vpon these Washes,. Now to gee further, thought a
Quick-sand sprung Might swallow him. 1681 W. Robert-
son Phrased. Gen. (1693) 1295 The washes, as in Lincoln-
shire { sEstuaria. 172a De Foe Col. Jack vii, There was
no way now left, but that by the washes into Lincolnshire.

1740 Pkil. Trans, XLI. 689 An Easterly Breeze, which the
Borderers on the Coast of Lincolnshire and Norfolk call

Tide-weather, and may be occasioned by the Vapours arising
from the Tides, which then cover a vast Wash of Sands in

their Neighbourhood. 1831 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. n.

289 Ihe great bay or wash, which forms the sole receptacle
for the drainage waters, is so shallow.

fb. The portion of the shore washed by the
waves. Obs.
1614 Ralegh Hist. World 11. iii. § 7. 259 Euen at the very

brincke and wash of the Sea. a 1618 — Apd. 15 The Tow ne
being seated upon the very Wash of the Sea. 1698 Phil.
Trans. XX. 410 Some Vessels have been cast so far on the
Shoie, that.. they have been from Twenty to 'thirty Yards
dry from the Wash of the Shore.

c. A low-lying tract of ground, often flooded,

and interspersed with shallow pools and marshes.
1483 Cath.Angl. 414/3 A Wesche, tesquunt, in plurali

tesqua, 1601 Holland Pliny 111. i. I. 52 Within the washes
and downes of Bcetis there is the town Nebrissa. 1794 Van-
couver Agric. Cambridge 174 The crops on the interior
commons and washes suffered extremely by these [wire
worms, etc.] at first. 1866 Kingsley/tWw. xxviii, Beyond
Earith where now run the great washes of the Bedford Level.
1905 Athenaeum 30 Dec. 902/1 The book records.. the en-
closure of commons and washes, and the continuous advance
of building operations.

d. Western U.S. The dry bed or portion of the
bed of a winter torrent.

1894 Amer. Rev. Rcvieivs Nov. 508/2 The center of it

[Pachango Valley] is occupied with the broad sandy ' wash '

characteristic of Southern California streams. 1897 Outing
XXIX. 5S2/1 Temescal Wash is a mile wide and composed
of sand and prickly pear cactus. 1004 rOth Cent. Mar. 431
Thebed of toe wash, or dry valley bed, up which we were
driving, was planted with corn.

8. A tract of shallow water, a lagoon. Also, a

shallow pool or runnel formed by the overflow of

a river, a backwater ; a stream running across a

road.

*53° Palsgr, 2S7/1 Wasshe of water, marre. IJ45-* Le-

LAND Itin. (1745) I. New Vr.'s Gift p. xxii, There is almoste

notherCape, nor Bay, Haven, Creeke, or Peere, River or Con-
fluence of Rivers, Breches

r
Waschis, Lakes, Meres, Fenny

Waters, Montaynes, Valleis, Mores, [etc.]. 159a Greenje



WASH. 126 WASH.
Def. Conny.catching Wks. (Grosart) XI. 65 Jack.. away
he rides singing towardes Endfield [from Edmonton] : as he
rode, he mette at the washes with the Miller. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxxi. iv. II. 410 The raine that fell caused all the

washes arising from the river Nilus which watered the
grounds, to be bitter. 1609 — A win. Marcell. 248 Convey-
ing themselves over the washes and marishes in flotes and
troughes of hollowed trees. 1610 Folkingham Feudigr. 1.

ii. 3 The other sort is digged vp in Fountaines, Riuers,
Washes, Salt-Meeres, Sea-shoares. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

BoccalinVs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. xxxix. 52 The glorious
Venetian Liberty, .was planted in those Washes. 1658 —
tr. ParxiteCs Wars Cyprus 109 The Washes, or Moorish
grounds, whereon the City of Venice is placed. 1673 Picas.

Treat. Witches 53 With whom he travelled, till at last they
came to a great wash ; where the man profered the Monk .

.

to carry him over on his back. 1695 Thorksby Diary (1830)

I. 295 We.. had some showers, which raised the washes upon
the road to that height that passengers from London that

were upon the road swam. 1782 Cowfer Gilpin 135 Till he
came unto the Wash Of Edmonton so gay. 1847 L. Hunt
Men, Women, <$ Bks. I. iii. 41 The gutters were suddenly a
torrent ; the pavement a dancing wash. 1848 H.W. Herbert
Field Sports U.S. II. 28 The wide extent of salt marshes
and meadows, interspersed with shallow land-locked washes
and lagoons. 1857 Hawthorne Eng, Note-bks. (1870) II.

204 Along the base of the castle [Skipton].. flows a stream,

but only a * wash ', whatever that may be. 1878 S. H.
Miller & Skehtchly Fenland vi. 158 Banks were made.

.

enclosing a space called a Wash 'for the waters to bed in 'in

time of flood. 1884 Auk Oct. 356, I came to a wash a few
feet wide and a foot or so deep.

III. 0. Waste water discharged after use in

washing; liquid refuse. Also^\ Now ra^.
C1440 Pallad. on Huso. I. 1105 And all the wesshe out of

thi bathisfL. balncarum. .eluvies] Thegardyn thorgh logo,
therto no scathe is. 1797 Burke Reg. Peace III. (1S92) 192
If his Majesty had kept aloof from that wash and off-scour-

ing of every thing that is low and barbarous in the world.

1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke F'ar/n iii. 39 He advised.,

that the sweepings from the cottage floors,.. and the wash
and boilings of all sorts, should be thrown into it [the pit].

10. Sc. and norlh. Stale urine : used as a deter-

gent and as a mordant.
Perhaps so called from its use in washing.

c 1480 Henrvson Sum Practysis of Med. 48 This vntment
is rycht ganand for 5our awin vss, With reid nettill seid in

Strang wesche to steip. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4146 Ane
curtillqueine. .Of Strang wesche scho will tak ane iurdane,

And settis in the gyle-fat. 1546 — Death Beaton etc. E ij,

Thou false hereticke [Wishart], saydest that holy water is

not so good as washe, & such lyke. 1703 Thoresby Let.

to Ray, Wesh, or wash, Urine. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Pro?'.

(1750) 65 Learn your goodame to kirn wash. 1743 in R.
Maxwell Set. Trans. Agric. 368 Put into your Copper a little

stale Wash, which will make your Wald spend, and raise

your Colour. i88aCROOKKs Dyeings Stale urine. .known
in Lancashire as ' lant ', and in Yorkshire as ' wash ' or ' weet-

ing ', owes its action to the carbonate of ammonia formed by
the decomposition of urea,

11. Kitchen swill or brewery refuse as food for

swine : « Hogwash, Pig's wash. (So G. dial.

wasch.)
1585 Higins Junius' Nomeucl. 51/1 Porcus colluuiaris,.

.

an hogge fed with wash and draffe. 1592 Breton Pilgr.

Para i. (Grosart) 22/2 The sweetest wine, is but as swinish
wash, Unto the water, of the well of life. 1594SHAKS. Rich.
Ill v. ii. 9 The wretched, bloody, and vsurping Boare, .

.

Swilles your warm blood like wash, and makes his trough In
your embowel'd bosomes. 1665 South Serm. (Prov. iii 17)

18 As different as the silence of an Archimedes in the study of
a Problem, and the stillness ofa Sow at her wash. 173a Ace.
Workhouses 79 They have a pig or two brought in, to live

upon their wash, and dregs. 1851-61 Mayhew Lond.
Labour II. 132/1 The hogs' food obtained by these street-

folk, or, as I most frequently heard it called, the 'wash'.
1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xxxii, She. .pointed to the great
bock of wash, and riddlings, and brown hulkage. 1896
Baring-Gould Dartmoor Idylls v. 129 When she carried
the sow her pail of wash.

fig- *65$ Fuller Ch. Hist. r. 16 Clean Stomacks will be
better satisfied with one drop of the Milk of Truth, then foul

Feeders, .with a Trough of Wash, mingled with the water
of Fabulous Inventions.

b. Liquid food for other animals.
1847W.C L. Martin tXr 96/2 The mangers extend along

the whole length of each row of cattle ; these are for the
wash, or fluid food;.. The wash.. is very nutritious, as it

contains the finer particles of the ground malt.

IV. 12. Matter washed away by running water

;

solid particles carried away by a stream and
deposited as sediment ; alluvial deposit.

1707 Mortimer Huso. 86 The Wash of Pastures, Fields,
Commons, Roads [etc].. where.. Rain water hath a long
time settled. ., [is] of very great advantage to all sorts of
Land. 1757 [BurkeJ Europ. Settlem. Avter. vi. i. II. 60
In these plains, the soil augmented by the wash of the
mountains for so many ages, is prodigiously fertile, i860
Motley Netherl. (1868) I. i. 8 A territory, the mere wash of
three great rivers. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiii, ' Tastes
like the wash of the river.' ' Are you so familiar with the
flavour of the wash of the river?' 1883 Modern Rev. IV.
682 The land., has been built up out of the wash of ancient
rivers and the sands of vanished seas. 1888 J. D. Whitney
Navies <V Places 125 (Cent.) The debris-piles which stretch

along the lower slopes of the ranges in the Cordilleran

Region are locally known as washes. 1895 Baring-Gould
Noimi x, The course taken by the flood is easily recognisable

by this fact—that it has left its wash on the tops of the

plateau, where to the present day lies a film of caoline.

b. Mining. 'A formation of gravel, etc. over

an abraded coal-seam \ (Eng. Dial. Diet.)

1888 W. E. Nicholson Gloss. Coal Trade Northumb.
(E.D- D.), The Team Wash, which extends from Dunston on
the river Tyne and, following the line of the river Team,
to Tursdale,..and washes out several seams of coal in its

course.

V. 13. a. (See quot. 1728.) ? Obs.
1619 Donne Serm. 18 Apr. (1661) III. 270 Of this Gold

(this virtue of Repentance) there is no Mine in the Earth ;

in the books of Philosophers, no doctrine of Repentance:
this Gold is for the most part in the washes. 1718 Chambers
CycL, Washings, or Washes, among Goldsmiths, Coiners,

&c. are the Lotions whereby they recover the Particles of
Gold and Silver out of the Ashes, Earths, Sweepings, &c.

b. Soil from which gold (or diamonds) can be

extracted by washing.
a 1875 Hector in Offic. Handbk. N. Zealand 171 Gold

was obtained on terraces along the sides of the valley, and
in the river bed, the wash everywhere resting on water-
worn bars and ledges of greenstone, [etc.]. 1879 Atcherly
Trip Boerland 143 We had extracted about a hundred-
weight of wash. 1880 Fison & Howitt Kamilaroi 272 The
great ' reef washes ' of Ballarat are to be referred to the
period of depression. 1886 N. Z. Herald 28 May 6/7
Last week, after driving about 80 feet, they struck payable
wash. The wash is about two feet thick, lying on a slate

bottom. 1890 Goldftelds of Victoria 7 A company has been
formed to work the ' first floor ' which shows gold and tin in

10 feet of wash. 1897 Daily News 30 Nov. 9/5 Inverell

Diamond Fields.— . . 101 carats of diamonds from five loads
washed. Wash improves as development progresses.

VI. Watery infusion or mixture.

14. Originally, the partially fermented wort
remaining after ale or beer has been brewed from
it ; this wort as subjected to further fermentation

in order that ardent spirit may be distilled from it.

In later use, malt or other fermentable substance

or mixture of substances steeped in water to undergo
fermentation preparatory to distillation.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Wash, After-wort. 1701
Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) V. 55 That id. per gallon be
laid on all low wines or spirits drawn from brewers wash.
1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4624/1 An Act to Prohibit the Ex-
portation of. .Worts and Wash drawn from Malted Corn,

1753 Chambers' Cycl, Suppl., Wash, the distillers name for

the fermentable liquor, made by dissolving the proper subject
for fermentation and distillation in common water. 1815
Ann. Reg., Chron. 43 Besides the still, a considerable
quantity of wash, and some low wines, were found. 1825
Gentl. Mag. XCV*. 1. 215 The molasses are conveyed by
channels into a large vat in the still house, to which a certain

quantity of water is added, and in this state the liquor is

called 'wash\ 1880 Act 43 fy 44 Vict. c. 24 § 5 (1) No
person may, without being licensed.. (£) Brew or make wort
or wash. 1903 Times 22 Aug. 8/6, 200 gallons of ' wash '

—

liquor prepared with sugar, barley, flour, &c. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. 23 I\far. 1/1 The liquid from which spirit is distilled is

termed ' wash ', and may be made from almost anything. If

the distiller be righteous, it is made from malt, or, in the
case of Irish whisky, malt and unmalted grain.

15. Washy or vapid liquor. Also jig., vapid
discourse or writing.

1548 Udall etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 15-18 My doctrine is

but verai washe, if it be compared vnto his doctrine [Erasm.
Mea doctrina diluta est, si ad illius doctrinam conferatur],
1819 W. S. Rose Lett. N. Italy I. 108 A remedy, .is thought
to have been discovered in coffee ; not the vile and vapid
wash which is usually made in England,, .but [etc.]. 1839
Rayson Poems (1858) 49 Nae niair weasteyer money on ony
sec wesh. 1895 J' Nicholson Kilwuddie 166 (E.D.D.) We
kentna the goo o' the wash we drink noo, That puir, feckless

skiddle ca'd tea. 1911 R. Brooke Let. in Memoir {1918)

p. lxx, To remove it [the sonnet called Lust] would be to

overbalance the book still more in the direction of unim-
portant prettiness. There's plenty of that sort of wash in

the other pages for the readers who like it.

VII. 16. The blade of an oar.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) D d 4, That part of the

oar.. which enters into the water, is called the blade, or

wash.

VIII. Senses of obscure or doubtful origin.

17. A measure for oysters and whelks.
1481-90 Howard Housch. Bks. (Roxb.) 370 Item, for ij.

wash and di. of oystres at Wevenho, iiij. d. 1574 in R?P>
MSS. Ld. Middleton (1911) 444 To Walter Tayler for viij

washe of oysters and for charges from Dunesbye, vj s. viijd.

1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), A Wash of Oysters is ten

Strikes. 1677 Maldon (Essex) Borough Deeds Bundle 101.

no. 2, Paid for a wash of oysters presented to a gent, in

London vpon the town's account. 1851 Mayhew Land.
Labour I. 163 The trade in whelks is one of which the
costermongers have the undisputed monopoly, .this shell-fish

is bought by the measure (a double peck or gallon), half
measure, or wash. A wash is four measures. X879 Encycl.
Brit. IX. 256/2 Each smack takes about 40 wash of whelks
with her for the voyage. 1882 Standard 26 Sept. 2/2 Whelks
are sold by the 'wash', a wash consisting of 21 quarts and
one pint, ..worth on an average four shillings.

f 18. Some part of a horse's eye. Obs.
1639 T. de Grey Comfil. Horsem. u. viii. (1656) 293, I have

oft times seen the French Marishalls take up the wash of the
eye, with a Spanish needle, threeded with a double brown
threed,..But I cannot commend this manner of curing the
Haw, for by that means he cutteth away the wash of the
eye, which indeed is the beauty of the eye. X737 Bracken
Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 141 Farriers taking up the Wash
of the Eye with a Needle and Thread.

19. The underground den of a beaver or a bear.
1809 A. Henry Trav. 128 It [the beaver's house] is always

entirely surrounded with water; but, in the banks adjacent,
the animal provides holes or washes, of which the entrance is

below the surface, and to which it retreats on the first alarm.
1877 Coues Fur-bearing Anim. ii, 52 They [wolverenes]
bring forth in burrows under ground, probably old Bear
washes, and have four or five young at a birth.

20. slang, a. Printers'*. An act of washing

'

(see WASH v. 19 a). 1841 Savage Diet. Printing Situ.

b. Stock Exchange. A fictitious sale of
securities by a broker who has a commission from
an intending buyer and also from an intending

seller, and who instead of effecting the two trans-

actions separately, in the interest of each client,

simply transfers from the one account to the other,

the difference going to his own profit.

1891 in Century Diet.

IX. 21. altrib. and Comb., in sense 14, desig-

nating various vessels in which the distiller's

* wash ' is contained or elaborated, as wash-back)

-batch, -charger; -cistern, -heater
t
-warmer] in

sense II, as wash-buyer. Also wash-basket (a)

U.S. see quot. 18S1
; {/>) a basket for clothes sent

to the wash ; wash-bill U.S. = washing-bill
;

wash-day, the day for the washing of clothes in

a household = washing-day ; wash-land, a tract

of land periodically overflowed by a river ; wash-
linen, linen sent to the wash ; wash-plain, a
tract of land formed by alluvial deposits ; wash-
sale, see quot. 1891 (cf. sense 20); f wash-
tumbler, ? a glass for holding washes for the com-
plexion or the teeth

; + wash-yard, ? the yard

attached to a wash-house.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 403 Before the fermented wort goes

into the still, a calculation is made of the quantity of wash
drawn from the *wash back, and which is first pumped into

what is called the "wash charger. 1881 E. Ingersoll Oyster
Industry 249 * Wash-basket, a rude splint basket, circular,

shallow, holding about a peck, and with a high bale-handle
(Rhode Island). 1903 Daily Chron. 26 June 3/7 The family
wash-basket. 1696-7 Act 8 <$• 9 Will. Ill c. 19 § 10 That no
common Distiller, .shall, .erect or sett upp any Tun Cask
*Wash-batch Copper Still or other Vessell for the brewing
making or keeping of any Worts Wash [etc.]. 1873 B. Harte
Piddletown 26 Finding his *wash-bill made out on the un-
written side of one of these squares, and delivered to him
with his weekly clean clothes. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
II. 149 There are a number of *wash-buyers in the

suburbs, who purchase . . their stock . . at gentlemen's houses,
and retail it. .to those who feed pigs. 1839 *Wash charger
[see wash back]. 1853 Ure L>ict. Arts I. 5 The •wash-
cistern .. should be supported on a shelf near the ceil-

ing of the stove-heated apartment. 1864 Mrs. A. Gatty
Parables Nat. Ser. iv. 9 Hehad watered it., with soap-suds
on a "wash-day. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1182 The water. .is

carried off by the pipe m, through the vessel n, called the
* wash-heater. 1794 Vancouver Agric. Cambridge 191
The *washlands amount to about three thousand acres.

1878 S. H. Miller & Skektchly Fenland \. 6 Along this

course.. are wash-lands which receive the waters of the
river when it overflows. 1883 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Nov.
70/2 In some cases the rivers have even inner and outer
banks, with washlands between them. 1901 Osler Princ.
Med. 1. (ed. 4) 5 The infection [of typhoid fever] may be
spread by means of clothing and *wash-linen. 1899 Nature
13 July 259/1 These * *wash plains 'or stream deltas and fans

constitute a very important feature in the Pleistocene de-
posits of the region. 1891 Century Diet.,*Wash sales, in

the stock-market, feigned sales, made for the sake of advan-
tage gained by the report of a fictitious price. 1908 Times 26
Aug. 5/5 In the words of the Evening Tost, .since 1901 the

two terms ' wash sales ' and ' matched orders ' have become
a familiar explanation of the erratic movements of prices on
the Exchange. 1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 14 Dec. 1/1 Glass.

Cut candlesticks, decanters, "wash tumblers, wine glasses,

[etc.]. 1900 Sadtler Handbk. Industr, Org. Chem. (ed. 3}

220 Interposing between the still and the refrigerating

apparatus a ' *wash-warmer ', or vessel filled with the liquid

ready for distillation, c 1625 in W. Robinson Hackney
(1842) I. in [Inventory of Goods] In the Wash-house.. In
the *Wash-yarde. Item—One great cesterne of leade, [etc.].

t Wash., a. Obs. [? f. Wash v. ;
perh. in part

a corruption of Walsh a.] Washy, weak, tender.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xii. 49-53 It is no washe
doctrine, ne worldely [Erasm. non est diluta, nee humana
doctrina], that 1 haue brought down from heauen. 1607
Marston What you Will 1. i, But how long doth this

perfume of sweete Madam last? Faith tis but a wash sent.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca iv. i, Their bodies of so weak
and wash a temper, a rough-pae'd bed will shake 'em
all to pieces. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife 111. i, Tis a
wash knave, he will not keep his flesh well. 1639 T.
de Grey Compl. Horsem. 11. Hi. (1656) 104 They are naturally

slow, dull, heavy, and nesh or wash of their flesh.

Wash, (woj), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. washed
(\voji). Forms : Inf. and present stem : 1

waescan, wacsan, waxan, wacxan, waxsan,
2-6 wasche, wasse, 2-7 wasshe, 3 was(s)ce,
weasehe, 3-4 was(e, waass, 3-5, 6 Sc, wass,

3-5 wassche, 3-6 wasch, 4 whasche, 4-5
wach(e, wasch(s)che, wassh, 5 vasshe, whas,

7 Sc. vash, 3-7 washe, 3- wash ; 4 waysch(e,
waiisse, wayss, 4-5 wais(s)che, wais(s)he,

wayssh(e,waisse, 4-6 wayshe, waysse, weische,
weysshe, weysch, 6 weish

;
(chiefly north, and

Sc.) 2-6 wesche, 3-5 wess(e, 4-5 wessch(e, 4-6

wessh(e, vesch(e, 4-7 wesch, 5 whess, 5-7
weshe, 9 dial, wesh ; also 4 wisshe, whosshe,

5 wosche, wosshe, 6 Sc* woucht, 6-7 wysch(e.
Pa. t. a. 1 w6sc, 2-4 wosch, 4 woisse, 4-5
wossch(e, wosh(e, wossh(e, 4-5, 6 Sc.

wosche, 5 woschsse, Sc* wousche, 6 Sc.

woushe, 7 Sc* woosh. p. 1 w6ox, 2 weosc,
2-3 weis, 2-4 wess(o, 2-5 wesch, wessh, 3

weosch(s, wes, 3-4 wex(s, weiss(e, 3-5, 6 Sc.

wesche, 4 we(s)chs, weosche, weysche, 4-5
wessch(e, wesh(e, 4-6 wesshe, 5 weeshe, {pt-

whesshen), 6 Sc. weisch(e, 9 Sc. weesh, weish

;

3-4 wasch, was, 4-5 wasche, wassh(o; 2-3
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wuesh, 3 -wnohs, {pi. wuschschen), 3-5 wusch,
4 wuesch, 6 Sc, wus(c)he, 9 Sc. vrush

; 3-4
wis, 4 wysch, 4-5, 6 Sc. wisch(e, 4-5 wissch(e,
wissh(e, wys(s)che, wysh, wyssh(e, 5 wishe,
whisse, (/>/. wissen), 7 Sc, wyshe. Pa. ppk. 1

-weescon, -wahsen, -waxen, 2 (i)wasse, 2-3
(i)wasshen, 2-5 waschen, 3 weaschen, 3-4
wassen, 3-5 (i)wasche, 4 wasshin, (i)washe,
whasche, wahche, 4-5 wassche(n, -yn,

(y)was8he, wasshun, whasshen, 4-6 wasshen,
5 was(c)hyn, wassh, wasch, whassche, 6

was7.(s)hen, Sc, waschin, 7 Sc. waahine, 3-9
(now arch, and dial.) washen ; 2 (i)wesscen,

3-5, 6 Sc, weschen, 3-4 wessen, 4 wesche,
(y)wesse, 5 weasch, (y)wesh,wesshe, (y)whess,
weshen, 5, 6 Sc. weschin, -ynt 6Sc. veschin(e

;

4 waysen, 4-5 waiache(n, -un, -yn, wayachen,
waiasche(n, waiaahe(n, wayshun, weiache(n,
weysche, 5 waishe, waiach ; 8 Sc. wuah.
Weak pa. t. and pa. pple. 3-4 wasaed, 4-5
waacht, 4-6 wasched, wasshed, wesshed,
etc.; 5 weaht, Sc, wecht ; 4-5 washid, 6 waahte,

7 waahd, 6-8 waaht, 7-9 waah'd,- 5- waahed.
[A Com. Teut. vb. (not recorded in Gothic),

originally strong : OE. wvescan, wascan, also by
metathesis waxan, pa. t. pi. woxon, wiocson, pa.

pple. -tusescen, corresponds to OFris. *waska (E.

and N.Fris. waske, W.Fris. waskje), OS., OLow
Frankish wascan (Du. wasschen, pa. t. wiesch,

pa. pple. gewasschen), OHG. wascan, pa. t. wuosc
t

pa. pple. giwascan (MHG. waschen , weschen
t

mocl.G. waschen, pa. t. witsch, pa. pple. ge-

waschen), ON. (rare) vaska, conjugated weak (Sw.

vaska, Da. vaske) :—OTeut. *waskan -.~*watskan

f. root *wat- as in Water sb.

It is uncertain whether the original conjugation was of the
reduplicating type (OE. pa. t. we"osc ~ Du. wiesch) or of the
ablaut type (OE. wdsc -- OHG. wuosc). In English the
weak conjugation appears occasionally in the 14th c, but
the strong forms prevailed till the close of the 16th c, after
which they seldom occur exc. in dialects.]

I. To cleanse by means of water. Also with
compl. adj., to wash white, clean.

1. trans. To cleanse, remove the dirt from
(something) by affusion of or immersion in water.
In OE. the verb was almost confined to the specific use a

below. For the washing of vessels, and for the washing of
the human body, the word used was^it>/a«.

900 in Thorpe Dipt. Angl. Sax. (1865) 145 Hi sculan waxan
sceap. c 1000 /Elhric Levit. i. 9 And waxan hast innewerde
and pa fet [of the burnt offering). c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke v.

2 Da fisceras eodon, & woxon beora net. c 1205 Lay. 10182
Heo . . wascen ba wa^es [c 1275 wassen be wowes], 13 . . St.
Alexius 31 1 (Laud MS. 108) As he wessch here dissches.

1387 Trevisa Higden III. 315 Diogenes wisshe [v.rr.

wische, wysch] wortes in a tyme. Ibid. VI. 403 Sche wolde
take be schoon of here sustres priveliche by ny^te and wasche
[v.rr. wasse, waysche]hem and smere hem. 1412-20 Lyug.
Chron. Troy. 11. 751 It [sc. the conduit water] made a ful

purgacioun Of al ordure & fylbes in be toun, Waschyng be
stretis as bei stod a rowe. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 18 Pyke
hem clene, & skrape hem, & Wasshemclene. Ibid. 114 Nym
ye ris, whess hem clene. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xiv. 230 A
good huswijf. .now sche sethith, now sche rostith, now sche
weischith disschis. 1520 in Arclvxologia. XXV. 437 For
wayshyng of the fiocke at Frynge iij s. iiij d. 1617 Moryson
/tin. 1. 24 Water.. for washing of glasses. 01722 Lisle
Hush. (1757) 317 In Kent.. they wash their sheep in the
following manner. 1764 Eliza Moxon Engl. Housezv. (ed.

9) 175 Take cockles at a full moon and wash 'em. 1773 J.
Campbell Mod. Faulconry 199 When you give her casting
of flannel or cotton, take care to have them washen as clean
as they can be. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz

t
Boarding-ho. ii, The

second-floor front was scrubbed, and washed, and flannelled.

1849 Lever Con Cregau xviii, Carriages, too, were washing,
and high-bred horses standing out to be groomed. 1861
Flor. Nightingale Nursing (ad. 2)61 In the sick room, the
doctor should always be asked . .at what hour he chooses the
floor to be washed. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xxvii. 295 We
could talk afterwards—while Ernana is washing the dishes,

+ b. Prov. To wash a wall of'loam, a brick or tile

(= L. laterem tavare), to labour in vain. Cf. 3 d.
1586 Hooker Serm. ii. § 19 Hut we wash a wall of lome;

we labor in vaine. 1612 Two Noble K. in. v. 41 We have,
As learned Authours utter, washd a Tile. 1779 Warner in
Tesse Selwyn fy Contemp. (1844) IV. 263, 1 wish I could make
him feel as he ought, but one may as well wash a brick.

o. Naut. To wash a ship: see quot. Also
absoU ? Obs,

1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. 113 To Wash a Ship.
That is used at sea, when we cannot come aground, or
careene-her

: we make her heeled-over with her Ordnance
and men, upon the yard-arms to a side, and so wash that
side and scrape it (so much as is out of the water, which is
commonly some 5, or 6 strakes). 1666, 1720 [see Tallow v.
1 b]. 1679 Loud. Gaz. No. 1445/1 They will Wash and
I allow, and then take their course to the Westward.
fd. Fishing. To wash off: to wash (the net)

after a day's work. Also absol. Obs,
1630 in Binnell Descr. Thames (1758) 73 Upon Saturday

bun set, to wash off his Net, hale up and go home. /bid.
77 . 1 hat no Trawler do fish . . upon the Saturday after Sun-
rising, but to wash off, hale up, and go home.

e. To wash out: to cleanse the interior of (a
vessel).

1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. u. (1842) 54 It is requisite
that it [the bottle] be washed out after every experiment, the

last two or three rinsings being made with distilled water.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 757 A tube of convenient
size open at the top or sides so that it can be properly
washed-out.

f. To wash up: to wash (table utensils) after a

meal. Also absol,

1731 F. Coventry Pompey the Little 11. xiii. 241 When he
had done sipping his Tea, he used to wash up the Cups with
the most orderly Exactness. 1837 J. Mokier Abel Allnuti
xx. 116 That Betsy might be allowed to come in and help to
1 wash up '. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xlix, Sitting in state

to see the room cleared, the hearth swept, and the dinner-
service washed up and polished in the back yard. 1905 R.
Bagot Passport xxiii. 233 His supper over, and Ernana
having retired into the kitchen to wash up.

g. To wash down : to wash from top to bottom
or from end to end.
1877 Stables Pract. Kennel Guide 129 A portion of car-

bolic acid should be used with the water you wash down
the yard with. 1898 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 300 The
waters of the bay are so foul that., ships which visit Rio.,
do not wash down their decks, .during their stay in port.

1901 G. Douglas House ivith Green Shutters 14 Gilmour..
was washing down the legs of a horse.

2. To cleanse (soiled clothes, wool, etc.) by
rubbing in water, with soap or some equivalent.

Also to wash clean, white.
c 900 tr. Bsedas Hist. 1. xxvii. (1890) S4 He ba serest bebead,

baet heo heora hrsxl woosce & claensode. C1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 57 Sume bereS sole clo5to be watere forto wasshen it

clene. ai2z$Ancr. R. 324 Wule a weob beon, etonecherre,
mid one watere wel ibleched, oSor a sol clo3 hwit 1waschen 7

1340 Ayenb. 236 Ase linene kertel erban hi by buyte uelezibe
him behoueb1 \>et he by ybeate and ywesse. 1377 Lamgl.
P. PI. B. xiti. 315 pi best cote.. Hath many moles and
spottes, it moste ben ywasshe. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 84
Take hit vppe in a faire lynnen cloth that is clene wasshen.
1497 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 149 Item ffor iiij men to
weysch it [the wool] and dry it,.. 3s. 1522 Burgh Rec.
Stirling (1887) I. 17 That na persoun nor per.sonis woucht
ony maner of dais at the toune bouirn . . undir the pain of.

.

brekin of the weschal that tha wous with. 1538 Elyot Diet.,
Radicula, an herbe, the uiyce whereof is good to wasshe
woulle. 15.. Wyf of Auchtirmwchty 94 He trailit the
fowll scheitis doun the gait, Thocht to haif wechst [Ramsay
wush] thame on ane stane. 1842 Macaulay Ess., Frcdk. Gt.
(1897) 814 ' See/ exclaimed Voltaire, ' what a quantity of his
dirty linen the King has sent me to wash !' 1868 Louisa M.
Ai.cott Little Women, ii, How nice my handkerchiefs look,
don't they? Hannah washed and ironed them for me.

b. To be {a) washing: to be getting washed.
1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood v. 72 Except his

Shirt's a washing. 1x1704 T. Brown Pleas. Lett, to Gent/.
Wks. 1709 III. 11. 16 Their Commodes and Smocks were
washing below by the Landlady of the House.

c. To wash one's dirty linen at home, in public :

said fig. with reference to domestic quarrels or
grievances, the discussion of which is best confined

to the family circle.

Cf. F. Il/aut laver son Huge sale enftimille.
1867 Trollops Last Chron. Barset xliv, I <]o not like to

trouble you with my private affairs ;— there is nothing, I

think, so bad as washing one's dirty linen iti public. 1891
Law 'Times XCI. 21/2 It is ridiculous that grave disputes.,
should he kept waiting while the dirty linen of high society
is.. washed in public. 1895 [see Linen sb.].

d. f To wash up, ?to wash with vigorous
rubbing. To wash out, to rinse so as to remove
soap or other substance from the web of the stuff.

1756 b\ Home Exper. Bleaching 214 Give it aboil or two
at most, and then wash it up while the gross body of the
lime is in the substance of the cloth. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV.
688/2 They [dyed calicoes] are treated with a hot solution of
soap ; they are then washed out, squeezed, and again soaped.

e. absol. To wash clothes (as an occupation or
as part of one's household duties). Also, to wash
the clothes of a household periodically.

1591 Siiaks. Two Gent, ui. i. 313 Item, she can wash and
scoure. 1633 Cockeram ii, She that Washeth. Lauatrix.
1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 420 What wilt thou do to the
Germans, who wash scarce twice in a year? 1725 View Land.
<r Westminster 9 They were extraordinary Oeconomists,
brew'd their own Beer, wash'd at home. 1828 Lights <y

Shades I. 242 Mrs. Stevens's things hanging out again ! I

thought she washed last week. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxiii,
Betsy Martin, widow,.. Goes out charing and washing by
the day. 1854 Surtees Handley Cr. x. (1901) I. 83 Lucy
Sandey would mangle, wash, and clear-starch.

f. trans. To wash clothes for (a customer or
lodger), dial,

1795 Vancouver Agric. Essex 82 They cook, wash, lodge,
and find them [the workmen) in small beer for 2s. per week.
1886 S.W. Line. Gloss, s. v., She has weshed him ever sin he
came. 1895 ' Rosemary ' Under Chilterus ii. 81 That'd be
nigh enough forme to wash 'im an' mend 'im.

g. absol. To have one's clothes washed ; to pay
the laundress's charges, jocular nonce-use,
1837 Dickens Pickiv. lv. It was by very many degrees the

best professional job he had ever had, and one on which he
boarded, lodged, and washed for six months afterwards.

h. trans. Of water or other agent : To have the
property of cleansing (clothes) easily and well.
Also absol.

1697 Trvon Way to Health vi. (ed. 3) ior It [rain-water]
Brews and Washes to greater advantage than others.

i. intr. Of a fabric, a dye : To bear cleansing
with soap and water without damage to colour or
texture.

1765 Franklin Lett. Wks. III. 402 Mrs. Stevenson bids
me tell Sally, that the striped gown I sent her will wash.
1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb. iii. It is very pretty.
madam,, .but I do not think it will wash well : I am afraid
it will fray. 1840 H. Bkownricg in K. Meadows Heads of

' People I. 93 ' You told me, sir, the print would wash ! she
exclaimed, shewing to the unmoved shopman the colourless
purchase. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 971/1 Only eighteen-
pence a yard, ma'am, and warranted to wash.

j. fig. {colloq.) To bear trial or investigation,

stand the test, find acceptance, prove to be genuine,

reliable. Chiefly in phr. {it) won't wash,
1849 C. Bronte Shirley xviii, That willn't wash, Miss.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown n. ii, He's got pluck somewhere
in him. That's the only thing after all that'll wash, ain't it V

1867 Trollops Last Chron. Barset xvi, The men—and the
women too,— who are so. .soft-natured, so kind,..— it so
often turns out that they won't wash. 1881 L». Acton Lett,
to Mary Gladstone (1904) 99 The defect of the argument is

that it will neither wear nor wash. 1911 Spectator 21 Oct.
643/1 He was not to be taken in by plausibilities that
' wouldn't wash '.

k. Pass, or intr. without. Ota fabric: To lose

colour in the wash. Hence yf^. to lose all vigour
or freshness.

1848 Dickens Dombey i, The lady, .was along, lean figure,
wearing such a faded air that she seemed not to have been
made in what linen-diapers call 'fast colours 'originally, and
to have, by little and little, washed out. 1868 ' Holme Lee '

B. Godfrey I. 282 That claptrap won't wash any longer,, .it

is quite washed out. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xxii,

A reaction has set in, and I'm quite washed out and unfit for

anything.

3. To cleanse (the body or part of it) with water.
Also to wash clean, white.
ci 160 Hatton Gasp. Matt, xxvii. 24 Pilatus. .weoscfc 1000

Ags. Gosp. bwoh] hys hande beforan bam folke. c 1200
Ormin 15122 To wasshenn offte be 35re lie Wibb waterr all

wibbutenn. aizz$ Ancr. R. 324 |>u waschest bine honden
in one elpi deie twies o3er bries. c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 22S9
After Sat grot, he weis is wlitcn. a 1300 Marina 172 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 173 Go we whosshen vr dede
brober. 1340-70 Alex, -f- Dind. 423 Oure bodies ne ben in

no bab wahche. 1383 Wyclif Judith x. 3 She wesh [1388
waischide] hir bodi. C1470 Henry Wallace 11. 267 Scho
warmyt wattir, and hir serwandis fast His body wousche.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ii. 61 They.. asked after
water for to wasse their handes. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xix.
2 Let your fete be waszshen. 15. . Christ's Kirk on Gr. 6 in
Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 282 Thair come our kitteis
weschtn clene. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Earew. Tower,
Bottles A 8, Many times you haue beene fild with trash,
Scarce good enough your dirty skins to wash. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 73 P 3 Keep your Temper, wash your Face, and
go to Bed. 1848 Thackeray Van, Pair xxxviii. To wash
and dress this young gentleman. 1862 Mrs. H. WoodA/>j,
Hallib. 1. 1, Here's Francis coming down-stairs. He went
up to wash his hands. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 610
The patient may be washed with sulphur soap.

b. const, of rare.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. vi. v. (1495) 193 Whan
chyldren ben wasshe of fylthe anone they defoyle themself
ayen. 1897 O. WlSTEB in Harper's Mag. Mar. 520 '2 Iioth
were aware that when shaved and washed of their round-up
grime they could look very engaging.

c. said of the water as agent.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiii. ix. (1495) 445 The ryuer
Jordan wisshe and clensyd Naaman of Syria of his lepre.
1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 100 Saue water,
which dooth wash thy handis.

d. Proverbs, t One hand washeth another (see

quots. 1593, 1596). To wash an Ethiop, a black-

amoor (zvhile) ; to wash an ass's head (or ears) : to
labour in vain (cf. 1 b).

1581 PETTiKGuazzo'sCiv.Conv. ill. (1586) 165 As one hand
washeth another, and both of them the face, so one brother
ought to support another. 1592 Lodge Euphues Shadow
( 1 882) 53 Who washeth the Asses eares, looseth both his Sope
and his labour. 1593 G. Harvey New Let. Notable Cont.
Wks. (Grosart) I. 269 One hand washeth an other; and it

apperteineth vnto him, that taketh something, to guie some-
thing. 1596 J. Melvill Autob. $ Diary (Wodrow Soc.)

375 »e mein nocht to tyne tyme in wassing of sic Moores.
1604 Marston Malcontent IV. in. F 3, I washt an Ethiop,
who for recompence Sullyde my name. 1624 Massinger
Parlt. Love 11. ii, For, being censured, Or to extenuate, or
excuse my guilt, Were but to wash an Ethiop. 1635 L.
Foxe N. W. Fox 268, I have now washt the Black-moore
these five yeares, having yet received neither Sal ler>\ wages
or reward, vtarg. Laboured in vaine. 1639 J. Clarke
Partem, 155 He that washeth an asses head loseth both his
lye and his labour. <i 1791 [see Ethiop A]. 1845 R. Ford
Haudbk. Spain 1. 65 It is loss of time and soap to wash an
ass's head.

e. Phrase, To wash one's hands of; to disown
responsibility for ; to refuse to have any further

connexion with.
So in Fr. and other mod. langs. ; orig. an allusion to Pilate's

washing his hands (Matt, xxvii. 24).

1554 Lady Jane Grey Epistle h vij, I wil wash my hands
giltles thereof. 1570 Buchanan Chammleon Wks. (1S92) 53
Pilat wesching his handis of ye deid of Chryst. 1642 in
Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 346 He said, 'he should wash his
hands before all the world from the least imputation of slack-
ness.' c 1645 Howell Lett. \\. xix. (1892) 411, I intend to
spend my breath no longer upon them, but to wash my
hands quite of the business. 1693C0NGREVE 0/<//>VrM. 11. t,

Mony is but Dirt Sir Joseph—Mere Dirt. Sir Jo. But I

profess, 'tis a Dirt I have wash'd my Hands of at present.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones \\\\. iii, 'Then I wash my hands
of you, ' cries the doctor. 1766 H. Walpole Let. to Lady M.
Coke 3 Mar., Politics, of which I washed my hands for ever

when I came away. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. vi, He had
entirely washed his hands of the difficulty, and it had become
ours. 1887 ' Edna Lyall ' Knt.-Errant (1889) 29 You are

incorrigible. I wash my hands of you.

IT £ The expression * I will wash my hands in

innocency * (Ps. xxvi. 6) is echoed in the following

passage, where the meaning is ' to lead a life of

needless ease \
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1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. fy Comtmv. 324 Who of all men

living wash their hands most in carelesnesse, being never
disturbed with worldly cares or incumbrances.

g. To wash one's katuis; to rub the hands
alternately one over the other, in imitation of the

action of washing them. (Cf. Shaks. Macb.v, i. 33).
1563-83 FoXK A. <V M. 1493/2 Rogers, .was burned into

ashes washing his handes in the flame as he was in burning.
1840 Hood Miss Kilmansegg 315 {Christening) He.

.

Seem'd washing his hands with invisible soap, In imper-
ceptible water.

h. Of a cat, etc. : To cleanse (itself, its face) by
licking and rubbing with its paw.
1661 M. Stfivknson' Twelve Moneths 27 The Hare in a

Furrow sits washing her face. 1792 Burns Sic a Wife as
Willie had 26 Auld baudrons by the ingle sits, An' wi' her
loofher face a-washin'. 1858 H. W. DuLCKEN Picture Fables
89 Why do you wash yourself, Pussy?

i. refl. To cleanse one's body, or (often) merely

one's face and hands, with water.
CX175 Lamb. Horn. 73 \Vasche5 ou and wonieS clene.

11225 Ancr, R. 56 Ase heo weoschs hire. C1250 Kent.
Serm. in O.E. Misc. 29, vi. Ydres of stone bet ware l-clepede
babieres wer bo gius hem wesse for clenesse. 1340 Ayenb.
202 Elyseu be profete het to naaman bet wes mezel bet ne
him wesse ine be Horn Jordan zeuezibe. 1390 Gower Conf.
II. 254 Into his bath he wente anon And wyssh him clene as
eny bon. c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. viii. 468 That no man
schulde take mete, but that he anoon blfore waischid him.

1596 in Spalding Club Misc. I. 86 Eftir thei hed anes waschin
tham selffis and dryit agane. 163a Lithgow Treat, IV. 142
They wash themselues in a Lauotoio. 1643 Trapp Comm.,
Gen. xxxv. 2 We wash us everyday; but, when to dine with
great ones, we wash us with balls, and put on our best. 17x1
Addison S/ecl. No. 94 r 8 He threw off his Clothes with a
Design to wash himself. 1887 Bowen Virg. A£n. 11. 719
Until I wash me again Clean in the running fountain.

j. intr, for refl. {- to wash oneself, one's hands,

etc.).

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 159 pos fure kunnes teres boo be fuwer
wateres ba be beo5 ih.iten us on to weschen. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 541 pe king no seyd no more, Bot wesche and }ede
to mete. C1350 Will, i'alerne 2^97, Whan bei samen hade
souped 8c sebbe whasche after. 1377 Langl. P. I'l. B. xm.
23 pei wesshen [v.r. wasscheden] and wypeden and wenten
to be dyner. 1470-85 Malory ,/$W/i«r 1. x. 49 Anon as they
had wasshen & rysen. 11562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893)

174, I woll not presume to wassche with yow & therfore I

pray you hold me excused. Than was my lord Cardynall con-
strayned to wasshe alone, and my lord of Norfolke alone also.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew iv. 1. 157 Come Kate and wash,
and welcome heartily. 1605 Erondelle Fr. Gard. 1,4b,
Come, wash with my Lady and me, We may wash welt foure

in a Basen. 1694 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. 1. 111. (ed.

18) 410 No Earl is to wash with a Duke without the Dukes
Permission. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'tess [Mar}
10 Mar., These served her coffee, kneeling ; brought water
when she washed, [etc.], 1770G. White Selbor/w, To Bar,
rington 8 Oct., As far as I can observe, many birds that dust
themselves never wash. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xi, And
now wash speedily . . and follow me. 1854 Poultry Ckron. I.

49 Here the birds can wash.

k. To cleanse, rinse, drench (the mouth, etc.)

with a douche or medicinal application. Also
with out*

1538 Elyot Did., Gargarisso, to gargaryshe or washe the
mouthe and throte of a man. c 1550 H. Lloyd Treas.
Health vi. Cvj, Then let y

8 pacyent fastyng hold this bage
in his mouth & chaw it betwixt hys teeth, & after washe
his mouth wyth warms wyne and Hony. 1825 T. Hootc
Sayings Ser. n. SutJurl. (Colburn) 43 The Colonel.,
began to wash out his mouth. 1899 Allbntt's Syst. Med.
VII. 583 Antral and attic cavities washed out with strong
antiseptic 'solution. Ibid. VIII. 300 It is a good thing to
keep washing out the vagina by antiseptic douches.

I. Saici with reference to baptism.
F Used by Cheke to translate &a.TTTl$«tv to baptize.
* 1300 Cursor M. 23686 Waters bat wete ban cristes flexs,

and in batism his santes wexs. 1303 R. Brusne Haudl.
Synne 9508 Adams synne was so grefe, Pat pyr was to God
none so lefe, pyt he ne shulde to helle gone But he were
wasshe yn be fonte stone, c 1380 Wyclif Set Wks. I. 73
Joon hadde office of God to se Crist, and waishe him. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 123 AH that ar wasshed in the floude
of baptym. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 188 b/2 He haptysed
our lord and wysshe hym where he had neuer fylthe. c 1550
Cheke Matt. xx. 22 Can ie..be wasched with y* wasching
y* I schal be wasched withal. 1623C0CKERAM n, To Wash.
Belaue> Baptize. 1653 R. Carpenter {title) The Anabaptist
washt and washt, and shrunk in the washing.

m. fig. To cleanse from the stain of sin. Const.

from, -\of.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 157 Swiche teres scedde M. Magdalene
ba heo wosch ure drihtenes fet and heo wer3 hire solf
waschen of hire fule sunnen. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
xxv. 70 Of blod ant water the stremes be, Us to whosshe
from oure fon thre, 1340 Ayenb. 112 pe hertc bet is. .yclensed
and ywesse be zobe ssrifte. 1382 Wyclif Rev. i. 5 The which
.. waschidefz'.r. wesh]us fro oure synnes in bis blood. 1430-
40 Lvdg. Bochas vm.xiii. (1558) 8 As man most sinful I come
vnto the well. .For to be washen of mine iniquity, a 157a
Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 1. 23 Christ wousheus with his

blood, c 1650 Binning Serm. Wks. (1735) 566 We are washen
from the Guilt of our Sins. 1707 Watts Hymn, ' Not the

Malicious ' iii, But we are wash d in Jesus* blood. We're par-

don'd thro' his name. 1874 Saukeys Sacred Songs (1878)

45 Washed in the blood of the Lamb.

fn. To clear, free from blame or aspersion.

X659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 405 Major-general Kelsey
laboured to wash him.

4. To flush or drench (a substance) with water

or other liquid, in order to remove impurities or

to dissolve out some component.
a 1650 E. Norgate Miniatura {1919) 17 Then take

the remayning grounds and wash them as before. 165s

French Distill, iii. 71 This Oil must be washed in good
store of water. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. <$• Art
II, 407 By washing the residuum, a portion of it dissolves
in the water. 1849 D. Camphkll Inorg. Chem. 303 This
crust, washed with anhydrous alcohol, breaks up into small
crystals. 1853 S. Hughes Gas-works 42 The process of
washing the gas is adopted for the purpose of separating
ammonia, and consists of passing the gas through a simple
sheet of water 6 or 8 inches in depth. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem., Org. 56 By washing the distilled liquid with water,
the acetone may, therefore, be removed. 1874 F. Clowes
Pract. Chem. 44 A precipitate which has been filtered from
the liquid in which it is suspended has often to be washed
until perfectly free from the liquid adhering to it.

b. Of running water, rain, etc. : To pass over

j

(a surface) so as to carry off adherent matter ; to
1 waste, abrade, or erode in its flow. Also with out.

1523-34 FiTziiERB. Husb. § 16 All the rayne that commeth
1 shal washe the lande, and dryue away the dounge and the
good moulde. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 125 In cases where
the stream is not rapid, and where there is little risk of the
banks being washed or hurt during the summer months.
1805 R, W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 399 Taking the water
off without washing the land. 1817 Byron Man/red 1. ii.

124 A pathway, which the torrent Hath wash'd since winter.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. viii. 263 The glacier.. is flanked by
mountains which are washed by rain. 1894 Crockett
Raiders 13 The moon, .of early April, clean washen by the
rains. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir Invisible v. 65 This stream
flows unseen beneath the streets of the city now with scarce
current enough to wash out its grimy channel.

II. To subject to the action of water or other

liquid.

5. To bathe, lave (the body, limbs, wounds, etc.)

with water or other liquid.

Where the reference is to wounds, there is sometimes the
additional notion of cleansing from blood, pus, etc.: cf.sense3.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 He weis his wunde mid wine. 1387
Tsevisa Higden VIII. 235 pan he wesche [v.rr. weesche,
wuesch] b« woundes of be ymage of the crucifixe. c 1400
Lanfranc s Cirnrg. 199 panne waische be lyme wib a de-
coccioun of malowis & violet & rods of bismalue in watir.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 787 The wery ost..Wysche
woundis with wyn, off thaim that was wnsound. 1481 Cax-
ton Reynard xViii. (Arb.) 116 Wyse Maistres and Surgyens,
..bonde them, and weeshe hem [sc. the wounds]. 1622
Mabbe tr. AlemarCs Guzman d"Alf. 11. 354 After this my
rubbing and being washt with Salt and Vineger. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 998 The Wound must be at first Washed cleane,

with White Wine. 1686-7 in Spalding Club Misc. V. 237
He sawe Alex. Chalmer, his hand blooding, after it was
washen, being hurt. 1809 Med. Jrul. XXI. 37 A solution

of the muriat of mercury in alcohol, to wash the affected
parts with twice a day.

ta. To bathe ^tlie eyes). Also, to wash clean y

'\ clear, + A lso trans/, (jocularly), to clear or
' sharpen the sight of (the eyes) with strong drink
' (cf. next).

cizoo Vices fy Virtues 123 Wassce and wipe wol clane 5a
ei^ene, for ?an sod is Sat hie 5e siggen. a 1300 Cursor M.
13571 Ga wasse bin eien bar. £1420 Chron. Vilod. 2826 pis

1
bysone mon to hat water he ladde And wosshe bere-w* his

ynon two. 16.. Chalkhill in Walton Angler xvi. 210 We
. .Drink a cup to wash our eyes, Leave the sluggard sleep-

ing. i8b6 Scott Woodst, xxxviii, His eyes washed with
', only a single cup of canary. 1831 — Cast. Dang, ii, Thou

shalt have no cause to complain that thine eyes, .have been
damaged by a Scottish mist, while we can find an English
coin to pay for the good liquor which should wash them
clear.

c. To moisten (the throat) with wine, f Hence
to wash ones brain, head, etc., as jocular expres-

sions for wine-drinking,

1390 Gower Con/. II. 176 For Bachus was a glotoun eke,
Him for the throte thei beseke, That he it wolde waisshen
ofte With swote drinkes and with softe. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus n. i. H ij b, My teth be al to furrid with flakes

of skurfe (sticking vpon them syns I washed them with any
merye go downe). 1589 Nashe A not. Absurd. D 4, He that
washeth his braines with diuers kinds of wines, is the next
doore to a drunken man. 1590 Lodge Rosatynde (1592) F 3,
Washing their heades well with wine. 1599 H. Jonson Ev.
Man out ofHum. v. iv, I'le wash my temples with some
on't presently. 1606 Shaks. Ant. «$ CI. n. vii, 105. 1618
Fletcher Loyal Sub/, iv. v. init., Beleeve me fellow here
will be lusty drinking. Many a washt pate in wine I war*
rant thee.

f d. intr. for refl. To use cosmetic washes. Obs.
1676 Etherege Man ofMode 11. i. 22 Young Ladies, Who

! notoriously wash, and paint, though they Have naturally
good Complexions. 1693 Southerns Maid's Last Prayer
11. i, I may Wash, and Patch, and please my self.

6. To plunge, bathe (a person) in a river or lake.
i3o8TREVisA.5arrA. ZV.P./(\xm.xii. (1495)446 In Ethiopia

is a lake and yf a body be wassh therin he shinyth as though
he were anoynted wyth oyle. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 129 Having washed him in a lake.. they cloath him
in a white gown.

fb. refl. Used for: To bathe. Obs. (? In later
use jocular.")
1388 [see 6 c J. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 414 b/i The

emperour frederyk vysyted the holy londe and wysshe hym
in a ryuer. 15x1 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 42 There we
wesshe us, and bayned us all nakyd in the water of Iordan.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. i. 103 He went but forth to wash
him in the Hellespont, and being taken with the crampe,

;

was droun'd. 1711 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 195 OneM r
. Reynalds..was drown'd by Ferry Hinksey, he being

washing himself, but not able to swim. 1775 Burke Corr.
(1844) II. 38 My brother is washing himself at Brighthelm-
stone.

c. intr. for refl. To bathe. Obs. exc. of animals.
1382 Wyclif 2 Kings v. 14 He wente doun, and wasche

j
[1388 waischide hym] in Jordane seuen sithis. 1621 J.

I

Taylor (Water P.) Motto K 2, Old Chaucer, Sidney, Spencer,

Daniel, Nash, I dipt my finger where they vs'd to wash,
1908 [.Miss E. FowlerJ Betiv. Trent 9f Ancholme 12 The
1 Wire Pond ', where the horses came to wash.

fd. trans. To dip, plunge, immerse (a thing)

in water. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. vi. (1886) lit Ne the same

sterre vrsa nis neuer mo wasshen in the depe westrene see
[L. nunquam occiduo lota prrfundo\ c 1386 — Pard. T.
25 If that this boon be wasshe in any welle.

e. To wash one's spears (sc. in blood) : a phrase
attributed to South African chiefs as expressing

their motive for going to war.
1892 Rider Haggard Nada v, With every moon a fresh

impi started to wash its spears, and came back few and
thin. 1903 Bryce Stud. Ccntemp. Biogr. 221 In one thing
the young men [Sir Stafford Northcote's followers], who,
like Zulu warriors, wished to wash their spears, were right
and he was wrong.

7. To wet or moisten thoroughly ; to inundate or

saturate with water (esp. rain) or other liquid ; to

sprinkle or pour water upon.
c 1205 Lay. 171 88 Heo wasceS [^1275 wassep] J>ene Stan,

6 ber mide baoieO heore ban. a 1300 Cursor M. 1997 Now
es. .he erth waiker ban it was \>au, Thoru be watur |>at it

suawex, ber-forbehouesnowman ete flesse. c 1386 Chaucer
Monk's T. 766 Reyn shal thee wasshe, and sonne shal thee
drye. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 138 Til that the water of the
hevene Have waisshen him be times sevene. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 18570 Pirrus..hewe to gobetis al hir flesch, And
with hir blod the tombe wesch. X535C0VERDALE lso. xxxiv.

7 Their londe shalbe washed [1611 soaked] with bloude.

1538 Elyot Diet., Roresco, to be washed with dewe. 1577
Kendall Floivers Epigr., Trifles 13 A powryng shower
that. .well the kyng did washe. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. n.

i. 104 Therefore the Moone (the gouernesse of floods),,

washes all the aire. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. 11, i. 174 She lookes
as cleere As morning Roses newly washt with dew. 1596
Fdiv. Ill, in. ii. 23 He, that no sooner will prouideaCloake,
Then when he sees it doth begin to raigne, May, peraduen.
ture, for his negligence, Be throughly washed, when he
suspects it not. 1661 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass.
35 Ever and anon our Sails were wash'd by the Waves.
1724 Ramsay Vision xxviii, Flora.. New washen with a
showir of May. 1783 Cowper Rose 1 The rose had been
wash'd, just wash'd in a shower. 1810 Scott Lady ofLake
iv. i, The rose is sweetest wash'd with morning dew.

b. To wet copiously (with tears).

Chiefly in religious use, after Ps, vi. 6 Vulgate, lavabo
ledum mcum, and with reference to Luke vii. 58.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 65 Swo ich wile biwepe mine

synnes bat mi bed hie iwasshen mid mine teares. Ibid. 151
He wasse5 his m-b mid teares. c 1300 Judas 125 in E. E. P.
(1862) no His fet heo wosch wib hire teres. 1340 Ayenb.
171 He ssel grat zorje habbe. .and ofte mid his teares his

bed wesse. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xlvii, And per

wyth of j. e habundaunce of teres sche woschs.ce muche bet*

tere hys heuede. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 124, I.. have soo

wesshe this litel bille with sorwfulle terys, that [etc.]. 1603
Shaks. Meas.for M. 111. L 239 He, a marble to her teares,

is washed with them, but relents not,

C. With predicative extension : To form in

(holes) by the action of dropping or running water.

Similarly, to form a hole or depression in (a sur-

face) by erosion.

1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Walk, The dripping of the

water from their branches in hard rains, is apt to wash the

gravel in holes, and render the walks very unsightly. 19:1

Concise Oxford Diet. s. v., Water had washed a channel.

f 8. To sweat (gold or silver coin) by the appli-

cation of acids. Obs.
Distinct from the 'washing' of coin forbidden in recent

statutes : see 9 c.

1421-2 Hoccleve Min. P. xxi. 106 How may it [gold coin]

holde his peise when it is waishe so that it lackethe some-

what in thiknese? 1543 tr. Act 3 Hen. V, c. 6 They that

so do clyp, wasshe, and fyle the money of the lar.de, shalbe

iudged traytours to the kynge and to the realme. a 1547 in

J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 83 Of them that countre-

fetes, clypis, washes, or fylis the Kinges coyne. 1597

Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxix. \ 12 To wash or clip that coyne
which hath on it the marke of God. 1643 Docq. Lett.

Patent at Qxf. (1837) 45 Pardon.. for counterfeiting forging

clipping washing or falsefying Money of Gold or silver.

9. To cover or smear (a surface) with a liquid

substance lightly applied. Also with over.

1755 Art of Drawing in Perspective 91 When these are

dry, wash all over with the white Varnish before the Fire.

1854 Makia Charlesworth Minist. Children v. 60 [She]

washed over the tops of the loaves with a feather dipped in

beer.

b. To cover (a wall, etc.) with pigment mixed

with water or watery liquid ; to whitewash or

colour-wash.
1604 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 157 A plasterer,

..v days plasteringe and wasshinge in the chambers on the

soth syed, ij» j
d

. 1606 Ibid. 172 A plasterer, v days wassh-

inge the halle and dyninge chamber, ijt vj
d

. 17" Loud.

Gaz. No. 6103/3 The Walls of the Houses werewashed
with Water in which Lime had been slaked. 1826 Cobbett
Rur. Rides (1885) II. 296 The windmills. .are all painted

or washed white.

c. To cover with a film of metal deposited from

a solution.

1792 Gentl. Mag. LXII. 1. 19/1 A chain and medal.. is

silver washed over with gold. 1853 Humphreys Coin Coll.

Man. xxvi. 381 The ten-centime piece of Napoleon.. being

of copper washed with silver. i86t Act 24 «t 25 Vict, c 09

§ 1 Any of the current Coin which shall have been gilt,

silvered, washed, coloured, or cased over, .so as to resemble

..any of the Queen's current Coin of a higher Denomi-
nation.

10. Water-colour Painting. To cover with a

broad layer of colour by a continuous movement
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of the brush ; to depict (a coloured surface) by this

means ; to lay (colour) in washes. To wash in :

to depict (a portion of a subject) with a wash of

colour. Also with over.

1622 Peacham Compl. Gent I. xii. no Reglnnc first to wash
ouer some plaine printes. a 1650 K. Nohgate Miniatura
{1919) 30 In your dead colourings, you must wash over and
colour your ground and complexion, with this red. Ibid. 32
Washing the colour with a bold hand. Ibid. 50 When
you havc.sleigtly washt in your skie. 1662 Atwkll
Faithf. Surveyor 53 Arable for corn you may wash with
pale straw-colour made of yellow-ocre and white-lead.

1675 A. Browne Appendix Art Paint, 13, 14 That
manner I do approve of better, for Washing or Drawing any
Design with Indian Ink, and indeed ought not be called

Limning but Washing. 1755 Art ofDrawing in Perspec-
tive 9 Sometimes the Design is washed, that is, the Shadows
are done with a Pencil in Indian Ink, or some other Liquor.

1807 J. Landseer Led. Engraving iii. 132 A drawing
washed with bistre or Indian ink. 1843 Ruskin Arrows of
Chace (1880) I. 5 Caspar., washes his sky half blue and half
yellow, i860 Smiles Self Help v. 125 He [Turner] was glad
to hire himself out at half-a-crown a night to wash in skies

in Indian ink upon other people's drawings, i860 J. D.
Hooker FloraTasmania I I.372The scape should be washed
over with a pale brown, leaving hardly a trace of green.

1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 1872, 406 The bushes., may
be washed in with Indian yellow. 1886 Ruskin Praeterita I.

xii. 396 Copley Fielding taught me to wash colour smoothly
in successive tints.

Jig. 1861 J. Hrown Horse Subs. Ser. 11, 24g Such a man
as I have sketched, or washed faintly in, as the painters say.

b. transf. in passive. Said in Natural History of

surfaces that appear to have a superficial layer of

colour spread over them.
1844 Blvth in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XIII. 1. 466 The

legs and feet . .are pale ; the hands are washed with blackish.
1888 P. L. Sclater Argentine Gmith. I. 25 Tail-feathers
black, washed with blue. 1894 R. B. Sharpe Handbk.
Birds Gt. Brit. I. 25 The intermediate form. .differs from
the typical bird in having the head and throat washed with
purple.

11. Mining. To agitate in water, or to pass a
stream of water through (metalliferous earth) in

order to separate the metallic particles.

1543 Mem. Fountains /J^ry (Surtees) I. 403 For washinge
the leade ure at Grenehow morr. 1555 E den Decades {Arb.)
212 Then they washe all the earthe. ..And if herein they
fynde any golde, they folowe it. 1619 S. Atkinson Gold
Mynes Scot. (Bannatyne Club) x The buddle where the
same earth must be reudled or washed. 1853 C; R. Read
Austral. Gold Fields 34 In many cases men used to pay
other £20 a-week to be allowed to wash their tailings.

1863 II. A. Heywood Vac. Tour Antipodes 48 The Chinese
..have been known to wash over again the deserted wash-
ings of the Europeans, and to find gold in paying quantities.

b. absol.

1604 G. Bowes in Cochran-Patrick Early Pec. Mining
Scot. {1878) 107, I bestowed my workemen to washe for
golde in Whites meadowe. 18.. C. A. Goodrich Child's
Hist. U.S. (1882) 122 Men. .were found gathered there.,
washing for gold.

III. Of flowing water : To flow past or over
land.

12. Of a sea or river : To flow over or past (the
sand, shore, coast) ; to beat upon (walls, clifTs,etc.)

;

to touch, adjoin (a town, country, etc.). Also of
a river : To pass through, * water* (a country).
c 1205 Lay. 123, I here Tyure he eode alond ber ba sea

wasced bat sond. 1538 Elyot Diet., Subluere, to vnder-
washe, as water, whyche runneth lowe vnder a banke or
hylle, and washeth the foote thereof. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. xii. 47 The two sides are washed by
the sea.

_ 1591 Spenser Vis. Bellay 158 The golden grayle
That bright Pactolus washeth with his streames. 1697
Dryden /Eneis vin. 90 In Times to come My Waves shall
wash the Walls of mighty Rome. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India
$ P. 329 They seldom stretch into Rivers at length, but
stagnate in the Low Grounds, which they wash. 1700
Chauncy Hertfordsh. 3 The Uulborne. .washing the North
East side of Barkhamsted. 1814 Cary Dante, Parad. viii.

69 The crown, Which gave me sovereignty over the land I»y
Danube wasli'd. 1839 Thirlwall Greece Vl.xlix. 168 The
waves washed the foot of the cliffs. 184a Borrow Bible
in Spain xxiv, A small village, washed by the brook. 1877
Huxley /'hysiogr. 45 The British Isles, washed by warm
water on their western shores, are peculiarly subject to fogs.
transf. 190a Kipling Five Nations (1903) 64 The granite

of the ancient North—Great spaces washed with sun.

b. intr. Of waves : To sweep over a surface
;

to break or surge against (the shore, etc.); to
break in.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist., Hist. Earth xvii. (1824) I. 122
The tides, .constantly washing over them, have always
left some part of their substance behind. 1831 James Phil.
Augustus xxxi, Nothing was.. heard but the rippling of the
waters of the Seine, then at high tide, washing against the
very foundations ofthe tower. 1873 ^LACK ^r- Thulevm.
119 The tiny waves that washed in on the white shore.
1885 Froude Oceana xvi. 243 The lightest ripple washed
over the gunwale.
transf 1920 In the Mountains 132 It is a very good prac-

tice .
.
to lean out of one's window . . before going to bed and

let the cool darkness wash over one.
c. Used by onomatopoeia to suggest the sound

j

of moving water, or of objects moving in water.
184a Tennyson Morte a'Arthur 70, I heard the ripple

washing in the reeds. 18.. Jean Ingelow Days witlwut
A Hoy iii. ( Funk), Then I hear the water washing, never golden
waves were brighter. 1891 Century Diet., Wash, to make a !

swish, swash, or swirl of the water; as, the shad are washing.
,

IV. To remove, or carry away, by the action
j

of water or other liquid.

13. trans. To remove (dirt, a stain, colouring, !

Vol. X.

etc.) by the application of water or other liquid.

Chiefly with adv., as away, out, off.

c 1400 Bcryn 661 Yet, or he cam in company, he wissh
a-wey the blood, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 90 'then was bys
woman agrysed of be blod, and wold haue weschyn hit

away. 1513 Douglas sEncis ix. (la^t line), All blude and
slauchtyr away was weschyn cltine. 1562 Turner Herbal
II. 32 Bay berries. . weish out frekles. 1581 A. Hall Iliad
iv. 66 After he had beheld the stroke, and washte away the
bloud. 1605 SmakS. Macb. 11. ii. 60 Will all great Neptunes
Ocean wash this blood Cleane from my Hand? 1663
Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxv. (1687) 437 Would you not
have us pull off the Mask or wash off the paint, that we
may shew things in their proper colours? 1681 tr. Beloris
Alyst. Physick Introd. 45 The Volatil Salt, .is to be washed
off with the said Water. 1755 A >t ofDrawing in Perspec-
tive 91 Then wash off the Tripuli with a soft Sponge and
Water. 1827 Faraday C/um, Manip. xxiv. (1842) 629 Agi-
tate it [the gas] with water to wash out the sulphurous acid.

1831 James Phil, Augustus xxxiv, Though the blood of his

nephew was scarce washed from his hands. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 868 Washing discharge away with subli-

mate solution.

b. fig.
Very common in reference to sin, etc. regarded as a stain

or defilement. In early use often without adv.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 324 Euericb god word, 8: euerich god were

wasched smele sunnen. a 1240 Urcisun in 0. E. Horn. 1. 129
As wis ase drope of hi deorwurbe blod mahte waschen a-wai
alle folkes ful)je. a 1300 Cursor M. 1594 God . . thoght a neu
wengaunce to sent,. .And waass pat wrang, bat was sa rijf.

1303 R. Brunne //audi. Synne 9544 Whan Ihesu was bap-
tysed ber-yune [sc. in Jordan] For to wasshe awey bat
synne. _ 14.. Pol., Kef. a> L. Poems 142 That.. thy .v.

woundis. .May wach in vs all surfetis reproueable. ci$66
C'tess Pembroke Ps. li. i, O dense, O wash my foule
iniquitie. 1664 Marvkll Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 121 His
subjects, .have with their ancient loyalty washed out the
staines ofthe late Rebellion. 1709 Prior Henry $ Emma
313 Nor Tears, that wash out Sin, can wash out Shame.
1781 Gibbon Decl. * F. xxxi. III. 238 The ignominious
lashes, which they had formerly received, were washed
away in the blood of the guilty, or obnoxious, families. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. 111. 130 This merit was thought
sufficient to wash out even the stain of his Saxon extraction.
1880 Ln. Acton Lett, to Mary Gladstone (1904) 38 The Re-
publican party., had a good deal of dirty work to wash off.

C. transf. zw&fig. To blot out, obliterate, cancel.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 289 }if chartris of men ben

contrarie to goddis lawe, bes chartres schulde be wayschen
and goddis lawe schulde stonde. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 703 The brotherly loue betwene them washed away
and diminished all suspicion. 1580 H. F. Pelegrom.
Syn. Sylva 70 To Crosse or Cancell out, or to wash out
writinges. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. v. ii. (1886) 74
Bodin washeth away all our arguments with one word.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 236 Now of these three
causes before specified, the first doth not wash away envie.

1616 IVithals' Diet. 563 Lutum luto fiurgare. To wash out
incke with incke. 1763 Spens Plato's Repub. iv. 151 Such
wool as is not managed in this manner, you know what
sort it proves; whether one is dying other colours, or this

one, without the due preparation beforehand. I know, said
he, that they are easily washen out. 1850SMEDLEY/'". Fair-
legh xxvi, This Wilford is a noted duellist, and no doubt
thirsts to wash out the insult he has received in blood. 1859
FitzGerald Omar li, Nor [shall] all thy Tears wash out a
Word of it.

d. intr. with out. Of colouring matter : To
disappear from a fabric when washed.
1755 in 6th Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. App. n. 128 A certain

Liquid Composition, .which, .will neither Wash Out, Fade,
or Tarnish.

14. trans. To wash down : to swallow liquor

along with or after (solid food), in order to assist

deglutition or digestion. Also with Jig. object.

Also rarely to wash over.
1600 1st Ft. Sir J. Oldcastte v. viii. 41 In this one draught

I wash my sorrow downe. 1649 Lovelace Being treated,
To Ellinda 4 Flutes of Canary That well did wash downe
pasties-mary. 1744 M. Bishop Life fy Adv. 193, I had three
plentiful Meals, and some good Liquors to wash it down.
1848 Dickens Dombey xxxviii, This profound reflection
Mr. Toodle washed down with a pint mug of tea. 1854
Surtees Handley Cr. ii. (1901) I. 13 Then a good cut out
ofthe middle of a well-browned saddle of mutton, wash it

over with a few glasses of iced champagne. 1859 Jeihson
Brittany \x. 151 This we washed down with a..'l>owl of
mulled Bordeaux.

15. Of waves, running water, rain, etc. : To
remove, dislodge, carry away ; to carry or trans-

port in a specified direction. With advs. away,
down, off, out, up, etc., or const, from, into, out of,

etc.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 163 Til Fourti dawes ben folfuld

t»at be nod haue I-wassche Clene awey pe cursede blod bat
Caym bah I-maket. a 1500 Bernardus, etc. in. 82 He walde
J»at A watter, or a well, hayd wecht it away. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 212 The water wassheth the earth, .owte of
the trais. 159a Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. in. v. 71 What wilt thou
wash him from his graue with teares? 1593 — 3 Hen. VI,
v. iv. 31 Bestride the Rock, the Tyde will wash you off.

162a J, Taylor (Water P.) Merry- Wherry.Ferry Voy. Wks.
1630 n. 10/2 The raging Sea.,euery day..eateth further in,

Still.. wasting, washing downe the sand doth win. a 1670
Spalding Ttoub. Chas. I (1829) 44 Waters and burns flowed
over bank and brae, corn mills and mill-houses washen
down, [etc.]. 1674 Jackson's Recant. A a, A Clod of Harth,
which, .the least shower of Rheums [can] wash away to no-
thing. 1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist. Westmorld. % Cumbld.
xiv. 81 Violent Currents of Water wash oflf the outer Coat
of the Earth, and leave the Vein naked. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl, Anson's Voy. 180 That the Rain-water may spread
equally, and not wash down the Ground. 1748 Anson's Voy.
11. iii. 152 Several pieces of beef. .had been washed out of
the ship. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes x\, The river has

washed away its banks. 1858 Trelawny Recoil. Shelley

etc 120 The other body was washed on shore three miles

distant from Shelley's. 1883 Manch. Guard. 18 Oct. 4/7
The bodies of five seamen have been washed ashore.

b. To separate (metallic panicle?) by treating

the containing earth with water. Also to wash out.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 212 These mynes. .owght euer
to bee soughte nere to sum ryuer..to thende that the guide
may be wasshed. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 117 A peculiar way
of washing out very small D;i>t-gold. 1748 Amends Voy. 1.

v. 50 The washing the gold .. from the sand and dirt, with

which it is always mixed. 1920 Conquest May 324/1 Potas-

sium and sodium cyanides are employed, .for the purpose
of washing out the gold from the quartz.

C. Of a bard surface: To beat off waves and
flotsam as they are borne against it.

1697 Dryden /Efteis vn. 812 His solid sides Wash off the

Sea-weeds, and the sounding Tides.

d. intr. To be carried away or detached by
moving water. Chiefly of soil, etc. : To be eroded

or abraded, wear away by inundation. Chiefly

with adv., as away, down.
C1590 Marlowe Jew ofMalta 1. ii. 451 Who. .Thinke me

to be a senselcsse lumpe of clay That will with euery water
\va>h to dirt. 1653 Walton Anglerym, 171 You must work
or pound it [sc. your paste] so long in the Mortar, as to

make it so tough as to hang upon your hook without wash-

ing from it. 1709 T. Komnson Nat. Hist. Westmorld. fy

Cumbld. vii. 47 Wiiose Soil, by great kains and Floods,

washeth down into the Vallius. 1789 W. Jks.soi' in Rep.
Engin. Thames-his Aav/g. (1791) 23 If the Stones are set

in moss and wrecked full ofGravel to prevent the Earth from
Washing from behind thro' the Joints. 1822 Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1885) I. 13 It [the soil] has great tenacity; does
not wash away like sand or light loam.

16. To be tossed nbout, to be carried or driven

along, by waves or stream. Also with up, ashore,

etc. Also_/7>.

1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Netv Discov. by Sea A 5, These
sands so shalluw In which thou seest our ship thus wash
and wallow. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 22 Four
or five dead P.odies at a time. .washing about the Decks.
Ibid. 154 Our Redding was. .left washing in the Prcak of

the Sea. 1815 Ann, Reg,, Chron. 83 'the vessel struck on
the ground.. and afterwards washed up against the piles

on the west side. 1837 Caklvle Fr. Rev. II. v. ix, War-
Minister Narbonne is washed away by the Time-flood

;
poor

Che\aiier de Grave, chosen by the Court, is fast washing
away. 1880 limes 17 Dec. 5/6 The Adolph. .is reported.

.

to be total wreck. Cargo washing ashore. 1907 Daily
Chron. 26 Sept. 6/5, I was glad to lay hold of a spar that

washed by me.

17. Rowing, a. trans. To steer so as to impede
(a competitor) by the ' wash ' of one's own boat.

1865 Field 26 Aug. 152/2 His next step, when half a length

ahead, was to edge in as much as he dare in front of Kelley,

notwithstanding the admonition of the umpire, for the pur-

pose of washing him. 1872 Field Q. Mag. III. 107/1 [Cam-
bridge] passed under the Middlesex arch of Barnes Bridge
. .a length and a half ahead of the Oxonians, who, to escape
being washed, elected to pass under the centre span.

b. intr. in phrase to wash out, to fail to lift

out the blade of the oar squarely at the finish ot

the stroke.

1884 67. James's Caz. 28 Mar. 6/2 Stroke and No. 4 were
washing out and rowing light in the finish ofthe stroke.

V. 18. Mech. (trans.) To wash off, to cut to a

slope or bevel. To wash down (^see quot. 1911).
1833 Locdon Fncycl. Archit. § 11 17 The sole for the

[window^] frame, .to be washed off (sloped) on the outside

to carry off the rain. 191 1 Webster, To wash down, to

work to a thin edge or featheredge. Scot.

VI. 19. slang, a. Jointing. To punish or ' rag'

(a fellow-workman for telling falsehoods) by ham-
mering on his desk. Cf. Washing vbl. sb. 5.

1841 Savage Diet. Printing 810.

b. Stockbroking. To subject (stock) to a ' wash '

:

see Wash sb. 20. [Perh. orig. with allusion to the

phrase ( one hand washes the other ' (see 3 d).]

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1903 S. S. Pratt Work ofWalt
St. 146 The syndicate may be washing sales by matched
orders through curb brokers in order to market watered stock.

VII. 20. The verb-stem in combination.

a. Combinations of wash- + object, '(some one

or something) that washes', as Wash-dish i,

W^ASH-HAND a., WASHMOUTH.
b. Attributive combinations of wash- (often

synonymous with parallel combs, of Washing z^/.

sb.), denoting things or places used for washing,
or persons employed in washing clothes, as zoash-

boy, -cloth, -place, -rag, -solution, -tray, ~vessel;

wash-beetle, a wooden mallet for beating clothes

as part of the process of washing; -wash-boiler

(see quot. 1S75) ; wash-bottle Chem. (a) a bottle

containing liquid through which gases may be

passed for purification ;
(d) a bottle with a mouth-

piece and issue tube, for directing a stream of liquid

on a substance or utensil to be washed ;
wash-

brush, a large brush for ' washing * or laying on

washes of colour ; wash-dyke dial. = Wash-puOL;

wash-gourd, the loofah (Webster Snppl.1902),

also called washing-, towel-gourd; wash-kitchen

[= G. waschkiiche], a kitchen used for washing

clothes; wash-pen Austral., the pen into which

sheep are driven to await their turn to be washed

;

wash-pitcher 6'.^"., a ewer for the toilet ; wash-

room U.S.. a lavatory ; wash-table, a table for

17
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holding a wash-hand basin nnd ewer. Also in

combs, denoting machinery used for washing in

various industrial processes, as wash-drill, -stocks,

-wheel.

£1555 Harpsfield Divert* Henry VJfl (Camden) 276
One in Kent.. all to beat her yokemate with a *washbeetle
or battledore. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2726 *Wash better,

a domestic boiler for clothes. 1913 Mrs. Stkatton-Portek
Laddie vii. (1917) 124 While Sarah Hood cooked other
things, and made a wash-boiler of coffee. 1849 D. Camp-
hell inorg. Chem. 40 This gas.. is partially purified by
passing through a *wash-bottle containing caustic potash
or soda. 1912 Nature 19 Dec. 437/2 The experiment sue*
ceeds about equally well even when distilled water from a
wash-bottle is substituted for powerful reagents. 1900
Wide World Mag. Oct. 97/2 We asked of one of the Celes-
tials (our own "wash-boy for the past seven years) permis-
sion to take a photograph of the queer scene. 1873 Spon
Workshop Rec. Ser. 1, 6/2 To tint large surfaces, a large
camel-hair brush is used, termed a *Wash-brush. 1901
Macm. Mag. Apr. 470/1 She produced from her pocket my
wash-brush.. .'What in the world is a brush of that size

used for?' she went on. 1915 Mrs. Strattos-Portek M.
CHalloran i. 20 'the pieces he saved for *washcIoths. 1907
Contrib. Econ. Geo/., U.S. Geol. Surv., Bulletin 648 (Cent.)
The borings through the alluvium were made by the * *wash
drill ' or ' water jet '. 1765 Local Act, Road Barton—Rise-
ham. Lines. 9 Slieep going to or returning from any *Wash-
dyke. 1909 ' Q ' (Quiller-Couch) True Tilda xx, One for

Tilda in the 'wash-kitchen itself, the other for Arthur Miles
in a small outhouse adjoining. 1890 ' R. Boi.duewood '

Col. Reformer xii, Shearers' huts, *wash-pens, machinery,
and woolshed, 1852 Mrs. Stows Uncle Tom's C. i, Eliza
had upset the *wa-h pitcher. 1889 Welch Text-bk. Naval
Arc/iit. x'u 130 The lift and force pumps draw from the sea-
suctions of the various 9-tnch Downton's, to supply the
baths, *wash places, galleys, etc. 1890 E. L. Bynner Be
gum's Dan. iv, She employed the interval while her guests
were at their luncheon in plying the 'wash-rag and comb,
1899 B. C. Hirst Text-bk. Obsiet. v. ii. 677 Scrubbing the
genital region most thoroughly with soap, hot water, and
a soft bristle brush or a wash-rag. 1892 Gunter Miss
Dividends v, He ejaculates nervously: ' I'll just wash my
hands, a:id be with you in a moment,' and moves hurriedly
back to the gentlemen's *wash-room at the rear of the car.
1908 S. E. White Riverman xi, That evening. .Orde re-
turned to the hotel. After freshening up in the marbled and
boarded wash-room, he hunted up Newmark. 1849 1),
Campbell Inorg. Chem. 18 The solution to wash the gas...
The small tube passes down into the *wash solution. 1875
Encycl. Brit. HE 813/2 {Bleaching, The "wash-stocks, .con-
sists of a trough or box for holding the goods to be washed,
through which a constant stream of water is passing. 1908
Daily Rep. 28 Aug. 8/2 Although late in the Empire period
the square variety of *wash-tab!e was sometimes used, it is

clear that [etc. J. 1909 ' Q ' (Quiller-Couch) True Tilda xx,
Two long *wash*trays stood ready and steaming. 1841 S.
Clegg Treat. Coal-Gas no Ifafter condensation 'dry lime

'

is used for purifying, the gas must pass through a *wash-
vessel. 1839 Ukk Diet. Arts 417 {Dyeing) The hydraulic
relations refer to the 'wash-wheels and other similar ap-
paratus. 1897 C. T. Davis Afanuf, Leather (ed. 2) 331
Fig. 94 shows a view of the lime-vats,., while in the back-
ground is shown the ' wash-wheel '.

C. In certain mining terms, denoting material
from which metal is to be obtained by washing *

wash-gravel, -stitff = Wash-dirt; f wash-ore
Lead-mining, ore ready for washing.
1653 Manlove Lead-Mines 270 (E. D. S.) Stringes of oar,

Wash-oar, and Pumps. 1891 Century Diet*, Wash-gravel.
Wash-stufiC

d. In recent use (originally U.S.), the verb-

stem is often prefixed to names of garments and
fabrics, with the sense * washable* : e. g. in wash-
chamois, -foulard, -glace

1

kid, •'glove, -gown, -ribbon,

-silk, -waist.

In these combinations wash is often written as ifa separate
adj. Cf. Washing///, a.

1888 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 23 June 6/3 Rural retreats where
she can sleep ten hours out of the twenty-four, wear wash-
gowns, and live out of doors all daylong. 190a Eliz. Banks
Newspaper Girl^ 168 He wore neckties of wash-ribbon

—

which, though it cost more per yard than the ordinary
ribbon, I found the most inexpensive in the end—without
a bark of dissatisfaction. 1914 'Ame'lie Rives* World's-
EndxW, A soft gown of white wash-silk fell in straight folds
to her feet.

Washability. nonce-wd. [f. Washable i see

-1TY.] The quality of being washable.
1896 H. G. Wells Wheels of Chance ii, Else they [sc.

drapers] could never have the fdththeyshowin the. .wash-
ability., of the goods they sell you.

Washable (wo-JaVl), a. [f. Wash v. + -able.]

+ 1. That can be used for washing, with which
one can wash. Obs. rare-"1.

1623 Wodroephe Spared Hours cf Soldier 247 On dit..

que Veau est nauzgable, beuuable fy lauable,..Men say..

that Water is both nauigable, drinkable & washable.

2. That can be washed withbut damage to texture

or colour*

1821 Blacfao. Mag. X. 562 Pocket-handkerchiefs were
quite abandoned, . . yea, most things washable. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxxvii, Like washable beaver hats that improve
with rain, his nerves were rendered stouter and more vigor,

ous by showers of tears. 1839 Civil Engitu <$ Arch. Jrnl.

II. 141/2 Washable paper hangings. 1887 Eng. Illustr.

Mag. May 546 Everything was planned so as to be readily

washable and brushable.

3. Exposed to the washing of the waves.

1878 Smii.es Robt. Dick v. 44 The sea dashes in through

the washable rocks, and drives up in clouds of vapour far

inland.

Was-hael, washailfe, -hayl : see Wassail.
"Washamouth : see Wash-mouth.

130

Wa*Shaway. Colonial, [f. verbal phr. to wash
away, see Wash v. 15.] The removal by flood

of a portion of a hillside ; the destruction of a
portion of railway or road track by flood ; a hole
or breach produced by the washing away of soil.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 8/3 The new railway also suf-

fered severely, and traffic has been interfered with owing to
several washaways. 1896 Daily News 18 July 8 5 In several
parts of the mountain where the washaways appear, the lode

; can be seen right down to the present surface. 1906 Times
18 Dec. 5/2 A number of washaways have taken place, and
a mail-train was derailed.

Washayl, obs. form of Wassail.
Wash-ball. Now rare. [f. Wash v.] A ball

of soap (sometimes perfumed or medicated) used
for washing the hands and face, and for shaving.
x6o: Holland Pliny xxiv. vii. II. 184 This Mastich..is

used in sope, and wash-bats. 1672 Newton in Phil. Trans.
VII. 5102 Let some Water, in which a convenient quantity
of Soap or wash-ball is dissolv'd, be agitated into Froth.
1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1800/4 James Norcock. .sells.. the true
and large Bolognia Wash-balls, a 1700 Evelyn Diary (1879)
May 1645, We furnish'd ourselves with wash-balls, the best
being made here [Bologna], 1714 [Blanch] Beaux Mer-
chant I. 6 Have you brought my Riding-Whig, Mr. Barber,
and your best Scented Wash-balls? 1758 Johnson- Idler
No. 40 T4, I remember a wash-ball that bad a quality truly
wonderful. 1805 [S. Weston] Werneria 39 Some clays are
marbled, and look like wash-balls ready made. 1806-7 J-
Berksford Miseries Hum. Life xx. xiii, Dropping a wash-
ball out of your frozen fingers. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain
xiii, He. .forthwith produced two scented wash-balls which
he offered for sale.

Wash-basin. Now chiefly C'.S. [f. Washz/.]
A wash-hand basin.

1812 Examiner 23 Nov. 739/2 The wash-bason [was] al-
most filled. 1855 J. Scoffern 111 Orr's Circ. Set'., Elem,
Chem. 431 The.. negro princes obtain English wash-basins.
1860O.W. Holmes Professor iv, A new nursery,, .with Lake
Superior, and Huron.. for wash-basins 1 1904 S. E. White
Forest ii, Dishes, pails, wash-basins, and other receptacles.

Wash-bear. ? US. [f. Wash v. In Ger.
waschbdr, a transl. of the zoological name Ursus
lotor (Linn. ) ; cf. Washer 4 b, washing bear.
Washing fpl. a. 3.] The racoon.
1891 Century Diet.

Washboard, [f. Wash j£. ; cf. G. waschbrett.]

1. Nant. A board on the side of a boat to prevent
the sea breaking over ; also, a board on the sill of
a lower-deck port, for the same purpose.
1742 Woodrooff. in Hanways Trav. (1762) I. ir. xv'ti. 78

The largest boat was towed a-stern, being raised with wash*
boards for that purpose. 1823 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Passion ff Prittc. xv. III. 399 She shipped a heavy sea,
which washed away all the starboard bulwarks and wash-
boards. 1888 T. T. Wildridgf. Northumbria 134 The stoic
tural points of interest in this [ancient] boat are the 'wash-
boards ' and the wooden pegs.

2. A board round the walls of a room with its

edge resting on the floor ; a skirting-board, dial.
1828-32 Webster, Wash-board. 2. a board in a room, next

to the floor. x86o Geo. Eliot Mill on PI. It. iii, To stand
looking out of the study window at the rain, and kicking
his foot against the washboard in solitude. j.862 [C. C.
Robinson] Dialect of Leedst Gloss., Washboard (pron.
nveshboard\ the wainscot.

3. ta. A flat piece ofwood fixed on an axis within
the barrel of a washing-machine, and made to
revolve so as to agitate the clothes in the water.
Obs. b. U.S. A hardwood board, with a fluted

surface or covered with corrugated zinc, on which
washerwomen rub clothes in washing.
1799 Hull Advertiser 29 June 2/2 Washing machines

which move with a pendulum or upright wash-board in the
inside. 1882 Howells in Longmans Mag. I. 56 Wherever
the piano-forte penetrates, lovely woman lifts her fingers
from the needle, the broom-handle, and the washboard. 1902
Euz. Banks Newspaper Girl 158 Clothes washed by her
own hands on an American washboard in a big wooden tub.

Wash bough, dial. [? Wash a. Cf. Water-
bough.] (See quot. 1823.)
1612 T. Taylor Comvt. Titus L 16. 321 Their care is but

to cut off the wash boughs of sin, but they leaue the bole,
and stumpe standing. 1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Wash*
boughs, the lower straggling branches of trees.

Wash-bowl. [f. Washz;.]
+ 1. A wash-tub. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Sfi. Parrot 155 Our Grekys ye walow in

the washbol Argolicorum. 1585 Hicins Junius' Nomencl.
231A Labrum,

. .a washing tub or washbooll. 1620 Gataker
Mar/age Praier 19 It is no shame for thee, though thou
beest wealthy, to seeke her [a wife] at the wash-boule. 1673
Bp. S. Barker ReproofReh. Transp. 11 So that metbinks
according to your notion, there is nothing so patly emble-
matical of Soveraign Princes, as Dufoy in his Tub, or a Pig
under a wash-bole. 1698 Collier Immor. Stage v. § 3. 222
So that if he was resolv'd to have shown her thus unpolish'd,
he should have made her keep Sheep, or brought her up at
the Wash-Boul.

2. A wash-hand basin.
1883 C. D. Warner Roundabout Journ. 183 The guest is

allowed a wash-bowl, but no pitcher. 1888 Q. Rev.\zx\. 132
Emerson alone took no part in this ' storm in a wash-lx>wl '.

1904 E. Nr>.sniTPha>nix $ Carpet viii. 157 Jane fetched the
wash-bowl from the sink.

Wa-shbrew. dial. [f. Wash sb. or v.] Oat-
meal boiled to a stiff jelly.

1620 Markham Farew. Husb. xv. 134 Of Oatemeale is

made that meate which is called in the West, Washbrew.
1623 —Eng. Houseiv. vi. 222 You shall not heare of any
that euer did surfeite of this Wash-brew or Flammei ie. 1837

WASHED.
J. F. Palmes Mrs. Palmers Dial. Devon. Dialect Gloss.

95 Wash-brezv, flummery; oatmeal boiled in water till it

acqu ires a gelatinous consistence.

Wash-coloured,'?, [f. Washj&] Having the
appearance of a * wash ' or transparent layer of colour.
1879 E. P. Wright Animal Life 195 The fur [of chinchilla]

is long, thick, close, woolly, somewhat crisped, ..greyish
wash-coloured above and paler beneath.

Wash-dirt. Mining. [Wash sb. or ».] Auri-
ferous soil or gravel to be submitted to washing.
1864 Eliz. Murray Ella Norman III. 58 Under the wash,

dirt or stuff., there is always pipeclay. 1864 J. Rogers New
Rush 11. 30 A bucket-full of wash-dirt tried—the best— Is of
its value a sufficient test. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $
Mining 43 Large piles of wash-dirt are accumulated to be
washed in the winter. 1890 Goldfictds of Victoria 28 Good
tin can be obtained, mixed with a fair percentage of gold in
the dish of washdirt.

Wa sh-dish. [£ Wash v.]

1. dial. «= Dish-washer 3. [Cf. F. lavandilre
(Cotgr.).]

1825 Jennings Obserz: Dial. W. Eng., Wash-dish, the
bird called wagtail. 1862 Johns Brit. Birds 625 Wash-dish
and Washerwoman, the Pied Wagtail. 1867 Rock Jim an'
Nellcxxv, 'Twas a wash-dish.

2. A wash-hand basin. ? U.S.
1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home iv. 26 After the * wash

dish ' had been used in turn, and various handkerchiefs had
performed, .the part of towels.

Wash-drawing, [f. Wash sb. or v.] The
method of water-colour drawing in which washes
of colour are extensively used ; a picture produced
by this method.
1889 J. Pennell Pen Drawing 305, I have heard from

them more expressions of pleasure in a pen drawing, .than
I have ever heard given to a pencil or a wash drawing.
1892 Photogr. Ann. III. p. ccliii, Photographs from Nature,
Wash Drawings, Paintings, &c. 1894 C. G. Harier//(i»(/.
bk. Drawing 121 Wash drawings for reproduction by half,

tone process should be made upon smooth or finely grained
cardboards. 1905 Athenxum 9 Dec. 806/3 In this.. Ludlow
Castle.. the real science of wash-drawing is shown.

Washe, obs. form of Watch.
Washeall, rare obs. f. Wassail.
Washed (wpjt), ///. a. [f. Wash v. + -bdI.]
1. Cleansed by rubbing in water or other liquid;

also, moistened or drenched with water.
1557 North Guevara's Diall Pr. iv. vii. (1568) 125 b, A

paire of washed or perfume gloues. 1586 Whitnky Choice
Emblems 136 With Towell faire, to wipe tbeire washed
hands. 1605 Sn\KS.Leari. i. 271 The Iewels of our Father,
with wash'd eies Coidelia leaues you. 1620 Markham
Farew. Husb. xiii. 104 Now it is not amisse that I speake
here a word or two of washt come, or the washing of come.
1705 f_ond. Gaz. No. 4184/4, 302 Bags of Cloth wash'd and
unwash'd Spanish Felt Wooll. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. lxix,

Then thy spruce citizen, wash'd artisan, And smug appren-
tice gulp their weekly air. 1864 T. S. Williams & Simmonds
Engl. Commerc. Corresp. 239, is. 6d. pr. lb. for washed
Merino free from burr.

b. Treated with water or other liquid so as to

remove impurities or soluble matter, to separate

heavier from lighter parts, etc.

c 1575 Perf Bk. K'epinge Sparhawkes (1S86) 9 This, .will
make more synues then all the scourings or washed ineates
that are used. 1600 Si/rflet Country Farm V. xxi. 721
Washed bread is a meate very profitable for the health.,
bicause the washing of it doth wliolie take away the heaut-
nes and clammines belonging vnto the earthie parts thereof.

1729 Woodward Fossils 1. I. 169 This last the People who
gather it here, call Wash'd-Amber. ? 1785 Imison Sch. Arts
(1796) II. 68 Adding about one part of washed whiting to
three partsof carmine. 1810 J. Bailey Agric. Durham 40
note. This is not clean or washed ore; but ore mixed with
other substances that could not be separated in washing.
1849 Pereira Elem. Mat. Med. (ed. 3) I. 344 When thus
purified, it is called washed sulphur {sulphur ledum vet de-
puratuni). 1884 F. J. Britten Watch fyClockm. 101 Washed
or double-washed Emery.

f c. Of coin : Sweated. Obs.
171 1 J. Tonson Walter's Poems A3, Cliptand washt money

goes about, when the entire and weighty lies hoarded up.

d. Covered with a coating of precious metal.
1772 Loud. Chron. 21-24 Mar. 288/3 il appeared there was

but four shillings out of the guinea and half [of silver] good,
the rest being only a washed metal. 1776 i'ennsylv. Even.
Post 25 May 264/2 An olive coloured short fustian coat,

with, .silver washed buttons.

e. Of a water-colour or monochrome drawing;
Having the tints produced by colour laid on in

'washes*.
1770 Kxhib. R.Acad. 19 The Resurrection,.. a washed

drawing. 1784 J. Barry Leet. Art iii. (1848) 133 Raphael's
washed drawing of the Calumny of Apelles. 1884 Linton
Wood-Engraving 50 A 'washed drawing' is one in which
shadows, broad tints,, .(indeed all masses of colour,) are
washed in broadly with a brush in sepia or India ink.

f. Of stock, or sale of stock : see quot. and
Wash v. 19 b.

1888-9 Mm York Produce Exc/i. Rep. 265 (Cent.) Washed
or fictitious sales are positively forbidden.

t S*7^?* Of language: f Refined, elegant. (? after

L. lautus.) Obs.
1628 Feltham Resolves t.xx. 67, I know, God hath chosen

by weake things, to confound the wise : yet I see not but
in all times, a washed Language hath much preuailed.

fh. Washed leather — Wash-leather. Obs.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxxii, Wash'd-Leather Boots
[botines de cordouan\.

2. Washed out. Of a fabric, dye, etc. : That
has faded, or lost freshness, in the wash.



WASHEL.
1837 J. Mobier Abel Allnutt xx. 117 The threadbare

carpets, the washed-out curtains. 1851 Mayhbw Loud.
Labour \. 342/1 Habited in a washed-out-blue French kind

of pinafore. 1875 Jowktt Plato (ed. 2) III. 51 The shabby
washed-out look of any colour which has not been dyed in

this way.

b. Jig. Lacking in colour, animation, etc.

1850 Smedley F. Fairlegh i, A complexion and general

appearance only to be described by the term 'washed out '.

1862 Trollope Orley F* xii. There was. .none of that lanky,

washed-out appearance which sorrow and trouble so often

give to females. 1865 W. Cory Lett. 9f Jmls. (1897) 166

They are a washed-out lot ; hut they laugh. 1885 Huxley
in Life (1900) 1 1, vi. 95, I am better . . but curiously weak and
washed out.

t Wa'shel. Obs. In 4 wass^hele. [f. Wash
v. : see -el.] a. A bath. b. A vessel for washing.

1303 R. Brunnb 11audi. Synne 11033 pere besyde, yn a

pat» Was a wasshyng, at an hote bab ; 'Termes* men calle

J>at watyr wasshele, For many one had berat here hele.

a 1375 Joseph Artm, 288 penne comen two Angeles .. 0(>ur
Tweyne aftur hem with cruetes sone, and wasscheles wip
haly water with hem bei brou^ten.

Washen (wo-fn), fpl. a. arch, and dial.

[str. pa. pple. of Wash v.~\ Washed. Also with

adv. prefixed, as clean-, ill-, new-, well-washen.

1483 Caf/t. A ngl. 41 5/1 Wesehyn, lotus. 1525-34 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 122 Laye a clene washen shete vppon the stole.

1594 A. Hume Poems etc. (S. T. S.) 10: Til eit meat with
weschen or vnweschen hands. 1617 Extracts Aberd. Reg*
(1848) II. 350 With goode bedding, weele washine and weele
smellit naprie. 1637 Rutherford Let. to Ld. Craighall
10 Aug., Some ill-washen and foul distinctions. 1868 H.
Law Beacons of Bible (1869) 89 The washen swine returning

to the mire. 1870 Bryant Iliad 1. 563 With washen hands
They took the salted meal. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss.
vi. 64. 94 These are always eager for new-washen garments
wherein to go to the dances.

+ b. washen leather = Wash-leather. Obs.
Cf. washed leather. Washed i h.

c 1425 York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 65 For a dossan wesshyn
leddyr.

Washer (wo "Jai), sb. x Forms : 4 ? waschers,
5-6 wassher (5 wasscher, 6 waysher), 6 Sc.

weschear, veschiar, 7 Sc. wascher, 6- washer,
[f. Wash v. + -er1.
An OE. wsescere is given by Sweet A. S. Diet., but no

example has been found, though the existence of the word
is probable : cf. Wash ester.]

1. One who washes.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye lit. 306 Mediatrix, Menesse

of men, and wassher of synnes. 157* Hui.oet (ed. Higins),
Washer, totor. 1706 Bavnard in Sir J. Floyer Hot <$• Cold
Bath. 11. 263 No Men live so long and healthful, as the
Washers and Dablers in Cold Water. 1760-72 H. Brooke
Fool of Qua!. (1809) IV. 55 The lowliness of a washer of
feet. 1770 G. White Selborne, To Barrington 8 Oct.,

Common house-sparrows.. are great washers. 1886 Daily
Neivs 16 Sept. 8/5 Good Laundrymaid Wanted in a private

house. Must be a good washer and ironer. 1909 Daily
Chron. 24 Mar. 4/6 In these days when washing is made
either a fad or a religion, according to the temperament of
the washer.

f2. One who sweats coin. See Wash v. 8. Obs,

[1414 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 35/2 Les lavours, tonsours, &
contrefaitours del monie de la Terre.] ^1440 Jacob's Well
19 And we denounce acursed alle makeres offals monye, &
clypperes, and wasscherys. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII c. 6 § 6
There to cause all suche counterfaytors, washers, clyppers
of money.. to be indyted. 1771 Encycl. Brit, III. 256/1
Clippers and washers of coin.

3. One whose occupation or profession is the

cleansing of materials, vessels, etc.

1515 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 20 Ane fynour,
weschear, and meltar of gold, [a 1529- : see Dish-washer i.j

1621 Elsinc; Lords' Deb. (Camden) 34 Shewes the washing
hy them [the silk-throwsters], who washed away the gum.
Then the dyer was founde out to add that to the weight
what the washers had taken away, which the washer coulde
not doe. 1807 E. S. Waring Tour Sheeraz 21 A Moordu-
Sho (a washer of dead bodies). 1844 M. T. Asmar Mem.
Babyl. P'cess II. 176 ' Wherefore,' said the washer of skins,
' thou seest, a marvellous change was wrought in me '.

+ b. A person employed to wash and ( get up '

household linen, a launderer or laundress. Obs.
1530 Palsgr. 287/1 Wassher of gownes, relaueur. 1557

Order of HosMtalls G ij, Yow shall geue diligent heede that
the said Washers and Nurses of this Howse be alwaies well
occupied. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. ii. 5 One Mistris
Quickly; which is in the manner of his Nurse;.. or his
Laundry; his Washer, and his Ringer. 1620 Middletom
C/iaste Maid 11. ii, Two of my wife's foul smocks going to
the washers. 1642 St. Mary le Bow (Durham) Par. Reg.,
Marg.irett the washer bur. 15 May. 173a Fielding Covent
G/trd. Trag. 1. ix, Thus burning from the fire, the washer
lifts The red-hot iron to make smooth her shifts. 1775 S. J.
Pratt Liberal Opin. lxxii. (1783) III. 34 A girl In Hodge-
lane, who owed some three or four pound to her washer,

o. One who washes sheep before shearing.
15*0 in Archxotogia XXV. 437 Item pd to Barnaby Bryse

..for castyng inne y° shepe to yfl wayshers viijd. 1612
Shuttlezvorlhs' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 200 To the washers of
the sheepe, vj*. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 18 One
good washer will, .wash sixe score or sixe score and tenne
[sheep] in a day. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 788 The
rude grasp of the relentless washer.

d. One who washes (ore, alluvial soil, etc.) as
a mining operation.
*53«-» [see Buddle sb.*]. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 212

These wasshers [at the gold mines] for the moste parte, are
the Indian women. 1609 in Cochran- Patrick Party Pec.
Mining Scot. (1878) 143 Waschers with the seiff. Ibid.,
Dressans and wascheris with the buddill, wascheris with the
canves. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. N 3 b, And the washer
always keeps a Lay uf this over the Bottom of the Seive.

131

1849 Lever Con Cregan xxil, Others rarely rise above the

rank of mere ( washers '—men employed to sift the., deposits

of the rivers in which the chief product is gold-dust. 1870

J. O. Tucker Mute 40 A thousand washers in their rude
array Bend to a toil and none superior knew.

e. One who is employed in a stable-yaid, cab
or omnibus depot, etc., to wash down the vehicles

after use.

1868 Daily News 8 Sept., Besides the yard money.. we
must give the horsekeeper at least 3d., the washer 2d. 1884
Bath Jml. 26 July 7/3 On returning to the yard at night he
has to stump up. .a tip. .of three pence to the washer.

f. with advs.

1859 K. Cornwallis Panorama A'ew World I. 323
Wanted, a Washer-up.— Victoria Dining-rooms. 1881 M.
Reynolds Engine Driving Life 132 Another gang of men
known as washers-out, set to and clean the boiler out. 1906
A. B. Todd Poet. IVks. etc., Remin. vii. 6d My duties were
to be what is called a 'washer-ofT to a tile-moulder.

4. a. A popular name of the Wagtail, Motacilla

lugubris. Cf. Wash-dish i, Dish-washer 3, and
Washerwoman 2.

c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 165 La vanele
e le pounzot {glossed a. wypeand wast here [? n^</waschere]).
1556 WiTHALS Diet. (1562) 5/1 A wagtaile, wassher. .mota-
cilla. [i575-:see Dish-washer 3.] \0&&C\ihm.Y.~iox Onomast.
90 Motacilla.. the washer, or water-wagtail. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds I. 187 note, They are sometimes called Washers,
from their peculiar motion. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 44 Pied Wagtail. .Moll washer.

b. A name of the Racoon. Cf. Wash-bear,
Washing-bear (Washing///, a. 3).
[1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. (3S60) 569/2 The racoon, Pro-

cyon lotor, is a native of America. . . 1 ts specific name, totor
(washer), is derived from its habit of plunging its dry food
into water before eating it.] 189,1 Century Diet.; and in

other recent Diets.

5. An apparatus for washing ; a washing-machine
used in various industries.

1808 I. C. Curwkn Econ. Feeding Stock 33 The washer
being removed by the crane, to the place where the dirty
potatoes are laid, i860 R. Hunt Ure's Diet. Arts (ed, 5)
III. 077 The small coal resulting from the washer., is

delivered into a common pit placed under the washers.
1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 816/2 (Bleaching) The continuous
washer, .patented in 1852, is deserving of notice as a simple
and efficient washing-machine. 1877 Raymond Statist.

Mines «y Mining 389 The cement silver is washed in a
washer invented by Professor Pearce.

b. A machine in which the rags used in paper-
making are worked to wash and open their fibres.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mcch. 366 The paper-mill con-
sists ofa water-wheel, ..connected with ..wheels, so arranged
as to cause the cylinder in the washer, and the one in the
beating engine, ..to make from 120 to 150 revolutions per
minute. 1839 Ure Diet. Artscyzb There is another [engine],

..called the washer, in which the rags are first worked
coarsely with a stream of water.

c. An apparatus for cleansing coal-gas.

1853 S. Hughes Gas-works 13 \ Of the washer and con-
denser for separating the tar and ammoniacal liquor. 1883
Chamb. Jml. 267 The resulting gas is led off to a washer,
and thence to a gasholder.

d. A machine for washing domestic linen.

1884 Health Exhib. Catat. 116/2 Seven of Greenall's
Steam Washers, different sizes, for domestic use. Clothes
are washed by steam. 1894 Eliz. Banks Camp. Curiosity
190 She carefully measured the amount of soda that was put
into the washers. 1908 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 9/6 Washer
(4o-shirt hand) by Whitaker.

e. An apparatus for washing photographic
plates or prints.

1891 Anthony*s Phologr. Bull. IV. 97 The prints on being
taken out of the washer are well sponged., before drying.

f 6. An instrument or tool used for sprinkling or

cleansing, a. A smith's tool : see quots. b. ? A
sponge for cleansing the bote ofa gun. Obs.
a. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. \. 10 With your Washer dipt

in Water damp the outside of the Fire to keep the Heat in.

1688 \\o\.%\v, A rmoury in. 321/1 Smiths Tools. . .The Washer,
is a Bundle of Rushes., with an Iron Stail to it; with this

Water is sprinkled out of the Trough into the Fire to make
it burn the hotter.

b. 1708 [see Scourer2
5].

7. a. A cock or outlet valve of a water-supply-
ing pipe. b. The outlet valve of a basin, cistern,

etc to which the waste-pipe is attached.
1596 Harington Anat. Metam. Aj'ax Liij b, To which

pype you must haue a Cocke or a washer to yeeld water
with some pretie strength, when you would let it in. 171a

J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening iqq If it be a Four-inch
Pipe, you should give it a Washer and Opening of six Inches
at the Bottom of the Reserver. Ibid. 211 To empty the
Bason entirely. ., which is done by means of a Washer, and
a Waste-Pipe at the Bottom of it. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No.
5493/3 Brass Cocks, Washers, &c. of all Sizes. 1859 Gwilt
Archil, (ed. 4) Add. to Gloss., Washer, . .the perforated
metal plate of a sink or drain, which can be removed for
letting off the waste water. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. t

Washer 3 # b. A street-washer or pavement-plug, where a
hose may be attached to water the street, pavement, or
urban garden.

t8. Some kind of cloth. Obs.
1613 J. May Dccl. Estate Clothing v. 32 There haue some

merchants caused counterfeit Deuonshire kersies to bee made
in Yorkshire out of washers or halfethicks. 1627 Treasurer's
Almanacke (ed. 2) B 8 b, [Listof Woollen cloths.] Washers
of Lancashire.

0. Comb., as (sense 3 b) washer-girtt -maiden \

(sense 5) washer-cloth; also Washerman, Washer-
woman.
1876 Hknlky L{fe ff Death xxx. Bk. Verses (iSSS) 92 The

pretty washer-maiden, She washes on always ! 1887 Maneh.

WASHERWOMAN.
Exhib. Catal. 63 Cotton Manufacturers' Roller, Clearer.

Washer, and Sizing Cloth. Ibid., Washer Cloth for Mill

Furnishing. 1907 Jean Wkbster Jerry Junior ii. 22 The
washer-girls wore dresses in the gayest of peasant clothes.

Washer (woj"3a), sb.'1 Also 4 whasher, 6

wassher, S wisher. [Of doubtful origin ; usually

assumed to be a use of prec, but the development

of meaning has not been accounted for.] A per-

forated annular disc or flattened ring of metal,

leather, or other material placed between two
surfaces subject to rotative friction, to relieve

friction and prevent lateral motion and unsteadiness.

1346 Ace. Exch. A*. R. 470/17 m. 2 I)e..v Cheynes pro

barrja] continentibus L. Linches, v. paribus tenellarum, ii.

Whashers [etc.]. 1544 in Lett. <$• Papers Hen. I III, XIX.
1. 14S Spare wheles for small <.rdynaunce 12 pair, lynce-

pynnes, wasshers, [etc.]. 1611 Flokio, Cerchio diferro, an

iron hoope, amongst gunners called a washer, which sirues

to keepe the iron pin at the end of the axeltrce from wearing

the naue. 1682 [see Linch-pinJ. 1704-26 Diet. Rust. s.v.

Cart, The Washers, being the Rings on the ends of the

Axle-tree. 1705 tr. Guittet's Gentl. Diet. 11. s.v. Xm-e, It

lias likewise in each end of the hole, through which the end

of the Axletr<„e goes, a ring of iron called the wisher, which
saves the hole of the nave from wearing too big. 1795 Her.
san-.L in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 371^ It is kuy^d t.,.st at C ;

with proper washers between the joints to allow of a very

smooth motion. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. Plate

xii, Every tooth screws through a double frame separated

by iron washers for greater steadiness. 1847 Brandon Anal.
Goth. Archit. 102 The closing ring or door latch, .[consists

of] the flat plate or washer, fixed to the .mter surface of the

door ; the handle or ring ; and the spindle. 1872 0. W.
Holmes Poet i, A washer, .makes a loose screw fit. 1876

Blackmore Cripps xxvi, The vast diversity of wheels, as

well as their many caprices of wagging, according to the

state of their washers.

b. Aii annular disc of leather, rubber, or other

material placed between the flanges ol abutting

water-pipes, beneath the plunger of a screw-down

water-tap, etc. to prevent leakage.

1850 Ogilvie s. v., Washers of leather or pasteboard are

also used to render screw and oilier junctions air-tight or

water-tight. 1908 Cassel/'s Handyman's Enquire Within
(ed. P. N. Hasluek) 492/2 In the case of ordinary household

water taps, .they should be taken to pieces and new leather

washers.. fitted and fixed on to the jumpers.

c. A bearing-plate of iron placed under the nut

of a bolt or tie-rod.

1821 R. Stevenson in Edin. Philos. Jml. V. 246 The under
ends of these perpendicular rods, .are attached, .with screw-

nuts, resting upon corresponding washers, or plates of iron.

1839 [see tie-rod, Tie- 3]. 1859 CIwilt Archit. (ed. 4) Add.
to Gloss., Washer,^, flat piece of iron, or other metal, pierced

with a hole for the passage of a screw, between whose nut

and the timber it is placed. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Wall-
washer, a large plate at the end ofa tie-rod to extend the

external bearing.

d. Comb.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts etc. 1027 Its other face, .receives the

flat ring x. .in four notches corresponding to the four pro-

jections of the washer-ring. 1849 J. Glynn Coustr. Cranes
108 The strong cast-iron cross. Jays hold of the masonry by
means of the holding-down bolts and washer-plates.

Hence Wa'slierless a., without a washer.
1908 Casscll's Handyman's Enquire Within (ed. P. N.

Hasluck) 493/1 Washerless Water-tap (Lord Kelvin's).

Wa'Sher, v. [f. Wa&HEK sb.^\ trans. To fur-

nish with a washer. Hence Wa'shered///. a.

1869 Bi.ackmore Lorna D. lx.v, I had worked myself up, .

.

growing hot like an ill-washered wheel revolving, though I

start with a cool axle. 1873 Eliz. Phelps Trotty s U 'edding

Tour 215, I must have the buggy wa^-hered. 1886 Set.

Amer. 11 Sept. 160/3 He washertd the knobs of the doors
that had a rattling play whenever handled.

Wa-sheress. rare~°. [f. Washer j^. 1 + -ess.]

A female washer.
1648 Hexham ii, Een Wasschersse uyt de &>£»£?, a Washer-

esse out of the lees.

Wa*sherman. [f. Washer sbA + NAN sb.]

A man whose occupation is the washing of clothes.

Chiefly designating the Chinese laundryman of the U.S.
and the Asiatic native washer of clothes.

1715 J. Stevens Hist. Persia 77 His Beauty and Wealth
made the Washerman sensible that the Parents must be
great. 1743 Bllkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 126 William
Callicutt, Washerman. 1810 T. Williamson E. Ind. Vade
Mecnm I. 244 The Doby, or washerman, is also exclusively

a domestic, washing for only one family. 1874 L. J. Trottkr
Hist. India Introd. 10 Each village kept, .its own.. school-

master, washerman, goldsmith, [etc]. 1888 Bkvce Amer.
Commit). III. iv. lxxxi. 71 One trade, however, the Chinese
are permitted to follow, and have now almost monopolized,
that of washermen.

Wash.er-wife. Sc. [f. Washer sb.i + \\'ifk*

Cf. G. xuaschervueib."] A washerwoman.
1800 Monthly Mag. Apr. 238/2 In Scotland, the word

linens is often used for linen. For example, * carry my Jinens

to the washer-wife '. 1910 N. Munko P'ancy P'arm xi, The
word itself [se. gossip] b noble in its origin, forall its washer-

wife associations.

Washerwoman, [f. Washer sb,1 + Woman.
Cf. G, wdsclterfrau.]

1. A woman whose occupation is the washing of

dirty linen ; one who takes in washing-.

163a Sherwood, A washer woman, biuandiere, hiandiere.

1674 R. Godfhev Inj. ft Ab. Physick 151 A ^ot Washer-

woman. 1757 Foote Author 1. Wks. 1799 1. 133 Mrs. Suds,

your washer-woman. 1799 Southey Love Elegies \. 25 No
washerwoman's filthy band shall e'er, Sweet pocket-hand-

kerchief 1 thy worth profane. 1811 Regnl. fy Orders Army
169 Servants, .and Washer-women for each Troop. 1837

Dickens Fickzv. xxxiv, Mrs. Bardell.. looked out his Hneo

17-i
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for the washerwoman when it went abroad. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxvii, The pertinacity with which the washer-
woman., brought ..her bills week after week. 1877 Tenny-
son Harold iv. iii, First Thane. Down with William ! Third
Thane, The washerwoman's brat !

b. Washerwoman 's fingers, hand, a condition

of the hands, characteristic of cholera, resembling
the wrinkling of the skin produced in the hands of

washerwomen by the action of soap and soda.

Washerwoman's itch, sea//, a form of eczema inci-

dent to the hands of washerwomen.
1844 Hoblyn Diet. Med., Washerwoman's Scall, Psoriasis

totorum. 1894 Gould tllustr. Did. Med., Washerwoman's
Hand: See Cholera-hand. Washerwoman's Itch or Scall.

1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases ii. 60 As in cholera, the
serous drain may lead to., pinched features, washerwoman's
fingers,

2. = Washer sb. 1 4 a.

1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. X. n. 546 The Water-
wagtail, or as it is called in many parts Dish-washer, or
Washerwoman. 1832 [see Dish-washer], 1862 Johns Brit.

Birds Haunts 171 The popular name Washerwoman belongs
to the whole family [of wagtails],

Washery (wo/Jari). [f. Wash z>. + -krt,] A
place at which the washing of coal, ore, wool, etc.

is carried on.

1895 Columbus ("Ohio) Dispatch^ May 7/6 A mostdisastrous
fire broke out.. at the Coke plant. The destruction of the
washery and machinery was complete. 1898 Daily News 2
Dec. 2/2 Quantities of fish are caught, and sent to the gold
washeries. X907 ClAPHAM Woollen fy Worsted Ind. vi. 246
Some washing of both combing and carding wools is done in
separate ' washeries '.

t Washester. 0?>s. [f. Wash v. + -ster.]

A female washer (of linen), a washerwoman :

in OK. also applied to a man.
cgoo Warperth Gregory's Dial. in. viii. 191 Iobi mis, se

waes min wsescestre [h.fullo]. Ibid. iv. xii. 276 Se maesse-
preost . .waes lufi^ende his w^scestran [L. presbyteram] swa
swa his a^ne swuster. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 57 Quad
melius paief.u it exemplar lotricum, and bis us do5 to under.
stonden be forbisne of be wasshestren.

t Wash ground. Obs. [Wash sb. or v.] ? A
drying-ground.
1714 Lond. Gas. No. 5272/8 One Acre and a half of Wash

ground in Crucifix-lane in Southwark. 1724 Ibid. No. 6247/2
An Estate, consisting of Garden-Grounds, Wash-Grounds,
. .and Houses.

Wa'Sh-liand, a. In 8 wash-hands, [f. Wash
v. Cf. F. f lavemain{s sb., wash-hand stand,

wash-hand basin.] Intended for use in washing the

hands. Only in certain combinations (sometimes
hyphened or written continuously as single words).

a. Wash-hand basin, a basin for washing the

hands, b. Wash-hanti stand, a piece of furniture

for holding the wash-hand basin, ewer, soap-dish,

etc. o. Wash-hand table, a table serving the

purpose of a wash-hand stand.

a. 1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 284 There was a small stand
with a wash-hands basin on it. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvi,
He.. ordered lights and a wash-hand basin and towel. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic cxi, Reach The washhand-basin for

admirers I

Comb. 1871 A. Meadows Man. Midrvifery (ed. 2) 89 A
large wash-hand basinfull of this hydatidiform mass.

b. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Brokers' Shops, Rosewood
chiffoniers and mahogany wash-hand-stands. 1839 W.
Chambers Tour Holland 43/1 Wash-hand stand. 1834
Surtees Handley Cr. xxvii. (1901) I. 204 Having deposited
a can of hot water on the washhandstand. 1894 ' R. Andom '

We Three <y Troddles xx. 115 He bounced over to the wash-
hand-stand.
attrib. 1848 Clough Bothie ii. 291 We return to the shop

and the wash-hand-stand-bason. 1854 Surtees Handley Cr.
xii. (1901) I. 90 Tother night it was raining perfect wash-
handstandbasinsfull. 1881 Olive Schreiner Story African
Farm 11. iii, 1 left them in the wash-hand-stand drawer.
6U 1863 Gladstone Glean. (1879) II. 204 Again, take such

a jug as he would construct for the washhand-table of a
garret.

Wash-house (wo'Jhaus). Also 6-7 -washou.se,

9 vulgar washus, wash'us. [f. Wash v. +
House sb. Cf. Du. waschhuis^ G. waschhaus.']

fl. A bath-house. Obs. rare.
c 1000 O.E. Glosses in Ztschr.f. deutsches AltertumXXXl.

13 Colimbum, waeschus. 1704 Pitts Ace. Moham. 47 They
have many Hammams, or Wash-houses to bath themselves
in.

2. An outbuilding or apartment used for washing
clothes.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1. 13 There is also a
thirde stie, not farre from the washouse, for the fatting of
my Porkes. 1580 in ArcltsologtahXIV . 358 To set uppthe
gat at the washouse. 1671 T. Lacy in Extr. St. Papers ret.

Friends iv. (1913) 350, I..saw a little shedd or washouse all

on fire. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 1. i. (1811) 36 In
the wash-house or the scullery. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Mistaken Milliner, Four beautiful rooms, and a delightful
little washhouse at the end of the passage. 1837 — Pickiv.
xxv, We keep a boy to do the dirty work, and a gal besides,

but they dine in the washus, 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lvi, The Rev. Mr. Veal had.. a theatre (in the wash-house).
X916 Blackxv. Mag. Au£. 191/1 A large shed—that had at one
time been used as a wash houses—still contained some broken
wash-tubs.

b. A building in which goods are washed in

the process of bleaching, or calico printing.

1701 Lond.Gaz. No. 3760/4 A House, and Ground fit for

a Whitster, or Callico-I'rinter, is to be Let, with several
Sheds and Wash-houses.

C. U.S. An establishment at which clothes are

washed ; a laundry.
1873 B. Harte Fiddletown 28 The next day he entered the

wash-house of Chy Fook as an assistant.

d. A building, provided with suitable accom-
modation, at which the public may wash clothes.

1846 Act 9 Sf 10 Vict. c. 74 § 1 To encourage the Establish-
ment therein of public Baths and Wash-houses, 1859 Jei'H-

son Brittany v. 49 Public washhouses have been established

in many places. 1912 Throne 7 Aug. 206/2 A local borough
councillor, .who points with pride to the new borough wash-
houses.

3. altrib.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish v, I felt as lonesome as a
kitten in a wash-house copper with the lid on. 1838 — O.
Twist 1, Charley and I made our lucky up the wash'us
chimney. 1901 Daily Chron. 4 Dec 9/2 Engineer and
Washhouse-man required (in a steam laundry]. 1909 *Q'
(Quiber-CouchJ True Tilda xx, Run, Hepsy, and fill the
wash-house boiler.

t Washical. Obs. rare— 1

. App. a corruption

of what sha// lea// (it) or what do you call it.

See other forms under What-d'ye-call-'e.m.

1575 Gammer Gurtou v. ii. 116 Geue my Gammer again
her washical thou stole away in thy lap.

Washiness (wo/Jines). [f. Washy a. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being washy.
1. Diluted condition, wateriness, weakness (of a

liquid)
; fig. feebleness, lack of solidity (of

thoughts, etc.).

1631 R. Byfikld Docir. Sabb. 72, I proceed to examine
your solution, as you call it ; the phlegmaticall washinesse
whereof hath over-spread many pages, a 1806 J. Barry
Led. Art vi. (1848) 232 In Lely. .we sometimes meet with
the other extreme of too little solidity, too much flickering

and washiness.^ 1814 Q . Rev. XI. 96 The washiness of the
following. line is only surpassed by that of the two which
succeed it.

2. Chronic looseness of the bowels (in animals).
1844 [see Washy a. 5].

Washing (.wo-jlrj), vbl. sb. [-ikqI.

_
In OE. recorded only in the compound weascingweg 'wash«

ing-way ', ? ' a road leading to a sheep-wash '.]

I. The action of Wash v.

1. The action or an act of cleansing by water, or

of laving or bathing with water or other liquid.

Also^. with reference to spiritual or moral puri-

fication.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 332 pe wassunke ine fuluhte wiSuten
bitocneo be wasschunge of be soule wioinnen. c 1305 Land
Cokaygne 48 Watir seruib ]?er to no bing Bot to si^t and to

waiissing. 1340 Ayenb. 178 Ase bet line dob bet is y-huyted
be ofte wessinge. a 1425 tr. Arderne's 'Treat. Fistula etc.

53 Wasche wele bat leggc.with hote watre.. .And so after be
waschyng lat it lye by a naturel day. ? 1466 Sionor Papers
(Camden) I. 92 For wosshyng of yowyr sbertys and M.
Wyllyams. 1508 Fisher Penit. Ps. Ii. 1. (1509) iivj, If a
table be foule and fylthy. .fyrst we rase it, after whan it is

rased we wasshe it, and laste after the wasshynge we wype
and make it clene. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 51 Beware,
that thou put not to many shepe in a penne at one tyme,
neyther at the washyng, nor at the sheryng. 1587 D. Fen-
ner Song ofSongs \\. 3 Thy teeth are like a flocke of sheepe
which comme vp from washing. 1603 in 10th Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. 1. 31 For the wysching of my chlos,xiid.

1636 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 53 Stains of a deep dye
will not out of the cloth, with such ordinary washings, as
will fetch out lighter spots, c 1650 Binning Serm. Wks.
(1735) 567 The Blood and Water might be joined, the justify-

ing Saviour, and the sanctifying Spirit ; for both these are
in this Gospel Washing. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 234 Both
these gentlemen depend on the clean washing of the seed,
and the trials of both met with the wished-for success. 1829

J. L. Knapp Jml. Nat. 149 It taints the fingers, which have
touched it, with its peculiar odour, so that one washing does
not remove it. 1857 Miller Elem. Chetn., Org. 77 The
tubers are first freed from adhering earth by a thorough
washing. 1869-71 Casselfs Househ. Guide II. 50/2 The
white things will require two washings. 1899 Atlbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 611 Every other evening a washing with
naphthol and sulphur soap may be given in a bath.

t b. To give one's head (or beard) for the

washing: to submit tamely to indignities (see Head
sb. 58). Obs.
c X583 [see Head sb. 58]. 1596 Nashe Saffron WaleUn L 4,

But the time was, when he would not haue ginen his head
for the washing. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Cupids Revenge iv. i,

And soam I [sc. resolved], and forty more good fellows,

That will not give their heads for the washing, I take it.

a 1616 — Bonduca 11. iii, Car. And to morrow night say to
him, His Head is mine. Jud. 1 can assure ye Captain, He
will not give it for this washing. 1663 [see Head sb. 58].

O. In reflexive sense.

1896 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone vii, It was his custom to
go through a whole series of washings and changings after
even the shortest journey. 1911 A. Plummer Ch. Brit, bef.
A.D. 1000 I. 121 Abstention from washing was a common
form of asceticism.

d. A ceremonial ablution. (By Sir John Cheke
used for : Baptism.)

.
c 1375 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. (MS. B.) 263 Til after wassh.

ing bopreste wil loute bo auter. c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv.
ix. 468 I'hat the bodili waisching with water schulde dense
the soule fro moral vnclennessis. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (\V. de
W. 1531) 65 These cerimonyes that this doctour calleth but
small tbynges, 1 suppose they be be as stacyons, inclyna-
cyons, gestures, turnynges, wesshynqe..& suche other.
C1550 Ckm Matt. xxi. 25 Joanns wasching from whens
was it, from heaven, or from men. 1606 Arraignmt.

<fr

Exec. Traytors D 1 b, Their pilgrimages to Idols, their
shauings and their washings. 1644 Milton M. BucerWks.
1851 IV. 308 We are not to use Circumcision, Sacrifice, and
those bodily Washings prescrib'd to the Jews. 1698-9
OsdornZ,^. inMaundrdl Journ. Jems. (1732) 147 Address-

ing themselves to their Devotions, with the most solemn and
critical Washings. 1772 Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) II.

340 Washing, .accompanied many of the Jewish rites. 1846
S. Sharpe Hist. Egypt ix. 303 In their dislike of pork, in
their washings, and in other Eastern customs, they [the
Jews] were like the Egyptians.

e. spec, m * washing of clothes ', esp. as one of

the regular requirements of a person or household.
1 Meat, drink, washing, and lodging ' : a proverbial summary

expression for the necessaries of life ; in rustic use often^f.
= 'all that one needs '.

1480 Cov. Leet Bk. 459 As to bat \ at is seid bat the people
of bis Citie hut ten be fis:-he in Swanneswell pole be \>t:iTe

weysshyng there be people vnderstanden \xit be place of the
seid weysshyng ys pe soyle of be hospitall of sent John
Baptiste. 1543 Set. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II.

274 To the sayd ij prest [sic] for brede wyne and washyng
for the yere vs. 1610 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.)
187 A quarters wa.shinge, to Roger Isherwood, vj d

. 1617
Morvson Itin. 1. 8 A Dollor for chamber and washing. 1637
in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 88 It costs mee two and twenty
shillings a week for my diet, lodging and washing. 1643
Select. Rec. Regality Melrose (S.H.S.) 1. 100 [He is to main-
tain him] in meatt, drink, bed and board and clothes wash-
ing. 1725 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. 1. ii, We'll end our washing
while the morning's cool. 1745 Mrs. E. Montagu Corr.

(1906) I. 225 He is to have livery, and frock every year, and
six pounds wages the first year, the second seven. He is to
put out his washing. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 357 They
usually give ten shillings by the week, with meat, drink,
washing, and lodging, to stout men. 1797 Jane Alsten
Sense fy Sens, xxxvi, She, .was not without hopes of finding
out, before they parted, how much her washing cost per
week, c 1800 Whole Life 3- D. Long Meg of Westm. ii. 4
She had not been bred unto her needle, but to hard labour,
such as washing, brewing and baking. 1832 Athenseutn 9
June 370/1 To whom bargains and bargain -making are the
true meat, drink, washing, and lodging of life. 1841 Lytton
Nt. «$• Morn. 1. vi, He shall share and share with my own
young folks; and Mrs. Morton will take care of his washing
and morals. 1856 Putnam's Monthly Mag. Oct. 390/2 Only
to think, tco, of a hundred and fifty dollars, ^30 a month

—

and board, lodging and washing, all free.

t f. At {the) washing — ' at the wash ' (see

Wash sb. 2). Obs.

1633 B. Jonson Tale cf Tub n. ii. 136 Clay. . . I never zaw
you avore. Hit. You did not? where were your eyes then?
out at washing ? 1638 Bp. MotNTACUE Art. Eng. Nonuich
A 4, Have you two faire large Surplices for jour Minister to
officiate Divine Service in, that the one may be for change,
when the other is at washing? 1755 Sueuukakv. Lydia {1769)
II. 279 The stock of shirts being large, almost every man
having one at the washing, and the other on.

g. In chemical and mining operations (see

Wash v. 4, 11).

1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 66 Upon this Hand was found
good store of the Ore, which in the washing helde gold to our
thinking plainly to be seene. a 1650 E. Norgate Miniatura
(1919) 17 And soe your colour will apptare by reason of soe
many washings cleane and faire. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
I. 144 These washings . . tended to change sirup of violets to a
pale gretn. 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. Gloss, s. v. Jigging,
Jigging, is a method of dressing the smaller Copper and
Lead Ores by a peculiar motion of a wire sieve in a kieve or
vat of water,.. In the Lead Mines. .they also term this
operation,. .

' Washing '. 1839 Ure Dict.Arti S13 The most
simple and economical washings are those that certain iron
ores.. are subjected to. 1853 §. Hughes Gas-works 135 It

is also thought, .that too much washing has the effect of
diminishing the illuminating power of the gas. 1855 Orr's
Circ. Set., Inorg. Nat. 252 In Siberia there are but few
localities where the gold washings are largely carried on.
1886 Daily Ncwsx-j July 5/8 Special illustrations of diamond
washing, cutting, and polishing were given.

h. With arivs. away, off, out, ?c/(often hyphened):
see quots. and senses of Wash v.

161a Sir D. Carleton in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. 1. 587 For y< washing away of wch aspersion the Duke
maketh profession [etc.]. 1875 Wood & Lapham Waiting
for Mail 106 Owing to the want of water for washing-up their
funds were low. 1880 D. C. Davies Metaltif. Min. 425
Washing off (Washing up, A tit. ,y Aus.) t the periodical final

cleaning out of all the gutters and appliances used in alluvial
and rock gold mining. z888 Jacobi Printers' I'ocab., Wash.
ing up, the operation of washing up rollers or ink slabs. 1890
*R. Boldrewoou ' Miner's Right xviii. 177 The washings
up were frequent and flourishing. 1890 Sir W. Stokes in

Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 May 999/2 Washing-out or irrigation of
the stomach is a desirable antiseptic precaution. 1896 All-
butt's Syst. Med. I. 330 These waters can be taken in larce
quantities, and thus exercise a washing -out effect. 1899 W.
I)e Morgan in Mackail W. Morris II. 17 A story which
kept us all quiet and well-behaved till washing-up time.

2. Tainting. The action of laving on a thin coat

of colour. Also washing in. Also attrib. in wash
ing colour, manner.
a 1650 Norgate Miniatura (1919) 59 To worke in the ap-

parrell and foldings in a washing manner without a ground.
i7S8[Doss\e] Handmaid to Arts 172 Gamboge, Indian ink,

sap-green, [etc.]. .as they really dissolve and become trans-

parent in water are true washing colours. 1811 Self In-

structor 522 Technical terms in painting, .washing. in. 1823

J.
Badcockj9<?///. Atnusem. iti Employed in the first wash-

ings by house painters, and by them termed a first coat. 1856
Kane A relic Expt. II. iii. 47 It emerged from buried shadow,
through all the stages of distinctness of an India-ink washing.

1877 S. Redgrave Descr. Catal. Water-Cot. Paintings 17

The papers. . were not sufficiently sized to bear the repeated

washings of the artist.

3. Sweating of coin by means of acids.

14.. Hoccleve Min. Poems xxi. 116 If it be golde and
hole that men hym profrc.take it yf him lyst..for wassh*
inge or clyppynge hold hym content, a 1513 Fabvan Cnron,
vn. (1533) 177 b, The coyne of golde at those dayes was
greatly mynysshed wyth clyppyng & wasshyng. 1543 tr.

Act 3 Hen. V% Stat. 11. c. 6 Great double, .hath ben whether
that clyppynge, wasshynge, and fylynge of the money of the

land ought to be judged treason or not.



WASHING.
4. Surging, overflowing (of waves) ; the action

of moving water in carrying off loose matter.

1471 Caxton Rccuyell (Sommer) 279 Hercules and exione

were all wette of the wasshing and springyng of the wawes.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 61 Would thou mightst lye drowning
the washing often Tides, a 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jems.
(1707) 125 Upon any violent Rain, the whole City [of Damas-
cus] becomes, by the washing of the Houses, as it were a

Quagmire. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 248 The Wash-
ing of the Sea having spoil'd all their Powder. 1726 Lboni
Albert?s Archit. I. 41 Mount Morello..is quite wild and
naked; occasioned, as I suppose, by the washing of the

Rains. 1778 T. Hutchins Descr. Virginia etc. 37 Foit

Chart res. . was abandoned in the year 1772, as it was rendered

untenable by the constant washings of the River Missisippi

in hi^h floods. 1867 Morris Jason 1. 398 And in their

dreamless rest the wind in vain Howled round about, with

washing of the rain. 1868 — Earthly Par. 1. 257 Hearken-
ing the washing of the watery way. 1888 Goode Amer.
Fishes 402 The rapid, vigorous, spasmodic movements which
accompany this operation produce a splashing in the water

which can be plainly heard from the shore, and which the

fishermen characterize as ' washing \

b. with adv.

1873 Tristram Moab vii. 124 Unsound ground, rendered

more treacherous than usual by the washing in of the burrows
of the mole-rat 1886 J. A. Brown in Q. Jrttt. Geol. Soc.

May 200 They [the furrow-gravels] could not have been
formed by the washing-in of gravel by running springs.

5. Printers* slang. (See quots. and Wash v. 19 a.)

1825 Hansard Ty/-ogr. 308 Washing is had recourse to

upon two occasions,—either for rousing a sense of shame in

a fellow-workman who had been idling when he might have
been at work ; or to congratulate an apprentice upon the

hour having arrived that brings his emancipation from the

shackles of his subordinate station. 1888 Jacoiii Printers*

Vocab.
t
Washings an old-fashioned term for ( jerrying', or

making a noise on an apprentice coming out of his time.

II. Concrete senses.

6. //. (formerly also sing.). The liquid that has

been used to wash something ; matter removed
when something is washed. Also washing-out.
c 1330 R. Brunse Chron. JVoce (Rolls) 8816 \>o bat were

seke..Wasche be stones, did hit in babes;.. Wasched bem
of be selue waschinges, & warysched wel of al per pyne,

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) 323 Of be weschel be
weschyng ful oft one his bed wald fling, c 1480 Henryson
Two Mice 249 My dische weschingis is worth 3our haill ex-

fence. 1577 Harrison England in. i. 96/2 in Holinshed,
Meade] is nothing else but the washing of the cumbes, when

the hony is wrong out. 1598 Eftulario B ij b, Wash the flesh

well with good white wine mingled with as much water, and
straine the washing, and seeth the flesh therin. 1637 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Drinke <y Welcome A 4, Small Beere in

England, such as is said to be made of the washings of the

Brewers legges and aprons. 1775 A. Burnaby Trav. N.
Amer. 34 Two curious hot springs, one tasting like alum,
the other like the washings of a gun. 1803 [S. Weston]
Werneria 12 Swine-stone, when rubbed against a hard body,
has a fetid odour like Harrowgate water, or rotten eggs, or
the washing out of a gun. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxiv,

The leech gave him a draughtofmedicated wine, mixed with
water. He rejected it, under the dishonourable epithet of
'kennel-washings.* 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1324
The must is afterwards again pressed, and about one hogs-

head of what is termed washings is obtained from the same
quantity that had previously afforded about three hogsheads
of cider. 1851 Mayhew Load. Labour II. 146 It [hogs'

wash] is composed of. .the washings of cooking utensils.

1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 397 The peculiar reddish, watery
discharge, 'like the washings of raw meat,';as a German
writer has described it.

b. Matter carried away by rain or running

water; alluvial soil deposited by a stream.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 225 [Breeding-ponds] A fat Soil with
a white fat Water, as the washings of Hills,Commons, Streets,

Sinks, &c, is the best to fatten all sorts of Fish. 1739 Labelve
Westm. Bridge 5 A Shoal.. made up of Sana and of the
Washing or Silting of the River. 1816 Bhackenridge Jrnl.
181 This limestone constitutes at least one half in the wash-
ings which are carried to the Missouri. 1834 Brit. Husb.
I. 276 Some farmers, indeed, think these washincs from
the farmyards, though of a brown colour, are yet, in most
instances, so diluted with rain, as not to be worth the
expense of carriage. 1867 J. Hatton Tallants i, Their
rivers are black with coal washings.

O. Metal obtained by washing ore or soil.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xit. 244
There slippes away also some small portion of silver and
imicke-silver with the earth and drosse, which they call

washings. 1846 M«Cullocii Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I.

614 The produce of the mines., may be taken, inclusive of
the washings, at about 5,000 tons a year.

d. Places containing soil from which gold or

diamonds are obtained by washing.
t85$ Livingstone Zambesi li. 52 In former times, when

traders went with hundreds of slaves to the washings. 1899
Edin. Rev. Apr. 317 In Griqualand West diamonds occur in
' washings', as well as in mines.

f7. A medical * wash ' or lotion. Obs.
1541 Copland (7uydon's Form. Yij b, The chauffynges..of

the gummes are appeased..w l this wasshing made of [etc.).

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 23 The patyentcmust vse good
lotions, or washynges for hys mouth vntyll it be hole.

8. Clothes newly washed or set apart to be
washed.
1854 Suktees Handley Cr. xxxviii. (loot) II. 8 Family

washings were whisked away [by the wind], or torn to tatters
on the drying lines. 1889 Barhik Window in Thrums xxi,
She got her death.. one day of sudden rain, when she had
run out to bring in her washing. 1901 C. T. C. Gaz. Oct. 390
Perambulators used by poor people to carry home washing
in the evening. 1905 J. Mackenzie Michael Bruce iii. 34
The box was returned regularly with his washing, so that
during the session a constant supply from home was
furnished.
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III. 9. In combinations (often synonymous with

parallel formations in Wash-), as ivashing-basin,

-blue, -brushy + -kit (Kit sb. 1 1), -room, -soda,

f -towel, -trough, -tub
; + washing-ball = Wash-

ball
; f washing-beetle, a wooden bat used to

beat or pound clothes in the process of washing
;

washing-bill, a statement of laundry-charges

;

washing-block, -board, a wooden block or board

on which clothes are beaten while being washed;
washing-book, a book in which a person's

laundry-charges are entered; washing-bottle =
Wash-(W//(.' a, b; washing-bowl, t(#) a wash-
hand basin ; (b) a pan or tub for washing clothes,

etc. {obs. exc. local) ; cf. Wash-bowl ; washing-
crystals, crystallized soda used for washing
clothes, etc. ; washing-day, the day on which the

dirty clothes of a household are washed ; washing-
engine, a machine for washing rags, etc., esp. in

paper-making; washing-green, a piece of

common grass-land on which clothes are spread

or hung out to dry after washing ; washing-
house = Wash-house ; washing-leather —
Wash-leather ; washing-machine, a machine
for washing clothes, cloth, etc. ; washing-mill,

f (a) a machine used for recovering particles of

gold or silver from refuse matter
;

(b) a machine
for washing cloth in the process of bleaching

;

washing-place, {a) a place where washing is done

;

a lavatory ; a laundry
;

{b) a place where gold is

washed out from sand or earth ; washing-rod, a
rod used to wash out a gun ; washing-stand =
Washstand 1 ; fwashing-stock (see quot. 1879);
washing-stone, f (a) a kitchen-sink

;
{d) a stone

on which clothes are beaten while being washed
;

washing-stuff, a miners* name for auriferous

earth
; f washing-temple, used to tr. L. delubrum

temple, shrine, as if f. deluerelo wash thoroughly ;

•J"
washing-vessel, a laver ; washing-water,

water for washing the hands, a chemical substance,

etc. (cf. Wash-water) ; washing-week, a week
devoted to washing the dirty clothes of a house-

hold ; alsoJig. ; *} washing-well, Jig, a fount of

spiritual cleansing; fwashing-woman = Washer-
woman.
1538 Elyot Diet. s.v. Magmata, Pomaundres and *wash-

ing balles. 1597 Deloney Gentle Craf: 1. x. Wks. (1912) 114
Then shalt thou scoure thy pitchy fingers in a bason of hot
water, with an ordinary washing Ball. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates
in Hatyburton's Ledger (1667) 288 Ballis called weshing ballis

the dozen, .\iis. 1538 Elyot Addit., Labrum,s. "wasshynge
basyn. 1558 Bury Wilts (Camden) 150 One wasshinge
basone of pewter. 1878 Trelawny Rec. Shelley etc. I. 161,

I went to make my toilet, the sea my washing-basin—there
wasnoother. c 1440 P'romp. Parr. 517/2 "Waschynge betyl,

or ba.ty\dore,feriUriwu. < 1506 Merie Tales oj Shellon in

S.'s Wks. (1843) I. p. brill, Skelton. .sayd to the wyfe, Geue
me a washyng betle. a 1625 Fletchek I V01nan's Prize II. v.

Have I liv'd thus long to be knockt o'th head, With halfe a
washing beetle? 1708 Jane Austen Northatig. Abb. xxii,

She held a "washing-bill in her hand. 1905 H. G. Wklls
Kipps 11. v. § 3 After that the washing-bill of Kipps quad-
rupled. 1590 in Archseologia XL, 333 In the Boulting Howse,
. .a "washing block. 1676 Dcrfey Mad. Fickle I. i. (1677) 7
Like a Taylor [vaulting] ore' a Washing-block. 1829 Sporting
Mag. XXIV. 112 He looked likeafrog on a washing-block.
1881 A. Watt Sci. Industr. I. 5 Indigo., mixed with starch ..

forms the ' *washing blue 'of the laundry. 1810T. William-
son E. Ind. Vade Mecu/tt I. 247 The *washing-board, its

prop, the drying lines [etc 1
. 1005 H. G. Wells Kipps 1. vi.

§ 1 He..produced a "washing-oook and two pencils. 1857
Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 169 The vapours which are
evolved should be transmitted through a "washing bottle con-
taining water, c 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sci. I. 406/1 Wash
the precipitate by means of the washing-bottle. 14.. Rules
4" Const. Nuns Syon Ivi. in Aungier Syon (1840) 392 *Wasch-
yng bolles and sope. 1530 Palsgr. 287/1 Wasshyng boll,

Jatte. 1622 Mauue tr. Aleman's Guzman tfAtf. u. 54 Like
a basket of Buck-cloathes, when they are taken from the
washing-Bole. 1884 M cLaren Spinning 33 Petrie's washing-
bowl [for washing wool]. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl.
304/1 Penicillus rectorius,. .a "washing or white liming
brush. 1626 Middleton Anythingfor Quiet Life v. ii, The
day after *washing.day ; once a week I see't at home. 1754
in J. Cox Narr. ThieJ-takcrs (1756) 103 It being Washing-
day at her Father's, she attended there. X853 Dickens Bleak
Ho. xiv, His scrambling home, from week's-end to week's-
end, is like one great washing-day—only nothing's washed !

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 366 This stream of water is

kept running through theragsin the "washing-engine. 1844
G. Dodd Textile Manuf. ii. 49 This enormous piece passes
into a washing-engine, to cleanse it from the 'dressing' or
mucilage which the weaver had introduced into his warp.
1836 Phichard Phys. Hist. Mankind (ed. 3) I. 40 He was
about to make a "washing-green in the immediate neighbour-
hood. 1890 D. Davidson Mem. Long Life i. 27 One of the
posts in the washing green. 14. . Rules fy Const. Nuns Syon
xiv. in Aungier Syon (1840) 2^6 Also silence. .is to be kepte
..in the "waschyng howse in tyme of waschynge. 1577
Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 12 b, My maides chamber neere
the Kitchin, and the wasshing house. 1705 Loud. Gaz. No.
4101/3 A Brew-house, Dairy, Washinc-house. 1822 Galt
Prwost xxxviii, The mistress had her big summer washing
at the public washing-house on the Green. 1608 in Cochran-
Patrick Early Rec. Mining Scot. (1878) 148 Money debursit
vpoun the dressing of the ore. For ane wesching tub and
ane*weschingkitt, xviij*. 1799UNDERWOOD Dis.Childlwod
(ed. 4) II. 103 The heels only may be covered by a piece of

"washing-leather. 1799 Hull Advertiser 15 June 2/4 A

WASHING.
"washing machine. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 816/2 {Bleach-

ing) From the washing-machine the chain of cloth is passed

through a pair of squeezers. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.

Washings, To get out the finer Parts, gone off with the

Earth, they use Quicksilver, and a "Washing Mill. 1756 F.

Home Exper. Bleaching 92 Were this to happen on the

surface of the cloth, the oil would remain ; nor would the

washing-mill afterwards be able to carry it off. 1875 Encycl.

Brit. III. 820/2 (i> teaching) Washed at washing-mill or
stocks. 1538 London in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Cam-
den) 223 Ther towne hall, .stondith upon the ryver, wher
ys the commyn "wassching place of the most partt of the
towne, and in the cession dayes. .ther ys such betyng with
batildores as oon man can nott here another. 1659 Baxter
KeyforCatholicks 1. xxxv. 252 The rest they no more regard
then a meeting of women in a workhouse or a washing place.

1748 Anson y

s Voy. I. v. 50 Negroes who have accidentally
fallen upun rich washing places. 1851-3 C. Tomtinson's
Cycl. Usejul Arts (1866) I. 3/2 The washing-place [in an
abattoir] is fitted up with coppers for bailing water. 1850
R. Gordon Cumming S. AJrica I. xvi. 365, I accordingly
stowed some ammunition and a 'washing-rod in my old

game-bag. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. v, The cherub. .was
accordingly conducted to a little * washing-room, where
Bella soaped his face. 1865 Enquire Within § 1030 "Wash-
ing Soda as a Freezing Mixture, 1806-7 J- Bebesford
JSliseries Hum. Life x. ci, Rising, in a bitter frost, and
going up to the 'washing-stand. 1889 Gketton Memory's
Harktack 187 If you had a chest of drawers, the top of it

was turned to account as the washing-stand. 1417-18 Ace.
Obedicntiurs Abingdon Abbey (Camden) 88 Et in vno
"wasshyngstok' de nouo facto ij s. iiij d. 1700-1 K. Gough
Hist. Myddle (1875)31 The next morning Hopkin was found
dead in Oatley Parke, haveinge beene knocked on the head
with the footeof a washing stocke which stood at Ellcsmeare
meare. 1879 Miss Jackson S/iropsh. Word-bk., Washing*
stock, a bench on which clothes were laid and beaten with a
kind of bat. 1585^1 igins Junius' Nomencl. 193/1 Vr>iariuw,
. .thesinke or *washingstonein a kitchen, where the Scullion
makes cleane the dishes. 1813 J. Eorsyth Excurs. Italy
288, I observed a group of these nymphs standing up to their

knees in a fountain at wa-hing-stones. 1853 J. SuvMEiiGold.
Finder Australia 177 The gold, .lies upon a sort of pipe-
clay, called by the diggtrs ' "washing stuff', which is from
two inches to four feet thick. 1382 Wyclif Isa. Ixv. 4 In
"wasshing temples of mawmetis [Vulg. in deiubris idolorum\.
— Jer. xliii. 12 In thewashing tempfis of the godus of Egipt.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 398, 3 "wessyng towell.

c 1460 Invent. Sir J. Fastolfe in Archxologia XXL 275
Item, ij Wasschyng Tewellys of warke, ecbe of x yerds.

1557 in Pettus Fodinse Reg. 1167c) 95 Everie man that hath
a *Washing Trough of his own by the custom of the Mine.
1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 431 Boiler, washing-trough,
and sink. 1560 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 1. 72 Ane "wesch-
ing tub. 1677 Hokneck Gl. Law Consid. iii. (1704) 67 He
that makes a curious vessel of gold, doth not intend it for a
washing-tub. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes xv, A hoopless
washing-tub. 1388 Wyclif / Kings vii. 23 Also he made a
3otun see, [gloss] that is, a "waisching vessel for preestis.

Ibid. 31 The mouth of the waischyng vessel [1382 watir vessel;
Vulg. os iuteris]. c 1440 Prottip. Part'. 517/2 Waschynge
vessel, luter. 1827 Faraday Litem. Manip. ix. (1842) 245
When a precipitate is soft and close in consistency, it is often
of use to retain the "washing water on it, so as to penetrate
and remove the soluble matter. i876TYNDALL/'/<?a^. Matter
Air (1881) 70 A portion of this washing-water reaching the
infusion was clearly the origin of the life observed, a 1631
Donne Serm. lxxxviii. (1649) II. 64 Doe not thinke to put
off all to the *washing weeke ; all thy sinnes, all thy repent-
ance, to Easter, and the Sacrament then. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. I'assion <y Princ. iv, Next week is our
Washing-week, c 1425 Cast. Perscv. 3146 in Macro Plays
170 Whanne man crieth mercy, & wyl not ses, Mercy schal
be his "waschynge well. 1782 R. Cumberland Anecd.
Emin. Painters II. 170 Crowds of "washing-women. .and
rows of linen. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) V*. 325 The
ganglion, .is peculiarly common to the wrists of washing-
women.

Wa-shing, />/>/. a. [f. Wash v. + -ing 2.]

1. That washes, in various senses of the verb :

a. Surging, overflowing; streaming with water
;

dipping in the waves.
1560 Googe tr. Palingenius* Zodiac 11. (1561) B iij, The

washyng winter now is lledde, the hoary snowes be gon.
1653 J-Taylor (Water P.) Cert. Trav. 22, I was., three and
thirty dirty Kentish miles, With washing dashing ways and
rain wel sous'd. 1697 Dkyden sEneis ix. 80 The washing
Tyde Secures from all approach this weaker side. 1867
Morris Jason 11. 63 For he was dizzy with the washing
stream. 1882 Daily Tel. 12 Sept. 22 The washing heights
of foam which swell up as high as the rail of the bulwarks.
1913MASEFIELD The River xxx.xw Engl. Rev. Dec. 1 Till with
a stripping crash the tree goes down, Its washing branches
founder and are gone.

b. Of a garment, a textile fabric : That will

'wash' or admit of being washed without injury

to colour or texture ; washable.
a 1733 Ld. Binning in Maidment New Bk. Old Ballads

(1844) 62, 1 fain wad wear a camblet skirt,. .But camblet's
an untasty thing, And it would wear out soon. If I should
make a washing thing, It soon would flimsy be. 1750 F.

Coventry Pompey the Little 11. xii, A white washing Gown.
1849 Lever Con Cregan xiv, The satin sinner was par-
donable, where the ' washing silk ' would have been found
guilty without a * recommendation '. 1868 ' Holme Lee '

B. Godfreys, The. .material of her dresses was.. washing
prints. 1901 Lady's Realm X. 648/2 Some Io%-ely silk

nightgowns are being made with double cape collars of

washing-chiffon.

f2. Of a blow : = Swashing///, a. 2. Obs.

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. v. 252 Astyages. . Did with a
long sharpe arming sworde a washing blow him giue. 1589

R. Harvey Pl.Perc. (1590) 22 You see my quarter staffe...A

washing blow of this is as good as a Laundresse, it will wash
for the names sake : it can wipe a fellow ouer the thumbs.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <fr Jul. 1. i. 70 (Qo. 1509) Gregorie, remem-
ber thy washing blowe {and so Fo. ij. 1621 Fletcher Wild*
Goose Chase v. iv, 'Tis a lustic wench : now could I spend iny
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forty-pence, .to have but one fling at her, To give her but
a washing blow. 1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. v. v, 1 doe
confesse a washing blow.

3. Washing bear, racoon = Wash-beau.
1891 Century Diet, , U'ashinf-bear, the wash-bear or racoon,

Procyon later. 1896 tr. Boas Zool. 516 The Washing
Racoon {Procyon^.

Wash-leather. [f« Wash v. Cf. G. wasch-
leder (perh. from Eng.

)

According to some writers the material is so called ' from
the fact that it may be easily washed' {Encyel. Brit. ed. 9
XIV. 390). But the obsolete synonyms was/ten, washed
leather suggest that the original reference may have been
to the ' washing' which is an important part of the process

of manufacture.]

A soft kind of leather, usually of split sheepskin,

dressed to imitate chamois leather.

1681 Chetham Anglers Vadc-m. iv. § 13 (1689) 43 Making
the body of yellow wash-leather. 1774 Phil. Trans. LX1\.
3(9 Two or three circles of wash-leather dipt in oil. 1848
Dickens Dambey xxxviii, Miss Tox. .polished him up with
a piece of wash-leather. 1857 Readk Course of True Love
8 All one colour, like wash-leather, or an actor by daylight.

b. attrib. (quaswM^'.) Made of wash-leather.

Also Path, of eruptions : Resembling wash-leather

in appearance.
ci66z in Vemty Mem. (1907) II. 262 [For the cold in

winter he wants] wash-leather gloves to write in. ^1673
Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 51 A paire of wash leather gloves.

1773 Foote Nabob 11. (1778) 37 Tom Ramskin..had a fifty-

pound note for a pair of wash-leather breeches. 1836
Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish vii, He wore., wash-leather gloves.

1854 Surtees Handley Cr. xli. (1901) II. 36 Wellington
boots with wash-leather kneecaps. '899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 245 In frosty weather the wearing of wash-
leather socks both by night and day is an advantage. 1900

J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. XI. 4 Large patches of
xanthelasma palpebrarum of the ordinary wash-leather type.

1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.(ed. 6) 25 The lens being
placed in a wash-leather bag.

t Wa'shlock. Obs. [f. Wash sb. or v. + Lock
sbJ1 (sense 2). Cf. G. ivasc/ilocke.'] A tuft of wool
detached in the process of sheep-washing.
1604 Proclam. Winding Wools 18 June, Lambes wooll,

. . washl ocks, cummer, and many other deceiueable things.

t Wa shmaid. Obs. [f. Wash v.~\ A maid-
servant employed in washing clothes.

c 1610 Lady Compton in Grose Antiq. Rep. (1S0S) III. 438
Not pestering my Things with my Womens, nor theirs with
Chambermaids, nor theirs with Washmaids. 1673 Rutland
MSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm. 1905) IV. 550 To my Lady's wash,
mayd, iginny. 1682 Shadwell Lane. Witches 11. i. 17 My
Woman-Chambermaid, Wash-maid, Cook-Maid, &c.

Washiuan (wo-Jmsen). [f. Wash v.]

1. A man whose occupation is washing clothes

;

= Washerman.
1868 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe. X. 552 Employing washmen

instead of washwomen. 1892 Stevenson I'aitima Lett.

xvi. (1S95) 150 Steward's assistant and washman Arrick, a
New Hebridee black boy.

2. A workman employed in applying the wash
or coating of tin in the manufacture of tinplate.

1851-4 C. Tomlinson's Cyct. Useful Arts (1867) II. 746 '2

The washman prepares an iron pot,.. called the wash-pot.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 94 Tin Goods Manufacturer.
..Washman.

t Washmeat. Obs. [f. Wash sb. (?and a.)]

a. Unsubstantial food. b. ' Wash ' for swine.
1682 ' R. Burton' Admir. Curios. 122 Having once eat

60 pound weight of Cherries, he said they were but wash-
meat. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 181/2 A Trough, or Stone
Trough, a hollow place cut En Wood or Stone, in which the
Swine have their Wash-meat given them.

Wash-mill, [f. Wash v.]

f L ? A mill-race in which sheep are washed. Obs.
(7 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 317 Being:. to wash our sheep

on the morrow, I asked my shepherd, what time in the
morning he would drive them to the wash-mills.

2. Brick-making, etc. A machine for washing
clay or materials for cement.
1856 Builder 16 Aug. 443/3 The principal machines which

have been worked for this purpose [brick-making] are three
—ist. The pug-mill. 2nd. The wash-mill. 3rd. The rolling-
mill. 1879 Spans' Diet. Engin. Suppl. 1. 332 These [sc. lime-
stone and clay] are mixed in what are known as wash mills.

3. Leather Manuf. A machine for washing skins

after unhairing by the application of lime.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leatlier (ed. 2) 377 From the
unhairing room the skins pass to the ' wash-mill', where
they receive a thorough washing, removing all adhering
lime.

Wash-mouth, s. w. dial. Also washa-
raouth. [f. Washz/. Cf. G. waschmauloi the same
meaning,] Onewho blabs out everything ; a babbler.

1746 E.vnwor Scolding 138 Hold thy Popping, ya gurt
Washamouth. 1891 'Q ' {Q\\\\\zr-Couch) Noughts <\Cr. Hi. 20
Parson Morth wanted to know if he couldn't let his cottage

to an invalid lady and her sister without consulting every
wash-mouth in the parish.

Wash-off, a. Calico-printing, [f. verbal phr.

to wash off: see Wash v. 1 3.] Of colours: Capable

of being washed off ; not permanent. 1864 Webster.

Wash-out. [f- verbal phr. to wash ottti see

Wash v. 13.]

1. An act of washing out a cistern, etc. ; a pipe

or other appliance for doing this. Also attrib.

1877 Hellyek Plumber'xx. 86 This * water-battery' water-

closet is similar in principle and shape to the ' wash-out

'

closet-basin. 1903 Architect 24 Apr. Suppl. 23/2 Valves
are provided en route to divide the delivery main into sec-

tions and control the supply. Wash-outs and air-valves are
provided, also hydrants in the villages for fire protection.

1884 Health Exhib. fatal. 94/1 Shanks' Patent ' Tubal'
Washout Closets with Patent ' Reliable ' Syphon Cisterns.

1901 Feilden's Mag. IV. 430/1 There was a 6-in. washout
pipe which was connected to the 12 in. main.

2. Mining. A place where a portion of a coal or

ironstone seam has been carried away by a stream,

a deposit of sandstone being left in its place.

1876 Cudworth Rambles Bradford 56. 1911 Act 1 <y 2

Geo. V, c. 50 § 20 The position, direction, and extent of
every known fault of every seam with its vertical throw, and
. .every known washout and intrusive dyke.

3. The removal by flood of a portion of a hill-

side ; a hole or breach in a railway or road track

caused by flood or erosion. Orig. U.S.
1883 Daily Neivs 24 Sept. 2/1 The well built Mexican

Railway, .has had difficulty enough to prevent' wash-outs '.

1883 Standard 25 Dec. 5/4 A train.. ran into a wash-out.
1885 Roosevelt Hunting Trips 153 (Cent.) The rains and
torrents cutting away the land into channels, which at first

are merely wash-outs, and at last grow into deep canyons.
1910 Times 5 Mar. 5/6 On the Peking and Hankau Railway
..washouts may extend, not for one or two miles, but for

fifty or a hundred miles.

4. slang. A disappointing failure, a * sell '.

1902 Westm.Caz. 1 Nov. 2/1 As Harker remarked, ( Half
a guinea for an essay is no wash-out '. 1915 P. Macgill
AmateurArmy 57 What the dickens did you take this here
[rifle) for !..It's a blooming wash-out. Footn. * Wash-out'
is a term used by the men when their firing is so wide of the
mark that it fails to hit any spot on the card. The men
apply it indiscriminately to anything in the nature of a
failure.

Wash-pool, [f. Wash v.] A pool for washing
sheep.

1827 Clare Sheplt. Cal. 56 He drives the bleating sheep
from fallow fold To wash-pools. 1873 Trollops Australia
I. 471 The Australian wool-grower.. will take you to his

washpool. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xvii, The
brush yard at the equally primitive washpool.

Wash-pot. [f. Wash z/.]

i* 1. A servant employed to wash pots ; spec, the

designation of a servant employed at the Inns of

Court. Obs.

1570 in Black Bks. Line. Inn (1897) I. 373, 10 s. to Ralph
Richardson, the washpot in the buttery, for 6 months' wages.
1645 Ibid. II. 367 The Washpot 20s., the Laundress £4,
[etc.]. 1678 Ravenscroft Engl. Lawyer 11. i. 15, I was an
under-Rutler, or Wash-pot in the Inns of Court. 1816
Temple Ch. Reg. Burials, Thomas Lock Washpot of the
honble Society of the Inner Temple.
2. A vessel for washing one's hands. Obs. exc.

fig. in allusion to Ps. lx. 8.

1535 Coverdale Ps. lx. 8 Moab is my washpotte, ouer
Edom wil I stretch out my shue. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis
II. 341 Sev'en comely blooming Youths.. in their hands
sev en silver washpots bear. 1810 Scott Let. in Lockhart
(1837) II. viii. 285 In an age when every London citizen

makes Lochlomond his wash-pot, and throws his shoe over
Ben-Nevis. 1839 Carlyle Chartism viii. 166 He had to

fly, with broken washpots. 1884 Daily Neivs 5 Feb. 3/1
French philosophers were using it [China] as a washpot for

their satires on institutions nearer home.
3. A vessel containing melted tin, into which iron

plates are plunged to be converted into tin-plate.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1253 s. v. Tin.plate.

4. A vessel used in separating silver from lead.

1879 G. Gladstone Mining, Silver in Cassettes Tecfin.

Educ. IV. 112/2 It is usual to have small pots, called temper
or wash-pots, placed between every second crystallising pot.

Wash road. = Wash-way 2.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 247 That wash roads (however
applauded by some) are rarely without notorious exceptions.

Wash.stand. [f. Wash z/.]

1. A wash-hand stand.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1140 Such soap is exceedingly plea-
sant at the wash-stand. 1844 T. Webster Encycl. Dom.
Econ, 276 A wash stand, to be complete, should have, be-

sides the basin and ewer, a carafe for spring water, vessel

for hot water, soap tray, several glasses, [etc.]. 1847 C.
Bronte jfane Eyre iv, She hauled me to the washstand,
inflicted a merciless, but happily brief, scrub on my face
and hands with soap, water, and a coarse towel. 1898 G. B.
Shaw Plays II. Arms $ Man 3 The washstand. .consists

of an enamelled iron basin with a pail beneath it in a painted
metal frame, and a single towel on the rail at the side.

attrib. 190a Mabel Barnes-Grundy Thames Camp 196,
I have made four fascinating washstand mats.

2. U.S. (Seequot.)
1911 Webster, Wash standi in stables, a place in the

floor prepared so that carriages may be washed there and
the water run oft*. Cant.

tWa'shstart. Obs. rare~l
. In 4 wasche-

sterto. [App. a confused form between Wash-
dish and Wagstart.] The Water Wagtail.
a 1400 Nominate (Skeat) 786 Gryue et croulecowe Felde-

fare and waschesterte.

Wash-strake. Naut. Also -streak. [?f.

Wash sb.~\ = Washboard i.

1809 .\aval Chron. XXI. 299 Exclusive of a moveable
wash strake. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge hi, A large Eboe
canoe,.. the bottom hollowed out of one single tree, but
there was a washstreak of some kind of hardwood plank,
so as to raise the gunwale about a foot above the ledge of
the original vessel.

Wash-trough, [f. Wash v.~]

1. Mining. A trough in which ore is washed.
1557 in Pettus Fading; Reg. (1670) 05 Also that no Pur-

chasors shall let or stop any Miners from any Wash-trough
at any time. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 146 The
first sort is reserved for use ; the second, or middling sort,

is again put into the stamping-mill, and afterwards into the

wash-trough, where the parts that contain no cinnabar float

in the water.

2. A trough used for washing the hands and face,

1902 O. Wister I'irginian ii. 16 It was not much of a toilet

that I made in the first wash-trough of my experience, but
it had to suffice.

Wa sh-tub. [f. Wash v. Cf. Du. waschlobbe.]

A tub in which clothes are washed: = Washing-/*^.
1602 Inv. in Collect..4 rchsot. (1863) II. in Fowre boordes,

cover of the vate, and a washtubb .v\]d. 1753 Scots Mag.
Sept. 469 1 Indicted for drowning in a wash-tub. .her son.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxvii, Glancing distractedly at a
couple of old women at the wash-tub.

Wash-up. [f. vbl. phr. to wash up : see

Wash v. 1 t.]

1. An act of washing table utensils after a meal.
In quote, attrib.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 93/2 Butler's Pantry and Wash-
up Sinks. 1900 ' H. I.awson On Track 128 Grease inches
deep in great black patches about the fireplace ends of the
huts, where wash-up and 'boiling' water is thrown.

b. ? dial. A washing-up place, scullery.

1869 I5l.ack.more Loma D. xi, He made even mother laugh
..and Betty Muxworthy roared in the wash-up.

2. Mining. The washing of a collected quantity

of ore ; the quantity of gold that has been obtained

by washing.
1890 ' R. Boldrewood * Miner's Right xxiii, As soon as

we had finished the next wash-up, I was to go back to

Yatala. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 16 June 4/3 The gold consisted
of about a quarter of a million dollars in dust and three-

quarters of a million in drafts. The estimate of the wash-up
varies from twelve millions to thirty millions.

3. A dead body washed up by the waves.
a 1903 ' Mkrriman ' Last H<pe i, Passen thinks it's [sc. the

grave is] over there by the yew-tree—but he's wrong. That
there one was a wash-up found by old Willem the lighthouse
keeper one morning early.

Wa"Sh-water. [f. Wash v.] Water that has

been used for washing.
1853 Hickie tr. Aristoph. I. 25 Those who pour out their

dirty wash-water of an evening. 1856 G. Gore Pract. Chetn.
in Orr's Circ. Set', 73 The wash-waters should not be thrown
away without first being tested for gold. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines <y Mining 401 The evaporation of the excess
of liquid derived from the wash-waters. 1892 Photogr. Ann.
II. 69 No trace of bromide could be found in the wash
water. 1900 Jml. Soc. of Dyers XVI. 12 When, however,
wash waters accumulate.

Wash-way. dial. [f. Wash v. + Way sb.]

1. A portion ot a road crossed by a shallow stream.
1x1631 Donne 6Vrw. civ. (1649) II. 195 He that hath not

been accustomed to a sin, but exercised in resisting it, will

finde many tentattons, but as a wash way that he can trot

thorough, and goe forward religiously in his Calling for all

them. 1766 Ann. Reg. 66 Yesterday morning, .the North
mail cart, going through Tottenham Washway, was under
water. 1804 Asian's Manch. Guide 17 The cart road
through Hanging-ditch was through a wash-way, so narrow,
that only one cart could pass at once.

f b. To make wash-way of, with : to make light

of, make short work of. Cf. Wash-work I.

1642 D. Rogers Naavian 32 But man heares like the Adder
with a deafe eare : she makes wash-way with patience, word
conscience and all. Ibid. 298 A common servant makes
wash way of his service; lookes at his Master for his owne
ends. Ibid. 618 Made wash-way of all sorts of performances,
and made them common things.

2. A road deeper in the middle than at the sides.

1790 W. H. Marshall Midi. Co. I. 44 A ' wash-way road
!'.

1808 T. Batchelor Agric. Bedford 58S The form of the

roads is generally convex, and the few concave or wash-ways
that may be observed, seem [etc.].

Washwoman. Now U.S. [f. Wash v.] =
Washerwoman.
1590 Deivsbury Parish Ch. Reg. 28 Sept., Massoley a maid

of Mr. Rowland Owans a washwoman buried. 1778 Miss
Burnky Evelina (1791) I. xiv. 52 You would much sooner
be taken for her wash-woman. 1816 W. Taylor in Monthly
Rw. LXXXI. 121 Among the lost plays of Sophocles, are

enumerated . . Nausicaa, or the Wash-women {Tikvvrptai).

1852 C. W. Day Five Yrs.' Resid. W. Indies If. 297 The
Spanish flounces of the negro wash-women. 1856 Olmstld
Slave States 72 ' Is you come from Colonel Gillin's, massa ?

'

asked the wash-woman.

Wash-work. [f. Wash sb. or v.]

1 1. 7o make tvash-work zuith : app. * to make
short work of. Cf. the phrase under Wash-way
I b, of which this appears to be an altered form.

1637 J. Williams Holy Table 159 And if this Leader should
chance to be overcome, , .we shall make wash-work with the

rest of his followers.

2. Used for Wash-drawing.
1900 Pall Mall Gaz. 2 Nov. 1/3 Mr. Frank Craig. .is

scarcely behind Mr. Hatherell in his excellent wash-work.

Washy (wp-Ji), a. [f. Wash sb. orz/. + -y IJ

T 1. Having too much moisture, water-logged.

Of wind or weather : Bringing moisture or rain.

In quot. 1566 the word corresponds to Horace's ptumbens,
lit. ' leaden ', used app. for ' depressing .

1566 Drant Horace, Sat. IL vi. H 6, Not lewde ambition

vexethe here ; nor washye southerne wynde. 1661 J. Chil-

drey Brit. Baconica 133 Under this upper Clay lyes a
mouldring washy Clay. 1661 Pefys Diary 24 Sept., We..
found a most sad alteration in the roade by reason of last

night's rains; they being now all dirty and washy. 1667

Milton P. L. vu. 303 They.. on the washie Oose deep
Channels wore, a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 216 In washy
weather all the hay one can give to cattle will not make
them thrive. 1726 Leon i Alberti'sArchit. 1. 40/2 Of places

..some are.. damp and washy, as are those which lie near

Seas or Lakes.



WASKITE.

2. Of food, drink, etc. : Too much diluted, weak,

sloppy, thin, watery.

1615 T. Adams England's Sick*, "u 72 Meates of a washy
and fluid nature. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 327 New oats are

a washy food, owing to a crude humidity that abounds in

them. 1825 E. Hkwlktt CoUage Ct>tt//orts viii. gg Common
corn and washy potatoes. 1832-4 I)e Quincey Caesars
Wks. 1S62 IX. 133 note, Ily comparison with the washy tea

breakfasts of most Englishmen. 1883 Harper's Mag. July
165/2 Serving pots of washy ale over the counter.

Comb. 1746 W. Thompson R. N. Adv. (1757) 42 The Flesh

of such washy fed Sows is., flabby.

b. fig. Of literary style, productions, utterances,

etc. : Wanting in force or vigour, feeble, sloppy,

thin.

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hunt. Life vii. xl, Being
compelled by a deaf person.. to repeat some very washy
remark three or four times over. 1829 [see Spewy«. ib],

1831 Carlyle Ess., Schiller'(1840) III. 21 note, Our English
translation, one of the washiest, was executed.. in Edin-
burgh by a * Lord of Session '. 1879GEO. Eliot Theo.Such
v. 113 This mixture of other persons' washy opinions. 1897
Mrs. Oliphant W. Blackivood I. 100 The publication al-

together was a weak and washy production.

3. Of the stomach : Having an accumulation of

liquid and undigested food, relaxed.
1622 Mabije tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. I, 47 But for

such washie Tripes as mine then were, I held it no good
meate. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 491 The physician

who neglects the factor of dilatation because the stomach
is not as blown out and washy as to force itself on his notice,

has an imperfect comprehension of his case.

4. Of colour, painting, etc. : Having too much
'wash*, lacking body, weak, pale.

a 1639 Wotton Surv. Educ. Reliq. (1651) 325 A palish

Clearnesse, evenly and smoothly spread, not overthin and
washie, but of a pretty solid consistence. 1647TRAPP Comm.
Matt. xxv. 4 Christ putteth not upon his a washy colour

of profession., but he dyeth them in grain, with true grace
and holinesse. 1718 Ozell tr. Tourttefort's Voy. I. 188

Four rows of Scales of a washy purple. 1785 H. Walpole
Let. to H. S. Conway 6 Oct., Sir Joshua's washy Virtues
make the Nativity a dark spot from the darkness of the
Shepherds. 181 1 Self Instructor 524 A middling full pencil,

not too washy. 1848 Mrs. Gaskei.l Mary Barton n, With
a washy, but clean stencilled pattern on the walls. 1884
iQth Cent. Feb. 355 The colours are washy and unimpres-
sive. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xix, Blue eyes like

hers, .look so mild and gentle and washy.

5. Of a horse or cow : Poor in quality or con-

dition ; esp. liable to sweat or scour after slight

exertion.

1639 T. de Grey Comfit. Horsem. 1. iv. (1656) 40 The
Horse. .is generally weake, ..tender, and washy of flesh.

a 1722 Lisle Hush. (1757) 300 Your thin necked and bodied
cows, that are washy and flue. 1730 W. Burdon Genii.
PockeUFarrier 61 Some Horses .. part with their Food
before 'tis well digested, and scour all the Way; which
makes 'em so thin and lank, that they are ready to slip

through their Girts; they are called washy. 1809 Snorting
Mag. XXXIII. 138 It was a washy ill constitutioned horse.

1828-32 Webster, Washy, .liable to sweat profusely with
labor; as, a washy horse. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. E'arm II.

163 [This] gives to a beast what is called a washy appear-
ance, and is always attended with a liability to looseness in

the bowels. This washiness is generally attended with an
inordinate breadth of hooks [i.e. hips], 1864 E. Mayiiew
Illustr. Horse Managem. 483 A leggy, a washy, a soft

species of creature, which gentlemen find it cheaper to hire

than to buy.

6. Of a person: Lacking strength or stamina;
weak, feeble, insipid; poor, mean, worthless. Now
rare or Obs.
a 1631 Donne Serm. xlv. (1640) 448 AH the good of man,

considered supernaturally, is in grace; but that will not
grow in a washy soule, in a liquid, in a watery, and disso-
lute, and scattered man. 1657 J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee,
etc. in. 24 Like as some, who used water instead of wine .

.

were called by the Church vSponapaoTaTat, or Aquarii,
watry and washy Hereticks, as Augustine witnesseth. 1682
Drydem EpiL.to King A> Q. 37 Alas, our Women are but
washy Toys. 1693 Ln. Falkland Cougreve's Old Bach,
Pro]., If the Slave, After his bragging, prove a washy
Knave; May he be banish'd to some lonely Den. 1719
D'Ukfey /'ills III. 337 What washy Rogues are here, are
these the Sons of Beef, and English BeerV aijzi Prior
Daphne Sc Apollo 10 One mile has put the fellow out of
breath ;. .Washy he is, perhaps not over sound.

Waskeine, variant of Vasquine Obs.

tWasMte. Obs. rare-1
. [Of obscure origin

;

prob. an erroneous form.
Not for Wasp-kite, as that word (if genuine) denotes a

bird of the Old World.]

Given by Izaak Walton as the name of a long-
winged hawk, native of Virginia.
1655 Walton Angler l (1661) 13 [List of long-winged

hawks.] The Waskite from Virginia.

Waskyne, variant of Vasquine Obs.

Waslage, obs. Sc. form of Vassalage.
Wasn't, colloq. contraction of was not.

Wasp (wosp\ sb. Forms : a. 1 weefs, weeps,
2 weapa, 5, dial. S-9 waps, 7, 9 dial, wapse, 9
dial. wops(e. £. 1 weesp. 4-7 waspe (7 whaspe,
8 whasp), 6- wasp. PL a. 5 wappys. [OK.
wxfs, waps, wasp masc. corresponds (with differ-

ences of declension) to OS. unepsia, fern. (MLG.
wepse, wespe, wispe>, MDn. wespe fem. (mod.Du.
wc$p\ OIIG. wafsa, we/sa fem. (MHG. wefse,
webse

y mod.G, wespe, dial, webes) :—OTeut.
*watiso~z

J
-iso

t
*waps- :—\>Tt-Te\\\.*wobhes-*wops-:

cf, Lith. vapsa gadfly, OS1. vosa (Kuss. osd) wasp

;

135

L. vespa has another ablaut-grade. The root is

believed to be *web/i- to weave, the name having

reference to the nests which the insect constructs.

The word is not found in Gothic, and in the Scandinavian
langs. it exists only as an adoption from Low German : Da.
hveps, Norw. kvefs, gvefs, veps, vops, etc., mod. Icel. vesta.

The OF. gues/e, mod. \. guepe, represents the L.vespa, but

the initial,^/*- (:— «/-) for v seems to be due to the inlluence

of the Teut. word.]

1. In popular language, any insect of the genus

Vcspa ; chiefly applied to I". vulgaris, the Common
Wasp, and such other species as are not readily

distinguishable from this; sometimes taken to

include the Hornet, V. crabro, which resembles

the Common Wasp, but is larger and has a more
powerful sting. The obvious characteristics of the

genus are the alternate rings of black and yellow

on the abdomen, the narrow stalk or petiole by
which the abdomen is attached to the thorax, the

fully developed wings, and the formidable sting

(which, however, is peculiar to the females and
the workers or imperfect females). In scientific

language applied generally to two divisions of

hymenoptcrous insects, the Diploptera or true

wasps, and the Fossores or digger wasps.
The truewasps {Diploptera) are divided into three families

;

(1) I'espld.r, to which the common wasp belongs; (2) En.
menidig; and (3) Masaridae,
See also Digger sb. 4, Pater sb. 12, Queen sb. 13, Sand

sb. 2 10 b, Social a. 6 b, Solitary a. 4.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C902 Crabro: waefs vel hur-
nitu. Ibid. V 136 Fes/>a, waefs. C875 Erfurt Gloss. 255
C[r\abro: uaeps. anooAgs. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 318/36
l/espa, weaps. c 1375 Sc Leg. Saints vii, {James Miner)
420 pe waspis bat In his hewid ware, at his nese-thrillis flaw

al out. c 1394 /'. /'/. Crede 64S per is no waspe in ^is werlde

hat will wimil!ok[e]r styngen, For stappyng on a too of a
styncande frere ! 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3011 Full many flees

may fell, hot a fewe waspis. a 1450 Mirk's Festial 141 Out
of liys naseburles dropped wormys out lyke waspes. 1496
Cov. Leet Bk. 577 Where as they light, The been will byte,

And also styng. Be-ware of wappys. 1523—34 Fitzhekb,
Ilusb. § 122 And beware, that no waspes come in-to the
hyue, for they wyll kyl the bees, and eate the honny. 1546

J. HsYWOOD Prov. I. xi. (1867) 25 Nowe mery as a cricket,

and by and by, Angry as a waspe, though in both no cau;>e

why. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. 148, I cannot maruell
enough, how the nimble Bee should be ingendred of the

sluggish Oxe, or the liuely waspe of the dead Horse, a 1591
H. Smith Serm. (1637) 239 God is not like a Waspe, which
when she hath stung cannot sting again. 1653 Walton
Angler xii. 226 To take the Koch and Dace, a good bait is

the young brood of Wasps or Bees, baked or hardned in

their husks in an Oven. 1724 Derham in Phil. Trans.
XXXIII. 54 The Male Wasps are lesser than the Queens,
but as much longer and larger than the Common Wasps, as
the Queen is longer and larger than these, 1730 Young
Epist. \. To Pope 33 As by depredations wbasps proclaim
The fairest fruit. 1802 BiHGLEY A/tint. Birg. (1813} III. 263
The nest of the Common Wasp is always formed under the
surface of the earth. 1848 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xlix.

421 ' Just as ifwe hadn't enough wapses,' exclaimed the old

lady. ..'No, my good Grittles—that's a hornet,—not a
11 waps "as you wrongly call it.' 1862 Cai.vehlly Verses

<y Transl. (ed. 2)95 As females vanish at the sight Of short-

horns and of wopses. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps 11. iii. § 3
' These old Roman chaps ' he said ; and then the wasps
arrived. They killed three in the jam alone.

2. Jig. a. Applied to persons characterized by
irascibility and persistent petty malignity, esp. to

a multitude ofcontemptible but irritating assailants.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 195 Wan wraiglane wasp. 1560
Bp. Pilkingtom Aggcus Pref. A iij, So. .vnder our gracious
late Iosias, crepte oute a swarm of romish waspes, stynging
to death all who wold not worshyp theyr gods, nor beleue

theyr doctrine. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew 11. i. 210 Come,
come you Waspe, y'faith you are too angrie. 1611 Beaum.
& Fl. King <$ no A*, iv. iii, I will not hear you, wasp.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archxol. Soc.) I. 169 The
Frenche Agent. .promised to joine with the Generall for a
publicke redresse from those perfidious whaspes. 1721 Am-
herst Terrse Fit. No. 5. 23, I had no sooner undertaken
this task, but I raised a nest of holy wasps and hornets
about my ears. 1775 H. Walpole Let. to W. Cole 25 Apr.,
The reviewers and such litterati have called me a learned
and ingenious gentleman.. .These wasps, I suppose, will be
very angry at the just contempt Mr. Gray] had for them,
1791 DTsr afli Cur. Lit. 1. 97 Sallo, after having published
only his third Journal, felt the irritated wasps of literature

thronging so thick about him, that he very gladly abdicated
the throne of Criticism. 1844 W. Cross Disruption xxxiii.

362 Mr. Bacon, ye ken, is in a pretty pickle wi' this wasp
o' a body M cCorkle. 19x0 Ld. Kosebery Chatham vii. 177
Glover was an ill-conditioned wasp, and his story refutes
itself.

b. Something that irritates or offends one.

f The wasp got him by the nose (Prov.) : he was infuriated.

1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 20 At the hearing of this

speeche, the waspe got my brother by the nose, which mad
himinhisragetoaflTirme, that [etc.]. 1613 Shaks. lien. I'IIF,

in. ii. 55. 1781 Cowper Truth 160 Of temper as envenom'd
as an asps Censorious, and her ev'ry word a wasp. 1845
Jerrold St. Giles iv. (1851) 34 That little head of his is full

of wasps as July.

3. An artificial fly for salmon-fishing (made to
imitate the appearance of a wasp). Cf. wasp-Jly
in 5 b.

1867 F. Francis Angling x. (1880) 352 Some of the Tay
flies, particularly the Wasps, dressed small, will kill well in

the 'I weed.

4. Conchol. A variety of cowry (see quot.).

1815 S. Brookes Introd, Conchol. 157 Wasp, Cyprxa
A sellus.

WASPISH.

5. atlrib. and Comb., as wasp-comb, -f£g, -g^'b,

-Jio/uy, -larva, -maggot, -pi/pa, -sling
t

worm ;

wasp-barbed, -like adjs.

1887 Ruskin Prseterita II. 346 One of the worst, wasp-
barbed, must tingling pangs of my memory is yet of a sunny
afternoon at Pisa, when [etc.]. 1877 Wood Nature's Teach-
iugs 168 There is. .one curious point of difference between
the *\V,T'p-cniiib and human architecture. 1870 Ann. <V

Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. iv. VI. 327 It is.. also a great deal
smaller than the *wasp-egg. 1760 Hawkins Walton's Angler
,\i. 1 ,7 note, There are no better Baits for this fish than. .a

Gentle, a young *Wasp-grub boiled, or a green Worm. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 4 July 2/3 Some 'wasp honey. 1870' Wasp-larva
[see wasp-pupa]. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 125 *\Vasp-like
Fly Maggot. 1867(1. Musgrave Nooks Old France II. 209
Picturesque and coquetieas ever their [mills] wasp-Hke waists
were. 1678 Ray // tliughiy's Ornith. II. v. 72 marg. 'Wasp-
Maggots or Grubs. 1836 Jesse Angler's Rambles 107 The
chub may be taken with, .gentles, wasp-maggots, and black-

snails. 1870 Ann. .y Mug. Nat. Hist. Ser. iv. VI. 314 Doubt-
less also their fellow inhabitants, described, .as injured ''wasp-

pupa?, were in reality the partially devoured wasp-larva;.

1726 Swift Gulliver 11. viii, Four "Wasp Stings, like Joytiers

Tacks. 1822 Scott Halidon Hill\. ii. 339 A cobweb gossa-

mer were guard as good Against a wasp-sting. 1804-6

*Wasp-worm [see Waspiiood].

b. Special comb. : wasp-bee
;

a bee of the

genus /Vomada, a cuckoo-bee ; wasp-beetle, a

beetle of the genus Clylus, esp. C. arielis
;

wasp-cake dial., the comb in a wasp's nest
;

wasp-flower, a flower frequented by honey-

gathering wasps ; wasp-fly, a syrphid fly some-
what resembling a hornet; also an artificial fly for

fishing ; wasp-paper, the paper-like material,

produced by mastication, of which wasps' nests are

made; + wasp-spade, a spade for digging out

wasps' nests; fwasp-stung a., irritable (as if

stung by a wasp) ; wasp-waist, a very slender

waist, esp. the characteristic waist of a woman who
laces tightly ; wasp-wood dial, (see quot.).

1844 F. Smith in Zoologist II. 587 Descriptions of the
British *Wasp-Bees. 1704 Petivkr Gazophyl. III. Tab.
xxvii, The Maryland*Wasp Beetle 1863 Wood Illustr. A'at.

Hist. 111. 476 The common wasp beetle iClytus arietis).

1907 Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 10/1 Experienced anglers cannot
recall a season in which *wasp-cake is so difficult to obtain.

1884 Cornhill Mag. Oct. 399 * Wasp-flowers are remarkable
for having a helmet-shaped tube, exactly fitted to a wasp's
head, with abundant honey filling the bottom of the bell.

1676 Cotton Angler 11. viii. 77 We have likewise this month
[July] a *\Vasp-flie, made.. of a dark brown dubbing.,
nbbd about with yellow silk. 1681 Grew Mus&ttm 1.

§ vii. i. 156 The Wasp-Fly, Tabani species altera. 1854
Mary Howitt Pict. Gal. Seasons 404 rhe buzz of a wasp-
fly, when resting apparently motionless on the window.
1867 F. Francis Angling xii. (1880) 456 The Wasp Fly.

—

Three mauve hackle fibres for tail [etc.]. 1899 D. Sharp
Insects 11. 83 These little habitations consist of masses of
cells, wrapped in *wasp-paper, in which there are one or
more orifices for ingress and egress. 1609 C. Butler Fem.
Mon. (1634) 126 With a 'Wasp-spade, search for the nest.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii. 236 (1593 Qo.) Why what a
*waspe-stung [later Quos. wasp(e) tongue; Folios wasp(e)-
tongu'd] and impatient foole Art thou? 1870 Illustr. Loud.
News 24 Sept. 330 The fearful displacement of the vital

organs which must be effected to procure a *wasp-waist.
1905 Athenmum 18 Mar. 344/3 The cylinder.. shows a per-

son tightly cinctured, and with a wasp-waist, resembling the
men on Mycensean monuments. 1887 N. <$- Q. Ser. vii. III.

421 Touchwood, or as it is sometimes called, *wasp-wood,
because wasps use it to make their nests.

Wasp (wpsp), v. nonce-wd. [f. Wasp sb.]

trans. To sting as a wasp does.
1846 La n dor Imag. Conv., Fv:p. China <y Tsing.Tt Wks.

II. 137/1 That blow upon the cheek-bone ! those rotten eggs 1

, .surely they have wasped thee !

Wasp, obs. Sc. var. Wisp, quantity offish.

Wasper, variant of Wawsper Sc.

Waspiiood (wg-sphud). [Wasp sb. + -hood.]
The condition of a wasp.
1804-6 Svd. Smith Mor. Philos. xvii. (1850) 244 When the

wasp-worm is hatched, it finds a store of provisions ready
made ; and . . the quantity allotted to each is exactly sufficient

to support it, till it attains the period of waspiiood.

Waspish (wQ/spiJ"), a. [f. Wasp sb. + -ish.]

1. Pertaining to or resembling a wasp or some
characteristic of it.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr, 11. i. 211 If I be waspish, best be-
ware my sting. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. 11751) 90 Thy
waspish tongue will never fail To prat, to scold, revile and
rail. 1822 Scott Halidon Hill 1. ii. 354 Let a body of your
chosen horse Make execution on yon waspish archers. 1865
Trollopk Belton Est. iv. 40 Her waist showed none of those
waspish proportions. 1915 B. Digby in Travel July 22/1 In
the dock lay a pair of waspish, one-funnelled steamers.

2. esp. Quick to resent any trifling injury or
affront ; irascible, petulantly spiteful.

1566 Drant Horace, Sat. a iv b, Satyre of wruhled wasp-
yshe Saturne may be namde. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1.

(Arb.) 33 In aige, sone testie, very waspishe. 1673 Hicker-
ingill Gregory F. Greybeard 222 The leven of whose re-

ligion makes them waspish, peevish, touchy, clamorous.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 177 r n Their conversation was.

therefore, fretful and waspish, their behaviour brutal. 1808

Southey Lett. (1856)11. 112 It is lamentable that that good
heart of his should be coupled with so bad a judgement and
so waspish a temper. 1838 Disraeli in Corr. iv. Sister 23

Jan. (1886) 90 Sharp and waspish, he would have made a

good petulant Opposition speech. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
at Oxf. ix, Such a set of waspish, dogmatical, over-bearing

fellows, axgox W. Bright Age of Fathers (1903) II. 375
He had been charged by waspish enemies with ascribing

a heavenly origin to the holy body of Christ.



WASPISHLY.
Comb. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 99 Her waspish headed

ponne [sc. Cupid], has broke his arrowes, Swears he will

shoote no more, but play wilh Sparrows.

b. Marked or characterized by virulence or petu-

lance, spiteful.

1870 Even, Standard^ Sept. 1 This waspish article created

great indignation. 1880 Scribncr's Monthly May 118 'The
Literati '. .are a prose Dunciad, waspishand unfair, but [etc.],

quasi-oriV. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho ! ix, We may excuse

Raleigh's answering somewhat waspish to some quotation of

Spenser's from the three letters of Immerito and G. H.'

Hence Waspishly adv. ; Waspishness.
1593 Bilson Go-.)!. Christ's Ch. 116 That they be not cast

out of the church by the weaknes, waspishnes (frowardnes)

or rashnes of the bishop. 1653 W. Ramesey Astro!. Restored

334 Where he is pleased now and then . . to vent his waspish-
]

ness. 1684-94 tr. Plutarch's Morals (1718) III. 24 Jo pre-

serve her from being waspishly proud, out of a Conceit of her

Fidelity and Vertue. 1797 GonwtN Enquirer I. x. 87 A state

of continual waspishness. 1827 Ds Qlmncey Murder Wks.

1862 IV. 24 Berkeley, feeling himself nettled by the waspish-

ness of the old Frenchman, squared at him. 1883 Miss
Brocghton Belinda iv. iv, 'Well, may I go?' ' Why do

you ask r ' retorts he waspishly.

Wasp-kite. rare—". [A translation of the G.

name wespenhussard or wcsfenfalke: the bird
(

preys on wasps' nests.] The Honey-buzzard, Pernis
j

apivorus. 1891 Century Diet.

Waspling (wg-splin). [f. Wasp j£. + -ling 1.]

A young wasp.
1905 PbckhaM Wasps Social fy Solitary 90 Startle it ever

so slightly and the waspling retreats by way of its web.

Wasp's nest, wasp-nest. The nest of a

wasp. tWsoftg.
c 1386 Chauckr Prioress* T. 107 Sathanas That hath in

lues herte his waspes nest. C1440 Promp. Parv. 517/2

Waspysnest, vesparium. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
128 Which.. bring foorth a swarme (as it were) of bees, or

rather a waspes neast in us. 1611 Shaks. IVint. T.lv. iv.

S14 Hee has a Sonne, who shall beset on the head of a
Waspes Nest. 1745 Phil. Trans. XLIII. 363 Two Sorts of

curious Wasps Nests made with Clay. 18x9Shelley Cyclops

474 If like a wasp's nest I could scoop the eye out Of the

detested Cyclops. 1853 Lytton My Novel in. xxiv, Your
policy of half-measures, .. which flaps an exasperated wasp-

nest with a silk pocket-handkerchief, instead of blowing it up

with a match and train, is rarely successful. 1858 Carlyle
Fredk. Ct. x. ii. (1873) III. 223 Cannot we get away from this

scurvy wasp's-nest of a Paris? 1870 Ann. ty Mag. Nat.

Hist. Ser. IV. VI. 328 The female Rhipiphorus lays her eggs

before leaving the wasps' nest. 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. 82

It would be impossible., to give a satisfactory account of all

the forms of wasp-nests. Ibid. 86 A wasp's nest.

Hence Wasp-nestingr vbl. sb. [-IKQ 1], the action

of searching for wasp's nests.

1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 1873, 263/1 Fancy going

about wasp-nesting with some one at your heels to take care

of you.

Wasp-waisted, a. Having the waist very

slender, esp. as the result of tight-lacing.

1775 Mrs. Delany Lett. Ser. 11. II. 160, 1 hope Miss Spar,

row will not fall into the absurd fashion of ye wasp-waisted

ladies. 1839 Duncan in Congr. Globe Jan., App. 104/2 A
thousand of the wasp-waisted gentry toquell the Democracy

of Pennsylvania—monstrous ! ! ! 1892 Daily News 7 Sept.

6/4 These young women, .are not wasp-waisted.

trans/. 1867 G. Musgrave Nooks fy Corners Old Prance
II. 147, I saw several wasp-waisted windmills.

Wa'spy, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Now dial, wapsy.
[f. Wasp sb. + -t 6.] A wasp.
a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 330 Angry as a waspy

!

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Waps, wapsy; a wasp.

Waspy (wo-spi), a. [f. Wasp sb. + -y I.]

1. Resembling a wasp in form, wasp-like.

1

1658 Rowland tr. Monfet's Theat. Ins. 921 Whereupon that

Greek Comick Poet calls those Maids, .. for their slendernesse

in the waste <7#»?«ooets [sic], waspy or like Wasps. 1869 T. W.
Wood in Student II. 87 The hornet clearwing, . . so waspy
in appearance. 1870 Daily News 19 July 6 A brown horse

with a light waspy middle. 1889 Sportsman 29 July 2/1 So
long as a waspy waist is considered 'a thing of beauty*.

2. Abounding in wasps.

1681 Rector's Bk. Clayworth (1010) 53 It was also a very

waspy year. 1880 Morris in Mackail Ltfci.jZgg) II. 13 Very
hot and waspy it was at dinner.

Wass, obs. f. was (see Be v. 3 and Wash v.).

Wassail (wgs'l, wars'l, -e'\), sb. Now only

arch, and Hist. Forms : 3 wses heeil, woeshail,

washayl, washail, wesseyl, 3-4, 7 wassayl, 3,

6-7, 9 arch, wassaile, 5 wassaylle, wessayle,

(whatsaile, -saill), 6 wassaill, -ayle, 6-7 was-

sail, 7-8 wassal, (7 vassaile, Hist, was-haile,

washeall, waes heal, 9 waisall, waissel, arch.

was-hael), 5-9 wassel(l, 3- wassail. [ME. wtrs

tuttt etc., a. ON. ves ( = later ver) heill, corresp. to

OE. wes hdl lit. ' be in good health ' or ' be fortu-

nate' : see Be v. A. 3 and Whole a.

As an ordinary salutation (='hail' or 'farewell') the

phrase, or an approximation to it, occurs both in OE. (hdl

wes 111, and in pi. wesal hale : see Be v. A. 3) and in ON.
(pi. verW heilir). But neither in OE. nor in ON., nor indeed

in any Teut. lang., has any trace been found of the use as

drinking formulas, of the phrases represented by wassailand

diinihail. It seems probable thatthis use arose among the

Danish-speaking inhabitants of England, and became more

or less common among the native population; in the 12th c.

it was regarded by the Normans as markedly characteristic

of Englishmen. The earliest known occurrenceof the phrases

is in Geoffrey of Monmouth vi. xii. (c 1140), in the well-known

story of Rowena (WW heiL.drinc heil: v. r. was hcil, printed

edd. corruptly wacht heil). Geoffrey's attribution of the

phrases to the 5th century is an anachronism ; the original

136

storv as told by Nennius contains nothing corresponding to
,

them. In Wace's Brut (£1180), which is a metrical version
1

of Geoffrey, various MSS. have weshel, waisscil, gasel ;
j

driuicl, drincheheil,drechehel. That Wace's acquaintance 1

with the ' English ' phrases was not wholly derived from the
|

passage in Geoffrey is shown by his reference to them in the

Roman de Ron, where it is said that the. night before the

battle of Hastings was spent by the English in revelry, with
1

cries of weissel (v.rr. wesse hcil, welseil, wcseil) and drinche-

hcil (v.rr. drinceseil, drinqueheil, drinkeil). In the Specil-

ium Stultorum of Nigellus Wireker (cnoo) the English

students at the university of Paris are praised for generosity

and other virtues, but are said to be too much addicted to
|

wessail and dringail. The earliest example of the phrases
[

in an English context is in Layamon's translation of Wace.
'

In drinkhail the second element is, as in -wassail, the ON.
adj. heill used as complement. Although the phrase drekk

\

heill is not recorded in ON., it has an exact syntactical

parallel in sit heill, 'sit in health'. Whether the form of the

first element in drinkhail is due to OE. influence or is

archaic Scandinavian is doubtful : the form drechehel in

one MS. of Wace is noteworthy from its resemblance to the

ON. of the literary period.]

1. A salutation used when presenting a cup of

wine to a guest, or drinking the health of a person,

the reply being Drink-hail.
c 1205 Lay. 14309 Reowen . . bar an hir honde ane guldene

bolle i-uulled mid wine. .& bus arrest s.-eide in /Englene

londe Lauerd king wis hasil [c 1275 wassayl]. /hid. 14332

[see Drink-hail]. Ibid. 14970 Heo fuldehir scale of wine.

.

& bus hailede him on. .Lauerd king wseshail [c 1275 wassail].

13 . . E. E. Allit. P. B. 150S We3e wyn in t>is won 'wassayl 1'

he cryes. c 1400 Brut 52 Ronewenne . .come wib a coupe of

goldcand knelede biforebe kyng, andsaide to him 'What-
saile !

' . . bat was be ferst tyme j>at ' whatsaile ' and Mrynke-
haile ' come vp into bis lande ; and fram bat tyme into this

tyme it Hab bene wel vsede. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 116,

1 trust this wassail shall make all England glad. And with

that he dranke a great draught, the king pledging him. 1832

Motherwell Poems, Battle-Flag 0/Sigurd \, Then lift the

can to bearded lip,. .Wassaile ! to every dark-ribbed ship, To
every battle-field ! 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. v, Fair mistress

Sybill, your dainty lips will not, I trow, refuse me the

waisall. {Another ed. reads waissel.] i860 Longf. IVay.

side Inn, K. Olaf\n. xiii, The Berserks drank ' Was-hael

!

to the Lord 1

'

f b. As a mere salutation, qimsi-arch.

a 1643 Cariwright Ordinary iv. ii, Ha. What ? who goes

there ? Moth. Waes heal thou gentle Knight.

"Tfo. ironically. A ' salute ', smart attack. Obs.

^1400 Laud Troy-bk. 9020 Odemoun. .Toke Menelaus In

that swyng, And him bare ouer his hors tayl : He $aff him
there suche a wassail, That he lay longe In colde swot.

2. The liquor in which healths were drunk ; esp.

the spiced ale used in Twelfth-night and Christmas-

eve celebrations.

Wine and wassail (now arch., echoing Shaks.) : vaguely,

strong drink in abundance (cf. sense 4).

C1300 Havelok 1246 Wyn and ale deden he fete, And
made[n] hem glade and blibe, Wesseyl ledden he fele sibe.

1494 in Housch. Ord. (1700) 121 When the steward cometh

in at the hall doore with the wassell, he must crie three tymes,

Wassell, wassell, wassell. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 9

Then was the wassaill or banket brought in, and so brake vp

Christmas. 1601 Holland Pliny xxv.viii. II. 224 And even

at this day (in Spain] in their great feasts, .they have a cer-

taine Wassaile or Bragat, which goeth round about the table,

made of honied wine or sweet mead, with . . hearbes in it.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 64 His two Chamberlaines Will I

with Wine, and Wassell, so conuince, That Memorie. .shall

be a Fume. 1616 B. Jonson Forest iii, The jolly wassail

walkes the often round, And in their cups, their cares are

drown'd. 1616 — Masque of Christmas 2 Enter .. Wassal,

Like a neat Sempster, and Songster ; her Page bearing a

browne bowle, drest with Ribbands. 1661 Ne-.v Carollsfor

Christinas, For Twelfth-day iii, The Wassell well spiced,

about shall go round. 1742-50 R. O. Cambridge Archi-

mage xiii. Wks. (1803) 39 'Bove all things else he Wassel

priz'd and ale. 1808 Scott Marmion vi. Introd. 64 On
Christmas eve.. The wassel round, in good brown bowls

Garnish'd with ribbons, blithely trowls. 1816 — Old Mort.

ix, Women, wine, and wassail, all to be had for little but

the asking. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 7 The wine and

the wassail of mine host began to operate upon bodies

already a little jaded by the chase. 1836 Dickens Pickw:

xxviii, They sat down, .to a substantial supper, and a mighty

bowl of wassail, . . in which the hot apples were hissing and

bubbling. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cv. v, And strangely

falls our Christmas-eve. . . But let no footstep beat the floor,

Nor bowl of wassail mantle warm. 1851 Longf. Cold. Leg.

1. Court-yard of Castle 17 No song, no laugh, no jovial din

Of drinking wassail to the pin. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy
Liv. iv, Two hundred gownsmen, wild with wrath and was-

sail, came leaping to the rescue. 1898 J. B. Crozier My
Inner Life v. 43 He was much addicted to wine and wassail

too, as his blood-red face sufficiently attested.

f 3. A custom formerly observed on Twelfth-night

and New-Year's eve of drinking healths from the

wassail-bowl, f Also, ? the person invited to drink

from the wassail-bowl. Obs.

1598 E. Guilpin Siial. (1878) 25 A wassaileon twelfe night,

161a Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. IX. 153, I see a
custome in some parts among vs, . . I meane the yearely was-

haile in the country on the vigil of the New-yeare. a 1654
— Table-Talk (1689) 42 The Pope in sending Rellicks to

Princes, does as Wenches do by their Wassels at New-years,

tide, they present you with a Cup, and you must drink of

a slabby stuff; but the meaning is, you must give them
Moneys. 1658 Phillips, Wassail, . . an ancient Ceremonious

custome, still used upon twelf day at night, of going about

with a great bowl of Ale, drinking of healths. 1661 New
Carolls for Christinas, For Twelfth-day ii, For a King of

our Wassell this night we must chuse.

4. A carousal ; riotous festivity, revelling.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 9 The King doth wake to night,

and takes his rouse, Keepes wassels. 1606— Ant. b CI. 1.

iv. 56 Anthony, Leaue thy lasciuious Vassailes. 1614 K.

WASSAILEB.

Tailor Hoc: hath lost Pearl G 3, I sweare,..By Cresus

name and by his castle, Where winter nights he keepeth

wassell. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel v. viii, The blithesome

signs of wassVl gay Decay 'd not with the dying day. 1820

Byron Juan m. lxi, Meantime the lady and her lover sate

At wassail in their beauty and their pride. 1820 W. Irving

Sketch Bk. (1849) 148, 1 at length arrived in merry East-

cheap, that ancient region of wit and wassail. 1848 Lytton

Harold IV. ii, A board was spread and a wassail was blithe

around me. 1878 H. Phillips Jr. Poems fr. Sp. *, German
72 Two kings held wassail in Orkadal. 1903 R. S. Hawker
Footpr. Far Cornwall 28 Now there was signal made of

banquet in the halls of Stowe, of wassail and dance.

t 5. A carol or song sung by wassailers ; a was-

sailing or health-drinking song. Obs.

In quot. 1607 ironical or jocular.

1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman-Hater III. i, Have you done

your wassayl? 'tis a handsome drowsie dittie I'll assure ye,

now I had as leave hear a Cat cry. c 1650 New Christmas

Carols, Carrolfor Wassel-Bowl 7 Good Dame here at your

Door Our Wassel we begin.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 3), wassail-candle,

-day, -singer, -singing; (sense 4\ wassail-bout,

-revelry, -roar, -rout, -season, -song; also wassail-

emp = Wassail-bowl.
A spurious compound wassail-bread, given in many Diets.,

is due to a misinterpretation of wastetl-bread : see Wastel.

For a similar figment, wassail-cake, see quot. 1686-7 s.v.

Wassail v. 2.

1840 Longf. Skeleton in Armour vii, Many a "wassail-bout

Wore the long Winter out. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, I. ii. 179

In. What ? you are as a candle, the better part burnt out.

Fal. A 'Wassell Candle, my Lord ; all Tallow. 1634 Brere.

ton Trav. (Chetham Sod 6 Such as they met gave them

money.. to buy a "wassail-cup, a carouse. 1600 Holland
Livy xxvi. xiii. 593 The same wassaile cup [L. poculum

idem] that first will be presented to me, shall go round about

to you all. 1853 C. Bronte Villette xxv, Let us haue a Christ,

mas wassail-cup and toast Old England here, on the hearth.

1742 Shf.nstone Schoolmistr. xiii, O "wassel days 1 O cus-

toms meet and well ! 1814 Scott Lord of Isles VI. xix, But

now, from England's host, the cry Thou hear'st of *wassail

revelry. 1808— Marmion I. xxx, This was the sign the feast

was o'er ; It hush'd the merry "wassel roar. Ibid. in. Introd.

187 Of forayers, who, ..home returning, fill'd the hall With

revel, "wassel-rout, and brawl. 1767 MickleC<?w<*«a. 1. xxix,

No«' fly the "wassal Seasons wingd with Glee, a 1825 Forby

Voc. E. Anglia, "Wassail-singers. 1895
'
Q ' [Quiller-Couch]

Wand. Heath 182 December and January, with, .carols and

"wassail-singing. 1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxiii, The chorus

of a "wassel-song, which some reveller was trolling over in

his sleep. 1854 Grace Greenwood Haps iy Mishaps 88 A
hall of the old castle, which had rung to the clang of rude

armour, and the wassail songs of Erin's princes and knights.

Wassail (wcrs'l, wars'l, -fl), v. Forms: 4
wosseyle, wesseyle, 7 wassaile, -ayle, 6 wassal,

8 wessel, 8- wassail, [f. Wassail sb.]

L' intr. To ' keep wassail
'
; to sit carousing and

health -drinking.

c 1300 Havelok 1737 Hwan he . . fele sibeshaueden wosseyled,

And with gode drmkes seten longe. Ibid. 2018 Hwat may
bis be ? Better is i go miself, and se : Hweber he sitten nou,

and wesseylen. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 430 A Horn; the

ancient vessel in which the Danes use to Wassayle, or drink

healths. 1889 F. M. Crawford Greifcnstein III. xxv, 136

He feasted and wassailed with his warriors.

2. trans. To drink to (fruit-trees, cattle) in was-

sail, in order to ensure their thriving, local.

1648 Herrick Hesper., Christmasse-Evc, Wassaile the

Trees, that they may beare You many a Plum, and many a

Peare. 1686-7 Aubrey Rem.Gentilism f, Judaism 11881)9

MCtm. at Twelve-tyde at night they use in the Countrey to

wassaile their Oxen and to have Wassaile-Cakes made. 1865

R. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. 2nd Ser. 176 This drink was

called lambs-wool, and with it the trees were wassailed.

1878 Folk-Lore Rec. I. 13 It is the custom, in the cider dis-

tricts of Sussex, 10 worsle (wassail) the apple-trees. 1895

F. T. Elworthy EvilEye'm. 105 The old Christmas custom

of wassailing the apple-trees.

Wassail-bowl. A large bowl or cup in which

wassail (sense 2) was made and from which healths

were drunk ; a loving-cup ; also the liquor con-

tained in the bowl.
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe 11. i. D 3 b, Hee is a most excellent

Turner, and will turne you wassel-bowles, and posset

Cuppes. 1608-9 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 179

Given to the maides which came with the wassell-boule,

xijd . 1610 Fletcher Faithf. Shepherdess v. i, Some neere

towne, . . Hath drawne them thether, bout some lusty sport

;

Or spiced wassal Boule. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Country

Life 56 Thy Wassaile bowle, That's tost up after Fox 1 th

Hole..; thy Christmas revellings. 1661 Pepys Diary

26 Dec., We went into an alehouse and there, .a washeall-

bowle woman and girle came to us and sung to us. 1686-7

Aubrey Rem. Gentilismft Judaism (1881) 40 They goe into

the Ox-house to the oxen, with the Wassell-bowle and drink

to the ox. 1777 Brand Pop.Antiq. xvi. 195 Young \V omen

went about with a Wassail- bowl, that is, a Bowl of spiced

Ale on New Year's Eve. 1808 Scott Marmion 1. xv, A
mighly wassail-bowl he took, And crown'd it high in wine.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1849) 287 A huge silver vessel of

rare and curious workmanship.. the Wassail Bowl, so re-

nowned in Christmas festivity. Ibid. 288 note, The Was-

sail Bowl was sometimes composed of ale instead of wine

;

with nutmeg, sugar, toast, ginger, and roasted crabs, i860

G. P. Morris Poems (ed. 15) 178 Some love to stroll where

the wassail-boul And the wine-cups circle free.

Wassailer (wo-s^lai, wars/bi). [f. Wassail

v. +-ER 1
.] One who takes part in riotous festivi-

ties ; a reveller.

1634 Milton Comus 179, I should be loath To meet the

rudenesse, and swill'd insolence Of such late Wassailers.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings 284 O pale-eyed form, 1 he

victim of seduction, . . Who in loathed orgies with lewd was-

sailers Must gaily laugh, while [etc.]. 1821 Byron Sardanap.
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ii. t, Sar. And you will join us at the banquet? SaL Sire,

Dispense with me— I am no wassailer. 1844 DiSRABU
Coningsby v. ii, A rather boisterous party of wassailers who
had been celebrating at Buckhurst s rooms the triumph of
' Eton Statesmen '. 1882 Standard 18 Feb. 5/2 Christopher

North pictures the wassailer of the' Noctes Ambrosianai'
as revelling in a plenitude of Pandores.

+ b. One who takes part in Twelfth-night or

Christmas-tide 'wassailing*. Obs.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Wassellers

.

.such as in the
Country go about from House to House, during the Festival

of Christmas, and sing Catches for Drink or other small
Boon. 1817 N. Drake Shaks. fy Times I. vi. 130 The
persons thus accompanying the Wassal bowl, especially those
who danced and played, were called Wassailers. 1912 J. 1!.

Partridge in Folk-tore XXIII. 455 Wassailers still go round
at Randwick, Woodchester, [etc.].., and probably many
other villages [in Gloucestershire].

Wassailing, vbl. sb. [f. Wassail v. + -ing i,]

1. The action of the verb Wassail; carousing,

riotous festivity.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1508) 390 Spending all the
day, and good part of the night, in dauncing, carolling and
wassailing. 1641 Milton Ch. Discipl. 11. 61 That men
shouldbee. .push't forward to gaming, jigging, wassailing,
and mixt dancing is a horror to think. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. (1849) 237 Its feudal hospitalities, and lordly
wassailings, have passed away. 1913 J. G. Frazer Golden
Bough (ed. 3), Balder I. ii. 58 Before the wassailing begins,
the various fathers perform a curious operation on the arms
of their sons.

f2. The action (practised in English country dis-

tricts by the poorer classes, esp. by the children) of

going from house to house at Christmas-time,
singing a song expressive of good wishes for

Christmas and the coming year, usually with the
addition of carols op other songs.
1742 Agreeable Compan. in Halliwell Shaks. (1856) VI.

332 'Twas an ancient custom amongst poor people to go
a wesseling at Christmas.. .Such poor people went about to
get money to drink your health, and for which they carried
a box.. to put their money in. 1889 Dor. E. Hurst Hor.
sham (ed. 2) Gloss. Sussex Wds., Wasseling, a name given
to the singing of Christmas carols at the doors of houses,
a practice, .which is dying out.

3. attrib., as wassailing bozuI, song, watch.
. >5S5 w - Watreman Fardte Facions 11. ix. 194 The maner
is, out of one of these Skutles, as out of a wassailing boule,
to giue all those the wine that haue slaine an enemie. a 1586
Sidnev Arcadia n. xxvii. (1912) 321 Meaning to observe a
wassaling^ watch all that night. 1914 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 134
The wailing songs and wassailing songs of darker days.

Wassailous (wj-s/las), a. nonec-wd. [f.

Wassail sb. or v. + -ous.] Given to revelry.

1893 F. Thompson Poems 43 The wassailous heart of the
Year is thine.

Wassailry (wo-sTri). rare. [f. Wassail sK +•

-ry.] Carousiug, revelry.

1814 Southey Roderick xv. 102 No season this for old
solemnities, For wassailry and sport, i860 Sir T. Martin
Horace, Odes 11. xiv. 35 A worthier heir.. with a lordlier
wine, Than at the feasts divine Of pontiffs flows, your floor
i n wassailry shall stain.

Was sal. local. Also -wassel. [Of obscure
origin.] The stems of seaweed used as a manure.
1797 JT. Bailey & Culi.ey Agric. Northumbtd. 118 The

fucus digitatus (wassels) is the great favourite. 189a J. C.
Hodgson in Hist. Berwicksh. Naturalists' Club XlV. 115
note. The stems.. become detached from their rocks about
October, and are locally named ' belks ' or ' wassal \
Wassal(l# -ale : see Vassal, Wassail.
Waasal(l)age, -edge, obs. Sc. ff. Vassalage.
Wassayl(e, -lie, obs. forms of Wassail.
Wasae, obs. f. was (see Be v.) and Wash v.
Wasael, obs. f. Wassail; var. Wassal.
Waasell : see Vassal, Wassail, Wasted.
tWa"SSer. Obs, rare. ? Shortened form of next.
1600 New Metamorphosis (Wright Diet. 1857 s.v.), The

horrible huge whales did there appeare: The wasser that
makes marryners to feare.

tWasserman. Obs. [a. G. wassermann lit.

' water-man \] A fabled sea-monster partly in the
form of a man, supposed to destroy ships.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 24 The griesly Wasserman, that

makes his game The flying ships with swtftnesse to pursew.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. D 2 b, [The devils] entred and in-
habited the Sea-monsters, such as the Whale, the Grampoys,
the Wasserman, whom they haue suborned and inspyred to
lye in wayte for Shipswrack. 1599 — Lenten Stuffe 50 The
greater giants of Russia & Island, as the whale, the sea
horse, the Norse, the wasserman, the Dolphin, the Grampoys.
Waash(e, obs. ff. Wash.
Wassilaige.waasolage, obs. Sc.fT. Vassalage.
Wast (w(?st, W(*st), 2nd pers. sing. pa. t. of Be v.
Wast, obs. form of Waist, Waste, West.
Wastable (w*-stab'l), a. [f. Waste v. +

-ABLE.]

L Liable to be wasted ; subject to wastage. Also,
in Law, said of things in respect ofwhich a tenant
may be chargeable with waste.
143* Libel Eng. Policy 362 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 173

For moche of thys chaflare that is wastable Mighte be for-
borne for dere and dyssevable. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nur.
ture 179 in Babees Bk. (1868) 129 For ale bat is newe is
wastable with-owten dowt. 161 1 Cotgr., Adustible,..
burneable, wasteable. 01625 Hobart Retorts (1650) 234
jLessee., must neither take Timber or other things wast-
able. 1825 Bentham Offic. Apt. Maximized Indications
Postscr. (1830) 4 After hearing, [from 4 to 6 rears are) waste-
able m reference to a Master.

Vol. X.

f 2. Of a country : Desolate, waste. Obs.

01450 Lovelich 6>a/7xlviii. 306 Vpon a day as they forth

wente, In a wastable Contre veramente, where that was
scars of vyaunde.

Wastage (w^'sted,^). [f. Waste v. + -age.]

1. a. Loss or diminution by use, decay, leakage,

or the like.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 23 Hts goods must be
shipped on board of some drover, where they seldom fail

paying the usual tributes of pilferage and wastage. 1796
Ann. Reg., Projects 436 The altowance from a pound to a
pound and half for wastage. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc.
Tracts 203/1 The allowance for the wastage in the drying
is rendered perfectly arbitrary. 1852 Morfit Tanning >\

Currying (1S53) 325 The loss and wastage upon hides, from
hair, flesh, &c, may be estimated at from 12 to 15 per cent.

1861 Smiles Engineers II. ij6 The lightermen claimed as
their right the perquisites of ' wastage ' and ' leakage '. 1904
Times 24 Aug. 6/1 The scheme for reinforcement is prepared
for a far heavier wastage than has as yet taken place.

b. The action of spending uselessly or using

wastefully ; loss incurred by wastefulness.
1885 H. C. McCook Tenants of Old Farm 118 A noble

German lady found, .there was avast wastage in her house-
hold. 1889 Harper's Mag. Jan. 178/3 There is a subtlety
which here in Rome Men look for in blind wastage of their

lives, Not knowing where to seek it. 1906 Daily Chron.
8 May 6/6 It is doubtful if anywhere in the world there is

a greater wastage of coal than in Bombay.

C. The action of laying (dand) waste.
19x1 Webster.
2. The product of wear or decay, waste.
1898 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 538/1 One of eight principal gla-

ciers that bear away the icy wastage of Mount Kazbek.

3. Sc* A ruined or deserted place ; also, a waste
piece of ground.
1823 Galt Gilhaize xx, Carsewell's family has gone all to

drift, and his house become a wastage. 1830 — l.aivrie T.
in. x, The settlement, .was plainly ordained to be soon a
wastage; for the houses received no repair, [etc.]. 183a
Eraser's Mag. V. 694 Their grand theatre became a wastage.
1881 Mem. G. Thomson ix. 125 A row of houses on either
side,— the houses not quite attached to each other, but
having a wastage between.

Waatayne, var. Wastine Obs., wilderness
Wast-ooat, obs. form of Waistcoat.
Waste ^vvist), sb. Forms: 3-7 wast, 4-5

waast, 6, 8 waist, 6 wayste, 4-6 Sc, vafet(e, 3-
waste, [a. OF, wast{e, dial, variant of gttast{e,

gast(e, partly repr. L. vdstum, neut. of vastus

Waste a. (q.v. for the phonology), partly a verbal

noun f. waster (gitaster, gastcr) Waste v. Cf. Pr.

gait ravage, waste, Sp., Pg. gasto expense, It.

guasto ravage, damage, injury.

In early ME. the word adopted from OF. took the place
of the cognate native WESTKof the same meaning. In mod.
Eng. the sb. in some senses may be f. Waste p.]

I. Waste or desert land.

1. Uninhabited (or sparsely inhabited) and un-

cultivated country ; a wild and desolate region, a

desert, wilderness. Somewhat rhetorical.

C1200 Trtn. Coll. Horn. 163 Ac seSen hie hencn wenden,
atlai bat lond unwend and bicam waste, and was roted
oueral and swo bicam wildernesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 3072
pe barn sco [sc, Hagar] dide drinc o bat wel, In bat wast ban
can (>ai duell. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. {Martha) 21 In
bat vaste scho fand a tovne, bat nov is callit Terrascone.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3487 pare many daies be dissert he
dryfes with his ost,..Be wast & be wildirnes & be watirles
bournes, c 1450 Erie of Tolous 451 From them he wente
into a waste. 1704 PorE Windsor For. 80 But see, the man
who spacious regions gave A waste for beasts, himself deny'd
a grave, a 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 279 North beyond Tartary's
extended Waste. 1807W0RDSW. White Doe v. 1164 Among
the wastes of Rylstone Fell. 1849 C Bronte Shirley xxiii,

The shadowless and trackless wastes of Zahara. 1854 J. S. C.
Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. xiii. 221 Napoleon was now.

.

in an uncultivated country of almost boundless wastes. 1864
Tennyson Aylmer's F. 742 Is there no prophet but the
voice that calls Doom upon kings, or in the waste' Repent '?

1871 Blackik FourPhases i. *6 Wandering about in a boggy
waste. 1885 A thenseum 23 May 669/1 A sandy waste, which
is scantily clad with herbage.

b. trans/. Applied, e.g., to the ocean or other

vast expanse of water (often waste ofwaters, watery
waste), to land covered with snow, and to empty
space or untenanted regions of the air.

1551 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. F/(igi4) 89 A place caulled
vastum vacuum ,\. the great waste asmoche to saie as a place
voyde or empde withoute the worlde where is neither fier

ayre water nor earth. 1655 Waller Panegyr. Ld, Protector
41 Lords of the Worlds great Waste, the Ocean, wee Whole
Forrests send to Raigne upon the Sea. 1667 Milton P. L,
11. 1045 Satan . . in the emptier waste, resembling Air, Weighs
his spread wings. 1697 Drvden Atneis vii. 310 From that
dire Deluge, through the wat'ry Waste,.. at last escap'd, to
I.aiium we repair. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 309 p 21 In
Satan's Voyage through the Chaos there are several Ima-
ginary Persons described, as residing in that immense Waste
of Matter. 1724 Ramsay Vision xviii, Millions of myles
throch the wyld waste. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magick 1. vi.

160 The utmost extent of the waste, or expanse of space.
1728 Poi-E Dime. in. 88 Where Maeotis sleeps, and hardly
flows The freezing Tanais thro' a waste of snows. 1757
Gray Couplet about Birds 2 The song-thrush there Scatters
his loose notes in the waste of air. 1804 Moore To Mar.
chioness Dowager Donegall 32 Those pure isles.. Which
bards of otd^ with kindly fancy, plac'd For happy spirits

in th 'Atlantic waste? 1804 W. L. Bowles Spir. Discov.
308 Whose volcanic fires A thousand nations view, hung
like the moon High in the middle waste of heaven. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midl.u

% As these broad black raindrops mingle
with the waste of waters. 1864 D. G. Mitchell Set: Stor.

257 A raft is floating upon an ocean waste. 1871 L. Stephen
I'laygr, Eur. (1894) iii. 82 Showing their bare faces of pre-

cipitous rock across the dreary wastes of snow. 1892 M.
Ckktghton Hist. Ess. ix. (1902) 266 The waste of waters
which spread (in the east.. was not sea-water. 1891 Lady
F. Vfrnev Vemey Mem. I. iy8 The 'great level ' round the
isle of Ely. .was. .a waste of water in winter.

C fig*
1814 Scott Lord of Isles 111. xvii, His soul a rock, his heart

a waste. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr.
(Colburn) 86 If >he could at any time, .have claimed the
smallest spot in the 'waste' of George's memory. 1836
J. H. Newman Par. Stmt. III. xiv. 221 The c pen inhospit-
able waste of this world. 1840 Dickens OtdC. Shop xxxvi,
Miss Brass, .opening the safe, brought from it a dreary waste
of cold potatoes, looking as eatable as Stonthenge. 1901
Scolsmnn 15 Mar. 7/4 There still stot d between the Hoi^e
and its most urgent business a dreary waste of more than
a hundred and twenty questions.

2. A piece of land not cultivated or used for any
purpose, and producing little or no herbage or

wood. In legal use spec, a piece of such laud not
in any man's occupation, but lying common.
In some dialects the ordinary word ; otherwise rare in

colloquial use.

1377LANGI.. P. PI. B. Pro!. 163 Vncoupled bei wenden
P.ohe in wareine & in waste where hem leue lyketh. 14..
Customs of Maltou in Engl. Misc. (Suitees) 58 It was
graunted to the for sayd Ptirgeses a wast of ather syde of
the town. 1423 Cov. Led Bk. 46 The Prioures wast in

Hasillwod. 1580 in Lanes. <y Chcsh. Wills (1SS4) I. 72
With th' appurtenncs of and all and singular the said Man-
nors. .moores, mosses, wasts [etc.]. 1582 Durham Wills
(Surtees i860) II. 54 My house I dwell in, ..and the waist
adjoyninge upon the san:e. 1600 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees)

I. 222 One waist with two cottages thereupon builded.
1662 in Horsfield Hist. Lewes (1824) I. 179 Times for the
putting the tenants cattle into the common pastures, wastes,
and commons of the manor. 1727 E. Laurence Duty of
Steward 59 That they do not encroach upon the Lord s

Waste, by digging Stone, Sand, &c. 1786 J. Roberts Life
60 [He was] permitted to keep six or seven cows upon the
waste. 1799 A. Young View Agric. Lincoln 147 At Leak
and Wrangle there are some wastes, which the cottagers
sometimes take in, and cultivate potatoes. 1820 Stark ie

Rep. Cases N. P. II. 464 It was contended on his part, that
the locus in quo belonged to Lady Smith in right of her
manor, as being part of the wastes of that manor. 1828
BarnEWAll & Cresswell Rep. K. B. VII. 305 It was con-
tended, that as the adjoining land belonged to Roberts, the

f)rima facie presumption was that the waste between his
and and the high road belonged also to him. 1864 Tenny-
son North. Farmer, Old Style vii, An' I a' stubb'd Thur-
naby waaste. Ibid, x, Dubbut loook at the waaste ; theer
warn't not feead for a cow; Nowt at all but bracken an'
fuzz. 1864 — Enoch Arden 729 Behind, With one small
gate that open'd on the waste, Flourish'd a little garden.

f 3. A devastated region. Obs.
1611 Bible Isa. Ixi. 4 They shall build the olde wastes,

they shall raise vp the former desolations. 1697 Drvden
sEneis x. 572 All the leafie Nation sinks at last; And Vul-
can rides in Triumph o're the Wast.

4. Coat-mining. A disused working; a part of

a mine from which the coal has been extracted.

1695 Par. Reg. St. Andrew's, Newc. in Brand Hist. Neiu-
castle (1789) II. 501 note, [Two men] were drowned in a
coal-pitt..by the breaking in of water from an old waste.
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 29 There is this and that
Invention found out to draw out all great Old Waists, or
Drowned Collieries. 1773 Ann. Reg. 151 The foul air in an
old waste of a colliery. .took fire, and breaking down the
barrier, .between the waste and the working pit, made the
most terrible explosions. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 990 In
collieries which . . nave goaves, creeps, or crushed wastes, the
disengagement of the fire-damp from these recesses is much
influenced by the state of atmospheric pressure. 1877 Encyel.
Brit. VI. 64/2 The space from which the entire quantity of
coal has been removed is known in different districts as the
'goaf, 'gob', or 'waste*. 1911 Act 1 <$ 2 Geo. Kc.50
8 52 (2) Props shall not be withdrawn from the waste or
goaf.'.otherwise than by means of a safety contrivance.
transf. 1812 John Wilson Agric. Renfrew. 26 The extent

of excavation or waste, in these mines [the alum mines of
Hurlet, Renfrews.l is about ij mile in length, and the
greatest breadth about % of a mile.

II. Action or process of wasting.

5. Useless expenditure or consumption, squander-

ing (^money, goods, time, effort, etc).
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7725 pulke festes he wolde holde

so nobliche Wib so gret prute & wast & so ricbeliche pat
[etc.]. 13.. Cursor M. 352 (Gott.) And till haim speke i

alpermast pat ledis bair Hues in mekil wast. 1303 K. Brunne
HandI. Synne 7261 Rere sopers yn pryuyte, With glotonye,
echone hey be ; And byr ys moche waste ynne, And gadryng
of ouber synne. C1380WYCLIF Wks. (1880)15 Pouj J>ei hem
self han neuere so muche wast of mete and drynk. Ibid.

60 For a3enst cristis wilful pouert bL'i techen in dede worldly
coueitise & moche wast in worldly goodis. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. F 813 Men oughten eschue fool largesse that men
clepenwast 14x1-11 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 521 Now wold
god be waast of cloth & pryde V-put_were in exyl perpetuel.

c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. xxxvii. 47 Crete wast was not

in his housofsotil metes. 1526 Pilgr. I 'erf. (W. deW. 1531)

1 74 b. They consumeth superfluously & sr>endeth in waste, in

one daye, the goodes that wolde suffyse & serve for theyr ne-

cessite many dayes. c 153* Du Wes In/rod. Fr. in Palsgr.

905 Waste, prodigality. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 160

Your Meanes is very slender, and your wast great. 1601 —
Twet. N. 111. I 141 Clocke strikes. The clocke vpbraides me
with the waste of time. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)

218 They may not bury the corps in silke or needle-worke

..for this were waste, and a worke of the Gentiles, c 1645

Milton Sotm. xii. 14 For all this wast of wealth and loss of

blood. 1697 Drvden Mneis x. 1295 Why these insulting

Words, tins waste of Breath, To Souls undaunted, and
secure of Death? 181a H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. \\. vi,

Your debts mount high—ye plunge in deeper waste. 1851

Kincslev Yeast xiii, Everywhere waste ? Waste of manure,

18
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waste of land, waste of muscle, waste of brain, waste of

population—and we call ourselves the workshop of the

world ! 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. lvii, All this was done
with the greatest despatch, and without the waste of a
moment, 1879 Huxley Sensation Sci, & Cult. (1881) 246
The maxim that metaphysical inquiries are barren of result,

and that the serious occupation of the mind witli them is a
mere waste of time and labour.

Proverb. 1546 [see Haste sb. 6]. a 1591 II. Smith Serin.,

Reb. Jonah (1602) E 8, It is good that men looke before they
leape, hast makes wast. 1641 Sanderson' Scrnt. ad Aulam
xiii. (16S9) 550 Hut haste maketh waste, we say. 1736 [see

Want.t£. 3 3 Prov.\ 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines fy Mining
347 Since there has been less haste there has been less waste.

b. Phrases, to make, f do waste, to be wasteful.

1390 GoWBMConf. II. 139, I bidde noght that thou do wast,

Hot hold largesce in his mesure. c 1480 Lyt. Childr. Lyt.

lii: 56 in Babees Bk. 20 Loke bou doo noo waste. 1481

Caxton Godfrey xciu, 144 But they made grete waast &
more than neded, & so by their oultrage & folye they lacked

in short tyme. 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho., Betrothal 138

Long lease of his low mind befall The man who, in his wil-

ful gust, Makes waste for one, to others all Discourteous,

frigid, and unjust

!

fc. (JVords of) waste \ useless talk. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2547 Why fader, .areyo so fer troublet

At his wordys of waste, & his wit febill ? 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) VII. 187 The erle perceyvynge that he hade spoken
wordes of waste [se su/er/tna dixisse}. c 1460 Townctey
Myst. ii. 134 Thou Iangyls waste.

f d. 'Wasted labour. Obs,

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 2908 Thei armed hem with mochel
haste ; But sekirly it was but waste, For thei of Troye were
mo than thai, ..And sclow hem foule, when thei were met
c 1430 Syr Geuer. (Roxb.) 6672 Folow noo fcrthir, for it is

waste.

fe. In waste, in vain, to no purpose. Obs.

1340-70 Alisantider 905 But all his werk was in waste.

.-1375.SV. Leg. Saints xliv. (Lucy) 280 Bot al ves in wast
bai wrocht. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 82 He spilleth many a
word in wast That schal with such a poeple trete.^ c 1400
Betyn 1232 Beryn. .axid aftir clothis ; but it was al in wast.

1449 Pecock Repr. 1. iv. 21 He presupposith tho gouern-
auncis, vertues, and trouthis to be bifore knowen of tho

same men, and ellis in waast he schuhle so speke to tho men
of hem not bifore knowen. c 1470 Hknkv Wallace \\. 916
Than Wallace said: 'In waist is that trawaill '. 1513
Douglas AStteis V. viii. 24 Ther hardy Kempis all in waist

let draw, Athir at vthir, mony rowtis gret. a 1553 Udall
Koyster D. iv. v, While my life shall last, For my friende

Goodlucks sake ye shall not sende in wast. 1553 Brende
Q. Curtius ix. Cc iij, Meethinkes I.. go about in wast to

stirre up your unwilling, and uumoveable mjndes. 1556 T.
Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer Transl. Epist. A ij, What-
soever I shoulde write therein, were but labour in waste.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 681 He thought to spende no
lenger tyme in waste. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. x. 13 [She]

Laught at his foolish labour spent in waste. [1725 Watts
Logic 1. vi, § 3 So foolish and lavish are we, that too often we
use some words in mere waste, and have no ideas for them.

J

f. A profusion, lavish abundance ^/"something.

1725 Pope Odyss. vi. 356 And there the garden yields a
waste of flow'rs. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. iii, Cooling the fra-

grant breeze which breathed from the flowers and shrubs,

that were so disposed as to send a waste of sweets around.

1855 Tennyson Brook 191 Poor Philip, of all his lavish waste
of words Remains the lean P. W. on his tomb.

g. An instance or example of wasting.
161a Bacon Ess. , Of Dispatch (Arb.) 246 Prefaces, and

passages, and excusations, and other speeches of reference to

the person, are great wastes of time, c 1650 Hicford fnstit.

(1658) 6 Use Parsimony betimes before a wast be made, for

Seneca tells you, Sera est in /undo Parsimonia. Ibid. 9
Riches may be well compared unto Cisternes or Pooles,

which a small stream will easily fill, if there be no leaks or
wasts, but small wasts and expences continuing, and not
prevented, have decieved [sicj, and undone many. 1658
Whole Duty ofMan viii. § 12. 187 This is a waste of that
which is much more precious, our time. 1780 Mirror No.
79 F 1 But to win them by offices of kindness, or attach them
by real services, they consider as a fruitless waste of time.

1867 Sir C. Dilke in Lift {1917) I. vii. 76 You think it a
waste of money for me to contest Chelsea. 1909 Daily
Chron. 4 Mar. 7/5 The economical woman.. keeps a close

watch for the small wastes that eat up more principal than
the big purchases. 1920 Chesterton Uses of Diversity 54
He is somewhat anticlerical ; which seems a waste of talent

in a country where there is no clericalism.

6. Destruction or devastation caused by WRTj
floods, conflagrations, etc. Now rare or Obs.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 433 b, He would doubt-
lesse haue made an horrible destruction and waste through
oute all Germany. 1596 Ediv. Iff, 1. ii. 159 Like a cloake,

doth hide From weathers Waste the vnder gamisht pride.

1599 Shaks. Hen, V, in. iii. 18 What is it then to me, if im-

pious Warre . . Doe . . all fell feats, Enlynckt to wast and deso-

lation ? i6ox Holland Pliny vi. xxix. I. 145 It was the
Egyptians wanes and not the Romanes that gave the wast
to /Ethyopia. [L, Nee tamen arma Romana ibi solitudinem

fecerunt.] 1657 Austen Fruit Trees^ Ep. Ded., There
having been so great a wast and destruction of Wood. 1768-

74 Tucker Lt, Nat. (1834) II. 304 Were charity. .to be the

prevailing humour in the world, it would . . turn industry into

its proper channel, where it would not overflow to make
waste and do mischief, nor be lost among the barren sands

of whimsy. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 223 In
three years they had committed such waste on their native

land as thirty years of English intelligence and industry

would scarcely repair. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 640
When since had flood, fire, earthquake, thunder, wrought

Such waste and havock as the idolatries Which [etc-].

+ b. //. Ravages. Obs.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. iv. 242 This City doth welnigh toync

to the skirts of VEtna. . -The eiected flames haue heretofore

committed horrible wasts. 1736 I. H. Browne Pipe of

Tobacco i. 20 While Wastes of War deform the teeming

Coast. 1738 Wesley Psalms civ. vii, Pleas'd with the Work
of thy own Hands, Thou dost the Wastes of Time repair.
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fc. cotter. Something wasted or destroyed. Obs.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xii. 10 Then of thy beauty do I ques-

tion make That thou among the wastes of time must goe.

1640 Suckling Discont. Col. III. (1642) E 4, Shal. .This pre-

tious Lovelinesse, Passe with other common things Among
the wasts of time?

7. Law. * Any unauthorized act of a tenant for a

freehold estate not of inheritance, or for any lesser

interest, which tends to the destruction of the tene-

ment, or otherwise to the injury of the inheritance*

(Pollock, Law of Torts, 1S87, p. 285). Writ of
waste (= AF. bref de wast), a writ commanding
the sheriff to inhibit a tenant from an act of waste,

f year, day, and waste : see Year 7 b. Impeach-

vtent of waste, see Impeachment 4 b.

For examples of AF. wast in this use see Rolls ofPartt.

I. 9/1 {1278), II. 40/1 (1330), II. 170/2(1347).

1414 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 60/2 Moreover, to enqueren what
wast was made in the Kynges Maners, fro the tyme of

Kyng John, .into that day. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 317 Hit
shold not be lawfull to the same sir william. .to cast downe
ony treys, nobere to make wast, sellyng or distroiyng, with-

in the terme abouesaid, but for housebote, c 1475-80 in Oxf.
Stud. Soc. $ Legal Hist. (1914) IV. 225111 anaccon of waste

suyd. .before the kinges Justices, .for brennyng of a water

Mill. 1503-4 v4c7 19 Hen. VII c. 33 Preamble, The said

Dame Cicile shuld not be therof impeched of Wast. 1544
tr. Littletons Tenures vii. 15 Insuch caseyf the lessemake
wast, ye lessour shal haue agaynst hym a wryt of Wast. i6z8

Coke On Lift. 1. 53 There be two kinds of Wasts, viz.

Voluntarie or actuall, and Dermisshie. 1651 N. Bacon Disc.

Govt Eng. 11. i. 13 The King. .leaves the noble Crown of

England in the base condition of a Farme, subject to strip

and waste by mean men ; and crosses the Irish Seas with an
Army, 1651 tr. Kite/tin's Jurisd. (1653) 331 If a house be

uncovered by suddaine tempest, it is not waste, but if the

Lessee suffer that to be uncovered, that the Timber rot, it is

waste. 1770 Ann. Reg. 173 Having caused a man to be appre-

hended who had committed waste on the estate of the earl

of Donnegal. a 1845 Polson Law in Encycl. Metrop. II.

82S/1 The principal incidents to a tenancy in estate tail are,

(1) the right of the tenant to commit what is called waste.

1863 H. Cox Inst, 11. viii. 500 Such injunctions include those

against waste where a person having only a limited interest

in an estate in his occupation, threatens to wastefully cut

down timber, or otherwise injure the freehold.

fig. 1679 Owen Christol. xvii. Wks. 1851 I. 216 Yet the

inheritance is secured for us; and we are preserved from
such offences against the supreme Lord, or committing such
wastes, as should cast us out of our possession.

8. The consumption or using up of material,

resources, time, etc. Obs. as distinct from 5.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 751 He had long maintayned the

siege to no small wast and consumyng of his brothers treasure

and riches. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. § 10 Euill

ministers of good things are as torches, a light to others, a

wast to none but themselues only. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. i.

102 'Tis they haue put him on the old mans death, To haue

th" expence and wast of his Reuenues.

f b. The consumption (of candles, etc.) at a

funeral or obit. Obs.

1477-9 t^ec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 78 For the wast of ij

tapres at Caustons obite, iiij d. 1506 in Glasscock Rec. St.

MichaeCs, Bp.'s Stortford{i%2>i) 31 Rec of Thomas Whepyll
for the waste of torches at his wife's burieng, myd. 1555
Churchw. Ace. St. Helen's, Abingdon (Nichols 1797) 141

For wast of the paskall and for holye yoyle, 5" iod . 1556-7

in ArcJueol. Jrnl. (1886) XLIII. 175 Paide to the chandler

for waste of ye waxe, viij*.

9. Gradual loss or diminution from use, wear

and tear, decay or natural process. Now somewhat
rare.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen, VII (1896) 300 Deliverances em-
ploymentes perusynges losse & wast of the Stuff takle

Store & other the premisses. 1514-1S Act 6 Hen. VIII c 9
§ 1 The Carder and Spynner to delyver agayn to the same
clothier yerne of the same Wolle by the same . . true, .weight

the wast therof exceptid. 1547 in Sir J. Williams Accompte
(Abbotsf. Club 1836) 7 Allowauncc.for the waste of souche

plate as was..delyuerde.. vnto thofficersof his housholde to

be daylye vsed. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. ix. 11 But beauties

waste hath in the world an end. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 218

Thinne Aire is better pierced J but Thicke Aire preserueth

the Sound better from Wast. 1676 W. B. Touch'St. Gold <$•

Silver Wares 3 Silver is a Mineral..that will endure melt-

ing for a long time in extream heat, with but very little

wast, a 1767 M. Bruce Life % Wks, (1914) 182 Each would
fondly raise Some lasting monument, to save his name Safe

from the waste of years. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 90
Workmen.. look upon the stone so coated, as not to be in

a state of waste or decay. 1801 Farmer s Mag. Nov. 422
An old venerable Cathedral still remains here, in defiance of
the waste of time, and the rude hand of reformers. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art I. 272 The odour of all bodies

that excite the sensation of smell cannot be given out with-

out a waste of their substance. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I.

135 Rounded pebbles derived from the waste of.. the older
Apennine rocks. 1847 in Aiton Dom. Econ. (1S57) 339 The
repairs now required are not mere ordinary repairs, but
..rebuilding rendered necessary by the waste of time. 1877
Huxley Physiogr. 168 Abundant evidence of marine waste
may be seen on any visit to the seaside.

b. with reference to animal tissues and structures.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. vn. xliv. (1495) 257 Yf
abhomynacyon comyth of fastynge and of waste of the body,
men shall restore that whyche is wasted with meete and
Electuaryes. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692) 39 Which was
most providently design'd to repair the wast that is daily

made of them by the frequent Attrition in Mastication.

1695 New Light of Chintrg. put out 15 Sudden Waste made
upon Fat Persons by violent Fevers. 17*5 N. Robinson
Th. Physick 45 Thus far we have consider 'd, how our Bodies
acquire the Reparations for those Wastes, that are dailyex-
pended in carrying on the Laws of the Animal Oeconomy.
1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla V. 497 To repair the wastes

I

of strength some time yet was necessary. 1814 Mrs. J.

WASTE.
West Alicia de Lacy IV. 247 It was that oblivion of thought
which best repairs the waste of nature, and gives elasticity to

the weary faculties. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge vi, Re-
clining in an easy-chair before the fire, pale and weak from
waste of blood, was Edward Chester. 1875 B. Stewart &
Tait Unseen Univ. § 59 Just as no single action of the body
takes place without the waste of some muscular tissue, so,

it is believed, no thought takes place without some waste of
the brain.

c. A wasting of the body by disease ; a con-

sumption or decline. Now only dial.

1570 Levins Manip. 203/25 Wayst of body, tabes. 1584
Cogan Haven Health lxxii. 71 Clarie..is found by ex-

perience verie good for the back, and restoratiue in a wast.

1601 Holland Pliny xvii. xxiv. I. 540 In a wast, consump-
tion, or fever hecticke. c 181G Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch.
Caiech. xix. 169 His disease was what the country people in

England call a waste. 1878 Mrs. H. Wood Poweroy Abb.
I. 49 Her mother went off in a waste. 1893 ' L. Keith'
Lisbcth vii, Your father's family going off one after the

other in a waste, and nobody but me to see to them.

d. Phys. Geog. Material derived by mechanical

and chemical erosion from the land, carried by

streams to the sea. (W. Suppl. 1902.)

10. Phrases, a. To run to waste (ra.re\y f tofiow at

waste): primarily of liquor, to flow away so as to be

wasted ;fig. of wealth, powers, etc., to be expended
uselessly, b. To go to waste : to be wasted, c. f To
grow to waste : Of a period of time, to approach

its end. d. To cut to waste : lit. to cut (cloth) in a

wasteful manner
; fig. (? slang) to apportion (time)

wastefully.

a. 1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 22 Moche water

renneth nowe to waste. 1634 Massinger Parlt. Love 11. iii,

Shall this nectar Run useless, then, to waste ? 1641 Milton
Reas. Ch. Govt. n. 41 Like that which flows at wast from
the pen of some vulgar Amorist. 1741 Watts Improv.
Mind 1. iii, This will secure the workings of your soul from
running to waste, and. .even your looser moments will turn

to happy account. 1803 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 20 Mar.,

You, like me,.. reckon the lapse of time from the waste
thereof, as boys let a cock run to waste. 1818 Byron Ch.
Har. iv. exx, Alas ! our young affections run to waste, Or
water but the desert. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I.412
In an age of Scotists and Thomistseven his intellect might
have run to waste. I1853 C. Bronte VilUtte viii, Beside a
table, on which flared the remnant of a candle glittering to

waste in the socket.] 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. II.

v. 166 The faculties of the mind, .run to waste if neglected.

1863 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. It, 437 The sewage.. ran

to waste on the sea-shore. 1900 Jrnl, Sec. of Dyers XVI.
12 The water, .is run to waste.

b. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus $ Sydracke (?i5io) Giijb,
There goyth of it [sc. of the sea] to wast somdele As euery

man may wyt wel. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud,

Nat. II. 144 There is not a particle of vapour in the

Universe that goes to waste. 1854 Poultry Chron, II. 42
We are importing ship-load after ship-load of guano.. while
hundreds of tons of poultry manure, which is ascertained to

be equal in value, is suffered to go to waste in the United

States. 1866 T. T. Stoddart Anglers Rambles 365 Five-

sixths at the least of salmon ova go directly to waste.

C. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. Ii. 250 The night growes to wast.

d. 1863 Reade Hard Cash xxxix, He. .said the Firm did

not care to send its stuff to ladies not in the business; I might

cut it to waste. 1863 Baily's Mag. Apr. 153 An hour and a

half had been ' cut to waste *, as the sporting reporters would

say, and no tidings.. had been received.

III. Waste matter, refuse.

11. Refuse matter ; unserviceable material re-

maining over from any process of manufacture

;

the useless by-products of any industrial process

;

material or manufactured articles so damaged as

to be useless or unsaleable.

C1430 Lybeaus Disc. (Cott.) 1471 For gore, and fen, and

full wast, That was out ykast. 1764 in Sixth Rep. Dep.

Kpr. Rec. App. 11. 133 The Refuse or Waste used in the

making of Allom, called Allom Slam. x8ia J. Smyth Pract.

Customs (1821) 323 The above Duty on Cotton Wool, or

Waste of Cotton Wool, . . is to be charged [etc]. 1817 Fara-

day Chem. Manip. xix. (1842) 532 The object of the pre-

ceding directions is to enable the economical experimenter

to cut up into useful forms, old glass, which would other-

wise be thrown away as waste. 1851-61 Mayhew Lond.

Labour II. 9, I may instance another thing in which the

worth of what in many places is valueless refuse is exempli-

fied, in the matter of ' waste ', as waste paper is always called

in the trade. 1863 Technologist III. 358 All the fibre and

gluten wastes of the maize plant which are precipitated

during the process of extracting the fibres, are used for

manufacturing paper. 1864 Tennyson Enoch Arden 16

Three children . . play'd Among the waste and lumber of the

shore, Hard coils of cordage, swarthy fishing-nets, [etc.].

1902 Joanna E. Wood harden Ha' xviii, The surrounding

country (the aspect of which was scarred by pits, and dis-

torted by black heaps of * waste 'J.

tb. fig.
Offscourings, dregs, worthless people.

1592 Kashe P. Penilcsse F 3 There is a certaine waste of

the people for whome there is no vse, but warre.

c. = CoTiox-waste.
1886 J. Barbowman Sc. Mining Terms 70 Waste, cotton

refuse for cleaning machinery. 1909 Blackiv. Mag
|

Sept.

315/2 The old order of Engineer Officer. .was swaddled in

' waste ' rather than sail-cloth, and smelt not of pitch but ot

warm oil. .

d. Printing, etc. The surplus sheets of a work.

See also quot. 1888.

1785 W. Tooke in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 43° wb.

at "
called in typographical language the waste of works printed

at the Academy, is seldom or never preserved. 1841 ^vage

Diet. Printing 810. 1888 Jacobi Printers* Vocab., Waste,

surplus sheets of a book beyond the plus copies. Also spout

sheets used for running up colour on a machine, etc.

e. Coal-mining. (See quot.)
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1883 Greslf.y Gloss. Coal-mining 278 Waste. 2. (North)

very small coal or slack.

12. fa. An overflow of surplus water. Obs. b. A
pipe, conduit, or other contrivance for carrying off

waste matter or surplus water, steam, etc. Cf.

waste-pipe.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1312/1 Means is

made, by a standard with one cocke at Holborne bridge to

conueie the wast. Ibid. 1348/2 Vp vntothe northwest corner

of Leaden hall . . where the waste of the first maine pipe ran

first this yeare, 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 262

He went and washed his hands at the waste [Fr. russeau]

of the well. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 224 If 'tis made very

sloaping on each side 'tis the better, leaving a waste to carry

off your waste Water in times of Floods or Rains. 1877

S. S. Hellyer Plumber v. 47 If more than one basin is

fixed upon the same waste, the size should be proportionately

increased. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 48 Have the sink deep,

as it can, by plugging the waste with a cock through which

the glass tube passes, be utilised for washing purposes.

IV. Combinations.

13. Obvious combinations, as (sense 1) waste-

divclling adj.
;

(sense 5) waste-preventing adj.,

•preventer
;
(sense 11) waste-collector\ -dealer; -heap,

-pit, -tip (Tip sb/> 4 b).

1851-61 Mayhew Lond. Labour \\. g, ' I don't know how
it is, sir,' said one *waste collector, . .'but paper gets scarcer

or else I am out of luck.' 1876 Mrs. G. L. Hanks Manch.
Afanxviil, (1902) 79 Nadin.. followed up the clue to a "waste-

dealer's who bought at his own price workpeople's ' waste
'

{i. e. warp, weft, silk, &c. remaining after work was com-
pleted). 1882 W. Westall Tales % Trad. Switzerland'289

A doctor! What for?' interrupted the retired waste-

dealer. 1900 A. Lang Hist. Scot. I. iv. 70 The elder gods
may have been degraded to *waste-dwelhng demons. 1873
B. Stewart Conserv. Energy v. 153 Universally diffused

heat forms what we may call the great *waste-heap of the

universe. 1915 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 702/2 Fosse Eight is a
mighty waste-heap. 1906 R. A. S. Macalister Bible Side-

lights 135 That it was a temple of some sort was indicated .

.

by a "waste-pit full of sheep-bones, apparently those of sacri-

ficial victims. 1884 M cLaren Spinning 173 With *waste-

preventing machines much more progress has been made.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 94/1 New English Wash-out and
noiseless *Waste-preventor Cistern. 1906 Victoria County
Hist. Cornw. I. 520/2 The rock.. is taken.., the useless to

the "waste tip, and the good to the deposit floors.

14. Special combinations : waste-basket (now
chiefly U.S.) = Waste-paper basket; hence waste-
basket #., to put in the waste-paper basket; waste-
bin, a dustbin ; waste-box Mining (see quot.)

;

waste-cock, acock toregulate the discharge of waste

water; waste-drain, a drain for carrying off waste

water ; waste-gate, -hatch, a gate or hatch for

regulating the outflow of waste water ; waste-hole,

a hole for the discharge of superfluous water :

waste-inspector, a water-company's or muni-

cipality's official employed to report cases of waste

of water; waste-man Mining, a man whose
duty is to inspect the waste (sense 4), and to

secure the proper ventilation of the mine

;

waste-pallet Organ-building, see Pallet sb.$ 6

;

waste-pipe, a pipe to carry off waste water or

steam ; waste-sluice, a sluice for regulating the

outflow of waste water ; waste-spout, a spout for

the issue of waste-water; waste-way U,S.
y
a

channel for the passage of wastewater; waste-
weir (see quots.) ; waste-yard ? Obs., ? a yard for

the reception of odds and ends of little value.

1850 Lvtton My Novel it. vi, Public men have such odd
out-of-the-way letters that their *waste-baskets are never
empty. 1868 ' Holme Lee' B. Godfrey \v, Basil tore the
paper.., and thrust it into the waste-basket. 1913 Jean
Webster Daddy-Long'Legs 35 If my letters bore you you
can always toss them into the waste-basket. 1900 'Mark
Twain * Man that corrupted etc. 127 Indefinite testimonies

might properly be 'waste-basketed, since there is evidently
no lack of definite ones procurable. 1915 Daily Tel. 14
Aug. 10/7 If all the scraps after meals, .be carefully kept,
instead of. .put into the *waste-bin or burned, i860 Engl.
\ For. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 66 (Newcastle) *Waste boxes,
boxes in which the waste water of the pumping-pit is con-
veyed from the rings. 1844 H.Stephens lift. Farm II. 317
He is able, .so to adjust the cock that the requisite supply
shall go to the boiler, without entirely shutting the "waste-
cock. 1833 I.oudon Encycl. Archit. § 32 A Targe cock in
the bottom of the receiving tank, communicating with the
"waste drain. 1791 R. Mylne and Rep. Thames 11 The
"Waste and Buck Gates are quite ruinous. 3705 Act 4 <$• 5
Annec. 8 (21) § 5 One Scuttle or small Hatch of a Foot
Square in the "Waste Hatch or Water course in the direct
Stream wherein no Water Wheel standeth (etc.]. 1839 Civil
Engin. fy Arch. yrnl. II. 436/1 The same adjustment may
be made by stopping the pump, and letting out the water
from the "waste-holes. 1898 Daily Ntnos 17 June 3/3 A
turncock and "waste inspector, in theserviceof the Vauxnall
Waterworks Company. 1812 J. Hodgson in J. Kaine Mem.
(1857) I. 96 The "waste-men or ventilators of the mine. 18*5
E. Mackenzie View Northumbld. (ed. 2) I. 90 Wastemeu,
persons that daily examine the state of the workings, and
see that they are properly ventilated. 1891 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., \V astemen, generally old men who are em-
ployed in building pillars for the support of the roof in the
waste, i.e. old workings and airways; and in keeping the
airways open and in good order. 1881 C. A. Edwards
Organs 44 The * waste-pallet is an arrangement correspond-
ing to the safety-valve in the steaniboiler. c 151a Archaeo-
logta LVIII. 301 Bobe be suspireland'|>e "waste pipe awoyde
ther water in a gotir of breke. 1585 Higins Junius'
Nomencl. 362/1 Aqua caduca,. .water that runneth ouer, or
at the waste pipes or spowts of condut heads. 171a J. Jamks
tr. Le Blonds Gardening 211 To empty the Bason entirely

.
.
, which is done by means of. . a Waste-Pipe at the Bottom

of it. 1877 Huxley Physiogr.y^ The steam which issues

from the waste-pipe being cooled down by contact with the

cold air. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. {ed. 6) 35 To
connect the waste pipe with nearest drain or gutter. 1844
H. Stephens Bk, Farm II. 327 Asa "waste-sluice, the most
convenient and simple, in a mill of this kind, is the trap-

sluice. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 19 Few words run
then at the "waste spout. 1881 Thayer Leg-cabin to White
Ho. xii. 149 There was a "waste-way just ahead. 1884
Harpers Mag. Sept. 621/2 Above these.. is a wasteway..
over which the surplus water can pour. 1793 R. Myi.ne
Rep. Thames 23 There was Seven Inches of Water running
over at the *Waste Weir at Boulter's Old Lock. 1840 H. S.
Tanner Canals <$ Rail Roads U. S. 264 Waste weir, a
water guage ; a cut at the side of a canal by which the sur-

plus water of canals is carried off. 1868 Chamb. Encycl. X.
516/2 There is also the waste-weir, for the purpose of pre-

venting a reservoir embankment being overtopped by Hoods.
c 1620 Moryson Itin. iv. v. i. (1903) 460 Theire houses, (which
haue no such 'wastyardes about them as euery Farmers
house hath with vs). :8a6 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1S85) II.

182 And rick-yard, farm-yard, waste-yard, horse-paddock,
and all round about, seemed to be swarming with fowls,

ducks, and turkeys. 1854 Dickens Hard 'P. \. xi, In the
waste-yard outside [the mill], the steam from the escape
pipe, the litter of barrels and old iron, the shining heaps of
coals, the ashes everywhere, were shrouded in a veil of mist
and rain.

Waste (wt'fst), a. Also 4-7 wast, 4-5 waast,
Sc, vast(e, 5-7 (chiefly St,) waist, 6 waiste, Sc,

waest. [ME., a. OK. wast, dial. var. of gnast,

gast = ¥t. gast, Pg. gasto, It. guasto;—Rom.
*wasto, repr. (with influence from the cogn. and
synonymous OHG.wuosti) L. vastus waste, desert,

unoccupied (distinct from vastus Vast a.).

The adopted OF. word took the place of the early ME.
Wests a. (cogn. w. L. vastus.). In mod.E. it seems to have
coalesced with the contracted pa.pple. of Waste v. and with
the attributive use of Waste sb.\

1. Of land : a. Uncultivated and uninhabited or

sparsely inhabited. Sometimes with stronger

implication: Incapable of habitation or cultiva-

tion; producing little or no vegetation; barren,

desert.

c 1290.9. Eng. Leg. 205/180 Al-a-boute in a waste londe.

c 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 51 A fir yea. .hath more
wyldernesand waste londe, for grete brennynge and hete of

be sonne, ban Europa. c 1420 Wyktoun Cron. 11. be. 787 He
sende wibe bairn sum of his men Til Irlande, hat was nocht
3k pen Inhabit, hot was wast haly. c 1480 Henryson Test.

Cress. 588 My Spreit I leif to Diane,.. To walk with hir in

waist Woddis and Wellis. c 1500 Melusine i. 18 He began
within her land, that was wast & deserte for to byld. . fayre

tounes & strong Castels. 1535 Coverdale Wisd. xi. 2 They
. .pitched their tentes in ye waist deserte. 1598 Hakluyt
Voy. I. 103 We trauailed directly Eastward, hauing a Sea on
the South side of vs, and a waste desert on the North. 1635
D. Dickson Hebr. xii. 22.301 Vagabonds, wandring abroad
in a waste Wildernesse. e 1639 Sir W. Mure Ps. xxix. 8

Yea, at the dreadful 1 voyce of Clod, Waist Kadesh desart

quaikes. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Pers. Wars \. xii. so
[They] ever neglected the Province beyond the Euphrates,
being without water and wast. 1671 Milton P. A'. 1. 7, I..

now sing .. Recovered Paradise to all mankind,. .And Eden
rais'd in the wast Wilderness. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose
xi, He therefore plodded patiently on through a waste and
savage wilderness. 1843 DeQuincey CeylettWks. 1890 VII.

436 Ceylon has not much of waste ground, in the sense of

being irreclaimable— for of waste ground in the sense of being
unoccupied she has an infinity.

b. fig. Desolate, barren. Cf. 4.

c 18*5 W. M. Praed Poems, Farewell iv, And still the

shadowy hope was rife That once in this waste weary life

My path might cross with thine. 1839 J. H. Newman Par.
Sernt. IV. xii. 215 The world, in which our duties lie, is as

waste as the wilderness. 1845— Ess. Developm. 314 Dreary
and waste was the condition of the Church. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling m. vi, Our conversation was waste and logical, I

forget quite on what, not joyful and harmoniously effusive.

1908 W. M. Ramsay Luke i. 3 Nothing in the whole history

of literary criticism has been so waste and dreary as great

part of the modern critical study of Luke.
Comb. 1839 Carlyle Chartism v. 133 It is not chaos and

a waste-whirling baseless Phantasm. 1851 — Sterling \. v,

This waste-weltering epoch. 1871 — in Mrs. Carlyle Lett.

(1883) I. 141 On the solitary coach-roof, under the waste-

blowing skies.

c. In weaker sense : Not applied to any pur-

pose ; not utilized for cultivation or building.

1439 Charters etc. Edin. (1871) 64 Beside the vaste lande

neire bysidc the house of John of Turyng. 1480 Cov. Lect
Bk. 445 Be lawe of bis lande, the lorde of be waste soyle

may surcharge and put berin what nombre (of cattle] hyin
lykes. Ibid. 472 The seid Piiour & Couent seyn that he
same grounde is parcell of the Churcheyarde, and was no
wast-grounde. 1531 Abslr. Protocols Tezvn Clerks Glas-
gow (1897) IV. 32 Ane waest bornesteyd, lyand into Sant
Tenewsgaet. 1538 Starkey England m. 73 That we haue
so much wast ground here in our cuntrey, hyt ys not to be
attrybute to the nature of the erthe. .but [etc.]. 1543 tr. Act
13 Edw. /, c. 45 Where as in a statute made at Merton it

was graunted that lordes of wast woodes and pastures myght
improwe the sayde wast woodes and pastures, [etc.]. 1551
Crowley Pleas. <V Payne 479 Caste downe the hedges and
stronge mowndes, That you have caused to be made Aboute
the waste and tyllage groundes. 1690 Locke t7tff/. 11. v. § 42
Land that is left wholly to Nature, that hath no Improve-
ment of Pasturage, Tillage, or Planting, is called, as indeed
it is, Waste. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6398/1 A Piece of waste
Ground for Building. 1820 Stark ie Rep. Cases N. /*. 1 1. 464
The loids of the manor of Hampstead had, from time im-
memorial, exercised the right of granting out parcels of the

waste lands within the manor, with the consent of the copy-
holders. 1842 Dickens Amcr. Notes vhi, A melancholy
piece of waste ground with frowzy grass. 1858 T. B. Norton
Topics 225 The district officers had not had leisure to settle

all the contending applications for permission to take up
waste lands. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 109 Let the

fowler confine himself to waste places and to the mountains.

1900 W. H. Hudson Nat. in Down/ami 41 Thistly, and
weedy waste lands. 1908 W. M. Ramsay Luke v. 179 The
soil originally was waste and valueless.

fd. trans/. ? Uncultured mentally. Obs.

? 1541 Coyekdale Confut. Standish i j, Yf I shuld saye ye
wire puft vp, ignoraunt, a waist brayne, et cetc.ye wolde
happlie be angrie.

f 2. Of former places of habitation or cultivation,

buildings, etc. : Devastated, ruinous. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18890 \e psalm sais, thoru be haligast,

His woning stede be wild and wast. 1338 R. BrUnne Chron.

(1725) 62 per be Inglis had bigged, he mad it wast & bare.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 151 And than the forniast cumin
weir Till a vast [v.r. waist] husbandis hous. C1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxix. {J'lacidas) 326 [Satan] Kist don ca>te11is 111

hast, & towne & tilth al mad wast. 1390 Gower Coif. I.

32 The toun is wast. 14.. Poiit. Poems (Rolls) II. 244 An
old castel, and not repaired, With wast walles and wowes
wide. 1491 Neivminster Cartul. (1878) 251 Two \va>te

chapellez. 1523 Berners Froiss. I. eclxix. 163 He, .rested

hym in certayne olde wast & broken bowses. 1535 Cover-
dale 2 Kings xix. 25 Now haue I caused it for to come, that

contencious stronge cities mighte fall in to a waist heaj.e

of stones. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa v. 236 [He] built

a strong forte vpon the sea shore, and repaired an other

which had lien a long time waste, a 1604 Hanmer Chron.

fret. (1633) 53 The which Abbey.. was afterward destroyed

by Pyrates..and so continued waste unto the time of Mala-
chias, Bishop of Armach. 1823 ScoiT Quentin D. Introil.,

A very large and well-proportiontd saloon,, .but so waste and
dilapidated, that [etc.].

3. a. To lie ivaste : To remain in an uncultivated

or ruinous condition.

1338 R. Brunnb Chron. (1725) 239 It lies now waste & lorn,

half may bei not tille. 1535 Coverdale fsa. i. 7 Youre
londe lieth waist, youre cities are brent vp. 1557 Tlsser
100 Points Husb. 94 Thryfallowe betime, for dtstroing of

weede : . . And better thou warte, so to doe for thy hast : then

(hardnes) for slongtb make thy lande to lie wast. 1653 Esee

Lie 7'. 1 8]. 1890 D. Davidson Mem. Long Life ix. 214 At
the close of the Pindaree war many villages were lying waste

in the valley of the Nerbudda for mure than thirty years.

b. To lay waste\ to devastate, ravage (land,

buildings).

1535 Coverdale /V. Ixxix. 7 For they haue deuoured Iacob,

and layed waiste his dwelling place. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane^s Comm. 19 All the country aboute layde waste.

1563-4 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 257 Layand thairthrow

waist ane grete part of the cuntre. c 1586CTISS Pembroke
Ps. lxxiv. vii, Not one house doth stand ..But ihey by (he

have laide it waste. 1610 R. N'iccols Winter Ni.'s lis.,

Robt. Dk. Norm. I, There all the host as towards Nice we
past, With spoilefull hands laid all the countrie wast. 161

1

Bible Ezek. xxxv. 4, I will lay thy cities waste, and thou

shall be desolate, c 1680 Bevehidge Serm. (1729) II. 549
When Judas Maccabeus had. .repaired the temple at Jeru-

salem after it had been. .laid waste. 1796 Burke Let. Noble
Ld. Wks. 1843 II. 273 Which, like columns of locusts, have
laid waste the fairest part of the world. 18*4 Camfbell
Theodric 346 l*'or war laid waste his native land once more.

1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. iv. 42 Villages were burnt and
laid waste. 1890 S. Lane-Poole Barbary Corsairs \. ix.96

He laid waste the Apulian coast.

Jig. 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. 1. v. 14 [This] is a siyn they

are stark naught, and that Pride has laid wast their Intel-

lectuals. 1680 W. A[i.len] Persuas. Peace <y Unity Pref.

p. xlviii, Because they laid waste Charity in a great measure
by their divisions and contentions. 1845-6 Trench Huts.
Lect. Ser. 11. viii. 275 To hinder him from utterly laying

waste his moral life.

f 4. Of speech, thought, or action: Profitless,

serving no purpose, idle, vain. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1552 |>ys nunne was of

deays chaste, But f;at she spake wurdys waste She made
many of here felawys penke on synne for her sawys. Ibid.

1586 Here wurdys were al vyle & waste, c 1330 — Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 9359 pe kyng sey pe sege was wast, c 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 2184 Haly men thogh[t] bis lyf hot

wast, 1'arfor pair yhernyng til God was mast. 138a Wyclif
Gen. xvii. 14 For he hath maad my couenant wast [Vulg.

irritum fecit ; 1388 he made voidej. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems
iv. 177 Alle be \ ou^tes ben but wast Wihoute contempla-

cioun. C1430 in Pol. Ret. <y L. Poems (1905) 211 My
waast expensis y wole withdrawe; Now, certis, 'waast'

weel callid pei be, for bei were spent, my boost to blowe.

c 1440 York Myst. xii. 196 Saue be, dame, from sakof synne,

And wisse be fro all werkiswast! 1465 Marc. Paston in

/'. Lett. II. 217 For as for any indytementes that we schuld

labor a yenst them it is but wast werk. 1583 Rich Phytotus

(1835) 21 Alas, .suche wishes are but waste, and vnpossible

it is, that any suche thing should happen, a 1592 Greene
Alphonsus iv. iii. 1411 He lay my life that, ere this day be

past, You shall perceiue these tidings all be waste. 1598

R. Bernard tr. Terence, Heautontim. iv. iv, He shall make
but a wast errand [L. frustra veniet],

fb. quasi-tffifz>. In vain, to no purpose. Obs.

1418 26 Pot. Poems xiv. 76 Spende waste, passyng his rent,

For suche a kyngdom hap ben shent. c 1440 York Myst.

xlii. 87 And spetds now no whare my worde waste, a 1585

Montgomery Flytingbqo Gil that my invention wars thine

then, Without the whilk thou might haue barked waist.

f5. Void, destitute of. Sc. Obs.

c 1425WYNTOUN Ow*.(Wemyss) Ixxxix. 2916 For statu t law

first ordanit he That, .all ydolis were bot waist Off godheid,

and deuillis ware. 1513 Douglas sEneisxt.vu. 177 Our large

feildis and boundis all betwene Left desolate and waist of

indueliaris. 1596 Dalhvmpi.e tr. LesHfs£«**?£
J; =J*

In the meinetyme King Eugenie and ihePeychtes Inuadet

Britannie wast of men of weir, quhen na campe lay in it.

f 6. Superfluous, needless. Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 5 P« stryuen nyjt and day who

of hem may bilde gaiest wast housis. Ibid. 14 Pel gederen

to hem self many wast and precious clobes. Ibid. 00 fre-

latis lyue so contrariously a3enst here [the apostles ]
pore
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WASTE.

Iif, in wast seruauntis, in grete fatte hors & nedles. 138a

— Eccl. ii. 26 To the synnere forsothe he Jaf tormenting

and wast bisynesse [Vulg. curam superfluam). cxipo

Apol. Loll. 75 Sum supprise wib seruil chargis our rehgioun,

bat our Lord Ihu Crist wold to be fre, in so wast halowing

of sacramentis, 50 bat be condicoun of Jewis is more suffur.

able. 1618 W. Lawson Orch. t, Card. (1623) 34 The waste

boughs closelyand skilfully taken away, would giuevs store

of fences and fewell.

f 7. Of time, leaves in a book : Spare, unoccu-

pied, unused. Of buildings or rooms : Unoccupied,

empty. Obs.

1574 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 140 ?e se out throw this

land How mony waist Kirkis thair dois stand But outher

Prayers or Preiching. 1389 Greene Orpharion (1599) 4, I

would bestow a little wast time while my Sheepe grase so

hard, to holde thee chat. 1615 Life Death etc. Lady fane

Cray C 2, Offering to close vp the book shee found in the

end thereof some few leaues of cleane paper vnwntten;..

shee took penne and inke and in those wast leaues wrote a

most Godly and learned exhortation. 1717 Berkeley Lour

in Italy Wks. 1901 IV. 253 A large waste inn (i.e. little

inhabited for the size, having [been] the country palace of

some nobleman). 1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 217 It IS ire.

quently to be met with in large waste houses. 1729 Law
Serious C. xii. (1732) 200 All the hours that are not devoted

cither to repose, or nourishment, are look'd upon by Succus

as waste or spare time. 1760-72 H. Brooke FoolofQnal.

(r8o9) II. 156, I was locked up and confined in a waste room.

Ibid. III. 63, I took up my lodging in a waste hut. Ibid. 69

We took shelter in a waste barn.

f 8. Of a person : ? Worthless. Obs.

«6i6 B. Jonson Epigr. xlvi, Is this the Sir, who, some

wast wife to winne A knight-hood bought, to goe a wooing

9. Of materials, incidental products, etc. : Elimi-

nated or thrown aside as worthless after the com-

pletion of a process; refuse.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. Pref. A 3, How waste and use-

less would many of the Productions of this and other

Countries be, were it not for Manufactures? 1841 Loudon

Suburban Hort. 389 Temporary manures, such as soot, bone,

dust, ..waste yeast. .and liquid manures,. .are most advan-

tageously applied on the surface of the ground. 1857

Dickens Dorrit 1. ix, The waste droppings of the pump.

1868 Joynson Metals 38 One striking feature of the practical

science of the day is the attempts which it has made, .to

utilise the waste products of our manufactures. 1900 Jml.
Soc. of Dyers XVI. 5 It is obtained from the waste liquors.

1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 33 To carry off

the waste developer and washing water.

b. Said of the excreta of animal boaies.

1836 A. Combe Digest. (1842) 354 Besides the bowels, there-

are several other channels by which the waste materials of

the body pass out. 1908 A nimal Managem. (War Office) 16

The duty of the kidneys is to filter waste matters from the

blood as it circulates through them.

C. Waste water, superfluous water, or water that

has served its purpose, allowed to run away ;
also

attrib. as waste-water pail, pipe. Waste steam,

the superfluous steam discharged from a boiler, or

the spent steam discharged from the cylinder of a

steam-engine; also attrib. in waste-steam pipe.

c 1450 in Archxologia LVIII. 301 The goter of breke for

\k waste watre. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening

212 This Waste-Water is carried away in Drains. 1791 K.

Mylne in Rep. Engin. Thames Navig. 33 A gauged long

weir should be run across the River, at the waste water

draw-lock . .and another, upon the Stone tumbling bay. 1839

R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 122 The waste steam

pipe is generally of cast iron or copper, terminating at its

upper end in a bell mouth. Ibid. 148 The oil, &c, put into

the cylinders.. is rapidly carried away through the waste

water pipe into the sea. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 313

When the steam in the boiler exceeds its proper pressure it

raises the valve and escapes by a pipe called the waste,

steam-pipe. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Techn.

(ed. 2) 1. 100 A current of hot air produced by a fan driven

by the waste steam from the apparatus. 186a Catal.

Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6130, Foot bath, hot-water

jug, and waste-water pail. 1886 J. Barrowman Se, Aiming

Terms 70 Waste-water, water from old workings.

d. Of manufactured articles ; Rejected as defec-

tive. Also, (e.g. of sheets of a printed book)

produced in excess of what can be used.

184a Civil Engin. t, Arch, frill. V. 201/1, 1 per cent, of

waste-castings are made. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab.,

Waste cards, defective or rejected cards, usually sold at a

cheaper rate than perfect ones. 189a I'hologr. Ann. II.

p. xxix, Intended for the purpose of using up waste negatives

by mounting. _
10. As complement in certain phrases. T Jo

fly waste, of a missile, to be discharged uselessly

(obs.). To run waste (?rare) = to run to waste

(see Waste si. 10).

1797 Brvdges Homer Trav. II. 330 But this good broom,

staff ne'er flies waste. 1814 Q. Rev. XI. 71 Savages, who

suffer the productions of the earth, as well as their own

moral and intellectual faculties, to run waste. 1891 M.

Muriel Dowie Girl in Karp. xx. 274 The talent that was

running waste among the village people.

Waste (wiHst), v. Forms: 3-7 wast, 4W0st(e,

Sc. vast, 4-5 -waast;e, 5 vaast, 5-6 wayst.e,

5-6, 8 waist, 6 Sc. vaist, 3- waste. Also 4-5

pa. t. and pple. wast(e. [a. AF., north-eastern

OF. waste-r, dial. var. of OF. guaster, gaster

(mod.F. gSter to spoil) - Pr. guastar, gastar to

devastate, spoil, Sp. gastar, Pg. guastar, to spend,

devastate, It. guastare to devastate, damage :-

Cob. Rom. *wastare, repr. (with influence from

the cognate Tent, synonym *wostjan : see Wests

v.) L. vastart, i. vast-us adj. desert, desolate,
,

140

whence Com. Rom. *wasto : see Waste a. The

verb first appears in English in the 13th c, super-

seding the native synonym Weste v., which is

etymologically cognate.]

I. Transitive uses.

1. To lay waste, devastate, ravage, ruin (a land

or town, its inhabitants, property, etc.).

ciaos Lav. 22575 [They] scullen bi lond wasten and bine

leoden aslan. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2880 pis lond bat was

so riche [they] wastede al to no3te. a 1300 Cursor M. 19479

Fast bai ras..Gain hali kirc, it for to wast. IJ-.^f- E.

A/lit P. B. 1178 He wast wyth werre >e wones of borpes.

1463 Stat. Rolllrel. 3 Edw.IVp. 185 Brannyng destruyng

and wastyng al the said Ormond is lordships. 153S Cover-

d\le 2 Chron. xxiv. 7 Athalia & hir sonnes haue waisted

the house of God. 1591 Dkayton Harm. Church, Song of

Moses * Israelites v, Euen as the fire doth the stubble wast.

1596 Ed'.u. Ill, 111. iii. 21 Some of their strongest cities we

haue wonne, . . And others wasted. 1631 Gouge Gogs A rrmvs

1. § 70. 117 An Epidemicall plague wasted the whole world

for three yeares together. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 567 Where

casual fire Had wasted woods on Mountain or in Vale. 1798

Southev Battle of Blenheim viii, With fire and sword the

country round Was wasted far and wide. 1855 Macaulay

Hist Eng. xiii.III.326 He wasted the lands of the Mackin-

toshes. 1879 Froude Cxsar xvii. 285 He fell suddenly on

the Nervii with four legions, seized their cattle, wasted their

country. _ T t> .

absol. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 784 For now I see Peace to

corrupt no less then Warr to waste. 1849 Aytoun Lays Scot.

Cavaliers (ed. 2) 73 The Moors have come from Africa lo

spoil and waste and slay.
t

2. Law. To destroy, injure, impair, damage

(property) ; to cause to deteriorate in value ; to

suffer to fall into decay. Cf. Waste sb. 7.

c 1450 Godslow Reg. 240 So nathelesse that they shold not

hegge, wast, nother turne hit [a wood] into tylthe. 1531 jS*-

German's Doctor f, Stnd. 1. xxiii. 37 To restore the place

wasted immedyatlye after the waste done. 1543 tr. Act b

Edw. I, c. 5 And who that isattayntedof wast.shal lese the

thing wasted. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 11. vn. (15S8) 291 .If a

man command one to set fire on the house of A,.. and by

kindling the same fire the house of B. is wasted also. 1628

Coke On Litt. 1. 355b, In an Action of Wast.. the place

wasted is the principals a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11.

x. (1677) 236 In the Survey of Gloucester there are reckoned

23 Burgages and Houses; 16 that were demolished for the

building of the Castle, 14 that were wasted.

3. To consume, use up, wear away, exhaust,

diminish (a thing) by gradual loss j f t° reduce in

numbers (a family) ; fto wear out (clothes); fto

sell out (an edition) ; f to evaporate (a liquid).

Also with away. Obs. exc. with mixture of sense Q.

c 1230 Hali Mcid, 29 per as muchcl is, eauer se per mare is,

se ma beo3 bat hit wasteS. c 1350 Leg. Koodni. 74S * or so

bai trowed bat mens fete. .Sold cum and ga all ouer pat tre

So bat it suld wasted be. <:i375 Se. Leg. Saints xvm.

(Epipciane) 1002 Vthyr clathis had I nane bane I brocht oure

flume Iordane ; bot in few 3eris clene war bai for gret elde

wastit away, c 1425 MS. Sloane 73 If. 201 Whanne bl colour

in bi saflour bagge is al wastid or elles ny by wastid. c 1470

Henrv Wallace iv. 579 Fyfteyn that day he schot to dede

of hys hand. Be that his arrous waistyt war and gayne.

1489CAXT0N Faytes ofAmies 1. xix. 60 In the meane whyle

thv prouysions and stores be wasted awaye. 1513 Douglas

Aueis x iv. 28 The ile . . Sa rich of steill it may nocht wastit

be 1559 tr. T. Geminus'A nat. 4/2 The former impressions

bothe are nowe wasted. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. etc.

Sivb, My penne is stubbed, my paper spente, my lnke

wasted. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 959 To. .wast huge stones with

little water drops. 1604 E. 6. tr. Acosta's Hist. Indies II.

vii. qq The wa.xe melts nor droppes not, for that the flame

doth waste it by little and little as it rlseth. 1617 Moryson

Itin 11. 3 During the said civill warrcmost of the Noble

Families were wasted and some destroied. 1639 O. Wood
AM. Bi. Secrets 189 Boyle all these [herbs] in white wine

till the wine be wasted, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 Dec. 1680,

After many daies . . the comet was very much wasted. 1708

I. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 44 We haue wrought. .all the

Coal we can, with safety venture to Work or take away i

and so by chance haue Wrought, or waisted the Colliery.

1709-29 V. Mandey Syst. Math., Anth. 17 Repeat this

Process, until all the figures of the Dividend be wasted.

1747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1762) 104 It both wastes the

Stone and brings it away. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery' vi.

63 [Gravy Soup.] Let it stew over a slow Fire, till half is

wasted. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 389 When the vat is

wasted, fill it with the lye. 1845 J- Phillips Cm/, in Encycl.

Metro/'. VI. 702/1 The felspathic portion of the hypersthene

rocks of Carrock Fell is so wasted that the crystals of

hypersthene and magnetic iron are projected from the sur-

face considerably. ...
4. To consume or destroy (a person or living

thing, his body, strength) by decay or disease; to

cause to pine, emaciate, enfeeble ;
to undermine

the vitality or strength of. Also with away, f up.

rtiaas Ancr. R. 138 Also wiSuten wisdom, fleschs, ase

wunn, uoruret hire, & wasteS hire suluen. a 1300 Cursor

M. 27934 It [lechery) wastes bodi and als catel. C1386

Chaucer h'nt.'s T. 2x62 Loo the 00k, bat. .hath so long a

lif .
.

, Yet at the laste wasted is the tree, c 1400 Laud Troy

Bk. 5787 Menescenmyght was almost wast. 14.. 'f""f
a'' s

.

Vis. 882 (Wagner) In strange fire bai brenned ay, Idle pal

were nere wasted away, c 1480 Henbyson Cod 8/ Fox 511

Waistit he wes, of Nature cauld and dry. 1513 More
Rich. ///Wks. 54/1 Ye shalalse in what wise thatsorceres

and that other witch of her counsel shoris wife, .haue by

their sorcery & witchcraft wasted my body. 1540 Palsgr.

Acolastus 11. i. H ij, My belyor panche is all wasted quyte

vp or shronke to gether (with lankenesse). isoo Spenser

F Q 111.x. 57 But through long anguish, and selfe-murdring

thought, He was so wasted and fore-pined quight, That all

his substance was consum'd to nought. 1593 Shaks, 3 Hen.

Vim ii 125 Would he were wasted, Marrow, Bones, and

all i6a8 Ford Lover's Mel. iv. iii, The span of time Doth

waste vs to our graues. 1686 tr. Chardin's Coronal. Soly

WASTE.

man n A Potion, that should waste him by degrees. 1766

Goldsm. Vicar W. xxviii, He feared my daughter s life was

already too much wasted to keep me long a prisoner. 1B09

Med. frnt. XXI. 363 These symptoms continued three or

four days, and wasted the patients very much. 1815 bcorr

Guy M. iv, He wasted his eyes in observing the stars. 1853

Kane Grinnell £^Axlviii.(i856) 44S We were wasted with

ennui. 1861 M. Pattison St*. (1889) I. 33 trench wars.,

which wasted our strength.

+ b. refl. To consume one's strength or faculties.

1620 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. lxxi. (1633) 175 And blessed

be trie memory of those his faithful Servants, that have left

their bloud, their spirits, their lives, in these precious papers!

& have willingly wasted themselves into these during Monu-

ments, to give light unto others.

f 5. To destroy, annihilate, put an end to (some-

thing immaterial, e. g. sin, sorrow). Also with

away. Obs.

c I3»S Metr. Horn. 11 He sal wit the hahgaste Baptiz you

and your sinnes waste, c 1340 HAMroLE Pr. Treat. 31™
name Ihesu . . wastys discorde, reformes pese. c 1400 ftutc

St. Benet (Verse) 844 Befor godes sight I salbe clene, VI I

waste myne euil dedes bedene. c 1440 J ork Myst. 11. 52

The more lyght sail be namid be son, dymnes to wast be

downe and be dale. 1477 E"^ Rivers (Caxton) Dicies 16

Derysion and scornyng putteth away and wastith loue as

the fiere doth the bronde. 1 a 1500 Chester PI., Magts

Oblation 55 Stench of the Stable it [incense] shall wasu

iSM CoverdaleZco*. xi. 3 The pryde off Iordane is waisted

awaye. 1579 Spenser Sliefh. Cat. Nov. 201 Ceasse now

my song, my woe now wasted is. 1591 Savile Tacitus

Hist. 1. xlii. 24 There is question, whether the present feare

wasted bis speech, or els that he cried aloude 1641 J.

Jackson True Evang. T. in. 173 He doth by his Word and

Spirit, waste and take away all hatreds, enmities, and an-

tipathies. 1689 Lady R. Russell Lett. II. a. 42 No time

. .can ever waste my sorrow.

+ b. reft. To ruin one's prospects. Obs.

01548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 49 Perkyn, whether it

greued him to be kept inwarde, or els. .because he woulde

wilfully wast & cast away him selfe, studied how to escape

& flye away.

f 6. To spoil, diminish the goodness or virtue

of, cause to deteriorate. [Cf. F. gattr.\ Obs. rare.

157a Huloet (ed. Higins), To waste, or spylle, conspurco,

delrauo, disperdo. 1669 Sturmy Mariner s Mag. V. xu. 66

That time shall not wast it, . . mix it with Brandy.

f 7. To diminish or consume the livelihood of,

impoverish (a person). Also refl. to spend one's

substance, impoverish oneself; also with out. Obs.

1599 Sandys Eurofz Spec. (1632) I9 i Before they wast out

themselves in giving ayde unto him. .604 Shaks. Oth iv.

ii. 187, I haue wasted my selfe out of my meanes. i&55
1

«•

Carter Honor rediv. (1660) 54 King Stephen, is said to

have wasted the Crown, by the many of them [«. EarIs]

that he created. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccahni s Advs.

fr. Parnass. 1. lxiv. (.674) 80 Many people having wasted

themselves in keeping great Tables.
>7»7,P^ "StfS

Tradesm. 1. vi. (.732) 67 He has been obl.g'd to trade for

less and less, till at last he is wasted and reducd.

t 8. To spend, part with, diminish one s store

of (money, property); to spend, pass, occupy

(time) ; to get over (a distance in travelling). Obs.

c i*si
! Chaucer Pari. Foules 283 Of maydenys swiche as

gunne here tymys waste In hyre seruyse 159° SmjnseR

/.' O 11. ix. 9 So talked they, the whiles They wasted bad

much way, and measurd many miles. 1596 Shaks. Merch.

V. in. iv. 12 Companions That do conuerse and waste the

time together. 1600 _ A . V. L. ... iv, 95, I like
:

this place

And willingly could waste my time in it. 1614 K»tM
Hist. World ii. x. I 4. 390 Fourteene Kings of luda com.

ming betweene, who wasted three hundred and odde yeares

1639 Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 32. I hey related

the whole circumstance of their theft, whereof they had

wasted a very small matter, c 1656 Milton Sonn. to Law-

rence 4 Where shall we sometimes meet, and by the hre

Help wast a sullen day. 1667 - P. L. x. 820 Fair Patr.-

monie That 1 must leave ye, Sons; O were I able lo waste

it all my self, and leave ye none ! .697. Dryden A^neis v.l

,5 The Goddess wasts her Days In joyous Songs. 1718

PTamsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 111. xiv Wasted was bauh cash

and tick, Sae ill were they to slocken. .738 Gk
,

av/,^
tins iii. 62 Each in his proper Art should waste the Day.

1764 H. Walpole Otranto iv, I will withdraw into the

neighbouring monastery, and waste the remainder of lite in

prayers and tears for my child.

9. In unfavourable sense : To spend, consume,

employ uselessly or without adequate result. (Now

the most prominent use.)

a. To consume, expend, bestow (money, pro-

perty) uselessly, with needless lavishness or without

adequate return ; to make prodigal or improvident

use of; to squander. Const, in, on.

1240 Ayenb. 19 Me halt ane man wod . . bet:.. be timhche

Ruodes \Z he heb ine lokinge, .. waste], and despendeb me

folyes and ine outrages, wo-jo Alex. * Dind ««
holde hit nedful to nime bat nouht may be wastid. c.375

St. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 254 Quh<m= J"Jf
s

.^*vK
vngymiite wes vastit swa. c .380 Wvclif Irks (.880 3

5if bei waste,, delicat metis and drynkrs and ***£**&
core men. 138a - Luke xv. .3 And <h«* he

,^
s
j'
d
f.,^

*

substaunce inlyuynge leccherously. c .45° *»*3X haue
65 With that that was wasted of her clothes she **&*£*
clothed .ij. or .iij., the whichede.ed for colde. .59*

i

Shaks.

Merch. V. II. v. 50 Therefore I . . part with him 1 o one tnai

V would haue him helpe .0 waste Hista-dP™^
Thackeray Van. Fair xxxv, H.sirregularitie,.and h s ex

travagance had already wasted a large part of to«Jg
little fortune. 1874 Gkeen Short Hut. .1.. t 5- M' A sixm

of the royal revenue was wasted in pensions •»«»•*«

favourites. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 78 Your father.

.

Had wasted his estate with cards and dice,

fb. with away. Obs.
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1474 Caxton Chesse lit. viii. (1883) 147 He that erfcustome
hath nad haboundance of moneye and goth and dispendith

hit folily and wasteth hit away, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

vii. xxii. § 5 When Mary to testifie the largeness of her
affection, seemed to waste "away a gift upon him. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 252 f 2, I have a Sot of a Husband. .that
wastes away his Body and Fortune in Debaucheries. 1730
A. Gordon MaffeVs Amphith. 340 Those who had wasted
away their Substance.

C. absol.

1390 Gower Conf II. 139, I bidde noght that thou do
wast, Bot hold largesce in his mesure. 1474 Caxton Chesse
in. viii. (1883) 147 Yet she doth harme and domage to hym
that so wasteth. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars I. lix, Now he
exactesofall, wasts in delight, Riots in pleasure, a 1641 MUM
England's Treat. (1664) 218 Let Princes oppress,. .Usurers
bite, Prodigals wast. 1855 Eohn llandbk. Prov. 551 Waste
not, want not.

d. To waste words, breath, f wind : to speak
to no purpose

; + also refl. in the same sense.

Similarly to waste paper, space (i.e. in writing).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9788 But all bairewordisbai wast ,&bairc
wynd alse. ci48oHenrvson Cockfy Jeivet 159 (Bann.) Of bis

mater I do bot waistis wind. 1583 Melbancke Philoiimus
K iv b, Meaning no more at this time to build Castles in the
aire, nor wast my wordes to a deafe man. 1603 Shaks. Mens.
for M. it. ii. 72 You but waste your words. aio^Habington
Surv.Worcs. 1. 91 That I may not heereafter wast my sealfein

tedious repetitions. 1667 Dryden fnd. Emp. lit. iii, In vain
complaints you vainly waste your Breath. 1709 Berkeley
Ess. Vision § 137 As for the idea of motion in abstract, I

shall not waste paper about it. 1812 Shelley A ddress
Prose Wks, 1888 I. 226 A great many words were wasted,
and a great deal of blood shed. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 214
Without wasting any more time and space, I will proceed
to describe the drawings. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xxxv.
405 We need not waste words in coming to our point

e. To spend, pass, occupy (time, one's life, etc.)

idly or unprofitably. Const, in, on, f to, and inf.

Also with away*
a 1300 Cursor M. 252 To wast bair liif in trofel and

truandis. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII c. 22 § 4 Divers artificers

..waste moch part of the day and deserve not their wagis.
a 1547 Surrey AZneid 11. 19 The war, Wherin the^ wasted
had so many yeres. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. 1. 51 But
wherefore waste I time to counsaile thee. 1606 — Ant. fy

CI. 1. iv. 4 He fishes, drinkes, and wastes The Lampes of
night in reuell. 1654 Gataker Disc. Af>oL 103 Not to wast
pretious time.. in dealing with their filth. 1656 Cowley
Pindar. Odes, Extasie i, I have no time in Complements
to wast. 1725 Pope Odyss. vi. 29 Oh indolent 1 to waste
thy hours away! 1741 Middleton Cicero I. vi. 418 When
Clodius rose afterwards to speak, he endeavoured to wast
the time so, as to hinder their coming to any resolution
that day. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xv, But I waste your time,
sir... I know its value, sir. I will not detain you. 1881
Temple Bar LXI. 403, I am afraid mademoiselle allowed
you to waste a great deal of time in novel-reading. 1884
Manch, Exam. 21 May 5/1 The sole aim of the mover..
was to waste the time of the House. 1896 Housman Skrop*
shire Lad xi, Lads that waste the light in sighing.

f. To employ, put forth (energy, effort, qualities,

talents) uselessly or without adequate return.

Also refl. Const, on, upon, over.

1340-70 Alex.
<fr
Dind. 238 Hit wasteb no wisdam weihes

to lere. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 329 And kep that thou thi

witt ne waste Upon thi thoght in aventure. 1^18 Young
Love ofFame in. 71 Not all on books their criticism waste.
1854 Maurice Mot. $ Met, Philos., Philos. 1st 6 Cent. 90 It

seems to us that in general too many lamentations are wasted
over lost books. 1856 JV". Brit.Rev. XXVI. 358The temporary
character of the subjects on which he wasted himself. 1868
Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art i. 76 We. .waste our labour on things
that vanish. 1871 Morley Voltaire i. 10 Good causes lost,

and noble effort wasted. 1878 Jevons Primer Polit. Econ.
30 No one is so foolish as to spend his labour in a place
where it would be wasted altogether. 1886 ' Maxw. Gray'
Silence Dean Maitl. 1. x, He did not, however, waste much
thought on this trivial incident. 1891 Farrar Darkn. ff

Dawn lxvi, To. .retire to Spain with the memories of talents
wasted, for the most part, over things vain and vile.

g. To bestow on unappreciative recipients.

17SP Gray Elegy 56 Full many a flower is born to blush
unseen, And waste its sweetness on the desert air. 1812
Byron Ch. liar. 1. xviii, Why, Nature, waste thy wonders
on such men?

h. In passive (without distinct reference to an
agent). Of something appealing to intelligence or
sensibility: To fail to be appreciated; to make no
impression on a person. Of a person, his qualities

or abilities : To have no opportunity for distinction
or usefulness.

1898 A. M. Binstead Pink 'Un <$ Pelican 1 Our kindly
host . . gave itas his unsolicited opinion that two such amusing
liars as we were utterly wasted on after-dinner oratory.
1905 'G. Thorns' Lost Cause v. 139 'You ought to have
been on the music hall stage, vicar,' Mrs. Stiffe said, * you're
wasted in Hornham.' Mod. As I had not read the book,
the allusion was wasted on me. He is a profound scholar,
but quite wasted as a village schoolmaster.

i. To fail to take advantage of, ' throw away

'

(an opportunity).
1836 Thirlwall Greece xxvi. III. 455 The secret corre-

spondence., which induced him to waste the irresistible
opportunity of a safe retreat. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. ii. in It was not likely that they would waste an
opportunity thrust upon them by Providence.

j. To cause or allow (a substance, physical
energy) to be used unprofitably or lost.
\%*6 Art ofBrewing (ed. 2) 3 Every particle of matter

may be used, and none wasted. 1817 Faraday Chem.
Manip. xvii. (1842) 466 If these bridges of communication
be small, much power will be wasted, i860 Tynuall Glac.
11. viii. 265 A considerable portion of the heat, .is wasted by
radiation. 1930 Conquest June 400/2 The invaluable by-

products are all wasted and escape into the air in the form
of smoke.

10. To reduce (paper, books) to 'waste': see

"Waste sb. 1 1 d.

1883 Fortn. Kcv. Apr. 499 Many unsaleable books.. are
' wasted ', that is, are sent to the mill, ground up, pulped
down, and made again into paper.

II. Intransitive uses.

11. a. Of a person or living thing : To lose

strength, health, or vitality ; to lose flesh or sub-

stance, pine, decay; to become gradually weak or

enfeebled.
a 1300 Body ^ Soul in Mapes 1 Poems (Camden) 336 In

unlust for to lye, waste, wane. 1398 TreVISA Barth. De P.
R. xviii. ix. (1495) 762 The adder absteyneth and wastyth
many dayes : that his skynne may so the easelyer be de-
partyd fro the flessh. c 1400 Bcryn 1057 A tre without more,
That may not bowe, ne bere fruyt, but root & euer wast.
c 1460 Wisdom 437 in Macro Plays 50 Wan bey haue was-
tyde by feyntnes, Than febyll ber wytfis. 1622 WithKB
Faire-Vertue K 4 b, Shall I wasting m Dispaire, Dye be-

cause a Womans faire? 1630 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. lxi.

('633) M4i I had rather waste with worke, then batten with
ease. 1635 J. Haywakd tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg. 210
His griefe augmenting his feaver whilst his spirits hourely
wasted. 177S Sheridan Duenna 111. v, Ye. .gormandize,
and thrive, while we are wasting in mortification. 1800
Med. Jrnl, III. 443 Her appetite declines, her strength and
flesh gradually waste. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Ixiv, In
these slow tortures of his dread disease, the unfortunate
Richard lay wasting and consuming inch by inch. 1849 C.
Bronte Shirley xx, Life wastes fast in such vigils as Caro-
line had of late but too often kept. 1897 AllbutCs Syst.
Med. III. 925 The patient is wasting. Ibid. VII. 216 Al-
most simultaneously.. the deltoid begins to waste,

b. with axvay.

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 371 pe J>ridde age is elde
..and wasteb alle away. C1400 Destr. Troy 4035 Wyndis
wastid away, warmyt the ay re. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks.
i. 25 In cas be lycoure wast a-way, caste more of be same
wyne per-to. 1523-34 Fitzhekb. Husb. § 23 If drye wether
come, it [the grass] wyll drye and burne vpon the grounde,
and waste away. 1611 Bible yob xiv. 10 But man dyeth,
and wasteth away. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 289 r 2 Were
we not counted out by an intelligent Supervisor, we should
sometimes be over-charged with Multitudes, and at others
waste away into a Desart. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick {1 762)

96 note, Such a degree of Scurvy as causes the Flesh to waste
away. 1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr, 19 From this time In-
dependence perceptibly wasted away. 1841 J. H. Newman
Corr. (1917) 163 For centuries she [sc. the Church] has been
wasting away, because persons have made the best of things
and palliated serious faults. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlviii,

I know I'm wasting away. .. Burgess and Co. have altered
my measure, I'm in that state of thinness.

o. Sport. To reduce one's weight by training.

Also refl. (with down).
1763 Colman Jealous Wife v. 82, I have waisted three

Stone at least. 1832 P. Egan's Bk. Sports 186/1 Fitzpatrick

fa jockey] caught cold in wasting, and died in the prime of

life. 1833 Q.Rev. XLIX. 398 Being occasionally called upon
to waste, he [a jockey] feels the inconvenience of his disorder.

1856 H. H. Dixon Post <$• Paddock xii. 208 He resumed the
sweaters, and wasted himself down to a ghastly 7st

; 3 lb.

shadow. 1880 W. Day Racehorse in Training xvii. 167
When my father trained, he often wasted by walking on
the Downs,
12. Of material things : To be used up or worn
away ; to lose substance or volume by gradual loss

or wear or decay, f Of the moon : To wane (obs.).

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints L (Katlierine) 126 All ydolis of stok

& stane mone nedling rot, & wast,& wane, c 1386 Chaucer
Knt?s T. 2165 Considereth eek how that the harde stoon,

Vnder oure feet on which we trede and goon, Yit wasteth it

as it lyth by the weye. c 1400 Maundev. (1919) 39 And
panne pei schewen the bussch pat brenned & wasted nought.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 232 Promysynge mountaynes
of golde, whiche turned into snowe and wasted to water.

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 106 Euphues had rather shrinke

in the wetting then wast in the wearing. 1600 Surflet
Country Farm 1. ix. 42 He shall mowe and cut downe his

come with sythe, the moone wasting. 1618 W. Lawson
Orck. 9f Card. vi. (1623-) 12 Dry wall of earth, and dry
Ditches, are the worst fences saue pales or railes, and doe
waste the soonest. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Shilling B 5,

The whilst a Candle in the Kitchin wasts. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Plantations (Arb.) 533 Cramme not in People, by
sending too fast, Company, after Company ; But rather
hearken how they waste, and send Supplies proportionably.

1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 28/2 In two months time, the liquor

will waste a quart. 1873 Gosse On Viol ff Flute 53 Plash-
ing with slow feet The warm and tidal pools that wasted
there, a 1918 D. W. Forrest in Mem. etc (1019) 160 ' The
more the marble wastes', said. .Michael Angelo, 'the more
the statue grows'.

b. Of riches, non-material things : To be con-

sumed or spent; to dwindle or disappear by gradual
loss or diminution.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3254 (Dubl. MS.) All be welth of

his werld waystes be be last To caryon & corrupcion. c 14x0
Lydc. Life Our Lady Ixiii. (MS. Ashm. 39) 85 Of parfite

riches hit is tresoryeie Whiche may not waste but Iliche

abide, c 1460 Capgrave Chron. Eng. (Rolls) 104 In hU
tyme that empire wasted and went to nowt. 1530 Palsgr.
773/1 All thyng wasteth but the grace of God. 1598 Chap-
man Hero tf Leander iii. 35 Joy grauen in sence, like snow
in water wasts. 1656 Cowley Mistress, Bathing in River
iii, And with swift current to those joys they haste, That do
as swiftly waste. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 11. 30 As grace
growes, Corruption wasteth or is kept under. 17x5 Watts
Div. Songs, Sluggard 12 His money still wastes, till he
starves or he begs. 1827 Kkble Chr. K, 2 Suntt. Lent,
If the treasures of thy wrath could waste. 1834 Hi. Mar-
tineau Farrers iv. 60 Her traffic declined, her wealth
wasted, and she knew, at length, the curse of pauperism.

\ 13. To lose quality, deteriorate, spoil. (Cf. 6.)

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 66 How to make
Powder [so that] it shall not wast with time.

14. Of time : To pass away, be spent. (Often

conjugated with be.) ? Obs.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2678 The nyght is wastid, and
he fyl a slepe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4030 Comyn was by course

bat the cold wyntur Was wastid & went with his wete
shoures. 1540 Test. Ebor. (Surtees^ VI. 99 The lif of man
upon erthe dothe daylie waist and drawith towarde our
ende. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. Eel. (1598) 430 The day
was so wasted that onely this riming Sestine.. could obtaine

fauour to be heard. 1634 Ford Perk. Warbeck I. iii, The
night doth waste. 1687 Dryden Hind ff P. in. 506 So long

}
they flew with inconsiderate haste, That now their after-

j
noon began to waste. 1759 Ann. Reg. 39/1 The season

j

wasted apace. 1767 Steune Tr. Shandy IX. viii, I will not
1 argue the matter; Time wastes too fast. 1834 L ndor
Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II, 266 We are losing the day ; it

wastes toward noon and nothing done. 1847 C. Bronte
Jane Eyre xxv, The month of courtship had wasted.

Waste, obs. form of Waist.

Waste-book. Book-keeping. [Waste a.] A
! rough account-book (now little used in ordinary

business) in which entries are made of all trans-

actions (purchases, sales, receipts, payments, etc.)

at the time of their occurrence, to be ' posted
'

afterwards into the more formal books of the set.

In the simpler forms of book-keeping the Day-hook and
the Jouunal were not distinguished from the waste-book.

1613 J. Saris I'oy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 115 As apeares in

the wast booke. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 45
liroad cloth ; measurd, as apereth per perticulers in the wast

book. 1673 T. Browne {title), The absolute Accomplant.

.

consisting of a memorial (vulgarly called a 'Waste book')

and a 'Cash book'. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2480/4 With a
practical Waste-book, Journal and Ledger. 1706 Phillji'S

s. v. Post an Account, To transcribe, or enter what is written

in a Merchant's Waste- Book into the Journal. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy ii, This is a kind of waste-book, Owen, in which

I
all the transactions of the day, emptions,. .draughts, com-

!

missions, and advices, are entered miscellaneously. 1831
1 Sutherland Farm Rep. 84 in Libr. Use/, A'uozvl., Husb.

j

III, The waste-books, .are carried on from week to week
I

throughout the year. 1849 Yhf.ese Cotnm. Class-bk. 95 The
Waste- Hook, called also sometimes the Day-book or Diary.

Wasted (wasted), ppl. a. [f. Waste v. +

j

-ED.l]

1. Laid waste, devastated, ravaged, ruined.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 517/2 Wastyd, vastatus. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xiv. 29 Sa mony waistit wawis. 1587 in

Border Papers (1894) I. 259 This ruinoseand waysted cuntre.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. i. 23 As I earnestly did fixe mine

j

eye Upon the wasted building. 1671 Milton P. R. in. 102

1 If young African for fame His wasted Country freed from
Punic rage. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 689 Perfidious

. Mars, .o'er the wasted World in Triumph rides. 1813 Scott
I

Trierm. in. i, Of wasted fields and plundered flocks The
' Borderers bootless may complain. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xx. IV. 514 The sufferings cf the thrice wasted Pala-

,

tinate. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 197
Destroyed or wasted houses.

2. Diminished or reduced in substance, bulk,

! strength, health, etc.; worn, decayed.
1508 Dunbar Tua Mar/it Wemen 00 A waistit wolroun.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 112 Neither may we pre-

I

tend this excuse that we want power, and like wasted detters

be not able to pay. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 382 Now
j

the wasted brands doe glow. 1653 Waterhouse Apol.
\ Learn. 74 No more then it follows that a wasted man must

get a child unhail, because he himself is consumptive. 1709
T. Robinson Nat. Hist. Westmorld. ff Cumbld. vii. 47
Laid to Fallow, that it may.. recover its wasted Strength.

1785 Cowter Task 1. 128 Youth repairs His wasted spirits

quickly. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xi, Keeping her pale face

and wasted figure as much out of sight as she could. 1867
Morris Jason 1. 372 And the thin, wasted, shining summer
rills Grew joyful with the coming of the rain. 1883 D. C.
Murray Hearts xv, * You are better, Moore? ' Tom asked.
..'No,' said the farmer in a wasted voice. 1919 Blackw.
Mag. Aug. 166/2 Ribs and bones showed through their

wasted bodies.

fb. Morally marred or defiled. Obs.

1483 Caxton Golden Leg. i88/ba Thou comest. . whyche
arte pure and clene to be baptysed and wasshen of me that

am foule and wasted.

3. Spent, put forth, bestowed, used, unprofitably

;

squandered ; misused ;
' thrown away \

1741 Watts Itnprov. Mindx. xx. § 12 But let them take
great care lest they intrench upon more necessary employ-
ments, and so fall under the charge and censure of wasted
time. 1781 Cowper Conversation 357 Our wasted oil unpro-
fitably burns. 1785— Task iv. 225 A world.. most pleas 'd
when idle most ; Whose only happy are their wasted hours.

1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Oedipus Ring 365 Say what thou
wilt: 'twill be but wasted breath. 1894 Lady M. Vernev
VemeyMem. III. 352 Hb blighted hopes and wasted oppor-
tunities.

4. Of time : Gone by, elapsed.
c 1600 Shaks. Somu cvi, When in the Chronicle of wasted

time. I see discriptions of the fairest wights. 1781 Cowter
Retirement 13 The remnant of his wasted span.

Wasteful (wistful), fl. Forms ; see the sb.

and -ful. [f. Waste sb. + -ful.]

1. That causes devastation, desolation, or ruin

;

that destroys or lays waste.

a. of a person or animal, thing personified,

!
personal action or attribute. ? Obs.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 18230 (Gott.) pu prince of tinsel and

buduke Of wast ful werk, sir belzabuk. 1576 Fleming tr.

Cuius Dogs (1880) 32 What man. .with more vehemency of

voyce giveth warning eyther of a wasteful! beaste, or of

a spoiling theefe than this [dog]? 1579 Spenser Sheph.

Cat. Jan. 2 When Winters wastful spight was almost spent.

1996 Shaks. Hen* V, 1. ii. 2S3 Wasiefull vengeance. 1615
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G. Sandys Trav. iv. 218 England.. defended by the Sea
from wastfull incursions. 1667 Milton P.L. x. CaoYonder
World, which I So fair and good created, and had still Kept
in that state, had not the folly of Man Let in these wastful

Furies. 1783 Burke SJ>. Fox's E. India BilFWks. 1842 I.

282 The several irruptions of Arabs, Tartars, and Persians

into India were, for the greater part, ferocious, bloody, and
wasteful in the extreme. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xvii,

He collected his scattered forces from the wasteful occupa-

tion in which they had been engaged.
quasi-rtrft'. 1718-46 Thomson Spring 122 Insect armies.,

wasteful eat Through buds and bark into the blackened
core Their eager way.

b. of a tning, its action. Now rare.

c 1590 Marlowe Jew of Malta in. 2S7 First will we race

the City wals our selues,. .And. .Open an entrance for the

wastfull sea. 1600 Fairfax Tasso VIII. lxxii, Mongst them
Alecto strowed wastefull fire. 1671 Milton P. A*, iv. 461

(StorrnsJ being oft times noxious where they light On man,
beast, plant, wastful and turbulent. 1712 Blackmoke
Creation 1. 747 But not impel them o'er their bounds of

sand, Nor force the wasteful deluge o'er the land. 1830

Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 266 The wasteful action [of water] is

very conspicuous at Dimlmgton Height. 1833 Hr. Mar-
tineau Tale of Tyne ii. 28 These wasteful fires were a terrible

nuisance.

2. Useless, worthless ; unused.

fa. Of desires, words, etc. : Empty, vain, profit-

less. Of time : Unoccupied, spare. Obs.

C1440 Jacob's Welt 303 P0W5 bou be poorc.bou mayst
haue bis grauel of wast in bin herte in wastfull & feruent

desyns, wyllys, & dely3tes. Ibid. 304 pe secunde fote depthe
is wast of bi mowth, bat is, wastfull woordys, whann bou
spekyst all of bi good, of bi rycches, [etc.J. a 1547 Surrey
Paraphr. Ecct. ii. 32 But when I made my compte with
howe great care of mynd..that I had sought, so wastfull

frutt to fynde Then was Istreken strayte. 1573 Abp. Parker
Corr. (Parker Soc.) 426, I was the bolder to take mine
occasion thus equitare in arundine tonga, so spending my
wasteful time within mine own walls. 1577 Fulke Confut.
Purg. 1. iii. 216 That I haue alleaged already is sufficient to

represse that vaine and vnskilfull insultation, that you vse

in so many wastfull wordes against vs.

b. Refuse, waste, rare,

1868 Lynch Rivulet (ed. 3) cu. i, For He, the Sower, must
return. .The wheat to garner, and to burn Of tares the
wasteful heap.

3. Of a place : Desolate; unused, unfrequented,

uninhabited, void. Obs. exc. arch, and poet.

1572-3 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 419, I would re-

move some part of an old, decayed, wasteful, unwholesome,
and desolate house at Ford, to enlarge the little house I

have at Bekesborne. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June 50
Thy rymes and roundelayes, Which thou were wont on
wastfull hylls to singe. Ibid. Dec. 23, I went the wastefull

woodes and forest wyde. 164a H. More Song of Soul To
Rdr., Thus sing I. .To wastefull woods, to empty groves.

1667 Milton P. L. n. 961 When strait behold the Throne
Of Chaos, and his dark Pavilion spread Wide on the waste-

ful Deep. 171a Blackmore Creation 11. 119 A wastful, cold,

untrodden wilderness. 18*7 Pollok Course of Time 111.

261 At the midnight hour, .in wasteful hall,. .Thou mightst

have seen him bending o'er his heaps, And holding strange
communion with his gold. 1883 Bridges Prometheus 43
When he had taken the throne and chained His foes in

wasteful Tartarus. 1890 E. H. Barker Wayfaring in

France 313 The Druids of old, who sought these wasteful

places as the fittest for the worship of that Mystery.
as complement. 1618 Ainsworth Ps. cxxxvii, Daughter of

Babel, wastful layd.

4. Of a person, his disposition, etc. : Addicted to

waste ; given to useless or excessive expenditure ;

regardless of economy in the management or use

of resources ;
prodigal, extravagant, thriftless.

1538 Elyot Diet., Prodigus, prodigall, wastefull, an out-

ragious expender. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. B ij b, The
gospell reherseth the lyfe of the prodigal son .1. of the wast-

full spendyng chylde by a knowen parable. 1570 Levins
Manip. 186/32 Waystfull, dispendiosus. 1597 Hooker EccL
Pol. v. lxxvn. § 4 As in the Gospell that wastfull young man
which returned home to his Fathers house was with ioyboth
admitted and honoured. 1604 Rowlands Looke to it 40
You carelesse wretches of the wastfull vaine, That for your
Families will not prouide. 166a Hibbert Body Divinity 1.

186 They that lose time are the greatest losers and wastfull-

est prodigals, a 1768 Secker Serin. (1770) III. vii. 170 For
it is hardly to be hoped, but that our Negligence about their

Conduct will tempt them, either to be dishonest, or idle, or

wastful, in our Service.

b. Of expenditure, style ofliving, etc. : Charac-
terized by waste or extravagance.

1451 Capgrave St. Gilbert 69 In his riding had he no cost-

ful hors, no wastful aray, not manyhors,ne manyseruantis.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus v. iv. Z iij, By prodygalitie ox

wastfull spendyng. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 16 Or with
Taper-light To seeke the beauteous eye of heauen to garnish

Is wastefull, and ridiculous excesse. 1849 Macaulay ///.rr".

Eng. iii. I. 289 By plundering the public creditor, it was
possible to. .support., the wasteful expenditure of the court.

1885 Tennyson Anc. Sage 5 One.. richly garb'd, but worn
From wasteful living. 1883 Manch. Exam. 6 May 5/2 No
society . . is more free from the drawback of wasteful expense

in management.

f c. Beneficently extravagant, lavish. Obs. rare.

1701 Addison Let.fr. Italy to Ld. Halifax 106 Howhas
kind Heaven adorned the happy land, And scattered blessings

with a wasteful hand I

5. Of a person, an action, process, etc. : That

wastes, consumes or expends unprofitably (some-

thing specified or implied); not economical. Const.

of.

1587 MkscallGovI. Cattle, Of Oxen (1596) 72 Some do

vse to feede them on the ground without a racke, but that is

thought to be.. more wastfull of hay. 1825 J. Nicholson

Oper. Mech. 171 A wasteful condensation of the newly intro-

duced steam must take place. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonne-
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villi III. 263 Rival parties of trappers soon exhaust the

streams, especially when competition renders them heedless

and wasteful of the beaver. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal. Ind.

Art S. Kens. Mus. 234 The material., is in itself of such
beautiful texture that it seems wasteful of good things to

cover it with embroidery. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 203 It

seems to me rather wasteful to spend a lot of extra money
j

on half-plate slides, and then only use them for quarters. I

1893 Bookman June S5/2 He knows what be can do, and, '

avoiding any wasteful dissipation of his powers, does that

efficiently.

f b. of a tiling. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Timon 11. ii. 171 When euery roome Hath
j

blaz'd with Lights, . . I haue retyr'd me to a wastefull cocke,
I

And set mine eyes at flow. 1618 W. Lawson Orch. fy Gard. ]

xi. (1623) 33 The greater Trees.. haue filled and ouer-loaden
j

themselues with a number of wastfull boughs and suckers.

6. That causes bodily waste or decay. Now rare,
;

:6oo Shaks. A. V. L. 111. ii. 341 The one sleepes easily

because he cannot study, . . lacking the burthen of leane and
wasteful Learnings. 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, xevi, Using

:

every argument to rouse her from this wasteful excess of

grief. 1829 I. Taylor Euthus. ix. 241 Self-inflicted penances,

wasteful abstinences,, .and all such like spontaneities.

Wastefully (w^'stfuli), adv. [f. Wasteful
a. + -ly 2.] In a wasteful manner.

1. In a manner involving waste; without regard to

economy
;
prodigally, extravagantly, thriftlessly.

1513 Wolsey in Lett. A> Papers War France (1897) 167

That ye wol not out of the havons, but lye ther spendyng
wastefully the King's vitaill and money. 1624 Donne Serin.

ii. (1640) 14 Never say, God hath given me these and these

temporall things, and 1 have scattered them wastfully, surely

he will give me no more. 1675 Dryden Aurcngz. in. (1676)

35 Fortune, .to her new-made Favourite, Morat, Her lavish

hand is wastefully profuse. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. II.

33/2 Formerly the workings were carried on with less system

and more wastefully than now. 1885 Manch. Exam. 21

Oct. 5/6 The tin clippings are wastefully thrown into the

river.

f 2. Destructively, ruinously. Obs. rare.

.TI557 Abp. Parker Ps. cii. 286 Ah God my God to waste-

fully Cut not my dayes by halfe away Where thy yeares

last eternally. 1791 Mme. D'Arblay Diary July, Scarce

any misfortune, .can so wastefully desolate the very soul of

my existence as a banishment, .from those I love.

Wastefulness, [ness.]

1. The quality of being wasteful ;
prodigality in

expenditure ; want of economy.
1551 T. Wilson Logic 11. I viij b, Liberalise is a vertue.

Therfore liberalise maie not be called wastefulnes. 1603

Holland Plutarch's Mor. 212 Even so be these wretches

more odious. .who by their miserable parsimonie. .doe mis-
j

chiefe, than those who by their riot and wastfulnesse be
j

hurtfull to a common-weale. a 1768 Secker Serin. (1770)

III. 251 Wastefulness also, and even mere Negligence,

approach to the same Sin. 1839 Dickens Nickleby xxxiv, I 1

really cannot afford to encourage him in all his wastefulness. !

1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 781/2 A lamentable wastefulness

of the public funds.

f 2. The state of being waste or void. Obs. rare.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Sclv. 195 Having taken away
altogether that boundless wastfulness beyond the world, we
are no whit careful, about the light or darkness of it.

t Wa'ste-good. Obs, [f. Waste v. + Good
sb. (sense 7). Cf. scatter-., spend-, stroy-good.] A
spendthrift.

1585 Higins Junius'' Nomencl. 523/2 Barathro,. .a spend
all : a waste-good. 159a Nashe P. Pcnilesse 13 2 b, If hee

haue playde the waste-good at the Innes ofthe Court, a 1639

W. Whateley Prototypes 11. xxvi. (1640) 69 The worldly-

minded man, though hee live in better reputation on Earth,

hath no better reputation in Heaven than the waste-good.

x68i W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 1295 A waste-good, or

spend-all, Nefios, decoctor.

Wastel (wo'st'l). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 4-7
wastell, (7 vastell), 5 wastelle, (wastle, was-
tyl le, wastil), 9 Sc. wastell, 4- wastel ; also,

by confusion with wassail, 6, 9 wassell. [a. OF.
wastel, north-eastern van of giiastcl, gastel (mod.F.

gdteau). In Anglo-L. records the word often

occurs latinized asguastellum, wastclhim : see ex-

amples under Simnel and Tueat sb.2- 2.]

1. Bread made of the finest flour ; a cake or loaf

of this bread. (See note s.v. Treat sb. 2 2.)

[1194 in Palgrave Doc. <$• Rec. Scot. (1837) I. IUustr. p.

xxviii, Habere solebant .. singulis diebus.. duodecim de
dominicis guastellis nostris et totidem de simenellis nostris

dominicis et duodecim sexterc'ia vini.] c 1300 Havelok 878

)>e bermen let he alle ligge, And bar be mete to be castel,

And gat him bere a ferthing wastel. Ibid. 779 [see Simnel
1]. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 293 pow hast no good grounde
to gete be with a wastel. C1420 Liber Cocontm (1862) 52

Storve myed wastel with colde ale ben. 14*1 Coventry Lcet

Bk. 23 We commaunde jou. .bat euery Baxster..bake& sell

iiij wastelsfor a peny. C1430 Two C0okery.bks.a2 pen take

. . Roysonys y-hole, or hard Wastel y-dicyd. c 1470 Golagros

fy Ga-w. 223 Thus refreschit he his folk in grete fusion, With
outin wanting in waill, wastell or wyne. xcjoTindale Lev.
xxiv. 5 And thou shalt take fine floure and bake .xii. wastels

thereof. ci$3oAssyseof Breade (Wyer)Aiijb, Afarthynge
Wastell. 1557 R. Edgeworth Serm. i. 6 b, Like as a Molle
if a man would feede her with wine and wastel, she will none
thereof, c 1638 Order Priv. Cottnc., in Penkethman A rtach-

thos H 3, That no Baker.. shall make or bake to bee sold any
other, .sorts of bread (except Simnell, Wastell, and Horse-
bread, allowed by the Lawes. .of this Realm).

fig. C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. iii. (1869) 117, I blowe
with thilke belyes the berth to thilke, that of his soule wole
make a wastel to the maister devel.

b. attrib. as zvaslel bread, cake.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol- 147 Of smale houndes hadde she bat

she fedde With rosted flessh or Milk and "wastel breed.
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c 1430 Lydc. Mix. P. (Percy Soc.) 184 Thouhe I were fedde

with mylke and wastelbrede. 1569 in N. tr Q. gth Ser. X.

27/1 Two acres of land called wassell-land, out of which
there hath been paid two bushels of wheat yearly^ to be

made in wassell-bread and given to the poor. 1655 Fuller
C/i. Hist. VI. ii. § 8.285 The Abbot, .had Vastellum, that is,

not common bread, but vastell bread, or simnels for his diet.

1820 Scott Monast. xiii, A skin as white as her father's

finest bolted flour, out of which was made the Abbot's own
wastel-bread. Ibid, xvi, I will send up in secret, not only

household stuff, but wine and wassell-bread. 1843 F. E.

Paget Warden 0/ Berkingltolt 66 Time was, when the

wastel-breadj and the mortrel pottage,, .were bestowed as a
pittance to sixty of the poorest . .persons in the neighbour-

hood. 1820 Scott Monast. xxvi, Mysie made no answer,

but began to knead dough for 'wastel-cake. 191a Sik H.
Maxwell Early Chron. Scot. v. 194 From the moment he

entered England, the King of Scots [K. Wm.) was to be

supplied with twelve royal wastel cakes and twelve royal

simnel loaves.

2. Her. = Toetead 1.

i486 Bk. St. A Hans, Coatarm. b iv b, Tortlettis be calde

in armys wastell. 1562 [see Torteau]. ( 1828 Berry Encycl.

Her. I. Gloss.

Wasteland, [f. Waste sb. + Land sb. ; cf.

waste land under Waste a."] Land in its natural,

uncultivated state. Also attrib.

1887 Morris Odyss. xi. 293 The wasteland neatherds. 1916

Nature 12 Oct. 103/1 The most accessible of the wastelands

would be selected and the order of planting laid down, igig

Content?. Rev. Aug. 181 A flock of from thirty to forty

meadow-pipits feeding on waste-land.

Wasteless (w^-stles), a. [f. Waste sb. +
-less.] Without diminution, unwasting.

1589 Greene Tullies Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 196 Thou
doest wring water out of the flint, fier forth of y e dry sandes,

. . so that by wastlesse perswasions for thy friende, 1 am forst

to say [etc.]. 1620 May Heir iv. (1633) Gib, Those powers

above. .That from their wastlesse treasures heape rewards.

1679 in Roxb. Ball. (1881) IV. 170 Hewas become, for Eng-
land's good, An endless Mine, a wasteless Flood. 1868

A. C. Gi.yn tr. Ozanam's Hist. Civiliz. I. 95 The sun pour-

ing forth a wasteless light. 1886 W. F. Warren Serin, in

Horn. Rev. Jan. 50 He started those wasteless fires and
forces of the sun.

tWasteling. Obs. rare. In S wastleing. [f.

Waste a. + -lihg.] = Wasteb sb. 1 6 a.

1750 R. Pococke 'Jrav. (Camden) 7 Such of all sorts [of

stone ware] as are not perfect are call'd wastleings, and are

sold very cheap to hawkers.

Wastell(e : see Wastel.

t Wa-stely, adv. Obs. rare~\ [f. Waste a. +
-LY a

.] Unprofitably.
1382 Wyclip Isa. xxx. 7 Egipt forsothe wastli, and in veyn

[\u\g./rustra et vane, 1388 in veyn, and idili] shal helpen.

Wa-stenients, sb. pi., rare. [f. Waste a. +
-ment, aiterfragment.] Waste pieces.

1843 Peter Parley's Ann. IV. 95 To carry a few scraps

and wastements from the kitchen.

Wastene, variant of Wastine Obs.

Wasteness (wcistnes). [-ness.]

1. The state of being waste.

fa. Desolation, destruction, ruin. lit. and fig.

(Chiefly Biblical.) Obs.

1381 Wyclif Isa. xlvii. 11 Ther shal feerli falle vp on thee

wastnesse [Vulg. calamitas}. — Hos. ix. 6 Thei ben gon

fro wastnesse [Vulg. a vaslitatc). 1535 Coverdale Isa.

xxiv. 12 Desolacion shal remayne in the cities, and the gates

shalbe smytten with waistnesse. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. iv. xii. 74 b, We do now se at hande certaine beginninges

of a horrible wastenesse in the Chirch. 1598 Spenser Iris.

(1882) I. 538 Out of the ashes of disolacon and wastnes of

this your wretched Realme of Ireland. 1611 Bible Zeph. i.

15 A day of wastenesse and desolation, a 167a Stlrry Freed.

Will (1675) 144 A dark, horrid, and bottomless pit, where all

wastness, woe, disorder, deformity.. dwell together. 1863

J. G. Murphy Cotnm. Lev. iv. Introd., Trespass is the moral

wasteness.

b. The state of lying waste, being wild or un-

cultivated or barren.

1608 in Buccleuch MSS. IVnitekaU (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 76 The present wastenes of that country proveth both the

facility and the necessity of the plantation. 1799 s - Robert-

son Agric. Perth 245 Wasteness admits of various degrees.

Some land in a state of nature may be worth ten or even

fifteen shillings an acre of yearly rent; while other land is

not worth so many rarthings. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxviu,

Under her rays, the ground over which we passed assumed

a more interesting appearance than during the broad day-

light, which discovered the extent of its wasteness. 1863

J. G. Murphy Comm. Gen. i. 14 The wasteness of the land

. . has begun to be adorned with the living forms of a new
vegetation.

2. An uninhabited or unfrequented region or

place. Obs. or dial.

a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus t, Sydracke (? 1510) U iv, He shuld

fynde wastenes ful great There nethere weredrynke ne mete

But wylde beastes many one. 1572 Buchanan Detect. Mary
Q. Scottis (1727) 68 Was not that desolate Waistnes [orig. L.

ilia deserta vastitas), that unhantit Place, abill of itself to

put simpill Men in Feir? 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. 111. 3 She

of nought aftrayd, Through woods and wastnesse wide hini

daily sought. 1600 F'airfax Tasso IV. iii, The dreane

trumpet blew a dreadfull blast,. .Through wastnes wide it

roard, and hollowes vast. 1647 Cressy Exomologesis 17

Which is able to convert Paradice it selfe into a savage

wastnesse. 1876 Mid-Yorlssh. Gloss., Wasteness, a waste

place.

f Wastening, vbl. sb. Obs. rare-1
, [f. *waslen

v. (f. Waste a. + -en s
) + -ino.i] - Wasting vbl. sb.

1604 Abp. York in Lodge lllustr. Brit. Hist. (ini)'»
252 As one that honoreth and loveth his most exc« Ma'
wi» all my heart, I wish lesse wastening of the treasor of the

realm.



WASTENING.

+ Wa-stening, a. Obs. rare*. In 7 wastning.

[Formed as prec. + -ing 2
.] That is undergoing

waste or decay.

1647 H. More Sou/; 0/Soul 11. Infinity of Worlds lxxxil,

Besides that firic flame that was so narre 'the Planets self,

which greedily did eat The wastning mold.

Waste-paper.
1. Paper cast aside as spoiled, superfluous, or

useless for its original purpose.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 6/2 Segestria, . . waste

paper, or other stuffe, wherein occupiers wrap their seuerall

wares. 1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. Bij, [They] pretending

forsooth to anatomize abuses, . . when as there waste paper

beeing wel viewed, seeinesfrauglitwith noughtelssaue dogge

daies effects. 1601 Wef.vek Mirr. Mart., To Wm. Couell

A 2, This Poem . . so long keeping the corner of my Studle,

wherein I vse to put waste paper. 1682 Drvdkn Medal Ep.

Whins A 4 b, That so much skill in Hebrew Derivations, may
not lie for Wast-paper in the Shop. 1730 Swift Drapier's

Hill 17 His famous Letters [are] made waste paper. 1772

Hartford Merc. Suppl. 18 Sept. 4/1 A draft.. being laid in

the office, as waste-paper, the prisoner Rogers . . altered the

date, and. .carried it to Sir Robert's as a new draft. 1840

N. Amer. Ra>. L. 317 It was then.. he [Botta] sold to an

apothecary, at the price of waste paper, the last six hundred

copies of his ' History of the American War'. 1853 Mrs.

Gaskell Ruth xxviii, Will you allow me to send you over

my Timesl I have generally done with it before twelve

o'clock, and after that it is really waste-paper in my house.

1905 R. Bagot Passport ii. 8 The securities which Monsignor

LelTi held..proved to be little better than waste paper.

b. attrib., as waste-paper price, trade ; waste-

paper basket, fbox, a basket (or box) into which

waste paper is thrown.

1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xlviii, There was the *wastc-

paper basket full of scraps. 1880 Miss Broughton Secona

Thoughts II . x, The almanack . . was . . angrily torn to shreds,

and consigned to the waste-paper basket. 1836 F. Mahon'Y
Rel. Father Front, Songs Horace v. Wks. (1S81) 449 In its

October number, just received, and now lying in our *waste.

paper box. 1859 D'Israeli's Cur. Lit. 1. 11 note. His noble

library was scattered at *waste-paper prices. 1865 Dickens
Mut.Fr. in. i, Half the lump will be waste-paper... Can you
get it at waste-paper price? That's the question. 1869 W. C.

Sandars tr. Uhlanifs Poems, Biog. Mem. 12 The larger

portion of the two first editions was eventually disposed of

to the *waste-paper trade.

1 2. Blank or unused paper. Obs.

1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2662/4 Lost. ., an Affidavit with the

Copy thereof, and several Accompts and Memorandums writ

in the Wast-Paper thereof.

Waster (w^-staj), si. 1 Forms : 4 wastere,

wastor, (waaster), 4-5 wastoure, -owre,

wastur, 4-6 wastour, 5 wayster, 5-6 waister,

St. -our, 6 Sc. westour, westar, 4- waster.

[Orig. a. AF. wastere, -our, agent-n. f. waster

Waste v. This coalesced with the later formation

on Waste v. + -eb 1, In sense 6 the word may be

f. Waste a. or sb. + -eb K\
I. One who or something which wastes.

1. One who lives in idleness and extravagance
;

one who wastefully dissipates or consumes his

resources, an extravagant spender, a squanderer,

spendthrift. Now chiefly dial., with some notion

of sense 6, a worthless person, ' ne'er-do-well '.

1351 Winner <y Waster 194 ' $ee wynnere ', quod wastoure,
' thi wordes are vayne : With oure testes and oure fare we
feden the pore.' Ibid. 390 Who so wele schal wyn, a wastour
moste he fynde, For if it greues one gome it gladdes anober.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 22 Summe . . In Eringe and in

Sowynge swonken ful harde, pat monie of beos wasturs In

Glotonye distruen. Ibid. A. v. 24 He bad wastors go worche
what bei best coube, And wynne bat bei wasteden with sum
maner craft. 1387 Trevisa Higden ( Rolls) VI I. 445pe Kyng
was a ravener in gaderynge and a greet wastour in spend-

ynge. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 162 liachus..A wastour was,

and al his rente In wyn and bordel he despente. 1470 Paslon
Lett. Suppl. (1901) 137 Which. .shuld cause. .your frendis

to thynk..that ye shuld be a wastour and wuld wast your
lyvelod. 1508 Stanbridge Bulgaria (W. de W.) C iij b, He
is a waster. Frofusus est pecunic. 1597 in Spalding Club
Misc. (1841) I. 177 The said Walter did never strik his wyff,

nattier yit onis fund fault with hir, . .althocht scho wes ane
westour. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 94 Prodigall ding-

thrifts and wasters. 1631 Lenton Charact. G7, A Good
Husband. . . He is the sole happinesse of a good wife, and
the torment of a Waster. 1641 D. Ferguson Sc. Prov. No.
511 (178s) 20 It is well wairt that waisters want gear, a 1697
Aubrey Lives, Hobbes (1898) I. 347 His lord, who was a
waster, sent him up and downe to borrow money. 1741
Richardson Pamela IV. 369 This would .. instruct him. .to

avoid being a Squanderer or Waster. 1775 Adair Arncr.
Ind. 407 He who will not work, must.. leave the town, as
they will not sweat themselves for an healthy idle waster.

1818 Scott Itrt. Midi, xxviii, Ye will think I am turned
waster, for I wear clean hose and shoon every day. 1877
N. W. Line. Gloss., Waster, . . a wasteful person. 1887

J. W. Matthews Incwadi Yami'w. 20 The class of wasters
which public grumbling bred and fostered. 1896 Baden-
Powell Matabcle Campaign i, A mining population of
whites and blacks and ' wasters',. .' Wasters?'— oh, it's a
South African word, and most expressive ; applies to the
specious loafer who is so common in this country. 1904 J.
Sweeney At Scotland Yard viii. 203 Here was a wretched
invertebrate fellow, an absolute ' waster '.

quasi.d,//. 1596 in Maitl. Club Misc. (1840) I. 82 The
presbiterie findis Johne Graye to have callit sir Bartilmo
Simsone, ane wastourfallo, commoun theve, [etc). 1728 Ram-
say Last Sp. Miser xiv. But waster wives, the warst of a*.

b. One who wastefully dissipates or consumes
(something specified ; in early use money, re-

sources). Const, of.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 200, & jif men..wolden fayn
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paie, & traueile bisily berfore in treube, & ben not wastouris

of here litil good, c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 291 Men
moste enquere. .Wher she be wys..or wastour of thy good.

1422 Vonck tr. Secreta Secret. 131 He is a wastoure of his

goodes, and destrueth his roialme whate he may. 1549
Chekk Hurt Sedit. (1569) H iij b, But what is a loyteror ? A
sucker of Monie, a spoyler of come, a destroyer of fruite,

naye a waster of money [etc.]. 1568 Grakton Citron, 1 1. 73
A man of an yll lyfe and an inordinate waster of the goodes
of the Church, 1611 Ii. Jonson Catiline 1. i. Uj, Diners

Roman Knights (The profuse wasters of their patrimonies).

1701 Penn in Pcnnsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 72 Learn who
have been the wasters of timber. 1815 W. H. Ireland
Scribbleomania 81 This waster of ink, this denier of paper.

1842 J. Wilson' Chr. North (1857) II. 1 3 No waster wasslie of

her tears, or her smiles. 1883 American VII. 6 But the good
sense of the majority soon suppressed these wasters of time.

C. An action or habit that causes waste.

(i 1633 G. Herbert Outlandish Prov. (1640) n Building

and marrying of Children are great wasters. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa (iSri) I. 75 Gaming, that great waster of time

as well as fortune, is not his vice.

2. One who lays waste, despoils or plunders ; a

devastator, ravager, plunderer.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xvi. 4 Moab, be thou the lurkyng place

of hem fro the face of the wastere [Vulg. afacie vustatoris],

(11400-50 Wars Alex. 5310 pe werreour of all be werd &
wastoure of ynde. c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 518/1 Wastoure,
of a place, dilapidator. 1544 Supplk. to King (K.E.T.S.)

42 Truly no lytic wasters, spoyiers, and robbers; and that

of the most poore. 1575 Luther's Comm. Gal. ii. 9 Of
a persecuter and waster of the Church, he was made an
Apostle. 1583 Baiungton Comntandm. viii. (1590) 321 It

can not bee, that our heartes should bee right in affections

towardes our brethren, and wee spoylers and wasters, or any
way harmeis of the commodities which they inioy. 1738
Wesley J's. exxxvii. xi, The Lord shall all thy Pow'r o'er-

throw And lay the mighty Waster waste. 1817 Scott Harold
1. ix, Witikind the Waster. 1868 Mokkis Earthly Par. (1870)

I. ii. 649 And press around each new-come man to learn If

Harfleur now the pagan wasters burn. 1879 Butcher &
Lang Odyss. 115 Odysseus, .the waster of cities.

f b. One who or something which destroys.

Const, of, to. Obs. rare.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 791 \>a art. .con-

fourt of wrech, waster of syn. c 1400 Cursor M. 27983
(Cotton Galba)pis licheri es. .waster of" man-kin. 1646 Ham-
mond Of Conscience § 67. 35 That only sin continued in for

any long time,, .was a far greater waster to Conscience.
Prov. 1672 W. Walker Para'ni. 27 Water is a waster.

Aoua denies habet,

3. The designation of a class of thieves mentioned

along with ' Roberdesmen ' and ' Drawlatches ' in

a statute of Edw. III. Obs. exc. arch.

The occurrence of the word in the AF. statute of 1331 is

no proof that it was current in English at ihat date. All

subsequent examples merely echo the statute.

'33*. x58* [see Roberdsmen]. 1543 tr. Act 5 F.div. Ill, c.

14 Bycause there hath ben dyuers manslaughters, felonies,

and roberies done in tymes past, by people that be called

Roberdesmen, wastes [sic], and Drawlaches. 1706 Phillips
(e<L Kersey), Wastors, a kind of Thieves, or Robbers
anciently known by that Name. 1890 Conan Doyle White
Company iv, It shall never be said whilst I am Bailiff of

Southampton, thatany waster, riever, drawlatch or murtherer
came scathless away from me and my posse.

U Misused to render AF. westour in a statute

relating to Wales. Obs.—1

The A F. word represents Welsh gwestwr (f. giuest lodging,

hospitality+£7fr man), a vagrant who went about exacting
free board and lodging.

*543 tr- Act 4 Hen. IV, c. 27 Mischieues, whiche hath
happened before this tyme in ye land at wales, by many
wasters, rymours, mynstrels, and other vacabondes [orig.

Westours, Rymours, Ministralx t\ autres vacabondes].

4. a. An animal that is wasting away or losing

flesh, or that will not fatten. Also attrib. as

t waster ox.

14.. in Walter of Henley's Husb. (1890) 51 pe feble ox
costithe as moche and more ben be beste ox for yeff he be a
wayster ox he moste be be more spared. 1614 Markmam
Cheap fy Good Husb. 11, [11.] L 45 Which [healthfulness of an
ox] you shall know by a good taile and a good pyzel, for if

the hairc.be lost, then hee is a waster and will be long in

feeding [for the butcher]. x68x Chetham Angler's Vnde-m.
xli. § 3 (1700) 308 A lean, .slender Pike, though he seem to

advance in length; yet is commonly a waster, and in a
decaying condition;.. yet he'll live and be as hungryand
greedy as ever. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Waster, a rabbit or
other animal that looks like a dier, wasting away. 1907
Daily Chron. 13 Sept 6/7 In an adjoining shed there was a
•waster' [i.e. a cow affected with tuberculosis], which was
so ill that it could not stand up.

b. A bad waster : said of a jockey who has

difficulty in ' wasting' (see Waste v. ii c).

1833 Q. Rev. XLIX. 399 He is a bad waster, and is much
punished to bring himself to the three-year-old weights.

1849 Bentley's Misc. XXVI. 581 Some men are bad wasters,

when nothing but very severe exercise, aided by medicine, .

.

suffices to get off the last twenty.four ounces.

5. Something which causes or allows waste or

loss of material.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 142/1 [Sluices] also act as wasters,

to allow the surplus water of a reservoir to escape. 1880
Spurgeon Phughm. PicL 135 A leaking tap is a great
waster.

b. A foreign body in the wick of a candle

which causes it to gutter and waste, dial.

1788 G. Wilson Coll. Masonic Songs 72 (Jam.) Oft on the
wick there hangs a waster, Which makes the candle burn the
faster. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Wasther, a thief in the
candle. 1886 W. Somerset Gloss., Waster.

o. Path. = Comedo.
1899 A llbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 752 It is also known as

grub, worm, black-head, or * waster .

WASTER.

IT. 6. Something rejected as waste.

a. An article of faulty or inferior manufacture.

a 1800 Pegge Suppl. Grose, Wasters, damaged or mis-

shapen goods. North. 1828 [CMin] Craven (r loss., Waster,

any thing among wares that is damaged or of infeiior work-

manship. 1829 J. Huntbr Hallaiush. Gloss., Wa/stcs,
articles of cutlery laid aside on account of any imperfection.

1833 J. Holland Manuf Metal II. 360 The former [i.e.

needles with broken eyes].. are thrown a>ide as wasters.

1846 GREENER .SW. Gunnery 135 A great number of barrels

declared 'wasters', such as.. having holes in the sides, or

some other fault sufficient to condemn them in the eyes of a

..barrel-maker. 1869 F. Kohn Iron $ Steel Manuf. 106 If

cast in a fireclay mould, the contraction was still irnegular,

and 10 per cent, of all tyre castings were ' wasters *. 1879

CasseWs Techn. Educ. II. 177/2 Such lenses, together with

those that possess . . other defects, are technically called

'wasters'. 1880 P. W. Flower Hist. Trade in Tin xiii. 173
Some of the sheets thus thrown out are cailed menders...

others are called wasters, for which there is always a market
at a reduction in price; the worst are called waster waste.

1892 A thenceum 30 Apr. 577/1 A pottery, worked at however
distant a period, leaves traces of cOCCJ and 'wasters'.

1900 Bath Herald 15 Sept., Galvanized Corrugated Iron,

for Roofing, best quality only, no wasters.

b. An animal, bird, etc. which is not good

enough to be kept for breeding purposes.

01722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 405 A young sow, ..having as

many as nine pigs, it could not be expected any of them
would be so properly fat for wasters, as if she had brought

but four or five. 1904 Nature 25 Aug. 408/2 But now let

him breed from his 'wasters ' and he will find that the ex-

tracted blacks are pure and give blacks only.

t "Waster, sb? Obs. Also 6 wayster. [Of

obscure origin.]

1. A wooden sword or a foil used in sword-exer-

cise and fencing.

1455 in Meyrick Ant. Armour (1S24) II. 144 Furst viij

swerds and a long blade of a swerde made in wafters [read
wasters], .for to lerne the king to play in his tendre age.

154: Rutland MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV. 313 For
Bryngyng. .of hiltes for the crosse wasters for my Lorde
Roose, iiij d. 1561 Hoby tr. Castigiione's Courtyer 1. (1577)

E 1 b, If going about to cast a dart, or holding in his hande
a sworde or any other waster. 1600 Holland Livy xl.

vi. 1063 Foule worke they made with their wodden wasters

and headlesse pikes. 1621 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth
§ 11 Even as with woodden wasters we learne to play at the

sharp, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal (1673) in The fencer's

staffe or waster.. was call'd rudis (as some think) because
with such cudgels they practiz'd the rudiments of fencing,

before they came in publick to fight at sharp.

2. A cudgel, staff, club.

1533 Heywood John, Tyb A Sir John Ajb, Nought
shulde preuayle me, nother staffe nor waster Within a whyle
she wolde be my mayster. 1555 W. Watreman Fardle
Eacions App. 327 Let there bee giuen vnto hym by the

commune Sergeaunt of the batte .xxxix. stripes with a

waster. 1570 Foxe A. $ M. ted. 2) I. 92, 1 Verianus and
MarcelHanus. .were beat with wasters or trunshons, after

that [they] were hanged.. vpon the gibbet. 1598 Stow
Surv. (1603) 96 The youthes of this Citie also haue vsed on
holy dayes after Euening prayer, at their Maisters doores,

to exercise their Wr

asters and Bucklers. 1611 J. Daviks
(Heref.) See. Eolly (Grosart) 49/2 'A groning horse and
grunting wife neuer failes their master ' : Yes, if the master
haue not life to ply them with the waster. 11615 Lennard
tr. Charroh's Wisd. (? 1620) Pref. § 10 A 4, A weake anne
wanting power and skill well to welde a waster or staffe that

is somewhat too heauy for it, wearieth it selfe and fainteth.

3. Fencing with a ' waster ' ; single-stick, cudgel-

play. Also pi. esp. in to play at wasters.

1519 Horman Vulg. 281 Let vs pley at buckeler and at

waster in feyre game. This waster [rudis] is not laufull.

1594 Selimus 1812 in Greene's Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 264, I

thought my selfe as proper a fellow at wasters, as any in all

our village. 1596 Nashe Saffron- Walden T 1, To see a
Gillian draggell taile. .play at wasters with a quil for the
britches. 1630 Dekker 2nd Pt. Honest W/t. D 3 b, If o're

husbands their wiues will needes be Masters, We men will

haue a law to win't at wasters. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows
in. § 11. 206 Such kind of recreations as. .playing at wasters

and foines. 1636 King # Queen's Entert. Richmond (Bang)
11 And what can Richard doe, play a little at wasters, and
make the blood, -run about his vellowes eares at a Wake.
attrib. 1599-1600 [? G. Rugglk] Club Law iv. i, To night

is holy daye, and there will be waster play.

1 1615 Lennard Charron's Wisd. (? 1620) § 10 A3 b,

Science or Learning is a very good and profitable staffe or

waster. 1640 G. Abbott Job Paraphr. 73 Be perswaded to

lay downe the wasters, to give over reasoning the matter.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. in. 8 Being unable to

weild the intellectuall armes of reason, they are faine to be-

take themselves unto wasters and the blunter weapons of

truth.

Waster (w?*st3j), sb.% Sc. Also 9 wester.
[Altered form of Wawsper, influenced by the

synonymous Leister.] A fishing-spear.

1580, i634_[implied in Wastering vbl. sb.\ 18x5 Scott
Guy M, xxvi, This chase, in which the fish is pursued and
struck with barbed spears, or a sort of long-shafted trident,

called a waster, is much practised at the mouth of the Esk,

and in the other salmon rivers of Scotland. Ibid., Ground
the waster weel, man ! 1825 Jamieson, Waster, a kind of

trident used for striking salmon, Dumfr., Eskdale ; the same

with Wester, a 1835 Hogg Sheph. Wedding ii. Tales &
Sk. 1837 II. 152 My teeth war a' waterin to be in him, but

I kendthe shank o my waster wasna half length. 1843 W.
Scrope Salmon Fish. Tweed ix. 195, I shall give a desenp.

tion of the clodding, or throwing leister, or waster, as he

was used to term it... The spear has five prongs of unequal,

but regularly graduated, length.

Waster (w^-stai), v. Sc. [t. Waster sb.*]

trans. To spend or use extravagantly, to waste.

i8ax Galt Ann. Parish v. 58 My servant lassies. . wastered
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every thing at such a rate, .that, long before the end of the
year, the year's stipend was all spent. 1823 — Entail II.

xix. 184 Since that time he's been neither to bind nor to
haud ,. . wastring his income in the most thoughtless way.

Wasterfill (w#"staifiH), a. Sc. [f. Waster v.

+ -ful.] Wasteful.
1821 Galt Ayrshire Legatees I. 5 There's no need, for all

the greatness of God's gifts, ih.it we should be wasterfuL

1879 Macdonald SirGibbie lxii, Hae ye nae sane-thrift, 'At

ye scatter*! sae heigh, an' lat it a' drift ? Wasterfu laverock !

1894 Crockett Raiders v. 48 You are michty wasterfu', my
laddie ! What for are ye wearin' your best cues, I wad like

to ken?
Hence Wa'sterfully adv., "Wa'sterfulness.
1885 '

J. Strathesk '

(J. Tod) More Bits xi. 206 She did not
quite like some of Hell's remarks about wasterfu 'ness and
* thowlessness '. 1891 H. Johnston KUmtUlU I. x, 178 The
shepherd fares sumptuously and spends wasterfully.

Wasteriff, var. Wasthife.

t Wa'Stering, vbl. sb. Sc. Obs. Also 6 vas-
tering. [f. Waster sb,$ +-isa *.] The action or

process of taking fish with a ' waster* ; leistering.

1580 Reg. Mag. Sr'g. Scot. 55/1 Cum omni alia piscatione

salmonum.. inter diet, bondas, sive reticuHs et modo appel-
lato vastering. 1634 Ibid. 70/2 Cum cetera piscatione sal-

monum..reticulis aut modo vocato wastering.

tWa'Stern. Obs. In 4 wasternne, -urne, Sc*

wastrone, -ine. [Altered form (after Waste sb.)

of ONorthumb. western, var. of wisten : see

Westen.1 A wilderness.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1674 In wasturne walk & wyth be
wyuie dowelle. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipdane)
885 In his wastrone fra bine haf I dwelt euir contynualy.
Ibid. 1125, & faste hame syne ;ed..ewyne throu he was-
trine bat like day, bat he come fra bat abbay. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 3233 Woluez, and whildeswynne, and wykkyde
bestez Walkede in that wasternne.

t Wastership. Obs. rare—1
. [?f. Waster

sb.% + -ship.] ? Fencing exercise.

t57S A Ideburg/t Rec.in N.fyQ. 12th Ser. VII. 227/1 For y»
dynners of Jentlemen thl came for wastershippe..iii'.

Wastery : see Wastry.
Wastethrift. Now rare. [f. Waste v. +
Thrift sb.1] A spendthrift.

1608 Miooletoh Trick to Catch Old One 1. iii. B 2, Hee's
a rioter, a wast-thrift, a brothell-maister. 1611 Beaum. &
Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle 1. iii. (1613) C 3, Thou art a wast-
thrift, and art run away from thy maister. 1868 H. Brand-
reth {title) Wastethrifts and Workmen. Of the mode of
producing them, and their relative value to the community.
1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 5 Feb. 2/1 Let him, as a wholly useless

and absolutely dangerous criminal wastethrift, be deprived
altogether either of freedom or of life,

t Wa*ste-time. Obs. [f. Waste v. +Time
sb., after Pastime.] A means of wasting time ; an
occupation in which time is passed unprofitably.

1609 Ellesmere .9/. Post-nati 24 Call it either a Passe-
time,or Wast-time,aspleaseth you. a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Lines. 11. (1662) 153 Some think that the Men must be mad
as well as the Bull, who can take delight in so dangerous
a Wast-Time. 1863 J. C. Jeaefreson Sir Everards Dau.
166 Busily employed with drawing, or painting, or wool*
work , or some other graceful form of feminine waste-time.

Wasteyn(e, var. forms of Wastine Obs.

tWa'Stie. Obs. [If not an error, prob. f.

Waist sb. + -u = -y.] ? Capacity (of a ship).
1600 Holland Livy xxxvn. xxiii. 957 The kings fleet con-

sisted of 37, and those of greater burden and wastie (L.
majorisformae\. Ibid, xxx, 961 The enemies armada con.
sisted of fourescore and nine, all ships of the greatest wastie
and making [L. maxima*formae].
Wastil, obs. form of Wastel,
t Wastine. Obs. Forms : 2-4 wastine, 3

-ene, -in, 4 -ayne, -eyn'e, -yne, -en. [a. OF.
wastine, guastine, gastine : f. root of wast Waste
a.] A wild, uncultivated tract of country ; a desert

region, wilderness.

1*1175 Lamb. Horn. 141 Sunnedei smat Moyses bene stan
ine he wastine. c xaoo Trim* Coll. Horn. 161 Dis woreldes
biwestis efned to wastene, for bat he hit is ferren atleien
holie tilSe.^ a 1300 Cursor M. 5801 In wildrin land and in
wast in I wil bam bring of hair nocin. 13.. K. Alls. 7097
Unicornes they fond in that wasten [Laud MS. wastayne].
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6112 An ermyte woned fer

ouer a doune, Yn a wasteyne, fer fro be toune. 1338— Citron.
(1810) 75 AUe mad he [William] wasteyn, pastur, medow &
korn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paul) 838 [He] fled allane
owt of be towne, willand in wastine vpe and done.

Wasting (w^-stin), vbl. sb. [f. Waste v. +
-ing 1.]

1. The action of laying waste ; devastation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27839 [Covetousness causes] manslaghter

and suik, wasting and were. 1543-4 Ac$ 35 Hen. VIII c.

12 The same Scottes..make..burnynges murders wastinges
and depopulations in this his realme. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Lestie's Hist. Scot. II. 83 Except he had left taknes quhair
he had beine in Robrie, Spoylzie, and Waisting of the kirkes.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. iii.

(1674) 4 The miserable wasting of their Country. , in. .Civil

Wars. 1756 Burke Wind. Nat. Soc. 30 The Horrors that
attend the Wasting of Kingdoms, and Sacking of Cities.

1864 Swinburne Atalanta 164 For wasting of the boar That
mars with tooth and tusk and fiery feet Green pasturage

tetc.J. . I praise her not.

2. The action of using or spending lavishly or to

no profit, f Also concr., that which is thus wasted.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23850 Ai to spell and noght to spede,

wasting it es o godds sede. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 25 He
bad wastoure go worche what he best couthe, And wynnen
his wastyng with somme manere crafte. 1523 in Ace. Fam.
I*n*s(i&64) 97 His friends tak him and put him in fermance

for eschewin of ony forther waisting of his saidis landis and
gudis. 1867 Pusey Eleven Addr. iii. (1908) 24 He foresaw
Adam's wasting of His grace.

3. Gradual diminution or decrease; gradual wear
or loss.

a 1435 tr. A rderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 73 Boile (am
togidre to he wastyng of be iuysez. 1509 in Glasscock Rec.
St. Michael's, Bp.'s Stortford (1S82) 31 Item ressived ffor

wastyng of torchis when that jenyns wyfe was beryed and
at her monthe mynde, \\d. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st.

viii. xxvi, His clothes all patcht with more then honest thrift,

And clouted shoon were nail'd for fear of wasting. 1686 tr.

Chardin's Trav. Persia 416 Two strong dams.. to prevent
the water from wasting. 1770 Goldsm, Des. VilL 87 To
husband out life's taper at the close, And keep the flame from
wasting by repose. 1883] D.C.Murray Hearts xvii, When
he remembered how friendly everybody was in his new
world, he forgot the rapid wasting of his little fortune.

4. Gradual decay of life or organic tissue
;
gradual

loss of strength and vitality; consumption, atrophy.
1398TREVISA Barth.De P. R. v.lvii. (1495) 174 The bones

somtyme ben greuyd of wastynge of humours of the marow.
1538 Elvot Diet., Tabo, a consumption, wastynge, or putri-
faction of thinges. 1567 Maplet Cr. Forest 81 b, So that
if he shaketh him not off betimes by suche wasting of hloud
as he will make, thereby he is quickly enfeebled. 1628
A, Leighton Appeal to Parlt. 143 The groning of the brute
and sencelesse creatures amongst us, under murreings and
wastings. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 256 Though hunger still

remain : so it remain Without this bodies wasting, I content
me. 1808 Jamieson, Wasting^ consumption, a decline, i860
Mayne Expos. Lex., Analosis..a, consumption, wasting, or
atrophy. 1893 Daily Neius 9 Jan. 3/4 A baby who is rapidly
recovering from ' wasting ', a very general malady among the
little ones of the poor. 1899 Altbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 229
Wasting of the levator palati and of the vocal cord muscles
cannot actually be seen.

b. Sport. Reduction of weight by * training

down \
1856 H. H. Dixon Post <y Paddock xit. 207 With medicine

and vigorous wasting, they can come to their weight again
. .in three weeks.^ 1913 Gretton Mod. Hist. Eng. People I.

viii. 191 His suicide was attributed to depression of spirits

caused by the incessant ' wasting ' to keep down his weight.

5. Mining. (See quots.)
1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 39 The first operation

to which the iron ore is subjected, is wasting; that is ex.
posing the stones to a moderate heat, which volatilises any
extraneous mixture of the ores. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc.
Mining Terms 70 Wastings, workings.

Wa 'sting, ppl. a. [f. Waste v. + -ing 2
.]

1. a. That lays waste, devastates, or destroys.
C1230 Halt Meid. 43 And te o5re..Hue3 i godes luue,

wiSutcn euch heate of be hali gast, bat beamed se lihte,

widute wastinde brune in alle hise icorene. 1535 Coverdale
Dan. viii. 13 The waistinge abhominacion. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, 111. iii. 46 And see the Cities and the Townes
defac't, By wasting Ruine of the cruetl Foe. a 1646 Bur.
roughes Exp. Hosea iii. (1652) 190 Sin is of a wasting na-
ture: Sin layeth wast Countreyes and places that people
live in. 1707 Rowe Success H. M.'s Arms 14 The dreadful
Ravage of the wasting War. 1738 Wesley Hymn, * To
Thee, O Lord, our God and King* ii, Whate'er is human
ebbs and flows As wasting Time prevails. 1812 Byron Ch.
Har. 11. i, Here thy temple was, And is, despite of war and
wasting fire. 1808 Scott Marmion 11. x, The wasting
sea-breeze keen Had worn the pillar's carving quaint. 1889

J. B. Bury Later Rom. Emp. 11. i. I. 66 Stihcho.. departed
to Salona, allowing Alaric to proceed on his wasting way
into the lands of Hellas.

b. That undermines strength and vitality. Of
a disease : Causing atrophy or gradual decay.
a 1600 Sir J. Davies Epigr. xxxvi. ai The wasting Hec-

tiqne, and the Quartain feuer. a 1721 Prior 24 Songs iii.

4 A lingering fever's wasting pain. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xi, A haggard paleness, which seemed the effect of care or
of dissipation, or of both these wasting causes combined.
1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Shops

<f- Tenants, A slow, wasting
consumption prevented the eldest girl from continuing her
exertions. 1838 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. 11. xxi. III. 384 The
state of his own health, too infirm to encounter, with safety,

the wasting heats of an African summer. 1899 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. VIII. 564 Wasting diseases, such as cancer, dia-
betes and phthisis.

2. That is being gradually consumed or destroyed;

decaying, waning, passing away.
1340-70 Alex. $ Ditid. 9S0 In bis wastinge word we ne

wone nouht euere. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. v. 8 These
Eyes, like Lampes, whose wasting Oyle is spent, Waxe
dimme. 1665 Hooke Microgr. Pref. e 2 The otner Mandril
. .has an even neck instead of a taper one, and runs in a
Collar, that by the help of a Screw, and a joynt made like
M in the Figure, it can be still adjustned to the wearing
or wasting neck. 1697 Dryden ASneis n. n And now the
latter Watch of wasting Night, And setting Stars, to kindly
Rest invite. 1738 Wesley Hymn, ' Thee we adore, Eternal
Name' ii, Our wasting Lives grow shorter still As Months
and Days increase. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 272 The
wasting cliff at Pakefield. 1899 Altbutt's Syst. Med. VI.
889 For the wasting muscles massage and electrical treat-
ment should be employed.

b. Sport. (See Waste v. i i c .)
1880 W. Day Racehorse in Training xvii, 166 It was once

no uncommon sight at Newmarket to see, daily, ten or a
dozen wasting jockeys returning from an eight-mile walk,
thoroughly exhausted.

Hence Wa'stingly adv.
i55» Huloet, Wastinglye, or wastfullye, prodige. a 1637

B. Ionson Discov, (1640) ,123 Not to cause the trouble of
making fireviates by writing too riotous, and wastingly.
1834 H. Taylor Artevelde 1. 111. v. 164 No poison works so
wastingly amongst them As a low diet, .yea, it brings them
down, a 1853 Wardlaw Led. fas. (1869) 241 Thus con-
suming, and wastingly, and wantonly, and wickedly, abus-
ing the divine bounty.

t Wa'Stity. Obs. In 4 wa(a)stete, wastyte.

[f. Waste a. + -(i)ty. Cf. OF. gasteii (gl. L. vas-
titas).] Desolation. (Only in Wyclifs rendering
oivastitas in the Vulgate.)
1382 Wyclif Deut. xxviii. 53 Thow shalt ete the fruyt of

thi woombe..in angwish and wastete LVulg. vastitate ; 1388
distriyng], with the which thin enemye shal oppresse thee.
Ibid. 57 Thei shulen ete hem priuely, for the scaarsnesse of
alle thingis in the seege and waastete [Vulg. vastitate;
1388 distriyng], bi the which thin enemy shal oppresse thee.
Ibid. Jer. vi. 7 Wickednesse and wastyte.

tWa'Stive, a. Obs. rare^K [f. Waste v. +
-Ive.] Liable to waste.

1756 Toi.dervy Hist. 3 Orphans II. 13 Here, no excess
decays our vig'rous health, A blessing greater far than
wastive wealth.

Wastland, obs. Sc. variant of Westland.
Wastie, obs. form of Wastel.
Wastme, var. Wastum Obs.

Wastor, -our(e, -owre, obs. ff. Waster «M
Wastrel (wastrel), sb. and a. Also 9 was-

torel. ff. Waste v. + -rel.] A. sb.

L In Cornwall : A tract of waste land. Obs. exc.

in narrower sense, a strip of road-side waste.
1589-90 Anc. Deed A. 13002 (P. R. 0.\ (Land in the]

towne and feeldes severalls and wastrells of Tregorrock
within the parish of St. Austoll.^ 1602 Carew Cornwall'

1.

13 Their [tin] workes..He either in seuerall, or in wastrell,

that is, in enclosed grounds, or in commons. Ibid. 13 b, The
Wastrel workes are reckoned amongst chattels, and may passe
by word or Will. 1899 ' Q ' (Quillcr-Couch) Ship ofStars
xi. 99 The Chapel stood . . on a turfed wastrel where two high
roads met and crossed. 190a C. T, C. Cat. Nov. 466/1
[l-aunceston] The heaps.. were not on the metal portion of
the road, and the width of the wastrel where the heaps were
was about four feet.

2. = Waster sb. 1 6.

a. An aiticle of bad or imperfect workmanship,
rejected as unserviceable or not saleable at the full

price.

1790 Marshall Midi. Co. II. 445 Wastrels t outcasts;
as wastrel bricks, &c. 1847 Halliw., Wastrels, imperfect
bricks, china, &c. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Wastrels,
waste substances. 1870 C/turchm. ShillingMag. VI. 42 The
word wasteril or wastril, in the dialect of Hallamshire,
signifies a knife that is made to sell, for show and not for use.

b. An unhealthy, wasted-looking animal.
1819 Rees Cj-cl-t Wastorels, or Wastrels... The young

Iambs, pigs, and calves, sold to the butchers, which are im-
proper for keeping as stock, are sometimes also called by
this name. 1899 * Q ' (Quiller-Couch) Ship of Stars vi. 48,

I wouldn't ask a bird of mine to break the Sabbath for a
wastrel like that

3. A good-for-nothing, idle, worthless, disrepu-

table person.

1847 Halliw., Wastrel, a profligate. West. 1857 Waugh
Lane. Life 120 There's ir Jammy; he's as big a wastril as
ever stare 't up a lone. 1881 Times 4 Jan. 3/4 In Glasgow
last night a ' Hogmanay supper ' was given by some good
Samaritans to a company of 2,000 outcasts and wastrels.

1885 D. C. Murray Rainbow Gold 1. ii, I'm not a runaway.
I'm not a wastrel. I think if I set myself to do it that I can
make a living somehow.
b. A neglected child of the streets, a city arab.

1877 Huxley Techn. Educ. Sri. & Cult. (1881) 77 The
educational method, the intelligence,. .and good temper on
the teacher's part, which are now at the disposal of the
veriest waifs and wastrels of society, c 1880 Barnardo
Taken out of Gutter 2 The juvenile ' wastrels ' of London
streets are, alas 1 still to be reckoned by their thousands.

4. A wasteful person, a spendthrift.

1887 Baring-Gould Red Spider vi, Young Hillary, who,
brought up in his father's improvident ways, was sure to

turn out a like wastrel.

transf. 1889 Q. Rev. Apr. 390 London is the most con-

spicuous wastrel of both men and means.

B. adj.

1. Of manufactured articles : Waste, rejected as

imperfect. Of workmanship : Good for nothing.

1790 Marshall Midi. Co. II. 445 Wastrel bricks. 185a

J. Allies Brit. etc. Anttq. Wore. (ed. 2) 106 The piles of

encaustic tiles which were found.. which were built up in

columns with cement, probably were wastrel tiles, which were
so used. 1898 H. Sutcliffe Ricroft ix. in Wenches.. all

. .full o' wastrel wark sooin as ye let 'em go an inch beyond
weshing an

1

sewing.

2. Of an animal : Feeble, lacking strength or

vigour.
1880 Gardening Illustr. 7 Aug. 278 At this time the inferior

and imperfect or wustrel [sic] birds may be killed. 1 1895

Crockett Bog-myrtle v. vii. 412 A wastril whalp could hae

dung us owre with its tail. We war tha surprised like.

3. Running to waste, spendthrift.

1894 Kipling Seven SeasjMcAndrews' Hymn 47 Blot out

the wastrel hours of mine in sin when I abode. 1896 Ibid.,

Last Rhyme of True Thomas 23 Where, blown before the

wastrel wind, The thistle-down she floated by.

Wastrife (w^'strif), a. and sb, Sc, Also

wasteriff. [f. Waste a. : cf. cauldrife, wauk-

rife.] a. adj. Wasteful, extravagant, b. sb. Waste-

fulness, extravagance.
a. 182a Scott Nigel v, Do not slit the quill up too high,

it's a wastrife course. 1873 Routledge's Young Gentl. Mag.
May 365/2 The old housekeeper, who always declared

Master Jacob was so wasteriff'vtilh. his goods, that he would
certainly come to beggary some day.

b. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxviii, She confessed after-

wards, that, ' besides the wastrife, it was lang or she could

walk sae comfortably with the shoes as without them '.

"Wastrine, -one : see Wastbrn. Obs,

Wastry, wastery (w^-stri), sb. Sc. and

north. Also 8-9 wastrie. [f. Wastkv. + -(e)by.]



WASTRY. 145 WATCH.
Reckless extravagance, esp. in living ; wasteful-

ness ; also, an act or case of wastefulness.

1645 RUTHEKfORD Tryal fy Trt. Faith xix. 184 The same
very fault and sin of wastry, that is inherent in the broken
bankrupt. 1661 K. Baillie in Lauderdale Papers (Camden)
I. 96 Through his wastery, lies left,. in debt. 1786 Burns
Twa Dogs 64 Yet ev'n the ha' foik fill their peglian Wi"
sauce, ragouts, an' sic like trashtrie, That's little short o'

downright wastrie. 1830 Fraser's Mag. I, 340 How is a
nation to be converted from extravagance to frugality, when
the intent and purpose of all men's minds and endeavours
is to foster this wonderful wastery. 1863 'Holme Lee'
A. Warleigh III. 247 He was a gentleman bom, but he'd

ruined himself wi* gambling an' wastry. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona xxviii, My disposition has always been opposed
to wastery.

b. Waste <?/*(what is specified).

1830 Galt Lawr/'e T. in. xiv, I thought with myself.

.

what a wastrie of time was caused by the inconsiderate talk

of uninformed men. 1900 K. Kirkhy Granite Chips 41
(E. D, D.) It was fair weastry o' ink an time.

Wa'Stry, a. Sc. ? Obs. [? f. Waster sb* or v.

-r -Y. Cf. Wastrife a.] Wasteful, extravagant.

1791 J. Learmont Poems 364 (E. D. D.) To live wi" sic a
wast'ry, braisant jade. 1825 Jamieson, Wastrie, prodigal;
a wastrie person, one who is extravagant.

tWastum. Oh. Forms: i westum, -em,
-im, weestm, wostora, westm, weastm, 3 Orm.
wasstme, vestme, westum. [OK. w.rslm niasc.

= OS. wastum :— OTent. type *waxstmo-z, f. root
of Wax v.]

1. Fruit, crop, produce ; abundance of produce.
<r888 Alfred Boeth. xxxix. 13 Be baes cyninges ^ebode

brengS eor5e aelcne westm. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, vii. 17
PtXc god treow byrb gode wasstmas. ("1175 Lamb. Horn.
109 Iliche ban treo be berefl lef and blosman, and nane
westmas ne bereS. < 1200 ORMIN9234 Illc an treo batt..Ne
berebb nohht god wasstme Shall . .beon haewenn upp. c 1203
Lay. 32108 penne scullen i Bruttene blissen wurden riue,
wastmes and wederes sele after heore i-wille.

b. trans/. Fruit (of the body, womb), offspring.

971 BlickL Horn. 5 Forbon se wa\'stm bines innobes is

Xebletsad. c 1200 < )rmin 1937 paer brohhte 5ho batt wasstme
forb Off all unnwemmedd wambe.

O. fig.
971 Bttckl. Horn. 249 Andreas, for hwan gsest pu swa

buton waestme bines ?;ewinnes. < 1200 Ormin 15911, &
nesshenn itt [thy heart] & godenn, Swa batt itt bere jjess te
bctt God wasstme i gode dedess.

2. Growth of body, stature, form. Also {iwnce-
use), greatness.

Beowulj'1352 (Gr.) 05er earmsceapen on weres wastinum
wrfficlastas tr;ed. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xix, 3 Zacheus.

.

waes lytel on wx'stmum. c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 19 pe fader
is on \>g sune on brie wise, pat on is on westme, for bat he
is muchel and mihti ouer alle bing. Ibid. 127 Alse wat se
he was po^en on wintre and on wastme. .bo nam he ;eme of
mannes liflode. c 1205 Lay. 15698 pa iwar5 ich on vestme
wunder ane fa:ir. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 69 A meiden..feter &
freolich o wlite & o westum.
Hence fWa'stumless a., without fruit.

£975 Ruslno. Gasp, Matt. xiii. 22 Sine fructit westemleas.
c 1200 Ormin 13858 All iss itt [the heart] uss bifroretm swa
purrh hete & nib & irre, patt all itt lib uss wasstmelics Off
alle gode dedess.

Wastur, obs. form of Waster sb.*

tWasty, rt. 1 and sb. Obs. Forms: 3 wasti,

4 wasty, 6 vaistie, waisty, wastie. [Altered
form (after Waste a.) of ME. Westy a.] A. adj.

1. Desolate, desert.

C1230 Hali Meid. 43 (Titus MS.) And hwat ?if ha beo5
be wone, bat tu..schalt greni godles inwi5 wasti walies
[Bodley MS. westt wahes]. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx.
(Blasius) 37, & bare in*to [a] wasty stede heremytis lyf wel
langhe lede. 15.. Alex. Hume Ep. G. MoncrieffYotms
(S. T. S.)6i Of barran Syrt,and wastie Scythia.

b. Phr. Wasty wanes, wones, a desolate place
of habitation ; also, a spacious place.
C1400 51c Trojan War 11. 2444 It was a fair rowme wasty

wones. 1500-20 Dunhar Poems xx\ i. 18 First of all in dance
wes Pryd, with hair wyld bale and bonet on syd, Lyk to
male vaistie wanis. 1513 Douglas AKneis xu. via. 6 Alhaill
the barnage flokkis furth atanis, Left voyd the tovn and
strenth with waisty wanis.

2. Extravagant in upkeep.
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1S80) 129 pei han manygrete houses,

costlewe & wasty.

B. sb. A desert place.

f *J*8 Metr. Horn, 148 An ermyt..That woned in wasti
bi him an.

Wasty (wvi-sti), a.2 [f. Waste sb. + -\\]

L Liable to waste from deterioration.
1904 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 7/2 Pineapples from the Azores

are ' wasty", and sell from 6d. to 3s. 6d. each, but they are
not of good quality. 1905 Ibid. 6 July 12/1 The rain has
ruined 50 per cent of the strawljerries on the plants. .. Tons
of soft wasty berries have been marketed and sold at any
price obtainable.

2. U.S. ' Resembling cotton-waste' {Cent. Diet.).
1886 U.S. Consular BeportsNoAxu. 4 7o(Cent.) Thewool

becomes impoverished on account of the heat and dust, and
is very tender, with a dry, wasty top. 1888 /bid. 3S9 The
wools.. are.. dry and wasty.

"Waatyl.le, obs. forms of Wastel.
Wastyno, variant of Wastine Obs.
Wa-swa, obs. form of Whoso.
Wasyll, obs. Sc. form of Weasel.
tWat 1

. Obs. Also 4-5 watt. [Of obscure
origin

: not connected with Wight sb.] A person

;

esp. a great wat.

Vol. X.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 49 We beth, .y-sent ffro be
shins to shewe what hem greueth, ..And to graunte of her
gold to be grett wattis By no manere wronge way. C1412
Hocclkvk De Big. Princ. 2816 If so be bat 0011 of begrete
wattes A dede do, which bat a-geyn be lawe is, No thyng at

al he punysshid for bat is. (1450 Cov. Myst. (1841) 294 \c
xal fynde hym a strawnge watt, c 1460 Towneley Myst. xx.
10 Ye wote not wel, I weyn, what wat is commen to the
towne. c 1500 Mbowall Nature (Brandl) 821 What man ys
that ; Fathers soule, thys ys some great wat.

Wat 2 (wgt). Obs t exc. dial. Forms : 5-6
watte, 6-7 watt, 5-7, 9 dial. wat. [Prob. a use

of Hat, short lor Walter (f Water).] A hare.
a 1500 Mourn. Hare 26 in E. /'-. Misc. (Warton Club) 44

Lo ! he sayth, where syttyt an haare ! Aryse upe, WStte,
and go fortheblyve ! Ibid. 60 As doth the sylly Wat. 1500
in Babies Bi: (1868) 404, I wold my master were a watt &
my boke a wyld Catt, & a brase of grehowndis in his toppe.
C 1532 Du Wks Introd. Fr. in Pahgr. 913 The watte, te

leurart. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <V Fly xxiv. 25 Neuer
was there yet, any larke or wat, Before hawke or tlog, flatter

darde or squat. 1592 Shaks. Vcn. fy Ad. 697 Poore wat
farre off vpon a hill, Stands on his hinder-legs with listning

eare. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxiii, 331 The man whose
vacant mind prepares him to the sport, The Finder sendeth
out, to seek the nimble Wat. 1692 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables
ccclxxxvii. 360 Had he not better have born Wat's Ntbling
of his Plants and Roots now, then the Huntsman's. .Laying
of his Garden Wast.

t Wat 3. Obs. Also watte, [a. F. watte, a. Du.
watte = F. onate : sec Wtad sby] — Wad sb. 1

3.

1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 11. 99 He presented
him with a noble coverlet of Watte [Fr. 1659 watte], 1671
tr. Palo/ox's Conq. China xxxii. 566 Over this Shirt they
wear a Vest, .lined with Wat, or Cotton. Ibid.foot-n.^ Wat
is the Down which covers the seeds of the Apocynum Syria-
cum, called in English Silk-grass.

II Wat 4 (wat). Also watt. [Siamese, said to

be a. Skr. vdta enclosure, grove.] A Siamese
Buddhist temple.
1871 Alabaster Wheel ofLaw 264 We stop for the night

at a Wat, or liuddhist monastery. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
853/2 (Siam) The temples {wats) hold very little landed or
house property. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 3 Aug. 4/1 Almost
every ' wat ', or temple, in that country [Siam] has in the
grounds attached to it a large flat slab of whitewashed
masonry. 1897 Outing Mar. 586/1 The occasional spire of
a ' Watt ' or temple, showing that this canal is one of the
streets of the city (the capital of SiamJ.

Wat, obs. f. Quoth, What ; Sc, and north, f.

Wet a. and sb., Wot v.
;
pa. t. of Wet, Wite

vbs. ; var. YVhate sb. Obs.

Wat, obs. Sc. form of Wait sb.

#1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 255
The erle of Mortoun also beand in leith halding wat on him.

Watap, wattap (wonaep). Also watape,
watapeh. [Narragansett Indian wattap *a root of

tree* (Roger
1

Williams Key Lang. Amer.
} 1643).]

(See quot. 1789.)
1789 A. Mackknzif. Voy.fr. Montreal \\\, {1801) 37 The

vessels in which they cook their victuals, are in the shape of
a gourd,, .and of watape, fabricated in such a manner as to
hold water. Ibid, foot-n., Watape is the name given to the
divided roots of the spruce-fir, which the natives weave into

a degree of compactness that renders it capable of contain-
ing a fluid. The different parts of the bark canoes are also
sewed together with this kind of filament. 1809 A. Hknry
Trav. 14 The small roots of the tree afford the wattap, with
which the bark is sewed.

Watch. (wotD, sb. Forms: 1 weecce, wsece,
-ee, wecce, 2 wtecche, 3-5 wecche, 5 wecch,
3-6 weche, 5 wetche, 3-5 wacche, 4 wachche,
4-6 wache, 5-6 wach, (6 wash(e), 4-6 Sc. vach,
6 Sc, vatche, wyche, 5 waicche, waiche,
wayeche, 5-7 watche, (6 wash(e, wattch), 7
wauoh, 6- watch. [OE. wsecce wk. fern., f. stem
of wseccan Watch v. Cf. Wake sb. 1]

I. Wakefulness, vigil.

+ 1. The state of being awake ; voluntary or in-

voluntary going without sleep ; wakefulness. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 350 To slaspe, gate horn under

heafod £c!a:d weccan {c.r. waccan] he on slxpe secyrrej>.
Ibid. II. 152 £if men sie micel waece getenge, popij jegnid
on ele smire [etc.]. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4132 Long wacche on
nightis, and no slepinge. c 1440 Capgrave St. Kath. 125
My lord youre eem may not wedde yow neyther in wetche
[v.r. wecch] ne in dreem. 1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1539)
48 Sembably immoderate watch drieth to moch the body.
i6o» Shaks. Ham. n. ii. 148 He. . Fell into a Sadnesse, then
into a Fast, Thence to a Watch, [etc.]. x6n — Cymb. \\\.

iv. 43 False to his Bed? What is it to be false? To lye in
watch there, and to thmke on him? 163X Widdowks Nat.
Philos. 52 'there be certaine appointed courses for watch and
sleepe, lest creatures languish with overmuch motion.

II b. Watch of nightingales ; in the early lists

of proper terms \ app. intended to designate
wakefulness as the distinctive quality of the bird

;

by late writers misapprehended as the proper term
for a flock or company of nightingales. Cf.
Watching vbt. sb.

c 1452 Egerton MS. 1095 (Hodgkin) Wayeche ofNyghtyng-
gales. i486 Bk. St. Allans f. vi, A wache of Nyghtingalis.
1801 Strutt Sports 4- Past. 1. ii. 33. [1847 Halliwell,
Wache, a flock of birds.J

1 2. Watching as a devotional exercise or religious

observance ; an act or instance of this. Obs. except
in watch-night (see 27).
971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Mid faestenne, Sc mid hal^um wxecum,
& mid jelmessum. c 1100 Vices <y Virtues 89 Lieue saule,

ic 3e bidde and warni 5at tu none hope ne haue upe dine

fasten, Ne upe Sine waicche, ne uppe non oflre gode. r 1200
Ormin 1451 Wibb fassting, & wi|>b bedesang, Wibb cnelinng,
& wib|? wecche.

_ a 1225 Ancr, R. 13S Vesten, wecchen &
o3re swuche ase ich nemde nu beoft mine sacreli»\s. c 1275
Orison 21 in O.E. Misc. (1872) 139 Wunderliche burn wacche
and fast (>i swete lychome Jni teonedest. 1421 in 26 Pol.
Poems xviii. 113 Kepe ijoure wacche and scruyce dewe, And
rule of habyte clenely 3eme. c 1450 Capghave Life St. Aug.
27 So for to make hem mor lith in her wecch, bis same
bischop ded ordeyn swete songis and delectable. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531)42 With the merytes & wcrkes of
harde penaunce, ab>tynence, watche, prayer, turmentes and
martyrdome.

f b. A wake or revel held on St. John the
Baptist's (Midsummer) Eve (23 June), sometimes
renewed on St. Peter's Eve (28 June). Obs.
1445 Cov. Lect Bk. 220 Pur le Ridyng on Corpus Christi

day and for Watche on Midsomer even. 1511 in Sengs,
Carols etc. (K.E.T.S.) App. 156 On Myd-somer nyght be
Kyng cam prevyly to the Kyngis Hed in Chepe, . .& so de-
partid agayn after be washe. & on seynt Peters nyght the
Kyng & be Queue cam rydyng to the Kyngis Hed royally ;

& after }>e washe, departid to beTowr. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
20 Hen. VIII (1550) 177 By reason of this plague the
watches whiche were wont to le kept yerely in London on
saint Ihons euen at Mydsommer K: saint Peters euen were
. .commaunded to be left for that yere. 1552-3 in Feuillerat
Revels Edw. VI (1914) 92, vj hobby horses for mydsomer
watch. _ 1592 Stow Ann. 1004, 1548. .The watch, .of lung
time laid downe, was now againe vsed, both on the eeuen of
S. Iohn, and of S. Peter, in as comely order as it had !>cene
accustomed, which watch was greatly beautified by the
number ofmore than 300. demilances and light horsmen [etc.].

c. A ' wake' over a dead person.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2467 Cristene folc.don for be dede

chirche-gong elmesse-gifte, and messe-song, And oat is on
3e weches stede. 1908 Ch. Times 13 Mar. 347/2 A watch
was kept all night, the Men's Guild making themselves
responsible.

3. The action or a continued act of watching ; a
keeping awake and vigilant for the purpose of
attending, guarding, observing, or the like.

c888 ^Klfred Bocth. xxxi. § 1 Hu micele wa:ccan Sc hu
micle unrotnesse se hasf3 |>e 3one won willan hajfft on ]?isse

worulde. 1390 Goweb Conf. II. 56 So mot I nedes fro hire
wende And of my wachche make an ende. c 1450 Mirk's
Bestial 180 He com to be chyrch and to be scryne of Saynt
Wenefryd, and was per yn his prayers al a nyght. But on be
morow, what for wach, what for wery, he fylle on slepe.

1541 Paynbll Conspir. Catal. i. 1 He was an experte man
of warre : he could suffer and endure labour, watche, eolde,
thyrste, and hunger, fur beyond that any man wolde beleue.

1577 Change Golden Aphrod. Ep. Ded. A ij b, Diodorusthe
Stoike. . thorow his continuall watch and excessiue stutiie,

being blindeof long time. 1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 11. iii. 35
Carekeepes his watch in eueryold mans eye, And wlieieCare
lodges, sletpe w ill neuer lye. 1600 E. Blount tr. Concstaggio
317 They were so wearied with the watches of the last night.

1697 Drydkn sEneis ix. 312 The Foe securely drench 'd in

Sleep and Wine, Neglect their Watch. 1704 Addison tr.

Ovid, Phaetons Sisters 31 All the long night their mourn-
ful watch they keep, And all the day stand round the tomb
and weep. 1788 Mme. D'Arblav Diary 25 Nov., These
night watches, and this close attendance, disagree with them
all. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi, 129 Wan was her cheek
With hollow watch. 1859 H. Kingslky G. Hamlyn xxxix,
Sometimes we woidd think of poor Mary Hawker, at her
lonely watch up at the forest station. 1890 Stevenson In
South Seas \\. vi. (1900) 190 Others had wearied of the
watch ; and as the sun was setting, he found himself by the
grave alone.

4. [tr. L. vigilia, Gr. tpvXaKt}, Ileb. niDC'X ash-

morcth.] Each of the (three, four, or five) periods

into which the night was anciently divided. Now
often in collective plural, the watches of the night,

used rhetorically for ' the night-time
1

.

The Hebrews divided the night into three watches, the
Greeks usually into four (sometimes five), the Romans
(followed by the Jews in New Testament times) into four.

c 1000 ^li.fric tto/n. II. 388 Drihten com to his leorning.
cnihtum..onSa:refeor3an wasccan. An waxceluef'S breo tida;

feower waxxan ^efylla5 twelf tida; swa fela tida hxf3 seo
niht. ciooo Aes. Gosp. Luke xii. 38 £if he cymd on baere
a;fteran waeccan, o33e on baere priddan. [So Tindale and all

later versions; Wyclif has ivakynge.] 1526 Pilgr. Pe>f
(W. de W. 1530247 b, In iewry..the nyght was dyuyded
into iiii partes whiche they called iiii watches. The fyrst
was from the begynnyng of the nyght vnto ix of the clocke.
The second from ix to xii. The thyrde from xii to iii and
the fourth from iii to vj of the clocke. 1535 Coverdalk
E.xod. xiv. 24 Whan the mornynge watch came, the Lorde
loked vpon the armies of the Egipcians. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, iv. v. 28 As hee whose Brow (with homely Higgen bound)
Snores out the Watch of Night. 1604 — Oth. 1. L 124 At
this odde Euen and dull watch o' th' night. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 119 The day was not diuided of the first

Hebrewes. .into houres, but was distinguished by Vigitiar,

or Watches, of which they had foure. 1706 Kstcourt Pair
Example iv. i. 51 h"a?i. Well, my dear, it begins to grow
late, and it's time I shou'd leave you. Mrs. Ban. It do's
indeed, Husband, I believe the first watch is expir'd. 1742
Fielding y. Andrews 1. xvi, When the Company had retired

the Evening before, the Thief was detained in a Room where
the Constable, and one of the young Fellows who took him,

were planted as his Guard. About the second Watch a

general Complaint of Drowih was made. 1826 Scott Jr*l*
21 Jan., The watches of the night pass wearily when dis.

turbed by fruitless regrets. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xci. 13

Come : not in watches of the night, But where the sunbeam

broodeth warm. 1883 M iss Broi;ghton Belinda 1. viu, How
can she hurry the pace ? she asks herself desperately, in the

watches of the night.

t 5. A vicious turning of night into day, 'cham-

bering'. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Katlu 1766 For nabbe ich nawt beos niht 1

worldliche wecchen, ah habbe in heouenliche iwaket. c 1430

19



WATCH. 146 WATCH.
Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) go Hateful of herte he was
to sobrenesse, Cherisshyng surfaytes wacche and gloteny.

II. Action of watching or observing.

6. The action or an act of watching or observing

with continuous attention ; a continued look-out,

as of a sentinel or guard. Chiefly in phrases, + to

make watch, to keep (a, the) watch, to set a watch.
*375 Barbour Bruce ix. 318 He. .hasthe castell tan, Throu

fait of vach, vith litill payn. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. ix. 17
Ac be constable of bat castel bat kepeth al be wacche, Is a
wyse knijte with-al, sire Inwitte he hatte. <" 1440 Promp.
Parv, 520 1 Wetche, for enmees, excubie. c 1450 Merlin iv.

76 Therfore a-ray youre oste and your barons, and comaunde
hem to make gode wacche to diffende hem-self. Ibid. xx.

318 And the[i] drinke and ete ech day and trouble so theire

braynes that thei sette litill wacche in theire hoste. i486

Ctess. Oxford in Paston Lett. III. 328, L.streitly chargie

you that yc.endevore your self that suche wetche or

other meanes be used and hadde in the poorts, and creks,

and othre places, .to the letting of his seid purpose. 1538
Elyot Diet.) Excubiar,.. watche, as well by daye as by
nyghte. 1549 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 64 That day
begane agayne the washe at every gatt in London of the

comeneres in harnes with weppyns. 1560 Da us tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 120 They kepe so good watche, that nothing can
escape them. J568 Grafton Chron. II. 650 The Magistrates

and gouernours caused great watches to be kept, and good
order to be obserued. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's
Cong. E. htd. I. vii, 18 The Generall. .determined to enter

into the Harbour of Monsambicke, ..appointing also there

shoulde be great watch, for preucntion of the Moores. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill) v. iii. 54 Rick, Good Norfolke, hye thee

to thy charge, Vse carefull Watch, chuse trusty Centinels.

1625 Bacon Ess., Love (ArbJ 445 Loue can finde entrance,

not only into an open Heart; but also into a Heart well

fortified; if watch be not well kept. 1670 Ray Proi>, 28
Good watch prevents misfortune. 0:1700 Evelyn Diary an.

1625, I well remember the strict watches and examinations
upon the ways as we passed. 1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T. t

Young Lady's T, II. 238 [He] had a strict watch kept on
the wanderings of the melancholy Lenox. 1827 Keble CAr.
IV., Advent Sunday iv, Even so, heart-searching Lord,..
Thou keepest silent watch from thy triumphal throne. 1835
Tames Gipsy ii, ' Keep a good watch, my boys,' he said, .

.

'There is danger stirring abroad.' 1842 Dickens Avier.
Notes xvi, Many an eager eye glanced up to where the Look-
out on the mast kept watch for Holyhead. 1867 Swinburne
£ss. $ Stud. (1875) 159 The look in it as of bright bewildered
eyes with tears not theirs and alien wonder in the watch of
them. 1886 C. Schoix Phraseol. Diet. II. 834, I kept a
watch on that man all the time he was on the premises. 1901
Munwy^s Mag. XXIV*. 515/2 He kept watch of you even
after the money was stolen.

trans/. 1804 Campbell Soldier's Dream 2 The night-cloud

had lowered, And the sentinel stars set their watch in the
sky.

b. The duty, post or office of watchman or

sentinel. Obs, exc. in Bible phrase io stand upon
one's watch,

1535 Coverdale Nelt. vIL 3 Whyle they are yet stondinge
in the watch, the dores shall be shut and barred. And there

were certayne citesyns of Iemsalem appoynted to be watch-
men, euery one in his watch. 1550 S'hampton Crt. Lect
Pec. (1905) I. r. 15 Wherfore yt ys comaunded that every
man paye his watches for the welthe and Savegard of the
towne as [etc.]. 1581 A. Hall Iliad vn. 132 They to their

supper do departe, some to the watch do hye, And some their

tyred limmes to reste on couches downe do lye. 1604 Shaks,
Oth. 11. iii. 12 Welcome Iago: we must to the Watch.
Ibid. v. ii. 326 There is besides, in Rodorigo's Letter, How
he vpbraides Iago, that he made him Braue me vpon the
Watch. 1603 — Macb. v. v. 33 As I did stand my watch
vpon the Hill I look'd toward Byrnane, and anon me thought
The Wood began to moue. 1611 Bible Hab. ii. 1, I will

stand vpon my watch, and set mee vpon the towie, and will

watch to see what he will say vnto me,

C. Surveillance overs, person, either for his pro-
tection or with hostile intent.

x6n Bible yob vii. 12 Am I a sea, or a whale, that thou
settest a watch ouer me? 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 23/2,
I do not put a watch over him j how can I tell who has seen
him. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia in, viii, We shall be able

to keep a better watch over her. 1827 Scott Hight. Widow
v. Impatient of the watch which was placed over her. 1885
Bible (R. V.) 1 Sam. xxvi. 15 Wherefore then hast thou not
kept watch over thy lord the king 7

d. On, upon {the) watch : on the look out,

exercising vigilance. Const,for, to with inf.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 203, I resolv'd to put my
self upon the Watch to see them when they came to Shore.

1775 A. Bubnaby Trav. N. Amer. 28 note, 'The bald-eagle,

which is generally upon the watch, instantly pursues Uhe
fishing-hawk], 1797 Jane Austen Sense fy Seusib, xxvi,
Wherever they went she was evidently always on the watch.
1848 Dickens Dombey xxv, The. .door, .opened when he
knocked—for Rob was on the watch. 1849 Macavlky Hist.
Eng. ii. 1. 182 He must be always on the watch for the indi-

cations of a coming reaction. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III.

237 We should not have been on the watch to keep one
another from doing wrong,

f e. Watchfulness, vigilance. Obs.

14.. Lydg. Lyke ihyn Audience 28 in Pol. Pel. <y Love
Poems (1903)48 [Hunt game] with bowe and arowinhonde
Mawgre the wache of fosters and parkerris. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 11. 241 Thoughe she ordeyned wyth all

watche & dylygence her thoughtes wordes & dedes to the

worshypofgod yet she (etc.], 1465 Paston Lett. II. 214
Maketh gode wache be tyme.
personified, c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 76 Agayn my

luste, Wach profrid his seruise, And I admittid hym in heuy
wyse.

7. Watch and ward : the action of ' watching
and warding' (see Watch v. 6 b, 10, Watching vbl.

sb. 1 c) ; the performance of the duty of a watchman
or sentinel, esp. as a feudal obligation. Now only

(as often in earlier times) a rhetorical and more
emphatic synonym of watch in sense 6 ;

tdso/ig.

It has often been supposed that in this phrase watch refers

to service by night and ward to service by day, but this

seems to be merely an unsupported inference from the

etymology.
1390 Gower Con/. II. 202 Thei. .maken thanne warde and

wacche, Wher thei the profit mihten cacche. c 1425 in Black
Bk. Admir. (Rolls) I. 284 That every man be obeissant to

his capitene to kepe his wacche and warde. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (Sommer) 94 He doth yow to wete that ye do kepe
yow wyth good wacche and warde. 1523 Berners Froiss.

I. ccccxxxiiL 308 Thus theystode styll kepynge watche and
warde, redy at their defence. 1576 Gascoigne Philoinene

(Arb.) 87 But I which spend, the darke and dreadful night,

In watch and ward, when those birds take their rest, Forpine

my selfe. 1596 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 9 Still, when she slept,

he kept both watch and ward. 1630 A'. Johnsons Kingd.
<$ Commiv. 137 As for their Watch and Ward, it goes

by course, as in the City of Embden, and divers other in

those low countries. 1687 Declar. Dubl. 8 Dec in Loud.
Gaz. No. 2222/3 We do hereby further Require . .that the

Laws of this Realm concerning the keeping of Watch and
Ward, and for raising the Hue-and-Cry be duly observed.

1780 Burke .S^, Bristol 60 But let government.. comprehend
the whole in its justice, and restrain the suspicious by its

vigilance ; let it keep watch and ward ;..and then it will be
as safe as ever God and nature intended it should be. 1817
CoLBRiDGB Biog. Lit. I, x. 191 At least let us not be lulled into

such a notion of our entire security, as not to keep watch
and ward, even on our best feelings. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xi, Mrs. Pipchin had kept watch and ward over little Paul
and his sister for nearly twelve months. 1859 — T. Two
Cities 11, iii, The jury, .were not agreed... My Lord, .signified

his pleasure that they should retire under watch and ward,
and retired himself. 1868 Local Act 31 $32 Vict, c lix.

Preamble, \\
7

hereas the Power of Watch and Ward within
the University and City of Oxford has heretofore been cus-

tomarily exercised during the Night by the Chancellor,
Masters, and Scholars of the University of Oxford, and
during the Day by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens of
the City of Oxford. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xvii. 267 The
necessity of keeping some watch and ward over his tongue.

1906 S. J. Reiu Life <y Lett. Ld. Durham xviii. II. 32 Along
the southern line of the Russian frontiers it was necessary to

keep military watch and ward against the predatory incur-

sions of Tartar tribes.

fb. in plural. Obs. rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxv. (1495) 362 By
watches and wardes of knyghtes the nighte is departed in

foure, hi foure partes and orders of watches. 1511 Guyl-
forde's Pilgr. (Camden) 10 Arragonse.,is the strongest

towne of walles, towres, bulwerkes, watches, and wardes
that euer I sawe in all my lyfe.

f C = 8 b. Obs,
1566 S'hampton Crt. Leet Rcc. (1905) I. 1. 41 Item that

non put eny catall Into thecomyn who is not a howsehokler
and paye watche and warde vpon payne to furfet for evere

tyme so oflendinge 2/-,

T 8. The action of keeping guard and maintaining

order in the streets, esp. during the night, per-

formed by a picked body of the community.
Phrase, to keep watch. Obs,

1442 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I, 8 And ony waicheman
that slepis in the nyght, or removis fra the waiche quhile

the son rise, sal pay vi d. to the seriandes. 153a Cov. Lect
Bk. 712 All Constables within the Citie & suburbes of the

same shahbe discharged fromehensforthoftheComen watche
in this Citie & also of all paymentes & charges of the same.

1534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 128 In the night

wach to be kept by the Univ. no freman . . should . . be vexed
. . by the wach. 1549 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 65 1 hat

nyght was the comyneres of London was dyscharged of ther

waching at alle the gattes of London in harnes, and to wache
no more but the comyne wache as a nyttes in every warde
as it hath bene acostomyd before. 1878 J. Davidson
Inverurie iv. 138 A watch to be kept by sixteen persons

every night, and two sentinels in every steeple by day.

f b, A payment or tax for the upkeep of watch-

men. Obs.

1430 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 294 No Maire
. . shal pardon and forgyve amercements of brede, ale, wacche
and affrayes. 1467 to Eng. Gilds (1870) 390 That then he
pay taske, tallage, knyghtenspence, wacches, and other

charges w*yn the warde that he comyth furst in to the seid

cite by. 1506 Ord. Crysten Men (W, de W.) iv. ix. 192 To
paye taxes watches subsydes, or passages agayne theyr wylL

f9. A lying in wait, an ambush; hence an in-

sidious design or plot. Phrases, to lay watch, to

place an ambush, to lie at, in, watch (for). Obs,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5585 Bot the ffreikes were ferd of hor

fre shippes, ffor to caire by the coste, & knew not the
waches. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 195 Helle. .fleenge the
wacches of here steppe moder [L. fugiens insidias nover-
coles], 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 430/2 Kepyng hym self

ryght curyously fro the prychyng sawtes and watche of the
world. 1533 BellendenZ/j'^v. (S.T.S.) II. 207 pai. .began
to drede sum hid waiche and tressoun [L. insidias vereri].

1535 Coverdale i Mace. xi. 68 And beholde, the hoostes of
the Heithen met them in the felde, & layed watch for them in

the mountaynes. 1545 in Leadam Court Requests (Selden
Soc.) 183 Defendauntes..leyd at divers tymes watch to take
the corne off the said complaynaunt. 1548 Cranmer Cateck.
190 b, For if we shuld not much forbeare and forgyue one
another,.. we shoulde neuer haue measure nor ende of
chiding, scoldynge, laying in watche one of another [etcl.

1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 87 Thai lay at the vatch [printed
vacht], lyilc the aid subtil doggis. 1555 Instit. Gentt. E vij,

Manius. .was.. abhorred of hys own soldiers, euen so muche
as they tooke hym in a watche, and set hym vpon an Asse
backe hys fete bounde vnder the bely of the Asse [etc]. 1653
Walton Angler iii. 91 He [the trout] gets him into swifter

and swifter streams, and there lies at the watch for any flie

or Minow that comes neer to him.

10. One who watches ; a look-out man
; f a spy.

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 44 Bot he, that had his vach is ay On
ilk syde, of thar cummyng, Lang or thai com, had vittering.

Ibid. xix. 442 Bot the lord dowglas, that ay-quhar Set out
wachis heir and thar [Gat] wit of thair enbuschement.
c 1475 Rau/Coityar 276 The King buskit him son e, with
scant of Squyary Wachis and Wardroparis all war away.
1483 Caxton G. de la Tour exxiii. Iv, By the false watches
& bacbyters whiche ben neuer cessyng to talke of som euylle
rather than ofsomme good. 1820 Irving Sketch Bk. I. ii. 16

Suddenly the watch gave the alarm of ' a sail ahead !

*

b. Cricket. A fieldsman ; also, a fielding posi-

tion or station. {Winchester College.')

1836 Neiu Sporting Mag. Oct. 360 The fielding of the
' Wykehamist watches' was very different from years gone
by. 1843 [F. Gale] Pract. Hints Cricket Frontisp., The
' watches ' are placed more behind the wicket, since the intro-

duction of Round Bowling, than they were formerly. 1871
F. Gale Echoes/r. Old Cricket Fields 27 What I call an all-

round player is a man who will go to any watch he is told,

long or short, except wicket-keeper.

11. One who watches, or those who watch, for

purposes of guarding and protecting life and pro-

perty, and the like; esp. before the introduction

of the new Police, a watchman or body of watch-
men, who patrolled and guarded the streets of a

town, proclaimed the hour, etc.

1539 Cov. Leet Bk. 738 That fromehensfurthe the seriauntes

that shall wame the comen watche of this Citie shall furst

begyn to warne the said watche at seynt Margettes Chappell.

1571 Rec. Burgh Lanark (1893) 63 The cunsall ordanis

the fouir balleis to deill the toun in fouir, and ilke ane of
thame nychtly rasave the wache, and put nychtly sufecent

wyches to the port. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 536
Hostesse. The Sherife and all the Watch are at the doore:

they are come to search the House,shall I let them in ? 1599— Much Ado hi. v. 49 Dog. One word sir, our watch sir

haue indeede comprehended two aspitious persons. 1607
T. D. & G. Wilkins Jests 10 A yong man, being taken
by a watch in the day time, for an idle fellow, was by a
Constable brought before one of the Sheriffes of London,
[etc.]. 1670-x Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 376 On
Munday morning at two a'clock, some persons reported to

be of great quality,, .set upon the watch and killd a poore
beadle. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. v. (1687) 61 Enter Con-
stable and Watch, Const... I and my Watch going my
morning Rounds, and finding your door open, made bold to

enter to see there were no danger. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No.
3901/2 A Watch which was posted near that Place, .came to

his Assistance. 1751 F. Coventry Pompeyihe Little 1. xiiu

114 Gentlemen, answered the Watch, we are no Rascals,

but Servants of His Majesty King George.
_
1812 Murphy

Delany's Ft-ast 12 Hullo ! what's all this noise about ? To
the watch-house you must go, sir. Phelim struck the watch
across the nose, And cried out no, no, no, sir. 1838 Ben tley's

Misc. III. 51 From such neighbours the Cheap could not

escape. The watch was generally scanty and_ always^ idle,

and in the depth of winter the streets were without lights,

save [etc.]. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge xvi, Then there

was the watch with staff and lanthorn, crying the hour, and
the kind of weather. 1845 D. Jerrold St. Giles i, The
woman, with a piercing shriek, called the watch ; but the

watch.. answered not.

12. A sentinel ; also, the body of soldiers consti-

tuting the guard of a camp, town, gate of a town,

etc. ? Obs. exc. Hist,
13. . E. E. Allil. P. B. 1205 Bot er pay at-wappe ne mo3t

be wach wyth-oute, Hi3e skelt was be askry pe skewes an-

vnder. 1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 375 Thai herd no vachis

speknocry. Ibid. xvn. 481 Thai set gud wachis to thar

wall, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5185 pan was bar non of al be

wacche hat ys herte ne by-gan to cacche. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 5215 Sone be wacchis on he wallis bam wi3tlyascryes,

Qua bai ware & of quethen & quat was par errande. C1425
Wyntoun Cron. iv. Iv. 1177 (Wemyss).And that 3it Brynnyus
wonnyng had Had nocht the guss sic craking maid That
walknyt the wache sodanely. C1500 Three Kings'' Sons 123

The ladies and gentilwomen..were not wele assured when
they herd the belle of the wacche, for the comyng of the

Turke. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlii. 33 Langour wes weche
vpoun the wall, That nevir sleipit hot evir wouke. 1539
Bible (Cranmer) Matt, xxvii. 65 Pylate sayde vnto them

:

Ye haue the watch [Gr. c^CTe Kovorio&lav ] ; go your waye,
make it as sure as ye can. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres il

i. 19 It is also his [the Sergeaiu's] office to set & remoue the

watches. 1611 Bible Matt, xxviii. 11 Behold, some of the

watch came into the citie, and shewed vnto the chiefe Priests

all the things that were done, a 1670 Spalding Tronb.

Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) II. 321 Sir Johne Hurry. .gois

throw the marques of Montrois watches, saying, he wes the

lord Gordoun's man. (:167a Verney Mem. (1907) II. 345 They
told me they were the watch sent to stop all Passengers.

1825 Scott Betrothed xx, ' Guatine,' he added, addressing

his squire, 'let the watch be posted, and do thou reraaiji

within the tent.' 1844 Talfourd A then. Captive III. iii,

The watch presently will be removed,

13. In the early iSth c, the designation of certain

companies of irregular troops in the Highlands.

Black Watch, a name given (from the dark-coloured

tartan worn by them) to some of these companies

raised c 1729-30, and afterwards, 173974°* e
l

n'

bodied as the 42nd Regiment, which still retains

the name.
1739 Lovat in W. Fraser Chiefs 0/ Grant (1883) II. 380

My dear Frank.. is not to stay any time in what you call

the Black Watch. I think it is a right name to us, for we

are represented very black to our Generall. x8aa D. Stewart
Sk. Highlanders I. 223 This corps, which'! has been so well

known for nearly eighty years under the appellation of the

42nd Highland Regiment, .was originally known by the

name of the Reicudan Du, or Black Watch. This was an

appellation given to the Independent Companies of which

the regiment was formed. It arose from the colour of their

dress. 1900 Ld. Roberts Dispatch in Daily News 10 May
4/7 The Black Watch distinguished themselves, and were

very skilfully led. 1913 N. Munro New Road iii, (1914) 35

The Highland Watches were considered in some quarters

dubious servants of the King.



WATCH.

14. A hill •erring as a look-out station. Sc,

(? Obs. exc. in local names.)

17.. Pennecuik Wks. (1815) 50 (E. T). D.) Hills are vari-

ously named, according to their magnitude; as. .Tor, Watch,

Rig. 1806 Fohsvth Beauties Scot. III. 114 There are hills

in the same parish, called watches, where persons sat in

order to give notice on the first approach of an enemy.

fl5. Something to catch the eye, a bait to catch

the attention of a hawk. Obs,

CI450 Bk, Haxvking In Rei. Ant. I. 293 And thou wolt

take a goshawke, let his wach be a colvour; and yf he falle

not there to, put a rabbett.

+ 16. A signal. Obs.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Control'. 247 The Englishe

lordes hauing giuen the princesse Virginia a watch to linger

behinde and step aside [orig. ayans par vn signal fait «•
carter tie la compagnic la Princesse V,}.

III. Nautical uses.

17. [Developed from sense 4.] That period of

time for which each of the divisions of a ship's

company (called 'watches': see 18) alternately

remains on deck ; usually four hours, with the

exception of the dog-watches (see Dog-watch).

(One's) watch below, off, the time one is off duty.

To be off the watch : to be off duty.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. ii. 2 We about

the first watch sayled straight towards the port of Carry.

a 1624 in Capt. I. Smith Hist. Virginia 1. Wks. I. 340 When
we had run 30. leagues we had 40. fadom, then 70. then 100.

After 2. or 3. watches more we were in 24. fadoms. 1634

Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 4 As the master of the

ship conceived we ran seven leagues in a watch, in four

hours. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3317/4 In a Watch and a half

, .they gained so much of us, that we saw no probability of

coming up_ with them. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 434 He that

on the mainmast head While morning kindles with a windy
red, Begins a long look-out for distant land, Nor quits, till

ev'ning watch, his giddy stand. 1848 W. A. Ross Yacht
Voy. Norway, etc. II. 256 The sailors who were below and
off the watch, rose as we entered. 1850 H. Melville White
Jacket I. xxi, 128 At eight o'clock in the morning your
watch-below comes round, and you are not liable to duty
until noon. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Ik, Watch,.. the

word is also applied to the time during which the watch
remains on deck, usually four hours, with the_ exception of

the dogwatches. 1898 K\n.iXG Pleet in Being i. 4, 1 counted
seven speeds in one watch, ranging from eight knots to

seventeen. 1914 Glasgow Herald 26 Aug. 8 The master was
having his watch off, and was lying down amidships.

b. A sailor's turn or period of duty.

1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 44 They were a
part of the men whose watch it was. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Loom <$- Lugger 1. iii. 26 He stood as fair a chance as a
brighter man.. of sustaining his six hours' watch to the

satisfaction of his officer.

trans/. 1908 Daily Chron. 10 Apr. 1/5 This afternoon a
batch of telegraphists due on duty refused to attend. The
batch then on duty declared that they would go out on
strike when their watch ended.

18. That part, usually one half, of the officers

and crew, who together attend to the working of a

vessel during a ' watch * (see 17). The usual two
divisions, port (+ larboard) and starboard watches^

are sometimes again divided into two, making four

in all.

1626 Capt. J. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 790 The Cor-
porall is to see to the setting and releeuing the watch. 1627
— Sea Gram. xiii. 61 Watch be vigilant to keepe your berth

to windward. 1628 Digby Voy. Mediterr. (Camden) 14 It

was all that both the watches could do together to tacke

about the sailes. 1699 T. Allison Voy. Archangel 103 We
set our Sprit-Sail too, but all the Watch, which were ten

Men, were two hours in getting it loose. X743 Bulkeley
& Cumm ins Voy. S. Seas 8, I was Officer of the Watch (tho'

I was Gunner of the Ship, I had the Charge of a Watch
during the whole Voyage). 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) s. v., To set the Watch, is to appoint one division of
the crew to enter upon the duty of the watch ; as at eight

o'clock in the evening. Hence it is equivalent to mounting
the guard in the army. 1820 Scorksby Ace. Arctic Reg.
II. 235 Each watch consists of two boats' crews. 1836
Marryat Midsh. Easy xxvi, The watch was called as soon
as the sails were trimmed. 1840 K. H. Dana Bef. Mast
xiv. 33 Instead of having a watch on deck and a watch
below, as at sea, all hands are at work together. 1913 M.
Roberts Salt ofSea vii. 181 ' Any man would scorn to be
Tyser's sister's son,' said the starboard watch. Ibid., 'The
grub's horrid,' said both watches.

b. Watch and watch
}
the arrangement by which

the two halves of a ship's crew take duty alter-

nately every four hours.
1780 Mirror No. 97 ' Business,' cried the Captain, ' is not

oratory business r and why cannot they set to it watch and
watch, as we do at sea?

1

1813 Southey Nelson I. 22 He
was stationed in the foretop at watch and watch. 18*9
Marryat F. Mildmay xii, They were either mast-headed,
or put watch and watch. 1850 H. Melville White Jacket
I. xxi. 128 In a man-of-war at sea, the sailors have watch
and watch ; that is, through every twenty-four hours they
are on and off duty every four hours. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-l'k., Watch and Watch, the arrangement of the crew
in two watches.
transf. 1889 ' Mark Twain ' Yankee at Crt. Arthur xl,

Well, he stood watch-and-watch with me, right straight
through, for three days and nights, till the child was out of
danger .

IV. A timepiece.

1 19. An alarm-clock, or an alarum attached to

a clock. Obs,
The sense in the first example is doubtful, as the Latin

rendering is omitted ; but on etymological grounds it seems
likely that the sense ' alarum ' is the oldest of the senses of
this branch. With the form •wecc/it in quot. 1440 cf. wecclte,
Wetch v, (trans.) to awaken.
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c 1440 Promp. Parv. 520/1 Wecchc, of a clokke. 1542 in

Archzol. Jml. XVIII. 142 Item oone Clocke.. .Item oone
Lamm or Watch of iron, the case being likewise iron giit

witli two plumettes of led.

20. f a. A dial or clock-face ; the circle of

figures on a dial. Obs.
15S8 Greene Perimcdes G 2 b, Restlesse the clocke that

chimes hir fast a sleepe, Disquiet thoughts the minits of her
watch. 1593 Shaks. Rich, if, v. v. 52 For now haih Time
made me his numbring clocke ; My Thoughts, are minutes;
and with Sighes they iarre, Their watches on vnto mine
eyes, the outward Watch, Whereto my finger, like a Dialis

point, Is pointing still, in cleansing them from teares. 1673
in Lostivithicl Rec. (Hist. MSS. Comm., Var. Collect. 1001)

I. 355 For mending the clock there, and for making a watch
or dyall uppon the tower of the said Borough.

b. The going-part of a clock. ? Obs.
1696 W. Dekha.m Artif. Clock-m. i. 3 The parts of a Move-

ment, which I shall consider, are the Watch, and Clock.
The Watch-part of a Movement is that which serveth to

the measuring the hours. In which the first thing I shall

consider is the Ballance. 1816J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y

Art I. 376 The profile of the watch or going part of a clock

is shewn by fig. 1, pi. VI.

21. A small time-piece with a spring-driven move-
ment, and of a size to be carried in the pocket.
The occasional occurrence of the term pocket-watch (see

quot. 1705 below) suggests that the word was sometimes
applied to spring-driven clocks of larger size. From the

beginning of the 17th c. 'watches 1

(from the context ciearly

pocket watches) are often spoken of as striking.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. hi. i. 104 A woman that is like a
Germane Cloake, Still a repairing: euer out of frame, And
neuer going a right, being a Watch : But being watcbt,

that it may still goe right. 1590 R. Harvey Plain Perc.

24 Surrender vp thy watch though it were gold. 1592
Greene Conny Catching 111. E 2 b, He reported his freend

had lost a watch of golde: shewing how closelyhis freende

wore it in his bosome. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 12 Looke,
hee's winding up the watch of bis wit, By and by it will

strike. 1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. \. i, {He draivesfoorth
his watch, and sets it on the table.) 't strikes ! One, two,

Three, foure, fiue, six. Inough, inough, deare watch, c 1633
in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 147 The gold watch sett with
Turkies. 1651 Jek. Taylor Holy Dying i. § 3 (1676) 22

While he told the sands of his hour-glass, or the throbs and
little beatings of his Watch. i6§a in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. 1. 38 A verie prettie vatche of an agat, with

ane case of silver, c 1657 in Verney Mem. (1007) II. 135 A
plain sillvor woch. . . I have it merely to know how the time

goes away. 166a J. Davies tr. Olearius'' Voy. Ambass. 270
A gilt brass Candlestick, that had thirty branches, having
a striking Watch within the Body of it. 1662 S. P. Ace.
Latitude-men 16 There are also imperfect Clocks called

Watches that do not strike, but onely have a Dyall with a
hand turning round. 1688 R. Stapley Diary in Sussex
Archseol. Collect. II. 113 July 12th, bought.. a silver-cased

watch, wch cost me 3 //...This watch shewes ye hour of yo

day, y8 day of ye month, y® months of y e year, y« age of y e

moon, and ye ebbing and flowing of ye water; and will

goe 30 hours with once winding up. 1705 Hickekingill
Priest-cr. iv. (1721) 210 Pocket your Watch, and Watch
your Pockets, 1705 W. Derham in Lett. Lit. Afen
(Camden) 317 Whether the vacuum affected the going
of a pocket-watch. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Watch,. .a

Pocket-clock for the measuring of Time. 1751 F. Coventry
Pompey the Little 1. iv. 37 Lady Tempest, looking at her
Watch, declared it was time to be going. 1784 Johnson
Let. to Sastres 21 Aug., Dictionaries are like watches, the
worst is better than none, and the best cannot be expected
to go quite true. X837 Hebert Engin. t\ Meek. Encycl. I.

683 The essential difference between clocks and watches
consists in the nature of the regulator employed ; which in

clocks is the pendulum, and in watches the balance wheel.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlvi, The doctor.. drew out his

watch, and felt her pulse. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat, Phil.

I. r. g _t 14 A Clock is primarily an instrument which, by means
of a tram of wheels, records the number of vibrations exe-

cuted by a pendulum; a Chronometer or Watch performs
the same duty for the oscillations of a flat spiral spring.

b. Applied to a pocket time-piece regulated

otherwise than by a balance-wheel and hair-spring.

1666 in Birch Hist. Royal Soc. (1756) II. 83 April 18. Mr.
Hooke produced a new kind of watch, the motion of which
was regulated by a load-stone, the balance of it being a rod
of steel. 1667 Si'rat Hist. Royal Soc. 247 Several new
kinds of Pendulum Watches for the Pocket, wherein the

motion is regulated, by Springs, or Weights, or Loadstones,
or Flies moving very exactly regular. 1606 W. Derham
Artif. Clock-in. viii. 98 Of the Invention of those Pocket-
Watches, commonly called Pendulum Watches.

C. A chronometer as used on board ship.

1778 R. Waddington Sea Officer's Comp. 7 Suppose the
alt. of the sun taken at 8h. 12' a.m. by the watch. 1794

J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. (ed. 10) 216 Suppose a ship at

sea in lat.47 34' N.by account, at 9H. 55M. 30S. by watch.
1816 Tuckey Narr. Ex^ed. R. Zaire ii. (1818) 51 Our chro-

nometers gave the longitude of the north end of Prince's

island 7 . ..The same watch makes the N.W. point of St.

Thomas in 6° 31', [etc).

d. nonce-use. A mechanism with rotating hands
or pointers which move at any fixed ratio of speed.
1882 Minchin Unipl. Kincm. 95 AB and AC may then

be simply two hands of a ' Watch ' whose mechanism is at

A, such that the angle turned through by the hand AC is

always three times the angle turned through by the hand.

22. A trial-piece of glass, pottery, copper, etc.

put in a furnace and taken out again, to enable the

workman to judge of the degree of heating and the

condition of the material operated on.
[App. a mistranslation of F. montre, in this application

used in the sense of show-piece (from montrer to show), but
commonly meaning a watch (timepiece).l

1606 Peacham Art ofDrawing 69 Lay with every bed of
your wrought and drawn glass one of the said pieces, which
are called watches. 1839 Urk Diet, Arts 330 A small

I proof of copper, of the form of a watch-case, and therefore
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called montre, is taken out from time to time. Ibid. 1016

Pyrometric balls of red clay.. are employed in the English
potteries to ascertain the n-mperature of the glaze kilns...

The glazer provides himself at each round with a stock of

these ball watches.

23. US. (See quot.)

1891 Century Diet., Watch 9. pi. A name of the trumpet-
leaf, Sarraccnia flava, probably alluding to the resem-
blance of the flowers to watches.

f V. 24. Cant. His
t
her, my watch : = Himself,

herself, myself. Obs.

c 1530 Coiland Hye Way Spyttcl Hans in Hazl. E. P. P.
IV. 60 The patryng coue in the darknian cace Docked the

dell for a coper meke, His watch shall feng a prounces
nobchete. 1567 Harman Caz'Ctit (i£6q) 61 Thys harlot. .had
an vpright man or two alwayes attendinge on her watche
(whyche is on her parson). Ibid. 86 That is beneshyp to

our watche. 1612 Dekke^r O per se O O 1 b, I met a Dell,
T viewde her well, she was benship to my watch.

VI. 25. dial. = Wake sb. * 6.

1892 Pictorial World 23 Apr. 733/2 They are feeding in

one of the little pieces of open water— 'watches ' they are

called—where the springs are strong, and the fowl keep the

water moving.

VII. attrib. and Comb.
26. simple attrib. (sense 21), as watch-back,

-barrel (Barrel 5 b\ bow (sb. 1 11 a), cock (sb.1

16), -dial (sb. 1
4), -face, -holder, -key (also attrib.),

-movement (3 b), pendant (sb. 11), pendulum,
noire, pillar (sb. 8).

1894 A. H. Church J. Wedgwood x. 76 *Watch-backs, .

.

for which Wedgwood employed with success his beautiful

jasper paste. 1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade. "Watch-barrel.

1884 F. J. Hkitten Watch f, Clockm. H^* Watch /lew, the

round ring of a watch case to which the guard is attached.

1899 — Old Clods 4 Watches 346 'Watch Cocks. The
first of the cocks or brackets used to support one end of the

balance staff were probably quite plain. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mcch. S.V., MVatch-dials are usually made of thin sheet

copper [etc.]. 1899 F. J. Britten Old Clocks fy Watches
120 Decoration in enamel is sometimes to be found on watch
dials. .produced during the early part of the seventeenth

century. 1893 Scribner's Alag. June 725/r He felt for his

matches and struck one to look at his *watch-face. ior5

KlPLlNG Diversity of Creatures (1917) 4ro Your watch also

[is] in the coralline ^watch-holder. 1773 Peutisylv. Gaz.

16 June, Suppl. 2/2 (Advt.] Steel and brass *watch keys.

1840 Hood Up Rhine no A. .watch-key in the shape of a

pistol. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6180/4 "Watch Key-maker.

1795 J. Aikin Manchester 3ir They make "watch-move-
ments. 1884 F. T. BkITTEN Watch $,- Clockm. 284 Watch
Movement, the plates with the wheels and pinions compos-
ing the train. Ibid. 385 * Watch Pendant, the little neck
of metal connecting the bow to the band of a watch case.

1849 Noad Electricity (ed. 3) 65 The finest flattened steel,

sold at the watchmakers' tool shops, under the name of

•watch pendulum-wire. 1899 F. J. Britten Old Clocks $
II 'atehes 348 *Watch Pillars . . are now universally made of

a plain cylindrical form.

27. Special comb. : watch-alarm (see quot.)
;

watch-ball, a ball of clay used to test the tem-

perature of a glaze kiln (see sense 22 above);

t watch-birth nonee-wd., ? a literary work
brought to birth by watching ; watch-boat, a

boat on patrol duty ; watch bracelet, a bracelet

fitted with a small watch ; watch-candle, a

candle used for night-watching, a watching

candle; watch cap (see quot.) ; watch-care U.S.,

watchful care ; watch-chain, a metal chain used

as a watch-guard ; watch-cloak, -ooat, a thick,

heavy cloak or coat worn by seamen, soldiers, or

watchmen when on duty in bad weather
; + watch-

cobbler, ?a mender of watches; watch commit-
tee, the committee of a borough council which

deals with all matters pertaining to the policing

and public lighting of the borough ; watch-fire, a

fire maintained during the night as a signal, or for

the use of a sentinel, party or person on watch
;

watch-free a., free from the duty of watching or

keeping guard ; + watch George, ? a George

(George 3) in the form of a watch ; watch-guard,
a chain, cord, ribbon, or the like used to secure a

watch when it is worn on the person ; watch-gun,

f (a) a spring gun used as a guard against ties-

passers; (b)JVaul. (see quot. 1815); watch hand,
each of the hands of a watch ; also attrib. in

watch-hand rotation, rotation from left to right

like that of the hands of a watch ; watch-header
U.S., the officer in charge of a watch ; watch hill

(see quot. 1895) ; watch-hook, a hook for fasten-

ing a watch to the dress ; t watch hour, the hour

for sounding the watch ; watch jeweller, a work-

man who fits the jewels in the pivot-holes of

watches; watch-jobber, a mender of watches,

esp. as a watchmaker's employe ; watch-keeper,

one who keeps watch or serves as a member of a

watch on board ship ; an officer in charge ofa watch

;

t watch-knoll (-know) Sc. = sense 14 ; cf. watch-

hill ; watch lamp, an apparatus for illuminating the

face of a watch at night ; watch-lining = watch-

paper; f watch-mail, -meal Sc., 'a duty imposed

for maintaining a garrison ' (Jam.) ;
watch mark

Naut., a mark worn on the sleeve, indicating the

watch to which the wearer belongs ; t watch-

master (see quot.) ; watch-mastiff, a mastiff kept
19-3
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as a watch dog; watch-mate, a fellow-member
of a ships watch

; f watch-meal (see watch-mail)

;

t watch money, a sum of money paid for watch-
ing; watch-nick (seequot.) ; watch-night, origi-

nally a religious service extending over midnight
held monthly by Wesleyan Methodists ; in later use
a service held (by Methodists and others) on New
Year's eve, lasting until midnight; also, the night
upon which the service is held ; watch-officer, an
officer who takes his turn as the officer in charge
of the watch; watch-oil, ahighly refined lubricating

oil used for watches and clocks; watch-paper, a
disc of paper, silk, or other material, inscribed or

painted with an ornamental design, a picture,

rhyme, or other device, inserted as a lining or pad
in the outer case of an old-fnshioncd watch

;

watch-part = watch train ; watch-peal, a warn-
ing peal (of a bell) ; watch-peel (see Peel sb.* 4) ;

watch-pocket, a small pocket in a garment for

carrying a watch ; also, a pocket or pouch at the

head of a bed, to hold a person's watch at night

;

watch point, a watching station ; watch pole,

a watchman's pole or staff; watch-post MiL
t
a

position at which a body of soldiers, a sentinel or

watchman, is stationed on watch ; also, a body of

guards ; watch rate, a rate levied by a municipal
borough to defray the expenses of watching

;

watch-riband, a watch-guard in the form of a

riband ; watch round ~ Round sb?- 14 ; watch-
seal — Seal sb.2 3 f ; watch-setting Mil., the

posting of the watch; watch-spring, the main-
spring of a watch ; also (without article) as

a material ; also attrib. ; watch-stand, + (a) a
look-out position for a sentinel or watchman

;

(/>) a small case or stand in or upon which a watch
may be placed so that its face maybe seen; +watch-
star = GUARD sb. 12 ; watch-string, a watch-
guard of cord; watch-tackle A'aut., a Tackle
(sb. 3) by means of which the watch can perform
various operations without the help of additional

men ; watch train, the set of wheels and pinions

which drive the hands of a clock, as distinguished

from the striking train ; watch-wheel, the balance

wheel of the ' watch-work ' of a clock ; also Comb.
;

watch-woman, {a) a woman who 'watches' in

a sick room or attends a sick person
;
(b) a woman

who performs the duties of a night watchman
;

(c) a woman who keeps vigil (iionce-use)
; i watch-

wright, a watchmaker. Also Watch-bell,
Watch-bill, Watch-box, Watch-case, Watch-
clock, Watch-dog, Watch-glass, etc.

1875 Knight Diet, Mcch.,*Watch-alann, an instrument
with going works to sound an alarm at a specified period.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1016 The *watch-balls of these first

rounds have generally not so deep a colour as if they were
tried in a furnace three or four months old. 1606 Sylves-
ter Du Bartas II. iv. Magnif. 1197 Th' eternall *Watch-
births of thy [sc. Solomon's] sacred Wit [/.*. his three books:
Fr. De ton dinin esprit les veilles eternities]. 1789 T. An-
bury Trav, Amer. I. 303 We are now within sight of the
enemy, and their *watch-boats are continually rowing about.
189a C. R. B. BABBITT Essex iii. 50 The Henrietta [pin-
nace] was at that time [c 1664] acting as watch-boat, and
there are many references to its ' staying ' boats that had
used trawls. 1910 Times 13 Oct. 14/3 He was hailed by an
Icelandic watchboat. The watchboat interrupted their
fishing, and finally steamed alongside. 1896 Codecs Mag.
Apr. 449/1 The*watch bracelet, with its setting of sub-
stantial leather, is a convenient adjunct to the cycler. 1601
Holland Pliny xvi. xxxvu. I. 485 Rushes, .the pith where-
of, .maketh wieke for "watch-candles, and funerall lights.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 6 For were it not better for

a man in a faire roome, to set vp one great light,, .than to
goe about with a small watch candle Into euerie corner?
ai7ii Ken Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 421 As in the
Night I restless He, I the Watch-Candle keep in Eye. 191

1

Webster, * Watch cap, a knitted close-fitting navy blue cap
worn by enlisted men in the United States navy in cold or
storm. 1896 Paterson Mag. (U.S.) VI. 253/1 The years of
*watch-care which she had given to the child left in her
charge. 1908 D. S. Mackav Relig. of Threshold i. 27 The
faith of this man lays hold of God s watch-care in these two
extremes of the day. 1739 Act 12 Geo. II, c. 26 § 13 For
assaying.. Gold Hooks for * Watch Chains, ten Pence apiece.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 249 Sir Sedley smiled, and
played with his watch chain. 1837 Dickens Sk. Boz, Pari.
Sk., The . . immensely long waistcoat, and silver watch-chain
dangling below it. 1814 Scott Diary 18 Aug. in Lockhart
(1837) III. vi. 207 Duff and I sit upon deck, like two great
bears, wrapt in 'watch -cloaks. 1825 — Betrothed xiv, En-
veloping himself in his long chappe, or military watch-cloak,

he [the Norman soldier] withdrew. ? 1704 in Alice Si, Earle
Two Cent. Costume Amer. (1903) II. 407 A White Cape-
cloth *Watch-coat 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 135
There were also several thick Watch-Coats of the Seamens,
. .but they were too hot to wear. 1827 E. Mackenzie AVw-
castle II. 726 Each watchman is provided with a warm
watch-coat, a lanthorn, a rattle. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xlviii, The Captain, .laid her down, and covered her with
a great watch-coat. 1756 Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans I. 177
'I'll warrant ye (said a shrewd lawyer, though not Foxer)

this Roebuck left his colours for no pood.' 'Good! ha,'

cried a great greasy *watch*cobler, ' 'tis my belief that he
was reduced for cowardice.' 1835 Act 5 j6 Will. IV%

c. 76 § 76 The Council . . shall . . appoint . . a sufficient

Number of their own Body, who, together with the

Mayor . . shall be and be called the *Watch Committee
for such Borough. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 28/1 The
mayor. .is ex officio a magistrate for the borough and a
member of the watch committee. 1801 Scott Glenfinlas
xxxix, And by the *watch-fire's glimmering light,, .was seen

An huntress maid. 1814 JSyrox Corsair 1. ii, Such were the

notes that from the Pirate'sisle Around the kindling watch-
fire rang the while. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. viti.

215 Watch-fires were lit round the encampment. 1581 Sty-
ward Martial Discipl. I. 30 The which, .except in great

extremitie shall be *watch free. 1614 in Archxologia XLII.
350 Item a *watche George. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam
Excnrs., Miss Emily Taunton was making a *watch-
guard. 1839 — Nt'ckleby ii,The dark-complexioned men who
wear large rings and heavy watch-guards. 1768 Ann. Reg.
106 A maid-servant at Paddington was accidentally shot by a
*watch gun, which was usually set by the family as a defence
against rogues. 1772 Regul. It. M. Service at Sea 9 Cap-
tains are forbid to fire the Watch-Gun in any Port . . unless

there be at least Five of H.M. Ships in Company. 1798
Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 132 The Marquis fired

a shot from his morning-gun into the Town...l fire no
watch-gun. 1815 Falconers Did. Marine (ed. Burney),
Watch-Gun, the gun which is fired on board ships of war
at the setting of the watch in the evening, and relieving it

in the morning. 1773 Pennsylv. Gas. 16 June, Suppl. 22
[Advt.] Clock and *watch hands. 1882 MlNCHiH Unipl.
Kinem. 36 An observer. . sees, .every point in the body rotated

about him in a sense opposite to that of watch-hand rotation.

Ibid. 222. 1887 Goode Fisheries 0/ U.S. V. ii. 229 (Cent.)

The divisions of the crew are known as the starboard and
larboard watches, commanded respectively by the first and
second mates or the second and third mates, who are known
as "watch-headers. 1560 in J. Scott Betivick-upon-Twccd
(iSSc) 448 Any man that cometh to the *watch hill and is

by the officers to watch. 1895 Lakeland Gloss. Suppl.,

Watch Hill, the hill from which the outlook was kept
against border freebooters; hence now frequent as Border
place-name. 1698 Land. Gaz. No. 3376/4 A Diamond
*Watch-Hook., was lost the 17th instant. C1500 Meuwall
Nature (\lrand\) 43 Who taught the cok hys*watche howres
to obserue. 1884 V. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm. 102
*Watch jewellers use a glass with double lenses half an inch

in diameter. 189s Daily Chron. 2S Aug. 8/4 *Watch Jobber
(Really good) wanted. 1900 F. T. Bcllen With Christ at
Sea xi. 210 The second mate, .combined in himself the
various offices of bosun, sailmaker, and *watchkeeper. 1920
Times Lit. Suppl. 13 May 298/4 He exchanged his duties as

a watch-keeper in an ironclad for service in the Cockatrice.

1645 in J. Wilson Annals of Hawick (1850) 65 [A burgess
charged with not being present at the riding of the common]
confessithewasat the *Watch-Know. [Theyjassoilzied him
of the penalty and fine. 1823 J. Badcock/Vw. Amusem. 203
Contrivance for a*\Vatch Lamp, .which will show the Hour
of the Night, without trouble to a person lying in bed. 1857
Dickens Don-it I. xxx, An old silk *watch-lining, worked
with beads ! 1710 Fountainhall Decis. (1761) II. 552 Others
more probably conjecture from its name given to it by
Skeen,7W£ Pension, .of the *watch-meal of Kilpatrick, that

It was for the sustenance of the garrison of Dumbarton.
Ibid., When this *watch-inail was constitute. x86o Stuart
Seaman's Caleci. (1862)83 It is now a general rule through-

out the navy to have ' *watch marks' on the sleeve of the

frock. 1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 479 2 Tesserarius,

..the *watchmaister,or the sargeant that giueth the charge
or watchword to the souldiers. 1778 W. Pearce Haunts cf
Shakespeare 13 Or drowsy *watch-mastiff that bays the

sharp wind. 1631 L. Fox N.-W. Fox (1635) 174 That no
man shall, .make any doubt thereof, eyther. .at his Messe
or to his *Watch-mate. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xvi,

About midnight we were waked up by our two watch-mates.

1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise of ' Cachalot' xiv. 162 All my
watchmates were . . waiting to be taken on board again. 1628

Toke (Kent) Estate Ace (MS.) fol. 125 *Watch money.
C1750 in W. Alexander Notes ff Sk. 18th Cent. (1877) 66

There is paid in black mail or watch money, openly, or
privately, f, 5000. 1897 P. Wabung Tales Old Regime 122

Bunt., owned a*watch-mck—a tiny saw filed out of the tem-
pered steel ofa watch-spring. 1742 Wesley Jml. 9 Apr., We
had the first *watch-night in London. We commonly choose
for this Solemn Service the Friday night nearest the full

moon. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 70/2 A methodist, she always
goes to their chape) on New Year's-eve—or the ' Watch
Night ', as they call it. 1883 Pall Malt Gaz. 10 July 10/1

A man.. was charged with, .annoying the Salvation Army
at a 'watch-night' service. 1898 Kipling Fleet in Being
ii, 29 On a third-class cruiser, he [the Sub] is a "watch-
officer. 1870 Preece Telegraphy 249 Only good *watch-oil

should be employed. 1777 in Phil, Trans. LXVII. 335 A
*watch-paper. .on which there are some very fine hair strokes

of a graver. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets vii. (1870) 170 Nor
did he cut out poetry as we cut out watch-papers, 1858
O. W. Holmes Autocrat ix. (1903) 208 He..opened the

watch, and handed me the loose outside case without a word.
—The watch-paper had been pink once.. .Two little birds,

a flower [etc.]. 1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betw. Trent <y An-
choline 21 He wrote minutely the Creed and the Lord's
Prayer on watch-papers. 1696 W. D[frham] Artif. Ctock-m.
i. 3 The *Watch-part of a Movement is that which serveth
to the measuring the hours. 1656 Heylin Surv. France 12
The Protestants, of this Bell [rung at the procession of the
host] . . use it as a warning or *watch-peal to avoid that street

through which they hear it coming. 1882 A. Geikie Geol.
Sk. i, 7 *Watch-peels, castles, and towers. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxxvii, Consulting a copper time-piece which dwelt
at the bottom of a deep *watch-pocket, and was raised to

the surface by means of a black string. 1845 D. JerrolD
St. Giles xxi, [The] pistols.. he attempted to place in the
watch-pocket at the head of the bed. 1893 J. Watson Conf.
Poacher 167 When a constable, then a second, and a third,

were all tearing down upon me from *watch points, where
they had been in hiding. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 358 P 1

A Gentleman that has several Wounds in the Head by
*Wateh Poles. 1852 Grote Greece 11. lxxii. IX. 298 The
occupation of iEohs by the Lacedaemonian general was a
sort of *watch-post. 1887 Bowen Mneid in. 238 Signal
Mi.senus gives from his watch-post set on the steep. 1888
E. Gerard Land beyond Forest II. xxxviii. 144 On the
extreme frontier of Transylvania, however, he left behind
him a portion of his army, to serve as watch-post. 1835
Act 5 <y^> Will. IV, c. 76 § 92 Provided that in every Case

in which before the passing this Act any Rate might be
levied in any Borough., for the Purpose of watching, .it

shall be lawful for the Council of such Borough to levy a
*Watch Rate, i860 Smiles Self Help 114 Flaxman. .was on
one occasion selected by the ratepayers to collect the watch-
rate for the parish of St. Anne. 1834 Marryat /'. Simple \\\,

The captain gave a youngster five dozen the other day for

wearing a scarlet *watch-riband. 1828-43 Tytler Hist.
Scot. (1864) 1. 133 Spalding.. determined, on the night when
it was his turn to take his part in the *watch rounds, to

assist the enemy in an escalade. 1798 Sophia Lee Can terb.

T. t Young Lady's T. II. 151 The *watch-seals. .of the

Marquis. 1840 Cari.yleY/£>w.t v. (1841) 293 He does not
' engrave Truth on his watch-seal '. 18x1 Regul. <y Orders
Army 101 After which no Trumpet is to sound, or Drum to

beat, in the Garrison, except at "Watch-setting and Tattoo.

1844 Ibid. 259 The Trumpet is to sound for Watch-setting,

and the Tattoo is to beat at Eight o'clock. 1920 Daily Tel.

21 Mar. 10/7 The ceremony of playing ' Retreat ' on watch-
setting is observed all over the Empire wherever an infantry

battalion is quartered. 1760 in Phil. Trans. LI. 829, I cut

off several slips from different leaves, each ofwhich I placed

between two bits of "watch-spring. 1815 J. Smith Pano*
ranta Sci. <y Art II. 375 Thin plates.. rolled up in the man-
ner of a watch-spring. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. liv, The fat

boy returned, slumbering as peaceably in his dickey, over

the stones, as if it had been a down bed on watch-springs.

1843 Holtzapffel Turning I. 250 Watch springs are ham-
mered out of round steel wire of suitable diameter, until

they fill the gage for width. 1897 Daily News 1 June 7/4
1'he watch-spring steel is manufactured at Sheffield. 1610

Healey St. Aug. CitieofGodwx. xii. 121 In time of warre,

or suspltion, the watchmen placed bundels of drye small

sticks, vpon their high *watch-stands [L. in editis speculis\

1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Watch-stand, a mantel-piece

or toilet rest or support for a watch. 1588 Ashley
Wagenar"s Mariners Mirr. B 2 b, If the said *watch stars

stand South southwest. [Cf. supra, 'those Guardes or
watches of Vrsa minor *.] 1773 Pennsylv. Gaz. 16 June,
Suppl. 2/2 [Advt.] Silver and steel watch (chains, . .silk

*watch strings. 1789 Trijlcr No. xxxiii. 427 A gentleman
of the present age has seldom more taste than he can
. .lavish away in the choice of a watch-string. 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef. Mast xxv, By. .clapping *watch -tackles upon
all the sheets and halyards, we managed to hold our own.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 299/1 The one. .gives motion to the

train of wheels called the going or *watch train; the other

to the striking train of wheels, 1894 *• J* Britten Former
Watch fy Clockm. 210 The 'going or ' watch ' train, that

drives the hands. 1568 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden)
132 F"or the mendinge of the staye of the *wache while., jd.

1569 Ibid. 136 For the mending of the watchwhele of the

clock. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 362^1 TbeSecond. .istermed

the Ballance Wheel of a Clock... Some call it the Wauch
Wheel, or Motion Wheel. 1813 Examiner 5 Apr. 219/1 R.
Payne,.. watch-wheel-maker. 1638 G. Daniel Eclog I 170
Thy verse may creepe To Chimneyes, or *watch-women till

they sleepe. 1829 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 96 The
mischievous fondness of her nearest relations has since re-

moved this faithful watchwoman [female attendant]. 1836

Longf. £^(1891) L245 At Brunnen there is no watchman,
but a watchwoman. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 75 The
* Watch-wrights craft being not only the Ape of Nature, but

the very Tool, still in her hand.

Watch (wot|"),z>. Pa.t. and pa. pple. watched
(wQtjt). Forms : 1 Korthumb. weecca (woeeca),

pa. t. -weehte, WS. only in pr. pple. wseccende,

2-5 wecche, 4-7 wach(e, 4-5 .SV.vach, (?wauch),

4-6 wacehe, 5-6 weche, watche, 6- watch.
[OE. wsecc-j a doublet of wacian Wake v. (weak),

repr. WGer. *wak,yan (OHG. wakhcn)\ in WS.
only in pr. pple. ivmccende^ the forms belonging to

wacian being used for the other parts of the vb.

;

in Northumbrian the type wxec- is alone recorded.

For the Teut. and Indogermanic cognates see

Wake z/.]

I. Intransitive uses.

f 1. To be or remain awake. Obs.
a 1000 Rituale Eccles. Dunclm, (Surtees) 28 Sivevigilenius

sive dormiatnus, Sva hvoeoer we woaeca vel we slepa.

a 1000 Riddles x\\\\. 8 Helit me wseccende wunian longe, bat
ic ne slepe sippan aefre. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy

Soc.) 169 He..Slepithe on the day and wacchith al the

nyght. 1430-40 — Bochas v. vii. (1554) 128 Fyrst the liddes

of his eyen twayne, They cut them of. .That he not should

slepe in prison, But euer watche with paine intollerable.

1590 Barrouch Meth. Phisick 1. xv. (1639) 23 If the sick

watch overmuch, then you must apply such things as pro-

voke sleep. 1641 W. Cartwright Lady Errant 11. ii, Pan.
Wee'l keep you, As they doe Hawkes— Cos.Watching untill

you leave Your wildne?.s. 1658 tr. Lcmnius' Secret Jllirac.

Nat. in. viii. 211 Hence grew the Proverb, when men have

passed a troublesome nights rest, .they say, We have had

Saint John Baptist's night: That is, we have not taken any
sleep, but watcht all night.

f b. To keep awake intentionally. Obs.

c tooo Rule of'Chrodegang xiv, Eadi^e beo5 ba beowan, be

heora hlaford, ponne he cymS, hi wajecende Ant. c 1450 Cov.

Myst., Betray. Christ 18 Petyr, with thi ffelawys here xalt

thou abyde, And weche tyl I comeageyn. c 1475 Partenay

5375 Where it behouith to wacche nightes thre Without Any
sompnolent slepe to be. 1602 Vaugiian Direct. Health in

Babees Bk. 252 Watch not too long after supper, but depart

within two hours to bed. 1650 H. Brooke Consent. Health
180 The Phlegmatick and Fat should Watch much. 1667

Milton P. L. 1. 332 As when men wont to watch On duty,

sleeping found by whom they dread, Rouse and bestir them-

selves ere well awake.

o. Of certain flowers : To remain unclosed

(during certain hours of the day).
1812 Neiv Bot. Card. I. 51 The flowers [of Anihcricum

ramosum] watch from seven in the morning to three or four

in the afternoon.

d. To watch up : to sit up at night, rare.

1852 Thackeray Esmond in. v, Esmond had seen this

gentleman.. toiling to give bread to a great family, and
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watching up many.i long winter night to keep the wolf from
his door.

e. To remain awake with a sick person or at

his bedside, for the purpose of rendering help or

comfort.

1691 Tilson in Baxter's Certainty Worlds Spirits 148
Between One and Two-a-Clock in the Morning she fell into

a Trance. One Widow Turner, who watched with her that

Night, says, that [etc.]. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 Mar. 1670,

I watched late with him [a brother on his deathbed] this

night. 1843 Mrs. Browning To Flush vii, This dog watched
beside a bed. .Where no sunbeam broke the gloom Round
the sick and dreary.

2. To remain awake for purposes of devotion; to

keep vigil.

971 Blickt. Hom. 137 Heo wass wa'ceende ds^es ond nihtes.

c 1450 Cap<;rave St. Gilbert (1910) 121 Aftyr sche had
wecchid in deuoute prayeres al a nyte sche went hom hoi

fro both sores. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 13 He
was tempted moost suttelly, he watched, he fasted, he prayed
moost besyly. 1570-1 Rec. Burgh Lanark (1S93) 54 Item,

for candill to wyche in the kirk, ij s. 171a P. Metcalfe
Life S. Wine/ride (1917) 18 She watch 'd whole Nights in

the Church, either kneeling or prostrate before the Altar or

[etc.]. 1756-9 A. Butler Lives Saints, S. Peter Damian,
Peter watched long before the signal for matins, and after

with the rest. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard in. i. 90 Fair
sir, Give me this hour to watch with and say prayers. 1913
W. K. L. Clarke Basil vi. 89 To fast or watch more than
the rest is self-will and vain-glory.

b. quasi-trans. with complement. To watch in :

to keep vigil to greet (the New Year).
1828 Adam Clarke in Life (1840) 454 Mother was not strong

enough to watch-in the New Year.

3. To be on the alert, to be vigilant ; to be on
one's guard against danger or surprise.

a 1Z25 St. Marher. 15 Ah peo bet stalewurbe beo5 ant
starke to ^etn me [sc. Satan], swa bet heo ham wi3 me ant
mine wrenches wecchinde ham werien, so uuel mermnchecS
brof bet [etc.], 1595 Shaks. John iv. i. 5 Be heedful! : hence
and watch. 1658 J. Owen Temptation ii. 30 To watch is

as much as to be on our guard, to take heed, to consider
all waies, and meanes whereby an enemy may approach to us.

1675 — Indwelling Sin viii. U732) 81 It [sc. sin] adds in its

workings, Deceit unto Power. The Efficacy of that must
needs be great, and is carefully to be watched against. 1770
Goldsm. Des. l>'ill. 166 But in his duty prompt at every call,

He watched and wept, he prayed and felt for all. 18x8
Scott Rob Roy xxvi, I wad advise ony friends o' mine to
gree wi' Rob ; for, watch as they like, and do what they like,

they are sair apt to be harried when the lang nights come
on.

t b. To attend diligently to a duty. Const.
upon. Cf. Wait v.1 14 d. Obs.
1608 Willet Hexapta Exod. 673 With all their heart and

endeuour they should watch vpon their office.

4. To be on the look out ; to keep a person or
thing in sight, so as to be aware of any movement
or change.

137S Barbour Bruce vi. 87 His twa men bad he..Ga to
thair feris to rest and ly ; For he vald vach thar com to se.

1547 Bk, Marchauntes ej, They haue a .C. eyes euer open
to watch as the cat for the mous. 1560 Dais tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 45 b, The Byshoppe, whiche as the masterof a shyppe
sitteth watching at the Healme [U qui tanqnamguhernator
nauis in specula sedeat intentns). 1607 Chapman Bussy
(CAmbois v. iii, Sit vp to night, and watch. 1765 Foote
Commissary n. 41 Watch, Simon, that nobody comes up
whilst he is here. 1839 T. T. Stoduart Songs $ P. 40
Quickly lead, Where the roving trout Watches round an
eddy, With his eager snout Pointed up and ready. 1845
Browning Lost Leader 14 Shakespeare was of us, Milton
was for us, Burns, Shelley, were with us,— they watch from
their graves 1 1848 Thackeray ran. Pair xxii, Did you
ever see a dun, my dear ; or a bailiff" and his man ? Two of
the abominable wretches watched all last week at the green-
grocer's opposite, i860 Tyndall Glac. n. xi. 290, I was to
watch, and call out the direction in which he was to run.

b. With indirect question.

1375 Harbour Bruce vi. 62, 1 will ga vach all preuely, Gift"
I heir oucht of thar cummyng. 1390 Goweh Con/. I. 163
i hat made him forto waite and wacche Be alle weies how it

ferde. a 1533 Berners Huon lxxxiii. 262 Wc.layde our
busshement m a lytell wood a .ii. legees fro this cyte, to
watch whan my brother Huon shold passe by that way.
1586 Whitney Choice Emblems 3 The Crocodile, by whome
th| ./Egyptians watche, Howe farre that yeare shall mightie
Nilus llowe, For theire shee likes to faie her egges and
hatche. 1878 Tennyson Revenge xi, But they dared not
touch us again, for they fear'd that we still could siing, So
they watch'd what the end would be. 1888 Glasgow It 'eekly
Mail 1 1 Aug. 5/1 It will behove the people.. to watch how
the Government may endeavour to pave the way fur this
change.

C. To be on the watch for opportunities to do
something.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvir. 030 Bot dede, that vachis ay to
mar With all hyr mycht waik and vorthy, Had at his wor-
schip gret invy. 1471 Caxton Recuycll (Sommei) 327 The
Inhumanyte and terrybilite of the habitans and lndwellars,
that allway wacche and wayte to do euyll and desplaysir to
alle the world. 1697 Dryden I'irg., Georg. 11. 776 The
Groom. .stnpt for Wrestling, smears his Limbs with Oyl,

j w? t
,

ches WIth a Trip his Foe to foil.

a. To beonthe watchy<?r(soinething expected).

i^
3
u £

C0TT Casi- Dang- v
. The wonderful turns of fate

which have attended this fortress, are sufficient to warrant
any one to watch for what seem the peculiar indications of
the will of Heaven. 1864 Trollope Small Ho. Allington
xxvn, But I can see you when you watch for the postman.

e. To watch after (a person) : to follow with
one s looks, watch the movements of. rare*
185a Thackeray Pcndennis lix, You should have seen

rMm Bolton s eyes watching after the dove-coloured young
lady

! 185a — Lsmond \\. x
t Then he had seen her but for

two days, and fled. Now he beheld her day after day, and
when she was at Court watched after her.

f. Cricket. To watch out : = Field v. 5.

1786 G. White in Life $ Lett. (1901) II. 160 Tom bats, his

grand-mother bowls, and his great grand-mother watches
out ! ! 1875 Rally's Mag. Apr. 403 So narrow is the ground,
that long-leg and cover point respectively are quite out of

sight, watching out on the hill-side. 1901 '/ inch. Coll.

Notions, Watch out, to field at nets for cricket.

g. To watch out (U.S. colloq.) : to look out, to

be on one's guard.
a 1888 J. W. Riley Little Orphant Annie iv, You better

mind yer parents, .. Er the gobble-uns '11 git you Ef you
Don't Watch Out ! 1895 S. Crane Red Badge i, You watch
out, Henry, an' take good care of yerself in this here fighting

business. 1918 in Times Lit. Supp. 11 July 325/4 The new
chantey on Monday morning's route march was a thing to

watch out for.

5. "Watch over — . To exercise protecting care

over ; to keep in constant view in order to pre-

serve from harm or error.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 247 b, As heerdmen euer
watchynge ouer the flocke of our lorde Jesu. 1655 Jek.
Taylor Golden Grove, Agenda, Surutay 65 Watch over thy
self, counsel thy self, . .and judge thy self impartially. 1712
Addison Spat. No. 289 ? 2 That Providence which watches
over all its Works. 1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. xxxi. III. 233
But there is a Providence (such at least was the opinion of

the historian Procopius) that watches over innocence and
folly. 1816 J. Wilson City 0/Plague 11. ii. 216 From heaven
fair beings come at night To watch o'er mortals while they
sleep. 1875 Jouett Plato (ed. 2) V. 404 The eye of the

rulers is required always to watch over the young. 1879
Lubbock Sci. Lect. v. 166 We cannot put Stonehcngeor the
Wansdyke into a museum—all the more reason why we
should watch over them where they are. 1899 Marg. Ben-
son & Gouklay Temple 0/ Mut i. 11 A (lock of goals,

watched over by an Arab girl.

0. To fulfil the duty of a watchman, sentinel, or

guard.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 572 Vp to the wall I sail }ow bring,
Gif god vs kepis fra persaving Of thame that wachis on the
wall, c 1475 Rau/Coil^ear 407 Him behouit neidlingis to
watche on the wald. 1538 Elyot Diet., Kxcubo, to watche,
as they whiche in battaylle, or in the garde of a pryncis
personne doo. 1540 Hobv in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries
(Camden) 284 Besydes that hit did cost me money to persons
fifor a long tyme nyghtly to weche and to take hede lest any
thyng shuld to be mysordered there. 1576 S^hampton Crt.
Leet Rec. (1905) I. r. 131 That every householder.. should
watche in proper person or at the least provide a good honest
and able watcheman for the more suertie and save garde of
the towne. 1623 in Rymer Ficdera (1707) XVII. 529 The
Lord Mayor shall cause certain Persons to watch at the
Gates, and other like places in the Suburbs where Flesh
may be brought, to view and search and to intercept the
same. 166a J. Davies tr. Olearius'

1

Voy. Ambass. 84 Great
Lords and rich Merchants have a Guard in their Courts, who
watch all night, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 Aug. 164 1, 1 watched
on a home worke neere our quarters. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe
Rom, Forest ii, Peter was ordered to watch at the door,

tquasi-^awj'. with complement, nonce use.

1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 192 Y° army men are
almost watched oflf theire legs.

•fh. To watch and ward: to keep * watch and
ward*. Alsoy?^. (For the transitive use see 10.)

1583 Bahington Command, x. (1590) 444 No more quench
you the fire by withdrawing y* wood, than assuredly you
stay the course of wicked conceits, when you watch and
ward well ouer your senses. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. viii. 2
They for vs fight, they watch and dewly ward, And their
bright Squadrons round about vs plant. 1601 W. Parry
Trav. Sir A. Sherley 6 Either parly lived watching and
warding. i6zo Shutt'teworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 242 To
a man, watchinge and wardinge at Burneley faire, iiij (l

.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseot. Gen. (1693) 1296 To watch and
ward, excubare. 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais ill. Prol. 4
Every one did watch and ward, and not one was exempted
from carrying the Basket.

o. Of a sailor : To be on duty during a watch.
1799 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1S44) I- 5i I waa placed in

the Seahorse of 20 guns, with Captain Farmer, and watched
in the foretop. 1820 Scokesby Acc. Arctic Reg. II, 235
Each man watches four hours, and rests eight.

T 7. Hunting. Of an otter : To retreat into its

lair. Obs, Cf. 17.

1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recrcat. 1. (ed. 2) 10 An Otter Watcheth.
1686 Blome Gentl. Recreat. 11. 76 A Fox Kennelleth, a
Badger Eartheth, an Otter Watcheth, a Boar Coucheth.
8. Naut, f a. Of the timbers of a ship : ? To
work loose. Obs. b. Of a buoy : To float on the
snrface of the water.
1633-4 Admit; Ct. Exam. 50, 21 Jan. (MS.), Whilest she

was at sea the beames did watch and worke too and froe.

1805 Naval Chron. XIII. 328 The Pilots.. swept for and
weighed (as no buoys watched) the four anchors. 1865
GossE Land $ Sea 84 All the buoys had not yet 'watched'
but there was a tremendous sea running.

II. Transitive uses.

t 9. To keep under surveillance (a prisoner, a
besieged army) in order to prevent escape or
rescue ; to set an armed watch upon (a place, road,
passage). Obs.

^
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5086 He dide sette

in wardes seers Knyghte to wachem [v. r, waite], & squiers.
< 1375 Cursor M. 16893 (l'airf.) And for that skylle lette
wacche hym [sc. Jesus in the tomb] Thre dais we you pray.
a 1400 Sqr.loiveDcgreg.,-; Than he watched your Chambre
bryght, With men of amies hardy and wyght, For to take
thatsquyer. ? a 1400 Morte A rt/u 1613 That they be weisely
wachede and in warde holdene. c 1470 Henry Wallace in.

70 In a schaw..Thai lugyt thaim..To wache the way als

besyly as thai mycht. Ibid. v. 239 Schyr Jhone IJutler, to
wache the furdis rycht, Out fra his men of Wallace had a

sicht. 1568 Gkafton Chron. II. 712 They should be kept,
and with such vigilant persons continually watched. 1579
Hake Neives out 0/ Powles (1872) B ij b, This Nummus
nowe..Is straightly watchte, and hardly kept with men of
each degree.

b. To guard (a dead body, goods).
1450 Lomner Let. 5 May in Paston Lett. I. 125 And the

!
shreue of Kent doth weche the body. 1587 Acc. Mary Q.

j

Scots (Camden) 60 And fur ij men hired to watcli the plate
at Ware and Peterborowe, iiij nights, vj s. viij J. 1697 Dky-
den AKueis xi. 45 Accctes watch'd the Corps. 1823 'Jon

[

Bee' Diet. Turfs.v. Wake^ He, also, 'died one day,' so
they say, and his ever-faithful groom watched the body
during the night. 1884 ' Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxvii,
I peeped through a crack of the dining-room dour, and see
the men that was watching the corpse all sound asleep on

!
their chairs. 1886 C. Scholl Phraseot. Diet. II. 831 The
goods were watched all night by a watchman.

+ 10. To guard against attack; to provide wilh
a body of guards or armed watchmen ; to serve as

a guard to. Also to watch and ward (cf. 6 b).
J375 Barbour Bruce xv. 128 But for the trewis he lefit

noucht Wachis till set to the castele; Ilk nycht he gert men
wach it wele. la 1400 Morte ArtIt, 547 He wylle werraye

j

i-wysse, be ware jif the lykes, Wage many wyghtemene, and
wache thy marches. Ibid. 613 Thane yschewes pe emperour
..Arayede with his Romaynes.-Sexty geauntes be-fore,..

With weches and warlaws to wacchene his tentys. c 1450
Merlin xi. if6 Than thei leged and pight teyntes a:id

pavilouns, and hem rested, and lete the lioste be wacched.
1451 Paston Lett. I. 199 Gonnor was wetched at Felbrygge
Halle with xl. persones of the Lady Felbryggs tenaunts.

1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. c.xxvii. 1 Likewise in vaine
men vndertake, Cities and holdes to watcli and ward. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts 207 The King of Indians was watched
with foure and twenty Elephants. 1819 Scott Noble Moriu-
ger x, Wilt thou receive this weighty trust when I am o'er

the sea ? To watch and ward my castle strong, and to pro-

tect my land.

+ b. rc/I. To guard oneself. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 520 For thar is nothir duk ne baroun,
..That euir may wauch hym with tresoune !

11. To keep (a person or thing) in view in order

to observe any actions, movements, or changes that

may occur.

a. with obj. a person (or animal). Sometimes
implying the intent to attack or capture.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 177 Hauing once this iuyce lie

watch Titania, when she is asleepe, And drop the liquor of
it in her eyes. i6so Hamilton Papers (Camden) 255 Kvre
since I came hether I have bine so narowly wached by the
severe Christans that I could nut answer your letter before
now. 1675 Charac. Town-Gallant (1S72) 2 He watches
Wenches just as Tumblers do Rabbits. 1821 Scott Keuihv.
viii, Here has been my hang-dog kinsman watching you
as close as ever cat watched a mouse. 1831 James Phil.
Augustus v, He became aware that he was watched by a
party of men, whese appearance had nothing in it very con-
solatory to the journcyer of those days. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop ix, She would take her station here, at dusk, and
watch the people as they passed up and down the street.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxxv, I watcli thee from the quiet
shore; Thy spirit up to mine can reach. 1902 Blcnan
Watcher by 'Threshold Si, I had nut gone twenty yards..
ere I knew I was watched. 1917 Ettg. Hist. Rev. Oct. 495
To divide them [the Marches] between the Nevilles and the
Bercies, setting each to watch the other.

b. with obj. a thing.

c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 12 One kepte y e cotnpas, and
watched y* our glasse. 1645 Stapvlton tr. Musmus C 2,

On her high turret Hero watcht the flame, And as stilTe

gales from any quarter came, Still screen'd it with the
sacred robe she wore. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iv. 278
Within the shadow of the ship I watched their rich attire ;

Blue, glossy green, and velvet black, They coiled and swam,
1834 Dickens Sk. Bos, Boarding-ho. i,

' You don't think
it's at all an out-of-the-way affair then?' asked Mr. Septi-
mus Hicks, who had watched the countenance of Tibbs in
mute astonishment. 1886 Rt skin Ptwterita I. iv. 124 But
before everything, at this time, came my pleasure in merely
watching the sea. 1900 G. C. Bkodrick Mem. $ Impr. 293
There we lay, surrounded by twenty or thirty ships.. all

assembled on the same errand, vainly watching the heavens.
1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Bel:v. Trent $ Ancholme 361 We
have watched the red and blue Harvest-waggons.

c. with obj. a process or course of events.

'593 Shaks. Rich. II, til. iii. 73 Thus long haue we stood
To watch the fearefull bending of thy knee. 1655 Walton
Angler x. (1661) 173 Watch their going forth of their holes
and returning. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xix. (1842) 500
By this arrangement , . the operations . . are more convenient ly

watched. 1831 James Phil, Augustus iii, While the hermit
held the arm from which the blood was just beginning to

flow, she.. anxiously watched the returning animation. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 662 It was remarked by those
who watched their deportment that they bad come back
from the carnage of Taunton in a fierce and excited state.

d. with adv. or phrase as complement.
1660 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 237 [He] was there

discourd by.. Colonel Eubank and watcht to Ins lodging.

1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story v, Many a time

had she.. painted herself as Helen, tying a sash round her

knight's cuirass, and watching him forth to battle. 1844

Dickens Mart. CAwcs.xltt, Didn't I watch him into Codger's

commercial boarding-house, and watch him out, and watch

him home to his hotel. 1848— Dombey viii, Then he would

turn his head, and watch the child away, and say [etc.].

1849 C. Bkonte Shirley xxxiii, He watched her down :
he

watched her in : himself shut the door: he knew she was

safe. 1876 Geo. Eliot Deronda xvii, He looked out for a

perfectly solitary spot where he.. could watch out the light

of sunset. .

e. with nccus. and inf. (without to) or pres. pple.

1848 Mh'S. C^Kv.LL -Mary Barton xxxi, Mary watched the

boatman leave the house. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xvn,

Lady Maria.. scarcely lifted up her head from her em-

broidery, to watch the aunt retreating. 1859 KitzGerald



WATCH. 150 WATCHER
Omar xxxv'i, For in the Market-place, one Dusk of Day, 1

watch'd the Potter thumping his wet Clay, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xxv. 183 Lying upon my back, I watched the clouds
forming. 1896 Hoisman Shropshire Lad lxii, They put
arsenic in his meat And stared aghast to watch him eat.

1908 [.Miss E. Fowler] Beiw. Trait fy Ancholme 41 We
used to watch the small bees going in and out of a hole in

the wall.

12. To keep in mental view ; to keep oneself in-

formed about (a course of events, etc.).

1675 Dryden Aurcngz. III. (1676)36 No hour of pleasure
should pass empty by, Youth should watch joys, and shoot
'em as they flie. 1677 Earl Essex in Essex Papers (Cam-
den) II. 117 Hee parted here with great professions of friend-

ship.. yet however I would be glad you did a little watch
his proceedings. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1, vi. 41 We must
watch their minutest actions. 1838 ThiblwAll Greece xliv.

V. 357 We cannot believe that he. .would willingly have
foregone the opportunity of watching the proceedings of his

colleagues. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. ix. 99 The
cerebral symptoms should be always watched with the most
unremitting and anxious attention. 1849 Macaulay Hist,
Eng. v. I. 535 The war which was then raging in Hungary
..was watched by all Europe with interest almost as great
as that which the Crusades had excited five hundred years
earlier. i353 1 .. Edwards Ralegh I.v.78The natural jealousy
of the Spaniards watched every naval enterprise of English-
men. 1871 Dale Commandm. viii. 204 Merchants watch
the rise and fall of the markets in remote countries. 1886
Ruskin PrmUrita II. i. 25 [My father] watched with some
anxiety the use I should make of this first command of
money. 1897 J. L. Allen Choir invisible xxiii. 347 She
had never ceased to watch his career as part of her very life.

b. To be on the alert to avail oneself of (oppor-

tunities, advantages) ; to be vigilant to choose
(one's time for action)

; f to look out for, wait

expectantly for (some coming event).

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 97 Ponifre gaue a
golden fee vnto his olde attorney, who watching hir time,

employed all hir wicked inuentions which she had by long
vse. .collected. C1590 Marlowe & Nasme Dido in. ii. 824

no, God wot, I cannot watch my time, Nor quit good
turned with double fee downe told. 1593 Kyd Sol. fy Pers.
1. ii. 30, I, watch you vauntages? 1617 Moryson///«. I. 228
But tt is the custome, that he that hath once payed the
tribute may any time after enter this Church without pay-
ing any thing, if he can watch the opportunity of other
Christians entering the same. 1639 J. Clarke Param. 237
He that meanes to make a good market of his ware, must
watch an opportunity to open his shop. 164a J. Taylor
(Water P.) Life Walker A 2 b, Walker stood watching the
Kings comming by. 1763 Coi.man Jealous Wife 111. 54 Did
not She watch her Opportunity and come to You just as I

went out? 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxvii, It was thus that he
met not Wayland, who was impatiently watching his arrival,

1837 Dickens Ptckw. ii, Mr. Winkle eagerly watched his

opportunity: it was not long wanting. 1886 C. Scholl
Phraseol. Diet. II. 834 You must watch your opportunity
to sell the goods. . . Watch the best opportunity for selling.

C. Of a barrister : To attend the trial of (a

case) in order to note any point that may arise to

affect the interests of a client who is not a party

in the litigation, and to raise objections to any
questions or evidence that may be inadmissible as

compromising the client.

1890 M.Williams Leaves I. 87 Serjeant Ballantine's clerk
..came up and asked me whether, as his chief was absent,
1 would watch a case that was about to be argued.

13. To exercise protecting vigilance over ; to

tend (a flock).

t
1526 Tindale Luke ii. 8 There were.. shepherds., watch-

ing their flocke by nyght. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 156 Man
he made, .and, O indignitie ! Subjected to his service Angel
wings, And flaming Ministers to watch and tend Thir earthie
Charge. 1700 Tate Suppl.to New Vers. Ps. 8 While Shep-
herds watch'd their Flocks by Night. 1848 Longf. Re-
signation 1 There is no flock, however watched and tended,
But one dead lamb is there !

b. To sit up beside (a sick person) in order to

render help ; to keep watch beside (a dead body).
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 20 b, I am the soule of

hym that thou watched the last nyght. 1590 Aldeburgh
Rec.'mN.fyQ. 12th Ser. VII. 504/1 I'[ai]d to Durrants wyfe
for watchinge of Father profet, . . iiid. a 159a Greenes Vision
Wks. (Grosart) XII. 233 Tomkins..saw hee was in his bed,
. . watcht by his mother and his wife.

fl4. To do (a person a good or bad turn); to

contrive (mischief). Obs.
App. a substitute for Wait v.2, suggested by the synonymity

of Wait i'.
1 and watch.

a 1586 Sidney Ps. xvii. viii, Yet their high hartes Iooke so
low As how to watch our overthrow. 1586 W. Webbe .£"«£.

Poetrie (Arb.) 56 Which iniury though he meanes to doome
in myrth, yet I hope he wyll make me some suffycient re-

compence, or els I shall goe neere to watch hym the like or
a worse turne. 1639 J. Clarke Parozm. 173 Harme watch
harme catch. Ibid. 209 I'le watch you a good turne. 1705
HicKERitiGiLL Pr/est-cr. 1 6 But lookto't, Harm watch, harm
catch : If you will needs bite and devour one another, take
heed that ye be not consumed one of another.

15. To provide (a town) with watchmen. In
passive, to be policed by a specified body of men.
1806 J. Carr Stranger in Ireland 52 At night the city is

admirably watched and patroled. Most of the watchmen
are armed with muskets, others with a pike [etc.]. 1834
Picture 0/ Liverpool 47 The Commissioners for Watching
and Lighting the town. 1909 Rep. II. M. Inspectors 0/
Constabulary 45 The municipal boroughs of Maidenhead
and Newbury are watched by the county constabulary.

16. Falconry. To prevent (a hawk) from sleeping,

in order to tame it.

c 1575 Per/. Bk. Kepinge Sparhawkes (1886) 16 Note, neuer

wache sorehawke for then you take her stomake awaye, the

rye cometh on so fast, & so hurt her. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.

Shr. iv. i. 198 Another way I haue to man my Haggard, To

make her come, and know her Keepers call : That is, to
watch her, as we watch these Kites. 1604 — Oth. in. iii. 23
My Lord shall neuer rest, lie watch him tame, and talke

him out of patience. 1606 — Tr. <$• Cr. in. ii. 43 What are
you gone againe, you must be watcht ere you be made tame,
must you ? jfSSgSelden's Table-Talk 31 Lecturers, .preach
the People tame (as a man watches a Hawk) and then they
do what they list with them.

17. Hunting. To track (an otter) into its lair.

1576 Tl'rberv. Venerie 241 We watch and vent an Otter.
i636 Ijiome Genii. Recreat. 11. 76 Terms for Lodging and
Dislodging of Beasts... Watch and Vent the Otter. 1688

[see Vent v. 17 b].

Watchable (wo'tJaVl\ a. [f. Watch v. +
-able.] That may be watched.
161 1 Cotgr. , Guellable, watchable ; sublect vnto watching,

and warding.

Watch-bell. Obs. exc. arch. [Watch sb.]

1. A bell upon which the half-hourly periods in

each watch are struck on board ship.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 287 Wache Belles.. ij.

1815 Falconet's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Watch-Bell, in

ships of war, a large bell hung to the beam of the forecastle,

. . ; it is struck when the half-hour-glass is run out, to make
known the time or division of the watch. 1888 F. M. Craw,
ford With the Immortals xiv. II. 212 Come, weary ma-
riners !. .Worn out with waking when the watch-bell tolls

—

Here is the land you seek !

2. A bell rung at the setting and relief of a

military watch or to sound an alarm on the ap-

proach of an enemy.
1360 in J. Scott Berwick-upon-Tweed (1888) 448 If there

be any person that maketh any affraie at any of the gates
of the said towne or at the watch hill at such tymcas the
watch bell is ringing or the watch is setting or afterwards
that night untill the watch bell be discharged in the morn-
inge. a 1674 Milton Hist. Moscovia iii. Wks. 1851 VIII.
486 The Land of Mugalla. .hath many Castles, .with Towers
. .; and on the Gates Alarum-Bells or Watch- Bells.

b. trans/, andfig.
1614 T./Ivmme {title), A Silver Watch-Bell. The Sound

whereof is able, .to winne the most profane worldling.. to

become a true Christian. 1678 Yng. Mart's Call. 118 Then
shalt thou hear. .the last trumpet. ..Oh how loath will the
sinner be, to rise at the ringing of this watch-bell

!

3. A bell used by a military or municipal watch-
man ; also a bell rung to summon the watch.
1560 Rollasd Seven Sages 78 In the meane time the

watches bell thay rang. Than said the Knicht.. Heir 5e not

now how that the watche bell rings, 1599 Hakluyt Voy.
II. 11. 74 Some [of the garrison] keepe about the prison
with lanterns and watch-bels answering one another fiue

times cuery night. 1660 in Sir R. Sadler's St. Papers
(1809) III. 359 In the BaylifFs Chamber.. .One watch* bell.

t Watch-bill 1
. Obs. [f. Watch sb. + Bill sbA]

A watchman's bill or halberd.

1665 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 128 He had slaine a
monster with one watch bill or broome hooke. x688 Ibid.

284 One James Turpin, who was one of the watch, ..en-

deavoured to putt out the fire with his watchbill. fciByi
A. Wilson in Axon Folk Song Lanes. (1870) 36 There's

Snakes an' watchbills, just loike poikes.

Watch-bill 2
. Naut. [f. Watch sb. + Bill jfcS]

(See quot. 1815.)
1813 Ntles' Weekly Reg. 10 July 304/1 The Shannon had

a crew of 376 picked men by her watch-bill. 1815 Falconer's

Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Watch-Bil^ a list of the petty

officers, seamen, and marines, of a ship of war, which.,

points out the station of each man, and what_ watch he
belongs to. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. i. (ed. 2) 18

This abbreviated table is sufficiently compact to allow of its

being copied into the watch-hill.

Wa*tch-bOX. [Watch **.]

1. A small structure to shelter a person on watch.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 14 About three or four Leagues
Westward of Selam is another Watch-Box on a High 1'ree.

1890 Daily News 8 Jan. 3/1 Escapes are being placed in

position as fast as they can be turned out. With 50 watch-
boxes at 80/. a piece, these escapes will cost 4,000/.

b. A small wooden shelter resembling a sentry-

box but furnished with a seat and half-door, used

by a municipal watchman. Obs. exc. Colonial.

1811 Ann. Reg. 44 A female, about three years and a half

old. .was left in a watch-box, near her home. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xiv, The floor of a watch-box. 1845 D. Jerrold
St. Giles i. (1851) 2 She drew up at a watch-box, and ad-

dressed herself to the . . man within. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood '

Col. Rc/ormer xii, It was lucky Mr. Jedwood had not com-
menced life at Garrandilla in a watch-box, as he most cer-

tainly would have continued the use of that highly com-
pressed apartment.

C. A policeman's shelter.

1905 Daily Chron. 10 July 5/4 On the south side of Par-

liament Hill Fields is a little square chalet, which is used
by the County Council police...The watch-box, as it is

called, was locked.

f 2. ? = Watch-cask 2. Obs.
1656 in Atkins & Overall Ace. Company o/Clockm. (18S1)

232 It is ordered, .that, .there be noe more of that Mettle
wrought in the fashion of Watch Boxes or Cases. 1739 Act
12 Geo. II, c. 26 § 13 For assaying, trying and marking
Gold Watch Cases or Gold Watch Boxes, ten Pence apiece.

Watch-case.
f 1. ? A place in which one must keep watch.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. 17 O thou dull God [sc.

Sleep], why lyest thou with the vilde, In loathsome Beds,
and leau'st the Kingly Couch, A Watch-case, or a common
Larum-Bell?

2. A hinged case or cover of an old-fashioned

watch, enclosing the watch proper; nowr the

metal cover enclosing the works of a watch.
i68x Grew Museum iv. § iii. 369 Made of fine Silver-

Studded Work, as in Watch-Cases. 1697-8 Foreign Post

3-7 Jan. 2/2 A Gold Engrav'd Watch-Case lined with Scarlet
Batten. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jouru. France, etc. I. 78 Every
. .compartment chased, like our old-fashioned watch-cases.
1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. xxx, She took the watch-case in
her hand. 1899 F. J. Britten Old Clocks <§• Watches 123 A
very finely enamelled watch case, illustrating the early life

of Christ.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1671 Loud. Gaz. No. 538/4 If any one can give notice of

him to his Master, .a Watch-case maker. 1773 Pennsylv.
Gaz. 16 June, Suppl. 2/2 [Advt.] Watch-case stakes and
hammers.
3. A small case or bag at the head of a bed for

holding a watch at night ; a watch-pocket.
1891 Century Diet.

t Watch-clock. Obs.

1. a. ? A time-piece actuated by a spring, b. ? A
clock with a dial indicating minutes and seconds.

Also watch pendulum clock.

1592 Dee Compcnd. Rchearsall'm Chetham Misc. (1851)
I.29 An excellent watch-clock, . .by which clock the tyme
might sensibly be measured in the seconds of an houre.
1633 T. James Voy. Q b, A Watch-clocke, of sixe inches
Diameter: and another lesser Watch. 1650 Trapp Comnu
Exod. xxxv. 32 A certain artificer set a watch-clock upon a
ring that Charls the Fifth wore upon his finger. 1671 Flam-
steed in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 118, I spoke and
wrote to my kinsman about a watch clock. Ibid. 121, I
wrote by my coz. Wilson about procuring me a watch
pendulum clock.

2. An alarum clock. Cf. Watch sb. 19.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handle Crafts 04
Pourfull Need (Arts ancient Dame and Keeper, The early
watch-clock [Fr. rcsz-eille-matin] of the sloathfull sleeper).

Wa'tch-cry. [Watch sb.] The periodical cry

of a watchman
; fig. a motto, phrase, or word that

is constantly reiterated by a party or the advocate

of a cause, to call attention to some principle

deemed of supreme importance. Cf. Watchword.
1882 Farrar Early Chr. II. 87 Every day shows us how

easy it is, first to turn any expression into a watch cry, then
to empty it of all significance [etc.]. 1893 Tablet 4 Mar,
320 Their watch-cry will be order, propriety and economy.
a 1894 Stevenson In South Seas 11. ii. (1908) 153 From shore
the cheerful watch-cry of cocks rang out at intervals.

Wa'tch.-dog. A dog kept to guard a house,

property, etc., and give warning of the approach
of intruders.

1610 Shaks. Temp. I. ii. 383 Harke,harke, bowgh wawgh:
the watch-Dogges barke, bowgh-wawgh. 1770 Goldsm.
Des. Vill. 121 The watch-dog's voice that bayed the whis-
pering wind. 1818 Byron Juan 1. exxiii, Tis sweet to hear
the watch-dog's honest bark Bay deep-mouth'd welcome as
we draw near home. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. III. xv.

235 The baying of a watch-dog alarmed the village. 1894
Fenn In Alpine Valley I. 120 The old man is as fierce as
a watch-dog.

b. fig. and in fig. context.

1845 Maurice Moral Philos. in Encycl. Meirop. II. 595/1
Now we feel the necessity for a set of guardians or watch-
dogs of the state. 1885 Lowell Dcmocr. etc. (1887) 114

Formerly the duty of a librarian was considered too much
that of a watch-dog, to keep people as much as possible

away from the books. 1910 Ld. Rosebery Chatham xvi.

339 The Chancellor acted as his watch-dog in front of the

Treasury.

c. qaasi-adf. Characteristic of a watch-dog.
186a Helps Organiz. Daily Life 32 He was not a very

skilful person in deciding upon difficult questions ; but he
had a sort of watch-dog carefulness.

Watched (wo-tjt), ppl a. [f. Watch v. +
-ed 1

.] Kept under close observation, f Also, of

a hawk, that is kept awake (see Watch v. 16).

1566 T. Nlxe Stud/ey's Agamemnon Upon the same 4
Hys request was suche : How that, to paynfull laboured

stuffe my mynd I wolde annex : And do but as his watched
worke, whych he doth here contex Deserues. 1627 E. F.

Hist. Edw. II (1680) 84 [The Scots] in a watch'd opportunity

set upon the tail of his Army. 1650 B. Discolliminium 34
Most that are out of the Army will ere long be as gentle as

any watch'd Hawke. 1901 Wide World Mag. VI. 421/2

How to get Diaz out of the watched room was a very

awkward problem indeed.

absol. 1901 J. H. M cCarthy IfI were King iv, Suddenly,

when the tension of watcher and watched was keenest, there

came a mighty crashing at the door.

b. Proverb.
1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxxi, What's the use of

watching ? A watched pot never boils.

Watched, variant of Watchet.
Watcher (woupa). [f. Watch z>. +-EB 1

.]

One who watches or keeps watch.

a. gen. Often const. 0/, also over.

157a HLLOETfed. Higins), Watcher, insidiator, insidiosus.

1 1611 B. Jonson Catiline m. i, That will Antonius make his

I
care.. And watch the watcher. 181 z Examiner 24 Aug.

I

544/1 You heard the watchers exclaim—' Put up the lights.'

1817 Keats Sonn. xi, Then felt I like some watcher of the

skies When a new planet swims into his ken. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xlu, The smooth, sleek watcher of his slightest look

and tone. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 556 Sir Valence.. Whose
kinsman left him watcher o'er his wife And two fair babes.

1885 Manch. Exam. 29 May 5/3 Nothing is at present di-

vulged to the public ; but the eyes of interested watchers

cannot be altogether closed.

b. said of the eye. poet,

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 135 Loue hath chas'd sleepe

from my enthralled eyes, And made them watchers of mine

owne hearts sorrow. 1824 Hood Two Swans 108 On his

doubtful face Gleam his unwearied eyes, red watchers of

the place. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 306 To an eye like

mine A lidless watcher of the public weal, Last night, their

mask was patent.



WATCHET.

c. One who keeps awake at night. Also night

watcher.

1509 V>\rclayShip ofFoots (1874) I. 296 Of nyght watchers

and beters of the stretcs playnge by nyght on instrumentes

and vsynge lyke Folyes whan tyme is to rest. 1605 Shaks.

Macb. il ii. 71 Get on your Night-Gowne, least occasion

call vs, And shew vs to be Watchers. 1861 Fane & Lytton
Taunhauscr 78 She kncel'd, A faded watcher through the

weary night,.. In deep, perpetual prayer for him she loved.

1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. iv. 117 There two figures

are kneeling, motionless and absorbed in prayer... Still the

two watchers kneel on.

d. One who watches by a sick bed, or by the

dead.

c 1555 Life Bj>. Fisher (E. E. T. S.) 127 Whervpon two of

the watchers tooke it [the dead body] vpon a halbert be-

tweene them. 1764 Low Life 9 Women, called Watchers,

in Hospitals, taking the Advantage of their Patients being

asleep, to pick their Pockets. 1847 Tennyson Princess v.

59 And at her head a follower of the camp. .Sat watching
like a watcher by the dead. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxv,

Then the watcher approaches the patient's pillow. 1885

Lancet 4 Apr. 630/1 Then there are the 'watchers', who
belong to the Jewish community, and combine the office of

a nurse with certain religious functions.

e. One who is occupied in watching ; a watch-

man, guard, sentry, or the like. Also with defining

word, as river-watcher, Night-watcher.
1515 Berners Froiss. II. xlix. 61 b, On y« mountaynes &

hylles costyng the see . . were set watche men & watchers in

dyuers maners. 1838 Bcutley's Misc. III. 274 An inspection

was immediately carried on with an earnestness worthy of

two watchers at a night-telegraph during a time of war.

1838 Dickens Nickleby xxii, The heavy footfall of the official

watcher of the night. 1884 Manch. Exam. 10 Oct. 5/1 A
river watcher, .and two boys, .lost their lives by the capsiz-

ing of a boat. 1896 H. G. Wells Wheels ofChance xvii,

There are detectives of an inferior description—watchers.

1897 Crockett Lads* Love xix. 203 The gamekeepers and
water-bailiffs—the ' watchers ' as they were called. 1904
Times 31 Mar. 0/4 Davies had first been an office-boy and
was now a watcher.

f. as the title of a class of angels or of angels

generally ; tr. Aramaic ^V c-tr, one who is wakeful.

*535 Coverdale Dan. iv. 13 And beholde, a watcher (euen

an holy angel) came downe from heauen. 1576 A. G[ilby]

Test. 13 Patriarchs (1581) 11 For by such meanes were y°

Watchers decerned before the floud. a 1711 Ken Psyche
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 312 They Watchers are, and with obse-

quious Wing Leave Heav'n for Earth, God's Messages to

bring. 1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XL 20 (tr. Bk.
Enoch) All were afraid, even the watchers of the host. 1846
Keblr Lyra Innor. (ed. 3) 26 And by those features,..

Heaven's keen-eyed Watchers haply mete What mortals
holy deem, a 1908 C. Bigg Orig. Christianity viii. 83 Six
angels build the Tower : they are the Archangels, the "First

Created, the Watchers of Enoch.

fg. Aslr. (//.) = Guard sb. 12, Warden sb.i

I b.

1588 Ashley Wagenar's Mariners Mirr. B 2 b, When
those Guardes or watchers of Vrsa minor being mounted
higher. Ibid., The Guards or watchers are to be placed in

this Instrument exactly opposite to their due place.

Watchet (wo/tfet), sb. and a. Obs. or arch.

Forms : [? 2 waschet] 4 waget(t, vachet, 4-7
wachet (t, 5 waycett, 6 wattchett, watchit,
-eth, watchshide, wattshode, wetshode, 6-7
watched, watchett, 7 watcht, wetched, -et,

6- watchet. [App. a. OF. (north-eastern) wachet,
occurring a.d. 1420 (tine heitke , .foree de wachet,

a cloak lined with 'watchet'; it is not clear

whether this means a particular fabric or a colour)

;

an earlier instance, spelt waschet, occurs in quot.

1 198 below ; the use of the OF. word in an Anglo-
Latin context at that date does not prove that it

had already been adopted into English. It is

possible that waschet, wachet may be a dim, of

the word which is found once (spelt wasce) in a
Douay document of 1262; Godefr. explains this

as * sorte d'eHoffe', but the -interpretation is not

certain from the context. The Central OF. gasche,
recorded once (1448), for some kind of appendage
or ornament of a shoe, would correspond formally,

but if Godefr. is right in rendering it * buckle ' the
connexion is out of the question.

It is tempting to compare mod. Walloon ivaiss royal blue
(which Diez would connect with OY.gucsdc Woad) ; a dim.
formation on a word of this meaning might have been used
to denote a lighter shade of the colour. But the phono-
logical possibility of such a derivation of ivachet is very
doubtful.]

A. sb. 1. A light blue colour; cloth or gar-
ments of this colour.
(1198-$ Curia Regis Roll SB m. 2 (P.R.O.) Ei abstulit X

scapelarium de Waschet.] c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 135
Yclad he was ful smal and proprely Al in a kirtel of a lyght
waget [p. rr. wa^ett, vachet, wachet{t], 1407 WMA.Rymour
(Somerset Ho.)Togam meam de Wachett. 1538 Elyot Diet.,
Scutulatus, is a colour, I suppose a wachet (1548 watchet].
1551-* Act 5 % 6 Edw. VI c. 6 § 23 Clothe or Clothes, .of
anye other color or colors then, .skarlett redd crymsen. .ase-
wer watchett [etc.]. 1588 Lambard Eiren. App. Yy v, Tres
vlnas panni lanei, colons veneti (vocati Anglice Watchet).
1591 Lvlv Endi/nion v. ii, Whose teeth shal be so pure a
watchet, that they shall staine the truest Turkis. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny ix. xxxvi. I. 258 So sullen and melancholie a
colour, enclining to a blew or watchet [L. color austenis in
glauco). 1610 — Camden's Brit. (1637) *33 The Saxons
there in watchet clad, we see [tr. Sidonius Apollinaris : fstic
Saxona cxrulum videmus). 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past.
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II. iii. 392 Here see we watchet deep'ned with a blewe. 163X
Townshexd A/bions Triumph 17 A garment of watchet.

1865 T. Taylor Ballads «y Songs Brittany 13 What gown
.. were't best to wear,—My gown of grain, or ofwatchet fair?

H App. misunderstood. {Jaime garance ~ madder
yellow.)

1530 Palsgr. 287/1 Watchet colour,j'aunr garanee.

2. A fly used by anglers ; an artificial fly made
to imitate this. Also watchetfly.
1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 303 Pale or sky-blue watchet.

It is a small fly, and appears on the water on a cold day.

Ibid. 303 Yellow-watchet. Body, water-rat's fur, [etc.]. 1828
Carr Craven Gloss., Watchet, the name of a fly among
Cr ven anglers, because it is of a watchet colour, or pale

blue. 1829 Glover s Hist. Derby I. 177 Yellow watchet fly.

B. adj. Light blue, sky-blue.

1496 Nottingham Rec. III. 296 A $arde of waycett carssey.

1503 Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 96, x payre of
wachet hosyn. 1578 Lyte Dodcens 11. Iv. 216 The flowers

..are of a watcheth or pale blewe colour. 1589 Hakluyt
Voy. 282 The mariners being all apparelled in Watchet or
skie coloured clothe. 1598 Inventory in Greg Ilenslovjc

Papers (1907) 121 Item, j wattshode talitie dubiet fora boye.

1604 Makston S: Webster Malcontent in. i. (2nd Q.) E 2 b,

Sea-water greene sutes, ash-color cloakes, wetchet stockings.

1647 K. Stapylton Juvenal 242 Who wonders at the Ger-
mans watchet eyes? [L. Caernla ouis stupuit Germani
luminal]. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 12 She wore
buskins of wetched Silk, deck'd with Silver lace. 174a
Collins The Manners 68 Or him whom Seine's blue nymphs
deplore In watchet weeds on Gallia's shore. 1887 Ashby-
Sterry Lazy Mt'nstr. (1892) 1S6 Watchet eyes As sweet as

early summer skies ! 1893 J. Davidson Fleet St. Eclogues

37 Wood-violets of watchet hue.

b. prefixed to blue as a qualifying term.

1536 Stories <$• Proph. Scripture F v, IJetwene euery bell

a pomegarnade of purpoure,. .of russed reade, of wetshode
blew and of vermillion. 1665 H00KB Mlcrogr. 49 And the

rest of the line of a Watchet blew. 1871 M. Collins Mrq.
<y Merch. I. iv. 127 Her hair was a light soft brown, her
eyes a watchet blue.

f c. sometimes app. used to denote a green or

greenish colour.
This meaning is uncertain exc. in quot, 165S.

a 1613 J. Dennys Seer. Angling 11. xxii. C 6 b, Marke what
a line he hath, , . Of Bucephall, or Bayards strongest hayre
Twisted with greene or watched silke among. 1635 Swan
Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 93 In stead of a blew, [comets are

sometimes] of a watchet or greenish colour, a 1658 Cleve-
land Poems (1659) 161 Tethys in a Gown Of sea-green

watchet.

d. Comb., as watchet-cotou?'cd, -hued adjs.

1609 Shuttle-worths'' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 183 Four yards
of watchet coloured ribin. 1764 H. Wali'ole Otranto v,

She lies in the watchet-coloured chamber. i8ai Scott
Kenilw. xxx, A watchet-coloured silken mantle. 1895 J.
Davidson Fleet St. Eclogues Ser. il 25 Convolvuluses..
Pallid or watchet-hued.

"Watchful (wo-tfful), a. [f. Watch sb. + -ful.]

1. Wakeful, sleepless ; accustomed to keeping

awake. Of time : Passed in wakefulness, arch.

1548 Udall etc. Erasm. Par. John xiv. 22-28 Of men
obliuious he shal make you of good remembrance,.. of
sleapyshe sluggardes vigilant and watchefull. 1577 Kendall
Flowers Epigr. 44 Of the Peacok. . .Then Iuno took his

[sc. Argus'] watchfull eyes, and brauely by and by, She plast

them in my traine. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. L i. 31 To be
inloue; where, .one fading moments mirth [is bought] With
twenty watchful), weary, tedious nights. 1594 — Rich. III,

v. iii. 115 To thee I do commend my watchfull soule, Ere
I let fall the windowes of mine eyes. 1601 — Jul. C. II. i.

98 What watchfull Cares doe interpose themselues Betwixt
your Eyes, and Night? 1640 J. Gower Ovid's Festiv. I. 14

The cock by night to Nights black Queen they slay, Be-
cause his watchfull bill doth wake the day. 1697 Drydsn
Virg, Gcorg. 1. 395 Till the watchful Cock awakes the Day,
She sings to drive the tedious Hours away. 1805 pied.

Jml. XIV. 274 To alleviate the fever and watchful nights,

effervescing draughts .. were administered. 1878 J. P.

HoppsAY/. <r MoralLeet. xii. 38 Nearly all reformers., have
had to spend watchful nights and laborious days.

2. Of persons or animals, their dispositions or

faculties : Engaged in or accustomed to watching

or close observation ; vigilant.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commw. (1603) 81 No more
watchfull . . in their campe, then if they were safely intrenched

in an ale house. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 67 Our exil'd

Friends. .That fled the Snares of watchfull Tyranny. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple 1st. xi. xxvii, The watchfull st sight

no difference could descrie. 1664 in Verney Mem. (1904) II.

212 A little yealping Dogg that were watchfull & angry
were much moreusefull to you. 1697 Drvden^wwv. 585
His Hand, and watchful Eye keep even pace. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 1 18 P 1 If it had not been for that watchful Animal
her Confident. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, They had
remained watchful and still for a considerable time. 1814
Scott Lord ofIsles iv. xii, The galley ploughs no more the

sea. Lest, rounding wild Cantyre, they meet The southern
foemen's watchful fleet. 18*7 Keble Chr. Yr., St

:

Barnabas
ii, Twixt Prayer and watchful Love his heart dividing. 188a
Mrs. A. JLdwardes Ball-room Repent. I. 76 With a watchful
mamma and governess in chaperonage.

b. Const, about, against,for, of, over ; also with
inf. of purpose.
Cf. the constructions ofWatch v. ; 7frt/c///«/^"corresponds

to the transitive constructions.

1621 Quarles Iladassa v. E 3, But she was watchfull of
her lips and wise, Disclosing not her kindred, or alyes. 1666
Extr. St. P. ret. Friends in. (1912) 259 They are very care.
full and watchfull to finde out and prevent all disturbances
of that kinde. 1718 Free-thinker No. 60. 34 They grew
watchful over their New Dominion. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) 1. 244 We are to live on at this rate (are we ?)

vexed by you, and continually watchful about you. 1769
Washington Let. to G. Mason 5 Apr., Writ. 1834 IL 353

Selfish, designing men, .. watchful of every turn, that can

WATCH-GLASS.
assist their lucrative views. 18*7 Lytton Pelham ii, No
one could be.. more watchful to.gratify others. 1899 'G.G.'
Winkles i. 16 Watchful for such casualties, Posh caught
hold of him in an instant.

3. Of actions, care, etc. : Characterized by vigi-

lance.

1582 Stanyhurst /Ends 11. (Arb.) 69 Thee Greeks with
custodye watchful, Warded thee towngats, 1609 Holland
Anun. Marcell. xxii. xv. 213 This beast, .with most watch-
full care looketh about him to see the coasts clcere and all

at rest, and [etc.]. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by
Sea B 3, God, ..of his boundlesse bounty, immense power,
and eternall eve of watchfull prouidence releeues, guards,

and conserues him. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 302,

I should, .have claimed the continuance of.. your watchful
counsel. 1842 Hawthorne Amer. Note-bks. (1B6S) II. 90
A hound, crouching down with head erect, as if keeping
watchful guard while the master of the mansion was away.
1886 Ruskin Prxterita IL vi. 219 My really watchful de-

lineation, .had a quite unusual power of directing the atten-

tion of the general crowd to points of beauty.. to which [etc.].

4. Of places, duties, employments : In which
one must be on the watch. ? Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 41 The souldier may not motie
from watchfull sted. 1596 Edw. Ill, in. i. 63, I haue dis-

cride, my Lord, As I was busie in my watchfull charge,

The proud Armado of king Edwards ships. 1703 Rowe
Fair Pentt. 1. i, That Country which he long had serv'd In
watchful Councils, and in Winter Camps. 1831 Scott Cast.
Dang, viii, Twelve months' service, of a nature the most
watchful and unpleasant,,

Hence "Wa'tchfully adv.
1538 Elyot Diet., Vigilanter, watchefully, dylygently.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 269/2 He that preacheth
must, .indeuour to draw the whole fiocke, to the obedience
of God, to haue them walke in feare and humblenesse, and
watchfully. 1660 Boyle Neiu Exp. Pkys.'Mech. xvii. 116

If this Experiment were very watchfully try'd. 1752 War-
burton Serm, xi. Wks. 178S V. 178 Amongst the various
Societies of Christians, there are some, in which the holy
Ordinances are more regularly administred ..and Christian
Liberty more watchfully protected, a 1822 Shelley On-

Future St. Pr. Wks. i8dS II. 1S1 Let us. .watchfully estab-

lish a discrimination between words and thoughts. 1857
Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art 10 Keeping your embroidery watch-
fully from the moth. 1870 Dickens E. Drood viii, Neville
has made his remark in a watchfully advancing, and yet
furtive and shy manner. 1920 Conquest Apr. 263/2 One of
the fishermen rows the craft, the other hangs watchfully

over the side.

Watchfulness (wg-tjiuines). [f. Watchful
a. + -NESS.]

1. Wakefulness, inability to sleep. Obs. exc. Path.
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vi. 34 Thus she all night wore out

in watchfulnesse, Ne suffred slouthfull sleepe her eye-lids to

oppresse. 1615 Markham Eng. Houszu. 11. i. 10 If any of
the family be troubled with too much watchfulnesse, so that

they cannot by any meanes take rest. 1655 CulpkppKR etc
Riverius I. xi. 40 If after bleeding there comes watchful-
ness, the Humors will be again infbmed. 1758 Phil. Trans.
L. 683 Pains, .attended with vomiting, anxiety, and great

watchfulness. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xi. 121

Early and decided determination to the brain, producing
delirium, watchfulness, coma. 1876 W. Roberts Urin.

$ Renal Dis. III. x. (ed. 3) ^37 The tumour. .spread in all

directions, causing great pain and watchfulness.

2. The quality or state of being watchful or

attentively observant ; vigilance.

1611 B. Jonson Catiline iv. vii. Chorus M 1, And call

their diligence, deceipt;.. Their watchfulnesse, but lying
in waite. 1644 Digby Nat. Soul iv. § 6. 390 The watchful-
nesse and recalling of our thoughts backe to their en»
ioyned worke, when they breake loose and runne astray.

1756 Phil. Trans. L. 22 By care and watchfulness the vio-

lence of the symptoms were kept under. 1815 Scoit Guy M.
xviii, He.. has, at different times, made eulogiums upon
the watchfulness and ferocity of his dogs. 1821 Lamb Elia,
Imperf. Sympathies, A Quaker. .knows that his syllables

are weighed—and how far a consciousness of this particular
watchfulness.. has a tendency to produce indirect answers,
..might be illustrated [etc.). 1847 James Convict ix, With
a quiet, cat-like watchfulness, Filmer remarked everything
which passed between Eda Brandon and Charles Dudley
1879 in Casselfs Techn. Educ. I. 285/1 This plan, however,
requires constant care and watchfulness, which it is difficult

at all times to ensure.

b. const, of, over ; also with inf. of purpose.
1624 Donne Dci-ot. Med. xiv. (ed. 2) 319 How busie, and

perplexed a Cobwebby is the Happinesse of Man here, that
must bee made vp with a Watchfulnesse, to lay hold vpon
Occasion. 1725 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 3 (1726) 203 The Cure
of these Prejudices is attain'd by a constant Jealousy of
ourselves, and Watchfulness over our Passions. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xiv, His watchfulness of my guardian was inces-

sant. He rarely removed his eyes frOm his face, i860
Ruskin Unto this Last i. § 9 In protective watchfulness of
his master's interest and credit, or in joyful readiness to
seize unexpected, .occasions of help. 1868 A. Duff True
Nobility 73 As the causes of it [irresolution] came to be
detected, there was inward watchfulness over their operation.

Watch-glass. [Watch sb.]

fl« A sand-glass or hour-glass used to measure

the time of keeping watch, esp. on board ship.

Also in fig. context. Obs,

1637 Rutherford Lett, eclxxvi. (1891) 534 Time and tide

carry us upon another life, and there isdaily less and less

oil in our lamps, and less and less sand in our watch-glass.

1701 Tuttell & MoxoNiT/fl/A. Instr. 22 Watch-glass, .used

at Sea, to shift or change their Watches. 1769 Falconer

Diet. Marine (1780), Watch-glasses, a name given to the

glasses employed to measure the period of the watch or

divide it into any number of equal parts . . so that the several

stations therein may be regularly kept and relieved.

2. A thin piece of glass, usually concavo-convex

in form, fitted into the case of a watch over the

dial-plate.



WATCH-HOUSE.
'773 I'cnnsylv. Gas. 16 June, Suppl. a '2 [Advt.J Watch

glasses. 1831 Brewster Optics i. 4 A concave speculum is
one which is hollow like the inside of a watch-class. 1804
V. J. Britten Forma- Clock ,5- Watchm. 64 Watch glasses
seem to have been introduced about 1600.
attrib. 1859 J- R. Greene Protozoa vii. 66 In Ophryo-

glena flavicans a remarkable body termed the ' watch glass-
hke organ

'
has been recently observed by Liebcrkiihn.

b. as a receptacle for small objects or portions
of material to be subjected to scientific observation.
'757 Phil. Trans. L. 286 Pieces of these should be cut off

while they are in the sea water, and placed in watch glasses
full of the same. 1818 Accu.m Chtm. 'Jests 97 A small
evaporating basin, or watch glass. 1880 L. S. Beale How
to work wttk Microscope (ed. 5) 54 Watch Classes of various
sizes should be kept by every observer. 1888 Rutley Rock-
Forming Milt. 24 A watch-glass standing in a pill.box lid.

Hence Watch-glassful.
1830 Sir J. Herschel Disc. Study Nat. Philos. 11. vi. § 182

11851) 172 We almost forget that these great masses are
made up of watch-glassfuls.

Watch-house. [Watch si.]

1. A house in which a watch or guard is stationed.
1482 Ccly Papers (Camden) m [You] woll hawe yowre

wull howssyd in yowre wull howsse be the est wache howsse.
1530 Palsge. 287/1 Watche howse, lieu dc gimyet. 1599Hakluyt foy. II. 1. 108 Vpon the walles euery night doe
watch lifteene men in watch houses, for euery watch house
line men. 1629 Aldcburgh Nee. in IV. tr Q. 12th Ser. VIII.
426/1 To John Cooke in p[aymen]t for a wache house set up
at the beacon. .01 00 00. 1739 Lauelve Short Ace. Piers
" ftm. Bridge 70 Useful Buildings, such as . . Watch-houses,
tVc. 1775 Romans Hist. Florida App. 72 Von will see. .a
watch-house (mck-named a fort) on St. Rosa Island. 1871
L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. (1894) iii. 72 Four of these [sum.
nuts), .stand like watch-houses on the edge of the cliffs. 1880
A. M'Kav Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 17 One of these loop,
holed recedes [in Dean Castle] had been perhaps used as
a watch-house in times of emergency. 1881 E. Ingehsoi.l
Oyster-Industry 249 Watch-house, a shanty built on the
shore, or near the planted oyster-beds, from which they may
be guarded (Massachusetts).

2. A house used as a station for municipal night-
watchmen, in which the chief constable of "the I

night sits to receive and detain in custody till the
morning any disorderly persons brought in by the
watchmen. (Now only U.S. and Colonial.)
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. Xrivia " 49 ' Where statues breath'd, the works
of Phidias hands, A wooden pump, or lonely watch-house
stands. 1731-2 Nonvich Mercury 11-18 Mar. 1/2 Several
of the Footmen and Chairmen were carried to St. James*s
Watch-house, and Yesterday Morning were examined before
Justice Lambert. 1774 Ann. Keg. 123 The mob pulled
down the watch-house, and rescued the prisoners. 183sAct 54-6 Will. IV, c. 76 § 78 To deliver any Person so ap-
prehended into the Custody of the Constable.. at the nearest
Watch-house. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes vi, Here are
The Tombs once more. The city watch-house is a part of
the building. 1845 D. Jerkold 6"/. Giles i, The watchmen
bore the mother to the watch-house. 1876 Emerson Lett.
St Social Aims i. 40 This unwritten play in fifty acts, com-
posed by the dullest snorer on the floor of the watch-house.
1919 Melbourne Argus 1 Sept. 6 Detectives, .arrested George
Whitney.. and locked him up at the City Watchhouse.
attrib. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4890/, The Unicorn over.

against the Watch-house Door. 1859 K. Cornwallis Pano-
rama New World I. 87 Inside there were several detectives
and two watchhouse keepers at the books.

Watching (wg-tjin), vbl. sb. [-inqI.]
1. The action of the verb Watch in various

senses, lit. andfg.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xui.(Mark) 131 The bischapis..gret
wechyne mad besyly, to tak sancte marke, for invy. 1479-81
Rcc. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 99 Item, payd to the Gierke
and pans for mete and drynke, for wec.'hynge of the Se-
pulcre [etc]xxiijd. a 1529 Hkelton IJouge ofCourt 352 His
hede was heuy for watchynge ouer nyghte. 1330 Extracts
Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 136 For the wetching and keping of
this gude tovne baitht be nicht and day. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, 11. i. 78 For sleeping England long time haue I
watcht, Watching breeds leannesse. a 1670 Spalding Troui.
Chas. /(Bannatyne Club) I. 120 The marquess wondering
at the watching of his lodgeing. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
4 Feb. 1685, Tired indeede as he was with griefe and watch-
ing. 1777 Sheridan Trip to Scarb. v. i, Of all modes of
suspense, the watching for a loitering mistress is the worst.
1830 Act 11 Geo. IV, c. 27 § 1 To make Provision for the
lighting and watching of the several Parishes in England
and Wales. 1849 Macaulav Hist. E.ng. iv. I. 444 The king
had been exhausted by long watching and by many violent
emotions. He now retired to rest. 1903 Mrs. De La Pas-
ture Cornelius xvi. 183 She is very far from strong, and
requires a deal of watching over. 1911 Wace Prophecy
Jew.ttChr. ix. 173 He taught His disciples and ourselves
to live in a constant state of watching for the complete and
final revelation of that kingdom.

b. An act or instance of this.
c 1400 Sc.

nande will,

for to execude Of bare fraudfull gyle butdelay. lSz6I'ilgr
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 247 b, This honour that the chrysteii
people rendreth to theyr lorde. .is compared to a custody or
watchynge. 1533 Bellenoen Livy v. xxiii. (S. T. S.) II. 225
1 he romanis in be capitoll war sowpit & oursett with con.
tinuall statiouns & watchingis. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11.

1. 387_ Leonato. My Lord, 1 am for you, though it cost mee
ten nights watchings. 1641 W. Cartwright Lady Errant
I. ii, Hard watchings and rough Guards Fill and make up
the field. 1669 Stillingfl. Serin, ix. (1673) 167 Their fre-
quent watchings, fastings, hunger and thirst. 1704 Nelson
Fest. tf Fasts 11. v. (1739) 501 1 1 was celebrated . . with solemn
Watchings. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s. v. Vigilix, These
Vigilia; or Watchings are performed at determined hours of
the day, when plants open, expand, and shut their flowers
daily. 1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T., Young Lady's T. II.
194 Hours were past by the tender, agitated Emily, in anxious
watchings. 1865 Gosse Land $ Sea (1874) 80 They had to

IVaulting and warding : see Watch v.

Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) 11. 614 Gregeois, yhar.
rttb mayne ii mude The wacbingis [v.r. vachingis]
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wait for the successive ' watching ' of each buoy, as its first
appearance on the surface is technically termed. 1890
Stevenson In South Seas 11. vi. (1900) 198 It is the dead
man's kindred and next friends who thus deprecate his fury
with nocturnal watchings.

o. Sc. '

6 b and 10.

.'579 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 217 Subject to all taxa-
tlonis, wacheing, warding, and ulheris impositions liand
upouii the said burgh. 1600 Reg. Mag. Sir. Scot. 378/1Quod omnes in dicto burgo manentes..auxilla ferrent cum
burgensibus ad he watching, wairding.tetc.]. 1711 E.Ward
Vulgus Brit, mil 95 For Watching, Warding, and Train.
banding, J ho' Customs of an ancient standing. 1765-8
Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. iv. § 8 This service of watching
and warding, .is due by the burgesses within the. .territory
of the borough. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. I. 106 The
citizens [of Edinburgh] performed a species of personal
service for defence of the town, called watching and warding.
1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 117 The reddendo (now
merely nominal) of watching and warding.

2. The state or condition of being awake, wake-
fulness

; often, wakefulness from disinclination or
incapacity for sleep ; an instance of this.
ci55° H. Lloyd Treas. Health viii. Cviii, Agaynst to

much watchynges.
. . The Sygnes. That he can not slepe after

his accustomyd fashyon. 1608 Topsei.l Serpents 250 Yea
and after a man hath recouered his health, yet is he neuer-
thelesse disquieted by much watching for a long time after.
1669 E. Maynwaring Prescrv. Health 90 The Life of Man
. .spends its w hole course in these two different states, Sleep
and Watching : the one appointed for Rest and Ease, the
other for Action and Labour. 1672 Wiseman Treat. Wounds
11. 11. 8 The Bullet not having been drawn out,, .occasioned
great pain with Inflammation, great heat and watchings
1799 Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I. 61 Watching, or
want of sleep is frequently a symptom of the foregoing com-
plaints. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Pervigilium, term for
disinclination to sleep; watching.

1 3. = Watch si. 1 b. Ois.-1

1688 Holme A rmory 11. xii. 311/1 A Watching of Nightin.
gales.

4. attrib. and Comb., as watching-hole, -place
;

watching brief, a brief instructing counsel to
' watch ' a case ; also fig. ; watching candle, a
candle used at the ' watching ' of a shrine or of
a corpse ; also trans/.

; f watching-ohamber,
(a) ? a guard-room adjoining a royal apartment

;

(*) a room adjoining a shrine, to be occupied by a
watcher; T watching lamp, cf. walching-candle;
watching-rate = watch-rale.
1886 Daily Neivs 17 July 2/1 ' *Watching ' briefs are held

by the Attorney General., and Sir H.James, Q.C. for Sir
Charles Dilke. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps in. i. § 4 Ann held
a watching brief for herself. 1526 Wilt of T. Slow in
Beauties of Eng. A> W. X. 111. 261 Item to have on every
aultar a *wacchyng candle burning from vi of the clocke iyll
it be past seven, a 1592 Greenes Vision D 4, The Mother
and the daughter sette vppe a watching Candle, and sat
verie mannerlie by a good fier, looking when [he] should
wake. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier IV. ii, Beauty was turn'd
into a watching Candle that went out stinking. 1533 in
W. H. St. J. Hope Windsor Castle (1913) I. 253 [A] Galary 1

betwene the Kynges halle and hys 'watching chambre.
Ibid. I. 255 The Quenes watchyng chambre. 1856 Builder
14 June 325/3 The Watching Chamber on the north side of
the Saint's Chapel [St. Albans], wherein a monk was posted I

as a guard of honour to the shrine. 1862 R. J. King Eastern
Catltedr. 22 (Oxford) The watching chamber which, here as
elsewhere, adjoined the shrine for the protection of the
gold and jewels which enriched it. 1850 R. G. COMMON
Hunters Life S. Africa (1002) 76/1, I accordingly ordered
the usual *watching-hole to be constructed. 1597 1st Pt.
Ret.fr. Parnass. 1. i. 77 If they have lived by a *watchinge

]

Jampe, Prysinge each minute of a flyinge houre. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, Sambo. .saw the little girl.. I

jump up from her "watching-place in the window. 183s
Dickens .S'.fc.Aiz./'arij/uv.'Watching.rates, lighting-rates,

i

paving-rates.

Watching (wo'tjirj), ppl. a. [-inc-2] That
watches ; observant, vigilant, unsleeping.
Beowulf 1268 Se xt Heoiote fand waccendne wer wijes

bidan. c 1000 Eccl. Inst, in Thorpe Anc. LawsUS^u) II.400
t>a;t se mid waiccendre gymen fcehyegen. a 1586 Sidney
I's. xvn. ix, Up, Lord.. And bring to naught those watching
pawes. C1680R. Fleming Fulfilling Script. 11. vi. (1726)315
A watching providence over the church. 1728 Ramsay Fall-
ing "/" Slate v, But watching sylphs flew round, To guard
dear Madie from all skaith. 1848 Dickens Doiubey xlvii, He
..kept his watching eyes that way. 1902 Daily Chron. 24
July 5/2 Hence the interesting spectacle of a class rivalry
has not been presented to a watching nation.
Hence Watchingly adv. rare— .

1552 Huloet, Watchyngelye, uigiianter.

Watchit, obs. form of Watchet.
Watchless, a. [f. Watch sb. + -less.]
1. a. Keeping no watch, b. Unwatched, un-

guarded.
1622 Gataker Spiritual! Watch (ed. 2) 124 There is great

difference betweene the watchful] and the watchlesse Chris-
tian. 1721 Gibber Perolla I. i, How cam'st thou first to set
I'hy watchless Eyes upon this fatal Wretch. 1842 Proc.
Berw. Nat. Club II. 8 The hills are covered with flocks of
sheep.. browsing watchless, because they know no danger.
1852 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. 1. 199 If. .it happen with
them, in some watchless moment, that they stumble.
2. Of a night : Not broken into watches ; having

no wakeful intervals.

1850 Blackie Aeschylus I. 27 To their hearts' content They
live, and through the watchless night prolong Sound
slumbers.

Watchlessness. [f. Watchless a. + -ness.]
Lack of watchfulness.

WATCHMAN.
1691 J. B[ardwood] Hearts-ease (ed. 2)33 Another common

Cause, is our own Watchlessness and Carelessness. 1854
Tail's Mag. XXI. 564 To say nothing of the watchlessness
of our Admiral in the Black Sea.

Watch-light. [Watch sb.]

1. = Night-light 2 b, esp. in the form of a
slow-burning candle with a rush wick.
1628 Digby's Private Mem. (1827) 67 After she was in bed

..she read it by the help of the watch-light which stood
burning by her. 1695C0NGREVE Lovefor L. 111. xiii, Nurse
let me have a Watch-Light. J715 Addison Drummer 11. i,

Item, a dozen Pound of Watch- Lights for the Use of the
Servants, a 1732 Gay Story of Apparition 88 Swift retir'd
the maid, The watch-lights burn, tuckt warm in bed was laid
I he hardy stranger. 1775 G. White Selborne, To Barring-
ton 1 Nov., These rushes give a good clear light. Watch,
ights (coated with tallow), it is true, shed a dismal one,
darkness visible '. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 204
Luminous Bottle, or Watch-light, c 1865 Letheby in J.Wylde Circ. Sci. I. 94/2 The rushes are peeled on three
sides for the best light, and on two only for watch-lights.
2. A light carried by a watchman.
1855 Browning Andrea del Sarto 209 See, it is settled

dusk now ; there's a star ; Morello's gone, the watch-lights
show the wall.

Wa'tchmaker.
1. One whose trade it is to make watches.
1630 Cait. J. SiuiTH True Trav. 35 Gold-smiths. .and

Watch-makers, a 1672 Wilkin's Disc. New Planet II. (1684)
152 We allow every Watch-maker so much wisdom, as not
to put any Motion in his Instrument, which is superfluous.
1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knowl. 1. § 62 Those Actions
of the Watchmaker, whereby he makes the Movements and
rightly adjusts them. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 26 r 8 My
first mistress was wife of a working watch-maker. 1832 G.
Downes Lett. Cont. Countries 1 . 261 Geneva. . . We have been
a full fortnight in this paradise of watchmakers.

b. attrib. uses of possessive, as watch-maker's
file, glass, lens, etc. ; watchmaker's eramp, a
neurosis affecting watchmakers.
1683 Moxon IMech. Exerc, Printing xii. p 1 Small and

Fine Files (commonly called Watch-makers Files). 1875
Knight Diet. Meek. 2734 Watchmaker's Glass, a double
convex lens set in a tubular socket, adapted to be held to ihe
eye by the contraction of the orbital muscles. 1888 Rutley
Rock-Forming Min. 3 A watch-maker's lens, held in the
eye. 1899 Syd. Sac Lex. , Watchmaker's cramp.
2. slang. (See quot.)

1859 Hotten's Slang Diet., Watchmaker, a pickpocket,
or stealer of watches.

Watchmaking, vbl. sb.

watches.
The making of

1729 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) II. 336 Watch-making
. . is come to a higher degree of perfection, than it would . . if
[etc.]. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 148/2 Watchmaking was
already carried to a high degree of perfection, under the
influence of Charles Cusin, who had settled in the town
IGenevaJin 1587.

attrib. 1871 CiKLYi.E'm Mrs.Carlyle's Lett. II. 219 An inno.
cent, good lad, who has learned the watchmaking business.

Watchman (wo-tjmftn). PI. watchmen, [f.

Watch sb. + Man sb.]

1. A member of a military guard, a sentinel or
sentry ; a look-out posted to give warning of the
approach of danger, etc. Obs. in technical use.
Now rare exc. in reminiscences from the Bible.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5164 Be he bepauylton a.procbid it

past with-in euen, And sone be wacche-men with-out quen
bai him bare sawe, pai tukehim. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11156
All the burgh is full bigge, ouer the brode wallis, Wacchemen
for to wale, wacches to kepe. c 1470 H ttntv Wallace iv. 225
The wachman was hewy fallen on sleipe ; The bryg was
doun. 1526 Tindale Matt, xxvii. 66 They went and made
the sepulcre sure with watchemen, and sealed the stone.

153S CovERDAi.E Isa. xxi. 11 One of Seir cried vnto me:
' watchman what hast thou espied by night? ' [1611 Watch,
man, what of the night ?] - Ps. exxvi. 1 Excepte the Lorde
kepe the cite, the watchman waketh but in vayne. 1544
Act. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 305 Item, the xxj day of
Julii, deliverrit to the wachemen of the castell of Edinburght
xxij s. 1606 Shaks. Ant. .5- CI. IV. iii. 18 Enter a Company
ofSoldiours. I Sol. . . Walke, let's see if other Watchmen Do
heare what we do? 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argcnis 11.

xx. 134 He goes to the walls, as with charge in the Kings
name to the Watchmen, thtough all the watch-towers, that
they should not..breake up the watch. 1680 Dkyiien Span.
Eriar I. i, Our Watchmen, from the Tow'rs, with longing
Eyes Expect his swift Arrival. 1864 Skeat tr. Uhland's
I'oems 203 So listen, ye youthful heroes, Mine excellent
watchmen three ; Here tender young girls may enter. 1913

J. H. Morrison On Trail cf Pioneers xvii. 82 Every day
the watchman climbed the tower, and gazed down the Cawn-
pore road for some sign of the relieving force.

b. transf. xn&ftg.
a 1500 Bernard, decura reifam. etc. II. nope wouff salbe

wachmane and kep mony wayis. 1612 Sir
J. Digbye in loth

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 579 Vt is fitt for us that
stande as Watchemen to give warning one unto another.

.

upon, .all seeming dangers. 1655 Walton Angler x. (1661)

175 And in the morning, .visit the water-side (but not too
near) for they have a Watch-man. 1738 Wesley Ps. exxt.
ii, Rest in Him, securely rest : Thy Watchman never sleeps.

i860 Pl-sey Min. Proph. 346 Nothing now hinders the visita-

tion, which the watchmen, or prophets, had so long foreseen
and forewarned of.

attrib. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxvi, Sending the
watchman cockatoo screaming aloft to alarm the flock.

f-C. pi. Body-guard. Obs.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Ilouseh. Ord. (1700) 38 Yeomen of

the Crowne. . .These were called the King's Wachemen.

f 2. A scout, spy. Obs.
a 1533 Berners Iluon clxv. 652 Whyles they were thus

deuysynge together, the wache men came abought, whome
the kyng had sent thether to spye and knowe if Peter, .dyd
sende to those prisoners any comforte or ayde.



WATCHMANLY. 153 WATER.

f3. One who keeps vigil, a watcher; one who
watches over or guards a person or thing, a guar-

dian ((?/*something). Obs.

14.. Lyixj. Lyke thyn Audience 53 (Camb. MS.) in Pol.

Ret. <y L. Poems (1903) 51 With wachemen wake, with
slo^gy folkes slepe. 1447 Bokknam Seyntys* Agnes 295
More-ouyr goddys sone. .To me is. .A wecheman eek neuer
slepyng. 1591 Siiaks. i Hen. VI, in. i. 66 Vnckles of

Gloster, and of Winchester, The special! Watch-men of our
English Weale. 1596 J. Mi-xvill Autob. <(- I)iary(Wodxow
Soc.) 362 The Watchmen and fathfull Pastours of the Kirk
of Scotland, 1628 A. Lkighton Appeal to Pari't. 124 Re-
moving the Dog^es that should keepe and the watchmen that

should watch the Flockes: so that they are left a prey to the
Wolves and Foxes.

fb. Applied to angels. Cf. Watchek f. Obs.
155a Latimer Serin. 25 Dec. (1584) 270 b, We are not

bound to call vppon the aungels when wee heare that they
seme vs, but rather to geue God thankes in them that he
hath vouchsafed to set such watchmen about vs. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) Dan. iv. 13 IJeholde, a watcheman and an holy
one came downe from heauen. 1613 Purcuas Pilgrimage
1. vii. 31 And the Watch-men (so he [Scaliger] calleth the
Angels out of Dan. 4) lusted and went astray after them.

4. One of a body of men formerly appointed to

keep watch and ward in all towns from sunset to

sunrise ; later, a constable of the watch who,
before the Police Act of 1839, patrolled the streets

by night to safeguard life and property. Obs. exc.

U.S. and Colonial.

14.. Leges Qnatuor Burgorum c. 81, in Sc. Acts I. 349
Of ilke house.. in be quhilk ber wonnys ony bat in be tym
of wakyng aw of resoun to cum furth bar sal ane wachmau

!

be haldyn to cum furth quhen bat J>e wakstaff gais fra

dure todurequha sal., gang til his wache [etc.]. c 1440 Gcsta
[Rom. x.xv. 93 (MS. Harl.) Plebeius..ordeynid for a lawe,
]

that wacchemen shulde eche nyght go about be cete, & visite
|

eche house, bat here was no misgouernayle bere in. Ibid.

95 In tyme of the nyght, when wacchemen come blowyng !

hir homes. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. iii. 42 Why you
speake like an ancient and most quiet watchman, for I can- j

not see how sleeping should offend. 1618 J. Taylor (Water
j

P.) Pennyles Pilgr. B 4 b, A Watchmans bill, or a Welch- !

hookefailes not halfe so heauy vpon a man. x68t Otway
Soldier s Fort. v. (1687) 61 Watchmen at the door. Almost
4 a Clock and a dark cloudy morning. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones x, ii, Now thi«ves and ruffians are awake, and honest
watchmen fast asleep. 1765 Golosm. Ess. v. F4 The watch-
man had gone twelve; my companions had all stolen off.

1785 Cowper Task 11. 654 [She who) at the watchman's
lantern borrowing light, Finds a cold bed her only comfort
left. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 39 With the assistance
of a watchman and some passengers, conveyed them to the
watchhouse. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. it. I. 251 When
Monmouth arrived in London at midnight, the watchmen
were ordered by the magistrates to proclaim the joyful event
through the streets of the city. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr, 1.

v, A face, .that had just as much play of expression as a
watchman's rattle.

attrik 1833 Dickens Bleak Ho. xi, The policeman con-
siders him [sc. the beadle] an imbecile civilian, a remnant of
the barbarous watchmen-times.

5. A man employed to guard private property, a
building, etc. while the owner, tenant, or work-
people are away, esp. during the night.
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa in. 136 These shops are

garded in the night season by certaine hired and armed
watchmen. 1875 Knight Diet. Mec/i., Watchman's Time-
detector. 1876 'Mark Twain* Tom Sawyer xv, He..
walked boldly onboard the boat, for he knew she was tenant-
less, except that there was a watchman, who always turned
in and slept like a graven image.

6. The dor-beetle, Geotrupcs stercoraritts.
1864-5 J. G. Wood Howes ivithout II. viii. (1868) 155 The

common Dor Beetle (Geotrupcs vulgaris) sometimes called
the Watchman or Clock. 1883— in Good Words Dec. 763/1
The Dor or Watchman Beetle.

7. Typog. (See quot.)
i8S8Jacobi Printers* X'ocab., Watchman, a little flag cf

paper placed pro tern, in matter as composed, which serves
to indicate the position of a footnote.

Hence Wa-tchmanly a. nonce-wd., belonging to
or characteristic of a watchman, f Wa'tchman-
ship, the office or function of a watchman.
a 1603 J. Raynoi.ds Obadlah in. (1613) 35 Not content to

bee watchmen in Jerusalem, but they must haue a watch-
manshtp in Caesarea too. 1837 Sew Monthly Mag. LI. 116
Have they

.
.taken away from ye that childish and yet watch-

manly toy, the rattle?

t Watcliment. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Watch n,

+ -MENT.] A task of watching.
1740 Richardson Pamela I. 203 However said she, all is

well now; because my Watchments are now over, by my
Masters Direction. ..Why, Mrs. Jewkes, said I, is all this
fishing about for something,.. if there be an end of your
Watchments, as you call them ?

Watch-Out. [f. vbl. phr. watch out : see
"Watch v . 4 g.] The action of watching or looking
out for something.
1884 ' Mark Twain Huck. Finn iv, I never tried to do

anything, but just poked along low-spirited and on the
watch-out

Watchshide, obs. form of Watchet.
"Watcht, variant of Watched ///. a.

Watch-tower. [Watch sb.~\

1. A tower or station from which observation is
kept ofthe approach of danger ; a look-out station.
IS44 in Rymer Foedera (1713) XV. 52 Huberdyn was Slaine

with a halfe Haache out ofthe Wache Tour, as he and bis

«£? m"' ° ££ thC
t
ame

-
x578-« Keg- Privy Council

dcot..ill 81 The wache toure upoun Trailtrow,..mon be
mendit of the hull diffaceing the Englische army maid of it.

1 QL. X.

1616 Chapman tr.Mus.rus C4, A Tower, that Sestian Hero
once did make Her Watch-Tower. 1699 Dampier Voy. II.

11. 13 West from Rio de la Gartos, there is a Look-out or
Watch-tower, called Selam. 1794 Mrs. Raucliffe Myst.
Udoipho xliii, To the left. .was seen a ruined watch-tower,
Standingon a point of rock near the sea. 1813 Scott Trierm.
1. xiii, Upon the watch-tower's airy round No warder stood
his horn to sound. 1829 W. Irving Granada (1850; 21 Every
peak had its atalaya or watchtower, ready to make its lire

bv night or to send up its column of smoke by day, a signal
of invasion. 1852 Grotr Greece it. Ixxvii. X. 197 The be-
sieged, detecting from their watch-towers the negligence of
the guards, chose a favorable opportunity and made a vigor-
ous sally. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 361 This place, .was
the watch-tower that commanded the passes of the Scardus.

b. jig.

1561 I. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. xxii. {1634) 458 We
must needs come to that lesser people, which Paul in
another place said to have been foreknowne to God : not
in such sort as these men imagine, to foreknow out of an
idle wat»h-toure the things that hee workcth not : hut [etc.].

1571 Golding Calvt'n on Ps. lix. 10 David mounted up tntoo
the watch tower of fayth, from whence he loketh downe
without feare. 1639 Rouse Ileal-. Univ. ix. (1702) 122 Then
stand on thy watch-tower and hear what he teacheth thee.
1768-74 Tucker Lt.Nat. (1834) II. 19 The true philosopher
..considers himself as placed upon some watch tower, there
to sit a careful spectator of the earth. 1821 Shelley Adonais
xiv, Morning sought Her eastern watch-tower. 1912 E.
Russell Mattland of Lethington iii. 72 Knox clung to St.
Giles; he could have no better watch-tower,

C. trans/. (See quot.)
1864-5 J* G. Wood Homes without It. vi (1S68) 113 To

enable the spider to see objects in its front a sort of little

turret rises from the cephalothorax and on its summit are
placed the eyes. Naturalists familiarly call this projection
the 'watch-tower',

f 2. A pharos or lighthouse. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxvi. xiL II. 578 The use ot this

watch-tower, is to shew light as a Ianthorn e, and give
direction in the night season to ships, for to enter the haven,
and where they shall avoid barrs and shelves. 1632 LlTHCOW
Trav. vii. 324 For the commodity of Saylers the.. King
builded a watch-towre of white Marble. 1757 W. Wilkie
Epigoniad vi. 1S6 As when a watch tower's light, Seen thro*
the gloom of some tempestuous night, Glads the wet mariner.
1804 W. L. Bowles Spir. Discov. u, 233 Strangers.. whose
bark Has foundered nigh, where the red watch-tower glares
Through darkness.

Watchword (wj-tfwwd). [Watch sb.]

1. Mil. A word or short phrase used as a pass-
word. Obs. in technical use.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6056 Bise* was the buerne. . .The ost out

of angur & auntur to were, Wacche woides to wale, bat
weghis might know, a 1513 Fabvan Chron. v. Ixxxi.x. (1811)
66 Hengiste beynge mynded to execute his former purposed
treason, shewyd his watche worde, by reason wherof anon
the brytons were slayne as shepe amonge woluys. 1538
Elyot Dict.

%
Tessera,

.

. a watch worde or priuie token gyuen
to souldiours. 1560 in J. Scott Benvhk-npon-Titeed (1888)
448 Any man that cometh to the watch hill and is by the
officers to watch and thereupon hath the watchword given
him. C1592 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 513 Et les ditz
comons auoient entre eux vne wacheworde en Englishe with
whome haldes you et le respons fust with Ktnge Richarde
and the true comons. 1657 Xorth's Plutarch, Addit. Lives
45 (Tamberlain) Every evening the watch word was dis.
tributed, and each man was to repaire to his Quarters.

fb. = Parole sb. 2. Obs.
1760 Cautions fy Adv. to Officers ofArmy 132 At the De-

livery of the Report you are to return the Parole, or Watch.
Word, to the Commanding Officer by whispering it in his
Ear.

+ C. The call of a sentinel on his rounds, Obs.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. r. 13 Since when, a watch-word

euery minute of the night goeth about the wals, to testine
their vigilancie. 1756 R. Rogers Jrnls. (1769) 18 We were
so near the enemy as to hear their Gentry's watch-word.
1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xxvi, I have heard only the
watch-word ofthe sentinels.

f2. A preconcerted signal to begin an attack.
1550 LvxxKCarion's Cron. 256b, And then about midnight

the watche worde was geuen that euery man shoulde be ready
with his weapon. 1555 EoEN Decades (Arb.) 178 The kynge
. .came foorth..with a great bande of armed men cryinge in
maner of alarome. .Guazzauara, Guazzauara, which, .is as it

weare a watch worde to giue thonset. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-
dane's Comm. 452 As a token or watche worde, they cried
that the Frenchemen were vp in harnesse. 1583 STOCKERC/f.
Wanes Loive C. iv. 57 b, The Enemie discharged three
Cannons for the Watch word, that the horsemen might get
together. 1589 C.!:i.i:m-; Menaphon (Arb.) &$ Democles seeing
his time, ..gaue the watchword, and the ambush leapt out.
1630 A*, "jfohnson's Kingd. .y Cotnmiv. 370 The common
watchword was the tolling of the Hels to Even-song. 1834
James J, Marston IIalHx,The name acted as a watchword,
and the moment it was pronounced, a well-directed volley of
stones was let fly.

t b. transf.

1593 Suaks. Lucr. 370 Wr
hich giues the watch word to his

hand ful soon, To draw the clowd that hides the siluer
Moon. 1594 Plat Je^velUw. in, qo Take heed, .of a false
backe to the. .furnace, hauinga loose brickc.that may bee
taken awaie in an other Roome by a false Sinon that attend.
eth onely the Alchimistes hemme, or some other suchlike
watch-worde. 1680 H. More Afocal. Apoc. Pref. 25 The
Witnesses are already risen in the late Reformation., that no
watch-word may be taken to any Tumults from any such
Indication of Time. 1793 [JohnsonJ Consid. Coal in Scot.
25 Colliers, .in the west country, .have some watch-word,
by sending round of which they can lay the whole collieries
in the country idle.

3. A password used among members of the same
sect, society, etc. ? Obs. exc. arch.
1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. n. Wks. J170/1 After their

holy watcheworde spoken on both the sydes, after the maner
vsed in that place, the one toke the other by the tip of the

finger, .thorow the grate. 1696 Wmiston Theory if Earth
11. (1722) 214 A certain Watchword out of 500 pitch'd upon
among certain Conspirators. 1809 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859)
I. 168,2 Classical quotationsare the watchwords of scholars,

by whit.h they distinguish each other from the ignorant and
the illiterate. 1891 Fahkak Darkn. ty Dawn li, They meet
in the most secret places, and have their watchwords.

b. A word or phrase used as embodying the

guiding principle or rule of action of a party or
individual.

1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 292 '2 Now I cannot help being of
Opinion, that all the former Watch-words, were better chosen
than theirs. 1780 Cowper Table-T. 3V2 When the rude
rabble's watch-word was -destroy, And blazing Lundon
seem'd a second Troy. 1832 Tennyson Love thou thy Land
28 Nor deal in watch-words overmuch. 1844 Macaulay Ess.,
Chatham (1897) 760 The watchwords ofthe new government
were prerogative and purity. 1875 Stuiuis Const. Hist.
I. x. 307 A^ain in A.D. 1127 his name was made the watch-
word of arenewed struggle. X876F. H arrison Choice ofBks.
(1SS6) 7 Our stately Milton said in a passage which is one of
the watchwords of the English race, 'as good almost kill a
man as kill a good book.'

f4. A cautionary word or speech; also, a pre-

monitory sign, a warning event. Obs.
C1475 I'lumpicn Corr. (Camden) 33, I took that for a

watche word for medling betwixt lords. 1542 Uhall Erasm.
Apoph. 124 b, Geuyng a preatie watche wooi d that best were
vtteily to abstein fiom matrimonie. 1573 G. II arvey Letter-
bk. (Camden) jg He gave me this watchwurd in his own
Chamber that it miht be thai ment to make me weri of the
Hous. 1584 [A. Munday] {title), A Watch-woord to Eng.
lande To beware of tray tours and tretcl.erous practises [etc.].

a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. iv. (1655) 197 The
Ambassndours had a watchword given them, not to see nor
salute him. 164a Fuller Holy A> Prof. St. v. xix. 436 To
welcome the Duke, he was entertain'd with prodigies. . ; as
if Nature.. made her hand to swerve, that she might shoot
a warning-piece to these countreys. and give them a watch-
word of the future calamities they were to expect, a 1761
[S. Haliburton & Hepburn] Mem. Magopico v. led. 2) 19
An arch wench . . had smelled a rat about Magopico, ar.d had
given her lady a watch-word.

t b. To set a watchword upon : to utter a caveat
against. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (1505) I, S. Paule himselfe,

(who yet for the credite of Poets) alledgeth twi^e two l'oets,

& one of them by the name of a Prophet, setteth a watch-
word vpon Philosophy, indeede vpon the abuse.

Watchwork (wo-tjwwk). [Watch sb.\ That
part of the movement of a timepiece which is con-

cerned with the measuring of the hours, as di>tin-

guished from the ' clockwork ' or striking part

;

also, the * works' or parts composing the move-
ment of a watch.
1667 Spkat Hist. Royal-Soc. 247 Three new waves of

Pendulums for Clocks, and several wayes of applying
the motion of the Watch-work to them. 1674 Hooke
Animadv, Hevelius 68 To effect which motion of the
Table and Instrument, a Watch-work is fitted to the Axis,
so as to make it move round in the same time, with a
diurnal revolution of the Earth. 1675 J. S. Horot. Dial. 1.

vii. 28 Tis always commendable to see Clock or Watch-work,
move thus brisk and lively. 1773 Pennsylv. Gaz. 16 June,
Suppl. 22 [Advt.] Silver watches, .cast watch-work, fete.].

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 4S9 Clock-work, properly so
called, .in contradistinction to that part ofthe movement of
a clock or watch . . which is termed watch-work. 1848 Proc.
S"c Antiouaries Loud. 271 Facio, a native of Geneva, ..is

said to have first invented the application of jewels to
watchwork.

b. trans/, antler,
1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Matt of Many Fr. I. 181

A shew-woman—like Madam Catharhia, with watchwork
under her hoop ! 1844 Blackw. Mag, LVI. 530 The whole
machinery and watchwork of pauperism. 1845 Clough
Poems

t
A'cw Sinai v, Heaven's A Mtcanique Celeste ! And

heart and mind of human kind A watch-work as the rest 1

Wate, obs. f. Wait sb. ; obs. or dial. f.W'AiT v.l

"Wate, obs. form of Wet.
Wate, var. What 2

, Whate sb. Obs., fortune.

Wate, Sc. form of wot : see WlT v.

Wate, obs. pa. t. of Wite v., to blame.
Watel, obs. form of Wattle sb. and v.

Water (wg-tai), sb. Forms : 1-3 wseter, 2-5
weter, 3 Orm. waterr, (pi. wattress), 3-5 watre,

4 Sc. valtir, vatter, vatyr, (pi. water-en), 4-5
watere, wattre, watur, -yr, 4-6 watir, 4, 6 Sc.

vattir, 4-7 chiefly Sc, watter, -ir, 4-7 St* waiter,

5 vatur, wature, -yre, wadyr, Sc. wattyr, 5-6
Sc. waltir, vater, 6 watier, Sc. wattar, valter,

8-9 Angto-Ir. wather, 9 dial, waater, waiter,
wetter, 2- water. [Com. Teut. : OErwiefcr neut.

corresponds to OFris. watar, watir, wcter
y

etc.,

OS. watar (MLG.,LG., Du. waters, OHG. wa$%ar,
watar (MHG. wa*%ert mod.G. wasser) :—OTent.
*watar- ; a parallel formation with n instead of r
occurs in Goth, wato neut. (genit. watins), ON.
vain nent. (Norw. vatn

t
Sw. valten, Da. vand).

The Indogermanic root *wod- (Teut. *wal-) occurs

in OSl., Russ. voda water ; the ablaut-variant *wtd-

(Teut. *7vmt-) is represented in Wet a. ; the

ablaut-variant *ud- (Teut. *ut-) is found more
widely : cf. Skr. uddn, Gr. vbwp fgenit. vSaros :—

*udntos)
1
Lith. und?t {n\sovana?s\ OPrussian unds,

undo, Umbrian utur, water, L. unda wave; also

the derivatives with the sense ' water-animal ' (see

Otter).]
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WATER.
I. The liquid of which seas, lakes, and rivers

are composed, and which falls as rain and issues

from springs. When pure, it is transparent, colour-
less (except as seen in large quantity, when it has
a blue tint), tasteless, and inodorous.
Popular language recognizes kinds of ' water ' that have

not all these negative properties; but (even apart from any
scientific knowledge) it has usually been more or less clearly
understood that these are really mixtures of water with
other substances.

1. gen.
C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. 309 Onsend Ladzarus,

&ette he £ewa;te his ytemestan finger on waettre. c 1050
Suppl. sEIfrk's Gloss. 177 30, 31 Aqua, wanler. Limpha,
hluttor waeter. ctzoo Ormin 14038 Crist badd tatt leg]
sholldenn gan & fillenn be^re fetless Wibb waterr. 1551
T. Wilson Logic F ij

t
Water is made whot, here we see

that it chaunceth to water (contrary to her nature) to be
warme, and therefore it is called chaunceable. 1625 N.
Carpenter Geogr. Del. 1. 1. (1635) 9 Water being no other
than a thin and fluid body,—must needs require a bard and
solid body, whereon to support it selfe. 1752 Hlme Polit.
Disc. v. (ed. 2) 83 AM water, wherever it communicates, re-

mains always at a level. 1756 Burke Sxtbl. fy B. iv. xxi,
Water, when simple, is insipid, inodorous, colourless, and
smooth. 1798 Coleridge A nc. Mar. n. 121 Water, water,
every where, Nor any drop to drink. 1813 Sir H. Davy
Agric. Chem. (1814) i. 16 Water is raised from the ocean
diffused through the air and poured down upon the soil.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <v Art II. 145 Water will pass
through the pores of gold rather than suffer compression,
and appears to be nearly inelastic. 1850 Tennyson hi
Mem. Iviii, As drop by drop the water falls In vaults and
catacombs.

b. With various qualifying words, denoting
kinds of water distinguished by their properties
or origin : see Ice-water, Rain-wateh, Kiveu-
watek, Salt water, Sea-water, Snow-watek,
Spring-water, Sweet water ; Cold water, Hot
water, Warm water ; also Fresh a. 5, Hard a.

14 a, Soft a. 25 a.

c. Considered as antagonistic to fire.

1390 Gowek Confi I. 266 For as the water of a welle Of
fyr abateth the malice, Riht so [etc.]. 1546 J. Heywood
Prov. (1867) 10 Foule water as soone as fayre, will quenche
hot fyre. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 111. iii. 56 Me thinkes King
Richard and my selfe should meet With no lesse terror then
the Elements Of Fire and Water, when their thundring
smoake At meeting teares the cloudie Cheeke* of Heauen.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 235. 2 In coping with fires, water is

the great agent employed.

fig. 1682 Bunyan Grcatn. Soul (1691) 3 This kind of Lan.
guage tends to cast Water upon weak and beginning Desires.

d. As supplied for domestic needs, esp. as con-
veyed by a channel or conduit from the source,

and distributed through pipes to the houses of a
district. Phrases, to cut off, turn on the water.
*535 Covekdale 2 Kings xx. 20 The pole and water con-

dyle, wherby he conueyed water in to the cite. 1596 Har-
jngton Metuni. Ajax H 2 b, At Shaftsburie, where water
is deerest of anie towne I know. 1653 J. Nicotx Diary
(Bar.natyne Club) 105 Lytill waiter could be fund, bot the
pepill of Edinburgh wer forcit to bring thair waiter from far.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish i, The turn-cock having
turned on the water. 1836 Ibid., Shops <y Tenants, At last

the company's man came to cut off the water.

e. As used for motive power.
1698 Floyer Asthma (1717) To Rdr. p. xxv, Like a Mill

which stands still for want of Water.

f. In various similative and figurative phrases,

many of which are of biblical origin : see, e.g.,

Gen. xlix. 4, Jos. vii. 5, 2 Sam. xiv. 14, Ps. lxxix. 3.

To write on or in water [ =* L. in aqua scribere
t

Gr. ypa<petv fls vhup] : to fail to leave abiding

record of (something). (To spend money) like

water: profusely, recklessly, f To pttt water in
(a person's) worts : to make things unpleasant for

him. f Water in one's shoes : something dis-

agreeable, f To hold out water', to bear water'.

= * to hold water ' {fig.} : see Holdz*. 32. + Where
the water sticks [after L. hivret aqua~\ : where dis-

cussion comes to a standstill.

971 Blickl. Horn. 237 Mane^a tintre^a hie be onbringao\,
swa baitte bin blod flewb ofer eorfian swa swa wseter. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 852 The blood out of the wounde as
brode sterte As water, whan the conduit broken is. 1544
Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 28, I found my good bowe.,as
weake as water. 1546 Heywood Prov. u xl. (1867) 32 It is,

to geue him, as muche almes or neede As cast water in terns.
.

1579 Gosson Apot. Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 64 They haue..
threatned highly, too put water in my woortes, whensoeuer
titty catche me. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 134 She was false

as water. 1608 Dekker Lanth. <y Candle-tight viii. G 5,

Yet they haue a tricke (like water cut with a swoord) to
come together instantly and easily againe. 1611 Beaum.
& Fl. Philaster v. iii, All your better deeds Shall be in

water writ, but this in Marble. 1612 Pasquifs Night-
j

Cap (1877) 38 No, this deuice too much in vse is growne,
And will not hold out water to the last. 1613 Shaks. Hen. I

VIII, iv. ii. 46 Mens euill manners liue in Braise, their
j

Vertues We write in Water. 1655 Bramhall Def. True ,

Liberty 20 This is the very question where the water sticks !

between us [sc. between Hobbes and Bramhall]. 1697 Tkyon
Way to Health vi. 98 Though it be a vulgar Proverb—As
weak as Water. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr.

j

Parnass. I. 59 But I must beg leave to tell you, this Excuse
will not bear Water. 1718 W. Smith Univ. College 185

And upon that Fear and Conviction that his Cause could
j

not bear Water, a 1734 R. North Life Ld. Kpr. Guilford
;

(1742) 151 They caressed his Lordship very much as a new
Comer, ..and talked about a Time to dine with him; all

j

154

which (as they say) was Water in his Shoes. 1834 Compl.
Hist. Murder Mr. IVeiire 231 The organ of destructiveness
was not at all prominent or developed. This was ' water in

the shoes' of the phrenologists. 1831 S. Warren Diary
Late Physic, xxii. (1832) II. 247 He [a cabin-boy] was fre-

quently flogged . . till the blood ran down his back like water.
1859 Dickens, etc. Haunted Ho. v. 24/1 The sweat poured
off my face like water. 1865 Kingsley Iterrtu. xx (end),

And the hearts of all the French were turned to water ; and
the land had peace from its tyrants for many days. 1871— Lett. etc. (1877) II. 368 All else is a 'paralogism * and
runs off them like water off a duck's back. 1898 S. J. Wey-
BiAN Shrewsbury xiii. 116 Though at one time my heart was
water when I thought of betraying him, at another it glowed

! with rage and loathing.

2. As a drink, as satisfying thirst, or as necessary

aliment for animals and plants. Also fig. (chiefly

in biblical uses) applied to what satisfies spiritual
' needs or desires ; cf. Water of life.

Bread and water (also in Shaks. fbram and water), the

j

type of extreme hard fare, as of a prisoner or a penitent.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv. 13 Exhuelc se5e jedrincaS of

j

Sieui u&tre ba;t ic sello him ne oyrsteS in aicnisse. a 1000
1

Cotloq. slilfric in Wr.-Wulcker 102 Hwast drincst bu ? Eala,
' ^if ic ha;bbe, obbe waeter &if ic na;bbe ealu. a raoo Vices

<y Virtues 43 Leuere him [sc, Daniel] was.. Sat water to
drinken ?ainie..5e gode wines, c 1200 Ormin 3212 Hiss

1 drinnch wass waterr a^3 occ 333, Hiss mete wilde rotess.

i

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1246 Dor ^he gan fremen ysmael Wi3
watres drinc and bredes mel. 1573-80 Tussek Husb. (1878)
81 Hawse calfe, and go sockle it twise in a day, and after

a while, set it water and hay. 1580 Memoriall IV. Lambe
C iij b, Whose daily custome it was to meditate vpon a
Praier booke, called The Conduit of Comfort, . . that with the
water thereof his soule.. might be refreshed. 1588 Shaks.
/-. L. L. 1. i. 303 You shall fast a Weeke with Branne and
water. 1603 — Meas.for M. iv. iii. 159, I am faine to dine
and sup with water and bran. 1611 Bible Isa. xli. 17. 1656
K. Short Drinking Water 68 Why then should we (like so
many Don Quixotes) change our national drink for water?
1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Guidonia, During the Winter-
season they should have but little Water. 1749 Smollett
Gil Bias 1. xii, To regale myself still with my bread and
water, and the sight of a silent turnkey. 1759 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer 13 Give the horse a ball in bis water. 1842
Loudon Suburb. Horticult. 386 When plants are ripening
their fruit, a diminished supply of water increases the fla-

vour. 1844 H. Stephens Hk. Farm III. 833 One essential

requisite in all pasture-fields is an abundant supply of water
for stock to drink. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayzvorthys xxxvi,
She fell back, trembling, against her chair. Mr. Brinley
brought her hastily some water. 1921 E. L. Masters Mitch
Miller xiv. 113 After that ihey. .put him in a dark room and
kept him on bread and water for a day.

b. Contrasted with wine, as inferior in strength

or pleasantness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21295 pe stile o matheu, water it was,

And win be letter o lucas. 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall
152 Woman is the lesser man, and all thy passions, match'd
with mine, Are as moonlight unto sunlight, and as water
unto wine.

c. Water bewitched (colloq.) : used derisively for

excessively diluted liquor ;now chiefly, veryweak tea.

1678 Ray Prov. (ed. 2) 84 Water betwitch't, i. e, very thin

beer. 1694 [see Bewitched]. 1699 T. Brown L'Estrange's
Cotloq. of Erasm. Add. v. 53 The Broth was nothing in the
world but Water bewitched [L. mera aqua], if it deserved
so good a Name. 1731-8 Swift Pot. Coiiversat. \. 24 Your
Ladyship is very sparing of your Tea: I protest, the last

I took, was no more than Water bewitch'd. a 1825 Forby
Voc. E. Anglia, Water.bewitched, weak tea, coffee, punch,&c.

fig. 1845 Carlyle Cromwtll Introd ii. I. 25 Another
Book of Noble's, .is of much more stupid character; nearly
meaningless indeed ; mere water bewitched.

3. As used for dilution of liquors.

1382 Wyclif Isa. \. 22 Tin syluer is turned in to dros ; thi

wyn is mengd with water. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. ii.

165 Lady Smart. I was told, ours [sc. ale] was very strong.
Sir John. Ay, Madam, strong of the Water. 1837 Dickens
Fickiv. xxxviii, Mr. Benjamin Allen, .produced..a black
bottle half full of brandy. ' You don't take water, of course?'
said Bob Sawyer.

fig. i860 Ld. Acton in Gasquet Acton $ Circle ( 1906) 149,
I am afraid you will think I have poured a good deal of
water into your wine in ' Tyrol ' and 'Syria '.

b. In phrasal combinations denoting liquors

diluted with water, as brandy-and-water, gin-and-

water, rum-and-watert
wkisky-and-water

y
wine-

and-water : see the first words; also Milk-and-
water. Hence jocularly in nonce-combinations.
188a Mrs. Oliphant Lit. Hist. Eng. I. 168 The weak

Addison-and-water of the' Mirror 'and the ' Lounger \ 1899
Daily News 13 Mar. 7/1 He once heard a University sermon
described as of the Bible and water order.

c. Jig. {Stock Exchange.) Fictitious capital

created by the ' watering * or * diluting ' of the stock

of a trading company. See Wateu v. 7 e.

1883 Nation (N. Y.) 8 Nov. 384/2 The Committee does not
produce any evidence to show that it is the dread of ' water '

which is now keeping the foreign investor out of Wall
Street. 1894 Daily News 12 July 5/5 The stock of the
Company has been watered three times over, and the Com-
pany has not only been able to pay the regular dividends
on the water and all, but [etc.],

4. As used for washing, steeping, boiling, etc.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 24 Da ^eseah pilatus bast

hyt naht ne fremodc.ba senam he water Sc bwoh hys
handa. a 1300 Cursor M. 20212 Scho.. wessh hir suet bodi
in water, c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. iEgipciane) 1424, &
with his teris wysche fam sone as quha with vattir suld
bam don. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) liii. 35 pabbesse
sal giue be gestis water til baire hende. c-1430 Two
Cookery.bks. 13 Take Vele, Kyde, or Henne, an boyle hem
in fayre Water, or ellys in freysshe brothe, 1577 B. Googe
Hercsbadis Husb. u 35 b, Lupines, .being sodden and layd

WATER.
in water, .feedeth Oxen in Winter very well. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 11. ii. 46 Goe get some Water, And wash this filthie

Witnesse from your Hand. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 15 So incredibly extravagant is he sometimes,
as to wash his Cabin with fresh Water, when the Ship's
Company want it to allay the burning Heat of their salt
Victuals. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth, Citron. Canongate Ser.
11. Introd., These are the stains ;. .neither water nor any
thing else will ever remove them from that spot.

b. Each of the quantities of water used suc-
cessively in a gradual process of washing.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 324 Wule a weob beon. et one cherre, mid

onewatere wel ibleched..? 1684 J. S.Profitty Pleas. United
149 Feeding him [your hawk] upon the flesh of Rooks, washed
in two waters, a 1777 in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1914)
Oct. 187 Take half a pound of sagoe, and wash it well in 3
or 4 hot waters. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. II. ix. 94 Butter
..my own invention, melted from salt beef and washed in
many waters. 1875 F. J. Bird Dyers Hand.bk. 33 Wash
in two waters and dry.

c. in references to baptism.
.1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. iii. 11 Ic eow fullije on waetere to

da:dbote, a 1300 Cursor M. 19976 Qua inai for-bede Water
at baptim. 1387 [see Cold water b. J. 1567 Gude <$• Godlie
B. (S. T. S.) 14 Quhen Goddis word with waiter Junit be,
Throw Faith, to gif vs lyfe Lternallie. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. Ix. § 1 Why are we taught that with water God doth
purine and dense his Church?

5. Water of a mineral spring or a collection of
mineral springs used medicinally for bathing or for

drinking, or both. Often plural (cf. L. aqute)
preceded by the or the name of a place. To go to

the waters (? obs.) : to visit a ' watering-place ' for

remedial treatment.
IS42_3 Aet 34 A> 35 H**. VIII. C 8 Divers honest persones

..whome God hathe endued with the knowledge of the
nature kinde and operacion of certeyne herbes rotes and
waters. 1561 Gresham in Burgon Life (1839) I. 122 Sir
John a Leye ys not yett come from the water of Spawe.
i563 FuLKE Meteors iv. {157U 57 b, Of whole bathes. Some
waters that are generated and flowe out of vaynes of brym-
stone, are sensybly warme, and some very whott... These
watersbeing also drying by nature, are wholsome for many
infyrmities. 1641 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 207 Waters have
twice donn her good and Spaw water is better than the best
waters in England. 1652 J. French York-sh. Spaw 85, I

approve not of taking the waters too fast. 167*5 Lady Cha-
worth in /2th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comvt. App. v. 29 Lady
Portsmouth continues sicke, and some say she will try the
French ayre, others the Bath watters. 1712 Steele Sped.
No. 284 T4 Though I have drunk the Waters, and am told I

ought not to use my Eyes so much, I cannot forbear writing
to you. 1720 Wilcocks in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV.
321 Since the kings return from the waters, which agreed
very well with him, we have had [etc.]. 1775 Sheridan
St. Patrick's Day 1. i, She was such a hand at making
foreign waters ! for Seltzer, Pyrmont, Islington, or Chaly.
beate, she never had her equal. 1788 Jefferson Writ.
(1^59) II. 453 He has obtained leave to go to the waters.
1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxv, Most welcome to Ba-ath, sir.

It is long—veiy long, Mr. Pickwick, since you drank the
waters. 1854 Suktees Handley Cr. iii. (1901) I. 19 It was
well known their waters were immeasurably inferior to what
they enjoyed, not only in sulphuretted hydrogen, but also m
iodine and potash. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 579
She was ordered simply a wine-glass of Orezza water after
breakfast every morning.

6. Water regarded as collected in seas, lakes,

ponds, etc., or as flowing in rivers or streams.
Often with definite article, as denoting a particular

portion of water referred to. Also, the aqueous part of the
earth's surface as a region inhabited by its own characteristic
forms of life, in contradistinction to the land and the air.

Yat piece, sheet ofwater, see Piece sb. 3, Sheet sb.l 8 a.

a ixooGerefa in Anglia IX. 259 £e onwuda,seon wastere,

j$e on felda, je on falde. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 pe uisces
the wetere and fujeles ibe lufte. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 2968
And aaron held up his hond, to Se water and 3e more lond.
a 1300 Cursor M. 399 pe fiss to watur, als we find, be fuxol
be-taght he to be wynd. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xvi. 189
Alle bat lyf hath a londe & a watre. 1473 Rental Bh.
Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 178 Tha sal gif al possibil cure and
laubour til hald furth the watter with makyn of perys..and
plantation of willets. 1503 IMmur Thistle <y Rose 66 Dame
Nature gaif ane inhibitioun thair To ferss Neptunus, and
Eolus the bawld, Nocht to perturb the wattir nor the air.

1573-80 Tussek Husb. (1878) 117 Wash sheepe (for the better)

where water doth run. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 79 The
Earth hath bubbles, as the Water ha's. 1781 Cowper Task
in. 382 But wisdom is a pearl with most success Sought
in still water. 1830 Tennyson Arab. Nts. 30 Deep inlay
Of braided blooms unmown, which crept Adown to where
the water slept. 1849 MACAULAY///jr. Eng. ix. II. 481 The
water in the bay was as even as glass. 1867 Ansted Phys.
Gcog. 125 Owing to the position of the land, we have the
water divided into two unequal parts, the Pacific Ocean and
the Atlantic canal.

b. The plural is often used instead of the sing.

esp. with reference to flowing water or to water

moving in waves.

For the pi. cf. F. eaux, L. aquae, Gr. vlo.ro..

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Malt. xiv. 28 Dryhten, gyf bu hyt eart,

hat me cuman to be ofer has waeteru. a 1300 Cursor M.
380 pe watters al he cald pe see. 13.. E. E. Atlit. P.
B* 437 Pen he wakened a wynde on watterez to blowe.

c 1374 Chaucer Boctlt. v. met. i. (1868) 152 Sone aftre be
same ryueres tigris and enfrates vnioygnen and departen
hire watres. 1535 Coverdai.e Ps. lxxvii. 19 Thy waye
was in the see, and thy pathes in the great waters. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 1 If by your Art (my dearest father)

you haue Put the wild waters in this Rore, allay them.

1684 J. Peter Retat. Siege Vienna 55 About this time the
Waters of the Danube swelled so high as to break down
the Bridge which the Enemy had made. X697 Dryden
/Fuels ix. 152 Old Tyber roar'd ; and raising up his Head,
Call'd back his Waters to their Oozy Bed. a 1774 Goldsm.



WATER. 155 WATER.
Hist. Greece II. 174 A river not so remarkable for the breadth

of its channel, as for the l>eauty of its waters. 1798 Cole-
ridge Anc. Mar. v. 324 Like waters shot from some high
crag, The lightning fell with never a jag, A river steep and
wide. 1803-6 Wokdsw, Ode, Intim. Immort. 171 And see

the Children sport upon the shore, And hear the mighty
waters rolling evermoie, 1842 Uorrow Bible in Sp. xxiv,

Waters sounded, nightingales sang. 1862 Longf. li-'ayside

Inn 1. Prel. 260 The cataract hurled Its headlong waters

from the height. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <y Dawn xiii, They.

.

had been baptised in the waters of their native river.

c. In figurative context. (See also Troubled a.

1, Fish v. 1 i c. Oil sb.l 3 e.)

Deep waters (after Ps. lxix, 2, 14), grave distresses and
anxieties; also, difficult or dangerous affairs.

1535 Coverimle Ps. Ixviii [be!x]. 2, I am come in to depe
waters [so also i6nj. Ibid. 14. 1628 A. Leightom Appeal to

Parlt. 19 Therfore she loves to fish in troubled Waters. 1662

Stillingfl. Orig. Sacra? I. iii. § 8 Joseph Scaliger who hath
troubled the waters so much concerning the particular cir-

cumstances of this translation, yet fully agrees that it was
done in the time of Ptolomaeus Philadelphia, c 1720 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 20 The Cardinal, .was. .not on very
good terms with the queen, but willing to keep smooth water
there. 1893 Stevenson Catriona iii, These are deep waters,

..Be cautious and think twice. 190a W. Adamson Life
Joseph Parker 204 An unwonted interest was created by Dr.
Parker's visit. The usually quiet ecclesiastical waters were
stirred.

d. pi. The maritime tract belonging to a par-

ticular nation ; the seas and oceans in a particular

quarter of the globe.

1659 in Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1S7S) III. 487 Who.

.

went aboard of tuo Dutch wessellis lying near Inchkeyth,
being within our watteris. 1920 Round Table Dec 89 The
Alliance, .freed us from the necessity of keeping more than
A skeleton force in eastern waters in order to defend the
Dominions and India.

e. Hunting, Sleef/echasing, etc. Streams or

ditches which a horse is required to leap.
i860 Ld. W. Lennox Pict. Sporting Life I. 328 You will

find him [a horse] a splendid fencer, I never saw the like of
him at timber or water; no gate or brook will stop him.
i869Whyte-Melvili.e6"o«^<5- ^ersesZj Hunters so limber
at water and timber Now on the causeway are fain to be led.

1879 Punch 13 Dec. 267 I've never tried this horse at water.

f. slang. To make a hole in the water : to

commit suicide by drowning.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xlvi, Why I don't go and make

a hole in the water I don't know. 1865 — Mut. Fr. 1. iii.

This is the drunken old chap. .wot had offered. .to make a
hole in the water for a quartern of rum stood aforehand, and
kept to his word for the first and last time in his life.

tg- pi* Pictorial representations of tracts of

water. Obs.

1747 Francis tr. Horace, Art P. 34 note, It is chiefly in

this View, that Ruisdale's Waters, and Claude Lorrain's
Skies are so admirable.

7. In phrases relating to navigation.

a. By water : by ship or boat on the sea or a
lake or river or canal. (In OE. = 7 b.)

c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1016, pa sewende se here
to Lundenne, & ha buruh utan ymbesa^ton, & hyre stearclice
onfeaht, a;?;3a;r je be wsctere ?,e be lande. 1x380 Wyclik
Wks. (1880) 25 pei traueilen ny^t & day, b't watir & lond,
in cold & in hete. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 400 If pat he
faught, and hadde the hyer bond, P>y water he sente hem
hoom to euery loud. 1478 W. Paston, Jr. in P. Lttt.
(1897) III. 237 And if it lyke yow that I may come with
Alwedyr be watyr. 1547-8 in Feuillerat Revels Edw, VI
(1914) 29 The Caring by water to and from grenwy[ch].
1606 Arraignm, Late Traitors (1872)6 They went from the
tower by water, and came to Westminster. 1661 Pr. Rupert
in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 8 My goods goe
by Rattsbon, soe by land to Wurtzbourg, and from thence
by water the rest of the journey. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI, 4 July (1815) 2ig Iu going down the river, by water, he
was by mistake put on board of another vessel under sail.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb.m xi. (1849) 437 The hostile ships
prepared for an assault by water. 1864 T. S. Williams &
Simmonds Engl. Commerc Corresp. 116 You will please to
receive the said goods, and forward them to us by water.
:886 C. Schoi.l Phraseot. Diet. II. 834 Conveyance is, in
this case, cheaper by water than by rail.

b. On or upon {the) water (ME. fa w.-etere) :

on the sea, in naval employments or enterprises.
Also, To be on the xvatcr

t to be in course of trans-

port by sea.

C1205 Lav. 562, I seih his broker ferden hu heo luaren
weren a waetere & a londe. 1411-20 Lvdg. Troy Bk. iv.

1997 So bat victorie, worship, and honour,. .To be reported
on water ft on lond, Reserued ben hooly to ^oure hond.
'758 J- Blake Mar. Syst. 28 Great numbers of men. .are
employed in the coasting trade, or otherwise upon the
water. 1914 Daily News 6 Aug. 5 There is a very large
quantity [of tea] on the water on its way from the East.
1914 Scotsman 24 Aug. 4/2 Germany has to-day another
enemy in the field and on the water.

C. Iu expressions like across, over, on this side
the water, to cross the water, the reference is most
commonly to the sea.
The Jacobite toast, the king over the water ', meaning the

Pretender, was expressed by passing the glass of wine over
the water decanter when drinking the health of 'the king*.
166a Chas. II in Cartwright Madame (Henrietta of Or-

leans) (1893) 128 People on this side the watter love there
profit as well as they do every where else. 1680 Alsop
Mischiefof Impos. v. 31 We maybe Schismaticks here in
England, when, if we cross the water, we shall be none.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. iv, From these meals she
retired about five minutes after the other servants, having
only stayed to drink the king over the water. 1765 Museum
Rust, IV. 234 As your work is in such high reputation on
this side of the water, it is a matter of great surprise to me,
that you should not have many correspondents amongst such

of our Irish gentlemen as are improving their estates. 1842

Dickens Amer. Notes xviii, Those partial readers of my
former books, across the Water, who met me with an open
hand. 1901 Essex Weekly News 15 Mar. 3/3 At Chelms-
ford the mare would fetch ,£4 because it was going across

the water to be made into meat extract, 1905 H. G. Wells
Kipps 11. i. § 1 Coote remarked that the sea was goud for

crossing, and asked Kipps if he had been over the water
much. 1914 Q. Rev. Apr. 318 The world, as we on our side

of the water mainly know it.

d. In London the above phrases are often used

with reference to the Thames. Similarly {to go)

on the water.
1600 Essex Rcb. Exam. (MS.) in S/taks. Cent. Praise

(1879) 35 They went all together to the Giobe over the water
wher the L. Chamberlens men vse to play. 1731-8 Swift
Pol.CoHvcrsat.i.46, I promis'd to go this Evening to Hyde-
Park on the Water; but I protest, I'm half afraid. 1753 Jane
Collier Art Torment. 1. 1. (1811) 35 To. .go upon the water
with you. 1836 Dickkns Sk. Boo, Shops fy Tenants, It is

on the Surrey side of the water— a little distance beyond
the Marsh-gate. 1853 — Bleak Ho. xxi, The theatre over,

Mr. George comes across the water again, and makes his

way to that curious region lying about the Haymarket and
Leicester Square. 1887 T. A. Trollope What I remember
I. 218, I used to be a good deal upon the water either alone

or accompanied by a single friend with a pair of sculls.

8. To take {the) water.

a. Of an animal or waterfowl, also of a person :

To enter the sea, a lake or river, and begin to

swim. b. To embark, take ship; in 1 7-i8th c.

chiefly, f to take a boat on the Thames {obs.).

C. U.S. ' To abandon one's position ' (Thornton).

d. Of a ship : To be launched.
1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt I'oy. (15S9) 4C8 This day. .there

came a great white beare downe to the water side, and tooke
the water of his owne accord. 1607 Topskll Four-f. Beasts
149 The sence of smelling is so quicke in these [Slutlt-

hounds], that they can follow the footesteps of theeus, . .and
if the theef take the water, they cast in themselues also.

aifyb Hale Prim. On'g. Man. n. vii. (1677) 202 As to the
Water- Fowls, the difficulty is less, for they can and do
supply the weariness of a long flight by taking Water. 1804
Charlotte Smith Conversat. etc. I. 27 If I was on horse-

back on my filly Truffle, and the dogs were to take water, ..

why I should no more mind plunging in directly [etc.]. 1878
Scribncr's Monthly XV. 765/1, I heard a splash and saw
a deer take the water 300 yards or so above me. 1891 New
Review Aug. 167, I. .lay to to see it take the water, as its

evident intention was to cross to the mainland.

b. 1548 Patten Exped. Scot. D iij b, This thus apointed,
my lorde Admirall rode back to take the water agayne.
1630 Trapp Comm. Num. xxxii. 23 Taking water, with
purpose to sail into Flanders. 1689 Luttbei.l Brief Ret.

(1857) I. 524 A gentleman taking water the iSth, when he
came near London bridge, pull'd a written paper out of
his pocket, 1708 Constit. Watermen's Co. 81 None plying
the Long-Ferry shall ply one about to take Water with an-
other, except, &c. a 1754 Carte Hist. Plug. IV. 50 Stukely
agreeing to go with him, they took water: but were seized

in the way to Gravesend. 1793 Regal Rambler 91 He took
water at the Temple-stairs. 1821 Scott Kcnilw. xv, For
see, the Queen's barge lies at the stairs, as if her Majesty
were about to take water. 1889 Mrs. Oliphant Poor Geutl,

I. vi. 93 The boating parties that ' took the water ' there.

c. 1858 J. G. Baldwin P'lush Times 275 * If it please

your honor, I believe I will take water' (a common ex-

pression, signifying that the person using it would take a
nonsuit*. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed, 2) 470 To Take
"Water. To run away, make off. A Western expression,

doubtless borrowed from sportsmen. 1891 C. RoiiERTS/fcrVv//
Amer. 200 The fellow, who was really a coward, though
nearly twice as big as myself, took water at once.

d. 1901 Scotsman 7 Mar. 5/6 Launch of the cruiser Kent.
..The vessel took the water without a hitch.

9. Quantity or depth of water, as sufficient or

insufficient for navigation. To draw (so much)
water x see Draw v. 13.

'54*5 J* Heywood Prov. it. viii. (1867) 73 There was no
more water than the ship drew. 1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt
i'oy. (1589) 469 There was not water for the boate betweene
Vaigats and the other side: finding no more water, there
was no other way but to goe backe as we came in. 1584
R. Norman tr. Safegard of Sailers 7 Item, from the north
Kuie to the Nese, keepe the north Duie with Memelicke, as
far as you can see, till you bring those two steeples or towers
into one, and then you shall haue water enough. 1716
Lond, Gaz. No. 5416/1 There not being Water enough, she
was not launched. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 86 A clear

passage to the South, with a sufficiency of water for the
craft at low water. 1791 R. Mvlne 2nd Rep. Thames 10
Good Water from thence to Moulsford. *793 — Rep.
Thames 35 There is a pretty good water all the way to
Datchet Bridge. And from Datchet Bridge, there is a fine

navigable water all the way to New-Lock-Shoal,
b. With prefixed adj., a particular state of the

tide : see High watek, Low water, fj-ull water
= full tide.

ci+mq ?Lydg. Assembly of Gods no Where as I shuld
haue fyllyd dykes depe At a full watyr I might nat thedyr
crepe Before my seson came to retorne ayeyne. 1603 AV^-.
Mag. Sig. Scot. 490/2 Cum potestate colligendi lie wraik et
wair fra the full sey to the low watter.

10. Water received into a boat or ship through
a leak, or by the breaking of the waves over the
side. To make water [ = Y.faire eau t It,far acquat

G. wasser maehett] : (of a ship or boat) to leak,
or to admit or * ship ' water over the side, through
a port, etc. Also, to take {in) water in the same
sense, f To makefoul water (obs.) : see Foul a, 4.
C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 363 The same harm dooth som

tyme the smale dropes of water, that entren thurgh a litel

creuace in to the thurrok, and in the botme of the shipe.

* *553 Udall Royster D. m. ii. 16 It liked hiras well, to tell

you no lies, As water in hir shyppe, or salt cast in hir eies.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 77 The vytayles corrupted by
taking water at the riftes euyll closed. Ibid. 260 One of

theyr shyppes leaked and toke water very sore. 1748 An-
son's Voy. I. iii. 24 The ship made so much water, that with
four pumps and bailing he could not free her. 1799 Hull
Advertiser 13 July 1/4 St. Anna, leaky: made 20 inches of
water in an hour. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XV. 74 We
found by the well that sue [sc. a ship] made no water. 1884
Law 'Times 10 May 26/2 She was then found to be making
five inches of water per hour. 1890 W. F. Rae Maygrove
I. iv, 61 The carpenter sounded the well and found that she
was making water fast. 1892 Idler Apr. 320 The feebleness

. .of her stroke, -prevented the boat from taking much water.

t b. To take {in) water (fig-) : V to have a Haw
or weak place. Obs.

1590 Nashe Pasquil's Apol. D 2 b, The rest of his reasons
haue taken water, and are rotten before they come to shore.

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. II, xx. .02 All the rest are ea>ily

freed ; St. Jerome and St. Ambrose in the opinion of some
seem to take in water.

11. As an enveloping or covering medium. In

various phrases.

a. Underwater', below the surface of water;

(of land) flooded, submerged. Hence fig. un-

successful in life ; also (Sc.) in debt. Also Sc.

f within water, in the same sense.

1529 Rcgistr. Abcrdon. (Mailland Club) I. 396 To sustene
..mend and uphald. .be brig forsaid. .als weill within wattar
as abuf. 1598 Flokio, Sott'aa/ua, vnder-water, secretlie,

out of sight, in hugger mugger. 1660 Boyle New Exper.
Spring ofAir 363 Cornelius DrebelL.iS affirm'd..to have
contriv'd for the late Learned King James, a Vessel to go
under Water. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4453/2 Our Governor
has put all the Country between Brugesand Newport under
Water. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 49 ? 5 The country was
Under water. 1816 Scott Old Mort, xlii, And then he got
favour, and Lord Evandale's head was under water. 1827
Faraday Chan. Manip. xxiv. (1842) 62S Close the tube by
the finger,, .then open its aperture by removing the finder

under water, 1839 I.ockm aht Baliantyne-humbug handled
113 Mr. James f

Ballantyne]. .was. .many thousands under
water at the smash. 19x4 I). Christil 30 Yrs.in Moukden
vi. 50 Besides the submerged villages, a large part of the

suburbs of Moukden was under water.

b. Above water', above the surface of the

water. h\%ofig., esp. in to keep one's head above

7oater, to avoid ruin by a continued struggle.

1662 J. Davjf.s tr. Olearias' I'oy. Ambass. 35 To save all

but our Carpenter, who was lost for want of having fasten'd

on somewhat that might have kept him above water. 1705
Collier Ess. Mor. Sttbj. hi. Pain 11 Unless a Man can
reconcile himself to Suffering, and keep his Spirits above
Water, 'tis in vain to pretend to Principles. 1742 Fielding

f. Amtreivs lit. xiii, There are many who, I fancy, believe

that . .my pockets, .are lined with bank-bills; hut I assure

you, you are all mistaken. . .If 1 can hold my head above
waterit isall I can. 1809 Malkis Gil Blasv. 1. P7 Tocarry
me discreetly through the world, and keep my head above
water. 1864 Trollope Small ilo. Altington xxv, Modern
Lotharios—men who were holding their heads well above
water, although it was known that they had played this lady
false, and brought that other one to death's door. 1885

Field 3 Oct. 502/2 A number of struggling men [agricultur-

ists], who have managed to keep above water during the bad
seasons, must now go under.

f O. To lay in water
y to lay a-water : to make

of no effect or value; to dissipate. Obs.

C1394 /'. /'/. Crcde-jZ-z But now be harlottes ban hid thilke

rewle, And, for the loue of oure lorde haue leyd hire in

water. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 43 But, Jak, thou} th!

questions semen to thee wyse, 3it li^tly a lewid man maye
leyen hem a water. i579Gosson^V//. A buse (Arb.) 21 Either
Apollo must haue played the IJonesetler, or euery occupation
beenelaide a water. 1583G0LDING Calvin on Dent. xcv. 579
If I lende him money nowe, it is layde a water, I loose

a whole yeares occupying of it. 1592 Lyly Midas w. iv, All

Ins expeditions for warres are laid in water.

fa, {To swim) between two waters [«= F.

(nager) etitre deux eaux\ : midway between the

surface and the bottom
; Jig. keeping an impartial

or a temporizing attitude between two parties. Obs t

1579 Tomsom Calvin's Scrtn. Tim, 791/2 How many are
there that will swim betwixt two waters, and play the in-

different men, which wuld haue a Gospel betwixt both?
1603 D. Carleton in Crl. <y Times Jos. I (184B) I. 28 The
king held himself upright betwixt two waters. 1660 F.

IJhooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 3 Sliding the Anchor on one
side betwixt two waters.

12. A body of water on the surface of the earth.

a. gen, A body or collection of standing or

flowing water, irrespective of size; a sea, lake,

river, etc.

a 1100 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 204 Mid wateren and mid
moren. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 19 Wateres he [sc. Engelpnd]
hab ek inou}, ac at uore alle obere pre Out of be londe in to

be se, amies as pei it be..Severne & temese ; homber is bet

bridde. a 1300 Cursor M. 5918 All be waters on bis land

Wex son in to blod red. c 1400 Maunoev. xiv. (1839) 126

And he schal so passe the Wature, that ys cleped the Urace

of seynt George, that ys an Arm of the See. 154* Boordk
Dyetary x. (1S70) 253 Standynge waters, the whiche be re-

fresshed with a fresshe spryng, iscommendable. 1580 in Lane.

* Cheshire Wilts (Chetham Soc.) I. 72, I have maid a lease

of my capitall and chieffe messuages in lyltle Mearley [etc.]

. with th'. .waters, ffisshings, moores [etc.]. -to Rauffe Tet-

lowe. 1604 E. G[rimstonk] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n. u.

84 This region is wonderfully scorched and dne ;
and so by

consequence, hath neither waters nor pastures, a 1633 G.

Herbert Outlandish Prov. 434 Who letts his wife goe to

every feast, and his horse drinke at every water, shall neither

have good wife nor good horse. 160. I>ockk Educ. § 7

Horace, .assures us, he was wont in the Winter Season to

bathe himself in cold Water. Hut perhaps Italy will be

thouirht much warmer than England, and the chilness of
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WATER. 156 WATER.
their Waters not tocoine near ours in Winter. 1757 [Burke]
Europ. Set/lent, Amer.vii.xxi. II. 235 Though the winters
are sharp, . . yet they are seldom severe enough to freeze any
considerable water. 1828 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 195 This
whirlpool [Charybdis] is an agitated water, from seventy to

ninety fathoms in depth, circling in quick eddies. 1836 Hugh
Murray, etc. China (Kdinb. Cab. Libr.) I. i. 29 Along the
lower course of both these magnificent waters [the Hohang-
ho and Yang-tse-kiang]. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 789 '2

Zizania aquatica, Canadian Wild Rice, ..is common in all

the waters of North America from Canada to Florida. 1850
R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 279, I in-

quired of the guides if they would lead me to waters in that

direction. They all shouted that that was the desert, and
that no man ever found water there. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. lxvii, In thy place of rest By that broad water of the

west. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. {1888) II. 251 They fre-

quent almost every variety of water, from the briny lakes of
Utah and California to the clearest mountain-streams of our
northern territories. 1898 Edin. Rev. Jan. 192 Hundreds of
the swallow family may sometimes be seen together, hawking
for Hies over the London waters on a fine April morning.

b. A sheet of water, a lake, pool. Cf. the

proper names Derwentwater, Wastwater, Ulls-

water, Hawes "Water, etc. in n.w. England.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 749 Nov ist a water of lo5lic ble, Men

calliS it 5e dede se. a 1300 Cursor M. 13760 A water bar es

wit-in hair thede pat es < aid piscene in hair lede. c 1380
Wvci.if Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 301 Crist wand ride hi }>e water
of Galile. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. (Har!.)84i Seint Iohan
saith bat aduoutris schuln be in helle in watir [E/lesm. in a
stank; F. estanc; L. staguum\ brennyng of fuyr and of
brimston. 1641 J. Jackson True Evaug. T. in. 209 The
other is two pots floting upon a pond, or surface of a water
with this word, If we knock together, we sink together. 1655
Walton Angler xiii. (1661) 197 The river Dee. .springs in

Merionethshire, and as it runs toward Chester, it runs
through Pemble-Mere, which is a large water. 1756 Amoky
Buncle (1770) I. 204 A water on the top of a hill, which stood
at the other end of the lake. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln
27 A large lawn, a water half a mile long, a very handsome
bridge over it. 184a Tennyson Morte tCArtk. 12 On one
side lay the Ocean, and on one Lay a great water, and (he
moon was full. 1896 HoUSMAN Shropshire Lad xli, And
like a skylit water stood The bluebells in the azured wood.

c. A stream, river. In early use often the water

^/"(prefixed to the name of a river). Now chiefly

Se. and north. ; often in the names of small rivers,

as Water of Esk, Water of Leith, Allan Water,

Moffat Water.
In MHG. and in early and dial. mo<\.G. wasser is used for

'river', often in apposition with the proper name. The fre-

quent use in Coverdale's Bible (where 1611 has ' riuer ') is

prob. due to the influence of Luther's version.

( 1290 .S". Eng. Leg., John Baptist 85 Toward be watereof
Jordan. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7654 per hit gonne abide
lit tuene be water of trente & of ouse al so. /hid. 8850
Bituene tueye wateres he rerde redinge [i.e. built Reading
Abbey]. 1303 R. Bkunnk Handl. Synne 10528 |>ys batayle
was, burgh here bobe assent, Besyde a watyr, men calle

Trent. 13.. E. E. At/it. P. A. 107, I wan to a water by
schore bat scherez. 1375 Barbour Bruce \u. 5 The kyng..
held doun toward a vale, Quhar throu the vod a vattir ran.

1387TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 449 A monkcfil doun of

a brigge into a water, and was i-stufled. 1390 Gowu Con/.

II. 102 A stille water.. Which hihte of Lethes the rivere.

1423 Cov. Leet Bk. 46 From the watur of Schirburn, bat

rennyth to Whitley vnto Hethesale. 1423 in Keg, Mag.
Sig. Scot. 1430, 30/2 Our fisching of the vater of Anand in al

placis and be the see sid. c 1450 Brut it. 427 The Erie of

Armynacke with the dolfynys meyne. .mette with the Duke
of Clarence and his meyne by this watir of Leyre. 1532
Cranmer Let. to Hen. VIII in Misc. Writ. 1 Parker Soc.)

II. 233 Passaw, Lyntz, and other places adjoining to the

waters of Enus and Danuhius. 1535 Coverdale Ps.
cxxxvi(ij. 1 By the waters [1611 rivers] of Babilon we sat

downe and wepte. — Tobit vi. 1 Y° first night they abode
by the water of Tigris [Luther bet dem Wasser Tigris].

1560 Daus tr, Slcidane's Comm. 427 The king went up the
water of Some. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y AL (1596) 1891/2 He
answered that I was gone ouer a water. 1598 Keg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 355/1 As the said burne rynnis north in the watter
callit DewquhiUiegach. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav. it. 47 Near to this Town, runs a Water that passes
under a Bridge of five Arches. 1721 in W. Macfarlane
Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.) I. 44 Thorow this Parish runs the
River Eugie Eastward, the Inhabitants there call it the
water of Strichen. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s,v. River, We
must not omit here a water in Germany, which is ordinarily
supposed to change iron into copper. 1761 Mrs. F. Sheri-
dan Sidney Bidulph III. 184 He was drowned in crossing/a

deep water on horse hack. 1793 Heron Observ. yourn. W.
Scot. I. 13 Within a little [we] found ourselves crossing the
water of Leith. 1865 Geikie Seen. <y Geol. Scot. L 18

Streams, intermediate in size between brooks and rivers, are
known in Scotland as ' waters 1

.

f d. Se, and north. The banks of a river ; the

inhabitants of the district bordering on a river.

{Eng, Dial. Diet.)

a 1800 Jamie Tel/er xxv. In Child Ballads V. 250/2 Gar
warn the water [cf. xxiv, water-side], braid and wide, And
warn the Currers i the skaw. a 1859 Denkam Tracts (1892)

I. 313 The Coquet Water. The Northumbrians use the

above expression in a peculiar sense ; signifying thereby the

district of the country immediately adjoining the river bear-

ing that name.

13. f a. sing. A flood. Obs, b. pi. Floods : esp.

in phrase the waters are out.

c 1250 Gen, % Ex. 592 Do was ile fleis on werfljde slajen,

So gunnen (Se wateres hem wi3-dra5en. 1470-85 Malory
A rthur 1. xiii. 52 Ther blewe a grete wynde & blewe doun her

castels and her townes,and after that cam a water and bare

hit all awey. 1523 Surrey in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 44
By reason of the greate waters that was rysen with thisrayne

that fell thies 3 dayes paste, a 1552 Leland I/in. IV. 11. 191a,

Leaving Ottemor on the right Hand, that if the Waters had

not beene up had beene the next waye. 1617 Moryson Itin.

11. 74 Some were drowned passing the waters then very liigh.

1624 Walter Diary (Camden) 77 The great army of Spinola
before Breda, ..was removed by God him self, who sent a
great water and drowned his trenches, by means whereof he
was enforced to remove. 1743 Mrs. E. Montagu Corr,

(1906) I. 141 We were met. .by a Messenger, .to tell us the
waters were out at Burroughbridge, and that we could not
pass them. Ibid. 142, I.. agreed to go on to the place he
mentioned, and then send a messenger to see if the waters
had fallen. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. ii, The waters are out
in Lincolnshire. . .The adjacent low-lying ground, for half a
mile in breadth, is a stagnant river.

f 14. Astr. The portion of the constellation

Aquarius which is figured as a stream of water.

[ = L, Aqua, Gr. "TSup.] Obs,

1551 Records Cast. Kno-ul. (1556) 267 Besyde these 22
Starres, there are other 19, whiche in their dyuers and croked
position doo make a forme of a Ryuer, and are called the
Water whiche Aquarye sheddeth.

II. 15. The substance of which the liquid
' water ' is one form among several; now known
to be a chemical compound of two volumes of

hydrogen and one of oxygen (formula H20) ; in

ancient speculation regarded as one of the four,

and in pie-scientific chemistry as one of the five

elements of which all bodies are composed.
971 Blickl. Ham. 35 Ure lichoma wars jesceapen of feower

gesceaftum, of eoroan, & of fyre, & of waetere, & of lyfte,

a 1300 [see Earth sb. 1
14]. 1390G0WE8 Con/, III. 92 Above

therthe kepth his bounde The water, which is the secounde
Of element?. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems x. 13 Fyre, erd, air, and
watter cleir. 1549 Compl. Scot. v. 33 This material varld that

is maid of the four dementis, of the eird, the vattir, the ayr,

ande the fyir. 1669 W. SiMPSOM Hydrol. C/tymica 258 The
like happens in all Vegetables, for Water is the material
Principle of Vegetables. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I,

Water, which the Chymists call Phlegm, is the 4th of the 5
Chimical Principles, and one of the Passive ones. 1732 A,
Stewart in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 330, I think the word
(Spirits) was an unhappy Choice [to designate the nervous
fluid]. .And the simple Qualities ofa pure and perfectly defe-

cated elementary Water, will better suit all that our Senses
can discover of it. 1812-16 Plavkair Nat. Philos. (1819)1.235
On the different quantities of heat.. united to the substance
which we call water, depends its existence in the state of a
solid, a liquid, or an elastic fluid. 1881 Sir W. Armstrong
in Nature 8 Sept. 450/2 Water, being oxidised hydrogen,
must be placed in the same category as the earths.

III. A liquid resembling (and usually contain-

ing) water.

16. An aqueous decoction, infusion, or tincture,

used medicinally or as a cosmetic or a perfume.
13.. S. Eng. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Archiv Stud. iicu.

Spr. LXXXII. 311 Lechis also of flourus wateris makeb
I-lome & ober bingus bat ber-to by.come. ^ c 1386 Chaucer
Can. Veom. 906 What is Magnasia. .? It is a water that is

maad, I seye, Of elementes foure. 1523-34 Fitzhekb. Husb.

§ 46 There be dyuers waters, & other medicyns, that wolde
mende hym [sc. a blind sheep], a 1533 Berners Golden Bk,
M. Aurel. (1546) I ijb, He wold washe his handes with very
well smellyng waters. 1599-1600 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz.

(1823) III. 458 By Mr. William Goodres, two glasses of
pretyous water. 1600 Surelet Country Farm 111. Ixxi. 600
A water vsed amongst the Ladies of the Court, to keepe a
faire white and fresh in their faces: Take a white pigeon, a
pinte of goats milke fete.]. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Three
Wks. Observ. D3b, Viols, Gallipots, Glasses, Boxes, .where-
in., were Waters, Oyles, Vnguents, [etc.]. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 57 Can cure all Diseases, from Aries, head and
face, to Pisces, the Feet, with a Water and a Powder. 166a

J. Davies tr. Otcarius* Voy. Ambass. 298 They take
Tobacco, and drink of a certain black water, which they call

Cahwa [= coffee]. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Annaline I.

255 When the pain was violent they spread light linen dipped
in aromatic water over her throbbing temples. 1871 Garrod
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 4 The waters of pharmacy consist of water
holding in solution very small quantities of oils or other

volatile principles.

b. With defining word, applied to liquid pre-

parations of various kinds.

For illustration of the diversity of application, see Cologne-
ivater, Lavender water, Orange-flowER-water, Rose-
water ; Barley-water, tCnicKEN-w<z/<rr; Baryta-mot***?*,

Gum mmttrr Lime-water; IllMli WlUlH, Potass water,
Soda-water.
c 1407 Lydc Keson <y Sens. 5737 Of last also and of flauour

It was swetter than watir rose A man in helthe to dyspose.

a 1425 tr. Ardernes Treat. Fistula etc. 82 pis is called

watre of alum. ..And bis watre mundifieb in coldand, hot

watre of sulphur mundifieb in hetyng or chaufand. a 1440
Sir Degrev. 1393 With. .Watyr of everrose clere, They
wesche rath thare. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm.
(1652) 77 As Water of Litharge. 150a Priv. Purse Exp.
Eliz. York{\%yS)% A present of watier of rooses. 1819J. G.
Children Chem. Anal. 426 If water of barya be added to a
solution of silicated potassa, the silica and barya fall down
in combination. 1836-41 Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 75 He.. ob-

served the rapidity with which baryta-water absorbs carbonic
acid from the air, 1844 Hobi.yn Diet. Med. (ed. 2), Mastic
Water. A remedy employed by the Albanian physicians in

infantile diarrheca ; it is simply water which has been boiled

along with mastic.

+ c. A distilled alcoholic liquor, = Strong
wateu 2, f Hot water 2. Also burning water
(= med.L. aqua ardens, F. eau ardenie), alcohol.
1460-70 Bk. Quinte Essence 6 Haue biside ?ou a uesscl.

.

fillid ful of the teste brennynge watir bat 3e may fynde. 1471
Ripley Comp. Alch. v. xxiv. in Ashm. (1652) 154 What
Salts, what Powders, what Oyles, and waters fort 1624
Capt. J. Smith Virginia v. 174 Some hauing some good and
comfortable waters, fetched them and dranke one to another.

1789-96 Morse -<4w«r. Geog. II. 116 Rum, brandy, and other
distilled waters.

fd. Contextually for Strong water i = Aqua-
fortis. Also corrosive waier^ any strong acid.

1609 J. D/\viEs(Heref.) Holy A'tW(Grosart) 4 1 Vpon the
Crosse (as on a Touch) we may Trie our Soules value whether
great, or small : If there, it (wa^ht with Water-Strong) doth
stay, We may be sure its most Angelicall. 1691 Ray Creation
L (1704) 31 Aquafortis or the like corrosive Waters. 1736 T.
Atkinson Con/. Painter fy Engraver 23 Bat the general
Way [of Etching] is, to work the Offskip tenderly, letting

the Water [called * aqua fortis ' above] bite but a little, and
then [etc.].

17. Used to denote various watery liquids found

in the human or animal body, either normally or

in disease. + To run on a water, to discharge a
watery liquid.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe(tsii) S3D, Whan they [children]

waxe elder, than be they grcved with., wormes of the bealy,

waters, swellynges under the chynne ; Sec. 1580 Blundevil
Curing Horses Dis. cxli. 6i b, Of the Crowne scab.. .The
cronets will be alwaies mattering, and run on a water, 1643

J. Steer tr, Exp. Chyrurg. iiL 7 Pusiles doe arise, in the

which is contained clecre and white water. 1801 Monthly
Mag. Feb. 40/2 The immediate cause of her death was
found to be an accumulation of water on the chest, i860
Mayni Expos. Lex. s.v. Coiunnius, Water 0/ Cotunnius, a
peculiar fluid found within the membrane lining the vestibule

and semi-circular canals of the internal ear.

b. IVater on (or fin) the brain, in the head:

hydrocephalus. Cf. G. wasser im hirn, im kopf
{haben).
C1790 irj, Jml. Friends Hist. Soc. (1918) 79 The D[ea]r
Lamb was. .taken of by a short illness of, the docter thaught
Water on its Brain. 1806 Med. Jrul. XV. 133 The water in

the brain was not, I believe, the immediate cause of death.

1852 J. Savory Dom. Med. (ed. 4) 261 Water in the head is

almost peculiar to infants, and chiefly to those of a scrofulous

or rickety habit. i86x Whvte Melville Good/or N. iii,

Some people thought he had gout in the stomach, others

vowed it was water on the brain.

c. The fluid contained in the amniotic cavity

{liquor amnii) ; now usually plural. The effusion

of this fluid from the womb, which precedes the

exclusion of the foetus, is popularly denoted by the

expression 'the waters have broken'.
1688 Depos. Birth Pr. Wales 20 Whilst her Majesty was

sitting trembling, her Water broke. 1754-64 Smellie Mid-
ivi/ery II, 425 When the membranes broke, a large quantity

of waters were discharged. z88o J. E. Burton Midwi/ery
27 The 'waters', .are a whitish, muddy-looking liquid, the
quantity of which greatly varies.

d. Tears. (So often in the Bible : see the con-

cordances.)
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 44 And made William to weope

watur with his e3en. 1300 Gower Con/. I. 115 Ther was no
wiht, if he hem syhe, Fro water mihte kepe his ybe. c 1400
Destr. Troy 7171 Care hade the kyng for Cassibilon his son,

.. Full tendurly with teris tynt myche watur. c t^yo Golagros

(V Gaiv, 1 131 The watter wet his chekis. 1562 J. Hevwood
Prov, 15- Epigr. (1867) 217 His eyes ran a water. 1563-83
Foxe A. <y M. 1215/1 With that the water stoode in Mar-
beckes eyes, why weepest thou quoth the Gentleman? 1622

in Foster Eng. Factories hui. (1908) II. 52 [It] made the

watter roune doune my checks to looke one them. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop vi, A dexterous rap on the nose with
the key, which brought the water into his eyes.

e. Saliva ; now only, flow of saliva provoked

by appetite, t To set (a person's) teeth on water

= 'to make his mouth water' (see Mouth sb, 2 c,

Watek v. 12).

1598 Florio, Tutto in sapore, Iouing earnestly, euen till

ones teeth run a water. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxut. xi. II.

481 Their rich plate set their enemies teeth on water. 1655

tr. Com. Hist. Francion 111. 74 He delighted it seemed, to

eate that which was good, and rare before us, purposely to

set our teeth on water. 1661 Lovell Hist. Am'ju. <$ Min.
56 The water comming from the pallat mixed with honey
and salt, rubbed on the head, &c. helpetb. 1685 H. Mohe
Illuslr. Daniel 334 Those fat and fair Objects ihat make
Mens mouths run a-water so. 1830 Cobbett Hist. Geo. IV,
vi. § 334 He has seen them flopping their jaws, the water

running out of their mouths ; and has seen them go through
all the motions of devouring, 187. W. S. Gilbert ' Bab'
Ballads, Etiquette 26 For the thought of Peter's oysters

brought the water to his mouth.

f f. All on a water : covered with sweat. Obs.

1530 Pai.sck. 562 i He hath gestylled my horse in the

stabyll tyll lie hath made hym all on a water [tant quit la

u/ys tout en eaue].

g. The liquid of oysters.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1 3 Take grete Oystrys, . . ; an take

be water of be Oystrys, & ale, an brede y-straynid.

18. esp. Urine. To make water [ = F. faire de

Teauji to urinate. To /ass water (Passz/. go) : to

void urine (usually with reference to obstruction or

the absence of it). To hold {otufs) water : to retain

urine.

1375 Barbour Bruce xiii. 603 He leit thame nocht haf sic

lasier As anys wattir for to ma. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

I. 359 Mony men of that cuntre vse to make water and to

send furthe theire vryne syttenge. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings

\x. 8 And I wyl rote out from Achab, euen him that inaketh

water agaynst the wall. 1577 Kendall Flotvers Epigr. 46

The drinke his bladder burdened so. That he must let his

water goe. 1580 Hester tr. Fioravantts Disc. Chirurg.

19 To help* those that can-not hold their water. 1584 B. K-

tr. Herodotus n. 07 b, Hys syght shoulde eftsoones bee

restored agayne, if in case hee washed hys eyes in the water

of a woman, whych [etc.J. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 41.

1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 754 The nature of the wolfe

both in making his water, as also in voyding his excrements

is like vnto a Dogs. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 998 The Wound
must be at first Washed cleane, with White Wine, or the

Parties owne Water. 1719 D'Ureey Pills IIL 31 Come ye

broken Maids that . . can never hold your Water. 1786

in
J.

Howard Lazarettos (1789) 195 No prisoner, .shall.,

make water against any part of the building, under the



WATER. 157 WATER.

penalty of forfeiting for each offence, .four- pence. 1801 Med.
Jrnl V. 409 Has been in this state three months ; makes
only three-quarters of a pint of water in 24 hours, i860

Flor. Nightingale Notes on Nursing 199 She will know
the shiver which betrays the formation ofmatter— that which
shows the unconscious patient's desire to pass water—that

which precedes fever. 1884 Thompson Tumours ofBladder
35 Case 34. ..Last four years much difficulty and pain in

passing water ;.. Now passes water about every hour, day
and night. 1884 Bible (R. V.) 2 Kings xviii. 27 To drink
their own water with you. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV.
281 The quantity of water voided by a healthy adult in 24
hours is from 40 to 50 ounces.

b. In references (formerly much more common
than now) to the inspection of a patient's urine

as a means of diagnosis. (Cf. Water-doctor.)
Phrases, to f cast (Cast v. 40), + look, + look in (a

person's) water.
1377 Langl. /'. Ft, B. 11. 224 Thanne loured leches and

lettres pei sent, pat he shole wonye with hem wateres to

loke.
_
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 41 A leche felid his powce

& lukid his watir, bod he cuthe fynde no sekenes in hym.
c 1530 Beauty

<f-
Cd. Prop. Women (facs.) C j, I haue shewid

thy water to thy phesycyon. 1555 Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb.)
22 But I wyll not be his Phisicion and decerne his water at

this tyme. 1546 J. Heywood Prov, \. xi. (1S67) 33 By my
faith you come to looke in my water. And for my comfort
. .Ye would, by my purs, geue me a purgacion. 1550 Crow-
ley Last Trumpet 826 And shewe by what right thou maist
take Two pence for the sight of water, When thou knowest
not therbi to make The sick man one farthinge better. 1562
Child-Marr. (1897) 75 Sir Rbberte sawe this respondentes
water ; & told hym he might be easitic holpen, & gave hym
a drinke. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 2 Pal. . . What saies

the Doct. to my water 7 Pag. He said sir, the water it selfe

was a good healthy water: but for the party that ow'd it, he
might haue more diseases then he knew for. 1600 Rowlands
Lett. Humours Blood vi, Heele looke vnto your water well

enough. 1614 Jackson Creed m. 299 But what if some
forreiner should o( set purpose send a dead-mans water to

trie this grand-Phisitions skill, 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. 1. it.

28 They haue bene with them who haue told them wonders
by the water. 164a Fuller Holy St. it. ii. 53 The good
Physician, .trusteth not the single witnesse of the water if

better testimony may be had. a 1709 J. Lister Autobiog.
(1842) 43 The day after that I sent my water to a physician,
who sent me word he could make no judgment of my case.

1712 Addison Sfiect. No. 505 F 7, 1 can interpret their Dreams
by seeing their Water. 1784 Morn. Chron. 21 Apr. 1/3
AdvL, Miss Mollitor. .flatters herself that by seeing the
water of the patient to tell if there be a cure or not.

f O. In fig. phrases, to attend, watch (a person's)

waters [= G. einem das wasser besehen~\, to scru-

tinize his conduct rigorously. Ops.
1700 T* Brown Amusem. Ser. j- Com. in. Wks. 1720 III.

36, I..judged he had been whipping it in with the Gentle-
women before mentioned, tho' 'twas not convenient to tell

him so, lest his Wife should watch his Waters more narrowly
than she had done. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss.

(1708)9 What can we expect less in the succeeding Year,
than that his great Proxy, the first Lieutenant, attend his
Waters purely to prevent an Interregnum? 1709 Mrs. Man-
ley Seer. Mem. 151 Her Brother., was gone abroad, .when
this Rogue, .courted her, or else he had never got his Will
of her ; he would have watch'd his Waters for him to some
purpose.

19. Applied to vegetable juices.

1585 Higins yuuius' Nomencl. 142/2 Lachryma, , . the
water, moysture, or dropping of a tree t hat turneth to gumme.
I58S T. Washington tr. Ntcfwlay's Voy. 1. viii. 8 b, Another
frutcmelteth in ones mouth, giuing a water as it were
sugred. 1589 Bigges Summarie Drake's W. Ind. Voy. 14
And within this white of the [cochos] nut lyeih a water,
which is whitish and very cleere, to the quantitie of halfe
a pint or therealxjuts. 1697 Dami-ier Voy. I. 292 While the
Nut [sc. coco-nut] is growing, all the inside is full of this
Water, without any Kernel. 184a Anne Pratt Pict. Catech.
Sot. v. 79 [In the pitcher plant] the liquid is a clear water,
very pleasant and refreshing to the palate.

IV. Appearances resembling water.

20. The transparency and lustre characteristic

of a diamond or a pearl. The three highest grades
of quality in diamonds were formerly known as the

first, second, and third water \ the phrase ofthefirst
water survives in popular use as a designation of the
finest quality, often applied to jewels generally.
(The equivalent use is found in all the mod. Rom. and

Teut. langs. ; it may have come from Arabic, where this
sense of ma, water, is a particular application of the sense
' lustre, splendour ' (e. g. of a sword).]
1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 18 Jew. I have a Iewel heere...

Mer. 'Tis a good forme. Jeivel. And rich : heere is a Water
looke ye. 1608 — Per. m. ii. 102. 1611 Cotgr., s. v. Eau,
Perle de belle eau, of a faire luster, or water. Ibid. s. v.

Esclat, Diamond debon esclat, . . adyamond of a good luster,
or water. i6aa_ Malynks Anc. Law Merch. 75 The best
waters are whitish, inclining to the blew, which maketh the
best illustration and play, as some call it. 1667 Phil. Trans.
II. 429 If it [the Diamond] have no good water, or have a
Bleb or Flaw, the Carat will not be worth but from 10 to 30
Crowns. 1675 R. Vaughan Coin <$ Coinage 241 Value of
Pearls. East India Yellow water. iCarrat 00 07 s. 6d. ibid.
243 A later Valuation.. of the best Silver water. 1676
Lond. Gaz. No. 1057 '4 Lost.., one single Rose Diamond set
in a Ring close shankt, and enameled with blew, a fair
spread Stone clean and good water. 1678 /bid. No. 1330/4
A Table stone, cut in India, perfect square, of the Second
water, weighing 5 grains full. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
<V Persia 213 The Diamond that is Sandy, or hath any
Foulness in it, or is of a Blue, Brown, or Yellow Water, is not
worth half the Price of a perfect Stone of a White Water.
1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. toC'tess ofMar 10 Mar.,
A vest., of purple cloth, straight to her shape, and thick set,
on each side . . with pearls of the best water. 1727 A. Hamil-
ton Nciv Acc. E. Indies II. xlv. 148 They have small
Diamonds, but their Waters being inclined to be yellow, are

not so much in Esteem as those of Golcondah. 1732 Field-

ing Miser v. iii, I defy any jeweller in town to show you
their equals ; they are, I think, the finest water I ever saw.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Diamond, The first water
in Diamonds means the greatest purity and perfection of

their complexion, which ought to be that of the clearest drop
of water. When Diamonds fall short of this perfection, they

are said to be of the second or third water. Sec. till the stone

may be properly called a coloured one. 1832 G. R. Porter
Porcelain .y CI. 220 Some Artists have even given to this [sc.

paste in imitation of the diamond] a very considerable play

of light, or, as it is technically termed, water. 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Parish ii, He.. wore a brilliant of the first water
on the fourth finger of his left hand. 1910 Ld. Rosi:iu-:ry

Chatham i. 4 When Rondet, the royal jeweller, came from
Paris to receive it [sc. a diamond], he criticised the water of
the stone.

b. fig. Of the first {owns, purest, rarest, finest)

watcr\ originally (with implied comparison to a

jewel), of the highest excellence or purity; now
only following a personal designation (often of

reproach) with the sense ' out-and-out ',
' thorough-

paced \ [Similarly in Fr.]

1824 Dibuin Libr. Comp. 587 Ascham is a thorough-bred
philologist, and of the purest water. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr. (Colimrn) 05 He was certain her
family were by no means of 'the first water'. 1826 Scott
Jrnl. 6 Dec, He was a. .swindler of the first water. 1836-7
Sir Y/. Hamilton Metapk. (1870) II. xxix. 201 Gassendi him-
self, who is justly represented by Mr. Stewart as a sensa-

tionalist of the purest water. 1854 II. Miller .SV/*. <y Schm.
xvi. (185S) 360 Cousin William.. had a heart of the finest

water. 1869 Eng. Mcch. 17 Dec. 329/3 All this may seem
like paradoxism of the first water. 1883 T. Watts in iqtk
Cent. Mar. 422 His wit, though not abundant and not of
' the rarest water ' was quite unique. 1905 W. B. Boulton
Gainsborough 19 4 He. .assumed the aitsof a beau and lady-
killer of the first water.

21. (See quot.) Cf. Watered///, a. 5. [So G.
xvasser, V. eau]
1721 Bailey, Water (among Dyers), a certain Lustre

imitating Waves, set on Silks, Mohairs, &c.

V. 22. a. m Watek-colour. b. pi. Water-
colour paintings, colloq. (Cf. Oil sbA 4, 4 b.)

1787 Exkib. R. Acad. 17 Portraits of the Princess Royal,
and Princess Augusta, in water. 1877 Paper Hanger etc.

142 The best work for picture and looking-glass frames is

done in water. 1909 Daily Chron. 4 June 5 5, I want you
to paint as many pictures as you can, oils or waters, just as
you like.

VI. 23. The lap of one shingle in roofing.

1703 R. Neve City <y C. Purchaser 242 They commonly
make 3 Waters, (as they phrase it,) that is, they commonly
hang 3 shingles in heighth, in the length of one ; so that if

the Shingles are 12 Inches long, they are laid at 4 Inches
Gage.

VII. attrib. and Comb.
24. Simple attributive uses. a. Designating

vessels in which water is held or kept, as water-
bail, -bucket, -cruet, f -fetles, -gourd, -jar, f -say,

-scoop, f -sheet, -skin, f -stean, -trough, -tub, f -tun,

-vat, -vessel. See also Water-bottle, -glass, etc.

t 1000 Ags. Gosp. John ii. 6 Dar waeron soSlice aset syx
stamene wa;ter-fatu. c xaoo Okmin 14411 pa sexe waterrfet-

less, patt stodenn wibb batt waterr basr. c 1386 Chaucer
Can. Veom. Prol. fy 'P. 681 And in the water vessel he it

caste. 1387 Trevisa Higden VI. 183 In a water stene [L.
in hydria aquatica\. 1391 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 74
Pro portagio de watertonnes vsque manerium Episcopi. 1420
in For. Acc. 3 Hen. VI G/2, j Waterbaille. .vj Water-
scoupes. 1459-60 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 152 Cum
opere carpentr. fact, circa molendinum de Shyncliff et le}

Watertrowe. 1477-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 82 For
a watir payle, iijd. 1487-8 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees)

651 Pro i fatt et i watersay. 1533 MS. Rawlittson D. 776
fol. 136 b, ij Hatt hooppis. .for the water Tubbe. 1551 Inv.
Clu Goods York etc. (Surtees) 66, ij waiter bokettes of latyne.

1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 470/2 A water tankerd, cadus
at/uarius. 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse E 3 b, The water-
tankard wil keepe vnder the insurrection of their shoulders.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past.i. ii. 11616)31 And for the Maid
that had perform 'd each thing, She in the Water-paile bad
leaue a Ring. 1615 E. S. Britain's Buss B, Two water-
skeits, to wet the sailes. 1667 in Pettus Fodittx Reg. (1670)

35 One new large Water-wheel with Water-troughs. 1773
Exhib. R. Acad. 30 A horse tied to a water-trough, in a
Farm-yard. 1834 Marryat P. Simple xli, I.. set my first

lieutenant to work getting in the ballast and water-tanks.
184s Dickens Amer. Notes ii, The water-jug is plunging
and leaping like a lively dolphin. 1853 J. D.M. DALECerem.
Roman Rite 93 The Subdeacon elevates a little the water-
cruet towards the Bishop. 1867 Laoy Herbert Cradle /,.

i. 8 Picturesque water-carriers with their water-skins. 1869
Browning Ring % Bk. ix. 63 Clouted shoon, staff, scrip and
water-gourd. 1886 Ruskin Prgeterita I. iii. 106, I went head
foremost into the large water-tub kept for the garden.

b. Pertaining to the storage or distribution of
water in considerable quantities ; as water-ditch,
•lock, f -place, -room, -stank, -station ; water-meter,

t -purveyance, -service, -storage, -supply.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11677 Vr water purueance es gan, And

in bis wildernes es nan. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus
(1879) I. 189 Water-stankis. .of sic depnes that ged eyls and
fyscis..ma be..kepit. 1670 Blount Gtossogr.(cd, 3), Water-
lock, a watering place fenced with walls, rails, or bars,
&c 1703 Dampier Voy. III. 1. 88 The Governor very
kindly sent an Officer to clear the Water-place for my
Men. 1735 in Trans. Cumbertd. <r Westm. Antio. Soc.
(N. S.) XX. 172 Taking water for the use of their families
out of the water ditch in the said meadow. 1809 Kendall
Trav. II. xlvi. i32_The water is led by troughs into a range
of vats or rooms, distinguished by the name of water-rooms.
18:5 PockUngton Canal Act 4 Pens for water, water stanks,
dams. 1840 H. S. Tanner Canals

<fr
Rail Roads U. S. 263

Water stations, places where locomotives obtain their sup-

plies of water. 1848 W. W. Li.oyd in Nitmism. Chron. XI.
114 The local water-service. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade,
Water-meter, an instrument for registering the supply of

water. 1872 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. July 500/2 A terrible

year of water-famine. 1885 Weekly Notes 28 Mar. 67 2 The
bouse had become uninhabitable through failure of the water-

supply. 1890 A. R. Wallace Darwinism 23 The absence of

rivers or water-storage. 1907 Q. Rev. Oct. 391 Where the

water-rights of villages and small towns are. .threatened.

C. Used for the carriage or transport of water,

as water barge, boat, ship ; water animal, mule.
1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. I. xxviii. 346 He

built some Water Boats, ..and, by these Boats furni>hed the

(Sanson with good Water. 1805 Collingwgod 18 Oct. in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. 127 note, I shall be glad to

see the Water-Ships as many of the Fleet are getting low.

1898 Daily News 3 May 8 3 The baggage and water
animals. 1900 Ibid, ij Mar. 7/4 Indians, with their plucky
and clever little water-mules, were ordered right up into the

firing line. 1918 Qua Iboe Mission Quarterly Feb. 121/2
Water-barges to replenish our tanks were soon alongside.

d. Designating a channel in which water runs,

or any contrivance for facilitating or regulating its

flow, as water-channel, -cock, f -conduct, -conduit,

-ad, -dam, -gutter, -main, -port, -sewer, -sauirl,

-tap, f -trunk, f -wising. See also Watercoukse,
-fuhkow, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11942 pe water wissing can he ditt pat

water to be lak broght. c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 44 A plase to

make an bede of her water cundit. 1535 Covkrdale Nahum
ii. 6 The water portes [1611 the gates of the rivers ; Luther
die Thore der Wasser] shal be opened and the kinges palace

shall fall. 1577-87 Holinsiikh Chron. III. 11S6/1 Not for-

getting to make a water-conduit fur the ease of washing.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Lcslit. 's Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 42 Thay
lay in the furcies and waterdames. 1598 R. Bernard tr.

Terence, Phormio iv. iv. (1607I 432 A snake ftd from the tyles

through the water gutter. 1600 J. I'oky tr. Leo's Africa
(1896) II. 402 So soon as the said water-conduct wasdeiived
unto the Towne, he caused it lo be divided. 1662 Atwell
Eaithf. Surveyor 95 The water-squirt which will throw a
whole hogs-head of water to the top of a house at once.

1764 Museum Rust. II. 234 To bestow a watering on my
fields, by means of water-trunks, immediately after my first

crop of hay is got off. 1803 W. Tatham Rep. Impediments
Thames 71 At this place tlure is a water-main which crosses

over to the Middlesex shore. 1833 Lol-i>on* Enc\cl. Arc/at.

§ 16 A water-cock and wash-lund-basin. 1846 Comic Al-
manack (1870) 91 The common water-plug offers a capital

medium for illustrating the leading principles in hydrostatics

and hydraulic. 1880 J. Dunbar Tract. Papermaker 47
Connect the other end of the pipe to the nearest water-tap.

1883 W. C. Russell Sailors' Lang., Water-ports, openings
in a ship's bulwarks to free thedeck of water. 1902 Cornish
Naturalist Thames 9 Down every ditch, runnel, and water-
cut, the turbid waters were hurrying. 1914 Blackw. Mag.
Dec. 780/1 Fields of young wheat and barley intersected by
water-channels.

e. Designating a machine which is worked or

diiven by water, a part of a machine in which water

is heated, a contrivance for drawing or circulating

water, and the like; as water-back, -barrel,

'bellows, -blast, -box, -chamber^-corn-mill, -drum,
•gin, f -grist-mill, f -motion, -motor, -trap, -irovipe,

-turbine, -whim.
1580 Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 32 All my interest in the

water corne mylne and farmehold in Kirklawe, 1660 R.
Dacres Elem. Water-drawing Pref., The innumerable
shapes, and various forms and fashions of Water-Gins. 1661
[T. t'owELi] l/jtm. Industry 35 De Aquaticis Machinis, Of
Water Motions. 1725 in Lanes. <\- Cheshire Wills (Cbetham
Soc.) 1. 178 A wattercorn Milln called Accorinton Milln. 1763
in Smiles Engineers (1861) I. 359 note, At the mouth of the
cavern is erected a water-bellows. 1786 T. Jekfkkson if nt.
(1859) II. 12 A water-grist mill for grinding the com of the
neighborhood. 18x9 Kv.EsCycl.,Water-Bello7vs,. .amachine
used to blow air into a furnace, by the action of a column of

water falling through a vertical tube, 1824 R. Stuari Hist.
Steam Engine 47 The pipe, 1, connects the air-chamber, A,

with the inner water-chamber, a. 1833 T. Sopwith Mining
Distr. Alston Moor 131 The water blast . .consists of a
wooden pipe placed in a shaft, and down which a stream of

water is kept running, while a quantity of fresh air is carried
with it. 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 572
Water-whims.. are seldom employed in western Cornwall.

1875 J. H. Collins Metal Mining 122 Sent down by means
of a fan blower, steam jet, turbine, or a water-trompe. 1875
Knight Diet. Mcclu, Waterdack,3L permanent reservoir at

the back of a stove or range, to utilize the heat of the fire in

keeping a supply of hot water. Ibid., IValerd'arrel i^Wtnng),
a large wroughtiron barrel with a self-acting valve in the

bottom, used in drawing water where there are no pumps.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 688/1 In this machine there are two
water-boxes. Ibid. 468/1 It is from the drying up of the fluid

in water-traps that uninhabited houses are so frequently of-

fensive. 1877 Wood Nature's Teach. 463 The Water Fur-

bine. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 520/1 Water motors may be

divided into water-pressure engines, water wheels, and tur-

bines. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec.Sei. 111. 388/1 '1 he draught
is sometimes kept up by. .a water-drum, an apparatus which
sucks in air by means of the fi iction of a jet of water.

f. Designating implements or contrivances used

iu or on the water, as water-cord,-dress,-statf,-st<iug.

c 1570 Durham Depos* (Surtees) 263 The said William

Sander.. dyd-. smite at this deponent with a water staff,

suche as fishermen hangs ther nett upon. 1866 in Bompas
Life Buck-land viii. (18S6) 163 My water-dress put on, ihe

nets and cans, &c. packed, we started m a carnage. 1878

Cumbertd. Gloss., Walter stang, a pole fixed across a stream

in lieu of a bridge or fence. 1904 Oallichan Pishing Spain

73 A fifty-yard length of water-cord that I had in the bag.

g. Designating (a) a water-tight contrivance, as

water-joint, -packer; {b) a body of water which

makes a vessel air-tight or gas-tight, as water-lute,

-luting, -seal.
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1837 Civil Engirt. «$ Arch, yrtil. I. 12/1 Both surfaces, .fit

into each other, and form a perfectly secure water-joint.
1841 S. Clkgg Treat. Coal-Gas in This arch-pipe is made
of thin plate-iron, scaled at each end by a water-joint. 1844
H. -Stephens Bit, Farm II. 206 The shallow water-luting,
formed by the marginal groove. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss. , Water-packer, a water-tight packing of leather
between the pipe and the walls of a bore-hole. 1884 Century
Mag. Dec. 259 1 The trap, .depends for its efficiency on the
permanence of its water-seal. 1917 Chamb. Jml. Dec. 831/2
A water-seal renders the joint air-tight.

h. Designating substances which harden under
water and so become impervious to it, as water-
cement, -lime, -mortar. Cf. Hydraulic a. 3.

J 793 Smeatom Edystone L. § 198 The hardening of water-
mortar. Ibid. § 212 A proper Water-Cement. Ibid., A very
competent Water Lime. 1847 G. A. Smeatox Builder's Man.
34 The Roman is the most valuable of all water-cements.
1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1^69) 377 The mak-
ing of hydraulic cements, (water-limes,) mastics, &c

i. Prepared with water, as water-size, -starch.

Of articles of diet : Prepared with water (instead

e.g. of milk); mixed or diluted with water; as

water-biscuit'. -broo (Sc.), -brose (Sc.), -broth, -cider,

-fritters, -kail (Sc), f -meat, -pap, -pottage, -saps

t^Sc. ; see Sor sb. 1
), -tansey. Also Water-gruel,

-ice.

13. . S. E. Leg. (MS. Bod I. 779) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LaXX 1 1. 335 ft lytil water-potage heete. c 1480 Henrvsom
Wolf Jif Lamb 140 To leif vpon dry breid and waiter caill.

157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 263 Glatd to get Peis breid
and waiter Caill. c 1610 Women Saints 26 Hut to her self

being sicke, she was still rigorous, hardlie admitting a little

wine, with her water-meatcs. 1630 Dekkkk 2ndPL Honest
Wh. D 1 b, As arrant a whore as euer stiffned tiffany neck-
cloathes in water-starch, a 1643 Digby Closet Opened {ib6§)
120 Doctor Harvey's pleasant Water-cider, whereof he ust:d

to drink much. 1683 J. Reid Scats Gard. (1907) 172 Leav-
ing the dreg behind (the which may go among the pressings
for water-cyder). 1747 Mrs. Gi.assb Cookery ix. 81 Water
Fritters. Ibid. 104 A Water Tansey. 1786 Burns To J.
Smith xxiv, I'll sit down o'er my scanty meal, Be't water-
brose, or muslin-kail, Wi cheatfu' face. 1789 W. BUCHAN
Dot/i. Med, (1700) 17 It will then be proper to give it. .a little

of some food that is easy of digestion, as water-pap, milk-
pottage. 1797 Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII, 739/2 A water-size
. .prepared by boiling cuttings of parchment or white leather

in water. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xiv, We got some water-
broo and bannocks. 1816— Bl. Diuatfv'x, ' All clear away,
with the water-saps and panada,' returned the unabashed
convalescent. 1854 Surtees Handley Cr. xxxix. (1901) II.

30 Mr. Jorrocks..had looked in vain for a water-biscuit.

j. Pertaining to water as a beverage, or as a
(teetotal) article of diet, as \ water-day ^ -diet^ -doc-

trine, f -drink ; relating to the use of water in

medical treatment, as water-dressing, -patient,

strapping; also Water-CUBB.
c 1000 Vercelli MS. 112 bf in Napier 0. E. Lexkogr. 67
& s:ede eac bset man mid wa:ter-drinces sylene mihte him
mycele admessan ^edon. c 1200 Ormin 14482 Alls iff pu
drunnke waterr drinnch Ut off re firrste fetless. 14.. in

Aungier Syon (1840) 393 On water dayes sche schal or-

deyne for bonnes or newe brede, water grewel, albreys, [etc. J.

184a R. T. Ci.akidge Hydropathy 282 Directly he com-
menced this water diet, all his complaints disappeared one
by one. 1846 Lytton Conf Water-fattent 17 The regular
life which water-patients lead. Ibid. 68 Water-dressings
are found the best poultice to an inflamed member. 1854
Thackeray Leech's Pict.Wks. 1900 XIII. 484 George. .has
taken to the water-doctrine, as all the world knows. 1857
Dunguson Med. Lex., Water-dressing, the treatment of
wounds and ulcers by the application of water. It generally
consists in dipping folds of lint in water, and placing them
on the part. . . Water strapping or ivet strapping means the
treatment of ulcers,. ,&c, with strips of linen or cotton satu-
rated with water.

k. Pertaining to water as a physiographical
feature or factor, as water-action, f -brim, -depths,

-drainage, -edge, -flow, f -ground, + -rim, -scene,

-shore, -strand, -view.
In many of these combinations the first element is equiva-

lent to the genitive waters, and in early and dial, examples
the sense may often be 'pertaining to the specified "water"'
(/. e. lake, river, etc. : see senses 12 a, b, c).

c iiso Bestiary 365 Alle be oore cumen mide, and. .beren
him of Sat water grund up to 8e lond al heil and sund.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4779 Jacob yode walcand be be nile j He
sagh a-pon be watur reme Cat fiettand dunward [with] be
Mi- '-in. 13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud.
neu. Spr. LVTI. 289 pis hermyt sat by a water brimme.
1390 Gowkr Conf. I. 81 Whan the blake wynter nyht..Be-
derked hath the water Stronde. 1589 Fleming Virg. BueoL
v. 15 Watershores and banks (bedasht) and beaten with the
flouds. 1792 A. Young Trav. Trance (1794) I. 17 The water-
scenes from the town itself, .are delicious. 1799 Robertson
Agric. Perth 454 Chains of lakes, finely wooded down to the
water-edge. 1813 BoUfMR Nelson I. 19 It could not be
possible to get the boats to the water edge before the four-

teenth. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 247 To those
who like water-scenes, .it is the prettiest spot, .in all Eng-
land. 1830 Lyell Pritu. Geol. I. 175 The water-drainage
of the country. 1854 'Grace Greenwood ' Haps ^ Mishaps
10 Seaforth Hall, an elegant seaside residence.. Here I saw
a pleasant water-view. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. II. xv. 158

A striated face, whose scratches still indicated the line of
water-flow. Ibid. App. ti. 309 The coast-ice.. had been com-
pletely destroyed by thaw and water-action. 1865 Lond.
Rev. 30 Dec. 686/2 As the fisher saw the buried city in the

waterdepths. 1901 Scotsman 4 Mar. 10/1 The streams,

being small, with a rapid descent from very high land, are

subject to much fluctuation of waterftow.

1. Consisting of, holding or containing, formed

or caused by, water ; as + water-breath, -breeze,

-brook, -chasm, -column, + -draught, -fence, -flow,

-foam, fount, -passage, t -plash, -race, -ring, -run,

-slide, -spread, *c -sprinkle, -stripe (Sc), -\ -vein,

-wash, -wear, -world.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5620 In bis kist be barn sco did. Quen

it >pird was wit be lid,. .Sco laid it on be water fame, c 1390
St. Michael 620 Alle huy [sc. rain, snow, mist, etc.] comiez
of water-breth pat be Sonne draujth up. 1529 Conventual
Lease, Yorks. 1 190 (K R. O.), Asmoch groundc.as to make
a sufficient dame apon to gedir water and water draught to

the said dame. 1531 Nottingham Rec. III. 370 The water-
wessh bytwen Samon Pasture and Trentt. X535C0VEKDALE
Ps. xli[i). 1 Like as the hert desyreth the water brokes. 1585
Higiks Junius'' Nomencl. 401/2 Torrcns,. .a water plash.

1596 Spenses F. O. iv. iii. 25 From the same the tierie

sparkles ilasht, As fast as water-sprinkles gainst a rocke are

dasht. 1601 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 418/2 Ane waiter strype
quhiik rynnts at the north syde of the said mure. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 532 A fairer towne than a man
would looke tofinde. .among such slabbesand water-plashes.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxi. 241 As a man that finds a water
vaine. 1634 Brerbtoh 'Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 61 The chan-
nel or water-passage leading from Amsterdam to Utrecht.

1707 Mortimer Hush. (1721) II. 202 Their Gardens lie all

open, where Prospects may be had, and Water-fences can
be made. 1771 Ann. Reg. 90/2 For. .filling up upwards of
2co yard* of the said water-race. 1813 Scott Trierm. in.

xxviii, When, lo! a plashing sound he hears, A gladsome
signal that he nears Some frolic water-run. 1818 J'yron
Ch. liar. iv. xviii, A fairy city.. Rising like water-columns
from the sea. 1818 Keats Endym. ill. 101 Thou hast sent
A moon-beam to the deep, deep water-world, To find En-
dymion. C1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 77 Those Porches
passed, thro* which the water-breeze Plays. 185a Wiggins
Embanking g\ Such water-fences and drains must.. be
drawn all around the intake. 1869 Hlackmore Lorna D.
xix, I came to remember the steepness and the slippery
nature of the water-slide. 1869 R. IJ. Smyth Gold Fields
Victoria 548 Table showing the Length of Water-races con-
structed. 1879 FrescottA"/. 'Telephone 48 A stone dropped
into a pond, throws off a succession of circular undulations
or water rings. 1884 Leisure Hour June 344/2 One of the
finest of the many picturesque water-chasms of Norway.
1887 E, J). Morgan in Proc. K. Geogr. Soc IX. 214 I,ake

Koko-nor, a magnificent water-spread 10,800 feet above the
sea. 1887 Essex Weekly News 11 Mar. 7/1 A small brick
archway..which crosses a waterflow known as the Puddle
Dyke. 1905 A. R. Wat. lack My Life I. 250 Perpendicular
rocks with no sign of water-wear.

m. Situated or built on or beside water, as

water-beacon, -brae, -bridge, -castle, -door, -door-

way, -frontage, f -stable, -stairs, -steps, + -tack.

Also Water-front,
1445 in Parker Dom. Archit. (1859) III. 79 At Shene the

wntrr-brigge. 1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 499/1 Lie girs

of the waiter bray. 1608 Maciiin Dumb Knt. 1. B 3, Why
Orators wiues shortly will bee knowne like images on
water staires, euer in one wetherbtaten suite. 1623 North
Riding Rec. (N. S.) II. 10 None ys to repare any water
Beakon but such as is subject to the Admirald Court.
1670 Milton Hist. £ng, vi. 255 A third excursion they
[sc. the Danes] made, . .and. .return'd. . like wi]d Beasts or
rather Sea-monsters to thir Water-stables. 1751 Larklvb
Wcs.'m. Bridge 18 Every Pier, Abutments, and Water-
Stairs. 1837 Ht. Maktineau Soc* Amer. II. a3 The land

is divided into long, narrow strips, that each lot may have
a water frontage. 1899 R. Bark C'tess Tekla iii. 37 The
boatman.. propelled the skitT through the water-doorway.
Ibid. vi. 68 Bid him instantly to take you in his boat to the
water-steps of the Palace. 1903 Kipling live Nations,
Explorer 51, I. .Counted leagues of water-frontage through
the axe-ripe woods that screen 'em. 1906 Crockett White
Plumes Navarre xviii. 133 Cautiously ..Madame Granier
had peered through the thicker///*' of the water-door before

admitting the Professor.

n. Performed, conducted, taking place, on or in

the water ; as water-excursion, -fight, -life, -motion,

-music, -polo, etc.

1607 T. D. & G. Wilkins Jests n [He] demanded.,
wherefore all those Barges (like so many Water-pageants)
were caryed vp and downe so gaylie with Flags and
Streamers? 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1S65) 22

Seeing the Beares take water, an Indian will leape after

him, where they goe to water cuffs for bloody noses. 1670
Milton Hist. Eng. n. 35 In such a various, and floating

water-fight as was to be expected, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
10 Nov. 1644, Refresh 'd with water-musiq, aviaries, and
other rarities. Ibid. 29 Oct. 1662, I saw the Lord Maior
passe in his water triumph to Westminster. 1749 H. Wal-
pole Let. to Mann 17 May, A concert of water-music. 1801

Stkutt Sports iy Pastimes in. i. 92 A representation of
the water quintain, .is given upon the tenth plate. 1817
Kirby & Si\ Entomol. xxiL II. 295, I shall not now enlarge
on all these kinds of water-motion. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Ri?>er, We have been on water excursions out of number.
1865 W. White East. Eng. I. 86 About a dozen yachts have
already arrived in readiness for the morrow's 'water frolic',

which is a term much used by Norfolkians to signify a
regatta. 1886 Daily News 20 Dec. 5/6 A small landscape
dotted about with figures representing a water- picnic. 1888
Field 25 Aug. 277/3 Water Polo Inter-Club Championship.
1894 H. DtvMMOKDAsatmt Man 106 At one time there was
nothing else in the world but water-life.

o. Pertaining to transit or transport by water, as

water-communication, -highway, -route, -traction.

1785 J. Phillips Treat. Inland Nav. p. vi, Inland dis-

tricts., which had no opportunity. .of a water-communica-
tion. 1816 Tuckky Narr. Exped. R. Zaire iv. (1818) 159
It [Boon Congo] has no water communication with the
Zaire. x868 Ruskin Arrenvs of Chace (1880) II. 199 The
carriage, .may. .be done by water-traction and sailing

vessels. 1886 Pop. Sci. Monthly Mar. 586 (Cass. Suppl.)
The water-route is free to all. 1898 V. I. Antroiius tr.

Pastor's Hist. Popes VI. 230 note, The improvement of the
water-highway on the Tiber and the Anio.

p. Living or occupied on the water; faring by
water; as water-guide, -people, -police. Also,

found or the water, as water-stray.

155a Hl'loet, Waterguide, conuector. a 1676 Hale De
jure marls v. in Hargrave Tracts (1787) 23 His [the water-
baillie's] business was, to look to the king's rights, as his

wrecks, his flotsan. jetsan, water strays, royal fishes, c 1826

Pollok in D, Pollok Life (1843) 3°° * ne Haijus—wandering
water-gipsies on tne eastern seas. 1848 Sinks of Lond. 129
Water pads, fellows who rob ships. 1893 Lady Burton
Life Sir R. E. Burton 1 1. 60 Hasan Hammad. .is now ser-

geant to the water-police. 1897 Hindf. Congo Arabs 157
The Waginia, who are the water-people, and do all the
transport on the river.

q. Designating fabulous beings that live in, or

have rule over, water; as water-deity, -demon,

-devil, -elf, -fairy, -fiend, -goblin, -god, -kelpie,

-nixie, -spirit, -sprite, -wraith. Also WATER-
HORSE, -NYMPH.
a 16*5 Fletcher Chances iv. ii, Get me a conjurer, One

that can raise a water Devil. 170a Addison Dial. Medals
11. Wks. 1766 I II. 105 We see abundance of Water-Deities
on other Medals. 1742 R. Fokbks Jml. to Portsmouth {1755)

30 You wou'd hae taen me for a water-wreath, or some
gruous ghair>t. 1785 Burns Addr. Deil 69 Then water-

kelpies haunt the foord, By your direction. 17.. Logan in

Ritson Sc. Songs (1794) I. 155 Thrice did the water-wraith

ascend, And gave a doleful groan thro' Yarrow. 1798 Cole-
ridge Anc. Mar. 155 As if it dodged a water-sprite, It

plunged and tacked and veered. 1819J. R. Drake Culprit

Fay xv. He banned the water-goblins' spite, 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxv, A water-fiend hath possessed the fair Saxon.

1825 — Betrothed xxxi, The statue of a water-god bending
over his urn. 1859 Geo, Eliot Adam Bede xxii, Water-
nixies, and such lovely things without souls. 1869 Ruskin

Q. ofAir \. § 12 Myriads of other water spirits, of whom
Nereus is the chief. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. xv. II. 191

In Australia, special water-demons infest pools and water-

ing-places.

fr. Occas. used to designate freshwater, as

opposed to saltwater, objects j sswater-fish, -land,

-sand. (Cf. sense 12 c.)

c 1440 Pal/ad. on Itusb. 1. 267 Sum grauel or sum watir

lond kest vndir [L. A liquid etiam terrae dulcis vcl.arcnae

subjiciendum est}. Ibid. 438 And feede in hit thy water-

fissh is. eel [L. anguillas sane fisccsqne fluviales\. 1683

J. Reid Scots Gard. (1907) 41 If you are lorced to use sea

or water-sand.

25. Objective : a. with vbl. sbs. and pres. pples.,

as water-blowing, f -commanding, -drawing,

t -fetching, f -flinging, -loving, -raising, f -receiv-

ing, -selling, -yielding.

c 1440 Promp. Pa?v. 4*>6f-2 Synke, for water receyvynge,
exceptoHum. 1570 Dee Math. J'ref.c'}, Then, may you,

of Ships water drawing, diuersly, in the Sea and in fresh

water, haue pleasant consideration. 1660 [R. Dacres] (title)

The Elements of Water-drawing, or a Compendious abstract

of all sorts and kinds of Water-Machins. 1660 Marq.
Worcester in Dircks Life (1865) 223 That.. I may put in

practice the greatest gift of invention. .(I mean my water-

commanding engine). 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 16 Bed-
making, chamber-sweeping, and water-fetching were doubt-

less great preservatives against too much vain philosophy.

1695 D. Turner Apol. Chyrnrg. 130 Every water-flinging

Piss-prophet boasts himself a great Doctor. 1824 Morier
Ilajji Baba ix, With the money I had gained in water-sell-

ing, I found myself well off. 1839 Ure Did. Arts 824 The
trompe, or water-blowing engine. 1841 P. Cunningham
Hints Austral. Emigrants title-p., Explanatory Descrip-

tions of the Water-raising Wheels and Modes of irrigating

Land in Egypt,. ,&c. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp-Hunters vi.

48 The water-drawing, wood-hewing pueblos. 1854 A.

Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 180 Water-Ioving Beetles

\Philhydridie). 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 32 A great drain

was thrown upon the water-yielding power of the strata.

b. with agent-nouns, ns water-drawer, -haunter,

f -searcher, -seller, -supplier.

1552 H uloet, Water szreher, aquilex. 1562 Turner Bathes

16 Smal byrdes..that are of easy digestion. But water-

haunters must ye not louche. 1576 Fleming tr. Caius'

Dogs iv. (1880) 29 This kinde of dogge is also called, In

latine Aquarius in Englishe a water drawer. And these

be of the greater, .sort drawing water out of wells and deepe

pittes, by a wheele which [etc.]. 1867 Morris Jason
xvii. 264 A marble step.. Well worn by many a water-

drawer's feet. 1884 Bookseller 5 Mar. 262/2 Householders,

who have grievances against their local water suppliers.

1907 Mrs. Fk. Campbell Shepherd Stars 70 A water-seller

ringing his brass bell.

o. in names of machines, implements, or natural

agencies, as f water-chafer, -conductor, -cooler,

-feeder, j -forcer, -heater, -holder, -regulator.

1457 Will of Poole (Somerset Ho.), Menne Wat'chafer.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 475 The Citizens con-

veighed water out of the river through pipes by an artificial!

instrument or water-forcer. 1825 J. Nicholson Optr. Mcch.

332 The water-regulator consists of a large cistern, in which

another of less area and capacity is inverted. 1839 Ure
Diet, Arts 972 No water-feeder of any magnitude should

present itself till the shaft had been sunk 100 fathoms. 1843

Zoologist I. 14 A leaden water-conductor at the top of oi.r

house. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xix. (1856) 142 A rugged

little water-feeder, formed by the melting snows, sent down
a stream of foam. 1880 H. C St. John Wild Coasts Nipon

225 The great tanks are more like small natural lakes than

artificially constructed water-holders. 1899 Jesse L. Wil-

liams Stolen Story, etc 34 He.. stepped up to the water-

cooler and filled a glass.

28. Instrumental : a. with pa. pples., as xvater-

beatcn, f -bollen, -cooled, -eaten, -filled, -girt,

f-gj'ved, -inwoven, f-loadcn, -locked, ^-mingled,

t -mixed, -rolled, -rounded, -sodden, -tempered,

-walled, -whipped. Also Water-bound, -logged,

-SOAKED, -WASHED, -WORN, etc.

c 1440 Watertemprid [see Unevenly a<lv. 3], ISSS Watre-
man Fardle Facions 1. vi. 103 Euery Ixxly layes him downe
dronckarde-like to reste his water bolne bealy. 1593 Nashf.



WATER.
Christs T. Pi,The nect&rlzed Aouac&lestisofwater-mingled

blood, sluced from Christs side. 1595 Shaks. John 11. 1. 27

England hedi*VJ in with the maine, That Water-walled But
warke. 1598 Sylvkster Du Bartas it. L IV. Handle-Crafts

776 A sable, water-loaden Sky. 1602 Cabkw Cornwall 11.

106 b, While thus they can Tior Hue nor dye, Nor water-gieu'd,

escape away. 1605 .Sylvester D/t Bar/as it. ui. III. Law
589 The pure and plenteous Floud Of his most precious

Water-mixed Uloud. 167a Dr. Wild Let. 6 Wellcome as

the Dove to the Water-beaten Ark. 1789 Jf. Williams Min.
Kingd. II. 205 The balls and glebes always appear water-

rounded. 1800 Hukdis Fav. Village 81 Forlorn and water-

lock'd stands the lone mill. 1841 H. Mili.fr 0. A'. Sandst.

v. no A huge water-rolled boulder of granitic gneiss. 1843

Thackeray Irish Sk.-bk. xv. A great, wide,., water-whipped
square lies before the..window. 1855 Motley Dutch Hep.

11. i. {1866) 132 The blood of a world-wide traffic was daily

coursing through the thousand arteries of that water-in-

woven territory. 1871 Tennyson Last Tourn. 253 Quiet as

any water-sodden log. 1883 Fk. M. Peard Contrad. xvi,

The old water-eaten and green stones of beautiful palaces.

1886 Standard 4 Jan. 6/5 The Kelso. .is waterfilled, in all

holds. 1905 Westm. Caz. 23 May 4/2 A i2-h.p. water-cooled

Lanchester car. 1905 J. B. Bury St. Patrick vii. 134 The
water-girt promontory which is washed on the west by Lake
Kilglass. 19U Mrs. H. Ward Case Richard Meynell 1.

vi. 120 The narrow strip of land between the pond and the

new channel made a little waterlocked kingdom of its own
for the cottage.

b. with pres. pples., as f water-flowing, + -stand-

ing; with vbl. sbs., as ivater-planing, -rolling,

-seasoning, -spinning, -steeping, -wasting.

1593 Shaks. 3 //en. VI, iv. viii. 43 My mercie [hath] dryM
their water-flowing teares. Ibid. v. vi. 40 Many an old

mans sighe, and many a"Widdowes, And many an Orphans
water-standing-eye. 1595 Locrine iv. iii. 28 And from the

Lee with water-flowing pipes The moisture is deriu'd into

this arch. 1751 Uanktom Inst. Law Scot. I. 681 If, by the

water-wasting, the ground is worn away, where the dam
was formerly. 17S4 Did. Arts $ Sci. II. & v. Japanning,
Rub the work over with a wet rag till it is rendered a3
smooth as possible ; this work is called water-planing. 1766
Complete Farmer s. v. Walk, In order to make them more
firm, it will be necessary to give them three or four water-

rollings, that is, they should be rolled when it rains very
fast ; this will cause the gravel to bind. 1823 P. Nicholson;
Pract. Builder 263 Amongst wheelwrights, the water-

seasoning [of timber] is of special regard. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Opcr. Mech. 386 Water-spinning differs both from the

mule and jenny spinning. Ibid. 401 The. .process of dew-
retting or water-steeping.

27. Locative, with agent-nouns and vbl. sbs., as

water-diver, -farer, f -skirmisher ; water-building,

'dwelling, -faring, -hunting. Also water-growing

ppl. adj.

1570 Drant Serrn. F vb, The Italians be most whtie, the
Spanyardes best water skirmigers. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims
if. Table s.v., Cunning Water-diuers. 1674 Petty Disc.

Dufil. Proportion 117 Water-Divers who the lower they go,

do find their stock of Air more and more to shrink. 1756-7
tr. ICiysler's Trav. (1760) I. 86 Three leagues from Munich
lies. . Starenberg, where the court sometimes takes the par-

ticular diversion of water-hunting. 1793 Smeatoh Edystone
L.ii%snotet Mortar for water building. 1864 J. C. Atkinson
Stanton Grange 160 Their haunts are always among water-

growing weeds of some sort. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 122

The curious habit of water-dwelling. 1889 Doughty F'ries-

land Meres 277 The waterfarers on this much-frequented
river. 1913 E. H. Barker Wayfaring in France, Auvergnt
to Bay ofBiscay 254, I decided on a little water-faring up the
stream.

28. Similative, as water -grey, -green, -white *.$)%.

(and sbs.)
; + water-weak adj.

i6iz J. Davies (Heref.) Muse's Sacrif. (Grosart) 10/1 If
lustie now, forth-with [I] am water-weake. 1877 Raymond
Statist. Mines $ Mining 22 Illuminating-oil. .of water-
white and odorless qualities. 1893 Daily News 16 Tune 6/1
A coat of water-green satin. 1893 Saltus Sapphira xii.

146 A sky of dead rose and water-green. 1900 Mary E.
Coleiudge Non Sequitur 33 The mournful water-gray eyes.

29. Special comb. : water authority, a muni-
cipal body administering a system of water supply ;

water-ballast, cisterns filled with water, placed
in the hold of a vessel to serve as ballast ; water-
baptism, baptism with water, in contradistinction

to baptism with the Holy Spirit ; water-bar, {a)
in Hood-making, a ridge on a road, intended to
prevent the accumulation of surface water

;
(b)

a tubular bar of a fire-grate, to contain water, com-
municating with a system of hot-water pipes for

warming a building ; in quot. attrib. ; water-
barometer, a barometer in which the pressure of
the atmosphere is measured by the height of a
column of water, not of mercury as in the usual
form of the instrument; f water-bedrip, a Hkd-
kip at which the reapers were supplied with no
other drink than water at meals; wator-bow/^/.
{a) a rainbow; {6) a jet of water issuing so as to
form an arch; water-boy, (a) a boy employed at
the riverside

; f (b) the constellation Aquarius; (c)
pi. rain-clouds (vulgar)

; f water-breach, (a) app.
used for water-dank (? some error)

; (6) an irrup-
tion of water ; water-breaker 1 (see quot. 1823)

;

water-breaker 2, a keg or cask for holding water
(see Bueakeu 2) ; water-breather, any animal
capable of breathingin water (by means of gills); so
water-breathing ppl. a. ; water-bridge, a fire-
bridge which also forms part of the water-space of
a boiler, _ Water-taule 4 (Knight Diet. Mech.
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1 875") ; f water-camlet (see Camlet sb. b);

water-candlestick (? oh.), a vertical tube filled

with water, to holtl a floating piece of wax candle
;

water-cell, (a) each of the cells in the walls of

the stomach of the camel, in which water is stored;

(b) an interstice in ice, in which water is occluded ;

water-chute = WaTEB-SHOOT 4 ; + water-claw
= Dew-claw i ; t water-cloth, ?a dish-cloth;

water-company, a commercial association lor the

purpose of supplying water (conducted through

pipes) to the inhabitants of a town or district
;

+ water-corn Se., 'the strain paid by farmers for

upholding the dams and races of mills' (Jam.) ;

+ water-court = court of the watercourse (see

Watercourse i c) ; water-deck Mil., a piece of

painted canvas to cover the saddle, bridle, and
girths of a cavalry horse ; f water-dial, a clep-

sydra; water-diviner ^ Water-kinder ; fwater-
dock = Wet-dock ; water-dust, water in the

form of extremely fine particles, as in clouds and
spray [? suggested by G. wasserdunsf\ ; t water-
egg, an iniecund egg (cf. wind-egg) ; water-
engineering, the construction of reservoirs, em-
bankments, aqueducts, and the like ; water-eynd
dial. [Ande si.'], see quot. 1884 ; f water-fare, a
ferry ; water-farm, a place where pisciculture is

carried on ; so water-farming, (a) pisciculture
;

(b) cultivation of plants growing in water; water-
flint dial, (see quot. 1868) ; water-foot Sc., the

mouth of a stream ;
' used also as the name of a

village or town at the mouth of a river ' (Jam.)

;

water-frame, Arkwright'sspinning-machine,which
was worked by water-power; f water-free a.,

secure from damage by water ; water-funk <~0//0f/.

,

a person who is airaid to go in the water ; water-
gap (seeG.vrrf.l 5 b); water-garden, (a) a garden

for aquatic plants, an aquarium ;
(b) see quot. 1902 ;

t water-gavel (see quot. 1706); water-gilder,

one who practises water-gilding; water-gilding,

the process of gilding metal surfaces by applying

liquid amalgam, the mercury being afterwards

removed by evaporation ; similarly water-gilt

a. ; water-globe = Water-ball 1
; \ water-

glue, a name for isinglass, ? as being water-

proof ; water-gold, the liquid amalgam used

in water-gilding ; also {poet, nonce-use) applied

to the ' liquid golden radiance of morning sun-

shine ; water-guard, (a) a body of men em-
ployed by the Custom House to watch ships

in order to prevent smuggling
;

[b) U.S. (see

quot. 1868) ; "(-water-gun, a gun in which the

projectile is propelled by pressure of water ; water-
haul U.S., 'a haul of the net which catches no

fish; fig. fruitless effort' (Webster 1911); water-
heek, -hedge dial., the barred frame hung across

a stream at a shallow part to prevent the passage

of cattle along the shallow ; water-ickle dial.,

a stalactite ; water-inch (see quot.) ; water-jack,

(a) Se. a roasting-jack turned by a current of

water
;

(b) dial, a waterman ; water-jacket, a

casing containing water, placed about something

to prevent its becoming unduly heated or chilled
;

also attrib. ; hence water-jacketed ppl. a., water-
jacketing ; water-jet, a stream of water dis-

charged from a small orifice; a fountain; also

attrib. water-jet propeller (see quot. 1843);
water-jump, a place where a horse is required to

leap a stream or ditch ; -(-water-keeping Se., the

guarding of a tract of water against poachers
;

f water-kin, -kind, the nature of water; water-
laid a., (a) Naut. of a rope (see quot. 1857)

;

(b) Geol. of strata, deposited by water ; f water-
language, the rough language of watermen (cf.

water-wit) ; + water-leasow, a water-meadow ;

water-leave, permission to navigate a watercourse

belonging to another (cf. Way-leave)
; f water-

lot U.S., a lot of ground covered with water, but

capable of being filled in and converted into build-

ing land; water-lungs pi., the branches of the

cloaca of holothurians, by some supposed to have
respiratory functions; f water-manikin, some kind
of sailing- boat ; water-mead = Water-meadow;
water-monarch nonce-wd., a designation ap-

plied (a) to Neptune
; {b) to a great fish ; water-

monger, f(a) a contemptuous designation for a
water-caster; 'b) a vendor of water; t water-nail,

?a nail that will bear exposure to water without
rusting; water-organ, the hydraulicon or hydraulic

organ (Hydraulic A. 2) ; water-oven, an oven sur-

rounded by a chamber filled with hot water or steam;
water-party, a pleasure-party making an excursion

on the water; f water-piece, ?a piece of leather

damaged by water in the process of manufacture
;

water-pillow (cf. water-bed) ; water-pistol, a
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weapon constructed to discharge a sudden jet of

water or corrosive liquid; water-plate, a receptacle

for hot water to be placed under a dinner-plate in

order to keep the food warm ; water-pocket, {a)

a compartment in a steam-boiler containing a

portion of the water
; {!>) a natural cavity in which

water falls or collects ; + water-poet, the title

adopted by the writer John Taylor, who was a

waterman on the Thames ; hence gen. a writer of

doggerel verse; t water-poise, a hydrometer;

water-pore Hot. and Zool, a pore through which

water is discharged
; f water-pourer, the con-

stellation Aquarius ; water-power, the power of

moving or falling water employed to drive

machinery ; concr. a fall or flow of water which

can be thus utilized ; water-press, a hydrostatic

press; water-pressure, hydraulic pressure, so

water-pressure engine (see quot. 1829) ; water-

privilege U.S. (a) ' the right to use water, csp. the

right to use running water to turn machinery
;

(b)

' a stream or body of water capable of being utilized

in driving machinery' {Cent. Diet.); f water-

rack ^see quot. 1679); water-ram = Kasi^. 1 5 a
;

water-rate, a rate or tax levied by a municipality

or a water-company for the supply of water

;

water-rent = prec. ; + water-rimer, the 'water-

poet ' Taylor ; t water-room, space to move about

in the water ; water-sail, a small sail sometimes

set under a lower studding-sail and reaching nearly

to the water ; water-sapphire, a variety of iolite
;

water-screw, a water-elevator on the principle of

the Archimedean screw ; also attrib. in water-

screio-pump ; water-shaft, (a) Coal Mining, etc.,

a shaft sunk to receive the water from an adjoining

(coal-)shaft ;
{b) Salt-making (see quot.)

; f water-
shake, a seismic disturbance of the water ; water-
shaken a., (of land) saturated with water

; f water
shard, a deepened channel made by banking up
the sides of a stream ; water-shear, -shier

Sir., a water-parting
; f water shedder Astr. =

sense 14; water-sill (see quot.); water-sink, (a)

— Sink sbS 1 c ; (b) a swallow-hole or pot-hole

;

water-sky (see quot. 1823) ; water-slang, the

slang of rowing-men ; water-smoke = water-

eynd; water-sneak slang (see quot. 1812); water-
space, that part of a steam-boiler which lies below

the steam-space, and holds the water to be evapo-

rated
; f water-spelling, hydromancy ; water-

spinel, a colourless variety of spinel ; water-
splash, a shallow stream 01 ford crossing a road

;

fwater sponge Sc, an ordinary sponge for

washing ; water-stead dial., the bed or course of

a stream ; a convenient spot on the bank of a

stream where cattle can go to drink (Eng. Dial.

Diet.); water-stock, shares in a water-com-

pany ; water-stoma (pi. -stomata) — water-pore

(Bot.) ; f water-stop = Stop sb.- 8a; water-
streak = Water-line 2 ; water-system, (a) an

assemblage of connected rivers and streams ; a
main stream and its tributaries, considered as a

unity; (b) = water-vascular system; fwater-tabby
= Tabby sb. 1 ; water-tathe v. (see Tathe v. i);

water-telescope, an instrument for observing

objects under water ; water-thermometer, a ther-

mometer filled with water instead of mercury, de-

vised by Dalton for ascertaining the precise degree

of temperature at which water attains its maximum
density; water-thief/w/., a pirate; water-tower,
(a) a tower serving as a reservoir to deliver water at

a required head ; (b) a long iron tube, carried verti-

cally on a wheeled frame, for discharging water to

exlinguish fires in the upper stories of buildings

;

water-treader, t (a) poet, a ship
;

(b) one who
treads water (Tread v. 7) ; water-tube, one of a

set of tubular organs which open upon the exterior

of certain invertebrates and are supposed to have an

excretory function ; water-tube boiler, a form of

marine boiler in which the water circulates through

tubes exposed to the gases of combustion ; f water-
twig — Water-shoot i ; water-twist, cotton

yarn spun on a water-frame ; water-vapour, the

invisible aqueous vapour present in the atmosphere ;

water-vascular a. Zool., pertaining to water-

vessels (see next); water-vessel Zool., one of a

system of vessels in which water circulates, in

certain Invertebrata ; water-wag, a kind of small

boat used at Dublin ; water-wagon, (a) U.S. =
Water-cart {Cenl. Did. Suppl.) ; also slang (see

quot. 1904) ; lb) a kind of cumulus (see quots.) ;

+ water-wan [Wane si. 1
}, lack of water ; t water-

want a. nonce-wd., that can endure privation of

water ; water-watcher, a water-bailiff ; water-

wet, moisture of herbage due to saturation by rain
;

water-wit, the rough wit of watermen ; water-
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woman, a woman who acts as a waterman;

water-wood, timber which grows near water;

water-worship, religious adoration paid to rivers

or other bodies of water; so water-worshipper ;

+ water-wrack, refuse left by a destructive flood.

1878 D. Kemp Man. Yacht Sailing 377 "Water Ballast,

water carried in tanks orbreakersas ballast. 1885 J. Runci-

man Skippers *t
Shellbaeks 238 Bitterly repented having

come out with nothing but his water-ballast. 1901 Scotsman

14 Mar. 6/3 The boat .. has a water ballast tank. 1673 Bum-

van [title) Differences in Judgment about "Water-Baptism,

No Bar to Communion. <ii7i6 Blackall Wks. (1723) I.

212 That thus, and no otherwise the Apostles, .did admit

into the Christian Church all that were receive! thereinto,

i e by the Water-Baptism, is evident. «x879E. Backhouse

Cli. Hist. xi. (1884) 122 There were other sects who rejected

both water-baptism and the Eucharist. 1868 Rep. U. S.

Commissioner Afric. (1869) 360 On such road provide low

•water bars across the road at intervals of thirty to forty

feet. Ibid. 362 Water Bars. The purpose of the bar is to

cast the surface water from the road to the side or sides

before it has accumulated in such amount as to cut the ruts

into gullies. 1884 Health Exhib. fatal. 124/2 Weeks s

Tubular Waterbar Open Fire Grate. 1773 W. Emerson

Princ. Mich, (ed. 3) 243 AF a "water barometer. 1866 A.

Steinmetz Weathcrcasts 143 The water^ barometer at the

Royal Society's rooms gave more than 13 inches (13-3^6) rise

and fall for every inch of the mercurial column, c 1360 in

Melanges Charles Be'mont (1913) 83 Nullum potum habebit

eo die nisi aquam, et idcirco dichul*wateroedrip. 1827 G.

Dablev Sylvia 16 With their varied colours blending Hues

to shame the »water-bow. 1855 Browning Cleon 252 They

praise a fountain in my garden here Wherein a Naiad sends

the water-bow Thin from her tube. 1640 J. Gower Ovlds

Fesliv. 1. 19 Sol leaving Capricorn, His race-horse to the

"Water.boy doth turn. 1722 Applebee's Weekly Jrnl. 22

Sept. 2471/1 Mr. Lear landed at King's-Arms Stairs, and

put on the Water Boy's Cap, the better to disguise himself.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 7 Sept. 2/1 There were some Waterboys

out an' we wanted to get down afore there were any down-

fall. 1398 Trev.sa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxxvi. (1495) 686

And the places wherin suche Papirio Russhes growe is as

marreys and moores by meedes and "water breches [L.

aquarwm ripis]. 1669 Holder F.lem. Speech 5 Bells serve

to proclaim a scare-fire, and (in some places) Water-breaches.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 302 * Water-breakers, ..

being the extremities of the piers which meet and divide the

water in its course. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 27 Dec. 5/2 The com-

mander., had lifebelts sent adrift for every man, and six out

of the seven were successful in being caught, but the seventh

man secured himself to a water-breaker. 1851 Woodward
Mollusca 1. (1880) 25 Stale water is so inimical to the "water-

breathers, that [etc.]. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4)

9} All Crustacea are water breathers. 1861 P. P. Carpenter

in Rep. Smithsonian Inst, i860, 223 The. .'Water-breath-

ing Prosobranchs. ?x5oa Greene's Vision, Descr. Sir

Geff. Chaiucer, A Sleeuelesse Iacket large and wide.. Of
.water Chamlet did he weare. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Amusem. 203 The pillar, is made hollow, for the purpose of

receiving a "water candlestick of an inch diameter. 1859

Todd's Cvcl. Anat. V. 507/1 The beautiful provision of

"water-cells in the walls of the paunch or first cavity of the

stomach [of a camel], i860 Tvndall Gtac. I. xix. 136 Re-

duced, .to a mere skeleton of ice, with water-cells between

its walls. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 8 May 7/2 The lake has been

enlarged, and a switchback railway and a "water chute

promise rounds of delight. 1901 Scotsman 8 Mar. 6/7A
waterchute is rapidly rising into form in the river Kelvin.

1611 Cotgr., Conlrongle, the Deaw-claw, or "water-claw of

dogs. 1411 Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j. "watre-cloth. 1813

Examiner 24 May 325/2 The street being broken up by a

"Water Company. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 28 An indepen-

dent source of water was supplied by the great water-com-

panies. 1600 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 354/2 Duas nonas partes

molendini..cum multuris, sequelis, lie knaifschippis, lie

"Matter coirncs, &c. 1814 Mill of Inveramsay 3 (Jam.), I

boll of water-corn, being small corn, yearly, for each of the

said three ploughs, for manufacturing and upholding the

dams and water-gangs. 1482 in Charters etc. Edin. (1871)

169 All vthir custumys and 'priuilegis.-witb. thare "watir

Courtis attaichiamentis vnlawes and dewiteis. 1591 in R. P.

Cruden Hist. Gravesend (1842) 203 Paid, .for wine given to

my Lords' men when the Water Court was kept 008. 1844

Queen's Regul. Army 74 The supply of Corn Sacks, and
"Water Decks to the Cavalry. 1875 J. Grant One of' Six
Hundred' xxii. 169, 1 also wish the corps to be supplied with

water-decks. 1653 Van Etten's'Math. Recreat. i7oVitru-

vius writes of another manner of "water-Dyal more difficult.

1758 E. Stone Bion's Math. lustrum. Suppl. 309 The^In-

struments for measuring Time, are Sun-Dials, Water-Dials,

Sand-Dials [etc! 1896 Weekly Times 24 Jan. 72/2 Lately

two ' "water-diviners '. .visited the well, and both predicted

that water would be found at certain indicated spots. 1902

Cornish Naturalist Thames 59 At the Agricultural Show,
the water-diviner sits installed, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19

July 1661, We tried our Diving Bell or engine in the "water,

dock at Deptford. 1873 Tyndall Forms of Water 4 When
the vapour mingles with the cold air . . it ceases to be vapour.

Every bit of steam shrinks, when chilled, to a much more
minute particle of water. The liquid particles thus produced

form a kind of *water-dust of exceeding fineness, which

floats in the air, and is called a cloud. 1884 Lock Workshop
Receipts Ser. in. 257/2 Small pieces, .are very well hardened

in water-dust finely distributed by means of a stream of air

or steam. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hvsb. iv. 169 Theo-

dorus calleth them "water Egges [L. nrina ova], whereof

there neuer commeth any thing. 1908 W. M. Ramsay Luke
the Physician v. 191 Irrigation has never ceased and is_ still

practised in certain districts, so that the essential principles

of "water-engineering have not been wholly forgotten. 1883

G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xxxv. 266 The ' "water-eynd
'

or sea-smoke, . . covers the marsh with a dense watery vapour.

1884 Chamb. Jrnl. 3 May 275/2 Another peculiar and un.

comfortable phenomenon of the marshes is the water-eynd

or sea-smoke, which, rolling up from the ocean, covers the

whole landscape with a dense watery vapour. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 534 Sometimes there was a Ferry or

"Water-fare here. 1868 Peard Water-farm. ii. 12 Though
many of our "water-farms have to be created, a large number
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require only to be improved. Ibid, (title) Practical "Water-

farming. 1889 Harper's Mag. May 859/1 A few mi es away,

the native lotus grows luxuriantly, a relic, it is believed, ot

Indian water-farming. 1868 Thuknam in Archxologia

XLII. 208 The third flat-stone is a quartzose boulder ot the

kind known as '"water flints ' in this part of Somersetshire.

1786 Burns Holy Fair xvi, Peebles, frae the "water-fit,

Ascends the holy rostrum. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech.

387 In the "water-frame the spindles are moved by an up-

right pulley. 1642 Fuller Holy f, Prof. St. 111. iv. 159 lis

a tale what Josephus writes of the two pillars set up by the

sonnes of Seth in Syria, the one of brick, fire-proof i the other

of stone, "water-free. 1899 Kipling Stalky 111. 89 V ou spoke

to Beetle yourself, didn't you ? Something about not bath-

ing, and being a "water-funk? 1835 R. M. Bird lla'.oks 1.

(1356) 4 The highway to the neighbouring "water-gap.. ran

through the estate. 1883 Science I. 325/2 Transverse valleys

or water-gaps. 1891 Hardwicke'i Scu-Gossip XX.VU. 19

Fresh-WaterAquaria, [Reviewed]..A well-wntten descrip-

tion of these domestic "water-gardens and vivaria. 1902

Cornish Naturalist Thames 176 A recent addition to the

country house is the 'water garden', in which a running

brook is the centre and motif'of the subsidiary ornaments of

flowers, ferns, trees, shrubs, and mosses. 1915 Edin. Ren.

July 1 1 1 The Dutch gardens, like those of Spain, were them-

selves water-gardens. 1231m Blount LazuDict. (169OS. v.,
;

Redditum..quern homines eorundem Huberti & Marganae

de Manerio suo de Elmour nobis reddere solebant singulis

annis per manum Balivi nostri de Menstre-Worth, nomine

"Watergavel. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Water-Gavel, a

Rent paid in old Times for fishing in, or other Benefit re-

ceived from some River, or Water. X799 G. Smith Labora-

tory I. 72 The amalgam of gold with mercury.. is used

principally by the workmen, in gilding in water-gold, termed

"water-gilders. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 931 Unti

lately water-gilders made use of mercury' for depositing gold

on metallic surfaces. 1783 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 320 An
Apparatus to prevent the ill effects of Mercury 111 Water

Gilding. 1:1820 Philos. Recreat. 151 Water-gilding upon

Silver. 1853 G. Gore Pract. Chem. 72 The following solu-

tions have been used for gilding by the simple immersion,

or 'water-gilding' process. 1883 Mollett Diet. Art S,

Archzol. 343 Water-gilding, gilding with a thm coat of

amalgam. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 4/2 A Processional

cross. . .The materials employed are silver, "water-gilt, car-

buncles, green onyx, and enamel. 1897 A. Hartshorne Old

Engl. Glasses 60 The mediaeval ourinals-a.'uVt the retorts

of the alchemist and the "water-globes for the poor Flemish

flax-thread spinners . . and the lace-makers weaving the subtle

webs.. of Brussels, Mechlin, or Valenciennes. 159° Sir J.

Smythe Disc. Cone. Weapons 19 b, A kinde of "waterglewe

to resist wet and moysture. 1678 Evelyn Pomona (ed. 3!1407

As you augment the Proportion of Ising-glass or Water-glew,

so it will become more limpid and clear. 1725 Bradley s

Family Diet. s. v. Glue, The Fish which is made use of to

make Water-glue is very large. 1686 Lend. Gaz. No. 2114/4

Lost.., a large black Boar Skin, lined with new Canvas,

with four brass Claws gilt, with "Water-gold . 1839-41 Lane

Arab. Nts. III. 220, 1 command thee to build for me, during

this night, a lofty palace, and to decorate it with water-gold.

185s Browning Old Pict. Florence i, Where, white and wide

And washed by the morning's water-gold, Florence lay out

on the mountain side. 1646 Jruls. Ho. Comm.V. 22/2 [A.

Lords' ordinance] concerning the "Water Guards. 18x1 J.

Smyth Pract. Customs 1 On the arrival of a Vessel irom

foreign parts, within the limits of a British Port, it is the

duty of the Tide-surveyor, or the Officer who superintends

the Water-guard, to proceed on board. 1828 Blackw. Mag.

XXIV 552 A powerful preventive water-guard was placed

here. 1868 B. J. Lossing Hudson 351 The 'water-guard was

an aquatic corps, in the pay of the revolutionary government.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 89 There are wayes to

discharge a bullet . . without any powder at all
,
as is done by

"water and windegunnes. 1871 Congressional Globe 17 1 eb.

1 356/1 It occurred to me . . [that] the gentleman from Cahfor.

ma had made what fishermen calla'«waterhaul . [Laughter.]

It surely must not have been what he expected. 1882 Critic

(Washington) 23 Feb. (Thornton) Ostensibly I went to testify

as an expert in the Star-route cases, but I did not testify.

You know that was another water-haul. 1639-40 Q. Sess.

Rec (N. Riding Rec. Soc.) IV. i6x Indenture of Conveyance

..Together with all and singular wayes, "water-hedges.trees,

ditches, fences, etc. 1802 R. Warner Tour Northern

Counties I. 161 Those pendant spiral masses called water-

icles or stalactites. 1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Water.icles,

stalactites. 185s OgilvieSk//*/., "Water-inch, the quantity

of water flowing in one minute through a circular opening

one inch in diameter, whose centre is one and one twellth

inches below a constant surface. 1869 Eng. Mech. 17 Dec.

324/2 In Scotland.. they [sc. turbines] are employed for

driving what are called "water-jacks for roasting meat. 1886

R. C Lrsi.lE Sea-painter's Log i. 26 Becoming first the

privileged helper of some waterjack. 1869 Tanner Clin.

Med. (ed. 2) 62 The vessel is surrounded with a "water-

jacket, so as to prevent the chloroform getting too cold to

afford the requisite amount of vapour to the air passing over

it. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines A> Mining l8x The water-

jacket furnace . . was built with a view to avoid these costly

repairs, but has proved an economical failure thus far. 1898

Kipling Fleet is Being ii. 19 Three Maxims adorned the

low nettings. Their water-jackets were filled up from an

innocent tin-pot before the game began. It looked like

slaking the thirst of devils. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V.

453 The whole [coagulometer] is surrounded by a water-

jacket. J877 Raymond Statist. Mines 4r Mining 3 I he

roasting is effected in a peculiar "water-jacketed furnace or

kiln, with a removable bottom. 1907 Motor Boat 19 Sept.

191/2 This is a frequent trouble with paraffin motors,.. The
cure is to fit a snifter valve to each cylinder to allow a

water drip; this, combined with efficient "water-jacketing,

should do away with the trouble. 1832 G. Downes Lett.

Cent. Countries I. 298 The Temple of Apollo, as another

chamber is designated, contains a "water-jet. 1843 A rtizan

I. 220/1 Water-jet Propellers. A curious mode of propelling

steam ships hasbeen invented by Mr. Ruthven, who proposes

to give a better direction to the propelling power by forcing

jetsofwater through nozzles placed below the water-line. 1894

W. H. White Nov. Archil, (ed. 3) 585 The Water-jet Pro-

peller. 1875 S. Sidney Bk. Horse xx. 431 A big "water-jump.

1883 Mrs. E. Kennard Rlfht Sort xx, Take a good firm

hold of his head, and set King Olaf just as fast as you please

WATER.
at the water-jump. He'll clear it by yards. 1420 in Reg

.

Mag. Sig. Scot. 1430. 30/1 The forsaid lord has grantit to..

Michel the office of "waiter keping and the office of chamer.

lanry of Ananderdale. 1423 Ibid. 30/2. c 1200ORMIN Bed.

103 Forr batt he wollde uss "waterrkinn Till ure fulluhht

halijhenn. Ibid. 18087 Forr Latin boc se33b batt Ennon
Bitacnebb "waterrkinde. 1857 c- Richardson Instruct.

S-.uimming 51 The cord should be well twisted, or what

sailors call ' "waterlaid '. 1888 E. C\-a\>oStory Creation iv.

29 The study of the erupted, fire-fused, and water-laid rocks.

1895 Nation (N. V.) 19 Dec. 451/1 The association of basic

igneous rocks with the water-laid gravels. 1721 Amherst

Term Fit. No. 1, 2 The famous saturnalian feasts among

the Romans, at which every scullion, had liberty to tell his

master his own...'Twas all "water-language at these times

and no exceptions were to be taken. 1858 Act 21 $ v-zVict.

c. 44 § 19 As also all Way-leaves or "Waterleaves, Canals,

[etcl. c 1440 Promt. Par-.'. 518/1 "Water lesu, aquarium.

1777 Maryland Jrnl. 4 Nov. (Thornton) A "Water Lot of

Ground, on Fell's Point. 1857 Putnam's Monthly Mag.

Feb. 170/2 He had become a merchant of note, a man

of water-lots and steam-boats, and shares in desirable

sites at the head of navigation. 1877 Revised Statutes

Ontario I. 261 marg., Sales and appropriations of water

lots declared to be legal. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 639/2

Two, or more rarely four or five, blanched processes of

the cloaca, the respiratory trees or "water-lungs, are ordi-

narily present. 1884 F. J. Bell in Proc. Zool. Soc. 254

The so-called water-lungs extend forwards to the anterior

end of the body. 1794 Stedman Surinam (1813) II. 403

Sail lx>ats called "water-manakins. 1840 T. A. Trollope

Summer in Brittany I. 381 A pretty walk along the valley,

which is occupied by a succession of "water-meads. 1818

Keats Eudym. 111. 917 Meantime a glorious revelry began

Before the "Water-Monarch. 1847 Stoddart Anglers

Comp. 250 Give me., the rush of some veteran water-

monarch. 1623 Hart Arraignnt. Ur. 1. ii. 9 Empirickes,

"water-mongers, and peticoat-physitians. 1845 Ford Hand-

U: Spain I. 72 While in particular stations water-mongers in

wholesale have a shed. 1403 in Compotus Rolls Obedienti-

aries St. Swithun's, Winch. (1892) 425 In xllj bordisad idem

emptis vim. ixd. In cc "Waturnailes ad idem emptis xijrf.

1481-90 Hmoard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 211 Item.Jur dure

nayle, and watter nayle, iiij. c. and qrtr. lj. s. ix. d. ob.

1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. xvi. (1675) 384 One of those

musical instruments of old called Hydraula, we may call

them "water.organs. 1649 Ogu-BY Virgil, Bucohcks vll.

(1684) 30 note, The Motion of Water maketh Musick, as

we see in WaterOrgans. 1852 Seidei. Organ 13 The

invention of the water-organ by . . Ctesibius, of Alexan-

dria. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 6 By exposing it to

a temperature of from 212 to 250 in a "water oven or box

of sheet copper. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 111/1 Fitted

with a patent water-oven, for keeping food hot. 1790 Mrs.

P. L. Powvs Passagesfr. D iaries (1890) 248 August 21st.—

Mrs. Williams' "water-party. 1798 W. Windham Diary

(1866) 397 June 6th.—Water party to Greenwich. 1834 Dis-

< raeli Let. in Monypenny Life (1910) 1. 251, I had promised

i
to join a water party in Sir Frank's yacht. 1840 Dickens

Sk. Yng. Couples 29 There was a great water-party made up

J
to go to Twickenham and dine. 1687 Proclaim 29 Apr. in

I.ond. Gaz. No. 2240/2 We have Prohibited, and do hereby

Prohibit the Exportation of all Linnen Rags, Glovers Clip-

pings, Parchment Shreds, Calves Pates, and "Waterpieces.

1905 Daily Chron. 29 Nov. 1/7 A burglar who is said to have

carried a ' "water pistol ' and to have thrown or fired some

ammonia into the eyes of a householder is under remand at

Woolwich. 1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 37/2 In chaffing-dish,

tho' most of late Prefer the cleanlier "water-plate. 1822

Lamb Elia, Distant Corresp., This kind of dish, .requires to

be served up hot ; or sent off in water.plates, that your friend

may have it almost as warm as yourself. 1890 Century Mag.

Apr. 916/2 We lunch by a "water-pocket that was filled by

a storm 2 months ago. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Jan. 7/1

The boiler consists of a cylindrical upper part. .6 ft. long,

and two lower prismatic water pockets also about 6 ft. in

length. 1904 DailyChron. 19 July 5/3 [Four persons] were

crossing the Argentine Glacier to-day, when a water pocket

burst, and the whole party were hurled against the rocks by

the rush of water. 1679 Alsop Melius Inquir. I. 1. 40 Your

common Hackney Versifiers or "Water- Poets. 1660 K.

Dacres Elem. Water-draiving 24 By which better appeared

the vanity of the "water poyse. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 4S&

The Sea was. .much more Salt, the further we went j as I

tryed by a Water-poise of Glass, with Quicksilver at the one

end. 1772 T. Percival Ess. (1777) I. 34" D* Hoffman, by

means of a glass waterpoise divided by lines, examined

hydrostatically several different kinds of water. 1884 Bower

& Scott De Bary's Phaner. 45 Two varieties of stoma may

be distinguished, which may briefly be termed air pores (or

stomata), and "ivaler-pores. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson

Anim. Life 575 (Crinoidea) Water-pores, or short tubular

canals witha median ciliated dilatation, open intothecoelome

from the exterior. 1565 B. Gocce tr. Palingemus Zodiac

xi 66 j, The " Waterpourer, and . . the Fishes two that flote.

1573 W. Bourne Regim. Sea (1580) 59 b, The names of the

Stores .. Goates taile. Water pourers leg. 1836 Mrs.

C P. Traili. Backiv. Canada 89 There is great "water-

power, both as regards the river and the fine broad creek.

a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open Air (1S63) 24 far down,

at some water-power nearest the reach of tide, a boom

checks the march of this formidable body. 1871 C. Mar-

shall Canadian Dominion 42 The saw-mills are built

where a great water-power can be obtained. 1825 J . t* ICHOL-

son Oper. Mech. 292 The hydrostatic or "water-press. 1849

J. Glynn Constr. Cranes 48 A self-acting crane.. has been

erected on the quay at Newcastle-on-Tyne.. .It is worked

by "water pressure. 1829 Nat. Philos., Hydraulics 111.

(TJ.K.S.) 29 What is called the "Water-pressure Engine,

being, in fact, a steam-engine, worked by water instead of

steam. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 969 The engines at present

employed in the drainage of coal-mines are :—I. 1 he water

wheel, and water-pressure engine. 1853 Glynn<
P°™'r

Water 08 The first water-pressure engine used in Englana

was erected . . in the year 1765. Al* Mass. Spy 9 Sept 3/5

To be Sold ! A "Water Privilege in Wrentham. 1822 Una.

31 July (Thornton) Valuable Mills and Water Privileges.

5840 Tiioreau Week Concord Riv. Tuesday 230 Some of the

finest water privileges in the country still unimproved on the

former stream. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines i M'ning

243 Just below this lode . . Armstrong & Co. have located an
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admirable mill -site and water-privilege. 1879 F.R. Stockton
RudderGrange i, I then went to a well belonging to a cottage

near by where we had arranged for water-privileges, and
filled two buckets with delicious water. 1679 J. Goodman
Pent'/. Pard. 1. iv. (1713) 114 We count the 'Water-rack a
very severe torture, to have that element forced down a

man's throat, till all the vessels of his budy are stretched and
tympanized. 1806 tr. Mongolfier in Nicholsons Jrnl, Nat.
Philos. XIV. 103 The following is the description of a
*water-ram. 1829 Nat. Philos., Hydraulics ii. (.U. K. S.) 20

The Water Ram or Bitter Hydrantique, as it was called by
its inventor, M. Montgolfier, of Paris. 1877 Wood Nature*'s

Teach., Use/. Arts x. 435 The water-ram with its globular
'

valve. 1837 Dickkns Pickw. xxvii, ' What d'ye think it
i

[the money] was all for ? '
.

.

( For the shepherd's *water-rate, I

Sammy." 1839 — Nicklchy xiv, Having an uncle who col-

lected a water-rate. 1802 R. Warner Tour N. Counties II.

285 Only 1 10 1, is received from the * water-rents of the houses
to which the element is conducted, a 1637 B. Jonson Discov.

(1640) 97 Nay, if it were put to the question of the "Water-
rimers workes, against Spencers; I doubt not, but they would
find more Suffrages. 1653 Walton Angler \\\\. 162 The Carp,

ifhe have *water room and good feed,will grow to a verygreat
bigness and length. 1675H.TKONGE Diary (1S25) 36 We have
made a sayle for the starne of the ship, called a "water sayle.

1794 Rigging ff Seamanship I. 127 Sloop's Water-Sail.. \t

is ocasionaily spread under the boom of the main-sail in i

fair winds. 1883 Man. Seamanshipfor Boys 38 A watersail

sets under the spanker-boom end. 1829 Chapters Phys. Set.
[

171 The blue variety of rock crystal, called *water sapphire.
1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min. etc. § 409 It [Iolite] is also

called Cordierite and Water sapphire, the latter name being
given by jewellers to a variety from Ceylon, which presents

different colours in two directions. 1655 Marq. Worcester >

Cent. Inv. § 55 A double *Water-scrue, the innermost to

mount the water, and the outermost for it to descend. 1773
W. Emerson Princ. Mcch, (ed. 3) 228 Archimedes's water
screw. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 409 The Water
Screw Pump. 1708 J. C. Com/l. Collier (1845) 21 Water
which rises at the Coal-Shaft, may run into this *Water or
half Shaft, to be drawn there by Horses or Water Wheels.
1869 R. B. Smyth Gold Fields Victoria 625 Water-shaft,
the drainage-shaft, usually the deepest shaft in a mine. 1886
Cheshire Gloss., Water^slutfi, salt-making term. A shaft
sunk to collect the fresh water near the main shaft. 1577
Holinsheo Ch>on, II. 1039/2 On the Saterday after, . . [1382],

'

earely in the morning, chaunced an other earthquake, or as
some write, a *watershake, beeyng so vehemente, that it

j

made the Shippes in the hauens to beate one againste an
!

other, [etc.]. 1581 Andreson Serm. at Paules Crosse 101
That vniuersall Earthquake, and like watershake, whiche
dnUM vs into present feare. 1805 R, W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 537 On a red greet, and *water-shaken soil. 1810 '

J. Bailey Agric. Durham 9 A moist soft loam..known by
the . .epithet of ' water shaken '. 1470 Stat. Rolls Del. 10
EUw. IV c 19 Repairerount le dit Gourge. .come necessite
requiert lessauntz. .en la miente del file del auaunt dit ewe
xxiiij. pees en laiour appelle le Kynges shard aultrement
appelle le "Watersharde. Ibid,, Watirshard. 1844 Zoologist
II, 421 A line running from Loch Spey to Loch Monar, the
course of which is regulated by the * water-shears between
the east and west coasts. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXII, 162
The water-shier between the Spey and the Dee. 15^6
Gassar's Prognost, c iij b, The cloudy sterre that is in
the beginning of y° "Water sheder of the Waterer [L.
apud initium effusionis aqttx Aqttarii\. 1839 Uhe Diet.
Arts 748 The overlying *Watersill or sandstone. 1894
Northumbld. Gloss., Water-sill, a bed of fine-grained sand-
stone lying immediately below the great limestone in the
south-west of Northumberland. 1798 Hull Advertiser 13
Oct. 1/2 An excellent kitchen and scullery, in which there is

a pipe for water, a *water sink, with other conveniences.
1890 Nature 27 Nov. 93 The water which flows out of Mal-
ham Tarn and disappears down a 'water-sink ' to the south
of the tarn is the stream which emerges at Malham Cove.
1908 Blacktu. Mag. July 93/2 In this white pavement are
found all the famous water-sinks that feed the streams far
below. 1823 Scoresiiy Jrnl. Whale Fish. 472 *Water-sky,
a dark appearance of the atmosphere, near the horizon, indi-
cating clear water below it. 1881 tr. NordenskwliVs Voy.
* Vega' I. x. 518 A blue water-sky was still visible out to
sea, indicating that open water was to be found there, i860
W. W. Reade Liberty Hall I. v. 77 He listened to their
semi-nautical oaths, . .and their "water-slang with veneration.
1847 Tennyson Princess vn. 108 Spill Their thousand
wreaths of dangling "water-smoke, a 1903 * Mkrriman'
Last Hope viii, Through the dazzling white of that which is

known on these [Suffolk] coasts as the water-smoke the sky
shone a cloudless blue. 1812 J. H. Vaux Plash Diet.,
* Water-sneak, robbing ships or vessels on a navigable river
or canal, by getting on board unperceived, generally in the
night. The water-sneak is lately made a capital offence.

1849 J, Gi.ynn Constr. Crams 56 The *water-space round
the ram being full three fourths of an inch. 1587 Golding
De Momay xxii. (1592) 333 Varro reporteth..that Numa
vsed "Watcrspclling, and had communication with Diucls.
1883 Kncycl. Brit. XVI. 386 Chloro-spinel, grass-green with
a yellowish white streak. ..* Water-spinel colourless; from
Ceylon. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chttz. xxxvi, Yoho ! down
the pebbly dip, and through the merry "water-splash, and
up at a canter to the level road again. 1886 Bicycling
News 1 Oct., Last Saturday, two riders on a tandem tri-
cycle attempted to rush through Shcpperton * water splash '.

1902 C. G. Harper Holyhead Road I. 229 The old road
goes over what used to be a watcr-splash in the deep hol-
low. 1497 £«*. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 377 Item, that
samyn day, in Cambuskynneth, for "water spowngis to the
King, iij s. iiijd. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemcn 437,
I haif a water spunge for wa, within my wyde clokis, Than
wring I it full wyiely, and wetis my chekis. 1612 St, Bk.
Rates in Halyburtons Ledger (1867) 292 Watier spounges
for chirurgeans. 1775 J. Watson Halifax 548

m Waterstead,

uf
B
j
et

J
0T ^ourse °f river °r brook. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Hord-bk., Water-steati, an old name for the bed of a river.
187. E. Waugh Tufts of Heather, Hermit Cobbler iv, He
fell.. into th' wayterstid at th' back o' th' house. 1894

'\v
'"* ('"Z

' 1Q pr* 2 ? (letter signed) A Radical Owner of
"\\ ater Stock._ 1903 Daily Chrou. 24 Nov. 4/3 Water stocks

00
°n *^c decision "i regard to the New River dividends.

*88a Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 50 Other stomata
..which may be called " Water-stomata or -pores, 1583

Vol. X.

*water stop [see Stop sb.2 8 a]. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy
11, i, The great sluice or water-stop, where the English
were terribly exposed to the shot.. of St. Roch. 1797 S.

James Voy. 38 The leak was above "water streak. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 436/2 North America possesses an extensive "water-

system on the Pacific slope. 1859 H. Kingsi.eyO". Hamlyn
xix, Having crossed the valley of the Belloury, ,. I had come

j

on to the water system of another main river. 1704 Swift
Tale of Tub ii. 59 What is.. the Sea, but a Wastcoat of
"Water-Tabby ? 1877 Wood Nature's Teach., Optics ii. 292
An instrument, .called the * Water-Telescope. 1883 Fisheries
F.xhib. Catal. 360 Water Telescope, from Bohuslan. 1799 J.
Dalton in Mem. Lit. % Phil. Soc. Manch. V. 11. 374 For
this purpose I took a thermometer tube.. and filled it with
pure water.. From repeated trials agreeing in the result, I

find, that the "water thermometer is at the lowest point of
the scale it is capable of, that is, water is of the greatest

density at 42 \ of the mercurial thermometer. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. 1. in. 24 There be land rats, and water rats,*water

theeues, and land thecues, I meane Pyrats. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 304 A Tyrrhenian water-thief. 1887 Sir
R. H. Roberts In the Shires lii. 37 In rear of the observatory

a large "water-tower raised its head. 1887 Sci. A titer. 22 Jan.

53/2 The fall of a stand pipe or water tower, at Sheepshead
Bay. 1898 ' Merriman Roden's Corner \\. 56 To the north

of the waterworks, .the curious may find to-day a few low
buildings clustering round a water-tower. 1916 A. B. Reeve
Poisoned Pen iii. 61 Four engines, two hook-and-ladders, a
water-tower, the battalion chief and a deputy are hurrying
to that fire. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xiv. 477 When the
J

water-treader [nwroTropo? vy\vs], farre away Had left the

Land. 1855 Gentl. Mag. June 5S2 Mr. Buckingham, the once
renowned boy water-treadcr of Flushing. 1888 Roixkston
& Jackson Anim. Life 575 (Crinoidea) Ciliated branched
"water-tubes depend from the ring and origins of the radial

vessels and open into the coelome. 1875 Knight Diet. Merit.,

"Water-tube Boiler. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 18 Oct. 8/2 The
Ardent. .is fitted with the Thornycroft water-tube boilers.

1601 Hollasd Pliny xvn. xiii. 1.515 The shoots and suckers

that put out at the root, as also other "water-twigs. 1819
Eucycl. Brit. Suppl. III. 395 1 The yarn produced by this

mode of spinning is called "Water Twist. 1839 Ure Diet.

Arts 366 Fig. 347 is a diagram of Arkwright's original

water-frame spinning machine, called afterwards the water-
twist frame. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Alanuf i. 33 The name
' water-twist 'arose from the circumstance that.- Arkwright's
[machine] was worked by a water-wheel. 1878 Blakely
Diet. Commerc. Inform., Water-twist, a kind of cotton-

twist, of which there are common, seconds, and best seconds.
1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. ii. 44 By the term "water-vapour,
or aqueous-vapour, is meant the invisible steam always
present in the air. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 2/1 The latest

statement by Sir William Hugginson the existence of water-
vapour on Mars is that there is no conclusive proof. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life p. Ixxxvi, [In other Mollusca] a
multi-ramified "water-vascular system appears to spread it-

self throughoutthebody, without becoming directly continu-
ous with the blood-vessels. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist.
(1888) I, p. xx, In the jelly-fishes the stomach opens into four
or more water-vascular canals or passages. X867 J. Hogg
Microsc. 11. iii. 562 There remains, .theambulacral vessels of
the Echinodermata. These are frequently termed '* water-
vessels '. 1894 T. B. Middleton in Yachting (Badm. Libr.)

II. 146 * "Water wags' and 1 Mermaids' of Dublin Bay.
1894 Field 9 June 838/1 Match for Waterwags, for a cup
presented by the Dublin and Wicklow Railway Company.
1815 T. Forster Atmos. Phenom. 59 Some of these little

cumuli, .flying along rapidly between the showers, are..
called by the vulgar "water waggons. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm I. 251 The ominous scud is the usual harbinger of the
rain-cloud, and is therefore commonly called 'messengers',
'carriers' or 'water-waggons'. 1904 (A titer.) Dialect Notes
II. 402 'To be on the water wagon , to abstain from hard
drinks. N.Y. 13.. Cursor M.6^ (Giitt.) £ar pai had mekil
"watir wan. 1598 Sylvester Du JJartasn. ii. I,Ark 413 The
Camell * water-want [ Fr. souffre.soif\. 1862 A nn. Reg. 27'rhe
wilful murder of Edward Atkinson, "water-watcher. 1888
Barrie Auld Licht Idylls (1892J 58 ' Water-watchers,' as the
bailiffs were sometimes called. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes
Agric. 32 Nov. 1775, If possible, mix it perfectly full of sap,

but perfectly free from "water-wet. 1804 A. Hunter Georg.
Ess, VI. 229 The clover, .should be perfectly free from water-
wet. 1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 102 That vile ri-

baldry called "water-wit. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home,
Up Thames II. 143 The old rough water-wit for which the
Thames used to be so celebrated. 1731 Plying Post 28 Jan.
2/2 A "Water-Woman was found suddenly dead, and., it was
thought she was strangled. 176a Goldsm. Ess., Fern.
Warriors, The water-women of Plymouth. 1600 Surflet
Country Farm vn. xv. 824 The other sort of "water woode
is the willow. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. II. ii. 139
(E, D. D.) An alder, a withy, a willow or other water-wood
hedge. 1871 Tw.OK.Prim. Cult. xv. II. 192 Africa displays
well the rites of "water-worship. Ibid. xvi. II, 248 Savage
"water-worshippers. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11, i. Eden
401 When pale Phlegm, or saffron -colour'd Choler,. .print

upon our Understanding's Tables; That, "Water-wracks;
this other, flamefull Fables. 1658 Melrose Regality Rec.
(S. H. S.) I. 174 Quhen tymber treis or onie uther fewall or
waiter wrak cumes doune the river and lands there. 1834
Pringle Afr. Sk. ii. 151 The remains of water-wrack, .af.

forded striking proof that at certain seasons this diminutive
rill becomes a mighty. . flood.

30. Prefixed to names of animals to denote
species inhabiting the water, as water-animal,
-bat, -beast, -beetle, -bird, -butterfly, -coot, -eel,

-finch, -frog, -gnat, \ -hydra, -insect, -louse, -raven,
-reptile, -shrew{-mouse), -shrimp, -snail, -toad.

Also water-adder, any aquatic serpent resemb-
ling an adder ; water-antelope = \Vaterbuck

;

water-ask dial., a newt ; water-beetle, a beetle

of the group Jlydradephaga ; water-blackbird,
the dipper, Cinclus aquaticus \ water-boa, the

anaconda ; water - boatman, a water - bug of

either of the families A'otoneclide or Corixidx
(Corisid;r) ; water-buffalo = water-cow ; water-
bug, («) any heteropterons insect of aquatic

habit; (t>) U.S. the cockroach, Blatta crietitalis;

water-bull, a legendary amphibious nnimal re-

sembling a bull ; water-cavy = tvatcr-hog
;

water-chat, a bird of the South American group
1'luvicolinx ; water-cow, {a) the common do-

mestic Indian buffalo, Bos bubalus or Bubalus
buffelus\ (b) a legendary amphibious animal re-

sembling a cow; cf. water-hull; water-crake,

f {a) the water-ouzel or dipper, Cinclus aquati-

cus
; (£) the spotted crake, Porzana marttetta;

if) the water-rail, Kallus aquaticus ; water-
creeper, -cricket, the larva of the stone-fly ;

water-crow, {a) the dipper, Cinclus aq?tati-

ats; {b) the coot, Fulica atra; [c] southern U.S.
the snakebird, Plotus anhinga ; water-deer, a

small Chinese musk-deer, Hydropotes inermis

;

water-devil, (a) the larva of the £rea L water-

beetle, Hydrophilus piceus (Ogilvie 1S50) ; {b)

U.S. ' the dobson or hellgrammite' (Cent. Diet.)
;

water-doe, a female waterbuck ; water-eagle (see

quot.); water-eft = water-newt\ water-flea, any

of the small crustaceans that hop like fleas ; water-
hog, the capybara ; water-junket, an alleged

name for the sandpiper; water-lawyer jocular,

a shark ; water-leech = Leech sb.- 1 ; water-
lizard, a newt or other lizard-like animal inhabit-

ing the water; water-mite = water-tick ; water-
moccasin U.S. (see Moccasin 3) ; water-moth, a

caddis-fly ; water-newt, an aquatic newt, a triton

;

water-opossum = Yapock ; water-ouzel (see

Ouzel 2 c) ; water-ox = water-cow
; f water-

parrot, some microscopic insect; water-pheasant,
(a) the pheasnnt-tailcd jacana, liydrophasianus
chirurgus; (b) the pintail duck

;
(c) the goosander,

Mergus merganser', water-piet (see PlET 1 b)
;

water-pipit, Anthus aquaticus; water-puppy —
Water-dog 3b; water-rabbit U.S., the swamp-
hare of the Mississippi valley, Lepus aquaticus;

water-rattle, -rattler, the diamond rattlesnake,

Crotalus adamanteus ; water-rattle-snake, an

incorrect name for the water-viper ; water-sala-
mander (see Salamander i b) ; water-scorpion,
an aquatic bug of the family Nepid&\

*f*
water-

softling (see quot.); water-thrush, (a) the water-

ouzel or dipper
; (£) a bird of the American genus

Sciurus ; water-tick = Water-spider ; water-
tiger, a beetle of the genus Dytiscus or family

JJytiscide ; water-viper, any poisonous aquatic

snake, esp. Ancistrodon piscivorus ; water-weasel
[~ (j*wasscrwiescl\&\\ otter; water-wolf [cf. G.
ivassc>"iuolf], a rapacious aquatic animal ; in quots.

applied to the pike [cf. L, lupus'] and the otter.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xviil. ix. (1495) 759 *Water
adders dwelle in brymmes of waters. 14.. Nom, in Wr.-
Wiilcker 705/37 Hie idrus, a watyrnedyre. 1691 Kay Crea-
tion 1. (1692) 62 Fishes and other 'Water-Animals cannot
abide without the use of it [sc. aii J. 1875 \V, H. Drummond
L,arge Game S. <$- S.E. Afr. 367 The "water-antelope
(KoOus ellipsiprymnus). 1820 Marmaiden of Clyde xviii.

in Edin. Mag. VI. 423 The *water-asks, sae cauld and
saft, Crawl'd ower the glittie flnre. 1892 Jane Barlow
Irish Idylls v. 1T4 She's not the fool, anyway, to be
dlirinkin out o' wather-pools thick wid them black wather-
asks, that 'ud lep down your throath as soon as look at
you. 1681 Grew Musxttm 1. § iv. i. 54 Bailieus mentions a
*Water-liat, which the Natives of JJrasile call Guacucua.
1398 Trevisa Parlh. De P. R. v. xxxv. (1495I 147 Some
*water beestes doon brethe as the dolphyn. C1440 Pro/up.
Parv. yjil? Otur, watyr beest, Intricius. i668Chableton
Onomast. 46 Hydrocantlutrus, the * Water-beetle. 1771
Phil. Trans. LXI. 316 The dytisci or water-beetles. 182G
Kirby & Sp. Eniomol. IV. xiv. 254 The common water-
beetle (Dytiscus marginalis). c 1440 Promp. Parv. 127/1
Doppar, or dydoppar, *watyr byrde, mergulus. 1803 Lev-
den Scenes Infancy 11, xxii, The water-birds. .Oft rouse the
peasant from his tranquil dream. 19x7 Blackw. Mag. Nov.
645/2 Large water-birds rose from the river. 1678 Ray
Willughby's Ornith. n. xv. 235 It is as big, or a little bigger
than a "Water-Blackbird, or Crake. 1802 Shaw Gen. Zool.
III. 345 *Water Boa. Boa Enydris. 1863 Bates Nat.
Amazons iii. (1864) 60 The hideous Sucuruju, or water boa
(Eunectes Murinus), which sometimes attacks man. 1871
Kingsley At Last xiii, The Huiilia, Anaconda, or Water-
boa, bears only a few large round spots. 1815 Kirby & Sp.

Eniomol. iv, (1818) I. 109 The "water boatman, (Notonecta
glauca, L.) an insect related to the Cimicidx.. made me
suffer still more severely. 1910 G. H. Carpenter in Encycl.
Brit. XIII. 261/1 The Notonectidx, or 'water-boatmen'...
By means of the oar-like hind-legs they swim actively through
the water with the ventral surface upwards. 1894 Outing
XXIV. 438/1 A rude wooden plow... drawn by the clumsy

Asiatic or *water buffalo. 1750 Glandville in W. Ellis

Mod. Hush. IV. 11. 71 Of "Water-bugs.— I have madeObser-
vations on Bugs of different Kinds in stagnate Waters. 1778

J. Carver Trav. N. Amcr. xviii. 493 The Water Bug. .has

many legs, by means ofwhich it passes over the surface of the

water with such incredible swiftness that [etc.]. 1816 Kirby

&Sp. Entomol. xxiii. (1818) II. 364 The common water-bug

(Gem's lactistris, Latr.), though it never goes under water,

will sometimes swim upon the surface. 1868 Louisa M.
Alcott Little Women xii, Fred, .did his best to upset both

[the other boats] by paddling about in a wherry like n dis-

turbed water-bug. 1901 Lee Bacon Houseboat on Nile 38

Why did wc want hedgehogs on a dahabeah ? Nothing
more or less than that they are supposed to eat water-bugs.

1726-31 Waluron Descr. Isle ofMan (1865) 43 The "water-
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WATER-.
bull. 1815 Scott Let. to Morritt 22 Dee., The persuasion

of the solitary shepherds who approach its [a lake's] banks,

is, that it is tenanted by a very large amphibious animal
called by them a water-bull. 1901 Rhys Celtic Folklore
I. iv. 284 The water-bull or tarroo nshtey, as he is called

in Manx, ..is described as a sort of bull disporting himself

about the pools and swamps. 1668 Charleton Onomast.

39 Perla

.

.the Dragon-Fly, or Adders-Boult, and *Water-
Butterflies. 1681 Grew Mus&uui i. § vii. i. 157 Water-
butterfly, because they most frequent Rivers and watry
places. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 82 The gigantic

"Water Cavy. or Capybara. 1837 Swainson Nat. Hist.

Birds II. 5 The *\vater-chats {Flttvicoliiue), which seem
to connect the tyrant shrikes to the fij'catching family.

1852 D. M. Mow Poet. IVks. II. 155 On the lakelet blue,

the "water-coot Oar'd forth with her sable young. 1827

Scott Jrnl. 23 Nov,, A set of bis kinsmen, .. believing

that the fabulous ''Water Cow inhabited a small lake

near his house, resolved to drag the monster into day.

1895 Antiquary July 217 A water-cow is said to inhabit

St. Mary's Loch near Yarrow. 1678 Ray Willughby's

Ornith. 11. vii. 149 The Water-Ouzel or *Water-Crake

:

Merula aquatica. 1802 Montagu Ornith. Diet., Ouzel-

Water. .. Provincial, Water Crake. 1811 Col. Hawker
Diary (1893) I. 35, I knocked down 15 snipes and 2 water

crakes. 1837 Kikkbride Northern Angler 35 The Stone

Fly.. is bred from an insect, found under large stones in

the river, called the water cricket, or *creeper. cijtx
Petiver Gazophyl. vn. Tab. 70 * Water Cricket, ..This is

a slow creeping Insect found at the bottom of Ponds
amongst the Weeds. 1855 KlHCSLEY Glaucus (1878) 207

The most interesting of all the tribes of the Naiads.. are

the little water-cricket. 1398 Tkevlsa Barth. De P. A\ v.

xl. (1495) 156 Some fowles haue galles pryuely hydde in a

gutte as culuours or douues and *water crowes and swal-

lowes. 1544 Turner Avium Prrcip. B 3, Morpetenses .

.

cornicem uocant aquaticum [mars'. a water craw]. 1661

Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Mitt, 146 The Water Crow. .the

skinne ofwhich is used to beworne upon the stomach causing

concoction. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds II. 16 Water Ouzel.

Water Crow, Dipper, or Water Piot. 1882 Proc. Berwick.
Nat. Club IX. 504 Of the Thrush family, the Dipper or

Watercrow frequented all the streams. 1877-82 CasscWs
Nat. Hist. III. 63 The Chinese "Water Deer. Hydropotes
inermis. 1850 R. G. Gumming Hunter's Life S. A/r.

{1902) 121/2 A troop of beautiful *water does. 1891 Cen-
tury Diet., * Water eagle, the fish hawk or osprey. (Rare.)

1895 Rider Haggard Heart ofWorld xxv. (1899) 340 Here
and there a human corpse, over which already the water-

eagles began to gather. 1447 Bower Fordun's Scotichron.

xiv. xxxi. (1759) II. 376 Als sikir for to hald as a *water

eeil. 1768 G. White Selborne, To Pennant 27 July, The
*water-eft has not, that I can discern, the least appear-

ance of any gills, a 1400 Nominate (Skeat) 793 Freseie et

pynceuole, Nytcrowe and *\vatirfynche. 1585 Higins
Junius* Nontencl. 74/2 Pulcx aquaticus, , .a "water flea.

1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 52 The smooth short-horned

Dytiscus..is called by some Pulex aquaticus, the water
Flea. 1866 E. C. Rye Brit. Beetles 66 The Gyrini, com-
monly known as ' water-fleas ',

' whtrlwigs ', or ' whirligigs *.

a io$o Chrodegang's y?w/t'( Napier) 96 "Waeterfrocgan hwilon
hi ma ^eslhd of wxtere, & swabeah seca'S to fulHcum mor-
seohtrum. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 225b,
They play the waterfrogs, singyng croake croake. 1655
Walton Angler xx. (1661) 242 Lebault allows Water-frogs

to be good meat, .if they be fat. 1731 Catesby Nat. Hist.

Carolina II. 70 The Water-Frog. 1877 Wood Nature's
Teach., Usef. Arts xiii. 467 The common *Water-gnat
(Gerris), which may be seen in almost any piece of fresh

water. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. Ill, 191 The Capibara
resembles an hog of about two years old, . . some naturalists

have called it the "Water-hog. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.
Man, x. 291 He had loaded his stomach with water-hog.

1717 Parnell Battle Frogs fy Mice 1. 1 10 Lo 1 from the deep
a "Water-Hydra rose. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Nolo-
necta, certain "water Insects, not much unlike small Beetles,

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VI. 166 Whether it be that
they [gold and silver fish] feed on the water-insects, too
minute for our observation, or [etc.]. 185a Macgillivhay
Brit. Birds IV. 351 Actitis Hypoleucos. The White-
breasted Weet-weet. Common Sandpiper. Willywicket.
"Water Junket. Fiddler. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 50 A
"water-lawyer, or, in plainer terms a shark was caught last

month near Workington. 138a Wyclip Prov. xxx. 15 "Water
lechis two ben do^tris, seiende, Bring on, bring on. c 1460
T. Russell Bk. Nurture 874 His shon or slyppers [to be] as
browne as is be waturleche. 1608 Topsell Serpents 212 Of
the Nevte or "Water Lizard. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ef. 111. xiv. 139 Such an humidity is observed in Newtes, or
water-Lizards. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 429
The family of water-lizards, the Varanidae. 1750 Glandville
in W. Ellis Mod. Husb. IV. 11. 71 Of "Water-lice.—I have
often seen these, in stagnate Waters. . .They are very swift
in Motion. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 246 The wood-
louse, the water-louse, and the scorpion never acquire wings.
1750 Glandville in W. Ellis Mod. Husb. IV. 11. 72 Of
"Water-maggots, or Grubs.— I have seen various kinds of
these in stagnate Waters. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
xxiii. (1818) II. 365 The little "water-mites (llydrachna)
may be seen in every pool, .working their little legs with
great rapidity. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 58 Tinea aqua*
tica, the "Water-Moth. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat.
Hist. 216 The Water-Moths and their larva; are well known
to the angler as bait, under the names of Caddice-Flies
and Caddice-Worms. Ibid. 219 Water-Moths (Phryga-
neidffi). 1668 Charleton Onomast. 26 Lacerta Venenata
aquatica, the "Water Newt or Evet. 1768 G. White Set-

borne, To Pennant 18 June, The salamandra aquatica
of Ray (the water-newt or eft) will frequently bite at the
angler's bait. 1858 Wood Common Obj. Country iv. (i860)

48 Two species of these creatures are found in this country,

the common Water-Newt and the Smooth Newt. 1846
Waterhouse Mammalia I. 533 The Yapock, or "Water-
Opossum. 1863 W. C. Baldwin AJr. Hunting \\\\.yfi, I had
selected eight of my best "water-oxen. 1884 LittelCs Living
Age CLXI. No. 2077. 88 Water-oxen turned up their noses

at us. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 242 The "water parrot.. is

represented, .as hermaphrodite. 1781-2 T. Jefferson Notes
Virginia (1787) 118 (List of birds) "Water-pheasant. 1815
Sporting Mag. XLV. 256 A water pheasant, a bird not very
common, was shot.. near Lewes. 1900 Pollok & Thom

162

Sports Burma ti. 34 The water-fowl, .are very numerous,

but none of them are worth mentioning excepting the water-

pheasant. 1881 Dresser List European Birds 13 Anthus
spinotella, "Water- Pipit. 1896 A. G. Butler Brit. Birds

I. 205 The Water-Pipit. Anthus spipotetta, Linn. 1859

Bartlf.tt Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Water- Dogs,..; sometimes

called "Water-puppies and Ground-puppies. 1876 Forest <y

Stream 20 July VI. 385/3 The water puppy {Menobranchus
lateralis) inhabits the lake [Erie]. 1864 Webster, "Water-

rabbit. 1877-82 Cassclfs Nat. Hist. IV. 317 The "Water-

rattle, .aboundsin East Florida.theGulf States, and Mexico.

1736 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 254 This Sort

is commonly called in Carolina, the "Water Rattle-Snake,

not that it hath a Rattle, but from the Likeness of its

Colour, and its Bite being as mortal. 1601 Holland Pliny

xi. xxxvii, I. 332 Some reasonlesse creatures.. are by nature

bald, as. . certaine *water Ravens [L. corvi aquatici). 1825

Scott Betrothed xxiii, Watching for such small fish or

"water-reptiles as might chance to pass by its lonely station.

1681 Grew Musxum j. § vii. iii. 176 The "Water-Scorpion. ,

may be easily known by its pointed Tail. 1753 Chambers'

Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Scorpion, Water Scorpion, scorfiopalustris,

..is a very thin and light little creature, yet is but a very

slow mover. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xxxviii. 55
The water-scorpion tribe. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon
II. iv. i. 226 The Grey Nepa {Nepa Cinerea

;
Linn.), com-

monly called Water Scorpion or Water Spider. 1769 G.

White Sclborne, To Pennant 8 Dec, De Buffon, I know,

has described the "water shrew-mouse ;^ but still I am
pleased to find you have discovered it in Lincolnshire. 1770
Pennant Brit. Zool. Illustr. IV. 83 Water Shrew-mouse.

1771 — Syn. Quadrupeds 308 Water Shrew, i860 Gossk
Rom. Nat. Hist. 215 Almost the tiniest of all quadrupeds,

the water-shrew. 1750 Glandville in W. Ellis Mod. Husb.
IV. it. 72 Of the 'Water-shrimp.— I have seen a Sort of

Insect, in stagnate Waters, to swim on his Side in a swift

Motion, almost in Shape like a Sea-shrimp, very transparent.

1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads iii. 21 The water-shrimp

is the favourite bait for them [perch]. 1562 Turner Herbal
11. 52 Made lyke a litle *water snayle or a crooked rammis
home. 1655 Moufet & Eennet HealtlCs hnprov. xii.

109 Water-rails .. feed upon water-snails and water-flies.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 626/1 Examining the young
of the viviparous water-snail. 1656 W. Du Card tr. Come-
nius' Gale Lat. Unl. § 158. 47 There are also Sea-spiders,

having neither bloud, nor fat, nor prickles (they call them
"Water-softlings). 1668 Charleton Onomast. 108 Trynga
..the "Water-Thrush. 1808-13 A - Wilson & Bonaparte
Amer. Ornith, (1831) II. 125 Turdus Aquaticus, Wilson.
Water Thrush. 1872 Coles Key N. Amer. Birds 106

Seiurus noveboracensis. Water Thrush. Ibid., S. ludovi-

cianus. Large-billed Water Thrush. 1864 Webster,
"Water-lick. 1870 P. M. Duncan Blanchard's Transf.

Insects 436 The Hydrachnidse, or water ticks or mites.

1889 Mary E. Bamford Up $ Down Brooks 59 Those
beetles known as the * Water-tigers, or Dytiscidae. 1750
Glandville in W. Ellis Mod. Husb. IV. 11. 69, I have seen

a "Water-toad to ride a Carp till he has starved it to Death.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 106 Of this animal there are

several varieties j such as the Water and the Land Toad..

.

The water toad is not so large as the other. 1736 Mor-
timer Nat. Hist. Carolina in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 254
Vipera Aquatica-. The "Water Viper. 1611 Cotgr. s. v.

Belette, An Otter, or "water Weesill. 1674 tr. Schejfefs
Lapland 140 There are found water-weezels, red and white,

chiefly in the pools near the Sea. X834MEDWIN Angler
in Wales II. 162 No animal is so hard-biting as an otter.

..None but a very varmint dog.. will face one of these

water-weazels a second time. 1606 S. Gardiner Bk.

Angling 26 Sanguinarie souldiers, the Pike and "water-

wolues of the Ocean of this worlde. 1865 Kingsley Herew.
xxix. note, Innumerable eels, great water-wolves and pickerel

perches[etc.]. igoyAthenxum 10 Aug. 158/2 The poor otter,

against which, as the ' water-wolf ', ruthless war is waged.

31. In combinations denoting vegetable growths

that live in water, as ivater-bloom, -frond, herb, -herb-

age, -plant, shrub ; also prefixed to plant-names to

designate species or varieties that live in water (or,

sometimes, that contain or emit water), as water-

avens, -chickweed, •crowfoot, -figwort, gladiole, -gla-

diolus, -orchid, -palm, -ranunculus, -reed, -rush,

-speedwell, -tupelo. Also f water agrimony (see

Agrimony 2 c) ; water-aloe = Water-soldier
;

water-apple, the sweet-sop, Anona squamosa

;

water archer (see Archer 6) ; water-ash, an ash

of either of two American species, Fraxinus platy-

carpa and F. sambucifolia, inhabiting wet ground

;

water-bean, the Egyptian water-lily, Nelumbium
speciosum ; water-beech (a) the American plane-

tree, Platanus occidentalis
;

(b) the American
hornbeam. Carpinus caroliniana; water-betony,
= water-figwort ; water-blinks (see Blinks 2)

;

water-blob dial., a name for the marsh-marigold
and similar plants ; water-buttercup (see Butter-
cup 2) ; water-caltrop (see Caltrop 3) ; water-
cat's-tail = Cat's-tail 2 b ; water-chestnut, the

saligot
; f water dragon, Calla palustris\ water-

dropwort (see Dropwort 2) ; water-elder, the

guelder rose; water-elm, Ulmus americana{Cent.
Diet. 1 891); water-feather (-foil) = water-
violet', water-fern (see Osmund 2 2) ; water flag

(see Flag sb. 1 b) ; water-flannel, a fresh-water

alga, Conferva crispa, the matted filaments of

which resemble flannel ; water germander (see

Germander) ; water gillyflower - water-violet
;

water-gum, a name for various trees of the

Australian genera Tristania and Callistemon
;

water-gut, an alga, Ulva enteromorpha, which
when floating resembles the intestines of an

animal ; water-hemlock (see Hemlock i b)

;

WATER-.

water-hemp (see Hemp j£. 5) ; water-horehound
(see Horehound 1 b) ; water-hyssop (see quot.)

;

water-lemon, the edible fruit of a species of pas-

sion-flower, Passiflora laurtfolia ; water-lentil

(see Lentil i b); water-lettuce, the tropical duck-

weed, Pistia Stratiotes ; water-locust, a species

of locust-tree, Gleditschia monosperma, growing in

watery or swampy ground ; f water-mango (see

Mango 3) ; water-maple = red maple (see Maple
1 b); water-milfoil (see Milfoil 2) ; water-moss,

a moss of the aquatic genus Fontinalis ; water-
net, a fresh-water alga, Hydrodidyon utriculare

;

water-nut = water-chestnut ; water-oats = wild
rice (Rice 2 4) ; water pennywort (see Penny-
wort 2) ; water-pimpernel (see Pimpernel 3 b)

;

water-plantain (see Plantain * 2) ; water-
purpie Se., brooklime, Veronica Beccabunga

;

water-purslane (see Purslane 2) ; water-radish
(see quots.) ; water-rice = wild-rice, Rice 2 4

;

•f water-rose = Water-lily ; water sallow (see

quot.)
; f water-shield, a plant of the sub-order

Cabombacex, having shield-like leaves ; water-
smartweed, the American plant Polygonum acre

\

water-sorrel (see Sorrel j^.1 i b) ; water-star-

wort (also -star, -stargrass) (see Starwort 3)

;

water-target = water-shield ; water-torch, the

reed-mace, Typha latifolia ; water-trefoil, the bog-

bean or buckbean; water-violet [— G. wasser-

veil, -viole], the feather-foil, Hottonia palustris;

water-withe, -withy, Vitis caribsea of the W.
Indies; water-yarrow = water-violet.

1731 Miller Card. Dict.s. v. A hides, Aloides;. .Stratiotes

fohis Aloes semine longo. .. The "Water-Aloe, or Fresh-

Water Soldier. 1855 Anne Pkatt Flower. PI. V. 192

Stratiotes aloides t Water-Soldier), .is often called Water
Aloe. 1696 Sloane Catal. Plant. Jamaica 205 *Water-
Apple, or Sweet-Apple. 1760 J. Lee Inirod. Bot. App. 305
Apple, Water, Annona. 1717 Petiveriana m. 185 *Water-
Ash. Is brittle, the Bark is Food for the Bevers. 1777
Lightfoot Flora Scot. 1. 274 Geum. .rivale. Red *Water
Avens. 1852 Lytton Eugene Aram \. vi, The common en-

chanter's night-shade, the silver weed, and the vvater-aven

[sic], 1883 Longman's Mag. July 308 The marshy water-

avens has exactly the same dusky purplish-yellow tint as the

marshy comarum. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kined. 414 Nelum.
biacese. *Water Beans. 1850OGILVIE, Water-bean. 1770 J. R.
Forster tr. Kahns Trav.N. Amer. I. 67 Platanus occi-

dentalis, the *water-beech. 185a Mokfit Tanning $ Curry,

ing (1S53) 93 It takes the name of buttonwood, sycamore,

plane-tree, and water-beech, according to locality. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxi. 44 Called, .in English Broune wurte,

and HVater Betony. 1782 W. Curtis Brown- tail Moth 6

Others.. as the Phalsena Verbasci, or Water Betony Moth,
which appears to be equally fond of the Mullein and Water
Betony. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Water betony. 1821

Clare Vill. Minstrel 1. 77 And sigh with anxious, eager

dream, For *water-blobs amid the stream. 1820 Shelley
Sensit. PI. 111. 42 The "water-blooms under the rivulet Fell

from the stalks on which they were set. 1870 Blackw. Mag.
Oct. 469/2 Those long sweeping rushy stalks which bear the

pretty white blossom called the *water-buttercup. 1597
Gerakde Herbal 11. eclxxxiv. 676 *Water Caltrops hath long

slender stalkes, growing vp and rising from the bottome of

the water. 1681 Grew Musseum 11. g iii. ii. 232 The Water-
Caltrop. Tribulus aquaticus. 1658 Rowland tr. Moujet's

Theat. Ins. 1. xiv. 969 The eyes are black, as the horns are

also, which are swoln like *water-cats-tails. 1854 A. Adams
etc. Mafi. Nat. Hist. 402 The *Water-Chesnut (Trafa
natans). 1870 Pharmaceut. Jrnl. 13 Aug. 125/1 The name
of ' water chestnuts ' has been applied to the fruits of several

species of Trapa. 1760 J. Lee Inirod. Bot. 271 Callitriche,

Star-Headed *Water-Chickweed. c 1550 Lloyd Treas.

HealthX 5, *Watercrowfote stamped wythcrommes of bread

and a plaster made thereof taketh awaie the heate of the

stomake. 1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames \^ In the

shallows grow.water-crowfoot, with waving green hair under

water. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. vi. 322 Dracunculus palus-

tris, ..in Englishe, *water Dragon or Marshe Dragon. 1597

Gerahde Herbal ill. Ixxil. 1237 Sambuca palustris, the

*water Elder, groweth by running streames and water

courses. 1650 [W. HoweJ Phytol. Brit. 108 Sambucus
aquatica.. Water Elder. 1838 Loudon Arboretum II. 1039

Viburnum Opulus. The Guelder Rose. . Marsh Elder, Rose

Elder, Water Elder. 1818T. Nuttall Genera N. Atner.

PI. I. 120 Hottonia..*Water-feather, i860 Mayne Expos.

Lex., * Water-F'igtvort, Greater, common name for the

Scrophularia aquatica, 1849 Balfour Man.Bot. §ti2gCon-

fcrva crispa, called *Water-flannel. 1898 H. G. Wells War
of Worlds 11. vi. 242 Its swiftly-growing and Titanic *water-

fronds speedily choked both these rivers. 1578 Yjvtv. Dodoens

1. Ixxi. 106 The second [kind of floating weed is called].. in

English *Water Gillofer. 1597 Gerarde Herbal'11. eclxxxvi.

679 Water Gilloflower, or Water Violet, is thought to be

colde and drie. Ibid. I. xxi. 27 *Water Gladiole groweth in

standing pooles, motes, and water ditches. 1760 J. Lee
Introd. Bot. 270 Butomus. Flowering Rush, or *Water

Gladiolus. 1847 Leichhardt Jrnl. xii. 387 Long hollows

surrounded with drooping tea-trees and the white *water-

gums. 1898 Morris Austral English 181 Various other

trees not of the genus Eucalyptus are also sometimes popu-

larly called Gums, such as.. Broad leaved Water Gum,
Tristania suaveolens, Smith : Water Gum, CalUstemon

lanceolatus, De C ; Tristania laurina, T. tieriifolia, R. Br.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 36/1 Byllerne, *watyr herbe, berula.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora p. x, Nymplneacea: .
.Water-herbs;

flowers showy. 1844 Zoologist II. 409 Then speedily ap-

peared a crop of *water-herbage. 1864 Grisebach Flora

W.Ind. Isi. 788 •Water-hyssop, Herpestis Monnieria. 1785

Martyn Lett. Bot. xxvii. (1794) 426 Another sort, called

*Water Lemon in the West Indies, has an agreeable acid

flavor in the pulp of the fruit. 1864 Grisebach Flora W.

Ind. 1st. 788 Water-lemon. Passiflora laurijolia and malt-
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formis. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 807/1 Pistia Stratiotes... Its

common West Indian name, "Water Lettuce. 1883 Century
Mag. July 383/1 The saw-grass, water-lettuce, bonnets, or

other aquatic plants which border the fresh- water streams and
lakes of Florida. 1817 W, Darby Geogr. Descr. Louisiana

354 Gleditsia monosperma. *Water locust. 182a J. Flint
Lett. Amer. 131 Dr. Drake.. has stated the usual time of

the flowering of the *water-maple at a month later. 1822

J,
Woods Two Yr$. y Resid. Illinois 93 Beech, the prevail-

ing timber, except on the banks of the river; there mostly

sycamore, water-maple, and willows. 1760 J. Lee Introd,

Hot. App. 319 *Moss
?
Water, Fontinalis. 1774 Goldsm.

Nat. Hist., Earth, xvii. I. 287 The vast increase of water-

moss, which flourishes upon marshy grounds. 1849 Bal-

four Man. Bot. § 1129 Hydrodictyon utriculatum, *Water-
net, has the appearance of a green net. 1904 Nature
25 Aug. 396/2 This is likely to be an exaggerated Chinese

account of the now well-known water-net {Hydrodictyon
utriculatum Roth.). 1617 Morysoh /tin. in. 83 When the

cloth is taken away, they have set before them. .*waternuts

(which I did see onely in Saxony) and a loafe of bread
cut into shives. 1665 Lovell Herball (ed. 2) 464 Water
nut, see Saligot. 1819 D. B. Warden Acc. United States
II. 538 *Water oats, or wild rice {Zizania aquatica) grows
in the soft marshes of the eastern parts [of Louisiana]. 1889
P. H. Emerson Engl. Idyls 160 The water-soldier (Stratiotes

aloides), called *water-orchids in parts of Kngland. 1895
Rider Haggard Heart of World xxiii. (1899) 312 We
beached our boat behind the shelter of some dwarf *water-
palnis three furlongs below the village. 1768 Pennant Brit.

Zoot. II. 344 The bittern, .builds its nest with the leaves of

"water plants on some dry clump among the reeds. 1882

VittEStr. Sachs'Bot. 693 What was said, .on thechanges which
take place In the air contained in the cavities of water-plants,

applies in general also to that of land-plants. 1808 Jamieson,
*Water-purpie. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xviii, Cresses or
water-purpie, and a bit ait-cake, can serve the Master for

breakfast as weel as Caleb. 1827— Chron.Canongatev, I pro-

pose also tohave . . a sort ofgreen-grocer's stall erected in front

of my ironmongery wares, garlanding the rusty memorials of
ancient times, with cresses, cabbages, leeks, and water purpy.

1753 Chambers' Cyd. Suppl. App., *Water radish, the name
by which several species of Sisymbrium are sometimes called.

1866 Treas. Bot. Q55 t Water Radish. Nasturtium amphi-
bium. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, vii. (1870) 147 The
common *water ranunculus, whose white flowers cover the
surface of many of our quiet rivulets in June. 1825 Scott
Talism. xiii, * By my crown of lilies, and my sceptre of a
specially good*water-reed,' said Nectabanus, 'your Majesty
is mistaken.' 1871 Rossf.tti Poems, Staffs Scrip vii, Like
water-reeds the poise Of her soft body, dainty thin. 1548
Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 56 Nymphea..is called in

english "water Roses, & some wyth the I'otecaiies cal it

nenufar. 1601 Holland Pliny xxvt. x. II. 256 Of Water-
rose, otherwise called Nenuphar. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Ettto-

mol. Ill, xxix. 94 The eggs. .are inserted in the stem of a
*water-rush {Scirpus) or other aquatic plant. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 359/2 Sall.v aquatica, "water sallow.. .This is

also a British species. 1846 Lindi.ky Veg. Kingd. 412
Cabombaceae, *Watershields. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 749
Cabombaceat, the Watershield Family. 1398TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvn. xxxi. (Bodl. MS.i, Reede godcto many maner
vse 8c amonge "water sbrobbes reede is beste. 1784 J.
Twamley Dairying 117 Water-wort, Water-hemlock, or
"Water-skeleton, is esteemed a fatal poison to Horses. 1874
A. Gray Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 416 Polygonum acre.,CWater
Smartweed). 1777 Jacob Catal. Plants 120 Veronica scu-
tulata, Narrow leaved "Water Speedwell, or Brooklime.
1806 Gali-ine Brit. Bot. § 9 Veronica anagallis, Water
Speedwell. 1858 A. Irvine Handbk. Brit. Plants 49 The
earliest Water-speedwell is the Common Brooklime {Veronica
Beccabunga). 1818 T. Nuttall Genera N. Amer. PI. I. 3
Callitriche..*Water-star. 1854 Thoheau Watdenxx, (1886)
178 A lily, yellow or white.. and perhaps a "water-target or
two. 1578 Lyte Dodocns iv. liii. 513 Typha palustris,..
"Water Torche. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 144 In Hampshire they
sell "Water-Trefoil as dear as Hops, and say that it doth
upon all accounts as well. 1789W. Buckan Dom. Med. (1790)
301 The water-trefoil is likewise of great use in this com-
plaint [rheumatism). 1597 Gerarde //Vr<5a/ii.cc!xxxvi.678
"Water Violet hath long and great lagged leaues, verie finely
cut or rent like Yarrowe, but smaller. 1728 Bradley Diet.
Bot, s.v. Violet, Water-Violets, in Latin, viola aquatica.
1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xvi. (1794) 177 Water Violet has a
salver-shaped corolla not fringed. 1866 Treas. Bot, 1218/2
Water Violet, Hottonia palustris. Ibid, 1229 1 *Water.
withe. 1855 H. G. Dalton Hist. Brit. Guiana II. 206
Water vine, or "water withy. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n.
eclxxxvi. 678 Water Milfoile, or "water Yarrow.

32. Med. Designating specific ailments, erup-
tions, etc., as f water-bladder, -blister, j -farcin,
-garget, -murrain, f-paug; water-blobs, pem-
phigus ; water-brash, pyrosis ; water-canker, a
form of stomatitis ; water-pox, chicken-pox

;

water-stroke (see quots.)
; f water-wheal, a

watery blister.

1587 Mascaix Bk. Cattell tit (1596) 243 Some sheepe will
haue a "water bladder vnder their chin,, .shepeheards haue
no other common remedy but to lance it alitle, and thou to
tar it. 1818-20 E. Thompson Cullen's Nosol. Met/t. (ed. 3)

328 Pompholyx 1 "Water Blebs. 1822-7 Good Study Med.
(1820) V. 617 Water-blebs. 1895 Kiixing and Jungle Bk.,
Red Dog 201 Here would be a heaving mound, like a
"^water-blister in a whirlpool. 1900 J. Hutchinson Archives
Surg. XI. 259 Vesications (' water-blisters ' wasthe patient's
term) broke out. 1802 Reroe Med. Guide (1850) 531 "Water-
brash, .is very prevalent in Scotland and Ireland. 1822-7
Goon Study Med. (1829) I. 165 In the colloquial tongue of
England.it is called block-water; in that of Scotland, water.

***.{'.* ant* u'"ter.qualtn, 1597 P. Lowe Disc. Chyrurg, v.
xxxiii. (1634) 2°o Those Pustules and Ulcers which often-
times possesse the upper part of the mouth and gums, are
named by the Greekes Apt/te, . . in vulgar the 'Water Canker.
1877 F. T. Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 291 Water
Canker is a very rare, but dangerous form of stomatitis.
17*8 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Dropsy, The Ascites, or 'Water-
Dropsy of the Abdomen, is.. what we particularly call the
Dropsy. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Farcin or * Water.
Farcin, a Swelling under a Horse's Belly and Chaps, caus'd

163

I by his Feeding in Low Watery Grounds. 1868 Rep. U. S.

Commissioner Agric. (1869) 41 A disease called '* water
garget

1 has been slightly prevalent in Merrimack County.

1708 Kkrsey, *Water-Murrain, a Disease in blauk Cattet.

1633 Ford *Tis Pity in. iii, Am I at these yeeres ignorant,

what the meaning's ofQuames, and *Waterpangs be? 1822-7

Good Study Med. (1829) III. 61 * Water-pox. Ibid. II.

409 In the language of.. Dr. Golis wasserschlag, or

*water-stroke, from its violence. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Water stroke, a term for Meningitis, whether primary or

secondary, when the effusion of fluid forms very rapidly.

1530 Palsgr. 287/1 *Water whele in ones hande, bubctte.

f33. Prefixed to certain designations ol measures

of capacity, to denote the larger measures used for

goods sold on board ship (see Watkr-measukk),
as water bushel, firlot, peck ; also tvater met ~
Watek-mkasuke. A related use seems to exist in

water-fother (quot. 1300), but the sense is obscure.

1300 Memoranda K. R. 27 & 23 Edw. /. m. 32 b, Recog-
nouerunt . . se teneii Waltero de I-angetone . . in Ixx. carratis

plumbi videlicet Waterfotber. 15. . Burgh Rec. Edin. (1S69)

I. 14 The waiter mett of Leytli sett 10 J hone Dow for ij

merks. 1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 30 That 11,1 ry be
sauld dearer nor XXV s the boll and the quhete for XLs
the boll wattcr mete. 1551 Burgh Rec. Edin. II. 155 The
prouest baillies and counsale ordanis that Jhone Dalmahoy
thair scriand and officer of the port and heavin of Leyth in

all tymes cuming keip the mesouris callit the watter metts

of salt, rye, quiiekt and heir and siclyke. 1555 Sc. Acts
Mary (1814) II. 496/2 Except the watter met to remane
according to the vse of the cuntrie. 16x5 E. S. Britaiit's

Buss in Arber Eng. Gamer III. 632 A Water Bushel (that

is, five pecks) of Spanish salt, will salt a barrel of herrings.

1630 Aldeburgh Rec. in N. <y Q. 12th Ser. VIII. 427/1 Paid
for Iron worke for 4 water busshells. .00 16 00. 1655 in Rec.
Convent. Burghs Scot. (1878) III. 402 The water firlot for

bear and oattis. 180X Farmer's Mag. Jan. 102 Potatoes.,

from is. 2d. to is. 4d. per water peck, which is a measure of

about fourteen Scots pints.

Water (wg'tw), v. Inflected watered, water-
ing. Forms : 1 weeterian, watrian, wsetrisan,

2 wettrien, watrien, 3 wattren {firm, *enn),

wattre, (wattur), 3-5, 7 Sc. watter, 4 watere,

weteri, watrin, watre, 4-5 wetery, water-en, 5
watron, watir, 4- water. Pa. pple. 4 y-wetered,
i-watred, y-watert. [OE. w&terian (also ge-),

f. wseter \XAT&K sb. Cf. MUG. western, mod.G.
wassern (dial, tvasscrn), MLG. wateren, wcteren^

mod.LG. water n, watem, Du. wateren.]

I. Transitive uses.

1. To give a drink of water to (an animal, esp. a
horse on a journey)

; also, to take (cattle) to the

water to drink.

c iooo^lfric Gen. xxx. 3 H13 awylton bone stan of (>am

pitte and hi heora orf ba:r waiterodon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn,
q A I hwa is bet mei j>et hors wectrien [read wettrien] be
himself nuledrinken? c 1250 Gen, <$- Ex. 2745 Dor hecomen
water to feten, And for to wattren here sep. a 1300 Cursor
M. 5685 pai com to wattur bar bair fee. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 3234 pat men mi^t legge him [a hor.^e] mete &
wateren atte wille. 1480 Con. Leet Bk. 459 The people of
this Citie.-euer haue vsed tyll nowe late to water theire

horses at the seid pole. 1523-34 Fitzhkrb. Husb. § 85
Broken wynded . .comethofrennynge or rydynge ouer moche,
and specially shortely after he is watred. a 1658 Ford, etc.

Witch Edmonton 111. i, Get my horse dress'd : give him
Oats j but water him not till I come. 17*9 P. Walkden
Diary (1866) 62, I.. then ftxldered and watered our Seed
heifer. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma Ixxvii. 336 He
pulled up.. to get his mare watered and fed. 1891 'R.
Boi.drewooi) • Sydney-side Sax. i, The beasts to be fed and
watered. 1908 Animal Management (War Office) 289 It

has been said that if a desert camel is frequently watered he
loses his power of abstinence for long periods.
absol. 1643 Trait Comiit. Gen. xxvi. 15 They deprived

themselves of the benefit of those wells, so that Isaac might
not water at them. 1730 W. Burdon Gentl. Pocket- Farrier
26 Ever make it a standing Rule to water on the Way before
you arrive at the baiting Place. 1843 Dick ens Amer. Notes
xiv, We often stop to water at a roadside inn.

b. fig, and in fig. context.

1597 Shenser Shiph. Cat. Nov. 30 Nay, better learne of
hem, that learned bee, And han be watered at the Muses
well. 1606 Siiaks. Tr. ty Cr. \\\. iii. 314 Would the Foun-
taine of your rmnde were cleere againe, that I might water
an Asse at it. x6n — Cymb. n. iii. 23 And Phcebus gins

arise, His Steeds to water at those Springs on chalic'tl

Flowres that lyes. 1654 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston)
Diary {S. H. S.) II. 267 God's consolations.. ar a founiayne,
..and they ar tuyse a mercy in wattering ourselves and
inaibling us to watter uthers. 1898 Meredith Napoleon v.

Odes 27 For even a hope in chained desire The vision of
it watered thirst.

fc. In the name of a children's game. Obs.
1760-73 H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) II. 27 One fault

brought me into another after it, like Water my chickens,
come clock.

2. To furnish with a supply of water, a. To
supply water to (a company on a journey, an army
on the march).

1000 Ags. Ps. Ixxvii. 18 [15] He slat stan on westene
& wjeterode hU [a 1300 E. E. Psalter, watred am. 138a
Wvclif, watride hem]. 1631 Lithgow Trav. vii. 301 He
payed fine Sultans of gold for Watering all vs and the Beasts.
1898 Daily Navs 8 Mar. 3/2 In a campaign like this, where
we shall always have the river beside us, the water-bottle is

almost superfluity. .. It should be easy to water troops at
fixed intervals.

b. To furnish (a ship, fleet, boat) with a supply
of fresh water.

1589 Bigges Sumtttarie Drake's W, Ind. Voy. 42 After
three dayes spent in watering our ships we departed. 1620
in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 215 Shee waighed

WATER.
[into the] road, and was by them watered, cawked, and
supplied with [etc.]. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. v. 42 Our next
employment was wooding and watering our squadron. 1793
Nelson in Nicolas Disj>. (ed. 2) I. 322 Lord Hood has gone
to water the Fleet. 1844 Mrs. Houston Yacht Voy. Texas
II. 252 Our last act and deed before we left Galveston, was
watering and victualling the Dolphin. 1855 Kingsley
Westw. Hoi xiii, He seized the town. .and watered his

ship triumphantly at the enemy's wells.

C. To supply {an engine) with water.
1870 in Scheie de Vere Americanisms (1872) 359, 1 question

if it be wise in running a railroad to water anything but the

engine. 1898 Hamblen Gen. Manager's Story xiv. 234
The awkward attempts of the new men to get the few remain-
ing dead engines watered and fired-up.

3. To supply water as aliment to (a plant, crop,

etc.), esp. by pouring or sprinkliiiL; with a watering-

can, hose, or the like ; to pour or sprinkle water

on (soil) to promote the growth of plants (or occas.

for other purposes : see e. g. quot. 1699).
C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xl. 203 Sunm treowu he

watrode [Cotton watrade], to ftsem flast hie oy sui^ur sceolden
wea.xan. c 1000 /Elikic Horn. I. 304 Se man de planta3
treowa o3fte wyrta, swa lange he hi w a;tera3 oSj-'aU hi beoo

1

cidfa:sie. c izoo Okmin 13864 All swa summ erbe wattredd
iss j'urrh re^n &da:w off heffne. a 1300 Cursor AI. 21304 pe
first he tils be feild to sede, be toiber hesaus efter be sede, be
thrid it harus..}e ferth it waiters. 138a Wyci.if Ecclus.

xxiv. 42, 1 seide, I shal watrin the gardyn of my plauntingus.
c 1440 Promp. Rati'. 518 2 Watron', herbys (or other lyke,

/'.), irrigo, rigo, humecto. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
108 b, Be tender ouer them as ye wolde be ouer a noble & pre-

cyor.s plant.., attendyng it, watrynge it diligently. 1585-7
Acc, Alary Q. Scots (Camden) 17 Kicharde Garrett nnd
John Smyth, for mindingc and wateringe the garden, xij s.

ij d. 1601 Holland Pliny xn. i. I. 358 They came to be so
highly esteemed, that for to make them grow the better,

men would be at the cost to water them with wine, 1662

Geruier Princ. 33 They are Watered with a Gardeners
Watering- Pot. 1667 Wilton P. L. xi. 279 Who now shall

reare ye to the Sun, or ranke Your Tribes, and water from
th' ambrosial Fount'/ 1699 M fagek New Art Garden. 130
To destroy Worms and other Insects,, .water your Gravel-
Walks with water wliereiu Tobacco stalks have been boiled.

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721; II. 56 Strew the Seeds pretty
thick^. .keeping of them well water'd every Evening, except
when the Season waters them. 1796 C. Marshall Garden-
ing xx. (1813) 404 Water, if dry weather, new planted trees,

shrubs, and flowers. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxvii, After

we had finished helping the gardener in watering his flowers.

1917 M. Swayne In Mesopotamia xi. 161 The swiftness with
which seeds grow when properly watered is uncanny.
absol. 1855 Delamek Fitch. Card. (1861) 22 If May should

be very dry, I am obliged to water. 1857 Hlgmks Tom
Brown 11. viii, The ground was at last chosen [for thecraket
match], and two men set to work upon it to water and roll.

b. Jig. (See also 5 c.)

c 1200 Ormin 13848 Towattrenn & to daswwenn swa J'urrh

bej^ske & sallte taness j'att herrte, bat.. Iss..forrclungenn.

1340 Ayenb, \xi pis trau [of mildenesse] is yzet bezide be
welle of godes drede huer-of hit is echedaye y-wetered
ine wyntre and ine zomere. 1534 Moke Com/, agst. Trib.

in. xxi. S viij b, God. .instructeth oure reason., not onelye
to receyue them [the spiritual affections] as engendred and
planted in our *oule, but also in suche wyse water them
with wyse aduertisement of godly counsayle. 1607 Siiaks.

Cor. v. vi. 23, I rais'd him..: who being so heighten 'd, He
watered his new Plants with dewes of Flattery, Seducing
so my Friends. 1672-5 Comblr Comp. Temple (1702) 289
The Apostles, .planted this Faith., and watred it with their

blood. 1820 Shrlley Witch of Atlas 27 Wordsworth in-

forms us he was nineteen years Considering and retouching
Peter I!ell ; Watering his laurels with the killing tears Of
slow, dull care. 1874 Adp. IJenson in A. C. Uenson Life
(1899) I. xi. 373 You have now to water the good seed you
have sown with your prayers. 1876 Grant One ofSix Hun.
dtedWx. 437, 1 resolved to return thankfully. .home, to water
my laurels among the., grassy glens of my native place.

absol. 138a Wyclif / Cor. iii. 6, I plauntide, Apollo
watride, or moystide, but God 5af encresynge. 1846 Mrs.
A. Marsh Father Darcy II. ii. 43 Their blood hath watered
and we shall reap.

C. To supply (land, crops) with water by flood-

ing or by means of irrigation-channels ; to irrigate.

X55S Eden Decades (Arb.) 159 They founde manye fayre
gardeyns and pleasaunte fyeldes watered with trenshes dis-

trybutcd in marueylous order. 1577 11 Gooce Heresbach's
Husb. 1. 45 b, Some, wheie they may ouerflowe it [grass],

doo water it a day before they cut it. 1687 A. Loyell tr.

'Pheveuot's 'Trav. in. 26 The Corn-land is never watered,
because the Dew that falls plentifully in the Mornings, is

sufficient for it. 1791 Rep. Commrs. Thames- 1sis Navig. 26
A Hatch Gate., is drawn much in Short-water Time; to water
the Meadows. 1799 A. X'oung Agric. Lincoln 275 He set to
work, and built sluices, formed carrier trenches and drains

;

and thus watered 50 acres. 1801 Parmer's Mag. Aug. 268
To the person who shall, in a country where irrigation is

not generally in practice, water the greatest number of acres.

+ d. slang. To give free entertainment to; to
* treat '. Obs. rare.

174a P. Yorke Let. 15 Dec, in G. Harris Life Ld. Hard-
wicke (1847) II. vii. 43 Charles is watring the Quorum of

Bennet, ten miles round; or, to speak less quaintly, is

treating away at Cambridge.

4. Of a river, etc. : To supply water to (vegetation,

land). Now chiefly passive.

ciooo^Elfric Gen. ii. 6 Ac an wyll asprangof basre eorflan

wanriende ealre baere eoroan bradnysse. Ibid. ii. 10 And
ban flod eode of stowe ba;re winsumnisse to wajtrienne

neorxena wang. 1387 Trevisa Higden I. 133 Nilus ouer-

floweb and watereb al be lond of Egi'pte. c 1440 Capgravb
St. Kath. v. 1905 In stede of blood mylke ran at hir nekke.

. .It ran so plenteuously it wattered al the ground That lay

abouten hir. O most merueylous welle 1 1555 Eden De-
cades (Arb.) 133 Ryuers-.wherwith al suche trees as are

planted on the stiepe or foote of the mountaynes..are
watered. 1590 E. Wedbe Trav. (Arb.) 22 Al! the grounde

21-2
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throughout the lande of Egipt is continually watred by the
water which . . is turned into the cuntries round about. 1632
Lithgow Tram, I. 25 This Prouince is mainely watered
through the middle with stately Po. 1735 Johnson Lobars
Abyssinia, Descr. x. 102 It [the Nile] then waters the king-

doms of Amhara, Olaca, [etc.]. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
(1760) IV. 345 The road lies through a delightful valley,

which is watered by the Isse or Itch. 1784 Cowper Task
vi. 930 Stillest streams Oft water fairest meadows. 1820

Scott Ivanhoe i, In that pleasant district of merry England
which is watered by the river Don. 1853 Newman Hist.

Sk. (1873) II. 1. ii. 63 Sogdiana is watered by a number of

great rivers. 1901 Sladen In Sicily I. 11. xix. 271 That
rocky plateau, .could. -be converted into an almost im-

pregnable fortress. ..It is splendidly watered.

fig. 1671 Milton P, R. IV. 277 Socrates, .from whose
mouth issu'd forth Mellifluous streams that water'd all the

schools Of Academics old and new. 1788 Cowper Negro's
Compl, 19 Sighs must fan it, tears must water, Sweat of

ours must dress the soil.

f b. Of water, a river, etc. : To surround or

bound (a city, fort). Chiefly pass, also with about.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 319 Hit was be souerayne Citie of the

Soyle euer, ..Well wallit for werre, watrit aboute. 1572
T. Twvne tr. Dionysius' Surv. World E vij, On the one
side runneth Corns, an other Choaspes, ..rising out of the

Riuer Indus and watering the cittie Susa. 1589 Ive Fortif.

25 Neither, if the Fort do stand well watered, need the face

of the Curtin to he raised, .higher then three or foure foote

aboue the water. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commw. 36
As for the Continent he [the King of Spain] is absolute lord

of all that sea coast which watereth Florida, Noua Hispania,
Iucatan, [etc.]. 1631 Weevek Auc. Funeral A/on. 597, I

saw the reinaines of a Monasterie, pleasantly watered about
with seuerali streames. 1753 Hanway Trav. vn. xcviii.

(1762) I. 457 It [the city] is watered by the Leina.

5. To water (something) with ones tears : to

make wet or moist with copious and continued

weeping ; to shed tears upon or over. Chiefly hyper-

bolical ox fig. Obs. or arch.
a 1200 Vices cy Virtues 147 He [3e prophete] sade : Ich seal

watrien min bedd mid mine teares. 1382 Wyclif Ps. vi. 7
With my teres my bedding I shal watriu. 1535 Coverdale
Luke vii, 3.3 She. . beganue to water his fete with teares. 1634.

Heywooo Maidenh. well lost 1. B 2 b, Each step I treade I'le

water with a teare. 1657 Milton P. L. x. 1090 What better

can we do, then. .there confess Humbly our faults, and
pardon beg, with tears Watering the ground. 1675 J. Owen
Indwelling Sin viii. (1732) 93 If it teach us to water a free

Pardon with Tears,.. it is Divine. 1760-72 H. Brooku
Fool 0/ Qual. U809) III. 113 [He] plentifully watered the

ground with his tears as he passed. Ibid. 119 Often have
we watered the good man's memory with our tears. 1779
Mirror No. 44. P 8 La Roche threw his arms round his

neck, and watered it with his tears. 1832 Tennyson GZnoue
230 Hath he not sworn bis love a thousand times. .Seal'd it

with kisses? water'd it with tears?

fb. Said of the tears. 06s.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 1. ii. 177 And indeed the teares Hue

in an Onion, that should water this sorrow. 1782 Miss
Burney Cecilia vn. viii, ' No, hate me not,' said Mrs. Del-
vile, kissing from her cheeks the tears that watered them.

f C. Phrases. To water one's eyes, also jocularly

to water one's plants : to shed tears, to weep. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8039 Bresaid. .With myche weping &

waile, waterid hir ene, c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxii. 331
For sorow I water both myn eeyn. a 1562 G, Cavendish
Wolsey (1893) 129 Whiche words caused my Lord of Wylt-
shere to water his eyes. 1587 Turuerv. Trag. Tales 125 b,

Which when Symona had beheld, She watred straight her
eyes.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 266 When he read the
chronicle of Alexander the greate, he could not forbeare to
water his plantes [L. nan tenuit tachrymas). 1590 Lodge
Rosalynde (1592) O 2, Water not thy plants, Phoebe, for I do
pity thy plaints, nor seek not to discouer thy loues in teares,

1600 Holland Livy xxx. xv. 750 Masanissa, whiles he heard
these words..began to water his plants [Vi.lacrimx obortae\.

1724 Swift Acc. Wood's Exec. Misc. (1735) V. 314 Bodice*
maker. I'll lace his Sides. Gardener. I'll make him water
his Plants. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v. Plants^
' To water one's plants,' to shed tears.

f 6. To soak in or with water, to steep in a liquor;

also, to soften by soaking, macerate. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. lxiv. (1495) 641 One

sayth that beenes grow the sooner.. yf they ben watryd in
pysse thre dayes or they be sowen. c 1430 Two Cookery*
bks. 43, Nym Milwel or lenge, bat is wel y-wateryd. c 144a
Pallad. on Husb. 1, 795 With ficchis flour ywattrid wel
biforn, Let modle at this seed. 1483 Act 1 Ric. III. c. 8.

§ 1 No person. .shall sell. .any Manner Woollen Cloths,
called Broad Cloths, unless the same Cloth be before fully

watered. 1542 Boorde Dyetary iii. (1870) 236 Also, nygh
to the place let nother flaxe nor hempe be watered. 1556
Withals Diet. (1562) 47 Macero, to water fisshe or flesshe.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 10 b, A Hopper.,
serueth to conuey downe the Malt, after it is watred vnto
the hearecloth, where it is dryed. 16x1 in Trans, Exeter
Dioc. Archit. Soc. Sen 11. (1867) I. 399 Item to a man to

water the reed,. .is. 1655 Walton Angler 1. xxi. (1661)

246 Which is so much of the strength of the Line lost

for want of first watering it, and then re-twisting it. 167s
Hannah Woolley Gentlexv.Comp. 123 Lay them [collars of

brawn] a-soaking in fair water j be sure that they be watered
two days before you bind them up.

f b. To water out : to free from salt by soaking

in water. Obs.

1683 Pettus Fleta Min. v. viii. 338 When the Salt is to

be put over the Ashes, ..it must be well watered out [orig.

G. ausstudssern] that the red bottom may not be very salty.

fc. To wash down (solid food) with liquor.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Great Eater of Kent Wks. 1.

144/2 Indeed he is no drunkard,, .for one Pinte of Beere

or Ale is enough to wash downe a Hog, or water a Sheepe
with him.

d. To sprinkle or drench (a road, pavement, etc.)

with water, in order to lay the dust.

I
1662 J. Davu-.s tr. Olearius' Voy. Avibass. 260 Their In-

habitants bad water'd the Streets, which being not pav'd,..

j

the dust had otherwise.. annoy'd us. 1835 Dickens Sk.

\
Bo2, Streets—-Morning, The apprentice, who pauses every

1 other minute from his task of sweeping out the shop and
j

watering the pavement in front of it. 1861 Mrs. H. Wood
East Lynne in. xxii, Afy, lifting her capacious dress, for

the streets had just been watered, minced off. 1872 Schicle
de Veue Americanisms 359 As American railroads are..
liable, in sandy regions, to be enveloped in unbearable
clouds of dust, track sprinklers are frequently employed to

,
water them. 1883 Law Rep, 14 Q. B. D. 891 He was di-

rected by the inspector, .to water certain streets.

e. Mil. To pour shell-fire upon. Said also of
shell-fire. [So Fr. arroser, G. bewa$sent.~]
1915 J- Buchan Nelsons Hist. War III. xxi. 89 There-

upon von Hindeuburg attempted to ' prepare ' a passage by
a great bombardment—high angle shell fire which should
'water the enemy's position. Ibid. VII. Hi. 106 The Germans
were closing in on both sides and * watering ' the whole
hinterland with their fire.

f. To sprinkle or drench (a material) with water
in order to moisten it or with a solution to impreg-
nate it. Also with down.
1474 Coventry Leet Bk, 397 Nother that he water nother

chaunge no mannes corne to geve hym the wers for the
better. 1786 in J. Lloyd Old South Wales Iron Works
(1906) 35 To take.. Water issuing from the said veins of
Coal for the purpose of watering their Coaks and Coakyards
at Pendarrcn Furnace. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art
II. 562 The cloth is exposed for a few days to the open air

in the field, and frequently watered, to remove every trace
of the acids. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 408/1 [Brick] The clay
and ashes thus mixed together are ' watered down ', by
water being thrown over them with a wooden scoop.

1839 Uke Diet. Arts 1255 Spreading them [tobacco leaves]

in a heap upon a stone pavement, watering each layer in

succession, with a solution, .called sauce. 1868 Rep. U.S.
Commissioner Agric. (1869) 441 In hot weather the [milk]

can is covered with a textile wrapper which is watered with
a fine sprinkler before the train starts.

g. To saturate (the clothing or) the clothing of

(a person) with moisture.

1754 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 71 F 3 Producing
a Squirt, he began to let fly at me in such a Manner, that I

was soon pretty well watered from Head to Foot. 1844
Kinglake Eothen xviii, A plenteous sweat burst through
my skin, and watered my clothes through and through.

h. To put water into. (See quots.)

1867 Smyth Sailors U'ord-bk., Water his hole. A saying
used when the cable is up and down, to encourage the men
to heave heartily, and raise the shank of the anchor so that

the water may get down by the shank, and relieve the anchor
of the superincumbent mud. 1878 E. Schiller's Technol.
Diet. s. v., To Water a vessel on the stocks (Ship-b.) Ein
Schijf wassem oder voltpumpen. Abreuver un bdtiment.

1 To treat hydropathically. Inomc-use.
1854 Keule in J. T. Coleridge Mem. (1869)376 He is being

watered at Malvern, I hope successfully,

j. Phrase. To water one's clay, to take liquid

refreshment. (Cf. phrases in Clay sb. 4 b.)

X769G0LDSM. Ess. v, Old women should water their clay
a little now and then 1 and now to your story.

7. To add water to as a diluent or solvent, there-

by increasing the bulk and reducing the strength.

a. To dilute (wine, strong liquor, milk, tea)

with water.
1387 Trevisa Higden VI. 255 He wolde drynke a litel

wyne i-watred \v.r. ywatert]. 1398 — Barth. De P. R.
xvn. clxxxv. (1495) 725 Redde wyne that is full red as blood
is moost stronge and nedyth therefore to be ryghte wel
watred. 1605 Erondelle Fr. Gard. M 1 b, If I make any
mixture, I do be-wine y° water, and not water y« wine. 1850
H. Melville White Jacket I. xliii. 278 He pronounces his

grog basely watered. 1865 Visct. Milton & W. B. Cheadle
N.-W, Passage by Land v. (1867) 73 We.. sent off to him a
very small quantity [of rum] well watered. 1865 G. Mac-
donald Alec Forbes viii, They sold milk. And if any
customer had accused her of watering it, Mrs. Bruce's best

answer would have been [etc.]. 1897 Bram Stoker Dracula
xxi. (1912) 301 It was like tea after the teapot had been
watered. 1902 Snaitii Wayfarers xvi, Tea twice watered
with a good deal of sugar in it.

h. fi5.

1871 Ruskin Fors Clav. vii. 15 The knowledge made up
for sale is apt to be watered and dusted. 1887 Lowell Old
Eng. Dramatists (1892) 91 But it is not true that the sense

is expanded, if by that we are to understand that Chapman
watered his thought to make it fill up. 1906 Times Lit.

Suppl. 2 Nov. 370/2 The book is full of quotations. . . Indeed
much of it is just these -writers watered,

e. "Water down, (a) lit. To reduce the strength

of (liquor) by dilution, {b) To weaken the force

or strength of (language) by addition or alteration.

(c) To reduce in efficacy or potency.
(a) Mod. This whisky is very much watered down.
(b) 1850 Editu Rev. July 179 One or two of the recent

translations,., while adhering closely to the sense, and, in

some degree, to the form of the original, may yet be fairly

accused of watering down /Eschylus. 1856 J. W. Wakter
in Lett. Southey Pref. 8 As to Southey's opinions, my busi-
ness, in the selection of these letters, was, clearly, not to
water them down, ..but rather to leave them patent to the
world in their undisguised reality. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov.
623/2 The Bishop would have done better not to water down
his manly protest against the overstrained moralists. 1899

J. A. Doyle in Eng. Hist. Rev. July 597 They watered
down their political sentiments to the standard which they
supposed would suit their hearers.

{c) 1879 Froude Caesar iii. 29 Still less had the Roman
citizens an inclination to share their privileges with Samnites
and Etruscans, and see the value of their votes watered
down. 1919 W. Crook e in Man XIX. 23 In some cases the
ordeal has been so watered down that the risk to life or limb
is merely nominal.

t d. U.S. slang. To pack (a jury). Obs.

1792 J. Belknap Hist. New-Hampshire III. 25b In the

administration of justice, frequent complaints were made of
partiality.. .The practice of watering the jury was familiarly

known to those persons who had business in the Law.

e. Comm. To increase in nominal amount (the

stock or capital of a trading company) by the crea-

tion of fictitious stock. Also with up.
1870 Tribune (N. Y.) 17 Dec, in Scheie de Vere American-

isms (1872) 359 In two years the capitals of twenty-eight
Northern railroads have been watered to the extent of nearly
two hundred millions. 1883 /W/ Mall Gaz. 5 July 5/1 The
new capital was raised at heavy premiums, and therefore

does not ' water ' the original shares strictly speaking. 1883
Manck. Guard. 15 Oct. 5/5 The decision.. gives unlimited
encouragement to the entirely vicious practice of watering'
stock. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 6 Apt. 3/1 Considering the vast

extend to which capital has been ' watered up ' in transfer to
joint-stock companies.

f 8. *= Wash v. 9 c. Also to water over, lit,

zxAJig. Obs. rare.

1637 Rutherford Let. to J. Gordon Lett. (1664) 248 Yet
all these are but like gold in clink and colour and watered
brass and base met tall. 1637 — Let. to Lady Keumurcij
June, Since I must have chains, He would put golden chains

on me, watered over with many consolations.

9. To produce a moire or wavy lustrous finish on

(silk or other textile fabrics) by sprinkling them
with water and passing them through a calender.

Cf. Watered/^/, a. 5.

C1450 Maitl. Club Misc. 111. 199 Ane claith of bukram
watteryt with letteris of gold. 1603 Knolles Hist. Tnrkes
(1621) 1326 Five pieces of silke, five of damaske, five of silke

watered. 1684 Patent Office No. 241 Anew way of Beauti-

fying severall Sorts of Cloath . . and thereby Watering,
Damasking and Flowering the same. 1708 Brit. Apollo

No. 80. 2/2 No two pieces were ever water'd alike. 1745
R. Pococke Descr. East II. I. viii. 125 These things [silks

and cottons] are watered, which very much adds to their

beauty. 1791 W. Hamilton Berthollefs Dyeing 1. 1. 111. x.

295 The calender, under which stuffs are passed to water

them. 1837 Hood Drinking Song ii, We water roads, horses,

silks, ribands, bank-paper.

T b. To represent (a material) as watered in

painting. Obs. rare"1
,

1733 School ofMiniature 29 When you would water a Stuff

of any sort, you must wave it with lighter or darker Colours,

according as what you are upon is Light or Shade.

f O. transf. To give a specious appearance to

(defective or inferior goods). Also in fig, context.

1646 W. Jenkyn Reformation's Remora 18 Rotten stuffs

will not be vendible without watering, nor rotten courses

without excuses. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 68 The
pretty Allegories and Allusions of which Discourse (but the

watering ot weak and worthless stuff) might possibly shew
not unhandsomly in an Oration, but are too airy and thin

for a Sermon.

10. Lumber-trade. To put (logs) into the water

for transport.

1877 Lumberman's Gaz. 24 May, There have been

257,000,000 feet of logs watered on the various branches of

the Muskegon.
II. Intransitive uses.

11. Of the eyes : To fill and ran with moisture ;

to shed water, to flow with tears.

13.. Guy Warw. (A) 5023 Her eyaen watred for glad-

nesse. 136a Langl, P. PI. A. vn. 162 Hongur. .wrong him
so be be wombe bat bobe his e3en watreden. c 1400 Beryn

579 He had such a pose, That both his eyen waterid. c 1460

Vrbanitatis 57 in Babccs Bk., To depe in by cuppe bou may
not synke..Leste by eyen water hereby. 1508 Dunbar Tua
Mariit Wemen 439 With that wateris myn ene, and welteris

doune teris. 1573 L. Lloyd Pilgr. Princes 26 We reade

that the eies did water to see him, the eares allured to heare

Um. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. m. i. 200 Good master Mustard
seede...I promise you, your kindred bath made my eyes

water ere now. 1593 — 3 Hen. VI 1. iv. 82^ And if_ thine

eyes can water for his death, I giue thee this to drie thy

Cheekes withall. 1697 Verdicts cone. Virgil $ Homer iv.

12 His Eyes water and shed some drops of Tears._ 1796

Morse Amer. Geog. II. 72 When a person walks out in that

severe weather, the cold makes the eyes water. 1848 Dickens

Dombcy xlix, The smoke of the pipe, .got into the Captain's

eyes, and made them blink and water. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona iv, His eye watered and sparkled, and before he sat

down I observed him to sway back and forth. No doubt, he

had been supping liberally. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

102 The eyes water, the sclerotic is injected.

b. Of a person : To secrete and shed tears

(f with eye or at the eyes). Also, of tears, to

gather in the eyes. rare.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 593/14 Lippo, to watery with ye.

1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 91 Her tears stood watering

in her eye. X848 Dickens Dombcy xxvi, The Major sat

gurgling in the throat and watering at the eyes.

12. Of the mouth : To secrete abundant saliva in

the anticipation of appetizing food or delicacies.

Similarly of the teeth {obs. exc. Sc. ?) ; also rarely

of fthe 'chops', fthe lips. (See also Mouth

sb. 2 c. Tooth sb. 8 g.)

1530 Palsgr. 772/2 My tethe waters to se yonder fayre

appels. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 181 These craftie foxes

[sc. cannibals].. beganne to swalowe theyr spettle as their

mouthes watered for greedines of theyr pray. i592 L
^
LY

Gallathea v. i, My teeth still watred with hungar. 1611

Coryat Crudities 298, 1 obserued passing faire Citrens, which

made my mouth euen water vpon them, a 1612 Harjngton

Epigr. 11. xiii. (i6i8)E3b, Ifonenamesa lax, your lips doe

water. x6»8Mad Pranks Robin Goodfellow (Percy Soc) 29

A great posset was brought forth : at this Robin Goodfellowes

teeth did water. 1639 J. Clarke Parcem. 39 He sees no

green cheese but his mouth waters after it. 1657 H. Crowch

Welsh Traveller 6 The apples did so lovely looke,..No
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delaies now could her brook, her shops did so much water.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 137 The sight of com-
pany sitting down before a plentiful meal will presently make
the mouth water to be doing the like. 1771 Fielding Intrig.
Chambermaid 1. v. Wks. II. 349 Let. He is this day to give

a grand entertainment. ..Rak. My chops begin to water.

1850 C. Bronte Wuthering Heights i, The canine mother.

.

was sneaking wolfishly to the back of my legs,. .her white
teeth watering for a snatch.

_ 1854 Surtees Handtcy Cr. Ii.

(1901) II. 80 All the delicacies of the season in short, that

make one's mouth water to write. 1876 Ruskin Hortus In.

clusus (1887) 42 My mouth's watering so for that Thwaite
Currant jelly, you can't think. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 57/2
The dog's mouth waters only at the sight of food, but the
gourmand's mouth will also water at the thought of it. 1899
G. Greig Logic o* Buchan ii. 29 Here she pointed to the

apples, while Jockie's eyes sparkled and his teeth watered.

b- fig-
11575 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 303

There teethe watering at other men's goods. -1603; Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 503 His teeth, .watred after this treasure.

1608 Shaks. Per. iv. ii. 108 There was a Spaniards mouth
watred, and he went to bed to her verte description. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. 11. 256 Whose teeth water'd at the

Papacy. 1720 De Foe Hist. D. Campbcll'w. 68 [She would]
bribe him . . to write down the Name of a Young Scotch Peer
..that her Mouth watered after. 1841 S. Warren Ten
Thou. 1. viii, Huckaback, smiling, .and chinking some money
in histrowsers pocket. Titmouse heard it, and (as the phrase
is) his teeth watered. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream
Lcicestersh. 424 Every mouth watering at the sight of the
sweet country.

13. Of a ship, ship's company, etc. : To take on
board a store of fresh water.

1557 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 113 Wee tolde

them that we had not watered. 1611 W. Adams Let. in

Rundall Mem. Japon (Hakl. Soc.) 19 But, for refreshing of
our men we waited, watering and taking in of wood. 1666
Land. Gaz. No. 97/3 The Armada is certainly come into

Cadiz, some say to water. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. v. 45 The
French.. usually wooded and watered in Bon Port. Ibid. 1.

ix. 91 A commodious place for ships to wood and water at.

1787 J. White Jml. Voy. N. S. Wales (1790) 13 We.. gained
permission to water, and procure such refreshments as the
island [Teneriffe] afforded. 1839 Marryat./V;#«*. Ship xxi,

The Utrecht.. watered, and proceeded on her voyage. 1898
P. Manson Trop. Dis. xviii. 306 The recurrence of epidemics
of dysentery in the crews of ships which have watered at
polluted sources.

14. To drink water ; to obtain water to drink.

1607 Dekker & Webster Westward Hoe 11. i. C, By
Hipocrene I sweare, (which was a certain Well where all the
Muses watered). 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iv. 13
When some young Thessalians on horsebacke were beheld
a farre off, while their horses watered,, .they were conceived
..to be but one animall. 1839 LadyLytton Chcvelcyipd. 2)

III. ii. 54 In the back-ground of the picture cattle were
watering in a lake. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer
xix, In the event of a dry season. .the cattle habitually
watering there would . . betake themselves to the ' frontage .

15. To undergo hydropathic treatment. (Cf.

Watbber 5, Watering vbl. sb. 12.)

1868 A. Dawson Rambling Recoil. 42 He annually watered
at Pitcaithly to ward off rheumatism.

fl6. To urinate. Obs. rare.

1626 B. Jonson Staple of N. iv. i, What shal's doe with
our selues, while the women water? and the Fidlers eat?
1717 Prior Alma 11.500 Pleas'd with her Punch, the Gallant
Soul First drank, then water'd in the Bowl.

17. Of a retriever : To take to the water.
1885 Bazaar Exch. $ M. 30 Mar. 1260/1 Handsome re-

triever bitch,.. will water and retrieve well.

Waterage (w^'tared^). Also 8 -idge. [f.

Water sb. + -age.] Conveyance or transport by
water ; the charge made or the money paid for this.

Also attrib.

1688 in Gutch Collect. Cur. II. 378 To Mr. Ince for Coach-
hire, Waterage, Porterage, and other petty Expences. 1703
in JrwL Derbysh. Archzol. Soc, {1881) III. 45 Payd for car-
rage, Wateridge & Porter to helpe into ye vessells with the
Marble. 1766 W. Gordon Gen. Connting-ho. 280 Pays for

..waterage abroad. 1815 Falconers Diet. Marine (ed.
Burney), Waterage, money paid for carriage of goods and
merchandise, && by water. 1829 Examiner 282/1 The
carriage and waterage was paid at the coach-office, and, on
the parcel arriving on board, the waterage-money.. was
charged again. 1861 Mayhf.w Lond. Labour III. 239
* Waterage ' costs the [coal]whipper an average of 6d. a-week.
. .

* Waterage ' means the conveyance from the vessels to the
shore. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Waterage, the charge
for using shore-boats.

Water-bag.
1. A bag of skin or leather used for holding or

carrying water, esp. one used in Eastern countries
for transporting and distributing water.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.w. (ed, 2) 242 Having soak't

their hussinees or water baggs, the wine bottles are then
emptied. 1659-60 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 245, 1 pair
of water bags. 1779 Louth Corporation Ace. (1891)67 Pd.
to John Jeffery for him to get a pair of new Water Bags .

.

10s. 6d. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr.(igo2)
87/1 This skin, .is used by the natives for making water-bags,
in which they convey supplies of water from the nearest vley
or fountain, .to the village.

^ 1895 Anne C. Wilson 5 Yrs.
in India 262 The water-carrier, with his water-bag of goat-
skin slung over his left shoulder.

f2. Her. In pi. form = Wateh-boltoet 2. Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury in. 295/2 He bearcth Or, a Water

Rowget, Sable. This is the form of the llowget in ancient
times, and was called a Water Budget, or Water Baggs.
3. (See quot. 1859.)
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 189/1 The. .free communication

which subsists between the water-bag and rumen in the
camel tribe. 1859 T. S. Cobbold Ruminantia in Todd's
Cycl. Aiiat. V. 536/2 The second stomachal viscus. .other-
wise called the reticulum, bonnet, or water-bag..is of much

smaller dimensions than the paunch, and forms a sort of
cul-de-sac between it and the third cavity.

4. 'An india-rubber bag for holding hot water for

local application ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1&99).
1895 in i'link's Stand. Diet.

Water-bailage. Also 8-9 -bail(l)iage. A
duty or tax levied on all goods brought into or

carried out of the Port of London.
1669 Pepys Diary 10 Jan., Heard at the Council-hoard the

City, .debate upon the business of water-baylage—a tax de-

manded upon all goods, by the City, imported and exported.

1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1490/3 His Majesty having been
graciously pleased to release a Judgment obtained upon a

Quo Warranto, against the City of London, concerning the

Duty of Water- liailage (which is a considerable Revenue to

the City). 1753 [see Bailage]. 1854 Eraser's Mag. XLIX.
564 The groundage of corn is a duty of 6d. on every vessel

with corn on board entering the port ; and the water-bail-

Hage is a duty of one farthing per quarter on all corn so

importe d.

+ Water-bailie. Obs.

1. ~ Water-bailiff i.

1434 Acts PrhyCottnc. (1835) IV. 197 Officium do Water-
baily de Plymmouth. 1544 in Lett, fy Papers Hen. VIII,
XIX. n. 175 Personages to remain here at Boulloyn. .Edw.
Brown, water-bailly, [and others]. 1587 Reg. Mag. Stg.

Scot. 450/2 Ballivus marinus (watter baillie! Edinburgi aut
Lethe. 1600 Maldon (Essex) Documents Bundle 162, fol. 4,

xliiii s. by them receyved of William Gylman, water baylie,

for tolls, yssues, and profitts.

2. = Water-bailiff 2.

1395 Early Chanc. Proc. 3/30 in Sel. Cases Chancery
(Selden Soc.) 14 Pur quel trcspas le dit Andrew se Com-
pleyna. .del Waterbaille de Cjuenehithe ei come le leye et

vsage del ewe demandent. 1467 Dunfermline Reg. (I)anna-

tyneClub) 359 [They] sail, .set owre pare nettis. .quhare pai

lykis..ay quhill be kingis water bal^e male revlis in be
watire. 1493-4 R*c. &• Mary at Hilt 197 Item, spentt at

the settyng of be clarkes wages at be waterbaylyis, ij d.

1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 152 To the

waterbailly a gowne of iiij brode yardes and an half at V.
1603 Stow Snrv. 539 The Sworde bearer, Common hunt,

Water Bayly, common Crier,.. &c. 1667 Hale De Jure
Maris v. in Hargrave Coll. Tracts (1787) I. 23 The office

of a water-baillie or scrutator is a bare ministerial officer,

which the king doth or may appoint in those rivers or

filaces that are in his franchise. ..And his business was, to

00k to the king's rights, as his wrecks, his flotsan, jctsan,

water-strays, royal fishes. 1691 T. H[ai.e] Ace. Neio Invent.

p. xevi, The Lord Mayor as Water-bayly and Conservator
of the River of Thames. Ibid. p. cv, The Lord Mayor's
deputy Water-bayly or Sub-Conservators. C1710 Celia
Fiennes Diary (1888) 245 Ye Lord Major, .attended by all

his officers ye sword bearer and water Baily very well dress'd.

b. = Water-baiuff 2 b. Now St,

So f Water-bailiery St,t the jurisdiction of a

water-bailie.

1593 in Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 410 The
watter bailliery of thair hevin and portt of Pettycure.

Water-bai liff.

f L An officer in various port towns, charged with

the enforcement of shipping regulations, the search-

ing of vessels, and the collection of customs. Obs.

14 . . Contin. Brut 583 (Song on Siege of Calais] Remembres
eke on Goby, the watir-bailifTes dog, How he scarmysshed
with you twyes vpon the day, And among you, on be sandes,

made many a fray. 1450 Rolls of ParIt. V. 200/1 Divers
Waterbailhfs, Sercheours, Countrollers of the serche. 1467-8

Stat. Roll Irel. 7 fy 8 Edw. IV, c. 15 Vne officer appelle

le Water baillief de dalkey. 1485 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 352/2
The Office of Water Bailliff of oure Towne of Gloucestre.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1203 1 William Robinson
esquier, waterbailife of the towne of Newhauen. 1635
Maldon (Essex) Borough Deeds Bundle 80, fol. 1 Receaved
of Francis Tunbridge, water bayliffe of the said burrough,
for the tolls, customes, yssues, and profitts of measurage,
poundage, and bulkage. 1700 Pennsylv. Arch. I. 140 Coll.

Qu. sends home a Coppy of the Commion to the Water-bailif.

1731 Act 4 Geo. II, c. 19 Whereas it is necessary for the

better and more orderly Government of the said Port [Ilfra-

combe], that a Water Bailiff should be appointed, with Power
to require all Ships and Vessels to ballast, anchor, and moor
in a proper Manner, and regular Places, and that no Ballast

be thrown into the said Harbour [etc.]- 1764 Phil. Tram.
LIV. 83 When the tide had hardly begun to flow,.. it was
observed, by the water-bailif of the City [Bristol].. to rise

very suddenly to almost high-water mark. 1871 Kingsley
At Last vi, He is now coast-guardman, water-bailiff,.. and
indeed practical viceroy of the island.

+ b. An inferior officer of the custom-house,

employed to search vessels. Obs.

1771 R. Cumberland West Indian 1. v, The whole tribe of

custom-house extortioners, boat-men, tide-waiters and water-
bailiffs.

2. An official responsible for the enforcement of

bye-laws relating to fishing-waters.
In the City of London, the office was said to be vested in

the Lord Mayor, the titular 'water-bailiff' being regarded
as his deputy. Kor the use in the Isle of Man, see quots.

1873 and 1883.

1667 Halk De Jure Maris v. in Hargrave Coll. Tracts
(1787) I. 23 Those Commissions, that have been granted in

common rivers, commonly called commissions of conservancy
or water-bailiffs. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1172/4 His Majesty
having been pleased.. to Grant unto Roger Killigrew Esq;
the place ofWater Bayliff, to have the oversight ofthe River
of Thames, between Staines and Cyrenccster. 1697 Ibid. No.
3341/2 The City Banner born by the Water-Bayliff. 1720
Strvpe Slmtr's Surv. II. v. xxvih. 381/1 The Water Bailiff

is the Lord Maior's Deputy, or Sub-conservator.. and every
fisherman, .every Year upon St. Paul's Day, must appear
before the said Water Bailiff at the Chappel ofGuild-Hall, to

enter their Names into his Register Book. 1750 Universal
Chron. 17-24 Mar. 91/1 Wednesday night last Thomas Hay-
ward, Esq., Water-Bailiff, with his assistants, seized three

drag-nets in the Medway. 1873 J. Lewis Digest of Census
1871 204 The Cuum:il [o( the Isle of Man] consists uf the

Lurd Bishop of the Diocese, the attorney-general, the clerk

of the rolls, the two deemsters, the receiver-general, the water-

bailiff or admiralty judge, the archdeacon, and the vicar-

general. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 452 [Isle of Man.l The
herring fishery, and the boats employed in it, are placed

under the charge of the water-bailiff, who holds courts to

redress grievances and enforce the regulations of the fishery.

b. A river-policeman employed to prevent poach-

ing and arrest offenders against the bye-laws.
i860 G. H. K[ingsley] in F. Galton Vac. Tour. 161 With-

out water-bailiffs, who must be paid, how many salmon
would there be left for anybody ? 1868 Peard Water-farm.
ix. 99 On the Severn the water-bailiffs are furnished with a
. .summary of the law they have to enforce. 1897 Ckockett
LatCs Love xix, Nor did the gamekeepers and water-bailiffs

—the 'watchers'—as they were called— trouble their heads
much about sleepy Rah.

1 3. An officer of the Warden of the Marches :

see quot. Obs.

1592 in Archaeologia XXII. 16S There is belonging to

either warden a Water-bayliffe. ..Theire office is to kecpe
t he L-ntrnnce of all men without lycense out of either March.

Water-ba lance.
f 1. An appliance, consisting of a scale-beam

caused to oscillate by the tall of a stream of water,

forming part of a machine for raising water for ir-

rigation purposes. Obs.
There is some doubt whether the appliance described by

Darwin was ever in practical use,

1800 E. Darwin Phytologia xi. PI. VI, After a time the
water balance q r s closes the cocks now open, and opens
their antagonists.

2. A machine for raising loads to a height, con-

sisting of two cars with water-vessels attached, con-

nected by a chain passing over a pulley, so that the

empty car is made to descend by the weight of

water in its vessel, thus hoisting up the loaded car.

1875 J. H. Collins MetalMining 84 The Water- Balance.

—In many of the open works on the northern side of the

great coal basin of South Wales, water-balance machines
are largely used for winding purposes. 1886 J. Barrowman
Sc. Mining Terms 71 Water-balance, an arrangement by
which a descending tank of water raises mineral in a shaft

by a rope passed over a pulley. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 16 Feb.

6/2 Hastings Town Council has resolved to construct a water-

balance lift to hoist visitors to the bieezy heights of East Hill,

3. Aeronautics. (See quot.)

1903 Daily News 21 Sept. 4,6 The other chief new point

in the construction is the water-balance, which will maintain

the machine in a horizontal position.. as the airship swings
round into the wind.

Water-ball.
1. A globe of glass filled with water, used to col-

lect and throw the rays of light upon an object.

1665 Hookk Microgr. 53. Ibid. 181 The Eggs of Silk-

worms .. afford a pretty Object for a Microscope, .especially

if. . the light of a window be cast or collected on it by a deep
Convex-glass, or Water-ball.

2. Hour water-ball [after hour-glass], a contriv-

ance for measuring time by the rising and sinking

of a ball in water.

1655 Marq. Worcester Cent. Inv. Index, An Hour Water-
ball.

3. (See quots.)

1696 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 30 A Fire that will burn in the

Water, or Water Ball. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 43
Water-balls, or globes, made of wood, which swim and burn

upon the water.

t Water-bank. Obs. A bank of a river; also,

the sea-shore.

1382 Wyclif Acts xxvii. 39 Thei biheelden sum hauene
hauynge a water banke, into which thei thou^ten. .for to

caste the schipp. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4239 For many a
Troyen sen thei stonde Armed wel opon the londe, To put

hem fro the water bankes. c 1425 .S7. Christina vii. in

Atiglia VIII. 122 pepreste. .come and stood vpoun be watir-

banke. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. vi. 125 Thenne were
they ware of the herte that lay on a grete water banke, and
a brachet bytyngeonhisthrote. 1546 Vorks. Chantry Surv.
(Surtees) 56 The yerly reparacions of the waterbanke. a 1578
Linuesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 76 Wtheris..

war cruellie slaine wpoun the watter bankis. 1706 Phillits

(ed. Kersey), Sinus,.. the running or hollowness of Water-
banks.

fig. 1533 tr. Erasm. Expos. Commune Creed U ij b, Swear-
yng..is very cosyn and nere to synne, and it is no good
trustyng to this daungerous waterbanke.

tWaterbarge. Obs. In7-berge. [f. Water
sb.-r*berge

}
*barge, of obscure origin, but app.

identical with the first element of Babge-boabd,

-couple, -course. Cf. dial.
i Barge, bairge, the

outer edge of a gable' {Eng. Dial. Diet.).'] A slab

placed along the edge of a roof to afford protection

from rain. Hence t Waterbarge v. (Sc. -bairge) i

to furnish with * waterbarges \

1558 Abstr. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgoiu (1806) II. 58

The said Cuthtbert to riguell and wattirbairge the saidis

Tohne C. and to halde hym wattirfast. 1603 O. Owen
Pembrokeshire (1892) 79 This stonne is Kasihe hewed and

searveth in buildinges to make wyndowes,..Coinestones,

waterberges, and wynd berges or any other hewen worke.

Water-batb.
1. Chem. A vessel containing boiling water or

water heated to a given temperature in or over

which preparations are placed in suitable vessels to

be digested, evaporated or dried.

1824 Chem. Recreat. 226 Bath {Water) A vessel of boiling

water in which other vessels containing water are to be
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placed. 1874 Garrod & Raxter Mat. Med. 70 The liquid
is decanted from the precipitated oxide ; the latter is then
washed with distilled water, and dried on a water-bath.
1888 Rutley Rock-Forming Min. 6 It.. has the great ad-
vantage of not crystallizing out when cooling after concentra-
tion upon the water-bath.

2. = Bain-marie.
1833 Loudon Encycl. Arckit. § 593 [In] A Design for a

Cottage Kitchen Grate. . . Fig. 526 shows the top of the water-
bath, with holes at one end for inserting saucepans. 1891
Century Diet.

3. A bath composed of water as distinguished

from a vapour-bath.
1891 Century Diet. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 9/2 Equip-

ment . . for the treatment of nervous diseases, in the shape of
water-baths, electrical appliances, [etc.].

Water-bear. [Hear sbX\

fl. m Sea-bear 3. Obs.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Water-Bears, a sort of Bears

in Spitsberg: or North-East Greenland, that live by what
they catch in the Sea.

2. A sloth-animalcule.
1852 A. Pritchard Infusorial Animal, (new ed.) 685 They

are very sluggish in their movements, and are commonly
known under the name of ' little water bears '. 1861 H. J.
Slack Marv. Pond-life 23 Last in the list we have the
Tardigrada, * Slow-steppers,' or Water Hears, queer little

creatures, something like new-born puppies, with a double
allowance of imperfect feet. 1889 [see Sloth sb. 1

5].

Water-bearer.
1. One who carries water; spec, one whose em-
ployment is to carry water from a spring, well, or

river for domestic use. Obs. exc. in descriptions of

Eastern countries.

1382 Wyclif Nch. iii. 26 Gabonites, water bereris forsothe
dwelten in Ofel a^en the ?ate of watris at the est. 1466
Mann, fy Housch. Exp. (Roxb.) 437 Item, owynge to the
waterberere for berynge of water, vj.d. 1524-5 Rec. St,

Mary at Hill (1904) 328 Receued at the Maryage of chap-
pell, the waturberer, vj d. 1549 Latimer tSerm. Ploughers
{Arb.) 28 Yf there be neuer a wyse man, make a water
bearer, a tinker,.. a page, comptroller of the mynte. 1598
B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum, 1. iii, Mat. Lie in a water-
bearers house, a gentleman of his note ? well He tell him my
mind. i6g8 Fryer Acc. E, India fy P. 9 Their Head-geer
a Clout rowled up like our Water- Hearers. 1877 F. Burnaby
Through Asia Minor I. xx. 229 The gusts [of wind] were
a source of . . inconvenience to the water-bearers j their

hands being occupied with the pitchers.

2. Astr. = Aquarius.
1594 Blundevil Exerc,, Cosmogr. 1. xxiv. (1597) 158 The

cleaueneth Signe called Aquarius, that is to saye, the water
bearer contayning two and fourtie starres. 1868 Lockyf.r
Guillemin's Heavens {ed. 3) 328 Near the horizon towards
the east are perceived the constellations of the Waterbearer
and the Goat.

So Wa'tor-laea=ring vbl. sb., the action of carry-

ing water as a water-bearer (sense 1).

1481-90 Hmvard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 355 Item, the same
day, for Waterberynge xij. d.

Water-bearing, a. a. Of a country : Pro-
ducing water; not arid, b, Geo/. Of a stratum,

bed : Through which water percolates.

1859 H. Kingsley(7. Hamlyn xiii, The little sienite peak,
the last symptom of a water-bearing country, has disap-
peared behind us. 1862 Rep. Directors E. Ind. Railway Co.
23 The large well lias been completed, a water-bearing
stratum having been reached. 1877 Huxlky Physiogr. 33
The liquid with which the water-bearing bed is charged.
1890 Hardwicke's Science-Gossip XXVI. 249 The sand-
stones and pebble beds are noted for their water-bearing
characteristics.

Water-bed.
1. A bed on board ship as distinguished from one

ashore, nonce-use.
1615 Sandys Trav. 27 To his house I repaired, with hope

of some refreshment after my wearisome voyage : but he
then from home, I was forced to returne to my water-bed.

2. A stratum through which water percolates.
1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 328 When sunk into, deep

enough to pierce the water bed. 1886 A. Winchell Walks
Geol. Field 32 There are districts where waterbeds may be
traced for one or two miles.

3. A water-tight mattress partly filled with water,
designed to serve as a bed for an invalid.

1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth viL Water-beds coming by the
carrier, and a doctor from London coming down to-morrow.
1862 Sala Seven Sons III. i. 5 Who so hale and strong but
he may find the water-bed a luxury? 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VI. 720 The severest cases require a water-bed.

4. Anat. The cavity between the arachnoidea and
pia mater containing cerebrospinal fluid, upon which
the brain rests.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.Vl.435 In the circle of Willis,
where the arteries lie on a yielding water-bed, the subarach-
noid space. Ibid. VII. 536 A constant secretion of watery
fluid into the ventricles is kept up, in order to maintain the
water-bed on which the brain rests.

Water-board.
+ 1. A board to throw off water ; a gutter,

louver-board, or the like. Obs,

1417 For. Acc. 8 Hen. V D/2 In diuersis pecits Maeremii
Bordis vocatis Waynescotbordis Waterbordis Shipbordis
Englisshbordis [etc. J. 1477-9 Rec- Si* Mary at Hill (1904)

85 To a Carpynter, for his labour, a principall post & a watir

borde, xxd. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 210/2 Deli-

guise, ..water boords, or weather bordes: gutters where'tnto

the house eaues doe drop.

b. (See quot.)
1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Water-Boards

or Weather-Boards of a boat, are large boards used to keep
out the waves or spray of the sea.

+ 2. A sideboard upon which the water to be
served at a meal was placed. Obs.

1474 in Househ. Ord. (1790) *yz If any man come to late

to mattyns..he shall sytt at the water boarde, and have
nothinge unto his dynner but breade and water.

3. (Written Water Board.) An administrative

body having control of the supply of water to a

town or district.

1902 Daily Chron. 18 Jan. 6/1 The full title of Mr. Long's

promised measure is ' A Bill for establishing a Water Board
to manage the supply of water within London and certain

adjoining districts '.

[|
Waterbok (wp'taib^k). Also 9 -boc, -bock

;

and see Water-buck. [a. Du. waterbok, f. water

Waters. +bok (see Buck sb.1 ie).] = Water-buck.
c 1850 Nat. Encycl. I. 813 The other, a waterboc, was

found in Karaguc. 1863 Steke Discov. Nile iii. 36 'The
bags' we made counted two brindled gnu, four water.hoc,

one pallah-boc, and one pig. 1873 Ellen B. Frewek tr.

SchxveinfurtlCs Hrt. Africa v. (1878) 160 These antelopes

belonged to the Waterboks (Antihpe ellipsiprymna). . .The
hair of this species of Waterbock is extremely long and
soft. 188s Riverside Nat. Hist. {1888) V. 336 The Water,
bok of South Africa {Kobus ellipsiprymnus), which extends

through Central Africa up to Abyssinia, where it is known
as the Me'hedehet,

Water-boot 1
. = Hoots 2.

1665-76 Ray Flora 133 The double Marsh-marigold is no
other than that we commonly call the Water-Boot. 1846
[Anne Pratt] Wild Flowers of Year 27 The marsh marigold
(Caltha palustris) is well known in villages as the water-

blob and water-boot.

Wa*ter-boot-. [Boot sb.%] A kind of jack-

boot designed for the use of those who have to

stand or walk in water.
1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 88, I tramped in water

boots to the town of Christchurch. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 62 Water Boots of all lengths. 1887 Baring-Gould
Gaverocks x, Last time I went up clattering in my water-

boots; I'm to go in pumps, that is what she means.

Water-borne, a. [Borne ppl. a.]

1. Of a boat : Supported by the water so as to be

clear of the ground or bottom upon which it has

rested ; afloat.

1608 Rclat. Trav. IV. Bush E 2 b, Into which River he
passed with his wheeles, vntill he was water-borne. 1644
Manwayiung Sea-mans Diet. 114 When a ship is even just

of the ground that she floates, then she is water-borne. 1790
Beatson Nov. $ Mil. Mem. II. 254 Launches.. were em-
ployed in carrying out warps to drag the ships through the

mud, as soon as they should be water-borne. 1896 Strand
Mag. XII. 322/1 The available width for launching is

limited, and ships, as a rule, must be pulled up as soon as

they are water-borne or completely afloat.

b. trans/. Said of a living body or an inanimate

object.

1886 R. C. Leslie Sea Painters Log i. 13 Redshanks,
godwits, knots, and other waders can move as fast or faster

just waterborne in shallow pools . . than they can run. 1886

Manch. Courier 14 Dec. 8/5 He thought most of the [cap-

sized lifeboat] men were water-borne. 1897 Kipling Capt.

Cour. iii. 73 In a dory the weight of a cod is water-borne

till the last minute.

2. Of goods: a. Carried or transported by water;

conveyed by ship or boat. Hence of traffic, com-
merce.
1702 Luttrell BriefRcl. V. 158 This day they [the com-

mons!. .past the bill for measuring waterborn fruit. X71X

Lond. Gaz. No. 4818/1 Duties upon Coals to be Water-
born, and carried Coast-wise. 1790 Act 30 Geo. Ill, c. 55
§17 Butter. .to be, .water-borne, from the said Market,
shall be viewed. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames xi. 331
Fruit and Vegetables, water-borne on the Thames. 1871

Daily Neivs 19 May, Scarcely one-third of the fish brought
to Billingsgate is waterborne. 1916 Blaekw. Mag. July
35/2 The orders were to avoid all collisions with the enemy
as long as he made no attempt to interrupt our water-borne
traffic. 1916 Edin. Rev. July 180 Sailing directions are as

old as water-borne commerce.

b. Put aboard a vessel for shipment.
'SSfi-Q Gresham in Burgon Life (1839) I. 258 To under-

stand perfectly at the customers' hands, at the same day,

whether all the cloths and kerseys be entryed and shipped
and water-borne. And being once all water-borne, then to

make a stay of all the fleete. 166a Act 14 Chas. II, c. 11

§ 7 If any Wharfinger . . shall Ship off or suffer to be Water-
born at or from any of theire said Wharfs. .any Goods.,
prohibited. .such Wharfinger, .shall, .pay the Summe of

One hundred pounds. 1859 in Merc. Marine Mag. (i860)

VII. 7 Goods thus shipped, or water-borne to be shipped.

3. Of disease: Communicated or propagated by
the use of contaminated drinking-water.
1892 Daily News 24 Nov. 2/1 Any waterborne epidemic.

1894 Po(>. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 558 That leads to the dis-

semination of water-borne diseases.

Water bottle.
1. A vessel of leather or skin used in certain

countries, esp. by water-bearers or water-carriers,

to convey water for domestic use.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Zanges, zagues, water bottle,
Lagena, vterculus. 1914 Daily Neivs 9 Mar. 6 A little tip-

tapping burros, .with panniers holding water-bottles, came
round to the doors [in Valparaiso].

2. A bottle to hold drinking water, a. One placed
on the table for use at meals or in a bedroom.
1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion «y Princ. vi, The

washing-stand (was] soapless, the ewer and water-bottle
empty. 183s Dickens Sk. Boz, Thoughts abottt People, If he
can get it [the newspaper] while he is at dinner, he eats with
much greater zest; balancing it against the water-bottle.

1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xx, He held out the tiny glass,

and I half filled it from the water bottle on the wash-stand.

b. A kind of flask used by soldiers and travellers.

1889 Rider Haggard Allan's Wifev'i, By an afterthought,

we filled our water-bottles. 1898 Daily Nexus 8 Mar, 3/2
[The soldiers] will have to carry nothing but their rifles—
not even their water bottles.

3. nonce-use. A bottle filled with water.

1766 Smollett Trav. xiii. I. 224 He places them [the cut

carnations] in water-bottles, ..and they will continue fresh

and unfaded, the best part of a month.

t Water-bouge. Obs. [Cf. the earlier Water-
bulge.] m Watek-bouget. (In quots. Her.)
C1449 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 223 The Water-Bowge and

the Wyne-Botelle, With the Vetturlockes cheyne bene fast.

1550 in Rep. MSS. Ld. Middleton (1911) 482 Two stampes
of the water boudge for vessell. A brande of the water

boudge to marke cattell. 1572 [see Bouge sb. 1 1 b.].

Water bouget. Obs. exc. Her.

7 1. A skin or leather bag formerly used to carry

water, usually carried in pairs either slung across a

stick over the shoulder or across the back of a horse.

a 1566 R. Edwards Damon <$ Pithias (1571) F j b, These
are no hose, out watter bougets,..Good for none, but suche

as haue no buttockes. 1632 [see 2].

2. Her. = Bouget.
1632 Guillim Heraldry iv. xviii. {ed. 2) 354 The Water-

bowgets, which in ancient times were vsed to carry and
conserue in the Campe that vsefull element of Water. 1688,

1859 [see Bouget]. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. % Pop. xiii.

115 The lining is seme*e of small water-bougets, sable. 1894
Parkers Gloss. Her., Watcr-bouget, a yoke with two large

skins appended to it, formerly used for the conveyance of

water to an army.

Wa'ter-bough. Obs. exc. dial. (Sec quots.

161 8, 1699 and cf. Water-shoots.)
1387 Thevisa Higdcn V. 263 As water bowes beeb i-kutte

and i-hewe of treen. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. xvn. ii. (1495)

604 Yf water bowes and superfluyte ben pared of: the tree

bereth the beter and the more fruyte. 1523-34 Fitzherb.

Husb. § 129 Cut away all the water-bowes, and the small

bowes, that the pryncipall bowes may haue the more sap.

1591 Greene Farew. Follie Wks. (Grosart) IX. 259 As the

fairest Cedar hath his water boughes,. .and the sweetest

rose his prickle : so in a ci owne is hidden far more care than

content. 1618 W. Lawson New Orchard $ Garden xi. (1623)

38 Water boughes, or vndergrowth, are such boughes as

grow low vnder others and are by them ouergrowne, ouer-

shadowed, dropped on, and pinde for want of plentie of sap.

1699 Meager New Art Gard. 46 Take the Water-boughs
away, which are those on the Standards that are shaded, and
dropt upon, remaining smooth and naked without Buds.

1871 Kingsley At Last xi, The stem rises, without a fork,

for sixty feet or more, and rolls out at the top into a head
very like that of an elm trimmed up, and like an elm too in

its lateral water-boughs.

Water-bound, a. [Bound//./, a.2]

t 1. Allusive nonce-use. Unable to shed tears.

Perh. merely coined to match the corresponding use of

wind-bound in the context. But it is possible that sense 2

was current in Fuller's time.

1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. (1647) 62 And though thou

beest water-bound, be not wind-bound also, sigh, where thou

canst not sob.

2. Confined or detained by floods. Cf. Wind-
bound a.

1862 New York Tribune 30 Apr. 1/3 While water-bound,

it [a foraging party] was attacked by guerrillas.

3. Of clay : ? Impervious to water. ? Obs.

1710 Hilman Tnsscr Rediv. Oct. (1744) J 36 Yet 'n some

Years it (the clay] is very apt to be Water-bound and Steely.

4. Of macadam roads: Solidified by rolling and

watering.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Aug. 2/1 Where water is scarce.. for

the re-coating of a water-bound road. 1919 Glasgow Her.

24 June 4 Mr. Drummond has no hesitation in calling for

the abolition of the long-established water-bound macadam.

"Water-break.
f 1. An irruption of water : = water-breach

(Water sb. 20). Obs.

1513 Douglas AlkcIs XL vi. 15 Quhen the burne on spait

hurlis doun the bank, Othir throw a water biek, or spait of

fluide.

2. Broken water, a piece of broken water.

1806 Wordsw. Misc. Sonn. 11. xxxi. 5 Brook !..whom the

curious Painter doth pursue Through rocky passes, ..And

tracks thee dancing down thy water-breaks. 1835 •— To

May 75 Streams. .Gurgling in foamy water-break, Loitering

in glassy pool. 1850 Clough Dipsychus 11. iv. 94 The dash-

ing stream Stays not to pick his steps among the rocks, Or
let his water-breaks be chronicled. 1855 Tennyson Brook

61 And here and there a foamy flake Upon me, as I travel

With many a silvery waterbreak Above the golden gravel.

1899 Stopf. A. Brooke in L. P. Jacks Life «$• Lett. (1917)

II. v. xxv. 512 The gay stream, which.. runs from one

foaming water-break to another.

3. A breakwater. ? nonce-use.

1875 tr. Comte de Paris' Hist. Civ. War America I. 448

This island.. stretches in front of the entrance of Pensacola

Bay ; and at the exti emity of this natural waterbreak stands

Fort Pickens.

Wa'ter-buclt. [Anglicized form of Du.Water-
EOk : see Buck sbA 1 e.] A species of antelope,

Cobus ellipsiprymnus, found in watered districts^

central South Africa; an animal of this species

which is marked with a characteristic white ring

ronnd the buttocks. Sometimes applied to other

species, as the Sing-sing (C. de/assa).

1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 120/2,

I.. rode up to the banks of the river with my dogs to seek

for water-buck. 1876 T. E. Buckley in Proc. Zool. Soc. 284

Cobus ellipsiprymnus. (TheWaterbuck.) A common species,

extending from the Zulu country through the east of Equa-

torial Africa into Abyssinia. . . It seems never to be found far
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from water, through which it does not hesitate to go when
alarmed. 1910 Roosevelt Afr. Game Trails ix. 215 Ker-

mit killed a waterbuck of a kind new to us—the sing-sing.

Ibid. x. 227, I spent a couple of days trying for sing-sing

waterbuck on the edge of the papyrus.

attrih. 1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting iii. 87, I had
two good chances at buffaloes, ..one at a waterbuck ram.

Ibid.v. 125 A waterbuck skin. 1910 Roosevelt Afr. Came
Trails x. 228, I killed a fine waterbuck cow at a hundred

yards .

Water-budge. Also 7 -bugge. fa. -
Watkb-bouget. Obs. b. dial. A cask on wheels,

to serve as a water-cart.

1541 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 310 For ij halters for the

water budgis, ij d. forshoyngof the water budges horse, vj d.

1603 Stow Surv. 349 Stephen l'ug^e Gent, his Amies be

three water bugges, 1419. 1897 Mi;s, Comvns Cakk Cottage
Folk 3 The stubble-field where her comrades [sc. hoppers in

Sussex] were laughing and chattering around the water-

Water budget. — Water bouget. f a. gen.
budge that had been drawn up in its midst.

Wa'
Obs. b. Her, Tare.

a. 1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Odre, a water budget, a bottle.

1706 J. Stevens S/an. Etig. Diet., Za?iges, a Water-budget
to carry Water in. 1836 Bedford's Vaihek 12 Is it not
enough to have transformed a prince, .into a water budget?
[F. une outre; 1786 reads one of those leather barrels,

which etc.] Perceivest thou not, that I may perish by drink-
ing to excess?

b. 156* Lech Armory 176b, Hebeareth Sanguine, a Gorge,
Argent. Though this seme vnlikely to be a water budget,
yet hath it long time been so taken, and so blazed. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XI. 704/1 The Water Budget or bucket is an
early charge identified with the names of Ros and Rose.

tWater bulge. Obs. rare"1

. = Water bouge.
c 1230 [see Bulge i],

Wa'ter-butt. A large open-headed cask set

up on end to receive the rain-water from a roof.

1833 Loudon Encycl?A rchit. § 448 Water-butt and stand.

'835 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Early Coaches, The water is ' coining
in ' to every area, the pipes have burst, the water-butts are
running over. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxxii, A woman as
round and big as our largest water-butt. 1873 Mtss Tiiacke-
rav Whs. (iSl>i) I. 70 George jumped out of window on to
the water-butt, to see what was the matter,

b. A contemptuous epithet for a teetotaller.

1898 Daily News 4 May 6/6 Scoffing comrades couldn't
call him a waterbutt or a milksop.

Water-can.
1. A portable vessel (in mod. use, of tin-plate or

other metal) for holding or conveying water.
c *375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. {Laurence) 361 With pat he

broclit a vatir-cane, & laurena hyine baptist bane, a 1400
Nominate (Skeat) 485 Lauour basyn et poot ewer And watur-
canne. 1687 Suadwell Juvenal, Sat. x. 100 Mechanicks
soon from that so Worship't face Forge little Platters, and
Enudl water Cans [L. urceolos], 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Water-can, a tin vessel for holding water for a dressing-

room.

b. Astr.
1870 Proctor Other WorldsxW. 2S7 The two streams from

the Water-can of Aquarius.

2. The yellow water-lily, Nuphar httea, so called

from the shape of the seed-vessels. Also the white
water-lily, Nymphxa alba.

1622 Dkayton Poty-olb. xx. 135 With Water-cans agaiue,
some [Nymphs] wantonly them dight, Whose larger leafe

and flower, gauc wonderful] delight. 1630 — Muses Eliziiun
(1892) 18 Water-cans and King-cups rauck. 1796 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 4S9 Nymphxa Iutea... YeWow
Water Lilly, or Watercan. Ibid., N. alba... Water-lily,
Water-can.

Wa ter-ca rriage.
1. Conveyance or transportation of people, goods,

etc by water.
I536 MS. Raw!, D. ySo fol. 74 For the water carriage of xj

loodes iiij fote of the sayd tymbre. IS48-9 in Feuillerat
Revels Ediv. VI(iqi^) 39 For the water caryage of hang-
ynges ffrom the blake ffryers to the courte at Westminster.
a 1687 Petty /Wit. Arit/t, i, (1691) 10 Conveniences for
Shipping and Water-Carnage. 1726 Leon t Albertis A rchit,
I.46, The easy bringing in . .of Necessaries, both by Land
Carriage and Water Carriage. 1813 ScorrQueutin D. xiv,
The Maes,., traversing the city in various directions, offered
to every quarter the commercial facilities of water-carriage.
c 1875 Flor. Nightingale in Contemp. Rev. (1914) Apr. ^14
Is not water-carriage generally the cheapest, the working
expenses being so exceedingly small?

b. Carrying away (of sewage) by water.
1873 U. Latham Sanitary Engin. 39 When a complete

system of sewerage is intended to be carried out, and water-
carriage is to be used for the removal of all the refuse and
faecal matter usually transported by sewers. 1876 Jrnl. Soc.
Arts 9 June 728/1 Mr. Richard Monson asked, .if he con.
sidered it a better plan to store sewage at every dwelling
than to remove it directly by means of water-carriage. Ibid.,
It was impossible at the present moment to say whether the
old prevailing system in this country was better or worse
than the water-carriage system.
2. Means or facilities for transporting by water.

J7»7
Arbuthnot Tables Auc. Coins etc. 228 Ptolomy

Philadelphus . . open'd the Water-carriage from Alexandria to
the Indies, by establishing Staples on the Canals of the Nile.
1744 BttKCLCY Sin's % 25 The timber, by its remoteness from
water carriage, is of small value. 1857 Livingstone Trav. ,

xxix. 594 The great object of my journey being to secure '

water carriage. 1893 D. ). Rankin Zambesi Basin xii. 205
there is naturally nothing which tends so rapidly and
e ~ect j

a ^'v to develop commerce and civilisation as that
offered by good water-carriage.

t b. collectively. Vessels, boats. Obs.
17*7 Arbuthnot Tables Anc. Coins etc 215 The most

brittle Water-carriage was used among the Egyptians, who,
as Strabo saith, would sail sometimes in Boats made of
*i.artheu-warc.

3. dial. A channel for carrying off water.

1794 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 37 The manager of the mead
..begins cleaning out the main drain, then the main carriage,

and then proceeds to . . make good all the water carriages that
the cattle have trodden down. 1819 Rees Cycl., VI. R 3,

s. v. Canal, A cut or water-carriage may be taken out of the
summit's level, and carried on along the side of the hill with
a proper fall. 1898 Miss Yonoe Keble's Parishes vi. 71 He
..took his revenge by a flying leap over a broad 'water
carriage,' leaving them to follow as they could.

Water-carrier.
1. One who transports goods, etc. by water, not

by land or railway. In quot. 1764, a barge-master.
1764 [J. IJurton] Pres. St. Navig. Thames 14 These Water-

carriers, -look upon themselves as Masters and Lords of the
River ;. .refusing Carriage of Goods, but on their own Terms,
[etc.]. 1881 Chicago Times 17 June, The railroads, in their

anxiety to secure employment for their idle rolling-stock,

will bid against the water-carriers. 1892 Daily News 4
Aug. 3/4 Their [sc. the railway company's! carrying traffic

in wool. .had suffered, .through the competition of a com.
bination of water carriers.

2. A man (or animal) that carries water; esp.

in oriental countries, the native who supplies an

establishment or a number of troops with water.

1787 tr. Votncy's Trav. Syria <y Egypt (178s) I. 256 note,

At Cairo, it is observed, that the water-carriers, continually

wet with the fresh water they carry in skins upon their backs,

are never subject to the plague. 1824 Morikk Hajji Baba
ix, The muleteer, .recommended me strongly to become a
saka, or water-carrier. 1855 Poultry Chroti. III. 374 These
bees are water-carriers. 1882 F. M. Ckawkord Mr. Isaaes

xl. 231, I told him to send ab/tisti, a water-carrier, with
his leathern bucket. 1899 Atlantic Monthly LXXXIII.
760/1 Some of the burros were water carriers, with great

earthen jars swung in pairs against their panting sides.

3. Something that carries water.

a. A tank or other vessel for carrying water. (See

also quot. 1S75.)
1854 //;/// Itiiprov. Act 36 A sufficient number of. . water-

carriers, trucks, water-carts. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.,

Water-carrier^ form of water.elevator in which the bucket
lifted from the well or cistern is transported on wires to ths

house at a considerable distance.

b. dial. An open channel for water, esp. in an

irrigated meadow.
1879 Jeffsribs Wild Life 373 The wild duck., swim in the

water-carriers in the great irrigated meadows.

c. dial. A rain-cloud.

a 1887 TeffbRIES Field $ Hedgerow (i88q) 16 The water-

carriers, harnessed to the south and west winds, drilling the

long rows of rain like seeds into the earth.

Wa'ter-cart. A cart, usually a barrel or tank

oa wheels, carrying water ; chiefly, an apparatus

of this kind intended for watering the streets, the

receptacle being fitted with an arrangement by
which the water escapes through a number of small

holes as the vehicle goes along.
1707-21 Mobtim er Husb. , (J.) Agentleman. .watered St. fuin

. .with a water-cart. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts II. 49 A barrel

cart, or what is commonly called a water-cart. 1801 Fanner's
Mag. Aug. 278 Some superior managers even supply them
[sc. sheepj regularly with water, in long narrow troughs, led

by means of a water-cart, while in the fold on dry hay. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi, i, Performing the part of three water-carts

for the benefit of their dusty roads. 1875 Rusk in ForsClav.
V. 56 During the filling of the water-cart, through its leathern

pipe, from the dripping iron post at the pavement edge. 1914
Daily Neivs 20 Aug. 6 A half battalion . . marched up, hoisted

their machine guns and watercart aboard, [etc].

b. Comb., esp. in jocular allusions to weeping.
1837 Dickens Pickiv. xvi, Come, come,.. blow this 'ere

water-cart bis'ness. Ibid.xW, I'm wery much mistaken if that

'ere Jingle worn 't a-doin' somethin'in the water-cart way 1

a 1839 Hood Odeto St.Swithin 59 Why task yourself to lay

thedust in streets, As ifthere were no Water-Cart contractors.

Wa'ter-cask. A cask to contain water
; + in

17th c. collectively. On board ship, the common
receptacle of drinking-water.

1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 31 The Coopers
provided themselues of rotans for water caske, which make
excellen hoopes. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 152, I received

an order from Captain — to.. put all my Cargo into her; as

also all my Water-cask. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 86 We had filled our water-casks and taken in what
fresh provisions we could get. 1829 Markyat F. Mildmay
xi, I.. ran to the water-cask. 186a G. T. Lloyd 30 Vrs.
Tasmania i. 3 We arrived at Bona Vista.. in order to re-

plenish our odoriferous water-casks and exhausted hen-coops,

t Water-caster. Obs.

1. One who practises inspection of patients* urine

as a means of diagnosis : in early use sometimes

depreciatively applied to the medical profession

generally ; latterly, used as equivalent to * quack'.

Cf. Cast v. 40.
1603 Dekker Wonder/". Yr. D 3, Hipocrates, Auicen, Para-

celsus, ..with all their succeeding rabble of Doctors and
Water-casters. 1609 — Ravens Aim. Wks. (Grosart) IV.

193 Let some skilfull-water-caster toot vpon your vrinell.

i6»7 J. Taylor (Water P.) Armado A 5, The fare of Quack-
saluers, Mountebanckes, Ratcatching Watercasters. 1675
E. W[ilson] Spadacrene Dunelm. 63 Oppilation or Obstruc-

tion, a noted hard word amongst our Water-casters, those

pedantick pretenders to Science. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 213
The country people have long been deceived by watercasters,

as they are denominated. i8a8 Carr Craven Gloss,

fig. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 3 (1713) !•

13. I am just running to a State Water-caster, to resolve me
a Horary Question.

2. ? A workman employed to sprinkle water.

1610 Assessm. Wages in Fug. Hist Rev. (1898) XIII. 524
A water Caster, vd . A caster of stone Clay or marie, vd

.

Wa*ter-cat.
f 1. ? A kind of firework. Also attrib. Obs.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 22 Taking two measures for

each lay of water-cat-charge, and a little corn powder between
each. Ibid. 24 Charges for water-cats.

2. A book-name of a variety of otter (see quot).
1889 Century Diet., Water-cat, the nair, or Oriental otter

Lutra nair, translating a Mahratta name.

t "Water-chain. Obs. A chain formerly in-

serted between the bit and the leather rein of a

bridle, to prevent the leather from being rotted by
the water when the horse drinks.

1598 Floiho, Sidliana, the water-cheine of a bit. i6n
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xlv. § 13. 371 The remembrance
of which field is retained vnto this day, by certaine small

Hilles there remaining, whence bane beene digged the bones
of men, Armour, and the water-chaities of horse-bridles,

Wa'ter-clock l
. [Clock sb. l ~] An instrument

actuated by water for the measurement of time.

Applied, e.g. to the CleFSYDRA of the ancients,

and to inventions of Sir Isaac Newton and others.

1601 Holland Pliny vn. Ix. 1. 191 This manner of Horologe
or water-clocke, hee dedicated in the end within house. 1634

J. B[ate] Myst. Nat. fy Art 39 A Water-Clock, or a Glasse
shewing the houre of the day. 1723 E. Stone tr. Biou's

Math. lustrum, vm, vii. (1758J 253 Of the Construction of

a Water.Clock. This Clock is composed of a Metalline well

soldered Cylinder,, .wherein is a certain Quantity of pre-

pared water, and several little Cells, which communicate
with each other by Holts near the Circumference. 1727
Stukeley in Tumor Grantham (1806) 177 Sir Isaac's water
clock, .resembled pretty much our common clocks... There
was a dial plate at top with figures of the hours. The index
was turned by a piece of wood, which either fell or rose by
water dropping. 1825 Fosbroke Encycl. Antiq. 347 Water-
clock, A new kind was invented in Italy about the middle of

the seventeenth century. A cylinder, divided into several

small cells, was suspended, .in a frame, in which the hours'

distances, found by trial, were marked out. As the water
flowed from one cell to another, it changed very slowly the

centre of gravity of the cylinder, and put it in motion. 1855

J. H. Newman Callista vi. (1856) 47 Here the rushing of the

water-clock which measured time in the neighbouring square
ceased, signifying thereby that the night was getting on.

1894 Boasb Register Exeter Coll. (O.I1.S.) p. Ixxxix, [16th

c] Logic lectures were given from 6 to 7 in the morning,..
The time was reckoned by a waterclock.

t "Water-clock 2
. Obs. [Clock sb.'t] An

aquatic beetle.

1634 Moufet Theat. Ins. 1. xxui. 164 Scarabei aquatici..

quos..Germani Wasscr kafers, Angli, Waterclocks appel-

lant. 1681 Grew Mttsseum i.§ vii. ii. 171 The Great English
Waterclock. Hydrocantharus major Anglicus.

Wa*ter-clo :set. A closet or small room fitted

up to serve as a privy, and furnished with water-

supply to flush the pan and discharge its contents

into a waste-pipe below. Often abbreviated W.C.
Sometimes applied to the pan and the connected appaiatus

for flushing and discharge; also, loosely, to any kind of

privy.

1755 Connoisseur No. 100 It was always my office, .to attend

him in the water-closet when he took a cathartic. 1760 H.
Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 25 Oct., A little after seven,

he went into the water-closet. 1819 Scott in Lockhart IV.

248, I am happy to learn it lias that useful English comfort,

a water-closet. 1823 P, Nicholson Tract. Builder 409 The
different par;s of water-closets are made in a similar way,'

and sold to the plumber, 1825 Fosbroke Encycl. Antiq.

348 Water-closet. That of the palace of the Ctesars is

adorned with marble, arabesques and mosaicks. 1877 H.
Robinson & Melliss Purif Water-carried Sewage 1Water-
closets do not add very much to the volume of sewage.
attrib. 1844 H.Stephens Bk. Farm 1. 218 Fine water-closet

Latch, with snibbing-bolt. 1873 Y>. Latham Sanitary Fngin.

39 A district in which the water-closet system is intended

only to be partially adopted.

Hence Water-closeted, a. [-ED. a], fitted ol

provided with water-closets.

1876 Jrnl. Sec. Arts 9 June 725/2 A town.. well water
closeted and containing no manufactories.

Water-colour.
+ 1. The colour of water, blue, greyish-blue. Obs.

C1425 MS. Digby 23$ fol. 224/2 Loke bat. .be mennes
clothing by coloured with venet colour bat is water coloure.

1580 Hollydand Treas. Fr. Tong, Coleur <Tazur$ d'eaue,

azure, or water colour, skie colour.

2. A pigment for which water and not oil is used

as a solvent. Usually in plural. Also_/5£.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, v. i. 80 And neuer yet did Insur-

rection want Such water colours, tp impaint his cause. 1634

J. B[ate] Myst. Nat. 120 Painting may be performed either

with water colours or with oyle colours. 1637 Suckling
Aglaura 11. i, The loud talking crowd Will think it all but

water colours Laid on for a time. 1674 GkF.w/4»a/. Plants,

Anat. Trunks (1682) 138 Smaller Pictures in Water-CoIours.

1749 Chestebf. Let. to Son 2 Oct., It is all one to me,

whether in enamel or in water colours, provided it is but

very like you. 1765 Phil. Trans. LVIII. 187 It would be a

cheap and usefull water-colour. 1807 Mrs. Chant Lett.fr.

Mountains I. (ed. 2) Pref. p. viii, It is for such minds as these

to distinguish the durable pencil of truth from the water-

colours of fiction. 1817 J. Evans Excurs. Windsor etc. 168

A most beautiful drawing in water colours. 1859 Dickens

T. Two Cities 11. vi, I.ucie's.. work-table and box of water-

colours. 1003 M. A. Stein Sand-Buried Ruins of A hotan

xviii. (1904) 271 The thin layer of water-colour with which

they are painted has suffered much.

3. A picture painted with water-colours.

1854 Kossetti in Atlantic Monthly (1896) May Sfr/%J
shall make him a small water-colour in exchange. 188a

Bksant All Sorts xxvi. (1S98) 183 It was a pleasant sunny

room, nor. .was it hung with immense pictures of game and

fruit, but with light and bright water-colours. 1899CKOCKETT

Kit Kennedy 399 There was Landhaven itself, glittering in
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the morning light, a water-colour in white and red, as the

wet tiles took the sun, and the warmth beneath melted the

thin snow.

4. The art or method of painting with water-

colours.

1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. ir. r. vii. § 19 The mere specific

study of mountains seems to have coincided with the more
dexterous practice of water-colour. 1909 C. J. Holmes
Picture-making 170 In water colour proper the washes of

colour are laid directly on the paper, usually over a faint

pencil outline.

5. at'trib.y as water-colour cake, drawing, exhibi-

tion, painting.
1698 T. Froger Voy. 112 A great many fine Water-colour

Paintings, that are brought hither from Rome. 1839 Hood
Literary $ Lit. 52 Men that deal in water-colour cakes._ 1856

Miss Yon'ge Daisy Chain XL iii, A very pretty drawing.,
which had been in the water-colour exhibition.

_
1862 W.

Sandbv R. Acad. I. 103 The founder of the English school

of water-colour painting. 1876 S. Redgrave Catal, Water*
Col. Paintings 15 When water colour drawing, .emerged
from mere Indian ink or other monochrome tint. 1880 Miss
Bradpon yust as Tain vii, Water-colour drawings on the wall.

Water-coloured, a.

L Painted or executed in water-colours.

1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 584 A very large and curiously

drawn water.coloured chart. 1832 G. DowMBS Lett.Cont.
Countries I. 165 His cabinet is hung wiih twenty water-

coloured or opaque drawings. 1863 Miss Braddon Aurora
Floyd iii, The walls ordinarily covered with French prints

and water-coloured sporting-sketches.

2. Of the colour of water, rare.

1705 Beverly Virginia II. iv. (1722) 112 The other [sort of

cherry].. is Water-colour'd within. 1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed.3)

XII. i3SWhen polished, the fragments [of granite] appear

as if set or inlaid in a fine pellucid or water-coloured matter.

Wa ter-co lourist. [XWater-colour-t- -ist.]

One who paints in water-colours.

1850 in Ogilvie. 1870 Daily Newso. Dec, The old water-

colourists dwell in a medium of perpetual beeswing. 1874
\i.. Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 20 If you have any very patient,

keen and skilful water-colourist among you.

Wa'tercourse.
1. A stream of water, a river or brook ; also an

artificial channel for the conveyance of water.

1510 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michaels, Bp.'s Star/ford{iZZi)

31 Item of Rychard wood for a watercorse, yd. 1550 W.
Hunnis Ps. vi, (1583) 3 Nor in the deepe, and water course,

That passeth vnder ground. 1611 Bible Isa. xliv. 4 They
shall spring vp..as willowes by the watercourses. 1724 Act
11 Geo. /, c. 11 § 7 To cleanse any Ditch or Water-course
adjoyning to the said Roads. 1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract.
Agric. I. 229 My own ditches or watercourses are four feet

wide. 1849 Layard Nineveh fy Rem. I. vii. 175 Water-
courses, once carrying fertility to many gardens, were now
empty and dry. 1865 GKiKivScen. $ Geol. Scot. i. 7 Water-
courses, from the tiniest runnel up to the ample river.

attrib. 1869 Boutell Arms § Armour iv. 60 In its form,

one of these shields is an elongated and convex oblong.some-
what resembling a hollowed water-course tile.

Jig* *57° T. Norton tr. NoiveHs Catech. 68 b, From the
spring hed of his diuine liberalitie as it were by certaine

guiding of water courses, God conueyeth his benefites to vs
by the handes of men.

b. in legal use (see quot. 1848).
1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (18S0) 385 The

dyche, tearmed to be a water course,, .hath bene stopped.
1626 Whitlock, J. in Bulstrode Rep. in. (1659) 340A Water
course doth not begin by prescription, nor yet by assent, but
the same doth begin exjure nature having taken this course
naturally, and cannot be averted. 1681 Stair Inst. Law
Scot. 1. xvii. § 12.345 Without such a Servitude, Water may
not be altered or diverted from its course, as was found,
where the Water-course was the March betwixt the Heretors.

1725 Mod. Rep. (1769) II. 274 For suppose a man hath a
water-course running through his ground, and his neighbour
diverts it, this is no trespass. 1833 Act 2 $3 Will. IVt c.yi

§ 2 No Claim winch may be lawfully made., to any Water-
course, or the Use of any Water, to be enjoyed [etc.], 1848
Wharton Law Lex. , Watercourse, a species of incorporeal

hereditament, being a right which one has to the benefit of
the flow of a river or stream, such right commonly referring

to a stream passing through one's land.

fo. Court of'the Watercourse (see quot.). Obs.

1698-9 Act 11 Will. Ill c. 21. § 14 Any Right.. claimed.,
for the holding a certaine Court within the said Mannor [of

Gravesendl called Curia Cursus Aquas or The Court of the
Watercourse for the better Government of Barges Boats and
Vessells useing the Ferry or Passage from the Towne of
Gravesend to London.
2. The bed or channel of a river or stream.

1566 S'hampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905) 1. 1. 36 We present

owen symones bathe not-mendyd the watter cowrse of hys
close by goslen lane. 1679-88 Moneys Seer. Scrv. CJias. II
<$ Jos. II (Camden) 88 To scowre the ditches and water-

courses at Hampton Court, to keep the fowle there. 1733

De Foe Voy round World (1840) 265 He presently threw

out the water, with the sand [etc. ].. into the ordinary water-

course. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 401 Awant of relation

in the position of alluvial beds to the existing watercourses

may be no test of the high antiquity of such deposits- 1871

L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. (1894) x. 248 Reaching the valley

. .by the left bank of the stream, or rather watercourse.

f 3. ?The flow of water. Obs.~°

1552 Huloet, Water course, agmen, inis, fyquia aqua
habet impetum.

f4. The fairway or width of water-surface under

a bridge. Obs. rare.

1735 j. Price Stone Br. Thames 3 The Space of the Water,

or Water-course, will be 600 Feet between the Piers.

f5. Anat. a. = Aqueduct 3. b. The hypogas-

trium. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 222 In the lower belly., because

this is easily dilated as the burthen increased!, and in the

lower part of it called the watercourse or Hypogastriuw,

168

Ibid. viii. xiv. (1631) 581 The watercourse or darke hole be-

twixt the Mamillary processe and appendix called Styloides.

Water-cracker.
1. A kind of firework. ? Obs.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 22 The water-crackers, or
divers are commonly rammed, .in cases.

2. A Prince Rupert's drop.

1887 Sci. Amcr. 19 Mar. 181/1 In this way I have taken a
water cracker, as they [Prince Rupert drops] are called in

the factory, several feet long, and broken it four or five

times.

3. U.S. A water-biscuit. i8gi in Century Diet.

Water-craft.
1. Skill in water-matters.
1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 13 § 1 To foresee the good Encrease

and Mayntenaunce of Shypps and of all kinde of Men traded
and browght upp by Water Crafte moost meete for her
Majesties Marine Service. 1888 Doughty Trav, Arabia
Deserta I. 544, 1 saw Beduins swimming there, and wondered
at this watercraft in men of the dry deserts. 1904 R. J.
Fakrer Garden Asia 255 Their tact in water-craft is our
sole protection from drowning.

2. A vessel that plies on the water ; such vessels

collectively.

1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr. F 2, All the
Shippes, Carackes, . .Ilarkes, and Water-craftes, that are
now . . in the world. 1868 P. J. Lossing The Hudson 203 A
broad and beautiful bay, at all times animated with a variety

of water-craft. 1916 R. Culi.um Men who wrought iv, The
object lying upon the table ,. was a ten-foot model of a
strange-looking water craft.

Water-crane.
1. An apparatus for supplying water from an ele-

vated tank (now esp. to the tender of a locomotive).
1658 T. Wiixsford Nat. Secrets 156 From hence it is, that

the Air in Water-cranes and pumps being sucked out, the

waters.. are forced to rise. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Water-crane, a goose-neck apparatus for supplying water
from an elevated tank to the tender of a locomotive engine.

2. A crane worked by hydraulic power.

1849 J. Gi.ynn Constr. Cranes 112 The Water Cranes
shown, .are Two Self-Acting Machines.

Water-cress. [Cf. MLG.,MDu. waterkerse
t

G. wasserhrcsse.']

1. The hardy perennial, Nasturtium officinale

(N. O. Cruciferx), found in abundance near springs

and in small running streams, and now widely cul-

tivated for use as a salad. Also applied to other

species of Nasturtium.
Often in plural, esp. as denoting an article of food: in the

17th and iSth c the sing, is hardly found.

a. sing.

a 1400-50 Stochh. Med. MS. p. 209 Watercresse, nascon'um
gallicanum. 1x1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. (1910)

76 f>se bene herbez necessary to be werk of clistry, scilicet

Violette, maluez,. .watercresse. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n.

xvii. 201 Water Cresse being boiled in wine [etc.]. .is verie

good against the scuruie, 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk.
Physicke 75/2 To make sownde Teeth. Take Watercresse,

and rubbe the same with wine, and heerwkh washe your
mouth often times. 1796 WiTHEHiNG^r/V. Plants (ed. 3) III.

581 Sisymbrium sylvestre, . .Creeping Water Cress. 1800 E.
Darwjn Phytol. xi. 269 In the winter months the rise of

springs may be detected by the presence of aquatic plants, as

of water-cress. i88x F. G. Heath My Garden Wild xiii.

216, I grew in my stream, some Watercress, whose pinnate

leaves are so frequently eaten. 1902 Cornish Naturalist
Thames 124 The artificial culture of water-cress is compara-
tively modern.

h. pi.

13.. K. Alls. 5767 Withinne grene and mychel weed,
Waterkressen and heighe reed- C 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.

352 Sebe malue, paritorie, violet, watircressen in watir & lete

pe patient sitte heron anoon to be nauele. c 1450 Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 165 Senacio, narstucium aquaticum idem,.,

watercresses. 1528 Paynell Reg. Sanit. Salemi (1541) 85
Watercresses doth cure tothe ache. 1590 Lodge Euphues
Golden Legacie (1592) O 2. My Loues shall growe vp as the

water Cresses, slowly, but with adeepe roote. 1611 Shuttle-

worths Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 196 Given to a man which gott

the watercresses and brooke lime, vj d
. 1725 Bradley's

Family Diet. s. v. Cress, Water-Cresses have a sharp and
biting Taste. 1799 Southey Cross Roads 8 There were
water-cresses growing, And pleasant was the water's flowing.

1834 Dickens^. Boz, Boarding-ho. ii, Tibbs. . began eating

water-cresses like a Nebuchadnezzar. 1851-61 Mayhew
Loud. Labour 1. 145/1 The first coster-cry heard of a morn-
ing in the London streets is that of ' Fresh wo^orter-creases '.

i860 Longf. Wayside Inn, Saga K. Otafvil 24 He loved

..his brook with its water-cresses.

2. Applied (chiefly as book-names) to some other

cruciferous plants, esp, Cardamine amara, C. pra-

tensis, and llelioscatliwn nodifiorum.
a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. p. 167 Watercresse, Apium

ranarum. 1538 Turner Libellus^ Cresses, water, Carda-
mine. 1548 — Names ofHerbes (E. D. S.) 47 Lauer or Sion
is called of some englishe men Bellragges, of other some
yealowe watercresses. 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lx. 625 The
seconde kinde is called., in Englishe, the lesser Watercresse,
and Coccow flowers. 1597 Gerarde Herbal \\. xviii. 201
There be sixe kindes of wilde herbes numbered among the
water Cresse which followe in order. 1866 Treas. Bot. 347
Cress, American Water. Cardamine rotundifolia.

3. attrib. and Comb, as water-cress-bed, -gatherer
,

-growing vbl. sb. ; water-cress green, a particular

shade of green.

1906 Daily Chron. 21 Aug. 7/6 Extensive *watercress beds.

1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 125 A notice warning off

the poor *water-cress gatherer. 1884 Daily News 27 Oct.

2/1 A costume of this in *watercress green is made. 1902
Cornish Naturalist Thames 124 *Water-cress growing is

an increasing business in the Thames Valley. 1858 Sim-

monos Diet. Trade, *Water-cress seller.

WATEK-BOG.

Hence Wa'tercressed^Wa'tercressyo^V. {nonce-

wds.), containing or abounding in water-cress.
1828 Wilson in Btackzv. Mag. XXIV. 284 Over all the

water-cressy and puddocky ditches. 1845 Talfourd Vac.
Tourists I. 91 We walked on beside a little water-cressed
stream.

Wa'ter-cure. [Cure sb 1 5 b ; after G. wasser-
hur.] A method or course of medical treatment by
means of water.
1842 [see Cure sb. 1 5 b]. 1843 Addy Water Cure 112 To

suppose, that the water cure will have as fair a trial in Eng-
land as vaccination has had in Germany. 1845 Murray's
Hand-bk. Continent (ed. 5) 428, 36m, beyond Landeck..is
the Water Cure establishment of Vincent Priessnitz at
Griifenberg. 1857 Putnam's Monthly Mag. Mar. 244/1
We sallied out to climb the long hiil—half way up which,
shone the white-washed walls of the great Silesian Water-
cure.

Hence Wa'ter-crrrer, -coring-.
1849 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) II. 46 This shall be the

last of my water-curing for the present. 1900 Daily Neivs
2 Se pt. 4/6 The late Pastor Kneip, the Bavarian water-curer.

Wa"ter-dock. [Dock sb. 1 ; cf. OE. ia-docce

lit. river-dock, Edocke.] A name for various

aquatic species of Rumex ; formerly also applied

to other broad-leaved water-plants.

C1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 94 Lappacluni aquaticum,
uel lappacium maius, angl. waterdokke uel edokke. 1538
Elyot Diet., Hydrolapathon, water dockes. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11. Ixxviii. 312 Of water Dockes. c 1710 Petiver
Cat. Ray's Eng. Herbal Tab. ii, Great Water Dock. 1882

Jefferies Bevis III. 194 Great water-docks at the margin
with leaves almost a yard long.

attrib. 1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing i j, In Iuyll take.. the

water docke leyf worme & the hornet worme togyder. 1757
A. Cooper Distiller m. lxx. (1760) 270 Of the Water-Dock.
Root, five Ounces. 1807 W. Roscoe Butterfly's BallUB^H)
20 A Mushroom their Table, and on it was laid A Water-dock
Leaf, which a Table-cloth made.

Water-doctor.
a. = Water-caster i. b. = Hydropathist.

1801 Sporting Mag. XVII. 8 Mrs. Mayersbatch, widow of

the celebrated Water-Doctor of that name. 1846 Lytton
Conf. Water-patient 43 The peculiar 'crisis ', sought for so
vehemently by the German water-doctors. 1848 Dunglison
Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Uromantia. ., the art of divining diseases

by simple inspection of the urine... One professing to be
able to do this is called Uromantcs. Vulgarly, a water
doctor. 1849 E. FitzGkrald Lett. (1889) I. 198 Some one
told me that he was gone or going to the Water Doctor at

Malvern.

Water-dog.
1. a. A dog bred for or trained to the water ; esp

one trained to retrieve waterfowl. Formerly as a

specific name, the barbet or poodle imported from

the continent, b. Any kind of dog that swims
well, and is habituated to or not shy of the water.

13.. K. Alls. 5771 Bristled hy weren as hogges, And
slynken as water-dogges. 1505 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.

II. 475 For anecorsbow and ane water-dog tothe King.vj li.

1600 Darhell Detect. Harsuet's Discov. 130 They.. wold
neuer baue indured him to haue chopt at his face, as a
water-dogge at a duck. 1621 G. Markham Hunger's Pre*
vent. xi. 67 Not any amongst vs is so simple that he cannot

say when bee seeth him, This is a Water-Dogge, or a Dogge
bred for the Water. 1677 N. Cox Genii. Recrcat. \\\. (ed. 2) 49
How to train a Water-dog. 1762-71 H.Walpole Veriue's

Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 145 She has done a picture of

fowls, a water-tlog and a heron. 1824 Bewick Quadrupeds
(ed. 8) 360 The Large RoughWater Dog.. Le Grand Barbet,

Buff. 1837 T. Bell Brit. Quath-ufeds 226 The Water-Dog
must not be confounded with the Water-Spaniel, from

which indeed it differs considerably in size and in Dropor-

tions. 1867 ' Stonehekge ' Dogs of Brit. 1st. 45 Though
excellent water dogs,. .we have had to complain of their

impetuous rush into pond or river. 1876 Field 13 May
537/2 It was proposed to have trials of performing dogs,

sheepdogs and water dogs.

2. A man thoroughly at home either on or in

the water, a. A sailor, b. A good swimmer.
1674 Wycherley Plain Dealer 1. i, 2 .Sa//. . . when I wel-

com'd him ashore, he gave me a box on the ear, and call'd

me fawning Water-dog? 1840 R. H. Dana Two Yrs. be/.

Mast xiii. (1854) 57 They [sc. Sandwich Islanders] are com-

plete water-dogs, and therefore very good in boating. 1878

Joaquin Miller Songs of Italy 29 Brave old water-dogs

wed to the sea. 1867 S. W. Baker Nile Trib.v. 95 These

two Arab water-dogs were up to their necks in the river,

screaming out directions to each other. 1878 Tkelawnv
Rec. Shelley, etc. I. 154, I was the only water-dog of our

band; neither Percy nor Captain Roberts nor the mate

could swim.

3. A name for various animals.

fa. The otter. Obs. (?exc. dial.)

1576 A. Fleming tr. Caius Dogs 11. 19 Both jElianus and

>Elius, call the Beauer, Kvi-a [sic] Troid^ioy, a water dogge,

or a dogge fishe. 1655 Walton Angler ii. C1661) 49 There

is brave hunting this Water-dog in Cornwall. C1856 Dun-

ham Tracts (1892) I. 87 In Ireland the country people call

the otter the Devil's water dog.

b. U.S. One of the various species of salaman-

ders, esp. the hellbender or the mud-puppy.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2). 1882 Amer. Na-

turalist Feb. 140 The Menopoma, here l?a.J called alli-

gator ' and * water«dog '.

o. U.S. ? A variety of Dogfish.
1892 A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus (Ohio) I. 299 Suckers,

catfish, gars and waterdogs were also taken [in the Scioto

River].

d. The water-rat or water-vole, Arvicola am-

phibius.
1876 Smiles Sc. Nat. i, The burn itself had plenty of

water-dogs, or water-rats, along its banks.



WATERDOME.
4. A small dark floating cloud supposed to indi-

cate rain. (Cf. Dog sb. ioc.)

a 1825 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia, 1910 Spectator 3 Sept.

342/1 Other English names for various perceptible forms

of vapour in the sky are ' water-dogs ', ' sun-galls ' [etc.].

f 5. Angling. A device for disentangling a hook.

1688 Holme Armoury in. 103/2 A Water-Dog, is a round
peece of Lead like a Ring : It is to unloose the Hookes if

they be fastned at the bottom.

f Waterdonie. Obs." [dome = Doom sb.} An
alleged archaic term for ordeal by water.

1681 Blount Gtossogr. (ed. 5), Waterdome, the antient

trial by Water.

Water-drinker.
1. A drinker of water, one who drinks water in

preference to wine or other liquors ; now usually

spec, a total abstainer.

c 1440 Promp. Part*. 518/2 Water drynkare, aquebibus.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. 11. v. (1867) 59 A falser water drinker
there liueth not. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. iv. 1

What ! the webdieted Amorphus become a water-drinker?

1638 T. Whitaker Blood of Grape 31 When as water or

small-beere-drinkers look like Apes rather then men. 1765=

Sterne Tr. Shandy vm. v, A water-drinker, provided he is

a professed one, and does it without fraud or covin, is pre-

cisely in the same predicament. 1815 Wordsw. Poems
Pref. ad fin., Though myself a water-drinker, I cannot resist

the pleasure of transcribing what follows. 1882 F. M. Craw-
ford Mr, Isaacs 7 A water-drinker in India is always a
phenomenon.

T b. In the early Christian Church, an epithet

applied to those who in the celebration of the Sacra-

ment used water instead of wine. Obs.

156a [T. Cooper] Answ. Def. Truth viii. 59 Cyprian wrate
against those that were called Aquarij, waterdrinkers.

2. One who drinks the ( waters ' at a spa.

1707 Jos. Browne (title), An Account of the Wonderful
Cures Perform'd by the Cold Baths, With Advice to the
Water Drinkers at Tunbridge, Hampstead,. .and all the
other Chalibeate Spaws. 1837 Dickkns Pickw. xxxvi, A
golden inscription [in the pump-room], to which all the
water-drinkers should attend. 1889 Gretton Memory's
Harkback 188 It was great fun to see the troop of water-
drinkers in the early morning marching up and down . .each

with an empty wine-glass in hand, which from time to time
they got replenished, according to the dose of mineral water
prescribed for them.

Water-drinking, vbl. sb.

1. The action or an act of drinking water.

1698 Floyer Asthma (1717) 191 Much Water-drinking is

injurious to the Old. 1774 Foote Cozeners Prol., I am no
fish, save me from water-drinking 1 1896 Allbutfs Syst.

Med. I. 410 Water-drinking is certainly beneficial between
meals.

2. Drinking mineral waters at a spa.

1697 Floyer Enq. Baths Pref, c 4 b, By Water-drinking,

and Bathing at Buxton, I have procured to my self better

Health. 1789 Pilkincton View Derbysh. I. 230 In many
cases much advantage has been gained by the administra-

tion of medicines in conjunction with the course of water-

drinking.

attrib. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde (1814) I. 106

Sometimes people of a certain style make acquaintance at

water-drinking places.

Wa'ter-dri-nkingf, a. That drinks water and
abstains from stronger liquors.

1638-48 G. Daniel Eclog. Hi. 284 Let me rather pine Witles
and water-drinking, then love wine. 1736 Berkeley Dis-
course Wks. III. 415 Supply the water-drinking savage with
strong liquor, and he shall be drunk for several days. 1771
Foote Maid of B. 1. Wks. 1799 II. 209 That., water-drink-
in?, mirth-marring, amorous old hunks. 1805 Wordsw.
Waggoner \. 60 A simple water-drinking Bard. 1854 Sur-
tees Handley Cr, iv, The hungry water-drinking guests.

Water-drop.
1. A drop or globule of water. Usually pi.

*593 Shaks. Rich. II, iv. L 262 Oh, that I were a Mockerie,
King of Snow, Standing before the Sunne of Bullingbrooke
To melt my selfe away in Water-drops. 1606 — Tr. if Cr.
in. ii. 193 When water drops haue worne the Stones of
Troy. 1821 Byron Cain 11. i. 17 There will come An hour,
when toss'd upon some water-drops, A man shall say toa man,
' Believe in me, And walk the waters'. 1825 Scott Talism,
xx, The devil a water-drop he gets here. ..We will teach
the light-footed old infidel to be a good Christian, and drink
wine of Cyprus. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. iii,

The water-wheel, mossy and green with ancient waterdrops.
Comb. 1899 tr. R. von Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vi. (ed. 4) 211

The small shiny water-drop-like bodies.

2. A tear, tear-drop,
1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 280 Let not womens weapons,

water drops, Staine my mans cheekes. 1818 Byron Ch.
Har.'w, cxvi, Egeria !. .The mosses of thy fountain still are
sprinkled With thine Elysian water-drops. 18*5 Neal Bro,
Jonathan II. 149 The large water-drop stood upon his lashes.

3. Sc. = Eavemdrip, Stilucide 2.

«8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvii, This is a* about a servitude
of water-drap. Ibid., We are obligated to receive the natural
water.drap of the superior tenement.
Watere, obs. form of Water v.

t Watered, a. Obs. [f. Water sb, + -ed 2.]

In parasynthctic derivatives, said of a jewel

:

Characterized by 'water' (of a specified quality).
a 1637 B. Jonson- Execr. Vulcan, etc. (1640) G 2 b, A stocke,

To graft the greene Emrald on, Or any better water'd Stone.
1704 Land. Caz. No. 3990/4 The Brilliant very clean and
white watered.

Watered >§*tojd), ppl.a. [f.\VATERz>. + -ed*.]

1 1. Of the eyes : Filled or running with watery
matter or with tears. Obs,
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. L &o in Anglia XVIII. 297

For wattryd eyne & to grety. 1578 H. Wotton CourtlU
Vol. X,

169

Controv. 67 Bending hir watered eyes and woful hart with

ioyned hands vnto the heauens, she prayed [etc.]. 1593
Dkloney Garland Good Will F 1 b, Let not offence be

found in this, To give my Lord a parting kiss With watr'd

eyes.

2. Soaked or steeped in water.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 26 Take Sound ys of watteryd

Stokkefysshe, an caste ber-to. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic.

II. (1741) 114 Our throats cut, Down which we watered Meal
of Oats put.

+ b. Of the cheeks : Wet with tears. Obs.

1571 1)k. Norfolk in 14th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. A pp.

iv. 574 Prayinge. . with an overwhelmmge harte and watered
cheekes. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. V. xlii. § 2 [They] could

not. .but with bleeding harts and with watred cheekes be-

hold a person of so great place and worth constrayned to

indure so foule indignities.

c. Of a road : Soaked or sprinkled with water

to lay the dust, etc.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xix, A shop with a sun-blind, and
a watered pavement.. is a sanctuary. 1896 J. Davidson
Fleet St. Eclogues Ser. It. 48 The odour stale Of watered
streets.

3. Of a garden, land : Kept moist by pouring or

sprinkling water.

1535 Coverdale Jer. xxxi. 12 Their conscience shalbe as a
well watred garden. [1611 Bible Ibid., Their soule shall

be as a watered garden.] 155a Hlxoet, Watered as a field,

or gaidein, rigatus. ..Watred with dew, rosidus. 1654 C.

Wase Gratius' Cyneget. A 3 b, But the poore Alaband in his

water'd yard Plants grounds of hemp. 1826 StiERER Notis <y

Rejf. Ramble Germany 180 The plain is wooded as though
it were a forest, and yet you know it to be a watered garden.

b. Of a country, locality : Furnished or supplied

with rivers or streams of water. Often with adv.,

as well-, best-watered. Of a road : Having streams

of water near-by, convenient for travellers.

1798 Bloomfield Farmer's Boy. Spring 38 Where noble
Grafton spreads his rich domains, Round Euston's water'd

vale, and sloping plains. 171859 Macaulay Hist, Eug.xxm.
V. p5 That well watered garden of olives and mulberry trees

which spreads many miles on every side of the great white

temple of Milan. 1859 H. Kingsi.ey G. Hamtyn xxv, I

should say it was the best watered ..piece of country yet

discovered in New Holland. 1893 Selous Trav. S. E.

Africa 14, I took the best watered of the roads leading to the

Marico river. 189s Daily Nevus 22 Oct. 2/1 [Australian

Advt.] Good and watered roads pass through the properties.

C. Of meadow land : Subject to periodical flood-

ing. (Cf. Water-meadow.)
1733 Toll Horse-Hoeing Hush. xi. m Water, when it

runs off very soon, is Beneficial, as is seen in water'd

Meadows. 1774 Penmylv. Gaz. 10 Aug., Suppl. 2/2 About
7 acres of watered meadow. 1789 T. Wright Meth. Water-
ing Meadoivs (1790) 6 The farmer who occupies fifty acres

of this watered land. 18*6 Cohbett Rur. Rides (1830) 398
Here are watered meadows nearest to the river on both
sides; then the gardens, the houses, and the cornfields.

1842 J. Aiton Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 181 Watered meadow,
even to the extent of one acre, is a perfect treasure at the

manse. 1884 West. Morn. News 30 Aug. 1/6 Twenty-four
acres of watered meadow.
4. Of wine or strong liquor, milk, etc. : Diluted

with water.
155a Huloet, Watered, or whereunto water is put, aqua,

tus. 164a Howei.l For. Trav. (Arb.) 32 Go to their Diet,

the one drinkes Watered Wine, the other Wine watered.

1873 O. W. Holmes Addr. Opening Fifth Avenue Theatre

127 Dealers in watered milk. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps 1.

ii. § 2 A supper of bread and cheese and watered beer

awaited him downstairs.

b. fig. Weakened in character or force by altera-

tion or addition. Also watered-down,
1897 F. Harrison in Daily News 2 Jan. 3/5 A watered

orthodoxy and a timid ecclesiasticism. 1898 Westm. Gaz.

37 July 8/1 The religious and the profane alike are., anxious

to know if the revised Decalogue. .is to be only a watered-

down version of the Mosaic Tables. 1921 G. C. Field Moral
Theory xii. 153 It is only in a watered-down form that it [sc.

love] can be extended, .to the whole of humanity.

c. Of the capital of a trading company: Diluted,

increased in nominal amount by the issue of stock

or shares for which no consideration has been re-

ceived. Cf. Water v. 7 c
1899 Westm. Gaz. 7 Mar. 5/1 Deduct from that £1,250,000

of watered capita!. 1904 Edin. Rev. Jan. 72 The Company
had to pay a dividend on watered capital

6. Of silk or other textile : Having a wavy lus-

trous damask-like pattern or finish. (Cf.Water v. 9.)

?*595 (?• Mfc >r Levant Co. (1904) 87 Waltered and un-

waltered Chamblletts. 1646 Mem. Rokeby (Surtees) 9 For
watered tabba when my lady was at Yorke 6 1. 9 s. 9 d. 1649
Bury Wills (Camden) 220 My watered grogerin gowne.
1665 Hookk Microgr. 8 Of watered Silks, or Stuffc 1714
Fr. Bk. Rates 365 Camlets watered and not watered. 1833
R utter Fonthill .43 The hangings of crimson cloth and
watered moreen are handsome. 1841 S. Warren Ten Thou.
1. viii, Over his waistcoat he wore.. a broad black watered
riband, to which was attached his eyeglass, i860 Geo. Eliot
Mill oh Floss 11. i. That watered-silk she had oncost a pretty

penny. 1893 Liddon Life Pusey I. i. 5 She commonly wore
a watered-silk dress.

b. Similarly of steel = Damascened b.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 384 The watered design of the

true Damascus scymitar. 1880 W. Egerton Handbk. hid.

Arms, India Museum 98 Dagger ;
' Kris *

; watered blade.

1883 F. Pollock in Proc. Roy. Instit. X. 386 The damasked
or ' watered ' appearance of the blades which are most highly
esteemed in the Kast.

1 6. Her. Having water of a specified tinc-

ture. Obs.

1780 Edmosdson Heraldry II. Alph. Arms, Pozvell [Oxford-

shire], .three wells az. watered ar.

WATERFALL.

Water-engine.
f 1. An engine for pumping water to extinguish

fire ; a fire-engine. 06s.

1677 Sir C. Wvche in Essex Papers (Camden) II. 128

The water Engines which are used here when fires happen.
1711 in Pall Mall Gaz. (1887) 19 Sept. 14/1 John Oates,.
is directed by his Lordship to assist with Two Water-Ingines
on the first Notice that shall be given him, when any Fire

breaks out. i8os Acekdi Trav. I. 212 The town has three
water-engines.

2. An engine to raise water ; a water pumping
engine.

1*685 Phil, Trans. XV. 1254 A Letter, subscribed W. Tenon,
concerning Dr. Papin's new Water-Engine. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. II. 340 Edward Ford. .made the great water
Engine.. for the serving the Inhabitants of the Strand.

17:2 J. Jamfs tr. Le Blond's Gardening 191 You must have
Recourse to Waier-Engines, which raise it from the Bottom
of Wells, into receiving Cisterns. 1811 J. T. in Risdon's

Surv. Devon Introd. 20 Mines, .which. . have some of the

most, .powerful water engines. 1886 I. Barrowman Sc,
Mining Terms 71 Water-engine, an engine used exclusively

for pumping water.

3. An engine driven by water power or by which
water power is applied.

1858 Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 146 Water-engine. .

.

Hydraulic wheels.. are by far the most common expedients
by which water power is applied.

So f Water-engineer, an official charged with

the management of municipal lire-engines.

1711 in Pall Mall Gaz. (1887) 19 Sept. 14/1 The Lord
Mayor, to prevent the Calamities that may happen by Fire,

has Ordered Publick Notice to be given, That John 0:itt.-s,

Water-Ingineer to the Honourable City of Dublin [etc.].

Waterer (wO tarsi), [f. Water v. + -KB l
.]

1. One who waters plants, crops, etc. lit. and fig.
In 17th c. religious literature somewhat common in allu-

sions to 1 Cor. iii. 7, 8.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. iii. 6-7 Yf the

husband mannc be of thys dysapoynttd, nothyng in maner
preuayleth, the gardiner, nor yet the waterer. 1602 Carew
Cornwall 1.80 This ill weed, . . maugre the warmers and
waterers, hath by her Maiesties gracious breath beene euer

parched vp. 1607 IR. Parker] Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr,

II. v. 2 The Magistrate must be a remoouer, or reviver of

the Ceremonies controversed : a weeder or a waterer of them.
1621 R. Johnson Way to Glory 23 The very titles that the

holy Ghost doth giue them [sc. gospellers] in Scripture,, .as

..Waterers, Builders, Stewards, [etc.]. 1703 J. Freame
Test, in C. Marshal Sion's Trav. (1704) b v b, He was both

a Planter, as well as a Waterer in God's Vineyard. 1842

hovnou Suburban Hort. 2S7 Watering plants in pots requires

much more consideration on the part of the waterer than
watering in free soil.

t b. One who practises irrigation. Obs. rare.

1789 T. Wright Meth. WateringMeadows (1790) 22 This
method. .is. .taught by a systematical waterer in Stafford-

shire.

f 2. = Aquarius. Obs. rare- 1
.

1546 Gassar's Prognost. b v, In ye signe Aquari or waterer.

3. One who is sent ashore to obtain a supply of

fresh water for a ship's company.
1773 Hawkesworth Voy. III. 498 Having.. sent the boat

away, [he] set out to join the waterers by land. 1777 G.
Forster Voy. round World I. 127 Sail-makers, coopers,

waterers, and wood-cutters. 1781 Gentl. Mag. LI. 278 The
Indians still continuing troublesome, and attacking the

waterers with stones at the well.

4. One who supplies animals with drinking water.

1844 Dickens Mart. Cht/z. xxxi, He was a mere waterer

of horses. x888 Doughtv Trav. Arabia Deserta I. 27 The
shift of waterers was sent out.. to seek a cattle pool some
miles lower in the valley.

f 5. A visitor at a spa or watering-place. Obs.

1776 S. J. Pratt Pupil ofPleas. (1777) I. 59 My wife says,

he understands to a nicety, what, some of the waterers [at

' Buxton bath '] call, the etiquette of dress.

6. A watering vessel. 1891 in Century Diet.

Waterfall (wj-laafjl). [f. Water sb. + Fall
sb. ; OE. had warfergefeall. Cf. G. wasserfall,

-gefal/(e, ON. vatnfiall.]

1. A more or less perpendicular descent of water

from a height over a ledge of rock or precipice ; a

cascade, cataract.

998 Crawford Charters (1895) 2iyEfter heafdon to bam
wa;terjefeal a;fter streame. [137a in Shropsh. Arch. Soc.

Trans. Ser. III. IV. 225 Johannes de Watrefal.] 14. . Neio-

tninster Cartnl. (Surtees) 63 Sicud Derestrete vadit inter

Filton et Toland usque ad Waterfal, et a Waterfal per

Slade. 1411 Inquisition in Hutchinson Durham (1787) II.

381 Villa de Langley & le waterfall. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1.

21 This River hath foure great water fals. 17*5 De Foe
I 'oy. round World( 1840J 343 A noise . . as ofa mighty cataract

or waterfall. 1838 Lytton Leila \. iii, The silver tinkling of

waterfalls chimed melodiously within the gardens, i860

Tyndall Glac. 1. vii. 50 The ice cascade.. appeared.. like

the foam of a waterfall.

transf. 1889 Stevenson Master of Baltantrae ix. 252

When . . we lay becalmed . . in a gasping heat, which was pre-

sently exchanged for a surprising waterfall of rain.

Comb. 1867 MacGregor ' Rob Roy* in Baltic 123 Numer-

ous wheels, with waterfall spray rising slowly in the morning

air.

2. Such an inclination of the ground as will faci-

litate the fall or drainage of water.

isaa in Exck. Rolls Scot. XV. 601 Terras Thome Haithry

..ex parte occidentali et in longitudine caude ascendendo

prope caput montis et le watterfaw earundem. 1590 Reg.

Mag. Sig. Scot. 611/3 The saidis landis of Schoirthoip

streikand south as the hill or wattir fall thairof gais to the

landis of Dalgleis. 1603 Ibid. 506/2 Passing as the water
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fall upoun the braaheid gangis [to] the merchis of Brume-
hous. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Flax, But in some parts

of the country, a sufficiency of water and water-fall is not to

be met with. 1859 R. F. Burton Cent*: Afr. in Jml.Geog.
Soc. XXIX. 73 Caused by want of waterfall, its only efficient

remedy would be [etc.].

f 3. A swift stream tumbling in a rocky bed, a

rapid. Obs.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 366 To fire the Brambles,
tnare the Birds, and steep In wholsom Water-falls the

woolly Sheep. 1726 Leoni Albert?s Archil. II. 122/1 You
may level a Torrent or Water-fall by laying a barrier across

the Stream. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. via. 21S The complicated
beauties which occurred in this extraordinary water-fall.

4. Coal-mining. A special ' head ' of water to

be turned down a pit-shaft when needed.

*797 J- Curr Coal Viewer 33 A stream of water with a
waterfall of about half the depth of the pit is necessary, if

any business of consequence must be done, i860 lire's Diet.

Arts (ed. 5) III. 957 This distribution was often fraught

with such danger, that a torrent of water had to be kept in

readiness, under the name of the waterfall, to be let down to

extinguish the fire in a moment. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal

ff Coal-mining 2og The waterfall, formed by turning a special

stream into the downcast shaft, or by allowing the pump-
cisterns to run over, is a useful auxiliary, especially for

driving in air after an accident.

5. A neckcloth, scarf, or tie with long pendant

ends. 1 Obs.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxvi, Benjamin, the

Jew money-lender, ..dressed in a gaudy figured satin waist-

coat and waterfall.

8. A chignon ; also, a wave of hair falling down
the neck below the chignon or net. (Orig. U.S.')

1866 MRS. Whitney Leslie Goldthwaite Hi, The brown silje

net.. had given way all at once into a great hole under the

waterfall, and the soft hair would fret itself through. 1875
Spectator (Melbourne) 22 May 27/2 The young lady that

affects waterfalls, the Grecian bend, or the kangaroo hop.

1890 Daily Neivs 1 Sept. 5/3 Human hair. .goes through

long processes of purification before it is made up into the

wig^, chignons, waterfalls, &c.

Wa "ter-fast, a. Sc. = Watertight.
1550 Abslr. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow (1804) I; 19

To keip the bwyth wattir fast with haile tymmyr, lofting,

and flure. a 1568 Satt'r. Poems Reform, xlvi. 16 To pomp
als oft as 5e may haill, Jeill nevir hald hir watter-fast. 1574
liurgh Rec. Glasgoiu (1876) 20 For helping to repair the said

kirk and haldyng of it wattirfast. 1898 Ld. E. Hamilton
Mawkin ofFlow xviii. 254 The shieling's well biggit and as

waterfast as a sowen-tub.

Wa*ter-fi nder. [Cf. G. wassofinder.] One
who finds subterranean springs or supplies of water

by means of a divining-rod ; a dowser.

1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 708/2 He has added the . . pro-

fession of water-finder. 1902 Nature 30 Jan. 304/2 The
employment of a dowser or ' water-finder ' is suggested.

St) "Wa'ter-fTnding vbl. sb. Also atlrib.

1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 708/2, I spent many hours

sauntering about with the water-finding fork in my hands.

/B99 A. Lang in Daily News 10 July 8/2 Hegel believed in

the water-finding faculty. 1906 Times 27 Sept. 13/2 A
number of letters on water-finding were published in 'The

Times during the winter of 1904-5-

Wa'ter-fiag. The yellow flag or flower-de-luce,

Iris Pseudacorits.

1578 Lytz Dodoens u. xli. 199 The wilde yellow Iris is nowe
called., in Englishe .. Wilde flagges, water flagges, and
Lauers. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 2 Yallow water
flower-de-luce, water flagges, Seggs. 1808 Scott Marmion
vi. xxxvii, And shepherd boys repair To seek the water-flag

and rush. 1842 Tennyson MoHe dArtA. 63 The many-
knotted waterflags, That whistled stiff and dry about the

marge. 1847 C. Bronte J<uie Eyre xxi, A group of reeds

and water-flags.

Wa'ter-flood. [OE. w&ter/lod; see Water sb.

and Flood sb. Cf. MHG. wa^ervluot (mod.G.
wasserflut), MLG. watarvldt, ON. vatnsjldd.]

1. A moving flood or overflowing of water, a

tempestuous sea.

C893 ^Elfred Oros. 1. vi. 36 On baes Ambicuones tide

wurdon swa mycele waeterflod jeond ealle world. 1535
Coverdale Ps. xxix. io The Lorde stilleth [1539 Bible
sitteth aboue] the water floude. 1571 Golding Calvin on
Ps. Ixix. 20. 261 They see the ungodly rush uppon them,

without staye, and too rage like a waterflud. a 1593 Marlowr
Ovid's Elegies ir. x. 14 Why addst thou.. to the vast deepe
sea fresh water flouds? 1871 Macduff Mem. Palmos xx.

273 Not like the abrupt and sweeping waterflood, but rather

like the silent dew as it distills imperceptibly on blade and
flower. 1902 Monthly Rev. Aug. 171 Her hair was all about
him like a water-flood ; her kisses on his brow.

f 2. collectively. Water as opposed to land. Obs.
c 1200 Ohmin 17567 O lifTt, o land, o waterrflod, Wib fele

kinne shafTte. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 92 For riht as veines
ben of blod In man, riht so the water iiod Ther^he of his

cours makth ful of veines.

3. A body or mass of water in flood.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1872 A Grype..A way. .bare her
yong son Ouer a water fflood. Over in to a wyldernes There
seynt Antony ermet was. 1864 Swinburne Atalanta 1380

O that I now, I too were By deep wells and water-floods.

1917 O. WiLDRiDGE Captains <$ Co. ix. 10S And now, as the

tu^ drew near, there trailed across the intervening strip of
water-flood a snatch of ' Auld Lang Syne '.

Wa*ter-flow ; er. A flower growing in water

;

the representation of such a flower in metal, in cm-
broidery, etc.

1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 115 Old spanges and
water floures of silver. X509 IVill in Archseologia LXVI.
313 Item ij. aulter clothes Crymsen velwett vpon velwet sett

jjwakr flowres. Ibid. 340 Itmavestymentof blue velvett

fiorfreis of crymsyn cloth of gold enbroderid w l water

floures. 1599 Breton Will of Wit (Grosart) 37/2, I must

learne to make a waterflower, in an old ragge, good enough
for a sampler for mee. c 1830 Mrs. Hemans Streams 4 Ye
[streams] that are born of the valleys deep, With the water-

flowers on your breast asleep.

Water-fly. [FLK sb. 1
] A fly that frequents

water and the water-side.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. v. ii. 60 Rather on Nylus mudde
Lay me starke-uaked, and let the water-Flies Blow me into

abhorring. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. xii.

109 Water-rails., feed upon water-snails and water-flies. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 359 The Common Water-FHe..is
by some called the Notonecta. 1818 Keats Endym. 11. 135
Quick waterflies and gnats were sporting still. 1828 Davy
Salmonia 53 Even in December and January there are a
few small gnats or water flies on the water. 1910 Encycl.
Brit. II. 28/1 The matching of the fly with the insect on the

water is a matter of much nicety, for the water-flies are of

many shades and colours,

fig. 160a Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 84 Dost know this waterflie?

1606 — Tr. fy Cr. v. i. 38 Ah how the poore world is pestred
with such water-flies, diminutiues of Nature.

Waterfowl (wjrtwfaul). [f. Water sb. +
Fowl^. ; cf. OHG. wa^arvogel (mod.G. wasser-),

Du. watervogel.] Any bird that frequents the

water, or inhabits the margin of lakes, rivers, seas,

etc. ; in mod. use chiefly applied to the larger kinds

of swimming birds, esp. those which are regarded

as game. Often collect, sing, for pi.

a 1300 Cursor M. 398 pe fifte dai. .On watur fuxol and fiss

he wroght. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 327 But watir foule

sate lowest in the dale. Ibid. 554 The watir foules. 1398
Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxix. (1495) 140 Water foules

haue bytwene theyr toes and clawes as it were a skynne. 1433
Lydg. S. Edmund u. 162 Al watir foul and foul upon thelond.

1538 Elyot Diet., Querquedula, a waterfowle callyd a teale.

« 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. v. 1382 Where thou
shall see.. White Swannes, and many louely water fowles.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637)499 Great store ofyoung
water-fowle. 1798 Coleridge Pari. Oscilt. 29 You know
that water-fowl that cries, Quack ! Quack ! ? 1843 Marryat
M. Violet xliv, The water-fowls are plentiful, such as swans,
geese, ducks. 1870 Bkxant Iliad n. 564 As when water-

fowl of many tribes— Geese, cranes and long-necked swans
— disport themselves.
attrib. 1903 Amer. Sportsman's Libr. IV. (title) The
Water-Fowl Family.

Water-front. Orig. U.S.

1. Land or buildings abutting on a river, a lake,

the sea, etc. ; the frontage of a town on the water-

side.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits iii. 47 A people so skilful and
sufficient in economizing water-front by docks, warehouses,

and lighters. 1883 Harper's Mag. May 813/2 The water-

front is lined with shipping. 1896 Howells Impressions <y

Exp. 256 The ugliness is. .that of all city water-fronts. 1897
Kipling Capt. Cour. x. 230 Boat-builders, and coopers, and
all the mixed population of the water-front.

attrib. 1918 Punch 27 Mar. 206/1 In many a sailors' drink-

ing-place and water-front saloon.

2. ' A water-heater set in the front of a stove

'

(Webster 191 1).

Water-furrow, sb. [Cf. G. wasserfurcke.]

A deep furrow made for conducting water from the

ground and keeping it dry.

854 in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 78 On pa weter furh innan
smalan broc. c 1440 Promp. Pari 1

. 213/1 Gryppe, or a
gryppel, where water rennythe a-way in a londe, or water
forowe, arathtncula. Ibid. 518/1 Waterfotowe[7'.rr. -foore,

-fore], in londe, elicus
t

sulcus. 1481 Cov. Leet Bk. 510
Strecchyng down be a watir-fforough where some-tyme was
adiche&a heye vnto pe watir of Shirburn. 1483 Calk. Angl.
410/2 A Watir fure, elix. #1677 T. Manton Serm. Ps.

cxix. 23 (1725) I. in As Husbandmen when their ground is

overflowed by waters, make Ditches and Water-furrows to

carry it away. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Mar. (1744) 32
[Standing water must be] drain'd off with Water-Furrows.
1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 49 Unless the water
collected from the different ' buts ' or * ridges ', can easily get

away, it will be to no purpose to facilitate its passage from
these . . by ' water-furrows \ or small cuts made by the plough
or spade. 1842 Sproule Agric. (ed. 2) 70 These open furrows

serve, likewise, for drains to carry off the surface-water, and
being cleared out after the seed is sown, they are termed
water-furrows.
attrib. 1812 Sir T. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 146 The

40 ridges will require 79 turnings of the sower and harrows,

and 4 1 turnings of the water-fur plough.

"Water-furrOW, v. [f. prec] trans. To make
water-furrows in (land). Hence Wa'ter-fuTrow-
ing vbl, sb.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 13 If a drye season come before

Candelmasse. .'\t[sc. the ridged fallow] wolde be caste downe
and waterforowed bytwene the landes. 1557 Tusser 100
Points Husb. xxii. (1878) 223 The sede being sowne, water*

forow thy ground. 1560 Pilkington Aggcus Giv b, Let hym
. . water, hedge, and watei forow, or what other thyng so euer

he can deuise to make the ground fruitfull. 1662 Atwf.ll
Faithf. Surveyor 91 It follows now to speak of those that

must oe done either chiefly by the spade, or onely the spade.

Chiefly by the spade, called water-furrowing. 1707 Morti-
mer Husb. Kal., October.. Well Water-furrow, and Drain
new sown Corn Land. 1743 in R. Maxwell Set. Trans. Agric.
Scot. 41 Plow up the Land and water-fur it. 1812 Sir J.
Sinclair Syst. Hush. Scot. 1. 207 In preparing land for a
crop, water-furrowing is a very important operation. 1813
Vancouver Agric. Devon 140 The furrows [should be] struck
out with a plough,, .and the field left gripped and water*
furrowed. 1902 Daily Chron. 3 Feb. 7/5 The cost of pro-

ducing wheat.. is per acre about as follows :—Twelve carts

of manure at 5s. per cart, £3;.. water-furrowing, is.

Wa"ter-gall. Also 9 dial. -gull. [f. Water
sb. + Gall so? : = G. wassergalle in various senses,

also MLG. ivatergalle in sense 2.]

f 1. A boggy tract in a field. Obs,

1285 Yorks. Deeds (Yorks. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 198 note.
Cum toto prato suo falcabili, ut in capitibus, herbagiis, ranis,

et watergallis. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xviii. 38 The Alder is of
all other the most faithful lover of watery and boggy places,

and those most desuis'd weeping parts, or water-galls of
Forests.

2. A secondary or imperfectly-formed rainbow

;

also applied to various other phenomena in the

clouds that are believed to portend rain. Now dial.

:

cf. Wkathergall.
1594 Shaks. Lucr. 1588 And round about her teare-dis-

tatned eye Blew circles stream'd, like Rain-bows in the skie.

These watergalls in her dim Element, Foretell new stormes.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 16 As the Water-gall
is the Image, Shadow, or weak Representation of the Rain-
bow. 1744 H. Wali'ole Let. to Mann 29 June, False good
news are always produced by true good, like the watergall
by the rainbow. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11. (1780),

Oeil de bouc, water- gall, or weather-gall.

•f*
3. A watery bubble in the liver of swine. [So

G. wassergal/e 1587.] Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 685 Sometimes there appeare

[in swine] certaine blathers in the liuer of water, which are

called water-gals.

4. ? A flaw in a material or a manufactured article

caused by the settling of water in a particular spot.

(Implied in Watergalled a.) [Cf. G. wasscrgalle>

flaw in marble.]

1 1 enceWater-galleda. .having water-galls(see 4).
1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 934 The greatest difficulty formerly

experienced in the paper manufacture upon the continuous
system of Fourdrinier, was to remove the moisture from the

pulp, and condense it with sufficient rapidity, so as to prevent
its becoming what is called water-galled.

t Watergang. Obs. Also 3 -gong. [f.Water
sb. + Gang sb. 1 Cf. ON. vatn(agang-r flood,

(M)Du. watergang watercourse, G. wassergang
flow of water, watercourse.]

1. A flood.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 662 Nembrot gat hise feres red, for (5at

he hadde of water dred, To maken a tur, wel he3 & strong,

Of tigel and ter, for water-gong.

2. A watercourse, esp. an artificial watercourse, a

mill-leat or the like.

?«izoo in Dugdale Monast. (1661) II. 920/2 Omnibus
baillivis de Besintone. .Robertus de Curci salutem : mando
vobis. .quatinus justicietis meos homines de Snargate, ut

faciant wallas & watergangas & clausuras wallarum. 1209
[*The word watergangs occurs, .in an inedited charter of La
C'apelle' (Archseologia 1893, Ser. n. III. 295 note)]. 1322 in

Muniments Magd. Coll. Oxf. (1882) 145. 1433 Sc. Acts
Jas. /(1814) II. 22/2 pat he breif vndirwrittyn haf courss

quhil be next parliament alanerly of wattir gangis bat is to

say of milne leidis & of nane vthir thingis. 1509 Reg. Mag
Sig. Scot. 702/2 Le Wattirgang, aque sive torrentis de
Greneiaw. Ibid. 703/1 Le Wattirgang diet, molendini.

1601 Ibid. 391/2 Passand south up the auld rin or watergang
of the Teillburne. 1754 T. Gardner Hist. Dumvich 96 In

the year 1740 the men of Dunwich were digging a Trench
near their Old-Port, cross the Beach, to make a Watergang
to drain their Marshes.

3. Sc* Law. (See quot.)
1681 Stair Inst. Law Scot. 1. xvii. § 12. 345 A Watergang

is a Servitude, of conveying Water thorow the servient

Ground for the use of the Dominant.

Water-gas.
1. A gas made by forcing steam over incandescent

carbon ; used as fuel, and when carburetted as an

illuminator.

1851 Mecltanic's Mag. LIV. 129 {Heading of article.)

Water gas. Ibid. LV. 24 The generation of water gas free

from carbonic acid is a problem of great importance. 1897

AUbutt's Syst. Med. II. 960 So serious have been the conse-

quences of the inhalation of ' water gas ' that some English

public bodies have been obliged to do away with it.

2. Water in the form of vapour.
i88i Judd Volcanoes 22 The whole mass passes at once

into the condition of steam or water-gas. 188a C. P. Smith
in Nature 5 Oct. 551/2 If a meteorological spectroscope can

. .show the. .fact of watery vapour being in the atmosphere,

it may also. .be able to quantify.. the proportions of such
aerial supply of water-gas at different times.

Wa'ter-gate l
. [Gate sbX\

•f*
L. A sluice or floodgate. Obs.

1408 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1809) XIV. 517 Lesspowteslignea
ducentia aquam a dicto Watergate usque dictam rotam.

1458-9 Memorials of Fountains (Surtees) III. 58 Pro
factura le Wateryattes per Th. bute in fontans fell, ij s. 1577

Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 748/2 The sydof the puill foranent the

waiter yet of the Hauch of Dalkeith. 1385 Higins Junius'
Nomencl. 391/1 Emissarium,..a. floud gate : awateigate:

a sluce: a waire. 1755 Johnson, Sluice
t
..a Watergate; a

floodgate.

b. trans/, nnd/ig.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 302 After that withinne a throwe He
reynethand thewatergatesUndoth. Ibid. I. 312 Frohevene

out of the watergates The reyni Storm fell down algates.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 217 pe v. watyr-gatys of 3oure pytt ai n

joure v. bodyly wyttes, as ensostom seyth...pise ben be v.

watyr-gatys, be fyve entrees wherby waty r of curse & wose of

synne entryn a^en in-to bi pytt of lustys, but bei be stoppyd.

1606 Svlvrsteii Du Bar/as 11. iv. it. Magnif. 1241 If, with

ten-fold chain, Thy hand hath lockt the Water-gates cf

Rain. 1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 25 To open well her Water-

gate, and best supply her Mill.

2. A gate (of a town, a castle, etc.) giving access

to the water-side.

c 1380 Stir Ferumb. 4651 pan was bar a geant ful of pryde,

And openede be water-gate wyde, Ys name was enfachoun.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 918 In at a \vatur-3ate, Ther men vytayled

by bate That castel with comes. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.

111. 1135/2 The curteine betwixt the Watergate and the
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soldiers prison on the wall. 1624 Middlfton Game at Chess

in. i. 50 Pack up my plate and goods, and steal away By
night at water-gate. 1679 Pbanck Narr. Popish Plot 9 The
Watergate (as they call it, that is the furthermost Gate or

Passage going down out of the Strand to the Waterside) of

Sommerset-House. 17a* De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 225 Two
. .regiments, .kept possession of the water-gate, .of the town.

1867 Morris Jason vii. 123 She came down to a gilded

water-gate, Which with a golden key she opened straight.

191 1 G. M. Trevelvan Garibaldi $ Making ofItaly vii.

165 On the same evening the last of the Bourbons and his

queen were leaving the Palace of Naples by the water-gate

and taking ship for Gaeta.

b. A gate through which supplies of water are

brought.

1535 Coverdale Neh. viii. 3 In the strete that is before the
Watergate.

3. A place through which water-traffic passes.

1893 F. Adams New Egypt 90 It is strange. .to find that a
short passage up a series uf rapids has brought you. .among
a people almost as different from the people.. of Egypt...
This water-gate is an absolute division, ethnologically as well

as geologically. 1907 A. J. Phillips {title) Gravesend : the
Water-gate of London.

Wa*ter-gate 2
. [Gate sb.2] north, and Sc.

1. A channel for water, a watercourse.
1368-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 575 In exp. factis pro

uno Watergat pro miners de Raynton, Sit. 17s. $d. 1408
Durham Ace. Rcdlin Eng. Hist. Rev. XIV. 517 Soluta..
laborariis, operantibus et facientibus unum Watergate ex-

tendentem de Heribourne usque dictum forgeum. 1417
Engl, Misc. (Surtees) 13 And bryng of his coste the water-
gate overthwarte at the ende of the same newe house. 1447
Script. Ires (Surtees) App. p. cccxiii, Alsa the said John
[etc.] sail.. labour and wyn a Watergate for wynnyng of cole

in the same colepit. 1668 Vorks. Deeds (Yorks. Arch. Soc,
Rec. Ser.) II. 115 To carry a sufficient sough and water-gate
through the demised ground, a 1800 Jamie Tetfer xii. in

Child Ballads V. 250/1 Now Jamie is up the water-gate,
Een as fast as he can drie.

2. Sc. * An act of voiding urine* (Jam.), Hence
in fig. phrase (cf. Water sb. 18 c).

1721 J Kelly Sc. Prov. 396 I'll watch your Watergate.
That is, I'll watch for an Advantage over you.

Wa*ter-gauge, -gage. (See quots.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Water-gage, .an Instrument to

gage or measure the Quantity or Depth of any Water. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm 1 1. 316 When the boiler is observed
to have got a sufficient supply—which is indicated by a
float water-gauge—the discharge from the pump is turned
off. i885 J. Barrowman Sc. Muting Terms 71 Water,
gauge, a U-shaped glass tube for measuring the difference
of pre-sure between the intake and return air; an indicator
showing the quantity of water in a steam boiler ; a notched
board for measuring flow of water.
attnb. 1883 W. C. Russell Sailors* Lang., Water-gauge

cocks, small cocks placed in front of a marine boiler, by open*
ing which the height of the water in the boiler is ascertained.

[Water-gauge, -gage, explained in many
Diets, to mean ' a sea-wall or bank to restrain the

current and overflowing of the water ', is a spurious
word, evolved from the false reading watcrgaugia,
•iis

t
-torn/n(or walergangia, etc (= Watergang 2)

in the 1597 edition of a Komney charter of 1252.
The explanation WU given in Spelinan's Glossarium (1664),

whence it was copied in the Dictionarinm Rusticum\\-]G\)
%

followed by Phillips (ed. Kersey, 1706) and later Diets]

Wa'ter-glass.
1. A water-clock or clepsydra.
1661 [T. POWBU.] Hum. Industry 4 The Naslcan Scipio

was the first thit brought the use of Water-glasses amongst
them, aid distinguished the hours of day and night. 1665
The.ykkk Light to Longitude To Rdr, The measuring of
Distances betwixt any two Meridians by Pendulums, Sand-
glasses, Water-glasses, &c 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. Suppl.
Chron. 147/1 Machinery of this kind was previously unknown
in Siam, time being generally measured by water-glasses.
1862 Grote Greece u. Ixvii. VI. 74 With full notice to de-
fendants and full time of defence measured by the water-
glass [ed. 1850 clock].

f2. A surface of water serving as a mirror, nonce-
use,

1610 J. Davies (Heref.) Panegyr. in R. VaughatCs Water*
Workes B2D, Such is this Waier-glasse, wherein these
Times Do see how to adorne their Meades in Greene.

+ 3. A glass finger-bowl. Obs.
1766 Smollett Trav. I. v. 66, I know of no custom more

beastly than that of using water-glasses, in which polite
company spirt, and squirt, and spue the filthy scourings of
their gums, under the eyes of each other. 1776 Twiss Tour
Ireland 37 The filthy custom of using water-glasses after
meals is as common as in England., no well-bred persons
touch their victuals with their fingers, and consequently such
ablutions ought to be tinnecessary. 1784 Cowpf.r Let. W.
Univin 5 Apr., Your mother.. begs you will buy for her
eight blue, deep blue, water glasses.

4. A glass vessel to contain water ; esp. such a
vessel intended for keeping plants in water.
i6ii Sc. Bk. Rates in Holyburton''s Ledger (1867) 309

Walter glasses the dozen, xls. 1824 Loudon Greenhouse
Co/up. 1. 10 Wherevera few plants in pots, or bulbs in water-
glasses, are kept in a room, the same objection may be
raised. 1849 Etorist 46 A Hyacinth removed from the water-
glass should have its roots nicely arranged in good sandy
soil. 185a Thackerw Esmond m. v, ' Is the Queen dead ?

'

cries out liolingbroke, seizing on a water-glass.

5. An instrument for making observations beneath
the surface of water, consisting of a bucket with a
glass bottom ; a water-telescope.
1848 Johns Week at Lizard 75 The fishermen say, that

they can., descry, with the help of their water-glasses, pieces
of cannon lying at the bottom. x88i E. Ingersoll Oyster
Industry 249 Water-glass, a bucket with a partial glass
bottom, through which the position of sponges is sought.

(Florida reefs.) 1902 A. Alcock Naturalist in Ind. Seas 49
A water-glass., is a wooden funnel, with a window of good

E
late-glass in the broad end and a pair of handles about
alfway up.

6. An aqueous solution of silicate of soda or pot-

ash (or of both),which solidifies when exposed to the

air. It is nsed for many purposes, e.g. as a vehicle

for fresco-painting, as a paint for rendering material

incombustible, for pickling eggs, etc.

1859 Exclesiologist XX. 283 Water-glass seems likely to

offer a substitute for enamel. 1867 Brande & Cox Diet.
Sci.elc, Waterglass .. is a soluble alkaline silicate, a liquified

flint, made by boiling silica in an alkali. 1880 Times 25 Dec.
5 '6 What is designated ' Herr Windsperger's fire-extinguish-
ing solution ', which is an aqueous solution of silicate of soda,
the substance commonly known under the name of ' water-
glass '. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 14 May 2/1, I have just bought
eleven score of new-laid eggs, .and put them down in water-
glass to use all through the time when ei;gs are dear.

b. atlrib.

1862 Catal. Internal. Exlu'b., Brit. 1 1. No. 5916 The three
pictures.. are painted—that in the centre panel., in oil, the
two inthe side panels in fresco, in the water-glass or stero-

chromic method. 1862 Lend. Society 258 The new picture
is commonly designated a fresco. It is really a water-glass
painting. 1883 R. Haldank Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 295/1
The water-gla^s paint. .is liable to be washed away when
exposed to rain. 1905 W. HolmAN Hunt Pre-Raph. II. 332
Silica or water-glass painting was substituted for Maclise's
' Waterloo ', .the two water-glass paintings.

Wa'ter-gfrass. A name applied to various

grasses and grass-like plants growing in the water;
also dial. (Warw.) to ' various species of Equisetum '

(Brittkn & Holland).
The application to the pond-weed (Potamogeton) in quot.

1585 may possibly be an error.

1585 HtGlNS Junius' Nomencl. 134/1 Potamogdon^fonti-
naiis,

. .pondweedeor wotergrasse. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1.

x. xiGramenaquaticum, Water grasse, or as we may terme
it, Water burre grasse. Ibid. xi. 13 The place and time in

which theygrowe.difiereth not from the other Water,grasse&
1765 Museum Rust. I V. 128 Our flote fescue is a water-grass,
and cannot be made bay of, at least without being dragged
from out of the water. 1848 Schombukck Hist. Barbados
585 Panicum spectabile . . Scotch Grass. Water Grass. 1856
Olmsted Slave States 69 Broad, silent pools, around the
edges of which remained a skirt of ice, held there by bushes
and long, broken water-grasses. 1875 Mei.liss St. Helena
342 J uncus capensis, Thunb.-Spreading Water Grass, or
Rush. 1869 Blackmorb Lorua D. vii, Blades of last year's
water-grass, trembling in the quiet places.

^1 b. Anglo-Irish perversion of "Water-cress.
1726 Thkelkf.ld Synopsis Stir/. Hibem., Nasturtium

aquaticum supinum, . .Water-cresses. . .It is called about the
Street by the abusFve Name of Water-grass. 1880 Antrim
<y Down Gloss.

t "Water-grave. Obs. [See Grave sb$ and
sbA~\ A water-bailiff. In quot. 1617 ?repr. G.
wassergraf,
1479 Hexham Priory, Black Bk. (Surtees) II. 73 Et ale-

graves, watere-graves, et iiij juratos. 1617 Moryson /tin,
111. 280 Water-Graves (overseeing Lakes and Rivers for

Swannes, fishing and other like things) are offices given at
the Princes pleasure and not proper to any Familie.

Wa-ter-gruel.
1. Thin gruel made with water instead of milk.
14. . Rules fy Const. Nuns Syon hi. in Aungur Syon {1840)

393 On water dayes sche schal ordeyne for bonnes or newe
brede, water grewel. 1589 K. Harvey Pl.Perc. Ded., Like
a whelp that had scalded his mouth with lapping vp hotte
water Grewel]. 1667 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 100, 5.7. for

cunans and raisons, oatmell, sugar, and pruans, to make
water gruell. 1705 E. Ward Hudibras Rediv. IV. 8 So have
I seen . .A sick Man sipping Water-Gruel. 1782 Miss
Blrnev Cecilia ix. iv, Breakfast on water-gruel. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xii, She was glad to acquiesce, and even to go
to bed, and drink water-gruel. 185a J. Savory Dom. Med.
(ed. 4) 310 Water Gruel. Put a large spoonful of oatmeal,
or fine Indian meal, by degrees into a pint of water, and
when smooth, boil it.

atlrib. 1871 A. Meadows Midwifery (td. 2) 170 The old-
fashioned tea and water-gruel system has, it is to be hoped,
long since ceased to be.

f 2. fig. as the type of what is insipid. Chiefly
attrib, (quasi-a^V), namby-pamby, characterless.
c 16x3 MinnLEroN No Wit like Woman's n. Hi, Though he

[a wooer] have thousands, And come with a poor Water-
gruel spirit,. , he shall ne'r speed. 1703 Motteux ProL to
Farouhar's Inconstant 14 Your scenes of love, so flowing,
soft, and chaste, Are water-gruel, without salt orta-te. 1753
FOOTS Jhylishm. in Paris 1. i, Their water-gruel jaws sunk
in a thicket of curls, appear for all the world like a lark in a
soup-dish \ 1768 74 Tucker /./. Nat. {1834)11. 430 Had I

continued it [fasting] till this time, I believe my chapters
would have dissolved into a water-gruel style. 1784 R. Bage
Barham Downs II. 129 A pretty, sweet, smiling, flexible,

insipid, water-gruel girl. 1811 Miss L. M. Hawkins C'less

fy Gertr. I. 76 His wife, a mere water-gruel character.

Hence f Water-gruellish a.

1812 Sarah Lady Lyttelton Let. 28 Apr. Corr. v. (1912)
132, I was of the greatest use in putting in a water-gruellish
sort of observation every now and then, just to fill up the

pauses.

Water-hammer.
1. An instrument used to illustrate the fact that

in a vacuum liquids and solids fall at the same rate.

It consists of a hermetically sealed tube exhausted
of air and partly filled with water. When the tube
is quickly reversed, the water falls on the end with
a noise like that of a hammer.
1805 Nicholson's Jml.Nat. Philos. (8°) XI. 217 The water,

hammer. This instrument, which is made and sold by the
glass-blowers and barometer-makers, consists of [etc. J- 1870

Tvndall Heat iv. § 131. (ed. 4) 1:2 One effect of the with,
drawal of the elastic buffer [i. e. the air] is, that the water falls

with the sound of a solid body, and hence this instrument is

called the water hammer.
attrib. 1881 Tvndall Floating Matter oj Airm. 147 A

number of hermetically-sealed tubes charged with the same
infusion, .have maintained for more than a year, .their water-
hammer sound.

2. Hydraulics. The concussion or sound of con-
cussion of water in a pipe when its flow is suddenly

;
stopped, or when live steam is admitted.
1891 Century Diet. 1910 Fncycl. Brit. XIV. 67 1 [Hydrau-

lics] If in a pipe through which water is flowing a sluice is

\

suddenly closed so as to arrest the forward movement of the
water, there is a rise of pres-ure.. .This action is termed water
hammer or water ram. 1919 B'ackw.Mag. Feb. 183/2 There

]

came a bubbling roar from the vent.. and then the clang
of a heavy 'water-hammer ' in the pipe as the tank filled.

b. Path. Water-hammerpulse) a jerky pulse with

I

a full expansion, followed by a sudden collapse.

1899 Alibutt's Syst.Med.W. 388 The well-known 'water-
hammer pulse 'or 'pulse of unfilled arteries 'of aortic regurgi-
tation.

3. Surg, A metal hammer heated in boiling

water, used to produce a blister by gently striking

the skin. 1891 Century Diet. 1911 Webster.

Water-head.
1. The head or source of a stream ; the land ad-

1 joining the source of a stream.
1567 in 6th Rep. Hist. HISS. Comm. 642/2 Ane new gift.,

of all and haill the four nierk land and the half of the waiter-
held. 1900 Daily News 26 Jan. 31 We descended the hill,

I
nnd, passing by the waterhead his father so loved in the old

days of his carriage tours, we drove to the church. 1901
Scotsman 16 Sept. 10/5 The men o' the wateriieads surround
Phildgar in grim array,

2. = Head sd. 17.

1856 Olmsted Slave Stales 7 The celery trenches are

arranged in concentric circles, the water-head being in the
center. 1914 Loud. Q. Rev. Oct. 227 Only about one-
fifteenth of the total length of the dam, or 500 feet, will be
exposed to the maximum water-head of 85 feet.

Water-hen.
1. Any of the various ralline birds, esp. the Moor-

hen, Gallimtla chloroptts.

a 1529 Skelton /'. Sparcnve 453 The dyuendop to slepe;

:
The water-hen to wepe. 1544 Turner Avium Trarcip.

\
I 6, Tptiyyac, trynga, Anglice a water hen, or a mot hen.

;
1621 [see DiDAPPF.r], 1675 Hobbes Odyss. v. 316 And now

! in figure of a Water hen, She sat upon the Raft and to

!
him spake. 1678 Ray Wittughby's Ornith. ill. H, i. 312

j

Section I. Cloven-footed Birds that swim in the Water...
Chap. 1. Of Water-hens or More-hens in general. 1765

I

Sterne Tr. Shandy vm. xxxiv, Thou must, .carefully ab-

I

stain.. from peacocks, cranes, coots, didappers and water-

j
hens, 1844 Hoon Haunted Ho. I. 54 The coot was swimming

I
in the reedy pond, Beside the water-hen. 1867 Morris
Jason xv. 130 So still she stood, that the quick water-hen
Noted her not. 1885 Lady Bkassev The Trades 118 The
specimens included . .rails, water-hens, [etc.].

b. Water-hen hackle, an artificial fly made of the

hackle feathers of the water-hen.

1837 Kirkbride Northern Angler 31 The Water-hen
Hackle, .is an excellent trout-fly.

t 2. Purple water-hen -. = Porfhyrio. Obs.
1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 111. 11. iii. 318 Of the Por-

phyrio, or purple Water-hen. 1743 G. Edwards Nat. Hist.
Birds 11. 87 The Purple Water-Hen.
3. The American coot, lulica americana. Leal
U.S. (Mass.) 1891 Century Diet.

4. East Indian. (See quot.)
1873 E. Balfour Cycl. India (ed. z) V. s.v. Water hen.

The Indian water Inn, Parr a Sinensis,, .is met with in the
north of India, running over the leaves of the lotus.

Wa-ter-hole.
1. A hole or depression in which water collects,

a pond or pool ; a reservoir. Obs. exc. dial, and
Colonial.

1679 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 315 Wee order
that.. two dangerous water holes close by the foote waye
r.eere Richard Jones house on the heath, bee filled upp.
a 1774 Ferglsson Mut. Cornel. Plainstancs fy Causey 126
O' three shillings Scottish souk him, Or in the water-hole
sair douk him. 1817 Oxlry Jrnls. Two £x/ed. N. S. Wales
(1820) 154 At the eighth mile we came upon a small water-
bole, which our poor horses soon emptied. 1843 Marryat
jV. Violet xxi, We., encamped by the side of a small water-
hole, formed by a hollow m the prairie. 1875 Spectator
(Melbourne) 2ojuneo4/i A bottomless waterhole, aoout 300
feet wide, exists at Maryvale homestead, Gipps Land. 1903
Kin.iNG Live Nations 57 Tracked me by the camps I'd
quitted—used the water-holes I'd hollowed.

b. A cavity in the bed of a river, esp., in Colo-
nial use, one that retains water when the river itself

is dry.

170a Osbalpistone Brit. Sportsman 369 Grope to, or
tickle, among fishers, signifies putting ones hand into water-
holes where fish lie. 1848 Wkstgabth Australia Felix 19

I

The courses of all the rivers, with pcarcely any exception,

j

exhibit a series of ponds or water-holes. 1867 E. P. Ramsay

I

in Ibis III. 413 The Musk-Duck frequents alike the lakes,

lagoons, rivers, and even the creeks and water-holes. 1890

Goldfields of Victoria 26 The dry weather has reduced

Boggy Creek to a mere string of water-holes.

f2. Naitt. A hole to allow the escape of water

(see quot.). Obs. rare.

1794 Rigging -y Seamanship I. 117 A water-hole, from 4 to

6 inches in diameter, is made in the second cloth from tach

leech [in Spritsail Course].

Hence "Water-holing", the operation of trenching

between the plants in the cultivation of coffee.
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WATER-HORSE.
1880 Spans' Encycl. Industr. Arts etc. II. 698 A third

operation is called ' trenching ', or * waterholing '. The
trenches are made across the slope, and may be either open
or closed.

Water-horse.
1 1. The hippopotamus. Obs.

1398, 1572, 1600 [see Hippopotamus]. 1601 Holland Pliny

IX. xii. I. 242 Some [water beasts] have a skin over them,

and the same hairie, as the Seales and Water-horses [L.

hippopotami], a 164* Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts IV.

(1704)425/2 In the Lake of Zembre.. there are Water-Horses,

and Water-Oxen.

2. A fabled water-spirit appearing in the form of

a horse. Cf. Kelpie.
1800 LkydeN Tour Highlands (1903) 13 The people of the

vale had been a good deal alarmed by the appearance of that

unaccountable being the water-horse (Each Uisge). 1807

Hogg Mountain Bard Mess John lxiii. note, In some places

of the Highlands of Scotland, the inhabitants are still in

continual terror of an imaginary being, called The Water

Horse. 1893 S. O. Addv Hall 0/ Walthcof 85 A fabulous

water-goblin mostly appearing in the shape of a gray water-

horse. 1903 Bradford Antiq. July 343 A water-horse or

sprite that demands at least one life annually.

3. (See quot.)

1792 G. Cartwright Jrnl. Labrador III. p. x, Water-

horse, newly washed codfish, which are laid upon each other

to drain before they are spread to dry.

Water-house.
1 1. A building in which water is raised from a

river or well into a ' conduit-head ' or reservoir to

be conveyed by means of conduits or pipes for

domestic use. Obs.

1681 T. Dineley Tour Irel. in Trans. Kilkenny Arch.

Soc. Ser. II. IV. 105 A delightful Water house adjoining to

the Bowling Green, which with an Engineof Curious Artifice

by the help of one horse furnisheth all the offices of the

Castle with that necessary Element. This Water house hath

a pleasant Summer banqueting room. 1691 J. Gibson in

Archxologia XII. 187 And yet they have no water but what
is forced from a deep well into a waterhouse, whence they

are furnished by pipes at pleasure. 1697 De For. Ess. Pro-

jects 24 The Water-houses for supplying of the City of

London with Water. 1726 LEON1 Albtrttt Archil. II. 113

Water-houses or Conduit-heads for the reception of the

public water. 1790 Act 30 Geo. Ill c 21 § 1 To make, erect,

construct, repair, and maintain all such.. Water Houses,

Reservoirs,.. Water Wheels.. for raising, forcing, and con-

veying a sufficient Quantity of Water from the said River

Wenson into.. the said City [of Norwich].

2. ? A fanciful name for a boat or canoe, rare.

n6io Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady I. i, The thing by her

commanded, is to see Dovers dreadful cliffe. passing in a

poor Water-house. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1865)

.18 There be more Cannowes in this towne than in all the

whole Patent ; every household having a water-house or two.

1878 Stevenson Inland I'oy. 178 The canal, coming to its

last lock, began to discharge its water-houses on the Oise.

Water-ice.
1. A confection of water and sugar, flavoured and

frozen,

1818 Edin. Rev. XXX. 15 Its granular spongy texture.,

has.. the appearance of concealed syrup, or what the con.

fectioners call water-ice. 1844 T. Masters tfitle), The Ice

Book, . .with . . the most approved recipes for making superior

water-ices and ice-creams.

2. ' Massive ice formed by the direct freezing of

water, and not by the compacting of snow ' (W.

1911).
1882 Geikie Ttxl.it. Geol 11. It vi.111 Water-ice is formed,

1st, by the freezing of the surface. ..2nd, by the freezing of

the layer of water lying on the bottom.

tWa-teried,/Vtf. a Obs.nonce-wd. [f. Watery
a. + -ED.] Made watery.

1562 Watried [see Unoade a.]. 1572 Bossewell Armorit II.

123 The Towers deuyded watried, and in their propre colour.

Waterily (wg-tarili), adv. [f. Watery a + -ly*.]

In a watery manner.
1897 Crockett Lads' Lovt xi, I smiled waterily. 1901 Oxen-

ham Giant Circumstance xxiii, His black eyes smouldered

waterily.

Wateriness (wg'tarines). [f. Wateky a. +

-NESS.]

1 1. concr. Watery constituent or element ; aque-

ous matter contained in or diffused through a

liquid or solid. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxiv. (1495) 725

Whyte wyne is more moyst than blacke bycause of clerenesse

and watrynesse that hath maystry therm. Ibid. xix. lxv.

901 Mylke is the better and more holsom yf the moost deale

of watrynesse is consumpte and wastyd. c 1425 tr. A rderne's

Treat. Fistula elc 30 Take be Iuse of pe herbes . . medled

wib . . hony . . and boile tham so long vnto bat be watrynes of

pe Iuyse be somewhat bikned. ,558 Warde tr. Alexis'

Secrets (1580) 1. vi. 99 The moysture or watrinesse of the

saied quicke siluer cfistilleth out in a vapoure. 1678 K.

R[ussell] tr. Geter n. 1. iv. v. 94 It is expedient to remove

from things to be sublimed the Wateriness only with a very

small Fire.

+ b. Watery secretion. Obs.

c 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 39 And superfine

watrenes swette out fro be place pat was wonte for to file

many lynnen dopes putte atwix. 1543 Traheron Vigo s

Chirurg. 11. i. 48 b, Let y heade be epithemed in the place

wher the aquositie or watrines is. 1605 Tim me Quersit. I.

xvii. 94 It..dryeth up the tears and wateriness of the eyes.

2. The state of being watery ; watery quality or

nature.
. ,

1624 Gataker Transuist. 186 Mere juglers and impostors,

that seeke to..maske with great wordes the naked watri-

nesse of their Baptisme. 1904 Elizabeth m hugen iv. 95

[Bathers] meeting you on this common ground of wateriness.
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3. Superfluity of water as a constituent, connoting

poorness, thinness, insipidity, a. of the blood.

1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1553) H vij. If suche fluxe..

happen of the watrines of blond, giue her to drink., hony of

roses [etc.]. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. r8 Mere wateri.

ness of blood . .does not cause an increased flow of bile.

b. of an article of food.

1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
243 They attempt to remedy the wateriness of the fish by
exposing it spitted to a slow fire. 1870 Miss Broughton
Red as Rose I. 37 But what hero, .can stand, .the burning

of his soup, or the wateriness of his potatoes.

c. fig. of literary style, composition, etc.

1830 Black™. Mag. XXVIII. 587 The general haziness and

wateriness of all his disquisitions. 1872 Ruskin ForsClav.

xiv. 20 But as to the simplicity— or, shall we say wateriness,

—of the style, I can answer you more confidently.

4. The state of being saturated with water.

1820 L. Hunt Indicator Ho. 21 (1822) I. 164 The sudden

missing of one's dry senses,—the deaf plunge and bubbling,

and wrapping up in heavy wateriness. 1832 — Poems, Hero
A- Leander 1. 120 Then rising, with a sudden-ceasing sound

Of wateriness, he stood on the firm ground. 1841 — Seer

(1864) 25 [The fly in a tea cup] then stops, and sinks down,

saturated and overborne with wateriness.

5. Lachrymal moistness.

1859 Sala Gaslight tf Daylight ii. 17 A wateriness in the

eye, and a huskiuess in the throat.

Watering (wg-tsrirj), vbl. sb. [f. Water v. +
-1NG '.] I. The action of the verb Water.

I I. The action of carrying water. Obs.

c 1000 /Elfric Horn. 1 1. 222 pat Israhela folc jeSafode ba:t

sume oa hieflenan on heora oeowte leofodon, to wudunge
and to wajterunge on 3am widjillan lande. a 1300 [see

watering vessel in ai].
# ...

2. The action (or an act) of pouring or sprinkling

water on plants, crops, or the soil.

c rooo /Elfric Horn. I. 304 SyoSan hi \sc. 3a wyrta)

growende beo5 he ^eswycS bajre WEeterunge. c 1425 Found.

St. Bartholomew's II. Prol. ii. (1886) 79 As it were a plante

whan yt is wele y rotyd, the ofte wateryng of hym cesith.

c 1440 Pallad. on Hnsi. iv. 140 And yeue hem [ihe plants]

in the hete a watteringe. 1573-80 Tusser Hnsi. (1878) roi

Now set doo aske watering with pot or with dish. X786

Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 63 Light waterings when the

earth is dry. 1858 Glennv Gard. Every-day Bk. 166/2

Indiscriminate watering would ruin half the plants.

fig. <z 1633 c Herbert Outlandish Prov. (1640) 581 Folly

growes without watering.

3. The action (or an act) of soaking or steeping in

water or of impregnating with a liquor.

1398 Trevisa Bartlt. De P. R. xvn. xcv. (1495) 662 Some
legumina. . ben made swete and sauouri wyth good watryng.

1557 Hakluyt Voy. (1599) 1. 298 [An overseer) to foresee

that neither the yame be burnt in tarring, nor the hempe
rotted in the watering. 1699 T. Allison Voy. Archangel y>,

I caused the Fish that hung overboard for watering, to be

hauled in. Hid. 49 The night past we lost 13 pieces of Beef,

as they hung a watering. 1827 Steuart Planter's Guide

(1828) 499 The liquid is to be drawn off in stablepails, and

poured leisurely over the heap. As soon as it has.. got two

complete waterings, it is to be turned and thoroughly mixed.

4. An inundation, flooding, or irrigation.

1594 R. Ashley tr. Left le Roy 36 b, And much profitable

to those which dwell neere it, by the waterings and other

commodities which they receiue of it 1604 E. G[rimstone]

D'Acosla's Hist. Indies ill. xxii. 187 ibis) The which doth

grow in very hote vallies, where there are waterings. 1799

A. Young Ag-ric. Lincoln 276 The river.. has on its banks a

range of low ground, highly capable of watering at a very

small expence ; but not one acre done.

5. The application of water to a road, etc. in

order to lay the dust.

1673 Humours Toion 120 All the Wat'ring scarce being

able to lay the Dust the Horses and Coaches raise. 1885

Law Rep. 14 Q. B. D. 891 The defendants employed in.

spectors to superintend the watering of their streets.

6. The action of giving drinking-water to cattle,

horses, etc. ; also, the action (of an animal) of going

to the water to drink.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 518/1 Watrynge, or jevynge drynke

to beestys, adaouacio. 1577 B. Googe Heresbachs l/usb.

III. 120 It is good also to obserue due times for his feeding,

his watering, and bis trauayle. 1611 Bible Luke xm. 15

Doeth not each one of you on the Sabbath loose his oxe or

bis asse from the stall, and leade him away to watering .'

1697 Drvdf.n /Eneis xl. 747 Thus.. The wanton Courser.,

seeks his wat'ring in the well known Flood, I o quench his

Thirst. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xx, 1 he horses were

being led out to watering. 1908 A nimal Management (\V ar

Office) 277 Somali camels . . are accustomed to go several days

without watering. . . ,

t b. transf. (A person s) act of dunking. Obs.

1596 Shaks. x Hen. IV, 11. iv. r 7 When you breath in your

watering, then they lsc. ale-drawers] cry hem, and bid you

play it off. . -.,

f o. A light refreshment between meals. Obs.

a 1625 Fletcher Elder Bro. 1. ii, He.. dines with Tully,

takes his watering with the Muses, sups with Livy.

7. Scots Law. (See quot.)

1681 Stair Inst. Law Scot. 1. xvii. § n. 345 Watering is a

Servitude of taking water, proper to one Ground for the use

of another, whether it be for the Cattcl of the dominant

Ground, which is most ordinary, or for other uses thereof.

8. The action of procuring fresh water for a ship.

1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 68 The 29" we

made an ende of watring, hauing taken in 36 Tonnes, and

good store of Wood. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy.

9 Building a Tent, to shelter the People who were to be

employ'd in Watering. 1914 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 493/1 On
Friday nth, his watering completed.., Herbert was out

again and cruising, .along the north coast of Jamaica.

9. The action or process of giving a ' watered

appearance to the surface of a material. Cf. 20.

WATERING.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 9 The surfaces of those threads that

run the long way, are by the Mechanical process of watering,

creas'd or angled in another kind of posture then they were
by the weaving. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Ami/sem. 140

Moire
-

Watering, by other Methods. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
1280 Watering of stuffs (Moirage, Fr.); is a process to which
silk and other textile fabrics are subjected. 1841 H. Wilkin-
son Engines 0/ War 200 The Jcnvher, or watering, of the

genuine Damascus blades, I conceive to have been originally

produced by two principal causes : first, [etc. ]. 1859 A bridg.

Specif. Patents Paper etc. 11. 23 Fabrics., for ornamenting

walls. An effect called ' watering ' may be produced by
pressing and 'bruising' two thicknesses, .together between
heated rollers. 1887 F. Pollock in E/icycl. Brit. XXII.
803/2 The ' damascening ' or ' watering ' of choice Persian

and Indian arms.

10. Dilution with water.
1888 Pall Mall Gaz. r6Julyi2/i Indian and Ceylon teas.,

are stronger and stand more watering. 1892 J. M . Walsh Tea
1 33 In the milk business the most prevalent Sophistications are

watering and skimming. 1896 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone

v, Six drops to the half-pint seems a sinful watering of grog.

fig. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 848 But is not a great deal of

that broadening [of their faith] a watering down of the au-

thority of Christianity to pure humanism ?

11. Dilution of the capital of a trading company.
1884 Christian World 13 Mar. 193/5 Nor has the manage-

ment ever been charged with any watering of stock. 1893

Nation (N. Y.) 27 Apr. 307/3 While doubling the partnership

value is legitimate, doubling the shares of a corporation

without payment for them is ' watering '.

12. The action of ' taking the waters '.

176s G. Williams in Jesse Selwyn f, Contctnp. (1843) I.

403, 1 shall have completed my watering [at Brighthelmstone]

by the Sunday following.

13. Running (of the eyes) ; t filling with tears.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2167 Thus carpes the kyng to his clene

childur, With weping and wo, wateryng of ene, Sobbyng and

sikyng. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 488/1 Delachry-

matio,. .the watering of the eyes. 1608 Topsell Sertents

274 A droppe or two thereof dropped into the eyes, cureth

the dropping or watering of them. 1684 J. S. Profit a- Pleas.

Uniteit 22 If your Cattel are trobld with a Feavour or Ague,

you shall discover it by the watering of their eyes. 1879 St.

George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 483 There was some watering of

and photophobia in the left [eye].

14. Salivation of the teeth, mouth, or ' chops ',

induced by the thought or anticipation of appetizing

food.
1601 Holland Pliny xn. i. I. 357 He. .brought over with

him drie Figs and Raisons : the first fruits also as it were of

Oile and Wine for a tast, to set their teeth a watering. 1692

R. L'Estrange Fables xiii. 13 A Certain Fox spy d out a

Raven upon a Tree with a Morsel in his moulh, that set his

Chops a watering. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 26. 3/1 Which.,

will.. keep your hungry Chops from Wat'ring. 1897 All-

butt's Syst. Med. 111. 283 A form of salivation, which in lis

exaggeration resembles 'the watering of the chops '
of a

healthy appetite, is..' water-brash '.
, ,

fig. 1690 Dryden Amphitryon 1. ii, You keep such a billing

and colling here, to set ones Mouth a watring. 1691 Locke

Money Wks. 1727 II. 37 Those who contend for fourper Lent.

have found out a way to set Mens Mouths a watering for

Money at that rate.

II. Concrete senses.

1 15. A place where horses and cattle are taken

to drink. Chiefly as in b. Obs.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 305 Saying he woulde

neither eate nor drinke, but with the Gentleman his man,

who scarcely had caried his horse so far as to the watering,

t b. St. Thomas (a, of) Waterings : the name

of a place two miles from London on the pilgrims'

road to Canterbury, near to a brook at which horses

were watered. Until the 17th c. it was the place

of public executions for Surrey ; hence often in allu-

sive use (cf. Tyburn). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 826 And forth we riden, a litel moore

than paas Vn to the wateryng of Seint Thomas, c 1420 Brut

380 And so be King and his prysoners passyd forth by ham,

til he come vnto Seint Thomas watryng. 153' [G. Walker]

Dice Play (Vele) Dvb, You thinke they come home by ll-

burne, or S. Thomas of Watrings, and so they do in dede.

1561 Neiv Enterl. Q. Hester 542, 1 pray god they may spede,

Euen as honestly, As he that from stelyng, goth to sent

thomas watryng In his yong age. 1615 J. Taylor (Water

P.) Cast aver WaterVUts. (1630) 11. 162/1 Heat S. Thomas

Wat'rings may goe swing. 1630 B. Jonson Ntiv Inn 1. in,

To which, if he apply him, He may. .come to read a lecture

Vpon Aquinas at S. Thomas a Waterings, And so goe forth

a Laureat in hempe circle 1

f C. Supply of water for cattle. Obs. rare.

1773 Boston Gaz. 5 Apr. 4/2 Said Farm, .contains near

Ninety Acres of Land which abounds with excellent Water-

ing, Pasturing, Mowing, [etc].

1 16. A well, spring, or other place where water

is obtained for domestic use. Obs.

1600 Fairfax Tassoi. Ixxxix, Cedron, Bethsaida, and each

watring els Empoison 'd he, both fountains, springs and wels.

1613 Pubchas Pilgrimage 11. xiv. 159 Their washing is with

great scrupulosity, in a common watering or in priuate

cesternes, or fountaines.

fl7. A place where vessels obtain a supply of

fresh water. Obs. ..

1582 N. Lichffield tr. CastanheJa's Conq. E. Ind. 1. 111. 8

The Captaine Generall. .came to the Watering of Saynt

Blaze, which is three sore leagues beyonde the Cape. 1W2

Lond. Gaz. No. 1756/1 The best Water, and the most com-

modious Watering of any place upon this Coast.

f 18. Water for irrigation. Obs.

1600 Surfi.et Country Farm 11. liv. 380 But that such

watering may be conueighed in best sort for their growth, it

must be prouided and brought by some lowe conduct. I7?7

Curios. Hnsi. * Gard. 51 The Rain or other Waterings dis-

solve the Salts of the Earth.



WATERING.
19. A ditch for draining a marsh; ?the tract

drained by such a ditch.

1790 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 128 note, A manuscript map [of

Romney Marsh], .where the names and boundaries of the

waterings, .are very distinctly expressed. 1877 L. J. Jen-
nings Field Paths i. 4 It is necessary to keep much to the

right.. for the 'waterings' are wide and numerous, and it is

very easy to lose. .time, .on these marshes [of Winchelsea
and Rye].

20. The wavy, variegated appearance given to

silk, metal, etc. = Moire 2. Cf. 9.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals \. in. 77 When others [Cardinals]

had their Caps of Red, they had theirs of uater'd Chambkt,
and when others wore their Purple, theirs was without

watering. 1825 J, Nicholson Oper. Mech. 727 Metallic

Watering, or for lilanc Moire, i860 Ure's Vict, Arts etc.

(ed. 5) III. 195 The bold waterings, .depend not only on the

quality of the silk, but greatly on the way in which they are

folded when subjected to the enormous pressure in watering.

Ill, 21. aitrib. and Comb.
y
as watering-bucket

',

-hole, -party , -pit, -pond, -pool, -tank, -time, -trough^

tub, -vessel.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Waten'ng.bucket. In the

United States service the regulation bucket is made of solid

leather. 188a Narks Seamanship (ed. 6) 146 Appoint a place
for washing clothes clear of the "watering hole. 1850 R. G.
Cumming Hunters Life S, Afr. (1002) 98/1 When the
natives had constructed a number of water-bags, .a * water-

ing party was despatched with these. 1591 Percivall «S>*.

Did., Abreuadero, a poole, a 'watering pit. 1870 N. F.

Hele A Ideburgh vii. 76 Near the "watering pond I observed
a hawk of this species. 1539 MSS. Dk. Rutland (Hist,

MSS. Comm.) IV. 294 The *wateryng powles in the parke.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm 1 1 1. 833 '1 he properconstruction
of a watering-pool is sadly misunderstood in this country.

1697 Dryden ritr, Past. vn. 14 Your lowing Heyfars, of
their own accord, At "wat'ring time will seek the neighb'ring
Ford. 161 1 Bible Gen. xxx. 38 He set the rods, .before the
flockes in the gutters in the *watering troughes when the
flocks came to drinke. 1908 Animal Management (War
Office) 129 Watering troughs should be of sufficient height
to prevent restless animals pawing over the rim. 1790 Act
31 Geo. Ill c. 17 § 20 Provided always, That previous to any
.."Watering Tub or Trough, Pump, Stall, or other Projec-
tion, being taken down, .. Notice, .shall be given, a 1300
Cursor M. 15189 A man bar yow sal mete, A "watrin vescel

in his hand.

22. Special comb. : watering-bridle, a bridle

with a snaffle-bit, used chiefly when taking a horse

to be watered ; also attrib. ; watering-oall Mil.

(see quot.); watering-can =» Watering-pot i ;

t watering cap, a cavalryman's fatigue cap

;

watering-cart — Water-cart; fwatering-
honse, an inn or public house where stage coach-
men and hackney coachmen may obtain water for

theirhorses and refreshment for themselves; fwater-
ing man = Waterman 4 ; watering order Mil.,

the order in which cavalry are drawn up when going
to water their horses; watering-pan = Water-
ing-pot; f watering saddle, a saddle used by
cavalry when riding their horses to water ; water-
ing slip, a causeway sloping down into a river, for

watering cattle, etc. ; watering snaffle, cf. water-
ing-bridle ; watering stone, ? a water-trough or a
fountain; + watering-table — Water-table i.

1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 347 Item, for tua
small 'watering bridillis in Jedworth, ij s. 1680 Lond. Gaz.
No. is83'4 A watering bridle and snaffle. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. 383^2 Watering bridle-bits or snaffles. 1853
Stocqueler Mil. Encycl.," Watering-Call, a trumpet sound-
ing, on which the cavalry assemble to water their horses.
169a Sir J. Foulis Ace. Bk. (S. H. S.) 147 For a whyt iron
"watering kan to ye yard, 200, 1839 Urk Diet. Arts etc.

1143 Introducing, .the strong lye of crude soda, through
the rose spout of a watering-can. 1851 B'ham $ Midi.
Gardeners' Mag. May 70 As the plants now cover the tops
of the pots, ..there will be a greatly increased demand for
the watering-can. 1836 Southey Cowpers IVks. VII. 265
He was returning, .from an evening drill of the regiment
of volunteer cavalry,, .being dressed accordingly in a flannel
jacket, with a 'watering cap. 1764 Museum Rust. II. 73 A
* watering-cart, not unlike those with which the roads near
London are watered. 1919 Glasgow Herald 21 Apr. 7
Watering carts, conducted by Indian soldiers, are also spray.
ing the roads. 1801 tr. Gabrictte's Mysterious Hush. II.

240 The numerous "watering-houses upon the Kentish road,
where postillions and stage coachmen generally refresh
their horses. 1836 Dickens Sk. Bos, Streets— Night,
Watermen.. who have been, .rushing about for the last
two hours, retire to their watering-houses. 1815 Sporting
Mag. XLV. 185 The Inspectors are to see that all the
"watering men wear their badges or numbers. 189a Daily
News 28 Sept. 3/5 The regiment.. quitted the Spital Bar-
racks early in the morning in 'watering order. 1904 A.
Griffiths jo Yrs. Public Service x. 130 The hours for
watering order ', feeding, cleaning, exercising, and clean-

ing down. i8«7 Stkuart Planters Guide 316 Gardeners
usually recommend, that all artificial waterings should be
performed with the "Watering-pan, as more accurately
imitating the genial rains. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1606/4
I here was also taken away, a 'watering Saddle. 1776 G.
Skmile Building in Water 3 Coach, Coach-man and two
Horses.. were swept down to the "Watering -slip. 1634 in
Athenj!uM(t9o$\ 16 May 605/1 For 2 'watering snaffles, ti'is.

mid. 1835-40 J. M. Wilson's Tales Borders (1S51) VII. 254
In my wanderings, I had entered King's Park by the eastern
stile, at the 'watering-stone. 1609 in Lismore Papers Ser.
" ('887) I. rja, xij stone lights with there 'watering tables.

Watering (w§-t3rirj), ///. a. [f. Wateb v, +
-ing 2.] That waters.

L a. Of eyes : Discharging watery fluid ; running;.
a 1400-50 Stockh, Med. MS. 127 For wattirynge eyne.

c 1450 M. E, Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 67 Take a rede cowle fecf,
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. .and ley hit in to be watrynge eyen. 1531 Turner Herbal
1. A vb,Wormwode. .heleth the watering sores in the corner

of the eyes. 1849 Lvtton A'. Arthur 11. Ixxxii, 'And now
checkmate !

' the wretched sire exclaims.With watering eyes.

b. Of the teeth, mouth : Secreting saliva pro-

fusely in anticipation of appetizing food. A\so fig.

1630 J. Lane Contn. Squire's T. x. 542 But now to tell

theire Daintie, roial, fare,, .of inarch pane stuff, which uater-

inge teeth soone boordes [etc]. 1789 WorxoT (P. Pindar)

Ejipost. Ode 1. ii, Ye sharp State-mousers, with your water-

ing jaws. X848D1CKESS Domley xiviii, Diogenes, .had been

eyeing his intended breakfast with a watering mouth. 1869

C. Gibbon Robin Gray xi, Those who knew about James
Falcon gave their watering mouths a wry twist.

2. In transitive sense : Irrigating.

1844 Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile 553, I feel a music
which comes straight from Heaven, As tender as a watering

dew.

Hence Wateringly adv.
i6ai Lady M. Wroth Urania 364 No more able are wee

to giue birth to so high desires, then to looke on the Sunne,

without hauing..our eyes cast wateringly for presumptuous
gazing.

Watering-place. [Watering vbl. sb.\

1. A place in a river or lake where animals are

brought to obtain water: also a pool or trough

prepared for the use of cattle nnd horses.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 518/2 Watrynge place, where beestys

byn wsxcryd . .adaquarium. 1478 Botonkk Itin.(-fj-]Z) 168

Ultra le Weere et le wateryng place. 1558 Nottingham Rec.

IV. 119 For maykyng of wattryng places in the Cowpasture.

1769 Aclome Inclos. Act 6 Such ground as the said Com-
missioners may set out for any common watering place or

places. 1816 Scott tV</^r/.xxxix, The by-path.. brought

him. .to the brink of the Clyde, at a spot marked with the

feet of horses, who were conducted to it as a watering-place.

18x9 Rees' Cycl. VI. R 4, s. v. Canal, Watering places for

cattle are generally directed to be made, especially where
the fields have been deprived of their old ones by the cutting

of their canal. 1890 ' H. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xx,

One of the best watering-places, .on the run.

2. A place where a ship's company goes to fill

the ship's casks with fresh water.

1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 3 The 16th we
anchored at the watering place called Tinga Jaua, being 14

leagues from Bantam. 1720 De Foe Capt, Singleton xii.

(1840) 200 We sent the. .boats., to the watering-place. 1815

Falconers Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Watering-Place, a
situation where boats can load with fresh water for the use

of ships. 1919 Fug. Hist. Rev. July 283 St. Helena., the

chief remaining watering-place on the direct route between
the Comoros and home waters.

b. gen. A place where a supply of water can

be obtained.
1621 in Foster Eng. Factories /W.(igo6) 288 Wee had all

sortes of refreshments untill certayne Portingalls. forbid

and defended the watering-place. 1856 Stanley Sinai <V

Pal. vii. (1858) 287 It (the Jordan] is still the ' Sheriat-el-

Khebir* the 'great watering-place ' of the Bedouin tribes.

1908 Parish Councils 15 At Gaydon (Warwickshire) the

parish council was given a good supply of water. . .The
parish council of Humshaugh. .has bought the freehold of a
small piece of land,., so as to secure for ever a public water-

ing place.

0. A resort of fashionable or holiday visitants,

either for drinking or bathing in the waters of a

mineral spring, or for sea-bathing.

1757 Foote Atttkorx. Wks. 1799 I. 137 Tunbridge, Bristol,

and theotherwateringplaces. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries

Hum. Life xiv. § 33 A Watering Place does not want the

help of the sea to make it execrable ; the inland Spa is not

a jot l>ehind the Ft>hing-town in the article of tortures. 1822

W. Irving Life <fr
Lett. (1864) II. 80, I shall .. go to a

watering-place on the continent. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xvi. III. 652 Teignmouth, now a gay watering place con-

sisting of twelve hundred houses. 1891 Hardy Tess Ivi, In

a quarter of an hour the news, .spread through every street

and villa of the popular watering-place. 1899 AllbutVs
Syst. Med VII. 461 The treatment for gout—-including in

one case a visit to Aix-les- Bains and other European ' water-

ing places \

b. attrib.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 93 Such watering-

place manners as I saw at Rockaway are considered and
called vulgar on the spot. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xiviii,

The Honourable Sackville Scatterbrain, ..fortunately for

himself, had knocked up a watering-place match. 1854 Sur-
tees Handtey Cr. ii. (1901) I. 15 A watering-place public,

ever ready for excitement, soon divided the place into Swiz-

zlettes and Meltoites. 1890 Gunter Miss Nobody viii. (1891)
88 The long round of watering-place dissipations.

Wa*tering-pot. [Watering vbl. sb.]

1. A portable vessel for watering plants ; now
usually of tinned iron, and furnished with a long

tubular spout, often ending with a rose for scatter-

ing the water.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr, Tong, Vne Chantepieure, a

garden pot, a watering pot, the toppe of a Cesterne. 1620
I. C. Tivo Merry Milk-maids 1. ii. B 4 What, doe you weepe
Brother? Dor. Like a Watring-Pot ; he wud make an ex-
cellent Fountaine in the midst of a Garden. 1633 G. Her-
brrt Temple, Affliction 'Broken in pieces' ii, As wat'ring
pots give flowers their lives. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.*
Mech. xxxiii. 247 A Gardiner's Watering Pot shap'd conic-
ally, or like a Sugar- Loaf. 1752 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 546 The
Duke then took one of his silver watering-pots, which was
two feet and an half high. 184a Lol'don Suburban Hort.
499 After which the whole of the hillocks should be watered,
from a watering-pot with the rose on. 1915 ' Q ' (Quiller-

Couch) Nicky-Nan xin. 165 She set down her watering-pot.

2. Zool. A mollusc of the genus Aspergillttm, so

named from the shape of its shell. Also attrib. as

watering-pot group, shell,

1815 Burrow Elan. ConclwL 206 Serpula Aatiaria
t
\Vatcf

WATERISH.
ing-Pot. 1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian InsiU.
i860, 249 The Watering-pots or Aspergillum group. At
fir>t sight a * Watering pot shell' would not be supposed to
have any connection with ordinary bi\alves. 1864-5 Wood
Homes without H. v. 106 The Watering-pot Shell (Aspergil-
lumi is well known to conchologists. 1885 Riversiae A'at.
Hist. (1888) I. 283 The most noticeable species is the 'water-
ing pot' As/>ergillum vaginifcrum. ..This species comes
from the Red Sea.

Waterish, a. [f. Water sb. + -ish 1. (Sweet
gives an OK. waslerisc, of which no example seems
to be known.)]

f 1. Composed of water ; of the nature of water,

aqueous. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 302 Eaueux, wateryshe or watry. 1577
Grange Golden Aphrod. etc. S j b, In time the watri.-he

droppes, we see doth perce the stone.

2. Resembling water in appearance or sensible

properties.

1583 Sttbbes Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 37 The sboomaker
liquoreth his leather with waterish liquor. 1612 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)82 Pellitory roots.. chewed, bring
forth much waterish flegme, 1622 Bamstek Treat. Eyes 1.

iv. A 8, Concerning the humours whereof the eye is made :

the fust called aqucus, that is, the waterish huniur, a 1722
Lisle Husb, (1757) 299 The waterish part of the cream
comes away first. 1748 tr. I'cgetius Renatus' Distemper
Horses 70 The Humour will be thin, waterish and culd.

+ b. As a designation of colour: Light grey, pale

blue. Also waterish-blue. Obs.

1556 WiTHAi.s Diet. (1562) 360/1 Watrish colour, aqui-
leus. X576 Nkwton Lemnie s Complex. 11. ii. 100 Some
(flowers] of a >adde or darke greene, some watri.shr, blun*
kette, gray, a 1608 Dee Relat. Spir. I. (1659) 355 The
waters of the Triangles, are somewhat like a watrish blew.

1631 Widdowes Nat, Phihi. 27 The Hiacinih is of waterish
colour. 1684 J. S. Profit a;- Pleas. United 167 To take the
Fish, the pale waterish coloured haire is the best to deceive
them if the stream be clear.

f 3. Native to or inhabiting the water, aquatic.

1579 G. Harvey Lctter.d'k. (Camden) 84 There be innumer-
able legions of waterishe and earthlye spiytes. 1617 Moky-
son Itin, 11.46 Waterish foule, plentie of ri^h, and generally
all meates with the common sort alwaies vnsalud. ., doe most
preiudice the health. 1717 Parnill Battle Frogs * Mice 1.

75 But me, nor Stalks, nor watrish Herbs delight.

f 4. Relating to or concerned with water. Obs.

1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 70 In the Earthydry Sit;ns,they
produce barrenness, by reason of drought ; in \Vateri.->h Signs
barrenness also, by reason of too much wet.

5. Containing excess of water. Of liquids

:

Dilute, thin, poor. Of solids : Loose in texture,

not firm or compact.
1542 Boorde Dyetajy xxi. (1S70) 284 Peares..doth in-

crease fatnes, ingendf ryng waterysshe blod. 1577 B. Goor.E
Hcrcsbaclts Hush. 111. 146 Ail milke that is milked in spring-
time, is watrisher then the milke of sommer. 1604 Siiaks.
Oth. in. iii. 15 Or feede vpon such nice and waterish diet.

1650 Norgate Miniatura (1910) 22 Remember. . that the
Carnation in your great pencil! be rather thin and waterish
than too thick and clamy. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 35 It was
of a loose watri.sh contexture. 1675 J. Love Clavis Med. 25
Small beer is waterish. a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 123 The
kirnels [of the nuts] .. become waterish, and in a manner
tasteless. 1745 Eliza Heywood Female Sped, xvil, (1748)
III. 258 What fruits the orchards yielded were tasteless,

waterish, and insipid. 1865 Swinburne Poems fy Ballads,
Anactoria^S Moist with waterish wine. X879J. Todhuntkr
Alcestis 116 My blood Is waterish all with tears, and leaves
me weak.

b. jig.

1549C0VERDAI.E etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. v. 1-5 In steade
of the watrysbe letter of the lawe gyuen vnto vs as a gage,
* >55S Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 96 It is

but a waterish cold argument to say there be so many, .for-

bidd. 16x4 D. Dyke Myst. Self-Deceiv. 302 The memory
[is] slippery and waterish to receiue and relaine any good
impressions. 1644 Milton Divorce To Parlt. (ed. 2) A 3, Out
of a waterish and queasy conscience. 1823 Nciv Monthly
Mag. IX. 206/1 The waterish comedy of the ' Belle's Strata-

gem '.

o. Of a taste : Characteristic of what contains

excess of water.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T., F.fit. etc. 187 b, Of watrish taste

the fleshy not firme like English biefe. 1601 Holland Pliny
xv. xxviii. I. 449 Plums have a waterish tast. 1653 Walton
Angler ii. 58 It takes away the watrish taste which the
Chub or Chevin has.

f Q. Having a predominance of water in the con-

stitution. Also, of disease, characterized by accu-

mulation of water in some part of the body. Obs.

1591 Savile Tacitusj/list.u. xxxii. 72 The Germans.. hatt-

ing foggy and waterish bodies. 1639 G. Plattks Discov.
In/in. Treas. x. 69 Some few Sheepe of the most waterish,

and flegmaticke constitution, may be caught with this dis-

ease. 1634 T. Johnson tr. A. Part's Cnirurg. Wks. vn.

xviii. 270 Of the cure of a flatulent and waterish Tumor.
1660 Ingelo Bentiv. ^ Ur. 11. (1682)18 A hot Kever, a watrish

Dropsie, a pining Hectic. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <J-

Min. 117 Their Lungs are very phlegmatick and waterish.

t7. Of eyes : Somewhat watery, disposed to run.

1561 B. GoocEtr. Palingenius' Zodiac vi. Q v. For many
..on the sonne do alwaies loke with watrish winking eies.

Comb. 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3789/4 A very little Man,..

somewhat thick Lipp'd, watrish Eyed.

8. Of weather, air, mist : Charged with water,

watery.
1650 Vennrr Via Recta(e6. 4)281 This moneth[ February 1

is commonly very raw and waterish. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric. (1681) 295 If small watrish Clouds appear on the tops

of hills* Rain follows. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. v. 235 In

that Fenny and watrish air. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxi,

A dim but not chill or waterish haze slept blue on the bills.

1864 Swinburne Atalanta 1292 The waterish air Hissed.



WATERISHLY.
9. Of light or of luminous bodies : Dimmed by

watery vapour.
1607 Miudleton Michaelmas Term TV. iii. 45 Like a hang-

ing moon a little waterish awhile. 1769 Phil. Trans. LIX,
314 The disturbance on the Sun's limb [was] so undulatory,
pointed, ill-defined, waterish. 1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) II.

439 1 A very narrow waterish penumbra appeared round
Venus. 1845 TalfoUru Vac. Rambles I. 196 The second
walk, agreably perplexed by the waterish moonlight.

flO. Of ground: Damp, wet Obs.
1562 Turner Herbal w, 7 Gentian, . growethe. .in shadowe

and waterishe places. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 328 Rice
prospers most in waterish grounds.

1 11. Juicy, succulent. Obs.
1591 A. W. Bk. Cook rye 32 b, Take. .v. or vj. well watrlshe

Apples, pare them [etc.]. 1648 Gage West hid. 87 Excellent
fruits, ..so waterish that they even melt like snow in the
mouth.

Hence Waterishly adv. ; Waterishness.
1532 Hervet Xtnoph. Housch. 50 He also mustc.turne

vp so downe and styrre the grounde, that the soorenes and
the rawe watrisshenesof hit may be warmed and well dryed
vp. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixiii. 4. 238 More coldly
and watrishlydo others expound it. a 1603 T. Cartwright
Confiit. Rhem. N. T. (1610) 244 The weaknesan I watrishnes
of your argument. 1659 H. More Imm>rt. Soul 11. xi. 231
Overmuch Coolness, or Waterishness in the Head. 187a
Miss Braddon Rob. Ainsleigh iii, You and my late master's
nephew are like as— I'll not say two drops of water, for there
is little waterishness in your dispositions.

Walter-knot. [Knot sb. 1
] A kind of knot

wsed in joining together the several portions of a
fishing line (see quot. 1847).
a 1450 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 12, 13 Thenne must ye

knytte theym togyder wyth a water knotte. ..And bycausa
that ye sholde knowe bothe the water knotte & also the
duchys knotte: loo theym here in figure caste vnto thelyke-
nesse of the draughts. 1662 R. Venables Exper. Augleriv.
51 With a Water-knot (in which you must make both the
links to fasten) ty<i them so that [etc .]. 1795 Hutton Math,
Diet. s.v. Knot, A Fisher's knot, or Water knot. 1847 Stod-
dart Angler's Co'iifi. 44 The Water Knot, Single and Double
..is completed, simply by laying the ends of the two threads,
links, or strands, required to be joined, alongside of each
other; then, doubling the one round the forefinger of the
right hand and passing one of the links and its corresponding
end through the loop thus formed, draw all tight. 1885 H.
CholmondBLey-Pknnbu. Fishing (Badm.) I. 38 What is

known as the single fisherman's knot (sometimes called
' water knot '),

tWaterlade. Obs. [f. Water sb. + Lade sb. 2]
A channel for water, an aqueduct.
[C1050 Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 339/4 Aqucductum [= -uum,

genit. pi.], waner^elada.] a 1300 Cursor M. 11936 Lakes
seuen he made o clai, And til ilkau a fur he made pat suld
be bairn to watur lade, pat water moght rin fra and till, Vie
of he fium al atte will. Ibid. 12010. 1421 Cov. Leet Bk. 28
pat euery deister of this Cite, that hath a waturlad ouer the
comyn Ryver, schall pay to the Chamburlayns of this Cite
euery yer xijd. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 747 The
channells were not skoured. .but the water-lades stopped up
either through negligence, or depopulation.

tWa'terlag. Obs. [? Short for next.] An
epithet of abuse.
a 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 88 Moryshe myne owne shelfe,

the enstermonger sayth ; Fate, fate, fate, ye Irysh waterlag.

t Water-lagger. Obs. [? f. Lag *.a + -ek 1.]

Water-leadeu.
1519 Horman Vulg. 222 b, There is rysen a fray amonge the

water taggers [L. amplwrarics\. < 1520 A. Barclay tr.

Saltnst's Jugurlh xxviit. 39 He commaunded..that the
pages, waterlaggers, and scolyons shuld nat come nere the
armv, nor folowe the same [ne lixae sequerentur exercitum].

"Waterlandsr. [f. Waterland, a district in

North Holland + -er.] (See quots.)
i860 Chamb. Encycl. I. 219 '1 This cause divided the body,

as early as 1554, into the Mild and the Strict Mennonites.
The first are known by the title of Waterlanders. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 12^2 The Waterlanders in North Holland,
who held the least strict doctrine of excommunication.
So Wa'terlandian. [-iax.]

1763 A. Maclaise Mos/ieim's Eccl. Hist. (176s) V. 49 The
more moderate. .Anabaptists are composed of certain in-
habitants of Waterland, Flanders, Friesland, and Germany,
who -commonly pass under the denomination of Water-
landians. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 96/2 The followers of
Menno very soon split into two sects, the Flemings and the
Waterlandians, so called from the countries in which they
arose.

attrib. 1765 A. Maclainb Mosheim's Eccl. His'. {176Z) V.
50 One of these Waterlandian sects was divided, in the year
1664, into two factions.

Wa terlandish, a. nonee-wd. [-ish V] Cha-
racteristic of the theologian Daniel "Waterland
(i6S,v-i740).
1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy^ vi. xi, This sermon upon the jew-

ish dispensation —I don't like it at all ;—Though I own there
is a world of water-landish knowledge in it,—but 'tis all
tritical, and most tritically put together.

Walter-lane.
1. dial. A green lane with a stream running along it.

1872 Daily News 24 Oct., Anything analogous to the leap-
ing Chine of the Isle of Wight, the Guernsey Waterlane, or
those noisy streamlets which abound in the hilly districts of
Ireland, a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sk. f 1879) I. 173 The cool
water-lanes of Guernsey. 1891 [D.Jordan & Mrs. J. A.
Owen] Ann. Fishing Village xt. 104 It was a water-lane—
a public way for any carthorse or cow that the owners
might think fit to take there—as wide as an ordinary road.

2. A narrow passage of open water, e.g. between
masses of reeds or between lines of snipping.
1883 G. C. Daviks Nor/. Broads \\. 15 We cross the Broad

and the river, and enter a narrow water-lane between the
reeds. 1898 KirLiNG Fleet in Being i, 2 A consort was

174

coming up a waterlane, between two lines of shipping, just
behind us.

t Water-lapper. Obs. One who * lappeth of
the water with his tongue' {Judges vii. 5).
1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1S34I 278 No less miraculous

acts were expected and promised . . then those of Gideon with
his water-Iappers. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autob. x.

(1848) 163 Captain Ellis' company ..were all water lappers,
Judges vii. 5-7, and bible bearers.

Water-lead (-ltd). [Lead sb?\ a. A mill-

lead, b. An open channel through an ice-field.

1641 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 371/2 Lie watter-Ieidis &c. 1802
G. V. Sampson Statist. Surv. Londonderry 341 On the re-

turn, the [salmon] fry are killed in great numbers, in passing
through the water-leads, by the mill-wheels of the bleach-
greens. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xvii. (1856) 130 But to
seaward, open water-leads gladden us in every direction.

t Water-leader. Obs.

1. One who carts water for sale.

[lci2SoCal. Ancient Deeds A 7319, Grant by Adgarus..of
Stebehee to John le Waterladere of Estsmedhefeld of 1 a.

land between land of Richard son of Geoffrey le Water-
ladere (etc.).] 1307 Exch. K.R.Eccl. Doc. 2 50 If. 6 Terram
Reginaldi Kempe le Waterledere. 1350 in Riley Memorials
(1868) 254 [The carters, called] waterleders [shall take for
the cart, from Douue^ate to Chepe, ijd.]. 14.. Nom. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 697/23 Hie a//uaductor. a waterleder. 1415
in York Myst. (1885) Introd. p. xxiv, Waterleders [join with
the ' Cukes ' in presenting a play]. 1503 in R. Davies Extr.
Munic. Rec. York (1843) 239 note. The cookes shall yerely
geddir pagiaunt silver of the waterleders and sandeleders
toward the sttpportacion and charge of bryngyng furth of
the pagiaunt of the same cookes. 1600 Chester Plays Banes
75 'I he good symple water-leaders and drawers of deey, see
that your Arke in all poyntes be prepared.

2. In Irish iron-works (see quot.).

1645-52 IioATE Ireland's Nat. Hist. xvii. 134 Water-Ieaders,
or Water-course-keepers, to steer the Water-courses, and to
look to them constantly.

Water-leaf.
1. Any plant of the genus HydrophyUum.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331 Water-leaf, Hydro-

phyUum.
2. Arch. An ornament used in sculptured capitals,

supposed to be a conventionalized representation
of the leaf of some aquatic plant.
1851 Rcskin Stones Ven. I. xxvii. § 29 Where the Byzan-

tines use the acanthus, the Lombards use the Persepolitan
water-leaf, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. (1879) L 120
Most of [the capitals] are of the simple water-leaf form so
prevalent in the north of England. 1912 F. Bond Cathedrals
90 The voluted water-leaf of the capitals [in the Galilee at
Durham],
3. (See quots.)

m
1854 C. Tomlinsom Obj. Arl-Mant/f., Papery When dry*,

it is complete paper, but of the kind called waterleaf, which
will absorb liquids too freely, and therefore cannot be written
on. 1855 Herring Papery Paper Makingb^ First, we have
what is termed the water-leaf, or the condition in which the
paper appears after being pressed between the felts—this is

the first stage. 1863 Technologist III. 393 The transforma-
tion of water-leaf, or unsized paper, into a material in exact
resemblance to parchment, is one of the chemical facts of the
last few years.

Waterless (w^'tajles), a. [OE. waterUas =
Du. waterloosy OHG. waz^crlos (mod.G. was-
serljs); see Water sb. and -less.] Destitute of
water ; containing no water ; unsupplied with water.
^950 Lindisf. Coip. Luke xi. 24 Per loca inaquosa, Serh

stowa wa:terfeasa. c 1000 ^Klfkic Gen. xxxvii. 24 [Hi*]
dydon hine on done wa?ter-leasan pytt. a 1300 Cursor M.
4156 In bis wast i wat a pite, Dri and waterles es it. a 1300
E. E. Psalter cvi. 35 He set.. in out-gang of watres land
water-les [ L. sine aqua], c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 180 A monk,
whan he is recchelees Is likned til a fissh bat is waterlees.
c 1400 Segc Jerusalem (E.E.T.S.) 44 po? ;e waterles wede,
wynne ^e no^t o droppe. c 140a Master ofGame (MS. Digby
182) xii, And shortly pe houndes vnclene holde and vnclene
kept, or longe waterles, hath communlych be maniewe. 1526
TiNDAt.E Luke xi. 14 When the vnclene sprete is gone out of
a man, he walketh through waterlesse places sekynge reest.

1577 Kendall Floruers Epigr. 42 b, Can seas be waterles
and drie? can hilles be dales without? 1643'l'KArp Gen. 1. 21

To requite your kindness, that consulted to starve me, in

the waterless pit. 1828 DutM Trav. Italy, etc. 176 Here and
there a little waterless fountain completes the design. 1854
Surtees Handley Cr. Hx. (1901) II. 140 A half-buttered
muffin mounts a waterless slop-basin; a dirty egg accom-
panies some toasted wedges of bread. 1893 Selous Trav.
S. E. Africa 18 Through this seventy miles of waterless
country, xooa Times 94 Nov. 5/2 The long waterless marches
are beginning to have their effect upon the camels.

b. Waterless pit-, in the 17th c. often fig. with
allusion to Zech. ix. 11.

1616 J. B. Serm. 25 And they will deliuer thy soulcfrom
the water-lesse pits. 1675 T. Brooks Golden Key Wks. 1867
V. 350 The Babylonish captivity., was that waterless pit,.,

out of which they were delivered by virtue of the blood of
the covenant. 1690 C Nesse Old <v New Test. I. 197 The
prison of this waterless or comfortless pit.

Hence Wa-terlessness.
x888 Sat. Rev. 10 Nov. 563/1 His preconceived opinion of

the waterlessness of this country.

Water-level.
1. A levelling instrument in which water is used

instead of alcohol (see quot. 1880).
1563 Shute Archit. Bijb, Geoinetrie teacheth vs the order

of rules, Compasses, Squiers, Quadrantes, and Iuste water-
Icueles with manic other knowlaiges. 1674 K. Hookk
Animadv. Heveliusb\ This is done by the help of a Water-
Level. 1723 E. Stone tr. Bion's Math. Instrum. v. 1.(1758)
134 The first of these Instruments is a Water-Level, com-
posed of a round Tube of Brass, or other solid Matter, about
3 Feet long [etc.].; .This Level, altho' very simple, is very

WATER-LINE.
Commodious for levelling short Distances. 1880 L. D'A.
Jackson Aid Surv.-Pract. 146 The water level, .is also an
appliance for rough levelling within short distances. . . It con-
sists of a horizontal tube about two feet long terminated by
two bottle.shaped ends, in which water will stand level and
thus afford a horizontal line of sight.

2. Mining. A road driven on the strike of a seam
to carry off water.
1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 368 It is only a Spring which rises

in a Coal-Drift (or Water-Level made for the draining of the
Cannel Coal-Pits). 1836//K//4- Selby Rlwy. Act 43 Airways,
headways, gateways, or water-levels through the mines.
1886 J. Barkowman Sc. Mining Terms 71.

3. The plane below which the rock or soil is

saturated with water ; the situation of this plane.
Also attrib.

1839 Urk Diet. Arts 960 To whatever depth a coal-mine Is

drained of its water, from that dtpth it is worked, up to the
rise of the water-level line. Ibid. 974 The miner, .is guided
in his line of direction entirely by the water-level. 1882
Geikie 'J'ext-bk. Geot. 111. 11. ii. § 2. 345 In most districts
rocks are permeated with water below a certain limit termed
the water-level.

4. The horizontal surface of still water. Also the
(higher or lower) position of the surface of water.
i860 Maukv Phys. Geog. Sea (Low)xii. 297 Thus we might

have a sea whose level would be much further below the
water-level of the ocean than is the Dead Sea. 1862 Smii.es
Engineers III. iii. 26 When the water-level in the pit was
lowered, and the suction became incomplete [etc.]. 1878 D.
Kemp Man. } 'acht Sailing 377 A straight line from the fore
side of the stem to the aft side of the stern-post at the water
level. 1895 J. J. Raven Hist. Suffolk 39 The salting mound
just above the present average water-level in Herringfleet.
1917 L. Einstein Inside Constantinople v. 212 The crew.,
succeeded in raising the stern [of the submarine] to the
water-level, whence all scrambled out,

Wa'ter-lvly. The common name for many-
aquatic plants with large flowers, belonging to the
N. O. Aymp/iseaeeBZ. Jn British use chiefly applied
to the white water-lily, Nymphxa alba, and the
yellow water-lily, Kuphar lutea. The Australian
(blue) water-lily is Kymphzca gigantea.

. '549 Coffipl. Scot. vi. (1872) 67, 1 sau the vattir lille, quhilk
is ane remeid contrar gomoria. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. xxviii.

1S0 There be two kindes of water Lyllies..the yellow, and
the white. J597GERARDE Herbal 11. cclxxxii. 672 The white
water Lillie or Nenuphar, hath great round leaues, in shape
of a buckler. 165a Culpepi'er Eng. Phys. 120 The white
Water-Lilly hath very large, round and thick dark green
leaves. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 317 Lily, Lesser
Yellow Water, with fiinged Flowers, Mcnyanthes. 1788
Cowper {title) The Dog and the Water-Lily. 1818 Byron
Ch. Har. iv. lxvii, While, chance, some scattered water-lily
sails Down where the shallower wave still tells its bubbling
tales. 1820 Shelley Sensit. Pi. 45 Broad water lilies lay
tremulously. 1861 Tennyson in Ld. Tennyson Mem. (1897)
I. 471 The Isle of Wight is like a water-lily on a blue lake.

1882 Garden n Nov. 421/1 Uhere is the giant blue Water
Lily of Australia.

b. Applied to aquatic plants of other orders.
The ' water lily ' of New Zealand is Ranunculus lyallii.

1653 Walton Angler ii. 40 Look down at the bottom of
the In!, there in that Meadow, chequered with water Lillies

and Lady-smocks. 1882 H. Fhiknd Deronsh. Plant-u.,
Water Lily, Iris Pscudacorus. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Water
Lily, the arum lily, Calla palustris. 1893 Wiltshire Gloss.,

Water-lily (1) Caltha patustu's. (2) Ranunculus aquatilis.

"Water-line.
1 1. A rope of some kind. Obs.
1626 Capt. J. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 14 The Lrest

ropes are now out of vse, the water line is [i.e., in use).

2. Kant, 'the line of floatation of a ship ; the

line supposed to be described on the hull Ly the

surface of the water when a ship is afloat. Often

; ( = LoAD-WATER-LiNJi) the proper line of floatation

; when the ship is fully laden. Light water-line

:

the line of floatation of a ship without cargo.
a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301). 1627

Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. ix. 45 The water line is that Bend
or place she should swim 111 when she is loaded. 1664 Evelyn
Sylra \v. 20 Elm is.. proper for Water-works, Mills, Pipes,

Lumps, Ship-planks beneath the Water-line. 1691 T. H[ale]
Ace. New Invent. 122 'the Horizontal Section at the water
line. Ibid. 125 Our second Water-line, which Icallthesailing-
line. 1773 Emerson Princ. Mechanics (ed. 3) 236 Let DdAcC
be the water-line or horizontal section of the water and the
liullofaship. 1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 141 Water Lines
or Lines 0/ Floatation. Those horizontal lines, supposed to

]
be described by the surface of the water on the bottom of a
ship, and which are exhibited at certain depths upon the

. sheer-draught. Of these, the most particular are those
1 denominated the Light Water Line and the Load Water
1 Line. 1837 Civil Engin. $ Arch. Jml. I. 13/1 Her length

on the water-line 230 feet. 1882 'Ouida ' Maremma I. 151

! Brigs laden to the water-line with car^o and steering straight

for Africa. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit. i. 8 The
line in which the surface of the water cuts the surface of the

ship when floating in any position is called the water line

for that position. 1892 Century Mag. May 23/2 The outlets

are below the water-line of the boat.

b. attrib. as in water-line armour, belt, length.

1868 Ref>. Munitions War 270 There is a water-line belt

of the same thickness Uh inch plating). 1884 Pall Mall
Gas. 25 Sept. 1/2 The water-line armour tends to save the

ship from sinking.. .To leave two-thirds the length of the

ship without this water-line armoured belt is a most awfully

risky experiment. 1892 Centttry Mag. May 25/1 Which
thus gained advantage over square-sterned boats of equal

water-line length.

3. Shipbuilding. Any one of certain structural

lines of a ship, parallel with the surface of the water,

which represent the contuur of the hull at various
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heights above the keel, and collectively determine

the exterior form of the vessel.

1750 Br.ANCKLEY Nav. Expositor, Water Line, is that
which goes round the Ship at the Surface of the Water, and
shews the true Shape of her Body. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
XVII. 399/1 In ships that draw more water ahaft than
afore, the water lines will not be parallel to the keel. 1830
Hedderwick Mar. A rchit, 186 Having the diagonals drawn
on the body-plan, next draw in the water-lines. The water-
lines and transoms are commonly drawn first on the sheer-

plan, and trans farred to the body-plan. 1851-4 C. Tomlin.
son's Cycl. Use/. Arts (1867) II. 506 The principal lines

employed in constructing a draught.. . Water lines, which in

the sheer plan are straight lines drawn parallel to the surface
of the water, and in the half-breadth plan they show the form
of the ship by the successive breadths marked at heights
corresponding with the water lines in the sheer plan... The
upper water line in the half-breadth plan is the. Hue of flota-

tion. 1878 D. Kemp Man. Yacht Sailing 377 Water Line,
a horizontal plane passing through a vessel longitudinally.

A line shown in the half-breadth plan of a ship drawing.

b. attrib.
t as in 7vater-line pattern, plan, model.

1867 Emerson May-day 205 What god is this imperial
Heat?.. Doth it bear hidden in its heart Water-line patterns
of all art, All figures, organs, hues, and graces ? 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Water-line model. The same as key-
model. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Water.line Model, a
model formed by board shaped according to the draft-lines on
the paper, and laid upon each other to form a solid model.

4. The weather-mark or stain on a wall showing
where a roof formerly terminated against the wall.
1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II. 148 A new roof was

constructed, the pitch of which was regulated by the water-
line on the eastern face of the tower.

5. «= Water-level 3. (See quot. 1S97.)
1849 Demi'Sky Drainage Districts <r Lan<ts 70 Districts

lying l>elow the level of the adjacent river, or so little above
it that drains of adequate capacity must have their beds
below the water-line, necessarily require artificial means of
discharging the drainage waters. 1869 R. Is. Smyth Cold
Fields Victoria 625 Water-line, the line in any reef where
water is struck in the various shafts. 1890 Nature 27 Nov.
94/2 The absence of water passing into the ground for a long
period naturally leads to a lowering of the free ground water-
line. 1897 Rideal Water <y Pio-if. 84 The ' line of satura-
tion ', or water-line, is the level at which the water stands, and
to which it will rise in wells, in any water-bearing stratum.

6. The outline of a coast.

1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 159 The water-Hne of
the island appears to more advantage. Among many smaller
indentations of the coast, the bays of Totland, and New-
town, are considerable. 1853 Kane Grinnell E.rJ>cd. xlvi.

(1856) 423 The water-line was toothed with fangs of broken
ice, which scraped against the beach as the tides rose and fell.

7. A linear watermark in paper.
1847 De Morgan A rithm. Bks. Introd. p. srifi. It is supposed

..that the waterlines are perpendicular in folio, octavo, and
decimo-octavo books, and horizontal in quarto and duo-
decimo. 1858 Sotheby's Priucipia Tyf>ogr, III. 32 In the
identification of the manufacture ofpaper, two very important
points must be observed : First, the space between the
divisional water-lines caused by the thicker upright wires of
the sieve ; and secondly, [etc.). Ibid. 86 Remarkably thick
and spongy paper, having been much sized; the upright
water-lines scarcely visible.

Hence Wa'terlined a.
y
of paper, marked with

water-lines. "Waterliner, a shot that hits a vessel

on the water-line.

1898 Kipling Fleet in Being ii. 21 Oh, good shot ! That
was a water-liner.. .That was the Marines' three- pounder.

Waterlog (wg-tsiVg), z>. [app, f. Water sb.

+ Log v. 1

Cf. Log v.1 3 a, where the only example cited is :— 1751
Rmollv.it Per. Pic. lxxxvi, Several feet of under-water lodging
in her hold. In this passage 19th c. editors have altered
fogging into Ifdgingt this is doubtless wrong, but the sense
of ' logging ' is somewhat obscure. The likeliest view seems
to he that it is an absolute use ofa transitive sense, 'to reduce
(a ship) to the condition of a log ' : cf. quot. 1622 under Ix>g
sb.

1
1 b, ' Having lost all her mastes, and being no other than

a loggein the sea*.
The finite verb is not recognized in previous Eng. diction«

aries, which give only waterlogged ppl. adj.]

1. tram. To render (a ship, etc.) unmanageable
by flooding with water : see Waterlogged ppl. a.

1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea iot The Borneo carried too
much sail, just before she foundered; and took in a sea for-

ward, which water-logged her. 1809 Naval Chron. XXII.
57 A sudden leak, .water-logged her, 1854 H - Miu.f.r Sch.
<y Sckm. (1858) 17 The fearful wave had waterlogged the
Friendship from bow to stern. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV.
345/1 A tremendous sea brokeon board,., opened her hatches,
and waterlogged her.

2. To saturate with water so as to render inert.
1870 R. W. P. Birch Disposal Tenon Sewage 6 This last-

mentioned method of applying sewage to land, .waterlogs
the earth. 1878 Ramsay P/iys. Geog. ix. (ed. 5) 137 Beds of
coal are not the result of woody matter drifted into, and
waterlogged in, lake hollows, by rivers.

1868 M. Pattisoj* Academ. Org. ii. 29 This alteration
added to the assembly about 100 members—and waterlogged
Congregation at one stroke. 1904 Daily Chron. 24 Mar. 4/5
No scheme of purchase, .can do otherwise than waterlog the
State" telephone department with a large amount of unpro-
ductive capital.

Hence Wa*tor-logging vbl. sb. Also Water-
logger. (For the sense cf. Waterlogged 3 b.)
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 321 Pulmonary oedema in

renal diseases is not always a mere accompaniment of general
water-logging. 1905 Westtn. Gaz. 5 Oct. 2/2 Whereas a few
years ago only two [butter-making] companies were engaged
in water-logging, there were now over 100, Ibid. 2/3 It was
his business to cater for the honest trading classes and not
for fraudulent water-loggers [in butter.making], 1906 Mac/n.

I Mag. June 609 There are four main divisions under which
adulteration might be classed :—(1) milk-blending, (2) water-

I

logging, [etc.].

Waterlogged(w9-tDi!f^d),///. a. [f. prec. +

I

-Ei>*. (The form water-lodged in Lescallier Voeab.

\

des Termes de Marine Anglois et Francois, Paris

! 1777, and in Encycl. Brit. 1797, is an ill-advised

I

attempt at correction of water-logged in Falconer's

I

Diet.)]

1. Of a ship, boat : Flooded with water by leak-

age or overflow so as to become impaired in buoy-
1 ancy, heavy, and unmanageable.

1769-76 Falconkr Diet. Marine, Water-logged, the state

, of a ship when, by receiving a great quantity of water into

J

her hold, by leaking, &c. she has become heavy and inactive

!
upon the sea, so as to yield without resistance to the efforts

of every wave rushing over her decks. 1797 S. James Narr.
J 'oyage 135 The vessel being nearly water-logged, every high
sea washed over her. 1817 Oxley Jrnls. Two Exped. N.S.
Wales (1&20) 145 Our little bark was however completely
water logged. 1826 Southev Find. Feci. Angl. 47S The
Virgin visibly conveyed the water-logged ship over the

breakers safely to the shore. 1847 H. Miller First Impr.
Fng. ii. (1S57) iS As if becalmed in its voyage, a water-logged
hulk, that failed to press on towards its port of destination.

1865 Parkmas Huguenots iii. (1875) 40 The gale subsided..
and. .thecrazy, water-logged vessel again bore slowly toward
Fiance. 1912 ' G. A. Birmingham 1

InviolableSanctuary v,

He climbed over the dredger, .and dropped from her into a
small waterlogged punt.

b. trans/.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 61 You will be glad to hear that we
have escaped undrowned from that water-logged country
called Holland. 1848 Thorbau Maine Woods (1894) 7 That
other [house] with a waterlogged look, as if it were still airing

and drying its basement.

C. fig.
and in fig. context.

1795 Hurke Regie. Peace iv. Sel. Wks. (1892) 350 Tumbling
from the Gallick coast, the victorious tenth wave shall, .poop
the shattered, weather-beaten, leaky, water-logged vessel [se.

the Government]. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. vi. vi, A poor
water-logged Legislature can pronounce nothing. 1867
Lowell Percival"Pr. Wks. 1890 II. 141 His mind drifts, too

waterlogged to answer the helm.

2. Of floating bodies : Saturated with water so as

to be deprived of buoyancy.
183a LvBLt Princ. Geol. II. 241 When timber is drifted

down by a river, it is often arrested by lakes, and becoming
water-logged it may sink. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iv.

§ 2. 370 After death.. the body was thus suspended with the

belly uppermost, till it became water-logged, and buried
in the silt. 1882 K. O'Donovan Merv Oasis I. 315 Water-
logged tree trunks clung among the roots projecting into the

sluggish stream.

3. Suffering from, deteriorated or rendered unser-

viceable by, excessive saturation with water.
1829 Bone Manure, Rep. Doncast. Comm. 8 A gravelly

soil may embrace.. the waterlogged yellow clay. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts, etc. 9O9 In the course of years, however, many
water-logged fissures come to be cut by the workings. 1858
G lenny Gardener's Everyday Bk. 208/1 All the plants
throughout the house should be often examined to see that

none are pot-bound, or water-logged. 1893 Outing XXII.
150/1 A cyclist cannot extract enjoyment from a water-logged
day. 1895 Daily News 24 June 8/5 They have completed
arrangements for borrowing £100,000 to be spent in draining
waterlogged mines. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 613 The
arterial pressure falls at last, .and in spite of free perspiration

the tissues become water-logged. 1897 Mary Kincsi.ey W.
Africa 607, I.. began to fear that the rotten water-logged
earth we were on might give way,

b. Of butter: Containing an excess of water.

1906 Macm. Mag. June 608 A large quantity of water-
logged, milk-blended butter was being manufactured for the
purpose of being sold fraudulently.

Hence Waterloggedness.
1854 Thoreau Walden iv. Writ. 1918 II. 198.

Waterloo (wjjtail**). The name given to the

battle fought outside the village of Waterloo, near

Brussels, on June 18, 1815, in which Napoleon was
decisively and finally defeated. Hence (with a,

his): Something which is a* settler'; a decisive

and final contest ; chiefly in the phrase to meet ones
Waterloo.
1816 Pyron To Moore 5 Dec, It [Armenian] is. .a Waterloo

of an Alphabet. 1842 J. Aiton Domest. Eeon. (1857) 68 If

there must be a Waterloo, let it be a conflict for all the
minister's rights, so that he may never require to go to law
in his lifetime again. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 24 June 9/3
He will have fought and lost his Waterloo.

b. The name of a bright blue tint (see quots.).
1823 Moore Country Dance $ Quadrille £4 Eyes of blue

(Eyes of that bright, victorious tint, Which English maids
call 'Waterloo'). 1871 Mrs. H. Wood Dene Holtoiv xxxviii,
The frock.. was of that dark bright blue colour called
Waterloo, after the somewhat recent battle of Waterloo.

c. attrib. : f "Waterloo bang-up, = Waterloo
cracker ; "Waterloo blue (cf. b. above) ; + Water-
loo cracker, a kind of firework (cf. Cracker 6)

;

f "Waterloo fly, an artificial fly with blue wings
;

t "Waterloo helmet (see quot.).
i8«6 Hone Every-day Bk. II. rao His companion cracks

a 'Waterloo bang-up fa their faces. 1858 Miss Sewki.l
Ursula w\\, There she was. .dressed out in a bright blue silk
dress,—what is called a "Waterloo blue. 1851 Mayiiew
Land. Labour I. 430/1, I took 15J. . .for *water!oo crackers
and ball crackers (the common trade names), 'Waterloo'
being the ' pulling crackers '. 1878 Stevenson Inland Voy.
72 The child was letting off Waterloo crackers all over the
floor. 1837 Kirkbride Northern Angler 61 The *Waterloo
Fly. 1887 Pall Mall Budget 27 Jan. 16/1 The uniform of

the old Life Guards includes a "Waterloo helmet, with crest

and plume at the side.

f Waterlyngke. Obs. [f. Water sb. + lynghe
— Lemkke. Cf. Brooklimb and Wellink.]
(71400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. p. 186 Waterlyngke: J^»/>»7*rt

minor.

t Water-mail \ Se.Obs. [Mail;*.*] a rent

charged upon a piece of water.
1455 -Sir. Acts yas. It (1S14) II. 42/a pe Iordschippe of

Abernethy with }>e waiter malys of Inueme-s. 1488 Reg.
Mag. St'g. Scot. 381/1 Uicto duci heredttarie pertipentem de
magn is custumis et nquarum firmis nuncupatis le Water
Malez burgi de Aherdene. 1500 Fxch. Rolls Scot. XI. ith
note, The yerlie pensioun gevin to hir of the custumez and
water mahs of uure said burrow is. c 1550 Registr. A berdon.
(Maitland Club) II. 212 [Dedit] xx s. de custumis Abirdonen-
sibus videlicet de ly vatir malis.

t Water-mail 2
. Sc. Obs. [The second ele-

ment is obscure
;
possibly the word may be an in-

correct Sc. reading of Water-mole.] Some kind

of fur. Also attrib.

1489 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 136 It«-m, for water-
may His to lyne thesaim gowne. 1512 Ibid, IV. 215 Item, put
in ane stomok of the Quen is of blak satin, sex wattermaill
skynnis. 1517 Caldwell Tapirs (Maul. Club) I. 57 Ane
goun oftanny, lynit with wattermalis.

Waterman (wg'tajmsen). [Cf. G. wasservtann
(in various senses), WFris. wctterman, Sw. dial.

vattenmann ( = sense 5).]

+ 1. A seaman, manner. Obs.
? a 1400 Morle Arth. 741 Wyghtly one the wale thay wye

vp thaire ankers, By wytt of the watyre-mene of the wale
ythez. 1549 Maldo/i (Essex) Liter B. 136 b, John Boyes of
lUaldon did Lye of John Martcyn of Biadwell, Wateiman,
00n hunderith & syxe bussells of oysters. 1550 Covf.kdale
Spir. Perle xxii. 165 I.yke as a wateiman wyll neuer let out
hys sayle so farre, but that he may sone pull it in agayn.
1638 G. Plattf.s Ducat: Inf. Treas. (1639) 44 This all

Fishers and watermen can tell, for that theyfinde ihe water
deepest in the loosest earth, and ebbest where it is most
compacted and firme : for Mountaines and Vallies at land,

are depths and shallowes at Sea, a 1651 Sir J. Skeffingion
Heroe cf Lorenzo (1652! 79 Caesar., when he was fain to en-

courage his faint- hearted waterman in a storm, by saying.

Be not afraid, for so thou wrought the fortunes of Caesar,

1682 Whki.f.r Journ. Greece 301 Our Greek refused absolutely

to go further with us unless by water. For be was a kind of

Water-man, and was not of their faith, that had rather trust

God Almighty by Land than by Sea.

2. A man working on a boat or among boats.

esp. a boatman (as the licensed wherry- man ol

London) who plies for hire on a river, etc.

1458 E'ormaiis Alonumt. Christ's Hosp., Abingdon 41
Ther loved hem a ladde was a water man longe ; He belpe
stop the streme til the werke were a fore, a 1513 Fabvan
Chron. VIT, (1S11) 628 This mayer fyrste of all mayers brake
that auncient. .custome, and was rowed thyther by water ;

for ye which ye watermen made of liym a roundell or songe
to his great prayse. 1580 Holi.yhand Treas. Fr. Tong,
Payer le pprt,. .to pay the waterman his fare. 1583 Mel-
hancke Phitotimus Pjb, And so imitate the waterman
whicbe lookethe one waye, and roweth another, a 1603
Bacon To Ld, Essex Wks. 1730 IV. 486 And to her Majesty
no other reason, but the reason of a wateiman ; I am her
first man of those who serve in counsel of law ? 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. J. (1637) 389 The Inhabitants whereof
[of Henley on Thames] be for the most part Watermen, who
make their chiefest gaine by carrying downe in their Barges
wood and Corne to London. 1672 in / emey Mem. (1907) II.

304 Seamen and Watermen are daily impressed,, .to supply
the shipps. 1697 Vanbkuoh Relapse 1. ii, Come, pay the
Waterman, and take the Portmanlle. 1773 C. BuRNBY/Vw,
St. A/us. Germany (1775) II. 2r 'Ihe boat moved so very
slow, there being only one waterman, that it frequently
seemed to stand still. 1824 Friendship's Offering -2-20 Rates
of Watermen. From London Bridge. 1834 John Bull 27
July 23S/3 The contest among the watermen of Putney for

a purse of sovereigns. .took place on Wednesday. 1835
Dickens Sk. Bom, River, Groups ofwatermen are assembled
at the different stairs, i860 W. W. Reade Liberty Hall I.

v. 95 The watermen on the [college] barge shove them off by
pushing against the stroke oais extended. 1913 Q. Rev.
Apr. 388 One of the bullets struck a waterman in the Queen's
barge.

b. Waterman s knot - Wateb-KNOT.
1871 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Attn. May 297 The Waterman's

Knot, .may be used. 1875 in Knight Dili. Mech.

c. colloq* One having a (good) knowledge of

boating, etc.

1912 'Guv Thorne ' Gt. Acceptance i. 13 It is not to be
understood that be was in any way a milksop. He was a
good waterman upon the river, and at a time when young
men of position did not indulge in cricket, football, [etc.]. .he
was yet a fearless, skilful rider.

d. slang. (See quot.)
i860 Hotten's Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Waterman, a light blue

silk handkerchief. 'J he Oxford and Cambridge boats' crews

always wear these—light blue for Cambiidge, and a darker

shade for Oxford.

t3. = Aquarius. Obs. Cf. Waterbeaber 2.

1565 B. Googe tr. Palitigenius' Zodiac XI. QQj, But airy

are these three, the Scales, the Waterman, the Twinnes.

1590 T. Hood Use Celestial Globe 35 b, The 11. [constella-

tion] is Aquarius, the Waterman, which hath 42. starres.

4. A man employed in the supply or distubution

of water ; e.g. a water-carrier, a turncock or fireman,

a man engaged in the irrigation of water-meadows,

or in pumping.
1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4140/4 They [se. the Fire-insurance

Co.] only Employ. .their own Watermen. 1776 G. Semplk
Building in Water 46 At low Water I set all the Drudge
and Water-men to that Corner. 1789 T. Wright Meth.

Watering Meadows (1790) 1 1 Two of our most skilful water-

men were sent for to layout a meadow of seven acres. 1794
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T. Davis Agric, Wilts 33 The water is thrown over as much
of the meadow as it will cover well at a time, which the
watermen call a ' Pitch of work '. 1875 Bedford Sailors
Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 250 Each half company providing 2

woodmen, 2 watermen. 1877 L. Palma di Cesnola Cyprus
141 A sort of wicker yoke, which is put on the back of a
donkey ridden by the water-man. 1880 D. C. Davies
Metallif. Min. 425 Water Men, men employed in the ex.
traction of water, especially with the rag and chain pump.
1912 Max Pkmberton War fy Woman III. i. 174 Kensing-
ton, Paddington, and Hampstead were frozen out... Weary
water-m«n plugged the mains.

b. esp. An attendant at cab- or coach-stands,
whose primary function was to water the horses.

1764 Lcnv Life 69 Hackney-Coachmen .. are sleeping in
Night-Cellars, while the Watermen (as they are termed) are
watering their Horses. zB$iAnn. Reg. 321 Thomas Taverner,
waterman to the coach-stand. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Hack-
ney-coach Stands, The waterman darts from the pump,
seizes the horses by their respective bridles, and drags them,
and the coach too, round to the house, shouting all the time
for the coachman at the very top. .of his voice. 1841 S.
Warren Ten Thou. 1. ii, It ended in a regular set-to between
two watermen attached to the adjoining coach-stand. 1908
E. V. Lucas Over Bemertons iv. (1921) 37 The waterman
tends the cab rank and incidentally runs errands for the
neighbourhood. London is rich in such wastrels.

6. An imaginary being living in or under water,
a water-demon, a merman.
1833 Keightley Fairy Mythol. II. 72, I am a Christian

woman as well as you j and I was carried off by a water-
man, who changed me. 1873 W. S. Gilbert More. 'Bad'
Ballads, Caf>t. fy Mermaids 43.

f 6. In certain nonce-uses. a. One who uses water
instead ofwine in the Eucharist, b. A Baptist. Obs.
'577 tr. BuJUngers Decades {1592) 1070 These watermen,

that is to saie, they that vse water onely, in celebrating the
Lords supper, are iustly condemned. 1657 J. Watts Scribe
etc. 1. 109 If you. .have been new dipt by some of the water-
men, and have been re-baptised Iohn.

7. colhq. A water-colour artist.

1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 Oct. 11/2 The collection of water
colours.. including among its contributors many of the best
living 'water-men '.

8. Comb, as waterman-like adj.

16*3 Bp. Hall Gt. Impostor Wks. (1625) 504 The Will (In

both respects) Water-man-like lookes forward, and rowes
backward. 1885 Manch, Exam. 30 Mar. 3/1 It was a moot
point whether the Oxford or the Cambridge crew went
through it.. with the more watermanlike ease.

Hence Wa-termanship, the art of a waterman
;

skill in rowing or managing boats, etc.

188a Daily News 18 Jan. 22 His weight, .combined with
good watermanship, fairly points to the conclusion that he
will eventually prove to be one of the best oarsmen in this

year's crew. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 27 Aug. 2/1 A 'Varsity
crew, carefully coached and with a fine knowledge of water-
manship. 1894 R. C. Leslie Waterbiog. Pref., What may
be called the seamanship of large racing craft, and the water-
manship of smaller ones, is usually left to their skipper and
crew. 1902 Buchan Watcher by Threshold 126 A canvas
skiff which it took good watermanship to sit.

attrib. 1900 G. Swirr Somerley 106 This .. is a very
obvious bit of watermanship information.

Wa*ter-mark, watermark, sb. [Mark sb.1

Cf. G. vjassermarke in various senses.]

fL Sc. A boundary mark indicating the line of
separation between the waters of different rivers (be-
longing to different proprietors). Obs.
163a Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 652/2 Cum signis fluvialibiis lie

water markis intra aquas de Done et Loquhell. 1637 Ibid.
266/3 Cummolendino, manerlei loco, signis fluviahbus lie

water-merkis inter aquas de Done et Loquhell.

2. The line (whether actually marked or not)
forming the limit to which the tide, or the water of
a river, well, flood, etc., has risen or usually rises.

Cf. High-water mark, Low-water mark.
1678 Dryden Allfor Love 1. i, Men and Beasts Were born

above the tops of Trees, that grew On th' utmost Margin of
the Water-mark. 1751 Act 24 Geo. II, c. 8, § 16 Till the
Water is sunk below the Watermark, c 1820 S. Rogers
Italy, Gondola 79 Those hundred Isles, .That rise abruptly
from the water-mark. 1889 Hardwickc's Sci.-Gossip XXV,
125 Plunging through the sand we hope to find something
on the water-mark.
fig. 1896 E. Augusta King flat. Highways 62 The water,
mark above which it is undesirable that any woman's know-
ledge shall rise.

3. A mark left by a flood.
1822 J. Flint Lett.fr. Amer. 122 A watermark on the

beach showed that the Ohio had lately risen to the height of
fourteen or fifteen feet. 1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads
ii. 14 Bright green reeds eight feet high, with a yellow water-
mark on their lower stems.

4. The line showing the draught of a ship.

1764 [J. Burton] Pres. St. Navig. Thames 36 The Ganger
should first affix on the Side the Water-mark of 3 Feet
Draught, 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Water-mark,., the
float-line or sinking depth of a ship. 1883 W. C. Russell
Sailors' Lang., Water-marks, the figures on a ship's stern
showing the depth of water she draws.

5. A distinguishing mark or device impressed in

the substance of a sheet of paper during manufac-
ture, usually barely noticeable except when the
sheet is held against strong light
So G.7vassermarke(i7Ss); the more common word is now

ivasserzeichen (zeicheu sign). The name was prob. given be-
cause the water-mark, being tess opaque than the rest of the
paper, had the appearance of having been produced by the
action of water.

1708 Hearne Collect. 11 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 98 Has sent
specimens of old paper (for water-marks &c). 1779 Gentl.
Mag.'X.LlX. yj^f\ He [Mathison] had discovered a method
of counterfeiting the water-mark of the bank paper. 1787

Fenn Ortg. Lett. I. Pref. p. xxi. note, The paper-marks are
those figures formed by wires, on the sieve at the bottom
of the mould in which the paper is made, and are impressed
on it in its pulpy state... They are often called the water-
marks. 1870 E. Peacock Half Skirl. II. 237 It showed a
water-mark of a lion standing upright. 1913 F. W. Cornish
fane Austen x. 226 As the water-marks in the original
manuscript are 1803 and 1804 it could not have been written
before that time.

b. The metal design from which the impression

is made.
1854 C. TomlinsonC^/. ArUManuf, Paper22The singular

names of the older kinds of paper appear to have some con-
nection with the devices formed in them by the water-marks.
Water-marks are ornamental figures in wire or thin brass,

sewn upon the wires of the mould, and like those wires, they
leave an impression, by rendering the paper where it lies on
them, thinner and more translucent.

Wa'ter-mark, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1, trans. To mark or stamp with a watermark.
1866: see Water-marked ///. a. 1889 W. Lockhart in

Athenxum 16 Mar. 345/1 The Chinese, .for a long time past
have had the art of water-marking paper. 1895 Westm, Gaz.
30 Apr. 7/2 A number of forged Bank of France notes were
submitted, watermarked 1,000 francs.

2. To embody as a watermark.
i88g Century Mag. Nov. 94/2 The volumes, .are without

the final refinement of the recurring title water-marked in
the lower margins of the page.

HenceWa'ter-marked^//.tf.; Wa'ter-marking
vbL sb. (also attrib.').

1866 Rogers Agric. fy Prices 1. 644Wired and water-marked
paper is found soon afterwards [c 1350]. 1896 Daily Neivs
4 June 7/7 The method of watermarking must not be for-

gotten. 1897 Ibid. 10 July 8/3 All the dies and watermark-
ing plates are here designed, and made for the Bank Notes,
Postal Orders,.. and other papers requiring a water-mark.

1913 (?• Rev. Apr. 401 All these have been tried, and, with
the exception of the water-marking, wholly given up.

Wa*ter-mea :d0W. A meadow periodically

overflowed by a stream. Also attrib.

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xiv. 187 This Thrash'd
Hay .. has been found more nourishing to Horses, than
course Water-Meadow Hay. a 1789 Wimpky in T. Wright
Meth. Watering Meadaius (1790) 25 A water-meadow is laid

out in arched lands similar to the segment of a circle. 1801
Parmer s Mag. Aug. 254 Water-meadows also, should never
be ploughed. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 529 The advantages aris-

ing from water-meadows are too well known to require eluci-

dation. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xlviii, On the river where
the water-meadows are fresh and green. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par., Alan born to be King 1511 Fair with golden
sheaves, . . Gay with the water-meadows green. 1879 Casselts
Techn. Educ. I. 19/2 As a preparatory step in the formation
of water-meadows, it is often considered advisable to under-
drain the field.

Water-mea sure. A kind of measurement
formerly used for coal, salt, fruit, etc., sold on board
vessels in port or in the river.

The bushel of water-measure seems to have been originally

the ordinary bushel heaped; the statute of 1495 ordained
that it should contain five pecks of striked measure, thus
exceeding the ordinary bushel by one-fourth. A ' water-
measure ' exceeding the standard measure in a much larger

proportion seems to have been used for coal shipped from
northern ports: see quot. 1708, and cf. quot. 1851 under
Chaldron 2.

1465 PastonLett. Suppl. (1901) 03, 1 may selle here for vjs.

viij d. a quarter clene fixed after Royston mesure, whech is

lesse thanne the water mesure of London. 1495 Act 11

Hen. VII c. 4 § 3 Provided alwey that this Acte shall not
extend to any persone selling or byeng by watermesure..
And.. that the seid Watermesure within the Shippes horde
shall onely conteyn v pekkis after the seid standard rased

and streken. 1499 Matdon (Essex) Court-rolls Bundle 58,

No. 6 Emerunt salt ad portum per mensuram vocat. le water
mesur et extra navem vendiderunt per le land mesur in pre-

judicium legiorum domini Regis. Ideo quilibet eorum in

misericordia XL^. 1581 S'hampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905)

215 It is ordeynid that none should buye either salt, onions,

aples or such lyke vppon the water but by water measure &
like wize to sell beeinge once landed & sellerid or housed but
by land measure . 1640 Act 16 Chas. I. c. 19 § 6 Such measure
as is comonly called Water measure in any Ports Maritine
[sic] Townes or other places shall be still used and continued
as formerly the same hath beene. [Recited and repealed

1670 Act 22 Chas. lie. 8 § i.) a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Devon (1662) 247 William Alford .. of Bediford carried on
his back for a Wager, four Bushels, Salt-water-measure
[read four Bushels Salt, water-measure]. 1701 Act 1 Anne
Stat. 1, c. 15(9) § 1 Whereas Apples and Pears are fre-

quently Sold by Measure, commonly called Water Measure,
the Contents whereof are very Uncertain. . . Be it there-
fore Enacted. .That the Measure, commonly called Water
Measure, shall be Round, and in Diameter Eighteen Inches
and an half within the Hoop, and Eight Inches Deep, and
no more, and so in Proportion for any greater or lesser Mea-
sure : And that every Measure, commonly called Water
Measure, by which Apples and Pears are Sold, shall be
heaped as usually. 1708 J. C. Compl. Cottier (1845) 17
Water, or New-Castle or Sunderland Measure,., is generally
reckoned double the Measure of a London Chaldron, or
more. 1708 Constit. Watermen's Co. xlu, It is agreed and
order'd, that all Lightermen selling Coals, shall sell Pool-
measure, commonly call'd Water-measure; That is to say,
One and Twenty Chaldron to the Score. 1815 Falconer s
Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Water-Measure. Salt, sea-coal,

&c. while on board vessels in the pool or river, are measured
with the corn bushel heaped up ; or else five striked pecks
are allowed to the bushel. This is called water-measure,
and it exceeds Winchester measure by about three gallons in

the bushel.

Water-mea surer, [transl. ofHydrometra,
i. Gr. u5/>o-, v5wp water + /itrp-ov measure.] A
book-name for insects of the family Hydrometridx
(typical genus Hydrometrd),

1854 A. Adams etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 243 Water-measurers
(Hydrometridae). Head generally as broad as thorax, (etc).
1871 Staveley Brit. Insects 319 The. .Hydrometridae, or the
water-measurers, may be known at once by iheir very slender
figure, and their habit of skimming upon the surface of the
water. 1890 Hardivicke's Sci.-Gossip XXVI. 2S/2 Great
1 water-measurers ' (Gerris tacustris) were running about in a
jerky manner, on the surface of the water.

Wa*ter-me :lon. [So called from the abundance
of watery juice. Cf. F. melon d'eau,] A kind of
gourd, Citrullus vulgaris (formerly Cucumis Ci-
trullus). (Applied both to the plant and its fruit.)

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 47 A present of 10
water millons. Ibid., 10 water millans. 1666 J. Davies Hist.
Caribby 1st. 66 There grows in these Countries another kind
of Melons. .call'd Water-Melons, because they are full of a
sugar'd water, intermingled with their meat. 176s Mills
Syst. Pract. Husb. 1. 153, I design to try liquor ice -roots,
barley, Cape-Breton wheat, cotton, indigo-seed, wood for

dying, and the water melon. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.
270 1'wo Water-melons used for buoying lines. 1887 Moloney
P'orestry W. Afr. 360 Water Melon.. .Commonly cultivated

in all warm countries of the world for its fleshy edible fruit.

attrib. 183a S. A. Ferrall Ramble Amer. 298 Here I

—

slipped out at the side door into the water-melon patch.

Water-mill.
1. A corn-mill whose machinery is driven by

water. Also attrib.

c 1425 St. Christina vii. in Anglia VIII. 122 She wente
streight vprighte on be watir-mylne-whele. 1464 Rolls oj
Parlt. V. 529/1 A water Milne. . with the ponde of the same
Milne. 1484 Paston Lett. III. 311 Tweyn water melles,

wher offiche was letyn fTor x. marke be yer. 1585 Aldeburgh
Rec. in A^. $ Q. 12th Ser. VII. 402/2 Pd to Hille for xix
Lodes cariedge of watermill gravell into the marshe xiis viiid.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomend. 216/1 Tympanum,, .the water
mill wheele that taketh and deliuereth water in turning. 1635
Bp. J.Williams Articles Enq. Line. C 3, Whether have you
in your parish any water-mills, . . which have been suffered to
grinde or go upon the sabbath-day in prayer-time. 1726
Swipr Gulliver 11. i, The sound of his voice pierced my ears
like that of a water-mill. 184a Bischoff Woollen Manuf.
II. 167 The north of Germany is deficient both in coals and
water mills. 1873 B. Stewart Conserv. Energy ii. 26 Let us
compare together a watermill driven by a head of water,
and a windmill driven by the wind.

2. A water-wheel or a machine driven by a water-

wheel.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. To/tg, Martinet, a water mill

causing to rise the great hammer in the forge. 16x7 Mory-
son Itin. 1. 9 The beere of Torge is much esteemed through
all Misen, whereof they sell such quantity abroad, as ten
water-mils besides wind-mils, scarcely serve the towne for

this purpose. 1796 Morse Amer.Geog. II. 233 Large water-
mills are erected for spinning silk, wool, and thread.

So Water-miller, the owner or manager of a
water-mill. ? Obs.

aiS3oJ. Heywood Weather (BrantM) 443 Here entreth the
water myller. Ibid. 446 We water myllers be nothynge in

regarde. 1664 tnstr, jury-Mm Spalding 23 Flood-gates..
in a more peculiar manner, belong to the Water-Miller.

Wa ter-mint. Any aquatic plant of the labiate

genus Mentha; chiefly the Bcrgamot Mint (Mentha
aquaiicd) or the Brook-mint (A/, kirsuta).

In the 17th c. water-mint and water-cress were sometimes
treated as synonyms ; it is not clear which of these names
was used incorrectly.

154a Elyot Diet., Sisymbrium, . ..water mynte, 1548
Turner Names ofHerbes 74 Sisymbrium hortense is called

in englishe, baume Mynte, or water Mynte. 1585 Hiuins
Junius* Nomencl. 136/1 Sisymbrium, ojftc. balsamita, ..

water mints. 1507 Geraroe Herbalu. cexvii. 555 Of Horse
Mint or Water Mint. 1 Mentha aquatica. Water mint.

2 Sisymbria Mentha Sweete Water Mint. Ibid., Water
Mint is a kinde of wilde Mint. 1607 TorsELL Four-f.
Beasts 540 The hearbe called water-mime, or water Cresses,

..anointed vpon the ., wounds which ccme by the vene-

mous teeth of a Shrew, will very effectually cure the pa'ine

thereof. 1636 Bacon Sylva § 518 As wee see that Water-
Mint turneth into Field Mint j And the Colewort into Rape
by Neglect,&c. 1758 BorlaseAW. Ht'st.Comw. 230 Water-
mint ofa spicey smell. 1819 Keats Song ofp'our Faeries 34
'Mid water-mint and cresses dim. 1899 BridgesNew Poems,
Idle Flowers 11 With Comfrey, Watermint, Loose-strife and
Meadowsweet.

Wa ter-mole. [Mole sb.z]

+ L The water-vole, Arvicola amphibius. Obs,

1770 Pennant Zool. IV. 84, I imagine it [the water shrew-

mouse] is the same which the inhabitants of Sutherland name
the water mole.

2. Austral. The omithorhynchus or duck-bill.

1815 in Oxley Jrnls. Two Exped. N. S. Wales (1820) 367

The very curious animal called the water mole (omitho-

rhynchus paradoxus) is seen in great numbers. 1885 River*

side Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 11 The Water-mole or Duck-moleof
the Australian colonists.

Water-mouse.
1. The water-vole, Arvicola amphibius.

cx47S Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 760/11 Hicgurrex [read

snrrex = sorex], a watermowse. 1601 Holland Pliny 11.

ciii. I. 45 In Stymphalis of Arcadia, there breed., little water-

myce[L.aq/iatiiesmusculi},or small Limpins. 1653 Walton

Angler v. 127 If the night be dark.. he[the trout] lies boldly

neer the top of the water, watching the motion of any Frog

or Water-mouse, or Rat betwixt him and the skie. >7°7

Mortimer Husb. 227 Bitterns, Herons, . . Water-Rats, Water-

Mice, Otters, &c. are very great Enemies to Fish. 1819

Edin. Mag. June 505 A rvicola aquatic a. Water Campagnol

. . E. Water Rat. S. Water Mouse, or Ratten.

2. Austral. A rodent of the genus Hydromys or

the family Hydromyidx.
c 1880 Sooty water-mouse [see Sooty a. 1 A
Water-mouth. Sc. The mouth of a river.

1588 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 506/1 Inter le watter-mouth aque

de I. et locum de Halgrene. a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I



WATER-NYMPH. 177 WATER-POT.
(Bannatyne Club) I. 49 Thir haill four ships brake louse.

.

and were driven out at the watter mouth, .throw the violence

and speat of the watter. 1760 Inform. Dk. Cordon v. Earls
Murray <y Pife 3 The Marquis and his successors fished

witli their tugnet in the Haven, and water mouth. Ibid, 5
What is the boundary.. that circumscribes the water-mouth,
or ostium JIuminis, and separates it from the river ? 1808
Jamieson. 1824-7 Mom Alansie ll'auc/t xviii. {1S2S) 259 In
case the French should land at the water-mouth.

Water-nymph.
1. A nympn inhabiting or presiding over water;

a naiad.

1390 Gower Conf. 1 1. 167 And ek sche, as thei understonde,
The water Nimphes hath in honde To leden at hire oghne
heste. 1567 Golding Ovid's A/ft. vi. 419, 1 askt him whether
that the Altar wee did see Belonged to the Waternymphes,
or Faunes, or other God Peculiar to the place. 2579 Spenser
Sheph. Cai. Nov. 143 The water Nymphs.. Now balefull

boughes of Cypres doenaduance. 1680 Otway Ovufs Epist.
Fhxdra to Hippolytus 174 So may the Water-Nymphs in

Heat of Day, Though thou their Sex despise, thy Thirst
allay. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 351 r 5 The changing of the
Trojan Fleet into Water-Nymphs, which is the most violent

Machine in the whole ./Eneid. 2821 Scott Pirate xvi, The
Nereids and Water-nymphs.. displayed, as usual, a little

more taste and ornament than was to be seen amongst their

male attendants. 1900 fatal. Sculpt, Part/ten, Brit, AIus.

37 This gap may have been filled by a crouching Water
Nymph, associated with the River-god.

b. transf. and jig,

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 306 It is a Pseudo-prophetick
Polity that has spred through the whole Territories of the
Empire, a Water-Nymph whose skirts are so large, that she
has sat floting upon the whole Imperial Ocean for these
many Ages. 1752 F. Coventry Pompey the Little 1. xi. 96
Thisdelicate Fisherwoman. .carried him [a dog] one F veiling

to a certain Coffee-house, .where the Lady behind the liar.

.

prevailed on the gentle Water-Nymph to surrender him for

a Dram of Brandy.

2. A water-lily of the genus Nymphrea,
2866 Treas, Bot., Water-nymph, Nymph&a.
Wa*ter-Oak. A hard coarse-grained oak,
Qucrcus aquatica or nigra, of the southern U.S.
Also, the pin-oak, Q. palustris. Also applied to

certain Australian trees of the genera Casuarina
and Callistemon.

1727^ Petiveriana in. 207 Water Oak. Is an Evergreen,
growing in Swamps, Fresh-water Ponds, and by River Sides.

2796 H. Hunter tr. St, Pierre's Study Nat.(ijgg) II. 165
lhe water-oak, and the willow-leafed oak, rise to no great
height. 2819 D. B. Warden Acc. United States I. 174
Water oak, Qnercus aquatica. 2887 G. W. Cable Grande
Pointe ii. in Century Mag. Mar. 662/1 Sweet-gums, water-
oaks, magnolias. 2890 * R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Right
xvii. 166 Strange shadows gliding, .amid the dark-leaved
water-oaks.

Water of Ayr. The name of the river (now
more commonly known simply as Ayr) at the

mouth of which the town of Ayr stands. Used
attrib. in Water of Ayr stone, a kind of stone

found on the banks of the Ayr, used for whetstones
and also for polishing.

2805 Forsyth Beauties Scot, II. 467 Upon the banks of
the water of Air, a species of white stone is found, which is

well known over all Scotland by the name of the water of
Air stone. 1881 Kncycl. Brit.Xll. 135 Among hones of less

importance in general use may be noted.. Water of Ayr
stone, Scotch stone, or snake stone, used for tools and for
polishing marble and copperplates. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch <y Clock///. 86 Finish by laying an even and straight

grain across the brass with blue or water of Ayr stone.

Water of life.

L jig. A drink which gives life or immortality
to the drinker.
238a Wyclik Rev. xxii. 17 And he that wole, take freely

the watir of lijf. 2688 Bunyan {title) The Water of Life, or
a Discourse shewing the Richness and Glory of the Grace
and Spirit of the GospeL 1867 KiNGSLCV Water 0/ Life i. 4
The Fast . . was haunted by dreams of a Water of Life, a
Fount of Perpetual Youth, a Cup of Immortality.

2. A name for brandy or whisky ; rendering med.
L. aqua vitas (see Aqua-vit.e), K. eau-de-vie (see
Kau), Gael., Ir. uisge-beatha (see Usquebaugh,
Whisky), rare (only as transl.).

2576 G. Baker tr. Ccsner's Jewell Health 21b, The in-
fusions. .are done eyther in simple water,. .or in water of
lyfe. i8aa J. Wilson Lights ,y Shadows of Sc. Life 372
The shepherds

. . were collected together (not without a quech
of the mountain-dew, or water of life) in a large shed.

tWatero-loger. Obs. rare. [See Water sb. 1 8 b
and -LOGEii.] A contemptuous term for one who
diagnoses a disease by inspection of the patient's
urine. So f Watero'logy, the art of doing this.

2654 Whitlock Zootom, 47 That Waterologer in Dr. Harts
Anatomy of Urines, that sent his Patient word that he was
sick of a blinde Ague. Ibid. 66, I shall insist somewhat on
the Cheat of Waterologie (a word though new, yet easily to
be understood, thanks to another Cheat that rhimeth to it)

and therefore I shall use it still, to sigmfie this divining by
Urines. 2678 Quacks Academy 6 You must either pretend
to be Waterologers, or Ass-trologers, or Piss- prophets, or
Starr.Wizards. 2786 R. Heathcotb Sylva (1788) 239 A
waterologer, poring mysteriously over an Urinal.

Water-ordeal. (See quot. 1701.)
(1656 Bi.ol-nt Gtoss:\!rr.s,v. Ordeal, There were of this, four

sorts.
.
.The third, was hot water-Ordeal, by putting his arms

up to the elbows in seething water, &c. The fourth was cold
water-Ordeal, like the late used trial of Witches.] 1701 W.
Kensett Cowefs Interpr. s. v., This [purgation] was com-
monly by Fire-Ordeal, or by Water-Ordeal, and this latter
was either by hot water, or by cold water. The purgation
by hot water was for the Party accus'd to thrust his hands or
feet into scalding water, on presumption that his Innocence

Vol. X.

would receive no harm. That by cold water, was for the
Defendant to be cast into a Pond or kiver(as they now pre-
tend to try Witches) whether he would sink or swim. 1754
Stow's Surv. Loud. (ed. Strype) v. xxx, II, 559/1 They still

continue also to try Witches by Water-Ordeal, and believe.

.

that a Witch cannot sink in the Water. 2769 Blackstone
Co/uut, IV.xxvii.337, 1888H.C. Lea Hist. Inquisition 1. 65
Several of them purged themselves by the water-ordeal.

Water-parsley.
1. A name for Slum latifolium (water-parsnip),

Apium graveolens (wild celery), or other aquatic
umbellifers.

256a Turner Herbal u. (1568) 32 Syon is.. so lyke Selino
or Apio..that som haue taken it for Elioselino, and haue
named it waterpersely. Whiche name were good to be
receyued.. that the herhe niyghty* better ther by be knowen,
then bi y name of bclragges. 2578 Lvte Dodocns v. xlvii.

610 Of water Parsly. .There is founde in this Countrie two
kytldes of this herbe, one great, the other smal. Ibid, 611
(headings of figures) Lauer Crateuat, Great water Parsely.
Latter minus. Small water Parsely. 2597 Gekarde Herbal
11. ccclxxxi. 862 Smallage. .is called. .in English March
Marish Parsley, and Apium aquatile, or water Parsley; but
Hydroset/'uum, or Stum ma/us, is the true water Parsley.
161 1 CoTGR., Bf'le, the great water Parsenip, great water
Parsely; called also, Belders, and Bell-rags. 2892 [D, Jordan
& Mrs. T. A. Owen] An/t. Pishing Village xi. 105 Water-
cress and a thick growing plant they called water-parsley.

2. The tropical American herb Richardsonia
scabra (white ipecacuanha, Mexican clover).
2892 Century Diet.

Wa'ter-parsnip. Name for the aquatic um-
belliferous plants of the genus Stum, esp. S. lati-

folium ; also applied to Helosciadium nodijlontm
(sometimes classed as Slum nodijlorutii).

2597 Gerarob Herbal 11, xvii. 199 Great water Parsnepe..
is described to haue leaues of a pleasant sauour. Ibid. 200
{figure] Stum maius. Great water Parsnep. 2672 Salmon
Syn. Med. III. xxii. 432 Sium,. . Water-par.Miep. 1770 Ann.
Reg, 118/1 Three children of a poor cottager in Ireland
having eaten of the herb Daho or Water.parsnep, two of
them died. 2783 Martyn Lett. Bot. xvii. (1794) 229 The
Creeping Water Parsnep, Sium nodijlorum Lin. 2861 S.

Thomson Wild PI. 111. (ed. 4) 234 The siuins, or water-
parsnips, are.. not uncommon.

Water-parting. » Watershed i. (Scequot.

1877.)
2859 K. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX.

26 A similar expanse of stony ridges and uplands forming
the great western waterparting. 1877 Huxley Physiogr, iS
To avoid this double use of the word ' watershed ' the term
'water-parting ' has been introduced as the English equiva-
lent of the German Wasserscheide. 1901 Q, Rev. July 16
The water-parting between the systems of Lake Chad, the
Niger, and the Congo.

Water-pepper. [Cf. G. wasserpfeffer (from
16th c.).]

1. The acrid plant Polygonum Hydropiper or
smartweed. In Lyte also tuater-pepperwort.

2538 Turner Liheltus, Eupatorittm, water peper. 1578
Lvte Dodoens v. lxvii. 632 This herbe is called in English,
Water pepper, or Water-pepperwutt, and of some Curagie.
2635 Swan Spec. Mundi vi. iv. (1643} 253 Atsinart, or water
Pepper, groweth almost in every waterish plash. 1866
Treas, Bot. 915/1.

2. A book-name for the N.O. Elatinacem.
2830 Liniji.kv Introd. Nat. Syst. Bot. 159 Elatinea?. The

Water-Pepper Tribe. 1846 — / 'eg. Kingd. 480 Elatinaceee,
—Water- Peppers.

Water-pipe.
1. A pipe through which water is conducted.
24 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 666/37 Hec idraulis, waterpype.

14.. Nominale Ibid. 738/12 Hie idraicus, a wadyrpype.
2585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 392/1 Euripi,., water pipes
of smaller size, so made, as that y« water therin mounteth
aloft. 2694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3026/3 The Inhabitants of
Paris, .are to pay 50 Crowns for every Water- Pipe. 2707
Mortimer Hush. 363 The Wood for Piles, Pumps, Hop-
poles, Water-pipes.

^
2813 H. & J. Smith Rej. Add*:, Tale

Drury Lane 165 Still o'er his head,.. His whizzing water-
pipe he waived. 2836 Dickens Sk. Bos, Vauxhall Gardens,
The fountain that had sparkled so showily by lamp-light,

firesented very much the appearance of a water-pipe that had
mist. 1869 Mozi.ev Lett. (1885) 308 The workmen were
laying down water-pipes in the hall as we entered.

2. transf. fa* (See remarks under Watkrspout
sb. 3). Obs. b. An underground spring or How of
water, poet.

2539 Bible Fs. xlii. 8 One depe calleth another because of
y° noyse of thy water pipes. 183a Tennyson Dream Pair
Worn, liii, Single I grew, like some green plant, whose root
Creeps to the garden water-pipes beneath, Feeding the
flower.

t c. A name for a kind of stalactite. Obs.
2681 [see Stalactites],

3. A hookah, narghile, or kalian.
2814 Morier Haj'ji Baba viii, AH Katir..had just lighted

his water pipe. 2882 O'Donovan Alerv Oasis I. 330 We saw
the white-robed elders (smoking their water-pipes) seated on
either side the entry.

Water-pit. [See Pit sbA 2.] fa, A well
or hole sunk in the ground to procure water. Obs.
b. A pit in which water is stored.
c 1000 jElfric Exod. vii. 24 Ealle ha Ejiptlscan dulfon

wauerpyttas neah bam (lode. 2387 Trevisa Higden III.
402 pey come in fere unto a deep water pitte [v.r. put : L.
atl quendam aquosum puteum et profundu/n\ 1800 Hull
Advertiser 16 Aug. 1/3 The tan-yard comprises 2 large
water pits.

Water-pitcher.
1. A pitcher for holding water.
X538 Elvot Diet., Vrceotus

%
a lytell water pitchar. a 1593

Marlowe Ovids Eteg. 1. x. 6 Such as Amimone through the
drie fields strayed When on her head a water pitcher laied.

1816 Scott Old Mart. xxxvii, The child set down her water-
pitcher. 2846 Union Mag. I. 626 Carpet-brooms and water-
pitchers, 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 96 Out from the village

come a half-dozen women with the earthen water-pitchers
balanced sidewise on their heads.

2. A book-name for pitcher-plants of lhe N.O.
Sarraceniacese.
2846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 155 Order X. Sarracenia-

ceae.—Water Pitchers. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Set'., Sarra*
icniaccn', the Water Pitcher or Side-saddle family.

Wa ter-plane.
1. A canal constructed on a level, without locks.
2862 Smiles Engineers v. vi. I. 386 We find him [sc

Brindley] contriving a water-plane fur the Duke's collieries.

2. Ship-building. A plane passing through a

vessel when afloat, on a level with the surface of the

water.
2889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archil, i. 8 The line in which

the surface of the water cuts the surface of the ship., is called
the water line

,

. , the area enclosed by that line being the
waterplane area.

3. An aeroplane constructed so as to be capable
of rising from, alighting upon, and travelling on
the water.

1913 Daily Alail 3 Apr., A wateiulane is a sea-going aero-
plane. 2913 Times 14 May 5/6 Mr. Howard Wright. .was
attempting to rise from the sea on a waterplane at Cowes
yesterday afternoon when the machine capsized.

Water-plantain.
1. The plant Alisma Plantago

}
with leaves some-

what like those of the plantain, growing in ditches

and by the river-side. Also as a name for the genus.
1538 Elvot Diet. Add., Alisma,.. water plantayne. 2578

Lvte Dodoens 1. Ixvi. 96 Water Plantayne is a fayre herbe,
with large greene leaues. 2785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xviii.

(1794) 254 The Water Plantains. . .Great Water Plantain,
Alisma Plan /ago. 2858 A. Irvine2?«7. Plants 291 Alis/ua,
Linn. Water-Plantain -i. Plantago. Greater Water-
Plantain. 1894 J. Davidson Ball,uis «y Songs 122 Water-
plantain, rosy vagrant, Flings his garland on the wave.
2. Applied to other aquatic plants: see quots.
1864 Grisebach Flora W, Ind. 1st, 788 Water-plantain,

Pchiuodorus cordifolius. 2866 Treas. Bot. s. v. Plantain,
Wate r Plantain ofJamaica, Poutcderia azurea.

Wa'ter-pOOl. A pool ofwater (large or small).

23. . St. Crtstcfore 839 in Horstni. Alteugl. Leg. (1881) 464
Me base thoghte bis lyre als cole Als I had lyggeiie in a
water polle. 2535 Coverdale i Mace. ix. 33 Ionathas and
Symon his brother . . pitched their tentes by the water pole of
Asphar. 2598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Adelph. iv. ii. (1607)
304 At the very waterpoole [upud ipsum locum) [here is a
hand-mill. 2849 Carlvle New Lett. (1904] II. 72 Eternal
Silence of the mountains and their melancholy water-pools.
2882 Miss Uhaddon Alt. Royal I. iv. 115 Her little hand
trembled as it touched Angus Hamleigh's, when he led her
across a craggy bit o( path, or over a tiny water-pool. 2913
Blackw, Alag. Nov. 592/1 We stopped to ask the latest news
of tri bes and water-pools.

Water-pot.
1. A vessel, usually of earthenware, for holding

water.

1382 Wyclif John iv. 28 Therfore the womman lefte the
watir pott IVulg. hydria/u], c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 234
And she set doun hir water pot anon Biside the thressbfold.

2390 GOWER Conf I. 302 The waterpot sche hente alofte..
And al the water on his hed Sche pourede oute. 2488 Acc.
Ld, High Treas. Scot. I. 86 Item, a water pot of sillier.

1526 Tindale John ii. 6. 2530 PalsGr. 287/1 Water potte
for a table, aiguiere. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 160 They
founde here also sundry kyndes of waterpottes made of eart he
of dyuers colours. 1612 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Com/u.
App. 1. 59Q, 6 greate silver water-potts, a 2700 Evelyn
Diary 16 Nov. 1643, A morsel of one of the water-pots in
which our Saviour did his first miracle. 170a Post Alan 6-8
Aug. 2/1 Stoln..out of the House of his Grace the Duke of
Schomberg, a Silver Oval Shaving-dish, a Silver Water Pot.
and a Silver Box for a Wash-ball. 2839 Urk Diet. Arts
1029, I have.. seen an English moulder expert enough to
make 25 waterpots a day. 2867 FftESMAM Norm. Conq.
(1877) I. v. 302 Striking down the choicest warriors of Eng-
land with the staves on which they bore their waterpots.

b. Astr. The portion of the zodiacal constella-

tion Aquarius which is figured as a vase or urn.
2546 Gassar's Prognost. b iij, Wherin at night Mercuri also

shall sette after the Sunne with bright Hidria or water pott.

//W. bivb,The sunne settyng wyth Alpliard, y* bright water
pott. 2590 T. Hood Use Celestial Globe 13 The Waterpot,
v. Vrna. 2842 Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. i. (1848) 2 As crabs,
goats, scorpions, the balance, and the waterpot lose their
meanness when hung as signs in the zodiac, so [etc-l

C. Her. (See quots.)
2688 [see Fontal Ii. 2I. 2828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I.

Gloss., Water-Pot, a fontal, called, also, a scatebra, out of
which naiads and river-gods are represented as pouring the

waters or rivers over which they are fabled to preside.

2. = Watkking-pot 1.

1530 Palsgr. 287/1 Water potte for a g&tdyne, arrousouer.

2605 Shaks. Lear iv. vL 200 Why, this would make a man,
a man of Salt To vse his eyes for Garden water-pots. 2649

Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. Ad. Sect. 7. no Private Devo-
tions, and secret offices of Religion, are like refreshing of a

Garden with the distilling and petty drops of a Waterpot.

271a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 168 For Places near

at hand, Gardeners make use of Water-Pots. 1828-32

Webster, Water-pot, a vessel, .for sprinkling water on cloth

in bleaching, or on plants, etc. £2890 Stevenson In South

Seas 1. x. (1900) 83 He. .was to be seen all day, with spade

and water-pot, in his childlike eagerness, actually running

between the borders.

fig, 1583 M elbancke Philotimus L iij, Here is a drie Tale

(quoth Parmenio). .and well deserues a water potte.

3. A chamber-pot. ?Sc, 1850, 2883 Ogilvik.
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WATERPROOF.

4. Zoo!. - Watering-pot 2.

1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 157 Water Pot, Serpula
Perns.

Waterproof (w^'toipnlf), <z. and sb. [See

Proof a. i b.] A. adj. Impervious to water

;

capable of resisting the deleterious action of water.

1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 732/1 The everlasting Mountains
would be Water- Proof. 1802 W. Jessof in Minutes Comm.
Surrey Iron Rlwy. 7 Oct., (Quarries of Limestone at Merst-

ham, apparently superior in Quality for Water-Proof Lime
to either that of Guildford or Dorking. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Set. 9f Art II. 823 To render Boots and Shoes
waterproof. \%\h Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 192 Joseph Egg's
Water Proof Gun. 1836 W. IRUNG Astoria (1849) 337 These
hats were nearly waterproof, and extremely durable. 1871

Mrs. Bkoqkfikld Influence II. 30 The Miss Shaws, in neat

waterproof travelling suits. 1877 Huxley Physiogr, 29 Not
a drop of water can reach it as long as the waterproof roof

remain sound. 19*0 Conquest May 31 1/3 Nowadays the cry

is for waterproof roads.

b. trans/, and jig.

1831 TkeLAWNY Adv. Younger Son III. 330 It.. didn't

make a man's inside water-proof, which good Nantz would.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxvii, Put tears were not the things

to find their way to Mr. Bumble's soul ; his heart was water-

proof. 1854 Surtees Handley Cr. li. (1901) II. 92 Twice
I >ribbleford Brook conies in the way for those whose ambition
is waterproof.

B. sb. A fabric or garment rendered impervious

to water by treatment with india-rubber or the like.

1799 Hull Advertiser 12 Ian. 2/3 Parish's patent water-

proof, best superfine, 1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. vii.

(ed. 2) 2(5 Officers.. carry clasp-knife,, .waterproof, haver-

sack. 1877 Mar. M.Grant Sun-Maid \, They were clad in

grey waterproof. 1880 HOWELLS Uftdtscov. Country x. 139

The teacher took off her waterproof, the hood of which she

had drawn over her head.

Waterproof, v. [f. prcc adj.] trans. To
make waterproof or impervious to water.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 147/1 This.. is the varnish now
generally employed in waterproofing the garments well

known by the name of Mackintoshes. 1843 Mech. Mag.
XXXIX. 479 Sylvester's Mode of Waterproofing Walls.

186a Jml. Soc. Arts X. 330/2 The oil sheet manufacturers

have for more than a century waterproofed linen by layers

of oil. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross xxxv, The Chancel roof

which had only been patched up temporarily and water-

proofed with thick tarpaulins. 1905 I). Wallace Litre

Labrador Wild iii. 53 The tent was.. made of balloon silk

and waterproofed.

b. transf. and jig.

1841 Lever O'Malley Ixix. 342 If one did'nt expect to be
waterproofed [meaning killed in battle] before morning they

really would'nt go out in such weather. 1891 Sir H. Max-
well in Blaekw. Mag. Oct. 582/1 Balzac. was wonderfully

waterproofed against despondency by the intense realism of

h is fa ncy.

Waterproofed, //>/. a. [f. Waterproof v.

and sb. +-ED.] Rendered waterproof; provided

with, or wearing, a waterproof garment or garments.

1871 Sir S. Northcote in A. Lang Life(iSgo) II. 25 We
started well waterproofed, and got to Suitland about twelve.

1881 Miss Braodon Asphodel I. 251 A party of eager

Americans, spectacled, waterproofed. 1883 Century Mag.
July 378/1 A light., click reel holding thirty yards of water-

proofed and polished fly-line of braided silk.

Waterproofer. [f. Waterproof v. + -er 1
.]

One who makes materials, etc. waterproof.

1858 Kelly s Directory Lanes. 1725/2 Waterproofers. 1864
Leeds Mercury 20 Sept., India-rubber manufacturer and
waterproofer. 1885 Lock Workshop Kec. Ser. IV. 23/1 This
recipe is used by woollen-cloth waterproofers. 1890 Lancet
22 Feb. 420/2 Waterproofers and lampblack makers.

Waterproofing, vbL sb, [f. Waterproof v.

and sb. + -ing *.]

1. The action or process of making materials, etc.

waterproof. Also attrib.

1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. Ser. v. 164 The cap is taken
to the * water-proofing "' room. 1852 Bkandk Diet. Set. etc.

Suppl., Waterproofing . .\>. most perfectly effected by means
of caoutchouc, . .but there are other substances, [etc.]. 1857
Miller lilem. Client., Org. 509 Gutta percha. .is also largely

used as a waterproofing material. 1909 Westnt. Caz. 30 Aug.
2/1 The watei proofing of our roads is progressing rapidly.

2. a. The result of this process ; the quality of

being waterproof, b. Material with which a sub-

stance is made waterproof.
i88» Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XIV. 390/1 These materials, .go

to give the necessary substance, weight, and waterproofing

to the leather. 1897 Daily Ncivs 17 Mar. 3/6 By this time
the fl.imes had got well hold of the roof, which appeared to

contain some highly inflammable waterproofing.

W^a ter-pump. A pump for raising water.

1530 Palscr. 2?7 1 Water ponipe, aquatic que. 1824 R.
Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 115 The air-pump lianel is

attached to this vessel by the pipe s,. .the piston is similar to

those usually employed in water-pumps. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 316 Under this last method, the water-pump is

understood to be in constant action. 1878 Aknky Photogr.

(i83i) 1.07 The mixed solutions should be filtered, but in this

operation great difficulty is often found. The most ready

method of effecting it is by the aid of a Bunsen water-pump.

b. jocularly, wiih ref. to weeping.

1848 Thackeray Van, Fair xx'w, 'Thank you, Dobbin, he

said, rubbing his eyes with his knuckles.. .The water-pumps

were at work again.

So Wa-ter-punnper, Wa*ter-pu raping".

1723 J. Chamberlaynk Pres. St. Gt. Brit. (ed. 26' II. [588]

Tower of London. .Water-Pumper, Per Diem, 007. 1909

Westnt. Gaz. 30 Nov. 5/2 They have also fitted a water-

pumping engine in the Turkish Houses of Parliament.

Walter-quake. [*• Water sb. + Quake sb.,

after Earthquake.] Aseisnucdisturbanceiuthesea.

178

I
1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 1039/2 ntarg., On theSaterday

after, .chaunced an other earthquake, or as some write, a

I watershake [ntarg.] waterquake. 1610 Holland Camden's

I
Brit. 1. 500 Witllesmere duth somtimes in. .faire weather

' sodainely rise tempestuously, as it were into violent water-

I quakes. 1755 H. Walvole Let. to Montagu 25 Nov., "1 here

I

have been lately such earthquakes and walerquakes. 1762
! Gentl. Mag. XXXII. 291/2 A water-quake was felt at

1
Bergen in Norway. 1862 M, Hopkins Hawaii 419 Earth-

j

quakes and waterquakes are also the attendants of these

fractu res.

Wa'ter-rail. [Rail sb.'-'-] A bird, Raihts

1 aqnaticus
}
having a, general resemblance to the

1 Landrail : native in the temperate portion of the

1 eastern hemisphere.

1655 MOUFET & 15en.net Health's In/pror: xii. 109 Water-
rails are preferred in Italy before Thrushes or Quails. 1768

1
Pennant Brit. Zoot. II. 3S5 The water rail is a bird of a
long slender body, with short concave wings. 1829 Loudon's

I Mag. Nat. Hist. 1. 2S9 The water rail has grey wings,

spotted with brown; flanks spotted with white; bill, orange
underneath. 1883 Fisheries Exkib, Catal. (ed. 4) in One
Ca e with small Pike and Water Rail.

Water-rat. [Ci.G.ivasserratte , -ratzie, MDu.
waierrot (mod.Du. -rat), LG. zealg nolle.']

1. An aquatic rodent of the family Jlluridse; in

British use, the water-vole, Arvicola anipiubius,

inhabiting the banks of rivers. In the U.S. applied

to the Musk-rat, and in Australia to the genus

Jlydromys.
1552 Hri.otT, Water rat, sorex. a 1627 Middi.eton Witch

1. i. 45 He.. sticks to small drink like a water-rat. 1629
DraynerConfirmed (1647) C 1. There is al^o an other danger
in Banking, procured by a small contemptible Vermiue, they
be Water-rats, which make their holes in the bank close to

the water, [etc.]. 1633 Ford Broken H. 11. i, Island ? prison :

, .whom shall we see there? Sea-guls, and Porpiseis, and
water-rats? 1752 J. Hill Hist. Anint. 518 The water Rat.
..This is considerably larger than the common rat, and of a
different colour ; the head is large, and sharp at the extremity.

1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. 1. 101 The water-rat never frequents

houses. rti86o Wyntkr Curios. Civiliz. 133 The water-rat

is a rare animal compared with, .the common brown or Nor*
way rat. 1876 F, G. Watkkholse in Harcus S. Austral.
282 The curious water-rats or beaver-rats must be mentioned
as being purely Australian. X890 D. Davidson Mem. Long
Life iv. 95 Herds of cattle swim these flooded rivers like

water-rats.

2. jig. A water-thief, pirate. Also applied con-

temptuously to a sailor, boatman, or the like.

1596 Shaks. Merch. I'. 1. iii. 23 There be land rats, and
w ater rats, water theeues, and land theeues. 1602 Rowlands
Greenes Ghost (1S72) 38 To this societie maie be coupled also

another fraternity, viz. Water-rats, Watermen I meane, that

will be readie and very diligent fur anie man, vntil they can

get them to their boates, but when [etc.]. 1608 J. Day Law
Triekes v. I 2 b, Lur. No more a that, neece ; y'are a wag.
Em, Well said, old Water Rait, a 1656 R. Cox Actxon <y

Diana 36 Cut. Where is he, Parnell t Pant. Why gone
abroad . . to fetch a gang of Saylois, who he vows slud hang
thee up at the main Yard... Cut. And those same water-rats

are Divellish things. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiv, ' A man
may speak.' * And vermin may be silent,' said Eugene.
* Hold your tongue, you water-rat

!

' 1903 Hardv Dynasts
1. vi. i, These water-rats [the English] may paddle in their

salt slush.

Wa'ter-ret, v. Also corruptly -rot : see Rot
v. 4 c. trans. To ret (flax or hemp) by steeping in

water: opposed to Dew-ret v.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 404/2 Such hemp as is

designed for seed is seldom water-retted. 1797 A. Young
Agric. Suffolk 121 In a cir*cle of about six miles round
'1 ilnetham, the greater part [of the hemp] is never put into

the water at all but is dew-retted. -.The hemp at market is

not worth so much..as that which hath been water- retted.

1839 Ure Diet. A rts 489 The diminished value of flax which
is much water-retted.

Hence Water-retting^/, sb. (corruptly -rotting:

see Rotting vbL sb. 2).

1794 Vancouver Agric. Cambridge 218 The practice of

water-rotting is generally prefer*d to that of dew-rotting,

a i8«5 Forby J'oc. S, Anglia s. v. Retting-pit
t
In the fens

there are two different modes of retting; dew-retting, .and
water-retting, which is laying it in a pond or ditch, covered

with turf. 1889 Encycl. Brit. (ed. q) IX. 294/2.

Wa "tier-rocket 1
.

r
tObs. [Rocket j/*.1] A name

applied to certain aquatic species of Nasturtium.
1633 Gerarde's Herbal 11. x. 248 Eruca aquatica Water

Rocket. £1710, 1753, 1796 [see Rocket sb?\. 1861 Mrs.
Lankester Wild Ftoivers 33 There are several other

species of nasturtium native in England : . . the Water-rocket

(N. terrestre).

Water-ro cket-. [Rocket *M]
1. Pyrotechny. A rocket constructed to be dis-

charged in the water.
1728 Chambers Cyrt, s. v. Rocket^ Method of making a

Water-Rocket. 1749 H. Walpcle Let. to Mann 17 May,
Then from boats on every side were discharged water-rockets
and fires of that kind. 1844 Ai.b. Smith Adz>. Mr. Ledbury
i, Like the water-rockets at the Surrey Zoojogical Gardens.

2. (See quot. 1907.)
1905 A. R. Wallace My Life II. 162 The upper fall, which

in its ever-changing vapour-streams and water-rockets is

wonderfully beautiful. 1907 V. Cornish in Geogr. yrnl.

Jan. 28 The break-up of a high waterfall into conical masses
was described by Livingstone, whocompares them to 'small

comets. ' They have also been called 'water-rockets.'

t Water-rug. Obs. rare1
. [See Rug sb.2 4.]

?A shaggy breed of water-dog.
1605 Shaks, Macb. in. i. 93 Showghes, Water-Rugs, and

Demy-Wolues.

Water-scape K nonce-wd. [Scape sbX\ An
escape from drowning.

WATERSHOOT.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 41 But this and other

our Water scapes made that saying of Bias come to mind,
Navigantes nee inter vivos nee inter mortuos esse numtr-
andos.

Wa'ter-SCape 2
. rare. [t. Water sb., after

landscape.] A piece of scenei y consisting of water.

1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art, Water-sca/e, a term
sometimes used to denote sea-view*, in contradistinction to

landscapes, i860 Hole Tour in Ireland xiii. (1892) 144
The landscape (or waterscape?) was so calm and still. 1901

Punch 21 Sept. 224/1 Beeps of such landscapes and water-

scapes as whet the appetite for the entire panorama.

Water-serpent. ?Obs.

1. =\Yatku-snake. Also = Sea-serpent.

1530 Palscr. 287 i Water serpent, couleuure deaue. 1538
Elvot Diet., Echidna, a water serpent. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's

Trav. (1760) I. 40 Professor Frank, of Frankenau, speaks of

a still larger species of water-serpents. 1869 Ruskin Q. of
Air i. § 2 Hercules killed a water-serpent.

2. The constellation Hydra.
1599 T. Hill Sch. Skill 23 The image named the Water

Serpent, hath 25. stars. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vi.

iii. 12S The Water-Serpent hath 15 Stars.

1 3. A plant of the genus Moriuga. Obs.

[1649-51 Hernandez Nen-a Plant, etc Mex. iv. xxv. 119
De Coatli, seu Aqueo serpente (description follows)]. 1659
Lovkli. Herball 541 Water serpent, Coatlis, Aqueus serpens.

Watershed 1 (w^tajjed). [f. Water sb. +
Shkd sb. 1

The equivalent G. ivasserscheide has been in use from the

14th c. As a scientific term, it became common about 1800.

The Eng. word, which first appears about the same date,

was perh. formed in imitation of the Ger. synonym.]

1. The line separating the waters flowing into dif-

ferent rivers or river basins ; a narrow elevated tract

of ground between two drainage areas : = Water-
parting.
1803 Prize Ess. Highl. Soc. Scot II. 20 Strathcluony..is

a very high inland tract, being the water-shed of the country

between the two seas. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 175 The
College, a small stream which flows at a moderate declivity

from the eastern water-shed of the Cheviot-Hills. 1845

Darwin Voy. Nat. xxx. (1852) 442 The line of Water-shed
which divides the inland streams from those on the coast, has

a height of 3000 feet. 1850 Times 16 Nov. 5/2 In order to

satisfy themselves as to the amount of supply furnished by
the sources in question, the Board of Health deputed Mr.
Rammell to survey the various lines of watershed. 1859 H.
Kini;slev G. Hantlyn vi, He was crossing the highest water-

shed in the county by an open, low-sided valley. 1863 Lvell
Antiq. Man XV. 297 We should also remember that the

crests or watersheds of the Alps and Jura are about eighty

miles apart. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. iv. 257 The water-

shed of a country or continent is thus a line which divides

the flow of the brooks and rivers on two opposite slopes.

fig. 1884 R. F. Burton Bk. Sword viii. 150 note, Hence,
too, the superficial observation that the Afghans, .are Jews
because they have the typical Jewish look. The reason is

that they are derived from the same ethnic centre, a great

watershed of race. 1886 Svmonds Penaiss. It., Cath. React.

(1898) VII. 208 A watershed of time between the Renaissance

and the Counter-Reformation. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 3 Aug.

£7/1 That resolution marks the water-shed of our Revolu-

tionary politics.

2. loosely, a. The slope down which the water

flows from a water-parting.

1839 Murchison Silnr. Syst. 1. xxxvii. 512 To the south-

west of Kington the lower beds of the Old Red Sandstone.

.

have been the sub-aqueous water-shed, down which the

coarse detritus has been swept. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 18

To avoid all ambiguity it is perhaps best to set aside the

original meaning of * watershed ', and employ the term to

denote the slope along which the water flows, while the ex-

pression ' water-parting ' is employed for the summit of this

slope.

b. The whole gathering ground of a river

system.

1874 E. Coues Birds N. W. Introd. p. vii, The Missouri

Region, in its broadest sense, as embracing the whole water-

shed of that great river and its tributaries. x88o Webster
Suppl., Water-shed. 2. The country or basin drained by any
stream of water and its tributaries. 1913 White Catskt'll

it 'ater Supply of N. 1
'. 17 'the Croton watershed would in

a few years be drawn on to its full capacity.

3. [? Associated with Shed v. 1 4 d.] A structure

for throwing off water.

1881 R. G. White Eng. Without <r Within xiv. 319 The
great wheel caught my umbrella, which was twisted out of

my hand in a twinkling. . .1 picked up my wounded water-

shed, and returned with it to Burlington Arcade. 1886

Trans. R. Inst. Brit. Archil. II. 79 Nothing indicates the

nature of the water-shed. 1 1 may have been some description

of thatch ; but more probably I think of wood shingle. 1898

Seribner's Mag. Oct. 503/1 A water-shed to throw the water

away from the forecastle hatch was built.

Water-Shed 2
- rare. [Shei>^. 2

] A shed used

as a wash-house.
1859 Tephson & Rekve Brittany 168 In a water-shed at

the end are two women washing.

WatershOOt. [f. Water sb. + Shoot sb.]

f 1. [ - Flem. waterscheitte, -schote (Kilian, De
Bo).] A sucker growing from the root of a tree.

Cf. Watkr-bouuh. Obs.

1585 Higins yunius' Nomencl. 140/1 Stolones, water-

shootes: young shoots or sciences that growe out of the

rootes or sides of the stocke, and proue not. 1601 Holland
Pliny xvn. xx. I. 525 Those superfluous water-shoots that

spring out either from the root or the sides of the tree. 1688

Holme Armouty 11. 84/2 The Water shoots, or suckers, are

twigs that grow from the roots of trees. 1799 G. Smith

Laboratory II. 136 And if any strong wood or water-shoots

push from the apricot or peach tree, except they serve to fill

up a vacancv, they ought to be taken off.

2. f a. Outflow of drainage water from land

;



WATEKSHOT.

water carried off by drainage. Obs. b. A gutter

or channel for the overflow of water.

a. 1625 G. Makkham Inrichment Weald Kent 11 It is

good also to draw a crosse or quarter Furrow, and opening

the ends of all your land Furrowes into it, to leaue the other

ends of your Furrowes stopped, that the water-shoot lunne

not all the length of the field. 1639 Horn & Kob. Gate
Lang. UnL vii, Fens (bogs, marishesj are raising springs or

quits, that run not (have no water-shoot). 1707-21 MORTIMER
Hush II. 207 The Drips of the Houses, the Water of the

declining Walks, and the Water-shoots of other adjacent

Lands, which may be reserved in Cisterns or Ponds so as to

be of use.

b. 1819 Nicholson Diet. Arc/tit. 802 Water Shoot, a

wooden trough for discharging rain water from a building.

1825 Beverley Lighting Act it. 22 A gutter or water-shoot.

1834 Bkckford ItalyW. 182 A transparent, gurgling rill,

which is conducted through a rustic water-shoot. 1869

Blackmore Lortia D. x, The bark from the wood-ricks

[being] washed down the gutters, and even our water-shoot

going brown.

f 3. A waterfall, cascade. Obs.

1738 [G. Smith] Cur. Relat. II. 273 Near the City Hoeicheu
flows the River Singan, which has at least 360 Water-shoots
falling into it lietween Rocks and Mountains.

4. An artificial cascade contrived for the amuse-

ment or exercise of 'shooting the rapids' in a boat or

byswimming. Also water-chute', see Wateh sb. 29.

1900 Elinor GlyM I'isits Eli*. 26 In the evening Uncle
Geoffrey took us to the Exhibition to go down in the Water
Shoot. 190a Westm. Gaz. 21 Oct. 2/1 A water-shoot, a swim-
ming mistress in attendance—yet, all last winter I had the

whole thing practically to myself 1

tWa "tiershot, sb, Obs, [f. Water sb. 4- Shot
sb.] A sudden flood.

1567 Golding OvWs Met. xv. 204 Dcepe valleyes h.iueby
watershotte beene made of leuell ground. 1571 — Calvin
on Ps, xviii. 6. 57 That which foloweth of watershots, im*
plyeth as much ;is if he had sayd hee had bin overwhelmed
with violent rage, as if it were with a flud. 1678 in Aubrey
Miseelt. (1696) 10 Within a Ye;ir and half after his [my
father's] decase, such Charges and Water-scots [1721 Water-
schots] came upon this Marsh-land, by the influence of the

Sea, that it was never worth one Farthing to me.

Wa'ter-shot, a. rare. [f. WATKB sb, + shot pa.

pple. of Shoot z'.] ? Interspersed with streams.

1901 Ktn.iNG Kim xiv, 369 Dry upland, hidden salt-lake,

age-old timber, and fruitful water-shot valley.

t Water-shot, adv. Naut, Obs. [f.Watbb jA
+ shot pn. pple. of Shoot v^\ (Moored) so as to lie

at an acute angle with the stream.
1617 Cait. J. Smith Sea Gram, ix. 45 Water shot is to

more quartering betwixt both, nether crosse, nor alongst the

tide. 1644 Manwayking Sea-mans Diet. 114 Water-shot, is

a kind of moreing, that is to lay the Anchors not crosse the

tide, nor right up and downe the tide, but (as you would
say) betwixt both, that is quartering. 1658-9 Admir. Crt.
Exam. 72, 10 Jan., The usual I custome of mooreing shipps

in the river of Thames at any place above Woolltdge is to

lay the anchors crosse the tyde and not watershott or right

up and downe the river.

t Water-shut. Obs. [? Cf. Shut sb. 2 (But

perh. corrupt form of Watkushoot.)] ? A pond
with walled sides. (?Or = Watefshoot 2 1>.)

1613-16 W. Browne Brit, Past. i. iv, 634 A large well

squared stone, which he would cut To serue his stile or for

some water-shut.

t Water-sick, a. Obs. rare. [Cf.OITG. Ttvr^r-

sioh, (MUG. xuaz&ersiech), MDu. walersiec.'] Drop-
sical.

c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Luke xiv. 2 Da wa;s bar sum wa;ter-seoc
man [L. homo quidam kydropicus] beforan him. 1555 W,
Turner Spir. Physik 49 The other kynde of common tokens
that the watersyke haue, is an excedyng greate thyrst.

Water- side,
1. The side or brink of water ; the bank or margin

of the sea, or of a river, stream, or lake.
In dialects or periods in which a water means spec, either

1
.a river ' (Water sb. nc), or ' a lake ' etc. (Water sb. 12 b\

this sense remains in the combination. In early use water-
side was often simply equivalent to mater's side : cf. quot.
c *375i where the rel. pron. refers to watir n* a separate word.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 129 Themedewe.. Beet right

on the water syde [Fr. la praerie.. Tres au pie" de fiane
batoit], C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 410 Til he
com til a watir-syd, |at depe was & wele wyd. e 1400 Destr.
Troy 13466 Oft went bat wegh to the water syde, The Sea
for toserche. c 1420 Contn. Brut 388 Ser Philippe Leiche
. .was logged betwene be watir of Sayne and be abbey, . . And
be Baron of Carew was loggid on be watir syde. 1497 Naval
Ace. Hen. y//{iSg6) 149 For weyingof the same. . iSccarcyng
of hit to the waterside in Hampton viij*. 1535 Covf.hdai.e
Ps. i. 3 Soch a m:m is like a tre planted by the watir syde.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 127 At this tyme, the water of the
1 names sprang so high that it drowned many houses about
the water syde. 1607 Dkkkkr 8; Wkbster West-w. Hoe it.

in, At some Tauerne neare the water-side. 1715 f.ond, Gaz.
No. 5353/10 A Large Dye-house at the Waterside. ., to be
Sold. 1796 Mmk.D'ArblayCVi//«7Axix. i, [They] came down
in a superb new equipage to the water-side. 1833 Tfnnyson
Lady ofShatott tv, iv, For ere she reach'd upon the tide The
first house by the water-side, Singing in her song she died.
1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm, 256 Whose premises were
between the Hi-h-street and the water-side. i855HarkGw«
Chancery X. 298 The offices of deputy day oyster meters,
had. .been the subject of sale and purchase, . .on payment of
a fine to the oyster meters in chief, or yeomen of the water-
side. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 4 Feb. 4 8 Hundreds, .assemhtc
at the dock gates in the hope of obtaining employment at the
water-side.

b. pi. (rare.)

1607 Topsf.li. Four-/. Beasts 668 When the heat of Summer
ts about the rising of the Dog-star, we must keepe them [sc.

swine] altogether by water sides.

179

C. atln'b.

1663 \wGeogr. frnt. (1900) XV. 634 Having made fast the

blubber to the shore, we have a Waterside-nian who stands

in a pair of boots, to the middle leg in water, and llaweth

such flesh as is not clean cut from the blubber. 1766 W.
Stork Ace. E.-Florida 56 The variety of swamps, rivulets,

and water-side lands. 1831 J. March {title) The Jolly

Angler; or Waterside Companion. 1838 DtCKKNS O. Twist I,

Thronged by the roughest and poore.st of waterside-people.

1853 — Bleak Ho. t, The waterside pollutions of a great (and

dirty) city. 1883 Longman's Mag. July 30S Waterside Hies

do not seem to care for yellow, and most waterside flowers

are therefore pinkish, purplish or white.

2. The side towards the water.

1868 KiNGi.AKE Crimea III. xii. 2S0 marg., Along its whole
front on the water side the place [Sebastopol] was secure

without needing troops to defend it.

Watersmeet. [f. waters' gen. pi. of Water
sb. + Meet sb. ; app. first as a place-name ^near

lixmoor).] A meeting-point of two streams.
1828 T. H. Williams Devonshire II. 17 Below is a part of

the river, the general boundary of excursions from L.ynmouth,

called Waters Meet, a small stream joining the Last l.yn,

on its left bank. . . Waters-Meet is accessible by ponies, from
Contisbury. 1864 Bi.ackmoke Clara Vaughan xxxiv, The
haze that hovers above the watersmeet. 1883 Lang, Leaf
it Myers Iliad 73 As when the torrents of winter flow down
the mountains to a watersmeet [Gr. e's fiioydyKeiav],

Water-snake.
1. Any snake that inhabits or frequents the water.

Variously applied spec, to snakes of the tropical

family Hydrophid;v, to certain Indian and American
serpents, and, in England, sometimes to the com-
mon ringed snake, Tropidonotns natrix.
i6oi Holland Pliny xxix. iv. II. 358 The goodliest and

fairest snakes to see too, are those which live in the water,

and are called Hydra, i, water-snakes. 1631 Chapman Cxsar
A> Pompey 1. i. 19 Looke how against great rallies, a stand-

ing Poole Of Paddockes, Todes, and water-Snakes put vp
Their speckl'd throates aboue the venemous Lake. 1698

Fryer Ace. E. India <r P. 48 Vet so good is Providence, as

to warn us here, . .by Water-Snakes, of our too near approach
totheLand. 1768 G. White Stlborne, To Pennant 18 June,
Country people talk much of a water-snake, but, 1 am p-etty

sure, without any reason; for the common snake {coluber

nalri.x) delights much to sport in the water. 1778 J. Carver
Trav. N. Amcr. xviii. 4S6 The Water Snake is much like

the Rattle Snake in shape and size, but is not endowed with

the same venemous powers, being quite harmless. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar, iv. 273 Beyond the shadow of the ship,

I watched the water-snakes. i836W.I[iViNGW.rr'<?>7Vz xvi. 1. 265
Aquatic plants, on the broad leaves of which numbers of water
snakes.. were basking. 1883 Moloney W. Afr. Fisheries

43 In West Africa man has competitors as fish destroyers,

such as the crocodile, shark, ..water snake, turtle,.. etc

t 2. Jocularly applied to a boatman. Obs.

1609 0BKKER Guts HernC'bk. vi. 31 That dividing of your
Fare wil make the poore watersnaks be ready to pul you in

peeces to enioy your custome.

3. Astr. The Southern constellation Hydros.
, 7S^ J> Ferguson Astron. Expl. xx. (1757) 234. 1866

Proctor Handbk, Stars 70.

Wa'ter-SOak, v. trans. * To soak or fill the in-

terstices [of] with water
1 (Webster 1S28). Chiefly

in passive. Hence "Water-soaked ppl. a. ; "Water-
soaking vbt. sb. "Water-soak sb. rare, the stale

of being water-soaked.
1791 SiEEvr.Nsin Boswell Johnson an. 1784, The conductors

to the wheels, suns, stars, &c. were so thoroughly water-
soaked, that it was impossible any part of the exhibition

should be made. 1821 J. Thompson Action ofE'iuid 7 Sup-
pose a log of water-soaked timber, .balanced on one end. .it

would not be found anymore floatsomeiii consequence of its

position. 1865 E. PuRBiTT Walk to Laud's End 114 The
park proper., was as sour, water-soaked and humpy as any
portion of Richmond Park.^ 1901 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 491
We came to regard a condition of permanent water-soak as

part of our normal environment. 1909 Eliz. V>.\sks Myst.
Frances Farrington 248 A black velvet hat. .giving evidence
of much water-soaking, /bid., The District Attorney turned

to another parcel. ..Its contents were soiled, water-soaked
underwear.

Wa*ter-soaken,//A a. *= Water-soaked.
1783 Jml. Ho, Comm. XLVII. 372/2 Oak. .frequently

becomes 50 Water-soaken, as scarce ever to dry again. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L.% 172, 1 laid them in a damp place upon
a water soaken brick. 1803 Malthus Pipul. 1. iii. (1806) 34
A piece of water-soaken wood, c 1825 fioulston Tracts II.

No. 47. 2 ' Surely,' said the farmers, as they looked over their

.. water-soaken grounds, 'we shall have a fine August.*

t Water-soggen, ///. a. Obs. [sogg£n
t pa.

pple. of Sog v.\ a Water-soaked.
c 1440 Pro/up. Parz/. 518/1 Water soggon, ayuosus.

Wa'ter-SOldier. An aquatic plant, Stratiotes

abides (N.O. I/ydrocharidew), found in the E. of

England ; it has long sword-like leaves, and flowers

resembling plumes of white feathers. Also Fresh-
water soldier.

»., MiLi.hR Card. Diet. (1759), Stratiotes Aloides, Water
Soldier. 1889 Gkudes & Thomson Evol. Sex 49 The water-
soldier, .bears only female flowers north of 52 lat., and from
50° southwards only male ones.

t Water-sop. Obs. [Sop*M]
1. Brend soaked in water. [Cf. G. wassersuppe.]
14. . Mm. in Wr.-Wiilcker 742/6 Hie ipa, a watyrsope.
2. Some kind of fruit, prob. = Anchovy-pear.
[CiSorrfJ 5.]
1716 I'cliveriana 1. 205 Water sop or River-Apple.

Water-souchy (-sK'tJi, -s«-JT). Forms : a. 8
-zootje, -zuche, -zouchee, -zooohey, 9 -zootie,

-zuchee, -zoutchee; 0. 8-sokey; 7. 8 -soochy,

WATERSPIKE.

-sutchy, -sousee, 9 -soucheo, souchet, 8—9
-suchy, -souchy. [a. Du. waterzootje, f. water
Water sb. + zootje, zoodje boiling [of fish), dim. of

zode boiling, related by ablaut to zieden Seethe v.

A solitary example of MF. sonde
1

(a. Du. zootje) is

given by Godefroy.
The form sokey is prob. due to association with Soak v.\

the form souchet seems to be pscudo-Kr.]

Fish (properly perch) boiled and served in its own
liquor.

1731 Fieldikg Grub St. Opera in. xi, An Irishman loves
potatoes;. .a Dutchman, waterzuche. 1736 Bailey Househ.
Diet. s. v. Soocky, A Water Soochy, a Di>h of Perch dressed
after the Holland fashion. 1737 [G. Smith] Cur, Relat. I.

214, I thenorder'd a couple of Chickens to be roasted, and
a Water Zootje (boild Perch) to be made. 1747 Mrs. Gi-ASSE
Cookery ix. 90 Water-Sokey. 1756 Mrs. Calokrwood in

Coltness Collect, (Maitl. Club) 155 A gentleman, .desired him
to show him the way of dressing a water-sutchy. 1762 Ann.
Reg. II. 34 His water souchy was borrowed from Marshal
d'Auverquerque's* table, when he was first in Holland. 1763
Gent1. Mag. XXXIII. 221/2 Gentry from London, who come
to feast on water sousee [at Dorking]. 1769 Pennant Brit.

Zool. III. 2t« The Dutch are particularly fond of it [the

perch] when made into a dish called Water Souchy. 1769
Mrs. Raffalo ling. Housekpr. (1778) 37 To dress Perch in

Water Sokey. 1775 T. Bridges Dutchman 1. vi. 22 Song.
Myn[heer}. Water Zouchee is a Dish In the foremost Rank
of Pish. 1779 Warner in Jesse Sehvyn ty Contemp. (1844)
IV. 290 Pray tell me how you choose to have the perch
dressed, in a water-zoochey, or plain boiled. 1826 Margra-
vine ok Anspach Mem. II. 282 The Dutch are phlegmatic,
from their fondness for water-zooties. 1842 Barham Ingot.

Leg., Sir Rupert, How she Apologised much for their plain

water-souchy. 1846 Soyer Cookery 135 Flounders, Water
Souchet. 1847 Disraeli Tattered 11. xv, A fish dinner!.,
terrines of turtle, pools of water sou thee. 1848 W. F. Camp.
bell Life in Normandy (1863) II. 1 A very rich variety of

water zoutchee. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xx, Go and
reclaim your rights over bowls of water-souchy. 1862 Ld. W,
Lennox Rccreat. Sportsm. II. 206 ' Eels stewed, l>oiled, and
spitebcocked,' * perch water zuchee,' said the waiter, as the

tureens and dishes were uncovered. 1863 Miss Praddon
Aurora Floyd xvi, A day on which stem business men., rush
wildly to the Crown and Sceptre, to cool their overheated
systems with water souchy and still hock.
Comb. 1816 GiffoRd B. jfonson's Wks. III. 300 Our days

have witnessed an attempt to revive the Collegiates— but
this was a water-suchy club, merely ridiculous.

b. I»y Walpole jocularly used for : A sodden mass
(said of a ruined hay or corn crop).

1769 H. Walpole Let. to Cole 26 June, My hay is an
absolute water soochy. 1784 — Let. to H. S. Conway 30
June, 'Tis very dear to make nothing but a water-souchy of
it [the hay-cropl. 1784— Let. to Earl ofStrafford 7 Sept.,

It was cruel to behold such expanse of corn everywhere, and
yet see it all turned to a water-souchy. 1789— Let. to Miss
Mary Berry 30 June.

Hence (_back-formation) Water-zoutch^. trans.

To stew (flounders, etc.) in just enough water to

cover them. rare~ x
.

1846 Smart Diet. Suppl., To Zoutch v... Hence Water-
zouched, a. i86t J. Brown Horse Subsee. Ser. n, 7 Dinners
at I.ovegiove's with flounders water-zoutched, and iced
claret.

Wa'ter-spaniel. A variety of spaniel, much
used for retrieving water-fowl. Also attrib.

1566 Karl of Bedford in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843)
II. 326 One Hickeman.. having a water spangell that was
verie good. 1570 Cails De Canibus Brit. 12 Post hunc
subsequituraiiuaticus, hoc est a Waterspatnel. 1576 Fleming
tr. Cuius1 Hogs (1881) 16 Of the Dogge called the water
Spaniel), or finder, in I.atiue Aauaticus sen inquisitor. 1588
Kvd Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 267 Good seruants. .obey
them, .not as a water-spaniel, but as the hand is starred to
obey the mind. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. m.i. 271 Shee hath
more qualities then a Water-Spaniell, which is much in a
bare Christian. 1599 Nasiie Lenten Stuffe G 1 b, Which
droue Leander..to play the didopptr and ducking water
spaniel to swim to her. 1676 Dkydf.H Edit, to * Man of
Mode 30 Another's diving Bow he did adore, Which, with
a shog, casts all the hair before ; Till he with full Decorum
brings it back, And rises with a Water Spaniel shake. 1688
Loud. Gaz. No. 2381/4 Lost.., a large Water-Spaniel Dog.
1769 G. White Selbome, To Pennant 2 Jan., If half a dozen
gentlemen, furnished with a good strength of water-spaniels,
were to beat them [the fens] over for a week, they would
certainly find more species. 1821 Scott Pirate xxx, The
puir bairn swam out like a water-spaniel. 1845 Youatt Dog
iii. 46 The water-spaniel, although a stouter, is a more docile
animal than the land one.

Jig. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Souirfs T. x. 107 Beinge but
Videriaes water spanietes.

Water-Spider. An aquatic spider of either of

the genera Argyroneta or Dolomedes. In early use

applied loosely to insects that move swiftly on the

surface of water.
155a Elyot's Diet., Tiputa, . .a water spider. 16*6 Bacon

Sylva § 696 The Water-Spider that hath six Legs. 1710
Kay Hist. Insect. 71 De Tipula. The Water-Spider, c 1711

Y'Kvwv.KGaz'iphyl. 1. Tab. 9 It's much slenderer and less than

the common Water-Spider. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.Vll.

263 The Water-spider.. resembles the common spider in its

appearance, except that its hinder part is made rather in the

shape of a nine-ptn than a ball. 1854 A. Adams etc. Man.
Nat. Hist. 271 The diving-bell of the Water-Spider {Argyro-

neta oijuatica). 1897 Edin. Rev. July 174 Tm water-spider,

if but a day old, dives into the water.

t Waterspike. Obs. Also 6 -spyke, 6-7

-speeko. [Spike sb* : transl. of F. ipi d'eau.]

A plant of the genus Potamogeton
;
pondweed.

1578 [see PondwekoJ. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomenct

134/1 Potamogeton t
fontinaiis,..v>-3ilCT speeke, pondweede,

or wotergrasse. 1601 Holland Pliny xxvi. viii. II. 250
23-2



WATER-SPOUT.
Waterspeeke or Pondweed, called in Greek Potamogeton.
1855 Anne Pratt Flower. PI. V. 329 Potamogeton nutans
. .An old name for this plant was Water spike.

Wa-ter-spout, waterspout, sb.

1. A spont, pipe, or nozzle, through which water

is discharged ; also, f a squirt, syringe.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 125 This signe {sc. Aquarius] is

verraily resembled Lich to a man which halt assembled In
eyther hand a water spoute, Wherof the stremes rennen oute.

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. y)!,/'2 Sipho, a waterspowt,
or a water squirt. 1638 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1892) III.

342 An instrument called a water spoute, which is verie

necessarie for quenchinge of any greate fire sodainlie. 1730
A. Gordon Majfefs Amphith. 230 Next follows the Cornish,

. .with a Water-spout. 1751 Bankton Inst. Law Scot. I.

682 One cannot, by his fact or deed, throw the water from
his own upon his neighbour's grounds, by water-spouts or

otherwise. 182X Pbakd Gog Poems 1865 I. 97 The red blood

started out Like water from a water-spout. 1841 Dickens
Bam. Rudge Ixv, Lighted brands came whirling down,..
One rolled beneath a wooden bench, .another caught a water-
spout. 1848 — Dombey xlii, Mr. Carker. .looked down at

Mr. Dombey. .like a leering face on an old water-spout.
attrib. 16x1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xhi, § 2 The Maior

to attend in his owne person as chiefe Cup-waiter, .to serue

the King in a Cup of gold with spices, and for his Fees to

haue the said Cup, and a Water-spout-pot of gold thereunto
belonging. i88t Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 92/2 Spouting
Maker. Water Spout Maker.

t b. A jet of water from a fountain or from a

geyser. Obs.

1634 PiRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 56 We were then
brought down to the water-work, where was a ball tossed

and danced two yards high by the strength and force of the
water-spout. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond" s Gardening 4
Fountains with Watcr-spouts. 1804 Naval Chron. XL 43
There are several water-spouts of inferior note near the
spring of Geyser.

U 2. In Ps. xlii. 1 (Bible version) the word is now
commonly apprehended as an example of sense 3
below. It was, however, probably intended as a

metaphorical use of sense 1 ; and it seems likely

that the meteorological sense 3 arose from recollec-

tion of the passage of the psalm.
The Heb. word cinuor, here rendered by waterspout ',

occurs elsewhere only in 2 Sam. v. 8, where it has been
interpreted ' spout or gutter on a roof: so Vulg. domatum
fistulas (Wyclif 1382 'the goters of the hows enes,' Douay
' the gutters of the house toppes '); the Bible of 161 1 has
'the gutter', and the Revised Version 1881 'the water-
course '. In the psalm, the word is rendered in the LXX.
by Kn.rappaKTi)<: and in the Vulg. by cataracta (Wycl.
' gootetis ', Douay ' floud* gates ) j the mod. translators from
the Heb. essayed to find a literal rendering in accordance
with the apparent sense of the word in 2 Sam. v. 8 ; hence
Pagninus has fistularum (whence Coverdale by misappre-
hension renders 'whistles'); the Great Bible (1539) has
* water-pipes '.

161 1 Bible Ps. xlii, 7 Deepe calleth vntodeepeatthe noyse
of thy water-spouts.

3. MeteoroL A gyrating column of mist, spray,

and water, produced by the action of a whirlwind

on a portion of the sea and the clouds immediately
above it.

1738 T. Shaw Trav, 362 Water Spouts are more frequent
near the Capes of Latikea, Greego, and Carmel than in any
other Part of the Mediterranean Sea. 1747 Scheme Equip,
Men of War 23 Like Monsoons or Water-Spouts, the higher
they rise, the more they are contracted. 1787 tr. Volnefs
Trav. Syria fy Egypt (1788) I. 340 And hence will result

those columns of water known by the name of Typhons and
water-spouts. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 51
When a whirlwind happens at sea, or over the surface of
water, it forms the phenomenon called a water-spout. 1818
Keats Endym. 111. 346 When a dread waterspout had rear'd

aloft Its hungry hugeness. 1829 J. Rennie in Loudon's Mag.
Nat. Hist. I. 458 Water-spouts make their appearance from
the bosom of a heavy cloud,. .gradually descending in a
point like an inverted cone, sometimes perpendicularly, and
sometimes bending, or waved. 1900 G. Tyrrell Oil $ Wine
(1907) 99 After many

^
vain Teachings towards one another,

sea ana sky at last unite in the waterspout.

b. A sudden and violent fall of rain; a cloud-

burst.

1779 Thicknesse fourn. France (1789) I. 351 The water-
spouts which fell into the middle of those narrow streets

almost deluged us. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiii, Heaps of gravel
and stones, which had been swept together when some torrent
or water-spout from the neighbouring hills overflowed the
marshyground below. 18*7— Highl. Widows, Thtsmoun>
tain rivulet, suddenly swelled by a water-spout, or thunder-
storm, has often been the cause of those accidents, which,
[etc.]. 184a Bokrow Bible in Spain xxvi, The demons of
the clouds, .assailed them with water-spouts as they toiled

up the steep winding paths of Fuencebadon. 1862 J. Skel-
tom Nugx Crit. vii. 301 It had begun to rain. .a down-pour,
a pelt, a water-spout. 1889 Gretton Memory's Hark-back
15 A waterspout burst on the hill overhanging the village of
Mordiford.

Q. fig.
1852 J. Bright in G. M. Trevelyan Life (1913) 201 'After

Lord Derby, the deluge.'says Lord Maidstone... The 'deluge'

means Manchester, it is said—a sort of political waterspout
which is to sweep away all that Peer and Parson hold dear.

Hence Waterspout v. intr, {impers.), nonce-wd.
1892 Stevenson Vailima Lett. (1895) 190 It was water*

spouting ; we were drenched before we got out of the town.

t Water-spouter. Obs. [Spouter.] (See

quots.)
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 24 Feb. 1651, The water-spouter, who

drinking only fountaine water, rendred out of his mouth in

severall glasses all sorts of wine and sweete waters, &c. 1816

A. C. Hutchison Pract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 170 See an account

of Blash de Manfre*, who died in 1651., and who is styled the
1 water spouter '.

180

Water-Spring. A permanent flow of water

issuing from the earth: = Spring sbA 2. Also

fig. Now chiefly in echoes from the Bible.

( 1440 Jacob's Well 238 To deluyn 5011 re pyt deppere in

lownes tyl 5c fyndyn a watyr-spryng of grace. 1535
Coverdale Ps. cviLiJ- 33 Which turneth the floudes in

to drie londe, and drieth vp the water sprynges. Ibid. 35
He maketh the wildemes a stonding water, and water
sprynges of a drye grounde. 1573-80 Tusser Author's
Belief in Hush. (1S78) 195 That ioyned brookes to dales, to

hilles fresh water springs. 1595 Locrine iv. iii, Huge Hidras
..which haue drunke vp the flowing water springs. 1607
Br. Hall Ps. i. 18 He shall be like the tree, Set by the

water-springs. 1766 M. Bruce Lochlcven 147 Her pleasing
task to tend The flow 'rs ; to lave them from the water-spring.

1780 Von Troil Iceland 245 Among all the curiosities of

Iceland . . nothing can be compared to the hot spouting water-

springs. 1866 Lytton Lost Tales Mrletus, Secret Way 12

The cool marge of rush-grown watersprings. 1890 D. David-
son Mem. Long Life vi. 146 Friends, whose intercourse had
been as refreshing to me as the water-spring to the traveller

i n th e wilderness.

Water-stone. [Cf. G. wasserstein in various

senses.]

1 1. A stone basin for holy water. Obs.

1379 Mem. Ripen (Surtees) III. 98 Le Waterstane pro aqua
benedicta in eadem.

f 2. A kind of ' philosopher's stone '. Obs.

rarer*. So G. wasserstein (1709 in Grimm).
1659 J. H[o\yell] (title) Paracelsus his Aurora, and Trea-

sure of the Philosophers. As also The Water-Stone of The
Wise Men ; Describing the matter of and manner how to

attain the universal Tincture.

f3. (Meaning obscure.) Obs.

1703 Land, Gas, No. 3917/4 The Loading of the Dorothy,
. .consisting of Canary Wines, Orchilla, Rosewood, and some
few Water-Stones, will be exposed to publick Sale.

4. ? A whetstone used with water and not oil.

So G. wasserstein. But cf. Water-oe-Avk stone.

1891 Daily News 24 Feb. 2/1, 1 sharpened the large blade

on my water-stone.

5. Some kind of building stone. (See quot.)

1824 G. Chalmers Caledonia III. 54 (Dumfriesshire) There
is water-stone, which dresses into a fine polish.

6. A nodule of chalcedony having an internal

cavity containing water. [So G. wasserstein]
1867 Sklwvs Si Ui.rich Phys. Gcog. etc. Victoria 71 note,

The chalcedony of these 'Water Stones' has a hardness
above 8, as the sharp edges scratch topaz easily. 1869 R. B.

Smyth Gold Fields Victoria 253 A great number of these

water stones, .were exhibited in the Intercolonial Exhibition.

7. A rock-stratum abounding in water.

1878 Ansted Wafer fy Water Supply 30 Several.. springs

were found to break out from the water-stones or lower beds
of the Keuper.

Water-stream. Now rare. [Cf. G. wasser-

slrom, MLG. waterstrdm,] A stream or current of

water ; a river or brook
; fa flood.

nooo Ags. Ps. 1xxvii[il 44 He wa:terstreamas [Vulg.

flumind] wende to blode. 10.. in Napier Contrib. OE.
Lexicogr. 67 Ac he (Christ] wolde sylf swa ^ehal^ian ure

fulluht mid his hal^an lichainan & ealle waHerstreamas mid
his ingange. c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 177 De water stremes
[Vulg. flumina, Ps. xciii. 3J on-heueden up here undes.

c 1200 Ormin 18092 For all all swase waterstraim A^fletebb
forp & ernebb. .all swa [etc. J. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2031

He led it into his own lond, And told the queue how he it

ffond By a water streme. 1535 Coverdale Isa. lix. 19 He
shal come as a violent waterstreame, which the wynde of the

Lorde hath moued. 1596 Spenser F.Q. vi. i. 21 Like as

a water streame, whose swelling sourse Shall drive a Mill,

within strong bancks is pent. 1625 T. GODWIN Moses <y

Aaron 11. (1641) 78 The Senate, .were bound to prepare the

wayes to the Cities of Refuge,, .and they suffered not any
hill or dale to be in the way, nor water-streames, but they
made a bridge over it, that nothing might hinder him that

fled thither. 1779 Thicknesse fount. France (1789} I. 351

The roaring of the water-streams was so great, that 1 very

often thought we were upon the margin of some river. 1862

Smiles Engineers III. ii. 20 Erecting Lilliputian mills in

the little water-streams.

Walter-swallow 1
. 7 Obs. [Swallow j^. 1 Cf.

G. wasserschwalbc.'] A name for the water-wagtail.

1544 Turner Avium Prxcip. C 7 b, Key*Aos, rj maowwyvu
Anghce a water swallow. 1552, 1668 [see Swallow j/'. 1

].

161 1 Cojgr., Bate/nare, a wagtayle, or water Swallow. 1658

Willsford Natures Seer. 140 The Wagtail, or Water-
Swallow. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Water'Swallow, a
kind of Bird.

Water-swallow 2
. - Swallow sb£ i b.

i8ii in Marshall's Rev. Rep. Board Agric., Midi. 83 List

of Water-swallows or Holes in the Rocks into which Streams
of Water fall and disappear in and near Derbyshire. 1840
Hodgson Northumb. 11. III. 337/2 note, A stratum of lime-

stone full of water-swallow-holes. 1889 frnl, Derhysh.
Archxol. Soc. XI. 34 This valley is entirely drained by
' water-swallows *—natural drains along the bottom, through
which the surface-rills sink out of sight.

Hence t Water-swallowed a., abounding in

water-swallows.
1610 Foi.kingham Feudigr. 1. iii. 4 It would be also per-

uestigated, whether it [sc. the earth] be light, loose,, .leane,

barren, fertile, water-swallowed, soale-bound.

Water-table. [See Table sb. 12 a, 13 b, c.]

1. Arch. a. The sloping top of a plinth, b. A
horizontal projecting ledge or moulding sloping on

the top, set along the side of a wall so as to throw

off the rainfall.

1428 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 5 The walle atte seid

west gabilende was maad x fote in heyghte aboue the water

table. 1459 in Willis & Clark Cambr. (1886) I. 309, iij fotes

..from the gronde leuell to the water tabiL.and the said

water tabelL.alle of freeston. 1482-3 Ace. Exch. K. A*.

WATERTIGHT.
496 No. 25 Pro factura Watertable Garglez et Batilment.

1541 in Proc. Antiq. Scot, (i860) III. 161 Fra the sollis of

the said queir duris to the vuer pairt of the waiter tabill

vnder the thak thairof. 1547 in J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875)

App. 133 Item, for layinge the watter tabyll above the

counsell chamer. a 1548 [see Raising-I'IECkJ. 1548 Elyot's

Diet., Corona, .is also the water table or copyng of a wall.

1617-18 HartlandCh. Ace. in Rep. Devotish. Assoc. XXVI I.

60 For putting in water tables of lead. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. 2gy The Walls of such Edifices ought to be from the

Foundation to the first Water-table, three heading course of

Brick, ..and at every Story a Water-table, or taking in on
the inside for the Summers, Girders or Joysts to rest upon.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1882 The massive buttress,

with its deep weatherings, or water-tables between each
graduation or stage of the height. 1878 M cVittie Ch. Ch.
Cathedral, Dubl. 66 Weathered in the depth of the buttresses

by nine courses of Water-tables.
transf. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 68 Robbing the Eyes

of their natural Pent-house or Water-table, they expose them
bare to imbrications.

2. A channel or gutter on each side of a road

;

' also, a small hollow made across a road to carry

off surplus water ' (Elworthy).
1707-21 Mortimer Husb. II. 205 A Water-Table also on

each side of the Walk is very good to drain your Walks.

1809 Mavor Agric. Berks. 422 The. .roads, .are not suffi-

ciently raised in the middle, the water tables are neither

regularly made nor with proper outlets towards the ditches.

1817 W. H. Marshall Rev. Rep. Board Agric., South. 73
note, Water Table is a west of England term (rather ill

chosen) for the draining channel, on the side of a barreled

road, to convey away the rain water that may fall upon it.

c 1830 Pract. Treat. Roads 9 in Libr. Usef Knowl., Husb.
1 1 1, Outlets from the watertables into the ditches cannot be

seen in too many places. 1836 W. D. CoorER Gloss. Sussex,

Water-table, a small embankment made across a road,

especially on a hill, to carry- off the water. 1886 Elworthy
W. Somerset Wordbk. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 Sept. 4/1 Now
that the local authorities have permitted footpaths by the

roadside and water-tables to be obliterated.

3. A window-ledge or sill in a ship or railway

carriage.

1883 W. C. Russell Sailors
1 Lang., Water-tables, sills to

a ship's windows. 1884STORMONTH, Water-tables,\\\ a ship,

the sills of the windows in the stern. 1890 Funk's Stand.

Vict., Water-table, a horizontal board with beveled top,

running underneath the windows, the entire length of a
[railway] car.

4. — water-bridge (see Water sb. 29).
1880 Wehster. 1891 Century Did.
5. «= Water-level 3.

1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. I. 139/2 In other cases it [the

water] will not rise to the surface, but form what is known
as a ' water-table* one, two, or more feet beneath. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 567/1 At varying distances from the sur-

face, -there exists a great subterranean lake or sea, known as

the ground-water or water-table.

Water-ta bling. [f. prec. + -ing V]
1. Arch. Water-tables collectively; a line of

water-tables.

1578 Churchw. Ace. Minchinhampton in Archacologia

(1853) XXXV. 431 For the water tablinge of Anslowes
chapele and the bynche of the porche, xvj s. iiij d. 1799

A.Young Agric. Lincoln 32, 120 feetof water-tabling. 1893

A'eliouary Jan. 14 The east and west walls were surmounted

by gables. These seem to have been covered with a water-

tabling. 1900 Archxol. JEliana XXII. 87 The corbels on

which rests the water-tabling.

2. The action or process of renovating with sods

the side of a ditch where it has become worn away
below the roots of a hedge.

1844 H.Dm— Bk. Farm II. 433 The hedger now re-

sumes his work of water-tabling and scouring ditches. Ibid,

562 Of switching, pruning, and water-tabling thorn-hedges.

Water-thyme.
fl. An (V imaginary) nqualic species of thyme.

1655 Walton Angler\\. (1661) 132 Some think that he [sc.

the grayling! feeds on Water-Time, and smells so at his first

taking out of the water.

2. The American weed Elodea canadensis (for-

merly Anacharis Alsinastrunt), now common in

English waters.

1855 Anne Pratt Flrnvcr. PI. V. 190 The Anacharis is

called by the fishermen the Water Thyme.
Watertight(wjt3Jtait),o. [See Tight*. 2a.]

1. So closely- constructed or fitted that water can-

not leak through.

1387 C/iarlers etc. Edin. (1871) 35 Thekyt abovyn with

stane and water thycht. Ibid. 36 The qwilke wcrke the

forsaide masounys sal warande watir thicht. 1514 Lincoln

Wills (1914) I. 61 To keep hyt wyndlhyght and waterthyght.

1554 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) I. 281 Makand the said

tolbuith vattirthicht. 1601 T. Muxes Customers Accompt

B ij, Her Houses neither Wind-tight, nor Water-tight.
_
1648

in j. Davidson Inverurie (1878) 302 The heritors in all

parishes are ordained to keep the kirk wind-fast and water-

tight. 1776 in Trans. Soc. Arts (1783) I- 232 High-topped

water-tight boots. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts V. 202 The joint

..is perfectly water-tigjit. 1835MARRYAT Jacob Faith/, xl,

All the nails in Birmingham won't make this boat water-

tight. 1873 B. Stewart Consent. Energy\\. 32 Each of these

cylinders is provided with a water-tight piston.

fig. 1647 Ward Simple Cobler 33 There is good hope,

when peace is setled, people shall dwell more wiod-tight and

water-tight than formerly. 189. Daily News isjan. 4/7 The
most watertight scheme hitherto proposed is undoubtedly

Mr. Charles Booth's,

b. Watertight compartment : each of the many
compartments, with watertight partitions, into

which the interior of a large ship is now usually

divided for safety. Hence often jig.

1858 J. Grantham Iron Ship-building 48 Several of these

[water-tight bulkheads), .divide the vessel into water-tight
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compartments 1888 Sir J. Strachey India iii. 63 Thus, what
has been called 'the policy of watertight compartments'
has been applied throughout the Indian army. 190a J.
Smith Intcgr, Script, vi. (ed. 2) 209 That faith in the Bible

..must be kept in a water-tight compartment, jealously ex-

cluded from the least contact with criticism.

2. As sb. {pi.) Watertight boots.

1880 Jeffemes Hodge <V M. xxi. (1800) 303 He. .slips his

feet into his thick 'water-tights*. 1886 Hardy Mayor
Castcrhr. xxvi, Time-stiffened water-tights reappeared.

Hence Wa'tertightness.
1869 Sir E. Rf.ed Shiphuild. xi. 228 Waiertightncss is

usually secured by working angle-irons around the keelsons
or stringers in such a manner as to allow the caulking of the

joints to be readily performed. 1882 A thenxum 6 May 564/3
To have one's representations as to the drainage or water-
tightness of one's house neglected. 1889 Welch Naval
Archit. vi. 82 The joints being caulked for waterttghtness.

Water-tree. [Cf. G. wasserbauw.~\

+ 1. A tree which grows by the water-side or in

watery ground. Obs.
1600 Surflf.t Country Farm vn. xiv. 823 There are two

sorts of trees in generall : the one is called water tree*, or
trees delighting to grow in or neere vnto the brinkes of
waters. 1612 R.Ch. Oldc Thrift netvly revived 51 Will not
these trees which you haue tearmed water trees, grow in any
other place then in low waterie grounds?

2. A tree which yields a watery juice ; applied,

e.g. to the pitcher-plant of Ceylon, Nepenthes dis-

tillatoria, the African climbingshrub Tetraecraatni-

folia, and the Australian tree Hakca Iettcoplera.

For red-ivater tree see Red-water 3.

, 759 B, Stilungfleet Misc. Tracts (1762) 76 The water-
trce in Ceylon produces cylindrical bladders, covered with
a lid ; into these is secreted a most pure, and refreshing
water. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Tetracera, T. potatoria\\Z-]\
Tt alnifolia\ is called the Water-tree at Sierra Leone, on
account of its climbing stems yielding a good supply of clear
water when cut across. 1894 C. D, Tyler in Gtog. Jml. I II.

484 The cetico
t
or water-tree [of S. America], is a variety of

the botnbax, or silk-cotton tree. 1898 Morris Austral
English, Water-tree,^, tree from which water is obtained by
tapping the roots, Hakea leucoptera, R. Br.

Water-vine. A name for several plants which
yield an abundant watery juice, a. Tetraeera alni-

folia (or potatorta) : see prcc. 2. b. rhytocrene
gigantea, a tall climbing shrub of Martaban, Burma.
0. The \V. Indian climber Doliocarpus Calinea.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 187/1 (art. Africa) The water-vine

{Tctracera p<>tatoria), the stems of which are a sort of
vegetable fountain, discharging, when cut across, a cool,
limpid, and refreshing fluid. 1846 Lindley i'eget. Kingd.
271 In the province of Martaban, Dr. Wallich found his
Water Vine (Phytocrene) whose singular soft and porous
wood discharges when wounded a very large quantity of
pure and tasteless fluid, which is quite wholesome, and drunk
by the natives. 1864 Griskbach Flora W. Ind. /si. 788
Water-vine, Doliocarpus Calinea. 1871 Kingsley At Last
xi. II. 105 We cut a water-vine, and had a long cool drink.

Wa'ter-vole. [See Vole sb.2] The common
water-rat, Arvicola amphibiits.
1828 J. Fleming Brit. Amm, 23 Water Vole. 1837 T. Bell

Brit. Quadrupeds 322 The Water Vole, or, as it is more
frequently called, the Water Rat, is found in most parts of
Kurope. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. vii, There never was
any sound at all, except of a rocky echo, .or the sudden dive
of a water-vole.

Water-wagtail.
1. The common pied wagtail, Motacilia lugubris.

Also applied, with some distinctive epithet, to other
species.

16:1 Cotgr., Haussc-qucue, the yellow Water-wagtaile,
:668 Charleton Onomast. 90 Motacilia,, the washer, or
water-wagtail. a 167a Willughby Ornit/i. ir. xvii. (1676)
171 Motacilia alba. The white Water-wagtail. Ibid. 172
Motacilia /lava. The yellow Water-wagtail. 1734 Albin
Nat. Hist. Birds II. 54 The common black and while Water-
^yagtail. 1758 U. Edwards Glean. Mat. Hist. I. 105 The
Grey Water-wagtail. 1816 Scott Jml. 14 June, As blithe as
a water-wagtail. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile vi. 138
The sparrows and water-wagtails perch familiarly on the
awnings and hop about the deck. 1894 R. B. Sharps
tlandbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 92 The Wagtail of Madagascar,
M.Jlaviventris, and the Grey Wagtail of Europe, M. me-
lanope, are * Water * Wagtails, with the colouring of Yellow
Wagtails.

tb. Applied playfully or derisively to a person.
1694 Crowne Married Beau v. 61 Ifmy old Water-wagtail

will only hop about the brinks of Marriage, and never step
111, I'll drive him away. 1697 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife v. iii,

Why now, my pretty Pall; my Goldfinch* my little Walter-
wagtail—you must know that.

2. U.S. m Watek-thrush.
1865 T. Burroughs Wake-robin ii. (1884) 77 The water-

wagtail (Seiurus uoveboraeensis)—erroneously called water.
thrush. 1871 Couks Key N. Anter. Birds 106 Seiurus
'toveboracensis. Water Thrush. Water Wagtail.

Water-wall. [Cf. G. wassenvall.']
1. A wall which rises by the side of water ; a con-

taining wall beside or around a body of water.
« 1440 Sir Degrev. 007 Ther ys a place in the wall, Bytwyne

the chaumbur and the hal, Thor ly^the a mychel watur-wal
UI fourty feyt brcde. 1445-6 Durham Ace. Bolts (Surtees)
03° Pro reparacione et cmendacione de lc Watcrwall ac rote
ex tenons molendint de Scaltoke, 155. 1574 in Beg. Mag.
dig. Scot. 1582 105 'a Necnon edificando lie walterwalt cum
JqSt c?t* dicti ,no,e,1(,illi - »G6o Melrose Regality Bsc.
IS.H.b.) I. 262 [John Mein, mason, sues William Edgar
w 4 Scot*l for beating of the waiter-wall. 1907 Jean
Vvebster Jerry Jr. ii. 21 Three [girls], .were kneeling on
the beach thumping and scrubbing a pile of linen. The grass
beyond the water-wall was already white with bleaching
sheets.

f2. Some plant. Obs. rare" 1
.

Cf. penny-wall, dial, name (Isle of Man) for the wall
pennywort {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1607 TopSELi. Fourf. Beasts 629 They giue hir the Hearbe
Penny-wort or Water-wall to drinke in water.

Water-ward, -wards (wo taiw^ud, -w§jdz),

adv. [See -wakd, -wards.] Toward the water

;

in earlier use to {the) xvaterward^s. Also fjra the

waterioard
i
from the direction in which the water

lies.

1 IZ20 Bestiary 137 [The adder] walke'5 to 3e water-ward,
wile (fanne drinken. 13.. A". Alt's. 3686 To water-ward
[Bodl. MS. To waterwardes], with sweord egge, Theo othres
come at heore ry^ge. 1418 in Eng. Misc. (.Surtees) 13 That
the water be ledde downc.fra the thrid poste of the bouse
of Dame Alice Plumpton fra the waterward of Use (= Ouse],
be a pype of lede closed wyth a loker. 1903 W. S. Blunt
Golden ()des Arabia iv. 27 All their will to win there speed-
ing them waterwards.

Water-washed, pa. pple. and ppl. a.

Drenched with water; swept, (lushed, or inundated
by running water.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xv. 157 Rounded fragments of

water-washed greenstone, i860 Tristram Gt. Sahara v. 89
All these apparently ancient sea-beaches show traces of
having been waterwashed only on their north sides. 1883
G. C. Davies Norfolk Broatts ii. 13 The reed-covered water-
washed bank.

t Water-washen, pa. pple. Obs. - prec.
c 1400 Siege of'Jerusalem 788 [He] Made wedes of wolle

in wete for to plunge, Water-waschcn as hey wer, & on be
walle hengen.

Water-wave.
1. lit. A wave of water.
0560 ?Coverualk Treat. Dcath\. ix. 35 Like as one water

waue foloweth vpon another. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.)
Microcosm. (GrosartJ 91/1 Shec stood, as if she stood vpon
no ground, But on some water-waue that made her bound.
1610 Holland Camden''s lirit.x. 529 Bankes formerly raised
against the waterwaves then iu-rushing. 1834 fail's Mag.
I. 340/1 From the engines water-waves are gushing.

2. A seismic wave in the sea.

1877 Huxley Physiogr. 188 If the centre of disturbance is

near the sea, the water-waves may be far more destructive
than the earth-waves.

3. ? Cf.S, A mode of dressing the hair in ilattencd

scallops on the forehead.
1895 Punk's Stand. Diet. 1911 Webster.
Hence Wa tier-waved ppl. a.

}
having a wave-like

pattern or changing gloss.

1599 T. M[oufet] Silkivormes 3 Last, Easterne wittes from
mane cf Camels tall Made water-waued stufTe vnseene before.

1841 Catlin N. Amcr. fnd. Iii. (1844) II. 143 The agates
are many of them peculiarly beautiful, most of them water-
waved.

t Waterwaw. [See Wough.] A water-wall.
1340 Durham Ace. Bolts (Surtees) 540 In sarracione plan-

corum..pro les Watrewawes molend. Abathie.

Water-way. [Cf. (M)LG. water-week drain,

G. wasserweg {I
s

) way by water, water as a way,
(2) a watercourse.]

1 1. Used in OK. with uncertain meaning.
Explained by Bosworth-Toller as 'a channel connecting

two pieces of water '. This is possible, but in quot. c 1000
the lemma means ' paths ', and the entry occurs in a group of
words meaning 'road* or 'path*. Perh. the sense may be
' a road along which a stream runs * (cf. Water-lane).
932 Charter in Kemble Cod. Dipt. No. 1107 V. 207

Andlang burnan on oone tewylm ; of 5am ewylme andlang
wxterweges up to strete, 956 Charter ibid. No. 1198 V. 374
Andlang human on wasterwe^ ; of 8a 11 wa:terwe^e on
waeterhammes. c 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 146/37
Tramites, wa;terwe^.

2. A channel for the escape or passage of water.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 5 1 8/1 Water v/zy, meatus. 1662 Atwell
Faithf. Swycyor 88 If you are to bring it [sc. the trench]
over some ditch or brook, where the water is lower then your
water-way, then must you [etc.]. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.
Mech. 96 Through the waterway the water presses during
the rising tide into a large reservoir. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm 11. 325 If the water is to be carried away by a tunnel,
the water-way is arched over and the space above levelled

in with earth. 186a Rept Directors E. Ind. Rlwy. Co. 30,
I find that the waterways shown on last year's sections by the
different Engineers, .are very deficient. 1878 Ansted Water
9f Water Supply 161 The alluvial bed is wide, but the channel
or water-way, except after heavy rain, is small. 1889 Rider
Haggard Allan's Wife xii, This gully had a water-way at
the bottom of it.

3. Nattt. A long piece of timber, hollowed in the
middle, serving to connect the deck of a ship with
the side, and to form a channel for carrying off

water from the deck by means of the scuppers.
c 1635 Capt. N. Boteler Dialogues about Sea Services

(1685) 149 Water way is that small piece or ledge of timber
which lieth on the ship's deck, .to keep the water from run-
ning down there. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. iv. 158 Her water-
ways were open and decayed. 1750 IJlanckley Nov.
Expositor, Water ways, is that Strake of Plank on the Flat
of each Deck respectively t.ext the Ship's Side, for turning
the Water out of the Seams. 1840 K. H. Dana Bef Mast
xv. 39 Everything has been moved in the hold, from stem 10
stern, and from the water-ways to the keelson. 1884 Law
Times LXXVII. 26/2 A tug towed at her for an hour and
a half before she was got off, during that time her decks and
waterways were much strained.

4. A route for travel or transport by water ; a
river, canal, or a portion of a sea or lake, viewed
as a medium of transit.

1858 Kingsley Misc. (1859) 1. 167 Pleasant are those hidden
waterways. 1869 Rogers A. Smith's W. N. I. 1. iii. 20 note%

When time is no object, the use of a water-way, even though

1 it be artificial, is vasily cheaper than that of any road on
land. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Cotton. 88 The river is the

I grand waterway for the produce of the Urals and Central
Russia. 1904 W. M. Ramsay Lett. Seven Ch. Asia iv. 48

;
When a waterway is needed, as at Glasgow, we transform

a little stream into a navigable river. 1903 Lyall Life Mara,
Dufferin I. vii. 262 The proposal in the draft treaty, that

the waterway of the St. Lawrence should be improved,, .was
opposed. 1915 A. Hukd in Daily Tel. 24 Aug. 8/7 The Rus-
sians have their main tleet elsewhere, . .the defence of this

particular waterway [sc. the Gulf of Riga] was entrusted to
r a number of older ships.

b. Distance to be travelled by water.
1883 G. C. Daviks Norfolk Broads ix. 74 The lack of rail-

way and inn accommodation and the length of water-way
rendered a cabin necessary.

c. (Right of) access by water.
1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xvi. 122 One of the

abbots of St. ttenedict's once sued the citizens of Norwich

I

for an interference with his right uf water-way up to his pos-

sessions higher up the river.

d. A track across the water, iionec-use.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard'

1. ii. 31 Between the sundown
and the sea Love watched one hour of love with me ; Then
down the all-golden water-ways His feet flew after yester-

day's.

5. The breadth of a navigable watercourse; esp.

the breadth allowed for the watercourse of a canal

or the like (exclusive of towpaths, etc.) passing

under a bridge or tunnel.

1739 Labelve Short Ace. Picts Westm. Bridge 75 Mora
I free Water-way is left for the Stream ..than the whole

Breadth of the River at the Horse- Ferry. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Bridge, These arches give.. a water-way

I

of 870 feet. 1776 G. Skmplk Building in Water 16 Total

)
Water-way 755 Feet 5 Inches. 1791 R. Mylne 2nd Rep.
Thames Narig. 8 The Water-way .. is much contracted by
the Bank. .having grown forward, beyond the openingof the

Buttment Arch. 180c Teli-okd in Plymley Agrt'c. Shn-psh.
' (1801) 301 By this towing-path being hollow below, there is

a water-way in the tunnel of ten feet, instead of seven feet.

1838 Civil Engin. ty Arch. Jml. I. 322/1 The Canal Com-
pany ..demanded., an arch 31 feet wide, 24 for water-way,
and 7 for towing path. 1902 '/ imes 26 Nov. 16/5 The Thames
Conservancy, .have made demands in regard to waterway
and headway which must render it exceedingly difficult [etc.].

6. An opening for the passage of vessels; a

(broader or narrower) course available for naviga-

j

tion ; esp. the passage by which vessels enter and
1 leave a harbour, the fairway.

1883 Manch. Guard. 18 Oct. 4/7 The Suez Canal Company's
i

engineers have prepared alternative sets of plans for the im-

provement of the waterway. 1884 J. Colkokne With Hubs
Pasha iooThe waterway was considerably reduced in breadth

by a large well-cultivated island. 1894 Law Times Rep.
LXXI. 102 2 The breadth of available waterway depends
upon the draught of the vessels navigating it.

7- The full-open passage area in a cock or valve.

1744 Desagulieks Course Exper. Phitos. II. 524 His three

Valves (whose Water-way taken together was 48 Inches).

1797 J. Cukk Coat Vieivcr 63 Injection cocks with square
shanks, 4^ inches by 1} inch water way. 1802 Nicholson's

Jml. Nat. Phitos. I. 164 As the sudden stoppage of the de-

scent of the column AB, at the instant when the two plugs

were both in the water way, might jar and shake the appa-
ratus, those plugs are made [etc.]. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.
Mech. 276 The pressure of the incumbent column of water is

supported by the plates G G, whose circular edges rest on
the brim of the water-way.. .'I his piston has every advan-
tage of strength, tightness, and large water-way.

Wa'ter-weed. Any aqualic plant with incon-

spicuous flowers ; spec. = Watek-thyme 2.

1842 Browning In a Gondola 210 Your gondola— let Zorzi

wreathe A mesh of water-weeds about Its prow. i848Schom-
BURGK Hist. Barbados 610 Spigelia anthelmKu. . Logger,
head Weed, Hughes... Water Weed. 1855 Annk Pratt
Ftcnvcr. PI. V. 185 He found that this water-weed [sc. Ana-
charis] had.. accumulated there in great profusion. 1872

Oliver Eletn. Bot. 11. 257 The ' New Water-weed ' (Elodea
canadensis), an American plant, was first remarked in Britain

in 1817. 1890 Bridges Shorter Poems 11. v. 27 The water-

weeds, that.. scarce allow a narrow stream to pass. 1914
Blackw. Mag. Aug. 21 1/2 We pass, .shikaras laden with
wood or hay or water-weed.

Water-wheel.
1. A wheel designed to drive machinery, esp. that

of a mill or pump, with water as the motive power.
1408 Durham Ace. Boll in Eng. Hist. Bev. XIV. 517 Pro

canagio. .unius axeltre. .prole Water-whelle. a 1530 J. Hey-
wooi) Play ofWeather {Urandl) 461 Our floodgate, our myl-
poole, our water whele. 1648 Wilkins Dxdalus xv. 284 For
if there were but such a water-whee! made on this instru-

ment [/,(', the Archimedean screw), upon which the stream
that is carried up, may fall in its descent, it would turn the

Screw round. 1759 Smeaton Exper. F,nq. (1794) 2 Concern-

ing Undershot Water Wheals. 1773 W. Emerson Pnnc.
Mech. (ed. 3) 240 London-bridge water-works. AB the axis

of the water-wheel CD. 1830 Rater & Lakdner Mech. xiv.

179 In water-wheels, the power is the weight of water con-

tained in buckets at the circumference, i860 Tyndall Gtac.

1. iii. 25 At one end was a little water-wheel turned by a

brook. 1893 Sir R. Ball Story ofSun 242 A water-wheel,

turned by Niagara, virtually derives its energy from the

transformation of Sunbeams.
2. A wheel for raising water, esp. for irrigation

purposes, by means of buckets or boxes fitted on its

circumference.

1639 G. Plattes Discov. Infin. Treas. vii 32 Water

wheeles.. with wooden botteis which doe fill in the river, and

empty themselves above into a trough of wood. 1825 J.

Nicholson Open Mech. 230 As the mule, .goes round, these

horizontal arms.. take hold. .of those arms which are fixed

on the axis of the water-wheel, and keep it in rotation. 1877

Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile vi 140 The water-wheel

Slowly revolving with its necklace of pots. 19x4 Blackiv.



WATER-WILLOW. 182 WATEKWOET
A/a*, Oct. 428/1 Waterwheels have to be employed to irri-

gate the old terraces.

+ 3. Awheel for propelling a boat through the

water ; a paddle-wheel. Obs.

1787 P. Miller in C, Woodcroft Steam Navig. (1848) 29
An account of experiments made by Mr. Miller, .in a double
vessel. .put in motion by his water wheel. 1814 mScribners
Mag. (1887) May 51S/2 She is a structure resting upon two
boats. . . The great water-wheel revolves in the space between
them. 182a Imison Set. % Art I. a;6 Some attempts have
been madeto place the water-wheels, or paddles that drive
the vessel, in the middle.

Water-willow.
+ 1. The purple loosestrife, Lythntm Salicaria^

or the willow-herb, Epilobium angiistifolium. (The
two plants seem to have been generally confused.)
1585 Higins Junius' NomcncL 130/2 Lysimachium, salt-

carta,, .willow herbe, or loose strife, waterwillow. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey', Water-Willoru, an Herb otherwise
call'd Loose-strife. 1736 Aixsworth Diet. Lat., Lysimachia,
willow herb, or loose strife, water willow. Hence 1828-54 in

Webster.
2. Applied to Salix aquatica and other species.

1850 Ogilvie, Water.wilhnv,.. the.S[alix]aquatica, called
also water-sallow, 1853 G. Johnston Nat. /list. E. Bard.
I. 179 Salix helix. Water willow. Common on the margins
of our gravel-bedded burns and rivers. 1886 Britten &
Holland Plant-n., Water Willow. Salix rubra, Hudson.
3. An American plant, Dianthera americana,

with narrow leaves and purplish flowers, found grow-
ing on the borders of streams and ponds.
1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 297.

Water-wings, sb.pl.

T 1. Wings having a watered or wavy surface.

nonce-use [after water camlet].

1676 Cotton Angler u. viii. 74 The Camlet-FHe, in shape
like a moth with fine diapred, or water-wings. [Cf. water
caniiet s. v. Camlet si>. b.]

2. Organs of propulsion in the water.
1835-6 Owkn in Todd's Cyci. Anat. I. 294/2 Wc have al-

ready alluded to the use which the Penguin makes of its

diminutive anterior extremities as water-wings, or fins.

3. (See qtiot.)

1841 1'rehs Gloss. Civil Engin. 293 Water-wings, the walls
erected on the banks of a river next bridges, to secure the
foundations from the action of the current ; they are usually
battered towards the stream, [etc.]. Hence in later Diets.

Water-witch.
1. A witch inhabiting the water.
«i68o Kutleh AV/«.(i759) 1. 77 A Water-witch with Charms
Could sink their Men of War, as easy as Storms. 1877
Ulack Green Fast, xxxvii. (1878) 297 Presently we found
ourselves in a sort of water-witches' paradise. Far below us
boiled that hell-cauldron of white smoke [etc.].

2. a. U.S. A name for several water-birds noted
for their quickness in diving : see quots.
1789 Moksk Amer. Geog. (1792) 60 Water-witch. 1859

Eartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Dipper, a small aquatic bird,
common throughout the United States, also called the Water-
witch and Hell-diver. i86j Coues & Prentiss in Rep.
Smithsonian Inst. 1861, 419 Podiceps cristatus .. Crested
Grebe. 'Water Witch. 1

Ibid., Podilymbits Podiceps. .

.

1 Dipper.' ' Water Witch.' 1899 C. 13. Cory Birds E. North
Amer. 1. 132 Colymbus auritus Linn. Horned Grebe. Water
Witch.

b. The stormy petrel, Procellaria pelagica.
185a Macgillivrav Brit. Birds V. 460.

3. U.S. = Water-finder.
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Water. Witch. A per-

son who pretends to have the power of discovering subter-
ranean springs by means of the divining rod. 1883 Harpers
Mag. Oct. 708/2 Utah. .abounds in ' water-witches.' 1890
L. C. Doyle AT

oiches 154 His men had reached a depth of
about a hundred and thitty feet without striking water, when
there chanced to come along a man known throughout the
section as a ' water-witch.'

Walter-withe. A West Indian plant, Vitis

caribsea (see quot. 1756).
1696 Sloane Catal. Plant. Jamaica 172 Wild Vine or

Water-with. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 178 Water-wkhe.
The withe of this grape-vine, .is so full ofjuice, that a junk
of about 3 feet will yield near a pint of clear tasteless water.
1864 GuiSEBACH Elora W. Ind. 1st. 788 Water-withe, Vitis
caribata.

Waterwork (w§-t3iwi>jk). [f. Water sb. +
Work sb. Cf. Du. walenverk y G. wasserwerk.']

+ 1. A structure built in the water or serving as a
receptacle for water or a defence against the force

of water, as a tank, pier, sea-wall, lock, etc. Obs.

1443 Acts Privy Counc. (1835) V. 283 For be makyng of
best and west jettysat Caleys for be weele of pe havene and
oper water werkes in be same havene. 1540 Ibid. VII. 17
Antony Ainger paymaster to the Kinges workmenne of the
water workes at Dover. 1577 B. Googe Heresbac/t's Husb.
II. 106 The wylde Oke serueth also well in water woorkes.

1590 Vallans Tale^ Two Swans (1744) p. xiii, [At Waltham
Abbey] a rare devise they see, ..a waterworke : the locke

Through which the boates of Ware doe passe with malte.

1629 Pat. Off. No. 47. 2 The circular bathes or bathing water-

workes above menaoned. a 1647 Habington Surv. Worcs.
(Worcs. Hist. Soc.) I. 29 Mr. William Sandys* waterwourcke
on Avon. 1693 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 243 They use it

in making of Cisterns to hold Water, and all manner of
Water-works. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 326 The knottiest and
coarsest [oak] is best for Water-works and Piles. 176s Mu-
seum Rust. I V. 380 1-'or properly planting the greatest number
of the Small-leaved English Elm, for raising timber, (com-
monly used for keels of ships and water-works). .a Gold
Medal. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 186 The ancient baths

and water-works of the Romans were built with this kind of
mortar.

trans/. 1596 Harington Metam. Ajax H 2 b, Though I

called my selfe by metaphor an Admirall for the water
workes.

2. t a. A system of machinery for raising, con-

veying, or distributing water. Obs.
The ' New Waterwork ' referred to in several early quots.

was a lofty building erected near Queenhithe in 1594-5 by
Bevis Bulmar, containing machinery ' for theconueying and
forcing of Thames water to serue in the middle and West
parts of the Citie ' (Stow Surrey of London, 1603, p. 364).

1596 Sir J. Davies Epigr, vi. (In Tiium), Titus.. Three
years togither in this towne hath beene Yet my Lord
Chauncellors tombe he hath not seene Nor the New water
worke. 1610 B. Jonson Alchemist 11. i. 76 Mam. I'll giue
away so much, vnto my man, Shall serue th* whole citie,

with preseruatiue, Weekely, each house his dose, and at the
rate— Stir. As he that built the waterworke, do's with
wattr? Ibid. in. iv. 418, I, that was with the griefe Thou
took'st for being sess'd at eighteene pence For the water-
worke. 16x2 j. Taylor (WT

ater P.) Merry-Wherry-Ferry
Voy. Wks. (1630) 11. 12/2 Some 10. yeeres since Fresh water
there was scant, But with much Cost theyhaue suppli'd that
want; By a most ex'lent Water-worke that's made. 1644
G. Plattes in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 216 Raise the water
by an engine or water-work of the most fit sort for that place
and purpose, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Chester (1662) 292
John Terer.. erected a seemly waterwork built Steeplewise
at the Bridgegate.. .This since hathserved for the conveying
of River-water from the Cisterne, in the top of that Work,
through Pipes of Lead and Wood, to the Citizens houses.

1663 Marq. Worcestkr Cent. Invent, etc. F7, The same
individual Definition of my Water-work. .1 again adventure
to present to Your Majesty. 1775 Whitehurst Machine
Raising Water in Phil, Trans. LXV. 277 The circumstances
attending this water-work, require a particular attention.

b. colled, plural. (Sometimes construed as

sing.) The assemblage of machinery, buildings,

and engineering constructions, used for the purpose
of supplying a town or neighbourhood with water
conveyed and distributed through pipes.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. n. ii. 1. i. (1624) 202 M' Otho
Nicholson, founder of our water works, & elegant Conduit
in Oxford. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2625/1 \x\ Act for Incor-
porating the Proprietors of the Water-works in York-Buikl-
mgs. 1703 Ibid. No. 3 .64/4 The Proprietors concerned in

the London- Bridge Water-Works are desired to meet on
Wednesday the 10th Instant. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)
II. 1. iv, 21 They have a town house, an exchange, and
waterworks, by which the city is supplied from the river.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 138 Two 36th sharts of the
King's moiety of the New River waterworks. 1879 Cassells
Techn. Educ. I. 226/2 The term water- works is properly
applied only to such works as have for their object the col-

lection, supply, and conveyance of water to towns. X910
Encycl. Brit. XIV. 838/a The municipality owns and
operates its water-works.

f3. Any contrivance for producing a pleasing

spectacle by means of water in motion ; an orna-

mental fountain or cascade. Chiefly in plural. Obs.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xiv, § 1 The table was set neere
to an excellent water-worke ; for by the casting of the water
in most cunning maner, it makes (with the shining of the

Sunne vpon it) a perfect rainbow. 1649 Davenant Love
<5- Hon. 11. L 105 'those are the tunes my old widdow
prisoner sings With more division than a water work When
the maine pipe is halfe stopt. 1680 Morden Geog. Red.,
Germany (1685) 113 In his Palace or Castle of Heidelburg
are divers things remarkable, viz. the Grotes and Water-
works, a 1700 Evelyn Diary Aug. 1641 Where, in the

upper roomes of the house were divers pretty water-workes,

rising 108 foote from the ground. 170a Vhil. Trans. XXIII.
1078 There was always a great boyling and flying up of

the Water of the Sea, as in a Jette d'eat/, or Water-work.
1710 Addison Speet. No. 5 p 3 There was actually a Pro-
ject of bringing the New River into the House, to be cm-
ployed in Jetteaus and Water-works. 1721 New General
A Has 219 The Gardens are pleasant and stately, adorn 'd with
exquisite Water-Works. 1757 Mrs. P. L. Powvs Passages

fr. Diaries (1899) 29 The waterworks, .may be said to be
more grand than pleasing,, .particularly the grand cascade,
which [etc.]. 1771 Smollett Humphry CI. 4 July (1815) 221,

I saw him standing by the wheel, dropping like a water-

work, and trembling from head to foot, partly from cold, and
partly [etc. J. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Er. II. Iv. 56 The
present Landgrave's grandfather. .formed. .a series of arti-

ficial cataracts, cascades, and various kinds of water-works,

in the noblest style that can be imagined.

b. trans/. Chiefly in jocular references to shed-

ding of tears and (nonce-use) to rain.

1647 J. Cleveland Poems 47 Not Bushells Wells can match
a Poets eyes In wanton water-works. 1709 T. Robinson
Vituiic. Mosaick Syst. 23 The Veins.. of the Earth being
now saturated.. the Subterrene Lympha;ducts, or under-
ground Water-works, began to bubble up and play from the
Tops and Sides of the Mountains. 1806 J. Beresfohd
Miseries Hum. Life v. § 12 The fire-works put entirely out
of countenance by the water-works [i.e. the rain]. 1848
Thackf.kay Van. Pair xiv, ' O Miss B., I never thought to
have seen this day !

' And the waterworks again began to
play. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, Sneaking little brute
..clapping on the water-works just in the hardest place.

1885-6 E. Leslie's Chatterbox (N. Y.) 79 Harry could not
bear to see Clare cry. 'Hold up!' he cried. 'This will

never do. Hullo ! no waterworks here, if you please.'

1 4. A kind of imitation tapestry, painted in size

or distemper. Obs.

See
J. H. Middleton in Proc. Soc. Antiq. (1886) 197, wliere

this kind of work is described from extant specimens.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 28 Goodly tentes of blewe

water worke_ garnyshed w* yelowe & white. 1597 Shaks. 2
Hen. IV, 11. i. 158 And for thy walles a pretty slight Drollery,
of the Storie of the Prodigal!, or the Germane hunting in
Waterworke, is worth a thousand of these Bed-hangings, and
these Fly-bitten 'Papistries.

5. In occasional uses : Something done in or on

the water, or by means of water ; + a pageant ex-

hibited on the water.
1608 Great Frost in Arber Eng. Garner I. 83 Make me so

much beholding to you, as to receive from you the right
picture of all these your waterworks; how they began, how
they have grown, and in what fashion have continued. 1614

J. Taylor (Water P.) {title) Taylors Water-worke : or The
Scullers Trauels, from Tiber to Thames. 1639 Dekker
London's Tempe (Percy Soc.) 43 The first scane is a water-
worke, presented by Oceanus, 1655 W. Nicholson Ex/os.
Catech. (1663) 171 The Scruple then here is, How water can
wash away the spots of sin ? To clear it in brief: The truth
is, it could not; it is no water-woik. 1680 C. Nesse Ch.
Hist. 291 Such savoury discourse.. for our deliverance from
the devils water-works in eighty-eight fV. e. the Spanish
Armada], 190s Hist. Hawiekfrom 1832, 140 Usually most
of the play [at handball] is in the river, and the ' water work

'

is the most amusing feature to the onlookers.

6. An operation or a department of labour con-
cerned with hydraulic engineering, irrigation, em-
banking, drainage, or the lik«. Chiefly^/. Nowra«.
1564 Rec. Inverness (New Spalding Club) I. 117 The

prowest baillies and cunsall decernis all watter men to mak
thayr partis of thair wattyr w ark sufficient betuix the day
and dayt heirof and the feist of Andersmts nixt. 1568 in

Set. Charters Trading Co. (Seldtn Soc.) 1. 17 Workmasters
of great cunning perfectness knowledge and experience in all

kind of mineral works and of water woiks for the draining of
all manner of mints. 1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xxxi. K j b,

And heere I thynke it not amisse to gyue you a piecepte
howe to fynde the diuersitie of these leuelles, wherby yee
may exactly resolue sundry questions peiteyning to water
woorkes, wherein dyuers haue greately erred, obseruyng not
this difference. 1610 R. Vauchan {title) Most approved and
long-experienced water-workes. Containing, The manner of

Winter and Summer-drowning of Medow and Pasture [etc.].

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's 1. xiii. 35 Seme famous
for Limming ; he curicus for Architecture; this for Water
workes, or any other Art. 1634 J. B[ate] (title) The
Mysteryes of Nature and Art. Conteintd in foure severall

Treatises. The first of Water workes, 'J he second of Kyer
woikes, The third of Drawing [etc.]. 1638 Cat. Anc. Rec.
Dublin (1892) III. 345 A sufficient plummer that hath skill

in waterworkes, and all other woikes belonging to a plummer.
1653 Van F.tteti's Math. Recreat. title-p., Secrets and Ex-
periments in Aiiihmeiick, Geometry, ..Chemistry, Waler-
woiks, Fire-works, &c. 168a Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) I.

192 Sir Samucll Moreland, the great engineer in water works,
is gone ovtr to the court of France to shew his skill there.

1848 Ci-OLGH Amours de Voy. iii. 12 Where.. amid cotton
and maize peasants their water-works ply.

aitrib. 1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 6 The elasticity

of the vapour of wattr.. had now become familiar to water-
work artists.

So Wa'ter-worker.
'579 Fenton Guiccia?-d. vi. (1599) 258 The bottome of the

poole, contrarie to the. .opinions of many enginiMs and
water-workers, was found to be higher. 1787 W. H. Mar-
shall Nor/.{ 1795) 1 1. 391 Water-workers^ makers ofmeadow
drains and wet ditches.

Water-worm.
1. -Any aquatic annelid.

1655 Moufet & Bennf.t Health's Improv. xi. ico The
Kings- fisher feedeth most upon water-worms, and little fishes.

1681 Grew Musxum \. § vii. iii. 177 A Water-Worme.
Lumbricus Aquaticus. 1797 Ft/eycl. Brit. (ed. 3). VIII.
665/2 Animated Horse-Hairs, a term used to express a sort

of long and slender water-worm, .by the vulgar supposed to

be the hair fallen from a horse's mane into the water. .ard
there animated by some strange power. 1865 Swinblkne
Chastelard v. i. 176 Bred out of F.gypt like the water-worm.
1889 Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXV. 139 It is not at all

uncommon for some Rotifera . . to adhere for a time to larger

animals, such as Crustacea; and water-worms. 1891 M.
Muriel Dowie Gvl in Karpath. 56 Water-worms, and
newts of every description.

b. fig. in derisive use.

1820 Byron To Murray -23 Apr., I hate and abhor that

puddle of water-woims [i.e. the lake poets] whom you have
taken into your troop.

f2. Some kind of explosive used under water.

1809 Naval Chron. XXII. 203 Fire-devils, water-worms,
Shrapnell-shells.

Wa'ter-WOrn, a. Worn or corroded by the

action of water. Chiefly Geol.

1815 Bakewell Introd. Geol. 10 Water-worn fragments of

primary and transition rocks are commonly found in many
of the secondary rocks. 1829 J. Phillips Geol. Ycrks. 49
Fragments of chalk and flint which. .are very little wattr-
wom. 1859 R. F. Burton Cenir. AJr. in Jml. Geog. Soc.

XXIX. 33 Bare coralline rocks, smooth and waierworn near

the sea, rough and j-hai p inland. 1888 F. Hume Mine. Midas
l.Prol., There was a smooth water-worn boulder on the beach.

Waterwort (w^tsjwmt). [Wort j<M] A
name for several distinct plants, f a. In early use

identified with Maidenhair (i.e. either Adiantum
Capillits- Veneris or Aspleniutn 7richomanes

)
or

both). Obs. b. Any plant of the genus Elatinc.

c. Applied by Lindlty to plants of the order

Philydracese, native to Australia and Eastern Asia.

a. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 24 Herba galli iricus f is waiter

wyrt. a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. p. 176 Mayt'enheer or

water*wouit: capillits virgin/s. 1541 I Jr. Properties Herbs

13 viij, Capillus veneris. This herbe is called Mayden here

or waterworte. 1597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl-, Waterwort

is Maidenhayre. 1607 Toe'sell Four-/. Beasts 182 Water-

wort with new Lard, applycd to the soie, easeth the same.

b. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 387 Elaiine

Alsinastrum. Water-wort. 1816-20 T. Gkkln Univ. Herbal

I. 489 Elatinc Hydropiper; Opposite -leaved Waterwort.

Ibid., Elatine Alsinastrum ; Whorl-leaved Waterwort. 1848

Johns Week at Lizard 2S6 Elatine hexaudra. Water-woit,

a minute succulent plant, with greenish flowers of three

petals.

c. 1846 Lindley / V^. Kiugd. 186.



WATERY. 183 WATH.

Watery (wg'teri), a. Forms : i wsoteris,

weetris, j, 5 wateri, 5 watiry, wattery, watri,

wattry, 5-6 watrye, 5-7 waterie, 5-S watry, 6

waterye, Sc, wattirrie, 67 watrie, 7-9 wat'ry,

4- watery, [t. Watek sb. -+ -v. Cf. Du. waterig,

MLG. waleru/i, OHG. waging, reeling (MHG .

waz&cric, wez^eric, mod.G. t wassertg, wiisserig).]

1. Of land or soil : Full of water; moist, plashy
;

well-watered.
nooo ^lfric Horn. II. 402 Rixe weaxst Rcwunelice on

wa;teri*um stowum. rnoo Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 147/6
Alluvius ager, waster13 a*cer, 'c 1440 Jacobs Well 250 pis

is a good moyst & a wattery ground for to haue in oure
welle be-nethyn. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 518/1 Watry, or fulle

of water, aquosus, aquilentus. Watry, or fulle of moysture,
humidus. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1. 20 The
watrie ground requireth more store of doung, and the drye
ground the lesse. a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Eleg. I. xiv. 11 In
hilly Idas watry plainer. 1653 Walton Auglerxx. 175 Rushes
that grow in the water, or watry places. 1680 Exact frnl.
Siege Tangier 11 The third [trench] being very deep and
watry, ..a Hundred and twenty four were there killed. 1796
South ey Lett.fr. S/>ain (1799) 320 In every little watry
bottom the frogs croaked out a conceit. 1842 Hawthorne
Tivicc-told T. Ser. 11. Seven Vagabonds; Some elderly
clergyman, long vegetating in a rocky, woody, watery back
settlement of New England. 1846 R. E. Egf.rton War-
burton Hunting Songs 129 Blackthorns stiff the fields divide
With watery ditch on either side.

b. Of clouds: Full of moisture which is ready
to fall as rain ; rainy. Also of wind, a season, etc.

1377 Langl. P. PI. IS. xvm. 410 Is no weder wanner ban
after watery cloudes. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 133 Vapours
..wherofthe watery cloudes are engendred. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. (1681) 291 At the rising of the Sun, if it app-jar

. .hid in a black watry Cloud, Rain follows. 1743 Francis
tr. Hor., Kfiodes x. 19 While watry Winds the bellowing
Qcean shake. 1883 (J. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xxxiii. 261
The watery year of 1879.

. c. gen. Full of water, wet, dripping, rare.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.>23 The Mermaides. .sate..
drying their waterie tresses in the Sunnc beames.

d. trans/. Covered with, permeated by water

;

set or built in the water ; washed by stream or tide.

IS93 Sua ks. Lucr. 161 1 And now this pale Swan in her
watrie nest, Begins the sad Dirge of her certaiue ending.
a 1668 Davenant Poems {167 2) 220 The Lark now leaves his
watry Nest. 1793 Blake Songs Exp. Introd. 19 The starry
floor, The wat'ry shore. 1878 Joaquin Miller Songs Italy
13 Sweet Was the Christmas time in the watery town.

2. Resembling water in consistence ; thin, fluid.

exooo Sax. Leechd. II. 236 $if se utgang ste windij and
wanris and blodis. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvi.
fBodl. MS.), pe herte .sometyme quakeb and bat comeb of
watery moisture, a 1425 ir. Ardernc's Treat. Fistula, etc.

59 Raw fruytez gendreb watry blode. c 1440 Pallad. on
Husb. iv. 6 For now this vines.. Not wattery but thicke
humoures wepe. 1561 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 15 Boyle them
and take two pounde of the Musilage and boyle it with the
other thynges vntyll all that is waterye bee consumed. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 30 Quick Siluer, (which is a most Crude and
Watry Body). 1787 in Sixth Rep. Dep. Kpr. Publ. Rcc. 11.

177 When the mixture of Oil or Oily Substances with Acetous
or Watery Liquors is required. 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort. 283 The mistletoe, .can live on all exogens of which
the ascending sap is of a watery consistence. iSggAllbutt's
Syst. Med.VH.8T$ From the watery conditions of the blood
results a transudation of serum.

3. Having the appearance of water; resembling
water in colour. Of colour: Pale, looking as if

diluted with water.
Said esp. of an overcast condition, betokening rain, of the

sky, sun, moon, etc.

(.1407 Lydg. Reson $ Sens. 1417 Me thought, I sawgh a
Reyne-bowe Of blywe and rede and watiry grene. 158s
Higins Junius Nomencl. 176/2 Aqueus,..a. pale white like
water, or a waterie colour, a 1628 Preston Serm. bef. his
Majestic (1630) 26 The prosperitie of wicked men, like a
waterie sun-shine may for a while continue. 1697 Drvden
Virg. Georg. 1. 60S But if his Cheeks are swoln with livid
blue, He bodes wet Weather by his watery Hue. 1738 Gray
Tasso 45 The watery glimmerings of a fainter day. 1808
Scorr Marmion 1. Introd. 26 Where yet some faded herbage
pines, And yet a watery sunbeam shines. 1821 Shelley
Evening at Pisa 23 A space of watery blue, Which the keen
evening star is shining through. 1886 W. J. Tucker JS,
Europe 401 His eyes were small and of a watery blue.

b. In comb, with an adj. of colour.
1887 pHiLLirs Brit. Discomys. 82 Cup sessile, globose,..

watery-grey ;. .Cup. .pale watery- brown, or cinereous. 1913
Mrs. Stratton-Porter Laddie xvii. (1917) 350 A little bit
of a man, with watery blue eyes.

4. Of the nature of water.
1477 Norton Ord. Atch.. v. in Ashm. (1652) 65 Wann or

leady Colour ingendred is Of Waterie and Erthy parts with-
out amisse. 1604 Jas. I Connterbl. Tobacco (Arb.) 104
Raynes, Snowes, Deawes, hoare Frostes, and such like
waterie Meteors. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Grief 3 My
grief hath need of allthe watry things. That nature hath
producM. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ill. (1677) 76
lhe Clouds are attracted out of moist and watry, and also
earthy Vapours, 1750 G. Hughes Barbados 1. 20 The Re-
sistance. .wilt compel these thin watry Vesicles to coalesce
..into Drops. 1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 73 Heat.. resolves
the watry and oily particles of the earth into vapour. 1876
Bristowe Th. <$• Tract. Med. (1878) 817 The watery con-
stituent (of uiinej. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 67 The watery
vapour in the atmosphere.

b. applied to the rainbow, poet*
1600 11 isd. Dr. Dodypoll I. A 3 b, Looke on the ayre,where

with a hundred changes The watry Rain-bow doth imbrace

feS^St*
l6l° Shaks - Temp. iv. L 71 The Queene o' th

fakie, Whose watry Arch, and messenger, am I. 1755 YoungCentaur n Wks. 1757 IV. 145 As if in kindly showers the
watry bow had shed all its most celestial colours on it.

f o. m Aqueous i b. Obs.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan viii. ix. (1631) 565 These three

humors [of the eye] are called the Watery, the Christalline,

and the Glassy. 1699 GlD. Harvey Van. P/ulos. -V Physick
169 To preserve the Eye-sight, . . By attenuating the Homy
Tunic and the watery Humour.

d. Of a chemical extract, solution, etc. : Made
with water, aqueous.
1826 Henry Elem. Client. II. 545 The watery solution may

contain a variety of salts. 1857 Miller Elem. Ghent., Org.
528 The formation of the blue colouring matter in watery
extracts of the plant. 1863 Curling Vis. Rectum (1876) 45
The watery extract of aloes. 1871 B. Stewart Heat % 53
Various watery solutions also possess their own points of
maximum density. 1889 Century Diet. s. v. Fusion , Aqueous
or wateryfusion, the melting of certain crystals by heat in

their own water of crystallization.

5. Consisting of water. Chiefly poet, or rhet. of

natural features, as the sea and rivers. Watery way',

a route by which one journeys over water.

1535 Coverdale Ps. lxxvii. 20 He smote the stony rocke,
that the watery streames gusshed out. c 1586 C'iess Pem-
broke Ps. xlvi. i, Yea soe lett seas wilhall, In watry hills

arise, As may the earthlie hills appall. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. 1. i. 210 When Phcebe doth behold Her siluer visage in

the watry glasse. ? 1605 Drayton Poems Lyr. ty J'ast.

Kglog v. E 6, Conuey her prayse to Neptunes watry realuie.

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 779 Those few escap't Famtn and
anguish will at last consume Wandring that watrie Desert.
1678 Cuuwokth Intell. Syst. 358 That the gods (or stars)..

were at first made out of the ocean—that is out of the watry
chaos. 1697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. \\. 625 Keels of Ships,
that scour the watry Plains. 1715 Pope Iliad 11. 685 in
fourscore Barks they plow the watry Way. 1854 J. S. C.
Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. v, 107 England was mistress of
the sea, and she respected no rights of private property
upon her watery domain. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 189
A quaint peep of the landscape is obtained through a watery
arch, spouted from a hollow. 1887 Bowen Virg. sEncid 1.

376 Sailing from ancient Troy.. o'er many a watery way.
b. Watery grave, flomb : the place in which a

person lies drowned. Similarly watery death.
1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. v. i. 241 So went he suited to his

watery tombe. 1608 — Pericles 11. i. 10 Hauing throwne
him from your watry graue. 1802 in J. D. Parry Coast of
Sussex 11833) 72 Last month, a youth of Brighton was rescued
from the watery grave, and restored to his father. 1829
Landor Imag. Conv. t Chaucer, Boccaccio, <V Petrarca Wks.
1853 1. 416/1 The horrors of a watery grave. 1831 Scott
67. Robt. xxix. To exchange., a watery death for one by
the more dreadful agency of iire. 1857 Recoil. Western
'Texas 13 O'H— and another, .being unable to swim, soon
found a watery grave.

6. Of, belonging to, connected with the water
;

aquatic. Now rare. a. of plants and animals
that live in or on the water.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xm. xxvi. (1495)456 Fysshe

lyckyth therthe and watry herbes and soo gete they meete
and nourysshynge. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1.

io_Earthie and waterie creatures. 1601 Dolman Ibid. in.

lxiL 286 God hath created them [fish] like watrie birdes, to
whom he hath giuen wings agreeable to the element for to
sustaine themselues with. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

(1637) 491 Alders, beside other watery Shrubbes. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 656 The Reed or Cane is a Watry Plant, and
groweth not but in the Water. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg,
1. 527 The sev'ral sorts of watry Fowls, That swim the Seas,
or haunt the standing Pools. 1725 PovEOdyss, v. 64 Wat'ry
fowl that seek their fishy food.

b. as an epithet of deities, etc.

*593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 63 Whose rocky shore beates
backe the enuious siedge Of watery Neptune. 1595 Locrine
v. iv. 17 The watrie ladies and the Hghtfoote fawnes, And
all the rabble of the wooddie Nymphs. 1617 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Three Wks. Observ. Ep. Ded. A 4 b, Neptune,
^Lolus, Tellus, Bacchus, and all the watery, windy, earthly,
and drinking Deities. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 1. 43 The
watry Virgins for thy Bed shall strive. 1747 Gray Ode on
Death ofCat 32 She mew'd to evVy watry God. 1801 S.

Turner Hist. Anglo-Sax. in. [iv.) ii. II. 39 These watery
sovereigns [the sea-kings of the North], who. .flourished in

the plunder of the sea and its shores. 1803 Sir A. Boswei.l
Spirit of Tintoc To Rdr,, These seem to have had perfect
effect on the watery spirit Kelpy, but none on the ethereal
demons of Tintoc.

C. as an epithet of heavenly bodies, portents,

seasons, etc., which are thought to bring rain.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.. Gov. Lordsh. 86 Whenne be
mone ys yn be watery tokenynges. c 1440 Astron, Cat.
(MS. Ashm. 391), pis signe is stedfaste septentrional, .fiew-

matik and watri in kinde. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,
123 b, The sayd writers declared that this yere should be
such Eclipses in watery signes, and suche coniunctions that
by waters & fluddes many people should perishe. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. ii. 69 That I being gouern'd by the
waterie Moone, May send forth plenteous teares to drowne
the World. 1611 — Wint. T. 1. ii. 1 Nine Changes of the
Watry-Starre. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Watry Triplicity, the
Signs so accounted, being cold and moist, are Gemini,
Scorpio and Pisces. 1705 Addison Italy, Bolonia etc. 442
[tr. Claudian]..The Mourning Sisters weep in watry Signs.

1774 Bryant Mythol. II. 341 The constellation of the Hyades
..was a watry sign. 1818 j. Taylor A ntiq.Cur. 156 Index,
Swithin St., the watery saint. 1901 Daily Chron. 15 July
5/1 In France the watery saints' days are those of St. Me'dard
(June 8) and St. Gervais and St. Protais (June 19).

d. gen.
Watery way, journey, (one s) way or journey over the

water : cf. 5.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xiv. § 1 The table was set neere
to an excellent water-worke. ..There were birds also made so
finely, that they did not onely deceiue the sight with their
figure, but the hearing with their songs; which the watrie
instruments did make their gorge deliuer. 1622 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Farew. Toivcr.Bottles A 4,When Vpland Trades-
men thus dares take in hand A wat'ry buis'nesse, they not
vnderstand. 1697 Dryden .Unas v. 1 Mean time the Trojan

cuts his watry way, Fix'd on his Voyage, thro the curling

Sea. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 289 The firm connected bulwark
..Spreads its long arms amidst the watery roar. 1810 Scott
Lady of LaJce II. xxvi, Now back they wend their watery
way. 1859 Dickens Haunted Ho. i. 7/2 Mr. Beaver, .proved

to be an intelligent man, with a world of watery experiences

in him. 1881 Miss Bkaddon Asphodel I. 210 The Rector's

wife heard of her niece's watery meanderings and gipsy
breakfasts.

7. Of lood : Containing too much moisture ; tast-

ing too much like water ; thin, flavourless.

c 1440 Ballad, on Husb. 1. 195 Olyuys. .With drasty wattry
fruyt. 1653 Walton Angler vi. 136 The He Salmon .. is

more kipper, .then the She is ; yet she is. .as watry and as

bad meat. 1846 Soyer Cookery 451 Be careful they are not

too much done, or they would go in puree and taste watery.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. vi. 102 We're cooking watery-

soup for beggars.

b. Of a plant or its parts : Containing a large

proportion of moisture.
1842 Loldon Suburban Hort. 84 By greatly increasing the

perspiration of the leaves and other parts of plants, wind
renders them less watery. 1882 Garden 20 May 354/2 It

rarely happens that we find a single watery shout in a tree

which requires pinchings to maintain the proper balance of

the sap.

8. Of the eyes: a. Suffused with tears, tearful.

Hence trans/., of weeping, lamentation, etc.

1447 Bokenam Seyntys, Magd. 1003 Wyth wattry yheThe
shypmen he preyid & yaf hem yiftys also. 1588 Greene
Pandosto Wks. (Grosart) IV. 264 Pandosto would once a day
repairc to the Tombe, and there witli watry plaintes bewaile
his misfortune. 1591 Spenser A/. Hubberd 1362 With fained

face, and watrie eyrie halfe weeping, a 1631 Donne Lament.
Jer. iii. 48 With watry rivers doth mine eye ore-How. 1837
Lockhakt Scott IV. xi. 356 The Koyal Exile surveyed it

with a flushed cheek and a watery eye. 1855 Thackeray
Ncwcomcs xxvi, Little Rosey and her mother sobbed audibly,

..to the surprise of. .Miss Honeyman, who had no idea of
such watery exhibitions. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, vii, Joe's
blue eyes turned a little watery.

b. Exuding moisture, as a result of weakness or

disease in the lachrymal glands. Watery eye —
Epiphoka 1.

< 1460 1. Russell Bk. Nurture 2S2 in Babees-bk.i^A Glowt-
yngene twynkelynge with youre y5e, ne. .watery, wynkynge,
ne droppynge, but of sight clere. i486 Bk. St. Albans b ij,

An hauke that is broght vp vnder a Bussard or a Puttnck ;

as mony be: hath wateri Eyghcn. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxi. xix. II. 103 But a peculiar vertue they [violets] have
besides to stay the running and waterie eyes. 1799 Under-
wood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) II. 35 [Ophthalmia} will some-
times degenerate into what is termed the watery eye... There
is, however, a case of watery-eye attending older children, in

which the discharge is very hot and acrid. 1843 R.J. Graves
Syst. Clin. Med. xxv. 309 His eyes became very red, watery,
and intolerant of light.

9. Of the skin, part of the body: Exuding, or

suffused with, a humour or moisture resembling

water, f Hence in names of diseases, as watery
mouth, itch; watery //^/ = HYi)iu>CErnALUS. Cf.

also S b.

a 1425 tr. A rdertie s Treat. Fistula, etc 50 pe watry placez
1 enoynted with ane oyntement made of blak sope, and
poudre of sulphur. 1523-34 Fitzheris. Husb. § 55 Vf the
skynne be of ruddy colour and drye, than is he sounde, and
if it be pale coloured and watrye, thanne is he rotten. 1697

J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 50 Tiie Duke was not
the stoutest child, and had been subject to a watry mouth,
which now grew better. 1728 Chambers Cycl, Hydrocepha-
lus, ..v. watery Head, or Dropsy in the Head. 1818-20
E. Thompson tr. Cullen's Nosol. (ed. 3) 331 Scabies lym*
phatica, or watery itch. 1820 Good Nosol. 490 Scabies..
Vesicularis. Eruption of larger, .vesicles filled with a trans-
parent fluid. ..Watery Itch. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII. 172
The brain was watery, the veins turgid,

\O.Jtg. Of thought, feeling, literary or artistic

composition
,
persons, etc. : Vapid , washy, poor, thin.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 376 pe heorte, bet was wateri, smecchles,
and ne uelede no sauur of God. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. \.

iv. § 2 Then grew the flowing, and watrie vaine of Osorius
the Portugall Bishop to be in price. 1673 Hickeringill
Greg. F. Greybeard 183 A loose, flashy, watery memory that
will hold no print. 1843 Cahlvle Past <y Pr. 11. ii. {1858) 109
Through the thin watery gossip of our Jocelin, we do get
some glimpses of that deep-buried Time. 1851 Tennyson
Edwin Morris 128 Slight Sir Robert with his watery smile
And educated whisker. 1858 G. Macdonald Phantasies x.

(187S) 151 New cataracts of watery melodies. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 204 Do not tell me that justice is duty.,
for that sort of watery stuff will not do for me. 1904 M.
Hewlett Queen's Quair 11. vi. 265 She would calculate as
she listened, .to what extent she might serve herself yet of
this watery fool. 1904 Times Lit. Suppl. 1 Apr. 104/1 A
watery but harmless story of London society.

11. Her. (See quot.)
i486 [see Undated a. 1]. 1572 [see Undadie a\ £-1828

Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Watery. This term sometimes
occurs, and is used in the same sense as wavy, or undee.

12. Comb, in parasynthetic adjs.

1568 Skeyne Pest (i860) 13 Vrine .. first vaterie colourit,

thairefter of bilious colour. 1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1805/4

A Sorrel Nag, ..watery Eyed. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T.,

Watery headed, apt to shed tears. 1883 Harper s Mag. Apr.

697/1 The..rubicund-visaged watery-eyed driver.

Water-zoutch v. : see Wateb-souchv.

Wath.. Obs. exc. dial. Also (i weefl;, 5 wadth,
wat(t)he, 6 erron. warthe, 6- erron. warth.

[a. ON. vad neut. (MSw. va/>, Sw., Da. vad) =- OE.
wafc/(pl. wado),poet. the sea, the waves, MLG. wat
(wo*/-), Du. wad, OHG. wat :—OTeut. *wado~m \—

pre-Teut. *wadho-m - L. vadum j cogn. w. Wadi
z/.] A ford ; a fordable stream.



WATHSTEAD.
In quot. c noo used as the proper name of the river Forth.
[c noot?. R, Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1073 Wyllelm..baet land

on ha sa; healfe mid scypum ymb \m\y\ & nim sylf mid his

landfyrde ferde inn ofer ba;tWa;3 {Laud MS. bast £ewaed)].

c 1450 St, Cuthb?rt (Surlees) 5757 pe waiir bat time was farr

ebband :. , Hut or he was be wath all past, The wawes come
agayne him fast. < 1475 I'ict. Voc. in \Vr,-\Vulcker 799/41
Hoc vadum, a wadth. 1483 Cath. Angl. 410/1 A wathe,
vadum, flustrum. 1570 Levins Manip. 38/40 A watthe,
foorde, vadum. xvfalnquis. Severs Line. (1851) 12 That the
Township of Burringham in making their warthes or fordes
over the aforesaid dytches do not cast in more sand then is

needful for passage of their cattell into the Northmoores.
1610 in N. Hiding Kec. (1884) I. 204 Forasmuch as Skipton
bridge.. is likely to. .become ruinous by.. carriages of great

burthen,.. a ford or wath is there made passable for such
purposes. 1674 Ray N. C. Words s.v., A Warth ; a Water-
ford. 1691 — Gloss. Northanhymb. s,v.. A Wath. Vadum.
1697 Dk la PeYME Diary (Surtees) 153 From thence I went
over a wath, which tradition says was formerly a great

river. 1730 I*. Walk den Diary 4 May (1866) 115 Then came
over a corner of Ellhill moor as direct as I could to Wire and
over it at a warth. 1825 Bkockett Ar

. C. Gloss.,lVath, warth,
a water-ford. 1890 R, S. Ferguson Hist, Cumbld. 270 They
tried to evade that fortress by taking to the wathsover Eden,
between Carlisle and the sea. 1894 Carlisle Patriot 15 June
7/3 {Cumbld. Gloss.) The new bridge over the Kingwater will

stand on the site of the wall at the place of the ford or wath.

b. Comb., as, luath gate (G\ft.sb$)
}
mouthy way.

Also Wathstead.
166a Dugdale Imbanking $ Drayning zoi/i That the

Prior of Haverholme ought to find a certain boat at the

liothe, neer to the Wathe mouthe, for to carryover foot-folk,

aswell by night as day. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v.,
l Wath-

geeat,' the direction of the ford. 1905 Eng. Dial. Diet. s,v.,

Wath-way, a ford. (East Lincolnshire.)

Wath(e: see Waith sb. 1
, What, Wothe.

"Wather, obs. form of Weather, Whether.

Wa'thstead. dial. Also 7 warstead. [f.

Wath + Stkad sb. ; cf. Da. vadestedA A ford.

1615 Quarter Sess. Kec. 9 Jan. in N. Riding Kec. (1884)

II. 112 [A presentment of
J
Rob. Spaunton. .for digging of a

pitt in a wath-stead, called Crooke-holme Wath, whereby
men cannot passe. 1691 Ray N, C. Words (ed, 2), // 'ars/ead;

used in that sense [i.e. a water-ford]. iBjjN.W.Linc. Gloss
,

Wath, Wath-stead, a ford.

Watier, watir, obs. forms of Water.

tWa'tkin. Obs. [f. Wat 2 + -kin.] A hare,

158s Sharhock tr. Ocland's Notable Battles Eng. Nation
D i b, When as the watchful! grayhound hath a wattkin
spied, full faine He springeth on, his pray to get.

Watling-street (wo-tliqstnt). Forms : i

Wseclinga-, Weexlmg(g)a-, Wsetlinga-, Weat-
linga-str&t, 2 Watlingestrate, 3 Watelinge
stret, 4 Wat(e)lynge-, 5 Watlyn-, =, Wadlyng-,
Wattelynge-, 6 Se. Vadland-, 6 Watlyng-, 6-

Watling-. [OE. Wxdinga Sirkt ; the first word,

app. the genit. pi, of the name of a (real or imagin-

ary) family or elan, occurs also in Wivdinga ceaster

(' the Wteclings* city *), the OE. name of the Roman-
British Vcrulamium (now St. Albans), through

which the * Watling-street' passes.

The forms with tt for cl, which have been universal from

the 12th c, are all but non-existent in MSS. of pre-Conquest

date ; a solitary example is Wxtltnga ceaster in OE. Mar.
tyrology t

St. Alban, 22 JunefMS. Cott. Julius A. x. fol.112,

written C975). The change of Wxclinga into Wxtlinga can
hardly be due to the close resemblance of c and / in OE.
script (though many instances of the latter form in modern
editions ofOE . texts are mere editorial misreadings), because

the existence of sense 2 seems to show that the name of the

Roman road was preserved in popular and not merely literary

tradition. Perhaps the word may have been assimilated to

the Wxttinga which occurs in the place-name Watlington
(Oxon and Norf.).

The Waeclings may have been either an actual family that

had obtained possession of the siteofVerulamium.ora dynas-

tic family celebrated in Mercian tradition, to whom, as typi-

fying remote antiquity, the road and the city were attributed

by popular fancy. It has been suggested that Wxclinga
ceaster is a corruption of Werlama ceaster. an alternative

OE. name of Verulamium {Uxclingacestir sine Uerlama-
cesler, Baeda H. E. 1. vii), which is an adoption of the British

name in a later formt but the conjecture is untenable.

1

1. The English name given in pre-Conquest times

to the Roman road running from near London
through St. Albans to Wroxeter; by antiquarian

writers from the 12th c. onwards extended to

Roman roads leading from London to the S.E. and
from Wroxeter to the north or west.

The places mentioned in OE. charters as situated on or

near the * Wseclinga-strit ' are : Hampstead ; Chalgrave
(Beds.); Stowe (Bucks); Weedon (Northants) j Aston (close

to Wroxeter) : see Birch Cart. Sax. Nos. 1309, 650, 986, 792,

1315. According to Henry of Huntingdon {died 1154) the

Watling-street extended from Canterbury to Chester; ac-

cording to Robert of Gloucester {c 1 zoo) from Dover to Ches-

ter; according to Higden (c 1340) from Dover to Wroxeter
and thence to Cardigan. Modern writers usually assign

Dover or Richborough and Chester as the terminal points

;

but some apply the name Watling-street to the road running

northwards from Wroxeter through Lancashiie.

c 885 Treaty ofAlfred <$- Guthrum (MS. 12th c.) in Lieber-

mann AS. Laws 1. 126 Donne upon Usan o5 Wsetlingastrxt.

9x6 Charter of /Ethelstan in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 335

(Boundaries of Chalgrave, Beds.) Dser se die sceotjn waec-

linga strate, anlanges wsexlinga straete. .seft dice in wsx-
Hngga strate. a 11 18 Florence of Worcester Chron. an.

1012 (1848) I. x66 In septentrional'i plaga Weatlinga-strssta:,

id est, strata quam filii Weatlae regis, . . per Angliam straye-

runt. a 1154 Hen. Huntingdon Hist. Angl. 1. § 7 Tertius

[se. callisj est ex transverso a Dorobernia in Cestriam..et

vocatur Watlingestrate. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 174 From

184

douere in to chestre tilleb watelinge stret. c 1340 Higden
Polychr. (Rolls) II. 44 Secunda via principalis dicitur Wat-
lingstrete. a 1552 Lkland /tin. (1907) I. 10 Wedon. .stond-

ith hard by the famose way, there communely caullid of

the people Watheling Strete. 1612 Drayton I'oly-olb. xiii.

312 That Crosse Where those two mightie waies, the Wailing
and the Fosse, Our Center seeme to cut. (The first doth hold

her way, From Douer, to the farth'st of fruitfull Anglesey.)

17*5 Dk Foe Tour Gt. Brit. II. iv. 117 The great antient

Road or Way call'd Watling-Street, which comes from Lon-
don to this Town [Shrewsbury], and goes on from hence to

the utmost Coast of Wales.

b. .Erroneously applied to other Roman roads,

Leland, e. g., applies the name to the Ermine-street in Lin.
colnshire, and to several distinct roads in Yorkshire. At the
present day the name is very generally given to the road
running from York through Corbridge into Scotland,

? c 1500 Gest ofRobyn Hode ccix. in Child Ballads III. 66
' Take thy bowe in thy hande ', sayde Robyn,. .'And walk
vp vuder the Sayles, And to Watlynge-strete '. a 155a Lkland
I tin. (1907J I. 32 At the north ende of this village [se. Mai ton,

Lines.] lyithe the commune way of Watheling Streat to Dan-
caster. Ibid. 39, 43, 44, 98, V. 146. 1767 Percy Rcliques

(ed. 2) I. 24 note, Otterboum stands near the old Watling
street road. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 568 (art. Northum-
berland) The Roman road from London nearly bisects the

county, and still goes familiarly under the name of 'the

Watling Street'.

c. The name of a street in the City of London, in

the 16-1 7th c. the principal street for drapers' shops.

1569 Preston Cambyses F 3 b, I beleeue all [the] cloth in

Watling street, to make gowns would not serue. 1603 Stow
Surv. Land. 84 The Drapers.. are seated in Candlewick-
streete, and Watheling streete. Ibid. 34S Then for Wathe-
ling streete, which Leyland calleth Atheiing or Noble streete;

but since he sheweth no reason why, I rather take it to be

so named of the great high way of the same calling.. .At this

present, the inhabitants thereof are wealthy Drapers, re-

tailors of woollen cloathes. .more then in any one streete of

this citie. 1614 J. Cooke Greenes Tu Quoque D 2 b, Sta.

That I should liue to be a seruing-man. .the seruingman.

.

weares broad-cloth, and yet dares walke WatUng-streete,

without any feare of his Draper.

t2. The Milky Way, galaxy. Obs.

The Milky Way received other popular namesfrom famous
highways, esp, pilgrimage routes. In England it was called

Walsingham way, in Italy Strada di Roma. A widespread

designation of this kind was the Way of St. James {of Com-
postella) ; so It. Via di santo Jacopo (Dante Convivio 11.

xv), Sp. Via de Santiago.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Eame II. 431 Se yonder loo theGaloxie

. .Somme parfeye Kallen hyt watlynge strete. X398TREVISA
Barth. de P. R. viii. xxxii. (Tollemache MS.) It semeb bat

bey [sc. comets] ben in bat cercle, £>at is calde Lacteus, and
Galaxia, also Watelynge strete. c 1460 Totvnetcy Myst. xxx.

126 Sfcundus demon, let vs goto this dome vpwatlyn strete.

c 1480 HbnkysON Orpheus 71 He-.passit to the hevin..To
seke his wyf . . By wadlyng strete he went but tarying. X483

Cath. Angl. 410/2 Wattelynge strete, lactea, ga/axias, vel

galaxia. 1513 Douglas sEncis lit. viii. 22 Arthuris huyfe,

and Hyades betaiknand rane, Syne Watling streit . . and
the Charle wane. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 58 The quhyt circle

callit circulus lacteus, the quhilk the marynalis callis vatland

streit. 1551 [see Milky Way i], 1563 Fui.ke Meteors uu
(1571) 38 The mylke wave called of some the waye to saint

lames and Watlyng streate. 1590 T. Hood Use Celestial

Globe 40 By vs . . it is called The milke way : some in sporting

manner doe call it Watling streete.

Watmol, obs. form of Wadmal.

Watna (wo-tna), v. Sc. [f. tvat Sc. form of

\Votz\ + Na adv.'$\ (I) know not. HenceWatna-
what sb., a

1,

don't know what \ a nondescript.

x-jzS Ramsay Gent. Sheph. iv. ii, Sir William s cruel, that

wad force his son For watna-whats, sae great a risk to run.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvi, He's been a soldier, and he has

been a play-actor, and I watna what he has been or hasna
been.

"Watre, obs. form of Water sb. and v.

Watsail, obs. form of Wassail.
Watschoed.watshed, obs. forms of Wetshod.
Watatone, obs. form of Whetstone.

Watt (wot). Physics, [f. name of James Watt

(1 736-1819), the inventor of the modern steam-

engine, and a pioneer in the science of energy.] A
unit of activity or power (used chiefly with refer-

ence to electricity), corresponding to io7 ergs of

work per second, to the rate of work represented

by a current of one ampere under the pressure of one

volt, or to 1^ ( = -00134) English horse-power.
1882 Siemens in Rep. Brit. Assoc, Presid. Addr. 6 The

other unit I would susgest adding to the list is that of power.

The power conveyed by a current of an Ampere through the

difference of potential of a Volt is the unit consistent with

the practical system. It might be appropriately called a

Watt, in honour of.. James Watt...A Watt, then, expresses

the rate of an Ampere multiplied by a Volt, whilst a horse-

power is 746 Watts, and a Cheval de Vapeur 735. 188a

Athenxum 2 Sept. 310/2 Two of his [Dr. Siemenss] units

were unanimously approved—namely, (1) the watt, which is

the rate of doing work when a current of one ampere passes

through a resistance of one ohm, [etc.]. 1886 Thukston in

Jml. Frankl. Inst. Oct. 265 It was judged that it might
have been driven up to 300,000 watts with safety. 1887 Rep.

Brit. Assoc. 208 The Watt is defined to be the work done

per second by the ampere passing between two points

between which the difference of electrical potential is one

volt. X889 Telegr. frnl. <y Electr. Rev. 13 Dec 665/2 The
A type of Sunbeam lamp required only 2 watts per candle,

power as compared with 3$ watts for the Edison-Swann lamp.

b. Comb.: watt-hour, the work done by one

watt in one hour ; wattmeter, an instrument for

measuring electric energy.

X887 Avrton Pract. Electr. 444 By the employment, how-

ever, of a ' wattmeter,* it is possible to measure the watts

WATTLE.
directly. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 24 Jan. 11/2 With 4,500
lamps of 16 candle-power... at a charge of J</. per lamp per

hour, or eightpence per lloard of Trade unit of 1,000 Watt
hours. .the income would be ^11,250, irrespective of [etc.].

189a J. Swinburne in Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Kngin. CX. 15

The ordinary wattmeter as used in continuous-current work
consists of a fixed and movable coil. 1907 E. Wilson &
Lydall Electr. Traction I. 379 This can be converted into

watt hours per ton mile thus. 1907 Athenzum 20 July 74/3

Mr. J. T. Irwin gave a demonstration of the uses of his hot-

wire oscillographs and hot-wire wattmeters.

Watt(e, obs. ff. Wait, Wat, Wet, Wot v.

Wattar, obs. Sc. form of Water.
Wattchett, var. Watchet.

Watteau (wo -

to°, ||
vatt?). The name of Antoine

Wattcau (i6S4-i72l),a French painter, used attrtb.

in I Vatican school, Watleau-like adj.] also in desig-

nations of articles of female costume similar to

those represented in Watteau's pictures, as Wat-
teau hat ; "Watteau back, an arrangement of the

back of a dress with a broad pleat falling from the

neck to the extremity of the skirt without being

gathered in at the waist ; Watteau bodice, a

bodice with square opening at the neck and short

ruffled sleeves ; Watteau mantle, a kind of cloak

having a Watteau back and other details imitated

from Watteau's pictures ; Watteau pleat (and

ellipt. Watteau, watteau), the pleat of a Watteau

back. Hence Wa'tteauisha., resembling the style

of Watteau.
1833 Lamb Elia Ser. u. Barrenness Mud. Art, This is well,

and Watteauish. 1849 Thackeray Si. A> Trav. Wks. 1900

VI. 668 Watteau-like groups in shot silks. 1864 Miss A. Ii.

Edwards Barbara's Hist. xxvi.The old designs, of a bastard

Watteau school, had been lately removed. 1887 Brit. Tex-
tile Warehouseman 15 Sept. 70/1 The back fits the figure,

but has a full Watteau pleat down the centre, fastened in at

the waist, and then (lowing in easy folds to the hem. 1891

Daily News 12 Dec. 3/1 From the shoulders at the back
hung a long Watteau of the richest cut jet. 1899 H'estin.

Gaz. 22 June 3/2 Next week I shall give drawings of an

Empire and a Watteau hat. Ibid. 23 Nov. 3/1 A heliotrope

cashmere tea-gown, made with a Watteau back and a long

straight front of silk.

Wattel(l, Watter : see W'attle, Water.
Watthe, obs. form of Wath.

t Watting, sp. pi. Obs. [Cf. F. ouate : see Wad
sb. 1

] V = waddings, Wadding vbl. sb. 3.

1690 Sir J. Foulis Ace. Bi. (S. H. S.) 130 To Ja. arbuthnot

for silk and wattius to my black coat sleeves, 066.

Wattkin, variant of Watkin.

Wattle (wo-t'l), sb. 1 Forms: 1 watul, //.

watla (Aorlh.), watelas; 4 wattel, 5 wattyl(le,

6 wattill, Anglo-Irish vattill (Sc. pi. vatlis),

6-7 -wattell, 7 wadle, 9 dial, waddle, 6- wattle.

[OE. walul (not found in other Teut. langs.1 of

uncertain origin, but app. cogn. w. wxtla, (? wit/a)

bandage for a wound (Sax. Leechdoms II. 20S).

It may possibly represent O.Teut. *ivaZlo-z (with irregular

treatment of the dental before liquid as in Dottle sbA,

lloTTOM sb.) :—prc-Teut. *-wcidhlo-s, f. *wodh- (: *wed/i-) to

intertwine, plait, see weave : Weed sb. If so, it may correspond

to mod.G. dial, ivadel brushwood (see Grimm's Deutsches

Wb. XIII. 2821, s.v. IVcdel.]

I. 1. Iii plural and colled, sing. Rods or stakes,

intei laced witli twigs or branches of trees, used to

form fences and the walls and roofs of buildings.

Also, rods and branches of trees collected for this

purpose.
C900 Bxda's Hist. ill. xvi. (1890) 202 And micelne ad

gesomnade on beamum and on raftrum and on wagum and

on watelum [mistransl. of L. farietutti virgeoruin] and on

oeacon. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke v. 19 Astijon . . onufa hus

oerh 8a wat la [c 1000 Aes. Cos/>. burh (>a walelas 1 Vulg. per

tcgulas]. a 1000 in Napier OE. Glosses ii. 489 Tegulis,

watelum. < 1000 ./Elfric Gloss. IX. xxvi. (Z) 52/13 Teges,

watul. 1381 Durham Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 175 Habebit

meremium-.etvirg. et wattels, cabul.,et ferramenta. 1453-4

Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 150, j fothr
-
de palis et vtrgis

et j fothr' del Wattylle. 1488-9 Finchale Priory (Surtees)

p. ccclxxxii, Etinadquisitionewattyllisetcariagiostraminis

et waltyllis iiij 1. x4. 1510 Gahuay Archives in wth Rep.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 394 Anny man to bring in wode,

troffe, or vattill. 1547-8 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 52 And

the remanent of the said tenement, .standand sufficiently in

gret tymmer. .and in kaboris, watlillis and stray, thak and

devot, sobirly apperand watir ticht. 1563 in Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 1567, 444/2 Colligere lie vatlis et/atlyne tymmer de

dicta Sllva pro reparatione et edificatione domorum. 1586

Hooker Hist. /ret. in Holinshed II. 12/1 And there they

cast a trench, and builded a little castell or hold, with turtles

and wattell. 1631 Lithgow Trav. (1906) 374 These Fabrickes

are advanced three or foure yardes high, . . erected in a

singular Frame, of smoake-torne straw, .and Raine-dropping

watles. 1633 Stafford Pac. Hib. 111. viii. 313 Having all

the day before employed a great partie of men to the Wood
. .to fetch more wattle, to make Gabions. 1699 Dampier Voy.

1 1. 1 43 The Walls are either Mud, or Watle bedawbed over.

1834 Pringle A/r. St. vi. 218 Stretching a large tree across

it [sc. the path].. and fastening it with thongs and wattles

at either end. 1836 Thiulwall Greece III. xx. 146 Layers

of stiff clay, pressed down close or. wattles of reed. 1851-

61 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. II. iv. L 189 The earliest British

churches were built of wattles. 1867 Tennvson Holy Grail

63 And there he built with wattles from the marsh A little

lonely church in days of yore. 1868 Milman St. Paul's 11.21

Its growth, .from enclosures of wattel and timber to stately

buildings of stone. 1886 Stevenson Kidnappea xxul, the

walls were of wattle and covered with moss.

b. Wattle and daub (dab) : interwoven twigs



WATTLE.
plastered with clay or mud, as a building material

for huts, cottages, etc. ; chiefly attrib. Also (rarely)

daub and wattle, mud and wattle,
1808 T. Batchki.or Agric. Bedford 21 The cottages and

barns.. are built with wood frame work, and clay plaster
upon a kind of hedge work of splints, which is called wattle
and dab. 1836 Ross Hobart Town Almanack 66 Wattle
and daub. [Instructions for using the branches of the black
or the green wattle (see sense 4 below) for this kind of con-
struction.) 185a \V. Wickenden Hunchback's Chest 311
Strong wattle and daub walls. 1855 Dickens etc. Holly-
tree/nniv. 26/1 Robinson, .stood at the door of a consider-
able erection of wattle-and-dab. 1872-4 Jefferies Toilers
of Field^180-2) 183 One wall of the house. .was only 'wattle
and daub (1. e.,Jath and plaster). 1883 Olive Schrf.iner
Afr. Farm n. iii, His house was a little square daub-and-
wattle building. 1891 Kipling City Dread/. Nt. 36 There
are no houses here— nothing but acres and acres, it seems, of
foul wattle-and-dab huts. 1901 A rchxot. JrnL (Instit.) Mar.
68 A light and simple erection of wattle-and-daub. 1913
Engl. Rev. Aug. 59, I saw the house, a mud and wattle
rancho.

C. attrib, and Comb., as wattle-canoe, -gate,-wall,

-work; f wattle-silver, some kind of feudal im-
post; -wattle-wood IV. Indian (see quot.).

1893 Sir W. W. Hunter in Skrinc Life (1901) 424 In the
bay, the fishermen use the *wattle-canoes, or curraghs, which
their ancestors used at the time of the Roman invasion. 1759
Universal Chron. 3-10 Feb. 45/3 The person whocommitted
the robbery, by the help of a short ladder artfully spliced to
a "Wattle-gate, set against a closet window, took out a pane
of glass, [etc.]. 1263 in Cat. Inqnis. Post Mortem (1004)
I. 173 *Watelselver. 1271 Ibid. 253 [Customs called] Mor-
tonefar', Watelsclver, Wodelode, [etc.], 1484 Anc. Deed
24 Dec. (P.R.O.) D. 1102 Withe certene Custume siluer to
the foresaide Maner perteynyng callid Revesiluer Watel-
siluer and Werkesiluer of the Tenauntez of Charletone [near
Steyning, Sussex], 1886 Athenxum 24 Apr. 556/3 These
were generally huts built of logs or with * wattle-walls. 1864
Grisebacii Flora W. Ind. 1st. 7S8 *Wattle-wood, Lxtia
Thamnia. i860 H. Mavhew Upper Rhine vi. 427 A city
built out in the water, and surrounded with a thick "wattle-
work of piles. 1878 Keary Dawn 1Hstt ii. 30 The huts were
made of watile-work. 1900 Baring-Gould^. Dartmoor 42
The Britons had brought with them their great aptitude
for wattle-work.

2. A hurdle, dial
1640 Somner Antiq. Canterb. 10 The Citizens after much

suit to the Monks, prevailed with them., to sell them of their
wood to make hurdles or wattles withall, for the defence of
their City. 1681 Worlidge Syst. Agric, Diet. Rust. 334
Wattels also signify spleeted Gates or Hurdles. 1697 in
Sussex Arckzeol. Collect. VI. 195 Two wagon Ropes three
Rakes 00 04 00 Thirty wattelles or 10 00. 1805 R. W. Dick-
son Pract. Agric. 1 1. 674 The flatted hurdle, or what in some
districts is termed waddle, is much preferable to the close-
rodded or wattled kind. 182a Cobbett Rur. Rides(i%%5) I.

129 This hazle.. furnishes rods wherewith to make fences

j

but its principal use is, to make wattles for the folding of
sheep in the fields. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. vii, The
scent [in Hares-and-hounds] lies thick right across another
meadow and into a ploughed field, where the pace begins to
tell ; then over a good wattle with a ditch on the other side.

1889 Dor. E. Hurst Horsham (ed. 2) Gloss. 270 Wattle, a
hurdle of a particular kind, made by weaving in long thin
stems of underwood.

3. A wand, rod, stick, dial,

1570 Levins Manip. 38/26 A wattle, rod, vibex. 1726
Swift Gulliver iv.x, I. .cut down several oak wattles*about
the thickness of a walking-staff, and some larger pieces. [To
btiUd a canoe.] 1786 Burns Auld Farmer's Salut. x, Nae
whip nor spur, but just a wattle O' saugh or hazle. 1831
Lover Leg. % Stor. Del, Paddy the Piper 1 56, 1 cut a brave
long wattle, that I might dhrive the man-ather iv a thief, as
she was, without bein' near her at all at all. 1843 J. Bal-
lantine Wee Raggit Laddie vi, Nae jockey's whup, nor
drover's wattle Can frighten thee. 1846 J. Keegan Leg. $
Poems (1907) 395 An old man.. tottered with the aid of a
long iron-shod wattle which he carried in his withered hand,
to the door of a snug-looking public house. 1856 P. Kennedy
Banks ofBoro xli. (1867) 337 Pat's wattle descended on the
upper horizontal line of Charley's thigh.

b. Comb.\ wattle-boy Anglo-Irish (see quot.) ;

wattle-race U.S., a Western form of ' running the
gauntlet' (cf. Gantlope).
1831 Barrington Pers. Sk. III. xx. 280 His reverence..

was instantly recognised by one of the wattle-boys, as the
pikemen were then called. 1839 Duncan in Congr. Globe
Jan., App. 104/2 It would have been like the wattle races I
have seen run in the West ; he that ran the fastest received
the fewest stripes.

IL 4. Australian. [Originally wattle-tree, from
the use of the long pliant branches for making
wattled fences or wattle-and-daub buildings.] The
common name in Australia for indigenous trees of
the genus Acacia. Also with defining word indicat-
ing the particular species, as Black "Wattle, Aca-
cia binervata and A. decurrens ; Broad-leaved,
Golden, Green "Wattle, A. pyenantha; Silver
Wattle, A.dealbata ; but the application of these
(and othersimilar terms) varies accordingtolocality.
The bark ofmost ofthese trees is valuable for use in tanning,

and they exude a gum resembling gum arable. The golden
yellow (lowers are celebrated for their beauty and fragrance.
The acacias were included in the Linnean genus Mimosa.
Hence in popular use mimosa was long currentasasynonym
of wattle, and is still sometimes so used, at least in England.
See Mimosa i b.

[c 18x0 : see Wattle-tree in d.] 1828 P. Cunningham M. S.
Wales I. 201 The acacias are the common wattles of this
colony, their bark affording excellent tan. 183a Bischokf
Van Diemen's Land II. 23 The black and silver wattle.,
are trees used in housework and furniture. 1859 H. Kings-
Uv

f>
Hamlyn xxiii, Fringed with black wattle and light-

wood. Ibid. xliii,The sarsaparilla still hung in scant purple
Vol. X,

185

tufts on the golden wattle. 1863 Technologist III. 5 The
gum of the black wattle {Acacia mollissima, Willd.). . is

very inferior to it [sc. that of the silver wattle]. i888Can-
D1SH Whispering Voices 45 And the wattle's yellow bloom
Fills pure gales with rich perfume.

b. The (lower of the wattle.

1867 A. G. Middleton Earnest 132 The maidens were
with golden wattles crowned.

c. = wattle-bark.

1893 Advt. in Morris Austral Engl. s. v. Wattle-bark,
Bark.. .Bundled Black Wattle, superior, ,£5 to £6 per ton;.,
chopped Black Wattle, £5 to £6. 5s. per ton. 1911 Wehster.

d. attrib. and Comb., as wattle-bark, -bloom,

-blossom, -bough, -cluster, -flower, -gloom, -gum,
-scrttb,-trce',^fQX\XQ-^o\c\foet., the golden-coloured
flowers of the wattle.
1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales II. 106 The various

*wattle-barks are used for tan. 185a Morfit Tanning \
Currying 94 The leather tanned with wattle bark is of excel-
lent quality, but highly coloured. 1890 A. Sutherland
Short Poems 84 Here, by the *wattle bloom silently laid,

Life seems like a rapturous dream. 1896 Kipling Seven
Seas, Song E?tg/., England's Answ. 21 This for the waxen
Heath, and that for the Wattle-bloom. 1894 A. Robertson
Nuggets 62 The honey was coming from the sack as clear as
amber and smelling of *wattle-blossom. 1855 Dickens etc.

Holly-tree Inn iv. 29/2 Breaking off a small *wattle-bough
to whisk the flies from his face. 1852 Mundy Antipodes
(1857) 87 A dense scrub of burnt *wattle-bushes about the
height of hop-poles. 1889 Siikrard Daughter of South 23
Past the plundered *wattle-cluster, Bathed no longer in the
lustre, Of its golden rain. 1900 Daily News 9 Oct. 3/1
Something dainty, like the scent of the *wattle flower. 1867
Goodrich Angel-Beckoned 9 Where the *watt!e-glooms
abound A little way below. 1870 A. L. Gordon Bush Bal-
lads Ded.41 In the Spring, when the *wattlegold trembles,
'Twi.xt shadow and shine. 1883 Keighley Who are You 54
My wealth has gone like the wattle gold You bound one day
on my childish brow. 1863 Technologist III. 4 * Wattle
Gum, the gum of the Silver Wattle {Acacia dealhata,
Lindl). 1865 H. Kingsley Hitlyars fy Burtons lii, ' Well !

if this don't hang wattle gum', began Gerty. 1859 — G.
Hamlyn xxviii, They were passing through a narrow way
in a * wattle scrub. ci8ioin Trans. Linnean Soc. (1827) XV.
328 One of my specimens. . I shot in a green *wattle-tree
close to Government House. 1835 "in K. Cornwallis Pauo-
rama New World (1859) I. 402 We observed on a wattle
tree, .scratches or marks of figures, representing blacks in

the act of fighting. 1890 Melbourne Argus 10 June 5/2 The
tender., for the right to strip the wattle trees growing on the
uppe r portion of the You Yangs.

Wattle (wo/t'l), sb* Also 6 wattell(e, 7
waddle, wadle. [Of obscure origin

; possibly an
altered form of Waivtxe (which, however, does not
appear so early in our quots.), due to assimilation
to prec.

Usually believed to be identical with Wattle sb. 1 On the
ground of the reading 'a watel f\x\ of nobles ' in two closely
relatedMSS. of Piers PlowmanC (where other MSS. have
ivalet) it has been assumed that from the primary sense of
* something intertwined ' (see prec.) was developed the sense
1 basket *, and hence that of ' wallet ', which would be a
possible source of the senses below. (Cf. Shaks. ' wallets of
flesh

'_: see Wallet sb.'2 ) This explanation is connected with
the view that wallet is a metathesis of watel; but in all

probability the reading watel in Piers Plowman is merely a
scribal error for walet.\

1. A fleshy lobe (usually bright-coloured) pendent
from the head or neck of certain birds, as the do-
mestic fowl, the turkey, the guinea-fowl, etc.

1513 in Glover s Hist. Derby (1829) I. App. 61 John Curson
..bayryth a Cokatrice displayd, goulls with a hed in hys
tayll, hys fette and hys wattelles assur, 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. tv. 158 Cockes-.theyr wattelles oryent.
Ibid. 166 b, Ginny Cocks, and Turky Cocks .. haue no
Coames, but only Wattles. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. Barbe, La
barbe cTvn coq, a Cockes rattles, or waddles. 1633 H. More
Antid. Atli.ii. xi. § 2 Nor are his [sc. the cock's] Comb and
his Wattles in vain, for they are an Ornament becoming his
Martial Spirit. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Wattles,. . Also
the Gills of a Cock, or the red Fle^h that hangs under a
Turkey's Neck. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s. v. Pigeon,
The Leghorn is a Sort of Runt, only distinguished by a little

Wattle over his Nostril. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zoo/. I. 212
Their combs and wattles purple and yellow. 1781 — Genera
of Birds 9 On each side of the base of the bill, a red, thin
fleshy membrane, or Wattle, of around form. 1788 J. White
frnl. Voy. N. S. Walcs(^ao) 144 [The Wattled Bee-eater]
Under the eye, on each side, is a kind of wattle, of an orange
colour. 1812 Crabbe Ta/es i. 380 From red to blue the
[turkey's] pendent wattles turn. 185a J. Baily Fowls 38
The game cock is of bold carriage ;.. his face and wattle
a beautiful red color. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 90 Cocks.
Bright red comb, wattle and face. 1867 Baker Nile Trib.
iii. (1872) 45 The only species of guinea-fowl that I have
seen in Africa is that with the blue comb and wattles.

b. trans/. (Cf. Gill sd.l 3b.)
1910 ' Q ' (Quiller-Couch) Lady Good-for.Nothing I. xi,

Once, it seemed to me, I detected the wattles of your worthy
fellow-magistrate. He ought not to strain that neck; you
should warn him of the danger.

c. slang. (See quots.) ? Obs. rare"**.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Wattles, Ears. 1848 Sinks

cfLoud. 129 Wattles, the ears.

2. A flap of skin pendent from the throat or neck
of some swine.
1570 Levins Manip. 38/27 Y8 Wattle of a hog. neuns.

1611 Cotgr., Goitrous, Waddles, or wattles; the two little

and long excrescences, which hang, teat-like, at either side
ofthe throat ofsome hogs. Ibid., Gouytrouz, Swines wadles,

"879 J. Wrigiitson Swine in Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV.
351/2 The * wattles ' or skinny appendages situated upon
either side and below the cheek.

b. A similar excrescence on the jaws of sheep or

goats. See also quot. 1725 (prob. a mis-use).

WATTLE.
1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s.v. Goat, The Buck or the

He-goat ought to have a large Body, thick Legs [etcl,..his
Ears should be long and hanging down, and his Chin cover'd
with a long Beard, or his Jaws rather have two Wattles or
Tufts like a Beard. 1842 Bischofp Woollen Manuf. 1 1. 330
I'our-horned sheep are numerous in several parts, and a few
have six horns; their forehead is convex, and there are
wattles under the throat. 1859 Jephson Brittany vi. 81
There were some biown goats, too, with white eyebrows,
and wattles hanging down at each side of their necks.

3. A fleshy appendage hanging from the mouths
of some fishes ; a barb.

165S Walton Angler xviii. (1661) 231 This Loach is of the
shape of the Eele : he has a beard or wattels like a Barbel.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 240 [A fish] having two small Cirri
or wattles issuing out of the nose near the mouth. 1836
Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 321 The Barbel is said to have been
so called from the barbs or wattles attached about its mouth.
1867 F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 50 The barbs or wattles
that depend from the sides of the mouth.

4. Comb.\ (in sense 2) f wattle-faced, f -jawed.

Also wattle-bird, (a) = watlle-croio
;

(b) the wat-
tled or warty-faced bee-eater of Australia, Antho-
ch&ra carunculata and A. inauris ; wattle-crow,
any bird of the genus GUuicopis {G. cinerea and G.

wilsoni), inhabiting New Zealand ; wattle honey-
eater ^ wattle-bird (b).

1773 Cook's 2nd Voy. 1. v. (1777) I. g3 The *wnttle-bird, so
called because it has two wattles under its beak as large as
those of a small dunghill cock. 1859-62 Sir J. Richardson
etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. I. 314 The Long-eared Wattle-bird
{Anthochxra inauris). /bid. 315 The Short-eured Wattle-
bird {A nthoch:e> a carunculata). ..The Brush Wattle-bird
(Anthochxra mcllivora)... The Lunulated Wattle-bird {A.
lunulata). 1871 Bracken Behind Tomb 79 The wattle-bird
sings in the leafy plantation. 1837 Swainson Nat. /list.

Birds II. 265 Subfam. Glaucopina:. *\VattIe Crows, c 1600
Middleton Mayor Quinb. in. iii, I scorn thee, Thou
*wattle-fac'd sing'd Pig. 1862 Wood llhtstr. Nat. Hist. II.

222 The Yellow 'Wattle Honey-eater {Anthochxra inauris).

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent Wks. 1. 147/2 Ilee
is *wattle-iawde, and his eyes are sunke inwarde.

tWa-ttle, J3.3 Orkney and Shetland. Obs.

Forms: 5-7 wattell, 6 7 wattill, vattill, 7-S
watle, 6, 9 Hist, wattle, [app. a perversion ol

Nonv. vcitla (Aasen, Ross), dial. var. of vcitsla \—

ON. veizla entertainment, spec. * the reception or

entertainment to be given to the Norse king . . or

his stewards* (Vigf.) ; f. veita to grant, give, to

make (a feast), to show (kindness, etc.) : see Wait
v.% For the sense of the sb. cf. Waiting vbl. sb.'1

In a Norwegian charter of 15 Apl. 1412 {Dipt. Norveg. II.

It. 466), containing a grant by King Erik of land in Shetland,
the feudal dues payable by the property are enumerated
as 'skat, landskyld, ok weseT , with which cf. the 'skat,
wattle, and dewties' of quot. 1592 below.]

Originally, the obligation, imposed on landed pro-
prietors in Orkney and Shetland, of giving enter-

tainment to the Foud on his annual journey through
the islands for the administration of justice; in

later times, a tax for which this obligation was
commuted.
1477 Reg. Mag. Sig.Scot. 281/1 Cum universis libertatibus,

. ,ad dictas terras, .spectantibus, unacum le Wrak, Wattell,
Waithe et Hasexvaith. 1503 in Peterkin Rentals Orkney r.

(1820) 25 Summa de Wattill of the He j last in thre thridis
viz cost rlesche ci fat guid. And the commonis ar all accordit
to pay the tua in wattill & the thrid in fksche. 1587 Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot. 468/1 Reddendo. . 105 dolerasargcnteas pro
lie wattill. 1588 Exchequer Rolls Scot. X. 391 Selling..
1000 cunnyng skynnis, 167 packis vedmell, 105 doleris for

vattill, 120 angel nubillis for toill. 1592 in Reg. Mag. Sig.
Scot. j6io, 1 18/1 Payand,.to me.. the yeir maillis, skatt,
wattell and dewties contenit in our rental!. 1595 in Peterkin
Rentals Orkney 11. (1820) 83 Thomas Sinclair pays yearly
furth of his Wattle of the Bailyerie of Sanday 12 meils bear.
i6o$Shctlanjt Rental in Jamieson Suppl. (1887) 270 Rentall
of the wattill as it was in anno 1605. . .Ska, ij nychlis wattill.

Trowoilie & Sandoill, ij nychtis wattill. 1610 Rec. Earldom
Orkney (S.H.S.) 185 His awin proper land and heretage
haldin frielie of the king for payment of scat and wattell and
of the teynd therof to the kirk. 1628 in Proc. Soc. Antiq.
Scot. N. S. VII. 231 Easter QuarfT, 1 nyghtis wattill. Sumina
[for Burray] 4 nyghtis wattill and 6 merkis. 1733T. Gifford
Zetland /si. v. (1879) 37 To grant charters to the heritors.

.

holding few of the crown for payment ofan annual reddendo,
formerly paid, called the Scat and Watte. 1821 Scott
Pirate xviii, Is it not enough that we must pay scat and
wattle, which were all the public dues under our old Norse
government ; but must they come over us with king's dues
and customs besides? 1840 Afar Statist. Ace. Shetland
(1845) 63 J he wattle was a tax imposed on every family
paid in barley to the foud or bailie.

Wattle (wo/t'l), v. Forms : 4 wat(t)ele-n,

watle-n, 5 wattyll, 6 wattil, wadle, 6-7 watle,

wattel, 7 wattell, 6- wattle, [f. Wattle sbS\

1. trans. To construct (a building, wall, fence,

arbour) of rods, posts, or laths interlaced with twigs

or flexible branches. Also rarely with up.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xix. 323 And there-with Grace bigan

to make a good foundement, And watteled \v.rr. watehde,

watled(ej it and walled it with his peynes and his uassioun.

1552 Huloet, Wattle a house, cratio, iui, ire, whyche is

a maner not vsed but where thacked houses be. 1565 CoorER
Thesaurus, Concratitius .. paries .. walles wattled with

roddes as they vse in the countrey. 1600 Holland Lwy
xxvil. iii. 627 To build.. cotages and sheds. ..These were

most of them made of hurdles and bourds, some watteled

and wound with reedes [L. alia aruruiine texta], 1617

Morvson /tin. nt. 74 For the meere^ barbarous Irish either

sleepe under the canopy of heaven, or in cabbines watled, and
covered with turfe. 1627 in Sir J. H. Ramsay Bamjf

24



WATTLED.
Charters (1915) 212 Bindis. .him. .to c.iberw.lttell and theik
with thak..theh.illbiggitljehim. 1707-21 MortimkrJ/mA
I. 112 A Hedge wattled standing under a Bog that was five
or six Kuot above it. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 113
He fixes next on some spreading tree, round the bole of which
he wattles a slight circular fence of the dimensions he wants.
1821 Clare Vill. Mittstrcl 1 1. 24 The arbour he once wattled
up is broke. 1832 Hi. Martineau Demcrara i. 12 The walls
were merely wattled and smeared with plaster. 1867 C. H.
Pearson Hist. Eng. I. :6 The villages were circles of huts
hollowed out of the hills or heath, to save wall building, the
sides wattled and the roofs thatched.

b. To construct (a sheepfold) with hurdles.
1789 Charlotte Smith Ethclindc IV. 170 The shepherd .

.

contented himself with staring at them a moment, and then
went on with wattling his fold. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 1S9
Shepherds have wattled pens about.

2. To interlace (boughs, twigs, osiers, etc.) so as
to form wattle-work.
i486 Nottingham Rec. III. 242 Osyars. .to wattyll' betwix

piles of be same lirigges. 1563 T. Hill Art Garden. (1593)
7 Ihe Romans vsed to. .fence their gardens with stakes and
laths, set very thick in order, and with small rods watled in
together. 1683 Brit. Spec, ui A Temple or Church.. the
Walls whereof were on all sides made of Rods, watled or
interwoven. 1697 Damfier Voy. I. 539 The sides and top
of the House are filled up with Boughs coursely watled
between the poles. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts XI. 296 Fixing
stakes. .and wattling straw-bands between them. 1805 R. \V.
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. no PI. xxxiii, The dead materials
are wattled in between strong stakes. 1833 Loudon Encycl.
Archit. § 8S9 The walls., are' frames filled in with studwork,
into which branches of furze are thickly wattled. 1855
Dickens etc. Holly.trce Inn iv. 26/1 A building of boughs
wattled on stakes, and dabbed over with mud. "

1858 Raw-
i.inson tr. Herodotus iv. exc III. 169 The dwellings of these
people are made of the stems of the asphodel, and of rushes,
wattled together. 1871 W. B. Lord & Baines Shifts Camp
Life vi. 3S2 Rattans, osiers, twigs, reeds, or grass are then
wattled in in the manner shown in the sketch. 1884 Weekly
Lond. Times xz Sept. 18 A framework of oak beams, with
mortise holes cut to receive cross beams, through which
hazel and birch boughs have been closely wattled.

3. To bind together (posts, laths, etc.) with inter-
laced osiers, twigs, or flexible branches. Also with
across.

1602 I.D. Mountjoy Let. in Moryson Ittn. it. 213 Staked
on both sides with pallisades watled. 1697 Damfier Voy, I.

428 These people make but small low Houses. The sides.

.

are made of small posts, watled with boughs. 1726 Swift
Gulliver iv. ii, We came to a long kind of building, made of
timber stuck in the ground, and wattled across. 1775 John-
son West. 1st., Aiwch 76 The part in which we timed and
slept was lined with turf and wattled with twigs, which kept
the earth from falling. 1809 A. Henrv Trav. 294 The fence
was . .

formed of strong stakes of birch-wood, wattled with
smaller branches of the same. 1876 Tennyson Harold V. i.

109, I have seen The trenches dug, the palisades uprear'd
And wattled thick with ash and willow-wands. 1882 Jef-
fkkies Beats II. 268 He proposed to. .extend a railing all
round and,wattle this with willows. 1886 Stevenson Kid.
napped xxiii, The trunks of several trees had been wattled
across, the intervals strengthened with stakes, and the ground
behind this barricade levelled up with earth.

4. To cover or surround with wattle-work. Also
with about.

154S F.lyot Diet., Cratio, to couer with grates, to wattil.

1577 Harrison England m. xii. in b in /Minshed, Our
limes are made commonly of Rye straw, and wadled about
with bramble quarters. 1S15 Markham Country Content. I.

14 Which seats [for hounds] would bee either boorded, or
watled with stakes and small wands on the sides to bold vp
the earth from falling. 1629 Hoboes Thncyd. 11. 122 They
built a Frame of Timber, and watled it about on either side,
to serue instead of Walles, to keepe the Earth from falling
too much away.
5. To fold (sheep), dial.
1908 Academy 27 June 920/2 This garden hears the sheep-

bells of the flock That browses, wattled, on its further strand.

"Wattled (wo-t'ld), a . [f. WaTTle si. 2] Of a
bird : Having wattles or a wattle ; in Heraldry,
having the wattles of a specified tincture distinct
from that of the body. Also in parasynthctic for-
mations, as blue-wattled, one-wattled.
1688 Holme Armoury iv. iv. (Roxb.) 298'! A demy cock

with wings displaid Gules, Walled and crested, Or. 1777Porny Elem. Her. (ed. 3) Diet., Wattled.., sometimes used
in speaking ofa Cock whose Wattles or Gills are ofa different
Tincture, but Jollmvped is belter. 1782 Latham Gen. Syn.
Birds II. t. 9 Wattled Stare. PI. xxxvi. Wattled Starlings.
1785 Ibid. III. 1. 82 Wattled Heron. Size of the Storkf
Inhabits Africa. 1788 J. White Jml. Voy. N. S. Wales
(1790) 144 The Wattled Bee-cater.. is the size of a missel
thrush, [etc.], 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 378 Wattled
Crow. Corzius carunculatus. .. Said to be a native of New
Zealand, c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss. 1849 D. J.Browne Amer. Poultry Yard (1855) 23 The throat of the
female being covered with feathers, instead of being naked
and wattled. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 336 A Cock (wattled
face) and two Hens. 1862 Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. II. 220
The Wattled Honey-eater, or Brush Wattle Bird of Australia.
1862 Loncf. Wayside Inn Prel. 30 The wattled cocks strut
to and fro. 1875-84 A. H. Layaro Birds S. Africa 626
Grus carunculata, Cm. Wattled Crane. 1901 Wide World
Mag.XWl. 150/2 The scrub is full of wild duck, blue-wattled
guinea fowl, partridges [etc. J. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 10/1
The ' Zoo ' has a new occupant of some importance—the
Eastern one-wattled cassowary (Casuarius aurantiaens)
from German New Guinea.

t b. Having folds of flesh. Obs. rare—1
.

1567 Goldinc Ovid's Met. IX. (1593) 212, I turning to the
shape of huh rebelled against my fo. He stepping to my left

side close, did fold his armes about My watled necke [L.
induit ille tort's a Ixva parte lacertos],

t C. Wattled oval : an oval ring with projecting
knobs. (Holme gives a drawing.) Obs. rare— 1

.

186

1688 Hoi.me Armoury iv. ix. (Roxb.) 383/2 At which coller
was hunge the modle of the order on a plate in a wattled
oval I a Lilly slipped.

Wattled (wo-fld), PPL «• U Wattle v. +
-ed i.]

1. Constructed of wattle-work.
1548 Flyofs Diet., Concratiiius, made of hurdels or suche

!
lyke thynges, watled. 1552 /bid., Cratitij parietes, wattled

I walles made lyke hurdles, as they vse in the countrey. 1677
I in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 308 Wattled walls only Daubed
,

over with Mortar. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
124 Make use of wattled Hurdles and Fascines. 1757 Dykr
Fleece 1. 361 Nor ope the wattled fence, while balmy morn
Lies on the reeking pasture. 1805 R. W.Dickson Pract.
Agric II. 674 The flatted hurdle . .is much preferable to the
close-rodded or wattled kind, as being much more durable.
1813 Rt-ncE Agric. Glouc. 386 Wattled hurdles, %s. per dozen.
1827 Scott Highl. Widow v, Awhile she paused at the
wattled door.

_ 1834 Pringi.e A/r. Sb. vii. 233 His reed hut
or wattled cabin generally placed on the side of some narrow
ravine. 1836 Mrs. C. P. Traill Backw. Canada. 309 The
fence is a rude basket or hurdle-work ..called by the conn try
folk wattled fence. 1871 Standard 12 Apr. 6 The weir is a
wattled weir, and had the effect of preventing the passage of
fish up the river. 1883 Svmonds Jtal. Byways ii. 30 Wattled
waggons drawn by oxen.

b. Said of a sheepfold. Chiefly poet, in wattled
cote, pen, fold.
1634 Milton Comus 344 Might we but hear The folded

flocks pen'd in their watled cotes. 1730 Thomson Summer
395 The gather'd flocks Are in the wattled pen mnumerous
press'd. 1753 T. Warton Ode Approach Summer 90 His
wattled cotes the shepherd plants. 1830 Tennyson Ode to
Memory 66 The livelong bleat Of the thick-fleeced sheep
from wattled folds. 1853 M. Arnold Scholar Gipsy 2 Go,
Shepherd, and untie the wattled cotes. 1886 Lowell
Democr. etc. (1887) 193 The wattled fold they were rearing
here on the edge of the wilderness.

c. Wattleddaub (rare) = wattle and daub (W at-
TLE.r/i.1 1 b). Wattled work= wattle-work (Wattle
slO 1 c).

1866 Livingstone Last Jrnls. (1S73) I. i. 14 The first hun-
dred yards has 90 square houses of *wattled daub. 1712 J.
James tr. T.e Blond's Gardening 67 Made with Ueds of
Karth and * Watled-work. Ibid. 63 Hurdles, or Watled-work.
1871 W. B. Lord & Paines Shifts Camp Life vi. 382 The
manner of making a piece of wattled work foradoor, a win-
dow shutter, [etc.]. 1878 Maclear Celts vii. 105 Being
erected of stone, instead of the usual wood or wattled work.

d. Of cloth : Made by plaiting, rare.
1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. xiii. 365 The wattled cloth

of the Swiss lake dwellings.

2. Of branches, twigs, etc. : Interlaced.

1777 Mason Engl. Garden iv. 645 A shed of twisting roots
and living moss, With rushes tliatch'd, with wattled oziers
lin'd, He bids them raise. 1868 Miss Yonge Cameos I. xiii.

363 Making a multitude of hurdles of wattled boughs to be
laid across the softer places of the bog. 1878 IJosw. Smith
Carthage x\\\\. 338 [The huts] of the Numidians. .were made
of wattled reeds thatched with straw.

f b. Of hair : Tangled. Obs, rare"1
.

1591 Sylvester Du Barlasi. ii. 1218 Their [sc. the wind-
gods'] wattled locks gush'd all in Kivers out.

3. Enclosed in a sheepfold, folded.

1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 82 And all his host A
wattled flock, the foeman's dogs between !

t Wattle-head. Obs. rare. [?f. Wattle sbS
(sense 1, as designating a weak building-material).]

A weak-headed person. So Wattle-headed a.

1613 Wither Abuses 1. Sat. i. 127 But he that is with such
a humor led I may be bold to terme a watle-head. Ibid.
Sat. v. 90 Our watle-headed Gallants would but flout At their
well tempred passions. 1866 G. A. Lawrence Sans Mcrci
III. 3 The damsel's father was an easy-going and something
1 wattle-headed ' elder.

Wattless (wo-tles), a. Electr. [f. Watt +
-less.] Of a current, an electromotive force, etc.:

Consuming no power.
1902 Electr. Rev. 4 Apr. 544/2 The wattless current being

taken as positive, when it is in advance of the P. D.

Wattling (wo-tUn), vbl. sb. Also 4-7 watte-
lyng^e, -ing, 4-0 watlyug(e, -ing(e, 6 wadling.
[f. Wattle v. + -ing !.]

1. The action of the verb Wattle.
1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878)83 To arbor begun, and quick

j

setted about, no poling nor wadling till set be far out. 1633 ,

T. James Voy. 60 Our second house was., made for the ,

watteling much after the same manner. 1916 Contemp. Rez>.

July 96 Plaiting, braiding, weaving and wauling, all of which
bring into existence very definite rudiments of pattern.

2. cotter, a. An assemblage of rods or laths inter-
!

laced with branches, twigs, osiers, or the like, serv- 1

ing as the material of a wattled wall, partition,
j

fence, etc., or as the framework of a * wattle-and-
:

daub ' building. Also, in generalized sense, wattle

U a structural material.

J9& Cat. Docum. Scot. (1887) III. 349 Item pro amputa- !

cione xxiiij carcatarum virgarum pro ' wattelyngs*, et pro
cariagio earundem de bosco usque castrum. Ibid. 351 [simi- ,

larly but] ' watlyngs '. 1431-4° i" Glasscock Rec, St.
\

Michael's, Bp."s Stortford (1882)8 Et in virgis emptis pro
watlyns sprendelles et ligaminibus, xd. ob. c 1468 in Archaro- -.

togia (1846) XXXI. 336 On every taragea tree ofgold. ..The I

tarage before reherssid, wateled w* gold, w*h in the watte- ,

tinge abowt the said tre, and every of them fylled w* meatis
divers. 1545 Klxot Diet., Crates, grates of yron or wood.
They be also the watling of a wall or house klayd or thatched.
1598 Uahket Theor. Warres v. in. 131 Wathngs, gabbions,

|

and all other things needful), at batteries, and besieging.
1658 in J. Campbell Batmerino (1899) 410 Ane new cupill, 1

cabers, watlings, door-cheeks, half doore. 1699 Dampier
!

Voy. II. 11. 1 15 The side Walls are Stud or Watling, plaister'd I

on the inside. 1763 Hume Hist. Eng. xxxvii. (1770) IV, 497 i

WAUGHTING.
j

The houses [c 1560] were nothing but watling, plastered over
\

with clay. 1837 J. E. Murray Summer in Pyrenees I. 63
' A wattling of willow boughs, about eight feet square. 1842
1 Loudon Suburban I/ort. 149 Fig; 66 shows the handle and
I

rim of what is called the Scotch basket. . . Fig. 67 shows the

j

same skeleton, with.. the wattling or woven work com-
menced. 1909 Stacpooi.e Pools of Silence xxx, Adams had
swung the man aloft and dashed him against the wall with
such force, that the wattling gave way and the plaster fell

in flakes.

t trans/. 1567 Goldinc Ovid's Met. xn. (1593) 286 He
threw an ashen dart Which brake the watling of his ribs [L.
laterum cratem\.

b. Boughs and twigs for use in wattle-work.
1622 F. Markham Bk. War m. v. 98 To hew downe

boughes and young watlings to make Cabins. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. xiv. (Roxb.) 19/2 Thatchers Termes. .. Watlings
iusted of Laths. 1763 'Tiieophilus Insulanus' Second
Sight <& Going, .to cut wattling forcreels. 1809 tr. Molina's
Hist. Chili I. 128 The husbandmen, .employ it [a vine] both
in making large baskets, and as wattling for their hedges.
1831 Jank Porter Sir E. Seawara"s Narr. I. x. 295 To cut
the stakes and watlings for the stoccado.

3. Comb,
14.. Master of Game etc. (MS. Douce 335) fob 73 Ony

smal wode, that is to wete, blatrons, sparres, watlyngroddes,
or ony other smal wode.

Wattre, Wattry, obs. ff. Water, Watery.
Wattshode, obs. form of Watchet.
Wattur, -yr, watur(e, -yr(e, obs. ff. Water.
Wau, var. Waw s6.\ wave, Wough dial., wall.
Wau, var. Waw sb* (Hebr. and Arab, letter).

Wauble, Sc. form of Wobble.
Wauch : see Watch sb. and v. t Waugh a.,

Waught v.

Waucht, var. Waught sb. and v,

Wauf(f, Waufie : see Waff, Waffie.
Waugh (wgf), a. Sc. and north. Also wauch,

wauf, waff, etc. [See Wallow a.] Tasteless, in-

sipid ; unpleasant to the smell or taste, sickly
;

faint, weak, etc. (see Eng. Dial, Diet.).
I703ThoresbvZ^/. to Ray, Waugh, insipid, unsalted, and

so unsavory. 1814 [Mrs. Johnstone] Saxon <$• Gael III.
189 (Jam.), I think she'll no put owre this night. The wauch
earth smell is about her already.

Waugh (w5), int. Also 8 wa, 9 wagh. [An
instinctive exclamation ; cf. Wough, Whau.] An
exclamation indicating grief, indignation or the like.

Now chiefly as attributed to N. American Indians
and other savages.
1761 Mrs. F. Shkridan Sidney Bidulph (1796) IV. 92 The

other brat.. squalls for it [the toy] directly, Waugh, Sir, it

was mine first. 1791 J. Long Voy. Ind. Interfr. 164 Wa I

wa / or Oh ! oh ! replied the Savage, but what is the warrior
tied up for? 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie I. xvii. 252 A tall

Indian . .stood upright, uttering the sententious exclamation,
* Wagh !

' 1832 Lytton Eugene A. iv. ix, ' Well, if ever I

seed the like!' quoth the corporal ;..'augh !—waugh !

—

bother !
* 1834 Whittier Mogg Megone 41 TWagh !—Mogg

will have the pale-face's hair. 1846 P. B. St. John En-
chanted Rock iv. 89 ' Wagh 1

' escaped from the lips of the
Indian girl. 1891 ' R. Boldrewood ' Sydney-side Sax. vi,

Talgai sings out ' Wagh !
' and pointed with his chin, like all

black s do.

Waugh, variant of Waff z>. 3 , Waw sbfi

Waugh hawk. ? A perversion or misunder-
standing oixvare hawk: see Ware z>. 1 3 b.

1844 Thackeray Barry Lyndon xiii, Waugh hawk, Mr.
Barry; don't think.. to stand in my shoes when they arc
vacant.

Waught (waxt), sb. Se. and north. Also 9
waucht, waft. [f. next vb.] A copious draught.
Also trans/, and Jig.

1721 Ramsav Answ. to Burchct 2 Thirsting for fame, at
the Pierian spring, The poet takes a waught. 1722— Spring
<5- Syke 11 Ae day, after great waughts of wet. 1788 Dukns
AitId LangSyne \, And we'll tak'aright gude-willie waught,
For auld lang syne. 1816 Scott Old Mort. iv, Ye needna
stick to gie them a waught o' drink and a bannock. 1882
C. Gibbon Golden Shaft xxxii, Sae my father takes up the
bottle and took a waft and says he—'Ay, that's rael fine

chlorodyne '. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xix. 219, I had a
good waucht of milk in by Ratho.

Waught (waxt), v. Sc, Forms : 6 waucht,
wacht, vacht, 9 wauch, 7-9 waught. [Of ob-
scure origin

;
prob. allied to Quaff, Quaught vbs.']

trans. To drink or quaff in large draughts ; to drain

(a goblet) ; also with out, over. Also absoL or intr.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemeu 39 Thay wauchtit at the
wicht wyne. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vii. Hi. 90 In flacon and
in skull Thai skynk the wyne, and wauchtis coupis full. 1567
Gude Sf Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 26 To wacht gude wyne. 1581
Sattr. Poems Reform, xliv. 94 Except his coup var vachtit

out aluay. 1624 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 391 That
nane presume, .to wse at any tyme any excessive drinking
or scolling, or to vrge thair nichtbouris to waught or scole

farder nor thair plesour. 1728 Ramsay Archers diverting
themselves 100 How hearty went these healths about ! How
blythly were they waughted out ! c 1730 — Masque 193, I

waught o'er This flowing glass of., wine. 1849 W. Jamie
Stray Effusions 27 (E.D.D.) Packman billies waught their

ale.

Hence Wau'ghting vbl. sb.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 173 Excessive
drinking and waughting. 1842 Vedder Poems 78 Cut now
he's a dyvor, wi' birling an' wauchin'.

Waughtar, -er, obs. ff. Wafteu sb*
Waugle-eghed, obs. form of Wall-eyed a.

Wauk, Sc. var. Wake v., Walk v.l
t
v.

1

*

Wauken, Sc. variant of Waken v.



WAUL.

Wauker, Sc. var. Walkeb sb.%

Waukrife, variant of Wakebife Sc,

Waul (w5l), sb. [f. next.] A loud cry or howl.

1856 MekEDITH SJkav. Skagpat 355 This was followed by.,

the waul of Krooz. .and the complainings of Dob.

Waul, wawl (W9I), v. Also 6 Sc, wawill,

6-7 wawle, 6-8 waule, 9 dial, whaul, whawl.

[? Echoic; cf. Weawl».1 inir. To utter the loud

harsh cry characteristic of cats or of new-born babes.

15. . Poems Gray MS. v. 19 (S.T.S.) 51 Quhat helpis ban

to wawill or weip? 15S7 Phaer AEncid, vn. (155 s ' S ij b.

And figures foule of wolues thei heare for wo to fret and
wawle. 1601 and Pt. Returnfr. Pamass. v. iv.2151 Where
cats do waule by day, dogges barke by night. 1605 Shaks.

Lear iv. vi. 184 Thou know'st, the first time that we smell

the Ayre We wawle, and cry. 1620 Mkltom Astrotog. 52

Many people in these dayes cannot.. heare a Dogge howle,

or a Cat wawle, but instantly they will runne to the Calcu-

lator. 1681 T. Flatman HeracUtus Ridens No. 35 (1713) }•

228 Your Babes of Grace, which waul and cry, because their

Mother won't let them scratch her Eyes out. 1774 Colman
Man ofBusiness Prol, His brats. . Brought upon playhouse

pap, they waule and cry. 1871 Poste Cains IV. §S 21-25.

420 The plaintiff on three market-days shall stand before the

defendant's door and waul [ed. 2 1875 wawl].

Hence Wairling vbl, sb. and ppl. a.

a 1530 Hevwood Johan fy Tyb 118 (Brand!), Wylt thou
neuer leue this wawlyng? 1543 Bale Yet a Course 43 b,

Wolde Tolwyn hauebene a good Idoll mayntener with holye

water and sensynge, latine labberynge and wawlynge,. .he

had not bene thus brought forth for an heretyque. 1621

Moi.le Camerar. Liv. Libr. v. xv. 380 Without the shameful
bawling and wawling of Lawyers and Attumeys. 1648

Mistris Parliament brought to Bed 8 There was.. heard
terrible thunderings, intermix'd with wawling of Catts,

howling of Doggs, and barking of Wolves, a 1708 T. Ward
England's Reform. 1. (1710) 121 Like snarling Dog and
wawling puss. 1812 G. Colman Lady of Wreck II. xxi,

Around his wawling presence swell A huge Seraglio, stock 'd,

pell-mell, With black, white, tabby, tortoise-shell. 1861

L. L. Noble Icebergs 296 Grimalkin answered with a terrible

wauling.

Waul, waule, obs. forms of Wallj/;. 1
, z>.

4

Wauld, Sc. form of Wield sb. and v., Wold.
Wauld, Sc. f. would', see Will v.

Waulk, obs. f. Wake v, ; variant of Walk v.'2

Waulm(e, variant forms of Walm sb,\ v.

Wault, variant of Walt v,

1611 Cotgk., I'crser vn chariot, to wault, ouerturne, or
oucrthrow a chariot ; whence the Prouerbej It n'est sibon
chariicr qui ne verse', The best that driues, will sometimes
wault, a cart.

Waulter, -tre, obs. forms of Walter v.1

Waum(e, variant forms of Walm sb.1

Waumle, obs. form ofWamble v.

Waim.cTs, vulgar or affected pron. of wounds,
used as a profane oath : see Wounds int.

Waundy : see Woundy a.

Waunt, dial. var. Want sb. 1
; obs. f. Want v.

Waunty, obs. form of WaHTY.
Wauompeg, obs. form of Wamfumpeag.
Waur: see Wah a., adv., v?
Waur, variant of Ware sb, 1

t
s6fi, v'K

Waurscaw, corrupt or blundered form of

Wahestall Sc.

1533 Extracts Abcrd. Reg. (1844) I. 451 Ane bukat, ane
wavrscaw, ane skayne for the buitht.

Wausper : see Wawsper Sc.

Waut, dial, form of Walt v., Welt sb. and v.

Wautt, obs. form of Vault sb. 1

1553-54 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 607 With
ij wav its, furtli of y* chambers, in to y° galarye.

Wauve, variant of Wiiauve.
Wau-wau, variant of Wow-wow.
Wave (w*iv), sb. (Also 6 whave, 8 weave.)

[f. Wave v.

In sense 1, which appears early in the 16th c, it seems to

have been substituted by popular etymology for the older
Waw sb., which it rapidly superseded in use. In branch II

it is a new formation on the verb.]

I. 1. A movement in the sea or other collection

of water, by which a portion of the water rises

above the normal level and then subsides, at the

same time travelling a greater or smaller distance

over the surface ; a moving ridge or swell of water

between two depressions or 'troughs'; one of the

long ridges or rollers which, in the shallower parts

of the sea, follow each other at regular intervals,

assuming an arched form, and successively break on
the shore. Sometimes the word is applied to the

ridge and the accompanying trough taken together,

and occasionally to the concave curve of the surface

between the crest of one ridge and that of the next.
1526 Tindale Jos. i. 6 For he that douteth is lyke the

waues [1539 Cranmcr, 1557 Geneva, 1611 Authorised, a
waue ; 1535 Coverdale, the wawes] of the see. 1530 Palsgk.
287/1 Wave of the see, uague. 1551 Robinson tr. More's
Utopia 11. i. (1895) 116 A large and wyde sea, which.. is

not rough nor mountith not with great waues. 1565
Stacleton tr, Bede's Hist. C/t. Eug. 91 The tempest en-
creased, the whaues multiplied so fastc.that nothing but
present death was looked for. 1585 H igins Junius'

1 Nomencl.
400/1 Vnda sequax, . .waue vpon waue : one waue following
vpon anothers necke. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. vi. 36 As
doth a Saile, fill'd with a fretting Gust Command an Argosie
to stemme the Waues. 1603 Holland PlutanlCs Mor. 255
As in a staled caluie, without winde, weather and wave.

187

1671 Milton P.R. iv. iS As. .surging waves against a solid

rock, Though all to .shivers dash't, the assault renew. 1697

Drvoen I'itg.Georg. iv. 767 Proteus ..in the Billows plung'd

his hoary Head ; And where he leap'd, the Waves in Circles

widely spread. 1781 Cowper Exfost. 272 What ails thee,

restless as the waves that roar, And fling their foam against

thy chalky shore? 1810 Scott Lady of L. vi. xviii, Like

wave with crest of sparkling foam, Right onward did Clan-
Alpine come. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xviii. 8 Is that en-

chanted moan only the swell Of the long waves that roll in

yonder hay ? i860 — Islet 16 Waves on a diamond shingle

dash. 1877 W. H. White Naval A rchit. xi. 443 The main
bow wave may also be followed by a train of waves, succes-

sive waves in a series having diminished heights. 1877

Huxley Phystogr, 171 It is merely the form of the wave,

and not the actual water that travels.

b. = Tidal or tide wave; see Tidal i b, Tide
16 b.

1812-16 Plavfair Nat. Phil. II. 329 The great Wave
which, in this manner, constitutes the tide, is to be considered

as an undulation.. of the ocean, in which [etc.].

c. Poet, Used in collective sing, for 'water*,
' sea'. The plural is also similarly used {poet, and

rhetorically), but without quite losing the primary

meaning.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. Gi Now by the salt waue of the

mediteranium, a sweet tutch. 1590 Spenser /''.
(?. 11. vii. 57

He.. looking downe, saw many damned wights, In those

sad waues [of Cocytus]. 1616 Chapman tr. Musxus F 1,

Virgin, for thy Lone, I will swim a waue That Ships denies.

1667 Milton /*. L. 1. 193 Thus Satan talking to his neerest
i Mate With Head up-lift above the wave. 1742 Gray Eton
I 26 Say, Father Thames,..Who foremost now delight to

cleave With pliant arm thy glassy wave? 1784 Cowpf.r
Task v. 83$ When he sees afar liiscountrys weather-bleach'd

1 and batter'd rocks, From the green wave emerging, 1820

I

Byron Mar. Eal. 11. i, The calm wave Favours the gondo-

j

lier's light skimming oar. 1825 Scott Talism, i, Where the
I waves of the Jordan pour themselves into an inland sea.

1844 Hood Bridge of Sighs 11 Whilst the wave constantly

j
Drips from her clothing, i860 Patmore Faith/,for Ever 1.

viii, Perhaps. .They wander whispering by the wave. 1864

Tennyson Voy. v, We came to warmer waves, and deep
Across the boundless east we drove.

2. trans/, a. An undulatory movement, or one of

an intermittent series of movements, of something

passing over or on a surface or through the air.

1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xi, The western waves of ebbing

day Roll'd o'er the glen their level way. 1827 Keble Chr.
V., Christnt. Day, In waves of light it thrills along. 1833

Tennyson Dream Fair Worn, xlviii, The holy organ rolling

waves Of sound on roofand floor. 1850— InMem. xci, The
thousand waves of wheat, That ripple round the lonely

grange. ifygAllbutt'sSyst. Med. Will. 86 Thus., there are

the waves of goose-skin passing over the body. 1903 K. C.

Thurston Circle iii. 23 It was like a wave of sun through a
chill room.

b. = pulse-wave : see Pulse sb.1 5.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 81/1 The dilatation of the arteries

produced by the wave which is propagated along the column
of blood contained in them. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. exxii,

Till all my blood, a fuller wave, Be quicken'd with a livelier

breath.

c. A forward movement of a large body of per-

sons (chiefly invaders or immigrants overrunning a

country, or soldiers advancing to an attack), who
either recede and return after an interval, or are

followed after a time by another body of persons

repeating the same movement.
1852 T. Wright Celt, Roman <V Saxon 1. 1 Europe was

peopled by several successive migrations, or, as they have

been technically named, waves of population, all flowing

from one point in the east. 1862 Stanley fcw.^ Ch. (1S77J

I. ix. 176 The Israelite conquest of Palestine, .is in itself but

one amongst a succession of waves which have swept over

the country. 1875 Stubds Const. Hist. I. ii. 16 The popula-

tions. .which. .were still affected by the great migratory

wave. 1879 Green Readingsfr. Eng. Hist. xix. 98 Turned
back wave after wave of the enemy. 1893 O. M. Edwards
in Traill Soc. Eng. i. 1 The first wave of immigrants that

reached Britain, .was a wave of men of short stature and
swarthy countenance. 1915 Times 3 Feb. 9/1 They send

forward wave after wave of men, regardless of the punish-

ment.

d. A long convex strip of land between two long

broad hollows; one of a series of such strips; also

occas. a rounded ridge of sand or snow formed by

the action of the wind.
1788 A. Young in J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)

II. p. viii, The Downs are.. nearly flat, or only in gentle

waves at the top. 1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 108

The variation of the dip and rise there generally consists of

fentleeasy swelling waves. 1796W. H. Marshall IK Eug.
I. 212 A fine Vale District: rich waves of grass land. 1819

S, Rogers Human Life 682 A hollow wave Of buruingsand
their everlasting grave. 1886 Ruskin Prxtcrila I. viii. 248

The field fences buried under crested waves of snow. 1887

Rider Haggard Allan Quaterm. xx, The crest of a great

green wave of land, that rolled down a gentle slope to the

banks of a little stream.

3. Jig. and in figurative context, a. chiefly //.,

rough, stormy, or fluctuating conditions (of life,

care, passion, etc.)*

a 1548 Hall Chron., 14 Hen. VII (1550) 49 One fierce &
strong waue.-swalowed both their lyues not long asonder.

1563 B. Googe Eglogs iv.93 A Creature, cause of all my Care,

. .A woman Waue of Wretchednes. 1590 Spenser F. C*. k x.

34 That he should neuer fall I nail his wayes through this wide
worldes waue. Ibid. in. viii. 20 That cruell QueencDid
heape on her new waues of weary wretchednesse. 1606 S.

Gardiner Ilk. Angling 12 Waues of tribulation, tempests of

tentattons. 1781 Cowper Truth 1 Man, on the dubious waves

of error toss'd, His ship half founder'd, and his compass lost.

1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Fatter Darcy II. iii. 75 Alas ! was

WAVE.
there no one.. to bid the waves of passion be still? 1847

Tennyson Princess 111. 2.'4 \m\ thus your pains May only

make that footprint upon sand Which oft-recurring waves of

prejudice Resmooth to nothing. 1856 Geo. Eliot Scenes

Cler.L/fe, Amos Barton v, An unfecundated egg, which the

waves uf time wash away into nonentity.

"b. chiefly sing, A swelling, onward movement
and subsidence (of feeling, thought, opinion, a

custom, condition, etc.); also, a movement (of com-
mon sentiment, opinion, excitement) sweeping over

a community, and not easily resisted.

1851 G. Brimlev Ess. (1858) 112 Its last vestiges were fast

disappearing before the wave uf democratic equality. 1855
Bain Senses fy Int. 11. iv. § 18 (1864) 285 All the muscles of

the body may be thrown into agitation under a wave of strong

feeling. 1859 Dickens etc. Haunted Ho. ii. 10/1 What
floods of thought came, wave upon wave, across my mind !

1870 Dk. Argyll lona i. 29 Certain waves of opinion which
at successive periods were propelled from the ancient centres

of Christendom. 1903 Myers Hum. Personal. 7 The highest

wave of materialism which has ever swept over these shores.

1915 Contctup. Rev. May 615 A wave of militarism sweeps
through the nation.

4. An undulating conformation ; each of the undu-

lations of such a conformation.

_
1547inFeuiller.1t Revels Edw. VI (1914) 9 Clothe of Syluer

in waues. 1547 Ibid. 12 The nether skyrtesor Basse of blewe

clothe ofgolde playne leyd 0:1 with waves of clothe of Syluer.

1664 Evelyn Sylva xxx. ^5 That (is] the Grain which runs

in waves, and makes the divers and beautiful chamfers which

some woods abound in. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 496 [The Ser-

pent] toward Eve Addres'd Ins way, not with indented wave,

I'rone on the ground, as since, but on his reare. 1678 MoxoN
Mech. Excrc. vi. 104 It hath its under flat cut into those

fashioned waves you intend your work shall have, 170Z

Petiver Gazopkvl. 1. v, Concha Veneris.. [is] easily dis-

tinguish'd from all others, by its peculiar Waves and spotted

Belly. 1721 W. Gibson Diet. Horses i. 13 The Mane.. is

always the more graceful with a natural Weave from the

Roots. 1795 Southev Joan ofArc x. (1853) 126 The pennons

rolling their long waves Before the gale. 1866 Mrs. Whit-
ney Leslie Goldthivaite iv, Freedom's northern wind will

take all the wave out of your hair. 1884 R. F. Buuton Bk.

Sword vii. 137 Often the waves [of sabre-blades] are broken

into saw-teeth. 1895 M. Hewlett Earthwork
t

Tuscany 75
A bush of yellow hair falling ov^r his forehead in a wave.

b. An undulating line or streak of colour.

1662 Merrett tr. Ncris Art of Glass xlii, It will shew
some waves, and divers colours. 1704 Newton Optics 1.

(1721) 34 If the Glass of the Prisms be. .without those num-
berless Waves, or Curies which usually ari>e from Sand-

holes. 1856 R. Knox tr. Edwards* Man.Zool. §414 It [the

cat] is of a brown colour, somewhat greyish, with deeper

coloured transverse waves. 1891 Hardwicke's Sei.-Gossip

XXVII. 15 The waves written by the syphon above the

central line corresponding to the dots of the Morse Code.

C. Arch. An undulated moulding ; a cyma or

ogee moulding.
1663 Gerhier Counsel 70 The wave with Lace under it at

one peny/fr foot. Ibid. 71 The upper Wave cut with Leaves
at six pence per foot. 1825 Rickman Arc/tit. (ed. 3) 46

These mouldings are generally much ornamented, and the

wave or zigzag ornament.. is almost universal.

d. Awavy or zigzag pattern; something made in

this pattern : see quots.

1845 G. Doud Brit. Manuf. Ser. v. 176 There are several

descriptions of [straw-] plait made in England—such as., the

'wave', the 'diamond', &c. 1888 C. P. Brown Cotton

Manuf. i63 Waves, zigzag twill pattern.

5. Modern scientific uses.

a. Physics. Each of those rhythmic alternations

of disturbance and recovery of configuration in suc-

cessively contiguous portions of a fluid ©r solid

mass, by which a state of motion travels in some
direction without corresponding progressive move-
ment of the particles successively affected. Ex-
amples are the waves in the surface of water (sense

1), the waves of the air which convey sound, and

the (hypothetical) waves of the elher which arc

concerned in the transmission of light, heat, and

electricity.

Hertzian waves : a class of ether-waves (discovered by the

German physicist Heinrich Hertz in 1SS8) similar to light

waves but uf much greater wave-length.

1833 Bkewster Nat. Magic viii. (1833) 195 They will pro-

duce each equal waves of sound. 1833 [see wave-surface,
-theory]. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Pkilos. 292 The waves of light,

like those of sound, are transmitted in every direction. 1846

Greener Sd, Gunnery 50 It is necessary so to prolong the

explosion, that the wave of vibration lias time to travel

throughout the whole of the mass acted upon, i860 Tvnuall
Glac. 11. i. 227 An aerial wave of sound travels at about the

rate of 1100 feet in a second. 1863 — Heat viii. 257 The
condensation and rarefaction [of the air] constitute what is

called a sonorous pulse or wave. 1889 Rowland in Amer.

frnl. Math. XI. 378 Starting with very good conductors

and very long waves, the electric current will be uniformly

distributed throughout the section of the conductors. 190a

Kipling IVirctess in Scribner's Mag. Aug. 136/2 Hertzian

waves which vibrate, say, two hundred and thirty million

times a second, ioao Discovery Apr. 115/2 These wireless

waves are often called Hertzian waves.

b. Meteorol, A change of atmospheric pressure

or temperature, consisting of gradual rise and fall

or fall and rise, taking place successively at succes-

sive points in some particular line of direction on

the earth's surface. In popular language, a * heat-

wave ' or a ' cold wave ' denotes a spell of abnormal

heat or cold, which is assumed to be travelling over

the country in a particular direction.

1843 Sir J. F. W. Hersciiel in Rep. Brit, Assoc. 61 If
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WAVE.
this minimum represent.. the trough of a barometric wave
which at 3 a.m. was vertically over Brussels, and at 11 a.m.
over London, the wave must have been travelling westwards.
1846 W. R^BiRT in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 147 Now a wave
Generated in any way and approaching the continent of
)urope from the north-west would most probably impinge

on it with a high, .crest... Again a negative wave, with a
deep trough, .would present large fluctuations as it impinged
orMhe land. 1901 Scotsman 4 Oct. 5/1 When a cold wave
strikes Northern Minnesota, there is no knowing where the
thermometer may go.

C. Seismol. A seismic disturbance of a portion

of the crust or surface of the earth, travelling con-
tinuously for a certain distance.
1862 R, Mali.et First Princ. Olserv. Seismol. I. iv. 33 If

an isolated wall., be subjected to the transit of an earth wave
..the resulting fractures will vary with the direction of the
wave-path. 1877 F. W. Rudlfr Earthquake in Encycl.
Brit. VII. 609/2 From the seismic centre waves are propa-
gated in all directions through the solid materials of the
earth's crust. 1886 }. Milne Earthquakes iii. 55 Hitherto
we have chiefly considered earthquake vibrations ; now we
will say a few words about earthquake waves.

d Phys. Wave of contraction, the onward con-
traction of a muscle from the point where the

stimulus is applied. Wave ofstimulation, the (hy-

pothetical) impulse of molecular vibration travel-

ling along a nerve from the point at which it is

stimulated.
1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 214 Successive contrac-

tionsand relaxationsmaybe produced. . by asingle prick with
a scalpel ; a sort of wave of contraction being transmitted in
the direction of its length. 1885 Romanes Jelly Fish etc. L
25 A stimulus applied to a nerveless muscle, .giving rise to a
visible wave of contraction, which spreads in all directions.
Ibid., I shall always speak of muscle-fibres as conveying a
visible wave of contraction, and of nerve-fibres as conveying
an invisible, or molecular, wave of stimulation.

6. A book-name of certain gcometrid moths.
18x9 Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 423 Geometra in-

ornata. The plain Wave. 183Z J, Rennie Consp. Butterjl.

*r Moths 139 The Small White Wave (Emmelesia candidata,
Stephens). lUd. 140 The Small Fan-footed Wave (Ptycho-
poda dilutaria, Stephens). Ibid. 141 The Dwarf Cream
Wave (Acidaliaosseata, Stephens), /bid. ^ThcSubangled
Wave (Timandra variegata, Stephens). i88z CassclVs Nat.
Jfut.Vh 67 The Acidalidx or ' Waves,' comprise a large
number of small species.

II. An act of waving.

7. A motion to and fro of the hand or of some-
thing held in the hand, used as a signal or as an
expressive sign.

1688 Holme Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 155/2 Termes used
about the displaying or florishinjjof anensigne.. .A Wave, or
plaine wave, is A Turne or florish. 1840 Dickens Old C,
Shop xv, And so, with many waves of the hand, and cheering
nods, . . they parted company. 1854 Surtf.es I/andley Cr. 1.

(1901) I. 8 With a wave of his hat [he] brought the pack
forward. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts iii. (1885) 20 With a
charming smile and a reassuring wave of the right hand. 1898
KlPLiNO Fleet in Being i. 4 The man-of-war . . must also be
ready to drop three or four knots at the wave of a flag.

8. A swaying to and fro.

1648 Hkrrick Hesper., Delight in Disorder § A winning
wave (deserving Note) In the tempestuous petticote. 1825
Scott Talism. x, The point at which he had seen the last

slight wave ofthe Templar's mantle. 1849 M. Arnold Ober,
*««««xlii,Wherewith clear-rustling wave The scented pines
of Switzerland Stand dark round thy green grave.

III. attrib. and Comb.
9. simple attrib., as wave-crest, -head, -ridge, -top,

•water
;
(sense 2 d) wave-region

;
(sense 5 a) wave-

problem, -transmission, -velocity.

1823 Scott Pcveril xxvii. Motto, The restless foam Of the
wild *wave-crest. 1849 Cuitles Green //and ii. (1856) 16
The *wave-heads..were crested here and therewith light.

1910 S. P. Thompson Ld, Kelvin II. xxi. 862 Sir William
read four papers bearing on *wave-problcms. 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 397 For an hour or two we got above the
sandy zone, and into the ..* *wave ' region of the State. The
surface here was extremely undulating. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley xiii, She rises high, and glides all revealed, on the
dark *wave-ridge. 1893 Conan Doyle Refugees III. xxv.
30 For hours a glimpse could be caught ofthe boat, dwindling
away on the *wave tops. 1907 V. Cornish in Geogr. Jrnl.
Jan. 23 The effect of this *wave-transmission is to diminish
the initial Inequality of slope. 1910 S. P. Thompson Ld.
Kelvin II. xxi. 861 The proposition that the *wave-velocity
is double [that] of the group-velucity. 1889 Welch Text
Bk. Naval Archil, iii. 59 The amount of the buoyancy in
*wave-water is also constantly varying.

b. objective, as wave-breaker, wave-drawing

;

also wave-subjected adj.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 2gy The wave-subjected soil [of
Holland] Impels the native to repeated toil. i88k Bkoad-
housb.I/kj. Acoustics 59 Constant practice in wave-drawing
. . will soon familiarize the student [etc.]. 1885 L. F. Vernon-
Harcourt //arbours fy Docks\. 93 The open jetty does not
act as a wave-breaker.

c. similative, ziswave-green ; also with the sense
' having a waved form or markings ', as wave blade,

•bladed, -breasted, -edged, -haired, -leaved, etc.

1877 Lane-Fox Catal. Anthrop. Coll. Bethnal Green
Branch S. Kens. 183 Malay Knsses, with *wave blades.

1866 W. J. FnzvKTKXCKShaiu Squire 115 He..witha*wave-
bladed dagger, .made some stabs at the intruder. 181 1 Shaw
Gen. Zool. VIII. 405 * Wave-breasted Parrakeet. Psittacus
versicolor. 1884 R. F. Burton Bk. Sword vii. 137 The
*wave-edged form [of blade] is well shown in an iron dagger.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. ix. (1626) 175, I., let my *waue-
grcene Mantle sink. 1866 Christina Rossetti Prince's
Progr. x, A *wave-haired milkmaid. 1816-20 T. Green
Univ. //erbalW. 828 Xysmalobium Undulaium; "Wave-
leaved Xysmalobium,

188

d. locative, as wave-bowered, -refected,
1812 Byron Ch. Har. n.xxiv. Thus bending o'er the vessel's

laving side, To gaze on Dian's wave-reflected sphere. 1820
Shelley Promcih. Unb. in. ii. 32 Tracking their path, .by
the light Of wave-reflected flowers. 1881 Kossetti Ballads
a- Sonn,, //ouse ofLife lvi, The wave-bowered pearl.

e. instrumental, as wave-beaten, -buffeted,

-dashed, -encircled, -hollowed, -lashed, -moist,

-swept, -tossed, -washed, -wet, -worn, etc.

a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Eteg. 1. xiv. 34 Such were they [her
locks] as Diana painted stands All naked holding in her waue-
moist hands. i6xoShaks. Temp. u,i.i2oHe. .oared Himselfe
. . To th* shore ; that ore his waue-worne basis bowed As stoop-
ing to releeue him. 1741 Hoyse Patience 200O11 thesea-weed
spray,, .the wave-toss 'd body lay. 1777 Potter /Eschylus 51
The tort'ringstingThence drove thee wand'ringo'er the wave-
wash'd strand. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xiii, The shaggy
mounds, .wave-encircled, seem VI to float. 1819 Myron Juan
11. exeviii, Amidst the barren sand and rocks so rude
She and h«r wave-worn love had made their bower. 1848
Lytton A". Arthur 11. cvii, Wave-hollow'd caves. 1856
Lever Martins ofCro'M. xxiii, The dark cliffs and rugged
crags, the wave-beaten rocks. 1857 Dickens Dorrtt \\. xx,
Every wave-dashed, storm-beaten object. 1857 Dufperin
Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 225 A. .channel, between two wave-
lashed ridges of drift ice, 1876 Morris Sigurd n. 92 So
Sigurd turned to the river and stood by the wave.wet strand.

1894 0/etingXX.lV. 92/1 The long, wave-swept margin was
left to the solitude of primeval nature.

10. Special comb. ; wave-action (a) Geo/., the

action of water flowing in waves; {b) Gunnery,
i abnormally high pressure in a gun from very large

charges' (Cent. Diet. 1S91); wave-detector, an
instrument designed to detect very feeble electric

waves in wireless telegraphy; wave-disk, a metal
disk with a waved edge, used in the wave-siren

;

wave-form (see quot. 1 864) ; wave-front Physics,

the continuous line or surface including all the waves
or radiatory emissions which are in the same phase;
wave-horse — Sea-horse 5 ; wave-length, the

length of a wave as measured from crest to crest

or from hollow to hollow ; wave-making, the

production of waves by the movement of a floating

body on thesurface of the water; vX^o attrib, ; wave-
mark (a) Geo/, (see quot. 1S63)

;
(b) a wavy mark-

ing, stain, or blemish; so also wave-marked a.,

wave-marking Geo/, ; wave-meter Electr, * an
instrument for determining the wave-form of alter-

nating currents' (W.1911); wave-motion, motion
in curves alternately concave and convex; wave-
motor, ft machine or apparatus designed to utilize

the energy in the waves ofwater as a motive power
;

also attrib. ; wave-path Seismol. (see quot. 1886)

;

wave-rainbow, a rainbow formed on the spray of

sea-waves; wave-rate Acoustics, the rate of vibra-

tion of a sounding body in a given time ; wave
resistance, the retarding force of the action of

waves of water ; wave screen (see quot.) ; wave-
shell Physics, each of the imaginary concentric

spherical layers in any medium traversed by a

wave, such that the vibration of the particles of

the layer is always in the same phase ; wave-
siren, a form of the Siren (sb. 7) in which a cur-

rent of air is driven through a narrow slit against

an undulatory curve on the periphery of a cylinder

or disk; wave-slope, the angle of inclination of

the surface of a wave to the horizontal ; wave-
surface Physics, a geometrical surface which is the

locus of all points reached at one instant by an
undulatory agitation propagated from any centre

;

wave-system Ship-building^ sec quot. and Wave-
line 1 ; wave theory = undulatory theory (see

Undulatoby 1 c) ; wave-train Physics (sec quot.)

;

wave-trap, winding (see quots.)
; f wave work,

watered work (see quot.). Also Wave-like a. and
adv., Wave-line.
1880 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 910 Index, *Wave-action on

coral reefs. 1886 A. Winchf.ll Walks Geol. Field 63 Here
the torrential action was less turbulent : it was perhaps wave-
action along a beach. 1905 Athenaeum 18 Mar. 339/2 The
centre of interest in wireless telegraphy seems to be shifting

from the 'wave-detector or coherer to the means of producing
the energy required to act upon it. 1890 S. P. Thompson in

Nature (1891) 8 Jan. 226/2 Two such *wave-disks, looking
rather like circular saws with irregular teeth. 1846 W. K.
Bmt in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 138 Should the rarefying process
cease, ..not only will the * wave-form be continued, but also

the wave-motion. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archil, iii.

58 It is only the wave form which advances, and not the
water composing that wave. 1867 Tait Quaternions x\. 289
The planes of polarization of the two rays whose *wave-fronts
are parallel, bisect the angles [etc.]. 1888 Rutley Rock-
Forming Min, 57 The plane wave-surfaces or wave-fronts of
the two rays will respectively be represented by the tangent
planes. 1888 Rider Haggard Mr. Meeson's Will xi. (1897)
140 They, .looked out across the troubled ocean. There was
nothing in sight.. but the white *wave-horses. 1871 Schkl-
len Spectrum Anal. § 18. 59 The rays of shortest *wave-
length, namely the violet. 1881 IJroauhouse Afus. Acoustics
66 The fork . . condenses . . a bulk of air equal in length to the
wave-length of its own pitch, 1907 V. Cornish in Geogr.

Jrnl. Jan. 25 The water may commonly be seen to. .grow
in the space of a few yards to a uniform wave-length of about
2 feet. 1877 W. H. White Naval Archil, xi. 447 Mr. Scott
Russell first drew attention to the importance of *wave-
making resistance. 1878 D. Kemi 1 J/an. l'a<.ht Sailing vi.

WAVE.
41 There are only two principal sources of resistance, and
they are consequent upon surface friction and wave-making.
1863 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3)94 * Wave-marks.—Faint out-
linings, of curved form, on a sandstone layer, like the outline
left by a wave along the limit where it dies out upon a beach.
1902 Westiii. Gaz. 14 Apr. 4/2 When the novice finds a few
pinholes in his negatives, or wave marks on parts of the
image, /bid., The wave-marks were the result of careless
development. 1903 Amcr. Geol. June 356 The top of
the Lorraine is formed by a *wavemarked layer of lime-
stone. Ibid., Numerous other instances of *wavemarking
at this horizon might be given. 1905 Athemeum 27 May
662/2 Prof. Fleming's direct-reading cymometer or 'wave-
meter, for measuring the length of the waves used in wire-
less telegraphy. 1846 W. R. Bibt in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1,

135 In contemplating the transference of the barometric
maxima and minima, we regard only the * wave-motion

—

but very different must be the air-mot ;on. 1882 P. G.
Tait Light in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 603 The essential cha-
racteristic of wave-motion is that a disturbance of some
kind is handed on from one portion of a solid or fluid mass
to another. 1898 Daily A'ewsg June 7/2 The Linden *wavc-
motor boat. 1899 Ibid. 15 Apr. 8/6 A wave motor, which
may be seen working off Dover. 1862 R. Mallet First
Princ. Observ. Seismol. I. iv. 35 The line of transit, or *wave-
path. 1886 J. Milne Earthquakes i. 9 The radial lines

along which an earthquake may be propagated from the
centrum are called 'wave-paths'. 1848 Tennyson in Ld.
Tennyson Mem. (1897) I. 275 Sat watching *wave-rainbows
[at the Lizard], 1903 G. M. Stratton Exper. Psychol.
v. 83 Musical notes whose *wave-rates do not differ at
least a fifth of a vibration a second. 1889 Welch Text
Bk. Naval Archil, iii. 56 *Wave resistance is by far the
most powerful agent in extinguishing the oscillations. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 48 *Wave Screen, or Breakwater,
for breaking the force of the sea, at entrance of bar.. or

elsewhere. 1877 F. W. Rudler Earthquake in Encycl. Brit.

VII. 610/1 The points at which a *wave-shell reaches the
surface form a curve which is conveniently called a coseismal
line. 1881 Nature 18 Aug. 359/2 Helmholtz. .has con-
structed a new instrument, the *wave-siren. 1890 S. P.
Thompson in Nature (1891) 15 Jan. 250/2 Dr. Kcenig had
recourse to the wave-siren, an earlier invention of his own.
1877 W. H. White Naval Archil, vi, 212 In considering the

sufficiency of the range of the curve of stability for any
vessel, it is desirable to regard it as abridged by this 8 or 10

degrees, in order to allow for the *wave slope. 1833 Mac-
Cullagii Collected H 'ks. (1800) 34 In this theory, the surface

of waves, or the "*wave surface, is a geometrical surface used
to determine the directions and velocities of refracted or
reflected rays, being the surface of a sphere in a singly re-

fracting medium; a double surface, [etc.]. 1860 Cavley
Math. Papers (1891) IV. 420 Some very beautiful results in

relation to the Wave Surface have been recently obtained
by Herr Zech. 1910 S. P. Thompson Z.r/. Kelvin II, xx. 820
Stokes has found by minute experiment that the Huygens
wave-surface is most accurately obeyed by light. 1886

Encycl. Brit. XXI. 66/2 His [J. Scott Russell s] observations

led him to propose and experiment on a new system of
shaping vessels, which is known as the *wave system. 1833
MacCullagh Collected Wks. (1880) 34 On the*Wave Theory
of Light. 1873 Cooke Chem. 22, I cannot agree with those

who regard the wave-theory of light as an established

principle of science. 1897 K. L. Nichols & Franklin Eletn.
Physics III. 12 A periodic disturbance sends out what is

called a train efivaves%
each one of which is exactly like

its forerunner.. .Graphic representation of *wave trains.

1875 Knight Diet. Jl/ech., 'Wave-trap (Hydraulic Engl-
neering), a widening inwards of the sides of piers, to afford

space for stoim-waves which roll in at the entrance to spread
and extend themselves. 1893 Sloane Electr. Diet.,* Wave
Winding, a method of winding disc and drum armatures.

1601 Holland Pliny vm. xlvhi. I. 228 The very roiall robe
. . made . . after ttie manner of water-chainlot in * wave worke
[L, togam undulatam],

fWaTe,a. Her. Obs. [Hybrid f. Wave sb. +
Al'\ suffix -e, after wide".] « Wavy. Cf. Undee,
Unde.
1513, 1688 [see Undee]. 157a Hossewell Armorie 26

Crosse taue, checkey, waue. 1646 Sir T. Urownk Pseud.
Ep. v. x. 249 Three liarres wave. 1680 Siu G. Mackenzie
Sci. Her. vii. 26 The Drummonds bear three faces mndi
or mbn( 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 19S0/4 Two pair of Gold
Buckles, .dented and wave.

Wave 0*JN)j R Inflected waved, waving.
Also ?4 Sc. vaf, wayve. [OE. zvafian (twice,

in sense 6), corresp. formally to MUG. (and rare

mod.G.) waben (see Grimm s.v. wabben) to wave,
undulate ; the Teut. root *wa$- is found in ON.
vafe wk. masc. doubt, uncertainty, and in Waver
vb. and the cognates there mentioned ; the ablaut-

variants *wcd-, *wseS- occur in G. weben to wave,

move about (cf. Weave v.
il

, Wevev.), which, how-
ever, is believed to be partly a dial, form of MUG.
wewen (mod.G. wehen) to wave, flutter, etc. ; and

in ON, vdfa to Bwlng, vibrate.

It is not always possible to distinguish between this vb.

and the obsolete Waive v.2 ; the two approximate or coincide

in some of their senses, and hi some dialects and periods

were identical in sound.]

I. To move to and fro or up and down.
*Of involuntary movement.

1. intr. Of a thing having a free end : To move
to and fro, shake orswayin the air by the action of

the wind or breeze.

1375 Uakhour Bruce ix. 245 The dlscurrouiis saw thame
cumande With baneris to the vynd vafand [v.rr. wawand,
waiuandl. 1508 Di'Nbar Poems iv. 14 As with the wynd
wavis the wickir, [So] wavis [v.rr. wannis, waveris] this

warldis vanite. 1523 LIekners Froiss. I. ciii. 50 b/2 Whanne
those fotemen. .sawe the baners and standerdes waue with

the wynde. 1577 Kendall Flowers Epigr. 73 His crisped

locks wavde all behinde. 1593 ISiiaks, 3 Hen. VI, 11. ii. 173

Sound Trumpets, let our bloody Colours waue, And either

Victorie, 01 else a Giaue. 1671 Milion Samson 718 Like a
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stately Ship.. With all her bravery on, and tackle trim, Sails

fill'd, and streamers waving. 17 13 Pope Windsor For. 350
High in the midst.. (His sea-green mantle waving with the
wind), The god appcar'd. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in. xxv

(

No banner waved on Cardross gate. 1837 Dickens Pt'ckw.
xxxv, Diesscs rustled, feathers waved, . .and jewels sparkled.
1846 Ruskin Mod. Faint. II. in. 1. xn. § 5 The bending
trunk, waving to and fro in the wind above the waterfall.

1846 M cCulloch Ace. Frit. Fmpirc (185^) II. 7 It was then
that the nag of England began to wave over every sea. 1884
IJiqli;(K.V.) Judges ix. 9 Hut the olive tree said unto them,
Should I leave my fatness, .and go to wave to and fro over
the trees?

fig. 164&HKRMCK Ifes/er., Mrs. Flh. JVheelerVoet. Wks.
(1915) 107 In bloome of Peach, and Roses bud, There waves
the Streamer of her blood.

f b. To wave in the wind: to be hanged. (Cf.
Wag v. 3 (1.) Obs.
a 1533 Dekners Huon xvL 43 Or It be nyght, I shall cause

thee to waue in the wynde.
C. Of long hair : To hang down loose, poet.

1671 MiLTON.VfT/Mwz 1493 And viewhim silting in the house,
. .And on his shoulders waving down those locks. 1767 M.
Bruce Last Day Poems (1796) 129 His golden hair Wav'd
on his shoulders.

d. trans. Of the wind, etc. : To cause (a thing)
to sway or move to and fro.

i6oz Kyd Span. 'Frag. in. xii A, Behold a man hanging,
and tottering, and tottering, as you know the winde wiil
waue a man. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vm. xxx. Beneath
a bright acacia's shadowy hair, Waved by the wind amid the
sunny noon. 1828 Lytton Pelham x, The wind waved my
long curls. 1829 Scott Anne oj"G. xi, No sound was heard
save that of the night wind, when it. .waved the tattered
banners which were the tapestry of the feudal hall.

f2. intr. To move to and fro restlessly or uncer-
tainly ; to waver. Obs.
1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 399 And whil my brceth

may in my body waue,Torecordeit vnncthe I maysoulTyse.
1500-20 Dundak Poems xxi. 59 [This world] Quhair fortoun
evir, as so, dissavis With freyndly smylingis of ane hure,
Quhais fats behechtis as wind hyne wavis. 1508 [see 1
above]. 1628 [see Waving ppl. a. 2]. 1665 [see Waving
vol. so. 1].

t b. To move to and fro unsteadily on its base
or (of a person) on the feet ; to totter. Obs.
1538 Elvot Diet., Vacillo, to moue inconstantly, to wagge

or waue, to be vnstable, or vnsure. 1605 Sylvester Du
Farias 11. hi. iv, 645 As an Infant which the Nurse lets go
To goe alone, waves weakly to and fro. 1608 A. Willet
tlcxapla in Exod. xx. 18. 445 [Vatablus renders the verb
byl yacillabant, they waued. 1609 Ld. Brooke Mustapha
iv. iv. Chorus iv, Thus reeles our present State, And her
foundation waues.

t C. Of a floating body : To move restlessly by
the impulse of the air or water. Also, To hover
about in the air. Obs.
1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xxvi. 94 b, The Ghoasts

of them whose Hues they had rauished from their bodies,
wauing before their eyes. 1633 Milton Fenseroso 148 And
let som strange mysterious dream, Wave at his Wings in
Airy stream, c 1639 Roxb. Fall. (1887) VI. 429 They wav-
ing up and down the Seas, upon the Ocean Main. C1645
Howell Lett. (1650) II. xix. 32 Those, that have their heads
lightly ballasted, .are like buys [buoys] in a barrd Port,
waving perpetually up and down. 1728 Pope Dune, iv.538
Int'rest that waves on Party-colour'd wings.

id. To wave oneself-. ? to give oneself up to the
motion of the water. In quot./^-. Obs.
1628 Feltham Resolves 1. i. 1 When a Rich Crowne ha's

newly kiss'd the Temples of a gladded King, where he finds
all things in a golden swimme, . . hee carelesly waues himselfe
in the swelling plenty.

1 3. Of a person : To be restless in mind ; to al-
ternate between different opinions or courses of
action

; to vacillate, waver. Said also of the mind,
will, etc. Obs.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. (Skeat) 167 ' Ye wete wel,

lady, eke
, q»od I, 'that I have not ..with the wethercocke

waved. i S66 Drant Horace, Sat. i.LAv, Thy mynde it
wanes and wagges, And wishcth after greater things. 1582
1

.
Watson Pass. Cent. Love v. Poems (Arb.) 41, I waue in

doubt what helpe I shall require, In Sommer freeze, in winter
bunie like fire. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. xliii. § 5 The
truth is they waue in audout.no way sufficiently grounded,
no way resolucd what to thinke, spcake or write. 1607
Shaks. Cor. u. ii. 19 If he did not care whether he had their
loue or no, hee waued indifferently, "twixt doing them
ncyther good, not harme. 161 1 [see Waving ppl. a. A 1628
h U.THAM Resolves 11. xvi. 46 Variety, in any thing, disti act-

* ii
mmde! and leaue * >t waving in a dubious trouble.

1642 II. Moke SongofSouln. in. 1. ii, Thus waves the mindm ihings of greatest weight. 1796 Mouse Amer. Geog. II.
02 Hie court waved between these two factions.

4. Of water, the sea : To move in waves, undulate.
1530 Palsgr. 772/2, I wave, as the see dothe. Je vague.

After a storme the see wavetb. 1552 1 1 ui.oet, Waue as water
doth in tempest, Jluctuo. 1571 [see Waving vbl. s/>. 2].
<" 1797-1804 W. Blakk Poet. Wks. (191 ,) 366 Wave freshly,
clear waters, flowing around the tender grass. 1820 [see
Waving vbl. 5b. 2 J. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. iv. 6j
water is that which waves, undulates.

b. trans/. Of a crowd : To move to and fro
restlessly in a body.
«579-8° North Plutarch, Pompdus (1595) 70S Pompey..

perceiumg..that his owne battel! on the other side waued
vp and downe disorderly, as men vnskilfull in wanes.
159* 9A

.
VII-E Tacitus, Hist. 1. xl. 23 Galba was dnuen to and

iro with the crowde of the companie, as it waued up anduownc [I,, varto turbje fluctuant is impulsu\. 1646 Sir J.aemplk Ir Rebellion 25 The people.. continued waving upand down the streets, i860 Fhch-de Hist. Eng. V. 387 He
and Vi

speakll,s
*
when * wowd hegan suddenly to wave

c. Of a held of corn, etc. ; To undulate like the

waves of the sea.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 9S1 As when a field Of Ceres ripe

for harvest waving bends tier bearded Grove of cars. 1720
PorE Iliad xx. 78 The forests wave, the mountains nod
around. 1725 — Odyss. IX. 124 With wheat and barley wave
the golden fields. 1775 Johnson Tax, no Tyr. 20 Regions
smiling with pleasure and waving with fertility. 1784 Cow tku
Task iv. 313 The lands, where lately wav'd The golden
harvest, a 1830 II. Cockbuhn Mentor. (1S56) 171 The whole
place waved with wood, and was diversified by undulations
of surface. 1834 RuSKlN Months Hi, Rejoice I ye fields,

rejoice ! and wave with gold. 1851 J. H. GuRNEY Hymn,
Fair waved the golden corn In Canaan's pleasant land.

T 5. intr. To turn aside. Also trans. To move
(a person) aside. To wave ones way : ? to take a
divergent route. [But this may belong toWaived. t

]
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 206 b, The kynges train

waued on the lefte hande, to geue the Frenche kyng and his

train the right hande. 1642 Wotton Buckingham in Reliq.
W. (1651) 109 Notwithstanding all which importunity, he
resolved not [ed. 1642 omits not] to wave his way upon this

reason ;. .that if. .he should but once by such a diversion
make his Enemy believe he were afraid of danger, he
should never live without. 1646 Sir T. Browns Pseud. Ep.
VII, xviii. 381 /Eschilus.. was brained by a Tortoise which
an Eagle let fall upon it. ..Some men.. would perhaps from
hence confute the opinion of Copernicus, never conceiving
how the motion of the earth below should not wave him
from a knock perpendicularly directed from a body in the
ayre above.

t b. Of the sun : To decline. Obs. rare.
1615 Kyd Span. 'Frag. 1. ii. 83 Till, Phoebus wauing to

the western deepe, Our Trumpeters were chargde to sound
retreat.

** Of voluntary movements.

t 6. intr. To make a movement to and fro (with

the hands). Only OE.
c 1000 JElfric Saints' Lives xxx'u. 151 £>eah be man wafi^e

wundorlice mid handa lie bid hit beah bletsung buta he
wyrce tacn ha;re hal^an rode, c 1000 Sax. Lccchd. II. 318
Ymbfo bine [a dung beetle] mid twain handum. . wafa mid
binum handum swi^e & cwe5 briwa Remedium facio [etc.].

f 7. To make motions (with the uplifted hands or

with something held in the hands) by way of signal.

Chiefly Nant. (Cf. Weave v*) Obs.
Cf. the OE. sense 6, which may possibly have survived

unrecorded to the 16 c.

1513 Echyngham in Lett. & Papers War France (1897) 148
He sayth he see my lord Admirall wayvyng with his handes
and cryeng to the galeye: ' Commeabordeagayne !

' e 1595
Capt. Wyatt Dudleys Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 30 Wee might
discrie. .two or three with a flagg of truce, wavinge unto us
that it might be lawful 1 to com and speake with us. 161

1

Shaks. Cytnb. 1. iii. 12 He did keepeTheDecke, with Gloue,
or Hat, or Handkerchife, Still wauing, 1611 B. Jonson
Catiline 1. i. C 1 b, A Bloody arme it is, that holds a pine
Lighted, aboue the Capitoll : And, now, It waues vnto vs.

1644 MAwwayrixg Sea-mans Diet. 114 Waving is making a
signe for a ship, or boate, to come towards them, or else to
goe from them, as the signe is made, either towards or from,
wards the ship.

+ b. trans. To signal to (a person). Chiefly Ar
aut.

(Cf. Weave v?) Obs.

1555 W. Towrson in Hal-luyI dsqq) 1 1. 11. 33 Wennsti usted
some knauery, and being waued by them to come a shoare,
yet we would not. Ibid., Certaine Negroes, .waued vswith
a white flagge, but we., would not stay. Ibid. 34 A great
sort came downe to the water side, and waued vs on shoare
with a white flagge. c 1595 Capt. Wyatt Dudley's Voy.
(Hakl. Soc.) 4 Our Generallcommaunded to wave them, and
halinge them. . made them know their dwtie unto our Engli.sh
collers by vailinge theire topsaile*. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. iv.

61 Looke with what courteous action It wafts [Qos. 1603-4
waues] you to a more remoued ground. Ibid. 68 It waues
me forth againe; He follow it. 1616 Capt. J. Smith Descr.
New Eng. (Arb.) 225 We were haled by two West Indy men :

but when they saw vs waue them for the King of France,
they gaue vs their broad sides. 1627 — Sea Gram. xiii. 60
He waues vs to to lee-ward with his drawne sword.

f 8. To move to and fro or up and down regularly

or rhythmically.

a. intr. To move the wings up and down in or
as in flight. Said also of the wings. Also trans. t

to actuate or flap (the wings) in or as in flight. Obs.
i$i6 PHgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 202 b, Than with her

wynges she fanneth & waveth vnto she haue kyndled in
them fyre._ 1584-7 Greene Carde ofFancie Wks, (Grosart)
IV. 165 The Bird[s]. .beeing young, seeing the olde ones
through age growen so weake, as they are not able to waue
their win^s, carrie them. .on their backs. x657[see Waving
vbl. sb. 5}. 1667 Milton P. L. vu. 476 Those wav'd thir
limber fans For wings. 1712-14 Porn Rape Lock 11. 68
Colours that change whene'er they wave their wings. 1728— Dune. iv. 422 Of all th'enamell'd race, whose silv'ry wing
Waves to the tepid Zephyrs of the spring. 1808 W. Blake
Poet. Wks. (1913) 145 Before her throne my wings I wave.

fb. intr. To move the body from side to side.

Also reji. (Cf. Weave v. 2) Obs.
1608 Topsell Serpents 138 As fast as the bayte was to the

rope and hookc, so fast is he also ensnared and tyed vnto it,

which while hee waueth and strayneth to vnloose and breake,
he wearietb himselfe in vaine. 1697 Dryden Virg.Georg.
111. 649 A Snake. .With curling Crest, and with advancing
Head: Waving he rolls, and makesa winding Track, a 170a
Evklyn Diary 15 Jan. 1645 All the company fell a singing
an Hebrew hymn.. waving themselves to and fro.

fc. transf. To move (the head up and down)
with a significant gesture; to incline (the head). Obs.
1602 Shaks. Ham. u. L91 At last, a little shaking of mine

Arme
: And thrice his head thus wauing vp and downe, He

rais'd a sigh. 1607 — Cor. 111. ii. 77 Goe to them, with this
Bonnet in thy Hand, ..Thy Knee bussing the stones:.,
wauing thy head. 1768 Stekne Sent. Joum., Passport

{Versailles), I see the injured spirit wave her head, and turn
off silent from the author of her miseries.

0. trans. To move through the air with a sweep-
ing gesture (the uplifted or extended arm or hand,

or something held in the hand by one extremity,

e.g. a wand, a hat, or something that flutters in the

breeze, as a flag, a handkerchief), often as a sign of

greeting or farewell, or as an expression of exulta-

tion ; usually implying repeated movements to and
fro or up and down.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 175 And with his Hat, thus wauing

it in scorne, I would be Consull, sayes he. 161 1 — Cymb. 1.

iii. 6 Pisa. It [i.e. his last speech] was his Queene, his
Quecne. Into. Then wau'd his Handkerchiefe. 1634, 1667,

1794 [see Wand sb. 10]. 1697 Dkyden Virg. Gcorg. iv, 513
At once she wav'd her Hand uii either side, At once the
Ranks of swelling Streams divide. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock
v. 7 Then grave Clarissa graceful wav'd her fan; Silence
ensu'd. 1784 Cowi'ER Task vi. 699 Maidens wave Their
'kerchiefs, and old women weep for joy. 1794 MttS. Kad-
Cliffe Myst. Udolpho xix, [He] waved his hand for him Vi

leave the room. 1814 Scoit Wav.xx, Many sprung up and
waved their arms in ecstasy. 1847 Tknnvson Princess iv.

501 She, ending, waved her hands: Thereat the crowd
Muttering, dissolved. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vui, II.

385 Halifax sprang up and waved his hat. At that signal,

benches and galleries raised a shout. 1859 H. Kini;sley G.
Hamiyn xli, Sam only waved his hand in good-bye, and sped
on across the plain. 1896 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone vi,

He waved his white hands as if to brush aside all opposition.

b. of impersonal things personified ; chiefly poet.

1667 Milton /'. L. v. 193 And wave your tops, ye Pines,
With every Plant, in sign uf Worship wave. 1749 Smollett
Regicide 1. vi, Ye spreading boughs, that wave Your blossoms
o'er the stream ! 1783 Cnabise Village 1. 74 Above the
slender sheaf, 'J he slimy mallow waves her silky haf. 1804
W. L. Howles Spir. Discov. 11. 271 Dark Lebanon Waved all

bis pines for thee. 1820 Shelley Orpheus 106 And cypresses
that seldom wave their boughs. 1886 J. G. Wood Man <"y

Handiwork iii. 31 Where the corn waves its yellow cars.

C. To brandish (a weapon).
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. i. xoo, And wauing our red Weapons

o're our heads. Let's all cry Peace, Kreedome, and Liberty.
1606 — Tr. 4- Cr. v. v. g Ilastard Margarelon Hath Doreus
prisoner, And stands Calossus-wise wauing his bcame. 1718
Poi'E Iliad xiii. 728 King Helenus wav'd high the Thracian
blade. 1799 CA.MriiELL Fleas. Hope \. 363 1'y that dread
name we wave the sword on high, And swear for her to live !

1825 Scott Talism. xxviii, The sabre of Saladin left its

sheath as lightning leaves the cioud. It was waved in the
atr,—and the head of the Grand Master rolled to the ex-

tremity of the tent. 1869 W. S. Gileert ' Fab' Fallads,
Fen Allah Achmct 56 ' My rival !' shrieked the invalid,

And drew a mighty sword and waved it. 1911 G. M.
Tkevelyan Garibaldi viii. 184 Men and women waved
swords which they would never wield in earnest.

absol, 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 74 Let him alone : Or so
many so minded, Waue thus to expresse his disposition, And
follow Martius. They all shout and waue their swords.

d. intr. (for pass.) To be moved to ami fro.

Of a weapon: To be brandished, f Also trans.

,

to pass over (something) with a brandishing move-
ment.
1605 First Ft. yeronimo ill, n. 105 See, a reuengfull sword

Waues ore my head. 1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 304 Now wav'd
thir fierie Swords, and Ml the Aire Made horrid Circles.

Ibid. xn. 643 They looking back, all th
1 Eastern side beheld

Of Paradise, ..Wav'd over by that flaming Brand. 1671 T.
Hunt Abcced. Scholast. 90 Give a child as long as he will

crave, and a dog as long as his tail will wave. 1828 Lytton
Pelham x\\\, The lady's handkerchief waved in token of
encouragement and triumph. 1896 Conan Doyle Rodney
Stone vi, I see, too, the figures at the garden gate: my
mother, with her face turned away, and her handkerchief
waving.

fe. trans. In the Levitical law: To elevate

and move from side to side (an oblation or wave-
offering) before the altar. Obs.
First in Tindale, following Luther, who renders the verb by

weben, and also has the compounds webebrot, webebrust,
webcop/cr^iWAve-lozif, -breast, -offering (see 13).

1530 Tindale Exod. xxix. 24 And put all apon the handes
of Aaron and on the handes of his sonnes : and waue them
in and out a. waueofTrynge vnto the Lorde. — Lev. xiv. 21
Let him bringe one lambe for a trespaceoflVynge to waue it.

[So 1535 Coverdale ; and all later versions.]

f. Occasional uses. Of a dog: To wag (his tail).

Of a fish : To flap (a fin).

1677 Gilpin Demonol. m. v. 31 The Devil, .stands like a
Fawning Dog scratching and waving his Tail. 1883^ F. W.
Gosse m Longm. Mag. I. 559 Ueneath the granite gray
The sulky ferox lay And waved a fin.

10. To signify (something) by a wave of the hand
or arm. Also with dative of person.
1810 Scott Lady ofL. 11. v, Perchance the maiden smiled

to see Yon parting lingerer wave adieu. 1847 Tennyson
Princess 11. 84 She spoke, and bowing waved Dismissal.

1874 Sankey's Sacred Songs (1S7S) 3 ' Hold the Fort, for I

am coming ', Jesus signals still ; Wave the answer back to
heaven, ' By thy grace we will.' 1878 Bhowning La Saisiaz
16 From no far mound Waved salute a tall white figure.

1888 Hesant Inner House hi, The women wept and laughed

at the same time, and waved them welcome.

b. To motion (a person, etc.) aside, away, back,

in, off by a movement of the hand, etc.; also with

preps. from, over, to, etc. AlsoJig.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop lxxi, Waving them off with his

hand, and calling softly to her as he went, he stole into the

room. 1841 C. Whitehead R. Savage I. xi. 32a He waved
me from him. 1854 Svktkes Handley 0.(1901) I. i. 6 Michael

took off his broad-brimmed, low-crowned hat, and waving in

the pack, cheered them to the echo. Ibid. 7 He presently had
the old hounds at his heels, and hat in hand he waved them
over the walk 1864 Mrs. H. Wood Ld. Oahburn's Dau.
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WAVED.
xxxvii, An attendant opened the door to r.ce if Anything

might be wantedj but was waved away again. 1883 !->. C.

Mukray Hearts ix, ' There is a fire in the sitting-room ', he

said, closing the outer door and waving her along the hall.

1804 Mrs. H. WARD Marcella II, 100 Marcclla waved him
aside and ran on. 1914 H. James in Q. Rev, Apr. 338 If we
ut ourselves questions we yet wave away doubts. 1916 W.
anuay In View ofEnd iy Hitherto the pacifist writings

have been waved aside simply on the ground that they were

pacifist.

c. intr. To make a sign by a wave of the hand.

1803 Edwin I. x'ni. 205, 1 waved to the door, and in silence

proceeded to the tyrant. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xii, I

retained my station when he waved to me to go, and an-

nounced :

—

1
1 cannot think of leaving you, sir.' 1855 TEN-

NYSON Maud 1. ix. 8 Rapidly riding far away, She waved to

me with her hand. 1905 Mabel Barnes-Grundy Vacill,

jfazelxvuaiq He looks very miserable and cold and pinched.

Poor old Sammy ! I must wave to him.

cL trans. To mark (musical measures) by waving

something,
1851 Mrs. Vkowkisg CasaGuidi Wind. 1. S04 All, to please

The donna waving measures with her fan*

II. (From Wavje sb.)

11. To ornament with an undulating design ;
to

make (something) wavy in outline.

1547 in Feuillerat Reveh Edw. VI (1914) 9, vj Couering of

1'ardes of clothe of golde wlierof three ar waved with clothe

of golde. c i6ii Chapman t/tadxxi'ii. 4S2 Arms.. forged of

brass, and waved about with tin. 1653 Culpepkr EngPhysit.
(1656) 137 Leavs.. a little unevenly waved sometimes about

the edges. 1667 MlLTON P, L. 1 v. 306 Shee. . Her unadorned
golden tresses wore Disshcveld, but in wanton ringlets wav'd

As the Vine curies her tendrils. 1678 Moxon Mcch. Exerc.

vi. 104 When one end of the Riglet you wave, is withthe
Vice Screwed to the plain side of the Rack. Ibid, 105 The
Riglet will on its upper side receive the form of the several

waves on the under side of the Rack, and also the form or

Molding that is on the edge of the bottom of the Iron and so

at once the Riglet will be both Molded and waved. 1686

tr. Chardin's Trav, Persia 394 The lower part of which

Chappel is cover'd with large Tiles of Porphiry wav'd, and
painted with Flowers. 1706 Rtni-UPsCed. Kersey), To Wa7~c,

to fashion, or make like the waves of the Sea; as watered

Silks or Stuffs are. ij^Sc/iiol 0/'Miniature 39 Finish. .by

fine thin Strokes, . . waving and curling them according to the

turn of the Hair. 1815 ], Smith Panorama Sci. <r Art II.

763 Strokes following the same direction, but gently waved.

1875 SwiSHL'KNK Ess. <y Studies 319 A head-dress of eastern

fashion,, .raised and waved and rounded in the likeness of

a sea-shell. 1888 Sweet Hist. Eng. Sounds § 221 Earlier in

the [nth] century they began to wave and lengthen the top

tags of;, «, It, etc. 1909 Daily Chron. 1 Oct. 7/4 Hair that

has been waved by hot irons till it is broken and irregular.

12. intr. To undulate in form or outline.

1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 108 The horizontal coals

..are fuund to wave considerably in several places^ 1795

Andkkson Narr. Embassy China 73 Its \sc. the river's]

course waves in the finest meanders. 1796 W. H. Main
shall W. Eng. 1 1. 84 A slip or coomb, of water formed land,

waving with the stream. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths iv. § 12T

From this, and in subordination to this, waved the arch and
sprang the pinnacle. 1883 Miss Uroughton Belinda 11. ix,

Now and then the type waves up and down before her like

the furrows of a ploughed field ; but she reads on.

III. 13. The verb-stem in combination, in the

names of the several offerings which, according to

the Levitical law, were ' waved * (see 9 e) by the

priest when presented in sacrifice, as wavebreast,

-loaf, -offering, -sheaf; also wave-bread, a mod.
synonym of wave-loaf,

1530 Tindalk Lev, vii. 30 Euen the fatt apon the brest he
shall btinge with the brest to waue it a waueoffrynge before

the Lorde. Ibid. 34 For thewauebrest and the heueshulder

I haue taken of the childern of Israel. Ibid, xxiii. 17 And ye
shall bryngeout of youre habitacions two waueloaues. 1533
Covhkdale Lez>. xxiii. 15 From the nexte daye after the

Sabbath, whan ye brought ye Waueshefe [1530 Tindale,
the sheffe of the waueoffrynge]. 1623 T, Godwin Moses <y

Aaron vi. ii. 268 These two words, Thenuphoth, and Theru-
moth; both signifie shake -offrings, heaue-offYings, or waue-
offrings. 1879 Fakrar St. Paul II. 297 Which with the

wave-bread and the heave-shoulders the priest afterwards

took as his own perquisites.

Wave, obs. form of Waif s&A, Waive vA, v,%

Wave, obs. pa. t. of Weave v.1

Waved (wt'ivd)///. a, [f. Wave v. +-ED 1
.]

1. Having the form of waves, presenting a wavy
outline or appearance, undulating, undulated.

a. gen,

1599 Hakluyt Vov. II. 11. 86 In the hole is laicd good store

of wood, whereon is raised gallantly a waued roofe. 1603

Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ill. iv. Captains 114 A large Cave,

..Whose waved Seeling,. .TheNymphs.. rarely had imbost

With Tearls and Rubies. ijG&tioswEi.L Corsica 1. (ed.2>25

A rich waved country, .reaches along the east and south

coasts to Bonifaccio. 1808 Eleanor Sleath Bristol Heiress

I. 61 This surface.. is gently waved, rising with a varied

swell from a small hollow, or valley. 1867 Illustr. Bond.

Neivs 1 Aug. 116/4 Advt., Crinoline.—The Patent Ondina,

or Waved Jupoti, does away with the unsightly results of the

ordinary hoops. 1875 Knight Diet, Mec/t., Waved Wheel.

The edge of the wheel is waved or convoluted so that as it

revolves it imparts a lateral oscillation to an arm, pitman, or

what not. 1690 Hussels Corpus Gloss. Introd. p. XL [the

letter] 1, with a waved stroke through it, indicates ueL

b. of hair, etc.
.

1863 ' Holme Lee' A. Warleigh III. 58 Her hat in her

lap, and her waved brown hair uncovered. 1884 McLaren
Spinning (ed. 2) 6 Take some hairs and some fibres of South

Down wool and hold them together. The hair will hang

straight and smooth, the wool will be curly, something like

a corkscrew, and will have a waved appearance. 1913 Play

Pictorial No. 138, p. vi/2 The waved hair is drawn smoothly

back from the forehead.

190

o. Her. m Uniiee, Wave, Wavy.
1610 GuiLLIM Heraldry it. iii. 44 Of these [Lines! some are

. .Waued. 1680 Sir G. Mackenzie Sci. Her. 26 Waved is go

call'd.from the waves of the Sea, which it represents, and is

therefore called unit?, and is used for signifying that the

Hearer got his Arms for service done at sea. Ibid. 44 A cross

waved. Crux undosa. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Teclm. I,

Waved or Wavy.
d. Of a sword, dagger, etc. : Having the edge

undulated. Also in Jler.

1688 Holme Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) i?6/i He beareth

Azure, a waved sword, or a sword waved, or wavey. 1780

Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Waved Sword, by some
erroneously called a flaming sword. 1855 tr. Labartc's Arts
Mid. Ages p. xxxv, Malay knife.., blade waved.

2. Having undulated markings. Of silk, etc.

= Watered. Also in comb. + waved-wise adv.

1547 in Feuillcrat Nereis Edw. F/(iai4)i4Gardyd abowtes

with clothe of golde wavyd wyse. 1G01 Holland Pliny viu.

xlviii. I. 228 The waved water chamelot was front the be-

ginning esteemed the richest and bravest wearing. 1667

Milton P.L.vil. 406 Fish, .through Groves Of Coral stray,

or sporting with quick glance Show to the Sun thir wav'd

coats dropt with Gold. 1711 Fr. Bk. Kales 378 Camblets,

watered and not watered, waved, and not waved.

3. Hot., Zoo!., and Min. Undulate; having a

wavy form or texture; having wavy markings.

1664 Tower E.rp. Philos. I. 6The Gray.or Horse- Fly. Her
eye is . . of a semisphaeroidal figure ; black and waved. 1776

I. Lee Introd. Hot. Expl. Terms 37g Flexuosus, waved, bent

backwards and forwards from Bud to Bud. 17915 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 673 Leaves, .waved at the edge.

1822 J. Parkinson Ontl. Oryctol. 187 The hinge, .without

tooth, waved and rather sinuous and unequal. 184X Florist's

frnl. (1846) II. 277 The sepals and petals are very linear

and waved. 1843' Humhle Diet. Gcol, etc. (ed. 2), Waved,
. . In botany, applied to the margins of leaves, when bordered

alternately with numerous minute segments of circles and

angles. In entomology, applied to insects when the margin

of the body is marked with a succession of arched incisions.

1845 A. Grav Hot. Text-lik. (ed. 2) 112 A slightly waved or

sinuous margin is said to be repand. 1870 Hooker Stud.

Flora 276 Lobes of lower lip subequal, waved and toothed.

b. In specific names of animals, plants, etc.

1668 Charleton Onomast.1^0 Raia Vndttlata . . the waved
Scate. 1681 Grew Musxum I. § vi. ii. 147 The Great Waved.
Muscle.. is commonly found in the Red-Sea. 1811 Hortus

Anglicus 11. 397 Aster Undulatus. Waved-Star Wort. 1824

R. K. Greville Flora Edin. 20 Aira flexnosa.. Waved
Hair.grass. 1832 Kksnie Consp. Butterfl. I, Moths 139

The Waved Carpet (E/uitielesia sylvata, Stephens).

Comb. 1796 Marshall Planting II. 66 The Curled Cistus,

or Waved-leaved Rock Rose.

4. Moved in waves.
1820 Shelley Promcth. Unb. iv. 187 'Tis the deep music of

the rolling world Kindling within the strings of the waved

air /Eolian modulations.

5. Held aloft and moved to and fro.

1883 Miss Brouchtoh Belinda 1. iii, A burly middle-aged

figure gesticulating with raised arms and waved umbrella in

mid-road. 1891 F. Tennyson Daphne 3 Beeches swung

their heads Before the waved banners of the winds. 191S

Bayfield tr. Ovid's Met. xi. in igth Cent. May 1013 She.,

was the first to see Her lord..Who with waved hand made
signal, and her own She waved in answer.

Wavel (w^iv'l), v. Sc. Also 7 waivle, weavlo,

9 wavle. [Kreq. of Wave v. : see -EL.]

f 1. intr. ' To move backwards and forwards, to

wave' (Jam. 1808). Ois.

a 1689 W. Cleland Poems (1697) 107 He making Hands,

and Gown, and sleives wavel, Half Singing vents this Reavel

Ravel.

t b. trans. To twist (the mouth). Obs.

1654 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S.H. S.) II.

277 Folks observing in the kirk, .my wagging my head and

weavling my mouth in the singing.

2. To stagger.

[1638: cUm.a. below.] 1896 J. J. H. Burgess Lowra
Biglan 56 (E. D.D.) So up he waavles to da door.

3. ? To embroider with a wavy pattern.

a 1844 W. Miller in A. Whitelaw Scot. Song 536 His coat's

o' glowin' ruddy brown, and wavilet wi' gold.

Hence Wa-veiled ppl. a. V twisted ; Wa •veiling'

*//. a.

1638 Sir A. Johnston(Ix1. Wariston) DiaryiS. H.S.) 1. 383

Using al and only his auin means, without waivlinrr steps to

byrods and bypayths, they may find that sprit within tejling

them realy and sensibly This is not the way, walk not in it.

1886
J. J. H. Burgess Shetland Si. 30 He's sic a wavlit ill-

vyndid lookin' objec', nae manly wy wi him ava.

Waveless (wei-vlcs), a. [f. Wave si. + -less.]

Having no waves or undulation ; not agitated or

disturbed by waves. Also fig.

?ai597 Peele David f, BelhsabeUsw) B i "• Thy body
smoother then this wauelesse spring. 1799 CAMPBELL Pleas.

Hope 11. 127 In the waveless mirror of his mind. 1804

Grahame Sabbath 212 A waveless lake, In which the wintry

stars all bright appear. 18x8 Shelley Eugan. Hills 91

Beneath is spread like a green sea The waveless plain of

Lombardy. 1842 Bakham Ingot. Leg., Fragm. Wcstm.
Abbey 12 Above each knightly stall Unmoved, the banner'd

blazonry hung waveless as a pall. 1872 M. Collins Two
Plunges for Pearl \\\. 166 Lotos-islands in a waveless bay.

•887 G. W. Cable Grande Pointe v. in Century Mag. Mar.
668/1 Their delicately penciled brows, their dark, waveless

hair. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xii, Waveless
uniformity, not to say monotony, of existence.

Hence Wavelessly adv.

1819 Blackw. Mag. VI. 136 Wavelessly the river spread Its

silver mirror. 1845 Jane Roiunson Whitehallili, So placidly

and wavelessly the winds of passion or guilt glide past the

waters of time.

Wavelet (w^i-vlet). [f. Wave si. + -let.] A
little wave, a ripple.

WAVER.
1813 Shelley Q. Mab viii. 24 Like the vague sighings of

a wind at even, That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering

sea. 1856 Geo. Eliot Scenes Ctcr. Life, Amos Barton ii,

The head, with its thin wavelets of brown hair, indents the

little pillow. 1873 Black Pr. 'l'hule v. 77 The white wave-

lets that were breaking on the beach.

b. trans/, and Jig.
<ri8io Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 360 You only

bide it by foam and bubbles, by wavelets and steam-clouds,

of ebullient rhetoric. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Baptist

i. 3 The transcendent Intelligence which presides over the

law and measure of every wavelet of the universal energy.

1879 Macdonald P. Eaber I. vi. 61 Slowly she rose through

a sky freckled with wavelets of cloud.

Wave-lite, a. and adv. [LWave si. + -like.]

A. adj. Resembling a wave, or what pertains to

a wave.
1685 Boyle Effects oj Motion iii. (1690) 18, 1 see no necessity

of having recourse to any thing but the wave-like motion of

the Air for the production of our Phienomenon. 1830 Lyell
Princ. Geol. I. 468 The wave like motion o( the ground

during earthquakes. 1887 T. Stevens Around World m
Bicycle I. 3 The wave-like macadam abruptly terminates,

and I find myself on a common dirt road. 1889 Hardwicke's
Sci.-Gossip XXV. 124 Every now and then a wave-like x"
movement is seen to traverse through them.

B. adv. After the manner of a wave or waves.

1872 Koutledge's Every Boy's Ann. 215 The dark solid

wall of the enemy's infantry rolled, wave-like against this

position. 1884 J. I'avn Lit. Recoil. 33 When 1 think of that

inimitable scene, the humour of it sweeps wavelike over all.

Wa-ve-line.
1. Skip-building. An outline recommended by

some naval architects for the hull of a vessel as

facilitating movement through the waves.

1846 Mechanic's Mag. 24 Oct. 391 What is the wave line?

According to its ingenious author, Mr.
J.

Scott Russell, it

differs from an ordinary ship's bow., in this, that it is' gently

hollower than such a bow towards the cutwater, and a little

rounder towards the greatest breadth '. 1883 Harper's Mag.

Aug. 441/2 The wave-line theories .. had been adopted.

2. Physics. The path of a wave of light, sound,

etc. ; also, the graphic representation of the path.

1888 Rutley Rock-forming Min. 30 They are thrown into

a wave line through the successive vibration of the other

particles from the line of rest. Ibid. 31 The wave-line, .is

just half a wave-length.

3. Each of the lines or furrows produced by the

action of the waves on a sandy beach.

1891 Century Diet.

Wavellite (w^-vetait). Min. [Named 1805

after Dr. W. Wavel its discoverer : see -ITE.] Hy-
drous phosphate of aluminium, found in globulai

aggregates with a radiated structure.

1805 Phil. Trans. XCV. 162. i8« G. Young Geol. Surv.

Coast Yorks. (1828) 129 Silky crystals, resembling wavellite.

1885 Emycl. Brit. XVIII. 818/1.

t Wa'Venger. Sc. and north. Obs. Forms

:

5-6 vau-, 6 wauengeour, 9 waff-, whiffinger,

waifinger. [App. f. Waif sb. after messenger,

passenger, scavenger, etc.]

1. Sc. A vagabond. Also attrib.

1493 Sc. Acts Jas. IV (1814) II. 235/1 To causs idill men
vauengeouris to laubour for bair leuing. 1513 Douglas

rEntis IV. xi. 17 [Shall it be) lefull till a wauengeour strangeir

Me and my realm betrump on this maneir. Ibid. xn. v. 99

Follow me Quham now Jon vauengeour, Jon ilk stranger,

Affrays so.

2. dial. A stray animal, estray.

1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss, Waifinger, an estray. a 1864

R. B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss., Waifinger, stray cattle.

Waver (wei-vw), si.1 Also 6 wayver, weaver,

6-8 waiver. [Of obscure origin : the early forms

do not favour derivation from Wave v. Possibly

f. Waive v. 1
, in the sense ' to leave untouched '.]

A young tree left standing when the surrounding

wood is felled.

1555 .-Inc. Deed C 7700 (P.R.O.), The said Luke shall leave

..standyngcall suche wayuers of oke and asshe that be

viider the compace of twelue ynches in thycknesse. 1590

W. West Symbol. § 267 (§ 406) Except the land and soile of

the same woodes and vnderwoodes, and also wayuers called

slanders of Aic 1595 Holuiesfield Court Rolls m Sheffield

Gloss, s.v., That no persone or persons within this manor

shall cutt vpp or carry away any of the lorde's woodes . .
vpon

payne of every burden of greene wood vjd. and every weaver

xiid. and every burden of dry wood being hedgwood liijd-

,597 /,}/,(., Every weaver or poole. 1664 Evelyn .Vyfoaxxvn,

71 It is a very ordinary Copse which will not afford three or

four Firsts, that is, Bests; fourteen Seconds; twelve Thirds;

eight Wavers, &c. according to which proportions the sizes

of young Trees in Copsing are to succeed one another. 1768

Waiver [see Tiller sb? 2). 1800 J. Tuke Agric. N. Riding

Yorks. 186 Leaving at certain distances, when the timber

and under-wood are cut down, the thriving young trees,

which so left, are very properly called wavers, from then

being agitated by every breeze. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

Waver (w^-vai), si. 2 [f. Wave v. + -er 1.]

f 1. One who vacillates. Ois.

1667 Waterhous Fire Land. 189 No waver in Judgment,

have I, through Gods mercy, ever been.

2. One who waves, or causes to undulate, swing,

or flutter.

1835 T. Mitchell Aristoph. Acham. 1059 note, Groupes

of tumblers, jugglers, ball-players, and wavers of the torcn.

i860 W. G. Clark in Gallon Vac. Tour, (i860 46 The wavers

ofllags.and the brandishers ofdaggers. 1869 'Mark I wain

Innoc. Abr. xiii. (1872) 91 The. .house-tops, .burst into a

snow storm of waving handkerchiefs, and the wavers of the

same mingled their cheers with those of the masses below.
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f3. A name for the star Fomalhaut in the con-

stellation Piscis Australia. Obs.

1556 Recorde Cast. Knowl. iv. ^67 [tftarg,] The Wauer.

47 Printing. See quots. Also waver roller,

1882 Southward Pract. Print. 471 Next set in their places

the wavers and the inkers. 1888 i-.ucycl.Brit. XXIII. 706/1

As the carriage returns, this strip of ink is distributed on the

inking table by rollers placed diagonally across the machine.

The diagonal position gives them a waving motion; hence
they are called wavers. 1888 Jacobi Printers* Vocab.,

Waver rollers, rollers which distribute ink on the ink table

in a diagonal direction. Wavers^ short term for 'waver
rollers '.

5. An implement for making the hair wavy.
i&g$ Army fy Navy Stores List 15 Sept. 180/2 Hair Wavers

..Price per box, containing 5 wavers o/2j. 1909 Daily
Chron. 1 Oct. 7/4 These wavers may be left in the slightly

dampened hair for an hour or two, and the result will be a
soft, natural-looking wave.

Waver (wtfi'vai), sb$ [f. Waveu v.] The act

or condition of wavering.

a. In physical sense, a flutter or trembling.
1826 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mas;. XX. 90 No a bit butter-

flee on its silent waver, meeting the murmur of the straight-

forward bee. 1886 Gwllemard Cruise 0/ MarcJtesa I. 137
Here and there a little gap revealed a Hohbema-like scene
of sunny distance, whose clearness was unbroken by the
waver of a single leaf. 1891 ' R. Boldrewood ' Sydney-side
Sax. xu, Sitting square, without the slightest waver or
tremble in her saddle. 1918 Merrick When Loveflies iv.

44 She sat watching the waver of the candles in the draught.

b. A condition of vacillation or faltering, f In
a waver (obs.), on or upon the waver > in uncertainty

or unsteadiness ; inclining now this way, now that.

1519 Horman Vulgaria 57 b, I stande in double or in a
wauer. Anceps sum concilii. 1806 Henry Siddoks Maid,
Wife, ty Widow III. 64 His reason was on the waver.
a 1809 J. Palmer Like Master (1811) I. xii. 167 His regret
to leave the coppers he touch'd in his present service, and
his inclination to embrace the brazier's offer, kept him
upon the waver, like an ass between two bundles of hay.
1864 Sherman Let. 31 Dec. (1894) 241 Not a waver, doubt,
or hesitation when I order, and men march to certain death
without a murmur if I call on them. 1865 Mrs. H. Wood
Mildred Arkell xlviii, 'Does she mean to accept him?*
asked Travice. * Well, she's on the waver. She does not
d islike him, and she does not particularly like him.'

Waver (w£i*vaiV v. Also 4 wever, 4-5 Se.

wayver, wafer, 4-6 Se, vaver, 4-7 Se. wawer, 5
wavere, wavur, wafyr, 6 wavor, Se, vaifer, 7
wavour. [ME. waver

t
wever — MHG. wabcren,

mod.G. (now dial.) wabern, webernto move about,

ON. vafra to move unsteadily, flicker (cf. vafrloge

flickering flame), Norw. vavra to go to and fro,

stagger ; a frequentative f. Teut. root *wa#- : see

Wave v.

f
Shoreham's veverinde (V 131 5, sense 5) shows that the word

in the south at least is native English (cf. OE. wxfre un-
steady, also nimble) ; it is possible that in the north the word
may partly represent an adoption of ON. vafra, but the
supposition is not necessary.]

I. Intransitive.

f 1. To go about or travel at random or without
fixed destination ; to wander, rove. Also with adv.,

as about. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce VII. 41 The sleuth-hund maid stynting
thar, And vaueryt [v.r. waweryt] lang tyine to and fra.

c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxv. {Julian) 287 Waferand fra place
to place, c 1440 Alpliabet of Tales 490 pai waxed so pure
at J>ai wavurd aboute here & ber. c 1470 Henry Wallace
iv. 283 He saw mony rout Off wyld bestis wauerand in wode
and playne. 1483 Cat/i. Angt. 4x1/1 To Wavere Aboute
{v.r. Wafyr Abowt), vagnri. 1513 Douglas Mneis vi. v. 70
Quha ar vnbereit a hundreth ^eir man byde, Wauerand and
wandrand by this bankis syde. 1599 Nasiie Lenten Stuffe
Ct, There were two Channels, .where through the fisher-
men did wander and wauer vp to Norwitch and diuers parts
of Suffolke and Norfolke.

f b. To strayfrom. Obs.
1456 Sir G. Have Bk. Knighthood Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 6 He

slepit apon his palfray, and waverit fra his folk out of the
hye way. 1599 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 204 The
said Thomas hes bene accusit of., wavering oftentymes fra
his wyff, bairnis, and famclie. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Quon.
Attach, x. 78 Gif. .he.. sail sweare that, that beast did waver
away fruin him.

2. To sway to and fro, as if in danger of falling
;

to reel, stagger, totter. Now rare (cf. 5 d, 7).
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8266 All in wer for to wait, wayueronde

he sote. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 447/2 Scboggyn, schakyn, or
waveryn, vaciilo. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems hii. 10 Bot ay his
ane futt did wawer, He stackerit lyk ane strummaH awer.
1531 ElyotGVp. 1. xu (1883)1.95023, forputtynghishande
to the holy shryne that was called A rcha federis, . .though
it were waucryngeand in daunger to fall, yet was he stryken
of god. 1691 Ray Creation 1. {1692) 142 When they [se. the
tins] arc cut off, it [sc. the Body of the Fish) wavers to and
fro. 1851 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii. 298 She was
evidently in a condition of great suffering, and Tom often
heard her praying, as she wavered and trembled, and seemed
about to fall down,
3. To swing or wave in the air ; to float or flutter.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 518/2 Wawyn, or waueryn, yn a myry

totyr, osctllo. C1514 Barclay Eclogue iii, Sometime must

sit!
slo

,

uPe unto a rude vilayne Calling him master,..
Although thou would see him waver in a bande. 1548 Udall
I-rasm. Par. Matt. viii. 18-32 The byrdes fleyng and wauor.
ingin the aycr. 1574 T. Hill ArtCarden., Weatherviil
72 lhe kytes playing and wauering about in the aire. 16:0
Ijuillim Heraldry in. xv. 136 Two Lions came running with
their shaggy lockes wauering about their shoulders. 1726-
30 Thomson Winter 230 Thro' the hush'd air the whitening
Shower descends, At fir»t thin-wavering. 1818 Scott Hrt.

Midi, vii, He could discern a figure wavering and struggling
as it hung suspended above the heads of the multitude.

1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 64 On their curls From the high
tree the blossom wavering fell. 1864 Skeat (inland's Poems
252 Lo ! down waver clustering ringlets Round a soft and
gentle face ! 1883 (7//<zW'. Jrtil, 6S9 Huge butterflies wavered
about the cactus plants.

b. Phr. To waver with or in the wind. ? Obs.
r 1500 Nut-brown Maid 74 in Arnolde Chron. (i3n) 200

Wythout pytee, hanged to bee, and wauer w l the wynde.
1523 Berners Froiss, I. ccexxxiii. 522 With baners and
penons waueryng with the wynde. 1526 TlNDALE Matt. xi.

7 A rede waveringe with the wynde. 1582 N. Lichpfifxd
tr. Castanheda's Cone/. E. hid. 1. lxxviij. 158 After this, hee
went up and downe, wauering in tlie winde, tarryeng for the
rest of the shippes. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxii. 5*.3 Soon fled

the soul impure, and left behind The empty corse to waver
with the wind. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xl, Here many an
outlaw, .had wavered in the wind during the wars. 1828
Miss Mitford Village, Country Barber III. 165 A lank,

long, stooping figure, which seemed wavering in the wind
like a powder-puff.

C. trans/.

i860 Hawthorne Transform, xxix, Now tumbling down,
down, down, with a long shriek wavering after him, all the
way. 1876 Morris Sigurd it. 141 The wind in his raiment
wavered.

f 4. Of water, waves : To surge. Obs. rare.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. iv. 1963 As rewarts reythe for rayn
wil ryssfl And wauer mare wipe wawis woide pan wil a
kyndly standande flude.

5. Of persons, their sentiments, etc. : To exhibit

doubt or indecision ; to change or vary ; to fluctuate

or vacillate {between) ; to falter in resolution or

allegiance ; to show signs of giving way.
c 1315 Shoreham Poems 1. 424 And hi bi-leaue of ihesu crist

His nou al weuerinde. 1375 Bar hour Bruce xn. 185 Mony
ane hert sal vaverand [v.r. wawerand] l>e That semyt ere of
gret Iwunte. C1407 Lydg. Reson ty Seas. 2001 And thus I

stood al in a rage With look cast fix in hir visage, Wavering
as in a were. £ 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. 4318 He was
curyousse in his stille,. . Mad in mctyr melt bis dyte, Litil or
noucht neuir pe lesse Wauerande fra be suythtfastnes.

c 1440 Promp. Parv, i%/-2 Waueron yn hert for vnstabyl-
nesse, muto. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxv. 97 pat he sette fully

his hope in god, and not be dul in the feithe, ne wauere in

the comavndementes of god. 1526 Tindale "/as. i. 6 But let

hym axe in faythe and waver not [1611 nothing wauering].
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 223 b, That we iiis yonge.st

chylden..sholde not.. wauer in our fayth. 1548 Udai.l
Erasm. Par. Matt. i. 20, 21 Why art thou vexed ? why
doest thou wauer in & out '( 1579 Shaks. Lover's Compl.
97 And nice affections wauering stood in doubt If best

were as it was, or best without. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 43 They that wavered betweene warre and
peace. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vii. 28 Vertue that wavers
is not vertue. 1714 Addison Sped. No. 585 p 8 Her Mind
continued wavering about twenty Years longer between
Shalum and Mishpach. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I.

603 While he was thus wavering between projects equally
hopeless. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iv. 355 The
allegiance even of the bishops and the secular clergy to Rome
had begun to waver. 1874 Green Short Hist, iv. § 2. 172
Only on one occasion, .did the burgesses waver from their

general support of the Crown. 1883 Froude Short Stud,
IV. 1. xl 131 Many people had begun to waver in their

allegiance. 1884 M. Creighton Hist. Ess. viii. (1902) 239
For a time opinions wavered which boundary to choose.

f b. Phr. 7 waver as, like\with the wind. Cf. 3b.
C1480 Henryson Pox, Wolf $ Cadger 2 18 (Harl.) With

that be cadger, wauering as the wind, Come rydand on the

laid, a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. V 13 Not common people
onely, which wauer with the wynde, but wyse menne also.

1565 B. Googe tr. Path/genius Zodiac vii. A avj b, And so

corrupt the mindes Of rude vnskilfull common sort, that

wauer lyke the wyndes. a 1825 Child Noryce i. in Child
Ballads II. 266 Child Noryce is a clever young man, He
wavers wi the wind.

T~ C. To hesitate to (do something). Ob. rare.

1644 Milton Divorce n. xv. 61, 1 shall not much waver to
affirm, that [etc.J.

d. Of a combatant, body of troops, line of battle :

To become unsteady, flinch, give way.
1831 James Phil. Augustus xlii, He wavered not a step;

but, still striding over the body of the king,, .maintained his
ground, i860 Froude Hist. Eug.V. xxvi.213 The sustained
fire of the Lanzknechts threw their dense and unorganized
masses into rapid confusion. As they wavered, Warwick's
horse were in the midst of them. 1915 J. Buchan Hist. War
IV. xxvi. 75 The line wavered and broke.

6. Of things (or a person as an unconscious
agent) : To change, vary, fluctuate.

1490 Caxton Eneydos 2 We englysshc men ben borne vnder
the domynacyon of the mone, whiche is neuer stedfaste, but
euer wauerynge. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 116 Thus
the Englishe affaires.. within the reahne began to wauer,
and waxe variable. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 91 b,

To suffer this gcreto hange waueringc [L. utrem itafluctu-
are sinat\. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Nuto, Victorie
wauereth or flitteth betweene both vncertaynly. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xxxviii, During the whole space of time
just mentioned, Mr. Benjamin Allen had been wavering
between intoxication partial and intoxication complete. 1859
Dickens etc. Haunted Ho. iii. 14/1 He had. .a waistcoat
that wavered in hue between a sunny buff and a stony drab.
1922 iQth Cent. Apr. 681 Among all Arabs succession is

hereditary, but it wavers between the eldest son and the
eldest male member of the family.

7. Of the voice, the eye, etc. (or a person with
reference to these): To become unsteady ; to shake,

tremble, falter (through emotion or bodily weak-
ness), f Of the wits : To become confused, reel.

1621 Fletcher Pilgr. in. iii, Keep my wits Heaven, I

feel 'em wavering, O God my head. 1840 Dickens Old C.
Shop xlv, ' No,' replied the old man, wavering in his voice,

no less than in his manner. 1850 Susan Warner Wide

World xv. Miss Fortunes conscience must have troubled her
a little, for her eye wavered uneasily. 1876 Miss Brouchton
Joan 1. i.v, Her voice wavers ami breaks. The tears well up
into her eyes. 1883 A. K. Green X. )'. /.. iv. 65 His eye
did not waver from it-, steady solemn look toward the door.
1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties etc. (1888) 45 The white-

hands wavered— the bright head drooped.

8. Of light, shade, objects seen unsteadily or

through a haze : To flicker, quiver.

1664 Bovlk Exper. Colours in. xiv. 277, I took.. two Tri-
angular Glasses, and one of them being kept fixt in the same
Posture, that the Iris it projected on the floor might not
Waver. 1842 Tennyson Gardener's Pan. 129 The shadow
of the flowers, .wavering Lovingly lower, trembled on her
waist.. and still went wavering down. 1842 — Will Water-
proof"38 The gas-light wavers dimmer. 1849Cum.ES Green
//and xvii. (1856) 173 Tall palms and cocoas— their stems
wavering in the thin ha/e. 1914 BlacJhu. Mag. Oct, 401/2
A little gleam wavered ahead on my right.

fit 1
,. 1837 Whewell /list. Induct. Sci. iv. i. I. 247 It may

serve to illustrate.. the extent to which, under the Roman
empire, men's notions of mechanical relations became faint,

wavered, and disappeared, if we observe the change which
took place in architecture.

II. Transitive.

t9. causal. To cause to waver; to wave to and fro
;

to set in waving or fluttering motion ; to render

unsteady or unsteadfast. Obs.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. in. 708 pus in seige a sote to sc, Or

do a dowde in dignyte, Sal ger standande statis stauer, And
wil bathe wit and worschep wauer. c 1440 /'romp. Parv.
518/2 Waueron, or mevyn or steryn, agito. 1456 Sir G. Have
La-." ofArms (S.T.S.) 227 Nocht gaynstandand that he he

wauerit [printed wanerit] in his wit. 1561 in Tytler Hist.
Scot. (1864) III. 148 Seeing be. .showed himself so constant

in religion, that neither the fear of his souereign's indigna-

tion could wauer him, nor great promises win him. 1583
in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)683 Item, if the Admirall shall happen
to hull in the night : then to make a wauering light ouer his

other light, wauering the light vpon a pole. 1594 Nashk
Unfort. '/'rav. E2D, A third wauerd and wagled his head,

like a proud horse playing with his bridle. 1812 Courier
in Examiner 24 Aug. 540/1 Shot, shells, grape,. .could not

. . waver the line of the . . infantry.

f 10. To vacillate under, falter in resistance to.

Obs. rare~ x
.

1596 Dkayton Mortimer. B4I), Th'vnconstant Ilnrrons,

wauering eueryhoure,The fierce encounter of this raging tyde.

Waver, var. Waiver.
Waverer (wv'-voroi). [f. Waver v. -h-er 1

.]

One who wavers ; one who is undecided or vacil-

lates in opinion or choice ; one who falters in alle-

giance or hesitates to embrace a particular party or

cause.

1592 Shaks. Rom. ty Jul. 11. iii. 89 But come young
wauerer, come goe with me. 1640 tr. Verdcre's Rom, of
Rom. I. xxviii. 134, I went to Gloria, unto whom I dis-

covered the desires ofmy waverer [orig. (1626) 744 les desseins

de eel inconstant], 1850 GsOTE Greece it. Ix. (1862) V. 259
The waverers thought it time to declare themselves. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 271 More than one waverer
was kept steady by being assured in confident terms that a
speedy restoration was inevitable. 1885 Manch. Guard. 20

July 5/5 A section of waverers who have inclined lately to

the Tory side.

b. Hist. The name given to a section of Peers

who were willing to make terms with the Reform
government of 1832 rather than wreck the Upper
House.
1832 Grf.ville Mem. 27 Mar. (1874) II. 273, I have no

doubt that all the idtras will be deeply mortified at the

moderation of Lord Grey and of the iJuke of Wellington,

and at the success so far of the Waverers '. 1886 Kkiibel
Hist. Toryism iv. 210 The second reading of the Bill had
been carried in the Ix>rds. ..with the help of the well-known
Waverers ', led by Lords Harrowby and Wharncliffe.

Wavering (w^-vorirj),^/. sb. [-ixg 1
.] The

action of the verb W'aver, in various senses.

1375 Bahiiour Bruce vi. 584 The hund alwais followit the

kyng, And changit nocht for na parting, Bot ay followit the

kyngis tras. But vaueryng, as he passit was. ? a 1400 Morte
Arth. 2224, I watte be thi wauerynge, thow willncz aftyrc

sorowe. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 12-16 Whan the

people wer in a waueryng and mammeryng what he was.

1593 Nashk Christ's T. 63b, Had you rested them on the
true Rocke, they had becne ruine-proofe ; but now the rainc

wil rough-enter through the crannies of theyr wauering.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. 9 8. 13 Massiue bodies.. haue
certaine trepidations and wauerings before they fixe and
settle, a 1768 Spcker Sertu. (1770) IV, 2 Why this perpetual

Wavering and Fluctuation, about the first thing, that you
ought to fix. 1816 Jane Al'sten Emma xxii, Had there

been no pain to her friend, or reproach to herself, in the

waverings of Harriet s mind, Emma would have been amused
by its variations. 1828-41 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 120

The wavering of the English lines was now discernible by
the Scottish soldiers. 1831 Ai.ford in Life (1873) 68 G;uick

waverings about of bands of light such as take place in the

Polar Auroras. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh \. xx, ^43 The
King's wavering between a course of clemency and one of

rigour.

Wavering, ///. a. [f. Waveb v. + -ing 2.]

+ 1. Wandering, vagrant Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. its Thai saw on syde thre men
cumand, Lik to licht men and vauerand. 1607 N. Riding

Rec.
t Q. Sess. Rec. (:884 ) I. 91 Tho. Best of Wath, a waver-

ing person, [presented] for three assaults on the Constable

of Melmerhy.

2. Tottering, shaking, faltering, reeling.

C1400 Destr. Troy 13546 And wayucrand, weike, (I] wan

to the lond. 1569 Rokst tr. J. van det Moot's Theat.

Worldlings 76 Theyr proude titles baue no sure foundation,

but are buylded only vppon the waueryng sandes of douhte-

fulnes^e and Calshode. 1816 Byuoh Siege 0/ Corinth xxix,



WAVERINGLY.
The portal wavering grows, and weak ! 1839 Kinnear
Cairo, Vetra fy Damascus iii. (1841) 95 A dim shadowy figure

on a dromedary appeared, moving at a wavering and un.

certain pace through the sand drift. 1845-7 Longf. Ev. I.

v. 127 And like the day of doom it seemed to her wavering

senses. 1896 H. G. Wells Wheels ofCkance'\,')i\\c nervous

clutch of the wavering rider.

3. Fluttering, floating, waving, surging.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. 845 Wauerande [v.r. welterand]

wawis. c 1470 Golagros <y Gaw. 290 As leif of the lynd .

,

That welteris doun with the wynd, sa wauerand it is. 1534

Berners Gold. Bk. M. A uril. (1546) P viii b, Their waueryng
boughes ar aduentitred in the wynde. 1660 Boyle New
Exper. Spring of Air xxiv. 193 These bubbles.. ascended

with a wavering or wrigling motion. 1662 Dryden Astr&a
Redux 225 The wavering Streamers, Flags, and Standart

out. 1703 Pope Thcbais I. 266 As when two winds with rival

force contend, This way and that, the wav'ring sails they

bend. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 1. i. 42 Broken prismic

lights are woven On the thin veils of wavering cloud.

4. Vacillating, undecided, inconstant ; faltering

in resolution or allegiance.

C1315 [see Waver v. 5]. 1375 Barbour Bruce XII. 185

Mony ane hert sail vaverand be That semyt ere of gret

bounte, £1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 424 He went vnto his

prayers, & stude with a waveryng ee and a waveryng mynde.

(11548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV (1550) 16 b, This realm, .in-

uaded and infested with the frantike waueryng Welshemen.

1591 Siiaks. 1 Hen. VI, iv. i. 138 Remember where we are,

In France, amongst a fickle wauering Nation. 1598 R.

Bernard tr. Terence, Andria 1. v. (1607) 27 Hee is as wauer-

ing as a wether-cocke. 1642 J. Taylor (Water P.) Henry
Walker A 3 b, To Allienate or estrange the hearts of waver-

ing Subjects from their allegiance, c 1660 in Vcrncy Mem.
(1907) II. 227 His mind is so wavouring that I think hee will

setill to nothing. 1743 Lo. Hardwicke in G. Harris Life

(1847) II. 37 If our allies are timorous and wavering, it is

necessary to encourage them by vigorous measures. 1862

Sir C. Dilke Let. 7 Nov. Life (1917) I- 3 2 How wavering

and shortsighted the policy of England in Turco-Grecian

matters has been of late 1 <zi886 Stubbs Germany in E.

middle Ages (1908) 167 The wavering princes returned to

their allegiance.

b. absol. (with the).

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 380 Carambey .. in.

couraged the wauering, and restored the battel. 1780 Mirror

No. 94 That I might be able . . to alarm the inconsiderate, to

confirm the wavering. J.891 Farrar Darkn. <y Dawn lv,

The most wavering could not but be confirmed by his calm

wisdom.

C. Comb.
1526 Tindale fas. i. 8 A waverynge mynded man is vnstable

in all his wayes. 1658 J. Spencer Things New cy Old 179

Plow to prevent wavering-mindedness.

5. Of fortune, affairs, etc. : Variable, mutable,

t Of a person : Having a doubtful or uncertain title.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. Etv. 1S38 (Wcmyss) Few personis

lynealye, Sum vther few collatcralye, As cours maid and
qualite Airis waverand for to be. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
lxvi. 1 This waverand warldis wretchidncss. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VI 148 b, Suche is worldly vnstablenes, and so

waueryng is false fiatteryng fortune. 1660 Milton Free

Commw. Wks. 1851 V.438 In this wavering condition of our

Affairs.

6. Changing in intensity, now strong, now faint

;

flickering, fitful, intermittent ; tremulous, unsteady

;

tending to fade or become dim.
CX470 Henry Wallace IV. 340 Now wauerand wind, now

weit. 1513 Douglas JEneis 11. xii. 64 Or mast_ likhe a

waverand sweving or dreyme [L. volucrique simillima

somuo). C1622 Rowley Birth of Merlin in. vi. 17 The in.

certain Changes of a wavering Skie. 1688 Holme Armoury
ill. xvi. (Roxb.)62/2 It is a kind of wavering fluteing_ sound.

1815 Scott Guy M. xlviii, The fire, .now rose high into the

air, a wavering column of brilliant light. 1842 J. Wilson
Chr. North (1857) I. 152 His sight is dim and wavering.

1866 Miss Braddon Lady's Mile i, Making a little spot of

crimson amongst the wavering shadows of the trees. 1868

Morris Earthly Far. I. 1. 393 Till these things shall seem

The wavering memory of a lovely dream. 1890 Retrospect

Med. CII. 370 It is heard as a wavering or tremolo note.

Hence Wa-veringly adv., Wa'reringness.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War it. 1547 He has chapit, & so long

past Throw be wyld sees wawerandly [v.r. wauerandly].

1549 Coverdale etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Pet. v. 6-14 Loke not

waueringly about you, haue no distrust, be not afrayed.

a. 1603 T. Cartwright Confiit. Rliem. N. T. (1618) 27 How
doubtfully and waueringly Augustine iudged of this case.

1614 J. Robinson Relig. Commun. 124 Men become perfit,

and growen past that childish waveringnes. 1698 Atterbury
Serin. (1734) II- 311 The Uncertainty and Waveringness of

this [belief!. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VII. 176 The candles

glimmer somewhat waveringly. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
xxi, His hearers more or less waveringly believed, that he

had a mission like that of the Hebrew prophets. 1885BRIDGES

Nero 11. ii, Speak nothing waveringly.

Wavery (w^i-vari), a. [f. Waver v. or sb. +

-Y !.] Characterized by wavering or fluttering ;

tremulous, unsteady.
1820 Blackiv. Mag. VI. 679 Across the silence seem to go

With dream-like motion, wavery, slow, . . The friends we loved

long long ago 1 1883 Mrs. R. T. Ritchie Bk. Sibyls 1. 2

Some old letters covered with a wavery writing. 1897 F.

Thompson Nav Poems 184 All her waving hair. .Lapsing

like music, wavery as water, Slid to her waist. 1913 Mrs.

Stratton-Pohter Lcuidie iv. (1917) 79 Making his voice all

wavery and tremulous he began reciting from Lochiel s

Warning ' in tones of agonized pleading.

t Wa'vesch, »• 06s. rare. [Extended form of

Waive v. 1
: see -ish 2] trans. To put aside.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. (Dubl.) 822 Then fyndes he philip

Had weddit hym ane ober wife & wauesched [A shut, wayfid]

hys moder.

Waveson (wei'vssn). Maritime Law. [App.

formed after AF. floteson Flotsam : perh. origin-

192

ally f. Waive ft', but associated with Wave sb."\

(See quot. 1701.) K\%ofig.
1526 in Kennett Cowcl's Interpr. (1701) s.v., Waveson,

Flotteson, Lagason & Wrecks & Regalia videl. Magnas
pisces captas, &c. 1701 Kennett ibid., Waveson, such
Goods as afler Shipwreck do appear swimming on the waves.
[Whence 1706 in Phillips : and in later Diets.] 1894 E. P.
Evans in I'op. Set. Monthly XLI V. 209 Persons of unknown
origin were treated as waifs [ifeives\ the mere flotsou and
waveson on the drifting tide of humanity.

Wavey (w<?i-vi). PL waveys, wavies. [See

Wawa.] A northern (American) goose of the genus

Chen, esp. the common wavey, C. hyperboreus.

Blue wavey, C.cserulescens. Horned wavey, C. rossi.

1795 S. Hearne Journ. North. Ocean 329 The laughing
goose, wavey, (or whitegoose,) gulls, [etc.]. Ibid. 442 Horned
Wavey. Ibid., I have seen them in as large flocks as the

Common Wavey, or Snow Goose. 1831 Swainson& Richard-
son Fauna Bor.-Amer. II. 467 Anser hyperboreus. .. Snow
Goose... Wavey. Hudson's Bay Residents. 1892 W. Pike
Barren Ground N. Canada 161 Here the snow geese, or

white ' wavies ' were resting in thousands.

Wavey, obs. variant of Wavy a.

Wavily, "Waviness : see Wavy a.

Waving (w^i-virj) , oil. sb. [f.Wave v. + -ing i.]

The action of the verb.

+ 1. The action of changing capriciously; vacil-

lation, wavering, Obs.

a 1628 F.Gm-.\iu.r. Life ofSidney (1652) 223 She preserved

her Religion without waving. 1665 E. Hopkins Serm.
Vanity (1685) 88 Such is the waving and fluctuation of all

things here below.

2. Movement (of water, the sea) in waves; undu-

latory surface-movement (of a forest, crop, etc.).

1571 Golding Calvin on Fs. Ixii. 6. 235 Like as if a soft

gale stir ye sea, so as the waves ryse not with great rage, and
yit there is some waving. 1714 Addison Sped. No. 585 F 2,

What tho' I am delighted with the Wavings of thy Forests.

1820 Southey Wesley I. 80 Neither the waving of the sea,

nor the motion of the ship, could take away the refreshing

sleep which God gave them. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii,

The waving of the corn.

t b. Undulating play of colour. Obs.

1662 Merrett tr. Neris Art of Glassu. xxxvii. 61 Hardly
would you believe the beauty, the toyes and wavings of

divers colours.

3. Undulation in form.

1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 103 This is what I call

the waving of the strata.

4. Motion to and fro (of something having a free

end).
1751 J. Harris Hermes m. iii. (1705) 336 Sound and Motion

. .such as the Murmurs and Wavings of a Tree during a

storm. 1828-41 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 151 The gleam

of arms, anil the waving of the pennons of an encamped

army. 1883 Abp. Benson in A. C. Benson Life (1899) II. 1.

15 Beech trees and cedars standing as still as possible in it

\sc. the soft rain] with such gentle slow wavings as to make
the most of it.

5. The action or an act of moving (the hand or

something held in the hand, the wings,etc.) to and fro.

1611 Bible Lev. xiv. 21 Hee shall take one lambe for a

trespasse offring to be waued [marg. for a wauing.] 1612

Parkes Curtain-Drawer 47 Each Play-house aduanceth

his flagge in the aire, whither quickly at the waving

thereof, are summoned whole troopes of men, women and

children. 1657 J. Trapp Comm., Fs. lxxx. 7 As the bird by

much waving gathereth wind under the wing, and mounteth

higher. 17H Addison Sped. No. 1 59 r 3 He beckoned to me,

and by the waving of his Hand directed me to approach

the Place where he sat. 1784 tr. Beckforits Vathek 88 The
waving of fans was heard. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxin,

The waving of handkerchiefs was renewed. 1859 Tennyson
Guinevere 579 She.. in the darkness o'er her fallen head,

Perceived the waving of his hands that blest.

b. A signal or direction given by waving the

hand, a flag, or the like. Obs.

1563 P. Whitehorne Onosandro Platon. 87 The com-

maundements, wauinges, and signes, ought likewyse first to

be geuen to the heads and leaders of men.

6. Comb. : t waving-engine, a machine for

cutting waved indentations on wood.
1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vi. 103 Of the Waving Engine.

1688 Holme Armoury m. 354/2 The Waving Engine, .is a

thing wherewith Waved Work is generally made upon small

Frames for Pictures and Looking Glasses.

Waving (w^-vin), />//. a. [f. Waved. + -ing 2.]

That waves.

1. Of water, the sea : That rises in waves ; full of

waves, billowy. Also of the shore (see quot. 1591).

1552 Huloet,Wauynge lyke vmler.flnduosus. a 158S Sid.

ney Arcadia ill. xi. §8(1912) 416 As when the Sunne shines

upon a waving water. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. ii. 230

The subtill race Of roving Polypes ; who (to rob more)

Transform them hourly on the waving shore [Fr. londeux
rivage]. 1717 Addison tr. Ovid's Met. 11. Phaeton 9 A
waving sea th' inferiour earth embrae'd. 1835 R. Nicoll
Poems (it^) 81 Noo Scotland's cliffs sae dear tome Aneath
the wavin' waters fa'.

b. trans/, of things, esp. of a crop, forest, etc.

:

Agitated or ruffled on the surface like the waves of

the sea.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 156/2 Veslis vudaus,..a

wauing garment that ruffleth in going, specially when the

bodye is moued or shaken. 1676 Y)itvm-:n Anrengz. 1. 4 The
Vale an Iron-Harvest seems to yield Of thick-sprung Lances

in a waving Field. 1798 W. L. Bowles Poems, St. Michael's

Ml. 43 Mountain, no pomp of waving woods hast thou. 1846

Dickens Battle of Life 1. 1 The waving grass was green.

1872 Black A dv. Phaeton xxxi, A country rich with waving

fields of grain.

WAVY.

+ 2. Vacillating, wavering. Obs.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 2g. 493/1 Their might

. .depends of the wauing humors, and wilsof those inferiour

vassels, of whom they thinke themselues vnresistable Corn-

maunders, a 1625 Let, Brooke Lei. to Hon. Lady iv. Wks.

(1633) a82 His hollow, and wauing minde.

3. That moves to and fro at its free end by the

impulse of the wind or breeze.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. F/,i.vi. 1 Aduance our wauing Colours

on the Walls. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 55 Euenasthe
wauing sedges play with winde. 1676 Dryden A urengz. v.

78 The waving Arms of Aureng-Zebe appear 'd, Displayed

with your Morat's, 1697 — /Ends VII. 869 With Joy they

view the waving Ensigns fly. 1767 Sir W. Jones Sez<en

Fountains Poems (1777) 33 The crimson streamer's waving
pride. 1829 Mrs. Hemans Casablanca 22 Upon his brow
he felt their breath, And in his waving hair. 1842 Dickens
Amcr. Notes v, A forest of ships' masts, cheery with flapping

sails and waving flags.

4. Undulating in form or outline.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indiesv. ix. 352 An
azured staffe, cutte in fashion of a waving snake. 1753
Hogarth Anal. Beauty vii. 38 The waving line, which is a

line more productive of beauty than any of the former.
_
1810

Southey Kehama 1. ii, The fragrant smoke, .hangeth visible

on high, A dark and waving canopy. 1848THACKERAY Van.
Fair xliv, He was a fine open-faced boy, with blue eyes and
wavingflaxen hair. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora*,®? Asplenium

Filix-foemina. .Frond 1-5 ft., bright green, flaccid, waving.

1899 A/lbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 553 A single waving or

cyclical line results.

5. Of sound : Undulating in tone.

1876 Hii.es Catech. Organ ix. (1878) 62 Unda Maris . .a

stop with two pipes, one of which is_ tuned a little higher

than the other, producing a waving kind of tone.

b. quasi-rf. (See quot.)

1876 Hii.es Catech. Organ iii. (1878) 21 Waving, is a

lighter species of tremulant, for the more delicate stops.

6. Of wings : Moving rhythmically in flight.

1735 Somerville Chase 1. 236 Th' industrious Beagle twists

his waving Tail. 1795 W. Blake Song of Los 11. 34 And his

shudd'ring waving wings Went enormous above the red

flames. 1820 Shelley Promelh. Unb. HI. iii. 145 And it

circles round, Like the soft waving wings of noonday dreams.

1896 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone viii, I.. saw the gliding

lines of windows with staring faces and waving hand,

kerchiefs.

Hence Wa'vingly adv.

1750 G. Hughes Barbados 108 The extremities of the

higher branches bend wavingly downwards. 1843 Blackw.

Mag. LIII. 573 The sea below gleams wavingly. 1882 W.
James in Amcr. Ann. Deaff,- Dumb (1883) 108 Moving the

hand wavingly across the forehead.

tWa'VOUS, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Wave sb. +

-ous.] Full of waves.
1581 T. Newton Seneca's Thebais 1. 43 b, Where is the

surging wauous Sea ?

f Wa'vure. Obs. Erroneous var. Waiver.
1847-64 Webster (citing R. Peel), Wavurc, the act of

waving or putting off.

Wavy (vie i'vi), a. (and sb.) Also 8 Sc. wavey.

[f. Wave sb. or v. + -Y.] A. adj.

1. Full of waves, abounding in waves, billowy.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. H 3 b,The waters, .putting all theyr

wauy shoulders together, bare the whole shole of them [sc.

the dead carcases] before them. 1685 Dryden tr. Lucretius I.

10 For thee the Ocean smiles, and smooths her wavy breast.

1712 Broome Iliad XV. III. 208 They. .Travers'd the Moun-
tains, and the Wavy Main. 1816 J. N. Brewer Beauties

Eng. % Wales X. IV. 28 note, In this fine and bold reach

the waters of the Thames are more subject to wavy rough-

ness, than in any other part west of the ancient bridge of

London. 1887 Morris Odyss. xi. 253 Then under the wavy
deep he dived adown once more.

b. poet. Pertaining to waves of the sea.

1725 Pope Odyss. xn. 256 Strain ev'ry nerve, and bid the

vessel fly. If from yon justling rocks and wavy war Jove

safety grants ; he grants it to your care.

2. transf. a. Said of the air, clouds, etc.

c 1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. lxviii. iv, [The dove] That

glides with feathered oare through wavy sky. 1619 _P,p. J.

Williams Serm. Apparell (1620) 5 The wavie Curtaines of

the Ayre about us. 1794-6 Coleridge Relig. Musings 245

Then o'er the wild and wavy chaos rush And tame the out-

rageous mass. 1844 Kinglake Eothcn xvii, The fair, wavy

cloud that fled in the morning.

b. Path. Wavy breathing, respiration : respira-

tion in which the inspiratory, and sometimes the

expiratory, sounds arc not continuous but broken

into two or more separate parts.

1898 Allbulfs Syst. Med. V. 203 Jerky, interrupted, or

wavy breathing. 1913 Dokland Med. Did. (ed. 7) s.v.

Respiration, Wavy respiration.

3. fig. Fluctuating, wavering, changing.

1795 Coleridge Friend 1. xvi. (1863) II. 20 When the

public feelings are wavy and tumultuous, artful demagogues

may create this opinion, c 1825 Beddoes Poems, Sacrif.

self-compensated, Weighing well man's frail and perilous

tenure Of all good in the restless wavy world.

4. Moving to and fro or up and down with a

sinuous, wave-like motion.

1700 Prior Carmen Sec. xxvi, Let her glad Vallies smile

with wavy Corn. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 61 Where full-

ear'd Sheaves of Rye Grow wavy on the Tilth. 1816 Keats
' / stood Tip-toe ' 73 Where swarms of minnows show their

little heads, Staying their wavy bodies 'gainst the streams.

1830 Tennyson Dying Swan 38 The wavy swell of the

soughing reeds. 1884 Manch. Exam. 30 Sept. 5/7 This

rolling sea of wavy grass.

b. Of movements : Taking place in undulating

curves, sinuous.

1836 Black-.o. Mag. XXXIX. 439 [She] spread out her

white canvass to the freshening breeze, while winging her
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wavy way over the blue Atlantic. 1856 Kane A rctic Expl.
I. xxxi. 421 An active wavy movement [of the Aurora],
dissipating itself into barely-perceptible cirrhus. 1859 JEPH*
son Brittany xii. 201 Representing the serpent's teeth, or
his wavy motion, or his circular figure.

5. Of ground, the surface ot the country : Rising
and falling gently in a succession of rounded heights
and hollows.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. /fist. I. 143 The lofty mountains of the
other class have a very different aspect. At a distance their

tops are seen, in wavy ridges, of the very colour of the
clouds. 1789 J, Williams A/in, Kingd. I. 114 A wavy
country, which gently swells into broad ridges. 1891 Hux-
ley in L. Huxley Life fy Lett. (1900) II. 285 A fine wavy
chalk down with ' cwms ' and soft turfy ridges.

G. Forming an undulating line or a scries ofwave-
like curves. Also, having an undulating margin.
a 1701 Maundrell joum. Jems, (1707) 6 The sides of this

Fissure are firm and solid Rock, perpendicular and smooth,
only seeming to lie in a wavy form all down, as it were to
comply with the motion of the Water. 17x5 Pope Odyss. iv.

202 Such wavy ringlets o'er his shoulders flow. 1726 Leoni
Albertis Archit. I. 47 The Wall., must be., exactly even..,
so as not in any part to swell out or sink in, or to be wavy.
1738 Logan in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 339 A
straight rod or line, viewed at some little distance through
the wavy glass of a window. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts etc. 385
If these [Damascus bars] be drawn in length, the veins will

be longitudinal ;. .if they be made wavy in the two directions,
undulated veins will be produced like those in the oriental
damascus. 1846 Landor Imag. Couv., Landor, Engl.
Visitor, ff Florentine Wks. I. 340/2 Byron dealt chiefly in felt

and furbelow, wavy Damascus daggeis, and pocket pistols

studded with paste. i858G.Macdonai.d Phantasies x. (1878)
10 Her dark hair flowed behind, wavy but uncurled. 1882
Caulfeild 8c Saward Diet. Needlework 195 Wavy Stitc/t,

a raised Couching. 1888 Jacoiii Printers' Vocal'., Wavy
rule, brass rule made with an undulating face thus ^~-^--.

b. Bot. and Zool. Of marks, margins, etc.

:

Undulate, sinuate; having undulate or sinuate

markings.
183* G. Rennie Consfi. Butterjl. fy Moths 147 Between

these streaks and the hinder margin a third streak wavy,
brown, terminated by a paier colour. 1857 A. Gray 1st
Less. Bot, (1866) 62 Leaves are said to be.. Repand, undu-
late, or wavy, when the margin of the leaf forms a wavy
line, bending slightly inwards and outwards in succession.
1859 Anne Pratt Brit. Crosses 74 Aira Jlexuosa (Wavy
Hair-grass). Ibid. 92 Poa la.ra (Wavy Meadow-grass).
1866 Treas. Bot,

c. Her. « Undek. Barry wavy, of the field :

Divided into waving bands of generally horizontal
direction.

156a Lkgii Armory 134 b, He beareth party per crosse
wauey Sable, and Argent. 1610 GuiLUM Heraldry n. v.

(1632) 69 He beareth, Argent, a Bend, Wauey, Sable. ..This
is termed wauey, or waued, in respect it beareth a Repre-
sentation of the Swelling Waue or Billowe of the Sea. 17*2
A. Nisbet Syst. Her. I, vi. 22 Wavey or Waved, is said of
a Line or Lines that are formed after the Waves of the Sea,
as parted per Less Wavey in the Arms of Drummond of
Concraig, and the Lines which form the Barrs ivaved'm the
Arms of the Earl of Perth, which signifies, that the Bearer
got his Arms for Services done at Sea. 1864 Boutell Her.
/list, ff Pop, xxi. (ed. 3) 266 Per fesse arg. and Carry wavy
az. 1890 Conan Doyle White Company xviii, 'How read
you this.. ?' 'Argent and azure, a barry wavy of six.'

d. Of a dog (short for wavy-coaled) : Having
the coat in waves, not curly.
1884 Live Stock JmL 28 Nov. 512/2 The Retrievers were

food, ..the curly Doctor having to give place to the wavy
larvester in Dogs. 1887 Field 1 Oct. Advt. p. xvi/2 Cham-

pion Zelstone (Wavy Retriever).

7. Comb, , as wavy-coaled, -edged, -haired, -leaved',

f wavy-ways adv., after the manner of waves.
1867* Stonkhenge '/?(»**j AViV. /si, 43 Windham, .is a good

example of the 'wavy-coated dog. 1865 Dickkns Mut.
F'r.i. ii, Veneering; forty, *wavy-haired, dark. 1816-20 T.
Green Univ. Herbal II. 828 Xyris Ftexi/blia; *Wavy-
leaved Xyris. 1855 Anne Pratt Flower. /'/. V. 78 Sali.t
undnlata., is.. sometimes called the Wavy-leaved Willow.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3103 When the Load dips almost per-
pendicularly for many fathoms together, and may rise again
ID the next Hiil ('wavie-ways».

Hence Wa'vily adv., Waviness.
I 79° } Wedgwood {title) An attempt to discover the causes

of cords and waviness in Flint Glass and the most probable
mean* of removing them. 1816 Keats Epist. Bro, George
59 The coy moon, when in the waviness Of whitest clouds
she does her beauty dress, i860 Geo. Eliot Milton Fl. i. ix,
Mr. Rappit, the hair-dresser, with his well-anointed coronal
locks tending wavily upward. 1877 Waterholse mAbnev's
Photogr. (1881) 190 A fine, even, glossy surface, perfectly
free from the streaks and waviness so common when work-
ing with thick films. 1886 I. T, Quelch Coral-Reefs in
Challenger Rep. XVI. m. 136 The waviness and plications
of the margins of the septa.

B. sb. A wavy-coated retriever.
1884 Livestock Jrnl. 5 Sept. 227/3 Retrieverst first and

second both wavys. 1884 Ibid. 24 Dec 612/2 Such a Kennel
of wavies as is not equalled in any p.irt of the world.
Wavys, obs. pi of Waif sb.1

tWaw, so. 1 Obs. Forms: 3-4 w&$e, 4-6
wawe, 3 wau, (4 quawe),4-:;washe, (5 whaghe,
wawghe\ 6 wawhe, Sc. va, 4-6, 9 arch. waw.
[ME, waje, related to OK warian WAW v 1

There may have been an OE. *waru str. fern, c r ' ware wk.
fern., corresponding to MHO., MLG. wage, MDu. waege
movement, agitation. In ME. the word took the placeV
the OE. wset masc. = OS., OHG. wag (MHG. wac, w,ig-
masc, mod. G. woge fern.), ON. vdg-r, Goth, ivigs :—OTeut.
S*i**5 fioot1

'
wavc

i
and in the 16th c. was superseded by

Wavk*& In northern ME. dialects the present word would
coincide in form with a possible adoption of ON. va'^-r.)

Vol. X.

A wave.
c 1275 Lay. 11977 Wa-,es [e 1205 vo"en] bar arnc. c 1290 St.

Brendan 530 in S. Eng. Leg. 2V4 pe wawes of be se beotcn
also bi-fore and bi-hynde. a 1300 Cursor M. 1844 ^ n be
streme bat arche can ride, J'e wauus [13.. Gott. wawis,
c x375 Eairf. waghes] heft on ilk side. c 1325 H/etr. //em.
135 This schippe .. That Cr^t rad in and his felawes,

Imang dimes of gret quawes. c 1330 R. Urunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 2973 pe se gan fighte, \>z wawes ros. Ha 1366
Chauckr Rom. Rose 1561 The water is ever fresh and ncwe
That wclmeth up with wawes brighte [Fr. a grans ondes}.

t 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1992 So wode were the waghes & be wilde

y tries, /bid. 12310'i'hoshippes to shilde o beshyre whaghes.
c 1400 Emari 322 She was so dryuen fro wawe to wawe, She
hyd her liede and lay fulle lawe. c 1440 Gcnerydes 91 Full
wekydly be and his vj felawes In to the see wt-recast among
the wawis. ,1460 '/ owneley Myst. iii. 426 Thise wawghes
ar so wode. 1x513 Fakyan Chron. VII. (1S11) 373 The water
of y

e ryuer..was so troublous of wawe, that the brydge
therwith was all to shaken. 1518 Ortits Vocab. (ed. 3),
Flustrutu, . . sterynge of the see or a wawhe. a 1533 Bf.rneks
Huon xlvi. 156 The wawes. .semyd so greate and bye as
inounteyns. 1535 Covkrdale Jus. i. 6 He that douteth, is

lyke the wawes [1526 TlNOALB wanes] of the see. i£40
Thomas Hist. Italie 172 The little vessel. . whiche the wawes
of the sea by little and little draue towardes the lande. 1571
Sir J. Maitland Admon. to Regent 31 Hewar thairfoir w l

wadder, waw, and wind. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 4 They
on this rock are rent, and sunck in helplesse wawes. 1600

J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 169 A tempestous schouie
and drow. .with sic a how wa and spenedrift, that . .he lukit

for grait danger. [1821 Scott Pirate xxix, As I would pilot

a buat betwixt Swona and Stroma, through all the waws,
wells, and swelchies of the I'entland Firth.)

t Waw, s/>.2 Sc. and north, dial, Obs. Forms :

4 wagh, waugh, wawe, 5-6 waw, wall, 5 wal.
[a. MLG. and MDu. wage (Du. waag), corresp.

to OE. w&g : see Wey sb.] A measure of weight,
usually equal to twelve stone.

1316 Durham Ace, Rolls (Surtees) 11 In 3 Wawes plumbi
emp., 115. yl. 1399 A ec. Exch. A". A*. 473 11 m. 3, Pro bat el-

lagio ix. Waugh[es] plumbi. 14. . Assisade 'Toll. vii. in iSV.

Acts (1844) I. 669 And of wax at be entre nathyng bot of ilk

waw at be oute passyng aucht peniis gif it be weyit be wawys.
1484 Acta Auditorum 1. (1S39) 138*72, xiij wall and five

stane of hollande cheisis. 1409 Halvhurton Ledger (1867)
225 Ane [sack of wool] weyand vj wall xxv naill, and tother
vj wal xv naill. 1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 82,

viij waw v stane of irne,. ilk waw xxvs. 1541-2 It id. VIII.
1 22, x v wall thre stane xiiij pund Spanze irne.

Waw (wy), sb.z Sc. and north, dial. Also 8
weaw, 9 wauw. [f. Waw v.'^ The cry of a cat.

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lanes. Dial. Gloss.,
Wks. (1862) 108 Weaw, 1825 Newcastle Mag. Sept. 393/2
O, ye of little faith !. .to be frightened by the cry of an owl
or the wauw of a cat. 1835 Cakrick etc. Laird of Logan
(1841) 163 Its a wee weak 1 the wauw, like Uarr's cat, that
aleo'yours. 1859 A. Whitehkau/.c^. Westmld. 35 (E.D.D.)
They oft times saw a cat,.. Unearthly was its waw.

II Waw, *Mi wan, the name of the 6th letter in

Hebrew (see Val*, Vay) and the corresponding
letter in the Arabic and other Semitic alphabets.
183a S. Lek Grammar Heb. Lang, (ed. 2) 3 Vaw, or Waw.

1906 Expositor May 428 John xii. 15 follows the Hebrew of
Zechariahix.9, the waw being epexegetic. 1916 M. Roukkts
in Folk-Lore XXVI 1. 222 As there is no Arabic character to

represent the v sound the Turks use the wau for this pur-
pose.

tWaW,^ 1 Obs. Forms: 1 wajian (weajian),

3 wajien, wawi(e, 3-5 waw(e. [OE. wagian =
MLG. wagen, ls\X)\\.waghcn (mod.WFlem. wageii),

OHG. wagon (MHG., mod.G. wagen), ON. vaga:—
OTeut. *wago/an

J
f. *wago agitation : see Waw sb.l

Cf. Wag v.]

1. intr. To shake, totter, move loosely ; to be
ready to fall. Only OE.
c 7»5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) L 81 Labat, wea^at. <i 1000

Riddles iv. 8 (Gr.) Hornsalu wa^ia5, wera wicstede. tiooo
JElvric Deut. xxxiv. 7 His ea^an ne mistodon ne his te5
ne wa^odon [Vulg. nee denies illius moti sun/].

2. To sway to and fro on a base; to wave in the

wind. Cf. Wa<3 v. 3. Also Jig,
c888 /Eli- red Boet/t. xxxv. § 7 Da ongon mon secgan be

Sam hearpere ba;t he meahte hearpiau bajt se wudu wa^ode
& ba slanas hi styredon. c 1380 Wvci.if Set. JVks. I. 72
Sawe ^e a reede wawinge wib be wynde? 1387 Trevisa
//igde/t (Rolls) VI. 425 It was i-made sotilliche by gravynge
craft bat it semed verrailicbe bat corn growynge berynne
wawcl hider and bider, as longe corn doob in feeldes. 14..
Lvdg. Test. 653 Min. Poems (191 1) 353 1 1 J Wawed with eche
wynd, as doth a reedspere.

b. Of the beard, tongue: * Wag v. 4.
13.. K. Alls. 1164 Swithe mury hit is in balle, When the

burdes wawen {Laud MS. wawebjalle ! c 1400 .' and Troy
Bk. 6765 AfTtir that strok his tonge neuere wawed.

C. Of a person: To swing.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 518/2 Wawyn, or waueryn, yn a myry

totyr, oscillo.

3. Of water, the wind : To move restlessly or
uncertainly [about). Also trans/, and Jig.
c 1200 Trin. Coll, Horn, 175 De se is cure wa^iende and

here fore nnstedefast. 1496 Dives ff Pauper (W. de W.) ix.
iv. 352, 1 His worde & his loue & his fayth wawen about as
the wynde. 1538 Elyot Diet., Vndaus, wawyng or mouing
like to wawes.

4. Of a person, animal : To move, stir; to go;
;

also with away. Also rejl,

c 1105 Lav. 26941 Hit agon dai^en and deor gunnen
wa^ejen [c 1275 pleoye]. c 1990 Beket 2148 \\\ S. Eng. Leg.
16S He nas nou^t be man bat be wolde is heued enes with-
drawe Ne fondi for-to fleo heore strokes, ne enes a-wei-

I

ward wawe. c 1415 Cast. Pcrsrv. 210 in Macro Plays 83
1 Wretthe, bis wrecche, with me schal wawe.

5. trans. To cause to move or stir.

c 1290 St. Lucy 114 in S. Fug. Leg. 104 A bousend men
with al huore main 0:1 hire gonne drawe : Ac cuere heo l.d

stille a-jein, huyne mi^hten hire enes wawe. 1297 R. Glouc.
Chron. (Rolls) 4220 pis geant..bigan is mace adrawe pat
tneye s'.alwarde men ne ssolde no^t enes wawe. 13.. A'.

A/is. 1634 Aspere..Vn the ground y-stikit fast, ..Ac non u\~

his myglite up-drawe, No forth in eorthe hit wawe 1382
Wvclif Matt. xi. 7 A retde wawid witli wynd [Vulg. arun-
dineni vento agitatam].

b. To move (a limb).
£"1290 Marie Egiptiace 1^2 in S. Eng. Leg. 266 Heo ne

wawede leome non bote hire lippene vnnei»e. 13. . Sir Beues
2177 Hit [the horse] ne wawede no fot, Til Leues hadde
\>e stirop. a 1400 Festiv. Ch, 330 in Leg. Rood App. 221 pe
Kgle is frikest fuwlc in fiye, Ouer all fowles to wawe hys
wenge.

o. Of wind : To agitate (water).
£1380 Wvclif Serm. Se!. Wks. I. 70 And wyndis of pryde

wawen bes floodis, so pat it is perilous to shippis for to
wand re.

Hence f Wawing vbl. sb.

c x 3°5 Pop. Treat. Sci. 3S6 This soule deieth in a man..
whan he leveth his breth and his wawinge also. i$ooOrtus
Vocab., Cellinium, the wawynge of the water.

Waw (w§), z'. 2 Se. and north, dial. Also 6

wawe, 8 weawgh. [Kchoic : cf. Waul v.] intr.

To cry as a cat or utter a similar sound. Hence
Wawing vbl. sb,

1570 Levins Mnnip. 45/40 To Waweas a cat, lallare. 1576
[see MooNEr], 1664 Ethkhkge Com. Rtvenge iv. iii, Well
said Widow, 1' faith ; I will get upon thy body A generation
of wild Cats, children that shall Waw, waw, scratch their

Nurses, and 1 e drunk With their sucking-bottles, c 1746 J.
Colli f.r (Tim Uubbin) View Lanes. Dial. Wks. (1862) 47
Three little tyney Bandyhewits. .coom Weawghing os if th'

little Rottns wou'd ha worrit ineh. c 1817 Hogg Tales, Mary
Montgomery (1865) 590/2 He was a' covered wi' blood, an'
had a bit bloody bairn wawin" on afore him. 1876 J.
Richardson Cummerland Talk Ser. 11. 147 Oor Bettys
alius wawin', wawin',. . Nowt in this warld, o'that I's sarttn.

Wad keep her fra her wawin' lati£ ! 1887 [G. G. Grekn]
Gordonhaven v. 54 Ah thecht Ah heard a kin' 0' a wawin'
or something o' that sort oot o' the sea.

Waw, variant of WOUGH, wall.

ii Wawa (w<?i*wa). Also 8 way-way. [Cree
wehwew goose (Laeombe Diet. Lang, des Cris)

;

Odjibwa wewe goose, wabwewc white goose(Baraga
Otchitwe Gram.). The current Eng. form of the

word is Wavey.] An American-Indian name for

the wild goose.
1768 Phil. Trans. LX. 126 There are various sorts of the

geese, as the grey-goose, the way-way, the brant, the dunter.

1855 Longf. /Haw. 11. 162 When the Wawa has departed,
When the wild-goose has gone southward.

Wa-wa, wa-wah, var. forms of Wow-wow.
Wawag, obs. Sc. form of Voyage.
Waward(e, -art, obs. Sc. forms of Vawakd.
Wawaskeesh (wawaskM). N. Amer. Also

8 wewashkish. [repr. Odjibwa wawaskeshi
(Baraga Otchipwe Diet., 1880) = Cree xvawas-
kasew (Watkins Cree Diet., 1865).] = Wapiti.
1796 S. Hkabnk Joum. North. Ocean 360 The wewashkish

..is quite a different animal from the moose. 1896 J. Maclean
Canad. Savage Folk 620 The Wapiti, known amongst the
Cree Indians as Wawaskish.

Wawcer, obs. form of VocssoiR.
Wawd, obs. form o( would: see Will v.

Wawe, obs. form of Woe.
Wawhte, variant of W'othe.
Wawil-eyed, obs. form of Wall-eyed.
Wawill, obs. Sc. form of Waul v.

t Wa'wish, a. Obs. rar<r* x
. [f. Waw sb, 1 +

-ish 1.] Of the sea : Turbulent.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Koxb.) 21 Amanges the wawes

tempestuouses ledere and help singulere With out wham we
may noght this wawishe see ouerpasse.

Wawk, obs. form of Wake v., Walk v.'1

Wawl : see Waul v.

Wawl(e, obs. forms of Wall sbA, vA
Wawlme, wawme, var. ff. Walm sb.1

Wawou, var. form of Wow-wow.
Wawsper(w9'sp3i). Sc. Also 5, 9 wasper, 9
wausper. [The first element is obscure ; the second
element is Speak sb.] A fishing-spear. Cf. Waster
sb:-i

147a Ji/uninr. de ii/elros (Bannatyne Club) 591 That nane
..presume., till, .fisch lhare Watens with Wasperisnettisor
any vthir Instrumentis. 1547 Extracts A bent. Reg. (1844)

I. 246 For keiping of thair watteris and fischingis of Done
and Dee. .in raid tyme fra all maner^ of nettis, cobillis,

wawsperis, heryvalteris, and all wther instrumentis. 1887

Jamikson Suppl., and Add.

Wawt, obs. Sc. foim of Welt v.

Waw-waw (w£-wy). A West Indian climbing

shrub (see quot.\
1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. 1st. 788 Waw-waw, Rajania

pteioneura.

t Wa-wy, a. Obs. [f. Waw sbA + -y.] Full of

waves, billowy; «=Wavy a. 1.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 3938 pe see is calme and
blaundisching From trouble of wynde and wawy boilyng.

I4»6 — De Gnil. Pilgr. 19244 Alle pylgrymes . .
'1 hat sw^m-

men in the wawy see. a 1500 Chaucer s Dreme 697 Ten
thousand shipes at a sight, I saw come ouer the wawy flood.

1503 Hawks Exam/. Virt. x. 181 This stormy troublous

and wawy water.
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WAX.

Wax (wseks), sb.1 Forms: i wsex, wei, I, 2

weax, 3-6, 9 dial, wei, 4-6 wexe (5 vexe), 4-7
waxe, (4 waxche, Sc. vax, 5 whax), 5-7 .SV.

walx, (6 Sc. valx, waux, waks), 3- wax. [Com.
Tcut. (not recorded in Goth.) : OE. weax neut. =
OFris. wax, OS. wahs (LG., Du. w<w), OHG.,
MHG. wahs (mod.G. wachs), ON. vox (Sw. z>ajr,

Da. vox) :—OTeut. *iuaxso-m.
Outside Teut. the word occurs as Liih, ivaskas, 0%\.voskfi

(Russ. BOCICT>, Pol. ivosk, Czech zw-ta), but prob. adopted
from Teut. The root may be identical with Teut. *wa\s-
to grow (Wax z/.

1

) j it seems not impossible that the etymo-
logical sense may have been 'that which grows (in the
honeycomb) '. The view now most in favour refers tlte word
to the Indogermanic root *wcg- to weave, found in OIri«.h

figiml weave, L. velum veil, sail (believed to be from pre-
historic *Vig~slom), and in certain Teut. words (see Wick
sb. 1

) ; the advocates of this etymology appeal to the apparent
semastological parallel of G. wabe, honeycomb, presumed to
be from the root of iveben Weave z'. 1 Some other hypotheses
have been proposed, but they are all unsatisfactory with
regard either to form or meaning.]

1. A substance (also distinctively called Bees-
wax) produced by bees, and used by them as the
material of the honeycomb. It is a secretion of

special glands in the abdomen, mixed with the
secretion of the salivary glands in the process of
mastication ; when slightly warmed it is readily

moulded into any shape, and when heated to about

1 50 melts into a liquid ; in its natural state it is of

a bright yellow colour. Btitter ofwax: see Butter
sb.\ 3, Cf. wax-butter in 12.

Chemically beeswax is a combination of palmitic, cerotic,
a:irl meiissic acids with myricil alcohol.

805-1375 [see 2]. c 1386 Chaucer Cant. T., Prol. 675 This
l'ardoner hadde heer as yelow as wex. 1398 Tkevisa
Earth, De P. R. xix. lxi. (1495) 897 Wexe is the drastes of
hony, c 1440 Pallad. on Huso. 1. 1023 Of tyme is wex and
bony maad swettest. 15*6 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531)
165 b, Lyke as ye hony is closed within the come of waxe.
c 1560 A. Scott Poems 1. 105 As beis takkis walx and honye
of be floure. 1601 Shaks. Ait's Weill, ii. 65 Since I not
wax nor home can bring home, a 1679 Sir J. Moore Eng-
land's Interest (1703) 137 Break the Combs.. into three
parts. The first Honey and Wax, the 2d. Honey and Wax
with Sandarack, the 3d. dry Wax without Honey. 179a J.
Hunter in Phil. Trans. I. XXXII. 145 The wax is formed
by the bees themselves ; it may be called an external secre-

tion of oi! ( and I have found that it is formed between each
scale of the under side of the belly. 1834 M cMurtrie
Cnvier's Ani/tt. Kingd. 433 Wax, according to the experi-
ments of the same naturalists, is nothing more than elaborated
honey. 1871 Stavelky Brit. Insects 248 The substances or
materials collected or produced by Bees are four in number
— honey, bee-bread, wax, and propolis.

lib. Rough wax: a term formerly applied to

the pollen adhering to the legs of bees, which was
erroneously supposed to be the crude substance
from which the wax was elaborated. Obs.

1744 tr. Bazins Nat. Hist. Bees 43 This dust then, which
falls upon these stamina of flowers, is the sole matter, of
which wax is made, which I shall call rough wax. 179a

J. Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 144 The substance
brought in on their legs, which is the farina of the flowers of
plants, is, in common, i believe, imagined to be the materials
of which the wax is made, for it is called by most the wax.

2. Beeswax as melted down, bleached, or other-

wise prepared for some special purpose in the arts,

in medicine, or in manufactures.
The more prominent uses are: as material far candles and

tapers, as a plastic material for modelling, as a component
of plasters, as a vehicle for encaustic painting, and as a pro-
tective coating to exclude the air.

805-10 in Birch Cartul. Sax, (1885) I. 459 Mon 3aet weax
agaife tocirican. 971 Blickl. Horn. 129 Swaswaelesjecynd
bioba;t he beorhtorscineb bonne wexonsceafte. c iaoo Trin.
Coll. Horn. 47 Alsewexon pecandelesene, bewuekewioinnen
unsene. £1205 Lay. 2370 Muchel win, muchel wex, muchel
wunsum bing. 1340-70 A lex. <$ Dind. 236 While be weke ft

be waxe vn-wastep lasteb. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. no,
Vyne and vax, schot and vittale. 1402 in E. E. Wills 11, ij

torchis of wax. 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 254 Alle eres
of men of his compaignie, With wex he stoppe leet, for |>at

they noght Hir song sholdeheere. a 1425 ir.Arderne's Treat.
Pistula^c. 81 Ifpou wilt make it in maner of one emplastre,
putte ber-to wax and blak pich. 1597 Jas. VI Dxmonol.
11. v. 44 To some others at these times hee teacheth, how to
make Pictures of waxe or clay : That by the rosting thereof,

the persones that they beare the name of, may be continuallie
melted or dryed awaie by continuall sicknesse. x6oi Hol-
land Plinyxxxv. xi. II. 546 As touching the feat of setting
colours with wax, and enamelling with fire, who first began
and devised the same, it is not known. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates
in Halyburion's Ledger (1867) 293 Candles of walx the
pound weght thairof, iiiis. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients
133 There should be made three images of wax, in the place
of three men that were to be offered unto Juno. 1676 Wise-
man Surg. 1. vi. 40 A Cerote of Wax and Oyl over the Leg.
1702 in Ash ton Sac. Life Reign Q. A nne (1882) I. 283 Effigies

..Curiously done in Wax to the Life. 1707-21 Mortimer
Husb. II. 255 Cleft Grafting. ..Cover the Head of the Stock
with temper'd Clay, or with soft Wax. 1768 W. Lewis
Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 202 The chief medicinal use of wax is in

plasters, unguents, and other like external applications. 1787
Trans. Soc. Arts V. 104 The Art of Painting in Wax as
described in the following letter and account. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Journ, France <r Italy II. 227 They.. I think excel

Mrs. Wright's finest figures in wax. 1803 Nicholson's Jrnl,

Nat. Philos.(S°)lV. 176 A stream of wax has just overflowed

the cup of the wax candle by which 1 have been reading.

1815 S. Parkes Chem, Ess. II. 148 In some particular styles

of work the operation of certain colours is resisted by means
of stopping out with wax. 1832 Caklyle Ess., Death Goethe

194

(1840) IV. 118 The true Sovereign of the world, who moulds
the world like soft wax, according to his pleasure. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xxviii, Children, who., were fully im-
pressed with the belief that her grandfather was a cunning
device in wax. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2312/2 Cover the
inside cf the [plaster] sections with a shell of wax.

b. As used for the coating of writing tablets.

*S33 Bellenden Livy (S.T.S.) I. 55 Als richtuislie as bai
ar here Ingravin in pir tabillis or walx. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus s. v. Cera, Cerx credere aliguid, Plaut. To
wryte in tables of waxe. 1854 Faikholt Diet. Terms Art
s. v. Encaustic, The artists of antiquity, .used the stylus and
wax for tablet-pictures and architectural decorations.

c. A particular variety of wax. Usually with
qualifying adj., as bleached, white,yeltow wax. See
also Virgin wax.
1545 Raynalde Byrth Mankynde 1 18 If the child be in great

beate annoynte hym with the oyle of violettes, or with oyle
olyfe, tempered with a lyttell whyte wexe. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxi. xiv. II. 96 The best wax is that which is called
Punka, ..and is white. The next in goodnesse is the yel-
lowest,, .suchcommeth from thecountrey of Pontus. 1630 in
Ahridgm. Specif. Patents, Oils etc. (1873) 2 1 ° make yellow
wax white verie speedily. 1768 W. Lewis Mat, Med. (ed. 2)

201 Cera alba.. White wax: the yellow wax artificially

bleached. Ibid., Cera flava.. Yellow wax; in the state
wherein it is obtained from the combs. 181 1 A. T. Thomson
L and. Disp. (i3 18) 112 Unbleached Wax. ..Yellow wax is

prepared immediately from the honeycomb. 1843 R. J.
Guaves Syst. Clin. Med. xxix. 390 The applications in use
were yellow wax ointment and nitrate of silver.

fd. Man ofwax: a waxen image of a man. Obs.
Cf. 1439 E. E. Wills 118 AIlso I woll the great linage of

wex that is at London be offred to our lady ot Worcestre.
1500 Will ofRigawell (Somerset Ho., Blamyr23b), I wille

that my seid executors .. shalle offre for me a man a [sic]

of wax. .at our lady of Walsyngham. .also at the rode of
Berkles a man of waxe.

T e. pi. Pieces of wax. nonce-use.

1550 Cranmer Def. Sacram. m. 81 As two waxes, that be
molten & puttogither, they close so in one, that euery part
of the one, is ioyned to euery parte of the other,

f. An object made of wax. {a) A wax candle.

(b) A figure or model in wax.
(a) 1844 Hewlett Parsons .5- W. xlix, A resplendent

October moon . .seemed to impose upon us the notion that it

would be a sacrilege against Diana if we were to shut out
her rays, and substitute a pair of waxes for her clear beams.
1871 Hksant & Rice Ready-money Mort. iii, Don't waste
the light, Dick. You're burning one of your poor aunt's
waxes.
(b) 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. vi. 125 A mediaeval ser-

mon speaks of baptizing a 'wax' to bewitch with. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 9 May 82 The original * waxes ' of Flaxman,
Angelino, Pacetti, and other famous designers, from which
the moulds for the familiar classical decorations were made.

3. In figurative and similative uses, referring to

the easy fusibility of wax, its softness and readiness

to receive impressions, its adhesiveness, etc. Nose
of wax : see Nose sb. 4.
C825 Vesp. Psalter xxi. 15 ^eworden wes heorte min swe

swe wasx Kemaeltende in midle wombe minre. c 1000 Ags.
J's. (Th.) lvii. 7 Swaweax melteb, gif hit by5 wearmumneah
fyre jefaestnad. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {James) 266 pe
stane. . wex nesch as it wax war. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch.
1. vi. in Ashmole (1652) 130 Fluxybleas Wex. 1546 J. Hey-
wood Prov. 11. vi. (1867) 61 At my wil I wend she should
haue wrought, like wax. 1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. in. iii.

126 Thy Noble shape is but a forme of waxe, Digressing
from the Valour of a man. 1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878)58
He hath a wit of waxe, fresh as a rose. 1608 Dekker 2nd
Pt. Honest Wh. 1. (1630) Ii 3, Hip. I'm glad you are wax,
not marble: you are made Of mans best temper. x6ia
Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb n. ii, I'll work her as I go, I know
shee's wax, now. a 1700 13. E. Diet, Canting Crew, Pliantt

. .Wax to every Thumb. 17x7 Pope IIor. Ep. 11. ii. 9 He's
your slave, for twenty pound a year, Mere wax as yet, you
fashion him with ease. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768)
VII. 365 When my mind is made such wax, as to be fit to
take what impression she pleases to give it. 1817 Byron
Beppo xxxiv, His heart was one of those which most enamour
us, Wax to receive, and marble to retain. 1875 Stubijs
Const. Hist. Il.xiv. 99 John'sheart wasof millstone, Henry's
of wax.

b. Phrases: Close, tight, neat as wax', to stick

(to one) like wax; to fit like wax.
1772 Cumberland Fashionable Loverui. 35 But you mun

be as close as wax, d'ye see. 1809 Byron Lines to Mr.
Hodgson 30 All are wrangling. Stuck together close as wax.
1850 Susan Warner Wide Wide World xvi, The furniture
was common, but neat as wax. 1859 Lytton W/iat will he
do iv. xiv, 'Cabined, cribbed, confined ', in a coat that fits

him like wax. 1865 Dickens Mut. FY. iv, iv, Bella and John
Rokesmith followed; Gruff and Glum stuck to them like

wax. 1898 N. Gould Landed at Last v. 52 Not much
chance of drawing Sim Sharpies when he's alone. He's as
close as wax, and so is Sam Rogers. 1902 [see Tight a. 5].

c. Man,lailofwax: used as a term of emphatic
commendation. Now arch* and dial, (see Eng.
Dial. Diet.)
The origin of this expression is not clear. It may have

meant ' as faultless as if modelled in wax' (cf. 2 d.). Some
would refer it to Wax sb. 2

1592 Shaks. Rom. % Jul. 1. iii. 76 Why hee's a man of
waxe. 1607 Dekkkr & Webster West-w. Hoe 11. i, Hees a
Knight made out of waxe. x6is Beaum. & Fh-Fhilasteri.
i, Oh 1 'tis a Prince of wax. 16:2 Field Woman is Weather-
cock 1. B 4 b, By Ioue it is a little man of wax. 1821 W. T.
Moncrieff Tom 4- Jerry in. Hi, A glass of good max..
Wou'd have made them, like us, lads of wax. 1840 Peter
Parley's Ann. I. 131 The shoemaker.. surveyed the Prince
from top to bottom. ' No tailor could do that, 1

said he ; 'he
must be a lad of wax.' 1858 Trollope Dr. Thome iv, All
right, mylad of wax. 1880 Black.more Mary Anerley xx'm,
Could any lad of wax put up with this, least of all a daring
mariner ?

WAX.
4. In early use, beeswax (or a mixture of this with

other substances) as employed to receive the im-
pression of a seal ; in later use, a compound, chiefly

consisting of lac, serving the same purpose : =
Sealing-wax.
971 Blickl. Horn. 205 pafotlastas wa^ron swutole & jesyne

on ba;m stane, swa hie on wexe wseron a'oyde, a 1300
Cursor ill. 557 Als prient of seel in wax es thrist per in he
has his Hc[nes] fest. a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter iv. 7 |>e prynt
we bere of b' light as be wax does of be sele. 1398 Tkevisa
Barth. De P. R. xix. lxi. (1495) 898 Preuyte is hydde vnder
wexe : and pryueleges be confermyd with wexe. c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (1841) 341 Loo ! here is wax fful redy dyght, Sett on
;our sele anon ful ryght. 1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII c. 6 § 1

The AInager.. shall.. not put to eny suche clothes enyseales
of wexe in any wise. 1535 W. Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)
III. 464 Brekand promit to him befoir he maid In writ and
walx, wilder thair seillis braid. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's
Comm. 119 For al the sorte ofthem occupie waxcinsealyng
their letters. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 59 We will reade
itj I sweare. Breake the necke of the Waxe, and euery one
giue eare. 1593 — Lucr.^ 1245 No more then waxe shall be
accounted euill, Wherein isstampt the semblance of a Deuill.
1607 Middleton Michaelmas Term iv. i, Hee will neuer
trust his land in Waxe and Parchment as many Gentlemen
haue done before him, 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Forme of
Proces 120 The deposition, .sould Le stampit and sealit be
the Lords examinatours, with seale and walx, and sould not
be opened at the secund or thrid examination. 1622 J.
Taylor (Water P.) 1'arew. Tower Bottles A3, Bound fast

in Bonds in Parchment and with waxe. 1676 Wvcherlev
PI. Dealer iv. i, U do not squeeze Wax, Son; rather
go to Ordinaries, and Baudy-houses, than squeeze Wax.
1717 Prior To HarUy 1 Pen, ink, and wax, and paper
send. 1761 Colman Jealous Wife 1. 14 Maj. A Letter !

—

Hum—A suspicious Circumstance to be sure !—What, and
the Seal a True-Lover's Knot now, hey !.,or possibly the
Wax bore the industrious Impression of a Thimble. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 32 One piece of wax may serve for

all the grantors, &c. -if every one of them put his seal upon
the same piece of wax. 1818 Byron Juan 1. exeviii, The
seal a sun-flower,. .The wax was superfine, its hue vermilion.

b. With designation of colour. See also Green
WAX.
1485 Nottingham Rec. III. 230 For rede wax to seale be

endentures. 1496 Ada Dom. Cone. II. 19 Ane decrete of
the Lordis under thequhite walx. 1532 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot

%
(1905) VI. 50 For rede waks and quhite to sele the

citationis. 1641 ' Smectymnuus' Vind. Answ.Humb. Rem.
§ 16. 218 The Greene Wax and Red Wax of the Bishops,
1653 in V'erney Mem. (1907J I. 525 Stone Bottles with White
Wine. They are all sealed with Black Wax. 1712 Stefle
Sped. No. 431 P 3, I then nibbled all the red Wax of our last

Ball-Tickets, and three Weeks after the black Wax from the
Burying-Tickets of the old Gentleman.

fc. Bard wax = Sealing-wax. Obs.
1603 R. Johnson Kingd. $Com/mv. 35 The Uandsaffoorde

plenty of hides, cotten,..hard wax and pearles. 1616 B.
Jonson Devil an Ass v. i, My purse, my seales, My hard-
wax, and my table-bookes. 166a F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. ix. 26 Laca d'AIaca. , Of this is likewise made Spanish
hard wax. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xiv. § 139 A clean
piece of paper sealed with three impressions of an antique
head in hard wax.
5. Applied to artificial compounds having the

properties of wax, and substituted for it in various

applications.

_ 1763 W. Lewis Commerc.Phil.-Techn. 78 Thegildingwax
is composed of bees-wax, red ochre or ruddle, verdegris,
vitriol or alum, and sometimes other additions.

0. Any of a class of substances, found in nature

in greater or less purity, including beeswax and
other compounds resembling it in general properties

and (more or less) in chemical composition. In

Chem. properly restricted to those * waxes* of

animal and vegetable origin which, like beeswax,
are composed of fatty acids and alcohols. The
mineral * waxes ' are hydrocarbons.

a. A vegetable product obtained from various

trees and plants.

1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 268 The matter of wax, as forming an
ingredient in many vegetables, is discoverable, partly from
their shining surface, partly from a certain flexibility in such
bodies. 1803 Nicholsons Jrnl. Nat. Philos. (8°) IV. 187
The light matter which is called the down of fruits, which
silvers the surface of prunes and other fruits, is wax. 1813
Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. iii. (1814) 96 Wax is found in a
number of vegetables, it is procured in abundance from the
berries of the wax myrtle, it may likewise be obtained from
the leaves of many trees. 1839 Ure Did. Arts, etc. s.v*
Wax exists also as a vegetable product, and may, in this

point of view, be regarded as a concrete fixed oil. It forms
a part of the green fecula of many plants, particularly of the

cabbage; it may be extracted from the pollen of most
flowers ; as also from the skins of plums, and many stone
fruits. It constitutes a varnish upon the upper surface ot

the leaves of many trees, and it has been observed in the

juice of the cow-tree. The berries of the Myrica angusii-
folia, latifolia, as well as the cerfera, afford abundance of

wax. x88o Alcock in Encycl. Brit. XIII. £90/2 The Urushi
tree growing in Japan (the fruit of which yields the vegetable
wax). 1887 Molonky Forestry W. Africa 461 Gums and
Resins, Vegetable Waxes.

b. A substance resembling beeswax secreted or

produced by various species of scale-insects. Some-
times called Chinese wax. Also ' the product of

some other homopterous insects'. {Cent. Diet.)

1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (18051 III. 200 To their [the

larva: of the cicada] labours the Chinese are indebted for the

fine white wax that is so much'esteemed in the Kast-Indies.
They form a sort of white grease which attaches to the

branches of trees, hardens there, and becomes wax. 1815
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. x. (1818) I. 328 In China wax is also

produced by another insect, which.. seems to be a species of
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Coccus. Ibi'i. 331 Early in the spring vast numbers of these

caterpillars [of Fhalaena ceraria] collect on the branches of

the Chtla, where they form their cells of a kind of soft white
wax or resin... This wax, which is at first very white, but by
degrees becomes yellow and finally brown, is collected in

autumn by the inhabitants, who boil it in water, and make
it up into little cakes for market. 1852 W. Gregory Hand*
bk. Org. Chem, (ed. 3) 247 Chinese Wax. 1876 Westwood
in Trans. Eutom. Soc. Loud. 521 Now this 'cottony ' cover-

ing was doubtless formed of the wax secreted by the Fulgora.

1899 D. Sharp Insects ir. 575 A great many [of the Ful-

fvrwfelhave the curious power of excreting large quantities

of a white flocculent wax. Ibid. 597 Cero/>lastes cenferus, a
Lecaniid, produces white wax in India.. .The white wax of
China is understood to be produced by another Lecaniid,

Erlcerus pela.

c. A mineral product somewhat resembling bees-

wax. Fossil ot mineral wax = Ozoceiute. Paraffin

wax \ see Paraffin 4.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 448 Fossil wax of
Moldavia. 184s Francis Diet. Arts, etc, Wax, mineral,
a bituminous substance, found at the foot of the Carpathian
mountains, near Slarick. 1868 Watts Diet, Client. (1877)

V. 1037 Wax, Fossil. Syn. with Ozocerite.

d. gen.
1866 Watts Diet. Chem. (1877) IV. 322 Ozocerite, .is like

a resinous wax in consistence and translucency. 1868 Ibid.

V. 1037 Japan-wax. .is not a true wax, but a glyceride.

7. = Ear-wax.
[1398-1614 : see Ear-wax]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Cerumen, the filth or Wax of the Ear, which serves to binder
Dust, Motes, or any little Creatures from getting into it.

1889 L. Humphry Man. Nursing (1899) 216 When there is

hard wax blocking up the canal [of the ear],

8. A thick resinous composition used by shoe-

makers for rubbing their thread. More fully cob-

blers^, shoemakers' wax \ see Cobbler, Shoemaker.
1622 Massinger & Dekker Virg. Martyr III. iii, Long I

cannot last, for all sowterly waxe of comfort melting away,
and misery taking the length of my foote, it bootes not me
to sue for life, 1837 KjMKMtlDE North. Angler 11 The
amateur. .must. .be provided with, .shoe-maker's wax. I

prepare my own wax, . .by boiling a little pitch and rosin

together, . .and tempering it with a very little tallow. 1885
Leno Boot fy Shoemaking 222 Wax that will work up into

the pure bronze colour so much liked by shoemakers may be
made of 4 lbs. resin, 1 lb. pitch, 4 ounces beeswax, 3 ounces
tallow.

9. U.S. A thick syrup produced by boiling down
the sap of the sugar-maple tree, cooling on ice, etc.

{Cent. Diet.)

1845 S. Judd Margaret II. i, [Making maple sugar] The
' wax ' is freely distributed to be cooled on lumps of snow or
the axe-head.

10. Mining. (See quot.)
1883 Grkslev Gloss. Coalmining, Wax (Leicester.) soft

or puddled clay used for dams or stoppings, and in which
the colliers stick and carry about their candles in the mine.

11. attrib. n.n& Comb, a. Attrib. (quasi-adj.) with
the sense 'composed of wax'. (See also Wax-
taper.)
1585 Higiss yunius' Nomencl. 474/2 Ceroplastes,..^

maker ofwax images. 1685 G. Sinclair Satans Invis. World
3 This woman., had formed an Wax-Picture, with pins in the

side. 1811 A. Ti Thomson Land. Disp. (1818) 714 Wax
Plaster. 1823 in R. W. Goulding Louth Old Corpor. Rec.
(1891) 185 By Cash of Madame Tussaud for 5 weeks use of
the Mansion House for her Exhibit of Wax Figures, 9 10. 6.

1846 Dickrns I'ict. Italy, Lyons, etc.,There was a wax saint,

in a little box. .with a glass front to it. 1847 Ann. Reg. 20
A little box of about a dozen wax lucifer matches. 1849
Chkistmas Cradle of Twin Giants 11. W. I. 271 An empty
bier, surrounded by an hundred wax-torches. 1853 C. C.
Felton Fam. Lett. viii. (1865) 61 The oddest thing of all is

a wax figure of Frederic the Great. 1854 Poultry Citron. II.

105 Some freak of wax-fruit modelling. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, Vesta, a kind of wax match. 1870 Bowen Logic xi.

353 It may be only a wax counterfeit. 1892 Pliotogr. Attn.
II. 45 A wax vesta which is lit and the head knocked off.

19 1 4
' Ian Hav ' Knt. on Wheels xx. His wife kept wax fruit

under a glass case in her parlour window.
b. simple attrib., 'of or pertaining to wax', as

wax-chip, -solution, -spot.

1859 Habits of Gd. Society xiii. 336 After the Tuileries'

balls, we often returned with complete epaulettes of wax-
spots on our shoulders, if in moments of carelessness we had
stood under the chandeliers. 1889 A nthony 1

s Photogr. Hull.
II. 241 A wax solution or wax chips melted by a hot iron.

o. objective, as wax-bearer, •manufacturer,
-modeller, f -nibblcr, producer ; wax-modelling \h\.

sb.; wax-bearing, -forming, -producing, -secreting

ppl. adjs. Also Wax-maker, -making.
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades v. iii. (1592) 884 The Acoluthes

say they are *waxe-bearers, because they carrie waxe-candles.
1796 Marshall Planting II. 232 The Candleberry Myrtle,
or 'Wax-bearing Myrick. 180a Hisgley A nim. Biog. (1805)
I If. 289 The "Wax-forming Cicada. 1858 Simmonus Diet.
Trade, "Wax-manufacturer. Ibid., "Wax-modeller. 1850
Ogilvib, "Wax-modelling. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 431 f 3
Chalk-lickers, "Wax-nibblers, Coal-scranchers, [etc.J. 1889
Hardwlcke'sSci. -Gossip XXV. 131 Insects, .highly prized as
"wax-producers. 1861 Hui.MEtr. Moquin-Tandon 11. iii. 206
Bees are the principal *wax-producing animals. 1881 Globe
E'icycl. VI. 484 The "wax-secreting glands [in the bee],

d. instrumental, as wax-coated,-composed, -erected,

-jointed, -lighted, -polished, -rubbed, -tipped, -topped
adjs.

1875 Knight Did. Mech. 2748/2 A machine for preparing
"wax-coated matches for dipping, a 1642 Sir F. Kynaston
Leoane <y Sydanis 1874 His * wax-composed wings un-
feathered were, a 1718 Paknkll Hest'od 131 Thus in a
thousand "wax-erected forts A loitering race the painful bee
supports. 1846 Prowett Promcth. Bound 27 While mur-
murs ever and anon From his *wax-jointed reed the same

low sleepy drone. 1839 Hood Lines to Friend at Cobham
17 You'll sometimes have "wax-lighted rooms. 1866 J. 13.

Rose tr. Ovid's Met. 245 Chestnut bowls, "wax-polished
was their wood. 1598 E. Guilhn Skial. (1878) 26 Like a
*wax-rubd Citty roome. 1898C0NAN Doyi.e '1 rag. Korosko
i, He had. .a small "wax-tipped moustache. 1822 W. Irving
Bracebrid^e Hall (1823) I. 113 The Stout Gentleman and
his *wax-topped boots.

e. similative, as waxfinish ; with adjs. denoting

colour, as wax-brown, -red, -white, -yellow ; also

wax-like adj.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomyc. 70 Cup medium size,.,

pale "wax-brown. 1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leathered. 2)

464 The making of a '"wax finish on chrome-tanned horse
hide butts. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) III. 27 Her
*wax-Iike flesh, .answers for the soundness of her health.

1816 Coleridge Statesman's Man. 4 We. .need net be sur-

prised at the fact, that a jealous priesthood should have
ventured to represent the applicability of the Bible to all the
wants and occasions of men as a wax-like pliability to all

their fancies and prepossessions. 1862 Mii-LYRElem.Chent,,
Org. (ed. 2) 474 If Us chloride be mixed with a solution of
bichloride of platinum it yields a wax-like mass. 1885
Com/iitl Mag. Mar. 2S4 A lovely . .plant with masses of
waxlike lilac blossom. 1899 J. Hutchinson in Archives
Surg. X. Dtscr. PL xvii, The greater part of the band is of
wax-like pallor. 1592 Shaks. Feu. fy Ad. 516 Which purchase
if thou make, for feare of slips, Set thy scale nianuell, on my
*wax-red lips. X890 Kipling Life's Handicap, lucaru.
Krishna Muhaney 29 My face was 'wax-white, an' at the
worst I must ha' looked like a ghost. 1805 T. Weaver
Werner s Ext. Charact. Fossils 58 *'Wax-yellow [G. wachs*
gelb] is a light honey-yellow, mixed with a little light ashes-
grey,

f. in parasynlhetic formations, as wax-featured,

-headed, •f -hearted adjs.

i5u T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 11. (1619) 227 How many
who haue seemed waxe-hearted Christians, soft and pliable.

1913 Mrs. E, Wharton Custom of Country n. xil 156 A
showy Parisianized figure, with a small wax-featured hus-
band. 1914 Glasgow News 22 Dec. 4 The map was bristling

with wax-headed pins of great variety in size and colour.

They represented army units.

12. Special comb. : fwax boot, a boot made
of waxed leather, for walking in marshy ground ;

wax-bush, the plant Cttphea viscosissima) wax-
butter = butter of wax (see quot.) ; wax-cloth,
cloth coated with wax as a protection from wet

;

also, oil-cloth for covering floors or tables ; wax-
cluster Austral., the plant Gualtheria hispida

;

wax-colour, (a) a pigment ground with wax for

encaustic painting
; (b) the yellow colour of wax ;

hence wax-coloured a.
;
fwax-comb, a honey-

comb ; wax-creeper S. African, a name of two
plants with wax-like flowers, Hoya carnosa and
Alicroloma tenuifolium\ wax-cup, the hollow

at the top of a burning wax candle ; wax-end,
thread coated with cobblers' wax, used by shoe-

makers; hence wax-ended a., bound with wax-
ends; f wax-farthing, a farthing paid by parish-

ioners at Easter to provide wax candles for use in

church ; wax-gland, a gland (in certain insects)

secreting wax; wax-hair, one of the long hairs

occurring on the bodies of the young of Psyllidse,

or flea-lice ; f wax-house, a building in a

monastery where wax candles were made ; wax-
insect, an insect producing wax; also attrib. ;

wax lathe Watchmaking, a lathe in which the

object to be turned is fastened with shellac or

sealing-wax; wax-leather, leather * waxed' or

finished on the ' flesh ' side ; also attrib.
; + wax-

man, the officer of a trade guild who collected the

contributions of the members for the wax candles

to be used in the processions; wax-moth, a moth
whose larva preys on the honeycomb ; wax-mould,
f(a) a mould for running melted wax into

;
{b) a

mould made ofwax; wax-myrtle = YVax-bekry a

;

wax-nose, a * nose of wax' (sec Nose sb. 4) ; hence
wax-nosed a.; wax-oil Chem. (see quot.); fwai-
opal (see quot.) ; wax-painting, encaustic paint-

ing ; wax-palm, a name for two S. American wax-
yielding palms, Ceroxylott andicola and Corypha or

Copernica cerjfera ; wax-paper (see quot.) ; wax
pear, a variety of pear of a wax-like colour ; wax
pigment, a pigment prepared with wax; wax-
pine, wax-pink (see quots.) ; wax-pocket Ent.,

each of the sacs on the abdomen of the bee, for

receiving the wax secreted by the wax-glands

;

wax rose, a variety of rose whose petals have a
waxy appearance ; f wax shoe, a shoe made of

waxed leather (cf. wax boot)
; f wax-silver,

money paid by parishioners at Easter for wax
candles to be used in the church ; wax tablet, a
board coated with wax, to be written upon with

a stylus; wax-weed = wax-bush ; wax-worm,
the larva of the wax-moth.
1676 Shadwell Virtuoso 11. 29 'Twill be as common to

buy a pair of Wings to fly to the World in the Moon, as to

buy a pair of *Wax Boots to ride into Sussex with. 1845-
50 Mrs. Lincoln Lrct. Bet. 11. 96 Cnplua viscosissima
(*wax-bush). 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. (1877) V. 1036
Beeswax is decomposed by dry distillation, giving off a pro-

duct which forms, on cooling, a white buttery mass, called

*wax-butter, or Butyrum cerze. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf i,

I

The first .. having a hat covered with *wax-cloth,. .and
dreadnought overalls. 1834 Caklvle Let. to Mrs. Austin
(Thorpe's Catal. 1013) Some sort of wax-cloth for a lobby.

1

i868£Y/«///£. Encycl. X. 11 1/2 IVax-cloth, annmc sometimes

j

given, but very erroneously, to Floor-cloth (q. v.). 1834 J.
Ross Van Diemen's Land Ann, 133 Gaulthcria hispida.

1 The "wax cluster, abundant in the middle region of Mount
I

Wellington. 1854 Faihholt Diet. Terms Art s.v. Wax
\ Painting, In Encaustic Painting, the *'wax colours were

burnt into the ground by means of a hot iron. 1901 Macm.
Mag. Apr. 439/2 His sun-burned face turned wax-colour.
1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 581 Varieties of cornel, .with

wax-coloured fruit. 1375 BardouR Bruce XI. 3(8 Thai
mycht liknyt be Till ane *vax-cayme that beis mais. 1890

l

Annie Martin Home Life Ostrich Farm 20 The little

I

' 'wax-creeper,' th;:n which tiny as it is, I do not think a
more perfect flower could be imagined. 1800 HfrsCMELiii
Phil. 'Trans. XC. 463 That the *wax-cup of the candle be
k<.-pt clean, and never suffered to run over. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Gloss., * Wax-end, the waxed thread used by cord-

wainers, 1838 Dickens 0. 'Twist vii,
(
I will not, sir,

1

replied

I the beadie, adjusting the wax-end which was twisted rour.d

I the bottom of his cane for purposes of parochial flagella-

j
tion. 1888 Fenn Dick 0' the Feus CS, I could mend all this

;
in less than an hour with some wax-ends and a brad-awl.

1838 Dickens Nickleby xiii, A fearful instrument of flagella-

I

tion, strong, supple, ^wax-ended, and new. c 1588 in RcL
1 Ant. I. 255 Every house payd at Easter.. j farthynge called

a " waxfarthinge. 1899 D. Sharp Insects II. 589 Certain gall-

I dwelling Aphidae. .possess numerous "wax glands. Ibid.

580 In these earlier staues the body [of various Psyllicae]

. bears long hairs called 'uax-bairs. 1385-6 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 391 In factuia unius camini in !e 'Wa.xhous.

' M7Z_3 Ibid. 413 Cum emendacione unius patelle de le wax-
house, i4d. 18x5 Kihby & Sp. Fntomcl. x. (1818) I. 329

j

'Ibis account is in the main confirmed by Geomelli Careri,

j

except that he calls the 'wax-insect a worm which bores to

the pith of certain trees. 1857 Fortune Resid. among
Chinese 147 The wax-insect tree is no doubt a species of ash

i (fraxinus), i88x Globe KncycL VI. 484/1 The Hemipterous
, family Cccddse includes the chief wax insects, familiarly

I

known as Lark lice. 1884 F. J. BKITTEN Watch <S- Clcckin.

139 For many operations required in watch jobbing Mr.
1 Ganney recommends the "wax or cement lathe. 1711 Stekle
! Sped. No. 48 T 4, I am mounted in high-heel'd Shoes with

j
a glased *\Vax-leather Instep. 1852 Morut Tanning <y

I Currying (1853) 152 Wax leather is blackened in the flesh.

! 1885 Harper s'Mag. Jan. : 278/i Wax leather, the serviceable

I

leather for the upper parts of men's boots. 1766 Complete
Farmer s.v. Bee, A small caterpillar, termed the wax-worm,

I
or 'wax-moth, because of the havock it makes on wax. 1815

I

Kikby & Sp. Entomol. xtL (1818) I. 3C0 The wax-moth larva

{Gallcria Cereaud) will for want of wax eat paper, wafers,

wool, etc. 1877J. G. Wood Nature's Teach. 151 The Wax-
!

moth, or Galleria-moth {Gallcria alvearia)

.

.is in its larv;t!

! state extremely injurious to beehives, a 1679 Sir J. Mooke
I

England's Interest (1703) 137 First provide necessary Instru-

j

ments, as. . Honey-Pots, *Wax* Molds. 1849 G. W. Francis

j

Art ofModelling Waxen Flowers 16 Wax moulds for plaster

j
casting, or the electro-type, should have [etc.]. 1813 Sir H.

;
Davy Agric. Chem. iii, .(1814) 96 Wax, .is procured in

abundance from the berries of the *wax-myrtle. 1884 Sar-

, GENT Rep. ForestsN. America (10th Census IX) i$bMyrica
cerifera. . Bayberry. Wax Myrtle. 01843 Sout hey Common*
PL Bk. (1851) IV. 11 It is fitter for the dotage dreams of

Sir William Jones, than the visions of the poet. Let the

*wax-nose be tweaked by Volney on one side and Maurice

I

on the other 1 c 1615 Sylvester Mem. Mortal. 11. xciv,
1 Let's leave out I, and No, in Conversation : Words now

transposed, and "wax-nosed, Both. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.
(1877) V. 1036 [Beeswax gives off wax-butter, and] afterwards

;
a more and more liquid oil, called *wax-oil, still retaining a

• small quantity of solid matter. 1896 CHESTER Diet, frames

I

Min., 'Wax-opal, an early name for \ellow cpal with a

j

waxy lustre. 1854 Faikholt Diet. Terms Art, 'Wax
\

Painting. This art practised by the ancients under the name
!

of Encaustic, has lately been revived in several countries.

1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting 75 Various attempts have

j

been made to re-introduce wax-painting ; but the art of

i penclllum-encaustic, as practised by the ancients, seems to

be lost. 1830 LlNDLEY Nat. Syst. hot. 282 Tie Ceroxylon

j

andicola, or *Wax Palm of Humboldt, has its trunk covered
bya coating of wax, which exudes from the spaces between

! the insertion of the leaves. 1882 J. Smith Diet. Top. Names
Plants iff* Wax Palm. There aie two so called : 1. Coper-

j
nicia ceriftra, a fan palm native of Brazil. ..2. Ceroxylon
andicola, a tall wing-leaved palm, native of the elevated

regions of New Grenada. 1844 Hoblvn Diet. Med., * Wax-
paper. Charta cerata. Melt, in a water-bath, 48 parts each

j

of white wax and fine turpentine, and 32 parts of spermaceti,

and spread on paper. 1600 Surf let Country Farm 111. xlix.

. 537 The best.-perrie is made of little yellow r waxe peaies.

1854 Faiuholt Diet. Terms Art s. v., This medium is em-
ployed in making the cakes of *wax-piginents for water*

1 colours. 1891 Century Diet., * Wax-pine, the general name
for the species of Agathis {Dammara\ coniferous trees pro-

ducing a large amount of resin. Hid., * li 'ax-pink, a name for

;

ga-den species of Portulaca : so called from their wax-like

leaves and showy flowers. 1815 Kikby & Sr. Entomol. xv.

(1818) I. 492 The apparatus in which the wax is secreted

consists of four pair of membranous bags or *wax-pockets.

1837 Rivers Rose Amateur sG. 18 Duchesse d'Angouleme,
or the *wax rose, is an old but deservedly favourite variety.

1664 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 20 For a paire of *wax shoes

[cf. below 1666, waxt shoes], 4s. 4d. 169* Sir I. Fovur Ace.

Bk. (S.H.S.) 144 For 2 pair wax shoes. 143a in Glasscock Rec.

St. Michael's, Bp.'s Stcriford (1882) 3 Et in *wexsilver

collecto in ecclesia in die Paschali, viu. viijd'. M96 Oov.

Lcet Bk. 574 Item, that no maister make no brother *.o .pe

Craft yf he haue beprentesin Ve Cite no lesse ben xiijs. 1111 d.

& his wax siluer. 1807 Douce Illustr. Shaks. II. 228 J he

Roman practice of writing on "wax tablets with a stile was

continued also during the middle ages. 1905 J. B, Eury Life

St. Patrick iii. 40 Honoratus sent a me-senger across in a

boat with a letter on a wax tablet. 1884 W, MUXES Tlant-n.

I. 144 *Wax-weed, Blue, Cupht a viscosissima. 1766 *M ax-

worm [see wax-moth],

Wax("wieks),j^. 2 Now rare exc. dial. [f. Wax
z/.i Cf. G. wachsJ]

1. The process cf waxing
;
growth.

25-a



"WAX. 196 WAX
a 1300 Cursor M. 1450 Euer stod bai [se. be wandes] still in

an.Wit-outen wax,wit-outen wain. Ibid. 8244 A-boute bat tre,

A siluer cercie son naild he, pat was be stouen for to strength,
And knau be wax o grtt and length. 1892 Athenaeum 30
Jan. 146/2 ' On the Wane* (which should strictly be called
' On the Wane, on the Wax, and on the Wane Again ').

2. Stature ; size i^of something growing).
c 1460 Toiuneley Myst. xxx. 245 Thou art best on tin wax

that euer was clekyt, or knawen. 1618 W. Lawson New
Orch. <V Garden (1626) 33 The boale will be first, and best

serued and fed, because be is next the root, and of greatest
waxe and substance. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.

t
and

1876-89 in Yorks. and Lines, glossaries.

Wax (wseks), sb,% colloq. or slang. [Of doubtful

origin
; possibly evolved from some phrase like to

wax angry (arch.), to wax warm (now dial.) : see

Wax v^ 9a(<5).] Angry feeling; a fit of anger;
chiefly to be in a wax,
_ 1854 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green n. vli, I used to rush out
in a frightful state of wax, and show a leg. 1865 H. Kincs-
lev Hillyars $ Burtons xxxv, Can't you get into a wax, old
girl? 1874 H. Belcher Cramleigh Cell. I. 1S1 It ain't my
fault if you've been bohooin 1

; so don't be in a wax with me.
1880 ' Oiida ' Moths I. 112 What a wax you're in, Dolly.

Wax (weeks), v. 1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. waxed
(wsekst) ; also pa. pplc. waxen. Forms: Inf.
(and Pres. stem). 1 weaxan, weacsan, weahsan,
weahxan, wexan, wehsan, 2-3 wecsen, 2-4,

6-7 arch, wexen, 3 uexen, wexi, 4-5 wix(e, 5
vexe, wexyn, vix(e, vyx(e, 3-6 wexe, 4-7 (9
arch.) wex

;
2-4 wacse^n, 3 Orm. waxenn, wax-

xenn, 3-6 waxen, 5 waxyn, 4-6 Sc. vax, 6 weaxe,
Sc. walx, 3-7 waxe, 3- wax. Contracted 2 sing.

1 wyxt, 4 wext
; 3 sing. 1 weaxt, wexp, wixt,

etc., 3 west, 3-4 wexj>, 4 wext. Pa. t, sing, 1

wt§ox, weocs, w6ohs, jYorthu/nb. -w6x, 2 weax,
weae3, 2-3 wsdx, 3 weox, 2-5 wex, 4-5 wexe,
weex. north, wix, wyx, 4 north, vex ; 2 wacxs,
3-6 wax, 4-5 waxe, 4 waux

;
3-6 (7, 9 arch.)

wox, 4-6 (9 arch.) woxe, 4-6 Sc. vox, 5 woxse,
4-5 Sc, woux, 6 Sc. woix, wolx. Plur. 1 wfioxon,
w6ohson, weoxson, Korthtwib, woxon, Mercian
we^xon, 2 weoxan, 3 weoxen, 3-5 wexe(n ; 3
wuxen, 4 wuxe, 3-5 woxe^n, 4 waxen, weak, 4
wast, 4-5 wex-, waxide, -ede, //. wexiden,
-3den, 5 wexedde, wexid, wexte, waxet, waxte,
waxhid, pi. waxiden, 5-6 waxt, 5-7 wext,
wexed, 6 weaxed, 5- waxed. Pa. pple. 1 weaxen,
2 (5e)wexon, 3 (Vwexan, 3-6 wexen, 3-5
wexe, 4-5 wex, wexun, 5 -in, -yn, wixen; 3-7
(8-9 arch.) waxen, 3-6 waxin, 4-5 -yn, wax(e,

4 ywax, 5 waxun, waxson, 6 Sc. walxin
; 3-7

woxen, 3-4 i-, ywoxe, 3-5 woxe, woxin, 3
(i)wox, 4, 6 wox, 4 woxyn, woxsen, 4-5 woxun.
weak, 4 wexid, 5 y-wexed, 5-7 wext, 6 waxt,
weaxed, Sc. vaxit, 6-7 wexed, 6- waxed. [A
Common Teut. strong verb (which, became weak
in late ME.) : OK. weaxan (pa. t. weox, Northumb.
wox

;
pa. pple. weaxen) corresp. to OFris. waxa

(W.Fris. waechsje, wachse, N.Fris. 7vdks), OS.
wahsan, (M)Du. wassen, OHG. wahsan (MHG.,
mod.G. wachsen)

y
ON. vaxa (Sw. vaxa, Da. vokse),

Goth, wahsjan (with ja- suffix in the pres.-stem
;

pa. t. wohs, pa. pple. wahsan-s) :—OTeut. *wa\s- :—

pre-Teut, *zuoks-
f an ablaut variant of Indoger-

manic *aweks-
7
*auks-

y
*tiks~ (Gr. atfctv, afyttv,

av£avetv to increase, Skr. uks" to grow, perf. va-
vakfa, causative vaktayati), an extended form of
*aweg- *aug-

t
*ug- (L. augere to increase, Sk. djas

neut., strength, Lith. augu I grow, OTeut. *attk- in

Goth, aukan
t
OHG. ouhhon, OE. eacian to grow,

increase : see Eke vJ)
The OTeut. conjugation of the verb is retained in Goth.,
OHG., OS., and ON.; inOE.it is confined to the Northum-
brian dialect (pa. t wtfx) j the WS. pa. t. 70/ox and the Du.
zufes are due to the analogy of the reduplicating verbs.
The strong pa. t. became rare after the 14th c, and is now

wholly obsolete; the one or two examples in the poetry of
the 18-io.th c. are deliberately archaistic. For the pa. pple,
the Bible of 161 1 has ivaxed four times and waxen eight
times ; in recent use waxen is not unfrequent when the verb
is conjugated with to be t

but is otherwise very rare.]

Originally a more frequent synonym of Grow v.>

which has now superseded it in general colloquial

use, exc. with reference to the moon (see 6;. With
this exception, the senses below which are not
marked as obsolete are confined to literary use,

and have, in varying degrees, a somewhat archaic

flavour ; some of those under branch I survive only

in the traditional antithesis with Wane v. The
verb is said still to be current in certain dialects :

see Eng. Dial, Diet,

I. To grow, increase. (Opposed to wane,

f wanze.)

1. intr. Ofa plant or its parts : To increase gradu-

ally in size and vigour; to develop, sprout {up).

Obs. exc. dial. fAlso, to grow In a specified

habitat or situation (obs.).

CE97 /Elkred Gregory's fast. C. xl. 293 Sumu twi^u he
lehte mid wsetere, Sonne hie to hwon weoxson, Sxt hie *y

sui5ur weaxan sceolden. c 1000 /Elfric Horn. II. 402 Rixe
weaxst jewunelice on waiterisum stowum. c 1200 Trim,
Colt. //em. 161 Hie wenden be eor&e, and wurpen god sad
baronne, and hit wacxs and wel beagh. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 494 Corn & frut horn wax inou;. c 1381 Chaucer
Part. Ponies 206 There wex ek euery holsum spice & gres.

138a Wyclif Matt. xiii. 7 The thornis wexen vp. a 1400-50
Jl'ars Alex. 4772 Lo, bis was a wondirfull werk-.bat ^ai

[trees] suld wax soo & wane within a wale time. 14.. in

Ret. Ant. I. 54 Tak everferne that waxes on the ake. 1577
B. Googe Hcresbaclts Ilusb. 1. 40 b, When the Corne is

ripe.. you must then haue it in, that it may rather waxe in

the liarne then in the Feelde. 1612 Drayton' Poly-olb. v. 51

The Stem shall strongly wax, as still the Trunk doth wither.

1886 S. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., The plums are waxing nicedly.

t b. Of a mineral : To be native, be found, in a

specified place ; = Gitow v. 2 b. Obs.

tiooo /Elfric C7t*«.ii. n pact land be yssebaten Euila5, bser

)>&r gold wext [Vulg. uH nascitur auruni], 136a Langl. P.
PI. A. xi. 12 Al be presciouse Peerles bat in paradys waxen.

2. Of human beings and animals; To increase

gradually in size and strength of body and limb.

arch, and dial.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 40 So";lice baet cild weox, e iaoo

Ormin 31S2 & swibe wel he wex & braf. c 1205 Lav. 30073

J'a children wnxen and wel ioo5en. a 1300 Havelok 791 Irh

am wel waxen, a 1300 Cursor M. 10613 Als sco wex on hir

licame, Sua wex hir loueword and hir fame. 13. . Coer de L.
2S36 For fourty pound men sold an oxe, Though it were but

lytyl woxe. C1400 Destr. Troy 12449 Thies[two sons] were
gyuen to the gouernaunce of a gay kyng, . .Till bai waxen
were of wit & of wight dedis. 1471 Caxton Kea/yell (Som-
mer) 247 In thisnourysshinghe waxe and grewe in all beawte,

strengthe, and prudence. «i547 Surrey JEneid iv. 353
Ascanius yet that waxeth fast behold. 1575 Turberv.
Faulconrie 358 You must beware that you take them not

before they are somewhat woxen. 1677 in Rays Corresp.

(1848) 127, I think they (salmon] wax for five or six years.

1875 F. J. Scudamore Day Dreams S3 For a time he grows
and waxes in his stye. 1887 Morris Odyss, xi. 311-2 And
when nine years they were waxen, nine cubits length outright

Was the measure of their bigness. 1889 N. \V. Line. Gloss.

s. v., Thy bairn waxes fast, she's taller ivery time I see her.

f b. of a part of the body, the hair, etc. Obs.

a 1000 /Ei.hric Horn. II. 434 His feax weox swa swa wim-
manna. a \yxtCursor M. 7257 Wexen was sumdel his hare.

1303 R. RruNNE llandl. Synne 9224 Here clobes ne roted,

ne nayles grewe, Ne heere ne wax. C1374 Chaccer Boeth. iv.

met. iii. (1886) 95 pat oother is chaunged in to a lyoun . .and

hise nayles and hise teth wexen. 1548-77 Vicarv Anat. ii.

(18S8) 24 The Nayles.. are alwayes waxing in the extremitie

of the fyngers and toes.

fc. Of a morbid growth or disease: To arise

and develop on or in the body. Obs.

c xooQSax. Leechd. 1. 118 Gif nebcorn on wifmannes nebbe
wexen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 288 peonne. . ber waxei1

* wunde &
deope(5 into be soule. a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 117 For

angenayll bat waxin in feet, c 1400 Lanfranc'sCirurg. 100

A surgian muste banne be bisy in al ^at he my^te, bat a

crampe ne wexe not in be wounde.

t 3. Of a company, host, people : To increase in

numbers. Obs.
C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 109 Dryhtetl cua;(S

to Noe & to his bearnum: Weahsa5 ge ^t monisfaldiad &
^efylla5 eor5an. a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 999
Andahiletonheorafeonda wa;rod wexan. c 1200 Ormin 3947
p.at heofTness here mihhte swa burrh hall3he sawless waxenn.

1297 R. Glocc. (Rolls) 3259 Wexinge euere beb vre fon, hi

water & bi londe. 13.. K. Alis. 6023 (Laud MS.), Now
gynneb his Oost fast to wexe. ^1330 R. Brunne Chron.

li-'ace (Rolls) 1255 pey wil waxe & we scbal wanye; When
we ben fewe, ^ey schol be manye. c 1380 Sir Perumb. 1485

Cryst of heuene 30W alle saue my messagers alle sixe ! &
3ut be vij schulle ^e haue ^our felaschip to make wixe. 1581

Ml-lcaster Positions xxxvii. (1S87) 148 NV'ill ye haue the

multitude waxe, where the maintenance waines? 161a Dray-

ton Poly-olb. xiii. 26 Her people wexing still, and wanting

where to build, a 1656 Usshek^««.(i658) i Then blessing

them, he bade them wex and multiply.

4. Of a person, nation, institution: To advance

in power, importance, prosperity, etc Const, in,

+ Oil.

a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1052 pa wax hit [sc.

the minster] swi5e on land & on gold & on seolfer. e 1200

Ormin 10868 Iwhillc mann. . Hirr^. .brifenn a?} & waxenn

.133 Inn alle gode binge. Ibid. 17067 Ned iss..J>att he nu
forrbwan d waxe, & ec iss ned & god off me, patt I nu forrb-

warrd wannse. 1340 Ayenb. 26 Al-huet banne bet hi byb

uol wexe and he^e ycliue ine dyngnetes. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
1666 Al-so mot y waxe. 1449 Pecock Repr. 111. viii. 32a

Sithen the chirche wexid in dignitees, he decrecid in vertues.

1567 9 Jewix Def. Apol. (1611) 32 Maliproficiunt : Bent

deficiunt : The wicked wax : the godly wane. 1597 l)v. Hai.l

Sat. in. L 44 Now man, that earst Haile-fellow was with

beast, Woxe on to weene himself a God at least. 1607SHAKS.

Cor. 11. ii. 103 His Pupiil age Man-entred thus, he waxed
like a Sea. 1624 J. Tavi.or (Water P.) Praise Clean Linen
Ded., Hee is a firme and stable man, and waxeth much oftner

then hee wanes. 1690 Child Disc. Traile Pref. (1! 2 b), Land
and Trade, which are Twins, and have always, and ever will

wax and wane together. 1864 Tennyson Boadicea 40 Thou
shalt wax and he shall dwindle. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot.

Vl.lxviii. 112 A democratic party equally hostile to them
was waxing in size and strength. 1875J0WETT Plato(ed. 2)

V. 54 The nation waxed in freedom and friendship and
communion of soul. 1876 M orris Sigurd 11. 85 Now waxeth
the son of Sigmund in might and goodliness, 1914 H. H.
Henson IVar-tiuie Serm. xix. 244 Klmhani waned as Nor-
wich waxed.

5. Of inanimate things: To increase in size,

quantity, volume, intensity, etc. Of water, the sea

:

To rise, swell ; to flow out in a flood. Of day or

daylight, night : To grow longer.

971 Blickl. Hotn. 245 paet waiter weox ob mannes swuran.

X122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), Hi sse^on on nor5east fir

micel & brad wiO bone eorfie, & weax on lengbe up on an to

bam wolcne. c 1200 Ormin 1901 Marrchess nahhtess wann-
senu a^3, & Marrchess da5hess waxenn. Ibid. 1918 O batt

da35 biginnebb uss pe da33ess lihht to waxenn. Ibid. 5472
Hire wambe sibbenn toe To waxenn alls itt birrde. a 1225
Ancr. R. iii, per ase muchel fur is, kundeliche hit waxeo
mid winde. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 599 Dunes wexen, 3e flod wi5-
dro3. c 1290 St. James 136 in S. Eng. Leg. 38 pe ston bi-gan
to wexe a-brod and hoIu3 bi-cam a-midde. 1297 R. Glocc.
(Rolls) 6562 pe se flode. .bigan to wexi uaste ase it deb atte
tide, a 1300 Cursor M. 1775 pe water wex oute ouer be
plains, c 1325 Spec. Gy U'arzv. 1001 { i mele ne shal wante
noht, And bin oyle shal waxen, c 1425 Wyntocn Cron. 1. vii.

398 The watters wox as thai war wod. c 1430 Chez: Assigne
158 It [the chain] wexeth in hys honde & multyplyethe
swyde. a 1500 Chancer s Drcme 1550 Wexing the se, coni-
ming the fiode. 1820 Scott Mouast. v, Whereby I may be
obliged to take the river, which I observed to be somewhat
waxen. 1869 A. McLaren Serm. Ser, 11. xi. 201 Energy
which wanes as the years wax. 1884 Spectators Aug. 1009/2
Glaciers., wax and wane in some mysterious manner. 1888
F. Hume Mine. Midas 1. iv, Whereon the sacred tire should
be kept constantly burning, waxing and waning with the

seasons.

6. Of the moon : To undergo the periodical in-

crease in the extent of its visible illuminated por-

tion, characteristic of the first half of the lunation.

971 Blickl. Hot//. 17 ponne he [the moon] wexeb, he bi5
£elic baem godum men be ahopa5 to ba:m ecean leohte.

c 1000 ,/Ei.fric Horn. 1. 154 Se mona dc5 sej^er £e wyexft ^e
wana5 : htralfum mon^e he bid weaxende, healfum he bi9

wani^encle. a 1225, c 1386. c 1440 [see Wane v. 2]. 1591
Svlvester Du Bar/as 1. iv. 760 Ttio wexing us-ward, heav'n-

ward thou dost wane. 1781 Cowper Expost. 324 States
thrive or wither, as moons wax and wane. 1859 Jephson
Brittany viii. no Twelve moons had waxed and waned.
1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. vi. 133 Grafts are to be set

while the moon is waxing. 1914 Blatkw. Mag. Aug. 177/1
The moon was now waxing fast.

7. Of a quality, slate of things, activity, wealth,

etc. : To become gradually greater or more strik-

ing; to increase in potency or intensity.

Beowulf^1741 OS ba:t him on innan oferhy^da dad weaxeri
ond wridaS. ^897 /Klfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxiii. 217
j
J

r£s'lwe lces lareowes lar wihxo [Cott. wihst] Surh his geSylde.

c izoo Ormin 3949 purrh whatt biforenn Drihhtin Godd
Wurrbshipe waxenn shollde. a 1250 Cnvl <\- Night. 689 Wit
west among Ins sore An for his sore hit is be more, c 1250
Gen. <$• Ex. 1268 Abimalech sa^ abraham, Hu welSe him
wex and migte cam. a 1300 Cursor M. 19399 Godds word
wex fast and greu. c 1350 Will. Palerne 737^ His langure
gan wex. 158: A. Hall Iliad 1. 17 When so his furie woxe,
from skies he did me thro Down by the foote. 1598 Svl-

vkster Du Bartas II. i. IV. 1
T
J'a/idie-Cra/ts 560 His Art, still

wexing, sweetly marrleth His quavering fingers to his

warbling breath. 1624 Quarles Job Militant 1. 13 As did
his Name, his Wealth did daily wex. 1627 Drayton Agin*
court exeii, Now wexed horror to the very height. 1855
Motley Dutch Rep.iv.'iv. III. 65 Moreover, the discord

among the Reformers themselves waxed daily.

b. in contrast with xvane or fwanze.
13.. Pol. Ret. <5- L. Poems (1903) 263 Worldes catel passet

sone, pat wacset & wansit rit as te mone. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

1J. xv. 3 And so my witte wex and wanyed til I a fole were.

1601 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. v. iv. 2203 My fortunes

cannot wax but they may waine. 1711 Pope Temple Fame
486 Some [lies] to remain, and some to perish soon ; Or wane
and wax alternate like the moon. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend
xiv. (1865) 63 Its impulses wax as its motives wane. 1826

Wordsw. 'Once I could hail' a,? In that domain Where joys

are perfect—neither wax nor wane. 1899 K. J. Chapman
Drama Two Lives 9 All life's poor glamours wax and wane,

f8. &• Of a quality, activity, event, etc. : To come
into being, spring up, begin, arise, occur. Also

with up. Of the day : To appear, dawn. Obs.

c888^LFRKDi?tWA. v. § 3 Of (fam Sonne onginna5 weaxan
ba mistas 3e baet mod gedrefaS. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1140, per efter waex suythe micel uuerre betuyx be

king & Randolf eorl of Csestre. C1230 Halt Meid. 3 Hu
muche god mihte of inker streon waxen, c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex.
273 An wid 8at pride him wex a 11 yd. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

1 71 3 Bituene be romeins & bis lond ber wax bo striuing.

c 1300 K. Horn 1452 (Laud) pe day by gan to wexe. c 1320

Si* Pristr. 3327 Per wex a kene crie. 01340 Hampole
Psalter xxvi. 6 If . . temptacyons wax ageynes me. c 1374
Chaucer Boeth. \. pr. vi. (1S86) 18 Of which false opyniouns
the dirkenesseof perturba[ciouns] wexit [Addit. MS. wexeb]
vp. ,1425 Engl. Cony. Ireland xi. 26 In thys whyle, wax a

grett wreth & a grete stryfe betwyx be kyng of Connaght,
& donoll Obreyn.

fb. To waxforth, to be born or created. Obs,

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. x. 33 For wib word bat he warp
woxen forb Beestes.

II. With complement : To change by growth or

increase, to become. (Cf. Grow v, 12.)

9. a. With adj. complement : (a) With more

or less of the idea ofgrowth or increase : To become

gradually, grow.
c 1200 Ormin 2479 patt ^ho wass waxenn summ del graet &

tatt jho wass wibj> cnilde. a 1300 Leg. Rood ii. 133 So bat

wibbinnebritti3er bis tre wox wel heie. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P.

A 538 pe sunne was doun & bit wex late. 1387 Treyisa

Higden VIII. 287 pe Scottes wex [v.r. wuxe] strenger and

stronger, a 1400 Octouian 670 Klorent ys x. yere old and

fyyf, And hegbe y-woxe. 142a Yonce tr. Secreta Secret.

243 The medys wixen grene. c 1460 Townchy Myst. i. 163

l'.ryng ye furth and wax ye mo. 1542 Uijall Eras/n. Apoph.

241 b, Signifiyng..the dayes to have weaxed longer. 1560

Birti.E (Geneva) Dent, xxxii. 15 But he that shulde haue

bene vpright, when he waxed fat, spurned with his hele

[1611 Jesnrun waxed fat, and kicked]. 1562 A. Brooke
Romeus fy Jul. 209 This sodain kindled fyre in time is_ wox
so great. 1590 Spenser E. Q. ii. x. 32 Till that her sisters

children, woxen strong Through proud ambition, against her

rebeld. 1651 R. Child in HarilUPs Legacy (1655)64 Accord-

ing as your plants are waxen strong. 1764 H. Walpole
Otranto v, Manfred., pushed on the feast until it waxed late.



WAX. 197 WAXEN.
1836-7 SiR W. Hamilton Meta/>h. xxxvii. (1S70) II. 33^ By
decrees, our conception waxes fuller. 1874 Gheen Short
JIiit. viii.§6. 525 The panic waxed greater when it was found
they claimed to be acting by the King's commission. 1&81

Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 15 Even the foxes and their

cubs., had of late waxed fat and lazy,

(/>) Without the idea of growth or increase : To
become, turn. (Sometimes used with reference to

a sudden or immediate change,)
C 1220 Bestiary 151 If he [the adder] closed man se, Cof he

waxeS. a 1300 Cursor M. 3563 His blode ban wexus dri

and cald. 13.. A". Horn 302 (Harl.) Vpon Athulf childe
rymenildcon waxe wilde. 138a Wvci.ih Matt. xxiv. 72 The
charite of inanye schal wexe coold. 1390 Cower Con/. I.

34 Whan he wax seke, thei woxen seke. 1422 Yonge tr.

Secreta Secret. 213 Vf the messager wix drorike, c 1489
Caxton Blanchardyn xx. 64 pe proude lady., wexed red as

arose. 1513 Douglas /Eueis n. viii. 78 The wyde hallis

wolx patent [I,, atria tonga patescunt]. 154a Udali, Erasitt.

Apoph. 344 Y a people., whished & weaxed ilumme, IS45
Ravsaloe Byrth Mankynde 127 Take fyne meale, and bake
,.ty!l it waxe browne, 1593 Shaks. 2 lien. I-'/, 111. ii. 76
What? Art thou like the Adder waxen deafe ? 1610 Hot.-
land Camden"s Brit, (1637) 183 Cornwall.. waxeth smaller
and smaller in manner of an home. 1627 Dkayton Agin-
court cxliii, Nor aske of God the victory to gaine, Vpon the
English wext so poore and fewe. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 29
Deuotion waxed scant amongst the Christians. 171a Steele
Sped. No. 276 T 4 My Daughter Tabitha beginneth to wax
wanton. 01770 Jortin Serm, (1774) I. ii. 30 When.. the
inward light waxes dim, the faith is gone. 1815 Byron Vis.
Belshazzar Hi, All bloodless wax'd his look. i8ao Kkats
Hyperion 1, 326 Pale wox I, and in vapours hid my face.

1831 Macaulay Ess., Byron P n The howl of contumely.

.

gradually waxed fainter. 1840 Dickens OldC. .SV:<?/xxxviii,

Mr. Chuckster waxed wroth at this answer. 1865 Tkolloi'E
Bettou Est. xxiv. 283 Captain Aylmer saw that the man was
waxing angry. 1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest (1S92) 61
Whereat the eyes of heaven wox thundrous-dtm.

t b. with sb. as complement. Obs.
c 1300 Havelok 281 pe kinges douther bigan briue, And

wex be fayrest woman on Hue. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2931 pe
white beres bat waxen sebbehertes. c 1374 Chaucer Troy/us
v. 1014 Whan it was woxen eeue. c 1449 Pecock Repr. \\.

xvi. 243 Summe othere. .weren quycker in natural witt and
waxiden better philsophiris. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 22 He sawe a peyntour that was waxe a physicien.
1530 Pai.sgr. 793 Whan any preposycion waxeth an adverbe.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 334 He weaxed a woondreous
buisie medler in all causes, a 1550 A pore heipe 269 in Hazl.
F. P. P. III. 262, I feare me he be wext A popistant stout.

'593 Nashe Christs T. M 3, In threeTearmes, ofa banqrout
he wexeth a great landed man. 1622 Mabbe tr. A let/tail's

Guzman ifAt/. 1. 21 It beginning now to waxe night, they
gaue off play. 1869 Thirlwall Semi. Rem. 1878 III. 390
When the grain of mustard seed has waxed a great tree.

C. with complement an adv. or a prepositional phr.
01300 Cursor M. 19451 pan wex paa wreches vte of

wite. c 1350 Will. Paieme 140 He wex to a werwolf. 1377
Langl. /'. PI. B. xi. in In a were gan I waxe and with
myself to dispute. 1388 Wyclif Mark iv. 32 It waxith in
to a tre

;
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10824 Oft in wanton werkes

wex bai with childe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 4551 pe meyst.

,

woxsein tosofayreand so bry;t a day. 1530 Palsgr. 773/1,
I dare eate no crabbes, for my tethe wyll waxe an edge than.
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 1 103 Whereby the Ape in wondrous
stomack woxe. 1831 James Phil. Augustus xxvii, It was
now waxing towards morning. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II.

i. 78 A dangerous position, apt to wax from pleasant warmth
into deadly heat. 1870 M. D. Conway Earthward Pilgr. i.

21 As time waxed on, I perceived that [etc.]. 1888 Steven-
son Across the Plains x. (1892) 276 A small taste. .waxes
with indulgence into an exclusive passion. 1914 S. PHILLIPS
in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 552 Must that wistful dawn ne'er wax
to noon ?

t d. To wax in age or efd, to advance in years.
Similarly, to wax to mans estate. Obs.
1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 943 A weih woxen on elde. c 1385

Chaucer, L. C. W. 727 That, as they wex in age, wex here
lone, a 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 136 )>e more he wex in
elde & lengbe. To seruen god he dude his strengbe. 1588
Greene Pandosto (1607) D 1 b, As it [sc. the child] waxed in
age, so it increased in beautie. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. x. ao
When her sonne to mans estate did wex. 1916 G- W. Robin-
son Wiltibatd's Lift St. Boni/ace ii. 31 After he waxed in
age. .and the glory of boyhood came.

f e. Of fire. To wax out : to burn out, be ex-
tinguished for want of fuel. Obs.
c 1400 Mttayne 463 The fire wexe owte at b« laste. 1579

L. Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tint. 6S6/2 If a fire that hath
but httle woode, wax out, wee put the brandes together, and
blowe it, that it may burne.

tlO. With complement a numeral: To amount
to (a specified number;. Obs.
C 1330 R. Brunne Chron. H'ace 13327 A legion ys of folk

pat wex Sex pousand, sex hundred sexti&sex. Ibid. 13937.

Wax (wxks), z*.2 Also 4-5 wexe, pa. pple.
wexed, -yd, ywexede. [f. Wax sb.1

The ME. form wexe maybe an umlaut derivative (= ON.
**J OHG. wahscn, MHG. ivihsen

y mod.G. wdchse>t
%

vjuhsen); but this is not certain, because wex was a frequent
form of Wax j*. 1

!

1. trans. To cover with a layer of wax; to dress
with wax; to polish or stiffen with a dressing of wax.
AIs.t witli over.
a 1380 [see Waxed ppt. a.], c 1391 Chaucer Astral 11. § 40

1 no tok I & wexede my label in Maner of a peyre tables.
X398 Irevis\ Barth. DeP.R.xix. Ixi. (1495) 898 Tables
ben wexed and dressid wyth wexe and ben planyd. Ibid.,
tor diuers v.se lynnen clothes ben wexyd. c 1400 A/aster 0/O.ime (MS. Digby 182) xxi, pat one manere [of horn] is
waxed with grene wex and yretter of sowne. /bid., A good
Hunters borne shuld..he we!e ywexede, bikker or pinner,
after at be hunter binketh bat it woll best sowne. 1580H
Monfart sSurv. E. indies 40 As a Shoemaker waxeth his

thread. 1659 H. Turhf.rvil Walk Knaves Walk 8 You are

to take notice, .next of the manner, how to wax your winter
boots. 1661 [T. Powell] Hum. Industry 56 Smal boards or

tables of wood waxed over, were in frequent use among the

later Romans to write in. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech.
745 Many cabinet-makers are contented with waxing com-
mon furniture. 1833 [S. Smith] Lett. J. Downing xxii.

( l835) *3* With that I wax'd a thread, and got a new
button. 1848 Dickens Dovibey liv, The floors were waxed
and polished. 1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd iii, The
elegant ignoramus whose sole accomplishments consist in

parting his hair, waxing his moustaches, and smoking a

meerschaum. 1886J. H. K.EENE Fishing 'J ackle 160 Waxing
your silk afre>h, fasten it with two loops.

f b. Photogr. To saturate (paper) with wax. Obs.

1853 Le Gray's Waxed Paper Process 5 The paper, .after

the development of the image, .does not require to be again
waxed to obtain a positive picture. 1856 Orr's Circ. Scl.

t

i'ract. Chem. 146 Mode of Waxing the Negatives.

+ 2. To stop (an aperture) with or as with wax.
Also with up. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 351 Alle bat herde )>at borne.,
wis-.heden it had be wexed with a wispe of firses. 1697
Dampier Voy. I. 231 Some of them that had not waxt up
their Cartrage or Catouche Boxes, wet all their Powder.
1709 T. Robinson I'ind. Mosaick Syst. 91 They. .fill their

little Cells with Money, and then do so wax it up, that it may
not melt and run out.

f3. To join with wax. Obs. rare.

1693 Dryoen Ovid's Met. 1. Trans/orm. Syrinx 36 He
form d the Reeds, proportion'd as they are : Unequal in their

length, and wax'd with care.

4. Leather-manuf. To dress (a skin) with a mix-
ture of lamp-black, oil, etc.

1885 A. Watt f,cat/icr Manu/. 34S Bruise on the flesh and
grain up, then wax them [sc. the skins].

Wax (wrcks), v.i dial. [f. Wax sb.?>] inlr. To
wax up, to burst into anger, ( ilare ' up.

1859 Dickens Haunted House vii. 33/2 Nay, wench, dunna
wax up so ; whatten's done, 's done.

Wax (waeks), v.* U.S. colloq. trans. l To beat

thoroughly, gain a decisive victory over* (Funk).
1884 A. A. Putnam Ten Years Police Judge xxii. 199

Mr. Bungle, .would in nine [out of twelve cases] be waxed
but for the commiseration and the magnanimity of [etc.].

1909 Century Did., Suppl., Wax, to heat, thrash.

Wa'X-be :rry. A name given to the fruit of
certain plants and also to the plants themselves.

a. The genus Myrica
y
esp. M. ccrifera of North

America (Batberby 2). b. = Snow-bekky 2

(Webster 191 1).

1835 Moodie Ten Yrs.S. Afr. II. 197, I occasionally em-
ployed my people at spare times in gathering wax-berries,
that.. yield a substance partaking of the nature of wax and
tallow, which is mixed with common tallow, and used by the

colonists for making candles. 189a Stevknson In South
Seas iv. vi. (1900) 328 Tamaiti. .returned with coco tinder,

dry leaves, and a spray of waxberry. 1897 E. Glanvillk
Tales/r. I'eld x'u\. 100, I.. found him peacefully employed
boiling down wax berries for the manufacture of candles.

Wa'X-bill. a. sb. Any one of numerous small
birds of the J^oceu/ie or Weaver-bird family, whose
bills have a waxy appearance ; esp. one of the genus
Estrelda, the best-known species being E. astrildoi

South Africa.

1751 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds iv. 179 The Wax Bill.

..The Bill is of. .a fine red Colour, like Sealing-Wax, which
I suppose gave the Bird its Name. 1769 LadyMaky Coke
Jrnt. 19 Aug. (1892) III. 137 The two little birds the East
India Cap1

, gave me. .seem to be the same as some of the
Duchess of Montagu's and I think she calls them wax bills.

1851-61 Mayhew Land. Labour II. 72 In St. Helena birds,

known also as wax-hills and red-backs, there is a trade to the
same extent. 1875-84 A. H. Lavard Birds S. A/rica 470.
1909 Westm. Gaz. 17 July 14/3 The name waxbill is another
of those misleading trade names that cover many species of
small birds of different genera which have brightly coloured
bills resembling sealing-wax.

b. attrib. or adj. = next.

1776 P. Brown Hlnstr. Zcol. 72 White-tailed Wax-bill
Finch. 1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds H. 1. 152 Wax-
bill G rosbeak.

Wax-billed, a. In names of certain birds:

Having a bill resembling sealing-wax.
1776 P. Bhown iltustr. Zool. 70 The Red-rumped Wax-

billed Finch. 178a Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds I. n. 507
Wax-hilled Barbet.

t Wax-bred. Obs. [f. Wax .t<M + Bked sb.]

A wax tablet. Also trans/, a * table \ list.

Inquots. c 1000 and a 11 75 misapplied to the stone 'tables
'

of the Decalogue.
1' 960 Bened. Rule (Schroer) Iv. 92 Weaxbreda [h. tabular],

c 1000 /Elkiuc Horn. II. 196 pa awrat se /Elmihtiga God
him twa stajnene wexbredu mid his a^enum fingre. c 1055
Byrht/erth's Handboc in AngiiaW II. 332 Swa us her aeflcr

Tidustfullab to amearkianne on bissum a=fierfyli^endum
wexbredum, be se arwun5a beda ^esette. a 1175 Cott. Horn.
235 per efter arerde god has la^e burh moysen . .and wrate
his him self in stanene waxbredene. [1853 Rock Ch. of
Eiithers III. n. 128 Long after paper became known, the
use of such tablets, which we may call the wax-brede, was
kept on.]

Wax caudle. A candle made of wax.
<"7*5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) F419 Euna/ia

t
cerei, waex-

condel. a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 202/28 Cereus,
wexcandel. 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. Ixi. (1495)
893 They that serue in chyrches of wexe candyls ben callyd
Ceroferarii. c 1450 Mirk's Bestial 295/2 pan is ber anober
cros of a wax-candul leyde on hys breste. a 1586 Sidney
ArcoiHa n. v. § 1 Sitting in a chaire,..& looking upon a
w.ix-candle which burnt before her. 1605 Erondei.i.e Fr.
Card. 07 b, Make readie the Siluer-candlestickes with the
waxe candles. 1753 Hanway Trav. n. xxxiii. I. *j* In the

I middle of the room, .was one large wax-candle. 1840 Mrs. A.
Marsh Father Darey II. xviii. 500 Blazing wax candles.

1892 Lady F. Vekney Verney Mem. I. 22 Two great wax
candles of 12 lbs. weight, to be burnt before the high altar of
the church.
attrib. 1663 Cup 0/ Co/fee in DTsraeli Cur. Lit. < 1 866)

296/1 Should any of your grand>ires' ghosts appear In your
wax-candle circles.

Wax-cha ndler. [See Chandler 2.] One
whose trade is to make or sell wax candles.
1418 E. E. Wills (188;) 34 Iohn Baldok,. . Waxchaundeler

of London. 1466 Paiton Lett. II. 270 'I'o John Orfoid, wax
chandeler, for xii. torches and one candell oi i. lb., \vs. iid. oh.

1503 Privy I'urse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 103 To John
> Hynsted of London wcxchauiidek-r for iij 10P.es of while wex
]

[etc.]. 1543 tr. Act 11 //*;;. VI, c. 12 The waxchaundelers
in dyuers parties of England. 1633 Stows Surv. Land. 625
The Company of Wax-Chandlers, having beene a Brother-
hood of very ancient standing, , .became yet to bs incor-

porated in Anno, 1484. 1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4287. 4 William
,

Rack, late of St. Saviour's.., Waxchandler. 1861 T. A.

j

Tkolloi'E La Beata I. viii. 197 The old wax-chandler was
a w idower of many years' standing.

1 Wax-chandlery, -chandry. Obs. The
i department of a royal household concerned with

the provision and storage of wax candles.

1398 Ace. Exch. K. R. 470/17 m. 2 Et eidem pro ij ceruiis

emptis pro ij ostii> in le Wexchaundelerye. 1602 in Jeaffre-

son Midsx. County Rec. (1886) I. 20-' 'I he Waxe diandric

Wax doll.
1. A doll with head and bust (often also the limbs)

I of wax.
1828 Miss Mitford Village, Country Barber III. 165 A

1 certain huge wax-doll, called Sophy, who died the usual
death of wax-dolls, by falling out of the nursery-window.
1834 Dickkns Sk. Boz, Boarding-lio. i, Mrs. Tibbs. looked
like a wax doll on a sunny day.
attrib. 1852 Mrs. Carlvlk Xeiv Lett. (1903) II. 50 Her

wax-dull face took the fancy of Boys at that period.

2. //. = FUMITOUY.
1855 Anne Pratt Eloiver.PL I. 81 The flowers [

f_f Pumaria
officinalis}, .are rose-coluured, and tipped with purple and
children, in many parts of Kent, call them wax dolls. 1886
Britien & Holland Ptant-n.

Waxed (wsekst), //>/. a. [f. \V AX V.- + -ED ]
In the senses of the verb ; esp., coated with a layer

of wax
;
polished or stiffened with wax ; dressed or

saturated with wax. e. t;. for water-proofing,
a 1380 St. Augustine 3S7 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 63

In a waxed table He wrot. 1586 Whitney Choice Emblems
28 His [Icarus's] waxed winges, the sonne did make so softe,

They melted straighte. 1597 A. M. tr. Gvtllemeaus Fr.
Chirurg. 15/1 This suture is done with a waxed threde.

1633 J. Law in Scotsman (1007.' 7 Sept. [He paid 16 shillings]

for soleing walxt boots. 1651 T. Bahkkr Art 0/ Angling
( J 053) 13 You must work al these groundsupon a waxed >ilk.

c 1790 Lmison Sih. Arts II. 46 When you take off the paper
you will find every line which you drew with the black lead
pencil upon the waxed plate. 1846 Bhutan O/er. Surg.
347 The piercer is withdrawn, and a double waxed thread
passed through its canula. 1857 Dickkns Dorrit n. xx,
Waxed floor very slippery. 1883 D. C. Mlhkay Hearts xxi,
Tapping his visitor's hand with the waxed end of his long
pipe. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 2/2 A waxed moustache.

b. Leather-manuf. Oi a skin: Diessed on the

flesh side with a mixture of lamp-black and oil.

r
1851-3 C. Tomlinsoris Cycl. Useful Arts (1866) II. 36/1

The skin of leather now curried is called black on the flesh,

or waxed, in contradistinction to leather which is cuiried on
the hair or grain side. 1883 Simmonds Diet. Use/ul Attitt/.,

Waxed Fleshes, a trade name for certain leathers, prepared
of the inner side of split skins. 1883 A. Watt Leather
Maim/. 341 Waxed Leather. Ibid. 350 Waxed Calf-skins.

C. Photogr. Of paper, a paper negative : Satu-
rated with wax.
1853 LeGray's Waxed Paper Process 8 Method of render-

ing the iodised waxed paper sensitive. Ibid. 16 Renovating
the transparency of the waxed negative. 1857 W. Crookes
IPind Bk. Waxed Paper Process in Photogr. 25 When this
has taken place the waxed sheets must be separated one
from the other.

d. waxed-end = wax-end (Wax sbA 12).
1914 Daily News 30 June 4 It is entirely due to the awl

and the waxed-end.

Waxen (wwlcsSn), a. Also 7 Sc. wexiu. [f.

Wax j-^.1 + -en ».

OK. had ivfxen, *wiexcn = (M)Du., (M)LG. ivassen,
OHG. ivahstn (MHG. icahsin, ivehstn, mod.G. wachscn) :—
OTeut. *wa\s'mo-.\

1. Made of wax.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 210 Hlaf wexenne [L. cerarium,

error for cencrium 'of millet 'J niiiian freo[n]dscipas niwe
^efegfl. 13.. Gaw. <V Gr. Knt. 1650 Waxen torches Segcez
settc.in sale. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vi. (1811) 170 The
whiche ordre he kepte duely by waxen tapers kepte by
certayne persones. 1590 Spenseh E. Q, hi. i. 58 Eftsoones
long waxen torches weren light, Vnto their bowi es to guiden
euery guest. 1591 Shaks. TivoGent. 11. iv. 201 Kornow my
loue is thaw'd, Which like a waxen Image "gainst a fire

Beares no impression of the thing it was. 1611 Cokvat
Crudities 36 By the light of a waxen candle. 1643 Alex.

Ross Mel Heliconium 40 In that we do injoy our lives, In

that our wexin kingdom thrives. 1646 Ckashaw &tfM*
Delights Muses 115 The working Bees soft melting Gold,

That which their waxen Mines enfold. 1667 Milton i'- /-.

vii. 401 The Feinal Ute that, .builds her waxen Cells With

Honey stor'd. 1706 2. Cradock Serm. Charity (1740) 21

They are but the. .artificial Counterfeit of Virtue, Trees

laden with waxen Fruit. 178a V. Knox Ess. cxxvi. (1819)

III. 40 A resemblance scarcely less exact than that of the

bust to its mould, or the waxen seal to the sculptured gem.

1825 Scorr Talism. iii, Two waxen torches, which the

hermit lighted, gave a cheerful air to the place. 1855 Mac
AULAYHist. Eng.xvllll. 677 A waxen figure, .was dragged

about Westminster in a chariot, i860 Family Economist $



WAXEN. 198 WAX-PLANT.
Mar. 142/1 Waxen Flowers and Fruit. 1887 Harpers Mag.
July 185/2 The metal (or glass) plate is covered with a waxen
composition.

b. Waxen image : spec, an effigy in wax repre-

senting a person whom it was desired to injure by
witchcraft.

The victim was believed to waste away as the wax melted
at the fire, and to suffer pain from stabs or the like inflicted

on the effigy. Cf. quot. 1591 above.

1685 G. Sinclair Satans fnvis. World 101 The Waxen-
Image being found and broken, . .the King did. .recover.

1697 Drvdes Vi?-g. Past. vm. 101 Around his waxen Image
first I wind Three woollen Fillets. 1821 Lamb Etia, Witches
f 1 That maidens pined away, wasting inwardly as their

waxen images consumed before a fire. 1837 Barham Ingot,

Leg. Ser. 1. Leech Folkcst., Fixed against [the doors].. was
a waxen image—of himself! 1870 Rossetti Sister Helen 1

Why did you melt your waxen man, Sister Helen ?

2. transf. andyf^. As if made of wax. a. With
reference to the softness, impressibility, or fusibility

of wax. Chiefly of immaterial things (often with

opposition to steel or marble).
i5gi Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 211 The World's owne

Matter is a waxen Lump, Which, un-self-changing, takes ail

kind of stamp, 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 75 Oh thou the

earthy author of my biood..\vith thy blessings Steele my
Lances point, That it may enter Mowbrayes waxen Coate.

1593 — Lucr. 1240 For men haue marble, women waxen
mindes. 1653 Marvell Corr. (Grosart) II. 4 Truly he is of

a gentle and waxen disposition. 1767 G. Canning Poems 28

Watch o'er my son, inform his waxen youth. J794 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life <y Writ. (1832) II. 424 Those who
remain are of that waxen substance called the men of

property. 1849 Lytton K. Arthur in. 1, But men are waxen
when the Fates are steel'd. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxi,

This fellow would make weakness weak, And melt the waxen
hearts of men.

b. With reference to the smooth and lustrous

surface of things modelled in wax. Said, e. g,, of

fruits, flowers, youthful limbs. Also applied to the

pallor of a corpse or a sick person.
a 1700 Sedley Virg. Past. ii. Wks. 1722 I. 268 And waxen
Plumbs [L. cerea prima]. 1743 Fkancis tr. Hor., Odes 1.

xiii. 2 His rosy neck, and waxen arms [L. cerea bracchia\.

1853 Dickers Bleak Ho. viii, But the small waxen form [sc.

the dead babyj-.had been composed afresh. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxxi. (1856) 266 It makes a man feel badly to

see the faces around him bleaching into waxen paleness.

1894 Crockett A' aiders xii, I saw., a few waxen lobes of

bell-heath, perfectly white.

^| C. ? As if written on wax ; soon effaced, nonet-

use.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 233 Or else our graue Like
Turkish mute, shall haue a tonguelesse mouth, Not worshipt

with a waxen Epitaph.

3. Covered or coated with wax, loaded with wax.
Waxen wings: often in allusions to the story of Icarus: see

Icarian a. 1

1590 Shaks. Mt'ds. N. in. i. 172 The honie-bags steale from
the humble Bees, And for night-tapers crop their waxen
thighes. c 1590 Marlowe Faustus (1604) Chorus 21 Till

swolne with cunning, of a selfe conceit, His waxen wings
did mount aboue his reach, And melting heauens conspirde

his ouerthrow. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. i. § 3 Hence it

is true . . that diuers great learned men haue beene heretical!,

whilest they haue sought to flye vp to the secrets of the

Deitie by the waxen winges of the Sences. 1695 Ld. Pres-
ton Boeth. v. 232 As heretofore with a swift Stile Men
us'd on waxen Tables smooth Letters and Figures to in-

grave. 1781 Cowper Anti- Thelyphth. 54 She tutor 'd some in

Da;dalus'sart, And promis'd they should. -On waxen pinions

soar without a fall. 1789-96 Morse Atuer. Geog. II. 27
The old . . manner of writing, before the use of paper of any
kind, and waxen tables, was known.

4. Special collocations : -waxen chatterer, the

Bohemian waxwing, Ampelis garrnlns
; + waxen

vein Min., argilliferous marlite.

1797 Bewick Brit. Birds I. 83 Silk Tail, or *Waxen
Chatterer. {Ampelis Garrulus, Lin.) 186a Johns Brit.

Birds 625 Waxen Chatterer or Waxwing. 1681 Grew
Mus.rum m. § i. v. 311 The*Waxen Vein. Ludus Helmontii.
A Stone composed of two distinct Bodies. 1705 S. Dale
Pharmacol. Suppl. 29 Ludus Paracelsi . .Waxen Vein. 1740
Phil. Trans. XLI. 836 Masses of the Waxen-vein or Ludus
Helmontii, which is also found in great Plenty on the Sea-
shore near the Spaw at Scarborough.

5. Comb., as waxen-faced, -huedj -like, -winged

adjs.

1856 Kane Arct. Expi, I. xv. 170 Three stools, and as

many "waxen-faced men. 1916 Chamb. Jr/il. Feb. 116/2 A
sorrow-laden, *waxen-hued face. 1845 Hikst Coming of
Mammoth, etc. 34 How ' waxen-Hke his hands ! 1909 Essex
Rev. XVIII. 75 Waxen-like flowers of pale pink. 164s
Quarles Sol. Recant, vn. 9 Since "waxen-winged Honour
is not void Of danger.

tWa'xen, ppl. a. Obs. [Strong pa. pple. of

Wax vX\ Grown up, full-grown, adult. Little

waxen, young.
c 1250 Gen. <r Ex. 2060 Me drempte, ic stod at a win-tre,

fiat adde waxen bu^es ?re. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

252 Himself in ille Hkyng, & had no waxen heyre, pat mot
kepe be coroune, if he of loud went. 138a Wyclie Gen. iv.

23 A litle waxen man [Vu!g. adoleseentulum]. 142a Yonge
tr. Secreta Secret. 161 When hit is a wixen tree, an hundiid

oxyu vnneth hit may bowe. ^1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat.

Fistula etc. 21 In 3ong men. .or waxen men, I hafe seene

few [sc. fistulas] euer be cured. 155s Ridley Confer, in Foxe

A. ff M. (15S3) 1722/2 The Lordes supper is, and ought to

begeuen to them that are waxen. 1599 Return fr. Parnass.

11. 1. 812 Fonde they to thinke that this child's waxen daye

Will be well spente when inaister beares no swaye. 1632

Lithgow Trav. ix. 415 Such a man can neither seduce his

[pupil's] minority with ill examples, nor marre his waxen age

with a false impression.

T Waxen, v.1 Obs. Also wexen, weaxen.
In several writers of the 16th c. (chiefly poetical) the forms

waxen, wexen occur for Wax zO, but only in those parts of
the verb (inf. and 3rd pers. pi. present) in which these were
in ME. the normal inflected forms of wax. This may some-
times be due to intentional grammatical archaism ; but when
these forms are used by writers whose grammar is in alt

other respects normal, it seems probable that the inflexional
waxen in quotations from older writers was mistaken for a
verb synonymous but not identical with wax. It has been
thought desirable to give here all the examples in our
material, in order that their individual significance may be
judged of by comparison. The 17th c. quots. from H. More,
which are added for completeness, are of course intentionally
archaistic.

1540 Cranmkr Bible Prol. *f*j b, Anone. .theyr consciences
bene admonished, and they waxen sory & ashamed of the
facte. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 4 And contrariewise,
what thynges been moste honest the same weaxen also moste
plcasaunt, yf a man haue been accustomed vnto theim. 1562
A. Brooke Romeus <y Jul. 1039 The courage of the Mounta-
gewes, by Romeus sight doth growe, The townes men waxen
strong, the prince doth send his force. 1565 Golding Ovid's
Met. 111. 852 This Licabs chappes did waxen wide, his nose-
thrils waxed flat. 1567 Ibid. xiv. 327, I felt a hooked groyne
loo wexen hard vppon my mouth. 1584 Peele Arraign.
Paris v. i, Then first gan Cupids eysight wexen dim. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 56 And then the whole quire hold
their hips, and lofte, And waxen in their mirth. 1590 Vallans
Tale Two Swans (1744) p. ix, As these Swannes began to
waxen old. 1594 Baknfield Sheph. Content (Arb.) 30 When
their fleeces gin to waxen rough. 1642 H. More Song 0/
Soul 1. i. 3 What man.. Would woxen [1647 wexen] wroth.
1647 — Cupids Conjf. lxxv, This is the measure of mans
industry To wexen some body and getten grace To 's out-
ward presence.

T Waxen, v2 Obs. rare. [f. Wax sb* + -EN 6
.]

trans. To cover or dress with. wax.
1552 Huloet, Waxen, cxro, cero. 1641 J. Jackson True

Evang. T. I. 24 Others [Nero] staked through, .and waxened
over their bodies, and so set them lighted up, as torches.

"Waxen-kernel, dial. [Of uncertain forma-

tion ; the second element is Kernel sb. 1

Variants are waxett-ehurnel, -crindle, -crundle, -curl, wax*
ing-kemel, -churnel, -curl, waxy.kerncl: see Eng. Dial.
Diet. It is doubtful whether the first element was originally

Waxes- a.. Waxen///, a., or Waxing vbl. sb. or ///. a.]

= Wax-kernel.
1500 Stanbridge Vocabula{it,zo) A ij b, In plurali heglan-

dille, for waxen kyrnels. 1825 Jamieson, Waxen-kernel.
1866 S.Thomson Diet. Dom. Med. 8/1 Popularly, these en-

larged glands go by the name of ' waxen kernels ',

Waxer (wae*ks3i). [f. Wax 2/.- + -JEK 1.] One
who or something that waxes, a. One who waxes
leather in currying, b. (See quot. 1875.)
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Waxer, an attachment to a

leather sewing-machine to wax the thread as it runs from
the spool to the needle. 1885 A, Wait Leather Manuf. 343
The waxer rubs the size into the coloured side of the leather.

Waxey, variant of Waxy al
Wax flower, wa'x-flower.
1. An imitation flower made of wax.
1843 A. M cLaren in E. T. M cLaren Mem. (191 1) 26 Mary,

the wax flowers arrived in safety. 1844 Mintokn {title) The
Hand-book for modelling Wax Flowers. 1858 Geo. Eliot
Scenes Cter. Life, Janet's Repent, iii, Wax-flowers presup-

pose delicate fingers and robust patience.
Comb. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Wax-flower maker.

2. A name given to certain plants : a. the genus

Hoya, esp. H. carnosa ; b. Clusia insignis of

British Guiana (Ogilvie 1883); C. Stephanotisfori-
bztnda {Cent. Diet.).

1848 Schomburgk Hist. Barbados 611 Hoya carnosa...
Fleshy-leaved Hoya. Wax Flower. 1884 W. Miller Plant-
n. 1. 144 Wax-flower. The genus Hoya.
Waxily, -ness : see after Waxy a.1

Waxing (wce*ksin), vbl. sb\ [f. Wax vA +
-ing l.] The action of Wax^. 1

;
growth; increase.

CX055 Byrhtfrth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 323 ponne se

mona beo tyn niiita eald, and na baenne his leoht beo aarest

on weaxunge. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 6572 [Cnut addressing

the tide] peruore icn note be, bin wexing bat boulete. 13..

Cursor M. 1430 (Gott.) Euer stod bai still in ane, widuten
waxing [Cott. wax] or wane. 13.. Amt'sfy Atnil.89 So like

thei were both of syght, And of on wexing ryght. c 1449
Pkcock Repr. m. x. 339 Thilk wexing in possessiouns was
cause or occasioun of thilk decreeing in vertues. 1589 Pap^e
w. Hatchet (1844) 36 Yet the emptie caske sounds lowaer

than when it was ful ; and protests more in his waining, than
he could performe in his waxing. 1652 Urquhart Jewel 134
The Moon, which was then but in the first week of his wax-
ing. 1863 Possibilities of Creation 100 The waxings and
wanings oflight in these variable objects. 1870 Eng. Mech.
1 1 Mar. 630/2 The waxing of the light of the Satellite arises

from its gradual passage out of the shadow.

Waxing, vbl. sb* [f. Wax z'. 2 + -ing *.]

1. The process of covering or dressing with wax.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 519/1 Waxynge, wythe wax, ccracio.

1538 Elyot Diet., Cseratura, the waxinge. 1659 H. Tur-
HERviL Walk Knaves Walk 8 Lastly, you must observe the

waxing of the boot. 1818 A rt Preserv. Feet 137 The waxing of

the thread is. .for the purpose of preventing it from slipping.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. xi. § 2. 673 Previous to sale,

. .another process [of currying leather], technically termed
waxing, is performed. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III.

344 Refusal to strip, is. .due to. .touching the waxed surface
with the fingers after waxing.

b. (See quot. 1858.)
1815 S. Papkes Chem. Ess. II. 148 note, In printing those

silk handkerchiefs called Bandanas, a process called waxing
is still followed. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Waxing, the

process of stopping out colours in calico-printing.

f e. A method of cheating at dice. Obs.

1726 [see Topping vbl. sb} 1 c].

2. concr. Wax as a polish on furniture.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 745 Waxing. .
, like varnish,

• -is attended with inconveniences as well as advantages.

Wa-xing, ppl. a. [f. Wax v.l + -ING 2.] That
waxes, grows, or increases.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7228 A grene wexinge tre bat is

fram be more Ismite adoun. c 1330 R. Krlnne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 7328 So waxynge [Petri MS. waxand] folk in al bys
wei de, Is e so gendryng, ne so plentyue . . Als we am of oure
kynde, In no lond scholde men fynde. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.

Love in. v. (Skeat) 1. 5 Blosmes of waxing frute. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 471/1 Spryngynge, of a welle or ober waxynge
watyr, scaturacio. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. m. \. 95, I stand as

one vpon a Rocke.. Who markes the waxing tide grow waue
by waue. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. iv, Each wexing Moon
supplied her watry store, To swell those Tides. 1820 Wifj-en
Aonian Hours (ed. 2) 36 The mutable moon Stamps all the

changes of her wexing phase. 1883 M. Ckeichton Let. in

Life (1904) I. 263, I am sorry that you think me a waxing
Conservative. 1910 Rosebery Chatham xxi. 456 The Duke
..was at war with the waxing power of Leicester House,

f b. Of flesh : Excrescent. Obs.
c 1400 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, Sometyme

commeth to ^e houndes sekenes in hir eyenn, for J>er commeih
a webbe vpon hem and waxynge fiesshe, be which commeth
into b 1 one syde of be eye and is cleped an nayle.

fc. Waxing kernel = Wax-kehnel, Waxen-
KEKNEL. Obs.
?c 1460 Medulla (MS. St. John's, Cambr.) in Calh. Angl.

411 note 2 Glandula, nodus sub cute, a waxynge curnelle.

1530 Palsgr. 287/1 Waxyng kyrnels glandes. glanders.

1538 Elyot Diet, To/les, a waxynpe kemell. 1684 J. S.

Profit fy Pleas. United 206 Waxing-Kernel, Struma, Choak-
ing, or the Strangles.

f d. absol. In the waxand, in the waxing
(phase). Cf. Wanjand.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22456 pe mone bat es sa scene, quen it es

in t>e waxand sene.

Hence f Wa -xingly adv., increasingly.

1483 Cath. Angl. 411/2 Waxingly, auctim.

Wax-kernel. Nov.- dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.)

fProb. f. Wax sb.*, either with the sense of * a

growth*, or with reference to the growing-time of

children (cf. wax-pain dial. = growing-pain) ; but

associated with Wax sb.i~\ A hard glandular swell-

ing in the neck or armpit or under the jaw. Also

called Waxen-kernel, Wtaxing-kernel.
14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 707/29 Hoc glandulum, a wax-

kymylle. 1569 E. Kenton Seer. Nature 38 b, As knots in

wood, waxkernels in men, or seede in herbes. 1576 Newton
Lemnie^s Complex. 11. iii. nob, Whempon happen, .some-

time behinde the eares Impostumes, botches and wexe-
kernelles. 1825 Jamieson, Wax-kernel. 1889 Wacstaffe
Mayne's Med. Voc. (ed. 6), Wax-kernels, popular name for

irritated submaxillary glands.

t Wa*xless, a, Obs. [f. Wax v.^ or sb* +

-less.] Not liable to wax or increase.

a 1618 [see Wakeless],

Wa"X-light. A candle, taper, or night-light

made of wax.
01700 Evelyn Diary 16 Aug. 1654, [Doncaster] a large

faiie towne, famous for great e wax-lights and good stockings.

a 1715 Duknet Own 'Time 111. (1823) II. 154 There were
many drops of white wax-lights on his breeches. 1798 SotfUA
Lke Canterb. T., Young Lady's T. II. 134 Shades over the

wax-lights softened the glare. 18*8 Scott Jml. 12 Apr.
(1891)572X0111 S... said in a whisper, 'Iadviseyou to secure

a wax-light to go to bed with,' shewing him. .a morsel which
he had stolen from a sconce. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx.

IV. 535 Within the Abbey, nave, choir, and transept were in

a blaze with innumerable waxlights. 1864 Kjkgsley Reman
$ T.v. (1875) 129 The Emperor coming cut to meet him with

precessions and wax-lights. 1870 Chamb. Jml. 16 Apr. 241/1

Visions of private sitting-rooms, wax-lights, bad wines,.. at

once rise before his experienced eyes.

tWaxloke. Obs.- 1 (Unexplained.)
13.. E.E.Allit.P.B. 1037 And ber waltez of bat water in

wax Iokes grete, pe spumande aspaltoun bat spyserez sellen.

Wax-maker.
1. A maker of wax or of wax candles. ? Obs.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 6E8/22 Hie cerarius,. .whax-
maker. 1483 Cath. Angl. 4,11/2 A Wax maker, cerarius.

1515 Guild Bk. St. Mary, Boston (MS.) fob 15 In stipendio

Willielmi Pynnell-Waxmaker. 1543 Star Chamber Cases

(Selden Soc.) II. 271 Maister Anthony Payne wex-maker.

2. A worker-bee that makes wax.
Translating Huber's term (abtille) ciriere.

1815 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xv. (1818) I. 493 When wax is

not wanted in the hive, the wax-makers disgorge their honey

into the cells. 18x6 Ibid. xix. II. 128 There are two sorts of

workers, the wax-makers and nurses. 1835 Partington's

Brit. Cyel. Nat. Hist. I. 354/1.

So Wa*x-ma:king vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1543 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 271 Costes

and Paymentes of the wex makynges. 1815 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. xv. (1818) I.492 The stomach.. in the wax-making
bees is much larger than in the nurse-bees.

Wax-plant. A name given to various plants

either yielding a vegetable wax or having a waxy

appearance; esp. a. the candleberry myrtle ,Myrica

eerifera ; b. any species of Hoya, esp. H. carnosa',

C. the corpse-plant, Monotropa unijlora.

1801 J. LSakkow Trav. S. Afr. I. 19 In most of the sandy

flats are found, .two varieties of the Myrica eerifera. or wax
plant. 1865 Mrs. H. Wood Mildred Arkcll xxxv, Mamma
made me bring this down at once for your conservatory...

It is a wax plant, and a very beautiful one. 1875 Melliss

St Helena 311 Hoya carnosa,.. Wax plant... Hab. China.

1877 Sir C. Warren On Veldt in Seventies (1902) 379 P"
the window there hung a ' wax plant,' which has beautiful

waxen-looking flowers. 1879 Webster Suppl., Wax-plant,

a white fleshy plant {Monotropa unijlora).



WAX-SCOT. 199 WAY.

Wax-SCOt : see next.

Wax-sbot. Obs. exc. Hist, [Wax sb. 1 +

Shot sb. 1 OE. had weaxgescot (Wulfstan) : whence

the form wax-scot in iS-ioTh cent. Diets.] A
customary payment made for the maintenance of

lights in churches.
15.. Eng. Gilds (1870) 190 tuarg., To paye for the mayn-

tenyng off the wax and lights, iiij. d. [marg., in later hand,
' Waxshote 'J. 15.. in Proc.Soc. Antiq. Ser. 11. XIV. 232
Every householder payeth. .for Wax-shot and Gardens two
pence. 1664 [see Mainport], 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Waxshot or Wax-scot. i8ag [J. Chambers] Gen. Hist.

Norfolk II. 968 note, Ceragium, or waxshot, was the term
used for money expended in church lights.

Wax taper.
1. A taper made of wax.
1398 Trevisa Batik. De P. R. xix. Ixii. (1495) S9S A wexe

tapre hyght Cereus of cera wexe for it is made of wexe.
1408-17 in Rec. St. Mary at Hill Introd. p. xevi, And .xij.

wex tapers to be set vpon euery crosse. 1676 A. Marvell
Gen. Councils Wks. (Grosart) IV. 97 Demetrius had no more
reason in law against them, than a chandler might have had,
if by Paul's preaching, wax-tapers, .had grown out of fashion.

176s J. Brown Ckr. frnl., Harvest Day 11b Such is the
death of the wicked : but may I like a wax-taper, leave a
sweet and edifying savour of Christ behind me. 1907 J. A.
Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 148 Ignited by means of a
long wax taper.

f2. A cone-shell (see quot.).

1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 157 Wax Taper, Contts
Virgo,

Wax-tree. A name given to various trees, of

different localities, yielding vegetable or insect wax

;

esp. a. the candleberry myrtle, Myrica cenjera, of
North America; b. the privet, Ligustrum lucidum,
of China ; c. the genus Vismia of South Ameiica

;

d. the varnish-tree of South America, Eiseagia
utilis ; e. the Japanese shrub Rhus suaedanea.
_ 1791 W. Bar tram Trav. 405 A species of Myrica (Myrica
inodora). .which the French inhabitants call the Wax tree.

179. Curtis Bot. Mag. 2565 Ligustrum lucidum. Chinese
Privet, or Wax-tree. 1803 Nicholson's Jr?il. Nat. Philos.
(8°) IV. 188 The myrica cerifera, or wax tree. 1843 Penny
Cyct. XXVII. 152/1 Wax-tree, the common name of the
plants belonging to the genus Vismia. 1866 Treas. Bot.
442/2 The natives [S. America] speak of the tree producing
this resin, Elxagia utilis, as the Wax tree or Varnish tree.

Ibid. 1229/2 Wax-tree,. .Japan, Rhus succeedaneum. 1890
Hosif. West China 197 The tree is known to the Chinese as
the Pai-la shu, or ' white wax tree

1

.

Waxwing (wce'ks,wirj). A passerine bird of
the genus Ampelis (Bombyci//a)

t
esp. A. game/us,

the Bohemian waxwing.
1817 J. F. Stephens Skazu'sGen. Zool. X. II. 420 The Wax-

wings, which have been detached from the Chatterers by
Monsieur Vieillot, have a most remarkable and peculiar
appendage on the tips of some of the quills, which has very
muchtheappearanceofredsealing-wax. Ibid. 421 Bohemian
Waxwing. Ibid. 422 Carolina Waxwing. 1876 Smiles Sc.
Nat. xi. 214 Among the rarer birds found in this district,
were the Bohemian Waxwing or Chatterer {Bombycilla
garrula). 1884 Harpers Mag. Mar. 616/1 The Carolina
Wax-wing, alias cedar or cherry bird. 1888 Lees & Clut-
terbuck B.C. 7^7(1892) 34S A large flock of waxwings..
was well worth seeing.

Waxwork (wx*ks,w»jk).
1. Work executed in wax.
1723 Blackmore Alfrcdu, 67 Th' industriousTenants of the

narrow H ive
. . fetch Home Spoils their Wax-works to renew.

2. esf. Modelling in wax; an object or objects
modelled in wax ; usually applied to life-size effigies

of persons, with head, hands, and bust of wax,
coloured and clothed to look like life.

1697 Post Boy 20-23 Nov. a/a At the Golden Salmon in
St. Martins, near Aldersgate, is to be seen, in Wax-work,
about Fifty Figures, all big as the Life. 1701 in Calk. Rec.
Soc. Publ. VII. 103 Y e Procession which began before 7 with
12 Pageants of History in large Wax Work, a 1704 T. Brown
Walk Land. $ Westm. Wks. 1719 III. 316 Here stood
Edward III as they told us, which was a broken Piece of
Waxwork, a batter'd Head, and a Straw-stufFd Body. 1774
Wesley Jrnl. 24 Jan., I was desired by Mrs. Wright, of
New- York, to let her take my efligy in wax-work. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shnp xxvii, I've seen wax-work quite like
life. 1865 — Mut. Fr. 1. ix, 'It's no good my being kept
here hke Wax-Work, is it now?' ' People have to pay to
see Wax-Work, my dear,' returned her husband.
fig. 1858 Gladstone Homer III. 51a Homer gives us
figures that breathe and move. Virgil usually treats us to
waxwork.

b. //.

i77i Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II. 267 Of Mummies, Wax-Works,
&c. 1896 S. Butler Life $ Lett. Dr. S. Butler I. 228 This
can only be surpassed, .by Dr. Arnold's taking the terra-
cotta figures of the Varese chapels for waxworks.
3. An exhibition of wax figures representing cele-

brated or notorious characters ; also, the place of
exhibition- Now //.
1796 T. ^ffRTON Waytoget Marriedx. i, You must show

me the sights—The lions at the Tower,.. the parliament-
house, and the wax-work. 1806 J. Beresford MiseHcs
Hum. Life vii. § 67 Escorting two or three coaches full of
country-cousms..to the Lions, the Wax-work, the Monu-
ment, &c. 1831 Cruckley's Pict. Lond. 112 Wax Works.
Fleet Street. 1837 Thackeray Ravenswing ii, He looked
hke a figure out of a wax-work. 1895 Sik H. Irving in Daily
Aews 17 June 6/4 ' You didn't go [to the Lyceum] ! Why
not? 'Well, sir, you see there's the missus, and she pre-
terred the wax-works.'

4. U.S. The climbing bitter-sweet, Celastrus
scandais

; so called from the waxy scarlet aril of
the fruit.

1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 81 Celastrus scandens
(Wax-work. Climbing Bitter-sweet).

5. attrib. and Comb., as waxwork-Jigure, -show

;

waxwork-man, the proprietor of a waxworks.
1827 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) H- 1 3 1 / 1 There is a wax-work

Pope, and a wax-work Court of Rome. 1836 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Gt. Wiuglebury Duel, Whenever a juggler, or wax-
work man, or concert-giver, takes Great Winglebury in his

circuit. 1840 — Old C. Skopx-x.\\\, Mrs. Jarley's wax-work
show. Ibid, xxix, She slept.. in the room where the wax-
work figures were. 1889 R. Buchanan in Contemp. Ret:
Dec. 912 The highway is strewn with the corpses of dead
poets who never lived,., with loud inglorious Cowleys, with
waxwork Popes. 1898 Watts-Dlnton Ayiivin vitl. i, The
House of Commons has become a bear-garden, and t'other

House a wax-work show.

Wa*x-WO'rker. A worker in wax: a. a bee

that makes wax ; b. a maker of waxwork (Wor-
cester i860).
1821 Xx.H'liber's New Observ. Nat. Hist. Bees (ed. 3) 336

When hives are full of combs, the wax workers disgorge
their honey into the ordinary magazines, making no wax.
So Wa'x-woTking a. (of a bee) making wax.
1827 Ii. BBVAN Itoncy-Bee 367 The power of producing wax

j s common both to the nursing- and wax-working bees.

Waxy (wae'ksi), a. 1 Also 7 waxey. [f. Wax
sb. 1 + -yi.]

*t* 1. Made of wax, waxen. Obs.
1552 Hlm.oet, Waxie or of waxe, arrcus. 1615 Mont'

gomerie's Ckerrie $ Sine v. in Ramsay Evergreen (1875) II.

ior And sum [bees] the waxie Veschells wrocht, Thair Pur-
chase to preserve. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's A rgenis v. i.

330 The Bees so sudden joyes Their waxie-houses fill with
buzzing noyse.

2. Having the nature or distinctive properties of
wax.
*799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 434 Boil a quantity of honey

in order to get all the waxy part out of it. 1866 Treas. Bot.
s.v. Elxagia, These trees are remarkable for the quantity
of green resinous or waxy matter which is secreted by the
stipules. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Pkaner. 82 In
company with the cuticular bodies there are usually found
compounds of a waxy nature.

b. Jig. Of a person, his heart, mind: Soft, plastic,

impressionable like wax.
1596 Willobie Avisa (i83o) S3 If you had had a waxye

hart That would haue melt at hot desyre, 1608 Br. Hall
Char. 11, in The Vnconstant.. . He is seruile in imitation,
waxey to persuasions. 1632 T. Goi'F Courageous Turk II.

v, Thinke you my minde is waxie, to be wrought, By any
fashion, a 1660 Hammond /q Serm. xvii. Wks. 1684 IV. 679
Now.. that the softer waxy part of you, may receive some
impression from this Discourse, let us close all with an
Application. 1843 Dickens Let. 13 Nov. Lett. (1880) I. 93
If you wiil impress this on the waxy mind of—— I shall be
truly and unaffectedly obliged to you.

3. Resembling wax in colour or consistence; (of

a quality) like that of wax. Often said of boiled
potatoes that have not become * mealy '.

1835-$ Todd's Cycl.Anat. I. 428/1 The. .waxy appearance
which those who are the subjects of this disease [i. e. chloro-
sis] generally exhibit. 1841 Hood Tate of Trumpet 209
Great Philosophers talking like Platos, ..And your ears as
dull as waxy potatoes! 1845 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) VI. 6
Ground colour a clear primrose, edging a bright purple,
petals very waxy. 1868 'Holmk Lee' B. Godfrey xxviii,
There are two daughters, pretty little waxy girls they were.
1875 Buckland Log-Bk. 140 The general colour of the
scorpion is a horrid-looking waxy brown. 1890 Lancet 16
Aug. 333/1 The fat is abnormally waxy and soft. 1905 R.
Bagot Passport xxv. 268 The waxy whiteness of the rest of
the face [in an old picture].

Comb. 1846 Dickens Cricket on Hearth i, The little waxy-
faced Dutch clock in the corner. 1871 T. H. Green Introd.
Pathol.6s'\."i\£ cut-surface is. .translucent, and waxy-looking.

b. Med. Affected with amyloid degeneration.
1845 B'jdd Dis. Liver 243 These characters are well ex-

f
tressed by the epithet 'waxy,' which has been applied to
ivers in this state by Dr. Home and Rokitansky. 1866 A.
Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 57 The waxy material is exception-
ally deposited in large nodules, constituting the waxy tumors.
1876 Bkistowe Th. Sf Tract. Med. 800 Gall-stones, .some-
times consist.. of a nearly homogeneous waxy mass. 1881
W. H. Day Dis. Childr. 256 The lardaceous or waxy
kidney. 1897 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. IV. 537 The diffuse, waxy
spleen.

4. Soiled or covered with wax. In quots. as a
derisive epithet for a cobbler.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (i86i)IIL 75/2 Your child.

.

called me cobbler waxy, waxy, waxy. 19x4 A. Macdonald
Story <y Song fr. Loch Ness-side xiii. 223 They got there
[into the fairy mound], and immediately observed the 'waxy
cobbler ' still dancing.

Hence Wa*xily adv., Waxiness.
1855 Hyde Clarke, Waxiness. 1880 Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV.

98 Shell., not thin, but waxily translucent. 1890 Sat. Rev.
22 Nov. 588/2 [He] was originally a sculptor, and now paints
rather waxily, as if he were modelling in oil-colour.

Waxy (wae'ksi), a* colloq. or slang. [f.WAX
sb.$ + -y 1.] Angry, ' in a wax \
A supposed example of 1648 in the Hamilton Papers

(Camden) 229 is an editorial misreading of wary.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxiv, It would cheer him up more

than anything, if I could make him a little waxy with me.
1866 Brogden Lincolnsh. Gloss., Waxey, peevish, cross,
irritable. Ex. You need-na be so waxey. 187a Punch 1

June 222/1 It's no good being waxy about it

Way (v*v l

), sb}- Forms : 1 wex, North, woes,
2-3 wei}, 2-6 wei, 4-6 weie, weyo, 3 wsei,
waei5, wai3, we}, Ormin we3}e, 4-5 weige, 3-6
wai, wey, 4 veie, wa, weie3e, wie, wye, 4-5
veye, 4, 6 vay^e, 4-7 waie, 4-8 waye, 5 whay,
weij, 4-6 wy, 9 Sc. wye, 3- way. Fl. 4 waiis,

5 weyse, waiez, waiss, wayse, weyys. [Com.
Teut. : OE. weg str. masc. = OKris. wei, wi (WFr.
wei, NFr. wai), OS. weg (MLG. wech), (M)Du.
weg, OHG. Tt'^(MHG. wee, weg~, Mod.G. weg),

ON. veg-r (Sw. vdg, Da. vet), Goth, wig-s:—OTeut.
*wego-z, f. *weg- (: *wag- : *w<Bg-) to move, journey,

carry (see Weigh v., Wain, WAW sb. 1 and v. 1
,

Wey) :—Indogermanic *wegh- (: *wogh~), found in

L. vehcre to carry, Gr. o^os (:—*wog/io-s) vehicle,

Skr. vah to journey, carry. The I., via, way, for-

merly regarded as cognate, is now generally referred

to a different root. The sense-development of the

Eng. word, however, has been to some extent in-

fluenced by L. via and its descendant F. vote (see

also Vote, Woye), of both which it has always

been the normal translation. Many of the uses are

of Biblical origin : the Heb. derek, and the Gr. 000s

in Hellenistic use (Vulg. via, all Eng. versions

way) have a very wide range oi meaning.]

I. Road, path.
*Jor passage ofpersons, animals, vehicles.

1. a. gen. A track prepared or available for

travelling along ; a road, street, lane, or path. Now
esp. in phrases like beside, over, across the way, the

other side {of) the way
y
to cross the way, etc.

(950 Lindisf.Gosp. Matt. xx. 30 And heonu tuoe^e blindo
sittende <tx. wex [^975 Rushw. hi 5;em we^e; c 1000 Ags.
Gasp, wip "5one we^ ; 138a YVyci.if besidis the weye ; Vulg.
secus viam]. c 1055 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII.

303 Foioon we sitta5 ymb t'am we^e wa;dliende mid timeus
sunn, c 1205 Lay. 524 He ferde..topan ilke weie be he.

.

wuste bat be king mid his ftrde for3 sculde iwenden.
Ibid. 551 1 Heo bohten heom beon on fest per be hulles weore
mest & senden heom arewen i bou weie narewe. a 1300 A'.

Horn 1304 (Camb, MS.) pe kni^t him aslepe lay Al biside

be way. c 1330 A rih.
«fr

Merl. 7404 per was a launde of
noblay Where come to gider seuen way. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 1732 Abide }ou in a biod weie bi a large mile.

c 1475 Rauf Coit^ear 394 Tak thy hors and thy harnes in

the morning, For to watche weill the wayis. 1579 Buhgh.
ley in Nicolas SirC. Hatton (1847) 126 Approaching to the
house, being led by a large, long, straight fair way, I found
[etc.]. 1585 Higins Junius* Nomcncl. 389/1 Compilufu,.

.

a waye where manye wayes doe meete. 1585 T. Washing-
ton tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xii, A bridge.. vnder the which is

a waye to an old ruined Church. 163a Lithcow Trav. x.

433, I saw. .women trauayling the way, or toyling at home,
carry their Infants about their neckes. 1700 T. Brown
Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 127, I cross'd the way to a Book-
sellers. 1831 Jamfs Phil. Augustus ii, Instead of attempt-
ing to continue the way along the side of the hill, .a single
arch had been thrown over the narrow ravine, and the road
carried on. .on the other side. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Boarding. ho. ii, He called out to a gentleman on the oppo-
site side of the way. 1835 Ibid., Streets—Morning, Mr.
Todd's young man just steps over the way. 1886 C. E.
Pascoe Lond. To-day xxxi. (ed. 3) 287 The War Office is al-

together out of keeping with the clubs upon the same side
of the way. 1887 J. Ashby-Sterby Cucumber Chron. 5 The
village is.. one long street. On either side of the way are
picturesque little cottages. 1887 Klskin Prseterita II. v. 155
For the most part, no English creature ever does see farther
than over the way. 1904 H, Bklloc Old Road^96 A sunken
way of great antiquity leads directly from St. Catherine's
Hill down to the river. 1910 D. G. Hogarth in Encycl. Brit.
I. 248/1 The latest type of tomb is a flatly vaulted chamber
approached by a horizontal or slightly inclined way, whose
sides converge above.
trans/. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. in. § 2 If the Moone

should wander from her beaten way.

b. In figurative context, with reference to a
metaphorical walking or travelling. Parting of the

ways : see Parting vbl. sb. 2 b.

t Way of indulgence : said of the Virgin Mary as the
medium or channel of access to divine mercy. (Cf. Christ's
words in John xiv. 6, ' I am the Way, .; no man cometh to
the Father but by me'.)
<:8as Vesp. Psalter xxvi. 12 Fot..min stod in we^e 5sem

rehtan. £950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. iii. 3 £earuas \v0e5
drihtnes [Vulg. para.'c viam Domini], Ibid. vii. 13 Rum-
welle we^ din laidas to lose. <rizoo Vices ty

Virtues 21 Dar
"3e wei is slider and we lihtliche to fzellen. c 1400 Pety Job

J

268 in 26 Pol. Poems xxv. 129 All the pathes thow hast
mette That euer I yede m wey or walle. c 1420 Hoccleve

!
Mother of God 8 Modir of mercy, wey of indulgence. 1471

j

Caxton Recuyell (Sommei ) 2 1 3 Thou haste passid the strayte
waye and passage of Infortune fro whens thou art yssued
cler as the sonne. 160a Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 277 But in the
beaten way of friendship, What make you at Elsonower?
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xi. § 1. 45 The trauaile therein

I

taken, seemeth to haue ben rather in a Maze, than in away.
1738 Wesley Hymns' Join all the glorious Names' v, O let

my Feet ne'er.. rove, nor seek the crooked Way. 1898 M.
Pe.mbekton Phantom Armyi. vii, The way before him was
no longer hidden in darkness. He saw that it Jay straight

—the road to the prison or the scaffold.

c. A main road connecting different parts of a

country. Now rare except in names of Roman
roads, as the rendering of L. via. Cf. Highway.
t The king's way : = the king's Highway.
^900 O. E. Martyrol. 28 Aug. 156 On pxm we^e be a;t

Rome is nemned Salaria. c 1000 vElfric Num. xxi. 22 Swa
swa se wes li5 we fara5 [Vulg. via regia gradientur]. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 169 Veire weies manion per beb in eng-

Ionde, Ac voure mest of alle. boru be olde kinges imad.

1313 Newminster Cartul. (Surtees) 51 De Sticeleydike per

Heddeley wai usque en le Spenstrete. c 1450 Godstow Reg.

541, ij. acris of arable lond..strecche them-self fro the north

toward the sowthe beside the kyngis wey. 1482 Cov. Leet
Bk. 510 pe groundc.in brede fro London weye stretchyng
vnto a Corner of a Close of pe Trinite Gildes. c 1489 Cax-
ton Sonnes ofAymon ix. 227 There was a waye crossed in



WAY.
four, the one waye was towarde Fraunce. 1533 Bei.lenden
Livy v. 227 Ane tempill was commandit to be maid in be

new way quhare be voce was herde. 1535 Cover-dale
Judges v. 6 In the tyme of Iael the waves fay led. 1685

Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. ii. 63 Whereever the Romans in-

habited, they may be traced by their Ways, by their Build-

ings [etc.]. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 198/1 The Overseers

of the Ways are Men chosen yearly for to see, and., put in

repair all decayed Highways., within the Bounds of the

Parish. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. xxvi, Broad on the left

before him lay, For many a mile, the Roman way. 1840

Arnold Hist. Rome xxxii. II. 288 Nor will the mightiest

works of modern engineersever rival the fameof the Appian
Way.

d. transf. In Milky Way and various synonyms.
^725 Cot-pits Gloss. (Hessels.1 U 174 Uiasecta, iringes uue^.

c 1384 [see Milky Way], 1555 MyIke way [see Milk so.

10I '555 Mylke whyte way [see Milk-white a. b.]. 1563
Fulke Meteors (1571) 38 The mylke waye called of some
the waye to saint lames, and Watlyng streate. 1594 Blun-
OEVIL Exerc, Cosmogr. 1. xxi. (1597) 158 The milke-white
impression in heauen, like vnto a white way, called . .of the

common people our Ladies Way. 1775 Blomeficlds Hist.

Norf. V. 839 They believed.. the Milky Way was appointed
by Providence to point out the particular place and residence

of the virgin, beyond al! other places, and was, on that

account, generally in that age, called Walsingham-Way

;

and I have heard old people of this country, so to call and
distinguish it some years past. 1844 M. A. Richardson
Local Hist. Table Bk. Leg. Div. II. 86 The Via lactea, or
1 milky way,' which the peasantry of the North frequently
designate ' the way '.

e. A road considered with reference to the con-

dition of its surface or to difficulties or dangers of

transit.

a 900 0. E. Martyrol. 18 Apr. 58 Dast £a wildan hors
scealden iornan [on] hearde we^as in westenne & him ba
Hmo all [to] brecan. 14:8 in E. E. Wilts 31, I be-quethe
to the mendyng of the feble & foule weye beside Portmannes
Crosse. ,xl s. 1577 Knaresb. /£*///.? (Sur tees) I. i26Toamend
a pece of evill waie betwene my house and Hampistwhaite,
xijd. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 926 When blood is nipt,

and waies be fowle. 1631 Litkgow Trav. I. 10, I bequeathed
my proceedings to God,, .and my feete to the hard brusing
way. 1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. ii. (1687) 5 The weather
was cold, the ways dirty and dangerous. C1710 Celia
FlENNES Diary (1888] 135 To Litchfield is 5 mile more all

very good way mostly Gravel. 171a Arisl'thnot John Bull
in. ix, I hope thou wilt not come too heavy laden, to spoil

my Ways. 1789 Durnford Sc East Cases K. B. (1790) III.

263 If the way be founderous and out of repair, the public
have a right to go on the adjoining land. 1846 Mrs. A.
Marsh Father Darcy xxviii, * How are the ways?' 'Deep
and difficult enough, please your honour.' 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng, I. iii. 379 In winter, when the ways were bad and
the nights long. 1871 M. Legrand Cavtbr. Freshm. 301
A heap of smaller stones, placed there at the expense of the
parish, for the purpose of mending the way.

f. A place of passage, e.g. an opening made
through a crowd, a door or gate, etc. Cf. Arch-
way, Doouway, Gateway. Aisofg.
cxztfiGen. «$ Ex. 3244 On twel doles delt ist 3e se, xii.

wei^es oer-in ben fai}er and fre. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5932
In the brest of the batell, . . He (Trusshet so felly freikes to

ground; Made wayes full wide be weghis among. Ibid.

6513. t 1400 Mandev. (E. E. T. S.) viii. 36 And men seyn
bat the wlcanes ben weyes of helle. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
1324 Quare althire-thickest was be thrange bur^e bairn he
rynnes, And makis a wai wyde enoje waynes to mete. 1851
Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. II. 217 Here fortitude
can never cut a way Between the Austrian muskets, out of
thrall. 189s C. Taylor Witness ofHennas 126 The gate is

the Son of God. This is the one way-in [etcroSot] to the
Lord. 1898 G. B. Shaw Plays II. You never can tell 11.

stage direct., Near the parapet there lurks a way to the
kitchen, masked by a little trellis porch. 1914 S. Low in
Edin. Rev. Oct. 261 To a Prussian statesman it seems more
natural to 'hack a way' through the territory of an un-
offending neighbour than it would be to public men else-

where. Mod. The words ' Way out ' are painted on the door.

g. Applied to a path in a wood or through the
fields. See also Green a. 2 b.

13.. K. Alls. 6055 (Laud MS.), Hij hadden.Xalk trappes
made ynowe In wayes & vnder wood bowe. 1484 Caxton
Eables o/Auian xxii.The snowe hadcouerdal the wayes [in

the forest]. 1530 Palsgr. 286/1 Way in a woode syde, sente.

h.. Fortification. A passage left between walls
or buildings. Covered (f covert) way ( = K. chimin
couvert), a passage running along the top of the
counterscarp, protected from the enemy's fire by a
parapet. (See Covered ppL a. 6, Covert a. 1 b.)

f Way of the rounds ( - F. chemin des rotules) : see

quot. 1704.
1481 CAXTON Godeffroy clxxiii. 257 They..dyde do make

engyns,..castellys, chattes, and wayes couerd, moche grete
plente. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Way ofthe Rounds
. . is a space left for the Passage of the Rounds between the
Rampart and the Wall of a Fortify'd Town.

i. Railways. Line of way, a track formed by a
pair of rails. See also Permanent way, Six-foot
way. Wagon-way.

**for passage of things,

f 2. Phys. A duct or channel of any kind in the

body of man or other animal. 06s.
[tr. mod.L. via ; cf. prima? via! (lit. ' first ways ') the ali-

mentary canal.]

C1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. E'istula, etc. 21 J>at may be
knowen by.,feblynez of be pacient and if it baue perced be
waiez of pe vryne. 1541 Copland Guydoris Quest. I iv,

The bladder, .receyueth the superfluyte vrynall by two longe
wayes that descende fro the kydnees. 1615 Crooke Body
of Man 281 Wee must therefore enquire further for the
cause of this sterility or barrennesse and not impute it to the
interception of the wayes.

200

3. pi. a. Naut. (See quot. 1867.)
1639 in Foster Crt. Min, E. Ind. Comp. (1907) 332 [The

use of one of the., docks with its] shores and waies [to fit

and prepare \\\tCxsar\ a 1647 Pette in ArchaeologiaX} I.

258 The smaller [ship]., was so ill struck upon the launching

ways, that she could by no means be put off, which did some-

what discontent his majesty. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. iii. 325

A dry dock was dug for the bark, and ways laid from thence

quite into the sea, to facilitate the bringing her up. 1864

Miss S. P. Fox Kingsbridge Estuary xiii. 163 When once

the boat is close on the shore, the dogs are on the look out

for the pieces of wood, technically called ways, which are

placed underneath the boats to draw them up on the beach.

It is very rarely that a single way is lost. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk.,Ways, balks laid down for rolling weights

along. Launching ways, two parallel platforms of solid

timber, one on each side of the keel of a vessel while build-

ing, and on which her cradle slides on launching.

transf 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxix, Smooth strips

of wood, well oiled, called 'ways' were placed above and
below, to cause the book [sc. a packet of hides] to slide in

easily.

b. Parallel wooden rails or planks, forming an

inclined plane for heavy loads to slide down upon.
1868 B. J. Lossing The Hudson 264 The ice, cut in blocks

from the lake above.. is sent down upon wooden 'ways',

that wind through the forest.

c. Aleck, Parallel sills forming a track for the

slides of the uprights of a planing machine, the

carriage of a lathe, or the like.

1869 Ranking Cycl. Mack. $ Hand-tools Plate I 5, Im-
proved Planing Machine. . .These uprights are so arranged
as to slide in ways, .provided for the purpose in the .sides of

the stationary platform.

II. Course of travel or movement.
4. A line or course of travel or progression

(whether direct or circuitous) by which a place

may be reached, or along which a person or thing

may pass. Const, to, into, out of(hence with in, out

advs.). To go a persoiis way, to go along with him.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 12 Hi on o5erne wej [Vulg.

per aliam viain\ on hyra rice ferdon. c 1*05 Lay. 26915
Heom ladden twelue of ban leod-folke ba. .ba wei5es [c 1275
weyes] cu5en, c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3255 Bifoien hem fle^ an
ski^e bri^t flat night hem made oe wei5e li^t. a 1300 Cursor
M. 11736 We wil be wai ga bi be se. c 1300 Havelok 772
Ful we[l] he coube be rithe wei To lincolne. 1362 Langl.
P. PL A. vi. 24 Const bou wissen vs be wey wher bat he
dwelleb? 1420 J. Stokes in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ill. I. 68

He hadde sent forth Mayster Jon Lobaim vn to zow by the

nexte wey. c 1440 Generydes 5923 With hym ther went
Sygrem to be his gide, Costyng the contre many dyuers way,
And so came he in to perse the redy waye. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. xl. 51 He had the hoost Northward the pryuyest

wey that coude be thoughte vnto the foreist of Bedegrayne.

1585 T. Washington tx.Nicholay's Voy. 11. vi, An viuversall

flood, which by croked wayes finally issueth into the Sea.

1604 E. G[rimstonf] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. iii. 127 The
waies at Sea are not as at Land, to returne the same way
they passe. 1676 Cotton Angler 11. ii. 12, I hope our way
does not lye over any of these [hills] ; for I dread a precipice.

1682 Wheler Joum. Greece vi. 475, I return 'd by the same
way. 1732 Lkdiabd Set/ios II. ix. 293 There the way was
stopp'd by mountains. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiii, Is the

Cowgate Port a nearer way to Liberton. .than Bristo Port?
1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xl, Down the wide stairs a dark-

ling way they found. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I, iii. 371
If he asked his way to St. James's, his informants sent him
to Mile End. 1856 G. W. Curtis Prue j- I iii. (1892) 113

Mr. Bourne, .hospitably asked if I weregoinghis way. His
way was towards the southern end of the island. 1865 Mrs.
Newby Comm. Sense li. III. 15 Are you coming my way,
father?
Proverbs. 1562 J. Heywood Prov, <y Epigr.{i%(yj) 77 There

be mo waies to the wood than one. 1635 Quarles Embt. iv.

Epig. 2 The next way Home's the farthest way about. 1661

Boyle StyleScript. (1675) 56 The Longest way about is the

nearest Way Home. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. vn. xvii.

27 TJiere is several ways to the Wood besides one.

b. Jig. with conscious reference to literal travel-

ling. *j* To take the way of death : to die.

ai2z$Leg. Kath. 175-2 per me unwreah me be wei, pet

leadeS to hue. 1297 R. Glouc {Rolls) 5320 J"e king aldied

sone bo ben wey of debe nom. C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III.

106 By bese wytty wordes of oure Lord Jesus Christ, niowe
malicious men. .knowe bat bey beb in be weye tohelleward.
1605 Shaks. Ma<b. 11. iii. 21 That go the Primrose way to th*

euerlasting Bonfire. 1646 Gataker Mistake Removed 38
There is no new way to Heaven now, but the same that ever
was. (11729 J. Rogers Nineteen Senti. v. (1735) 97 Every
Path before us appears beset with Snares and Dangers, Ways
in which we must walk with Fear and Trembling, a 1832
Mackintosh Revol. z&Si? 1.(1834) ** Having found a way to

court through some of those who ministered to the pleasures
of the King,.. he made his value known by [etc.]. 1864
Newman Apol. iv. § 2 (1913)296 There are but two alterna-
tives, the way to Rome, and the way to Atheism. 1890 W.
Booth {title) In darkest England and the way out.

c. Phrases, To hold, keep (a certain) way : to

follow it without deviation. To know one's way
about : to know how to get from place to place in

a neighbourhood
; fig. to know how to act in any

emergency. To light {a persoii) the way : to hold
out a light to enable a person to direct his course.

+ There lies your way. please to go away, f Here
lies our, your way : it is time to go.
For to ask, find, lose, miss the way, one [

's way; tofeel'(f out)
one's 7t>ay, to clear, lead, show, stop the way, see those verbs.
c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 Dan be safarinde men seS be

sa sterre, hie wuten sone wuderward hie sullen weie holden.
c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's 'P. 709 This Messager on
morwe whan he wook Vn to the Castel halt the nexte way.
1420 J. Stokes in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 68 To declar
vn to zow the tyme of hys comyng, and the weyes also the

WAY.
qwych he wele holde. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 173 b,

Knowyng by his espials whiche waie therle kept. 1565 [see

Light v.'1 4]. 1596 Shaks. Tom. Shr. m. ii. 212 The dore
is open sir, there lies your way. 1601 — Twel. N. 1. v. 216
Will you hoyst sayle sir, heere lies your way. 1606 — Tr.

<V Cr. iv. i. 79 Here lyes our way. 1616 T. Dkaxe Bibl.

Sclwlast. 29 Contempt. Heere is thedoore,and there is the
way. 1815 Scott Guy M. xi, ' Certainly, sir,' said Mrs. Mac-
Candlish, and hastened to light the way. 1867 All Year
Round 13 July 56/2 In this case the tramp who ' knows his

way about ' knows what to do.

f d. V Guidance, direction. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 340 |e bridde part of be

Chirche fi^tib here aftir Crist, and takibensaumpie and weie
of him to come to hevene as he cam. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our
Ladye 111. 307 Lyghte to the blynde, way to the croked.

e. To go the wrong way : of food or drink, to

go into the windpipe instead of the gullet when
being swallowed.
1764 Phil. Trans. LV. 42 An acquaintance.. was killed by

a piece of chesnut, which went the wrong way, as we com-
monly express it. i860 Hughes Tom Broivn Oxf. iv, In a
constant sort of mild epileptic fit, from laughter, and wine
going the wrong way. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie Venner
vii. (1887) 94 He's swallertd somethin' the wrong way.

f. Mode of transport.

1708 Caldwell Papers (Ma\i\. Club) I. 214, 1 have inquired
what way my goods may safeliest be sent, and am told that

by Holstein ships.

g. Way of the Cross (= Eccl. L. Via Crucis) :

a series of images or pictures representing the
' Stations of the Cross' (see Station sb. 23), ranged

round the interior of a church, or on the road to a

church or shrine ; also, the series of devotions pre-

scribed to be used at these stations in succession.

1868 Walcott Sacred Archxol. 554 The stations of the

way of the cross . . are—(1) the condemnation of our Lord ;

(2) Christ bearing His cross; (3) [etc.],

5. Course or line of actual movement.
1382 Wyclif Prov. xxx. 19 The weie of an egle in heuene,

the weie of the shadewe eddere on a ston, the weie of a ship
in the myd se. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vtl. 327 Our way is

Serpent like. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 6 At what Angle the
Way of the Comet cuts the ^Equator. 1683 Hooke in Birch
Hist. Roy. Soc. (1757) IV. 231, I shewed an instrument ..

by which the way of a ship through the sea might be exactly
measured. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 146 The winding
Lines. .shew the way of the Air in different Constructions
of Chimneys. 1735 Somerville Chase iv. 431 See there he
divesalong ! Th'ascending Bubbles mark his gloomy Way.
1868 Lockver t.lem. Astron. vii. (1879) 261 The direction of
the Earth's motion in its orbit, called the Earth's Way.

T b. The wake of a vessel. Obs.
c 1565 ]., Sparke Sir J. Hawkins" 2nd Voy. in Hakluyt

(1589) 535 [The alligator] plunged into the water, making a
sueame like the way of a boate. c 1635 Capt. N. Boteler
Dial. Sea Services (1685) 500 In speaking of the Wake of
a Ship.. You said that it was also called the Way. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Way ofa Ship, the smooth Water that

she makes a-stern when under Sail.

C. Engraving. (See quot. 1891.)
1874 Willshire^«c. Prints iii. 96 This operation, .consists

in rocking the cradle toand fro in certain directions or' ways',
determined by a plan or scale that enables the engraver to

pass over the plate in very many directions without any one
of them being repeated. 1891 Adeline's Art Dict.

%
Way

(Engrav.) the series of parallel paths hewn out by the rocker

on a mezzotint is technically termed a way.
6. In generalized use : Opportunity for passage or

advance ; absence of obstruction to forward move-
ment ; hence fig. freedom of action, scope, oppor-

tunity. In various phrases, as give way (see Give v.

49), have way (see 24), make way (see 25) ; also

ellipt. Way I (
= 'make way ').

a 1400 50 Bk. Curtasye 277 in Babees Bk., 5'f bou go with

a-no^er at bo gate, And 3e be bothe of on astate, Be curtasye
and let hym haue be way. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 188

If any vulgar fellow meet them, they presently shake and
vibrate their Swords . . and so obtaine the way without oppo-
sition. 1714 in frnl. Friends Hist. Soc. (1918) 29 Having
seen the comfort of our labours I found my way opened for a
Return [sc. home]. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cii, roor rivals

in a losing game, That will not yield each other way. 1898

A. Balfour To Arms v, Once or twice I saw a courier flying

north, . . and clearing the road with a loud shout of ' Way,
way !

*

D. In legal documents sometimes equivalent to

Right of way.
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. iii. 35 A fourth species of

incorporeal hereditaments is that of ways; or the right

of going over another man's ground. 1790 Durnforu &
East Cases K. B. III. 766 The plaintiff, .by reason of his

possession thereof was entitled to a certain way from the

said messuage unto into through and over a certain close of

the defendant &c. unto and into the king's common highway
&a and so back again &c. 1803 C. Barton Elem, Convey.

(1821) III. 180 If a copyholder has had time out of mind, a

way over another's copyhold. 183s Act 2-5-3 ^Vill. IV, c.

71 § 2 No Claim which may be lawfully made at the Common
Law, by Custom, Prescription, or Grant, to any Way or

other Easement, [etc.}.

7. Travel or motion along a particular route or in

a particular direction. To take (a place, etc.) in

one's way : to visit in the course of one's journey.

c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. II. 16 Laecedom gif mon on langum
we^e teorige. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr, Vernon MS. xlvii. 121

£if bou haue eny wey to wende, I rede bou here a masse.

.

In be Morennynge. 14. . Tundale's Vis. (Cott. MS.) 42 I*ut

Tundale hadde a harde warnynge, For as he yn a transynge
lay Hys sowle was in a dredefull way, There as hit sawe
mony a hydwysse payne Ere hit come to be body agayne.
c 1430 Chev. Assigne 220 The grypte eybur a stane in here
honde & on here wey strawgie. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

362 They were well onward on their way toward Gascoyn.
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1590 SHAWL Com. Err. iv. iii. 92 Belike his wife acquainted
with his fits, On purpose shut the doores against his way,
1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 230 The ioints thereof [sc. of
the boats] were so shaken and open with the waie. 1617 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Three Weeks Observ. B 1, We past the
way away by telling tales by turnes. 1697 Dkyden Aineis
111.-714 Our way we bend To Pallas. 1735 Johnson Lobo's
Abyssinia, Descr. xi. 1 11, I left the place of my Abode, and
took in my way four Fathers, . .so that the Company., was
five. 1741 C'tess Pomfret in Ctess Hartford's Corr. (1805)
III. 166 Here we left the shore, but continued our way on
very good roads, till [etc.]. 1777 Earl Carlisle in Jesse
Setwyn <y Conttmp. (1844) III. 228 As to our motions,.. We
may take Chntsworth in our way. 1779STORER Ibid. IV. 242,
I shall look in upon you at Matson in my way, 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xl,The attendants on the execution began to pass
the stationary vehicle in their way back to Carlisle. 1827 —
Highl. Widow i, There was some originality in the man's
habits of thinking and expressing himself, .which made his
conversation amuse the way well enough, a 1863 Faber
Hymn, ' / ivas wandering ', As He came along His way.

b. Qualified by poss. pron., the word often occurs
as object or as adverbial accusative to the verb go
(see Go v. 21b) and its synonyms, ffare, -ffere

(see Fake v. I, Fere v.), wend, etc. From anearly
period my, his (etc.) way in these collocations were
often nearly equivalent to 'away', and with this

weakened sense they were formerly used with other
verbs of motion, asfee (see Flee v. i d), run (see

Run v. 34), come, pass, ride. In present literary

uie to go, wend one's way survive as archaisms

;

mod. dialects have only the imperatives go, come
your {thy) way (or ways : see 23 b).
f 1105 [see Flee v. id], c 1205 Lav. 2595 \ Ich wulle faren

minne w.xi. a 1150 Owl <V Night. 308 pe hauec fol^eb gode
rede & flijt his wei& lat him grede. c 1*50 Gen. ty Ex. 1429
Eliezer is went his wei. a 1315 Prose Psalter xviii. 6 He
loyed as a giaunt to erne his waye. 1390 Cower Con/. I. 94
4 Ryd thanne forth thi wey', quod sche. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 133 Furbe on his fete withouten fole he passis his way.
a 1450 Knt.de la Tourx. 14 Yef ye fare rudely and be cruell
with hym [the hawk], he will fle his way and neuer come atte
you. 1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 167 The Kyngc.muste
flee hys weye owteof the contrey. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 90
Then she railed on me, and I went my way. 177a Cumber-
land Fashionable Lover 11. 23 Go your way for a simpleton,
and say no more about the matter. 1837 Dickens Pickiu.
xviii, As he wended his way to the Peacock. Ibid, xxvi,
Mr. Weller went his way back to the George and Vulture.

c. In the Bible phrase to go the way of all the
earth (Josh, xxiii. 14, 1 Kings ii. 2) meaning 'to
die'. Also in erroneous forms (due to confusion
with other Bible passages), the way of all flesh, of
all living. {The way of all flesh has sometimes
been used to mean the experience common to all

men in their passage through life.)

A passage (dated 900) in Birch's Cartul. Sax. II. 241
'Quando ^Elfred rex., viam vniverse carnis adiit ', shows
that the substitution of 'of all flesh' {universae cam is) for
* of all the eanh' (universx terrar) was current in med. Latin.
The reading of the Douay Bible (quot. 1609) suggests that
the substitution must have found its way into some printed
copies of the Vulgate ; also, the Piantin Concordance (1642)
reads carnis s. vv. Caro and Ingredior, though elsewhere
the two passages are cited with the reading terras.

1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV, v. ii. 4 Hee's walk'd the way of
Nature, And to our purposes, he Hues no more. 1609 Bible
(Douay) / Kings ii. 2, I enter into the way of all flesh [Vulg.
universal terra;]. Ibid., Josh, xxiii. 14. 1611 Hkywood
Golden Age in. i. F 4 b, If I go by land, and mis-carry, then I

go the way of ail flesh. If I go by sea and mis-carry, then
I go the way of all fish. 1809 Malkin Gil Bios 1. v. r iot
I heard that Don Rodrlgo had gone the way of all flesh.
1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Mr. Watkins 'Pottle i, He pardoned
us off-hand, and allowed us something to live on till he went
the way of all flesh. 1887 Murray's Mag. Sept. 422 His
former retainer, Phil Judd, had long gone the way of all
flesh, however seasoned.
jocularly, 1607 Dekker &,Webster West-w. Hoe 11. ii, I
saw him euen now going the way of all flesh (thats to say)
towardes the Kitchm.

d. la verbal phrases with the sense to effect a
forward movement by the action denoted by the
verb ', e. g. in toforce, push, squeeze one's way ; also
occas. with the sense ' to accompany one's advance
by the specified action '.

1694 Atterburv Serm., Isa. lx. 22 (1726) I. 101 In this
manner the Prophet of the Fast hew'd out his way by the
power of the Sword. 1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. in. 843 The
slow creeping Evil eats his way, Consumes 'the parching
Limbs, and makes the Life his Prey. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) VIII. i 37 McDonald, being surrounded, at.
tempted to fight his way thro', and wounded his man. 1750

^^-''3 The plowman homeward plods his weary way.
1770 Goi dsm. Des. nil. 42 No more thy glassy brook reflects
the day, But, choked with sedges, woiks its weedy way. 1833
[see Elbow v. 4]. ^36 Dickens Sk. Box, Hosp. Patient,We
..entered the office, 111 company with.. as many dirty-faced
spectators as could squeeze their way in. — Ibid., Streets—

tt *£
e mum,1 * Doy r>n$s his way down the little street.

«59 — P. Two Cities 11. iii, The virtuous servant, Roger
Uy, swore his way through the case at a great rate. 1883
Whitelaw Sophocles, Oed. Col. 717 The oar-blade wings its
wondrous way, Sped by stout arms. 1892 Lady F. Verney
temey Mem. 1 . 3 If enemies forced their way into the house.
1897 J L. Allen Choir Invisible ii, He failed to urge his
way through the throng as speedily as he may have expected.

t e. A journey, voyage ; a pilgrimage, lit, and
A?- .

Also = Eyre. Obs.
With quot. c 1325 cf. OF. ' faire une voie a Saint Jacques

'

quoted by Du Cange (s.v. Via) with date 1368.

**fl Ancr. R. 350 pauh heo beon ine worldliche weie,
as ich seide er, of pilegrimes, auh habbed hore heorte euer

Vol. X.

toward heouene. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 53 It was a man..
That til sain Jamis hit [— /light, promised] the way. 1382

Wyclif Gen. xxiv. 21 Wilnyng to wite whether the Lord
had maad his weye welsom [Vulg. utruvi prosperum iter

suum fecisset Dominus], or noon. 1 a 1400 Morte Arth.

553 He wylle wyghtlye in a qwhyle on l\is wayes hye.

c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1886) 56 Whan bey had spoke
togedir and euerych of hem had tolde his purpos and be

cause of his weye. a 1500 in Arnolde's Chron. (1502) B ij b,

That the citezens may recorde ther libarteis afore the kingis

Justicis and mynystres what so euer notwythstandyng Sta-
tutis of the Wey or domes in the contrey made or shewyd
oute. Ibid. C vj, And that the forsayd Citezens in the weys
of Justice to the tour of London fro hensforward goyng,
that they bee not lad by the lawes by which they were ledde
in the Weys holden in the tymesof John and herry Som-
tyme kynge of englande.

t f. The ways end : lit. the end of the journey
;

Jig. the completion of a process. Obs.

1526 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 219 It shall be lawfull for the

purveyour. .to take.. such Poultry stuff, .paying unto them
such prices, .as the said purveyor, .should have paid there-

fore at the wayes end. 1528 Tindale Obcd. Chr. Man 141 b,

Thou must thei fore goo alonge by the scripture as by a lyne,

vntyll thou come at Christ, which is the wayes ende and
restynge place. x66a Petty Taxes 84 The one [stuff] want-
ing nothing but tacking up, to be at its ways end ; and the
other tayloring. .and several other particulars.

g. To holdj keep one's way (cf. 4 c): to travel

without interruption
; fig. to continue one's course

of action, to ' keep going \ + To hold, keep way :

to keep pace (const, with or dative).

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. {Simon fy Judc) 326 Syne to be
eddns can bai sa ;

' ve commawnd 30W to hald 3our va *. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. 111. ii. 1 Nay keepe your way (little Gal-
lant) you were wont to be a follower, but now you are a
Leader. 1599 — Much Ado I. i. 144, I would my horse had
the speed of your tongue.. but keepe your way a Gods
name, I haue done. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vii. § 2. 25 It

seemeth best to keepe way with Antiquities, vsque ad aras.
1625 — Ess., Fortune (Arb.) 377 When there be not Stonds,
nor Restiuenesse in a Mans Nature. But that the wheeles
of his Minde keepe way with the wheeles of his Fortune.
1640 Yorke Union Hon., Battles 63 She.. had her fore
mast broken off, which so hindred her sayle, that shee was
unable to keepe way with the Fleete. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 1 It flies so far, that no bird.,
but a Woodcock, can hold way with it. 1708 Constit.
Watermen's Co. 82 All plying to keep Way, on forfeiture of
00. 00. 06. 1726 Shf.lvocke Voy. round World 2, I did not
doubt but that I should be able to hold him way. 1818
Tuckey's Narr. Exped. R. Zaire Introd. p. xxvii, In run-
ning., from the Nore to the North Foreland,.. she kept way
with the transport. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. xiii, The. .reeds
of the jungle were moving like the ripple of the ocean,
when distorted by the course of a shark holding its way
near the surface. 1848 Dickens Dombey x, People who
have enough to do to hold their own way.. had better be
content with their own obligations and difficulties.

t h.. By the ~vay of my soul (as an oath) : by my
soul's salvation. Obs.
1460 Paston Lett. I. 522 For be the weye of my sowle, this

lond wer uttirly on done,

i. Naut. Progress (of a ship or boat) through
the water; rate of progress, velocity; impetus
gained by a vessel in motion. To freshen way :

see Freshen v. 3.
Cf. underzvay (38), from which this sense was perh. evolved.
1663 Davenant 2nd Pt. Siege 0/ Rhodes 11. i, Those who

withstand The Tide of Flood.. Fall back when they in vain
would onward row : We strength and way preserve by lying
still. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. vi. 160 If you sail

against a Current, if it be swifter than the Ship's way, you
fall a Stern. 1744 M. Bishop Life 15 She stood away for

Brest, and we.. fired a Chace Gun, but we fired too soon,
for we lost Way and she gained. 1757 Phil. Trans. L. 34
The sea was rough, and the yacht had great way. 1764

J. Byron in Hawkesw. Voy. (1773) I. 23 On the 7th, I found
myself much farther to the northward than I expected, and
therefore supposed the ship's way had been influenced by
a current, i860 Hughes Tom Brown Oxf. xiii, Now mind,
boys, don't quicken,, .four short strokes to get way on her,
and then steady. 1885 Law Rep. 10 P. D. 101 She ran
into the Nio before her way could be stopped. 1889 Jerome
Three Men in Boat\x,\Vz can't steer, if you keep stupping.
You must keep some way on the boat 1899 F. T. Bullen
Log of Sea-waif I-] By the time our way was exhausted,
about ninety fathoms had been paid out on the first anchor.
transf. 1857 Dickens Dorrit \. xiii, A.. short dark man

came into the room with so much way upon him, that he
was within a foot of Clennam before he could stop, ion
Times 11 Aug. 8/2 He shut off his engine and by so doing
took the ' way ' off the biplane. 1914 Contemp. Rev. Nov,
680 The train gathered way.
8. Distance travelled or to be travelled along a

particular route. Hence (with adjs. long, short,

good, great, little), a distance between places or to

a place ; often as advb. accusative. Also with ojf.

Cf. Halfway.
t A mile ofway : = ' a mile away ' {obs. rare).
<rooo tr. Barda's Hist. 1. xxiii, Hig..sumne dx\ 5a?s we^es

Sefaren ha:fdon. ciooo Pp. Alexandra in Cockayne Nar.
ratiunculae (1861) 25 Da ondswarodon hie mec & sa:?;don
y na;re mara weg bonne meahte on tyn dagum geferan.
c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) viii. 32 It es a grete way betwene
bam. 1535 Coverdale 1 Kings xix. 7 Stonde vp, and eate,
for thou hast a greate waye to go. 1551 T. Wilson Logic
11. I vii; b, It is no good argument, if I se a tree a good
way from me, to say, it is a tree, therefore it is an Apple
free. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. viii. 82 b,
Trauailing both day and night, .[they] do dispatch more
way then the best horse, .coulde doe. 1588 Shaks, L. L.L.
in. $7 The way is but short, away. 1590 Spenser F.Q. i.

i. 28 Long way he travelled before he heard of ought. 163*
Lithgow Trav. v. 176 There came a man, and two women
swimming to vs, more then a mile of way. i66» J. Davies

tr. Olearius
1

Voy. Ambass. 36 The Sand-banks, .reach out
a good way into the Sea. 1667 Sprat Hist. Royal-Soc. 250
A Chariot-way-wiser, measuring exactly the length of the

way of the Chariot or Coach to which it is apply'd. 1697
C'tess D^Aunoys Trav. (1706) 44 They commit these Vil-

lanies hard by a Sanctuary, so have the less way to an Altar.

1711 BuDGELt. Sped. No. 77 r 1, I saw him squiir away his

Watch a considerable way into the Thames. 1791 R. Mylne
2nd Rep. Thames Navig. 10 There is the finest navigable
Water, all the Way from Mr. Tovey's Meadows to CHeve
Lock. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxvi, I must ask the favour
of your company a little way. 1835 Dickens Sk. Box,
Pawnbroker's Shop, It is a low, . .dusty shop, the door of
which stands always doubtfully, a little way open. 1844
linot'GHAM Alb. Lund I. ii. 39 The Marchioness's walk
seldom lasted less than an hour, so that she must have some
way to go. 1856 F. 0. Morkis Brit. Birds V. 8 Ventrilo-

quism, .making the sound at one moment appear close to

the listener, and the next a long way off. 188a Hesant All
Sorts xxi, But the village of Davenant is not a great way
off. 1898 Flor. Montgomeky 'Pony iS She htood a little

way frum the door.
fig. 1744 Harris 'Three Treat. 1. {1765) 18 And now-
then, continued he, as we have gone thus far, and have
settled between us what we believe Art to be ; shall we go a
little farther, or is your Patience at an end ? Oh ! no, replied

I, not ifany thing be left. We have walked so leisurely, that

much remains of our Way.

t b. For a mile way, a J'urlong way, meaning
the time which it takes to go that distance, see

Mileway, Furlong b. Obs.

C. In advb. phrases used figuratively. (By) a long

way: qualifying a comparative, = 'far' (better,

etc.). At the least way'^s : see Leastways. \ A
great way : to a great extent. + A foul way out

:

miserably far from success. Some way: for some
distance (in time).

For togo a long, great, etc. way, see Go v. 43 c, d.

1601 Shaks. Ails It 'ell 1. L 112, I loue him for his sake,

And yet L.Thinke him a great way foole. 1601 — Jul. C.

II. i. 107 Heeie, as I point my Sword, the Sunne arises,

Which is a great way growing on the South. 1601 — Tivel.

IV. 11. iii. 201 If I cannot recouer your Neece, I am a foule

way out. 1699 Bentley Phal. 484 Why, forsooth, so much
ado, why such a vast way about, to obtain a few Verses?
1874 Sweet in Trans. Phiiol. Soc. 1873-4, 5 16 The most
characteristic features of Middle Lnglish, as, for instance,

II and ww, were preserved some way into the sixteenth
century. 1890 W. E. Nokris Misadventure xiv, liligh, who
was his junior by a long way.

9. Direction of motion, relative position, or as-

pect. Chiefly in advb. phrases, as this xvay (

=

hitherwards), my way (= towards me, into my
neighbourhood), that way, which way

t all ways,
etc.

In early use way often followed a local name or a sb. pre-

ceded by to with the force of the suffix -ward. In mod.
colloquial and esp. rustic speech expressions like {doivn)

Essex way (i.e. in Essex or its neighbourhood) are common.
For the right way, the wrong way, in uses belonging to

this sense, see those adjs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22573 \
e fixses bat bar-in er stade,. .Til

erth wai [Gbtt, Till erdward] ban sal bai fle. 1573-80 Tlsser
Husb. (1S78) 103 In Cambridge shire forward to Lincolne
shire way, the champion maketh his fallow in May. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VI, ill. iii. 52 Oh turne thy edged Sword
another way. 1605 — Macb. iv. i. 45 By the pricking of
my Thumbes, Something wicked this way comes. 1607 —
Cor. 1. iii. 8 When youth with comelinesse pfuck'd all gaze
his way. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 276 From whence we
saw. .to the Westward, in the way of Egypt, the Castle of..

Elisha. a 1654 Selden Table-T. (Arb.) 67 As take a straw
and throw it up into the Air, you shall see by that which
way the Wind is, 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xiv. 235 The
Work must run always one way. 1697 Dryden ASna's xi

1123 This way and that his winding Course he bends.

1744 M. Bishop Life 190 Our advantageous Ground was
the Destruction of a great many Thousands of the French,
for we had them all Ways, Front, and Rear, and Flank. 1800
Lathom Dash of Day 1. iii, I seldom come your way now.
i8ji Scott Kenilw. xxiii, Janet, .ventured to ask her lady,
which way she proposed to direct her flight. 1841 Thacke-
ray Gt. Hoggarty Diamond ii. As it was a very fine night,
[we] strolled out for a walk West End way. 1846 James
Stepmother xxxviii. II. 106 The instant he entered—though
the servant said, * this way, sir/ and walked on towards the
opposite door—Mr. Morton's visitor stopped, bowed to the
ladies, [etc.]. 1850 Newman Difficulties Anglicans 1. ii.

(1891) I. 55 Drive a stake into a river's bed, and you will at

once ascertain which way it is running. 1853 Lytton My
Novel vi. xix, The first time you come my way you shall

have two glasses of brandy-and-water. 1873 Kuskin Fors
Clav. xxxiii. 2 When last I was up Huntly Burn way, there
was no burn there. 1878 Tkelawny Rec. Shelley etc. I.

167 A vehement exclamation . . from one of the trio of ladies,

drew all eyes her way. 1891 ' R. Boldrewood* Sydney-
side Sax. vi, At last I made out a whirlwind coming our
way. 2896 Gratiana Chanter Witch of Withyford xv.

185 Joan she married Farmer Blake as lives over Molton
way. 190a ' Violet Jacob ' Sheep-Stealers viii, ' Where are

you going to now?'. .'Down Crishowell way'. 1904 P.

Landon in Times 24 Sept. 8/2 We took care not to offend.,

by deviating from the orthodox left-to-right course.. .The
' way of the wine' is a custom which would need no ex.

planation to a Buddhist. 191a S. H. Warren in Jrnl. R.

Anthrop. Inst. XLII. 115 The shaft-hole is bored through

the thinnest way of the [stone) blade, so that the cutting-

edge comes at right angles to the shaft.

b. Jig. in non-spatial applications.

In colloquial use sometimes in predicative phrases, as [a

little) that zvay, approximating to that condition ; {all, quite,

very much) the other way.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. ii. 79 My consent goes not that

way. 1605 — Lear 1 if. iv. 21 O that way madnesse lies,

let me shun that, a 1647 Fletcher Lovers' Progr. 1. i, You
are Poetical. Mai. Something given that way. 165a Howell
Giraffi's Rev. Naples 11. 90 Three Brothers were detected

26
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to have a Design that way. 1707 Atterbury Vind. Doetr,
Funeral Scrm. Bennet 32 As to the words themselves, there

is nothing in them that sounds that way. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 10S r 7 Finding his Genius did not lie that Way.
1794 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. (1828) 179 Suppose the
sun's true azimuth S. 17 45' E. and the magnetic azimuth
S.5°48'W., required the variation, and which way ? 1837
Dickens Pic/civ. li, ' I'm afraid you're wet.'. .' Yes, I am a
little that way.' 1858 Trollope Three Clerks xxvi, You
must not compare me with them, . . They are patterns of ex-

cellence. I am all the other way. x88a
J.

H. Blunt Ref.
Ch. Eng. II. 126 Foxe, whose evidence is often one way
and his assertions the other. 1885 Law Tunes LXXIX.
161/2 The evidence on the point had in his view been all

one way.

C. Prov. To look nine ways, to look two ways

for Sunday : to squint excessively. To go, looknine

ways {at once, at thrice) : expressing the indecision

produced by terror or eagerness.
154a [see Nine A. 3 b]. .11617 Bayne On Ephes. (1643)

253 Some, if a thing come into the head, turne them forth-

with to it, as busily as if they would goe nine waies at once.

1649 [see Nine A 3 b]. 1869 A. Macdonalo Love, Law <y

Theol. xxi. 451 He has. .a bad squint, so that. .he seemed
to be looking two ways for Sunday.

d. The other way about, round: conversely,

vice versa.

1894 ' M. Rutherford ' Cath. Furze vi, She.. never could

recollect whether the verb was conjugated, and the noun
declined, or whether it was the other way round, to use one
of her favourite expressions. 1914 Q. Rev. Apr. 382 Whilst
with Hegel the Logic is the a priori framework of the whole
philosophy, with Eucken it is secondary, adjusting itself to

the life-process and not the other way about.

e. One way or {the) other, either way (advb.

phr.) : in one direction or the other ; in the direc-

tion of excess or defect, of assent or denial, of con-

firmation or disproof, etc.

1560 B. Hampton in T. Wright Q. Eliz. (1838) I. 36 As
sone as th'ende thereof, either one waye or other, shall be

knowne, I will not fayle to move the Quene's Majestic that

the same may be [etc.], 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 5,

1 should.. be glad to be convinced one way or other, i860

Dickens Uncomm. Trav. vii, The housekeeper who saw it

all. .seemed to have no opinion about it, one way or other.

a 1878 B. Taylor Germ. Lit. 105 There are but a few years'

difference between them, either way. 1884 Law Times Rep.
L. 29/2 The Summary Jurisdiction Act 1879 has no real

bearing one way or the other on the question.

f 10. Naut. The run or rake of a ship. (Cf.

Rake soA i, Ruk sb. 25 b.) Obs.

i$27 Capt. J. Smith Sea Grant, ii. 10 The meane is the

best if her after way be answerable. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc.
Nrjj Invent. 122 The proportion between the way of the

SIi.p cut off at its greatest transverse section, and the way
of the same shaped from the same section forward in the

usual manner.

HI. Course of life or action, means, manner.

11. A path or course of life ; the activities and
fortunes of a person.
The use is mainly of Heb. origin, and is extremely fre-

quent in all English versions of the Bible.

cSo7 /Elkred Gregory's Past. C. xlii. 306 Hie eta5 5one
wa:som hiera aj^nes we&es [L. comedent fructus vise suse

(Prov. i. 31)]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 21 Obon leohte is fulfre-

mednesse wej f>e we on feran sceolan, bast is se rihta xe.

leafa. ci2ooOrmin 18068 Forr all be Laferrd Cristess Hf &
all hiss halhjhe lare, & all hiss we33e, & all hiss werrc, [etc.].

C1375 Cursor M. SsooCFairf.) Of mister was ber wimmen
twvD atte led baire life in way ef syn [Cott. wit sike and sin

;

other texts in sake and sine (synne)]. 1382 Wyclif Prov. xxi.

2 Eche weie of a man ri}t to hym semeth.
_ 1653 Hane Jml.

(1906) 1 By the Lord's providence who disposeth of all the

wayes and actions of man. 1657 Milton P.L. iv. 620 Man
hath his daily work. .Appointed, which declares his Dig-
nitie, And the regard of Heav'n on all his waies; While
other Animals unactive range And of thir doings God takes

no account. 1709 Prior Henry <$• Emma 395 One Destiny

our Life shall guide; Nor Wild, nor Deep our common
Way divide. 1750 Gray Elegy 76 They kept the noiseless

tenor of their way.

b. pi. Habits of life, esp. with regard to moral

conduct.
C825 Vesp. Psalter xxxviii. (xxxix.) 1 Ic cwe5 ic haldu

we^as mine ftet ic ne agylte in tungan minre. [Similarly in

all later versions.] 1513 More Rich. Ill Wks. 39/1 So that

euer at length euil driftes dreue to nought, & good Dlain
wayes prosper. 1567 Gude fy Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 95 Thow
sail not follow wickit mennis wayis. 1599 Shaks. etc. Pass.
Pilgr. 323 And to her will frame all thy waies. 1675 Owen
Indwelling Sin xvii. (1732) 235 His Companions in Sin not
finding him in his old Ways, begin to laugh at him. 1832
Hr. Martineau Manch. Strike i. 8 Those who knew his

ways could easily guess at which of his haunts he might be
expected when missing from home. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. xxxvii, I wish, friend, thee would leave off cursing
and swearing, and think upon thy ways. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown L i, I shall here shut up for the present, and consider
my ways. 1887 M. Creighton in Mrs. Creighton Life (1904)

I. 375 Your letter will give me much food for meditation,

and may in time lead to an amendment of my ways.

c. The way or ways ofGcd : the course of God's

providence; very common in Bible use.

C825 Vesp. Psalter xliv. 17 Rehtwis dryhten in allum

wex,um his. 1382 Wyclif Prov. viii. 22 The Lord weldide

me [sc. Wisdom] in the begynnyng of his weies [so 1535
Corerdale; x6u way]. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 413 To
attaine The highth and depth of thy Eternal wayes All

human thoughts come short, supream of things. 1738 C'tess

Hartford Corr. (1805) I. 28 It tells us.. that a day will

come when the ways of Providence will be cleared up.

d. A prescribed course of life or conduct ; the

law or commandments (of God) ; also in pL
axooo Andreas 170 Leode [he]herdeon Hfes «•£• 21300

Cursor M. 6858, I.. sal hald yow lei mi hight, To-quils yee

folu mi wais right. 1382 Wyclif yob xxi. 14 The which
seiden to God, Go awei fro vs; the kunnyng of thi weies we
wiln not. 1786 S. Told Acc. Life 166, I walked closely in

the ways of God. 1879 R. K. Douglas Confucianism ni. 72
The Sage., maintains a perfect uprightness and pursues the
heavenly way without the slightest deflection.

e. The Way. in the Acts of the Apostles, a name
for the Christian religion (9 686s, Vulff. via).
In Acts ix. 2, xix. o, 23, xxiv. 14, 22, the Greek has ( the

way
'
; the only English translation that has the literal render-

ing in all the passages is the Revised Version of 1881 (' the
Way ', with capital). In ix. 2 Wyclif, following an error in

some MSS. of the Vulgate, has 'this life'; later versions
down to ion have 'this way'. In xix. 9 and 23 Wyclif,
after some MSS. of the Vulgate, has ' the way of the Lord '

(so, in verse 9, Tindale 1526 and Geneva 1557) ; later versions
of verse 23 down to 1611 * that way '. In xxiv. 14 Wyclif has
'the sect' (after Vulg. sectam), Tindale and Geneva 'that
way *, Cranmer and 161 1 ' the way '. I n xxiv. 22 Wyclif has
' the way ', Geneva 'this sect ', and other versions down to

1611 'that way '. In Acts xxii. 4 the Greek has 'this way ',

which all the English translators render literally.

12. A course of action. Often with the phrase-

ology °f sense 4, as to go the right, 'wrong, nearest

way.
a 1300 CursorAT. 29222 For-bi to weind beseker wai I rede

we be in penance ai. 1390 Gower Conf I. 2, I wolde go the
middel weie And wryte a bok betwen the tweie, Somwhat
of lust, somewhat of lore, c 1500 Medwall Nature (Brandl)
1. 342 Yf thou se hym not take hys owne way, Call me cut,

when thou metest me a nother day. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W.
de W. 1531)9 In this we may knowe, what waye to take, &
what waye to leue. C1530 Berners Arth. Lyt,Brit. 352, I

thinke this is a better waye than all to fyght at ones. 1539
in W. A. J. Archbold Somerset Relig. Houses (1892) 75 Albeyt
we have vsed as many wayes with her as our poore wittes

cowde atteynej yet in the ende we cowde not. .bring her to

any conformytie. 1560 DAVSli.Sleidane'sComm. 2i6Theyr
Archebysshop Herman hathe gon a new waye to worke [L.

iniisse novam rationem]. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxii. §8
(19 1 2) 293 He durst not take open way against them : and as
harde it was to take a secrete. 1610 Shaks. Temp. II. ii. 39
My best way is to creepe vnder his Gaberdine. 1616 Draxe
Bibl. Scholast. 2 He goeth the wrong way to worke, or to

the wood. 1656 Cowley Davideis 1. Note 37 There is so
much to be said of this subject, that the best way is to say
nothing of it. 1693 Locke Educ. § 39 The sooner this Way
is begun with Children, the easier it will be for them, and
their Governors too. 1748 Smollett R. Random lxii, He
told me that I went the wrong way to work.

+ b. (One's) best or most advisable course. Obs,

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. in. 93 My way is now to hie

home to his house. And tell his wife, that [etc.]. 1594 —
Rich. Ill, 1. i. 78, I thinke it is our way, If we will keepe in

fauour with the King, To be her men, and weareher Liuery.

1603 — Mcas.for M. V. 280, I will goe darkely to worke
with her. That's the way : for women are light at midnight.

1604 — Oth. 11. iii. 393 And bring him iumpe, when he may
Cassio finde Soliciting his wife: I that's the way.

C. To have {get, etc.) one's {ozon) way: to be

allowed to follow or to enforce on others the course

of action on which one is resolved. Hence to love,

befond of'one "s own way. Cf. 14 i.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 139 Like one that. .chides

the Sea, that sunders him from thence, Saying hee 'le lade it

dry, to hauehis way. x6n B. Jonson Catiline iv. iii, Had
I had my way, H e' had mew'd in flames, at home, not i' the

Senate. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 238 Hee was of an High
Mind, and loued his owne Will, and his owne Way. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768) I. 147 Obstinate, perverse, un-

dutiful Clarissa !. .then take your own way, and go up!
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 298 Every child knew
that his majesty loved to have his own way and could not

bear to be thwarted. 1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 466, I

myself sometimes despise myself; For I have let men be,

and have their way. 1859 — Grandmother xviii, Kind, like

a man, was he; like a man, too, would have his way. 1866

Mrs. Whitney Leslie Goldthwaite xi, I'll.. thank you un-

utterably, if you'll only let me have my way in this. It will

do me so much good, mamma I 1873 Mrs. Oliphant Inno-
cent III. 310 You are. .silly, pig-headed, unreasonable, and
more fond of your own way than of anything else in the

world. 1885 Manch. Exam. 8 June 4/7 ,If they do not get

their own way they will resign. 1893 Law Times XCIV.
559/1 If I had had my way, I would have fought every one
of these actions.

f d. Take better way with you : take a more
reasonable course. Obs.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. iv. iii. (Arb.) 65 Let me now
treate peace, For bloudshed will there be in case this strife

increace. Ah good dame Custance, take better way with

you.

13. A course of action, a device, expedient

method, or means, by which some end may be at-

tained or some danger escaped. Const, to with

inf. or sb., o/^with gerund.
Proverb, Where there's a zuill there's a way.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 pet we majen mid ure mu5e bringen

us ut of bisse puttc.and bet burh breo herde weies be Jms
beo3 ihaten : Cordis contritione, Oris confessione, Open's

satisfactione. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems iv. 36 By al way make
hym bi frende. c 1400 Pety yob 382 ibid. 133, I may nat
from thy respeccioun By no way, lorde, hyde now me. c 1470
Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 109 As for the nexte corte they
hathe founde a wey bat ther schull no thyng be do, yn so

myche as ye be absent, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 50
For after yt tyme there were an hundred wayes practised

and invented how at one time or another, to deliver or convey
them out of pryson. 1550 Crowley Last Trumpettgg Why
should not I-.Haue benefices two or thre? Sens thou hast

taught me the wei how I may kepe them and blamelesse be.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <r CI. L iii. 10 Thou teachest like a foole :

the way to lose hun. 16x4 Donne Devot. x. (ed. 2) 217

Those are the greatest mischiefes, which are least discerned

;

the most insensible in their waies come to be the most sensible

in their ends, a 1633 G. Herbert Outlandish Prov. (1640)

7^0 To him that will, waies are not wanting. 1668 R. Steele
Husbandm. Calling v. (1672)96 The way to have full barns,

is to have free hands. 1685 F. Cheneau (title) French
Grammar enriched with a compendious and short way to

learn the French tongue in a very short time.. ; and a very
rare way to find out all the articles, nouns, pronouns [etc.].

1720 Dk Foe Capt. Singleton ii. (1840) 25 They took ways.

.

to satisfy us. 1753 Richardson Grandison I. ii. 5 And tho'

he finds a way, by his s^ter..to let Miss Byron know his

passion. 1844 Brougham Alb, Lund xvi. II. 176 Against
England he is implacable and the only way to ruffle his

temper is to praise her. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II.

554 He now saw that there was only one way of averting
general confusion. i88a Besant All Sorts xxi, 'Isthereno
way,' she asked, 'in which he can earn money?' 189*
Speaker 3 Sept. 292/2 Mr. Huxley ..can see but one way of
arriving at truth ; which he calls experience. 1918 Cornhitl
Mag. June 634 Radicals who preached Colonial Self-govern-

ment as the way and the only way to Imperial Unity.

b. Coupled with the synonymous Mean sb. : see

Ways and means. Also fmean way (see Mean
a. 2 4), f way moyen (see Moven a,). Also + ways
and grounds.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4844 Wher they ne may Finde non other

mene wey [Fr. ou nus tie set le moun guerre], 1430-1

Rolls ofPar It. IV. 375/2 Upon grete subtil'ue. ., and colored

menes and weyes. 1440 in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) 1 1.

444 For elles youre partie adverse and the saide due might
not godely have founden the moyens and the weyes to have
communed to geder to conclude thaire confedracy. 1455
Rolls of Parlt. V. 287/2 So the weyes and groundes may be

founde and hadde for paiement. 1470 StonorPapers (Cam-
den) I. 115 Our Traitours. .which daily labour be weyes
moyens at beir power of our final destruction. xg6o Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 82 This is the onely meane and waye,
that is euermore certayne and sure. 1561 1". Hoby tr. Cas-
tiglione's Courtyer 11. (1577) Nib, Ech honest louer. . vseth

so manye meanes and wayes to please the woman whome
hee loueth.

f c. To have the way{s : to know how to do
something. Obs.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 163 O the right philosophical!

Lerte of this prince, who had the waye, euen of his enemies,

also to take vtilitee and profile. Ibid. 200 Oh what an horse

these folkes dooe marre, while through defaulte of skylle..

thei haue not the wayes to handle hym [L, dum illo per
imperitiam..uti nesciunt],

d. Way out of: a means of escape from (a diffi-

culty). Cf. sense 4.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 430 Let us. .ask ourselves.

.

whether we have discovered a way out of the difficulty.

14. Manner in which something is done or takes

place ; method of performing an action or operation.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) Q74 Quocumque modo,
fcehwelci we^a. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5526 He wold haue do
beter, \\i is witte in eny weijes wold himhaue serued. 1450-

1530 Myrr, Our Ladye \. v. 17 Lyghtnyngt: hys soule. .with

the spiritual vnderstondyng of hys wordes & that in tow
wayes. 1563 T. Gale A ntidot. Pref. 2 Themethodeand way
ofcomposiuonofsuche medicines. i$jj H.Googe Hereslach s

Husb. 11. 72 But are there more wayes then one of plantyng

and setting? 1603 Shaks. Jlfeas.for M.iii. ii. 112 They say this

Angelo was not made by Man and Woman, after this downe*
right way of Creation. 1617 Mokvson///«. i. 67 After dinner

we rode in like way two miles, to the City Lowen. 1638

Junius Paint. Ancients 227 As for the things an Artificer

shall judge to be worth his pains, he shall not onely invent

them after the best way, but also after the easiest way. 1651

Baxter Inf. Bapt. 23 There is more ways of teaching then

by preaching in a Pulpit. 1669 Stukmy Mariner's Mag. iv.

xvii. 202 A perfect Method and Way of keeping Account.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 34, I have said

enough of the Turks way of Eating, Drinking and Sleeping.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 124 F 4, I may pronounce their

Characters from their Way of Writing. 1743 Bui.keley &
Cummins Voy. S. Seas 66 We have found out a new way of

managing the Haugh. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery i. 4 There
are several Ways of making Sauce for a Pig. 1798 Soihia
Lee Canterb. T., Ytig. Lady's T. II. 341 She exacted, in

consideration of this concession, that he should allow her

to do it in her own way. 1827 Faraday Chevt. Manip.
xxiii. (1842) 586 In many other situations a bad conductor is

of service in a similar way, 1878 Hardy Ret. Native 11. ii.

(1890) 113 Yet why, aunt, does everybody keep on making me
think that I do, by the way they behave towards me ? 1895

Law Times XCIX. 546/1 Any practical suggestions point-

ing out in what way assistance may be rendered to students

generally. 1897 J.
W. Clark Barnwell Introd. 9 A few

words on the way in which I was led to undertake the work.

•j* b. Literary style or method. Obs.

1632 J. Hayward tr. BiondCs Eromena To Rdr. A iv, The
Authours peculiar way of imbellishing it.. gained so much
on the Italian humour, as it induced divers of that Nobility

to procure him to second it.. with another Tome, a 1639

Wotton Surv. Educ. Reliq. (1651) 334 And this is enough

for the disclosing of a good Capacity in the popular way;
which I have followed, because the Subject is generall. 1671

Dryden Even. Love Pref. a 1 b, I admire and applaud him

where I ought : those who do more, do but value themselves

in their admiration of him: and, by telling you they extoll

Ben. Johnson's way, would insinuate to you that they can

practice [it. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxou. II. 641 Five Sermons

in five several stiles or waies of preaching. The first in

Bishop Andrews way. . . The second in B. Halls way.

C. In Chemistry and Assaying. The humid,

moist, or wet way, the dry way (= F. vote humide,

vote seiche), processes distinguished by the presence

or absence of liquid.

1796 [see Lry a. 11 8l 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 398 »

I am not yet able to give an account . . of the results of this

analysis by the wet way. 1838 [see Humid a. cj. 1839 [*ee

Moist a. 5].

d. Adverbial phrases without prep. See also

Anywat, Someway.
Now somewhat rare, the form with in being commonly

preferred.



WAY. 203 WAY.
a 1300 CursorM. 12623 Leuesun,..bi fader and i has mam

wais Soght J>e abute this thre dais, c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks.
III. 348 Freris. .spuylen he puple many weies by ipocrisie

and ober leesingis. 1526 Tindale Heb. i, 1 God in tyme
past diversly and many wayes [Gr. TroA.uTpojr«K] spake vnto
the fathers by prophetes. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. in. 90 b,

When by deuersity of inuention,a sentence is manye wayes
spoken. 1560 Daus tr. Slcidane's Comm 286 He declareth

..how many wayes they have rebelled [L. quam multis
modls rebellarint ostendit]. 1589 Hakluvt Voy. Ep. Ded.
F 5 It hath passed, .the censure of the learned phisitian M.
Doctor lames, a man many wayes very notably qualified.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 198 What fashion willyou wears
the Garland off?. .You must weare it one way, for the Prince

hath got your Hero, c 1600 — Sonn. xvi. 1 But wherefore

do not you a mightier waie Make warre vppon this bloudie

tirant time ? i6ia Peacham Gentl. Exerc. Hi, 167 The Lion
..is borne these waies, Rampant, Passant, Baliant, Seisant

or couchant. 1651 Hobbes Lcviatk. 11. xxxi. 187 God de-

clareth his Lawes three wayes. 1653 Walton Angler*. 187
Some say, they [sc. eels] breed. .out of theputrifactionof the

earth, and divers other waies. 1659 Nicholas Papers (Cam-
den) IV. i22There Fleetewood, Desborow, with the greatest

officers seeke God for councell and act theire owne way.
168a Dryden Mac Flecknoe 208 There thou maist. .torture

one poor word Ten thousand ways. 1695 W. J. tr. Bossu's
Treat. Epick Poem it. vii. 72 An Action may be entire and
compleat two ways. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 4

July, I ..hope she will not be too rigorous with the young
ones, but allow them to be happy their own way.

e. Coupled with manner. Also in advb. phrases,

all manner of ways, any manner of way (f ways).

Now rare.

1430 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 38/2 The fermys and the frottis

In the menc tyme tane in the principale some of na maner
of waye to be contyt. ? \^]^Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 141

The grace of J beta, horn I mekely beseche . . to preserve your
fadyrhod yn alle maner of weyys. 1508R eg. Privy Sea/Scot.
I. 253/1 AHenatioun thairof in heretage, lyferent, or lang takis

forthir than thre ^eris, onymaner of way. 1533 Gau Richt
Vay (S.T.S.) 26 Ane man ma trow ii maner of wais of god.

1654 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 225 My Lady Ruthin .

.

has put a tune to them that I may hear them all manner of
ways. 1705 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. A mer. Col. Ch, 1. 162

Signed ; but without the Privity, .of Gov' Nicholson or his

being any manner of ways connected in it. 1718 in Naime
Peerage Evid. 1874) 33 In such way and manner as to his

Majesty should seem meet. 1720 A, Petrie Rules Good
Defiortm. (1877) 20 It is rude in Company to break Wind any
Manner of Way, tho amongst Inferiors. 1815 Scott Guy
M. xii, O ay, sir, there's nae doubt o'that, though there are
mony idle clashes about the way and manner.

f. In his {her, its, their) way : appended to ex-

pressions of praise, with the implication that the

praise given is to be understood in a limited sense

appropriate to the object. In a way (colloq. in a
sort ofway) : appended to a statement to intimate

that it might be taken to imply more than it is

meant to do.
7711 Steele Sped. No. 43 F 3 We are all Grave, Serious,

Designing Men, in our Way. 1742 Richardson Pamela III.

255 You are two beloved Creatures: Both excellent in your
way. 1749 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 303,

1

have received from Cairo the Egyptian figures one of which
in their way I do not think bad. 1829 Scott Rob Roy Introd.
1st half, All whom I have conversed with, and I have in my
youth seen some who knew Rob Roy personally, gave him
the character of a benevolent and humane man 'in his way.'
1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Pari, Sk., Jane is as great a charac-
ter as Nicholas, in her way. 1855 Vrkscott Philip II, 1. viii.

[1857} 149 The letter of the plenipotentiaries, .is a model in

its way. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xxix, Of all the
looks I ever see in a human face, his was the grievedest then
.. j and yet, in a kind of way, it was the grandest. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic xlviii, Latin verses, lovely in their
way. 1885 ' Mrs.Alexandeu' Valerie's Fate Hi, He is hand-
some in a way—not elegant and soigne* like Captain Grey,
but there is something about him [etc.]. 1905 R. Bacot Pass-
Port iii. 16 Its apartments, though stately in their way, were
neither historic nor [etc.].

g. Way of thinking', now usually, a set of
opinions or principles characteristic of a party or
sect. In earlier use with other senses, e.g. a pur-
pose or intention, a (high or low) level of moral
principle.

1709 Steele Taller No. 66 P 1 Lysander, who is something
articular in his Way of Thinking and Speaking, told us, a
dan could not be Eloquent without Action. 1737 Gentl.
Mag. VII. 81 The Thing, .was, at the best, but a very mean
Action, and argued alow Way of Thinking. 1744 M. Bishop
Life 3, I hope he will turn your Heart from this Way of
thinking [*r, wanting to go to sea]. 184s Helps Ess.,
Transaction 0/ Business (1842) 93 It is often worth while to
bestow much pains in gaining over foolish people to your
way of thinking. 1891 Y^wia-sq Light T/utt Failed xi, More
than you will be of that way of thinking, young woman.

h. Way of living or life : habits (of an indi-

vidual or a community) with regard to food, habi-
tation, intercourse, etc.

x68i Rvcaut tr. Grecian's Crititk To Rdr. ASb, Their
Customs and way of living are different to other Nations of
Europe. 1729 f. Innes Cnt. Ess. (1879) 238 The same
author, .tells us that in his time the Britains were, as to their
manners and way of living, partly like to the inhabitants of
the Gauls. 1741 C'tess Pom fret in C'tess Hartford's Corr.
(1805) HI. 369, I have got into as regular a way of life here
as I could be in at my own house. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
VIII. 184 If we examine their way of living, we shall find
these insects chiefly subsisting upon others, much less than
themselves. 1777 Sir W. Jones Ess. i. 1S0 Since their way
of life gives them leisure to pursue those arts. 1898 M.
Pemberton Phantom Army 1. vi, That the hour would
come when he must lay down the sword.. and turn with
shame from the old way of life.

i. To have everything one's own way, to have it

E

all one's own way : to have one's wishes carried

out ; to meet with no resistance or opposition.

Cf. 12 c.

1709 Steele Taller No. 66 f 2 Therefore he would have it

his Way ; and our Friend is to drink till he iscarbuncled and
Tun-bellied. 1744 M. Bishop Life 107 Never deny himany
Thing, for he loves to have every Thing his own Way. 1847
Helps Friends in C. I. viii. 154 That easiness of mind, which
is easy because it is tolerant, because it does not look to have
everything its own way. 1853 Lytton My Novel iv. vii, That
literature admits no controversialists, and the writer has it

all his own way. 1858 Sears A than, xvi. 133 What sort of
a world would you make for yourself, if you could have
everything your own way?

j. In various phrases, j There is no way bat

one : death (or ruin) is certain. No two ways about

it or that (? orig. U.S. colloq.) : there can be no
doubt of the fact. It is always the way with
{him) : (he) always acts so. By (or with) his way
of it (Sc.) : according to his account of it.

U 1570 ?Tarlton in Old Ballads (Percy Soc. 1840) 82 No
horse nor man could passe Of busines small or post, For issue

none there was, No way but to be lost. 1586 Marlowk 1st

PI. Tamburl. v. ii. 1982 The Souldan and the Arabian king
together Martch on vs with such eager violence, As if there
were no way but one with vs. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iii.

16 After I saw him fumble with the Sheets, .[etc.], I knew
there was but oneway. 1678 Dryden Allfor Lore Pref. b 4,

For if he heard the malicious Trumpetter proclaiming his

name before his betters, he knew there was but one way
with him. 1796-7 Jane Austen Pride <$• Pre/, xliii, 'And
this is always the way with him,' she added. ' Whatever can
give his sister any pleasure, is sure to be done in a moment.'
1818 Fearon Sk. America 320 (Thornton s. v. No) You and
I have got to dovetail, and no two ways about it. 1834 J.
Hall Kentucky 1. 145 'This has been a powerful hot day.'.

.

'No two ways about that,' said the hunter. 184a Dickens
Amer. Notes vi, Well, they're [i.e. the ceils are] pretty nigh
full, and that's a fact, and no two ways about it. 1852 H.
Rogers Eel. Faith {*%$$) 221 It is too much the way with

you objectors to say [etc.]. 1867 Mrs. Oliphant Madonna
Mary I. viii. 119 But then that is so often the way with those

well-off people. 1889 Stevknson Master of Baliant rae ii,

Onyway he was a great hand by his way of it, and he up
and rebuked the Master for some of his on-goings.

k. In this way : in colloquial lang. sometimes
used vaguely for 'thus* or 'so', when not the

manner of an action but the action itself is in ques-

tion.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxviii, I can't let you cut an old

friend in this way.

15. In advb. phrases like (/;/) all ways, (in) any
way j {in) one way, etc., the sense of ' manner * (see

14) passes into that of: An aspect, feature, or re-

spect ; a point or particular of comparison.
1598 Shaks. Merry \v*. 1. iv. 15 His worst fault is that he

is giuen to praver; hie is something peeuish that way.
a 1626 Bacon New Atl.{iyoo) 38/13 Also we make them
differ in Colour, Shape, Activity, many wayes. 1630 B. Jon-
son New Inn iv. iii, The office of a man Thats truly valiant,

is considerable Three ways : The first in respect of matter. . ;

in respect of forme.. ; And in the end [etc.], 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander' Valerie's Fate v, May you find a companion
better in all ways than I could have been ! 1893 Le Gal-
liennk Retrosp. Rev. (1896) II. 21 A teetotaler, however
admirable in other ways, is not the fit person to edit Burns,

16. A condition regarded as hopeful or the con-

trary. Chiefly with qualifying adj. : in a good, bad,

forward (etc.) way, f To stand in good way ; to

be likely to prosper, f To be in way with : to be

in treaty with (a person)fir something, f To put
(a business) in a way : to put in train.

Also, to be in a fair way {to do something) : see Fair a, 14.

In thefamily way (= pregnant) : see Family iob.

1467 Paston Lett. Suppl. 113 Wer by, I undy[r]stand,..

all thyng standyth in good way. 1480 Cely Papers (Camden)
49, I am in whay w l lyshbryght van whennysbarge for an ij

of yowr sarplers. I hope I shall go thorow w* hym. c 1500 in

Joseph Arimath, (E.K.T.S.) 32 He. .set his realme & his

housholde in good waye..& toke his Iourney. 16*4 in Eng.
Hist. Rev. (1913) Jan. 129 When he hath put the business in

a way, then he [the Secretary] is to go back and take his own
place. 1648 Gage West Ind. 210, I am in a good way for

salvation. i6gi T. H[ale] Ace. tViW Invent, p. xviii, Tim-
l>er sufficient for the use of the Navy Royal had now been in

a forward way to its sufficient growth. 1698 J. Collier
Itumor. Stage 211 When ever you seeathorough Libertine,

you may almost swear he is in a using way, and that the

Poet intends to make him a great Man. 1726 Shelvocke
Voy. round World 347 People in such a forlorn way are apt

to form innumerable apprehensions. *74» Richardson
Pamela III. 228 [She] told me. .that the Way I was In [sc.

' in the family way '], made her love me better and better.

Ibid. 354 So having congratulated their hopeful Way, and
wished them to take care of themselves [etc]. 2809 Wind-
ham Let. 23 July in Sp. {1812) I. 109 But one of the poor
men who were hurt at the fire is dead, and another of them
is, I fear, in a had way. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss, s. v., ' To
be in a hinging way,' neither well nor ill. 1838 Dickens
Nickleby xxiii, There was Mrs. Lenville, in a very limp
bonnet and veil, decidedly in that way in which she would
wish to be if she truly loved Mr. Lenville. 1871 Smiles
Charac. L 26 The nation that has no higher god than pleasure,

or even dollars or calico, must needs be in a poor way
b. To be in a way (with or without specifying

adj.) : to be in a state of mental distress or anxiety.

dial. Cf. State sb. 2 c.

1855 Mag.for Young XIV. 131 She keeps on crying out
for her mamma.. and she is in such a way as I never saw.

1869 A. Macdonald Love, Law <y Theot.xv'u 313 But they
say she's in a dreedfu' wey. .She's never yet heerd frae her

man [etc.}. Ibid, xviii. 354 She'll gae clean distrackit—

a

hear she's in a sair wey aboot it. 1873 Spilling M. Miggs
81 (E.D.D.) Well, there, I was in a way. 1883 Frances M.

Peard Coutrad. xxvi, Mother's in a fine way. i8o6Gratian\
Chanter Witch ofWithyford iv. 45, I suppose her was in a
proper way about it and fell to crying.

17. Kind, sort, description. Now only in certain

phrases. In the way of: of the nature of, belong-

ing to the class of, ' in the shape of. Also, with

similar sense, and more frequently, in the — way,

where way is qualified by an attributive sb. or r.n

adj. So occas. in this way = ' of this kind '.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Rib, in. § 140 He averred that (
in

that way of bill [sc. a bill of attainder] private satisfaction to

each man's conscience was sufficient, although no evidence
had been given in at all '. 1736 Butler Anal. Introd., Wks.
1874 I, 4 Though so little in this way has been attempted by
those who have treated of our intellectual powers. 1757
Voote Author 1. Wks. 1799 I. 134 You have nothing in the

compiling or index way, that you wou'd intrust to the care

of another? Ibid. 136 In the year forty-five, when I was i:i

the treasonable way. 1770 Lanchorne Plutarch's Lives,

Philopoemen P 4 From a child he was fond of everything

in the military way. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 94, I

could have every thing here, that I could desire in the

freestone way. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl

(1813) I. 214 In the afternoon lea-way, her bar exhibited

the genteel thing. 1809 MalKIN Gil Bias 1. xii. P 4, I

should want for nothing in the bread and water way ! 1823

J. Badcock Dom. Antusem, 170 Sheet lead, which comes
to us in the way of lining round tea-chests. 1835 Dickens
Sk. Bos, Making a Night of it, It was his ambition to do
Something in the celebrated 'kiddy' or stage-coach way.
1837 — Pickw. Iv, Mr. Solomon Pell, finding that nothing
more was going forward, either in the eating or drinking

way, took a friendly leave. 1875 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(ed. 2) III. xiii. 305 He did a good deal in the way of ravaging.

1875 E. White Life in Christ iv. xxvii. (1878' 442 More
certainty is attainable respecting some things which Divine
Goodness will not do, than as to what it will do in the way
of positive benefaction.

18. Kind of occupation, work, or business. Now
only more explicitly way of business. Formerly

also -fway of life — ' walk of life'.

1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694) 81 If God would not accept

an House of Prayer from a Man of a Military Way and
Character, much less will he accept [etc.]. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 21 P 8 To place their Sons in a way of Life where
an honest Industry cannot but thrive. 1721 Loud. Gaz,
No. 6020/4 Diapers, Damasks, Huckabacks, and all sorts of

. . Linnens in a Linnen-Draper's Way. 1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1.

ix, The Lawyers are bitter enemies to those in our way.
175a Loud. Even.-Post 2S-30 May 4/1 We hear that there

hath been lately an Order made in some of the Royal
Hospitals, that no Governor should serve them in Ids Way
of Business. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia ix. vi, Her mother,
she was sure, would never be at rest till he got into some
higher way of life. 1787 T, Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 1,0

The best workmen in this way, acknowledge that his is like

anew art. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 293 This day the

plumber completed every thing in his way about the balcony.

1920 Act 10 fy n Geo. V c. 13 § 2 (3) In the case of a selkr
who was in the same way of business before the war.

b. Preceded by an attributive sb. denoting the

kind of commodity dealt in.

1760 Derrick Lett. (1767) I. 45 The different manufactures
of this town, more particularly in the cutlery and toy way.
1766 Entick London IV. 114 There are several, .wholesale

tradersin the haberdashery way. 1786 Phil. 'Trans. LXXVT.
27 note, [ Hel had some years past the honour to work in the

instrument way under the direction of the late D 1 Demain-
bray. 1788 Ann. Reg., Projects 93 A gentleman of ability in

the steel way. 1838 Dickens Nickleby iv, I am in the oil

and colour way. 1841 Thackeray 67. Hoggarty Diamond
ii, It was a new bouse, but did a tremendous business in the

fig and sponge way.

c. hi my {his, etc.) way : — in my (etc.) line

;

suited to my (etc.) capacity, tastes, or requirements.

Chiefly in negative context. Cf. 37 d.

1806 J. BbbB3FOBD Miseries Hum. Life i. Introd., Quoting
from a dead language looks a little like skulking, and that's

not at all in my way, as you know. 1863 Dickens Uncomm.
Trav. xvii, One.. is made angry by my modestly suggesting
the possibility of Paris time being more in their way. a 1865
Mrs. Gaskell Wives <y Dau. xiv. I knew it [sc. an agii.

cultural meeting] wasn't much in his way. 1887 Birrell
Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 64 Research was not in his way.

19. In a great, smalt way : (living) on a large or

small scale of income and expenditure. Also with

reference to the magnitude of a business establish-

ment.
c 1750 J. Nelson frnl. (1836) 9 We. .lived in a good way

(as the world calls it), that is, in peace and plenty, and love

to each other. 1779 Mirror No. 17, I was married, about
five years ago, to a young man in a good way of business as

a grocer. 1815 Jane Austen Emma ii, Having brothers

already established in a good way in London. Ibid, xxii,

The elder sister. .was very well married, to a gentleman
in a great way, near Bristol, who kept two carriages I 1849
Thackeray Pendeun is viii, It was very right that he should

take lodgings in his aunt's house, who lived in a very .small

way. i&e+Law Times' Rep. N.S.X. 719/1 The defendants

..were contractors and builders in a large way of business.

1885 Field 26 Sept. 476/1 Young men. .go headlong into

some big scheme they take into their heads . . instead of start,

ing cautiously and in a small way.

f20. In the i7-i8th c. often used for: A par-

ticular form of church government or polity. Obs.

a 1647 [see Congrecational 3]. 1648 J- Cotton Way cf

Congreg. Ch, 1. iii. 1 Nor is Independency a fit name of the

way of our Churches. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 145 1 he

Episcopall Party are far more confirmed in their way by it.

i737 Waterland Eucharist 449 From our own Lhviri" I

may next proceed to some learned Foreigners, of the Luthe-

ran way. 1750 [see Presbyterian a. ij.

21. The customary or usual manner of acting or

behaving.
26-2



WAY. 204 WAY.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. i. 157 Why shold we (good

Ladyj Vpon what cause wrong you? Alas, our Places, The
way of our Profession is against it. 1700 Congreve Way of
World v. xiii, Even so Sir, 'tis the way of the World, Sir.

1729 Law Serious C. i. 13 Here you see, that one person lias

Religion enough, according to the way of the world, to be
reckon'd a pious Christian. 1830 tr. Caillifs Trav. Tim-
buctoo I. 94, I tried in vain to discover the origin of this

whimsical custom ; the only answer I could obtain was, ' It

is our way'. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Jan., Living
with dukes and peeresses, and writing my recollections of
them, as the way now is. 1850 — Pcndcnnis lvi, Almost
every person [in this story], according to his nature,, .and
according to the way of the world as it seems to us, is oc-
cupied about Number One.

D. pi. Customary modes of behaviour ; usages,

customs.
1742 Fielding J. Andrews 1. iii, He.. was.. as entirely

ignorant of the ways of this world as an infant just entered
into it could possibly be. 1893 F. T. Richards in Traill

Sec. Eng. i. 10 Contending parties among the barbarians
looked for Roman support, courted it by assuming Roman
ways, and invited Roman interference. 1884 W. C. Smith
Ktldrostan 46 We judge a stranger by our home-bred ways,
Who, maybe, walks by other rule of right.

22. A habitual or characteristic manner of action,

behaviour, expression, or the like. Often in col-

lective plural.

// is {only) his way: often said of some perverse or annoy-
ing habit of behaviour which the friends of the person guilty
of it are accustomed to regard with toleration. Soproverbi-
.i:Iy, Pretty Fanny's way (after quot. a 1718). f After vty
way, in accordance with my custom.
1709 Steele TatlcrNo.6* 1 Now upon any Occasion, they

only cry, 'Tis her Way, and That's so like her. 1709— Ibid,
No. 45 F6 As it is my Way to write down all the good Things
I have heard in the last Conversation to furnish my Paper, I

can from this only tell you my Sufferings and my Pangs.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 50 T 7, I was, after my Way, in

Love with both of them, a 1718 Parneli. Elegy to Old
Beauty 34 And all that's madly wild, or oddly gay, We call

it only pretty Fanny's way. 1748 Richardson Clarissa.

(1768) III. 103 The free dislike I expressed to his ways, his

manners, and his contrivances. 1779 Mirror No. 25, I was
about to be angry; but on such occasions it is not my way
to say much. 1779 Ibid. No. 47 p 4 He often indulges in

jokes , . which could not be heard without a blush from any
other person ; but from Tom, for his way is known, they are
heard without offence. 1800 Mrs. HerveyMourtray Fam.
I L 269 Henry gone ! without our knowing any thing about
the letter ; and all by your slow ways ! 1824 Scott St.

Ronans i, The exuberant frolics of Meg's temper, which
were to them only ' pretty Fanny's way '. 1857 G. A. LAW-
RENCE Guy Livingstone vi, She had the ways of a child
pelted all its life through. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi, I

ought to have begun with a wurd of explanation : but it's my
way to make short cuts at tilings. 1871 Lowell Pope Writ.

1890 IV. 15 Dryden, in his rough-and-ready way, has hinted
at this in his verses to Congreve. 1884 W. C. Smith Kild-
rostan 79 He settled near us In the next glen, and lived a
sumptuous life, Costly, luxurious, though his ways were
coarse. iZggAllbutt's Syst. Med, VIII. 217 The teacher may
observe slow action, wandering eyes, twitchings, awkward
ways, or stooping.

b. pi. Habits, usual modes of acting (of an
animal)

; j (of a horse) acquired habits, accom-
plishments.
1706 Lend, Gaz. No. 4285/8 Stolen or strayed.., a roan

Mare. ., all her Ways, except Pacing. 1899 W. T. Greene
Cage-Birds 68 The Red-sided Tit is nearly akin to the
Lioihrix, which it resembles in many of its ways.

C transf. Occas, with reference to a thing : A
tendency or liability to some particular kind of

action.

1883 Manch. Guard. 3 Oct. 7/2 A policy has a way of be-
coming unrecognisable when it is administered by a man
who does not believe in it, 1918 Times Lit. Suppt. 14 Mar.
122/3 Each of our nerves has a nature of its own and ways
of its own.

d. To have a way with one : to have a persuasive

manner. Also in plural (usually with qualifying

word) applied to ingratiating tricks of manner.
1711 R. Martin in E. H. Burton Life Bp. Chat/oner (1909)

I. iii. 33 Saying yt he'd make a most excellent missioner; he
had such an honest way with him. 1840 Dickens Old C.
ShoP iv, Quilp has such a way with him when he likes, that
the best-looking woman here couldn't refuse him if. .he chose
to make love to her. 187a Lever Ld. Kilgobbin lxxviii, All
your little beguiling ways and insinuating tricks. 1877
Patmore Unkn. Eros, Departure 1 It was not like your
great and gracious ways ! 1901 Aihen&um 27 July 120/2
Sticking through thick and thin to the fascinating good-for-
nothing who has a way with him.

IV. 23. Uses of ways as a singular.

a. The genitive ways (Oli. wcges) occurs in many
advb. phrases in which it is combined with a pre-

ceding pronominal adj. Most of these phrases

came to be written as single words, and are treated

as such in this Diet. : see Anyways, Noways,
Otherways (OE. 60res weges) and -ways suffix.

Other similar collocations, now Obs. or dial., are

each ways, this ways, that ways, which ways, the

same ways, synonymous with ' each way ',
' this

way', etc. (see 9, 9b, 14 d).

t Occas. also with a prep., as in each ways, by this ways.
11.. O. E. Chron. an. 1016, [Hi] wendon hirn suSweard

o5res wejes. c 1205 Lay. 18702 ./Elches weies [c 1*75 weyes]
him wes wa. Ibid. 25428 Neoren hit noht cnihtes no pes
waeies idi'nte. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1984 ph pinfule gin wes
o swuch wise iginet, baet te twa turnden ei5er wiSward ofter

;

& anes weis ba3e : be oSer twa turnden anes weis alswa.

a 1225 Juliana 42 Sei me }et witerluker, quod ha, hwuches
weis $e wurcheft ant bicherre5 godes children, c 1230 Halt
Meid. (Bodl. MS.) 112 Hit is bah i wedlac summes weies to

bolien. 1338 R. Bkunne Chron. (1725) 123 Roberd be Mar-
mion be same wayes did he, He robbed borgh treson pe kirke
of Couentre. c 1420 Contin. Brut ccxli. (E.E.T.S.) 352 pe
tokyn ij smale tewellys.., and caste be tewellys aboute pe
Dukis nek.. ; and ban bei drowen her towellis eche wayez.
1530 Palsgr. 421/1 He hath altered his stayre another
wayes, // a coutoume ses degree tout aultrement. 1585-6
Earl Leycester Corr. (Camden) 463 Before which tyme,
the winde beinge as it was, the fleete wolde be gonne over
landes end, and passe that waies to the seas. 1590 Payne
Brief. Descr. Irel. (1841) 9 Let the slope side of your ditch
be towardes your marraine, and that wayes throw vp all

your earth. 1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 20
He could not tell which wayes to turn himselfe. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. 11. ii. 50, I pray your worship come a little neerer
this waies. 1622 Callis Slat, Sewers (1647) 12 7 Doctor
Bonhams Case, fol. 119 in the same Report, wherein the
principal Case there put sways the same ways. 1896GRATI-
ana Chanter Witch ofWithyford xiv. 170 Going, .up over
the track that ways to Witches' Combe.

b. Similarly to go, come one's ways (also fon
one's ways), synonymous with to go

%
come one's way

(see 7 b), and parallel to the G. er ging seines

wcges. In the later period a loose use of the plural

may have coalesced with the use of the advb.
genitive.

Now only dial, and z'ulgar, and chiefly in the imperative

;

in rustic use come thy ways is often addressed playfully to
children and animals.

^893 ^Elkreo Oros. 21 f>onne rideS a;lc hys we^es mid3an
feo. 13. . Cursor M. 22063 (Edinb.), [Satan shall be] laisid at
te laste. .to wale his waiis forpe [Co it. his forth ; other texts
his way] fra bat quile. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 1. xxii.

57 He anon lefte there thestynkeyuge body that he appered
in, & wente hys wayes. c 1460 Macro Plays, Wisdom 878
Turne pi weys ! bou gost a-myse. 1576 Gascoigne Kenel-
worth Castle Wks. 1910 II. 101 And death.. will end my
dayes, As soone as you shall, .wish to go your wayes. 1581
Rich E'arew. Bb ij, To conueigh her.. a sute of mannes
apparell

:_
wherin the next date in the after noone,..she

should shift herself, and so come her waies vnknowne of any,
to suche a place. Ibid. Bb iij, Alberto, seyng matters so
tbroughlie concluded, tooke his leaue of theim bothe, and
goyng his waies home, he caused all his daughters apparell
to be looked together. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 221 You
meane to mocke me after: you should not haue mockt me
before : but come your waies. 1610 — Temp. 11. ii. 85 Come
on your wayes: open your mouth. 1701 Farqlhar Sir H.
Wildair v. vi, Go thy ways for a true Pattern of the Vanity,
Impertinence, Subtlety, and Ostentation of thy Country.
1768 Goldsm. Goodn. Man 1. i, Well, go thy ways, Sir Wil-
liam Honey wood. 1815 Scott Guy M. viii, 'Ride your
ways, 'said the gipsy, 'ride your ways, Lairdof Ellangowan '.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop lxxii. Go thy ways with him, sir,

..and Heaven be with ye both 1 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Come
thy ways, a coaxing way of calling an animal j or even of
addressing children.

C. In a good, great, little, long ways (now only

dial.), the origin of the use of ways for way is

obscure.
It might possibly have arisen from the analogy of phrases

containing the advb. genitive (see a and b). There is no known
instance in OE. of such a construction as *lytel weges (=
' paululum viae '), which might possibly account for it.

1588 Parke tr. Mendozd's Hist. China 289 They..came
vnto the gates of the cittie, after they had gon a good wayes
in the suburbs. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Leys Le Key 105 b,

Selim Ottoman.. assailed him with a mightie armie, a good
waies within hisowne kingdome. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
xii. iii, Not that I hope. .to live to any such Age as that
neither-—But if it be only to eighty or ninety : Heaven be
praised, that is a great Ways off yet. 1809 Byron Te Mr.
Hodgson 25 June, Falmouth, .is no great ways from the sea.

1841 Catlin N.Amcr. Ind. xli. II. 62 The beautiful Arabian
..must.. be a great ways further South than this. 1845 S.

Judd Margaret 1. xiv. 113 ' It is only a little ways,' replied

she, 'and I went clear down to the village to-day alone.'

1890 Bickley Surrey Hilts II I.206 Maybe 'ee's lost his ways.

1895 S. Crane lied Badge v, His mouth was still a little

ways open. 1907 J. H. McCarthy Needles fy Pins xiii, The
man staggered a little ways across the hall and fell in a heap.

V. idiomatic phrases.
* with governing verb.

For clear the way,fetch way (\Hzxs\i), gather way (Naut.),
give way, pave the way, see the verbs.

24. Have way. (See 6 above.)

-f*a. To be allowed liberty of action. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Mens,for M. v. 238 Let me haue way, my Lord,
To finde this practise out.

b. Of feelings or their manifestation : To find

vent.

1846 James Step-mother xxxii, He evidently strove to
speak calmly, but the father's apprehensions would have way,
and his voice trembled, and his lip quivered. 1883 D. C.
Murray Hearts xix, Tom dropped his face into his hands,
and a scalding tear or two had way in spite of him.

25. Make way.
a. To open a passage, remove obstacles to pro-

gress, to facilitate passage or entrance. (See 6
above.) Const,for, flo, or + dative.

t 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 91 Do be be weie makeden biforen
him bien folkes lorbeawes. c 1330 R. Bhunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 1555 porow be host he made hem [tread hym] weye.
On ilk a side he dide bem deye. a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye
533 in Babees Bk., Byfore be cours bo stuarde comes ben,

J'e seruer hit next of alle kyn men Mays way and stondesby
syde, Tyl alle be serued at bat tyde. c 1450 Merlin xxxii.

655 Gawein com thourgh the presse makinc;e wey with the
trenchaunt suerde. 1567 Mai-let Gr. Forest 68 b, And the
fift orodde Crane in maner of a persiue sterne, to make the
other way in the Ayre, flieth all alone before. 1588 Parke
tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 184 They were carried in little

chayres vpon mens backes, and the Captaine.. before them
making way. 1593 Shaks, 2 Hen. VI, iv, viii. 62 My sword
make way for me, for heere is no staying. 1616 R. C. Times'
Whistle (1871) 81 Wher gold makes way Ther is no inter.

ruption. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 107 Hee
seemes to thinke.-that vertue had neede of delight, to make
way for her into the soule. 1693 Locke Educ. § 140 All the
World forwardly joyn to oppose and defeat them : whilst the
open, fair, wise Man has every Body to make way for him,
and goes directly to his Business.

f b. Of ground : To allow of passage. Obs.
c 1300 A*. Horn 1489 (Laud MS.) pe sond by gan to drye

And hyt hym makede weye.

C. To move from one's place so as to allow a
person to pass.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 120 He commaundez be

j

lordes bat rydez nere him to make way bat be men of reli-

]

gioun may comme to him. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. no
Make way, vnruly Woman. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain

I vii, A Portuguese or Spaniard will seldom make way for a
' stranger, till called upon or pushed aside. 1911 Gouldsbury
1 & Sheane Gt. Plateau A". Rhodesia 259 If a young man

sees his mother-in-law coming along the path, he must re-

treat into the bush and make way for her.

d. To leave a place vacant for a successor or

substitute.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 122 When my
family . . were thus turned out of doors, an old follower made
way for them in his own cottage, and retired.. to a cow.house
hard by. a 18*8 H. Neele Lit. Rem. (1829) 33 The

' tragedies of Shakspeare were driven from the stage to make
way for those ofAddisonand Rowe. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xxx, If they [the philosophers] had no better Gospel than
that to preach, they mu.-t make way for those who had. 1869

1 Freeman Norm. Cong. III. xii. 151 His castle. .has been
wantonly destroyed to make way for one of the barbarous
official buildings of modern France. 1896 Law Times C.

' 407/2 At Durham.. [Sir Charles] refused to stand, and his

refusal made way for the present Lord Herschell.

O. To make progress on a journey or voyage.

Often with qualifying word, as to make good, much,
little way. (Cf. 7 above.)

(a) A r
aul. (see 7 i).

1490 Caxton Encydos xxvii, 97 Castyng her sight ferder

towaide the see, she sawe the saylles, wyth the note of the

shippes that made good waye. 1556 Towrson in Hakluyt
Voy. (1589) 98 The windes and seas were high, yet we made
someway, a 1626 Bacon AewAtl. 1 The Winde. .setled in

the West for many dayes, so as we could make little or no
way. 1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia 111. vi. 60 We seeing

them prepare to assault vs, left our Oares and made way
with our sayle to incounter them. 1626 — Accid. Vng. Sea*
ftieniq Fetch the log-line to try what way shee makes. 1744
M. Bishop Life 49 We lost our Main top Mast, so that after

the Storm was over we could not make any Way. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. § 155 Our vessels. .made better Way
in a rough sea. 1837 Markyat Dog-Fiend xiii, He stood

up on the choak to ascertain what way she was making
through the water. 1882 De Winut Equator 75 The river,

however, widened to nearly a mile in breadth, .and we made
better way.

{b) gen. Also Jig.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. ii. 24 And I haue horse will follow

where the game Makes way. 1590 Spenser E. Q. \. i. 39
He making speedy way through spersed ayre. a 1593 Mar-
lowe & Nashe Dido 221 jtneas is my name.. With twise

twelue Phrigian ships I plowed the deepe, And made that

way my mother Venus led. 1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. 1. i. 239
Waite you on him, ..While I make way from hence to saue

my life. 1820 Scott Monast. Introd. Ep., So great is the

difference betwixt reading a thing one's self, making toilsome
1 way through all the difficulties of manuscript, and, as the

man says in the play, ' having the same read to you '. 1845
M'-Culloch Taxation ni. ii. (1852) 446 Should the system
[of life annuities] not make anj; greater way than U has done,

• it may not. .be worth objecting to. i860 Mgzley Univ.
, Senn. vii. (1876) 182 See. .how little way they have made in

truly spiritual, unselfish affections and inclinations. 1882

Besant All Sorts xviii, And he made no more way with his

wooing. That was stopped, apparently, altogether. 1883

Frances M. Peahd Contrad.i, His companion., was making
rapid way towards the point. 1888 Bryce Amer. Ccmmw.
xxxix. II. 71 There are some signs the view is making way,

ff. To make a hole in, through. Obs.

1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 73 That of the staffe the steeled

point made in his forehtad way. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11.

J 55 With that word she stroke me on the head, And through

the instrument my pate made way. 1611 Cotck., Fairejour
a, to make way vnto.

•j- g. Of an event or action : To lead to, afford

facilities_/2?r something ; to render it possible to do

something. Obs.

1646 H. Lawklnce Com/nun. <$ War with Angels 14 And
this will not be unusefull to consider since it makes way to

shew to what end they appeare and what they, .can doe for

us. 1677 Temple Mo.xa Miscell. (1680) 104 About which

time [the age of forty] the natural heat beginning to decay,

makes way for those distempers, a 1715 Burnet Own. Tiu.t

in, viii. (1900) II. 143 This made way to more desperate

undertakings.

+ h. 'Jo make way to: to approach (a person)

\

with a view to establishing relations with him.
1671 Milton Samson 481, I already have made way To

some Philistian Lords, with whom to treat About thy ransom.

26. Make one's (its) way. (Cf. 7 above.)

a. To travel or proceed in an intended direction

or to a certain place. To make the best of one's way
(also, t to make one's best way) : to go as quickly as

one can ; f to decamp.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 156, I made my way. .vnto

Rome. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda'sConq. E, Ind.

,
1. iii. 7 b, The rest then departed, ..making their waye into

the Sea, with a South southwest winde. 1668 Clarendon

S

Contempt. Bs. Tracts (1727) 473 Those who. . make their way
I
through a sea of blood and rapine to grasp an authority which

belonged not to them. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg- ni. 395

He makes his way o 're Mountains, and contemns Unruly
Torrents, and unfoorded Streams. 1705 Addison Italy

Monaco, etc. 4 The next Day we again set Sail, and made
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the best of our way 'till we were forc'd, by contrary Winds,
into St. Kemo. 174* Fielding J. Andrews I. xvi,The Thief
. . without any Ceremony, stepped into the Street, and made
the best of his Way. 1836 IHIELWALL Greece xxii. III. 215
A very small number made their way to Ambracia. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xxiii, With that they parted ; Mr.
Swiveller to make the best of his way home and sleep him-
self sober; and Quilp [etc.]. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vn.
iv, Coningsby bade his friend farewell till the morrow, and
made his best way to the Castle. 1849 Macaulav Hist.
Eng. iii. I. 366 Hardly any gentleman had any difficulty in

making his way to the royal presence. 1864 Troi.lope Small
Ho. Allington xxi, Johnny made his way on to the road by
a stile that led out of the copse. Jbid., Then we'll make the
best of our way home, and have a glass of wine there. 1874
Green Short Hist, vt § 4. 300 It was in despair of reaching
Italy that the young scholar [Erasmus] made his way to
Oxford.

f b. To effect a passage by force, force one's

way. Obs.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. vi. § 157 But if they compelled
him to make his way, and enter the town by force, it would
not be in his power to keep his soldiers from taking that
which they should win with their blood.

e. To make progress in one's career ; to advance
in wealth, station, reputation, etc. by one's own
efforts.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 29 If thou do'st As this instructs
thee, thou dost make thy way To Noble Fortunes, 1711
Aduison Sped. No. 123 p 4 He was to make his Way in the
World by his own Industry. 1771 Smollett Humphry CI.
18 July 11. (1815) 261, I am not at all surprised that these
Scots make their way in every quarter of the globe. 1853
Lytton My Novel'

11. vi, A young man who has his own way
to make in life had better avoid all intimacy with those of
his own age who have no kindred objects.

fd. To find means to do something. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23170 Quat he war wijs bat moght Sted-

fast bald bis dat in thoght 1. . For ban mund he her make his
wai Fra wrak to were him on bat dai.

fe. (Also \to makeonjs ways.) To gain favour,

establish relations with a person. Obs.
1618 Ralegh Apol. Wks. 1751 II. 250 It was bruited.. that

..being once at Liberty,, .having made my Way with some
foreign Prince, I would turn Pirate, a 1660 Contemp. Hist.
Irel. (Ir. Axcbnol. Soc.) II. 37 He made his waies with
Colonell Monke, Governor of Dundalke, for the Parliament,
and bought of him worth £ 1 soo of amunition.

f. Of a thing. To make its way. to travel, make
progress; (of an opinion, custom, etc.) to gain
acceptance.
1656 Cowley To Sir IV. Dare/tant 35 Thy Fancy like a

Flame its way does make, And leave bright Tracks for follow-
ing Pens to take. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 119 p 6 This
infamous Piece of Good-breeding, which reigns among the
Coxcombs of the Town, has not yet made its way into the
Country. i86x M. Pattison Ess. (1S89) I. 48 It might have
been anticipated that Luther's doctrines would have made
their way early among this little colony of his countrymen.
1874 MicKLETiiwAiTE Mod. Par. Churches So Brass instru-
ments have already begun to make their way.
27. Pay one's way. + a. To defray one's ex-

penses on a journey. Obs.
a 1815 Willie Wallace vi. in Child Ballads 1 1 1. 271/2 Take

ye that, ye belted knight, T will pay your way till ye come
down.

b. To succeed in paying one's expenses as they
arise, without incurring debts. Of a business under-
taking, to pay its way. To be carried on at least
without loss, to be self-supporting.
1823 Byron Age 0/ Bronze xiv, But bread was high, the

fanner paid his way. 1858 Tkoli.oi-e Three Clerks hi, Mrs.
W'oodward.. had there maintained a good repute, paying her
way from month to month as widows with limited incomes
.should do. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Oct. 15/3 The pier
has never come near paying its way. 189a Law Times' Rep,
LXVII. 1 39/1 It seems to me a most reasonable thing for a
person applying for shares to look for a guarantee of interest
until the concern can pay its own way. 1899 Lady M. Vekney
Verney Mem. IV. 155 By great economy John has just paid
his way.

28. See one's way. a. In literal sense, to
have a view of the portion of the road or route
immediately before one, so as to be able to avoid
wandering or stumbling, "b. jjjp, in obvious meta-
phorical uses ; now often, to know that some object
is attainable (const, to) ; also (chiefly in negative
contexts) to feel justified in deciding to'do something.
1774 Burke Let. to Marq. Rockingham 25 Sept., I must

see my way much more clearly before me, before I take any
other step in that business. 1775 — Sp. ConciL Amcr. 22
Mar. 56, I do not absolutely assert the impracticability of
such representation [of the Colonies]. But I do not see my
way to it. i8»3 Kehle Serm. iii. (1848) 64 To see his way
safely, if not clearly or comfortably, through all the snares
of error and deputation. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I.

33 Simple fighting John Bull can understand, but in a
negotiation he can't see his way. 1865 Mrs. Newbv Comm.
.\cnst\v. III. 44, I fed that I know my business pretty well
already, and that I begin to see my way. Ibid. lvi. III. 55
1 wish I could do more.. but I think I see a way. 1870Newman Cram. Assent II. ix. 3^3 Laud said that he did not
see his way to come to terms with the Holy See, till Romewas other than she is '. 1875 H elps Soc. Press, ii. 24 The
neighbours do not see their way to altering it. 1885 Laiv
****** LXXIX. 342/1 He did not see his way clear to allow
tneir names to remain upon the register. 1886 Manch. Exam.
10 Jan. 5/4 Lord Salisbury has at last seen his way to the

00 a bihhoP fur Manchester.
-3y. Take the way. (Cf. sense 4 and Take

*• 25 b.) To enter on and follow the route leading
to a specified place. In early use sometimes with-
out mention of destination : -f To set out, travel.

c 1300 Harrmving 0/Hell (Harl. MS.) 3S In godned toke
he ben way pat to helle gates lay. 13. . Guy Wariv. (A.) 1708
Gij him spedde ni^t & day; Into Inglond he toke be way.
1375 Barhour Bruce n. 146 All him alane the way he tais

Towart the towne off Louchmabane. ^1386 Chaucer Man
ofLaw's T. 556 The Constable and his wyf also And Cus-
tance han ytake the righte way Toward the see. c 1420
? Lvdg. Assembly ofGods 551 Wherfore Cerberus tooke the

next way. c 1485 Digby Myst., Christ's Burial <\ Rcsurr.
9S3 Then let ns tak be way furth strayte. a 1533 Behners
Hiton lxii. 215 They departyd iS: tooke the way towardes
Rome. 1801 Scott Eve 0/ St. John 86 O fear not the priest,

.. For to Dryburgh the way he has ta'en. 1831 — Ct. Robt.
xxxiv, Count Robert subjected himself to necessity, . . and .

.

took the way to Europe by sea. 1831 James Phil. Augustus
xx, Here the anchorite bade God speed him, and, turning

his steps back again, took the way to his but.

f b. To go about to do something. Also, to take

its course without interference. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xvii. § 9. 64 That opinion, .hath

beene of ill desert, towardes Learning, as that which taketh
the way, to reduce Learning to certaine emptie and barren
Generalities, a 1700 Dryukn Thcod. fy Hon. 138 Give me
leave to seize my destin'd Prey. And let eternal Justice take
the way.

30. To take one's way. To set out on a
journey; to journey, travel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11382 pis kinges thre bar wai bai tok A
tuelmoth ar be natiuite. 1338 R. Bklnne Chron. [1810) 327
After be enterment be kyng tok his way. To be south he went
borgh Lyndesay. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvm. 114 For the
laiff has thair vayis tane Till the Erische kyngis. c 1386
Chaucer Melib. p 2996 And right anon they tooken hire wey
to the Court of Melibee. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7456
His way barfote ban he toke. 1484 Caxton Fables ofPoge
vii, Sayinee these wordes [the (oxi] toke his waye & ramie
as fast as he myght. 1498 Cov. Led Bk. 588 And they came
forth at be south durre in be Mynstere in toke their wey
thurghthenewebildyng downe be Bailly-lane. ci6oo Shaks.
Sonn. xlviii. 1 How carefull was I, when I tooke my way,
Each trifle vnder truest barres to thrust. 1642-4 Vicars God
in Mount 149 Lord Paulet. .took his way toward Myncard.
1667 Milton/". /-. xn. 649 They hand in hand with wandring
steps and stow, Through Eden took thir solitarie way. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. in. 405 Alone, by Night, bis watry
Way he took ; About him, and above, the Billows broke.
1761 Gray Odin 13 Onward still his way be takes. 1893
Ashby-Steiiry Naughty Girl y.s\\\. 157 As she took her way
sadly and slowly down the pier.

** with prepositions.

31. By the way. a. Along or near the road
by which one travels ; by the road-side. In early

use also f by way.
971 BUckl, Horn. 15 pa sa;t baer sum blind bearfa be 5on

we^e. c 1205 Lay. 26612 Wha5er heo line weoren, ba heo
hi waeie laiien. a 1300 Cursor M. S055 A riche man was bar
hi wai Was seke, to him ban turnd bai, 1550 Chowlky Epigr.
227 Than, by the waye syde, hym chaunced to se A pore
marine that craued of hym for charitie. Whye (quod thys
Marchaunt)..Do ye begge by the waye. 1879 Jeeeeries
Wild Life in S. Co. ii. (1889) 17, I passed flocks of dying
sheep : in the hollows by the way their skeletons were here
and there to be seen.

b. While going along, in the course of one's walk
or journey. In eaily use f by way.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 4 Ne here ge sacc. .ne nanne

man be weje \)l\x\%.perviam\ ne gretaS. a 1122 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1096, Ac bes folces be be Hungrie for, fela

busenda bar & be wa^e earmlice forforan. c 1290 Beket
1208 in S. Eng. I^cg. 141 pov hauest selde i-sei;e pene
Erchehischop of caunterburi wende in swuche manere bi

weie. a 1300 A'. Horn 759 He fond bi be weie Kytiges sones
tweie. 1387 Trevisa Higden III. 115 pe kyng.. wen te hom-
warde, and was i-sluwe by be weie. 1550 Crowley Last
Trumpet 31 The rauens fed him [sc. EHas] by the way.
1590 Shaks. Mlds. N. iv. i. 204 Lets follow him, and by the
way let vs recount our dreames. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 204
By the way, in this mornings journey, we did see Wcyssen-
burg, a free but not imperiall City. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 156 Nor is it possible to describe, .what strange un-
accountable Whimsies came into my Thoughts by the Way.
X76o[see By Prep. 12J. 1898 M. Pemberton Phantom Army
1. vii, It had been in his mind when he rode out of Zaragoza
that he would find an early opportunity by the way to
question the gipsy.

fig. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. 458 His Act did not ore-
take his Jbad intent, And must be buried but as an intent
That perish'd by the way.

0. fig. with reference to the tenor of discourse :

Incidentally, in passing, as a side-topic.
1556 Robinson ir. More's Utopia 1. (Arb.) 38 margin, Land,

lordes by the wai checked for Rent-raisyng. 1581 J. Bell I

Haddon"s Anno. Osor. 45 Whiche I thought meete to touch
briefly by the way. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. iv. 150 Shee !

is pretty, and honest, and gentle, and one that is your friend,
I can tell you that by the way. 1620 T. Granger Div.
Logike 100 They are inferred often by the way for illustra-
tion sake. 1631 Lithgow Trav. v. 228 And now by the way
I recall the aforesayd Turke. 1731 Art ofDrawing fy Paint.
32 ljut we must take this by the Way, that in the refining of

;

it, two Ounces will not produce above 40 Grains of good I

Colour. 1847 H. Goodwin Serm. Ser. 1. viii. 131, I would
hint to you by the way, that we are perhaps not fair judges '

of our own actions.

d. used parenthetically to apologize for intro- '

ducing a new topic, a casual remark, or the like.
a 1614 Donne Biaihanatos (1644) 99 Though, by the way, '

tin- may not pa--se so generally, but that it must admit the
exception, which the Rule of Law upon which it is grounded, !

carries with it. 1668 Dryden Ess. Dram. Poesy 46, I mean
j

besides the Chorus, or the Monologues, which by the way,
show'd Ben. no enemy to this way of writing, c 1730 Burt

\

Lett. N. Scot. (1754} II. 97 By the Way, altho* the Weather
was not warm, he was without Shoes, Stockings, or Breeches. !

1836 Dickens .V*. Bos, Sentiment, This, by the way, was
\

another bit of diplomacy. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Feb.,
When we lost sight of him, and of his little account, too, by I

the way. 1884 Rider Haggard Dawn xxvii, By the way,
talking of letters, there was one came for you this morning
in your Cousin Philip's handwriting.

e. in predicative or complemental use.

1564 T. Dormam Proof Cert. Art. Relig. 05 b, This is yow
saie but by the waie, before yow entre into the matter. 1652
Nedham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 46 Also, a word by the way,
touching the Mediterranean Sea in possession of the
Romanes. 1653 Ramesey Astrol. /Restored 5 But this by
the way, let us now proceed. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe;
245 However, I allow'd Liberty of Conscience throughout
my Dominions: But this is by the Way. 1904 Blrnand
Records .y Remin. II. 2S5 But this by the way.

f. As a by-work; as a subordinate piece of work.
1611 Coigr. s. v. Passant, En passant, sleightly, lightly,

cursarily, accidentally, by the way. a 1708 Beyeridce Thes.
Theol. (1711J III. 265 It is not to be done by tiie way, but
with all our might. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 91 Maritime
skill is. .not a thing to be cultivated by the way [««

Trafjtpyov] or at chance times.

f g. Indirectly, by a side channel of information.
1605 Shaks. Mace. m. iv. 130 Macb. How say'st thou that

Macduff denies his person At our great bidding. La. Did
you send to him Sir? Macb. I heare it by the way: But I

will send.

h. at/rib. as adj. phr. : Incidental, casual, hap-
hazard.
1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls ii, At parting, she.. said..

in an off-hand, by-the-way fashion— ' Ruth ' [etc.]. 1881

F. Huefeer Wagner 32 The introduction in a hy.the-way
manner of the two great religious principles appears not
particularly happy. 1881 Saintsbiky Dryden i. 21 The
ordinary prose style of the day. .indulged., in every detour
and involution of second thoughts and by-the-way qualifica.

tions.

32. By way of— . A prepositional phrase used
in various senses. Also t by the way of. (The
governed sb. is usually without article.)

fa. By means of; through the medium of; by
the method of. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf I. 69 This lord, .spak so that be weie of
schrifte He drowh hem [sc. the priests] unto his covine.

1439 in Fentand N. <r Q. (1905) July 222 And yat..ye wole
at vis tyme in yis oure grete necessite putte youre handes
and ese us by wey of lone of ye somme of C marc, a 1450
Maro. Anjou Let. to Da/uc J. Carew (Camden) 97 Burneby
..desireth with all his hert to do yow worship by wey of
marriage. 1495 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 493/2 That 1100 persone
..be not empeached nor chargeable.., be wey of accion or
otherwise. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf [W. de W. 1531) 2, I requyre
you. .that.. ye neuer by way of curiosite be besy to attempte
ony persone therin. 1530 Bai sgr. 898 Diuerse comunications
by way of dialoges. 1577-87 Holinsheij Chron. III. 1149/2
To indamage some of his countries by waie of inuasion.

1598 Grenkwey Tacitus, Ann. 11. xvi. (1622) 56 Flaccus
..by way of great promises [per ingentia prcmissa], per-
swaded him., to enter into the Romatie garrison. 1613
Shaks. Hen. If///, 111. i. 54 We come not by the way of Accu-
sation, To taint that honour eueiy good Tongue blesses.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 5 Master-work-men may receive In-
structions by way of Draughts, Models, Frames, &c. 1675

J. Owen indwelling Sin viii. (1732) 96 At least spiritual
Sense is not radically in them, but only by way of Communi-
cation.

fb. By the action of (a person or persons). Obs.
1447 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1450, 70/2 Gif it happnis the

said landis to be dtslroublit or vexit be way of Inglismen it

sal be alowit to the said Alex, of the malis.

t C. Law. By way offeat [ = AF. par voye de

fait] : see Feat sb. 1 b. Also^ScO, by way of deed.

^S Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 141 The toiher part with
hail! power and myebt, Without ressone agane he wald
persew, Be way of deid his richtis till reskew. 1564 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 275 In caise ather of ti.e saidis par-
tus. ., sail happin to be hurt, haimit, invadit, or persewit be
utheris be way of deid. 1582-8 Hist. James / 7 (1864) 62
That na injure be done to ony subiect be way of deid.

d. As an instance or a mode of; in the capacity
or with the function of; as something equivalent to.

(Cf. AF. ' par voye de charite \ 1321 in Rolls Parlt. 1.^93.]
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 5S0 By be way of ryat to aske dome.

C1380 Wyclie Wks. (1880) 59 He were a cruel fadir bat
niy^tte not ,eue his owene childre bred..& jit wolde not
suffre ano^er man to helpe bes children bi weie of mercy.
C1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 38 Also bese bretherin han or-
deyned, be weye of charite, bat [etc.]. a 1400 Maundev.
(1839) xviii. 199 The Kyng of that Contree, ones every jeer,

.evethe leve to pore men to gon in to the Lake, to gadre
lem precyous Stones and Perles, be weye of Alemesse. 1429
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 349/1 Bi weie of hongyng or keveryng.
1551 Sir J. Williams Accompte (Abbotsf. Club) 99 To be
gevin vnto straungers by waie of his maiesties reward,
v ml H. 1589 Puitenham Eng. Poesie 111. xviii. (Arb.) 203
We be allowed now and then to ouer-reach a little by way
of comparison. 167a Viliiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal
I. i. (Arb.) 31 My next Rule is the Rule of Record, and by
way of Table-book. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 168

There ought to be a distinction made in Letters of that

nature, betweene passing a thing over by way of Conniv-

ance and giving a Publick Liberty. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 78 P 4 Nothing was wanting but some one to sit in the

Elbow Chair, by way of President. 1711 Addison /bid.

No. 267 P 3 Virgil makes his Heroe relate it by way of

Episode. 1744 M. Bishop Life 260 Most of them were very

industrious in selling one Thing or other by Way of turning

the Peny to a good Use. 1749 Fiklding Tom Jones 111.

vii, I ask pardon for this short appearance, by way of

chorus, on the stage. 1806 J. Berkseord Miseries //urn.

Life ii. § 22 Attempting to spring carelessly ..over a five-

barred gate, by way of shewing your activity to a party of

ladies. i8«o Byron Juan v. liii. note, In Turkey nothing

is more common than for the Mussulmans to take several

glasses of strong spirits by way of appetizer. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes xiv. The drapers always having hung up at

their door, by way of sign, a piece of bright red cloth. 1843
Phkscott Mexico 1. ii. I. 31 The sovereign .. holding a golden

airow, by way of sceptre, in his left hand. 1856 Rlskin

I
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King of Golden River i. 4 He used to clean.. the plates,

occasionally getting what was left on them, by way of en-

couragement. 1868 J. Bruce Digby's Vcy. Mediterr. (Cam-
den) Pref. p. x, Dr. Richard Farrar composed some lines

upon him by way of epitaph. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott
Little Women vi, 'You'll have to go and thank him,' said

Jo, by way of a joke. 189a Bookseller 17/1 The summary
[of the Act] given by way of introduction is concise and
clear.

te. By way of'excellency (or eminence)'. = 'par

excellence.' Obs.

1621-31 [see Eminence 8 c], 1643 [see Eminency 8]. 1694
Locke Advers. Theol. in King Life ( »?43 There is one
Spirit manifestly distinguished from God, i.e. one created

Spirit byway of excellency; i.e. the Holy Spirit. 1699
tr. Dttpi'ris Hist. Canon O. <y N. Test. I. 2 They are like-

wise styl'd the Scriptures by Way of Eminence. 1703 [see

Eminency SJ. a 1704 [see Excellence i b]. 1711 Shaktesb.
Charac. Misc. v. ii. III. 278 Have you writ.. a Play, a Song,
an Essay, or a Paper, as by way of Eminence, the current
Pieces of our Weekly Wits are generally stil'd.

f. Followed by gerund, forming predicative

phrases with the sense : In the habit of (doing

something) ; also, more usually, making a profes-

sion of, or having a reputation for (being or doing

so-and-so), colloq.

1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, xxxn, The Colonel was by way
of introducing him into the fashionable circles. 185a C. B,
Mansfield Paraguay, etc. (1856} 182 A wiseacre passenger,
who is by way of knowing the river well, says they are

called cajtinchos in these parts. 1862 H. Kingslky Ravenshoe
xlvii, Mary was ' by way of helping Lady Hainault'smaid,
but she was very clumsy about it. 1877 Lady M. A. Broome
Vr.'s Housekeeping S. Africa iv. 61 ' Charlie,' our groom,
who is by way of being a very fine gentleman,, .only con-
descends to work until he can purchase a wife. 1881 Mal-
lock Rout, iqth Cent. in. v. II. 34, I am by way, here, of
doing the same thing. 1891 Sat. Rer'. 18 July 77/1 Mr.
Brander Matthews finds fault with the phrase ' by way of

being', and says an American can hardly understand it...
; By way of being' is endeavouring or purporting to be,

holding oneself out in a certain character, or being so re-

fmted ; and.this with an implied disclaimer of precise know.
edge or warranty on the speaker's part. 1897 Du Maurier
Martian v. 236 The Gibsons were by way of spoiling me.
Ibid. ix. 379 Nor did he. .come across them at any house he
was by way of frequenting. 1906 Lit. World 15 Nov. 515/1
The character of this woman, who is by way of being the

female villain of the story, is drawn with skill.

g. Hy the route which passes through or over

(a specified place) : = Via prep. Also f by the

way of.

Formerly with omission of of the place-name being pre-

fixed to way. Cf. sense 9,

11.. O. E. CStrcn. [MS. F.) an. 83S, Heo forSferde be
Rome weje [L. in itinera Rome]. 1460 Paston Lett. I. 515
He schall send his man horn be Newmarket wey. 1701 W.
Wotton Hist. Rome 481 He went by the way of Illyricum.

1771 Smollktt Humph. CI. To Sir W. Phillips 21 Sept.,

We set out from Glasgow by the way of Lanark. 1865
Cornh. Mag. XI. 595 It invaded France by way ofAvignon.
1901 Alluridge Sherbro xxvi. 291 From Bafodia we were
diverging from the main road to Freetown which is by way
of the Buinban hills.

th. Through the medium of (a person). Obs.

1560 Sir N. Throgmorton in Wright Q. Eliz. (1838) I. 49
The 29th of October last, I wrote to you from Paris by the
waye of Monsieur de Chantonet.

t 33. From the way : Out of the way, in a

secluded place. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1144 Some darke deepe desert seated
from the way, ..Will wee find out.

34. In the (etc.) way. i^See also senses 17-19.)

f a. As one proceeds or goes along ; in the course

of one's journey {to a place). Also in one's way

;

in early use, in way, Cf. to take in one's way
(sense 7). Obs.
To do (a person, etc.) in the way : to send out (reft, to set

forth) on a journey or expedition.

1297 R. Glouc 3765 Hc.greibede is noble ost & dude
him in be weye. a 1300 K. Horn 1007 Horn dude him in

be weie On a god Galeie. 13.. K. Aits. 3392 (Laud MS.),
pine OHfauntz & pine heest Do alle ordeyne on hast And
do hem done in be waye J>at hij weren in feld contreye.

13.. Guy Warw. 259 At Felice he tok his leue bo, and in

his way he gob apli^t. 1377 Langu /'. PI. B. xvn. 47 As
we wenten bus in £>e weye wordyng togyderes. 138a Wyclif
Geu. xlv. 24 Ne wraththe }e in the weye. c 1450 Mirk*s
Festial 9 He stervet yn be way. 1629 Hohbks Thucyd. 11.

127 But they of Stratus, aware of this, whilest they were
yet in their way.. placed diuers Ambushes not farrc from
the Citie. c 1643 Ld. Hehbekt Autobiog. (1886) 140 Going
from St. Julian's to Abergavenny, in the way to Mont-
gomery Castle. 171a Budgell Sped. No. 277 r 11 If you
please to call at my House in your Way to the City. 1748
Richakuson Clarissa (1811) VII. 143 In the afternoon [she]
was at Islington church, in her way home. 1791 Smeaton
Edystone L. % 264 The master of the floating light saw the
buoy in his way to Plymouth. 1822 [Mary A. Kelty] Os-
mond I. 1S6 A heavy foreboding made her linger in her way
to her own apartment.

b. In Biblical use, to be or walk in the way with
(f mid) = to accompany a person on a journey

;

fig. to associate with.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 25 Uaes Su gefSafsum wiSer-

braca; 6inum hraoe mid^y hist in uoei; miS him [Vulg. dutn
es in via cum eo], 1611 Bible Prov. t 15 My sonne, walke
not thou in the way with them.

C. (Chiefly in onesioay.) On or along the road
by which one travels ; so as to be met, encountered,
or observed.
c 1205 Lay. 26770 Wo wees heom iboren ba iban weie heom

weoren biuoren. Ibid. 26791 In his waei^e hat he funde al

he bit aqualde. a 1591 H. Smith Caveat Chr. Serm. (1601)

498 Sinne is not long in comming : nor quickly gone, vnlesse

God stop vs, as bee met Balaam in his way. 1592 Shaks.
Ven. <$• Ad. 879 Like one that spies an adder, Wreath'd vp
in fatall folds iust in his way. 16x0 — Temp. n. ii. 11 Like
Hedg-hogs, which Lye tumbling in my bare-foote way.
1721 E. Ward Merry Trav. 1. (1729) 35 Resolving to.,

moisten well our dusty Clay, At the next Alehouse in our
Way. 1726 Swift Gulliver iv. i, I had not got far when I

met one of these Creatures full in my way, and coming up
directly to me. 1840 Dickers Old C. Shop xlii, She had
gained a little wooden bridge, which, .led into a meadow in

her way.

d. fig. in phrases like to come, fall, lie in (one's)

way, to be met with in one's experience, to come
within (one's) range of possible observation, utili-

zation, or attainment. Similarly to lay, put, throw
in (a person's) way. Also predicatively, in phrases

like it will be (a certain sum of money, etc.) in my
way — I shall gain (so much) in the specified

contingency.

1596 Spenser State Iret. iGIobe) 631/2 Under it [sc. his

mantle] he can cleanly convay any fitt pillage that cometh
handsomely in his way. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i. 28
Rebellion lay in his way, and he found it. 2605 [see Fall
v. 34]. 1617 J. Chamberlain in Crt. $ Times fas. I (1848)
II. 43 It [sc. his having a son] may be a hundred thousand
pounds in his way, if his father keep his word, a 1662

Duppa Rules fy Helps Devot. 1. (1675) 72 The Imagination
..casting thoughts in our way, and forcing the Under-
standing to reflect upon them, 1677 Temple Mo.xa Miscell.

(1680) 193 The General Officers of Armies, ..the publick
Ministers. .(that have fallen in my way) being generally
subject to it [sc. the Gout] in one degree or other. 1691
T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent, p. xii, It comes in my way
here to retaliate to him. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. v.

107 When one man alters the opinion of another by throw-
ing a book, proper for that purpose, in his way. 1743
Bllkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 154 We have now no-
thing to live on but Seal, and what Providence throws in

our Way. 1744 M. Bishop Life 46 Though it might have
been Thousands in my Way had I continued my Business.

1763 Cowper in Southey Life <$ Wks. (1835) I. 163 My
friends must excuse me, if I write to none but those who
lay it fairly in my way to do so. 1789 Wolcot (P. Pindar)

Subj. Painters i. {note), Which will be a benefit ticket in

Sir William's way. 1797 Jane Austen Pride $ Prej. xliii,

It might seem as if she had purposely thrown herself in his

way again. 1828 Scorr Tales Grandf. Ser. 1. xxiv, A war-
rant empowering them to take all Portuguese vessels which
should come in their way. 1841 S. Warrf.n Ten Thou. II.

vii. 1S9 They say he has a cousin who is one of the officers

to the Sheriff of Middlesex, and puts a good many little

things in his way! 1882 Besant All Sorts xxxi, These
things he knew nothing of; they had not come in his way.
1888 M cCarthy & Praed Ladies' Gall. 1 1. ii. 19 Every actor

whom it had come in my way to know.. was a poor devil.

e. In such a position, or of such a nature, as to

obstruct, impede, or be an annoyance. Chiefly in

phr. to be or stand in (one's) way, or in the way of
(a person or thing) ; also to put, throw in (one's)

way.
1500-20 Dl'nbar Poems xii. 14 Welth, warldly gloir, and

riche array Ar all bot thornis laid in thy way. 1564 Brief
Exam. B iij, Ye must.. take heede, lest ye stande in your
owne way. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 Aug. 1667, He thwarted
some ofthem and stood in their way. a 1750 Ld. Dartmouth
in Burnet Own Time (1900) II. 251 note. King Charles gave
him [Godolphin] a short character when he was page, ,. of

being never in the way, nor out of the way. 1773 Foote
Bankrupt 1. Wks. 1799 II. 99 To throw some confounded
rub in the way. 1787 'G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem. 41
Thus, then, you go off with eclat, provided nothing is in your
horse's way; and if there is, ..he will probably leap over it.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla 11. iii. I. 183 [His] egotism.

.

sacrificed his best friends and first duties, if they stood in its

way. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Sentiment, The smaller girls

managed to be in everybody's way, and were pushed about
accordingly. 1866 La Fanu All in Dark xxxv, He would
have been in the way—unutterably detrop. 1867 Trollope
Last Chron. Barsetll. lix. 159 She considers herself to have
a claim upon [him].. and that I stand in her way. 1868

Freeman Norm. Cong. II. vii. 132 At such a moment as this,

when one would have thought that horses were distinctly in

the way. 1885 Manch. Exam. 11 June 4/7 The Liberal party

will be bound in honour to throw no factious obstacles in

their way. 1887 Baring-Gould Gaverocks II. xxui. 17 His
pride stood in the way of success.

f. Within reach or call, at hand, get-at-able; in

a place where things are going on or where one can

be found readily. ? Now rare or Obs.

1598 R. Bernard Terence, Eun. v. ix. (1607) 188 Whether
you be in the way, or out of the way [te praesente absentc\.

1687 Mikce Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s. v , To be in the way, or in a
readiness, se tenirpret, ue pas s'ecarter. 1729 Swift Direct.

Serv. Gen. P 1 When your Master or Lady call a Servant by
Name, if that Servant be not in the Way, none of you are to

answer. £-1760 Challoner in E. Burton Life (1909) II. xxiv.

28 We will spend our evenings, .at our own lodgings, so that

we may.. be in the way for such as shall come for Instruc-

tions. 1814 Jane Austen Mansf Park xvui, I came here
to-day intending to rehearse it with Edmund . . hut he is not
in the way. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop viii, In order that

. .he might take care to l>e in the way at the time. 1859 H.
Kingsi-Ey G. Hamlyu xxxix, I'm glad, too, to see you here.

One feels safer when you're in the way. 1897 R. N. Bain
tr. fdkaCs Pretty Miehal xxx. 229 He himself, however, had
not been in the way when beauty was being served out.

g. In the humour or mood (for what is going
on). Obs. exc. dial.

1703 Rules of Civility 114 A sort of People never in the
way, never pleas'd with any thing. 1856 J. Ballantine
Poems 108 He is aye in the way for a crack.

f h.. (71? be) in one's way : in the right course of

action, within one's rights. Obs.
1689 Andros Tracts I. in Answer was made by the De-

ponent, that if we [the Watch] should kill them [suspicious

persons resisting arrest], we were in our way, then Mr. Ran-
dolph., said, you are in the way to be hanged.

i. Once in a way: on a single (exceptional) oc-

casion ; as a solitary or rare instance ; rarely, excep-

:

tionally; quasi-Art/., of rare occurrence, exceptional.

Alsofor once in a way.
This phrase would seem to be a corruption of the earlier

once and away, which may have meant originally 'once and
then go away ', ' once and no more ', though all the instances
quoted under Once adv. 8 c admit of being interpreted in the
sense above explained. Cf. once in a while (see Once 8 c*.

1842 Newman Ch. Fathers 302, 1 must beg indulgence once
in a way, to engage myself in a dry and somewhat tedious

discussion. 1853 [see Once B. 9 b]. 1858 Trollope Dr.
Thorne xix, Now I like this kind of thing once in a way.
i860 Reade Cloister $ H. liii, They agreed to take a holiday
for once in a way. 1913 Sat. Rev. 21 June 762/2 The case

of Ulster, .really offers him this luxury for once in a way.

35. In the way of — . (Or equivalent construc-

tion.) (See also sense 17.)

fa. As a mode, instance, or manifestation of; as

tantamount to or supplying the place of. Also in

way of. Cf. by way of (32 d). Obs.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 97 The Abbesse and the Couente..
graunted. .that, in the wey of charite, that they wold fynde
for ever a prest conuenient bat shold do a prestis service

: everyday, namely for the sowlesof the forsaid peple. a 1513
Fabvan Chron. exxvii. (1533)62 Dagobert.. bete his mayster,

1 & after in way of dyspyte caused the berd of his tutour to be
shauen of. 1534 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 310
Onlesse your said highenes be good and gracious lord vnto

hym in weye of right and justice. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
i s. v. Abijcio, Abiicere se alteri ad pedes, .to prostrate him
I self at ones feete in way of intreatie. 1568 Grafton Chron.

j
II. 23 King William should geue him yerely in the way of a

j

fee .xij. Markes of Golde. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. in. iii. 13,

I doe beseech you, as in way of taste To giue me now a little

1

benefit. 1621 J. Chamberlain in Crt. fy Times Jas. /(1848)

I
II. 273 He concluded with a wish, .for the felicity, .of that

j
. . happy couple ; and, in a way of amen, caused the Bishop

j

of London. .to give them a benediction. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts Amos ii. 1 Moab. .burnt the very bones of the

King of Edoms sonne to ashes, in way of sacrifice to his

j

gods, c 1643 Ld. Herbert Avtob. (18S6) 176 Which I then

bestowed upon some servants of the Prince, in way of retribu-

tion for my welcome thither. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II.

v. i. 327 In way of compensation, he was allowed a pension.

b. By means of, by adopting the method of.

Now rare. Also t in way of.

The first quot. may perhaps belong to sense 17.

1607 Shaks. Cor. in. ii. 137 He returne Consull, Or neuer

trust to what my Tongue can do I'th way of Flattery

further. 1771 Smollett Humph CI. To Sir W. Phillips 18

July, He attempted to open her eyes in the way of exhorta-

tion, and, finding it produced no effect, had recourse to

prayer. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxx, That in the way of

treaty more permanent advantages could be obtained, .than

by an action which would stain her with a breach of faith

and hospitality. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. it 220 The
attack was made, not in the way of storm, but by slow and
scientific approaches.

T c. With a view to ; as a means of attaining or

performing ; so as to effect or produce. Also in

way of, in a way of Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 14 A kinde of insinuation, as it

were in via, in way of explication, c 1643 Ld. Herbert
Autobiog. (1886) 138 He commanded me.. not to send any
more to Sir John Ayres, nor to receive any message from

him, in the way of fighting. 1655 Fuller Ch
%
Hist. ix. 190

And yet in way of recovering health by changing of Aire, of

study for a time in the University,, .or of being imployed in

pubhek Affairs, they [licences to clergy for nonresidencel
cannot be wholy abrogated. 1662 H. More Atttid. Atheism
Ep. Ded., Which was done in way of Divine Honour to the

]

Wisdom of the Deity. — Philos. Writ. (1712) Pref. Gen.

!
p. xxi, The ancient Divines and Prophets, .witness that the

Soul is join'd to this earthly body in a way of punishment.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. {1809) ^III. 17 Coming
,

closer.., in the way, as it were, of claiming acquaintance

with him.

d. In the course or routine of.

1639 S. Du Verger ii. Camus' A dmir. Events 58 Providing

that it were done in the way of publicke justice. 1693 Con-

j

greve Old Bach. iv. tii, In the way of Trade, we still suspect

the smoothest Dealers of the deepest designs. 1765 Foote

I

Commissary 1. 3 Not at all given to lying, but like other
1

tradesfolks, in the way of her business. 1863 Kincsley
Water-Bab. i. 6 Remembering that he bad come in the way
of business, and was, as it were, under a flag of truce.

te. When one is concerned with. Obs.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, ill. i. 139 But in the way of Bar-

gaine,..Ile cauill on the ninth part of a bayre. 1606 — Tr.

! <r Cr. 11. it 1S9 Hect... Hectors opinion Is this in way of

1 truth : yet nere the lesse [etc.].

+ f. In the way of honesty : under honourable

;

conditions; so far as honour allows. Obs.

1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 181 For thou wast got i' th way of
: honesty. 1598 — Merry W. n. ii. 75, I dene all Angels, -but

1 in the way of honesty. 1606 — Ant. fy CI. v. ii. 253. 1639

j J.
Clarke Paroem. 25 Yours to command in the way ot

honesty.

g. To be in the way of: to be likely to do or

obtain (something) , to have a good chance of (doing

\
or attaining something) ; formerly also f in way of,

\ f '« a way of To put (a person) in the or a way

j of f in wayfor: to put htm in a position to obtain

I
or achieve (something). Also with to and inf. in-

I

stead of of.

See also Fair a. 14.

1303 R. Urunne Handl. Synne 1212 For }yf bou mayst, &
wylt noght, bou art yn weye to peynebe broght. 1477 Earl

i Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 32 The whiche ypocras seeyng the

i crafteof physike in weye of perdicion because alle his felawes
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were dede. 1542 Lament, fy Piteous Treat. Ep. Ded., I

purpose, as sone as my dysease is paste, to put me in waye
with all dylygence to se you ryght soone. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Friendship (Arb.) 179 A Physician, that.. is vnacquainted

with your body. ., may put you in way for a present Cure,

but ouerthroweth your Health in some other kinde. 1677

in izth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 36 Lord Mohun is

now in a way of recovery. 1689 [see 34 h]. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe IL (Globe) 410 Being very ingenious at such Work,
when they were once put in the Way of it. Ibid. 423 Seeing

Things..m so fine a way of thriving upon my Island. 1729

Law Serious C. viii. 112 She has educated several poor

children,.. and put them in a way of an honest employment.

1779 Warner in Jesse Selwyn $ Contemp. (1844) IV. 259
Vou cannot expect a Dyer's letter from me, as your nephew
Charles is so much more in the way of having authentic in-

formation. 1823 Scott Quentin i). iv, Why did you not

tarry at Brussels, then, with the Duke of Burgundy? He
would put you in the way to have your bones broken every

day. 1827 — Surg. Dan. Pref., Mr. Croftangry is in the

way of doing a foolish thing. 1844 Brougham A, Lunel xii,

I soon was put in a way of earning a moderate weekly pay-

ment as a translator from the English and Italian. 1847
Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 4 Now I am in the way of getting

well again, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. vi, Even then

they might sometimes put themselves in the way of being

blown into the Regent's Canal. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts
xiv', I am getting on a little in the world, and am in the way
to earn a little money. 1885 L"pool Daily Post 7 July 4/4
Diplomatic difficulties, which he hoped were in the way of

solution.

f h.. To be in way of marriage : to have a pros-

pect of being married. Also, in {the) way of
marriage, in way to marriage, with a view to matri-

mony. Obs.

1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 102 He askyd me hefe I wher
in any whay of maryayge. 1579 Q. Eliz. in Nicolas Sir C.
Hatton (1847) 106 Such Princes as in former time have sought
us in way of marriage. 1583 Rich Pkylotus (1S35) 11 But
Phylotus in the ende desired Emelia of her father in the
waie of Mariage. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. n. i. 42 Neuer to

Speake to Ladie afterward In way of marriage. 1598 —
Merry IV. 1. iv. 89 To speake a good word to Mistris Anne
Page for my Master in the way of Marriage. 1642 Fuller
Holy <y Pro/. St. iv. xiii. 301 As if their sex in reference to

men were not capable of any other kind of familiar friendship
but in way to marriage.

fi. In a way of: in the habit of (doing some-
thing). Obs.

CX704 Huccleuch AfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 353 The
House of Lords are in a way of having hours very uncertain.

36. On (or upon) the, or one's, way. On, or

in the course of, a journey. To be well on one's

way : to have fairly started, or to have made some
progress. Also fig* %

in progress towards comple-
tion or accomplishment.
In OE. on were : see also Away adv.
.1000 Ags, Gasp. Matt. v. 25 Beo bu onbu^ende binum

wiSerwinnan hraSe ba hwile be c)u eart on wege mid him.
— Mark ix. 34 Witodlice hi on we^e [ Vulg. in via] smeadon
hwyle hyra yldost mere, a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1086, piet ba godan men..gan on Sone weg be us lett to

heofonan rice, c 1*05 Lay. 1348 Brutus. .ferde rihton his wei.

c 1300 Cursor.)/. 8054 Fand pai noberfrabat sithMan ne heist

hat bai wit met, pat on pair wai bam mo^ht do lett. c 1400
Ywaine ty Gaw. 549 He thoght to be wele on hys way Or it

war passed the thryd day. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. 315,
I mot walke one my wey, borgh bis wilde wood. 1470-85
Malory Arthur 1. L 36 Ryde on your wey, for I wille not
be long behynde. 1523 Surrey in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1, 1.

22; Trusting that the gonners be well on the waye hider*
wards. 1526 Tindale Acts viii. 39 He went on his waye
reioysynge. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 679 She is two
moneths on her way [sc. with child]. 1596 Dasett tr.

Comines (1614) 41 He sent a trumpeter to them, who met
with the hostages vpon the way. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n.

i. 73 You should haue bene well on your way to Yorke.
1653 Holcroft Procopius i. x. 16 Overtaking him upon ths
way. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 576, I will my self con.
duct thee on thy Way. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. xiv, And
Cintra's mountain greets them on their way. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop \xx

}
Day broke, and found them still upon their

way. Ibid. Ixxii, The boy had led him to his own dwelling
..on their way back, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. iii. 23 On the
following morning I was on my way towards this valley.
1861 Mill Utilit. ii. 35 To inform a traveller respecting the
filace of his ultimate destination, is not to forbid the use of
and.marks and direction-posts on the way. 1885 Law Rep.
15 Q. B. D. 329 The debtor was on his way to the office of
the official receiver.

37. Out of the way. (See also Out-of-the-
way adj.pkr.)

a. Away from the road by which one is travel-
ling; off the track or proper route. Also in jig.

context.

1483 Cath. AngL 405 '2 Oute of Way, dcviits, dclirus. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Dejlecto, Ex itinere at visetuium
altquem de/tectere, to turne out of the way to see one. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 7 Nor lead me like a fire-brand, in the
darke Out of my way. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored
161 Let us then . . step a little out of our way, and say some*
what of the Critical days, a 1704 Locke Cond. Und. § 34
J hey are more in danger to go out of the way, who are
marching under the Conduct of a Guide, that 'tis an hundred
to one will mislead them, than he that has not yet taken a
Step, and is likelier to be prevait'd on to enquire after the
right Way. 17-9 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 323 It being a
Months Sail out of his Way. 1890 Bk.ki.ky Surrey Hills
MI. 214 It was a good mile out of his way, but he felt he
must see it again. 1913 J. G. Frazf.r Psyche's Task iv.
led. 2) 80 If the two meet on a path they carefully avoid each
other

; he will step out of the way and she will hurry on.

k* fg-> with the notion of going astray or being
off the right path, f ( To be) out ofthe way : in error,
mistaken

; also, ? missing the point {obs.).

«i225 Juliana 42 (Royal MSOHwenhesent us to wrenchen
eni rihtwise ut of be weie. 1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 159
He sayth yee schall be to far owte of the weye w* owte yee
gree & bergeyne logeder. 1530 Palsgr. 715/1 He hath
set me out of the waye with his teachynge : par son en.
seiguemeut it ma desuoye, 1561 T. Hohy tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer iv. (1577) X iij, Perhappes M. Morrelio is not alto-

gither out of the waye in saying that beauty is not alwayes
good. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 3 Know he, that he
is much deceived, and to say more truely, quite out of the
way. i6o8Topskll Serpents 102 They are cleane out of the

way, who when they wold vse them for any inward cause,
doe cast away their wingesand fec-te. 1694 Atterblky Serin.

(1726) I. v. 181 Thus it is in all Matters of Speculation or
Practice; He that knows but a little of them.. is more out
of the way of true Knowledge than if he knew nothing at all.

1728 Gay Begg. Op. 1. v, Never was a man more out of the
way in an argument than my husband. 1742 Richardson
Pamela III. 173 Our Governors cannot always be in the
wrong ; and he therefore who never gives them a Vote, must
probably be as often out of the Way as they.

c. With of or possessive : Away from the path
in which a person or thing is moving ; in a position

where one does not meet or impede another; at a

distance from, clear of, a person's or thing's activi-

ties ; out of reach of, not in danger from.
For out ofharm's way see Harm sb. 1 c.

1550 Crowley Epigr. 832 If Abner had knowne what was
in loabs harte, I do not doubt but he would haue out of his

waye sterte. 1650 J ER. Taylor Holy Living ii.§ 5 Men stand
upon their guard against them [.re. inquisitions], as they secure
their meat against harpies and cats, laying all their counsels
and secrets out of their way. a 1701 Maunureli, Journ.
Jerus. (1707} 56 The embroylments and factions that were
then amongst the Arabs . . made us desirous to keep as far as
possible out of their way. 1744 M. Bishop Life 28 They sent

us a great many Bombs,, .there came one swift as Lightning.
I had much ado to get out of it's Way. 1858 TkolloI'E Dr.
Thome xvi, The fellow kept out of my way, and I couldn't
see him. 1886 Ruskin Prxteriia I. xii. 423 Always glad to

have me out of her way.

d.
( To be) out of (a person's) way : not in his

line, not in accordance with his present purpose or

taste, outside his scope, beyond his abilities. [Cf.

iSc.) ?Obs.
1562 J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 167 It is out of my

way3o it lyghtly may, To all good thyngis thy way is out
of the way. 1687 Mikgk Gt. Er. Diet. 11. s.v.,This is a Thing
out of my Way, not proper to me, cela n*estpas mon Affaire.
1707 Freino Pete?-boro's Cond. Sp. 165 What other Negotia-
tions his Lordship carried on.. is out of my way to 1 elate.

1722-7 Boyer Diet. Angl.-Er. s.v.,This is a thing out of my
Way (it is not in my Power). 1763 Foote Mayor of G. II.

Wks. 1799 I. 186, I don't much care for your poppers and
sharps, because why, they are out of my way. 1780 Mrs.
Cowley Belle's Stratagem in. i, Now, I beg, Air. Hardy, you
won't interfere in this busine>s; it is a little out of your way.
1841 S. Warren Ten Thou. II. vii. 1S8 I'd give a trifle to
know how. .such people ever came to be concerned in such
a case. 'Tis quite out of their way—which is in the criminal
line of business !

e. To go out of one s way to (do something) : to

do something which the circumstances do not call

for or invite.

1748 Richardson Clarissa III. 321 The culpable freedoms
of persons, who, in what they went out of their way to say,
must either be guilty of absurdity, meaning nothing', or,

meaning somethings of rudeness. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1877) I. App. 729 One hardly sees why any one should
go out of his way to invent the tale.

f. To put (a person) out of his, or the, way : to

disturb, inconvenience, trouble; t to disappoint,

foil; t to vex, ' put out'. Often reft., to submit
to inconvenience or bother for the sake of others

;

const, for (another), to (do something'.
+ To he out ofthe way : to be out of temper or vexed {with

a person), rare.

1692 Locke Educ. § 11 (1693) 10 They should be afraid to

put Nature out of her Way in fashioning the Parts [of the
body). 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 57 By what Mr. Jona-
than tells me just now, he was quite out of the way with you.
1748 — Clarissa (1768) VII. 183 If, indeed, I am out of the
way a little, I always take care to reward the varlets for

patiently bearing my displeasure. 1796 Plain Sense (ed. 2)

III. 173 Though, at present, we are put something out of our
way, we hope still to find some sacred spot of earth. 1818
Hazi.itt Table 'Talk xxv. (1869) 346 They cannot put them-
selves out of their way on any account. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xxxi, Anything [to drink] that's handy, miss; don't put
yourself out of the way, on our accounts. 1858 Thackeray
Virgin, ii, Why should Lady Castlewood put herself out of
the way to welcome the young stranger?. .Was a great lady
called upon to put herself out of the way for such a youth 7

1873 Mrs. Oliphant Innocent III. xi. 177 The maids not
caring to put themselves out of the way for such guests.

g. Away from the resort or society of other per-

sons ; away from the place where one would be
looked for or wanted ; in a position remote or in-

convenient to get at.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1019 Sche trowed trewly..were sche
out of pe weye bat william wold fonde for to pleie in pat
pbee be priue loue game. 1554 Sir J. Mason in Tytler .£"</«>.

VI II. 452, I had for answer, that I should not be out of
the way in the afternoon, for that he intended to signify unto
me his pleasure for answer to my request. 1560 Dacs tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 33 b, Duke Fridericke appointed certein..
to conveighe Luther out of the way, in to some secrete place.
1604 Shaks. Oth. in. i. 40 lie deuise a meane to draw the
Moore Out of the way. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearins' Voy.
Atnbass. 84 They seeing, .that it was impossible to save the
Prince, kept out of the way. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 389 This
seemed to us then to be a place out of the way, where we
might lye snug for a while. 1739 H, Barnks Pract. Cases
C. P. (1772) 320 'Tis plain he kept out of the Way to prevent
being arrested. 1745 Pococke Descr. East II. n. 71 In

order to make people resort to a place which was so much
out of the way. a 1750 [>ee 34 cl 18x2 J. H. Vaux Elash
Diet., Out of the zuay, a thief who knows that he is sought
after by the traps on some information and consequently
goes out of town or otherwise conceals himself is said by bis

palls to be out of the way for so and so. 1843 Dickens
Martin Chuz. xxxviii, He hail speculated too much and was
keeping out of the way. 1853 Lytton My Novel 1. xii, The
Leslies don't mix with the county; and Rood lies very much
out of the way. 1873 Miss Braddon Sir, fy Pilgr. in. x.

332 Fancy his coming area-sneaking here while his Lud-
ship's out of the way !

h. Away from an obstructive position.

1535 Covkrdale Isa. 1 vii. 14 Take vp what ye can out cf

the waye, that ledeth to my people [1611 take vp ti.e stumb-

i

ling blocke out of the way of my people]. 1919 K. Pearson
in 0. Goring Eng. Convict Introd. 12 [Goring] clears out lT

the way for ever the tangled and luxuriant growths of the
Lombrosian School.

i. To put (t bring, +/<?/v, fritf, etc." cut of the

way. to make away with, kill. Also, f to hang,

f shoot out of the way. {To be) out of the way : no
longer alive.

c 1535 Sir F. Bvgod Treat, cone. Impropriations C j. As
moche as lyeth in you, boih god and all preachynge, a:.d a';l

other holy thynges ben clene extyncte. .and specyally this

holy ordynaunce [sc. preachingj put out of the waye. a 1548
Hall Chron., Ediu. l~ 17b, When. .these other lordes &
knightes were thus beheaded and ryd out of the waye. Ibid.,

Hen. VIII 93 He doubted lc*t he might be brought out of
the waie, as other dukes of Albany before had serued the

heires of Scotlaude. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 13S b,

Of Luther and the rest, there is no hope unlesse they be
dUpatched out of the way [nisi oppri/nantur], 1563-83
Foxe^. # M. 2007 1 The said wicked Gardiner. .bent all

hys deuises, to bring this our happy and deare soueiaigne
out of the way. 1607 Toi'SELL Eourf. Beasts 187 If this

do not cure him [the dog] within seueu daies, then let him
be knocked on the head, or hanged out of the way. 1632
Massinces Maid of Hon. 1:1. iii, I am halfe Hang u out of
the way already. 1679 Trials of Green, etc. for Murder of
Sir E, Godfrey 30 He told me there was a Gentleman that
was to be put out of the Way ; that was the Phrase he used,
he did not really say Murther him. 1757 in loth Pep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. 1. 313 Old Admiral Holbourn, who curst

and swore, .because Byng was nut Shot out of the Way.
1867 Fkoude Short Stud. ied. 2) 1 14 The Earl of Moray.

.

was put out of the Way by an assassin. 1879 M. J. GUEST
Led. Hist. Eng. xxxviii. 3S8 Though he [Richard] had a
wife already, he determined to put her out of the way, and
marry his own niece Elizabeth sooner than let Henry Tudor
win her. 1881 Jowf.it Thucyd. I. 123 The living have their

rivals and detractors, but when a man is out of the way, the
honour and good-will which he receives is unalloyed.

f j. To be out of the way : (of a thing) to be lost

or missing. Obs,
1604 Shaks. Oth. m. iv. £0 Is 't lost? Is't gon? Speak,

is't out o' th' way? 1687 MlEGE (/"/. Er. Diet. 11. s.v., To
j

be out of the Way or out of its proper Place, etre disperse,

egare.

fk. It is out of (my, his, etc.) way : it amounts
to or entails a loss of (a specified sum). Obs.
1616 J. Chambeklain in Crt. $ Times fas. I (184S) I. 405
He did the lady a great piece of service to get her out of the
Tower, where, if she had been at this lime, it might chance
been out of her way fifty or three score thousand pounds, at

least. 1633 Shirley Gamester m. (1637J F 3, A curse upon
these reeling Dice, that last in and in Was out of my way ten

peeces. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650.1 1. 111. xxix. 84 It is like

to be out of my way ^000 1. 1687 MieoeOV. Er. Diit. 11. s.v.,

'Tis much out of my Way, or to my Loss, cela m'afaitgrand
tort, on fy ai beaucoup perdu, c 1750 J. Nelson Jrnl.
(1836) 23 Though it may be ten pounds out of my way to be
turned out of my work at this time of the year.

+ 1. Beside the mark, amiss; oddly, extraordinarily.

c 1374 Chaucer A net. <y A re. 3:8 (Had. 7333) Have I ought
saide oughte of be waye [Eairf. seyd oght amys I prey].

1577 E. de L'istc s Legendarie I vij b, Of him therefore did
not a gentleman of Caux speake much out of the waye, when
[etc.]. 178a Miss Burni:v Cecilia v. xii, It 's surprizeable to

me, Mr. Hobson, you can behave so out of the way !

m. Predicatively (with the substantive vb. ex-

pressed or understood) as adj. : Beside the mark,
out of place, inappropriate ; odd, bizarre

; f not in

vogue, unfashionable; ferroneous, incorrect; extra-

ordinaiy,unusual, remarkable. Cf.Ot'T-0F-THE-WAY.
1568 Hacket tr. 'Phcvef's Newfound World x\\. 25 Also

it shal not be out of the way [orig. hors de propos], to say
that [etc.]. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 366 A pox of drowning
thy selfe, it is cleane out of the way. 1676 Phillhs Pur-
chasers Pattern 106 This rule of reckoning.. will not be

much out of the way, if you reckon the money by the Tables
ofrebate. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.Gcn. 1299/1, I think

it not out of the way, uon alienum puto. a 1699 Temple
Health fy Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 273 Mine [sc. my three

wishes] were Health, Peace, and fairWeather; which, though

out of the wayamong young Men, yet perhaps might pass well

enough among old. 1765 Museum Rust. IV.09 The writers

of them fell entirely in Iwith] my opinions, odd, unaccount-

able, and out of the way as they may appear to many. l873
Mrs.Olii'Hant/««0«t«/ III. xx. 331 If anything out of the

way turns up, nobody will remember that such a thing ever

happened. 1885 Howells Silas Lapham xxvi. 476 Did you

ever know me to do anything out of the way I 189a Nation

(N.Y.) LIV. 232/3 Therefore much that still passes currentas

opinion about him is pitifully out of the way.

38. "Under way. Kant. [ad. Du. onderweg

(also -wegen) on the way, under way, f. onder under,

in the course of, etc. + 7veg (dat. pi. wegen) way.]

j

Of a vessel : Having begun to move through the

water. Cf. sense 7 i. Often spelt under weigh :

see Weigh sb. 2

1743 Bulkelev & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 98 To prevent

which, we do agree, that when Under-way they shall not

j
separate. 1751 Paltock /'. IVilkins viii. (1884) I. 78 We
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drew up the two boats, and set all hands at work to put the
ship under way. X788 Charlotte Smith Emmeline (1816)
IV, 75 It was near ten o'clock before the vessel got under
way. 1836 Marryat Midsk. Easy xxiv, He has proposed
to me that he shall go on board, and get the brig under way.
1836 \V. Irving Astoria xi, Mr. M'Kay urged the cap-
tain to clear the ship and get under way. 1863 A. Young
Naut. Diet, (ed. 2) 431 U?ider way, this expression, often
used instead of under weigh, seems to be a convenient one
for denoting that a ship or boat is making progress through
the water, whether by sails or other motive power. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 706 Under way, a ship beginning
to move under her canvas after her anchor is started. Some
have written this under weigh, but improperly. A ship is

under weigh when she has weighed her anchor. . . As soon as
she gathers way she is under way. lBS^Stubbs* Mercantile
Circular 8 Nov. 082/2 Of the collisions on or near our
shores, most were between steam and sailing vessels when
under way. 1885 Law Times* Rep. LI 1 1. 61/2 Trawlers.,
are bound to show the same lights as a vessel under way.

b. trans/, andy^f.
1822 Byron Vis, yitdgem. xci, Ere lie could get a word Of

all his founder "d verses under way. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
r. v. viii, A courier is, this night, getting under way f«.r

Necker. 1858 — Fredk. Gt. x. iii. (1873) III. 240 The little

Wife has already brought him one child, a Daughter; and
has (as Friedrich notices) another under way. 1856 Chamb,
yml, 2 Feb. 80/1, I took the honest waiter home with me
in my cab, and under-way we had a good laugh at the spy.
a 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Libr, Ser. 1. 309 They are rest-

lessly anxious to get their stories well under way.

VI. Combinations.
39. Obvious combinations. a. simple attrib.,

as way-book^ -end, -pane (Pan>: jvM 9), -signal;

b. objective, as way-taking, -traveller, -wanderer;
way-beguiling, -stopping adjs. ; C. instrumental, as

way-bewildered, -sore, -spent, -ivearied adjs.

1645 Qlarles Sol, Recant, tx. 6 Short miles, and "way-
beguiling Company. 1796 *Way-bewildered [see Thought *

7 cj. 1893 Westm. Gas. 11 Mar. 1/2 A complete *way-
book of the journey from Cherbourg to Nice has been
printed. 1886 J. Bakrowman Sc. Mining Terms 72 *\Vay-
end, the inner extremity of the wooden railways formerly

used in mines. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II.

923 * Way- Pane.—The strip of land left for cartage along
the side of the main [1. e, principal ditch], 1883 Century
Mag. Oct. 807/1 Each palm, orange tree, and vineyard left

on the old mission sites was a *way signal to the newpeople.
1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 125 *Way-sore feet. 1777 Pot-
tkr /Rschylus, Choefih. 355 The *way-spent traveller. 1623

J. Taylor (Water P.) World runs on Wheels Wks. (1630) 11.

238/2 It cleered the Streetes of these "way-stopping Whirli-

gigges ! 1471 Hist. Arrival Ediv. IV (Camden) 27 They
thowght. .to have gotten into theyr companye, by that "way-
takynge, great nombar of men of Lancashire and Chesshere.

187a Howells Wedd. Joum. (1892) 101 Loquacious, ac-

quaintance-making "way-travellers. 1795 Southey Soldier's

Wife 1 Weary "way- wanderer, languid and sick at heart.

1796 Coleridge Destiny ofNations 149 And minister refresh-

ment to the tired Way-wanderer. 1758 J. G. Cooper Epist.

Aristippus iv. 28 Life's "way-wearied travellers.

40. Special comb. : way-baggage U. S., the

baggage or luggage of a way-passenger ; way-
beam, a beam used in the construction of a form

of longitudinal railway sleeper
; + way-beaten a.,

exhausted by travel ; f way-beater, ? one who
frequents the highway for felonious purposes ; way-
chain, a brake for the wheel of a vehicle ; in quot.

fig.', fvyay-door, a door opening on the street;

way-fare U.S., a fare charged for travelling

between intermediate stations on a railway; cf.

way-passenger, -station; f way-fere [Fere $bX\t

a companion in travel ; f way-flax (meaning

obscure); f wayfood, provision for a journey;

way-gang, -go Sc. = Waygate 2
; f waygoer, a

traveller by road, a wayfarer; fwayhire local,

payment made for the concession of way-leave

;

f way-lead v. trans., to guide, conduct; f way-
leader, one who conducts a traveller ; f way
letter (see quot. ; cf. by-letter. By- 4 and by-zvay

letter, By-way 3) ; t way-mate, a fellow-traveller

;

way passenger U.S., a passenger picked up or

set down at a stage on a coaching route or station

on a railway line intermediate between the main
stopping-places ; way-point U.S., ? a wayside
stopping-place on a coaching route ; way-post =»

Guide-post; way-rate north., a rate levied by a

local authority for the upkeep of the roads; f way-
reeve, f -serjeant, officers appointed to supervise

the repair of the roads; fway-shide, ?one of the

planks used to form gangways ; way-station U.S.,

an intermediate station on a railway route, a way-

side station; way-ticket = Way-bill 4; also

attrib.\ f way-walking a., vagrant
; f way-went,

? a turn of the road ; way-wise a. dial, and U.S.,

of a horse, familiar with the roads he is required

to travel; a\sofg. of a person, experienced, trained;

fway-witere {ME.), one who shows the way, a

guide; f waywoodware, timber to be used in the

construction of roads.

1847 Webster, * Way-baggage, i860 in Worcester ; and

\n later Diets, 1883 Specif Alnwick fy CornhillRlwy. 46

Within the troughs [sc. trough-girders] are to be laid. ,*way-

beams, ..packed between the gussets with stemming pieces.

174a Jarvis Quixote II. iv.vii. 311 The "way-beaten couple,

master and man, sat them down, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia

11. xxii. § 9 This we learned chiefly, by the chiefe of those

*way-beaters. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xxvi. 122 A sort

of People whom they call'd High-way-men, Way-beaters
[Fr. Batteurs de paves], and makers of Inroads in Roads.
188a Ld. Salisbury in T. Williams Potit. Wit <$ Humour
(1889) 67, I will take the Duke of Wellington's simile. He
said it [the House of Lords] was a * way-chain, or, as in these
days we should say, a vacuum-brake. 1597 Br. Hall Sat.
in. iv. 7 But hee must needes his Posts with blood embrew,
And on his *way-doore fixe the horned head. 1863 Dicey
Federal St. I. 55 You can go from New York to Chicago.

.

for four pounds ; but the *way-faresare three-halfpence a mile.

1 1450 Pecock Donet {1921) 89 Jesus. .oure 'weifere, oure
techer. c 1610 Cry in Sturbridge Pair in Gutch Coll. Cur.
1 1. 1 6 Also that no man shall regrate of the aforesaid things, as
..* Way-flax, . .Rosin, Yarn, Pitch, Tar-Cloth, or other thing
of Grocery ware. 138a Wyclif Deut. xv. 14 But thow shalt

5yue *\veyfode[Vulg. viaticum]o( the flockis. 1744 in Karnes
Decis. Crt. Sess. 1730-32 (1799) 81 To cause the water restag-

nate upon the *way-gang of the pursuer's mill. 1700 Sir A.
Balfour Lett. 130 They use to stop the *way-goe of the
Water, sometimes in the Summer, and lett the Place overflow
with Water. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxxvii. 25 And sittyngefor

to eet breed, thei seen Ysmaelites * weiegoers [Vulg. viatores]

to comen fro Galaad. 1482 Caxton Trevisas Higden v. xit.

145 b, Also for refresshyng of weygoers there as clere welles

were by bye weyes, the same kyng made arere postes and to

honge tlieron shelles or cuppesof bras. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. I. Hist. Eng. 181/1 Such tolles and tallages as were
demanded of way-goers at bridges. 1747-8 in N. Riding
Record Soc. (1890) VIII. 267 To save the country the several

rates pay'd by the Riding for * way ii ires. . when the said road
is overflowed with water. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xiii.

232 Whether ward ar ye *way Iedyng this knyghle. a 1586
Sidney A rcadia in. xiv. § 6 Let the Gods dispose of me as shall

please them ; but sure it shall be no such way,nor*way-leader,
by which I will come tolibertie. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres
iv. i. 99 They are to procure faithful and trusty guides, and
skilful way leaders. 1893 H. Joyce Hist. Post Office x. 147
For purposes of illustration. .A bye or *way letter would be
a letter passing between any two towns on the Hath road
and stopping short of London. 1638 Bkathwait Barnnbces
Jrul. (1818) 183 Thee, pleasing "way-mates titled have their

patron. 1799 Mass. Mercury 12 Feb. (Thornton) The fare is

4^ per mile for 'way passengers. 1834 in M cClure Early Life
Abr. Lincoln (1S86) 174 Fare through. .nine dollars: way
passengers six and a fourth cents per mile. 1835 C. F. Hoff-
man Winter in West 1. 102 At Huron, where the boat put in

to land way-passengers. 1902 O.Wister Virginian xxiv. 276
The letter, .had gone by private hand at the outset, ^taken

the stage-coach at a *way point [etc.], 1773 Herriuge Wks.
(1864) 184 They were like *wayposts, which shew a road but

cannot help a cripple forwards, a 1845 IIarham Ingot. Leg.
Ser. in. Blasph. Warn. 338 And you came to a place where
three cross-roads divide, Without any way-post, stuck up by
the side Of the road to direct you and act as a guide. 1813

Examiner 8 Feb. 91/2, I was. .appointed Way-warden for

the parish ; and was dragged from my business to collect the

*way-rate. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorks. I. 189 Every
township ought to employ a roadman or working.*way-reave

..for the same excellent purpose [of road-mending]. 1334
Rolls o/Parlt. II. 84/2 En eyde de lour ferme de *Wey-
serjauntz qe soleyent estreen foreyn boys pur leCheminage,
laquele Cheminage & Weywodewares sount ore defete par

reson de la Porale. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII c. 18 Conveyeng
awaye of *wayshydes shores pyles..from the said bankes
and walles [of the Thames]. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 53
Twenty minutes spent at *way- stations. 1881 R. G. White
Eng. Without $ Within ii. 44 If it is at a way-station, the

passengers give up their tickets as they pass out through the

station. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. t-j This was only

what is called a way station. There was nothing but a
section house and a leng siding, besides the usual offices.

1893 Times 28 Sept. 3/5, I agree with your correspondent.

.

that the 'way-ticket system is a good one. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 27 Feb. 4/1 Men really in search of work would be
given * way tickets ' for definite routes.. . Holders would be
entitled to lodging, supper, and breakfast at the casual ward.

1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. in. xix. (1553) Rv, Whether
euery 'wave walking beggre be by this reason out of prieson

or no, we shall considre. c 1425 Macro Plays, Cast. Persev.

158 Worthy wytis, in al bis werd wyde, lie wylde wode
wonys, & euery *weye-went. 1775 Ash, *Wayivise, expert

in choosing the road. 1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 111. ix.

122 If they [sc, women as wives] are too old they are apt to

be headstrong from havin* had their head so long; and, if

they are too young, they are hardly way-wise enough to be
pleasant. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV. 740/2 When a colt can

be safely driven around the home grounds, he is considered

'farm broke," or way wise. 1918 F. Hackett Ireland xi.

303 Flung into the medley ofAmerican life, he was compelled

..to become way-wise in the factory, [etc.]. <- 1205 Lay.
12860 pa cleopeden be aeorl Costantin & bad ba *wxi-witere

[C1275 wei-wittie] for-a:rnen ba wateres. 1334 *Weywode-
wz.res[see wayserjeatit above].

b. In the names of plants found growing by the

wayside and in stony places, as J way-barley,

-bennet, -bent, Hordeum mitrz'num; fway-cress
m Sciatica cress ; way-grass (see quot. 1887) ;

way-thistle, Carduas arvensis. Also Waybread,
Waywort.
1597 Geraroe Herbal I. xlvi. 67 Thiskinde of wilde Barly

. .is called., in English Wall Barly, *Way Barly, or after old

English writers, Way Bennet. 1578 Lvte Vodoens iv. xlv.

504 Wall Barley, or *\Vay Bennet. 1665 Lovell Herball
fed. 2) 464. 1763 [see wall larhy, Wall sb. 1 22 c]. 1538
Turner Libellus, Pheuix, ..*waybent. 1548 — Names of
Herbes (1881) 43 Phenix Dioscondis semeth to be the herbe
which is called in Cambrlgshire Way bent. 1562 — Herbal
1 1. 20 b, [ I beris] may be called in Englishe *way-cresses. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Calligonon. .,*Waygrasse : knotgrasse.

1887 Kentish Gloss., Way-grass, a weed ; knot-grass. Poly-
gonum aviculare. 1597 Gkrarde Herbal B. cccclxxiv. 1012

The *way Thistles grow euery where by high waysides and
common paths, in great plenty. 1796 W. Pitt Agric. Staf
ford 78 The common, cursed, or way thistle.

tWayf
^-2 Obs.rare. [?var. of Wky.] A certain

quantity of glass.

1545 Rates of Custom Ho. C iij, Glasses Reinish the way
or web containing lx. bunches. 1550-1600 Customs Duties

MS. Addit. 25097 If. 7 b, Glasse the waye or wabe. 1656
Act Commw.Q. 20 Rates {1658)468 Glass for Windows called
. . Rhen ish, the Way or Web.

t Way, v. Obs. [f. Way sbA]
1. intr. To go, journey, proceed.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 12 On a time as they together

way'd, He made him open chalenge, and thus boldly sayd.
1708 Yorkshire Racers 10 They. .Way'd to the course, and
gallop'd true and well.

2. trans. (See quot. 1 706.) Also erron. weigh,
waigh.
1639 T. de Grey Compl. Horsem. 1. v. (1656)43 Untill such

time as he hath been.. made gentle, . .content to be shod,
to be Back'd, Broken, Ridden,Wayed, Mouthed, a 1652 A.
Wilson in Peck Desid. Curiosa (1735) 1 1, xu. 25 My spotted
Nag. .being younge& not well waigh 'd, run away with mee.
a 1654 Selden Table-'/'. (Arb.) 39 He that hath aScrupulous
Conscience, is like a Horse that is not well weigh 'd, he starts

at every Hird that flies out of the Hedge. 1706 Phillips ted.

Kersey), To Way a Horse, is to teach him to travel in the

Ways. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4490/4 Lost. ., a young black
Gelding, comes 4, not thorough weigh'd.

3. To set (a waggon) on the made way or track

on which it runs.

1763 in Loudon Mag. (1764) 145/2 When a waggon happens
to be off the waggon-way, if laden, it will take two or three

horses to way the waggon again.

f 4. intr. To construct a way. In quot. indirect

passive. Obs.
1640 Somner Antlq. Cantefb. 195 It was a Free-Schoole

fortheCity. .anciently wayed unto, and having a passage to

it from some p:irt of Burgate-street.

Hence + Wayed ///. a.

? 1640 Suckling Let. Fra^m. Aur. {1658) 77 A well-wayed
horse will safely convey thee to thy journeys end. 1727
Bailey vol. II, Way'd Horse [with Horsemen] is one who is

already backed, suppled, and broken, and shewsa Disposition

to the Manage.

Way (vv^)j cuiv. Obs. exc. Sc, norl/i.,and U.S.

[Aphetic f. Away. Cf. G. weg similarly used.]

1. --^ Away adv. in various senses, j Do wa? '• see

Do v. 53.
1:1205 Lay. 15933 Let alaeten bis waeter & wei weorpen

\c 1275 awey werpe]. a 1300-1578 Do way [see Do v, 53].

1460 Pastou Lett. I. 525 As for tythyngs here, the Kyng is

way at Eltham. 1533 Moke 2nd Pt. Coufut. 'Findale IV.

Wks. 593/2 Which great occasyons Goddesuffred tofal vpon
him and carye hym waye. [Tindale's words are '. to carye
him clene oute of the waye.] 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvi,

Gae wa', gae wa'. 1871 W.Alexander Johnny Gibb iii,

Gae 'wa', ye haveril. 1908 Collier's Mag. Oct., ' Travelling
for the Presidency* (Thornton s.v. Lunch.connter) Mr.
Bryan has, during the past twelve years, eaten or otherwise
made way with over 1,700 meals at railroad lunch-counters.

2. esp. At or to a (great) distance, far. a. with

preps.

1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah\. (1850)44 You see it was way
towards Tupper's Lake. 1854 Seba Smith {title) Way down
East. 1888 Mrs. Custer 'Tenting on Plains \\\\. (1S93) 151

He sat 'way under the mantel, to let the tobacco-smoke go
up the chimney. 1891 Anthony s Photogr. Bull. IV. 29, I

would have sold at a very low price, way below cost, igoi

Lee Bacon Houseboat on Nile 51 The Howadju.was 'way
up in that painter's paradise where [etc.].

b. With advs., as through, off; hence way-off
a , distant ; way-back U.S. slang, in the phrase

from way-back = from a remote or rural district

;

hence attrib. and quasi-<zaj/.

1887 Nnv YorkEv. Post 4 Oct., The *way-back delegates,

tho:%e from the farms and the small villages. 1889'KlAKK
Twain' Yankee at Crt. Arthur xxxi, He thinks he's a
Sheol of a farmer ; thinks he's old Grayback from Wayback.
1907 Daily Chron. 2 Sept. 2 7 The Whitmans were American
* from way-back'. 1918 Blackw. Mag. May 608/2 There
was a fundi., who used to let on that the pictures on some
vases.. were done from wayback Masai. 1869 Mrs. Whit-
ney We Girts xiv. (1876) 229 General and Mrs. Ingleside

had come from their *way-off, beautiful Wisconsin home.

1897 S. Crane 'Third Violet xxxiii. 215, I am going some-
where ; but I don't know where. 'Way off, anyhow. 1908

S. E. White Riverman ix, Until you got sick of it *way
through.

3. Comb,
a. with a pa. pple. or verb, as way-gone ; + way-

put v. Sc, to put away ; (a) to effect the escape of

(a fugitive from justice)
;

(b) = Put v. 38 d.

1831 Sutherland Farm Rep. 81 in Libr. Usef. Knowl.,
Hush. Ill, They are sorted into their wedder herdings to re-

place the *waygone lot ofthe last year'sewe hogs. 1538 in Pit-

cairn Crim. Trials (Bannatyne Club) I. "205 [John Tuedy, in

Lyntoun, convicted of art and part of the treasonable assist-

ance given to James Douglas. . : And for art and partofj *way-

putting [him]. 1540 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) L170 That
naneofthaimwayput nor dispone vpon the necessarisrequirit

to the said schip as ane schip of weir.

b. with vbl. sbs. (or other nouns of action),

chiefly Sc, as waycoming, -feeing, -passing, -send-

ing,-sliding; way-ganging =^'ay-going; f wei-

sith, departure, death ; way-taking, the action or

an act of taking (something) away, removal. Also

Way-going.
1651 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) £>/<*>>- (S.T.S.) H-M

Heard of the Scots airmy coming to Dumfermling after hir

'waycoming. 1513 Douglas /Eneis iv. vi. 93 Tofoir thi

'wayfleing, Had I ane child consavit of thi ofspring. M56

Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 176 Gif a man..assuns

aneothirfrely to cum, and spekis nochtof his * way ganging.

a 1605 A*. Bannatyne's Jml. (1806) 490 It was ewin, at the

way ganging of the day light. 1898 Ld. E. Hamilton Maw-
kin ofFlowxx. 125 I'd be laith to get an ill name at the very

outset of our way-ganging. 1479 Acta Dom. Concil. (1S39)

45/1 pat be persouns b 6 past fra be eleccioun of be said

Alexander be summond . . to ansuer . . for bair "way passing.



WAY. 209 WAYFARER.
/11578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II 11

[They] brunt the toun at thair way passing, a 157a Knox
Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 420 Sche farther willit, to offer the
•way-sending of the men of weir, c 1205 Lav. 25846 [SheJ

weop for hire *wei-si5. Ibid. 28199 Scullen alle mine feond
waei-siS make^e. 1818 Scott art. Midi, xviii, Avoiding
right-hand snares and extremes, and left-hand "'way-slidings.

umActm A udit. (1839)93/1 Befor be lordis comperit Dauid
Wemyssummond. .anent be "wataking of thre oxin furth of

be landis of myrecarny. a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846

I. 56 And so did Jesus Christ, the onlye trew Light, schyne
unto many, for the way-tack in ofone. 1625 in SpaldingCtub
Misc. V. 2 1 8 The gryt trubilland discord betuin the laird and
his tenantis anent the waytaking of doris at thair remowing.

Way (w/i)» ***. Also whay. [Cf. Wo int.]

A callto a horse to stop.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, 'Tuggs's at Rainsgate, Away went
the donkey. .'Way-way ! Wo-0-0-0- t

' cried Mr. Cymon
Tuggs. 1846 — Cricket on Hearth ii, ' Way !

' This mono-
syllable was addressed to the Horse, who didn't mind it at

all. ' Oh do Way, John !
' said Mrs. Peerybingle. ' Please !

'

1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. xv, Whay ! Stop. There's
an old woman in here.

Way, obs. form of Weigh v., Wey, Whey, Woe.
-way (w£')> as a terminal element of advs., is

identical with Way sb.
1

L Phrases consisting of the sb. qualified by an
adj. are often used adverbially (see Way sb. 1 8, 14 c!,

etc.), and some of the combinations of adj. and
sb. thus used have come to be apprehended as

single words, and so pronounced and written ; the

second element, losing its separate stress, has as-

sumed in some degree the aspect of an adverbial

suffix. The only early example of this process is

the OE. ealne weg, an adverbial accusative, which
after the disappearance (in the 14th c.) of adjectival

flexion became Alway (q. v. for the development
of meaning). Anyway % everyway, noway, some'
way, written as single words, are not found before

the 1 6th c. The only advs. in -way f. descriptive

adjs. are broadzvay (1 6th c), crosswayit&iXy 1 7the),
straightway (as two words in 15th c. ; as one word
from 1530). Most of the above-mentioned advs.

have parallel and synonymous forms in -ways.

2. The few advs. f. sb. + -way do not originate

from phrases, but are genuine compounds; they

all have parallel forms in -ways. ^ Needway
'necessarily' occurs in Barbour r 1375 {needways
in Cursor M. a 1300). Edgeway, endway, side-

way,sitnway, which denote direction of movement,
are, like the corresponding forms in -ways, not
older than the 16th century.

3. Crossway and sideway are frequently used as

adjs. ; the other advs. in -Way expressing spatial

direction would perhaps admit of a similar use,

but it is not evidenced in our quotations.

Wayag(e, obs. Sc. forms of Voyage.

Way-bill.
L A list of passengers booked for seats in a stage-

coach or other public vehicle for places on the

road. Also a detailed statement of goods entrusted

to a public carrier for delivery at stated destinations.

1791 Boswell Johnson 3 June 17S4, The Oxford post-
coach took us up in the morning at Bolt-Court. .. I found
from the way-bill, that Dr. Johnson had made our names be
?ut down. 1821 Massachusetts Spy 23 May (Thornton),
'ackages of the larger kind, belonging to any passenger,

were always entered on the way-bill. 18x4 Barnewall &
Cresswell Rep. K. B. II. 713 He did not see any Norwich
way-bill [in the waggon]. 1849 De Quincev Eng. Mail
Coach, Wks. 1862 IV. 297 Ucalegon, as it happened, was not
in the way-bill and therefore could not have been booked.
1864 T. S. Williams & Simmonds Engl. Commerc. Cor.
resp. 91 You will also be kind enough to repny him the
carriage according to the bills of lading or the waybills he
will show you. 1897 Bram Stoker Dracula xvii. (1912)
944 The official, .sending also .. the way-bill and all the
papers connected with the delivery of the boxes at Carfax.

2. A list of places to be visited on a journey.
1866 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 7^4 All of which places.. are set

down for visit in my way-bill. 1879 Toukgee Foots Errand
xxxv. 242 He had been traveling on what is known in that
country as a ' way-bill ', or a description of a route received
from another.
trans/. 1813 Moore Rhymes on Road Introd. 89, I've got

into the easy mode. You see, of rhyming on the road-
Making a way-bill of my pages, Counting the stanzas by
my stages.

3. U.S. A label attached to an article in transit
to indicate its destination, mode of transport, etc.
1887 Gunter Mr. Barnes xx. 145 The old and dilapidated

little dirty trunk covered with numerous way-bills.

4. In recent use, a kind of pass by producing
which a man 'on the road* can obtain relief at
certain stages of his journey. So way-bill system.
1893 Times 20 Sept. 3/6 This system, which became known

as the ' waybill
' system, was worked in this way. When a

destitute wayfarer left a casual ward in the morning, he
could, on application, obtain a waybill or passport, on which
were recorded.. the day and hour at which the bearer left
it, and the route on which he was travelling, [etc.]. 1897

( a r
C* ^""es 2° Aug. 187/1 Any poor traveller, .will be.,

fed, lodged, and passed on, the following morning, with a
stamped way-bill, to the next lodging-house on the route.
Hence Way-bill v. U.S. trans., to enter (goods)

on a way-bill.

Vol. X.

1877 W. H. Burroughs Taxation 140 Freight being
way-billed through. 1890 Railways A mer. 412 He.. must
count, seal, superscribe, and way-bill money packages and
handle oyster-kegs, .at a moment's notice.

+ Way-bit. north, Obs. Forms: 6waybitte,
wye byt, 6-7 wey-, 7 wea-, 7-8 wee-, (9 wai-),

7- way-bit. [First element uncertain, but prob.

representing northern dialectal variants of Wee sb.

and a. + Bit sb.%] A short distance.

As shown by the quotations, the source of the word was
the alleged habit of Northern rustics, on being asked the
distance to a place, of giving it as 'a mile (etc.) and a way-
bit ', which the inquiring traveller found practically to mean
two or three miles.

J 589 Almond for Parrat 2 If. .my full points seeme as
tedious to thy puritane perusers, as the Northren mans mile,

and a waybitte to the weary passenger. 1600 ll'isd. Dr.
DodyPoll lv. i. in Bullen O. PL 1 1 1. 139 How far am I from
Court ? Some two myles and a wye byt, sir. 1603 T. M. True
Narr. Entert. H. M. 03 b, The miles according to the

Northren phrase, are a wey-bit longer then they be here in

the South. C1645 Howell Lett. (1655) IV. xxviii. 67 In the

North parts where there is a wea bit to evry mile. X651 J.
Cleveland] Poems, Dial. Two Zealots 52 A York-shire
Wea-bit, longer then a mile. ai66i Fuller Worthies,
Yorks. (1662} 190 Ask a Country-man here on the high-way,
how far it is to such a Town, and they commonly return,

So many miles and a way-bit. ..It is not Way-bit, though
generally so pronounced, but Wee-bit is a pure York-
shirisme, which is a small bit in the Northern Language.
Ibid. 225 Generall Leslie with his Scottish ran away more
then an York-shire mile, and a Wee-bit. 1775 J. Watson
Hist. Halifax 548 Way-bit. As a mile and a way-bit.

Meaning a wee, or little bit. 1834 Mbdwin Angler in Wales
I. 255 You shall have his description of it, preface and all—
which is like the mile and the wai bit, in Sussex, the one
twice the length of the other.

Jig. a 1670HACKET Abp. Williams 1. (1602) 59, I have
heard him prefer divers, and very seriously, before himself,

who came short a Mile and a way-bit. 1693 Poems in Bur-
lesque 15 From Sleep to Death, there's but a way-bit.

b. trans/, of time.

1687 Sf.tti.tt Rejl. Drydcns Plays 51 In his anno Xtatis,

thirty and a Way-bit. 173a Lady B, Germain Let. to Swift
13 May, You will find forty years and a wee bit have done
no more good to my head than it has to my face.

Way-board. Mining. Also weigh-, [app.

f. Way sb. 1 + Board sb. (cf. sense 16).] (See quot.

1859.)
a. 1747 Hooson Miners Diet. L 3, 1 hese Leaps never

happen but at some Way-board, or large Hed-joynt. 1818 W.
Phillips Geol. 137 The limestone strata contain thin beds of
clay, termed by the miner way-boards. X859 Page Handbk.
Geol. Terms, Wayboards, a mining term, now pretty gener-

ally employed by geologists to designate any thin layers or
1 bands that separate or define the boundaries of thicker strata.

/3. 180a J. Mawe Mineral. Derby-sh. Gloss. (E.D.S.),

j
Weighboard, clay intersecting the vein, i860 Worcester.
1864 Webster. (And in later Diets.)

Waybread, waybred (wabred). Forms:
a. 1 we3br&dae, -breede, (2 weibreode, 3 wei-,

5 weybrode), 4-6 weybrede (6 -bred), 5-6 way-
brede, 6-7 waybreed, 6, 9 waybread, (7 whay-
bred, 8 way-broad), 5- waybred (6 wabred,

6, 9 wabret, 9 waybret, wabert). p. 7 way-
burne, 9 -burn

; 7 waburne, 9 wabran, -bron,

waveren. [Com. WGer. : OE. wegbrdde, weg^

brxde wk. fern., corresponds tc OS. wegabreda,

wegbrede (MLG., M.Du. wegebrede, Du. weegbree;

WFris. weibr/), OHG. wegabreita fern. (MHO.
wegebreite, mod.G. wegebreite, wegbreite fem.,

weg(e)breit masc); Da. has vejbred from LG.
The word means * broad-leaved plant growing
beside the ways

'
; f. Way sb. 1 (the early continental

forms have genit. pi.) + OTeut. type *braia*jon-

broad object (cf. OHG. wintbreila * ventilabrum ',

breite flat cake). In the 0-forms, occurring only

with -leaf, the dof the stem has disappeared before

the -n of the OE. genitive sing, in wegbnvdan leaf

(Leechd. I. 84, 86)-] = Plantain * 1. Also water
waybread — water plantain : see Plantain 1 2.

C700 Efiinat Gloss. 65 Arniglosa,. .uue^bradae. ciooo
Sax. Leechd. II. 292 5enim..pa ruwan wegbraedan [etc. 1

.

xi.. Voc. in Wr.-Wnlcker 544 38 Plantago, weibreode.
r/1265 Voc. Plants ibid. 558/22 Weibrode. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvn. exxix. (1495) 687 Weybrede chewed
easyth and clensyth swellynge gomes, c 14^0 Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 14 Amoglossa, . .plantago maior idem...An-
glice weybrode. c 1500 Gloss. 69 in Makcultoch MS. (S.T.S.)
28 Hec plantago, a wabred. 1538 Turner Libellus, Alisma
dioscoridar,..vfaler plantane or water waybrede. 156a —
Herbal 11. 94 There ar two kyndes of plantayn or Way-
brede, the lesse and the greater. 1601 Holland Pliny xxv.
viii. II. 223 Themison. .set forth a whole booke of the
hearbe Waibread or Plantain, wherein he highly praiseth it.

1657 W. Coi.es Ada/n in Eden Ixxvi, The generall English
name is Plantaine; but that which the Greeks call P.pta-
neuron, we call Way-bred, because it commonly breeds by
the wayside. 1705 tr. Ccnvley's /VantsWks. (1711) III. 303
Next Waybred rose . . Her Nature is astringent, which great
Hate Of her among Blood-letters does create. 1861 Mrs.
Lankester Wild Flowers 109 The common name of Plant-
ago Major is undoubtedly Way-bred (not Way-bread, as it

is usually spelt), from its frequency by the way-side, seeming
as if bred on the road. 1866 Treas. Bot.

t
Waybread.

b. Comb. : waybread-leaf (also Sc. wayburn-
leaf), sometimes used as the name of the plant.

a. 1599 T. Cutwodk Caltha Poet. (Roxb.) cxvii, And with

a Wabret leafe he made a wallet. 1614 G. Markham Cheap
$ Gd. Husb. Table hard words, Plantayne. . is called Whay-

bred leafe. 1803 Leyden Scenes ofInfancy 1. 101 The wabret
leaf, that by the pathway grew.
0. i6og in T. Craig-Lrown Hist. Selkirlcsh. (i536) I. i3o

Being demandit if she gave drinks, she answered she gave
nane bot off Waburne leavis for the hart-axes. 1623 Set.

Rec. Presbyt. Lanark (Abbotsford Club) 1 She appoyntit
thame the wayburne leaf to be eattin nyne morningis. 1808
Ja.mieson, Wabran Isaz'es, Great Plantain or Waybread.
1820 Blacfav. Mag. Nov. 202, I thought the grey whin was
gaun frae below me— it shook like a wabron-leaf. 1831 W.
Patrick Plants Lanark. 94 Greater Plantain.. .The leaves

(vulgarly called the Wayburn-leaf) are spread on the ground.

1914 J. S. Angus Shetland Gloss. 154 Waveren leaf, plan-
tain 'Plantago major).

Waycett, obs. form of Watchet.
Waycht, Sc. var. wicht : see Wight a.

t Waycoriant. Obs. rare. The three obscure

terms in the quot. (as also wagron on the prec. page

:

see quot. s.v. Gheeueaguar) seem to be arbitrary

formations, pretended names of pigments.
1658 W. Sanderson* Graphice 69 For an Amethyst, the

same Gheereaguar mixed with Waycoriant and waywiLk.

tWayed, fpl. a. Obs. rare. [f. Way ^.1 +
-ED-.] Having a way. Also in three-wayed

'

—
Three-way a.

1382 Wvclif Isa. xv. 3 In his thre weied places thei ben
gird with a sac. — Ezek. xix. 13 Now it is plauntid ouere

in deseert, in luond not wayed [Vulg. invia],

"Wayer^e : see Ware sb.%t
Watotjr Obs.,

Weigher.
tWayfarage- Feudal Law. Obs. [f.WAT-
PAKB Sb. OXV. +-AGE.] =CHIMIXAGE.
1594 Crompton Jurisd. 189 Chimynage, that is toll^ for

wayfearage. 1607 Coweix Interj>r. t
Chiminage-.signifieth

a toll for wayfarage through the forest. 1679 Blount Ant.
Tenures 91 They ought to have.. Toll for wayfarage through

the whole Farm aforesaid.

"Wayfaro (w£*ie»i), sb. arch. [f. Way sbA +
Fare sb., after Wayfaring a.]

1. Wayfaring, travelling. Also Jig.

la 1400 MorteArth. 1797 He. .Wroghte waves fulle wyde,
and wounded knyghttez ; Wyrkez his in wayfare fulle werk-

and sydez, And hewes of be hardieste halsez in sondyre.

1601 Holland Pliny xi. xxx. I. 328 Their [sc. ants'] waifare

is so ordinarieand continuall, that wee may see the very hard

flint and pebble stones worne with their passage too and
fro. 1614 Sylvester Little Bartas 714 The heavy load Of
Cares and Crosses (in a thousand things) Which this our

wretched, sad, short, Way-fare brings. 1850 S. Dobell
Crazed 24, I.. entered on my wayfare when 1 saw Gold on
the ground and glory in the trees. 1886 Burton Arab. Nts.

(abr. ed.) I. 4 On the fourth day he made ready for wayfare.

1887 Morris Odyss. x. 501 Circe, and what helmsman for

my wayfare shall I get?

b. Guidance in travel, rare"1
.

1875 Morris /Eneids vni. 336 Me.. my mother's word
well worshipped hither drave, The nymph Carmentis; and
a god, Apollo, wayfare gave.

t 2. Provision for a journey, travelling expenses.

[tr. L. viaticum']. Obs.

1600 Holland Livy xxiu Hi. 464 A noble Lady.. named
Busa, relieved them with some victuall, apparrell, yea and
moiiy also in their purses for their wayfare. 1609 Bible
(Douay) Deut. xv. 14 Thou shalt in no case suffer him to

depart emptie : but geve him his wayfare of thy llockes, and
of thy barne floore, and thy presse.

Wayfare (w^i'few), v. Now rare and arch.

[Back-formation from Wayfaring sb.] intr. To
journey or travel, esp. on foot. Also to wayfare it.

1547 Act 1 Edw. VI, c. 3 § 3 Divers wemen and men goeth

on begging wayefaring. 1587 Golding De Momay xxiv.

(1617)411 Abraham, Isaac and Iacob wayfared from place

to place vpon the earth. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 37 There
as ne traueld by the way, he met An aged «ight, wayfaring

all alone. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 474 A certaine

Laconian as he way-fared, came unto a place where there

dwelt an olde friend and host of his. 1818 Keats Lett.

Wks. 1889 III. 142, I hope soon to be writing you about

the things of the north, purposing to wayfare all over those

parts. 1850 Erasers Mag. XLII. 446 hhoals of people..

wayfared it up the Rhine. 1898 Hardy Wessex Poems 135

Along through the Stour-bordered Forum, Where Legions

had wayfared.

b. Jig. and in fig. context.

1535 Goodly Primer, Commendations Ps. cxix. ZaTn,

Whilst 1 here wayfared a stranger. 1578 Bk. Chr. Prayers
12 Most louing Father,, .harken to the prayers of thy ser-

uants, yet wayfaring here on earth. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
<$ Selv. 141 Not jading it in the great road of bare motion,

which other stirr'd bodies are wayfaring in. 1875 Manning
Mission Holy Ghost i. 23 That he is but a stranger way-

faring upon earth.

Wayfarer (w^l•(o•'r^J^. [f. Wat sb> + Fareb.

Cf. \\ ayfebeu.] A traveller by road, esp. one who
journeys on foot.

c 1440 Promt Pan: 520/1 Weyfarere, viator, viatrix.

15.4 ISakclay Eglogm. (1570) B vj b, Iugglers and pipers,

and scuruy wayfarers. 1551 T. Wilson Lsgic 43 Ine way.

fairer shall not (or very hardly) come to his journeies ende,

except he haue some money in his purse. 1601 Carew
Cornwall 1. 66 Rut in stead of remedy, they receyued in

answere, that neither such an outcorner was frequented with

many wayfarers, nor by hanging out signes.did theyinuite

any. 1836 Pickens .S'*. Boz, Streets— .\ ight, Savoury steams

of hot dinners salute the nostrils of the hungry wayfarer, as

he plods wearily by the area railings. 1858 Chr. G. Kossetti

Poems, Uf-Mill 9 Shall I meet other wayfarers at night!

Those who have gone before. 1896 Conan Doyle Exploits

ofGerard \\. 217 There were few wayfarers between there

and Greiz.

b. Wayfarer's-tret, the hobble-bush. U.S.

1858 [see Hobble-bushJ.
27



WAYFARING.

Wayfaring (w^^fearig), I'M j3. Somewhat#r<r^.
[f. Wat sb. 1 + Faring vbl. sb.

}
after Wayfaring a.]

Journeying, travelling; an instance of this. Msofg.
1536 Primer Eug. <* Lat., Commend. (Rouen) 149 b, Thy

justifications were tome songes in ye place of my wayfaring.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. iii. L iv, Wherfore comest thou a
wayfarynge into this countrey. .? 1548 \Juall Erasm. Par.
Acts ii. 22-28 He him selfe went on wayfarynge frome place

to place. 1561 T. Norton Cahdus lust. lit. xxv. (1634)

484 To us the onely and perfect felicitie is knowne even in

this earthly waifaring. a 1677 Harrow Wks. (1686) III.

Serm. xv. 178 The Scripture aptly resembles our life to a
wayfaring, a condition of travel and pilgrimage. 1818

Keats Endym. \. 132 That I may dare, in wayfaring, To
stammer where old Chaucer used to sing. 1832 W. Irving
A/hambra (1851) 122 To hear a mass and put up a prayer

for a prosperous wayfaring across the Sierra, 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xlii, Gipsy camps they had passed in their

wayfaring. x88i O'Shalghnessv Songs 0/a Worker 43 A
certain traveller, sad and. .worn With wayfaring.

b. Comb, j as wayfaring-journey, -Hfc, •sketch
;

f wayfaring-book, an itinerary ; j wayfaring-
shrub = Wayfaring-tree.
1549 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. lxxxiii. 289

Give us Grace to forget this Way-faring Journey, and to

remember our proper and true Country. 16:0 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 204 No farther this way did Antonine
specific any place in his way-faring book, 1614 Lithgow
Trav. B4 Some notable illusions . .which I found in my
wayfaring iourney. 1731 Miller Gard. Did. s.v. I'iscuvi,

The Bark of our Lantune or Way-faring Shrub. 1847 Miss
K. Skene {title) Wayfaring Sketches among the Greeks and
Turks. 1889 Lucy Toulmin Smith {title) English Way-
faring Life in the Middle Ages [tr. J. J. Jusseraud La Vic

nomade\.

Wayfaring (\\vi*fe»rii}), ppl. a. arch. Forms:
1 weyfarende, 4 weyfarende, -faringe, -varyng,

(5 -fareng), 4-6 wayfarynge, -inge, 6 waye-
fa(y)rynK©> waifaring, 7 way-fairing, 6- way-
faring. [OE. wegfarende, f. weg Way j£.l + pres.

pple. oifaran Fare^. 1 Cf. led. (14th c.) vegfar-

andi, MSw. vagh-, Sw. vagfarande, Y)a..veifarende.

Cf. the cognate Wayfeuing.] Travelling or journey-

ing by road. Usually wayfaring j/ian, a traveller

by road. Also fig.

c 1000 /Elfkic Saints' Lives xxvi. 204 Sum weyfarende

man ferde wiS bone feld. c 1330 K. Brunne Citron. Ware
3659 We ar. .Weyfarende men pat wolde haue gryb. 1387
Tkevisa HigdenV. 449 For refresshynge and socour of way
farynge [MS. y weyvaryng] men. 150a Atkvnson tr. De
Imitatione in. xxill. (1893) 216 O iesu, ..the solace & con-

forte of wayfarynge soules. 1545 Ascha.m Toxoph. 11. (Arb.)

157 The waye beyng sumwhat trodden afore, by waye fayr-

ynge men. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxviii. §11. 241

The necessities of trauailers waifaring men and such like.

x6u Bible Isa. xxxv. 8 The wayfaringmen, though fooles,

shall not erre therein. 1678 Bunvan Pilgr. 1. 155 When the

Shepherds perceived that they were way-fairing men, they

also put questions to them,, .as, Whence came you? 1897
' Edna Lyall' {title) Wayfaring Men.

t b. Wayfaring man's tree, the fuller form of

"Wayfarixg-tree.
Both are found in Gerarde for the first time, but only the

latter survived.

1597 Gerarde Herbaliu. cxv. 1305 The Wayfaring mans
tree groweth vp to the height of an hedge tree, of a meane
bignesse.

Hence Wayfaringly adv. rare.

i$$a Hlxoet, Wayfayryngly, peregrine, uiatice.

Wayfaring - tree. [Short for tuayfaring

mans tree (see above) ; cf. traveller'sjoy.]

1. The tall shrub Viburnum Lantana, with broad

leaves downy underneath, white flowers in dense

cymes, and green berries turning first red then

black. It grows wild in hedges and underwood.
1597 Gerarde Herbal in. cxv. 1305 Of the Wayfaring

tree. 1670 Evelyn Sylva xxi. § 19. (ed. 2) 101 The Vibur-

num, or Way-faring tree,, .makes the most plyant and best

bands to Fagot with. 1671-96 Phillips, Wea/eriug-tree.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Viburnum; The Wayfaring or

Pliant Mealy Tree. 178s Martvn Lett. Bot.x\\\. (1794) 239.

1830 Howitt Bk. Seasons (1837) 117 Wayfaring tree ! what
ancient claim Ha*t thou to that right pleasant name? 1859
W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1866) 121 The Wayfaring Tree,

belonging to the same genus as the Guelder Rose, bears a
considerable resemblance to that shrub, both in its flowers

and berries; but in the leaves differs entirely.

2. U.S. The hobble-bush (K lantanoides).

1814 Puksh Flora Atner. Septentr. 711. 1856 A. Gray
Man. Bot. U.S. (i860) 168.

Wayfe : see Waif sb.1
. Waive v.2

f Wayfarer. Obs. [f. W:ay ^. 1 + Fere v. 1

+ -ER 1 .1 = WAYFARER.
1388-9 in 1st Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 80/1 De xv'id.

solutis uni weyferer eodem tempore, c 1450 Myrc Par. Pr.

1364 Hast bou in herte rowbe I-had, Of hem bat were nede

be-stad, To seke & sore and prisouerus, I-herberet alle wey-

fer[er]us ?

+ Wayfering, ppl- ti. Obs. Forms : 1 wes-

ferende, 3weiverinde,4 wayverinde, -ferande,

way-, weyferyng'e. [OE. wegfe'rende, i. weg

Way sb.
1 + pres. pple. offe'ran Fere v. 1

] = Way-
faring ///. a.

c 890 W^rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 128 pa cwa:5 se we£-

ferenda to bam a:wfxstan man. c 1000 j^lfric Horn. 1. 164

Dysis bi5 se wesfereiida man se5e nimS bone smeoan we*

be hine inislaet. a i»s Ancr. R. 350 Heo iuindej, iwis, Sein

Julianes in, bet weiuerinde men 5eorne secheO. 1303 K.

'Brunne Handl. Syune 10510 Be a man yn sykenes, or ynipry-

soun Weyferyng, or yn temptacyun. 1340 Ayenb. 39 Kob-

beres and kueade herberseres bet berobbeb be pilgnmes an

210

be marchons and be obre wayuerindemen. 13.. E.E.Allit.

P. B.79pe wayfeiandefrekez,bn fote&on hors,..Labez hem
alle luflyly to lenge at my fest. ^1374 Chaucer Boetk. 11.

pr. v. (1886) 34 (Cambr. MS.) Yif thow haddyst entred in

the paathof this lyf a voyde wayferynge [Addit. MS. way-
faryng] man. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 348 In bis epistle

techib Poul how wey-ferynge men bat lyven here shulden

go be strei3t wey bat ledib men to J?e blisse of hevene.

Wayfire, obs. f. Wt
afer.

"WayfF.e, Wayft : see Waif tf.l, Weft sb*

Way-gang. Sc [Gang sb.^\ = Way-going.
1737 Ramsav SC, Prov. 27 Frost and fawshood have tiaith

a dirty waygang. 1894 Latto Jam. Bodkin xxxi. 315 Their

wa' gang [sc. the death of her parents] brak the hindmost

link that bund her affections to Breeriebuss.

tWaygate 1
. Obs. Also 6 -gait. [f. WrAY

adv. + GAlEsb.%] The act ofgoing away, departure.

1575-6 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 269 This examinate at

his waygait bad the said Thomas fairwell. 1598 R. Bkknard
tr. Terence, Heatitontim. in. L (1607) 221 Least that old

wonted austeritie of yours bee worse then it was at his way-

gate. x6ooHeywood2W/V. Edw. /K(i6i3)Q4b, So God
respect the waygate of my soule, as I know nothing. 1641

Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 77 It is an usuall course (amongst

shepheards) att the way-gate of a snowc.to keepe tbeire

shtcpe..on some swarth«grownd.

Waygate 2
. Sc, and north, [f. Way sd.i +

Gate so* Cf. way-gang, -go s.v. Way sb.1 40.]

1. A passage-way.
For various special uses see Eng. Dial. Diet.

a 1800 in Hogg Jacobite Relics (1819) I. 24 He's awa to

sail, Wi' water in his waygate, An' wind in his tail. 1866

Caiu.vle E. Irving \\\ Froude Remin. (18E1) 1. 101 'Upon
all these [books] you have will and waygate ', an expressive

Annandale phrase of the completes! welcome.

2. Speed, progress, headway. Sc, and north,

1825-81 Jamieson. 1894 Norihumbld. Gloss.

Waygh, obs. form of Weigh v.

Way-going (w^g^nr)). Sc. and north. Also

9 Sc, -ga'en, -gaun. [f. Way adv.] The action or

fact of going away, departure (on a journey, from

life); the act of leaving (a habitation, employment).
1633 Sik A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S. H. S.) I.

98 Coming hoome. .my saule blissed God. .for his goodnes

to me in this comunion conforme to my voue befor my way-
going. 1649 J. Cakstairks Lett. (1846} 58 Fearing much
the [letter] bearer's way-going, I dare say no more ; but let

[etc.]. 170J H. Guthry Mem. 56 They press'd that the pro-

rogation might be with the consent of the Estates, and upon
his refusal they oppos'd his way-going. 1819 Alex. Bal-

fol'R Campbell I. xviii. 326 It was a wae wa-ga'en to mae
nor me at that time. 1825-82 Jamieson, Way-gaun, Wa-
gaun, Wav-goingf adj., removing from a farm or habitation.

1896 ' G. Setoun ' Robert Urquhart xxiiL 248 He may ha'e

so putten the words in my mouth just to ease the wa-gaun

o' a faithfu* servant. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy ii. 13

Christopher Kennedy had lost his position . . for drunkenness,

and even at that very moment with his companions he was
celebrating his way-going.

b. attrib., as way-goingpremium ; way-going

crop (see quots.).

1773 Harpham Inclos. Act 8 Such farmer, .shall. .ha%e

a *way going crop or crops following him. 1797 J. Bailey

& G. Cui.ley Agric. Norihumbld. ii. 25 Where the tenant

quits on the 12th of May, he is allowed to have a crop of

corn from off two-thirds of the arable lands; this is called

the way-going crop. 1855 H. Broom Comm. Common Lazv

(1856) 13 A custom that a tenant shall have the waygoing
crop after the expiration of his term is reasonable and good.

1920 Act 10 % 11 Geo. V, c. 76 § 10 (7) (f) The tenant shall,

along with the last or waygoing crop, sow permanent grass

seeds. 1881 Times 17 Mar. 4/5 They [sc Irish tenants] care

not to realize five years' rent for the *way-going premium
which at any time they might receive.

Similarly "Way-going a., departing, outgoing. Sc.

181a Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Hush. Scot. u. 62 Much depends

on the conditions obligatory on the way-going tenant. 1845

R. Hunter Law Landl.% Tenant Index,Waygoing tenant s

right to value of fallow land.

WaygOOSC Now dial, or Obs. [Of obscure

etymology ; there is no evidence that the second

element is to be identified with Goose sb.] (See

quots. and cf. Wayzgoose.)
1683 Moxon Mech. Eaerc, Printing 361 It is also cus-

tomary for all the Journey-men to make every Year new

Paper Windows.. ; Because that day they make them, the

Master Printer gives them a Way-goose; that is, he makes

them a good Feast, and not only entertains them at his own
House, but besides, gives them Money to spend at the Ale-

house or Tavern at Night. These Way-gooses, are always

kept about Bartholomew-tide. And till the Master-Printer

have given this Way-goose, the Journey-men do not use to

Work by Candle Light. 1833 Timpkrley Songs oftlie Press

23 Song, Composed for a Printers' Way Goose. 1847 Hal-
liwell, Way^oose, an entertainment given by an appren-

tice to his fellow-workmen. West. 1857 Wright Did.
Obs. <V Prov. Engl., Way-goose, an annual ftast among
printers. It appears to have been formerly a practice pecu-

liar to Coventry, where it was usual in the large manufac-

tories of ribbons and watches, as well as amongst the silk

dyers, at the season of the year when they commenced the

use of candleS, to have what was called a way-goose, when
all the persons of the establishment were accustomed to go
a short distance into the country and partake of an enter-

tainment provided for the occasion at the charge of their

employers : and this practice uniformly preceded the work-

ing by candle-light. 1865 J. Brown J. Leech, etc. (1882) 13

note, Once a year they attend the annual dinner of the

firm, at which compositors, readers, printers, machinemen,

clerks, etc. dine. This dinner is called the * Way Goose ',

and is often referred to in Punch. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.,

Waygoose or wayzgoose, an entertainment given to journey-

men workmen.

Wayk^e, Wayken : see Weak, Weaken.

WAYLAY.
Wayl, obs. form of Vail v. 1

, Wale v.1

Waylaway, obs. form of Wellaway.
Waylay (w^fl^f, w^i'k'), v. Pa. t. and pa.

pple. waylaid (w^'l^i-d, wH^d). Also 6-7

way-laye, 6-9 way-lay. [f. Way sbl + Lay v.1

(where see senses 18 b, c), after MLG., MDu.
wegelAgen (= MHG. and early mod.G. wegelagen

t

7veglagen, superseded in later German by wegc-

iagertt), f. wegelage :—OS., OHG. *wega laga beget-

ting of ways {wega genit. pi. of weg way + l&ge

besetting, ambush, related to Layz/. 1
).]

I. trans. To lie in wait for (a person or thing)

with evil or hostile intent ; to seize or attack in the

way.
1513 in G. P. Scrope Castle Combe (1852) 292 The saynd

[sic] Robert Brucr, Richard Pollen, John Lewis cam and
wayelaynd [sic] my kepers man, and so hert hyem. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, \. ii. 183 [They] shall robbe those men
that wee haue already way-layde. x6oi — Twel. A', in. iv.

176, I will way-lay thee going home, where if it be thy

chance to kill me [etc.]. 1666 Dkyden Ann. Mirab. ccii.

Now on their Coasts our conquering Navy rides, Way-lays
.

their Merchants, and their Land besets. 1674 Milton/".
R. 1. 184 How thou Iurk'st..In Valley or Green Meadow to

way-lay Some beauty rare. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 73 r 3
The rich are neither way-laid by robbers, nor watched by
informers. 1779 Forkest Voy. N. Guinea 144 Then we
should be way-laid by armed corocoros. 1813. Scott Rokeby
111. xii, Thou art a wanderer, it is said; For Mortham's
death, thy steps way-laid. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 578 A
screw-steamer of war.. waylaid the English Royal West
India Mail steamer in the Bahama Channel., and brought

her to by firing a round shot across her bows. 1883 Manch.
Guardian 18 Oct. 4/7 A ruffian .. waylaid her in the street

and assaulted her in the most brutal manner.

b
- fe- - ^ .a 1616 Beaum. & Ft. Little I-r. Lawyer n. in, Dost thou

way-lay me with ladies? 1635 Quables Embl. III. Kpig. ix,

Thy soule's way.laid by sea; by Hell; by earth. 1680 C.

Nesse Church Hist. 495 That Word of God There must be

ten horns way-lays them. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 69

p 3 All ihe other Miseries, which way-lay our Passage

through the World, Wisdom may escape, and Fortitude

may conquer. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. vi, The acci-

dents which unavoidably way-lay them.

c. To intercept and seize (a thing in transit).

Miojig. to seize (an opportunity).

1599 Ii. Jonson Kv. Man out cfHum. Dram. Pers. (1600)

A iij, He way laies the reports of seruices, & consthem
without booke, [etc.]. 1639 Mayne City Match 11. iii, Use
stratagems To get her silver whistle, and way-lay Her
pewter knots or bodkin. 167a Essex Papers (Camden) I,

37, I.. resolve to waylay all oppcrtunityes for y
e future.

1851 Helps Coiup. Soiit. iv. (1874) 43 The fond wife used to

waylay and open large packets. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl.
II. vii. 84 Hans has not returned. I give him two days

more before I- fall in with the opinion.. that Godfrey has

waylaid or seized upon his sledge.

2. trans/, (without implication of hostility). To
wait for (a person) in the way and accost ; to stop

(a person) in order to converse with him.
1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xix. i. (1625) 1355 The

Prophet . . way-layes the King of Israel, and sadly complaines

of himselfe in a reall parable, a 16.5 Fletcher Chances Iv.

i, Our loves shall now way-lay ye ; welcome, Gentlemen.

1718 Sir K. Walpole Let. 8 Oct. in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App>. 1. 241 Our scheme about the Duke of Riperda

1 must be alter'd unlesse you can way-lay this Evening or to-

I morrow morning, & prevail w« him to alter his course. 1804

! Wordsw. 'She was a Phantom ' 10 A dancing Shape, an

\
Image gay, To haunt, to startle, and way-lay. 1807 Miss

Mrrroao in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. iii. 62 The driver of

I the Reading coach is quite accustomed to be waylaid by our

! carriage. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlviii, Being directed

]
to the chapel [he] betook himself there, in order to waylay

her, at the conclusion of the service. 1886 Rvskih Pra-terila

II. 60, I have held it a first principle of manners not to way-

lay people. 1914 Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 577 The canal lock-

keepers waylay me for the latest information.

f 3. To impede or intercept (a person) in his pro-

gress ; to block the path of. Also, to impede or

obstruct (an activity). Obs.

1625 Bacon Ess., Usury (Arb.) 543 For the Employment of

Money, is chiefly, either Merchandizing, or Purchasing ; And
Vsury Way-layes both. 1649 M ilton Eiion. viii. 68 Using a

strange iniquity to require justice upon him whom he then

waylayd and debarr'd from his appearance. 1660 Ingelo

Bentiv. tr Ur. I. (1682) 156 By this means we endeavour to

way-lay an inconvenience which others accelerate by Excess

in meats and diinks. 1681 F'lavei. Right Man's Ref. 170

'lis our wisdom to way-lay our troubles. 1688 Bunvan

Jems. Sinner Saved (1886) 121 Art thou crossed, disap-

pointed, and way-laid, and overthrown in all thy foolish

ways and doings ?
.

4. To beset or blockade (a road, position, district)

with an armed force or the like. ? Obs.

1609 [Bp. W. Barlow] Aiisw. Nameless Cath. 292 The

Pope caused them to bee staied from that meeting, way-

laying the Coastes of Verona and Millan. 1618 J. Taylor

(Water P.) Pennyles Pilgr. F 1 b, Then all the valley on

each side being way-laid with a hundred couple of strong

Irish Grey-hounds, they are let loose as occasion serues

vpon the heard of Deere. 1757 Washington Lett. Writ. 1889

I. 498, I . .ordered the passes of the mountains to be waylaid

by commands from other places. 1784 Belknap Tour to

White Mts. (1876) 19 The next morning they waylaid the

road and killed these men. 1813 Scott Rokeby 11. xnl, M
our path way-laid? 1828 W. Irving Columbus vm. 111. II.

237 He spread his army through the adjacent forests; and

waylaid every pass.

Hence Waylaid ///. a. Waylayer, one who

waylays. Waylaying vbl. sb. and ppl. a. (Stress

variable, as in the vb.)



WAYLE.
1626 Breton Fantasticks C 4, The quarter Sessions take

order with the way-layers. 1666 Drydf.n Ann. Mirab. xxv,

Like hunted Castors, conscious of their Store, Their way-
laid wealth to Norways coasts they bring. 1674 N. Fairfax

Bulk ft Setv. 71 Something, .as powerful to check or bind

motion, as the way-laying of a gross unweildy body. 1694

Motteux Rabelais v. xxvi. 125 As we went back to our

Ships, we saw three Way-Layers [Fr. trots guetteurs de

chemins], who having been taken 111 Ambuscado, were going

to be broken on the Wheel. 1759 Dii.worth Life of Pope

149 A lurking way-laying coward. 1818 Smef.ton Doings

in London 222 That fellow.. is one of the way-layers, a con-

temptible class of thieves, who attend the waggon and coach-

yards pretending to be porters; they watch the country

people, and offer their services to carry their parcels. 1855

Lasdor Imag. Conv., Asin. Pollio $ Licin. Caivus i. Wks.

1876 II. 437 Wherever there are rich wayfarers there also

are sly and alert waylayers. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II.

BE, 501 Without a will for aught, did Kodli stand, Nor once

cast eyes on the waylayer's band. 187a Greg Enigm. Life

v. ioo It [sc. death] continues the most waylaying thought

of the thoughtful man, till he silences its importunity by

listening to all it has to say, and reasoning it back into the

tomb. 1897*0. Rhoscomyl' White Rose Arno 224 Ned
ran rapidlyover the history of the waylaying of I the I.

Wayle, obs. form of Vail v.%

1601 W. Percy Cuckqueanes <r Cuckolds Errants iv. i.

(Roxb.) 48 Cause your Friggats Bonnets to wayle.

Wayle: seeWAiL j^.^.jWale^.1,^ {x.absoL).

tWaylead. Sc. Obs. Forms: 6 wayleid,

-laud, walaid, waled, [f. Way sb.* + Lead s&.%]

An artificial watercourse leading to a mill ; a mill-

lead or mill-leat.

1547 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 33/1 Cum molendino. .cum.,
aqueductu et cnrsu ac U tvalaid ejusdem. Ibid. 39/1 Lie

waylaud. yfi$llrid. 1583, 173/2 Cum lie wayleid pro (leszrv'u

tione diet! molendini. 1588 Ibid. 1591, 656 2 Molendinum
. .cum sequelis. .lie dam, waled et wattergait.

Way-leave, way-leave, in 5 ^ayiefe,

-leve. [f. Way sb. 1 + Leave sb.] Permission to

make and use a way for conveying coal from the

pit-head across a person's land ; the rent or royalty

paid for such permission ; the way or road con-

structed for the purpose. Also, permission to carry

telephone wires over or along buildings, or to lay

water-pipes or drains across private land, and the

charge or rent payable therefor.

1417-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 709 Elemosinario pro
waylefe, 6s. 8d. 1431-* Ibid.711 Wayleve. 1661 in N. $ (?•

Ser. xii. XI. 301/2 (Lease of a coalmine) Vna cum bona et

sufficient! wayleave et stayleave in per et trans territorium

de Casterton Fell.. pro omnibus, .carriagiis. 1715 Port-
land Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 104 These way leaves

are an artificial road made for the conveyance of coal from
the Pit to the Steaths on the riverside. 01734 Nohth
Life Ld. Keeper Guilford (1742) 136 Another thing, that

is remarkable, is their Wayleaves ; for, when Men have
Pieces of Ground between the Colliery and the River, they
sell Leave to lead Coals over their Ground. 1739 Enq.
Price Coals 14 For leave of way he must pay a considera-

tion, called a way-leave. 1879 Cases Crt. Session Ser. iv.

VI. 929 His property is advantageously situated for enabling
him to demand wayleave. 1884 Standard 26 Sept. 4/2 The
Telephone Companies are now permitted, .to make their

own arrangement for way-leaves, 189a Times 23 Mar. 8/3
The Royal Commission on Mining Royalties and Way-
leaves. Ibid. 9/4 As between towns the Post Office usually
has way-leaves enough to accommodate trunk telephones.

1893 Neasham North-country Sk. 28 By agreement with
Mr. Tempest who let them both wayleave and stattbroom
they were limited to an annual vend of 12000 chaldrons.

_

attrib. 1830 Edin. Rev. LI. 179 Those whose collieries

are in that situation, have to pay way-leave rents.

+ Way-leet. Obs. Forms: 3weienl8ete,weyn-
leate, 4 weonlete, weie lot ; 4 weilot, c weylate,
-lete, 6 waileete, 6-7 wayleet(e. [Partly repr.

OE. Bmrljfl. partly wega, wegena geltete : see

Way j*Tand Leet sb.%

The forms with -lot, -late show obscuration of vowel in the
Second syllable due to absence of stress.]

A place where two or more roads meet.
For two-, three-, four-way-leet see Lef.t sb-*

c 1000 O. E. Glosses (Napier) 1. 4716 Competalia, we^e-
la»te. C1205 Lay. 15509 Summe heo wenden to J>an wude,
summe to weien-laeten [c 1*75 weynleates]. 13.. in Minor
Poems fr. Vernon MS. 341 Ren a-boute bi be strete, Hi
wey and bi weonlete. 1388 Wyci.if Gen. xxxviii. 14 Sche sat
in the weilot [Vulg. in biz>io ilineris] that lediih to Tampna.
— 2 Sam. i. 20 Nether telle }e in the weilottis of Ascolon
[Vutg. in compitis A sealants], c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
111. xlviii. (1869) 161 A verrey dunghep in a weylate, tber
eche at his time may come to make filthe. 1450 Myrc Par.
Pr. 748 (ed. 1868) Al bat leyen her childeren at eny wey-
letes or at eny chirch dores or at eny other comyn weyes
and leveth hem.

Wayless (wfl*U»), a. Also 4 weyles, 4, 7
wayles, 6-7 wai-, waylesse, way-lesa, 7 waie-
lesa. [OE. weg/eas : see Way sb. 1 and -less. Cf.
Icel. vegalauss out of the way, lost in the woods,
MHG. wegelds, mod.G. weg(c)los^\ Having no
way or road. Chiefly of a country, region, etc.

:

Trackless, pathless.
ciioo l'/'c. in Wr.-Wfilcker 149 '20 Aut'aria, we~laesa

beara, secreta nevtora. Ibid, 177/17 Innium, un^efere, uel
wejleaspEeS. 1387 Trevisa I/igden II. 219 Man. .fel-.out
of hous in to maskynge and wayles contray [1^. de domo ad
der-ium). 1398 — Barth. DeP.R.xiv, lii, (Tollemache MS.)
A weyles wildirnesse [L* inHa solitude], 1591 Sylvester
Du Bartas 1. v. 389 If without wings we fly.. Through
hundred sundry way-less wayes add rest. x6ia Dravtom
Poly.olb. ii. 164 As though the peopled townes had way-less
deserts been. 1630 Drlmm. of Hawth. Flmvres of Ston,
tlytnne Fairest Fairg 162 With wonders new my Spirits
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range possest, And wandring waylesse in a maze them rest.

1690 C. Nesse O. fy N. Test. I. 462 He was also their cour-

teous companion in all their wayless ways. 1821 R. S.

Hawker Cornish Ballads, etc. (1904) 258 Joys such as these,

Visions of wayless fancy, were the fire That burnt within

me. 190X 'Zack' Tales Dunstable Weir 151 The bush

which from his account was wide-spreading and wayless.

Hence Waylessness.
1871-4 HoRT The Way, etc. i. (1894) 37 The delightfulness

of the opening world depends in no small measure on its

semblance of waylessness.

Wayll, obs. Sc. form of Well adv.

"Waylle, variant of Vail sb. 1 (advantage, profit).

a 1550 Vox Populi iv. 115 in Skelton's Wks. (1843) U* 4°5

Lett merchantmen goe sayle For that ys ther trwe waylle.

Waylle, var. Vail vA ; obs. J. Wale sb. 2

"Waylor .e, obs. forms of Valor.
a 1483 in Eng. Gilds (1070) 313 Every person . . that ys of

the waylore of xx. ii. of goodes, and aboffe. Ibid. 314 Euery
seruam..that takyt wagys to the waylor ofXX. J. and a-boffe,

t Way-maker. Obs.

1. One who makes or mends roads.

1483 Catk, Angl. 405/2 A Way maker or mender, portitor.

1609 in F. Devon Issues E.rch., fas. /(1S36) 95 To Thomas
Norton, his Majesty's way-maker, appointed to oversee the

performance of the mending of the highways. .^29. 10s.

2. A person or thing that prepares the way for

another; a forerunner, precursor; a prelude (to).

1574 T. Newton Health Mag. T j b, Sleepe at noone . . is a
foremessanger or way-maker to Feuers, Apostumations, and
Abscesses, c 1614 Sir C. CosnwalliS in Gutch Coll. Cur.
I. 139 Which match, I conceived, had been a preparation,

and a way-maker to this other. 1634 F>r. Halt. Coutempl.,

N. T. iv. iv. 117 What was his fjohn Baptist's] errand, but

to be the way-maker unto Christ? 1640 Bastwick Ld.
Bishops viii. Ij, Now the spirit of Prelacie was the very

beginning of the Apostacie, which was Antichrists way.
maker.

Way-man. [Way j/'.1
]

fl. A waywarden. Obs.

1570 in Toulmin Smith Parish vii. (1357) 509 Jhon Stone,

Jhon Margorn, Waymen of West Ashton do give up their

Accounts. 1630 in G. P. Scrope Hist. Castle Combe (1S52)

336 That every housekeeper within the parish which hath

noe ploughe, doe com or send one to dige or picke stones one
day before the aforesayd day, being warned by the way- men.

f2. A traveller, wayfarer. Obs.

1638 BrathWAIT Barnabees Jrnl. ill. (1818I 83 Shew thy
selfe a famous way-man. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Waytnan, a
journier.

3. A workman employed on the permanent way
of a railway ; a plate-layer.

1840 F. Whishaw Raihv. Gt. Brit. <f Iret. 252 Waymen,
who are paid by the contractors for keeping the permanent
way in repair. 1885 Pall Mall Gaz. 7 Oct. 7/2 A party of

waymen found that a wood and iron bridge..had been.,

destroyed by fire.

Way'mark,way-mark. An object, whether

natural feature or artificial structure, which serves

as a guide to the traveller. A\so fig.

1611 Bmi.E Jer. xxxi. 21 Set thee vp way-markes. a 1656

Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 2 Wherein it seems there was
continual fire kept for the way-mark of travellers. 1703
ThoresbV Diary(iS^o) I. 424 Now it is so naked that there

is not so much as one {tree] left for a way-mark. 1780 Cow-
per Progr. Error 117 Is this the path of sanctity? Is this

To stand a way-mark in the road to bliss? 1871 Tvlor
Prim. Cult. I. 19 Survival in Culture, placing all along the

course of advancing civilization way-marks full of meaning
to those who can decipher their signs. i88» Plsev Paroch.

$ Cathedr. Serm. xv. 211 The brilliant way-marks in the

corners ofour else dark street s are the palaces for the drunken.

1899 Baring-Gould Bk. Westll. viii. 131 High towers, .serve

as waytnarks over land that was all formerly waste.

Waymb, wayme, obs. forms of Wame.
tWayme'llt, sb. Obs. Also 4 weyment. [a.

OF. waiment, weyment, gttaiment, f. waimenter :

see next.] Lamentation.
C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4435 A gret wayment and hideous

cry Might men here then witterly. That the Troyens made
y-wys For the wounde of Philomenys. 1590 Spenser E.Q.
in- iv. 35 She made so piteous mone and deare wayment,
That [etc.]. 1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. i. in. ix, All

things did augment My heavie plight, that fouly I blam'd

the hest Of stubborn destiny cause of this wayment.

t Wayment, v. Obs. Also 4-5 waymente,
weyment(e, 4-5, 7 wament, 5-6 Sc. woraent,
wement, 6-7 waiment. [a. OF. waimenter, wey-

menter, guaimenter, f. wat, guai int., wo, alas

;

prob. after lamenter to lament.]

L intr. To lament, wail ; to sorrow bitterly.

1375 Cant. Creat. 177 In Horstm. Attengl. Leg. (187S) 126/2

fhis seuentene dayesand more Alle be fisches sorweden bore
And waymentide wib Adam, c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

T 230 Thilke science, as seith seint Augustyn, maketh a man
to waymenten in his herte. < 1450 Mirour Saluacioun
(Roxb.) 94 The whilk for hire two sons waymentid doelfully.

1530 Palsgr. 779/2, I wement, I make mone. ..It dyd my
hert yll to here the poore boye wement whan his mother was
gone, 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 16 For what bootes it to

weepe and to wayment, \vhen ill is cbaunst ? 1595 Locrtne
11. ii. 89 And therefore well may I wayment. 1678 Little-
ton Eng.-Lat, Diet., To wament, lamento. 1814 Carv
Dante, Pure. xxvi. 135 Sorely waymenting for my folly

past. 1861 R. H. Digbv Chapel St. John (1863) 182 The
profane laity chuckling or waymenting when conferring

professionally with one another on their, .gains, or losses.

refl. c 1450 Merlin xvi. 262 Whan he hadde thus hym
longe waymented.

2. trans. To bewail, lament for.

e 1475 Partenay 3324 He thaim complained And way.

mented sore. 1566 Gascoigne Jocasta 11. i. 57 And nice thy

wretched dame,, .waymenting still Th' vnworthie exile thy

iij".

-WAYS.

brother to tliee gaue. 1593 G. Harvey New Lei. Notnllc

Cont. Wks. (Grosartj I. 2yt> Magnifique Mindes..In grisly

weedes His Obsequies waiment.

Hence t Wayme'nting vbl. sb. anil ppi a.

a 1340 Hampot.e Psatter xxxiii. 21 The ded of synfulmen
..is werst.., thof it beendid in riches and honurs and way-
mentynge of men. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 137 The grete

clamour and the waymentynge That the ladyes made at the

brennynge Of the bodies. 11470 Hhnry Wallacew. 161 The
pittows wementyng \ai. 1570 womenting], The wofullwepyng
tliat was for his takyng. 1513 Douglas /Enefs iv. viii. 2

How mony sobbis gaif thow ami womenttngis? 1566 Gas-
cotCNE Jocasta v. v. 116, I will .. washe thy wounds with my
waymenting teares. 1603 Florio Montaigne in. iv. 504 For
their lost husbands they entreale their waymenttngs !>>'

repetition of the good and gracefull partes they were en-

dowed with, 1621 Moli.e Camerar. Liv. Libr. n. xviii. 130

Thcpittifull waymenting of the people. 1883 R. \V. IJixon

Matto I. xvi. 53 How waymenting Came in joy's place.

t Waymentation. Obs. [f. Waymkxt v. +
•ATI0N.1 Lamentation.
c 1403 Lyog. Temple o/Glas 949 Of him I had so gret rom-

passioun, Korto reherse his weymentacioun. That.. I want
connyng, his peynes to discryue. ^1425 St. J-^iz. Spedbeek

in Anglia VIII. 113/43 She schewith in weymentacyouns
and turmentz hir owne compassyone. c 1450 Merlin xx. 347
Thus wente kynge Rion. makynge grete soiowe and wey-
mentacion in-to his contrey.

Waymot, var. We.mop a. Obs., wrathful.

Wayn^e : see Vain a., Vei.v sb., Wain sb. 1
,

sb.
11

, sb.3, i;.,\Vane sb. 1
, sb.-. v., Wean v.

Waynd, Sc. variant of Wonde v. Obs.

Waynesehot, -soot, etc.: see Wainscot.

Waynge, obs. f. Wang 1.

tWaynoun. Obs. rare. [a. OF. waignoit,

north-eastern var. of gaigiion dog, cur, scoundrel.]

A worthless person, scoundrel.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 47 Ther me calleth me fulle

flet, ant waynoun wayte-glede.

tWaynpain. Obs. Forms: 4 waynepayne,
weine pain, 4-5 waynpain, -payn, 5 -pane,

wanpayn, -pan. [a. OK. wagnepan, north-eastern

form of gaigitepain : see Gai.ntain.]

1. A sort of gauntlet ; = Gaintain r.

C1300 Wills .•, Invent. N. C. (Surtees) I. 16, ij galeae xiij".

'.J par de Waynpayns & ij brasers vj". viij*.

2. A servant or scullion.

Freq. in the Durham Ace. Rolls, both as an appellative

and as a proper name.
13. . Sir Heues (A.) 926, I will be doubter }eue To a weine

pain. jifaDurhamAcc. AW/s(Surtees)44 I.e Waynpain, id.

1438-9 Ibid. 71 Cuidam famulo coquine vocato Waynpayn.

Waynscot'e, -skot e, etc. : see Wainscot.
Waynt.Waynte : see Quaint a., Wanty.

t Wayour. Obs. Forms : 4 waier, wayer^e,

wayh(o)ur, 4-5 wayour, 5 wayor, -owre, way-
^owr, wayir, wayr, 5-6 wayre. [a. AF. wayour
i^Britton) = OF", gayoir, f. waer, gaer (mod.F.

gue'er) to bathe (a horse) in a pond or stream.]

A horse-pond.
1310 Bridgwattr Corp. MSS. No. 833 Sicut itur versus

le West Wayhur. c 1330 R. BrUNNC Chron. H'ace 11186

Siben in wayers to watre & wasche, Sythen to wype, & to

mangers teye [their steeds). 1374 Bridgwater Corp. MSS.
No. 488 Iatentem in le longheyys eiusdem ville versus le

Wayere. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 513 2 Wayowre, stondynge

watyr [wayowr, or way^owr, water P.], piscina. c 1450

Ik'RCH Secrees 1877 Slepyng waxours, watrys incertayn,

Salt, bittir, and famous, c 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr..Wulcker

800/15 Hec pissina, a wayir. 1488 Maldon (Lssex) Liber H
fob 39 They come to the townes ende at the wayour. 1530

PALstiR. 286/1 Wayre where water is holde, gort.

WayT^e : see Vaib, Ware, Wear v.\ Weir.

t Way-rope, altered form of Warrope.
1641 S. Smith Herring Puss Trade 8 To every Seizon

belongs a Huye, which is fastned to the Way-rope.

Wayryngle, variant of Wariangle Obs.

-ways, the terminal element of certain advs., was
originally a use of the genitive of Way sb.1

1. Many phrases consisting of the genitive of way
(in various senses) qualified by an adj., were

formerly used adverbially (see Way sb.1 23 a). The
earliest known examples are in the Peterborough

Chronicle (first hand, A.D. 1 124) which twice has

66res weges in the sense ' by another ronte '; in this

phrase the adj. appears uninfected before the end

of the 1 2th c. (see Otherways). Similarly alles

weis, nanes {nones) weis occur early in the I3thc.,

becoming a/ways, noways in the 14th c. On the

analogy of these words were subsequently formed

t everyways (1398), anyways, f likeways (16th c.),

and (from descriptive adjs.) crossways, longways,

straightways (16th c.), broaihvays (18th c).

2. A solitary instance of an adv. f. sb. + -ways

before the 16th c. is t ttcedways ' necessarily ', oc-

curring in the Cursor M. (a 1300) and in Harbour.

In the later formations the general sense is ' in a

specified direction ' ; so endways, lengthways, side-

ways (16th c.), edgeivays, breadthways (17th c),

sternways (:9th a), sunways.

3. As there is no perceptible difference of function

between the adverbial genitive and the adverbial

accusative, most of the advs. in -ways have syno-

nyms in -way. F'urther, most of the advs. in
3 27-J



"WAYS AND MEANS.
-ways are synonymous with actual or possible
parallel formations in -wise; and the similarity
of sound of the two suffixes has given rise to
the notion that they are mere alternative forms of
one and the same ending. Johnson's erroneous
statement (s. v. Way) that ' way and ways are often
used corruptly for -wise ' has probably led many to
prefer -wist to -ways or -way on the ground of sup-
posed correctness. Cf. alway, a/ways, t alwise

;

anyway, anyways, anywise ; breadthways, -wise
;

broadway, -ways, -wise ; crossway, -ways, -wise

;

edgeway, -ways, -wise ; endway, --ways
; everyway,

t -ways ; lengthways, -wise; \likeways (obs.),

likewise ; longways, -wise ; noway, -ways, -wise

;

olherways, -wise ; sideway, -ways, -wise; straight-
way, -ways, -\-wise; sunway, -ways, -wise.

4. The combinations of -ways are, unlike those
of -way, hardly ever used as adjs., with the excep-
tion of Sideways.
"Waysande, obs. form of 'Weasaxd.
Ways and means.
Formerly also means and ways, movent and ways, -ways

and grounds; see Way si. 1
13 b. Cf. F. votes et moyens

(? after Eng. Parliamentary use).

1. The methods and resources which are at a per-
son's disposal for effecting some object.
1433 RM' o/Parlt. IV. 449/2 All the weys and menes by

the » hiche yei mowe enhaunce ye prises of her Merchandises.
1483 in Lc:t. Rich. Ill t, Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 48 His grace
is wele content that his said commissioners finde suche weyes
and nieanes as the said Sir Rauff shalle move frely wilhout
enpechement or trouble. 1561 'I'. Hobv tr. Castiglione'»

Courtytr ill. (1577)0 viy, After he had long attempted by
all waves and meanes tocompasse hir. 1583 Whitgift
Serm. (1589) Csb, Gregorie.. sought also waies and means
secretly to murlher him. 1699 G. Harvev Van. Philos. <$•

Physick v. 40 To preserve Health . .no better ways and means
can be used, than applying at certain intervals, to those
cleansers or abstersives here before mentioned. 1710 Steele
Tatter No. 195 r 6, I send with this, my Discourse of Ways
and Means for encouraging Marriage, a 1737 M. Green
Seeker 30 Dominion and wealth are the aim of all three,
Tho about ways and means they may disagree. 1775 Burke
Sp. Coucil. Atner. 22 Mar. 56 Fortunately I am not obliged
for the ways and means of this substitute to tax my own un-
productive invention. 1848 Dickens Dombey liii, He has
been devising ways and means all the way here of explaining
himself, and has been satisfied with none. 1882 'Edna
LyALL Donovan xv, It was true that there were ways and
means of raising money. 1905 P. Landon Lhasa II. 136 In
Tibet there are ways and means unknown to western nations,

t b. rarely in sing, way and mean. Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 83 In he brid maner is a bing seid better

[an an ober, in bis, as it helpib better by sum wey and mene
to be }end of a bing, ban an ober do{>. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems lxxvii. 70 The for to pleis thay soclit all way and
mein. [1530 Palsgr. 2S7/2 Wey or meane, achcison.\

2. spec. In Legislation: Methods of procuring
funds or supplies for the current expenditure of the
state.

Committee of Ways and Means, (a) A committee of the
whole House of Commons, which sits to receive the annual
financial statement from the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and to consider the means of procuring the necessary annual
supply. {b) U. S. A standing committee of the House of
Representatives, to which are referred bills dealing with
revenue, tariff, etc
'644 jtrnt. Ho. Comm. III. 509/1 This Committee, or any '

Four of them, is to consider of all Ways and Means for
raising of Monies, .and to make Report to the House. 1685
Ibid.lX. 759/1 The House then, .resolved into a Committee
of the whole House, to consider of the Ways and Means to
raise his Majesty's Supply. 1695-6 Luttkeu. Brief Ret.
IV. 16 The commons were yesterday in a committee of the
whole house upon wayes and means for raising two millions.
1695 {title) An Essay upon ways and means of supplying I

the war. [By C. Davenant.] 1737 Centl. Mag. VII. 654/1 i

When
_
we take this Affair into our Consideration in the

Committee of Ways and Means. 1738 Johnson London 245
Ye Senatorian Band, Whose Ways and Means support the I

sinking Land. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy ix. xi, The first I

Lord of the Treasury thinking of w.iys and means, could I

not have returned home, with a more embarrassed look. '

1785 Rolliad, Prob. Odes xi. 92 Rapt in St. Stephen's future I

scenes, I sit perpetual Chairman of the Ways and Means.
1798 T. Jefferson Let. to J. Madison 26 Apr., Writ. 1854
IV. 237 The Committee of Ways and Means have voted a
land tax. 1814 Macaulav Proplutic Acct. Epic Poem Misc.
Writ, i860 1. 149 His Lordship, .advises him [Mr. Vansittartj
to look after the ways and means, and leave questions of
peace and war to his betters.

fig. 1699 Garth Dispensary vt. 108 No Ways and Means
their Cabinet employ, But their dark Hours they waste in
barren Joy.

b. Pecuniary resources in general.
t To be upon ways and means, to be trying to raise money. '

1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 41/2 So have I known a buxom '

lad .
. taught by kind mamma at home ; Who gives him many

a well try'd rule, With ways and means—to act a fool. 1760
Foote Minor 11. Wks. 1795 I. 250 People that are upon ways
and means, must not be nice. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L.
§ 313 And whenever it shall appear to be necessary to renew
it \sc. the gilding), I doubt not but ways and means will be

|

found. 1869 A. Macdonald Love, Law <y Theol. x. 159 I

The party then adjourned to M cGroggy's large room, and . . I

resolved themselves into a committee of ways and means.
!

1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. lviii, She had not yet had any
anxiety about ways and means. 1879 'Edna Lyall' Won
by Waiting xxi, She. .went to the nursery, to discuss ways
aid means with Bella's nurse.

Wayse, obs. form of Ooze sb. 3 and of Wase.
c 1475 Cath. Angl. 409/2 (Addit. MS.) Wayse, alga.
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I Wayside. The side of a road or path, the
land bordering either side of the way.

': a 1400 Morte Arth. 1713 They are enbuschede one
1 blonkkes, with baners displayede, In ;one bechene wode
appone the waye sydes. 1526 Tindale Lute viii. 5 As he

I
sowed some fell by the waye syde. 1550 Crowley Epigr.
221 By the waye syde, hym chaunced to se A pore manne
that craued of hym for charitie. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C.
19 Among the Corn by the way-sides as we went. 1752 J.
Hill Hist. Anim. 498 This species is very frequent with us
especially on heaths and by way-sides. a 1784 Johnson in
Mrs. Piozzi Anted. (1786) 5 A stone he saw standing by the

I way-side, set up.. in honour of a man who had leaped a
I certain leap thereabouts. 1850 Anne Pratt Comm. 'Things
ofSea-side iit. 171 The wild-flowers, which grace every way-
side. 1878 Swinburne Poems <$• B. Ser. 11. Before Sunset 6
Lighted shade and shadowy light In the wayside and the

I

way. 1893 Max Pemberton Iron Pirate i, A crucifix that
stood on the wayside by the hill-foot yonder. 1894 J. David-
son Ballads $ Songs i-zi All the waysides now are flowerless.

b. attrib. passing into adj. Of or pertaining to
the wayside; situated on, lying near, occurring,
growing or living by the wayside.
1807 J. Ruickbie {title) The Way-side Cottager; consist,

ing of Pieces in Prose and Verse. 1845 J. Saunders Cab.
< Picl. Engl. Life, Chaucer 17 The little wayside chapels,

erected for the accommodation of travellers. 1861 Miss
Jane M. Cami-bell Hymn, ' We plough the fields' He
paints the wayside flower. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 111.

vi. 132 Free as the wayside brook to whoso thirsts. 1883
S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 388 The coach stopped tochange
horses at a way-side inn. 1906 Petkie Relig. Anc. Egypt
xiii. 85 Such weie the places for wayside devotions and
passing prayers.

"Wayst, "Wayster : see Waste, Waster.
Wayt(e, obs. ff. Wait sb., tv.l, sv.2, Weight.
Wayte, obs. Sc. f. Wite sb. ; obs. f. Wot v.

Wayth, variant of Waith sbA, Wothe Obs.

Way-tree. dial. [? f. Way rf.i or Weigh v.]
(See quot.)
1854 Anne E. Baker JVortliampt. Gloss. s.v. Batticle,

Sway-tree, Swingel-tree, and Way-tree, are synonymous in
different parts of the county. 1856 J. C. Morton Cycl.
Agric. II. 726 Way-tree, (Lincolns.), the largest tree of the
three 'swingle-trees'.

Wayve, obs. form of Waive z/.l and v. 2 Obs.

Wayward (w*i-waid), a. Not now in collo-
quial use. Also 4 waiwerd, weiward, 4-5 wey-
ward (4- werd, 6 -warde), 4, 6 waywarde, 6-
7 waiward (6 -warde), (7 waward). [Aphetic
L Awayward. Cf./roward.
The word has prob. often been apprehended as a deriva-

tive of Way sb. 1

, with the literal sense ' bent on going one's
own way

' ; this notion seems to have influenced the develop-
ment of meaning.)

1. Disposed to go counter to the wishes or advice
of others, or to what is reasonable ; wrongheaded,
intractable, self-willed ; froward, perverse. Of
children : Disobedient, refractory.
In recent use the sense is somewhat milder, and perhaps

always with some mixture of 2. If applied to conduct de-
serving severe moral reprobation it would now be appre-
hended as euphemistic

_
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 376 As waiwerd clerkis wolden

in seynt Austyns time haue done owtcbis worde of be gos-
pelle. 1382— Matt.xvil 16 A ! thou generacioun vnbyleeful
and weiward (Vulg. perversa], c 1425 Eng. Cong. fret. 142
Folk so weywaid & so vnredy. c 1475 Lament. Mary
Magd. 237 Wherfore ye lyke tyrantes wode & waywarde
Now haue him thus slayne for his rewarde. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 20 Than he waxeth testy and wey-
warde, and for every tryfell is impacyent and angry. 1557
North Gueuara's Diall Pr. Gen. Prol. A ij, Many sorowes
endureth the woman in nouryshyng a waywerde chylde,
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 102 [They] shewe them selues
either wilful], waiwarde, or maliciouslye blinde. 1583 Whit-
gift Serin. (1589) C6 b, The third kinde is of those that are
conceited and wayward, who onely obey when they list,

wherein they jist, and so long as they list. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. iv. iv. 4 My wife is in a wayward moode to day.
1651 Featly Abel Rediv., Reinolds 486 A waward Patient
maketh a froward Physitian. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. /. III.

97 Charles. .used the wayward genius with all a brother's
tenderness. 1833 Tennyson New Year's Eve 25, I have
been wild and wayward, but you'll forgive me now. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop lxix. The wayward boy soon spurned
the shelter of his roof, and sought associates more congenial
to his tastes. 1894 Lady M. Verney Verncy Mem. III. 326
Sir Ralph treated the wayward girl with a courtesy to winch
her mother never condescended.
absol. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 63 b, Here our

old peevish wayward, piketh a new quarell agaynst me.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Pet. ii. 18 Not only the good and
modest, but also the waiward [Vulg. dyscolis], 1912 Specta-
tor 27 July 135/2 The two together supply the unwise and
the wayward with the necessary instructions.

t b. Of things personified. Also of conditions,
natural agencies, etc. : Untoward. Obs.
1567 Turberv. Epit., etc. 80 h, When waywarde Winter

spits his gall. ^1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xxix. § 1 What
spiteful God.. hath brought me to such a waywarde case,
that neither thy death can be a reuenge, nor thy ouerthrow
a victone. 1608 Shaks. Pericles iv. iv. 10 Pericles Is now
againe thwarting thy wayward seas. 1718 Prior Solomon
11. 803 My Coward Soul shall bear it's wayward Fate. 1792
Mme. D'Arblay Diary Apr., This wayward month opened
upon me with none of its smiles. 1821 Joanna Baillie •[!/«/>.
Leg., Glwst ofFadon vii, We war with wayward fate.

to. Ofjudgement: Perverse, wrong, unjust. Also
of the eye : Perverted. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Matt. vi. 23 5if thyn eise be weyward

[Vulg. neguam). — Hat. i. 4 Weywerd dom [Vulg. judi-
cium perversum]. 1551 Robinson tr. Mare's Utopia (1895) 40
Suche prowde, lewde, ouerthwarte, and waywarde iudge-

WAYWARDNESS.
mentes [L. superba, absurda ac morosa iudicia]. 1668 Dry-
den Dram. Poesy 51 The wayward authority of an old man
in his own house.

t d. Of words, actions, countenance : Indicating
or manifesting obstinate self-will, Obs.
c 1450-153° Myrr. Our Ladye 44 An other he [the Evil

One] sturreth to make som weywarde token. 1599 Sandys
Europe Spec. (1632) 94 If a man should heap together all
the cholerike speeches, all the way-ward actions, that ever
scaped from him in his life. 1630 Pathomachia 1. iv. 8 From
wayward words they passed on to bloody blowes. 1818
Scott Rob Roy xii, I shall never forget the diabolical sneer
which writhed Rashleigh's wayward features.

T e. Of a disease, etc. : Not yielding readily to
treatment, obstinate. Obs.
1541 K. Copland Galyen's Terafi. 2 F iv, By the occasyon

of them the vlcere is waywarde and rebel to be healed.

2. Capriciously wilful; conforming to no fixed

rule or principle of conduct ; erratic.
a 1533 Bekners Golden Bk. M. A urcl. Let. iv. (1537) 118 b,

Our lyfe is so doubtefull, and fortune so waywarde, that she
dothe not alway threate in strykynge, nor striketh in thret-
nynge. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh. 1. B 1, My longings are
not wanton, but wayward. 1750 Gray Elegy 106 Hard by
yon wood..Mutt'ring his wayward fancies he would rove.
183a Wordsw. Loving ff Liking 44 Instinct is neither way-
ward nor blind. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 88 The movement
of events is often as wayward and incomprehensible as the
course of human thought.

b. transf. zxAfig. (of things).
1786 Burns Brigs of Ayr 51 He left his bed and took his

wayward rout, And down by Simpsons wheel'd the left

about. 1799 Wordsw. Poems /mag. x. 28 In many a secret
§lace Where rivulets dance their wayward round. 1817
cott Harold ii. xv, Thus muttering, to the door she bent

Her wayward steps. 18. . Smithson Use/, Bk. Farmers 32
(Cassell) Send its rough wayward roots in all directions.

1905 C. T. C. Gaz. June 254/1 The wayward hoop is a fruit-

ful cause of those accidents for which no one except the
victim gets punished.

t Wayward, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. adj.]

In passive: To be perversely prejudiced.
1586 Stanihurst Ded. in Holinshed II. 81 If anie be ouer-

thwartlie waiwarded, as he will sooner long for that I haue
omitted, than he will be contented with that I haue
chronicled.

[Wayward, -wards. In the 1 7-1 8th c. the
suffix- ward{s was often appended to phrases like

this way, that way
y
our way

t
etc., preceded or not

by to ox from. (See -ward 4, -wards 3, 5.) In
printed books it was common to join the suffix to
the word way (either with or without hyphen), but
to leave the preceding words of the phrase without
hyphen, so that way-ward{s or wayward{s has a
fallacious appearance of being a word.
X59g Warn. Faire Women n. 548 To creep that way-ward

whilst I live ile trye. i66aPErvs Diary 7 May, He left the
Queene and fleete in the Bay of Biscay, coming this way-
ward. 1682 Wheler Journ. Greece iv. 317 Turning back
to our way-ward, we had the view of the highest Part of
Parnassus. Ibid. vi. 474 Not very far from hence wecross'd
a stream that ran from this Way-wards thither. 1686 F.
Spence tr. Varilla's Ho. A/edict's 169 He invited their
children to a match of hunting that way-wards where he
was to embarque. 1770 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 31
Mar., I depend upon seeing you whenever you return this

wayward.]

Wayward(e, variant forms of Vaward.
c 1530 Bernehs Art/i.^ Lyt. Brit. civ. (1814) 497 The baner

of Bntaine sholde be in the way ward. Ibid. cv. 500 The
King of Orqueney..was put to the wayward with xxx. M.
hawberts.

Waywarden (w£i'woid'n). [Way iM + War-
den so. 1

] A person (later, one of a board) elected

to supervise the highways of a parish or district.

1776 G. White Selbome, To Barrington 8 Jan., As to that
[shrew-ash] on the Plestor, ' The late vicar stubb'd and burnt
it,' when he was way.warden. 1829 \\\ Archaeologia (1831)
XXIII. 398 Mr. George Charman, the way-warden, .had
frequently observed that the cattle resorted to a particular
spot to rest. 1862 Act 25 <y 26 Vict. c. 61 § 9 The Highway
Board shall consist of the Waywardens elected in the several

Places within the District. 1863 Trollope Rachel Ray I.

274 He was poor-law guardian and way-warden. 1872-4
Jefkeries Toilers of Field (1892) 238 This man. .was en-
abled to do a quantity of hauling, flint-carting for the way-
wardens, [etc.].

Waywardly (w<?i-w3idli), adv. [f. Way-
ward a. + -LY 2/] In a wayward manner.
1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxvii. 26 At the last he schal turne

weiwerdli his mouth [Vulg. penertet os suum\. 1395 Pur«
vey Remonstr. (1851) 45 These principlis vndirstonden wei-

wardli,andapplied blasfemeli to a synful man. 1545 Elyot
Diet., Moros(?

t
waywardely. 1549 Coverdale etc. Erasm.

Par. 1 John ii. 7-11 He loued his enemies, yea those that

turned waywardly from him and that were worthy of euyll.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxii. § 2 Waiwardly proud ; and
therefore bold, because extreamely faultie. 1825 J. Neal
Bro. Jonathan III. 331 Thou art still a creature of., courage
and power. But why went such power so waywardly ? 1880

Academy 23 Oct. 299/2 Taste changes so waywardly.

Waywardness (w£7 i-w9jdnes). [f. Wayward
a. + -ness.] The quality of being wayward (see

the various senses of the adj.).

1382 Wyclif Rom. i. 29 Fulfillid with al wickidn'esse,..

couetyse, weywardnesse [Vulg. nequitia]. c 1450-1530 Myrr.
Our Ladye 152 Wretched were that persone that for eny
waywardenes of harte wolde be vnreconcyled . . at that tyme.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 11. vi. 165 Our faulte and not

the waywardnesse of God [uon Dei morost'tatem] is the

cause. 1676 Hale Contempt, u. Lord's Prayer 116 There-
fore in great condescension to the waywardness of our

Natures, he is often pleased to keep the Treasury of out-



WAYWARDS.
ward Blessings in his own hands [etc.]. 1796 Mme.D'Arblay
Camilla V. 528 The barbarous waywardness that could
deprive me., of the exquisite felicity of my lot ! 1813 Lamb
Etia, Poor Relations, The waywardness of his fate broke
out against him with a second and worse malignity. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii, For all his waywardness, he took
great credit to himself as being determined to be in earnest
' this time '. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (ed. 4) II. vi. 137 There
was a waywardness in the course of the disease.. for which
it is difficult to account. 187a Tennyson Gareth fy Lynctte
1150 He, who lets His heart be stirr'd with any foolish heat

At any gentle damsel's waywardness. 1919 19th Century
May 897 Parliament.. has rallied the people from the way-
wardness of rebellion.

% 111 lists of ' Proper Terms' mentioned as the

typical attribute of haywards.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f vij, A waywardnes of haywardis.

t Waywards, aphetic form of Awaywards.
a 1400 P1still0/Susan 55 Heore wittes wel wai-wordus bei

wrethen awai.

Way-way, obs. form of Wawa.
Way-wiser (w/i*w9izw). Now Hist, Also

S-9 -wizer. [Formed after G. wegweiscr (= Du.
wegwifzer, Sw. vagvisare, Da. vejviscr), LwegWxY
sbA + weiser, agent-n. f. weisen to show.
The Eng. sense is not found in the other Teut. langs. In

German the word has. besides its primary sense 'one who
or something which shows the way , several other meanings,
the most common being 'guide-post ', which is also current

in Du., Da., and Sw.]

1. An instrument for measuring and indicating

a distance travelled by road.

Of various forms, usually operated either by the step of the
pedestrian or by the revolution of the wheels of the vehicle.

1651 R. Child in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 70, 1 bay twenty
Ingenuities have been found even in our days, as Watches,
Clocks, Way-wisers, [etc.]. 1654 Evelyn Diary 13 July,
He [Dr. Wilkins] had above in his lodgings and gallery
variety of shadows, dyals, . .a way-wiser, [etc.]. 1657 Ibid.

6 Aug., I went to see Colonel Blount, who showed me the
application oftheWay-wiser to a coach, exactly measuring the
miles, and showing them by an index as we went on. a 1679
I, Ward Diary (1839) 160 An instrument calld a waywUer,
by the motion whereof a man may see how many steps he
takes in a-day. 1683 Hooke in Birch Hist. Roy.Soc. (1757)
IV. 231 It was one part of a way-wiser for the sea. .designed
to keep a true account, not only ofthe length of the run of
the ship through the water, but the true rumb or leeward
way [etc.]. X701 Moxos Math. Instr. 21 Waywiser, for the
pocket; a movement, like a Watch to Number or count
your steps or paces, in Order to find how far you walk in

a day. a 1734 R. North Life Sir D. North (1744) 202, I

contrived a Way-wiser, and we both wrought upon it hard
till it came to Perfection, and was fixed upon a Calash we
used. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., IVay-wizer, a pedometer. [1891
N. <$ Q. Ser. vn. XI. 195/2 The waywiser [of c 1800]. .re-

gisters only up to twelve miles, after which distance the index
must be again adjusted.]

fig. 1801 Monthly Mag. XII. 98 It is with the spying-
glass of conjecture, not with the way-wiser of record, that
the bearing of their sources must be made out.

*I 2. [In the German sense.] A guide-post,

finger-post, rarer*.

1855 W. White To Sivitz. % Back x. 127 Why should one
side of the mountains have all the crosses, and the other all

t he way-wisers ?

Waywode (w#*W*d)« Now Hist. Forms

:

7-9 waywode, -wood, weywode, (7 weiwode,
8 weyvode, -wod), S-9 waiwode, (8 waivod,
woewood). [Var. of Vaivode, repr. an early

Magyar form of a common Slavonic title of office.

Cf. mod. L. wayvodaJ] =Voivode.
1661 Mercurius Caled. in Sir A. Boswelfs Poet. IVks.

(1871) 64 There is a considerable number of horses to carry
on the work of the day; among others, a Waywood of
Polonia hath a Tartarian horse. 166* ]. Daviks tr. Olca.
rius' Voy. Ambass.7 The Weywode or Governour of Nqvo-
corod. 1739 Elton in Hanways Trav. (1762) I. 1. iv. 11
We arrived at the city of Saratoff, and waited on the Wey-
vode. 181a Byron Ch. Har. u. xii. Note, Lusieri has laid
his complaint before the Waywode. 1837 Alison Hist.
Europe xvii. (1848) V. 13 Their waywodes or military
chieftains [in Poland]. 1903 Sat. Rev. 21 Oct. 522/2 There
were hospodars in Wallachia and waywodes in Moldavia.

*j b. Waywodeship.
1837 Alison Hist. Europe xvii. (1848) V. n The way-

w.°^es
.
an(* palatinates into which every province was di-

vided [in Poland]. .became divided against each other.
Hence Waywodeship [-ship], the province or

district ruled by a waywode.
1684 Scanderbcg Rediv. iv. 62 [He] returned his thanks

to the several Waywodeship*. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 3988/1
General Reinschild. .is mai chine towards the Weywoodship
of Cracow. 1908 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 226 The Servians
desired to transform the territory inhabited by them into
a Servian waywodeship.

Way-worn, a. Worn or wearied by travel.
1777 Totter .Eschylus, Ckoeph. 350, I, like a stranger,

harness d in this coarse And way-worn garb. 1788 Ckowe
Levesdon Hill 14 By soft gradations of ascent to lead The
labouring and way-worn feet along. 1834 Miss L. M. Haw-
kins Annaline II. 24 [He had a] wayworn look and meagre
aspect. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 141 The wayworn and
hungry travellers. 1866 Le Fanu All in Dark xxi, The
norses .

.
emerged from the inn-yard gate . . to replace the way-

worn team.

fig'
*J4

8 Thackkrav Van. Fair liii, That night. .she
prayed humbly for that poor wayworn sinner.

Waywort(w^i-wrut). Also 3 waiwurt, % weye-
wourth, 6 weywort. [f. Way s&A + Wort. Cf.
early mod.G. weg[e)wttrz, synonym of G. weg{e)-
"**(' endive.] A name for f a. the saxifrage {obs.
rare-1

) ; b. the pimpernel.

213

1:1263 1
r
oc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/23 Saxifragium,

..waiwurt. a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. p. 194 Pympernol
or selfhol or weyewourth or morecrop : ifiia motor. 1597
Gerarde Herbal Suppl., Waywort is Pimpernell. Ibid.,

Weywort is Ipia viaior. 1886 Britten & Holland Plant-

«., Way-wort. Anagallis arz-eusis.

Wayzgoose {vf&'Zgifo). [Alteration of Way-
goose, under which the earlier evidence for the

word is given.

The eccentrically spelt form wayzgoose, which, although
established in recent use, has not been found, exc. in Bailey's

Dictionary, earlier than 1875, is prob. a figment invented in

the interest of an etymological conjecture (see quot. 1731).

Bailey's assertion that the word had the sense of ' stubble-

goose ' is unsupported, and is very unlikely ; this allegation,

and the accompanying fantastic misspelling of Wase, may
have been suggested by the idea that the obscure word way-
goose could be explained on the assumption that it had lost

a a. (The Eng. Dial. Diet, refers to Cope's Hampshire
Glossary for ' waze-goose, a stubble-goose ', but Cope 's au-

thority for this is a MS, word-list which, he says, ' contained

many words that had certainly no relation to the dialect of

the county '.) It seems clear that the genuine traditional form
among printers was waygoose, and that the form wayzgoose,

now prevailing, is a supposed correction following the autho-

rity of Bailey. The statement that goose was 1 the principal

dish ' (or even that it was eaten at all) at the ' waygoose

'

dinner is destitute of evidence. It is possible that way-
goose may be a corruption by popular etymology of some
earlier word, but no satisfactory explanation has been found
either in English or in any foreign language.]

Originally, an entertainment given by a master-

printer to his workmen ' about Bartholomew-tide '

(24 August), marking the beginning of the season

of working by candle-light. In later use, an an-

nual festivity held in summer by the employees of a

printing establishment, consisting of a dinner and
(usually) an excursion into the country.

1731 Bailey (ed. 5), Wayz, a Bundle of Straw. IVayz-
goosc, a Stubble. Goose, an Entertainment given to Journey-
men at the beginning of Winter. [1833 Temi'i:rley Songs
ofthe Press 23 note. Way Goose.—The derivation of this

term is not generally known. It is from the old English
word ways, stubble. A wayz Goose was the head dish at

the annual feast of the forefathers of our fraternity. ' Wayz
Goose, a stubble Goose, an entertainment given to journey-
men at the beginning of Winter.'— Bailey.]

1875 Southward Diet. Ty/ogr. 137 The wayzgoose gene-
rally consists of a trip into the country, open air amusements,
a good dinner, and speeches and toasts afterwards. 1895
Surrey Mirror 23 Aug. 27 The members of the typograph-
ical staffs of the Surrey Advertiser (Guildford) and the

Surrey Mirror (Rtdhill) had their wayzgoose on Saturday
last, when they journeyed to Brighton.

b. attrib.

a 1880 F. T. Blckland Notes * Jottings (1882) 39 London
printers generally have a ' wayzgoose 'dinner in the autumn.
1897 F. T. Bullen Cruise of'* Cachalot ' 372 Carriages were
chartered, an enormous quantity of eatables and drinkables

provided, and away we went, a regular wayzgoose or bean-
feast party.

II Wazir (wazl<»\i). Al>o 9 wezeer, wuzeer.
[Arab. wazir, whence the Turkish veztr : see Viz-

ier.] -VlZlXR 1.

1715 J. Stevens Hist, Persia 191 Kobad. .accordingly gave
Orders to his Wazirs or Viziers. 1807 E. S. Waring Tour
Sheeraz 27 We.. reached a Surae, built by a son of the late

Wuzeer. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 2 King Shahriyar..
ordered his Wezeer to repair to him. 1002 E. G. Browne
Lit. Hist. Persia vii. 256 The office of Wazir, for all the

power and dignity which it carried with it, was a perilous

one.

So Wazirate wazT»"rA) = Vizierate 1,2; Wazi-r-
ship = Viziership 1.

1715 J. Stevens Hist. Persia 163 Dividing them [sc. his

dominions] all into four wazir, or Vizierships, that is, Govern-
ments. 1886 Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 173 After which
time they entered upon the Wazirate, and the power passed
into their hands as it had been in the hands of their father

[the Wazir]. 100* E. G. Browne Lit. Hist. Persia vii. 256
When the 'Abbasids came to the throne, the laws of the

Wazirate were fixed. 1919 Sir S. Low in Edin. Rev. Apr.

30Q The country was annexed to the Wazirate.

Wder, var. uder, Sc. fc Other.
1 53 1 Abstr. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow (1897) IV. 44

Wderis commissionaris of Dwmbertane protestit for rameyd.

We (Wf), pron. Forms : 1 we, w6, Northumb.
woe, 2 weo, hwe, 4-5 whe, 5 whee, 4-7 wee,
Sc. ve, 2- we. Also 7 rarely w 1

(before a vowel
or h). [Com. Teut. : OE. u>f corresponds to

OFris. wt (WFris. a//, zvy, NFris. wi, we, w«)»
OS. wi, we, MDu wt (mod. Du. wif), OHG. wir,
w$r, wier (MHG., mod.G. wir), ON. ve'r, vxr
(Sw., Da. vi), Goth. weis.
These forms seem to go back to more than one OTeut.

j

type. The Gothic form represents OTeut. *wiz :—pre-Teut.
''wets, an extension (with nominative suffix -s) of Indoger.
manic *wei found in Skr. vaydm, Avestic vaem, we. With
regard to the OE., ON., and some other forms, there is

,

difference of opinion, some scholars referring them to an
1 ablaut-variant (either *ivi.z or *we-z) of *«»/-z,and others to
a pre-Teut. *we of which *«*•/ is supposed to be an extension
by the addition of a demonstrative particle.]

1. The pronoun of the first person plural nomi-
native, denoting the speaker and one or more other

i
persons whom he associates with himself as the

i subject of the sentence.
For the obsolete dual see Wit pron. For emphasized com-

I

pounds see Oukself 2, Ourselves 2.

Beoxvulf 260 We synt gumcynnes ?eata leode. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Luke xxii. 71 And hi3 cwsedon : hwi syrne we jyt
?;ewitnesse ? sylfe we ^ehyrdon of hys mu5e. a 1150 Owl <V

1
Night. 1(90*4 Ah hit was unker uoreward po we come hider*

WE.
ward pat we barto holde scholde parriht dom tissue wolde.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4820 ' Childer,' he said, ' wepen are yee ?

'

1
Sir, wee are o farr cuntre.

1

138a Wvclip 2 'J'hess. i. 4 So
that we silf glorien in 30U. c 1420 WYNTOUN Cron. vm.
xxxiii. 5785 3he se hat bai ar ma ban we. c 1460 Oseney Reg.
174 Vppon the texte whee sware, both I and my wifTe. 1640

J, Gower Ovid's Festiv. 1. 3 Gold-temples please us, though
the old w' approve. 1673 HlCKERINGiLL Greg.F. Greybeard
142 Hold, w' have sprung a mast. 1697 Drvden sEueis xi.

392 We ; (for myself I speak, and all the Name Of Grecians,

who to Troy's Destruction came). 1847 Helps Friends in

C. I. vii. 103 A thorough perception of the simple fact, that

they are not we. 1879 Miss Kraddon Cloven Foot xx, ' We
must have everything ready for him.' 'So we will, ma'am,
spick and span, answered .Mrs. Trimmer.

b. following, as subject, a verb in the subjunc-

tive mood; = let us (do something). Now only

rhct. or poet.

971 Bliekl. Horn. 11 Arweorbian we Crist on btnne asetene.

a 1250 Oivl it Night. 177 (Cott.) Ac lete we awei )>os cheste.

a 1300 A". Horn 1527 Make we vs glade eure among. 13.

.

Guy Warw. 5c£o ' Lordinges,
1

heseyd, 'ginnep iou arnii, &
gin whe hem to asaily.' c 1325 Mctr. Hon. 53 Forthi I red

we it forsak, And hald we us in rihtwisnes. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur Vll. xv. 235 Nooleue we theknyghte and the dwerf,

and speke we of IJeaumayns. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. iv.

G iv, Go we in adores. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. ii. 6 Put we
our quarrell to the will of heauen. 1657-83 Evelyn Hist.

Relig. (1850) I. 33 Consider we, first, the structure of his

body. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. vm. 391 Turn we then To
Britons born and bred within the pale Of civil polity.

c. defined or made precise by some qualifying

word or phrase.
a 900 Cvnewulf Crist 746 Swa we men sculon heortan

gehygdumhlypum styllan. 1582 Stakyhurst .-/'."/.• tv'ji. (Arb.)

^5 Wee caytiefeTrotans, a 1596 Sir T. More 1. i. 121 And
if you men durst not vndertake it. before God, we women
would. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. L 1 When shall we three meet
againe : 1612 R. Ch. Olde Thrift newly revived 39, I must
confe^se that we poore Farmers, .doe exclajme against In-

cisures. 1631 Chapman Caesar % Pomp<y\. B 3 b, Met...
We will haue the army Of Pomney entred. Cato. We ? which
we intend you? Haue you already bought the peoples

voices? 170a De Foe Shortest Way w. Dissenters 23 We
ofthe Church of England. 1751 F. Coventry i'ompey the

Little 1. iii. 27 We Girls are under so many Restraints. 1848
Dickens Dombey xlii, ' We in the City know you better,'

replied Carker. 1865 Mks. Whitney Gayworthys x\, Mother,
we two must msdee our wills. 1883J. W. Sherer At Home
<$• in India 99 She must have been what we westerns should
call a child. 1918 Act 8 Geo. V, c. 1 We, Your Majesty's
most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Commons ofthe United
Kingdom.. in Parliament assembled.

d. qualified by a prefixed adj. poet.

[1607, 1635 : see 3 ] 1646CKASHAW Steps to Temple 27 (Ps.

137) While unhappy captiv'd wee Lovely Sion thought on
thee. 1697 DrYDEN Hinds v. Eio O wretched we, whom not
the Grecian Pow'r, Nor Flames destroy 'd, in Troy's unhappy
hour !

e. used confidentially or playfully to mean the

person addressed, with whose interests the speaker

thus identifies himself; esp. by a doctor in friendly

or cheering address to a patient.

170a Vandrlgh False Friend 1. i. C 3, Well, old Acquaint-
ance, we are going to be Married then ? 1834 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Boarding-ho. ii, 'Well, my dear ma'am, and how are

we?' inquired [Doctor] Wosky, in a soothing tone. 1884
Harper s Mag. Dec 172/2 Well, Jane, and how are we this

morning?

f. used indefinitely in general statements in

which the speaker or writer includes those whom
he addresses, his contcmpoiaries, his fellow-

countrymen, or the like.

c 1000 VElfric Horn. II. 442 On Sisum wra?cfullum life we
sceolon earmra manna helpan. a 1300 Cursor M. T47-S Giue
we ilkan pare langage, Me think we do bam non outrage.

t'1386 Chalcf.r KntSs T. 408-10 We seken faste after

fehcitee, But we goon wrong ful often trewely. Thus may
we seyn alle and namely I. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2363
Launcelot hyr brydelle ledde, In the romans as we rede.

a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <$• Sydracke (? 1510) /' ij, And yf they
[sc. fishes] felt the ayre also As we or foules or beastes do.

i6i>in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1914) XXIX. 251 Yf we should have
any difference with Spaine (as happely wee may have before

wee looke for yO. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 512 r 1 There
is nothing which we receive with so much Reluctance as
Advice. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 263 The Swedes and
Danes call it Fjarsing ;. .the French, Viver; and we. the

Weever. 1845 Carlyi.e Cromwell (1871) II. 7 Of Sheriff

Morgan, .we have no farther notice whatever. 1865 Raskin
Sesame i, I say first we have despised literature. What do
we, as a nation, care about books? 1875 Jevons Money
(1878) 25 In ordinary life we use a great many words with a
total disregard of logical precision. i876Stkdmas Victorian

Poets vi. 183 He is well broken, as wesay of a thoroughbred.

2. Used by a single person to denote himself:

a. by a sovereign or ruler. Often defined by the

name or title added.
Beowulf'958 Beowulf mabelode.. : We baet ellenweorc.

feohtan fremedon. c 14*5 Eng. Cong. Irel. (1896) 6 We,
dermot, prince of leyneyter. 1436 His. VI in Rep. Hist.

MSS. Cornm. Var. Coll. IV. 199 We forse alle the gret dis-

coragyng and discomfort that mygte growe to oure trwc

sugectis. 148* in Eng. Hist. Rev. (191°) XXV. 122 We
Elizabeth abbas of b« Monastere of Syon . . wylle and ordeyne

that [etc.). 1603 J \s. I in Rymer Fcrdcra (1705) XV I. 538

Wee, Myndinge of our Royall and absolute Power to Ls
commytted, to visitt [etc.]. 1613 Shaks. Hen. I III, B. iv.

71 Sir, I am about to weepe ; but thinking that We are a

Queene [etc.]. 164a Chas. I in Clarendon Hist. Feb. v. § 20

In plain English, it is to take away the freedom of our vote ;

which were we but a subject were hi^h injustice; but being

your king, we leave all the world to judge what it is. 1833
Lytton Rienzi iv. vii, Noticed you the we— the style royal?

1850 Wisrman Pastoral-] Oct., In that same Consistory we
were enabled ourselves to ask for the Archiepiscopal Pallium,



WE.
for our new See of Westminster. 187a Tennyson Gareth <$

Lynette 362 But Arthur, 'We sit King, to help the wrong 'd
Thro' all our realm '.

b. by a speaker or writer, in order to secure an
impersonal style and tone, or to avoid the obtrusive
repetition of * I'.

Regularly so used in editorial and unsigned articles in
newspapers and other periodicals, where the writer is under-
stood to be supported in his opinions and statements by the
editorial staff" collectively.

C893 /Elfred Oros. i,i.§n Nu haebbe we scortllce ^esaed
ymbe Asia lond^emaero. c 1000 &LPMC Horn, I. 556 We
mihton 3as halgan raidinge meni^fealdlicor trahtnian. a 1300
Cursor M. 265 Now o bis proloug wil we blin. 15:3 Brad-
shaw St. Werburge 1. 295 The second sone of Penda, we
meane Icynge Wulfere. 1589 Puttehham Fng. Poesie 1.

xix. (Arb.) 56 We our selues who compiled this treatise. 1610
Healev St. Aug. Citie of God in. xviii. 133 Should we
particularize, wee should become a direct Historiographer.
1807 Coplbston Advice to Yng* Reviewer 1 There is a
mysterious authority in the plural we, which no single name,
whatever may be its reputation, can acquire. 1836 Dickens
Sk.Boz, Criminal Courts, We shall never forget the mingled
feelings of awe and respect with which we used to gaze on
the exterior of Newgate in our schoolboy days, i860 Leader
11 Feb., The volume that we have now before us. 1879 T. P.
O'Connor BeaconsfieId xiv. 577 In this official report [of a
speech] the vain-glorious and significant * I * is toned down
to the softer and less candid ' we '.

c. Hence jocularly as quasi-*/;. : The editor of a
periodical, or a contributor who uses this style ; the
periodical itself.

1853 K. S. Surtees Sf>onge*s Sp. Tour ix, It reached the
ears of the great Mr. Seedeyman, the mighty we of the
country, as he sat in his den penning his 'stunners' for his
market-day Mercury. 1866 Chamb. Jrtil. 15 Dec. 788/s
Not only was I myself overwhelmed by these accounts of
foreign travel, when I was a We, but I noticed [etc.]. 190a
Monthly Rev, Aug. 12+ Vet the two great ' Wes ' of the
eighteenth century, the ' Monthly' and the 'Critical* played
no unimportant part in the literary education of our great-
grandparents.

3. Used for the acctts. us (now only by the un-
educated). Cf. Let v. 1 14b.
C1500 Melusine xix. 106 Lete we send for the twoknightes.

1553 Respublica m, iii. 6S2 People.. He fliereth on youe &
beareth vs faire in hande And therewhile robbeth bothe youe
& we of oure Lande. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 103 And to
poore we Thine enmities most capitall. 1635 R. Carew in
Lismore Papers (1888) Ser. it. III. 222 Those, .fauours .

,

vouthsafed vnto poore immeritinge we. 178J Cowper John
Gilpin 16 So you must ride On horseback after we. 1883
D. C. Murray Hearts xxxii, Not as ever you was proud to
folks like we. 1890 Bickley Surrey Hills III. 207 He a'

never disappinted we afore, why should 'uri now? Ibid. 209
Maister Fenton ain't here yet, so let we have another hymn.

+ We, int. Obs. Also 5 whe. An exclamation
app. used for emphasis, or to demand attention.

Cf. Wl int.

13.. Sir Orfeo 176 (Sisam) we, quab he, alias alias.

13.. Gosp. hicod. 28 (MS. Harl.) We, whatkyn godes er
bire? 13.. Ga-v. <y- Gr. Knt. 2185 We, lorde, quoth be
gentyle kny^t, Wheber bis be begrenechapelle. f-1440 York
Myst. xi. 139 We ! lord, bai wil noght to me trays te. Ibid.
xv. 46 Whe ! huddel be-halde into the heste I <: 1460
Towneley Myst. ii. 147 We 1 ryn on, in the dwills nayme
Before 1

We : see Wee sb., a., Woe, Wy (man).
Wea-bit, var. Way-bit Obs.

Weach, Weack: see Witch {free), Wick.
Weade, obs. form of Weed v.l

Weaden, obs. pi. of Weed sb. 2

Weafe, ? etymologizing var. Woof.
1657 C. Beck Universal Char. M 2 b, The weafe or woof

of cloth,

Weage, obs. Sc. form of Voyage.
Weak (wffc), a. and sb. Forms: a. 3-5, 4-9

Se. 9 9 dial, waik, (6 Sc* waek\ 4-6 waike,
wayk(e, (4 Sc. vayk, 5-6 Sc. vaik, vaike), 3-6
weik(e, weyk^e, (6 6V.vaeik, veik). $. 4, 6 wek,
4 week, 6 wecke; 5-6 weke, 4-7 weeke, 6-7
weake, 6- weak. [a. ON. veik-r, corresponding
to OE. wdc : see Woke a.

The earliest known examples are in the Cursor Mundi
(a 1300, but MSS. 14th c.) ; the word gradually took the place
of the corresponding native adj. (OE. wdc, ME. Woke)
which did not survive beyond the 15th c. There seems to
have been some difference of meaning between OE. -wdc and
ON. veikr; in OE. the primary Teut. sense 'yielding, not
rigid or firm, pliant ' was still prominent, while in ON. it had
developed into the sense ' not strong *.

The jB-forms show the same development of Scand. ei to i
which is found in Bleak a. (earlier bleyke, ON. bleik-r),

Steak sb. (ME. steke, steyke, ON. steik; still pron. dia-

lectally with i), and Rean, var. of Rain sb.2 (ON. rein).

In mod. dialect literature the word is often written waik
or wake. Graphically, these forms belong to the a group ;

but in certain areas it may be doubtful whether the shade
of pronunciation denoted by the spelling descends from ME.
e~ or from M E. ei. As the normal Sc. representative of OE.
wdc is wake, which in late Scottish might have been written

waik, it is possible that some of the Sc. examples given below
belong etymologically to Woke a. rather than to the present

word.]

A. adj.

+ 1. Of a material thing: Pliant, flexible, readily

bending. (Usually with implication of want of

strength.) «* Woke a. 1. Obs.

The recognition of this sense by Johnson (who has been
followed by later Diets.) is remarkable; his authority has

not been identified.

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 225 A mantel heng hlr faste

by, Upon a perche weyke and smalle [Fr. A une pcrche

214

moult greslete]. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 520 '1 Weyke, or

lethy, Untus. 14.. Sir Beues 647 (MS. M) All to lethy
[MS. O weyke] the spere was wrought, c 1480 Henrvson
Age % Youth 13, 1. .sawanecatyf[Age]..cumand,. .walowit
& wane, waik as ane wand. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems Iv. 22
Sum, thocht lham selffis stark, lyk gyandis, Ar now maid
waek lyk willing wandis. 1755 Johnson, Weak, 3. Soft;
pliant ; not stiff. [Whence in later Diets.]

2. Wanting in moral strength for endurance or

resistance ; lacking fortitude or courage, strength

of purpose or will ; nnsteadfast, wavering.

1375 Barbour Bruce vin. 340 [Thai] dang on thame so

hardely That in schort tyme men mycht se by At erd ane
hundreth weill, and mar; The remanand the vaykar war.

a 1425 tr. Ardcrne's T?-eat. Fistula, etc. 7 He, forsob, bat

is waykeof hert is no^t in way of curacion. c 1450 Capgrave

I

St. Augustine xxv. 34 The man was weykand dred mech be

knyf. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 170 Peple
villain and wayke in the faith. 1526 Tindale Matt. xxvi.

41 The spirite ys willynge but the flesshe is weeke. c 1540
R. Morice in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 24 [He] being very

moche combered with the concupisscence of the fleshe, and
stryvyng gretely to suppresse the same, felt himself to wek
to overcom it. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V/

t
iv. i. 12 Which ate

so weake of courage. -That they'le take no offence at our

abuse. 1667 Milton P. L. vin. 532 Here onely weake
Against the charm of Beauties powerful glance, a 1716

South Ser?n. (1727) VI. xi. 385 It is the just Shame.. of the

Frailty of our Condition to consider, .how weak we are to

intend, and how much weaker to perforin. 1774 Goi.dsm.

Nat. Hist. V. 180 Hut though so furious among themselves,

they [turkeys] are weak and cowardly against other animals,

though far less powerful than they. 1779 Cowper Human
Frailty 1 Weak and irresolute is man. — Olney Hymns
xxix. 12 And Satan trembles, when he sees The weakest

saint upon his knees. 1889 W. Armstrong H 'resiling (Badm.
Libr.) 224 Outsiders often clamour loudly over these falls,

and a weak judge is liable to be influenced.

absol. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 009 But list'n not to his

Temptations, warne Thy weaker. 1784 Cowper Task 11.

343 He 'stablishes the strong, restores the weak. 1902 W.
Auamson Joseph Parker xxiii. 299 Faith leads to the Rock
higher than self, on which the weak can rest in safety.

b. In the translations of the Bible from Tindale

onward, used to render Gr. av0€i'TJs
f
aaOtvwv, ap-

plied by St. Paul (esp. in Rom, xiv and 1 Cor. viii)

to believers whose scruples, though unsound, should

be treated with tenderness, lest they should be led

by the example of the more enlightened into acts

condemned by their conscience. Hence allusively

in weaker brethren (often supposed to be a scrip-

tural phrase), applied to the more timorous

members of a party, who are in danger of being

shocked by extreme statements of principle or

policy.

In the Wycliffite and other early versions the rendering is

' sick ' (Vulg. infirmus).

15*6 Tindale i Cor. viii. 11 But take hede that youre

lil>ertie cause nott the weake tofaule. Ibid., And so thorow
thy knowledge shall the weake brother perisshe for whom
christ dyed. 1573 T. Qartwricht] Reply to Ansiv. W hit-

gift Aiijb, That the setters forwarde of thys cause., giue

occasion to the papists of slaundering the religion, and to

the weake of offence. 1674 B. Parry Duppds Rules ff Helps
Devot. 1. To Rdr., If Noise and Clamour might pass for

Inspiration, the Apostles must go for Weak-Brethren, and
mere Novices, compared with our New Lights. 1779 [R.
Richardson] Epist. Ded. to Bp. Lond. p. xvii, Hut recollect-

ing the many Christian Injunctions in Favour of weak
Brethren, you thus proceeded with your Charge. 1882

Besant All Sorts viii, I do as little as I can. .on Sunday,
because of the weaker brethren. The Sunday we [te, Seventh

Day Independents] keep as a holiday.

C. of actions, attributes, etc.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 11S6 And left to her self, if evil

thence ensue, Shee first his weak indulgence will accuse.

1671 MarvellCVw. Wks. (Grosart) II. 391 The Lord Lucas
made a fervent bold speech against our prodigality in giving,

and the weak looseness of the government. 1800 Coleridge
Piccolom. v. v. 78 Because he had a weak hour and forgot

himself. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. iii. 22 They must have told

some weak and wicked lie To flatter their tormentors. 1878

Lucy Diary Two Part. (1885) I. 365 Disraeli, in a weak
moment, offered him office again.

d. Of features, expression of countenance, etc.

:

Indicating weakness of character or intention.

1877 W. S. Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy (1890) 30 The nurse
smiled a weak smile, as who should say, ' Master's jokeis
always so amusingly chosen '. 188a Besant Aft Sorts xxix,

His forehead, when the original thatch was thick, must have
been rather low and weak. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. x. 227
'What have you two men been doing now?' she said, with
a weak little smile.

e. Deficient in power to control emotion ; un-

duly swayed by grief, compassion, or affection.

Of tears : Indicating weakness.
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.. Snuff.Box^ But I am as weak

as a woman ; and I beg the world not to smile, but pity me.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xiv, 'They are weak
tears, for they are useless ones,' replied the count, drying
them. 1848 Dickens Dombey i, It's very weak and silly of
me, I know, to be so trembly and shaky from head to foot.

1886 'Mrs, Alexander* By Woman's IVit ii, You must
have a weak spot in your heart for him, or you would never
stand it.

3. Wanting in strength and skill as a combatant

;

relatively deficient in fighting power as shown by
the result of the contest.

<ri330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1814 f>er was turn

ageynes turn ; pat waykest [of the wrestlers] was, byhoued
spurn. £1471 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 276 Fayne was the
waykyer away for to flee. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 102

Yet thought the foxe I haue good auauntage, the clawes of

his for feet ben of, and his feet ben yet sore therof. .he shal

WEAK.
be somwhat the weyker. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, m. ii. 6a
Then if Angels fight, Weake men must fall. 160a — Ham.
v. ii. 273 Your Grace hath laide the oddes a' th' weaker side.

b. Deficient as a fighting power in numbers, re-

sources, etc. + Also const, of.

c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 162 With waik power thai durst
him nocht persew. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon L 55
The folke of the duke were weke and almoste gon. For. of
the two hundred that he hadde broughte, he hadde noo moo
wyth hym but fourth!. 1574 Southampton Court Leet Rec.
(1905) 1. 102 The watche of this towne ys neither good nor
sufficient but very weak and vnmeet for the preservacon of
thys towne. 159a Soliman % Pers. m. i. 48 Their fleete is

weake ; Their horse, I deeme them fiftie thousand strong.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. ri

t
iv. v. 7 And often but attended with

weake guard. 1611 W. Adams Let. in Rundall Mefu. Japan
(Hakl. Soc.) 22 The king'sships were out seeking vs,. .vnder-
standingthat wee were weake ofmen. 1614 Ralegh Hist.
Worid v. iii. § 21. 573 He was indeede farre too weake for
the Enemie in Horse, both in number and in goodnesse.
1670 Dryden 1st Pt.Conq. Granadax. (1672) 53 We are not
provided for a siege. ..The foe is strong without, we weak
within. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. xi, Having concluded,
from seeing three men engaged, that two of them must be on
one side, he ..espoused t lie cause of the weaker party. 1784
Cowper Task 11. 273 Sham'd as we have been.. and in our
own sea prov'd Too weak for those decisive blows that once
Ensur'd us mast ry there. 1871 Freeman Korm.Conq. \\

.

xvii. 54 Each detachment of William's great army of occu-
pation was weak and isolated. 191s Fng. Hist. Rev. Oct.
662 The French.. were much weaker in large vessels.

f C. transf. Weak of friends: having few in-

fluential friends. Obs.
1586 T. Morgan in Fng. Hist. Rev. (1913) Jan. 56 note,

Burghley. .was weak of friends in the Privy Council.

d. Of a position : Poorly garrisoned.
'650 J- Nicoll Diary (Bannatyne Club) 25 The EngHsche

General!, taking this very grevouslie, that such a waik hous
sould bald out aganes him, [etc].

e. Chess-flaying. Of a man : Insufficiently pro-

tected against capture.
i860 LowBtmiAL Morphy's Games Chess 57 The K. Kt's

P. and K's P. are now both of them weak and the cause of
much subsequent embarrassment. Ibid. 5$ The Pawn.,
would have been left isolated and weak.

f. Wanting in skill as a performer in a game,
sport, athletic exercise, contest, etc. Of play, a
move, stroke: Exhibiting want of skill. So, weak
place, spot (in a person's play).

1827 in W. Denison .S'£. Players (1846) 57 In other points
England was weak: her fielding was not near so good, her
bowling was not equal, [etc.]. i860 Lowenthal Morpiiy's
Games Chess 62 On principle it is weak play, as it leaves a
Pawn behind unsupported. Ibid, 98 A weak move. 1861

Baity's Mag, Sept. 142 But the Surrey bowling was weak,
and the men of The North scored 266 in their first innings.

187a /bid. Aug. 168 Mr. Grace, .gave, .a change at his one
weak place, short leg. 1891 Grace Cricket ix. 248 (Bowling.)

And that brings me to my last point—seek for the weak spot
in the batsman's defence. 1901 Jessop in Badminton Mag.
^Pr - 37 1 Wo [Gloucestershire] shall be even a weaker side

than usual in the first two months.

4. Of a person, the body, limbs : Deficient in

bodily or muscular strength ; esp. of a child or

woman, inferior in respect of physical strength.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15033 pechilder bat war waike Toga bat

pres a-mang. Ibid. 23624 pir [the good] sal be selcut Strang

and wight, bai [the wickedj sal be week [MS. Gott. waike]
wit-vten might, c 1300 Havtlok 1012 pider komen bothe
stronge and wayke. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xii. 5, I . .sett

noght by bane stirynge, na mare ban a geaunte dos at pe
puttynge of a waik man. c 1386 Chancer Man ofLaw's T.

S34 How may this wayke womman han this strengthe Hire
to defende agayn this renegat. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C. vi. 23
Certes, ich seyde . . Ich am to waik to worche with sykel ober
with sythe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xx. 144, I am the

yongest and moost weykest of yow bothe. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 165 Why are our bodies soft, and weake,
and smooth, Vnapt to toyle ? i6a8 Milton Vacation Exerc.
1 Hail native Language, that by sinews weak Didst move
my first endeavouring tongue to speak. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. F.p. iv. v. 190 Divers continue all their life.. left-

handed, and have but weak and imperfect use of the right.

1697 Drvden /Fneis xi. 1044 It shall be seen, weak Woman,
what you can, When Foot to Foot, you combat with a Man.
1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 197 That on weak wings, from far,

pursues your flights. 1757 Foote Author Prol., But as the

sluggish animal was weak, They fear'd, if both should mount,
his back would break. 1776 A. Smith W. N. v. 1. II. 315 He
is a very strong man who by mere strength of body can force

two weak ones to obey him. 1821 Shelley Adonais xxvii,

O gentle child. .Why didst thou, .with weak hands though

mighty heart Dare the unpastured dragon in his den?

b. absol. (Cf. 10 b.)

(Z1300 Cursor M. 832 ]>e Strang [bigan] be weker for to sla.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S. '1. S.) 257 Oft tymes the

starkare. .puttis the waykar to the wer. For it is agayne

nature that the waykare wan the starkare. a 1500 Coventry

Corpus Chr. PL ii. 447 But the weykist gothe eyuer to the

walle. 1535- [see Wall sb. 1
13]. 1546 I. Heywood Prov.6 I. H

•ith the... v. (1867) 56 And where the small with the great, can not

agree, The weaker goeth to the potte, we all daie see. 1565

Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Fng. 95 Thinking it a light

matter to iniury, beguile or vse violence toward our wekers

and inferiours. 1579 Kendall Flcnvers Epigr., Trifles 5

The weake may stand the strong in sted : a dog may haue

a day. 1768 Koss Helenore 11. 85 The weak wins ay the warr.

c. The weaker vessel [cf. Vessel sb. 1
3], in 1 Pet.

iii. 7 said of the wife as compared with the hus-

band ; hence occas. used jocularly for * the wife '
or

female partner. Jlie weaker sex : see Sex sb. I c.

152-6 Tindale i Pet. iii. 7 Gevynge honoure vnto the wyfe

as vnto the weaker vessel [Gr, to? aisStvearipta UKtva], X588

Shaks. L. L. L. 1. i. 276 Iaquenetta (so is the weaker vessell

called) which I apprehended with the aforesaid Swaine.

x668 St. Serfe Tantgds Wiles in. 23 B[akers] Wife. 1



WEAK.
you are a fine man indeed ! to leave the Government of the
Oven now. .to me that's the weaker vessel.

d. of physical effort.

1783 Crabbe Village 1. 197 Alternate masters now their
slave command, Urge the weak efforts of his feeble hand.
5. Deficient in bodily vigour through aye, sick-

ness, privation, etc. ; wanting in strength of the
vital functions of the body ; debilitated.
1340 Hampole/V. Consc. 767 Pot als tyteals a man waxes

aide, pan waxes his kynde wayke and calde. Ibid. 6157
Seke I was and in ful wayke state. 1399 Langi.. Rich,
Redeles it. 64 3oureowen lymmes. .so ffeble and wayke wexe
in behammes. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xxx.x'x. 857 Thyder
they came within two dayes for they were wayke & feble to
goo. 1519 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 8, I, John Gill, hole
in mynde and wake in stornak, &c, to he buried in Pannall
Chyrchyerd. 1524 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 501/1 Patrik .

.

is now of grete aige, febill and waik in his persoun. a 1548
Hall Chron., I/en. VIII 20 Thei hired shippes and putte
the lorde Marques in one, which was so weake that be asked
where he was. 1599 Dallam in Early Vty. Levant (Hakl.
Soc.) 81, I was verrie wayke, not able to goo on foute one
myle in a daye. 1651 Hobbes Lrviaih. 11. xxix. 173 Till (if
Nature be strong enough) it break at last the contumacy of
the parts obstructed.., or (if Nature be too weak) the Patient
dyeth. 1687 Miece Gt. Fr. Diet. 1, Teudre, tender,.. of a
weak constitution. 1780SELWVN in Jesse S. <y Contemp.
(1844) IV. 363, I am at present in a weaker state of health
from a present disorder than I ever was. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop Ixiv, You're too weak to Stand, indeed. 1889 'J. S.
Winter' Mrs. Bob xx, And, as is generally the case after
hysteria, she is now very weak and prostrate. 1891 Farkar
Darkn. % Dawn lix, Pomponia sat by the bedside, holding
the weak hand.
Similative phrases. 1840 [see Rat sb} 2 c]. 1902 C. N. &

A. M. Williamson Lightning Conductor 327 Poor Lady B.
was as weak as a rag, but . . Pa kept her up on a raw egg in
wine.

b. Feeble through exhaustion ; faint. ? Now
chiefly dial.

aijoj Prior Dk. OrmoncCs Pict. 10 'Till weak with
Wounds,.. He faints. 1849 Lever Con Cretan i, I am get-
ting wake; just touch my lips again with the jug. 1880
Antrim <y Down Gloss., Weak turn, fainting fit. 1905 Brit.
Med. Jrnt. 1 July 23 He took a ' weak turn ' and died the
following day. 1918 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 June 8,1 A wound
over the eye, which caused the Welshman to go so weak that
the referee stopped the contest.

6. Constitutionally feeble ; not vigorous or robust
in health.

*S*S~34 Fitzherb. Hush. liii. 50 Of euery sort of shepe, it

may fortune there be some, that like not and be weike.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV (1550) 36 The French kyng
had no heire male, but one weake boy. 1602 Shaks. Ham,
111. iv. 114 Conceit in weakest bodies, strongest workes. 177a
Priestley Inst. Rciig. (1782) I. 318 Laws to prevent the
education of weak children. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist, II.
201 Fontenelle. .was naturally of a very weak and delicate
habit of body. 1780 Pentham Introd. Morals <y Legist. vi.

(1789) 43 A man may be weak all his life long, without ex-
periencing any disease.

b. of a tree, plant, fruit, etc.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 115 The weakest kinde of
fruite Drops earliest to the ground, and so let me, 1696
W. W. New Help to Discourse (ed. 4) 224 Stake and bind
up the weakest Plants, against the Winds. 1754 Justice
Scots Gard. Director 173 If your Artichokes are weak in
the Spring, bill them up with rich Earth, and they will re-
cover. 1768 [J. Gibson] Fruit-Gardener 208 Early pruning
is commonly recommended for weak trees. 1892 Speaker 3
Sept. 290, 1 The roses. .will deteriorate year after year,.,
getting too weak to open leafy buds.

7. Of bodily organs or their functions : Deficient
in functional strength (either naturally or by im-
pairment).
The usual collocations are: weak eyes, sight; weak

stomach, digestion; weak chest, lungs, heart; also (later)
weak mrves, which has commonly the loose sense of 'nervous-
ness ', liability to be easily agitated.
C1480 Henrvson Swallow <(- other Birds 19 Hirenear

waik, the sonescho may not se. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl.
214 The deepe greene Emrald in whose fresh regard, Weake
sights^iheir sickly radience do amend. 1599 — Hen. V, in.
ii. 56 Their Villany goes against my weake stomacke, and
therefore I must cast it vp. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. 299My weak and squeazie stomack will hardly digest the wing
of a small rabbet. 1661 P.ovle Style 0/ Script. (1675) 27
Batts. .are only pleased with (what is alone proportioned to
their weak sight) a Twilight. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vi.

8 7, I have naturally weak eyes, and know that there are
many things that I cannot see. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy
in. xx. Author's Pref., With sueh weak nerves and spirits,
and in the condition I am in at present. 1781 Cowper Truth
98 Fancy shall apply To your weak sight her telescopic eye.
1822-9 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 210 Shell-fishes do not
always agree with weak stomachs. 1825 J. Denniston Leg.
Galloway 95 His amiable lady being a woman of weak nerves.
187 . Casselfs Nat. Hist. I. 184 One of the large Monkeys
in the Zoological Gardens had weak teeth, and he used to
oreak open the nuts with a stone.

8. Of the mind or mental faculties : Deficient in
power.

<", 1374 Chaucer Artel. <r Arc. 341 But me to rede out of
thisdredeorguyeNemaymy wit, soweyke ishit.not streche.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 80 But of wyn ^at
ys takyn abundanly. .it makys wayk be vertuz of be sawle.

r M80 Henryson Sivallow $ other Bints 24 Mannis saule is
febill and ouer small, Of vnderstanding waik and imperfite.
156* WinJet Cert. Tractatis W'ks. (S.T.S.) I. 27 It apperis
to my waik iugement that to attempt sic proude misordour
^a'l [etc.]. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 460 Such shadowes are the
weake-brains forgeries Ibid. 1825 Such childish humor from
weake minds proceeds. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 273 And
such other Gamboll Faculties hee hath, that shew a weake
Mmde, and an able Body. 164a J.Taylor (Water P.) Walker
the Ironmonger A 2, This hath past without controlement to
.

. the raysing of strifes . . in many people of weake capacities

215

and judgements. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 221 For Beauty
stands In the admiration only of weak minds Led captive.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxiii. § 12. 140 We are furnished
with Faculties (dull and weak as they are) to discover enough
in the Creatures, to lead us to the Knowledge of the Creator.
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xcviii, Lord A—-m. .was a man of
weak intellects. 1781 Cowper Truth 366 Earth gives too
little, giving only bread, To nourish pride, or turn the
weakest head. 1798 Ferkiar Illustr. Sterne, etc. 8 Persons
of weak understanding. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 446 No
where are the weakest parts of the human mind more clearly
seen than in the history of legislation. 1865 H. Kingsi.ky
Hi/lyars ty Burtons Ixi, Her suspicions, .were only the pro-
duct of a weak brain in a morbid state. 190!! [Miss E.
Fowler] Betw. Trent $ Ancholme 317 A buy of weak in-
tellect, a Natural.

b. Lacking force of intellect or strength of mind

;

easily deceived, credulous.
1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xiv, Thou fsely) ^outh, of nature

Indegest,. .of wit wayke and vnstable. 1600 Jer. Taylor
Ductor 111. iv. 290 And that Priest were.. a weak person
who should chuse to wear gray, because there is 110 religion
in the colour. 1665 Glanvill Dcf. Van. Dogm. 52 If any
are so weak to affirm nothing can be demonstrated, against
which any thing is or can be objected [etc.]. 1736 Butler
Anal. 11. viii. Wks. 1874 I. 293 By these means weak men
are often deceived by others. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot.
in. Wks. 1851 I. 217 Though Elizabeth was as much inferior
to Mary in beauty and gracefulness of person as she excelled
her in political abilities. ., she was weak enough to compare
herself with the Scottish queen. 1781 Cowper Convert. 225
Credulous infancy, or age as weak, Are fittest auditors for
such to seek.

_
1842 Newman Eccl. Miracles (1843) 127 It

can mean nothing else but that St. Gregory did no miracles,
and that it is weak, nay, even heathenish, to believe he did.
1849 Macaulay///j7. Eng. viii. II. 295 He. .was everywhere
received with outward signs of joy ai.d respect, which fie was
weak enough to consider as proofs that the discontent ..had
subsided. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's Fate ii, Do
you think I should he so weak and stupid as to fall in love
with a man.. I know nothing about ?

absol. 1784 Cowper Task n. 566 The weak perhaps are
mov'd, but are^ not taught, While prejudice in men of
stronger minds Takes deeper root.

c. Feeble {in one's intellect, the brain, head, etc.).
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Warwicksh. (1662) 119 Hence

was it that the Earl was kept in so strict Restraint, which
made him very weak in his Intellectuals. 1831 Scott Cast.
Dang, ii, Shrewd and wise men wax weak in the brain in

these troublous times. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxi, Until
Mr. Small weed's grandmother, now living, became weak in

her intellect.

9. Inefficient, ill-qualified. a. Of a person's
abilities, productions, qualities, etc (Often used
in modesty or self-disparagement.)
c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. ?<) Mykonnyng is so wayk,

o bhsful queene, For to declare thy grete worthynesse That
[etc.]. c 1450 Holland Houlate 37 And I haue mekle matir
in metir to gloss.. And waike is my eloquence. < 1590 J.
Stewart Poems (S. T. S.) II. 6 My vaeik and friuole versis.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, m. i. 37 Card My Lord of Bucking-
ham, if my weak Oratorie Can from his Mother winne the
Duke of Vorke, Anon expect him here.

b. Of a person : Wanting in ability, ill-qualified,

unskilled or inefficient in, of ox to do (something). >

14*3 Jas. I Kingis Q. cxlix, And, sone, of wit or lore Sen
thou art wayke and feble. 1564 Becon Wks. I. Pref. O I

C iv, When such as are yet weake in knowledge of Christ
and of his holy Gospel heare y* (etc.J. Marg., Weake-
ynges. 1^90 Spenser F. Q. 1. Introd. ii, Helpe then, O
holy Virgin chiefe of nine. Thy weaker Nouice to performe
thy will. 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol. Restored 28 One of

\

the silliest and weakest Students in Astrologie was chosen
out of all the other to confute the Doctor. 1780 Cowper
Progr. Err. 15 Weak to perform, though mighty to pre-
tend. 1781 — Charity 633 But if, unhappily deceiva, I

dream, And prove too weak for so divine a theme. 1818
KEATS Endym. hi. 938 O 'tis a very sin For one so weak to
venture his poor verse In such a place as this. 1831 Sir J.
Sinclair Corr. II. 257 Some weak politicians would startle at

the expense it might occasion. 1885 Leeds Mercury 24 June
4/4 The new Government will be so lamentably weak in
debating power.
trans/. i8si Shelley Adonais Hi, Rome's azure sky,

,

Flowers, ruins, statues, music, words, are weak The glory
they transfuse with fitting truth to speak.

C. Of literary work or composition : Showing
little evidence of ability.

1713 Steele Englishm. No. 2a 132 It is the weakest Part
of a very weak Book. 1733 Pope Hot. Sat. 11. i. 5 The lines
are weak, another's pleas ato say.

10. Wanting in power or authority over others.

1413 Ias. I Kingis Q. cxlviii, And quhare a persone has
tofore knawing Off It that is to fallen purposely, Lo, fortune
is bot wayke in suich a thing. 1538 Starkev England 1. iii.

84 Our cuntrey ys now weke, and no thyng so strong as hyt
hath byn in old tyme. 1550 Crowley Ivay to Wealth 265
If the gentlemen and rularsof thy countreie shoulde be to
weake for the, he wou'd bring in strainge nations to sub-
due the. 1651 Hobbes Leviath, 11. xxx. 182 It is a weak
Soveraign, that has weak Subjects ; and a weak People,
whose Soveraign wanteth Power to rule them at his will.

? 1761 Goldsm. Misc. Wks. (1837) I. 472 England, therefore,
grew weaker, or, what amounts to the same thing, saw her
neighbours grow stronger. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx.
IV. 437 Sometimes, .no set of men who can be brought
together possesses the full confidence and steady support of
a majority of the House of Commons. When this is the
case, there must be a weak Ministry,

b. absol. (Cf. 4 b.)

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 91 Therein, yee Gods, you make
the weake most strong; Therein, yee Gods, you Tyrants doe
defeat. 1697 [see Strong a. 5 b!. 1733 Pope Ess. Man in.

49 Grant that the pow'rful still the weak controul. 1844
Disraeli Coningsby iv. iv, The idea of restraining the power-
ful by the weak is an absurdity.

I

WEAK.

I

e. of power, strength, authority, etc.

1 ( 1386 Chaucek Pars. T. r 311 And moore-ouer contiicion

I

destroyeth the prison of htlle and maketh wayk and fieble
!

alte the strengthes of the deueles. 1533 Bellenden Livy
(S.T.S.) II. 38 The stremh of every office & power Le-

!
gynnys to be febil and waik in be lattir parte of be jere.
1570 Satir, Poems Reform, xviii. 47 Thay thocht his deith
waid mak thy power waik. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. iii. 154,
I cannot mend it, I must needes confe>se, Because my
power is weake. a 1656 [see Strong a. 5 d].

11. a. Card-playing. Of a game, hand, suit : Not
of a commanding nature or value. Of a player:
Ill-provided with commanding catds {in a specified
suit).

1680 Cotton Gamester (ed. 2) 75 [L'Ombre] If ihe Players
have but a weak Game, they are to imitate cunning Beast-
players in dividing the Tricks. 1742 Hoylh Whist 2S Your
Adversary on your Right-hand begin.-, with playing the Ace
of your weak Suit. 1746 Ibid. (ed. 6) 62 When uuybt you
to make Tricks early 't A us. When you are weak in Trumps.
1864 [see Strong a. 24].

b. Money-market. Of money or stock : Insuffi-

cient to meet a demand or to carry on operations.
Similarly of a holder of stock.

1875 Economist 23 Jan. 95/1 The Bank reserve will con-
tinue too weak for the probable demands upon it in the
spring. Ibid. 6 Mar. 2S9/2 Several of the weaker holders
have been forced to dispose of iheir stocks at a considerable
reduction on former rates.

12. Not strong or energetic in action ; lackiag in

force or power, a. of natural agents, etc.

C 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 68 For bat stomake
ys lykned to a wayk & feble feer, bat vnnethes may to-
brenne rosels and sinal cbippys. 1585 Higins Junius' No*
mend. 226/1 Siparum,. .a saile wherewith the course or
voyage of a ship is holpen, when the wind is weake and
faileth. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen, IV, iv. v. 100 For my Cloud of
pignitie I> held from falling, witli so weake a winde, That
it will quickly drop. 1604 K. CHklvstone] tr. Acosta's Hist.
Indies 11. vii, 97 If the sunnebeames be weake, they draw vp
no fogge from the rivers, a 1626 [see Strong a. 13 c]. 1660
F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trnv. 45 'Tis to be noted that the
tides are weakest at the full of the Moon. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. <y Art II. 175 A combination of weak mag-
nets., will communicate magnetism in proportion to their
accumulated power. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 515
The above list gives them [i.e. external astringents] in order
of their efficacy— from the weakest to the strongest. 1907
T

. A. Hodges Elem, Photogr. (ed. 6) 112 Weak sunlight will

e found to give the best lighting,

fb. Of food : Not highly nourishing. Obs.
138a Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 264 Men may se by thair con-

tynaunce..that thair sustynaunce Simple is and wayke.
1615 Sandys Trav. 118 Of these [Moors] it is strange to see
such a number of broken persons: so being by reason of
their strong labour and weake foode.

c. Of the voice : Feeble in enunciation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24314 pir marttrs tuin... quen baijierd

crists voice Sa waik bat vnethes most bai here, Come neuer
care hair hert sa nere. a 1568 Ascham Schoiem. 1. (Arb.J
39 A voice, not softe, weake, piping, womannishe, but
audible, stronge, and manlike. 1697 Dkyden sEncis vi. 666
They rais'd a feeble Cry, with trembling Notes : But the
weak Voice deceiv'd their gasping Throats. 1810 Crabbe
Borough xxii. 324 And 'Come,' they said, with weak, sad
voices, ' come.' 1873 March. Dueeekin Cauad. Jrnl. (1891)
81 The voices of the singers were thin and weak. 1878 Hahdy
Ret. Native y. v, ' Are you not ashamed of me '. .she asked
in a weak whisper.

d. Of the pulse : Having little force.
1700 Dkyden Pal. * Arc. 1. 154 Weak was the Pulse, and

hardly heav'd the Heart. 1707 Floyeu Physic. Pulse*
Watch 403 A weak Pulse, languid, profund, subtile, slow, in-

dicates a cold Disease. 1876 [see Strong a. 13 b],

e. Of faith, conviction, affection, passions :

Wanting in strength, not intense.

153° Tindale Ausw. More Wks. (1573) 267 The fayth that
dependeth of an other mans mouth is weake. <. 1600 Shaks.
Soun. cii. 1 My loue is stiengtbned, though more weake in
seeming. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 11. 130 Hence diffrent Pas-
sions more or less inflame, As strong or weak, the organs of
the frame. 1768 Cowpeh Olney Hymns xviii. 22 Lord, it is

my chief complaint That my love ts weak and faint.

f. Of words or expressions : Wanting in force,

inadequate ; implying relatively little fullness of
meaning.
1771 Junius Lett. Ixiv. (1772) II. 327 If these terms are

weak, or ambiguous, in what language can Junius express
himself? 1861 Paley /Eschylus (ed. 2) Choeph. 913 note,
' To waft fate ' is, however, a much weaker term than the
other.

g. Of a dose of medicine : Less in quantity (and
hence in power) than the normal dose.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 588 Weak doses of thymol,
tar, or subacetate of lead.

+ h. Of slumber: Light, not deep or heavy. Obs.
1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. x. (1687) 56 A weak slumber.,

chaining up his reason, left only his imagination at liberty

to rove about.

i. Of a chance : Slight, slender, small in degree.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. x, Shall I call him down? £ut
it's a weak chance if he'd come, sir 1

j. Of an attack of disease : Not severe or acute.

1899 Atlbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 586 It [i. e. ' red gum '] is

more probably urticarial or a weak form of prurigo.

13. Wanting in effectiveness.

1591 Shaks. : Hen. VI, v. iii. 27 My ancient Incantations

are too weake. 1600— Sonn. xxxiv. n Th' offenders sorrow

lends but weake reliefe To him that beares the strong

offenses crosse. 1667 Milton P. L. x\\. 291 When they see

Law can discover sin, but not remove. Save by those

shadowie expiations weak, The bloud of Pulls and Goats.
31718 Prior Engraven on Column 14 Yet Spires and



WEAK.
Towers In Dust shall lye, The weak Efforts of Human

;

Pains, 1711 Pope Epitaph Hon. S. H'ircourt, How vain

is Reason, Eloquence how weak ! If Pope must tell what
Harcourt cannot speak. 1741 C'tess Pomfket in C'tess

Hartfords Corr. (1805J III. 52 Knowing with what good-
ness you receive my weak endeavours to amuse you. i8aa

Shelley Chas. /, it 292 Strafford. Be these the expedients

until time and wisdom Shall frame a settled state of govern-

ment Laud. And weak expedients they.

b. Of evidence, argument, etc. : Not convincing.

Of a case, title, etc. : Not having strong evidence.
|

1538 StarKEY England 1. ii. 27 That where as my resonys

schal appere to you sklender and weke, wyth your dylygence
you may them supply. 154a Elyot Diet., Caussa inferior,

the lesseright, or weker title. isSoDAUStr. Sleidane'sComm.
18 b, Which is a light and verye weake reason. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI. 1. i. 134 Henry. I know not what to say, my
Titles weake. 1594 Hooker Ecct. Pol. II. v. § 5, I wonder
that a cause so weak and feeble hath bene so much persisted

in. ci6oo MoNTGOMERiE Cherrie fy Slae 1112 $our war-

rand is but waik. 1630 Milton On Shaks. 6 Dear son of

memory, great heir of Fame, What need'st thou such weak
j

witnes of thy name? 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae in. i.

§ 8 Hee admits them upon far weaker grounds than wee do
,

attribute them to God. 1686 Tillotson Serm. at White.

Hail, j Co>: Hi, /j, 18 [An argument] so intolerably weak
and sopi-istical that any considerate man ought to be

a->ham'd to be catch'd by it. 1707 Atterbury VineL Doctr.

Funeral Serm. Bennet 4 Pretending to shew, how weak
and improper the Proofs are, which their Asserters employ

in the defence of them. 1781 Cowpf.r Convers. 722 Will 1

they believe, though credulous enough To swallow much
upon much weaker proof. 1863 Twistletos in IV. Smith's

Diet. Bible III. s.v, Zidon. Justin, however, is such a weak
authority for any disputed historical fact. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 188 But the direct evidence for a

siege of Oxford is so weak that the tale cannot be relied on.
\

1904 H. Bellog Old Road 119 The first evidence afforded

us was weak enough. We saw [etc.].

fl4. Of a thing: Of little account or woith, in-

considerable. Obs,

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 434 And this weake and idle

theame, No more yeelding but a dreame, Gentles, 60c not

reprehend. 1604 — Oth. HI. Hi. 443 O that the Slaue had

forty thousand lines; One is too poore, too weake for my
reuenge. 182a Shelley Chas. I, ii. 207 Strafford. How
weak, how short, is life to pay— King. Peace, peace. Thou
Ow'st me nothing yet.

15. Having less than the full or proper amount of

a specific ingredient. Of an infusion: Over-diluted.

1597 Shaks. a Hen. IT, 11. ii. 10 Doth it not shew vildely

in me, to desire small Beere ? Poin. Why, a Prince should

not be so loosely studied, as to remember so weake a Coin-

position. 1676 J. Smith Art of Painting vii. 38 You must
give it such a quantity of your fat Oyl, that it may not be so

weak as to run when you have laid it on, nor so stiff, that it

may not work well. 1755 Johnson, Weak... 6. Not much
impregnated with any ingredient : as a weak tincture, weak
beer. 1769 J. Skeat Art of Cookery Expt. Terms, Cooley ;

is a white broth or weak gravy. 1791 W. Hamilton BerthoU

let's Dyeing I. 5 By means of a very weak acid. 1815 J.

Smith Panorama Sei. <\ Art II. 837^ To a weak solution of

galls, add a few drops of weak solution of sulphate of iron.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop WW, A great basin of weak tea.

1891 'J. S. W is 1 er ' LnmZeyw, A little brandy and water,

not too weak.

b. spec, of iron.

1841 Greener Sei. Gunnery 120 An iron which is techni-

cally termed 'Weak,' can never be made a strong bodied

iron. 1868 Jovnson Metals 58 What is called ' weak ' pig-

iron, which contains a high percentage of phosphorus and

sulphur.

O. Of corn: ? Having a small proportion of grain

to the chaff.

184a J. Aiton Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 205 Let the cows get

..a little clover hay, mixed with weak oats, the refuse of

what is sent to the mill. Ibid. 252 The horse gets about

the fourth part of a peck of oats, with some weak and refuse

corn for supper daily.

16. Wanting in material strength, unsound, in-

secure.

c 1400 CW/«. Brut cexxxii. 315 Ober strong werkes. .were

so yshake herewith, pat bey. .shol be euermore, the febelere

& weyker while hey stonde. i535"6 'n Trans. Shropsh.

Archxol. Soc. (1880) III. 256 This yeare was a maltman
slayne in grope lone in Shrewsburie with the fall of a wecke
chymney in an old howse there. 1545 Ascham Toxoph, n.

(Arb.) 121 Freates begynne many tymes in a pin, for there the

good woode is corrupted, that it muste nedes be weke, and
bycause it is weake, therfore it freates. 161a R. Ch. Olde

Thrift newly revived 69 Where that many fences bee weake
. .[to] bee strengthened. i6aa J. Tavlor (Water P.) Shilling

B5. And by misfortune if the Caske be weake, Three or

foure Gallons in the ground may leake. 1853 Tennyson
Brook 84 The gate, Half-parted from a weak and scolding

hinge, Stuck. 1856 J. C. Morton Cycl. Agric. I. 840/1 This

causes inequality of growth, weak and deficient places in the

hedge. 1885 E. P. Hood WorldofProverbial The strength

of the chain is in the weakest link.

b. fig. and in fig. context.

1581 N. Bvrxe Disfut.xxv. nib, Thairfoir all that quhilk

ye grounde vpone this vaik fundament, man fall altogidder.

1595 Shaks. Johnx.vn. 78 Returne with me againe To push

destruction, and perpetuall shame Out of the weake doore

of our fainting Land. 169a Prior Ode Ittiit. Hor. vn, Your

mould'ring Monuments in vain ye raise On the weak Basis

of the Tyrant's Praise.

C. Of a fortified place : Not possessed of sound

defence (esp. in some part or on a particular side).

Also f weak-breach (in quot./^.).

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) x. 40 Vnentes be kirk of he Se-

pulchre es be citee maste wayke, for he grete playne hat es

betwene be citee and be kirke. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in.

xiu. § 7 The glittering of the armour, and sounding of the

trumpets giving such an assault to the weake-breache of his

false senses. 1604 Jas. I Counterbl. Tobacco (Arb.) 107 He
make* his breach and entrie, at some, .parts thereof, which
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hee hath tried and found to bee weakest and least able to

resist. 165a H. Cogan tr. Scudery's Ibrahim Pref., in Pil-

liers Rehearsal (Arb.) 30 It is of works of this nature, as of

a place of war, where notwithstanding all the care the En-

gineer hath brought to fortifie it, there is alwayes some
weak part found. 1673 Temple Observ. Neiherl. viii. 251

Those Out-works which are either weak of themselves, or

not well defensible for want of men. 1849 Macaulay Hist,
j

Eng. v. I. 597 Bristol had fortifications which, on the north
|

of the Avon . . were weak.
quasi-a<rV. 1720 Ozell tr. Vertot's Rom. Rep. II. xn*. 418

Hirtius found out a Place weaker guarded than the rest,

which he carried Sword in hand.

d. Weak side [cf. F. cMfoible], {a) Of a forti-

fied place : A side defectively fortified or unsound

in its defences. {b)fig-
(a) 1667 Dryden Secret Lore ist Prol. iv, Plays are like

Towns, which, howe're fortifi'd By Engineers, have still

some weaker side, By the o'reseen Defendant unespy'd.

(b) 1671 Ti.imx.Surv. Const. Empire, Suedtn etc., Miscell.

(i63o) 13 Their Application, .to trade, has much increast

their Shipping and Seamen (which they found to be their

weak-side in their last attempts). 1692 L'Estkasge Fables

I. ccexxx. 288 This Dog here would perhaps have Fought

for his Master in any Other Case. .: But the Love of Mutton

was his Weak side. 1713 Addison Cato I. i, To quell the

tyrant Love, and guard thy heart On this weak side, where

most our nature fails. 1730 T. Boston Mem. vii. (1S99) 140

Satan soon after got in upon my weak side. 1780 Mirror
No. 92 My friend., is a little inclined to take things on their

weak side. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias XI. v. r 1 He spared you

the trouble of finding out the weak side of that prelate and

his principal officers, by discovering their different characters

to you.

e. Weak point, (a) Of a thing: The point or

feature where it is defective or unsound, (i) (A

person's) weak point, a failing or weakness (moral

or intellectual).

(a) 1868 S. Neil 1'ull. Meetings 81 In it [sc. the perora-

tion] the strong points should be enforced, and the weak

should be slipped airily over. 1869 Tozer /light. Turkey

II. 21 A magnificent view indeed it was...The weak point in

it was that the country on one side was . . excluded from view.

1875 [see Wear :. id, 1883 A. Sidcwick Fallacies 218 To
u>e it as a rough guide in finding the weak point of an argu-

ment. 1908 Animal Management (War Office) 180 Lyery

weak point in the fit of a saddle in a squadron should be

known. 1920 Times Lit. Suppl. 29 Apr. 263/3 The weak

point of modern capitalism is the opportunity it gives of bad

spending.
(b) 1827 Hare Guesses I. 183 Do you want to find out

a person's weak points ? Observe the failings he has the

quickest eye for in others. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxv.

Other people betrayed consciousness of, and annoyance at

her weak points.

17. Wanting in solidity or firmness ; slight ; of

a texture easily broken, fragile, frail.

1581 [1582J T. Norton in Nicolas Sir C. Nation (1847)

235, I desire not to undertake any such work, but do shun

it as storms in a broad sea for a weak vessel. 1601 Shaks.

Jul. C. 1. iii. 108 Those that with haste will make a mightie

fire, Begin it with weake Strawes. 1680 J. Collins Plea

Irish Catlell, etc. 26 The Hurds, ..or Tow, of Flax and

Hemp, will serve to make a weaker, or a worser sort of

Linnen. 1705 tr. Bosnians Guinea 260 Their Eggs are.,

covered., with a thick Flesh which is pliable and weak. 1756

R. Rooers Jrnls. (1769) it We then attempted to cross the

lake, but found the ice too weak. 1817 Shelley To William

Shelley 2 The billows on the beach are leaping around it, The

bark is weak and frail. 1897 Pk. Ranjitsinhji Jubilee Bk.

Cricket iv. 148 A weak, springy [bat) handle is a mistake.

A handle should bend like the butt-end of a good fly.rod

and not like an aspen stick.

fig. "59* Shaks. Vim. <y Ad. Ded , I know not. .how the

worlde will censure met for choosing so strong a proppe to

support so weake a burthen. 1781 Cowra Expost..629

What web too weak to catch a modern brain? J784— Jir0{-
169 How weak the barrier of mere nature proves, Oppos'd

against the pleasures nature loves t

18. Not strongly marked, a. Of colours, mark-

ings : Not vivid.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 177/2 Buxeus-,.* weake

or vnperfect yellow, like box. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in.

ii 6 This weake impresse of Loue, is as a figure Trenched

in ice, which with an boures heate Dissolues to water, and

doth loose his forme. 1831 Brewstek Optics x. 67 In the

spectrum of Pollux there were many weak but fixed lines.

1876 Abney Instr. Fhotogr. (ed. 3) 100 For a negative of the

weak type the bromide may be omitted. 1878 — Treat.

Fhotogr. xii. 85 Defects in negatives.. .A weak image may
be due— 1, to an unsuitable collodion [etc. J.

b. Mining and Geol. (See quot. 1884.)

1833 T. Sopwith Mining Distr. Alston Moor 107 Old

Carr*s Cross Vein, in Alston Moor, in mining language, is

weakest at the north end. 1884 J. A. Phillips Ore Deposits

185 In the Alston-Moor district a vein is said to be weak

when the strata on either side are but slightly displaced.

c. Of an animal's scent: Faint.

1854 Surtees Handley Cr. xxxvii. (1901) II. 6 Pigg lifted

his 'ounds, the scent being weak from the water.

19. Comm. Of market prices, the market : Having

a downward tendency, not firm. Hence of commo-
dities with regard to their prices.

1856 in Tooke & Newmarch Hist. Prices (1857) V. 657 In

January ('56) the market opened with much firmness at

75s...; subsequently the tone became weaker. 1882 Daily

News 23 Aug. 2 '7 Prices for wheat, however, were decidedly

weaker. 1900 Ibid. 17 Sept. 2/5 Hematite continues to be

weak, as was the case at Tuesday's market. 1903 S. S.

Pratt Work of Wall St. 100 If there are more offers than

bids the market is weak and the price declines.

20. Phonetics and Prosody. Of a sound : Pro-

nounced with less force than the adjacent sound or

sounds. Of accent, stress : Having relatively little

force. Of a syllable, the ending of a verse : Un-

WEAK.
stressed or without metrical ictns. Of the caesura

:

Falling after a short syllable.

Weak ending, the occurrence of an unstressed or proclitic

monosyllable (a preposition or conjunction) in the normally

stressed place at the end of an iambic line. Sometimes dis-

tinguished from light ending (e.g. a relative pronoun or

auxiliary verb), on which the voice can dwell slightly.

a 1637 B. Jonson Engl. Gram. iv. (1640) 43 Before e. and
i. it [C) hath a weake sound, and hisselh like s. 1662 Howell
New Engl. Gram. 23 This letter «..hath three degrees of

sounds, full in the beginning, weak in the middle, and flat

at the end of a word. 17*5 J. Elphinston Princ. Engl.

Lang. II. 329 Combinations of two syllables. Iamb, a short

and a long, or a weak and a strong. X774 [W.Mitford] Ess.

Harmony Lang. 100 Besides these, feet often occur with

the strong accent on both syllables ; and frequently one foot,

sometimes two in a verse, have the weaker accent only. 1824

T. Martin Fhilol. F.ng. Gram. 117 When two consonants

fall together and will not combine, the weaker is sometimes

silent. 1838 E. Guest Engl. Rhythms I. 86 The primary

accent of the adjective ought always, when not emphatic,

to be weaker than that of the substantive. 1852 Proc. Fhilol.

Soc. V. 153 A foot catalectic on the weak syllable. 1857

C. Bathirst Shaks. Vcrsif. 38 There are several instances

of the weak endings. 1871 J. Hadley Ess. (1873) 273 1 ne

effect of a weak r on the preceding short vowel. 1874 B. H.

Kennedy Publ. Sch. Lai. Cram. § 260 (ed. 2) 529 A weak

trochaic caesura, after the trochee or second syllable of the

dactyl. 1874 J. K. Ingram in 'Trans. New Shaks. Soc. 11.

447 The former may with convenience be called ' light end-

ings ', whilst to the latter may be appropriated the name
(hitherto vaguely given to both groups jointly) of ' weak end-

ings'. 1886 J. B. Mayor Engl. Metre 103 Some have main-

tained that the basis of the metre is a double trochee with a

weaker stress on the first syllable and stronger on the third.

21. Philol. In various applications, opposed to

strong (see Strong a. 22). a. Of Teut. nouns

and adjs. : Belonging to any of the declensions in

which the stem in OTettt. ended in -«. b. Of

Teut. verbs : Forming the preteiite by the addition

of a suffix. C. In Greek grammar, sometimes ap-

plied to the sigmatic or ' first ' aorist, in contra-

distinction to the 'second' or ' strong' aorist. d.

In Sanskrit grammar, the designation of the reduced

stems of nouns, and of the cases in which the re-

duced stem occurs, e. In Hebrew and Syriac

grammar applied to certain consonants (otherwise

called 'feeble') and to verbs which have one or

more of these in the root. f. The designation oi the

ablaut-grade which results from absence of stress.

a. 1841 [see Strong a. 22 a). 1885 J. Byrne Sti-ucl. Lang.

II. 194 There is also in all the Teutonic languages a weak

declension, as Grimm has called it, which has arisen from

the insertion of « or an between the stem and the element

of case or number. ... „„.,„.
b. 1841 Latham Eng. Lang. xvm. 198 Weak lenses.

The Prasterite Tense of the Weak Verbs is formed by the

addition of d or /.. .The Verbs of the Weak Conjugation

fall into Three Classes. 1845 Proc. Fhilol. Soc. II. 50 In

the weak perfects of the Teutonic languages, .no such difrt.

cutty presents itself. 1886 Kington Oliphant New Engl.

I. 223 There is a curious confusion of the Strong and Weak
verb in metal moltynnyd. - ^_^
C. 1875 E. Abbott Curtius" Elucid. Student s Grk. Gram.

104 The sibilant common to both naturally leads from the

future to the weak aorist. 1876PAP1LLON Man.Comp. Fhilol.

106 The Weak or Compound Aorist (1 aor.).

d. 1863 Beneev Sansk. Cram. § 220. 176 There are some

nouns which have a strong and a weak form. Ibid. % 238. 198

In the Veda the distinction between the strong and weak

cases is less regularly observed than in the later Sanskrit.

.

e 1874 A. B. Davidson Hebr. Cram. 69 A weak verb is

a verb which has one or more of its three stem letters a weak

letter The weak letters are the gutturals, the quiescents,

and nun. 1904 J. A. Crichton Noldeke's Syriac Cram. 42

Weak roots vary a good deal in their weak letters. Ibid.

106 A few verbs primae n also take e, as well as a few weak

%

? 1888 Sweet Hist. Engl. Sounds § 249 The result was

a variety of vowel-series, each with the three stages, strong,

medium, and weak. 1891 A. L. Mayhew O.E. Fhonol. § 645

Weak (i. e. Zero) Grades. 1908 Wright O. E. Cram, s 472

In the athematic verbs the personal endings were adi.ed to

the bare root, which had the strong grade form of ablaut in

the singular, but the weak grade in the dual and plural.

22. Comb. a. In parasynthetic adjs., as weak-

backed, -brained, -chined, etc. See also Weak-

handed, -HEADED, -BEAMED, -KNEED, -MINDED,

-SIGHTED.
itwCovERDALE Isa. xxviii. 7 They are.. "weake braned

thorow stronge drynke. 1841 Dickens Barn. Fudge xxxiv,

It is a foolish fancy on the part of this weak-bramed man.

a 1663 Killigrew Parson's II edd. 1. i. (1664) 75 7
he w-eaK.

chin'd slave hir'd me once to say, I was with Child by him.

1657 I. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 94 T his weak-con-

scienc d man. 164S Waller To Mistris Braughton 8 So in

those Nations which the Sun adore Some modest Pf.raan,
°J

some 'weak-ey'd Moore, No higher dares advance his dazled

sioht. 1746C0LLINS Ode to Evening 111, Save where the weak-

eyed hat With short shrill shriek flits by on leathern wing

,822 Shelley Chas. I, ii. .27 And banish weak-eyed Mercy

to the weak. .611 Shaks. Wint. T. .1. m. 1.9 Not able to

produce more accusation Then your owne «weake-hindg d

Fancy. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. 1..., \ ou re not one of the

•weak-legged ones. 1852 'I hackerav Esmond 1. x 1, My

Lord Firebrace was but a feeble-minded and *weak-l.mbed

young nobleman. 1802'AN English Iraveller ±k-f""s

II lx 293 These 'weak-nerved females, who would have

fainted at the sight ofa spider mangling a fly. '»35 D'ckess

.V*. Boz, Parlour Orator, »Weak-pated dolts they are 179S

W. H. Marshall W. Eng. II. 207 A "weaksoiled arable Dis-

trict. 1508 Fisher Wks. (.876) 253 I hose the whiche be

bassbefull and *weyke spyryted. 1896 A llbutts Syst. Med.

I 229 A *weak-walled heart .. is much more easily influenced

by digitalis than a healthy one. 188s Graphic 2 j Feb, 174/2



WEAK. 217 WEAKEN.
*W*eak-wilIed folk. 1909 0. M. Trevelyan* Garibeddi fy

Thousand iv. 73 The doubtful and weak-willed guide of
Europe's destiny. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., lien, IV

%

ccxxiv, Soe cutting through a Swarme Of Gnatts, an Kagle
scoureing after Prey, Beats downe the *weak-wing'd vermin
in her way. 1865 Sw^sbvrse Chastelard iv, i. 159 These men
be * weaker-wilted than mere fools When they fall mad once.

b. as adv. with pa. pples., weak-built, -made)
with pres. pples., weak-growing, -shivering.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 130 Yet euer to obtaine his will re-

soluing. Though *weake-built hopes perswade liim to ab-
staining. 1656 Cowley Pindar, Odes, Life and Fame i, Oh
Life.. Vain weak-built Isthmus, which dost proudly rise Up
betwixt two Eternities. 184a Loudon Suburban llort. 705
In *weak«growing sorts, apt to fruit, they should be en-

couraged with manure. '593 Shaks. Lucr. 1260 Those
proud Lords to blame, Make *weak-made women tenants
to their shame. 17x7-46 Thomson Summer 1260 Nor, when
cold Winter keens the brightening Hood, Would 1 * weak-
shivering linger on the brink.

c. f weak-back, f -wit, one who is weak in the

back,inmind; fweak-hearta., = Weak-hkaivted.
a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 8 All hinges ar

bard to a waik hert man, for bai trow euermore yuellez to
be ny3e to bam. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts.
fr. /'amass. 1. ix. (1674) 11 [Greek] proves hard of digestion

to the squeasie stomacks of modern weak-wits. 1659 Cleve-
land Vit. Uxoris xviii, By thee 'tis likely shee'l have none.
Whilst thou for weak-back go.

tB. sb. m Feeble sb. 4, Foible 2. In quot.

1683 fc Obs.

1683 D. A. Art ofConverse 87 And so [we] lose a consider-
able advantage over our Adversary by not reflecting where
the weak of his discourse lies; we think only on't when the
stroke is past. 1692 Sir W. Hope Fencing Master 1% Thrust
wit h the Fort of your Sword upon the weak of his.

tWeak, v. Obs. Forms: 5-6 weke, weyk,
weik, wayk, Sc. waik, (6 vaik), G week, 6-9
weak. [f. Weak a.]

1. trans. To make weak or weaker, to weaken or
enfeeble. Alsoy^*.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4737 A strengthe, weyked to stonde vp-

right [Fr.force enferme], And feblenesse, ful of might. 1459
Fiislon Lett. L444 He.. is ryte lowebrowt, and sore weykid
and feb'.yd. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.) in. iii.

(1506J 156 In weykynge them and dyscouragynge, be it by
theyr euyll example or otherwyse. 1513D0U1.LAS s&neis IX.

x. 50 Nor }it the slaw nor febill onwieldy age May waik our
spreit, nor mynys our curage. a 1536 Tindale BriefDed.
Sacram. {c 1550) B v b, All that comme to the sacrament
..with the medytacyon to weak the flesh and strenght the
Spyrite agaynst her. £-1560 A. Scott Poems {S. T. S.) xxxiv.
14 Ane fowsum appetyte, Th.it strenth of persoun waikis.
11635 Randolph Foems (1638) 53 It weaks the Braine; it

spoiles the memory. 1642 7 H. More Song ofSoul 1. u.
Ixxx, Which will empair the flesh and weak the knee. 1856

J. BALlAKTtNC/Vttm* 100 Time hasna dimmed mygoshawk
ee, Nor weak'd my hand.
absol. 1568 Skeynb Pest (Bannatyne Club) 25 Tasting

mundifeis. .hot vaikis thair with.

b. To soak in water, to macerate. Cf. Woke
v. [? After Du. weeken, LG, wcken.~\

1559 Morwvng Evonymus 10 This herbe. .if it be dried
and weikte or stiept in wyne a few dayes, then deslilled in
Balneo Mariae. Ibid. 72 Newe heroes nede the lesse time,
when they are stiept or weckt in wine or other liquor.

2. intr. To become weaker or less severe, be
mitigated.
C1374 Chaucer Troylns iv. 1144 (Campsall MS.) Som.

what to wayken [Hart. MS. woken] gan be peyne.
Hence f "Wea-king vbl. sb.

»5S9 Morwvng Evonymus 67 Maceration, >' is steping
or weking, or els infusion, a watring & moistening. 158

1

W. S. Exam. Compl. i. 6 Albeit we labour not much with
our bodies, .yet yee know we labour with our mindes, more
to ye weaking of y* same, then by any other bodily exercise
we should do. Ibid. ii. 18 b, It may come to y* great deso-
lation and weaking of the strenght of this realme.
"Weak, obs. form of Wick.
"Weake, obs. form of Week.
Weaken (w/'k'n), v. Also 6 wayken,weyken,

Sc. waken. Pa. t. and ppie. 4 waykned, 6-8
weakned, 7 Sc. waikned. [TWeak a. + -en 8.

In the following early instance the word may be a direct
adoption from Scand.; cf. Norw. dial, vei&tta, MSw. and
Sw. vekna, to become weak.
13.. F. E. Aliit. P. B. 1422 So faste bay we^ed to him

wyne, hit..breybed vppe in to his brayn & blemyst his
mynde, & al waykned his wyt, & wel ne3e he foles.]

I. trans. To make weak or weaker.

fli To soften, a. To steep (salt meat) in water,
so as to remove the salt (cf. Woke v.). b. To
dissolve in acid. Obs.

*S3P Palsgr. 770/1, I wayken salte meates, I lay them in
water. Je attremPe enteaue. 1540 — Acolastus 11. 1. H iv b,
Clodius Esopus his sonne dyd at a banket eate a perle,
weakened in stronge vyneyger.
2. To lessen the physical strength or vigour of
(an animal or plant, its parts or organs) ; to lessen
the functional vigour of (an organ or an organic
power).
1568 Grafton Ch'VH II. 707 At the laste battayle the very

strengthe of his chiefe souldiours was weakened. 1577 B.
Ooogk Heresbach's Itusb. in. 149 b, Swyne. ..Afore they
g
i?*

t0 P.a,iture '
lhey mus * be medicined, lea^t the grasse

skarretwjthem to much, by which they wylbe greatly weak-
ened. 1588 GnM I'andos.'o (1607) G 1 b, Who gazeth at
theSunne, weakeneth his sight. 1643 Baker Chrou., Hen. It
0653) 87 So strong a Corrosive is grief of mind, when it
meetes with a body weakened before with sicknesse. 1764
Museun Rust. IV. 30 Such running to seed will weaken
the plants much more than several cuttings. 1810 Crahhe
Borough xxii. 331 Through the water came A hollow groan,

Vol. X.

that weaken'd all my frame. 1831-3 E. Burton Pedes.
Hist. xii. (1845) 282 The venerable Apostle was so weak-
ened by age, that his disciples were obliged to carry him to

the rebgious meetings. 1845 Budd Pis. Liver 133 Such
measures, .weaken the patient, at a time when bis assimilat-

ing powers can scarcely maintain his actual condition. 1864
Tennyson jEm. Arden 821 A languor came Upon him, gentle
sickness, gradually Weakening the man, till he could do no
mure, But kept the house, bis chair, and last his bed.

b. In Bible phrase, To weaken the hands of \ fig.

to reduce the effectiveness of (a person or body of

persons), to hinder, discourage. Cf. Sthengthe.v
v. 2 b.

1560 Bible (Geneva) Jer. xxxviii. 4, Nek, vi. 9. 18S4 Plsey
Led. Daniel (1876) 135 The people of the land weakened
the hands of the people of Judah.

3. To enfeeble or decrease the vigour of (the

mind, etc.).

»53fi Primer Eng.fy Lat., Ditige (Rouen) 133 My spyryte
god wotte is wekenyd wonders sore. 1683 Burnet tr. More's
Utopia 88 Unless Age has weak ned his Understanding. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768) VI. 217 When peoples minds
are weakened by a sense of their own infirmities. 1840
Dick'ens OldC. Shop x\l t His consciousness came back; but
the mind was weakened and its functions were impaired.

4. To lessen (authority, influence, power, credit),

T to lower the value of (something); _t to im-

poverish (an estate).

1530 Palsgr. 770 '\ Their power is waykenned : leur pou-
uoyr est affoyblie or inferme. 1560 Daus tr, Sleidane's
Cotntu. 155 There can no greater plage muade a common
wealth, than what time thauthoritie of lawes is weakened
and disolued. x6ia Tivo Noole A", v. iv, A Steed.. a black
one, owing Not a hayr worth of white, which some will say
Weakens bis price. 1618-20 Essex Arc/id. Bk. Depositions
(MS.) 21 b, He. .nowe found bis estate much weakned a:id

impaired sithence the makinge of the said will. 1639 Du
Verger tr. Cnnius* Admtr. Events 6 Her Father Yenon .

.

had much weakned bis estate in drawing his deare friend out
of prison. 1667 Mii.ton /'. /,. n. U02 Weakning the Scepter
of old Night. 1673 Temple Obsen.: United Proi\ viii.251 Be-
cause the loss of every small Outwork does not only weaken
the Number, but sink the Courage of the Garrison within.

1706 K. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 7 Such a Prosti-

tution of his Presence, he thinks, weakens his Authority.

a 1715 Bl'rnet Own Time (1766) II. 71 While the witnesses
were weakening their own credit. 1748 Richahdson Clarissa
(176S) VIII. 215 Which must weaken the influences of their

good works, 1776 Adam Smith W. N. hi. ii. I. 467 That the
power, and consequently the security of the monarchy, may
not be weakened by division, it must descend entire to one
of the children. 1847 G. Harris Ld.Chanc. Hardivtcke I.

iii. 245 The witness may also be made to weaken bis own
credit, by the account which he admits of himself, or of his

character. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander' I 'alerie's Pate iii, The
slight difference of age between herself and those she taught
somewhat weakened her authority.

5. To reduce the strength of (a body of men) in

numbers or fighting power; to render (a position)

less secure.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 129 b, What tyme the one
parte was thus weakened, the Anabaptistes doe chouse
newe senatours, all of their owne faction. 1600 Hakluvt
I'oy, III. 228 Considering how in number we were diminished,
and in strength greatly weakned, both by reason of our
sicknesse and also of the number that were dead. 1617
Morvson Itin. \X, XtX Imagining that Tyrone, .would not
have. .any minde to. .binder bis retreate when he should
have weakened his forces by that Plantation [of a garrison].

1698 J. Collier Immor. Stage i. 5 Such Licentious Dis-

course tends.. to weaken the Defences of Virtue. 1760
Cautions $ Advices to Officers ofArmy 171 If you should
be sent on a Party, observe this Precaution yourself; but
let them not be too strong, lest you weaken your main Body.
i860 LowENTHAL Morphy's Games Chess 114 This move,
however, weakens the K. B's P., which immediately be-

comes the focus of Black's attack. 1875 Gossip Chess-
Player's Man. 846 Black would gain a move, but weaken
his position.

6. To render weaker in resources, authority, poli-

tical or military power, or the like.

1568 Bible (Bishops') Isa. xiv. 12 O Lucifer.. Howe hast

thou gotten a fall euen to the grounde, which did->t weaken
the nations? 1597 Hooker Ecd. Pol.vAsxvi. §6 As long as

their amitie with God continued,.. nothing could weaken
them but Apostasie. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.u. xvii,(i904) 116

So now do Cities and Kingdomes. .endeavour as much as

they can, to subdue, or weaken their neighbours.
_ 1673

Temple Observ. United Prov. i. 17 Both Philip and his Son
..found themselves a Match for France, then much weakned,
as well by the late wars of England, as the Factions of their

Princes. 1713 Addison Cato 11. iii, Let us not weaken still the

weaker side, By our divisions. 1727 De Foe Engl. Tradesm.
(1732) I. vi. 67 As they [sc. those adventures] very rarely

add to bis credit, so if they lessen the man's stock, they
weaken him in the main, and he must at last faint under it.

1853 Newman Hist. Sir. (1873) II. 1. vi. 137 They took every
means to weaken and annoy the very men whom they had
invited. 1864 Bkvce Holy Rom. Limp. viii. (1875) 129 He
[Otto] is commonly said to have wished to weaken the
aristocracy by raising up rivals to them in the hierarchy.

1887 Field 3 Dec 862/1 The Old Harrovians were now
greatly weakened by the enforced retirement of Rendall.
x9*5 J- W", Hkadlam Hist. Tu-elve Days iii. £3 Serbia
would certainly have been humbled and weakened.

7. To render less efficacious.

1639 Saltmarshe Policy 301 Perseverance preserves and
advances that grace which relapses weaken and loose. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 309 p :6 An ordinary Poet would indeed
have spu'i out so many Circumstances to a grrat Length,
and by that means have weakned, instead of illustrated, the

principal Fable. 1833 Scott Quentin D. xxxiii, I. .swore

. . up >n another fragment of the true cross which I got from
the Grand Seignior, weakened in virtue, doubtless, by so-

journing with infidels. 1877 Tennyson Harold v. i, Let

not my strong prayer Be weaken'd in thy sight.

b. To lessen or destroy the strength of (an argu-

ment, a case, etc.) ; to render (a probability) less

likely.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 1. iii. 195 Aia.\..sets Thersites A
slaue,..To match vs in comparisons with durt, To weaken
and discredit our exposure. 1644 J. Maxwell Sacro-sa/ida
Reg. Maj. 46 This weakeneth no wayes our argument.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 166

This concession no more weakens the probability of the

hydraulic cause, which I apply to it, than that of the prin-

ciple of the attraction of the heavenly bodies, which [etc.].

135s Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 527 '1 hey well knew
that an inquiry could not strengthen their case, and might
weaken it. 1886 J. B. Mavor Engl. Metre 76 This would
very much weaken, if not entirely destroy, the evidence it)

favour of such feet.

c. To render (faith, resolve, conviction) weaker.

1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Ba> ton xii, Don't let my being

an unbelieving Thomas weaken your faith.

8. To render (a material thing) less strong 01

more liable to fracture.

1827 Faraday Chem. Mant'p. ix. (1842) 242 A hole.. will

appear b-fore the filter is finished ; or if not, it will be so

weakened as to be unable to bear a quantity of fluid without

breaking. 1857 DkmFSEY Archit. Pract. 51 Closers must
never be allowed except in the quoins ; where they neces-

sarily must occur, in order not to weaken the work by cut-

ting those bricks which show on both faces. 1910 J. Baut-
lktt in F.ncycl. Brit. V. 3S7/1 The timbers are held to-

gether with a spike. In this way they are not weakened.

1914 M. Bariuitt P'o'tpr. Auc. Scot. Ch. i. 36 This weak-

ened the central tower, which fell with a crash in 16ES.

9. To reduce the intensity of (a colour, souiu',

fire).

1683 Salmon Doron Med. 11. 378 Then weaken the fire,

and thaw off a strong iiinnmon water. 1733 School of
Miniature 34 In working thereon with Green, it constantly

weakens the Red which had first been laid en. 1791 W.
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing II. 143 This weakens the

colour of the madder. 1805 Nicholson's frnl. Nat. I'hitos,

(3°) XL 129 Loth sounds grew weaker in proportion as I

retired from the striking point ; but that transmitted by the

stone was weakened much more rapidly than that trans-

mitted through the air. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci, -y

Art II. 531 The oxygen . .acts upon the colouring particles;

it combines with them, and weakens their colour. 1876

Tait Rcc Adv. Phys. S,i. ix. 220 The atmosphere might

merely have weakened the various kinds of sunlight.

b. Phonetics. To reduce in force of utterance.

1863 Benfby Sausk. Cram. § 187. 153 Many verbs... are

weakened, .by rejecting final or penultimate nasals. 1869 L
PeilE Grk. <y Lat. Ftymol. 124 As for example when o in

Greek is weakened to 1. 1874 A. J. Ellis F. E. Pronunc.
iv. 12S2 In the first case the vowel is strengthened, in the

latter weakened. 1877 Sweet Primer Phonetics % 273 (1902;

95 There is a distinct tendency to weaken the stress of the

last syllable of a syllable-group. 1888— Hist. Engl. Sounds
186 In drawn the w was probably soon weakened into an u.

1908 — Sounds ofEnglish 51 The falling diphthongs weaken
their second elements, so that they are no longer full i, it.

10. Card-games. To lessen the strength of (one's

hand, etc.).

1742 Hoyle Whist (1746) 25 Whereas if you bad trumped
one of your Adversaries best Cards, you had so weakened
3"our Hand, as probably not to make more than five Tricks
without your Partner's Help. 186a' Cavendish ' Wilisf (1864)

47 You weaken a suit by discarding from it, and lessen the

number of long cards you might otherwise establish.

11. To render (market prices, a market) less firm.

1875 Economist 2 Jan. 20 1 Stocks being quitesmall, the

increased receipts do not have much effect as yet in weaken-
ing prices. 1883 Manch. Exam. z5 Nov. 4/2 Advices from
Manchester have tended to weaken the cotton market.

II. ;;//;*. 12. To grow or become weak or weaker.

1541 R. Cori.AND Guydons Quest, Chirurg. O j, It shuld
be daunger of to moche resolucyon and that the strength

shuld weyken. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 81 b, By
transporting the principal forces, and riches, from Rome to

Bizantium, diuiding of the Empire into the East and West

;

they weakned much. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 248 His No-
tion weakens. 1607 Rowlands Guy War-.v. 52 The Em.
peror.-with new forces gave a new assault, Knowing the

City could not be relieved. And then their strength would
weaken by default. 1733 School ofMiniature 34 With the

same Mixture form all the Shades, adding White as they
weaken. x8ai Clare fill. Minstr. etc. II. 202 While o'er

the meadow's little fluttering rill The twittering sunbeam
weakens cool and dim. 1855 Bkowning Old Put. Florence

vi, Wherever an outline weakens and wanes. 1876 J. Ellis
Caesar in Egypt 151 The body weakens, but the soul is

strong. 1884 Howells in Harper's Mag. Dec. 123/2 These
hydraulic elevators weaken sometime-;, and can't go any
further. 1886 Hardy Mayor Casterbr. I. xviii. 224 Mrs.

Henchard was weakening visibly [in health]. 1920 Times
Pit. Suppl. 23 Sept. C21/4 The plot weakens a little towards

the end,

b. (orig. U.S.) To take a less firm attitude, to

recede from a standpoint, to ^ive way.

1876 'Mark Twain' Tom Sawyer \wW, Don't you ever

weaken. Huck, and I won't. i88» Bret Harte flip ii, * Go
'long. Dad, you're talking silly !' The old man weakened.

1890 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 13 Sept. 73 A man whom he took

for an accomplice weakened when the first child was to be

taken and exposed the scheme. 1899 « «"'<• <'{*= 2 g^« Jj
The Church will indeed suffer an immense loss of mora)

prestige if she now weakens on this subject.

Hence Wea'kened ppL a. ..._..«

1548 Elyot's Did., /J/^«^r^, ..appayTed weakened

diminished. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. (

;
iv b 1 he

fountayne Gran" giueth strength vnto the weakened bone

1504 Selimus 157 My sonnes..May take occston of my
wJakned age, And rise in rebell armes aeamst my state.

1694 Atterbury Serm., Isa. Ix. v2 (1726) I. 130 When a

Warlike and Savage Race of Men.. set upon a dissolute,

divided, and weakned Enemy. 1797 )*"* Austen Sense

$ Sensib. xxix, An aching head, a weakened stomach, and

23



WEAKENER.
a general nervous faintness. 1869 J. Peile Grk. $ Lett.

\

Etymol. 159 The French w is a similar example of weakened
articulation. 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic xvi. 140 They are

said to have a weakened conclusion because the conclusion

is particular. 1874 A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. iv. 1234 In

point of fact this (y) is a ' weakened ' (u) reduced to (0). 1893

Liddon Life Pusey I. xiii. 30s The proposed change, in

Pusey's eyes, involves at least a weakened recognition of

that duty fof propagating religious truth].

Weakener (wrk'naz). Also 6-8 weaklier,

[f. Weaken v. + -EB 1
.] One who or something

which weakens.
1589 L. ANDRF.wF.s^n;;., Lent i. (1629) 268 If this Ego,

be not Saul, but David. David, which giveth strength

vnto the Pillers; and not Saul, an empairer or weakner of

them. 1694 [S. Bethel] Provld. God (ed. 2) 94 There being

no such Traitors to the Strength of a Land, Underminers
and Weakners thereof, as are unreformed Provocations.

a 1716 South Serm. (1727) VI. xi. 397 Fastings and Morti-

fications., which, .rightly managed, are.. great weakners of

Sin. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1907) I. iii. 35 Averrhoes'

catalogue of Anti-M nemonics, or weakeners of the memory.
1870 Emerson Soc. <r Sol. viii. (1883) 161 The crowds and
centuries of books are only, .echoes and weakeners of these

few great voices of Time.

Weakening (wf-kmrj), vbl. sb. [-ing l.]

1. The action of the vb. Weaken in various

senses; an instance of this.

1548 Elyot's Diet., Debilitation a weakenyng, or makyng
faynte. c 1550 W. S. Disc. Comm. Weal Engt (1893) 21 Vet
youe knowe we labour with oure myndes, more to the weak-
nynge of the same then by anie other bodyly exercise we
can doe. a 1568 Ascham Sckolem. 11. (Arb.) 135 To the great

weakening euen at this day of Chti^tes Chirch in England.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xii. 59 All which causes of the

weakening of mens faith, do manifestly appear in the Ex-
amples following. 1674 R. Godfrey Inj. fy Ab.Physick 72
What with the weakennings of this fit, twice bleeding an
Issue, often vomitting, and oftner purging ; I was every year

as duly as autumn came, laid up with a continual Fever.

1748 Anson's I'oy. I. x. 100 The diminishing and weakening
of our crew by deaths and sickness. 1869 J. Peile Grk. »y

Lett. Etymol. 124 Here we have cases of pure weakening—
the substitution of a weaker for a stronger sound. 1874
A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. iv. 1270 Weakening consists.

according to Grimm, in 'an unaccountable diminishing 01

vowel content '. 1876 Tait Rec. Adv. in Phys. Sci. iv. 86

The efficiency of the engine is directly proportional to the

weakening of the current. 1886 Jago Chem. Wheat etc.

315 The rate at which weakening goes on during panifica-

tion. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Feb. 263/1 The opening can

be enlarged and then resutured without causing any weak-
ening in the lower part of the abdominal wall.

2. Something that weakens ; a cause or source

of weakness. Now rare or Obs.

1545 Visct. Lisle in Hooker Life Sir P. Carew (1857)

130 Which wilbe a great weakening to the navye, yf any-

thing in the meane tyme shall happen. 1663 Gkubier
Counsel 18 If Doores and Windowes. . were as wide as they

are high; it must through necessity be a weakening to a
Building. 1703 R. Neve City <$ C. Purchaser 7 All Open-
ings are Weaknings. 1744 M. Bishop Life 208 This was
a great weakening to us,, .for we were environed round on
all sides by our Enemies, [etc.].

Weakening >i"'k'nirj), ppl a. [-ing 2.] That
weakens, in various senses of the vb.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia lit. ix. (1912) I. 397 You see we
both doo feele The weakningworke of Times for ever-whirl-

ing wheele. 1604 tr. Milton s Lett, of State 240 To our
great grief we have beheld the Protestant Princes, .more
and more at weakning variance among themselves. 1746
Francis tr. Horace, Art of Poetry 558 The weakening Joys
of Wine and Love. 1797 Jane Austen Sense $ Sensio. xlvi,

Marianne's illness, though weakening in its kind, had not

been long enough to make her recovery slow. 1843 R. J.
Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xx. 230 All weakening measures
were therefore contra-indicated. 1866 MaxMuller Skr.
Gram. 290 Changed.. before weakening terminations begin-

ning with consonants. 1899 Allbutt's Syst._ Med. VII. 595
A diagnosis easily explained by the weakening influence of

influenza.

Weakfish (wf-kfij). U.S. [ad. obs. Du. week-

visch
%
-vis, f. week soft + visch fish. Cf. G. weich-

fisch, a gadoid fish.] A marine scisenoid food-

fish of the genus Cynoscion, esp. C. regalis, the

squeteague or sea-trout of the Atlantic. Other

varieties are the spotted weakfish, C. tiebulosus,

and the white or bastard weakfish, C. nolhus.

The Dutch name (in the form iveekvis) occurs in a poem
in praise of' New Netherland ' by Jacob Steendam (1661),

cited in Goode American Eishes (188S) no.
ai&Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIV. 365/2 This species.

.

is known to the Anglo-Americans by the name of Weak-
fish, because considered by some as a debilitating food, and
by others from it pulling but slightly on the line with which

it is caught. 1844 Amer. Jml. Sci. XLVI I. 61 Otolithus

regalis, Cuv., Weak Fish, Yellow-fin. 1873 T. Gill Catal.

Eishes E. Coast N. Amer. 26Cynoscion regalis. .Squeteague

or squit.. weak-fish (New York).

Hence Wea'kflahing, fishing for weakfish.

1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 125 Much the same rig as is

used in weakfishing.

Wea k-handed, a.

1. Having weak hands
; fig. not capable of effec-

tive exertion.

1539 Bible (Great) 2 Sam. xvii. 2 And I wyll come vpon

hym, whyle he is werye and weake handed. 1868 Miss
Yonge Cameos I. iv. 27 Crimes were committed which he

had no power to restrain, and, weak-handed and bewildered,

he seems to have acted in great matters [etc.].

2. = Short-handed a? 2.

1817 J. Bradbury Trav. 292 This mode is called girdling,

and is only resorted to by those who, to use their own
phrase, are weak-handed. 1836 Marryat Pirate xvi, We

218

certainly may defend the schooner from the shore as well

as on board ; but we are weak-handed.

Weak-headed, <?.

1. Lacking strength of mind or purpose.

1654 [see Sisternity]. 1705 De Foe Cottsolidator Wks.
1840 IX. 387 A weak-headed prince, who neither had a
right to give his crown, nor a brain to know what he was
doing. 1889 Labouchere in Daily News 20 Feb. 3/2 A
more weak-kneed, weak-headed lot of men could not be
conceived. 1908 Jacobs Salthaven xiii, That weak-headed
Cecilia Willett believes him.

2. Easily overcome by strong liquor.

Hence Weak-headedness.
1894 Ld. Dufferin in Lady Dujferin's Poems <y Verses

15 footnote, In contrast to Sheiidan's weak-headedness, I

may cite the instance of my paternal grandfather. . .He
would occasionally begin a convivial evening with what he
called a * clearer ', i.e., a bottle of port [etc.].

Wea*k-hea'rted, a. a. Lacking fortitude,

faint-hearted, b. Tender-hearted, soft-hearted.

a. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Letatiy 123 To comfort and
lielpe the weake hearted. 1613 Shaks. lien. VII'/, HI. ii.

390 My Weake-hearted Enemies.
b. 1841 Lost Brooch II. xvi. 114 Those soft weak-hearted

persons, who think that religion consists in nothing but

what they call kindness and forgiveness.

Weakish (wf-kij), a. [f. Weak a. -h-ish.]

Somewhat weak.
1594 Lady Bacon Let. in Lambeth MSS. 650, fol. 223,

I wold fayn have gon to London for phisick next weeke,
but I perceive I cannot being weakish to Ryd so farr. 1809

Med. Jrnl. XXI. 3S6 If the pulse be felt.it will be found to

be quick and weakish. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. iv, An
innocent young waiter, .with weakish legs. 1890 Ahp. Ben-
son in A. C. Benson Life (1S99) II. 305 Spoke at Oxford
House to about 400 men.. .They were attentive—and after-

wards they asked weakish questions.

Hence Wea kishness. rare~°.

1864 Webster.

Wea'k-knee'd, a. Having weak knees; chiefly

fig. wanting in resolution or determination.

1870 Daily News 16 Nov., The Prefects of the Republic
..know how to keep down the malcontents and to enliven

the weak-kneed. 1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 208 Kitty El-

lison and her weak-kneed lover, we find, are still objects of

current allusion. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed xW. (1900)

235 Suicide, .would be. .a weak-kneed confession of fear.

Hence Wea*k-knee*dnesB.
188a Standard 19 Sept. 5/1 The peculiar awkward run-

ning gait of women, .is due to a weak-kneedness character-

istic of the sex. 1887 Sat. Rev. 10 Sept. 340 The weak,
kneedness of the Irish landlords has had much to do with

the triumph of anarchy.

Wea'kliness. [-ness.] Weakly quality.

18*6 Galt Last of Lairds iii. 28 Does na everybody ken
I'm a seven-months bairn, the which is the cause of my
weakliness. 1865 Kinusley Iferew. Pre!. 1 The weakliest

and the silliest . . transmit to their offspring their own weakli-

ness or silliness. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 258 This has

been attributed to the weakliness of hospital infants.

Weakling (wrklin,). Also 6 weak(e)lyng,

weikling, Sc, waykling, 6-7 weakeling. [f.

Weak a. + -ling 1
. Cf. G. w«V////«^effeminaternan.]

+ 1. An effeminate or unmanly person. Obs.

1526'l'iNDALEi Cor. vi.9 Nether fornicators,., nether whor-
mongers, nether weaklinges [^aXaxoi; Luther, wcichlinge],

1600 Holland Livy xxxui. xxviii. 840 Men were much de.

ceived to thmke, that so horrible and straunge a murder was
committed by such weaklings and persons as they were [qui

tarn atrocem catdem pertinere ad illos semiviros credereut].

2. A person or animal that lacks physical strength,

or is weak in health or constitution.

1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 358 Will you lay a heau'ie

and weightie burthen, vppon the. .shoulders of a young be-

ginner, of a weakling, of an infant, which is able to make
Demosthenes sincke vnder it, and falter to the grounde?
1579-80 North Plutarch, Hannibal (1595) ii43.'lnere lt

was that Annibals souldiers. .became then of valiant men,

raneke cowardes : of strong menne weakelings. 1593 Shaks.

Liter. 584 Thy selfe art mightie,..My selfe a weakling, do

not then insnare me. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 133

Hewen in pieces they were pell-mell one with another, armed
souldiors and unarmed weaklings, and no regard of sex was

made. 1641 Milton Animadv. 31 Like a carved Gyant
terribly menacing to children, and weaklings. 1684 J. S.

Profit 9f Pleasure united 2 It will . .cause her [the Cow] to

produce weaklings, or unhealthy Calves. 1697 J. Puckle
New Dial. 33 Of pitiful Weaklings at Land, they come to

be hardy, stout, and healthfull Persons. 1822 Lamb Etia,

Roast Pig, The strong man may batten on him [the pig],

and the weakling refuseth not his mild juices. 1850 Kingsley
Alton Locke iv, Shakspeare was lame; Alfred, a rickety

weakling. 1881 P»esant &. Rice Chapl. of Fleet 11. viii, I

say nothing for that poor weakling, that hot-house plant,

[etc.]. 1889 Spectator 27 Apr. 571/2 The caravans must
have dropped many dead weaklings, men and beasts alike,

in every hundred miles.

fg. 1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide i. 14 So poor a weakling,

and so mishapen a monster it [sc. a book] is, that.. none
will doubt it for his.

3. One who is weak in character or intellect.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1121/2 Those honest men
that had beene of Throckmortons quest, .submitted them-

selues, and said they had offended like weakelings. 1616

Havward Sanct. Troub. Soul 1, xiv. (1620) 290 What then

shall I doe, wretched weakeling? Shall I speake? or shall

I be silent? I must not bee silent, and I cannot speake.

a 1656 Hales Serm. Golden Rem. 1. (1673) 47 Weaklings
are able to begin a quarrel, but the prosecution and finish-

ing is a work for stronger men. 1844 Thirlwall Greece

lxvi. VIII. 448 If they were men they would be in no want

of allies, nor, if weaklings, of masters. 1884 Browning
Ferishlah's Fancies i. 28 Should he play The helpless weak-

ling, or the helpful strength That captures prey and saves

the perishing ? 1896 W. Watson Purple East 36 Only the

WEAKLY.
witling's sneer, the worldling's smile, The weakling's tremors,
fail him not who fain Would rouse to noble deed.

b. One who is a tiro or unskilled in (a subject).

1575 Fleming Virg. Bucol. Ep. Ded. A iij, Leauing nothing
vnsifted which might appertaine to the vttermost exposition

of these Bucolikes, that weakelinges in Poetrie myght rather

be supported then suppressed.

4. One who is weak in the faith or in spiritual

attainments.
Common in i6-i7th centuries.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Mark i. 9-1 1 A ministre . .muste
..eschew alt thinges wherwith the weakelinges may be
offended. 1577 Hanmek Socr. Schol. Eccl. Hist. m. vii. 304
Lusebius. .confirmed like a cunning Phisicion such as were
weakelings in the faith. 1657 Owen Commun. with God 11.

iit. Digress, ii. 123 We that can doe nothing in ourselves, we
are such weaklings, can doe all things in Jesus Christ, as

Giants. 1865 C. Stanford Symb. Christ vii. 201 Many a

weakling has thought himself strong.

5. appositive or as adj. Weak, feeble.

1557 Grimald in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 102 Hee shall, for

man, a weaklyng woman prooue. 1821 Lamb El/a, Mackery
End, In the days of weakling infancy I was her tender charge.

1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. 11. v, But now to wash Christ's

feet were dangerous honour For weakling grace. 1906

Times Lit. Suppl. 13 July 246/1 The author does not spare

h imself, and he does not spare the weakling reader.

Weakly (w**kli), a. [f. Weak a. + -ly *.]

1. Weak in constitution, not strong or robust,

delicate.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades n.viii. 203 Not to suppresse such

a fellowe as this, is to put a sword in a madde mans hand, to

kiil vnwise and weakelie men. 158a T. Watson Centntie Oj

Love xcii, Litle of stature, and in apparence weakelie. 1678

W. Mountagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

329 Anne Coke is brought to bed of a son,, .a very weakly

one. 1684 Blnvan Pilgr. 11. (1900) 248 Neither objected he

against my weakly Looks, nor against my Feeble Mind.

1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 11. iv, (1811) 171 Hermia
is far from being of a weakly constitution. 183a Ht. Mar-
tineau Manch. Strike ix. 103 The more weakly of the la-

bourers lie down and die. 1843 R. J.
Graves Syst. Clin.

Med. xii. 133 From the weakly habit of the patient, ..he

thought it advisable to let her have some weak chicken broth

and light negus. 1877 Conder Basis ofFaith v. 225 The
swiftest hare may be run down by the dogs, weaklier ones

meanwhile lurking in safe covert. 1899 Al/bu/t's Syst.

Med. VII. 857 In weakly children the syrup of the phosphate

of iron .. is of advantage.
absol. 1621 T. Granger Expos. Eccles. \. 3. 6 The sicke

and weakly, thinketh the strong and healthfull happy. 1848

Mhs. Gaskell Mary Barton viii, She, the weakly, was left

behind, while the strong man was taken. 1865 Kingsley
Ilerew. Prel. 1 In the civilised state, .the weakliest and the

silliest, .have their chance likewise.

b. of a plant, tree, etc.

1775 ]. Tait Land of Liberty u. xxxv. 47 She cuts him off

like some poor weakly flow'r. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort.

364 It would be ridiculous to lay the same quantity of wood
into a weakly tree as into a tree in full vigour. 1887 Field

15 Oct. 603/2 A weakly grower [sc. a rose-treeJ.

2. Characterized by moral weakness.
1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xxiv, Of no avail

are weakly condolences or mild assenting pity.
_
J900 Month

Aug. 135 A sort of cruel kindness and weakly indulgence.

3. Of a laugh : Feeble, faint, half-hearted.

1883 Miss Broughton Belinda in. iii, 'Are they?' she says,

with a weakly laugh.

Weakly (wrkli), adv. [f. Weak a. + -hYK]
In a weak manner.

1. With little energy, force, or strength; fwith

gentle action, softly {obs.).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xii. xxvii. (1495) 4^9. A kite

is weke in flyghte and in strengthe and is callyd Miluus as

it were weekeTy fleenge [L. ruoltitervolans]. 'la 1400 Morte
Arth. 697 Waynour waykly wepande hym kyssiz. 15*6

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 155 b, By more easy meanes

commeth to perfeccyon, whiche they slowly & weykly or

fayntly desyre, 1600 Sukelet Country Farm m. ix. 441

For the yong plant which can attract & draw but weakly, &
at hand any substance for it selfe, will hardly [etc.]. ax6a6

Bacon Sylva § 33 It is very probable that the Motion of

Grauitie worketh weakly, both farre from the Earth, and also

within the Earth, 1641 Symonds Serm. bef Ho. ofComm.
B iiij b, An arrow weakly shot, will fall short of the mark.

1657 Baxter Present Th. 12 Grace may act weaklier than it

did before. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. ji Upon account

of their distance from the Fire, they are but very weakly re-

flected. 1876 Papillon Man. Comp. Philol. 69 Final m (in

Latin].. must have been weakly pronounced.

b. In a weak or enfeebled condition. Also Iransf.

C1400 Destr. Troy 10151 Philmen..the gome hit,..gert

hym to stoupe, pat he wauerit bei with, & weikly he sete.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xix. xii. 794 Thenne the wounded

knyghte syr Vrre sette hym vp weykely. 1509 Hawes Past.

Pleas, xl. (Percy Soc.) 202 In his hand he hadde A croked

staffe ; he wente full wekely. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i- 45

As one out of a deadly dreame affright, She weakely started,

yet she nothing drad. 1606 Sir E. Coke in True <$ Per/.

Relat. T 3 b, This paper of his Retractation, which hee had

weakely and dyingly subscribed. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost

Bower Ixix, By this couch I weakly lie on, While I count

my memories.

f 2. Insecurely, unsubstantially. Obs.

15*1 Bp. Foxe in Ellis Otig. L.ett. Ser. n. II. 8 Also my
Lord, I have not soo sklenderly buylded my selve, nor soo

weykly estableshed my house in thies parties, that I can

honestely or conveniently so sodenly depart hens. 1W5 Sir

T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 123 That supposition is but weakly

founded, at least in my apprehension. 1784 Cook's 3rd Voy.

I. Introd. 12 The visits were.. so transient, that "was
scarcely possible to build upon a foundation, so weakly laid,

any information that could even gratify idle curiosity.

b. With weakness of constitution.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VHP, 11. iii. 40 Old Lady. Haue you
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limbs To beare that load of Title? Antu Bullen. No in

truth. Old Lady. Then you are weakly made.

3. With slight defensive strength.

1582 Stanvhurst /Ends it. (Arb.) 60 Our state eke and
persons may not thus weaklye be shielded. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, II. i. 74 'Tis sure they found some place, But
weakely guarded, where the breach was made. 1593 —
Lucr. 28 Honour and Beautie in the owners amies, Are
weaklie fortrest from a world of harmes. 1680 Cotton
Gamester (fid. 2) 52 When you find your adversaries King
any way weakly guarded. 1705 Addison Italy, Fesaro 145

Some have wonder'd that the Turk never attacks this

Treasury, since it., is so weakly guarded. 19*1 Times Lit.

Suppl.3 Feb. 67/3 Haig. .was quite right to hold the southern

end of his line., more weakly than the rest.

4. With deficiency of numbers or amount; sparsely,

meagrely. ? Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xiii. § 7. 52 If a shooemaker
should haue no shooesin hisshoppe, but onely worke, as hee
is bespoken, hee should bee weakely customed. #1649 Wis-
throp Hist. N. Eng. (1853) II. 232 Here came a pinnace.,
for procuring powder.. but we were weakly provided our-

selves. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. i. 112 The capstan was so
weakly manned, that it was near four hours before we hove
the cable right up and down,

b. In a slight degree; to a small extent or amount.
1775 Phil. Trans. LXVI. 204 A battery so weakly electri-

fied that its shock will not pass through a chain. 1789-96
Morse Amer, Geog. I. 617 The waters weakly mineralized.

1805 W. Saunders Min. Waters 557 The ochre.. is, when
dry, weakly magnetic. 1805 T. Weaver Werners Ext.
Charact. Eossils 191 Solid fossils that stain, .either strongly
or weakly. 1817 Faraday Client. Manip. xvit (1842) 450
This may be done. .by bringing the body, if weakly elec-

trified, into contact with the cap.

5. With weakness of mind or character ; with lack

of mental grasp or firmness of will.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. i83, I will not aduenture my dis-

cretion so weakly. 1662 Stii.ungfl. Orlg. Sacrae 111. iv. § 1

The meaning is not that all mankind was made of the same
uniform matter, as the authour of the Pr;e-Adamites weakly
imagined. 1671 Milton Samson 50 Who this high gift of
strength committed to me, ..Under the Seal of silence could
not keep, But weakly to a woman mu^t reveal it. 1705 S.

Clarke Disc. Nat. Reltg. vi. Wks. 1738 1 1. 661 Plato, after

having delivered very noble . . Truths concerning the Nature
and Attributes of the Supreme God, weakly advises Men to
worship likewise Inferiour Gods. 1864 Mrs. Cari.yle Lett.
III. 208 What may strike you as weakly fanciful in my
desire. 1885' Mrs. Alexandf.r'/I^^iiv vii, He was weakly
credulous. 1892 Lady F. Verney Vemey Mem. I, 267 She
was not at all inclined to be weakly indulgent.

6. "With little vigour of action, inefficiently.

1663 Jer. Taylor Sen//. Funeral At>/>. Armagh 1 The
Condition of Man in this World is so limited, .that the best
things he does he does weakly. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
162 P4 We please our pride with the effects of our intluence
thus weakly exerted. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xiii, Mr.
Boythorn, who interested himself strongly in the subject

—

though I need not say that, for he could do nothing weakly,
1905 Ld. E. Fitzmaurice Ld. Granville I. xv, 430 Mr. Lowe
considered that he had been but weakly defended by some of
his colleagues in the House of Commons.
7. With little force ofargument ; unconvincingly.
1661 Stillingfl, Ort'g. Sacr.r m. i. § 7 Now I appeal to

the reason of any Person.. Whether either of these two
Hypotheses, .be not far more weakly proved, then the exist-

ence of a Deity is. 1855 Pusey Doctr. Real Presence in
Fathers Note F 73 He is blamed by others, as exposing
the doctrine which he defends weakly. 1870 Emerson Soc.
ifSolit. 1. 9 He spoke weakly, and from the point, like a
flight y girl.

Weak-minded, a.

1. Having a weak mind ; lacking strength of
purpose. Of actions, opinions, etc. : Indicating
weakness of mind.
1782 Miss Burney Cecilia v. xiii, 'Oh fie,' cried he, 'to

suffer your understanding to be lulled asleep, because the
weak-minded Mr. Arnott's could not be kept awake !

' 1842
Abdy Water Cure 57 Nor will any one, who wilfully preju-
dices the weak-minded and uninstructed against this method,
..stand guiltless. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanors Vict. III.
xv. 227 It is my misfortune to be weak-minded. I can't say
'no 'to people. 1878 J. Gairdner Rich, Ill, i. 7 The Duke
of York, .fruitlessly endeavoured to bind a weak-minded
king by pledges. 1890 H. Jamks 'Tragic Muse xxxv, If he
should go abroad Ins mother might think he had some weak-
minded view of joining Julia Dallow.
2. Mentally deficient; half-witted.
1883 Encycl.Brit. XV. 797/1 The care of the weak-minded

and the insane^ 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 744 The
educative and disciplinary influences resorted to in the treat-
ment of weak-minded children. 1899 Daily News 28 Sept.
1/3 This woman had two sisters weak-minded, who were in
the lunatic asylum.

Hence Weak-mindedness.
1854 Mill Diary 4 Feb., in Lett. (1910) II. 367 It might

well be that even good men. . thought that to be scrupulous
about means was weak-mindedness. 1888 Fortn. Rev. r Oct.
449 Murderous attacks may result from.. Insanity of primary
weak-mindedness. 1897 Mary Kingslev W. Africa 4^0
How lung ago this happened it is impossible to say, owing
to. .the weak-mindedness of the African regarding lime.

Weakness (wrkm-s). [f. Weak a. + -ness.]
1. The quality or condition of being weak, in any

sense of the adj. ; deficiency of strength, power, or
force.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27054 Botes thre, Quar-wit bat we mai
strenghed be. t>e first for waikenes of vr fa I>at qua-sum will
mai were him fra. Ibid. 28932 [Of alms-giving] ' Weiknes '

sal bou lok for mede, For bou man agh all helpein nede, pe
waikcst and be mast vn-fere. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. C. 0026
Alle be strenthe of Sampson bat was perelcs, War noght laid
bare hot wayknes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3323 Syn weikenes
of weinen may not wele si ry ve, Ne haue no myght tawardes
men maistries to fend, c 1440 Fromp. Farv. 520/2 Weyke-

nesse, of hert, vecordia, pusillanimitas. 1525 Grete Herbal
clxxiii. (1529) Lj, Agaynst vomyte caused of weykenesse of

the vertue retentyfe, take [etc.]. 1538 Starkey England 43
Wych thyng [sc. retirement from the world] surely ys not

amys downe of them wych perceyue theyr owne imbecyllyte

and wekenes. 1595 Shaks. John v. iii. 17 To my litter

straight, Weaknesse possesseth me, and I am faint. 1601 —
Jul. C. iv. iii. 276, I thinke it is the weakenesse of mine
eyes That shapes this monstrous Apparition. 1651 Horbes
Leviath. 111. xxxvii. 236 And so make the weaknesse of his

voice seem to proceed.. from distance of place. 1678 Lady
Chawokth in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 45 Lady
Portsmouth [is] going to Bourbon as soone as her weaknesse
will permitt. 1686 Tillotson Sertu. at While-Hall (1 Cor.

iii. 15) 19, I shall shew the weakness of the principle upon
which this argument relies. 1707 Curios. Husb. <y Card. 259
The weakness of the Sun in that Season. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) VII. 33 They depend upon the indulgent

weakness of their Parents tempers. 1769 Junius Lett, xvi,

69 The man who is conscious of the weakness of his cause is

interested in concealing it. 1774 [W. Mitford]-£V.t. Harmony
Lang. 153 The expression of the 829 line is much heightened

by the extreme weakness of the accent in the first foot [etc.].

1781 Burns Let. W. Burnes 27 Dec, The weakness of my
nerves. fjZzJmt. Yng. Lady 0/ Virginia (1871) 22 Nancy
was much better. . .Weakness is her only complaint. 1818

Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 162 Where, .a testator., was incap-

able of disposing of his lands from any weakness of mind.
1821 Lamb Elia, Witches Wks. 1908 I. 554 Credulity is the

man's weakness, but the child's strength. 1838 Prescott
I-'erd.fy Is. II, XX iii. III. 425 The independence ofNavarre had
hitherto been maintained le>s through its own strength than
the weakness of its neighbours. 1856 Kane Arctic E.xpl. I.

xxiii. 301 He was startled by the growing weakness of the

ice. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 33 The weakness of
Henry III would not suffer him to commit himself heartily

to a Ghibelline policy. 1869 Tanner Clin. Med. (ed. 2) 20
Dementia... This form of insanity is often seen in those who
in early life exhibit weakness of will, or of moral self-control.

1875 Flconomist 23 Jan. 95 '2 The special causes of weakness
affecting the markets have.. been greatly influential here.

1884 Law Times Rep. L. 11S 2 Rule 15. .is a rule meant to

make a litigant expose the weakness of his case. 1920 Con-
guest Nov. 7/2 The mountains . . are lines ofweakness caused
by the crumpling of the earth's crust.

2. In particularized uses. a. A weak point, a

circumstance of disadvantage.

1597 Bacon Ess., Of Negotiating (Arb.) 92 If you would
worke any man, you must either know his nature, and
fashions and so leade him, ..or his weakenessesor disadvan-
tages, and so awe him. 1627 Dunne Serru. Ixxxi. (1649) II.

9 Here, it is a faire portion of that Angclicall happinesse, if

you be alwaies ready to support, and supply one another in

any such occasionall weaknesses. 1914 ' Ian Hay ' Nut. on
Wheels xix, The brakes of the Britannia cars have always
been their weakness. 1920 Discovery Apr. 114/x Any weak-
ness there was in our pre-war small house design was a
tendency to fussiness.

b. An infirmity of character, a failing.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. v. xii. 148, I shall heartily

thank you. .if you tell me of my weaknesses. 1671 Milton
Samson 773 Dalita. First granting, as I do, it was a weak-
ness In me, but incident to all our sex, Curiosity. 1711 Ad-
dison Sped. No. 255 p 10 This very Thirst after Fame, .is

it self looked upon as a Weakness in the greatest Charac-
ters. 1748 Chesterf. Let. to Son 29 Oct., Not to seem to

perceive the little weaknesses, and the idle but innocent
affectations of the company. 1776 Gibbon Ded. <$ F. xiv.

(1782) I. 525 The laws of Constantine against rapes were dic-

tated with very little indulgence for the most amiable weak-
nesses of human nature. 1797 Jane Austen Sense $ Sensib.
xli.v, His heart was now open to Elinor, all its weaknesses,
all its errors confessed, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxv.
V. 256 Many who could not help smiling at Burnet's weak-
nesses did justice to his abilities and virtues.

•be. A weakened condition of body; an attack

of faintness. Obs.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 148 He. .Fell into a Sadnesse,..

thenceintoaWeaknes.se. i6i7-Moryson///«. 1.236, Iwasall
the day troubled with a weaknesse of bodie, 1749 Hartley
Observ. Man 1. i. § 1, 51 The Numbness, and paralytic
Weaknesses, which frequently succeed after Opiates. 1756
Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Colled. (Maitl. Club) 203
And ever since, 1 am given to violent passions and weak-
nesses in my head.

3. An unreasonable or self-indulgent liking or

inclinationfor (a person or thing).

1712 Steele Sped. No. 442 p 1, 1 must own my Weakness
for Glory is such, that if I consulted that only, I might [etc.].

1746 Chesterf. Let. to Son 4 Oct., I have no womanish
weakness for your person. 185* Thackeray Esmond 111. xi,

He hath every great and generous quality, with perhaps a
weakness for the sex which belongs to his family. X869 A.
Macdonald Love, Law fy T/teot. x. 172, I think she would
like to have Porter, but he doesn't seem to see that she has
a weakness for him. 1895 H. A. Kennedy in 19th Cent.
Aug. 33 -'i I own to a weakness for a play that, without any
flourish of pretence, does very distinctly amuse me. 1913
Jml. Friends' Hist. Soc. Jan. 4 He had a weakness for
getting on his feet several times in the course of one First-
day morning.

b. qtiasi-<w/<r/*. Something for which one has an
unreasonable liking.

1822 Byron Vis, Judgm. xxxix, Nor wine nor lust Were
of his weaknesses. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iv, You have
been exciting yourself too much—talking perhaps, for it is

your weakness. 1853 — Bleak Ho. xx, It's the fashionable
way ; and fashion and whiskers have been my weaknesses,
and I don't care who knows it.

Weak-sighted, a. Having weak sight; also

A*
a 1591 H. Smith Sinner's Convers. (1613) A 5 b, If our

faiih be so weake sighted that we cannot see Christ. 1606
Marston Parasit. in. F 1, Las we are now growne old,
weake sighted, alas any one fooles vs. a 1652 Brome City
Wit it.ii, My Mayd is very thick of hearing, and exceeding
weake sighted. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1854) I. 596 The
weak-sighted cannot sustain thy piercing look. Ibid. 623

Nor are the views of God so narrow as to want those helps
..which are necessary to weak-sighted mortals. 1833 T.
Hook Parson's Dan. 1. ii, Luckily it was getting dark, and
Lovell, moreover, was somewhat weak-sighted.

Hence Weak-sightedness.
1632 Brome Northern Lass 11. iii, I hope you will pardon

my weake sightednes. . . Could not your wurship make your
seife knowen sooner? i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Weak-
si gbtedness, . .Asthenopia.

Weaky (w/ki), a. north, dial. [f. Weak a.

+ -Y 1
. Cf. dial, woky moist, sappy, f. Woke a.]

Moist, damp; juicy.

1641 [implied in Weakiness : see below]. 1691 Ray N. C.
Words 80 Weaky, moist. 1703 Thorfsby Let. to Ray,
Weiky, moist. 1788 Marshall Rur. Econ. Yorks. II. 364
Weaky

; juicy ; opposed to ' hask '. 1876 Whitby i,loss. s.v.,

' Weaky weather ', rainy. ' Don't make the paste too weaky',
don't make the dough with over much water.

Hence Weakiness, moisture, dial.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. iSurtees) 75 On the day time wee
putte them into one close or other, and lette them eate
snowe, and gette the weekinesse on the grownde. 1878
Cumierld, Gloss., Weckiness, moisture.

Weal (w/1), sd. 1 Forms: 1-2 wela; 1 weola
(3 weolla), 3-4 weole (2 wole) ; 1 weala (3
wale) ; 2-6 wele (3-4 wel, well), 5-6 weel(e

(5 weeir, 5 weyle ; Sc, 5-6 weile (6 weille),

5-7 weill, weil (6 veill, veil), 6 weyll, S weel

;

6-7 weale, 6- weal. [OE. we/a {weola, weala)

wk.masc. = OS. welo,Q\\(}. woh'.—OTtwt.*welon-,
f. root *zvel- : see Well adv.
The 14th cent, northern form zue I (well) is merely a variant

spelling, and the length of the vowel is proved by rhymes ;

but from the 15th cent, in midland and southern texts a real

confusion between wele and toil appears, owing to the cur-

rency of double forms of the adverb ' well '. In consequence
of this the noun is sometimes written wel, well, or welle,

and in this form is latterly identified in pronunciation with

the adv. (For examples see Well sb.s ) On the other hand
the adv. in the form wele or weele has influenced the mean-
ing of the noun in sense 4 below, and probably contributed

to its use in sense 3 (and in Weal-public) as an equivalent

of L. bonum and F. bleu.]

+ 1. Wealth, riches, possessions. Obs. (as distinct

from 2),

Often world', worltfs, worldly weal.
c888 ./Fli-red Boeth. xi. § 1 Ac for bearnleste eallne bone

welan be hi ^egaderi^ao hi betao fnemdum to brucanne.

971 Blickl, Horn. 197 iSe man ahte mycelne welan. C1205
Lay. 7732 For eowre muchele wuttNscipe weole ;e scullen

habben. a 1225 After, R. 196 Ant te world bit mon ;iscen

worldes weole, & wunne, & wurschipe. a 1250 Prov. AEl'
/red 120 Wyb-vte wysdorne is weole wel vt.wurb. 1340-70
Alex. <$- Dind. 33 For what richesse, rink, vs mi;ht )>ou

bireue, Whan no wordlichc wele is wib us founde? £"1400

36 Pot. Poems viii. 68 Heter is litel ry^t^ys wonne. .pan..
Wibouten desert take pore mennys wele. 1531 ElyoT
Governors i, Inonr oldc vulgare, pi oh te is called weale. 1594
Greene & Lodge Looking Gl. III. ii. 1057 (Collins) l-ehold

with ruthfull eyes Thy parents robd of all their worldly
weale By subtle meanes of vsurie and guile. 1838 Pkescott
Eerd. .V Is. I. 1. i. 119 He paid the usual penalty of such
indifference to worldly weal, by seeing himseif eventually

stripped of his lordly possessions,

t b. //. Obs.
C900 Bseda's Hist. iv. xi. (1890) 294 Ond he sundorliif &

munucliif waes forebeorende alfum bam weolum & arum b;es

eorolecan riices. < 1000 Ags. Gosp, Luke viii. 14 pzet synd
ba 5e. .of welum [ Vulg. divitiis]Sc of lustuin byseslifessynd
forbrysmode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, in Du gederast mare
and mare. .and bine welan forroiiaS beforan bine eh^an.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4503 Man bat welties in his welis And,
thoru his welth, na fautes felis. 1543 Recorde Gr. Aries
B iij b, How many waies also Arithmetike is conducible for

al priuat weales of Lordes and all possessionem. 1628

Pemble Salomon's Recant. 24 Dislike and Hatred of all his

magnificent workes, weales, possessions and pleasures.

fo. Pomp, splendour, rich array. Obs,
c 1290 5. Eng. Leg. 264/123 For no Monuk ne scholde gon

out bar-of, be worldes weole to seo. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s

T. 37 This due. .Whan he was comealmoost vn to the toun
In al his wele and in his mooste pride.

T d. Stores, supplies. Obs.
13.. Coer de L. 4786 Agaynes hem comen her naveye,

Cogges, and dromoundes, many galeye, . . That were chargyd
with al weel, With armour and with other vytayle. 1:1400

Emare 824 He lette ordeyne shypus fele, And fylled hem
fulle of wordes wele, Hys men mery wyth to make.

2. Welfare, well-being, happiness, prosperity.

a iooo C.rdmou'sGen. 431 Si5ivan bio bimse wela onwended
& wyrS him wite gejearwod. a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1086, Eala hu leas & hu unwrestis bysses middan-
eardes wela. c 1205 Lav. 10394 He heom wolden mucle
wele & wuroscipe itaechen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 192 J"eo ilke

uondunges. . wende'o efterward to weole and to eche blisse.

ci**pGcn. $ Ex. 809 Abram let loth in welSe and wale.

13.. Guy Want: 822 Wele is him ^at it winne may. c 1386

Chaucer h'nt.'s T. 2243 For now is Palamon in alle wele.

C1477CAXTON Jason 50 b, I am right ioyous of thy wele

and worship. 1491 Ad 7 Hen. I'll c. 12 Preamble, Dedis

of charitc.to be doon for him. .fur the wele of his soule.

1549 Covfrdale etc Erasm. Far. Rom. vi. 15 Ye nowe are

become Christes seruauntes, whose seruice is all weale and

blisse. 1612 Bacon Ess., Goodness (Arb.) 198. I take good-

nesse in this sence, the affecting of the Weale of men, which

is that the Grecians call Philanthropia. 164a D. Rogers

Naaman 165 To read Masse or Dirigies for the weale of his

soule after his decease. 1805 Scott Last MtMStr, VI. xxvu.

And monks should sing, and bells should toll, All for the

weal of Michael's soul. 1822 Good Study Med. (1820) 1. 396

The flux, .becomesa conditional of the corporeal weal. 1859

Tennvson Enid 799, I doubted whether daughters tender-

ness, Or easy nature, might not let itself Be moulded by your

wishes for her weal.

b. fieq. in contrast with woe (-\wowe).

a 1000 Cfdmon's Gen. 466 Taet baer yldo beam moste
28-2
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onceosan godes & yfeles, gumena aejhwilc welan & wawan.

c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 29 Ne on wele ne on wau3he. a 1250

Prov, Mifred 142 For God may yeue, |?enne he wale, god

after vuele, weole after wowe. a 1300 Cursor M. 4054 His

waa, his well, yee sal here bath. C1300 Havelok 2777 For

wel ne for wo. 1393 Langl. P. PI. B. XVIII. 202-4. c I4°°

Pride ofLife 376 in Kon-Cycte Myst. Plays 100 per is died

& sorow & wo wytoutin wel. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1.

xil. 51 How they sware that for wele nor woo they shold not

leue other. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i- viii. 43 But welcome now
my Lord, in wele or woe. 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 638 Thine

and of all thy Sons The weal or woe in thee is plac't. 1771

Beattie Minstr. I. xxix, All human weal and wo learn thou

to make thine own. 1814 Scott Lord of i stes iv. v, 'Come
weal, come woe, by Bruce's side,' Replied the Chief, 'will

Ronald bide.' 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxxix. 2 Dear friend,

far off, my lost desire, So far, so near in woe and weal. 1863

Miss Braddon A urora Floyd xv, Impulsive and impetuous,

she bad always taken her own course, whether for weal or

woe. 1897 Q. Victoria in Daily Xews 17 July 5/4 In weal

and woe I have ever had the true sympathy of all my people.

f O. pi. Obs.

13. . E. E.Allit. P. A. 154 & euer me bo^t I schulde not
wonde For wo, per welez so wynne wore. 1483 Caxton
Golden Leg. 260/2 Thou arte begynnynge myddell and ende
of alle weles and goodes. c 1500 Three Kings'' Sons 24 He
[God] hath gyuen me more of weles than y haue or can de-

serue. 1544 I. ate F.xped. Scot. (1798) 13 To proue whether
the Scottes had yet learned, by theyr importable losses lately

chaunced to them, to tendyr theyr own weales, by true and
reasonable vnytynge & adioynyng them seines tothe Kynges
Maievties louyng liege people. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

156 Nor regardyng. . their awne weales and states, neyther
the weales of their householder, as their wives, children, or

friendes.

f d. applied to a person, as a source of felicity,

or an object of delight. Obs.

a 1225 St. Marker. 3 pu art iweddedes weole ant widewene
warant. (X1240 Ureisnn iu O. E. Ham. I. 183 Ihesu mi
weole, mi wunne. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera)

363 pu art my welth 8c wele. 1390 GowEB Con/. I. y88 O
thou my wele, o thou my wo. C1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/
Aymon xii. 290 He is our lord and our wele, and therfore I

praye you, fayr bredern, that ye wyll obeye hym. 1490 —
Eneydos vi. 28 Sith that he hath, .taken awaye hym wbiche
was alle my wele.

3. contextually. The welfare of a country or com-
munity ; the general good. Often with defining

word, as common, general
',
public, universal. See

also Common weal i, Public a. 2 a, Weal-fublic
3. Now arch.

t Phr. The weal ofpeace = OF. le bien de paix.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 121/1 Where afore this tyme for

the wele of Peas, Tranquilliteand gode Governance, bitwene
the Bailllfsand Cominalteof theToun v( Shroesbury, divers

composicions were made bitwene hem. 1483 Eug. Gilds 335
To., the wele of thekyngour soueraygn lordez people. 1531
Elvot Governor Proheme, Your graces moste beneuolent
inclination towarde the vniuersall weale of your subiectes.

iS68(jrafton Chron. II. 146 It was agreed by the king.. for

his more suretie, and for the weale of the Iande. 1643 in

Clarendon Hist. Reb. vn. § 342 As enemies to the weal of
both kingdoms. 1697 De la Pryme Diary 16 Sept. (Surtees)

150 Who vallues the weal politic above the ecclesiastic. 1726-

30 Thomson Winter^ For thy country's weal. x8ao Byron
Mar. Fat. iv. i, This needful violence is for thy safety, No
less than for the general weal. 1826 Pennsylv. Hist. Soc.

Mem. I. 132 He appears in them as a watchful guardian of
the domestic weal. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <$- Is. 11. xxiii. III.

430 This enterprise, undertaken for the weal of the church.
187a Bryant Iliad ix. 123 Thou.. shouldst follow willingly

Another's judgment when it best promotes The general weal.

b. Hence, a state, community ; = Common
WEAL 2. ? Obs,

1513 Douglas AKneis xi. vn. 92 Avys heiron amangis $oti

for the best, And help to bring our feble weill to rest. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 304 For the universall Christen
weale [L. fro republica Christiaua]. 1591 Shaks. I Hen. VI

t

111. i. 66 The speciall Watch-men of our English Weale.
1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. iii. 15 Wo to the weale where many
lawiers bee. 1603 R. Johnson Kingd. (• Commw. 102 We
ought not tomeruaile, if this weale haue florished now these
250. yeares in great reputation of arines and valor. 1605
Shaks. Macb. v. it. 27 Meet we the Med'cine of the sickly
Weale. 1608 Heywood Rape of Lucrece B4D, Tarquins
abilitie will iu the weale, Beget a weake vnable impotence.
1727 Gay Fables I. xvii. 27 (Shepherds Dog & Wolf) If
mindful of the bleating weal, Thy bosom burn with real
zeal. 1763 Churchill Epist. Hogarth 42 To enlarge the
mind, Purge the sick weal, and humanize mankind.

+ 4. a. Goodness, virtuous behaviour. Obs.
C1500 Three Kings' Sons 33 She wist wele that without

grete nurture, .he might not knowe the weelis and honoures
that he coude. Ibid. 36 In his company, wheryn men may
lerne bothe wele and honour. C1500 Melusine n Yf that ye
think theron but wele & honour.

+ b. Good or honourable report. Obs.
£1500 Three Kings'1 Sous 133 For the grete weeles that

euery man rehersed of you.

Weal (w/'l),^. 2 [A mod. variant of Wale sbA,
by confusion with Wheal sbA, a pustule : see
Wheal sb.%] The mark or ridge raised on the
flesh by the blow of a rod, lash, etc. ; = Wale
sb. 1 2, Wheal sb.%

1821 Clare Vill. Minslr.etc. II. 63 Who, soon as mounted,
with his switching weals, Puts Dob's best swiftness In his
heavy heels. 184a Lover Handy Andy iv, From shoulder
to flank, sir, I am one mass of welts and weals. 1845 Dar-
win Voy. Nat. vi. (1852) in He told us that his legs were
marked by great weals, where the thong had wound round
as if he had been flogged with a whip. 187a Tennyson Last
Tourn. 58 His visage ribb'd From ear to ear with dogwhip-
weals. 1900 Conan Doyle Green Flag etc. 185 Black and
bitter were the thoughts of Frenchmen when they saw this
weal of dishonour slashed across the fair face of their
country.

t Weal, z*. 1 Var. Wheal z/.* Obs.
1664 in Pepys Diary 31 Dec. (1879) III." 96 [Charm against

a thorn]Jesus. . Was pricked both with nail and thorn; It

neither wealed, nor belled, rankled, nor boned.

Weal C*7"!)) v*
1

[var - o( Wale v.% by confu-
sion with Wheal vA] trans. To mark (the flesh)

with weals ; = Wale v.^ i.

1722 De Foe Col. Jack i, I saw him afterwards with his
back all wealed with the lashes. 1820 Clare Rural Life
(ed. 3) 100 The lash that weal'd poor Dobbin's hide. 1825
Scott Taiism. xviii. His bare arm., wealed with the blows of
the discipline. 1886 Fenn Master Cerem. xxx, Were you
ever beaten- cut—and wealed with your own whip?

b. absol.

1908 Times 17 Jan. 4/6 The school authorities allowed only
four strokes, two on each hand, as a maximum punishment,
and they must not weal. 1922 Blackiu.Mag. Alar. 355 The
knotted ropes that weal and flay.

Hence Wealed/)//, a., Wea'ling vbl. sb.

1841 Tupper Twins xvii. (1844) 131 His wealed body, full

of pains and aches and bruises. 190a Westm. Gas. 20 Nov.
7/2 The governess and upper housemaid examined the
child afterwards and found severe wealing of the back and
stomach, besides bruises.

Weal, var. W'eel ; obs. Sc. f. Well a.
t
adv.

Wealaway, obs. form of Wellaway.
Weald (wild). Forms : 1 weald, 3-4, 6 welde,

5 weeld, 5-6, 8 weld ; 6-9 wild(e, wyld^e, 7
wile ; 6 weylde, 6-7 weild(e, 7 wield, 6- weald.
[OE. weald (

forest ' (the WS. equivalent of Anglian
waldx see Wold), normally developing into

southern ME. weld{e, weeld; the modern spelling,

which is due to Lambarde, is a re-adoption of the

OE. form. The form wild'e, which occurs early in

the i6thc, is probably parallel to Kentish and
Sussex dial, fid for field> but in later use was
apparently assimilated in pronunciation to the more
intelligible Wild sb., which had an appropriately

descriptive meaning.
The OE. iveald is applied in the Chronicle (see below) to

the forest of Andred, which included at least part of the
present ' Weald '.]

1. The name of the tract of country, formerly

wooded, including the portions of Sussex, Kent,

and Surrey which lie between the North and South
Downs.
(a) O.E. Chron. an. 893, Se [Limene] muba is on easte-

weardre Cent, a;t bses miclau wuda eastende be we Andred
hataS;. .seo ea.Jio ut of ba?m wealda ; on ba ea hi tu^on
up hiora scipu ob bone weald. [1018 Charter ofCnut (Ord.
Surv. Facs. III. No. xxxix)Quoddamsiluulae nemusconcedo
famosa in silua Andredeswealde.] c 1290 St. Kenelm 52 in S.

Ens. I-eg. 346 Sethbe hadde be kyng of westsex southsex
also, pe welde and al be bischopriche of Cicestre berto.

[1357 in Cat. Pat. Rolls, 31 Edw. Ill m. 17 (1909) X. 578
Towns and places within La Welde, co. Kent.) 1471 Caxton
Recuyell Pref. (Sommer) 4, I . . was born & lemed myn
englissh in kente in the weeld where I doubte not is spoken
as brode and rude englissh as in ony place of englond. 1483
Dk. Norfolk in Paston Lett. III. 308 The Kentysshmen
be up in the weld, and sey they wol come and robbe the
cite. 1523 Act 14 <5- 15 Hen. VIII, c. 6 The hundred of
Cranebroke, in the wilde of your county of Kent. I543~4
Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § n Townes parishes or places.,
within the weldes of the counties of Kent, Surrey and
Sussex. 1558-9 Act 1 Eliz. c. 15 § a The Weilde of Kent.
Ibid., In the Weylde of the Countye of Surreye. 1580 LYLY
Euphues (Arb.) 268, I was borne in the wylde of Kent. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. i. 60. 1619 Dalton Country Justice
xxvi. (1630) 72 In the highways within the Wields of Sussex
Surrey or Kent. 164a Howell For. Trav. v. 6i The Wiles
of Kent. 1662 Act i+Chas. II,c. 6 § 17 Any Owner Farmer
or Lessee of any Iron worke. .within the Wildes of the

Counties of Surrey Sussex or Kent. 1697 De Foe Ess.
Projects 109 That unpassable County of Sussex, which
especially in some parts in the Wild, as they very properly
call it,.. hardly admits the Countrey People to Travel to
Markets in Winter, [etc.]. 1778 England's Gazetteer (ed. 2)

s, v. Newdigaie, Surry, The Wyld hereabouts is observed
to bear excellent oats. 1801 W. hivxTiHGTOX GodGuardian
ofPoor66 Being anative of the Wild of Kent, which is none
of the most polite parts of the world.

(<5) 1570 Lambarde Peramb, Kent(i^j6) 167 Nowe then we
are come to the Weald of Kent, which (after the common
opinion ofmen of our time) is conteined within very streight

and narrowe limits, notwithstanding that in times paste, it

was reputed of suche exceeding bignesse, that it was thought
to extende into Sussex, Surrey, and Hamshyre. 1625 Makk-
ham Inrichment IVeald Kent 1 The Weald of Kent is the
lower part of that Shire, lying on the South side thereof,

and adioyneth to the Weald of Sussex, towards the West.
1787 Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 190 The right hand stations

occupy.. the heights which extend across the Wealds. 1822
W. D. Conybeark & Phillips Quit. Geol. 144 The Weald.
This district may be generally described as stretching along
the coast of the channel from Folkstone to Ueachy Head,
and thence extending westwards into the interior as far as
the confines of Sussex and Hampshire. 1846 M cCulloch
Ace. Brit. Empire {1854) I. 196 There is a great deal of
valuable timber and coppice-wood in Surrey, particularly in
the weald.. .Turnpike roads good; but cross-roads, particu-
larly in the weald, very indifferent. 1863 Herschel Earn.
Led. Sci. Sub/. 1. § 4 What has become of all that great
bed of chalk which once covered all the weald of Kent?
1903 Kipling Five Nations, Sussex 24 And through the
gaps revealed Belt upon belt, the wooded, dim Blue good-
ness of the Weald.

2. A wooded district or an open country ; a wold.
Now only poet.

1544 Bale Chron. Oldcastell 47 Manye fledde-.into the
welde of Scotlande, Walys, and Irelande. 1603 S. Daniel To
Lady Ma'g. C'less Cumberland 8 What a faire seate hath
he, from whence he may The boundlesse wastes, & weilds

of -man suruay. 1851 Meredith Sunrise i3 Poet. Wks.
(1912) 78 Glimmering fields, And wakening wealds. 1855
Bailey Mystic etc. 83 Forest and upland frith, and the wide
weald Hercynian, where the demon shadow stalks. 1859
Tennyson Guinevere 127 But she to Almesbury Fled all

night long by glimmering waste and weald.

3. attrib. and Comb., chiefly ' of or pertaining

to the Weald '. Weald clay, the upper stratum

of the Wealden formation immediately above the

'Hastings sand'; also pi. with reference to the

various subdivisions of this stratum. Weald sau-
rian = Hyl.eosaurcs.
1822 W. D. Conybeare & Phillips Outt. Geol. 145 A second

valley, .occupied by the argillaceous beds which we have
called the *Weald clay, 1878 Chamb. Encycl. X. 114 The
Hastings beds contain more sandstone and less clay than
those of the upper Weald CU«ys. 1828 P. I. Martin Geol.

Mem. IV. Sussex Advt. p. vi, The space thus comprised,
has otherwise, in geological language, got the name of the

''Weald Denudation'. Ibid. 40 'Weald Formation, or

Wealden. 1869 J.
Timbs Ancestral Stories 164 The forest

or "Weald Saurian {Hylxosnu?us). 1828 P
;

I. Martin
Geol. Mem. IV. Sussex 54 Although any considerable seg-

ment of the circle of the 'weald valley may be taken as a
specimen of the whole.

Weald, obs. form of Wr
iELD.

Wealden(wrld3n), a. and sb. [f.WEALD + -EN*.
The suffix is here employed arbitrarily in a sense remote

from its ordinary use. As the formation of the word was
app. suggested by the adjs. in -en, it may be presun ed that

the inventor regarded the adjectival use as primary, and
the substantival use as elliptical for ' wealden formation '

;

but Martin's own use of the term affords no evidence of this.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the geological formation

known as the Wealden (see B). Wealden lizard =
Hyl.eosaurcs.
1828 P. I. Martin Geol. Mem. IV. Sussex 42 This bed of

wealden sand. 1829 W. Blckland in Trans. Geol. Soc.

(1835) Ser. 11. III. 425 On the discovery of Fossil Bones of

the Iguanodon, in the Iron Sand of the Wealden Formation

in the Isle of Wight, 1833 Mantell Geol. S.E. Eng. 181

The Wealden strata may be separated into three principal

divisions; namely, the Weald clay ; the Hastings beds, in-

cluding the strata of Tilgate Forest; and the Ashburnham
or inferior limestones and shales. Ibid. 328 note, The
Wealden Lizard, or Fossil Lizard of Tilgate Forest. 1846

M cCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) 1. 65 Wealden series,

a name given to a series of clays, sands, and limestones,

from being well developed in tie weald ofSussex, and
which is remarkable for containing the remains of terres-

trial, freshwater, and actuary animals. 1863 A. C. Ramsay
Phys. Geog. 125 It (Weald Clay] was left in its native state,

and formed those broad forests which once covered the

Wealden area.

2. Of or pertaining to the Weald.
1870 Lower Hist. Sussex I. 137 This ancient Wealden

parish is about five miles in length, [etc.]. 1896 A. Alstin
EnglaniVs Darling iv. ii, And wealden wolves will batten

on the rest. 1907 Sat. Rev. 14 Sept. 327/1 An epitaph in a
wealden churchyard.

B. sb. Geol. The name of a formation or series

of estuaiine and freshwater deposits of Lower Cre-

taceous age, extensively developed in the Weald.
1828 P. I. Martin Geol. Mem. IV. Sussex g To avoid the

inconvenience of the periphrasis of weald sands and clays,

it is proposed, as any compound from weald must have a

Saxon termination, to call the whole formation the Wealden.

Ibid. 48 Fossils of the Wealden. The fossil shells most

frequent in this district of the weald, (and they are common
to the whole Wealden,) are of the genera Vivipara, [etc.].

1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandst. i. (ed. 2) 39 From the Grau-
wacke of the Lammermuirs, to the Wealden of Moray. 1876

D. Page Adv. TexUbk. Geol. xvii. 308 Regarding the Lias,

Oolite and Wealden as portions of one great system.

Wealdend(e, wealdent : see Waldend.

t Wealding. Obs. rare—1
. [f. Weald +

-nn 3.] An inhabitant of the Weald.
1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 297 Ye Essex hun-

dreds, and ye Kentish wealdings, rejoice !

tWealdish, a, Obs. Also 6 weldish(e. [f.

Weald + -ISH 1
.]

1. Of or pertaining to the Weald.
[1317 Kent Fines xnArchseol. Cant. (1882) XIV. 241 Agnes,

dau. of Simon le Wealdissh*. 1318 Ibid. 250 William, son

of Robert de Weldysh'.]

'554 J- Proctor Wyat's Retell. (1555) 28 Sir Henrie

Isleye, the two Kneuettes and certayne other with .v. C.

weldishe menne were at Seuenccke. 1625 Markham /«-

richment Weald Kent 6, I will open the nature and condi-

tions of this wealdish ground, comparing it with the Soyle

of the Shire at large, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Kent (1662)

56 A considerable part of this County is called the Wealde,

that is, a Woodland ground, the Inhabitants whereof are

called the Wealdish-men.

2. Having the character of uncultivated land.

1598 Norden Spec. Brit., Herts 1 The disposition of this

part of the countrie to forrest and weldish groundes, fitte

for the fostering of such kir.de of wild beastes.

tWealdy, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Weald + -y 1.]

Of or pertaining to the Weald.
1570 Lambarde Perainb. Kent (1576) 169 But when they

come to the Tenauntes inhabiting within the Wealdy

countrey, then the stile and Intituling, is first, Redditus de

Wa/da, Then [etc.].

Weale, obs. form of Wale sb.\ Weel.
Weale away, obs. form of Wellaway.
tWealful, a. Obs. Forms: 3 weole-, 3-5

wele-, 4-5 welful, 4 wellful, Sc. velfull, 5 wel-

full, 6 weelful, 6-7 weal(e)full. [f. Weal sb. 1

+ -ful.] Happy, prosperous, fortunate, blessed,

gladsome.



WEALFULLY. 221 WEALTH.
c 1230 Hall Meid. (MS. Titus) 31 For, beo hit nu, bat te

beo nchedum riue, ant tine wide wahes wlonke & welefulle.

a 1240 Sawtes Warde in O.E. Horn. I. 259 Hire* wlite se

weoleful bat euch eorftlich Hht is beoster ber o^eines. 135*
Minot Pectus viii. 17 Weleful men war ^e, i-wis. £"1374

Chaucer Boeth. I. met. i. (1868) 4 pilke deej> of men is weiful

bat ne comeb not in Jeres bat ben s«ete. c 1386 — J/Vr« </"

Law's 'P. 353 O cleere, o weiful Auter, booly croys. 1406
Hoccleve La Male Regit 402 O god !. .Weleful lord. 1426
Lvoc De Guil. Pilgr. 16999 And wel-fulland blyssed be tho
betyuges and skowrynges, that compellyn a chylde to de-

clyne ffrom his trespacys and his Errours. 1556 Grimalue
Cicero De Offic. Pref. to Rdr. C vj, If it bee well, and wisely,

and conueniently done: we shall be wealfull, and in a bU ssed
case. 1600 J, Davies (Heref.) Holy Rood D 3, To tell the

Ierkes with ioy, that ioy do bring, Is both a wealefull, and
a wofull thing.

Hence fWealfully adv., f Wca-lfulness Obs.
c,374 Chaucer Boeth. u. pr. iii. fi£68) 37 It delitep me to

comen now to \>e singuler vphepyng of \>i welefulnesse,
CI37S^« Leg, Saints iii. {Andrew) 663 Alhale, bu blissit

croice, pat is hallowit welfuliy of Ihesu cryste in be body.
Ibid. 785 A matrone pat wellfully quhile maryt wes with a
senatour of be place. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lore 1. vi. 24 If
a man be riche and fulfild with worldly welfulnes^e, some
commenden it. 1388 Wyclif 3 John 2 Of alle thingis Y
make preyer.that thou entre and fare welefuly, as thi soule
doith welefuli. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troyw. 274 pat euery
bingmi^tin welfulnesTo^oureencresperseuerenandcontvne,
Wealked, variant of Welked, Whelked.
Weall, obs. form of Wale vA, Well adv.
Weal3inde, variant of Walling//*/, a.^
a 1225 Ancr. R. 216 Gif pe gulchecuppe weallinde bres to

drincken.

t Weal-public. Obs. Also pi. 6-7 weale
publiques. [Weal sb.1 + Public a. 2 a, after F.
le bien publique and L. bonum publicum.

\

1. The general good 01 the community
;
public

welfare or interest. Hence, the state or body
politic.

149S Act 11 Hen. Vlfc. 34 Preamble, The reformacion of
the weale publique.. in the seid parties of Southwales.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 16 b, The sondry dignities and
offices in the weale publik were aptly distributed. (11586
Sunny Arcadia in. iv. t 2. Therefore, the weale-publicke
was more to be regarded, then any person or magistrate
that therevnto was ordeined. 1602 K. Hekiko Anatomyes
19 The Weale.publike Prudently and Religiously protiided
for. 1641 MlLTON Reform. 11. 46 What is all this either here,
or there to the temporal regiment of Wealpub lick, whether
it be Popular, Princely, or Monarchical? 1671 F. Pmufrs
Reg. Mecess. 338 Private mens Actions and Suits must be
suspended for a convenient time, where it is pro bono pub.
lico, the Weal-publick. 1710 Steele & Addison Toiler
No. 253 ? 6 The Advantages that may arise to the Weal-
Publick from this Institution. 1731 Peyton Divine
Catastrophe Ho. Stuarts 62 To.. keep and defend the
Weal-publick in Health and Prosperity.

2. A state, community, or commonwealth.
1540-1 Ei.yot Image Gov. 83 b, Truely god gyueth wyse-

dome, but fauour and aucthuritie mooste chiefely sheweth
it in a weale publyke. 1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utopia I.

^895) 3° They found townys and cytyes, and weale pub-
lyques, full of people, gouerned by good and holsom lawes.
1610 Hk\lky St. Aug.Ciiie ofGod \. xx'xx. 45 When Carth-
age was raized downe, and the greatest curber and terror of
the Romaine weale-publike vtterly extinguished and brought
to nothing. i6»a [E. Missklden] Free Trade 33 This is

our case in this Weale-publike; no Kingdome hath better
Lawes. 1627 Hakewill A/ol. (1630) 107 Whatsoever the
force of the starres be, upon the persons of private men, or
the states of weale-publiques.

tWealsman. Obs. rare.—1 [(.weal's genitive
of Weal- jtM + Max sb.*] One devoted to the
public weal ; a commonwealth's-man.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 59 Meeting two such Weales men

as you are (I cannot call you Licurgusses).

t Wealsome, a. Obs. forms: 4 welsom,
-sum, weelsom, R weylsum, welsumme. [f.

Weal sb.* + -some *.] Happy, prosperous ; fraught
with happiness.
138a Wyci.if Gen. xxiv. 21 Wilnyng to wite whether the

Lord hath maad bis weye welsom [L. prosperuut] or noon.— Redes, iv. 3, I preisede more the deade than the liuende

;

and I demede hym wdsumere [L. felicioreiu] than either,
that 3jt is not born, c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (1886J
p. xcix, O ye happy and weylsum ?e, and most weylsum
religious men.

Hence f WeaTaomely adv. Obs,.

138a Wyclik Gen. xxxix. 2 He was a man in alle thingis
welsumly [L. pros/ere] doynge. — 3 John 2 Of alle thingis
I make preyer, thee for to entre, and fare welsumly, as thi
soule doth welsumly.

Wealth, (welb). Forms : 3 welfle, welfihe, 3-
5 welpe, (4 weolthe, -pe), 3-7 welth, (3 weltht,
5 welt), 4-5 welj>, 4-6 Sc. velth, 6 Sc. veltht,
4-6 welthe, (6 wellthe\ 6 wealthe, (7 waelth),
5- wealth. [ME. welpe, f. Well adv. or Weal
sb.i + -th, on the analogy of health. Parallel for-
mations are MDu. weelde, -welde (mod.Du. weelde),
MLG. welede (mod.LG. welde), OHG. welida.]
tl. The condition of being happy and pros-

perous
; well-being. Obs. (exc. arch.), a. of a

person.
amy. Gen

. * Ex 1550 And bad him [Esau] of his kindes
louerd ben, In welde and mi^t wurcinge Sen. a tyaaCursorm. 755 Adam $ode walkand in hat welth. c 1340 Haktoi err.twsc. i 28s

t I2oo And la welthe men wald ay be; Bot
parfit men, bat hair lif right ledes, Welthe of be worldeay flese
anddredes. Ibid..1293 Worldly welthe. 1398TREV.SA Barth.

j,
Vl
; f

xia <I495) T 97 Noo man hath more welth [L.
nultus est felmor) than he that hath a gode woman to his

I

wyfe. c 1450 Merlin xxxiii. 6S0 The grete love that I haue
;

to you hath made me forsake alle other.., for with-oute yow
haue I neither ioye ne welthe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur ix.

xxxvii. 400 Hut whanne sekenes touchetli a prysoners body
thenne may a prysoner say al welthe is hym berafte. 1523
Bernf.rs I'roiss. I. Pref., Aboue all thynges, wherby mans
welthe ryseth, special! laude and cause ought to be gyuen to

historic 15*6 1'inuale i Cor. x. 24 Lett no man seke his

awne prophet : but lett every man seke hisneghbours welthe.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Can. Prayer 1-22 To preserue thy people.

.

in weaith, peace, and Godlynes. Ibid. 122 b, In all tyme of

our tribulacion, in all tyme of our wealth. 1559 — Prayer
for Queen 12 Graunt her in health and wealthe longe to

liue. 1592 Sotiman fy Vers. v. i. 24 Vpon great affaires, Im-
portuning health and wealth of Soliman, His highnes by me
intreateth you. 1596 Shaks. Merck, k, v. 249, I once did

I lend my bJdie for thy wealth. 1596 Fitz-Geffrey Drake
(18S1) 104 And o long may wee have them, and enioy These

!

worthies to our wealth, and thine annoy. -

b. Gontrasted with ivoe, wandreth, care.

a 1300 Cursor M. 239S1 Wede o welth wil i namar, Cleth-
ing wil i me tak o care. C1330 R. IJrunse Citron, Wace
(Rolls) 2462 Wei be a-wey to wo bou [Fortune] strykes. 1357
Lay Folks' Catech. [T.) 433 Euenly to sofir the wele and
the wa, Welthe or wandretb, whethir so betides, a 1529

' Skelton Agst. Garnesche iv. 124 Wherfore in welthe be-
1 ware of woo. a 1542 Wyatt Ept'gr. xxiv. (1908) 5r, I trust

somtyme my harme may be my helth, Syns euery wo
j

is ioynid to some welth. a 1566 R. Edwards Damon -,

Pithias (1571) H iij b, In wealth a double ioye, in woe a
present stay, A sweete compagnion in eche state true Friend-
ship is alway.

C. Of the world, a country, town, community, its

people or members; hence (the common or public)

,
welfare. Cf. Commonwealth r, Public a. 2 a.

1390 GovfMCenf, Prol. 95 The world stod thannein alhis
welthe : Tho was the lif of man in helthe, Tho was plente, tho

1

was richesse. 1456 Cov. Leet Bk. 290 Your own souerayn
lorde Si kynge..Whome God. .preserve in good helthe. .to
this landys welthe ! 4:1470 Henry Wallace vnr. 1610 Was
neuir befor.. Sic welth and pes at anys in the land. 1490
Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 126 In divers matiers con-
cernyng the welth of the same Town. 1521 Cov. Leet Bk. 672
For the worship of the Cyteor the weltlieof the Craft, c 1530
L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 46 That the maker of the lawe apply
his hole studye to the welth of his subiectes. 1550 J. Coke
Eug. -V F'r. Heralds § 153 (1877) io1 Vou enpeche the welth
of marchaundise, pyllyng and robbyng the christen people.
1551 Robinson tr. Mare's Utopia 11. vi. (1895) 218 The in-

uentyon of feates, helpynge annye thynge to the aduantage
and wealthe of lyffe. 1553 Huloet, Wealthe of a com-
minaltye, bonum publicum, respubiica. 1557 North Cue-
uara's Diatl Pr. 454 He alwaies studied the wealth of his
people. 1607 in M. H. Peacock Hist. Wakefield Grammar
Sch. iv. (1892) 56 And when I shall knowe any t hinge, .that
..toucheth the welth or good order of this schole, I will call

my fellowe governours together.

d. An instance or kind of prosperity ; a felicity,

blessing. Chiefly pi.
The pi. is also used as in 3 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23432 O welthes mar mai na man tell,

ban haf to will o welth be well. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.
1319 For angles mans lyf clenses, and proves, And welthes
his lif trobles and droves, c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 86
Whi is bis world biloued bat fals is & veyn, Sipen bat hise
welbis ben so unserteyn ? 1523 Bernkrs Ptoiss. I. clxxxiL
88b/2 They sayd howe the noble men of the real me of
Fraunce, knyghtesand squyers shamed the realme.and that
itshuklebe a great welth to dystroy them all. 1548 Pattkn
Exped. Scot. Pief. d j b, Whyche shoulde be greatly for the
wealthes of vs bot he. 1560 Irish Act 2 Eliz. c. 5 § 1 That it

hath pleased God-. to preserue and keepe for vs and our
wealths your royal I Maiestie.-to raigne ouer vs. a 165a
Bro.mh Queen <V C. ill. ii, And show The Elder sort how to
improve Their Wealths by Neighbour-hood and Love.

t©. Used for : State, government (of a nation)

:

= \Vealj£.1 3 b. Obs. rare.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Misc. 'Tracts x. (16S3) 160 Julius

Caesar.. was once in mind to translate the Roman wealth
unto it [Troy J.

f2. Spiritual well-being. Often in the testa-

mentary phrase for the wealth of (ones) soul. Obs.
c 1400 Lay. Polks Mass-Bk. 30 (MS. F) And alle that hit

hereth to here soules helthe, '1 hu [Lordj help hem with thi
grace and thi welthe. c 14SP Godstow AV^.652 For the helthe
of her owne sowle and the welthe of her husbot.d. 1463 in
Somerset Med. li'ilts (1901) 201 And where as there can
nott be soo hasty recompense as nedid for the welth of my
soule therefore [etc.]. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill c. 2 § 1 Such
memorialles as they had ordeigned to be done for the welth
of their soules. 15*6 Pilgr. Pe>f. (\V. de W. 1531) iS It is all
thynges that necessary I y is requyred to the welthe and helthe
of mannes soule. 1537 Instit. Christen Man A 7, 1 Beleue..
that this Christe.. lined.. and.. suffred.. for our sakes, and
for our welthe. 1540 Hvrdr tr. Vives* Instr. Chr. Worn.
0540 76b, She. .procured both suche as was for the welthe
of his soule, and prepared holsome meatesfcr his body. 1553
Primer, Prayer Adversity V iij, As shal be moste metest
and agreable to thyne honor and glory & to my moste per-
fecte wealth and euerlastynge saluaciou.

3. Prosperity consisting in abundance of posses-
sions ;

' worldly goods ', valuable possessions, esp.
in great abundance ; riches, affluence.
In mod. uszwealth tends to be felt as a stronger term than

riches.

C1150 Gen. * Ex. 796 God gaf him ?or siluer and gold,
And htrd, and orf, and srud, and sat, Vn-achteled welde he
oor bi-gat. Ibid. 2374 Of alle egiptes weldhe best Gaf he is
bredere. * U75 Proi'. Alfred 382 Werldes welpe to wurmes
shal wurbien. 135a Minot Poems vii. 153 For here es welth
mogh to win, To make vs riche for euermore. a 1400-50
***** Alex. 35S2 Oure boundis ere barrayne and bare and
bine full of welth. 1447 Bokknham Seyutys, St. Faith 303
Alle these profers hye Of wurshyp welt or of dygnyte Wych
dacyan hym bycht he set not a stye. 1508 Ulnhar Tm*
Mariit Wemen 394 Quhen he bad warit all on me his welth,
Ct his substance Me thoght his wit wes all went away with

the laif. 1567 Gude $ Godlie />'. (S. T.S.I 51 For all this

warldis welth and gude, Can na thing ryche thy celsitude.

1570 Levins Manip. 59 6 Welth, abundantia rerttm. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 11. vii. 7 What art thou man. .That, .these
rich heapes of wealth doest hide apart From the worldes
eye? 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. I. ii. 13 lulia. What think'st
thou of the rich Mercatio! Ltuetta. Well of his wealth ;

but of himselfe, so, so. 1639 ). Clarke Parani. 99 Wealth
makes worship. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 722 When /Egypt
with Assyria strove In wealth and Iuxurie. 1701 De Foe
'Truebom ling. i. (1703] 13 Wealth, howsoever got, in England
makes Lords of Mechanicks, Gentlemen of Rakes. 1746
Francis tr. Hor. Epist. n. ii. 45 He..sack'd a royal Fort,
Replete with various Wealth. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
yni. xi, My female companion, .at first remonstrated against
it: but upon producing my wealth, she immediately con-
sented. 1770 Goldsm. Pes. I'M. 62 His best companions,
innocence and health ; And his best riches, ignorance of

wealth. 1796 II. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Study .\aM1799)
II. 577 There the man cf wealth would be instructed really
to practise virtue. 1809 Campbell Gertrude 11. xxiv, More
than all the wealth that loads the breeze, When Coromandel's
ships return from Indian seas. 1833 Tennyson Lady
Clara 61 In glowing health, wil h boundless wealth. 1840
Dickens OldC. Shop vii, Sole inheritor of the wealth of this

rich old hunks. 1861 M. Pattison Fss. (1S89) 1. 47 All this

material wealth aid splendour was of course in official con-
nexion with the Church.
personified. 1712 Budgell Sped. No. 506 ? 2, I have
somewhere met with a Fable that made Weaith the Father
of Love. 18x3 Byron Giaour 344 Alike must Wealth and
Poverty Pass needless and unheeded by.

f b. in plural, with reference to more than one
possessor. Obs.
c 1530 Berners Golden Bk. M. Aurel. (1536) 157 b, Many

leaue dyuers welthes that they haue in straunge landes, and
lyue straitly, for to lyue in their owne land. 1574 Mirr.
Mag. t Albanact Ixiii, To late you shall repent the act
When all myreatme, ai.d all your wealthes are sackt. 1650
Stai'vlton Strada's Low C. Wars 11. 48 He would be sup-
ported by the counsels and wealths of forrein Princes.

t C. pi. Things in w hich material riches consist

;

rich and costly goods or possessions ; luxuries. Obs.
1352 Minot Poems x. it In holl ban bai hided grete

welthes, . . Of gold and of siluer, of skarlet and grene. 1377
Langl. /'. PL I',, x. 83 \>e more he wynneth and welt welthes
& ricchesse. c 1400 Sege Melayne 801 The Bischcppe..
pyghte Pauylyons with niekill pryde, With wyne & welthes
at will. C1450 Holland Howlat S47 All thus thir hathillis

in hall heirly remanit, With all welthisat wiss, and worschipe
to vale. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia 1. (181,5) Io5
Lawes, whei by all men shoulde haue and enioye equall por-
tions of welthes and commodities.

d. Abundance of possessions or of valuable pro-
ducts, as characteristic of a people, country, or

region ; the collective riches of a people or country.
The phrase the weaith of nations had some currency be-

fore it was adopted by Adam Smith in the title of his famous
work ; but its early history i-; ob>cure.
1666 DttVDEN Ann. Mirab., To Duchess of York 20 The

Winds were hush'd, the Waves in tanks were cast .. : I hose,
yet uncertain on whose Sails to blow, These, where the
wealth of Nations ought to flow. 1667 Milton P. L. n. 2

High on a Throne of Royal State, which far Outshon the
wealth of Ormus and of Ind. a 1687 Petty Pol. Anat.
(1691) 35 "Lis suppose! that the Wealth of Ireland isabout the
h or

ft
of that of England. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 1. i. 126

Their Country's wealth our mightier Misers drain. 1739
C'tess Hartford Corr. (1805) IT 152 He declared that he
would rather live upon his small annuity all his days, than
marry a woman he did not previously love, though she
possessed the wealth of the Indies. 1752 Johnson Ran. bier
No. 202 r 6 To be poor, in the epic language, is only not
to command the wealth of nations. 1757 [BurkeJ Europ.
Settlem. Anier. vii. xxviii. 274 Our American colonies, .pour
in upon us a wealth of another kind.. from their fineries.
1776 A. Smith {title), An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
of the Wealth of Nations. 1778 Johnson 17 Apr. in Bos-well,
As the Spanish proverb says, ' He, who would bring home
the wealth of the Indies, must carry the wealth of the Indies
with him.' 1820 Kyron Mar. Pal. v. i. 14 A city which has
open'd India's wealth To Europe. 1858 A. Tkoli.oce Dr.
Thorn* xxy, Not for all the wealth of India would he have
given up his lamb to that young wolf.

e. said of a specific commodity as the chief source
of a country's riches. Also with defining word,
indicating a particular source.
1645 Sir R. WESTON Hush. Brabant (1652) 7 That Land is

natural to bear Flax, which is called the Wealth of Flanders.
1854 J. I>. Whitney {title), The Metallic Wealth of the
United States Described and Comj ared with that of other
Countries.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. ii. 257, I freely told you all the
wealth I had Kan in my vaines ; I was a Gentleman. Ibid.
in. v. 61 Yet more quarrelling with occasion, wilt thou shew
the whole wealth of thy wit m an instant, a 1627 Middle-
ton Witch 11. i, O honestie's a rare wealth in a woman, It

knowes no want. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis iv. 4£8 To Help
seems all his Lower, his Wealth to Give; To do much Good
his sole Prerogative. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 207 Beneath
him., he views. .To all delight of human sense expos'd..

Nature's whole wealth. 1675 Dkyden Aurmgz. in. (1676J

47 Whom Heav'n would ble.ss, from Pomp it will remove,

And make their wealth in privacy and Love. 1697 Collier
Ess. Mor. $ubj. 11. 158 These who come last [in die Roll of

Time], seem to enter with Advantage. They are born to

the Wealth of Antiquity, a 1771 GkaY Death Heel 9 He
ask'd no heaps of hoarded gold; Alone in Nature's wealth

array'd, He ask'd and had the lovely maid. i8ao Hazlitt

Leet. Dram. Lit. 12 There is no time more, .prolific of in-

tellectual wealth. 1868 T.T. Lynch Rivulet cxlix. iii. Ced. 3) (

Then darkening heavens disclose Their starry wealth.

f g. Condition with regard to riches or poverty
;

degree of wealtliiness. Obs.

1607 Dekkfk & Weiistf.r Nortlnv. Hoe 1. ii, It shall then
bee giuen out, that I 'me a Gentlewoman of such a birth, such
a wealth, ..and so foorth. 166a Petty 7 axes <r Contrib. 16



WEALTH.
Ignorance of the Number, Trade, and Wealth of the people,

is often the reason why the said people are needlesly troubled.

4. Economics. A collective term for those things

the abundant possession of which (by a person or

a community) constitutes riches, or ' wealth ' in the

popular sense.

There has been much controversy among economists as to

the precise extent of meaning in which the term should be
used. The definition that has been most widely accepted is

that of Mill (quot. 1848 below).

1821 Torrens Ess. Product. Wealth i. 3 When we say, a
man of wealth, the term implies quantity, and signifies an
abundance of the comforts and luxuries of life. But when
we say, agriculture is a source of wealth, the accessory idea

of quantity is not implied, and the term comprises the pro.

ducts of agriculture, whether they be raised from one acre

or from a million ; whether they are capable of subsisting an
individual, or a nation. 1825 Bentham Ration. Reward 237
All wealth is either the spontaneous production ofthe earth,

or the result of labour, employed in the cultivation of the

earth or upon the materials which it yields. 183a Ht.
Martineau Life in Wilds ii. 23 Whatever lives, or grows,

or can be produced, that is necessary or useful, or agreeable

to mankind, is wealth. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. Prel. Rem,
8 Money, being the instrument of an important public and
private purpose, is rightly regarded as wealth ; but every-

thing else which serves any human purpose, and which
nature does not afford gratuitously, is wealth also. Ibid. 9
To an individual, anything is wealth, which, though useless

in itself, er.abies him to claim from others a part of their

stock of things useful or pleasant. Take for instance, a
mortgage of a thousand pounds on a landed estate. This is

wealth to the person to whom it brings in a revenue. ..But
it is not wealth to the country; if the engagement were
annulled, the country would be neither poorer nor richer.

Ibid. 10 Wealth, then, maybe defined, all useful or agreeable
things which possess exchangeable value; or in other words,

all useful or agreeable things except those which can be
obtained, in the quantity desired, without labour or sacrifice.

1856 Frouob Hist. Eng. (1858) k i. 87 An attempt. .was
made to bring the production and distribution of wealth

under the moral rule of right and wrong. 1883 H. Sidgwick
Pol. Econ. 1. iii. 71 The wealth of any individual is con-

sidered to include all useful things—whether material things,

as food, clothes, houses, &c, or immaterial things as debts,

patents, copyrights, &c— which, .admit of being sold at a
certain price. This aggregate is suitably measured by its

exchange value; the common standard of value, money,
being taken for convenience' sake. 1891 Scrivf.nkr Fields

<r Cities xx. 194 The Companies Acts.. have not, and will

not, create wealth; it is not the function of law to create

wealth,—only to regulate its distribution. Weakh is created

. .by labour, igzo A. W. Kirkaldy Wealth 15 If this defini-

tion [Mill's] be accepted, the importance of abundance
disappears. Wealth may be a very small as well as a very
big thing. A single pin. .has exchange value, it is useful,

and is therefore wealth... So is a motor-car or a fine yacht or
an Atlantic liner.

5. Plenty, abundance, profusion (<?/*what is speci-

fied). Also, the condition of abounding in some-
tiling valuable.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 42 The
finh .quhair gret welth of Salmon te. 1816 Scott Old Mort,
xxxiii, And they hae walth o' beef, that's ae thing certain,

for here's a raw hide that has been about the hurdies o'

a

stot not half an hour syne. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Concl.

xxvi, Again the feast, the speech, . . the wealth Of words and
wit. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$ It. Note-bks. (1872) I. 48 This
wealth of silver, gold, and gems, that adorned the shrines of
the saints. 1874 Sayce Compar. Pliilol. vi. 217 The manj.
fold wealth of articulate speech. 1882 Rhys Celtic Brit. i.

21 There is no reason, however, to suppose that the great
wealth of the country in iron ore had been discovered by
Caesar's time. 1894 Conan Doyle Mem. Sherlock Holmes
218 With.. dark Italian eyes, and a wealth of deep black
hair.

6. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly objective and*obj.

gen. ) , as wealth-acquiring, 'bearing, -centre,

'Creation, -creator, -despising, setting, -maker,

-monger, -owner, -producing, -store, -worship,

-yield, -yielding \ instrumental, as wealth-elated,

-encumbered, -fraught ; f wealth boastingly adv.,

in a way that shows pride in wealth.
1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xviii. 346 T'he predominance

of 'wealth-acquiring immigrants. 1865 J. Macghecor AV3
Roy on Baltic (1867) 269 The mighty, *wealth-bearing
Thames, 1593 Nashe Christ's T. T 3, Nothing about them
but is *wealth-boastingly & elaborately beautified. 1890 ().

Crawfurd Round Calend. Portugal 19 The first stronghold
and "wealth-centre of this ancient kingdom. 1894 F. W.
Bain (title), On the Principle of *Wealth-creation. 1740

J. Dyer Ruins of Rome 330 Th' humble roof.. Of good
Evander, *wealthdespising king. 1801 Mrs. Robinson
Sylphid II. 149 (Jod.) The report, .awakened the jealousy
of the "wealth-elated baronet. 1844 Ld. Leigh Walks in
Country 79 A *wealth-encumber'd Peer. 1798 B. Johnson
Ort'g. Poems 30 "Wealth-fraught keels in safety cut the seas.

1904 R. T. Ely & Wicker Elem. Princ. Economics 3 Those
social phenomena that are due to the *wealth.getting and
wealth-using activities of man. 1899 Daily Tel. 11 Oct.
8/7 The "wealth-makers whom he always hated. 1654 Whit-
lock Zootomia 396 These are sawcy Truths to obtrude on the

Power-mongers, "Wealth-mongers, and Pleasure-mongers of
the World. a 1665 J. Goodwin Being filled ivitk the
Spirit xvii. (1670) 476 If the Question should be put to

all rich Wealth-mongers and Honour-mongers. 1896 Daily
Tel. 3 Feb. 4/7 The vast *wealth-producing industries of
the Rand. 1891 Meredith Invert. Achilles Poet. Wks.
(1912) 554 Thou mayest gather here plunder and "wealth-
store. 1850 Grote Greece it Ixvii. VIII. 540 Plato was not
the man to preach king-worship, or *wealth-worship, as

social or political remedies. 1877 Gladstone Glean. (1879)

I. 168 The wealth-worship which marks and deforms our
time. 191710th Cent. Dec. 1237 Its [sc. the ocean's] •wealth-

yield appears to be beyond words bounteous. 1888 Clodd
Creation iv. 30 Rich as are igneous rocks in *wealth-yielding

mineral veins and ores, they are. .destitute of fossils.

Wealthful(we*lbful),<z. "Now rare. [f.Wealth
+ -FUL.] Abounding in wealth; t happy (obs.),

rich, prosperous ; conducive to wealth, 7 Wealth-

ful of, abounding in.

13. . Cursor M. 641 (Gott.) pis is a stede of welthful wone.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. lviii. (1495) 509 Though
Flaundres be lityll in space yet it is welthfull of many
specyall thynges and good. Ibid. xvii. clvi. 707 In good
and fatte grounde growyth good eere in grete quantytee and
welthfull of greynes. 1447 Bokenam Seyntys, Christina 4
A cyte..Weldful and ful off weridly solas, c 1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 211 This man.. at ye sa welthfull mak. 1513
More A';'c/(. ///, Wks. 38/1 All is. .quiete, and likelie righte

wel to prosper in wealthful peace under youre coseyns. 1534— Com/, agst. Trib. HI. Wks. 1235/2 God hauynge manye
mancions, and al wonderfull wealthfull in his fathers house.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 20, 2 All things necessarie for

the wealthfull state of man. 1776 Mickle tr. Canteens'
Lusiad 464 Malacca's castled harbour here survey, The
wealthful seat foredoom'd of Lusian sway. 1883 Miss
Broughton Belinda m. vi, It is a lovely rain, . .healthful,

wealthful, beneficent.

Hence f Wea-lthfully adv., t Wea'lthfulness.
c 1450 tr. Boeth. de Consot. 1. met. viL, MS. Bodl. Auct. F.

3. 5, If. 220b, Gladnes in hauynge of worldely welthefulnes,

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 206 To leve ay in

welthfulnes. 1540 Hyrde tr. Vives
1

Instr. Chr. Worn, 11.

ii. (1592) N 8, To lead thy life wealthfully.

Wealthily (we'ljnli), adv. Now rare. Also
6-7 wealthely. [-ly 2.] In a wealthy manner.
1534 Whitinton Tullyes Officesu. (1540) 75 That pertayne

and avayle a man to lyue well and wel thy ly, 1551 Robinson
tr. More's Utopia 1. (1895) 105 All thynges be so well and
wealthelye ordered, that vertue is had in pryce and estima-

tyon. 1567 J. Sanford Ep'tctetus Epist. Aij b, That we should
be in feiicitie and leade our life both well and wealthilie.

1596 Smaks. Tain. Shr, 1, ii, 75, I come to wiue it wealthily

in Padua. 1614 S. Daniel Hymen's Tri. 11. i, And thus
they all vnhappy by that meanes Which they accompt would
bring all happinesse ; Most wealthely are plagu'd, with rich

distresse. 1658 W/wle Duty Man xiv. § 25 When out of an
eagerness of bestowing them wealthily, they force them to

marry utterly against their own inclinations, 1755 Johnson,
Richly, adv.,. .with riches; wealthily.

Wealthiness (we*lj>ines). Now rare, [f.

Wealthy a. + -XESS.] Wealthy quality or con-

dition ; wealth,

121513 Fabyan Chron, in. lvi. (1533) 20 This in tracte of

tyme made hyin welthy. And by meane of this welthynes
ensued pryde. 1535 Coyerdale Job xxi. 13 They spend their

dayes in weUhynesse; but sodenly they go downe to hell.

1536 Primer Eng. «y Lat. (Rouen) 144 b, Verely I saydein
my welthynes I shall neuermore be mouyd. 1567 Trial
Treasure D iv b, You shall wante no kinde of welthines.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. S.T.S.) I. 7 vtarg.,

The Welthines of fische in Scotland. 1747 Shenstone Let,

to Graves 21 Sept., I almost hate the idea of wealthiness as

much as the word.

Wealthless (wclj>les), a. rare. [f. Wealth +
-less.] Without wealth, having no money. In

quot. 1605 absol.

1605 A. Warren Poor Man's Pass. Bab, In vaine the
wealthlesse doe their wants repeat. 1799 Campbell Pleas.

Hope 11. 42 Barr'd from delight by Kate's untimely hand,

By wealthless lot, or pitiless command. 1886 A. Weir Hist.

Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 220 Wealthless maidens, .cut off

the ir.. locks in order to get a mite for the national cause.

t Wealthling. Obs. rare. [f. Wealth +
-LING *.] A wealthy wight,
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 147 Be there not

as vntoward poorelinges, as there be wanton wealthlinges?

1605 A. Warren Poor Man's Pass. etc. G 4, Wealthlings
suppose their parting peale they heare.

tWealthly, a. Obs. rare~l
. [f. Wealth +

-LY 1
.] Happy, delightful.

c 1460 Toiuneley Myst. i. 185 It is not good to be alone, to

walk here in this worthely wone, In all this welthly wyn.

Wealthy (we*lj>i), a. [f. Wealth + -y*.]

•f*l. Possessing well-being, happy, prosperous. Of
conditions of life : Comfortable, luxurious. Obs.

CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 222 Quhen hyre
chawmir wast saw he, quhare welthi wes scho wont to be.

1540 Hyrde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) X 2, If the

1
wife have skill to rule an house. .then shal al the manage
be more wealthy and fortunate. 1551 Robinson tr. More's
Utopia 11. ix. (1895) 301 A pleasaunt and a welthy lyuynge
[laittam ac splendidam vitam]. Ibid., [They] lyue so

wretched and miserable a lyfe, that the state and condition of

the labouring beastes maye seme muche better and welthier.

1563 W1N3ET Bk. Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 128 In our days the

samin wes abusit amang mony in idilnes and welthy lyfe.

f b. Of the body : Thriving (in phr. healthy and
wealthy). Obs.

1538 Starkey England 179 You schal see veray few of
sobur and temperat dyat, but they haue helthy and welthy
bodys.

c. dial. Of cattle: Well-fed.
1819 Brockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2). Hence in recent Diets.

2. Of persons: Having wealth or abundant means
at command; rich, opulent.
a 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 115 Charitedoob neuere wickidli

. .Neblowen is with pride thou^sche be welbi. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane'sComm. 118 Ryche and welthy marchauntes. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. ii. 37, I wil be married to a wealthy
Widdow, Ere three dayes passe. 1703 Dampikr I'oy. III.

i 58 Besides Merchants and others that Trade by Sea from
' this Port, here are other pretty Wealthy Men. 1781 Cowpeu

Expost. 419 The flocks and herds of wealthy Lot. 1807
Crabbe Par. Reg. in. 786 Come, surly John, thy wealthy

j
kinsman view. 1820 Scott Monast. 1, The donations of

I

land with which the King endowed these wealthy fraternities.

18*5 M cCllloch Pol. Econ. 1. 7 He is said to be wealthy,
according to the degree in which he can afford to command
those necessaries, conveniences and luxuries, which are not

WEALY.
the gifts of nature, but the products of human industry. 1848
Mill Pol. Econ. I. Prel. Rem. 8 To be wealthy is to have a
large stock of useful articles, or the means of purchasing
them. i86oRuskin Unto this Last iv. (1862) 126 Many of the
persons commonly considered wealthy, are in reality no more
wealthy than the locks of their own strong boxes are. 1881
* Rita ' My Lady Coquette i, The Mervyns are by no means
a wealthy family.
Prov. 1639 J. Clarke Partem. 91 Earely to bed and earely

to rise, makes a man healthy, wealth)-, and wise.
absol. c 1380 A ntecrist in Todd Three Treat. Wycli/{\Z%i)

131 Crist fedde be needy pore; & bei be riche & welbi.
c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1288 He sparith hem that
vnwelthy heer ben, And to be velthy dooth as bat ye seen.
1682 Dkyden Medal 183 The wise and wealthy love the
surest way. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 426 Meanwhile ye shall
not want. .what a wealthier than ourselves may send. 1890
R. H. Wrightson Sancta Respublica Romana 12 The
wealthy fled with their moveables.

3. Of a country, community, period, etc.

:

Prosperous, flourishing, thriving; commanding
riches.

c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <y Lint. Mou. xvi. (1885) 149 Yff the
kyng haue such a Counsell . . his lande shall . . be ryche and
welthy. 1538 Starkey England 88 Thys reame hath byn
callyd euer rych, and of al Chrystundome one of the most
welthys. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. Ixvi. 12 Thou broughtest
vs out in to a welthy place. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 38 A ci'tie maist welthie to name Inverlouth.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 700 The wealthy Abbay
of Fountaines. 1653 Milton Hirelings (1659) 12 Thus we see

that not only the excess of hire in wealthiest times, but also

(etc.]. 1827 Southey Renins. War II. xvi. 26 The southern
provinces, the most fertile and wealthiest of the kingdom.

4. In extended use : Rich in some possession or

advantage; plentifully furnished with something;
abundant, copious.
1601 Shaks. All's Wcllu. iii. 72, 1 am a simple Maide,and

therein wealthiest That I protest, I simply am a Maide.
1607 — Timon 11. ii. 197, I am wealthie in my Friends. 1608
B. Jonson Masque Ld. Haddington's Marr. Wks. (1616) 943
Loues wealthy croppe of kisses, a 1616— Epigr. Ixxxi. To
Proule, I will not show A line vnto thee, till..!' haue by
two good sufficient men, To be the wealthy witnesse of my
pen [after L. testis locuples]. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis I.

77 The mighty Oceans wealthy Caves, c 1645 Howell Lett.

\ 1. v. x.wii, Upon Dr. Davies Brittish Grammer. Twas a
tough task believe it, thus to tame A wilde and wealthy
language. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11. i. 184 And
with glad Harvests crown the wealthy Year. 1830 Tennyson
Madeline 1 1 Revealings deep and clear are thine Of wealthy
smiles. 1859 Ht. Martineau Biog. Sk. iv. ii. (1869) 283
The 'Kosmos' of Humboldt.. is wealthy in its facts, and
splendid in its generalizations. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D.
iii, By her side was a little girl., with a wealthy softness on
her, as if she must have her own way. 1887 Athenseum-xt
Dec. coo/i Mr, Foster., has rendered the wealthy coloration

and tonality of Walker with great judgment. 1905 Holman
Hunt Pre-Raphael. I. 145 The language of the painter

[Rossetti] was wealthy and polished.

t 5. Of great worth or value, valuable. Obs.

JS^S Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Copiostts, A great and wealthy
heritage. 1589 Greene: Menaplwn (Arb.) 47 My food the

pleasant Plaines of Aicadie and the wealthie riches of Flora.

1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido n. i. 360 Queene Dido.. for

Trovu sake, hath entertaind vs all, And clad vs in these

wealthie robes we weare. 1611 Chapman Iliad xvm. 313
Then they washt, and fild the mortall wound With weahhy
oyle, of nine yeares old. 161a in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1514)

Apr. 251 An assured trade that way. .will.. proove more
wealthy and beneficiall for this state then any other. 1652-62

Heylyn Costnogr. 11. (1682) 160 A wealthy race of sheep,

which bring forth young twice a year, and are shorn four

times. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 382 In divers

Islands they finde most wealthy Mines. 1715 P01 e Iliad

1. 217 Thine in each Conquest is the wealthy Prey. 1746
Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 11. iii. 335 An actor's son dissolv'd a
wealthy pearl. , In vinegar.

t Wealy, a. 1 Obs. Forms: I welis, -es,

wselis, weolis, 2-4 weli, 3 weoli, -eg, 4-5 wely,

6 Sc. velie. [OE. welig = OS. welag (MLG. and

MDu. welich, LG. and Du. welig luxuriant, rank,

wanton), OHG. welac :-\VGer. *welago-, i*wela-

WlAIiJ&lj see -y1.]

1. Wealthy, prosperous, happy.
BemvuI/2607 £emunde 3a ?a are, be he him aer for?eaf,

wicstede welisne Waejmundinga. c 893 Alfred Oros. iv. v.

(1883) 166 Sum \veli5 mon..se wxs haten Hanna. 11..

Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 540/6 Diues, weli. c 1205 Lay. 427
pa \\e0le3en & ba weaolen. Ibid. 13904 |'e bridde haehte

Woden pact is an weoli godd. a 1300 Cuisor M. 7879 Bot

oft be weliest o win Riue-liest bai fal in sin. Ibid. 9953 fan
was bar never suilk a hald, Ne nan welier in werld to wald.

c 1380 in Polit. Poems (Rolls) I. 267Suche annuels has made
thes frers, so wely and so gay, That ther may no possessionem

mayntene thair array.

2. In good condition, healthy.

13.. £. E. Allit. P. B. 1244 t'o pat byden wer so biten

with be bale hunger, fat on wyf hade ben worbe be welgest

fourre. c 1440 Ballad, on Hush, ml 266 The dawes diie &
scabbid, old, vnsely, Kitte al away, & kepe up that is wely.

3. Luxurious, self-indulgent.

1545 JOYE E.r/os. Dan. iv. 50 b, The peple of Israeli as

oft as thei wexed wealy and fatte as saith the song of Moses.

Ibid. v. 71 Let siche sewtr wealy rulers beware of a scden

fall, c 1590 J. Stewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 216 Sum vehe

var, Sum vickit, And Sum vaine.

Hence fWea-liness, lnxuriousness. Obs.

1545 Joye Expos. Dan. xi. 181 Therfore of pryde and

wealynes [he] gaue himselfe vp vnto his owne lustis. 1571

Golding Calvin on Ps. xxx. 7. 109 Hereuppon groweth

wealynesse of the flesh [hinc carnis lasciz-ia], that they

licentiously folow theyr owne lusts.

tWea"ly 2
, wee'ly, <?• Obs. Also 7 wealie,

weally. [Of obscure origin ; common in P. Hol-

land.] Of land: Unproductive, marshy, poor.



WEAMISH. 223 WEANLING.
1601 Holland Pliny xvn. viii. I. 506 If the ground be cold,

moist, and weely. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 203 This river

[Ex] hath his head and springeth first in a weely and barren
ground named Exmore. Ibid. 364 Flockes of sheepe long
necked and square of bulke and bone, by reason (as it is

commonly thought) of the wealiy and hilly situation of their

pasturage. 1610 Kolkingham Eeuo'igr. 1. x. 33 Sandy Marie
serues (for want of other) chiefely in cold moist and weely
grounds.

Weam(b : see Wame.
Weame, obs. form of Wame, Wem.
t Wea'mish, a. Obs. [? Variant of Queimish

a.] Squeamish.
1571 T. Fortescue Alexias Foresie 46 b, Wee in this Age

are colde and drie, of complexion none other or better then
Melancoly, angrye, weamishe [Fr. enuuyeuse], harde to

please and enuious. 1777 Horn Subsecivx (MS.) 462 (Eng.
Dial. Diet.) Weamish, squeamish.

Wean (win, w/n), sb. Sc. and dial. Also 9
ween, wain, wane. [A contraction of wee ane:
(see Wee a. and One), the full form still appear-

ing in the first group of quotations. In the north-

eastern Sc, counties the equivalent liltle ane has
similarly given /ill/an, littlen.'] A young child.
n. 1692 [see Wee a.\ 1721 Ramsay Poems I. Gloss. 397
Wean, or wee ane, a Child. 1755 Johnson s. v. Wee, In
Scotland it denotes small or little; as ivee ane, a little one,
or child. 1768 Ross Helenore 6 The name the wean [1789
weeane] gat, was Helenore. a 1774 Fergl'SSON Hallow-
Fair viii, Than there's sic yellowchin and din, Wi' wives
and wee-anes gablin.

&. i7*$Ramsav Gentle Sheph.u. iii,When Bessy Freetock's
chuffy-cheeked We'an To a Fairy turn'd. 1718 — Ana-
creontt'c on Love 8 A poor young Wean. 1786 Burns In-
ventory 52 Wi' weans I'm mair than weel contented, Heav'n
sent me ane mae than I wanted \ 1789 — To Dr. Blacklock
52 To make a happy fire-side clime To weans and wife,

That's the true pathos and sublime Of human life. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, iv, There was my daughter's wean,
little Eppie Daidle. 182a Galt Provost xxiv, The major
part were sailors' wives and weans. 1825 Brockett N. C.
Gloss., Weens, children. Little ones. l How are the weens? '

1826 J. Wilson Nodes Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 175 Returnin
back hame, the wife and weans were a' at the door. 1841
Barham Ingol. Leg., Nell Cook end, So bless the Queen
and her Royal Weans. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh
in. 927, I being but a yearling wean. 1887 P. M'Neill
Blawearie 85 Here comes that great grumpus crying like

a wane once more. 1900 Century Mag. Feb. 601, '2 But
poor Shamus he had a wife an' a congregation of wains on
his han's.

Wean (w/h), v. Forms : 1 wenian, 4-6 wone,
4-7 wain^e, wane, 5-7 wayn(e, weyn(e, 6
ween, 6-7 wein(e, weane, 6- wean. [OE.
wenian to accustom (once only, to wean), corre-

sponding to OFris. wennia, OS. wennian (MLG.,
MDu., mod.Du. wennen), OHG. wennen (MHG.
•zuenen, mod.G. -wohnen), ON. venja (Sw. vd'nj'a,

Da. vsenne) :—OTeut. *wanjan
t f. *wano- accus-

tomed (ON. van-r) ; cognate with ON. vane wk.
masc, custom, habit. For the Teut. root *wan-:
*wun-

t
to be accustomed, to dwell, see Wane *&*»,

Wone sb.%, Wont.
The OE. wenian occurs very frequently in the sense 'to

accustom ', but this use is not illustrated here, as it did not
survive into ME. The sense 'to wean (a child) ' was ordi-
narily expressed in OE. by dwenian (cf. G. entwShneh)^
and occasionally by gewenian.\

1. Irans, To accustom (a child or young animal)
to the loss of its mother's milk ; to cause to cease
to be suckled, a. with obj. a child.
C960 ./Ethelwold Bened. Rule \\\. 22 Asyld bu me, drih-

ten, mid biternesse lean, swa swa moder deb hyre bearne,
bonne hio hit fram hire breosta sesoce weneb. 13.. Hampole
Psalter exxx. 4 As a childe bat has nede to be on his modur
kne and fostird with hur mylke, perisch if he be wenyd
[earlier MS. spaned] & takyn fro mylke. 1382 Wvclif //os.
i. 8 And she wenyde hir [Vulg. et ablactavit earn] that was
With outen mercye. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. A'.vi. vi.

(Tollem._ MS.), The childe is propirly clepid ' puer ', when
he is wained from milke and departed from be breste. c 1425
Cursor M. 3018 (Trin.) Whenne he was wened {earlier texts
spaned] fro be pappe. 1:1440 Jacob's Well 231 Whan be
modyr wanyth here child, sche wetyth here tetys wyth sum
byttere thyng. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 522 1 Wene chylder
fro sokynge, ablaeto, clacto. c 1450 Mirk's Fes.'iat 16 Then
aftyr, when scho was wened, bay broght hur to be tempull.
1530 Palscr. 770/2, I wayne a chylde from soukyng, ye
senre. 1563-87 Foxe A. <fr M. (1596) 106/1 Before the child
that is borne be waned. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ y?il. I, isi. 24
Tis since the Earth-quake now eleuen yeares, And she was
wean'd. 1634 T. Johnson Parey'sChirurg. xxtv. xxiv. (1678)
554 If the child be weak, sickly, or feeble, he ought not to
be weaned, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts * Mon. (1642) 526
Untill shee be waynedj which must be at three yeers end,
shee shall remaine with you in her fathers house. 1652
Culpepper ling. Phys. 178 It is much used to dry up the
Milk in Womens breasts when they have weyned their chil-
dren.

_ 1789 Blxhan Dom. Med. (1790) 187 As soon as they
perceive their strength and appetite begin to fail, they
ought immediately to wean the child. 1888 Miss Braddon
Fatal Three 1. iii, His wife would return to him as soon as
Lady Castle-ConneH"s daughter was weaned.
absol. 1823 Byron Juan xu. xxi, Unless a man can calcu-

late his means Of feeding brats the moment his wife weans.
b. with obj. a young animal.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 34 Reynart..said thus..
Neuertheles yet was I vnto the tyme that I was wened
fro the tete, one [etc.]. 1485 in Descr. Catal. Ane. Deeds

.? u '•
359 W|ltiam a,ld Agnes to have the calves of them

and thei to be weynyd at the age of x. wekes. 1523-34
Fitzherb. Husb. § 39 It is tyme to wayne theyr lambes,
whaiine they be ,xvj. wekes old. Ibid. § 66 If thou waine

thy calues with hey it wyl make them haue great belyes.

1575 Fleming Virg. Bucol. 1. 2 Our Lambs new weined
from y8 dam. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 250. 1600 Sur-
flet Country Farm 1. v. 23 Adding to the end of these

great houses a little one, to Keepe calues in of both kindes,

which you haue wained. 1759 K. Hkown Compleat Farmer
22 The best time for weaning calves is from January to

May. 1846 Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 193 The meal
or flour mixed with milk.. is excellent food for weaning
calves. 1908 Wevman Wild Geese xviii. 282 The low of a
cow whose calf was being weaned.

c. in figurative context.

1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. x. (1633) 134 No doubt the
name and reputation thereof would have bin a spurre to

these erections, as nurses for babes to suck in, till they might
repaiie thither [sc. to the University] to be wained. 1584
Lvlv Cam/tis/e in. iv. 121 Reason [must] weane what appe-
tite noursed. 1592 tr. Junius on Rev. xii. 1 Yntil that time
wherin this Church were as it were weyned & taken away
from the breast or milk of her mother. 1866 Kingsley
Herein, xiv, I put my love out to nurse, instead of weaning it.

d. trans/.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. iv. 53 As Wormewood, rubbed
upon the nipple of a Nurses Teate, weanes the childe. 1618
W. Lawson New Orch. $ Card. xii. (1623) 41 The Tree
ouer-loden with fruit, and wanting sap to feed all she hath
brought forth, will waine all she cannot feed, like a woman
bringing forth moe children at once then she hath teats.

Ibid. xv. 51.

2. fig. To detach or alienate (a person, his de-

sires or affections) from some accustomed object

of pursuit or enjoyment ; to reconcile by degrees to

the privation of. something.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 81 b, By obedyence they

were wayned from this worlde. 1581 Pf.ttie tr. Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. (1586) 111. 157 If they thinke them fit to enter

into religion, the mother, who ought to haue cheefe charge
of them, must seeke to waine them from all worldlie vanities.

X596 Drayton Legends, Cro/rnt'e/l 187 When fust the wealthy
Netherlands me trayn'd, In wise Commerce. .And from my
Countrie carefully me wayn'd. 1607 Wai.kington Optic
Glass B 7 b, Hee must wisely defeate, and waine his appe-
tite of all such dainty morsels. 1608 Merry Devil Edmon-
ton 11. iii. 22 You are enioynd to waine your friendship

from mee. 1616 B. Jonson Every Man in H. 1. i, How
happie, yet, should I esteeme my selfe, Could I (by any
practise) weane the boy From one vaine course of studie, be
affects. 1670 T. Brooks London's Lament. 192 Luther was
a man weaned from the world ; and therefore when honours,
preferments, and riches were offered to him, he despised
them. 1741 Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 266 A long con-
tinuance of ill health has weaned me from the world. 1751
Smollett Per, Pickle Ixxxvi. He endeavoured to wean his

eyes from the fatal object. 1836 Dickens *S"£. Boz, Senti-

ment, I trust the plan I have devised will be effectual in

weaning my daughter from this absurd idea. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Set. (1857) L 22^ Mankind cannot be weaned
from the opinion. 1856 Merivale Rom. Evtp. xxxiii. (1865)
IV. 64 Already men's minds were becoming weaned from
positive belief in the concrete divinities of Olympus. 1876
Bridges Groivth ofLove xxxv, Few there be are wean'd from
earthly love. 1907 C. S. Parker Sir J. Graham I. i. 4 He .

.

strove with some success to wean his tenantry from thriftless

habits.

absol. 1850 Robertson Serin. Ser. in. viii. 108 The con-
sequences of sin are meant to wean from sin.

b. with away.
1891 F. H.Williams Atmanwiyo, I deliberately planned

to wean you away from Margaret. 1913 Woodrow Wilson
New Freedom ix. 203 If they refuse to be weaned away
from their independence they cannot continue to enjoy the
benefits extended to them.

c. refl.

«593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. iv, 17 And I the rather waine
me from dispaire For loue of Edwards Off-spring in my
wombe. c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. § 1. xlii, Before I wean
my self from Italy, a word or two touching the genius of
the Nation. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 27 f 2 Let us not stand
upon a Formal taking of Leave, but wean our selves from
them [sc, the allurements of the world], while we are in

the midst of them. 1725 Bolingbr, Let. to Swift 24 July,
If your heart tells you nothing, say nothing, that I may
take the hint, and wean myself from you by degrees. 1874
Green Short Hist. iii. § 4. 131 A love of secular learning
from which Edmund [Rich] found it hard to wean himself.

d. intr. for refl.

(-1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1885) I.

03 While she was weaning from the friends and places she
had so long conversed in. 1827 Hood Hero ft L. vi, Leander,
weaning from sweet Hero's side, Must leave a widow where
he found a bride.

f3. To dissuade (whether successfully or not).
1607 Scholast. Disc. agst. Antichrist 1. iii. 139 They

wayned the people from this hipocrisie by these reproofes
in vaine. 1621 Burton Attat. Met. Democr. to Rdr. 38 Tell
an Epicure, .of his irregular course, weine him from it a
little.

4. To remove or abate gradually (a desire, affec-

tion), rare.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 35 He weans
by Degrees his Longings after the Flesh-pots of Sodom.
1842 Sarah, Lady Lvttelton Corr. (1912) 327 The [baby]
Princess has exactly. .the same ' morbid ' love of one nur-
sery-maid, as Meriel has for you. That is to be weaned,
I think, by a little less fondling her yourself.

T 5. To train, accustom to (good habits). Obs.
[Not a survival of the OE. sense (see the etymology) ; the

use seems to have been developed from the notion of wean-
ing ' from the contrary evil.]

1579 Lodge Def. Plays 8 Weane thy selfe to wisedome,
and vse thy tallant in zeale not for enuie. 1579 Lvlv En-
phues (Arb.) 149 When the Father weaneth [later edd.
warneth] them to continencie, the flatterer allureth them to
lust. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxi, The Iewes by reason
of their long aboade in a place of continuall seruile toyle

could not suddainely be wained and drawne vnto contraric

offices without some strong impression of tenor.

Weanable (wrnabV, a. [1. Wean zvm- -able.]

Capable ol bein^ weaned.
1570 Levins Manip. 2/28 Weanable, ablactabihs. 1811

Ann. Reg., Chron. 94 The lambs are weanable when they
can thrive on the same food that the dam subsists on.

t Wean-calf. Obs. [f. Wean v.] A calf

newly weaned.
1618 Depos. Bk.Archd. Essex $ Colchester 66 b, Theie

was. .a custome within the parish of Elmsted..for ttierbage
of weane calues.. that the partie who weaned the said calues
should paie no tithe therof.

Weane, variant of Wane sb$
Weaned (w/'nd), ppl. a. [f. Wean v. + -ed*.]

In senses of the verb, lit. andJig.
c 1440 Promp. Parr: 522/1 Wenyd, as chylder fro sokynge,

abtactatus. 1535 Covekdale I's. exxxi. 2 My soule is euen
as a weened childe. 1620 Bkinslky Virg. Eel. iii. (1633)
35 '1'he wained kids. 1670 T. Brooks Lo/idon's Lament.
215 With what a weaned heart and cold affections do men
look upon all the pomp, state, bravery and glory of the
world, when [etc.]. 1836 C. Ukadi.ey Pract. Serm. 360 A
weaned heart is absolutely needful for you. 1837 Youaii
Sheep xv. 517 Many farmers are very fanciful as to the pro-
vision for the weaned lambs.

Hence Wea'nedness, spiritual detachment.
a 1617 1!avne F.ph. (1643) 278 Adorning this their age in

Christ, with graces correspondent, viz. experience, wisdome,
weaned ne SS9, all kinde of mortification. 1689 M anion Serm.
in. \. Life of Faith 23 The Spiritual life. .begets a holy
weanedness in us. 170a C. Mathkr Magn. Christi 1. iii.

132 An Example of. .Weanedness from the things of this

World. 1858 J. S.C.Abbott Heroines Fr, Revol. 215 Her
weanedness from the world. 1885 Spvrceon Treas. Dav.
Ps. exxxi. 2 Such weanedness from self springs from the
gentle humility declaied in the former verse.

Weanel v
w '~"nt^)' wennel„we*n'l). Now dial.

Forms : 5 weynelle, 6 weanell. weannel, "wen-
nell, 6, 8-9 wennel. 7- weanel. [I. Wean v. +
-el 2

.] An animal newly weaned, a weanling.
1488-9 in Rep. MSS. I.d. Midd/eton (Hist. MSS. Comm.

1911) 472, xv. weynelies, le pece ij s, viijd, 1557 Tlsskr
100 Points Husb. Ix.wii, Pinch weannels at no time of water
nor meate. 1573-80 — Husb. (187S) 61 Voong colts with thy
wennels together go serue. 1579 Si'ENSEKoV/f///. Cal. Sept.
19S A Lambe, or a Kidde, or a weanell wast. 1669 V\'dr-

udge Syst. Agric, I >ict. Rust., Weanel, a young Beast
newly weaned. 1787 Grose Prcv. Gloss., Wennel. 1879
Hertford Mercury Dec, Advt., 26 Home-bred Steers and
Sturks,..4 Weanels, 2 Down Calving Cows.
appositive. 1588 T/icoerifus' Idillia viii. A ij b, He pawne

a calfe, a wennell lambe laie thou to it.

Weaner (wrnaj). [f. Wean v. + -eh i.]

f 1. One who takes care of a young person. Obs.

1579 Lvi.v Euphucs (Arb.) 131 Plato .. admonished alt

nursses and weaners of youth, that they should {etc.].

2. A calf or lamb weaned during the current year.

(? Australian.) Cf. Weanver.
1881 Mrs. C. Praed Policy <y /'. I. 137 These are the

weaners to be looked after. 1890 ' R. Boldrkwood ' Cot.
Reformer xi, Wether, hogget, ewe, weaner. Ibid., You
won't have that weaner flock drafted before breakfast.

Weangeance, obs. Sc. form of Vengeance.

Weanie,weany (wrnr), dial. [dim. of Wean
sb* : see -IE, -Y 6

.] A very young child.

1785 Burns Scotch Drink xii, When skirlin weanies see the
light, Thou maks the gossips clatter bright. 1864 Blackmore
Clara Vaughan xxiv, The two weanies (big baby and little

baby) only attending for the sake of example. 1894 A. Rkiij
Songs Heatherland 103 Davie. .Mindit neebors' crawlin'
weanies.

Weaning (wring), vbl. sb. [-ing 1.] The
action of the vb. 'Wean ; an instance of this.

138a Wvclif Gen. xxi. 8 Abraham made a greet feest in the
day of the wanyng of hym. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 91 Mylke
of pere kyne fro be tyme of bB wenyng of be calues. 1610
Fletcher Faithf.Sheph. 1, Whose Lambs are ever last And
dye before their waining. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. r 1 1. 295
This from his Weaning, let him [the horse] well be taught.
1784 Cowper Tiroe. 557 This second weaning, needless as
it is, How does it lae'rate both your heart and his ! 1848
Dickens Dombey viii, A waiter's wife,., from within a day or
two of Paul's sharp weaning, had been engaged as his nurse.

1895 Meredith Amazing Marr. xxix, The time for the
weaning of the babe approached.

b. Comb, as weaning-feast , -time ; with sense ' in

process of weaning', as weaning calf child
}

colt,

lamb ; weaning-brash (see quot.).

1844 Dungi.ison Med. Lex. (ed. 4), Brash, "Weaning,. .A
severe form of diarrhcea, which supervenes at times on
weaning. 1598 in Lanes. $ Chesh. Wills (Chetham Soc.

1897) III. 8 To the children of John Holcrofte my best

*weaning calf. 1778 Reading Merc. <t Oxf. Gaz. 30 Nov.,
A weaning Bull Calf. 1844 Marryat Settlers in Canada
xxviii, He also took six weaning calves to bring up. i8ao

Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 110 Like 'weaning child that's

lost its rattle. 1913 E. Nesbit in New Witness 23 Jan. 369
The limbs of our weaning children You crushed in your mills

of power. 1533-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 135 If there be moche
grasse.than put in calues newly wained. .and also *wayn-

ynge coltes. 1896 Jessopp & James Life St. William of
Nonvich p. Ixv.The miracle which happened on his "wean-

ing-feast. 1697 Drydks Virg. Past. vu. 21 To house, and

feed by hand my 'weaning Lambs. 1577 B. Googe Heres-

bach's Husb. ill. 139 b, The Lambes . . must be well cherished

in their "weaning time with good pasture.

Weanling (w/nlin), sb. and a. Also 6 wayne-,

weyn-, wecliug, 6-7 wain(eling. [f. Wean
v. + -LING I.] A. sb. A young child or animal

newly weaned.
»53»-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII c. 9 5 1 Dmers persons, haue

vsed. .to kille yonge beastes, called waynelinges, steres,

bullockes, and besters, ofone or two yeres old. 1536 Primer,
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Compline (Ps. cxxxi. 2) K vlj, I am a weanlyngein very dede.

1550 .V
'hampton Crt, Leet R>c. (1905) 5 Yf any of them have

two kyne or wenlings. 1589 A. F. Virg. Bucol. 1. 2 The
tender weanlings of our sheepe. 1614 Rowlands Fooles Bolt
I) 2 b, Mens Children went not then to write and read As
etiery weanelmg now a dayes must do. 1655 Moufet &
Hexxkt Health's fm/>rov. via. 58 Calves are either Sucklings
or Wainlings. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Dec. (1744) 145
By this Stanza it seems as though he recommended the
Housing of Weanlings. 1883 O. W. HOLMES in Atlantic
Monthly Sept. 322 Is it a weanling's weakness for the pa.st

That . .Still keeps our gray old chapel's name of ' King's ' ?

1916 K. J. SaunokrS Adv. Chr. Soul 24 Akbar..shut up a
score of weanlings away from all contact with adults.

fig, 1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. L 4 b, The other
.starre here meant, is called Luciferum, Venus her owne
stane, to whom bawdes are wont to complaine, when they
were deceiued or robbed ofany of their sequestred weanlings.

B. adj. Recently weaned.
1637 Mil.ton Lycidas 46 As killing as the Canker to the

Rose, Or Taint-worm to the weanling Herds that graze.

a 1722 Lisle flush. (1757) 214, I doubted some weanling-
calves I had wanted water. 1726 Pons Odyss. xtx. 469
Hermes, . .Whose shrine with weanling lambs he wont to

load. 1869 Blackmore Loma I). Ixxv, Into the old farm-
house I tottered, like a weanling child.

fig. 1859 M (REDITU R. Feverel xxxi.v. That part of his

pa-toral duly he wisely leaves to weanling laymen. 1871
Swinburne Songs bej. Sunrise, Eve Rcvol. 57 Breasts that
bare Our fathers' generations, whereat lay The weanling
peoples and the tribes that were.

Weanscot, -scott, obs. forms of "Wainscot.
"Weany, variant of Weaxie, Weeny.
Weanyer (wrnyai), dial. Also 6 wanyer,
wayner, wenyer. [f. "Wean v, + -TKB, -ier I.]

A weanling. Cf. WEAKER 2. Also attrib.

1524 In:: in Surrey ArchxoL Collect. (iSSo) VII. 235 Itm
vii Wanyers price xxxiiii*. 1544 R. Broker //'///(Brit, Altis.

Acdit. MS. 24,925 If. 21 b), A heffer and ij wenyers of this
yere. 1884 //'. Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept., Advt., Two weanyers.
1902 Ox/. Times 28 Jane 2/3 Advt., A Weanyer Calf,

Weap(e, obs. ff. Weep v.

Weapon 'we'pon, we*p*n),j£. Forms : a. 1 wfie-

pen, wcep(e'n, w6pen, w«mn, 1-2 wospn, 2-3
Ortn. weepenn, 3-7 wepen, 4 wepene, -in, 4-5
wepne, 4-6 weppen, 5-6 wepun, wep(p)yn, 5-7
wepon, 5 weppon, weppun, ^vepen), 6 weapen,
6- "weapon

; p. 3 E. Anglian wopen ; north, and
Sc. 3-7 wapen, 4 wappen, vap(p)yn, 4-7 wapin,
5-6 wappin, wap(p^yn, 5 vappin, 5, 7 wappon,
6 wapon, vapon, vapin, vaupyn, waippin,
waipone, wapoune, 7 wapone. [Com. Teut.

:

OE. wspen neut = OKris. wepin, OS. wdpan
(MLG. wdpen, whence MHG. wdpen

y
wappen,

mod.G. wappen only in the sense of armorial bear-

ings), OHG. w&Jan (MHG. wafen neut., mod.G.
waffe fern.), ON. vdpn neut. (Sw. vapen t Da.
vaahen\ Goth. *wepn (pi. wepna) :—OTeut. *wiep-
no-m :—pre-Teut. *webno-tn. A parallel type
*weedno-m (:— pre-Teut. *wepn6-i}£) is supposed by
some scholars to be implied by certain rare forms in

various Teut. langs. : OHG. or OS. {f/ildebrands-

lied) lu&bnutn dat. pl.,OE. wa,mn,Q'S.z>dmn. Out-
side Teut. no probable cognates have been found.
The northern ME. wapen (later wappen) and the rare (E.

Anglian) wopen represent the OX. vdpn: cf. Wapentake,
Wappenshaw. The shortening of the long stressed vowel
in the first syllable is normal ; Ormin has still the OE.
quantity.
The pi. in OE. was normally identical in form with the

sing., but in the 10th and nth c. forms with final -w occur.
In Layamon C1205 the plural is usually wepnen, though
there are also examples of wepne and wapen. From the
beginning of the 14th c. the plural has in ordinary use been
formed with the suffix -{e)s; with regard to the occasional
uninflected plural see 1 b below.]

1. An instrument of any kind used in warfare or
in combat to attack and overcome an enemy.
a. Beowulf 1509 Swa he ne mihte no..waepna gewealdan.

Ibid. 1573 He-.waepen hafenade heard be hiltum. C930
O.E. Chron. an._ 917, & a-hreddon eall bast hie je-numen
haefdon, 4i eac hira horsa & hira wa;pna micelne dael. c 1205
Lav. 6424 Morpidus. .seouen hundred of-sloh and swemde
mi3 wepnen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 240 pe bet hiswepnen worpeo"
awei, him luste beon iwunded. c 1330 R. Brukne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 15518 When bey were waxen on elde, Armes
to bere, & wepne to welde. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. in. 304
Alle bat bereth baslarde, brode swerde or launce, Axe other
hachet or eny wepne ellis. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 34
With-outen wepene saue bis handes tweyne He slow and
al torente the leon. 1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle
471 A clod Ofeerthe, at your heedes to slynge or caste,
Were wepne ynow. c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.)Introd.
28/1 There wepyns is lange pykes and stones ther they
caste myghtly with. 1559 Mirr. Ma?., Dk. Suffolk xxi,
And sum with weapons would have layed on lode. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 322 Tisbest we stand vpon our guard..

:

let's draw our weapons. 1614 Ralegh Hist. World x. in.

§ 21. 579 The Battels of footcdrew neere together, .tilt

they were almost within a weapons cast. 1636 Massinger
Bash/. Lover 1. ii, In a cause like this, The Husbandman
would change his ploughing-irons To weapons of defence.
1697 Drydes Mneis v. 668 Fix'd in the Man the feather'd
Weapon stands. 1750 Gray Long Story 39 They hid their
armour And vetl'd their weapons bright and keen. 1821
Bvkon Sardanap. 11. i, My sword ! O fool, I wear no"

sword : here, fellow. Give me thy weapon. 1859 Dickens
T. Two Cities 1. v, Nothing was represented in a flourish,

ing condition, save tools and weapons. 1870 Emerson Soc.
A-Sotit., Eloquence (end), The Arabian warrior of fame, who
wore seventeen weapons in his belt. 1880 EncycL Brit.
XI. 278 The term 'small arms 'includes sporting and military

weapons carried by the shooter. 190a A. S. Hurd How
Navy is run Si There is a roar and a crash as the great 25-
ton weapon speaks.

/3. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 469 Wopen of wijte and tol of griff.

a 1300 Cursor AL 15722 Sperand suerd and mace bat bring,
And wapens ober maa. 1375 Barbour Pruce ix. 711 Thair
fayis thaim met vith vapnys bar. c 1470 Henry Wallace
I. 193 Wapynnys he bur, outhir gud suerd or knyff. c 1470
GoL <y Gaw. 461 With alkin wappyns. .that wes for were
wroght. 1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 96 Al the vaupynis and
armour of Scotland to be delyuerit to the inglismen. a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 194 All the
arteilzerrie. .with all maner of vaponis. 1650 J. Nicoll
Diary (Bann. Club) 28 Our Scottis army being all drowsie
..and many of thame thair horsses and wapines to seik.

t Proverb, a 1575 Pilkisgtos Expos. Neh. iv. (1585; 64 b,

A weapon boods peace, as the common saying is.

transf.{humorous'y) 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock in. 12S Just
then, Clarissa drew with templing grace A two-edg'd weapon
from her shining case. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xix, For
Cnadband. .can widd such weapons of the flesh as a knife

and fork, remarkably well. 1873 Tristram Moot v. 95 Those,
to him, novel weapons, a knife and fork.

fb. Down to the end of the 16th c, the plural,

when used in the collective sense = 'arms
1

, was
often identical in form with the sing. Obs.
C825 I'csp. Psalter xlv. 10 Bogan forbreste[o] & se-

bricea wepen [Vulg. arma). c 1200 Ormin 8187 & hise
cnihhtess alle imaeu Forb jjedenn wibb be bsere, Wibb heore
waepenn alle bun, Swa summ be33 sholidenn fihhtenn. c 1205
Lay. 499 Al bast wapmon-cun pa mihte beren wapen. c 1250
Gen. $ Ex. 32S3 Wepen, and srud, siluer, and gold, a 1300
Cursor M. 7572 pat all mai wit bat godd o might Sauues
noght man in wapen bright, c 1425 hug. Conq. Irel. xxi. 54
Out of wepne [v. r. wepyn], he was as redy to otheres byd-
dynge as other to hys. c 1450 in Kingsford Chron. Lond.
(1905) 137 And then ihe erll of Arondell sett gouernance in
that contre and tokynall wepyn from hem. t-1520 Barclay
Salust's Jugurth xl. 56 b, Their ennemies..lette them to go
to the castell of the towne where their armoure and wepyn
was. 1550 Hakisgtos tr. Cicero's Bk. Friendship (1562) 26
As if Coriolanus hadde anye freendes, whether they oughte
to haue borne weapon with hym agaynste their countrey.
1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglioue's Courtyer 1. (1900) 89 He was
forced to arise from bankettes and runne to weapon. 1585-6
Earl Leycester Corr. (Camden) 426 They doe make
reckoning of all ther vyttell, of ther armour, and wepon.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S. J 1 1. 363 Thair
myndes war sa in ydleset, and close fra weir and wapoune.

C. Jig.
c888 /Elfred Boeth, iii. § 1 Ic [Wisdom] wat \>&t \>u haefst

b«ra wspna to hia'-'Se forgiten be i c be xr sealde. a 1000
Guthlac 148 (Gr.) ^Cyrede hine ^eorne mid gaistHcum wa:p.
num. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 69 [God] 5eue us wepne for to
boren Mid gode werkes far us to weren. a 1200 Moral Ode
336 in O.E. Horn. I, Mid fasten and almesse.. Mid bo wepnen
pe god haued 3iuen alle mancunne. c 1200 Oumin 12485 pe
deofell comm to wundenn Crist purrh gluterrnessess warpenn.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 366 pe wepnen bet slowen him, bet weren
ure sunnen. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. u. v. (1495) 32
Angels ben callyd Smythes for they araye for vs ghostly
wepyn. 1561 T. Norton Calviu's Inst. m. (1634) 405 That
they, .should dedicate themselves to God,.. and their mem-
bers, weapons of righteousness to God. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
I '/, 1. iii. 61 His Champions, are the Prophets and Apostles,
His Weapons, holy Sawes of sacred Writ. 1605 — Lear 11.

iv. 280 And let not womens weapons, water drops, Staine
my mans cheeke's. 1718 Pope Iliad xx. 297 So voluble a
weapon is the tongue. 183a Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike
iv. 53 The first man who deserts the work., puts the weapon
of the law into the hands of our opponents. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 151 A consummate master of all the
weapons of controversy. 1864 Brvck Holy Rom. Emp. xv.

(1875) 253 The charge of heresy was one of the weapons
used with most effect against Frederick II. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 188 William was not slow to follow
with other weapons. His course was. .to seize the towns.

d. transf. Any part of the body (esp, of a bird

or beast) which is or may be used as a means of

attack or defence, as a claw, horn, tusk, or the like
;

in pi., the spurs of a game cock or hen.
(Cf. Arm sb.- 11, Armature 5.)

1635 Markham Pleas. Princes 43 Your [Game] Henne..
must be. .well tufted on the crowne, which shewes courage:
if shee have weapons she is better. 1749 Fielding 7mm
Jones 11. iv, Those weapons which she wore at the ends of
her fingers. 1823 'Jon Bee' Diet. 'Turf, Weapons^ in cock-
ing, the spurs appearing on hens or young cocks. 1914 A. S.

Woodward Guide Fossil Rcni. Man, Brit. Mus. Nat. Hist.

(1915) 5 Typical modern monkeys, with the canine teeth en-

larged into weapons.

t e. A soldier of a class distinguished by the

weapon he uses. Obs. ?-arer~l
.

159a Sm J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 12 Whilest the Piquers
and other weapons doo reduce themselues into foi me vnder
their Ensigues.

f. Used for : One skilled in the use of a weapon.
rare—1

. (?quasi-a/r//.)

185a Thackeray Esmond 11. vni, Blandford knows which
of us two is the best weapon. At small-sword, or back-sword,
. .1 can beat him.
2. Phrases.

+ a. To take weapon in nandx to take up arms.
1538 Stark tmEngland 79 In tyme ofwarr, hyt ys necessary

for our plowmen and laburarys of the cuntrey to take wepun
in hand. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. $ Cotnnnv. 573 Amurath
never tooke weapon in hand against this people, before he
understood.. that all Persia was in uprore.

b. At all, any weapons : with weapons of any
kind, f At the weapons of : with the weapons
used by . f To play one's prize{s at all, at

several, in all 7veapons : Jig. to use every or several

means to win one's contest (cf. Prize sb. 2 b).
1620, a 1670 [see Prize sb.2 b\ a 1656 Br. Hall Soliloquies

lxxv. Wks. 1662 III. 461 If the question be concerning some
scrupulous act to be done or omitted, now self-respect plays

its prizes at all weapons. 1760-72 H. P.rooke FcolofQual.
(1809} III. 97 At any weapons, against any odds I will prove
him a traitor. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. J, Juniper 11. 139
[He] said he was not a porter to fight with his fists; but would
give him. .satisfaction., at the weapons of a gentleman. 1831
James Phil. Augustus vi, He was. .expert at all weapons.

c. (To challenge, fight, beat, etc. an adversary)

at his own weapon or weapons, i. e. with such as

he is expert in. Chieflyy^.
1610 Marcei.lini Triumphs Jas. I 83 To deale and cope

with the envious and pertidioas malignity of these calum-
niators, even at their owne weapons. 1618 Bolton Florus
in. i. (1636) 163 Metellus,..fayning flight when he meant
nothing lesse, inatcht him at his own weapons. 1622 Mahiie
tr. Alemans Guzman d'Al/. IL. 145 That he should put
a full stoccado vpon me, and go brag when he had done,
that he had beaten a master of defence at his owne weapon.
1678 Cudworth Intelt. Syst. 12 We irrsist so much upon this

philosophy here,. . because, without the perfect knowledge of
tt, we cannot deal with the atheists at their own weapon.
1760 Foote Minorj. (1767) 11 You cockneys now beat us
suljurhians at our own weapons. 1781 C. Johnston Hist.

J. Jumper I. 51 This was truly foiling the Devil, at his own
weapons, c 1810 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1838; III. 239
Their undue predilection for Patristic learning and authority
. .originated in the wish to baffle the Papists at their own
weapons.

t 3. The penis. Obs.
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 265/33 Calamus, teors,

ba;t waepen, nel tin*. 1377 Langi.. /*. /'/. B. ix. 180 Whiles
pow art ,onge and bi wepne kene, Wreke be with wyuynge.

4. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as weapon-
elang, -crash, -point, -stroke; weapon-proof adj.;

objective, as weapon-maker, ~whetter ; also f wea-
pon-bearer = Akmouk-beabeb; -j* weapon-love,
love as a Weapon-salve; + weapon-man, one
skilled in the use of weapons ; weapon-smith
Hist., a forger or maker of weapons; weapon-
tool, a tool which could also be used as a weapon.
Also Weapon-salve.
1535 Coverdale / Sam. xlv. 1 Ionathas sayde vnto his lad

which was his *wapen. bearer : Come, let vs go ouer to the
Philistynes watch. ?i547 — Con/ut. Standish To Rdr., So
am 1 ready to do the same agaynst. .greate Goliath of Rome
and his weapen-ljearer. 1810 Scott Lady 0/Lake 111. xviii,

Then * weapon-clang, and martial call, Resounded through
the funeral hall. 1813 — Rokely v. xxxi, And *vveapon-crash
and maddening cry, Of those who kill, and those who die !

«i7H Ken Hymns Evaug. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 168 Thou
when the Sword went through her tender Heart, With
J
Weapon-love didst then anoint the Blade. 1915 Mary
Johnston Fortunes 0/ Garin xv. 239 Armourers and
*weapon-makers. 1635 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Bauish'd
Virg. 11. 90 Practising my selfe in. .imitating whatsoever I

had seene done by any judicious *weapon-man. 1814 Scott
Lord ofIsles vi. xxi, Each *weapon-pohit is downward sent,

Each warrior to the ground is bent. 1870 Bryant Iliad xxi.

699, 1 cannot think That he is *weapon-proof. 1849 Kemble
Saxons in ling. 11. vii. II. 306 The heroical *weapon-smith
on the one hand, and on the other the poor professors of such
rude arts as the homestead cannot do without. 1908 Ex-
positorSeyt. 265 The settled weapon-smiths of ancient Egypt
. .were quite a different class from the nomad clans of tin-

smiths and coppersmiths. 1870 Buyast Iliad xi.471 Lightly
falls the *weapon-stroke Of an unwarlike weakling. 1861

W. R. Wilde Catal. Antiq. Anhn. Materials R. Ir. Acad.
360 Weapons and *Weapon Tools. 1585 Higins Junius'
NomcncL 519/2 Samiarii,..* weapon whetters.

Weapon (wepsn, we'p'n), v. Now rare exc.

in pa. pple. : see Weafoned. Forms : a. 1 wetp-

nian, waemnian, 3 wepnen, wepnie-n, wepni,
5 weppen, wepen, 6 wepon, 6- weapon ; 0. £.
Anglian 3 wop(e)nen; north. 4 wapne. [OE.
wxpnian, f. wsepen Weapon sb. ; cf. OHG. w6ffa~
nen

f
-dn (MHG. wafenen. wafenen, mod.G. xvaff-

nen), also MHG. wapenen (mod.G. wappnen, to

clothe in armour), ON. vapna.~\ trans. To furnish

with weapons or a weapon; to arm.
c xooo jElfric Gram. xix. (Z.) 122 Armor ic eom gewa^p-

nod, armo te ic wa^pni^e &e. c 1205 Lay. 8644 He seide

forS rihtes : wepned eow cnihtes. Ibid. 8655 He wepnede his

cnihtes and ^arewede heom to fehten. c 14*5 Eng. Conq.
Ireland v. 16 Ne shamefully ne didde hym to flight, bot

euer mor he was I-lich redy to weppen and to defend hym-
self. 1535 Coverdai-e / Mace. xiv. 32 Then Synion with-

stode them, and. .weapened the valeaunt men of his people.

1591 Sir J. Smith Instruct. (1505) 217 Allsortes of souldiours

may presentlicarme and weapon themselues in warrelike

manner.

t>. fig-
c 1000 ./Elfric Horn. I. 72 He mid rodetacne his mu<5 and

ealne his lichaman ^ewaepnode. a 1225 Juliana 43 Hwer
se we eauer iseo^ mon oder wummon eani god biginnen ;

we wepnio us a3ein ham. 1593 Nashe Christ's 'P. D 3, A
great many more allegations hath hee to thys end, which

heere to recite were to weapon presumption.

Hence Wea*poning vbl. sb.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 3 b, And as they doo

mistake the conuenient arming of horsemen and footmen,

so they also mistake the weaponing of them.

Weaponed (we-pand), pa. pple. and ppl. a.

[f. Weapon v. and sb. -f -ed m 2.

OE. had wspned male (cf. Weapon sb. 3).]

Furnished with weapons or a weapon ; armed.

(a) c 1000 JElfkic N. T. (Gr.) 18/19 He com ba £ewa:mnod

aiiaa O.E. Chron. {Laud MS.) an. 992, Hi., ban scip

£enamon eall sewKpnod & ?;ewa:dod. c 1x50 Gen. fy Ex
3373 Wopeued he ben a-gen israel. 135a Minot Poems iv.

39 Hebroght folk, .pat ful welewapnid were. 1387 Trevisa

Higden VII. 359, 1 and bow be here allone, iliche wel i-horsed

and i-wepened. c 1450 in Kingsford Chron. Lond. £1905) 136

And all this tyme chorlys of Normandy weren wepond, and

born harnes. 1600 Looke about You C4, You see I am
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weapned. . He stab them come there twenty, a 1652 Brome
Queenes Exch. 11. iii, They are three sturdy knaves and
strongly weapon'd. 1813 Scott Rokeby v. xxxii, For
they were weaponed, and prepared Their mistress on her

way to guard, a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open Air L

(1863) 8, I was weaponed with a staff, should brute or biped
uncourteous dispute our way. 1907 M cCarthy Needles fy

Pins xx, You shall be well clad, well weaponed, well horsed.

(6) c ikwOrmin 10225 Pc cnihhtess waerenn wsepnedd folic.

£1150 Gen. fy Ex. 2479 Wei wopnede men. c 1425 Eug.
Conq. Ireland 10 Robert. .sette the bowmen for to wer the

fight of the kernels, and turned the wepned men to fill be

diches. 1535 Coverdale Prov. vi. n Necessite [shall come
to us] like a wapened man. 1603 T. Wale in Lismore Papers
Ser. 11. (1887) I. 65 There should be two hundreth weaponed
men put into amies by the cytt'ie. 1680 C. Nesse Church
Hist. 372 In the st^ht and despight of sixty weaponed wit-

nesses. 1798 W.Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843^ I. 219
The weapon'd slaves of tyranny. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr.
Hist. 76 Her weaponed children's moan Of stifled rage in-

voking vengeance.

b. quasi-//irr.

1685 H. More Illustr. Daniel tic. 344 He alone is said to

ride weaponed, viz. with a Sword coming out of his mouth.
176a tr. Busching's Syst.Geog.V . 413 A griffin gules, crowded
Or and weaponed, in a field azure.

o. fig.
nzoo Ormin 677 Whas itt iss patt wacpnedd iss Wibb

fulle trowwJ>e o Criste. 1548 Udall etc. Erastn. Par.
Luke xxi. 5-11 Great pestilences. .shal.. consume a mightie
great noumbre of people in sort as though the aire were
armed & weaponed to doe vengeaunce vpon the euil sort. 1563
Shute Archit. 3 b, Yf a man myght be parfaict in al these

sciences as were Aristarchus, . . Architas, [etc.].. (for alt

these were strongely weaponed with al these sciences before

rehersed). 1616 J. Hayward Sand. Troub. Souli. iii. (1620)

10, 1 was come to a greater staiednesse, . . I was warned, I was
weaponed ; I was instructed, I was encouraged. 1839 J.
Stkrling Poems 156 The scathed and haggard face of will,

And look so strong with weaponed thought. 1844 Emerson*
Ess. xx. Wks. (Bonn) I. 249 We are amphibious creatures,

weaponed for two elements, having two sets of faculties,

the particular and the catholic, i860 — Cond. Life vi.

ibid. II. 408 In all the encounters that have yet chanced, I

have not been weaponed for that particular occasion, and
have been historically beaten. 1916 Edin. Eev. July 15
'Responsible Government '. .may also be found incompat-
ible with that kind of weaponed and sentinelled peace that
will follow the conflict.

d. trans/. (Cf. Weapon sb. 1 d, 3.)

1577 IS. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. 126 It [the ass] is

a woonderful Coltishe beast, & vnreasonably weapned [L.

animal mire salax, fy Pro corporis portionc vtembrosius\
1643 Milton Divorce 2 Yet they shall, so they be but found
suitably weapon'd to the lest possibilitie of sensuall enjoy-
ment, be made, spight of antipathy, to fadge together. 1810
Sol'tAky Kehama xvi. xiii, His mouth, from ear to ear,

Weapon'd with triple teeth, extended wide.

Weaponless (we- panics), a. [f. Weapon sb.

+ -less.] a. Without weapons or a weapon ; un-

armed.
a 1000 in Napier OS. Glosses L 724 Inermes quosque, .1.

sine armis, .i. uniuersos, jehwylce wa^penlease. c xooo
i^LFRic Saints* Lives xxix. 175 Wundor-lic godes gifu ba:t

bam wspenleasan menn ne mihton ba wjelhreowan mid
wapnum wio-standan. 1390 Gower Cow/? III. 181 He sette

a lawe for the pes, That non, but he be wepneles, Schal come
into the conseil hous. c 1430 Lybcaus Disc. 366 Hyt wer
greet vylanye To do a knyght to deye Wepeneles yn place.

1548 Udall etc. Erastn. Par. Mark vi. 6-9 He sent them
out weapcnlesse, le^te that mans aydes shoufde chalenge any
thing in this heauenly busynesse. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. v.

14 Soone as the knight she there by her did spy, Standing
with emptie hands all weaponlesse. 1641 Earl Monm. tr.

Biondi's Civil IVars v. 140 The defendants being suffered to
depart away weaponlesse. 1671 Milton Samson 130 [He]
Ran on embattelld Armies clad in Iron, And weaponless
himself, Made Arms ridiculous. 1795S0UTHEY Joan ofArc
11. 100 Here the poor captives, weaponless and bound, Saw
their stern victors draw again the sword. i8zo Bvron Mar.
Pal. in. ii. 95 A lone, unguarded, weaponless old man. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 399 Take my sword, and leave
me weaponless. 1895 Scully Kafir Stories 96 Naked and
weaponless fugitives from the Tonga and other tribes.

fig. 1639 Rutherford Let. to Mar, M*Naught 17 Nov.,
Lett. (1891) 45 My Captain, Christ, hath said, I must fight
and overcome the world, and with a weak, spoiled, weapon-
less devil. 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 32 God will not war
with a weaponless devil.

b. trans/. Of an animal: Without natural means
of attack or defence.

1537 Coveroale Expos. Ps. xxii A viij b, Loke how lytle
a naturall shepe can kepe, gyde, rule, saue or defende it selfe

agaynst daunger and mysfortune (for it is a feble and wapen-
lesse beast). 1644 J. Strickland Immanuel 6 Dennes or
burroughes where weaponlesse creatures find shelter when
they are hunted. 1666 J. Smith Old Age 58 That audacious
Carper at the works of God (who complained that other
Creatures had naturally a defence given, and man only left

weaponless).

o. Not containing a weapon.
1863 Thornbury True as Steel 1 1 1. 327 ' What a poor soldier
ami ' said the Ritter. .looking down to his weaponless belt.

"Weaponry (we-panri). rare. [f. Weapon sb.

+ -iu\] Weapons collectively.

1844 iV. Brit. Rev. I. 143 The armour of our ancient halls,
the weaponry, the device. 1875 Talmace Old Wells 269
Look over the weaponry of olden times—javelins, battle-
axe s [etc.].

t Weapon-salve. 06s. [Cf. G. zoajinsa/be.]
An ointment superstitiously believed to heal a
WOUftd by sympathetic agency when applied to the
weapon by wbicli the wound was made.
1631 W.Foster {title), Hoplocrisma-Spongus; or, A Sponge

to wipe away the Weapon-Salve. .wherein is proved, that
the Cure late.taken up amongst us, by applying the Salve to
the Weapon, is Magical! and unlawfull. 1633 Hart Dietqf

Vou X,

Diseased 1 11. xxx. 373 Cures, .supposed to have been per-

formed by the weapon-salve, a 1646 J. Gregory Fosthuma^
Serm. etc. (1649) 63 The Principal Ingredient of the weapon-
Salv, is the Moss of a dead ManVskul. 1670 Dryden
Tempest v. i, Anoint the Sword which piere'd him with this

Weapon-Salve, and wrap it close from air till I h.ive time to

visit him again. 1830 Scott Demonol. vi. 191 The effects of
healing by the weapon-salve.

fig- i659Stii.lingfl, {titles Irenlcum. A Weapon-salve for

the Churches Wounds. 1679 Alsop Melius Inq. Pref., The
Title raised me on tip-toes to see. .that famous Weapon-salve
which might consolidate the Churches bleeding wounds.

Weapon-s;c)haw, -shawing, -showing :

see Wappkns(c)haw, -s(c)hawing.
Weapontack, -tage, obs. ff. Wapentake.
Wear (we*j), sb. Also 5 were, 6-7 weare,
7-8 ware. [f. Wear vX\

I. 1. The action of wearing or carrying on the

person (an article of clothing, an ornament, a

watch, sword, or the like) ; the condition or fact

of being worn or carried upon the person.

1464 Rolls cfPartt. V. 567/2 The best and lightest Tymbre
to make of Patyns and Ciogges, and moost esiest for the

were of all estate. 16.. Bell my Wiffe 26 in Percy Fol.

MS. II. 323 My cloake itt was a verry good cloake, it bath
beene alwayes good to the weare. 1713 Steele Guardian
No. 170 P 16 'Tis a Demonstration, that they have more
[Woollen Goods] than is sufficient for their own Wear. 1716

J. Perry State Russia 74 The wear of Furs is a great

Fashion in China. 1757 [Burke] Europ. Scitlem. Amcr.
vii. v. II. 161, I have seen cloths made there, which, .were

, .as far as I could judge, superior for the ordinary wear of
country people, to any thing we make in England. 1818
Min. Evid. Committee Ribbon Weavers 178 Every one who
visits Fiance brings over some [articles of manufactured
silk] for their own wear. 1903 R. Barr Over Border 1. vi.

66 His costume.. hung, loosely unfitting, about a frame that

had. become gaunt since its wear began. 1912 Daily Graphic
31 Dec. 13/2 A charming coat for restaurant wear.

b. The worse /or wear : deteriorated through

wearing. (Cf. Wearing vbl. sb.l 2.)

1782 Cow per Gilpin 183 A hat not much the worse for

wear. 1840 ' Ocida ' Moths I. ii. 32 The statuette, .never
seemed the worse for wear.

f c. Use, the using or making use (of a utensil).

1571 Aldeburgh Rec. in N. <y Q. 12th Ser. VII. 185/1 For
ye wear of a kettil and a trevet xiid

.

2. Phr, To be in wear. a. Of an article of cloth-

ing, an ornament, etc. : To be actually on the person
of the wearer ; also, to be (still) habitually worn by
a person, not to have been discarded. Similarly

(of a person), to have in wear. b. Of a kind or

style of garment, etc. : To be worn by people

generally ; to be in vogue or fashion. Similarly,

to come into wear.
1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. III. 106

Sophia, do you know patches are coming into wear again ?

1799 Washington Lett, Writ. 1893 XIV. 150 If there are any
handsome cockades (but not whimsically foolish) in wear,.

.

I should be glad if they were sent with the eagles fixed

thereon. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. w. it. (1849) 92 Several
gigantic knee-buckles of massy silver are still in wear, that
made gallant display in the days of the patriarchs of Com-
munipaw. 1851-6X Maviiew Lond. Labour II. 33/1 If there
be any part of silk in a dress not suitable for any of these

purposes itis wasted, or what isaccounted wasted, although
it may have been in wear for years. 1855 Dickens Hotly-
Tree i, The lesser roadside Inns of Italy; where all the
dirty clothes in the house (not in wear) are always lying in

your anteroom.
Jig. X704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spi'r. Misc. (1711) 274
Now, Sir, to proceed after the Method in present Wear.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xix, Assuredly that shield and
buckler of Britannia are not in present wear.

3. What one wears or should wear ; the thing or

things worn or proper to be worn at a particular

time or in certain circumstances.
1570 \ .ambardf, Peramb. A~ent(i$j6) 12 Makers of coloured

woollen clothes, .from whome is drawne. .sufficient stoare

to furnishe the weare of the best sort of our owne nation,

1581 A. Hall Iliad x. 180 And without crest or plume at

all bis morian on [be] doth pull, Of bullish hyde, a yong
mans weare, men do it call a scul. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. 1. iv, A mo. Your ribband too do's most gracefully, in

troth. A so. Tis the most gentile, and receiu'd weare now,
sir. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11, vii. 34 Motley's the onely
weare. 161 1 — Wint. T. iv. iv.327 Will you buy. .Any Silke,

any Thred, any Toyes for your head Of the news't and
fins't, fins't weare-a. 1619 Fletcher Knt. Malta 11. i,

What's in that pack there? 1 Sold. 'Tis English Cloth.

Nor. That's a good wear indeed, Both strong, and rich.

x6.. Cleveland News/r. Newcastle 130 Wks. (1687) 290
Our Wear's plain Out-side, but is richly lin'd. 1688 Holme
Armoury 111. 257/2 It is a wear amongst little Children with
us to this day. 1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. II. 166 A par-
ticular kind of flowered and striped lawns, which are a cheap
and fashionable wear. 1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XXXI II. 229 It has occasionally been questioned whether
hats or turbans were the prevailing wear, i860 Thackeray
Round. Papers, Ribbons (1876) 18 The Great Duke's theory
was.. that for common people your plain coat without stars
and ribbons, was the most sensible wear. 1865 in G. Hill
Hist. Dress (1893) II. 261 Little insects of all kinds, espe-
cially flies, are good wear in bonnets. 1885 Manch. Exam.
5 June 5/6 Their cotton gowns are much cooler wear in the
broiling weather of the present week than the warm Welsh
woollens. 190a Times 29 July 11/3 The makers.. are fairly

well supplied with orders, men's wear excepted.

b. trans/, axi&fig.
1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. in. ii. 78 Clo. I hope Sir, your

good Worship wil be my baile? Luc. No indeed wil I not
I'ompey, it is not the wear. 174a Young Nt. Th. v. 829
Hence burly corpulence Is his familiar wear, and sleek dis-

guise. X847 L. Hunt Men, Women, % B, I. xiv. 232 Meeting

one day with a lovely face that bad flaxen locks about it f

we thought for a good while after, that flaxen was your
only wear. 1876 C. L. Smith Tassds Jerus. Delivered in,

vii. Each from his head removes the bauble there Of silk or
gold,.. Each doffs too from his heart its haughty wear.

4. a. Capacity for being worn or for further

advantageous use.

1699 Hover Royal Die/., Eng.-Fr. s, v., A fituff of good
Wear, uue Etojfe d\uu bon use. 1881 Punch 26 Feb. 94/1
The shoe that has still wear in it. 1901 Ai.ldridge Sheroro
xxviii. 339 The native-made cloths, .of never-ending wear.

b. Advantage of continued wearing.
1836 [Hooton] Bilberry Thurland ii. I. 35, I've had more

wear out of this one waistcoat, than any hafe dozen agen.

II. 5. The process or condition of being worn
or gradually reduced in bulk or impaired in quality

by continued use, friction, attrition, exposure to

atmospheric or other natural destructive agencies
;

loss or diminution of substance or deterioration of

quality due to these causes.

1729 [T. Trior] Observ. Coin (1856) 30$ This Scarcity will

be farther increased by the Wear of Silver Coins, which has
lessened their Weights considerably. 1730 Conduitt Ob.
serv. Coins (1774) 51 The telling money on wood, especially
with a mixture of sand, very much encreases the wear. 1791
SmEATON Edystone L. § 321, I then saw the coast was in a
state of wear. 1797 Monthly Mag. 1 1 1. 546 The foundation
should be covered to the depth that is necessary to sustain
the wear to which the road is subject. 1869 F. Koms Iron fy

Steel Mann/. 90 The saw, not being constantly in use, is

driven by an independent engine to save the wear of its

bearings. 189: Flower Horse iii. 115 The shape of the
table alters as the wear of the tooih proceeds. 1894 A. M.
Bell in Jml. Anthro}. Inst. XXIII. 273 So also with
surface finds ; if they possess definite characteristics of form,
of wear, of weather,, .of position when found, each of which
places them in a class by themselves.

b. trans/ and_/5gv
1882 Spurceon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 20. VI. 51 They [sc.

desires for holiness) cause a wear of heart, a straining of
the mind. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 311 Those who
..are already showing signs of wear in their nervous
systems.

6. Wear and tear, wearing or damage due to

ordinary usage ; deterioration in the condition of a

thing through constant use or service. Also ^less

usual) tear and wear : see Tear s6. 2 i.

1666 Pepys Diary 29 Sept., The wages, victuals, wear and
tear, cast by the medium of the men, will come to above
^3,000,000. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 119 Wear
and tear of Ground-Tackle. 1699 Luttrell Brief'Ret. IV.

595 Allowing 4I. a man per mensem for ware and tear, charge
of the ordnance included. 1702 SAVery Miner's Friend
64 A Work, .that cost forty-two shillings per diem, .besides
Ware and Tare of Engines. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv.

ix. (1869) II. 249 The wear and tear of the implements of
husbandry. 1835 Markvat J. Faithful i, A pair of shoesh/ul i, A p

for the we
: that she took out of them. 1839 StoKSHOUSB Axho'.me 46
I

It is difficult to calculate the daily wear and tear of four
1 horses, straining through the thick mud, breaking the gears,

;
and almost pulling the waggon to pieces. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Wordbk., Wearand Tear, the decay and deteriora-

tion of the hull, spars, sails, ropes, and other stores of a ship

]
in the course of a voyage. 1868 Stanley Westm. Abo.

!
(ed.2) 508 The wear-and-tear of four centuries, .bad rendered

' this venerable building quite unfit for its purpose. 1902

, Act 2 Ediv. I'll c. 42 § 7 (d), Such damage as the local au-

thority consider to be clue to fair wear and tear in the use
of any room in the school house.

b. trans/ and fig.
1678 Butler Hud.wi. i. 1182 That in return would pay

(

th'expence, The Wear-and-tear of Conscience, 1775 John-
, son in Boswcll (1791) I. 515 You are not to wonder at that

;

no man's face has had more wear and tear. 1806 J. Hekls-
ford Miseries Hum. Life ii. § 31 There is not a whit less

I

wear and tear to the nerves. 1828 Macaulay Ess.,Hallam
\ (1897) 89 Mr. Hallam.. scarcely makes a sufficient allowance

for the wear and tear which honesty almost necessaiily sus-

tains in the friction ofpolitical life. 1848 Dickens Dombey
• xxv, Unequal to the wear and tear of daily life, as he had
I often professed himself to be. x88x M. Arnold Ess. Crit.

J_ Ser. 11. vi. (1888) 166 Nay, I doubt whether his [Shelley's]

1

delightful Essays and Letters, .will not resist the wear and
!

tear of time better, .than his poetry.

7. Pugilism. (See quota.)
18:9 Sporting Mag. N. S. III. 231 It was who should stay

I
upon the wear-out game in the rain the longest. 1832 /'.

Fgan's B&. Sports 45/1 Bravo, Neal—he must win it—he
- has too much wear-and-tear for Gaynor.

III. 8. The anterior surface of the lower part

of the mouth of a carpenter's plane.

185. Tomlinsons Cycl. Useful Arts II. 318/2 The narrow
opening between the face of the iron and the line nt iv' is

termed the mouth of the plane; the line m iv' is called the

ivear: the angle between the mouth and the wear should be

. as small as possible, so that as the sole wears away,.. the

i

rnouth may not be too muth enlarged.

Wear (wc»j), v. 1 Pa. t. wore (w5»j)
;
pa. pple.

worn (w^jn). Forms : I werian, 3-4 werie,

werye, 3-5 north, wer, 3-7 were, 4 weri, 4-6

wher(e, g weyr(e, wheer, 5-6 weer(e, 5-8

(chiefly Sc.) weir, 6 wayre, Sc. weire, veir, veyr,

6-7 weare, waire, 7 ware, (8 wair), 6- wear.

Pa. t. a. 1-5 werede, 3 weorede, 4-5 wered, -id,

werd>, I
weryd(e, werryde, -id, veryd, Sc.

weritj -yt, weiret, 6 weard, 8 weared. £. 4-6

were, 4-5 wer, weyr, Sc. war,wour, 5-6 .SV. woir,

£-7 ware, 6 weer, weare, wayre, waare, warre,

woore, Sc. wair, woiire, 6-7 woare, 6- wore.

Pa. pple. a. 1-5 wered, 4 (y)werd, 5 werid, -yd,

Sc. -it, werde, werede. P. 5 woryn, 5-8 worne,
29



WEAR. 226 WEAR.
6 woren, Sc. vorne, 6-8, 9 dial, wore, 5- worn.
[A Com. Tent, weak yd. (wanting in Frisian, LG.,
Du., Sw., Da., and mod. Norw.) : OE. werian cor-

responds to OHG. werjan, werjen to clothe, ON.
verja to clothe, also to invest, lay out (money : see

Ware t^. 2), Goth, was/an to clothe (also in comb.
gawasjan to clothe, andwasjan to unclothe,

strip) :—OTeut. *waz/an (? and *wasjan), f. Teut.

root *was-, whence Goth, tvasti fern., garment,
MHG. wester fem., christening robe ; ablaut variant

of OTeut. and Indogermanic *wes~, whence ON.
vesl neut., cloak, L. vestis garment, Gr. kwvvau (:

—

*wesnu~) to clothe, fcoOrjs, koQ-fjs raiment, Skr. vas

to clothe, vasman neut., a cover, garment, vasana
neut., vastra neut., clothing.
The change from the weak to the strong conjugation, due

to the analogy of verbs like swear, dear, tear, seems to have
begun in the 14th c, but is rare before the 16th. In OE.
the pa. pple, /orworen occurs once, along with the regular
forwercd, as a gloss to decrepita (Napier OE. Gt, i. 2109),
and in The Ruined City 7 we should probably read form
worene gelorene for theforweorone geleorcne of the MS.]

I. 'To carry appendant to the body' (J.).

1. trans. To carry or bear on one's body or on
some member of it, for covering, warmth, ornament,
etc. ; to be dressed in ; to be covered or decked
with ; to have on.

1:893 Alfred Oros. iv. ix. (1883) 190 Paet nan oper ne
moste gyldenne bring werian, buton lie aebeles cynnes wsere.
c 1205 Lav. 17695 He weorede ane burne. f 11905/, Patrick
506 in S. E. Leg, 214 Ech werede clobes of be en-taile bat
heo wereden on eorbe here. 13.. Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 1928
He were a bleaunt of blwe, bat "bradde to be erbe. c 1386
Chaucer Souire's T. 139 If hire lust it [sc. this ring] for to
were Vp on hir thombe or in hir purs it here. c\$$oMirk's
P'estial 197 He.,werd be her next to hys flesch. C1470
Henry Wallace 111. 84 Gude souir weide dayly on him he
wour. 1526 I'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 72 Though be
ware the hubit of religyon, yet his herte was in the worlde,
X S35 Coverdale i Mace, xi. 58 To weere a colar of golde.

1590 Tarltons Newes Purgatorie 35 A crewe of men that
woare Baye garlands on their heads. 1601, 1696 (see Truss
sb.^ 4]. 1657 Howell Londinop. 319 These [Irons] he [sc. a
prisoner] ware from Thursday till Sunday. 1707 J. Stevens
tr. Qurvedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 355 Wearing Watches in
their Pockets. 1721 Berkeley /'res. Ruin Gt. Brit.
Wks, III. 199 More fine linen is wore in Great Britain than
in any other country. 1857 W. A. Butler Nothing to wear
19 Miss M c FIimsey. .The last time we met, was in utter
despair, Because she had nothing whatever to wear I 1879
Harlan Eyesight \\. 78 In Germany, .it has long been impos-
sible to fill the ranks of the army without allowing soldiers
to wear glasses. 1902 J. Buchan Watcher by Threshold 289
He wears the same clothes for years. 1913 M. Roberts Salt
ofSea ix. 215 His ears had been pierced for earrings, though
he wore none.

fig' x697 Drvden Virg. Past. iv. 30 Each common Bush
shall Syrian Roses wear. 1859 FitzGerald Omar xviii,

Every Hyacinth the Garden wears.

b. To dress oneself habitually or at a particular

season in (a material, garment) of a particular sort

or fashion. Also in passive, of the material or gar-

ment.
a 1225 Ancf. R. 418 Nexst flesbe ne schal mon wer'ien no

ltnene clor). c 1250 Doomsday 28 in O. E. Misc. 164 Moni
of bisse riche bat wereden foh and grei. a 1300 Cursor M.
mta He. .wered nober wol ne line. 13.. Sir Orfeo 241
(Sisam) He bat hadde vwerd be fowe and griis. c 1449 Pe-
cock Rcpr. v. xii. 543 The habitis, whiche. .ben assigned to
be worn of the religiose persoones. 1516 LifecfSt. Bridget
in Myrr. our Ladye lii, She weer euer rough & sharpe
wolen cloth. 1535 Covekdale 2 Sam. xiii. 18 Soch gar.
mentes wayre y« kynges dotighters whyle they were virgins.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxv. § 1 The Church.. suffereth
mourning apparell to bee worne. 1785 Geo. A. Bellamy
Apol. I II. 50 Brown rateen, which at that time was much
wore.

^ 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lii, When the Court
went into mourning, she always wore black, i860 O. W.
Holmes Pro/. Breakf-t. vii. n6 She wears her trains very
long, as the great ladies do in Europe, a 1891 R. W. Bar-
bour Thoughts (1900) 66 Wearing scarlet is a badge of being
in the Queen's service.

fig. 1896 A, E. Housmam Shropshire Lad ii, Loveliest of
trees, the cherry now.. stands about the woodland ride
Wearing white for Eastertide.

t c. with on or upon adv. (= on one's person;
cf. have on, put on). Obs.
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 564 A chapelet, so semly oon
Ne werede ncuer mayde vpon. c 1386 — Wife's Prol. 559,
I . . wered vpon my gaye scarlet gytes. 1387 Trevisa ///>•
den I. 239 ]>is victor hym self schulde were on Iupiter his
cote. 1567 Harman Caveat 62 A lytle whystell of syluer
that his mother dyd vse customablye to weare on. 1570
Levins Manip. 209/43 To Weare on,/erre. 1579-80 North
Plutarch, Aristides (1595) 364 He weareth on a purple
coloured coate.

d. said of an animal.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking d iii, The bellis that yowre

hawke shall wheer looke in any wise that thay be not to
heuy ouer hir power to weyr. 1579 W. Wilkinson Ccn/ut.
Paw. Love 13 b, A ring of gold . . ceaseth not to be a ryng
of gold though a swine weare it.

fe. absol. To dress, be clad (in a specified

fashion). Obs. rare.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 4 pet teche<5 al hu me schal beren him

wiSuten, hu eten, drincken, werien, liggen, slepen, wakien.
1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 28 They walkinge and wearlnge
in that common place agreable to there caullinge and state.

f. inlr, (for passive) = to be worn ; to be the
fashion.

1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 172 Virginitie like an olde
Courtier, weares her cap out of fashion,, .iust like the brooch

and the toothpick, which were not now. i888Quiller-Couch
in Echoes fr. Ox/. Mag. (1890) 105 Are 'hems' wearing?

2. trans. To bear or carry (arms, also a stick or

cane), f Hence, to display (a heraldic charge) on
one's shield.

c 1000 Canons of'AZlfric xxx, Ne preost ..wiepna newer! se.

1375 Barbour Brucei. 355 The byschop. .gert him wer His
knyvys, forouch him to scher. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3872
He was the sterynneste in stoure that euer stele werryde.

1456 Sir G. Have Law ofArmys (S.T.S.) 276 Than will he
declare the armes that all princis and nobleis andothir
gentillis aw to were, and of thair colouris and discripciouns.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 15 To Davn Willm Boxforde my
knyves that I veryd niyselfe. 1535 Coverdale / Chron. vi.

iS Soch as were fightingemen, which wayreshylde&swerde,
and coulde bende thebowe. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicho-
lays Voy. 1. xvii. 19 b, [They had] sworne, at no time after

to wear armes against the Turkish nation. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 131 marg. note, The ryd
lyon he weires in his armes. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. i. 2 Weare
thy good Rapier bare, and put it home. 1690 in Nairue
Peerage Ev'ui. (1874)26 The said Lord William Murray is.,

to . . bear and wear the armes and cognizance of the house and
family of Nairne. 1749 Chesterf. Lett, to Son 27 Sept.,

His cane (if unfortunately he wears one) is at perpetual war
with every cup of tea or coffee he drinks. 177S Sheridan
Duenna in. vii, You shall know that I have a brother who
wears a sword. 1819 D. B. Warden Acc. U.S. III. 219
Both sexes, .wear an umbrella in all seasons. 1847 Mrs. A.

K.krr tr. Ranke's Hist. Servia 270 Their small arms, which
they had formerly been permitted to wear.

j* b. To use, employ, handle. Obs.
a 1400 Nominale (Skeat) 138 F\emme\ vse nose et criuere.

W[oman] weruth seue and riddell. c 1440 Alphabet of"Pales

367 He offerd vnto hym.. a grete porcion of syluer vessell,

& bad hym were bairn for his sake.

3. To allow (one's hair, beard) to grow in a speci-

fied fashion, or as opposed to shaving or to the use

of a wig.
ciioo 0. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1056 Leofgar..se werede

his kenepas on his preosthade o55a:t he was biscop. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 1. xx. 124 Noone wommen weriden thanne eny
lynnen or silken keuercheefis, but weriden her open heer.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 55 Speake seldome, and
weare a long beard. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 158 The
Clearke wil nere weare haire on's face that had it. 1624
Capt. J. Smith Virginia 3 The women weare their haire

long on both sides. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 407 Many of them
have abandoned their Country to preserve their liberty of

wearing their Hair. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xxx, Be so

good as to inform me, if the fellow wore his own red hair.

180a Wordsw. Resol. fy Independ. viii, The oldest man he
seem'd that ever wore grey hairs. 1841 Dickens Barn.
Rudge 1, He wore his own dark hair. 186a Queen's Regul.
Naval Service 336 The Officers, Petty Officers, and Seamen
of the Fleet are not to wear moustaches or beards. 1905 H. G.
Wells Kipps 11. ii. § 1 She wore her hair in a knob behind.

4. Phrases {Ht, and^/%-

.).

a. To wear a crown, diadem, mitre, palm, the

purple, etc. : to hold the dignity or office of which
the ornament is a symbol.
C893 Alfred Oros. vi. xxx. (1883) 280 \>xt hie woldon pa

onwaldas forla^tan, & ba purpuran alecgan ba hie weredon.
138a Wyclif / Esdras iii. 2 King Dane made a gret soper

. . to alle that wereden \v.r. werden] purper. c 1393 Chaucer
Gentilesse 7 At were he mytre, croune or dyademe. c 1470
Three Fifteenth-C. Chron. (Camden) 4 He was the fyrst

kynge bat ever wered crowne of golde in this londe. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 6 The last That wore the Imperiall Dia-
dem of Rome. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, 111. i. 31 Vneasie lyes the
Head, that weares a Crowne. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii.

Wks. VIII. 274 It is the power of winning that palm which
ensures our wearing it. 1849 MACAULAY.//;jf. Eng. I. ii. 205
Degrading that crown which it was probable that he would
himself one day wear. 1895 ' H. S. Merriman ' Sowers \, He
[the Emperor] is a gentleman, although he has the mis-
fortune to wear the purple.

f b. To wear the hom{s : to be a cuckold. Obs.

c 1530 Ilyckescorner 706 And, knyght of the halter, my
fader ware an home. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. ii. 14 Take
thou no scorne to weare the home. 163a Sir T. Hawkins
Mathieus Unhappy Prosperitie 98 By reason he was old,

and without children, . . his wife should doe well to make him
weare the home. 1639 J. Clarke Pawn. 328 The good
wife weares the breeches, the good man the homes.

f 0. To wearpapers : (of an offender) To have
a note of one's offence fastened on one's back or

head. Obs.

a 1589-1588: see Paper sb. 7 b.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 1 Sone after were appre-
hended diuerse called promoters, .of the whiche, the moste
part ware papers, and stoode on the Pillorie. 155a Huloet,
Weare a paper for some infamye or offence, coHlantidio[xead
catomidio]. 1560-1 Machyn Diary (Camden) 250 They ware
paper a-pon ther hedes for pergure. 1616 Breton Good $
Bad 14 Lest when the Law indeede laies them open, in
steade of carrying papers in their hands, they weare not
papers on their heads.

d. To wear one's arm in a scarf or sling : to

support it thus when injured. To wear one's heart
upon ones sleeve : see Heart sb. 54 f.

1597, 1600 [see Scarf sb. 1
4]. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's

Trav. 27 My companion was so bruised, that he wore his
arm in a scarf for two months after. 1787 Boyer Did.
Royal II. s.v. Sling, To wear one's Arm in a Sling, Porter
le bras en icharpe. 1794 [see Sling sb.2 3 cj.

e. To wear the breeches : see Breech sb. 2. To
wear yellow hose (or breeches)-, see Yellow a. 2.

To wear the willow : see Willow.
i6a3 Massiscer Dk. Milan iv. ii, If I were The Duke.. I

should weare yellow breeches.

ff. slang. (See quots.) Obs.
181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. s.v. Bands, To wear the

bands, is to be hungry, or short of food for any length of

time. Ibid. s. v. Wear it, to wear it upon a person, (meaning
to wear a nose, or a conk,) is synonymous with nosing, conk-
ing, splitting, or coming it.

5. Of a ship (or its commander) : To fly (a flag,

colours).

t Formerly also, to carry (a mast).
I558_ in W. G. Perrin Brit. Flags (1922) 88 Mr. Broke,

Captaine of the reed Gallie, who is apointed to ware the
flagge of vize Admyrall for this present Jorney. 1575 Flem-
ing Virg. Bucol. iv. 12 No shyp that weares a maste, Shal
make exchaunge of wares. 1627 J. Smith SeaGram. xiii.62
Any ship., where hc.resideth. ., is to weare his flag in the
inaine top. 1666 Lond.Gaz. No. 82/1 Thirteen French Gat-
lies, wearing Swedes Colors. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5359/1
The Czar on board his Ship wears the Distinction of Vice-
Admiral of theBlue. 1803 in Nicolas Dnp. Nelson (1845)
V.287 note, Saint George's Ensigns are to be worn by every
Ship in Action. x86a Queens Regul. Naval Service 17 The
Admiral of the Fleet, and the Admirals of the Red, White,
and Blue, shall wear their proper Flag. 1881 Macgeorge
Flags 73 The other [pendant] is worn at the mast-head of
all armed vessels in the employ of the government of a
British colony.

6. trans/. To bear or possess as a member or

part of the body.
1513 Douglas JEneis vm. Prol. 156 Quhy the corn hes the

caff, And kow werisclufe. 1591 G. Fletcher RusseCommw.
iii. 10 b, The fish that weareth it [the ' fishe tooth '] is called
a Morse. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 214 Who knowes not
where a Waspe does weare bis sting? In his taile. 1600 —
A. V. L, 11. i. 14 Sweet are the vsts of aduersitie Which like

the toad, ougly and venemous, Weares yet a precious lewell
in his head. 1614 Ralegh Hist. World Pref. D 2, Luery
man weares but his owne skin. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel.
Democr. to Rdr. 34 To see a man to weare his braines in

his belly, his guts in his head. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg,
iv. 531 Two Golden Horns on his large Front he wears.
a 1731 Prior Turtle $ Sparrow 132 All that wear Feathers
first or last, Must one Day perch on Charon's Mast. 1794
Godwin Caleb Williams 47, I wilt not put my estate to

nurse to you, nor to the best he that wears a head. 1847
H. Miller First Impr. Eng. xvii. (i£6i) 215 Fish that wear
an armature of bone outside. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lili, Steyne wore the scar to bis dying day.

7. To exhibit or present (a particular look, ex-

pression, appearance, etc.).

161 1 Shaks. IVint. T.i. ii. 344 With a countenance ascleare
As Friendship wearesat Feasts. 1669 Drvden Tyrannic
Love \. i, When an action does two faces wear. 1749 Field-
ing Tom Jones xi. vii, He now assumed a carriage to me so
very different from what he had lately worn. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar W. iii, The world now began to wear a different
aspect. 1840 R. H. Dana B<f. Mast xviii. 48 There every-
thing wore the appearance ot a holiday. 1841 Thackeray
Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xi, Both wore very long faces. 1870
Disraeli Lothair xli. 211 The countenance of Lord St. Al.
degonde wore a rueful expression.

8. In various Jig. uses: To carry about with one
in one's heart, mind, or memory ; to have as a

quality or attribute ; to bear (a name, title).

^
a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 47 Let Aeneas be worne

in the tablet of your memory. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado I. i.

75 He weares his faith but as the fashion of his hat, it euer
changes with y e next block. 160a — Ham. 111. ii. 77 Giue
me that man, That is not Passions Slaue.and 1 will weare him
In my hearts Core. 1605 — Macb. u. u. 65 My Hands are
of your colour: but I shame To weare a Heart so white.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. 191 Suffragan of Nottingham, (the

last I beleeve who wore that title). 1668 Davenant Man's
the Masters. \, He did wear your Brother in his bosome as
his dearest Friend. 1777 Thicknesse Journ. EVance (1789)
I.348 'Roach; an unfortunate name !

' said he;— 'but, as

it is my name, 1 will wear it.' 1827 in Scott Chron. Canon-
gate Introd. App., He was vain of the cognomen which he
had now worn for eight years. 1848 Classical Museum V.
382 The dithyramb wore the same character as Pindar's
a6\a. 1884 Christian Commw. 21 Feb. 439/1 Those who
wear His name.

b. To possess and enjoy as one's own. Chiefly

in phr. to win and wear (a lady as one's wife).

The lit. reference may have been to a favour won in the

tilt, or to a king's crown (cf. Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 222),

1573 G. Harvey Letter Bk. (Camden) 114 Thou hast woone
her—weare her. 1588 Greene Pandosto (1607) G j, Melia-
grus is a Knight that hath wonne me by loue, and none but
he shall weare me. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 82 Win me
and weare me, let-him answere me. 1611 — Cymb. 1. iv. 96
You may weare her in title yours. i6ai Fletcher Wild-
gcose Chase 11. i, Win 'em, and wear 'em, I give up my in-

terest. X748 Richardson Clarissa III. 350, I, who have
won the gold, am only fit to wear it. 1847 Mahryat £"/*//<'>.

N. Forest xxvii, As for his daughter, .you have yet to ' win
her and wear her ', as the saying is.

II. To waste, damage, or destroy by use.

9. To waste and impair (a material) gradually by

use or attrition. ? Primarily with clothes as obj. —
to damage them by ordinary wearing.
Perh. originally short for Forwear, which is found earlier.

138a Wyclif Josh. ix. 13 Clothis and shoon . . for the length

of lenger weye ben to troden, and almeest wered. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. iii. (1495) 469 Waters dygge
and weer the nesshe partes of the erthe. c 1400 Master of
Game (MS. Digby 182) xxiv (end), Whan his tuskes aboue
beth..ywered of pe neyther tuskes. ( 1440 Promp. Parv.

522/2 Weryn, or vson, as clothys and other thyngys, vehro.

1539 Tcst.Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 89 Ifany of the said housholde

stuf be worne or gone, then she to be resonablie recompensed.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 45 How it chaunced, that the

philosophiers did frette and weare the threshboldes of riche

mennes houses. 1579 Spenskk Sheph. Cal. Oct. 8, I haue

pyped erst so long with payne, That all mine Oten reedes

bene rent and wore. 1610 Holland Camden*s Brit. (1637)

752 All the letters beside. .are so worne and gone, that they

could not be read. 1611 Bible Ecclus. vi. 36 Let thy foote

weare [i>cTpifSeTu>] the steps of his doore. 1717 Pope Eloisa

19 Ye rugged rocks, which holy knees have worn ! 1764 J.

Ferguson Led. 47 When the stone is considerably wore,
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and become light, the mill mu<t be fed slowly. 1849 M.
Arnold forsaken Merman 74 We climb'd on the graves, on
the stones worn with rains. 1855 Bohn Ray's Prov. eic. 339
Constant dropping wears the stone. 1871 L. P. Meredith
Teeth 1 ia When the teeth are crowded too closely together,

they. .wear one another. 1898 ' H. S. Merriman' Rodents

Corner iv. 33 The house, .is of dark red brick with facings

of stone, long since worn by wind and weather.

absol, 1478 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 212 He
sal defend the watyr at it were na ferrar in, eftir vale and

quantyte of his land.

b. with intensifying adv., as away, down, off, out.

1538 Elyot Diet. Addit., Contero, to weare out with occu-

pienge. 1561 in fuuentaires de la Royne Descosse (Banna-

tyne Club) 33 Ane auld cannabie of grene serge worne away
and brokin. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 4 Her lockes..Grew

all afore, . . But all behind was bald, and worne away. 1600

Faikfax Tasso xviii. xxi, Downe fell the bridge, swelled the

streame, and weard The worke away. 1647 in Verney Mem.
(1907) I. 373 All the linnen is quite worne out. 1674 Bovle
Corfusc. Philos. 28 Such an attrition, as wears off the edges

ana points. 1676 J. Smith Art ofPainting xvii. 75 Too fre-

quent operations in this kind must needs wear off a little of
the Colours. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia v. viii, Never sweep
a room out of use; only wears out brooms for nothing. 1835
T. Mitchell Acharn. ofAristoph. 620 note, The metaphor
is derived from a flute, the mouth-piece of which is worn
out. i9itL.YKLLElem.Geol. (ed. 4) Hi. 25 These flinty cases

and spiculae- .are. .admirably adapted, when rubbed, for

wearing down into a fine powder fit for polishing the surface

of metals. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. B. D. 316 The catch on
the pin . . was worn away. 19x2 C. Alington Strained Rela-
tions xiv. 222 If you can't get into Parliament without my
wearing out your old suits.

c. with pred. extension, as to wear threadbare,

smooth, blunt \ to wear to rags or tatters, to the

stumps. (Also in fig. context.)

C1520 Skelton Magnyf. 223 Welth and Wyt, I say, be so
threde bare worne, That all is without Measure, a 1555-
173* [see Stump sb. 3b]. 1575 Gascoigne Wcedcs, Comfl.
greenc Knt. 180 She did but weare Cosmanes cloutes, which
she in spite had tome: And yet betwene them both they
waare the threeds so neere [etc. J. 1639 J. Taylor (Water
P.) Part Summers Trav. 48 My Pen is worn blunt. 1661
Boyle Style Script. (1675) 232 All his too frequent kisses

have worn it to tatters. 1756 Amory Buncle (1770) II. 69
There was no water dropping from the roof of this cave;
but tn a thousand places.. it crept through the sides, and
formed streams that ran softly over the ground and weared
it smooth. 1765 Foote Commissary 1. 7 He'll stick to his

honour too, till his cassock is wore to a rag. 1808 Scott
Marmion 1. v, His forehead, by his casque worn bare. 1852
Thackeray Esmond 1. vu, She would wear a gown to rags,

because he had once liked it.

10. To sap the strength or energy of (a person,

his faculties, etc.) by toil, age, etc. ; to fatigue,

weary; f to exhaust (a soil).

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 127 He is waistit and
worne fra Venus werkis. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 14 All

these maner of otes weare the grounde very sore. 158s
Higins Junius* Nomeucl. 384/1 Ager effcetus,..^ ground
that by continuall fruitfulnes is quite spent, worne, and out
of occupyeng. 1591-5 C'tess Pembroke Lay of Clorinda
95 Thus do we weep and waile, and wear our eies. 1601

Shaks. AlCs Well v. 1. 4 Since you haue made the daies and
nights as one, To weare your gentle Hmbes in my affayres.

1694 Dryden To Congreve 66 Already I am worn with Cares
and Age. 1825 Scott Talism. iii, Both warriors, worn by
toil and travel, were soon fast asleep. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Loom <S-

Lugger 11. i. 7 He had brought me up to an occu-
pation that wears the spirits, 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit.,

M. deGuirin (1875) 121 Still the yoke wore him deeply, and
he had moments of bitter revolt. 1870 Bryant Iliad iv. 402
Age, the common fate of all, has worn Thy frame.

b. with adv., as away, out, down, fup. Also
with advb. phr., as to wear to death.
c 1524 in Ellis On'g. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 193 Ells they [the Irish]

shall never be woren out, but increas more and more. 1577
Wolton Cast. Christians V ij b, Peruerse affections, which
doo euen weare awaye, and consume vs. 1603 Shaks. Mens,
for M. 1. ii. 109 You that haue worne your eyes almost out
in the seruice, you will bee considered. 1607 Norden Sun:
Di'al.v, 241 A weed that groweth commonly upon grounds
ouertilled.and worne out of heart. 1672 W. Walker Paraem.
56 They win by wearing their enemies out. 1691 Sir T. P.
Blount Ess. 165 In most of these Places the old InhabU
tants, or their Breed, are quite wore away. 1701 Collier
M. Anton, (1726) 8 That she may not live too fast, wear up
her constitution, and destroy the capacities of enjoyment.
1729 Law Ser. Call xi. 169 She tells you that her patience
is quite wore out. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, Voy.
viii. 42 The concern they shew'd at seeing us worn away
with Hunger, Lal>our, and Weariness, 1783 — Let. to
Mrs. Thrale 23 July, Do not let your mind wear out
your body.

_
1803 Beddoes Itygeia ix. 105 At the close of

the season in London women appear worn down, haggard
and spent. 1840 Arnold Hist. Rome II. 344 With these
missiles [they] endeavoured to wear down the mass of their
enemies. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Ixiv, This poor little
Marchioness has been wearing herself to death I 1847 W. E.
Forster in Reid Life (1888) I. vi. 190 Found my father.,
pretty well, but worn up and worn down. 1848 Thackeray
an

:..
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And stl11 you go hanging on to my sister,

• ° ifiing y°"i,ff like an old shoe, when she's wore you out.
1872 Dasent 'three to One x, He always looks well when he
doesn t wear himself down dancing all night. 1881 Jowett
Ihucyd. I. 230 They carried on uninterrupted war against
the new settlers until they completely wore them out. 1886
Sarah Tytler ' Buried Diamonds xviii, To-night, when

one is worn off one's feet already, with this miserable ball.
1904 M. Hewlett Queens Quair in. xi. 500 She wore herself
to thread, padding up and down the room. 1912 World
7 May 700/1 As the soil, .becomes worn out the farmers have
to buy more artificial manure.

*« At* With object a quality, condition, activity,
disease, etc : To cause to weaken, diminish, or
disappear gradually. Chiefly with adv. or advb.

phr. (asabove}. To wearoutx to efface, destroy, ex-

haust, abolish, by gradual loss or the lapse of time.

1390 GowerC<?m/I I. 33 The world. . welnyh is wered oute.

? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2930 Oure wages are werede owte, and
thi werre endide. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 1. vi. (1595)
18 But that custome. .is long since worne out. 1657 in l-'er.

ncy Mem. (1907) II. 59 That acquaintance with you which
time and far distance hath worne something out of our me-
mories. 1663 Butler Hud. I* i. 47 We grant, although he
had much wit, H 1 was very shie of using it, As being loath
to wear it out. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 6 All other
Themes that careless Minds invite, Are worn with Use, un-
worthy me to write, 1705 Addison Italy, Venice 100 By
the Pompousness of the whole Phrase to wear off any Little-

ness that appears in the particular Parts that compose it.

1711 — Sped. No. 39 P 1 Diversions of this kind wear out
of our Thoughts every thing that is mean and little. 1751
F. Coventry Pomfey the Little I. x. 91 When he had a
little wore off the Relish of Pleasure. 1831 James Phil. Au-
gustus xxii, As the fire wore away the strength of the wood.
1857 B. Taylor Northern Trav. xii. (1858) 124 When the
novelty of the thing is worn off. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
iv, xvi, As if Time alone could quite wear her injury out.
1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.{\%-}6) IV. xviii. 145 He did not
strike a blow till all the powers of diplomacy had been
thoroughly worn out between himself and his rival. 1899
AllbutCs Syst. Med, VIII. 846 Repeated operations with
the idea of 'wearing out ' the disease.

b. To wear down : to blunt the force of and over-

come by steady resistance or counter-attack. Also,

to get gradually ahead of (a competitor in a race)

by superior endurance.
1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xix, 221 These medt-

cines. .remove the aguish fits, .gradually, and as it were, by
wearing down the paroxysms. 1851 Dixon W. Penn viii.

(1872)66 The young Quaker.. strove to wear down malice
by his patient and forgiving mood. 1889 Rider Haggard
Allan's Wife 20 Be a man, and wear it down. 1895 Daily
News 27 Sept. 3/2 Macbriar. .gradually wearing down Balm
of Gilead, won by three-quarters of a length.

f C. To wear out : to forget, lose mental hold
of, through disuse or lapse of time. Obs.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. To Rdr., My application

to another Study and Profession, rendred my skill in that
Language of little use to me, and so I wore it out by degrees.

1708 Swift Sent. Ch.-of-Eng. Man § 2 Misc. (1711) 131
When these Doctrines began to be Preached among us, the

Kingdom had not quite worn out the Memory of that un-
happy Rebellion.

12. To form or produce by attrition.

*597 Drayton Heroic. Ep.,Chas. Brandon 17 That Nectar-
stayned way, The restlesse sunne by trauailing doth weare.

1697 Dryden AEneis ix. 520 Few Paths of Humane Feet,

or Tracks of Beasts, were worn. 1726 Leoni Albertis
Archil. I. 74/1 Ants, with constant passing up and down,
will wear traces even in flints. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia
iv. vii, Wish I had not come now ; wore a hole in my shoe.

1834 Pringle Afr. Sk. vi. 203 A steep and rugged path,

worn by the boors' cattle.

III. intr. To suffer waste or decay by use or by
lapse of time.

13. Of persons or living things, activities, qualities,

etc. : To lose strength, vitality, keenness, sharpness,

or intensity, by the decay of time ; to waste, dimi-

nish, or fade by gradual loss.

c 1275 Serving Christ 68 in O. E. Misc. 92 per were}? vre

wlite in wurmene won. 1530 Palscr. 780/1 All thyng
weareth save the grace of God. 1589 R. Robinson Gold.
Mirr. (185 1) 28 Tyme is my name, young once I was, Though
now, I weare and wast alas. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. vni.

[v. vii], How blessed they that gaine what neuer weares.

a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. P. xii. 10 (Laing MS.) My eyes

with tereis dois weir. 1605 Bacon Adv. Lean:. 1. 11. § 5 It

. . refresheth their reputation, which otherwise would weare.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Jiv, The deaf old man., muttered
to himself., that the sexton was wearing fast. 1864 Brown-
ing Jos. Lee's Wife iv. vii, Yet this turns now to a fault

. .That I . .wait too well, and weary and wear.

b. most commonly with adv., as away
} off. out,

or advb. phr.

1377 in Polit. Poems (Rolls) I. 215 Alle thing weres and
wasteth away. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 16 Bot whan god
wole, it [theschismjschal were oute, Fortrowthe motstonde
ate laste. C1480 Henryson Test. Cress. 467 All Welth in

Eird away as Wind it weiris. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health
ccclxxix. (1557) 121 b, Were before the eyes a pece of blacke

sarcenet.. and it ['a blast in the eye
'

j wyll were awaye.

1574 tr. MarloraVs Apoc. 28 To the intent these things

myght neuer weare out of minde. 1611 Bible £\*W._xviii.

18 Thou wilt surely weare away..: for this thing is too
heauy for thee. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 282, I found that

my strength increased, and my Dropsy wore off. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 247 In a little Time, however, no
more Canoes appearing, the Fear of their Coming wore off.

1720 S. Pavne Bp. R. Cumberland's Sanchon. Pref. p. xiv,

His usual Reply was, A Man had better wear out than rust

out. 1742 Kames Decis. Court Sess. /£?0-J2(i79<y)49 Hence
the strict way of interpreting such clauses., wore by degrees
out of use. 1759 R. Brown Compi. Farmer in If clover is

apt to wear out of your ground. 1789-96 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 398 Many persons conjecture that the Cape {Cod]
is gradually wearing away. 1798 [see Land sb. 3 c]. 1821
Byron Sardanap. 1. ii. 112 Till summer heats wear down.
184a Dickens Amer. Notes ii, When its novelty had long
worn off. 1843 R* J- Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxviii. 362
He.. seldom got any relief until the attacks were wearing
off. 1859 H. Kincsi ev G. Hamlyn xx, Her anger, so far

from wearing out, grew on what fed it. 1872 Black Adv.
Phaeton ix, The chill of driving through the fogs ofthe plain
had worn off. 1889 S. Walpole Ld. John Russell xxi. II.

98 The strange distrust which had so frequently separated
Sir Robert Peel and Lord John began visibly to wear away.

C. with predicative adj. rare,

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. iv. viii, The chorus is wearing
weak; the chorus is worn out. 1875 Swinburne Ess. <y

Stud. 334 An old man of great strength now wearing weak.

jd. Towear out,forth, of something which holds

good for a limited time : To determine, expire, Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy IV. 2420 Whan be trews bat

bei had take Wer werid oute. c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. VIII,

1682 Neuirheles he was in dowt, Or his condyle was worne
out. 1472 Paston Lett. III. 73, I gat a lycence of hym for

a yere, and it is nygiie woryn ought. 1525 in Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 152J 97/2 Gif ony feman of the said craft pass
furth of the toun or his band of his service be worne furth.

1530 Palsgr. 780/1, I weare out, as thynges do after their

tyme prefyxed is passed, Je me fautx. . .The pardons shall

weare out within these thre dayes.

14. Of clothing and other material things: To
suffer gradual destruction, loss, or decay from
attrition or use.

1402 Jack Upland 45 Maketh youre habit you men of

religion, or no? If it do, than, ever as it weareth, your religion

weareth ; and, after that the habit is better, is your religion

better. 1414 Bramiton Pettit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 38 As clothys

doth were with wedyr and wynde. 1:1440 /'romp. Pan'. 522/2
Weryn or wax olde and febyl [by] vse, veterasco. 1530
Palsgr. 780/1, I weare, as a garment or any other thyng
weareth and consumeth with the tyme, je me vse. 1582

N.T. (Rheims) Luke xii. 33 Make to you purses that weare
not [Vulg. qui non veterascunt\ 1587 Turberv, 'frag.

Tales 33 By lingring loue she made his monie mealte, As
waxe doth weare against the flaming fire. 1836 Penny Cycl.

VI. 380/1 These milk-teeth . .gradually wear and fall out,

and are replaced by the second and permanent teeth.

b. with intensifying adv. or advb. phr., as away,
down, off, out, "ton or to the thread.
1414 Brampton Pcnit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 38 Alle erthcly

thynges schul were owte ; Castellys and towrys schul bende
and breste. 1530 Palsgr. 780 1, 1 weare awaye, as a scryp-

ture, or thyng made for remembraunce weareth awaye with

the weather or with the tyme,_/> me oblitere. 1566 A. Ed-
wards in Ilakluyt Voy. (159.-) I. 358 When it [cloth] com-
meth to weare on the threed, it renteth like paper. 1601

Ojfic. PapersSir N. Bacon (Camden) 117 Jettyes and pyles

..to defend theis mershes and bankes from wearing awaye
by the rage of the sea. 1643 Caryl Expos. J. b I. 104 Our
flesh wears off quickly in the grave. 1687 Mifge Gt. Fr.
Vict. 11, MySuit begins to wear out. 1793 [Karl Dundonalh]
Dcscr. Estate of'Cu/ross 22 Many uf the old established Col-

lieries in the Firth are wearing fast out. 1836 wear off [see c].

i860 W. W, Reade Liberty Hall II. 38 The gilt beginning

to wear off. 1882 [see Thread sb. 2 b]. 1886 Munch. Exam.
22 Feb. 6 1 When their carts wear out they need the services

of the wheelwright. 1886 Besant Childr. Gideon II. xxiii,

Her scanty wardrobe would wear out.

c. with predicative adj., as wide, flat, thin.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 7 Teeth blacke, wearlnge
wide. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 380/1 After six years old the

edges of the teeth begin to wear flat, and as they wear off

the root of the tooth is pushed up in the socket. 1896 Hous-
MAN Shropshire Lad xxxiv, Where the standing line wears
thinner and the dropping dead lie thick.

IV. 15. intr. To last or hold out in use or

with the lapse of time ; to iesist (well or ill) the

attrition or waste of use and age ; also, to stand the

test of experience, criticism, etc.

a 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvtit. 19, I haif Quhyt off

grit delyt, ..Weill werand Reid, quhill ?e be dtid. 1687
Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, it, This Stuff weais very well. 1710
Steele Tatler No. 208 r 1 The Flattery with which he
began, in telling me how well I wore, was not disagreeable.

1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. i, I.. chose my wife, as she did

her weddiug-gown, not for a fine glossy surface, but such
qualities as would wear well. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 286
These praises, .will wear well, for they have been dearly

earned. 1788 Monthly Mag. Mar. 183 The natives [of New
York] . . do not appear to wear so well as the English. 1816

Byron Siege Cor. xiv, Tyrant and slave are swept away,
Less form'd to wear before the ray. 1833 Dickens Sk. Boz,

Mr. Minns, How are you, Minns? Ton my soul you wear
capitally I 1875 H. Tames R. Hudson i, Rowland examined
the statuette at his leisure. . . He discovered its weak points,

but it wore well. 1905 Mrs. Barnes-Grundy Vacill. Hazel
96, 1 am tired of old-fashioned, made-to-wear-for-ever clothes.

fl6. trans. To wear out : to come safe through,

'weather' (a storm, an attack of sickness). Obs.

X617 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 252 She
has fallen into it [the ague] again. .but. . I hope she may
wear it out. 1645 Bp. Hall Rem. Discontent. 63 The poor
man. .when hee foresees a storm to threaten him, puts into

the next Creek; and wears out in a quiet security that

Tempest, wherein he sees prouder Vessels.. fatally wracked.

V. In reference to time, change, endurance, etc.

17. In pa. pple., of time, a period of time, a

season : Past, spent, passed away. Also with adv.,

as out, -fdy, *fforth. Now chiefly/^/.
This use is found earlier than senses 18 and 19, and the vb.

may here be regarded as either trans, or intr.

c 1400 Beryn 1090 Fawnus lyvid wyfles [till] thre yeer wer

werid. .'1420 Wyntoun Cron. 11. 1301 Qwhen hir tyme was

werit \Wemyss worne] out. CX470 Henry Wallace ix. 659

Off tym that is by worn. 1471 in Reg. Mag. Sig, Scot. 14^6,

258/1 Eftir the termes of 5 yeris are worne furth and bipasMt.

a 1547 Surrey ' Thesoote season ' 12 in TotteVs Misc. (Arb.)

4 Winter is worne that was the flowers bale, a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edvt. IP 111 b, Mornyng in continuall sorowe, not

so much for her selfe and her husbande, whose ages were

almost consumed and worne, but for the losse of prince

Edward her Sonne. 1557 Tisskr 100 Points Husb. § 83

Share not thy lammes, till mid July be worne. 1587 I uwberv.

Trag. T. 55 And there he stated vniill such time as all his

yere was worne. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 187 And for

the morning now is something worne, Our purpos'd hunting

shall be set aside. 1841 Tennyson Love ff Duty 69 Till

now the dark was worn, and overhead The lights of sunset

and of sunrise mix'd In that brief night. 1890 Hall Caink

Bondman ii. vii. The year was far worn towards winter.

18. trans. To spend, pass (one's time, a period

of time). Chiefly poet. Cf. Ware v.2 b.

1567 Kenton Trag. Disc. xii. 263 b, She weard her youth
29-2
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in dule In steade of tore. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 31 To
shew the place, In which that wicked wight His dayes
doth weare. c 1750 Shen'stone Elegy i. 45 Where with
CEnone thou hast worn the day. a 1777 T. Warton Suicide
v. 26 He wore his endless noons alone. Amid th' autumnal
wood. 1809 Campbell Gert. Wyom. 11. ix, A deep untrodden
grot Where oft the reading hours sweet Gertrude wore, 1821
Clare VilL Minstrel I. 18 Spinning long stories, wearing
half the day. 1875 Morris A£neids xn. 398 He. .speeding
of a silent craft, inglorious life would wear.

b. with adv., as away, out, fby, \forth.
'535 Coverdale Job xxxvi, 11 They shall weere out their

dayes in prosperite. (11586 Sidney A rcadia 1. end (159S)

95 She, perceiuing the song had alreadie worne out much
time. 1625 Dohne Serm. lxvi. (1640) 665 Let me wither and
weare out mine age in a discomfortable. .prison. 1669 in

Sturmy Mariner's Mag. a 4 b, No novel Romance, nor no
paultry Plays, To wear out Time with, and mis-spend our
Days. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 384 They., thus wear out
a life of solitude. 1773 Life N. F'rowde 150 In this Manner
we wore away near seven Months. 1809 Malkin Git Bias
vii. vii. (Rtidg.) 25 We wore away a good part of the night
in laughing and drinking. x8ai Clare Fill. Minstrel I. 17^
There they their games, .pursue, With chuck and marbles
wearing Sunday through. 1841 Manning Serm. xxi. (1848)

I. 315 They wore out with patience the years of this toil-

some life. 185a M. Arnold A Farewell xiii, And though
we wear out life, alas !..In seeking what we shall not find.

o. To enable (a person) to last or hold out

through a given period, Sc.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, She should have a pint bottle o'

brandy and a pound 0' tobacco to wear her through the
winter.

19. intr. Of time, a period of time : To pass on
or advance gradually to its conclusion ; to pass

away. Also, to wear late, f short.

1597 E. S. Discov. Kr.ts. Paste B 4 The day weares, and
I haue farre to go. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. i. 8 Away I

say, time weares. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 197 Your
after-noon will wear snort, and your sun fall low and goe
down. 1763 Fooi e Mayor of G. n. i, Well said, Master
Mug ; but come, time wears. 1837 J. E. Murray Summer
in Pyrenees II. 213 It was now wearing late in the day,
1842 Lever J. Ilinton xix, As the evening wore late, the

noise and uproar grew louder. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
1. xiii, Without that aid they would have known how the
night wore, by the falling of the tide. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. in. II. 376 But time went on, and stiil the days did
wear With little seeming change.

to. with adv., as away, on, out, through.
1526 TindaleZ.»£* ix. 12 The daye began to weare awaye

[so 1611, 1882 ; Gr. kACvciv}. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio
183 The short season forgalleies to Hue in that sea began to

weare away, a 1764 Lloyd Milk-maid 14 How slowly wears
the time away ! 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam E.rcurs., 1 he
time wore on; half-past eight o'clock arrived. 1853 Kingsliy
llypatia xxii, And so the week wore out, in dullandstupified
despair. 1865 H. Phillips Amer. Paper Curr. II. 89 Three
years had now worn away in the unequal conflict, 187a

Black Adv. Phaeton ix, The afternoon is wearing on apace.

1879 Meredith Egoist xlix, The night wore through.

c. To wear on, of an action or activity : To be
prolonged or continued.
1886 R. C. TEMPLEin Folk-Lore Jrnl. IV. 193 What follows

is meant to be merely the expression of my ideas for the time
being, subject to modification as the discussion wears on.

20. a. To pass gradually into (a condition, etc.).

1555 Watreman Far-die Facions 1. v, 63 Estiemed but a
villaine, vntiil with his forwardnes and wel doyng, he could
weare into estimacion again. 1805 Foster Ess. u. vi. 2C5
The mind should not be allowed, if I may so express it, to
wear into a conclusion, by a slow imperceptible inclination.

b. trans. To bring (a person) gradually into

(a habit or disposition). Also to instil (a view or

opinion) gradually into the mind,
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. §69 Trials., by Repetitions

wear us into a liking of what possibly, in the first Essay, dis-

pleas'd us. 171a Addison Sped. No. 409 p 8 A Man who
has any Relish for fine Writing.. naturally wears himself
into the same manner of Speaking and Thinking. 1871
Morley Crit. Misc., Car/yle 225 Mr. Carlyle has done much
to wear this just and austere view into the minds of his
generation.

VI. With reference to movement in space.

21. intr. To go, proceed, advance ; with adv. or
advb. phr. indicating the direction. Usually of a
slow or gradual movement. Chiefly Sc.

c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 355 Byschop Beik com with sic

f.rce and stycht, The worthy Scottis weryt fer on bak. 1581
A. Hall Iliad 1. 7 Pallas away she weare*, She leaues the
Greekes, to Gods aloft in Heauen she repaires. 1768 Ross
Helenore 70, I think I see't my sell, we'll wear in by, Gin
we get there. 1821 Clare Fill. Minstrel I. 210 [The bee]
wearing home on heavy wing. i8ai Joanna Baillie Metr.
Leg., Wallace xxxiv, And mazy waters, slyly seen, Glancing
thro" shades of Alder green, Wore eastward from the sight

to distance grey, /bid., Malcolms Heir xxix, Faint, dole-

ful music struck his ear, As if waked from the hollow ground.
And loud and louder still it grew, And upward still it wore,

1876 Black Madcap Violet xxi, The sun was wearing round
to the west.

b. quasi-ZVawj. To move over (a space or dis-

tance), poet.

1596 Siesser F. Q. iv. ix. 19 Thus many miles they two
together wore. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by Sea
A 8 b, Thus we our weary Pilgrimage did weare.

1 22. trans. To cause to fly or flutter out. Sc.

C1480 Henryson Test. Cress. 165 His widderit weid fra

him the wind out woir.

23. Sc. To conduct (sheep or cattle) gradually to

the fold or other inclosure. Also with in, up.

a 17*4 The Ew~Bughts, Marion 2 in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.,

Will ye gae totheew-bughts, Marion, And wear in thesheip

wi* meef 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. I. i, [She] bade me
hound my dog, To wear up three waff ewes stray'd on the

1 bog. 1767 in R. S. Craig & A. Laing Hawick Tradition

I

(1898) 246 He., thereby wore in the sheep and no!t..so that
1 they could not get to the Common. Ibid. 247 Weiring his

sheep and nolt from the Common. 1790 A. Wilson Poems,
I Sheph. Dream, She.. wore them homewards to the fold.

1827 Ann. Reg., Chron. 48/1 Some [shepherds] perished in

wearing their flocks from the weather-side of the hills. 1828
W. ^UDowall Poems 23 An'my auld dog's nae worth a doit

He winna wear the sheep. 191a A. McCormick Words Jr.
Wild-wood'

i i i . 47 Or it maybe the bark of a dog or the voice

of a shepherd as they 'wear' the sheep down the mountain
sides to the rees for the clipping.

Wear (we»j), v.% Naut. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

wore (wo>>Jt). Forms : 7 weare, warre, wayer,
werr, 7-9 ware, 7- wear. Fa. t. 8-9 wared,
7- wore. Pa. pple. 9 weared, S-9 wore. [Of
obscure origin ; in sense it coincides with Yeerz'. 2

2, but the early forms seem to forbid the supposi-

tion of connexion with that verb unless they are

due to association with Wear vA~\

1. intr. Of a ship : To come round on the other

tack by turning the head away from the wind.

Often with round. Opposed \otack.
1614 Gorges Lucan v. 200 To guide the helme the maister

dreads : To port, to weare, or serue the seas, The labouring
ship he cannot ease, 1626 Capt. J. Smith Accid. Vng. Sea-
men 23 The ship will not wayer. 1627 — Sen Gram. ix. 37
Touch the wind, and warre no more. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. 1. ii. 18 Werr no more. 1697 Bond. Gaz. No. 3318/3
They both wore round and Attackt us on the Starboard-side.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 535 The Bellona was made to ware round
by means of her studding-sails. 1795 Nelson in Nicolas
Disp, (1845) II. 14, I saw the Sans Culotte, who had before
wore with many of the Enemy's Ships, under our lee bow.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Maslxi.25 We wore round and stood
off again. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia II. 203 Wearing
slowly up with a sidewind weanchored a little after sunset.

1880 Times 25 Dec. 7X4 The ship sails well,, .stays quickly
and surely; also wears well,

2. trans. To put (a ship) about, bringing her

stern to windward.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 519 We. .war'd the Ship

again, and brought our Quarter to bear upon them. 1726
Suelvocke Voy. round World 261 They.. wore ship, and
hauled close on a wind to the westward. 1797 Nelson in

Duncan Life (1806) 40, I ordered the ship to be wore. 1820
Scoresby Ace. Arctic Regions II. 374 The ship was instantly
' weared '. Ibid. 440 When we attempted to ware the ship
. .she refused to turn round. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast
x. 23 When the watch came up, we wore ship, and stood on
the other tack. 1904 Times 22 Mar. 9/5 The Mona con-
tinued to run before the wind, her crew having seemingly
been unable to wear her.

t Wear, v.'-^ north, dial. Obs. [Of uncertain

origin.] trans. To cool.

1674 Ray N.C. Words, To Wear the pot, to cool it. 11743
Josiah Relph Misc. Poems (1747) 1 Thur callar blasts may
wear the boilen sweat : But my het bluid, my heart aw' in a
bruil, Nor cailar blasts can wear, nor drops can cuiL

Wear : see Weir. Also obs. f. Ware sb.1 , a., v.*

Wearable (we*Tab'l)
;
a. and sb. [f. Wear v.1

+ -ABLE.]

A. adj. Capable of being worn ; fit or suitable

to be worn.
1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 14 He. .didencreasehis

numbers of Mosquettiers, the blowes of the bullets of which,
no armours wearable can resist. 1650 Howell Giraffi's Rev.
Naples 1. 15 Oil, Cheese, Silk, and all other either edible, or
wearable commodities. i8ox Lady Sakah Lennox Lett.

(1901) 11.151, I assure you a poplin is not weareable in these

days. 1842 R, Oastler Fleet Papers II. 26 It.. will not
weave into wearable cloths. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas
I. 105 By the time I had made and smoked a cigarette, the

powerful sun of January had dried the sock to a wearable
state. 1882 Miss Braduon Mt. Royal II. ix. 180 The only
shop in London at which wearable gloves could be bought.

1896 J. L. Allen Summer in Arcady iii. n The thousand

. . things, eatable, wearable, or otherwise usable that may be
sent to and fro between friendly households.

B. sb. A wearable commodity, an article of

clothing. Chiefly in plural.

1711 Bond. Gaz. No. 4S17/7 Gloves, Buttons, Wearables.

c 1720 Lett.fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 215, I had . .provided
her handsome Lodgings . . and, for her Wearables, rich

Sattins, Gold Watch, and a hundred other Trinkets. 1726
Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 137 Whether a minor be not

chargeable for eatables and wearables supplied on the credit

of another. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xli, He . . moved off with
Mrs. Dutton's wearables and deposited the trunk containing
them safely in the boat. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxiv, Let
a woman ask me to give her an edible or a wearable.. I

can, at least, understand the demand. 1859 Lever Dav%
Dunn xlvi, Drawers were crammed with his wearables,

Weard, obs. form of Weird sb.

"Weare, obs. form of War, Weir.
Wearer (we»-r3.i). [f. Wear v.1 + -er 1.]

1. One who wears or carries on his person (a

garment, ornament, etc.). Also trans/, and fig.
1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 69 But if my cloth be over

presciouse, Jakke, blame the werer. C1449 Pecock Repr. 1.

xvi. 88 Werers of piliouns. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii.

333 Migyrdill gay and purs of sylk. .whils I am werere of
swylke, the longere mercy may I call. 1495 Ad n Hen.
VII, c. 27 To the great damage losse and disceite of the
Kingis true subgettis biers and werers of such fustian. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. 11. ix. 43 0..that cleare honour Were
purchast by the merrit of the wearer. 1606 — Ant. <$- CI.

II. ii. 7 By lupiter, Were I the wearer of Anthomo's
Beard, I would not shaue't to day. a 1633 G. Herbert
Outlandish Prov. (1640) 491 The wearer knowes, where the

shoe wrings. 1667 Milton /*. L. in. 490 Then might ye see

Cowles, Hoods and Habits with thir wearers tost And
flutterd into Raggs. 1725 Pope Odyss. vm. 440 This sword

..Whose ivory sheath inwrought with curious pride, Adds
graceful terror to the wearer's side. 1815 W. H. Ireland
Scribbleomania 104 Half of the wearers of buskin and sock.

1849 C Bronte Shirley vi, Her style of dress announced
taste in the wearer. 1660 Trollope Castle Richmond xiii,

There are great red swollen noses, very disagreeable both to
thewearerand his acquaintances. iSfyToZERHighl. Turkey
II. 264 Caps, cloaks, and rings, which render the wearer in-

visible, 1878 J. Davidson Inverurie \. 14 What wearers of
flesh and blood dwelt then in the sheltered dell?

b. said of a lower animal.
1876 E. Parfitt in Rep. $ Trans. Devonsh. Assoc. VIII.

247 This brilliancy of colouring [of some birds] would seem
..to compensate the wearers for the melodious voice, .oftheir

more sober-painted relatives.

2. That which wears away, consumes or dimm-
ishes by attrition,

1773 Johnson (ed. 4). (But his ^cample belongs to sense 1.)

Hence in later Diets.

Weariable (wivriab'l), a. [f. Weary v. +
-able.] Capable of being wearied.

1775 Asn, Unweariable, not weariable. 1856 Rcskin Mod.
Paint. III. iv. x. § 14 The imagination is eminently a
weariable faculty, eminently delicate, and incapable of bear-

ing fatigue. 1904 Con temp. Rev. Oct. 546 Lord Leighton..
could judge.. with the minimum of aesthetic strain; while
most critics . . have to depend . . on weariable taste.

Hence Wea*riat>leness.
1904 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 540 The sensitiveness, the weari-

ableness of the aesthetic faculties.. causes, in the Art-world,
the demand for novelty to outrun the legitimate supply.

Wearie, obs. form of Worry v.

Wearied (wia-rid), ppl. a. [f. Weary v. +
-ED 1

.] (Excessively) fatigued; tired out. Also
with out. Of a look, sigh : Expressive of or in-

dicating weariness.
1538 Elyot Diet., Exercitus, exercised, vsed in labour,

weried, hardned. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane
f

s Conun. 419 b,

Being so faint and weried with traveling. 1577 Grange
Golden Aphrod. D iij, Whitest he thought to haue rested his

weried limmes in a bedde of security. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,

iv. iv. 112 Now thy proud Necke, beares halfe my burthtn'd
yoke, From which, euen heere I slip my wearied head. 1628

May Virg. Georg. 11. 63 And time it is to ease our wearyed
horse, a 1646 Z. Boyd in Zion's Flcnvers (1855) App. 17 My
wearied soul he doth restore. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 320 Or
have ye chos'n this place After the toyl of Battel to repose

Your wearied vertue. 1746 Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 1. v. 28

Till wearied passenger retires to rest. 1820 Scott Monast.
xvii, Why art thou so well pleased that the morning should
call thee up to daily toil, and the evening again lay thee

down a wearied-out wretch? 18*3 — Quentin D. xxxvi,

The wearied and wounded, .were calling in vain for shelter

and refreshment. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlviii, Wear-
ing the depressed and wearied look of one who [etc.]. 1841

S. Warren Ten T/tou.uvm, He stretches his wearied limbs

to their uttermost. 187a Tennyson Gareth J, Lyn. 1234 Yet
not less I felt Thy manhood thro' that wearied lance of thine.

1888 Black In Far Lochaber xxiii, She turned away with a
wearied sigh.

Comb. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xi, She came back.. pale

and wearied-looking.

Hence Wea-riedly adv., Wea'riedness.
a 1617 Bayne Lect. (1634) 308 The more weariednesse we

feele, the more we may be bold this way. 1681 Rycaut tr.

Gracian's Critick 81 Having, .weariedly travelled over

much ground, they met no Man. Ibid. 161 When the other

Sences weariedly retire to their repose, . . these careful

Centinels of the Soul, attend their guards. 1688 Sandilands
Saint. EndearedLove 30 Which brings a weariedness, faint-

ness, and benummedness over them. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xlvi, The poor Dominie, .weariedly plodded his way towards

Woodbourne. 1865 Mrs. Newby Comm. Sense xlvi. II. 247

'What a mother!' exclaimed Mrs. Sowerby, weariedly.

187a Tennyson Last Tourn. 156 Sighing weariedly. 1886

Daily News 12 Oct. 3/1 Weariedly trudging home.

Wearier (wla-riai). rare. [f. Weary v. +
-ER 1

.] One who wearies or fatigues.

1765 J. Brown Chr. 7ml., Winter Day 253 To be. .a

wearier of God with iniquity, a blasphemer [etc.].

Weariful (wl»riful), a. [f. Weary v. +-ful.]

1. That causes weariness ; that tires one's en-

durance or patience.

c 1454 Pecock F'olewer is Maters, .which elHs schulde

haue be to hem ouyr hard and ouer weriful to be vndirstonde.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 82 Yef y schulde. .declare

synglerly the peynys and tormentys of euery syngler ciyme
..hit wulde be ouer teduse and weriful to the redder therof.

1591 R. Tirnbcll^SV. James §t That we. .with inuincible

fortitude and pacience, may finish our wearifull pilgrimage

in his feare, religion and seruice. a 1823 Forby Voc. E.
Anglia, Weariful, tiresome; giving exercise to patience.

Ex. 'I have had a weaiiful bout of it.' 1826 Galt Last 0/

Lairds i. 8 O that wearyfu' jaunt to Embro' to see the King !

1846 G. S. Fader Lett. Tractar. Secess. 194 So proceeds the

Professor through ten weariful pages. 1849 C. Bronte

Shirley vi, This foreign style of darning, .was done stitch

by stitch, so as exactly to imitate the fabric of the stocking

itself j a wearifu' process. 1886 Symonds Renaiss. It.,Cath.

React. (1898J VII. xiii. 210 Visions of dreary wanderings

through weariful saloons. 191a W. S. Blunt Lami Wari/t

Ireland ix. 339 Twenty weariful Irish miles.

b. of a person. Sc.

a 1700 Gaberlunzie-Man vii, The wenifou' Gaberlunzie-

man. x88a Stevenson Earn. Stud. (1888) 299 She was a

religious hypochondriac, a very weariful woman.

c. of the weather. Chiefly Se.

1872 J. Payne Songs ofJ. ifefy Death 224 Wearyful winter

is gone at last. 1874 R. Tvrwhitt Sketch. Club 223 Spite of

gray winterand weariful weather. 1894 A. KKioSangso the

lleatherland 48 The wearifu' snaw, O, the wearifu' snaw !

2. luill of weariness ; utterly fatigued. Of a per-

son : Languid or affecting languor. Of a look,

sifjh, smile : Exhibiting or expressing weariness.

1862 Matilda B. Edwards John $ I xxiv. (1876) 323 He
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lay still for some time with a weariful smile upon his lips.

1880 G. Macdonald Diary Old Soul Feb. 25, And the
thought-spirit, weariful and wan,.. Sinks moveless. 1880
Jefferies Greene Feme Farm 209 The wearyful women
came homeward from the gleaning. 1885 Jean Ingelow
Sleep ofSigismumi t> His weird is on him to grope in the
dark with endless Weariful feet for a goal that shifteth still.

1891 Meredith OneofourConq. xxviii, Colney cast a weari-
ful look backward. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy 9 Lilias

sighed the long, weariful sigh of hope deferred.

Hence Wearifully adv., Wea*rifulness.
1838 Lett. fr. Madras (1843) 226, I quite dread to hear the

subject mentioned, for fear of a quarrel, besides the wcari-
fulness. 1885 Meredith Diana iv, There was a strange
interjection, as to the wearifulness of constantly wandering.
i883 Black In Far Lochaber xxiii, The long night passed,
slowly and wearifully. 1907 C. G. Harper Rural Nooks 1 +

The blurred lights of the streets and shops going weirdly and
wearifully by.

Wearihood. nonce-wd. [-iiood.] The condi-

tion of being weary.
1883 Academy 27 Oct. 278 1 After years of doubt and de-

ception and the wearihood of waiting, the Wanderer at last

returns.

Weariless [wia-riles), a. [f. Weary v, +
-LESS.] That docs not weary or become weary.
c 1430 Lydg. A/in. Poems (Percy Soc.) 75 Weryles I walke

ay in trouble and travaile, Ever travilyng witheout werynes.
1608 Hieros Defence 11. 184 Will ever any man but a
wearylesse wrangler, .affirme and stand to it, that wisdome
is taken diversely here. 1799 Sheridan Pt'zarra 1. \, With
weariless remonstrance he sued to win me from my purpose.
1813 Hogg QueetCs Wake 1. (1S14) 51 How came yon white
doves from the window to fly, And hover on weariless wing
to the sky 7 1879 Lowell Mem. Poems, To W. L. Garri-
son 42 O small beginnings, ye are great and strong, Based
on a faithful heart and weariless brain 1 188S Blackmore
Sprir.ghaven ix, The weariless tide came up and lifted the
bedded keel. 1906 Times Lit. Suppl. 30 Nov. 402/2 A sturdy
Dissenter, a weariless promoter of Godliness.

Hence Wearilessly adv.
1791 CoLLiNSOS Hist. Somerset 610 A headland, .where a

huge disjointed rock, .is wearilessly combated by the waves.
1893 F. Adams Neiv Egypt 192 He opposed openly and
wearilessly the ruinous policy of his master.

Wearily (wiVrili), adv. [f. Weary a. + -ly 2
.]

In a weary manner; with weariness.
1481 Caxtom Godfrty clxxxv. 271 Theyr enemyes wexed

wery and weryly and slowly defended them. 1523 Berners
Froi'ss. clxxxvi. (1812) I. 221 And so they went weryly by
heapes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 298 They perceaued a
flocke of men of armescommmg together right werily. 1610
Shaks. Temp. m. i. 32 Mir. You looke wearily. 18. . Moore
' Merrily every Bosom' ii. Wearily every bosom pineth. 1859
Tennyson Marr. Geraint 254 [He] down the long street
riding wearily, Found every hostel full. 1866 Geo. Eliot
Felix Holt i, A heavy moth floated by, and, when it settled,
seemed to fall wearily. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <$ Dawn lix,

What is heaven?' asked Puppasa, wearily.

Weariness (wiVrines). [f. Weary a. +-ness.]
1. Weary condition ; extreme tiredness or fatigue

resulting from exertion, continued endurance of
pain, or want of sleep.

£900 Bxda's Hist. m. ix. (1890) i78[p£et hors] by ^ewuneli.
can beawe horsa a^fter werUnesse ongon wealwian. ciaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 [Adam] ne burte naure bolen hunger
ne burst, . . ne werinesse, ne elde, ne unheltie, ne de5. U97
R. Glol'c. (Rolls) 4920+34 He lay muchedel of be ny;t in

wo & in sorwe,. .So bat aslep atte laste vor werynysse hym
Dome. 6-1380 Wvclik Set. Wits. III. 35 Upberynge us in
oure werynes. c 2450 Merlin ii. 39 Than the white [dragon]
leide hym down to reste for werynesse. 1500-30 Dunbar
Poems xxxv. 9 For weirines on me ane slummer soft Come
with ane dremyng. 1584 Cogan Haven Health i. ir First
I shall declare what remedie is to be vsed against wearinesse
which commeth by immoderate labour. 261 1 Shaks. Cymb.
in. vi. 33 Wearinesse Can snore vpon the Flint, when restie
Sloth Findes the Downe-pillow hard. 2649 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Wandering to see West 8 At last, wearinesse and
watching, began to inforce sleep upon me. 2707 Flover
Physic. Pulse-Watch 86 If the Exercise he Immoderate with
great Weariness, the Spirits and Heat are very much
evaporated. 1797 Colkridge Chris label U 74, I scarce can
speak for weariness. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. iv.

236 The muscles.. may be for a long time in a state of in«
voluntary contraction, .without weariness being induced.

2. Tedium or distaste induced by monotonous or
uncongenial conditions or occupations; tiredness

of a course of action, a state of things, a person or
thing, f Also rarely const, to with inf.

1526 Pilgr.Perf (W.deW. 1532)229^ Therof foloweth.

.

tedyousnes In all goostly exercyse, & werynes of holy com-
pany. 1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm. 376 A certeyne
wearynes, and impacience of long imprisonment. 1625 Bacon
Ess., Death (Arb.) 387 A man would die, though he were
neither valiant, nor miserable, only vpon a wearinesse to doe
the same thing, so oft oner and ouer. 1643 R. BakerC//^//.
(1653) 9 Osred, whose wife Cutburga, out of a loathing weari-
nesse of wedlock, sued out a divorce from her husband. 2853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xii, Weariness of soul lies before her, as
it lies behind. 2858 Froude Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 37 The
struggle.. terminated, through weariness of enduring and
inflicting suffering. 2885 Manch. Exam. 25 May 5 6 Sheer
W
o
a"n

,

ess °* tnm8s which are to them common and familiar.

o. Something that wearies.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Eat. xii. 12 There U none end in

making maniebokes: and muche reading is a wearines of the
flesh. 2845 Froude Nemesis ofFaith (1849) 109 Long devo.

V°
n

.

s ar= a weariness to healthy children. 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain 11. x, The children were dull, and she began to
believe she was doing no good—it was all a weariness. 1905
R. Bagot Passport x. 90 To be compelled by fashion to sit

down to a meal at the pleasatitest hour in all the twenty-
four is a weariness to the flesh and a vexation to the spirit.

Wearing (weVrirj), vbL sb± [f. Weab v. 1 +•

•OKI 1
.]

f 1. The fact or habit of being clothed in a par- i

ticular way ; kind or style of clothing ; also cotter.
\

what a person wears or might wear. Obs.

a lz^Auer. P. 8 Gif heo hit ne bihat nout heohit mat don
|

bauh, & leten hwon heo wel wule, alse of mete & of drunch,
|

fleschsforgonober visch,..of wertunge,ofliggunge,ofvres, of
|

beoden. Ibid. 368 Mid festen.mid wechchen, mid disciplines, '

mid herd weriunge. 2340 Hami'OLE Pr. Consc. 1521 Of bathe I

ber worldes gret outrage we se..In worldis havyng and
!

beryng, In vayn apparaii and in weryng. c 2400 Brut cexx.

(1906) 261 [He] disgUede him wib wonder ryche clobes

oute of al maner resoun bobe of shaping and of weiing.
I

1526 Pitgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 137 Pamperyng or ouer-
j

nioche cherysshyng of our bodyes by soft lyenge, soft we r-
'

yng, or moche fedyng. 2600 Holland Pliny vin. xlvlii. I,

228 The waved water cliamelot, was from the beginning '

esteemed the richest and bravest wearing. 1605 Shaks. Oth.

IV. iii. 26 Giue me my nightly wearing, and adieu, a 2613
Ovehburv Wife, Characters, Milkmaid (1618} I 4 b, Fur

j

though she be not arraied in the spoile of the Silke-worme,
she is deckt in innocence, a far better wearing. 2622 Lady

I M. Wroth Urania 510 Hee perswaded his companion to

,

put on his Wast-coate, and night-wearing, and walk into the

garden. 2639 Galle Holy Madn. 134 Another shape out,
j

and another trim up their wearings. 2654 Gayton Pleas.

Notes 11. iv. 48 He shifted his Velvet Truncks, which was his

customary wearing. 2690 Locks Govt. 1. i. Chains are but
I an ill wearing, how much Care soever hath been taken to file

! and polish them.

b. pi. (See quot.)

2837 Patent 27 Nov. in Civil'Engirt, fy Arch. frnl, I. 54/2
I Certain Improvements for producing Ornamental Lace or

Wearings.

2. The action of carrying on the body (an article

! of dress, an ornament, or the like), f Of one'siccar-

\
ing: forming part of one's wardrobe {obs.). Ahofg.
13. . E. E. Aliit. P. B. 2123 For ho schynes so schyr bat

is of schap rounde,. .& wax euer in he worlde in weryng so

j

olde, 3et be perle payres not whyle ho in pyese lasttes.

2426 E.E. Wills (1882)71, I woll bat. .my pree^t haue..a

j

gowne of my weryng. a 2450 Knt. de la Tour xxvii. 39
Seint Bernarde, . .for his holy lyuing, and of weringe of tha

[

heyt*e,.,was chose to be abbot of that place. 2482 Cely
i

Papers (Camden) 103 My mother has gewyn to Myhelfz
\

wyfe a cremsyn goune of hyr wheryng. 2582 Pethi:
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) A 3 b, Sucn rare iewels are well

j
worth the wearing. 1607 Shaks. Timcn v. i. 246 Speciall

! Dignities, which vacant lye For thy best vse and wearing.
2704 Swift T. Tub ii. 54 With good wearing, they will last you
fresh and sound as long as you live. 171X Steele Sped. No. 43
F 10 But a Fool of a colder Constitution would have . . made
Buff of his Skin, for the Wearing of the Conqueror. 2729

i
De Foe Crusoe It. (Globe) 42r, I desir'd that they might all

take an equal Quantity of the Goods that were for wearing.
2828 Scott Br. Lamm, xxx, He rushed into the room with
a willow branch in his hand, which he told her had arrived
that instant from Germany for her special wearing. 2849
Macau lay /r'/j/. Eng. vii. 1 1. 182 The opposition, it seemed,
wished.. to make the crown of England not worth the

wearing.

b. altrib, in wearing apparel, wearing gear
(arch.), articles of clothing collectively. + Formerly
also in many other collocations with the senses
* suitable or intended for wearing', as wearing
clothes, garments, gown, jewels, linen, rapier*

Also t wearing plate, plate in actual household use (cf.

Weak ».' 2 b).

2418 E. E. Wills (1ZZ2) 32 Myne owne wcrynge clothes.

2498 in Soffterset Med. Wilts (2901) 365 All my weryng
kercheff evenly to be departed bctwene her and.. Agnes
Huyssh. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 204 He would of a
custome diligently serche his robes, and al his wearyng
geare, & saie [etc.J. 1575 Fleming Virg. Bucol. viii. 26
These wearing geere somtimes to me that faithles fellowe
lefte. 2576 — Panopl. Epist. 354 Thesheepe. .yeeldethher
woll, which is woucn and wrought to make vs wearing gar-

mentes. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 83 The very trayne
of her worst wearing Gowne, Was better worth then all my
Fathers I,ands. 2626 MS, Liber Depos. Archd. Colcest r.g 1

His wife's wearing lynnen. 2627 in W. F. Shaw Mem.
East'y (2870) 227 Item all her weareinge apparell, xvij'l.

2620 Inv. in Essex Rev. (1907) XVI. 206 His purs and war-
inge parell, ij

u
. 2661 in W. M. Sargent Maine Wills (1887)

3, I gtue vnto Anthony Littlefejid ail my weareing Cloaths.

2683 in f. HittCs Diaries (1857) 260 The s* Judith Hull [the

widow] shall have and enjoy out of the personal estate, .one
halfe part of all the wearing plate. 1683 in Verney Mem.
(2907) II. 422 Biing along wth you. .yr Best Waring Things.
2688 Holme Armoury iv. xii. (Roxb.) 487/1 His owne weare-
ing rapier carried by his servant. 2722 Ds Foe Mem.
Cavalier (2840) 72 Some wearing linen. 1740 C'tess Hart-
fokd Corr. (1805) II. 29 Her wearing jewels are the finest

and most various ofany sovereign's now living. 1833 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Pawnbroker's Shop, Wearing apparel of every
description. 2900 H. Sctcliffk Shameless Wayne xiv,

With blood on his wearing-gear and sorrow on his face.

3. The condition or process of being continuously
in wear or use. Chiefly in phrases with prep., as

in (ffhe^ wearing, {the) worse for (f the) wearing.
2546 J. Hevwood Prov. (2867) 44 All thyng is the woors

for the wearyng. 2582 Plttik Guazzo's Civ. Conv. t. (1586)
22 That the..Boote was made of such leather as would
shrinke in the wearing. 2613 J. May Decl. Estate ofCloth
33 After a moneths wearing, it will looke like a souldiers
coat which hath line sixe moneths out of garrison. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (2703) 69 Friendship is one of
those few things which are the better for the wearing. 2706
E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (2708) 74 His hardest Tools
are the worse for Wearing. 2712 Dissenting Teachers
Addr.agst. Billfor buildingjo New Churches 28 A Pulpit
little worse for wearing to dispose off. 1724 Ramsay Widow
20 The Widow she's youthfu", and never ae Hair The war of
the wearing.

4. The action of wasting, damaging, or exhaust-

ing, or the process of being wasted, by continuous

use or exposure. Also with away, down, out.

2473 Rental Bk. Cupar.Angus (1879) 1. 177 For the defens
of the said land for the weryng awa of watter als far as thar
bundysrekys. 2500-20 Dunuar Poems lxiii. 31 Haill in everie
circumstance, In forme, in mater, and substance, But wering,
orconsumptioun. 2523 Act 24 <•(- 25 Hen. VII I z. 6 § 2 Many
other Comon wayes . . be so depe and noyous by wearyng and
Course of Water and other occasions, that [etc.]. 2542
Udall Erasm. Apoph. 17 b, To liuing a single lif is annexed
..vtter decaiyng and wearyng out of the name. 2597
Shaks. 2 Hen. I V, v. i. 89, I will deuise matter enough out of
this Shallow, to keepe Prince Harry incontinuall Laughter,
the wearing out of sixe Fashions (which is foure Tearmcs).
2722 Addison Sped. No. 10P3 Such Writings as tend to
the wearing out of Ignorance, Passion, and Prejudice. 2802
Plavfair Illustr. Huttoniau Theory 294 The thinnest part
of that rock.. has been perfectly defended by them from
every sort of wearing and decay. 2853 Mrs. Gaskkll Ruth
xxix, The final and unniendable wearing-out of the pail^ur
carpet, which there was no spare money to replace. 1855
W. H. Baklow in Phil. Trans. CXLV. 226 This arose from
a slight weaiing of the working parts of the measuring
instrument. 2877 HuxleyP'Aysiogr, ix. 249 The great wear-
ing down of land which must be effected by rain and rivers.

2883 Science 1 1. 75 '2 The wearing-away of the falls would
injure navigation above. 1908 Animal Managem. (War
Office) 283 This wearing out of a tired horse byatired man.

b. concr. in pi. Worn places, marks of wear.
2883 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 3x3/1 If the pallets are

wcrn, the wearings must be tiled out.

c. Wasting from disease : in quot. with away.

Q Obs.) Hence dial, a wasting illness, consumption.
1654 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Waiiston) Diary{S. U.S.) II.

240 Hearing of my Lord Craighall his fayling and wearyng
away, I went to him. 2824 Carr Craven Gloss., Wearing,
consumption. 2876 Mr. Gray <y- his Neighbours I. 226, I lo
believe one on 'em is going into a wearin*.

d. Wearying or exhausting effect.

284s Mrs. S. C. Hall Whiteboy I. ix. 240 The woe and
wearing of weeks [of sickness] sobered and softened her.

f 5. -Manner in which a cloth, etc. wears (well or
badly) ; degree of resistance to the effects of wear.

Also fig., degree in which a person continues to

merit approval ; also, degree of resistance to the

effects of time. 0/>s. rare.

2549 Latimer 2nd Serm. bef Edtv, VI (Arb.) 59 Salomon
sayed to hym [sc. Adonias] : Gette the into thy house, bi-

lyke he meante to warde, and ther to se bys wearynge, as
if he shouldesaye, shewe thyselfe wythoute gall of ambition,
to be a quiet subiecte, and I wyll pardon the for thys tyme.
But I wyll se the wearynge of the. 2566 A. Edwards in
Hak'uyt Voy. (1599) I. 358 They talke much of London
clothes, and they that know the wearing, are desirous of
them before the cloth of the womens making, for they find it

nothing durable. 2740 Cibbkr Apol. 277 In the Wearing of
her Person, she was particularly fortunate ; her Figuie was
always improving, to her Thirty-sixth Year.

6. Passing, elapsing (of a period of time), rare.

2876 Morris Sigurd 1. 30 Now again in a half mouth's
wearing goes Signy into the wild. 2895 Funk's Stand. Die.'.,

Wearing. .3. Diminution or passing away; as, the wearing
of the season. 2905 A. T. Shbppard Red Cravat in. ii. 2^
Before the wearing of a moon, [he] was back again.

Wea'ring, vbL sb.2 A'aut. [f. Wear v.^ +
-IKG 1

.] The action of turning a vessel's stern to

windward: opposed to tacking. Also attrib,

2769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (2780)1 Wearing. See the
article Veering. 2840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxiii, A
regul ar tacking and wearing bill was made out.

Weai'ing (we»'rig), fpl. a. [f. Wjeau v* +

1. Exhausting, tiring ; enfeebling by continued

strain or irritation. Also wearing-out.
2812 Lady Granville Let!. (2894) I. 90, I have been pre-

vented writing by most wearing nervous headaches. 2815

Chalmers in Hanna Life (2552) II. 18 A heartless, hard
driving, distracting, and wearing out life among the bustle

of uninir.isterial work. 2824SUSAS Ferriku Inker, xl, She.,
remarked, what a wearing-out thing it [reading aloud] was
for the reader. 2837 Caklvle New Led. (2904) I. 55 My
toil is great ; but it is not a wearing toil, as that of writing
is. 2859 J.

Bright Sp. India 1 Aug. (1876) 50 This wearing
exasperating question of how money is to be got. 286s
Dickkns Mut. Fr. 111. xvi, Von see the occupations of the

day are sometimes a little wearing. 2876 Hardy Eihelberta
xx, She began to know how wearing were miserable days,

and how much more wearing were miserable nights. 2887
Murray's Mag. Aug. 267 It was in many respects a wear-
ing life.

2. That gradually destroys, diminishes, or im-
pairs by continued use or attrition.

2859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Pracl. Geol. (ed. 2) 292 The
specimens exhibited show the wearing and grinding force

of the modern glaciers. 2876 Geo. Eliot Deronda xxxv,

This cloister was built of harder stone than the church, and
had been in greater safety from the wearing weather. 2903
W. Ciiuystai. Kiugd. Kippen 246 All the lower ground is

covered with sheets of boulder clay, the material resulting

from the wearing action of the ice.

3. That is undergoing wear, diminution, or im-

pairment by continued use or attrition.

1908 Animal Managem. (War Office) 36 The surface [of

the tooth] which bites on the food or its fellow in the oppo-

site jaw is the table, or wea ring surface.

Hence Wea ringly adv.

2870 Public Opinion 6 Aug. 170 It is the trivial, every-day

suffering. .that is most wearing I y, if not most keenly, felt.

Wearish (wla-rij), a. Obs. exc. dial, forms :

4 werische, 5-6 werysshe, weris;s)he, -ysh(e,

wearysh^e, wear-, weerishe, weerysh, 6-7

werish, weerish, 9 dial, warish, werrish, 6-

wearish. [Late ME. werische \ of obscure origin.

Cf. Websh a. which is prub. a contracted form of

this.



WEARISHLY.
There is some resemblance in form and sense to the early

mod. Du. wers,wars, warsch, ' contrarius, adversus, malus
'

(Kilian), mod. Du. wars, disgusted, averse, weary of, Du.
dial, zuarsig, Fris. wirzich disgusting ; but etymological con-
nexion seems improbable.]

1. Destitute of savour, sickly-flavoured, tasteless,

insipid ; unsalted. Cf. Wersh a. I.

_ 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. ix. (Tollem. MS.) Flemme
is an humouris kyndely colde and moyste, werische and un-
sauoury [L. insipidus], c 1425 St. Mary ofOignies 11. ii.in

A nglia Vlll. 154 As any man. .amonge many manere deynte
metes wolde forsake an vnsauory and werysshe mete. 1477
Norton Ordin. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 74 Also is Weerish
tast called Unsavoury. 1530 Pai.sgr. 328/2 Werysshe as
meate is that is nat well tastye, ;««/ sauonre. 1531 Tindale
Expos. 2 John Prol. (1538) 7 b, As the tayste of the sycke
maketh wholsome and well seasoned meate bytter, weerysh,
and unsauery. 1533 More Debell, Salem iv. Wks. 938/1 If
the salt waxe ones freshe & werish, wherin shal am thing
be wel seasoned? 1538 Elyot Diet., Inconditus. .weryshe.
1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 28 When Hyems shall vpon them
shake his lockes, Their grazing feast will haiie a wearish
tatch. i8a8 Carr Craven Gloss., Warish, unsavoury. 1881
Leic. Gloss., Werrish, ..as applied to drinks, ' small', weak,
sickly, insipid.

k- fig- Void of relish, insipid, savourless; flat,

futile, ineffectual.

1532 Tindale Expos. Matt, v-vii. <?i55o) 23 b, All werysh
and vnsauerye ceremonies whyche baue lost theyr significri-

tions. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. Erasm. Prcf. *vij b, In
expressyng and vttreyngsuchesaiynges Xenophon seemeth
to me somewhat weeryshe [mihi diluiior uidetur], 1548— Erasm. Par.^ Matt. v. 10-12 Beeyng ouerwhelmed
with weryshe opinions and vayne desyres. Ibid. vii. 28,

29 They vsed to brynge furth certaine weryshe con-
stitutions, of wasshyng their handes before meate, [etc.].

Ibid. Luke Pref. {.'.') iiij b, So werishe and vnerTectual was
y* vertue of the medicine of Physicke whiche thei brought
[adeo Pharmacum quod adfe>-eba>tt ut'm habebat dilutam
<y inefficacem\ 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor.
i. 9-20 The rude and wearysh preaching [scrmo rudis et
inconditus]. 1603 Fi.orio Montaigne ill. v. 523 Yeeld-
ing hir pleasures weerish, and hir amours tastelesse. 1650
H. Brooke Consent. Health 4 A sickly, wearish, and
momentany Delight.

2. Of persons and animals, their limbs, etc. :

Sickly, feeble, delicate ; lean, wizened, shrivelled.

Also, of a countenance: Sickly-looking. Cf.

Wersh a. 2.

1513 More Rich. Ill Wks. (1557) 54/1 Therw* he plucked
vp hys doublet sleue to Ins elbow,, .where he shewed a werish
withered artne and small. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 11. v.

H iij b, If thou canst spye a wealthie man, that hatli a
wearyshe chylde, There, shewe thy selfe officious, a 1568
Ascham Scholem. i.(Arb.)3g A countenance, not werishe and
crabbed, but faireandcumlie. 1569 V. Skinner tr. Montanus
inquis. 20 b, A full weake & wearish body [L. corpore
infirmo ac ca^luco], 1577 B. Googe Heresbac/ts Hush.
ill. 116 b, If they [the stallions] be to yong, they get but
weake and wearish Coltes. Ibid. 137 b, A small and a
weerysh Sheepe. 1579 Lodge De/ Plays 5 That they like

good Phisitions should so frame their potions, that they
might be appliable to the quesie stomaks of their werish
patients. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 14 b, They haue hid
a little weerish leane face vnder a broad French hat. 1596
Si'enser F, Q. iv. v. 34 A wretched wearish elfe, With
hollow eyes and rawbone cheekes forspent. 1600 Slrflet
Country Farm vi. xxii. 784 The deepe red wine which is

harsh and rough,
. .is profitable to comfort the loose& wearish

stomacke.
_ 1624 Burton Anat. Mel,{ed.2) Democr. to Rdr.

2 Democritus. .was a little wearish [1621 wearyish] old
man, very melancholy by nature. 1633 Ford Love"sSacr.
v. i, A crooked leg, . . a wearish hand, A bloodlesse lip. 1685
Burnet Life Bp. Bedell 257 It might often have been
easily done, especially upon such a weakly and wearish Body.
1881 Leic. Gloss., Werrish, feeble ; deficient in stamina ; of
a delicate constitution. 1888 Doughty Trav. Arab. Des. I.

v. 148 All the date-eaters are of a certain wearish visage.

b. Comb. : wearish-coloured, sickly-hued, pale.
1548 Thomas Ital. Gram., Diet. (1567), Pallida, pale, or

wearishe coloured.

c. Lacking energy, languid.
1650 H

;
Brooke Consent. Health 163 A wearish and Im-

potent giving up of the spirits, a 1656 Ussher Ann.vi.
(1650) 328 At the first setting out they seemed to run exceed-
ing well, but after a while, to grow somewhat wearish.

3. Dull-witted, stupid.

1519 Horman Vulg. 52 A werisshe [L. iusulsus] felowe
made al this besynes. 1537 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III.
103 My tbyncke yt ys butt a weryshe persson to have any
such lernyng of prophessye.

4. ? Peevish, cross-grained, crabbed.
a 1586 Sidxey A rcatlia 11. xxvi. § 4 (1912) 317 Have any of

you children, that be not sometimes cumbersome? Have
any of you fathers, that be not sometime weerish? What,
shall we. .hate our children, or disobey our fathers?

HenceWea'rishly £<&., languidly, without energy;
Wea'rishness, lack of savour.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xix. lif. (1495) 893 The
nynthe sauour hyght werysshenesse and vnsauerynesse.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 106 marg., Beetes is an herbe
. . of whose excedyng weryshenesse and vnsauerynesse [etc.].

1633 Ames Fresh Suit agst. Ceremonies Pref. p. xvii, How
wearishly & unwillingly goe tltey to the worke ?

Wearisome (wi3*ris#m), a. Forms: 5 wery-
som, 6 "weerysom, werisum, wearisom, 7
wearysome, 6- wearisome, [f. Weary v. and
a. + -SOME.]

+ 1. Weary; showing signs of weariness. Obs.
4:1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 751 The sotelte a man

with sikelle in his hande, In a ryvere of watur stande
wrapped in wedes in a werysom wyse. c 1475 Partenay
4406 Hyt declare and tell shall my wer[y]som gost. 1561 T.
Hobv tr. Castiglione's Courtyer n. (1577) K iv b, At banck-
ettes they refreshed their weerysome mindes, in those high
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discourses and diuine imaginations of theirs. 163a Lithgow
7><zz/. n.49 The wearisome creatures of the world declining
to their rest, a 1656 Ussher Ann. vu (1658) 190 They came!
and saw no attendance about him, onely a decrepit and
wearisom old man, lying along upon the beach. •
2. Causing weariness through monotony, or the

continuance of uncongenial circumstances; tedious.
U5°-i53° Myrr* OurLadye 55 The remedy hereof [unde*

votion] ys..to abyde vpon the tretable sayng of theyre
seruice, be yt neuer so werysom. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
11. xii. 32 This is.. The worlds sweet In, from paine and
wearisome turmoyle. 1596 Ralegh Discov. Guiana 97
It is nowe time to returne towardes the North, and we
founde it a wearisome way backe. a 1653 Binning Sinner's
Sanct. xxix. Wks. (1735) 316/2 What is your Life, but a
tedious and wearisome Repetition of such brutish Actions
which only terminate on the Body? 01699 Tempi e
Health A> Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 28S All will allow.. the
several Conditions of Fortune to be all wearysome, dull or
disagreeable without good Humour. 178a Miss Burney
Cecilia vn. vt, Simplicity uninformed, becomes wearisome.
1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Con/. Drunkard, A forecast of the
wearisome day that lies before me. 1825 Scott Betrothed
xxii, It was impossible for life to glide away in more weari-
some monotony than at the castle of the Garde Doloureuse.
i883'Olida' Wanda I. 318 The ceremonies of a court are
wearisome to me. 1891 Speaker 2 May 533/2 The author
might do much better if he would give up this wearisome
murder-mongering, and take a fresh subject. 1902 Spectator
11 Oct. 520/1 At almost wearisome length we have en-
deavoured to set forth the. .case.

b. of a speaker or writer.

1573 G, Harvey Lelter~bk. (Camden) 35, I persaiv how
werisum and tccdius I have bene unto your wuiship. 1634
W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 43 Were it not that I feare
to be wearisome unto you, I should never make an end of
my newes. 1841-44 K.merson Ess., Intellect Wks. (Bohn)
I. 141 How wearisome the. .political or religious fanatic,
whose balance is lost by the exaggeration of a single topic.

3. Causing weariness from bodily or mental ex-
ertion or protracted pain ; fatiguing, exhausting.
Now somewhat rare.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. t. vii. § 7 The roote hereof, diuine
malediction ; whereby the instruments being weakned
wherewithal! the soule (especially in reasoning) doth worke,
it preferreth rest in ignorance before wearisome labour to
knowe. 1691 Ray-Creation n. (1692) 4 The Head.. would
have been very painful and wearisome to carry, if the Neck
had lain parallel or inclining to the Horizon. 1703 M.
Warwick inBaynard Cold Bathing 11. 297 A weak and
wearisom Pain, together with a soreness upon the Part.

*75° Johnson Idler No. 6f 2 There was once a time when
Wreaths of Bays or Oak were considered as recompences
equal to the more wearisome labours. 1751 Labei.ye IVcstm.
Br. 66 Their great Trouble, Care, and wearisome At tendance.
1883 Josephinis E. Butler Autob. xii. (1909) 177, I climbed
up the wearisome gallery stairs. 1916 Lancet 8 Jan. 73/2
The hand-bellows is of such a size that it fills the hand com-
fortably, and continuous pumping is not wearisome.

Wearisomely, adv. [-LT 2.] In a wearisome
manner, a. So as to cause weariness.
* X73S Secker Led. Catech. xxxviii. (1769) II. 276 In the

whole of this Work, we must be careful, neither to hurry over
any Part thoughtlessly, nor lengthen it wearisomely. 1828
Harrovian 155 Although wearisomely fond of description,
L. E. L. is deficient in giving the shades of character, and
varietyof illustration. 1865 Lowell Study Wind., Thoreau
(187 1) 156 If he botanise somewhat wearisomely, he gives us
now and then superb outlooks from some jutting crag. 1884
Manch. Exam. 14 July 5/5 The comedy drags somewhat
wearisomely towards the end. 188$ Spectator & Aug. 1048/1
The wearisomely abundant current literature concerning
actors and acting.

b. In a state of weariness or ennui, rare.

1831 Cahlyle Sartor Res. 11. vii, As he wanders weari-
somely through this world. 1858 — Fredk. Gt. m. iii. I. 214
What struggles and inextricable armed-litigations there
were for it, readers of Brandenburg- History too wearisomely
know.

Wearisomeness. [-nkss.]

+ 1. The condition of being wearied ; liability to

become wearied, a. Fatigue, exhaustion from
effort or pain; liability to be easily fatigued, b.

Tedium, ennui ; weariness of something uncon-
genial or uninteresting. Obs.
a. 1560 tr. J. Fisher s Godly Treat. Bene/. Prayer G 4,

Excepte eyther the great weeiysomenes of our bodyes, or
some other lyke necessitie inforce vs. 1600 Surflet Country
Farm iv. x. 643 The fresh leaues. .being put vnder the
naked soles of the feete, they greatly take awaie their weari-
som ties, which by far walking haue wearied themselues.
a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. ii. 17. (1655) 240 Sundry in-

firmities of body, as hunger, thirst, cold, wearisomnesse.
167a T. Venn Milit. Observ. 184 But if the wind blow
stiff, or there is a weakness or wearisomness in the Ensign-
bearer, then he may set the butt end against his waste and
not otherwise, a 1768 Secker Serut. (1770) III. 270 For in

his Turn, every one must expect to be in a State of Weari-
someness and Pain, of Weakness and Danger. 1780 Ann.
Reg. 1 A kind of languor and wearisomeness.
b. 1557 Phaer sEueidv. L 4 b, Argt, The Troiane wyues,

at the instigation of the Raynbow, and for wearysomnesse
of theyr lon^e trauayle : cast fier amonge the fleet, a 1568
Ascham Schotem. 1. (Arb.) 37 Such a witte, as is.. diligent
in painfull thinges without werisomnes. 1586 A. Day Engl.
Secretorie 11.(1625) r <>9 Scanderbeg declaring his wearisome-
nesof captivitie. .desired to visit hiskingdome. 1631 Gouge
Gocfs Arrows hi. § 46. 266 That wearisomness which is taxed
in the Iewes that said, when will the New-Moones and
Sabbaths be gone I 1643 Milton Divorce Pref. 2 Yet they
shalL.be made, spight of antipathy to fadge together, and
combine as they may to their unspeakable wearisomnes &
despaire of all sociable delight in the ordinance which [etc.].

1822 [Mary A. Kelty] Osmond I. 289 Their wearisomeness
of Osmond's stupidity. 1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. II. 119
Where there is no variety, and where wearisomeness as

naturally follows. 1840 Pusey in Liddon Life (1893) II.
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xxiv. 156, I should have been afraid of the casting lots, lest

it should arise from a wearisomeness of indecision, instead
of waiting patiently for the time when He would enable one
to decide according to His will.

2. The quality or fact of causing weariness

;

tendency to weary, a. Aptness to cause faligue.

b. Tediousness.
a. 1576 Fleming Panopl. F.pist. 254 The commoditie is

answearable in proportion and measure, to the wearisom-
nesse of the labour. 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. 261
Amidst the joltings of the Waggon, the trouble and weari-
somness of the journey, they kept their Prayer, as in the
Quire. 1843 Poe Tales, Pit $ Pendulum, As if those who

j

bore me . . had paused from the wearisomeness of their toil.

b. lsygTwYXK Petrarch's J'hisickea%st. Fortune I. 109b,
I lay. The ayre is very cleere, I would it might not be

changed. Reason. Thou knowest not how soone this cleere-

]
nes wil bring weerisomnesse : There is nothing so pleasant
which continuall frequentyng the same maketh not loath*

.
some. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 5 The
Ambassadours endeavour'd to abate the wearisomenesse
of our stay there, by banquets, hunting matches, and
walking. 1879 Hincston Austral. Abr. vii. 71 A great

1 sameness about it was soon, however, observable, producing
' even the usual effect of monotony—wearisomeness. 1886

j

Manch. Exam. 27 Jan. 3/2 A second article, .which has,

; notwithstanding these good qualities, just a suspicion of

]

wearisomeness.

+3. Loathing (for food). Obs.-1

1642 D. Rogers Naaman 346 Evell which causeth such
' a fulsomenesse and wearisomenesse in Gods stomacke.

"Wearne, obs. f. Wabx vA ; var.WABX v.2 Obs.

"Wearry, obs. form ofWorry v.

Weary (wfni), a. Forms : 1 weferis, (uoeris),
w6ri3, 2-4 weri, (3 wseri), 3-6 werie, -y, (4
wiry, 5 wyry), 4, 6 Sc, very, (5 were, werre),
5-6 werye, 6 weery, wiery, 6-9 Sc. wearie, 6-

weary. [OE. werig, corresponding to OS. [sfd-)

wSrig weary (with a journey), OHG. wuarag
drunk :—W.Ger. *wdrig0', -ago~. The root *wor-
secms to be identical with that in OE. wdrian to

wander, go astray, and in OX. drar fits of mad-
ness, dzr-r mad, insane; the primary sense was
perhaps 'bewildered', * stupefied \]

I. L Having the feeling of loss of strength, lan-

guor, and need for rest, produced by continued
exertion (physical or mental), endurance of severe

pain, or wakefulness ; tired, fatigued. Now with
strongersense: Intensely tired,worn out with fatigue.
The strong emotional emphasis which the word has ac-

quired in modern times tends to exclude it from colloquial
use and from unimpassioned prose.
c 825 I'esp. /'salter, Hymn xii, Mentesfessas, mod woeriju.

a 900 Elene 357 (Gr.) pa were^an neat, be man. .drifed &
birsce5. cgoo Bxda's Hist. in. ix. (iSgoj 180 pa heo ba on
pxre stowe xeseted was, 3a wses heo werig. f. 940 Brut/an.
bur/t inO. E. Chron. an. 937 par la;^ secg ma^nip, garum
a^eted, . . ofer scild scoten, . . wens, wi^es fxd. a 1200 Moral
Ode 240 (Lamb. MS.) Ho [sc. souls in hell] walke5 weri up
and dun, se water de5 mid winde. £-1290 Katerine 24 in

S. E. Leg. 92 Of sonne and Mone and steorrene also, fram
be este to be weste Pat trauaillieth and neuere werie ne
beoth. 1:1290 Beket 1158 ibid. 139 Swibe weri was be holi

man, onnebe he bar up is fet. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2518
Meliors was so wery bat sche ne walk mijt. 1375 Barbour
Bntce xii. 143 His men als that wer very Hynt of thair

basnetis. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvi. 75 He was so wery
bat he Mf$k 11a ferther. 1557 N. T. (Gcnev.) Matt. xi. 28
Come vnto me all ye that are wearie and laden. 1567
Maplet Gr, Forest 68 b, The fift or odde Crane.. flieth all

alone before, till he be wearie so doing. 1684 T. S. Profit
ft Pleasure united 159 To know when the Stag is weary, is

easily done by his Slavering, fioathing at the Mouth, [etc.].

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville xliv. III. 188 After an
absence of twenty days, they returned weary and dis-

couraged. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 1. 465 Pro-
ducing what ? A pair of slippers, sir, To put on when you're
weary. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. ii. 30, 1 am tired too

soon ; I could have danced down hours Two years gone
hence and felt no wearier.

absol. 138a Wvclif fob iii. 17 There resteden the wery
in strengthe [1611 'there the weaiie be at rest]. 138a —
Isa. xl. 29 The Lord..^yueth to the weri vertue. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 627 The Duke of Yorke sent euer fresh

men, to succor the werie, and put new men in places of the

hurt persons. 1760-7* H. Brooke Fcol r/Oual. (1809) II.

160 Death may bring rest to the weary and overladen. 1804

Campbell Soldier's Dream 4 1 housands had sunk on the

ground overpowered, The weary to sleep, and the wounded
to die. 1848 Dickens Dombcy lviii, The eternal book for

all the weary and the heavy-laden. 1887 I. R. Lady's
Ranche Life Montana 105 In a few minutes we were
sleeping the sleep of the weary.

b. said of the body, its limbs or organs.

c 1205 Lav. 16990. To lechinien ba wunden of leofenen his

cnihten & baSien on burje heoie wxrie ban. 1573GASC01GNE
Posies, //earbes'Wks. 1907 I. 354 If thou sitteat ease to rest

thy wearie bones. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 29 There they

alight, in hope. .to. .rest their weary limbs a tide. 1697

Dryden Virg. Ceorg. iv. 264 Late at Night, with weary
Pinions come The lab'ring Youth, and heavy laden home.

1792 Rogers Pleas. Mem. I. 73 fiSio) 12 How oft. .We..

Welcom'd the wild-bee home on weary wing. 1841 Longf.
Excelsior v, ' O stay,' the maiden said, ' and rest Thy weary

head upon this breast
!

'

C. with the source of weariness indicated. Const.

wtt/i, formerly also f o/(now only in sense 2), ffi>rt

or f genitive.

Beowulf'579 Sibesweris- * looo Riddles Uv (Ivl 10W«ng
bars weorces. < 1205 Lay. 18406 Heo beoo-swide werie iboren

heore wepnen. .1220 Bestiary 635 Danne he is of walke
weri. 1362LANG1.. P. Tl. A. Prol. 7, I was weori of wandrinpe
[B. wery forwandred]. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 440 Ne
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certis she was fatt no thing But semed wery for fasting.

1382 Wvclif John iv. 6 Jhesu maad wery, or feynt, of the
iurney, sat thus on the welle. cidoo Maundev. (Koxb.) x.

40 When he was wery of bering of pe crosse. 1489 Caxton
Faytes ofA. n. xxxvii. 157 They fonde the watchemen sore

wery of longe watche. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 93
Botn armies being werie with fighting. 1596 Spenser /**. Q.
vi. vii. 19 Weary of trauell in his former fight, He there in

shade himselfe had laid to rest. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. 134
You Sun-burn'd Sicklemen of August weary, 1617 Mory-
son liin. 1. 179 My horse weary of this long journey without

so much as a daies rest, beg^anne to faint. 1697 Drydf.n
Virg.Georg. iv.581 Weary with hisToyI,and scorch'd with
Heat. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel I. ii, The stag-hounds,
weary with the chase, Lay stretch'd upon the rushy floor.

d. Of pace, tread, voice, etc. ; Showing signs of

fatigue.

a 1000 Cynewulf's Christ 993 Beornas gretao\ .wergum
stefiium. 1638 Quarles llierogl. i. 8 When at length His
weary steps have reach'd the top. 1697 Drvden SEneis xi.

803 His Foes in sight, he mends his weary pace, 1784 Burns
Man ivas made 6, 1 spy'd a man, whose aged step Seem'd
weary, worn with care. 1820 Shelley Sensit. PI. in. 9 The
weary sound and the heavy breath, And the silent motions of
passing death. 1821 — Epipsych. 155 The beaten road Which
those poor slaves with weary footsteps tread. 1840 Dickens
OldC, Shop xv, Accordingly, towards this spot, they directed
their weary steps.

to. quasi-itf. infor weary: see Foil- prefix 10.

c 1350. c 1400 [see F'or- prefix 10]. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
5574 Then were the Troyens we! weri, Thei myght not for

wen hem steri. £1420 Avow. Arth. xvii, For werre slidus

he on slepe, No lengur my^te he wake. 14.. Sir Bcues
(O.) 2449 What for wery and what for faynt, Syr lieuys
was nerehande attaynt. a 1450 Mirk"s Festial 180 But on
be morow, what for wach, what for wery, he fylle on slepe.

c 1460 Towueley Myst. xxx. 226 Vnethes may I wag, man,
for wery in youre stabill Whils 1 set my stag, man.

2. Discontented at the continuance or continued

recurrence of something, and desiring its cessation

;

having one's patience, tolerance, zeal, or energy

exhausted ;
( sick and tired • of something. Also

with in, and to with inf.

c 1105 Lay. 1328 Ne bicSnaman weri heorasongestoheraen.
1377 Langl, P. PI. B. xv. 181 Whan he is wery of bat werke
banne wil he some tyme Labory in a lauendrye. c 1386
Chaucer Parson's T. 1042 It [sc. the PaternosterJ is schort
. .for a man schulde be be lasse wery to say it. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 6298, I wol no more of this thing seyn, If I may
passen me herby; I mi^hte maken you wery. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xvi. i. 664, I am nyghe wery of this quest.

1526 Tindale 2 Thess. iii. 13 Brethren be not weary in well

doynge. [So all later versions exc. Rheims.] 1534 — Gal.
vi. 9 Let vsnot be wery of well doynge [1611 in well doing).

1535 Coverualk Ps. vi. 6, I am weery of gronynge. 1551
Robinson More's Utopia It, vi. (1895) 212 In the exercyse
and studdyeof the mynde they be neuer werye. cj$9oEair
Em iv. i. 28, I_ am growen werie of his companie. 1603
Shaks. Lean. iv. 218 He that keepes not crust, nor crum,
Weary of all, shall want some. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.
iv. § 42 By this time the King was as weary of Scotland as
he had been impatient to §0 thither. 1670 Dryden jst. PI.
Cong, Granada i. i, 'Tis just some joyes on weary Kings
should waite. 1711 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
1. 143 He cannot be ignorant how weary we are of the war.
1726 Swift Gulliver 1. i, The last of these voyages not
proving very fortunate, I grew weary of the sea. 1790
Burns The Taylorfell 13 There's somebody weary wi' lying
her lane. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam Ded. 33 For I grow
weary to behold The selfish and the strong still tyrannize
Without reproach or check. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xxii.

4 She is weary of dance and play. 1864 — Islet 29 His
compass is but of a single note, That it makes one weary to
hear. 1875 JowKTT/Ya/<?(ed. 2) V. 122 Plato is never weary
of speaking of the honour of the soul.

b. Tjred of, anxious to be rid of{& person), rare.
?cx472 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 123 Me thynk bay

sshuld nat be so wery of yow, bat dyd so gret labour &
diligence to have yow. 1602 W. S. Thomas Ld.Cromivell
iv, ii. 6 All parts abroade where euer I haue beene Growes
wearie of me, and denies me succour, a X653 R. Bkome City
Wit iv. i, I will suddenly take occasion to break with the
Foole Wolsie; of whom I am heartily weary. 1859 Tenny-
son Vivien 687, I am weary of her.

3. Depressed and dispirited through trouble,

anxiety, disappointment, etc.; sick at heart.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xxii. § 1 Eala Wisdom, bu 5e eart sio

hehste frofer ealra weri^ra moda. < 1000 Wanderer 15
Ne ma;; werifc mod wyrde widstondan. C1205 Lay. 28081
pa wes ich al wet & weri of sorjen and seoc. a 1300
Cursor M. 15875 Mate and weri war pai ban. 1535 Cover-
dale 2 Esdr. xii. 5 Yet am I weery in my rmnde. 1538
Starkey England if, i. 150 Many febul and wery soulys,
wych haue byn oppressyd wyth wordly vanyte. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. in. i. us, 1 Murth. So wearie with Disasters, tugg'd
with Fortune. 17.. Slighted JVansy in Ramsay Tca-t. Misc.
( I 733' !• 23 Far ben the house I rin ; And a weary wight
am 1. 1792 Burns Banks ofDoon (later version) 4 How can
ye chant, ye little birds, And I sae weary fu' o' care ! 1892
L. Johnson in 1st Bk. Rhymers' Club 6 Our wearier spirit
faints, Vexed in the world's employ.

4. Of persons: Having little strength, feeble,

sickly. Sc. and dial.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 240 pocht he auld
& very vas. 1533 Bellenden Livy in. ill. (S.T. S.) I. 250
Than was EbuciuSj ane of be consullis, dede in be ciete,
and his colleig seruilius sa wery bat he mycht skarsly draw
his aynd. 1808 Jamieson s. v., A weary bairn, a child that
is declining, S. a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia s. v., It is a
poor weary child. 1879 Good Words 405/1 The minister
had christened Nicky Macdonald's bairn in the house, since
it was far too weary a thing to be brought to the kirk.
*£• x533 Bellenden Livy in. vii. (S. T. S.) 1. 273 pe ciete

was nocht sa wery [L. acgram] bat It mycht be dantit with
sic remedis as It was wont to be,

EL Causing weariness.
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5. Fatiguing, toilsome, exhausting. (Sometimes

blending indistinguishably with sense 6.)

ays Shoreham 11. 84 To here hyt [sc. the cross] tocal-

uary, I-wys, hyt was wel wery. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T.

457 The dede slepe for wery bisynesse ml on this Carpenter.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 219 b, They wente a werye

and apaynefull Jorney [L. difficili et molesto itinere]. 1560

Bible (Geneva) /sa. xxxii.2 As theshadowe of a great rocke

inawearieland. [Literal from the Heb.] 1575 Fleming Virg.

Bucol. ix. 29 Let's synging passe our weary waye, lesse

trouble wyll be oures. 1719 Df. Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 129

Many a weary Stroke it [sc. the boat] had cost, you may be

sure; and there remained nothing but to get it into the

Water. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 423 Vain, very vain, my weary
search to find That bliss which only centres in the mind.

1783 Burns Despondency 5 O Life 1 Thou art a galling load,

Along a rough, a weary road, To wretches such as I. 1832

Ht, Martineau Life in Wilds vi. 76 It was weary work
with any tool but the hatchet. 1833 Tennyson Lotos-Eaters

41 Evermore Most weary seem'd the sea, weary the oar.

1849 Aytoun Lays Scott. Cavaliers (ed. 2) 72 And aye we
sail'd, and aye we sail'd Across the weary sea. 1894 J. A.
Steuaht In Day ofBattle iv, India., is far away. Many a
weary mile lies between us and it.

6. Irksome, wearisome, tedious ; in graver sense,

burdensome to the spirit.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 188 Thys ys to wyry a lyflfe to a
byde for you and all youre. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M, in.

L 129 The weariest, and most loathed worldly life That A-e,
Ache, periury, and imprisonment Can lay on nature. 1798
Wohdsw. Lines Tintcrn Abbey 39 In which the heavy and
theweary weightOfall this unintelligible world, Is lightened.

1813 Scott Rokeby v. iii, In the rude guard-room, where of
yore Their weary hours the warders wore. 1850 Kisgsley
Alton Locke xli, Like the clear sunshine after weary rain.

1884 Tennyson Cup 1. ii. 26, I have had a weary day in

watching you. Yours must have been a wearier.

f b. Of discourse, a speaker or writer : Tedious,

wearisome. 06s.

1549 Coverdale etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Tim. i. 1-7 Wherto
should a man labour for saluacion by nieanes of so many
wiery obseruacions [Per tot motestas obseruatiunculas a<i

salutem contendere^. 1571 T. Fortescue Alexia's Poreste
vii. 15 b, Sundry are the considerations, of whiche Lactantius
Firmianus. .as also somme others, haue written, large, & wery
volumes. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 1. iv. 25 Your Brother
kindly greets you : Not to be weary with you ; he's in prison.

7. Sc. and north, dial. a. Sad, sorrowful, hard
to endure.
a 1785 W. Forbes Dominie in R. Forbes Poems Buchan

Dial. 11. 35 With blubber'd cheeks and watry nose, Her
weary story she did close. 1813 Scott Rokeby m. xxviii.

Song, A weary lot is thine, fair maid, a 1893 in K. Ford
Harp Pert/is. 24 This weary, waefu' tale o' mine.

b. As an expression of irritation : Tiresome,

vexatious, ' wretched ', ' confounded \
a 1785 W. Forbes Dominie in R. Forbes Poems Buchan

Dial. n. 27 Wae worth that weary sup of drink He lik'd so
well 1 180a Sibbalu Chron. Sc. Poetry IV. Gloss., Weary,
wretched, cursed; as the weary or weariful fox. 1843 Mrs.
S. C. Hall Whiteboy x. 85, I went hunting everywhere for

the weary cat and her kittens. 1864 Latto 'Tarn. Bodkin
xiv, 131 Ye weary, weirdless, ne'er-do-weel vagabond. 1893
1 L. Keith' yLisbeth ii, 'Lisbeth, mind these weary steps.

Your aunt's very infirm in the feet.

c. quaswwV. as an intensive : Grievously, 'sadly'.

1790 Shirrees Poems Sc. Dial. 262 Poor Scota now is daz'd
and auld, Her childrens blood rins weary cauld, To see her
Palace like a fauld For haddin* sheep 1 i860 J. P. Kay-
Shuttleworth Scarsdale II. 155 Hoo'll be weary pottert
(disturbed) wi' a letter fro' onybody bur mysel'.

8. Sc. in certain phrases, perh. influenced by
WABT v., to cuise : Weary fa* {faM), weary on,

weary set (a person or thing), a curse on (him, etc.).

1788 Burns Duncan Gray 1 Weary fa' you, Duncan Gray.
1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxix, O, weary on the wars 1 mony's
the comely face they destroy. 1816 — Bl. Dwarf iii, O
weary fa' thae evil days 1 1828 \V. M cDowall Poems 21

There's Brawnie, weary on her, Hear how she roars an'

rowts. 1875 \V. Alexander Sk. Life Ain Folk 149 Weary
set that chiel', . . he has seerly nae taste ava. 1893 Stevenson
Catriona ii, The French recruiting, weary fall it ! 1896 A.
LiLHURN Borderer xxix. 221 Eh, weary on us 1 There seems
no end to our misfortunes.

III. 9. Comb., as weary-laden, -looking, -winged,

•worn adjs. ; f weary-foot a., having weary feet,

tired with walking.
1798 O'Keei 1 e Wild Oats 11. i, The hungry and *weary-

foot traveller. 1784 Burns Alan was made to mourn end,
A blest relief to those That *weary-laden mourn 1 1885 Lu.
R. Gower Old Diaries {1902)21 A worn *weary-looking man
of middle age. 1833 Scarcill Puritan's Grave (1846J 63
The occasional cawing of the *weary-winged rooks. 1795-6
Wordsw. Borderers I. 420 If you knew .. how sleep will

master The 'weary-worn. 1819 Keats Otho 11. ii. 117 For
I am sick and faint with many wrongs, Tir'd out and weary*
wurn with contumelies.

Hence fWcrihede [-head], weariness.

1340 Ayenb. 33 Efterward comb werihede bet makep bane
man weri and worst uram daye to daye.

Weary (wi»*ri), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. "wearied
(wl»'rid). Forms : 1 (3e)w6ri3ian, (se)w6rsian,
werian, 3 wer^e, 4-6 wery(e, werie, 6 weerie,
6-7 wearie, 6- weary. [OE. whif^ian, -gean

intr., and gewer^ian trans., f. werig Wkaky a!\

I. intr. To grow weary.
1. To become tired; to suffer fatigue. Now rare.

C890 W^rferth Gregory's Dial. 204 J>a;t ilee mod a^^ber
%c mid healicum magnum weaxeS & stranjaii & eac of his

ajenre untrymnysse werjaS & teoraS. £"900 Bxda's Hist.

I, xxviL (1890) 78 ForSon hyngran, byrstan, hatian, calan,

wxri^ian, al bat is of untrymnesse b*s ^ecyndes. Ibid. 111.

ix. 178 pa ongon his hors semninga werjian Sc 3estondan.

WEARY.
I
a 1225 Ancr. R. 252, Sic ^if bet heo werjeo", euerichon wreor5e5

I

him bi o5er. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. etc. Rj b, My
hande with long holdyng werieth. 1686 P. Gordon Diary

!
(Spalding Club 1859) 126, 1 had not ridden four miles when

1
one of the horses wearyed. a 1776 Lizae Baiiliexi. in Child

!
Ballads IV. 26; She was nae ten miles frae the town When
she began to weary. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxv. 9 Nor
could 1 weary, heart or limb, When [etc.].

b. Ol the heart, mind, patience, etc. : To become
tired or exhausted. Also of a person, to grow

:

dispirited or sick at heart.

1434 Misyn Mending ofLife xi. 124 Stedfastly he bidysin
body & werus not in hart. 1600 in Harington Xugx Antiq.

(1779) II. 257 Thus I will lay down my quill, which seldom
wearys in a friendly tale. 1650 J. Carsiaii;es Lett. (1846)

74, I hope he [GodJ keeps you from wearieing in reference

to the delay of our Hbertie. 1769 Eliz. Carter Lett. 11809)

1 II. xl vii. 379 The spirit wearies with perpetual dissipation.

1829 Herschel Ess. (1857) 514 That diligence which never
wearies, . .goes on adding grain by grain to the mass of re-

sults. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 76 His poetic mind
never wearied.

C. To become affected with tedium or ennui.

1798 Monthly Mag. Dec. 436 [' Improper expressions used

in Edinburgh 'J I weary when I am alone ; I become weary.

1853 G« J- Cayi.ey Las Alfrjas II. 288 There is one kind

and sympathising spirit which does not weary over my di-

lated gossip.

2. With various constructions, a. To grow tired

of (something, doing something); to do (—of
doing) or to be ( = of being) {arch, or poet..; also

with pres. pple.
a 1225 Juliana 22 For ne werse^ he neauer to wurchen ow

al bat wandreSe world a buten ende. c 1400 Destr. Troy

12997 Thai werit of bere werke be wallis to kepe. c 1475
Wisdom 847 in Macro I'iaysb$ pat ofhyslyffhe xall wery,

& qwak for very fere, c 1480 IIenkyson Swallow fy other

Birds 1 89 1 Quhilkdayand nicht weryis not for toga Sawand
poysoun..In mannisSaull. 1627 Iii*. P. Forbes Euhulus 15

Whence anie, who in singlenesse seeketh Kesolution will

not wearie to search it. 1782 Miss Blrney Cecilia 11. iv,

She now wearied of passing all her time by herself, and
sighed for the comfort of society. 1829 Carlyle in foreign

Rev. IV. 120 Into the ocean of air he gazed incessantly ; and
never wearied contemplating its clearness, a 1834 Coleridge
Lit. Rem. II. 376 How the mind wearies of, and shrinks

from, the more than painful interest, the fiiaijToc, of utter
:

depravity. 1846 G. Wahburton I/ochelaga I. 217 The eye

does not weary to see, but the hand aches, in even writing

the one woid—beauty. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 628 He. .had
ridd'n a random round To seek him, and had wearied of the

search. Ibid. 894 As a little helpless innocent bird.. Will
sing the simple passage o'er and o'er. ., till the ear Wearies
to hear it. 1876 L. Stephen Eng. Th. iSth C. I. 356 It is

not wonderful that a man pursuing so vast a plan.. should
have wearied of his task before it was completed.

b. To suffer weariness from long wailing or de-

ferred hope; to wait wearily for or to do (some-

thing), or through (a period of time) ; to long or
1 languish_/i>r something. Chiefly Sc,

1809 Syd. Smith Serm. II. 131 Why may it not. .induce
him to carry on the load of life who pants, and wearies for

the grave. 1818 Hogg Brownie of' Bodsbeck II. iii. 42, I hae
wearied to see them, a 1830 H. Cockbukn Memor. (1856)

1 155 The Lord Advocate, .generally leaves his represent at ives

. .to endure the summing up, and to weary for the verdict.

1830 Galt Lawrie T. III. vi,[They were] watching the corpse
and wearying for my return. 1856 Whewell in Life (1881)

480, I was beginning to weary for a letter from you. 1866

I

* Annie Thomas' Played Out I. ix. 153 A congregation of

women assembled immediately after a dinner, wearying
through the hour before the men rejoin them. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s. v., They keep me wearying for dinner. 1885 ' Mks.
Alexander ' At Bay viii, I have just been wearying to see

:

you. 1888 R. Buchanan Heir of Linne iii, I was wearying
to speak with you. 1894 G. Moore Esther Waters 39 She
wearied for a companion.

3. quzsi-lrans. with out : To go wearily through

to the end of.

1594-5 Merchant's Daughter of Bristow \. vi. in Roxb.
Ball. 11872) II. 1. 87 There will I waste and wearie out my
dayes in woe. 1648 Gage West Ind. xvii. 114 After I had
here wearied out the wearinesse, which I brought in my
bones from the Cuchuinatlanes. 1889 Boy's Own Paper 17

I

Aug. 730/2, I soon forgot to besorry for Sister Mary, left to

weary out the holidays in vacant loneliness.

1L trans. To make weary.

4. To exhaust the strength or endurance of (a

person, his limbs, etc.) ; to fatigue or tire with toil,

sickness, watching, sustained mental effort, etc.

Beoivulf 2%$2 He xewer^ad sset. C897 Alfred Gregory's

Past. C. xxxv. 239 He. .gewer?;a5 Sonne his heortan suice

hearde mid Sy jesuince. c 1000 >Elfric Saints' Lives

(1900) I. 192 purhgodes fore-stihtunge ne hors ne he sy If

Rewersod was. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 796 He hade weryede

the worme [sc. dragon] by wyghtnesse of strenghte, Ne
ware it fore the wylde fyre that he hyme wyth defender.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 522/2 Weryyn, or make wery, . .fatigo,

lasso. 1530 Palsgr. 779/1, I werye by over moche labour

or travayle,/* lasse. . .'I'h'is horse irotteth so harde that he

hath weryed me more than I was a gret whyle. 15*3 Fold-

ing Cxsar 1. (1565) 18 b, Many hauing a long time weaned

their armes, chose rather to ca*t their targets out of their

hands. 1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. lxxxL § 10 They in the

practise of their religion wearied chiefly their knees and

hands, we especially our eares & tongues. 1610 Shaks.

Temp. 111. L 19 Pray set it downe, and rest you
:
when this

[log] burnes 'Twill weepe for hauing wearied you. 1657

Earl Monm. tr. Parutas Pol. Disc. 186 By drawing out the

War in length, they might think to weary and disorder the

Enemy. 1675 J. Owen Indwelling Sin ix. (1732) 107 They

brought their Offerings or Sacrifices on their Shoulders,

which they pretended wearyed them, and they panted and

blowed as Rlen ready to faint under them. 1759 Johnson
Rassclas iv, Resolving to weary by perseverance, him whom



WEARYING.
he could net surpass in speed. 1825 Scott Talism. vi, A
mighty curtal axe, which would have wearied the arm of any
other than Cceur de Lion. 1825 — Betrothed xi, She wearied

her memory with vain efforts to recollect .. his features.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 827 ' Alas," he said, ' your ride hath

wearied you.'

b. transf. and^^f.
1573-80 BaRBT Alv. P 496 If the vine be wearied with

1

plentifull bearing. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1363 So woe hath .

wearied woe, rnone tired mone. /bid.^ 1570 Thus ebs and

flowes the currant of her sorrow, And time doth wearie time

with her complayning. 1604 J as. I Counterbl. to Tobacco
\

(Arb.) 108 So being euer and continually vsed, it [medicine]

doth but weaken, wearie and weare nature. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Ceorg. IV. 638 Then roaring Beasts, and running

;

Streams he tryes, And wearies all bis Miracles of Lies.

C. With adv. or advb. phr. ; esp. to weary out,

to fatigue completely, so as to render incapable of
.

further exertion.

1647 Cowley Mistress, Thraldom v, Like an Egyptian

Tyrant, some Thou weariest out, in building but a Tomb.
1670 Dryden 1st Tt. Com/. Granada IV. (1672) 35 In walls

we meanly must our hopes inclose, To wait our friends, and

weary out our foes. 1829 Landor /mag. Conv. Greeks Sr

Rom. (1853) 352 Whose movements would have irritated,

distracted, and wearied down the elephants. 1848 Dickens
Dombcy lv, He was stupefied, and he was wearied to death.

1859 Tennyson Vivien 586 Then be found a door.. ; And
wearied out made for the couch and slept.

5. To tire the patience of; to affect with tedium

or ennui ; to satiate {with). Also with out.

1340 Ayenb. 99 He wolde bet hit were ssort uor bet non ne

ssolde him werye hit nor to lyerny. 4:1386 Chaucer Can.

Yeom. I'rol. <, T. 751 It weerieth me to telle of bis falsnesse.

(-1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 62 It werieth me this

mater for to trete. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon x. 271

How am I shamed for four glotons ! certes this weryes me
sore 1 1553 T. Wilson Khet. 115b, But nowe because I haue
halfe werii^d the reader with a tedious matter, I will harten

him agayne wyth a merye tale. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L.\. ii.

56, I will wearie you then no longer with idle talking. 1667

Milton P. /.. xil. 107 Till God at last Wearied with their

iniquities, withdraw His presence from among them. 1675

E. Wilson Spadacr. Dunelm. Pref., And now, good Reader,

1 have even wearied theeout. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian

xvi, Our patience is wearied already. 1798 Sofhia Lee
Canterb. T., Young Lady's T. II. 384 Weaned out at last by

the tender importunity, .she reluctantly took solemn charge

of the child. 1830 Tennyson Lilian iii, Gaiety without

eclipse Wearietb me. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. xvi. 1 1 1.

649 He was.. doing his best to weary out his benefactor's

patience and good breeding. 1877 Mrs. Oi.ifhant Makers
FL<r. v. 138 Oddly enough, however, this excessive applause

wearied the simple-minded artist. 1883 ' Ouida ' Wanda I.

206 He had a sensitive fear of wearying with his presence

bidies to whom he owed so much.

b. To trouble by importunity (heaven, the gods,

etc. 1
.

1633 Ford Tit Pity 1. iii, I have even wearied heaven with

pray'rs. a 1718 Prior Henry f, Emma 411 Watchful I'll

guard Thee, and with Midnight Pray'r Weary the Gods to

keep Thee in their Care. 1831 Scott Qucntin D. Introd.,

He . . wearied Heaven and every saint with prayers . .
for the

prolongation of his life. 1846 H. G. Robinson Odes of
Hor. 11. xviii, I weary not The Gods to mend my present lot.

1879 Fhoudb Caesar xv. 227 There, for sixteen months, to

weary Heaven and his friends with his lamentations.

C. absol. To cause weariness or ennui.

1815 Sir R. Peel in Croker Papers (1884) I. in. 76 Which
would have been ludicrous enough for half an hour, but, like

other good things, wearied by constant repetition. 1849

Lever Con Cregatt xx, There was so much novelty to me in

all around, that the monotonous character of the scene never

wearied.

Hence Wea'ryingT vbl. sb.

a 1225 After. R. 252 Vondunge is sliddrunge: & buruh

weraunge beo5 bitocned beo unoeauwes under slouhoe bet

beoa inemned ber uppe. 1621 Ii r. Hall Heaven upon Earth

% 4 Hence are those vaine wearyings of places and companies
together with our selues.

Weary, obs. form of Worry v.

Wearying (wi»-ri,in), ///. a. [-ing 2
.]

1. That causes weariness, fatigue, or lassitude.

1798 Bloomeield Farmer's Boy, Spring 62 When Giles

with wearying strides From ridge to ridge the ponderous

harrow guides. 1834 Soutiiey Lett. (1856) IV. 369 A day

in London is more wearying to me than a walk up Scawfell.

1864 Disraeli in G. E. Buckle Life (1916) IV. xii. 405 Lord

P., after the division, scrambled up a wearying staircase

to the ladies' gallery. 1862 Wraxall tr. Hugo's Les Mis/r-

abies I. iii. 7 The two old females generally accompanied him,

but when the journey was too wearying for them he went

alone. 1898 E. Glanvili.e KloofBride viii, They took up

their position and began a wearying watch.

2. That causes tedium or ennui.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla V. 216 Cutting short.. all the

wearying round of explanation. 1840 Marbyat Poor Jack

xxv, He was never wearying, and often, .amusing. 1857

Livingstone Trav. ix. 185 Nothing is so wearymg_ to the

spirit as talking to those who agree with everything ad-

vanced. 191 1 Petri E Revol. Civilisation iii. 59 Roman
copies of Greek work, of wearying banality.

Hence Wearyingly adv.

1829 Examiner 325/1 The piece. .was wearyingly long.

1902 Elinor Glyn Re/!. Ambrosine 287 You said you were

not wearyingly faithful.

tWea-ryish, a. Obs. rare. [f. Weary a. +

-ISH.I Done or passed in weariness.

1615 Jackson Cwrfiv. I. viii. 83 Ifwee deferred thissuruey

til old age come vpon vs, in which life It self becomes a

burthen, our returne of thanks for fruition of it, and the

vnpleasant appertinences, would be but wearylsh. ai6i8

[see Remissal]. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr III. I. App.

(1852) 340, I have drawn forth many wearyish hours.

Weasand (wf'zand). Now chiefly dial. Forms:

a. I wasend, 4 wosen^ 7 wozen. 0. 4-8 wesand,

232

5 Sc. vassand, 5 waysande, ?-6 wesande, way-
1

sand(e, 6 wessande, wezzand, 7 wezand,
weazond, 7-9 weazand, 9 weezand, 6- weasand

;

4-6 wesaunt, 5-6 -aunnt, -awnt, -ant, 6 -ante,

"weasaunte, 6-7 weasant ; 6 weasan, 6-7 -en,

7 wezon, -en, weeson, -zon, 7-S weazon, 7-9
wesson

; 5 wesing, -yng, 7 weasin. 7. (Sc. and

north.') 8-9 wyson, wizen, 8 wyzen, (whizzen),

9 wizzen, -on, wezzon. (See also Eng. Dial.

Did.) [OE. wasend masc. (? and fern.) corresp. to

OFris. wdsande, -ende, throat, OS. w&send rumi-

nant stomach, OHG. weisant, -out, -unt, throat,

windpipe, gullet (MHG. weisen, early mod.G.

waisen,waise, mod. dial, was etc.). The word has

the form of a pres. pple. or ppl. agent- noun (for

the formation cf. ON. vilindi neut., gullet). The
etymology has not been determined ; for various

conjectures see K. v. Bahder in Grimm s.v. Waisen.

A parallel synonymous formation from the same

root with different suffix appears in Weezle ( = G.

dial, waisel).
The forms moscn (14th c), w»» (17th c), and the mod.

dial, oosen, hoosen, are normal descendants of the OE.
zudsend; and possibly the Sc. form vassand conies from

wasend with shortening of the vowel. The remaining ME.
and mod. E. forms (including weasand) are anomalous

etymologists have generally attempted to account for them

bythe assumption of anOE. parallel form *wxscnd. This is

not impossible, but Sweet [AgS. Did.) appears to be in error

in giving wasend as an actually recorded variant of wasend.]

1. The oesophagus or gullet.

a 1000 in Napier O. E. Glosses i. 2447 /ngluuie, ^yfernesse,

wasende. c 1000 .Sax. Leechd. 11. 44 Laecedomas. .wid

xealhswile & brotan & wasende. c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-

Wulcker 264/19 Rumen, wasend. c 1050 Vac., Ibid. 421/37

Ingluuiem, in bane wasend. 13.. Gaw.fr Gr. Knt. 1336

fay gryped to be gargulun, & graybely departed pe wesaunt

fro he wynt-hole. 1375 [see ThroI'pleJ. c itpo Lanfranc s

\

Cirttrg. 148 And betwene be necke & gula wibinneforb bere
' isordeynedmaiylseeMERi'l.tbat is to seiche wesant. 14..

I Kom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 076/24 Hie ysophagus, a wesande.

c 1440 Promf*. Parv. 523/1 Wesaunnt, of a beestys tiirole,

yso/agus. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. Eo Pulle him [a snipe],

late his necke he hole, save the wesing. >54*-77 Vicarv

Anat. v. (1888) 44 Also in the mouth is ended the vppermoste

extremitieofthe Wesande, which iscalled Myreor Isofagus.

1578 Lyte Dodoensu. ccii. 303 It will cause the Horseleaches
1

..to fall of, which happen to cleaue fast in the throote or

wesande of any man. 1593 Nashe Christ! Teares H 4,

Their watry wesands were like to leape out of theyr mouihes

for meale. 1601 Holland Pliny XI. xxxvii. I. 339 The
ether is more inward, called properly the Gullet, or the

Wezand, by which we swallow downeboth meat anddrinke.

1634 Bp. Hall Contempt., N. T. iv. Loaves «r Fishes 123

As if the soules of these men lay in their weasand, in their

gutt. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1021 Its Wind-pipe; which..
; together with the Oesophagus or Weasand . . reaches down
I to the Sternum. 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. ill. 83 Now
I what the Friends wad fain been at,. .Was e'en to get their

Wysons wat. 1785 Burns Scotch Drink xiv, But monie

daily weet their weason Wi' liquors nice. 1819 Scott Ivanlioe

xlii, By Heaven,, .better food hath not passed my weasand

for three livelong days. 1915 G. Sinclair Poems 58 May
their wysons never want A drop o' dew tae weet them.

2. The trachea or windpipe : = Artery I.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), And
somme of bese fonge the voice as be lur.ges with be re-

ceptacles wosen and pipes hereof, a 1529 Skelton Col.

Cloute 1156 Herke, howe the losell prates, With a wyde
wesaunt 1 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. F ij b,

The wesaunt . . is a cartylagynous grystled partycle created

and fourmed for to be instrument of
f*

voyce. 1547 Boorde

Brev. Health 80 Trachea arteria. . . In Englyshe it is named
the wesande, or the throte hoi. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.)

Hum. Heaven on Earth i.cxx, His wozen whez'd when his

breath it did fill. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vm.

198 The weazon, rough artery, or windepipe. 1672 Wise-

man Wounds I. viii. 68 The Aspera Arteria or Weazond. 1697

Dryden ASneis IX. 592 Th' unerring Steel descended while

he spoke; Pierc'd his wide Mouth, and thro' his Weazon

broke. 1798 Eliz. Inchbald /.overs' Vows m. 11, They.,

held so strongly by his throat, They almost stopt hiswhizzen.

% b. Erroneously used for Artery 2.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. m. xii. (1495^ 55 Of'the

herte spryngyth the wosen, as the veynes sprynge out of the

lyuer. Ibid. ill. xii. (Tollemache MS.), The vertu pat hat

vitalis, be vertu of lyf, hab meuynge by be wosen and smale

weyis [ L. per arlerias],

3. The throat generally.

c 1450 Mankind 803 in Macro Plays 30 A-lasse, my wesant

!

je wer sumwhat to nere [the rope]. 1550 Latimer Last

Serm. be/. £d:u. V/ {156-2) 121 Should I haue named hym?
nay they should as sone haue this wesaunt of mine. 1570

Foxe A. >\ M. (ed. 2) II. 1405 1 But God of his mercye so

directed his wicked purpose, that the backe of his knife was

towarde hys wesand. 1610 Shaks. Temp. m. ii. 99 'J'bere

thou maist braine him,.. Or cut his wezand with thy knife.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Epigr. xxxviii. Wks. 11. 266/1

See'st thou a villaine hang vp by the weason ? 1668 Dryden
Even. Love v. i, Give me a Razor there, that I may scrape

his weeson, that ihe bristles may not hinder me when I

come to cut it. 1684 J. S. Profit * Pleas. United 162 A
perfect Greyhound.. a long Neck.. with a loos hanging

wezand. 1720 Ramsay Rise * Fall ofStocks Tl The Miser

. .Syne shores to giip him bythe Wyson. 1724 Swift Verses

upright Judge Misc. 1735 V. 147 The Church I hate, and

have good Reason : For there my Grandsire cut his Weazon.

1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xiii, Clap your hand thus on the

weasand of this high and mighty prince, under his ruff.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xviii He . . drew his knife across

the Leopard's weasand. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rei: I. TO. ii,

They are parted and no weasands slit. 1841 Borrow Zincali

II. 47 I'd straight unsheath my dudgeon knife And cut his

weasand through.

WEASEL.

4. Comb., as weasand muscle ;
weasand-stopping

adj. ; weasand-pipe = senses 1-3 above.

C1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Guide 1. v. (1722) 60 The..

Eronchium, or the "Weasand Muscles. 1544 Phaer Regim.

Lyfe (1560) Sviijb, Somtyme it lyeth..upon the *wesaunt

pype, and than.. it stoppeth the breath_ & strangleth the

pacient anone. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iii. 12 His weasand
pipe it through His gorget cleft. 1620 I. C Two Merry
Milk-maids iv. i. L 1 b, Ray. Cut my throate ! Fre. I,

your Weason pipe, your Gullet, a 1656 R. Cox Adxon Sr

Diana 31 He will come armed with nothing but a Razor,

with which if he does slit your wezand-pipe, it will not be

amiss to take it patiently. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poet

Breakf.t. viii. 267 Poor, yelling, scalping Indians,.,

"weasand-stopping Thugs.

Wease-alley, corrupt form of Weese-allan.

Weasel (wf-z'l). Forms : 1 uueosule, uue-

sulae, wesle, 4 westll, 4-5 wesel(e, 4-6 we-
sell, -il, 5 wesyFle, wees-, wessylle, wey-
syl, wezel, whesille, Sc. quhasill, 6 wesyll,

weysell, 6-7 weazell, -ill, weesell, we(e)sill,

6-9 weesel, 7 weasell
;

-il, weassel, weesle,

we(e)zill, weezle, wheezle, Sc. waeael, 7-8

weezel, Sc. whessell, 8-9 weasle, 9 dial, wiz-

zel, 7- weasel. [OE. wesule, wesle wk. fem. =

NFris. wisel (WFris. wezel-, weezling), (M)Du.

wezel, OHG. wisula^-ala (MHG. wisele, wisel,

mod.G. wiesel fem.) :-t)Tenl.*wisulen-, of obscure

origin.

From German dialects come the Icel. {hrcysiptsla, '
(cairn-)

weasel ', Sw. vesla, vessla, Da. vxsel.]

1. A carnivorous animal {Putoritts nivalis), the

smallest European species of the genus (of the

order Mustelidie) which includes the polecat, stoat,

etc. It is remarkable for its slender body, and for

its ferocity and bloodthirstiness.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. M 337 Muslela, uueosule. c 1000

Mitmc Gram.x\ (Z.) 19 Mustela, wesle. 11.. Conf. Ecgbert

xxxix. in Thorpe Ags. Laws II. 164 £if on hwylcne mycelne

wsetan mus oooe wesle onbefealle . . sprenge mid halij wsetere.

c 1325 Gloss. IV. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 166 Cesle

belette, a wesele. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xc. 13 pe wesill

ouercumys liim [sc. the basilisk] & slas him. 1398 Trevisa

Barth. De P. R. xvm. lxxiv. (1495) 829 The wesell hathe

a red and a whyte wombe and chaungeth colour, c 1440

Pallad. on Husb. I. 540 lhe wesil shal for this doon hem

noon harm, c 1480 Henryson Mor. Fab. v. (Part. Beasts)

xvii, The quhirand quhitret with the quhasill went. 1577 B.

Googe Ihresbach's Husb. III. 156 b, 1 would, .counsell you

to destroy your Rattes and Mise with. .Weesels. 1579 Lyly

Euphues (Arb.) 272 If thou be |be]witched with eyes, weare

the eie of a wesill in a ring, which is an enchauntment against

such charmes. 1606 N. B[axter] Sydney's Ourauia G 1,

The Pole catte, and wilde-catte, the Weezle, & Stoate. 1624

Capt. J. Smith Virginia II. 35 Of Weesels and other Ver-

\ mines skins a good many. 1726 Leoni Alberti's Archil. I.

97/2 Polecats, Weezels, ..or the like Vermin. 1832 L. Hunt
Sir R. Esher (1850) 336 Staring like a weasel. 1844 Jesse

Scenes Country Life 357 Keepers have informed me that

Weazles will sometimes kill and feed on Snakes. 1883 SlM-

monds Did. Useful Anim. s. v., The long-tailed weasel

(Mustela longicauda). 1919 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 183,1 came

across a bloodthirsty weasel, dragging a large buck rabbit

after it. .,

transf. and fig. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,\. 11. 170 hor once
'

the Eagle (England) being in prey, To her vnguarded Nest,

the Weazell (Scot) Comes sneaking, and so sucks her Princely

Egges. 1632 Chapman & Shirley Ball 1. (1639) A 4, Co.

Dee not know him, lis the Court dancing Weesill. Ma. A
Dancer, and so gay. 1633 B. Jonson I ale 'tub 1. vi,

I Wherefore did I, Sir, bid him Becall'd, you Weazell, Vermin

ofaHuisher? 1638 Ford Fancies 11. ii, Whoreson, lecher-

ous weazle ! 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Advice to Future

Laureat 11. 39 Brudenell, thou stinkest ! weasel, polecat,

fly ! 1886 P. Robinson Teetotum Trees 39 A thin little

weasel of a Bengalee Baboo.

b. In proverbial sayings, f To be bit by a barn

weasel : to be drunk.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 171 He is bit by a barn

Weesel. 1825 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan III. 269 'On with

your story, will you; and if you are caught another time—

'Caught 1 me !- . .catch a weasel asleep !
' 1840 Dickf.ns

Old C.Shop xxiii, I'm. .as sharp as a ferret, and as cunning

as a weazel.

U c. Erroneously spoken of as a corn-eating

animal.
C1600 Distr. Emperor III. i. in Bullen Old Ft. (lit*) III.

208 True, daughter; love is like the weassel that went into

themeale-chamber;..itgrowesplumpe and full of humor;

it asks a crannye as bygg as a conye borrowe to gett out

agayne. a 1744 Pope /mil. Ilor.Hp. 1. vii. 51 A Weasel once

made shifuo slink In at a Corn-loft thro' a Chink. [Hence

17SS Johnson, IVeasel, a small animal that eats corn and

kills mice.) , _ , ,

d. In some parts of England and Ireland con-

fused with the Stoat, which is sometimes called

ermine weasel or (when wearing its winter coat)

white weasel.
, . , . „ ,

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 726 The white Weasel is called

Minever. 1676 Cotton Angler 11. viii. 75 A I' he called ine

Owl-Flie ; the dubbing of a white Weesel s tall. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. IHst. III. 358 This animal [sc. lhe ermine is

sometimes found white in Great Britain, and is then called

a white weasel. 1891 Fishing Gaz. 3 Jan. 7/2 J ht
1

stoat, or

ermine weasel (Mustela enninca).. in many partsot England

is called a weasel. i9r6 Field 22 Apr. 661/3 l'n« stoat, .in

many parts [of Ireland] is known as ' weasel .

2. Applied with qualifying words to various

animals belonging to the family Musttlidm, or hav-

ing some marked resemblance to the weasel, as

I
Jis/ierw. (seeYssmiR 2b) ;four-ioedw. = Suricate:
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Malacca w. = Rasse ; Mexican w. = Kinkajou

;

water-w. (see Water sb. 30).
1771 Pennant Syn.Quadr. 22S Four-toed Weesel. 1781— Hist, Quadr. II. 328 Fisher Weesel, Ibid. 338 Mexican

Weesel. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. 1. 11. 406 Malacca Weesel.

f 3. [transl. L. mustela {marina).'} A fish, taken
to be the lamprey. (Cf. weasel-fish, -ling in 6 b,

and Fr. belette.) Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. ix. 1 1. 445 The liver also of the

fish named the Sea-cat or Weazill, is given in like case,

f 4. The Smew. Cf. weasel coot, duck in 6 b.

a 168a Sir T. Browne Nor/. Birds Wks. 1835 IV, 317 The
..mustela variegata, ..the variegated or party-coloured
weasel, so called from the resemblance it beareth unto a
weasel in the head.

5. U. S. A nickname for a native of S. Carolina.
1875 Chamb. Jrnt. 13 Mar. 171 '2 South Carolina is Pal-

metto State, and the natives are Weasels.

6. attrib. and Comb., as weasel family, kind,

tribe (designations for the order Mustelidse) ; weasel-

colour, -run, -skin, -whelp ; similative t as weasel-

f becked (= beaked), -faced, -headed, -like adjs.

1587 Harrison England n. vii. 172/1 in Holinshed, If a
man., be "wesell becked then much heare left on the cheekes
will make the owner looke big like a bowdled hen. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomeucl. 177/2 Fulnus,.Aox or *weazill
colour. 1596 Nashe Saffron-Watden X 1 b, Mounsieur
Fregeuile Gautius. that prating *weazell fac'd vermin, is one
of the Pipers in this consort. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmagundi
(1824) 148 A little meagre, weazel-faced Frenchman. 1877
Casselfs Nat. Hist. II. 182 The *\Veasel Family. 1681
Grew Bfnsmum 1. § ii. i. 19 The *Weesle- Headed Armadillo,
Tatn Mustelinus. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. I. 82 This
species is the least of the *weesel kind. 1899 F. V. Kirby
Sport E. C. Africa 322 Their . . *weasel-like slenderness of
body. 1901 ' Linesman ' Words by Eyewitness 153 Setting
his traps in a *weasel run. 1583 Rates Custome ho. F ij b,
*Wesel skinnes the dosen, iiij. d. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I,

11. 378 The *\Veesel tribe. 1398 Tri-visa Bartk. De P. R.
xvni. lxxiii. (Bodl. MS.), ^if be "wesel whelpes falleb bi ony
happeinchynnes..be weselheleb ham wibacerteyne herbe.

b. Special comb. : weasel-coot, -duck, the fe-

male or young male of the smew; f weasel-fish, a
rockling (cf.Whistle-/^); weasel-lemur, a small
short-tailed lemur (Lepilemur mustelinus); fwea-
sel-ling, a kind of rockling

; + weasel-monger,
one who hunts rats, etc., with weasels ; weasel-
snout, the yellow dead-nettle or archangel {La-
mium Galeobdolon), from the shape of the corolla.
1804 Bewick Brit, Birds II. 266 Red-headed Smew, or

"Weesel Coot. 1885 Swainson Prcv. Names Birds 165
* Weasel ducks or Weasel coots. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLI 1 1.

220 The Bladder Fish, and the "Weasel Fish. 1877 C'as sell's
Nat

%
Hist. I. 223 This * Weasel Lemur, .has fair-sized ears,

and its colours are of all sorts of shades of red, grey, white,
and yellow, a 1682 Sir T. Browne Nor/. Fishes Wks. 1835
IV. 328 Mustela Marina; called by some a *weazel ling,
which, salted and dried, becomes a good Lenten dish. 1591
TPrele Sp. to Q. Eliz. at Theobalds, Card. Sp., This
*weasel-monger [i.e. a mole-catcherj. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 530* Yellow Archangel. Yellow
Dead Nettle, or *Weasel snout.

tWea-Selled, a, Obs. [f. Weasel + -ed 2 (ir-

regularly used).] = next. Only in Comb, weaselled-
coloured, faced adjs.

1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 714 The colour of them was
like a Weaseled coloured horse. a^iShadwkll Volunteers
iv. i. (1693} 36, I never saw so weasel I'd-faced a Puppy.
Weaselly (wrz'li), a. [Weasel + -i 1

]
Weasel-like. Also weaselly-looking.
1838 Bentleys Misc. III. 582 He was a weaselly-looking

little man. 1857 Borrow Romany Rye II. App. xi. 359 An
individual.. of middle stature, a thin and weaselly figure,
a sallow complexion. 1900 ' Anthony Hope ' Quisante i. 10
He was a little weaselly perhaps.

Weaselship (wrz'ljip). [f. Weasel + -shjp.]

t a. A mock title for a weasel, b. The condition
or qualities of a weasel. In quot. fig.
1701 YALnzxsEsefat Crt.xW. 23 A Fox. -ask 'd him . .why

his Weazleship would keep In durance vile. 1861 Macm.
Mag. IV. 311/1 Such a representation, .as would, .exhibit
his weaselship in the most striking light.

Weaaen, obs. form of Weasand.
"Weaseny, variant of Weazeny.
Weasill, variant of Weezle Obs.
Weason, variant of Weasand.
Weast, obs. form of West.
Wea-swa, obs. form of Whoso.
[Weasy, spurious word in Diets., is based on a

misreading of Wealv xnfoye's Expos. Dan. 1545.
So Weasiness (Joye weatynes).]
Weat(e, obs. forms of Wait v.\ Wet.
iS57 N. T. (Geneva) a Tltess. iii. 5 The Lord guyde your

hearts to the loue of God, and the weating for of Christe.

Weather (wcfoi), sb. Forms: 1 weder, 2
wander, 2-5 weder, 4 Sc. vedir, weddire,
wedyre, 4-5 wedir(e, wedre, wedur, wedyr,
whedir, 5 Sc. weddre, -ir, -yr, wedere, wedyer,
wheder,whed(d)yr, 6 weddur, wedor, ^SV.wad-
der, (veddir\ wodder, -ir, woder, (vodder)

; 5
wethyr, 5-7 wether, 5-6whether, 6, 9 SVr.wathir,
(6 vedthir), 6- weather. [Com. Teut. (not re-
corded in Gothic) : OE. weder neut., OFris. weder,
wether (NFris. wedder, WFris. woer, war), OS.
wedar weather, storm, Du. weder, weer, OHG.
welar (MUO.weter, mod.G. welter), ON. vedr(Svr.

Vol. X.

•voider, Da. vejr) :-OTeut. *wedro-m. It is uncer-

tain whether the pre-Teut. form was *wedhro-m

( = OSl. vedro, Russian Be;;po good weather, vedru

adj., fair, said of weather; cogn. w. Lith. vidras,

vydra, storm, ditdra storm, flood) or *wetr6-m
(ablaut-var. of Lith. v&ra storm, OS1. vttrii air,

wind) ; on either alternative the word is prob. f. the

Indogermanic root *we to blow (see Wind sb.^) +-

suffix dhro- or tro-.

The spelling with th instead of the earlier d first occurs in

the 15th c. (though the pronunciation which it indicates may
well be much older); before the end of the 16th c. it had
become universal. In several dialects, chiefly Sc. and n.w.,

the pronunciation with (d) still survives. See Th 6, and the
note s. v. Vathkr sb.

The nautical use = wind, direction of the wind (see senses

3, 8) is probably derived from ON. veZr.\

1. The condition of the atmosphere (at a given

place and time) with respect to heat or cold, quan-

tity of sunshine, presence or absence of rain, hail,

snow, thunder, fog, etc., violence or gentleness of

the winds. Also, the condition of the atmosphere
regarded as subject to vicissitudes.

For wind and weather (rarely f weather and wind) see

Wind sb.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) T 121 Ten.periem, uueder.
a 1000 Azarias 62 Wtdere onlicust, bonne on sumeres tid

sended wcorbe5 dropena dreorung. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia
IX. 259 paet he frieze & forSige a^lce [tilje] be Sam..6e
bine weder wisaft. c 1205 Lav. 12042 Pe wind gond aliden

& bat weder leuScde. 1297 K. Glouc (Rolls) 2441, & vor
weder & ober bing un erbe after horn [sc. the planets) moche
is, pis misbileuede men hom clupede godes. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 111. 670 And if ye liggeu wel to-night, com ofte, And
careth not what weder is ou-lofte. 1:1400 T. Chestkk
Laun/al 223 And for hete of the wedere Hys man tell he feld

togydere And sette hym doun to reste. c 1403 Lvuc. Temple
o/Glas 395 And oft also, aftira dropping niune, The weddir
clereb. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 627 But sodanly be
wedir chaunged. C1520 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1442 How
men were wonte for to discerne By caiulelmes day what
wedder shuld holde. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 161

The lengthe or shortnesse of the marke is alwa\es vnder
the rule of the wether. 1545 Ravnalde Byrth Mankynde
88 Item trie intemperancie & mutation of the ayre, &
whether, may be cause of aborcement. 1528 Lyndesay
Dreme-]-]\ Surmountyng the myd Regioun of the air, Quhare
no maner of perturbatiouu Off wodder may ascend so hie as

thair. 1609 Pimlyco, or Ratine Red-Cap D 2, To know
what Wether was to come By "th Almanacke. 1667 Spkat
Hist, Royal-Soc. 247 A Wheel- Barometer, and other In-

struments for finding the pressure of the Air, and serving
to predict the changes of the Weather. 1678 Lady Chaworth
in lith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 45 Lady Portsmouth
..goes to Bourbon as soone as the weather opens to allow
travelling. 1779 Mirror No. 35 The conversation began
about the weather, my aunt observing, that the seasons were
wonderfully altered in her memory. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell
Ruth xxv, It was weather for open doors and windows.
1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn viii, However, I am sincerely

glad you are come, I knew no weather wor.ld stop you. 1890
C. Dixon Ann. Bird Li/e 309 They are birds which have no
regular winter home... they wander to and fro, south and
north, just as the exigency of the weather drives them.
j In advb. phrases sometimes with omission of in.

1738 C'tess Pomfket in C'tess Hart/orcTs Corr. (1805) I.

10 Un your left hand is the fire (no bad thing this weather),
and on your right a window. 1896 Holsman Shropshire
Laii xxv, Fred keeps the house all kinds of weather.

b. With descriptive adj., eg-, good, bad; hot,

cold, warm; bright, dull', fine, fair, foul; dry,

wet, rainy ; clear, thick; rough, windy, still, calm.
C893 /Elfred Oros. vi. xxxii, Pa het he betan ^aerinne

micel fyr, for bon hit wses ceald weder. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xvi. 2 To-nior^en hyt byc< smylte weder, bes heofen
ys read. C1220 Bestiary 236 De mire is ma^ti, Mikel 5e

swinked In sumer and in softe weder. c 1290 S. E. Leg. 198
pat weder bat was so cler and fair. 1340 Ayenb. 129 Ase
uayr weder went in-to rene. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 1442
Nowes the wedir bright and shynand, And now waxes it alle

domland. ^1350 Hill. Palerne 2440 What of here hard
heijing & of be hole weder, Meliors was al mat. 1362 Langl.
/'. Pt. A. vii. 310 }>orw Klodes and foul weder Fruites schul
fayle. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 300 Nou han beL.hosen in
harde weder. c\\qoPromp. Parv. 146/1 Fayre, mery wedur
or tyme, amenus. 1470-85 Mm.ory Arthur xtv. ix. 653 And
at that tyme the wheder was bote. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
xv. 56 The reyny wedre therto propyce and conuenable.
1578 Lytk Dodoens n. xlvi. 204 Sometimes they flower
againe in Autumne when the whether is milde and pleasant.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iv. 142 You and you, are sure to-

gether, As the Winter to fowle Weather. 1631 Pellham
Gods Power 4 But the next day, ..the weather falling out
something thicke, and much yce in the Offing [etc. J. 1653
Walton A ngler'xx. 41 The gloves of an Otter are the best
fortification for your hands against wet weather that can be
thought of. 1774 M. Mackenzie M<trit. Surv.95 In moderate
Weather, anchor a Vessel at the Shoal. 178a Miss Burney
Cecilia vnt. ix, To go out in all weather to work. Ibid. ix.

v, The weather being good on the morning he called. 1842
Dickens Amur, Notes n, The vessel being pretty deep in
the water,, .and the weather being calm and quiet, there was
but little motion. 1853 — Bleak Ho. xv, There was no fire,

though the weather was cold. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma
Pettengill 165 Will you look at that mess of clouds? I bet
it's falling weather over in Surprise Valley.

O. fig. and in figurative context.
1603 R. Johnson Kingd.fyCom>mu. 6^ I ustiniati restored it

[the Empire] somewhat to a better state, driuing the Vandals
out ofAfricke, and the Gothes out of Italy by his captaines

;

but this faire weather lasted not long. 1630 Bp. Hall Occas.
A/edit. 5 73 O God.. Let mee haue no Weather but Sunne-
shine from thee. 1751 Smollett Per. Pickle xevi, Pipes,
who.. knew the contents of the piece [a pistol], asked.. if it

must be foul weather through the whole voyage. 1818 Scott

Hrt. Midi, xlvii, Certain polemical skirmishes betwixt her
father and her husband, which . .often threatened unpleasant
weather between them. 1862 Thackicray Philip xxviii, We
hadn't much besides our pay, had we? we rubbed on through
bad weather and good, managing as best we could. 1878
E. W. Benson in Li/e (1899)!. xiii. 463 But we have foul

weather coming. We have to do the Church's work without
sacrificing those party men, [etc.]. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb.
266 A barometer is thus formed by which the financial

weather of the country is forecast.

fd. With indef. article : A kind of weather ; a

spell of a particular kind of weather. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 4573 /Kst aras a ladlich weder. Ibid. 7398 peo
com heom a wedere wunderliche feire. c 1374 Chaucek
Troylus in. 657 Lord, this is an huge rayn ! This were
a weder for to slepen inne. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 12914 It

made tho a lothely wedur, Hit rayi:es faste, thundres, &
blowes. 1546 Gassar's Prognost. A viij b, Not long before

the Sonne shall set, we may looke for a trobelous wether, &
perchaunce snow. 1548 F.lyoVs Diet., Apr:\ itas,. .a fayre

clere wether. 1618 Rowlands Sacred Mem. 25 Their storme
was chang'd into a fayre calme weather.

e. pi. Kinds of weather: sometimes equivalent

to stnej. Now rare exc. in phr. {in) all weathers.
Beowui/ 546 Wedera cealdost, nipende niht ond norpan

wind, heaOogrim ondhwearf. 1^900 Andreas 1256 Weder
coledon heardum ha^selscurum. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 244
Swa biS eac on wintra, for cyle & for bara wedra missenlic-

nesse, baet se mike wyr<S ^elefed. C1175 Lamb. Hom. 13

Westmes bor'o uuele wederas oft and dome seal for-wur^an.

c 1325 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) xxxv, Catel cometh and
goth As wederis don in lyde. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1424 Sere variaunce, for ceitayn skille, Of be tyms and
wedirs and sesons. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5216 For wind &
gode wederes hade bei at wide. 1377 Langl. /'. Pt. B.
xv. 349 For porw werre and wykked werkes and wederes
vnresonable \Vederwiseshipmen..Han nobelieue to }'e lifte

ne to he lore of philobofres. c 1449 Pecock Rep?: 11. ii. 146

God is such oon, that he nedith not to haue housis ouer
him for to couere him fro reyne and fro othir sturne wedris.

a 1450 Le Morte Arih. 2470 Wederes had they feyre and
good. 1526 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18S6) I. 618

Dowble bandes of leade for defence of great wyndes and
other outragious wethers. 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.J Pt.
Summers 'irav. 44 EverySunday.be it Winter or Summer,
all manner of weathers. 1697 T. Smith in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 247, I was forced.. to godowne to Westminster..
in all weathers. 1706 E.Ward li-'ooden World Diss. (1708)

21 He's, .not so still as to carry Sail against all Weathers.
1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbi Conti 17 May, It

is covered on the top with boards to keep out the rain, that
merchants may meet conveniently in all weathers. 1849 C.

Bronte Shirley xi, She took walks in all weathers—long
walks in solitary directions. 1862 H. KlNCSLEY Ravenshoe
xix, It was impossible to pass round the promontory on
horseback in the best of weathers; now doubly so. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. v, All weathers saw the man at the

post.

/tg. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. i. 195 Camillo ha's betray'd

me ; Whose honor, and whose honestie till now, Endur'd all

Weathers.

f £ With implied favourable qualification :

Weather suitable for some purpose. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machar) i486 par-to weddire

had pai b^rie, bat bai wane ftoyt of land & se thru his

prayere in gret pleynte. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vn. 113 Bote
ich hadde wedir at my wil ii_n wited god be cause, c 1400
I^aud Troy Bk. 3280 Thei.. passed the see, whenthei hadde
wedur, To Thenedoun. 1469 Plnmpton Corr. (Camdeni 21

Whether is so latesum in this cuntrey, that men can neither

well gett come nor hay.

g. With unfavourable implication : Adverse, nn-

pleasant, hurtful, or destructive condition of the

atmosphere ; rain, frost, wind-driven waves, etc. as

destructive agents. Stress of iveatker : see Stress

si. 3-
a 1122 0. E. Chron. (Laud) an. 1097, He bohte his hired on

Winceastre to healdenne, ac he wear3 purh weder £elet.

Ibid. an. 11 14, Ac wacder him la:tte. 1340-70 A lex. ty Dind.
443 Swich housinge we han to holde out be wedures. c 1400
Soivdone Bab. 76 A drift of wedir vs drofFe to Rome. 1425
J'aston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 5 Whether it wide chippe or

chynne oraffraye with frost or weder or water, a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw. IV 233 b, Which bridge was made and
covered with hordes, onely to kepe of the wether. 1557
Tusskr 100 Points ilusb. xxxv, Thinges sowne, set or graft,

in good memory haue : from beast, birde and weather to

cherishe and saue. 1606 G. W[oodcockk] Hist. Ivstine 11. 7
Before the vse o£ garments was found out against weathers
iniury, 1616 T. Scot Philomythie H 6 b, His [the weather-
cock's] taile was too too weake, when euery feather Wai bent
with storms, and broken with the weather. 1638 M. Casaubon
Use i, Custom 77 It hath beene observed of some free stones,

that . . if they bee laid in that proper posture, which they had
naturally in their quarries, they grow very hard and durable
against both time and wt-aiher. 1665 in 10th Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 4 The stones, .being of a soft. .con-

dition and not able to endure the sunn and weather. 1693
Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 251 Chords, which should^ he

well Pitched to preserve them from the Weather, and rotting.

1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles iv. xxii, Weather and war their

rougher trace Have left on that majestic face. 1853 Dickkns
Blenk Ho. Ivii, ' Are you well wrapped up?'.. I told him I

cared for no weather, and was warmly clothed. 187a Shipley

Gloss. Eccl. Terms s.v. Louvre Boards, Boards., to keep

out the weather.

fig- 1663 Chirletoh Chorea Gigant. 18 An Invention, .not

so firmly founded, as to be impregnable ; nor so closely com-

pacted in ail its parts, as to keep out all weather of Contra-

diction.

h. Violent wind accompanied by heavy rain or

agitation of the waves. Now dial, and Naut.

fAlso, a storm, tempest; often pleonastieally,

storm, tempest of weatheris. Obs.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxxviii. % 1 Da *estod hine heah weder

& storm see. c i»5 Lay. 102 Mid wolcnen & mid wedere heo

30
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poleden wensiSes. r 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3055 Moyses, do Sis
weder charcn, And ?u s 1) [ic] leten ut-faren. a 1300 Cursor
M. 6018 Pe seuend on-sand [sc. of the plagues of Egypt] Was
a weder ful selcut s:ieil. 13.. K.Alis. 5794 (Laud MS.), pe
wederes stronge & tempestes. .hem duden grete molestes.
C1381 Chaucer /'art. Foules v. 6B1 Now welcom somer, with
thy sonne softe, That hast this wintres weders over-shake.
J387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. iii. 63 And so by mokel duresse
of weders and of stormes.. I was driven to an yle. c 1400
Malndev. (Roxb.) xxxii. 144 per es neuermare. .nowper
thunner ne leuenyng, haile ne snawe, ne ober tempestez of
ill weders. 1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 44 To were us from
wederes of wynteres stormes. c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. VII. x.

3278 And bar be a tempest fel Off gret wedderis scharpe and
snel. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye in. 303 There are gen-
dered tempastes of weder and hayle. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
xxx. 114 Whan thenne they had ronne & saylled so moche
that they were in the highe see a stronge weddre arose. 1523
Bernkrs Froiss. (1812) I. cccxxiv. 506 This rayne and wether
endured tyll the sonne rose. 1526 Tindale Heb. xii. 18 Ye
are not come.. to myst and darcknes and tempest of wedder
[Gr. OveA\r)]. 1531 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 26 Tempestes
of wedder or stormes. 1553 T. Wilson Rhe1. 106 b, Diogenes
beeyng vpon the Sea emong a number of naughtie packes in

a greate storme of wether, when diuerse of these wicked
felowes cried out for feareof drownyng, [etc.]. 1598 in Rec.
Convent. Burghs Scot. (1S70) II. 27 [They] alegeit thai war
impeidit be storme of wedder. 1703 Dami-ier Voy. III. 1. 10
Upon these Signs Ships either get up their Anchors, or slip
their Cables and put to Sea, and p!y off and on till the
Weather is over. 1718 Hearne Collect, (O.H.S.) VI. 212
The Master and the other Servant, running through the
Weather towards the Houses, were both struck dead. 1894
Hall Caise Manxman in. v, 'Then don't be late/said he,
'there's weather coming. 1

1898 Morn. Post 11 Nov. 5/2
Wasn't it a beautifully disciplined Mess, though? I wish
you could see 'em at sea in weather.

t i. What falls from the clouds ; rain, snow, etc.

Also in fig. context. Obs.
1382 Wvclif Deut. xxxii. 2 Flowe as dewe my speche, as

wedre [Vulg. imber] vpon erbe. Ibid, yob xxiv. 8, Eccl. xi.

3. /so. v. 6, Jer. xiv. 22. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4336 But er he
it in shoves shere, May fatle a weder that shal it dere.
c 1475 RaufCoiliear 74 The wedderis ar sa fell, that fallis

on the feild. a 1533 Herners Golden Ek. M. Aurel. xxxiv.
' J 535) 59 The labourer whan it reyneth not, couereth his
house, thinkinge that an other tyme the wethers or raynes
wyll fall theron and trouble hym. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii.

109 A fearefull eye thou hast !..So foule a skie cleeres not
without a storme : Poure downe thy weather 1 how goes all

in France? 1825 Jamieson, Weather, a fall of rain or snow
accompanied with boisterous wind. Roxb. When the wind
comes singly. ,, [people say] (

It 'ill be no weather the day,
but wind \

fj. In contexts relating to clouds or fog. the word
sometimes assumes the sense of : Air, sky. Obs.
c '375 Cursor M. 24414 (Fairf.) pe wedder [earlier texts

air, aier]be-gan to derkin & blake. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 801/1-4 l/icaier, Hec aera, flic ether, Hec ethera,
the wethyr. a 1500 Coventry Corpus Chr. Plays \. 209 These
wednrs ar darke and dym of lyght. 1530 Palsgr. 648/1,
I overcast, as the weather dothe wan it is close or darke and
lykely to rayne, ..We shall have a rayne a none, the weather
is sore overcaste sodaynly...I overcast, as the cloudes do
the weather, c 1605 Drayton Ballad Agincourt 76 Arrowes
..that like to serpents stoong, pearcing the Wether.
2. Phrases,

t a. The weather rains, thunders, etc. m ' it

rains', etc. Obs.
1390 Gower Con/. 1. 140 The weder schal upon thee re'ine.

1590 Sir J. Smyths Disc. Weapons 19 b, If in the tyme of
anie battle. .the weather doth happen to raine, haile, or
snow. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 24 The weather thun-
dring and storming exceedingly.

fb. To make (rarely bear)fair weather : to be
conciliatory, make a show of friendliness {to or with
a person) ; also, to make a specious show of good-
ness, etc. To makefairweather of(estate ofthings):
to gloss over, represent as better than it is. Obs.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 82S9 At here comyng thei made fair

wedur, And spak of many thynges to-gedur. 1537 Crom-
well in Merriman Life .f- Lett. (1902) II. 93 Thother parte
declare him in wordes towardes his Maieste to make only
faire wether, and in his harte. .to doo all that he canne to
his graces dishonour. 1547CHEKE in Harington^V«far^«A
(1804) I. 20 And if anye suche shall be, that shall of all
things make fair weather, and, whatsoever they shall see to
the contrarye, shall tell you all is well. 1560 Daus tr.

Steidane'sComm. 369 b, Duke Moris., to make fayre weather
[L. Pacificationis causa] sendeth his ambassadors to the
Counsel!. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cxix. 732 And that
is the cause why wee see so fewe holde out m weldoing.
Many make faire wether for a time, soas yee wouldethinke
them to bee maruellous good men : but in the turning of a
hande all is marde. 1589 R. Paynk Brief Descr. Iret. 7 Al
thebetter sort doe deadlyhate y Spaniardes,& yet I thinke
they beare them fayre weather, for that they are the popes
champions. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 30 But I must
make faire weather ye"t a while, Till Henry be more weake,
and I more strong. 1596 Edw. ///, 1. it. 23 Returne and
say, That we with England will not enter parlie, Nor neuer
make faire wether, or take truce. 1598 Marston Pygmal.,
Sal. i. 31 Ixion makes faire weather vnto loue. x6aa Bacon
Hen. V//, 49 1° which message, although the French King
gaue no full credit, yet he made faire weather with the King,
and seemed satisfied. 1673 Kirkman Unlucky Cit. 163 My
Mother-in-law made very fair weather to me, and gave me
many good words.

c. Naut. Of a ship, to make good, bad, etc.

weather of it : to behave well or ill in a storm.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 17 We make foul

weather. 1781 Naval Chron. XI. 287 The Ship makes a
very good weather of it. i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 86

The ship making very bad weather and shipping large

quantities of water. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Make
bad weather, To. A ship rolling, pitching, or leaking vio-

lently in a gale. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., The sea was..

not so heavy but that in my judgment a twenty-ton yacht
would have made excellent weather of it.

fig- 19 I5 ' 1AN Hay' 1st Hund. Thou. I. xiii. §2 The
feckless and muddle-headed, making heavy weather of the
simplest tasks.

d. In the weather : in an exposed situation, un-

protected from rain, cold, and wind ; in the open
air (usually with implication of severe weather).

Similarly to go into, through the weather.
01513 Fabyan Chron. v. lxxxiii. (1516) 32 The kynges

Herdcruen passyd by, And seynge this Bysshop with his com-
pany syttyng in the weder, desyred hym to his howse to take

there such poore lodgynge as he had. 1669 Sturmy Ma-
riner's Mag. 11. 102 The Tree roots best, that in the Weather
stands. 1693 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703! 241 The out side

of Buildings that lies in the Weather. 184a Dickens Amer.
Notes ii, The captain, .turns up his coat collar.. and goes
laughing out into the weather as merrily as to a birthday

party. 1865 Mrs. H. Wood Mildred Arkell xlvi, They
started together through the weather to the house of William
Arkell. x88o Howells Undisc.. Country xiii. 190 Her long-

ing to be in the weather [after an illness].

t e. Down the weather : in adversity. To go
down the weather : to become bankrupt. Obs.
i6n Cotcr., s.v. Alter, Alter au saffran, to fall to decay,

to grow bankrupt in estate, to goe downe the weather. 1641

J. Shute Sarah § //agar (1649) 63 ^ve see bow Job was
despised when he was down the weather, yea even by those,

whom, when he prospered, he would scarce have set with
the dogs of his flock.

f. Under the weather (orig. U. S.) : indisposed,

not quite well.

1850 D. G. Mitchell Lorgnette {1852) I. 50 As for the
Frenchman, though now, between the valorous Poussin and
the long-faced Bonaparte, a little under the weather [etc.].

1882 Miss Kraddon Alt. Royal II. iv. 59 ' What, old lady,

are you under the weather? ' he asked, turning to survey
his mother with a critical air. 1887 F. R. Stockton Bor-
rowedMonth 68 They had been very well as a general thing,

although now and then they might have been under the
weather for a day or two.

g. Weather permitting \ often appended to an

announcement (e.g. of the sailing of a vessel) to

indicate that it is conditional on the weather being

favourable.
171a Lond. Gaz. No. 4953/4 The Edgley Gaily will be

ready to Sail. .,Wind and Weather permitting. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes i, There was a beautiful port-hole which could
be kept open all day (weather permitting). 1883 Black's
Guide Devon, (ed. 11) 164 The steamers from Portishead to

Ilfracombe call, going and returning, weather permitting.

h. Clerk of the weather', see Clerk sb. 3.

1835 C F. Hoffman Winter in West I. 38, I could not, if

I had made my own private arrangements with the clerk of
the weather, have fixed it upon the whole more to my satis-

faction.

i. To stretch wing to weather : to fly.

1825 Scott Betrothed xxiii, If they be not carefully trained

..I would rather have a gosshawk on my perch than the
fairest falcon that ever stretched wing to weather.

3. Naut. The direction in which the wind is

blowing. r Applied to anything lying to wind-
ward of a particular situation* (Adm. Smyth). In

various phrases : To luff nigh the weather : to sail

near the wind ; in quot. fig. To drive with the

weather : to drift with the wind and waves. To have

the weather of : to be to windward of (another ship);

similarly in, into, on, to, upon {the) weather of.

Also, in, into the weather ; up to weather : to wind-

ward. Cf. A-WEATHER,
1390 Gower Cottf. II. 370 Or elles thei take ate leste Out

of hir hand or ring or glove, So nyh the weder thei wol
love. 1526 Tindale Acts xxvii. 15 We lett her goo, and
drave with the wedder [e'^epofte^o]. 1557 Towrson in

Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 113 Wee had sight of three sailes of

shippes.. which were in the weather of vs. /bid., When we
met, they had the weather of vs. ? 1565 J. Sparke /bid.

524 His pinnesse. .being in the weather of him. 1588 in

St. Papers De/eatS/. Armada (Navy Rec Soc. 1894) II.

107 After this we cast about our ship, and kept ourselves

close by the Spaniard until midnight, sometime hearing a

voice in Spanish calling us ; but the wind being very great

and we in the weather, the voice was carried away, c 1595
Capt. Wyatt Dudley's Voy. W. /nd. (Hakl. Soc.) 18 [Hee]
gave commaundement that the carvell shoulde plie up into

the weather, /bid., The French admerall, who laie aloofe

of some six leagues to weather. 1692 J. Smith's Sea-mans
Gram. 1. xvi. 78 Weather Gage, is when one Ship has the

Wind (or is to weather) of another. 1842 Browning War-
ing iii. 12 Then the boat.. from the lee, Into the weather,

cut somehow Her sparkling path beneath our bow. 1868

Field 25 July 83/2 The Mabella [yacht] too, was much closer

on her weather than was pleasant. 1903 Times 21 Aug. 4/3
Reliance, though astern, was well up to weather, /bid.,

Reliance by now had unmistakably got upon the chal-
lenger's weather.

4. The angle which the sails of a windmill make
with the perpendicular to the axis. More fully,

angle of weather.
1759 Smeaton in Phil. Trans. LI. 141 note, The angle of

the sails is accounted from the plain of their motion ; that

is, when they stand at right angles to the axis, their angle
is denoted o°, this notation being agreeable to the language
of practitioners, who call the angle so denoted, the weather
of the sail. 1825 J. Nicholson O/er. Mech. 138 In the
millwright's terms, the greatest angle of weather was 30
degrees, and the least varied from 12 to 6 degrees, as the
inclination of the windshaft varied from 8 to 15 degrees.

5. = Weathering vbL sb. 3. rare.

1894 A. M. Bell in Jrnl. Anthrofi. List. XXIII. 272 Be-
yond doubt they [two flints] were chipped at the same time

..yet one is weathered, and the other is unaltered. So from

an isolated example of weather I am in no haste to draw a

I

conclusion, /bid. 273 So also with surface finds; if they
possess definite characteristics of form, of wear, of weather,
. .then these are certainly local accidents.

II. attrib. and Comb.

6. a. Simple attrib., as weather-east, -change,
-chart, -forecastt

-lore, -map, -mark, -report, -wear,

T -wrack.
1866 Steinmetz Weathercasts 142 *Weathercasts by the

Barometer. 1878 R. Strachan in Mod. Meteorology (1879)
84 A system of storm-warnings and weather-casts. 1876
Geo. Ei.iot Deronda Hi, Something as dim as the sense of
approaching *weather-change. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct.
52 The * weather-chart., .showed that there were several
.'•mall atmospheric disturbances in the neighbourhood of the
British Isles. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 158/1 'Weather
Forecasts and Storm Warnings. 1875 Chamb. Jrnl. 2 Jan.
7/2 We shall thereby add every year to our 'weather-lore
of the various oceans and seas. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
157/1 The International Monthly *Weather Maps issued by
the United States Signal Service. 1693 Humours To^vn
j 5 Bringing Old Age and "Weather marks on you before
you have run half your Course. 1824 Mactaggart Gal'
iovid. Encycl. 191 Owre moor and dale for mony a year,
May Davie's famous dykes appear, Ne'er bilged out wi'

*wather-wear, But just the same. 1875 Brash Eccl. Archil.
/ret. 56 In truth, I have seldom seen a better executed piece
of masonry, despite the weather wear of over seven hundred
ears, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev. Weapons 11. i,

rVell, well, you have built a nestThat will stand all stormes,
you need not mistrust A *weather-wrack.

b. objective, as fwealher-wielder; weather-brav-
ing, -withstanding ppl. adjs.

c 1611 Chapman /Had vn. 3 As the weather-wielder sends,
to Sea-men prosperous gales. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 4
How long upon the hill has stood Thy weather- braving
tower. 18:8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xliii, Those prudent and
resolved and weather-withstanding professors, wha hae kend
what it was to lurk, .in bogs and in caverns.

C. instrumental, as weather-bleached, -blown,

-borne, 'bronzed, -eaten, -hardened, -scarred, -stayed,

-tanned, -tinted, f -waft, -wasted, -worn ppl. adjs.

Also Weather-beaten, etc.

1784 Cowper Task v. 834 His country's "*weather-bleach'd
and batter'd rocks. ci6ii Chapman /Had 11. 532 Strong
Knispe, that for height, is euer *weather-b!owne. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., * Weather~bome, pressed by wind
and sea. 1837 W. Irvisg Caft. Bonneville xv, Their..
*weather bronzed complexions. 18x4 Coleridge Lett. (1895)

640 [A Janus face] all *weather eaten. 1834 Southey Doctor
ix. I. 1 1 1 A countenance which, 'weather-hardened as it was,
might have given the painter a model for a Patriarch. 1876
Miss Broughton Joan 1. i, The "weather-scarred gray
walls. 1854 Mrs. C. L. Balfour Working Women (1868)

395 Whenever he had a guest belated or *weather-staid in

that lonely region. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. Hi, A "weather-
tanned., woman with a basket. 1814 Scott Wav. v (verses),

The "weather-tinted rock and tower. 1647 Ward Simple
Cobler 20 Men.., that are *weather-waft up and down with
every eddy-wind of every new doctrine. 1822 Scott Pirate
xix, These haggard and "weather-wasted features. 1609
Healey Discov. Ntiv World 1. v. 13 We beheld a tombe,
which as far as I could guesse by the "weather- worne in-

scription conteined the bones" of the Romane Apicius. 18*7
Carlyle Germ. Lit. Misc. 1857 I. 48 The weather-worn
sculptures of the Parthenon. 1862 Ansted Channel /si. 1.

i. (ed. 2) 8 Sark, somewhat the loftiest of the islands, is also

the most weather-worn.

d. with adjectives expressing imperviousness or

power of resistance (to the weather), as weather-

free, -tight, -tough. Also Weather-pboof.
1648 G. Daniel Eclog ii. 6 Lambs, sooner wise then wee,

Have got the Hedge, and now stand Weather-free. 1819
Byron Juan n. xi, The dashing spray Flies in one's face,

and makes it weather-tough. 183a Ht. Martineau Ella 0}

Garv. i. 10 If your honour would order the place down
below to be made weather-tight for us, 1855 Poultry Chron.
III. 388 Place a hen, with her brood, under a good weather-

tight coop. 190a A. Austin //aunts A tic. Peace 20 The
cottages.. looked solid, sturdy, and weather-tight.

7. Special comb. : +weather-basket, a wicker-

work screen or covering to protect a plant ; wea-
ther-box = weather-house; weather-brained a. m
Weatheb-heaped ; -fweather-caster, a weather-

prophet ; weather-cloth Naut., a covering of

canvas or tarpaulin used to protect boats, ham-
mocks, etc., or to shelter persons from wind and

spray ; weather-cord, a cord used as a hygrometer;

weather-cottage = weather-house; weather-deck,

an upper deck exposed to the weather [cf. G. wet-

terdeck] ;
weather-dog dial. [Dog sb. 10] =Wea-

Theb-gall ; weather-door (a) a louver-hole in

a church steeple (cf. Lotjvee 4, quot. 1858) ;
{b)

Mining (see quot.); + weather-fan, a punkah;

weather-fane = Fane sb.^ 2 ; weather-fence v.

trans. = Weathee-fend; weather-fish =« thunder-

fish b (s.v. Thunder sb. 6) ; t weather-flag, a

vane; weather-gleam, -glim Sc. and north, dial.,

clear sky near a dark horizon ; also, the horizon

;

weather-god, a god who presides over the weather;

weather-guard v. trans., to guard against bad

weather ; weather-head dial., a secondary rain-

bow ; •weBtih.QT-h.erijocular, a female weathercock;

an inconstant woman ; weather-house, a toy

hygroscope in the form of a small house with

figures of a man and woman standing in two
porches ; by the varying torsion of a string the

man comes out of his porch in wet weather and

the woman out of hers in dry; weather-line, the
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surface of an embedded timber just above the ground

;

weather-maker, a weather-prophet ; also wea-
ther-making vbl. sb. ; t weather-man, one who
observes the weather; f weather-monger, a wea-

ther-prophet ; weather-moulding Arch., a drip-

stone; f weather-plate, a plate marked with a

scale for indicating the height of the mercury in

a barometer ; weather-prophet, one who foretells

the weather ; one who is weather-wise ; also fig.

;

f weather-rope (see quot.); weather-sharp l/.S.

colloq., a weather-prophet; an official meteorolo-

gist {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909); weather-sick a.,

sick of, suffering from, the weather ; weather-

sign, a phenomenon that indicates change of wea-

ther; also fig. ; t weather-skirt U. S. = Safe-

guard^. 8; weather-slated, -slating(cf. weather-

tiled, -tiling)) + weather-spar = Weatherboard

2; fweather-spy, a weather-prophet; t weather-

stone, a kind of stone classed according to its im-

perviousness to weather ; weather-strip, a strip

of wood or rubber applied to a crevice in order to

exclude rain and cold (Webster 1S64); hence as

vb. trans. , to apply a weather-strip to {Cent. Diet.

1891) ; weather-table Arch. = Water-table i b
;

weather-tile, a kind of tile used instead of weather-

board to covera wall ; weather-tiled///. a., covered

with overlapping tiles ; weather-tiling vbl. sb
,

the process or result of covering a wall with tiles

;

weather-tree, the white poplar, Populus alba

;

weather-vane = Vane i ; also fig. ; weather-

wall, a wall serving as a shield from the weather

;

weather-warning (see quot.) ; weather-wise-

acre nonce-wd., one who professes to be weather-

wise ; f weather-wizard, a weather-prophet ;

t weather-works, devices to protect a ship from

rough weather.

1699 Meager New Art Garden. 2B When they are Grafted

they must be fenced, either with a*weather-basket, or some
earthen Vessel. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair x, The elder

and younger son of the house of Crawley were, like the

gentleman and lady in the *weather-box, never at home
together. 1826 Scott Woodst. vii, But ait thou not an in-

considerate *weather-brained' fellow, to set forth as thou
wert about to do, without any thing to bear thy charges. .?

1854 H. Miller Sch. -$• Schm. L (1858) 10 There was a
weather-brained tailor in the neighbourhood, who used to

do very odd things, especially, it was said, when the moon
was at the full. 1607 Dekker Knt's Conjur. (1842) 9
The storme beeing at rest, what buying vp of almanacks
was there to see if the * weather- casters had playd the

doctors to a haire. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. xxiv. 315 A
sort of "weather-cloth, which.. would certainly make her

more comfortable in heavy weather. 1897 Outing XXIX.
547/1 A coil of rope for head-rest, a discarded sail for

weather cloth. 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 169 The*Weather-
Cord is an Hygrometer of a very ancient Invention. 1906

E. V. Lucas Wanderer in Lend. 170 One of the old

*weather-cottages, with a little man and a little woman to

swing in and out and foretell rain and shine. 1850 Rep. Com-
mittee in G. Moorsom Admeas. Tonnage (1853) 167 The
Depth in Midships from the Underside of the *Weather
Deck to the Ceiling at the Limber Strake. 1906 Attwood
War-ships 46 Wood is now only used for weather decks
[etc.]. 1908 Paasch From Keel to Truck (ed. 4) 75 Wea-
ther-deck, Term given to an upper deck on account of its

exposure to the sun, rain and wind. 1758 Borlask Mat.
Hist. Cornxv. 17 There appeared in the North-East the

frustum of a large rainbow... They call it here in Cornwall
a "weather dog,, .and pronounce it a certain sign of hard
rain. 1865 R. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1881) 434 ' Weather
dogs'. .are regarded as certain prognostications of showery
or stormy weather. 1753 Y. Pmct Observ. Cathedral-Ch.
Salisbury 40 The upper part of the Spire..just below the
"weather Door. 1881 Ravmond Mining Gloss. , Weather-
door, a door in a level to regulate the ventilating current.
161 x Cotgr., Poille, . .also, an Vmbrello, or great 'weather-
fanne. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 140 The "weather-fane
which terminates the conductor, a 1850 W. L. Bowles
Poems, Sylph of Summer 466 Yon eastern downs, That
"weather-fence the blossoms of the vale. 1886 H. G. Sekley
Freshiv. Fishes Europe 24S In Germany and Austria it

[Misgumus /ossilis] is regarded as a weather prophet, and
sometimes is called the "Weather-fish, because it usually
comes to the surface about twenty-four hours before bad wea-
ther, and moves about with unusual energy. x6n Cotgr.,
Girouet.'e, a fane, or "weather-flag. iSoxSiBBALoChrou. S. P.
Gloss., * Weddir-glim, clear sky, near the horizon; spoken
of objects seen in the twilight or dusk; as 'between him
and the wedder-glim '. 1817 Bta, kw. Mag. Oct. 84/1 While
. .the weather-gleam of the eastern hills began to be tinged
with the brightening dawn. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (1827) 185 Nae cloud owr-head the lift did dim,
But i' the wastern weddir-glim A black up-castin'. 1905
E. Clodd Animism % n. 58 Indra, the old Vedic "weather-
god, has been completely elbowed out as an object of worship
by special rain-gods. 1885 Puck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I.

338/2 The pioneers attend to this work, trenching the
ground, "weather-guarding the shelters, a 1825 Forbv Voc.
E. Anglia, *Weather-head, the secondary rainbow. 1904
Edith Rickert Reaper 318 The old folk watched for

weatherheads and talked of storms. 1631 Heywooo 2nd Pt.
Iron Age 1. i. C 2, And now faire Troian "Weather-hen
adew. And when thou next louest, thinke to be more true.

1899 B. Thomas & Granv. Barker {title). The Weather-Hen.
1726 Post-Man 1-3 Sept. 2/2 Advt., The Gentlemen, Ladies
and Farmers famous new invented "Weather Houses. 1784
Cowpf.r 'Task 1. 211 Peace to the artist, whose ingenious
thought Devis'd the weather-house, that useful toy! 1800
Lathom Dash 0/ Day 1. i, He is always in bed when I am
up, and I am always at rest, when he is stirring ; our move-
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ments put me in mind of the man and woman in the Dutch
weather-house. 1915 'Q' (Quiller-Couch) Nicky-Nan xiii.

156 A man has no business to stand grimacing in his own
doorway, .like a figure in a weather-house. 1830 R. Mudie
Pop. Guide Observ. Nature 302 As little was the injury

done, at the '*weather-line ',
just by the surface of the earth,

where the durability of timber is put to the severed test.

1888 Emily Gerard Land beyond Forest II. 30 note, In-

stances of "weather-makers are also common in Germany.
1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 13 Oct. 7/2 A weather-maker for an
almanack got into conversation with a shepherd. 1883

Stallvbrass tr. Grimm's Teut. Mythol. III. 1152 The gift

of prophecy and the art of "weather-making. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 152 Therefore in shootynge there is as

muche difference betwixt an archer that is a good "wether

man, and an other that knoweth and marketh nothynge, as

is betwixte a blynde man and he that can se. 1656 2nd Ed.
New Almanack 3 If the "weather-mongers rule hold true.

1841 Few Words to Churchwardens \. (Camb. Camden
Soc.) 10 You may see what is called the *w-eatber-moulding

of the old roof remaining, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit.

I. 165 A hollow projecting moulding containing the foliage,

capped by a weather moulding. 1698 Dekham in Phil.

Trans. XX. 4 The * Weather-plates are to be put upon the

Frame [of a portable barometer], by setting them to the

same height, at which the Mercury stands in a common
Barometer. 1866 Stf.inmetz Weathercasts 7 The most suc-

cessful 'weather-prophet ofmodern times,, .the late lamented
Admiral Fitzroy. 1884 S. E. Dawson Handbk. Dom.
Canada 4 The metaphors of political weather-prophets.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., * Weather-repes, an early

term for those which were tarred. 1884 (Graphic 13 Dec.

610/3 The New York '*weathersharps ', who have to their

westward some three thousand miles of land studded with

signal stations. 1757 Dyer in J. Dunccmbe Lett. (1773)

III. 62, I think I never was so *weather-slck ; the deep
snows forbid me air and exercise. 1892 Mekedith Ode to

Comic Spirit Poems 1898 II. 222 A statue losing feature,

weather-sick. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 11. 691, 1 can

tell The "weather-signs of love: you love this man. 1915
iqth Cent. Jan. 190 His prophecies [about India] are per-

petual, and he read the weather-signs at a glance. 1903
Alice M. Earle Two Cent. Costume A mer. II, 617 Another
name for a safeguard was a "weather-skirt. 1870 Land.
Society Sept. 266 A. .house, *weather-slated from top to

bottom. x8s9 Jkphson Britta%y xvi. 269 Buildings of lath

and plaster, covered on the most exposed parts with "wea-

ther-slating. 1632-3 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1SS6)

II. 693 The Windowes in y
e Roofe, to be of good Oake

Timber, with * Wether sparrs handsomely wrought. C1595
Donne Sat. L 59 And sooner may a gulling "weather Spie

By drawing forth heavens Scheme tell certainly [etc.].

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 168 It being all of it good "weather-

stone, but not enduring the fire. 1839 Civil Lngin. $ Arch.
Jrnl. II. 361,2 A weather fillet, or "weather table, which
projects half an inch from the general face of the window.
1906 Antiquary Jan. 7/2 A weather-table on the north wall.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 256?/2 Siding-tiles are sometimes
called "weather-tiles. 1887 HiSSEY Holiday on Road 230 A
somewhat quaint little inn, having a "weather-tiled upper
story. 1904 A. C. Benson House cf Quiet iv, One wing is

weather-tiled. 1703 [R. Neve] City <$• C. Purchaser 286

"Weather-tyling. . Is the Tyling, (or Covering with Tyles) the

upright Sides ofHouses. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 438
The weather-boarding may be covered, .with what is called

weather-tiling. 1847 C. A. Johns Forest Trees I. 357 note,

I think there will be rain, . .for the * weather tree is shewing
its white lining. 1721 Bailey, * Weather-vane. 1866 Lb Fan

u

Alt in Dark x, The pointed gables, with stone cornices and
glittering weather-vane on the summit. 1896 Tablet 1 Feb.

167 The Pall Mall Gazette even prefers to regard him as a
Royal weather-vane. X838 Civil Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. I.

235/1 A "weather wall in the centre will run the whole
length [of the pier]. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bJc.,* Wea-
ther-warning, the telegraphic cautionary warning given by
hoisting the storm-drum on receiving the forecast. 1807

W. Irving Salmagundi (1S24) 122 This is the universal

remark among the., "weather-wiseacres of the day. 1596
Nashe Saffron Walden Ep. Ded. B 3 b, False Prophets,

"Weather-wizards, Fortune-tellers. 1652 Gaule Maga-
strom. 23 Weather-wizzards, planet-prognosticators, and
fortune-spellers I 1776 Cook 3rd I'oy. \. iii. (1784) I. 34 The
caulkers were set to work.. to caulk the decks and inside

"weather-works of the ship.

8. Ar
aut. Used attrib. or as adj. with the sense:

Situated on the side which is turned towards the

wind ; having a direction towards the wind ; wind-

ward ; opposed to lee, leeward adjs. ; as weather-

anchor; -beam (Beam sb. 1
17), -bowline, -brace,

-division, -earing, -gangway, -gttn
}

-leech, -lift,

-lurch, -port, -quarter, -rail, -roll, -sheet, -shore,

-shrowd, -spoke, -tack, -tuie, -topping-lift, -wheel

;

weather-bow, the bow that is turned towards the

wind ; hence as v. trans., to turn the weather-bow
to; weather-gage, -gauge (see Gauge sb, 5);
hence as v. trans., to keep the weather-gage of;

weather-helm, a tendency in a ship under sail to

come too near the wind, requiring the tiller to be
kept constantly a little to windward. Also {to the)

weatherward adv.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., * Weather-anchor, that
lying to windward, by which a ship rides when moored.
1790 Beatson Nov. <y Mil. Mem. II. 140 Two sail. .gave
us chase and.. kept on our "weather-beams till morning.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Weather-beam, a direction

at right angles with the keel, on the weather side of the
ship. 1626 Capt. J. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 18 On the
•weather bow. 1851 H. Melville Whale xvi. 80 Take a
peep over the weather-bow. .and tell me what ye see there.

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxxvi, We made but little by
•weather-bowing the tide. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.
1. 18 Set in the Lee-Braces, and hawl forward by the
•Weather Bowlines. Ibid, 17 Let go the.. Lee- Braces;.,
set in your "Weather Braces. 1762-9 Falconer Shipwr. ii.

308 The sheet and weather-brace they now stand by. 1836
Marryat Midsh. Easy xxv[i], ' A small pull of that weather
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main-top-gallant brace— that will do,' said the master. 192a

Discovery Nov. 329/2 Nelson had intended his 'weather
division to be in line ahead. 1840 R. II. Dana lief. Mast
iv, The first [sailor] on the yard goes to the 'weather earing,

the second to the lee, and the next two to the 'dog's ears '.

1834 Makkyat P. Simple xiii, Walk this boy up and down
the *weather gangway. 1892 Field 2 July 30/3 Daffodil.

.

was sufficiently far to windward to * weather-gauge her.

1759 Ann. Reg. 120 We. .run our *weather-guns out. 1691

1. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 126 *Weather, or Leeward
Helm, .may be fitted to promote or hinder the Sailing upon
occasion. 1882 Naurs Seamanship (ed. 6) 190 A screw ship

carries more weather helm than a sailing ship. 1836 Mar-
rvat Midsh. Easy xx\[\], The Aurora dashed through at the

rate of eight mile* an hour, with her *weather leeches lifting.

1899 F. T. Bullen Log o/Sea-wai/ 2yg The weather-leech

of the lower stun' sails began to flap. 1867 Smyth Sailr's
Word-bk., * Weather-lurch, a heavy roll to windward. i8og

Sporting Mag. XXXIII. 127 A great sea poured through
one of the ^weather-ports. 1626 Cait. J. Smith Acad.
J 'ng. Seamen 19 Boord him on his *weather quarter. 1743
Bulkelfy & Cummins I'oy. S. Seas 9 The Commodore being

on the Weather-Quarter, bore down under our Lee, and
spoke with us. 1834 M. Scott Cruise ofMidge 1.(1856)

16 The felucca was now within long pistol-slut of our
weather-quarter. 1888 E. J. Mat HER Nor'ard ofDrgger 352
We had to hang on the Sveather-rail, the seas lolling along

like mountains. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney),
* Weather-Rolls, thuse inclinations which a ship makes
to windward in a heavy sea. a 1625 Manwayring ^'m-ww«;
Did, (1644) 76 If the *weather-sheate be as farre as the Bulk-

head. 1851 H. Mklvillk Whale xiii. 67 The tremendous

strain upon the main-sheet had parted the weather-sheet. 1626

Capt. J. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 30 Come to an Anchor
vnderthe Ley of the *weather shore. 1697 J. Puckle New
Dial. 16 A North-West Wind.. makes Holland a Lee and
England a Weather Shore, a 1625 Manwayring Sea-mans
Diet. (1644) 32 Then cutting the 'weather shrowd* s, the mast
will instantly and without danger fall over boord. 1849

Cuppi.es Green Hand vi. (1856) 59, I looked to the wheel ..as

he coolly gave her half a *wcather-spoke more. 1883 Man.
SeamanshipB^ys 56 Haul on the 'weather-tack and ke-sheet.

1815 Falconers Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), * Wea: her- Tide,

denotes that which, by setting against a ship's lee-side, while

under sail, forces her up to windward. 1883 Man. Seaman-
ship Boys 163 The fiddle-block is hooked to the "weather-

topping lift. 1557 Towrson in Hakluyt I'oy. (1589) 127 At
night the .Minion, and the pinnesse came vp to vs, but cuuld

n$>t fetch so farre to the 'weatherward as we, and therefore

they ankered about a league a wether the castle. 1600 (25

Dec.) Adm. Ct. Exam. 34 (P. R. 0.) [A ship] to the weather-

ward about a league. 1904 Dowden R. Browning^73 The
boat veers weatherward. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,

*Weather.wheel, the position of the man who steers a largi:

ship, from his standing on the weather-side of the wheel.

Weather (we'Cai), v. Forms : 5 wederyn,
5-7 wether, 6- weather, [f. "Wkather sb.

OE. had wedrian, widrian, wudcrian, gt-ividcrian, to he

(good or bad) weather = ON. viha : see Weatheu:nc; vbl.

sb. 1. Cf. MHG. weteren (mod. G. wetlern), to subject to

wind and sun (= sense 1 below), witeren (mod, G. wittem)
to storm, etc. ; also Wither v.)

1. trans. To subject to the beneficial action of

the wind and sun ; to air. a. JIaivking (see quot.

1856). Also refi. and inir. in passive sense.

14.. in Halting Perf. Bk. Kepinge Sparhawhes (1886)

Introd.p. ix.For wetheringe yor haukeofler yor hauke water.

1575TURBERV. Faulcourie 134 When you haue kept hir two
homes vpon the fist, then set hir in the Sunne to weather
hir half an houre. c 1575 Perf Bk. Kepinge Sparhawk \r

(1S86) n Set her to wether fastingea longe tyme. Ibid. 14 In

myste they will neuer wether, nor flye well. 1615 Mabkham
Country Contentm. 1. \ ii. 88 Then he_ shall bee sure to

weather his Hawke abroad euery euening except on her

bathing daies. 1773 J- Campbell Mod. FauIcon >y 191 Of
Bathing and Weathering Hawks. 1856 'StonehENCB*
Brit. Sports t. iv. § 5. 223/2 Hawks must also be weathered ;

that is to say, they should be put out on perches, .in 1 he open
air, and then left ..for many hours a-day, but not in the rain.

trans/. 1590 Spknseu Muiopotmos 184 And then he [the

butterfly] pearcheth on some braunch thereby, To weather

him, and his moyst wings to dry. X596 — F. Q. v. iv. 42.

b. To air (linen, etc.) ; to dry thoroughly (a

harvested crop).

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 519/2 Wederyn, or leyn or hangyn
yn the wedyr. auro. 1530 Palsgh. 780 2, I wether a ihyng,

I lay it abrode in open ayre. Je ayre.. .It shall be well

done to weather your garmentes in Marche for feare of

mothes. a 1569 Kvngesmill Man's Est. xii. (1574) Evjb,
They may not flourish long : Euen as herhes that growe in

the shadowe, neuer well weathered with the warme sunne.

X580TUSSEB Husb.(iSjS) 129 M aides, mustard seede gather,

for being too ripe, and weather it well. 1844 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc.y.l. 269 After reaping. . the produce of the several

plots was well weathered, and then thrashed. 1847 Halli-

well. Weather, to dry clothes in the open air. 1892 P. H.
Emerson Son ofFens xvii. 173 'Well, the stuff [cut reeds]

is rather heava, ain't it ?
'

(
It want to be weathered, bor.'

C. To expose (land, clay for brick- or tile-mak-

ing) to the pulverizing action of the elements.

1548 [see Weathering^/. sb. 3 b]. 1865 Daily Tel. 3 Nov.

5 4 The clay bank, where the raw material is stored and
1 weathered '.

2. To change by exposure to the weather, a.

trans. To wear away, disintegrate, or discolour by

atmospheric action. Const, into, to a specified

form or condition. Chiefly in passive. Also with

away. Also, to produce as an incrustation on a

surface by the action of the weather. Spec, in Ceol.

I7S7 tr. J. F. HenekeVs Pyritol. v. 61 This leady clay

derived from a lead-ore, weathered and reduced to earth.

Ibid. 87 Ou this sinter.. we find glitter, iron and copper

pyrites, not conveyed by streams of water, nor agglutinated,

but weathered thereon, or produced by weather or damps.

I789[s<JeWEATHEI*ED//A<7. I J. x8«LYELL/Vi«r.<7™/.HI.

210 The face of the limestone is hollowed out and weathered
30-2 i
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into such forms as are seen in the calcareous cliffs of the ad-
joining coast. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.x'ui. (1870)
267 The rain-cloud hangs low., overhead; the smoke hovers
around ; and they weather the finest sculptured surface.

1878 Assted Water $ Water Supply 89 It [sc. percolation]
acts also very powerfully in weathering the rocks through
which the water passes. 1918 H. Balfour in iVawXVIH.
147 The nose either was not represented or has been
weathered away.

b. intr. To become worn, disintegrated, or dis-

coloured under atmospheric influences. Const, into,

to a specified condition. To weather out : to be-

come prominent or isolated by the decay or disin-

tegration of the surrounding rock.

1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. II. zo The grey granite
begins to weather or decompose. 1839 Murchison Silur.
Syst. 1. xxxiii. 441 The lower shale is here clearly seen be-
neath the limestone, and weathers to the same light ashen
colour as in Salop. i86>Aksted Channel 1st. 1. i. 7 Hard
crystalline rock, decomposing or weathering by the constant
action of the sea and weather. 1883 Ruskin Fors Ctav.
xcii. 207 The dark rock weathers easily into surface soil.

1885 Sir J. W. Dawson Egypt fy Syria v. 112 The pillar,

like masses of salt that weather out of the salt cliff of Jebel
Usdum. 1914 Moir in Man XIV. 179 Those fragments of
flint would in time, by thermal effects, ' weather out ' and
leave a clean-cut groove behind.

C. In f>ass.
t
esp. of a crop : To be deteriorated

by too long exposure to bad weather.
i8n Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 74 With feet nigh shoeless..

And napless beaver, weather'd brown. 1875 b're's Diet.
Arts III. 1S5 All barleys that have been weathered in the
field.. should be rigidly rejected [for malting].

d. intr. To wear (well or ill) under atmospheric
influences.

1883 R. Haldanb Workshop Rec. Ser. it. 436/2 For out-
side work, boiled oil is used, because it weathers better than
raw oil.

3. Naut. a. trans. To sail to the windward of

(a point or headland, another ship. etc.).

c x595 Capt. Wyatt Dudley s Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.)
18 Our carvell plyinge up into the winde weathered the
saile which came from the shore. 1608 \V. Hawkins in

Hawkins1 Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 3S3 We lay close E.S.E. with
a S. W. wynd, seeking to wether Socotora but could not.

1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. xii. 57 You cannot boord
him except you weather him. 1660 Iscjelo Bentiv. 4- Ur.
I. (1682) 170 When they have weather'd the Cape of Good-
Hope. 1694 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) III. 323 Not being
able to weather the Lizard Point because of the strong south
west wind. 1703 Bukchett Mem. Trans, at Sea 141 Our
Blue Squadron.. by a shift of Wind had weather'd the
French. 1801 Nelson in Niiolas's Disp. (1845) IV. 314
The Agamemnon could not weather the shoal of the middle,
and was obliged to anchor. 1820 Scoresby Arctic Regions
II. 476 An impervious mass of ice., which., we could neither
weather, nor discover a passage through. 1878 Dixon
Kemp Yacht $ Boat Sailing 378/1 To weather is to pass on
the windward side of an object. In cross tacking the vessel

'weathers ' another that crosses ahead of her.

b. fig. To get safely round ; to get the better of.

1626 Donne Serm. xxi. (1640) 210 That soule which is but
neare destruction, may weather that mischiefe. 1654 WHITS-
LOCH*. Swed. A mbassy (1772) I. 449 Butt, through mercy, he
weathered this point also. 1708 Addison Pres. St. War 15
We have been tugging a great while against the Stream,
and have almost weather'd our point. 1833 Marryat P.
Simple xxxvii, Peter, read me about Jacob, and his weather,
ing Esau with a mess of pottage.

f C. To aim wide of (the mark) on the windward
side. Obs. rare"1

.

1588 Lucar Tartaglia'sColloa., Lucar Appendix 4 Euery
Gunner ought to weather the marke according to the bard-
nes of the winde, and the distance.

d. intr. To weather on or upon : to gain upon
in a windward direction ; also fig. %

to get the ad-
vantage of, take liberties with.
C1595 Capt. Wyatt Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.)

16 Some fowre leagues of, wee sawe a saile to weather on
us. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708J 35 How
well soever he can weather upon others, he is never able to
fore-reach upon his Commander. 1748 Anson's Voy. It. iv.

163 We had both weathered and fore-reached upon her con-
siderably. 1829 Marhyat F. Mildmay xvii, How do you
think the scoundrels weathered on meat last? 1836 Fraser's
Mag.XW.tfs, I weathered upon my duty without discredit,
my leisure without care, my liquor without quarrelling.
1863 Reade Hard Cash I. ix. 252 The other {pirate].. came
up to weather on him and hang on his quarters, pirate fashion.
1881 Daily Ne^us 9 June 5/4 There is a triumph, too, which
only a genuine yachtsman can feel when inch by inch a
dreaded rival is weathered on.

4. trans, a. Naut, To withstand and come safely

through (a storm). Often with out (also absol.).

1673 Temple Observ. United Prov. viii. 255 Such old Sea-
men in so strong a Ship that had weathered so many storms
without loss. 1681 H. Nevile Plato Rediv. 22 [No more
than] the Pilot and Marriners [are answerable] for not
weathering out a Storm, when the Ship hath sprung a
planck. 1748 Anson s Voy. 1. vi. 62 Had they [the masts]
weathered the preceding storm, it would have been impos-
sible, .to have stood against those, .tempests we afterwards
encountered. 1790 Cowper On Receipt ofMother s Pict.

89 As a gallant bark.. (The storms all weather'd and the
ocean cross'd) Shoots into port. 1819 Byron Juan 11. xli,

But the ship labour'd so, they scarce could hope To weather
out much longer. 41859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiv. V.

204 In the port lay fleets of great ships which had weathered
the storms of the Euxine and the Atlantic. 1864 Tennyson
Enoch Arden 13s To sell the boat—and yet he loved her
well—How many a rough sea had he weather'd in her !

«866 R. M. Ballantyne Shifting Winds ii, She had sailed

from the antipodes, had weathered many a gale.

b. fig. or in fig. context. To come safely
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through (a period of trouble, adversity, affliction,

etc.); to sustain without disaster.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. xvi. 192 He Weathered out
the Raign of Queen Mary. 1671 CARYhSir Salomon iv. 66
My designs of Revenge are vain, and unjust, I must pull

down my Sailes to weather out this storme. 1674 Boyle
Excell. Tkeol. 1. iii. 95 Afflictions slight and short may well

be weather'd out by these Philosophical Avocations. 1706
E. Wahd Wooden World Diss. (1708) 78 They value no
such Puffs, if they can but weather a Beating. 1772 Mac-
kenzie Man of World it. xx, After having weathered so
many disasters, I at last arrived near the place ofmy nativity,

1 77S Jefferson Let. 4 July in H. S. Randall Lifc{i%$%) III.

568 If we can weather out this campaign, I hope that we
shall be able to have a plenty [of gunpowder] made for

another. 1787 Burns Let. Earl Glencairn Dec, My
brother's farm is but a wretched lease, but I think he will

probably weather out the remaining seven years of it. 1834
Creevey in C. Papers (1904) II. xii. 296 The Government.

,

could not have weathered the session. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. x. II. 623 They were, .thrown into the shade by two
younger Whigs, . .who weathered together the fiercest storms
of faction. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xiv, Pa told me, only
yesterday morning, . .that he couldn't weather the storm.

1865 — Lett. (1880) II. 242, I rather doubt.. their being able

to weather it out. 1885 Contemp. Rev. June 906 Their pro-

prietors are less indebted and weather a crisis better. 1900
G. C Brodrick Mem. ry Impr. 143 The other weathered a
serious illness and lived on for two or three years.

c. gen. To pass through and survive (severe

weather).
1680 Otway Orphan iv, i, The Beasts thatunder the Warm

Hedges slept, And weather'd out the cold bleak Night, are

up. 1741 T. Woodroofe in Hanway Ace. Brit. Trade
Caspian Sea (1753) I. L xvii. 113 We had weathered out the

inclement season with as good spirits as could be expected
in so bad a neighbourhood. 1785 Cowper Let. Lady Hes-
keth 9 Nov., Wks. 1835 I. 171, I began.. to fear I should
never be able to weather out the winter in so lonely a dwell-

ing. 1795-6 Wordsw. Borderers 1. 513 My husband. Sir,

Was of Kirkoswald—many a snowy winter We've weathered
out together. 1805 — Waggoner 111. 80 Among these hills,

from first to last, We've weathered many a furious blast.

1854 Thoreau Walden xiv. (1863) 275, 1 weathered some
merry snow storms.

fd. To take shelter from (a storm). Obs.
174a Fielding J. Andrews n. iii, They said there was a

violent shower of rain coming on, which they intended to

weather there [i. e. at an alehouse} 1749 — Tom Jones XII*

viii, Partridge, with much earnest Entreaty, prevailed with
Jones to enter, and weather the Storm. 1798 Bloomfield
Farmer s Boy, Winter 396 Beneath whose trunk I've wea-
ther'd many a show r.

5. intr. To weather along, + to weather it on : to

sail or make headway in spite of wind and weather.

Also to weather her way.
1599 Nashe Lenten Siuffe D 3, [All] that euer Yarmouth

vnshelled or ingendred to weather it on till they lost the
North-starre. 1836 W. Irving Life 4- Lett. (1866) III. 91,
I have ever since made my calculations to ' weather along ',

as the sailors say, for some time to come, without any of the

funds I have invested. 1881 J. K. Scott Galloway Glean.
14 See the ' Press Home ' steerin' strecht for Ian', Will she
weather her way to the shore?

6. trans. To set (the sails of a windmill) at the

proper angle to obtain the maximum effect of the

wind-force. Cf. Weather sb. 4.

1745 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 1 All which Sails [of a water-
wheel] are weathered in the same Manner as those designed
for Windmills. 1759 Smeaton Ibid. LI. 144 Plain sails

weather'd according to the common practice. 1815 J.
Nicholson Oper. Mech, 138 From which it appears that

sails weathered in the Dutch manner produced nearly a
maximum effect.

7. Arch. To slope or bevel (a surface) so as to

throw off the rain ; to furnish (a wall, buttress)

with a weathering or water-table.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archt't. § 860, 13 feet 6 inches oak
wrought, framed, and weathered (beveled to throw off the
wet). 1878 MacVittie Ch. Ch. Cathedral, Dublin 66 A
plinth which is weathered in the depth of the buttresses by
nine courses of Water-tables. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ.
II. 294/1 Fig. 391 shows the manner in which the sill is

sloped off, or ' weathered '.

Weather, obs. f. Wether, Wither sb.

Weather-beaten, /<*. //&. and///, a.

1. Beaten or buffeted by wind and rain ; that has

been exposed to severe weather.
c 1560 T. Mowntayne in Narratives Reform. (Camden)

210 Thence to Colchester, and there toke shypynge, thynk-
ynge to have gone ynto Seland,. .but we were so whether-
beatyn that of force we were glad to returne bake agayn.

*j8ji Golding Caesar iv. (1565) 102 b, Most of our shyps
were thus broosed and weatherbeaten. 1589 Greene Mena-
Phon (Arb.) 32 To rest our wearie and weather-beaten bones.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 16 The galleys of
Sardegna being (by a great tempest) weiher-beaten and
driven to that shore. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. § 137
The King's harassed, weatherbeaten, and half-starved troops.
1722 Croxall Fables sEsop xli. 76 The Sun.. darted his
warm sultry Beams upon the Head of the poor weather-
beaten Traveller. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 141 It

becomes harder and tougher in proportion as it is weather-
beaten. 1882 'Ouida' Bimbi 98 The tall old houses are
weatherbeaten into the most delicious hues. 1904 Daily
Chron. 16 July 9/a_ Another weather-beaten pigeon sought
rest on the brigantine Jantyre.
fig. or in fig. context. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goutart's
Wise Vietllard 22 At that time when Saint Cyprian liued,

the whole world was iudged to be very much weather-
beaten. 1639 Fuller Holy War n. xxxvii. 94 Mean time
Jerusalem was a poore weather-beaten kingdome. 1668 Bp.

E. Hopkins Van. W^fW Wks. (1710) 19 If honourable, we
are but raised above others to be the more weather-beaten.

2. As adj., expressing the result.

WEATHERBOARD.
a. Of things : Worn, defaced, or damaged by

exposure to the weather.
a 1547 Surrey Eccles. iii. 12 Auncient walls to race,, .and

of their wether beten stones, to buylde some new deuyse.
X593 Norden Spec. Brit., Midsx. 38 Pancras Church
siandeth all alone.. old and wetherbeaten. 1608 Machin
Dumb Knt. 1. B 3, Orators wiues shortly will bee knowne
like images on water staires, euer in one wetherbeaten suite.
a 1618 Ralegh Royal Navy 27 They make their Ocum..of
old seere and weather-beaten ropes. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No.
3260/4 Wearing a Weather-beaten Periwig. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fair i, A very snail and weather-beaten old
cow's-skin trunk, i860 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. xii,

Under the weather-beaten winkers and shabby harness of
a four-horse waggon.

b. Of persons, their countenances, etc: Bronzed,
coarsened, toughened, hardened by exposure to all

kinds of weather.
1530 Palscr. 844/1 Weather beaten, as men be that have

lyen in the felde or see. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. 1. 175/1
Harold answered, that they were not priests, but wether,
beaten and hardie souldiers. 1607 Dekker KntSs Ccnjur.
ii. D 1 b, Neither they, nor the wealher-beatenst Cosmo-
graphicall Starre-catcherof em all. 1662 Hibbert Syntagma
Theol. 11. 144 Such was his undoubted resolution, that
neither their great words, nor their high looks could daunt
him, Weather-beaten-souldier (as I may so speak) in Chris-
tianity. 1769 Falconer Diet. Mat ine (1780) Aaa2, s.v.

Emmarine, Mateiot emvtarini, a case-hardened or weather-
beaten tar; a veteran sailor. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

5 May (181 5) 63 An old man, with a wooden leg and a weather-
beaten face. 1853 KiNcst.EY Hypatia xviii. 209 The scarred
and weatherbeaten features of the old warrior. 1855 Ma-
caulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 613 Two weatherbeaten old
seamen who had risen from being cabin boys to be Ad-
mirals.

Similarly fWea'ther-'beat {dial, -bet) ///. a.

Also f Wea-ther-beat v. trans. rare~°. fWea - -

ther-beating-
vbl. sb.

l 5&& [?J- Case] /'raise Mus. vi. 75 Alas what pleasure
could they take at the whippe and ploughtaile in so often
and vncessant labours, such bitter weatherbeatings. 1598
Florio, Sbattere, ..to thrash, to wetherbeate. 1615 Chap-
mas Odyss. vi. 193 [Ulysses] So wet, so weather-beate. 1621
T. Granger Expos. Eccles. xii. 3. 319 The teeth, .standing
like weather-beate stakes, . .falling out one after another.

1719 D'Urfey Pills IV. 198 The Devil be was so Weather-
beat, He was fore'd to take to a Tree. x886 S. W. Lines.
Gloss., Weather-bet, weather-beaten.

tWeather-bit, -bitten, ppl. a. Obs. rare.

[Cf. Da. veirbidt, Norvv. vederbiten, Sw. vader-

bilen.'j Nipped, gnawed, or worn by the weather.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. ii. 60 Now he thanks the old

Shepheard (which stands by, like a Weather-bitten Conduit,
of many Kings Reignes). 1624 Hevwood Captives 11. i. in

Bullen 0. PI. IV, What are you poore soules Thus wett
and wether-bitt?

Weatherbitt,-bit, sb. Naut. [See Bitt.]

An extra turn of the cable about the bitts in bad

weather. Also v. trans., to give this extra turn to

(the cable).

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780I, W^alher-bit, a turn of

the cable of a ship about the end of the windlass, without the

knight-heads. It is used to check the cable, in order to

slacken it gradually out of the ship, in tempestuous weather,

or when the ship rides in a strong current. 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef. Mast xxiv, Weather-bit your chain and loose

the topsails ! 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Weather-bitt,

is that which holds the weather-cable when the ship is

moored. 1883 Man. Seamanshipfor Boys 191 To weather
bitt a cable is to take another turn round the bitt end.

1900 Century Mag. Feb. 600/2, I now moor ship, weather-

but cables, and leave the sloop Spray.. s&fc in port.

"Weather-Mate, -blade, -bleat. Anglo-

Irish. [Etymologizing perversion (after Weather
sb.) of OE. hseferblxte : see Heather-bleat.] The
snipe.

1801 G. V. Sampson Statist. Surv. Londonderry 459 The
weather-blate, or snipe, flying high in a calm night, is a
good sign. 1890 D. A. Simmons Words Armagh % S.

Donegal (E. D. D.), Weather.blade, a snipe which utters

a sound like a goat, 1908 Westm. Gaz. 29 Sept. 2/3 The
black water-hen and the sad weather-bleat.

Weatherboard.
1. One of a series of boards nailed horizontally,

with overlapping edges, as an outside covering for

walls. Also collect, sing.

1539-40 in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 268,

C fowl of whether borde to whetherbotde the howes end.

1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 287 Some of the weather-boards

were thrown outwards to the bottom of the garden. 1802

Barringtoh's Hist. N. S. Wales x. 420 The stores were of

brick, and the guard-house of weather-boatds. 1845 J. O.

Balfour Sk. N. S. Wales 87 Settlers. .have, according to

their means, built of free-stone, brick, or weather-boards,

cottages and houses. 1883 SLAnEN Austral. Lyrics 25 The
other, sore-dinted, scarcely crawled to the sheltering wea-

therboards. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Miner's Right vi. 61

The more ambitious buildings are of weather-board, sawn

pine or hardwood boards, roofed with large sheets of gal-

vanized iron.

attrib. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets, etc. 173 The weather-

board walls creaked and groaned like a ship's limbers in

a gale.

b. A board laid over builders* work or material

as a protection.

1851 B'ham <* Midi. Gardeners' Mag. Apr. 30 Every heap

[sc. of quick lime] being covered by mats or weatherboards.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. I. 195 Unfinished walls should

be covered with straw, on which boards, called weather-

boards, should be laid.

2. A board placed sloping over a window or other



WEATHER-BOUND.
opening to throw off or keep out rain

; +//. louver-

boards; also, a board used to carry off water.

1568 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 128, ij bordes to

make wether bordes for the windowes in the steple. 1569 Ibid.

i38,iijbordes. .fTorwetherbordesinthesteple windowes. 1585

Higins Junius' Nomencl. 210/2 Deliquiae, .. water boords,

or weather bordes; gutters wherein to the house enues doe

drop. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 577 The Cathedrall Cliurch of

Holen hauing..a!so beames arid weather-bourdes, and the

rest of the roofe proportionally answering to this lower build-

ing. 1741 Phil. Trans. XLII. 498 A great Number of large

Holes, regularly placed, . . with Weather-boards placed over

each Range of Holes, so as to hang over them obliquely

downwards. 1818 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris iii. 80 Such
hats !— fit for monkeys—I'd back Mrs. DraperTocut neater

weather-boards out of brown paper. 1833 T. Hook Love

<J-
Pride, Marquess xii, Rattle went all the windows— slap

went the weather boards [of an omnibus]. 189a Diet.

Arch. (Archit. Publ. Soc), Weather board, a board fixed..

at the bottom of a door or window, to keep out driving rain.

b. Naut. (See quots.)

1760-7* tr. Juan «y Ullods Voy. (ed. 3) II. 304 On the

30th we took down our weather-boards. 1815 Falconer's

Dkt. Marine (ed. Burney), Weather.Boards are pieces of
plank placed in the ports of a shin, when laid up in ordinary

;

they are fixed in an inclined position, so as to turn off the

rain without preventing the circulation of the air. 1867

Smytm Sailor's Word-bk. 1908 Paasch From Keel to Truck
(ed. 4)546 Weather-boards,, .boards fitted closely together.

.

in front or on the sides of a bridge, poop or raised quarter-

deck.

3. A r
aut. [See Weather sb. 8 and Board sb. 12.

Cf. loci, vedr-bord.] The windward side of a ship.

a 1625 Maswayrisc Sea-mans Diet. (1644) 12 The weather-
boord, that is as much as to say, to windward. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey). 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-hk.

Hence Wea'therboard v. trans., to nail weather-

boards upon (a wall or roof) ; also absoi. Wea'tlier-

boarded ppl. a. Weatherboarding vbl. sb., the

work of covering a building with weatherboards;

also concr., weatherboards collectively.

1515 in Comfotus Rolls Obedientiaries St. S-withuns,
Winch. (1892) 461 Et in solutis duobus carpentariis con-
duces ad wetherbordandum finem coquina^. 1535-6 Rec.
St. Mary at Hill 370 Paid ffor viij c di. of horde ffor to

wederborde the sowth side of wolston wynnys howse. 1613
S'hanrpton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905) 464 The Towne howse now
in the tenure of Thomas beare . . would requier to be weather,
boorded. 1631 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters* Co. (1S87) 300
The boarding and weatherboardmg of howses shedds and
hovells. 1703 (R. Neve] City $ C. Purchaser 285 Weather-
boarding.. is us'd to st^nifie the Boards themselves, when
nail'd up. 1737 W. Salmon Country Builder's Estimator
(ed. 2) 16 To build a Barn with all new Oak-Timber, to
thatch, underpin, and weather-board with Feather-edged
Deals. 1796 W. H. Marshall W. Eng. II. 211 Farmhouses
..with weatherboarded barns. 1805 R. W. Dicksom /Yact.
Agric. I. 48 The outside covered over with strong weather-
boarding. 1847 J. D. Lang Phillipsland 283 A neat, com-
fortable, weather-boarded cottage. 1885 Harper s Mag,
Mar. 6->6/i Narrow strips of weather-boarding.

Wea'ther-bound, ppl. a. Detained by bad
weather

;
prevented by stress of weather from sail-

ing, travelling, or other outdoor activity.

1590 R. Ferris Dang. Adventure B 1, There we were
wether bound, and constrained to stay full seuenteene
dayes. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. (1642) 334 The
messenger who carried those Letters, being weather bound
and sea- beaten, could not come so soone. 1667 Lond. Caz.
No. 193/4 The Fleet of Colliers that lay here weather-
bound, are now under sail for the Thames. 1716 R. Gale
in Mem. Stukeley (Surtees) I. 187, I lye weatherbound here
by a deep snow. 1887 T. A. Trollofe What I remember
I. xvii. 346 Two young Americans, .were in the house,
equally weaiher-bound with ourselves.

fig* *779 Johnson L. P. t Milton, This dependence of the
soul upon the seasons, .may, I suppose, justly be derided
as the fumes of vain imagination... The author that thinks
himself weather-bound will find, with a little help from
hellebore, that he is only idle or exhausted.

Weather-breeder. A day of exceptionally
sunny and calm weather, popularly supposed to

be a presage of a coming storm. Ahofig.
1655 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 160 The King had in-

tentions of being present at the General Assembly ; but this
lucid interval proved but a weather-breeder. 1659 J. Arrow-
smith Chain Princ. 391 Look at a very fair day, as that
which may prove a weather-breeder, and usher in storms.
1780 T. Smith Jrnl. (1849) 281 A most delightful day; a
weather breeder. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss., s. v., A cloud-
less sky, after a succession of rainy weather, denotes rain,
and is said to be a weather-breeder. 1879 J. Burroughs
Locusts 98 Weather-breeders.. are usually the finest days in
the calendar, all sun and sky. 1903 Daily Chron. 10 Feb.
5/2 Isolated fine days in February arc known in Surrey as
* weather-breeders '.

So Weather-breeding a.

1899 R. M. Gilchrist Nicholas 23 The last se'nnight of
March had been dull and weather-breeding.

Wea*thercock, sb. Forms : see Wkather sb.

and Cock sb. [Cf. Do. weerhaan, G. wetlerhah/t,
Sw. 7'dtfer-, Da. veirkatu.]

1. A vane in the form of a cock, which turns with
its head to the wind. Also used gen. for a vane of
any form. Often mentioned as a symbol of muta-
bility or fickleness.

•11300 Neckam de Utensil, in Wright I'ocab. 115 Ventilo-
gium, veder-coc. 1340 Ayeitb. 180 J>eruore hi byeb ase
be wedercoc bet is ope be steple, bet him went mid eche
wynde. a 1400 Chaucer Agst. Woman Unconstant 12 As
a wedercok, that turneth his face With every wind, c 1480
Henbyson Test. Cress. 567 Thairfoir, I reid 3c tak thame
as 5e find, For thay ar sad as Widdercock in Wind. 1546
fnv.Ch. Goods York etc. (surtees) 86 The said Steple havyng

237

I

a whether cokke theruppon all gylt. 1683 P. A. Art cf
Converse -zi Some are as changeable as weather-cocks in

;
their humours. 1790 Cowpkr Let. Lady Hesketh 22 Mar.,

j
I have as many opinions about it as there are whims in a
weathercock. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand. Loire 37 The Due
de Choiseul. .consoled himself by setting up the bead of
Voltaire as a weathercock. 1867 H. Latham Black <y White
100 The most conspicuous weather-cock in the town is a
golden trumpet on the spire of one of the churches.

2. fig. a. of things (in various obvious allusions).

•f Upon the weathercock, inclined to turn and vary.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 48 No doubt your mother

]

was made of a Weathercocke, that brought foorth such a
wauering companion. 1661 Godolphin View Adnt. Jurisd.
Introd. [a], He that vents his own Notions, or sails by the
weather-cock of his own Brain, 1687 Dkyden Hind <y P.
I. 465 The Word's a weathercock for ev'ry wind. 170a
Vanbrugh False Fr. r. B 2, As much upon the Weather-cock
as the Ladies are, there are some the Wind must blow hard
to fetch 'em about. 1888 Kryce Amer. Commiv. III. Ixxix.

35 Newspapers are powerful in three ways, as narrators, as
advocates, and as weathercocks.

b. of persons ; esp. one who is changeable or

inconstant.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 97 What plume of feathers is

hee that indited this Letter T What veine ? What Wether-
cocke? 1598 — Merry W. m. ii. 18 Where had you this
pretty weather-cocke ? 1607 Middleton Fam. Love 11.

(1608) C 2, I thinkewe loose part of our happinesse when we
make these weathercocks our equalls. 1670 Duyden tst Pt.
Conq. Granada ill. (1672) 21 The word which I have giv'n
shall stand like Fate; Not like the King's, that weathercock
of State. X799 Nelson 6 Apr. in Nicolas Disp. III. 516
The last are weathercocks, and will always be on the side
of the conqueror, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) II. 178, I

ask the advocates of this doctrine, in what do they differ

in their actions from the mere trimmer, the political weather-
cock? 1870 R. Brouch Marston Lynch xlv. 118 He was. .a
terrible weathercock in the matter of opinion.

3. attrib. and appos., passing into adj. » change-
able, inconstant.
a 1680 Charnock Aitrib. God (1834) I. 55S The wavering

and weathercock resolutions of men. 1710 in Hearne Collect.

7 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 356 Not weather-Cock Kennett such
turning can show. 1801 Marvellous Love-Story II. 316
Miss Harrison was one of those everyday sort of weaiher-
cock characters who veer about with every varying gust
of prejudice, folly, or envy. 1818 Coleridgk Friend {1865)
216 Their political opinions depend with weathercock un-
certainty on the winds of rumour that blow from France.
1881 Miss \\kawok Asphodel \\. 162 In affairs of the heart,

;

Mr. Turchill belonged to the weathercock species.

b. Comb. : weathercock-like adj., -wise adv.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 2 Inslaved by Wealher-cok-like-

spirits to make their Buildings according unto things a la
mode. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne II. vii. 192 It was
not in his steadfast natuue to veer about, weather-cock-wise.

Hence Wea tLercockish, -cocky adj's., fickle,

changeable. Wea'tliercockism, changeableness.
1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVII. 301 Thiers will always be

regarded as the very condensed essence of weathercockism.
1886 ' Ouida ' House Party ix. (1887) 198 She is what her
husband characterises as ' weathercocky '. 1887 Sat. Rev.
12 Feb. 213/2 To do these Radicals justice, there is a great
deal of consistency in their weathercockism.

Weathercock, v. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. intr. To weathercock it : to veer or vary like

a weathercock. Obs.

1654 J. P. Tyrants <y Protectors 39 Men that will be of

[
the Kings Religion, be he of what Religion he will, and are

. clamorous against all that cannot weather-cock it like them-
selves.

2. trans. To provide with a weathercock; to serve

as a weathercock for.

1658 S. Austin's Naps upon Parnassus B4, But that's a
work onely befits the Gods, To Weather-cock their Eyes
with fishing-rods. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer"s Field 17 Whose
blazing wyvern weathercock'd the spire. 1883 Harper's
Mag: Apr. 698/2 Elaborately adorned gables,.. scrolled, and
weather-cocked.

3. To send (a person) up to the weathercock.

,
jjcular nonce-use. a 1845 [see Mast-head v. i].

Weather-coil, v. Naut. ?Obs. [See Weather
j

sb. 3 and Coil v.*) intr. Of a ship (see quots.).

. Also "Weather-coiling vbl. sb.

«i625 Manwayring Sca-mans Diet. (1644) 115 Weather-
1

coile is when a ship is a hull, to lay her bead the other way,
j

without looseing any saile ; which is only done, by bearing
up the helme. It is an excellent condition in a ship; for

I most ships will not weather-coile. 1626 Capt. J. Smith
!

Accid. Vng. Seamen 29 Weather coyle 1627 — Sea Gram.
1

ix. 40 If shee will weather coile, and lay her head the other
way without loosing a saile, that must bee done by bearing
vp the Helme. c 163s Capt. N, Boteler Dial. Sea Serv.
(1685) 223 The Weatber-coiling of a Ship, is, when being a
Hull [etc.]. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Weather-Quoit, or
Coile. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Weather-coil, when
a ship has her head brought about, so as to lie that way
which her stern did before, as by the veering of the wind j

or the motion of the helm, the sails remaining trimmed.
Weather-coiling, a ship resuming her course after being
taken aback ; rounding off by a stern-board, and coming up
to it again.

+Weather-driven,/(2. pph. and ///. a. Obs.

[See Weather sb. 6 c. Cf. Sw. vdderdrifiven.]
Driven by stormy weather.
ai5i3 Fahyan Chron. vi. ccxiii. (181 1) 230 He, in his

course of saylyng, was weder dryuen, and by tempest, into y8

countre or prouynce of Pontife. 1530 Pai sgr. 844/1 Weather
driuen, as a shyppe is that is let go at all aduentures, aban-
donner[s\c]. 1530 Cromwell in Merriman Life \ Lett. (1902)
II. 193 A certain frenshe ship laden with Scotishe goodes
wetherdryven at South schebs. 160a Carew Cornwall u.
151 Philip .. during his voyage .. towards Spayne..was

WEATHER-GLASS.
weather-driuen into Weymouth. 1659 O. Walker Oratory
16 Like a weather-driven ship destitute of her Pilot.

Weathered (we'Said), ppl. a. [f. Weather v.

+ -ed !.]

1. Worn, stained, or seasoned by the weather or

by atmospheric influences. Also weathered out.

Chiefly Geol. (See Weather v. 2 a, b.)

1789 }. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 420 This weathered or

dissolved copper is found in many places in the state of an
ochre or of a loose powder. 1820 i-.din. Philos. Jrnl. III.

185 The weathered surface of several specimens of calcareous

sandstone. 1827 Carlylic Germ. Rom. IV. 212 The weathered
aspect of the towers. 1843 Klskin* Mod. Paint. I. 11. I. vii.

§ 26, I have never yet seen any restoration or cleaned portion

of a building whose effect was not inferior to the weathered
parts. 1854 Hooker liimai. Jmls. I. xi. 254 The weathered
surface of each block was black, i860 TyndallG7<7<\ l vii.

54 The weathered ice of the surface . .could be cloven with

great facility. 1879 Ercyct. Brit. X. 230/1 Practice enables

a geologist to discriminate some rocks by the feel of their

weathered or fresh surfaces. 1906 Cornish N. $ Q. Ser. 1.

235 A collection of weatl:ered-ut;t crystals of felspar. 1914

Moir in Man XIV. i£o What we have regarded as deep
striae caused by immense pressure are in all probability

simply weathered out shattered scratches.

2. Of a crop of ^rain or hay : Deteriorated by

too long exposure to the elements.

1875 lire's Diet. ArtsWl. 185 Weathered barley has a dull

and often a dirtyappeaiar.ee. 1879 Miss J acksox Shropsh.
Word-bk., Weathered, damaged, but not spoilt, by too long

exposure to weather—wet and bad harvesting weather : said

of hay or corn. 1892 Daily Chron. 6 Sept. 3/5 liarley is

particularly Hable to become 'weathered' and unlit for

malting.

3. Arch. Made sloping, so as to prevent the

lodgement of water ; furnished with a weathering

Or water-table.

1840 Civil Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 2/1 Two octagonal

turrets, .strengthened by massive double buttresses in three

stages, the lower part terminating in weathered canopies,

the middle having weathered offsets. 1879 Cassell's^ Techn.

Educ. II. 2Q4/1 Copings are worked with. .an inclined or
* weathered ' upper surface.

Wea*ther-eye. [? a jocular use of the Naut.

sense, Weathek sb. S; or j erh. - the eye which

is specially used for observing the weather. Cf.

ON. ve6r-eygr, ? keen-eyed.] Used in fig. phrases,

such as to keep one's weathcr-cye open, to be watchful

and alert, keep one's wits about one.

1839 Hood Storm at Hastings 1S9 Howbeit his weather
eye the seaman aim'd Across the calm, and hinted by his

speech A gale next morning. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. n. v,

You look out. Keep your weather eye awake. 1887 Ridek
Haggard She vii. 88 Job returned in a great state of nervous-

ness, and keeping his weather eye fixed upon every woman
who came near him.

Wea'ther-fend, v. tram. [f. Weather sb.]

To defend from the weather ; to shelter. Also fig.

Hence Wea'ther-fending />/>/. a.

A Shakesperian word echoed by later writers.

1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 10 In the Line-groue which
weather fends your Cell. 1788CROWK Levesdon Hill 4 This
friendly mount, that weather-fends My reed-roofd cottage.

1800 Coli.ridge Pitt $ Buonaparte in Hazlitt Pol. Ess.

(1819) 396 A young man,, .sheltered and weather-fended from
all the elements of experience. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. 11.

420 A penthouse, framed. .To weather fend a little tut f- built

seat. 1858 Emerson Adirondacs 35 We. . l!arked the white

spruce to weatherfend the roof. 1873 Ruskin Crcnvn if Wild
Olive A pp. 191 Finding its work prosper, the little medicinal

and weatiier-fending company took vows on itself.

Weather-gall. Also 6, 9 Sc -gaw, 9 -go.

[f. Weathek sb. + Gall j^. 2 Cf. G. wettergalle,

Du. weergal \ also Watergall 2 and Wikdgall.]
An imperfect rainbow, believed to be a presage of

storm : =Watekgall 2. Sometimes applied to

other appearances in the sky to which the same
significance is attributed.

I(5i3-35 Markham Eng. Hush. \. i. iii. 12 If you shall see

one or more Weather-galls which are like Raine-bowes, onely
they arise from the Horison but a small way upward. i6zi
Brathwait Time's Curtain drawn L 7, Hc.taukes of

Starres, and clipses of the Sun, . . Of wether-gaws and many
sike as these. 1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzhergen hi Ace.
Sev. Late Voy. \\. 50 These Lights are called Weather-galls
by the Sea-men. 1808 Jamieson, Weddir-gaw. 1822 Scott
Pirate iv, See how much heavier the clouds fall every
moment, and see these weather-gaws that stieak the lead-

coloured mass with partial gleams of faded red and purple.

1823 W. Scoresby Jrnl. Whale Pish. 23 A little before sun-
set, a weather-gall (or the limb of a rain-bow), of extra-

ordinary brilliancy, appeared. 1824 Carr Craven Gtoss^
Weather-gall, a secondary rain-bow. 1867 Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk. s.v., A weather-gall at morn, Fine weather all

gone, /bid., Weather-go, the end of a rainbow, as seen in

the morning in showery weather. 1878 J. Veitch Hist. Scot.

Border xiv. 515 They eyed carefully the weather-gaw, or

broken bit of rainbow above the horizon.

Weather-glass. [Cf. Du. wcerglas, Da.

veirglas, Sw. vaderglas, G. wetlerglas.']

f 1. A kind of thermometer, used to ascertain the

temperature of the air, and also to prognosticate

changes in the weather. Obs.

It consisted in its simplest form of an upright tube filled

with water, terminating at the top in a bulb containing

rarefied air. The water sank or rose in the tube as the air

in the bulb expanded or contracted.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 27 Cold.. doth manifestly Condense ;

As wee see in the Contracting of the Aire in the Weather-

Glasse. 1634 J. B(a-i l] Myst. Nat. * Art 28 A Weather-
glasse is a structure of, at the least, two glasses, sometimes
of three, foure, or more, as occasion serueth, inclosing a
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quantity of water, and a portion of ayre proportionable, by
whose condensation or rarifaction the included water is sub-
ject unto a continuall motion, either upward or downward ;

by which motion of the water is commonly foreshewn the
state, change, and alteration of the weather, a 1643 Suck-
ling Breunara.it ii, i, His colour, .sanke down As water in

a weather-glasse Prest by a warme hand. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. 257 For the true discovery of the nature and
temper of the Air, as to its density or rarity, we have not
met with a more certain or compleat invention than the
Weather-glass. Ibid. 259 The Weather-glass or Thermo-
scope. 1670 Dryden 1st Ft. Conq. Granada IV. ii. (1672) 36
As in some wether-glass my Love I hold; Which falls or ri>es

with the heat or cold. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 205 A
tender Weather-Glass or Thermometer. 1720 Ibid. XXXI.
117 Two Thermometers, the one the common seal'd Weather-
glass, having no Communication with the outward Air,

wherein the temper as to Heat and Cold was shewn by the
swelling or shrinking of the included Spirit.

2. A barometer.
1695 Land. Gaz, No. 3103/4 A Portable Barometer, or

Weather-Glass. 1710ADDISON TatlerKo.2ZOr 3 ToricelUus,
the Inventor of the common Weather Glass. 1758J0HNSON
Idier No. 33 F 2 Weather rainy. Consulted my weather-
glass.^ 1848 Clough Bothie n. 17 The weather-glass, say
they, is rising. 1885 Nezu Bk. Sports 23 There is no trusting
the weather-glass among the Highland hiils.

3. fig.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 276, 1 shall onely refer you to the

Polititians Weather-glasse, whereby he not onely foreseeth
(bat discerneth aright when fallen) the unseasonable weather
of his respective Place he liveth in. 1681 D'Urkey Progr.
Honesty xiv. 32 His Hone's his Weather-Glass, and his Back
Is his perpetual Almanack. 174a H. WalpoleZ.^/. to Maun
24 June, My uncle, who is my political weather-glass, and
whose quicksilver rises and falls with the least variation of
parliamentary weather. 1748 Richardson Ciarissa (1768)
VIII. 180 When the weather-glass of my pride got up again,
I found I had gone too far to recede. 1864 G. A. Lawrence
Maurice Deritig II. 80 Besides, I'm not at all sure that he
was losing heavily ; his own face is a bad weather-glass.

4. Poor Mans, or ShephenVs, iVeather-glass : a
name for the scarlet pimpernel, Anagallis arve?tsis

)

from its closing its flowers before rain.

1827, 1872 [see Shepherd sb. 7d]. 1836 J. T. Mackay
Flora llibern. 1. 194 Common Pimpernel, or Poor Man's
Weatherglass.

t Weather-headed, ppl a. Obs. [Prob. f.

\Xethei\(c(. sheep-headed), but admitting of associa-

tion with Weatheu (expressing the notion of insta-

bility).] Light-headed, foolish.

a 1652 Brome Queen fy Concub. iv. iii. 86 Here come more of
our weather-headed wise neighbours. 169s Congrf.ve /,<??'£

for Loz'e n. vii. 36 For that old Weather-headed Pool, I

know how to laugh at him. 182a Scott Peveril vii, You
deserved to be ducked for it. .for a weather-headed puppy.

Weathering (we*o*arin), vhl. sb. Forms : 1

wasderimg, 2 widening, 4 wedring, weduring,
-ynge, widdringe, 4-6 woderyng>, 5 wed-
ryng

x
e, weddrynge, wedyrryng, 5-6 wether-

ing^6
, -yng^e, 6 wedering, 7 wethring, 6-

weathering. [In sense I, repr. OE. ivedenwg,
f. wed{e)rian (see Weather v.) ; in later uses f.

Weathek v. + -lira 1.1

+ 1. Weather conditions; (good or bad) weather;
in nautical use chiefly with reference to the direc-

tion and force of the winds. Obs.
•1112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 3085, & ba:s ilean

£eares wa:s swi3e hefelic $ear..& swa mycel ungelimp on
waiderunge swa man naht a:3elice gebencean ne ma:* swa
stor bunring & la^t wes. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Gif ;e
mine bibode healded benne sende ic eou rihte widerunge.
c J32S Poem temp. Ed-w. II lx.wi, God hath . . send wederyng
on erthe Cold & unkynde. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in.
vii. 74 After suche stormes [in budding-time], how hard is it

to avoyde, til efte wedring and yeres han maked her circute
cours al about, er any frute be able to be tasted ! 1425 AW/f
of Parlt. IV. 290/1 Grett rayne, and longe abydyng upon
the water, be fortune of wederyng or otherwise. C1440
Promp. Pari'. 519/2 Wederynge, of be eyre, temperies.
a 1450 Mirk's Festial 2S4 5« prayen to God forto haue
kynde wedryng to all maner of sedys bat ben cast yn be
erthe._ c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon, xxiv. 524 And
wyte it, that by fortune of wedryng, they were well eyght
monethes vpon the see. c 1500 Melusine xxvi. 206 That no
raynne or other fowll wedryng myght lette beire entree within
the tounne. ** 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii.(i8ii) 314 By reason
of the vnreasonable wederynge, as m y e laste yere fell, y«
whete was solde for xv.s. a quarter. 1528 R. Copland tr.

K utter ofSea {c 1550) D viij b, The maisterand Ins mariners
trimmetli not their sayle as it should be, and ill wethering
taketh them in the sea. c 1565 Sparke in Hakluyt Voy.
(1589) 537 He did consider what time he should spend ere he
could get so farre to windeward ^gaine, which would haue
bene with the weathering which we had 10 or 12 dayes
worke,

f b. Propitious or suitable weather. Obs,
1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 1 Whan bis weith at his wil wedur-

ing hadde, Pul rabe rommede he rydinge bedirre. 1389 in
Eng. Gilds {1870)22 Weshulpreyen. .foralle treweshipmen,
..y'godd for his grace yeue hem. wederyng and passage.
c 1400 in York Manual (Surtees) 221* 3e schullebalso bidde
bat god. .suche widdringes vs sende on erbe bat befruyt pat
is ber inne thriue. c 1440 Jacob's Well 261 So bou synfull

man. .excusyst be, & seyst, I may no3t kepe be halyday, for

god wil sende no wederyng on be werkeday. 1532 Tindale
Expos. Matt, v.-vii. 59 Where the prieste oughte to praye
in the mother toungc.for wedering and frutes [etc.]. 1553
Becon Reiiques of Rome (1563) 236 b, Ye shal pray for al

manner of frutes. ,y' almightye God..maye sende suche
wederynges, y* they maye come to the sustenaunce of man.

fc. Stormy weather; also, a storm. Sogreal
t

strong weathering [cf. F. gros temps']* Obs.
c 1450 Contin. Brut 482 J>ere was such wedryng of thonder,

Hghtnyng, hayll and rayne, bat the peple were sore adredde,
c 1450 Lovelich Grail II. 68 So thanne Cam bere bothe
wynd & wedrynge, and fer Into the See it gan hem brynge.
1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 3-5 Atte all tymes that any Carrik
or Galey arryveth by force of Wederynge. .in the Pones.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. 52 The duke Eneas and Dydo
fieynge the wedrynge, shalle rendre hemself bothe togydre
alle alone, [bid. 55 Vnto the tyme that the sayde cloudes
were well thyk gadred with the stronge wedrynge that sur-
prised them all atones, a 1513 Fabvan Chron. v. ciL (1811)

76 Both hoostes were so greuously betyn with the sayd
tempest and wederynge. Ibid.wi. cexxiii. 249 In.. the .v.

daye of October, passynge tempeste of wederynge fell in
sondry places of Englonde. 1526 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (iS36) I. 616 For defense of great wyndes and out-
ragious wetheringes. 1605 Stow Ann. 633 On Candlemas
euen. .was great weathering of wind, hayle, snow, rayne.

2. The action of exposing a hawk to the action
of the weather. (Cf. Weather v. i a.)

'575 Turberv. Faulconrie 76 He muste remember euery
eueniug to tye out his hawke a weathering. 1677 N. Cox
Genii. Recr. n.(ed. 2) 168 lVeathi'ri?tg

y
is when you air your

Hawk in Frost, Sun, or by the Fire-side. 1773 J. Campbell
Mod. Faulconry 264 Weathering^ the setting out of a hawk
to take the air.

attrib. 1635 Quari.es Embl. v. ix. 5 Ev'n like the Hawlk,
(whose keepers wary hands Have made a prisner to her
wethring stock). [See Stock sb. 1

19.] *
3. The action of the atmospheric agencies or

elements on substances exposed to its influence
;

the discolouration, disintegration, etc. resulting

from this action.

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 83 The weathering of
so many Centuries of Years. 1757 tr. /. F. HenckeVs
Pyritol. v. £7 The ore on sinter is a plain and easy proof in

behalf of a weathering, or a production by damps, rather
than by way of streaming. 1774 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 489
The miners have called this decaying of the sulphurous ores
of copper, iron, and other metals and semi-metals, the
weathering of these ores. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 211 It

is snow-white, a description which is very applicable to the
newer part of the deposit at San Filippo, where it has not
become darkened by weathering. 1845 J. Phillips Geol. in

Eucycl. Metrop. VI. 702/2 The weathering of the surfaces
of buildings by the fluctuations of heat and moisture is partly
dependent on the structure and composition of the stone.

1856 Rlskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xvii. § 2 Now this sculpture
by streams, or by gradual weathering, is the finishing work
by which Nature brings her mountain forms into the state

in which she intends us. .to. .love them. 1878 A. K. John-
ston's Africa viii. 94 Hiils of red sand formed from the
weathering of a ferruginous sandstone of which the plain .

.

is composed. 1888 Rutley Rock-Forming Min. 122 Through
weathering, the iron .. becomes converted into sesquioxide.

1914 Moir in Man XIV. 179 The second part of my paper
. . deals with the ' weathering out ' of scratches upon flint,

b. The action of the elements (on land, clay,

etc.) as a beneficial agency; the state of being pul-

verized and rendered workable by this action.

1548 Latimer Pioughers (1562) 16 And I feare me this land
is not yet rype to be plowed. For as the saying is : Itlacketh
wetheryng : This geare lacketh wethering, at least waye it

is nut for me to plough.

C. PhiloL 1'honetic decay, rare.

1870 F. A. March Gram. Anglo-Sax. § 102 Weathering of
Case-endings. Ibid. § 226 Weathering of Inflexion Endings.

d. Exposure (of the face or skin) to all kinds of

weather.
1887 Stevenson Mem, <$ Portr. vL 96 His face . . was ruddy

and stiff with weathering.

4. Xaut. The action of passing (an object) on
the windward side. Also attrib.

1878 Dixon Kemp Yacht ($• Boat Sailing yjZ.'i Weather-
ing.—A relative term used in sailing to define the action of
one vessel that iseating to windward of another, 1894 Times
30 July 7/3 Britannia had stood far enough out into the
English Channel to get weathering distance.

5. Arch. A' projecting course on the face of a

wall, serving as a ' drip ' to throw off rain-water

;

a sloped ' set off ' of a wall or buttress ; the inclina-

tion or slope given to a surface in order to prevent

the lodgement of water.

1739 Labelye Piers Wesim. Bridge 69 The Sally, or Pro.
jection of a Cordon or rustic Cornish.. serves also as a
Weathering to the Stone-work. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.
Mech. 545 The measurer takes a line or tape and begins, .at

the plinth, then stretching the line to the top, bends it into

the offset, or weathering. 1833 Lou ix>s Eucycl. A rchit.% 1882
'the massive buttress, with its deep weatherings, or water-
tables between each graduation or stage of the height. 1850
Parker Gloss. Archil., Weathering, a slight inclination
given to horizontal surfaces, especially in masonry, to prevent
water from lodging on them. 1875 Brash Reel. A rchit. Irel.

98 The weatherings, .were contrived with skill and judgment.
attrib. 2886 Cheshire Gloss., Weathering course, bricks set

out from the wall round the bottom of a chimney, to protect
the t hatch where it joins the chimney.

Weathering (we-forirj), ppl. a. [f. Weather
v. +-IXG -.] That wears away or disintegrates

through the action of the weather.
1855 Kingsley Glaucus 2i Syenite usually does so in our

damp climate, from the 'weathering ' effect of frost and rain.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxi. 148 The cliffs of the Breithora
are much exposed to weathering action. 189s in A. E. Lee
Hist. Columbus lOhio) I. 676 The uses of the clays derived
from the weathering shale are only in their infancy as yet.

1912 llibbert Jrnl. Oct. 106 What we call changing physical %
objects—weathering hills or ageing suns.

Weath.erliness(we'tfoilines). [f. Weatherly
a, +-NE6S.] Weatherly quality (of a ship).

1883 Dixon Kemp in Fortn, Rev. 1 Sept. 324 The Mosquito
..carried her ballast much lower than any existing yacht.

This.. was a principal cause of her weatherliness. 1893
Mahan /«/?. Sea Power I. 223 The superior speed and

weatherliness of the Spanish ships might have enabled them
seriously to molest the British.

t Wea'therling. Obsr4- [-ling.] A student
of the weather.
1656 S. Partridge Synopsis B 3, Many more the like rules

[for Prediction of the Weather] . . I might here have added ;

but in this little Booke, let the Weatherling be satisfied with
the-e.

Weatlierly (we'foili), a. (and adv.).

jl- Of or pertaining to the weather. Obs. rare' 1
.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 61 Any proposition or prognosti-
cation (as well touching weatherly events as arbitrary con-
tingents).

2. Naut. Of a sailing vessel : Able to sail close

to the wind without drifting to leeward. Also
used loosely (see quot. 1904).
1729 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 57, 1 proposed to make a Ship

work far better to Windward, than it is possible for the most
Weatherly one to do at present. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle
viii, Notwithstanding her weatherly qualities, the heavy cross
sea, as she drove into it, headed her off bodily. 1846 G.
Warburton llochelaga I. 19 Those stout weatherly boats
crowding up to the wharves, have just now returned from
fishing for cod. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Weatherly,
said of a well-trimmed ship with a clean bottom, when she
holds a good wind, and presents such lateral resistance to the
water, that she makes but little lee-way while sailing close-

hauled. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sea Painter's Log 226 For down-
right weatherly qualities, lead and leverage will beat beam
without depth. 1904 Dixon Kemp's Yacht § Boat Sailing
649/2 Weatherly, the quality of hanging to windward well or

holding a good wind. This term is often improperly used to

denote good behaviour in a sea way or in bad weather.

+ 3. adv. To the windward. Obs. rare-1 .

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4422/7 Three of their Ships being
almost as far Weatherly as we were.

Weathemiost (we'oaimoust), a. Naut. [f.

Weather sb. (8) + -most.] Furthest to windward.
1557 Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 125 The Christopher

being the headmost & the weathermost man. 1622 Sir R.
Hawkins Voy. S.Sea lix. 140 But in equitie and reason, the

le-ward shippe ought euer to giue way to the weather most.
1726 G. Roberts Voy. 292 Having got the Length of the

Weathermost of the little Islands, I bore away afore the

Wind for the Fuurno. 1761 Colman Jealous Wife m. 43
One of Them made use of small Arms, which carried off the

weathermost Corner of Ned Gage's Hat. 1834 Marrvat
P. Simple xlvi, The brig rounded up on the wind, shooting

up under the sterns of the two weathermost schooners.

"Weatherology (we:foif -lod^i). [f. Weather
sb. + -OLOGY.] The science and study of the weather

and its phenomena.
1823 Byron Juan xui. xliii, Whatever other blunders He

Upon my shoulders, here I must aver My Muse a glass of

weatherology. i860 Chantb. Encyct. I. 563/1 But the

poverty of Australian hydrography is aggravated by the
singularities of the so-styled ' weatherology '. 1881 S. T. S.

Lecky Wrinkles Pract. Navig. 1. xv. 114 Weatherology.

Weatherproof, a. {sb.) [See Proofs, i b.]

Impervious to the weather.
c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 16 Our Bark's not

weatherproof. 1647 Hehbick Noble A'umb., 'Thanksgiving
to God 4 A little house, whose humble Roof Is weather-proof.

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 45 Some are hard and
Weather Proof; some sott, and subject to Decay. 1778
Miss Burney Evelina (1791) I. xvi 66 'O never mind the

old Beldame,' cried the Captain; 'she's weather-proof, I'll

answer for her.' 1848 Dickens Dombey lix, The house stands,

large and weather-proof, in the long dull street. 1914 lllustr.

Lond. News 3 Jan. 32/3 Weather-proof overcoats, suits, and
costumes.

b. sb. Weatherproof material.

1876 Smiles Sc. Nat. x. 186 Nothing but the stiffest

weather-proof can keep the water out.

Weather side.
1. Naitt. The windward side (of a vessel, etc.).

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 77 pan lay be lordis a-lee

with laste and with charge,. .And warned him wisely of be

wedir-side. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 21b, The
Caricke was on the wetherside and the Regent on the lye

side. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v._ Weather,

When a ship under sail presents either of her sides to the

wind, it is then called the weather-side. 1840 R. H. Dana
Bef. Mast ii, I stood in the waist on the weather side. 1883

Man. Seamanship for Boys 3 Salutes on Board Ship. Ihe
starboard side in harbour, and the weather side at sea, is the

officers' side.

2. The side (e. g. of a building, a tree) that is

most exposed to injury from weather.
1827 Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 136 Most Trees are un-

equally balanced, and show what is called a ' weather-side ,

usually to the west and south-west, in this island. 1827

Ann. Reg., Chron. 48/1 Many shepherds, .had hair-breadth

escapes, and some perished in wearing their flocks from the

weather-side of the hills. 1838 Civil Engiu. $ Arch. Jrnl.

I- 338 '1 On the occasion of repairing the weather side of the

tower of the Lady Church, at Munich, i860 Maury Phys.

Geog. Sea 96 The weather side of all such mountains as the

Andes is the wet side, and the lee side the dry.

fig. 1816 l Quiz ' Grand Master 1. n, I now am present,

S ir, you see, So leave the weather side to me.

Wea'ther-Staill. A stain or discoloration

caused by the weather. AlsoyS^".

1815 Scott Guy M. iii, The grey old towers, .bearing the

rusty weather-stains of ages. 1817 T. L. Peacock Meliu-

court vii, Though I have endeavoured to leave them as much
mould, mildew and weather-stain as possible. 1847 Emer-

son Poems, ' Butter,fetch the ruby tvine ' 43 Give me wine

to wash me clean Of the weather-stains of cares. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. <$• //. Notebks. (1871) II. 54 A marble statue,

grey with ancient weather-stains.

Also "Weather-stained ///. a., Wea'ther-
staining vbl. sb.

1851 H. Melville Whale xvi, She was a ship of the old
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school, . . Long-seasoned and weather-stained in the typhoons
and calms of all four oceans. 1868 Boyd Less. Middle Age
16 The lowly dwelling., with its weather-stained walls. 1884

Daily News 4 Sept. 3/1 The only detriment time has

wrought in the munument is the weather-staining of the

marble statues.

Weatlier-wisdom. The traditional lore of

weather prognostics.
182a Lights Sf Shades II. 53 That science of guesses com-

monly called weather-wisdom. 1837 Wh&WBLX Hist. Induct.

Set. I. 29 Another reason, founded apparently upon some
limited empirical maxim of weather-wisdom taken from the

climate of Greece. 1866 Steinmetz Weathercasts 7
' Weather-wisdom ' is very far from being a mere super-

stition.

Weather-wise (we'cfeiwaiz), a. [f. Weather
sb. + "Wise a.] Skilled in prognostics of the

weather.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 350 Wederwise shipmen. 1556

S. Bcrrough in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 319, I maruclled why
he departed so suddenly, and went ouer the shoales.. .liut

after I perceiued them to be weather wise. 1637 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Drinke <$ Welcome C3b, Some by their comes are

wondrous Weather-wise. 1735 B. Franklin Poor Richard
(1B90) 50 Some are weatherwise, some are otherwise. i8oz

Coleridge Dejection 1 If the Bard was weather-wise, who
made The grand old ballad of Sir Patrick Spence. 1849
James Woodman vi, Auguring rain to the minds of the

weather-wise. 1866 Steinmetz Weathercasts 35 A certain

weather-wise nobleman, Lord Portarlington, predicted the

intensely hot summer of last year. 189.5 Meredith Amazing
Marr. I. xv. 167 Are you weather-wise?—able to tell when
the clouds will hold off or pelt ?

b
- &•

1581 W. Stafford Exam.Compl.v (1876)27 Some weather-
wise fellowes, that coulde chaunge their opinions as the

more and stronger part did chaunge theirs. 1917 Gwynn &
Tuckwell Sir C. Diikc li. II. 313 He was weatherwise in

the assembly, and knew the conditions which might lead to

unforeseen disturbance.

tWeather-Wiser. Obs. [a.d. T)i\.wederwijzer,

weerwijzer, f. weder, weer Weather sb. + wijzer,

agent-n. f. wijzen to show; cf. Way-wiser.] An
instrument serving to foretell the weather.
1667 Sprat Hist. Royal-Soc. 255 Several Discourses

about Thermometers, Hygroscopes, Baroscopes, and other

Weather-wisers. 1676 Glanvill Ess. hi. 40 He hath there

given an account of the defectiveness of common Weather-
Glasses,. .and Ascent of Water by Cold in the ordinary
Weather-wisers. 1708 R. Neve Baroscop. 4 By which means
it is now become an excellent Weather-wiser, to predict dry
and moist Weather. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 152 The
flowers of pimpernel ; the opening and shutting of which
..are the countryman's weather-wiser, whereby he tells the
weather of the following day.

Weathery (we*Sari), a. rare. [f.Weather.^.
+ -Y 1

.] Fitful, changing like the weather.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Hastings xiv, As nought may last,

so Fortunes weathery cheare With powtyng lookes gan
lower on my Syre. 1880 Bi.ackmore Mary Anerley II. vi.

82 The flitting fancy of boy and girl, who pop upon one
another, and skip through zig-zag vernal ecstasy, like the

weathery dalliance of gnats

Weavable (wrvab'l), a. rare. [f. Weave
tf.

1 + -able.] That may be woven.
\4fi$Catk.Angl. 412/1 We'ffabylle, texibilis. 1856 Ruskin

Mod. Paint. III. iv. xvii. § 37 The world. .got weavable
fibres out of the mosses, and made clothes for itself.

Weave (w/v), sb. [f. Weave v. 1
]

fl. Something that has been woven, a woven
fabric. Obs.
1581 A. Hall fliadix, 171 A couerlet fine aloft, Of woollen

weaue. 1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon iv. 11 So righteous
are allurde by sins deceit, And oft inticed into sinners weave.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xv. 257 This habit of
Iohn, was . . rather some finer weave of Camelot.

2. A particular method or pattern of weaving.
1888 C. P. Brooks Cotton Manuf. 132 This weave is not

confined to the making of fabrics with an unbroken pile sur-

face. 1888 R. Beaumont Woollen Manuf. x. 279 It may.,
be useful to consider how, from a plain weave warped and
woven one thread black and one thread white, the solid lines

of these colours, .have been formed. 1901 Scotsman 1 Apr.
ir/i With reference to linens there has been a larger demand
for weaves of this kind.

Weave (w*~v), v. 1 Pa. t. wove (w<?«v)
; pa.

pple. woven (wcfaVn). Forms : Inf. and pres.

stem I wefan (2 sing, wyfst, 3 sing, wefft, wifefl,

wyf$), weofan, 3-6 wove, 4-5 wewe, wef(e,
5-6 weyve, Sc. weif(f, weff, 6 weeve, wayve,
wyeve, Sc. weive, weiwe, wif(f, wyf, wywe,
6-9 Sc. wyve, 6- weave. Pa. t. sing. 1 weef, wef,
4 wof, woof, 4-5 waf, wafe, wave, 6- wove;
weak forms 4 wevede, 7 weavde, 6-9 weaved.
Pa. t. pi. 1 wsefon, 4 weven, woven. Pa. pple.

I wefen, sewefen, siwefeu, North. s©uoefen, 3
iweove, iweven, 4iweve. wovun, ywoven, (i)-

wovyn, 5-6 Sc. weif, 6 Sc. weffin, wiffin, woifen,
wowein, wolvin, 7-9 wove, 4- woven; weak
forms 4-6 weved, 4 weft, woved, 5 weuyd, 7
weevd, weavd, 6-9 weaved. [A Common Teut.
strong verb (not recorded in Gothic) : OE. wefan,
pa. t. wxf pi. wsefon, pa. pple. wefen, corresponds
to OFris. *weva (NKris. weeivcn, VVFris. weve,
weev/e), (M)LG., (M)Du. weven, OHG. weban,
wepan (MHG., mod. G. weben), ON. vefa (MSw.
vdva, Sw. vd/va, Da. vatve) :—OTeut. *wefi-

(:*wa$-: *w;ib-) :—Indogermanic'w^A- (;*w?bh-
\*ubh-), represented in Skr. untavdbhi spider (lit.
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'wool-weaver'), Gr. l</'t), v<po$, web, v<paivtw to

weave. The same root occurs in zceb (and abb),

weft, woof.
In the 14th and 15th c. the form of the pa. pple. became

assimilated to that of the pa. pples. of strong verbs with root

ending in a liquid {e. g. steal, stolen), and, as in most verbs

of that class, the oof the pa. pple. was extended to the pa. t.

both sing, and pi. The weak inflexion has bten occasionally

used in all periods from the 14th c. onwards, but lias never

become general.]

1. trans. To form or fabricate (a stuff or material)

by interlacing yarns or other filaments of a par-

ticular substance in a continuous web ; to manu-
facture in a loom by crossing the threads or yarns

called respectively the warp and the weft. Also

with obj. the web itself, a garment made up of such

a stuff or material, f 7b weave out: to complete

the weaving of.

t To weave in a stool: see Stool so. 3.

C900 B^dds Hist. iv. xxv. (1S90) 354 Hio smaelo hra^el
weofab & wyrcab. c 1050 Vcc. in Wr.-Wulcker 504/2 Ordi-
retur, wefen wis. c izoo Virtues ,y Vices 39 Al swa nan
webb ne mai bien iweuen wiS-uten twa beanies, c 1290 St.

Edmund Con/. 167 in S. Eng. Leg. 436 Heo [a hair shirt]

nasi-sponne ne i-'.veoue,ake i-broidestrengus longue. c 1300

Assump. I'irg. 665 This like webbe here self woof. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 237'lhei tawhten him a Las to brcide, And
weve a Pours, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 246 Scho occupiet hir

craft of weuyng clobes and ornamentts to be auter. 1483
Cnth. Angl. 412/1 To Wefe, texcre. 1513 Douglas Mneis
xni. viii. 86 The precyus wedis, Wrocht craftely, and weif of

goldin thredis Quhilum be fair Andromachais hand. 1528

More Dyaloge in. x, O v b 2 Vt were as sone done to weue
a new web of clothe as to sowe vppe euery hole in a net.

1530 Palsgr. 779/1 The weyver sayeth he can nat wayve my
clothe tyll he have more yarne. 1535 Coverdale Job v\i. 6

My dayes passe ouer more spedely, then a weeuercan weeue
out his webbe. 1538 Elvot Diet., Textrina. ., the place

where thinges be wtaued or wounden. 1539 Bible (Great)

2 Kings xxiii. 7 Where the weinen woue hanginges for the

groue. or 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 73 b, For all the

copes and Vestementes wer but of one pece, so wouen for the

purpose, 1584 Shtittleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 13 For
weavinge forescore yerdes and four of canuise, v\ 1632

Lithgow Trav.w. 250 He weau'd these Napkins. 1670 Smb.
Crow in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 15 The silke

..beeing ill woven will shrink and pucker. 1697 Dryden
SEneis vii. 340 These Purple Vests were weav'd by Dardan
Dames. Ibid. ix. 651 The Mantle, .which 1 wove with Care.

1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 139 Accept, deai youth, this monu-
ment of love, Long since, in better days, by Helen wove.

1789-96 Morse Amer, Ceog. I. 541 Woollen stockings. .of

excellent quality are wove by the Germans, especially in

Germantown. 1856 G. Roberts Soc. Hist. 376 Our lace

was not wove. It had neither warp nor woof. 1872 Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 69 The shawls and the textile furni-

ture used in the rites of religion were frequently woven in

the temples.

b. in figurative context.

In many langs. the equivalent vb. is used m metaphorical

expressions relating to the contriving of plots or deception :

so Gr. ixfratVeii', L. texere, ordiri, Fr. ourdir. Cf. 1 f.

1381 Wyclif Isa. xxx. 1 Wo L.seith the Lord, that }ee

schulden do counseil, and not of me ; and wefen a web [Vulg.

ordiremini tetam], and not bi my spirit. 1606 Sir G. Goose-

cappc V. i. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III. 85 All the wiles

Weeud in the loonies of grcatnes, and of state, c 1620

Morvson Itin. Suppl. (1903)191 If. .each Deputy should

giue in writing to the State in England a full relation of

his gouernment and the State of that kingdome [Ireland],

so as his successour might weaue the same webb he had
begunn, and not make a newe frame of his owne. a 1662

Heylin Cypr. Angl. 61 For much they feared that Abbot
would unravel all the Web which Bancroft with such pains

had weaved. 1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hindoo Rajiih

(181 1) II. 220 The robes of the season*, wove in the change-
ful looms of nature. 1808 Scott Alarm, vi. xvii, O what a
tangled web we weave, When first we practise to deceive !

184a Lytton Zanoni 1. i, All this helped silently to weave
charmed webs over Viola's imagination. 1893 F. Thompson
Poems 59 Better thou wov'st thy woof of life than thou didst

weave thy woof of song.

C. said of the loom.
1804 W. L. Bowles Sfir. Discov. 11. 275 Thy mariners.,

furled th' embroidered sails, That looms of Egypt wove.

d. To depict in tapestry.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2360 She hadde I.wouyn In a
stamyn large How she was brought from Athenys in a Barge.

Ibid. 2364 And al the thyng that Tereus hath wrought She
waf it wel & wrot the storye a-boue. 1513 VovglasAZneis

v. v. 15 Quhairon wes weif in subtell goldin threidis King
Troyus son [etc.]. a 1683 Oldham Rem. (1684I 114, I have
seen a handsomer Mortal carv'd in Monumental Ginger-
bread, and woven in Hangings at Mortlock.

Jig. x8oa Scott T. Rhymer in. xvi, Their loves, their

woes, the gifted bard In fairy tissue wove.

e. fig. To contrive, fabricate, or construct (a

mental product) with elaborate care. Also with

out, up.
c 14*0 Wycli/Bible I. 71/1 Of whom the first [Isaiah] is

not s-;yn to me to weuen prophecie, but euangelie. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia m. (1598) 351 Your wise, but very darke
speeches. .are wouen vp in so intricate a maner, as I know
not how to proportion mine answere vnto them, a 1600
Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. vi. 6 For answer whereunto Acesius
weaveth out a long History of things that hapned in the

persecution under Decius. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Bocca-
lint's Advts. Jr. Parnass. \. xxxv. (1674) 44 The Author's
subtilty in weaving of his Poem. 1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope
1. 165 Then weave in rapid verse the deeds they tell. 1819
W. S. Rose Lett. N.Italy I. 24, 1 had already woven a little

romance for him in my imagination. 1824 Lamb Elia,

Blakesmoor, Contemplations on the great and ^ood.. weave
for us illusions. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogihiesu, Katherine
had already woven out the whole romance of the stranger's

life. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. U i, You stole the money,
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and you have woven a plot to lay the sin at my door. 1862

Sr-ENCF.R First Pr/nc. 1. iii. § 21 (1875) 66 The original

materials out of winch all thought is woven. 1874 M.
Creighton Hist. Ess. i. 1 10^2) 42 The. .desire for reality that

made him [Dante] weave his poem around himself. 1876
Thompson Chron. A. de Usk 186 The evil arts of brewing
charms and weaving spells. 1885-94 Bridges Eros $ Psyche
May 15 Pathetic st 1 ains and passionate they wove, Urgent in

ecstasies of heavenly sense. 1913 W, K. Fleming Mysticism
Chr. 10S In his writings, his weakness lay in his proneness,

.

to weave endless allegories out of the Old Testament writings.

f. To form (e. g. a basket, a wreath) by inter-

lacing rods or twigs, flowers, etc.

1398 TrEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. clii. (1495) 704 Stakes
be pyghte in the grounde and there abowte ben wrethes
wouen and wounden of thornes. 1599 T. Cutwodi: Caltha
Poet, (koxb.) exxiv, And others very busie do beyin: To.
weaue their litle baskets.. to put their hearbs and at! their

flowers in. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix. S39 Adam the while..
had wove Of choicest Flours a Garland to adorne Her
Tresses. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 375 Hurdles to weave, and
chearly shelters rai^e, Thy vacant hours require. 1813 Scott
Rokeby v. xiii, But, Lady, weave no wreath for me, Or
weave it of the cypress-tiee ! 1839 Fr. A. Kf.mBLE Resid.
Georgia (1863) 21 Among the Probdignagian sedges.. the

nightshade, .weaves a perfect matting of its poisonous gar-

lands. 1839 Kmekson Pcems, The Problem 25 Know 'st

thou what wove yon wooribiru's nest Of leaves, and featiers

from her breast ? 1842 Macatlay Horatius lxix, When the

girls are weaving baskets, And the lads are shaping hows.

1902 S. E. White Blazed 7Va/7viii, With the skill of ghastly

practice some of them wove a litter on which the body was
placed.

fig. 1893 Liddon L/e Tusey I. App. A. 451 Legend has
woven a wreath round the early history of the family.

g. Sc. To knit. Also dial, to plait (hair).

1695 Rec. Old. Aberd. (New Spalding Club) I. 160 Privat

schooles . . wherein children ar taught to sew or wyve.

1785 Burns Epist. to "J. Lafraik 1 Apr. ii, On Fasteneen
we had a rockin, To ca' the crack and weave cur stockin.

1825 Jamilson, To Weave v. a. and n. To knit, applied to

Motkings, &c. ; pron. Wyve. Aberd. 1884 J. C. Kgikton
Sussex Folk 132 He. .used to go regularly twLe a week to

the house of one of his piincipal customers, 'to weave his

cue ', or, in less professional language, to plait his pigtail.

Hh. In figurative use app. sometimes confusedly:

To spin, twine (a cord, thread).
1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 24413 The cordeler that waf

thecordeOf pes, vnyte, and concorde,. .Hyr name was called
' Charyte \ 1648 Gage West Ind. 19 The Indians uproar
had weaved for us a thred of long discourse. 1856 Kane
Arctic Expl. II. xxv. 249 The men weave their long yarns
with peals of rattling hearty laughter between.

2. ahsol. or intr. To practise weaving ; to work
with a loom.

c xooo /Flfric Gram. xv. (Z.) 104 Tut and/la texit Din
wyln wef5. 1390 Gower Cofif, II. 170 Hire moder..Bad
that sche schokle. .lerne for to weve and spinne. c 1450 Cap-
grave St. Gilbert 1. 129 A conuerse of } at same ordre.sat
stillein his craft weuyng. 1585 ¥..V.Prayse 0/Nothing A ijb,

For equity would not.. that Arachne wtaue in the frames of

Minerua. 1608 Shaks. Per. IV. vi. 194, I can sing, weaue,

sow, and dance, with other vertues. 1781 Cowpi-r Truth
317 Yon cottager who weaves at her own door, Pillow and
Dobbins all her little store. 1818 Min. Evid. Committee
Ribbon Weavers 112 My father is a silk weaver; it is about

twenty yeais since I first began to weave. 1828 Carlyi.e

Ilcyne Ess. 1840 II. 41 The poor cottage, where his father

had weaved. 1917 T. R. Glover From Peiichsto Philip i.

17 [In Egypt]Women go to market and men stay at home and
weave, and they weave down where others weave up.

Jig. i6m Fletcher Sp. Curate 11. 1, They that pretend to

wonders must weave cunningly.

3. trans. Of a spider, insect : To spin (a web,

a cocoon). Also absol.

c 1220 Bestiary 468 De spinnere..werpe<5 3us hire web and
weue3 on hire wise. 1382 Wyclif Isa, lix. 5 The webbis of

an attercop thei wouen jV. r. weueden]. 1398 Trkvisa Ba> th.

De P. R. xviii. xi. (Bodl. MS.) pe female leieb egges and
j?eieof comeb smal spiberes and be modre setteb hem to

weue as sone as pei be[> yhei3t. 1426 Lydc. PcGuil. Pilgr.

1^,269 As an yrej ne wewyth a calle, To make fflyes there-in

to ffalle. (11548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 30 She. .beganne

to devyse & spynne a new webbe, lyke a spyder that dayly

weveth when hys calle is tome. 1604 Drayton Ozvle E 2 b,

The spyders woue their webbs euen in his wings. 1617

Morvson Itin. in. in Silke-wormes. .infold themselues in a

piece of silk they weaue of an ouall forme and yellow color.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 595 While ev'ry worm industiiously

weaves And winds his web about the rivell'd leaves.

J'^- x593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 111. i. 340 My Brayne, more
busie then the laboring Spidtr, Weaues tedious Snares to

trap mine Enemies. 1663 Butlkr Hud. \. i. 159 He. .Could

twist as tough a Rope of Sand, And weave fine Cobwebs, fit

for Skull That's empty when the Moon is full. 1850 Ten-

nyson In Mem. 1, Men the flies of latter spring, That lay

their eggs, and sting and sing And weave ihcir petty cells

and die.

4. To form- a texture with (threads, filaments,

strips of some material) ; to interlace or intertwine

so as to form a fabric.

1538 Elyot Diet., Licia, be thredes, whiche sylke women
do weaue in lyncelles or stooles. 1601 Shaks. 7 'vet. N. 11.

iv. 46 The Spinsters and the Knitters in the Sun, And the

free maides that weaue their thred with bones. xbt&-- Per.

iv. Gower 21When they weaude the skded silke, With fingers

long, small, white as milke. 1638 H. Peacham I alley 0/
Varietie 131 There remains fine haine threds, like unto

Flax, which are woven into cloth 1697 Urvden J trg

Past x. 103 This while I sung, my Sorrows I deceiv d, And

bending Osiers into Baskets weav'd. 1789 Massachusetts

S6y 27 Aug 3/2 A young lady of Milton lately spun 70 skeins

of thread out of a pound of Cotton—which another young

lady wove. 1808 Forsyth Beauties Scot. V. 272 'J o send

cotton yarn from the mills.. into the remote glens of the

Highlands, for the purpose of being weaved. 1877-60 Gt.

Industr.Gt. Brit. III. 212 Milligan . .wove-in the silk white,
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and dyed the flowers their natural colour in the piece, a 1908

C. Bigg Orig. Chr. (1909) 459 The art of weaving flax had
been introduced from Babylon,

b. To entwine or wreathe together.

1578 [see Intertexz*.]. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 167 Citizens

daughters, .weare nothing vpon their heads but their haire

wouen with laces, and so gathered on the fore-part of the
head. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. ix. 57 The Grottoes cool,

with shady Poplars crown'd, And creeping Vines on Arbours
weav'd around. i727[Dorrington] Philip Quarll (1816) 42

He bent the branches, .and weaved them across one another.

1850 Tennyson In Mem, Ixxviii, Again at Christmas did

we weave The holly round the Christmas hearth.

c. fig. To intermingle or unite closely or inti-

mately as if by weaving ; to work up into an

elaborate and connected whole. Also with in.

1545 Gardiner in Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 27 In the

tragedy untruth is so maliciously weaved with truth [etc.].

1605 Shaks. Lear it. i. 17 This weaves it selfe perforce into

my businesse. 1637 Rutherford Let. to Lady Kilconquhair

8 Aug., Is not this hell and heaven woven thorow other?

1638 Sir T. H ERBERT(/fV/«), Some Yeares Travels .. Describing

especially the two famous Empires, the Persian, and great

Mogull: weaved with the History of these later Times. 1690

Locke Hum. Und. 1. ii. § 25 Can they receive and assent to

adventitious Notions, and be ignorant of those, which are

supposed woven into the very Principles of their Being. . ?

1711 Addison Sped. No. 40 r 2 An Author might as well

think of weaving the Adventures of ^Eneas and Hudibras
into one Poem, a 1719 — Evid. Chr. Re tig. v. (1733) 42
When religion was woven into the civil government, and
flourished under the protection of the Emperors. 1816 Byron
Ch. Har. in, cxii, And for these words, thus woven into song,

It maybe that they area harmless wile. 186a J. Martineau
Ess. (1866/ I. 203 Science weaves phenomena into unity.

1875 OuSKLEY Mus. Form ix. 49 Put the melody in the

bass, or in an inner part, and weave in a new melody with

it in the upper part, c 1904 Bridges Voltaire Poems (1912)

381 Grave Dante weaving well His dark-eyed thought into

a song divine.

d. intr. for refl. To become woven or inter-

woven. h\%oJig. rare,

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. ii. 30 The amorous Vine
which in the Elme still weaues. 1849 Lytton A'. Arthur it.

ixxi, Tears weave with smiles to form the bridge to heaven !

e. intr. With quasi-passive sense : To admit of

being woven.
184a R. Oastler Fleet Papers II. 26 It will not spin into

good yarn, nor weave into wearable cloths.

ff. intr. To weave out: to become unwoven,

nonce-use (suggested by the context). Obs.

1641 Milton Reform. 11. 78 The government of Episcopacy,

is now so weav'd into the common Law In Gods name let

it weave out againe.

5. trans. To enmesh or entangle, to wrap up, as

in a net, etc. In quots. _/?£•.

1620 [? G. Bkydges] HorzSubs. 394 And thus being wouen
in their [Roman] nets, they be in a manner destitute of all

possibility of recouery. 1869 Lowell Study Wind.
%
Con-

descension in Foreigners (1871) 43 The mind can weave itself

warmly in the cocoon of its own thoughts.

6. To cause to move in a devious course; to direct

(one's steps) in a devious or intricate course, as in

dancing.
1650 Heath Clarxistella 11 Her steps with such an

evenness she wove, As shee could hardly be perceiv'd to

move. 1839 De Quincev Mem. GrasmereVa'ks.^ 1890 XIII.

132 Sarali was going about the crowd, and weaving her per-

son in and out. 1893 Kate D. WlGClM Cathedral Courtship

136 To weave that donkey and that Bath 'cheer' through
the narrow streets, .is a task for a Jehu.

b. To go through the intricate movements of

(a dance),
1791 Rogers Pleas. Mem. n. 36 Weave the light dance and

swell the choral song. 1862 Neale Hymns East. Ch. 46

They.. to that eternal Pascha Wove the dance and raised

the strain.

Hence "Weaved ///. a. = Woven///, a. Also

weaved-up.
155a Huloet, Weued, textus. 1561 B. Googe tr. Palin-

genius' Zodiac vi. R vj, Lyke as the flye that smallest is in

weued Cobweb hye. 1593 Shaks. Rich. If, iv. i. 229 (Qo.

1608) And must I rauell out My weaud vp Folly?

Weave, v.'2. Also 6 wheave, 7 weive. [Con-

tinuation of ME. Weve,]
1, intr. To move repeatedly from side to side

;

•fto toss to andfro \ to sway the body alternately

to one side and the other ; to pursue a devious

course, thread one's way amid obstructions.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 10 Whilest thus amidst the

btllowes beating of her Twixt life and death, long to and fro

she weaued [rhymes bereaued, deceaued]. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 146 Their fantasticall gestures exceed all barbarisme,

continually weauing with their bodies, and often iumping

vp-right (as is the manner in dauncing). 168a T. Flatman
HeractHus Ridens No. 72/4 By and by I saw him weaving

from one side of the Pulpit to t'other. 1805 Wordsw. Pre-

lude vii. 700 Him who grinds The hurdy-gurdy, at the fiddle

weaves, Rattles the salt-box [etc. J. 1854 Miss A. E. Baker
Northampt. Gloss., Weaving, moving backward andforward

in a chair when uneasy or in trouble. ' You're weaving your

web of sorrow,' is often said to any one so doing. A metaphor

from the loom. 1884 ' Mark Twain * Huck. Finn xx, The
preacher.. begun in earnest too; and went weaving first to

one side of the platform and then the other. 1897 Barrere &
Leland Diet. Slang, Weave (American), to work along from

one side to the other. . -A drunken man ' weaves along '. 1898

Crockett Standard Bearer ii. 14 Twenty or thirty dragoons

were urging their horses forward in pursuit, weaving this way

and that among the soft lairy places.

b. spec, of a horse: To move the head, neck,

and body restlessly from side to side of the stall.
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1831 Youatt Horse xix. 345. 1869 Fitzwycram Horses <$

Stables § 194. 121 As a general rule, horses do not weave,

unless they are tied up.

2. trans. To move (the hand or something held

by it) to andfro, up and down.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 404 Make the ointment to

sinke wel into the flesh, by holding a hot broad barre ouer

the place annointed, weauing your hand too and fro, vntil

the ointment be entred into the skin. Ibid. 417 Hauing
annointed all the raw places with this ointment, make it to

sinke into the flesh, by holding and weauing vp and downe
ouer it, a hot broad barre of yron.

3. To make a signal to (a ship or its occupants)

by waving a flag or something used as a substitute.

Also intr. wither.
r593 P- Nichols Sir F. Drake Revived (1628) 27 He

wheaued vs with his hat, and his long hanging sleeues to

come a shoare. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl.

Soc.)4i The nextedaye. .hecame to the sea sid, and weaved

for a boate. 1600 Haki.uyt Voy. III. 566 Then shaking a

pike of fire in defiance of the enemie, and weauing them
amaine, we bad them come aboord : and an Englishman in

the galiie made answer, that they would come aboord pre-

sently. i6aa in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 33
Which when they perceaved, they weived us with naked

swords. 1628 Digby Voy. Mediterr. (Camden) 59 Although

1 shott towardes them and weaued them to follow me.

4. Pugilism, {trans, and intr.) To creep close

into (one's opponent) before delivering one's blow
;

to step in feinting and try to approach close to

one's opponent in order to administer punishment.

Also (? Obs.), to get (the adversary's head) 'in

chancery \
1818 Snorting Mag. (N, S.) II. 23 Spring held his oppo-

nent's hand, .to prevent being weaved. Ibid., Painter ..en-

deavoured to weave his antagonist. Ibid. III. 133 Neither

were expert hands at weaving, and Martin was thrown.

1820 /'. Egart's Boxiana (iZ-2^) III. 397 The strength and
skill of Belasco enabled him to hold up his opponent, and
weave on, till he got Sampson down on both his knees. 183a

P. Egan's Bk. Sports 26/2 In closing, Curtis captured his

opponent's ' knowledge-box ', and was endeavouring to

weave it under his arms, but [etc.]. 1921 Times 29 June 10 6

Defensively he [sc, Dempscy] is a much better boxer than

one might easily suppose. , . II is body sways as he weaves in

and out, making him a very elusive target and very difficult

to land on with a hard punch.

Weavel(l, obs. ff. Weevil.

Weaver l (wf'vai). Forms : 4 wefere, 4-5

vrevere, 5 wevyr, wewar(e, weiver, weyver,

5-6 weffer(e, 5-7 wever, 6 wevar, wayver,
6-7 Se. wiver, 6, 9 .5V. weyver, 7 Sc* weifer,

S weever, 9 Sc. wyver, 6- weaver, [f. Weave
V. 1 + -EB 1.]

1. One who weaves textile fabrics ; a workman or

workwoman whose occupation is weaving.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 99 Wollene websteris and
weueris of lynen. 1382 Wyclip Job vii. 6 My da^es swift-

liere passiden than of the weuere the web is kut of. c 1450

Capgrave St. Gilbert I. 31 pe apostell, whech was a weuer

of cloth. 1531 ElvotGov. I. i, A wayuer or fuller shulde be

an unmete capitaine of an armie. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,

11. iv. 146, I would I were a Weauer, I could sing all manner
of songs. 1638 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) 388 The wiveris

friemen within this burgh feirit that [etc.]. 1675 in 10th

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 80 Last week there was
ane uproar in London occattoned by the weavers. 1763 H.
Walpole Let. to Mann 25 May, Many thousand Weavers
rose, on a bill for their relief bein;; thrown out of the House
of Lords. 1768 True Copy Poll City Ox/. 16 Mitchel,

James, Wytham, Weaver. 47:778 Life Capt. Socivizca 28

Every Wallachian Man is his own Cartwiight, and every

Woman a Weaver for her own Family. 1851-5 Tomlin-

son's Cycl. Usef. Arts (1867) II. 857/2 The weaver, .press-

ing with one foot on one of the treadles, . .
lowers one of the

healds, [etc.). 1871 C. Gibbon Lack 0/Gold v, The weavers

obtained employment principally from the manufacturers of

Kingshaven. 189a Labour Commission Gloss., Weavers^

women employed in the manufacture of cloth.

b. One who plaits. Also Sc, one who knits.

1783 European Mag. Sept. 176 Betty got the hair wove

into a tail at the., wig-makers, .assuring the nimble-fingered

weaver, it was for herself. 18*5 Jamieson, Weaver, zvyver,

. .a knitter of stockings, Aberd.

2. fig. One who weaves, in metaphorical senses

of the vb. ; one who contrives, constructs, etc. (some-

thing specified).

In the first quot. the word may be misread for zvenere

Weener.
C1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 77 panne comeb forb good

hope ; To saue man he wolde fonde :
' pou wronge weuere

ouerhope ! I make him free, bou woldist make him bonde.*

1587 M. Grove Pelops a- Hipp. (1873) 73 Yet say not nay-

thefesse that I ..am the weauer of your woe. 1781 Cowper
Conversat. 207 Sedentary weavers of long tales Give me the

fidgets. 1885 Clodd Myths 1. iii. 20 The savage is not a

conscious weaver of allegories. 1905 J. B. Firth Highways
Derbysh. xvi. 245 A weaver of rhymes.

3. Sc. A spider.

1825 Jamieson, Wyver, a spider, Aberd. 1882 Ibid.,

Wyvers'-wobs, cobwebs.

4. One of numerous Asiatic or African tropical

birds of the family Ploceuiae, so called from the

elaborately interwoven nests that many of them
build. Also more fully weaver-bird (see 6).

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 240 Ploceus Philippinus,

Tern.. .Philippine Weaver.../1
. Abyssinicus.. . Abyssinian

Weaver. 1844 Lady G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1854)

II. xiv. 149 The weavers with their endless tails. 1894-5

Lydekker's Roy. Nat. Hist. III. 363 The red-billed black

weaver {Textor niger) is found in the Transvaal. 1909

WEAVERLY.
African Monthly VI. 270 A colony of Spotted-backed
Weavers.

5. A water-beetle of the family Gyrinidae. =
Whirligig sb. 4. 1864 Wmm.
6. attrib. and Comb., as weaver-body, -boy,

f -craft, -girl, -leg, f -trindU ; also in the names of

certain birds, ns weaver-bird (see sense 4), -bunt-

ing, -finch, -oriole.

1826 J. F. Stephkns Shaw's Gen. Zool. XIV. 34 Ploceus,
Cuvier. * Weaver-bird. 1879 Llbbock Sci. Led. ii. 38 Tfcl
pendulous nests of the weaver-bird are a protection from
snakes and other enemies. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi, Ye
are willing to be guided by the Glasgow "weaver-body's
advice. 1817 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXII. 98 Theappellation
of '"Weaver Boys ' was. .bestowed on the speakers at the

numerous meeting, held at Manchester, in November last.

1783 Latham Gen. Syu. Birds III. 193 "Weaver Bunting.

1515 Set. Cttst-s Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 87 Robert
Kossell being freman of the "wever Crafte sworne saith

[etc. J. 1876 A. R. Wallace Distrib. Anim. II. 2E6 The
Ploceidae, or "Weaver-finches, are especially characteristic

of the Ethiopian region. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley i, The
"weaver-girls in their flowers and ribbons. 1875 G. Mac-
DONALD Malcolm II. 44 He wad..rin as fest as his wee
"weyver (spider) legs cud wag. 1782 Latham Gen. Syn.
Birds I. 435 "Weever Oriole. 1483 Cath. Angl. 412/2 A
"Weffer lryndy\\e,jnsHbuius.

b. Possessive combinations, as weaver's beam,

f brush, -craft, -glue, t hand-roll, t jack, -loom,

f -weight, -winder
; + weaver's beef of Colches-

ter, a name given to sprats; weaver's bottom,

weavers' cramp (see quots.) ; weaver's knot, a

sheet-bend or single bend, used for joining threads

in weaving; fweaver's larum, an alarum made
of a candle, a weight, and string ; weaver's lights

(see quot. : cf. weaver's windows) ; weaver's

shuttle, (a) the shuttle used by weavers : (b) a

shell Radius{0vulum) volva; weaver's windows
(see quot. : cf. weaver's lights).

1539 Bible (Great) 1 Sam. xvii. 7 Y a shafte of his spere

was like a "weuers beame. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. i. 24.

a 1679 /.Ward Diary (1839) 112 Sprats are proverbially

called "Weaver's beef of Colchester. 1865 W. White East.

Eng. I. 145 She had never heard sprats described as weaver's

beef, as they are (or were) at Colchester.
_ 1899 Syd. Soc.

Lex.,*Weaver's bottom, term for chronic inflammation of

the bursa over the ischial tuberosity from pressure. 1583

Rates Custome ho. A vij, Brusshes called "weuers brusshes of

heare, the dosen, ij.s. vj.d. 1462 in C. A. Markham North-

ampton Bor. Rec. (1898) I. 298 Euery peisone that shall

occupie and set vp the seide "Weyverescrafte within the

tTraunchese of this town. 1881 W. Rivington in Brain
IV. 257 The patient, who had been a weaver, suffered frcm

what we may call ' "weavers' cramp ', by which is meant a

condition analogous to 'writers' cramp'. 187a C. W. Hea-
ton Experim. Chem. iii. 308 When cotton thread or cotton

fabrics are bleached, it is merely in order to_ remove the

oily, sweaty, and mealy substances {^weaver's glue, &c.)

which have become attached to them during spinning and
weaving. 1688 Holme Armoury ill. xxi. (Roxb.) 251/1

A "weavers hand Roll. Ibid., A 'Weavers Jack. 1332 IG.

Walker] Dice Flay B iij b, To turne his pricke vpwaid, and

cast a "weauers knot on both his thumbs behind him. 1678

Wanley H ouders Little World I. x. 16 With the flexure of

her Tongue only she could readily tye that fast Knot, which

we call the Weaver's Knot. 1745 Phil. Trans. XL1II. 555

This little Apparatus goes commonly by the Name of the

"Weaver's Larum, from its being chiefly or originally made

use of by Persons employed in that Trade. 1866 Mom.
Star 14 Aug. 4/5 Broad windows extending the breadth of

the house, and known as ' 'weavers' lights '. 1535C0VERDALE

1 Sam. xvii. 7 The shaft of his speaie was like a "weuers

lome. 1538 Elyot Diet., Radius,..*, "wayuers shyttell,

wherwith he throweth the yern in to the webbe. 1560 Bible

(Geneva) Job vii. 6 My dayes are swifter then a weauers

shitlle. 1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 157 Weaver's

Shuttle, Bulla Volva. 1576 Gascoigne Steele 6V. (Arb.) 80

When "weauers weight ts found in huswiues web. 1867

H. Latham Black <r White 19 The trades taught are those

of the. .weaver, "weaver's winder, carpenter, and blacksmith.

1896 K. Snowden Web 0/ Weaver xii. 152 The house had

what we used to call "weavers' windows— three or four

narrow lights together.

Wea-ver 2
. [f. Weavers -I--EK1.] Ahorsethat

' weaves' or rolls the neck and body from side to side.

1847 T- Brown Modem Farriery 387 Animals of an im-

patient, irritable temper,, .willsometimes keep moving their

head, neck, and body to and fro, like the motion of a

weaver's shuttle: these have been called weavers. 1863

Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. xi, 1" horse was a weaver, if

iver one was. 1880 W. Day Racehorse in Training^ 1. 6 If

a horse is a weaver put him into a box, for in it he is more

contented and often forgets his tricks.

Weaver, obs. f. Waver rf. 1 ; var. Weever.

Weaveress (wrwrit). [f.Weaver^. + -ess.]

A female weaver.

1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6194/7 Mary Griffin,. .Weaveress.

1877 J. H. Blunt Dursley 222 He found two looms alone

remaining at work in the hands of an ancient weaver and

weaveress. 1890 Tablet 4 Jan. 25 An old weaveress, a

widow 72 yeais of age.

\-"Wea,vering,vbl.sb. Obs. rare. [f. Weaver 1
.]

Weaver's work.
1719 D'Urfev Fills VI. 92 In Weavering and in Fulling,

I have .. Skill ; And underneath my Weavering- Beam, 1 here

stands a Fulling-Mill.

fWea-verly, a. Obs. rare->. [f. Weaver^.
+ -LV !.] As a depreciatory epithet : Like a weaver.

1643 J. White First Cent. Scandalous Malignant Priests

47 [ He] calls his parishioners. . Plow joggers, Bawling doggs,

Weaverly lacks, and Church-Robbers.

Weavill, obs. form of Weevil.
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Weaving (wf*virj\ vbl. sb. 1 [f. Weave v.1 +
-ing y
1. The action of the vb. Weave ; esp. the opera-

tion of foiming cloth or other stuff by the inter-

lacing of yarn or other filaments in a loom.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 444 Cloth bat cometh fro be

weuyng is nou}t comly to were. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvm. xi. (Bodl. MS.), pe female [spider] is more of

bodie ban be male and ha}? lengre feete and more pliaunte

and more able to meuynge and to weuynge. c 1475 Pot.

Poems (Rolls) II. 284 As myche for gardyng, spynnyng, and
wevyng. 15111a Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 The Wever
whiche shall have the wevyng of eny wollen yerne to be
webbed into cloth. 1601 Holland Pliny vii. Ivi. I. 188

Weaving was the invention of the Egyptians. 1774 Bryant
Mythol. (1775) II. 525 Erech; in which place likewise the

weaving of linen, and making of nets was first found out.

1843 J. S. Knowles Secretary m. i. 25 His grace the duke
Is in a net of his own weaving caught. 1872 Yeats Techn.

Hist. Comm. 45 Weaving was an art in which the Egyp-
tians excelled.

t b. cotter. A tissue, plexus. Obs.

*1& ]• S. tr. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) Diet. Dd 3,

Varkosum Corpus, that Weaving of Blood- Vessels, which
enters into the Testicles.

2. slang. (See quot. 1865.)
1803 Sporting Mag. XXI. 326 Weaving—Is securing one

or more cards upon the knee, under the table played at.

1865 Hottens Slang Diet., Weaving, a notorious card-

sharping trick, done by keeping certain cards on the knee,

or between the knee and the underside of the table, and
using them when required by changing them for the cards
held in the hand.

3. attrib., as weaving-factory , •frame, f •house
)

•loom, -mill, -room, ^shed, f -shop, f -work.

1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. Ser. iv. 95 Some being ' spin-

ning-factories ', some ' ''weaving-factories ', and some both
conjoined. 1530 Palsgr. 288/1 *Wevyng frame, viestier.

.1440 t'roi/rp. Parv. $23/2 *Wevynge howse, textrinum.
177a [see Spinning-house iJ. 1496 in Weaver Somerset
Med. Wills (1901) 543 A "weving lome wl his apparell and
fortenances. 1675 in Jeaffreson Midsx. County Kec. (1892)

V. 63 Wooden frames of weaveing Loomes. 1835 Uke
Pkilos. Manuf. 380 A "weaving-mill near Manchester. 1844
Disraeli Coningsby iv. ii, Nor should the *weaving-room
be forgotten. 1867 Morris Jason 11. 455 Whom soon they
found, within the weaving-room, Bent earnestly above the
rattling loom. 1844 Penny Mag. Jan. Suppl. 38 We next
descend to the ' "weaving-shed ',. .Here we find eight hun-
dred and forty power-looms in one room. 1897 Q. Rev. Oct.

432 The men from the.. imperial weaving-sheds.
t

1564 Inz;

in Noakes Worcs. Relics (1877) 13 In the "weaving shoppe
ij loomes, v geares [etc.]. ?i4-. in Hampole's Whs. (1895)
1. 159 Fro vndern to uone sche ocupied hir in *weving werke.

1535 Coveroale Tobit ii. 11 Anna.wente daylie to the

weeuynge worke.

Weaving, vbl. sb. 2 Pugilism, [f. Weave v. 2

+ -inc. l.] (See Weave vA 4.)
1820 /'. Egan's Boxiana (1829) III. 465 In closing, after a

struggle, they broke away from each other. Neither of them
seemed to have any idea of the weaving system. 1827 De
QUUKSV Murder \. in Blackw. Mag. Feb. 210/2 In the
course of this round we tried the weaving system, in which
I had greatly the advantage, and hit him repeatedly on the
conk. 1897 R. G. Allanson-Winn Boxing 261, 1 was obliged
to retreat, and did so, as slowly as possible, using the weav-
ing guards with both arms and completely escaping punish-
ment.

Weaving (wrvirj), ///. a. [f. Weave vA +
-ing 2

.] That weaves, in senses of the verb.
cioooSong Hezekiah in Lambeth Ps. (LindeldT) 236 For-

corfen is swylce fram wefendum wife [L. uelnt a trxente] lif

min. 1590 Shaks. Mids. A". 11. ii. 20 Weauing Spiders come
not heere. 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool.VW. 429 Weaving Oriole.
1815 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xiii. (1818) I. 411 The weaving
spider.. presses her spinners against one of the walls, and
thus glues to it one end of her thread.

Weavle, obs. f. Wavel v. Se.

+ Weavy, a. Obs. rare~x
. [.Weave v.1 + -Y.]

Suitable for weaving.
i5.. Chalkhill Thealma $ CI. (168 ;) 44 Others fell'd

Wood, and some dye weavy Yarn, The Women Spun.
"Weazand, Weazell: see Weasand, Weezle.
Weazen (wiVii), a. Also 8 weezen, 9 weasen.

Altered form of Wizen a.

1765 Foote Commissary 1. 10 His little weezen face as
sharp as a razor. 1793 Charlotte Smith OldManor House
I. iii. (ed. 2) 53 However she may set her weazen face against
it. .she likes at the bottom of her heart a young fellow of
spirit. 18ao W. Irving Sketch Bk.

t
Inn Kitchen I.317 A little

swarthy Frenchman, with a dry weazen face. 1839 Dickens
Nickleby Ixii, A little, weazen, hump-backed man. 1877
W. S. Gilbert Foggertys Fairy (1892) 76 A weazen little

body, with over ladylike manners.
Jig. 1901 Blaekty. Mag. Oct. 577 Their policy was not
weazen and anaemic.

b. Comb. : weazen-face, -faced adjs.

1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 37 He is but a poor, weazen-
face chicken of a gentleman. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav.,
Bold Dragoon (1848) 30 A pale, weazen-faced fellow. 1841
Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diamond ii, A little weazen-faced
old lady. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xi, A little blear-eyed,
weazen-faced, ancient man came creeping out.

Weazen (wrz'n), v. Also 9 weezen. [Altered
form of Wizen v.] intrt To shrink, shrivel. Also
tmns. (? nonce-use) to cause to shrink.
182^}Lonsdale Mag. II. 409, I put those three shillings.,

into a hole, and I found them weezened every time I went
to look at them. . . I have just found it out that Dick has
weezend them. 1850 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 11. 605 No-
thing retards their [sc. pigs'] feeding so much as allowing
them to be pining and weazening for their anticipated
regular meal.

Vol. X.

Weazened (wrz'nc\),ppl. a. = Wizened ppl.a.

1842 Thackeray Sultan Stork Wks. 1900 V. 739 The old

woman blushed as far as her weazened old face could blush.

186a Sala Seven Sons III. iv. 65 Jockeys. .dwindled from
strong men into little weazened brats of children. 1879

J. Payn Under One Roof i, A small grey man, frail of

limb, somewhat weazened as to face. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl.
12 May 289/2 Weazened black and tan terriers.

transf. 1854 Thackeray Neivcomes I. xi. 115 Old and
weazened as that pian > is. 1882 Constance F. Woolson
Annex. 22 The small face showed the most profound, al-

most weazened, solicitude.

Weazeny (wrzeni), a. [f. Weazen a. +-T *.]

Somewhat weazen.
1854 Lowell Fireside Trav., Roman Mosaic (1909) 202

A half-dozen of weazeny baked pears. 1865 Mrs. H. Wood
Mildred Arkell xxviii, A thin, weaseny sort of man,
Weazon, weazond, obs. ff. Wsasakd,
Web (web), sb. Forms: I web, 1-2 webb, 3
weob, 3-8 webb, 4-5 veb(b, 4-7 webbe, 5-7
webe, 6 wabe, 3- web. Also Sc. and north. 6

vob, wobb(e, 6-9 wob, 7 woob, 8-9 wab. [OE.
web{b neut., corresp. to OFris. web, wob (WFris.
web, webbe, NFris. web, wab)

y
OS. webbi (MLG. and

hO. webbe), MDu. andDu.wvA^, web, OHG.wappi,
weppi, webbi (MHG. weppe, xvebbe) neut., ON. vef-r
masc. (geriit. vefjar ; Da. vsev, S\v. vaf) :—OTeut.
*wabjo-m, -Zj f. *wa3- ablaut-var. of *web- : see

Weave v. 1
]

1. 1. A woven fabric ; spec, a whole piece of clolh

in process of being woven or after it comes from the

loom. Also collect., woven stuff. Often a*s cognate
obj. to weave.
Regularly used to tran-Jate L. tela.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) T S9, 90 Telum, web. Textri-
num, webb. a 1050 Liber Scintill. (1S89) 216 Tela con-
summatur Jilis, webb byb sefylled mid brredum. c 1200
Vices fy Virtues 39 Al swa nan webb ne mai bien iweuen
wi3-utcn twa beames. a 1225 Ancr. R. 322 Wule a weob
beon, et one cherre, mid one watere wel ibleched? c 1325
Gloss. W. de Bibbe^w. in Wright Voc. 157 A webe to wewen.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter 496 pe wefand bat sheris down be
web are it be fulfild. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 92 t>enne I

wussche hit [a new coat] weore myn, and al be web aftur.

138a Wyclif Job vii. 6 My dajes swiftliere passiden than of
the weuere the web is kut of. \$\\ActbHen. VIJI c, 9 § 2

The Weaver, .to restore, .the Surplus of the same Yarn, if

any shail be left not put into the same Web. 1546 Extracts
Aberd. Reg. (1844I I. 236 Ane vob of tartane, contenand x
elas. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 38 b, Flaxe..
being beaten to a softnesse, serueth for webbes of Linnen.
1629 Orkney Witch Trial in County Folk-Lore (1903) III.

78 Christane Reid in Clett cam in ane maid errand, seiking
woft to ane wob. 1697 Dhyden Aineis ix. 633 Her Hand
the Web forsakes. 1789 Burns Robin shure in ha'trst, I

gaed up to Dunse, To warp a wab o' plaiden. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 835/2 The breast-bar, a smooth square
beam in which there is an opening to let the web through as
it is wove. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <$ Art 1. 81 A whole
web or piece of calico is printed by them in three minutes.
1849 M. Arnold Sick King in Bokhara 8 Ye shall pay Each
fortieth web of cloth to me, As the law is. 1854 Surteks
Handley Cr. (1901) I. i. 5 Peter was dressed like his master
—coat, waistcoat, and breeches of the same web. 1909 R.
Law Tests ofLife xv. 312 The pattern of the cloth is more
clearly displayed in the web than in the patch.
in figurative context. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 114

Should I . . recant now in mine aged years, . . and as it were
begin a new webbe? 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Oct. 102
Vnwisely weaues, that takes two webbes in hand. 1587
Greene {title), Penelope's Web. 1771 Wesley Jml. 6 Sept.,
How long shail we be constrained to weave Penelope's web?

t b. ? A breadth of woven material. So med.L.
tela, OF. toile (Du Cange).
^1460 Invent. Sir J. Fastolfe in Archxologia XXI. 263,

ij fustian Blanketts, every of hem vj webbys. 1465 Paston
Lett. III. 435, ij. payr shytes of uj. webbys, ij. hedshytes of
ij. webbys, vj. payTe shytes of ij. webbys.

c. transf. and fig. Something likened to a woven
fabric; something of complicated structure or work-
manship. Also, the texture of such a fabric.

1599 Ai.ex. Hume Hymns i. 10 Skarse nature yet my face
about, Hir virile wob had spun. 1601 Shaks. Alt's Wellw.
iii. 83 The webbe of our life is of a mingled yarne, good and
ill together. x6io Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) To Rdr.,
Some there be who may object to the silly web of my stile.

1663 Charleton Chorea Gigant. 28 Having thus, thread
after thread, unravell'd M r Jones his long Web of Reasons,
which he thought so closely and artificially woven, as to be
strong enough to bind his Readers to a belief of his Opinion,
that Stone-heng was a Roman Structure. i8ao W. Irving
Sketch Bk., A Royal Poet 1. 171 That passionate and fanci-
ful amour, which has woven into the web of his story
the magical hues of poetry and fiction. 1822 Hazlitt
Table-t. Scr. ti. v. (1369) 122 The web and texture of the
universe, .is a mystery to tbem. i860 Motley Netherl. I. i.

24 The web of diplomatic negotiation and court-intrigue
which had been slowly spreading over the leading slates of
Christendom. 1894 Lady M. Verney Verney Mem. III. 108
Sir Ralph, .is soon trying to disentangle the complicated
web of John Denton's debts. 1917 O. Wildridge Captains
% Co. xx. 235 His cheeks had a web of criss-cross wrinkles.

d. Used for Wahp. lit. andfg.
1538 Ely. it Diet., Liciatorium, a weauers shyttel, or a sylke

womans tauell, wheron sylke or threde beinge wounclen,
is shot through the web or lome. a 1644 Quarles Sol.
Recant, x. 51 How mungrell nature weaves VVisdome and
Folly in the self-same Loome

?
Like webbe and woof. 1781

Cowi-er Expost. 331 He.. Strikes the rough thread of error
right athwart The web of ev'ry scheme they have at heart.
1862 Goulbl-rn Pers. Relig. 1. iv. (1873) 38 Service and prayer
are the web and woof of the Christian life. 1883 Ogilvie,
Web, locally, the warp in a loom.

2. An article made of woven stuff (e.g. agarment,

tapestry, a winding-sheet). Also collect, woven
stuff of a particular material or pattern. Now
chiefly literary or arch.
In quot. c 1205 gode webbe app. represents OE. godzueb,

godewei', ' fine linen ', etc., the first element being perh.
interpreted as = 'good '.

Beoifulf^Qs Golcfa^ scinon web a:ftcr wajnm. C1205 Lay.
10947 Iscrud mid gode webbe. c 1275 Ibid. 22584 f>e king.

.

caste on hisrugge swipe rithe webbes. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
1523 All be wawis withoute in webisof ynde. 1560R0LLAND
Set en Sages 19 The riclie Badkins, thecoistlie veiuot wobbis.
c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon in. i. 992 If Phcebus tired in

Latonas webs Came courting. 1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 540 What
nation did not seek, Of thy new-iiiodcll'd wool, the curious

j

webs? Ibid. in. 59 A diffrent spinning ev'ry difT'rent web
Asks from your glowing finders, X791 Hamilton Berthollet's
Dyeing I. 133 Common woollen stocking web. 1813 J.
Thomson Itifiammation 283 Linen cloth is the web on which
the plaster is commonly spread. 1852 Thackeray Esmond
in. ix, Kneeling down at the bedside and kissing the sheets
out of respect for the web that was to hold the sacred person
of a King. 1867 Morkis Jaion vi. 477 With richest wtbs
the marble walls \vt.re hung. 1871 Rossetti Staff § Scrip
xxx, Fair flew my web [a banner]. 1883 Miss Ukoughton
Belinda it. vii, Costly fabrics and dainty webs.

+ b. ?A kind uf net for catching fish. Obs.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 7 To take or disiroye in or by
meanes of any wele. .lepe hyve crele rawe Webbe lister syer
..the yonge frye. .of any kynde of Salmon.

+ C. A bandana or large handkerchief. Cbs.

1843 Carlyi.e Past 4- Fr. iv. iv. 369 The waste cotton-
shrub,, .have ye not. .made it into beautiful bandana webs?
1850 'Svlvanls* Bye-lanes -V Doivns iv. 53 The inimitable
web of cambric carefully folded. Ibid. vi. 74 The flash,

reared up fellow, in the light blue panta!oo:,s and huge web
of satin round his neck !

f d. //. Stockinet pantaloons. ? nonce-use.
1825 T. Hook. Sa\ ings $er. 11. Sutherl. (Colburn) 27 Our

tall friend in the webs.

3. A band of material woven strongly without
jiile. Also collect. ^Webbing. Cf. Gikth-web.
1337-8 [see Wamk-tow]. 1395 [see Wame-tow attrib.].

1794 in Jml. Friends 1

Hist, Soc. (1915) 7 The Coffin was.

.

lowered down with Ropes and Webb. 1823 J. Badcock
Dow. Amiisciu. 115 Procure two yards, more or less, of web,
of broad tape, or cloth listing. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib.,
Brit. II. No. 3841, Etasticgusset webs. Ibid. No. 4962 The
elastic web is so placed as to allow the free rising of the
instep. 1875 Rnight Diet. Mech., Webs. {Vehicle.) Stout
bands of textile fabric, used as straps to limit the extension
of the hood.

b. attrib. (and Comb.). Made of webbing.
1844 Queen's Regul. Army 351 A web-headed halter with

two reins. 1890 ' R. Kolorewood ' Col. Reformer x, Have
youno. .breaking-bit, or web surcingle? 1915'lAN Hay'/j/
Hutui. Thou, viii, Sam Browne belts have been wisely dis-

carded by the officers in favour of web-cquipment. 1915
P. Macgill A n.ateur A ?-my 100 WeL-b^hs were cleaned,
and every speck of mud and grease removed.

4. A cobweb. Also applied to the filmy textures

spun by some caterpillars. Also collect, sing.

So L. tela, F. toile.

c 1220 Bestiary 468 De spinnere . . werpt5 this hire web.
a 1340 H ampole Psalter Ixxxix. 10 As be erayn makes vayn
webbes forto take fleghis with gile. c 1391 Chaucer Astro!.
I. § 3 Thi Riet shapen in nianere of a net or of a webbe of a
luppe. a 1400 Nominate iSkeat) 625 I'n telle de filaundre,
A web of gossomer. 1426 Lyoc. De Gull. Pilgr. 23576 The
place is not. .Clenly kept with reuerence; For be for n, and
ek behynde. Vraynes and webbes men may fynde. 14..
in W. of Henley's Husb. (1S90) 55 Yeff ye se at morowe
a dewe vpon pe grounde that is callid webe off arayne
hongynge vpon be gra^se. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.J 219
Her bodye was. .full of that laune wherof they make their

webbes. 1606 N. B[axti k] Sydney's Ourania 03 b, Th'
admirable Silke-worme Whose daintie webbe^ doth cloath
>otentates. 1718 Poor Robin Feb. A 5 b, Cut Caterpillars
Vebbs from lops Of Twigs, 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VI 1 1.

22 Some [caterpillars! spm themselves a cone or web, in which
they lie secure till they have arrived at maturity, 1823
Bvron Juan x. lxxxiv, With a soft besom will I sweep your
halls, And brush a web or two from off the walls. 1859
Tennvson Vivien 108 A gilded summer fly Caught in a great
old tyrant spider's web. 1869 J. J. Weir in Trans. Entom.
Soc. 1. 21 Larvae which spin webs.. are eaten by birds, but
not with avidity ; they appear very much to dislike the web
Slicking to their beaks. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. Co.
xvii. 317 At the end of September, .acres of furze maybe
seen covered with web in the morning.

b. A single thread or line spun by a spider, used
in optical instruments; = Cobweb i b.

1877 Lo. Lindsay & D. Gill in Dun Echt Obscrv. Publ.
II. 11 The webs a, b,c, d, andfare all attached to the frame
which is moved by the micrometer screw. 1883 Encyd.
Brit. XVI. 248/1 A spider.. is caught, .and placed on a wire
fork. The insect immediately attaches a web to the wire..
This web is wound up on the fork tili ten or twelve turns..
have b-,en secured.

c. fig. ; esp. (a) a subtly-woven snare or entangle-

ment
;

{b) something flimsy and unsubstantial

;

fanciful reasoning or the like. Cf. Cobweb 3.

When the spider is not indicated in the context, it is often

difficult to decide whether the quot. belongs here or to 1 c.

1574 Mirr. Mag., Q. Elstride xxvi, O wretched wight be-

wrapt in webbes of woe. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decatles 1. i. 5

They taught that man.. by his owne faulte,.. brought into

the worlde death and damnation, together with a webbe of

miseries, out of whiche it can not ridde it selfe. 1604 Shaks.

Oth. il i. 169 With as little a web as this, will I ensnare as

great a Fly as Cassio. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. $ 5.

i9TbeSchoole-men..did out of no great quantitie of matter,

and infinite agitation of wit, spin out vnto vs those laborious

webbes of Learning which are extant in their Bookes. 167a

Drvden 2nd Pt. Cong. Granada r. ii (end), I ..Silk-worm,

like, so long within have wrought, That I am lost in my
own Webb of thought. 1838 Prescott Ftrd. <* Is. I. Introd.

88 The law seemed only the web to ensnare the weak. 1841

31

\
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Dickens Barn, Rudge xxlii, He.. felt that accident and
artifice had spun a web about him. 1859 H. Kingsley G.
Hantly?i\\, He is entangled in a web of crime and guilt from
which there is no escape. 1864 Tennyson Aylmers Field
780 Who wove coarse webs to snare her purity, Grossly
contriving their dear daughter's good.

5. Paper-?naking. a. An endless wire-cloth work-
ing on rollers and carrying the pulp. b. A large

sheet or roll of paper made in this way.
1815 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 369 A horizontal frame, -

.

furnished with a roller or cylinder at each end, over which is

stretched an endless web of brass wire,oftherequisitetexture
or fineness for the paper about to be manufactured. . .The
web proceeds slowly forward with a tremulous motion, which
arranges and disperses the pulp regularly over the whole
surface of the web. 1854 C. Tomlinson Obj. Art-Mann/.,
Paper 30 A continuous or endless web of wire cloth, stretched
over two or more revolving rollers. 1854 Tomlinson sCycl.
Use/. Arts II. 263/1 An endless wire-cloth, over which the
web of paper is formed. 1855 Herding Paper fy Paper
Milking 76 The web, as it is termed by the paper-maker,
being thus severed longitudinally. 1867 Tomlinson s CycL
Use/. Arts III. 514/3 White paper, supplied by the paper-

maker in large rolls of web, about 18 inches in diameter.

II. 6. A tissue or membrane in an animal body
or in a plant. Also applied to similar pathological

formations.
c 1290 St. Michael 720 in S. Eng. Leg. 320 A smal weob It

[the fcetus] bicluppez al aboute, to holden it togadere faste.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. i. (Tollemache MS.) Sum*
tyme an ey hah twey }olkes, bat ben dlstingued a tuo by on
webbe and call [una tela]. 1541 Copland GuydotCs Quest,
Cyrurg. E iij b, Thesayde webbe or tunycle called Rethina,
1728 Chambers CycL s. v. Ear, A delicate Web, that lines the
Vestibulum, Cochlea, &c. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 324
The five filaments of the Celosia, Cock's-comb, are connected
at their lower part by a membranous web. a 1827 Good
Study Med. (18^9) III. 511 When these sinuosities are first

formed or scooped out, their walls are soft, irritable, and of
the common cellular web. 1899 Syd, Soc. Lex., Web, in

.4«a/.,any membrane-like, semi-transparent structure. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 812 Chronic stenosis of the larynx,

, .due to. .the formation of membranous webs.
attrib. 1876 tr. E. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 167 The circu-

lation in the web-membrane is retarded after closure of the
femoral artery. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 812 Cicatri-

cial web formations [in the larynx] should be divided by
cutting dilators.

b. The omentum or caul of cattle.

1808 Jamieson, Web, the covering of the entrails, thecawl,
or omentum, apparently denominated from its resemblance
to something that is woven, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia
s.v., ' The web of the body '

j the omentum. 1842 J. Aiton
Domes/. Econ. (1857) 212 Meal is understood to darken the
flush, web, and lights of the animal [a calf]-

f 7. A thin white film or opacity growing over the

eye ; a kind of cataract, albugo, leucoma, or ptery-

gium. Also pin and web: see Pin sb.l II, Also

fig, Obs.

1387 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. 180 That hath caused my
cominge in-to this prison, to voyde the webbes of tbyne eyen,
to make thee clerely to see the errours thou hast ben in.

1388 Wvclif Tobit vi. 9 To anoynte i3en,in whiche is a web.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. K. vn. xvi. (1495) 234 Another
euyll of the eyen we calle a webbe and Constantm calleth it

Albugo and Pannus. C1400 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby
182) xii, Sometyme commeth to be houndes sekenes in hit
eyenn, for per commeth a webbe vpon hem and waxynge
flesshe. 1464 Mann.

<fr Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 280 For a
webbe and a pynne in yhe. 1538 Elyot Diet., Suffusio, a
webbe in the eye. 1:1575 Ber/. Bk, Kepinge Sparhawkes
(1886) 31 Pyn or Web or other dymnes by strokes &c. must
be spedely loked unto. 1607 Topsell Four-/ Beasts 28 If
a horsse haue a web in his eye. 162a Banister Treat. Eyes
vi. iii. H8, Of the webbe or cataract, called in Greeke, hyfio-
chyma, in Utin, suffusio, gutta, aqua, imaginatio. a 1638
Mede Wks. (1672) 645 Lord ! that the whole strain of Scrip,
ture.. should not cure this web, and take this filme from the
eyes of men ! 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1762) 67 Drop
a drop or two at a time into the Eye, and it takes away all .

.

Spots, Webs, or any other Disorder whatever, a 1827 Good
Study Med. (1829) IV. 220 This opacity [caligo], as well as
the pterygium, was denominated a * web of the eye ', from
its giving the idea of a film spreading across the sight.

fb. gen. A crust or film. Obs.

_ 2594 Plat Jtivell Ho. 1. 61 [The candlej alwayes support-
ing it selfe aboue the water, by a thin crust or webbe, which
it worketh about the flame in the nature of Camphire.
8. The membrane or fold of skin which connects

the digits of an animal ; esp. that which connects
the toes of an aquatic bird or beast, forming a pal-
mate foot.

1576 Turberv. Venerie Ixxiii. 201 They [se. otters] are
footed like a Goose : I meane they haue a webbe betweene
theyr clawes. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 533 The
lower part of the toes and webs black. Ibid. 548 Mr. Ray
calls this a cloven-footed gull ; as the webs are depressed in
the middle, and form a crescent. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
IV, 150 Each foot [of the otter] \% furnished with five toes,

connected by strong broad webs like those of water fowl.

1813 J. Thomson Inflammation 77 The capillary vessels

in the web of the foot of the frog. 1842 Tennyson Morte
(€Arthur 269 Like some full-breasted swan That, .takes the
flood With swarthy webs. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxvi.

226 My hands pricked at the thin fine skin between the
fingers that we call the webs. 1899 Allbutt's Syst, Med.
VIII. 865 The burrows [of the itch insect] will generally be
found in the webs between the fingers and toes.

b. Palh. An extension of the normal fold which
occurs as a congenital malformation in the human
hand or foot.

1866 Harwell in Med. Press 25 Apr. 416 On examining
the fingers I found them connected together, not merely by
a thin web, but by a thick layer of tissue covered . .by skin
from corresponding parts of the fingers. 1876 T. Bryant

Pract. Surg, (ed. 2) II. 300 When the fingers are well formed,
the Surgeon should, if possible, divide the web.

9. The series of barbs on each side of the shaft of

a bird's feather ; the vane or vexillum.

1713 DKKHAM Phys.-Theol, vn. i. 375 note, The Mechanism
of the Vanes, or Webs of the Feathers. 1768 Pennant Brit.

Zool.{ijj6) II. 590 The greater quil feathers are black; the

exterior webs of the next are a fine green. 1828 Stark
Etem, Nat, Hist. I. 216 First feather ofthe tail white, with

a black square spot on the interior web. 1837 Gould Birds
Europe V. PI. 372 The shaft and the narrow inner web white ;

the outer web broad and deep bluish black. 1893 GADOW in

Newton Diet. Birds 239 The rami, radii, and cilia compose
the inner and outer web, vane, or vexillum of the feather.

III. 10. A sheet of lead, such as is used for

roofing and for coffins. ? Obs.
Cf. med. L. tela plumbi*. 131a Ace. Exck. K. R. 492/18

m. 2 (P.U.O.).

1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. xi. 857 After she was put in

a webbe of leed & than in a coffyn of marbyl. 1489 in Peck
Desid. Curiosa (1735) II. vn. 10 For the Balmynge, Fencyng
and Scowering of the Corse, with the Webbe of Led and
Chest. 1555 Inv. Ch. Goods York etc. (Surtees 07) 152 Leade.
In the covering upon the same colledge M'Dxiiij square
yerdes of webbe. 1577 in Assoc. Archil. Soc. Rep. (1866)

VIII. 301 One webb of Lead liynge in the gutter within the

said battlement cont. in lenght iij". yardes and in bredth
one yarde. 1600 Fairfax Tasso x. xxvi, And there with
stately pompe by heapes they wend, And Christians slaine

rolle vp in webs of lead. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. vi. II.

411 Those pipes be called properly in Latin Denariae, the
web or sheet whereof beareth ten fingers in breadth. 1660

Churchw. Ace. Pittington etc. (Surtees) 197 For taking upp
the high roofe of the leades and laying the webbs againe.

1852 R. Burn Naval <y Mil. Did, II. s.v., Web of lead,

/euille de plomb.

+ b. A quantity of glass. Cf. Way sb.2 Obs.

1545-1656 [see Way sb.2 ].

11. The piece of bent iron whichforms ahorseshoe.

1587 Mascall Cattle, Horses (1596) 156 Make your
shooes with a broade webbe. 1639 T. de Grey Co/up/.

Horsem, 111 That no gravell be remaining betwixt the web
ofthe shoo and the sole, 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s.v.

Shoeing, The Shoe must be made of Spanish Iron, with a
broad Web, fitting it to the Hoof. 1831 Yovatt Horse xvii.

312 The inside part of the web is bevelled off, or rendered
concave, that it may not press upon the sole. 1908 Animal
Managem. (War Office) 227 The whole of the substance of
the shoe is called the ' web '.

12. fa. The blade of a sword or of a carpenter's

plane; the iron head of an axe or hatchet. Obs.

1600 Fairfax Tasso n. xciii,A sword, whereof the web was
Steele. Ibid, vn. xciv, The brittle web of that rich sword.
1676 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 223 This informant got
hold of the head or web of the ax. 1747 Hooson Miner s

Diet. R 3 b, This [Rudder] we use to let in the ends of
Sliders, or Head trees, where the Web of the Hack is too

short for the purpose. 1812 P. Nicholson Mech. Exere.

Joinery 204 Web of an Iron, is the broad part of it which
comes to the sole of the plane, the upper edge or end of the

web has generally one shoulder, and sometimes two, where
it joins the tang.

b. (See quot.)

1784 J. Small Ploughs 13 The web maybe three Inches
broad at the broadest, and taper from a foot down all the

way to the point. 1819 KEKsCycl., Web 0/ a Coulter, ..that

part of it which is drawn out thin and sharp, in order to cut

and separate the ground. . . In the sock, too, any thin sharp
part has the name of web or wing.

C. The detachable long narrow blade of a frame-

saw or fret-saw. Cf. web-saiv.

1831 J. Holland Mann/, Metal I, 330 It [the Grecian saw]
consists of a square frame, having in the middle a blade or

web, the teeth of which stand perpendicular to the plane of
the frame. 1846 Holtzapffel 'Turning, etc. II. 725 The
mill-saw webs (are used] for cutting deals into thin boards.

1866 Chambers's Encycl. VIII. 508/1 The Ribbon-saw.,
consists of a very long band—or web, as it is called—of steel,

usually very narrow, and with finely-cut teeth.

13. The bit of a key ; also, each of the (
steps

'

or incisions in this.

1773 W. Emerson Princ. Mech. (ed. 3) 284 Web, the thin

broad part of an instrument, as the web of a key. 1800
Trans. Soc, Arts XVIII. 241 So that the webs or bits ofthe
Key may clear the Tumblers in the lock. 1856 Jml. Brit.

Archmol. Assoc. XII. 125 This key has a solid or blank web.
1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib.,Brit. II. No. 6105, The 'bits'

or steps on the ' web ' ofthe key, that act on the levers inside

the lock.

14. The vertical plate (or its equivalent) which
connects the upper and lower laterally-extending

plates in a beam or girder. Also applied to each
of these lateral plates or flanges.

1851 Dempsey Builder's Guide 144 The two [flanges of the
girder] are united by a vertical rib or web of just sufficient

thickness to connect the flanges properly. 1856 M'm. Proc.
Inst. Civ. Engin. XV. 155 On the Relative Proportions of
the Top, Bottom, and Middle Webs of Iron Girders and
Tubes. 186a Smiles Engineers III. 409 Cast-iron girders,
with their lower webs considerably larger than their upper,
were ordinarily employed where the span was moderate.
1870 B. Baker Strengths 0/Beams etc. 290 The experiments
on the model tube for the Britannia bridge indicated clearly
that diagonal strains, both compressive and tensile, occurred
in the webs of the tube. 1877 W. H. White Nav. Archil.
ix. 333 So long as the beam is in one piece, or so long as
the pieces forming its web are well connected together edge-
wise, there is no difficulty in meeting this racking strain.

189a Diet. Arch. (Arch. Publ. Soc), Web. The iron plate,

fixed vertically, in a single web girder; or two plates in a
tubular girder.

b. The upright portion between the tread and
the bottom flange of a rail, f Formerly applied to

the tread and the bottom flange {upper, lower

web) ; also to the upright ridge of an edge-rail.

t
1838 Civil Engin. <y Arch. Jml. I. 169/1 The lower web

is, in some examples, not so wide as the upper web by nearly
half an inch. 1840 H. S. Tanner Canals <y Rail Roads U.S.
156 Which lip extends upwards and laps over the lower web
of the rails on that side. Ibid. 264 Web, the outer projection
of a rail, intended to prevent the wheels of carriages from
running off the track. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 225/1 There
was a waste of metal in these early rails.. owing to the
excessive thickness ofthe vertical web.

0. The arm of a crank, connecting the shaft and
the wrist.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1884 Manch. Exam. 27 Aug.
4/7 Cranks having the additional strength provided by an
increase of metal in the webs of the crank itself. 1889
Hasluck Model Engin. Handybk. 79 It is best to turn the
shaft and outsides of the crank webs first ; the insides and
the pin can be turned after.

a. The thinner part of an anvil, between the
head and the base.

1874 Knight Diet, Mech. I. 120/2 Body or web of the
anvil.

e. (See quot.)
1908 Paasch Did. Naval Terms {ed. 4) 770 Web,., that

part of a boat-oar, between the blade and the loom.
f. In a sheave (see quot.).

1794 Riggings Seamanship 1. 153 Web, the thin partition
on the inside of the rim, and between the spokes of an iron
sheave.

g. A solid disk connecting the centre and the rim
of a wheel, instead of spokes.
1875 Knight Did. Mech., Web 3. That portion of a car-

wheel which extends between the hub and the rim. Ibid.
s.y. Web-wheel, Clock and watch wheels are cast or stamped
with webs and then crossed out.

15. The basketwork of a gabion.
X85J R. Burn Naval$ Mil. Diet. 11. s.v., Webof a gabion,

hurdle, &c, clayonnage. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man.
(1862) 255 Gabions are.. 2 feet 9 inches high, in the web.

16. Mining. (See quots.J
1883 Greslev Gloss. Coal-mining, Web, the face or wall of

a long-wall stall in course of being huled and broken down
for removal. The web varies in thickness (according to the
height of the seam) from 2 or 3 to 7 feet. Fig. 135 shows a
cross-section of a long-wall with a web of coals after drawing
the timber. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 51
Plane, a working room driven at right angles to or facing
the plane joints. Ibid. 72 Web, the plane.

17. Math. A tangential net.

191 1 Webster s.v. Net, But if [represented] in line co-
ordinates, the net is tangential or a web.
IV. 18. Comb., as web-like adj. ; web-fingered

a., having the fingers united for a considerable part

of their length by a fold of skin ; also, applied to a
fish, Prionolus carolinus or palmipes ; web-frame,
{a) the frame to which the spider-threads are at-

tached in a filar micrometer
; {b) in iron ship-build-

ing (see quot.)
; + web-garn [Garn sb.], weaver's

yarn; f web-lace (see quot.); web-lead, sheet-lead;

f web-loom, a weaver's loom ; web-machine,
web-(perfecting) press, a printing machine which
is automatically supplied with paper from a roll or

web (see 5) ; web-plate (see quot. 1908) ; web-
printing, printing on a web-press ; web-saw, a
frame-saw; + web-stand, a folding tray-stand

with a top composed of strips of webbing ; web-
toed a., web-footed ; web-weaver, in quots. ap-
plied to a spider ; web-wheel (see quot. and 14 g)

;

web-work, a tissue like that of a woven fabric
;

also Jig. ; web-worked a., worked with cobweb;
web-worker, a spider that spins a web; web-
worm U.S., a name for various lepidopterous

larvae which are more or less gregarious and spin

large webs in which they feed or rest. Also
Web-beam, -foot, -footed.
1781 Bland in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 362 Of these [children]

1 was *web-fingered. 1844 Amer. Jml. Set. XLVII. 59
Prionotus Carolinus, Cuv., Web-fingered Grunter. 1851
Mavhew Lend. Labour (1861) II. 137/1 He was, it is said,

web-footed, naturally, and partially web-fingered. 1873 T.
Gill Catal. Fishes E. Coast N. Amer. 21 Prionotus caro-
linus.. Web-fingered sea-robin ; Carolina robin. iWs$Eucyct.
Brit. XVI. 248/2 As the "web-frame is generally thicker than
the fork, the web will now be stretched across the former,
with a certain amount of tension. 1898 Kipling Day's
Work 81 A huge web-frame by the main cargo-hatch. 1908
Paasch Did. Naval Terms (ed. 4) 81 Web-frames consist

of strong plates fitted tiansversally to the frames to which
they are riveted.. .They serve for extra strength or in lieu of

hold-beams, etc. 1440 York Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 78 That
noon of the said craft shal make no capez of *webb garn
nother blew ne meld nor noon other collour. 1801 Fklton
Carriages (ed. 2) II. Gloss., *Webb Lace, a thick coarse

kind of lace, mostly used for footman holders. 1894 Athe-
noeurn 14 Apr. 482/3 The casting of #web lead for roofs.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 300 This "web-like ex-

pansion of the ethereal strings. 1813 Kirhy & Sp. Entomol.
ii. (1818) I. 31 The web-like nests [of the larva of Bombyx
chrysorrha'a] which so often deform our fruit trees. 190a

Westm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 3/3 The silk Chantilly laces, .are.,

very pretty and weblike. 1316 m Rock Text. Fabr. (1870)96
Pro *weblomes emptis, xx s. 1404 Rec. Borough Nottingham
27 Aug. 1 1. 22 Appretiatores unius wollyn webloine cum uno
cam et j. slay. 1884 West. Daily Press 16 Sept. 5/6 The
splendid *web machines now in use. 1888 Jacobi Printers'

I'ocab., Web machines, cylindrical printing mach.nes in

which the paper is laid on by tapes. 1875 Knight Did.
Mech., s. v. Web Printing-machine, The *web-press is a late

improvement. Ibid., A "web peifecting-press. 1887 Harper's
Mag, July 176/1 The web perfecting press, containing two
printing cylinders, printing both sides of the paper. 1878

Schiller's Technol.Did. III, Web, *Web.plate (Ironship-b.).
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1008 Paasch Diet. Naval Terms fed. 4) 103 Web-plate. 1

lenn given to a plate of great breadth and thickness, as for

instance to one forming a shifting-beam in a hatchway.

1890 W.J. Gordon Foundry iy% Printing from continuous

paper is known as ' *web-printing ',
' roll-printing ' or ' reel-

printing '. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., *\Veb-saw. 1889 Cen-
tury Mag. Jan. 418/2 The web-saw, the glue-pot, the plane,

and the hammer are the principal tools used. 1837 Eraser's

Mag. XV. 435 A large tray of glasses, .stood in the room on a
•web stand. 1871 Mivart Anat. 236 In some cases these

folds extend far along, binding the digits together, and caus-

ing the person so affected to be what is called ' web-fingered '

or ' "web-toed '. 1884 Coues Key N. After. Birds (ed. 2) 622

Macrorhamphus. Web-toed Snipe. 1550 Bale APol, 15 b»

It hath bene so handeled and tosed amonge the spydeis

*webbe weuers of Babylon, .that it is become moche larger

both in length and bredthe than afore. 1826 Kikby_& Sp.

Entomol. IV. xxxvii. 31 The instinct of a crippled spider so

completely changed, that from a sedentary web-weaver it

became a hunter. 187s Knight Diet. Mech., *Web-wheel,
a wheel in which the hub and rim are connected by a web
or plate, which is sometimes intact and sometimes perforated.

..The term is applied in contradistinction to one with spokes.

1790 R. Merry Laurel of Liberty (ed. 2) 10 A*web-work of
despair, a mass of woes. 1812 [see Venomed ppl. a. 2 c].

186a Lytton Str. Story II. 199 The tyro who dissects the

webwork of tissues and nerves in the dead. 1874 J. T.
Moggridge Suppl. to Harvesting Ants 200 A glutinized,

*web-worked purse, about three inches long. 1658 Rowland
MoufeCs Tkeat. Ins. 1071 All Net-workers, and *W*eb-
workers amongst Spiders. 1841 T. W. Harris Insects Inj.

Vegetation (1862) 357 The little caterpillars known by the

name of fall *web-worms, whose large webs, .may be seen
on our native elms, and also on apple and other fruit trees,

in the latter part of summer. 1883 Manch. Exam. 14 July
4/5 The webworm. .did considerable damage to the stands.

1896 Lodeman Spraying of Plants 256 Fall Web-worm
(Hyphantria cunea). Ibid. 325 Web-worm {Depressaria
heraclina). Ibid. 352 Privet Web-worm {Margarodes
quadristigma lis).

Web (web), v. [OE, webbian, f. Web sb. All

the senses after I are new derivatives from the sb.]

1. trans. To weave (a fabric) in the loom. ? Obs.
In OE. only in fig. phr. wroht webbian, to devise a (false)

accusation.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 519/1 Webbon, or webbe clothe of
lynnyne, itnifico. 1449 in Hudson & Tingey Rec. Norwich
(1910) II. 285 Providinge alwey that the clobinge be
webbed be the avyse of the said wardeyns. 1511-1* Act
3 Hen. VII7 c. 6 § 1 The Wever whiche shall have the wevyng
of eny wollen yerne to be webbed into cloth. 1530 Palsgr.
778/2, I webbe a clothe, Jeourdts. I havenat yerne ynough
to webbe my clothe with all. 1809 J. Barlow Columb. 11.

513 Her sprightly mind A vesture white had for the prince
design'd ; And here she seeks the wool to web the fleece.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Web, to weave.

1 2. intr. Of a spider : To spin its web. nonce-

use. Obs.
a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1809) 195 The roofe of West-

minster Hall, where no English Spider webbeth or breedeth
to this day.

3. trans. To cover with (spider's or caterpillar's)

web ; to weave a web upon.
1853 Zoologist XI. 4044 The canker-worm.. forms itself a

house by webbing the corner of a leaf.

b. trans/. To cover with a web or fine network.
1895 Forum (N.Y.) Jan., Continents were being ribbed

with railways, the atmosphere was being webbed with tele-

graph wires. 1905 P. Landon Lhasa I. 361 An exquisite
head-dress in which the high aureole, .was barely recognis-
able under the strings and riggings of pearls which webbed
the whole thing.

C. To stretch threads of spider's web across (a

micrometer, etc.).

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 248 '1 Method of Webbing the
Filar Micrometer. The webbing of a micrometer is a pro-
cess that should be familiar to all practical astronomers.
1890 W. F. Stanley Surv. fy Levelling lustrum. 50 It is

a somewhat delicate process to web a diaphragm.. .The
webs are taken from a rather small or young garden spider.

Ibid. 100 The diaphragm of the telescope of the Y-level is

generally webbed with plain cross webs.

4. To entangle or envelop in, or as in, a (spider's)

web. Also with rottnd.

1864 Webster Web v.t., to unite or surround with a web,
or as if with a web; to envelop; to entangle. 1901 Fun
20 Apr. 189/2 A peasant kills a giant spider who has webbed
a fly. 1907 Black Cat June 26 The girl was ready when
again they [if, wolves] webbed her round, each trumpet-
mouthed with his own hunting cry. She lashed out.

5. To connect (fingers, toes, etc.) with a web or
membrane. Also with together.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VI. 45 Nature, .by broad skins,
has webbed their toes together. 1890 W. P. Ball Effects of
Useff Disuse 147 Use-inheritance, .aids in webbing the feet
of water-dogs, but fails to web the feet of the water-hen.

b. To imprint with the marks of web-feet.
nonce-use.

1866 Howells Venetian Life xiv. 203 The ground was
webbed with the feet of gees?.

II "Webb, webbe. Amer. Indian. Obs. [perh.
obs. Algonkin.] (See quots.)
1034 W. Wood New Englands Prospect Nomencl. 03 b,

Web, a wife. 167a Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 20 The In-
dian Webbes make use of the broad Teeth of the Fawns to
hang about their Childrens Neck when they are breeding of
their Teeth. Ibid. 62 One Christopher Luxe., was healed
again by an Indian Webb, or Wife, (for so they call those
Women that have Husbands). 1676 I. Mather War with
Indians 28 A party of English came in a Warlike posture
upon some of their Webbs {as they call them) i. e. Women,
as they were gathering corn,

t Webbe. Obs. Also 5 web. [ME. webbe re-

presents (1) OE. webba masc. ; (2) OE. webbe fim.
(only in freoduwebbe peace-weaver, woman) ;

243

OTeut. types *wabjon-
)
-on-, f. *wa3- : *we$- : see

Weave v. The word survives in the surnames

Webb, Webbe.]

1. A male weaver.
cnoo in Wr.-Wulcker 188/10 Textor, webba. a 1327

Pol. Songs (Camden) 188 The webbes ant the fullarls as-

sembleden hem alle. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 362 A Webbe,
a Dyere, and a Tapycer. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 12 Jo-
hanni de Bokkynge, webbe, ciui Londonie. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. x. 204 These eremytes. .Whilom were workmen,
webbes and taillours. c 1400 tr. Secreia Secret., Gov.

Lordsh. 99 Some bat assemblyd yn a toune, & herberd hem
yn a webbe hous, to whom bat nyght a child was born.

1403 WillofJohn Oxstret (Somerset Ho.), Jobanni Anketell

Webbe de Sarum.

b. In gen. sing, or plur. (OE. webban, webbena),

with light and loom,

1346 Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900) 1 1. 3 Si aliquod instru-

mentum textoris, videlicet Webanlam [sic] de nouo fiat.

Ibid. 4. 1403 Will ofRalph Sty'tle (Somerset Ho.), Lego ad
lumen beate marie vocatum Webben lyjt xld.

2. A female weaver, a webster.

1377 Langl, P. PI. B. v. 215 My wyf was a webbe and
wollen cloth made, a 1425 Cursor M, 1525 (Trin.) She was
be formast web [Colt, webster] in kynde bat men of bat

crafie dud fynde.

Web-beam. [Cf. OHG. weppi-, weppe-j web-

bourn, mod.G. webebaum.] The roller in a loom
on which the web is wound as it is woven.
c 1100 in Wr..Wiilcker 187/11 Liciatorium, lorh, uel web-

beam. Ibid. 188/4 Insubula, webheamas, 14.. Ibid. 696/19
Hoc laciatorium [sic], a webbeme. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

XVIII. 835/2 From this opening the web passes to the

knee-roll or web- beam, round which it is rolled by means of

the spokes.

Webbed (webd), //V. a. [f. Web sb. + -ed 2.]

1. Furnished with a web or connecting membrane

;

esp. of the feet of certain birds,

1664 Power Exp. Phitos. 1. 5 The Common Fly. .herwjn^s
look like a Sea-fan with black thick ribs or fibers, dispers d
and branch 'd through them, which are webb'd between with

a thin membrane or film, like a slice of Muscovy-glasse.

1678 Ray WUlughby y

s Ornith. in. in. 322 Such [birds] as

have all four toes web'd together. 1773 Pennant Genera of
Birds p. xi, The toes of birds that swim are either plain,.,

or pinnated,., or entirely webbed or palmated. 1816 Tuckev
Narr. Exped. R. Zaire ii. (1818) 47 Three toes full webbed,
the fourth toe.. quite free. 1851 Woodwaid Mollusca 71
Arms (except the ventral pair), webbed high up. 1859 Dak-
win Orig. Spec, vi. (1873) 142 What can be plainer than that

the webbed feet of ducks and geese are formed for swimming?
b. Path. Having a 'web' as a congenital mal-

formation. See Web sb. 8 b.

186a E. T. Chance Bodily Deform. 1. 86 The Fingers or

Toes maybe more or less webbed together. 1876 T. Bryant
Pract. Surg. (ed. 2) II. 300 Webbed fingers and toes are

another common deformity. 1913 TJorland Med. Diet. (ed.

7) s.v. Penis, Webbed penis, a penis that is inclosed by the

skin of the scrotum.

C. Machinery, In various uses : see Wed sb. 14.

1794 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 154 Sheaves, are made.,
of iron, with a brass coak, either open or webbed. 19x3

J. B. Bishop Panama Gateway v. in. 365 Each [lock gate]

is a huge webbed steel box, the girders of which are covered
with a steel sheathing.

2. Covered with, or as with, cobweb. In Bet.

= COBWEBBED 2.

1810 Splendid Follies I. no The tender blades of trefoil

were still webbed in silvery gossamer. 186a Thornbury
Turner I. 360 There were skies of an orange purple, skies

webbed with grey showers. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 191

Carduus crispus.. involucre webbed, 1905 E. T. Thurston
Traffic 11. ii, Only the gaunt, gray forms of the stunted poplars

stood out, webbed, against the leaden colour of the sky.

t Webber. Obs. Also 5 webbare. [f.\\
T
EBz>.

+ -ER 1J A weaver.
c 1440 Promp. Parv.2i2/i Loome of webbarys crafte (p.r.

of webstare), telarium. Ibid. 519/1 Webbare of lynnyne
clothe, linifex. CtgSJ Cocke Lorelles B. (Percy Soc.) 9
Gyrdelers, forborers, and webbers.

Webbing (we*birj\ vbl. sb. [f. Web v. + -iko 1.]

1. The action or process of weaving. ? Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 519/1 Webbynge, of wullyne clothe,

lanificium. . . Webbynge, of lynnyne, llnificium. 1463-4
Rolls of ParIt. V. 501/3 Withoute dyversite in webbyng,
fullyng.knottyng and burlyng. 1483 I'ulgaria abs Terentio

3 Wyth woll and webbynge wemen were wont to gete their

lyuynge. 1558 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1897) XII. 439 Which
yeiely fee ferme was paid so long as webbyng in the said

citie was used. 156s Phakr JEneid IX. Eeij, In webbing
wasting tyme to eas thereby myne aged care [tela curas
solabar anitis]. 1657 J. Watts Scribe etc. Author's Epist.

b 2, Woman, get you home, and follow your own businesses

of spinning and webbing.

2. concr. A woven material.

1754 Pococke Trav. (Camden) II. 15 Welch Webbings.,
a thick sort of flannel, of which the Soldiers* clothing is

chiefly made. 1883 Daily News 10 Sept. 2/6 In elastic

webbings there is no improvement in the trade for gus-ets

[of boots]. 1884 Health Exhib. Calat. 84/1 Webbing made
of reed and used in substitution of fir-lathing.

b. Woven material in the form of a strong wide
band, used by upholsterers and others. Also attrib.

in webbing belt, tape.

1794 Girth-webhing [see Girth-web]. 1796 Repert. Arts
<V Manuf. VI. 76 A chain, webbing, strap or line, is applied
on the ledge on the face of the wheel. 1833 Loudon Encycl.
Archit. § 634 A box footstool. . .The top is formed of an out-

side frame, on which is stretched strong webbing, for the
purpose of supporting the stuffing above. 1858 Simmonus
Diet. Trade, Webbing tape, a kind of broad tape. 1885
Manch. Exam. 5 May 5/2 A broad band of Turcoman web-
bing of extremely fine texture. 1888 Jacobi Printers

1

Vocab.,

WEBSTER.
Webbing, a term for the wider tapes of a printing machine;
also applied to the girthing used for running in and out the

carriage of hand-presses. 1916 Btackw. Mag. Apr. 548/2
Trench coat, rifle, bayonet, webbing belts [etc.].

3. Material for a (spider's) web. ? nonce-use.

1883 G. Macdonald Princess <$• Curdle xxvii, A huge
spider, . .which, having made an excellent supper, was full

of webbing.

4. = Falmation 2. Also Path., a webbed state

of the fingers or toes.

1872ERICHSEN Surg. (ed. 6) II.258 Webbing of the Fingers

is occasionally met with. 1888 Med. Press 18 July 551 2 In

the feet, .the webbing is less thick and complete than in the

hands, the terminal phalanges being separate from each other.

1894 Century Mag. Jan. 353/2 As the palmation, or web-
bing [of the larger moose's antlers], is not so wide as in the

fi rst variety, the points are longer.

Webby vwe"bi), a. [f. Web sb. + -v.]

1. Consisting of web ; resembling web or a web.
1661 Lovf.ll Hist. Antm. <$• Mitt. 289 The Ca^ruleous

[Spider] causeth a paine of heart, deep sleep and vomiting of

a webby matter. 1768-74 Tlckkk Lt. Nat. (1S34) I. 596 They
delight to.. entangle the feeble in their webby filaments.

1854 Lady Lytton Behind the Scenes 1. 1. iv. 124 His gloves

were.. of some webby elastic texture. 1904 E. Nesbit
Phoenix fy Carpet x. 185 The big dam in the middle of the

carpet was all open and webby like a fisiiing-net.

2. Of the digits: Furnished with a web, palmated.

Also fig. of a person.

1807 Crabbe Par. Re?. I. 381 Bats on their webby wings

in darkness move. 1861 G. H. K[ingsi.ey] in F. Gallon

Vacation Tourists iv. 165, I am of so fishy and webby a

nature, that I take to the water at once. 1895 Westm. Gaz.

1 4 Se pt. 2, i If 1 have not pointed ears or webby fingers, [etc].

Weber (v/l'bw, wi"*b3i). Electr. Alboveber.

[After the German physicist "Wilhelm Weber (1 804-

91).] A name (now disused) for the unit of electrical

quantity (now Coulomb) and the unit of electrical

current (now AMPERE).
1876 Preece & SivEWRiGin Telegraphy 3 The unit quantity

of electricity in general use has been called a weber. 1879

G. Prescott Sp. Telephone 469 In the veber current and
the electro-motive force, we have the data for comparing

the work of these machines. 1881 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 425
The current produced by a Volt acting through an Ohm
..is calkd a Weber. 1881 S. P. Thompson in Jml. Soc.

Arts XXX. 32/2 To tear away a single gramme of hydrogen
from the oxygen with which it is combined requires no less

than 95,050 webers ('coulombs ') to (low through. 1883 J.

Swinburne Pract. Electr. Units 28 The coulomb has taken

the place of the weber as unit of quantity, and the ampere
is used instead of the weber-per-second as unit of current.

Weberian (w^bl^'iian), a. [f. name ot K. H.
Weber (1795-1S33), a German anatomist + -ian.]

Weberian corpuscle or organ, a tubular vesicle in

the prostatic portion of the urethra. Weberian

ossicles, a chain of small bones between the ear and

the air-bladder in certain fishes; Weberian appa-

ratus, the set of structures, including the ossicles,

which coniuct the air-bladder with the ear.

1849-52 Todifs Cycl. Anat. IV. 11. 1415/2 The Weberian
organ or corpuscle. 1889 Amer. Naturalist May 427 Hypo*
phthalmus possesses an air-bladder connected with the audi-

tory organ by intervention of a Weberian apparatus, formed
of parts of the anterior vertebra?. 1889 I'roc.^ Roy. Soc.

20 June 309 The Air-bladder and Weberian Ossicles in the

Siluridae,

Web-foot. [See Web sb. 8.]

1. A foot with webbed toes. Also, the condition

of being web-footed.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. lxxv. 325 note, It was common
to say a fenman was an amphibious creature; and that

their children were born with web-feet. 1777 Pennant
Brit. Zcol. IV. 5 This is among the species taken notice of

by Aristotle on account of the broad feet, which, he says,

assist them in swimming : as web-feet do the water-fowl.

1884 J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 64 If it dive, it will

generally have a hull-shaped body, short legs, and web-
feet.

2. A bird or other animal having web-feet.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. 1911 Webster.
3. a, A nickname for a dweller in the Fens.

? Obs. b. A native of the State of Oregon. So
called on account of the moist climate.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. lxxv. 325, I would fain rouse up
the spirits of some of my brother webfeet. [Note.] This is

a contemptuous term given to fenmen. 1873 J. H. Beadle
Undeveloped Westxxxv. 759 Everybody and everything we
saw had the unmistakable ' Oregon look '. We were among
the 'Web-feet' at last, and a comely race they are. 1875

Chamb. Jrnl. 13 Mar. 171/2 The inhabitants ofAlabama are

Lizards;.. Oregon, Hard-cases or Web-feet.

We'b-f00 :ted. a. Having web-feet.

1681 Grew Museum 1. § iv. iii. 69 Web-footed Fowl or

Palmipede's. 1745 P. Thomas Voy. S. Seas 337 Flamingoes.

..The Legs are.. Web-footed like a Goose. 1774 Goldsm.

Nat. Hist. III. 191 It [the capibara] is in a manner web-

footed. 1818 Keats Endym. iv. 245 Web-footed alligators.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1861) II. 137A One ot these

men.. was, it is said, web-footed, naturally, and partially

web-fingered. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XL 352/1 Platypus.. is

of aquatic habits, being web- footed.

Hence We-b-footedness {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Webless(we-blt's),<i. rare. [f.WEBJ*. + -less.]

Not furnished with a web.
1848 Kingslev Saint's Trag. \\. v. [iv.], O'er still and

webless looms The listless craftsmen through their elf-locks

scowled.
.

Webster (we-bstoj). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

2 webbestre, 4 web(b)eater, webister, 4-5

webstere, % webstar, 6 wyebster, |- webster;
31-2
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St. 5-6 vrobstar, 6-7 wobster, 6- wabster.
[OR webbestre, fern, of webba weaver,Webbe : see

-STEit.] A weaver : a. as the designation of a

woman.
c 1100 Class, in Wr.-Wiilcker 188/11 Textrix, webbestre.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1525 Scho was be formes t webster pat
man findes o bat mister. 1375 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

330 Anota Mtlner, Webster. C1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 795/8 Ifee textrix, a webster.

b. extended, or applied spec, to a male weaver.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 99 Wollene websteris [1377

B. Prol. 219 Wollewebsteres, 1393 C. 1. 222 WebbestersJ
and weueiis of lynen. 1379 Poll-tax W. Ridingin Vorks.
Archaeol. Jrnl. V. 14 Thomas Webester. .We best er vj d.

Ibid. 15 Johannes Clerke.., Webester vj d. 138a Wvclif
1 Sam. xvii. 7 The shaft of his speer was as the beem of

websters. c 1400 Destr. Troy 15S7 Wrightes, websters,

walkers of clothe, c 1440 Promp. Part'. 519 1 Webstar
(or weware), textor, textrix. 1467 Ord. Worcester § 17

in Eng. Gilds 383 Spynners, websters, dyers, shermen, and
other laborers or artificers apperteynynge to the same
[i.e. cloth-making}. 1535 in Reg. Mag. S/'g. Scot. 1530-1,

219/2 The best and worthiest of the haile craft of the wob-
staris within the burgh. 1535 Lyndesay Sa'.yre 4106 Find
me ane Wobster that is leill, Or ane Walker that will nocht
steill. 1573-80 Tussf.r Husb. (1878) 32 Sell webster thy
Willi. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 626 The wooll of Istria

and Liburnia, which if it were not for the spinning in

Portugall, and the web-sters Art thereupon, it were no better

then haire. a 1733 Shetland Ads 16 in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot.

(1892) XXVI. 195 That the Webster's ell be 3 feet 4 inches,

or 40 inches long, on which only unsecured cloth is mea-
sured. 179a 13 urns ' Willie Wastte dzuelt on Tweed 1

i,

Willie was a wabster guid, Cou'd stown a clew wi' ony
bodie. 1841 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1S42) VI. 12 Is it

likely that it is only because the websters and hosiers do
not set about it themselves? 1847 H. S. Riddell Poems
194 The wabsters weary at their looms, Maun still at them
be thruming. 189a Stevenson Catriona xv, Tod was a
wabster to his trade.

C. attrib,, as webster beam, loom.

1334-5 Leicester Borough Rec. (1901) II. 17 Webstere bem.
1599 Lane. <$• Cheshire Wills (Chetham Soc.) 152 Webster
Lomes.

d. appositive.

a 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 43 A wetd . . Weill
wrocht in the Iwmis with wobster gwmis [see Gome *]. 172X
Ramsay Elegy on Patie Bimie xii, A crishy Webster Loun.
1785 Burns Holy Fair ix, An' there, a batch o' wabster lads,

Blackguarding frae Kilmarnock. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi.

A puir wabster body. 1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta I. 225
Good webster-wives weave in white borders made of their

sheep 's wool.

Websterite (we'bstarait). A/in. [Named in

1822 afterT. Webster, who discovered it: see -ite.]

A synonym of Aluminite.
1823 H. J. Brooke Crystallogr. 452. 1837 Dana Min. 450.

1855 J. Phillips Man. Geol. 386.

t "WVbstery. Obs. rare. [f. Webster + -y.]

Goods made by a webster ; woven materials.

1588 Parke tr. Mendozds Hist, China 7 They do sell none
of their silkes there by the yard, neither any other kinde of
websterie, . . but by the waight. Ibid. 363 There is also great
store of flaxe, cotton, and other kinde of webstrie.

tWeCChe, V. Obs. Forms: 1 weccan, 3
wecche, 4 weehche. Pa, t. 3 weeht(e, wehte,
3-4 wei3t(t)e, 4 wight. [OE. wtccan = OHG.
weccken (mod.G. wecken)

% ON. vekja, Goth, iiis~)

wakjan, f. root *wak- : see Wake v.]

1. trans. To rouse from sleep. (Cf. Awecchez/. 1.)
<r897 ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. Ixiv. 461 Se kok..aer«

ftasmiSe he crawan wille, hefc" up his fioru, & weed hine
selfne. a 900 Crist S87 (Gr.) Englas zelbeorhte on efen
blawacS byman on brehtme, . . weccaa of deaSe dryhtgumena
beam. 1:1205 Lay. 798 Ohtliche heom slse5 on & wecchetS
heom of slepa. c 1300 St. Brandan 446 That hi ne wei^te
no^t the [sleeping] fisches, leste hi here schip breke. 13..
K. Alls. 2925 We weore aslepe, Darie us wight. 13.,
Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1628 Thous [he] the king bigan to weehche,
And saide, ' Sire, vp ! vp ! hit is dai 1

'

2. To stir up, excite (e. g. wind, fire, passion,

strife). (Cf. Awecche t>. 2.)
Beowulf'2046 OnginneS ^eomormod geongum cempan..

wijjbealu weccean. C900 Bsedas Hist. iv. iii. (1890) 268
Forbon Drihten lyfte ontynetS, windas wececS. C1200 THn.
Coll. Horn. 137 Ne beo bu noht.. wilful to wecchen lust bar
to. Ibid. 161 [The devil] weccheo" among hem flite and
win. c 1205 Lay. 16216 }>e wind waeht U1275 wehte] bat
fur bset hit wunderliche born.

Wech(e, obs.ff. Watch, Which, Witch, Wych.
Wechesafe, obs. form of Vouchsafe.
"Wecht, Wechty, Sc. ff. Weight, Weighty.
Week, obs. form of Weak a., Wick.
Weckid, -it, obs. forms of Wicked.
Wed (wed), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also t, 4 wedd,
3-6 wedde, (5 wede, weed) ; 5-9 Sc. wad, (5
vad), gSc. and^a/.wadd ; 7wade. [Com.Teut:
OE. wed(d neut. =* OFris. wed neut, pledge,
covenant, OS. weddi neut., pledge (MLG. wedde
pledge, wager, etc.), (M)Du. wedde fern., wages,
OHG. wetti neut. (MHG. wette, wet neut., fern.,

pledge, wager, etc., mod.G. wette fern., wager),
ON. ved neut., pledge (MSw, pap neut., pledge,

wager, ^w. vad neut., wager), Goth, wadi neut.,

earnest-money, pledge :—OTeut. *wacf/o-m, cogn.
w. L. vadem {vas) masc, surety (whence vadi-
moninm bail), Lith. wadtioti to redeem a pledge.

The OTeut. word was adopted in the Rom. langs.

:

see Gage sb. 1 , Wage sb.]

L A pledge, something deposited as security for a
payment or the fulfilment of an obligation ; some-
times of a person, a hostage.
a 1 122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1016, & heora freond*

scipe ba^r ^efaestnodon, ^e mid wedde je mid abe. a 1225
Ancr. R. 394 Ne telled me him god feolawe bet leiS his wed
ine Giwerie uorto acwiten ut his fere? <z 1300 Cursor M.
6798 If hat bou..O pur man tas wedd o clatn Yeil[d] again
bat clath..Ar sun ga dun bat ilk dai. (21310 in Wright
Lyric P. xx.xix. no He hath hewe sum wher a burthen of
brere, tbarefore sum hay-ward hath taken ys wed. 1377
Langl. P. PI. li. v. 244, I lerned amonge Lumbardes
and Iewes a lessoun..to legge a wedde and lese it. 138a
Wyclif Ezek. xviii. 7 He shal jeelde the wed [Vulg.
pignus] to the dettour. C1389 Eng. Gilds (1870) 91 And
qwo-so come after prime be smeten, he shal pay yl, or leye
a wed. 1436 E. E. Wills (1S82} 107 Item I wolle that the
prioresse ik the house of Chesthunt haue freely theire
Weddys ayen withouten any mony payenge. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 5x9/1 Wedde, or thynge leyyd yn plegge, vadium,
pignus. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 155 And he notlier his heires
shold never take wedde of the forsaide Anneys or of her
assignes. 1458 Forman's Monumt. Christ's Hosp., Abing-
don 70 For now is Culham hithe i com to an ende,..Few
folke there were coude that wey wende, Hut they waged
a wed or payed of her purse, a 1500 in Arnolde's Chron.
(1S11) iS Yf any man of our landis. .take any tolle or cus-
tume of the chezens of London other wyse than they shuld
the Sherefs of London shall lake wed ofhem at London. 1560
Rolland Seven Sages Prol. iii, My buke to borrow greitlie

scho did Inquyre, Ane wed thairfoir scho said scho wald
doun lay. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj, 45 Some things are bor-
rowed and lent, be giving and reccavmg of ane wad. Ibid.,

Stat. Alex, ff,i$ And git he may not giue wades.. he sail re-

maine as wade : aye and quhill be enter the pledges, quhilkis
he promised. 1776 Nerd's Sc. Songs II. Gloss., Wad or
wed, pledge, wager, pawn. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiv,
I thought the chield Morris looked devilish queer when
I determined he should remain a wad, or hostage, for my
safe back-coming.

^' fiS't or m reference to staking one's life (cf.

2C, 4).

1340 Ayenb. 102 t>is adopcion is ase weddes ase zayb saynte
paul huerby we byb zikere bet we ssolle habbe be eritage
of oure uader. [Cf. Vulgate pignus, Eph. i. 14.] 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. in. 195 Hedde I be Marchal of his Men . . I durste
bane I-leid my lyf, and no Iasse wed, He hedde beo lord

of bat lond. c 1375 Sc, Leg, Saints xviii. (Egiprianc) 624
For oure sawete one quhilk [tree] vas he put, Si his blud
schede, & for ws put nane vthir wed. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Redelcs nr. 309 And ho so grucche or grone, a5eins her
grette willes, May lese her lyff lyghtly, and no lesse weddis.
c 1400 Beryn 2984 No les wed ben lyvis ! C1530 Pol. Eel.
<$• L. Poems (1903) 59 He that lawith at a mynstrels worde,
gevith to hym a wedde.

f C. A nuptial pledge or promise. Cbs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 400 Here-of in vitnes-

3*ng remanis ay be forsad ryng one be fyngire of bat ymag
of vad of weding in-to vag. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 94 Bot
ferst, er thou be sped, Thou schalt me leve such a wedd,
That I wol have thi trowthe in honde That thou schalt be
myn housebonde.

f 2. In various phrases the sb. assumes the con-

textual sense : The condition of being pawned,
mortgaged, yiven up as a hostage, etc. (Cf. Pledge
sb. 6.) Obs.

a. To, in wed: as a pledge or hostage. In wed
of\ as security for (a payment, etc.).

For dead wed (= Mortgage) see Dead a.

Beowulf'2998 Ond ba Iofore for^eaf anjan dohtor, ham-
weorciunge, hyldo to wedde. cizs°Cen. <$• Ex. 219S Dis
symeou bi-lef 5or in bond, To wedde under Iosepes hond.
c 1440 Gesia Rom. xxiv. 88 Hut if bou pay now, I shal holde
thi wif to wed, tyll tyme bat I be paied fully my salary.

1460 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 405 That na induellande
of this burgh . . tak in wed ony gudis that Wat Cutlaris wife

bryngis for ony penyworthis oythir than dry siluer. 1488
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 98 [13/. ioj.] quhilk he had
gevin away at the Kingis command, and had the Thesauraris
signet in wed tharof. 1530 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 28
Item, that namaner ofparsonis man nor woman tak onyclaith
in weddfra vtheris. 1561 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 79 Ane
chenyie of gold, .quhilk the Lady Caterene. .deliverit him in

wed of the sowme of ane hundreth and tuenty merkis. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 333 'J he
Scotis sulde gyue Cumbirland, . . in wedd of payment of the

hail soume.

f b. To set, puty lay to or in wed, to betake on wed

;

to pawn, pledge (valuables), to deposit (money) as

security; to mortgage (land); to give up (a person)

as a hostage. To take oat of wed : to redeem (some-

thing pledged). Obs.
1 a 900 AZIfred's Dooms xxxvi, lif mon. .hrscjl.. to wedde

selle. C1205 Lay. 25172 Mi lond ich wulle sette to wedde
for seoluere. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8083 Hc.leide willam
is brober to wedde normandye & borowede ber uppe of him
an hondred bousend marc. 138a Wycljf A mos ii. 8 And on
ctoihis leyde to wedde thei eeten bysidis eche auter. 1387
Tkevisa Higden V. 31 Hym was levere legge to wedde [L.

distrahere] his vessel of silver and of gold., ban greve pro-

vinces and londes and be senatoures. c 1412 Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ. 4904 And yf he stire you and meeve Your
jewels ley in wedde, certein he Lovethe your estate and
prosperitee. 1430 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 38/2 Wyt yhe me
in my strenyeand myster til haf put in wede til my lowyt
..fiend Andro Osteler..al the landis of [etc.]. 1450 Rolls
o/Parlt. V. 205/2 His plate and other goodes sold, and in
wed layed. c 1450 Merchant % Son 162 in Hazl. E. P. P.
I. 143 Fadur, y schall do my parte to helpe yow owt of
peyne, Yf y schulde leye my selfe to wedd, or that ye come
ageyne. 1462 in Spalding Club Misc. V. 22 His tua sponys
..at wer laid in wede to the said Thome. *4^3 Cath.
Angl.412/1 To take owt ofWedde

t
depignerare. c 1500 Lyt.

Geste Robyn Hode 212 My londes bethe sette to wedde..
To a ryche abbot.. Of saynt Maryabbay. 1536 Eellendes
Cron. Scot, (1821) I. p. lvii, He that said his swerd, or laid

it towed, was degraditof auctorite, and banist, as unworthy
creature, out of thair cumpany. 1567 in 6th Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. 643/2 Layd in wed to Maister Robert Ry.
chartson..in pledge of fywe thousand pundis thir jowellis
after following. 1573 in inventaires de la Royne Descosse
(Bannatyne Club) Pref. p. cliii, All that was lefte of the
juelles unlayde to wed. 1597 J. S. Cert. MS. Poems, Way
to Thrift F 6, And lay to wed both pot and panne When
the fire clean is blowne out. iy..Druheu Wife 0' Gatlowa
v. in Herd Se. Songs (1776) II. 39 My Sunday's coat she
has laid it a wad.

t c - A* Often, to lay one s life, head, towed, used
to confirm or guarantee an assertion or an under-
taking (cf. 4). Obs.

971 Blickl.Hom. 131 pas Hainan Gastes, sewaesofheofenum
onsended..to wedde J?aes heofonlican e^les. a 1300 Cursor
M. 16670 pare he gaf his suete flesche forur ranscun in wedd.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 246 Sir Adam of Stretton
fulle hard wag he led, Nouht without encheson, I lay my
gloue to wed. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvm. 31 Lyf seyth bat

he likth and leyth his lif to wedde, pat [etc.]. c 1380 Wyclif
Set. Wks. III. 423 Herby bei myght bye mennis synnes,

and Iaye hor soules in wedde, bat oher mennis soules shulde
be saved. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 95 And thus his trowthe
he leith to wedde. c 1400 Maundev. {1839) xv. 167 Thei..
profreden htre bedes to wedde, but 3if it wolde falle as thei

seyden. c 1400 Gosp. Nicodemus (Galba) 100 paire carping
bare no thing bou knew, We lay oure heuiddes in wed.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vin. xxiv. (1554) 194 b, The sweordof
Arthur he durst not abide, Lest he should lay bis lyfe to

wed. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii. 56, I dar lay my heede
to wed, Or that we go vntill oure bed That we shall here

anothere. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 633 3't Wli Sothron
left the lyff to wed. Ibid. ix. 1209 My hed to wed, Loch-
lewyn he past to se. a 1500 in Pol. Ret. <$• L. Poems (1903)

247 A leche hath layd hys hed to wed To make a plaster that

wolde me please, c 1530 Hickscomer C j, I warraunt you
she wyll neuer saye you naye My lyfe I dare Iaye to wedde.

f d. To lie or be to ox in wed : to be in pawn. lit.

andyf^-. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Kni.'s 'P. 360 Lat hym be war
t
his nekke

lith to wedde. 1464 Paston Lett, II. 146 For in London
lyth to wedde mrny ry<-he juwells of ouris. 1497 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. I. 345 Item..giffin to the Prothonotar,

to quit out the Duke of Yorkis broune hors that lay in wed
in the toune, xiiij lib. C1518 Skelton Magnyf. 2168 He
may rynse a pycher, for his plate is to wed. 1556-7 Rec.

Inverness (New Spalding Club) I. 5 The forsaid pece of
land wes lyand to hyme in wed of ten pundis.

f 3. Something taken or left that serves as evi-

dence. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4402 Bot for mi cri ful suith he [Joseph]

fled And left wit me a taken wedd [Gbtt. a tokin in weddj j

His mantel es bi-left wit me, bat ilk man bee sothe mai see.

Ibid. 7706 Fra be kings aun bedd bus he [sc. David] broght
a priue wedd.

4. A stake in a game or wager. Also fig. f To
lay wed: to wager (cf. 2 c).

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 320 Now bo| e her wedde lys, And play
bai biginne. c 1375 St. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 488 Lat
Symone one fer stand fra pe bede, And ;e sal se, I lay

wede, pe fendis craft sone onhyde. 1540 Si. Papers Hen.
VIII (1836) V. 178 He harde the Kynge say.. that He
trestyd to gett that proffett that never Kynge of Scottes

had, and He shulde other have yt, or yt shulde coste Hym
the best wed He had to leysse. 1665 Brathwait Comm.
Two Tales 166 It is a dear wade, when your Life lies upon
last Stake. 1670 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 3), Wed, a gage or

pawn ; a word still retained in the Country sport, called

Pray my Lord a course in your park. 1721 J. Kelly Sc.

Prov. 19 A Wad is a Fool's Argument. Spoken when, after

hot disputing, we offer to lay a Wager that we are in the

Right. 180a Sibbald Chron. Sc. P. IV. Gloss., Wadds, a
youthful amusement, wherein much use is made of pledges.

1808 Jamieson, Wadds,. .In this game, the players being
equally divided.. each lays down one or mere wads or

pledges at that extremity where the party, to which he
belongs, chuse their station. A boundary being fixed at an
equal distance from the extremities, the object is to carry
off the wads from the one of these to the other.

f5. A gage of battle. Obs.

C1330 R. Bkunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8404 Tak ^e non
hede of beyr grete host, ffor wel 3e wot bei ar hot bost,. .ffor

bem our wed schal nought be leued. £1435 in Kingsford
Chron. London (1905) 54 ' This shull I preve with my body,
and se here my wedde ': and threwe fforth his hode.

f 6. Comb, (all Obs.): wed-bed, the marriage

bed ; wedbedrip Law, some kind of Bkdbip (the

force of wed- is uncertain) ; wed-breach, breach of

covenant {OE.), adultery; wed-break [as if OE.
*wedbreca\, an adulterer ; wed-brother [cf. ON.
vedbrtfdir], a sworn brother ; wed-fee, a wager, the

prize in a contest ; wed-fere, a spouse ; wed-
keeper, a stakeholder ; wedman, a married man

;

pi. married people ; wed-shooting (Sc. wad-),

shooting for a prize ; wed-spite nonce-wd. —
Spite-wkd.
In the later instances referring to marriage prob. directly

associated with Wed v.

<xi6so Old Robin 9 in Percy Fo I. MS. I. 235 ™ey had
not in their *wed beef laid, scarcly were both on sleepe, but

vpp shee rose. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. V. 367

Those priests the wed-bed who renounce, c 1325 in Ren-

net! Far. Antiq. (1818) I. 575 Et debet unam "Wedbedrip

pro voluntate dominae. C1020 Wulfstan Horn, xxxiit.

(1883)164 Eacsyndan wide.-burh aobrycas and Surh'wed-

brycas and 3urh mistlice leasunga forloren and forlojen.

1638 W. Lisle Heliodorus 11. 29 This crime of wed-breach.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlix. 18 If. .with *wedbrek [Vulg. cum
adulteris] bi dele bou sete. cuooO. E. Chron. (MS. D)
an. 1016, Coman begen ba cyningas to ga:dre..& wurdon
feolagan & *wed bro5ra. ri2o5 Lay. 14469 Send after

mine sune Octa & sefter. .Ebissa his wed-bro?er. c 1300

K. Horn (Laud MS.) 295 He tok wit him anober hat was

homes wed brober. c 1330 Florice $ Bl. (Abbotsf. Club)



WED. 245 WEDDED.
163 We beth wed brethren and trewthe iplight. c tqoo Brut
(1906) 120 O bow false traitoure ! haste pow my trewe wed.
brober slayn for cause of me? c 1420 Avow. Arth, x, Butte
carpe we now of ther othir thre, How thay preuyd hor
*wedde-fee. 1504-5 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 128
Item, to Dande Doule, that the King tynt on ane wedfee,
xiiijs. a :6oo Montgomerie Dcvot. Poems iii. 7 Sleep na
mair in sleuth and sin, Bot..richtly rin That hevinly wedfie
for to win Viiilk he prepairs for his. 1620 in A. Maxwell
Hist. Old Dundee (1884) 40S [He] put in the hands of
Thomas Scot..twa double-angels of gold upon ane woodfie
betwix himself and Alexander Hering. 1637 Rutherford
Let. to Alex. Gordon 16 June, It is folly then for men to
say, this is not Christ's plea, he will lose the wed -fee, men
are like to beguile him: that were indeed a strange play.

13.. Sir Beues (A) 3:68, I trowe, he is noujt now here, bat
schel be me Vedde-fere ! 1591 R. Bruce Scrm. Edin.
04 b, For as to this conscience, it is a faithfull *\ved-
keeper : the gages that it receiveth, it randeris. ciqfo
Toxvnetey Myst. iii. 400 Me thynk my hert ryfis, . .To se si-.h

stryfis *wedmen emong. Ibid. xiii. 65 We sely wedmen dre
mekyll wo. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in VVr.-Wfllcker 806,22 Hie
sf>onsus, a wedman. 1793 Statist. Ace. Sect. II, 509 Many
amuse themselves.. with shooting for prizes, called here
*wad-shooting. <ri$6o Sir T. Smith in Strype Life (16,8)
App. 24 You may well be called Mr. Agamus or Misogamus,
Surnamed in right English, *Wedspite, or Spitewed. For
I never heard Man j-peak so despiiefully against Wedding
and Marriage of the Queens Majesty in my Life.

Wed (wed), v. Inflected wedded (also wed),
wedding. Forms : 1 -weddian, 2-3 weddenn,
3-4 wedden, weddi, -y, 3-5 wedd, (4 weed,
5 weede, wid, weddon), 3-6 wedde, 8-9 Sc.

wad, 4- wed. [Com. Teut. : OK. weddian corre-

sponds to OFris. weddia, MLG. wedden, OHG.
wetton (MHG., mod.G. wellen), to pledge, wager,
ON. vedja to pledge, Goth, ga-wadjon to espouse

(apuofaoOai) :—OTeut. *wa4/5jan
J

f. *tvadjo-m
Wed sb.

The form wed in the pa. t. is now only dialectal ; in the
pa. pple. it is common did. but otherwise rare exc. in poetry.]

fl. intr. To engage, covenant (to do something).
OnlyOE. (Const, genitive or to with gerundial inf.)

a 1000 Laws sEthelstan% 23 (Liebermann)£if hwaordales
weddije^ Sonne cume he [etc.], c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxii.

5 And MS, .him weddedon feoh to syllenne.

2. trans. To wager, stake (e. g. money, one's life,

one's head). Obs. exc. Sc. and north*
136a Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 129 And 3if bou worchest hit in

wit Ich wedde bobe myn Eres, pat lawe schal ben a laborer.

'393 JWi C. in. 36 My lyf ich dar wedde, He shal lese for
hure loue a lappe of trewe charite. c 1430 Chez: Assigne 27
6 pat dare I my hedde wedde. 1560 Peebles Burgh Pec.
(18-2) 262 Stene Robesone weddit ten merkis of money
aganes the said tar barrell that scho suld nocht mary the
said king of Swane. a 1600 Montgomerie Satin, xlvi. 8
Shute on ; lat sie vho first my wedfie wins ; For I will wed
ane apple and a nute. 1786 Burns Earnest Cry 4 Prayer
xv, Or faith 1 I'll wad my new pleugh-pettle, Ye'll see't or
lang. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxvi, I'll wad ye a plack, as
we say in the north, that you get the pardon from the king.
1843 m T. Doubleday Coquet- Date Fishing Songs (1852) no
1'se wad a pund, when night comes round, That, creel for
creel, we bang them a'! 1876 Whitby Gloss., Wad, to
ijedge; to bet. 1894 A. Reid Sangr the Heatherland 54
'11 wad that sune our neebors' heids Will doors and w indocks

thrang.

3. To marry. (Common in dialects; otherwise
only literary^ a. trans. Originally, to make (a
woman) one's wife by the giving of a pledge or
earnest. More fully, f to wed (a woman) to wife,
to or unto his wife. Hence, of a person of either

sex : To take in marriage ; to become the husband
or wife of (a person) by participating in a pre-
scribed ceremony or formal act.
a :ooo Laws Edmund, Be wifn-.annes beweddunge § 1

(Liebermann) Jif man maedan oo'oe wif weddian wille.& hit
swa hire & freondan selici^e, [etc.]. Ibid. § 6 Jif hy bonne
selces hinges sammaele beon, ftonne fon ma$as to & weddian
heora ma$an to wife. C1105 Lav. 22243 pis maiden he gon
wedde and nom heo to his bedde. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1090
Two (5or werren quam him c"o3te ear To wedden his two
do^tres 5ear; Loth hem warnede. fi>75 Lay. 4500 A king
of Britayre hadde hire i-wedded [C1205 biwedded]. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. A 772 Quat-kyn byng may be bat lambe, pat
be wolde wedde vnto hys vyf? c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1422
Wolde he be my worldly make & weddy me to wyue. Hid.
2012, & she hym wedede after ban bat was hure fader fo.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xv. 73 f>e lady had mykill sorow
pat scho had wedded him. c 147s Rauf Coityar 925 Wed
ane worthie to wyfe. 1485 Ptumpton Corr. (Camden) 48My lord Schanchler publyshed in ihe Parlament house the
Fame day, that the Kings gud grace shall weede my lady
Elizabeth, a 1533 Uerners Huon l.xii. 216, I wyll wed her
to my wyfe. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony 14 With
thys ring I thee wed. 155a IIuloet, \W-dde, denubo, for the
woman ; desfonso, for the man. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado nr.
ii. 118 If you loue her, then to morrow wed her. a 1663
Kilugrew Parsons Wedd. iv. i. (1664) 124 Pars. If she be
my wife Sir? I have wedded her and Bedded her, what
other Ceremonies would you have? 1794 Blrns Weary Pund
*>' Tow iv, And 'or I wad amther iad, I'll wallop in a tow.
1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague 1. iv. 248 The husband, now
no longer tied May wed a new and blushing bride. 1856
Avtoun Bothwelti. xxiv, I wed A trembling, sickly, shrewish
came, And put her from my bed. 1873 Black Pr. Thule ix.

133 To think that your aunt would forbid your wedding a
King's daughter !

fis- ^1380 Wyci.if Set. Whs. III. 339 Cristis Chirche is
his Spouse... And fer be it fro Cristene men to graunte bat
Crist hab weddid he fend, c 1450 Godstow Reg. 15 O true
valeyntyne is oure lord to me. . . With his blode, Seynt dauid !

he did me wedde. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. 1. 94 Come, come,
in wooing Sorrow let s be briefe, Since wedding it, there is
such length in Griefe. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 216 They led

i

the Vine To wed her Elm. 1670 Drydkn 2nd Pt. Cong.

Granada ill. (1672) 113 In gaining him, I gain that Fortune

too Which he has Wedded, and which I but Wooe.
_
1781

CowiER Retirem. 229 As woodbine weds the plant within her

reach.

tb. Phrase. To wed {a) wife \ to get married.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6798 Me sede be king bat he moste

nede wede wif. a 1300 Cursor M. 3216 Abraham wald in his

lijf bat ysaac had wedded a wijf. c 1325 Lai le Freine 248

Than was iher. .A riche knight, .yong, and joliue ; And had
nought yete y-wedded wiue. 1377 I.angl. /'. PI. B. x. 149
He hath wedded a wyf with-inne this syx monethes. 1460

CAP(;RAVEt'/ir<?«. (Rolls) 139 The fader of GefreyPlauntgenet
wedded a wyf only for beule. 154a Udall Erastn. Apoph.
124 b, To one demaundyug when best season wer to wedde
a wife.

4. To bind (the contracting parties) in wedlock
;

to conduct the marriage ceremony for (a man and
woman) ; also absol.

1... Ruleo/Chrodegat/gCSapl^T) Si Brydguman & bryde
mid ^ebedum & mid ofringum ma.'ssepreost sceal bletsian ii

weddian hi & beta;can hi be lajuiii. c 1440 Jacob's Well 21

We schewyn acursyd. .alle preestys bat..weddyn ony oteie
but here owyn parysschenys wyth-oute leve, or weddyn
wythoute be banys askyd. c 1450 GodsioT.u Reg. 1 Alle men
of religion b^t howselith, or weddith, or anelith any man or

woman, with-out leve. c 1450 Centin. Brut 425 The Erche-
bis^hop of Caunturbuii. .weddid hem togederis there by
ordynaunce ofGod and holy chirche. a 1533 Beknkks Huon
lxii. 214 How Huon ..went to Rome to the fope, who wtddyd
togyther Huon and the fayr Esclaiamonde. 1546 Yorks.
Chantry Surv. (Suitees) 228 The sayd incumbent shuld .

.

burye, wedde, and christen wyihin the sayd chappell. 1876
Miss Brocghton Joan 1. xxxii, The Heltudey Cou? ier de-
votes three columns to the describing of. .how they were
clad, who wed them, [etc.].

b. To give (a woman) in marriage ; to cause to

be married.

^1374 Chaucer Troylusv. 863 And whi here fader tarieth

so longe To wedden here vn-to som worth! wight, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 47 \ e kinge of bat cunctre of
nev his douchtir vedit had. 1843 J- S. Knowles Secretary
11. i. 21 My father cannot wed me 'gainst my will.

5. pass. To be joined in wedlock ; to be married

f with, -fnnto, to (a husband or wife) ; also, to be
joined together as husband and wife.

c 1200 Ormin 1942 & 311W birrb witenn batt 3ho wass
Weddedd burrh Godess wille Wi^b an weppmann off hire

kinn. Ibid. 1990 & forrbi wass 3(10 till Josa;p Wibb Godess
la3he weddedd. a 1225 Ancr. R. 394 Auh pauh heo were
iwedded him heo muhte bwur<5en so unwrest, [etc.]. c 1300
Havelok 1127 To-mo[r]\ve ye sholen ben weddeth, And,
maugre bin, to-gidere beddeth. 138 . Wycljf Sertti. Sel.

Wks. I. 334 She lyvede sevene ^eer wib hir bosebonde bat
was weddid wib hir fro her maidenhod. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour xlvii-xlix. 66 After the knight was wedded to another
wiff, and he and the secounde wiff leued togedre ,v. yere.

1529 Frith Antithesis 96 b, 'Ihe Pope sayeth. ., my prestes
also shall not be wedded. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 37 In
Siracusa was I borne, and wedde Vnto a woman, happy but
forme. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 231 Cecilic.was
wedded to ThomasGreie. 1667 Milton P. L- ix. S28 And
Adam, wedded to another Eve, Shall live with her enjoying,
I extinct. 1673 J. \V[ade] Vinegar <y Mustard (1873) 2I
Before that ever we were wed. 1819 Scott Ivanhce xxiv,
When I returned. . I found her wedded to a Gascon squire.

1874 Grken Short Hist. iv. § 1. 162 Eleanor the daughter of
Simon of Montfort. .was wedded to him [Llewelyn] at the
English court.

fig- c 1374 Chaucer Attel. $• Arc. 131 Hir hart was to him
weddid with a Ringe. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS.
xl. 253 Ihesu, my soule is weddet to \te.

6. intr. (f also ?r/?.). To enter into the matri-

monial state; to take a wife or husband; to con-
tract matrimony. Const, flo, with.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 363 Nolde him liken betere ben bauh me

seide him bet heo gleowede & gomede, & wedde mid ofter

men, & Huede in delicts? c 1393 Chaucer Marriage iS Bet
ys to wedde than brenne in worse wise. 1483 Caxton Golden
Leg. 170/1 Aurelyan. .came to domycelle for to wedde and
accomplissh the maryage by force aj;eynst hir wyll. 1530
Pai sgr. 778/2 There be seasons forbydden to wedde in.

1562 J. Hevwood Prcv. $ Ept'gr, (1S67) 132 Who wedth ere
he be wise, shall die ere he thriue. 1593 Kyi> Murtlwr. /.

Brewen Wks. (1901) 292 * But if I were so minded ' (quoth
he), ' I would be twice aduised how I did wed with such a
strumpet as thy selfe'. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew 111. ii. 17
Hee'll wooe a thousand,. .Yet neuer meanes to wed where
he hath woo'd. 1619 J. Dyke Counterpoyson (1620) 21 And
yet how many sticke not to wed to Canaanites ! 1721
Lett.fr. Mist's Jml. (1722) II. 248 A Country Fellow had
the Misfortune to wed with oneof the Godly. 1781C0WPER
Table-T. 554 As if the poet, purposing towed, Should carve
himself a wife in gingerbread. 1807 Crabue Par. Reg. 1.

434_ Yet.. there were times of joy, (The day they wed, the
christening of the boy), a 1834 Coleridge in Lit. Rem.
(1839) IV. 59 Alas ! alas ! this is the misery of it, that so
many wed and so few are Ciiristianly married ! 1859 Tenny-
son Marr. Geraittt 227 And may you. .live to wed with her
whom first you love. 1884 H. Spencer in Contetup, Rev.
Feb. 155 Dissenters, .were made free to wed by a purely
civil rite.

Jig. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1517 He hauefl iweddet him to mi
meiShad mit te ring of rihte bileaue. 1621 Hevlin Micro-
cosmus 24 3 [The Thames] flieth through Berks Buck : M id-

dlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Essex; and so weddeth himself
with the Kentish Medway.
7. trans. To unite as in marriage, a. To attach

(a person, his thoughts, etc.) indissolubly by affec-

tion to something. Chiefly in passive, to be obsti-

nately attached to (an opinion, one's own will, a
habit, afaction, etc.). Also (rarely) ref., to addict
or devote oneself to a party.
(:i397 Chalcer Loch Stedf. 28 (MS. Cotton) O prince..

Drede god. .And wed thi folk ayen to stedfastnesse. 1421
26 Pol. Poems xviii. 6 Swete bou3t in deuocion, Is weddid to

chastite. 1542UDAL1. Erasm. Apoph. 279b, This Pompeius..
wedded hymselfe wholly to the faccion of Sylla. a 1548 1 Iall
Citron., Hen. VIII 181 b, The kyng perceived & knewe well,

that the quene was wedded to her awne opinion. 1562 J.
Hkywood Prov. ty Fpigr. L ij b, I was wedded vnto my wyll.

157S Fleming F/rf.y>«irf/. To Indifferent Kdr.,The Bucolikes
of Virgil. . I haue translated into the Englibhe tongue, wed-
ding my selfe (as it were) to y

e vulgar and common ph:ase of
speach. 1614 Ralegh Hist. World in. i. § 5. 9 It highly
commends his diligence and iuogement, that he was not so
wedded to any author, as affected wiih the loue of truth.
1669 Si urmy Mariner's Mag. VII. xxxi. 47 I hey are so wedded
to superstition, that some adore the Devil. 1703 R. Neve
City <y C. Purchaser 45 Nations, .are very apt to be wedded
to their own Ways and Methods. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <y

Card. 20 The frivolous Cares that wed you to the Town.
1712 Arul-thnot John Bull ix. vi, Your Honour has it in

your power to wed me still closer to your interest I ^1750
Shenstone Love $ Hon. 88 The love That weds each bosom
to ks native soil. 1800 Campbell On leaving a Scene in
Bavaria xvii, Then wed thee to an exile's lot. 1866 Tkoi.lope
Claveriugs iii, He was not wedded to the joys of his college
hall, or the cuilcge common room. 1887 Colvin Keats ii. 34
Ready to entertain, .any set of ideas.., he could never wed
himself to any as representing ultimate truth. 1889 Mhs.E.
Kennard Landing a Prize viii, You have been weddod to

your comforts all your life. 1913 \\'ooli;ow \Vil^.on Xtzu
Freedom vi. 113 'lhere are those, of course, who are wedced
to the old ways.

fb. To unite by liking or cush in with. Obs.
c 1380 YVyclif Set. Whs. III. 364 And errour in ueiyng of

bis love makib many fals wtddingis; as men Len weddid
wib ber habitis, and b^r custumes, and btr singular maners,
as }:f be: weren CrLstis ccmaundementis.

t c. To commit or pledge (a person) inevocably
to a course of action. Obs.

1578 H. Wotton Courtt'ie Contrcv. 251 Hauing maried a
woman which did but dishonour the countrey, and had
wedded him vnto a war so daungerous, as [etc.].

d. To join or couple (a thing) intimately with or

to something else ; to associate closely together.

1818 Keats Endym. n. 408 Above his head, Four lily stalks
did their white honours wed To make a coronal. 1839 Hood
Storm at Hastings x, Whilst we were panting with the sultry
weather, And hardly can.d to wed two words tegtther. 1851
Wi.stcott Intrcd. Study Gosfels i. {i8£o) 78 Ihe LXX.
wedded Greek language to Hebrew thought. 1887 Saints-
Elry Hist. Elizab. Lit. ii. (1890)46 The Ecclesiastical Polity
remains a book in which matter and manner are wedded as
in few other books of the same kind. 1891 Lmdley's New
Holidays in Essex 38 'there is an excelhnt thing locally

wedded with Blackwater boaiing. It is sausages.

t 8. To espouse, adopt (a cause, a course of con-
duct, a custom, etc.). Obs.
1626 T. H[awkins] tr. Caussin's Holy Crt. 4 Men, who

willingly wed the manners, and affections of those on whom
they see iheyr fortunes depend. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.
1. § 49 And though, most of the principal men of the House
of Commons were again elected to serve in this Parliament,
yet they were far from wedding the war. It id. 11. § 57 Most
of the King's Privy Council.. now as frankly wedded that
interest as any of the leaders. 1742 Young Nt. 1 h. 1. 51 O
lead my mind,.. and fix my firm resolve \Vi.sdom to wed.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. ii, Or, in milder language,
They have wedded their delusions: fire nor steel, nor any
sharp ne:>s of Experience, shall sever the bond.

Wed (wed),///, a. rare. [pa. pple. of Wid v.~\

= Wedded.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 700 This werrc.That warnes me

wyrchippe cf my wedde lorde. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. 5 The sextecommandement forbeddes vs. .to
foly fleschely with any womnne owber. . wedde or unwedde.
c 1440 Alphabet of 'Pales x.xxv. 25 He was a w ed man. 1823
PjYROn Juan xi. xlvi, A rib's a thorn in a wed gallant's side,

Requires decorum.

Wed(d, obs. forms of Weed sd.l, sb.2, v. 1

"Wedaw, obs. form of Widow.
Wedda, variant of Vedda.
1876 P. F. Hartshorne in Fcrtn. Riv. Mar. 406 The

Wecidas, or, as they are more commonly but inaccurately
called, the Veddas of Ceylon. 1900 Contemp. Rev. Mar 453
Practices, which are worthy of the Weddas or the Maories.

t We"ddable, a. Obs.—°. [f. Wed v. + -able.]

That may be wedded.
161 1 Cotgr., A/rtn"a/vV..Manable, weddable, manageable.
Wedde, obs. form of Wjddy Sc.

Wedded (we-ded), ppL a. [f. Wed v. + -ED '.]

1. Joined in wedlock ; living in the married state.

? a 800 Conf. A bp. Ecgbert xx. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

146 Da ?;e^eddodan femnan (L. puellam desponsatam] hire
yldran hi ne moton syllan o5rum men. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
143 |"e weddede wiues. c 1200 Ormin 4604 Weddedd were
& weddedd wif. 13. . Cursor M. 10458 (Gott.) Quar-cf suld
i haue ioy or bliss, Quen i mi weddid lauerd miss? c 1381
Chaucer Pari. Foules 355 The wedded turtil with hire heite
trewe. < 1412 Hocclevk De Reg. Princ. 1623 And many
wedded couples haue I knowe. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Matrimony 13 b, N. wilte thou haue this woman to thy
wedded wife. 1607 Shaks. Per. in. iv. 9 My wedded Loid,
I nere shall see agame. 1667 Milton /'. L. vim. 605 Haimonie
to behold in wedded pair More grateful then harmonious
sound to the eare. 17:7 Pope Elolsa 77 Let wealth, let

honour, wait the wedded dame. 1740 Richardson Pamela
(1824) I. 205, I have been a close observer of the behaviour

of wedded folks. 1798 T. Morton Speed the Plough v. i.

She is my wife... My lawful, wedded wife. 1848 Mrs. Gas-
kell Maty Bat ton xxxui. Ifshe lives, she shall be my wedded
wife. 1908 G. Tyrrell in M. D. Petre Life (1912) II. 380,

I thought that Utrecht would faint at the idea of a wedded
bishop.

b. absol. rare.

c 1230 Halt Meld. 5 J>at bihald as of heh alle widewen
under hire & weddede ba5e. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Latiye

11. 149 She fayled not. .thechastyteofvyrgynsne theplente-

ousnesse of wedded, a 1849 Mangan I\ems (1859) 62 Who
pleads for thee thus, thy wedded shall be.



WEDDEDHOOD.
2. Of or pertaining to marriage or to married

persons.
1592SHAKS. Rom.<\ ?V/. i.v.i37(Fo.)Goaske his name: if

he be married, My graue is like to be my wedded bed \Qq.

wedding bed]. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 750 Haile wedded
Love, mysterious Law, true sourse Of human ofspring. 1709

Steele Tatter Ho. 184 F 2 As soon as she took upon her

the wedded Condition. 1813 Scott Quentin D. xxxi^I care

not myself for the wedded state. 1830 Coleridge Table-t.

27 Sept., Luther has sketched the most beautiful picture of

the nature, and ends, and duties of the wedded life I ever

read. 1866 Neale Sequences <y Hymns 130 And wedded
troth remains as firm, ar.d wedded love as pure. 1888 Bur-

gon Lives 12 Gd. Men 1 1, v. 8 The sun of his wedded happi-

ness set in this same year.

3. Obstinately attached (to an indulgence, a habit,

opinion, party, etc.).

1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 117 If thou be either so wicked

that thou wilt not, or so wedded that thou canst hot abstein

from their glaunces. 1721 Mortimer Husb. i. 1 The wedded
Opinions of the Generality to the Custom and Practice of

their Neighbours. 1854 C. E. Norton Lett. (1913) I. 106

New Hampshire, ..the most wedded of all the Northern

States to the Democratic party.

4. Of things: Coupled or joined together.

1842 Tennyson Godiva 43 Then fled she to her inmost

bower and there Unclasp'd the wedded eagles of her belt.

1916 Black™. Mag. Nov. 572/1 The country-side [Italy]..

with its wedded vines and elms.

f5. Wedded brother = wed-brother (see Wed
sb, 6). Obs. rare.

c 1350 Athclston ii. (Zupitza), For loue of here metyng bare

pey swoor hem weddyd breberyn for euer mare, In trewbe

trewely dede hem bynde. Ibid, xiv, py weddid brobir.

Hence f We ddedliood [hood], Weddedness
[-xess], wedded state or condition.

a 1450 Myrc Par. rr.212 Dedly synnehytys forthe broght,

Saue in here wedhode [v. r. wededhood] That ys feyre to-fore

gode. 1891 Harper's Mag. July 1S1/1 His weddedness.

1903 Ld. R. Gowrr Pec. $ Remin. 538 He and his wife
,

appear exceedingly fond ofone another, a rare and refreshing 1

state of weddedness nowadays.

Wedder (we'dai). [f. Wed v. + -er *.] One I

who weds. Penny Tvedder (?cf. Penny-wedding).
\

1866 Morning Star 15 Sept. 2/5 The sounds of hobnailed

feet and giggling was heard in the church porch, denoting

the arrival of the first batch of penny wedders. 1891 in

Century Diet.

Wedder, obs. and dial. f. Weather, Wether.
"Weddeaette, obs. form of Wadset v.

"Weddewede, obs. form of Widowhood.
Wedding (we'dirj), vbl. sb. Forms : 1 wed-
dung, 3 weddingue, 4 weddin, 5 -yn, 4-5 ced-
ing, -yng, 4-6 weddyng(e, -inge, 6 Sc. vedding,

3- wedding, [f. Wed v. + -ino 1
.]

I. The action of marrying ; marriage, espousal.

Chiefly gerundial. f Also, the married state, wed-

lock, matrimony (obs.).

c tooo Gosp. Nicod. vii. 3 in Thwaites Hept. (169s 1
, Seo

weddung wass beweddod, eal swa eowre ajene Seoda secgab.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1428 Si3en men hauen holden skil, first

to freinen 3e wimmanes wil, Or or men hire to louerd giue,

for wedding or for morgen-giwe. c 1190 St. Edmund Conf.

97 in S. Eng. Leg. 434 Wei he huld is treube setbe and his

weddingue also, And trewe spouse was inov^. a 1300 K.
Horn 423 Hit nere no fair wedding Bitwexe a bral & a
king. 136a Langl. P. PL A. x. 178 Summe. . For Couetise

of Catel vnkuyndeliche beob maned, And Careful Concep-
tion comeb1 of such weddyng. 1375 Barbour Bruce \. 267
Wedding is the hardest band That ony man may tak on
hand, a 1400 Chaucer Envoy to Bukton 24 So may happe
That the were leuer to be take in Frise Than eft falle of

weddynge in the trappe. 1 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 92
Be well war of wedyng. 1483 Catk. Angt.412,'1 Ye secund
Weddynge, bigamia, deutrogamia. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
xiv. 52 My sone hyemen, whiche is named the god of wed-
dynge. 1564 BriefExam. *****jij, Who vsed the ring fyrst

in weddyng? th« Heathen. 1599 Shaks. Muck Ado 11. i.

76 Wooing, wedding, and repenting, is as a Scotch ijgge, a
measure, and a cinque-pace.
Prov. 156* J. Heywood Prov. .$- E/igr, (1867} 129 Wed-

dyng and nangyng are desteny.

2. The performance of the marriage-rite ; the

ceremony of a marriage, with its attendant fes-

tivities.

This is the word in general use for this sense.

c 1300 K. Horn 1295 (Laud) He rongen be bellen pe wed-
ding \Cambr. wedlak] for to fullen. c 1386 Chaucer A'nt's

T. 25 The feste that was at hir weddynge. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos Ixiil. 163 Moche Ioye was there made atte theyr

weddynge. 1516 Tindale Matt. xxii. 10 The weddinge
was furnysshed with gestes. 1530 PALSGR.287/2 Weddyng,
nopces. i6oz Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 17S, I thinke it was to see

my Mothers Wedding. X663 Killigrew Pars. IVedd. v. ii,

I'll run and invite them to the Wedding. 1754 Richardson
Grandison V. 1\*. 347 Every woman's heart leaps, .when a
wedding is described. 1797 Sir F. M. Eden St. Poor I. 598
The custom of a general feasting at weddings and christen-

ings. 1848 Dickens Dombey v, The very wedding looked

dismal as they passed in front of the altar. 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander ' A t Bay x, Are you to be at the Milton wedding
next week ? 1897 Stoi'P. Brooke in Jacks Life fy Lett. (1917)

II. 532, I am told the wedding went off well.

fig, a 1901 F. W. H. Myers Hum. Personality (19031 II.

295 Since that great wedding between Reason and Expe-
rience, which immortalises the name of Galileo.

b. Phr. Penny wedding \ see Penny 12c. Silver

wedding [G. silberhochzeit, silbeme hochzeit\, the

25th anniversary of a wedding (see Silver sb. 20).

Golden wedding, the 50th anniversary. Diamond
wedding, the 60th or 75th anniversary (see Diamond
sb. 12).

246

i860 Illustr. Lend. News 24 Nov. 485/3 The celebration ,

of the fiftieth anniversary of the marriage of Prince William I

of Hesse and the Princess Charlotte. . .This 'golden wed- ;

ding', as such an event is called [etc.]. 1874 Loncf. Hang-
ing oj"Crane vii, It is the Golden Wedding day.

f3. Occas. found in othersenses of the verb: Close

union or association ; the action of pledging or

wagering. Obs.

C1380 Wiclif Set. Wks. III. 364 [see Wed i/. 1 \>\ Ibid. I

431 But Lord 1 wheber weddyng wib siche signes helpib to

holde religioun of Crist, and love hym of hcrt? — IVks. i

(18S0) 448 Wedding wib bes newe bilawis, passinge be wed-
ding wib goddis lawe, makib bes newe rotun sectis. 1503
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 401 Item, the xj day of Octo-
ber, to the King quhilk he tynt on wedding with the Abbot
of Cambuskinneth, xiiij s.

4. attrib., as wedding-anniversary , -appearance,
j

•banquet, -bed, -bell, -chamber, + -cheer, -clothes,

-coat, -dinner, -dower, -dress, -feast
,
festival, -gown,

-guest, -journey, -mass, -night, -peal, -present, -robe,

-sermon, •)• smock, -song, -suit, -supper, -table, -torch,

f trim.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 13 Aug. 1673, It being his "wedding
anniversarie. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 257
How bravely shall we enter a court, . .dressed out each man,
as if to his "wedding-appearance. 1855 Loncf. Hiaw. xii.

372 Thus the "wedding-banquet ended. 159a Shaks. Rom.
A> "Jul. I. v. 137 (Qo. 1599} If he be married, My graue is like

to be my "wedding bed. 1685 ? Drydf.n Daphnis 64 in

Sylvae 118, I bargain for a wedding Bed at bast. 41849
Pce The Bells ii, Hear the mellow "wedding bells. 155a

Huloet, "Weddynge chamber, thalamus. 1611 Bible
2 Esdras x. 1 When my Sonne was entred into his wedding
chamber, he fell downe and died. 159a Shaks. Rom. A> Jul.

IV. v. 87 Our *wedding cheare [turns] to a sad buriall

Feast. 1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 737 The Bride, That with

her "Wedding-cloaths undresses Her Complaisance and
Gentilesses. 1824 Miss Mitford Village I. 288 Betsy.,

prepared her wedding clothes, and looked hourly for the

bridegroom. 1857 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 26 A pair of

common nankeen lights,.. and blue "wedding-coat. 1633
Rowley Match at Midn. 11. i. Dab, One "wedding dinner

must serve both marriages. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Mis-
taken Milliner, Miss Amelia Martin was invited . . to honour
the wedding-dinner with her presence. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. ill. i. 78 Then let her beauty be her "wedding dowre.

1863 Kincsley Water-Bab. ii, They helped her on with her

"wedding-dress. 1633 Ford '

'Pis Pity in. v, They that now
dreame of a "wedding-feast, May chance to mourne the lusty

Bridegromes ruine. 1855 Longf. Hiazv. xi (heading*, Hia-
watha's Wedding-feast. 1795-6 Wordsw. Borderers 1. 331

The villagers Are flocking in—a "wedding festival. 1439
E. E. 1^7/^(1882) 118 My "weddynggown and all my clothis

of gold. 1767 Murphy Schoolfor Guard, iv. iv. 66, I have
brought your young lady's wedding-gown. 1798 Coleridge
Anc. Mar. 1. 31 The "Wedding-Guest here beat his breast,

For he heard the loud bassoon. 1881 Howells (title),

Their "Wedding Journey. 1611 Webster White Deril 11.

1. 190 Accursed be the priest That sang the *wedding

masse. 1661 Pepys Diary 10 Oct., So home, and intended

to be merry, it being my sixth "wedding night. 168a

Otway Venice Preserx'ed 1. 7 The very bed, which on thy

wedding night Receiv'd thee to the Arms of Belvidera.

1835 Dickens Si. Boz, Watkins Tottle i, I spent my wed.

ding-night in a back-kitchen chimney. i8o8Skurray Bid-

combe Hill 25 note, In the village of Horningsham. .it is

customary, when a young person dies_ unmarried, to ring

the "wedding peal on muffled bells, immediately on the

interment of the corpse. 1898 G. B. Shaw Plays II. Can-

dida 81 A travelling clock in a leather case (the inevitable

"wedding present). 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 11. 238

Thys noble yonge lorde ys clad in a new "weddynge robe.

1694 T. Brown Lottery for Ladies <r G. Wks. 1711 IV. 169

Dr. B s shall preach the "Wedding Sermon. C1610
Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady 1. i, If my "Wedding smock
were on. 1648 Herrick Hesper., ' Come sit we under
yonder Tree '22 Next we will . . talke of Brides ; and who
shall make That wedding-smock, this Bridal-Cake. 1508

R. Bernard Terence, Adclphi v. vii. (1607) 327 They which

sing the "wedding song. 1594 Taming of a Shrew (1844)

22 For this I sweare shall be my "wedding sute. 1728

Cibber Provoked Husb. HI. i. 53 The Wedding-suit of a first

Dutchess. 1695 Congreve Love for L. iv. xv, Ha, ha, ha 1

That a Man shou'd have a Stomach to a "Wedding Supper,

when the Pidgeons ought rather to be laid to his feet. 1711

Ramsay Three Bonnets IV. 53 To tell how meikle cakes and

ale..Was serv'd upon the "wedding-table. 1591 Shaks.

1 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 26 Behold, this is the happy "Wedding
Torch, That ioyneth Roan vnto her Countreymen. a 1729

Tickell Colin \ Lucy 43 He in his *wedding-trim so gay,

I in my winding-sheet !

b. wedding-breakfast, the entertainment form-

erly given at the bride's house after the marriage-

ceremony and before the departure for the honey-

moon ; wedding-cake, a large rich cake, covered

with icing and decorated with sugar ornaments,

cut and distributed to the guests at the wedding-

feast and sent in small portions to absent friends;

also attrib. ; wedding-cards, cards, bearing the

names of the two parties, sent out to friends as an

announcement of the wedding ; wedding-chest,

an ornamental chest made to contain a bride's

clothes, etc. ; fwedding church door = wedding

door; wedding-coffer ^.wedding-chest ; wedding-
day, the day on which a marriage is performed, or

which is fixed for the marriage ; also, an anniver-

sary of this day ; also attrib. ; f wedding door,

the church-door, or porch, at which couples were

married ; wedding-favour, a knot of white

ribbon, or a white rosette, sometimes worn by

guests at a wedding; wedding-finger = Ring-

fijigee ; wedding-flower, {a) Alorxa {Iris) robin-

WEDDING.
soniana, of Lord Howe's Island, N.S.W.

;
(b)

Dombeya natalensis, of S. Africa ; wedding-gar-
ment, a garment appropriate to, or customarily

worn at, a wedding; also fig. (with ref. to Matt,

xxii. 11-12); f wedding-garter, a garter worn

as a wedding-favour ; f wedding-house = Bride-

HOl'SE ; f wedding kirk door = wedding door;

f wedding-knives, ?a pair of knives worn at

the girdle by a bride ; wedding-knot, {a) fig. the

bond of matrimony; (b) Naut., a tie for uniting

the looped ends of two ropes (,Knight Diet. Mech.

1875) ; wedding-march, a march (Mendelssohn's,

if not otherwise specified) composed for perform-

ance at a wedding ; f wedding-monger, one

who is busied about a wedding ; wedding-ring,

a ring, usually of plain gold, placed by the bride-

groom on the third finger of the bride's left hand

as part of the ceremony, and worn by her ever after

;

also fig. ; wedding-sheet, a sheet laid on the

bridal bed and sometimes kept to form a shroud for

the bride at her death.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxx, To make the furnished

lodging decent for the "wedding-breakfast. 1859 Habits

Gd. Society xv. 372 It must be borne in mind that the wed-

ding-breakfast is not a dinner. 1648 Herrick Hester.,

Bride-Cake, This day my Julia thou must make For Mis-

tresse Bride, the "wedding cake. 1798 Coleridge Three

Graves €0 The wedding-cake with her own hand The ruth-

less mother brought. 1879 Mrs. F. D. Bridces Jrnl. Lady's

Trav. iii. (1883) 43 The Palace, somewhat of the wedding-

cake style of architecture, all over stucco ornaments and

whitewash. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xxix, I . .noticed

a basket containing some of the "wedding cards. 1888

A. K. Green Behind Closed Doors ii, My daughter's wed.

ding-cards are out. 1874J. H. Pollen Anc. /, Mod. Furni-

ture S. Kens. Mus. 127 Coffer.. The figures of angels.. on

the ends and the front panel are uninjured. It has been a

"wedding chest. X560 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden)

97 Paid.. for mendynge. .the window over the "wedinge

churcbe dore. 1904 Studio Sept. 303 2 "Wedding-coffers,

or * cassones,' as they are sometimes called, a 1553 Udall
Royster D. 1. iv. (Arb.) 26 What weepe on the "weddyng
day? be merrie woman. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. IV. v, 35

O Sonne, the night before thy wedding day, Hath death

laine with thy wife. 411700 Evelyn Diary 18 Nov. 1659,

Sir John Evelyn invited us. to the 41st wedding-day feast.

178a Cowier Gilpin 9 Though wedded. we have been These

twice ten tedious years, yet we No holiday have seen. To-

morrow is our wedding-day. 1847 C Bronte Jane Eyre
xxxvii, The third day from this must be our wedding-day,

Jane. 1470-3 Rec. Avdener \i Paid vnto John helyer for

reperacon don at the "weddyndor, vid. 1636 in Swayne
Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 205 A gallerie over the Wed-
ding doare in the Church. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.

Gen. 592/1 A "wedding favour, Lemniscus nuptialis. 188a

Besant Revolt of Man xi. (1883) 263 The church was

crammed with the guests in wedding-favours. 15A1 Recorde
Gr. Artes P ij, The "weddyng fynger (whiche is the nexte

to the little fynger). 1548 Patten Bxfed. Scot. H iv, Hurt

vppon the weddyng fynger of hys righte hande. 1888 'J. S.

Winter ' Booties Childr. xiii, She slipped it on to her wed-

ding-finger. 1869 in Gardeners' Chrcn. (1872) 23 Mar. 393/3

A large Iridaceous plant, termed the ' "Wedding Flower .

1516TiNDALE.il/rt1r.xxii. 11 The kyngc.spyed there a man
which had not on a "weddinge garment, c 1540 Coverdale

Fruitful Less. To Rdr. (1593) A 4 b, The old Adam ought

we to lay aside, .and to put on Christ the Lord, as the new
wedding garment. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 51 Is

supper ready, the house trim'd, . .and euery officer his wed-

ding-garment on 1 1663 Butler Hud. l.ii. 524 Are these the

fruits o' th' Protestation, . . Which all the Saints, and some,

since Martyrs, Wore in their Hats, like "Wedding-Garters.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 519/2 "Weddynge (howus A"., hous P.),

idem quod Brydale howse, supra. 1483 Catk, Angl. 412/1

A Weddyng howse, nuptorium. 1684 D'Ukfey Pills (1719)

II. 31 Willy was late at a Wedding house, Where Lords

and Ladies dane'd all arow. 1530 Extracts Aherd. Reg.

(1844) I. 137 He was found in the "vedding kirk dur with

his bonat on his heid. 1596 Ediu. Ill, n. ii. 173 Here by
my side doth hang my "wedding knifes. cl6ao Dekker
Match me in Loudon v. (1631) 70 See at my Girdle hang

my wedding kniues. 190a ' Roma White ' Backsheesh ni.

33 Of course, from the British Public point of view the Mos-

lem "wedding knot is not altogether respectable. 1850 J.

Benedict -V*. Life Mendelssohn 42 The gorgeous "Wedding-

march. 1903 J. L. Allen Mettle ofPasture ii. 33 The loud

crash of the wedding march closed their separate pasts with

a single melody. 1671 Caryl Sir Salomon 11. 29 By that

time the Lawyers, the Taylers, the Semstresses, and nnnng

Poets, with the rest of the "Wedding-Mongers, will have all

things in readiness, c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 812 And
heere agayn my clothyng I restoore, And eek my "weddyng

ryng. C1540 Coverdale Fruitful Less. (1593) Kk ab, The

same holie Ghost, who is.. the earnest pennle of saluation,

the wedding ring of grace. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. u.

i3oWouldst thou not.. from my false hand cut the weeding

ring? 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd.t, Commw. 41 The sand

about us seemes to be our wedding Ring, and the riches of

the Sea our Dowrie. 1704 Prior To Yng. Gent, in Love

70 The Moral of the Tale I sing (A Posy for a \V edding

Ring). 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxvii, The only article ot

ornament of which she stands possessed appears to be her

wedding-ring. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 105 Prythee to night,

Lay on my' bed my "wedding sheetes, remember. 1823

Lockhart Reg. Dalton I. viii. (1842) 46 Her wedding-sheet,

which, according to the primitive fashion of the district, had

been carefully laid by for that purpose, was formed into the

shroud which enveloped her remains.

II For alternative forms of many of these colloca-

tions see Bridal 2, Bride jA.i 5 a, 6, Marriage 8,

Nuptial a. 1. The adjectival force of wedding is

recognized in the following quot.

:

1530 Palsgr. 329/1 (' The Table of Adjectyves ')
Weddyng,

belongyng to maryage, nuptial.



WEDDINGER. 247 WEDGE.

Weddinger (we-dirpj). dial, [f. Wedding
+ -Kit *.] A wedding-guest

; //. the whole wedding-
party, including bride and bridegroom.
iSoi G. V. Sampson Statist, Surv. Londonderry 458 After

a few days' carousal among the groom's friends, the wed-
dingers move towards the brides country. 1811 Ora <$

Juliet IV. 185 Hut wont you have some cake, ladies, before
the weddingers come to church? 1887 Hall Caine Son of
//agar 11. xv, 'Good luck to the weddiners!' they said.

1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. (ed. 2) 205 The weddingers
passed down the littleslope leading to the churchyard gate,

Weddir(e, obs. ff. Weather, Wetheb.
Weddow(e, obs. forms of Widow.
Weddre, -ur, -yr, obs. forms of Weather.
tWede, v. Obs. Forms: i-weda.n($ sing. f>res.

w6t(t), 3 weden, -asm, 3-5 wede, (3 weede,
4 wed, wedde, 3-4 wide), 5 Sc. weide, weid,
weyd. [OE. widan = OS. vidian, OHG. wuoten
(MHG.ww^w, mod.G. wiiteri), ON.6da :-OTeut.
*wd<tjan

%
f. *wodo- mad : see Wood aA

1. intr. To be or become mad. Cf. Awede.
cgooBarda's Hist, v. xiii. (1890) 438 CwxiTi he ; Ne wede ic

[L. nan insanio], ciooo Acs. Gosp. John x. 20 Deofol is on
him& he wet. ai«s Leg. Kath. 1264 pesketser. .asmon pet
bigon to weden & to wur5en ut of his ahne witte, wodeliche
jeide [etc.). a 1300 Cursor M. 3749 Me es sua waa, ahnast
1 weede. C1350 Will. Palerne 1509 He., went horn ajeine,
Weping as he wold wide for wo & for soiwe. 13. . E. E.
Allit. P, B 1585 So was be wyje wytles, he wed we! ner.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 539, 1 am all in aunter, sa akis me be
wame, Of werke welt ne I wede. c 1400 Rowland <$ Otnel
936 Hc.ferde als he wolde wede. 11413 Aniurs of Arth.
558 (Ireland MS.) Ne^tehond Syr Wauan wold wede, So
wepputte he fulle sore.

D. Phrase. To wede {out) of, but wit,
\%,, Cursor M. 13975 Of piswomman be grete fairede Did

mani man of witt to wede. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron, v. x. 1903
Bot ay withe rods reythe he [rerdej, Wedande but wit as
a wode man. ^1450 I.e Morie Arth. 651 Nighe of witte
she wold wede. c 1470 Henry Wallace n. 205 Thocht I for
wo all out off witt suld weid 1

2. To be wild with anger or desire; to rage.

Const, again ; to (do something).
ciooo JElfric Saints' Lives xvi. 225 He [the Devil] wet

nu swiSe and wyn5 on 5a cristenan. c 1200 Ormin 14140
Fra batt gredijnesse patt dob be mann to wedenn rihht To
winnennerblicahhte. aii*sAncr.R, 264H won mon log^eS
him bi ure Louerde, beonne on erest biginneS be deoflen to
weden. a 1300 Cursor M. 2408 Quen pai be see, for bi
fairhede To reue me be ban sal bai wede. c 14*5 Wvntoun
Cron. v. vi. 1179 Fra bine he cessit for to weide Agayne be
cristyn men in deide. Ibid. v. xiii. 4624 In ire as he was
wedande ben. e 1460 Towneley Myst. xv. 47 No wonder if

I wede, I that may do no dede j howshuld I thcder wynffor
eld ! a 1500 Ratis Raving 2480 Wedand in a rage.

b. Of waves, pestilence: To rage, be furious.
C900 Bxda's Hist, in. xv. (1890) 200 pa yoa weollon &

weddon baes sa;s. c 1425 WywtouM Cron. ix. iii. 230 In
Scotlande bat 3here in wiolence (Was,] wedande be thride
pestilence.

Hence fWeding (Sc. wedand) />/>/. a.
t
raging,

raving,

c 715 Corpus Gloss. L 198 Limphaticus, woedendi. c 888
Alfred Boeth. vii. § 4 Hwa ms^ baem wedendan fcietsere
xenoh forsifan ?

_
c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecilia) 572

Almacius cane til hire say : bat wedand wodnes do away,
& sacryfy oure godis til. ^1425 Wyntoun Cron. viti. xi.

1776 Al brym he belyt in to brethe, And wrythit al in wedand
wrethe. 01500 Ratis Raving [644 Fore wedand Joy beand in
vages Lattis al suthfast gud knawleges.

"Wede, obs. form of Weed.
Wedenisdai, obs. form of Wednesday.
t Wedenonfa'. Sc. Obs, P'orms : 6 wedon-
ynpha (vedumfa), 8 wytenon-fa, 9 weidin-
onfa. [f. OK we*den- (in wtden-keort, -sioe) mad +
0,lf*\ Onfall. Cf. Widdendheam.] Ague (in later
use spec, puerperal ague, Weed sb.'i), or a fit of this.
C1500 Rowlis Cursing 57 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter.

Club) 300 The worme, the wareit wedonynpha \Maitl. MS,
vedumfa], Rumbursin, ripplis, or bellythrafw]. 1597 in
Pitcairn Crim. Trials (Bannatyne Club) II. 27 Item, for
hailhng of women of the Wedonynpha [by sorcery]. 175s
R. Forbes Ajax etc. Jml. to Portsmouth 33, I wis fiey'd
that she had taen the wytenon-fa, ..far she shuddered a' like a
khppcrt in acauld day. 1808 Jamif.son, Wedonyplta. . .This
[seequot. 1755] is rendered 'trembling, chattering '. But it is
the term generally used in the North, to express that disease
peculiar to women, commonly called a weid; weidinonfa.
Ang[us].

Weder(e : see Weather, Wetheh, Whither.
li Wederdoper. rare~K [Du. wederdooper, f.

weder again + dooper baptizer : see Dopper *.1 (See
quot.)

* 547 N. Ward Simp. Cobler 16 The Crowds of foraigneW ederdopers, that is Anabaptists.
Wederlyng, corrupt f. querdlyng, Codling 2.
a 1400 Tistill 0/Susan 102 pe wince and be wederlyng.
Wedeater. Obs. -1 (Meaning uncertain.)
I34

? n
Jt

-{
U Red Bk

-
Brhto1 ('9oo) II. 12 [Ordinac'iones

pro fullo:ubus.] Item ordynee est qe mil mestre paye a
nulefemme quest appelee Wedestere. .synoun yd. le lour.
Wedeu, -ew(e, Wedewer: see Widow, -er.
Wedge (wed^), sb. Forms : I waecg, wecg,
w©gge, U weeg), 4-7 wegge, (5 vegge, weegge,
weggha), 5-6 weg(e, 5-7 wagge, 6 wadge, wegg,
7 wedg, $- -wedge. PL 6 wedgies, Sc. vagis,
wagis. [Com. Teut. (not found in Gothic): OE>
wg^masc. corresponds to OS. Wtfgi wedge (MLG.w'&>re,wig?t,LG. wegge wedge, wedge-shaped cake),

MDu. wegge, wigge (mod.Du. wegge fern., wedge-
shaped cake, wiglem., wedge), OliG. weggi, wecki,

wedge (MHG. wegge
i
wecke

i
wedge, wedge-shaped

cake; mod.G. dial, week, wecken masc, wedge,

wedge-shaped cake), ON. vegg-r wedge (Norw.

vegg, Da. vxgge, MSw. vdgge, vigge, Sw. vigg,

vigge) :—OTeut. *wayo-z.
The affinities of the word are somewhat uncertain. Some

scholars regard it as cognate with OHG. ivaganso ^ (see

ivagense in Grimm D. Wb,}, ON., Norw. vang>ie, Gr. obit's

(Hesychiu*) ploughshare, OPrussian tvagni-s coulter, Lith.

vdgis pin, plu^, f. 1 ndogermanic root *ivogk"- (Teut. *wag
)

;

cf. Skr. vah- ? to force.

The LG. and Du. form with i for e (whence perh. the Sw.
form and the Kng. Wig sb.\ a kind of cake) is not easy to

account for. It may be due to a special sound-change In

some local dialect ; the hypothesis that it represents an
ablaut-variant (OTeut. *we£Jo-z) is inadmissible.]

1. Apiece of wood, metal, or other hard material,

thick at one end and tapering to a thin edge at the

other ; chiefly used as a tool operated by percussion

(or, lessfrequently, pressure) applied to the thick end,

for splitting wood, stone, etc., forcing apart con-

tiguous objects, dilating a fissure or cavity, tighten-

ing or securing some part of a structure, raising a

heavy body, and other similar purposes. Hence,
in Mechanics, the type of simple machine of which
the wedge proper is an example, and which in-

cludes also knives, chisels, and cutting and piercing

instruments in general ; formerly reckoned sepa-

rately among the 'mechanical powers', but now
regarded as a variety of the inclined plane.

C7»s Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 970 Cuneus, waecg. a 1050
Liber Scintill. xxvii. (1889) 103 Vfele treowes on oste yfel

naesel o35e wecg on to fa^stnijenne vs. a 1350 J. de Gar.
lande in Wright Voc. (1857) I 37 ^ l cum cuneis [glossed

• wedgys] et cavillis. 1357 in Pipe Roll32 Edw. Ill m. 34/2
ij. Weg^es ferri. c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. xlv. 4 Thorw
wich pyn ther goth a litel wegge which bat is cleped the
hors, pat streyneth alle thtse parties to hepe. c 1440 York
Myst. xxxv. 235 Goode wegges schall we take bis tyde, and
feste be foote[of the cross]. Ibid. 242 Gyffe me bis wegge, I

schall it in dryue. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 81/2 Clyte, or clote,

or vegge, cuneus. ? 1474 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 147,

j weegge of yron. 15*3-34 Fitzhebb. Ifitsb. § 3 The plough-
fote is a lyttell pece of wodde, with a croked ende set before
in a moneys in the ploughe-beame, sette fast with wedges,
to dryue vppe and downe. 154a Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844)
1. 184 To. .reformeand mend the artillery, and tomak carttis,

boolis, vagis, and all vder necessaris belangand thairto. 1555
Eden Decades (Arb.) 369 The marble stone, .they breake
and cleaue with wedgies of iren. 1569 Spenser Theat.,
Sonets v, I heard the tronke to grone vnder the wedge. 1613
in Trans. Exeter Dioc. Archit. Soc. Ser. 11. (1867) I. 395
For 5 peire of iron wegges to make faste the brasses, xij d.

1648 Wilkins Math. Magic 1. viiL 52 The fift Mechanicall
faculty is the Wedge, which is a known instrument, com-
monly used in the Cleaving of wood. 1697 Drvden sEtieis
vn. 711 Tyrrheus . . left his Wedge within the cloven Oak.
1711 Milit. 9f Sea Diet. it. (ed. 4), Wedges are us*d to make
fast the Mast in the Partners. They also put a Wedge into
the Heels of the Top-Masts, to bear them upon the Tressel-
Trees. 1718 Cham bersC>c/.,/K^(J^-^, Cuneus, inMechanicks,
the last of the five Powers or simple Machines.. .To the
Wedge may be refer'd all Edge-Tools, and Instruments
which have a sharp Point, in order to cut, cleave, slit, chop,
pierce, bore, or the like ; as Knives, Hatchets, Swords, Bod-
kins, &c 1773 W. Emerson Princ. Mech. (ed. 3) 44 The
sharper the wedge, or the more acute its angle, the easier it

will divide any thing or overcome any resistance. 1784
Cowper Task v. 43 ^rtb goes the woodman. .To wield the
axe And drive the wedge in yonder forest drear, a 1790 W.
Newton tr. Vitruvius x, xviii. (1791) 266 The distended
ropes, .are then confined at the holes with wedges, that they
may not slip. 184a Min. Proc. Inst. Civil Engin. II. 73
The wedges employed to secure the rails in the chairs are
similarly compressed. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Wedge,
..a small fastening for a door or window. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Wordt'k., Setting.up, raising a ship from her blocks,
shores, &c. by wedges driven between the heels of the shore
and the dock foundation. x888 W. E. Nicholson Gloss.
Terms Coal Trade (E.D.D.), Wedge, a sharp or flat pointed
iron or steel, used for splitting and breaking coal or stone.

19*3 Afy Magazine Jan. 22 Wedge. A small piece of wood
placed under the heel of a living model for support. It is

seen in statues.

b. Grafting, (a) A peg to keep the cleft open.

(5) The tongue or tapered end of a scion or stock.
i5*3-34Fitzherb. Husb. § 136 Thou muste baue. .a mallet,

to dryue the knyfe and thy wedge in-to the tree. 1653
Austen Eruit-Trees 48 Being cloven with the knife, and a
wedge of Box, or other hard wood knockt in, to keep it open,
then prepare the Graft (etc.]. 1832 Planting 30 in Libr,
Use/. Know!., Husb. Ill, The upper division of the scion
made by the slit, termed the tongue or wedge, is then in-
serted into the cleft of the stock.

c. The movable slip of wood, tapered on one
side, by means of which the blade of a carpenter's
plane is adjusted and fastened in the stock.
1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iv. 64 This knocking on the

Britch [of a plane] raises the Iron, so it also raises and loosens
the wedge

: therefore . . whenever you knock upon the Britch,
you must also knock upon the wedge, to fasten the Iron
again.

d. Arch. A voussoir.

_
1716 Leoni A IbertVs Archit. I. 73 b, The last wedge, which

is called the key-stone, shou'd be cut according to the lines
of the other wedges, but left a small matter bigger at the top,
so that it may.. drive the lower wedges closer together.
a 1790 W. Newton tr. Vitruviussi. xu(i79i) 147 Inedifices
which are built with piers and arches of wedges with the
joints tending to their centers, the extreme piers are to be
made of a greater breadth, that they may resist the force

1 when the wedges, pressed by the weight of the walls, and
impelling toward the center, thrust against the abutments.
1849 Freeman Archit. 20 We might conceive a:i arch whose
vou-soirs should be wedges, not of stone, .but of wood.
2. fig, and in fig. context.
1581 j. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor. 278 Take an other

)
unvanquishable argument such as all y« Herctioues wedges

j

with alt their Beatelies and malles cannot beat abroad. ci6ao
I A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 13 Now I am cum to a knot

that I have noe \\edg to cleave. 1645 Fuller Good Th. in
,
Bad Times u. vi, '1 he same wedge wil serve to cleave the

I

formerdifficulty. 1704 F. FuLLER^i/tr^.G>w«.(i7ii) 78, Ihope
I these Reflections will not be misinterpreted.. as a Wedge
- to make way for any Design oCmine. 1841 Calhoun Sp. Wks.

1861 IV. tx This bill isthe entering wedge for all the measures
I

of the session. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liv. xxvii. 267
j

Just as he had fixed on the astute question which was to

j

drive the first wedge into the mystery, Guy turned., and met
!

him full. 1909 G. A. T. Middleton Eng. Ch. Archit. i. 17
England became a wedge of paganism driven in as it were

!
I etween the Christianity of the Continent.,and the Christian-

j

ity of Ireland. 1913 K. Lucas Ld. North xiv. II. 168 Sheb
j

burne.. perceived that there was room for a wedge to be
driven in between the French and the Americans.

b. Phr. The thin {little or small) end of the
wedge, a small beginning which it is hoped or
feared may lead to something greater. Also allrib.

1858 Tkollopf. Dr. Thorne xxxi, (Chapter-heading) The
Small End of the Wedge, /bid., We have a!l heard of the
little end of the wedge. ..That pill had been the little end of

Lady Arabella's wedge. Up to that period she had been
Struggling in vain to make a severance between her husband
and her enemy [the doctor]. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong.
(1S77) II. x. 460 '1 he rule [of Chrodegang] was but the small
end of the wedge. 1884 Graphic 20 Dec. 639/3 Cremation
advocates have managed to get in the thin end of the wedge

I in Fiance.
attrib. 1896 Daily IVnvs 21 Feb. 5/1 How many reforms

have the Tories resisted with the thin-end-of-the-wed^e
argument.

3. An ingot of gold, silver, etc. 7 Obs.
Presumably so called because the ordinary form of an ingot

was that of a wed^e ; cf. Heb, laldn, lit. 'tongue ', used in the
same sense; but in the Eng. use uf the word there appears

j

to be no evidence of any reierence to shape. The OK. wecg
]

is in translations of Matt, xvii.27 used for ' piece of money '

i
(rendering L stater).

C900 Batda'sHist, 1. i. (1800) 26 Berende on wecga orum
j

ares & isernes, leades & seolfres. c 1000 i*ELFRIC //out. I. 60
Hi behwyrfdon heora are. .on sumum gyldenum wecge, and
done on s<e awurpan. c 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 141/34
Metaltum, a;lces kynnes wecg vel ora o5oe clyna. c 1380
Wyclif Wks, (i83o) 49 pei wilen not touche an halpeny or
ferping wib be coyn . .of the kyng, ..a weeg of siluer or a
cuppe of gold bei wolen handil faste. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy
in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 171 Also Pruse mene make here
aventure Of plate ofsylvere, of wegges gode and sure In grete
plente. ^1450 Cai'grave St. Aug. (iyio) 48 He. .made be
vesselesof syluyr wbech longed on-to becberch to be molten,
and be weggis berof be sold and departed to por men. 1535
Coverdalk Jtfb xxv'ui. 16 No wedges of gold of Ophir. 1560
Bible (Geneva) Josh. vii. 21 Two hundretb shekels of siluer
and a wedge of golde of fyftie shekels weight. [So 1611
{margin, Heb. tunge)]. 1585 HlClNS Junius* Nomencl.
403/1 Aurum purum, infect urn,, .gold vmvrought, and in

the wedge. i6i3[see Ingot i]. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
140 Fifty thousand Talents of vncoyned Gold, besides siluer
wedges. 1694 Bhacge Disc. Parables v. 194 'Tis like a
child's slighting a wedge of gold, and rather pursuing an
empty bubble because it shines and glitters. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 196, I found there..some small Bars or
Wedges of Gold.

b. Cant. Silver, whether money or plate.

1725 New Cant. Diet., Wedge, Plate, or Silver or Gold
Moveables and Trinkets: Also Money. 181a SportingMar.
XXXIX. 209 A convenient fencing repository, from the
lady's tyke to the nobleman's wedge. x8ai Life D. //ag.
£'irt (cd. 2) 98, I had some wedge planked in a garret m
North Leith. . . I was anxious to convert it into blunt. 1896
Westtn. Gaz. 29 May 21 Between two and three I turns
over a pawnbroker's shop, and gets safe away with a lot of
wedge—that's silver plate.

attrib. 1812 J. H. Valx Flash Diet. s. v. Wedge, A wedge-
feeder, a silver-spoon. 1839 Ainsworth Jack Sheppard II.

xiv, A wedge-lobb, otherwise known as a silver snuff-box.

4. A lump or cake of any solid substance.
>577 E- Googb //eresbach's Husb. lit. 146 b, The Creame

..is.. put into a vessell..wherin with often beating and
moouing up and downe, they so shake the milke, as they
seuer the thinnest part of from the thicke, which at the fyrst
gather together in little crombles, and after with the con-
tinuance of the violent moouing commeth to a whole wedge,
or cake [L. in vtassam cogatur\. 17*8 E.S[.MiTn]CVw//ea/
Housew. (ed. 2) 57 When you have churned, wash your
Butter., and beat it well..; let it stand in a Wedge, .till the
next morning. 1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley \. iv. 74 Dif-
ferent kinds of rude money. .; skins in one country, shells
in another, and wedges of salt in a third.

6. transf. a. A formation of troops tapering to

the front or van, in order to cleave a way through
an opposing force, (prig, after L. cuneus ; cf.

wedge-battle in 10.) Now more widely of a body
of people.
1614 Ralf.gh Hist. World in. xii. § 7. 152 Taking a choise

Companie of the most able men, whom he cast into the forme
of a Wedge, or Diamond. 1615 H. Peacham Relat. Affairs
Cleve «r Gulick C 2 b, The Horse, .were showne in the field

in order of fight : their manner was in forme of a Pile or

wedge, called of the old Romans, Cuneus. 1674 Milton P. R.
111. 309 See how in warlike muster they appear, In Rhombs
and wedges, and half moons, and wings. 1697 Drvdf.n

AEneis xit. 842 One Soul inspiring all, Form'd in a Wedge,
the Foot approach th« Wall. 1802 C. Jamks Milit. Diet.

s.v. 1821 Shelley Hellas 377 Thrice their keen wedge of

battle pierced our lines. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) si Oct.

2/1 A wedge of 15 or i3 policemen were endeavouring to be
driven into that meeting. 1900 M. Hewlett Richard Yea*
and-Nay Et. ix, The wedge held firm ; red work for axe and
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swords while it lasted. 1913 J. H. Morrison On Trail
Pioneers 1 Every entrance is blocked, and down every gang-
way a long wedge of standing people has been driven deep
into the heart of tiie house.

b. The V-shaped formation adopted by a number
of geese or other wildfowl when flying.

[1725 Watts Logic II. ii. § 1 The wild Geese flew over the
Thames in the Form of a Wedge.] 1869 Blackmore Lorna
Doone xxix, So like half a wedge of wildfowl, to and fro we
swept the field. 1889 Daily News 11 Jan. 5/3 There drifts

over the moor a wedge of clangorous geese, making for the

Channel.

c. gen. Something in the form of a wedge ; a

wedge-shaped part or piece of anything.
1821 Shelley Adonais 1, One keen pyramid with wedge

rublime, Pavilioning the dust of him who planned This refuge

for his memory. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Making a Night
of it, A pot of the real draught stout, and. .cushions of
bread, and wedges of cheese, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xii.

89 The glacier here, .was cut up into thin wedges. 1889 H.
Saunders Man. Brit. Birds 660 The three outer primaries
are of ;i dusky-black which becomes paler towards the edges
of the inner webs, though there is no grey ' wedge '. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 430 It is better, instead of remov-
ing such a kidney, to treat each focus independently by
scraping or by the excision of a wedge.

d. A strip of land narrowing to a point.

[1678 Phillips (ed. +\ Wedge, a Sand so called, being broad
at the West end, and sharp at the East end, and lies on the
North side of the Marget Sanris.] 1867 Murchison Siluria
xvii. (ed. 4) 412 The Coal-field, .thins out ..so much that to

the west of Be'thune it has merely become a narrow wedge.
1918 Blackw. Mag. June 771/2 The white wedge of Xildin
Island is now on our port bow.

e. In an organ (see quot.).

1852 Seidel Organ 78 The wedge of the mouth.. is the
interval between the under lip and the language.

f. iMeteorol. A narrow wedge-shaped area of high

pressure between two adjacent cyclonic systems
;

also the representation of this on a weather-chart.
1887 R. Abercromby Weather ii. 26 Between the two

cyclones the isobar of 29-9 ins. projects upwards, like a wedge
or an inverted letter V., but this time encloses high pressure

;

this shape of lines is called a ' wedge '.

g. The wedge-shaped stroke in cuneiform char-

acters. Also attrib.

1821 Rich Babylon fy P. (1839) 249 The wedges in the third

[kind of inscription] cross each other. 1883 G- Evans Est,
Assyriol. 6 The kind of writing in the copies, with the wedge
as its fundamental element, was to them perfectly new.
1881 Tylor Anthroi. i. 11 Deciphered from the wedge-

characters of Nineveh. 1915 Pinches in Proc. Soc. Bibl,

Archxol. XXXVII. 90 We have a direct testimony to the
practice outside the wedge-inscriptions.

h. Short for wedge-shell (see 10).

1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 157 Wedge, Donax.

0. Ceom. a. A triangular prism, t>. A simple

solid formed by cutting a triangular prism by any
two planes.

1710 J. Clarke tr Rohault's Nat. Philos. (1729) I. 87 Let
ABC represent a Wedge ; and let CG be perpendicular to

AB. 1829 Nat. Philos., Meek. 11. x. 43 (TJ.K.S.) A Wedge
is a solid figure, which is called in geometry a triangular
prism. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 24/2 The wedge being
merely the frustum of a triangular prism, we have at once
[etc.]. 1895 A. Lodge Mensuration 7 If from a triangular

prism of indefinite length,a piece is cut off by two transverse

p'anes which are not parallel, this piece is called a wedge.

7. Her. A charge consisting of an isosceles tri-

angle with a very aoute angle at its vertex.

1716 S. Kent Gramm. Her., Proctor of Norfolk ; He
beareth Or, three Wedges Sable. 1780 Edmondson Her,
II. A /ph. Arjtts, Isam or hhavt. Vert, three wedges ar.

1847 W. S. Evans Gramm. Her. 151 The Nail (sometimes
called the Passion-nail), .must not be confounded with the

Wedge, which is of course wider at the top, and in shape
something like a pile.

8. Cambridge University. The (wooden) wedge:
the student last in the classical tripos list.

This counterpart to the older ' wooden spoon ' (see Wooden
a.), designating the last man in the mathematical tripos, was
suggested by the fact that in the first classical tripos (1824)
the last man was Wedgwood of Christ's College, afterwards
famous as an English etymologist
185a Bristed Five Yrs. Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 253 Of the

remainder, five were Wranglers, four of these Double men,
and a fifth a favorite for the Wedge. . .The last man is called
the Wedge, corresponding to the Spoon in Mathematics.

9. Combinations, chiefly similative, as wedge-
block, -bolt, -fashion, -form, -head, -shape, -stone,

-wad ; wedge-billed, -sided adjs.

1836 E. Stanley Fam. Hist. Birds xiii. (184S) 289 Tribe 1.

Cuneirostral (*Wedge-Billed). 1868 Rep. to Govt. U.S.
Munitions of War 55 The breech is opened and closed by
a *wedge-block worked by a hinged lever. 1892 Greener
Breech-Loadef 22 A round steel *wedge-bolt. 1665 J. Webb
Stone-Heng 190 These [stones] also were either of a *Wedge
fashion, or wedged under the Great One. 180a Playfair
lllustr. Hutton. Theory 295 This *wedge-form of the whin-
stone masses. 1899 Westm.Gaz. 7 June 4/2 A disc on which
black and white wedge-forms alternated. 1880 Encycl. Brit.

XIII. 343/1 These [bars of steel] are welded together by
forging to * wedge-heads, tying together with wire [etc.].

1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 43 The white thorn
[hedge], .when properly trained, and occasionally cut over,

or dressed in the *wedge-shape, ..will but for ages. 1895

Hoffman Begin. Writing 141 The end of the stick would be

sharpened into a wedge-shape. i8jj2 Mechanics' Mag. 10

July 23 When taper or ' *wedge-sided ' type is employed,
the cylinder need not be more in circumference than the size

of the sheet of paper. 1854 Ct. E. de Warren tr. De
Saulcy's Round Dead Sea II. 113 The voussoir, or early

*wedge-stone. 1879 Man. Artill. Exerc. 53 *Wedge wads
..consist of two wooden wedges connected by a piece of

cane. . . These wads are to be rammed home separately after

the projectiles.

10. Special comb. : + wedge-battle = sense 5 a

;

wedge-bill, a bird with a wedge-shaped bill, as

(a) the Australian Sphenostoma eristatum
;

(b) a

S. American humming-bird of the genus Schistes

;

wedge-bone, f(<z) the sphenoid bone; (b) a small

bone sometimes occurring in lizards on the under-

surlnce of the spinal column at the junction of a

pair of vertebra?; wedge-coral (see quot.); wedge-
draining, a mode of draining land, somewhat
similar to plug- draining; wedge-fern, a fossil

fern of the genus Spkenopteris ; wedge-fid Naut.
(see quot.) ; wedge-form, -formed adjs. =
AYedge-shaped ; wedge-grafting (see quots.)

;

wedge-gun, a field-gun in which a wedge is used

in closing the breech ; wedge-leaf fern = wedge-

fern ; wedge-micrometer, a graduated wedge-

shaped piece of metal or glass, to be thrust between

two fixed points to determine their distance apart;

wedge-photometer Astr., an instrument consisting

of a wedge of glass, used for measuring the com-
parative brightness of stars; wedge-press, a press

used for extracting oil from seeds ; wedge-shell,

a marine bivalve, belonging to Donax or allied

genera ; wedge-tailed a., having a wedge-shaped

tail ; used spec, in the names of birds, as the wedge-

tailed eagle (Uroaetus audax) of Australia, and

the wedge-tailed gull, Rhodostethia rosea,

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 78 Out of a square of men
hath bin reduced a triangle or *wedge battell in perfect

order to fight. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (1638) 273 The
wedge battell of the Christians could not of the Turks be

broken. 1848 Gould Birds of Australia III. PI. 17 Crested

*Wedge-bill. 1861 — Trochil. IV. PI. 219 Schistes persona,
lus,.. Masked Wedge-bill. Ibid, PI. 220 White-throated
Wedge-bill. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 442 Sphenoides or

the *Wedge-bone. 1871 Huxley AHat, Vert. v. 217 Such a

. .sub-vertebral wedge-bone is commonly developed beneath

and between the odontoid bone and the body of the second
vertebra, i860 Gosse Actinol. Brit. 324 The Smooth-ribbed
"Wedge-coral. Sphenotrochus Macandrewanus. Ibid. 326

The Knotted Wedge-coral. Sphenotrochus Wrightii. 1830

Cumb. Farm Rep. 67 in Libr. Usef. Knoivl., Husb. Ill,

The "wedge or brick draining, .is certainly not so well known
among practicat farmers as its merits deserve. 1867 W. W.
Smyth Coal fy Coal-mining 36 Sphenopteris (*wedge-fern).

1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-Ik., * Wedge-fids, for top and top-

gallant masts ; in two parts, lifting by shores and sett-wedges.

1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol, 221 Ovatedly "wedge-form.
1843 Holtzapffel Turningl.15 In many plants the wedge-
form plates, .appear as an irregular cellular tissue. 1822

J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 188 A longitudinal, "wedge-
formed, equivalved bivalve. i8fii Darwin in Life <$ Lett.

(1887) III. 265 These packets cohere into manywedge-formed
masses in Orchis. 1838 W. Barron in Gardener's Mag.
XIV. 80 The grafting of the Cedrus Deodara on the Cedar
of Lebanon . . is accomplished bywhat I call *wedge-grafting.

1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. § 657 Wedge-grafting, .is a
modification of side-grafting. Ibid. § 664 Herbaceous wedge-
grafting is effected by paring the scion into a wedge shape,

and inserting it into a corresponding slit in the stock. 1876
Voylb & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), *Wedge Gun. 1851

Mantell Petr.f. 32 The other characteristic Wealden plant

is the Sphenopteris (S. Mautelli), or*wedge-leaf fern. 1891

Century Diet. s.v. Micrometer, *Wedge-micrometer. 1883

C. Pritchard in Mem. R. Astron. Soc. XLVII. 394 The
question, then, arises as to the applicability of the ^wedge-
photometer to the measurement of the magnitude, .of such
stars. 1844 Penny Mag. Sept. 381 The triturated seeds were
put into woollen bags which were wrapped up in hair-cloths,

and then submitted to the *wedge-press. 1820 Wodarch
Introd. Conchol. 23 Donax.—*Wedge-shell. 1848 Gould
Birds of Australia I. PI. 1 *Wedge-tailed Eagle. 187a

Coues Key N. Amer, Birds 316 Wedge-tailed, or Ross'

Rosy Gull. 1898 ' R. Boldrewood ' Canvas T<nvn Rom.
73 The great wedge-tailed Eagle soaring above them.

Wedge (wedg), v.1 Also' 5-6 wegge. [£
Wedge sb.]

1. trans. To tighten, fasten tight by driving in a

wedge or wedges. Also with in, on, up.

c 1440 Protnp. Parxi. 520/1 Wedge, wythe a wedge t Winch.
Wegge with a wegge], cuneo. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 24

Than maye he., tothe the rakes., and driue thetethe vpwarde
faste and harde, and than wedge them aboue with drye

woode of oke. 1667 Boyle in Phil. Trans. II. 590 A piece

of Shining Wood, wedged in with a piece of Cork. 1678

Moxon Mecft. Exerc, iv. 66 The Iron [of the Plane] being

then well wedg'd up. 1712 A. Philips Briton in. v. 32 My
Chariot straight ; another, for the Prince. Store them with

Spears ; wedge on the keenest Scythes, a 1790 W, Newton
tr. Vitruvius vi. xi. (1791) 146 When posts are placed under
them, and wedged, the beams cannot settle or be damaged.
1816 Jane Austkn Emma xxviii, I have been assisting^Miss

Fairfax in trying to make her instrument stand steadily..

.

You see we have been wedging one leg with paper. 1826

Gwilt tr. Vitruvius vt. xi. (i860) 148 When posts are intro-

duced and wedged up under them, the beams are prevented
from sagging. 1840 H. S. Tanner Canals $ Rail Roads
U.S. 151 The wooden key used in wedging fast the upper
string piece. 1842 Min. Proc. Inst. Civil Engtn. II. 78
Compressed trenails, .would hold tighter than the trenails

now used, which require to have the points split and wedged
Up. 1875 Carpentry $ Joinery 55 The simple but useful

operation of wedging tenon and mortice joints.

t b. transf. and fig. To fasten firmly or attach

to. Obs.
1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian iv. 191 Both the Emperours.

.

seeking to win and wedge men to their seuerall Pactions, by
faire Promises. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 11. 46 They
find the Prelates and Popes themselves, so wedg'd and link'd

to Secular advantages, they have not time to think upon
God.

t c. To render (a gun) useless by the insertion of
a wedge. Obs.
1680 Exact Jml. Siege Tangier 8 Leaving the Guns double

shotted, spiked and wedged with steel. Ibid, 1 1 The Men of
Charles Fort having Spiked and Wedged their great Guns.

d. To wedge up : to raise a ship before launching,

by means of slivers or wedges driven between the

false keel and the bilgeways.
1879 ' H. Colusgwood Secret ofSands x\x, Four months

. . saw her caulked, her seams paid, her hull painted, and, in

short, everything ready, even to wedging up, for launching.

2. To cleave or split by driving in a wedge.
1530 Palsgr. 778/2, I wedge a blocke, I put in a wedge to

cleave it, jc coigne.. .Wedge this blocke, it wyll ryve the
soner. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$- Cr. 1. i. 35 My heait, As wedged
with a sigh, would riue in twaine. 1678 [see Wedging vbl.

sb. 1).

b. To split off, to force apart, asunder, or open,

by driving in a wedge. Also_/%".

1853 Kane Grinnell ExP. xlvi. (1856) 423 And even now
great ledges are wedged off from the hillsides by the ice.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xix. vi. (1873) VIII. 201 Friedrich
and he are wedged asunder by that dike of Russians and
Austrians. 1873 Mogcridge Harv. Antsi. 33 Having con-
trived to wedge off several large flakes of the rock. 1894
Advance (Chicago) Oct. 4 It is not commonly the big things

but the little ones which wedge pastor and people apart.

1914 H. Balfour in Jrnl. R. Anthrop. Inst. XLIV. 33 A
billet of lime wood, split at one end and wedged open with
a stone.

3. transf. To drive, push, or squeeze (an object)

into something where it is held fast ; to fix firmly

by driving in, or by pressing tight. Const, into, in,

under, between. Also with adv., as in, up, down,
1513 Douglas sEneis xi. xv. 85 Quhill that the lance.,

wedgyt deip within hir cost stude. 1607 Dekker Whore^ of
Babylon L 1, Fall thunder, And wedge me into earth, stiffe

as I am. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 58 Among the

crow'd i' th' abbey, where a finger Could not be wedg'd in

more. 1665J WEBB.S7(?«£-//£H£'iQoThese[stones]alsowere
either of a Wedge fashion, or wedged under the Great One.
1697 Dampier Voy. I. vii. 195 Besides what Gold and Sand
they take up together, they often find great lumps, wedg'd
between the Rocks. 1697 Dryden ALneis v. 285 Serges.us
in the Centaur soon he pass'd, Wedg'd in the Rocky Sholes,

and sticking f;ist. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. iii, Squeezing my
legs together, [he] wedged them into the marrow-bone above
my waist. 1764 Footk Patron m. Wks. 1799 I. 353, I was
wedged so close in the pit, that I could scarcely get out.

1806 A. Duncan Life of Nelson 12 They became.. fast

wedged in the ice. 1849 Macaulay/Zis*. Eng. iii. I. 336 If

a coach or a cart entered those alleys, there was danger that

it would be wedged between the houses. 1852 Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. vii. 43 The boy . . tried to wedge some of his

cake into her mouth. 1869 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiv, Driven
into that nook, and wedged as he had described, was Gaffer's

boat. 1870 Spectator 19 Nov. 1370/1 If they are permitted

to go on, they will wedge themselves in between the Ger-
mans, and be able to enfilade the corps on each side, 1890
Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXVI. 239 In its persevering search

for the snails, it had got its head tightly wedged somedis-
tance into the wall. 1908 H. Wales Old Allegiance i. 14

He.. sat with. .his pipe firmly wedged in the corner of his

mouth.

*-fe . .

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 30 Nay your wit will not so soone

out as another mans will, 'tis strongly wedg'd vp in a blocke

head. 01659 Bp. Brownrig Serm. (1674) I. xxvL 340 He
wedges in the other Prayer for a competency of temporal

things. 1730 Portland PaPers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 29
Having been wedged down in this detestible place [the

Fleet prison] by an incurable and painful malady, poverty

and tatters.

4. To pack or crowd (a number of persons or

animals) in close formation, or in a limited space.

Also with together.

1720 Pope Iliad xvn. 846 While Greece a heavy-, thick

Retreat maintains, Wedg'd in one Body like a Flight of

Cranes. 1776 Gibbon Decl. $ F. i. (1782) 1. 16 The strength

of the phalanx depended on sixteen ranks of long pikes,

wedged together in the closest array. 1807 J. Baklow
Cohtmb. 111. 766 Here Zamor ranged his ax-men deep and
wide, Wedged like a wall and thus the king defied. 1844

Maria T. Asmar Mem. Babylonian Priuc. II. 6S The crowd
was prodigious. Men, women, and even children were

wedged in one dense mass. 1856 Stanley Sinai
<J-

Pal.

xiv. (1858) 465 A dense mass of pilgrims who sit or stand

wedged round it. 1871 Carlvle in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett.

(18S3) I. 8 The 2,000 human figures, wedged in the huge
room into one dark mass, were singular to look down upon.

5. intr. a. To become fixed or jammed tight by

(or as by) the operation of a wedge.
1726 Leoni Albertfs Archit. I. 55 Which all wedge to-

gether and intersect one another both with equal and un-

equal Angles. 1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 197/2 The
men started carefully, holding the saw quite true that later

it might not wedge.

b. To force one's way in. rare,

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass in. iii. 26 This comesof
. .haunting The Globes, and Mermaides \ wedging in with

Lords, Still at the table !

C. To wedge their way, to fly in a wedge-shaped

formation, tapering to the front or van. poet.

1667 Milton P. L. vii. 426 Part loosly wing the Region,

part more wise In common, rang'u in figure wedge thir way.

Wedge (weds), z/.2 In 7 wage. [Of obscure

origin ; the modern form is prob. less correct than

the earlier wage, but cf. Wedge sb. 4.] trans. To
cut (wet clay) into masses and work them by

kneading and throwing down, in order to expel air-

bubbles. Hence We*dging vbl. sb.
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1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 123 [Potter's clay] is brought to the

wagcing board, where it is slit into flat thin pieces. . : This
being done, they wage it, i. e. knead or mould it like bread.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 461 Wedging the clay is

a similar process [to that of slapping].. .The pressercuts off,

with a thin brass wire, a piece of clay from the mass, winch
he slaps forcibly between the palms of his hands, and then

with great violence throws it on the board. 1839 Ure Diet.

Arts ion The first of which is called the potter's sloping

[ed. 5, i860 slapping] or wedging, i860 W. White IVrekin

xxvii. 297 The [pug-]mill, however, continued to work, and
in lime convinced the men of their stupidity; and now, if

a man were ordered to ' wedge ' his own clay, his answer
would be ' Aw'll stroike first '. Ibid., The clay. .is. .thrown
into the ' pug-mill ', or ' wedging-mill ', a large upright cylin-

der, in which it is forced or screwed gradually downwards,
and extruded at the bottom in a continuous cubical mass.

Wedge, obs. var. Wage sb. and v.

1530 Palsgr. 287/2 Wedge a pledge, gaige, pleige. Ibid.

778/2, I wedge, I lay in pledge, je gaige. I wedge my
heed it is nat so.

Wedged (wed^d),///. a. [f. Wedge sb. andz/.l

+ -ED.] Shaped like a wedge.
155a Huloet, Wedged, cuneatns. 1722 A. Philips Briton

L El In Chariots, fang'd with Scythes, they scour the
Field: Drive through our wedged Batalions with a Whirl.
1730 A. Gordon Moppet s Amphith. 307 The Key-Stone in
the middle is wedged, and, as we say, Swallow-tail'd. 1809
Campbell Cert. IVyom. ill* xxv, With. .arrowy frize, and
wedged ravelin, a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters Wks. (Belfast
1846) 250 Above, around, in numerous flocks are seen Long
lines of ducks o'er this their fav'rite scene; Some to the
lake in wedged divisions bend. 1827 Encycl. Lend. XXII.
806/2 Two fore-teeth, of which the upper are wedged, the
lower are acute. 1867 Emerson Poems, May*day 29 Or
hark, Where yon wedged line the Nestor leads, Steering
north with raucous cry Through tracts and provinces of
sky. 1874 Thearle Naval Archil. 336 The cover being
secured by wedged buttons worked with a spanner. 1891
Century Dirt., Wedged, m zool., wedge-shaped ; cuneiform
or cuneate: as, a wedged bone; the wedged tail of a bird.

Wedge-like (we-d^laik), a. [f. Wedge sb, +
-like.] Like or resembling a wedge.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 48 There are com-

monly sixe bones, which compasse the braine on eerie side,
besides that which is called the wedge-like bone, which is

vnder the pallat of the mouth. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 456 The Wedge-like-forme of the country. 1652
Benlowes Tfuophila x. xci, But still thy knotty Brain with
wedg-like Anguish cleave. 1774 Goldsm. AW. Hist. VI.
239 Of these [teeth] there are six rows, ..sharp-pointed, and
of a wedge-like figure. 1840 Civil Engin. <$• Arch. Jml.
III. 125/1 They are farther secured by a wedgelike pin
driven into their centres. 1899 Allbutts Syst. Med. VIII.
598 Diminished by degrees into mere wedge-like streaks.

Wedge-shaped (we-d^ipipt), a. Shaped like

a wedge, cuneiform ; Bot. and Zool. = Cuneate.
j 788 J. White Jrnl. Voy. N.S. lVales(i 7go) 143 The tail [of

this bird] is long and wedge-shaped. 1796 Withering Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) III. 843 Leaves wedge-shaped. 1837 Civil
Engin. <V Arch. Jml. I. 24/2 The rafters to be of wood.,
and the section to be wedge-shaped. 1845 Lindley Sen.
Bot. \. (185S) 10 If very much wider at the point than at any
other part, they [leaves] are cuneate or ivedge-shaped. X867
Schele de Verb Studies in English 10 The wedge-shaped
inscriptions of Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes. 1893 Tuckey tr.

Hatschek's Amphioxus 00 Changing to high and sharply

pointed wedge-shaped cells.

Wedgewise (we-djiwsiz), adv. [f. Wedge sb.

+ -wise.] After the manner, in the form, of a
wedge.
1548 A'/v(7/VZ?/(:/.,C«»*a//w, wedgewyse, by lyttell bandes

or companies, imbattayled wedgewise. 1600 Holland Livy
11. I.79 They.. with a pointed battaile wedgewise pierced
through and made themselves passage. 1610 — Camden's
Brit. 1. 456 It lieth Wedg-wise upon the sea. 1657 R. Car-
penter Astrol. 28 That these words may be understood to
the bottom, and withstand all Objections; and that no
opposition may wedge-wise enter upon them. X703 Nkve
City ff C. Purchaser 10 Bricks moulded.. Wedge-wise,
broader above, than they are below. 185a De Morgan in
Graves Life Sir IV. R. Hamilton (1889) HI. 415 Nothing
but two sheets of thin pasteboard, .with three bits of book-
covering cloth, .pasted on, so as to open out wedgewise.
1900 M. Hewlett Richard Yea-and-Nay 11. ix, Inside the
town gate they took up close order, wedgewise, linked and
riveted.

Wedging (we-d^in), vbl. sb. [f. Wedge v.1 and
sb. +-ora i.j

1. The action of driving in a wedge or wedges, or
of fixing or cleaving by this means ; the condition
of being thus fixed.

1678 Moxon Sink. Exerc. v. 98 They drive a Wedge so
far in the kerf as they dare, .and so provide the Saw a freer
and easier passage through the Stuff: This Wedging they
continue so oft as they find occasion. 1825, 1842 Foxtail
wedging [see Foxtail 4]. 1893 Tuckey tr. Hatscluk's Am.
phwxus 140 We saw the oval notochord transverse section
still wedged in between the cells of the mesenteron. . . In the
region of the later segments we still find the former con-
dition of the wedging.

b. concr, A wedge-shaped piece or pieces of
some hard material driven in for tightening or
securing.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 337 The wheels are fixed
on the shaft by means of a wedging of hard wood, driven in
all round.

2. Gcol. The jutting out or flaking off (of rock,
etc.), as if by the operation of a wedge.
1819 J. Forbes Geol. LaneCs-End District (1822) 21 At

one point of this natural section, an instructive example of
what is called by geologists the wedging out of a bed, is
observable. 188a A. Geikie Text-bk. Geol. TO, 928 Their
naked precipices are kept bare and steep by the wedging
off of successive slices of rock along lines of joint.

Vol. X.

3. Sport. (See qtiot.)

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 3S3 Spraint, the excrement of the
otter ; also called wedging.

4. at'trib.,as wedgingJoint ; wedging crib, curb
Alining (see Crib sb. 12 and Curb sb. 10).
1839 Uke Diet. Art 972 Three kinds of cribs are em*

ployed ; called wedging, spiking, and main cribs. Jbid. 973
The Mange fur the wedging joint is best turned inwards.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., IVedging-curb or Wedging-
crib, Eng.

Wedgwood (we'dgwud). Also incorrectly

Wedgewood. [A proper name : see below.]

1. Used attrib. to designate the pottery made by
Josiah Wedgwood (1730-95) and his successors at

Etruria, Staffs. The best-known kinds are vases,

plaques, medallions, etc., of fine clay lightly glazed,

with classical designs in white relief on a blue or

black ground.
Sometimes spelt with lower-case initial.

1787 Colman Inkle <y Yaruo ill. i, She's, .quite dark ; but
very elegant ; like a Wedgwood tea-pot. 1798 Phil. Trans.
LXXXVIII. 568 Apiece of black Wedgwood-pottery. Ibid.,

Wedgwood-ware. 1819 Children Chem. Anal. 374 A still

simpler, .method is to place the filters in a wedgewood basin
on the sand bath. 1861 J. Gardner Househ. Med. 410 Two
Wedgwood-ware mortars, .and pestles to match. 1862 Catal.
Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6897, Solid jasper, that is

the material now exclusively called Old Wedgwood Ware.
1873 Sir J. D. Hooker in- L. Huxley Life (191 8j II. 133,
I sent Gladstone a Wedgwood medallion of my Father.

b. Used to designate the blue colour which is

characteristic of Wedgwood ware.
1900 Bladud (Hath) 2S Mar. 6/3 You will recollect how

many of the Christmas cards were wedgewood blue last

year. Ibid. 7/1 The wedgewood frock I have described.

1909 Daily Graphic 20 Oct. 13/2 Touches of cherry colour
or Wedgwood blue insets of velvet,

c. sb. = Wedgwood pottery or ware. Also, with

/>/., a piece or specimen of this.

1863 Sir J. D. Hooker in L. Huxley Life (igiS) II. 78
Wedgwoods are an unspeakable relief 10 me. I look over
them every Sunday morning, and poke into all the little

second-hand shjps I pass in London, seeking medallions.

1890 PallMall Gaz. 12 Mar. 3/1 Mr. Cornelius Cox's unique
collection of wedgwood. 1892 Ibid. 25 Mar. 6/3 The very
choice collection of old Wedgwood belonging to the late

Mr. W. D. Holt, of Liverpool

2. Designating the scale of temperature used in

the pyrometer invented by Josiah Wedgwood for

testing the heat of kilns. The zero corresponds to

io77°F.
1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 510 Flint-glass melts at

the temperature of 19° Wedgewood.

Wedgy (wedgi), a. rare. [f. Wedge sb. + -T K]
Resembling a wedge ; shaped like a wedge.
1799 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev.XXVlll. 525 An attrac-

tion of cohesion. .which is_ darting its wedgy crystals in
every direction, and severing, with resistless interstitial

force, the comparatively loose and feeble organization of
every contiguous state. 1846 Laxdor fmag. Conv.,Lucian$
Timotheus Wks. II. 31/2 He. .pushed his wedgy snout far
within the straw subjacent. 1888 J. Inglis Tent Life in
Tigerland 296 She shoots from aloft and cleaves the water
with her wedgy beak.

tWe'dhood. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Wed ppl.a. +

-hood.] The married state.

01450 [see Weddedhood].
Wedir, wetter, obs. forms of Whether.
Wedir(e, obs. forms of Weather.
Wedirwyn(e, variants of Witherwin.
"Wedlock (we-dl^k), sb. Forms : 1 wedl&c,
2-3 wedlac, {Ormin weddlac), 3-4 wedlak(e,
wedlayk, 4 weddelak, wedlek, (5 vedlak), 6
wedlaike; 4-7 wedlok, 4-6 wedloke, 5-7 wed-
locke, 7- wedlock. [OE. wedlac, f. wed pledge,
Wed sb. + ~ldc suffix forming nouns of action : see
-lock in Additions, etc., Preface to the letter L.
In two vocabularies of the nth c. wedlac renders L. ar.

rabo earnest-money; but the sense, if it existed, did not
survive into ME.]
+ 1. The marriage vow or obligation. Chiefly

in phrases, to hold, keep wedlock, to be faithful in

marriage ; to break (one's) wedlock, to commit
adultery. Obs.
a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss, in Zeitschr.f. deutsc/ies Alterthuvt

IX. 498/2 Pacta sponsalia re/utans, wedlac widsacende.
c 1200 Okmin 2499 And tohh wass heh & sob weddlac Hal-
denn onn eyjberr ha life, c 1230 Halt Meid. 19 -Jif ha hare
wedlac laheliche halden. CMM XI Pains of Hell 105 in
O. R. Misc. 150 Heo bat her wedlac brekeb To heore mube
be flod takeb. c 1385 Chalxek L. G. IV. 295 For alle kepid
they here maydynhed Or ellis wedlek. 142& Avdklay Poems
3 Kepe }oure wedloke. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Laiiye 11. 207
How wedlocke betwyxte man and woman shulde be kepte
after the lawe of god. C1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.)
Introd. 35 a There is. .noman so hardy that dare breke his
wedloke. 1523 Herners Froiss. (1812) I.xxi. 30 Howe be it

she kept but euyll the sacrament of matrimony, but brake
her wedloke. 1526 Tindale Matt. v. 32 And whosoever
maryeth her that is divorsed, breketh wedlocke. 1553
T. Wilson Rhet. Pref. A hi, None remembred the true
obscruation of wedlocke. 1579 Rice Invect. Vices Eiv,
Christe auuswered, ..Thou shake not breake wedlocke:
Thou shake not kill. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 142 AUmi'.. That
she was false to Wedlocke? Oth. I, with Cassio. 1611 —
Wint. T. v. i. 124 Your Mother was most true to Wedlock.
2. The condition of being married ; marriage as

a state of life or as an institution ; matrimonial
relationship. Now only in literary or legal use.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 206 Uor hwuso hit euer is idon, ..bute one
ine wedlake, hit is deadlich sunne. c 1230 Hali Meid. (Titus
MS. j 13 Hit [sc. coition] is tah in wedlac summes weis to
bolieu. Ibid. 33 Wedlac haued hire frut pritti fald in heuene

;

widewehad, sucti fald. 1303 R, Brunhe Handl. Synne 11 201
!

For many come neuer yn wedlak But for be fyrst cunnaunt
1 pat menspak. £1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 202 (MS. T.)Sibbe

lawe hap y-graumid pat iche man haue a make in maner of
wedlak. ^1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 20 Noon oother lyf,

seyde he, is worth a bene, For wedlok is so esy and so dene
1 That in this world it is a Farad ys. 1387 Trevisa Higdtn
!

IV. 353 In a nj*3t whan bei hadde i-payde dette of wedlok

(

eyber to oper. c 1440 York Myst. xiii. 261 In lele wedlak
;

pou lede pe. a 1450 Mirk's Festiat 108 Yf scho had con*
ceyuet out of wedlocke, be Iewes wold haue sayde scho
had ben a lechore. 1490 Caxtqn Encydos xiii. 46 Iuno, the

1 goddesse of wedlocke. 1548-0. Bk. Com. Prayer, Marriage
14 b, Forasmuche as N. and N. haue consented together in

,

holye wedlocke. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 287 They pu;

\

away their wyues, and enter againe into wedlocke. 1582

;

Stanyhurst sE?ieis 11. (Arb.) 68 Of Venus in wedlock thee
' daughter [Veneris nurus]. 1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 117 Your

brother is Legitimate, Your fathers wife did after wedlocke
bearehim. 1597 Hooker Eccl.Pol. v. lxxiii. §2 That kind of

loue which is the perfectest ground of wedlocke is seldome
able to yeeld any reason of it selfe. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 39 [The Banians] so extreamely honour Wedlocke,
that they seldome are vnmarried at seuen yeares of age.
1671 Milton Samson 353, I pray'd for Children, and thought

1 barrenness In wedlock a reproach. 1765 F00TE Commis-
sary 1. g, I look up'jn wedlock to be a kind of lottery. 1797

I

S. James Narr. Voy. 170 He offered Haswell his sister in

I

wedlock. 1807 Crabbk Par. Reg. 11. 362 Children from
wedlock we by laws restrain. 1820 Lvtton Devereux I. i,

Sir Arthur had two children by wedlock. 1854 Milman Lat.
Christ, vi. iii. (1S64) III. 441 Heiibert himself, the great

,
Archbishop, was a married man; his wedlock had neither

I
diminished his povver nor barred his canonisation. 1879

!

Dixon Windsor I. iv. 34 In her early days of wedlock, he
;

neglected her.

I
Jig. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxii. 25 To god, thi wedlok wib
loue holde. c 1530 Tindale Jonah Prol. (1863I IS ij b, This

]
euell-.nacion (which breake y* wedlocke of faith wherwith

1

they be maried vn to God).
trans/. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 203 Instructed

thus, produce him [the stallion] to the Fair; And join in
Wedlock to the longing Mare.

b. Born in (or f under), out of wedlock : said

distinctively of legitimate or illegitimate offspring.
: Now the most frequent use of the sb.

c 1205 Lay. 395 Assaracus heuede enne brober be wes
I under wedlac iboren. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 8261 Som

hat er l'1 'e le wedlayk born, c 1400 Gosp. Niccdemus (G.)

252 In wedlayk [v.rr. wedlake, wedloyke] was he born,
1470-85 MaLORY Arthur x. xxiii. 451 Sire Aglouale was bis

I

fyrste sone begoten in wedlok. 1547 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)

!
VI. 262 His bretheren and susters gotten in wedlaike. 1634
Canne Necess. Stpar. v. 219 Those children, .which are

i born under wedlock. 1675 Charac. Tcnvn-Gallant 2 He is

i so bitter an Enemy to Marriage, that one would suspect
' him born out of Lawful Wedlock. 1765 I3lackstoneC<"«7«.
, I. 434 A legitimate child is he that is born in lawful wedlock.
1 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 11. 25, 1 forgave the fellow, .his

I

two heinous crimes, of having been born in wedlock, and
i inheriting my estate. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 97
!
He did not believe that little 13essy was born in wedlock.
1911 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 379/2 The question remains, how
far, if at all, English law recognizes the legitimacy of a per-
son born out of wedlock.

C. In particularized sense : A matrimonial
union ; a married life.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 152 And bus bourw cursed caym
cam care vppon erthe; And al for bei wrou^t wedlokesa3ein
goddis wille. 1450-1520 Myrr. Our Ladye II. 206 Thys
lesson teliyth..how holy a wedlocke was betwyxte Ioachym
and Anne. Ibid. 207 Whyle he [God] behelde all the right-
wys and honeste wedlockes that shulde be from the fyrste
makeynge of man vntothe lasteday. 1581 Studley Seneca's
Here. (Elxus il 197 O woefull wight, it pitieth vs to see
Thy wedlock in this tickle state to bee. 1624 Fletcher
Rule a IVi/e v. (1640) 64 Tissacriledge to violate a wedlock.
1825 Scott Betrothed xii, It was then your mother.. of
whose unhappy wedlock you have spoken? i846Jerrold
St. Giles xxx'vv, And Snipeton, his wife in her winding-sheet,
might so have solemnised a second wedlock.

+ d. A marriage ceremony, wedding. Obs.
a 1300 K. Horn (Camb. MS.) 1254 Hi Runge pe belle pe

wedlak for to felle.

f8. A wife. Obs.
a. 1561 Nuce Seneca's Octavia iv. i. F iij, Caesars wed-

lock are you. 1567 Turderv. Ovid's Epist. 149 b, [Ulysses
says] But I, not forcing of their giftes, did loue my wedlock
best. 1567 Golding Ovids Met. ix. (1593) 213 He heard
his wedlocke shreeking out,and did her calling knowe. i6ox
Li. Jonson Poetaster iv. iii, Which of these is thy wedlocke,
Menelavs? thy Hellen? 1605 Chapman All Fooles 1. ii. 118
Valerio, here's a simple meane for you To lye at racke and
manger with your wedlocke. 1606 Makston Parasitaster
n. i. C 3, But to lie with ones brothers wedlocke, O my deere
Herod, tis vile ^nd vncommon lust. 1611 Middleton &
Dekker Roaring Girl 1. i. E 4 b, He watches For quarrel-

ling wedlockes, and poore shifting sisters. 1617 Fletcher
Valentinian v. vi, The most true constant lover of his wed-

lock. 1690 Dryden Don Sebast. 11. ii, For his Wedlock for

all her haughtiness, I find her coming.

4. Comb. a. Simple attrib. (now rare or Obs.) as

in wedlock-band, -bed
t
-debt, -knot, etc

1422 Vonge tr. Secreta Secret. 194 To pay wedlak dette

hit is of no syn. 1557 Will J. Amcottes (Somerset Ho.),

In the choyse of their wedlockmates. 1586 T. B. La Pri.

maud. Fr. Acad. \. 457 By wedlocke copulation we came
into the world. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii 243 Ileioyne

mine eldest daughter.. To him forthwith, in holy Wedlocke
bands. 1596 — Merck. V. v. i. 32 She kneeles and prayes

For happy wedlocke houres. 1600 — A. Y. L. v. iv. 150
Whiles a Wedlocke Hymne we sing. 16. . Middleton, etc

Old Law v. i, Will it please you to taste of the wedlock
courtesie? 1624 Daventort City Night-cap 11. (1661) 17

32
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Since our marriage, I have perform'd So fairly all judicial

wedlock-offices, That [etc.]. 1635 J. Taylor (Water P.) Old
Old Man B 3 b, She dead, he ten yea res did a Widdower
slay; Then once more ventred in the Wedlock way. 1671
Miltom Samson 986 Who tosave Her countrey from a fierce

destroyer chose Above the faith of wed lock -bands. Ibid.

1009 Love-quarrels oft in pleasing concord end. Not wed-
lock-trechery endangering life. 1819 Scott Noble Moringer
i, It was the noble Moringer in wedlock bed he lay. 1824
Svmmons tr. AKschylus* Agamemnon 64 To Ilion came the

wedlock-woe.

+ b. wedlock-bound a., bound in marriage
;

wedlock-breaker, an adulterer ; so wedlock-
breaking sb. and a. Obs.

'; .r 1400 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. Ci 881) 370 Werne euery
man . . Off wedloke-brekynge wer to be. c 1500 Mayd Em-
lyn in Ane. Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 23 All wedlocke
brekers. c 1530 Tindale Jonah Prol. (1863) B ij b, This
euell & wedlocke breakinge nacion.,seke a signe. 155a

Latimer Serm. Lines. \. (1562)67 Thou shalt not be a wed-
lock breaker. i6oBTopsELLSerpents 267 Wedlocke breakers,

& Cockold-makers. 1667 Milton /'. L. x. 905 Alreadie

linkt and Wedlock-bound To a fell Adversarie.

Hence t Wedlock v. trans., to unite in marriage
(in quots. passive) ; also (nonce-use), to wedlock it,

to get married. \ We'dlockable a., marriageable.

t "We'dlockhood, the married state.

c 1230 Hati Meid. (Titus MS.) 33 Of beos pre had, meiden-
hnd & widewehad, & te bridde, wedlachad [Bodley MS.
wedlac]. 1557 Phaer sEneid vii. (1558} S iij, One doughter
did remayne..Now husbandripe, now wedlockable full, of
laufull yeres. 1644 Milton Divorce 11. xv. (ed. 2)60 Is it

not most likely that God in his Law had more pitty towards
man thus wedlockt, then towards the woman that was
created for another. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. Ep.
Ded., That man.. will never feel himself less at ease for

being wedlockt but to one. 1737 Ozell Rabelais HI. ix. 50
A single Person is never seen to reap the Joy and Solace
that is found among those that are Wedlockt. Wedlock it

then in the Name of God, quoth Pantagruel.

Wedmell, -mole, -moll, obs. ff. Wadmal.
Wednesday (wenzd**, -di). Forms : a. I

W6dnes dee3 (dce-3), dei, 3 Wodnesdei, 3-4 -day,

(3 pi. -dawes), 3-5 Wodenes-, 4 Wodenis-, 5-6
Wodens-, Wodinsday. /3. 3 Wednes-, Weod-
nea-, Wendesdei, 3-4 Wedne3dai, 4 Wendes-,
4-5 "Wedenis-, Wedenys-, Wedenes-, Wed-
onesday, -dai, 4-7 Wedins-, 5 Wyndenesse
day, Sc, Wedynniada, 5-6 Wed(d)ens-, Wed-
(d)yns-, Wednys-, 6 Weddynnis-, Wednis-,
Wedns-, .Sir. Veddynis-, 6-7 Weddins-, 3-
"Wedneaday. 7. Wannesdai, 5 Wan(n)ys-,
Wones-, "Won(n)yaday

; 5 Wellness-, W(h)en-
yaday, Wenstay, 5-6 Wennysday, Wensdaie,
6 Wenes-, 4-7 Wensday(e. [OE. Wddnes dxg —
OFris. w$ns-t woenis-, wern{i)s-, wernes-, wers-,

wcr{ren)dei, whisdei (mod. WFris. woansdei,

xvansdei, wensdeit wemsdei, NFris. winjsdei,

wadensdei), MLG. Wodenesdack, Gudensdag, MDu.
Woensdach (mod.Du. -dag), ON. ddensdagr (Sw\,

Da. Onsdag), 'the day of (the god) Woden*, a
translation of late L. Mercurii dies, whence the

name of the day in the Rom. langs. (F. Mereredi,

Sp. Miercoles, It. Mercoledi). In High German
the day appears always to have been called ' mid-
week* (mod.G. Mittwoch), although for the other

days (exc. Saturday) the translated Roman (planet-

ary) names were adopted as in the other WGer.
langs. and ON.
The name of Woden (OE. Wdden, OS. W&den,

OHG. Wnotan, ON. 66enn :-OTcut. *lVodono-z)

is referred to the Teut. root *woct-, found in OTeut.
*w5cto- mad, furious (see Wood a.), ON, 6d~r
(:—*wda*o-z) poetic frenzy, inspiration ; cognate with

L. vales, Irish faith, prophet. The identification of

Woden, the highest god of the Teutonic pantheon,

with Mercury, appears already inTacitus('Deorum
maxime Mercurium colunt', Germ, ix) ; it was
probably chiefly suggested by Woden's character as

the god of eloquence ; another feature common to

the German and the Roman deity is their swiftness

and wide range of travel.

As representing the OE. Wddnes dxg, the £ forms are
anomalous. The same irregularity appears in some of the
Frisian forms above quoted, and in the English place-

names Wedneshury and Wednesfield, Staffordshire, and
Wensley, Derbyshire (1086 Domesday Wodneslei, ciaoo
IVednesle). Some scholars have propose4 to account for

the change of vowel by the assumption that an unrecorded
form * Widen (:-* Wd'tino-z, with suffix-ablaut) existed in

OE. and OFris. beside the form without umlaut; but the
supposition involves some difficulties.

The uncontracted pronunciation (we'd'nzd^Oi though not
recognized in the dictionaries (Webster 191 1 gives it as 'in

British use, esp. in the north'), is not unfrequently heard
from speakers belonging to the northern and north midland
counties. The contracted pronunciation now prevailing

goes back to the 15th c. ; the earlier metathetic form wen-
desdei (f 1275) is noteworthy.]

The fourth day of the week.
e 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark Introd. p. 5 Feria .mi. wodnes

doeje. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt iii. {heading), On Wodnes-
dae^. C1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1123 (Laud MS) On an
Wodnes dei. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2215 pet wes on Wodnes*
dei [v. rr. Wednesdei, Weodnesdei] (jet ha bus wende.
01225 Ancr. R. 70 Iden Aduent, & i5e Umbridawes, wod-

nesdawes, & fridawes. ^1275 Lay. 13925 Tydea we 5efue
tisdei Woden we ^efue wendesdei. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

2432 In oure tonge ycluped in honour of him is wodnes day
J7'. rr. I4~i5th c. Wednesday, Wodenesday, Wedonesday,
Wensdaye]. 01300 Cursor M. 270+1 Luna Monenday
Mars Tisday Mercurius Wednesday. X377 Langl. P. PL
B. xiii. 154 In a signe of the Saterday that sette firste the

kalendare, And al the witte of the Wednesday of the nexte
wyke after, c 1385 Fordun Chron. Gentis Scot. v. Iii. (1871)

253 Quartam [feriam] suo nomini dedicantes, diem Woden
vocabant, quae consuetudo per Anglos etiam hodie servatur,

vocant enim eundem diem Wodenisday. c 1400 Rule St.

PenetxM. 2g Al be wukisin be summir, sal ye faste.. be wede-
nisdai and te fryday. Ibid. 1708 Wedinsday. C1425 in

Rep. MSS. Ld. Middleton (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 107 Other
men or wymmen that have non peyse of their owen growyng,
lett hem gedur hem twyse in the weke on Wennessday and
on Friday, a 1450 Mirk's Festial 40 Yche Wenysday and
Fryday, he made hys confessour bete hym wylha^ardeapon
he backe al bare, c 145a Si, Cuthbert (Surtees) 3411 On a
wedensday he fell seke. c 1450 Godstow Reg. (1911) 206
The wonysday Afore wytsonday. 1457 Paston Lett. I. 414
At Norwich hastly, the Wenstay in Ester weke. c 1470
Henry Wallace XI. 1280 Now thai him kep to martyr in

London toun On Wednysday, befor King and commoun.
C1485 Digby Myst. (18S2) lit. 1505 On be weddysday, ower
lord., made, .fysche In flod. 1490 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. I. 131 On Wedynmsda the xxiiij da of Marche. 1529
Cromwell in Merriman Life § Lett. (1902} I. 324 To morow
at nyght or wenesday by none at the Ferthest. a 1533
Berners Huon lxviii. 235 On a wednysday they came to

Parys. 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1299 '2 The day
before his maundy, that is to wyt the wedynsday before

hys passyon. 1536 Wriothesley Chron. (Camden) I. 39
The 17th day of May, beinge Weddensday. 1537 Cromwell
in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902) II. 59 At the Wodensday
next after pentecost. 1544 in Rymer Foedera (1719) XV.
54 The thirtieth of July (beinge Wensdaye). Ibid., Wedns-
daye (the sixth of August). 1544 in Sel. Cases Crt. Requests
(Selden Soc.) g8 By the Wennysday in the Wytsonweke.
1552 Huloet, Wensdaye, mercurij dies. 1556 in Lodge
Illustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 214 And upon Wedynsday. .she

..departed. 1558 in T. Wright Q. Eliz. (1838) 1. 4 Mr. Teylle
wil be with you apon Wensdaye week. 1562-3 Act 5 Eliz.

c. 5 § 11 Every Wednesdaye.. which heretofore hathe not
by the Lawes or Customes of this Realme bene used and
observed as a Fishe Daycshalbe hereafter observed and
kepte as the Saterdays in every Weeke bee or ought to be.

1563 WinJet Bk. Quest. Wks. (S. T. S. ) 1. 1 26 The Kirk ofGod
heirfor, obseruing. .abstinence .. on Wodinsday generalie

in the orient Kirk. 1574 [? WhittinchamJ Brieff Discours

40 The next daie beinge wensdaie. 1579 FULKK f/eskins's

Pari. 456 On Sunday and Wednesday,, .and on other dayes.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iii. 64, I look'd vpon him a Wensday
halfe an houre together. 1639 Sir T. Hope Diary (Banna-
tyne Club) 100 On 3 July, Weddinsday, wes the tumult of
women in Edinburgh. 1715 Gay Trivia 11. 419 Wednesdays
and Fridays you'll observe from hence, Days, when our sires

were doom'd to abstinence. 1808 Jamieson, Wensday,
Wednesday. 1822 Downes Lett.fr. Mecklenburg 173 The
evening of Wednesday wasa gloomy one, 1905 'G. Thorne'
Lost Cause Vi, Wait till you see my leader in Wednesday's
issue.

ta. In names of certain days of the ecclesiastical

calendar, as Ash-Wednesday [ = med.L. dies cine'

rum, Fr. jour or mereredi des cendres, It. di delle

ceneri, G. aschermittwoch, Da, aschdag, ON. gsku-

dagr, psku-dbensdagr, Da. askeonsdag, S\v. askons~

dag], the first day of Lent, also called fPuLVER-
Wednesday [from the words ( pulvis es et in pul-

verem reverteris *, used in the service]. Also Good
W., Holy IV., Spy IV. {Anglo-Irish : see Spy
sb, 5), the Wednesday before Easter.

1*97, 1387 [see Ash-Wednfsuay]. c 1430 Mirk* s Festial %2

|e schull begyn your fast at Aske-Wanysday. c 1454 [see

Pulver sb. bb 1471 Acta Auditorum (1839) *V> Onne
gude Wednisday in passioun woulk. 184a [see Spy sb. 5].

1845 Dublin Rev. June 425 On Holy Wednesday at the

words in the Passion, 'et velum tenipli scissum est ', it [the

veil] is torn open in two parts. 1894 No/thumb. Gloss.,

Good Wednesday.
c. atirib.

138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 423 Bigynnynge first at \>t

Wednesdai gospel in be firste woke of Advent bifore Criste-

masse. 1650 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. (1907)

IV. 241 The defrayinge of the chardge for the Wensdaye
lecture. 167a Makvell Rehearsal trans/ros'd t. 246 You
say that the Clause 5 Eliz. of the Wednesday- Fast has
been the original of all the Puritan-Disorders. 1673 S'too

hint Bayes 100 To your long business about the Clause to

the Wednesday Act, and its binding the Conscience or no,

I answer, [etc.]. 1819 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 304
Several of my liberal Wednesday-evening guests have been
made peers. 1848 Dickens Dombey liii, My Wednesday
nights came regularly round. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts
vii, They're going to play my ' Dream of Venice ' at Hoff-

mann's Wednesday Concerts.

Similarly f Wodnes-nigt, Wednesday night.
c 1000 Ecgb. Pan ft. n. § 21 in Thorpe Laws II. 100 ^Efre

Sunnan-nihte & Wodnes-nihte. ciooo Wulfstan s Horn.
lviii. (1883)305 Sunnannihtum. .ne Wodnesnihtum. C1297
Beket 1 125 in S. Eng, Leg. 138 His wei wodnes-m3t out of pe
toune he nam.

Wedo, obs. form of Widow.
"Wedonynpha, var. obs. Sc. Wedenonfa*.
"Wedou(e, -ow(e, obs. forms of Widow.
Wedre, -ur, obs. forms of Weather.
Wedred, obs. form of Withered ppl. a.

Wadset (t, -sette, obs. forms of Wadset.
Wedue, wedwfe, obs. forms of Widow.
Wedy, obs. variant of Widdy.
Wedyr, obs. f. Weather, Wether, Whether.
Wee (wf), sb. and a. Originally Sc. Forms:

4 wei, wey(e, 4-6 we, 6-9 wie, 7 wea, 8 wi,

6- wee. [Northern ME. wei, repr. earlier Anglian
mfrj mfa = WS. wxg,wazie (see Weigh sb.) ; the

later we, wee shows the normal loss of the final

palatal spirant which is still indicated in all the

rhymes of the earliest texts.

In the sb. the original sense of 'quantity',
1 amount ', is very slightly recorded, the word being

mainly used (almost always with little) as a
measure of time or space. In adjectival use, how-
ever, the idea of quantity or size has been retained

;

this use evidently originated in the Sc. idiom
exemplified by Bit sb.2 9 (a bit thing =* ' a bit of

a thing ', 'a little thing
1

) ; cf. wee bit in Be below.

It is however remarkable that, although found as

early as the 15th c, the adj. is rare in Sc. writers

before 1721, though our quots. from Shakspere

and Heywood show that it had become known to

Englishmen early in the 17th c. The word (both

sb. and adj.) is current in the dialects of some
English counties (see Eng. Dial. Diet.), but there

is no evidence to show that it was commonly used

in England before the 19th c. ; see however Way-
bit.]

A. sb. In earlyuse almost always a little wee, later

also a wee : = ( a little ',
' a (little) bit

'
; in various

applications (chiefly as adverbial accusative).

T 1. a. A little or young thing ; a child. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor AL 8419 He ne es yitt hot a littel wei, pow
do him for to foster slei.

b. A small quantity.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. {Christopher) 605 pe kinge tuk
(>an a ly til we of be fresche blude, & vet his ee.

c. To a small extent, in a small degree.

1513 Douglas sEneis 1. ix. 61 The quene Dido, astonist

a litle wie [1710, we] At the first sycht. 17*0 Ramsay Risefy

Fall of Stocks 85 It lulls a wee my Mullygrubs, To think

upon these bitten Scrubs. 1793 Regal Rambler or Dtznlin
London 69 Dimia be angry, . . 1 have been drinkinga wi, and
I believe the Devil was in me.

d. Qualifying an adj. or adv. : Somewhat, rather.

1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxvii, His brain was a wee ajee,

but he was a braw preacher for a' that. 1818 — Rr. Lamm.
xxv, I thought it right to look a wee strange upon it at first.

1818 — Hrt. Midi. \\, 'Are you sure you know the way?'
..' I maybe kend it a wee better fifteen years syne.'

2. A short time.

a 1300 Cursor M. n66sQuen scohad sitten bar a wei (£<#/.

wey] Sco bihild a tie was hei. Ibid. 12531 [James, stung by
an adder] Bolnand in a litel wei, hat al-mast bigan he to dei.

e 1375 Sc Ltr. Saints xvL (Magdalene) 449 Quhene he..

wist t'at in a lytil we for fait of met be barne suld de. 1375
Barbour Bruce vn. 182 The Kyng than vynkit a litilj we.

c 1500 Priests of Peblis 817 Ane lytill wie befoir the feist of
5ule. 1535 Stew-art Owi.^ctrr. (Rolls) I. 183 Now will I leif

of this ane lytill we. Ibid. II. 139 So at the last the cloude

ane lytill we Discouerit wes, that tha micht better se.

c 1560 Rollasd Seven Sages 154 Scho was wyteles a lytill

we. 159a Montgomerie Misc. Poetns Ivi. 2 Stay, passinger,

thy mynd, thy futt, thy ee : Vouchsaif, a we, his epitaphto

vieu, Ouha [etc], a 1700 Gabertunzie-Man iv, They raise

a wee befor the cock, a 1728 Ramsay Ode Birth of Drum-
lanrig 47 Ye hardy Heroes. .Forsake a wee th' Elysian

Plains. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, Bide a wee—bide a wee

;

you southrons are aye in sic a hurry. 1869 A. Macdonald
Love, Law % Theot. vii. 120 In a wee they baith felt their

wames leavin' them, an' they maist lost their senses.

3. A short distance ; a little way.
1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 217 Arrowes that felly Mony

gret voundis can thame ma, And slew fast of thair hors

alsua, That thai vayndist a litell we. Ibid. xvn. 677 Be-

hynd hir a litill we It fell, c 14x0 Wyntoun Cron. vm.
xxxiii. 5788 We sal fen^he ws as we walde fie, And wi^e
draw ws a Htil we.

B. adj. Extremely small, tiny. (In Sc. use with

weaker sense, as a synonym of little.) Often more
emphatically wee wee, little wee, wee little.

The Shaks. example is not found in the quarto of 1602

;

as this has 'a whay.coloured beard ' in the corresponding

sentence, it has been conjectured that the ' wee-face ' of the

j

Folio may be a mistake for wheyface (cf. Macb. v. iii. 17).

I However, the reading of the Folio maybe taken as evidence

that the adj. was known in 1623. In this and in quot. 1617

the adj. is hyphened to the following sb., and preceded by
little.

C1450 Holland Houlate 649 The litill we Wran, That

wretchit dorche was. ?i5o8 Shaks. Merry W. (1623) 1. iv.

32 He hath but a little wee-face, with a little yellow beard.

1617 Heywood Fair Maid of West 11. i, Hee was nothing

so tall as I, but a little wee-man, and somewhat huckt backt.

X638 in W. N. Clarke Coll. Lett. (1848) 173 Her ministers

gangand in guid auld little short cloakes, with wea blacke

velvet neckes. Ibid. 180 Upon his weake wea nagg. 169a

[? Calder] Sc. Presbyt. Eloq. 104 The very wie-ones [marg.

Little Children] were then so serious that [etc.]. 1721

Kelly Sc. Prov. A 178 A wie [Foot-note: little] Mouse

will creep under a mickle Corn-stack. Ibid. B 35 Better a

wie Fire to warm us, than a mickle Fire to burn us. 1711

Ramsay Poems Gloss. 397 W«i Little ; as, A wanton wee

Thing. 1726 Flemings Fulfilling Script, (ed. 5) Table

Scots Phr., Wie, little or small. 1786 Burns Inventory 37

Wee Davock hauds the nowt in fother. 1792 — Song, She

is a winsome wee thing. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, It wad

aye serve to keep the puir thing*s heart up for a wee while.

1819 J. R. Drakk Culprit Fay xv, He banned the water-

goblins' spite,—For he saw.. Their little wee faces ab°ve

the brine. 1827 Darley Sylvia 31 Neater, I ween, though

not much ampler, Than wee miss works upon her sampler.

1832 Motherwell Poems, Oh Woe be 6 The wee wee fifes

piped loud and shrill. 1846 H. Coleridge Foems II. 23 Like

a wee bird struggling in the nest, a 1856 in Strang Glasgow

fy Clubs 574 You have only to raise the window, baud up



WEE.
your wee linger, and, [etc.]. 1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves
204 We met little Alix on her wee pony. 1889 '

J. S. Winter '

Mrs. Bob Hi, She would be free.. to hie herself to London-
town and take a dear wee little flat.

b. in superlative.
I7»8 Ramsay Reasons Hackney Scribblers 22 To wiest

Insects even'd and painted, a 1856 in Strang Glasgow >,
Clubs 572 They're a' awa, fra the wee'st to the biggest o

f

them. 1863 'Holme Lee' A. Warleigh II. 271 Strangers
..who wore such amplitude of petticoat that in passing be.
tween the ranks of infants, .they literally swept the wee-est
over. ^78 A. J. C. Hare Story 0/ Life (1896) I. 206 Tell
me all about the wedding—every smallest, weeest thing.
1883 Black Shandon Bells v, The boat the wee-est black
speck on the silver of the water.

o. A wee bit : - ' a wee ' (see A. si.). Often
quasi-arz/. (cf. Bit si.i) and quasi-o*. (qualifying
an adj.).

a 1661 [see Way-bitJ. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. A 183 A win
House well fill'd, a wie bit Land well till'd, and a wie Wife
well will'd will make a happy Man. 1785 Burns Cottar's
bat. Night 23 His wee-bit ingle, blinkan bonilie. 1813 Moor
Suffolk Words 474 ' A wee bit of a thing '—applied to a
child, and to almost every little thing. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xxvu, A boat will wait for you. .at a wee bit creek
about half a mile westward from the head of the Tay 1901W. R H. Trowbridge Lett, lur Mother to Eliz. xxviii. i 4oihe champagne, .that I had this morning has given me iust
a wee bit of a migraine.

d. The weefolk : the fairies.

1819 W. S. Mason Stat. Ace. Irtt. III. 27 The curate has
heard a man swear most solemnly, that he has seen some
hundreds of the ' wee folk ' dancing round these trees. 185*
Ali Ingham Fairies 5 Wee folk, guid folk, Trooping all to-
gether

;
Green jacket, red cap, And grey-cock's feather. 1894K. Grahame Pagan Papers 162 The quotation suggested a

fairy story,. But ihe Wee Folk were under a cloud : scepti-
cal hints had embittered the chalice.

e. The Wee Free Kirk : a nickname given to the
minority of the Free Church of Scotland which
stood apart when the main body amalgamated with
the United Presbyterian Church to form the United
Free Church in 1900. Hence Wee Frees, Wee
Kirkers, the members of the ' Wee Free ' church
1904 Monthly Rev. Oct. 5 The Free Kirk and the ' Wee

'

Kirk. 1904 7,„,es 31 Dec. 8/1 The funds must be handed
over to the remnant of the old Free Church-the 'Wee
frees

, as Scotland nicknames them. 1905 P. W. WilsonWhy we believe v. 61 Scotland is convulsed because the
property of the United Free Church has been handed over
°y±,court of law to a remnant of Wee Kirkers.
Wee (v/i), int. Imitation of the squeal of a pig.
a 184a in Hailiwell Nursery Rhymes 119 This little pig

said Wee, wee, wee ! i860 Hist. Five little Pies 31 Poo?
Piggy ran off crying out in great pain, ' Wee ! wee ! I wee HI'
all the way home.

t Wee = wiye, with you. Obs.
1611 Chapman May-Day iv. 67 And yet I speake no hurt

of them neither. Inno. No Captaine, thus farre, I goe wee.
wee, obs. f. Wk, Why, Woe; var. Wy Obs.. man.
Wee-bit : see Way-bit.
Weeble, obs. or dial, form of Weevil.
Weeoh, obs. variant of Wych.
Weed(wfd), si.l Forms: 1 weod,wiod,3wied,
(wod>, 3-4 wed, weod,(4 /V. weoden), 4-6 wede,
4 wyed, (5 ?wade), 5-6 Sc. weid, 6 wyde, Sc.
weyd, 6-7 wide, 5-7 weede, 5- weed. [OE.
wiod neut. =« OS. wiod Bent, mod. LG. wld, Flem.
dial, wted, EFris. wiuj; the ulterior etymology is
unknown.] bJ

1. A herbaceous plant not valued for use or
beauty, growing wild and rank, and regarded as
cumbering the ground or hindering the growth of
superior vegetation.
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251

1&69 Worlidge Syst. Agrtc. 65 marg.. Of Sea.weeds, andWeeds in Rivers. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII I. 177 They
are bred from eggs, which are laid upon the weeds along the
sea-shore. 1825 Sir H. Davy in Phil. Trans. CXV. 320Weeds and shell fish. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped vi, The
weeds were new to me—some green, some brown and lon»
and some with little bladders that crackled between my
ringers. J

O. collect, sing,am Bestiary 245 [The antj gaddrC? ilkines sed boSenofwude and of wed. a 1250 Owl & Night. 593 Among be wede
[Colt, wode), among be netle. a 1300 Cursor M. 1140 In-
sted o bm obet sede, Ne sal be groue bot thorne and wede.
1434 Maldon (Lssex) Court Rolls Bundle 20. no. 1 RicardusKynge jaclat le weede gardini sui in Skykkis lane. ie«-«
Fitzhkrb.Musb § 54 The grasse that groweth vppon falow«
is not good for shepe ; for there is moche of it wede. iM6S 'E

f
SER,^ "»• vn. 4 When suddenly behind her b :,cke

she heard One rushing forth out of the thickest weed. 1701-,Smeaton LdystoneL. § 232 "The coat of weed, which waihkely to fix upon it during the winter. 1831 Tennyson
Usnone 197 A wild and wanton pard . . Croucli d fawning in
the weed. 1865 Mrs. L. L. Clarke Common Seaweeds i. 18
Ihe y [needles] will be extremely useful in laying out the

d. Prov. f The weed overgroweth the corn. Ill
weeds grow apace.
1470-85 Malory Arthurwu viii. 224 To see suche a ladde

to matche suche a knyghte as the wede ouer gi ewe ihe corne
IS4S I. HEYWOOD Prov. l. x. (1867) 22 III weede growth fast
.
.wherby the corne is lorne. For surely the weede cuer-

groweth the corne. ^94 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. iv. 13 Small
Heroes baue grace, great Weeds do grow apace. 1616 Draxf.
Biol, bcholast. 216 An ill weede groweth apace, a 1691Pollexfen Z>ik. Trade (1697) 100 As ill Weeds grow apa"e,
so these Manufactured Goods from India. 1721 J Kflly
Sc. Prov. 319 The Weeds o'er grow the Corn, the bad are
the most numerous.

e. Used, with defining word, to form the names
of wild plants, as Bindweed, Cotton weed, Cud-
weed, Duckweed, Dyer's weed, Greenweed,
Hogweed, hungerweed (Hunger sb. 4e), Iron-
weed, Knapweed, Knotweed, malzveed (U\t sbA
8), Milkweed, Mugweed, Neckweed, Ragweed,
yellow-weed (Yellow C. i).

2. gen. Any herb or small plant. Chiefly /to/.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt, vi.30 2ifa;ceres weod[Vulg./>/,»,«

agn\. .God swa scryt,..bam mycle ma he scryt eaw. 13A. Ahs. 796 Mury time is the weod to sere [Laud MS iswede sere]
; The corn riputh in the ere. 1590 Spenser F Q

h. 1. 52 And then with words, and weedes, of wondrous mightOn them she workes her will to vses bad. 1614 Sylvester
bethulia s Rescue 56 The Sun-burnt Reaper had yet scarcely
rid The ridged Acres of their richest Weed. i8o74W. Irving Satmag. (,824) 365 These evils have all come
upon you through tea ! Cursed weed. 1859 Tennyson
Vivien 321, I once was looking for a magic weed.

b. Applied to a shrub or tree ; esp. to a large
tree, on account of its abundance in a district.
1697 Dampier Voy. I. ,6S Cotton-trees.. are the biggest

Trees, or perhaps Weeds rather, in the West Indies. 1707Mortimer Jlusb. 604 The Rasberry Tree . . is rather a Weed
22ww' "'".I TB tW0 Years 'og^her above ground.
i860

1

W. White Wrekm xi. 90 There is no lack of wood or
of Herefordshire weeds

, as oaks are called. 1885 MozleyKcmin.U 206 1 he ash is the weed of Ihecounty[Northants]
1890 W. J. Goroon Foundry 127 The elm, which from itsabundance in the country, is still known as the ' Warwick-
shire weed.

3. spec. Tobacco.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. (1612) 369 An Indian

weede, That feum d away more wealth than would a many
thousands feed. 1609 Dekker Guts Horne-bk. iv. 19 Where
if you cannot reade, exercise your smoake, and inquire whohas writ against this diuine weede. 1687 Montacue & PriorHind* Panth. Jransv. 17 Your Pipe's so foul, that I dis-
dain to smoak i And the Weed worse than e're Tom. I stook. 1781 CownaCMMra/. 251 Pernicious weed I whose
scent the fair annoys 1707 Sporting Mag. X. s8 And chaunt
the song, and puff the weed. 184. Lytton Nt. * Morn. ,.M vSSr ^

h
l
Weed from his PiDe -

,89« ^Mutt's Syst.Med. VIII. 153 Tobacco vertigo and the other nervous conse-quences of the weed resemble those of neurasthenia.
D. A cigar or cheroot, colloq.

1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole Inlrod. (1879) 9 Pulling amelancholy looking weed from the lining of What. 1848Ihackfray Bk. Snobs xli We.. kept up
5
with brandy and

soda-water and weeds till four. ,885 C. Lowe Bismarck I.
388 note, The strategist carefully selected the best weed inthe Chancellor 3 case.

4. fig. An unprofitable, troublesome, or noxious
growth. (Formerly often applied to persons.)
la 1400 Morte Arth 4322 Latt no wykkyde wede waxe,ne wrythe one this erthe. 14,, Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. ,64bo rysyth of the roote of an. .appert traytoure.othyrerebellis,many wickid wed.s sone growynge, that al trewe men in londeSore greuyth. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 34, And if any
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d) apt to S row in the best soils.
17S0 Johnson Rambler No. ill r 11 Envy is. indeed astubborn weed of the mind, and seldom yields trVthe culture
of philosophy. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixviii. (.862) VI. i S6Intolerance is the natural weed of the human bosom, though
its growth or development may be counteracted by liberal-
izing causes. 19,5 F. S. Oliver Ordeal by Battle 11. v. 146
Militarism is a tough weed to kill.

5. slang. (Cf. Weedy a.l 4.) a. A poor, leggy,
loosely- built horse.

3

WEED.
In Shaks. Meas. for M. 1. iii. 20 the word has been

explained to mean 'an ill-conditioned horse". Theobald's
correction, ' steeds ', may be right.
1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (.854) 181 The

necessity for constant renewal of the blood, .without which
the breed degenerates into weeds. 1859 Lever Davenport

'""
'I'.

1}' bore the same relation to a man of fashion as
a weed does to a 'winner of the Derby'. ,861 Farmer's
King. LV. 1/2 A leggy weed that can go the fastest for half
a mile or so over the Hat. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood 'Sqvatter'sDream 111. 28 Here she pointed to her steed, a small violent
weed.

b. A lank delicate person without muscle or
stamina.

1869 A. L Smith in Morgan Univ. Oars (1873) 231, I know
men who, Trom being weeds, have grown into strong and
healthy men on the river.

t6. Mining. (See qnot. 1710.) Obs.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2102 (Tin), So [we] continue sinking

from cast to cast .
. till we find either the Load to grow small,

or degenerate into some sort of weed, .as Mundick, or Maxy
..L>azev .Iremould. Ibid. 2105 The Load is usually in an
hard..Countrey, made up of metal, spars and other weeds.
1710 J. Harris Le.c. Techn. II, Weed, in ihe Miners Lan-
guage is the Degeneracy of a Load or Vein of fine Metal,
into an useless March. isite.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as weed-
bed, -bush, -case, -field, fish, -nosegay, -root, -seed.
Also Weed-hook.
1664 Phil Trans. I. 13 They went into the Weed-beds of

the Gulf of Honda, a 168a Sin T. Browne Nor/. Fishes

. V.835
IV

' 33° A " etd -fish
.
somewhat like a haddock.

1782 Mrs. Delany Ai.tob. (1S6D I. 368 My amusement was
running after butterflies and gathering weed nosegays. 179!
\V. H. Marshall W. Eng. (1796) II. 279 The weed seeds
having spent themselves., the dressing will be turned in.
1844 H. Stephens Bi. Farm III. 993 The weeds and weed,
roots will then be seen upon the surface. 1848 Al 11. Smith
Chr. ladpole xlv. 395 Metal weed-cases. 1851 Kisgsley
1 east x, Lven if marriage was but one weed-field of tempta-
tions, as these miserable pedants say. 1899 Content. Rev.
Dec. 884 One of those curious round weed-bushes known as
tumble weeds '. 19,5 Blnckw. Mag. Aug. 199/, He would
make the rod bend like a bow and quiver as he ran out the
line, always making for the weed-Led at the bottom.

b. instrumental, as weed-choked, -entwined,
-fringed, -grown, -hidden, -hung adjs.
1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope 11. 201 O'er each Runic altar

weed-entwined. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 65 Weed. hidden
roots. 1856 Lever Martins f Cro' M. i, Weed-grown
walks. 1857 Gosse Omphalos viii. 216 This weed-fringed
tide-pool. 1870 H. Macmillan True Vine v. (1872) 188 The
idleness of another is seen in the meagre, weed-choked pro-
duce of his neglected fields. 1897 Kipling Cait. Cour. iii.

57 I he weed-bung flukes of the little anchor.
C. objective, as weed-cutter, -grubber ; weed-cut-

ting vbl. sb. ; also weed-like adj.
a 1693 Urqiihart's Rabelais ill. ii. 32, I :

.. 1693 l.rqiiharts habelais III. ii. 32, I save the Expence
of the Weed-grubbers. 1729 Savace Wanderer 11. 415 Up-
sprung, such weed-like Coarseness it betrays, Flocks on th'
abandon d Blade permissive graze. 1863 Hawthorne OldHome, Consular Exp. I. 16 The weedlike decay and growth
of our localities. .899 Westm. Gaz. 12 May 3,2 An endeavoMr
is being made on the Test to have all weed-cutting completed
by the miadle of May. 1903 Ibid. 2 Oct. 2/1 Patent weed,
cutters, worked by machinery.

d. f weed-ash, ? soda-ash (which is made from
sea-weed)

; weed-killer, a preparation of arsenic
used for killing weeds.
1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn. Ixxxviii. 407 Also pot-ash

weed-ash, and pearl-ash. 1890 Daily News 6 Sept. 2/7 In
mistake [he] took up a bottle of weed killer, some of which
ne drank.

Weed (wfd), si.- arch. exc. in sense 6 b. Forms :

1 wmd,Y/&ae,A'orth. wede, weede, 3 Orm. weede,
//. weaden, 3-6 wede, 3-4 //. weden, 4 north.
and Sc. wed, veid, ved, (5 //. vedis\ 4-7 Sc.
weid(e, 5-6 Sc. weyd, 6-7 wide, 4-7 weede, 5-
weed. [ME. wede, repr. two formations : (1) OE.
wxd fem. m OS. wdd (MLG. wdt), OHG., MHG.
wdl (early mod.G. wat), also in comb, linwat fem.,
linen (= Do. lijnwaad neut. ; mod.G. in perverted
form leinwand), ON. vdi, vdS fem. (Norw. vaad,
Sw. vad) :-OTeut. *wxdi-z

; (2) OE. wide str.
neut. - OS. wddi (MLG. wede), prob. shortened
from the collective formation OE. lewsede (ME.
I-wede), OS. giwiuii, Du. gewacul, OHG. giw&ti
'—OTeut. type "gawmdjo-m.
It is disputed whether the Teut. "wSdi- descends from a

P
re
lT,

e" t- "«"'''-. root "wi- to weave (= Skr. va), or from
wldhi; root 'uldh- (= Zend vad to clothe oneself; the
Goth, ga-widan (OHG. wetan), to join together, is by some
regarded as cognate). ]

1. An article of apparel; a garment.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xxviii, Deah nu se unrihtwisa cynig

Neron hine sescyrpte mid eallum barn wlitejestum wiedum.
cioco^lfric Horn. II. 500 Martinus me bewajfde efne mid
ayssere waede. ma; Ancr. R. 314 Uor3i bet heo hefde
ileaned one wummone to one wake on of hore weaden.
c 1150 Gen. >, Ex. 1972 He. .boden him sen If his childes
wede it mi3te ben. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2563 }ifwe walken
in bes wedes. .what man so vs metes may vs sone knowe.
13. . Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 2358 Hit is my wede bat bou werez,
bat like wouen girdel. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 119 Of sadde
leues of be wode wroware he hem wedes. 1543 Udall
Erasnt. Apoph. 289 b, By & by dooyng on hym a wede
aunswerable vnto his presente fortune, he fled awaye
secretely. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes xxv.
36 There was an obstinate strife, .concerning the habitc, or
apparrel of S. Augustine, that is to saie, whether he did
weare a blacke weede vpon a white Coate, or a while weede
vpon a blacke Coate. 1614 Camden Rem., Apparel 233

32-3



WEED.
They.. began to wanton it in a new round curtail weede
which they called a Cloake. x6*i Fletcher Pilgr, v. vi.

To my house now, and suite you to your worths; Off with
these weeds, and appeare glorious, a 1706 in Watson's
Collect. Se» Poems 1. 35 On Sabbath days his Cap was
fedder'd, A seemly We id. 17*5 Pope Odyss. XVL 293 An aged
mendicant in tatter'd weeds. 1764 H. Walpole Otranto v

t

One in a long, woolen weed. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude lit. 457
Spare diet, patient labour, and plain weeds. 1808 Scott
Marm. v. vi, The Baron dons his peaceful weeds. 1846

Keble Lyra Innoc. (1S73) 168 Her innocent vesture, the pure
Chrisom weed. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. v. 9 In words, like

weeds, I'll wrap me o'er, Like coarsest clothes against the

cold.

2. colled, sing. Clothing, raiment, dress, apparel.

a 1000 Daniel 103 past bam jengum brym gad ne waere

wiste ne wade, ciago St. Mary of Egypt 160 in S. Eng.
Leg. 265 Ne wilne bou nou^t bat ich be abide, for ich am
withoute wede. a 1300 K. Horn 1052 We schulle chaungi

wede : Haue her clones myne, & tak me bi sclauyne. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C xxih. 2ir Lacke shal be neuere Wede ne

worldlich mete, e 1450 Mirk's Festial 9, I stale forbe yn
pore wede. 1551 CrOWLEV Plea*. <\ Payne 140 Wyllynge
that eche should at his nede, Haue breade and broth, har-

bour and wede. 1576 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Socr,

Sckol. it. xxxiii. 292 A little before he had bene deposed.,
for apparelling himselfe in such weede as was not decent

for the dignity and order of priesthood. 1595 Spenser
Colin Clout 713 For each mans worth is measured by his

weed. 1616 Chapman tr. Musxus F 6, This sayd, his faire

Limbes of his weede, be strip't. 1788 Burns Written in

Friars-Carse Hermitage 2 Be thou clad in russet weed.

1868-70 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1.250 In face, in figure,

and in weed, She wholly changed before his wondering
eyes. Ibid. 325 Who robbed me, and with blows Stripped

off my weed and left me on the way.

+ b. In the expletive phrase in or under weed,

usually appended to an adj., as worthily, wight,

wise. Cf. under gore, Gore sb. 2 2. Obs.

c 1330 Amis <r Amil. 30 Twoo ladyes..That worth! were
in wede. c 1350 Will. Palerne 585 Of lumbardie a dukes
dou3ter ful derworb in wede. a 1352 Minot Poems ix. 37
lohn of Coupland, a wight man in wede. C1400 Emare

250 Then sayde bat wordy vnbur wede. a 1435 Torr. Por-

tugal 2397 One of the ffeyrest knyghtis That slepith on
somer nyghtes Or walkyd in wede. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 392
Many bold mene and wyght, Wyse undere wede. c 1460

Towieley Myst. xviii. 230 Yond worthy wyghtys in wede.
a 1580 Murning Maiden 55 in Maitl. Fol. MS. 361 Than
wupit scho lustie in weyd.

3. trans/, andjtg. (e. g. our ' garment ' of flesh).

c 1320 Cast. Love 657 God . . pat from heuene dude alihte,

And vnder vre wede vre kynde nom. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus in. 1431 O blake nyght..That shapen art by god
bis world to hide At certeyn tymes with bi derke wede.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 335 Sche din before his yhe a Crowe
..To kepe hire maidenhede whit Under the wede of fethers

blake. 14.. Lydg. Ballad of Deceitful Women 26 Hir
galle is hid under a sugred wede. 1557 Grimald in Toilet's

Misc. (Arb.1 96 As morning bright, with scarlet sky, doth
passe the euenings weed. 1567 Jewel Dcf A/ol. 11. 221

Therefore the Greekes calle Bapusme, a<t>9ap<rias «f6 171*1.That

is, the Weede of imniortalitie. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.u. i.

256 And there the snake throwes her enammel*d skinne,

Weed wide enough to rap a Fairy in. 1613-16 Browne
Brit. Past. 1. 1. 11 That heart. .That neuer wore dissimula-

tions weed, a 1618 Ralegh Rem. (1644) 116 Being stripped

out of this mortall weed, a 1639 Carew Comparison 20

Thy skin's a heavenly and immortal! weede. 1785 Burns
Scotch Drink vii, Aft, clad in massy, siller weed, Wi' Gentles

thou erects thy head. 1793 — By Allan Stream 20 How
cheery through her shortening day Is Autumn, in her weeds
o' yellow. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xxxiii. 60 Father,.. thou
gavest These weeds of miserable flesh we wear; And do
thou strip them off from us again.

4. Used contextually for : Defensive covering,

armour, mail, collect, sing, or pi. Also iron, steel

7veed,

c 1205 Lay. 23773 pe king mid his weden \cifj% wede]
leop on his stede. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3535 Was non so

stif stelen wede bat withstod his wepen. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xvi. 580 A chemeyr, for till heill his veid, Aboue his

armyng bad he then, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3994 Thei.

.

drow out horses and stedes And here strong Iren wedes.

C1470 Henry Wallace 11. 112 The thrid he straik throuch

his pissand of maile, The crag in twa; no weidis mycht
him waill. 1480 Robt. Devyll 910 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 254
Greate horses stamped in yron wedes. 1515 Scottish Field

537 in Chetham Misc. II, They will sticke with their stan*

darts in their stele weedes. 1611 W. Austin in Coryat's

Crudities Panegyr. Verses gsb. His garments.. Which
heretofore like weedes of proofe Serued him to keepe the

colde aloofe, 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xx, Oh for his arms 1

Of martial weed Had never mortal Knight such need !

5. A garment, or garb, distinctive of a person's

sex, profession, state of life. a. sing, (collect, or.

particular).

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4918 Sire bissop wu M vfstus of

bine wite brede bat bou est bi sulf at bi masse in bine vayre

wede. a 1300 Cursor M. 23981 Wede o welth wil i namar
;

Clething wil i me tak o care. 13.. Guy War~iv. 1721 Gij

seye a man of rewly ble Go in pilgrims wede. 1303 R.
Brunnk Handt. Synne 2343 Sebyn toke be kny^t palmers

wede. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6548 fat day >at cuth-

bert toke bischop wede. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvn. ix.

702 They..sawe the good man in a relygyous wede. 1581

J.
Bell Haddon"s A nsw. Osor. 276 b, Such as are buryed

in the cowle & weede of a Franciscane Fryer. 1587 Flem-

ing Conin. Holinshed III. 1280/1 Wherin also is buried

John Yoong..in his doctors weed. 1605 Erondelle Fr.

Card. G 3 b, It is not the weed y* maketh the monke. a 1670

Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Baniiatyne Club) I. 16 This was
the ordinary weid of thir his majestie's foot guards. 1684

Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 153 They neither have the Pilgrim's Weed
nor the Pilgrim's Courage. i859TnNNYS0N.£'mV/i528 This

poor gown, This silken rag, this beggar-woman's weed.

b. //.

252

1362 Langi- P. PI. A. vi. 7 Apparayled as a Palmere In

pilgrimes wedes. c 1450 in Kingsford Chron. Lund. (1905)

129 Sche eschapede thens in a mannys weeds. 1570 Googe
Popish Fined, m. 39 b, Who can declare the massing

weedes? 1590 Spenser F. Q. I. Introd. i, Whose Muse
whilome did maske..in lowly Shepheards weeds. 1650

Howell Giraffi's Rev. Naples I. 89, I wold never have

shaken off my mariners weeds. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 479

They who to be sure of Paradise Dying put on the weeds

of Dominic. 1673 Hickeringill Greg. Father Greybi 74

A Conformist Minister with all his Aaronical weeds on.

1763 C. Johnston Reverie II. 104 Though he was habited

in the humble weeds of a slave. 1781 Cowr-ER Truth 81

In shirt of hair and weeds of canvass dress'd. 1838 Pres-

cott Ferd. % Is. II. xxi. III. 372 The spirit of the soldier

burned strong and bright under his monastic weeds.

C. Sometimes without specifying word = a pal-

mer's dress, the religious habit, etc. (as indicated

by the context).

c 1400 Rule St. Bene! (verse) 1338 If ane so for wilckid

dede Leue hir abbay & hir wede. e 1489 Caxton Sonnes

o/Aymon xxi. 459 He shet the dore of his chapell, and toke

his wede & his staffe. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's

Courtyerw. Z ij, The frier, .beesought me to lett him goe

downe, and not to showe suche shame to the weede. 1706

[see 6 b]. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool o/Quat. (1809) I. 147,

I gave her two-pence, re-assumed my former garb, and left

my weeds in her custody.

6. With defining word, esp. mourning: A black

garment worn in token of bereavement ; mourning

apparel. Also, a scarf or band of crape worn by a

mourner.
1536 Bf.llenden Cron. Scot. (1S21) II. 165 This other sail

pas in dolorus weid, on ane blak hors. 1546 in Strype

Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. App. A. 4 Commandment was given

..to. .put on them every man his mourning weeds. 1592

Kyd Sp. Trag. I. iii. 20 Let Fortune doe her worst, She

will not rob me of this sable weed. 1603 H. Pf.towe Eliza's

Funeral A 4, Then weepe no more, Your sighing weedes

put off. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Adi'ts.fr. Par.

nass. 2B9 Being clad in a long mourning weed, he appeared

in the Colledge of the Litterati. 1787 Burns On Death
Sir J. Hunter Blair 15 A stately Form In weeds of woe.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxvii, People who saw

him in the street., knew of his loss only by the weed on his

hat. Ibid, xxviii, A long strip of black crape, torn from

the funeral weeds. 1905 Fug. Dial. Diet., Weed, a band of

cloth or crepe for a man's hat in time of mourning. W.Yks.

b. spec. The deep mourning worn by a widow,

including a crape veil, 'weepers,' etc. Now always

pi. ; with or without widow's prefixed. (The sing,

seems to have been used formerly to mean the veil.)

The only use of the word now generally known ; quite

colloq.

1595 Locrine v. i. 24 Let her there prouide her mourning

weeds And mourn for euer her owne widdow-hood. 1706

Mrs. Centlivre Platonick Lady I. iii. 14 The disconsolate

Wife having borrowed a Weed of her Neighbour, is con-

suiting her Class to see how it becomes her. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Weed or Wede, a Garment or Suit of Cloaths

;

whence it is still us'd for a Frier's Habit, a Widow's Vail,

&c. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 44*4 An afflicted Widow in her

Mourning-Weeds. 1715 — Drummers, i, The Taylor had

made her Widow's weeds. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768)

VII. 117 What a charming widow would she have made !

How would she have adorned the weeds ! 1749 Fielding

Tom Jones III. i, As this [her habit] changed from weeds to

black, from black to grey, from grey to white. 1836 Dickens

Sk. Boz, Parish vii, The mother wore a widow's weeds.

1849 Thackeray Pendenuis iii, There were no entertain-

ments, .during the year of her weeds. 1887 Poor Nellie

(1888) 428 He had heard the cook remark, .that his mother

would now wear weeds.

1 7. A cloth, covering, hanging, or the like. Also

collect, sing. Obs.

C1200 Ormin 8171 All |>att wrcde ban trrr wass Uppo be

baere fundenn, All wass itt off be bettste pall. C1400

Destr. Troy 372 And ban sylen to sitte vppon silke wedis.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 830 Eek as for hail a russet

weede is To kest vpon the queme [L. Pantto roseo viola

cooperitur]. 1582 Stanyhurst /Eneis 111. (Arb.) 72 With

black weede the altar is hanged.

Weed (will), st>. :i Sc. and Anglo-Irish. Also

weid. [The first syllable of weeden. Wedenonfa',

wrongly analysed as weed an' on/a' (see quot.

<ri83o).] A sudden febrile attack; esp. a kind of

puerperal fever.

1790 A. Duncan Med. Comm. Dec. 11. V. 300 It may be

difficult, therefore, in the beginning, to distinguish puer.

peral fever from accumulations of feeces in the alimentary

canal, especially if joined to an Ephemera, or Weed. 1818

Scott Br. Lamm, xii, Dinna ye hear the bairn greet? I'se

warrant it's that dreary weid has come ower't again. 1819

Edin. Mag. Mar. 220 There to appearanceshe still lay, very

sick of a fever, incident to women in her situation, and here

termed a tveed. 1830 Cari.eton Traits Irish Peas. (1843)

I. 308 Besides, I'm a bit bothered on both sides of my head,

ever since I had that weary zveid. c 1830 in Proc. Benvick.

Nat. Club (1916) 86 Ephemeral colds, vulgarly called weeds
and onfas. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 19 July 209 A touch of

the 'weed ' (or weid), which means a sudden febrile attack.

b. A feverish disease in cattle.

1811 J. Trotter Agr. Surv. W. Lothian 168 Milch cows,

however, are not unfrequently subject to what is here called

a weed, which is a kind of feverish affection. 1851 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. XII. II. 523 Irritation and inflammation of the

absorbent vessels and glands.. constituting the disease

termed weed [in horses].

Weed (wfd), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. weeded.
Forms: 1 we'odian, 4-6 wede, (4 wed), 4-7
weede, (5 wedy, 6 weade, 7 weydde), 6 Sc.

weid, 6- weed
;
pa. t. and pa. pple. occasionally

5-9 wed, 8 wedd, 9 St. wede. [OE. weodian =
OS. wiodon (LG. weden), (M)Du. wieden, (M)LG.

WEED.
wedon, YVFris. wjuddc, i. OE. wiod, OS. wiod,

Weed rf.l]

I. inlr. (or aisol.) To clear the ground of weeds;
to pull up weeds.
a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia IX. 261 Me [read Mon] mEeis,..

on sumera fealgian. .tymbrian, wudian, weodian, faldian.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 66 And alle bat helpen me to erye
o(>er elles to weden, Shal haue leue, by our lorde to go and
glene after. Ibid. 186. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 21 The
chyefe instrument to wede with is a paire of tonges made
of wode. 1593 Hyll Art Garden. 74 If any by ignorance
doth weede about the plantes without gloues on their

handes. 1600 Shuttle-worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 128 A
woman that helped to weydde in the garthinge iij days,
iij

d
. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 21 Whoever hath a mind

to weed will never want work. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern A>

Vale Farm. 221 The Sheep can't weed amongst them [Beans
and Peas], and eat up the wild Oat and Curiock. 1782
Miss Burney Cecilia vm. v, To the garden then they all

went, and saw him upon the ground, wetding. 1847 F. W.
Robertson Human Race vii. (1881) 73 When once the
farmer has sown, he can do little more except weed, i860
W. White Wrekin xxix. 342 The gardens adjoin the in-

closure, and there I saw boys digging, hoeing and weeding
amid plentiful crops of cabbage and beans.

2. trans. To free (land, a crop, plant) from weeds.
c 1325 Gloss. IV. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Vostre

lyn en tens sarchet [glossed] wed thi flax. 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P. R. XVII. lxv. (1495) 642 It nedyth that come
be clene wedyd and clensyd of. .euyll wedys. c 1440 Pal-
lad. on Husb. 11. 289 And wattre hem..Ek delue hem al

aboute, and wede hem clene. c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 359
A man went to wede hys vynys. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb.

§ 21 How to wede corne. 1534 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.,
Cantcrb., For a woman wedyng bens ij days, iiij d. 1553
Brende Q. Curliitsiv. 34 They, .came into his gardein..and
found him weding of his ground. 1562 Turner Herbal 11.

52 When it is an inche long, it must be diligently wedede
wl handes & not w* a weding yron. 1646-47 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (i£86) II. 94 To the gardener for weeding

ye garden and the walkes. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint.

Ccmpl. Card. I. I. iii. 5 Your small Plants, as Strawberries,

Lettice, Succory, &c. require to be often Weeded, the better

to perform their Duty, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888)

301 One Garden wih Grass plotts and Earth walks Cut and
w edd. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Turnep 7 Q b/i, 1 hand-

hotd them once, and wed them twice. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. I, Art II. 685 Weed the beds of onions,

lettuces, carrots, and leeks. 1824 Loudon Encycl. Gard.
(ed. 2) % 1352 Garden-pincers... Their chief use is to weed
ponds. 1858 Slight & Burn Bk. Farm Implements 328

The hand draw-hoe is used for weeding corn sown in rows.

1859 Tennyson Geraint <y Enid^942 As now Men weed the

white horse on the Berkshire hills To keep him bright and
clean as heretofore, a 1894 Stevenson In South Seas 11.

ii. (1900) 152 The alleys where we walked were smoothed and
weeded like a boulevard.

b.ftg.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 17 Herte hatte ]>e herber bat it

[the tree of Patience] in groweth, And liberum arbitrium

hath be londe to ferme, Vnder Piers be plowman to pyken

it and to weden it. a 1400 Hymns I'irg. (1867) 77 God!
sowe bi merci amonge my seede, Panne schal it growe bou?,

y sowe late, And Repentaunce my corne schal weede. 1S45
Brinklow Compl. 46 b, The kyngs grace began wel to wede
the garden of Ingland. 1579 Bp. Ely in W. Wilkinson Confut.

Fatn. Love Back of title. p., That our Church of England
might be well weeded from to to grosse errors. 1600 Shaks.

A. V. L. 11. vii. 45 Prouided that you weed your better

iudgements Of all opinion that growes ranke in them. 1648

Earl Westmorland Otia Sacra (1879)41 So let our Hearts

be throughly wed of Sin, And then They'll prove good
ground agen. 166a Evelyn Sculptura i. 10 It is not to

shew how diligently we have weeded the Calepines, and
Lexicons, .but the result of much diligent collection. 1735
Swift Gulliver, Introd. Let. fr. Capt. Gulliver, I desired

you would let me know. .when, .courts and levees of great

ministers [were] thoroughly weeded and swept. 1818 Keats
Endym. II. 106 Could I weed Thy soul of care. 1847 Ten-
Kvson Princess v. 454 A lusty brace Of twins may weed her

of her folly. 1879 Froude Caesar x. no The Senate was at

once weeded of many of its disreputable members. 1897

Bookman Jan. 129/1 'The story would be better from a lite-

rary point of view if weeded of some of its clevernesses.

3. To remove (weeds) from land, esp. from culti-

vated land or from a crop. Also with out, up.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 173 Heretykys have

lefte there frowardnes, Wedydethecokkellefrome the puryd

corne. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 21 Dogfenell, goldes,

mathes, and kedlokes are yll to wede after this maner. 1557

Tusser 100 Points Husb. (1878) 23: In June get thy wede-

hoke,. .and wede out such wede, as the corne doth not loue.

161 1 A. Standish Commons Compl. 44 Weede the grasse

cleane vp from about the rootes. 1628 Folkingham Panala

Med. 77 Like a discreet Damsell, which preserues whole-

some Herbes, and weedsvp hurtfull Weeds. 1656 Earl

Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts. fr. Parnass. I. xvi. (1674) 18

So great abundance of Weeds grew up.. [they could not]

undergo the charges they were at in weeding them out.

1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Mar. (1744) 32 Wlld Oats. .are

not easily weeded when in the Blade. 1765 /1h». Reg. 11.

146 The natural grass is to be considered as a weed, which,

if not at first wed out of the ground, will soon destroy.. the

artificial grass. 1902 W. W.Jacobs At Sunwich Port n.

13 Mr. Wilks.. weeded two pieces of gTass from the path,

and carefully removed a dead branch from a laurel.

fb. trans/. To remove (vermin, noxious ani-

mals). Obs.

1583 Melbancke Philolimus T ij b, The Kite canne weede

the worme, can kill the Moulewarpe. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

II. iii. 167 Bushie, Bagot, and their Complices, The Cater-

pillers of the Commonwealth, Which I haue sworne to

weed, and plucke away.

o. fig. To eradicate (errors, faults, sins, etc.)

;

to remove (things or persons) as noxious or useless.

Also with away, out.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 30 By holy exercyse of
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the same plucketh out by the rotes & wedeth away all be
euill customes of synne. 1536 Tindale N. T. To Chr Rdr.,

Thou hast here., the newe Testament. .Which I haue loked
ouer agayncwith all dilygence, ..& haue weded out of it

many fautes. 1546 Styptic. Poore Commons (E. E. T. S.)

62 Your Hyghnes.. hath ..supplanted, and, as it were,
weeded out, a great numbreof valiatint and sturdye monckes,
fryers, [etc.}. 171568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.)56 If wise
fathers, be not as well ware tn weeding from their Children
ill thinges. 1588 Shaks, L. L. L. v. u. 857 To weed this

Wormewood from your fruitfull braine. 1603 — Meas.for
M. in. ii. 284 Twice trebble shame on Angelo. To weede
my vice, and let his grow. 1615 John Plodder \n Rollins

PePysian Carl. (1922) 5S And weed away from euery place
and Cittie, Such idle Drones, you cherish with your pittie.

1643 Prynnf. Sot. Power Pari. 1. (ed. 2) 24 That they were
assembled for the good of the King and kingdome, and to
weed from about him, such Traytours as he continually
held with him. 1662 J. Davirs tr. Olearhts' Voy. Ambass.
43 These customs savour of their antient Idolatry. The
Ministers do all they can to weed it out of them by little

and little. 1690 Locke Educ. % 147 Where you may. .gently
correct and weed out any Bad Inclinations, and settle in
him good Habits. 1736 Berkeley Disc. Wks. 1871 1 1 1. 415
Those who are so active to weed out the prejudices of edu.
cation. 1817 Byron Lament. Tasso iv, I weed all bitterness
from out my breast. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind., Chaucer
(1871) 170 Sir Harris Nicolas, with the help of original
records, weeded away the fictions by which the few facts
were choked and overshadowed.

4. To clear aivay (plants, not necessarily noxious
or useless) ; to take out (plants or trees) to prevent
overcrowding ; to thin (a crop).
1543~ [see Weeding vbl. sb. 2]. 1791 W, Gilpin Rem.

Forest Scenery I. 85 If you want to shelter a nursery of
young trees, plant Scotch firs: and the phrase is, you may
afterwards iveed them out, ns you please. 1825 Jamif.son,
To Weed, to thin growing plants by taking out the smaller
ones; as, 'to weed firs', S.

U b. The refrain of Jean Elliot's song (quot.

£1760) has often been quoted in the form 'The
flowers of the forest are a' wede away \ In allusion
to this, Scottish writers have sometimes used zvede
away (app. without associating it with the verb
weed) in the vague sense * carried off by death*;
sometimes it has been interpreted as 'withered,
faded '. Similarly to wede azvay used intr. for ' to
die off', trans, for i to carry off by death'.
c 1760 Jean Elliot in F. Elliot" Trustworthiness ofBorder

Ballads (1906) 166 The Flowers ofthe Forest are weeded away.
1808 Scott Marmion vi. xxxvi, One of those flowers, whom
plaintive lay In Scotland mourns as ' wede away'. 1824 —
4 Apr. in Earn. Lett. {1S94) II. xx. 158 How sad it is to see
those whom we love gradually weeded away from the world
in which we are left. 1824 Mactaggakt Gallovid. Encycl.
28 Ava my gude auld native parish, the Browns and the
Sproats are a weedin awa. 1851 A. Maclagan Sk. Nature
225 If sad Fate before me should Wede him away.

c. trans/. To remove (inferior or superfluous
individuals) from a company, herd, etc. ; also with
out.

1863 E. Farmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 3) 27 The hounds have
been 'weeded', some sold and some hung. 1869 Whyte-
Melville-SV>«^.? <V Verses 87 Faster and faster comes grief
and disaster, All but the good ones are weeded at last. 1889
*
J. S. Winter 'Mrs. Bob 1, She had her house, as heretofore,

all her old society (excepting such as she had judiciously
weeded out). 1893 Forbes-Mitchell Great Mutiny 3 Those
unfit for foreign service were carefully weeded from the ser«
vice companies. 1901 Essex Weekly News 15 Mar. 5/7 If a
herd is to be made profitable, about one fourth of the cows
must be weeded-out every year.

d. intr. Of a company: To become thinned
down.
1887 Sir R. H. Roberts In the Shires v. 90 The field has

weeded down to the select few.

5. s/anp; (See quots.)
x8ra J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Weed, to pilfer or purloin a

small portion from a large quantity of anything ;. . an appren-
tice or shopman will weed his master's fob, that is take small
sums out of the till... To weed the swag is to embezzle part
of the booty, unknown to your palls before a division takes
place. 1823 'Jon Bee * Diet. Turf, To iveed, to steal part
only. 1894 J. G. Littlfxhild Remin. xv. (ed. 2) T58 Thus,
in the case of a famous American bank robbery, be is sus-
pected of having ' weeded the swag,* to the amount of nearly
^IOjOoo.

Weed, ohs. form of Wed v.

Weedable (wrdab'l), a. [f.W'EED z. + -able.]
That may be weeded.
1611 Cotgr., Sarcable, weedable, fit to be weeded.
Weedaffe (\vrded5). [f. Weed ^.i + -age.]
Weeds collectively. AUoJzg.
1855 Lynch Rivulet cix. vii, When [wilt Thou] with last

desolations Earth's weedage consume. 1866 Redgrave
Cent. Painters II. 112 The weedage, leafage, and flowers
have been painted white, or approaching to it.

tWeedbind. Obs. = Bindweed i.

1555 Turner HerbaU. L vj b, The properties ofbyndweed.
The luice of weedbynde, purj;eth the belly.

Weede, obs. form of Wed z-.,Wide.
Weeded (wrded), (/>//.) a. [f.WEED s5A and

V. 1 + -ED.]

L Covered with weeds. Of a crop : Abounding
in or choked with weeds; weedy.
18:8 Keats Endym. in. i93 Upon a' weeded rock this oldman sat. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 78s (It] sent up only

weeded, raggy, and mixed crops. 1830 Tennyson Mariana
1, Unhfted was the clinking latch ; Weeded and worn the
ancient thatch Upon the lonely moated grange.
2. Freed from weeds. Also/^.
1766 Sp. agst. Suspending $ Dispensing- Prerogative in

Pari. Hist. (1813) XVI. 310 It was the rump of a well

weeded parliament that abolished the monarchy. 1846 Mrs.
A. Marsh Feather Darcy II. i. 5 The fields are covered with
fine well-weeded turf.

3. Of a crop: Thinned out; sparse.

1831 T. MacQueen Gloaming Amusem. 65, O ! white,

white was his weedit hair.

t Weeden, a. Obs. rare. [f. Weed sb.* +
-Ex 4

.] Composed of weeds.

1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 54 We
that had our weeden pillowes.

Weeder (wrd^j). [f. Weed v. + -er *.]

1. An implement used to eradicate weeds.
C1440 Protnp. Parv. 519/2 Wedare, runco. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. xx, (Roxb.) 246/1 The Fift is a long staffe,

with a liroad Hooke of three teeth turning vp made fast on
the end of it. ..This is termed a weeder. 1862 Anstf.d
Channel Isl. iv. xx. 478 Weeding is commonly done by hand
with a small weeder. 1875J. Grant One of

"' Six Hundred'
ii, Occupied with a weeder, which he always carried, and
with which the ends of all his walking-sticks were furnished.

2. A person employed to remove weeds from a

crop, land, etc.

1534 MS. Arc. St. Johns IIosp., Canicrb., For mett &
drynk for ij weders ij days, ij d. 1538 Klyot Diet., Sam'-
tor. Sc sartor, a. weder of corne. Ibid., Stirpiccs, wieders in

gardeynes. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. 11. 52 b, The
beddes and the borders must be so cast, as the weeders bands
mayreach tothemiddest of them. 1645 Withek Vox Pacif.
74 Some Weeds, and Corne, are in the blade so like,That many
Weeders have deceived bin. 1691 Sir J. Founs Ace. Bk.
(S.H.S.) 136 To y e weidersiny8 yard to drink, 040. ^1722
Lisle Husb. (1757) 3S5 My wheat was putting out into ear
when I sent weeders to weed it. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy
in. xxxiv, Whilst I am worth one [sc. shilling] to pay a
weeder— thy path from thy door to thy bowling-green shall
never be grown up. 1794 J. Boys Agric. Kent 25 Women
weeders, per day. .os. %d. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 47 Each
morning now, the weeders meet To cut the thistle from the
wheat. 1835-4//. Munic. Corpor. Rep. ill. 1699 (Among
Officers of Richmond, Yorks., corporation] Weeder of Foot-
paths. 1870 Inquiry, Yerksh. Deaf

<fr
Dumb 20 He is em-

ployed as weeder in the garden at Wighill Park.
fig. 1607 (see Waterer i]. 1801 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. XI. 648 Novels, Poems, Plays, and Periodical Trash,
without end, press upon us for notice—it must be left to the
weeders.

3. An extirpator (of weeds). Chiefly fig. Also
with out.

1594 Shaks. Rich, III, 1. iii. 123, I was a packe-horse in
his great affaires • A weeder out of his proud Aduersaries.
1598 Yoxg Diana 228 Thou art a weeder out Of vices, from
the place of vertues graine. 1611 Cotgr., Eschardouncur,
a weeder of thistles.

4. altrib., as weeder woman; weeder-clips Sc,
m weeding shears (see Weeding vbl. sb. 3).
1748 Lady M W. Montagu Let. to C'tess ofBute to July,

I generally rise at six, and as soon as I have breakfasted,
put myself at the head of my weeder women and work with
them till nine. 1787 Weeder-clips [see Weeding-hook}.

"Weedery (wrdari). [f. Weed sbA + -eky.]
Weeds collectively; also, a place where weeds
abound.
164Z H. More Song ofSoul, Psychozoia n.lxxti, Hard by

there was a place, all covered o're With stinging nettles and
such weedery. 18x4 Southey Roderick vi. 46 The weedery
which through The interstices of those neglected courts
Uncheck'd had flourish'd long.and seeded there. 1837 Tail's
Mag. IV. 629 Two poplars at the end of a strip of weedery.
a 1890 Marianne North Recoil. Happy Life (1892) I. i. 29
Our garden was much of a weedery in those days at Hastings.

Weedful (wrdful), a, rare. [f. Weed sb> +
-ful.] Abounding in weeds. ///. and^.
1614 Sylvester 2nd Sess. Pari. Vertues Royal/ Ded.,

Need-full in this Weed-full Time. 1849 Mangan Poems, To
Jos. Brenan 14 Unheedful Of the thorns and tares, that
choked the weedful Garden of my mind 1

Weed-hook. In i we"odh6c, 4 wyed hoc, 5
weod hook, wedhoc, -hoke, -huke, 4-6 wede-
hoke. [f. Weed sbA + Hook sb.] A hook for

cutting away weeds. Also in fig. contexts.
c 715 Corpus Gloss. S 20 Sarculum, uueodhoc. 1340 Aycnb.

121 pe yefbe of dredcis be wyed hoc of be garriine bet
tiordeb al bet kueade gers. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 527
6"anr/f..Wedehoke. 1408 Wyclif's Bible Isa. vii. 25 (2nd
text, MS. K.) A sarpe, id est, a weod hook, c 1420? Lvdg.
Assembly of Gods 1361 Then Reson & Sadnesse toke wede
hokes tweyn, and all wylde wantones out of the fylde gan
wede. 1557 Tusskr 100 Points Husb. Uxix, In June get thy
wedehoke, thy knife and thy gloue. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
tnst. iv. xi. § 11 (1562) 72 Learne that thou hast nede of a
wedehoke, not of a scepter, that thou mayste doo the worke
of a Prophete. 16x0 J. Robinson Justif Separat. trj How
dare the Prelates.. take this forbidden weedhook into their
hands, & vse it against any tare amongst them ? 1631 Mabbe
Celestina i. 21 To root it out streight with the weed.hooke
of good workes. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Mar. (1744)33
These [thistles] may.. be weeded off with a Weed-hook, or
Stabhing-knife. 1844 H. Stephens 5£. Farm III. 941 The
only implements used in weeding corn are the hand draw,
hoe. .and the weed-hook. 1858 Slight & Burn Bk. Farm
Implements 328 The Weed-Hook. .consists of an acute hook
of iron, flattened,, .with *he two inner edges as far set
asunder as to embrace the stem of succulent herbaceous
plants, and made as sharp as easily to cut through them.
Weeding (wf-dirj), vbl, sb, [f. Weed v. +
-nroM
1. The action or process of freeing (land, a crop,

etc.) from weeds.
c xxoo Gloss, in Wr.-Wfilcker T05/3 Runcatio, weodung.

C1440 Protnp. Parv. 519/2 Weddynge, runcacio. 1468-9
Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 102 For wedyng in the whete,
iijs. jd. 1513-34 Kitzherb. Husb. \ 21 After a shoure of
raine it is beste wedynge. Ibid., But as for terre, there wyll

I

noo wedynge serue. 1583 Shutileworths' Ace. (Chetham
Soc.) 10 John Hewode for the dtesing,wyedingeandkypinge
of the gardenes. .foure and tynty shdlynges. 1641 Milton
Ammadz'. 52 The weeding and worming of every bed both
in that, and all other Gardens thereabout. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. 126 The common price of weeding of it [sc. woad] is

about eight pence an Acre. 1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract.
Agric. (ed. 4) I. 381 When draining is propeily attended to,

there will be little occasion for weeding. 1921 Times Lit.
Suppl. 8 Sept. 574/3 The subsequent weeding of the young
crop [of teak] until it can hold its own against the rapid
growth of weeds and useless trees.

b. The eradication (of weeds) ; also with out,

K\%ofig.
1560 Dai/s tr. Sleidane's Comm. 68 b, The wedyng out of

Heietikes. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Aavis. fr.

J

Parnass. 1. xvi. 28 It was. .ridiculous to compare the purg*
I

ing of the world from sediiious spirits, with the weeding of
noysome hearbs out of a Garden. 1901 Scotsman 1^ Mar.
9 4 One who. .was all for the weeding out of incapacity ar.d

j

the selection of the fittest officers.

c. That which is weeded out.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 96 Hee weedes the corne, and
I still lets grow the weeding.

2. The action of thinning out plants, trees, etc.

Also eoner. (//.) the plants removed in the process.

1543 Act SJ Hen. VII i c. 17 § 5 Persons, .which have..
!

Woods or Coppice. .:shall, at the felling cr weeding thereof,

leave standing, .twelve Trees of Oak. a 1715 Burnet Own
]

Time (1734) II. 274 They charged him [Ld. Halifax] for

anoi her Grant . .to the waste of the Timber.. .[He replied] His
Grant in the Forest of I lean was only of the Weedings. 1799

! J. Robertson* Agric. Perth 254 At a second weeding, when
j

it appears necessary, another third of the original number
may be cut down. Ibid. 255 T >itto number of weedings,

I

taken out before 20 years, and valued at one half-penny each.

1825 Jamieson, Weedins, what is pulled up, or cut out, in

thinning trees, &c. 1844 II. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1098

1
To erect a pyramid of 3 small trees or weedings of larch or

1 Scots fir.

b. transf, and_/^.
1844 Disraeli Coningsby n. i, The accession of Mr. Canning

to the cabinet . .soon ic-d to a further weeding of the Medi-
ocrities. 1853 Surtefs Sprng't 's Sf-. Tour lx. 342 It seemed
agreed on all hands that then partyrather wanted wteding
than increasing. 1870 Daily Neivs 11 Nov., The feeling..
is so strong, that a great weeding of the judicial bench is

probable if the Republic lasts. "^884 Athenxum 20 Dec.
800/3 I [s value would have been greater if the two volumes
had been reduced to one by the judicious weeding of the
articles dealing with the controversy with Mill.

3. aitrib. and Comb., ns weeding season, time; in

the names of many tools used in removing weeds,
as weeding chisel

', f dog, forceps, fork, firon,

t knife (lit. and fig.), fineers, shears, f tongs

(lit. and fig.), tool, also Wkedino-hook ; weeding
dues slang (see quot. and WEED v. 4 e); weed-
ing shim dial, (see quot.) ; weeding-woman (cf.

weeder woman, Weeder. 4).
1819 Rees CycL, *Wecding-chiscl, an useful tool with a

divided chisel point, for cutting the roots of large weeds
within the ground. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. 392/2 In the
Base is.. a Gardiners "Weeding Dog. It is made with a
Taper Fork, and a Cross bar of Iron, some six or eight Inches
above, [etc.]. 181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. s. v., Speaking of
any person, place, or property, that has been weeded, it is

said *vveeding dues have been concerned. 1819 Rees Cycl.,
* Weeding. I- orcefs, or Tongs, the tool of the nipper kind
which is made use of for taking up some sorts of plants in
weeding corn and other crops. 1611 Cotgr., Serfoet, a weed-
ing hooke, or "weeding forke. 1828-32 Webster, // eedhtg-
Fork, a strong three-pronged fork, used in cleaning ground
of weeds. 1921 Blackw. Mag. June 760/2, I was summoned
into the house.. and leaving my weeding-fork and basket,
was absent.. perhaps an hour. 1562 *\V'eding yron [see
Weed?-. 1

2]. 1683 ). Wk\t> Scots Gard.(igcy) 149 Pull up the
roots cleanly, taking the help of the weeciing-iron where
needful. 1728 Swift Pastoral Dial. xi. Misc. 1732 III. n.
38 Him on my Lap you never more should see ; Or may I

lose my *Weeding-knife—and Thee. 1751 Earl Orrery
Remarks Swift (1752) 183 The scythe of time, or the weed-
ing-knife of a judicious editor, will cut down the docks and
thistles. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 381 When large
weeds only are to be pulled out of shrubberies, this may
sometimes be done with ^weeding pincers, a 1722 Lisle
Husb. (1757) 385 The latter end of the *weeding-season.
1906 Alice Wehser Natives Brit. Central Africa vi. 137 In
the planting and weeding seasons, people set out for the
gardens before daylight. 1688 Hoi .me Armoury 111. xx.
(Roxb.) 246/1 He beareth Gules, a paire of Weeding Tonges
Or, else a paire of "Weeding Sheares, erected and open.
1850 Ogiuvie, Weeding-shears, shears used for cutting
weeds. 1819 Rfes Cycl.,* Weeding-Shim, an implement.,
made with a frame somewhat like that of the common wheel-
barrow... It is a very useful and convenient tool for the pur-

pose of tearing up weeds. 15*3-34 VnznF.RB.Husb. § 16 J he
whiche shal be great hnrte to the corne, whan it shall be
sowen, and specially in the *weding-tyme of the same.

1733 w- Ellis Chiltern <y Vale Farm. 298, I was obliged

several Years after, to cut them up in Weeding-time. a 1555
Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 462 Vf god
..perchaunce beginncto poure hys showers vpon you:

to nippe you with his "weeding tonges, &c. 1688 [see weed-

ing shears]. 1850 Ogilvie, * Weeding tool, an implement for

pulling up, digging up, or cutting weeds. 17x0 Aodison
Tatter No. 221 He gave me positive Orders to turn off an old

*Weeding.Woman. 1908 [Miss E. Fowleh] Betw. Trent $
Ancholme 40 Two old weeding-women, cheek by cheek,

takin g up daisies.

Weeding-hook. - Weed-hook.
1378 Ace. Roll Doune, Wands^vorth, Surrey (Westm.

Chapter Munim.l, iij Wedynghokes. c 1440 Protnp. Parv.
519/2 Wedynge hooke, runco. 1523-34 Fitzher-b. Husb. g 21

And if it be drye wether, than muste ye haue a wedynge-
hoke. a 1661 Hoi.vdav Juvenal (1673) 270 When weeding-
hooks and rakes The first Smiths made. 1763 Mills Syst
Pract. Husb. III. 22 The common weeding-nook will not go
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deep enough to take out the whole of the long slender tap root

of this plant. 1787 Burns Attsw. Gudeiuife of Wauchope-
House u, The rough burr-thistle, spreading wide Amang the

bearded bear— I turn'd my weeding heuk [Ibid. Wks. 1S00

III. 378 weeder-clips] aside, An' spar'd the symbol dear !

184s Loudon Suburban Hort. 135 The weeding-hook, which
is a narrow strap of iron forked at the lower extremity, and
a wooden handle at the other, is ajso used for raising weeds.

fig. 1641 Milton Ch.Govt. 1. v, He littledreamt then that

the weeding-hook of reformation would after two ages pluck
up hi s glorious poppy from insulting over the good come.

Weedless fwf'dles), a. [f. Weed sbj- + -less.]

Free from weeds, lit. and jig.

itfxi Donne Anat. World, 1st Anniv. 82 For all assum'd
vnto this dignitee, So many weedlesse paradises bee. 1659
W. Chamberlavse Pharon. in. i. 95 Whose weedless banks
no pining winter knew. 1670 Drydkn tst Pt. Conq. Grancuia.

iv. (1672) 35 When troubled most, it does the bottom show,

'Tis weedless all above; and rocklessall below. 1841 Catlin
N. Amer. hid. (1844) II. 164 The thousand treeless, bushless,

weedless hills of grass. 1874 W. Coky Lett. £ Jmls. (1897)

371 A clear, weedless, rocky pool. 1908 H. Wales Old
Allegiance viii. 137 Straight shaded walks and weedless

lawn s.

Weedling (wrdlig). [f. Weed sb. 1 + -ling.]

1. A small weed.
1820 Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 62 And though thou seem'st

a weedling wild, Wild and neglected like to me. 1881 R.

Buchanan God $ the Man III. i. 17 Beyond this moss there

seemed no other sign of vegetation;, .not even the weedlings

of the rock.

2. A slight, weakly person.

1890 Universal Rev. 15 July 410 What is pathetic is the

maternal anxiety shown by the weedy lady for her weedier

child.. .Her whole care is that the weedling's days shall be
long [etc.], 191 1 Times 9 Aug. 6/1 The strong, able-bodied

one s go off to the Colonies and only the weedlings remain.

fWeedwind. Obs. [ad. MUu. wedewinde
= G. wehdwinde (see Withwind), with assimila-

tion of the first element to Weed sb.] a. Black

Bindweed, Polygonum Convolvulus, b. Wild Con-
volvulus, Convolvulus arvensis.

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. liii. 394 Of blacke Withiwinde, or

Bindeweede. . This kinde of Uindeweede is called ..inshoppes

Volubilis media, that is to say, The meane Bindeweede. .in

English Weedewinde, and Windweede, or Iuybindweede.

1597 GbrarOB Herbal Table Engl. Names, Weedwind, that

is withywind. 1601 R. Chester Lovers Mart. (1878) 82

Sweete Trefoile, Weedwind, the wholesome Wormewood.
1665 Lovell Herball (ed. 2) 465 Weed wind, see Withy
wind .

Weedy (wf-di), a. 1
[f. Weed sb. 1 + -y i.]

1. Full of, abounding or overgrown with, weeds.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. Tab. 219 Lond, weet, wodi, wedi,

or stony, to rtmed'te. 1596 Spenser P. Q. iv. x. 55 But I

Like warie Hynd within the weedie soyfe, For no intreatie

would foigoe so glorious spoyle. 1611 Bible yer. xlix. it

The noise thereof was heard in the Red [marg. weedy] Sea.

a 1631 Donne Lett, to Persons of Honour (1651) 50 A sullen

weedy lake, where I could not have so much as exercise for

my swimming. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 100 If Wheat is

weedy it must lie upon the Gravel. 1767 A. Young Parmer's

Lett, to People 261 Dividing the field in such a manner as to

give each method a fair proportion of the weedy and clean

pans. 1828 Daw Salmonia tf The fish here are large.and

the river weedy, so you must take care of your fish and your
tackle. 185a Mrs. Stows Uncle Tom's C. xxxii, The waggon
rolled up a weedy gravel-walk. 1914 ' Ian Hay ' Knt. on
Wheels xiv, The garden was weedy and the lawn unshaven.

fig' 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Dec. 122, I haue Nought
reaped but a weed ye crop of care. 1628 Prvnne BriefSurv.
Cozens 15 The infallibilitie of the Church of Rome, from
whose weedie Garden, this Garland of Deuotion hath beene
gathered, 1859 Meredith R. Feverel x\\\\x\, A sad down-
fall if we forget what human nature, in its green weedy
Spring, is composed of. 1892 Daily Tel. 31 Aug. 5/4 t'l'he

library] of the Church House is still scrappy, weedy and
incomplete.

2. Of the nature of or resembling a weed ; made
or consisting of weeds.
1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 175 When downe the weedy

Trophies, and her selfe, Fell in the weeping iirooke. 1610

G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. 1. 1, Let. .nettles, kixe, and all

the weedie nation. With emptie elders grow, sad signes of

desolation. 1733 W. Ellis Chi/tern 4 Vale Farm. 349 The
Sheep., in quest of their weedy Food. 1753 Dodsley PubU
Virtue 1. ii. 94 His new machine ; form'd to exterminate The
weedy race. 1881 Grant Allen Evolutionist at large 44
Thus the crowfoot, too, cannot blossom to any purpose below
the water;.. only those lucky individuals whose chance lot

it was to grow a little taller and weedier than the rest, and
so overtop the stream, have handed down their race to our

time. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 30 June 4/6 Grasping in their

tired little hands the weedy spoils of the hedgerow.

Jig. 1819 H. Busk Vestriad 11. 84 The brawny Tritons,

with their weedy hair. 1835 Watervvorth Exam. Distinc-

tive Princ. Protestantism 9 These weedy prejudices never

will be torn up. 1874 Burnano My Time xxvi. 238 A long*

legged gentleman with weedy whiskers. 1888 D. C. Murray
Weaker Vessel xiv. Some of them are clever in a way ; rooted

fools by nature, who bear a weedy little blossom of wit, and
suppose themselves to flower all over.

3. Having a taste or tang of weeds.

1892 J. M. Walsh Tea 107 The liquor [of Neilgherry] is

thin, muddy and rank or 'weedy ' in flavour.

4. colloq. (Cf. Weed-t^. 1 5.) a Of animals, esp.

horses and hounds : Lean, leggy, loose-bodied,

and lacking in strength and mettle.

1800 Sporting Mag. XV. 107 The poor, slight, weedy,

spindle-shanked stock of brood mares. 1854 Surtees Hand-
ley Cr. xxxviii. (1901) II. .5 He rode a weedy chestnut.

1865 Morley Mod. Characteristics n A very shabby old

brougham drawn by a pair of very weedy horses. 1877

Stables Pract. Kennel Guide 37 Weedy a very expressive

word, as applied to a dog who looks leggy, thin, badly-bred,

and apparently going to seed. ' R. Bolokewood
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Robbery under Arms xi, We drafted out all the worst and
weediest of the cattle.

b. Of persons: Unhealthily tall and thin; lanky
and wanting physical vigour ; also, weakly, of poor

physique.
185a Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xxi, ' Nice size, too,' con-

tinued he,. .'plenty of substance. .(puff). .. Hate a weedy
woman— fifteen two and a half—that's to say, five feet four,

's plenty of height for a woman*, a 1865 Mrs. Gaskei.l
Wives ty Dau, viii, Grace, .is looking rather pale and weedy.
189a Nation 21 Apr. 295/3 In order to fill the ranks large

numbers of weedy men have been enlisted.

5. Comb., as weedy.haired, -looking adjs.

1819 Keats Lines to Fanny 36 That monsirous region,

whose dull rivers pour, Ever from their sordid urns unto the

shore, Unown'd of any weedy-haired gods. 1854 Whyte
Melville Gen. Bounce vii, His fastidious taste cannot but

admit that there are ' some weedy-looking ones among 'em '.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xxxiii, Tom thought them
weedy-looking animals. 1866 Treas. Bot. 139/2 Various

genera of coarse weedy-looking plants.

Weedy (wrdi), a* [f. Weed ^.2 + T l.] Of
a woman : Wearing widow's * weeds ', clad in

mourning.
1848 Loncf. Life (1891) II. 133 A weedy woman came

sweeping up to us, and introduced herself as an admirer.

1850 Dickens David Cepp. xvii, She still wore weeds. I

think there was some compromise in the cap ; but otherwise

she was as weedy as in the early days of her mourning. 1887

Jessofp Arcady 155 Think of the blank despair that would
take hold of the weedy widows and desolate orphans when
they applied for their share of the surplus.

Weef (yrtff* Also -wef. [? Var. of Weeth, dial.

f. Withe sd.] (See quot.)

183a Planting 90 in Husb. (L.U.K.) Ill, Bavins. House-
faggots, bound with two withers or weefs. Ibid., The tops

of hedge-stakes, coopers' ware, &.c, bound with one wither

or wef. Ibid., Withers or weefs. The pliant shoots of hazel,

ash, willow, &C-, for binding the spray and prunings of trees

into faggots, brooms, &c.

Weef, Weeft : see Weffe, Weft.
Weegle, Sc. var. Waggle v.

Weehee : see Wehee.
Week (w/k), sb. Forms : a. 1 wico (rare), wicu

(inflected wican, wiecan), 3-5 wike, 3-6 wyke,
5 wyeke, 6 wieke

; 4 wyeke, 6-7, 9 dial, wick

;

£ 3-6 weke, 6 weeke, weicke, weake, 6- week
;

7. 1 wucu, 2-3 wuke, 3-5 wouke, 4-5 woke,
4-6 wok, 5 wooke, wouyk, wowke (wokk), 5-6

wolk(e ; 5. Sc. 4-8 ouk, owk(e, 5-8 oulk, owlk,

ulk, oik, 6 wke, 9 00k. [Com. feut. : OE. wice

wk. fern, corresponds to OFris. wike (WFris. wike,

NFris. week, wik), OS. -wika in crucewika Passion

Week (MLG., Y&.tveke), MDu. weke (Du. week),

OHG. wehha, wohha (MHG., mod.G. woche),

ON. vika (Norw. vika, Sw. vecka, Da. uge), ? Goth.

wiko (once only, rendering ra^ts ' order' in Luke
i. 8) :-OTeut. *wikon-.
As there is no reason to suppose that the Germanic peoples

used a reckoning by weeks before they came in contact

with the Romans, it is probable that the OTeut. *wikon-

had originally some meaning wider than that of ' period of

seven days', which the word has in WGer. and Scandinavian;

perh. it meant 'succession, series,' and this may have been

the sense of Goth. wikd in the only recorded example. The
root *wik- is found in ON. vikja to turn, move, OHG. wek-
sal (mod. G. tvechsel) change.
The remarkable diversity of forms in the Eng. word is due

to the different effect, in different dialects, of the initial (w)

on the following vowel. The original form with wi- appears

rarely in OE. literature (exc. in combinations, where it

was general) ; the £ type represented by the standard Eng-
lish form descends from this. The form wucu (inflected

wucan) is the ancestor of the y t ype (M E. woke, wouke, etc.),

whence the 5 type was developed in the North by the loss of

the initial (w) "before the labial vowel. (The written / in

many of the Sc. forms, wolk, oulk, etc., was never pro-

nounced.)]

1. The cycle of seven days, recognized in the

calendar of the Jews and thence adopted in the

calendars of Christian, Mohammedan, and various

other peoples; a single period of this cycle, i.e. a

space of seven successive days beginning with the

day traditionally fixed as the first day of the week.
The Jewish week began with the day after the sabbath, and

this beginning was adopted by the Christian church. The
days of the Jewish week, except the seventh (the Sabbath)

were not named, but distinguished only by number ; in early

Christian use the name Sabbath was retained for the seventh

day, and the first was called the Lord's day {i\ *fuptaxJf wipa,
dies dominicus), the other days being numbered only. The
English names, Sunday, Monday, etc., belong to an astro-

logical week which, quite independently of the Jewish-

Christian week, arose from the practice of assigning the

successive hours to the seven planets in the order of their

distance, and then naming each whole day (of 24 hours) from
the planet supposed to rule its first hour. The planetary

names, Dies Solis, Dies Lunar, Dies Martis, etc., came into

common use in the Roman empire, and were adopted in

translated form by the English (before they came to Britain)

and other Teut. peoples ; the names Mars, Mercurius, etc.,

being apprehended as names of Roman gods, were rendered

by the names of the Teutonic deities supposed to correspond

to these ; for details see the articles Tuesday, Wednesday,
etc.

a. a 900 O. E. Chron. an. 878 (Parker MS.) On haere seofo-

£an wiecan ofer Eastron. (-900 Baeda's Hist. v. ii. (Miller)

388 Mid <5y hit 5a an wiice 'oaes fxstnes ^efylled wies. c 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xviii. 12 Ic fasto tut^o in wico [C975
Rushworth wica]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 Alle o5er da^es

of be wike beo3 to breldome to bis dei [sunnen deil c 1305

WEEK.
Lay. 13927 pene feor5e dan i bere wike heo 5ifuen him
[Woden] to wurSscipe. a i»$ Ancr. R. 70 Euerich urideie

of 5e yer holde5 silence, bute gif hit beo duble feste ; &
teonne holdeS hit sum ooer dai i3e wike. c 1290 S. Evg.
Leg. 312/438 pe seoue Dawes in be wyke. C1374 Chaucer
Troylus \\. 430, 1 shal nomore com here bis wyke. c 1394 P.
Pt.Crede 13 Pe Lengbe of a Lenten, flech moot y leue.. And
Wedenes-day iche wyke wibouten fiech-mete. c 1400 Ywaint
$ Gaw. 3058 Ilkone of us, withouten lesyug, Might win ilk

wike fourty shilling, a 1450 Mirk's Festial 172 [A Saracen
said to a Christian] pis is be wyke pat 5oure gret profete deyt

in. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 1. i. 4 The secor.de parte

ys of youre seuen storyes, accordynge to the seuen dayes of

the wyeke. 1456 Pas.'on Lett. Suppl. (1901) 57 My lord of

Norwich shal the next wyke visite the hous of Hykelyng.

1590 in P. H. Hore Hist. Wexford (1900) I. 271 James, .went

to St. James' faire to Bristowe the last wick.

|3. c x*7S [see 2. c 1205]. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 1 pe
Wednesdai in be firste weke of Advent. 1390 Gower Cottf.

III. 116 He.. Of sevenedaiesmadeaweke. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xiv. 61 On be Seterday it rynnes fast, and all be

weke elles it standes still. 1529 More Let. to Wife 3 Sept.,

Wks. 1419/2, I shal (I think).. get leaue this next weke to

come home and se you. 1556-7 Cal. A nc. Rtc. Dublin (1889)

458 The said [Recorder] shall thre daies every weicke gyve

attendaunce. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 231 That
thre daies in the weke they tame theyr body with fastynge.

a 1633 G. Hkrbert Outlandish Prov. (1640) 587 [Proverb]

Thursday come, and the week's gone. 1740 C'tess Pom fret
in C'tess Hartfords Corr. (1805) I. 208 As this is aweek of

great devotion and retirement with all good catholics, so it

is a week of great idleness and equal retirement with us

protestants. 1748 Anson s Voy. \\. viii. 222 At Cberipe, ..

there is a constant store of provisions prepared for the vessels

who go thither every week from Panama. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. in We may probably consider

the Week, with Laplace as 'the most ancient monument of

astronomical knowledge*. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xliv, You
couldn't make it convenient to lend me half a crown till the

latter end of next week, could you ? 1849 C. Bronte Shirley

i, The present week is yet but at Thursday, and on Monday
[etc.]. 1867 E. A. Freeman in Stephens Life (1895) I. 391

Last week I have Leen working at the early life of Lanfranc.

y. c looo Rule St. Benet (1888) 51 Paet beon an Eelcere

wucan saltere.-Sesungenne. a 1122 O. E. Chron. an. n 18,

On Hson geare on baere wucon Theophanie wxsanesafenes
swy3e mycel Hhtinge. c 1200 Ormin 4173 Itt iss a.^ heh
messeda« Att here wukess ende. C1200 Prin. Coll. Horn.

3 And hit [sc. Advent] laste5 bre wuke fulle and sum del

more. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2431 Vr eldore him [sc. Woden]
bitoc of be wouke ben verke day. a 1315 MS, Rawl. B. 520

If. 32 Ant te baiilifs..eche woke ober eche foiteni3t ate leste

sullen maken enquestes of men herburgers. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 454 [>us be persoun J>at al be wouke disposib

hym to preche to his sheep cr [etc.J. c 1400 Rule St. Benet

xli. 29 Al ]t>e wukis in be summir, sal ye faste ilke wuke tua

dais. C1400 Maundev. (1839) xxv. 261 For thei schryven

hem and howsele hem evermore ones or twyes in the Woke.
1425-6 in Acta Dom. Cone. 11. Introd. 13 The secunde terme

begynande the Monunday of the first hail wolke of lenteryn

with lik continuacion of termes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 532/1

Woke {v. rr. wok, wooke), ebdomada, septimana. c 1450

Godstow Reg. 231 To gefe to be power nedy parysshens of

bloxham euery woke & euery ^ere balfe a quarter of corne

menglyd. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 303 The
peple desyris..the mare to se him na he rade every day, or

every wolk or moneth. 155a Aup. Hamilton Catech. (1884)

51 AIs well on the Satterday as ony other day of the wouke.

8. C1470 Gol. %Gaw. 1343 Witbreualingand reuay all the

oulk hale. 15*6 Cartul. S. A'icholai Aberd. (New Spald.

Club) I. 154 With ane trentell of messis in ye ouik [Iread

oulk] yat ye said obit sail happin in. 1565 Reg. Privy

Council Scot. I. 332 That na sellaris be oppynnit bot thryis

in the oulk for selling of thair geir. 1566 in Hay Fleming
Mary Q. ofScots (1897) 495 Nocbt onlie the twa Sondayis

bot also the hole rest of the oik. 1584 J. Melvill Autob. <y

Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 181 Ther shalbe four Sermones in the

ouk ; twa on the Sunday, and twa on the ouk-dayes. 1608

Rec. Intierwiik in A. I. Ritchie Ch. St. Baldred (i83o) 114

The examination to begin ye nixt oik.. for that purpose.

X728 Ramsay Robt., Richy, <y Sandy 31 Last ouk I dream'd

my tup..brak his leg. 1807 TAssAmLhSoldiers Return 11.

iii, Wife—fetch my bonnet that I caft last owk. 1868 G.

Macdonald R. Falconer I. xi. 137, I'll think aboot it whan
ance I'm throu wi' this job. That'll be neist 00k or there-

abouts, or aiblins two days efter.

b. With prefixed word, denoting some particular

week of the year.

The weeks of ihe ecclesiastical calendar commonly thus

referred to are Easter wetk, the Ember weeks (Ember 1
),

1
Passion-week, Holy week (also called Great week), Roga-

1 tion week (also called Gang-week, Grass-wc*^, Procession.
1 week), Whit-w^A (also called Whitsun-w«£, IWhitsun
DW-week, tPentecost-week).

a 950 Guthlac (Prose) xx. 161 On bsre eastorwucan.

c 1450 Brut 11. 437 In Cristemesse wike. 1450-153° Myrr.

Our Ladye 11. 278 In Penthecoste weke.. .In trynyte wyke.

1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 94, I perposed to a byn with

yow in the esterne weke. c 1500 Cartul. S. Nickolai Aberd.

(New Spald. Club) I. 259 One Wedinsday in ye penthicost

owk nixt eftir ye synod. 162a Laud Diary 23 Apr., Wks.

1853 III. 138 Being the Tuesday in Easter week. 1692 Pepys

Let. to Evelyn Easter Monday, The last being Confession,

this in all good conscience should be Restitution Week.

% O. Sometimes applied trans/, to other artificial

cycles of a few days that have been employed by

various peoples, e. g. the eight days' ' week '
of the

Romans (see Nundine), the five days' ( week' be-

lieved to have been used by the ancient German^etc.

1604 E. G[kimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vi. 11.

[
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They accompted their weekes by thirteene dayes, marking

the dayes with a Zero or cipher.

2. A space of seven days, irrespective of the time

from which it is reckoned, f All a week: for a

,
whole week.
t Forty weeks : often used for the length of the period of

I

gestation.
1 c 1055 Byrhtferth's Handbocin Anglia VIII. 288 On bam



WEEK. 255 WEEK.
beo3 twa & fifti wucena. (-1105 Lay. 32931 To feouwer
wikene [c 1*75 wekene] tiirste pat wrec [read were} wes
iuoioed. c 1*50 Gen. <y Ex. 3473 So woren foro .x. wukes
gon, get adde Iacob birtgeles non. c 1*90 S. Etig. Leg. 66

And two jer andal-mest preo wyke. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

7943 pis ost . . bisegede ben castel, six wuke wel vaste. a 1300

Cursor M. 18587 He. .Was tua and thritti winturs aid, And
monet sex and wyckes tua. c 1315 SftOKBHAM v. no In

pyssere ioye we scholde by-louken Al hyre ioyen of uouiti

woken pe wylest be 3ede wyb chylde. C1330 R. Hrunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9353 Al a wyke be kyng ber lay, He
sp'ilte his tyme. 1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 359 He gert his

menje busk ilkane, Quhen sex owkis of the sege ves gane.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvi. ioj And in be worn be of pat

wenche washefourty wokes. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R.
ix. ix. (1495) 354 A monthe conteynyth foure wekes and a

weke seuen naturall dayes. c 1400 Beryn 1047 For foure

wookis full, or he did hir entere, She lay in lede within his

house. C1420 Wyntoun Crou. IV. xxv. 2375 pat about be

hundretheday, Wouyk, monethe or moment [etc.]. c 1420

Chron. Vilod. 1662 He regnede not foure 3ere here, By sixe

wykeus as yche vnderstonde, pat he was martrid. 1466 Pas-
ton Lett. Suppl. 108, I thynke of every day a wyke tyl ye be
content, c 1470 Henry Wallace II. -^73 Hyr dochiir had of

xij wokkis aid a knayff. a 1520 Skelton Alagnyf. 1003, I

haue not kept her yet thre wokys. 1534 Star Chamber Cases
(SeldenSoc.) 1 1. 2 14 Whiche catall hathben. .Impoundyd by
the tyme and space of ten wykes at the leste. 1553 Edin.
Burgh Rec. (1871) II. 278 The expensisof the ulkprecedand
the xxvj day of Marche. 1593 Shaks. _3 Hen. Vl, " v. 36
So many Dayes, my Ewes haue bene with yong: So many
weekes, ere the poore Fooles will Kane. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 248 Kfter mony oulkes quhen
mekle tha had wrocht and mekle had swat, tha [etc.]. 1615
R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 9 He hath byn in this place

a wick, and never came into the English howse till now.

1734 Pope Hot, Sat. n. ii. 93 A Buck was then a week's re.

past, And 'twas their point, I ween, to make it last. 1736
Butler Anal. I, i. Wks. 1874 I. 24 A man determines, .that

he will walk to such a place with a staff a week hence. 1744
M. Bishop Life 114 Thinking every Day a Week, and Week
a Month. 1751 F. Coventry Pomfiey the Little It xii. 236
As he had expected a Parcel from London by the Coach for

a Week before, he naturally concluded this to be the same.

1787 Hoy Let. 31 Oct. in Burns' Wks. (1809) II. no, I should
give htm nought but Stra'bogie castocks to chew for sax
ouks, or ay until he [etc.}. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain
1. ix, She was within six weeks of seventeen, and surely she

need not be sent down again to the schoolroom. 1865 M rs.

Whitney Gayworthys xlii, Then there came a week of rain.

b. Seven days as a term for periodical payments
(of wages, rent, or the like), or as a unit of reckon-

ing for time of work or service.

1426-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 66 Also payd to

Thomas Seviere and his feLwe to set vndir be clerkis cham-
ber dore be o mason a hole woke iiij s. iij d. 1492 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. I. 205 And for alimos, gevin woulkly, of
xxiiij wokkis, xU-iij li. 1527 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 473
After the rate of 18* by the wooke. 1552-3 Burgh Rec. Edin.
(1871) II. 342 Item to Andro Mansioun for half ane ulk's

wage. 1557-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 409 Payde to wyllyam
Elssame for j quarter and vj wyekes the soms of xixs. vj d.

1580 Fermor Ace. in Arckeol. Jml. (1851) VIII. 181 P-1 for

xii weickes bord for Mr. Richard Fannor and his man, at

vii* the weicke iiijl' iiij». 1784 Morn. Chron. 26 May 4/1
Advt., The above premises may be taken by the week, and
entered upon immediately. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes ni.

(end), The house is full of boarders, . .many of whom, .con-

tract by the week for their board and lodging. 1882 Besant
All Sorts xxi, Eighteen shillings a week would buy him out-

right until his engagements begin again. Ibid, xxii, And
in two days more the week's rent would be due. 1886 C E.
Pascoe Land. To-day ii. (ed. 3) 39 A week's notice is the
general rule before vacating rooms. 1914 ' Ian Hay ' Knt.
on Wheels xviii, I have two thousand a year. ..I don't know
how much that is a week, but I'll work it out some day in

shillings and see.

+ C. Followed by day used pleonastically. (See

Day sb. it.)

1:1440 Partonofie 6634 This lyfe they ladde vj. wekes day.
c 1670 [see Day sb. 11J.

d. Used vaguely for an indefinite time, as in a
week or two, implying a moderate space of time

;

•weeks, referring to a duration which is felt as long.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 567 But thurgh his magik for a
wyke or tweye It semed that alle \he Rokkes were aweye.
c 1422 Hoccleve Min. Poems 174 My freend, aftir, I trowe,
a wike or two That this tale endid was, hoom to me cam,
And seide [etc.]. 15.. Lvndesay Play 1048 in Bannatyne
MS. (Hunter. Club) 505 Than schodeit to, within ane oik or
two. 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 195 How often hast

thou gone whole dayes togither, whole weakes, yea whole
yeres, and neuer thought once to lone hym aryght ? 1597 in

J. Melvills Autob. fy Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 424 Alas ! the
mounths, alas ! the wkes and dayes, That I consum'd in

foolishe sports and plays. 1707 Jane Austen Sense <y Sensib.
xxix, He did feel the same, Elinor—for weeks and weeks he
felt it. I know he did. 1891 'J. S. Winter' Lumley vi,
1 Oh, Vere is not going for weeks—weeks,' declared Mrs.
Jock with great decision. 1918 Times Lit. Suppl. 18 Apr.
1 85/2 The unbounded hospitality of a time when a few letters

of introduction gave weeks of princely entertainment.

e. Feast of weeks Heb. Antiq. [tr. Heb. hag
s'dbutdlh] — Pentecost i.

1382 Wyclif Exod. xxxiv. 23 The solempnyte of weekis.
1535. Coverdale ibid., The feast of wekes. [So the later
versions,)

3. The six working days, as opposed to the Sun-
day; the period from Monday to Saturday inclusive.

Cf. Weekday.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 344 Jif se terminus ^escyt on

sumon dse^e ba^re wucan bonne byft se sunnan daes barr xfter
easier d^. 1340 Ayeub. 212 peruore me let of bodiliche
workes of be woke uor betere to onderstonde to bidde god.
136a Langl. P. PL A. vii. 743 For summe of my seruauns
beob seke ober-while, Of alle be wike [v.rr. wyke, weke,
wowke] heo worchep not so heor wonibe akeb- i6oa Shaks,

Ham. I, i. 76 Why such impresse of Ship-wrights, whose sore
Taske Do 's not diuide the Sunday from the weeke. 1882
Besant All Sorts xxix, On this Sunday morning, when the
old man looked as if the cares of the week were off his mind.
4. a. Week of years : used in Lev. xxv. 8 by

Wyclif, Tindale, and in the Douay Bible (after the

Vulgate) for * a period of seven years ' (Covejfclale

has ' yeare sabbathes ', and the other versions ' sab-

baths of years', following the Heb.). Also used
by commentators in explanation of the 'weeks'
mentioned in Dan. ix. 24-27, where periods of

seven years are meant.
1382 Wyclif Lcvit. xxv. 8 Andthowshalt noumbre to thee

seuen wekes [1388 woukisjof ^eerys. a 1591 H. Smith God's
A rrtnu u. (1593)0 1 b, This woi de Hebdomada . ,i.s sometimes
taken for a weeke of daies, that is, seauen daies.. .But at
other times it signifieth the space of seauen yeares, and then
is it called Hebdomada Annoruni, A weeke of yeares. 1621
T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise VietHard 147 Doe wee
not obserue how in three weeks of yeares three are dead?
1650 Sclater Expos. Rom. xv. Ep. Ded. A 2, Having now,
(by the space of full three weeks v( years, and more) . . had a
strong dispute with my thoughts, whether [etc.]. c 1680 K.
Fi.k.ming Fulfilling Script. 11. ni. (1726) 278 They know
Daniel's seventy weeks, .clearly takes in his [the Messiah's]
coming, and though it were taken either for weeks of days,
or of years, it must long since be expired, but if they should
mean weeks of ages, then for many thousand years his

coming could not be yet expected.

b. Week of days : used by Bible commentators
(following a mistranslation of Dan. x, 2) to denote

a literal week as opposed to the 'week of years'

:

see quots. in 4 a.

It is not clear whether Scott's use for 'a whole week ' is an
echo of this, or whether it was a current phrase.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Dan. x. 2 At the same time, I Daniel

was in heauines for thre weekes of daies. Ibid, 3 Til thre
weekes of daies were fulfilled. 1611 Ibid., Three full weekes
{margin, Heb. weeks of dayes]. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, x,

They dared not keep me a week of days in durance.

5. In various idioms, a. A week [see A. adj. 2,4,
prepy\, every week, weekly, per week. (See also 2 b.)

a 1225 Aner. R. 344 Of alleswuche binges schriue hire enes
a wike ette leste. 1387 Trevisa Higden V. 415 He usede
twyes a wooke to sitte al day to fore bechirchedore. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour 12 A good woman. .that fasted .iij. tymes
a woke. 1861 Brougham Brit. Const, ix. 118 It is repeated
seven times a-week.

b. In expressions serving to fix a date. This day,

tomorrow, Monday, etc. week : seven days before or

after the day specified. Similarly this day, etc. (so

many) weeks. Yesterday , Monday, etc. was a week
(dial.), seven days before the day mentioned,

t Formerly also fottr (etc.) weeks day, exactly four

weeks (cf. 2 c).

1398 Alunim. de Metros (Bannatyne Club) 490 [Gif] defaut
be of bir paymentis..ovre runnene ande ganeby sex wowkis
daye eftir be lymite terme- 1454 Cat. Ane. Rec. Dublin
(1889) 281 That al manerof men of Irysheblode. .avoyde[i>.
quit Dublin] by this day iiii. wekys. And gyff eny of this

Iryssh blode..may be founde within the said cite or fraun-
cheis after the said iiii. wekys day, they shall. .be put in

?risone. 1531 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 187
he same Court so adiorned to be kepte ther that day thre

wekes next ensuyng. 1582 Sir J. Popham in H. Hall Soc.
Eliz. Age{iS86) 262, 1 mene if God please to be at Salisburie
the wekes-daie at night before Easterdaie. 1700 in Jml.
Friends' Hist. .SW. (1914) Oct. 181 Wee heard, .of her being
ther last 4

th day was a weeke. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
160 The whole of the money must be made good that night
week. 1815 Scott Guy Al. v, Allow me to recommend some
of the kipper—it was John Hay that catcht it, Saturday was
three weeks. 1831 Lincoln Herald 23 Sept. 4^4 Early on
Monday morning week, an attempt was made [etc.]. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xliv, Send Charley tome thisnight week
—'for the letter'. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. vi, The crisis

came on Saturday, the day week that Thompson had died.

1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd xx, Last Saturday was
a week I touched at Liverpool with a cargo of furs [etc.].

Ibid., When I came back last Saturday week. 1883 D. C.
Murray Hearts x\\\. Can you make it convenient to be there
this day week ? 1889 '

J. S. Winter' Airs. Bob i, Let us
say Thursday week, dear— This is Saturday, so it is quite
enough notice to give.

C. Week and week about : in alternate weeks.
1891 Kipling Light that Failed vi. 94 The girls were

supposed to market week and week about.

6. Proverbial phrases. ta». To be in by the week :

to he ensnared, caught
; _/?§-. to be deeply in love.

To go to it by the week : to commit oneself

thoroughly.

1546 I. Heywood Prov. (1867) 69 This prouerbe shewth
the in by the weeke. a 1553 Udall Royster D. 1. ii. 4 He is

in by the weke, we shall haue sport anon. 1586 A. Day Eng.
Secretorie 11, (150.5) 47 Yet now we be in, let vs go to it by
the week. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 61 O that I knew he
were but in by th' weeke. 1598 R. Bernard Terence, Andria
1. i. (1607) 12 He is in the snare ; he is in for a bird, hee is

in by^ the weeke. i6i« Webster White Devil E 1, Enter
Flamineoand Marcello guarded, and a Lawyer. Law. What
are you in by the weeke.

b. Too late a week : a jocular understatement for
1 far too late '. Now only as echo of Shaks.
1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. iii. 74 At seauenteene yeeres, many

their fortunes seeke But at fourescore, it is too late a weeke.
i8«6 Scott Jml. (1890) 1. 105 If she had her youthful activity,

and could manage things, it. .would amuse her. But I fear

it is too late a week. 1829 ///,/. II. 220.

C t The week ofthefour Fridays : an imaginary
date that will never arrive (obs.). A week of Sun-
days : seven Sundays or weeks as representing a long

time.

1760-72 H, Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) I. Ded. p. x, At
the period that the hogs shall, .feed along with the herrings;

..or on the week of the four Fridays, so long looked for by
astrologians. 1898 ' C. Hare' Broken Arcs 1. ii. 13 Tes
wark. .never done, an' nar' a bit o

1

play for I,.. no, not in a
week o' Sundays. 1901 D. Sladen Aly Son Richard iv, He
. .got to know her more intimately in that five minutes than
he might otherwise have done in a week of Sundays.

d. Pugilisiic slang. 7o knock (a person) into the

middle of next week : to give (him ) a decisive blow,

to punish severely ; to astound, flabbergast.

1821 Moncriehf Tom A> ferry 11. iv, They knock'd me into

the middle of next week—besides tipping me this here black
eye—only see how red it is ! 1833 [S. Smith] Lett. J.
Downing xv. (1835) 95 The first clip 1 made was at Amos,—
but he dodged it, and I hit one of the Editors of the Globe,
and knocked him about into the middle of next week. 1846
W.T. Porter Quarter Race Kentucky 105 The next moment
he was knocked into the middle of the next three weeks ! 1859
Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xvi, I believe you would knock me
into next week if I were to have a battle with you. 1883
Harper's Alag. Oct. 720/2 It would not be comfortable to be
knocked by his heels into the middle of next week.

7. Combinations: f week-boy, a boy hired by
the week, as distinguished from an apprentice

;

week-long, continuing for a week ; week-night,
a night in the week other than Sunday night ; also

attrib. ; week-old a., that has lived or lasted a

week; f week-silver, some kind of feudal dues

(prob. in commutation of "Week-wouk).
1662 Act 14 Chas. lie. 5 § 17 No Master Weaver, .shall.

.

sett on worke above two Apprentices or any 'weeke- Boy to

weave in a Lomle in the said Trade in worsted weaving.

1683 hee Devil sb. 5 at iSgSDaily News 15 Sept. 6 4 The
ladies, true to their 'week-long enthusiasm,, .made the Uni-
versity College Theatre look very bright. 1847 L.o. Lindsay
Chr. Art I. p. clxviii, I lay at the feet of Jesus, .. yoking
down my struggling flesh with week-long fastings. 1859 II.

KingsleyC Hamlynx\, Both he and Ellen thought it strange
that their mother should insist on that book on a 'week-
night ; they never usually read it [the bible], save on Sunday
evenings. 1877 Spurgeon Serm. XXIII. 120 Week-night
services. 1892 Lichfield Mercury 25 Mar. 8/5 If we obsti-

nately shut our eyes and keep company with the hapless

*week-old kittens. 1903 Kipling Five Nations 115 Out of
the darkness we reach For a handful of week-old papers And
a mouthful of human speech. 1430 in N. a> Q. 13th Ser. I.

449/1 Exceptis redditibus, seruiciis,..et xvi). s. annuis voca-
tis * Weikseluer.

Hence f Wukemalum adv. [-meal], by weeks.
c izoo Ohm in 536 Drihhtin Good To bewwtenn wukema-

lumm , Ibid. 554.

Week (w/k), hit. Also 8 weeck, 9 weke.
[Cf. WHKAK v. and sb., WHICK v.

y
Wee int.']

Imitation of the squeak of a pig or mouse.
1588 Shaks. TH. A. iv. ii. 146 Weeke, weeke, so cries a

Pigge prepared to th'spit. 01719 D'Ukfev Pills II. S7

Weeck, Weeck, Weeck, scmeak'd the Pig. 1855 Browning
Era Lippo Lifpi 11 Harry out. .Whatever rat, there, haps
on his wrong hole, And nip each softling of a wee white
mouse, Weke, weke, that's crept to keep him company 1

Week(e, obs. forms of Weak, Wick.
Weekday (wrkdt"*). Forms : see Week sb.

and Day sb. [OK. wiedse^ f. wic(u) Week. Cf.

OHG. wchhatag, ON. vikudagr.]

f 1. A day of the week. (In quot. c 1 200 a literal

as opposed to a metaphorical day.) Obs.

c 900 tr. Barda's Hist. lit, v, pset hi )>y feor5an wicdse?;e &
by syxtan fsestan to nones. ciiooOkmin 13x8a Alls itt off

piss werrldessda5^Rihht onnfasst efenn waere, Korrbi batt ure
wukeda3$ Bi twellfe timess ernepb [etc.]. (11300 Cursor Al.

2857 Sir loth wijf. . in a salt stan men seis hir stand bat bestes
likes o pat land, pat ancs o be wok day, ban es sco liked al

a-way. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Anus (S.T.S.) i£6 [They]
do mare the Sonday or the haly day na othir wolk dayes.

t 2. Ajiav of the week other than market-day or

Sunday. Obs.

1477 in Charters etc. Edin. (1871) 141 The nolt merket..
[to be held] about the Trone,..and nocht on the wolk day.
1588 in G. P. Scrope Castle Combe (1852)332 That none shall

bye any grayne or other vittell on our markett-daye before
nyne of the clocke in the fore-none, nor in the wicke-dayes
more then shall serve their owne howsolde.

3. A day of the week other than Sunday.
c 1546 Coverdale Cat: in s Treat. Sacravt. etc. Fjb, In

lyk maner as thou seist this blessed sacrament ministred on
the sonday, euen so wyth lyke reuerence do they vse it at the
same houre on those wyke dayes, that the congregacyon..
hath appointed to that vse. 1563 Homilies, Ofl'tace 4- Time
ofFrayer \. II. 139 For although they wyll not trauayle nor
labour on the Sunday, as they do on the weeke day, yet they
wyll not rest in holynes. 1593 in Alaitl. Club Misc. I. 57
That., wpone the oulk dayes thai begin at viij houris and
end preciselie at ix houris. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Sun-
day ix, Thou art a day of mirth 1 And where the week-dayes

trail on ground, Thy flight is higher. (654 J- Audland in

Jml. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1919) XVI. 135, I havebeen in

Bristoll severall first dayes.. and I have gone into the

Countrey, in the Weekdayes. 173a Swift etc What passed

in London Misc. III. 263 My Wife and I went to Church

(where we had not been for many Years on a Week-day).

1835 Dickens Sk. Bos, Seven. Dials, Pass through St. Giles s

in the evening of a week-day, there they are in their fustian

dresses, i860 Sat. Rev. 3 Mar. 277/2 His [sc. Spurgeon s]

father was a hard-working man on week-days, and a preacher

on Sundays.

b. altrib.

[1595 in Alaitl. Club Afisc. I. 72 In the oulk dayes preich.

ing in Glasgw. it is desyrit that the ministeris keip preciselie

the hour.] 1693 O. Heywood Diaries (1885) IV. 147 That

house where the week-day lecture had been kept. 173a

Pope Ep. Bathurst 345 One solid dish his week-day meal

affords, An added pudding solemniz'd the Lord's. 176a

I

Secker 2nd Charge Dioc. Canterb. (1771) 253 Diligence..



WEEK-END. 256 WEEM.
in bringing your People to the holy Communion, and where
it can be, to Week-Day Prayers. 1802 Wordsw. Sonn.
* I grievedfor Buonaparte ', The talk Man holds with week-
day man in the hourly walk Of the mind's business. 1859
Geo. Eliot Adam Bed* Hi, He knew nothing of week-day
services, and thought none the worse of the Sunday sermon
if it allowed him to sleep from the text to the blessing.

1877 A. Maclares {title), Week-day Evening Addresses.

"Week-end. a. (with a and//.). The holiday

period at the end of a week's work, usually extend-

ing from Saturday noon or Friday night to Monday
;

esp., this holiday when spent away from home.
1879 N. fy Q. Ser. v. XII. 438/3 In Staffordshire, if a per-

son leaves home at the end of his week's work on the Satur-

day afternoon to spend the evening of Saturday and the

following Sunday with friends at a distance, he is said to

be spending his week-end at So-and-so. 1889 Miss Brad don
Day will Come xxiv, Theodore and his friend betook them-
selves to Cheriton Chase on the following Friday, for that

kind of visit which north country people describe as 'a week
end'. 189a Times i3 Mar. 8 2 They had evidently taken
the house for week-ends. 1899 S. R- Gardiner O. Cromivelt
vi. 192 Oliver.. may be regarded as the inventor of that

modified form of enjoyment to which hard-worked citizens

have, in our day, given the name of the ' week-end '. 1905
Spectator 26 Aug 239/1 What a 'week-end 'it must have
been for the host, whatever it may have been for the guest.

attrib. 1887 Advt. of G. W. R. (in Lanes.), Week-end
tickets. 1895 Het-'on-le-Hole (Durham; Gloss, s.v., 'Week-
end trips' are now advertised on most of the [railway]

lines.

b. The period from Saturday to Monday during

which business is suspended and shops are closed.

1878 J. Almond Bunch if Water-cresses 4 If I get my
'bacco now, I can manage to see th* week-end o'er very well.

1913 Times 13 Sept. 17/3 The Money Market was steady
with a fair demand for advances over the week-end at about
previous rates.

C. Tiie end (i. e. the last day) of the week ; Satur-

day, dial.

1880 C. H. Poole Staffs. Gloss., Week-end, Saturday.

Hence Week-end V, intr., to spend a week-end
holiday. Week-ending" vbl. sb. Also Week-ender,
one who spends the week-ends away from home.
1880 -V. A> Q. Ser. vi. I. 42 Lodging-house keepers and

tradesmen in Llandudno, Rhyl, and other holiday resorts

in n. Wales, employ the derivative form 'week-enders'.,
when they speak of. .visitors who come on Saturday and go
on Monday. 1901 C. G. Harper Gt. North Road I. 144
Three bedrooms for the use of the week-enders. 1901 Daily
Chron. 31 July 7/2 Where shall we week end? 1905 Sat.

Rev. 14 Oct. 490/1 Saturday morning is quite time enough
for the week-enders to get away. 1906 B. Valghan Sins
of Society 66 You see ' week-endings ' have become part of

the British Constitution, and nowadays everybody who is

anybody has to be out of town in the season, say from
Saturday to Tuesday. 1913 W. J. Locke Stella Maris xv.

201 Where have you been week-ending "? 1914 A. N. Lyons
Simple Simon I. iii. 42 He week-ends at Paris-Plage.

t Weekfish. Obs. [ad. Du. weekvisch
t

f. week
soft +visc/i fish. Cf. Weakfish.] A fish of the

Dutch East Indies, the size of a whiting, esteemed

a delicacy.

i636 Ray Willughby's Hist. Pise. App. 6 Pisces India;

Orientalis a Joanne Xieuhofs Descripti.. .Wit fish or Week
fish.

Weekly (wrkli), a. and sb. [f. "Week sb. +
-ly l

.] A. adj.

+ 1. Of or pertaining to the week (either as a
seven-days period or as opposed to Sunday). Obs.

1563 Homilies, Of Place fy Time ofPrayer 1. II. 138 That
vpon the Sabboth day . .they shoulde ceasse from all weekely
and workeday labour. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xi. 178 Hen*
gists noble heyres ; their Idols that to raise Heere put their

German names vpon our weekly daies.

2. That occurs, is done, made, given, etc. once a

week.
Weekly Bill: see Bill sb? 10. Weekly tenancy, one

determinable at the end of any week.
1489 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1528, 120/1 In the delivering

of thir oulkly penny to God and to Sanct Jhonne. 15*5
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1527, 97 The forsaid wolklie penny
and halpeny salbe payit ilk Setterday. 1576-77 Reg. Prhy
Council Scot. II. 582 His releif of the said owlklie wageis
as accordis. 1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. xix. § 1 The Iewes
haue alwaies had their weekely readings of the law of
Moses. 1621 (title) Corante : or weekely newes from Italy,

Germany, [etc.]. 1681 in Naime Peerage Evid. (1874} 16

With a weekly markett and two free faires yearly. 1699
G. Harvey Van. Philos. <y Physick vi. 46 The daily, weekly,
or frequent use of Opiates. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 79 p 9
The Indiscretion of the Books themselves, whose very Titles

of Weekly Preparations, .lead People of ordinary Capacities

into great Errors- 171a Addison Sped. No. 239 r 2 The
Use I make of the above-mentioned Weekly Paper. 173a
Pope is/. Bathurst 264 The Man of Ross divides the weekly
bread, a 1806 Horsley Senn. (1812) II. xxiii. 227 A public
weekly assertion of the two first articles in our Creed. 184a
Dickens Amer. Notes iv, The weekly charge in this estab-

lishment for each female patient is three dollars. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. iii. 390 In this way he gathered
materials for weekly epistles destined to enlighten some
county town. 1899 S. R. Gardiner O, Cromwell vi. 192
He found repose in a weekly visit to Hampton Court. 1920
Act 10 # 11 Geo. V c 30 § 2 Entitled., to receive payments
. .at weekly or other prescribed intervals.

b. With a personal designation : Performing

some action, or employed in some capacity, once

a week ; that has a contract by the week.
Weekly ma>i Austral., an extra hand taken on for one or

more weeks. Weekly tenant, ' one paying rent by the week,
and liable to removal on a week's notice ' (Simmonds Diet.

Trade, 1858).

171a Prior Extempore Invit. 1 Our Weekly Friends To-

morrow meet At Matthew's Palace. 1737 Pope Hor. Ep. 1.

i. 155 They change their weekly Barber. 1890 * R. Boldre-
wood ' Col. Reformer xx, Filling up the station with a lot

of weekly men.

f c. slang. Weekly-accompts pi., a name given

to the small square white patches on each side of

a midshipman's collar.

1819 Vaux Mem. I. 65 The midshipmen proceeded to cut
off the weekly accompts from the coat I had on.

B. sb. A newspaper or ievicw published once in

each week.
1846 C. Mitchell Neivsp. Press Directory 81 Not any of

the newspapers published at the close of the week display

more activity or success than this [the Obserrer] in the
acquisition of news, which, after the preceding six days, has
been swept and exhausted by the immense resources of the
dailys ', and this is the great difficulty in a weekly. 1858
Times 29 Nov. 6/3 Clever weeklies and less clever dailies.

1863 Morn. Star 3 Jan., To-day a new literary Weekly of
high pretensions begins its existence. 1914 in Civil Service
Year Bk. (1916) 294 They take 6 penny daily papers and 3
halfpenny ones ; 3 weeklies costing 3d. each and 5 weeklies
costing id. each.

"Weekly {\vr\di),adv. [f. Week sb. + -ly 2
.] In

each or every week, week by week. Usually, once

in seven days.

1465 in Paston Lett. II. 193 He payth fur hys borde
wykely xx1

. 1474 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) I. 29 It is statut

..that the said penny be rasit wolkly on the Monundaye.
1522 Gnhuay Arch, in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 400 No man shalbe made fre unlesse he can specke the
Knglishe tonge and shave his upper lipe wickiye. 154°
Sc. Acts fas. K(i8i4) II. 378/1 That pair be wokly thre

market dais for selling of breid within the said toune. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 182 The Legates sat wekely, &
euery daie were argumentes on bothe partes and nothyng
els doen. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies v.

xxx. 427 There was one Priest alone resident continually,

the which they changed weekely. 1670 in 12th Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 15 Our daughter, .tells me she gives

your Ladyship weekely an account of her selfe. a 1700
Evelyn Diary 7 Sept. 1665, There perishing neere 10,000

poore creatures weekly. 1726 Ayliffe Parergon 140 As
these Persons are oblig'd to perform the Communion Ser-

vice.. in their turns Weekly, they are sometimes called

Hebdomadal Canons. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain xxxvi,
An acute Gallegan. . who gave me weekly a faithful account
of the copies sold. 1905 R. Bac;ot Passport xv. 142 You
had arranged for her [a governess] to come here two or three

days weekly.

Weeksman (wrksm&n). [f. week's, genitive

of Week, Cf. month's-man, Month sb. l 6 b.]

A functionary whose term of office is a week ; spec.

(see quot.).

1855 Hare Cases Chancery X. 298 Until. . 1850 (when the

Defendants., were appointed day oyster meters), all monies
received in respect of such compensation were divided
equally among them. A list was kept, and each of the
eighteen meters in rotation took upon himself the duties of
' weeksman,' whose office it was to allot the boats to each
of the meters in his turn.

"Weekwam, obs. form of Wigwam.
Week-work. Hist. [OE. zvic-, wieeweorc, f.

wic'ytt) Week + weorc Work sb. Cf. OS. wekewerk.']

In Old English Law, work done for the lord by the

tenant so many days a week. Also attrib. in

•j- weekworksilver (cf. week-silver', Week sb. 7).

c 1000 Reditudines in Thorpe Laws I. 434 On sumen lande

is ban he [sc. the gcbiir\ sceal wyrcan to wicweorce .ii. da^as
swile weorc swile him man ta:c3 ofer jeares fyrst arlcre

wucan, and on hanfest .iii. dajas to wicweorce [etc.].
#
? 1050

in Kemble Cod. Difil. No. 461. III. 450 Consuetudines in

Dyddanhamme. .Se £ebur sceal his riht don; he sceal

erian healfne a^cer to wiceweorce. 1355 MS. Rental of
Winchcombe Abbey, <7/<>j.,TotohomagioproWikewerkselver
xi s. xi d. 1883 Sf.ebohm Engl. Village Comm. ii. 78 Week-
work— 1. e. work for tiie lord for so many days a week, mostly
three days. 1916 Edin. Rev. July 73 A feature which re-

minds us of the week-works of the villein under our own
manorial system.

Weel 1 (wil). Sc, and north. Forms: 1 weel,

3 wel, 4, 6 wele (4-5 welle), 6 vele, 6-7 weill, 7
weell , S-9 wiel, weil, wheel, 9 weal, 4 ,

7-9 weel.

[OE. wkl masc. and neut. *= WFris. wiel, OLow
Prankish w&l (pi. wa/d), ' abyssus ', MDu. wael
(Flem. weele), MLG. wel (LG. weel, weele, whence
mod.G. wchl masc, wehle fern.).] A deep pool ; a

deep place in a river or the sea; a whirlpool or eddy.
c 897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. Envoy 469 Ac se wasl

wuna5 on weres breostum. .diop & stille. c 1000 /Elfric
Gram. ix. (Z.) 52 Hie gurges bis wael, baet is, deop waiter.

ci2ooOrmin 19690 Godd.. f>att mihhte heuim alle . . Inn helle

wel bisennkenn. c 1275 XI Pains of Hell 89 in O. E. Misc.

149 Of vych a wrm bat atter bereb . . Ifulled is bat fule pool.

..Hwenne be feondes heom [lost soulsj forleteb, Snaken
and neddren heom imeteb, And dreyeft heom in-to a wel per
heo bolyeb al vnsel. a 1300 Cursor M. 2903 Bituixand bai

sink in bat wele bar neuer man sank bat was o sele. a 1300
E. E. Psalter xxxv. g And with welle [Harl. weel] of bi

liking ai Sal tou drinke bam [Vulg. torrente voluptatis tuae
potabis eos]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 41 3/1 A Welle, gurges. 1513
Douglas /Eneis vn. ii. 13 Tybir flowand soft and esely,
Wyth swirland welis [L. verticibus rapidis] and mekle
fallow sand. 1536 Bei.lenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xlviii,

The gretest vele heirof is namit Corbrek ; for it will othir
sink, or ellis draw ane schip to it, bowbeit it be distant
thairfra ane mile. 1553 Rec. Burgh Lanark (1893) 26 Sir
Jhone Cunygam. .settis the tan half of his bait gangand
apone Sant Katrynis weill in Clydisholm to Wylyam Pum-
fra. 1599 Alex. Hume Hymnes iii. 211 The belsand circles

on the weills. Throw lowpping of the trouts. 1674 Ray N. C.
Words, Weel, Lanca. a whirlpool. 1683 in Nairne Peerage
Evid. (1874) 18 From the said foord of Gellie to the weell of

Buckmenem. 1786 Burns Halloween xxv, Whyles owre
a Hnn the burnie plays,. .Whyles in a wiel it dimpl'L
a 1800 Rare Willie viii. in Child Ballads IV. 182/2 In the

deepest weil in a' the burn, Oh, there she fand her Willie!

1817 Scott Rob Roy xxxvi, The deep waters and weils o'

the Avondow. 1818 W. Phillips Geol. 113 The pool of stiit

water or wheel, above the falls. 1834 Hogg Dom. Manners
Scott (iyog) 59 In a few minutes we reached Gleddie's Weal,
the deepest pool in all that part of Tweed. 1909 Jedburgh
Gaz. 28 May 3/7 A large, deep pool known as the 'Old
Weal '.

b. attrib.

1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray, A Wkeel*pit, whirl-pool.

a 1800 Young Hunting xvii. in Child Batlatis II. 153/1 They
douked in at ae weil-heid, And out aye at the other.

Weel 2 (wfl). Forms: a. 3-5 wyle, 6 wyele,

7 wile ; 6 wyll(e, whyll. £. 5 wele (5-6 welle),

5-7 weele (6 weyle, weale), 7- weel, (6 Sc. weill,

7 well, 9 weal) ; 6-9 wheel (7 wheele). [OE.
zuile- (in wile-wise), a reduced form of ivili^e, wilie

basket : see Willy. The form wele, weel is a normal
development from this.]

1. A wicker trap for catching fish, esp. eels.

1256 Northnmb. Assize Roll (Surtees) 103 Fit destructio

[in the Tyne] salminiculoium per wyles et per minuta retia.

1369-70 Ace. Obedientiars Abingdon Abbey (Camden) 19
In wylys et pottus, iij s. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. PUgr. 18057
Lyke a wyle in a ryver, to cache the fysche bothe fer and
nere ; the entre large, the comynge out is so strayt, it stant

in dout. 1450-1 Ace. Obedientiars Abingdon Abbey (Cam-
den) 130 Et in welez tmptis pro piscibus capiendis in fossato

Conuentus, iiij s. x d. 1483 Cath. Angl. 4x3/1 A Welle,

nassa. 1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) C yj b, Nas-
sula, a wyll, or a leepe. 1519 Horman Vulg. Z 1 b, One
hath robbed my wyele, predo nassam diripuit. 1573-80
Tlsser Husb. (1878) 87 Watch ponds, go looke to weeles
and hooke. 1649 E. Reynolds Hosea iii. 26 We are like

Fishermens wheels, wide at that end which lets in the Fish,

but narrow at the other end, so that they cannot get out
againe. 1725 Bradley's Family Did., Weel,. .made of

Osier-twigs, which are supported by Circles or Hoops, that

go round, and are ever diminishing ;.. Its Mouth is some-
what Broad, but the other end terminates in a Point: It's

so contrived, that when the Fishes are got in, they cannot
come out of it again, because of the Osier Twigs, which
advance on the inside, to the Place where the Hoops are,

and which stop the Passage, leaving but a small opening
there. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 163 It does not often

take a bait, but is generally caught in weels. 1873 Act 36

$ 37 Vict. c. 71 I 15 Any basket, trap, or device for taking
fish, except wheels or leaps for taking lamperns. 1883
Fislteries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 125 Weels used on the apron
of Weirs for taking Lamperns. 1902 Cornish Naturalist
Thames 163 The moveable eel-trap or 'grig-wheel ', like a
crayfish basket, only larger.

b. in fig. context.

1639 Mayne City Match m. iv, 'Slight who would think

your Father should lay weeles To catch you thus? 1688

Holme Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 80/1 A weele with two
ends, or holes : for fish to get in at ; which when in, there

is no getting out againe, from whence came the proverbe,

I catched him with a weele; that is I got him in so, that

he could not get out. 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xiv, When
did you ever hear that . . any body ever got out of this Weel
without leaving something of his behind him.

c. Her. A conventional representation of such a

fish-trap, borne as a charge.
1688 Holme Armoury 111. xvi. (Roxb.) 80/1 He beareth

Azure, a Weele with its hoope vpward, Or. 1780 Edmond-
son Her. II. Gloss., Weel, for catching of fish, is always
drawn in armory, as in Plate VIII. Fig. 39. 1 1828 Berry
Encycl. Her. I. Gloss.

d. attrib., in t weel-net.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 218 Weaving them close

together in a round and large forme, after the maner of a
fishers leape or weele net.

2. A basket, esp. one in which fish are kept.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 319 Moyses..was puttein
a weele made of rishes [L. iufiscelia scirpea] dressede with
picche, and caste in to the water. Ibid. IV. 353 The fader

and mother abhorrenge to sle theire owne son..putte hym
in a wele in to the see. 1530 Palsgr. 287/2 Welle or lepe

for fysshe, bouticle. 1651 1. Barker Art ofAngling (1659)

44 Providing a little weele made of wicker to carry their fish.

1659 Torriano, Cavdgna..a fisher's-weel, or haske. 1678
Littleton Dict.,Lat.-Eng., Fiscella,. .a wile wherein fishes

are kept. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 125 Hard
Weels [are] large baskets in which eels and lamperns are

kept alive until sold.

Wee'l, obs. contr. form of we will.

1653 Cotterell Cassandra v. (1676) 543 Weel set our
selves up again.

Weel(e, obs. forms of Weal sb. 1, Well.
Weeld, obs. form of Weald.
Weeld(e, obs. forms of Wield.
"Weele, weell, obs. contr. forms of we will.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. ii. 6 Why then wee'll make ex-

change. 1598 Chapman Blinde Begger Alexandria B 3b,

Weele strike vp a drumme. 1606 Marston Parasit. iv. G 2,

Stay foole weele follow thee. 1620 T. May Heir 1. (1633)

B 4 b, Lay it [the child] to him, weele out face him tis his.

"WeelfuJ, -som, var. ff. Wealful, -some.

"Weely, var. Wealy a. 2 Obs.

Weem (w7m). [a. early Gael, uaim (now uaimK)

cavern.] The name applied in Scotland to a cave

or underground dwelling-place used by early in-

habitants of the country.

1792 Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. 101 An artificial cave or sub-

terraneous passage, such as is sometimes called by the

country people a weem. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. L
iv. (1863I 107 The general name applied in Scotland to these

subterranean habitations is Weems, from the Gaelic word
uamha a cave. 1865 C. W. Kett in Q. Jrnl. Sci. Apr. 247
We find in Scotland underground dwelling-places formed
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of large unhewn stones without cement of any kind; these

are called weetits. 1892 D. MacRitchie Underground Life

47 It would be an easy matter for proprietors to fence in and
otherwise protect existing ' weems '.

Weem, var. Wame.
Weemen, obs. pi. of Woman,
t Ween, sb. Obs. Forms: 1-2, 3-4 wen, 3-6

wene, (3 weene), 4-5 weene ; Sc, and north. 4-5
weyne, 4 vene, veyn, 5 weyn. [OE. win fem.

(rarely masc. or nent.) corresp. to OFris. wen
opinion, OS. wdn masc, hope, OHG., MHO.
wrfnmnsc.

t
opinion, hope, etc. (mod.G. wahn fem.,

delusion), ON. van fem., hope, Goth, wm-s hope

:—OTeut, *w&ni-z, f. Teut. and Indogermanic root

*wen- to love.]

1. Opinion, belief. (Cf. Wone sb.)

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xl. § 3 Ne bi3 lof na 5y lae.sse, ac is

wen beet hit sie by mare, a 1150 After. R. 390 note, Efter

monnes wene. c 1150 Gen. <y Ex. 73 Dis ik wort in_ ebrisse

wen, He when 5e socSe Sat is sen. Ibid. 3271 Egipcienes
woren in twired wen que5er he sulden fol^en or flen. a 1275

Prov. Mlfred 215 in O. E. Misc. 115, & ich her 3U wille

leren wenes mine, wit & wisdome.

2. Expectation, hope. (Cf. Wone sb.)

Beoiuulf'383 (Gr.) pas ic wen hsebbe. c i»s Lay. 28141

Of bine kume nis na wene for no weneS heo nauere to soSe
bat bu cumen a^in from Rome. ^'1300 Floriz fy Bl. 651
(Camb. MS.) To hire was mi meste wene, For to habbe to

mi quene. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 83 It were betre be refused

Than forto worchen upon weene.

3. Probability, supposition ; doubt.
Beowulf'1845 (Gr.) Wen ic talije. . baet be Sae-^eatas selran

nsebbe-n to geceosenne cyning aenigne. c 1*05 Lay. 13503 Hit
biS a muchele waene whaer }e i-seon me auere mare. Ibid.

18752 pa3ethit weore a wene whar bu heomihtesa3e. a 1300
Cursor M. 1104 Bituixand bei be southe had senc O thing
bai wist noght bot a wene.

4. Phrases, a. Wen is, is wen : the probability is

{that . . .), it is probable {that . . .).

C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xi. 72 For5aem hit is wen
5aet se ne mjc^e ooerra monna scylde ofaSwean [etc.]. 971
Blickl. Horn. 235 Wen is bsct ic jefyrenode. Ibid. 239 Cum
nu mid us., by laes wen is baet hi us eft genimon. c 1000

Ags. Gosf>. John viii. 19 Jyf ^e me cubon, wen is baet ^e
cubon minne faeder. c iaoo Okmin 7152, & wen iss patt he
wass forrdredd & serrhfull in hiss herrte.

b. Without{en {any) ween, but ween (Sc), for*
out{en ween (Sc.) : without doubt.
c woo Ormin 4326 pu findesst wiss wibbutenn wen Rihhte

ehhte sij>e an hunndredd. ciaos Lay. 6311 To sooen
wihuten wene be la^e hehte Marciane. a 1300 Cursor M.
468 In bat curt bat is so dene, May na filth in dwell
wituten wene. 1 a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 574 Withouten
wene, Wei semyde by hir apparayle She was not wont to

gret trauayle. c 1374 — Troylus iv. 1593 Er Phebus suster

lucyna the shene, The leon passe out of pis ariete, I wo! ben
here with-outen ony wene. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 162

Thai presit hym so fast, That, had he nocht the bettir beyn,

He had beyn ded forouten veyn. Ibid. xix. 292 The erll

sperit giff he had seyne The Inglis host; '3a, schir, but
weyne'. t 1440 York Myst. xi. 104, I will go witte with-

owten wene. c 1450 Holland Houlate 382 Of Scotland the

wer wall, wit ?e but wene, Our fais force to defend, c 1500

Lancelot 2880 .The thrid. .was o manly knycht, but weyne.
c 1550 Rollan 1 ) Crt. Venus in. 51 Twentie and fiue, quhen
thay war red but wene.

tWeen, « Obs. rare. [a. ON. vknn :—OTeut.
type *wsenjo-, f. *wmni- Ween sb.] Beautiful.

13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 945 Ho watz be fayrest in felle..,

& wener ben Wenore [Guenever], as be wya,e bojt.

Ween (win), v. Obs. exc. arch. Pa. t. and pa.

pple. weened (wfnd). Forms: 1 wenan, weenan,
2-4 wenen, 3 weone, 3-5 wen, .3-6 wene, 4-5
whene, Sc. ven(e, vein, 4-6 Sc. and north.

weyn(e, 5 veyn, 6 wean, 6-7 Sc. wein(e, 4-7
weene, 5- ween

; 3-4, 6 win(n, wyn(n. Pa. t.

1 w6nde, 3-6 wende, 3 weende, 3-6 wend, 4
Sc. whende, vend, 5-6 Sc. weind, weynd

;
3-6

went(e, 4 north, weint, 5 wentt, whente, (6 Sc.

wont,wount,wint). Pa. pple. 4-6 wend(e, went,
5whent. [ACommon Teut. weak verb: OE.we'nan
corresp. to OFris. wena to think, OS. wtinian

(MLG. wenen, wdnen, LG. wanen) , OLow Frankish

wdnan (MDn., Du. wanen to fancy, think), OHG.
wdnnen, wdnen (MHG. wxnen, mod.G. wiihnen

to suppose wrongly, imagine), ON. vkna to' hope,

Goth, wenjati to hope :—OTeut. *wmrtfan i
f. *wmni-

Ween sb.

The word seems to have gone out of general use in the
17th c. It has survived as an archaism, esp. in the paren*
thetic formula illustrated in z h.]

1. trans. In regard to what is present or past :

To think, surmise, suppose, conceive, believe, con-

sider. In ME. often with well. a. Const, object-

clause, with or without that.

971 Blickl. Horn. 55 pa word be he wenb bat him leofoste

syn to sehyrenne. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)an. 1137
Al be tunscipe flujan for heom, wenden 5aet hi waeron
raeueres. c iaoo Ormin 1:585 Forr ban te deofell shollde
Wei wenenn batt he ware mann, c 1150 Gen. <y Ex. 1543
Ysaac wende it were esau. 11300 Cursor M. 7557 Quat

!

wyns boui amahund? 1303 R. Bkunne Handl. Synue 10596
He went he had be hys brother. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 148 Whan they sawe Iupiter, they had went he
had ben half man and half hors. 1530 Palsgr. 756/2 The
castell which men wente had ben inprennable, is throwen
downe nowe. 153a More Confut. Tindate Wks. 455/1 If
they had but tolde the myracles that Christ did, the countries

Vol. X.

to whom they were ?ent,wouldehaue went that they had lyed.

1580 Fulke Martiall Confuted iv. 169 Let him looke in his

lexicon, where I weene al his Greeke is. 1600 Holland
Livy v. xxxix. 205 The Romanes, .weening that there was
none left alive. 1614 Camden Rent., Prov. 313 They that

be in hell wene there is no other heauen. 17a! Colin s Mis-
takes iv. 3 Well I ween, That.. Dan Spenser makes the

fav'rite Goddess known. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 111. xxxi,

Some said that there were thousands ten ; And others ween'd
that it was nought Hut Leven clans, or Tynedale men. 1838
Mrs. Browning Deserted Garden xii, Though never a dream
the roses sent Of science or love's compliment, I ween they
smelt as sweet. 1848 Lvtton Harold VI. i, But well I ween
that Gryffyth will never keep troth with the English.

f b. Const, infin. To ween to be or do «= to think

that one is or does. Obs.

c 1200 Vices cS- Virtues g Sume wene5 bien sacleas of 5essere

senne [of swearing], for San fle me nett hem to 5an a<5e.

c 1205 Lav. 24535 ^Elc wende to beon betere bene o3er. a 1300
Cursor M. 12119 pof bou wen make-less to be, pat nan in

lare sal teche be. c 1374 Chalckr Anel. % Arc. 96 So that

she wende haue al his hert yknowe. 1390 Gower Con/, I.

15 Betwen tuo Stoles lyth the fal, Whan that men wenen
best to sitte. c 1450 Knt. de la Tour cxi. 151 After this

sorw, that she went to haue loste her sone, she hadde another.

1513 Douglas sEncis 1. Prol. 131 Quhen we best wene To
haue Virgill red, understand, and sene, The richt sentence
perchance is fer to seik. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 150
The parret. .weening to see another parret in the glasse.

+ C. Const, obj. and compl. (sb. or adj.). Obs.

c 1230 Hali Meid. (1922) 10 Al is bet tu wendest golt,

iwuroetomeastling. 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 40 Ween*
ynge his liif glorios bat is vicious, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV.

12 Men schal nat wenyn euery thyng a lye For that he say
it nat of 3ore ago. c 1430 Pitgr. Ly/Manhode 11. Ixvi. (1869)

100 Gretli j am abasht bat bou bat j wende a nice man
answerest me so wel. 1533 More Ansiv. poysoned Bk. Wks.
1036/1 They., should shortlye perceiue in euery place where
they wene themselfe many, how very few they be. 1582

Stanyhurst A^neis u. {Arb.) 44 Weene you.. thee Greeki^h
nauye returned? 1596 Stenser F. Q. vii. vi. 11 Shee her

seife more worthy thereof wend.

f d. Const, obj. and infin. Obs.

1340-70 Alex. # Dind. 534 So wis wenst bou be be. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 96, I wot thou wolt nothing forbere Of that

thou wenest be thi beste. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 265 That thai may be kend wenand thame self till

have rychtwis caus. 1528 in Pocock Rec. Reform. I. 85 We
wening the same to have been our way. 1570 Dee Math.
Pre/ 19 While the eye weeneth a round Globe.. to be a flat

and plaine Circle. 1606 Holland Sucton. 43 Kenning a
farre of Pompeis gallies . .and weening them to be his owne.

te. With simple object (usually a neut. pro-

noun) : To think, believe, credit (something).

Also, to surmise or suspect to exist. Obs.

c888 /Elfred Boeth. xlii, Nis bast 5eah no licumlice to

wenanne, ac gastlice. c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. I. 440 peah..us
gedafena6 bxt we hit wenon swicW bonne we unrxdlice hit

^eseban. C1230 Hali Meid. (1922) 11 Hwen bus is of be

riche, hwat wenes tu of the poure. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

2154 Na man illedede shuld wene par, whar gude lyf byfor

has bene. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 244 Hit were a wonder
to wene. ^1374 Chaucer Troylus r. 1031 But herke, Pandare,
o word, for I nolde That thow in me wendest so gret folye.

C137C Sc. Leg. Saints xxvij. (Afachor) 78 pis quhen be king
had herd & sen, be Ioy he had wald na man wen. c 1400
Rom. Rose 5672 Is no man wrecched, but he it wene. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 239 Neither must we here con-

syder, what the greatest multitude weneth, but what the

trewthe is. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xx. 117 Qtihat sail

we wene of tratours kene. c 1570 Pride <y Lorvl. (1841) 65
These matters. .So straunge, and so incredible to weene. _

ff, coupled or contrasted with wit (wot, etc.).

c 1290 Holy Cross 11 in S. Eng. Leg. 1 Ich wene bat ich

wot 5wat bis somunce amounti schal. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.

A. 47 per wonysbat worbyly I wot & wene. 1375 Barbour
Bruce iv. 771 But quhethir scho..\Venit, or vist it vitterly,

It fell eftir all halely As scho said, c 1435 Torr. Portugal

1559 Wot ye well and not wene, Whan eyther of hem had
other sene, Smertely rerid herdede. 1711 J. Kelly Sc.Prov.

69 Before I ween'd, but now I wat.

g. eliipt.oiabsot. Usually with adv. or conj. {as,

than, when, etc.).

c888 Alfred Bcetk. xl. § 2 Uton healdan unc bset wit ne
wenen swaswa bis folc wen6. c iaoo Ormin 9S26 Annd tatt

wass mikell wherrfeddle^c patt dide hemm swa to wenenn.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 222 Moiti bet ne weneft nout bredeS in hire

breoste sum liunes hweolp. c 1350 Will. Palerne 706 Ich
am a mad man.. Forto wene in bis wise, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xv. {Barnabas) 3 Bot bai wene wrang. 1377 Langl.
/*. PI. B. xv. 470 Ri3t so rude men. .Louen and by-Ieuen by
lettred mennes doynges, And by here wordes and werkes
wenen and trowen. c 1400 Rule St. Benet 1019, 1 am wastid
wor ban I wend, c 1450 Merlin i. 19 Thow art not so wyse
as thow weneste. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. v. 189, I

know you better than ye wene. a 1568 Ascham Sckolem. I.

(Arb.) 45 Which is an opinion not so trewe, as some men
weene. 1601 Song of Mary in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) 432
Farre more they be than we can weene. 1615 Up. Andrewes
Serm. Nativ. x. (1629) 90 And sure, the way is not readie

to hit;.. It is but a foolish imagination, so to ween of it.

1746 Francis tr. Hor.,Sat. 11. viii. 26 If haply right I ween.
1808 Scott Mann. 1. xxi, Even our good chaplain, as I

ween, Since our last siege we have not seen. 1850 Mrs.
Browning House of Clouds viii, Named as Fancy weeneth.

h. used parenthetically (esp. in / ween) rather

than as governing the sentence. In verse often a

mere tag.

£1175 Lamb. Horn, I. 157 EiSer of bisse teres schedde be
apostel leste ich wene [L. fudit fortasse apostolus] ba be
he seide [etc.]. a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Nis, ich wene, no mon
bet [etc.]. c 1300 Harelok 655 pre dayes ber-biforn, i wene,
Et he no mete. £1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of Gods 278 Of
royall rychesse wantyd she noone I wene. c 1500 Nut-Br<nvn
Maid xxviii, Ye shape some wyle, me to begyle, and stele

fro me I wene. 1564 Anne Lady Bacon tr. JrtveVs Apol.

(1859) 47 And do all they themselves, ween you, agree well

together? 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 741 Nor turnd I weene
Adam from his fair Spouse. 1764 H. Walpole Otranto W,
He, I ween, is no sacred personage. 1787 Burns Humble
Petit. Bruar Water iii, A panegyric rhyme, I ween, Even
as I was he shor'd me. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe iii, See what
tidings that horn tells us of—to announce, I ween, some
hership and robbery. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1. v, And never,

I ween well, had she greater need of true friends than now.
1842 Barham /ngol. Leg. Ser. 11. Ingol. Penance 1 A stalwart

knight, I ween, was he. a 1873 Deutsch Lit. Rem. (1S74)

251 There will be a greater harvest still, we ween.

2. In regard to what is future or contingent: To
expect, anticipate, count on ; to surmise, suspect

;

to think possible or likely. Const, object-clause,

with or without that, etc.

r 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 10 pa be baer serest comon
wendon \&\ his sceoldon mare onion, a 1225 Ancr. R. 178

Ne wene non of heie liue bet heo ne beo itempted. c 1290
Beket 2045 in 6". Eng. Leg. 165 Wenst bou bat ichulle fleo?

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 3S4 Who wolde haue wend hat

yn so lytel a browe Fortune oure Ioye wolde han ouerbiowe.
x 375 Barbour Bruce iv. 210 My lif wend I thair suld be
gane- 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 182 [He] gafe

the sauf condyt, wenand it wald be obeyde- 15.. Freirisof
Berivik 246 Quha wenit that 5e sa lait watd haif cum hame 1

1535 Goodly Primer P ij, I had wente that I shulde haue
gone to my graue in my beste dayes.

+ b. with direct object (sb. or neut. pronoun).
In OE. the object is in the genitive. So (rarely) in early

ME.
971 Blickl. Horn. 51 £if we ane hwile beob on hwylcum

earfobum basr we ures feores ne wenab. a 1240 Vreisun in

Lamb. Horn. 1S7 Naisobesnai. Ne wene hit neuer no mon.
a 1250 Prov. Alfred 161 in O. E. Misc. 112 Monymon weneb
l>at he wene ne barf, longes lyues. a 1275 Prov. Alfred (2nd

version) 650 Ac banne bu hid lest wenest be lujere be
biswiket. a 1300 Cursor M. 10128 Prophecies com al to end,

Quen lues alberlest it wend. 1338 K. Brunne Chron. (1810)

317 Whan William was comen, & wende no tresoun, Sone
was he nomen, & don in prisoun. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 81

Thei that wende pees Tho myhten finde no reles Of ihilke

swerd which al devoureth. a 1450 Le Morie Arth. 1973 So
nere hys herte the sorowe sought AU-moste hys lyffe wokie
no man wene. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. ii. 38 ^our first

reskew. . Furth of a Gregioun cetie sail be scbaw, Quhilk
thow lest wenis [L. quod minime reris],

Pren: c 1386 Chaucer Reezr's T. 400 Hym thar nat wene
wel that yuele dooth. 1670 Ray Prov. 227 (Scottish Proverbs)

He that evil does, never good weines.

o. With inf., present or perfect, with or without

to (ffor to, f til)) : To expect, hope, wish ; to pur-

pose, intend, be minded.
Beowulfms Dst wass unfceara, baet ic aeni^ra me weana

ne wende. .bote jebidan. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1140,

Eustace, .wende to bijseton Normandi bar burh. C1205
Lay. 1848 pa heo best wende to fleonne, ba weoren heo faie.

c 1250 Owl tf Night. 814 He [the fox] weneb eche hunde at

wrenche. a 1300 Cursor M. 6853 Your faas batyow winnes
[v. r. wenis] witstand Sal haue na might o fote and hand.
<:i33oR. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5298 In-to Egipte
ben schiped he, ffor wel wend he ber siker haue be. 1375
Barbour Bruce xvm. 50, I wend neuir till here that of the !

1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. vi. 63, I lytel wendetohaue met
with yow at this sodayne auenture. 1561 Hollybush Horn,
Apotk. 17 b, A colde sweat brake out, so that he wened to

dye straght waye. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. iii. 41 And ramp-
ing on his shield, did weene the same Haue reft away with

his sharpe rending clawes. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, u. v. 88

Thy Father. .Leuied an Army, weening to redeeme, And
haue install'd me in the Diademe. 1611 Bible 2 Mace. v.

21 Weening in his pride to make tbe land nauigable. 1667
Milton P. L. vi. 86 They weend That self same day by
fight, or by surprize To win the Mount of God. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr. 11. xxix, Ye ween to hear a melting tale, Of
two true lovers in a dale. 1854 J. S. Bi.ackie in Btackw.
Mag. LXXVI. 266 Beyond the bounds of earth to fly Im-
pious he weened.

d. ellipt. with adv. (e. g. least), or conj. {ere,

sooner, than, etc), instead of inf. or object-clause.

c 888 /Elfred Boeth. vii. § 1 ponne hy laest wenao". c xooo

Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 50 ponne cymb Sa:s weles hlaford on
bamd«ese5e he na ne wenb\ a \xz$Ancr. R. 222 Ich chulle

. .worpen hire ocere half, & breden uerliche adun er he lest

wene. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9471 As he

stod.er he Test wende, He wasschotto de^e. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Cousc. 1376 That may fa! soner than som wenes. 1375
Barbour Bruce xi. 23 And wis menisetling cumis nocht Till

sic end as thai weyn alwayis. c 1440 Pallatt. on Husb. v. 211

And heer an ende, er then y wende, y fynde. c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione 1. xxiii. 31 What houre we wene not be sonne of

man shal come, a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems iii. 62

Quhen §e leist wein, ;our baks may to the walL 1814 Cary
Dante, Par. xxxi. 53 Round I turned With purpose of my
lady to inquire . . But answer found from other than I weened.

f 3. With neut. adj. or adv. and prep. : To think

(much or highly) of; to feel or be affected towards ;

to trust in. Also without const, (cf. oi'erwecn). Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 21 panne be man wenb more of hinvzelue banne

he ssolde. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 109 Whan he most in his

strengthe wende. Ibid.7.11 Bot wolde god that grace sende.

That toward me my lady wende As I towardes hire wene !

1593 O. Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 125 He
winneth not most abroad that weeneth most at-home.

f4. intr. with of for: To dream of, look for, ex-

pect. Obs. .

I589 Martins Months Minde E 1 b, Howbeit, it was not

that so well, as they do ween for, (being perhappes reserued

for his two sonnes hereafter). 1613 Shaks. Hen I III, v. 1.

136 Weene you of better lucke, I meane in penur d Witnesse,

then your Master, Whose Minister you are. .?

5. Inrenderingsofcertainl.atinwords. fa. trans.

To esteem, respect ; to reckon or esteem equal to.

exooo Lamb. Psalter Ixxxvii. 5 Aestimaius sum cum
descendentibus in lacutn, ^ewened ic com mid nyberasti?,en-

dum to seaSe. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxvn. 5, I am wened
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in ilka land To bas bat ere in flosche falland. Ibid, cxliii. 3
Lauerd, whilk es. .sone of man, for bou wenest him [Vulg.
quia reputas eum] 1

fb. To impute (an offence) to (a person). Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psaller xxxi. 2 Seli man to wham noght wenes

lauerd sinne [Vulg. cui nan imputavit Dominus peccatum].

f 6. In impersonal use. Only in the absol. pres.

pple. weening = it seeming, as (because, since) it

seemed {to some one). Const, clause (usually with
that) or inf. Obs.
c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. xxxiii, 42 Format same had

he do or bis tyme had not Valery sent him owt of be weye,
wenyng to many men bat he schuld not sone come a-geyn.
c 1470 Gregory Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit. Land. (Camden)
234 Wenyng unto the thevysthat theboxyshaddebensylvyr
ovyr gylt, but was but copyr. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 92
Wherof they were sore aferde. ., wenyng to them that it had
be the deuyl. 1513 BsttHEKS Froiss. (1812) I. cclxv. 391
They came.. to a village called Puiernon, and toke their

lodgynge, wenyng to them to be in surety. Ibid, ccclxxxv.
652 Ye duke and his went to Herwyk, wenyng to the duke to

haue entred into the towne ; . . but the capitane of the towne
. . refused to him the entre, and closed the gates agaynst hym
and his.

;

1542 Udall, Erasm. Apoph. 2^3 Aiax. .in hisniad-
nesscslewe a greate noumbre of theim, weenyng to hym
that he had slain Ulysses and hiscoumpaignie. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 276 The commons of Roane and of Beuioys..
sodainely met with the Englishe Marshalles, wenyng to them
they bad bene Frenchmen.
Weend(e, obs. forms of Wend v., to go.

t Wecner. nonce-wd. [f. Ween v. + -er 1
.]

One who weens ; easy weener, a credulous person.
For an earlier doubtful instance see quot. c 1430 s. v.

Weaver ' 2.

1604 Edmonds Observ. Czsar's Comm. vi. v. 13 The incon-
uenience of ouer light credulitie, leading such easie weeners
to a disappointment of their hopes,

Wee-ness. rare. [f. Wee a.] Smallness.
1 88a yamieson's Sc. Did. s. v.

Weening (wrnirj), vbl, sb. Obs. or arch. [f.

Ween v. + -ing l
. Cf. OHG. anaw&nunga ' existi-

matio'

,

piwdnunga 'deliberation MUG. waenunge,
wenung{e, G. wdhnung.]
1. The action of thinking, supposing, expecting,

etc. In ME. often = mere opinion, surmise or sus-

picion (as opposed to certain knowledge).
c 900 Bxda's Hist. iv. xix. (MS. Ca_) pset heo 3a wenunge

set nyhstan Surhteah. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 7423 per wenyng bat day bey tynt, 1340 Ayenb. 113
Hit is ope substance, bet is, uirtuous and substanciel aboue
onderstondingge and wenynge. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx.

33 Wenynge is no wysdome ne wyse ymagynacioun. 1397
Rolls ofParlt. III. 379/2 It was my menyngand my wenyng
for to have do the best. C1400 Rom. Rose 2601 Hit is but
foly and wrong wenyng To aske so outrageous a thyng.
c 1420 Prose Life Alex. 36 }e wende hafe done till vs as 3our
eldirs didde sumtyme till kynge ?erses, hot }our wenyng
dessayued 50W. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652)

22 An old Proverbe, In a Bushell of weeninge, Is not found
one handfull of Cunninge. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. 2 Sur-
mountyng the imperfection of coniecture, weenyng and
opinion. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. 1. 96 These upstart ween,
ings are so witlesse, as they are false, a 1633 G. Herbert
Outlandish Prov. 81 1 Weening is not measure. 1652 H. Hell
Luther's Colloq. Mensalia 225 A Preacher.. should.. not
build upon a weening, . . but must bee sure ofthe Caus. a 1761
Law Behmen's Myst. Magn. xl. (1765) 231 It lies not in any
Mans own willing, weening, running, or going to will.

fb. Phrases. To be at or in weening \ to be in

a state of uncertainty or expectation. To {ones)

weening', to the best of one's belief. To put in

weening: to make (a person) think or believe. Obs,
c 1275 Passion ofour Lord 595 in O. E. Misc. 54 As heo

stode and speken and weren at wenynge Of vre louerdes
aryste and fele ober bmg e - 137S Barbour Bruce iv. 765
Sen thai ar in sic venyng, Forouten certane vitting. ^1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xlvi. (Anastiice) 184 As he wend he had done
til his wenyng Inuch. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. cviii.

(1869) 57 Vn yrened j took it thee, for to my weenynge thou
shuldest here it the bettere. c 1440 Partonope 8588 Ye haue
chose some new thinge, And wolde put me in wenyng That
it were for good Partonope. 1481 Caxton Reynard xvii.

(Arb.) 42 Nay I shal brynge you out of wenyng and shewe it

you by good wytnes.

+ 2. Arrogant opinion, self-conceit. Obs. Cf.

overweening.
'575 Fenton Gold. Epist. (1582) 88TemporalI riches bring

with them pride and wening to him that hath them. 1603
Holland Plutarch'sMor. 1016 Yong gentlemen., filled with
a great weening and opinion of themselves.

+ Weening, ppl. a. Obs. [-ing?.]

1. That weens or thinks; cogitative.

C1391 Chaucer Boeth. m. pr. x.(i886) 71 Yifsobe bat this
good be in hym by nature, but that it is diuers fro hym by
wenynge resoun [sed ratione diversum\
2. Self-conceited, arrogant, overweening.
1579 Fenton Gnicciard. ix. 465 The Swizzers beingof nature

proude and weening, became more raysed and lifted vp in

minde by the estimation that others had of them.

Weenong (wf'n^n). [Jav. winong.'] The Ja-
vanese name for the tree Tetrameles nudiflora.

a 1838 Horsfiei.d in J. J. Bennett PI. Javan. Rariores 80
Weenong of the Javanese. It is a lar^e tree. I found it in

full flower. .in 1815. 1866 Trias. Bot. s. v. Tetrameles.
This tree is the Jungle-bendy of India, and the Weenong of

Java.

Weent, var. Went sb. Obs.

Weeny (wf'ni), a. dial, and colloq. Also 8

weny, 9 weany. [f. Wee, with ending imitated

from Tiny, Teeny a.2] Very small, tiny. Also
teeny-weeny (see Teeny a. 2).

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Wee and weny, very small.

North. 1833 Christmas Improvement iii. (1841) 40 Such a
little tiny weeny pill can never cure such a great big head-
ache as I have got. 1876 Mr. Gray <$• Neighbours II. 140
You have to keep her head the tinyest, weanyest bit in the

world to the nor-east. 1911 C. Beadle City of Shadows vii,

The cupid bow of a mouth opened just the weeniest bit.

1922 \V. J. Locke Tale of Triona ii. 23 They're little tiny

ween y shells.

Weep (wfp), sb. Also 3 -woep, weop, 3, 4 wep,
3-6 wepe, 6 weepe. [f. Weep v. Cf. Wope.]
fl. Weeping, lamentation. To burst a-weep \ to

burst out weeping. Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 11991 pe iherde besne weop [cf. ivop ibid. 5970,

15066]. c 1250 Gen.ty Ex. 2338 He. .bro^te hem bi-for losep

Wid reweli lote, and sorwe, and wep. a 1300 in A need. Lit.

(1844) 90 Al the blisse of thisse live Thou shall, mon, henden
in woep. 1303 R. Brunne //#>/<//. Synne^ix Forcomunlych
aftyr wepe, Fal men sone onslepe. 13.. K. A lis. 7871 (Laud
MS.), Michel weep, mychel waylyng. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 11. 408 She bygan to brest a wep a-noon. a 1425
Cursor M. 10496 (Trin.) Whil she mened bus hir mone \Vij>

wepe [other texts weping] & sorwesmony one. lSizHetyas
in Thorns Pr. Rom. (1828) III. 116 The which in weepe
piteously bewayled her good spouse. 1545 Hen. VII/'s
Primer, Lauds C iij b, Deuout prayer, meynt with wepe,
Suffreth not the hart to slepe.

b. A fit or bout of weeping.
Also in ' Hence these weeps', a burlesque alteration of

' Hence these tears '.

1836 C. Shaw Mem. etc. (1837) II. 574, I had nothing else

for it, but in the middle of the night to go aside and have
a very hearty weep by myself. 1876 J. P. Struthers in

Life fy Lett. iv. (191S) 49 But those days are gone. Hence
these weeps. 1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties, Mare's Nest
43 There was a scene—a weep or two—With many kisses.

2. An exudation, percolation, or sweating of

moisture.
1838 Civil Engin. fy Arch. Jrnl. I. 213 '2 Weeps which in

iron would speedily be stopped by the natural operation of

rust, go on in copper indefinitely, working their way like

worms in wood. 1891 Ctntury Diet., \Veep
t
exudation,

sweat, as of a gum-tree. 1901 Oxf Times 2 Mar. 3/4 The
water, .did not come by any jets or spouts, .but by simple
oozes or weeps or whatever term they used to describe what
took place.

3. Comb. : j weep-drop, a drop of moisture like

a tear; weep-hole, an opening through which water
percolates or drips.

1509 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. H. Wks. (1876) 120 A mannes
brethynge whan it toucheth ony thynge that is colde as yren
or glasse, anone it is resolued in to wepe droppes of water.

1851 Colon. Mag. July 8 The water.. filters through the red

sand, running through ' weep holes' made of brick, into a
reservoir.

Weep (w/p), v. Pa. t, and pa. pple. wept
(wept). Forms : a. Inf, 1 wcepan, wepan, 2-3

wepen, (Orm. -enn), 3 weopen, 3-6 wepe, (3
weape), 4 wipe, weope, 3-4 wep, (5 wepyn,
wape), 5-8 Sc, weip, 6 St, veip, vepe, 6-7 weepe,

(7 weap), 7- weep. Pa. t, 1 we*op, 2-4 weop,
3 weap, wiep, 3-4 wep, wop, 3-5 wepe, (4
weep, wip, 5 wippe)

; 3 wepude, 4 wepped,
4-5 weped, (4 wepid, wepet), 4-6 wepit, (4
weppit, 5 wepput, 6 Sc. weipit, vepit), 6-9
weeped, 4- wept. Pa, pple. 1 wopen, 4Wopen,
i-wope, 4 wepeu ; 4 wepid, 8 weeped

; 4 ywept,
wepte, 7 weept, 4- wept. [A Corff. Teut. vb.,

prob. originally weak, but in WGer. assimilated to

the reduplicating conjugation : OE. wipan (pa. t.

weop) corresponds to OFris. wepa to cry aloud (str.

pa. pple. wepin, -en), OS. wopian to bewail (pa. t.

weop), OHG. wuofan to bewail, pa. t. 7<w/*(MHG.
wuqfen, pa. t. wief), also OHG. wuoffen, pa. t.

wuofita (MHG. wiiefen, pa. t. wiiefte), ON. &pa
(pa. t. &ptd) to scream, shout (whence ME. Epe v.),

Goth, wopjan to cry aloud, call ; f. the OTeut.
*7vopo- represented in OE. wdp masc, weeping (see

Wope), OS. wdp masc, lamentation, OHG., MHG.
wuof masc, lamentation, ON. 6p neut., cry. Out-
side Teut. no certain cognates are known.
The weak inflexion first appears in the 13th c.,and became

prevalent in the 14th.]

I. inir.

1. To manifest the combination of bodily symp-
toms (instinctive cries or moans, sobs, and shedding

of tears) which is the natural, audible, and visible

expression of painful (and sometimes of intensely

pleasurable) emotion ; also, and in mod. use chiefly,

to shed tears (more or less silently).

In mod.English somewhat rare in non-literary use, being
superseded by cry ; recently a sense of the inapjpropriateness

of that verb as applied to silent manifestations seems to

have in some degree revived the colloquial currency of

weep in the sense ' to shed tears \
C900 Bxda's Hist. in. xiv. (1890) 198 He ongon wepan

hluttrum tearum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 75 And he
eode ut'& weop [Vulg. ploravit] bityrlice. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 43 Nu bi-gon paul to wepen wunderliche, and mihhal
heh engel ber weop ford mid him. C1205 Lay. 6650 per
EHdur be k'nK weop [C1175 wep] mid his e3enen. Ibid.

18895 pae seremite gon to weopen. 1197 R. Glouc. 6924 pe
queue wepinde [v.r. wepude] wel sore, be king ansuerede
pis. a 1300 Cursor M. 14023 pis womman [Mary Magda-
lene] wepand on his fete. 1340 Ayenb. 93 Ne bet ne is na}t

lyf of man ac of child bet nou weppnou lbe^b- 138 . Wvclif
Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 249 pei shulden-.wipe wip men bat

wepen here, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 144 She was. .so pitous

She wolde wepe if that she saugh a Mous Kaught in a
trappe, if it were deed or bledde. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 570
Scbo wippe and hir hondis wronge. c 1450 Merlin ii. 30
And a-noon this othir [child] began to crye and wape. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 150 The tyme sail cum that he
sail weip and murne. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 143 She. .So
hangs, and lolls, and weepes vpon me. 1610 — Temp. in.
i. 74, I am a foole To weepe at what I am glad of. 1667
Milton /'. L. xi. 495 Sight so deform what heart of Rock
could long Drie-eyd behold? Adam could not, but wept.
1700 Dryden Sigism. * G. 578 Away, with Women weep, and
leave me here, Fix'd, like a Man to die, without a Tear. 1782
Miss Burney Cecilia iv. i, Mrs. Harrel. .had shut herself up
in her own room to weep and lament. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. xxx. v, ' They rest ', wesaid,..And silence follow'd,
and we wept, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1, xxv. 191, 1 could have
wept like a child.

b. said of animals.
c 1400 Maundev. (1919) xxxii. 192 peise serpentes [sc.

crocodilesjslen men& pel eten hem wepynge. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. in. ii. 282 Let the strucken Deere go weepe. 1612
Webster White Divel D 3, Here is a Stag my Lord hath
shed his homes. And for the losse of them the poore beast
weepes. 1872 Darwin Emotions vi. 167 The Indian elephant
is known sometimes to weep. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V.
361 Man. .is. .affected with the inclination to weep more
than any other animal.

c. Const. fory
over, + on (a person or thing re-

gretted or commiserated).
^900 O. E. Martyrol. 30 July 132 pa weop eall Romana

dugoS for bsere da:de. ^950 Lindisf.Gosp. Luke xxiii. 28
Nalla5 5ie woepa ofer mec [Vulg. super me] ah ofer iul:

seolfo woepao. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 157 He iseh Martham
and Mariam Magdalene be sustren wepe for hore broSer deo\
a 1225 Ancr. A'. 312 He weop oSe rode, &o Lazre, & o Jeru-
salem, c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 4149, .xxx. daises wep israel for

his dead. (11300 Cursor M. 1799 For bar misdedes wepe
bai ban - £*374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. ii. (1868) 35 Paulus
..whan he hadde take be kyng of perciens weep pitously
for be captiuitee of be self kyng. 138a WyclifZw^xix. 41
He seynge the citee, wepte on it [Vulg. flevit super illam],

a 1450 Mirk's Festial 32 pen for Ion segh mony wepe for

hyr, Ion sayde to hyr: Drusyan, ryse vp. 1549 Compl.
Scot. ii. 25 The prophet hieremye vepit for the stait of the
public veil of habillone. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II

t
v. L 87

Weepe thou for me in France; I, for thee heere. 1601 —
Alt's Well 1. 1. 3 And I in going Madam, weep ore my
fathers death anew. 1623 Cockeram hi. s. v. Crocodile,
Hauing eaten the body of a man, it [sc. a crocodile] will

weepe ouer the head, but in fine eate the head also. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 70 ? 8 Instead of weeping ove* the
Wound she had received, as one might have expected from
a Warrior of her Sex. 1803 M. G. Lewis Sir Agilthorne
liv, They who can weep for others' woes, Should ne'er have
cause to weep their own. 1827 Caki.v:.k Ess., Richter (1S40)
I. 29 Like him we have long laughed at them or wept for
them. 1833 Tennyson Two I'oices 149 In some good cause
..To perish, wept for, honour'd, known. 1855 — Maud 1.

viii, An angel watching an urn Wept over her, carved in

stone. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. Iv, I knew by that time
..how you had mourned for me, and wept for me.

d. Const, for (the emotion that prompts weep-
ing). Similarly with to and inf., or a M«/-clause.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6954 pe bissopes pat hir ladde vor

ioye wepe al so. a 1352 Minot Poems xi. 12 For wo will he
wepe. 1375 LJarbouu Bruce xx. 237 Thar wes nane in that
Cumpany That thai ne wepit for pite. c 1420 Anturs of
Arthur 560 (Douce MS.) Thus wepus for wo Wowayne be
wighte. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iii, 12 A lew would
haue wept to haue seene our parting. 1593 — z Hen. VI,
HI. ii. 121 Henry weepes, that thou dost hue so long. 1593— Rich. II, in. ii. 4, I weepe for ioy To stand vpon my
Kingdome onceagaine. 1648 Herrick Hesper., To Daffa-
dills 1 Faire Daffadills, we weep to see You haste away so
soone. 1667 Milton P.L. ix. 991 So saying, she embrae'd
him, and for joy Tenderly wept. 1784C0WPER Task vi. 700
Maidens wave Their 'kerchiefs, and old women weep for joy.

a 1806 H. K. White Solitude vi, I start, and when the
vision's flown, I weep that I am all alone. 1865 Swinburne
Chastelardux. i. 104, I have wept for wrath Sometimes and
for mere pain, but for love's pity I cannot weep at all.

e. To call fort, cry or pray to with weeping, rare,

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7822 He wep on god vaste ynou
& criede him milce & ore. c 1460 Merita Missai 105 in Lay
Polks Mass Bk. 151 And how he dide for the weop To his

fader on olywete. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Num. xi. 13 For
they wepe vnto me, saying, Glue vs flesh that we may eat,

1845 Mrs. Norton Child rf Islands (1846)43 Then sweet
St. Mary stands in her recess, Worshipped and wept to, as
a thing divine.

f. Phr. To weep one'sfill or bellyful,

a 1290 S. Eustace 193 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 215
Ich babbe I-wopen al mine fille. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. jtohn xi. 28-31 They folowed hir : suspectyng that.

.

she woulde haue gooen to the graue, and there to wepe hir

belly full. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iu v. 113 He beare thee
hence, where 1 may weepe my fill.

g. Proverbial expressions.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. I. xi. (1867) 28 Naie good childe,

better children weepe then olde men. 1616 T. Draxe Bibl.

Scholast. 23 It is better that children weepe, then old men.
[1603 Shaks. Meas. forM. 11. ii. 122 But man..Plaies such

phantastique tricks before high heauen, As makes the Angels
weepe.] 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xliii, To see a young
fellow like tbat. .only ripe for the gallows at five-and-twenty,

is enough to make the angels weep. 1889 'J. S. Winter
Mrs. Bob xii, Ye Gods ! it is a sight to make the angels
weep.

2. Phrases, f To weep Irish : to weep unfeel-

ingly, as a professional mourner weeps at an Irish

wake. 7o weep with (or over) an onion : fig. to

weep with feigned grief.

1586 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. viii. 44/2 in Hclinshed, They
follow the dead corpse to the graue with howling and bar-

barous outcries, pitifull in apparance : whereof grew, as I

1 suppose, the prouerbe : To weepe Irish [orig. Hibernice

\
lacrimari}. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet D iv b, lie make thee to
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forget Bishops English, and weep Irish. 1650 Fuller Pisgah I

11. xii. § 15. 247 Surely the Egyptians did not weep-Irish

with faigned and mercenary teares. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 1305 To weep Irish, or to feign sorrow.

[1601 Shaks. All's Welt v. tii. 321 Mine eyes smell Onions,

1 shall weepe anon.] 1616 Withals' Diet. 557 Ftere ad
nouercx tumulum, to weepe with an Onion. 188* T. G.
V,owi*es Flotsam fy Jetsam 144 Here again is., the Vicomte
weeping ruefully over the strongest onion that ever man
sliced.

3. Of the eyes : To shed tears.

i$6y Gude fyGodlicB. (S. T. S.) 16 And wowis vaine,quhilk

thay did neuer keip, Sail gar thame gnasche thair teith, &
eyis weip. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 59 (Qo. 1600) Titus, pre-

|

Pare thy aged eyes to weepe. 1780 Cowper Boadicea iii,
|

rincess! if ouraged eyes Weep upon thy matchless wrongs,

Tis because [etc.]. i8ioScott Lady ofL. ii. xxii, 'Twasan
!

hero's eye that weep'd. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair viii,
|

Her eyes are always weeping for the loss of her beauty. 187

1

R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxi. 85 Her innocent Eyes do weep to

be going.

b. Jig. of the heart. (Cf. 6 b.)

13.. Adam Davys Five Dreams 64 Myne berte wop for

grete drede. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 163 The other sorte. .Do
I

make my harte wepe whan they come to my mind.
^ 1613

Shaks. Hen. VIII, lit. ii. 335 My heart weepes to see him So
little, of his great Selfe. 1796 Let. to Co7tperm Jrnl. Friends
Hist. Soc. (1918) 32 My heart wept for thee. .with the

tenderest solicitude for thy welfare.

4. transj. Of things: To shed water or moisture

in drops ; to exude drops of water. Also, to waste

away in drops.

1387 Trevisa Higden IV. 3 The preost. .seide bat here
come nevere reyn..; but the trees hadde i-wope in be
eclipses of be Sonne and of be moone. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) vii. 78 And there besyde ben> 4 Pileres of Ston, that

alle weys droppen Watre: and sum men seyn, that thei

wepen for our Lordes Dethe. c 1440 Pallad. on Hush. ix.

75 Clayes wepe Vncerteynly, whos teres beth right swete,

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xv. 1 }e Montaines, murne ; 3e

valayis, vepe. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokesh. (1891) 78 In
these buildinges you shall findc.all the walles of the house
to be all weapinge and covered with streames of water. 1607
Shaks. Timon 11. ii. 168 When all our Offices haue beene
opprest With riotous Feeders, when our Vaults have wept
With drunken spilth of Wine. 1698 Khyer Acc. E. India fy

P. 126, I saw. .Women, .waiting the distilling of Water from
its [the tank's] dewy sides; which they catch in Jarrs, and
..carrying it away, leave it only weeping, a 171a Lisle
Husb. (1757)23 If you lay dung on a sandy or rocky ground
. .it will be weeping away. 173a P. Miller Gard. Kalendar
(1762) 280 Where, .resinous trees. .require some of their

branches to be cut off, this is the best season, .for now they
are not so subject to weep. 1810 Scott Latly ofL, I. xxxv,
The birch-trees wept in fragrant balm. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott
Napoleon (1855) II. xxvii. 501 The sky ceased to weep, and
the vail of clouds was withdrawn. 1909 Engl. Rev. Mar.
617 Within the forest nought weeps save the rain.

b. To issue in drops; to trickle or fall as tears.

Also with out.

1596 Shaks. z Hen. IV, iv.iv. 58 The blood weepes from my
heart, when I doe shape [etc.]. 1739 [S. Pekington] G.
De Lucca's Mem. (1738) 173 Gold, .comes oftentimes in great

lumps from the Mineral Rocks, as if it wept out from be-

tween the joints. 1828 Spearman Brit. Gunner 340 The
water will continue to weep or run from the holes. 1884
Manth. Exam. 3 May 5/3 There would evidently have been
some difficulty in keeping the tunnel clear of water, which
' wept ' into the heading at the rate of 447 gallons a minute.

fig. 184^7 Tennyson Princess vi. 251 Down thro' her limbs
a drooping languor wept. 187a — Garetk fy Lynettc ixt,

Barefoot. .The Lady of the Lake stood: all her dress Wept
from her sides as water flowing away.

c. Of a boiler, etc. : To allow small drops of

water to percolate or trickle through ; to leak in

drops from a joint or rivet.

1869 Sir E. Rf.ed Shipbuild. i, 11 Every rivet being
tested not one of them was found to weep. 1869 Daily News
21 Aug., Nearly all new boilers 'weep' for the first few
weeks. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sea Painter's Log 31 He will

admit, *she veeps a trifle in her garboards '.

d. Of a sore, etc. : To exude a, serous fluid.

188a W. Wore. Gloss., Weep, to run as a sore does. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 243 The fluid escapes just as any
raw surface weeps. Ibid. VIII. 559 It [i. e. psoriasis] never
weeps.

5. To hang limply; to droop. Of a tree: To
droop its branches. Cf. Weeping pph a. 6.

1764 Churchill Gotham 1. 285 The Willow weeping o'er

the fatal wave, Where many a Lover finds a watry grave.

1830 Tennyson Dying Swan ii, One willow over the river
wept. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 207 Young plants, raised
from seeds of the Weeping Ash.., had a tendency to ' weep*
in their first branching.

II. trans.

6. To shed tears over ; to lament with tears.

V897 i*Et.FRED Gregorys Past. C. x. 6i Daet 3astte o^re
menn unaliefedesdot hesceal wepan sua sua his ague scylde.

c 1000 ^llfric Gen. xxxvii. 34 Hc.weop his sunu lange
tide, a naa O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 OS5e hwa
is swa heard heort prct ne nue^ wepan swylces un?;elimpes?
a 1300 Cursor M. 1357 pi fader sin now wepes he. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron, Wace (Rolls) 2928 Sche wepede wed-
dyng, ..ffor scheo had loued longe byfore be kyng of Den-
mark. 1387 Trevisa Higden VI II. 95 ]>e monkes come un.
nebe at pe 'aste, whan bey had longe i-wope [j/.k ywept]
be wrong of her violent out puttynge. 1450-1530 Afyrr.
Our Lot/ye 1. xii. 32 Many., by swetenes of the songe, ar
styrred to wayle and to wepe theyr synnes. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, 111. i. 221 His fortunes I will weepe. 1603 1J.

Jonson Sejanus v. N 2, Now they 'gin to weepe The mis-
chiefe they haue done. 1697 Dryden sEneis ix. 648 Nor
was I near to close his dying Eyes, To wash his Wounds,
to weep his Obsequies, e 17*6 Savage F.pist. to Dyer 54 My
sympathizing breast his grief can feel, And my eye weep the
wound I cannot heal. 1790 Cqwpkk Castaway ix, No poet

wept him : but the page Of narrative sincere. . Is wet with
Anson's tear. 1808 Scott Mann. v. xvi, A child will weep
a bramble's smart. 1825 — Talism. xvii, Edith, for whom
he dies, will know how to weep his memory. 1847 Tennyson
Princess iv. 50 Nor is it Wiser to weep a true occasion lost.

i860 C. Reade Cloister fy Hearth Ixxii. (1896) 209 The
princess went barefoot to Loretto, weeping her crime and
washing the feet of base born men.
fig. 1633G. Herbert Temple, Vertue i, Sweet day,.. The
dew shall weep thy fall to night, For thou must die.

7. To let fall from the eyes, to shed (tears).
The object is freq. expressed by a synonym, as water, drop,

brine, or a hyperbolic term, as flood, sea, rain, etc.

To weep crocodile tears : to feign grief (see Crocodile 2).

c izoo Prin. Coll. Horn. 65 pat bndde ping. .is wop be we
for ure synnes wepecS. Ibid. 149 Swiche teareswiep be holie
spuse uppen hirespus. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. v. 44 penne Ron
Repentaunce and Kehersed bis teeme, And made William to
weope watur with his e3en. c 1374 Chaicer Trcylus 1. 9.1

1

Sithen bat bow hast wopen [v.r. wepen] many a dro^e.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 33 Thou shin'st in euery teare
that I doe weepe. 1606 — Tr. fy Cr. in. ii. 84 When we
vowe to weepe seas. 1612 Two Noble K. 1. iii. 25 Women
That have sod their Infants in.. The brine, they wept at
killing 'em. 1631 Milton pipit. March. Winchester 56
Here be tears of perfect moan Weept for thee in Helicon.

1667 — P. L. 1. 620 Tears such as Angels weep, burst forth.

1781 Cowper Hope 519 The wretch. .Has wept asilent flood,

revers'd his ways, Issober, [etc.]. 1819 Keats Lamia if. 66
She. .wept a rain Of sorrows at his words. 1853 Mrs.
GaskeLL Ruth xxv, All tears had been wept out of her long
ago. 1891 Farrar Darin. <y Dawn xxix, The eyes of Nero
had to weep crocodile tears.

b. fig* Of theheait, or a wound: Toiveep{tears

cf) blood.

1592 Shaks. Ven.$ Ad. 1054 His soft flanke, whose wonted
lillie white With purple tears that his wound wept, was
drencht. 1605 P>. Jonson Volpone in. ii. (1607) F 4 b, My
heart Weepes bloud, in anguish. 1613-16 W. Browne
Brit. Past. 1. iii. 49 His wound (yet sore) That grieu'd, it

could weepe blood for him no more. ? (71634 ? Chapman
Re'.\for Hon, iv. i. (1659)48 My heart weeps tears of blood,
to see thy age thus like a lofty pine fall. 1718 POPE Iliad
xni. 160 My heart weeps blood to see your glory lost 1

tc. To weep millstones : cf. Millstone 2 b.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 245 Clarence, Bid Glouster
thinke on this, and he will weepe. 1st Murderer. I Mil-
stones, as he lessoned vs to weepe. [Cf. Ibid. 1. iii. 354 Your
eyes drop Mill-stones, when Fooies eyes fall Teares.]

d. To declare, express, utter with lamentation.

Also w iihjorln. rare (chiefly poet.).

1599 Marston Ant. fy Mel. v. {1602) H 3, He weepe my
passion to the senselesse trees. i6n Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv.

559 Leontes opening his free Armes, and weeping His Wel-
comes forth. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 347 Both
chain'd togeather.. complaining and weeping their sorrowes
to those walles. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia in. ii, The poor
woman wept her thanks. 1790 Cowper On Receipt Mother's
Picture 31, I ..drew A long, long sigh, and wept a last adieu !

1847 Tennvson Princess m. 14 'My fault' she wept 'my
fault ! and yet not mine '.

8. quasi-trans. with adv. or compl. a. in phrases

expressing excessive or prolonged weeping ; esp. to

weep out ones eyes or heart*

cxzy&St. Lawrence 40 in S. Eng. Leg. 341 That hadde
so much i-wope That he weopout bothiseiyene. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. iv. iii. 99 O I could weepe My Spirit from mine eyes.

1630 Pathomachia v. iv. 44, I haue wept out mine Eyes for

Gnefe, 1 cannot read. 1688 Prior Ode Exod, iii. 14 viii,

Weep out thy Reason's, and thy Body's Eyes. 1887 F. M.
Crawford Saracinesca vi, It seemed unspeakably pathetic

to bear her weeping her heart out.

b. To bring (oneself, another, etc. , into a specified

state or condition) by weeping. Const. iitto,to, or

with adj. complement.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. It, iii. 14 Why my Grandam hau-

ing no eyes, looke you, wept her selfe blinde at my parting.

1605 — Macb. iv. iii. 2 Let vsseekeout some desolate shade,
and there Weepe our sad bosomes empty. 1643 Trapp
Comm. Gen. 1. 1 ' And Joseph fell upon his fathers face

'

as willing to have wept him alive again, if possible. 1647
R. Stapylton Juvenal 108 Weeping her selfe into a stone
fountaine. 1818 Shelley Rosalind fy Helen 363 But now

—

'twas the season fair and mild When April has wept itself

into May. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 116 She wept her
true eyes blind for such a one. 1891 Temple Bar Dec. 600
Phil wept herself to sleep in her sister's arms.

0. with ad vs. To weep (a thing) back : to recover

it by weeping. To weep out : to remove, put out,

extinguish, by weeping ; also, to expend (one's life)

in weeping. To weep down : to weep until the

setting of (the sun).

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. L 48 The sencelesse Brands will

sympathize The heauie accent of thy mouing Tongue, And
in compassion weepe the fire out. *595 — John iv. iii. 105,
I lou'd him, and will weepe My date of life out, for his
sweete Hues losse. 1606 — Ant. * CI. 11. vi. in Men.
Pompey doth this day laugh away his Fortune. Enob. If

he do, sure he cannot weep't backe againe. 1606 Chapman
Mons. D'Olive 1. i, He like a mortified hermit clad, Sits
weeping out his life. 1681 Flavel Ateth. Grace xxvi. 453
As it is with the eye when anything offends it, it cannot
leave twinkling and watering till it have wept it out. 1726
Pops Odyss. xxi. 240 Thus had their joy wept down the
setting Sun.

d. esp. To weep away: (a) to spend, consume in

tears and lamentation ; (b) to remove or wash
away with tears of commiseration. (Said also of
the tears.)

(a) 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. it. L 115 Since that my beautie
cannot please his ele, lie weepe (what's left away) and weep-
ing die. 1599 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. vi, lie weepe
away my braine In true affections teares. 1705 Addison
Italy 2 Mary Magdalene, .is said to have wept away the

rest of her Life among these solitary Rocks. 1859 Tenny-
son Virden 734 Nothing left But into some low cave to

crawl, and there.. weep my life away.
(b) 176a Sterne Tr. Shandy v. iii, My father managed his

affliction otherwise ;. .he neither wept it away, as the He-
brews and the Romans—or slept it off. 1823 Prakd Austra-
lasia q.6-2 And the mild Cliarity which day by day Weeps
every wound and every stain away.

9. To shed (moisture or water) in drops ; to exude
(a liquid, etc.). Also to weepJorth.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 4,7 Ormus Hand, has no fresh

water, saue what the fruitfull Cloudes weepe ouer her, in

sorrow of her desolation. 1651 Biggs A'ezu Disp. p 79 Ce-
landin weepeth a golden juice. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 248
Groves whose rich Trees wept odorous Gumms and Balme.
Ibid. ix. 1003 Skie lowr'd, and muttering Thunder, som sad
drops Wept at compleating of the mortal Sin. 1669 W. Simp-
son Hydrol. Chym. 328 Cut a vine in January.. you shall

find it weep forth a deal of insipid water. 1697 Dryi en
I'irg. Past. iv. 35 The Knotted Oaksshall show'rs of Honey
weep. 1705 Poi'E Spring 62 And trees weep amber on the

banks of Po. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in. ix, Forgetful that

its branches grew Where weep the heavens their holiest dew
On Alpine's dwelling low. i86oTknnySON Tithonus 2 The
vapours weep their burthen to the ground. 1870 Edinb.
Med. Jrnl. Dec. 514 The surface of the. .integument had
been weeping a bloody sanies for three days.

Weep, obs. var. Wtpb dial., lapwing.

tWecpable, a. Obs. rare. [f. Weep v. +
-ABLE.] Deplorable, lamentable.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 86 Bi this nowfeid cause btfille

the rewful and wepeable destruccion of the worthi citee and
vniuersite of Praye. c 1456 — Bk. Faith Pro!. (1909) no
For which so bireweable and wepeable perel vhiche the

clergie may se in the lay party, which ou3te [etc.].

Weepe, obs. form of Wipe v.

Weepentack, obs. f. Wapentake.
1676 in Trans. Cu/nb. <§ Westviorld. Antiq. Soc.Qi.S.)

XX. 247.

Weeper (wf-paj). [f. W eep v. + -er *.]

1. One who weeps or sheds tears, esp. one who is

constantly weeping ; also one who has tears at com-
mand.
C1380 Anteen'st in Todd Three Treat. IVyclif(iBsi) 142

Crist chese to him wepers; & bei chesen to hem myrye
syngers. 1382 Wyclif Judg. ii. 5 The name of that place
[llochim] is clepid, of wepers, crof terys. [Similarly in 161

1

marg.] a 1400 Prytner (1891) 46 Seynte marie, .do fauour
to weperes. 1597 Shaks. Lover s Compl. 124 To make the
weeper laugh, the laugher weepe. 1646 Crashaw Steps to

Temple \ The Weeper. 1693 Dryden Juvenal x. 46 Laughter
is easie ; but the Wonder lies, What stores of Urine supplyd
the Weepers Eyes. 1735 O-Aictr. Veda s Past. 1.(1736) 167
Thus, while hesigh'dand dropta tender Tear, The Hiefers.

.

Nor Crystal Brooks, nor sprouting Grass regard, So much
they in the Weeper's Sorrow shar'd. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Passion <V Princ xi. III. 230 My first wife was a
weeper, Ma'am ; and I did hope to have e-caped a second.
However, it seems you are come of a crying family. 1842
C. Whitehead R. Savage xii, Had I been at any time of
my life a weeper and wailer. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in
Libr. (1S92) II. vii. 212 Cowper's tears, .never, .suggest
that the weeper is proud of his excessive tenderness.

b. Spec* A hired mourner at a death-bed or

funeral.

1412-20 Lydg. Troy Bk. iv. 3062 It neded hem no wepers
for to here,—pei hadde I-nowe of her owne stoor. c 1485
Digby Myst. ill. 835 With wepers to \>e erth yow hym bryng.

1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. I. 386 At funerals in

Paris, weepers are usually hired for money. 1714 Swift
Poems, In Sickness 23 Ye formal Weepers for the Sick. 1824
Mohier Adv. Hajji Baba xxv, Leilah, who is a professed
weeper at burials. 1895 Petri k Egypt. Tales Ser. I. 115 The
weepers crouching at the door of thy tomb shall cry aloud
the prayers for offerings.

o. One of a number of little images in niches on
a funeral monument, representinp; mourners.
1656 Dugdalk Aniiq. Wariv. 354, xiv Images embossed,

of Lords and Ladyes in divers vestures, called Weepers, to
stand in housings made about the Tombe. 1790 Pennant
Loud. 64 The sides [of the tombs] are.. embellished, .with
figures of mourners, pleureurs, or weepers, frequently in

monastic habits. 1864 Houtell Her. Hist. <5- Pop. xxiii.

(ed. 3) 388 Eight compartments, each ofthem having a cano-
pied effigy or 'weeper'. 191s J. S. M. Ward Brasses 85
A magnificent canopy with figures either of saints or of
' weepers' in niches.

d. Ch. hist. One of the lowest class of penitents

(irpoaKXa'tovTfSyJlentes) in the early Eastern Church.
1841 Genii. Mag. Aug. 152/2 That abject class of penitents,

mentioned in ancient ecclesiastical canons as mourners,
kneelers, and weepers, ..who, covered with sackcloth and
ashes, were enjoined to perform penance in the open air.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIIL 486/1.

2. The Capuchin monkey (jCebus capuciuus) of

South America. Also weeper sat, capuchin, monkey.

Cf. F. singe pieureur and Bewailer 2.

1781 Smbixie Buffons Nat. Hist. (1791) VIII. 174 The
sai, which some travellers have called the weeper, is some-

what larger than the sajou. 1781 Pennant Hist. Quad. I.

204 Weeper monkey. 1821 Helen M. Williams tr. Hum-
boldt's Trav. V. 532 Those bearded monkeys called capu-

chins, which must not be confounded with the weeper or sai.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 117/1 One of the most common species

is the Weeper (Cebus Apelia). 1894 H. O. Forbes Handbk.
Primates I. 216 When sleeping the Weeper Cai curls itself

up, covering its face with its arms and tail.

3. A conventional badge of mourning. Usually/*/.

a. A strip of white linen or muslin formerly worn

on the cuff of a man's sleeve. Cf. F. f/eureuse.

1724 Land. Gaz. No. 6255/2 All. .being enjoyned to appear

..in long black Cloaks, Cambrick Bands, Chamoy Shooes,

Weepers, &c. 1746 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 1 Aug., I .

.

was assisted by the sight of the Marquis of Lothian in
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I

weepers for his son who fell at Culloden. 1760-a Goldsm.
Cit. W. xcvi, Our merry mourners clap bits of muslin on
their sleeves, and these are called weepers. 18*7 Hood True
Story 115 There comes some unexpected stroke And hangs
a weeper on the cuff. 1893 D. Fraser Autob. ii. 4 Our cuffs

were covered with white linen ' weepers '.

b. A broad white cuff worn by widows.
'755 in W. Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 148 Making 6shirts

. .6 suit double mobs—6 lawn hoods—6 pair weepers.* 1786
Burns On a Scotch Bard 25 Auld, cantie Kyle may weepers
wear, An* stain them wi' the saut, saut tear. 181 1 Sporting
Mag. XXXVIII. 47 With weepers she has tipped her sleeve

The while she's laughing in it. 1843 Thackeray Bluebeard's
Ghost in Fraser"s Mag. Oct. 413/1 She [the widow] had her
beautiful hair confined in crimped caps, and her weepers
came over her elbows. 1889 (

J. S. Winter' Mrs. Bob xix,

Mrs. Antrobus..wore very deep and very wide weepers.

c. A long black hat-band formerly worn by men.
1832 Stakdish Maid of Jaen 40 The plumes broad floating

in the air, And weepers which the followers bear. 1834
Marrvat P. Simple xli, My father., tore off the crape
weepers, and then threw them on the floor as he walked
away. 1898 Besant Orange Girl 1. vi, The undertaker.,
was. .tying the weepers on the hats.

d. The long black crape veil of a widow.
i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. 1. xii, He might cherish the

mean project of heightening her grief at his death by leaving

her poorly off, in which case she was firmly resolved that

she would have scarcely any weeper on her bonnet. 187a
— Middlem. Ixxx, If anybody was to marry me, flattering

himself as I should wear those hijeous weepers., for him.

e. trans/. A streamer of moss hanging from a

tree.

1857 B, Taylor Northern Trav. xiv. (1858) 144 The firs

were hung with weepers of black-green moss.

4. Usually //. Long flowing side-whiskers as

worn by ' Lord Dundreary ' (E. A. Sothern) in the

play ( Our American Cousin \ So Dundreary (or

Piccadilly) weepers.

1894 Du Maurier Trilby 1. (1912) 4 He wore an immense
air of drooping auburn whiskers, of the kind that used to

e called Piccadilly weepers. 1903 Athenaeum 13 June 760 3
A mid-Victorian Englishman with 'Dundreary weepers'.
1908 Sat, Rev. 20 June 775/2 Sir James Day was..adorned
with the 'weeper'—a form of whisker. .at one time a
popular forensic compromise between the bare face and the
full beard,

5. A hole or pipe in a wall for the escape of drip-

ping water. (Cf. weep-hole in Weep sb. 3.)

1890 N. V. Tribune 2 Feb. (Cent.) The eyes with which it

[sc. the aqueduct tunnel] weeps are rightly called weepers,
being small rectangular openings in the side walls, through
which all the water collected and collecting on the outside
of the masonry pours into the inside. 1893 G. D. Leslie
Lett. Marco xxxvii. 255 Adrain.pipe, or what builders term
a weeper. . .The weepers in it are to allow the water from the
bank behind it to escape.

Hence Wee'pered a., furnished with weepers.
1908 Edith Somerville & 'Ross' Further Exp. Irish.

R. M. ii. 54 John Cultinane, very dusty, and waving a
crushed and weepered hat.

tWee*pful, a. Obs. rare. [f.WEEP sb. + -JUL,]

Full of weeping, mournful.
1381 Wyclif IVisd. xviii. 10 And wepful weiling \\J.flebilis

planctus] of bewepte ?unge childer was herd, [i860 in

Worcester (citing Wicklijfc), and in later Diets.]

Weeping (wf-pin), vbl. sb. [f.Weep p. + -ing K]
The action of the verb in the various senses ; an in-

stance of this.

1. The expression or manifestation of sorrow, pain,

etc. by shedding tears.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 53 We mu^en michel e5ere for<5en

wepinge bene song, c 1275 Lav. 5970 Mochel was bar
wepinge. CX369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 600 My sorowe
is turned to playnyng And al my laughter to wepyng. c 1450
Mirour Satuacioun (Roxb.) 158 Flodes..of trewest sorow
and wepyng. 1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtier 1. D ij,

The great Alexander, hearing a certayne Philosophers
oppinion to be that there were infinite worldes, fell in weping.
1573 Bedingfield tr. Ca?-danus' Com/. 11. (1576) 16 b, The
wepyng of ye heire is the weepynge of one that laugheth
vnder a vizar. 1633 P. Fletcher Ps. exxxvii. 5 There we
laid asteeping Our eyes in endlesse weeping For Sions fall.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. vi. 27 Sudden Dejection is the
passion that causeth Weeping. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 95
F3 There is nothing, on these Occasions, so much in their
Favour as immoderate Weeping. 1808 Scott Marm. v.

xxxii, Weeping and wailing loud arose. 1881 Besant & Rice
Ckapl. Fleet 1. i, So must this book begin with tears and
weeping. 1896 H. G. Wells Wheels 0/ Chance xix, Such
weeping as he had seen before had been so much a matter of
damp white faces, red noses, and hair coming out of curL

b. With a and //.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4180 He hurdc.Of a womman a
deofuol cry & a pitos wepinge. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. ii.

(1868J 9 And wip be lappe of hir garment.. she driede myn
eyen pat were ful of be wawes of my wepynges. c 1420
Prymer (1895I 52 [Ps. exvi. 8] He hab delyuerid. .myn i3en

fro wepingis. 1523 Berners Froiss. (1812) I. cccxcvi. 683
Euery day encreased the complayntes, wepynges, and cryes,

made to PhylypDartuell. 1630 Milton Passion 51 Should I

. .Take up a weeping on the Mountains wilde. 1777 Thick-
nesse Journ. France (1789) II. 51 You seem to hear the
groans, weepings, and bewailings, from the dying. 1889
'

J. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob xx, And then what a weeping and
a wailing there was !

2. The exudation or dripping of moisture gener-

ally ; the flow or discharge of humours from the

body, of gum, etc. from a tree ; also the liquid so

falling. Also^^. the produce (of the vine).

a 1655 G. S. in Hartlib Re/. Commw. Bees 29 The Bees
gather out of the weepings of Pine. .Trees, .abundance, both
of Honey and Wax. 1699 W. Salmon Pharnt. Bateana

I {1713) 654 They are good against a Gonorrhea, Whites,

j

Gleets, Weepings, &c. 1730 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 453
j
The mucous Particles and Steams arising from the Lungs,
made a constant weeping of a thin slavery Liquor from the

: Mouth of the Pipe. 1744 Berkeley Sin's ^ 28 The weepings
of the lentiscus and cypress. 1817 Moore Lalla Rookh,

1 VeiledProphet 499 Vases, filled with Kishmee's golden wine,
And the red weepings of the Shiraz vine. 1877 A. W. Ben.
nett tr. Thome s Bot. 48 A process on which depends, for

example, the ' weeping ' of wounded grape-vines. 1889
Welch Naval Archit. x. 118 Any weeping of the rivets or

caulking which results, is rectified.

3. The drooping or downward sweep (of hair).

1869 Blackmore Lorna D. viii, The dark soft weeping of
her hair.

4. attrib. and Comb., as weeping-match, -scene)

t weeping-dale = * vale of tears ' (Vale sb.1 2 b)

;

weeping-hole, an opening through which mois-

ture percolates ; weeping-ripe a.
}
ready to weep

;

f weeping-room, opportunity for weeping
;

-j-weeping-spot, a spot or stain where a tear has

;
fallen; weeping-time, -while, a time when one

: weeps or may weep.
c 1400 Pety job 410 in 26 Pol. Poems 134 In thys wofull

*wepyng dale, I byde alwey. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII.
217/2 Holes are left through the wall called ' •weeping-
holes '. 1903 C. Bald Indian Tea vii. (1917)97 It is im-
peratively necessary to have weeping holes, to carry off"

any water which may get behind the building. 1856 Kane
Arctic Expl. II. xi. 117 They often assemble by concert
for a general *weeping-match. 1548 Elyot's Diet., Lackry
mabundus,.. *weepyng rype. 1588 Shaks. L. L, L. v. ii.

274 The King was weeping ripe for a good word. 1593 —
3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 172. (i 1614 Fletcher Valentinian 1. iii,

Then as Souldiers. .they tell their wounds Even weeping
ripe they were no more nor deeper. 1648 Herrick Hesper.,
Pastorall to King 7 Behold him weeping ripe. 1611 Chap-
man Iliad xxiv. 554 Ilion Shall finde thee *weeping roomes
enow. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 285 Had I not previously been
witness to a *weeping-scene of this description, I should cer-

tainly have been apprehensive ofsome disastrous catastrophe.

C1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 2370 The *weping spottes in no
wise 1'hei coude with noo craft gete a-way While thei had
wesh it so many a day. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1907)

191 And of thise three *wepynge tymes speketh holy writte.

1893 K. Thompson Poems 71 Smile, sweet baby, smile, For
you will have "weeping-while.

t b. Anat.) as weeping corner (of the eye' ;

I

weeping-flesh, the lachrymal caruncle ; weeping
: vein, the ophthalmic vein. Obs.

To ope the tveeping vein : to cause weeping. Poet.

1543 Trahf.ron Vigo's Chirurg. II, iv. 257 b. In the weping
corners of the eyes, there groweth a fistula [etc.]. 1616
Chapman Odyss. x. 519, I granted, went, and op't the

weeping veine In all my men. 1639 T. de Grey Compl.
Horsem. 11. i. (1656) 65 The Veines which we do usuallie

open, are; First the two Temple-Veines. . .Secondlie, we
open the two Eye or weeping- Veines. Ibid. 11. xv. 494 First

; let him bloud in the neck aiid weeping veines. 1656 J. Smith
Pract. Physick 120 A Haw in the Lye.. is discerned from

,
the weeping flesh, because the roots of the Nail ever inclineth

most to whitenesse. Ibid. 345 An Ulcer of the weeping
flesh, namely an /Egylops.

Weeping (wf'pin), ppl. a. [f.Weep v, + -ing 2.]

1. That weeps. Said of persons, also of the eyes.

c 1000 i^LFRic Josh. vi. 21 Hi ofslo5on..Sa wepende cild.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6938 pe quene was bo vorb ilad

mid moni a wepinde eye Of bissopes & of heyemen. C1425
Cursor M. 14023 (Trin.) Were bis mon propheteso good pis

wepynge wommon {Earlier texts pis womman wepand] on
him wood He au3te to witen what she were. 1450-1530
Myrr. Our Ladye u. 233 The gretnes of godhed was mekely
hyd in the lytel body of a weping chylde. 1554 Bury Witts
(Camden) 145, I bequeath to my nece Mary Gifford..my
ringe with the wepinge eie. 1575 Gascoigne Floivers, Mask
Mountacute 164 That so he might be shewed. .Unto us all,

whose weeping eyes dyd much abhorre the sight. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. I, ii. 53, I feare bee will proue the weep-
ing Phylosopher when he growes old, being so full of vn-
mannerly sadnesse in his youth. 1617 R. White Cupids
Banishm. in Nichols Progr. Jas. I (1828) III. 293 The
Weeping Drunkard next. 1667 Dryden Ind. Emp. iv. iv,

Cyd. More cruel than the Tyger o 're his spoil j And falser

than the Weeping Crocodile. 1697 — Aineis v. 797 Turning
to the Sea their weeping Eyes. 1706 Rowe Ulysses iv. i,

Sadly attentive to the weeping Queen. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 252 r 3 There is something so moving in the very Image
of weeping Beauty. X748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV.

146 A weeping eye indicates a gentle heart. 1754 Gray
Progr. Poesy 44 Disease, and Sorrow's weeping train. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxxv, Edith looked down upon the weep-
ing girl, and once kissed her. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxxii, He had taken leave of his weeping sweetheart. 1884

J. Parker Apost. Li/e\\\. 124 When men speak ofJeremiah,
they think of him as the weeping prophet.

f b. absol. Persons weeping. Obs.

c 148a Monk 0/Evesham (Arb.) 24 He. .fulbitterly beganne
to wepe and with rennyng terys sorofully sobbyd as wepyng
doth [L. utpiorantes solent],

c. Weeping monkey : a name applied to the

sapajous. Cf. Weeper 2.

1834 M^Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 48 Their name
of Weeping Monkeys is derived from their plaintive voice.

2. Of the voice, the countenance : Tearful, lachry-

mose. Of utterances : Accompanied with weeping,
tearful. Of emotion : Expressed by weeping.
cqqo Barda's Mist. 1. xii, Da..onsendon hi a^rendwrecan

to Rome mid jewritum & wepindre bene [L. lacrimosis
precibus]. c 1000 Ags . Ps. (Thorpe) vi. 7 ForSam be Drihten
hyrde mine wependan stefne (Vulg. vocem Jietus tnei].

a 1300 Cursor M. 17947 Wib wepynge preyere. 138a Wyclif
Dan. vi. 20 With a wepynge voice [Vulg. voce lacrimabiti}.

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xL 46 Repentaunce makeb wepyng
mon [= moan]. 1561 Hoby tr. Castigtione's Courtier 11.

(1900) i6t For undoubtedlye it is not ineete for a Gentle

manne to make weeping and laughing faces. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 34 Her words yclad with wisedomes
Maiesty, Makes me from Wondring, fall to Weeping ioyes,
Such is the Fulnesse of my hearts content. 163a Lithgow
Trav. x. 457 Leauing me with a weeping good-night. 1760-
7a H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) II. 154 Having taken
a weeping leave of all the family. Ibid. IV. 17 We behold
him with weeping gratitude. 1817 Pollok Course T. ix.

1156 Bards.. bewailed them much, With doleful instruments
of weeping song.

3. fa- Weepingtears^ abundant weeping. Rarely
in sing. Obs.
a 1470 Harding Chron. cxl. x, He shroue hym then vnto

abbots three With great sobbyng and bye contricion, And
wepyng teares. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 644 The
troians toke the body of parys with wepyng teres and bare
hit vnto the cyte. 1513 Douglas AEneis xm. iv. 40 Wyth
sik plente of bittir wepand teris. 1560 tr. J. Fisher's Godly
Treat. Bene/. Prayer H 1, With many sighes and abound-
aunce of wepyng teares. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1375 Many a
dry drop seem'd a weeping teare, Shed for the slaughtred
husband by the wife. 165a C B. Stapylton Herodian i. 7
This Message was receiv'd with weeping teares. a 1700 Tri.
Patience in Halliw. Vorks. Antkol. (1851) 359 With weep-
ing tears she did reply, My heart is overwhelm d with grief.

a i8»5 Forby Vcc. E. Anglia, Weeping-tears, A very odd
pleonasm, but in very common use for excessive sorrow.

b. Falling or issuing in drops like tears. Now
rare or Obs.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 79 The Springs on, or near the tops

of hills, if weak and weeping, may proceed from rains. 1704
Pope Windsor For. 30 Let India boast her plants, nor envy
we The weeping amber or the balmy tree. 1735 J. Price
Stone-br. Thames 6 To empty out the weeping Water and
Springs. 1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Lucern, Except it be
obstructed by a stratum of rock, or chilled at root by weep-
ing springs. 1817 Pollok Course T. v. 98 Though poets.

.

talked and sang Of brooks, and crystal founts, and weeping
dews. 1831 Wordsw. Sonnet Depart. Sir W. Scott 1 A
trouble, not of clouds, or weeping rain..Engendered.

4. Exuding moisture : a. Of soil : Oozing,
swampy.
1577 B. Googk Heresbadis Husb. \. 17 b, Yf it be wette or

weepyng ground, or subiect vnto other inconueniences. 1597
Shaks. Lover's Compl. 39 A riuer..Vpon whose weeping
margent she was set. 1625 Markham Inrichment Weald
Kent 9 The Haisell ground being dry, and not subiect to

Winter-springs, or teares of water (for which some call such,
A whining or weeping ground) is to be handled thus. Ibid. 19
A sandy and_ grauelly ground that is wet and weeping. 1644
G. Plattes in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 216 The last Experi-
ment, shewing how weeping land may be drained where
there is no level, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 2 June 1676, The
soil a cold weeping clay, not answering the expence. 1707
Mortimer Husb. 33 Ray-Grass, .is reckoned to grow on
any Land, but chiefly in Cold sour Clays, and weeping
Grounds. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 409 Upon poor, weak,
weeping clays, where.. the dung is locked up, ..the appli-

cation of lime is equally salutary. 1813 Vancouver Agric.
Devon 40 The shaley rock, covered with a grey loam of a
moderate staple, and producing a very wet and weeping
surface. 1816 Trial Berkeley Poachers 30 There I could
see, for there was a wet or weeping place, the tracks of
sixteen men.

b. Path. Of the eyes : Running, watering. Also
of diseased tissues or structures from which moisture

exudes. Weeping eczema, a variety of eczema
characterized by abundant exudation.
1580 Blundevil Curing Horses Dis. xxviii. 15 Of weeping

or watering eies. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 140 It ap-
peared that at the time of sale the horse had weeping eyes.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 503 A general raw, red,

weeping surface is produced, Ibid.6o& Squamous or weep-
ing eczema. Ibid. 749 The epidermis is exfoliated, .leaving

the skin underneath red and tender but never moist or
weeping as in eczema.

C. In general use.

1550 Bale Acts Engl. Votaries 11. vj, I coulde here
shewe ye wonders of wepinge Roodes, and sweating ladies.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 647 The yawning Earth
dUclos'd th' Abyss of Hell : The weeping Statues did the

Wars foretel. 17:0 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Apr. (1744) 45
His Bark clean without fungi or Toad-stools, no weeping
Holes or decayed Boughs upon him. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Agric. I. 283 Oozing springs, ..weeping rocks. 1903
E. Childers Riddle 0/ Sands xx. 92, I returned, with a
shock, to the present, to the weeping walls, the discoloured

deal table, the ghastly breakfast litter.

d, f Weeping Bower, the name given in Barbados

to a tree that exudes a gum of some kind. Weep-
ing Gum, the name of two species of Eucalyptus,

E. pauciflora and E. viminalis (Morris Austral

Engl. s.v. Gum).
1696 Plukenet A Imagestum Wks. 1769 II. 43 Arbor..

Scenam topiariam efformans Lachrymifera, forte Stacteflua,

s. Myrrham liquidam fundens. . . Nostratibus Colonis Weep-
ing Bower nuncupata.

6. Of climate, weather, skies, etc. : Dripping,

rainy.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 61 A naked subiect to the

Weeping Clouds, a 1668 Dknham To Sir John Mennis
1 All on a weeping Monday,. .Little Admiral John To
Bologne is gone. 1771 Smollett Humphry CI. 6 Sept.,

This country would be a perfect paradise, if it was not,

like Wales, cursed with a weeping climate. 1819 Keats
Othov. v. 39 Gauzes of silver mist, Loop'd up with cords of

twisted wreathed light, And tassell'd round with weeping
meteors ! 1811 Scott Pirate iv, The inconveniences

arising from a cold soil and a weeping climate. 1844 H.

Stephens Bk. Farm III. 981 In a weeping season, the hay
on one property was effectually saved by the use of the

tedding-machine. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy
xxxviii, It was a weeping day—a cold, cloudy day, at the

very beginning ofSeptember. 1884 Annie S. Swan Carlowrie
ii. 30 The rain still falling desolately from weeping skies.



WEEPING CROSS.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Three Sealers, The weeping fog

rolled fold on fold the wrath of man to cloak.

trans/. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xix. 646 Ioy and griefe to-

gether Her brest inuaded : and of weeping weather Her

eyes stood full.

6. Used to designate trees (less frequently other

plants) the branches of which arch over and hang

down drooping. Chiefly in the distinctive names

of particular species or varieties. [So F. pleureur

in saule pleureur weeping willow, frene pleureur

weeping ash.]

Weeping oak%
the Californian white oak, Quercus lobaia ;

also, a cultivated variety of the English oak, Quercus Robur.

The weeping ask, beech, birch, elm, etc, are varieties of

certain species of those trees; in botanical works they are

designated by the addition of pendula after the specific

name. See also Weeping Willow.
1606 N. B[axtf.r] Sydney's Ourania F 4 b, The weeping

Elme, the Beech, the Byrch. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest

Scenery I. 41 There is another variety also of this tree,

called the weeping elm. Ibid. 66 Of the white birch there

is a. .variety, sometimes called the lady-birch, or the weep-

ing-birch. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 61 The weeping
variety of the Common Ash. 1838 Loudon Arboretum
II. 12:4 Fraxinus pendula.. .The pendulous, or weeping
Ash. Ibid. III. 1691 Betula pendula. .the weeping Birch.

Ibid. 1732 Quercus pendula.. the Weeping Oak. Ibid.

1952 Fagus pendula.. the weeping Beech. 1849 Florist

273 Among weeping trees, we found the weeping purple

Beech, the weeping Hotly, the new weeping Elm,.. the
weeping Yew, the weeping Oak, weeping silver Fir, and
weeping red Cedar. 1865 Gosse Land <y Sea (1874) 343
The . . rhizome of Goniophlebium dissimile . . allows to droop
on every side its long, weeping fronds. 1868 Rep. U. S,

Commissioner Agric. (1869) 202 Weeping and drooping
trees. 188a Proc. Benv. Nat. Club IX. No. iii. 436 At the

upper end stands.. a purple beech, and a weeping elm,

there being weeping ashes elsewhere. 1895 Cornish Wild
Eng. 92 On the shaded bank, a line of weeping-birches dips

into the pool. 1898 Morris Austral Engl. 171 Rice Grass,

Meadow, Microtxna stipoides. Called also Weeping Grass.

Ibid. 506 Weeping-Myall, an Australian tree, Acacia pen-
dula. Cunn.

Weeping Cross.
1. A place-name occurring in several English

counties, presumably indicating the site of a stone

cross (now destroyed) formerly known by this

designation.
The present Ordnance Map shows places so named (1)

about 2 miles S.E. of Shrewsbury ; (2) about 2 miles S.E. of
Stafford; (3} about 2 miles S.E. of Banbury; (4) near Bury
St. Edmunds (see quot. a 1500) ; (5) near Ludlow. See also

quot. 1893. All the places seem to be at cross-roads. It is

said that the remains of the ' weeping cross ' near Banbury
were removed in 1803 (Beesley Hist. Banbury, 1841); with
reference to that near Ludlow cf. quot. 1826. It is usually
assumed that the name indicates that acts of devotion at

these crosses were enjoined upon penitents, but there ap-
pears to be no evidence of this. Pennant's explanation
(quot 1782) seems to be merely a conjecture; another con-

jecture (Beesley Hist. Banbury) is that the cross marked
the place at which bodies carried to interment were set

down for the bearers to rest.

[a 1500 in East Anglian (1887-8) II. 226 [Bury St. Ed-
munds.] Falda incipit juxta riperam apud Wlnothes, et pro-

cedit ita ulterius ascendendo versus Austrum usque ad
Crucem Lacrymantem.] 1675 Ogilby Britannia (1698) 39
At 21*3 come to Weeping-Cross a noted Place, where 4
Ways meet;.. and at 22*7 enter Banbury. 178J Pennant
rourn. from Chester -jZ After leaving the town [Stafford]

crossed the Wolverhampton Navigation at Radford
Bridge...A little further is Weeping Cross; so stiled from
its vicinity to the antient place of execution. 1826 T.
Wright Hist. Ludlow (ed. 2) 175 Passing along the road
which leaves the town at the bottom of Holgate Fee, we
come to a small tump of eanh and stones which marks the
boundary of the parish. The name of the ' Weeping Cross ',

yet retained by this land mark serves to preserve the tradi-

tionary record of a Cross. 1893 Dublin Rev. July 557 There
is a road outside Salisbury named ' King Tohn's Lane,'
leading from Clarendon to Old Sarum; it is crossed by
another road, and at this point there is a,clump of elm-trees.
These trees are known as 'the weeping cross trees.'

2. Used allusively, esp. in the proverbial phrase
To come home by Weeping Cross, to suffer grievous
disappointment or failure.

Cf. the occasional variants * to come home by broken
cross' {1662 Howell New Engl. Gramm., Peramb. Spain
68) and ' to make our prayers at whining crosse' (1602 : see
Whining vbl. sb. b).

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 46 They.. pull the house
on their owne heds, returne home by weeping Crosse, and
fewe of them come to an honest ende. 1580 Lylv Euphues
(Arb.) 243 The tyme will come when comming home by
weeping crosse, thou shalt confesse [etc.]. 159a Greene
Upst. Courtier D 2, Heerein I hold the Tailor for a neces-
sary member to teach proud nouices the way to weeping
crosse. 1612 Wither Pr. Henries Obseq. Ded. A 3, For
here I mourne, for your-our publike losse; And doe my
pennance, at the Weeping Crosse. 16x5 Fletcher & Shir-
lev Nt. Walker 1. i, One is a kind of weeping cross, Jack,
A gentle Purgatory. 1643 Trapp Gen. xv. 16 God fetclit

Jonas home again by weeping-cross. J665 J. Davies tr.

Scarrons Novels n. iv. 125 And so the poor Boy was forc*d
to get back again to Madrid with a weeping-cross. 1741
Ozkll tr. Brantome's Sp. Rhodom. (1744) 56 Making an
Irruption into Provence, he came home by Weeping-Cross.
1B84 W. Morris Archil. * Hist. (1900) 16 How different
that [sc. artistic finish] is from mechanical or trade finish,
some of us, at least, have learned, maybe, by the way of
Weeping Cross.

t Weepingly, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Weeping

ppl. a. + -LY1.J Tearful.

(

cn\oGesta Rom. \x\. (1878) 259 The Emperoure gothe
into swiche a chaumbr glad I-nowe, but when he comythe
oute,alhis visage is wcping\y [totafades eius est tacrimosa].

261

I Weepingly (wJ*rjirjli),<w/z/. [f. Weeping ppl. a.

I
+-LY 27] In a weeping manner.

I
,1340 Ayenb. 192 Huet yef>e is bet. bet be on nimb gled

! liche and be ober hit lyest wepindeliche? c 1450 Lovelich
Merlin 7205 Ful tendirly the teres he dide down lete, and
so wepyngly he torned ageyn. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Lachrymose,, .weepyngly : as though one wepte. 1597

,

Shaks. Lover's Compl. 207 Their kind acceptance wepingly
,

beseecht. 1621 Lady M, Wroth Urania 76 Thy sap doth
weepingly bewray thy paine. (21700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

i

Crew, Mawdlin, weepingly Drunk. 1876 Miss Broughton
> Joan l. xxx, It is four months, .since Wolferstan went

—

since, weepingly, his love said to him, 'God keep you,
Anthony !

' 1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag. II. xxv. 259
I

My mind revolving, .blackly and weepingly.

Weeping willow. [See Weeping ///. a. 6.

j

Cf. F. saule pleureur, G. trauer-, thrdnenweide.']

\

A species of willow, Salix babylonica, a large tree,
1 native of Eastern Asia, having long and slender

|

pendulous branches, cultivated in Europe as an
ornamental tree and regarded as symbolical of
mourning.

t
1731 Miller Card. Diet., Salix ; orientalis,..The. Weep-

ing Willow. 1755 Young Centaur iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 171
1

Their wretched joys flourish, like dismal weeping willows
watered by a ditch. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. 1. xvii, Eddy-

I ing..The weeping willow twig to lave, 1898 ' Mekriman '

I Roden's Corner x\\. 224 A weeping-willow, trimly trained in
the accurate Dutch fashion.

tWee ply, a. Obs* rare. [f. Weep sb. or v. +
-ly !.] Lamentable, tearful.

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. I, pr. L (1868) 5 My wepli com-
1 pleynte [querimoniam lacrimabilem\ Ibid. m. met. xii.

106 By liys wepely [v. r. wepply] songes {flebilibus modis\.

Weepy (wf*pi), a. [f. Weep v. + -y *.]

+ 1. Weeping, mournful. Obs.
160a Davison Poet. RaJ>sody C2, And when I weep, And

;

sigh full deep, A weepy sighing Voice againe thou lender.

2. Inclined to weep or shed tears, tearful.

1863 ' Holme Lee ' A. Warleigh II. 05 She appeared with
I . .her watery eyes more weepy than ever. 1894DU Mauhier
I

Trilby iv. (1912) 166 The bold dragoon sang..' My Sister
Dear', ..with such pathos,, .that his audience felt almost
weepy in the midst of their jollification. 1807 Bra.m Stoker
Dracula xix. (1912) 276, I shall put a bold face on, and if

I do feel weepy, he shall never sec it.

3. dial. Exuding moisture, damp, oozy.
i8»5 Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng., WcePy, abounding

with springs; moist. 1879 Miss Jackson Shrofish. Word-
bk. s. v., One o' the fat cheeses is weepy. 1886 W. Somerset
li'ord-bk. s.v., Terr'ble weepy field o ground. 1906 Kip-
ling Puck of Book's Hill 196 An old marlpit full of black
water, where weepy, hairy moss hangs round the stumps
of the willows and alders.

Wee"quashing1

, vbl. sb. U.S. Also wig-
wassing. [f. A\gon\dn wigwas birch-bark (canoe)

+ -ING 1
.] The spearing of eels or fish from a

canoe by torchlight.

1888 Ooqdv. Amer. Fishes 436 Vast quantities [of suckers]
are taken.. by spearing by torchlight or ' weequashing '.

190a A. F. Chamberlain in Jrnl.Amer. Folk-lore Oct. 267
The word iveequashing, or ivigivassing, would seem to be
derived, .from ?vig~ivas,SL widespread Algonkian..term for

'birch bark', the immediate source of the word being
Passamaquoddy or Micmac.

Weer, obs. form of Weir, and var. Were Obs.

Weer, obs. pa. t. of Wear v., Be v.

c 1400 Beryn 2617 And therfor wisdom weer..Nevir to

dele with hem. Ibid. 3049. And wher weer bow Ibore?
Weerd, obs. form of Weird.
Weere, var. Veere, spring ; obs. form of Weir.
Weerie, obs. form of Weaky v.

Weerish, var. Wearish a.

"Weerne, var. Warn 0.2 Obs.

Weerock, var. Wirrock.
Wees, obs. form of was : see Be v.

Weesand, obs. form of Weasand.
Weese, weeze(wiz), 0. Obs. exc. dial. Forms:

1 w6san, 5 wese, 6-7 wheeze, S-9 dial, weeze,
6- weese. [OE. wtsan (;—*wosjan), f. w6s Ooze
sbS\ intr. To ooze, drip or distil gently.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 44 ponne aerest onginne se heals-

fcund wesan. 14.. Seven Deadly Sins 58 in Pol. Rel. $ L.
Poems (1903) 246 Hetoke me'earytas', and put it in a clout,

And bade me bame me well aboute, when hit wolde other
water or wese. a 1555 Bradford Writ. (Parker Soc.) I. 303,
I will not speak of the often weesing out. 1591 Svlvester
Du Bartas j. ii. 79 At his knots his Water wheezes forth.

c 16*0 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 11 It seemes I heare
the water wheesing in. 1790 D. Morison Poems 105 Von
greetin' cheese, Frae which the tears profusely weeze. 18.

.

in var, dial. : see Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v. Weeze.
Weese, var. Wase.
"Weese allan (also wease alley), an alleged

local name of the skua (cf. Scouty-aulin).
1849 Zoologist VII. 2393 The common skua is a ' wease-

alley'. 1885 Swaisson Prov. Names Birds 210 Richard-
son's Skua {Stercorariuscrepidatus).

.

. Weese allan (Orkney
Isles).

Weesel^l: see Weasel, Weezle.
Weeshy (wrji), a. Anglo-Irish. [Of obscure

origin. Cf. Wee a.] Very small, tiny.

1830 Carleton Traits Ir. Peasantry (1843) I. 141 The
first man he met was the weeshy fraction of a tailor, as
nimble as a hare. 184s Lover Handy Andy iii, And what
weeshee little balls thim is, sir. 1894 McNulty Misther
O'Ryan v. 48, I had larned..as a weeshy lad, to repate
some ' Spaches from the Dock '.

WEETINGLY
"WeesilT, var. IT. Weasel, Weezle Obs.

tWeesle, v. Obs. rare" 1
, [dim. of Weesez>.]

intr. To ooze.
a 1555 Bradford Writ. (Parker Soc.) I. 304 For a time

the streams of our affections may be stopped..; howbeit so

yet they will weesel out now and then.

Weesle, obs. form of Weasel.
Weeson, obs. form of Weasand.
"Weesp, Sc. form of Wisp sb.

"Weesshe,
'

; obs. form of Wish v.

Wee'st heart, var. of the northern dial, phrase

wae 's l"heart : see Woe sb.

1695 Congreve Love for L. n. ii, Nurse, where's your
young Mistress? Nurse. Wee*st heart, I know not, they're

none of 'em come home yet.

Weet (wu), v. x arch. Also 6wete,6-7 weete.
[repr. ME. wetein, var. ff. wite{n inf. and pi. pres.

ind. and snbj., and wile imperative and sing. pres.

subj., of Wit v. (for the other parts of the verb see

Wot v., Wist v.). From the middle of the i6thc,
if not earlier, the form weet seems to be obsolete

in ordinary speech, but down to the second decade

of the 1 7th c. it was frequent as a literary archaism

(chiefly poet.), as attributed in the drama to rustic

speakers, and as a variant of wit in the phrases to

do or give (a person) to wit, {that is) to wit. The
archaistic use in the 16th and early 17th c. was
confined to the inf., the plural present, and the

present participle; but the poets of the iSth c.

and later, who have used the word in imitation of

Spenser, have often treated it as a regular verb, with

I sing. pres. I weet, and inflexions weets, weeted.
For the examples ofwete before 1550, and of the phrases

above-mentioned in which to weet = ' to wit ', see Wit v.]

a. trans. To know (a fact, the answer to a ques-

tion) ; also with clause as obj. b. intr. To know
of something.
In Shaks. only once : see quot. 1606.

a 1547 Surrey Azneis 11. 144 Then we in dout to Phebus
temple sent Euripilus, to wete theprophesye. 1560 Pilking-
ton Aggeus Dj, Thy money. .shal waste away, thou not
weetynge how nor when. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's

Conrtyer III. (1577) vj b, The innocent children, that could
not only be in no fault, but not so much as weetting of their

fathers yll dooings. 1575 Gamut. Gurton n. iii, Tush, man,
is Gammers neele found? That chould gladly weete ! 1584
R. Scot Diicov, Witchcr. xv. xxvi. (1886) 443 Then would I

weet of our witchmongers the reason why. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. v. 3 Forth he comes into the commune hall, Where.

.

waite him many a gazing eye, To weet what end tostraunger
knights may fall. Ibid. 1. xii. 3 That aged Sire.. looked
forth, to weet, if true indeede Those tydings were. 1594
Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits Author's Pief., Curious
parents may haue an art and maner to discouer the wit of

their children, and may weet how to set each of them in

hand with that science wherein he shall principally profit.

1599 T. M[oufet] Silkwormes 53 Others diuine that they
themselues did weete No other tree could yeelde their silken

threede. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokesh. (1891) 103 When Per-
cellye weareth a hatte All Pembrokeshire shall weete of that.

1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. 1. i. 39 In which I binde One paine
of punishment, the world to weete We stand vp Peeielesse.

1706 Prior Ode to Queen iv, Me all too mean for such
a Task I weet. 1717 — Alma 11. 289 Well I weet, thy cruel
Wrong Adorns a nobler Poet's Song, a 1721— Wandering
Pitgr- 5 The gracious Knight full well does weet, Teu
farthings ne'er will do, To keep a man each day in meat.
174a Shenstone Schoolm. 251 Nor weeting how the Muse
should soar on high Wisheth, poor starvling elf! his paper
kite may fly. 1747 [G. Ridley] Psyche x. in Museum III.

83 Thou weetest not what Med'cines in them are. 1751
Mendez Seasons xi. in Pearch Collect. Poems (1768) II. 238
And while the lambs in fainter voices bleat, Their mothers
hang their head, in doleful plight I weet. 1817 Shelley Rev.
Islam iv. xiv, But, when one meets Another at the shrine,

he inly weets, Though he says nothing, that the truth is

known, a 1846 Lvnijie Mission. Life Samoa iii. 17 Ah !

little weet those who dwell at ease among their own people,

what the missionary endures ! 1861 Patmoke Angel in Ho.
II. 11. xv, Nature's infinite ostent Of lovely flowers.. That
weet not whether any heed. 1865 Swinburne Poems $
Ballads, St. Dorothy 302 That is a noble scripture, well I

weet, That likens women to an empty can. 1886 R. F. Bur-
ton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. in Well weeting that Fortune
is fair and constant to no man.

Weet (wft), int. and v. 2 [Echoic. Cf. Weet-
weet and Tweet.] a. int. An imitation of the

cry of certain small birds, b. v. intr. Of a bird :

To chirp or twitter. Hence Wee'ting ppl. a.

Also Weet-Mrd, the wryneck.
185a Zoologist X. 3649, I was completely surrounded by

curious, restless weeting little willow-wrens. 1863 Wise New
Forest 186 The wry-neck.. is in the Forest known as the
1 weet.bird ', from its peculiar cry of ' weet ', which it will

repeat at short intervals for an hour together, a 1897 Lady C.

Gurdon Suffolk Tales etc. 160 A robin weeting or chirping

at the window foretells a death in the house.

Weet(e, obs. and Sc. forms of Wet.

Weete, obs. form of Wheat.
1464 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 68 The chircbemen of

Dudcote wer in bargenyng off a ryke of weete for the welfare

and help off the church.

Weetingly, obs. var. Wittingly adv. (Cf.

Weet vX and next.)

154a Udali. F.*-asm. Apoph. 33b, That a manne should

weetyngly& willingly come in the presence, .of theim. 1570

Lkvins Manip. 100/45 Weetingly, sciens & prudens. 1596

Spenser F. Q. vi. iii- 1 1 This ill state, . . To which she for nis

sake had weetingly Now brought her selfe. 164a H. Moke



WEETLESS.
Song Soul 11. i. ill. xv, That man is wood That weetingly

hastes on the thing he hates.

Weetless (wftles), a. arch. [f. Weet v. 1 +

-less. App. coined by Spenser ; distinct from

witless] Unknowing, unconscious, f Als0 (quot.

1579), meaningless.
'1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. July 35 Syker, thous but a laesie

loord, and rekes much of thy swinck, That with fond termes,

and weetlesse words to blere myne eyes doest thinke. [E. K.

Glosse, Weetlesse, not vnderstoode.] 1590 — F. Q. 111. U. 26

But the false Archer, which that arrow shot So slyly, that she
1

did not feele the wound, Did smyle full smoothly at her weet-

lesse wofull stound. 1596 Ibid. VI. viii. 47 And now all weet-

lesse of the wretched stormes In which his loue was lost, he

slept full fast. 1747 [J. Upton] New Canto F. Q. nix. 13 Nath-

less the Soul, from her true heavenly Way, Caught by some

Semblance fair, too weetless wends astray. [Footn., II eet-

less, thoughtless, careless, unknowing : too thoughtless goes

astray.) 1751 Mendez Seasons xxx. in Pearch Collect.

Poems (1768) 1 1. 246 Or how the way-ward mother to chastise

When from her vetchy nest the weetless vagrant hies. 1767

Mickle Concui. 1. xx, Bashfully the weetlesse Boy did look.

1801 Lkvden Cout 0/ Kecldar xxxviii, 'Twas here for
|

Mangerton's brave lord A bloody feast was set, Who weet-

less, at the festal board, The bull's broad frontlet met. 1814

Cary Dante, Parad. x. 31 And I was with him, weetless of

ascent But as a man, that weets him come, ere thinking.

1829 G. Dari.ey Wedding Wake, Anniv. 73 Look how the

weetless, reckless air Moves its dead tresses now ! a 1849

Mangan Poems (1859) 256 Mother dear, thy happy heart is

weetless of my dolour.

Weet-weet, int. and si.1 [Echoic]

L int. (wjtiWft). An imitation of the cry of cer-

tain birds, esp. the sandpiper and chaffinch. Also

sb. as the name for this cry.

1808-13 A. Wilson Amir. Ornith. (1831) III. 170, I could

still hear their low note of weet weet, as they approached

near to the vessel below me. 1831 Howitt Seasons (1837)

106 The weet-weet and pink-pink of the chaffinch. 1843

Zoologist I. 221 The ' weet weet ' of the sandpiper.

2. si. (wf'twA). Used as a name for the sandpiper.

1852 Macgii.livray Brit. Birds IV. 350 Actitis. Weet-

weet. Hid., The Weet-weets are small migratory birds,

which frequent the sandy and muddy margins of lakes, rivers,

and estuaries. Ibid. 351 Actitis Hypoleucos. The White,

breasted Weet-weet. Ibid. 356 Actitis maculana. The
Spotted Weet-weet. 1861 Johns Brit. Birds 625 Weet-weet,

the Common Sandpiper.

1 Weet-weet (wf-t.wft), si. 2 [Native Aus-

tralian : see quot. 1878.] An Australian toy (see

quot. 1 878), contrived to be capable of being thrown

to a great distance.

1878 R. B. Smyth Aborigines of'Victoria I. 352 The play-

thing (Fig. 170) called by the natives of the Yarra Witch-

mi-tck.Wc-a-witcht, Weet-weet,or /Fa-rwV.isoneofthemost

extraordinary instruments used by savages... The head—in

shape liketwo cones placed base to base—is about four inches

and a half in length and one inch in diameter ; and the stem,

not quite two-tenths ofan inch in diameter.isabout twenty-one

inches in length. 1886 Daily News 20 Dec. 5/3 The Austra-

lian toy called the weet-weet which can be thrown for several

hundred yards, bounding o(T the ground at frequent intervals

all the way. 1910 T. A. Joyce Handbk. Ethnogr. Coll. Brit.

Mus. 117 A peculiar toy is the weet-weet or ' kangaroo-rat
,

which the practised player can throw to enormous distances.

Weet-weet, v. [LWeet-weet ;'«/.] intr. To
cry ' weet, weet '.

1845 S. Judd Margaret I. ii. (1871) 7 A sand-piper glided

weet weeting along the shore.

Weety (wPti), a. Sc. Also 7 weytie, 9 weetie.

[f. weet, Sc. f. Wet a. + -Y 1.] Rainy, wet.

1658 J. NicoLi. Diary (Bannatyne Club) 222 The crop wes

verie pure, be ressoun of the spring tyme, quhilk wes verie

cold and weytie by the space of many weekis. a 1774 Fer-

cusson Mutual Compl. 23 In sunshine, and in weety weather.

1887 Service Duguidl\i Noo the Spring time, .was weety

andcauld. 1915S1R J. Wilson Lowland Scotch ^[Written
Eng.] a wet day. [Spoken Sc.) a weetee day.

Weave, obs. form of Weave v.

Weever (wi"-vai\ Also 7 wiver, 7-9 weaver.

[Prob. originally wiver, a. OF. (north-eastern)

wivre the weever (13th c), a transferred use of

wivre serpent, dragon (see Wiveke, Wyvebn),

Central OV.ginvre (mod. heraldic F. guivre, givre),

repr. L. vtpera Viper ; the more normal OF. de-

scendant of L. vtpera is vivrt, the weever (whence

Viver 1
,
Qcaviver), mod.F. vive. The fish was

called ' viper ' from its venomous spines : see quot.

1622.] A fish of the genus Trachinus or family

Trachinidae, common on the coasts of Europe

;

esp. T. draco, the Greater, and T. vipera, the Lesser

Weever. They have sharp dorsal and opercular

spines with which they can inflict painful wounds.

162a Drayton Poly-olb. xxv. 167 The Weauer, which

although his prickles venom bee, By Fishers cut away, which

Buyers seldom see. 1666 Merrett Pinax 187 Araneus, a

Weaver, or Wiver. 1747 Mus. Gi.asse Cookery ix. 88 To
Broil Weavers. 1752 J. Hill Hist. Aniin. 263 Trachinus..

The Weever. 1766 Smollett 7><i7/. I. xviii. 292 Here too

are found the vyvre, or, as we call it, weaver ; remarkable for

its long, sharp spines, so dangerous to the fingers of the

fishermen. 1832 Proc. Bern: Nat. Club I. 7 These are, the

greater weaver, .and the tadpole fish. 1848 Johns Week at

Lizard 171 It was the Lesser Weever.

Comb. 1867 J. G. Wood Routtedges Pop. Nat. Hist. in. 97

The Great Weaver, or Weever Fish.

Weevil (wiVl, wf-vil). Forms: a. 1 wibl,

wibil, wifel, 5 wyvyl, -oil, 6 wyvel(l(e, 6-7

wivel(l; 5 wevel, -yl, 6 wevell (wew-), -yll,

6-7 wevill, 6-8 wevil ; 6 weavill (7 -il), 6-7,

262

9 weavel (7 -ell) ; 6 weevell, 6- weevil (6-7

-ill). 0. dial. 7 wibel, -ill, 9 wibble; 8-9 weeble,

9 weabel. 7. dial. 7 whule, 8-9 whool, 9

wheul, whewl, wule, weuel, yule. [OE. wifel

masc, beetle, corresp. to OS. (gold-)wivil glow-

worm, MLG. wevel, OHG. wiiil, wipil beetle,

chafer, ON. vifill in tordyfill dung-beetle (MSw. pi.

tordddffla, Sw. tordyfvel, Norw. tardive! ; cf. OE.

tordwifel) :-OTeut. *wetilo-z, f. *wet- to move

about briskly (see Wave v.) or *wet- to Weave,
' from the filaments spun for the larva-case ' (Skeat).

From the same root is the synonymous OE. wibba

(:—*wetjon-) beetle, glowworm.
For the special phonology in English cf. beetle repr. OE.

bitcla-.thc OE. 1 whenlengthened inan open syllable became

i in ME. The 3 and y forms illustrate normal dialectal

alterations of the v.

In the 16th and 17th c. some writers app. confused the name

of the weevil with that of the weasel, using wcsell, weezel,

for the insect ; see the quotations under Weezel.

1. In OE., a beetle of any kind ; in later use, any

beetle classed under the group Rhyncophora, the
j

larva? of which, and sometimes the beetles them- 1

selves, are destructive by boring into grain, fruit,

nuts, the bark of trees, etc ; esp. a beetle belonging

to any of the numerous species of the family Cur- I

culionidm, the true weevils ; also one belonging

to the families Brenlhidm and Bruchidse.

The best known are the corn-weevil, Calandra granaria,
;

a small red beetle that does much damage in granaries by

boring into the grains of corn in order to deposit its eggs,
;

and the Nut-weevil. For clover., grain-, palm-, pea-, rice- 1

weevil see those words.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels)Ci5i Cantarus, wibll. Ibid.
<

P 1 10 Panpila, wibl. a 1000 Riddles xli. 73 (Gr.) Is bies 1

gores sunu gonge hraedra pone we wifel wordum nemnaB. 1

c 1440 Promt, t'arv. 523/2 Wevyl, or make boode (Winch.

US. gurgutio). 145s Rolls o/Parlt. V. 324/2 Whether ye I

Malt be bad or good, all is cast togeder in soo grete a

multitude, that noo man can kepe it from Wormes called

Wevels. 1469 in Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 21 Also that you

gar the malt be windowd, or it be laid in any garners, for ells

there will brede wyvolls in it. 1528 Star Chamber Cases

(Selden Soc.) II. 174 The wyche malte was etten with

wewells. 1587 Golding De Mornay xvi. (1617) 284 The

Husbandman createth not the wiuell in the Corne. 1623 1

.

Scot Highw. God 78 Mothes are no worse in cloth, rust in

yron, nor whules in Mault, then these in the Common-
wealth. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 696 A Worm called a Wevill .

.

that feedeth upon Roots. 1628 May Virg. Georg. 1. 10 There

little Weeuills heapes of corne destroy. 1741 Compt. Fam.-

Piece v vi. 284 Your Malt, .not having had Time to contract

Weebles, (an Insect that eats out the Heart of Malt). 1750

W. Ellis Country Housew. Fam. Compan. 7 Whools, or

Wevils, or Maggots, may be screened and sifted from the

Flower. J760 R. Brown Compt. Farmer 11. 95 Pease. .are

very apt to breed worms, wevils, and mites. 1817 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. II. xxiii. 322 The whole tribe of weevils (Cur-

culionidx). 1834 J. Ross's Van Diemeris Land A nn. 70

The wheat of New South Wales is seldom six months old

before it is affected with the weavel. 1863 J. G. Wood
Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 474 We now arrive at a vast group

of beetles, embracing several thousand species, which are

popularly classed under the name of Weevils. 1883 Steven-

son Treas. Isl.y, If you had the pluck of a weevil in a biscuit

you would catch them still.

b. collect, sing.

1866 Standard 16 July 5 The plaintiffstated that he found

the malt contained ' weevil, ' a very destructive insect. 1908

Animal Managem. (War Office) 99 Beans should be hard

and dry. .and free from weevil.

O. fig. and in fig. context.

1598 E. Guilpin Skial., Sat. vi. E 3, If that some weeuil,

mault-worme, barly-cap. Hearing my lines halfe-snorting ore

his kanne, Sweares them for good. 1793 Wolcot (P. Pindar)

Epist. Pope 179 The French are. .downright devils; In

heavenly wheat, accurs'd destructive weevils !

2. Applied to other insects or their larvse.

1789 T. Wright Meth. Watering Meadows (1790) 41 One

of the ewes was kill'd, and . . its liver was putrid, and replete

with the insect called the Fluke or Weevil.

3. attrib.anAComb.,asweeviI-beelle, tribe; weevil-

damaged adj.
; f weevil malt, malt infested with

weevils.

1720 Strvpe Stoic's Sun: II. v. xi. 202 In the End of the

Year they commonly brewed with Wyvel Malt. 1817 Kirby

& Sp. Entomol. xxi. II. 235 The weevil tribe. 1871 Darwin

Desc. Man 11. viii. (1890) 208 In some weevil-beetles. .there

is a great difference between the male and female in the

length of the rostrum or snout. 1890 Kapunda Herald 26

July 2/4 Sheepskins.— ..Broken and weevil-damaged skins

bring from ijd. to 3^d. per lb.

Weeviled (wf-v'ld), a, [f. Weevil + -eh.]

Infested with weevils.

1901 Conlemp. Rev. Mar. 409 The system which flogged

the men and fed them on weeviled biscuit.

Weevily (wpvili), a. Also 8 weavely, 9

weevilly, [f. Weevil + -i 1 .] Infested with

weevils.

1757 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. 21 Rotten, musty, weave y
Flour. 1803 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 280, 1 sincerely

hope no weevily bread will be sent. 1859 Sala Tw. Round
Clock (1861) 365 Men who are sometimes brought to live when

on shipboard upon weevily biscuit that breaks the teeth.

1889 Mrs. C. Praed Romance 0/Station 45, I threw out [to

the hens] a handful of weevily rice. 1891 C. Roberts A drift

A mer. 6 Some old salt who has forgotten the tough salt horse

and weevilly biscuit.

Weevle, v. rare- 1
. [? f. Weevil si.] reft. To

wriggle (oneself) out.

WEFT.

1889 A. T. Pask Eyes of Thames 254 The small boy weevles

himself out from the boxes.

Weeze : see Weese.

t Weezel ^also 6 wesell),erron. var. of Weevil.

a 1533 Berners Golden Bk. M. Aurel. (1535) iorNor the

darnell amonge the corne, nor the wesell amongethe grayn,

. .dothe so muche domage. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 268

The Corn devouring Weezel [L. curculio] here abides, And

the wise Ant her wintry Store provides.

t Wee'zle. Obs. Forms : 6 weesel, -zill, 6-7

wesell, -ill, -yll, weesell, -sil;l, weasill, wezill,

7 weazell, wizzel(l, 8 weezle. [First recorded in

the 16th c, but perh. repr. an OE. *wxsel, corre-

sponding to G. dial. waisel:-ViGeT.*waisilo-, from

the same root as Weasand. Substitution of -el

for -en is however possible.]

1. The trachea or windpipe: =Weasand 2.

1538 Elyot Diet., Curculio, . .the wesyll of the throte of a

man, wherby he drawyth wynde. 1579-8° North Plutarch,

Demosthenes (1595) 908 But wise men laughing at his fine

excuse, tolde him it was no sinanche that had stopped his

wesill that night, as he would make them beleeue. 7 a 1597

Peei.f. David f, Bethsabe (1509) B iv, The mastiues of our

land, shall werry ye, And pull the weesels from your greedy

throtes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 174 The Weasill or \V md-pipe.

1639 Mayne City Match in. iv, Death you Pander, torbid

the banes or I will cut your wizzell.

b. Comi.
1632 tr. Bruets Praxis Med. 198 Blood.. if it doe come

from the throate, or weazell-pipe-.it isvoyded by hemming.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xliv. 269 The Weesell-pipe of a

man's Throat or Lung-pipe. 1726 Leoni A Iberti s A rclat.

III. 34 From the Weezle-pipe to the Joynt of the Neck.

2. The epiglottis.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 86 Thewesell of the

throte, which is a litle fleshy and spongie bodie, in figure like

to a pine-apple, hanging at the end of the palat. 1598 Florio,

Epiglolti, the couer or wesill of the throte. 1601 Holland

Pliny xx. ix. II. 51 The ashes of the root being burnt, cure

the Vvula or swelling of the wezill in the throat. 1671 H. M

.

tr Erasm. Colloq. 292 He (a cock] wants, .such a tongue as

we have, nor has he a weesil [L. nee (adest) epiglottis].

"Weezon, obs. form of Weasand.
Wef, obs. form of Weave v. ; var. Weef,\Veffe.

Wefde, wefed, var. forms of Weved, altar.

Wefe, var. of Weve v. Ois.

Wefere, obs. form of Weaver \
Weff, obs. Sc. form of Weave v.

tWeffe 1
. Ois. Forms: 3-4 wef, 4-5 weef(e,

4-6 weffe. [Of obscure etymology; represented

later by weft Waft si.1 I.]

1. A (foul or unsavoury) scent or odour: =

Waft si.1 1 b. Cf. Whiff si.1 3.

a 1300 Body t, Soul (Laud MS.) in Map's Poems (Camden)

33s And nouj so lodly thou3 list grenne, fro the comep a

wikke wef. 13.. Ibid. (Vernon MS.) 342 A wikked weef.

13 Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu.

Strach. LVII. 2E8 Wondur him boujt fat of bat bodi [
=

corpse) wef hedde he noujt. ^1440 Promp. Parti. 520/1

(MS. K.) Weffe, vapor.

2. Flavour, taste ; ill-savour : = \\ aft si. L
1 a.

Cf. Whiff sb.1 3 b.

c 1440 Promp. Pan: 520/1 Wtc( [Winch. MS. Weefe], or

summe what semynge to badnesse, inclmacio ad malum.

l«o PALSGR. 287/2 Weffe last, goust. Ibid. 475A, I can

nat awaye with this ale, it hath a weffe -...cite est dt

mautiiays goust.

+ Weffe *. Obs.-1 [? f. Weve v.] A blow or

cut. (Cf. Waff rf. 3.) .»_»_.
13.. Coerde L. 5291 He took to hys mace off bras,.. And

gaff liym a sory weffe, That bys helme al to-cleff.

t Weffe 3
, earlier form of weft Waft si.1 6 (a

small flag waved as a signal).

1562 Blllein Bulwarke, Dial. Health t, Sicknes 76b,

Then Ariadne rente from her, her womanly apparell, making

a weffe thereof upon the ende of a pole.

Weffer, obs. form of Wafer, Weaver.

Weffin, obs. Sc, pa. pple. of Weave v.

Weffler, var. Whiffler 1.

Wefforne, obs. form of Wyvern.

Weft (weft), si.1 Forms : 1 wefta, weft, wift,

4 wyft, weeft, 4-6 wefte, 4- weft ; 6 woft(e, 7-9

Sc. woft, waft. [OE. wefta wk. masc, weft str.

masc, ? wift fern., corresp. to ON. veptr masc, vipta

fern., weft, MHG. wift masc, fine thread; repr.

OTeut. types *wefton-, *wefto-z, "wefti-z, f. *wet-

to Weave.]
"
1. Weaving. The threads that cross from side to

side of a web, at right angles to the warp threads

with which they are interlaced : = W oof I.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) D 57 Deponile wefta. a 1100

Gere/a mAnglia IX. 263 He sceal fela tola to tune til.an &
felaandlomenato husan habban.. .Fela towtpla : flexhnan,

soinle, reol, learnwindan, wifte, wefle, wulcamb [etc], czioo

Gloss, in \Vr.-Wulcker 1S7/32 Deponile, wefta uel weft.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xiv. 23 A threed of the weeft. Ibid. Exoa.

xxxix. 3 He made hem into thredes, that thei my-,ten be

plattid with the weft of the rather colours. 1398 } R,EV,
f
A

Barth. De P. R. xvm. xi. (Bodl. MS.), 3if be wefte a jbrofca

bet begynneb to amende it. 14.. Norn, in « r--w
,
1

;
c
£
er

696/21 Hec trama. a wefte. 1570 Levins Manip. 52 Welte,

wofte, stamen. Ibid. 157 Y« Woft of a web, subtegmen.

1615 Markham Ene- Houscw. 11. iii. 89 The one they rail

warpe, the other weft, or els Wooffe. 1629 Orkney Witcn

Trial in County Folk-Lore (1903I III. 78 Christane Reid in

Clett cam in ane maid errand, seiking woft to ane wob. 1664

Power Exp. t'hitos. 1. 46 In the Silk Ribbans, you might

plainly see the Contexture, how the Warp and the \\ eft
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cross one another at right Angles. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy
ix. xxi, She.. wets it—dries it—then takes her teeth to both

warp and weft of it. 1788 Pick en Poems Scot. Dial. 248

Gloss., Waft, woof. 1S22 Scott Pirate xxxii, And we have
many of foreign knacks Of finer waft than woo' or flax.

1831 Ht. Martineau Manck. Strike ix. 106 My father used

to. .set my mother to card and spin the raw cotton for the

weft, i860 Smiles Self Help ii. 34 'Blackburn Greys/
consisting of linen weft and cotton warp. 1867 Morris Jason
xv. 360 And Eradneleft The carding of the fine wool for the

weft. 1876 Rock Text. Fair. v. 41 Bagdad or Baldak. silks,

with a weft of gold, known among us as ' baudekins '.

fig- *563 Mirr. Mag., Richard Dk. Glouc. xx, Of ambicion
behold the worke [1 read warpe] and weft, Prouoking me to

do this haynous treason, a 1693 UrqnharPs Rabelais III,

xxviii. 237 Wouldst thou, .untwist all the Threads of the

warp and the waft of the weer'd Sister Parques ?

b. The strips of cane, palm-leaf, straw, etc. used

as the filling, in weaving baskets, mats, etc. Also,

the woven fabric.

1845 Jrnt. R. Agric. Soc. VI. I. 212 Many workmen
thoughtlessly force their feet between the weft or horizontal

branches of the hurdle. 1859 C. Williams Narr.
<fr
Adv.

Trav. Africa xvii. 189 Flags, reeds, and bulrushes. .are
woven.. into mats.. and so close is their weft that neither

light, nor wind.. can penetrate it. 1859 Abridgm. Specif.
Patents, Weaving (1861) 1015 For these purposes wires.,

may be used as the warps of the fabric, and straw or rushes
or other materials being the weft. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.,
Straw-fabric Loom. A loom for making goods the weft of
which is straw.

2. Yarn to be used for the weft-threads.

1795 Aikin Country Round Manchester 233 Employed in

spinning cotton wefts for check-makers. 180a Baneks'

s

Manck. .t Salford Directory 29 Brown, Richard and Co.
dealers in twist, weft, &c. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 677 Ail sorts of wefts, from the lowest to

the highest numbers, are now spun by means of this ma-
chine. 1898 Daily News 16 May S/5 Tow wefts, .have been
dealt in to a larger extent than for weeks back. 1902 Times
29 July 11/3 Doubled wefts are offered at easy prices ; single
wefts are dull.

3. That which is spun or woven.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. lv. (1495) 896 Certen

smalle wormes as it were attercoppes. .done spynne and
weue and make webbes and weftes abowtethe hony combes.
1570 Levins Manip. 52/45 Wefte, wofte, stamen. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. 1. 381 Then Weavers stretch your
Stays upon the Weft. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Weft,
a thing woven ; as A Weft ofHair. 1799 H. Gurnev Cupid
<V Psyche xx. 44 See those crones that on the left Weave
the many-colour'd weft. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi
Wind, 11. 122 Let thy weft Be of one woof and warp. 1883
Whitelaw Sophocles, Trachin. 675 The investiture O' the
robe, a weft of wool, fleecy and white.

b. fig. and in figurative context.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxi. 64 In helle is shewed euell-spon-

nen wyft. c 1460 Towneley Myst. it. 435 Yey, ill spon weft
ay comes foule out. 1719 Hamilton Ep. to Ramsay 24 July
v, I*m unco iri, and dirt feart I mak' wrang waft. 1864
Swinburne Atatanta 738 The weft of the world was untorn
That is woven of the clay on the night. 1891 ' R. Boldre-
wood ' Sydney-side Sax. ii, I cannot unravel the weft of it.

I've made and helped to make a sight of victual in my day,
and now [etc.].

4. Transferred uses. + a. A film formed over the

eye. Obs.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$• Min. 29 The ashes of the head

of a black Cat.. put into the eyc.helpe the haw, weft, and
web in the eye. Ibid. 105 The gall [of the Rock-goat] cureth
the weft in the eye.

b. A layer of closely interwoven hyphse produced
in certain fungi; also a 'mat' of hairs on the stem
or leaf of a plant.

1875 Cooke Fungi ii. 26 Certain filaments of the weft of
the fungus. 1879 Academy 11 Jan. 33/1 The access of.,
injurious insects to the flower is prevented, .by the dense
weft of woolly haii s which covers the stem and leaves. 1887
tr. De Bary s Fungi v. 217 The peripheral portion of the
delicate hyphal weft.. takes an active part in the further
growth.

C. (See quot.)

1847 Halliwell, Weft,.. (5) The ground of a wig.

5. A streak of cloud ; a thin layer of smoke or

mist. Cf. Waft sb. 1 1 d, Waif si.s

a 1822 Shelley Queen of My Heart ii, And thy beauty
more bright Than the stars' soft light, Shall seem as a weft
from the sky. 1883 Svhonos Hal. Byways 97 Exceedingly
soft and grey, with rose-tinted weft of steam upon its sum-
mit, stood Vesuvius above us in the twilight. 1897 Mary
Kingsley W. Africa 187 The mountains. .opposite were
just enough illumined to let one see the wefts and floating
veils of blue-white mist upon them.

6. attrib. and Comb., as weft cop (Cop sb? 3),
dealer, thread, warehouse, winding, yarn ; weft-
finger {Knitting), the forefinger; weft fork (a) a
pronged weft stopper; (b) (see quot. 1875) J

weft-
hook (see quot.) ; weft line, flax (see Line sb.1

1 b) for the manufacture of weft-thread ; weft
(stop) motion, stopper, a device that automati-
cally causes a stoppage of the loom when the
weft-lhread breaks or fails ; weft-way (see quot.).
1881 *Weft cop [see Twist sb.^ 22]. 1892 Daily News

16 July 7/1 There is only a very small demand for twist and
weft cops for the home trade. 1802 Baucks's Munch. <V

Salford Directory 34 *Weft and twist dealer. 1880 [Mks.
Floyer] Plain Hints Needlework 37 The. .fore, or ' *weft

',

finger; the thumb, or 'rest:' the second, or 'position'
finger. 1851 in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Weaving (1861)
329 Improvements in the manufacture of "weft forks.. for
looms. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Weft-fork, one used in
certain kinds of looms where the filling is laid in. one piece
at a time. 1898 Daily News 7 Mar. 2/1 As soon as either
thread breaks the machine is stopped immediately by the

weft forks. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Weft-hook, one for

drawing in the filling in the case of slat-weaving looms
and some forms of narrow-ware and ribbon looms. 1896
Daily Nczus 5 Dec. 9/4 The range of *weft lines continues
unchanged at 3s. i^d. 1863 in Abridgm. Specif Patents
Weaving n. (1871) 410 That part of the loom known as the
' *weft motion ' for stopping the loom when the weft breaks.

1878 A. Barlow Hist. Weaving xxiv. 261 The fork and grid

"weft stop motion. 1853 in Abridgm. Specif. Patents
Weaving (1S61) 408 An improved "weft stopper for two or

more shuttles. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 177/1 Into this

shed.. he throws the shuttle containing the *weft-thread.

1802 Bancks's Manch. <$• Salford Directory p. iv, Twist,
•weft and calico warehouse. 1888 C. P. Brooks Cotton
Manuf. 168 "Weft-way, yarn twisted over to the right in

spinning. Weft may be either twist-way or weft-way. 1863
li. Wqodcroft Brief Biogr. 44 A *weft-winding engine.

1835 Ure Pkilos. Manuf 330 It must be spun into warp-
yarnaiid *weft yarn, each of peculiar grist.

t Weft, sb.% Obs. Also 6 waift, wayft, 7-8 waft.

Variant or perversion of Waif sb. 1

1579 Acts Privy Counc. (1895) XI. 196 Claiming the ship
and goodes as a weft dewe to the lordes of the soile. Ibid.

347. 1590 Si'knsbr F. Q. hi. x. 36 The gentle Lady.. did.,
wander wide At wilde aduenture, like a forlome weft. 1596
Ibid. iv. ii. 4. Ibid. iv. xii. 31 For that a waift [i. e. Flori-

mell], the which by fortune came Vpon your seas, he claym'd
as propertie. 1591 Art. cone. Admiralty 21 July § 46
Those, which vpon the high Seas, haue found any,.Boates
forsaken, or wayfts, driuing, or floating, without any crea-

ture in the same. 1599 li. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum.
I. ii, The Lord of the soile ha's al wefts and straies here?
a 1625 Fletcher Elder Brother iv. iv, You are Lord o' the
soile Sir, Lilly is a Weft, a Straie, shee's yours, to use Sir.

1678 Dkyden Limberham v. i. Do you know that I am Lady
of the Mannour: and that all Wefts and Strays belong to

me? a 1680 Butler Characters (1908; 127 His Beliy is

provided for, ..his Back.. takes other Courses to maintain
itself by weft and stray Silver Spoons, stragling Hoods and
Scarfs, [etc.]. c 1680 Bevkkidge Serm. (1729) L 532 It is as
a waft or stray, that belongs only to the head landlord of
the world, to whom therefore you must restore it. 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 11, xii. 498 The Causes
competent to the Admiralty Court of Scotland, are these

among others.. .Wafts, and Strays, and Deodands, and
Wrecks. 1838 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 560 Farther cor-

rections I shall make.. for a posthumous edition, in which
also I shall embody some wefts and strays.

Weft (welt), v. rare. Also .Sir. waft. [f. Weft
sb.1 ] intr. To form a weft or web ; to interlace the

weft with the warp. Hence Wefting vbl. sb.

1785 Burns 2nd Ep. J. Lapraik viii, Ne'er mind how
Fortune waft an* warp. 1897 Westm, Gaz. 19 Jan. S/i The
warping, wefting, milling and finishing occupied 3I1. 15 min.

Weft, Sc, dial., and Naut. form of Waft sbA
Weft, obs. pa. pple. of Weave v.

+ Weftage 1
. Obs. rare—1

, [f. weft var. Waft
v.1 + -age.] Conveyance : = Waftage.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 175 The naturall faculty

needeth no vehicle or weftage, because it is inbred in euery

part.

Weftage 2 (we-fteds). [f. Weft sb.1 + -age.]

The arrangement of the threads of a woven fabric.

Chiefly transf.

1681 Grew Musseum 1. § i. 3 Whereby also the weftage of
the fibers . . of the Muscules might more easily . . be observed.

1746 G. Adams Microgr. xxxvii. § 4. (1747) 203 The Weft-
age of the Fibres [of wood], 1901 F. E. Taylor Folk-Sp.
S. Lane. (E. D. D.), Weftage, the texture of woven cloth.

Wefted (we-fted), a. [f.WEFT sb. 1 + -ED.] Com-
posed of interwoven hypha?.

190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIIL 554/1 The thallus.. is.. com-
posed of. .cell-filaments, with apical growth (hyphas), or of
more or less complex wefted sheets or tissue-like masses of

such (mycelium).

Wefty (we-fti), a. rare. [f. Weft s&l + -*!.]

Of the nature of a weft (of thread, filament, vapour).
1867 W. Barnes J. Poole's Gloss. Eng. Colony Forth <y

Bargy, Wexford, s. v., Wefty, webby, cobwebby. 1876 J. W.
Makston Dram. <$ Poet. Wks. II. 379 There stood a gaunt
form pale But regal... His brow Was circled by a wefty
coronet.

Wegg(e, obs. forms of Wedge.
Wegh, var. Wye Obs., a man ; obs. f. Wey.
Weghe, obs. form of Weigh v.

Weght, obs. form of Weight sb. 1 and sb,'*

Wegion, -yon, obs. ff. Widgeon.
Wegotism (wi"*g£tiz*m). [A jocular formation

on We and Egotism.] An obtrusive and too fre-

quent use of the first person plural by a speaker or

writer.

1797 Brit. Critic IX. 424 A more trifling matter of objec-
tion is the use of the plural form [we] throughout in speak,
tngof himself. . . In an individual preacher, .it seems a strange
desertion of propriety : and if used to avoid egotism, leads
to that which., if we did not too much respect etymology,
we might jocularly style Wegotism. 1811 Miss L. M. Haw-
kins CWess ty Gertr. I. Introd., We may have blended
wegotism and egotism ; but Oesar writes ' dixeram ' and
'scripsimus'. x88t H. J. Jennings Curios. Crit. 156 What
has been called the ' wegotism ' of the press.

Weh.ee ,w*hi"*), int. and sb. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms: a. 4, 6 wehe (4 wey), 4 wehoe, 6-7
weehee, 7 wehie, weataae

; 9 Sc. wehaw. /3.

4 whi (?wihi), 6 wyhie, wigh-hie, 6-7 wihy, 7
wihee i^whhi-hhee), 7-9 dial, wighee. [Echoic]
A. int. A conventional representation of the

sound uttered by horses.
136a Langl, P. PI. A. VBL 75 (MS. T.) As wilde bestis wib

wehe worb vp togedere. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's P. 146
Whan the hors was laus, he gynneth gon Toward the fen,

ther wHde Mares renne Forth with wehee [v.r. wehe].
c 1530 Skelton Magnyf. 477 And Annot wolde be nyce,
and laughes, ' tehe, wehe '. 1567 Triall of Treasure E iij,

We, he, he, he, he, ware the horse heles I saye. 1594 Lyly
Mother Bombie iv. ii. 194 Hee neither would cry wyhie, nor
wag the taile. 1603 Dlkker Patient Grissill 567 So they
can cne_wighee and hollow, kicking iade. 1606 Chapman
Gentl. Usher 1. i. 30 One cannot crie ' wehie ', but straight
shee [your Barbane mare] cries 'tihi'. 1654 [see Tehee
int.}. c 1690 Roxb. Ballads (1890) VII. 56 The Tapster bid
them welcome then, and wea-hae did cry.

b. Used to a horse.
1821 Mactaggaht Gallov. E?ic)d. 472 Wehaw I a cry

which displeases horses. 1847 Halliwell, Wighec, an
exclamation to horses.

B. sb. An utterance of this sound ; a whinny or
neigh.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 21 ,it wol he make moni a whi

[7'. tr. many (a) wehe, wey] er he come bere. c 1589 // 'hip
for Ape 26 in Lyly's Wks. (1902) III. 41S Such hahaes,
teeiiees, weehees, wild cohs play. 1592 Def. Comiy-Caiching
in Greene's Wks. (Grosart) XI. 59 The olde Chuile comming
an hower before Supper time,, .for an amorous wehe or two,
as olde Jades wynme when they cannot wagge the tayle.

1509 II. Jonson Ev, Man out of Hum. 11. i, There's ne 're

a Gentleman i' the countrey has the like humors for the
Hobby-horse as I haue? I haue the Methode for the
threedingof the needle, ..and the wigh-hie, and the daggers
in the Nose, ..all the Humors incident to the qualitie. 16 18
Fletcher Women pleas'dw. i, His [the hobby-horse's] lewd
wihies. 1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes To Rdr., Rosinante looks
for your Tih-hee, and you shall have his Whhi-hhee. 1673
Char. Cojlee-Hoitse 6 To .. make an Oration to Caligula's
Horse whence yuu can only expect a weehee or Jadish >,puin.

tWehee, v. Obs. Forms: 6-7 wighy, ;wighie,
wihy, wyhee, weyhey. [f. prec] intr. To neigh
or whinny, as a horse does.

1599 Marston Ant. <y Mel. in. (1602) F 2, Tis an old horse
can neither wighy, nor wagge his taile. 1606 — Parasit.
iv. G ib, AI that can wyhee or wag the taile, are vpon
grievous paines of their backe summond to be assistant in
that Session of loue. 1615 [Horn] Curry-Combe for Coxe-
Combeiv. 156 |Tisan ill Horse that can neyther wey-hey, nor
wagge his taile. 1618 R-keion Courtier fy Countryman
(Grosart) 8/2 The young Colts wighie at their parting with
their Fillies. 1668 Davenant Rivals 111. 36 Tho' lightly on
the hobby-horse and dancers, He learns to Wighy, and the
rest to prance— Sirs. 1847 Halliwell, Wehee, Wihie.

Wehl, obs. form of Wail v. 1

Wehrgeld, -gelt : see Wergild.
Wehrwolf : see Werwolf.
"Wehte, pa. t. of Wecche v. Obs.

Wehy, var. Wye Obs., a man.
Wei, obs. f. Way, Weigh, Wet, Whey, Woe.
Weid(e: see Weed sb. 1

, sb. 2, v.*, Wede v.,

Wide adv.

Weidenagemoot, obs. form of Witenagemot.
Weido, obs. Sc. form of Widow.
Weie, obs. form of Way, Weigh v.

t
Wey, Wye.

Weierstrassian (vairaistra'sian), a. Math.
[f. name of Karl W. Weierstrass (1S15-97), an
eminent German mathematician + -(i)an.] l*ei tam-
ing to or invented by Weierstrass, esp. Weierstras-
sianfunction.
1878 Cavi.ev Math. Papers (1896) X. 434 We have thus in

all 21 equations which exhibit the form of the Weierstras*
Man functions al(«, v, w)\i, . . ., alf«, v, 7c)67- 1884 Daniels
in Amer. Jrnl. Math. VI. 256 The Weier.it ra>sian proof of
this, .is as follows. 1901 Osgood in Ann. Math. Ser. 11. II.

122 The Weierstrassian function S
Weiete, obs. form of Wet a.

Weif(f, obs. Sc. forms of Weave v. 1

Weife, obs. form of Wife.

I! Weigela,Weigelia (waid^rla, -rlia). Bot:
[mod.L., f. name of C. K. H'eigel, a German phy-
sician (1748-1831).] A genus of caprifoliaceous

shrubs from China and Japan cultivated for its

flowers, now commonly merged in Diervilla ; a
plant of this genus.
1846 frnl. Horticultural Soc, 1. 66 A \Veigela..from the

North of China. 1851 Glennv Handbk. I'l. Garden (1855)

401 Weigela. Very handsome hardy dtciduous shrubs,

adapted for planting against ornamental walls. 1875 W.
Corv Lett. <j finis. (1897J 384 Weigelia is out in glory.

1883 Garden 18 Mar. 184/2 All the Weigelas delight in a
good, free soil.

t Weige'lian, sb. and a. Obs. [f. the proper

name Weigel (see below) + -ian.] A. sb. A fol-

lower or adherent of the German mystic Valentin

Weigel (1533-88). B. adj. Of or pertaining to

Weigel, his opinions or followers.

1657 Baxter Present Th. 4 The persons holding this third

Opinion are the Paracelsians (under whom I comprehend
the Weigelians and the rest of the Enthusiasts). 1676 W.
Hubbard Happin. People 28 No man, unless a Weigelian

Scepiick, ever did account Moses less fit to be a Leader

unto Israel because he was learned in ail the wisdome of

t he Egyptians.

Weigh. (w#), sbA Forms : 1 W£es(e, w6s, 2

W8ei3e, 3weie,4waye,weih, we}e, 4-5 weigh.e,

5, 9 wee, f-7, 9 dial, wey, 6 wye, 7~9 way ( 9 dial-

weigh. [OE. wxg str. fem., wxge wk. fern, (both

meaning ' balance ' and weight
' ; see Wey), cor-

resp. to OS. wdga (MLG. wdge, MDu. w&ghe, Du.

waag ; see Waw sb.*) t
OHG. wdga (MHG. wdge,

mod.G.wage),01S.vtig,(S\\\v8g,\Ja.vaag)'.-OTe\il.

*w*&d-ron- t
{.*Wir&-{:*we£-:*wa2-):s<ie\\KiGliv.]
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f 1. A weight. Obs. (For the word as the name
of a particular denomination of weight, see Wey.)
c iooo ^Elfric Gram, xxxii. (Z.) 58 Pondus, byr5en oftSe

w£e?;e [v. r. wae^l c xaoo Vices <$ Verities 1 1 Godd us for-

bett 3at we nc sculen habbe twifeald \vaei3e ne twifeald

imett.

2. A balance, pair of scales, fa. sing. Obs.

a 1050 LtBer Scintill. xxiv. (1889) 97 Wordu soolice snotera

on waege beo<5 awegene [Ecclus. xxi. 28 statera Pondera-
buntur]. a ia*S Ancr. R. 60 Auh seint Austin de5 beos two
boSe in one weie, wilnen, & habe wille uorte beon iwilned.

1340 Ayenb. 255 pe wordes of be wyse byej? y-we^e ine he
waye. c 1350 Will. Palerne 947 Pou waltres al in a weih

& wel y vnderstande winder be belaunce bremliest bouwes
al-gatc i38z\Vyclif/V<«>. xi. 1 A treccherous we-,e [Vulg.

statera] abominacioun is anent God. a 1450 Mirk's Festial

221 Then come thylke brennet dekon, and layde a grete pot

on be wey be whech anon weyit vp al togedyr.

b. plural (sometimes construed as sing.). Obs.

exc. dial, + Also, the zodiacal constellation Libra.

c 8*5 Vesfi. Psalter lxi. 10 Mendaces Jilii hominum in

stateris, lease beam monna in wejum. c rtooGloss. in Wr.-

Wdicker 148/16 Trutina, wseja. 1340 Hampole Ps. lxi. 9

Leighers in weighes, that is, on the weighes of right-

wisnes. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 74 Her-
uest bygynnes whenne be sonne entrys be first degree of

be tokenynge of weighes. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. iv.

693 Pap Siluestir gert bairn be layide In til a weyis.

1480-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 97, j par Weez lign.

cum ponderibus. 1533 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 451
Ane pair of woll weyiss, ane pair of ballendis of brass.

155a Lyndf.say Monarch* 2286 Sanct Mychaell, with his

wyngis and weyis. 1573 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II.

10 A pair of weyis witht baikis, pryce xl. d. 1578 Rich-
mond Wills (Surtees) 282 The kitchingcA pair wyes
and wyghts, iis. vj d. c 1587 Montcomerie Sonn. xviii. 11

Hald evin the Weyis. 1609 Skene Reg. Mar'., Burrow
Lawes c. 125 § 3 The heire. .sail haue..ane flaill, the weyes
[L. stateram], with the wechts, [etc.]. 1808 Tamieson,

Weyes, Weyis, a balance with scales for weighing. 1825

Ibid., Weyes,Wees.

c. Sc. (See quot.)
1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 72 Weighs, a weigh-

bridge; a waggon-weighing machine.

3. A pole borne on the shoulders of two men, for

carrying a water-vessel. ? Obs. Also wey and
bodkins (dial.) : see quot.

1688 Holme Armoury 111. xiv. (Roxb.) 11/2 A Runge or

Soe : which is a kind of vessell that Tanners, Glouers, and
Beere-brewers use to carry Water in, being borne on a Way
or pole betweene two men. 1844 W. Barnes Poems Rural
Life Gloss. 368 Wey an 1

bodkins, a set of spreaders for

hitching two horses to the same part of a sull or harrow.

The first, the Wey, is fastened at its middle to the plough
or harrow by a cops, .and the bodkins are connected by a
crook on their middle to clipses on the two ends of the wey.

Weigh., sb.% In under weigh, a common var.

of under way, from erroneous association with the

phr. * to weigh anchor \ See Way sb* 38.

1785 Cumberland Observer xii. [ix.] P 7 This perverse

wind has at last..come about to the east, so that we are all

in high spirits getting under weigh. 1796 Hist. iVed Evans
1. 182 Mr. Evans stood upon the beach till the packet got

under weigh. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxiii, She got

under weigh with very little fuss, and came so near us as to

throw a letter on board. 1841 Catlin iV. Amer. Iud. xxxii.

(1844) II. 2, I embarked. .and was glad to get underweigh.

1855 F. C. Armstrong Warhaivk I. xii. 258 The following

morning he embarked with his attendant, O'Regan, on board
The Royal Anne, which got under weigh shortly after.

Weigh (w£), v.* Pa. t. and pa, pple. weighed
(w^id). Forms : 1 wesan (yd sing. wisetS, wihtS

;

we3e.es wehtJ), 2-4 wei^e (3 yd sing. weihtS),

3-4 we$e, wey5e, 4 weghe, 6 weygh(e, waygh,
6-7 weighe, waigh(e, 6- weigh; 2-6 weie, 3-7
weye (5 wheyhe, 5-7 Sc. veye), 4-7 (9 Sc)
wey (5-7 Sc vey) ; 4-7 waie, 5-7 waye (5

whaye), way, 6-7 weay
;

5-6 north, and Sc,

wye (5 whye), 7 Sc. wie
; 5 whe, 6 Sc. we-,

ve-, 9 Sc wee. Pa. t, a. 1 wees, pi. wseson, 3

way, pi. we3e, 4 we3» wey, wey5(e, weygh,
way}, weghe, weie, (Vwoghe). £. 3-4 weide

(3 pl* weiden), 3-5 weiede, 4 we(y)3ed(e, etc.,

4-7 weied, weyed, 6-7 wayed, waied, waighed,
etc., 6- weighed. Pa. pple. a. i wesen, 2-3
iwsei^en, 4 ywe}e, weyen, (i-), (y)wey(e,
(i)weie; 5 wawyn,wowyn,wowae. 0. 4yweid,
(i)weied, we^ed, 4-7 weyed, 5 weiede, 5-6"

weyd, 6 wei(e)d, wayed, wayd(e, etc., 7-
weighed. [A Com. Teut. strong verb : OE,
wegan (w&g, wagon, wegen) corresponds to OFris.

wega, weia to move, weigh, OSax. wegan to

weigh, (M)Du. wegen to weigh, OHG. wegan to

move, shake, weigh (MHG. wegen; mod.G. has

bewegen to move, while the simple verb is repre-

sented by the two verbs wd'gen trans., to weigh,

wiegen intr., to weigh, be of a certain weight), ON.
vega to lift, weigh (Sw. vdga, Da. veie, to weigh),

Goth, ga-wigan (only Luke vi. 38 in pa. pple. fern.

gawigana shaken). The Teut root *weg-, *waz~,

*wxg- (for words representing the several grades

see Way sb. ; Wag v., Wagon, Wain, Waw sb.1

and v.l
; Weigh sb. 1

, Wey) is :—Indogermanic

*wegh-, *wogh-y *wegh-, found in Skr. vah, L. vehtre

to carry, Gr. Fox *} <*Xoy vehicle.

The remarkably early appearance of the weak conjugation

was prob. due to confusion with Weigh v. 2 ; the two OE.
verbs wegan andwecgan coincided in the form wegedoi the
3rd sing. pres. (though the former verb had also the more
normal wige$). The strong inflexion of the pa. t. died out
in the 14th century, and that of the pa. pple. in the 15th.]

I. To bear, carry, hold up ; to heave up, lift.

1 1. trans. To bear from one place to another

;

to carry, transport. Obs.
In quots. 13.. ?To carry round and serve (wine).
Beozvulf 1 207 He pa fr«etwe waes..ofer y5a ful. c 1000

Narratiunculx (1861) 9 Micel mseni^eo elpenda ba pe gold
wae?;on & laeddon. 13 . . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1420 So faste bay
we;ed to him wyne, hit warmed his hert. Ibid. 1508 We^e
wyn in bis won, wassayl, he cryes. 13. . Gatv. $ Gr. Knt.
1403 \Vy3e2 be walle wyn wejed to hem oft.

t 2. To bear (arms) ; to wear (a robe, etc.), Obs.
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xiii. 77 On <5aem selfan

hrse?;ie, Se he on his breos^um was^. C900 Bxdds Hist. 11.

ix. (1890) 123 Haefde he & wsj mid hine twiecge handseax
Xeanttred. 6x205 LAY - 2447' Heo we;e on heore honde
feouwer sweord of golde. Ibid. 26279 -^Ic weiede an sculdre
sceld swi5e godne. c 1250 Oivl % Might. 1022 (Cott.) He
mi3te bet teche ane bore To we;e [y<.s. bere] bobe sheld &
spere.

t 3. With up : To hold up, support. Obs.
c 1200 Vices $ Virtues 49 He oe wei5b upp mid his fingre

heuene and ier5e.

4. f a. WT
ith up : To hoist, to lift up. Obs.

1421-s Hoccleve Dialogue 402 Right as a theef bat hath
eschapid ones The roop, no dreede hath eft his art to vse,

Til bat the trees him weye vp, body and bones. 1563-83
Foxe^. fy M. 1472/2 They tooke the sayd Roodeand weyed
hym vppe and set him in his olde accustomed place. 1669
Worlidge Syst. Agric. viii. § 1. 132 With which Tongs you
may Beclip the [Hop-]Pole at the bottom, and resting the
joynt thereof on a block of wood, you may weigh up the Pole.

t "b> flg> To raise up, exalt. Obs.
c 1586 C'tkss Pembroke /V. cvii. xiv, [God] from want the

poore doth waigh.

c. jVaut. To set up (a mast).
1841 Dana Seaman's Man. 134 Weigh, to lift up; as, to

weigh an anchor or a mast.

5. JVaut. To heave up (a ship's anchor) from the

ground, before sailing. Now usually to weigh
anchor (without art.), f Formerly also with up, in.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 103 Cables bay fasten, Wi;t at )>e

wyndas we3en her ankres. ? a 1400 MorteArtlu 740 Wyghtly
one be wale thay wye up baire ankers. 149s Acta Dom.
Concil. (1839) 245/1 Compelling of be saidis Wegeantis ser-

uitouris to wey ber ankeris. 1509 Barclay Shyp of'Folys
(1874) I. toSCome to our shyp our ankers ar in wayde. C1515
Cocke LoreWs B. (Percy Soc.) 14 Than Cocke wayed anker,

and housed his sayle. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. ^44^',
When the wynde was prosperous, .they waied up the Ankers.

1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 101 We wayed our
Grapnel and went away. i6a8DiGBv Voy. Mediterr. (1868)

19, I weighed anchor and sett sayle. 163a Lithgow Trav.
II. 45 The windes fauouring vs, we weighed Ankors. 1653
Holcroft Procopius, Gothick Wars 1. n Constantianus
wayed Anchor from Epidaurus. 1720 De For Capt. Single-

ton x. (1840) 173 We weighed anchor the same tide, and
stood out to sea, 18x4 Scott Ld. ofIsles in. iv, Cormac
Doil.. Hoisted his sail, his anchor weigh'd. 1835 Sir J. Ross
Narr. 2nd Voy. v. 77 We immediately weighed anchor.

h.jig.-
1546 J. Hzsviood Prov. (1867) 17, 1 willstreight weie anker,

and hoyse vp sayle. 1633 Massincer Guardian Prol., Our
Author weighs up anchors, and once more Forsaking the

security of the shore, Resolves to prove his fortune. 1650
R. Stapvlton Strada's Low C. Wars 11. 36 As often as this

sacred Anchor (of Religion] is weighed, so often the Ship of

the Common-Wealth is tossed. 1882 Century Mag. Sept.

707/2 He for whom the sexton has tolled the bell has
'weighed anchor \

C. absol, = to weigh anchor. Hence, to sail

(from, out o/tL port, etc.).

1513 Sir E. Howard in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. il I. 215 We
cowd ryd no lenger ther withowt gret danger,., we weyd to

get us in to the Downes. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 The
maister..bald the marynalis lay the cabil to the cabilstok,

to veynde and veye. 1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 101 Wee wayed and set saile. 1613 j. Saris Voy.

Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 1 The I4,n in the morning we wayed
out of the roade of Bantam for Japan. <z 1647 Pette in

Archaeologia XII. 226 On Wednesday, .we weighed from
Limehouse, and anchored right against the Tower. 1748
Anson's Voy. 1. iv. (ed. 4) 47 On the 3d ofNovember we
weighed from Madera. 1808 Wellington in Gurw. Desfi.

IV. 193, I found about 60 of the convoy had lost their

anchors in attempting to weigh. 1867 Pall Mall Gas.

19 July 9/1 It would have been necessary for each ship to

weigh singly, which would have occupied fifteen minutes
each. 1893 H. M. Doughty Wherry in Wendish Lands 20

In the morning we weighed early.

6. To raise (a sunk ship, gun, etc.) from the

bottom of the water. Also with up.

a. a 1500 in Arnolde's Chron. (1S11) 133 After tyme
she was weyed and toued to the hauyn at Caleis. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 26 Leuyng the gonne (because

the master carpenter snyde y l be woulde shortely way it

out of the water). 1578 W. Bourne Treas. Trav. iv. viii.

17 Then it will waygh or lyfte the sunken Shyppe from the

bottome. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 81 Rules to

weigh Ships, or Guns, or any thing else in the Water. 1726
Shelvocke Voy. round World 239 [The diver] could find

but one small gun, which he weigh'd and brought ashore.

J777 J- Putnam in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) II- 54°
Should the enemy succeed in weighing the chevaux-de-frise,

and proceed up the river. 1783 Cowper Let. to J. Hill
20 Oct., I must beg leave, however.. to mourn.. that the

Royal George cannot be weighed.
b. 1545 Dk. Suffolk in Hooker Life Sir P. Carew (1857)

129, I trust by Monday or Twisday..the Mary Rose shalbe

wayed upp and saved. 1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1.

xcix. 194/2 ,The Reuenge had in her diuers faire brasse

peeces, that were all sunke in the sea, which they of the

Island were in good hope to waigh vp againe. 1643 Baker
Chron., Hen, VIII. 7 A great Gunnc.was overthrowne in

a deep Pond of water ;. .the Master Carpenter taking with
him a hundred labourers, went and weyed it up. a 1700
Evelyn Diaryb June 16S7, A vast treasure, which was sunk
in a Spanish galloon . . was now weigh'd up by some gentle-
men. 1735 S. Gale in Archaeologia I. 189 note, One of
these stakes, entire, was actually weighed up between two
loaded barges at the time of a great flood. 1760 S. Derrick
Lett. (1767) I. 16 She being effectually sucked in by the
heavy sandy bottom, all attempts to weigh her up have
been ineffectual. 178a Cowper Loss of Royal George 25
Weigh the vessel up .

.
; Her timbers yet are sound, And she

may float again. 1815 Local Act 55 Geo. Ill c. Iv. § 73 If

any Boat,, shall be sunk in any Part of the said Canal,, .and
the Owner. -shall not, without loss of Time, weigh or draw
up the same.

+ c. intr. for rejl. To be raised up; to admit
of being raised. Obs.

1655 W. Hammond On death ofBrother (No. 2) Only this

difference, that sunk downward, this Weigh'd up to bliss.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v, xii. 81 If the thing sunk be
upon Sands or Rocks, it will weigh the better.

II. To balance in the scales ; to ascertain the

weight of; to consider or compare in this respect.

7. trans. To ascertain the exact heaviness of (an

object or substance) by balancing it in a pair of

scales, or on a steelyard, against a counterpoise of

known amount.
e 1000 ^lfkic Gram. xiii. 84 ^lc baera Shiga, be man

wih5 on wa5?;an. c 1000 Sax. Lecthd. I. 374 JCenim geo-

luune stan & salt stan & pipor & weh on wae^e. c izoo

Trim. Coll. Horn. 213 Gif hit chepinge be, be me shule meten
o<5er weien. c xzoo Vices fy Virtues i^ He wile hes habben
wel imotet and bi rihte waeije wel iwasi^en. 1340 Ayenb. 44
Huanne bo bet zelle}* be wy5te purchaceb and makeb zuo
moche bet bet bing bet me ssel we3e sseweb more heuy.
1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. xiv. 26 He weiede [1388 weijide] the

heeris of his heed with two hundred siclis bi the comoun
weigt. 1393 Langl. P. PLC x. 273 When.. be woolle worth
weye, woo ys be benne. a 1400 Eng. Gilds (1870) 356 pe
kynges by whas wy3te hit be yweye. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
533/1 Wowyn, or weyyd, ponderaius, libratus. 1469
Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 21 The wheight stone that the

wooll was weyed with. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. L 255
Are there ballance heere to weigh the flesh? 1613 J. Saris
Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 42 A Beame to waye spice with.

1617 Moryson /tin. ill. 98 They weigh the cheese when it

is set on Table, and taken away, being paid by the weight,

1758 Johnson Idler No. 28 p 9 Engines should be fixed in

proper places to weigh chairs as they weigh waggons, 1765
Museum Rust. IV. 179 We have weighed it green, that is,

just after mowing, against all the other pasture grasses, and
it out-weighs them all. 1817 Faraday Chem. Manip. xv.

(1842) 387 A graduated transfer jar containing the gas to be
weighed. 1863 Miss Braudon Aurora Floyd xiii, While
the numbers were going up, and the jockeys being weighed.

1894 Sir J. Astley Fifty Yrs.Life II. 212 When we weighed
their riders after the morning's work, we found that Peter
was giving Foxhall two stone and a half.

b. absol.

136a Langl. P. PL A. v. 11S Furst I leornede to ly^e a
lessun or tweyne, And wikkedliche for to weie was myn
ober lessun. 1390 Gower Com/. III. 122 Libra.. hath figure

and resemblance Unto a man which a balance Berth in his

hond as forto weie. 1474 Caxton Chesse m. vii. (1883) 138

And by the potte and elle ben signefyed them that haue the

charge to weye and mete and mesure truly.

c. In Horse-racing. To weigh out, in: to take

the weight of (a jockey) respectively before and after

a race. (Cf. 9.)
1890 Rules of Racing in Encycl. Sport (1898) II. 224 The

Stakeholder shall not allow a jockey to be weighed out for

any horse until such horse's stake [etc.] have been paid.

Ibid. 225 The Clerk of the Scales, .shall in alt cases weigh
in the riders of the horses.., and report to the Stewards any
jockey not presenting himself to be weighed in.

8. To measure a definite quantity of (a substance)

on the scales. Usually with out : To portion out

(a quantity measured by weight) from a larger

mass ; to apportion (such a quantity) to (a. person or

persons) ; f to measure exactly or to the full weight

(obs.). Also with in, into : To introduce a speci-

fied weight of (a substance), to add as an ingredient.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom, Prol. $ T. 745 And of that

coper [he] weyed out [Cambr. MS. vp] but an ounce. 1585

T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. iii. 33 b, We began

to way out the bisket vnto the gallie slaues. 1596 Spknser
F. Q. v. ii. 35 For at the first they all created were In goodly

measure, by their Makers might, And weighed out inbal-

launces so nere, That not a dram was missing of their right.

J615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 88 We wayed out the

wax which came in the Hozeander, and fownd it want a

tonne. 1616 Ibid, in We waid out the pepper to day for

the king. Ibid. 217 He delivered orwayd out much more to

Tomo Dono and Cusbcron Dono. a 1646 Burroughes Exp.
Hosea Hi. (1652) 197 Never did any sktlfull Physitian more
carefully weigh out to every dram what the potion should

be that is to be given to a child, than God doth weigh out

every affliction that he sendeth upon his children. 18*7

Faraday Chem. Manip. iii. (1842) 75 No further difficulty

will now arise in the way of graduating a tube. The 34-25

grains of mercury are to be weighed in... Another 34.25

grains of mercury are to be weighed into the tube to the

metal already contained in it. Ibid. xii. 283 If it be found

that as many parts of the acid have been used as of grains

of the carbonate weighed out, the acid is of proper strength,

fb. To measure (a sum of money) by weight,

in order to pay it to (a person). Chiefly in Biblical

renderings. Also with out, down. Obs. (So OE.

awe&an, G. wdgen, dar-, zuwdgen.)
138a Wyclif Zech. xL 12 And tbei wey^iden my meede,

thntti platisofsyluer. 1388— Job xxviii. 15 Nether siluer

schal be weied [1382 peisid] in the chaungyng therof. 1535



WEIGH.
Coverdale Jer. xxxii. io, I., weyed him there the money

vpon the waightes. — Ztch. xi. 12 So they wayed downe
xxx. syluer pens, y" value that I was prysed at. 1585 Higins

Junius' Nomend. 492/2 An officer that weyed out mony for

soldiers wages. 1607 Dekker & Webster Westw.-Hoe 11,

i, Some [are] cutting purses, some cheating, some weying

out bribes.

0. fig. To dispense or administer (justice) im-

partially.

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems i. 14 Weye o lawe in euenhede, By-

twen ffauour and vengeaunce. 156a A. Scott Poems i. 29

{To Q. Mary) Waye iustice, equale without discrepance.

9. inlr. in Horse-racing. Of a jockey : To take

his place in the scales, in order that his declared

weight may be verified by the clerk. To weigh out,

in, to do this before and after a race. (Cf. 7 c.)

1805 Weatherby's Racing Cat. XXXII. p. xxxviii, That

every person who shall ride at Newmarket for Plate, Sweep-

stakes, or Match, shall be obliged to weigh when he comes

in. 1858 Rules of Racing % 37 Jockies are required to weigh

at the usual place of weighing, before the race,., and every

rider is, immediately after the race, to ride his horse to the

usual place of weighing,.. and to weigh to the satisfaction

of the person appointed for that purpose. 1868 Whyte
Melville White Rose I. xiv. 174 Their riders are drinking

sherry., preparatory to ' weighing in*. Ibid. 182 Mr. Snipe,

returning to weigh after an easy victory. 1877 Rules of

Racing § 31 Weighing out and starting. Ibid. § 34 Weighing

in. 1879 J. Rice Hist. Turf I. 298 The rider of Musjid .

.

is said to have weighed in and weighed out with a whip

weighing 7 or 9 lbs. and to have exchanged it for a lighter

whip before and after the race. 1920 Masefield Right Royal

33 When the clock struck three and the men weighed out. Ibid.

119 Then the riders weighed-in, and the meeting was over.

b. Hence To weigh in with : to introduce or

produce (something that is additional or extra).

colloq.

1885 Daily News Nov. {Passing English, 1909) The journal
' weighs in ' with a prismatic Christmas number. 1901

Macm. Mag. Apr. 464/1 Carver.. used to sit up and snort

a bit when we weighed in with hock and seltzer instead

of tea. 191Z D. Mackail Romance to Rescue i. A Rhodes
scholar weighed in with praise of Greenwich Village.

10. trans. To hold (an object) in the hand (or

in both hands) in order to observe or estimate

its weight ; to balance an object in the hand (or

hands) as if estimating its weight.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus ic. iii. M j b, Waye me this gyrdel

heuy with moche golde .i. fele me this girdell, howe heuy it

is with golde. 1781 Cowper Expost. 343 Who poises and

proportions sea and land, Weighing them in the hollow of

his hand. 1815 Scott Guy M. Ivil, ' But why should he

know of it?' said Glossin, slipping a couple of guineas into

Mac-Guffog's hand. The turnkey weighed the gold, and

looked sharp at Glossin. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxin,

Mr. Bumble.. counted the teaspoons, weighed the sugar-

tongs. 1848 — DombeyW'i, He remained before him weigh-

ing his white hat in both hands by the brim. 1911 H. W.
& F. G. Fowler Concise Oxf. Diet. s.v., [He) meditatively

weighed his stick in his hand.

b. To keep (the wings) evenly outspread in

flight, poet.

1667 Milton/". L. 11. 1046 Satan.. in the emptier waste,

resembling Air, Weighs his spread wings.

11. fig. (with more or less retention of the literal

idea or expression) : To estimate, assess the value

of (a person, a condition, quality, etc.), as if by

placing in the scales.

a 1100 Moral Ode 63 in Lamb. Horn. 163 per me seal ure

werkes weien biforan pe heuen king. 136a Langl. P. PL A.

I. 152 pe same Mesure bat }e Meten A-mis ober elles, 5e

schul be weyen ber.with whon 2,e wenden hennes. 138a

Wvclif fob vi. 2 Wolde God, my synnes weren weied. -in

a balaunce. 1387 Trevisa Higden III. 129 pou art i-weye

on a balaunce and i-founde bat bou hast lasse [Dan. v. 27].

1516 Pilgr. Ptrf. (W> d* W. 153029b, Our sayd lorde..at

the houre of our iudgement shall ponder and wey eucry

mannes encrease or decrease. 1549 «• Com. Prayer, Com-
munion, Not waiyng our merites, but pardonyng our of.

fences. 1557 North Guevara's Diall Pr. Prol. A i, God
doth not way us as we are, but as we desier to be. 1590

Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 27 Accursed vsurie was all his trade,

And right and wrong ylike in equall ballaunce waide. 1670

Drvden 1st Pt.Conq. Granada III. (1672) 22 Friendship.,

weighs by th' lump, and, when the cause is light, Puts kind-

ness in to set the Ballance right. 1736 Berkeley Discourse

Wks. III. 419 Were all men to be weighed in the exact

scale of merit. 1744 M. Bishop Life 97 Where such a cross-

grain'd Piece of Stuff is concernecf. .one should ponder with

inward Consultations, to be able to weigh him to a Hair.

1781 Cowper Hope 366 That heav'n will weigh man's vir-

tues and his crimes With nice attention, in a righteous scale.

1815 Byron Hebrew Mel., Vis. Belshazzar vi, He, in the

balance weigh'd, Is light and worthless clay. 1871 Blackie
Lays flight. 134 God numbers not the heads, but weighs

the hearts Of them that worship. 1897 ' Ouida ' Massarenes
xxii, [She] had mentally weighed him, and found him
wanting.

b. To balance with or against (another object

regarded as a counterpoise) in order to a com-
parative estimate. Also to weigh together.

JS13 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 47/' Waye the good that they

dooe, with the hurte that commeth of them. 1549 Bk. Com.
Prayer Pref., If those men will waye their labor, with the

profite in knowlege, whiche dayely theyshal obtein by^read-

yng vpon the boke. 1591 Shaks. Rom. .y Jul. 1. ii. 101

But in that Christall scales, let there be waid Your Ladies

loue against some other Maid. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 45
For by no meanes the false will with the truth De wayd.
1609 Dekker Guts Horne-bk. i. heading, The old world &
the new waighed together. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 8 Then
wisely (good Sir) weigh Our sorrow with our comfort. 1647
Cowley Mistress, Love undiscovered ii, Forbid it Heaven
my Life should be Weigh'd with her least Conveniency.
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1781 Cowper Hope 178 The fragrant grove, th' inestimable
|

mine Were light when weigh'd against one smile of thine. I

1823 Lamb Elia Ser. II. Tombs in Abbey, While we had
i

been weighing anxiously prudence against sentiment. 1829

Napier I'enins. War 11. 26s He anxiously weighed his own
resources against those at the enemy's disposal. 1868 Helps
Realmah vi. x. (1876) 112 But of what weight was any mere

earthly consideration of that kind when weighed against the

danger of impiety? 1917 Q. Rev. Jan. 16 They held their
j

lives to be of little price, when weighed against a nation's

fidelity to its engagements.

c. To make equal, balance (the year ; i. e. to

make night and day of equal length), poet.
_

i

Cf. Columella x. 42 Cum. .paribus Titan orbem librauerit
|

horis.

1697 Drydek I'irg. Georg. I. 419 Now sing we stormy

Stars, when Autumn weighs The Year, and adds to Nights,

and shortens Days. 1710 Pope Iliad xxli. 39 The Year

when Autumn weighs.

12. To consider (a fact, circumstance, statement,

etc.) in order to assess its value or importance ; to

ponder, estimate, examine, take due account of;
\

to balance in the mind with a view to choice or

preference.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 323 5if we weyn aryht dispensis

bi lore of be hooly goost. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 384(398)
;

And weyen every thyng by equite. 14.. Lydg. Horse, Goose

tSherpiyiiaPol. Rcl.tfL. Pocms(V)o-i) 21 Ye prudent Iugis

..Weieth this mater in your discrecioun. 1456S1R G. Have
Gov. Princis (S. T. S.) 147 Cast all thair counsailis ilkane

till othir in thy mynde, and wey thame as thou thinkis the

caus requeris. 1533 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.)II.

300 They wayeing m thaiie myndes the force of the saide

actc. 1560 Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm. 266 b, He desyreth

them.. that they would way the whole case diligently. 1590

Spenser F. Q. I. ix. 20 She, now weighing the decayed plight
j

And shrunken synewes of her chosen knight. 1613 Shaks.

Hen. Kill, 11. iv. 197. 16S3 W. Ramesey Astral. Restored

181 If thou hast seriously weighed the foregoing rules. 1697

Drydin sEneis xn. 70 Weigh in your Mind the various

Chance of War. 1711 Steele Sped. N0.43 F», I nave well

weighed that Matter. 1741 Fielding J. Andrews III. iii,

I weighed the consequences on both sides as fairly as I

could. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 111. i, I have been likewise

weighing and balancing what you were pleased to mention

concerning duty. 1847 Yeokell And. Brit. Ch. iii. 34 Let

any thinking man weigh this singular circumstance. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 39 The jurymen,.. being little

accustomed to weigh evidence, followed without scruple the

directions of the bench. 1855 Poultry Citron. III. 32 They
never came to a decision without duly weighing the pros

and cons. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xx, The difficulty of

the moment was too pressing for him to weigh distant con-

sequences. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 111. II. 390 The king

is wise; his wrath will well be weighed.

absol. 1796 Wordsw. Borderers 11. 645 Men who are little

given to sift and weigh.

b. To ponder and examine the force of (words

or expressions). To weigh one's words : to speak

deliberately and in calculated terms,

134a Ayenb. 255 Huo bet ne we3b his wordes ine be waye
of discrecion. Ibid. 256 Huer me ssel weje bet word er hit

be yzed. 1576 Gascoigne Steel Glas 215 Words of worth,

and worthy to be wayed. 1579 Lodge Def. Plays 16 If we

way Poetes wordes and not ther meaning, our learning in

them wilbe very mene. a 1584 Montgomerie Cherrie St

Slae 1 164 Then Hope replyd,..And wyselie weyd his words.

a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 309 The old King thoughtthe

preacher never had thought of his sermon, till he spoke it. ..

I knew that he had weighed every syllable, for halfe a year

before. 1655 in Kerney Mem. (1907) II. 14, I must.. weigh

my words before they are sent abroad. 1735 Pope Odyss.

xiii. 62 His words well-weigh'd, the gen'ral voice approv'd.

1846 J. Martineau Ess. (1869) II. 64 The moralist..has far

other work than to weigh expressions and analyze defini-

tions. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxii, Mr. Carker read this

slowly; weighing the words as he went. 1877 Huxley
Techn. Educ. Sci. & Cult. (1881) 82, I weigh my words when

I say that if the nation could purchase a potential Watt, or

Davy, or Faraday, at the cost of a hundred thousand pounds

down, he would be dirt-cheap at the money.

c. with object-clause. Now rare.

Often to weigh by, with, within oneself.

iS»6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 152 Ponderynge and

weyenge also that of all vertues mercy is moost necessaryly

requyred to this myserable worlde. 1549 E. Allen Jude's

Par. Rev. xi. 16 Whether any suche thynge..maye here-

after happen, let eueiytrue christen harte.-well consyder

and wey by himselfe. 1533 Brende Q. Curtius v. 81 They
wayed also that both the sauegard of them, and of the king

lay in the handes of one that was a prisoner. 1553 in Strype

Ecd. Mem. (1721) III. App. XI. 30, I beseech yow waye
wylh your self, what a good Master our hevenlye Father ys

unto yow. 1573 Bedingkield tr. Cardanus' Comf. 11. (1576)

18b, If they would waye wyth themselues, that all men.,

haue the vse of reason. 1S78 Whetstone 2nd Ft. Promos
t, Cass. v. v. M 1, Good Maddame way, by lawe, your Lord

doth dye. ciooo Shaks. Sonn. cxx. 8 And I a tyrant haue

no leasure taken. To waigh how once 1 suffered in your

crime. 1611 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Kieillard

A 2 b, Well weighing with my selfe, that it was a Work
might yeeld some profit to my Countrie men of England.

1675 Drvden Aurengz. v. (1676)80 You thought me dead,

and prudently did weigh Tears were but vain. 1683 Penn-

sylv. Arch. (1852) I. 75 We ye free People of ye Town, .of

Salem.. weighing well in ourselves y4 nothing can more

readily conduce to our. .Happiness, then a fair and just

settlement of our Foundations [etc.). 1803 Eldon in Vesey

Chanc Cases (1827) VIII. 427 The Court ought to weigh,

whether the doubt is so reasonable and fair, that the pro-

perty is left in his hands not marketable. 1825 Scott

Talism. iii, Heweighed within himself, whether[etc.]. 1841

Myers Cath. Th. 111. § 42. 161 Let any one weigh well what

it is to translate such a collection of documents as consti.

tute the Bible.

d. To weigh up : to appraise, form an estimate

of (a person), colloq.

WEIGH.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 5/1 The Liberal delegates were

fervid only when ' weighing-up ' the House of Peers and

insisting upon its disestablishment. 1897 ' O. Rhoscomyl'
White Rose Arno 43, I will watch him closer for the future.

I should have come up earlier now, but that I was weighing

up his servant, an arrant Whig and a spy to boot. 1904

Daily Chron. 14 Jan. 7,
' I knew too much about her,' she

said. ' 1 had weighed her up.'

1 13. To esteem, value, think highly of; to count

dear or precious; to ascribe value or importance

to. Often with negative : (Not) to care for or

regard. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 336 Kunde of gode heorte is to beon of-

feared of sunne, l>er as non nis ofte ; ooer weien swu5er his

sunne summechere ben he burtte. Weien hit to lutel is ase

vuel, ooer wurse. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 923 That lord

hath litel of discrecion, That in swich cas kan no diuision,

But weyeth pride and humblesse after oon. 1449 Pecock

Repr. III. x. 335 Whi theifore schulen we ouer miche weie

and apprise his seiyng? 1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 12

Preamble, The same Kyng.., not fearyng Almyghty God
in breking his seid promys nor weiyng his Honour in the

same. 1567 Harman Caveat 64 Take no care for that, for

I doe not greatly waye it ; it was worth but thiee shyllinges

foure pens. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June 73 Nought
weigh I, who my song doth prayse or blame. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. v. ii. 27 You waigh me not, O that's you care not

for me. 1592 Daniel Comfl. Rosamond xxiii, Henry the

second, that so highly weigh'd mee. 1595-7 '-VLV Wont, in

Moon III. ii. 289, I, he wayes more his rlocke then me.

1633 Massingek New Way III. iii, My deeds, nephew, Shall

speake my loue, what men report, I waigh not. 1676 Sir

W. Temple in Essex Papers (Camden) 11. 81 The Estates

would bee enough inclinable to it as weighing interest more

than honour. 1681 W. Robertson Phrased. Gen. 1306,2,

I do not weigh you a pin . . *Vb« ego teftcccifacio.

fb. with adj. compl. {tight, dear, etc.). Obs.

C1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. cxvj. v, Thy people all be-

holding, Who dear their deaths dost weigh. 1592 Arden of

Feversham I. i. 361 To let them see how light I wey their

words, a 1599 Spenser /•'. Q. VII. vi. 55 Them all, and all

that she so deare did way, Thenceforth she left. 1599

Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iv. 43 In cases of defence, 'tis best to

weigh The Enemie more mighlie then he seemes. 1601 —
All's Well 111. iv. 32 Let eueiie word waigh heauie of her

worth, That he does waigh too light.

tl4- intr. a. To pay heed or deference to. Sc.

1423 Jas. I Kiugis Q. cxx, Myn effectis grete, Vnto the

quhich 3e aughten maist weye. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 157 Suppos thai have 11a soverane to quham
thai wey, hot anerly God allane.

fb. with of: To ponder, consider (something) ;

to judge of, estimate, value, care for. Obs.

•573 ?>cw Custom D iij b, God waieth not. .Of any vesture,

or outward apparance a mite. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Ecd.

Hist., Euseb. v. v. 82 But weye of this euery man as pleaseth

him. 1584 Lodge Forbonius s, Prise. 35 Solduvius, not.

.

willing to weigh of the submissiue request of his daughter,

interrupted her thus. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. vn. 29 Vn-

worthy she to be belou'd so dere, That could not weigh of

worthinesse aright.

+ c. with negative : (Not) to hesitate to (do

something). Obs.

1573 Lloid Pilgr. Princes 14 The women of Scithia called

Amazones.. wayed not to encounter with Hercules in the

fielde.

HI. To have heaviness or weight.

15. intr. Of a material object or substance : To
have a greater or less degree of heaviness, as

measured by the scales, a. To be equal to or

balance (a specified weight) in the scales.

The specifying word is to be regarded as a predicative

complement rather than as governed by the verb.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 92 Se sester sceal we^an twa

pund be sylfyr z,ewyht. a iojj Wulfstan Horn. xlv. (1883)

228 TElc an hagelstan wejeo fif pund. 13. . Sir Beues 1424

A dede Beues binde to a ston gret, bat we3 seue quarters

of whet. CI386 Chaucer Prol. 434 Hir couerchiefs.
.
I

dorste swere they weyeden ten pound, That on a sonday

weren vpon hir heed. 1387 Trevisa Higden III. 207 Oon
of the hameres weiede tweie so inoche as anober. 1474

Caxton Chesse in. iv. (1883) 111 One framosian had pro-

mysed to hym as moche weyght of pure gold as the heed

weyed. 1529 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1883) 177 Ane silver

spune and a masar veand 3 uncis. 1553 Eden Treat. New
Ind. (Arb.) 34 The fleshe therof wayed .xlvij. pound weyght.

1500 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. i. 28 Here's the note How much

your Chaine weighs to the vtmost charect. 1655 Marq.

Worcester Cent. Inv. § 69 A little. . Key, not weighing a

Shilling. 1675 R. Vaughan Coin >, Coinage 75 They d have

it so as the Pieces of Silver and Gold should weigh one

the other. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 44 Some of them

[sc. marmots) are found to weigh above twenty pounds.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 891 The gum weighed

3 per cent of the almonds analyzed. 1856 J. Richardson

Recoil. I. vi. 145 In person he was tall and corpulent,

weighing something over twenty stone.

b. with adv. or pred. adj.

a ms Ancr. R. 232 Hwon two bereS one burflene ant te

oSer bileaueo hit, beonne mei be bet holdeS hit up luelen

hu hit weiho. CI190 St. Michael 39s '" S. Eng. Leg. 311

Heouene Beth al aboute be eorbe, euene it mot wey^e.

^Sn?«T»5/w£ Hazl. E.P. P. I. 66 He lep in

[the bucket); and way sumdel. .3- St. Cnstofer 364 m
Horstm. Altengl. Z,/(i88.) 458 The ch.lde swa

1
heuywoghe

Macro Plays, U» **>

as ony lede. i48t Caxton Godfrey cxxxvui.
f°5>

hc>'-

becanfs.ronge, and delyuer m suck wyse that he armes

that they bare weyed no-thyng as them semed. 1581 A. H all

Iliad xf 174 His shield that waightie waied. 15M Whit-

ney Choice Emit. 4- The heauie loade, did weye so harde

behinde. 1606 Shaks. Ant. t, CI. iv. xv. 32 Heere s sport

o4



WEIGH.
indeede : Howheauy weighesmy Lord? «77gCowpER Yearly
Distress 48 Like barrels with their bellies full, They only
weigh the heavier. 1818 Scott Br, Lamm, x, His fingers
fumbled as if. .the other [sc. his beaver] had weighed equal
with a stone of lead.

16. fig. (with more or less retention of the literal

idea or expression).
a 1225 After. R. 332 Misericordia superexaltatjudicium

[Jas. ii. 13]:. .his mere! touward us weie3 euermore ben bet
rihte nearuwe. 1340 Ayenb. 91 Loue is be wy3te ine be
balance, .uor non ober Jung ne may weje, huanne me comb
to nime ech his ssepe, bote loue and charite. c 1386 Chaucer
Monk's T. 243 Thy regne is doon, thou weyest noght at al.

1390 Gowf.r Conf. II. 275 Ther ben manye of these Lovers,
that thogh thei love a lyte, That scarsly wolde it weie a
myte Yit wolde thei have a pound again, As doth Usure in

his bargain, c 1440 Jacob's Well 4 5e weyin now in mennys
hertys, in dreed of $oure my^t, more ban all be world, for all

be world dare no^t wythstonde 30U. c 1440 Gesta Rout. xlv.

177 For synne is not ly^t," but it is hevy, and weythe more
than lede. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 332 One must proue
greatest. While they weigh so euen, We hold our Towne
for neither: yet for both. 1599 — Much Ado v. i. 93, I

know them, yea And what they weigh, euen to the vtmost
scruple, Scambling, out-facing, fashion-monging boyes.
1601 — AIPs Well m, iv. 31 Let euerie word waigh heauie
of her worth.

t b. To amount or be equivalent to. Obs.
1529 Moke Dyaloge iv. xi. 108 b/a Yt gaue hym occasyon

to dowt lest Luther ment not al thing so euyl as his wordys
seme to way to. 1588 Lambarde Eiren. 11. tv. (ed. 3) 152
Whether a man doe actually vse force in his entrie, or doe
come so readily appointed and araied for it,, .it seemeth to
weigh to a violent (or Forcible) entrie.

t C. To weigh with (also even with) : to counter-

poise in power, value, etc. ; to be of equal value or

importance with. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. If, u. ii. 196 In euery thing, the pur-
pose must weigh with the folly. 1607 — Timon 1. i. 146
Giue him thy Daughter, What you bestow, in him He
counterpoize, And make him weigh with her. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. iii. (1674) 4
France may vie and weigh even with Greece it self, in point
of Learning.

d. To weigh against\\ again: to counterbalance,
countervail.

c i4io[see 20]. 1590 Greene Never too late 11. (1600 ^ K 4 b,

Hee that seeketh to way against his owne will, oftentimes
kicketh against the prick. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 55
Much more, in this great worke. .should we., know our
owne estate, How able such a Worke to vndergo, To weigh
against his Opposite? 1833 Ht. Martiseau Manch. Strike
iv. 47 Such evils. .can neither be helped nor be allowed to
weigh against the advantages of union. 1884 Gilmour
Mongols xviii. 216 He believes that every sin will weigh
against him, and drag him down in the scale of being.

e. quzsi'trans. To equal (something else) in

weight or value ; to counterbalance ; f to be
tantamount or equivalent to.

1583 Greene MamilUa 1. 6 b, So that eyther thou couldest
sooth her with a frumpe, or els lay a loading carde on her
backe, should wey a scoffe. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 26
Indeed I waigh not you, and therefore light. 1613 —
Hen. VII'/, 1. i. 11. Ibid. in. ii. 259 The heads of all thy
Brother-Cardinals. .Weigh'd notahairepf his. 1893 lVest?n.
Gaz.-i\ Mar. 3/2 Therearedifficulties. .in the poem. Only
they do not weigh the enormous difficulty of a multiplicity
of Homers.

f f. absol. Of two things : To balance each
other. Obs.

1523 Berners Froiss. (1812) I. xliit, 59 So that finally the
good and the yuell wayed.

17. intr. To be of (much or little) value or
account ; to be regarded as considerable or im-
portant ; to have influence with (a person) when
he is forming an estimate or judgement.
c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. p 367 (Hengwrt MS.) Dedly

synne, whan the loue of any thyng weyeth in the herte of
man as muche as the loue of god or moore. 1535 W. Stewart
Cron, (Rolls) III. 313 And his command with him richt litill

weyit. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.v. lxv. § 5 Why things so
light in their owne nature should waigh in the opinions of
men so much. 1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 179
Younge Darby [6th Earl], whoe nowe weighes much less

tlien his name formerly hath donn. 1670 Milton Hist.
Brit. m. 107 Pleasing to God, or not pleasing, with them
weighed alike; and the worse most an end the weightier.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 Dec. 1680, In truth, their testimonie
did little weigh with me. 1705 Atterburv Serm. be/. Queen
28 Oct. 22 A Wise Man is then best satisfy'd. .when he finds
. .that the same Argument, which weighs with Him, hath
weigh'd with Thousands, .before him. 1744 Kames Decis.
Crt. Sess. 1730-52 (i799) 79 N°r ought it to weigh that
Murray run the hazard of his factor's bankruptcy. 1838
Macaulav Let. to Napier in Trevelyan Life (1876) II. vii.

12 There is another consideration that weighs much with
me. a 1853 Robertson Led. (1858^ ii. 51, I have not the
vanity to say. .that my name had weight with many; but it

did weigh with some. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks.
t

Rousseau 338 Every man feels instinctively that all the
beautiful sentiments in the world weigh less than a single

lovely action. 1899 Doyle Duet xiv. 199 Holland is a sound
man, and his opinion would weigh with any judge, igio

Beet Rist of Papacy ii. 79 The Roman verdict weighed
much throughout Christendom.

IV. To affect, or be affected, by weight.

18. trans. To weigh down : to draw, force, or bend
down by pressure of weight; fig. to depress,

oppress, lie heavy on. Similarly, to weigh back,

f on Ofte side, to the earth.

a 1340 Hampole Psaltervil. 17 He. .likyd to beseruaunte
of syn, swa bat his synn weghe him down, bat he neuer rise

til be rist of heuen. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Degrauo,
The vine lodeth and weigheth downe the elme. 1579 Spenser |

266

Sheph. Cat. Feb. 232 The watrie wette weighed downe his

head. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars iv. Ixxvi, O could the mighty
but giue bounds to pride And weigh backe fortune ere shee
§ull them downe. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m. i. 7 O gentle
leepe..how haue I frighted thee, That thou no more wilt

weigh my eye-lids downe.. ? 1598GRENEWEY Tacitus, Attn.
xiv. ii. 201 Then the rowers thought best to way the gallie

on one side [L. unum in latus inclinare], and sotosincke her.

1611 Bible Wisd.ix. 15 The corruptible body presseth downe
the soule, and the earthy tabernacle weigheth downe the
minde that museth vpon many things. 171a Addison Spect.
No. 494 p 4 There are many excellent Persons, who are
weighed down by this habitual Sorrow ofHeart. 1783 Cowper
The Rose 4 The plentiful moisture incumber'd the flower,

And weigh'd down its beautiful head. 1857 Buckle Civiliz.

I. xi. 625 The people were weighed down by an insufferable
taxation. 1858 Dravson Sport. Scenes S. Afr. 208 The
Kaffirs returned, almost weighed down by the immense
weight of meat. 1865 Swinburne Atalanta 1303 Falling
and weighed back by clamorous arms Sharp rang the dead
limbs of Eurytion. 1879 Pattison Milton xiii. 215 Causes
other than the inherent faults of the poem long continued to

weigh down the reputation ofParadise Lost. 1884 Contemp.
Rev. Feb. 252 What, then, was the consuetudo carnalis
which thus weighed to the earth this soul of fire, striving to
ascend to its true home?

f b. Without adv. : To depress, dispirit. Obs.

rare.

1633 Fletcher & Shirley Night-walker 1. {1640) B 3, You
are light Gentlemen, Nothing to weigh your hearts.

1 19. intr. a. Of the scale of a balance (with up
or down) : To rise or sink according as it holds
the lesser or greater weight. K\%ogen. (with down) :

To sink through its own heaviness or load. Obs.
c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxii. {Laurence) 750 A gret pot.. in

bat balance has he done; bane ourys veyt vpe tycht [read
rycht] sone. ?is66 W. P. tr. Curio's Pasquin in Trance 65
That Deuill..doth all that he can to make his parte [of the
balance] way downe the heauier. a 1626 Bacon Sylva § 610
The Cause is the plenty of the Sap, and the Softnesse of
the Stalke, which maketh the Bough, being ouer-loaden,
and not stiffely vpheld, weigh downe.

f b. To weigh with : to move with, follow the

motion of (something that shifts or varies). To
weigh against : to strive to make head against (the

wind). Obs.
JS53 Brende(7. Curtius iv. 34 b, Waying with the worlde,

according as the tyme should alter {semper ex ancipiti
mutatioue temporum pendens), a 1557 Mary Basset tr.

More's Treat. Pass. M.'s Wks. 1372/1 A faitite harted
niayster of a shippe. -shrinketh from the sterne, and.,
suffreth the ship alone to waye wyth the waues [puppim
permittit fluctibus\. 1557 Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 263 And
where thou sekes a quiet port, Thou dost but weigh agaynst
the winde.

20. trans. Of an object set in the scales (with

down, up, font; also + to weigh to the beam) : To
turn the scale when weighed against (something
else) ; to outweigh, cause to rise in the scale. Also
to weigh down (the balance or scale). Often fig.

m
1387 Trevisa Higden IV. 7 At be laste be stoon was leide

in a balaunce, and he weiep [MSS. a, p, y, weygh, wey^,
way}] up al bat me my3te leie a^enst hym in be ober side.

c 1410 Hoccleve Mother 0/ God 21 Helpeme to weye Ageyn
the feend, bat with his handes tweye, And his might, plukke
wole at the balance To weye vs doun. c 1450 Knt. de la
Tourtd Her..euelldedes..weyed downe and ouercame her
good dedes. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 221 When alle his synnys
wern layde on j»e balans and was nygh ouercomyn, then
come thylke brennet dekon, and layde a grete pote on be
wey be whech anon weyit vp al togedyr. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. 17,m. iv. 89 But in the Ballance of great Bulhngbrooke,
Besides himselfe, are all the English Peeres, And with that
oddes he weighes King Richard downe. 1596 Si*enser F. Q.
iv. ix. 1 Hard is the doubt, and difficult to deeme, When all

three kinds of loue together meet, And doe dispart the hart
with powre extreme, Whether shall weigh the balance downe.
Ibid. v. ii. 46 Yet all the wrongs could not a litle right downe
way. 1601 Shaks. All's Well EL iii. 162 We poizing vs in

her defectiue scale, Shall weigh thee to the beame. 1613 —
Hen. VIII, in. i. 88 My Friends, They that must weigh out
my afflictions. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)

14 Four Ounces of Vigo Dust, shall weigh him down more,
than four Tun of Honesty. 17x1 Swift Examiner No. 26
One Whig shall weigh down ten Tories. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop vii, Where all other inducements were wanting, the
habitual carelessness of his disposition stepped in and still

weighed down the scale on the same side. 1902 Westm.
Gaz. 27 Mar. 7/3 Whose mistakes, .are a thousand times
weighed up by his countless individual deeds of true friend-

ship.

f 21. trans. To sway or influence (a person) ; to

induce (a person) to (do something). Obs.

1571 Campion Hist. fret. 121 When these wordes waighed
him nothing, his owne man. .began to reprove him for not
retenting to so rich a proffer. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in

Holinshed II. 83/2 By the procurement as well of the arch-
bishop as of all the cleargie [the legate] was weighed to giue
the citizens absolution.

22. intr. with on or upon. • a. Of a thought,

feeling, circumstance: To lie heavy on, depress (a

person, his spirits, etc.). Also in indirect passive.

1775 Sheridan Duenna 11. iv, If either of you had known
how each moment of delay weighs upon the heart of her
who loves. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 43 Where am I now?
Not in your heart while care weighs on your brow. 183a
Tennyson Lotos-eaters 57 Why are we weigh'd upon with
heaviness? 1838 Lytton Alice 11. ii, Something seemed to
weigh upon her spirits. 1858 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. II. 387
This London atmosphere weighs on me. 1863 Mary Howitt
tr. F. Bremer's Greece II. xii. 47 The sceptre of despotism
weighs oppressively on all free public life. 1909 J. L. Allen
Bride ofMistletoe v. 147 The silence began to weigh upon
her.

WEIGHABLE.
b. To insist or dwell upon (a fact, argument,

etc.). rare.

1817 H. T. Colebrooke Algebra, etc. Notes & Illustr. p.
xlii, These facts will be further weighed upon as we proceed.
18x8 — Import Colonial Corn 70 Without weighing upon
this surmise.

23. The vb.-stem in combination : weigh-balk
north, and Sc, the beam of a pair of scales or
steelyard

; pi. scales ; weigh-bar = weigh-shaft
;

weigh-beam, a balance or steelyard ; weigh-
brods /V. &., boards used for the scales of a large
balance; | weigh-gilt^V., a payment for weighing
(after Du. waaggeld, G. wage-, wdgegeld)

; \ weigh-
leaf, a board or plate used as a scale ; weigh-
lock U.S., a canal-lock at which barges are weighed
and their tonnage is settled ; weighman, a man
employed to weigh goods, etc. ; in a colliery, one
who weighs the tubs of coal as they leave the cage
at the pit-mouth (for check-weighman see Check-) ;

weigh-master (cf. G. wagemeisler
t
Du. waag'

meester), the official in charge of a weigh-house or
public scales; weigh-out, the verification of a
jockey's declared weight before a race (see 9)

;

weigh-shaft = Rock-shaft. Also Yyeigh-bridge,
-HOUSE, -SCALE.

1485 Inv . in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 371, j *weybalke cum
skales. 1593-4 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1889) II. 380 Quhat-
sumever parson.. in tym cuming borrow the use of thair
wey balk to wey irone or wther geir. 1608 in Cochran-
Patrick Early Rec. Mining Scot. {1878) 150 Ane grit weybak
with the balance brodis thereto for weying the ore. 1824
Scott Redgauntlet ch. xxiii, To see a* ane's warldly sub-
stance capering in the air in a pair of weigh-bauks, now up,
now down. 1841 Civil Engirt, fy Arch. Jml. IV. 93/1 A
lever is fixed upon the cross-head working in a link connected
to a second lever fixed on a shaft or *weigh-bar across the
engine, whereby a rocking motion is produced. 1890 W. J.
Gordon Foundry 16 Beam-engine with its weigh-bar gear-
ing. 1492 in Wadley Notes Wills Bristol (1886) 178 My
*weybernes [? read -bemes] with all my weights of lede. 1804
Local Act 44 Geo. HI c. Iv. § 1 To. .erect and set up..
Vv'eighbeams, Cranes. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II.

ji If we balance a quantity of ice in a delicate weigh-beam.
1578 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1S15) 255 Ane pair of *wey broddis
garnist with yron for weying of mettall with thair towis.

1497 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 74 Hous hir, 12, *veygylt,

4g. tw&Ibid. 213 Item veygilt, ilk sek 4. 1593 in Archaeo-
logia (1853) XXXV. 436 For mending John Newarke's *way
leaffe, broken in wayinge of lead, iij d. 1835 Lieber
Stranger in Amer. II. 140 The object of the greatest interest

to me, in Utica, was a *weigh-lock—an American invention
if I am not mistaken. The toll for freight on the canal is

proportionate to weight. 1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal-mining,
hVeighman. See Weigher. 1907 [see Wejgh-house]. 1917
Blaikw. Mag. Apr. 630/1 The bigger fish were weighed on
an ingenious balance, consisting of a long steel rod with a
sliding weight, the whole suspended on a bit of string
held aloft by the weighman. 1617 in Heath Grocers'
Comp. (1869) 428 The *Weymaster and his porters, which
attended at the Guildhall. 1689 Ravf.nhill Ace. Comp.
Grocers 4 The Grocers, .may be well presumed (time out of
Mind) to have had the management of the King's Beam, as
an Office peculiar totfiem ;. .they having had all along, .the

naming of the Weigh-Master, and the naming, placing, re-

moving and governing of the four Porters, attending that
Office, all to be elected out of their own Company. 1886
Racing (Badm. Libr.) 67 It was, indeed, this absolute cer«

tainty as to the accuracy of the * weigh-out, which led to the
detection of the attempted fraud when Catch-em-alive won
the Cambridgeshire. >867"7a N. P. Burgh Mod. Marine
Engin. 73 Motion is imparted to the lever *weigh shaft by
a toothed quadrant keyed thereon. 1888 Lockiuood's Diet.
Terms 407 Weigh Shaft orWay Shaft.— . .Sometimes called

a reversing shaft.

t Weigh, v.2 Only OE. and early ME. Forms :

1 wecgan, ^rd sing. wese"o\ pa. t. wes(e)de, pa.

pple. sewesd, 3 %rd sing. weieU, pa. t. wseide,

^pa.pple. yweid. [OE. ivecgan =0HG. wegan,
MHG. wegen (weak vb., with umlaut e; distinct

from OHG. wegan, MHG. wegen str. vb. = Wkigh
v. 1

), Goth, wag/an to shake; f. Teut. root *wa%-,

ablaut-var. of *we%~ : see Weigh v. 1
] trans. To

shake, toss, agitate, move about.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vii. 35 Wyrce him sifiban his modes

hus, b;er he mae^e findan. .grundweal &earone : se to glidan

ne pearf beah hit wecge wind woruldearfoba. c 1000 Ags.
Ps. (Thorpe) cviii. 25 Hi wegdan. .heora heafod. c 1205 Lav.
20137 Swa be ha^e wude, benne wind wode weie<S hine mid
marine. Ibid. 21869 Heo waeiden in ha;re sermen heore

children aermen. c 1315 Shoreham Poems 1. 370 pat makeb
man so hardiliche Tostonde, and so inerie Ine goste, pat he

ne may nau3t yweid be Wib blanding ne wib boste.

Weighable^w^-ab'l).**. [f.Weighs. 1 +-able.]

That can be weighed ; heavy enough (or reckoned

as heavy enough) to be weighed in scales.

1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 349/1 Woll, and al maner binge

weiable. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. c jb, Of euery one, the Con-

tent knowen, in your least waight, that is wayable. 1616

Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) I. 144 All weyabiil merchand
waris, sic as lint, hemp, irn, woll. 1796 T. Twining Trap.

Atner. (1894) 161 It was applicable. .in every wholesale

warehouse of weighable goods. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 111.

vii, Anything so. .ridiculously shameful as the whelp in his

comic Hvery, Mr. Gradgrind never could by any other means

have believed in, weighable and measurable fact though it

was. 1878 A'. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 50, I am not aware

that the soul of Shakespeare or of Newton, when they died,

added any weighable powers to the dust to which they re-

turned. 1885 Leeds Mercury 5 Aug. 3/2 Where he found

a weighable quantity was in the liver.



WEIGHAGE.

t Weiffhage. Cos. Also 7 way-, weyage,
-edge. [f. Weigh v. 1 + -age.] A duty or toll paid
for the weighing of goods.
1547 Charters rel. Glasgoiv (1906) II. 511 AlK.oure Cus-

twmis of oure ciete and burgh of Glasgw, with mettage and
weighage and all uther commoditeis pertenand thareto. 1603
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 514/1 The pittie custumes. .togidder
with the dewteis and custumes of weyage and metage. 1604
in Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) II. 176 Thai tak na
mair for weyage bot ane penny for the stane[of wool]. i6ix
S'kampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905) 441 We. .finde. .that the
Towne is defrauded of that dew of wayage as it ought to
receave by wayenge of goods saleable at the King's beame.
163a Sc. Acts Chas. I (1817) V. 243 Weyages and heaven
dewteis dew to be payed in harbereis. 1683 in Somers'
Tracts (1748) I. 180 [London dues] Meetage, Weighage,
Scavage, Hallage. a 1701 Levinz Rep. {1702) in. 37, 8 d.

per Tonne pur chescun Tonne de Cheese port de ascun lieu

en Angleterre al Port de London. .en nom de Weighage.
i824Chitty/.«?w Commerce II. 16 Weighage, called either
tronage for weighing wool at the king's beam, or pesage, for

weighing other avoirdupoise goods. 1856 Bouvier Lazu
Diet. U. S.A. (ed. 6) II. 647,

Weighboard : see Wat-board.
Wei*gli-box. a. One of a set of boxes, used in

the operation of* drawing ' wool, in which the wool
is more accurately weighed, b. A weigh-house.
C. A chute which weighs and delivers coal at a
railway coaling-station {Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909).
1884 M c Larf.n Spinning vii. 120 (2) the spindle gill box ;

(3) the 4-spindle drawing box ; (4) the 6-spindle weigh box.
1907 Daily Chron. 25 June 9/2 The following is a complete
list of the cars which weighed in at the public weigh-box.

Weigh-bridge. [Cf. G. briickenwage.'] A
platform scale, flush with the road, for weighing
vehicles, cattle, etc.

1796 R. Salmon in Repert,Aris <$• Manuf. VI. 74 Weigh.
bridges or engines, wilh their apparatus, for the purpose of
weighing carriages. 1815 in Newton's Lonrf. yrnl. Arts
(i828)_ XIV. 253 Certain improvements on Weighing
Machines which Machines he [the patentee] denominates
German Weigh Bridges. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III.

1 194 The cart-steelyard or weigh-bridge. 1849 F. B. Head
Stokers tf Pokers viii. (1851) 75 [The] trucks, .are immedi-
ately drawn by horses first over a weighbridge. 1886 Daily
Ne?us 26 July 2/2 The heaviest lamb turned 1691b. on the
weighbridge.

fig.
a 1834^ Coleridge Hints Th. Life{\Z^Z) 21 The posi-

tions of science must be tried..on the weigh-bridge of
common opinion and vulgar usage.

Weighed (w^d),^//. a. [f. Weigh v. 1 +-ed.]
1. That has had its weight ascertained by the

scales.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 530/1 Weyd, or v/owon,ponderatns
t

libratus. 1669 [see Squash sb? 1]. 18*7 Faraday Chem.
Manip. xxiv. (1842) 600 Then ascertain whether the weighed
portions equipoise each other. 1857 Miller Klein. Chem.,
Org. 765 A weighed quantity of the solid, .is carefully intro-

duced. 1886 Jago Chem. Wheat etc. 407 Counterpoised and
Weighed Filters.

2. Of judgement, opinion, etc. : Considered,
balanced. 7 Of a person : Having a balanced
and steady judgement. Cf. Well-weighed.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 349 Secretary Walsingham,

and Secretary Cecil, a pair of the best weighed statesmen
this island hath bred. 1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr.
(1678) 18 The Admiral, with more weighed Counsel, opposed
the Princes opinion. 1675 Dryden Awengz. \. i. (1676) 4
Aureng-Zebe, by no strong passion sway'd, Except his Love,
more temp'rate is, and weigh'd. 1689 T. R. View Govt.
Europe 67 Our English Ancestors have always been of a
more steady principle, more wise, and more weigh'd, than to
dance after their Politicks. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 3/1
The weighed judgments of the staid ' councillor '.

3. With down : Depressed, downcast.
1822 Byron Werner 1. i. 509 'Tis past fatigue which gives
my weigh'd-down spirit An outward show of thought.

Weigher (v£*ai). Forms: 4 wier, weir,
4-5 weiere, weyere, 5 weyor, -ar, 5-6 weyer,
6 waier, weygher, 6-7 wayer, 6- weigher, [f.

Weigh v> 4 -eb K Cf. MLG., MHG. weger]

f L ? One who bears up or supports (a person).
a 1300 Cursor AT. 22115 pe wicked gastes his wiers \Gdtt.

weirsj Him foluand in al his afers.

2. One who heaves up or weighs (an anchor).
1598 Florio, Salpatore, a wayer or heauer of ankers.

a 1818 M. G. Lewis Jml. W. Ind. (1834) 5 The weigher of
the anchor.

3. A person who is employed to weigh com-
modities ; an official appointed to weigh or to

supervise weighing, to test weights, etc.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 618/3 Trutinator, a weyere.
1463 Cases be/. King's Council (Selden Soc.) 11 r Brouwurs
weyers porters tresourers clerkys [etc.] of the Staple. 1476
Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 5 And whan I haue weyyde
heme to.. pay.. to the weyor ffor euery sake j d. a 1513
Fabyas Chron. vu. (1811) 342 Where before tyme y* weyer
vsyd to lene his draught towarde the marchaundyse, soo
that the byar hadde by that meane .x. or .xii. li. in a
draughte to his aduauntage. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 14
(§ 1) The waier of the Wolles within the said Porte. 1677
W. B. Touchstone Gold <fr

Silver Wares 20 Their Assay-
Office,., wherein is a Sworn Weigher. 1701 Luttrell Brief
Rel. V. 79 Mr. Fitch, cheif weigher of the gold and silver at
the Mint. 1794 Griggs Agric. Essex 26 Two men are
nominated, .whom we call public weighers, whose business
it is to . .examine the weights of all millers and shopkeepers.
1812 J, Smyth Pract. Customs (1821) 11 At landing the
Goods, the Weigher is to call out the full and true gross
weight in the scale. 1855 H. G. Dalton Hist. Brit. Guiana
II. 568 Licensed Weighers or Gaugers. 1880 ' Mark Twain*
Tramp Abroad ii. 9 The crowd mash one another to pulp
in the effort to get the weighers' attention to their trunks.
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1886 Act 49 $ 50 Vict. c. 49 § 16 The Admiralty may appoint
..persons to be meters and weighers at and within the
harbour.

b. in fig. sense or context.
1388 Wyclif Prov. xvi. 2 The Lord isa weiere [1382 peisere]

of spiritis. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode'm. xx. (Roxb.) 146
The time and the sunne j made myn owen and in my balaunce
j putte hem. Bi myn outrage j haue maad my self weyere
ther of and sellere. ? 1566 W. P. tr. Curio's Pasquin in
Trance 64 b, rnarg., Seint Michaell wayer of soules. 1759
[E. Young] Conj. Grig. Comp. 72 Old Time, that best weigher
of merits._ 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 171 Do you, like a
skilful weigher, put into the balance the pleasures and pains,

1903 Critic (U. S.)XLIII. 360/1 Now that you are becoming
a professional weigher of books yourself.

C. A machine for weighing.
1905 Westm, Gaz, 21 Aug. 4/1 The coal is then placed into

a weigher, which dips at each quarter of a ton.

+ 4. Used to translate L. equator (Equator i).

Cf. Weigh v.1 i i c. Obs.
C1391 Chaucer Astral. 1. § 17 This same cercle [the equL

noctial] is cleped also the weyere, equator, of the day.
Hence Wei'ghership, the office of (public)

weigher.
1885 American XI. 63 After all, Mr. Sterling seems likely

to miss the Brooklyn weighership.

Weigh-house. [Cf. MLG. wegehiis, G.
wagehaus.] A public building to which com-
modities are brought to be weighed.
1438 Cat. Patent Rolls, Hen. VI (1907) III. 192 [By the

way which runs between] le Weyhous [of the said staple,

and the said] Wolbrigge. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 35
Robert Basset, elereof the Weyhous at London. 1530 Tin-
dale Ansiv. A/ore Wks. (1572) 278/2 Thirty or forty sturdy
lubbers,, .of which y» weakest shall be as strong in the belly
when he commeth vnto the manger, as the mightiest porter
in ye weyhouse. 1598 Stow Surv. 150 On the North side
of this street [Cornhill]. .one large house is called the Wey
house, where marchandizes brought from beyond the seas,

are to bee weighed at the Kinges Beame. 1649 W. Grey
Chorogr. 17 Under the Town-Court is a common Weigh-
house for all sorts of Commodities. 1658 Rec. Burgh Lanark
(1893) 170 The bailliesand counsell ordaines the wechts in

the wiehous. 1776G. Semple Building in Wattrx^ Public
Stores and Weigh-houses. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxi, I

might hae hung there till the day of judgment, .wi' my head
hinging down on the tae side, and my heels on the tother,

like the yarn scales in the weigh-house. 1829 Heath
Grocers' Comp. 186 The general Weighhouse and King's
Beam were in Cornhill, upon the site of the present Sun-
Court. 1833 Act 3 <y 4 Will. IV, c. 46 § 107 A weigh-house
for the use of the inhabitants.. with the necessary weights,
scales, and measures. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 692/1 Every
scale in the weigh-house is painted some distinguishing color.

1907 Daily Chron. 18 Oct. 9/2 A large motor-car. .backed
into a public weigh-house at Blairgowrie (Perthshire). . . The
building was damaged and the steelyard destroyed.. .The
weighman was in the house at the time, but was uninjured.

Weighing (w/Hq), vbl. sb. Forms: see the

vb. ; also 5 weyng(e. [f. Weigh z/.1 + -ing 1.]

1. The action of lifting, raising, or hoisting. Also
with up, font, etc.

1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 27 Paid.. for the wey.
ing of an Anker.. ij«. 1497 Ibid. 171 The brekyng vp of the
dokke hede at Portesmouth weyng vt of the piles & shorys.

1545 in Hooker Life Sir P. Carew (1857) 131 My Lorde
Admyrall. .told me that he had a good hope of the waying
upright of the Mary Rose this afternone or to-morrow.
a 1687 Sir W. Petty in T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. (1691)

119 The. .weighing up of a Ship. 1755 in Sixth Rep. Dcp.
Kpr. Rec. App. 11. 128 A Windlass, for the more easy weigh-
ing a Ship's Anchor at Sea.

2. The action or process of ascertaining the weight
of an object.

1430 Coventry Leet Bk. 134 The ouersight of the weyng,
and the sealyng of weightes, tr 1440 Promp. Parv. 520 '2

Weyynge, wythe whytys, Ponderacio, libracio. a 1500 in

Arnolde's Chron. (1502) 36 Whyinge appartayneth not vnto
tronage. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5869/2 Owners of Hops are
to give Notice.. of the.. Hour of bagging and weighing.
1827 Faraday Chem. Alanip. ii. (1842) 65 The method of
double weighing. .invented by Borda. 1843 Lover Handy
Andy i. Certain weighing of soap and tobacco was going
forward. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 24 A second
weighing gives the quantity of metallic lead. 1884 Ld. Kel-
vin in S. P. Thompson Life xix. (1910) II. 801, I shall be
greatly interested to hear more of your silver weighings.

b. cotter. (See quot.)
1828 Webster, Weighing 2. As much as is weighed at

once ; as, a weighing of beef.

3. fig. Balancing in the mind, pondering, con-

sidering.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 364 And errour In weiyng of

pis love makib many fals weddings. 1560 tr. Fisher's Godlie
Treat. Prayer H 6 b, Ouerrunnyng a multitude of wordes
with small consideration or weyghing of them. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. (1637) 636 After mature deliberation
and weighing of the matter. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit.
in. v. rule 8 § 1 2 The truth . . is determinable by a just weigh-
ing of all that which very many wise Men have said, being
put together. 1827 J. J. Powell's Devises {ed. 3) II. 151 If
the 'weighing of inconveniences' were to be made on every

Particular will, the relative situation of the heir and devisee
eing thrown into the scale. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Alary

Barton xv, Will's love had no blushings, no downcast eyes,
no weighing of words. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q. B. D. 137 The
statute requires that there should be a real inquiry, a real

weighing and sifting of evidence.

4. (Downward) pressure.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. Iv. (1495) rivb, This
skynne is deeled other slakyd somtyme . . by to grete weyghte
& weyenge dounwarde of the other membres.

6. Comb., as weighing-cage, -fee, -house, -room,

-scales, -yard; weighing-engine, -machine, an

apparatus (e. g. a combination of levers, a spring-

WEIGHT.
balance) for weighing heavy bodies; f weighing-
post, a post on a race-course, indicating the place
appointed for the weighing of the riders.

1&19H.EES Cycl.,* Weighing.Cage, . .an open box or cage, by
means of which any small animal, such as a pig, sheep, calf,

..may be. .expeditiously weighed... It is constructed on the
principle of the common steel.yard. 1796 RePert, Arts

.J-

Manuf. Vl.-jfIhe main or long lever of the "weigh ing-engine.
1861 Act 24 .y_25 Vict, c 97 § 34 Any House, Building, or
Weighing Engine erected for the better Collection, Ascertain-
ment, or Security of any such Toll. 1858 Rules of Jockey
Club § 30 The *weighing fee for plates and stakes is 10s. each
horse, and ioj. extra for the winner. 1819 Rees Cycl..
* Weighing-House, a building furnished with a dock, and
conveniences for gauging or ascertaining the tonnage of
boats that are to be used on a canal. 1829 Tytlkr Hist.
Scot. vi. II. 155 It would be necessary to have some ex-
perienced person to attend in the weighing-house upon the
part of the king, to superintend the annual payments. 1863
Miss Ijraddon Aurora Floyd x'ni, John was. .tumbling over
small book-men in his agitation ; dashing from the ring to

the weighing-house. 1796 Repert. Arts fy Manuf. VI. 75
(page-heading) Patent for an Improvement in "Weighing*
Machines. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 343 The Weigh-
ing-machine is an important article of the barn furniture.

1864 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 231 There is a weighing-
machine at our green-grocer's. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2312/4
Every Horse shall be shewn that day three weeks before the
Race, at the "Weighing Post of Caythorp Course. 1734
Chehy List Horse-Matches 22 Small-hopes came in fust,

but the Rider alighting off before he came to the weighing
Post, the Gelding was deem'd disianc'd. 1838 Civil Engin.
ff Arch. Jml. I. 116/2 There is an office for the clerk of ihe
market, and a 'weighing-room, c 1450 Test. Fbor. (Surtees)
III. 99, j par *weyengscalesde ligno, iiij d. 1891 ' R. Boi.dke-
wood ' Sydney-side Sax. xii, [After the race] Possie rode up
to the * weighing yard with me.

f Weighing,/)//, a. [-ing 2.] Heavy. Obs. rare.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. ji Ley vpon by
wombean hoot sherte and weyand [camisiam calidam /on-
derosam].
Weighment (w^'ment). Anglo-Indian, [f.

Weigh v. 1 + -ment, after measurement.] Ihe
action of weighing (commodities).
1878 J. Incus Sport \ Work xii. 135 They.. cheat in the

weighments and measurements. 1889 V. Hall tr. Tavcr-
nier's Trav. II. 447 'Ihe methods of weighment employed
by Tavernier and Schrauf respectively. 1903 C. Bald
Indian Tea xiv. (1917) 215 A careful examination of leaf,

load by load, before weighment. 1906 J. A. Elliott in

Padri Elliott of Faizabad 220 The Deputy Opium Agent
..let him set up a shop in the opium-camp during the two
months that the weighments were on.

Weigh-SCale. Orig. north. In 4 weye scale,

5 weyscale, -scill, 6 weye skaile, weyskale.
[ad. Du. waagschaal or MLG. wageschale (whence
MSw. vaghskal, Sw. vagskal, older Da. vseghskol,

Norw. vaagskaal) « G. ivagschale (f zvage-), OK.
wsegsea/u (once). See Scale sb.^ and next. In

recent use perh. a new formation.] The pan of a

balance; pi. a pair of scales.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. nen. Sp>:
LVII. 313 pe fTendes leide in a weye scale Alle pers synnes
grete and smale. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 204 Hym poght
per was fowle blakk men batt putt all his ill dedis in a wey-
skale. And on be toderhand hym poght per was fayr men,
bod pai wer passand bevy, & said bai had no gude dede of
his to putt in be toder wey-skale agayns his ill dedis. 1447-8
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 87 Pro uno drawghrape et uno
smalrape pro Weyscill, 15^. 1459-60 Ibid. 89, j par del
Weyscalcz cum diversis ponderibus. 158a Durham Wills
(Surtees) II. 45, i paire of weye skailes. 1600 Mem. St.
Giles's, Durh. (Surtees) 27 Paid for mendinge of a weyskale.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. viii. 179 A tall woman who had
been sitting on a weigh-scale dropped down into the schooner.

b. 7b be on Ike weighsrales : to be undecided.
1886 M. Moorsom Thirteen all Told 43 Elliot was still

on the weigh-scales about going.

\ "Wei-gh-shale (5 weyschalle, weschale\
var. of prec. (perh. directly representing OK.
wseisealu).

1465 Priory ofFinchale (Surtees) p. ccxcviii, j par weschalis
cum diversis ponderibus. c 1475 Cath. Angl. 4x3/9 (Addit.

MS.) A Weyschalle, vbi A balane.

Weight (w^'t), sb.1 Forms : a. 1 sewiht, se-

wyht, 2 iwicht ; 1—3 wiht, 3-5 wyht, wi^tfe,

4-5 wy3 t (©» wyght(e, (4 wygthe), 4-6 whyght(e,
4-5 wighte, 4-7 wight (j Se. vycht) ; 4 wythe,

5 wyt(e, whyt(e, 4—5 witte, wytte. p. 3 Orm.
wehht, 3-6 weght, 4-5 weghte, we5t(e, 4— Se.

wecht (6 vecht); 3~4weiht. 4-5 weyht (e,wei;t(ej

wey;t(e,4-6weyght(e, 4-7 weights (5 weigt-e,

wheight-e
; 5 Sc. weicht, 6 Sc. veicht, veycht,

veyght, weycht), 4- weight; 5 wa^t-, 6-7

waight(e, wayght(e, (6 Se. waicht, waycht,

7 wayht)
; 4-5 weit(e, (//. wettes), 5 weyte,

wheyt(o, weyth(e, wheith, whet(t)e, 6 waithe,

6 pi. waytts, 6-7 wait(e, 7 wayte. [OE. wiht

(?fem.), = OFris. wieht (WTris. wicht, NFns.

wegt, wacht\ MDu. and Du. wicht, MLG. and

LG. wicht, wigt (whence MDa. vekt, Da. vxgt,

NotW.Wtff; MSw.vekt, vikt, Sw. vigt), G. (irreg.)

wucht, ON. vett, via fern. :-OTent. type *we\ti-z,

{. root *we%- : see Weigh v\ The more usual form

in OE. was z,ewiht(e str. neut. - lAVn. gkcwichte

(Du. gewicht), MLG. gewiekte, gewechte, MHG.
gewiehte (G. gewichf) :-OTeut. type *gaweXtjo-m.

As the prefix i-,y- (:-OE. p»)fci sbs. fell away in

34-2
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early ME., the two formations coalesced in the

12th c. The normal descendant in mod.English
of the OE. wikt would be *wighl; the vowel of the

forms may be due partly to the influence of the

prehistoric ON. *weht, and partly to association

with weigh vb.]

I. Measurement of quantity by means of weigh-
ing ;

quantity (in the abstract) as determined in

this way.

1. By weight: as determined by weighing. \With-
out weight : taken unweighed.

c iooo Sax. Leechd. I. 146 Jenim bas wyrte & swinen
s:neru. .ae^bres gelice micel be wihte. [Cf. Ibid. I. 148
genim. .ealra byssa wyrta jelice fela be jewihte.] ^11*3
(). E. Chron. an. 1086 (Laud MS.) Manij marc goldes& ma
hundred punda seolfres. Bet he nam be wihte.. of his land-

leode. c 1315 Chron. Eng, 503 (Ritson) He made thre

condlen by wyht. 1340 Ayenb. 44 Huanne bo bet zelleb

be wy5te purchaceb and makeb zuo moche bet [etc.]. c 1440
Capgrave Life St. Kath. 1238 Alle soules..That shal to

blisse, I peyse hem alle be wyte Whether in goodnesse thei

ben heuy or lyghte. c 1460 Con tin. Brut 492 It wasordeyned
bat be gold in Englissh coygne shuld be weyed, & none
receyved but by weght. 1539 Bible (Great) 2 Kings xxv. 16

The brasseof all these vesselles was without wayght. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. i. 32 To distribute the
bysket. .by weight. 1601.F. Tate. Housch. Ord. Edtv. //§ 15

(1876) i3Theserjant chaundeler shal receve the wax & light es

bi waight from theclarkeof thespicery. ri6ia Turners Dish
in Rollins PcpysianGarl. (1922) 36 You that sel your wares
by waight, and live vport the trade. 1613 Purchas Pilgrim-
age 11. lii. 98 Besides iewels, and brasse, and iron, without
weight, with Cedars and stones without number. 1697 Dry-
den Virg.Georg.wi. 561 With Axes first they cleave the Wine,
and thence By Weight, the solid Portions they dispence.

1730 Condi; itt Observ. Coins (1774) 10 Foreigners who take
our guineas in quantities only by weight, may melt down
the heavy ones. 18x1 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (i3i8)

440 The proportions of acid and water were equal by weight.
1815 VV. H. Iceland Scribbleomania 15 Of paper a pile..

Which by weight had been purchas'd.

2. Associated with measure and number, esp. in

figurative expressions referring to due proportion.
c 1250 Gen. -y Ex. 439 Met of corn, and wigte of fe, And

merke of felde, first fond he. 13. . Cursor M. 23564 (Edin.) Of
his werkes es noht vnhale, bot al in mette and weiht and tale.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7650 For he made alle thyng
thurgh myght and sleght In certain noutnbre and mesure
and weght. c 1380 Wyojf Wks.^ (1880) 321 It is good &
resonable men to haue chirchis in mesure, & in numbre,
& in weyhte, aftir be hooly trinitee. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems
x\v. 68 Let comon lawe his cours hild, Euene mesure, mett,

and wy?t c 1480 Henryson Swallow 1666 All creature he
mr.id for thi behufe..In number, wecht, and dew propor-
tioun. 1551 Crowley Pleas, ty Payne 562 You that by
disceyte haue wonne, Were it in weyght or in measure.
1588 A. King in Catk. Tractates (S. T. S.) 214 To vse falset

in buying, selling or changing, in pryce, in weicht or mesure.

3. Ponderability, as a general property of material

substances; relative heaviness.

Also transf. in Phrenology (see quot. 1860).

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 231 (Fairf. MS.) His gilte

here was corowned with a Sonne I-stede of golde for heuy-
nesse and wyght. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xix. cxxx.

(1495) 938 Two thynges makyth weyghte: lightnesse and
heuynesse. 14.. Lydg. Beware of Doubleness 92 In bab
aunce whan they be peised, For lakke of weght they be
bore down, c 1450 Merlin in. 57 They, .seide it wasathynge
impossible to charge, they [the stones] were of soche gret-
nesse and wight. 1600 Shaks. All's Weil 11. Hi. 126 Our
bloods Of colour, waight, and heat, pour'd all together,
Would quite confound distinction. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. 315/1 The Axe for the cutting of the great and large
Bones.. hath weight and substance in it. 1718 Pope Dune.
1. 183 As clocks to weight their nimble motion owe, The
wheels above urg'd by the load below, 1765 Museum Rust,
IV. 74 The wool had then very likely gained weight con-
siderably, a 1790 Henry Hist. Gt. Brit. (1793) VI. 634 If
the number of coins.. did not actually make a pound in
weight. 1858 Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 154 Air pos-
sesses, in common with all material substances, the qualities
of impenetrability, inertia, and weight, i860 Mayne Expos.
Lex., Weight or Resistance,.

.

a faculty common to man
and the lower animals, .taking cognizance of weight and
other kinds of mechanical force.

Phr. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liv. i, He had slowly
gravitated on into his present position, on the old Ring
principle—* weight must tell'.

b. Infg. or transf. uses.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. iii. (1886) 25 Yif any frute of
mortal ihinges may han any weyhte or prts of welefulnesse.
iSa6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 41 b, In the weyght of
this noble treasure, standeth all the effecte of the pilgrym-
age of perfeccyon. 1587 A. Day Daphnis f Chloe (1890)
title-p. (

Excellently describing the weight of affection, the
simplicitie of loue. 1658 Flecknoe Enigm. Char. 12 He
hovers in his choice, like an empty Ballance with no waight
of Judgement to incline him to either scale. 1787 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1812 I. 443 And really I

would rather be knock 'd down By weight of argument than
weight of fist. x8oiCayley Math. Papers (1897) XIII. no
It is for this purpose convenient to introduce the notion of
' weight *

; say a triangle has the weight 1, then a quadrangle,
. .divisible into two triangles, has the weight 2.

c. Impetus (of a heavy falling body ; also of a

blow).
1375 Barbour Bruce xvtt. 693 The gynour..swappit out

the stane That evin toward the lift is gane,..And with gret

wecht syne duschit doune. ^1440 Genetydcs 2163 Ther
strokes shuld come with grete wight.

d. In scientific use : (see quots.).

a 1721 Keill Maupertius' Diss. (1734) 3 Asecret Force,
we call Weight or Gravity, attracts, urges or impels Bodies
towards the Center of the Earth. 1806 O. Gregory Treat.
Mechanics I. 46 It will not be difficult to attach a just and
scientific meaning to that which is commonly called weight

:

it is the effort necessary to prevent a body from falling.

1827 N. Arnott Physics I. 14 Weight, therefore, is merely
general attraction acting everywhere.

e. Prosody. (See quot.)
1898 Sweet A.S. Rdr. Introd. (ed. 7) 86 Stress and quan-

tity together constitute weight. Ibid. 92 This double al-

literation is not essential to the metre like that caused by
extra weight.

4. In various phrases (see also sense 1) :

a. In (or \of) weighty added to adjs. such as

heavy\ light, great, etc.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4662 Semely dyght..With eglis

faire and riche In syght, Off riche gold and mechel of wyght.
1484 Caxtom Tables ofA Ifonce v\, Thow wenest that within
my bely shold be a precious stone more of weyght than
I am. i486 Bk. St. Albans d iij, That noon be heuyer
then an other bot like of weyght. a 1500 in ArnoldeCV/ww.
(1811)128 The said bales. .were myche heuyar in weight
than they shulde naturally haue ben. 1910 W. Parker in

Encycl. Brit. XI. 352/1 They [opossum skins] are. .not only
very light in weight and warm, but handsome.

fig- ^7° B. Googe Popish Kingd. 13 b, The Dorekeeper
instructed than, what things he ought to do Whenas this

office great of waight he there doth come vnto.

tb. Of weight (as adj. phrase) : Heavy. Ohs.

1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1385 (Campsall MS.) For swyfter
cours cometh byng bat is of wighte Whan it descendeth
ban don bynges lyghte. c 1384 — H.Eamey^q Any thinge
that hevy be As stoon or lede or thynge of wight, a 1400-50
// 'ars A lex. 5473 Lamprays of we}t Twa hundreth pond ay
a pece. 1599 Alex. Hume Poems (S. T. S.) Hymn vii. 113
Crosbowes of waight, and Gnosik gainyeis kein. 1663
Gerbier Counsel 47 Materials of weight, as Sauder, where-
with an unconscionable Plummer can ingrosse his Bill,

f O. Of weight : of full or standard weight. Sc.

1500 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 253 [Certain coins] all of
vycht. 1524 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 4 1/ 1 Pe g°Iu

"

sail have comone coursse . . be Hary noble of Weiht for xlb .

.

be scottis demy of wecht xviij b. 1597 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

228/2 Rois nobilis of gold and wecht.

5. The amount which an article of given price

or value ought to weigh. Chiefly ellipt. in predi-

cative use = 4 c. Short weight : see Short a. 15.
a 1400 Eng. Gilds 354 ^if \>t ferbingloff is in defawte of

wy}te ouer twelf pans, pe bakere is in £>e amercy. 1435
in Kingsford Chron. Lond. 73 That no man. .shulde putte
fforth ne profre no goldc.but yff yt helde the weyht. 1530
Palsgr. 770/1, I pray you, go way this angell, and tell me
and he be weygt [F. de poyx]. a 1585 in Eng. Hist. Rev,
(1914) XXIX. 521 Spanishe gold of best and those [pieces]

that be weight. 16*3 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in Mill
iv. iii, We must be weight in love, no grain too light. 1640
Quarles Enchirid. IL xlv, If thou finde him weight, make
him thine owne. 1691 Locke Consid. Lower. Interest

(1692) 149 Your heavy Money, {i.e. that which is weight
according to its Denomination, by the Standard of the
Mint). 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton vii. (1840) 119 It was
near two ounces more than weight in a pound. 1802 Mar.
Edgeworth Pop. Tales, Murad'i, I. .protested, .that I had
never furnished the people, .with bread that was not weight.
c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 212 The miller, .ordered her to

bring the scales, to see if the money he was going to pay was
weight.

f 6. The action of weighing. Obs. rare.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 63 One of these

clerkes dayly, to be at the weyghtes of wax in the chaundrey.

7. Ponderable matter ; that which weighs.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 53 What resistance dust can be,

when waight is laid upon it. 1755 Chamberlavne Pres.

St. Gt. Brit. 1. in. viii. 196 They are suffered to be over-

charged with Weight laid upon them, that they expire pre-

sently. 1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 526 Slowly falling

as a scale that falls, When weight is added only grain by
grain.

* II. An amount determined or determinable by
weighing ; a definite quantity weighed or capable

of being weighed.

8. A portion or quantity weighing a definite

amount. Often preceded by an expression indicat-

ing the amount : in OE. in the genitive, as anes

pundes, preora punda wiht ; now in attributive or

appositional farm,a$onepound, threepounds weight.

Often abbreviated wt.
c 1000 Siix. Leechd. I. 374 Jenim. .ofaelcerebisne wyrte xx

peneja wiht. a 1300 Cursor M. 21420 If he his mone
[ = money] moght not gett, . . bat ilk weght bat bar was less,

He suld yeild of his aun flexs. '/(11366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 1 106 The barres were of gold ful fyne. .Full heuy gret

and no thyng lyght, Ineueriche was a besaunt wight. 1387
Trevisa HigdenV. 397 pe monkes..took wib hem. .a weyhte
of brede for the iorney [L. pondus panis diurni]. c 1430
Chev. Assigne 155 She sente aftur a golde-smy^te to forge

here a cowpe ; And . . delyuered hym his weyjtes. 1494 Acc.

Ld. High Treas.Scot. I. 314 For iij pund wecht foure vnce
..of gold. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 41 You'l aske me
why I rather choose to haue A weight of carrion flesh, then
to receiue Three thousand Ducats? 1655 Marq. Worcester
Cent. Inv. § 99 How to make one pound weight to raise an
hundred as high as one pound falleth. 1669 Earl Sandwich
tr. Barba's Art of Metals 1. (1674) 12 Lemnian-Earth. .is

esteemed as rich as Gold, and sold so weight for weight. 17*8
E. S[mith] Compleat Housew. (ed. 2) 164 Mix the Pulp and
Meat together, and take the weight and half of Sugar. 1794
Vancouver Agric. Cambridge 55 The grass. . produced from
the water-meadows, is chiefly inferior to that (weight for

weight) which grows . . upon unwatered ground. 1827 Steuart
Planter's G. (1828) 150 Close-planting, pruning, and other
means are employed to obtain what is considered the greatest
possible ' weight of wood '. 1845 Dodd Brit. Manuf. v. 26
About 112 lbs. weight of biscuits are put into the oven at

once. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Techn. (ed. 2) I.

236 The quantities of heat contained in equal weights of

water and air at the same temperature.

fig. 1382WYCLIF a Cor. iv. 17 {The] li?t thing of oure tri-

bulacioun worcbhh. .the euerelasting wei?te of glorie in vs.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. m. v. 88 Is she with Posthumus? From
whose so many waights of basenesse, cannot A dram of
worth be drawne. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen x, Impartial
Justice holds Her equal Scales; 'Till stronger Virtue does
the Weight incline. 185a Tennyson Ode Death Wellington
240 One, upon whose hand and heart and brain Once the
weight and fate of Europe hung.
trans/. 1855 Hopkins Organ II. 493 [In the New Organ]

there are several reservoirs producing different weights of
wind.

b. ellipt. A pennyweight of gold.

1890 Melbourne Argus 9 Aug. 4/6 Tried a crushing, and
didn't get four weights to the ton.

9. Its, his, etc. weight in or of gold, silver, etc. :

a quantity of gold, silver, etc. of the same weight.

Chiefly in hyperbolical statements of value.
c 1205 Lay. 30835 For nauer neoSer nalde for his «efne

wiht of golde )>at be king hit wuste bat [etc.]. a 1300 Floriz
<$• Bl. 650 (Cambr. MS.) %e habbeh iherd of blauncheflur,
Hu ihc hire bo5te. . For seuesibe of gold hire wi^t. 13.. Sir
Beues 1725 An hors he hadde of gret pris..; For him a 3af
seluer wijt, Er he bat hors haue mijt. 14.. Guy Warw.
£122 He wold have yove for the fyndyng [of the sword]
The weyght of gold and of other thyng. a 1500 Medwall
Nature (Brandl) 11. 324 Thou art worth the weyght of gold.

x6.. Eger «$• Griiie 1154 in Percy Pol. MS. I. 390 He is

worth to her his waight in gold. 16x4 J. Saris Voy. Japan
etc. (Hakl. Soc.) 204 Muske, worth thewayht in S'luer. 1634
?S. Rowley Noble Soldier 11. i. D 2, I would not drinke that

infernall draught, .for the weight of the world in Diamonds.
1672 Petty Pol. Anat. IreL (1691) 68 Gold has been worth
but twelve times its own weight in Silver. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 783 Add to the solution twelve
times its weight of distilled water. 1854 Patmoke Angel
in Ho., Betrothal 130 A Tasso worth us weight in gold.

1856 Miss Yonce Daisy Chain 11. xxvi, The dear old nurse
..whom George Rivers would have paid with her weight in

gold, for taking care of his new daughter.

10. The amount that something weighs ; the

quantity of a portion of matter as measured by the

amount of its downward force due to gravitation
;

the amount of resistance offered by a body to

forces tending to raise it. Liveweight: seeLiVEa.7.
c 1385 Chauckr L. G. W. 1118 Sakkis ful of gold of large

weyghte. 1387 Trevisa Higden III. 205 panne he took
heede bat be hameres were of dyuers wei3tes. 1398 —
Barth. De P. R. xvi. v. (Bodl. MS.), pou^e it [sc. gold] be
in fire it wasteb nou3t, bi smokinge and vapoures nober
leseb his wei^t [L. nee etiam in pondere minoratur]. C1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xviii. 84 Marchands sophisticatez peper,
when it is aide..and so by cause of be weight it semes
fresch and new. <ri475 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 286 The
pore pepyll..be oppressyd. .In yevyng theym to myche
weythe into the spynnyng. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv.

276 The weight of an hayre will turne the Scales betweene
their Haber-de-pois. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11. u.

To a friend in want, hee will not depart with the waight of
a soldred groat. 1625 N. Carpenter Geogr. Del. \. iv. (1635)

73 The parts are indowed with an equall waight. 1698
Floyer Asthma (1717) 196 The Morning Weight [of the
Asthmatic] was 178 Pound. 1715 tr. Gregory's Astron.
(1726) I. 491 The Weights of homogeneous Bodies plac'd

near one another. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 74 The weight
of this wool encreased from.. August 30, 1756, to Feb. 19,

*757i as 100 to 103). 18*7 Faraday Chem. Manip. ii. (1842)

25 Small weights cannot be appreciated in instruments in-

tended for great quantities, because of the strength. 1855
Brewster Nezvton I. xii. 323 The weight of all bodies is

diminished by the centrifugal force, so that the weight of

any body is greater at the poles than it is at the equator.

1876 Tait Rec. Adv. Phys. Sci. xiv. (1885) 357 The weight
of a pound of matter varies from place to place on the earth's

surface.

fig. 1390 Gower Couf II. 276 Mi weyhte of love and mi
mesure Hath be mor large. .Than evere I tok of love ayein.

1571 Campion Hist. Ire I. xiv. (1633) 46 When he was forced

to silence with the waight of truth. 1586 A. Day Eng.
Secretorieu. (1595) 128 If men wold but throughly enter into

the weight of their estates, and truly consider with them*
selues what of duty appertaineth to very reputation. 1600

Shaks. A. V. L. 1. ii. 9 Heerein I see thou lou'st mee not
with the full waight that I loue thee.

transf. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 128, 1 know not the

weight of the pension the King will give me.

b. In phrases stating how much a thing weighs,

as oftwo pounds weight.

1389 Eng. Gilds 30 Also a knaue chyld..beren a candel

yat day, ye wygthe of to pound. ? 1449 Paston Lett. Suppk
(1901) 22, ij. tapers of wax of ij. lbs. wyght. 1479 Cety Papers
(Camden) 19 And ij salt salers of sylver of the weyth of

x unse or xj. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 34 The
fleshe therof wayed .xlvij. pound weyght. 1557 Recokde
Whetsi. R j, A Cube of Brasse of 4 inches square, doth
weighe 7 pounde weighte. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 111. iv.

24 Twill be heauier soone, by the waight of a man. 1758
Payne's Universal Chron. 29 July-5 Aug. 141/2 A Turtle

of upwards of 500 lb. wt.

c. In figurative phrases.

1617 Moryson Itt'n. m. 37 The vastnesse of their Empire,

falling with his owne weight, 1794 Gouv. Morris in Sparks

Life $ Writ, (1832) 1 1. 395 We have seen such a system fall

by its own weight. 19*1 Brit. Weekly 6 Oct. 2/3 There
was a general . . belief that people round us were not pulling

their weight.

d. Chem. Atomic weight : the relative weight

of the atom of any element.
1836-41 Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 236 A compound of 1 atom

of hydrogen and 1 atom of chlorine, their respective weights

being 1 and 36. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 256

This would raise the atomic weight to 31-74.

e. transf. in Mechanics. (See quots.)
1810 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 4) XIII. 53/1 When two forces act

against each other by the intervention of a machine, the one

force is called the power, and the other the weight. 18*9

Chapters Phys. Sci. 77 The Inclined Plane. .is always in-

clined obliquely to the weight, or the resistance to be over-

come.



WEIGHT. 269 WEIGHT.

11. A heavy mass; usually, something heavy that

is lifted or carried ; a burden, load. Alsofig.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. it. met. v. (1S86) 35 Alias what was

he hat fyrst dalf vp the gobetes or the weyhtes of gold couered

vndyr erthe. 1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. v. xxiiL (Bodl.

MS), A philosophir was preued whi an horrible man is more
heuy banne eny burbon obir wei;te [ed. 1495 wytte]. c 1440

Gesta Rom. xxxi. 117 Ther he was nye dreynte, for gret

weyte of his burdon. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 20 With
the weyght therof it pulleth the corne Matte to the erth.

1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 78 Not to lyue. .as an vnprofyt-

abul weyght and burden of the erth. 156a Br. Pilkingtox
Alniias Pref. Aav, The greater weighte that is cast on, the

soner it breakes. 1584-7 Greene Carde 0/ Fancie Wks.
(Grosart) IV. 75, I found it built..so slenderly, as >•• least

waight was able to pash it into innumerable peeces. c 1620

Fletcher False One v. iv, My free mind, Like to the Palm-
tree walling fruitful Nile, Shall grow up straighter and en-

large it self 'Spight of the envious weight that loads it with.

1642 Docq. Lett. Pat. at Ox/ (1837) 323 New invencions.

.

to raise ponderous weightes with. 1659 Dkyden Heroick
Stanzas xv, His palms, tho under Weights they did not
stand, Still thriv'd. 1698 Flover Asthma iv. 127 All strait

Cloaths, and the weight of Blankets hinder the Exten-
tion of the Breath. 1764 [J. Burton] Pres. St. Narig.
Thames 39 There will be no Occasion to penn up such a
vast Weight of Water pressing on the Weir, vjykyrnls. Ho.
Comm. XLVII. 363/2 It is an Absurdity, .to load the
Extremities with more Weight of Metal than the Midships.
1814 Scott Lord ofIsles v. xx, Strong are mine arms, and
little care A weight so slight as thine to bear. 1852 Malpas
Builder's Pocket-bk. 57 The whole weight is thrown upon
the beam. 1865 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1B71) 14 The simplest
form of work is the raising of a weight.
trans/. 1746 Francis tr. Her.. Sat. 1. x, 12 Let your sense

be clear, Nor with a weight of words fatigue the ear. —
Art 0/ Poetry 260 note, The Verses. .were so heavy with a
Weight of Spondees.

12. spec. a. In horse-racing or riding : The
amount (expressed in stones and pounds) which the

jockey or rider is required or expected to weigh,
or which the mount can without difficulty carry.

Catch weights : see Catch- 4.
1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2773/4 None but Gentlemen to ride ;

The weight 12 Stone. 1740 Act 13 Geo. It, c. 19 § 3 Any
Horse, .carrying less than the Weights herein before directed
to be carried. 1771 [P. Parsons] Newmarket I. 10S Who
ever heard of a rider's throwing away part of his weight, or

tearing his pocket that the shot might run out? 1858 Rules
0/ Racing § 3S Each jockey shall be allowed 2 lb above the
weight specified for his horse to carry and no more. 1883
1 Rapier' Types 0/ Turf"74, I remember how eagerly in a
certain stable the weights were expected for last year's
Cesarewitch.

b. Without article.

*734 Chexy List Horse-Matches 11 The highest Horse to

carry 12 st. and all under his Size to be allow'd Weight for

Inches. 1782 Cowper Gilpin 115 He carries weight 1 he
rides^ a race ! x886 Earl Suffolk Racing 145 Weight for

'

age is the basis of trials with old horses. 1889 Baden-
Powell Pigsticking 117 The chief objections to an Arab
are.. his frequent inability to jump and to carry weight.
1891 ' R. Boldrewood ' Sydney-side Sax. viii,He was a dark
brown horse.. up to weight, and good across country.
Comb. 1863 Miss Bradoom Aur. Floyd xiii, The bay filly

which was to run in a weight-for-age race at the York Spring
(meeting]. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 196/2 Weight-for-age
races are of three varieties.

C. Boxing. A match between boxers of a
particular weight.

1914 Varsity 24 Feb. 15/1 An experienced boxer..who
won this weight last year at Cambridge. Ibid., Selected to
do duty in the two weights.

III. In figurative senses from the above.

13. A burden (of responsibility, obligation, suffer-

ing, years, etc.).

£1380 Wyclif Set. Eng. Wks. I. 66 pei [the Jews] shal
bere to be ende of be worlde the VttM of be. olde lawe.

C1450 Cafgrave Life St. Gilbert 90 He held him-self on-
worpi to be birden of swech a wyte. 1539 Bible (Great)
Num. xi. n Seynge that thou puttest ye weyght of all this

people vpon me. 111586 Sidney Ps. v. iv, With heaped
weights of their own sinns oppresse These most ungratefull
rebells unto thee. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err, 11. i. 36 But were
we burdned with like waight of paine, As much, or more,
we should our selues complaint 1632 Sanderson Serm,
303 You that groane vnder the waight of Gods displeasure.
1661 F. Howgill in Extr. S. P. ret. Friends il (1911) 129
The Imprisonment of Freinds lyes as a weight vppon the
Nation. 1675 Drvden Aurengz. 1. (1676) 2 The weight of
seventy Winters prest him down. 1718 Prior Power 694
Permit me strength, my weight of woe to bear. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe n. (Globe) 540 For my Part I had a Weight
taken off from my Heart. 1738 Wesley Ps. cxlvii. vii, Ye,
who bow with Age's Weight. 1811 Byron To Tkyrza 43 Oft
have I borne the weight of ill, But never bent beneath till nowl
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vi, The child, overpowered by
the weight of her sorrows and anxieties, .burst into a passion
of tears. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 397 He was an aged
man.. and seemed enfeebled by the weight of year<.

b. Burden (of proof), onus.
1824 J. Marshall Constit. Opin. (1839) 312 The whole

weight of proof. .is thrown upon him who would introduce
a distinction.

14. a. The force of an onslaught or encounter in

the field
; pressure exerted by numbers.

c 1500 Mclusine xix. 106 Wei ye wote that two knyghtes
may not susteyne & bere the weight ayenst wel Lxxx. or
houndred thousand paynemys. 1643 R. Baker Chron.,
Hen. Ill (1653) 127 And so undertaking the main weight
of the battell, [he] perished under it. 1697 Dryden sEneis
ix. 1071 They bear him back; and whom by Might They
cannot Conquer, they oppress with Weight. 1734 tr. Rot-
tin's Rom. Hist. (1827) IX. 189 No longer able to support
the weight of the enemy, they thought fit to retire. 1828
Scott F. At. Perth xi, The tumult.. forced asunder, by the
weight and press of numbers, the Prince and Douglas.

b. To feet the weight of: to suffer from (by re-

ceiving a heavy blow or undergoing severe pressure).

1553 Respub'ica 284 He that ones wincheth shall fele the
waite of my fiste. 1617 Moryson Itin. II. 98 He had felt

the waight of her Majesties power. 1681 Flavel Aleth.
Grace xvii. 317 His enemies felt the weight of his prayers,

and the church of God reaped the benefits thereof. 1701
Atterbury Serm. (1726) I. 268 They, who lately felt the
weight of the English Arms. 1702 De Foe New Test Ch.
Eng. Honesty Writ, 1705 II. 306 The Church, who by this

time began to feel the Weight of the King's Hand, had
been Dispossess'd of Magdalen College in Oxford. 1880
Mrs. Parr Adam <$• Eve II. 21 I've a made that great

lmterputch feel the weight o' me hand.

f c. Togive a weight to : to add force or vigour to.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla vi. iv. III. 202 To see her
thus completely disconcerted, gave a weight to the mischiev-
ous malice of Mrs. Arlbery.

d. Mining. (See quot.)

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Weight. A weight is the

gradual or sudden lowering of the roof of a mine after the

coal has been worked on the long-wall system.

15. Importance, moment, claim to consideration
;

esp. (a) in phr. of weight, of great {little, etc.)

weight.
(a) 1521 Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 179 A smate

conceylement. .of no regarde, weight, or importance. 1560

DaUS tx.Sleidane's Comm. 79 b, In matters of weight and
difficultie. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. II. 113 What obedi-

ence than is due to them in matters of small waight, of small

importaunce. 1606 Proc, agst. Late Traitors, Garnet etc.

103 Such new matter as shallbe worth the hearing, as being

indeed of waight and moment. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman
50 So should we in our journeyes, travailes, attempts of

weight,, .beseech him that his good hand might appeare.

1697 Drvden JEneis vn. 345 Pond'ring future Things of

wond'rous Weight. 1729 Law Serious C. xv. (1732) 274 It

is certain, that all such bodily actions as affect the soul, are

of great weight in Religion. (1:770 JorTIN Serm. (1771) II.

xix. 377 This is an argument of weight. 1783 Burke Sp.

Fox's E. India BillW'ks. 1792 II. 417 The objection is of

weight. 1851 HELrs Comp. Solit. xi. 214 The night-mares

of care and trouble cease to weigh as if they ivere the only
things of weight in the world.

(b) 1581 N. Burne Disput. To King av, As the importance
and vecht of the mater requyris. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

v. lxv. § 4 Ceremonies haue more in waight then in sight.

1614 Ralegh Hist. World iv. vii. § 2. 299 Considering better

. .the weight of the businesse, which he had taken in hand.
1662 Howell New Engl. Gram. 16 In French she [the

letter Y] is of that weight that she makes somtimes a whole
word of her self. 1708 Swift Sacrum. Test Misc. (171 1)

328 But there is no great weight in this, 1741 Watts
Improv. Mind n. iv, The weight and force of argument
which should influence the mind. 1830 Cunningham Brit.

Paint. I. 223 Yet weight must be allowed to the opinion of

Northcote. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 513 Weight
of moral character was indeed wanting to Edward Seymour.
1861 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 324 Having no wealth to

give him weight. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. I. viii. 106

The two elections, .are the best evidence of the weight of

this consideration.

b. spec. The relative value of an observation.

1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 138 The method of finding

an average is this: multiply every observation by its weight
and divide the sum of the products by the sum of the

weights.

16. Persuasive or convincing power (of utter-

ances, arguments, evidence) ; impress!veness (of

matter or speech).

1534 Bernehs Golden Bk. M. Aurel. Prol. (1535) A iv, It

suffiseth to gyue for the weyght the sentence. 154* Udall
Erasm. Apopth. Erasm. Pref **iiijb, A famous speaker.,

geueth to the saiynges moche weight and grace also. 1586

A. Day Engl. Secretorie 1. (1625) 5 A matter of gravity is

to be delivered with waight. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin.
113 A Sentence of sufficient antiquity and weight to put

a period to this Controuersie. 1716 Addison Freeholder
No. 19 f 3 Having nothing of any manner of weight to offer

against the principles of their antagonists. 1783 Blair Rhct.
xviii. I. 365 Nothing derogates more from the weight and
dignity of any composition, than too great attention to

ornament. 1819 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 158 But this de-

tracts not from the weight of your reasoning. 1849 Mac-
aulay Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 172 No man spoke with more weight
and dignity in council and in parliament. 1866 Mrs. Whit-
ney L.Goldthw. ii, The ' O father^ ' was not without its weight.

17. Weightiest or heaviest part
;
greatest stress

or severity ;
preponderance, superior amount (of

evidence, authority) on one side or the other of a

question.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 621, xv. thousand men, in whom
consisted the waight and peyse of the whole enterprise.

1665 Brathwait Comment Two Tales 199 Weight of Judg-
ment has ever given Invention Priority before Language.
1722 De Foe Hist. Plague (1754) 8 The Parish of St. Giles's,

where still the Weight of the Infection lay. 1866 Rogers
Agric. <y Prices I. x. 168 The weight of evidence is in favour
of the latter hypothesis. 1883 Law Rep., 11 Q. B. D. 591
An order. .for a new trial on the ground.. that the verdict

was against the weight of evidence.

18. In various phrases :

a. To tay weight upon :
"f
to urge (a person) to do

something (06s.) ; to attach importance or value to.

{a) x6oo Holland Livy xlix. 1238 The woman laid great
wait upon me to depart out of those quarters.

(b) 1708 Swift Sacram. Test Misc. (1711) 336 We are apt
to lay some weight upon their Opinion. 1815 Scott Guy
M. iv, We lay no weight whatever upon the pretended in-

formation thus conveyed. 1863 B. Taylor Quaker Widow
xvi, And it was brought upon my mind. .That we on dress

and outward things perhaps lay too much weight.

+ b. To hold weight with : to vie in greatness

with. Obs.

1641 J. SHUTS Sarah <$ Hagar (1649) M^ For there arc
but few deliverances temporall, that hold weight with the

delivery from the paines of child-birth.

c. To have weight: to make an impression on,

weigh with (those who judge a matter) ; to icceive

favourable consideration ; to be recognized as valid

or important. Similarly to carry weight.
1638 Sir K. Dicby Let. to Ld. G. Digby (1651) io, I con-

ceive they are to have no more weight with those that have
ability to examine them, then [etc.]. 1707 Freind Peter-
borons Cond. Sp. 108 The latter opinion had its weight, and
prevail'd. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (176S) I. 213 If.,

such narrow motives have so little weight with rue. 1771
Junius Lett. lix. 30S The conditions which constitute this

right must be taken together. Separately, they have little

weight. 1818 Cri'ISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 368 If the tenant.,

were likely to be prejudiced by not being named, this ob-

jection would have weight. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. t? It,

Jrnls. (1872) I. 31 The rise of a minister carries more weight.

f d. Vpon the weight of: on the strength of, by

relying on the value of. Obs.

1710 Steele Tatter No. 4 Introd., I shall not pretend to

raise a Credit to this Work, upon the Weight of my politic

News only.

e. To give (full, due) weight to : to allow (a plea,

argument, circumstance) its proper force ; to weigh

equitably ; to treat as valid or important.

1885 Manch. Exam. 26 June 5 '3 His Holiness has given

due weight to the many conflicting aspects cf the case.

Ibid. 10 July 5/1 It is proper to give full weight to the ex-

culpatory evidence adduced.

19. Influence or authority (of a person) due to

character or ability, position, office, wealth, or the

like. Chiefly in phrases of 'weight, of (great, etc.)

weight.
1710 Steele Tatler'So. 4 P7 Those Persons at the Helm

are so useful, and in themselves of such Weight. 1747
Frauds <y Abuses Coal-Dealers (ed. 3) 5 In all popular

Assemblies, it has been found necessary to place some Man
of Weight and Dignity in the Chair. 1779 J. Moore View
Soc. France (1789) I. iv. 25 Their opinions have considerable

weight on the manners and opinions of people of rank. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 253 It could hardly le

doubted that they were directed by some leader of great

weight. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 5 '3 Political econo-

mists of weight refused to join the Commission.

IV. A standard of quantity determined by, or

employed in, weighing.

20. fa. A standard of weight. Obs.

a 1000 Laws Edgar \\\. viii. in Licbcrmann 204 Gange an
Fernet and an xewihte swylce man on Lundenbyri; and on
Wintanceastre healde. a 1200 Moral Ode 212 in O.E. Horn.

I. 173 Codes wisdom is wel muchel..& nis his milce naut

lesse, ac bi ban ilke iwichte. ciaoo Ibid. 384 (Trim MS.)
ibid. II. 231 par ne sullen [hi] habben god alle bi one wihte.

a 1400 Eng. Gilds 356 pare be kynges wyjte by-lyb. Ibid.

356 pe kinges by whas wy^te hit be y-weye. 1429 Rolls 0/
Parti. IV. 349/1 It was ordeinid..yat on weijte and on
mesure be bi al ye Reme, as wel with oute ye Estaple as

with ynne.

b. With addition of a distinguishing word, as in

troy, avoirdupois weight : Any of the various systems

(consisting of a series of units in fixed arithmetical

relation to each other) used for stating the weight

of a quantity of matter.
a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 191 Ther beth iij maner

weyghtis, that is to wete, troy weyght, auncell weyght is, and
lyggynge weyght. 1540 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc)
II. 222 Euery person.. shuld sell the same by liefull weight
called Haberdepoys. 1545 A'ates Custom-ho. d v, Fyrst of

the wayght of Troye..By tliys wayght is bought and solde

golde..and iewels. 1656 Blount Glossogr. 5. v. Weights,

There are two sorts.. in use with us; the one called Troy
weight . . the other A voir-du-pois. 1713 Berkeley Guardian
No. 35 f 7 Ten Pound Averdupoise Weight of this Philo-

sophical Snuff. 1714 Swift Drapier L (1730) *5 Twenty
Shillings will weigh Six Pounds Butter Weight. 1891

Labour Commission Gloss,, Short, statute or imperial

weight—2,240 lbs. to the ton. .Long weight.—2,400 lbs. to

the ton.

21. A unit or denomination of ponderable

quantity.

c UN Ormin 7812 All ban mann shollde biggen ut wibb
fife wehhte [= shekels] off sillfcrr. a 1300 Cursor M. 28437

Again be lagh..haf t wysed fals weght and mette. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xvii. (MS. Addit. 27944)

Mna is a certeyn wi^te and valewe. 1613 Cockeram ii, A
weight of three graines, Kirat. 1857 J. H. Walsh Dom.
Econ. 620 The last mentioned goods may be sold either by
the heaped measure, or by the standard weight. 1863 Miss
Braddon Aur. Floyd xxxi, She knew—to the smallest

weight employed at Apothecaries" Hal!.. how much sugar

Mr. Bulstrode liked in his tea.

b. In pi. and coupled with measures.

1387 Trevisa Higden II. 227 Caym..tornede symple

lyuynge [of] men to fyndynge of mesures and of wy3tes

[Upouderum et mensurarum]. 1596 {title) The Pathway

to Knowledge. Conteyning certaine brief Tables of English

waiahts, and Measures. 1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v.

Weights, One Phidon an Argive is said to have bin the first

finder out of Weights and Measures. i74*-» Gray Agnp.

41 The power To judge of weights and measures. 1799

Med. /ml. I. 199 The operations relative to a general uni-

formity of weights and measures. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.

Farm II. 393 The Weights and Measures Act (5th Geo. IV.,

'

t C. Used in various localities as a name for the

customary unit for weighing particular com-

modities (e. g. wool, hemp, cheese, potatoes) ; the

quantity denoted differs greatly in different places

(see quots.). Cf. Wey, and Measure^. 5 b. Obs.

1490 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 291, I have xviii

weyghts of wulle besydes the bequestes aforcseyd. a 1500



WEIGHT. 270 WEIGHTILY.
in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 263 The weyght of Essex chese
is. .CCC. weyght, fyue score xjj. Ii. for the C. The weyght
of Suffolk chese is xij. score and xvi. li. 159a in Rec. Con-
vent. Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 381 Ane neif full ofewirrie wecht
of voll. 1656 H. Phillips Purch. Pattern (ed. 3) 193 There
are some other denominations of these weights in severaj

places, as . . Rooves, Weights, Loads, 1687 A. Lovell
Thevenot's Trav. 1. 98 The Inhabitants make Five thousand
Weight of Silk yearly, with the Money whereof they pay
their Tribute. 1881 Rimmer Old Country Towns 278 A
' weight ' for some unexplained cause, was the Boston method
of expressing 256 pounds. 1830 Edin. Cycl. VII. 221/2 [In

Cork] Potatoes, when retailed in market, are sold by a
measure called a weight, generally containing 21 lb. 1856
Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 1127 (Dorsets.), of wool, a weigh or
weight is 30 lbs., and Jib. or 1 lb. over in some places.

Weight (Dorsets.), of hemp, 8 heads of 4 lbs., twisted and
tied, making 32 lbs. (Somers.), of hemp, 30 lbs.

22. A piece of metal or other substance, weigh-

ing a known amount and identical with one of the

units or with a multiple or aliquot part of a unit

in some recognized scale.

In early instance sfalse weights is ambiguous, as it may be
referred either to this sense or to 24 (pair of scales) ; pro-

bably the writers did not always distinguish, the virtual

sense being 'fraudulent weighing *.

1340 Ayenh. 44 Huanne me heb diuerse wy;tes..and
beggeb be be gratteste wy;tes..and zelleb by be leste. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxxi. (1495) 940 Somtyme
massy thynges and heuy by the whyche the heuynesse is

assayed is callyd a weyght. 1410 £. E. Wills (1882) 46, I

}eve to be sam William a beme bat I weye ber-wyth, and ij

leuys, also iij c of ledyn wystis. c 1430 Contin. Brut 448 In
bat tyme be gold of be realme went by weght ; And euery
man had a payr ballaunce And weghttes in hys sieve for be
gold. 1467 Eng. Gilds 383 That all other wightes w'yn the
cite, .be ensealed accordynge to the kynges standart. 1474
Caxton Chesse ill. iv, (1S03) 107 A man holding in his ryght
hand a balance And the weyght in the lifte hand. 1540 Star
Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.).II. 222 Sufficient beames
scales and weightes sealid..for true seruing of the byers.

1583 Rates Cuszom ho. A vj b, Brasse weights called pile

weights the c, 1. s. 1656 W. Du Gard tr. Comenius* Gate
Lat. Unl. § 536 The lightest little waight, giving motion
to the Ballance, they call aGrain. 1784 Tvta-mley Dairying
59 Press it with a four pound weight, or. .with a lighter

weight, 189a Photogr. Ann. II. p. cxvii, Scales and Weights.

b. Athletics. A heavy lump of stone, or ball of

metal, which is thrown from one hand placed close

to the shoulder. Commonly in the Sc, phr. putting

the weight (see Put zv1 2, Putting vbl. sb. 1 S).

Also ellipt. as the name of this sport.

1865 Field 21 Jan. 34/1 Throwing the hammer, putting the

weight.

23. A block or lump of metal or other heavy

substance, or a heavy object, used to pull or press

down something, to give an impulse to machinery

(e. g. in a clook), to act as a counterpoise, or the

like. Cf. letter-weight
',
paper-weight, sash weight,

Jack-weight.
c 1425 Macro Plays, Cast. Persev. 1943 pis worthy, wylde

werld, I wagge with a wyt [=wy3t]. 1515 in Archmol.
Cant. XXXIII. 17 Payed for mendyng off the waithe oflf

the clock ij d. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings xxi. 13 Ouer
Ierusalem wyll I stretch forth the lyne of Samaria, and
the weighte of the house of Achab. 1606 Shuttleworths*

Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 175 Payed forthejacke, thecordes and
pulHes, xxv*; the weight and cheans, v\ 1617 Moryson
/tin. in. 66 The dores likewise by waights are made to shut

of themselves at the heeles of him that comes in. 1660

F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 266 A delicate Clock with
weights to it, 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 48 Let
the Weight at the End of the Line be pretty heavy. 1774
Pennsylv. Gaz. 9 Feb. Suppl. 2/3 Sash pullies, weights and
lines. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metals II. 299 A weight
being attached to the hook b, the spring.. is drawn down-
wards. 1838 Hawthorne Amer. Note-bks. {1868) I. 216
There was a clock without a case, the weights being visible.

fig. 162a Bacon Hen. VII, 1S9 By Gods wonderfull proui-

dence, that, .hangeth great Weights vpon small Wyres.

1639 J. Clarke Parwm. 109 Great weights hang on small
wyers. 1641 Gauden Love of Truth 22 Love is the weight
and motor of the soule.

t b. To go on weights (see quot."). Obs,

1597 A. M. tr. Guiilemeatt's Fr. Chirurg. 50/4 The small,

thinne, and Hern-fashoned hippes and legges, wherof we
commonlye say ' they goe one Wayghtes '.

"V". A means of weighing.

f 24. p/.j less commonly sing. (A pair of) scales,

a balance. Also in figurative context. Obs.

a 1300 E. E, Psalter\x\. 10 Liyherssones of men areai In
weghtes [L. in staleris]. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1734 J>y
wale rengne is wait in we^tes to heng, & is funde ful fewe of
nit fayth dedes. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 332 If that I mihte
finde a sleyhte, To leie al myn astat in weyhte. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. exxx. (1495) nn iij^ In this

wyse..the thynge in the whyche a thynge is weyed is callyd

a weyghte. 1437 ^°^so-/ Parlt. IV. 508/2 Where ye Kings
Weightes and his Beem ben sette. 1513 More in Grafton
Chron.. (1568) II. 763 The world would put her and her

kindred in the wight, and say that they had., broken the

amitie and peace. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 220 One of

these byrdes with her nest put in a paire of gold weights,.

.

hath waid no more than .ii. Tomini. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v.

ii. 45 The false he layd In th' other scale ; but still it downe
did slide, And by no meane could in the weight be stayd.

01619 Fotherbv Atheom. 11. i. § 3 (1622) 174 That..
weigheth the mountaines in a waite. i6>g Z. Boyd Last
Battelt iv. 499 Dauid in his time put them in the weights

together [Ps. lxii. 9].

VI. 25. a. atlrib., as weight balk, beam,

-charge, -equivalent, scale, sense, stone, thermo-

meter; weight-clock, a clock operated by weights;

weight cloth, a cloth carried by a jockey to make

up his riding-weight
; f weight-house, a weigh-

house ; weight nail (see quot.) ; weight-plate,

a plate on which articles are set to be weighed in

a weighing-machine.
1575 Richmond IVills (Surtees) 255, j olde *weight balke

with skayles, ij d. 1462 Maldon (Essex) Court Rolls (Bundle
37, No. 4 b), A *weght beme de ferro, precii iiiif. 1898
Daily News 7 Dec. 3/7 The #weight-charge on packets
above ilb. in weight. 1850 Denison Clock <5- Watch-m.
no The great wheel of a*weight-clock rides on the barrel

arbor. 1889 Daily News 4 June 3/8 Before, .her driver could
return to weigh in, his *weight cloths were abstracted from the
sulky. 1897 Singer & Berens Some Unrecognized Laws
Nat. 107 The volume-equivalent would be too great and the
* weight-equivalent too small. 1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 300 Any
of the Duties of the King's "Weight-House, c 1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 134 "Weight nails are similar to deck nails,

but not so fine, have square heads, and are used for fastening
cleats, &a 1887 P. M'Neill Blawearie 169 The colliery

engineer was quickly on the ground, [and]the*weight-plate
removed. 1849 Noad Electricity (ed. 3) 357 A similar bow
was formed on the back of the armature, to which the
"weight scale was attached. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI.

709 The "weight sense was lost in the hands as well as in the
feet. 14.69 PlumptonCorr, (Camden) 21, I have acounterpais
wheith of the "wheight stone that the wooll was weyed with.

1849 R. V. Dixon Heat 1. 52 One an air thermometer, . . the
other a mercurial "weight thermometer.

b. Comb., as weight-carrier (esp. a horse that

can carry a heavy rider), -carrying, -lifting,

-maker, -raising, -resisting, -thrower, f -wiser

{= indicator).
1862 G. A. Lawrence Barren Honour xix. II. 90 Red

Lancer is a very model of a fast "weight-carrier. 1893
F. F. Moore / Forbid Banns (1899) 31 It has the build of a
weight-carrier, that chair. 1883 Mrs. E. Kennard Right
Sort xix, Mounted on a huge "weighUcarrying hunter.

1897 Daily News 14 May 3/2 Our baggage animals—to the
limit of their weigh t-carrying capacity. 1896 Ibid. 6 Apr.

5/7 The London "Weight-lifting Club. 1902 Daily Chron.
28 Apr. 5/3 A series of weight-lifting competitions. 1647 in

W. M. Williams Ann. Founders' Co. (1867) 103 No "Wayght
Maker that doth cast Brass Wayghtes and.. put them to

sale. 1850 Desison Clock fy Watch-m. 245 The going part

is also reduced, .to a mere "weight-raising machine. 1708
Philips Cyder 1. 265 Hazel, and "weight-resisting Palm.
1895 Outing XXVI. 461/2 Any one of her five "weight
throwers could beat the best man at Cambridge. 1685 Phil.

Trans. XV. 1003 We find, by several sorts of Baroscopes
(or "weight-wisers) not only that [etc].

Weight (w£it, Sc wexO, sb.% Sc. and north.

Forms: 2 wehit, (wheit), 4 wyeygt, whight,

4-5 weght, S-9 weight, 6- wecht. (See also

Eng. Dial, Diet.) [Possibly a special application

of prec. 21, orig. denoting a utensil capable of

containing a certain weight of grain.] A farm

utensil resembling a sieve in form, with a bottom

of sheepskin or wood (imperforated), used for

winnowing corn, also as a measure.
For timbre wecht : see Timbre sb. 1 b.

1183 Boldon Bk. (Surtees) 23 Et j. wheit de scatmalt, et j.

wehit de farina, etj. wehit de avena. 1354 Finchale Ace.

(Surtees) p. xxxvi, iiij wyeygtes. 1360 Ibid. p. lii, ij weghtes.

1371 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 129, iij riddils
; j whight.

1483 Catk. Angl. 412/2 A Weght, capisterium. 1724 Ram-
say Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 181 My bairn has tocher of her

awin..A Wecht, a peet-creet and a cradle, c 1780 M.
Lonsdale in S. Gilpin Songs <$• Ballads Cumbld. (1866) 279
Theer was whangs an' shives, thick an' thin, I' weights an'

riddles putt'n. 1786 Burns Halloween xxi, Meg fain wad
to the Barn gaen. To winn three wechts 0' naethmg. 1844

H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 283 Wechts or maunds for

taking up corn are made either of wood or of skin, attached

to a rim of wood.. .Wechts should be made of [two] different

sizes. 1898 J. Colville Sc. Vernacular 12 When snow
covered the ground, the barn wecht or close sieve was the

favourite [bird] trap.

Hence We*chtful, the amount contained in a
* weight \ Also Wecht v. trans., to winnow (corn)

with a 'weight*.
1804 Tarras Poems 67 She wechts the corn anent the

blaw. 1808 Jamieson, Wechtful, as much as a wecht can
contain. 183a Carlyle Remin. (1881) I. 20 Potatoes were
little in use then ; a ' wechtful ' was stored up to be eaten

perhaps about Halloween. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
II. 273 Another woman, with a smaller wecht, takes up the

good grain., and divides the wechtful between the other two
women. Ibid. 283.

Weight (w^t), v. [f. Weight sbX\

+ 1. trans. To oppress (the mind); z\sopass., to

be oppressed in mind or spirit. Sc. Obs.

1647 R - Baillie. Lett. (1842) III. 3 However this silence

sometimes weighted my mind, yet I found it the best and
wisest course. 1654 Sir A. JoHNSTON(Ld. Wariston) Diary
10 Apr. (S.H.S.) II. 230 Shoe told me my daughter Elizabeth

had found under hir seaknesse a deserted condition and
now shoe was weyghted with it. 1728 P. Walker Life
Peden (1827) I. 80 When he awak'd, he seem'd more than
ordinary weighted, and groan'd heavily, saying, Sad Days
for Scotland.

2. To load with a weight ; to supply with an
additional weight ; to make weighty. Also with

down.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. G 3 b, If the Wholes be too soft,

that we think it will let the Forks settle when they come to

be weighted, we put a Sill under them. 1813 Vancouver
Agric. Devon 65 The large masses [of stone] used for

weighting the levers of the cider-presses. 1851-4T0MHNSON
Cycl. Arts <fr Manuf. II. 31/1 The boards.. are. .filled with

earth to weight them down. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Sept.

5/3 A bough is cut from a tree.. weighted with a few heavy
stones and then dragged over the soil.

fig. 1825 Coleridge Aids Reft. 78 We may see with com-

placency the Arrows of Satire feathered with Wit, weighted
with Sense, and discharged by a strong Arm, fly home to

their mark, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. ii. 46 Intrcate
nets of diplomatic intrigue,.. thoroughly weighted with
Mexican gold.

b. Jig. To oppress with weight, to weigh down
;

chiefly pass., to be heavily burdened (by or with
oppressive conditions or circumstances). Also
with down.
1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 445 Weighted as he was

with faults,., he fought his battle bravely. 1871 Geo. Eliot
Middlem. xlvi, It wants to have a House of Commons which
is not weighted with nominees of the landed class. 1880
Swinburne Study Shaks. 236 The memory of Mr. Tennyson
would be weighted and degraded by the ascription of whole
volumes of pilfered and diluted verse.

c. techn. To add weight to (an inferior com-
modity) by the admixture or use of an adulterant.

186a C. O'Neill Diet. Calico Printing $ Dyeing 19 A
sulphate of baryta. -is used for 'weighting;* that is, for

giving weight and apparent body and firmness to inferior

goods. x886 Daily Tel. 24 June (Cassell) Dark arts are in

certain quarters practised, .in disguising and weighting teas.

3895 Daily News 1 Oct. 6/3 The ingenuity of the foreign

dyer was such that he was able to ' weight ' or adulterate his

silk.

d. Statistics, To multiply the components of

(an average) by compensating factors,

1901 A. L. tio\\ ley Elem. Statist. 111 The very important
Statistical method known as 'weighting the average \ Ibid.,

Should we weight the numbers given by the total numbers
of inhabitants of the contributing counties, or by their dis-

tance from London, or by some quantity derived from these?

3. To assign to (a horse) the weight he must
carry in a handicap race. (Cf. Weight sb. 1 12 a.)

1846 Darvill Engl. Race Horse (ed. 3) II. 286 Such horse

is generally highly weighted, to bring him on a fair equality

with the others. 1856 * Stonehenge 'Brit. Sports 11. 1. L| 2

Horses are constantly entered and run solely with the view
of inducing the handicapper to ' weight ' them at a low scale.

1883 'Rapier' Types of Turf 73 A very bad colt.. was
weighted in a manner ludicrously disproportionate to his

capacity.

fig. 1865 Huxley Lay Serm. ii. (1870) 30 So lo g as this

potential motherhood is her lot, woman will be found to be
fearfully weighted in the race of life. 1875 Merivale Gen.
Hist. Rome v. 29 The plebeians, however unfairly weighted
in the race for riches, could not be always kept in poverty.

4. (In senses of Weigh vX) trans. To ascertain

the weight of (goods, etc.) by means of a weighing

machine ; to weigh, lit. and Jig. Also colloq., to

feel the weight or heaviness of (something held in

the hands).
1865- [see Weighting vbl. sb.}. 1898 L. Quiller-Couch

Span. Maid xiv. 202 Why, there hasn' a-bin a touch of cold

in the air..; an' heavy !—you can a-most weight it in yer

hands.

b. Of a jockey: To weight out, in, to undergo

weighing before or after a race. = Weigh v, 9.

1877 Rules ofRacing § 34 (Hi), It is optional for the jockey

to weight out or in with his bridle.

"Weight, obs. form of Wait sb., v.\ Wtight.

Weighted (w^-ted), ppl. a. [f. Weight v. +
-edI.]

1. f a. Of one's mind or spirit : Overburdened,

oppressed. Obs,
1660 [see Weightedness (below)], a 1732 T. Boston Crook

tn Lot (1805) 168 Their weighted and sorrowful life will be

succeeded with a fulness ofjoy.

b. Burdened with a heavy weight ; loaded. Of
the eyelids : Heavy with sleep.

1895 S. Crane .ff*v/.Sa/i^xiii, Hishead fell forward, .and his

weighted lids went softly down overhis eyes. 1905 'J. Oxen-
ham ' White Fire xiii, Their weighted progress was slow.

2. Furnished with a heavy substance to give

additional weight.

1827 Faraday Chem. Manif xv. (1842^ 360 When filled

and covered with a weighted board, they [sc. the bladders]

will supply a constant stream of gas. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts,

I
etc. 1286 The warp and web are kept longitudinally stretched

! by a weighted cord. 1872 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Rais-

ing etc. (ed. 2) 182 A stationary rod, on which is mounted a

j

weighted lever.

b. jig. Of words, etc. : Made weighty.

1879 iqth Cent. Oct. 596 Supposing Mr. M.'s argument to

I be. .that of a special pleader who uses weighted words even

j
in preparing to open his discussion. 1914 D. Macmillan

!
Life R. Flint xii. 344 Its objectivity is equally evident, if

one compares it, say, with the more subjectively weighted

I definings.
#

c. Weighted average\ an average in taking which,

each component is multiplied by a factor chosen

to give it its proper importance.

1901 A. L. Bowley Elem. Statist, in.

Hence Wei'glitedness, the condition of being

weighted.
1660 J. Durham Exp->s. Rev. v. i. 284 Secondly, There is

a disappointment, vers. 3. Thirdly, There is John's exceed-

ing great heavinesse and weightednesse therewith, vers. 4.

fWei'ffhtful, a. Obsr13
[f. Weight sb. l +

-FUL.] Weighty.
1530 Palscr. 329/1 WeyghtfuU, pondereux.

Weightily (w^-tili), adv. [f. Weighty + -lt2.]

In a weighty manner; with or as with weight.

Usually^.
1552 Huloet, Wey^ghtelye./^jvcK/a/tf. 157a Uossewell

Armorie \\. 25 b, It is very needefull . .diligently to see, and

weightely to consider the cote armors, whiche are put to

them to bee paynted. a 1637 B. Jonson Discov. Wks. 1640

II. 101 No man ever spake more neatly, more presly, more
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weightily. 1667 H. Moke Div. Dial. 11. xiv. (1668) 257
How few.. do seriously spend their studies in any thing

weightily Moral or Intellectual? 17*5 Broome Pope's Odyss.

Notes vii. 379 II. 170 He makes his agents speak weightily

and sententiously. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. II. 409 Abuses,

which, .told most weightily on the serious judgment of the

age. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. xix. 410 There was some
division of opinion upon the bench on the question thus

weigh tily opened.

Weightiness (w«?-tines). [f. Weighty a. +
-ness.J The quality or condition of being weighty :

a.y^.jthe fact of being of much weight, importance,

or consequence ;
grave or serious character.

1530 Palsgr. 287/2 Weightynesse, aggrauation. 1560

DAUStr. Sleidane's Comm. 152 b. The weightines of the cause

also requireth, that many of vs should come to the counsell.

1596 Lodge Atarg. Amer. 42 If thou faint through feeble-

nesseof bodie, I will default through waightinesse of discon-

tent. 1618 Barnwell"s Apol. C 3, I had. .complained .. of

the weightinesse of the Office imposed vpon me. a 1665

J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1S67) 371 The weightiness

or penetrating force of those arguments, a 1713 Ellwood
Autobiog. (17 14) 15 The Weightiness that was upon their

Spirits and Countenances. 1744 M. Bishop Life 14 Observ-

ing the Weightiness of the Concern, this was my Method of

proceeding. 1905 'J. Oxenham ' White Fire xvi. 161 'The
matter is worth consideration,' he said, with an assumption
of weightiness.

b. of material things.

1539 Elyot Cast. Helthe III. vii, There is felt in the en-

trayles..a weyghtynesse with tension or thrustyng out-

warde. 1591 Spenser Ruins of lime 571 The Cauc.with
her owne weightinesse Vpon them fell. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. n. xxxi[i]. § 18 The peculiar Weightiness, and yellow

Colour of Gold. 1831 L. Hunt Sir R. Esher^iZ^o) 33 It

was relieved from an appearance of too much weight by the

very weightiness of the hanging sleeves. 1839 Bailey
Festus 25 A deathless spirit's state, Freed from gross form
and bodily weightiness.

Weighting (wJi'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Weight v.

+ -ing*!]

1. The action of the verb.

1865 Janet Hamilton Poems etc (1870) 154 It's England
mak's an' sign's the peace. .; Whan Europe s balance gangs
agee, She trims the scales for wechtin", 1905 Westm. Gaz.
1 2 Jan. 3/1 A different system of weighting, . . &c, may cause
a difference of 1, 2 . . per cent, in the index numbers.

b. spec. The action or process of fraudulently

adding weight to textiles (see Weight v. 2 c).

1904 Tailor <y Cutter 4 Aug. 480/2 Woollen Draper's
Terms, Weighting : A process by which sulphate of zinc and
other metals is absorbed in wool, and so adding weight.

2. concr. Something used as a weight to press

down, steady, or balance.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1464/1 Weighting. Blocks put
on a flask to keep the cope down under the upward pressure

of the body of iron poured into the mold. 1907 Westm. Gaz.
16 Feb. 13'! Another evening frock.. has weightings of jet

and silver at the foot and about the de"colletage.

Weightless (wvftles), a. [f. Weight sbA +
-less.] Without weight, having comparatively

little weight,
a 1547 Surrey /Eneid 11. 1054 But she was gone, And

suttly fled into the weightlesse aire. 1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV,
iv. v. 33 Did hee suspire, that light and weightlesse dowlne
Perforce must moue. i6ai G. Sandys Ovids Met. x. (1626)

214 The Swans that drew Idalia's waightlesse charriot

through the aire. 1651 Henlowes Theophtta m. xxx, Those
lights. .Who would portray, as soon may find A way to paint
the viewless, poise the weightless wind, i860 W. W. Reads
Liberty Hall I. v. 77 The captain of the Liberty Hall boat
..had long since observed young Saxon, his form slim
therefore weightless. 1890 K. Pearson in Messenger Math.
XX. 28 Suppose the load at the free terminal not to be pro-
duced by a suspended load but by a weightless spring.

b. of immaterial things.

1608 J. Robinson in Bp. Hall Apol. Brownists (1610) 3
margin, [They] are oft times emboldened to roule v*pon them
as from aloft very weake and weightlesse discourses. 1662
Dryden To Ld. Chancellor 155 The glorious course you
have begun.. must both weightless and immortal prove.

1855 Singleton Virgil vn. 814 For neither weightless was
Amata's name. 1858 W. Arnot Lawsfr. Heaven for Life
on Earth 2nd Ser. ii. 22 A voluble tongue, .may.. not add
one grain to the stock of human wisdom by the imposing
bulk of its weightless product.

Hence Weightlessness.
1884 E. Fawcett Rutherford xvii. 195 The hand which

she gave him had wasted into almost utter weightlessness.

Weighty (w^-ti), a. Forms : | wehty, 6 Sc.

wegh-, vech-, vych-, wych-, waich- , waychtie,
6-7 Sc, wechtie, 7 Sc. weychtie, 6, 9 Sc.

wechty ; 6 weyghty(e, 6-7 weightie, 5-weighty

;

6 waygbty, wai(hHi, wayt(t)y, 6-7 waighty,
-ie. [f. Weight sb.l + -t 1.]

L 1, Of a considerable or appreciable weight

;

that weighs a good deal, heavy.
1500 Ortus Vocnb., Onerosus, heuy or wehty. 1535 Cover-

dale Prov. xxvii. 3 The stone is heuy and the sonde
weightie: but a fooles wrath is heuyer then they both.

1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 1. 24 b, The best seede
also is that which is waightiest. 1665 MAULEYGrott'us' Low
C. Wars 351 A very great Frost.. had covered with Ice,
both the Marshes and Rivers, that thev would bear the
greatest and most weighty Carriages. 1681 Chktham An>
gler'sVade-m.\.%i Let all the Hasle Rods be. .no weightier
than you can easily manage with one Hand. 1697 Dryden
sEueis xii. 1784 Now stern itneas waves his weighty Spear
Against his Foe. 1711 Pope Temple Fame 429 As weighty
bodies to the centre tend. 185a Malpas Builder's Pocket-
bk. 43 Many ceilings.. have heavy cornices, pendants, and
other weighty matters attached to them. 1879 J. C. Cox
Ch. of Derbysh. IV. 141 He. .lies buried under a weighty
uninscribed tomb.

fig. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 63 By that path,

their Crowne of glory had neither been so certaine, nor so

soone, nor so waighty.

b. Of persons or animals : Of more than the

usual size, large or bulky of body, corpulent. +Of
soldiers : Heavily armed or equipped.

1581 A. Hall Iliad II. Catal. Princes 39 And Iton breeder

good Of waightie felterd felled sheepe. 1590 R. Ferris

Dang. Adventure B 2, We recouered him and got him vp

againe (although he were a verie waightie man). 1670

Milton Hist. Brit. 11. 59 Ostorius.. could hardly stay thir

flight; till the waighty Legions coming on, at first poys'd

the Battel, at length turn'd the Scale, a 1701 Maunurell
Journ. Jerus. (1732) 124 Upon the bough there sits a good
weighty Fellow, to press it down to the bottom [of the

water]. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry storm*d 11827) 49 Auld
Saunders Clerk, a man o' echty, Though eild-encumber't

now and wechty.

c. Of great weight in proportion to its bulk, of

high specific gravity.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 403/1 Argentuni graue,..

weightie siluer, or siluer in bulleon, as they call it. a 1700

Evelyn Diary 22 June 1664, It look'd like a fungus, but

was weighty like metall. 1748 J. Hill Hist. Fossils 13

Friable, weighty, fine red Bole. 1796 Kikwan Elem. Mitt.

(ed. 2) I. 138 Baroselenite.. Rough and harsh, but appears

weighty. 1839 Ore Diet. Arts 816 The successive percus-

sions that it receives, determine the weightier matters, and
consequently those richest in metal, to accumulate towards
its upper end.

f d. Of coin : Of full weight, of the standard or

legal weight. Obs.

1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 294 He that brings a weighty French
crowne In specie to the Gold-smyths, they will give him six

shilling six pence for it. 1691 Locke Consid. Lozoer. In.

terest (1692) 156 He will ..contract to be paid in weighty
Money. 1730 Conduitt Observ. Coins (1774) 52 If foreigners,

who take our money in large parcels only by weight, are

suffered to pour in light money upon us, at the same rate

a* if it were weighty.

2. Bearing down heavily as if weighted or of

great weight ; falling with force or violence.

1583 tr. Maison Neuve's Gerileon 1. 61 b, If he had not by
his agiliitie and nimblenesse, eschewed the weightie blowes
of the Giaunte. 1605 R. I*'. Dedtkind's Sch. Slovenrie (1904)

101 Another must both brawling words and weightie blows
abide. 17*5 Pope Odyss. x. 198 Then leaning on the spear

with both my hands, fIJ Up-bore my load, and prest the

sinking sands With weighty step*. 1738 Wesley Ps. xxxii.

viii, Whoe'er like Horse and Mule withstand, . . I bruise be-

neath my weighty Hand.

II. 3. a. Of great gravity or significance; re-

quiring earnest thought, consideration, or applica-

tion ; highly important, serious, grave, momentous.
1489Earl of Northumberld. \v\Plumpion Corr. (Camden)

61 For right weighty consideration me moving concerning

the pleasure of the Kings bighnes. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen.
VII, c 28 Preamble, Great and weyghtye maters concern-
yng the comen weale of this lande. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIII 163 My lordes, we haue perceiued the kyng your
masters requests, which be greate and of a waightie Impor-
taunce. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. i. 62 This was your de-

fault, That being Captaine of the Watch to Night, Did
looke no better to that weightie Charge. 1606 Stock tr.

Whitaker's Ansiv, Campian 95 A waighty question. .con-

cerning lawfull ceremonies. 1646 Hamilton Papers (Cam-
den) 129 You may judge how gladly I would impart things
ofwaightier and more pleasing consequence. 1693 W. Freke
Sel. Ess. xxvi. 154 By Dissimulation and Trifles, sometimes
the Weightiest Matters haue been discoueied. 1718 Free-
thiuherNo. 65. 71 What weighty Negociations did He bring

to a Conclusion ! 1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 11. L 379 Or choose
at least some Minister of Grace, Fit to bestow the Laureate's

weighty place. 1769 Burke Observ. Late St. Nation Wks.
1842 I. 80 The questions of war and peace, the most weighty
of all questions. 1809 Coleridge Friend No. 7. 109 There
are three weighty motives for a distinct exposition of this

Theory. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. iv, And now 1 am
going seriously to tell you.. four secrets. Mind! Serious,

grave, weighty secrets.

b. Of a substantial or solid nature ; ranking

high in respect of importance or value.

In quot. 1744 employed sarcastically with allusion to sense 1.

1558 Bp. Watson Seven Sacram. xxx. 193 To exchaunge
the short and light affections of thys tyme, wyth the eternall

and weyghty ioyes in the Kyngdome of heauen. 1586 A.
Day Eng. Secretorie 1. (1595) 49 The authority of Example
is also very weighty. 1596 Nashe Saffron-Walden S 2,

Were they weightie Treatises? 1653 W. Ramesey Astrol.
Restored no You are to know that a more weighty planet,

or that which is superiour cannot apply unto the lighter or
inferiour, except when he is retrograde. 1744 Def. People
title.p., Full Confutation of the Pretended Facts, advane'd
in a late Huge, Angry Pamphlet. . . In a Letter to the Author
of that weighty Performance. 1816 Singer Playing Cards
165 Mr. Dibdin whose authority on the subject is the
weightiest that could be possiby adduced. 1874 Blackie
Self-Cult. 41 In these days, when the most weighty books
may be had cheaply, in the lightest form. 1877 Huxley
Techn. Educ. ScL & Cult. (1881) 84 Steps which will have a
weighty and a lasting influence on the growth and spread
of sound and thorough teaching.

4. a. Of an argument, utterance, etc. : Pro-
ducing a powerful effect ; adapted to influence or
convince ; forcible, telling, potent.
1560 Daus tr. Slcidane's Comm, 114 With moste weightie

wordes. 1573 G. Harvey Letter Bk. (Camden) 12 Your
wurshiphath harde what forcible and waiti reasons M. Nevil
hath usid against me. 1594 Shaks. Rich, III, 1. 1. 148 Lyes
well steel'd with weighty Arguments. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. 11. 133 A speech. .so gnomicall and waighty, that
S. Augustin highly commends it. 1717 Prior Alma in. 44
No fool Pythagoras was thought ; Whilst he his weighty
doctrines taughL 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. iv. 264
But on the other hand several weighty objections had to be
urged. 1856 KiNGSLEYi>/w. (1859) I.ix.331 Reflections very

wise and weighty indeed. :868 Freeman Norm. Conq. II.

ix. 334 Few and weighty were the words which the great
Earl spoke that day. 1890 Law Times Rep. LX1I1. 684/1,
I must adopt the evidence on the other side, which I think
is more weighty.

b. Of persons : Having great authority or

influence; important or impressive in respect of

position, views, or utterance.
i66z Howell New Engl. Gram. To Rdr. 4 Mr. Ben John.

son a Weighty man and one who was as patient as hee was
painfull in all his composures. 1666-7 Pepys Diary 17 Feb.,
A mighty quick, ready man, but not so weighty as he should
be. 1709 Swift T. Tub Author's Apol. r 6 Since the weightiest
men in the weightiest Stations are pleased to think it a more
dangerous point to laugh at those corruptions in religion.

1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 49 There is not any ne-
cessity that men should aim at being important and weighty
in every sentence they speak. 1853 Lytton My Novel xr.v,
The great commoner, the weighty speaker, the expert man
of business, i860 Emerson Cond. Life v, (1861) 112 The
argument is scouted, until by-and-bye it gets into the mind
of some weighty person ; then it begins to tell on the com-
munity. 1879 Huxley Sensation Sci. & Cult. (18S1) 246
We sometimes hear it [this maxim] enunciated by weighty
authorities, as if its natural consequence, .had the force of
a moral obligation.

5. Hard to bear or endure without failing or
giving way ; oppressive, burdensome, grievous.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus v. iv. Z ij b, I am tourmented

withinforthe. .with so weighty a charge of conscience. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 653 Like a wise prince, he alleged his
insufficiencie for so great a rome and weyghty a burden.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage I. xvi. 73 He was beholden to the
Romanes, that eased him of so weighty a burthen, and
lessened his cares of gouernement. 1712 Steele Sped.
No. 308 r 1 The weighty Cares which you have thought fit

to undergo for the publick Good. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxii,

1 have lived ill, and the world has been too weighty with
me. 1849 Lever Con Cregan xviii, There are hundreds,
here, whose weightiest evil would be that they awoke an
hour earlier than their wont.

fh. Rigorous, severe. Obs. rare.
1607 Shaks. Timon 111. v. 102 We banish thee for euer..,

If after two days shine, Athens containe thee, Attend our
waightier Judgement.

t 6. Serious, grave
; expressing seriousness or

gravity, earnest, solemn. Obs.

1599 Marston Antonio's Rev. Prol., If any spirit breathes
within this round, Vncapable of waightie passion. 1613
Shaks. Hen. VIII, Prol. 1. 2, I come no more to make you
laugh, Things now, That beare a Weighty, and a serious
Brow,.. We now present. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sir
Greg. Nonsense Wks, (1630) "• 3/1 With that the smug-fae'd
Plutoshook his vestment, Deepe ruminating what the weighty
lest ment. 1677 Penn Trav. Holland etc. (1694) 212 The
Countess, .lookt upon me with a weighty countenance, and
fetcht a deep sigh, crying out, O the cumber and entangle-
ments of this vain World !

7. = Heavy a. 20.
1828 W. Irving Life St Lett. (1864) II. 337 My chief fear of

the work is that.. it may prove.. in some parts heavy. I

shall workit up, however, as much as possible, and endeavor
to lighten it where it is weighty.

"Weih, var. \Yy. Obs., man. Weiht, obs. f.

Weight, Wight. Weik(e, Weiket, Weikit,
obs. ft". Weak a., Wick, Wicked, Wickkt. Weil,
var. or obs. f. Well *, Well adv., Wheel, While.

f "Weila, int. Obs. rare. [OK. weg Id : see
Wellaway, and cf. WlLLA int.] Alas

!

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxix. 4 (Thorpe) Kalle. .be me word cwae-
don, We^la, wejla [Vulg. qui dicunt mil;:', Euge, euge].
C il» Halt Meid. (1022) 23 Weila bat reowSe. Ibid. 39
Weila [v.r. wala], lutel barf ]>e carien for bin anes liueneS.

Weilaway, -awei,-awey, var. IT. Wellaway.
Weilcum, obs. Sc. f. Welcome v. "Weild(e, obs.

ft. Wield. Weile, obs. f. Well. "Weil(e;fair,
obs. Sc. ft". Welfare. "Weill, obs. f. Veal sb.\
Weel, Well. Weillaway^e, var. Wellaway.
Weille, Weill-fair, obs. Sc. ft". Well a. and
adv., Welfare.
Weily, var. of (or error for) Welly adv.
1731-8 Swift Pol, Conrers. 11. (1738J 170 Well ; I'm welly

[b]rosten, as they sayn in Lancashire.

t Weimer. Obs. rare~\ [Cf. WFris. (17th c.)

wemersang * song of woe '.] Lamentation.
C1130 Hall Meid. (1922) 29 (Titus MS.) peos ne schulen

neauer song singen in heuene, ah schulen wei meres leod ai
mare in belle.

Weind, obs. form of Wi\d, Wynd ; Sc. var.

Wend v!1 (to ween).

t Weine, v. Obs. [a. ON. veina = OE. wdnian
Wone v.] intr. To lament, wail.
c 1205 Lay. 25827 pa iherde he wepen, wunder ane swi3en,

wepen and weinen. •.' 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxtonj 1. xv.

(1859J I3» 1 ne can nought done, but cryen, and weyne That
charyte nought reckyth of my peyne.

Weine pain, var. Waynfain Obs. Weing,
obs. Sc. f. Wing. "Weinscot, obs. f. Wainscot.

Weipe, obs. Sc. f. Wipe v.

Weir (wiaj), sb. Forms: a. 1-2 wer, 3-8

were, 5 werre, 5-7 weere, 5-8 weer ; 5, 7 ware,

6-8 weare, 7-9 wear; 6-7 weire, weyre, 7-

weir; 6-S wier. 8. 6-7 wyre, (7 wyer), 7-8

wire. [OE. wer m„ m OS. iverr, MLG. iver,

weer, weir, were (LG. xver, were), MHG. wer,

were (G. wehr, f wahr ; dial, wier) neut., f. the

stem of OE. werian to dam up : see Wekb sb.

Olcel. vpr, var-, landing-place, is possibly related.
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Normally the standard modern form would have been wear
(we"*J) ; this is represented by the dialectal wair, ware. The
late variant wire is difficult to account for.]

1. A barrier or dam to restrain water, esp. one

placed across a river or canal in order to raise or

divert the water for driving a mill wheel ; also,

the body of water retained by this means, a mill-

dam ; now gen., a dam, of which there are various

forms, constructed on the reaches of a canal or

navigable river, to retain the water and regulate its

flow.

a. C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxviii. 279 Se se 5e

Sone wer bricS, & &et waiter utforlaet, se bio fruma Bass

;r,eflites. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 30 With all dwellynges be

which been vppon the were of be inilles. 148a Caxton
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 543 The mayer of London. .and the

comynalte dyde do brake vpal the weerys that were bytwene
Medewey and Kyngeston. 1491 Cal. Anc. Kec. Dublin

(1889)373 To arrest ther mill horses, ..and to kepe them.

.

tyll they, .make the saide weire. a 1550 Leland Itin.

(1769) IV. 92 A Damme or Were to serve the Kinges Milles

a little lower then the Dammes. 1583 in W, H. Turner
Sel. Rec, Ox/ord (1880) 434 A locke or weare by Rewlie lock,

to bende the water in sommer and to drawe uppe in wynter.

1653 Walton Angler Hi. 89 (The trout] wil about (especially

befure) the time of his Spawning, get almost miraculously

through Weires and Floud-Gates against the stream. 1695

Act 6^7 Will. Ill, c. 16 (title) An Act to prevent Exac-

tions of the Occupiers of Locks and Wears upon the River

of Thames Westward. 1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 170

A Weer or Stop upon the River, made to raise the Water
for the Barges which go up and down the River. 1792

A. Young Trav. France 21 The navigation of the river in

the town being absolutely impeded by the wear which is

made across it in favour of the corn mills. 1813 Vancouver
Agric. Devon 314 There are no other reservoirs than those

which are formed by the dams or weirs by which the streams

are raised for the purpose. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn
xiii, I'm the best swimmer in Devon. That was proved by
my living in that weir in flood time. 1866 M. Arnold
Thyrsis u, The Vale, the three lone wears, the youthful

Thames. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 3 About 380 million gal-

lons flow over the weir every four-and-twenty hours.

0. a 1721 Lisle Husb. (1757) 203 A good kiln ought to

have such a draught as to roar like wires on a river. 1758

Descr. Thames 160 Farmer's Wires or Weirs. - Day's Wires,

[etc.]. 1776 G. Sempi.e Building in Water 33 There was..

a Wire or a Stone Dike almost quite a-cross the River. 1875

H. R. Robertson Life Upper Thames 40 A boat descend-

ing the stream meets with no impediment till it reaches the

dam or 'weir' (pronounced ' wire
1 by the riverside people),

as it is technically called.

b. Her. A charge representing a weir.

1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Weare, Weir^ or

Dam, in Fesse. It is made with stakes and osier twigs,

wattled or interwoven as a fence against water.

2. A fence or enclosure of stakes made in a river,

harbour, etc., for taking or preserving fish. (Cf.

fish-weir Fish sb. 7.)

In OE. also used to render L. captura in the sense of a
' catch ' of fish.

a. 839 in Birch Cartut. Sax. I. 598 Twy^en weoras in

fluvio qui dicitur Slur. 901 Ibid. II. 247 An wer on Ycenan.

996 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. VI. 136 Des healfan weres set

Brae^entforda. 1052-67 Ibid. IV. 211 Al5are binge <5e Sarto

mid richte jebirS. .on waterin and on weren. ^1122 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 963, pa twa da;l of Witlesmere mid
watres & mid waeres & feonnes. a 1200 in Birch Cartul.

Sax. I. 171 In captura. .piscium qiwe terra; illi adjacet, ubi

sunt scilicet duo quod nostratim dicitur Weres. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus I1L 35 As why this fish, and nought that,

cometh to were, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhodc in. XXV.J1869)

150 It is maad as a were for fysh ; Entree ther is, but
issue nouht. 1459 Rolls of Parlt. V. 365/2 And a were
called Petersam were.. to be had for ev«rmore to the seid

Priour and Monkes. 1523 Act 14 <$• 15 Hen. VIII, c. 13

Diuers weres & ingins for fisshynge, made & leuied in the

same hauen. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Wilchcr. xn, xvii. 216

[He] robbed a millers weire and stole all his eeles. 1591
Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 315 The delicate.. Golden-eye,
Kept in a Weyre, the widest space doth spy. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 808 A very goodly Weare for the

catching of Salmons. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 465 Their only
Food is a small sort of Fish, which they get by making
Wares of stone, across little Coves, or branches of the Sea.

1724 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. III. 233 An act for demolishing..
Fishing Dams, Wears & Kedles set across the River Schuyl-
kill. 1791 W. H. Marshall W. Eng. (1796) II. 240 The
[Salmon] Weir., consists of a strong dam or breastwork, ten

or twelve feet high, thrown across the river. 1859 R. F.

Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 81 note,

The Wigo, or weir, is like that of Western India. 1894 Out'
ing Feb. 401/1 Close to the weir—a kind of circular fish-trap

made by driving stakes into the bottom close together.

fig. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke v. 4-7 Satan
hath fishers of his owne too: who dooc.towle theim into

the were and nette of damnacion.
(3. 1624 Capt. I. Smith Virginia \. 7 The people were

fled, but their wires afforded vs fish. 1638 Suckling Ag.
laurav. i.35 Like wanton Salmons comming in with flouds,

that leap o're wyres and nets, and make their way. 1697

Dampier Voy. I. 106 They carry them alive to Jamaica,

where the Turtles have wires made with Stakes in the Sea

to preserve them alive.

b. A weel for catching fish, f Also Her., a

representation of this, borne as a charge.

1611 Cotgr., Boissel tTgzier. A weele, or weere of Ozier

twigs. 1688 Holme Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 80/1 He
beareth Azure, a Weele with its hoope vpward, Or. This

is also termed a Fishard, or a Ware. 1834 Whittier Mogg
Megone 841 The clear stream where The idle fisher sets his

weir. 1845 Peter Parley's Ann. VI. 51 A weir is a basket

loose and open at one end, and smaller at the other, into

which the fish were driven.

3. A pond or pool. Obs. exc. dial.

For the forms wayrc, wair see Wayour.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cvi. 35 He set in weres ofe watres
[L. in stagna aquarum] wildernes. ^1450 Mirk's Festial

143 And soo was hit hyd ber yn [to] be tyme bat byschopys
of be tempull let make a were [v.r. wayre] yn be same
plas, forto wasch schepe yn. 1657 J. Watts Scribe, etc.

Di/per Sprinkled 31 To make choise of a common Pond
or Weyr to dip your two new converted holy Sisters in.

1691 Ray .S\ <5- E. Country Words, Were, or Wair, a pond
or pool of water. 1877 Holdemess Gloss., Weir, a pond.

4. local, a. A fence or embankment to prevent

the encroachment of a river or sea-sand, or to turn

the course of a stream.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 22 The burdensome detrimentes
of our hauen, which euery twelue-month deuoures a Iusiice

of peace liuing, in weares and banckes to beate off the sand.
1680 N. Riding Rec. V'II. 30 Roger Beckwith. .and other
of the adjoyning neighbours have taken care to make a
weare to keep the said river in its antient channel. 1824
Carr Craven Gloss., Weer, an embankment against its [jr.

a river's*] encroachment. 1846 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 3),

Were,, .an embankment to prevent the encroachment, or
turn the course of a stream. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss.,

II 'ear, weir, a structure ofstone mixed with rice (brushwood)
for protecting a bank from the wash of a stream.

b. (See quot.)

1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Wear, Weer, the landing place
and fishing ground at a salmon-net fishery.

5. Sc. A hedge. (Cf. Wear v. 23.)
1789 D. Davidson Seasons 51 Now weir an' fence o' wattl'd

rice, The hained fields inclose, a 1894 J. Shaw in R. Wal-
lace Country Schm. (1899} 355 Weir,, .a hedge.

6. attrib. and Comb., as weir-bank, -bridge, -dam,

-frame, -head, -keck (Heck sbA 2), -hole, -pile,

-pool, -stream \ weir-keeper, -owner ; weir-boat,

a boat kept at a weir for the use of the weir-keeper
;

f weir-dike, a bank that serves as a dam ; weir-
hatch [Hatch sb. 1 6], the flood-gate or sluice of

a weir ; weir-hedge, a bank made on each side of

a river to narrow and deepen its water ; f weir-
hook (see quot.) ; weir house, a trap for salmon
at a salmon weir

; + weir-net, a net for taking fish

at or from a weir ; weir-shot net, a fishing net

that is shot or cast in a circular form, used in

salmon fisheries on the Tweed (see quot. 1855).
1583 Inquis. Sewers Line. (185 1) 16 That all *weare banks

& all other Bankes heretofore in Commission. . & all close

ditches & draines. .shall be ditched sufficiently before Mi-
chaelmasse. 1436 Catal. Anc. Deeds IV. 273 (A. 8182)
[Two boats called the] feriboot [and] a *wereboot. 1851

Kingsley Yeast iii, He found on the "weir-bridge two
of the keepers. 1793 R. Mvi.se Rep. Thames 22 Without
a Lock in the said Cut, or a "Weir-dam in the bed of the

River. 1518 Sel. Pleas Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 130
A lytull grownde inclosyd in the fenne by Reasun of mak-
yn^ of a *Weyr dyke. 190a Cornish Naturalist Thames
6 The holes and angles of the ^weir-frame. 1898 Hardy
Wessex Poems 204 As when a ^weir-hatch is drawn, Her
tears.. With a rushing of sobs in a shower were strawn.

1817 Scott Waverley ix, A large brook.. leapt in tumult
over a strong dam, or ^wear-head, c 1467-9 Durham Ace.

AW/.r(Surtees) 641 Pro extraccione et imposicione lezstapyls

pro le *Warehek molendini. 1819 Rees' Cycl. VI. Aa4,
s. v. Canal, Jetties, or *Weir-hedges have formerly been
made, for diminishing the width of the river below the

several shoals. 1841 HartshorneS*^/. Antiq. 610* Ware-
hole, Weirhole, a hole into which the back water of a mill

stream falls. 1688 Holme Armoury^ m. xvi. (Roxb.) 86/2

A *Weare, or fish cage hooke. It is a large and strong

lion hooke with a sockett at the end, to be fixed on a long

pole, or staffe, to take fish out of weares or cages. 1791

W. H. Marshall W. Eng. (1796) II. 256 The [Salmon] Weir
..consists of a strong dam... At one end of the dam, is a
**weir house' or trap. 1791 R. Mvi.nb^W/?^. Thames
Navig. 15 By disuniting the Care of the Pound Locks from

the Miller and the *Wear-Keeper. 1881 Taunt's Thames
Map 66/1 The weir-keeper is another old hand on the river.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 256/2 Excipulus,. .a *weare

net. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 18 In September

they take in Weeles and Weere-nets an incredible number
of most sweete and sauery eeles. 1656 W. Du Gard tr. Co-

menius' Gate Lat. Unlocked § 358, p. 101 Part hee shutteth

up in repositories, from whence when there is need hee

taketh them out with a warenet. 1610 R. Vaughan Water.
Workes H ib, *Weare-owners. 1864 Meredith Sandra
Belloni xx, She saw the white *weir-piles shining. 1889
1

J. Bickerdyke' A ll-round Angler 111. 90 A man taking a

chance day on the Thames has small chance of success

unless he sticks to the *weirpools. 1855 Archxol. sEli-

ana IV. 302 The *wear-shot net is rowed bymeans of a

boat into the river in a circular form, and is immediately

drawn to the shore. 1857 Local Act 20 <§• 21 Vict. c. cxlviii.

§ 62 Every Person who shall shoot or. work any Wear Shot

Net in the River within the Distance of Thirty Yards of any
other Wear Shot Net. 1900 Daily News 1 Jan. 8/7 The
well-known * weir stream which skirts the grounds of Eton
College.

Weir (w!»i)j v. [f. Weir sb.] trans. To provide

with a weir. Chiefly in pa. pple.

x6io R. Vaughan Water- Workes G 2 b, The Riuer of Wie
..was.. so Weared & fortified, as if the Salmons therein.,

had been forbidden their vsuall walkes. 1794- [see Weir-
ing vU. sb.]. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss, (ed. 2), Weer, to

make a protection of a bank. 1904 Times 13 Feb. 13/6 The
main channel was locked and weired for navigation.

Weir, Sc. var. Verb sb. Obs., Warj^.1, Were
sb. and v., Wire sb.

Weirai, var. Warray v. Obs.

Weird (wl»jd), sb. Forms : 1 wyrd, 3-5 wird,

(4 -wired, 5 wirid), wirde, 4-5 wyrde ; 4
wyerde, wierde, 4-6 werd (5 werid), werde,

4- weird (5 Sc. veird), 7-8 (9 Se.) wierd; Sc. 6

waird, 6-7 weard, 8 weerd. [OE. wyrd fern.,

= OS. wurd (pi. wurdi), OHG. wttrt, ON. urd-r,

from the weak grade of the stem werp-, warp-,
wurp- to become : see Worth v.

The word is common in OE., but wanting in ME. until

c 1300, and then occurs chiefly in northern texts, though
employed also by Chaucer, Gower, and Langland. The
normal later and modern form would have been wird, and
the substitution of werd, werd (which is natural in south-
eastern ME.) is difficult to account for in the northern
dialects. In senses now current the word is either Scottish
or archaic (chiefly under the influence of Scottish writers).]

1. The principle, power, or agency by which
events are predetermined ; fate, destiny.
Beowulf 455 Ga=5 a wyrd swa hio seel. Ibid. 477 Hie

wyrd forsweop on Grendles gryre. ^888 ^Elfred Boeth.
xxxix. § 5 Ac ba:t J>ast we wyrd hata3, bxt bi5 Godes weorc
bset he aelce dae^ wyrc3. a 1000 Seafarer 115 Wyrd bib
swi5re, meotud meahtigra, honne senses monnes sehy^d.
13. . E. E. A/lit. P. A. 249 What wyrde has hyder my iuel

vayned. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2134 Worbe hit wele, ober
wo, as be wyrde lykez hit hafe. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 443
J'at sygnyfys be same man bat sett is, be wird, So many
prouynce to pas. c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 244 As werd
will wyrk, thi fortoun mon thou tak. c 1585 Montgomery
Sonn. xxxiii. 1 Vhom suld I warie bot my wicked weard,
Vha span my thriftles thratiard fatall threed ? 1603 Philotus
c, Quhat wickit weird hes wrocht our wo? [1895 W. Morris
Beoivulf 16 Weird wends as she willeth. Ibid. 17 Weird
swept them away.]

b. Magical power, enchantment.
1813 HoooQueeu's Wake 79 He heard the word of awsome

weird, And he saw their deedis of synn.

2. //. The Fates, the three goddesses supposed

to determine the course of human life.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) P. 15 Parcae, wyrde. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W., Hypermnestra 19 The werdys that we
clepyn destene Hath shapyn hire that she mot nedis be
Pyetous sad. c 1450 Crt. ofLove 1 173, I mene, the three of

fatall destine, That be our werdes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 420/2
Wyrdis, parce. 1513 Douglas AEneis 1. i. 30 Gif werdis

war nocht contrair [« qua fata sinant]. 1547 Surrey
AEneis iv. 581 (Roxb.) F lij, The werdes withstande [fata
obstant]. 11585 Montgomf-RIE Flyting 326 'Woe worth',

quoth the Weirds, 'the wights that thee wroght !
* 163a

Lithgow Trav. 1. 5 And whilst from PhlegVan fields, the

weirds me call, I in Elisean plaines, am fore'd to fall. 172a

Ramsay Three Bonnets 11. 13 Ye're grown sae braw: now
weirds defend me ! 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 29 'Career

ye on,' Have to their spindles cried.. the Weirds [Parcae],

b. One pretending or supposed to have the power
to foresee and to control future events ; a witch or

wizard, a soothsayer.

1625 Hevlin Microcosmos (ed. 2) 509 These two.. were
mette by three Fairies, or Witches (Weirds the Scots call

them). 1654 Vilvain Enchir. Epigr. 11. lxxx, The 2 Scots

courtiers, who met three Wierds or Witches which foretold

their fortune. 1682 C. Irvine Hist. Scot. Nomencl. 12 A rioli.

Weards,Sooth-sayers,orSecond-sighted-men. 1834 A. Smart
Rambling Rhymes 164 Puir auld wives.. Were seized in

Superstition's clutches, An" brunt to death for wierds an'

witches. 1899 J. Spence Shetland Folk-lore 143 With this

green nettle And cross of metal I witches and wierds defy.

3. That which is destined or fated to happen to

a particular person, etc.; what one will do or

suffer ; one's appointed lot or fortune, destiny.

Often in to dree one's -weird: see Dree v. 2c.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 433 Sortem, wyrd, coudi-

ciontm. c888 jElfred Boeth. xl. § 1 Ic wilie secsan baet

aslc wyrd bio good, sam hio monnum good bine, sain hio

him yfel bince. a 1300 Cursor M. 3453 Strang weird was
giuen to bam o were pat bai moght noght bair strif for-bei e.

Ibid. 9968 Had neuer womman sa blisful wird.. As maria

maiden. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2418 Dalyda dalt hym hys

wvrde. c 1400 Ant. Arthur xvi. (Irel. MS.) ' Ways me for

thy wirde !
' cothe Waynor. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

4680 pai giett, bai sorowed bair sary werde. c 1470 Hf.nry

Wallace iv. 761 My waryed werd in warld I mon fullfill.

1535 Sif.wart Cron. Scot. I. 109 Euerie ladie passit hame
..Weipand full soir and wareand hir werd. 1563 Sack-

ville Induct. Mbr. Mag. lxiii, It made myne iyes in very

tearcs consume: When I beheld the wofull werd befall,

That by the wrathful wyi of Gods was come, a 1600 Mont-
gomery Misc. Poems xlvi. 31 They haif wroght my weird

Vnhappiest on eird. 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. in.

viii, It's a wise wife that kens her weird, a 1774 Ferglsson

On Seeing Butterfly Poems (1845) 18 Those Whose weird

is still to creep, alas ! Unnoticed, 'mang the humble grass.

1795 Burns ' O tell na me ' iii, Let simple maid the lesson

read, The weird may be her ain. 18x8 Scorr Hrt. Midi.

xii, My weird maun be fulfilled, Mr. Butler. 189a J. A.

Henderson Ann. Lower Deeside 79 The weird of this kirk

is that it will fall in time of worship. 1909 Belloc Marie
Antoinette 255 It was one more of those hammer-blows of

Fate exactly coincident with the sequence of the Queen's

weird.

b. //. (often in reference to a single person).

a 1300 Cursor M. 15279 pe gait it es al graid, He mai sai

wirdes warid pat forwit him es laid. 1320-30 Horn Ch.t,^

Wiif thai toke, and duelled thare; In Inglond com thai no

mare, Her werdes for to bide, c 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixxiv.

5 Sum says it was my werdis; sum says the sterne of my
birth gert me syn. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. met. i. (1S86) 1

The sorful wierdes of me olde man [maesti meafata stmt},

1390 Gower Conf. II. 94 Whan thei at mi nativite My
weerdes setten as thei wolde. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 241

As hus werdes [v.r. wirdus] were ordeined. 1423 Jas. 1

Kind's Q. ix, So vncouthly hir werdes sche deuideth. c 1470

Harding Chron. lxxxv. iv, Fortune, false executryse of

weerdes [= Chaucer Troylus in. 617], That euermore .To

all debates thou strongly so enherdes. 157 1 Sir J. Mait-

land in Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 102 Then warreittwar

thy weirdis and wanhap. 1579 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) HI.

140/1 That they can tell bair weardis deathis & fortunes.

c. spec. An evil fate inflicted by supernatural

power, esp. by way of retribution.

[a 1300 Cursor M. 8981 Bot hard it es, be wird sin bat
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yarked was til adam kin !] 1874 ' Ouida ' Two little Wooden
Shoes 132 Swallows do not tell their secrets. They have
the weird of Procne on them all. 1877 Trench Led. Med.
Ch. Hist. 178 liut a weird was upon hmi and upon his race.

1885 Jean Ingelow Sleep of Sigismund 7 The weird is on
him to grope in the dark with endless Weariful feet for a goal
that shifteth still.

4. a. A happening, event, occurrence.
Prov. After word conies weird, the mention of a thing is

followed by its occurrence or appearance.
(1900 Cyntivulf's Christ 81 Ne we bsere wyrde wenan

burfon toweard in tide, 971 Blickl. Horn. 221 pa jelamp
wundot lie wyrd baet se leg ongan slean & brecan ongean
tone wind. 1390 Gower Couf, I. 340 It were a wonder
wierde To sen a king become an hierde. c 1450 St, Cuth'
bert 5450 It befell bis wondir werde. 1721 J. Kelly Sc.
Prov. 2 After Word comes Weird; fair fall them that call

me Madam. 1883 Hall Came Shadow Crime xxxvi, Wee!,
weel ; after word comes weird. That's why the constables
are gone, and that's why Robbie's come.

b. That which is destined or fated to happen
;

predetermined events collectively.

c 1470 Golagros fy Gaw. 1082 Thair wil nane wyis, that ar
wis, wary the werd. 1513 Douglas rEueis m. vii. 48 Bot
we from werd to werd and chance mon wend. 1876 W.
Mouris Sigurd 1. 3 A tale that the elders have told, A story
of weird and of woe.

5. fa. A decree (of a god). Obs.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 270 pewerdes Of my gracious goddis,

be grettest on erde. 1513 Douglas JEneis xu. xii. 202 And
thou, Tellus, mast nobill God of erd, Hald fast the speris
hed by 3our werd.

+ b. An omen or token significant of the nature
of a future event ; a prognostic. Obs.
1513 Douglas /Eneis xu. xiii. 150 Jove.. bad hir hald

doun baldly to the erd, For to resist J uturnais ire and werd
[L. omen]. /533 IJellenden Livy (S.T. S.) II. 233 pe senat
. .said bai accepph be weird bat followit one \>\x wourdis.

o. A prediction of the fate which is to happen to

a person, etc. ; a prophecy.
1785 Poems Buchan Dial. 18 Altho' his mither, in her

weirds, Foretald his death at Troy. i8oz C. Gray Poems
(1811) 73 Then, as to his fortin tellin',..he ne'er liket to be
sellin' His weird for wind.

d. A supernatural or marvellous occurrence or

tale.

1814 W. Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1897) 40 [She] Could tell

her tale or lilt her sang,..Wi' weirds and witcheries aft

atween, And unco sights that some had seen, a 1859 A.
Tait in Jas. Watson Living Bards of Border 151 What
legends and weirds these fair scenes still awaken.

6. Comb,, as weird-fixed, -set adjs. ; weird-licht
Sc. the light of destiny; f weird-man, a seer;

weird-woman, a witch.
1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm\i (1827) 181 Now was

come the *weird-fix't hour Ordam'd to break the Papish
power. 1844 W. Thom Rhymes <y Recoil. 54 There's a bricht
e'e looks love to me, Like the "weird licht o'er me shining.
1806 Jamieson Pop. Ballaiis I. 238 'Dire is the doom ', the
*wierd-man said ;

' Nae mair, O lady, speir I
* 1819 W. Ten-

nant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 46 The ''weird-set day begins
to daw. 1845 J. E. Carpenter Poems $ Lyrics 34 The
*weird-woman had stot'n away.

Weird (wi*jd), a. Also 5 wyrde, 5-6 Sc.

werd(e, 6 veird, 7 weyard (weyward), weer'd,
8 weird, 9 weard. [Originally an attrib. use of
prec. in weird sisters (see sense 1), the later cur-

rency and adjectival use being derived from the

occurrence of this in the story of Macbeth.
The evolution of the forms found in Shakspere's Macbeth

was app. from *tveyrd to weyard (retained in Acts in and iv

in the First Folio) and weyward (used in Acts 1 and 11) ; the
latter was no doubt due to association with wayward,
a word used many times by Shakspere. (The later folios

retain the weyward spelling, and alter the other to this

or to wizard.) In several passages the prosody clearly
requires the word to be pronounced as two syllables ; hence
Theobald's use of the diaeresis in his emendation wei'rd (see
quot. 1733 below), giving rise to the scansion of quot. 1755
in sense 1, and quot. 1820 in sense 4.]

1. Having the power to control the fate or destiny

of men, etc. ; later, claiming the supernatural power
of dealing with fate or destiny.
Originally in the weird Sisters ~ t (i) the Fates ; (b) the

witches in Macbeth.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War u. 2818 Vberis said sche was, I

trow, A werde-sister, I wait neuir how. c 14x0 Wyntoun
Cron. vi. xviii. 1862 pa women ban thoucht he Thre werd
system mast lyk to be. ^1475 Cath. Angl. 420/2 (Addit.
MS.) Wyrde systres, parce. 1513 Douglas /Eneis v. xiii.

74 Admit myne asking, gif so the fatis gidis,..Or }it werd
sisteris list gif thaim that cuntre. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi.

(1872) 64 The tail of the three veird systirs. 1577 Holinshed
Hist. Scot. 243/2 marg., The prophesie of three women sup-
posing to be the weird sisters or feiries. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
1. iii. 32 The weyward Sisters, hand in hand, ..Thus doe
goe, about, about. Ibid.ui. 1.2 Thou hast it now, King, Caw-
dor, Glamis, all, As the weyard Women promis'd. Ibid. 111. iv.

133, I will to morrow.. to_ the weyard Sisters, a 1693 Urqu-
hart's Rabelais 111. xxviii. 237 The weer'd Sister Parques.
1733 Theobald Shahs. Macb. 1. iii. note, In every passage.

.

my Emendation must be embraced, and we must read weird
[ed. 1740 Wierd, or Weird}. 1753 J. G. Cooper Tomb
Shiths. 99 Where three swart sisters of the weird band Were
mutt'ring curses to the troublous wind. 1763 Birth of St.
George 47 in Percy Reliq. III. 218 To the weird lady of the
woods He purpos'd to repaire. 1807-8 W. Irving Salma-
gnndi(\%24) i2Q He had rather see one of the weird sisters
flourish through his key-hole on a broom-stick. 1820 Shel-
lev Let. Maria Gisborne 106 And here, like some weird
Archimage sit I, Plotting dark spells, a 1854 H. Reed Led.
Brtt. Poets v. (1857) 189 The weird women with beards meet
to seal the deep damnation of their victim.

2. Partaking of or suggestive of the supernatural

;
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of a mysterious or unearthly character ; unaccount-

ably or uncomfortably strange; uncanny.
1817 Shelley Rev. Islam ix. viii, Some said, I was a fiend

from my weird cave, Who had stolen human shape. 1820—
Witch Atlas 670 It is A tale more fit for the weird winter
nights Than for these garish summer days. 1835 Lytton
Rienzi 1. xii, This solitude has something in it weir«d and
awful. 1847 Tennyson Princess 1. 14 Myself too had weird
seizures, Heaven knows what. 1865 Dickens Mat. F'r. 1.

i, IJoth men then looked with a weird unholy interest at the
wake of Gaffer's boat. 1878 Lucv Diary Two Pari. (1885)
I. 393, I hear a weird story in connection with the private
history of the family.

t

absol. 1888 D*i?yNews 30 Aug. 4/7 Miss Seward, accord.
ing to Sir Walter Scott, was a mistress of the weird in oral
narrative. 1899 Sir G. Douglas James Hogg \. 101 Un-
like the German's, Hogg's ' weird ' is seldom, or never
morbid, fevered, hectic.

b. of sounds or voices.

1815 Shelley A last'or 30 In lone* and silent hours, When
night makes a weird sound of its own stillness, i860 Tyn-
dai.l Glac. 1. ii. n The weird rattle of the de'bris which fell

at intervals. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. i, The person of
the house gave a weird little laugh here. 1876 Smiles Sc.

Natitr. vi. 100 He was awakened by a weird and unearthly
moaning
3. Ofstrange or unusual appearance, odd-looking.
1815 Shelley Alastor 448 Mutable As shapes in the weird

clouds. 1861 H. Macmillan P'ootn. Page Nat. 23 The soft

yielding carpets of greenest verdure and weirdest patterns,
woven by these tiny plants on the floor of shadowy old
forests. 1865 Kingsley Herew. Prel., He begins to people
the weird places of the earth with weird beings. 1907 Bi\
A, Robertson in Trans. Devon Assoc. 53 Bampfylde Moore
Carew, King of the Gipsies, [nut] the only weird, extrava-
gant figure that has moved across Devon's stage.

4. Out of the ordinary course, strange, unusual

;

hence, odd, fantastic. (Freq. in recent use.)
1820 Keats Lamia 1. 107, I.. bade her steep Her hair in

weird syrops, that would keep Her loveliness invisible. 1849
Lytton A'. Arthur 11. xxxvi, The prophet up the plain,

Gathering weird simples, pass'd. 1853 Dickens Holly-Tree
i, He was a man with a weird belief in him that no one
could count the stones of Stonehenge twice, and make the
same number of them. 1912 Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. 833 The
' Guacciadim ' of p. 140 is a weird misprint for Guicciardini.

5. Comb., as weird-looking adj.

1862 [Eliz. Johnston] Gifts fy Graces xix. 184 All the trees
grim and shadowy, every familiar object weird-looking. 1867
Q. Rev. Oct. 437 The Prophet first pointed out a weird-
looking creature, a turnkey. 1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas
1. Prol., A cruel, weird-looking scene, fantastic, unreal, and
bizarre as one of Dore's marvellous conceptions.

Weird (wl»id), v. Sc. and f north. Also 4
weirrd, werd, wired, wiird, 6 waird, 8 weerd,
9 wierd; 7 pa. pple. weard. [f. Weird sb.]

1. trans. To preordain by the decree of fate ; esp.

in pass, to be destined or divinely appointed to,

into, or unto (with inf. or sb.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 23368 Ne hert mai think baa ioies sere,

pat iesus crist has dight til his, bat weirrded er vnto be bliss.

Ibid. 25225 AH be men bat werded e« for to be broght into
pi blis. 1678 Ray Prov. (ed. a) 360 (Sc. Prov.) A man may
wooe where he will, but he will wed where he is weard [ed.

1, where his hap is]. 1742 R. Forbes Ajax Sp. (1755) 14
These darts that weerded were To tak the town o' Troy.
1885 J. Lumsden Rural Rhymes 236 Gin the gude Mr.
Hootsman is weirdit to be married a third time neist week.

2. To assign to (a person) as his fate ; to appor-
tion as one's destiny or lot.

c 1550 Clariodus (Maitl. Club) 1. 1030 The Waird Sisteris
..wairdit me, gif ane knave chyld war I, That efter I was
sevin jeiris old To be transformit in ane lyoun bold, a 1800
Kempiou iii. in Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 93, I weird ye
to a fiery beast, And relieved sail ye never be, Till [etc.].

1806 Jamieson Pop. Batlads I. 238 Say . . what the doom sae
dire, that thou Doest wierd to mine or me? a 1869 C.
Stence Fr. Braes ofCarse (1898) 182 A lesson teaching poor
and rich That nane should weird ill to a witch.

3. To warn or advise by the knowledge of coming
fate.

1806 Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 237, I wierd ye, gangna
there 1 Ibid. II. 174, I weird thee, to lat me be were best.

Hence Weirded ppL a. ; Werrding vbl. sb. in

Comb, weirdingpeas, peas employed in divination.
1804 Tkv.kas> Poems 68 Jock Din is to the yard right sly, To

saw his wierdin piz. 1820 Scott Monast. xvii, Say, what
hath forged thy wierded (fooln. fated] link of destiny with
the House of Avenel ?

Wei-rddom. [f. Weird sb. + -dom.] The super-

natural world.
1863 B. Brierley Chron. Wavertcnv Introd. p. xv, Stories

of eld and weirddom are vanishing too.

Weirdish (wi^-idij), a. [f. Weird a. + -ish.]

Somewhat weird.
1863 Disraeli in Monypenny & Buckle Life (iqm

1

* III.

472 A great number of owls have been disturbecf. .Their
hooting at night is . . louder than the south-west wind, which,
indeed, is only the accompaniment to their weirdish arias.

1914 E. F. Benson Dodo the Second iii. 63, I was always
weird ish, and I am too old to change now.

Weirdless (wl^adles), a. Sc. [f. Weird sb.

+ -less.] Destined to ill fortune, ill-fated, un-
lucky ; hence unbusinesslike, incapable, worthless.

< 1800 Mary Hamilton iii. in Child Ballads III. 391/3
And wae be to that weirdless wicht. 1821 Joseph the Book-
Man 99 Ye weirdless, naughty, spendthrift man. 1825
Jamieson, Weirdless 2. Destitute of any capacity to manage
worldly affairs, S. 186^ Latto Tarn. Bodkin x. 93 What
could she think.. but that I behooved to be some wild,

weirdless, ne'er-do-weel?

Hence Wei'rdlessness.
1825 Jamieson, Weirdlessness, wasteful mismanagement

Weird-like (wfrutllaik), a. [f. Weird sb. +
-I.IKE.] Suggestive of the supernatural, ominous,
eery, uncanny. Of a person : Uncanny-looking.
1854 Grace Greenwood Haps $ Mishaps 113 The almost

deathly quiet, the oppressive loneliness, the strange deep,
unearthly gloom of this mouldering city of the dead are
tilings to be felt in all their melancholy and weird-like
power. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax vi, Still I hear the
awe-struck, questioning, weird-like tone. 187s G. Tacqle
Hope iii. 35 Along that dismal silent road A weirdlike man
was seen to plod. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 45 So
weird-like was the feeh'ng of the place.

Weirdly (wl*\idli), a. Sc. [f. Weird sb. + -ly 1.]

1. Favoured by fate, happy, prosperous.
1807 Hogg Mtn. Bard Poet. Wks. 1838 II. 2ri Harden

was a weirdly man. 1819 — Jacobite Relics II. 189 In tig-

hten and weirdly nook Lie some stout Clan-Gillian banes.

2. Pertaining to, or suggestive of, witchcraft or the

supernatural.

1831 Hogg Magic Mirror in Blackw. Mag. XXX. 650
A hill for weirdly deeds renowned. 1858 Massos Milton I.

53S In such studies and weirdlv phantasies let the night
pass. x88o J. E. Watt Poet. Sk. 19 (E. D. D.) Though a
warlock had waggit his weirdly wand To bring dcon the
lift on my head.

Hence Weirdliness.
1859 Massos Brit. Novelists 243 Passages., to which, for

visual weirdliness, there is nothing comparable in the pages
o f his rival.

Wei'rdly, adv. [f. Weird a. + -ly 2
.] In a

weird or fantastic manner.
1859 Tennyson Elaine 840 Elaine.. past beneath the

weirdly-sculptured gates. 1861 J. Thomson Ladies ofDeath
xx, That lace Of subtle loveliness though weirdly pale. 1888
Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne iv. 71 A low, moaning wind.,
waved the bare tree boughs weirdly to and fro.

Weirdness. [f. Weird a. + -ness.] The
fact or quality of being weird.
1869 E. \V. Benson in A. C. Benson Life (1899) * 28 9

Then fell the weirdness that still conies betimes When, after

earnest talk, I fall to talk For talking's sake. 1893 Harper s

Mag. Dec. 44/2 The greatness, vastness, and, if the word be
permissible, weirdness of an empire that is the ruler of
countless millions.

Wei"rdsome, a. [f. Weikd sb. + -some.] Un-
canny, mysterious.
1885 J. F. Mollov Royally Restored I. 304 These dark

and weirdsome gulplis. 1910 Spectator 9 July 51/2 She.,
sent the animal on its weirdsome errand into the darkness
of the night.

Wei -rclward, a. [f. Weird sb. + -waiu>.] bor-

dering upon or approaching the supernatural.
1866 J. B. Rose tr. did's Met. xm. 697 Unnumbered

sisterhood Of wierdward birth.

Wei'rdy, a. Sc. [f. Weird sb. + -v.] Fateful.

1804 R. Coui'ER Poetry II. 21 Life's ember suffers unco
throwes—What will ye, weirdy time, disclose !

Weire, Sc. var. W'ar sb. 1 Weirelyk, obs. Sc.

var. Warlike a.

Weiring (wla*rirj), vbl. sb. [f. Weir v.~\ The
constructing of a weir or of weirs ; also, concr.

materials used for making a weir or of which a

weir is composed.
1794 W. H. Marshall W. Eng. (1796) II. 289 Hitherto,

piles and planks had been used, to confine the rapid Tavey
within its channel ; much valuable timber having been used
. .in 'weiring'. 1882 Act 45 fy 46 Viet. c. 38 § 25 'the mak-
ing. .of any works for any of the following purposes.. ; (iv)

Embanking or weiring from a river or lake. 1901 Spectator

27 July 119/r In the canalised stream, .there were numbers
[of crayfish], which made homes in.. sides of locks, and in

the wood of the weiring.

Weirlic, -lyk(e, obs. Sc. ff. Warlikk. Weir-
lie, -ly, var. ff. Warlt Obs. Weirwal, var.

Wekewall St* Obs. Weische, obs. Sc. f. Wash.
Weise, var. Wase ; Sc. var. Wise v.

Weisht, Sc. var. Whisht sb. and int.

Weism (wf,iz'm). [f. We pron. + -ism, after

egoism.'] The too frequent use of 'we' (see We
pron. 2 b) by a speaker or writer. Cf. Wegotism.
1800 Anti-Jacobin Rev. V. 58 What intolerable weism !

more revolting than the worst species of egotism ! 1833
Eraser's Mag. Apr. 505 His 'egotism', so offensive to the
«Y*ism of the press.

Weismannian, a. and sb. [f. as next + -IAN.]

a. adj. Of or pertaining to Wcismann or his bio-

logical theory, b. sb. One who accepts the theory
of Weismannism.
1903 Amer. Naturalist May 349 The line of argument

will probably not be convincing to even the milder Weis-
mannians. 1903 Science 5 June 906/1 The method.. in

which. .there is no reduction division in the Weismannian
sense. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 1/3 Objections to the

Weismannian theories.

Weismannism (vsrsmaniz'm). [f. the name
Weismann (see below) + -ism.] The theory of

evolution and heredity propounded by the Germrn

biologist, August Weismann, esp. in regard to the

continuity of the germ-plasm and the non-trans-

mission of acquired characteristics.

1894 H. Spencer in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 592 (title) Weis-

mannism once more.
, .

Weissite (vsi'sait). Mitt. [Named (G.iveisstt)

after C. S. Weiss, German crystallographer : see

-ite.] An altered form of iolite.

1836 T. Thomson Out!. Min. 2S2 Weissite occurs thinly

scattered in a chlorite slate in kidney shaped pieces about

the size of a hazel nut. 1849 J. Nicol Min. 263 Weissite,
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WEJACK.
externally like fahlunite, but said to be monoclinohedric.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 301 Weissite, iberite, huronite, are

supposed to be altered iolite.

Weist, obs. f. West; var. Wisht a. dial.

Weit, obs. Sc. f. Wet ; obs. f. White, Wit v. ;

var. Wits si. Weith, obs. f. Wight. Weive,
obs. f. Waived.1

, Weave; var. Waive k.2 Weize,
var. Wase ; Sc. var. Wise v.

Wejack, earlier form of Woodchuck.
1796 S. Hearne Joum. N. Ocean 377 The Wejack and

Skunk are never found in the Northern Indian country.

1829 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amcr. I. 52.

"Wek, obs. form of Weak a.

Weka (we'ka, w^'ka, wrka). Also waika.

[Maori, so named from its cry.] The native name

for the flightless rails Ocydromus australis and

0. brachypterus of New Zealand. Also called

weka rail.

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. New Zealand II. iv. 95 Two
youn» weka, or wood-hens, about as large as sparrows.

1852 Zoologist X. 3400 The eggs of. the Weka {Ocydromus),

obtained in the Middle Island, New Zealand. 1873 lids

Ser. 111.(1874) IV. 97 Wood or Maori Hen. Weka. 1906

Westni. Gaz. 20 Jan. 9/2 The weka rails are also flightless.

1914 Chamb. Jtnl. Nov. 751/1 '1 he weka.. is very common
throughout the New Zealand bush.

t Weke, si. Obs. rare. [ad. ON. vein, veku,

obi. case of vokva moisture.] Moisture ; liquid.

01300 Cursor M. 4698 Tilmen..Als baiwar won bair sede

had saun, Bot alkin weke it was wit-draun. Ibid. 11215

He bat be walud wand moght ger In a night leif and fruit

ber, Witvten weke or erth a-bute. Ibid. 24453 Bot als ferr-

sum i moght reke, To kis bat tre was blodi weke.

"Weke, obs. f. Weak, Week rf., Wick rf. 1 ; var.

Wbbki'«/. Weket,-ett, obs. ff. Wicket. Wekid,
-it, Wekir, obs. ff. Wicked, Wicker. Wekke,
var. Vecke Obs., Wick a. "Wekked, "Wekker,
"Wekyt, obs. ff. Wicked, Wicker, Wicket.

Wei : see Wal, Weel 1, Well.
"W'el, obs. contraction of we will.

1677 C. D'Avenant Circe IV. ii. 35 Let him dye, to his

groans w'el dance and w'el sing. _^
Wel-adaie,-aday,etc. : seeWELLADAY. Wel-
ans (-anys), -ly, Sc. var. ff. Villains a., -ly.

Obs. "Welany, obs. Sc. f. Villainy. "Welawei,

-way, etc., Welawo: sccWellaway, Wellawo.
Welawylle, -Wynne : see Wella adv.

Welbede, -bode, obs. forms of Woobut.

"Wei bego;n, bigoo : see Well begone.

"Welch, obs. form of Welsh.

Welcome (we-lkam), si. 1 , int., and a. Forms :

a. 1 wilcuma (wilcymo), 2-3 wilcume, (3 wil-

kume), 6 Sc. wylcum, wylcome ; I wylcume,
wylcyme, 3 wulcume, 3-5 woleome. 0. 2-3, 5

welcume, 3-4 wel come, 3-6 wel-oome, wel-

oum, 4 welkum, 4-7 welcom (5 Sc. veloom), 7

well come (7 Sc. weillcome), 7-8 well-come,

3- welcome. [Originally OE. wilcuma (f. wil;

will- will, desire, pleasure + cuma comer, guest) •>

OHG. willicomo, MHG. and MLG. willekome,

-hime (whence OF. wilecome), with subsequent

alteration of the first element to wel- Well adv.,

and identification of the second with the imperative

or infinitive of the verb come, under the influence

of OF. bien venu, bien veigniez, L. bent venisti,

iene vcnias, etc., and possibly of the Scand. forms

given below.
Parallel developments appear in the cognate languages,

either with retention of the original form of the first element,

and reduction or extension of the second, as in older^G.

•with-, wi£lknm{rn), -kornnt, G. willkomrn, LG. ivillkAm,

MDu. Ilil'ffWilli. MLG. willekomen (LG. willkamen',

MHG. willechomen, -komen (G. willkonimen), or with sub-

stitution of wel. for iviU, as in MDu. wellecome (Du. -wel-

koni), -comen; also MLG. wolkomen, WFris. -wolkom. It

is not clear whether the ON. vclkominn (Norw. velkomen ;

MSw. vel-, vdlkomin, Sw. vi'il-, Da. velkommeu) is an in-

dependent formation or the result of LG. and Romanic
influence.

The occasional ME. forms in wel- may represent either

the southern wul. from wyl-, wil; or the wol which appears

as a variant of wel Well adv.]

fA .1. One whose coming is pleasing or desirable

;

an acceptable person or thing. Obs. (OE. only.)

Beowulf 1894 He-.cwseb bjet wilcuman Wedera leodum

scaban scirhame to scipe foron. cooo Bxda's Hist. iv. ix.

(1890) 290 Me is, cw£eo heo, bin cyme on miclum oonce ; &
bu eart leof wilcuma [L. et dene venisti]. a looo Kiddles

ix. 1 1 (Gr.) Ic . . hailebum bodije wilcuinena fela wobe minre.

B. In predicative use, passing into adj.

2. Of a person : Acceptable as a visitor, com-

panion, etc. ; also in phrase to make (a person)

welcome.
a. Beowidf -.88 ^esaja him eac wordum, bast hie sint

wilcuman Deni^a leodum. a 1000 Czdnioris Satan 6iy

(Gr.) je sind wilcuman 1 ga3 in wuldres leoht to heofona

rice, c 1105 Lay. 8528 Wulcume aert bu Iulius. Ibid. 15995

Marling bu a;rt wilcume. a 1225 Ancr. R. 394 Biturn be

and cum axean, wilkume schaltu beon me. c 1300 Beket

(Percy Soc.) 1265 For ther nere hi no^t woleome : for the

schame bifore, And the desclandre of Seint Thomas, c 1440

Fromp. /'am. 532/1 Woleome, exceptus. c 1560 A. Scott

Poems (S.T.S.) xxvii. 38 Quhen schow growis meik and

tame, Schosalbe wylcome hame.
rs. a 1100 Vices <r Virtues 99 }if ftar cumb ani boht ooer

ani word a godes half hie bieo hire swiSe welcume. a 1250

274

Owl I; Night. 1600 Vor ban ic am hire wel welcume. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10456 pe king. .vel adoun aknc.To be

erchebissopes fet. .& sede leue fader wel come mote bou be.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3148 3e ben welcom to me bi Crist bat

me made. C1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 103 Algates wel

come be ye, by my fey. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9392 He. .was

welcom I-wis to the weghes all. 1480 Caxton Chrou. Eng.
ccxiii. 276 And no creature warned that feste, but alle were

welcome, a 1533 Berners Huon lxviii. 235 They that gyue

are euer welcome. 155X Crowley Fleas. <V Fain 597 In

dede, very many do him entertayne Lyke as there weie

none more welcome then he. 1607 Shaks. Timoit 1. il. 23

Timo. O Apermantus, you are welcome. Aper. No : You
shall not make me welcome : I come to haue thee thrust me
out of doores. 1667 M. Poole Dialogue 150 And the oftner

they come to him, the welcomer they are. 2687 A. Lovkll
tr. Thevenot's Trav. II. 83 Since for a little money all are

welcom, one may eat as many as be pleases. 1749 Fielding

Tom Jones v. i, Harlequin., was always welcome on the

Stage. 1849 James Woodman iv, Lord Charlley and his

friends were right welcome. 1892 1'hotogr. Ann. II. 635
Visitors from abroad. .are always welcome.

b. In attributive use.

'579 Tomson Call-in's Serm. Tim. 901/1 When we shall

see them. .bee in credit and be the welcomes! men in the

world which fight against God and his trueth. 1718 Prior

Solomon I. 312 They. .with full .Mirth receive the welcome
Guest. i82g Southey Sir T. More (1831)!. 240 The kindest

host, the welcomest guest. 1902 Wcstin. Gaz. 27 Jan. 8/2

A heartily-welcome member of the family.

3. Of a thing : Acceptable, agreeable, pleasing,

•f-
To be evil welcome : to be badly received.

a 1300 Cursor HI. 34819 His presand welcum was and he,

Als bringand wont was to be. C1375 Ibid. 10276 (Fairf.)

Thyne ofiferyng heber is welcome. 1570 Foxe A. <y M.
(1583) x6ao/x As for death, if it come welcome bee it. 1579
Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 69/2 Dogs that barke against

the seruants of God, seeking nothing so much as to. .cause '

their doctrine to be euill welcome. 1654 Cockaine Dianea
I

I. ii. 47 Knowing a full Relation will come the welcommest
tome. 1657 in VerueyMem. (1894) III. 304 A few instruc-

j

tions would have beene welcome. 1758 Johnson Idler No.
!

1 r 11 Praise is not so welcome to the Idler asquiet. 1821

Scott Kenilw. vii, I think fetters of gold are like no other

fetters—they are ever the weightier the welcomer. 1838

LyttoH Alice I. ix, This letter was by no means welcome.

1851 Carlyi.e Sterling I. i, Human Portraits, faithfully

drawn, are of all pictures the welcomest 0:1 human walls.

Phrases. 1598 Fergusson Sc.t'rov. (S.T.S.) 52 Of untym-

ous persons. He is as welcome as water in a rivin ship. He
is as welcome assnaw in harvest. 1659 Howell Lex., Prov.,

Engl. Prov. I. 11/1 As welcome aswater into ones shoes. As
welcome as Flowers in May. 1671 T. Hunt Abeced. 28

Scholast. 90 As welcome as Snow in the Harvest.

b. In attributive use.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Itusb. IV. 189 b, Till the swallow

with her appearing, promise a welcommer season. 1596

Shaks. i Hen. IV, I.L 66 And he hath brought vs smooth

and welcome newes. ?i62» Fletcher Loves Cure v. iii,

Why this, .will be A welcomer present to our Master Philip

Than the return from his Indies. 1660 Bovle New Exp.
1'hys. Mech. xxxvii. 309 The People, upon a very well-come

Occasion testified their Joy by numerous Bon-fires. 1697

Drvden Aineis I. 244 The Trojans, worn with Toils, and

spent with Woes, Leap on the welcome Land. 1760 Fawkes
tr. Anacreon Introd. p. vi, A Person of Anacreon's Cha-

racter must., meet with a welcome Reception wherever Wit
and Pleasure were esteemed. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Pesid.

in Georgia (1863) 49 Pork and bacon would prove a most

welcome addition to their farinaceous diet. xgi6 Contemp.

Rev. Dec 686 There are many other welcome signs of the

drawing together of the Churches.

4. Freely permitted or allowed, cordially invited,

(Jo do or to have something).

13.. Sruyn Sages (W.) 3822 He bad them say, That thai

war welkum alway To soiorn in that same cete. c 1400

Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) 11. 1924 To get bat goide..

Thai said he suld be richt welcume. C1475 Rau/Coiljear

71 Forsuith thow suld be wel.cum to pas hame with me.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (iii,o) 40 They were very

welcome, if they thought fit, to go. 1729 P. Walkden
Diary (1866) 40, I told him he was welcome to have the

lend of it tilt Martinmas. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxv,

You're very welcome to pass another night here. x86t

Palmerston in Autob. Ld. C. Fag-el (1896) Pref. p. vii,

I must have 20 or 24 Iron-cased ships—you are quite wel-

come to have 40 or 48. 1882 ' Edna Lvall ' Donovan xviii,

He's welcome to call me what he pleases.

b. And welcome, added to a statement to imply :

,A.nd he is (you are, etc.) freely permitted or

cordially invited to do so, to have it, or the like.

1491 Act -j Hen. VII, c. 22 Preamble, He may suerly comme
hedir and welcome. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. 4- Epigr.

(1867) 104 So lo : now eate and welcome neighbour (quoth

he). 1609 Shaks. Per. II. iv. 22, I. Lord. Lord Hellicane,

a word. Hell. With me? and welcome, happy day my
Lords. 1755 Man No. 39. 5 And if this be done, let them
judge and welcome. 3764 Museum Rust. III. 136 On the

continent let them use the scythe and welcome, because

there their weather is not so unsettled as ours. 1836 Mrs.
C. P. Traill Backw. Canada 75 Here are some cakes;.,

take 'em, and welcome. 1869 Lowell Study Wind. (1871J 2

Burgoyne may surrender and welcome.

o. Freely offered or open to all. nonce-use.

177a Pennant Tour Scot. (1774) 364 My hall was filled

with my friends and kindred :. .and hecatombs of beeves

and deer covered my rude but welcome tables.

C. 5. Used in the vocative as a form of address

to a visitor or guest ; hence as int., serving as an

expression of good will or pleasure at the coming

of a person. (Sometimes addressed to a thing

personified or quasi-personified.)

a. c 890 W^rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 276 He ongan .

.

bus cweban : ' wilcuman la, mine hlafordas, wilcuman la,

mine hlafordas !' C950 LindisJ. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 23 Euge,

wilcymo. c 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 191/13 Euax, wil-

cume. ciaos Lay. 22485 Wulcume sire Arour, wilcume

WELCOME.
lauerd [c 1275 woleome). 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxv. 51

Now tak me be the hand, Wylcum ! my golk of maireland.

1568 Henryson's Orpheus .y Eurydice 155 (Bannatyne MS.)
Fair Weill my place. .And wylcum woddis wyld.

p. c x 150 De Vita et Miraculis S. Godrici Ileremitx de

Finchale (Surtees) 306 Dixit enim haec verba Anglica..
' Welcume, Simund ; welcume, Simund '. a 1240 Sawles
Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 259 A sei'5 warschipe, welcume,

Hues luue. a 1300 Cursor M. 8168 Alsuith sum he hat king

had knaun, He said, 'sir welcum to bin aun '. 1362 Langl.

P. PI. A. XII. 62 Al hayl, quod on bo, and I answered, wel-

come and with whom be 3c a 1450 Mirk's Ecsiial 222

Welcom, my swete son and cosyn. c 1520 Skelton Magnyf.

920 What 1 whom haue we here, Jenkyn Joly? Nowe wel-

com, by the God holy ! 1552 Huloet, Welcome euen with

all my herte, optato aduenisti. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ii. i.

92 Faire Princesse, welcom to the Court of Nauar. 1656

Cowley Misc. 31 Welcome learn'd Cicero, whose blest

Tongue and Wit Preserves Romes greatness yet. 170a

Rows Tamerl. 1. i, Wellcome ! thou worthy partner of my
laurels. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xii, Welcome, welcome,

Moses ! well, my boy, what haue you brought us from the

fair? 1S42 MacaulaY Lays, Hot alius li, Now welcome,

welcome, Sextus 1 Now welcome to thy home 1 1865 Swin-

burne Chostelard 11. i. 76 Look, Here come my riddle,

readers. Welcome all. 1879 Tennyson Falcon (1884) 105

Welcome to this poor cottage, my dear lady.

b. To bid, wish (a person) welcome {home) : to

tell (him) that he is gladly received {home or as a

guest, etc.).

ciyjs Cursor IU. 15060 (Fairf.) pe resceyues bine awen

folk & biddis welcome hame [Gott. and biddes be welcum

hame). 1598 Shaks. Merry W. I. i. 201 Wife, bid these

gentlemen welcome : come, we haue a hot Venison pasty to

dinner. 1720 N. Blundell Diary (1S95) 162 My \\ ife sent

Ned Howerd to Wooton to wish my Lady well-come-home.

c. The word ' welcome ' displayed in letters.

1872 March. Dufferin Canad. Jrnl. (1891) 42 The rooms

were ornamented with ' welcomes ' and wreaths of maple.

6. f Welcome to our house, a name for the Cypress

Spurge, Euphorbia Cyparissias. Also Wekome-
home-husband.
1597 Gerarde Herbal II. exxxii. 407 The fifth [is called in

English] Cypresse Spurge, or among women, Welcome to

our house. 1665 Lovell Herball (ed. 2) 465 Welcome to

our house, see Cypres spurge. 1828 Cakr Craven Gloss.,

IVelcome-home-husbaud, Cypress Spurge.

Welcome (we-lkam), si? [f. prec. or next.

Cf. Du. welkom, G. willkomm, MHG. wil/ekum.]

1. An assurance to a visitor or stranger that he or

she is welcome ; a pleasant or hearty greeting or

I

reception given to a person on arrival at a house

1 or other place.

To outstay, or overstay, one's welcome : see the vbs.

152s Berners Froiss. (1812) II. 433 She had neuer before

ben at Parys, therfore the burgesses of Parys gaue her her

welcome [Fr. Si luy deuoient les bourgeois de Paris sa bien

venue]. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. in And to thee, and thy

j
Company, I bid A hearty welcome. 1611 — Wint. T. iv.

iv. 560 Me thinkes I see Leontes opening his free Amies, and

! weeping His welcomes forth. 1049 J. Taylor iWater P.)

Wand. Wonders 0/ West 15 A house, .where I tooke a wel-

come, a supper and a bed, till the next morning. 1703 Earl

Orrery As youfind it 11. i. 20 I'll promise you nothing but

an English-Dinner, and an English-Welcome. 1757 Dyer
Fleece I. 123 The little smiling cottage, where at eve He
meets his rosy children at the door, Prattling their wel-

comes. 1814 Bvkon Lara I. vii, Warm was his welcome

to the haunts of men. 1846 Mns. A. Marsh Father Dorcy

II. xiv. 242 That he was the friend Lelovedby Everard,

was sufficient to insure him a welcome from Evelyn. 1847

Mary How\rr Ballads 144 Then the abbot he prayed them

all be still, And let their welcomes wait. 1874 Green Short

Hist. iii. § 6. 145 The welcome of the townsmen made up..

for the ill-will.. of both clergy and monks.

b. transf. (esp. with adjs.) A greeting or recep-

tion of an unpleasant or unsatisfactory nature.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV(iss°) 39 b. But wnen they
aproched the toune, the artillarie begannc to shote...Th:s

welcome semed very straung to kyng Edward, ponderynge

together yestardayes promise, and thisdayesdoynge. c 1600

T. Pont Topogr. Ace. Cunningham (Maid. Club) 10 Bot

Vallace with a veill armed companey gifs them a very hote

uelcome. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.Hib. I. xii. 7 3 The Invaders

finding so ill a welcome, returned. 1725 P. Wai.kden Diary

US66) n We., then went on to Mr. Jolly's, where we met

but with a cold welcome.

t c. A special award in a lottery, made to the

persons first drawing lots or blanks on the opening

day or on each of the subsequent days. Obs.

1567 (Aug.) Proclam. Gen. Lottery (Arch. Bodl F. c 11,

fol. 10S), The first person to whome any Lot shall happen,

shal haue for his welcome . . the value of fittie poundes ster-

ling. Ibid., The Second.. shall haue.. for his welcome..

thinie pounds. 1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia IV. 118 Vi el-

comes. To him that first shall be drawne out with a blanke,

looCrownes. Ibid. 119 The prizes, welcomes, and rewards,

shall be payed in ready Mony, Plate, or other goods.

2. Welcome home, entertainment provided to

celebrate the return home of a person ; also, ex-

pressions of greeting made at a person's home-

coming. Also transf.

1530 Tindale Answ. More iv. ii. Wks. (1572) 323/1 As

when we call one that is new come home to breakfast and set

a Capon before him and say, this is your welcome home. 1578

H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 296 She had good prouisicn

of embracings. & wanton toyes, to feast him at his welcome

home. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. vm. vii. 776 Sylla

of Carthage, upon my returne to Rome, after I had bene

long absent, invited me to a supper for my welcome home.

X637 Rutherford Let. to J. Kennedy Lett. (1664) 186 Our

little inch of time-suffering is not worthy of our first night s

welcome-home to heaven. 1680 Lady Russell Let. 6 Mar.

(1807) 3, 1 am very earnest to hear,, .how my brother is after

his journey, and melancholy welcome home. 1885 ' Mrs.



WELCOME.
Alexander' Valerie's Fate \\, 'I hope Madeleine has not

forgotten my fire,' murmured Miss Riddell, as she walked .

.

down the Champs Elyse*es. 'Such evenings as these one
wants a welcome home.'

b. Sc. (See quots.)

1808 Jamieson, Welcome-haim, the repast presented to a
bride, when she enters the house of a bridegroom. 1818

Edin. Mag. Nov. 415/1 On Monday evening, just about

gloamin, the husbands and wives of the village assemble at

the house of the newly-married couple, to celebrate the wel-

come name, by a good drink and funny crack.

3. Hearty or hospitable reception of a stranger or

guest.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err, in. i. 26 Small cheere and great

welcome, makes a merrie feast. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. Ind. i.

103 Go sirra, take them to the Lutterie, And giue them
friendly welcome euerie one. 1641 Nicholas Papers (Cam-
den) I. 39 It will much depend uppon what assurance of

welcome we shall have from home in more then beare words.

1845 Lincard Anglo-Saxon Ch. I. iii. 137 Edilwalch, king
of Sussex, received him ^Wilfrid] with welcome. 1859
Tennyson Enid 387 A youth, that following with a costrel

bore The means of goodly welcome, flesh and wine. 1879—
Falcon (1834) 105 And welcome turns a cottage to a palace.

4. A welcoming salute. Also attrib.

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hal:]. Soc.) I. 63 TheDuch envited

the King of Firando abord their ship, and gave hym 3 pec.

ordinance for a wellcom. 1808 Scorr Mann. 1. ix, The
gunner held his linstock yare, For welcome-shot prepar'd.

Ibid. 1. x, The cannon from the ramparts glanced, And
thundering welcome gave.

1 5. Powder 0/we/come, a medicament for the eyes.

The origin is obscure : welcomes merely a rendering of the

name Uied in the orig. L. of the quot. 1541, viz. /ulvis ben-

venuti. Cf. Treasure of Poore Men (1540J 8 'Of pouder
called Bonauenture'.

1541 R. Copland Guidon's Form. Y 1 b, Fyfthly is put the

powdre of welcome, of myne owne makynge for all spottes

of the eyes.

Welcome (we'lkam), v.1 Forms: a. 1 (je)-

wilcumian, wylcumian, 3 wil-, wulcumen,
wolcume, 4 wolcome. £. 1 wellcurman, 2 wel-
camien, 3 -cumen, 4-5 wel2u.n1, -kura (5 whell-
cwm, Sc. velcum); 3-5 welcome (6-7 /. /.

-commed). [Originally OE. wilcumian, f. wil-

cuma Welcome m\ with later alteration of the

first element in the same way as in the noun.]

1. trans. To greet (a person) with * welcome !

'

;

to receive (a visitor) gladly and hospitably ; to

accord a friendly reception to ; to make welcome.
a. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 47 $i( *c pan an do3 baet

*e eowre jebroSra wylcumiab. c 1000 .tElfric Saints' Lives
iii. 507 And basllius sende so:ia him to-^eanes and hine

wylcumode. CI105 Lay. 17008 pe king..ut him gon ride

..to wulcumen M*erlin. a 1150 Owl .y Night. 440 pe Hlie

mid hire faire wlite wolcomeb [Jesus MS. welcumeb] me.
ciyytsBekct (Percy Soc.) 6ao That folc to him drou} And
wolcome him and makede feste. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4290
And worbili hire he wolcomed wen he hire mette.

8. c xoooin Engl. StudienVlll. 478 Diet folc.. wellcuminb
Fenix. c 1160 Ags. Gosp. (Hatton) Matt. v. 47 Jyf *e ba:t

an doS bset ^e eowre jebrotSre we'cuuiieo". c 1250 Gen. <$

Ex. 1396 And laban cam to ftat welle ner, fairer welcumede
he oer eliezer. c 1293 Beket 696 in S. Eng. Leg. 126 pat

folk sone to him drov} And welcomeden him. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4015 He welcumd iacob selli fair, He wist he was his

fader air. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3850 Dame, in hert I am
sary, That we haue noght at ful plenti, To welkum swilk

a lord als he. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 849 Criseyde, at

shorte wordes for to telle, Welcomed him, and doun by hir

himsette. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (vers-) 24 11 For to welcum
with wordes fre Euyr-ilk man in ber degre. c 1450 Merlin
xxv. 447 [They ride] till thei come to logres the thirde day,
and ther were thei richely welcomed. 1530 Palsgr. 779/1 i

I welco.ne with wordes or gentyll intreatyng. Je bien-

uiengne. 1557 Tusser 100 Points Hush., July p. Then
welcome thy haruest folke, seruauntes and all : with mirth
and good chere, let them furnish thine hall, 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1638) 49 The yong Emperor. . welcommed him
full sore against his will. 1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
IV. 130 Almost euery body would welcome the King and
not a few expect him. 17*5, 173* [see Speed v. 10 d]. 1849
M acaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 195 He would have found that

the nation was not yet prepared to welcome an armed de-
liverer from a foreign country. 1874 Green Short Hist.
vii. §6. 405 The exiled merchants ofAntwerp were welcomed
by the merchants of London.

b. Const. to, into (a place). Also with ad vs. of

place, as ashore, back, up ; esp. to welcome home,
riios Lay. 10957 He nom forcS rihtes six wise cnihtes, to

distance heom sende, & wikumede hine to londe. a 1300
Cursor M. 15060 pe receiues bin aun folk, And welcums be
hame. a 1380 S. Bernard 1039 in Horstm. Altcigl. Leg.
(1878) 58/2 pe erchebisshop a^ein him sent A worbi clerk of
good entent, Him to welcome curteis'.icbe In to bat ilke

bisschopriche. a 1450 Mirk's Festial 115 Welcomyng hym
wyth songe into be chirch, as bay welcomet hym syngyng
into be cyte of Ierusalem. 1594 Shaks. Rick. lit, iv. iv.

439 And there they hull, expecting but the aide Of Buck- 1

ingham, to welcome them ashore. Ibid. v. iii. 260 Your ,

wiues shall welcome home the Conquerors. 1610 Holland I

CamdaCs Brit. 71 Probus was welcommed into Britaine.
1629 Milton Christ's Nativ. 18 Hast thou no.. solemn
strein, To welcom him to this his new abode . . ? 1797 Jane
Austen Sense <r Sens, vt, They were interrupted, .by the I

entrance of their landlord, who called to welcome them to
j

Barton. 1894 Lady M. Verney Verney Mem. III. 293 No 1

one welcomed him back with the womanly love which I

mother and sister would have lavished upon him.
0. fig. Also with in.

1593 Shaks. Rich. If, u. it 7 Yet I know no cause Why
I should welcome such a guest as greefe. 1599 Shaks. etc.

\

Pass. Pilgr. 199 For she [the larkj doth welcome daylight '

with her ditte. 1785 Cowpek Task iv. 41 So let us welcome |

peaceful ev'ning in.
|

275

d. Const, to (an entertainment).

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 51 Our Ambassadour, the

Gentlemen his followers and Sea-captaines were welcommed
to a very neat and curious Banquet.

2. To greet or receive with (or by) something
(esp. of an unpleasant nature).

1590 Shaks, Com. Err. iv. iv. 38, Iam..driuen out of

doores with it [sc. a beating] when I goe from home, wel-

com'd home with it when 1 returne. 1611 Bible Transl.
Pre/, p 1 Zeale to promote the common good . . is welcommed
with suspicion in stead of loue, and with emulation in stead
of thankes. 1639 Du Verger tr. Camus 9 Admir. Events 2

Venon..at his returne found himselfe welcomed with two
disasters. 1653 )• Taylor (Water P.) Certain Trav. 13

Good Mrs. Martin who welcom'd me with good whit wine.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffk Rom. Forest i, If you return within
an hour you will be welcomed by a brace of bullets.

3. a. To greet heartily or joyfully (the return of

a person, etc.).

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. n. 761 His little Children climb-

ing for a Kiss, Welcome their Father's late Return at Night.
1815 Shelley Alastor 283 Thy sweet mate will, .welcome
thy return with eyes Bright in the lustre of their own fond
joy. 1870 Bryant Iliad V. 191 Since he no more should
welcome their return From war.

b. To greet with pleasure the coming or occurring

of (an event, etc.).

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. ii. 131 He. .would have wel-

comed an escape from the dilemma perhaps as warmly as

Henry would have welcomed it himself. 1874 Green Short
Hist. ii. § 3. 68 The religious movement ..was welcomed with
an almost passionate fanaticism. 1884 Gilmour Mongols
xvii, 207 Such, .difficulties, .are welcomed, .as subjects of
debate.

f Welcome, v. 2 Obs. rare. [f. Welcome sb.
1

and a.] intr. To be welcome.
c 1450 LovsuCH Grail xlit 278, 280 Ful lowde to hem they

gonne to Crye, and seide ' welcometh ' Al An bye .

.

' Wei-
cometh ' quod Iosephes ful Sekerlye.

Welcomed (we-lkamd), ppl. a. [f. Welcome
vA + -ed *.] Made welcome ;

gladly received.

1583 Melbakcke. P/iilotimus Cc iij, Philotimus, my wished
frend, and welcomde guest, how dost thou? 16.. W. Los-
worth Arcadius fy Sepha I, 553 This [wound] being slighted

'gan to fester in, And having got a newly welcom'd skin,

Began to fester more. 1826 Shf.ker Notes fy Rejl. Ramble
Germany 45 A man who had been drenched by the very
same midnight rain, and. .had been dried by the same wel-

comed sunbeams as myself.

We'lcomeless, a. [f. Welcome sd. 2 + -less.]

Without a welcome ; also, unwelcome.
1838 Lytton Alice x. iii, Amidst blank and welcomeless

faces, Maltravers passed into his study. 1848 — Harold
v. iii, The treasures of the King are well nigh drained in

feeding these hungry and welcomeless visitors.

Welcomely (we'Uwmli), adv. [-ly 2
.] In a

welcome manner, a. With an expression or

feeling of welcome; gladly, hospitably.

a 1595 Southwell Hundred Medit. (1873) 510, I shall.,

find the gates., wide open, and., shall be welcomely received.

1631 Gouge God's Arrows v. § 16. 428 Amiue with such
Kingdomes will be earnestly desired, and welcomely em-
braced. 1649 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wand. Wonders West
9 There I stayd till the next day noone, being well and
wellcoiuely entertained. 1693 W. Freke Sel. Ess., Art 0/
War 259 Such an Army [Militia] You may easily Disband
..and, euery Man knowing his home is Welcomely re-

ceiued. 1776 in J. Rae Adam Smith (1895) 26 [In a letter

of 22nd May 1776.. the Glasgow Senatus tell the Master
and Fellows of Lalliol plainly that the Scotch students had
never been] 'welcomely received' [at UalHol]. i8m T.

Chalmers Mem. (1850) II. xiv. 359, I have been very kindly

and welcomely entertained. 1884 Westmorland Gaz. 1 Nov.

5/6 Both were welcomely received by the husband's daughter.

b. In a manner that is welcomed; so as to gratify

or please.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. iv. 112 The same we
meet with in Juvenal, who by an handsome and metricall

expression more welcomely engrafts it in our junior me-
mories. 1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 100 The in-

teresting guest who so unexpectedly, but so welcomely
arrived. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. x. v. (1873) III. 258 His
Portrait (a welcomely good one, still to be found there).

1874 Daily News 22 May 5 Upon all the sun shone most
welcomely,

t Welcomen, obs. var. Welcome a. 2.

c 1300 Harrow. Hell 150 (Digby MS.) Welcome, louerd,
wel J'ou be, . . fful welcomen art bou ous. 1432-50 tr. Higden
I. 409 If thei wasche theire feete, thei thenke that thei be
welle commen.
Welcomeness. [-ness.] The state of being
welcome or of being welcomed.
1620 Swetnam Arraigned (1880) 61 Oh, Madame, I haue

such welcomenesse ! Forme, whatis't? 1660 Boyle Seraph.
£#M § xxv. (1700) 151 Yet will they [sc. our joys] really still

continue new.. upon the scores of their welcomness and
Freshness. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 113 (Mon-
triul) The poor little fellow press 'd it [the snuff-box] upon
Hhem with a nod ofwelcomeness . . Prenez en—prenez, said he.

Welcomer (we-lkamaj). [f. Welcome v.1 +
-er 1

.] One who, or something which, welcomes
or greets (a person or thing).
13.. Pol. Ret. 9f L. Poems (1903) 252 In prima porta.,

inuenient tres ' welcomeres ' horribiles, videlicet.. naked*
nesse Reminge feblesse. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. 1. 90
Farewell, thou wofull welcommer of glory. 1812 W. Taylor
in Monthly Rev, LXVII. 529 Welcomers of Hl>ertinism, but
not of impudence. 1829 C. Rose Four Years S. Africa 306
Yes,—you [sc. a sea.fowl] are a fitting welcomer to my
country-. 1850 J. Struthers Poet. Wks. Life, p. Ixix, The
welcome was acceptable, though the welcomer was not by
any means promising or prepossessing. 1905 Sir A. Lyall
Marq. Dufferin I. vii. 266 They were received by a con-

course of welcomers and a profusion of banners.

WELD.

Welcoming (we-lksmin), vhl. sb. [f. Wel-
come tv. 1 + -ing!.] The action of greeting with

welcome or of making welcome ; a welcome.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2S53 Hys doghtyr was be

fyrste byng hat mette hym and made hym welcomyng. 1390
Gower Con/, 1 1. 255 The king cam with his knichtes alle And
maden him glad welcomin^e. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14460
Thei. .gretethekyng with wordes cuiteis; And he. .thanked
sone her wel-comyng. c 1440 Gencrydes 392 lie came anon
withoute taryeng, And curtesly gaue them ther welcomyng.
X525 Berners Froiss. II. clx. 177 And to his welcomyng to

Dignon, many ladyes and damosels were come thyder to se
hym. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa vm. 325 For the wel-
coming of whom [sc. all strangers] they bring up great store

ofdoues, of chickens, and of such hkecommodities. i67oMil-
ton Hist. Zing. Wks. 1851 V. 24 Elidure. .runns to him with
open Arms; and after many dear and sincere welcoming?,
convaies him to theCitty Alclud. 1798 Coleridge /I «f. Mar.
vi. xii, But soon there breathed a wind on me... It mingled
strangely with my fears, Yet it felt like a welcoming. 1818
Keats Endym. 1. 377 Where every zephyr-sigh pouts, and
endows Her lips with music for the welcoming. 1836
Dickens Sk. Boz, Tuggs's at Ramsgate, Nothing was to

be heard but talking, laughing, welcoming, and merriment.
1883 Athenaeum 17 Nov. 627/1 The spontaneous welcoming
of a given book by an audience that is in size and influence

a public.

Welcoming (we'lksmiiri, ///. a. [-ing 2
.]

That welcomes or gives a welcome.
1656 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) III. 285 Their famous

new come preacher, makinge the wellcomming speech in

the name of the rest. 1661 Boyle Style cfScript. (1675) 152

With how much more reason may God expect a welcoming
entertainment for the least adorned parts of a liook, of
which [etc.]. 1809 Pinkney 'Trav. Prance 77 The returning
husband, and the welcoming wife. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr.
I. 161 Then as the glad sun breaks the clouds in a shower
Tears melt in a welcoming smile. 1876 Miss Brouchton
Joan 1, x, Wolferstan stepping to meet her, with his low
laugh and his welcoming eyes.

fifl 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. iv. 350 The happy-
looking cottages, with their, .welcoming porches.

Hence We'lcomingly adv.
1884 Century Mag. Nov. 58 2 She. .listened welcomingly

to Juan's glad promises of the joy that was to be.

Weld (weld), sb}- Forms : a. 4-6 welde, 6-

weld (8 wield). 0. 5-6 wolde, (olde), 5- wold
(5 oold), 7-8 would, 8 woold, 8-9 woald. 7. Sc.

5- wald. [OE. *wca/de, Anglian *wa/dc = MLG.
walde {wo/de), waude (still in LG.), MDu. woude,

wotaue (Du. wouw; hence G. wan, \waube, Sw.
and Da. vau), possibly a derivative of wald, wood,
forest. The Germanic word is the source of Sp.

guaida, Pg. gualde, F. gaudc.
The later forms of the word show the same development

of the vowel as the West Saxon weald Weald and Anglian
wald Wold.]
1. The plant Reseda Luteola, which yields a

yellow dye. Also, the dye obtained from this plant.

a. C1374 Chaucer Former Age 17 No Madyr, welde, or

wod no litestere Ne knewh. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 520/2
Welde, or wolde, herbe . .sandix, attriplex. 1597 Gekarde
Herbal n. exxviu. 398 Luteola.. in English Welde and Diets
weede. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Kentu. 57 WeldorWoltl

.

:-—

Know, Reader, that I borrow my Orthographic hereof (if it

be so) from the Dyers themselves. 1676 Phil. Trans. XL
795 Diarsweed, Weld or Would. X707U. Johnson] Clergy-

man's I'ade Mecunt 217 Woad, Saffron, Wield, are all small

Tythes. 1763 W. Lewis CJtem. Philos.-Techn. i,\i The cloth

. .is then passed through a copper ofweld or woold, prepared
as for dying yellow, which is supposed to soften the cloth.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 207 A plat of weld I had planted
the autumn before. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci.fy Art
II. 539 Weld readily imparts its colour to water; it is used
in the proportion of from three to six pounds for every

pound of cloth. 1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 126 The boil of weld,

by which the dye of black cloth is frequently finished. 187J

Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 141 Dyer's Mignonette or Weld (K.

Luteola) is cultivated for dyeing yellow.

p, 14.. in Sax. Leechd. III. 349/1 Wolde. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 532/1 Wold, herbe, or woode..J(i«<//.r. 1496 Bk. St.

Albans, Fysshynge hij, Put therein two handfud of ooldys

or of wyxen. ..Lete woode your heer in an woodsfatte a

lyght plunket colour. And thenne sethe hym in olde or

wyxin. 1530 Palsgr. 290/1 Wolde herbe. 158a Hakluyt
r^oy. (1599) II. 1. 163 Yellowes and greenes are colours of

small prices in this realme, by reason that Olde and Green-
weed wherewith they be died be naturall here, a 1661,

1676 Wold, would [see a.], 1707 Mubtimer Husb. (1721) I.

165 Weld or Would is a rich Dyers Commodity. 1763

Woold [see a.]. 1791 Hamilton tr. Berthollet's Dyeing II.

259 Weld or woald is a plant yielding a yellowcolour. 1855

Singleton Virgil I. 29 The ram shall, .change his fleece,

With now the sweetly.blushing purple dye, With now the

saffron wold.

y. 1498 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 223 Item said hym a

town of wald for 7H. 15s. 15.. Aberd. Reg. (MS.) XXIV,
Thre half pokis of wald. 167a Sc. Acts Chas. II

(1814J
VIII. 63/2 Noe vther incorporation, .to buy or sell. .Wald

and vther materialls for dying. 1743 R- Maxwell Set.

Trans. Agric. 368 For every Pound of Yarn allow three

fourths of a Pound good English Wald. 1808 Jamieson.

t b. Applied to other species of Reseda. Obs.

1597 Gekarde Herbal 11. exxviii. 396 Of Sesamoides, or

bastard Weld or Wcade, out of Diosc. . . 3 Sesamoides maius

Scaligeri. Barren Welde. 4 Sesamoides paruum Mathwli.

Bucks home Welde. .

,

2. attrib. and Comb., as weld plant, seed; weld-

dyeing, liquor, vat, yellow ;
-weldworts, Lindley's

name for theN.O. Resedaccx.

1876 W. Morris in Mackail Life (1899) '• 3*5. I have found

out and practised the art of "weld-dyeing. 1763 W. Lewis

Chem. Philos.-Techn. 413 The passing through 'weld liquor,

after scowering with soap, is entirely unnecessary. 1805

R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric.ll.777 Sheep. .will not touch

35-2
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the "weld plants. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 147 The French
sow their "weld-seed in July. 1899 Mackail W. Morris I.

317 Madderor "weld vats. 1845 Lindley School Bat. (new
ed.) 72 Resedacefe—"Weldworts. 1899 in Mackail W, Afor-
ris I. 312 Madder red, *wald yellow.

Weld (weld), sb* [f. Weld v.]

1. A joining or joint made by welding,

_
1831 J. Koll.ksd Mannf Metal 1. 96 Should the bars of

iron not belong enough, they are to be welded, and the
welds separated. i86j Fraser's Mag. Nov. 634 Tires for

locomotive engines are also exhibited, made without a weld.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 279/2 Each barrel has a weld run-
ning down Its whole length. 1892 Profess. Papers Corps
R. Engineers 10 It was desirable, with such a weld, that
the two surfaces should not be at an angle and this form of
weld was called a 'butt' weld.

2. The act, process, or result of welding; the state

or fact of being welded.
1862 Times 12 Aug. 9/4 Where soundness of weld might

have been expected,, .thin layers of interposed' cinder ' have
..prevented perfect union between contiguous laminae of
iron. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. in. 68/ 1 Copper phos-
phide would be formed, which would, .effectually prevent
a weld. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel fy Iran i. 7 Under
these conditions but moderate pressure is required to ensure
a perfect weld.

0. Comb. : weld-iron, wrought iron ; weld-
steel, puddled steel.

These terms have not been generally adopted.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Weld-iron. Weld-steel.

1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. m. 266/1 Steel which will

harden from any cause. .is termed weld steel.

Weld (weld), v. [Alteration of Well v., prob.

under the influence of the pa. pple-]

1. intr. To undergo junction by welding ; to

admit of being welded. Also fig.
1 599 J AS. I Basil. Doron 111. 153 Mixinge through . dailie

conuersation, the men of euery kingdome with an other, as
may with time make them to growe and weld [orig. MS.
well] all in one. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i. 10 They say it

makes the Iron weld, or incorporate the better. 1714 Ram-
say .SV«?', Widow 21 Strike iron while 'tis het, if ye'd have
it to wald. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel fy Iron x. 204
When heated to whiteness, .the particles cohere or weld
together perfectly.

2. trans. To soften by heat and join together

(pieces of metal, esp. iron, or iron and steel) in a
solid mass, by hammering or by pressure; to forge

(an article) by this method.
1677 Moxon Meek. Exerc. i. 9 And so weld, or work in the

doubling into one another, and make it become one entire
lump. 168a Alsop Mischief Imposit.v'ii. 51 A Cutler's boy
, .was making a knife, and unluckily the steel fell off when
he had welded it. 1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 341
They are usually made of iron and steel welded together.
1832 Barbage Econ. Manuf. xxx. (ed. 3) 299 In this diffi-

culty, the contractors resorted to a mode of welding the gun-
barrel. 1848 Lvtton Harold \. i, I heard the smith weld-
ing arms on the anvil. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 284 The
bayonet consists of a steel blade welded to a wrought-iron
socket.

b. fig. and transf. To unite intimately or in-

separably ; to join closely together.
{a) 1839 Bailey Festus 243 Let us love, and die, And

weld our souls together, night ! i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on
Fl. 11. vi, If boys andmen are to be welded together in the
glow of transient feeling, they must he made of metal that
will mix. 1890 ' R. Boldiiewood ' Col. Reformerxi, Habits,
inexorably welded into the being of the man.

(&) 1859 Murchison Siluria xi. (ed. 3) 301 The lower part
being welded on to the Upper Silurian by thin fissile strata.
i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xx. 130 All the glaciers, .are welded
together to a common trunk. 1899 Allbutts Syst. Med.
VIII. 690 A hypertrophic condition of the horny layers of
the epidermis—the cells becoming condensed or 'welded'
together.

Weld, obs. f. Weald ; obs. f. (and pa. pple.) of
Wield ; var. Wold sb.

Weldability (weldabHTti). [f. Weldable +
-1TY.] The quality or property of being weldable.
1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel <y Iron i. 8 The above-men-

tioned elements harden malleable iron, and probably affect
its weldability. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. 111. 300/2
Its weldability depends upon the viscosity it [sc glass]
assumes at a bright-red heat.

Weldable (wcldab'I), a. [f. Weld v. + -able.]
Capable of being welded.
1864 Reader 9 Apr. 440/1 We have the various kinds of

steel, which are highly elastic, malleable, ductile, forgeable,
weldable. 1881 Metal World No. 24. 372 Pure malleable
and weldable nickel. 1889 Nature 19 Sept. 510/2 Many
metals not hitherto considered weldable, such as tool steel,

copper, and aluminium are readily welded,

b. trans/. Of plastic substances : Capable of
being united in a solid mass.
1881 Knowledge 25 Nov. 67/1 Wax, pitch, resin, and all

other solids that fuse, gradually cohere, are weldable . . when
near their fusing point. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. in.
300/2 Outside of the metals there is a multitudeof weldable
substances. Glass is a typical example of these.

Weldar, obs. form of Wieldeb.
Weldbore, var. Wildbobe.
Welde, obs. form of Wield sb. and v.

Welded (wc-lded), ///. a. [f. Weld v. + -ed *„]

1. United by welding.
1869 Scientific Opinion 10 Feb. 270/1 The wire had been

drawn from welded palladium. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 27 June
2/1 The immensely expensive welded-iron gun to which Sir
W. Armstrong was wedded.

b. transf. andfig.
1837 Sir F. Palcrave Merch. % Friar (1S44) Ded. 4 The

welded mass of haut ton, or low ton. 1862 Lvtton Str.

Story xxiii, The welded strength of its sinews was best
shown in the lightness and grace of its movements. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic Ixxi, Welded lines with clinch Of
ending word and wo;d. 1898 Allbutts Syst. Med. V. ioo3
The firm, thick, fibrous septum ofthe welded valve-structures.

2. Weldedjoint, = welledjoint : see Welt v.
188a W. J. Christy Joints 197 This variety [of overlap-

ping joint] thus compactly rolled together isotherwise termed
a welded joint.

tWel-dede. Obs. Forms: I wel-dsed, 2-4
weldede (wel-dede, wel dede). [OE. weldsed
= MDu. weldaet (Du. iuehiaad\ LG. wolddd,
WFris. woldied), OHG. wolatdt (MHG. woltdt, G.
wohltat), Goth, wailadeds : see Well adv. and
Deed sb.'] A good deed ; a benefit.
a 1000 Phcenix 543 [Hie] stiga3 to wuldre wlitlge gewyrtad

mid hyra wel-daedum. ciooo ^lfric Horn. II. 346 Do
well on eallum oinum life, and we sioSan a;fter oinumwel-
dsedumbliSne 3e eft senimaS to us. cxij$Lamb. Horn. 131
Vre lauerd seinte paul..munege3. .to gooes worde and to
weldede. ^1205 Lav. 3160 Worcschepe haue bu bire wel-
deda. 136a Langl, P. PL A. in. 62 For-bi I lere 30U, lord-
ynges, such writynge 3e leue, To writen in Wyndouwes of
5oure wel dedes.

Weldende, weldent, var. ff. Waldend Obs.

Welder (we'ldw). [t'. Weld v. + -eb!.]

1. One who welds ; spec, a smith employed ex-

clusively in welding.
1828-33 Webster. 1846 Greener Sci. Gunnery 146 The

spirals being thus formed, the welders commence their day's
work. 1854 B'hatn P. O. Directory 683/2 Of the gun trade
are the following :. .gun barrel borers, filers, welders, libbers.

1918 Chatnb. jrnt. Aug. 532/2 This was done by engaging
every available machinery welder and patcher.

2. A welding-machine.
1896 Cyclist 8 Jan. 25 A 40 kilowatt welder.. occupies the

following floor space.

Welder, obs. form of Wielder.
Weldinde, var. f. Waldend Obs.

Welding" (we'ldirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Weld v. +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb Weld; the process
of joining with a weld.
1603 [see 2]. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Neiu Invent. 14 Their

Pintells. .never having had their due welding. Ibid. 23 To
give it its due welding or working. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. <y Art I. ir The fire for welding should be free from
sulphur. 1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Lire. Sci., Elem. Client.

43S The kaligenous metals, potassium and sodium, . .readily
admit of welding. 1881 J. Lyans A nc. Bronze Implem. 293
The term 'welding' is, however, inappropriate to a metal
of the character of bronze.

b. Capacity for uniting under the operation of

heat and pressure.

1815 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 7S4 Welding. The pro-
perty of conjunction possessed by some metals at high tem-
peratures. 1826 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 556 The property
of welding, which belongs to platinum and iron at a high
degree of heat only, is possessed by this substance [sodium]
at common temperatures. 1868 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 236
When hot, it [wrought iron] possesses the peculiar property
of welding '.

C. - welding heat (see 3).
184a Rep. Brit. Assoc. 106 A piece of the same iron heated

to welding, and left to cool, broke
. . in one blow.

2. transf. and fig. The action of uniting, or the

fact of being united, closely or indissolubly.
1603 Jas. I Basil. Doron in. 140 The vniting and weld-

ing of them heerafter in one, by all sort of friendship, com-
merce, and alliance. 1857 I. Taylor World of Mind 669
These are solderings of the social system.. but Love is a
welding.

^ 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy <$ Greece (1898) I. xi. 212
Nor was it in their welding of the bricks alone that these
craftsmen showed their science. 1905

( G. Thorne ' Lost
Cause xii,The harmonic welding of the order and traditions
of our Lord's Own time with the full vivid life of the
twentieth century.

3. attrib. and Comb., as welding-machine, process
,

stale, swage; welding heat, the degree of heat to

which iron is brought for welding ; welding
point, degree of heat requisite for welding ; also

fig. ; welding powder, a flux used in welding.
1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn.ll,* Welding-Heat, isaDegree

of Heat which Smiths give their Iron in the Forge, when
there is occasion to double up the Iron, and to Weld.. the
Doublings. 1776 Phil. Trans. LXVI.510, I heated a piece
of iron . . to a white heat, or what the smiths call a welding
heat. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. in. 301/2 Cast-steel
requires a low welding-heat. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
* Welding-macht'/je, one for uniting the edges of plates pre-
viously bent, [etc.]. 1868 Jovnson Metals 6<j Each quality
of iron has a different *welding point. 1886 Froudf, Oceana
i. 16 The feeling, .maybe a warm one, but not warm enough
to heat us. .to the welding point. 1873 Spon Workshop Rec.
Ser. 1. 361/1 The steel to be welded.. is then dipped into
the *welding powder, and again placed in the fire. 1907
E. Wilson & Lydall Flectr. Traction I. 95 The electric

•welding process, .welds the rails together. 1846 Greener
Sci. Gunnery 108 The parts first fused are gathered on the
end of a similarly fabricated rod, in a *welding state. 1874
Knight Did. Mech., * Welding-swage, a block or fuliing-
tool for assisting the closure of a welded joint.

Welding, vbl. sb? [f. Weld sb. 1
] The pro-

cess of dyeing with weld.
1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 550 The cloth is

prepared as for welding, and dyed yellow.

Weldish, variant of Wealdish Obs. [To this

may belong the following:—
1336-7 Ace. Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 6 In .C. Weldisbord'

emplis ad eandein [bargiam]. 1419 WillofRichard Nullum
(Somerset Ho.), Cum j pare linth[eaminum] de Weldyssh-
clothe.]

Weldless (we-ldles), a. [f. Weld sb.% + -less.]

Made without a weld.
1865 Athenaeum 30 Sept. 442/1 Weldless tyres. 1869 F.

Kohn Iron
<S- Steel Manuf. 182 Weldless Tubes. 1894

Daily Neiys 14 June 6/4 The Triumph Weldless chain, an
American invention.

Weldsomly : see Wil;d)somlt adv.

Wele, obs. f. Veal, Weal^. 1
, Weel, Well^.1

and adv.y Wheel.
t Wele, v. Obs. [ad. ON. velja: cf. Wale v.*]

trans. To choose, pick out.

.-1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7340 Whan..Oure
Prynces perceyue ber ar so fele, pe 3onge dur bey nought
out wele, Bot f>ulke of twenty wymer elde Or more. 13,.
Ibid. (Petyt MS.) 2731 Sex hundred ofhyse weled [Lambeth
MS. colede] he out.

Wele, we'le, contr. ff. we will.

1592 Arden ofFn<ersham iv. iii. 74 Lyke lotiing frends,
wele meete him on the way. 1677 C. Davenant Circe v. ix.

57 Then we'le retire.

Weled, obs. pa. t. of Wield v.

Weleful, var. Wealful Obs., Wilful.
Welew, obs. f. Willow. Welewe(n, var. If.

Wallow v.i Weleygh(e, obs. ff. Willow.
Welfare (we*lfe»j), sb. Forms : a. 4- welfare,

(4 wilfare), 4-8 weilfare (5 wellefare)
; 5 vrel-

far, whelfar
; 7 welfaire, wellfair. P. 4-5

welefar(e, (4 weylfare, 6 -far), 5 weelfare, Sc
weillfair, weilfar(e, weill-, weyllfar, -fayr, 5-6
Sc, weil-, welefair, (6 veilfair, -fayr(e, -fare).

[f. the verbal phrase welfare (see Fare v. 1
7), the

verb being replaced by the noun (Fake sb. 1 ). Cf.

ON. velferd (Sw. vdlfard, Da. velfserd) welfare,

velfpr parting, leave-taking.]

1. The state or condition of doing or being well

;

good fortune, happiness, or well-being (of a person,

community, or thing) ; thriving or successful pro-
gress in life, prosperity.
a. 1303 R. Bkunne Handl. Synne 3928 3>'f ^u euer

haddyst sorow ober kare Of by negheburs welfare, c 1369
Chaucer Dethe Blaunche (Fairf.) 582 My lyfe, my lustes,

be me loothe, For al welfare and I be wroothe. 1390 Gower
Conf. II. 116 So overcast is my welfare, That I am schapen
al to strif. 1426 Lydg. De Guit. Pilgr. 9235 Thow art
bounde to deuyse Hys goostly [h]elthe & wel-ffare. ? 1466
Sionor Papers (Camden) I. 77 Desyrjmg to here of yower
wellefare and prosperyte of body and sawle. 1540 Palsgr.
Acotastus 1. i. Dj b, I ..had myne eye contynually vpon his
welfare, I ouerpassed nothynge that myght profyt him.
1559 Aylmer Harborcnve D 4 b, Whereupon dependeth
cither the welfare or ilfare of the whole realm. 1574 Mirr.
Mag., Elsiride xxvii, [Thou] Didst Hue a life deuoyde of
all welfare. 1613 J. Tavi.oh (Water P.) Discoz: by Sea
C 3 b, Your laudable endeuours for your welfare and com-
modity. 1684 J. S. Profit # Pleas. United 139 Above all

let the King or Master Bee be Long, Shining, and Chear-
full,..for upon his Success depends the wellfair of the whole
Swarm. 1718 Free-thinker No. 65. 71 It was one continued
Series of Actions, for the Welfare of the People. 1770
Goldsm. Des. I'itl. 186 Their welfare pleas'd him, and their

cares distress'd. 1838 Lvtton Alice 1. iii, Her first wish in

life is for your happiness and welfare. 1847 Tennyson
Princess in. 264 They know not, cannot guess How much
their welfare is a passion to us. 1893 Weekly Reporter
17 Dec. 97/1 The welfare of the child—religious, moral, and
social, as well as physical and pecuniary— is the paramount
consideration for the court.

/3. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1715 }yf bou fordost be
weylfare Betwyx b° bat weddyde are. 1357 Lay Folks
Catech, 434 That our hert be ncght to hegh for no welefare,
Ne ouer mikel undir for nane yvtl fare, c 1400 Yiuaine <$•

Gaiv. 1354 Ful glad was sir Gawayne, Of the welefar of Sir
Ywayne. C1440 Lydg. Itors, Shepe fy C^ 495 Where pees
restith, ther is al weelfare. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 524
Spek I will off Wallace glaid weillfar. 1521 G. Douglas in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 293 Concernyng ye weylfar and
surte of his derrest nevo the Kyng. 1570 Safir. Poems
Reform, xiii. 224 Pray. .[that] Hir grace lang space may
in gude wellfair stand. 1785 Burns Cotters Sat. Nt. v,

Brothers and sisters meet, And each for other's weelfare
kindly spiers.

fb. As the name of a ship. Obs.
1310 Rot. Scotix 90/1 Will's le Fisshere de Gravesier.de

mag'r navis que vocatur la Welefare de Westm'.

f 2. A source of well-being or happiness
;
pi. the

good things of life. Obs.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 1040 For certes she was
. . My worldes welfare and my goddesse. c 1374— T?vylus
iv. 228 Lyth Troylus byraft of eche welfare I-bounde in be
blake bark of care. C1440 Alphabet cf Tales 450 Som tyme
ber was a knyght bat lefte all his possessions & his wur-
shuppis and his welefaris, and made hym a monk.

f 3. Good cheer, good living or entertainment.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 602, & get bane til

r.ne Inis haf bairn he can, & gert mak baini welfare of al

thing bat was necessare. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xix. 350
To wasten, on welfare and on wykked kepynge, Al be worlde
in a while borw owre witte. c 1440 Jacob's Well 286 ('e iiij.

ny^t, bei weiyn herberwyd at an-ober good mannys hows,
& haddyn gret wel-fare. a 1470 H. Parker Dives t\ Pauper
(W. de W. 1496) iv. ii. 162/1 Whan that yonge folke wexe
rebelle ayenst fader & moder & gyue them to suche ryot &
welfare & ydlenesse. 1528 Roy Rede vie (Arb.) 45 Both in

welfare and wede, With oute doute they farre excede The
nobles of the region. 1577 W. Harrison Descr. Scot. i. 2/1

in Holinshed, Those that are giuen much vnto wine and
such welfare.

•f"b. Abundance (of meat, drink). Obs.
£1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 6i pei..han lordschipis, rentis,

faie houses & costy, & welfare of mete & drynk. a 1395
Iylton Scala Perf. 1. lxxii. (W. de W. 1494), He that.,

delytes in welfare of mete or drynke.
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4. Comb. In recent use with sense of* relating to or

concerned with the welfare of (workers, children,

etc.) as welfare-committee, policy, work ; welfare-
manager, -worker, a person engaged in looking

after the welfare of people working in factories,

mercantile establishments, etc.

1904 Century Mag. Nov. 61 The welfare manager.. who
may be either a man or a woman, is a recognized interme-
diary between the employers and employees of mercantile
houses and manufacturing plants. Ibid. 63 The welfare
worker of a large retail establishment. 1905 Wesim. Gaz.
28 Jan. 11/1 Another scheme.. is well described.. by its

title, 'the welfare policy'. The home of 'the welfare
policy' is the city of Dayton, Ohio. 1906 Daity Chron.
6 Sept. 4/5 The camp was managed by the Men's Welfare
League. 1916 Daily Express 29 Mar. 6/5 Welfare work
tends to improve the conditions of life for women and girls

employed in factories, etc

t Welfare, vbl.phr. Obs. Also 6 well fare,

7 wellfare. [f. as prec. Cf. Farewell.] The
optative phrase wellfare (you, it, etc.), used either

as a genuine expression of good wishes (= 'May
It go well with*, 'good luck to') or employed
ironically.

1534 More Com/agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1214/2 Welfare your
hert, goad Uncle, for this good counsell of yours. 1589
R. Harvey PI. Pere. 2 Well fare London yet, for a policie
besides water . . pull downe the houses burning. 1590 Spen-
ser F. Q. in. ii. 42 But thine my Deare (welfare thy heart
my deare). 1612 T. James Corrupt..Script, in. 35 Yet wel-
fare another learned Iesuit that had beene at Rome. 1625
Burges Pers. Tithes 32 Now welfare Brownist. 1672 S.
Parker Pre/, to BramhalCs Vind. a 2 Well fare poor
Macedo for a modest Tool !

b. Used as sb. with a.

t
164a Sir E. Dering Sp. Relig. 1 A well-fare to my Reader

jf h e be either of birth or breeding: A farewell to the rest.

Wel-farende, welfaryng(e : see Well-far-
ing///, a. Obs,

Welfed, obs. f. Well-fed. WelfLil(l, var. ff.

Wealful a. Obs. Wel$e, Sc. var. Vail p.* Obs.

llWeli, wely (weii). Also 9 wali, wullee.

[Arabic .J* wall, well friend (of God), saint.]

1. A Mohammedan saint or holy man.
1819 T. Hope Anast. (1820) I. 341 Notes Ha/eez; holy,

but in a less degree than the Wely or saint. 1B40 J. B.
Fraser Trav. Koordistan etc. I. 312 He. .had on his head
a magnificent turban of cashmere shawl—somewhat incon-
sistent in a dervish ; but saints and wullees are now-a-days
privileged people. 1876 Stobart Islam 204 Those faqirs
who attain to great sanctity are called ' Walis '.

2. The tomb or shrine of a weii.

1838 E. Robinson Pes. Palestine (1841) I. 322 Rachel's
Tomb, .is merely an ordinary Muslim Wely, or tomb of a
holy person. 1871 Farrar Witn. Hist. iii. 114 The white-
domed wely of an obscure Mohammedan saint.

Welk(welk),^.l Obs. exc. dial. Also 3 welken,
4-7 welke, 5 wylke, 7 wilko ; ///. a. 6 wealked,
9 dial, wilkt. [ME. welken, prob. of Continental
origin : cf. (M)Du., LG., OHG. (MHG. and G.)
•welken (also OHG. welhen, MHG. welchen), in

the same sense, and LG. welk, walk, OHG. welk,
welc (G. welk) adj., withered, flaccid, sere, etc.]

1. intr. Of a flower, plant, etc. : To lose freshness
or greenness ; to become flaccid or dry ; to wilt,
wither, fade. Also with away.
e 1250 [implied in Welked >//. a.], a 1300 E. E. Psalter

lxxxix. 6 It wites als gresse areli at dai ;. .At euen doun es
it broght Vnlastes, and welkes and gas to noght. 1340 H a m-
roLE Pr. Consc. 707 A man may likend be Til a flour, pat..
Welkes and dwynes til it be noght. 1387 Trfatsa Higden
I. 77 No manere of tree leseb bere his leues ; no floures bere
welkeb. C1440 Jacob's Well 263 Thou farybt as a vyne
wyth brode levys that sone welkyn. a 1470 H. Parker
Dives ff Pauper (W. de W. 1456) tv. xxiii. 189/1 They [the
garlondes] shall alwaye be grene & fresshe,& neyther welke
ne fade. 1577 Harrison England 1 it. xiv. 113b, Saffron..
These flowers are gathered . . before the rising of the Sunne,
whych^ would cause them to welke or flitter. 1641 Best
Farming Bks. (Surtees) 31 Soe soone as the pennie-grass
beginne to welke and seeme dry, then is it time to beginne
to mowe. 1648 Hunting 0/ Fox 7 Some particular vines.

.

doe daily wilke and wither away. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss.
s.v., Mown grass in drying for bay is said to welk. 18=5
Brockett N. C. Words, Welk, to dry, to wither.

b. transf. and^. (or in fig. context).

_
C1340 HAMrous/,*z//>r lxxii. 17 Behauldc the laste end-

inge of wicked men, when thair flour welkes, &wytes awaye.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love n. xi. 105, I, as a seer tree, with-
out burjoning or frute, alwaye welke. a 1425 tr. Arderne's
Treat. Fistula, etc. 41 And so I quenchid be forseid super-
fluites..so bat |>ai bigan to dry and to welk and fall away.
1625 K. Long tr. Barclays Argents Pref. 4 For Bookes
translated doe,.. like remov'd Trees, welke. 1657 ^EFVE
Gods Plea 332 This world . .can hold nothing in it long, the
whitest flowers welk and drop.

f2. To become less, to -diminish, to shrink. Of
the sun or moon : To wane, lose brightness. Obs.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 35 The See now ebbeth, now it

floweth, The lond now welketh, now it groweth. [1579 E.
K.. Gloss. Spenser s Sheph. Col. Nov. 13 The Moone being
in the waine is sayde of Lidgate to welk.] 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. i. 23 When ruddy Phoebus gins to welke in west.
5631 Ql-arles Samson xiii. 74 When the Sun was welking
in the West. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. 29 The Church that
before by insensible degrees welk't and impair 'd, now with
large steps went downe hill decaying.

3. trans. To cause to fade or wither.
1579 Si'fnser Sheph. Cat. Nov., 13 But nowe sadde Winter

wclked hath the day. 1594 Zepherta xvi, C 4 b, Oh how

hath black night welked vp this day? a 1835 Fordv Voc.

E. Anglia, Welk.. .2. To expose to sun and air, and turn
over in order to be dried ; as grass to be converted to hay.

Hence We'lking vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1400 Gloss, in Ret. Ant. I. 6 Emerceo, to wex drle and
welkynge. C1440 Promp. Part 1

. 521/1 Welkynge, marcor.
1630 J. Lane Contn. Squire's T. ix. 225 (Ashm.) While
welking Phoebus went down to the west.

tWelk, v? Obs. rare. [Related to Walk v.^

j
and v.-~] trans. To roll or knead together.
(72400 Stockholm Med. MS. \. 300 in Anglia XVIII. 303

Take garlek & hony & an eyis 3elke, Do hem to-gedyr wel
, bete & welke. a 1825 Forby Voc E. Anglia, Welk,..To
: soak, roll, and macerate in a fluid.

Weikne, obs. forms of Whelk.
Welk(e, obs. pa. t. of Walk v.

Welked (welkt', ppl. a. Obs. exc. dial. [f.

,
Welk v.1] a. Withered, faded, dried up. f b.

Dulled in lustre.

C1250 Gen. $ E.v. 2107 And .vii. lene [ears] ri^t Sor-bi,
welkede, and smale, and dru^te numen. c 1386 Chaucer

I

Pant. T. 410 For which ful pale and welked is my face.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. v. 37 Mistrust with foly, with
yvel wil medied.engendreththat welked padde. 1390O0WER
Con/. III. 357 That which was whilom grene gras, Is welked

j

hey at time now. C1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc.

I
71 Hyngyng in maner of a welked grape [peudentes instar
uvae marcidae}. 1436 Lydg. De Quit. Pilgr. 16320 A

\ drye stobyll, or. .ft welkyd kef. Ibid. 16325, I, the most
I wrechchyd Wyght off alie synners, and most dyffadvd and
I wylked with synne. a 1470 Handing Chron. xcv. xii, The
j

grasse and come, that welked were afore, .waxed grene and
i gan reuert. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. xii, Her

wealked face with wuful teares besprent. 1579 Stenser
Sheph. Cal. Jan. 73 By that, the welked Phcebus gan auaile
His weary waine. 1594 Nashe 'Terrors Kt. Wks. (Grosart)
III. 258 Our faces.. are most deformedlye welked and
crumpled. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars VI. xxxix, There
comes proude Phaeton tumbling through the clcudes,.. And
setting fire vppon the welked shrouds [ed. 1619 His Chariot
tumbling from the welked Shrowd^J. 1879 Cussans Hert-
fordsh. III. 321 Shep likes tunnups better when they're
wilkt.

t Welken, v. Obs. [f. Welk v. 1 + -en 5.] intr.

To wither, fade.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. ix. (Tollemache MS.),
Hoi e froste . . makeb herbes and floures up on be which he
falleb welkenen. 14.. A Goodly JBalade'sz in Chaucer

s

Wks. (1532) 234 b, Myn hert welkeneth thus sone.

Hence t WeTkening vbl. sb. Obs.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 144 There is the flouer

of southed e y* neure shat knawe welknyng.
tWelken, obs. var. Welked///. a.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 521/1 Welkyd, or walkyn [Winch.

MS. welkyn], tnarcidus.

Welkin (we'lkin). Forms : a. 1-2 wolcen,
wolcn (2 wlcn), wolc, 2-3wolcne, 3-4wolkne,
(1) 4 -wolkei^e, wolkon

; //. 1 -wolcnu, -na, 2

wolcne (wlcne), wolkne. 0, 2-3 weolcne (also

//.), 4 weolkyn; 3-5 welkne,4-5 welkene, 4-7
welken (4 welcon) ; 4-6 welkyn, 5 -yne, 5, 7
welkine, 6- welkin (7 -ing, wellkin, wilkin).

7* 3-5 "walkne, walkene(4 -en), 4-5 walkyn(e.
[OK. wolcen, wolcn ncut. » OFris. wolcn- {olen-,

ulcn-), wolken (olken, ulken\ W'Fris. wolken,
wolk-e, NFris. wolk), OS. wolcan

t
wolcn- (MLG.

%volke-n,wnlke, LG. wolk-e, wulk-e\ ~bll)u. wolcke,

Du. wolk), OHG. wolkan, wohhan (MHG. wolken,
G.wolke) ; the word is lacking in the Scand. group
and not recorded in Gothic. A rare OE. zvolcne

wk. fem., is also represented in early ME.
The phonology of the ME. forms with eo, e, and a In the

stem is irregular. It has beensuggested that the eo and e
are due to mutation, but there is no obvious reason for the
change, and the explanation still leaves the forms with a
unaccounted for. In a number of the early ME. instances it

is difficult to decide whether the forms are to be taken as
singular or stand,]

1 1. A cloud. Obs.
In OE., esp. in poetry, freq. in plural, esp. in the phrase

under tvolcnum m tinder the sky or heaven (cf. sense 2).

Beowulf 651 Scaduhelma fcesceapu scri3an cwoman, wan
under wolcnum. <:8a5 Vesp. Psalterxiv. 39 ASene3 wolcen
:n ^escildnisse heara. C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C.
xxxix. 285 Se Se him aelc wolcn ondraidt, ne rip5 se
nsefre. Ibid., Se wind drife5 5art wolcn. 971 Blickl. Horn.
5g Ealle ba ^ewitabswaswa wolcn. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt.
xxvi. 64 >Efter bysum je jeseoS mannes bearn..cumendne
on heofones wolcnum, c 1050 O. E. Chron. (C.) an. 979 J>y
ilean jeare wses ^esewen blodij wolcen on oft sidas on
fyres ^elicnesse. c 1205 Lav, 11974 Swurken vnder sunnen
sweorte weolcnen. Ibid. 25592 pa com ber..winden mid
pai weolcnen a berninge drake.

2. The apparent arch or vault of heaven over-
head ; the sky, the firmament.
In later use (from 16th c) only literary (chiefly poet.) and

dial. (LancsA
a. 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) Hi sajjon on noro" cast

fir micel & brad WM pone eor5e & weax on lengbe up on an
to bam wolcne & se wolcne tin dide on fower healfe and
faht brer to Reanes. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 151 pe sunne
teo water from eor3e up to be wolcne. c xao< Lav. 27452
pa wolcne gon to dunien, pa eo[r]5e gon to oiuien. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) App. E 4 per hi bigan his fli}!, & fley him
swibe an hey Vp bi be lofte fer, and pe wolkne was wel ney.
C1315SHOREHAM vii. 68 pe wolkne by-clepb al be molde.
1387 Tbevisa Higden V. 399 Ethelbert spak wibhem out of
house under be wolken [sub divo).

p. c 1205 Lav. 2833 He ferde swiSe heh^e pere weolcne he
wes swioe nih. a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Al bene world leitende
of swarte leite up into weolcne. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 1683
(Jesus MS.) We habbe stefne brihte & sitteb vnder welkne

1 bi nyhte. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xlii. 114 Asefelesythe

j

nnt oft. .As sterres beth in weikne. 1377 LanGL. P. Ft. B.

xvii. 160 Al be wyde worlde.. .Bothe weikne and pe wynde,
)

water and erthe, Heuene & nell-. 1387 Trevisa Higden
i III. 459 It is ful likynge to us to behokie be welkene and 1 e

sterres of hevene. <ri42o Anturs 0/
'Arth. 338 (Douce MS.)

j
pe windes, be weders, be welkene vnhides. la 1500 Chester

I Ft., Creation 21 To be a divident to twyne the waters aye

;

Above the welkin, benethe also. 1529 More Dyaloge in.

,

Wks. 1222/2 He.. caste vp his eyen in to ihe welkin and
!

wepte. 1551 Rlcordk Cast. Knowt. (1556) 7 Whiche parte
is aboueall the foure Elementes, and compasseih them about,
and is called the Skie, or Welkin. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bar!as 1. ii. 414 That lightly born.. Safe through the Welkin
I my course may take. 1632 Lithcow Trav. in. 81 When
the welkin had put aside the vizard of the night. 1662
Hibuekt Syntagma Theol. \. 29 Light. .dirTuseth in an in-

stant the whole welkin over. 1678 Vauchan Thalia Rediv.,

,
Daphnis iS Not one Black cloud, no rags, nor spots did stain

The Welkins beauty. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week 1. 3 No chirp-

ing Lark the Welkin sheen invokes. 1748 Thomson Cast.

Indot. 1. lviii, There would he linger, till the latest ray Of
light sat tremblir.g on the welkin's bound. 1817 Scott
Harold \. ii, If a sail but gleam'd white 'gainst the welkin
blue. 1857 Longf. Sandalphon 44 When . . the welkin above
is all white, All throbbing and panting with stars.

Jig. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xx\ iii, I.. see a fine, perfect

rainbow, bright with promise, gloriously spanning the be-

clouded welkin of life. 1868 Lowell Under Willows 284
And all the heavens revolve In the small welkin of a drop
of dew.

(
y. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 96 Do god bad ben 5e firmament, Al

1

abuten ois walkne sent. 13.. A*. Alts. 1737 (Laud MS.),
Ich haue moo kni^ttes to werren pan ben in be walken
sterren. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. P.. XV. 355 Shipmen and shep-

herdes. .Wisten by be walkene, what shulde bityde. c 1407
Lvdg. Reson <y Sens. ioc6 As stenis in the frosty nyght,
Whanne walkne is most bryght, With-oute cloude or any
skye. c 1450 Co7\ flfyst., Creation 86 The secunde day
watyr I make The walkyn also ful fayr and brytb.

"b. Considered as the abode of the Deity, or of

the gods of heathen mythology : The celestial

regions, heaven.
1559 Mirr. Magistr., Hen. VI, xiii, If. .such as say the

I

welken fortune warke>, Take Fortune for our fate. 1581

A. Hai.l Iliad 1. 6 But Iuno hearde from Welkin high, this
1 cruell iarre. Ii-id.u. 31 Of Gods thou Ioue the soueraigne

chiefe, and Lord of Welkin hie Of aire, and of this eaith

below. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 327 Howglitteteth
now this place of great request, Like to the seat of heavenly

I

welkinhie? 1653 W. Ramesev Astiol. Restored m. vii. 157
It is Nectar and Ambrosia such as will make the wilkin

roar. 1852 Kingsley Andromeda 34 Far-seeing Apollo
Watched well-pleased from the welkin.

c. in phrases descriptive of loud sounds, as to

make Ike welkin ring, to rend the welkin, etc.

1587 Marlowe 1st Ft. Tamburl. iv. ii. 1489 i Brooke) As
when a fiery exhalation Wrapt in the bowels of a freezing

cloude, Fighting for passage, makes the Welkin cracke.

a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. ii. 1103 O beare Iarbus

filaming prayers, Whose hideous ecchoes make the welkin
lowle. 1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. Induct, ii. 47 Thy hounds
shall make the Welkin answer them. 1635 Qlarles Embt.

I via. 33 One frisks and sings,, .and makes the Welkin rore.

1728 Poi'E Dime. ii. 246 Sound forth, my Brayers, and the

welkin rend. 1735 Somerville Chase n. 157 The Welkin
rings, Men, Dogs, Hills, Rocks, and Woods In the full

Consort join. 1814 Southey Roderick in. 36S That shout,

Which, like a thunder-peal, victorious Spain Sent through
the welkin, rung within his soul Its deep prophetic echoes.
1818 Wordsw. Inscr. Hermit's Cell v. 10 When storms the
welkin rend. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. 1. vii, ' Live the

Fatherland !
' rings responsive to the we|kin. 1854 Surtees

Handley Cr. i, Away they go full cry, making the welkin
ring with the music of their deep-toned notes. 1874 Dixon
Two Queens vn. i. II. 2 The citizens rent the welkin with
their shouts.

d. in the asseveration by the welkin.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster \. i, This villanous poetrie will

vndoe you, by the welkin. 1822 Scott Peverit xxxviii,

Which, by the welkin and its stars, you would not be slow in

avenging.

e. To the xvelkin, ' to the skies ' (Sky sb> 3 d\
£1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lanes. Dial. Wks.

(1862) 58 This Rascot. .roost meh Bitch to the varra Welkin.

3. The upper atmosphere ; the region of the air in

which the clouds float, birds fly, etc.

13.. Gaw, <y Gr. A'nt. 525 Wrobe wynde of be welkyn
wrastelez with be sunne. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche
343 Ne in al the welkyn was no clowde. c 1400 Destr. Troy
702iOuershotyng with shoures thurgh bere shene tenttes, As
neuer water fro the welkyn hade waynit before, a 1450 Mirk's
/^^//a/iooMenofall benacyons..wemecomen togedyrynto
be tempule for fere of be berst bat bay herd yn pe welken.

1570 Levins Manip. 134/21 The Welkin, aire, aura, aer.

1582 Stanvhurst AEneis 111. (Arb.) 89 Thee stars imparted
no light, thee welken is heauye. 1601 W. Pekcy Cuckqucanes
$ Cuckolds Errants v. iv. (Roxb.) 69 Hold vp thy Lynk I

say, I may obserue the state of the welking. Rayne or no
Rayne? Ha. 1645 G. Daniel /WwjWks. 1878 II. 42 The
Royal! Eagle, in the welkin towers. x6.. Chalkhill
Thealma ft CI. (1683) 160 One might perceive such changes

in the King As hath th' inconstant wellkin in the Spring.

1713 Choxall Orig. Canto Speuser x. (1714) " ^ ll
?
n tlie

blasting Mildew's dreary Bane With noisom Breath infects

the Welkin sheen. 1757 Smollett Reprisal Epil., If this

welkin angry clouds deform. 1853 C. Bronte / 'ttlette xxxv,

Down washed the rain, deep lowered the welkin. 1876

liLACKiE Songs Retig. 19 Breath that drew the rolling rivers

From the welkin's dewy cells. 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust \.

ii. 67 The baleful powers of air, Which through the welkin

stream.
/tg. 1601 Shaks. T'.vel. K. in. i. 65 Who you are. and what

you would are cut of my welkin, I might say Element, but

the word is ouer-worne.

t 4. In the Ptolemaic system : A * heaven or

sphere. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. a38 And euerilc on dat helden wid him



WELKY.
[Lucifer], .fellen ut of heuones H^t In-to Sis middil walknes
nijt, 1387 Trey isa Higden II. 185 J>e planetes and beneyber
wolkons moeueb out of be west in to be est. iffi£, The
meouynge ofpe ouermeste wolken out of be est in to be west.

5. attrib. and Comb., as welkin-country, -dome,

-way, welkin-high, -like adjs. ; + welkin-eye,
a heavenly or blue eye ; welkin-wise adv., after

the fashion of the welkin; f welkin-wizard, an
almanac-maker who makes astrological forecasts.

1581 A, Hall Iliad 1. 15 The God his mansion keepes, In
*Welkin Countrey he remaines. i860 G. P. Morris Poems
{ed. 15) 169 When victory rent the *welkin-dome He earned
a sepulchre— at home. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 136 Come
(Sir Page) Looke on me with your ""Welkin eye. 1804

J. Grahame Sabbath 875 The joyous choir unseen, Poised
"welkin-high, harmonious fills the air. 1839 Bailey Festus
254 That high and *welkin-like infinity. 1590 Spenser F.Q,
1. iv. g He leaves the *welkin way most beaten playne, And,
rapt with whirling wheeled, inflames the skyen With fire

not made to burne. 1854 J. D. Burns Vision of Prophecy
1 22 A luminous element of gladness Now vaults our sphere
of being "welkin-wise. 1596 Barlow tr. Lavater's Three
Serm.'x. 10 The coniectures of these *Welkin Wisards [m.irg.

Almanacke makers], whose Prognostications of euerieyeares
warres, diseases, heate, colde, [etc.]. .proue either manifest
vntruthes, or coniecturall ghesses.

Welky, var. Wiielky a*
1822-29 Coed's Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 357 A welky or

buhukl^d face.

Well (wel), so. 1 Forms : a. 1 waella (usella),

1, 3 waslle (1 uselle), 3-5 walle, 3-4 wall, 4-5
wal ; Sc. and north. 6- wall (6 vail, 9 wal), 6-7
woll (6 vol). £. 1 wella, 1, 3-5 welle (4-5
wele), 1- well, 3-7 wel. 7. 1 wylla, willa,

wielle, 1, 4 wylle, i, 3-4 wille ; 1 wyl, 1-4
wyll, 1, 5 will. fOE. wielle (wylle),*wiell (wyll,

will), str. masc, *wiella (wylla, willa; Anglian
waefla, welld), wk. masc., wielle (wylle, wille

;

Ang\. wsetle , welle) ,\vk. fern., f.thestemof7(Vtf//-tf«

to boil or bubble up : see Wall v.1 Cf. OHG.
wella (G. welle) wave, ON. vella boiling heat.]

1 A spring of water rising to the surface of the

earth and forming a small pool or flowing in a
stream ; a pool (or, rarely, a stream) fed by a
spring. Now arch, or dial.

a. c8z$ Ve$p. Psalter xli. 2 Swe swe heorut Sewilla'5 to

wxllum wctra swe JtewillftS sawul min to 3e god. c 1*05
Lay. 17025 Summe heo uerden a-nan bat heo comen to

Alaeban j>at is a waelle. a 1240 [see 2 d.]. c 1440 Floriz $
Bl. 291 (Cambr. MS.) Aboue pe walle stant atreo. c X450

Mirk's Festial 179 Anon sprang a fayr walle. 1535 Stew-
art Cron. Scot. II. 219 Out of ane woll discendand fra ane
spring, He send that tyme cald water for to bring. 1567
Fee. Burgh Lanark (1893) 39 That na personis wysche ony
clathis..at the burne nor yit at Sanct Mungois wall. 1595
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 91/2 Fra the said puill eist to ane
wall callit the Dokandwell. 165a in Edin. Tof>ogr. <$• Antiq.
Mag. (184S) 152 Going.. to the Kirktowne wall and washing
of her daughter's eyen, & saying.. All ye ill of my bairn's

eyen in ye wall fall. 1775 Companion to Map 0/Peebles 107
There is a remarkable nne spring, called Geddes's wall, near
the top [of Broad Law], a 1806 R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads
I. 61 Tak me to yon wall fair; You'll wash my bluidy
wounds o'er and o'er.

0. c 900 Bzdd's Hist. v. x. (1890) 418 Is Saet ec ssed baette

in Sere stowe, ber hio ofsle^ne weran, weotle an welle.
c 1205 Lav. 19782 Heo comen to bare welle and heore bollen
feolde. c 1220 Bestiary 62 A welle he seke3 Sat springe5
ai bofle hi nigt andbi dai. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 15 Vor
engelonde is vol ino3 of frut & ek of tren, Of wellen swete
& colde. a 1300 Cursor M. 12470 pe spring.. o well, ..bof
it euer vte rinnand es be wel es neuer mar be less, la 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 1417 About the brinkes of thise welles
..Sprang up the gras. 1390 Cower Con/. I. 326 He
strawhte him forto drinke Upon the freisshe welles brinke.
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 245 [In autumn] Wellis wyth-
drawen ham, grene thynges fadyth, Frutes fallyth. c 1470
Golagros fy Gaw. 40 Thay walkit be the syde of ane fair
well. 1547 Boorde Introd. KnowL vi. (1870) 141 There be
welles, the whyche doth tourne wood in to Irone. 1574 T.
Hill Art Garden. ti. Bees, etc 69 And when ryuers and
wels be shallower of water than customably, doe then de-
clare raine to followe. 1603 Stow Surz>. 11 Then was there
3._principaU Fountaines, or wels in the other Suburbs, to
wit Holy well, Clements well, and Clarkes well. Neare
vnto this last named fountaine, were diuers other wels. 1663
R. Lowe Lanes. Dia>y (1876) 8, I went with Mary and
other wenches to a well [at the] bottome of towne feild. 1773
R. Chandler 'Prav. Asia M. (1825) I. 121 At a well was a
marble pedestal perforated, and serving as a mouth. 183a
\V, Irving Alhambra I. 249, I laid myself down one noon-
tide, and slept under a palm-tree by the side of a scanty
well. 1859 Jephson Brittany vi. 63 The well flows in a
pure and abundant stream from the granite rock. 1870
Handbk. Orkney 1st. 94 There are several mineral wells in
the island. 1892 J. A. Henderson Ann. Lower Deeside
169 He at last reached what proved to be a well of water.
y. £893 JElfred Oros. iv. vii. § 10 An waes bait on Piceno

basm wuda an wielle weol blode. £900 Bxda's Hist. 1. vii.

(1890) 38 And ba sona hraSe beforan his fotum waes wyl upp
yrnende. . .And nu seo wylle & baet waeter [etc.]. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. I. 1 16 Deos wyrt [watercress], .of hyre sylfre

cenned bio
1

, on wyllon & on brocen. Ibid. II. 32 And ab-
weah eft ba eajan on damnum wylle. e 1305 St. Kenelm 295
in E. E. P. 55 For ber is a wille fair ynou?.. In be stede as
he lai on. c 1315 Shoreham Poems v. 55 pe wylle bat hys
in paradys Fol wel by-tokeneb bys auys. 13.. Cursor M.
10212 (B. Mus. Add.) Sche dide of hure clobes alle, and
wasche hure with water of wille.

b. A miraculous spring of water (or oil) ; a
spring of water supposed to be of miraculous origin

or to have supernatural healing powers; also, in

later use, a medicinal or mineral spring.

278

Freq. in proper names assigning the well to a particular
saint.

854- [see Holy well! £1305 St. Kenelm 295, 297 in
E. P. P. ( 1 862) 55 A wil spring vp pere stod . . pat me clepeb
seint kenelmes welle: bat menie men hab iso$t. e 1440
Stacyons of Rome 828 in Pol. Ret. <$• L. Poems (1903) 171
Two wellis there bethe, I tell thee, that sprynggythe oyle.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 14 And whan he was buryet, at be
hed of be tonibe sprong a well of oyle bat dyd medysyn to
all seke. 1581 St. Acts Jas. VI, III. 212/2 Aganis passing
in pilgramage to chapellis wellis and croces. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. iv. ii. 84 Th. Where meete we? Pro. At Saint

;

Gregories well 163a Rowzee {title), The Queenes Welles.
|

That is, A Treatise of the nature and vertues of Tunbridge !

Water. 1648 Gage Westlnd. 5 [Papists] encroaching upon
j

many^Houses and Farmes, enriching themselves, as namely
at Winifreds Well (so termed by them) where they had
bought an Inne. a 1774 Fergusson Poems, Daft Days 35 ;

Reamingale, Mair preciousthan the well o 1

Spa, Our hearts
to heal. x8o6 P. O'Neill Tour Orkney etc. 26, I likewise

,

visited the wells of Kildingie.. .These wells or springs, are
situated in the Mill Bay. 1824 Scott {title), St. Ronan's
Well. 188* W. Tavlor Researches Hist. Tain i. 27 note,
A copious fountain of pure water situated on., the girth
boundary in the heights of the parish. .has from time
immemorial borne the name of St. David's well. 1904 A, C. .

Fra5er Biog. Philos. i. 26 The Priory.. and the well and
chapel of St. Modan on the hill, were my favourite haunts.

I

C //. A place where medicinal springs exist, to
which invalids resort ; a watering-place or spa.
1673 Shadwell Epsom-Wells 1. i, Enter Mrs. Woodly,.. '

to Toby and others, drinking at the Wells. 1707 in J. Ash-
ton Soc. Life Q. Anne (1882) II. 113 The New Wells at
Epsom, with variety of Raffling Shops, will be open'd on
Easter Monday next. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5459/1 The
Princess set out. .for the Wells of Medway. 1728 Young
Lore Fame v. 23 Thro* every sign of vanity they tun;
Assemblies, Parks,. .Balls, Wells, Bedlams, [etc.].

fd. Her. The representation of a stream, used l

as a bearing. Obs.
i486 BA: St. Allans Her. e vj b, And of hym y* bei is thes

'

armys ye most say .. He berith of golde and .iij. Wellis.

e. A fountain fed by a spring ; a structure I

erected above a spring for convenience in obtain-
ing the water ; a drinking-fountain. Chiefly Sc.
1575-6 in Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) 457 Item, to Johne

Wilsoun for four ge'istis to the woll in Gallowgait..viij lib.
''

1630 Ibid. 373 The new woll in the Trongait to be sklaittet
in the best furme. 1638 Ibid, 390 Ane warrand. .for taking
doun the wall at the Croce. 1656 Ibid. (1881) 351 The twa
Dew wallis newlie buildit in Trongait and at the vennall.

'

1823 Galt R. Gilkaize III. 34 She was mobhet, and the
wells pumped upon her by the enraged multitude. 1843
James Forest Days i, It had on the touth side, a well, and
an iron ladle underneath.

2. iransf. and Jig. a. In allusive contexts directly
,

suggestive of the nature (flowing, etc.) or uses
;

(drinking, taking water) of a spring.

^897 iELFRKD Gregorys Past. C. vii. 49 (MS. Hatton)
j

Hio [the speech] aweoll of anum wille {Cott. welle]; Seah
heo an tu tefleowe, "deah was sio aespryng sio so3e lufu.

C1220 Besii.iry 341 _£)anne we Sus brennen bihoueo us to
rennen to cristes quike welle,. .drinken Ins wisstng. a 1225
Ancr. R. 282 In hire he heldeo nout one dropemele, auh
3eote<5 vlowinde wellen of his grace, a 1300 Cursor M. 310
Fader is he cald for-bi bat he is welle bat neuer sal dri.

Ibid. 21023 O be wel o witt he dranc. C1315 Shoreham v.

61 f>ys wulle hys god self man by-come, Of hym bys ioyen
beb alle y-nome. 13.. Lay Folks' Catech. (L.) 190 Crist
was be furst qwyk welle of grace, c 1420 Prymer 68 Mi

j

soule birstide to god, bat ts a quyk welle ! 1568 T. Howell
,

Arb. Amitie (1879) 52 ^ noble hart whose Well of grace,
shall spring and neuer drie. 1807 Craijre Par. Reg. 1.

98 Not one who, early by the Muse beguiled, Drank from
her well the waters undehled. 1840 Lonck. Sp. Stud. 1. v,

O sleep,.. Holding unto our lips thy goblet filled Out of
Oblivion's well, a healing draught ! 1899 J. P. Fitzpatrick :

Transvaal i. 25 The effect of the annexation was to start i

the wells of plenty bubbling—with British Gold.

b. That from which something springs or arises

;

a source or origin.

a. C825 Vesp. Psalter xxxv. 10 Forcfon mid 5e is waelle
Hfes. C825 I'esp. Hymns xi. in O.E. Texts 417 Lcht lehtes
& waelle lehtes. 1533 Gau Richt I 'ay^ (S. T. S.) 27 The bibil

quhilk is the grund and vol of al godlie doctrine and hewin-
lie visdom. 1599 Alex, Hume Poems (S.T. S.) Hymn vi.

1 10 He made the Sun a lampe of light, A woll of heate to
shine by day.

P. c 1000 Lambeth Psalter xxxv, 10 ForSan be mid be is

welle Hfes. 1340 Ayenb, 80 Uayrhede, wyt, prouesse, my5ie, .

vridom and noblesse; bise byeb 2ix wellen of ydelnesse.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. B. xv. 30 And bat is wytteand wisdome,
be welle of alle craftes. £1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 271 1

And fro diafragma it mai go to be brayn, bat is be welle
of alle nerues. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 51 Athenes, that

:

was the welle of connyng and of v. isdam. 1538 Stark ev
England 180 Tyranny in al commynaltys ys the ground of
al yl, the wel of al myschefe and mysordur. 1539 Bible i

(Great) Prov. xvi. 22 Understandyng is a well of lyfe vnto !

hym that hath it. 1667 Milton P. /.. xt. 416 [He] purg'd
with Euphrasieand Rue The visual Nerve.. ; And from the
Well of Life three drops instill'd. 1859 FitzGerald Omar \

x.vxiv, Then to this earthen Bowl did I adjourn My Lip the '

secret Well of Life to barn.
y. a 1000 Ags. Ps. {Thorpe) xxxv. 9 Forbrcm mid be is

lifes wylle. 1422 Yonge tr. Seo eta Secret. 135 Vndyrstond-
ynge is the begynnynge and will of al vertues.

c. Applied to persons regarded as a source or
abundant manifestation of some quality or virtue.

_
a 1225 St. Marker. 11 JJu art walle of waisdom. 01310

in Wright Lyric P. xxxiii. 94 Oftey cne merci, ofmylsethou
art welle. 1377 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 218 Prince Edward
That welle was of alle corage._ c X386 Chauchr Wife's Prol.
107 Crist, that of perfeccion is welle. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle \

v. i. (1859) 74 He is the welle of all manere of goodnes.
C1440 Partono/e 226 That thay may say as ye passe by i
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strete : Loo, yonder gothe the welle of gentylnesse. c 1450
tr. De Imitations in. xi. 78 O bou welle of euerlasting loue.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxvii. 7 Oure lustie quein, The vail

of velth, guid cheir, and mirrines. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Edw. IV, vi, A Salomon that was of wit the well. 1596
Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 32 Dan Chaucer, well of English vn-
defyled, On Fame's etemall beadroll worthie to be fyled.

d. A copious flow (of tears or blood). Also
hyperbolically applied to a weeping person.
aix2$ Ancr. R. 156 For bu'i he [Jeremiah] bed welle of

teares to his eien, bet heo ne adruweden nanmore ben welle.

a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 189 pe ilke fif wallen [z: r.

wellen] bet of bi blisfulle bodi sprungen and strike dun
strondes of blode. 1383 Wvclif Jer. \x. 1 Who shal 3yue
to myn hed watir, and to myn ejen a welle of teres? CX530
Hickscorner 19 She sawe her sone, all deed, Splayed on a
crosse with the fyve welles cf pyte. 1606 Shaks. Tr. tf Cr.
v. x. 19 There is a word will Priam turne to stone; Make
wels, andNiobes of the maides and wiues.

e. A whirlpool.
Applied spec, to certain whirlpools in the Orknej's as a

rendering of the native designation held = ON. kflda spring.
Tennyson's use may either be independent or derived from
Scott.

a 1654 Blaeu Le Theatre du Monde v. 159-60 Map, Or-
cades. .Souna. .The Welles. Ibid.. Spurness well. 1693

J. Wallace Dcscr. Orkney 7 The Wells of Swinna, which
are two Whirl-pools in the Sea. 1750 M. Mackenzie Or-
cades 5/1 One of these Whirlpools or Wells, as they are
called in Orkney, 1774 G. Low Tour Orkney etc. (1879) 29
The whirlpools called the Wells of Swona, so long famous
for the alledged danger in passing over or near them. 182

1

Scott Pirate xxxviii, Even as the wells of Tuftiloe can
wheel the stoutest vessel round and round, in despite ofeither
sail or steerage.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. x, If. .the roaring wells Should
gulf him fathom-deep in brme. Ibid, cviii, To scale the
heaven's highest height, Or dive below the wells of Death.

3. A pit dug in the ground to obtain a supply of

spring-water ; spec, a vertical excavation, usually

circular in form and lined with masonry, sunk to

such a depth as to penetrate a water-bearing
stratum.

o. c 950 Lindisf. Gosf>. John iv. 6 Uaes. .3er uaelle iacobes.

C1275 Worn. Samaria 12 in O. E. Misc. 84 Iesus at ore
walle reste him seolf al one. a 1300 Cursor M. 13229 Here
nu quat herodias did, In a wall his heued sco hid. cqg
Plow/nan's T. 298 They folowe Christ that shedde his

blodde To heven, as bucket in-to the wall. 1882 'Jack
Robinson ' Auld Pales 11 (E.D.D.) T' horrator war prayau
fer a girt wal et he cud drop intul.

0, y. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iv. 6-7 f aer waes iacobes wyl

;

Se haelend saet <et flam wylle. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2947 In
euerile welle, in euerile trike, men funden blod al witterlike.

c 1275 Lay. jyBro |'o wende to ban wiile cnihtesswibe snelle.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11701 Mak vs a well for mine sake, bat
all mai plente o water take, c 1385 Chauceb L. G. W. 1584
Or as a welle that were botemeles Ryght so can fals Iason
haue no pes ffor to desyryn [etc.]. C1440 Jacob's Well 3
Whanne 3oure welle is madc^e muste haue a wyndas, &
a roop, & a hokett, to drawyn vp watyr to drynke, be-cause
^oure welle is so deep. 1485 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 29
For the well a Bokett with a cheyne of yryn. 1530 Palsgr.
287/2 Well made of stone, puis, putelie. 1553 Bkende Q.
Curiius vn. 146 The ryuer of Oxus. .being a water vnhol*
som to be dronke. . the Macedons fell to digging of welles.

1592 Shaks. Rom. & ful. in. i. 99 No : 'tis not so deepe as
a well, nor so wide as a Church doore, but 'tis inough. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 281 A Well of an exceeding depth.
1625 N. Carpenter Geogr. Delin. n. iv. (1635) 60 Stanes
from the darke bottome of a deepe Well or Mine will shew
themselues at mid-day. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <v P. 155
A little out of the Way is erected an high-wall'd Well. 1700
Dkyden Fables, Pal. ty Arc. 11. £2 Now up, now down, as
Buckets in a Well. 1745 tr. Columella's Httsb, 1. vi, The
ground being dug after the manner of wells, which they call

siros, receives the fruits. 1842 Tennyson Si, Sim. Styt, 63
For many weeks about my loins I wore The rope that haled
the buckets from the well. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$• //.

Jrnls. (1871) I. 337 There is no familiar object connected
with daily life so interesting as a well. 1888 Eucycl. Brit.
XXIV. 402/2 When the population ofa district is scattered
it is possible to supply individual wants by means of streams,
springs, or shallow wells.

fig. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 193 Now we han medycyns
drawen of .ij. wellis & of manie maistris. a 1591 H. Smith
Scrm. (1592) 998 The well of Gods secrets is so deepe, that

no bucket of man can sound it. 1611 Bible Isaiah xii. 3
With ioy shall yee draw water out of the wels of saluation.

1655 W. SruRSTowE {title), The Wels of Salvation opened.

1 781 Cowper Convers. 564 Hearts may be found.. Whose
wisdom, drawn from the deep well of life, Tastes of its

healthful origin. 1848 Dickkns Dombey xviii, After stating

this curious and unexpected fact, Mr. Toots fell into a deep
well of silence.

b. Her, A bearing representing the stone curb

or border ofa well.

1780 R. Glover s Ord. Arms Augm. 49inEdmondson/rV»\
II. O, Gu. three wells ar, water az. 1828-40 Berry Eucytl.
Her. I.

4. In various proverbial sayings or phrases. (Ste

also Pitcher * 1 b.)

{a) 1546 J. Heywood Proz: (1867)70 Well well (quoth she)

many wels, many buckets. 1757 » Franklin Poor Richard
(1890) 278 Then as Poor Dick says, When the Well's dry,

they know the Worth of Water. 183a J. J. Blunt Reform.
Eng. 140 We know not, says the proverb, what the well is

worth till it isdry. i860 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. xiii,

' He's as deep as a well, is my master,' answered old Isaac.

{b) 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 181 If Truth, as Democritus
fansied, lies at the bottom of a deep Well. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xxxii, He tried a glass of grog ; hut melancholy
truth was at the bottom of that well, and he couldn't finish

it. 1888 J. M. Cobban By Telegraph iv, The depth of the
well at the bottom of which truth is hid was nothing to the
unfathomableness of his designs.

b, Toput (a person)*"/; the well (see quot.). slang.
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iSn Vaux Vocab. Flash Lang. (1819) s.v. Garden, To

put a person in the garden.. or in the well, are synonymous
phrases, signifying to defraud him of his due share of booty
by embezzling a part of the property, or the money it is

fenced for.

5. trans/, fa.- Fontanelle i a. Obs.
£-1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 216 Make him .iij. cauterijs :.

.

oon bihinde be nolle in pe welle berof, [etc. J. Ibid. 309
Also in be welle vnder be eeris & bihinde be eeris bouschalt
make cauterijs for passiouns of ijeo.

b. A well of a (place): like a well, as being

damp and cold or deep and dark.
1843 Dickens Chr. Carol n, He then conveyed him . .into

the veriest old well of a shivering best-parlour that ever was
seen. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xliv, She had gotten it in

a great well of a cupboard.

o. Naut. a. A vertical shaft protecting the pump
below the lower (or upper) deck in a ship's hold.

To sound the well, to ascertain, by means of a

sounding-rod, the depth of water accumulated in

the hold.

i6ix Cotgr., Lossec, the sinke, or well, of the pumpe of a
ship. i6a6 Capt. J. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen it The
Pumpe, the pumpes-well, the pumpes brake, [etc.]. 1617 —
Sea Gram. ii. 9 The Dutch men vse a Bune pumpe.. to
pumpe vp the Billage water that. .cannot come to the well.

1750 Blancklky Nov. Expositor. 1761-9 Falconer Shipivr.
11. 464 They sound the well. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Passion fy Princ. xv. III. 401 The ship seemed rapidly
settling, .yet no one dared to sound the well. 1836 Marrtat
Pirate iv, The well was again sounded. Nine feet water
in the hold. 1881 Daily Tel. 14 Feb., So long as the sound-
ing-rod gave a dry well, the men's courage kept tolerably
steadfast.

b. A cistern or tank in a fishing-boat, in which
the catch of fish is preserved alive. Cf. Well-
boat 1.

1614 Gentleman Eng. Way Wealth 19 Fresh fish, which
they of purpose do keepe aliue in their boates in Wells.
1710 De Foe Capt. Singleton ii. (1840) 37 This well [was of]

the same kind which the small fisher-boats in England have
to preserve their fish alive in. 1818 Davy Salmonia 49 He .

.

is landed. A fine well-fed fish, not much less than 4 lbs.

Throw him into the well. 1848 Johns Week at Lizard2$q
The store-pot is emptied and its contents transferred to a
well in the hold of the vessel. 191a Daily News 29 Mar. 4
The Betsy was running for harbour for all she was worth.
Her ' well ' was full of live cod.

7. A shaft or pit bored or dug in the ground. In
various specific applications.

a. An excavation for the storage of ice.

1681 Cat. Treas. Bks. 8 Building an ice well for his
Majesty's use in Windsor Great Park. 1850 Gardeners'
Mag.o/Bot. I. 82 Section of ice well... a, well; b, porch.

1873 Spon Workshop Pec. Ser. 1. 364/1 There must be per-
feet drainage insured from the bottom of the well, so that
the ice will be kept dry.

f b. Mil. - Shaft sb.$ a.

1701-11 Milit. .r Sea Diet. (ed. 4) 1, Well, a Depth the
Miner sinks into the Ground, and thence carries on the
Branches, or Galeries, to find out, and disappoint the
Enemies Mines, or to prepare one. 1736 J. Campbell^/////".
Hist. Pr. Eugene etc. I. 217 We now began to perceive that
their Miners were in search of our Mines, and that they
worked in sinking Wells in order to get into our Galleries.

C. (See quot.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Observatory, The Royal

Observatory., furnish'd with all sorts of Instruments, .and
a dry Well for Discovery of the Stars m the Day-time.

d. A shaft sunk to obtain oil, brine, gas, etc.

1799 Asiatic Researches VI. 127 An Account. of the
Petroleum Wells in the Burmha Dominions. 1885 Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 713 In 1819 a well bored for brine in Wayne
county, Kentucky, yielded so much black petroleum that it

was abandoned. 1891 [see Gusher 2]. 1901 Munsey's
Mag. XXV. 743/2 The first flowing [petroleum] well, or
' gusher,', .was struck in 18G1.

e. A shaft to carry water through a retentive to
a porous stratum or to a drain; a sink for sewage.
1856 J. Cm Morton Cycl.Agric. I. 692 It will be proper.,

to cut a drain of four feet in depth only, and then to sink
small wells down to the watery bed. 1865 Daily Tel. 27 Oct.
5/2 The system of drainage adopted is that of running the
pipes of each house into a dead well.. .These wells are
made of bricks, without any cement.

f. Engin. A hollow cylinder or shaft of masonry
sunk and filled in solid to form a foundation.
1885 L. F. Vbknon-Harcourt Harbours fe Docks I. 405

Where the thickness of the mud exceeded 13 feet, square
masonry wellswere sunk through it on to the rock...
These wells, being, .filled in solid with masonry, form piers
for arches. 1920 in Webster.
8. a. The central open space, from roof to base-

ment, of a winding, spiral, or elliptical staircase

;

the open space in which a lift operates.
a 1700 Evelvn Diary 7 Nov. 1644, 2 paire of oval stayres

all of stone and voide La the well. 1783 Phil, Trans.
LXXIII. 138 Which, passing over pullies.., was fastened to
a scale that descended into the well of an adjoining stair-
case. 1817 J. Evans Excurs. Windsor etc. 161 In the well of
the staircase, by a cord of black and yellow, hangs a Gothic
lantern. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixi, If you choose to
consider it, and sit on the landing, looking up and down the
welll 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped iv, The same passing
brightness showed me the steps were of unequal length, and
that one of my feet rested that moment within two inches of
the well. 1901 Scotsman 8 Mar. 6/8 Fall down a hoist welt.
/bid., The cage . . was at the bottom of the well.

b. The space on the floor of a law-court
(between the Judge's bench and the last row of
seats occupied by Counsel) where the solicitors sit.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. i, The various solicitors in the
cause., ranged in a line, in a long matted well.. between the

I registrar's red table and the silk gowns. 1879 Escott
England II. 209 In the 'well,'a seat a step below that of

1 the Queen's counsel, sit the solicitors. 1883 D. C. Murray
!
Hearts xxviii, Wigged heads went together in the well of
the court, and papers were rustled to and fro on the table.

c. A deep narrow space formed by the surround-

ing walls of a building or buildings, serving for

the access of light and air.

1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11, v (end), Climbing to a
high chamber in a well of houses, he threw himself down in

his clothes on a neglected bed. a 1861 T. Winthrop Cecil
Dreeme v. (1896) 64 Through a most unsavoury alley into a
court, or rather space, serving as a we'll to light the rear
range of a tenement house. 1915 Spectator 29 May 742/3
The back-rooms look south—into the well.

9. a. A space left, in stacking hay, to serve as a
ventilating shaft, dial,

1710 Hilman Tusser Reditu Aug. (1744) 102 Some pre-
scribe leaving a Hole or Well in the Middle of the Mow.,
by keeping therein a Basket or Barrel, and raising it as the
Mow increases. 1841 C. W. Johnson Farmer's Encycl.
1 26 1 Well, a. .vent hole left in a rick or mow of hay or other
similar materials, to prevent its overheating.

b. In Ship- and Boat-building applied to

various vertical apertures : see quots.

1874 Thearle Naval Archil. § 192 When it is not con.
sideied necessary to provide a well for raising thepropellor.

1894 Paasch From Keel to Truck io3 Well. The deepen-
ing between the ends of two waterballast-tanks, or between
the ends of a double-bottom and a bulkhead. 1897-8
Encycl. Sport I. 179 Well, the opening in a decked canoe to

admit the putting in of cargo and to accommodate the crew,

10. a. A box-Hke receptacle in the body of a

vehicle, for articles of luggage.
1783 Mom. Chron. 14 Mar. 4/3 Advt., A very roomy crane-

necked Travelling Coach, with well to the bottom, and
luggages behind. 1794 W. Felton Carriages (180:) II. 199
The Well of a Carriage is a strong box conveniently placed
at the body to carry luggage. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lxvi, The baggage was strapped on. Francis came out with
his masters sword, cane, and umbrella tied up together, and
laid them in the well. 1911 Sir W. Butler Autobiog. xx.
354 He.. took three or four brace of grouse from the bag,
and. .put the birds in the ' well ' of the vehicle [an Irish carj.

b. A comparatively deep receptacle at the bottom
of a piece of furniture, esp. of one fitted with tra\s,

drawers, compartments, etc.

1841 Savage Diet. Printing. 284a Lytton Zanoni vn. ii,

He peered into the well [of an escritoire], and opened the
drawers. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen III. 47 There was an
old-fashioned work-table, with a faded red silk well, beside
the open window. 1888 Jacobi Printers" Vocab., Well, a
receptacle under the cases in the upper part of a compos-
ing frame, for holding copy, etc. 1905 H. G. Wells Ki//s
111. iii. § 4 Kipps.. draws out the marvellous till; here gold
is tobe, here silver, here copper—notes locked up in a cash-
box in the well below.

11. A hole or cavity containing or to contain a
liquid. In various applications.

a. The water-tank at the base of a shot-tower,

into which the drops of melted lead fall.

1851-4 Tomtinsons Cyct. Useful Arts (1867) II. 514/1 For
the carrying out of this invention shot-towers and shot-wells
have been constructed. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. hi.

362/1 They are sufficiently hardened by cooling to bear the
shock of striking the surface of the water in the well below,

b. A cavity at the bottom of a furnace, into

which the molten metal falls.

1864 Webster. 188: Raymond Mining Gloss, s. v., Well.
The crucible of a furnace.

c. A sunk receptacle for a liquid, as ink, etc.;

also, an indentation or cavity in a dish, tray, etc.

1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 166/2 The bath should
be. .larger than the well, which must be a square hole, a little

larger than the plate, and about an inch deep. 1881 Phar-
tnaceut. Jrnt. 165 A small glass 'naphtha well ', set in the
case, similar to an ' ink well .

12. altrib. and Comb., as well-covering, -drill

\

•grating, -hook, -mouth, -plate, -pump, -roof, -rope,

-shaft, -side, -stage, -tubbing (Tubbing vbl. sb. 2),

-yard', well-maker; well-like adj.

1845 G. Petrie Eccl. Archil, /reland 449 * Well Coverings.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * WelUirill, a tool for boring
wells. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 410 It is the duty.

.

of the eldest boy in the school . . to see that the *well gratings
are closed. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 302/1 Lupus,.,
a "well hooke. 1910 Rider Haggard Q. Sheba's Ring xvi. !

241 [He] pointed to a jagged, *well-like hole blown out.. by
\

the recoil of the blast, 1666 Despauterii Grammat. Instit. \

vn. (Jam.) Aauitex,..^. *wel maker. 1895 Daily News
21 Dec. 5/4 When the second slip took place, the well- maker ;

was suffocated. 1537-S Rec. St. Mary at Hill 377 Paid for
\

j lode of bryk for his *well mowthe. 1869 Tozer Highl. ;

Turkey II. 130 The well-mouth, from being dry, becomes
foil of water. 1888 Lockwooifs Diet. Mech. Engin., *Well
Plate, A cast-iron plate put over the mouth of a well to
carry the pumps, &c. 1889 Daily News 5 Aug. 2/7 A sub-
stantially constructed set of *well pumps, even if fitted down
a well 100 or 200 feet from the ground level, may be utilised
as a fire engine in large establishments. 1886 Mrs. Flor.
Caddy Footsteps Jeanne D'Arc v. 88 Chemille has a

j

romanesque church and the usual domical stone "well-roofs.
!

1575 Aldeburgh Rec. in N. <* Q. 12th Ser. VII. 227/1 For a
bucket ye hoopes, and a *welt Roape. .xiiii4 . 1424 Mem.

i

Ripon (Surtees) III. 151 It. Roberto Raperproij wellerapis. 1

175a Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Club 1903) I. 465 Rigwoodies,
j

tethers, wallropes. 1908 Westm. Gaz.zx July a/z He went 1

to a well and clambered down the well-rope. 1857 Dickens '

Dorrit 1. iv, In one corner of the hall.. there was a little
j

waiting-room, like a "well-shaft. 1636 Earl Monm. tr.

BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Pamass. 1. xcviu (1674) 131 The Rope
which hung upon the Bucket by the *well-side. 1818 Scott
Br. Lamm, xx, For all she can sit idle by a well-side the
whole day, when she has a handsome young gentleman to I

j

prate with. 1888 Lockivoods Diet. Mech. Engin.,* Well
\

Stage. A framing of timber erected over the mouth of a
well to carry the pumps and pipe connections. 1898 F. Davis
Silchester 41 Roman wine casks that have served the pur-

!
pose of *well tubbing. 1480 Coventry LeeUbk. 446 Their

!
plum house by be *well-yarde yate.

13. Special comb. : well-basket, a long deep
basket formerly used by street-hawkers ; well-
beam, the wooden beam or roller over which the

rope of a well-bucket runs ; well-borer, (a) one
who bores wells

;
(b) a machine or apparatus for

boring a well ; well-boring^/..^., the process of

sinking a well by drilling through earth or rock
;

also concr., the shaft of a well; well-brick see

!

quot. 18S9); well-bullock, one used (in India)

to turn the windlass at a well; well-cabin sec

quot.); fwell-carse (see Well-cress); well-
chapel, one enclosing a holy well ; well-cistern,
one fed by a spring ; well crane (see quot. 1S8S}

;

T well crank, a windlass for raising and lowering

1
a bucket at a well ; well-curb, (a) the stone border
round the mouth of a well; {0) see quot. 1^92;
well-digger, one who digs or bores wells as a

profession ; well-dish, a meat-dish with a de-

pression at one end as a receptacle for gravy ; well-
drag (see quot.' ; well-drain Agric, a drain for

wet land, made after the manner of a well, with a

boring through which the water rises to be carried

off by the drain ; well-draining, a system of land
drainage (see quot. and prec/ ; hence well-drain v.

(Webster 1847-54); well-dresser, one who takes

part in well-dressing ; well-dressing = tap-dress-

ing (Tap sb, 1 6); well-eye Sc. and north., a

spot in a bog where a spring rises to the surface

;

a small pool of spring-water
; Jig. a source; jwell

fern, the maiden-hair Adiantiun Capillus- 1 'enerix ;

well-flowering = lap-dressing (Twsb. 1 6); well-
girse, -grass Sc, = Well-cuess ; well-god, a

tutelary deity of a well ; well-horse, a horse that

turns the windlass of a well; well-house, a small

building or room enclosing a well and its appara-
tus ; well-karses, -kerses Sc, and north, i^see

I

Well-cress) ; well-kerb = well-curd ; well-
packing (see Packing vbl. sb.1 2 note); f well-
pipe, a conduit-pipe; in quot. Jig. ; well plum, a

local name of the pochard, Fuligula J'erina ; well-
pole, {a) a well-sweep; {/>') see quot. 1893;
f well-reeve (see quot. and Reeve sb.l 2) ; well-
rig (see quot.) ; well-room, (a) the place on the

floor of a boat or ship where the water collects,

and lies until it is pumped out ; (&) = welt-house;

1 (c) see quot. 1858; well-shanker Sc, — well-

sinker; well shrimp, a fresh-water crustacean

j

found in wells; well-sinker = well-borer, -digger

;

I

well-sinking vbl. sb. — well-boring; well-smack
= Well boat'; well-spherometer, ( a form of

spherometer for .accurately measuring the radius

I

of curvature of a lens' {Cent. Diet, 1S91) ; well-
staircase, -stairs, -stairway, a winding or geo-
metrical staircase with a well or open centre;

wellstead [Stead sb. 7], a site for a well; well-
sweep (see Sweep sb. 23) ; well-tomb, a pre-

historic tomb having a well or shaft for an en-

trance ; well-trap, {a) a depression in a drain,

in which water lies and prevents the escape of foul
1 air; (6) see quot. 1893; well-tube, the casing-

pipe of a driven well ; well-way, the shaft of a
well; well-wheel, the wheel that turns the axle

of a windlass at a well ; well-work, the making
of a well; well-worship, the worship of a well

or its guardian spirit ; also well-worshipping
vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also Well-boat, -bucket,
-cress, etc.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1861) II. 485/1, I give two
shillings for a 'shallow'; that's a flat basket with two
handles; they put 'em a top of ' *weii-baskcts', them as
can carry a good load. 1895 Kipling Soldiers Three, etc.

(1917)273 He will hang him by the heels from the 'well-

beam. 1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 50 George Naylor, of
Louth, in the County of Lincoln, *WeIl-borer. 1853 Ale-

chanics' Mag. 6 Nov. 370 Thomson's Artesian Well-borer.

1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 10 Oct., Experienced well-borers

. .willendeavorto find petroleum. 1835 Ure Philos. Manvf.
57 Mine and artesian "well-boring. 1890 Hardzvicke's Sci.

Gossip XXVI. 74/1 Many years ago, in a well-boring, ..the

flanks of the buried Primary rocks were reached at a depth
of 1 100 feet. 1784 Phil. Trans. LXXV. 3 To build a wall

of clay against the morassy sides of the well, with a wall of

*well-bricks internally, up to the top of it. i88c/Ar
. W.Linc.

Gloss., Well-bricks, curved bricks used for lining wells. 1879

Mrs. A. E. James Ind. Housek. Managem. 72 One of the

*well-but!ocks had a violent attack of the malady. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *WeIt-cabins, those in brigs and
small vessels, which have no afterwindows or thorough

draught. 1858 J. T. Flight Anc. Crosses E. Cornw.g\
*Well-chapel, Menacuddle, St. Austell.. .The length of this

building is xi feet.. .The spring rises in the east end. 1898

Dublin Rev. July 150 A *well-cistern of clear spring water.

1905 W. Holman Hunt PreRaphae/itism II. xi. 289 To
judge from the company round the welt-cisterns..it [Cana
of Galilee] was at the time a happy neighbourhood. 1849
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J. Glynn Consir. Cranes 35 The *well crane having been
found inconvenient for raising great weights, because of the
insufficient resistance of the ground at the well top. 1888
Lock-woods Diet. Mech. Engin., Well Crane, a fixed post
crane, one-half of whose post is above ground and the other
sunk in a pit, or well, dug to receive it. c 1440 Promp.
Parti. 520/2 * Welle crank, tollinum. 1877 T'ai.mage Fifty
Serm. 23 Will you sit down in front of the *well-curb, when
a few more turns of the windlass might bring up the.,

buckets? 1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc. (1899) 56 We
have trodden the mart and the well-curb. 1892 Diet. Arch,
(Arch. Publ. Soc), Well-curd. The ring of elm or metal
upon which the lining of a well is built. 1693 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. (1703) 254 A Borer (such as * Well-Diggers u^e). 1883
Harper's Mag. Oct. 708/2 By trade lie is a well-digger. 1880

Blackmoke Mary Anertey xlvii, When a coal comes to

table in a *well-dish. 1857 Wright Obs. § Provinc. Diet.,
* Well-drag, a three-pronged drag to bring the bucket up
when it falls in. Leic. 1881 Leicettersh. Gloss. 1819 Rees
CycL, * Well-drain, in Agriculture, that sort of vent or dis-

charge for the wetness of land, which is constructed in

somewhat the well or pit manner. Ibid., * Well-draining,
that means of clearing lands from wetness, which.. is ac-

complished by making large deep pits or wells. 1898 R. M.
Gilchrist Willowbrake i, Within five minutes the curtain

would be drawn aside and the * well-dressers set free to join

the turbulent outside revellers, i860 * Well-dressing [see

tap-dressing: Tap sbA 6]. 1882 C. F. Kearv O/ttl. Prim.
Beliefu. S7 Fetichism survives in the honours paid to wells

and fountains,, .in England known under the name of 'well-

dressing '. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot, (1821) I, 170 Thay
knew nocht the ground, and fell sometimes in swards of
mossis, and sum time in 'well-eys. 1820 Marmaiden of
Clyde ii. in Edin. Mag. VI. 422 An' the marmaid's goun
was green as grass In the cauld wall-ee that grows. 182S
Galt Last ofLairds xxxv, The cause o' our national decay,
and agricultural distress,, .come a' thegither frae anither
well-ee. 1565 Coopi:r Thesaurus, Adiantum.At may be
called Venus heare. .other name it to be *well feme. 1824
E. Rhodes Peak Scenery 315 An ancient custom still pre-

vails in the village of Tissington. ..It is denominated *' Well-
Flowering. 1874 Murray's Handbk. Derlysh. etc. (ed. 2)

1S8 An ancient, .custom of dressing the 5 wells or springs of
this village, .is still kept up, and is known as ' Tap Dress-
ing' or 'Well Flowering 1

. 1903 Secco.mbe & Allen Age
Shaks. I. 1. 44 His [Browne's] Devonshire has a large popu-
lation of river-gods, *well-gods, and nymphs. 1673 D. Wed-
derburn Voc. 18 (Jam.) Nasturtium aquaticum, *well-
grass. 1825 Jamifson, Well-grass, Well-girse, Well-kerses,
Water-cresses, 1894 Meredith Lett. (1912) II. 461, I am
under an engagement., to deliver a novel in the Spring, and
have to go the round of a *wel!-horse daily, 1354-5 Dur-
ham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 555 In una sera reparanda pro le

*Welhousdore. 1466-7 Ibid/641 Pro punctuacione super
stabulum hospitum et le Wellehouse infra abbathiam. 1597
in Archaeologia LXIV. 369, 1500 ston lat nail for ye well

house. 1895 Crockett Men ofMoss-Hags xxvii, I made a
rush swiftly round the corner, and entered the well-house.

1889 Kipling Soldiers Three (ed. 3) 67 Losson. .lowered the
cage [of the parrot] into the cool darkness of a well, and sat

on the "well-kerb. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., *WelI-pack-
ing- 1S4° Coverdale Fruitf. Lessons T 4 b, Here are
opened the conduites and *well pipes of life. 1862 Johns
Brit. Birds 625 *Wellplum, the Red-headed Pochard. 1885
Swainson Prov. Names Birds 160 Well plum. 1826 Longf.
in S. Longfellow Life (1886) I. 86 There is so little. .to re-

mind one that he is out of town : no corn-fields.. no slab-

fences: no *well-poles. 1893 S. E. Wore. Gloss., Well-pole,

a pole having at the end a hook, with which the bucket is

lowered into the well for the purpose of bringing up water.
1613 Coventry Leet Bk. u. 21 Apr. n Jas. I. leaf 63 (MS.)
Such said aldermen.. and such ten persons, .shall choose
and elect two persons dwelling in everie particular ward
where any comon well is.. to be *well-reeves for one whole
year. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2759/1 * Well-rig is the
term applied to_ the whole plant for well-boring, consisting
of the derrick, its engine [etc.]. 1769 Falconer Diet. Ma-
rine (1780), s.v. Limbers. The water, .is conveyed to the
*welI-room, where the pumps are fixed. 1852 Hist. Co,
Oxford 278 A very curious welbroom of the time of Henry
II has been discovered in the centre of the keep tower.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Well-room, an apartment or
building containing a mineral spring or spa, where the
waters are drunk by invalids, 188a *Well-shanker [see

SHANKER4]. 18$$ Gard.Chron, 23 Apr.260/2 A"Well Shrimp,
a small white crustaceous animal, about half an inch long.

1914 Brit. Mus. Return 171 Well-shrimp. 1604 Shuttle'
•worths' Ace, (Chetham Soc) 156 A *well-sinker, vj days
sinkinge the well..iij'. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 24 Jan.
3/4 Wanted . . three good Well-sinkers. 1858 Q. Rev. Jan. 6
All sorts of earthwork, in embanking, boring, and *well-
sinking. 19*5 Daily Nezvs 20 Sept. 1 The authorities
have

_
requisitioned all workmen with a knowledge of

well-sinking, .and are sending them.. to work on drilling
artesian wells. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 238 The *well-
smacks employed in our cod-fisheries. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xlviii, A little out-of-the-way door at the foot
of the *well staircase flew briskly open. 1868 Daily News
4 Aug., If space is an object, two or three we 11-staircases
..might be employed. 1892 Did. Arch. (Arch.' Publ.
Soc), *Well-stairs. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 347/1 The
central column around which these *well-stairways usually
wind. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) I. 152 For a
*wellsteede. .for a wellstede and a fysshyng. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Wcllsteead, the site of a well. 1828-32 Webster,
*Well-sweep. c 1850-60 Alice & Phcebe Cary in M, C.
Ames Mem. (1873) 252 A grape vine, shaggy and rough and
red, Swings from the well-sweeps high, sharp head. 1886
E. S. Morse Jap. Homes ii. 73 In this sketch a regular
New England well-sweep is seen. 1889 Nation 11 Apr.

303/1 The graves belong to the type of * "well-tombs '. 1850
Ogilvie, * Well-trap, the same as stench-trap. 1893 J.
Watson Confess. Poacher 133 The well-trap is a square,

deep box, built into the ground opposite to a smoot-holein
the fence through which the rabbits run. As the rabbits

run, the floor opens, and they drop into the well. 1875
Knight Did. Mech., *Well-tube. 1753 Hanway Trav.
(1762) I. 11. xvi. 69 The method of keeping them clear of

water, is by a large scoop which is suspended, .over the

*well-way. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 772/2 A sea-going

hydraulic dredge having the ladder for the suction-pipe and

cutter in a well-way in the centre. 1535 MS. Rawl. D. ftf 1

fol. 84 b, ix new storoppes to staye the Rynge of the *weil
wheel! to the spokes. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 24 marg.,
The scoldyng of brathels is no more to bee passed on, then
the squekyng of welle wheles. 1895 Atlantic Monthly Mar.
308 You take insult like a donkey on a well wheel. 1858
Skyring Builders' Prices 76 The digging will only be ap- ,

plicable to *Well-work
t as that for Drains must of course '

depend upon their depth. x8io C O'Conor Columbanus'

s

Third Let. 84 Origin of Irish *WelI-worship. 1882 Proc. '

Ber^v. Nat. Club IX. 510 Well-worship continues to this
day, and votive gifts, .are still thrown into the clear spring
waters. 1810 C. O'Conor Columbanus 's Third Let. 79
* Well-worshipping was a Druidic superstition. iByzCutholic
News 23 July 5/5 A race of * well-worshipping semi-pagans.

tWell, sb.- Obs. [f. Well adv., substituted
;

for Weal sbA under the influence of F. bien.']

1. Well-being, welfare, advantage, profit a. In
contrast to woe.
C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 6S7 Neuere..5e nere out of myn

hertis remembraunce Forwelorwo, for carole orfordaunce.
c 1420 J. Page Siege Rouen in Hist. Coll. Citizen Lond.
(Camden) 35 Thes were the syghtys of dyfferauns,. .That
one of welle and bat othyr of wo. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our
Ladye in. 320 For the soulle when yt ys departed fro the
body by dethe receyueth anon welle or wo. 1550 Crowley
Last Trumpet 160 But do thou nothing wickedly, Neyther
for wel nor yet for wo.

_
x6oo W. Watson Decacordon (1602)

350 A resolute intent.. in well, and in woe, to remaine con-
i

stant.

b. In general use ; free], in/or the well of—.
1424 Coventry Leet Bk. 72 3>f it so be bat the! towche the

well of the kyng..or his realme. 1440 in Wars Eng. in
France (Rolls) II. 588 My saide lorde desireth that it like

the king of his goode grace, for the grete welle of bothe his

royaumes, to ordeyn, . . that [etc. J. ? 1497 in Lett. Rich. Ill
<y Hen. VII (Rolls) II. 74 For the welle of hys saule he can
noo lesse doo then sue for absolucion. 1509 Barclay Shyp
ofFolys 229 For worldly ryches, the trouth nat playne to tell,

Puttynge bodclyprofyte before eternall well. 1525 Berners
Froiss. II. xx. 17 b, For ye well of the peace, .we desyre
them to sette to their seales. 1590 Spenser /•'. Q. 1. ii. 43
That may restore you to your wonted well. 1632 Lithgow

|

Trav. ix. 414 Hungary aboundeth..in all things the earth !

can produce for the well of man. a 1645 Ld. Napier Mem. \

( x 793) 43 My Lord Lowdon. .might have thought me will- 1

full against my owne well.

2. Well public = Weal-public 2. rare-1 .

1579 Lodge Def. Plays 6 Though Plato could wish the
]

expulsion of Poetes from his well publiques,. .yet the wisest
had not all that same opinion.

3. Good or honourable report.
c 1500 Melusine 135 She. .desired moche to see htm for the

well that it was said of hym. [1802 Coleridge Ode to Rain
28 I'll nothing speak of you but well.]

Well (wel), a. Forms: 3-7 wel, 4-6 wele, 5
welle, 5- well ; Sc. and north. 5 weyll, 6-7 weill

(6 weil), 6- weel. [From Well adv. in predica-

tive use : see sense 1.]

1. Used predicatively to denote a state of good
fortune, welfare, or happiness : + a. With the

dative of the personal pronouns, esp. in the formula
well is me

t
thee, him, etc, or well worth him

}
etc.

Obs. (Cf. L. bene est mihi, etc)
Beowulf1B6 Welbia ba^m bemotsefter deacSd.-efceDrihten

secan. ^825 Vesp. Psalter xxxiv. 21 [Hiejcwedon: wel 5e,

wel 3e [L. cugt). c xooo ^Elfric Gen. xii. 13 pa:t me wel
six for he, and min sawul lybbe for binum intingan. Ibid.

Num. xi. 18 Wel us waes on Egipta lande. 12.. MoralOde
(Egerton MS.) 388 in O. E. Horn. I. 183 Of him to sene nis

no[n] sed, wel hem is be hine bi-healdeS. c 1205 Lay. 13079
Wel wurSe be Vortiger bat bu art icumen her. a 1225
Ancr. R. 124 Wel is me uor mine gode, & wo is me bauh
for bin vuel. C1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 2387 'Wel me,' quao he,
' wel is me wel, dat ic aue abiden $us swil[c] sel !

* 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 5751 A voys sede, as him pojte, bes wordes
poru be soun, Wel is be, wel is be, as he vel adoun. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. xviii. 59 Suete Jhesu, wel may him be,

That the may in blisse se I c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 350
Lord wel is hym bat may be of yow oon. c 1380 Wyclif
Sel. Wks. I- 256 And so at be daie of dome, God shal not
seie, Wel be bee. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. hii, A ! wele were
him that now were In thyplyte ! 1470-85 TAalorv Arthur
x. lxxxii. 558 Wel is me that I haue mette with yow. 1523
Skelton Garl. ofLaurel 718 O wele were hym that herof

myght be sure. 1535 Coverdale Ps. exxviii. 2 O well is the,

happie art thou. 1599 T. Storer Life fy D. Wolsey B 3 b,

But well is me where e're my ashes lie, If one teare drop
from some religious eie. 1650 J. Carstaires Lett. (1846)

63 If so, weils me for evermore. 1690 W. Walker hiiomat.
Anglo-Lat. 512 Well is me if this be true. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Words, WeeCs-mon-thee I God bless you.

*f b. With nouns, orig. in the dative, but latterly

(by loss of inflection) capable of being construed

as nominatives. Also rarely with to or/or. Obs.

ciooo LawsCnut lxxxiv. (Lieberm.)3<53 Wel ba:re heorde,
Se jefoI^aS bam hyrde. a 1300 Assump. Virg, 99 Wel beo
be time pat j,u were ibore, For al bis wordle were forlore.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1797 A place to pleye,

ordeyned Brutus,—Corineus was wel of pat graunt— ffor to

wrastle wyb bat geaunt. a 1352 Minot Poems ii. 5 It es
wrokin, I wene, wele wurth be while. .1400 Destr. Troy
477 Well were that woman might weld hym for euer. c 1430
How Good Wijf taujte hir Dou^tir 213 in Babees Bk. (1868)

47 For weel is be child pat wib synne wole not be filid.

c 1450 Merlin xiv. 225 Well were that maiden that so feire

a knyght wolde requere hir of love. 1509 Barclay Shyp of
Folys 135 Well is that londe, and ioyous may it be, Whiche
is defendyd by suche a noble estate. 1593 G. Harvey
Pierces Super. 141 Yet well-worth the Master-Ape. 1597
Bp. HaLL Sat. in. & 19 Well were thy name and thee Wert
thou inditched in great secrecie. 1602 Carew Corn-wall 1.

37 In times past.. Holdings were so plentiful! and Holders
so scarce, as well was the Land-lord who could get one to

bee his Tenant. 1606 Rollock i Thcss. 84 Well is that

man in whose mouth this word is put : and well is that
people that hes a man in whose mouth the Lord hes put
his word. 1678 Sprat Serm. Gal. vi. to, 16 Charity, .is made
the constant Companion, .of all Virtues. .and well it is for

that Virtue, where it most enters, and longest stayes.

c. With the nominative forms of the personal

pronouns, or with nouns clearly construed as nomi-
natives.

In this usage freq. placed, like other adjectives, after the vb.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5765 He wende to heuene & was
wel ynou. 1340HAMPOLE/V. Cousc. 1452 Nower men wele,
now er men wa. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 33 He bat ledes vs bis

wei vre herborwe schal wisse. pei founden hit newely, so
wel weore bei neuere. Ibid. 659 Weweore so wel of vr-self,

we nuste what we duden. 1406 Hoccleve La Mate Regie
12 Whil thy power [O Health !].. Regned in me & was
my gouernour, Than was I wel, tho felte I no duresse.

c 1450 Cov. Myst., Counc. Jews 91 Cayphas. Fare wel, sere,

and wel £e be, C1489 Caxton Sonncs ofAymon xxiv. 528
Now wold I be well in my ship in the myddes of the see,

for if I abyde him, he shall make an endo of me. 1513
Douglas .Eneis vn. iii. 38 All haill our native goddis, weill

3e be! (11547 Slrrey sEneid 11. 301 And well were they
whoes handes might touch the cordes. 1563-83 Foxe A. fy

M. 983 They fell to singyng. . .Well was he that could
reacne the hyest note. 1595 J. King Serin. Queen's Day
in Led. Jonas (1597) 703 O well were wee in the daies of
Queene Elizabeth. 1597 Beard Theatre Gods Judgem. 1S3
Wel was he that could hide himself in a corner. 1688
Penton Guardian's Instruction 24 He was never well

but when he was managing or talking of his Dogs. 1818
Shelley To Mary \t Mary dear, come to me soon,

I am not well whilst thou art far.

2. In favour, in good standing or estimation, on
good terms, with (a person). Also rarely with

together.

Originally with to be (see also the special senses below);
now common only with keep or stand (see Stand v. 15 ft),

with approach to an adverbial force. The gap in the evidence
between the 15th and 18th cent, is remarkable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9521 He had an anlepe son, pat wit his

fader was sa wele J>at [he] wist his wisdom ilk dele, c 1300
Havclok 2878 She is fayr, and she is fre,. .pertekene she
is wel with me. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. in. 152 There she
[Meed] is wel with pe kynge, wo is be rewme. C1435 Torr.
Portugal 1948 That man was well with god all-my3t. c 1450
GoJstcr.u Reg. 26 She was fayre and comly, and well was
with the kyngalmyhty.
1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) III. 76 There was

notiiing I outwardly omitted to be well with her Majesty. 1739
tr. Rollins Anc. Hist.xvu.'ri. (ed.2)\TII.3oAntigonus. .had
..intreated Philip to keep well with Aratus. 1741 Chesterf.
Lett. 8 Aug., The last [report] I had from Mr. Maittaire was
so good a one, that you and I are at present extremely well

together. 1750/&V/. 26 Apr., He is well with. .many people
of the first distinctionat Paris. 1753 Richardson Grandison
II. xii. 87 That he might stand well with a son, whose
character., made his father half afraid of him. 1770 in Earl
Malmesbury Diaries -r Corr. (1844) I. 66 For although they
ate by no means well together, yet they would both find

their advantages in a war, 1811 Ora
<J-

Juliet II. 66 She
chose to keep well with the Dudleys in all appearance.
1881 Mrs. Lysn Linton My Lore I. i. 13 He desirel to

keep well with Stella*s father. 1883 D. C. "Murray Hearts
xiv, The new heir.. had good reasons for standing well with

his neighbours.

fig. 1820 T. Brown Led. Philos. Human Mitut IV. c. 608
* 1'he true secret of happiness ', says Fontenelle, ' is to be
well with our own mind.

b. spec. On terms of intimate friendship or

familiarity with (a woman).
1704 Cibp.er Careless I/usb, v. iii, But it's so natural for

a prude to be malicious when a man endeavours to be well

with anybody but herself. 1784 Back Barham Downs I.

91 You must know Sir, I have the honour to be well with

Mrs. Gadbury, Lady Conollan's woman. 1809 Malkin Gil

Bias in. v. r 2 All our set were well with some fine woman
or other. Ibid. in. vii. F3 Do not suppose that you are well

with a Duchess.

t c. Pleased or satisfied with (oneself). Also
well to do. Obs.
1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. I. 11 He

could not avoid being extremely weil with himself. 1854
Surtees Haudley Cr. vii. (1901) I. 62 He went on 'Change
with, .a strut that plainly told how well he wasto do with
himself. 1865 'Annie Thomas' On Guard I. iv. 61 His
horses, .rattled over the stones.. at a rate he would not have
driven them had he been well with himself just then,

f d. Without const. In favour. Obs.

1694 M. Prior in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 213 Neither
the Dauphin or Mons* Luxemberg are very well in Court.

1752 Chesterf. Lett. 22 Sept., However, be as well at

court as you possibly can. Ibid., In short, make yourself

well there, without making yourself ill somewhere else,

1776 in Sparks Corr, Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 203, I have the

pleasure to inform you that I am extremely well in the

opinion of the senatorial part.

3. In a state of prosperity or affluence; more

explicitly well in goods or cash, well in the world;

« Well off i c. (See also Well to do, to live,

to fass.) Now rare exc. in well to do, well off.

To leave (a person) well, to be well left : to leave or be left

well off by devise or inheritance.

c 1386 Chaucer A'ni.'s T.63 Thanked be ffortune and hire

false wheel, That noon estat assureth to be weel. 1463

Ashby Prisoner's Reft. 78 Whiche grcuyd me sere.. To be

in pouert and of goodes bad, That before was well hi goodes

and rest. 1606 Dekker Sev. Sinncs v. (Arb.) 36 Richmens
sonnes that were left well, and had more money giuen by
v ill, then they had wit how to bestow it. 168a in N. «$• Q.

12th Ser. IX. 436/2 He has left euery body that is related

to him good Legaseys and his wife extreame well. 1686 tr.

Chardin's Coronal. Solyman 130 A Family that is not very

well in the World. 1746 W. Horsley Fool (1748)!. 189

Vanesius was well in Cash. 1780 Mirror No. 97 He imper-

ceptibly became, 'in easy circumstances, well in the world,
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of great credit, [etc.]. 1809 HaUOM Gil Bias \\. vi!. r 4
He must Le very well in the world. 1835 Politeness & Good-
breeding 97 Two boys.. the one high-born as to rank| and.,
the other well in the world as to riches. 1875 [see Leave
r.l 2 b],

+ b. Well and warm : in comfortable and
affluent circumstances. Obs.
1571 Campios Hist. Irel. it. ix. (1633) 114 But you are

well and warmeand so hold you. a 1670 \VoooZy^(O.H.S.)
I. 129 A. W. seemed very sorry at this news, because he wa3
well and warme where he was. 1673 Hickkrincill Greg.
F. Greybeard 4, I shall not get a penny by your custome ;

neither do I desire it. For I am well and warm.
c. Favourably circumstanced ; having tilings as

one wishes them to be ; = Well off I a. Now rare.
c 1440 Partonppe 5281 Whenwymmen be well they can not

cese. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. i. i. 278 An. wilt please your
worship to come in, Sir? SI. No, I thank you forsooth,
hartely; Iamverywell. 1606

—

Ant. <y CI. ir. v. 33 We vse
To say, the dead are well. 1643 Burroughes Exp. 1st 3
ch. Hosea II. v. 351 You who are thorough Gods mercy in

his way, you are now well, know when you are well, and
keep you wel. c 1645 Howeli. Lett. (1650) 111. 24, I am
afraid we have seen our best days, we knew not when we
were well. 1784 Uace Barhajn Downs I. 64 But every
body, Mrs. Susan, don't know when they are well. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit., Academies p 2 Not without a little

hesitation—for apparently they found themselves very well
as they were..— they consented.

4. In a sound or undamaged state; spec, in marine
insurance, of a vessel.

£1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 475 God shewed meruaile in
apert. pe bell was wele al swythe. 1580 H. Smith in Hak.
luyt Voy. 0589) 470 Wee were afraid that she [the ship] had
taken some hurt, hut she was well. 1667 Earl Okrerv St.
Lett. (r742) 288 He. .came. .to inform me. .that the Rupert
was driven from them by force of weather, but doubts not,
that she is well. 1848 1. Arnould Marine Insur. I. 5S6 In
order to protect himself from liability to any loss before a
given day, the underwriter frequently causes a warranty to
be inserted in the policy that the ship was ' all safe ', or
' well ', on the day.

5. Sound in health ; free or recovered from sick-

ness or infirmity : more explicitly well in health.

Const, of'(a sickness, wound). Also not well (Sc.

no weel) - Unwell a. 2 (f formerly with of a
sudden, 0' tW sudden).

»555 Card. Pole in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1913) July 529 Tho?
my passage over the see was not so quyet. .yet after I was
londcd I found myself very wel. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 428 b, She was not very wel in health. 1396 Shaks.
Merck. V. in. ii. 238 Not sicke my Lord, vnlesse it be in
minde, Nor wel, vnlesse in minde. 1598 — Merty IV. 1. i.

80 M. Page. I am glad to see your Worships well. 1399 —
Much Ada iv. i. 63 Is my Lord well, that he doth speake
so wide? 1634 Milton Counts 1000 Where young Adonis
oft reposes, Waxing well of his deep wound. 1650 Crom-
well Let. 30 July in Carlyle, The Major-General will, I be.
lieve, within few days be well to take the field. 1711 Swift
Jrnl. to Stella I Dec, He. .drinks no claret yet, for fear of
his rheumatism, of which he is almost well. 1782 Cowper
Gilpin 220 This shall be yours when you bring back My
husband safe and well. 1831 Scott Ct. Kobt. xxxii, Ursel.

.

is restored to you well in health. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.
xxiii, I hope you are well. I am happy to see you. 1864
Trollops Small Ho. Allington xx, ' The fact is this ; I m
very well, you know;—as strong as a horse.' 'You look
pretty well.'

(b) 1608 Middleton Trick to catch Old-one v. H 2 b, Troth
I am not well of a suddaine. a 1616 Bkau.m. & Fl. Wit
tvithout Money HI. i, A proper Gentleman : I am not well
o' th' sudden. 2667 Dryoen Secret Love 1. iii, Dear Astei ia
lead me, 1 am not well o'th sudden. {She faints.)

t b. Well in (one's) wits : of sound mind. Obs.
1561 Hobv tr. Castiglione's Courtier 1. (1900) 00 A manne

may assuredly thinke him not to be wel in his wittes. 1577
tr. Bullinger's Decades 11. viii. 206 What man that were wel
in his wittes would say to kinges [etc.], 1581 Petth tr.
Guazzo'sCiv.Conv. 1.(1586) 4 If I shuld say it, rather I
(than you) might be thought scarce wel in my wits. 1645
Sir R. Weston Husb. Brabant (1652) 26 Such profitable
Terms, as no man, that is well in his wits, but will venture
at them. 1686 W. Clagett if Serm. (1699) App. 18 No
body, well in his wits can be misled by it. J710 Waterland
Eight Serm. 90 A Man would hardly be supposed well in
his Wits, that should seriously entertain any the least
Doubt, .concerning it.

o. Used attributively, esp. with man (fsometimes
hyphened). Now only U.S.
1628 Digbv Voy. Medilerr. (Camden) 14, I tooke a view

of my well men. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 95 Our division
of the living is not so much into Physitian, and Patient, as
into well Physitian, and sick Physitian. 1666 Pepys Diary
12 Feb., In spite,. .ill people would breathe in the faces, out
of their windows, of well people going by. 1671 Wiseman
lf<»»u&li.vii.5oHe..couId take no rest until his wounded
finger was digested, yet his pain was not so great in his
Wound, as in his well fingers. 1700 Drvden Fables, Cock
t< Fox 401 But neither Pills nor Laxatives I like, They
only serve to make a well-man sick. 1737 B. Franklin
Poor Richard (1890) 73 Poor Dick eats like a well man,
and drinks like a sick. 1759 Ann. Reg. 62 One of the
ships. .with no more than 65 guns. .and but 472 well men
at quarters. 1841 Catlin -V. Amer. Ind. (1844) II. xlv. 80
Of those who are alive, there are not well ones enough to
take care of the sick. 1874 Hovvells Chance Acquaint, iv.
(1882) 97 Calling Kitty's attention to his ingenuity by a
pressure with her well foot. 1879 — L. Aroostook (1883)
II. 10 They welcomed him back to animation with the
patronage with which well people hail a convalescent. 1900
Mark Twain 'Man that corrupted etc. 128 Two days

later he began to eat like a well man '.

d. absol. (as pi.). Those who are sound in health.
1676 Prime. Chymists Loud. 104 For our S. P. never

worketh on the Well, either by Vomit or Stool 1783 John,
son Let. Dr. Brocklesby 29 Aug., in Boswell, It is great
consolation to the well, and still greater to the sick. 1841
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Catlin N. Amer. Lid. (1S44) II. xlii. 69 Leaving about 30
sick, and about an equal number of well to take care of and
protect them. 1886 Besant Childr.Gibeon xxv, Every body
feels itj the sick and the well, the patient and the nurses.
1908 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 16/1 It should be the business
of the doctors to prevent the well from getting sick.

e. Well day: a day on which one is free from
sickness, esp. from an attack of an intermittent
disorder. (Sometimes hyphened.)
1652 Wood Life Aug. (O. H. S.) I. 176 What in the well-

days his stomach had contracted, he would on the sick-day
vomit it out. a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 175, I scarce
enjoy 'd one well day in ten Weeks absence. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 96 The 30th was my Well-day., and I went
abroad with my Gun. 1760-72 H. Brooke Foot of Qua I.

(1809) II. 113 As it was one of his well days, he walked in
without help. 1799 Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I.

301 Repeated cold and hot tits, .with one or more well-days
between them. 1869 Carlyle New Lett. (1904) II. 251,
I struggle to hang by my 'Work*. .and generally do get a
particle or two of it done every welt-day.

f. Of a person's health or spirits ; Sound, good.
Of sickness : Cured.
X712 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 9 Oct., Lord-treasurer has bad

an ugly fit of the rheumatism, but it is now near quite well.
X760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W.\, His health, thank Heaven, is

still pretty well. 1801 Kliz. HkLME St, Marg. Cave III.
186 Your health is, I fear, not well. 1836 Southfv Coivpers
Wks. III. 137 Vet he described his spirits as tolerably well
in the day. 1847 Surtees Hawbuck Grunge iv. 74 Indeed
he had fully determined, if his cold was well enough, to ride
over to Snailswell.

6. In the phrase {It is) well {that) or to : a. Ad-
visable, desirable, to be recommended.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 82 It is welle to undrestonde that ye

h.iue no protectoure, kepar, ne defendour but it come of
God. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 2 Then 'twer well, It were
done quickly. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxxviii, If thou
think'st well To trust, fair Madeline, to no rude infidel. 1848
Dickens DombeyxW\, I neverthought to lookat him again,
..but it's well I should, perhaps. 1864 'Annie Thomas*
D. Donne III. 97 Suggestions as to the seat it would be well
for him to take. 1910 Encycl. Brit. II. 28/1 When a trout
rises it is well to count ' ten ' before striking.

b. Gratifying, fortunate, lucky; forming a matter
for satisfaction or thankfulness.
1665 Dk. Ormonde in nth Rep. Hist* Jl/SS. Comm. App.

v. 13 It is well wee have time to looke about us before the
next assault. 1701 De Foe Trueborn Eng. 23 'Tis well
that Virtue gives Nobility. X717 Atterbury Serm. (1734)
I. 161 It is well they afford us both these. 1779 Warner
in Jesse Selwyn <r Contemp. (1844) IV. 271 Such a dinner
as we had to-day I it was well it was a christening ! 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes xiv, It was well for us, that we were
in this humour, for the road fete.]. 1859 Tennyson Guine.
vere 421 Well is it that no child is born of thee. 1865 Le
Fanu Guy Deverell III. 149 It is well when these sudden
collapses of the overwrought nerves occur.

C- As well . . if ox that, in preceding senses.

*753~4 Richardson Grandison II. xxvii. 209 Perhaps in
this casc.it were as well they did not. x8oi Marvellous
Love-Story II. 288, I think it would be as well if John was
to go off.. this afternoon. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennard Landing
a Prize vii, Perhaps it was just as well., that Ebenezer re-

mained in his cabin.

7. Of a state of things, work, an undertaking, etc.

:

Satisfactory ; of such a nature, or in such a con-
dition, as to meet with approval or give content.
1381 in Knighton Chron. (Rolls) II. 139 For if the ende

be wele, than is alle wele. 1523-34, Fit.^herb. Husb. § 14
If it be thynne.sowe thycker the nexte yere ; and if it be
well, holde his hande there other yeres. 1523 Skelton Garl.
Laurel 763 He can neuer leue warke whylis it is wele. 1580
H. Smith in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 471 We did tarrie for her
to know whether all was well with her. 1581 A. Hall Iliad
v. 76 The warre they deeme not well for them. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. in. i. 45 Goodmorrow (good Lieutenant) I am some
For your displeasure: but all will sure be well. 1620 T.
May Heir 1. (1633) B 1, That's well, that's very well. 1746
Francis tr

;
llor., Sat. 11. vi. 10, I have enough in my pos-

sessing, 'Tis well. 1798-1803 Jane Austen NorthangerAbb.
x, Though it is vastly well to be here for a few weeks, we
would not live here for millions. 1820 W. Irving Sketch
Bk., Wife (1821) I. 35 She saw.. with the quick eyes of
affection, that all was not well with him. 1859 E. Kitz-
Gerald OmarKhayam Ixiv, He's a Good Fellow, and 'twill

all be well.

Prov. 1381 [see above]. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. (1867)
21 Well aunt (quoth Ales) All is well that endes well. 1600
F. L. Ovid's Remedie ofLove etc, To Rdr. E 3 b, Vet take
this old Prouerbe with a right application.. All is well that
endeth well. And so end I. 1724 P. Walker Peden (1827)
Pref. p. xxvii, The old Saying holds, that All's well that
ends well. 1905 ' G. Thorne ' Lost Cause iv. 106 All's well
that ends well ! You won't have the services disturbed
again.

b. of material things.

m
1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 118 It [sc. acheese]

ts, saith an other, well as can bee. 1595 in Archaeologia
LXIV. 389 Because the walles ryse and be not well nor all
of one collore, the most be wheyted at the plasterers charge.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 172 Kate. The meate was well.
..Pet. I tell thee Kate, 'twas burnt and dried away. 1599
Minsheu Span. Dial. 3 This water is now well [Va esta
buena est agua], you may now wel wash Sir. 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. ciii, Were it not sinfull then striuing to mend, To
marre the subiect that before was well. 1761 Foote Lyar
1. ii. (1786) 14 Do you know now, that. .1 honour the Park?
forty thousand million of times preferable to the play house 1

Don't you think so, my dear? Miss Godfrey. They are
both well in their way.
absol. 1589 Greens Menaphon (Arb.) 78 Sweet Censors

take my silly worst for well.

c. To let (or leave) well alone : to refrain from
trying to make better that which is already well.
X740 Cheyne Regimen Pract. Ess, p. xxxvi, When a Person

WELL.
is tolerably well, and is subject to no painful or dangerous
Distemper, I think it his Duty.. to let Well alone. 1830
[see Let v. 18 b]. 01865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <V Dau.
xxxii, Why can't you leave well alone ? 1883 D. C. Murray
Hearts xii, Tom was very near yielding.. . Hut Mr. Carroll
could not let well alone, and unfortunately he went on,
' Whom am I to believe, [etc.].'

d. Alts well: a sentry's reply when he has re-

ceived the password in answer to his challenge.
(See also quot. 1769.)
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), All's ivell I an accla-

mation of safety or security pronounced by a centineL.at
the time of striking the bell each half-hour during., the night
watch. x8oa C. James Mitit. Diet. s.v. Pass, All's Well,
a term used by a British sentry after he has challenged
a person that comes near bis post, [etc.]. 1803 '1'. Dibdin
Engl. Fleet in. ii. Duet, 'Who goes there? Stranger—
quickly tell;

1 'A friend,'—the word— 'Good night—All's
well '.

e. Sc. Quite ready, rare.
1805 A. Scott Poems 40 With hunger smit, may hap they

seem to feel, Or cry, perhaps, oh ! is the hodgil weel ! 1825
Jamieson s. v. Weill, Is the denner weel ?

8. In conformity with approved standards of
action or conduct

; right, proper. Now arch.
1534, Stmt ChaviberCascs (Selden Soc.) 1 1. 315 John . . toke

the seid iiij horsez..and theym, impounded, as well and law.
full it was. .for hym to duo. 154a Palsgr. Acolastus 11. v.
N ij, That is well, or well done, let hym be brought in. 1713
Addison Cato in. ii, O Fortius, was this well !— to frown on
her, That lives upon thy Smiles !

fb. qualifying a noun of action. Obs. (For the
similar use with verbal sbs., see Well adv. 30.)
1583 in Neal Hist. Ftiritans {1754) I. 267 The archbishop

has power to make laws for the well government of the
church. 1635 Stratford Lett. (1739) I. 4S2 That he see to
the upholding of my Houses and well Usage of my Grounds.
1677 Earl Essex in Essex Papers (Camden) II. 148 The
well payment of their Rents depending much upon the well
paying of the Army.

C. Good ; of a character or quality to which no
exception can be taken. Now arch, or Obs.
1661 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 70 The things

[clauses in the Act] seem to me generally well and desirable.
Ibid. 344 Which thing, as U hath a well and certain founda-
tion, so it is your wisdome [etc.]. 1671 Milton i'aw/ww
1723 Nothing is here for tears, ..no weakness, no contempt,
Dispraise, or blame, nothing but well and fair. 1695 A.
Charlett in Wood Life (O. H.S.) III. 499 His behaviour
was very well during his Illnesse; was very patient and
Quiet. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar xi, Our honest neighbour's
goose and dumplings were fine... It is true, his manner of
telling stprics was not quite so well. 1773 — Stoops to
Conq. 11. i, Vet the fellow, but for his unaccountable bash-
fulness, is pretty well too. He has good sense. 1780 John-
son in Bostvell (18S7) IV. -24 Yes, they are very well, Sir;
but you may observe in what manner they are well. They
are the forcible verses of a man of a strong mind, but not
accustomed to write verse. 1798-1803 Jane Austen North-
ttftger Abbey v, It is really very well for a novel.

9. fa. Of good or satisfactory appearance. Obs.
1600 Shaks. A. Y.L. in. v. 119 Hee'll make a proper man:

..His leg is but so so, and yet 'tis well. 1611 — Wint, T.
v. iii. 20 But here it [sc. a statue] is:.. behold, and say 'tis

well. C1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 248 In this parke
stands another pallace St. James, wch is very well. 1742
Richardson Pamela III. 162 He is a lively Gentleman,
well enough in his Person. X748— Clarissa {1768) I. 7 But
then, stepping to the glass, she complimented herself, 'That
she was very well '.

b. Well to see, well to be seen : (of a person)
good to look upon, comely, rare.
1804 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. (C1850) in To be seer

she's a sarvant, but weel to be seen. 1808-9 L*mb Pcetry
for Children, Three Friends 23 Well to do and well to see
Were the parents of all three. 1902 Crockett Dark 0*

Moon vii. 43 In person she was short, well-to-see, rosy-
cheeked, buxom.

10. In concessive use, followed by an objection
or contrary view expressed or implied : a. It is all

very well : it is right and proper in itself or under
certain circumstances.
1560 Daus it.Sleidane

y

sCo?>tm. 82 And where as they saye
that the Gospel! must be taught after the interpretations
approued by the churche (that is very well) but all the stryfe
is, which is the trewe church. 1779 Warner in Jesse Sehvyn
Sf Contemp. (1844) lv - 283 It is all very well, sir; I know
what you will say—that you [etc.]. 1864 Trollope Small
Ho. Allington xxiii, That's all very well, Amelia. 1879
Ruskin Let. 31 Oct. Wks. 1908 XXXIV. 238 Written con-
tracts are all very well, but if the contractor stops payment
—where are you? 1905 'G. Thorne * Lost Cause v, Oh,
it's all very well, vicar,, .we know you never say anything
against anyone.

"b. He {it, etc.) is all very well : there is no fault

to be found with him, it, etc.
For the force of the appended phrase in his {her, its,

their) way see Way sb. 14 f.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish ii, As to the curate, he was
all very well; but.. the curate wasn't a novelty, and the
other clergyman was. 1837 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Nat.
Hist. III. 746/2 As a curiosity the black swan is all very
well., but it has none of the beauty and grace of the white
swan. 1898 'Merriman' Roden's Corner xxvii. 2S8 Mr.
Cornish is all very well in his way. But we're not fools.

c. Similarly with well enough.
1798 Wordsw. Goody Blake 37 'Twas well enough, when

summer came... But when the ice [etc.]. 1823 Scott Quen-
tin D, Introd., Their higher wines, indeed, are well enough
..yet I cannot but remember the generous qualities of my
sound old Oporto. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes xv, This is

well enough, but nevertheless I cannot.. incline towards the
Shakers.

d. Without vb.: Well and good. Also {t Obs.

or dial.) good and well.
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1699 Bom Royal Diet, Eng.-Fr., Well and good, a la

bonne heure. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias x. x. (1782) IV. 71
My mother's predictions were always favourable to those
who solicited them: if they proved true, good and well;
but when they came back to reproach her [etc.]. 1809 M al-
kin Gil Bias x. x. (Rtldg.)364 My mother always sold good
luck for good money; if the accomplishment trod on the heels
cf the prediction, well and good. 1854 Surtf.es Handley Cr,
viii. (1901) I. 74 These people arrive to-day. If you.. can
find anything out about them, you know, well and good.
1888 ( R. Eoldrewood' Robbery wider Art/is vii, ' If you
like to bow and scrape to rich people, well and good ', I said.

e. For very well, without verb, see Well adv. 25.

fll. Quite sufficient (as a statement). Obs.
1673 Ray youtn. Low C. 152, I have been often told that

there are in Paris a million and a half of people, whereas it

is well if there be half a million. Ibid. 379 A free State.,
as the Inhabitants boast, for above 1000 years, but its well
if half so long.

12. Easy (to deal with), rare"1
.

1816 Jane Austen Persuasion iii, In the way of business,
gentlemen of the navy are well to deal with.

Well (wel), 7>.i Pa. t. and pa. ppte. welled
(weld). Forms : 1 wiellan, wyllan, waellan,
1-2 wellan, 4 wellen; 2-6 welle, (6 wel), 3-
well (4 will) ; Sc, 9 wall. Pa. t. 3 welden
{pi.), 4 wellyd, 4-5 wellyde, 5 wellede, 5-7
wellid, 6 weld, 4- welled. Pa. pp/e. 3 iweld,
3-4 iwelled, 4-5 wellid, wellyde, 5 wellyd,
Sc, wellit, 4- welled. [OE. wiellan (wyllan

;

Anglian wsellan, we/lan), causative verb from the

stem of weallan to boil, Wall v.1 Cf. MDu. and
Du., MLG. and LG., MHG. (and G. dial.) wellen,

to cause to boil, to boil or well up, etc., WFris.
welje to well up, NFris. wel to boil, ON. and Icel.

vella (p. t. veldt) to boil (trans.).

The form is appropriate only to the trans, senses; in the
intr. it has taken the place of the original strong verb wail]

1 1. trans. To boil (a liquid, ingredients, etc.).

a 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1, 72 Jenim pa ylcan wyrte betonican
& wyl on ealdan wine. Ibid. II. 22 Jenim wudurofan &
wudu merce. .& wel on buteran. Ibid. 374 £epuna 3a wyrte
to somne & wael to somne. c 1*90 St. Lucy 145 in S. Eng.
Leg. 105 po nomen huy pich and brumston, and welden it

wel faste. la 1400 Morte A rth. 1736, I walde be wellyde
alle qwyke, and quarterde in sondre, Hot I wyrke mydede.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum 19 Take brede and peper and ale,

And temper bo brothe.. And welle hit to-geder. 14.. Lydc.
Horse, Goose <V Sheep 375 in Pol. Ret. <$ L. Poems (1903) 31
[Mutton] Wellid with growel.

tb. fig (Cf. 3 b.) Obs-1

c 1450 Holland Houlate 499 The wyis qubar the wicht
went war in wa wellit.

tc. To thicken or curdle (a liquid, esp. milk)

by boiling or heating. Obs,
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 520/2 Welle, mylke or ober lycure,

coagulo.

a. spec. (See quot.)
1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v. Welling, ' They're welling livers

',

obtaining the oil from the livers of fish, in the way of making
it flow by an adapted heat.

t 2. To liquefy (metal) by heat; to melt down,
cast, found. Obs.
a\zz$ Ancr. R. 284 pe caliz pet was imelt ioe fure &

stroncliche iwelled, and seo33en..so swu&e ueire afeited.

c 1290 St. Patrick's Purg. 272 in S. Eng. Leg 208 pe feondes
welden led and brass, and in heore moubes caste, a 1300
Holy Rood (Ashm.) 501 He made him drynke led iweld.
138. Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 136 Men schal welle [1388 Isa.
ii. 4 welle togidere: Vulg. confabunt] hor swerde into
plowgh-schares. 1388—2 Citron, xxxiv. 17 Thei han wellyd
togidere [Vulg. con/laverunt] the siluere, which is foundun
in the housof the Lord, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 520/2 Welle,
metc\,fundo. 1570 Levins Manip. 55/14 To wel iron, con-
fare.

b. To soften (metal) by intense heat ; to join

while heated, to weld. Obs, exc. dial,

Du. and LG. wellen also have this sense.

1424 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 152 Pro scharpyng et well-
yng of wegges de ferro. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <$- Sydracke
(?i5io) R lij, As two peces of Iron fare In the fyre whan
they wellyd are. Ley that one that other vpon And geue
them a stroke anon, Throughe hete they together bynde.
1513 Douglas ASneis vm. vii. 174 A huge gret semely targat,

or a scheild-.In every place sevin ply thai well and call,

1599 Churchiu, Ace. t'ittington, etc. (Surtees) 275 For well-
inge the springe and for makinge nailles to the cocke [clock ?]

bordes, iijd. x6i6 Ibid. 172 P<* to Thomas Pearson for

mendinge the great e bell tounge, vjs.. .P*. .about the well-
inge and helpmge Thomas Pearson, xijd. 1808 Jamieson
s.v., To wall, To beat two masses into one. 1824 [Carr]
Craven Gioss., Well, to weld. 1825- in various northern
glossaries.

3. intr. To boil. (Said ofa liquid, of ingredients,

and also of the containing vessel.) Also with up.
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. 210 in Archaeologia XXX.

356 Take..y fl whyte of tweyne eyre And a porcyon of rye
mele, And late it well to geder welle. c 1420 Liber Cocorum
5 Take sope, cast in hys potage ; penne wylle be pot begyn
to rage And welle on alle. f 1425 Macro Plays, Cast.

Persev. 3594 Go bou to helle, bou devyl,.Inbras& briinston

to welle ! c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3371 When pe cal-

droun began to well be tempest sest. 1483 Cath. Angl.

413/2 To Welle, bullire, ebullire. 1554-9 **V Ba^'
Phil. <fr Mary (Roxb.) 12 Full lean be thi pottage where
the pnte welfis. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Well, to boil,

t b. fig. Chiefly in the phrase to well in woe.

Cf. welling woe, welling wood: Welling//*/, a. 1 b, c.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23166 Gas to be deuil, par sal yee ga,

for to well bar in his wa. a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. x\. 40
In such wondryng for woy welle. c 1325 Metr. Horn. (1862)

29 Thar thai sal euermare duelle, And wafullic in pines

welle. a 1400 Min. Poemsfr, Verncn MS. xliv. 8 pe Mon
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bat is taken in dedly synne, He may wel when In wo to
wellen. c 1440 York Myst. i. 131 For-thi efter baire warkes
were, in wo sail bai well.

tc. Of metal: To melt and boil up. Obs.
e 1430 Chev. Assigtte 166 And I breke me a cheyne & halfe

leyde in be fyer, And it wexedde in my honde & wellede so
faste, That I toke be obur fyve & fro pe fyer caste.

fd. fig. To unite as by welding.
159 . Jas. I Basil. Doron in. (MS. = ed. 1599, p. 153) Mix-

ing., the men of euerie Kingdome with another, as maye
with tyme make thaime to grow & well all in ane. [Cf.

Weld v. i.]

4. Of liquids, esp. of a well or spring of water

:

To rise up to the surface (of the earth) and flow in

a copious stream. Also with up, out, forth.

t Const, of.

1387 Treyisa Higden II. 59 In bis citee welleb vp and
spnngeb hote babes. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. xni. i, (MS.
Add. 27944) Other watir spryngeb and welleb owte of the
ynner parties of the erthe as welles watir and pittes watir.

7 a 1400 Morte Arth. 3377 Thane cho wente to the welle by
the wode euis, That alle wellyde of wyne. ^1425 Seven
Sag. (P.) 135 Fayre welles there wellyde fast, a 1500 Hist.
K. Boccus <y Sydracke U ij b, That [earth] turneth to brym-
stone Which wellyth vpsomtymeanon. 1530 Palsgr. 778/2,
I well up, as water that bobylleth, orcomethout of theyerthe.
1590 Spenser P. Q. 1. i. 34 Thereby a Christall streame did
gently play, Which from a sacred fountaine welled forth
alway. 1614 lip. Hall Contempt, v. iii. 62 Hee might (if he
had pleased) haue caused a spring to well out of the plaine
earth. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 807 From his two springs,
. .Pure welling out, he. .rolls his infant stream. 1787 Hl'rns
Death Sir J. II. Blair ii, Lone as I .. mus'd where limpid
streams, once hallow'd, well. 1795 Southey yotiu ofArc n\.

21 Fast by a spring, which welling at his feet With many a
winding crept along the mead. 1831 JKUzsPhil. Augustus
xvii, A clear small stream, that welled from a rock hard by.

1869 Tozhr High/. Turkey I. 39 The. .fountains were..
believed to well up from the Scamander. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 190 The molten matter, which wells up the throat
ofa volcano.

fig. 1812 DTsraeli Calam. Auth. xxit. (1879) 178 A few
of those public works whose waters silently welled from the
spring of Leland's genius. 1838 Lytton Leila \, ii, As the
water glides from yonder rock,.. I see the tide of empire
welling from my hands. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. (1873) 71
O who may count The drops from that eternal Fount Of
heavenly Intercession, welling night and day?

b. transf. of vapours, etc., that rise up to the

surface, or flow forth in a stream; poet, of sound.
(a) 1842 DiCKENS/Iw^r. No/es'rii, What sparkling bubbles

glanced upon the waves, and welled up every moment to
the surface, i860 Pl'sev Min. Proph. 82 The smoke.,
ascendeth, swelleth, welleth, vanisheth. 1863 Dana Man.
Geol. 710 The heat as gradually welled up from below, pene-
trating the moist and yielding beds. 1895 S. Crane Red
Badge v, Smoke welled slowly through the leaves.

(/') 1848 KiNCSLEY.S'rt/«/'.r Trag. iv. iv, What sweet sounds
from her fast-closed lips are welling. 01849 PoE Bells i,

Keeping time. .To the tintinabulation that so musically
wells From the bells. 1867 Morris yason xiv. 45 White
bodies moving, ..Wherefrom it seemed that lovely music
welled.

C. To well over, to overflow, lit. and /?£".

1843 jAMEsPorest Days i, It had a pond, which was kept
clear Dy a spring at the bottom, welling constantly over at

the side next the road. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts viii, His
heart welled over with joy. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' At
Bay i, The spring of imaginative passion.. lay there, ready
to bubble up and well over into a strong current at the
touch of the divining-rod.

5. Of tears : To rise (up) to the eyes in a copious

flood ; to flow down.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 215 But bo by-gan a lytel his

herte vnswelle Thorugh teris which bat gonnen vp to welle.

1377 Langl, P. PI. P. xix. 375 And banne welled water for

wikked werkes, Egerlich ernynge out of mennes eyen. 1600
Fairfax Tasso iv. xciv, Dowue from her eies welled the
pearles round, Vpon the bright Enuamell of her face. 1601

Weever Mirr. Mart. E 4, Still the pearles round Stil

through her eies, and wel vpon her face. 1791 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Rom. Forest iv, Tears welled into her eyes as she
spoke these words. 1858 G. Macdonald Phantasies xiii.

157 She lay with closed eyes, whence two large tears were
just welling from beneath the veiling lids. 1863 M iss Brad-
don A urora Floyd ii, As she looked, the tears welled slowly

up to her eyes which had been dry before. 1894 J. A.
Steuart In Day cfBattle vii, My heart welled into my
eyes in thankfulness.

6. Of blood or corrupt matter : To flow from the

body, a wound, or sore.

1387 Trevisa Higden IV. 287 Herodes. . was. .i-tormented

. ,wip wormes bat welled bat sprang out of his prive liar,

neys. Ibid. 280. 14.. St. Mary of Oignies (MS. Douce
114) in Anglia VIII. 140 Wormys wellynge oute of seint

Symeouns woundes. 153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 491/2
As the water welled out wyth the blood oute of hys blessed

heart vpon the crosse. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. viii. 47 Her
dried dugs.. Hong downe, and filthy matter from them
weld. 1697 Dryden ASneis x. 1184 With clotted Locks,
and Blood that well'd from out the Wound. 17. . Broome
Iliad x. Poems (1727) 128 Blood o'er the crimson Field
Well'd from the Slain. 1777 Potter Aeschylus, Agamem.
271 When forth-welling from the wound, The purple-stream-
ing blood shall fall. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 238/2
The blood.. wells up abundantly from the bottom of the
wound. 1858 G. Macdonald Phantasies xiii. 1S2 His hand
was pressed against his side. . .The blood was welling from
between the fingers. 1890 Brit. Med. yrnl. 29 Mar. 707
Many small cavities were exposed. They were tensely filled

with foul pus, which welled out freely from them.

b. transf. of the source or a place. Const, of.

1387 Trevisa Higden V. 235 (MS. y) He wellede fuf of
wormes. ?.1:1400 Morte Artlu 3819 Alle wellys fulle of
blode, thare he awaye passes, c 1482 Monk of Evesliam
(Arb.) 32 Also y behylde the right syde of the ymage of

oure lordis body and hit wellid oute of blode.

WELL.
7. fig. To spring or originate ; to issue or flow

forth or out. Of qualities, conditions : To emanate
fop, out of,from a person or thing as a source.
13.. tr. /P.lred in Engl. Sludien VII. 311 J>yse ryueres

bej? holy scriptures, bat welleb out fro be welle of wysdom,
bat is Crist.

_
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. 151 Trewly, al

maner of blisse and preciousnesse in vertue out of thee
springen and wellen. c 1400 I'ety yob 438 in 26 Pol. Poems
xxv. 135 Vertues, lorde, though I haue none, Late thy grace
in me now welle. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. x. 77 Considre
all binges as welling of be hyest & most souereyn good.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 20-24 The woordes
whiche proceded from the mouth of Jesus., welled foorth
from a brest replenished with the heauenly spirite of God.
159° Spenser P. Q. m. vi. 25 With sugred words and gentle
blandishment, Which as a fountaine from her sweet lips
went, And welled goodly forth. 1834 H. Miller Scenes *
Leg. xv. (1857) 223 Those old artless compositions which
have welled out from time to time from among the people.
1846 Eclectic Rev. Feb. 134 The Pilgrim's Progress., welled
up from the deep fountains of the author's own mind, and
..flowed on without reserve. 1883 R. W. Church Spenser
v, 120. The abundance of his ideas, as they welled forth in
his mind day by day.

8. trans, a. Of a spring : To pour forth (water,
etc.). Also with adv., as up,
1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 391 pis 3ere at Fynchamstede

in Barrokschire a welle was i-seie welle blood nftene dayes.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 340 There was wellit to wale water full

nobill, In yche place of the playne with plentius stremes.
1729 Savage Wanderer v. 22 Rills. .Meet in yon Mead, and
well a River's Source. 1820 Irving Sketch Bk. I. 32 Some
classic fountain, that had once welled its pure waters in a
sacred shade. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I.

227 Another green bank from which a spring wells up to
the light its sparkling waters.

b. fig. To pour out (something) in or as a
stream. Also with out, forth, up.
a nz$CursorM. 17076 (Trin.) Mary welle of mercy, wellyng
[Laud willyng] euer pite. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 112 Wherfore it is deuyded in two partes : on the one
parte it welleth vp all mocyons of concupyscence. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 8 She sate, Welling out streames of
teares. Ibid. x. 26 Behold the boyling Bathes at Cairbadon,
Which seeth with secret fire eternally, And. .to their people
wealth they forth do well. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict,
in Heaven xlviii, How nimbly will the golden phrases flie,

And shed forth streames of choycest rhetorie, Welling celes-

tiall torrents out of poesie? 1834 De Quincey Autob. Sk.
Wks. 1853 I. 24 Deep is the solitude of millions who, with
hearts welling forth love, have none to love them.

Well, v.* [f. Well s&A]
1. slang. To defraud (one's confederates) by

embezzling part of the booty ; to conceal (booty)
from one's confederates ; to conceal (a portion of

one's estate) from creditors.

181a Vaux Flash Did. (1819) 3. v. Well, To well your
accomplice, or put him in the well. 1823 Egan Grose's
Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Well, to divide unfairly...A cant
phrase used by thieves, where one of the party conceals some
of the booty, instead of dividing it fairly amongst his con-
federates. 1824 Cotupl. Hist. Murder Mr. Weare 255 Pro-
bert frequently alluded to the money., and his apprehensions
lest Thurtell should well it (meaning keep it to himself).

1893 Illustr. Sporting <y Dram. News 22 July 766/1 Out of
the salvage of my fortune—for something had been safely
' welled ', you may be sure— I purchased a tricycle.

2. Naut. (See quot.)
1820 ScoRESBY.Wa'. Arctic Reg. II. 450 To well the ship.—

This operation [for stopping a leak], consisting in the build-

ing ofa bulk-head or partition on the fore part of the leak,

and caulking it, so as to confine the water within it.

Well (wel), adv. Forms: a. 1-7 wel (1 uel>

3 wuel, wael), 1, 5- well (2 wsellj 5 whell), 5
welle. 0, 4-5 (8-9 Sc. and north.) weel, 4 wiel,
Sc, 5 veill, 5-6 weill, 6 wyell, 7 weell (weall);

4"5> 7 (^ Sc.) wele, 5 weile, Sc. veyle, 6 weele.

7. (Chiefly north.) 4-5 will (5-6 wyll), 5 wil, 5-6
wyl; 4 wille, 5 wile, wyle, wylle. See also \Vol
adv. [Common Teutonic : OK. wet, welt «= OFris.

wel (NFris. wel, well, WFris. wel, wofr, MDu. and
Du. wel, OS. wel, ON. and Icel. vet (Norw., Da.
vel, Sw. val) ; also OS. wela, wola (MLG. and
LG. wala, wal), OHG. wela, wala, wola, wot
(MHG. wole, wol, G. wohl), Goth, waila. The
stem is regarded as identical with that of the verb

Will.
An early lengthening of the vowel is indicated by the ME.

weel {wiel, wele, etc.). which appears in northern and Scot.

tish texts from the 14th cent., and is still the current form
in Scottish, northern, and north midland dialects. The forms
«.'/// and Wol probably originated in unstressed positions.)

L 1. In accordance with a good or high standard

of conduct or morality ; in a way which is morally

good. Chiefly with do vb.

cZz$ Vesp. Psa/ier xxxv. 4 [He] nalde ongeotan <5aet [he]

wel dyde [L. bene ageret]. a 1000 Doomsday 119 Welan ah
in wuldre se nu wel penceS ! a 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 12

Hyt ys alyfed on reste-da?,um wel todonne [L. benefacere\.
a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud) an. 1086 Litel rihtwisnesse wxs
on bisum landc.buton mid munecan ane b«er baer hi wall
ferdon. CX175 Lamb. Horn. 131 De mon be wel de5, he wel
ifehS. a 1200 Moral Ode 37 Ne seal na mon..slawen wel
to done, c 1300 Relig. Songs i. in Owl % Night, etc. (Percy

Soc.) 63 Mon, let sunne and lustes thine ; \\ el thu do and
wel thu thench. e 1340 Hampole/V. Consc. 288 He says

he has no wille to fele Ne to understand for to do wele.

Ibid. 1987 pe last day of man is hyd,..For he shuld kepe
wele al J?e other dayes. c 1400 Rule St. Benet vii. 12 For
bi lokys bat ye do wel. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 1 perfore gouerne
the wele the while til I come home a5cn. c 1481 Caxton
Dialogues 47 Qui bien fcra bien aura, Who doth well shall



"WELL. WELL.
well haue. 1562 J. Hevwood Prov. (1867)21 Doo well, and
haue well, men say. a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1601) 299 It

is better to doe well then to doe good: for a man cannot
offend in doing well. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. (1687)

355 Let me see a Man that keeps his shop and buys and
sells, and yet lives well and keeps the Laws of Chrisr. a 1703
Burkitt On .V. T. Mark x. 17 It is not talking well, and
professing well, but doing well, that entitles us to heaven
and eternal life. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude vm. 527 That, by
acting well, And understanding, I should learn to love The
end of life, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 606 If thou livest well

and teachest well, thou wilt be a judge of all ; if thou
teachest well and livest ill, thine own only.

b. Satisfactorily in respect of conduct or action.

a 1000 Riddles l[i]. 5 He him wel herecS, beowab him ^e-

bwaere. c 13*5 Spec. Gy Warw. 82 Wisdom in godes drede
Vse wel, batbe my rede, c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T, 968 And
they him sworen his axyng faire and weel. c 1410 Chron.
Vilod. 4838 To loue god & seme hym wyle. 1450-1530
Myrr. Our Ladye 11. 65 Deuoute redyng. .causeth moche
grace and comforte to thesoulle yf yt be well and dyscretely

vsed. 1471 Caxtos Recuyell {Sommcr) 60 The same Archas
gouerned hym so wele and so wisely that [etc.]. 1526
Tindale 1 Tim, v. 17 The seniours tliat rule wele are worthy
of double honoure. 1534 Cat. Irish Chancery Rolls I. 11

Ye swear that ye well and trulie shall serve our Sovraigne
Lord the King. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 349 If any charge
do come vpon the king and his realme, howe it may be well

and honourably supported. 1710 Steele Taller No. 212

F4 A Woman must think well to look well. 1881 Med.
Temp. yrnl. XLIX. 13 He there worked well and never
touched alcohol. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Antigone 1323
*Tis counselled well, if well with ill can be.

fo. Justifiably, rightly. Obs.—1

138a Wvci.if Jonah iv. 4 And the Lord snide, Gessist

thou, wher thou art wel [L. bene] wroth? Ibid. 9.

2. In such a manner as to constitute good treat-

ment or confer a benefit ; kindly, considerately

;

generously ; charitably.

C82S Vesp. Psalter cxx[i]v. 4 Wel doa [L.benefac], dryh-
ten, godum & rehtum on heortan. 1897 ,/Elfred Gregory's
Past C. xli. 304 Far mid us, 3aet we 3e mxgen wel don.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 44 Do3 wel bam be eow yfel do3.
CI175 Lamb. Horn. 59 pene Mon he lufede and welbibohte.

1424 E. E. Wills 57 No man merueil bogh I do well to

him, for, [etc.]. 1540 Cromwell in Merriman Life % Lett.

(1902) II. 270 Your grace was veray moch dispieasyd Saying
I am not well handelyd. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Bene,
To be well vsed for little coste. 171a Swift Jrnt. to Stella
II Oct., Opportunities will often fall in my way, if I am
used well. 1896 Gladstone in Daily Chron. 8 Oct. (1903)

5/2 My danger is the danger of being too well used . .by my
biographers.

b. To deserve wel! of : to be entitled to gratitude

or good treatment from (a person). See Deserve
3 b. Cf. L. bene mereri de, F. bien tneriter de.

1585-6 Earl Levcf.ster Corr. (Camden) 423 He can tell

you whether I dyd use Paul Buis, and deservyd well at bis

handes, or no. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 117 ri A great
Man, who has deserved well of his Country, 1709-1840 [see

Deserves'. 3]. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. ii. You do right,

child,., to speak well of those who deserve well of you.

C. With verbs of greeting, receiving, etc. : In a
kindly and friendly manner; with friendly words;
with favour or welcome.
Cf. to stand well with, s. v. Well a. 2.

c 1000 in Kemble Cod. Diplom. I V. 2
1 4 Eadward king gret

wel Willem biscop. a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud) an. 675, Ic
Agatho. .grete wel seo wurofulle iEoelred. Ibid. an. 1137,
He for to Rome & barr wx; wael underfangen fram be pape.
c iao5 Lay. 15084 Uortigerne. .grette wel Hengest. ^1250
Gen. tf Ex. 1420 Laban and his moder..fagneden wel 3is

sondere man. c 1335 Spec. Gy Warn: 52, [IJ grete be wel,

fadyr myn. 1443 Hen. VI in Ellis Ortg.Lett. Ser. in. I. 79
Right dere in God we grete you wele. 1483 Rich. III.
Ibid. Ser. 11. I. 159 Right reverend Fadre in God, right
trusty and welbeloved, we grete you wele, 1706 tr. De
Piles' Art Painting-x-\6 He was well receiv'd at Court, and
in favour with Four Kings successively. 1885' Mrs, Alex-
ander' At Bay v, You receive him very well considering
you do not like him J

d. "With verbs denoting feeling or intention.

1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 87 Not as intending
well to the King, for they are vowed rebells. x66x J. Bar-
wick in Extr. S. P. ret. Friends Ser. n. (19") 123 A Gentle-
man that wishes well to the King. 17*9 T. IsnesOzV. Ess.

(1879) x 7 At least I meant well, and aimed only at truth.

1831 Scott Cast. Dang, iv, I am an Englishman, and wish
dearly well to my country. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz. Shops
4r Tenants, We wished the man well, but we trembled for
his success. 1847 Marrvat Chitdr. N. F'orest xxv, There is

a great difference between wishing well to a cause and sup-
porting it in person.

e. With verbs of thinking or speaking (+ also of
hearing) ofz person, etc.

1445 tr. Claudian in Anglia XXVIII. 269 Easyly with
the thus thi men live, thou seith of hem evir wele. c 1450
tr. De Imitationexw. xxxiii. 102 Wheber beisay wel, wheber
b«i say evel, bou art not berfore a nober man. 1536 Tin-
dale / Tim. v. 10 Soche a wone as was. .well reported off
in good workes. 1538 Elvot Diet. Add., Bene audire, to
be well spoken of. 1576 R. Peterson G. delta Casa's
Gala'eo 22 Eache man desireth to bee well thought of. 1596
Harington Metam. Ajax Answ. Let. A iv b, If you haue
heard so well of my poore house. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr.
iv. iv. 37 Signior Baptista, of whom I heare so well. 1610
— Temp. n. iL 95 His forward voyce now is to speake well
of his friend. 1698 M. Henry Christianity no Sect (1847)
190 Ill-will never speaks well. 1753-4 Richardson Grandi-
son II. xlviii. 388 One would be willing to be well thought
of by the worthy. 1848 Dickens Dombey xliii, Papa thinks
well of Mrs. Pipchin. 1865 [see 2 bj. 1895 Bookman Oct.
12/2 * The Ebb Tide' was practically by Mr. Stevenson
himself, and he was disposed to think very well of it.

£ With equanimity or good nature ; without
resentment. Chiefly with take.

[
f To take (a thing) well a worth : see Worth sb.

1753-4 Richardson Grand/son III. x. 133 They did not
' suffer her to go out of her chamber ; which she took not
'. well, 1983 R. A. Freeman Dr. Thomdikc's Case-Bk. i. 31

i

' And how did the coloured gentleman take it ?
' 'Not very

well.'

3. With courage and spirit
;
gallantly, bravely.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 24 So many douhty dyntes

J

was bituex tham tueye, Wele bei did togidere, better may
noman seye. 1447 Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 20 Dour-
yssh acquytted hym well, c 1450 Merlin vi. 97 Alle the

,
barouns that weren of valoure and wele hadde don. Ibid.

\ xxxii. 654 Sir Gawein and his felowes dide merveiles and

j

wele. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. 1, i. 134 Hee that escapes me
j

without some broken limbe, shall acquit him well. 1667
Milton/*. L. vi. 29 Servant of God, well done, well hast thou
fought The better fight. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxi, Well and

\
chivalrous did De Bracy that day maintain the fame he had
acquired.

IL 4. Faithfully, needfully, carefully, atten-

tively : a. With verbs of holding, keeping, attend-

;
ing to, etc.

C831 in Sweet 0. E. Texts 446 Ic.bebiade Eadwealde..
Set he 5is wel healde. a 900 Cynewulf Christ 1236 preo

tacen,.bEs be hi byra l>eodnes wel wordum and weorcum
willan heoldon. 971 Blickl. Horn. 109 Hit is. . nytlic bat
hie heora fulwiht-hadas we! gehealdan. ciaooORMiN 1033
patt follkess hali5domess.. wserenn inn an arrke bxr Wel
& wurrblike ^emmde. c 1300 Havelok 209 And preide, he
shulde yeme hire wel. 01300 Cursor M. 6849 H aides bis

wille [Gott. wele], i bid yow now. c 1375 Hid. 438 (Fairf.)

He gaf an mast of al bat wele hif he coude a keppet hit

weel. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. no >e suld. . Haiff chosyn 30W
a king, that mycht Have haldyn veyle the land in rycht.

1433 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 477/1 And well and truly kepe the

seid godes. 148a Cely Papers (Camden) 124 I hawhe,pro-
mysyd hym a bow and I trwste that he wyll se whell to yowr
hors. 1573-80 Tussf.r Husb. (1878J 130 To cart gap and

j barne, set a guide to looke weele. 1577 B. Googe Heres*
baches Husb. 11. 53 Touchyng seede, this is to be well seen

!
to. 1611 Bible Jer. xxxix. 12 Take him and looke well to

him, and doe him no harme. 178a Burns Til go j- be a
' Sodger 6, I gat some gear wi' meikle care, I held it weel

thegither.

b. With verbs of observing, considering, study-

;

ing, etc.

971 Blickl. Horn. 203 Mid by be ba Cristenan leode
\ ba:t wel sceawodan, 5a ^esawon hie [etc], c 1200 Ok.min

1829 Wel birrb uss lokenn basr whatt uss patt r.ame ma-,j

bitacnenn. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 202 And gyff ony
i

thar-at war wrath, Thai watyt hym wele with gret scaith.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. (Fairf.) 335 Of thyn answereavise

!

the ryght weel, c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (Prose) 1 1 And tat

ye recorde wel be cumantemens of god. 1436 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 191 Loke wele aboute,. .Unfayllyngly, unfeyn-

J

ynge, and unfeynte. 1513 Bbadshaw St. \Verburge 1338

j
She well consydered with due dyscrecyon Of this present

! lyfe the jjreat wretchydnesse. a 1539 Skelton Agst. Gar*
nesche i;i. 97 Note and marke wyl thys parcele. 1538
Stap.ktx England 117 Me thynkeyou pondur not al wel and
depely. 1603 Harsnet Popish Impost. 36 Heere is her
lesson read ouer : and marke the scholler how well she
conned it. 1611 Bible Prov. xiv. 15 The prudent man
looketh well to his going. 1746 Francis tr. Itor., Epist. 1.

i
vii. 117 Philip, who well observ'd our simple Guest, Laughs

; in his Sleeve. 1849 Macau lay Hist. Eng. v. I, 610 Fevers-
! ham.. had looked at himself well in the glass. 1873 Punch
1

4 Jan. 9/2 After thinking the matter well over, we have

J

determined not to compete.

5. In a way appropriate to the facts or circum-

stances ; fittingly, properly : a. With verbs of

saying or speaking. fAlso rarely in other con-

texts (quot. ci 1 75).
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 151 Be &ere ildinge

sui3e wel Dryhten Oreade Iudeas, 5a he 5urh 5one witjan
cua^S. 42900 Cynewulf Christ 547 Dast is wel cweden swa
?;ewritu secga5, bast [etc.]. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv. 17
CueS to hir se naelend, uel 5u cuede bastte ic ne hafu uer.

971 Blickl. Horn. 9 Wel bast waes ^ecweden, forbon be [etc.J.

ci 175 Lamb. Horn. 83 He com bibisforwundede mon. Wel
j

he com bi him, ba hebicom alswich alse he. 13. . K. A lis.

I 3097 pou hast wel spoken, Dalmadas. 1340 Ayenb. 19 Zuych
f jlie is wely-clepede onwythede. 138a Wyclip Matt. xv. 7
Ysay, the prophete, propheciede wel of 50U. c 1440 Genery.
des 1335 Whanne the Sowdon had hard hym sey so will,
' Generydes

',
quod he, * I geue yow grace '. 1470-85 M alory

Arthur x. xxxvi, 471 This is wel sayd, saide Morgan lefay.

1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtier 1. (1900) 94 And you
say we!, that [etc.J. 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburt.w i,

Wel said, let there be a fire presently. 1610 Donne Pseudo-
Martyr 170 Sepulueda..saies well. .That the soule doth
exercise Herile Imperturn vpon the body. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 7 It is well observed by an ancient Orator
[etc. J. x66a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrar in. it. $ 1 If so, as
Maimonides well observes, the whole Religion of Moses is

overthrown, 17*5 Pope Odyss. vm. 153 Well bast thou spoke
(Euryalus replies). 1779 Mirror No. 37 r 8 The delightful

occupations of a country life, which Cicero well said.. are
next in kindred to true philosophy. 1809 Roland Fencing
119 It was well suggested, .that it would be better [etc.].

1855 Paley Aeschylus (1S61) Pref. p. vi. note, Hermann
himself well says of certain critics of the old school [etc].

1883 Whitelaw Sophocles
t
Electra 352 If I speak not well

Have thou thy way.

b. With verbs expressing fitness, suitability, etc.

a 900 Cynewulf Christ 3 Wel be jeriseS, ba:t bu heafod
sie nealle ma=rre. 971 Blickl. Horn. 13 Wel ba:t xeras baet

heo wa>re eaSmod. IbitL, Wel ba:t eac gedafenappaet he to

eoroan asti^e. c 1050 0. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1036
Sy33an hine man byrijde, swa him wel jebyrede, fut wur3-
lice, swa he wyr3e wxs. ^1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 11014 Nys nononlyue. -t^atsemebso wel hisberyng.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 793 Wlonk whit was her wede, &
wel hit hem semed. 1375 Barbour Bruce I. 394 And in

spek wlispyt he sum deiil ; Bot that sat him rycht wonder
weill. ?<7i4oo Morte Arth. 170 Sone the senatour was

! sett, as hyme wel semyde, At the kyngez ownne borde.

, 150a Atkvnson tr. De Imitatione in. xxxiv. (1393) 223 It

1 acordeth nat to well to my hert. 1513 Douglas sEneis

j

vii. Prol. 165 As our buik begouth his weirfair tell, So, weill

! according, dewlie bene annext Thow drery preambill. 1596
' Shaks, Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. 126 An Onion wil do well for

such a shift. 1600 — A. Y. L. iv. ii. 4 It would doe well to

set the Deares horns vpon his head. x6aa Mabbe tr. Ale-
man's Guzman a"Alf. n. 167, I haue inlarged my selfe in

speaking more already, then may well become mee. 1753-4
Richardson Grandison II. xxiv. 185 She is dissatisfied with
what she has written : But I tell her, I think it will do very
well. 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain fy Gl. 274 Almost any..
hifiammable vegetable matter will probably answer equaliy
well. 1848 T. Aird Chr. Bride 11. i, Yea, well that forehead's
beauty undebased Beseems the scion of a prince's side.

C. To do well: to act prudently or sensibly. Also
ironically.

1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 12 Ye do Ryghte welle
to set hyt in a suerete. C1489 Caxton Scnnes of Aymon
vii. 176 Ye have well doon, swete knygbte, for to have
brought your horse here, c 1530 Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt,
(1314.) 535 It were well done that I sholde cause be armed v.

hundred knightes. 1576 Tukberv. I'enerie 192 'I he Hunts-
man. .shall do well to stop up his earthes if he can fimie

them. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 53 You shall doe well to put in

some few blices of Eryngium Roots. 1663 Geruier Counsel
22 Roomes on moist grounds, do well to be Paved with

Marble. 1673 Drydf.n Andoyna in, i, He do's well to take

his time. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World (1S40; i3o Who-
ever shall follow the same, or a like track, ..will do well to

make a year of it. 1771 Ssh.llett Humphry CI. (3rd)

14 June, You will do well to keep a watchful eye over..

Yilliams. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, ix, Lord Bittlebrains

would do weel to remember what his folk have been. 1856
Mrs. Olm'HANT Magd, Hepburn I. 275 ' Boy, thou dost weil

to beard me*, cried Sir Roger. 1884 Chr. Lomti.iu. 1 May
633/3 Clergymen who have nothing better to do than incite

to war would do well to seek some other calling.

6. Prosperonsly, successfully, fortunately, happily

;

without harm or accident. (Cf. 11.) Frcq. with

do, fare, go.

To be well rid of: cf. Rid v. 3 C,

Beowulf 1045 Beowulfe. .eoder Ingwina onwald ^eteah
wicga and waspna ; het hine wel brucan. Ibid. 2162 Bruc
ealles well, c 1000 /Elfric Gen. xxxix. 2 Drihten waes mid
him; se man wses wel donde on eallum bingum. c 1300

:
Havelok 2933 Him stondes wel bat god child strenes. c 1460

'• Totvneley Myst. xxiv. 404 Well worth you all thre, mo^t
doughty in ded.^ ! 1535 Coverdale i Sam. xx. 7 Yf he ^aye

then: It is good, then stondeth it well with thy seruant.
— 2 Kings'w. 26 Axe her yf it go well with her. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus in. iii. Pj, All hayle moche .i. god sende the well

to fare. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia, P. Giles (1395)

p. c, Thus.. I byd you moste hartely well to fare. 1573-80
I'usser Husb. (1878) 48 Too lustie of courage for wheat doth

; not well. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. i. 21 Farewell my Wife,.. lie

do well yet. 1611 Bible 1 Chron. xii. 12 Also in Iudah things

went well. 16. . Sir W. Mure Ps. xxxvii. 7 And fret not

that his wayes go weell, Leud plotts to passe who brings.

163X Shirley Sch. Compl. v. i. 63 Woo'd I were well rid uf

you. 1665 in Spalding Club Misc. I. 40, I am werie confi-

dent., that the bussinessof our familie shall goe weall. 171a-

13 Swift Jrut. to Stella 17 Jan., This took well, and turned

otT the discourse, a 1718 Prior Epitaph 5 If Human Things
went 111 or Well. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 275 The
gooseberry.. and the common nightshade, .succeed equally

well. 1899 Blackiv. Mag. Mar. 552 All went well as far as

the foot of the ice-fall,

b. With verbs of going, bringing, getting, etc,

and adverbial complement.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5024 Ledes wit yow lenlamin, Godd giue

yow J>edir will [Fairf. wele] to wine, c 1470 Stonor Papers
(Camden) I. no God jeve yow goode nyghte and brynge

\
yow welle home and in scnorte tyme. 1565 Cooper The*

, saurus s. v. Bene, Good speede the, and send the well to

returne. Ibid. s. v. Ceres, To call and praie to god to send

\
well in our come. 1636 Sanderson Serm. Ad Aulam iv.

j
(1639) 415 So he came well off at the last, though he was

j

dangerously engaged onward. X708 S. Sewall Diary
t i3 L>ec., Got home well in my slay, had much adoe to avoid
; slews. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1763) VIII. 184 God
i send him well out of the kingdom ! 1748 Smollett A*.

' Random ix, We proceeded on our journey, blessing our-

: selves that we had come off so well. i8aa Scott Nigel xv,

I wish you weel through, my lord, but it is an unequal fight.

185a E. Warburton Darien 1. xiii. (i36o) no His regard

;
for what was left of his reputation concurred with his greed

i
of gold in wishing his guest well away, i860 Sala Badd.
Peerage I. xviii. 307 However, I'm well out of it, I don't

' meanNewgate, but my Spanish courtship. 1876 H. Brooks
i Natal 199 After he had got well off from the tribes in the

old neighbourhood.

c. Successfully in some material respect ; profit*

: ably; advantageously.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 245 To be had and to be hold . .frely

i quyetly . . wele and in pease. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acostas

;

/list. Indies iv. ii. 208 What a father doth to marie his

daughter wel, is to give her a great portion in mariage.

1673 Jasewav Heazen upon Earth (1847) 79 Consider. .be-

fore you make light of this business, and know when you
are well offered. 1789 T. Cooke Tales etc 102 Monimia
wrong'd the tender Soul shall move, And Anthony well lose

the World for Love. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison II.

xxx 236 Will four thousand pounds be well laid out in a
quarter.partnership? X863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Huntin•ing

t vii. 231, I sold all my oxen well in Bloemfontein. 1864

I Trollope Small Ho. Allington xxvL 'Amelia has done
I very well [in her marriagej, my dear. ' Oh, if you call it

! doing well for your girls, I don't.' a 1865 Mrs. Gaskeu.

;
Wives 9f Dau. xxxii, Mamma, .always says you have done

very well for yourself [in marriage^

f d. spec. Profitably for the seller or buyer ; at

a high or low price respectively. Obs.

c I375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margaret) 6 And for bere

prophetis thre we se it [the pearl] oft weile bocht be. 1480,

1576 [see Well-bought]. 1599 Hakluyt Voy.U.i. 50 ^ hey

,
are exceeding fat [geese] & wel sold [L. cp'.tmifori).
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WELL.
7. a. In a state of plenty or comfort. See also
Live z;. 1 4 d.

c 1000 sElfric's Colloo. in Wright Voc. (1857) 9 £e magon
. .butan minon craefte lif adreojan, ac na lancge ne to wel
[L. adeo bene]. 1340-70 Alex, ty bind. 106 panne ferde be
worlde as a feld bat ful were of bestes, Whaneueri Iud liche
wel lyuede up-on erbe. 1874 Dasent Tales fr. Fj'eld 302
He would be able to live well and good all his days.

b. Satisfactorily or excellently in respect of
health or recovery from illness. Usually with do,
£-1440 Alphabet of'Tales 251 A bruther of his askid hym

how he did, and he said, wele. a 1478 Stonor Papers
(Camden) II. 29, I trust to God bat he sal doo ryght weile,
and so doth be fessechane. 1530 Palsgh. 524/1, I do well:
*e me parte bien. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. iv. 40 How
doth the Prince? Mes. Well Madam, and in health. Ibid.
in. i. 96 How fares our Noble Brother? Yorke. Well, my
deare Lord, xfitx Bible John xi. 12 Then said his disciples,
Lord, if he sleepe, he shall doe well. 1711-12 Swift Jml.
to Stella 17 Mar., Mrs. Percival's youngest daughter has
got the small-pox, but will do well. 1841 H. Greville Diary
Ser. 1. (1S83) 152 A fine child, and the Queen doing well.
1863 Losgf. in Life (1891) III. 25 Bowditch is wounded
through the arm; C. through both shoulders. .. Both doing
well.

8. With good reason; naturally; as a natural
result or consequence.
cooo tr. Bxdals Hist. n. i. (Schipper) no CwaeS he : Wel

bat swa maes, forbon hi englelice ansyne habba<5. CIZ05
Lay. 983 Wel ich hit mai suggen, to so)?e ich bit wene.
c 1380 Wyclip Wks. (18S0) 26 Sib lordis and men of grete
statis . . ben so muche biholden to destroie it, & mowne welle
don it in dede. £1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 183 Men.. wel it

calle may The daisie, or elles the ye of day. 1423 Jas. I

Kineis Q. xiv, Wist thou thy payne to cum . . For sorow and
drede wele myght thou wepe and waille. 1485 Caxton
Malory's Arthur Pref. 2 In hym..myght wel be aretted
grete folye and blyndenesse. 1508 Dunbar Goldyn Targe 279
Rude is thy wede,. .Wele aucht thou be afiret of the licht.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 60 Alleagyng. .that he who
had common 2000 leagues by Sea, mought well goe 70
leagues by lande. 1678 B. R. Let. Pop. Friends 3 Well may
our Irish Friends.cry Oh Hone 1 Oh Hone ! 1753-4 Richard-
son GraJtdison II. x. 70 What! are you confounded?

—

Well you may, if you cannot answer me as I wish 1 X791
Cowper Iliad 1. 319 Now Priam and his sons may well
exult. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xliv, Ye could hardly weel be
said to breakfast this morning. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 368 The government did not venture.. to enforce a
regulation of which the legality might well be questioned.
187a Morley Voltaire (i8ii6) 5 Another might well have
said of him what he.. said of his famous contemporary. 1902
' Violet Jacob ' SheeP-Stealers viii, ' How do you get it all

up to Abergavenny? * Ah, you may well ask.*

b. In clauses introduced by and ox as,
a 1300 Floriz $ Bl. 632 pe children awoke bo anon. .Sore

hi beob offerd and wel ma^e. 1563-83 Foxe A. * M. 192/1
With thys vncomely outrage the King was much'displeased
(as he myght full well). 1650 Ei.iz. Cromwell Let. 27 Dec.
in Carlyle, Which makes me think my writing is slighted ;

as well it may. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 785 Back to the
Thicket slunk The guiltie Serpent, and well might, a X700
Evelyn Diary 5 May 1686, Which dispensation, .gave urn.
brage (as well it might) to every good Protestant 1753-4
Richardson Grandison III, viii. no The dear creature.,
took pride, as well she might, in her hair. 1852 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) IV. 81 The capital was in amazement at the
boldness of the Judges; and well it might. 1871 'Mark
Twain' Eye-Openers 87 All the high houses.. were full,

windows, roof, and all. And well they might be.

c. In concessive sense: Indeed, certainly, fHow
well (after F. combien que)

i
although.

1470-85 Malory Arthur m. xiii. 116 Alas syr, sayd the
lady . . I must nedes reste me. Ye shal wel, said kyng Pelli-
nore. 1471 Caxton Rccuyell (Sommer) 93, I haue not In-
tencion for to obeye his comandement how well that he is

my fader. 1474 — Chesse 1. iii. (1883) 15 How well that the
lyon be the strengest beste, yet somtyme a lityl) birde eteth
hym. Ibid. 11. iv. 47 How well he was kynge by right.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. 1. xiv. 15 They do
labour & til the ground, how wel there groweth no corne...
But well there groweth certame other graine and hearbes
of small estimation. 1589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie I. i.

(Arb.)ig Who.. may well be sayd a versifier, but not a Poet.
1634 Milton Comus 211 These thoughts may startle well,
but not astound The vertuous mind.

9. Without difficulty or hindrance; readily, easily.
c xooo Canons ofMlfric vii. in Thorpe Laws 1 1. 346 Hy

mihton bawel habban wif on bam dajum. 1x54 O. E. Citron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1137, Wel bu myhtes faren alt a dais fare,
sculdest thu neure flnden man in tune sittende. CX250
Prayer to Virgin 19 in O. E. Misc. 196 Helpe bruh bin
milde mod for wel pu mist [rime lihtl 13.. Cursor M.
20116 (Edin.) Alle pa leuedis bate bare wern, Ful wel bai
mi5tin hir forberne. a 1352 Minot Poems i. 36 pat lord of
heuyn mot Edward lede And maintene him als he wele may.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 114 pai may wele hafe swilk
clathes, for bai er of lesse prys bare ban wollen clathez er
here, c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxxix, For he that
schope bothe sunne and mone, Fulle wele may pay for alle I

c 1450 Cursor M. 19059 (Laud) Thow maiste wele se now
our wone Yeftes haue we to the non. 1481 Caxton Myrr.
1. xiii. 41 Who that myght haue the parfayt scyence therof,
he myght wel knowe how the world was compassed. 1551
R. Robynson More's Utopia (1895) 53 All their housholde
stuffe, wh'iche is verye lytic worth, though it myght well
abyde the sale. 1803 Med. Jml. X. 203 With respect to
this query,.. I cannot so well answer. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. vi. II. 16 Nor were the refugees such as a country
can well spare. 1828 [G. C Lewis] tr. Boeckh's Pol. Econ.
Athens I. 318 These ambassadors remained absent three
months, although they might have equally well returned at
the end of one.

b. Used to denote the possibility or likelihood
of an occurrence or fact.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 1788 So may thewynde weile turnne,
I quytte hym or ewyne. 1484 Caxton Fables of^Esop in.

iii, He that is..atte vpperest of the whele of fortune, may

284

wel falle doune. a 1547 Surrey AZneis n. 373 This right
hand well mought have ben her defense. 1618 W. Lawson
New Orchard <$- Gard. (1623) 7 The chilling cold may well
some little time stay, or hinder the proud course of the sap.
1620 Quarles Feast for Worms xi. I j, Was not this my
Word,. .When this mis-hap mought well haue bin escaped ?

1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. x. 178 Though no size for the
heighth of the Puppets can be wellasserted. 1709 Berkeley
Ess. Vision § 144 A little consideration will shew us how
this may well be. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison I. xii. 66
That a learned man and a linguist may very well be two
persons. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 1S8 This was as
strong a case as could well come before the Court. 1874
Scrivener Led. Text N. T. 5 No transcript, .can well
be found which does not differ from its prototype in some
small points. 1887 'L. Carroll' Game of Logic i. 10, I
grant you they couldn't well be fewer. Ibid. 35 Your Pre-
misses, .are as fallacious as they can well be !

c. In negative or comparative clauses.
1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 35, I can not wele tell you

what was the occasyon. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippas Van.
Aries 31 b, The thinge seemed graver unto him then that
he mighte well speake of it. 1609 Bible (Douay) 4 Kings
xxv. Comm., There was so exceding much, that they
wel could not, or did not weigh it. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 173 The Base striketh more Aire, than it can well strike
equally. 1642 Tasmans Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \.

(1694) 135 The Wind would not well suffer them to go to
the Northward. 1686 [Allix] Dissert, i. in W. Hopkins
Katramnus'1 Body £ BL (168S) 7 His Answer . .could not be
well written before the Year 868. 17x1 Swift Jrul. to Stella
27 Apr., I see not how they can well want him . .

, and he would
make a troublesome enemy. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. II.

14 {Passport, Paris), By the time La Fleur had well told
me, the master of the hotel came . . to tell me the same thing.
1827 Disraeli Viz: Grey v. vii, Before Vivian could well
finish his sentence. x88i Jowett Thucyd. I. 192 He can
praise a sharp remark before it is well out of another's mouth.
1898 'Merriman' Roden's Corner xiii. 135 Appearing to
know more of that abode of evil than she well could.

+ d. At least, assuredly. Obs,
1825 Scott Betrothed xxi, Surely, if I am willing to confer

such confidence, it is well thy part to answer it.

10. To all appearance ; by good evidence.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17900 penne coom a mon..bat semed

wel to haue ben eremyte. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 369 Wel
semed eche of hem a fair burgeys. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our
Ladye 11. 237 That yt appere wel that she ys hys mother.
1470-85 Malory Arthur w. vii. 192 Thou semest wel to be
a good knyght.

b. With acute reasoning ; shrewdly.
C1450 McrlinW. 25 When thei herde these words, [they]

supposed wele what he ment. 1523 Berners Eroiss. I. xciv.

116 They supposed well before that the Kyng of Englande
wolde come into Bretayne. a 1687 Cotton Angler's Ballad
ii. Poems ("1689) 76 And full well you may think, If you troll

with a Pink, One too weak will be apt to miscarry.

III. 11. Effectively ; successfully as regards re-

sult or progress.
Beowulf 2570 Scyld wel jebear^ life and lice laessan hwila

..bonne his myne sohte. <r888 Alfred Bocthius xii. § 4
SwlSe wel bu min hasfst ^eholpen set baere spra^ce. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 pe childre bewuen wuel. c 1205 Lay.
23121 For ich hine wulle in Norwa^e neowe king makien and
hine wa=l lere to wite3en wel ba leoden. c 1375 Se, Leg.
Saints i. (Petrus) 322, I sal helpe be wondire veill. c 1400
Rom. Rose 191 1 But the oynement halpe me wele. c 1450
Lovelich Grail xYu. 270 Scheldes & hawberkis al to-broke,
So wel they gonne there hem beweld. 1821 Southey Lett.

(1856) III. 262 The printer gets on well with my History.

12. In a manner, or to an extent, approaching
thoroughness or completeness.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. 1 1. 322 ^ecnua [ba wyrta] wel. c 1200

Ormin 19308 Hc.haffde himmsellf wel filledd All batt tatt

cwiddedd haffde ben Off himm. e \x*flGen. fy Ex, 229 He.

.

heled him Sat side wel Sat it ne wrocte him neuere a del.

c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 3S8 Thise clerkes heete hym
weel, and lete hym lye. ''.a 1400 Morte Arth. 321 Now
schalle we wreke fulle wele the wrethe of oure elders !

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 6 Take otemele, an grynd it

smal, an sethe it wyl. Ibid. 26 Mengehem wylle to-gederys.
1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 23 Ageyne meruaylously the
colowre of hys face was reuyuyd and welle shewyd. 1523-34
Fitzherb. Husb. § 35 Corne,.. if it be well wynowed or
fande, . .wyll be solde the derer. 1535 Coverdale Ez. xxiv.

5 Let it hoyle well, & let the bones seyth well therin. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Bene, Well accompanied or with a
good companie. 1618 W. Lawson jVeic Orchard <y Gard.
(1623) 12 All your labour, .about an Orchard is lost vnlesse
you fence well. X639 Fuller Holy War 1. xix. 31 Of late

some English travellers climbing this mountain were well
wetted. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 255 This from his
Weaning, let him well be taught. Ibid. iv. 191 LabVlng
Well his little Spot of Ground. X703 Rowe Ulysses iv. 1.

(1706) 50 'Till.. that poor bleeding King be well reveng'd.

1799 G. S. Carey Balnea (ed. 2) 76 The market here is not
very well supplied. 1814 Scott Wav. xiv, The pockets of the
defunct..had been pretty well spung'd. 1820 Keats Lamia
II, 301 She, as well As her weak hand could any meaning
tell, Motion'd him to be silent. 1890 Retrospect. Med.
CII. 307 After being well dried with an antiseptic sponge
or dry gauze.

13. Used as an intensive to strengthen the idea
implied in the verb, or to denote that the action,

etc., indicated by it attains a high point or degree.
(a) jr888 ^Elfred Boeih. v. § 2 Ne meant bu win wringan

on mide winter, beah cSe wel lyste wearmes mustes. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. I. 148 Syle him oas ylcan wyrte wel drincan
on wietere. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 1521 Ni5ede oat folk him fel

wel, And deden him fiitten hise ostel. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne
T266 f>an william wi^tly, as he wel coube, profered him bat
prisoner. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 21 Thai suld weill hawe
pryss That m thar tyme war wycht and wyss. Ibid. xvm.
87 Thai said weill at thai suld do sua. C1449 Pecock
Repr. Prol. 1 As resoun also it weel confermeth. 1876
Coursing Calendar 172 Mr. Deighton's bitch, who beat her
opponent well at the finish. 1877 H. Smart Boundto Win
III. 158 Ever since., the twain had got on very well together.

WELL.
0) CX200 Ormin 19300 piss birrb be full wel trowwenn.

* 135* Minot Poems i. 41 Gai bai war and wele bai thoght
On be Erie Morre and ober ma. X375 Barbour Bruce 1.

149 He thocht weile. .That hesuldslely fynd the gate (etc.].

c 1400 Ywaine <r Gaiv. 2507 That may i noght do, Bileves
wele, for me bus go. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 67 pe kynge..
wente wele it were sothe alle bat she seyde. c 1450 Merlin
xxxii. 655 Thei bothe fill to the ertheas he that trusted wele
vpon his felowes. c 1460 Toivnley Myst. xxxi. 34 Thomas.
Sir, What so euer ye bid vs do We aseent vs weil ther to.

1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 11 In trowthe I hadde wil
hopide that your horsis shulde a ben here as bis night.

{c) 1542 Udall Erasm, Apoph. 215 b, Many moo then one
to had well deserued to bee whipped, a 1669 [see Deserve
v. 3]. 1692 E. Walker tr. Epictetus" Mor. Ep. Ded., You
were then pleas'd to express an high esteem for the Author,
as he very well deserves it.

b. with verbs of pleasing (+ like, pay), liking, or

loving.
{a) BemvulfC^q^Txm wife baword wellicodon. a9coCvNE-

wulf Christ 918 pam be him on mode ser. .wel gecwemdun.
£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 34 Wel mse^ vel wel licas [L.
su^tcit] Ssem dsej werijnise his. 971 Blickl. Horn. 29 pis is

min se leofa sunu, on bsem me wel seHcodc. la 1400 Morte
A rth. 230 There ne es prelatte, ne pape, . . That he ne myghte
be wele payede of thees pryce metes ! 1596 Shaks. Tarn..

Shr. iv. iv. 39 Your plainnesse and your shortnesse please

me well. 1753-4 RiciiAKDsoN Grandison I. li. 410 Sir Har-
grave did not seem so well pleased.

(/>) (11300 Cursor M. 548 Wit bestes doumb man has his

fele, O thyng man liks, il or welle. c X430 Chev, Assigne 54
Sythen seche to be courte.., And b°u shalt lyke fulle wele
yf bou may lyfe afttir. c 1450 Merlin xxx. 607 Kynge Ban
..be-hilde the maydenys, and liked well theire companye.

1477 E ARL Rivers ^Caxton) Dictes 2 He trusted I shuld lyke
it right wele. 1675 R. Burthogge Causa Dei 419 Perhaps,
while some ofus are for Martyn, and others for Luther, ..God
likes well of us All. 1847 Riddell Cottagers Glendale m.
xxv, Our Mary liket weel to stray Where clear the burn was
rowin'.

(c) -T1300 Cursor M. 11310 O pouert na dedeigne had he
bat biddes vs luue wel pouerte. 1338 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 36 In Ingland neuer before was kyng lufed so wele.

C1386 Chaucer C. T. Prol. 634 Wel loued he garleek,

oynons, and eek lekes. £1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

3892 Thei love as vel as doth sustir & brothir. c 1450
CArGRAVE St. Aug. \. 3 We rede of hym.. bat he hated be

Greke letteris and loued weel be Latyn. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, iv. vii. 139 Let them kisse one another : For they lou'd

well When they were aliue. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xx, It

is a spot connected with the legendary lore which I love so

well.

c. Placed before past pples. to denote a high

degree of the state, etc., described. *b Also occas.

following the pple.
c 1205 Lay. 340 pa wepmen weren iwexan, Pa wimen wel

ibowene. c 1300 E. E. Poems (1862) 153 pis uers is ful wel

iwro^t. 1338 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 242 Now I find be

here, wele set is my trauaile. a 1352 Minot Poems iii. 101

pe Inglis men war armed wele Both in yren and in stele.

c 1386 Chaucer C. T. Prol. 29 The chambresand the stables

weren wyde And wel we weren esed atte beste. a 1425
Cursor M. 9900 (Trin.) A deep diche is bere aboute wel

wrou^te wibouten doute. C1449 Pecock Repr. 11. iii. 150

Eer thei be weel adauntid and weel schamed of her folie.

e 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 112 Is nayne in warld, at scaithis

ma do mar, Than weile trastyt in borne familiar. X553

Ascham Rept. Germany 3 We were wel affrayd then, the

sickenes would haue proued also to vs. .very contagious.

1560 Daus tr. Sletdane's Comm. 231 Whan the number of

Bysshoppes was wel increased, they beganne the Counsell.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. iv. xiii. 126b, A
Leopardes skynne well spotted. Ibid., The poleaxe at the

point being well steeled. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 335
Maides well Sommer 'd and warme kept, are like Flyes at

Bartholomew-tyde. 1639 J. Taylor {Water P.) Crabtrtt

Led. 46, I am neither well litter'd, nor well provender'd..

nor well rubb'd, nor well curried, nor indeed well any
thing'd. 1659 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 171 Somesay
the Sweade is weil beaten by the Dane and Dutch. 1746

Francis tr. Hor., Sat, 1. iv. 190 Well fraught with numbers
is the rhyming trade. 1771 Mrs. Haywood New Present

for Maid 255 Wood-ashes well sifted. 1783 S. Chapman in

Med. Commun. I. 235 Tincture of roses, well acidulated.

1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 497 Pots., either new or well

cleaned in the inside. 1882 BESANT/J//5<^-/5xxvii, She had

been drawn on into wider schemes, and could not retire until

these.. were well started.

d. With past pples. followed by prepositions or

adverbs.
X538 ElyotZ>/V/. Add.,A rtitus, well instructed in sciences.

X621 Sanderson Serin., Ad Pop. iv. (1689) 212 The land

by that means well.purged of these overspreading Locusts.

*7S5 J- Shebbeare Lydia{ij6g) 1. 178 Surgeon Macpherson
being well learnt in northern knowledge. 1863 Kinglake
Crimea (1S76) I. xii. 19S He had not been kept well imbued

with the policy which his Government was pursuing. 1899

Daily News 28 Oct. 7A, I conceived that his system was

not well-bottomed on facts.

e. With adjs. in -ed (cf. 32).
i486 Bk. St. Albans e j b, An hert heeded weele.

14. Clearly, definitely, without any doubt or un-

certainty.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 95 Wel wostu bat hi dob par ynne.

1258HEN. Ill Prociam. 18 Oct. § 2 pffit witenje wel alle pat

we witlen [etc.]. r 1290 Beket up in S. Eng. Leg. no For

we it mowen wel i-wite. .pat. .it is godes sonde, a 1300

Harrmv. Hell (Digby MS.) 57 pou n^t wel when bi mi

play pat ich wile hauen mine away, a 1300 Cursor M.Zob,

I sagh wel bat i misfard. 1340-70 Alex. <r Dind. 91 Men

seb wel bat be see seseb & stinteb. a 1366 Chaucf.r Rom.

Rose 1355 There were, and that wote I full well, Of pome

gamettys a full gret dell, e 1386 — Merch. T. Epil. 7 And

from a sooth euere wol they weyue ; By this Marchauntes

tale it preueth weel. 141X Rolls of I'arlt. III. 650/1 He
knoweth wel that.. he ne hath noght horn hym ashesholde

hav doon. c 1450 Merlin xxxii. 655 Segramor. .hadde well

sein and parceyved whiche was Petrius. 1483 Caxton Golden
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fiif fto/l Thekyng theodoryk that wel wyste of it commaund«
ed [etc.]. c 1483 Skelton Death Edw. IV, 37, I se wyll, they
leve that doble my Jeris. 1516 Tindale John iv. 26, 1 wot
well Messias shall come. 1581 Rich Farew. Milit. Prof. Ep.
Ded. a ij, Wisdomc now hath warned me, that I well knowe
Cheese from Chalke.

^ 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. 1. xix. 22 b, Which hee well perceiued, and smiling,
tolde mee that he saw wel that I dissembled. 1624 Br.
Mountagu Immed. Addr, 95 As.. his most sacred Maiestie
can well remember. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 33
The number of my enemies is great, I see it well. 1667
Milton /'. L. iv. 926 Well thou knowst I stood Thy fiercest.

J71X Steele Sped. No. 78 r 7 We well know, Sir, you want
no Motives to do Justice. 1741-x Gray Agrippina Go, I well
remember too (for I was present). 1788 Priestley Led.
Hist. iv. xxiv. 191 Nor does it well appear that their kings
did afterwards introduce any of another sort. 1837 Whe-
well Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) II. 158 All is done by an
impulsion which one dors not well understand. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 24 He. .could well remember
the political contests of the reign ofJames the First. 1895
Laiv Times XCIX. 544/1 The parties know perfectly well
beforehand what are the points in dispute.

b. Intimately, familiarly; closely, in detail,

(a) c 1320 Sir Tristr. 225 Mi brober wele it [a ring] knewe,
Mi fader 3af it mc. 1393 Langl, P. PL C. xxi. 253 Peter
be aposteL.wel hym knewe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13508
Wele his cosyn he knew, & kaght hym in armys. C1420
Avow. Arth. xxx, The kinge his bugulle con blaw, His
knyjtus couthe hitte welleknaw. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
vi. lii. 186 We here knowe the wel that thou arte syre
Launcelot da laake. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xxix. 5 We
knowe him well. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. I. i. 153 You
know me well. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 442 The
Shepherd knows it well ; and calls by Name Hippomanes.
1709 Steele Tatler No. 58 F 2 He being well known to us
all. 186a Thackeray Philip xxvii, I know him.. too well to
think he will ever apologize

!

{b) a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 44 He couth, .wele as Aristottll
be artis all seuyn. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 12a
Arystotle . . well kowth the lawes. c 1440 Genetydes 3698
Because ye knoweso will thlscontre. 1602 2nd Ft. Return
fr. Parnassus Prol. 46 Vnlesse you know the subiect well
you may returne home as wise as you came. 1759 Johnson
Rasselas vii, He thought himself happy in having found a
man who knew the world so well. 1819 ScottIvanhoe xxxili,
I can well of woodcraft.

15. In a skilful or expert manner.
cS*S Vesp. Psalter xxxu. 3 WelsingaS [L. benepsallitc]'m

wynsumnisse. a 900 Cvnewulf Christ 668 Sum mx* fing-
rum wel. .hearpan stir^an. a 1200 Moral Ode 300 Ne mei
him na Mon alsa wel demenne alsa rihte. cizos Lay. 41 A
Frenchis clerc, Wace wes ihoten, pe wel coube writen. 1297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 3166 So wisliche he made hit & so wel bat
me leuede him uaste. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 122 Ful weel
she soong the seruice dyuyne. Ibid. 384 He koude..
MakenMortreuxand wel bake a pye. 1430-40 Lydg. BocJtas
11. 2368 This Tubal koude forge weel. 1529 More Dia-
logue Heresyes Wks. 108/2 And men mutter amonge them
selfe, that y' boke was not only faultles, but also very wel
translated, a 1548 Hau. Citron., Hen. VIII 73 The same
gate or tower.. well and warly was made ouer thegateloups.
1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. iii. 2nd Masque, How
well Diana can distinguish times? 1626 — Staple ofN. iv.

i, Well play'd, my Poet. 1656 Stanley Hist. Phihs. I.

iv. iv. 3 A Man. .able to discourse wel. 1706 tr. De Piles'
Art Painting 386 He was a universal Painter; he per-
form 'd well alike in all kinds, Landskip only excepted. 1741
C'tfss Pomfret in C'less Hartford s Corr. (1805) II. 277
Lord Strafford .. looks extremely young, .but talks very well.
1803 Scott Cadyow Castle xvii, Aim'd well, the Chieftain's
lance has flown. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art ii. § 102 A
great work is only done when the painter, .determines to
paint it as well as he can. 1875 Jowett /Varied. 2) V. 381
Everyone of these poets has said many things well and
many things the reverse of well.

b. In a sufficient or satisfactory manner.
The exact sense varies in different contexts.
C1250 Gen. <$- Ex. 1541 He seruede his fader wel \Vi5

wines drinc and seles mel. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 50 God
may richt weill our werdis deill. c 1386 Chaucer Squire's 'P.

28 Hckeptealwey so wel roial estat, That ther was nowher
swich another man. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 2 Alle weldynge
god. .Wele he wereth his werke with his owne honde. 1712
Swift Jml.to Stella 26 Mar., The quicksets, .do not grow
so well as those famous ones on the ditch. 1853 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. XIV. n. 367 The machine, .could not cut laid
corn well. iB$$ Poultry Chron. II. 523 She appears moping,
but eats very well. 1893 Weekly Notes 85/1 The existing
practice has worked well, and.. ought to be maintained.
1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betw. Trent

-J-
Ancholme 40 Very

fine Irises. .grow well in that garden.

c. With good appearance or effect ; elegantly.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 196 After be In'glis

kynges he says ber pris pat all in metir fulle wele lys.
C1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 332 This markis..hir sette Upon
an hors, snow-whyt, and wel ambling, c 1450 Merlin iii. 44
I hider come to hym a comely man welearaied. a 1529 Skel-
ton Agst.Gamesche iv. 135 Vt wold garnyche wyll thyface.
1710 Steele Tatter No. 212 r 4 A Woman must think well
to look well. 1778 D. Loch Tour Scot. 14 Upon the whole,
it is a neat well laid out town. 1779 Mirror No. 11 That
[science] of the Serjeant, as it teaches a man to stand well
on his legs. 1884 K. Yates Recoil. 1. 142 The gardens were
large and well laid out. 1898 A. Balfour To Arms vi, I
was a big, strong fellow, carrying my six feet well.

IV. As an intensive with adjectives, numerals,
adverbs, etc.

16. With adjectives. Formerly in common use,
the sense varying from * fully, completely ' to ' fairly,

considerably, rather '. Now rare exc. as in b.
c888 ^Elfred Boeth. xxv, Seo leo, beah hio wel tarn se,.

.

heojor^it sona hire niwan taman. r 900 tr. B&da's Hist.
iv. ii. 258 Wieron her stronge cyningas and wel cristene.
971 Blickt. Horn. 217 pa was he bar da^as wel maniac.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 180 Pisan.. jesodena. .on wine wel
scearpum. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Ah leofemen godalmihtm
haueo isceaweS us wel muchele grace. ^1205 Lay. 25694 1
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We babbeS wiS him iuohten wel feole siSen. c 1220 Besti-
ary 112 His muft is ?et wel unkuS wi3 pater no-;ter and
crede. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1 Engelond his a wel god
lond. Ibid. 7693 poru out al engelond he huld wel god pes.
CX315 Shoreham Poems i. 24 Be him wel siker, ber-to he
schel. C1350 Will. Palerue 4 In hat forest. .per woned a
wel old cherl. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 44 In n wel perilous
place bat Purgatorie hette. 1387 Trevisa Higden I. 13,
I haue peynt a wel faire man. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
ix. 35 A lytill citee and a narow, bot it es wele lang. c 1450
Godsiow Reg. 160 Hit shold be wele lawfull to the same
Abbesse. 1484 Caxton Fables of Avian ii, Wel hyghe fro
the ground, a 1533 Berners Huon lii. 176 He thought
hymselfe ryght wel happy. 1577 Harrison England 11. ii.

62/1 in Holinshed, TheOgur or Gur. .is a welfaire streame.
1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. xxxi. 489 A branche of leaues, very
well like to the leaues of the Lentil. 1599 Marston An-
tonio's Rev. v. iv, Tis well brim full. Euen I haue glut
of blood. 1648 Gage West Ind. 160 They have enough and
more then is well sutable to their vow.. of poverty. 1664
H. Moke Apol. vi. in Myst. Iniq. 520 When he was once well
warm in his Dignity. 1700 Dryden Pal. <y Arc. 1. 151 Nor
well alive nor wholly dead theywere. 1728 Chambers Cyct.
s.v. Painting, To Paint on a Wall: when we!! dry, they
give it two or three Washes of boiling Oi!. 1822 Scoresly's
Jml. Whale Fish. (1823)448 We.. made her well fast for
another night's lodgings.

b. In modern useesp. in well able ^ aware
y
worth,

worthy.
c 1420 Sir Amadace xxxi, 3e mone haue m&ysturs euyr-

qware, As wele wurthi ;e ar soe. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
1. i. 274 Amen, if you loue her, for the Ladie is verie well
worthie. 1611 Birle Num. xiii. 30 Let vs goe vp at once
and possesse it, for we are well able to ouercome ir. 1612
R. Ch. Olde Thrift newly revived 64 Though it be a seemely
and large tree, and well worth the hauing, yet [etc.]. 1697
Dryden /Eneis vn. 906 Himself well worthy of a happier
Throne. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 78 T 9 You are well able
to settle this affair. 1780 Coxe Russ. Discov. 187 He was
well aware that the only method [etc.]. 1804 Anna Seward
Lett. (181 1) VI. 164 Every day produces'letters as well worth
attention as most of Cowper's. 1837 B. D. Walsh Aristoph.,
Knts. t. iii, I was well aware that these intrigues were car-
pentered. 1885 Latu Times' Rep. LII. 650/2 She thought
the property was well worth that amount.

+ 17. With numerals, or terms of measurement,
denoting fulness of the number, distance, etc. Obs.
ciooo jElfric Saints' Lives xv. 37 Se godspellere. .3aer

burhwunode wel twa jear mid bun. <riooo — On New T.
(Grein) 13 For ban be ic £esett haebbe.,wel feowerti^ lar-
spella on Engliscum sereorde. c 1290 St. Kenelm 232 in
S. Eng. Leg. 352 Folk bat bis wonder isai3. .awaitedeu wel
a dai jware be kou Income, c 1300 Havelok 1747 He tok
sone knithes ten, And wel sixti ober men. (71352 Minot
Poems vii. 57 Knightes war bar^ wele two score, a 1375
Joseph Arim. 521 Seraphe takes of heore men wel a two
hundred, c 1400 Maundev. (1919) xxii. 126 Wel a .iiij.

quarterns of a furlong ore more. C1425 Engl. Cong. Ire-
land xxi. 52 Wel threpousand men. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) II. 446 He. was there well thre owres seechyng
ft he coude fynde ony hoole or caue. t-1489 — Sonncs
ofAymon i. 23 They were well an hondred men or more.
1523 Berners -FnwYr. I. xvi. 17 There was deed in the place,
well to the nombre of ccc. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castan-
heda's Cong. E. Ind. I. iii. 8 A great Harbour, which reach-
eth into the Lande sixc leagues, and at the entering it con-
taineth well as much more.

18. fa. With adverbs. (Cf. 16.) Obs.
Seealso\VELL-A-FiNE,-MOST,-NEAR, -NiGH, and Ywhere adv.
»zi2oo Moral Ode 8 Wel late ich habbe me bi-bocht;

bute god me nu rede, a 1250 Oivlfy Night. 36 For bine wle
lete Wel ofte ich my song furlete. ci«75 Lay. 25349 Polk
bar com wel sone to pare borh of Rome. 13. . Guy Warw.
(1891)446 Wel wele y knowe,. .Herhaud, so god me rede.
c 1350 Will. Paterne 4989, I hote be in hert it liked him wel
ille. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 67 The moste my[s]chief
on molde is mountyng wel faste. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W.
Prol. 33 There is wel onethe game non That from myne
bokys maketh me to gon. c 1400 Sozudone Bab. 2513 Down
to the erthe wele lowe thay loute. 2450-80 tr. Secreta
Secret, xxi. 17 They beren it welle grevously ayens him.
1563 WinJet tr. Vincent. Lirin. ix. Wks. (S.T.S.) 1 1.27 The
writtingis of sum auld aunciant man wed dirklie setfurth.

b. Writh advs. and preps, of place or direction,

in later use freq. in figurative phrases.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11027 Til elizabeth ban welforth stadd,

Hir child in wamb [began] be gladd. ci32o.S» Tristrcm
22 His name, it sprong wel wide. 1387 Trevisa Higden
I. 17 pat is in ober bookes iwriie welwyde. C1400 Yivaine
fy Gaw. 549 He thoght to be wele on hys way Or it war
passed the thryd day. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. j. iv. 20 Welny}
or weel toward the al hool lawe with which Cristen men
benchargid. 1473 Boston Lett. III. 92 Som men thynke
it wysdom . .to be theer now weell owt off the weye. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vii. 176 But or ever he was vn-
bounde, the other were well ferre. 1530 Palsgr. S6?/i Well
forwarde, bien auant. 1625 Pukchas Pilgrims II. 1 132 Welt
within the banke we harboured. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India
fr /'• 173 Whose Force.. so gauled SevaGi.that he wish 'd

himwelloff. 1788 J. White Jml. Voy. N.S. Wales (1790)
109 Being well in with the westward-most point of a very
large bay. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxxv. 133 The
Captain stood well to the westward, to run inside the Ber-
mudas. 1855 M. Pattison in Oxford Ess. 2E7 Though not
published till 1830, which was well into the second period.
1883 D. C. Murray Heads xvii, She held her head well up.
1895 La-v Times' Rep. LXXI1. 817/1 A woman well past
the age of childbearing.

f o. Well at ease : see Ease sb. 7 a.
/Z1300 Cursor M. 17651 He was gestend ful wel at es.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xm. 42 Of bat men mys-wonne, bei
made hem wel at ese. 1530 Palsgr. 844/1 Well at ease,
bien ayse. 1551 T. Wilson Logic D j, Nature hath denied
some men health of body, that thei are neuer wel at ease.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 232 He felte hymselfe skant
well at ease. 1706 tr. De Piles' Art Painting 229 By these
high Prises Guido found himself, in a little while, very well
at ease, and liv'd nobly. 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng.,
Welt-at-ease, hearty, healthy.

WELL.
d. With various prepositional phrases or adverbs

denoting a state or condition.
C1425 Macro Plays\ Cast. Ferscv. 2702 Pou art a party

Wele in age. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 179 They were wel
at peace, when I did leaue 'em. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's

i

Trai'. xlii. 168 A woman reasonably well in years. 1701 W.
Wotton Hist. Rome i. 17 Marcus went to Lectures to this
Man. .when he was well in Years. 1861 Hughes Tom Broun
at Oxf.'iv, It takes no mean qualities to keep a boat's crew
well together and in order. 1879 Mrs. Arcles Airy Fairy
Lilian 111. 100 Taffyand Mabel Steyne can be seen a little
lower down, holding well together.

f 19. With comparative adjs. and advs. (esp. bet
or better, worse, and wore): Much, considerably,
rather. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2S7 Man pou art iwis To winne
5vt a kinedom wel hetere ban min is. a 1300 Cursor M.
2438 Abram went ham and his wijf sare, He luucd hir wil
mare pan are. 1340 Hampoi.e Fr. Cor/sc. 2359 Men sese
noght ne knawes what it es, faifor men dredes it wele be
les. 136a Langl. /'. PL A. v. 95, I deme men bat don ille,

and a,it I do wel worse. £1400 Beryn 902 It had be wel
bettir, he had be wele I-lernyd. c 1400 Pilgr. Sotvle (Cax-
ton) iv. xxx viii. (1859)63 Thenne becan she to wepe wel faster
than byfore. c 1460 'Foivneley Myst. xxvi. 304, I was well
wrother with ludas. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 199 Fra
that tyme furth the weill les he thame died. 1624 Bkoell
Lett. xi. 141 Your next is well worse.

V. 20. As well as : a. In as good, efficient,

satisfactory, (etc.) a way or manner as. (Also, in

early use, simply well as.)
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 44 And wele as Aristotill [he couth]

be artis all seuyn. 1435 Coventry Led Bk. (1907) 182 But
neuer-the-Iater..he makithe cardes ther-of as well as he
ma >*- 153° Palsgr. 831/2 As well as is possyble,. .As well
as can be or maye be. 1589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie ill.

xxii. (Arb.) 267 Certaine prophetical! rymes, which might be
constred two or three wayes as well as to that one whereunto
the rebelsapplied it. 1600 Lock about you 1 1 b, I see Prince
Iohn coorted as well as I. 1634 Milton Covins 201 This is

the place, as well as I may guess. 1634 Massinger Very
Woman iv. i, Fed. How hast thou sped ? John. My Lord,
as well as wishes. 1793 Piper ofI'eevles 6 Fan cummers fled
and hnrl'd as weel On ice, as cny vady chiel. a 1809 J.
Palmer Like Master (1811) I. xii. 174, 1 am left to rough
it as well as I can. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 74
She affected ..to listen with civility while the Hydes excused
their recent conduct, as well as they could.

b. To the same extent, in the same degree, as

much, as.

OE. eal swa weL.swa sua occurs in the same sense
(/Elfric Horn. I. 274).

c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales I. 75 He. .sayde he was a synner
& mysterd forgyfnes of his syn als wele as sho did. 1474
Caxton Chesse 11. i. (1481) bj. He. .swere to hym. .that also
wel he was and shold he his frend..as euer he had ben
tofore. 1547 Homilies I. Swearing 11. G iv b, Aswell they
vse the name of God in vayne. .as they whiche do promise
[etc.]. 1628 Burton Anal. Met. 11. ii. 111. (ed. 3) 235 Why
hath Daulis and Thebes no Swallowes. .aswell as the rest of
Greece. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. 4 p 1 A man may
as well hope to distinguish colours in the midst of darkness,
as to find out what to approve and disapprove in nonsense.
1891 R. W. Church Cxf Movev.ent xix. 347 The English
Church was after all as well worth living in and fighting for

as any other.

C. With weakened force, passing into the sense

of 'both . . and', 'not only . . but also '. Also

f so ivell . . as.

In early use the rendering 'not only, .but also* isapplicable
only if the two contrasted words cr expressions are trans-
posed.
C1386 CHAfCER Prol. 49 And therto hadde he riden..As

wel in cristendom as in Hethenesse. 1390 Gowes Conf. I.

117 For al schal deie.. Als wel a Leoun as an .t-se, Als wel
a beggere as a lord, c 1400 Mauni;ev. (Roxb.) vii 25 pus
bai do als wele in winter as in somer. c 1425 tr. Atderne's
Treat. Fistula tic. 60 Blode is norischyng of al membrez,
als wele of sadde as of softe. ? 1467-8 Stonor Papers
(Camden) I. 100 The Shireff shewyd ij comyssions of this

graunt aswell of thelordes as of thecomyns. 1533 Cranmer
Let. to Dean ofArches Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 253
That you take all manner of depositions as well for the one
part as for the other. 1571 Diggfs Pantom. 1. xx. G j b, In
equiangle triangles aswell the contavningas the subtending
sides of equall angles are proportionall. 1588 Parke tr.

Mendoza's Hist. China 329 All of them as well the men as
women and children were clothed with shamway skins.

1645 Gataker God's Eye en Israel 50 Consisting of both
sorts, as well unfaithfull as faithful!, as well bad as good.
166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrm 11. iv. § 2 Which ..must cer-
tainly comprehend as well the morall as the ceremonial! part
of Moses his Law. 1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Ketttewclt
1. xiii. 38 Making Use as well of his Eye.. as of his Tongue.
1749 C. Middi.eton Free Inq. Pref. p. xxxiii, It is allowed.,
by all, as well friends as enemies. 1828 Scott F. M. Berth
xiv, Our churchmen have become wealthy, as well by the
gifts of pious persons, as by. .bribes.

(b) 1545 Balk Image Both Ch. xiii. (1550) d viij, Compre-
hending in him so wel Mahomyte as the Pope, so well the

ragynge tyraunt as the styll hypocryte.

d. Used to denote the inclusion of one thing

(person, etc.) or class with another.

c 1449 Pfcock Rtpr. iii. vii. 316 The multitude of the lay

peple, as weel as of clerkis. 1470-85 Malory Arthur ix.

xxxvu 397 Whan men ben hote in dedes of armes ofte they

hurte their frendes as wel as their foe*. 1613 Hiehon Serm.
Wks. 1614 I. 335 Whereas the children of God in many
things are trespassers aswell as the vngodly. 1649 Howell
Dodona's Grave (ed. 3) 3 Nor is she lesse abounding in all

things conducing to pleasure also, aswel as profit. 1655

Nicholas Papers (Camden) 1 1 1. 22 1 M y heart as well as pursse

being quite sunck. 1702 Addison Dial. Medalsii. (1726)37

I find.. the Latins mean Courage by the figure of Virtue,

as well as by the woid it self. 1715 Desaguliers Fires

Impr, 127 The two first.. are made of Tin as well as the

third. 1769 Junius Lett. ii. 13 Educated. .by. .a most
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spirited as welt as excellent scholar. 1821 Craig Led.
Drawing etc. vii. 404 The back-ground as well as other parts

is dotted or stippled. 1854 Mrs. Jameson- Corum.-pi. Bk.

(1877) 38 Theie are different sorts of strength as well as

different degrees. 1896 Laiv Times 1

Rep. LXXIII. 615/1
A highway for carriages as well as for foot-passengers,

21. As well. a. Also, in addition ; in the same
way.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 536 As she dyde, he dyde

yn dede ;..Ky3t as she dede, he dede as weyl. 1549 Compl.
Scot. Epist. 1 As veil it bringis furtht. .hoilsum frute of
honour. #1631 Donne Paradoxes (1652) to They should
love their brothers aswel. 1669-70 Marvell Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 302 The next news will be, that.. they [the

Lords] have as well complyed on their part also. 1875
Economist 23^11.95/'1 But the state of the French Exchange
is such that gold is taken from London as well. 1882
Besant All Sorts xxvii, Because she was a dressmaker,
and lived at Stepney, he would be a workman and live

there as well.

b. To the same extent.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. n. be. 199 Wherfore as weel or miche
rather Cristen men ou^ten be waar forto entirmete with like

ymagis. Ibid. n. xviii. 260 Wherfore as weel and as allowe-
abili y mai seie this speche.

c. With may, might, had, etc., implying the

equivalence or equal result of one action in com-
parison with another.

c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 249 Sir, we myght als wele talke

tille a tome tonne ! 1608 Dod & Cleaver Expos. Prov. xi.

and xii. 87, 1 might as well haue thrown my monydown the

riuer. 1652 Shirley Brothers iv, v, He might as well have
murdered me, for I Shall have no heart to live. 1692 E.
Walker tr. Epictetus' Afar, xviii, As well you might Wish
Vice were Virtue, wish that Black were White. 1730 Lett.

to Sir W. Strickland ret. to Coal Trade 25 Dyers.. buy
wholly of the Lightermen, tho 1 they might as well, .buy of

the Masters. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum., Le Palisser, As
I am at Versailles, thought I, I might as well take a view of

the town. 1800 Wordsw. Hart-Leap Well ir. ix, You
might as well Hunt half a day for a forgotten dream. 1820

Byron Mar. Fal. iv. ii, It had been As well had there been
time to have got together, From my own fief. . more Of our
retainers—but it is too late. 1870 J. E. T. Rogers Hist.

Glean. Ser. 11. 151 He thought he might as well strive to

promote his own ends. 1879 Miss Braddon Cloven Foot
x'xxviii, You really may as well let me have a little food.

22. a. With qualifying adverb prefixed, as too

well) pretty well.

Also freq. with so, very, full (see Full adv. 1 c), right
(see Right adv. 9 a).

(a) cSSS ^Elfred Boethius vii. § 3 For flaem \>mt 5e 3issa

woruldsffilSa to wel ne lyste. 971 BUckl. Horn. 185 Ic laerde

baet men
.
.ubgengra welena to wel ne truwodon. 1604

Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 344 Then must you speake Of one that

lou'd not wisely, but too well. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison
II. ix. 59 Those [facts], however, would too well justify him.
(b : 1599 Massinger etc. Old Law v. i, The Dutch Veny

I swallowed pretty we!. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr,
(175^) I. 214 Give the Horse pretty well of my Cordial Ball.

Ibid. 215 He has pretty well of Flesh upon his Back. 1733-4
Richardson Grandison II. vii. 40 Their father.. by that

time, had pretty well got over his grief. 1855 Kingsley
Westw. Ho ! ii, He. .had his heart pretty well hardened by
long, baneful licence. 188a Besant All Sorts xxviii, They
had got by this time pretty wel! all they clamoured for.

1888 'J. S. Winter' Booth's Childr. xi, Lassie kept her
composure pretty well. 1902 J. K. Mann Hist. Popes 1, 1.

417 The pallium, -had then, .pretty well its modern shape.
ic) 1903 Kipling Five Nations 117 We have had a jolly good

lesson, and it serves us* jolly well right.

b. Well enough : sufficiently well, adequately.
In the 16th cent, occasionally written as one word.
1390 Gower Con/. II. 295 And thanne him thoghte wel

ynouh, It wa< fantosme. £71440 Alphabet of Tales 215
When sho saw bis maister of be knyghtis, sho knew hym well

enogh is. he hur. Ibid. 414, I know be not, bod I know bat
gown well enogh. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xxi. i. 839 And
by cause of hyr fayre speche Syr Mordred trusted hyr wel
ynough. 1379 J. Stubbes Gaping Gul/D 7, Which mought
wel ynough be the cause why the Pope decked hym with
hys title of most christian king. 1585 Parsons Ckr.Exerc.
Pref. 4 The vulgar translation is known welinough. 1587
Golding De Mornay xxx. (1592) 473 But the Rabbinessaw
wellynough that the miracles of Iesus could not be denied.
1631 Shirley Sch. Compl. v. i. 68 He gaue me two or three
kicks, which I deseru'd well enough. 1710-11 Swift Jml.
to Stella 11 Jan., The scheme, .would have done well
enough in good hands. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison I.

xvii. 119 They liked not the humour he seemed to be in well
enough to comply with his request.

VI. 23. Employed without construction to

introduce a remark or statement, sometimes imply-
ing that the speaker or writer accepts a situation,

etc., already expressed or indicated, or desires to

qualify this in some way, but frequently used merely
as a preliminary or resumptive word.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xl. § 4 Wel la, wisan men, wel, ga3

ealle on bone weg [etc.]. c 1315 Shoreham Poems I. 285
Wel, brober, Ne non ne may icristned be Ar he hisboren of
moder. [1382 Wycuf Isaiah xliv. 16 He.. is chaufid, and
seide, Van, or weel, I am hat. 1388 — Ezek. xxvi. 2 Wel 1

the 5atis of puplis ben brokun.] c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of
Gods 505 'Well,' seyde Apollo, 'yef he on erthe bee, Wytn
my brennyng chare I shall hym confound.' c 1450 Cov.
Myst., Counc Jews 76 Wel, serys, 5c sal se. . I xal correcte

hym for his trespas. 1529 More Dyalogue 1. xxi. 27 b, Well
quod I yet wold I wit one thyng more. 1550 Crowley
Way to Wealth 320 Wel, loke to this geare be tyme. 1581

A. Hall Iliad 1. 13 Wel, thee to please, I wil [go] to Ioue.

1589 [?Lyly] Pappe w. Hatchet Bij, Squirrilitie were a
better word: well, let me alone to squirrell them. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 47 This is a very scuruy tune to sing at

a mans Funerall : well, here's my comfort. Drinkes. 1652
H. Bell Luther*sColtoq. Memalia2Qi They, .takefrom us
what wee have. Well ! they will repent it. x6gxtr. Emiliane's
Observ. Joum. Naples 207 Well, (said he) I shall make a shift

..to eat them with my Fingers. 171 1 Swift frnl. to Stella
3 Nov., Well, but as I was saying, what care I for your
Mayor? 1766 Goldsm Vicar xii, Well, my boy, what have
you brought us from the fair? 1779 Warner in Jesse
Selwyn q Contemp. (1844) IV. 261 He asked, ' Well, and
how is George ? ' 1826 Galt Last of Lairds xvii. 151 ' I

understood that Mr. Mailings, .was one of your most parti-

cular friends.' 'Well, and what of that?' 1863 Mrs. Caklyle
Lett. III. 170 Well, I returned from that visit quite set up.

1894 Fiske Holiday Stor. 1S1 As works of art—well, they
were rather too highly coloured for works of art.

b. sb. An instance of this use of the word.
1866 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. Introd. (1912)282 A friend

..told me that he once heard five 'wells '..precede the
answer to an inquiry. 1885 Troc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Re*
search L 312 (Cent.) The 'wells' and 'ahs', ' don't-you-
know's ' and other stop-gap interjections.

24. Welt, well, denoting surprise, resignation, or

acquiescence.
[1388 Wyci.if Ps. xxxtv. 21 Thei setden, Wel, wel ! oure

i^en han sien. c 1420 Prymer (1895) 66 (Ps. xl. 15) Bere bet

her confusioun anoon, bat seien to me, ' wel I wel !
'] C1480

Henrvson Town fy C. Moitsc x,
( Weill, weill, sister,' quod

the rurale mous [etc.]. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1S67) 70
Well well (quoth she) many wels, many buckets. 1675
Cotton Burlesque 183 Apoh Well ! well 1 but he were best

take heed How heattaquesmy Maiden-head. 1712 Steele
Sped. No. 533 p 1 Well, well, you may banter as long as you
fjlease. 1815 Scott Guy AI. xlu, But well, well !—it will

ast my time. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. vii. 117 Well,
well, we will leave these heights, and descend in little drops
of criticism. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xv, ' Father',..
' you must not talk like that.' ' Well, well, my dear,' said

her father, ' well, well.'

b. with intervening noun (in vocative).

C1550 R. Wevkr Lusty Juventus (C1560) Djb, Well
wanton well, I wysse I can tel [etc.]. 1554 Interl. Youth
(facs. Waley) B iij, Well wanton well, fye for shame. 1598
B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. (1601) Bib, Well Cosen
well, I see you are e'ene past hope Of all reclaime. 1603
Chapman All Fooles II. i. E 1, Well, wag, well, wilt thou
still deceiue thy father. .? a 1652 Bkome Mad Couple I. i.

(1653) B 6 b, Well wag well, you must not now put me off

with my wife.

25. Very well, denoting agreement, approval, or

acquiescence.
In the absence of construction the distinction between the

adverbial and adjectival use becomes obscured : cf. Well
a. 7 and 10.

1564 BriefExam. Djb, You wyll say, we haue a com-
maundement of the Lorde. . . Very well. X719 Dh Foe Crusoe
11. (Globe) 518 We were chas'd..By five Sloops,, .says the
Fellow.. .Very well, said I, then it is apparent there is

something in it. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlvii. The Baronet,

though highly offended, could only say, ' Very well, sir, it

is very well.' 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxxv, At last^ he
said.. 'I agree— I mu-t have time.' 'Very well. It is a
bargain.' 1878 Hardy Ret. Native vi. iii, ' Very well, then,'

sighed Thomasin, ' I will say no more.'

28. Well then, introducing a conclusion or further

statement, or implying that one can naturally be
drawn or made.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxtii. 237 Wele ban, We sail frayst er

they founde vs fer fro. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxix.
(Percy Soc.) 138 Well then, quod she, I shall you nowe tell

Howe the case standeth. 1533 Coverdale Ezek. iv. 15 Well
than, I will graunte the to take cowes donge, for the donge
ofifa man. 1542 Recorde Gr. Aries N viij b, Well then go
forthe, in the nexte space I fynd one counter, which I re-

moue forward. 1628 J. Doughty Serm. 10 Well then, let

both principles of Church tenents and Scripture stand in

force. 1647 Cowley Mistress, Wish i, Well then ; I now
do plainly see, This busie world and I shall ne're agree.

1679 Dryden (Edipus 111. 1. 54 Dio. Basely you kill'd him.
Adr.. .We\\ then, I kill'd him basely. 1802-ia Bentham
Ration, yudic. Evid. (1827) 1. 136 note, Well then, since we
must stop somewhere, we will stop at a trillion. 1844 Dis-
raeli Coningsby in. i, Well then, there were Bolingbroke
and Pitt. 1884 B. L. Farjeonl7^. Porter Sq. (ed. 6) xxxvii.

200 ' Well then !
' she exclaimed ; winding up the argument

thus, as is the way with women.
27. "With various additions, esp. well now, oh

well, ah well.

0*) *599 B- Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. iv. iv, Well
now master Snip, let mee see your Bill. 1615 T. Adams
Spiritual Navig. 19 Well yet, as salt and bitter as this

Ocean the world is, there is some good wrought out of this

ill. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vm. iii, ' Well now,' said he,
' remember the sin of this breach of appointment lies wholly
at your door.' 1889 '

J. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob xix, * What
are you thinking about, Stevie?'..'Oh 1 well really, I can't

say.
(b) /11779 D. Graham Writ. (1883) II. 56 Sawny. A well

a well then good day to you good-mither. 18x4 Scott Wav.
xxix, Aweel, Duncan—did ye say your name was Duncan
or Donald? 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxxi, The
old woman tried to comfort her, beginning with her accus-

tomed—' Well-a-well !
' 1868 Le Fanu Lost Name L xxii.

220 'Oh I well, after luncheon, then,' said he.

VII. Comb. The adverb Well is extensively

employed in combination with various parts of the

verb, esp. the past and present participles, and in

parasynthetic adjectives ending in -ed. In modern
practice the latter are regularly hyphened. In at-

tributive use the participial formations are properly

hyphened, and the hyphen is also frequently em-
ployed even when the construction is predicative.

On account of the large number of such combina-
tions, all those of any standing (either by common
or continued use, or in virtue of their source) are

treated as main words, the less important or less

common being printed in smaller type without

definition, after the model of similar words in Un-.
The normal insertion or omission of the hyphen,

according to the construction of the word in the

sentence, is indicated by printing it within paren-

theses, as well(-)baked.

In the following enumeration of the different

types of combinations the illustration is chrono-

logical, and partly includes words more fully

exemplified below.

28. With past pples., as well-born, -bred, -done,

etc., in predicative or attributive use.

Beo7vulfig2j Hyjd swiSe Jeong, wis, welbungen. £897
JElfrzd Gregory's Past. C. xvii. in Jif hwa^t weljedones
bi5. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xix. 12 Monn sum wel-
boren. C975 Rushw* Gosp. John vi. 45 Alle larwas vel
welsitserde. c 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 585 Bot off lymmys
he was weill maid With . .schuldrys braid, c 1386 [see Dis-
posed 2]. c 1449 Pecock: Repr. 11. viii. 150 It is merytorie
and weel doon forto 5eue thtlk ensaumple. 1474 Sir J.
Paston Lett. III. 107 Hc.lefte a greet garnyson theer,

weell ffomysshyd in vytayll, and all other thynge. 1525 Bur-
ners Froiss. II. clxviii. 469 A well trauelled knight and
well knowen. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. m. 128
His legges wel sette. a 1623 Fletcher Love's Cure in. iv,

Cla. 'lis ill for a fair Lady to be idle. Say. She had better

be well-busied. 1631 Weever ->4«<r. Funeral Mon. 548 An
ancient and well allied familie. 1661 Boyle Physiol. Ess.

(1669) 178 The hardness of a well-blown Bladder. 1746
Francis tr. Hor., Epist. 1. vi. 58 Venus decks the well-be.

money'd Swain. 1793 Holcroft tr. Lavater's Physiogn.
xxiii. 116 Well-arched and short foreheads are.. not of long
duration. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters xxi, This was
said in well-accentuated. .English. 1890

( R. Boldrewood'
Miner's Right xxxiii, The well-clothed, well-fed, well-

amused passage through barren hours.

29. With present pples. in adjectival (predicative

or attributive) use.

C897 ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 107 Onjean jrja

godan & 5a wellibbendan. Ibid. I vii. 430 Wyrta. .swie'e

welstincenda. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) cl. 5 Heria5 hine

on cimbalum wel swe^endum. 138a Wyclif Ps. xci. 15

Wel suffrende thei shul be. — Ecclus. xlvii. 14 A son weel
felende [flius sensatus]. 143a Rolls of"ParIt. IV. 405/2 The
wynes..were. .faire, fyne, wele drinking. c*449 Pecock
Repr. 11. xx. 274 Thilk word. .is. .so weel teching and dress-

ing. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 182 If ther be among theym
eny pric horse . . in especiall that he be well trottyng. a 1586

Sidney Apot. Poetrie (Arb.) 40 Accompanied with.. the well

inchaunting skill of Musicke. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillevicau's

Fr. Chintrg. 38, 2 Then with a well-cuttinge sawe, sawe of

the whole Tegge. 1660 Incelo Bentiv. <5- Ur. 1. (1632) 148

The People express'd it with such exact harmony of well

agreeing voices. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 12 If a lad

has but a lusty and well-bearing memory.. he proves a brave

clergyman. 1844 W. H. Mill Serm. Tempt. Christ iii. 77
That.. view, even when sobered to a well-calculating mo-
rality. 1864 De Coin Hist. $ Cult. Cotton $ Tobacco 279
Sticks split from some good or well-splitting wood. 1884

M'Larkn Spinning (ed. 2) 36 A vessel.. containing a well-

closing lid. 1889 Baden-Powell Pigsticking 12 A sport

which draws so well paying a visitation on to their village.

30. With verbal sbs., as well-building, -guiding
x

-joining, -keeping, etc.

The later tendency is to employ good with the vbl. sb.,

and restrict well to the gerund.
(11300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 91 With bi wele-setting [L.

ordiuati'one] lastes dai. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.)

49 Finding paine in ill doing, and pleasure in well studiyng.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 11. (1625) 14 VVeeting of my
well-deeming. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvii. xevi, Through my
well guiding is your voiage donne. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,

111. ii. 152 Car. And euer may your Highnesse yoake to-

gether.. my doing well, With my well saying. 1623 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by Sea C 2b, A.. large Ar-

morie. .with other Weapons and munition, which for good-

nesse,..and well-keeping, is not second to any Noblemans
in England. 1624^ Wotton Elem. Archit. 1 Well building

hath three Conditions. 1641 Sanderson Serm., Ad Aulam
xiii. (1674) II. 195 In the well-joy[n]ing consisteth the strenth

of structure.

b. Freq. with vbl. sbs. followed by of.

C1440 Hylton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) 1. lxiii, Vayne
gladnes & wel payeng of thiselfe. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
1. iii. (1912) 19 The well bringing up of the people. 1596

Harington Anat. Metam. Ajax Ep. Lij b, The wel hand-

ling of the matter. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by

Sea B 3 b, His goods are but lent him, by him that will one

day call him to a reckoning, for the well or ill disposing of

them, a 1639 W. Whatei.ey Prototypes in. xxxix. (1640) 17

The wel-husbanding of abundance. 1655 D. Dickson Ps.

xcii. 4 in Spurgeon Treas. David IV. 272 One of the parts

of the well-spending of the Sabbath. 1667 Earl Orrery
St. Lett. (1742) 305 For the well constituting of the said

corporations. 1668 Dryden Dram. Poesie 46 The copious-

ness and well-knitting of the intrigues we have from John-

son. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (1698) 158 The well-making

of our Woollen-Manufactures. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New
Invent. 119 The safety and well sailing of a Vessel. 1707

Mortimer Husb. 48 In the well draining of Cornlands lies

a main advantage. Ibid. 50 The well covering of the Seed

must be of great advantage. 1739 Trowell Treat. Husb.

etc. 4 The well ploughing of the Land is a very great Ad-
vantage to all Seeds sown. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v.

Plough, The well going of the plough wholly depends upon

the placing of this.

C. With gerunds followed by an object or pre-

position.
? 1568 in Pettus Fodinx Reg. (1670) 61 Rules and OrdU

nances for the well-governing the Affairs of the Society, etc

1615 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis v.xiv.383 For the love

of her.. hee would not faile in well-looking to his charge.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 138 Because of. .the wel-seat-

ing it .he allured out of Babilon sixe hundred thousand

soules. 1693 G. St. Lo Englands Safety title-p., A Sure

Method for.. Raising Qualified Seamen for the well Man-
ning Their Majesties Fleet on any Occasion. 1699 T.

CfocKMAN] tr. Tutly's Offices 135 By Moderation. .we mean
..the Knowledge of Well-timing whatever we do. i765

Gale in PAH. Trans. LV. 197 The well-peopling the



WELL.
colonies, and securing our new acquisitions. 1766 Complete
Farmer s. v. Lucern, The grand secret of well-managing
a trading populous country. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 351/3
The. .all-important necessity of well matching the poultry.
1890 A. P. Morton tr. Le Rou.x' Acrobats fy Mountebanks
168 In well calculating the strength of the steed.

31. With verbs, as well-ally, -clothe, -employ, etc.

Now rare.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter civ. 9 He was mined. .of his wite-
word hende. .pat he weleset [ Vulg. disposuU\ for Abraham
sake. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 602/23 Pcrsolco,. .to wel-
wone. 1563 Man Musculus' Comnwnpl. 286 b, Seyng that
the mystery of the holy Trinitye did not well lyke with that
people. 1612 Drayton Poly.olb. xvii. 6 That of so great
Descent, and of so large a Dower, Might well-allie their
House. 1670 Milton Hist. Brit. tit. 12a Prowlers, .intent
upon all occasions .. to pamper and well line themselves.
1851 Utile) Robert Owen's Journal. Explanatory of the
Means to Well-place and Well-feed, Well.clothe, Well-lodge,
Well-employ, Well-govern, and Cordially unite the Popula-
tions of the World.

32. Forming parasynthetic adjectives in -ed, as
wellancestored, -dispositioned

', -eared, etc.
Cf. OE. welwilledncs.
153° Palsgr. 442/2 This sworde is well backed. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 495 Of bodie he was slender, . .well
menibred, and strongly made. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.
xviii. 34, 63 He had bin a well-sinewed man. 159: Greene
Farew. Folly (1617)1 4 b, The Gentleman is well forehanded
and well foreheaded. 1630 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. xlii.

107 Why perfectly limmed; not a cripple? Why well-
sensed; not a foole? 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. vil 52
That those that shall be received, be thereto called by God,
and be well-dispositioned. 1688 J. Grubb Brit. Heroes vii,

Castor the flame of fiery steed, With well-spur'd boots took
down. 17C4 Hymn to Victory lx. 41 Old English Courage
scorns those trifling things, The Higher Ground, the Well-
flank'd Wings. 1804 Mitford Inquiry^ 372 A well.eared
poet will of course avoid cacophony in rimes. 1855 Poultry
Chron. III. 452 Her eggs are well formed and well-shelled.
1857 Gosse Omphalos xi. 326 The formidable Shark,..

a

well.toothed adult. 1891 Harper's Mag. July 318/1 The
well-ancestored, rich, . .respectability from which she springs.
1894 Outing Sept. 427/2 The five brace of grand, plump,
well-plumaged birds.

33. With adjectives.
a 1780 Braes Yarrow vii. in Child Ballads IV. 165/1

Nine well-wight men lay waiting him. 1797-1803 Jane
Austen Northanger Abbey xxviii, The two girls. .found
themselves so well- sufficient ..to themselves, that it was
eleven o'clock .. before they quitted the supper-room. 1853
'Fail's Mag. XX. 267 Its accession, .would bring no well-
wieldable strength with it. 1886 J. Corbett Fall 0/A sgard
I- 115 I he charm of his face were the well-open eyes.
Well, obs. dial. var. Fell v.

1511 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Payd . . for well-
yngtreys iii d. [See also Welling.)
Well, obs. f. Weel, Will sb. and v.

i Wella, int. and adv. Obs. Forms : 1 wel Id,

3-4 wella, wela, wele, (3 waella, wselle, welle,
wellen). [OE. wel Id (see Well adv. and Lo
int.), partly confused with wd Id (see Wale int.)
and weg Id (Weila). Cf. also OE. wel gd, weol gd,
glossing L. heia and eugt respectively.]

A. int. a. Well then. b. Ah ! alas !

Also followed by a sb. as object = alas for.., or a clause =
alas that . .

.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiv. § 8 Wella, men, wel. c loco
/Elfric Saints' Lives iii. 627 H»it ba se kece. .cwa=5 mid
wope : wella basilius, jif 8a sylf noldest, nacre j>u jit for8-
faran. c 1105 Lav. 3456 Wallan, dae3, wela, deao, pat bit me
nelt fordemen. Ibid. 7875 Welle brooer Nennius pat ich be
quic nabbe.

B. As adv. or intensive prefix : Very, exceed-
ingly.

c 1105 Lav. 5970 Waelle muchel wes pa wop, bae P.elin
beonne wende. Ibid. 12805 peder com be ohte mon, waelfa
wel wes he ibon. Ibid. i9622 Welle uain [c 1175 wele glad]
wes he ber uore. Ibid. 31258 Wellen henden wes be mon
Osnc ihaten. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 831 f>e (testes gay &
Jul glad..Welawynnely wlonk. 13.. Caw. t, Gr. Knt. 518
Wela wynne is be wort bat waxes peroute. Ibid. 2084 Wela
wylle was be way, ber bay bi wod schulden. a 1400 Wars
Alex. 1970 Wella [v. r. welej wide ware be wele, . . Mi;t pou
be marches of Messedoyne mayntene piselfe.
Well-abu sed, ppl. a. 1879 Huxley Hume ii. 36 The

offer. .was particularly honourable to so well abused a man
Well-accepted, ppl. a. ,71763 Shenstone Ess. Men I,
Manners Wks. 1768 II. 42 He had such entire possession of
the hearts as well as understandings of his friends, that he
could soon make the most surprizing paradoxes believed
and well-accepted, t Well-acco'mplished, ///. a. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 56 A well accomplish! youth. 1650
Weldon Crt. K. Jas. 19 A wel accomplished Gentleman.
179a A. Murphy Ess. Life t, Genius Johnson 141 At Mr.
1 hrale's he saw a constant succession of well.accomplished
visitors. 1821 Scott Kenilw. x, 1 know you to be a worthy,
kind, and well-accomplished gentleman. Well-accoTd-
td.ppta. 1581 Sidney Def. Pen-trie (Arb.) 46 The Liricke,
.

.
with his tuned Lyre and wel accorded voyce. 1731 Pope

Ess Man 11. 121 The lights and shades, whose well-accorded
strife Gives all the strength and colour of our life. Well,
acco-rding, ppl. a. 1814 Byron Lara 1. xx, Blest are the
early hearts and gentle hands That mingle there in well
according bands. Well-accoutred, ppl. a. 1713DFR.
ham Phys-Theol. IV. xii. (1720) 225 When those [animals]
that are able to shift for themselves, are left to their own
Discretion and Diligence, but the Helpless well accouterd
and provided for. 1881 Brit. Q. Rev. Jan. 41 That the
iridenline dogma survives all the determined and well-
accoutred assaults made thereon goes without saying.
Well-accre-dited, A*/, a. 1847 Mrs. Goke Castles in Air
xxix. (1857) 268 The subterfuges which tarnish many a well-
accredited transaction on the turf.

Well-accu Stomed, ppl. a. Much fre-
quented by customers. Obs. or arch.

287

1690, 1761 [see Accustomed 2]. 1736 Entick Cant. Tales
Prol. 1 An Inn.. noted for its great Trade, or as we say, a
well-accustomed House. 1880 F. Peel Risings ofL uddites
y. 24 The St. Crispin . . was a well accustomed house, and the
inner doors were swinging to and fro in the usual fashion.

Well(-)acquai-nted, ///. a.

1 1. Familiarly known (to others). Obs.
'5*5 Jewel Repl. Harding xiv. 509 These Authorities.

.

be. .wel acquainted, and knowen vnto the World. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iii. 2 There's not a man I ineete but
doth salute me As if I were their well acquainted friend.

2. Having a good acquaintance with ( = know-
ledge of) a person or thing ; familiar with. Also
without const, (of two or more persons).
1728 Cibber Provoked I/usb. 1. i. 7 He is a Man too well-

acquainted with the Female World to be brought into a high
Opinion of any one Woman, without some well-examined
Proof of her Merit. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xii. 6C6
Mounter was well acquainted with our language. 1864
Pusf.y Daniel (1876) 31 r Habakkuk's hymn shows one well-
acquainted with the Psalms. 1877 W. S. Gilbert Sorcerer
I. Ballad, Time was when Love and I were well acquainted.
Well-acted,///, a.

1. Meritoriously conducted or lived.

179* A. Murphy Ess. Life % Genius Johnson 85, I boast no
knowledge glean 'd with toil and strife, That bright reward
of a well-acted life.

2. Cleverly feigned or simulated.
1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxvi, ' Alas ! my lord,' said Varney,

with well-acted passion. 1883 D. C Murray Hearts x,
' My dear Malfi ', said Mark, in well-acted wonder and com-
miseration, ' what is the matter?

'

3. Skilfully performed on the stage.
1890 'L. Falconer' Mile Ixe vi. 156 With far less

emotion than a well-acted play would have excited in her.
Well(-)ada'pted,/VV.rf. 1713 Steele etc. Guardian No.

64 r 18, I am charmed with his artificial Expressions in well
adapted Similes. 1825 J. Neal Bra. Jonathan II. 164 Her
gown was a drab silk, .of a cut well-adapted for the display
of her fine shape. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes iii, With a
rude eloquence, well adapted to the comprehension of his

!
hearers.

Welladay (we'lad^-), int. (sb., v.) Now arch.
and dial. Forms : 6 well a daye, 6-7 wel(-)aday,
(8wel-a-day),6wellada, 7wel-adaie,weleaday,
welady, welody, welliday, 7, 9 well a-day, 6-
well-a-day, welladay. Also 6, 8-9 Se. and dial.

wal(l)aday ; 6 wer(e)aday, 9 dial, werraday.
[altered 1". Wellawat, by substitution of Day (or
Aday), as in wo worth the day, laciaday.]
A. inf. An exclamation expressing sorrow or

lamentation
; = alas ! Also with ah or prefixed.

c 1570 W. Elderton in Collect. B. L. Ballads etc. (1867) 1

Well a daye, well a daye, well a daye, woe is me. 1570
Levins Manip. 196/42 Wel aday, heu, net. 1591 Spenser

I

Virg. Gnat 417 Ah (waladay) there is no end of paine.
' 159a Shaks. Rom. % Jul. in. ii. 37 A welady [Q. 2 wera-

day], hee's dead, hee's dead. Ibid. iv. v. 15 Oh weladay
[Q. 2 wereaday], that euer I was home. 1599 T. Cut-
wode Caltha Poet. (Roxb.) xxxix, But walladay, he was
not there aware of Cupids shaft. 1602 W. S. Thomas Ld.
Cromwell iv. ii. 22 A, welliday for my Cowe ! 1603 Hol.
land Plutarch's Mor. 198 Alas and weladay, what shall we
doe? 1648 Herrick Hesfer., Mad Maid's Song iii, Alack
and welladay ! 1652 C. B. Stapylton Herodian xiii. 105
Then quire of Boys and Ladies sighing Welody, With
Hymns and Paeans making dolefull Melody. 1719 D'Ur.
fey Pills VI. 284 Alack and a welladay. 17.. Caber,
lunzieman v. in Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1762) I. 79 She
clapt her hand, cry'd, Waladay. 1781 Cowpek Hope 428
Well-a-day, the title page was lost 1 1798 Coleridge Anc.
Mar. 11. 135 [139] Ah wel-a-day 1 [later well a-day !] what
evil looks Had I from old and young. 1813 Mooke Two-
fenny Post Bag viii. 35 Thou know'st the time, too, well-
a-day 1 It takes to dance that chalk away. 1842 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Lay St. Cuthbert, Well a day 1 Well a day !

All he can say Is but just so much trouble and time thrown
away. 1851 Hawthorne Twice-told T. I. viii. 154 But,
welladay, we hear a shrill voice of affliction. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss., Werraday, welladay.

b. in reduplicated form wella, welladay.
1805 G. McIndoe Poems 92 The precious clay, Which

in the tomb, with tears, I laid, Wella welladay ! 1820
Keats Eve St. Agnes xiii, And as she mutter'd ' Well-a

—

well-a-day 1

'

B. sb. The utterance of this exclamation;
lamentation ; a lament.
1582 T. Watson Centurie 0/ Love lxxxii. (Arb.) 118 At

last, though late, farewell olde wellada. 1597 Beard Theatre
Gods Judgem. 1. xvi. 57 Their ioyfull song was turn'd to
mournfull cries, And all their gladnesse chang'd to welladaies.
1598 Petowe 2nd Pt. Hero t, Lcander C iij b, This all alone
sad Ladygan to play Framing sweet musick to her wellada)'.
1608 Shaks. Per. I*. iv. 49 (1st Qo.) His daughters woe and
heauie welladay. 1814 Mrs. J. West Alidade Lacy II.291
Her ears were alternately assailed by the peccavis of peni-
tence and the well-a-days of love.
trans/. 1593 G. Harvey New Let. Notable Cont.Cib,

Let him be the Falanta dozvne-didle of Ryme, the Hayho-
halliday of Prose, the Walladay of new writers.

C. v. intr. To cry ' welladay '. nonce-use.
183s Clare Rural Musi 153 The swains are sighing all,

and well-a-daying.

Well-adju-sted, ppl. a. 1735 Thomson Liberty it. 330
Theswelling mantle's well-adjusted flow. 1825SCOTT Talism.
xxi, The marabout raised his head gently from the ground,
..moving with a well-adjusted precaution. Well-
adorned, ///. a. 1616 Chapman Odyss. vn. 239 He..
Aduanc't him to a well-adorned Throne.

Well'Xadvi/sed, ppl. a. In 4-5 avised.
1. Of persons : Prudent, wary, cautious, circum-

spect.

In modern use chiefly predicative, as ' He would be well-
advised to give up the idea'.

WELLAGE.
a. c 1386CHAUCER Melii. r 2514 A man bat is wel auysed, he

dredip his lest enemy. C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc) 141 Hooly Awstyn, sad and wel avised, Kneuhe by
signes this compleynt was no fable, a 1466 Grecory Chron.
in Hist. Coll. Cit. Lond. (Camden) 158 That Parlyment
hadde an evylle faryng ende, to shamefully for to be namyd
of any welavysyd man.
0. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xii. 2 Be ge ane luvar, think }e

nocht ;e suld Be weill adwysit in 3our gouerning? 1585 T.
I Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. 15 b, A most valiant &
I

well aduised knight. 1594 Shaks. R ich III, iv. iv. 517 Hath
j

any wcll-aduised friend proclaym'd Reward to him that
brings the Traytor in? 1603 Knolles Hist. Turies (1638)
288 The well aduised and valiant captaine Kanacontes.
absol. 1560 liiBLE (Genev.) Prov. xiii. 10 With the wel ad-

uised is wisedome. (And so 1611.)

fb. with const. Careful or heedful ofor that—

.

c 1386 Chaucer Millers T. 398 Be well auysed on that ilke
nyght..That noon of vs lie speke nat a word, c 1400 Master
0/ Came (MS. Digby 182) xviii, Also bat he be. .wele
auysedof speche. C1450 Merlin iii. 45 Quod thekvnge, Be
well avised that ye knowe it is he. And thei se'ide, We
knowe verely it is he. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Lycurgus
C'595) 57. '-lo another he put forth a question, who was to be
well aduised of his aunswer.

t c. In one's right mind, sane. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L.L.L.x. ii. 434 And were you well aduis'd?

1590 — Com. Err. 11. ii. 215 Am I . .Sleeping or waking, mad
or well aduisde?

2. Of actions, etc. : Based on wise counsel or
careful consideration.
a 1470 Harding Chron. clxxvi. viii. (1812) 314 The kyng

full sad, with wordes well auysed, Thanked them all. 1846
Mns. A. Marsh Father Darcy II. viii. 140, I hope I should
not be found wanting either in spirit or perseverance to carry
out well-advised plans. 1850 Grote Greece II. Ixiv. VIII.
203 Construing their studied and well-advised silence into a
proof of oblivion.

Hence Well-advi'sedly adv.
1587 Golding De Mornay ix. (1592) 127 Hcseemeth to

speake discrectely and weladuisedly. 1648-58 Hexham n.
Wtl-bedachtelich, Wcll-advisedly, or Considerately.

WellXaffe-cted, ppl. a.

1. Favourably disposed, inclined to be favourable
or friendly (to or towards a person or thing) ; spec,
well-disposed towards existing authority, loyal.
1563-83 Foxe A. ff M. 150/2 If any good men were well

affected or minded toward religion. 1609 R. I. Nova Bri-
tannia tttle.p., ^Noya Britannia: Offering most Excellent
fruites by Planting in Virginia. Excitingall suchas Le well
affected to further the same. 1611 Speed Theal. Gl. Brit.
To Rdr., To the well.affeued and favourable Reader. 1664
D. Fleming in Extr. St. Papers Friends in. (1912) 213 Hee
Lives in a very well affected Towne, both to the church and
State. 1671 R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 1. 502 The Presbyterian, .party, .never were well-
affected to a French alliance. 1746 Bp. Sherlock Let. 10
June in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 291 The well-
affected Clans. 1832 Lytton Eug. Aram 1. ix, I know you
are an honest man, Bunting, and well affected to our family.
1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 359 Sicily., was unlikely to give
her further trouble, and thai, not because she was well-
affected, but simply because she was exhausted.
absol. 1643 [Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor 10 Whilest the

Siege lasted against Manchester, the heavens held a sim-
pathy with the well-affected. 1658 Dom. State Papers 360
The petition of the w ell-affected of Gateshead. 1779 Arnot
Hist. Edin. I. vi. 206 It had been a common practice of
government, to screen the well-affected from the punish-
ment of their murders.

2. Adroitly assumed or simulated.
1907 National Church 15 Oct. 277/1 By this process in

matters of religion the state will have washed its hands of
any responsibility for the moral character of its citizens—

a

Gallio in its well.affected impartiality of indifr>-ence.
tWell-affe-ctionate, a. Obs. [Cf. next.] Well dis-

posed. 1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. iii. 62 Then each to other
well affectionate, Friendship professed with vnfained hart.

Well-affeetioned, a. [Cf. prec] « Well-
affected 1. Obs. or arch.
1628 tr. Mathicu's Power/ull Favorite 127 A Scnatour

whom hee knew to bee a good Citizen and well affectioned to
Tiberius. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 702 They were
obedient to the laws, and well-affectioned towards the gods.

Well-a-fine, adv. and int. Obs. exc dial. [See
Afixe adv.']

A. adv. Right well, well indeed ; to good pur-
pose, thoroughly.
c 1330 Kyng cf Tars -]%o Icham nou glad wel a fyn, Mai

no mon blithur be. c 1380 Sir Ferutub. 2752 Now y knowe
wel-a-ffyn, by message schendeth me. cn/aa Rom. Rose
3690 For no man., maye., of the reysynshaue the wyne, Tyl
grapes rype and wel a fyne Be sore empressid. c 1400
Beryn 1393 The tale wol be ryff Of me, & of noon othir ; I
knowe ri|te wel a fyne. 1573 Tusser Husb., Author's Life
xix. (1878) 210 A Moone,.. Which well a fine me thought
didshine. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 'K.U.S.) 81 Chem alaced
well-a-fine aready. 1882 Jago Dial. Cornw. 309 That's all

well a.fine. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bt., Well.a-fme.ziv.
phr., very well; truly; indeed.

b. Altered to well andfine.
c 1400 Gamelyn 427 Anon as Gamelyn hadde eten wel and

fyne. c 1400 Beryn 303 Fawnus lete hym clatir & cry wel
& fyne. 14.. Guy War-.v. (Camb. MS.) 9086 Gye lokyd
theron wele and fyne. ("1450 Lovelich Merlin 6S60 This
knowen 3e alle wel and fyn.

B. int. (See quot. 18S0.)
1880 E. Cornw. Gloss., Wcll-a-fyne, a common interjec-

tion, meaning ' it's all very well '. 189a ' Q ' Three Ships ii.

33 Well-a-fine ! What a teasin' armful is woman, afore the
first-born comes !

t Wellage. Obs. rare-1 . In quot. welleage.

[f. Well sbA + -age (denoting a material).] (See

quot. and press-ware s. v. Press sb. 1 16.)

161a Stubtkvant Metallica 93 Welleage is a kind of Press-



WELL-AGED.
ware for the speedy making of Wells, farre cheaper then the
rounds, which are made of Brick to keepe the earth from
falling down e.

t Well-aged, a. Obs. Advanced in years, of a
good age.
c 1470 Ashby Active Policy 815 Loke that youre counseil

be rather godly set, Wele aged, of goode disposicion. 1535
Coverdale Josh. xiii. 1 Thou art olde & well aged, a 1568
Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 141 The Latin tong, concerning
any part of purenesse of it,.. did not endure modi longer,
than is the life of a well aged man.
Well-aimed, ppl a.

1598 Chapman Iliad xi. 93 Atrides with his wel-aimde
lance smote Isus on the brest 1606 — Gentl. Usher 1. i,

You come not neerehim
T
but discharge aloofe Your wounding

Pistoll, or well aymei Dart. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 173,
I re.k not, so it light well aiinM. 1723 Pope Odyss. xxi. 4Who now can bend Ulysses' bow, and wing The well-
aim'd arrow thro' the distant ring. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xliii, The wearied horse of Ivanhoe, and its no less exhausted
rider, went down . . before the well-aimed lance and vigorous
steed of the Templar. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashttxxv, He
retreated before a well-aimed blow. 1868 G. V. Cox Recoil.
Oxford 10b A well-aimed orange,, .thrown from the gallery,
struck him forcibly on the face,

t Well-aired, a. [f. Air sd.] Having a sweet
breath. Obs.

1505 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 233 The said queen is like
for to be of a sweet savour and well eyreJ.

Well(-)aired, ppl a.

1. Thoroughly ventilated ; favoured with good air.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. Note 3 The situation in the centre
of the High Street rendered it [the Tolbooth] so particularly
well-aired, that when the plague laid waste the city in 1645,
it affected none within these melancholy precincts. 1843
R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. v. 62 The bed-room of a
patient labouring under fever should be well-aired. 1871
Naphkvs Prev. <y Cure Vis. 1. i. 47 Well-aired locality.

2. D.imp-freed by exposure to air or heat.
1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxxi, She. .went on to

assure Mary the bed was well aired.
Well-allred,///. a. 1603SHAKS. Meas./orM. in. ii. 109

The vice is of a great kindred ; it is well allied. 1631 [see
Well adv. 28). Well-ally, v. trans. 1612 Drayton
Poly.olb. xvii. 6 A Nymph.. That of so great Descent, and
of so large a Dower, Might well-allie their House.
Well-anear, int. Obs. exc. dial. [app.

altered f. Wellaway by substitution of Aneaii.]
Alas! alack-a-day \

1600 Look aboutyw ii. Bib, Now well a neere that ere I

liu'd to see, Such patience and so much impiety. 1608
Shaks. Per. 111. Pro!. 51 The Lady shreekes, and wel-a-
neare, Do's fall in trauayle with her feare. 1640 J. D. Knave
in Grain in. i. G 2, Wherefore was it ? well a neare. 1677
W. Nicolson in Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1870) Ser. n IX. 322
Wellaneer, well away, alack-a-day. 1787 Grose Prov.
Gloss., Wellaneer. Alas. N. a 1836 in ' S. Gilpin ' Pop.
Poetry Cumb. (1875) 207 Bit, welleneer ! when he sud lean
his kiss,..Hur elbow rease an' barr'd him fra his bliss.

So Well-anea'ring, in same sense.
1683 G. M[eriton] Yorks. Dial. 4 Wellaneerin. well-

aneerin, run fast run, Hye thee Hobb, and bid my Mawgh
Herrycome. Ibid. 7 Ey wallaneerin, wilta gang and see.

1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray, Wellaneering, alas.

Well-anneaied, ppl. a. 1831 Brewster Optics xxi. 1S4
Thin plates of well-annealed flint glass. 1854 Pereira's
Polarized Light (ed. 2) 139 A well-annealed piece ofglass, all

of whose parts possess equal elasticity, is a single refractor.
Well-anoi-nted, ppl. a. 1746 Francis tr. Hor. Sat. n. v.

142 Upon his naked back Her heir sustain*d the well-
anointed pack [cad.iver unctum oleo largo]. 1860 Geo.
Eliot Mill on Fl. 1. ix, Mr. Rappit, the hairdresser, with
his well-anointed coronal locks tending wavily upward.

Well(-;apaid, ppl. a. Obs. exc. arch.
Heartily pleased or satisfied.

13. . K. Alls. 2031 Darie was wel apaied Of that Arcbelaus
haveth ysaide. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 1314 Whanne bem-
perour it wist, he was wel apayed. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.
vi. 10.S And eche pore man [was] wel apayed to haue pesen
for his huyre. 1387 Trevisa Higden III. 383 He cowbe
feyne hym gracious and wel apaied when he were wroob, and
wroob when he were wel apayed. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xvni. xxiii. 767, I am wel apayed, said sir Gareth, that
I may knowe him. c 1503 H. Medwall Futgens .5- Lucres
E iv b, Be she wroth or w -11 a payde. 1576 Knewstub Confut.,
Serin. Q 2 b, There is good cause, not only to be content,
but also well appaide with it. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 47
She therewith well apayd, The drunken lampe downe in the
oyle did steepe. 1611 R. Kenton Treat. Usury To Rdr. 3,
I shall thinke my selfe wel! apaid, if I can cause them but to
feele those wounds.^ 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xxiv. 47 He
;oyeth over her with singing, as wel-apaid of his choyce.
1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng., Well-apaid, appeased;
satisfied. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. in. II. 32 'Or all is

nought Whereof I think,' at last a wanderer said, ' Or of my
tale shall ye be well apaid'.

Hence t Well-apai'dness. Obs,

1633 (D. Rogers] Treat. Sacr. i. 190 This complacence
and well apaiednes.se of heart.

Weir-)appa*relled, ppl a.

1530 Palsgr. 329/1 Well apparayled or well decked, gor-
rier. 1576 R. Peterson G. delta Casa's Galateo 18, I would
haue euery man well appareled, meete for his age and call-

ing- XS9J Shaks, Rom. <S- Jul. 1. ii. 27 When well appar-
reld April on the heele Of limping Winter treads. 1821
Lamb Elia Ser. 1. All Fo'fs Day, The goodly ornature of
well-apparelled speech, i860 Longf. Wayside Inn, K. Ola/
xiv. ix, Never, while they cruised and quarrelled, Old King
Gorm, or Blue-Tooth Harald, Owned a ship so well appa-
relled.

Well-applied, ppl a.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xviii. (1912) 463 By the diligent

care of friends and well applied cunning of surgeons.
1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis 1. ii. 5 Timoclea, with
well-applied language, began to question her Guest. 1764
DoDSLEYin Shenstone's Wks. (1768) II. 317 A stone seat..
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with this well-applied inscription. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Hat.
(1834) I. 646 A discreet and well-applied industry in the
service of mankind. 1842 Lover Handy Andy vi, Giving
him a hearty cuff on the ear, which would have knocked
him down, only that Oonah kept him up by an equally well
applied box on the other.

Well-appoi'nted, ppl a. Properly equipped
or fitted out.

1530 Palsgr. 844/1 Well apoynted, b/en a poynt. 1535
Coverdale Jer. vi. 22 They ride vpon horses wel apointed
to y

9 batell agaynst the. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 190
The gentle Arch-bishop of Vorke is vp, With well-appointed
Powres. c 1600 Drayton Mis. Marg, clxxviii, Ten thousand
valient well-appointed men. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes,
Brutus iv, One would have thought t' had heard the morn-
ing crow, Or seen her well-appointed Star Come marching
up the Eastern Hill afar. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 676 In him
thy well-appointed proxy see, Arm'd for a work too difficult

for thee.
_
1807 Wordsw. White Doe 699 Nor wanted at

this time rich store Of well-appointed chivalry. 183s Court
Mag. VI. 166/2 The well-appointed silk, waterproof, ivory-
handled, umbrella of his friend. 1864 ' Annie Thomas' D.
Donne I. ii. 29 She saw that he had good horses and a well-

j

appointed mail-phaeton. 1889 G. FiNDLAYiswf. Railway 3
I
A well-appointed hotel.

Hence Well-appoi*ntedness.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 82 They have Breast-plates

I of Iron, which shows the courage of these Saracens, and their
I well-appointedness for War. 1890 H. James Tragic Muse

xx vi, He remembered too. .her actual smartness, as London
I people would call it, her well-appointedness.

Well-appro ved, ppl. a.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 65 Hengist and Horsus, well
1

approu'd in warre. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. \. i. 7 My
trustie seruant well approu'd in all. c 1611 Chapman Iliad

I

xvii. 437 He cald to friend, these well-approu'd supplies;
Th' Aiaces, and the Spartan king. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11.

j

(1900) 212 There dwelt also not far from thence one Mr.
I

Skill, an antient and well approved Physician.
Well-a'rgued,///. a. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 20 With

j

winning Rhetoric and well-argu'd Law.

Well-armed, ppl a.

1. Adequately armed for war or combat. Also
1

trans/, and _/?£.

c 1290 St. Christopher 143 in S. Eng. Leg. 275 Wel I-armede
heo wenden forth. 13.. K. Alis. 2582 Faire chevalry him

j

cam fro Mede, Wel y-armed, on heygh stede. 1340 Aycnb.
' 170 pet be man by wel y-armed uor to ouercome parfitliche

zenne. C1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. clxxix. 6723 His hors
Weill armyt wes. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxvi. 469 A
thowsand shall I assay, and mo, well armed ilkon. 1592
Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 1, i. 216 In strong proofe of chastity
well-arm'd. 1605 — Lear in. vii, 20. 1635-56 Cowley
Davideis iv. 699 A vast, well-arm'd and glittering Host.
1791 Cowper Iliad ix. 96 Forth rush'd the guard well-

armed. 1875 Higginson Hist. U.S.xv. 133 The Indians'
arrows did not put them on an equality with the well-armed
Englishmen. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 206 Create a regular
and well disciplined army, and secure a well-armed di-

plomacy.

2. Furnished with a powerful armature.
1832 Brewster Nat. Magic xi. 273 A strong and well-

armed loadstone.
Well-armoured, a. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. I. it.

5 78 The King's brave well-armoured folk.

Well-arranged,///, a.

1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T., Young Ladys T. II. 377
Dr. Dalton listened, in mute astonishment, to this well-

arranged, extravagant plan. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxvii,

A well-arranged and handsomely trimmed beard. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes ix, A well-arranged public library of
some ten thousand volumes. 1905 Aihenxum 7 Oct. 469/3
A good deal of interesting and well-arranged information
will be found in the sections which come before the main
list of biographies.

Well(-)arrayed, ppl a.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 472 Al to selde iwys Is ony

pouere man wel fedde Or wel araied. £1374 — Troylus 11.

6S0 And also blisful Venus wel arayed Sat in hire seuenthe
hous of heuene bo. 1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 359, I and
bow be here allone, ilicne wel i-horsed, and i-wepened, iliche

wel arrayed, c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xxv. 2826 Wib a
nobyll company Weil arayit and dantely. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. x. 49 The two kynges were come ouer the see

with thre honderd kny5tes wel arayed both for the pees and
for the werre. 1605 R. F. Dedekind's Sch.Slovenrie (1904)

16 At length, when thou art well araide, let both thy hose
hang downe About thy heeles. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 234
Ye well-array 'd ! Ye lilies of our land 1 Ye lilies male!
who neither toil, nor spin.

tWell-a'rtea, a. Obs. Artistically wrought. C1611
Chapman Iliad xvni. 356, I made A number of well-arted
tilings; round bracelets, buttons braue. Well-asserted,
ppl. a. 181a Byron CA, Har. \. xc. Not all the marvels of
Barossa's fight, . . Have won for Spain her well asserted right.

Well-assorted, ppl. a. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. (ed. 2)15 The
rich variety to be found in the well-assorted warehouses of the
dissenting congregations. 1836 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion
(ed. 2) 3o2The after-dinner small-talk of a well-assorted circle.

Well-assured, ///. a. 1475 Caxton: Jason 78 During
which time he helde him wel assured in his palais. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 16 Sept. 8/3 1 f they do not go out to well-assured
situations they go to hunger, want, disease, and possibly
death in a country which is wild and disappointing. X899
Crockett Kit Kennedy xix. 131 With well-assured hearts
the pair made themselves ready for what remained to be
done. Well-attempered,^//, a. 1845 Neale Seaion.
Poems (1864) 9 Vain the trust in lance and mail And well-
attemper'd sword. 1852 Tennyson Ode Wellington 74 A
man of well-attemper 'd frame. 1866 Felton Anc. <r Mod.
Gr. I. 11. ix. 442 The soft and well -attempered air of spring.

Well-attending, ppl. a. 1725 Pope Odyss. in. 18 She.,
admonish'd thus his well-attending mind.

Well-atte*sted f
ppl a.

1667 Glanvill Consid. Witches etc. 5 Standing publick
Records have been kept of these well attested Relations.

1756 Burke Vind Nat. Soc. 26 Other well-known and well-

attested ones [sc. slaughters]. 1774 E. Long Jamaica III.

WELLAWAY.
874 There are welUattested instances in Jamaica of the
voracity ofthe alligator. 1857 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884)36 The
well-attested facts of his life. 1871 Napheys Prev. $ Cure
Pis, I. i. 45 A well-attested case of longevity.

Well-atti-red,///. a. poet.

1 1. Properly equipped or furnished. Obs.
13. . Sir Orfeo 158 (Sisam) He. .broujt me to his palays,

Wele atird in ich ways.

2. Richly arrayed.

1637 Milton Lycidas 146 The Musk-rose, and the well-
attir'd Woodbine. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvm. 473 Charis,
Vulcan's well-attired spouse.

Well-authe-nticated, ppl a.

1786 Polwiiele tr. Tluocritus, etc. (1792) II. 212 Amidst
the legends of superstition, it is in vain we search for well-
autheuticated truths. 1820 W. Irving Sk. Bk., Spectre
Bridegroom, Events of the kind are extremely common in
Germany, as many well authenticated histories bear witness.

1879 Lubbock Set. Led. v. 167, 1 have endeavoured to select
only those arguments which rest on well-authenticated facts.

Well-avissd: see Well-advised.

Wellaway (wedaw^i*), int. and sb. Now
arch. Forms : a. wes 14 wes, wei l&wei(2 w£
U wei), 3 weeilawan, 3-4 weilawei, 3-5 -wai
(6 Sc. -wa), 4-5 weilawey, 3-5 -way, 5-6 weill-
away (5 -weye), 4-5 weylaway (5 weyle-away,
-awey) ; 4-5 weylowey (weyllo-), weyloway,
5 weilowey, -waie

; 4-5 weile-, weyleway.
J3. 3-4 wailawai, 3-5 -way ; 3-4 waile-wai, 4
-way, 5 -wey (3-4 wailwai), 4-5 wailoway, 6
waile a way

; 3-5 wayla-, 4-5 wayle-, waylo-
^"ay. 7. 3-4 walawai, 4-5 -waie, walewai(e ;

3-5 (9) walaway, 4-5 -waye, -wey(e, 4 wale-
(a)way, woleway

; 4-5 walo(w way ; Sc, 6-7
walla-, 6 wallo-, 7 wallouway, 8 walaways, 9
wally-wae. 8. 3 welawei, 5 -weie, 4-5 -wey, 4
-weye

; 4-7 welaway, 4-6-waye, 5 -waie,whela-,
weloway

; 4-5 well-, welle awey, 5 well y weye,
5-6 well-, 6 welle awaye; 5-7 (9) wellaway
(well-away, well-a-way) ; Sc. 6 welloway, 9
wellawa, 8-9 williwa (9 will a waes). c. 4-5
weleawey, 4-6 -away, 6 Sc, weill away, 6-7
wealaway, weale away. [OE. toe* Id weg

f
wei

Id wei, an alteration of wd Id wd (see Wellawo),
by substitution of the OScand. interjection *wei
(ON. and Icel. vei\ see Weila) for OE. wd. The
later forms are partly normal phonetic develop-

ments, partly the result ofcontamination with forms

representing OE. wd Id wd, and partly due to the

first clement being identified with, or replaced by,

wtl wele Well culv. (cf. Wella).]

A. int. An exclamation of sorrow or lamenta-

tion. (Cf. Welladay, -anear, -a-wins.)
Formerly often in phr. to sing wellaway, my (his, etc.)

song is wellaway.
a. c838 ./Klfred Boetk. xxxv. § 7 Weilawei \Bodl. wila

wei]. c 1000 Lambeth Ps. xxxix. 16 Qui dicunt mihi euge
enge, pa be cwe3ab me we^Ia wej vet wala wa vel eala

eala. ciiosLay. 17918 Waeilawa^i, wzeilawau,. .muchel is

ha sor^e be isijen is to londe. a i*a$Ancr. A*. 64 Weilawei,
min eie haueS irobhed al mine soule. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

8193 De mount scabiouse was aslawe, weilaway. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12238 Biside be toumbe pis

womman lay, & often cried ' wey la way !
' c 1386 Chaucer

Reeve's T. 152 Iohn..gan to crie: harrow and weylaway.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron, Troy iv, 4392 For now her trust of

knyjthod was away, Her worbi men slayen, weillaway !

C1440 Ps. Penit. (1894) 29 Defautes fele that me deface,

Maketh me synge weylawey.
/3. a 1250 Owl (J* N. 220 pu singist anight and nojt adai

8c al bi song is wailawai [Jesus MS. waylawayl. a 1300
Cursor M. 8669 Bot wailawai ! it sua bitide, Mi felaw
smord hir barn in bedd. C1400 Gamelyn 197 (Hail. MS.)
And ber he herd a Frankeleyn wayloway syng. 1513 Bkad-
shaw o~7, Werburge XL, 1614 Women and children cried 'out
and waile-a-way '.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 9056 Has bou, coth bai, bi lau renaid ?

Yaa, soth haf i, walawai 1 he said. 13.. Gosp. Nicod. 1314
(Sion MS.) For come he here, I haue greete drede we sal say
waloway. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2434 pan sal walaway
be bi sang, c 1460 Towneley Myst. v. 36 Now, alas, and
walo-way ! c 1480 Hesryson Fox fy Wolf 1$$ Now, quod
the Foxe, allace and wallaway I a 1568 in Bannatyne MS.
(Hunter. Club) 378 Now, wailoway, is thair no help? 1724
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1775) 1. 136 Walaways I I dow to do !

S, 01225 Ancr. R. 408 Louerd, wultusmiten?.. Welawei 1

bu meiht wel. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.Synne 11214 ' Wel-
aweye ' bey cry and sey. c X374 Chaucer A net. <V Arc. 338
But welawaye, to far ben thei to fecche. 14 . . Pol. Ret. $ L.
Poems (1903) 125/63 Therfore my song is well-y-wey 1 c 1440

Partonopebty-] Hys songe wasnot but wellawaye. 15 . . Adam
Bel st. 99 in Child Ballads (18&) III. 27 Alas that euer 1 se

this daye L.Alas and welawaye. 1553 Bradford Serm.

Repentance (1574) E v, But alas and welaway. .Gods

anger.. hath taken him away by death. 1581 J. Bell
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 410 Wellaway surely may Purgatory

sing, if it have no better Proctour to uphold it, then Luther.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. viii. 46 Harrow and well away [ed.

1609 weal-away]. 1657 W. Rand tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc

11. 139 Alas and well away. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxii,

There is not a farmer but shall sing well-a-wa over a burnt

barnyard and an empty byre. 1820 [A. Sutherland] St.

Kathleen IV. 116 Will a waes, man, but ye hae a lang

account to sattle. 1878 A. Mary F. Robinson Handful
Honeysuckle 80 Alas, and Wellaway !

«. 13. . K. Alis. 4481 (Laud MS.) For Oxeatre & Darriadas

He grade weleaway & alias, c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg.

Prine. (Roxb.) 1958 But weleaway! so is myne hert wo.

1426 Audelay Poems 10 In hunger, in cold, in thurst, wele-

away ! Afftyr here almes ay waytyng. c 1495 The Epitafft
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etc. in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 391 Alas for sorowe there-

fore ! Oute and weleway. c 1530 Hyckescomcr 549 We alt

may say weleaway For synne that is now-adaye. 1580 H.
Giffokd Gitloflowers (1875) 101 Her song was woe, and
weale away. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. i. 13 Alas and
weale away, since now I stand In such a plight.

b. with so ox full prefixed.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15366-7 He mai sal walawai Full walwa
pan mai he sing. Ibid. 22703 pis midelerth, ful wail wai

[Ediub. ful wailewai, Trin. so wayleway], Al to noght sal

hrin awai. c 1369 Chaucer Bk. DucJtesse 729 Phyllis also

for Demophon Henge hir selfe, so weylaway. c 1440 York
Myst. vi. 24 For vs is wrought, so welaway, Doole endu-

rand nyghte and day. 1513 Douglas Mntisw. i. 52 Quliair-

in he porturit als, full welloway, The luif abhominable of

quene Pasyphe.

c. followed by that and clause, expressing the

ground or subject of lament. fAlso with what
m how

!

r 1200 Trin. Cot/. Horn. 183 A wellewei, bu fule hold, bat

ich auere was to be iteied. C1205 Lav. 8031 Wasila wxi
wseila w;ei pset he is bus i-faren awxi. a 1300 Cursor Af,

1 7575 Walawai quat bai war blind. ^1330 Artk. <y Merl.
6801 (Kolbing) Quap king Angvisaunt : Woleway, pat
ich euer bot pis day. 1390 Gowhr Con/. III. 286 Heias,
mi Soster, waileway, That evere I sih this ilke day ! c 1440
York Myst. xxxii. 309 So wala way pat euere I was in witte

or wille pat tristy trewe for to be-traye. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
v. i. 15 Ah woe is me, and well away (quoth hee)..That euer
I this dismall day did see.

+ d. Followed by a sb. = alas for , ,, woe
worth . . . Also with to oryiv + sb. Obs.
a 1300 K. Horn 956 Walawai f>e stunde ! Wailaway be

while ! 13- . Guy Wartv. (1891) 400 Wayle-way pat stounde.
c 1374 Chaucer Troytus in. 1078 Alias bi wyle Serueth of
nought, sowel-awey be while. Ibid. 1695 But cruel day, so
wel-awey be stounde, Gan for to aproche. C1400 Emare 812
He wepte and sayde, Welle-a-wey, For my sone so dere !

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4564 Wailaway to wriches, & wa is

30W in erthe. c 1440 York Myst. vi. 93 Sa welaway for liarde

peyne. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat, Sept. 58 Wel-away the
while I was so fonde.

B. sb. 1. The utterance of this exclamation.
Hence, lamentation, a lament.
a 1300 A". Horn 1478 (Camb.) He makede Rymenhilde lay,

& heo makede walaway. a 1300 Cursor M. 24352 Bot qnen
i raxsild vp in rage, I ne wist bot wail wai [Gdtt. walaway,
Edinb. walewai]. c 1430 Cov. Jlfyst., Cain <$• Abel 193 Now
wyl I go wende my way With sore syeng and wel away,
1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5474 With liwde allace and
welaway. 1553 Bradford Serin. Repent. (1574) To Rdr.
B ij b, Then was weale away, mourning and woe. 16..

J. D. Mare ofCotltngtoun in Watson's Collect. Sc. Poems
(1706) 1. 42 With mony a Shout and Wailaway. 1820 Keats
Isabella lxi, Spirits of grief, sing not your ' Well-a*way !

'

For Isabel, sweet Isabel, will die. 18*3 Galt Entail II.

160, I wish that I was dead, but I'm no like to dee, as Jenny
says in her wally-wae about her father's cow and auld Robin
Gray. 1884 Woolner Silenus 22 Syrinx he saw, .plunge in
the stream A-id her young spirit pass into the reeds That
now were whispering her sad well-away.

b. transf. A cause of lamentation.
'593 G. Harvey New Let. Notable Cont. A 3 b, Who

honoureth not . . the very name of the renowned Lepanto : .

.

the Halleluia of Christendome, & the Welaway of Turky?

f2. Sorrow, distress, misery, woe. Obs.
1303 R. Brunn-e I/andl. Synne 11222 So, betwyxe fab

and coueytous, ys welaweye bro^t to hous. C1375 Cursor
M. 22472 (Fairf.) Quar-to sulde we be borne to-day & se
bol sorou & waleway. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvm. 227
Wote no wightc.what is witterly wel til weyllowey hym
teche. 1402 Fr. Daw Topias in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II, tia
Thou shalt have the weleaway of Gelboth hilles, the sorowe
ofSodome.and al sinful cheis. 1597 Guistard ff Sismond
1. B 3 b, Bringing forth the night, and care, and wele-away.
1640 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S. H. S.) 240
Thou bad sotrou fall the, and another tyme wallouway fall

the.

t Well away, compound adv. Obs.

1. Qualifying a comparative: Far and away,
much. Cf. Well.v B.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 215 pis is pe lif of bis lordis.

.

And wel-a-wey wers and I shulde al telle. 1377 Ibid. B.
xn. 263 pe larke, bat is a lasse foule, is more louelich of
ledne, And wel awey of wenge swifter ban be pecolc.
la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose rig And somdele lasse it [the
river] was than Seyn But it was strayghter wel away.
2. Used eliiptically with can and a verb implied

;

•well away with m put up with, tolerate, endure.
Cf. Away 16.

1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes 2 Whose pride I could not
well away with. 1587 Holinshed Chron. III. 27/1 He..
could well awaie with bodtlie labour [1577 II. 334/2 could
well endure trauaile and bodily labour]! 1612 T. Taylo*
Comm. Titus ii. 14. (1619) 532 They can well away with either
religion, but care greatly for neither. 162a Gataker Spirit-
uall Watch (ed. 2) 70 It is no small degree of euill, when aBU can well away with euill in others, a 1629 Hinde J.
Bruen xxxvii. (1641) 116 This Master Do:ie being young and
youthly, ..could not well away with the strict observation
of the Lords day.

b. To bear or submit to (do something).
1579-80 North Plutarch, Alcib.U 595) 234 Notwithstand-

ing the people of Athens could well away to hue like subiects
vnder the gouernement of a fewe.

Well-a-wins, Int. Sc. In quots. will-, weel-,
wull-. Altered form of Wellaway.
/11774 Ferguson Poems (1789) II. 79 Ah! willawins for

Scotland now. a 1800 Lady Jane, in Jamieson Pop. Ballads

J1806)
II. 81 willawins ! that graceless scorn Should love

like mine repay. 18:8 Scott Br. i.amm. xi, Wull a wins I

—such a misfortune to befa' the House of Ravenswood, and
I to live to see it! 1819 W. Tensast^/;i^^'"*"'W
(1827) 51 But will-a-wins! Your hands are loom. 1871 W.

Vol. X.

Alexander Johnny Gt'bb iii. 23 Weel-a-wuns, than, Jinsie,
..we'se lat 'im rest's banes in peace an

1

quaetness.

t Wellawo, int. and sb, Obs. Forms : a. 1 w&
Id wd, 3-4 walawa (4 walwa, walaiwa). £. 3
wala-, 4 walewo

;
3 wola-, 4 wole-, 5 wolowo.

7* 3j 5 welawo, 5 wellawoo
; 4-5 welleawoy,

wellowoy. 5. 4 weilawo, 4-5 weylawo (5
weyle a woo). [OE. wa Id wd

y
f. wd Woe sb.

and la Lo int. ; cf. Wale int. In the 7-forms the

first element has been assimilated to welVs ell adv.
(cf. OE. wel Id Wella), and in the 8-forms to

ME. wey- in weylawey. see Wellaway.]
1. int. =* Wellaway A.
a. c 888 iELFRED Bocth. xxxix. § 1 Walawa \>xt 3a unsesx-

Ii^an menn ne majon ^ebidon hwonne he him to cu::ie.

1:900 B.vda's Hist. 11. i. (1890) 96 Wala wa: paet is sarlic,

ba:tte [etc.]. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 10S6, Wala
wa, bast aenij man sceolde modi^an swa. C1205 Lav. 19632
Wa la wa [c 1275 Wo la wo] pat hit sculde iwurOen swa.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15367 Ful walwa ! ban mai he sing.
£1300 Ibid. 15279 (Gutt.) He mai sai walawa his werd pat
forwid him es laid.

j3. a 1225 Ancr. R. 88 Weilawei & wolawo, heo sei5.

a 1250 Owl <y -V. 412 pu singest a wynter wolawo. c 1330
Arth. 8f Mert. 742 (Kolbing) Wolewo, mi swete maide.
£1400 Pride ofLife 327 (Brandlj 5e world is nou, so wo lo
wo, in sue ba! i bound.

V, 5. 13. . Minor Poems of Vernon MS. xxxvii. 225 Weil-
awei & weilawo, bat synne was I-wrou^t ! C1400 Arth. <y

Merl. 120 (Line. Inn) Syngand alias and weylawo. C1425
Processional Nuns Chester (1899) 31 Thy white body was
blacke and bloo. Oure synnes it made so weyle A woo.
c 1500 Gcst of Robyn Hodc st. 438 in Child Baltaih (1888)
III. 77 Alas and well a woo 1

2. sb. = Wellaway IJ. 2.

C1275 Lay. 26769 Welawo was 3am ibore pat in hire wey
werebivore. ^1330 Arth. -v Merl. 142 (Kolbing) To
Winchester bai flowen ho Wib mani sijhtng & walewo.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 235 Hehathagreuouspenaunce,
pat is welawo whan he waketh.
Well(-)baked, ///. a. 1632 Rowzee Qucenes Welles 67

Bread of good pure wheate, well handled., and well baked.
1746 Francis tr. Hor. Sat. it. viii. £9 A guest like me, polite
to entertain With bread well baked, with sauces season'd
right. 1811 Regul. $ Orders Army 169 Each Soldier is to
receive, as his Allowance for Four Days, a well-baked Loaf.
tWell-baken, ppl. a. Sc, well-baked. 1549 Extracts
Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 269 Dreid, that be guid stuf,..and
Weill bakin.

Well-balanced, ppl. a.

This is prob. the true reading (as suggested by Rowe) in
Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. ill. 104, for ' vvcale-ballanc'd ' of the
Folios.

1. Exactly poised or equilibrated.
1629 MILTON Hymn Nativ. xii, While the Creator Great

His constellations set, And the welbballanc't world on
hinges hung.

2. Having an orderly or harmonious disposition
of parts.

'859 J- White Hist. France 69 A tumultuous republic of
knights and barons had become a well-balanced kingdom.
3. Having or betokening a good balance of the

mental faculties ; sane and sensible ; not flighty or
eccentric.

1861 Ruckle Civiliz.W. vi. 424 Hutcheson. .rightly sup-
posed, that an admiration of every kind of beauty., is essen-
tial to a complete and well-balanced mind. 1890 Besaht
Demoniac 1.7A perfectly healthy, steady, and well-balanced
young man. 19x3 World 7 May 679/1 Mr. Long's speech
was a practical, well-balanced, and thoroughly sane fighting
speech.

Well-beaten, ppl. a. (Beat v.1 a, Beaten 2.)
a 1704 Locke Cond. Underst. § 2S Their Master's Rules.

.

mislead those who think it sufficient to excuse them, if they
go out of tfieir way in a well beaten Tract, i860 Tvkdall
Gtac. i. xxiii. 165 Ascending the mountain by a well-beaten
path. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda 1. x, The well-beaten
pathway.

Well - becoming, ///. a. Highly befitting
or suiting.

1530 Palscr. 329/1 Well becommyng, bien aduenant.
1611 Cotgr* Bienseant,.. well-beseeming, well-becomming.
1663 Gunning Lent Fast 44 This is the wel-becoming order
which all Churches.. do observe. 1697 Drvden duet's xi.

94 A well becoming, but a weak Relief. 1831 Scott Ct.
Robt. xxxiii, A fate well-becoming his odious crimes. 1864
Burton Scot A dr. I. ii. 102 On the brow of the industrious
crofter. .we may yet see the well-becon.ing pride. .that, in
the fifteenth century, took the honours and distinctions of
France as a natural right.

Well-bedded, ///. «. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farm v. xviii. 557 Then you shall lay it on a well-bedded
kilne. Well-befrtting;,///. a. 1845 Poe Haunted Palace
23 A throne where, sitting.. In state his glory well-befitting,
The ruler of the realm was seen.

t Well begone, ppl. a. Obs. Also 4 wel
bigoo. [See Bego v. 8.]

1. Well-contented, cheerful, joyous.
?<zi366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 693, I was neuer..So iolyf

nor so wel bigoo Ne merye in herte as I was thoo. c 1381 —
Parlt. Forties 171 But lord, so I was glad and wel begoon.
2. Fortunate, well off.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus n. 294 Yif me youre hond, for yn
his world is noon, If bat you lyst, a wyght so wel begon.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5533 And certeyn he is wel bigone Among
a.thousand that fyndith oon. 1421-2 Hoccleve Mm. Poems
xx. 11 How welthye a man be or well be-gone, Endure it

shall not. 1530 Palscr. 844/1 Well bygone, bien a poynt, or
bien ayse.

Well(-S

begn*n, ppl. a. Favourably or fully
started. Chiefly in proverb (see quot. 1639).
*54* Udall Erasm. Apoph. 38 For accordyng to our

englishe prouerbe, a thyng well begoonne, is more then
halfe dooen. 1639 J. Clarke Parcem, 3 Well begun is halfe
done. 174a Young At. Th. ix. 2066 And dost thou chuse
what end>, ere well-begun?
Well-beha-ted, ppl. a. 1771 H. Walpole Let. to Matin

22 Oct., His cousin. .is going to him with a commission
from Louis the well-behated. [Instead of ' well-beloved'.]

Well-beh.a"ved,///- a. Displaying good con-
duct or manners; decorous.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. i. 59 Hee..gaue such orderly

and wel-bebaued reproofe to al vncomelinesse. 1633 Ford
*I'is Pity 11. vi, A very modest welbehau'd young Maide.
1725 De Foe I'oy. round ii 'orld (1840; 235 His sons were
very pretty, wellbehaved youths. 1863 Kincslev Water-
Bab, iii. 126, I have met one or two creatures like you
before, and found them very agreeable and well-behaved.
absol. 1828 P. Cunningham iV. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 253

To give all due encouragement to the well-behaved.

Well-being (we'lbrin), vbl. sb. [Cf. F. Hen-
ctre, mod.L. bene esse.']

Occas. written without the hyphen, as one word or two.

The state of being or doing well in life; happy,
healthy, or prosperous condition ; moral or physical

welfare (of a person or community).
ai6i3 Overbury A Wife, etc. (1638) 46 Man did but the

well-being of this life From Woman take; her Being she
from Man. 1617 Woodall Surgeon's Mate (1639) Pref. 1

So many waies in use for the health and wel-being of man-
kinde._ 1646 Benbkigge Usura Ace. 8 The publicke-Weale
wherein our owne Being, and Well-being are wrapped up.

1705 F. Fuller Med. Gynin. (ed. 2) 32 An erect Position is

, essential to the well being of the Body of Man. 1713
Berkeley Ess. Guardian xiv. Wks. III. 191 That behaviour
which best suits with the cuinmon well-being. 1741 A.
Monro Anat. of'Nerves (ed. 3) 10 Circum>tances. .neces-
sary to the Being or Wellbeing of this or that particular

j

Creature. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. i63 Water. .is

!
necessary to the well being of man in ail ages. 1837 Lock-

I

hart Scott IV. iv. 121 That paternal solicitude for the well-

being of his rural dependants. 1849 Cobdkn .S'^. 56 High
prices are incompatible with the well-being of this country.
1861 Lowell E Pluribus Unum Writ. 1S90 V. 46 A living

fact with a direct bearing on the national well-being. 1865
Pusey Truth Engl. Ch. 38 A body of faith, . . which tu ' know
and believe', is essential to the well-being of all Christians.

1883 J. M. Fotmergill Indigestion etc. 275 Most healthy
persons feel, .a sense of well-being after a meal.

b. Satisfactory condition (of a thing).

1702 Calamy Abridgjn. Baxter's Life <$- Times vii. 137 He
says, That Impo-ition of Hands is. .a proper means neces-
sary not to the Being, but the Well-being of Ordination.
1837 Dickens Pick.v, xxii, His loudly-expressed anxiety at
every sta^e, respecting ihe safety and well-being of the two
bags, the leather hat-box, a:d the brown-paper parcel.

1849 Ruskin Seven Lamps Intiod/4 'Ihe principles neces-
sary to the well being of ihe :irt.

C. //. (= individual instances of welfare).
a 1672 Wilkins Nat. Relig. 207 He is the Author of our

beings and our well-beings. 1714 J. Fortescue-Alanu
Pref. Fortcscue's Abs. $ Lim. Mon. 4 So that it may be
said with Justice, that we owe our Beings to God, and under
him our Well-beings to the Law.
tWeU-beknown,///.a.i#j. lneScweilbiknaw. Well-

known. 1513 Douglas sEneis vn. ii. 17 On bank is weilbi-
knaw and fluidis bay. + Well-belie" ving,///. a. Obs.
Easy of belief, credulous. 1:1710 Congreve tr. Ovid Wks.
1730 III. 314 But let not powder'd Heads, nor essene'd
Hair, Your well-believing, easie Hearts ensnare.

Well-beloved, ///. a. and sb.

A. ppl. adj. 1. Dearly loved, greatly beloved.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 215 And wel biloued and famulier

was he With frankeleyns ouer al in bis contree. 1422 Vongr
tr. Secreta Secret. 247 Wyth lefe and welbelowid Pepill
lagh and Play, c 1440 tr. Bonaventura in Hampole's Wks.

I

(1896} I. 218 Mari Mawdeleyne, bat wele-beluffed discy-

;

pulas of Ihesu. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 8 The
I

chrysten man, as the welbeloued chylde of god. 1601
1

Shaks. Jul. C. m. ii. 180 Through this [rent], the wel-be-
loued Brutus stabb'd. 1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 202 Susan
Despotin, my well-beloued wife. 1799 Ht. Lee Canterb. T.,
Old Woman's T. (ed. 2) I. 335 Lothaire. . was the trusty and
well-beloved page of Louis IX. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. iii.

Our well-beloved and highly gifted daughter. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. cii, We leave the well-beloved place Where
first we gazed upon the sky.

2. In letters, decrees, etc., of a sovereign or lord,

j

prefixed to the names or designations of the persons

i

addressed or referred to. Usually * (right) trusty and

j

well-beloved '
; cf. Trusty a. 2. Also absol. (with

I
omission of sb.), and t(*&0 with plural ending.
1423 Rolls of Parti. IV. 248/2 Ryght worshipfull and wor.

shipfull Faders in God, oure ryght trusty and welebeloved.
1443 Hen. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 79 Our right

;
trusty and right welbelouyd Cousin Therl of Suffolk, c 1450
Godstow Reg. 603 Our welbeloued in crist the Abbesse and

]
Covent of Ciodestow. 1516 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 423/2

i Our welebelovit knycht and counsalour William Scot of
! Balwery. 1524 Hen. VIII in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 1. 239
I

Trusty and welbiloved we grete you wele. 1544 in Rymer
I Focdera (1719) XV. 19 Oure Welebelovittis Hew Cunnyga-

I

hame, and Thomas Bischop. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Cam-
j den) 241 Our right trustie and right wellbeloued cousin the

Earle of Lauderdaill. 1803 in Nairne Peerage Evid.

(1874) in Our riuht trusty and welbelovcd George Keith
baron Keith of Stone Haven. 1814 Scott Let. in Lock-
hart (1837) III. x. 311 He would tell you of my departure
with our trusty and well-beloved Erskine. 1884 Rep. Comm.
Housing Working Classes Pref. 3 Victoria [etc.]. To Our
right trusty and well-beloved Councillor Sir C. W, Dilke,

1924 Burke's Peerage 2 Barons are.. addressed officially by
the Crown, 'Our Right trusty and well-beloved'. Ibid. 2

A Viscount. .is officially addressed^ by the Crown as 'Our
right trustyand well-beloved Cousin .

B. sb. A dearly loved one.

i43*-5° tr- HigdenW. 79 Techynge Beda his welbelovyde
while that be lyvede. i57sGAScoiGNE67aJ» cfGovt. 11 1. iii.
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WELL-BENCHED

.

Wks. 1910 1 1. 47 Nowe my welbeloved, and what sayth the .

.

Markgrave unto you? 1611 Bible Cant. i. 13 A bundle of

myrrhe is my welbeloued vnto me. 1795-1814 Wordsw.

Excurs vn. 342 The great, the good, The well-beloved, the

fortunate, the wise,—These titles emperors and chiefs have

borne, c 1805 H. K. White Hymn, 'Awake, sweet hart

iii, God sees his Well-beloved's face. 1891 Kipling Light

that Failed xv. 317 Then he comes back to me, for his well-

beloved is here. __ -

Well-benched, a. [WEM. ado. sa.J Used to

render Homer's ivaatK/ios, epithet of a ship.

1848 Buckley Iliad 11. 33 Let him lay hands upon his

well-benched black ship. 1870 Bryant Iliad vil. 5" * r°n >

their well-benched ships The Achaians also issued. 1887

Morris Odyss. 11. 414 They brought forth all and laid it

within the well-benched keel.

Well-beneficed, a. 1791 Boswell Johnson:
(1004)1.

678 A wealthy well-beneficed clergyman. Well(-!De.

seeming, ppl. a. = Well-becoming. Hence Well
:
be-

seemingly adv. rare-o. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. in. 50

(Qo. 1600} Romes royall Empresse, Vnfurnisht of her we

beseeming troope? 1596 - 1 Hen. IV, 1. 1. 14 In mutuall

well-beseeming rankes. 1611 Cotgr., bienseant, ..well-be-

seeming, well-becomming. Ibid.;Bienseamment, comelily,

agreeably, well-beseemingly.
,

tWellbeseen, //>/. a. Obs. Also 4 be-,

biseye. [See Besee v. II.] Good-looking, ot

good appearance; well appointed or apparelled;

well furnished with ; versed or accomplished in.

' a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 821 Fetys he was and wel

beseve [Cointes /u et de bel atour]. 1390 Gowkr Con/. I.

302 My wif. .Which is with reson wel besein. Ibid. 11 1. 121

Sche [Virgo] is with sterres wel beseie. c 1440 GenetyiUsigja

Tentys large, full riche and wele besen. c 1470 Henry Wal-

lace 1. 213 Likle he was, richt byge and weyle beseyne.

1530 Paisgr. 844/1 Well bysene, bien accoustre. 1570 •<

Pfterson G. delta Casa's Galatco 10 A Noble gentleman,

courteous and well beseene in all good behauiour. a 1578

Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 147 Teodor

Gaza ane weill besene man baitht in Lattme and greik.

1591 SrENSER Virgil's Gnat 651 Eftsoones he gins to fashion

forth a place, ..squaring it in compass well beseene. 1590

— F. Q. v. viii. 29 The Briton Prince him readie did awayte,

In glistering amies right goodly well beseene. 1736 W.
Thompson Epithal. xiv, Our dearling Prince to meet Au-

gusta well-beseen. 31911 /£. J. G. MaCKAY PlUcottU

Gloss, s. v. Beseine, Still used. ' Ye are weel besene the

day ', i. e. well clothed or fit to look upon.

t Well bespoken, ppl.a. Obs. Fair spoken, of courteous

speech. 1471 Caxton RecnytU (Sommer) I. 73 Archas
.
.was

right wise and well bespoken. 1474, 1483 — [»«,= Bespoken

if 1490 — Eneydos x. C viij, Fayr and wel byspoken.

+ Well-bestrutted, ppl. a. Obs. Amply distended or

plumped out. 1648 Herrick Hester,, Oberons beast 34

He . .eates the sagge And well-bestrutted Bees sweet bagge.

t WellbeteeTnihgness. Obs. rare"1
. In quot. -beteam-.

[Beteem v.
1
} Readiness to vouchsafe or grant. 1642 IX

Rogers Naaman 178 That it [Grace] may appeare in all the

excellency and fulnesse, freedome, bounty, unchangeable,

nesse and welbeteamingnesse thereof. Well-blacked,

tpl a 1822 Scott Nigel ii, His low, flat.. cap, and his

well-blacked, shining shoes, indicated that he belonged to

the city i860 G. H. Kingsley in Gallon Vac. Tour. 140 A
basin 'and a well blacked crock. Well-blended,///. «.

1708 J Philips Cyder 11.663 Whose liquid Store Abundant,

flowing in well blended Streams The Natives shall applaud.

tWell-blOO-ded, a. Obs. Also 7 -bloudied.

[See Well adv. 32 and Blooded a. 2.] Having

plenty of blood.
16.. Middleton, etc. Old Law v. i, Trust me, a lusty

woman, able bodied, And well blooded cheeks. Clo. Oh
she paints my Lord. a 1662 Heylin Laud (1668) 542 His

Countenance chearful and well-bloudied.

Well-boat. [See Well sbl 6 b.]

1. A fishing-boat provided with a well or tank

for the storage and transport of live fish.

c 1600 [see Tode «J.'J, 1614 Gentleman Engl. Way to

win Wealth 19 And these be Pinks and Wel-boats of the

burthen of fourty Tunnes. 1633 H. Cogan tr. Pinto s

Tray. xxx. 121 Others.. get their living by selling fish alive,

which to that purpose they keep in great well-boats. 1769

Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 301 They [carp] are there a great

article of commerce, and sent in well-boats to Sweden and

Russia. 1800 Colquhoun Contm. Thames xv. 438 Fish

wasting in Well-boats at Gravesend. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.

Catal. 211 Severn Fisheries Board. .. Model of Trunk or

Well Boat. .

1 2. A flat-bottomed boat for landing troops and

stores. Obs.

1692 Luttrell Brie/Ret. (1857) II. 482 The 40 well boates

built at Deptford, which carry about 20 01 30 oars each, to

land men in shoal water. 1693 MSS. Ho. 0/ Lords (N. S.)

I. 187 An able seaman to take charge of the well-boats at

Portsmouth and the stores to be put on board them. 1693

Lond. Gaz. No. 2926/3 Three of the Bomb Ships, with the

Brigantines and Well Boats went in and Anchored within

half a Mile of the Town. . ,Ir ,.

Well-bo-den, ppl. a. Sc. [See Boden fpl. a.] Well

provided or furnished ; fully armed or equipped, c 142s

Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxviii.6833 Weil bodyn Frankis men.

I49« Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 60 That al fremen .

.

compeir . .at the Cunneger hill, welbodin and abibjeit for weir

in ther personis. 1598 Fergusson Sc. Prov. (S.T.S.) 49 He
is weill bodden ther ben that neidis nather borrow nor lend.

1808 Jamieson s. v. Boden, Weil-boden, or ill-boden, well or

ill provided in whatever respect. .

Well-bodied, a. [Well adv. 32.] Having

good bodily development.
1481 Cely Paters (Camden) 59 Sche ys as goodly a ^eunge

whomane as fayr as whelbodyd [etc.]. 1484 Caxton G de

la Tour C iij b, Loo ther is a welbodyed woman which is

wel worthy to be belouyd of somme knyght. 1594 A nack

to know a Knave E 4, My Lord, she is. .Well bodied but

her face was something blacke, Lyke those that fo ow

houshold businesse. a 1653 Binning Co/nm. Prtnc. Wks.

(1735) 28/3 By this he grew to the Stature of a tall and

290

well-bodyed Christian. 1728 Pope Dune. n. 42 All as a par-

tridge plump, full-fed, and fair, She form'd this image of

well-body'd air.

Well-bo'ding, ppl. a. 1719 Oldisworth Callipxdia 11.

517 Or when the Lyon or the Centaur shines, Or the auspi-

cious and well-boading Twins. Well-boiled, ppl.a.

1697 Dryden sEneis xi. 812 A knotty Lance of well-boil d

Oak he bore Velum solidum nodis et robore cocto].

Well-boned, a. [Well adv. 32.]

1. Having large or strong bones.

1297 R. Glol-c. (Rolls) 8571 pikke mon he was ynou..we

iboned [MS. y boned] & strong. 153° Palsgr. 329/1 Well

boned, ossu. 1553 Ascham Rept. Germany 16 Marches

Albert is.. rather wel boned for strength, then ouerloded

with flesh.

2. Properly stiffened with whalebone.

1871 [see Boned ppl. a. 2]. 1901 Daily News 12 Jan. 6/7

It is made over a carefully fitted, well-boned lining.

Well-bOO-ted, a. [Well adv. 32.] 1647 Trapp Comm.
F.phes. vi. 15 (1656) 772 As one that is well booted or buskind

can walk unhurt amidst bryers and brambles. 178. Burns

Ronalds 0/ Bennals 41 Though 1 canna ride in weel-booted

pride, And flee o'er the hills like a craw, man. 1894 A. Lang

Ban f, Arriere Ban 45 Lady, lady neat .. Wherefore dost

thou hie, Stealthy, down the street, On well-booted feet?

Well -)born, ppl. a. [See Born B. i d. Cf.

Da. velbaaren, Du. welgeboren, G. wohlgeborm

(MHG. wolgebom).
The lack of examples in ME. is noticeable.]

1. Of good birth or lineage, of gentle blood.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xix. 12 Monn sum wel-boren

[L nobilis] foerde on lond un-neh. c 1000 /Eleric Deut.

i is Ic nam wise menn and welborene [Vulg. ncbtles).

1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 278 As many and as well-borne

bloods as those. 1633 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636) 146

To see well borne men to despise honest callings. 1607

Dryden Secret Love I. iii. (1668) 13 My Cousin is.. Valiant

and wise ; and handsome ; and well born. Qu. But not ot

Royal bloud. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xm. xu, There is

a something in persons well-born, which others can never

acquire. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlix, Mrs. Crawley

is not very well born. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xu\.i2o\ou

would not be considered well-born enough nor rich enough.

b. absol.

The well-born : a nickname formerly given to the rederal-

ists of the U. S., derisively adopted by their opponents from

the serious use of the term by J. Adams (see quot. 1787).

1787 J. Adams De/. Coast. Govt. U.S. Pref. I. p. x,

The rich, the well-born, and the able, acquire an influence

among the people, that will soon be too much for simple

honesty and plain sense, in a house of representatives.

1788 Amir. Museum June (1702) 527 Under such a govern-

ment, men of education, abilities, and property, commonly

called the welt born, will be the most likely to get into

places of power and trust. 1841 Helps Ess., Domestic

Rule (1842) 52 The well-educated or the well-born. 1883

McMaster People U.S. I. 469 In most of the squibs and

pasquinades that filled the papers the Federalists were re-

viled under the name of ' the well-born '.

2. Having the personal qualities naturally asso-

ciated with good birth ; noble in nature or character.

(In early use after F. bien tie
1

.)

c 1450 Knt. de la Tour xii. 16 He herde that the king of

Denmark had .iij. faire doughtres wellborn [moult bien nees].

1697 Dryden /Ends 11. 455 Heav'n, that well-born Souls

inspires, Prompts me.. To.. rush undaunted to defend the

Walls. 1857 Emerson Poems, Celestial Love 45 Counsel

which the ages kept Shall the well-born soul accept. _

Wellbo ttomed, ///. a. Having a good foundation,

firmly based. 1699 Boyer Royal Diet., Eng..rr.,\\e.\\-

bottom'd, bien/ondj. 1762 Wilkes Corr. (1805) III. 33, I

said. .that it would be soon seen how well-bottomed 1 was.

1874 Morley Compromise iii. 105 Obviously only three ways

of dealing with the great problems of which we have spoken

are compatible with a strong and well-bottomed character.

Well-bought, ///. a. t a. Bought at a fair

price ; worth the price paid. (See Well adv. 6 d.)

b. Valiantly won. (Cf. Dear-bought.)
1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 56 Sum standardes of mayll

whelbhowte. 1576 Ded. Verses in Turberv Venene, A
Booke well bought, God graunt it sobesolde, For sure such

Bookes are better worth than golde. 1811 Scott Don

Roderick 111. xiii, For never, upon gory battle-ground, With

conquest's well-bought wreath were braver victors crown ri .

Well-bound, ppl.a. Said of a book. Alsojig.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV St. 265 Whose Vol-

umes Numberless Nature dothSumme In one Compendious

Abstract ; Well-bound Man ! 1781 Cowper Table-T. 745

To see the name of idol self, Stamp'd on the well-bound

quarto, grace the shelf. 184s Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 220/2

Most well-bound books have a little appendage at the top of

the back.edge, called the ' head-band . 1880 Daily Aays

19 Oct. 4/7 The rubbishy but well-bound book keeps us

place on the shelves.

Well-braced,///, a. Healthily strung up. 1859 -Mere-

dith R. Fa'erel xix, The young ladies, .looked, .anything

but well-braced. Well-branched, a. [Well adv. 32.

J

1649C Wase Sophocles, Plectra 22 A spotted well-brancht

Stag. Well-brawned, a. [Well adv. 32.] 1577. »6°9

[see Brawned i]. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 448/2

Torosus, . . well flesht : . . well brawned. 1615 Chapman Odyss.

xin. 155 From forth the hauens high crest, Branch the well-

brawn'd armes of an Oliue tree.

Well-breathed (-br*od, -brebt), a. [Well
adv. 32 + Breathed i and 6.] Sound or strong

of wind ; exercised so as to be in good wind ;
not

out of breath.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvnt. xviii. 758 He is a noble

knyghte, and a myghty man, and wel brethed. 1475 Bk.

Noblesse (Roxb.) 76 To make hem hardie, deliver, and wele

brethed. 1592 Shaks. Ven. $ Ad 678 And on thy well,

breathed horse keep with thy hounds. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. iii. III. Law 182 A well-breath d Body, nimble,

sound, and strong. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode IV. i. 54,

I, take heat after heat, like a well-breath'd Courser. 1720

WELL-BUILDED.
Pope Iliad xxn. 244 As through the forest.. The well-

breath'd beagle drives the flying fawn. 1828-43 Tytler
Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 120 Bruce.. saw, too, that his own
infantry were still fresh and well-breathed. 1849 J. Forbes

Physician's Holiday ii. (1850) 13 The experienced, well,

breathed, and robust traveller.

b. said of a speaker or reciter.

1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler (1843) 16 It is a most toyl-

some taske to run..after a well-breath'd Opinionist. 1681

Dryden Abs. $ Achit. I. 631 To speak the rest, who better

are forgot, Would tire a well-breath'd Witness of the Plot.

1831 Scott Cast. Dang, ix, A less matter would hold a well-

breathed minstrel in subject for recitation for a calendar

month.

Well-bred, ///• a.

1, Of good family and bringing up. Usually :

Displaying good breeding; having refined manneisj

courteous in speech and behaviour.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 26 A Gentleman well bred, and

of good name. 1634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 2 Ifmy thoughts

haue wandred, 1 must intreat the well-bred Reader to remem-

ber, I haue wandred through many deserts. 1652 Kikkman
Clerio <y Lozia 100 Netling speeches, which well-bred women
should avoyd as a dangerous Precipice. 1698 J. Collier

Iminor. Stage 60 A well Bred Man will no more Swear than

Fight in the Company of Ladies. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 635

Tho' learn'd, well-bred; and tho' well-bred, sincere. 1752

Chksterf. Lett, to Son 19 Sept., The officers, .. when of a

certain rank and service, are generally very polite, well-bred

people. 1781 Cowper Couversat. 193 A moral, sensible, and

well-bred man Will not affront me, and no other can.
_
1813

Jane Austen Pride fy Prej. xlv, Whose endeavour to intro-

duce some kind of discourse proved her to be more truly well

bred than either of the others. 1886 Ruskis Prxterita I. x.

327 The first well-bred and well-dressed girls 1 had ever seen.

b. of speech, behaviour, etc.

1699 Bentley Phal. 251 I'll give him leave to tell me
again in his well-bred way, That my head has no Brains in't.

1728 Young Love Fame 1. 115 It makes dear self on well-

bred tongues prevail, And I the little hero of each tale.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 413 With a well-bred whisper close

the scene. 1808 Mrs. C. Kemble Day after Wedding 27

You sit at such a well-bred distance from each other, one

would swear you had been married 24 years, instead of 24

hours. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. 1, Lady Staunton only

answered this hint with a well-bred stare, which gave no sort

of encouragement. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. vii. 173

His manner was grave to sadness, but extremely well-bred.

2. Of good breed or stock. Said of animals.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 118, I knew in their day,

runners of fair repute, and as well bred as any horses upon

earth. 1849 Claridge Cold Water Cure 202 When the horse

is welt-bred, and his wind is unimpaired.

Wellhbrewed,///. a. 1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 135

I A small and well brewed Beer. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.

Deronda i, It was near four o'clock on a September day, so

that the atmosphere was well-brewed to a visible haze.

+ Well(-)broke, ppl. a. Obs. 1731 Miller Card. Diets, v.

\ Tulipa, These do, in time, break into various beautiful

Stripes, according to the Ground of their former Self-colour

:

but this must be intirely thrown off, otherwise they don't

esteem a Flower well broke. 1796 C Marshall Garden.

viii. (1813) 104 Having thrown on a little good and well-

broke mould. Well -)broken, />//. a. 1580 Blundevii.

Art of Riding 11. x. 19 b, To say the truth, wearines and lack

of breath, may cause anie horse, be he neuer so well broken,

to do the same. 1728 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) It, 3"6

All horses are ungovernable, that are not well-broken. 1857

Putnam's Monthly Mag. Feb. 173/1 though his stud was

rot numerous or choice, it may be said to have been well

broken. 1874 Rennet Club Stud Bk. 1 47 A brace of remark-

ably well-broken pointers. Well-brooked, a. Abound,

ing in streams. 1887 Morris Odyss. xv. 295 And by Crouni

was she running, and the well-brooked Chalcis' shore [XaA»ci5a

MipMtwl Well(.;brought-up, ppl. a. [See Bring v.

27b.] 1611 Cotgr., Morigene,.. well broughtvp. 1827 Earl

Mount-Edgcumbe/I/»i. /c«Ki«.(ed.a)ii2 She was the daugh-

ter of an English gentleman . . , and well brought up. 1861 Mill

Utilit. iii. 40 An ordinarily well-brought up young person.

1896 Mrs. Caffyn Quaker Grandmother 6 She had an

adaptable well-brought-up face. Well-browed, a. [See

Well-eyed 1483] Well-browned,///, a. 1883 'Annie

Thomas' Mod. Housewife^59 A well-browned crust of bread.

1904 Sladen Lovers in Japan ii. vi, ' Won't a cigarette do?

he asked, pulling out a well-browned leather case. Well-

brushed, ppl. a. 1817 Scott Chron. Canongate vi, His

clean linen and well-brushed coat. 183s Dickens Sk. Boz,

Pari. Sk., A well-brushed suit of black.

We-11-bucket. [Well sb.s 3.] A bucket

used to draw water from a well by means of a rope

and pulley or windlass.

Often in pairs, one on each end of a rope, so arranged

that the empty bucket descends while the filled one is raised.

"477-9 Rtc- s/ - Mar> at Hil1 82 For a welbokette to harry

Williamsons well.and for byndyngeof the same.njs. ijd. IS44

lav. in Surrey A rchxol. Collect. V 1 1. 240 Itm a \\ ell Bukket

w' a rope & a Cheyne, xija . 1688 Holme Armoury 111. 296 2

He beareth Argent, a Bucket, Sable, the Handle and Hoops,

Or. This is termed for distinction, a Well Bucket 1695

Dryden Du/resnoy's Art Paint., Observ. 120 I he Muscles

. are so many Well-buckets ; when one of them acts and

draws, 'tis necessary that the other must obey. 1709 Brit.

APollo II. No. 6. 3/1 You like two Well- Buckets Appear,

Which always must clash when they're near 1823 Cobbett

Rur. Rides (i835 ) I. 326, I saw a large well-bucket, and all

the chains and wheels belonging to such a concern.

Well-bui-lded, ppl. a. Also 4 -bild. = next.

c 1400 Maundev. ix. (1919) 38 An Abbeye of Monkes wel

bylded. c 1400 Destr. Troy 156;) Crete pahs of prise, plenty

of houses, Wele bild all aboute on the best wise.^ 1535

Coverdale Jer. ii. 7 When I had brought you in to a

pleasaunt welbuylded londe. 0611 Chapman Iliadxvm. 332

Twentie Tripods..To set for stooles about the sides ot his

well-builded hall. 1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 11. App.
were keot safe in store in

xcvi. 215 Saving those few that were kept safe in store

that well builded ship.



WELL-BUILT.

Well-built, ///. a.

1. Of a house, town, ship, nest, etc.

ti6xi Chapman Iliad vi. 14 Axilus, that did dwell In

faire Arisbas well-built towres. 1615 — Odyss. xui. 152 The
well-built Ships. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 196 The bastion

of a well-built city. 182a Shelley ' When the Lamp* iS

When hearts have once mingled, Love first leaves the well-

built nest. 1858 W. Ellis Madagascar xii. 329 The houses

were all well-built, with clean swept court yards around
them. 1871 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 239 On
arriving at the well-built cairn, the prospect is magnificent.

2. trans/. andy%-. (e. g. of a person or animal, a

suit of clothes, a poem).
1681 Flavel Me'.h. Grace xv. 292 This is well-built conso-

lation which reaches the heart. 1706 [see Built///, a. 2].

1707 Prior Sat. Poets 125 The Author then, whose daring

hopes would strive With well-built Verse to keep his Fame
alive. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. x, This Gentleman . .

was
of a middle Size, and what is called well built. 1869 Tozf.r

Highl Turkey 1:269 His tall, well-built figure was shown of!

to advantage by his magnificent dress. 1881 Besant& Rice
Chapl. 0/Fleet 1. iii, She was a strong, well-built woman,
of about six or seven and twenty. 1888 'J. S. Winter'
Bootle's Childr. vii, He was wearing a remarkably well-

built suit of rough yellowish stuff.

Hence Well-buiTtness. nonce-ivd.

1899 H. Wright Depopulation 2 One saw the city stand-

ing out in all its strength of substantial well-builtness.

Well-bu*rnished, ppl. a. 1787 Burns To W. Creech 2

Auld chuckie Reekie's sair distrest, Down droops her ance
weel-burnish't crest. Well-burnt, -burned, ppt. a. 1727

De Foe Comfll. En%, Tradesman I. iii. (1732) 33 The brick-

maker's men-, turn d their hands from the grey_ hard well-

burnt bricks to the soft sammel half-burnt bricks, 1827

Faraday Clum. Manip. xiii. (1842) 288 A piece of well-

burned charcoal. 1890 J. Watson Con/. Poacher (1S93) 115

On a well-burnt moor the best poaching method is by using

asilknet. Well-caTculated,///. a. 1884 J. TAirMint
in Mailer 157 Their convictions were matured by well-

calculated expedients. Well-calved, a. 1744 Essay
on Acting 14 A. .prominent Chest, and a well-calv'd Leg.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/Many Fr. (Colburn)

136 A pair of superfine ladies' footmen, with well-calved legs

and broad shoulders.

Well(-)carriaged, a. See Carruged.
Well-carved, p/l. a. 1615 Chapman Odyss. viu. 614

Nausicaa.. Stood by a well-caru'd Columne of the roome.

Well-caulked,///, a. 1697 Dryden sEneis iv. 575 And
well calk'd Gallies in the Harbour ride. Well-changed,
ppt, a. 1635-36 Cowlev Davidcis 1. 30 Lo, with pure hands
thy heav'enly Fires to take, My well-changed Muse I achast
Vestal make ! Well-cha'*racterized, ppl. a. 1839
Murchison Silur. Syst. 1. xiv. 176 Further to the south.,

are flagstones, sandstones, and other well-characterized beds

of the system. 1839 De la Bechk Rep. Geol. Cornwall^ etc.

ii. 31 Well-characterised hornblende slate. t Well-
cheered, a. Obs. Of good cheer, cheerful, a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter i. 3 God lufis wele chered gifers. 143s Misym
Fire c/Love 11. vii*. 89 t>er doutles welcheryd pasalhymsee.
+ Well-choosing,///, a. Obs. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia.

iv. (1922) no Neither hath the one any feare, but a well

choosing judgement.

f Well-ch03e, ppl a. Obs. - next.

x68» Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Ess. Poetry 139 Of well-

chose words some take not care enough. 1751 Wesley Wks.
(1872) XIV. 188 Confirm it by a few well-chose arguments.

Well;-)cllO'Sen, fpk a. Carefully or happily

selected.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia til, (1922) 12 The gicle thy well

chosen mistresse, perchaunce shall defend thee. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, iv, L 7 Heere comes the King. Rich. And his

well-chosen Bride. 1635-56 Cowley Davideis iv. last line,

But, Lo 1 they 'arriv'ed now at th' appointed place ; Well-
chosen and well furnisht for the Chase. 1697 Walsh
Dryden's Virgil Life •<( A well-chosen Library, which stood
open to all comers of Learning and Merit.

^ 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 93 P 10 The Mind never unbends itself so agree-

ably as in the Conversation of a well chosen Friend. 1755
Young Centaur i. 5 Well-chosen Pleasure is a branch of
happiness. 1784 Cowper T.isk tit. 393 Then to his book,
Well chosen, and not sullenly perus'd In selfish silence.

b. esp. of words or language.
a 1704 Locke Cond. Underst. § 31 Well-chosen Similies,

Metaphors, and Allegories. 1733 Trav. J. Massey 21 The
Terms in which he express'd himself were strong, and well-

chosen. 1828 Whately Rhet. in. ii. § 9.243 A well-chosen
epithet may often suggest..an entire Argument. 1845
Longf. Poets ff P. Europe (1871) 600 His language is simple,
well-chosen, and beautiful.

Well-ciTcumstanced, a. In good circumstances, well
off. 1861 M. Arnold Pop. F.duc. France 99 Parents, even
the well-circumstanced, receive gladly.. this boon of free

education for their children.

Weli;-)clad, ppl. a.

1484 Caxton Chivalry vii. (Ellis) gi To a Knyght apper-
tevnsth. .to haue fayr harnoys and to be wel cladde. 1684
List Military To Rdr., Four Thousand advantagiously
Trained, and well clad Men. a 1796 Bi'rns As on the banks
19 When a1 my weel-clad banks could see Their woody
pictures in my tide. 1907 M cCarthy Needles <$ Pins xx,
You shall be well clad, welt weaponed, well horsed.
Well-cleansed, ///. .t. 1598 Chapman Seven Iliads vn.

t35 Which when he had infusde Into the greene wel-clensed
wound,.. the wound did bleede no more. Well-closed,
///. a. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia lit (1922) 27 But that it [her
breath] hoped to bee drawne in againe to that well cloased
paradise. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinfs Advts. /r.
Pamass. n. xiv. (1674) 152 Each of them [draws] a Ball from
forth a well-closed Urne. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. in. 18
The dry mass is . . transferred to well-closed bottles. Well-
Clothed, ppl. a. 1636 Chashaw Temperance 21 A well-
cloth'd soul ; that's not opprest Nor choak'i with what she
should be drest. 1717 Somerville Occas. Poems 353 He
bow'd, obey'd, well-cloath'd, well-fed, And with his Patron's
Child ren bred.

Well-co loured, ppl a.

c 1400 [see Coloured///, a. 2]. 1445-50 Metham Wks. 92

291

Qwan the myd lyne ys. .euyn and wele colouryd, yt sygny-
fyth a mygthi stomake. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. xvii. 42
He was but a childe, well coloured, and beutyfull to loke

vpon. isgi Shaks. / Hen. VI, iv. ii. 37 These eyes that see

thee now well coloured, Shall see thee withered, bloody, pale,

and dead. 166a Charleton Myst. Vintners (1675) 1S4 In

which time the Wine usually becomes well-coloured and
bright. 1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 153 The rich Buffet well-

colour'd Serpents grace. 1913 Oxford Mag. 6 Nov. 67/1
The author writes., in a well-coloured and original style.

+ Well-commended, ///. a. 1603 R. Pricket Soutdiers

Wish C 1, For God cummands each welcommended means
Be vsde to shield a kingdome from extreames.

Well-compacted, ppl. a.

1628 Venner Baths 0/ Bathe 1 Bathe.. is a little well-

compacted Cittie. 1720 Pope Iliad xxtl. 6 Advancing o'er

the Fields Beneath one Roof of well-compacted Shields.

1725 — Odyss. xxi. 253 At ev'ry portal let some matron wait,

And each lock fast the well-compacted gate. 1825 Scott
Talism. iii, The accuracy of proportion displayed in his

nervous and well-compacted figure. 1854 Milman Lat.
Chr. in. v. (1864) II. 11 The solid and well-compacted body
of Roman law. 1874 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/.-P. 815 Close

by the stream where well-compacted boats Were moored.

tWell-COmple xioned, a. Obs. Having a

good complexion (constitution, colour, etc.).

1413 [see Complexioned i]. 1622 S. Ward Life 0/ Faith
in Death (1627) 10 j Such soules..as place all their felicitie

to be in a full fedde, and well complexioned body. 1635
Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 105 Proper, personable, well-

complectioned men. 1688 Collier Several Disc. (1725) 15

And yet when Nature seems thus vigorous and strong, thus

healthy and well complexion'd, 'twill then sicken, and sink

on the sudden. 1715 [see Complexioned 3].

Well(-)compo ,sed,///. a. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr.\y. iv.

79 The Grecian youths are .well compos'd, with guift of

nature. 1651 Gatakku Ridley in Fuller Abel Rediy. 194
His very outward making, promised a well-composed inside.

1792 Burke Let. Sir II. Langrishe Wks. 1907 V. 210 It was
a complete system,. .well digested and well composed in all

its part s.

t Well(- conceited, a. Obs.

1. Displaying good fancy or invention ; witty,

ingenious.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. i. 59 Well conceited, Datiy.

1598 Marston Sco. Villanieii. vi. E 6 b, Such straines of

well-conceited poesie.

2. Of persons : Having a favourable opinion (of

a person or thing).

1642 D. Rogers Naaman 227 Weakely. .affecting them
who have beene. .welconceitedof me, tender and indulgent.

1649 [see Conceited//*/, a. 2]. 1673 Ray Journ.Lcnu C.

Ded., I am not. .so well conceited of any Composition.. of
mine, as to think I shall do you any Honour by this Dedica-
tion, a 1677 [see Conceited///, a. 2].

Well-concerted, ppl a.

1725 Pope Odyss. xxni. 33 With well-concerted art to end
his woes. 174a Young Nt. Th. 1. 356 Death's subtle seed
within . . Smil'd at thy well-concerted scheme. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 483 Wisdom, .pursues invariably

one grand and well concerted design. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy II. xvii. 2S2 By a well-concerted opposition

and peaceable exposure of their grievances.

Well-conco"cted, ///. a. 1676 Wiseman Surg. iv. vi.

324, I opened it by Incision, and discharged a well-concocted

Matter. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. Ded., Sobriety in our
riper years is the effect of a we 11-concocted warmth. 1781

Cowper Truth 496 The well concocted juice. Well-con-
COTded, ///. a. Duly harmonized. 1811 Henry fy Isabella

I. 227 Of all the utilities of this well concorded creation,

the propriety of calamities . . is one of the last which we learn

to comprehend.

Well-condi tioned, a.

1. Of good disposition, morals, or behaviour;
havinggood 'conditions' or qualities; right-minded.
c 148a Monk Evesham (Arb.) 75 He yat was so honeste of

leuyng and wele condycyonde in hys demening. a 1500
Promp. Parv. 521/1 (MSS. K., H.) Well condiciond or man-
eryd, morosus, vel bene mortgeratus. a 1500 Flaiver fy

Lea/5%1 Alle that good and wel-condicioned be. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 30 Their King (then, sixteeneyearesold.and
well-conditioned). 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. v. p. 241 See, in

this well conditioned Soul, a Third To match with your good

\
Couple. 1835 Poe Hans P/aatl(mh.), The well-conditioned

i city of Rotterdam, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Worship

]

Wks. (Bohn) II. 398 See what allowance vice finds in the

respectable and well-conditioned class. 1865 M. Arnold
\ Ess. Crii. 285 {M. Auretius) They sincerely regarded it

! [Christianity] much as well-conditioned people, with us, re-

gard Mormonism. 1880 Froude Bunyan vii. 91 This book
is wrought into the mind and memory of every well-con-

ditioned English or American child. 1905 R. Garnett

I

Shaks. 56 And, for thy full assurance, I have feigned her
1 Contrite and well-conditioned at the last.

2. Having a good physical condition ; being in a

sound, healthy, or satisfactory state.

a 1613 Ralegh Let. to Pr. Henry Sceptick, etc. (1651) 128

In a well conditioned Ship, these things are chiefly required.
1632 Mabbe tr. AlematCs Guzman dAlf. I. 240 Not a

j

barrell that was missing, and.. they were sound and well-

I
conditioned. 1710 De Foe Crusoe il (Globe) 541 Father
Simon, .was a jolly well condition'd Man, very free in his

Conversation. 1715 Bradley's Family Diet. II. s. v. Sugar,
1
The other well-condition'd Boilings. 1753-4 Richardson
Grandison II- xxiii, 172 A pretty estate, which, tho' not

!

large, was well-conditioned, and capable of improvement.
1755 Magens Insurances II. 5 The Goods are arrived and
brought a-shore safe and well-conditioned at Ancona. 1851
Maynk Reid Scalp Hunters xxvii. 205 The devoted horse
is in fact a well-conditioned animal. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood '

Col. Re/ormer xix, Surveying with an eye of satisfaction his

. . well-conditioned cattle.

b. spec, in Surg.
1673 Wiseman Wounds 11. iii. 13 If you judge the Wound

to be so well conditioned that there is neither fear of Putre-

faction nor Mortification. 1676 — Surg. 11. i. 165 If the

WELL-CONTESTED.
Constitution be good, and the Serum well-conditioned.

i883 0ciLViE(Annandale), Well-conditioned,. . in surg.bt'mg

in a state tending to health ; as, a well-conditioned wound or

sore.

3. Established on good terms or conditions.

1645 Fuller Gd. Th. in Bad T. iv. vi. 205 A wel-cor.di-

tioned Peace. 1876 Geo. Eliot Deronda lxviii, An irksome

submission to restraint, only made bearable by his thinking

of it as a means of by-and-by securing a well-conditioned

freedom.

Well-conducted, ppl a.

1. Properly directed, managed, or carried out.

1749 Francis tr. Horace, Art P. 34 note, A regular well-

conducted Piece. 1752 Mason El/rida
7
Lctt.Drama iii. p. ix,

The advantage the Audience receiv'd from a well-conducted
Chorus. 1803 Chalmers in Life (1851) I. 479 A series of

judicious and well-conducted experiments. 1842 J. Aiton
Dom. Econ. (1S57) 185 Hence land, after a well-conducted
fallow, is always m< re productive of good grain than when
it has undergone any other preparation. 1884 E. Yates
Recoil. I. 157 Every well-ccnducted restaurant nowadays is

conducted on these principles.

2. Displaying exemplary conduct, well-behaved.

1838 Dickens Nickleby iv, Whether you consider me
a highly virtuous, .and well-conducted man in private life.

1853 Thackeray Sorrows 0/ Werther 15 Charlotte .. Like a

well-conducted person, Went on cutting bread and butter.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 302 Well-conducted and
meritorious citizens.

Well v-connected,///. a.

1. Linked together in good order or sequence
;

exhibiting proper sequence or coherence of thought.

1734 Berkeley Analyst ii. 5 When from the distinct Con-
templation and Comparison of Figures, their Properties are

derived, by a perpetual well-connected chain of Conse-

quences. 1781 Johnson L. P., Mi/ton I. 262 It {Samson
Agonistts] wants that power of attracting the attention,

which a well-connected plan produces. 1824 [see Connected
ppl.a.2).

2. Ot good family and connexions,
1840 [see Connected ppl. a. 4]. 1856 Miss Yonce Daisy

Chain 1. i, He learnt from other sources that the Ernscliffcs

were well connected. 1871 Le Fanu Rose <y Key I. xiv, 120

The vicar is a well-connected old gentleman.
absol. 1882 W. S. Gilbert lolanthe 1. {Ballad), Spurn not

the nobly born With love affected, Nor treat with virtuous

scorn The well-connected.
Well-conned,///, a. 1808 Scott Mann. nt. Irtrod.

229 From me, thus nurtur'd, dost thou ask The classic

poet's well-conned task? f Well-co"nscienced, a. Ois.

[Well adv. 32.] 14.. T. Beck.ngton's Corr. (Rolls) II. 168

Such wele consyenced persones. 1534 [see Consciencei].
Well-conse'nting, ///. a. 1715 Poi'E Iliad \. 370 Let both
unite, with well-consenting mind.

Well-considered, ppl a.

1. That has received due heed or consideration
;

carefully reflected on.

1769 Burrow Rep. K. B. (1776) IV. 2347 A solemn well-

considered Determination. 1774 Hurke Sp. Amcr. Tax.
Sel. Wks. 1897 I. 107 We besought the King, in that well-

considered address, to inquire into treasons. 1784 Cowter
Task v. 75 The cock.. wading at their head With well-con-

sider'd steps. 1860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. in. iii, Mrs.
Deane was a thin-lipped woman, who made small well-con-

sidered speeches on peculiar occasions. 1865 [see Con-
siuered///. a. aj,

2. Highly esteemed.
1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xii. 112 He. .was a well-

considered poet in his own tongue.
Well-consoTted, ppl. a. 1590 Spenser F.Q. ii. iii. n

So forth they pas, a well consorted paire,

Well-CO-nstituted, ///. a. Of good make
or constitution; rightly formed or framed.

(i 1763 Shenstonk Ess. Wks. 1768 II. 279 If we should
strive to please a well-constituted taste. 1833 J. H. New-
man Arians 11. i. (1876) 145 So reluctant is a well-constituted

mind to reflect on its own motive principles. 1836 A. Combe
Physiol. Digestion (ed. 2) 263 A healthy and well-constituted

nurse. 1873 Svmonhs Grk. Poets iii. 74 When asked what
made an orderly and well-constituted state, Solon answered,
' When the people obey the rulers, and the lulers obey the

laws .

Well-construxted,///. a. 1784 Cowper Ti/vc. 523 If

shrewd, and of a well-constructed brain.

Well(-)C0nte'Htf
a. Highly pleased, grati-

fied, or satisfied.

c 1440 [see Content a. 2]. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymonxxvi. 557 Whan rowlande sawe that they were armed,
he was not well contente wyth it. 1556 Extracts Aberd.

Keg.{\%44) I. 298 Off the quhilk sowme forsaid I grant me
weill content, satisfiit, and pait. 1645 Waller Battle Sum-
mer Isl. iii. 32 Now would the men with half their hoped
pray Bee well content. 1784 Cowper Task nt. 805 He that

finds One drop of heav'n's sweet mercy in his cup, Can dig,

beg, rot and perish, well content, So he may wrap himself in

honest rags At his last gasp. 1786 [see Content a. 2]. 1864

Tennyson En. Ardtn 373 So 1'hilip rested with her well-

content.

Well -contented, ppl <*•

1555 R. Pownall Musculus Temporiser 111. Ejb, Being

welcontented to suffre & indure al that the Lord hath

ordeined for me, in that behalf. 1600 Shaks. 6onn. xxxu,

If thou suruiue my well contented daie. x6n Tarltons

Jests (1638) B 2, The Gentleman noting his mad humour,

went his way wel contented : for he knew not how to amend

it. at66i Holyday Juvenal xiii. ^673) 238 Then there was

no such rout Of gods, as now: a few did serve throughout

The well-contented skies. 1842 Tennyson Gard. Dau. 88

From the woods Came voices of the well-contented doves.

1870 Mokris Earthly Par. 111. II. 431 Unless The dawn.,

should creep Cold-footed o'er their well-contented sleep.

Well-conte'nting, ppl. a. 1646 Trapp Comm. St. Jrhn

xxi. 24. 151 Humility.. would chuse to live and dye in its

well-contenting secrecy. Well-contested,///, a. 1804

Ox/. Jrnl. 28 Jan. 1/2 'Wimbledon Common, . . where Belcher

37-2



WELL-CONTINUED. 292 WELL-DIGESTED.
has fought many a weli-contested round. 1835 Dickens Sk.
Boz, River, A well-contested rowing-match on the Thames,
is a very lively and interesting scene. Well-conti'nued,
PjbL a. Diligently carried on or maintained. 1534 More
Comf. agst. Trib. in. xvii. (1553) Q viij b, Howbeit, if this

persecucion come, we be by this meditacion and well con-
tinued entente and purpose beefore, the better strengthed
and confirmed. 1644 Milton Educ. 2 Their untutor'd

Anglicisms, . .not to be avoided without a well continu'd and
'

udicious conversing among pure Authors.

Well-contrived,//"/, a.

1613 Zouche Dove Bib, Like Natures rarest workman-
ship) the Eye, Tlie 'well contriued instrument of seeing.

1622 [see Square sb. 19b]. 1715 Leoni Pallatiio's Archit.

(1742) II. 56 The well-contriv'd Stair-case of the Castle of

Chambor. 1784 Cowper Task m. 603 Nor taste atone and
well-contriv'd display Suffice to give the marshal I'd ranks

1

the grace Of their complete effect. 1808 Forsyth Beauties
Scot. V. 23 A deep large well-contrived ditch secures it from
the north.

Well-contro'Ued, A^l. a - c t6ix Chapman Iliad ix. 128

Twelue yong horse, well shap't and well controld. Well-
cooked, ppl. a. 1611 [see Cook v. 2]. 1836 A. Combe
Physiol. Digestion (ed. 2) 2S5 Plain well-cooked animal
food, not too recently killed, a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives
-r Dan. xxviii, Then the meals, light and well-cooked, suited
his taste and delicate appetite so much better than [etc.].

Well-corked,///, a. 1774 K. Long Jamaica III. 886 A
scorpion, a house-spider, and a cockroach, were put all

together for experiment into a well-corked phial.

Well-corned, ppl a.

f 1. Covered with a good crop of corn. Obs.
1652 Mayne tr. Donne's Epigr. Paradoxes 98 Glebes,

which were long of sun and skie bereav'd, Now the Dutch
Plowman sees wel corn'd & sheav'd.

2. Of cereals, beans, peas : Bearing a good head
of grain or seeds.

1800, 1861 [see Corned a. x
4].

3. Of beef: High-cured by salting.

1772 Ann. Reg. 221 While I, half-famished, ev'ry hour
Biscuit and well-corn'd beef devour.

4. Exhilarated with liquor. Sc. and dial
1825 Jamieson 5, v. Corn v. 2.

Well-corre'cted, ppl. a. Properly disciplined or regu-
lated. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 100 7 4 When a well-corrected
lively Imagination and good Breeding are added to a sweet
Disposition.

Well-couched, ppl a.

1. Of a structure : Firmly bedded or based.
1538 [see Couch v> 3 b]. 1608 Bi>. Hall Char. Virtues$

Vices 11. 104 He is the wheele of a well-couched fire-worke,

that flies out on all sides, not without scorching it selfe.

1639 [see Truncheon sb. 6]. 1675 [see Couched/*//, a.].

2. Of speech : Skilfully framed or expressed.
1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's A 'gem's v. i. 325 He, in well-

couched Language, beseeches Poliarchus to use his fortune
moderately. 1644 Milton Educ. 6 Logic. .with all her well
coucht heads and Topics. 1649 — Eikon. iv. 28 Wee have
heer..a neat and well-couch 'd invective against Tumults.
1714 Mandeville^i^. Bees (172$) I. 158 Whilst harmonious
Musick and well-couch 'd Flattery entertain his Hearing by
Turns.

3. Skilfully or craftily planned.
1671 Milton P. R. 1.97 Not force, but well couch't fraud,

well woven snares.

Well-counterfeited, ppl. a. 1625 K. Long tr. Bar-
clay's A rgenis L xi. 29 With well-counterfeited griefe.

Well-coupled : see Coupled 3.

Well-co"vered f
ppl. a.

1697 Walsh Dryden's Virgil Life **2 In other Writers
there is often well cover'd Ignorance; in Virgil, concealI'd
Learning. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1776 (1004) II. 46 My
worthy booksellers and friends, Messieurs Dilly in the Poul-
try, at whose hospitable and well-covered table I have seen
a greater number of literary men, than at any other. 1853
Soyer Pantropheon 121 They are then cooked without water,
in a well-covered vessel, a 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Wives fy

Dau. xxxiii, Till he had placed him, nothing loth, at the
well-covered dining-table. 1884 Noncouf. $ Indei. 9 May
445/3 Thrusting his elbow into the well-covered ribs of
Mr. W. H. Smith.
Well-crammed, ///. a. 1743 Blair Grave 324 Where

are thy boasted implements of art, And all thy well-cramm'd
magazines of health? f Well-created, ppl. a. Obs.
Noble, valiant. (Cf. obs. F. Mm cree.) a 1586 Sidney Ar-
cadia iv. (1922) 130 She strengthened her well created heart.

Well-cress. Now dial. [OE. wyllecserse
}

-cerse : see Well sb.l and Cress.] Water-cress,
Nashirtium officinale.

1. 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1. 140 Seo5 mid wylle caersan [L. cunt
fseno grxco]. ciooo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 298/16 Fene-
grecio, wyllecerse. 1393 Langland P. PL C. vu. 292 3ut
were me leuerclyue by welle-carse(s) pan haue my fode
and my fyndynge of false menne wynnynges. 14. . Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 597/24 Nasturtium, walcarse. Ibid. 71-2/17
Hoc nastucium, welcresse. 1397 in Spalding Club Misc.
(1841) I. 105 Sche commandit the said Johne-.to eat val-
carss. 1808 Jamieson, Well-kerses, water-cresses, called
also wall- or well-grass. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss. s.v.
Kars, Watter-k.irs, water-cress; also called well-karses.

Well(-)cre'Sted,<z. [YVELL^.32.] Furnished
with a good crest

; fig. proud, high-spirited.
1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 76 It being the greatest

glory of a King, to beKing of afree and well-crested people.
1682 Lotid. Gaz. No. 1763/4 A White grey Roan Gelding,.,
well Crested.
Well-cropped,ppl. a. Bearinga good crop. 1741R1CHARD-
son Pamela (1824) I. 235 These rich meadows, and well-

cropt acres. Well-crushed, ppl. a. i860 Geo. Eliot
Millon Fl. 1. xii, The precious inland products, the well-
crushed cheese and the soft fleeces.

Well-cultivated,//1/, a.

C1710 Congreve tr. Ovid Wks. 1730 III. 304 And plente-
ous Crops of golden Grain are found, Alone, to grace well-
cultivated Ground. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) IV. 221 A

student of acute parts, and a well-cultivated understanding.
1781 Gibbon Decl. ty F. xxx. III. 171 The banks of the

Rhine were crowned.. with elegant houses and well-culti-

vated farms. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in Air I. ix. 181 The
thriving, cheering aspect of our well-cultivated kingdom.
1879 Mrs. Haweis Art of Dress 124 We are offending well-

cultivated eyes and well-regulated minds.
Well-cultured, ppl. a. 1683 J. Reid Scots Gardner

(1907) 87 Kitchen-herbes and roots require very fat, light,

warme, and well-cultured ground.

f Welleurds (also weale, wel-), obs. var.

welled curds : see Welled ppl. a.

1538 Elyot Diet.) Schiston, the mylke that remayneth after

that the mylke is sodden, whiche is callyd well courdes. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus^ Schistum, weale cruddes. 1577 B.
Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. 148 Of the Whay that com-
meth from the Cheese, being sodde with a soft fyre, tyl the
fatnesse of the Cheese swym aloft, are made Welcurdes
[Margin Welleurds].
Well-cured,///, a. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xvii (ed. 1),A

side of streaky, well-cured bacon. 1875 ' S. Beauchamp ' N.
Hamilton II. 256 The kitchen . . was well furnished, too, with
well-cured hams and good thick sides of bacon. Well-
curled,///, a. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 177 See that they [sc.

sheep] . . have a soft greasie well curled close Wool!. 1833 T.
Hook Parson's Dau. 1. xi, The well-curled damsels, stand-
ing at the shop-doors. 1859 Habits Gd. Society iv. 186 The
feather, .should be full, well-curled, long and firm. Well-
cu'rried, ///. a. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 1

My palfrey a long-ear'd and well-curried ass. Well-
curved, ///. a. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 117 The
light Dorset swing-plough.. has a well-curved iron breast.

Well-cushioned, a. 1862 Miss Vonge C'tess Kate 1,

Round, white, well-cushioned limbs. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 7
May 2/1 So he speedily settles down to his well-cushioned
life. Well(-)cu*stomed, ///. a, 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 1.

66 But this [trick of the vintners] is daungerous vnlesse it

bee in a house well customed. x68x Lond. Gaz. No. 1578/4
A Large and well customed Inn.

"WelK-'Cnt, ppl a.

l635~56 Cowley Davideis iv. 288 His Ephod, Mitre, well-

cut Diadem on. a 1691 Sir G. Macken7IE in Watson's
Collect. Sc. Poems 11. (1709) 79 A well cut Cristal, in a richer

Case, Covers and Shews at once that Virgin's Face. 1721
in NewCollect. Poems by Prior etc. (1725) iS Close, Carver !

by some well-cut Books, Let a thin Busto tell ; In spight of
plump and pamper'd Looks, How scantly Sense can dwell !

1841 Emerson Conservative Wks. (Bohn) II. 274 Your roads
are well cut and well paved. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xi,

A well-cut, well-made gown. 1896 H. G. Wells Wheels of
Chance x, A well-cut holiday suit.

Welld, obs. form of Wield v.

Well-deaTing, ///. a. Fair in dealing or business with
others. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i.7 The rancorous outrage
of your Duke, To Merchants our well-dealing Countrimen.
Well-dealt, ppl. a. 1859 Habits Gd. Society v, 191 One
well-dealt blow settles the whole matter.

Well-deck. [Well sb.* 9 b.] An open space

on the main deck of a ship, lying at a lower level

between the forecastle and poop ; also attrib.

Hence Well-decked a.> furnished with a well-

deck. Also We*ll-de:ckerf a ship with a well-

deck.
1888 Daily Tel. 22 Mar. 2/1 The objection to the well-

deck ship is not due to structural form. 1888 Engineer
8 June 468/3 Steamers of the ' well-deck ' type. 1888 Iron
22 June 554 A well-decked steamer of 270 feet length. 1888
Ibid. 20 July 65 The Hurworth has a poop, long raised
quarter-deck, long bridge.., and a topgallant forecastle,

leaving only a short well-deck. 1889 Engineer 1 Mar. 192/2
A large proportion of the steamers built and owned at West
Hartlepool are 'well-deckers'. 1898 Kipling Day's Work
83 The deck amidships, which was a well-deck sunk between
high bulwarks.

Well^-)decked, ///. a. [Decked///. «.]

1. Finely adorned.
? a 1500 [see'DEcKF.D ///. a. 1]. 1530 Palscr. 329/1 Well

apparayled^ or well decked, gorn'er, ci6ii Chapman Iliad
x. 4 As quicke lightnings fiie From well-deckt-Iunos soue-
raigne, out of the thickned skie. 1865 [see Decked///, a. 1],

2. Built with a good deck.
1887 Morris Odyss, ix. 127 The well-decked ships.

t Well-deeded, a. Obs. [f. Well adv. 32 +
Deeded. Cf. Wel-dede.] Characterized by good
deeds.
x6ia R. Carpenter Soule's Sent. 92 The witnes and in-

ward testimpny of a well-deeded life. .will relieue and com-
fort you in death. 1623 — Conscionable Chr. 69 There is

a reward in heauen for all well-deeded Christians prepared.
1650 Trapp Comm., Numb. xxii. 18 A well-spoken and well-
deeded person.

tWell-deemed, ///. a. Obs. Of good report, much ac-
counted of. 1591-5 Spenser Colin Clout 695 By slaundring
his well deemed name. tWell-defenced, ppl. a. Obs.
1616 [see Defenced]. a 1618 Ralegh Apol. Voy. Guiana
(1650) 15 From hence. .we sayled to Gomarrah, one of the
strongest and well defenced places of all the Islands.

Well-defended, ppl a.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xxviii. (1912) 516 Pressing upon
Zelmane in such a wel defended manner, that [etc.]. 1603
Shaks. Meets, for M. v. i. 407 Whose salt imagination yet
hath wrong'd Your well defended honor. ci6ii Chapman
Iliad xviii. 244 Vaine entrie seeking vnderneath our well-
defended wals. 1697 Drvden A^neis ix. 933 Soon repuls'd
they fly, Or in the well-defended Pass they dye. 1829 Scott
Anne of G. xxxiii, Instead of attempting to secure a well-
defended frontier. 1870 Bryant Iliad 1. 169 We. .freely will
appoint for thee Threefold and fourfold recompense, should
Jove Give up to sack this well-defended Troy.
Well-defined, ppl a. Clearly indicated,

marked, or determined.
1704 Newton Optics ir. 1. (1721) 171 When the Rings.,

appeared only black and white, they were very distinct and
well defined. 1835 J. Duncan Beetles (Nat. Libr.) 154 A
numerous and well-defined family, including nearly 2co

known species. 1856 Kane Arct. Exfl.ll. xxviii. 279 There
was one well-defined lead which.. lost itself to seaward.
1865 Lubbock Prehist. Times 146 Its well-defined geo-
graphical and historical range. 1899 Crockett Kit Ken-
nedy xxxix. 278 If Kit had looked closely he would have
seen that his frankness had brought a well-defined blush to
her cheek.
Well-deli'vered, ppl. a. 1869 Boutkll Arms <$• Ar-

mour iii. 52 These cuirasses., were not proof against a well-

delivered thrust of the point of sword or spear. Weli-de-
mea'ned, ppl. a. Of good manners or behaviour. 1634
Massinger Very Woman in. v. (1655) 54 A very handsom
fellow, And well demean'd. 1838 Haliburton Clockm.
Ser. 11. xii, The young queen, .was. .well-dressed and well-

demeaned. Well(-)deri*ved,//>/. a. Of good descent
or stock. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 146 Thou art a
Gentleman, and well deriu'd. 1601 — Alts Well m. ii. 90
My sonne corrupts a well-deriued nature With his induce-
ment. Well(*)desceTxded, ///. a. Of good descent.

x6xx Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 303 Stay, Sir King. This man is

better then the man he slew, As well descended as thy selfe.

1650 Heath Clarastella 13 But she is high and wel-di-

scended ; true; My birth stiles me as freeborn too. 1828
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 111.269 A TiC^ ant* well-descended
country gentleman.

WellX dese rved,///. a. Rightfully merited

or earned.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxii. § 9 We. .caused the wicked

Historian to conclude his history, with his owne well-de-

serued death. 1590 Spenser F, Q. \. vi. 20 The Hgnage
right, From whence he tooke his well deserued name. 1619
Drayton Bar. Wars 11. xliv. 25 Your Bayes must be your
well-deserued blame, For your ill actions quench my sacred
flame. 1756 C. Smart tr. Horace (1826) II. 95 He who de-
rived a well-deserved title from the destruction of Carthage.
1825 Scott Talistn. v, Until his awful judge shall at length
appoint the well-deserved sentence to be carried into execu-
tion. 1889 J. B. Bury Later Rom. Emf. I. 76 The Gildonic
war, through which Stilicho won well-deserved laurels.

t b. In active sense or loose construction = ' having
well deserved it.' Obs.
1601 Shaks. All's Well v. i. 192 If I breake time, or flinch

in property Of what I spoke, vnpittied let me die, And well

deseru'd.

t Well-descrver. Obs. One who deserves

well (<?/" another).

1617 A. Newman Pleasures Vision 32 Then well-deseruers

well regarded Would be. 1622 F. Markham Bk. Wan. vi.

22 This Reward of martiall excellence.. extended fourth it-

selfe, euen to the lowest souldier in his Campe and meanest
wel-deseruer. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. Ded., The Court:
A place of forgetfulness, at the best, for well deservers.

1709 Steele & Swift Tatler No. 70 p 6, I shall think my
self a Well-Deserver of the Church, in recommending all the

dumb Clergy to the famous speaking Doctor at Kensington.

fWell-deseTving, vbl sb. Obs. Good desert.

1609 Bible (Douay) 3 Kings vi. Contin. Ch. & Relig. 704
Booz. .prayed God to render to Ruth a ful reward for her wel
deserving. 1620 Gainsford Glory Eng. 11. xxviii. (ed.2) 331
Whether I flie with the wings of vaine-glorie, in the amplia-
tion of our well deseruing. 1622 Wither Faire-Virtue
K 4 b, Shall a Womans Virtues moue, Me, to perish for her

loue? Or, her well-deseruing knowne, Make me quite forget

mine owne ?

Well-dese'rving, ppl a. Highly meritorious

or worthy.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 117 Howdeepely the common

wealth is growne in your debte, for your meritorious and wel

deseruing behauiour. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. Apol.

Poetrie ^ iij b, Traitors that sell their princes fauours, and
rob weldeseruing seruitors of their reward. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. 11. 66 The. .Generals diuided innumerable spoyles, to

their well-deseruing Captaines. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

in. 784 Now what avails his well-deserving Toil. 1798
Wordsw. Peter Bell 936 Calm is the well-deserving brute.

absol. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 100 To defend and
relieue the distrest and wel-deseruing. 1656 Earl Monm.
tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. v .(1674) 8 Only the

most vertuous and wefl-deserving commanded.
Hence Well-deservingrness.
1631 Mabbe Celestina xii. 141 The gentlenesse and well-

deservingnesse of Melibea.
Well-desi'gned, ///. a. 1709 Attebbury Serm. (1726)

II. 231 The 111 Success, that has been observed to attend

well-design'd Charities. Well-desi'gning, ppl. a. 1716
Addison Free-holder No. 14 r $ Under the name of Tories,

I do not here comprehend multitudes ofwell-designing men,
who were formerly included undtr that denomination, but

are now in the interest of his Majesty and the present

government. Well(-)desrred, ppl. a. Much sought

after. 1604 Shaks. Oth. n. i. 206 (Hony) you shall be well

desir'd in Cyprus. Well-devel'oped, ppl. a. 1835-6

Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 435/2 Well-developed systems of

arteries. 1861 Mill Utilit. iii. (1863) 49 Any mind, of well

developed feelings. Well-devi'sed, ppl. a. 1825 Scott
Talism. xv, Some well-devised stratagem. 1861 Brougham
Brit. Const, v. (1862) 77 A well-devised system of registration.

Well(-}dieted, ppl. a. Subjected to a good regimen of diet.

*475 J- Paston in P. Lett. III. 142. I may not ete halff i-

nough, when I have most hungyr, I am so well dyettyd. 1599

Vi.]otison Cynthia's Rev. 1. iv. 1 What! the wel-dieted Amor-
phus become a water-drinker? 1605 [see Dieted///, a.].

Well -}digested, ppl a.

+ 1. Of good digestion
; fig. able to assimilate

one's learning. Obs.
i6ox B. Jonson Poetaster v. iii, If they should confidently

praise their workes, In them it would appeare inflation :

Which in a full, and wel-digested man Cannot receiue that

foule abusiue name.

f 2. Fully matured or ripened. Obs.

1657 Jer. Taylor Disc. Friendship 12 Some have splendid

fires, aromatic spices, rich wines, and well digested fruits.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. in The strong tone of

its vessels and its precipitant circulation drive on the juices

before well digested, and are apt to throw crudities into the

fruit.

3. Carefully and methodically arranged.



WELL-DIRECTED.
1708 J. Chamberi.ayne St. C,t. Brit. it. nt. xi. 540 The

College, .has. .a well digested Library. 1731 Hist. Lit. III.

255 At the end of each Volume [is] a copious well-digested

Index. 1748 Hartley Observ, Man 1. iii. § 2. 354 Regular
and well-digested Accounts of the Phaenomena of the

Natural World.

4. Carefully pondered or thought out.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 284 Each man, what-
ever his peculiar notions be, if he has any serious well-

digested ones, may find something in them, which [etc.].

iZz6Art Brewing {ed. 2) Pref, The well-digested plan which
the large brewers have acted upon. 1867 A. Parry Sir C.

Barry viii. 281 A scheme, .which will probably be thought
to show well-digested principle.

Well(-)dire"Ctedf
ppl. a. Aimed, addressed,

guided, conducted, with skill and care.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xi. § 2 With a number of well

directed Pioners. 1694 Locke Hum. Und, n. xx. § 18 (ed. 2)

123 The pleasure, .of well directed study in the search., of

Truth. 1743 Francis tr, //or., Odes m. ii. 3 To hurl the

well-directed spear. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II.

606 Any well-directed industry, 1781 Cowper Expost, 239
They breath'd m faith their well directed pray'rs. 1800
Hull Advertiser 7 June 2/4 The Penelope, .whose well-

directed fire.. had shot away the main and mizentopmasts.
1836 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 2) 279 The power
we possess of modifying the constitution by well-directed

regimen is very great. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III.

236 The Dartmouth poured on them a well directed broad-
side. 01871 Grote Eth, Fragm. ii. 36 If., we. .explain it

only as a well-directed choice and discretion on the pare of

the individual.

Well(-)di*sciplined, ppl. a.

1. Kept under good discipline ; strictly trained or

controlled.
i595[Lewkenor] Estate Engl, Fugitives Riv, Like wel

disciplined souldiours that keepe still good and warie watch,
though they be neuer so farre from the enemie. 1642 Earl
of Cork in Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 8 These seasoned
and well disciplined companies. 170a J. Dennis Ess. Navy
title-p., England's Advantage and Safety, prov'd Dependant
on a Formidable and well- Disciplined Navy. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) *'* 339 A well-disciplined imagina-
tion, 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 528 The power of
self-government which is characteristic of men trained in

well disciplined camps to command and to obey. 1849 C.
Bronte Shirley x, At first sight, all but peculiarly well-

disciplined minds were apt to turn from her with annoyance.
2. Soundly flogged.

1659-60 A?sy Versy vi, It did now, like a Truant's well-
disciplined Bum, With the rod of affliction harder become.
Well-disgui'sed, ///. a. 1724 Fiddes Morality Pref.

p. lxxv, What we term public spiritedness. .is nothing more
than a refined and well-disguised hypocrisy. Well-dis-
pe*rsed,//A a.

_ 1732 Pope Ep. Bathurst2^6 In heaps, like

Ambergrise, a stink it lies, But well-dispers'd, is Incense to
the Skies.

Well(-)disposed, ///. a.

+ 1. In good physical condition, healthy. Obs.
c 1386 [see Disposed ij. 1398 Trevihk Barth. DeP.R. v.

xli. (1495) 157 Yf these [organs] ben in good state anil yf
they ben hoole and well dysposed, the beest is al hoole.
1422 Yonge tr. Seoeta Secret. 247, I shall you say shortely
What thynges inakyth the body fat, inoiste, and well dys-
posid. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. it. xxix. § 4 Such a full and
evident perception as it [the mind] does receive from an out-

ward object operating duly on a well-disposed organ, a 1716
South Serm. (1842) III. 475 An healthful bodyandasound
mind, vigorous faculties and well-disposed organs.

+ b. Of reason : ? Sound, sane. Obs.
CX449 Pecock Repr. 11. iii. 148 Wherfore no doom of weel

disposid resoun reproueth and weerneth the seid hauyng and
vsing of ymagis in the chirche.

fc. Of the weather : ? Temperate, fain. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 54 b, The fayr sonne shone clere.

.

and the weder was softe and well disposed.

2. Suitably or skilfully placed, arranged, or ad-
justed.

c 1470 Ash by Active Policy 307 Be ye rather clept an
executer Of wisdam . . Than to be proclamed a wise speker,
..Of bothe, weldisposed, fame shal arise. 1576 R. Peter-
son G. della Casa s Galateo 71 Long and continued talke :

which would be well disposed, wel vttered & very wel set
forth. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s. v. Vine, To plant an
Acre of such Ground with Vines, in some well-disposed place
on the declivity of an Hill. 1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne
Lett. Ixi. (1749) II. 116 The grace and harmony of well-dis-

posed lights and shades.

3. Of a good disposition ; esp. disposed to be
friendly or favourable, well-affected.

M55 Rolls of'Parlt, V. 325/1 Every wele disposed persone
of yis lande. 1456 Paston Lett. I. 392 TheComonsof Kent
,.er not all weel disposid. 1542 U dall Erasm. Apoph. 15b,
An honeste or weldisposed manne. 1570 Elviden New
Vr.*s Gift (Huth 1S75) B ij, Though the wicked syer Shoulde
seeme for to prouoke His well disposed sonne toyll. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia n. xvii. (1912) 259 A certain sparke of
honour, which rose in her well-disposed minde, made her
feare to be alone with him, with whom alone she desired to
be, 1593 Shaks. Rich. I/, 11. i. 206 You loose a thousand
well-disposed hearts. 1622 Wither Faire-Virtne K 4 b,
Should my heart he grieud. .Cause I see a Woman kind?
Or a well disposed Nature, Ioyned with a louely Feature?
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 236, 1 was in a humour
so well disposed that I accepted very willingly. 1665 Boyle
Excell. Theol. (1674^ 139 Studious and well-dispos'd Readers
may certainly understand such [truths] as are necessary for
them to believe. 1709SHAFTESB. Charac. (1711) II. 74 While
he.. stands so well-dispos'd towards the Laws and Govern-
ment of his higher Country. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. 1. ii,

The charity of well disposed people., supplies him with the
whole fund of his subsistence. 18:5 Scott Guy M. Hi, An
obliging, well-disposed, and civil neighbour of mine. 1856
N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 95 The Government should have done
their best to secure a well-disposed House.
absol. 1659 South Serm. (1679) 72 The Unprepossessed on
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the one hand, and the well disposed on the other. 1861

Brougham Brit. Const, xv. 235 The indolence and timidity of

the well-disposed enabled the enemies of the people to prevail.

Hence Well-disposedness. rare.

1621 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth § 10 By a well-dis-

posednesse of mind, we may correct the iniquity of all hard
euents.
Well-dispu"ted, ppl. a. 1697 Dryden AKneis VIII. C02

Amid the ^lain, two mighty Fleets engage Their Brazen
Beaks ;- .Actium surveys the well disputed Prize. 17..

Congreve Homer s Hymn to Venus Wks. 1730 III. 369 The
Martial Maid. .O'er War presides, and well-disputed Fights.

172S Pope Ditnciad 11. 245 This well-disputed game. W'ell-

dissexted, ///. a. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 353 Thy Specu-
lar Orb Apply to well-dissected Kernels.

Well-dissembled,//'/, «.

1693 Dryden s Juvenal iv. (1697) 84 Unhappy Youth !

whom from his destin'd End, No well-dissembled Madness
could defend. 1697 Drvden AZneis in. 394 The Grove it

self resembles Idas Wood; And Simols seem'd the well

dissembl'd Flood. 17. . Congreve Homerf

s Hymn to Venus
Wks. 1730 III. 370 While to conceal the Theft from Juno's
Eyes, Some well-dissembled Shape the God belies. 1746
Thomson Spring 33.3 The well-dissembled fly, The rod fine-

tapering wit helastic spring. 1765 Colman Terence,A ndrian
1. i. 15 Then ! there! the frighted Pamphilus betrays His
well-dissembled and long-hidden love. 1817 Scott Ivanhoe
xiv, The cup went round amid the well-dissembled applause
of the courtiers.

Well-disti'nguished, ///. a. 1706 Watts Harm Lyr.

(1727) 70 Lo, from afar the promis'd Day Shines with a^well-

distinguish 'd Ray. 1878 Si ubbs Const, //ist. III. xxi. 538
Servants, all arranged in well-distinguished grades. Well-
divi'ded, ppl. a. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <V CI. 1. v. 53 He was
nor sad nor merrie. Cleo. Oh well diuided disposition.

1634-40 Habington Castara (Arb.) 21 If the Swans of

Thames. .Oth' sudden heare thy well-divided breath. [Cf.

Divide v. ii.]

Well-doer (we'lidftsu)* One who does well;

one who lives virtuously or acts uprightly.

c 1450 Mirk's Fesiial 1 To bryng . . weldoers to be blys bat

euer schall last. 1530 Palsgr. Ep. to King p. iv, Well
doers in any kyndeof \ertue. 1648-58 Hexham ii. s. v. Wel,
Fen wel-doender, oft wel-dader, a Benefactour or a Well-

doer. 1684 Contempt. St. Man 1. v. (1699) 51 Who is so
general a well-doer, that no Body complains of him.

Well-doing (we*l|d«:irj), vbl. sb.

1. The action or practice of doing good ; virtuous

life and behaviour.

1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 62 Slownes is a
cursid thing: For it is evere weriof wed doyng. C1450A";;/.

tie la Tour 3 Ladies, .that. .were.. honoured, .for her wel-

doinge and goodnes. 1526T1NDALE 2 Thess. iii. 13 Brethren
be not weary in well doynge. 1574 Hake Touchstone E 1 b,

Of sinne commeth death: Of wel doing commeth life. 1663
Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xv. (1687) 128 He suffered for well

doing, and we for ill. 1736 Buti.er Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1S74 I.

59 We are so made, that well-doing as such gives us satis-

faction. 1824 Scott St. Ronans xiv, Laugh at your ain

loom pouches—it will be lang or your weel-doing fill them.
1883 Wihtelaw Sophocles, Antigone jo$\Ye\\domg and fair

fame of sire to son, Of son to sire, is noblest ornament.

f b. Valour, martial prowess. Obs.

C 1450 Merlin xxvii. 550 But the cristin ne myght but litill

space endure, ne hadde be the well doinge of the v knyghtes
of the reame of logres.

c. pi. Good deeds or actions.

155a Latimer Serm., ist Sund. Epiph. (1584) 300 b, See-

ing wee shall haue no rewarde for our well doynges.

2. Thriving condition; health, prosperity, wel-

fare, success.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. x. 120 In hope of weldoing,
and of getting agayn the double of thy lesing. 1557 Q. Mary
in Mary A. L\ Wood Lett. Roy. Ladies (1846) III. 313 The
lady Latimer, who, of a naturaland motherly affection, doth
tender the well-doing of her said daughter, hath been of late

an humble suitor unto us for our letter, desiring [etc.]. 1579
Manutius' Phrases Lat. (1595) 154Your welfare and weldoing
reioyceth me as much as mine owne. 1625 Ld. Mountagu in

Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 262 We are glad to

hear of your well doing. 1659 B. Harris Parivats HonAge
215 He began to make head again, and was in a way of well-

doing, when he received the Kings command to disband.

1763 Mills Sysi. Pract. //usb. II. 415 For. .the increase and
well-doing of the plants. 1800 Wordsw. Michael 432 A
good report did from their Kinsman come, Of Luke and his

well-doing. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 33S Houses, .for fatting

wild fowl,., whose well-doing was so considered, that [etc.].

1924 Rose Macaulay Orphan /stand ix. 93 'Our ten [chil-

dren] have done well.'..' They certainly . .seem to have had
a fairly large allowance of descendants apiece, if that is

well-doing.'

Well-doing,///, a.

1. That does good or acquits oneself well

;

f valiant ; diligent in performance of work or duty

;

well-behaved, respectable.
C1330 Arth.$ Merl. (Kcilbing) 4773 Four score. . Hardi &

wele doinde kni3tes. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compt. 112 And
controuersie hence a question takes, Whether the horse by
him became his deed, Or he his mannadg, by th' wel doing
Steed. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 1, 331 That his

Master may find him doing, yea welldoing. 1822 Byron
/leaven <$• Earth 1. iii, I am safe, not for my own deserts,

but those Of a well-doing sire, who hath been found Right-
eous enough to save his children. 1888 D. Grant Sc. Stor.

76 Sic an honest, weel-daen woman as I kent my wife to be 1

2. Sc. Well-to-do, prosperous, thriving.
1821 Galt Ann. Parish v. 59 He was a douce and discreet

man, fair and well-doing in the world. 1897 ' L. Keith ' My
Bonny Laity vii. 67 'Do you know nothing of her folk?*
'Nothing, forby that they are well-doing in the world.'

Well-done (we-l,dwn), ppl. a.

+ 1. Wise, prudent, virtuous. Obs.
c isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Du ert wel don man, and barto

wurdlich. c 1205 [see Ydo(n].

WELL-DYING.

2. Skilfully or rightly performed or executed.

c 1449 Pecock Repr, 11. viii. 190 It is a merytorieand a weel
don deede. 1479 Cely Papers (Camden) 32 Hyt wherwhell-
doyn toenqwer. .how he my t bet be payd. 1601 Shaks. Twel.

N.\. v. 253 We will draw the Curtain, and shew you the picture

..1st not well done? 1606 — Ant. <y CI. v. ii. 328-9 What
worke is heere Charmianr Is this well done? Char. It is

well done, and fitting for a Princesse. 1890 Hardwicke's Sci.-

Gossip XXVI. 52 This is a clear and well-done translation.

1900 il'estm. Gaz. 5 May 2/1 A well-done landscape of late

autumn.
b. as an exclamation, expressing approval of

wliat some one has done.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi, 347 Secundus Miles. Well done !

1538 Elvot Diet., Euge, well done. 1611 Bible Matt.xxv.
2i\VeIl done, thou good and faithfull seruant. 1771 Smollett
//umphry CI. 3 Oct., Well done, my dear boy !—O bravo !

1791 Burns lam (? Shunter 189 Tarn.. roars out, 'Weel
done, Cutty-sark !

' 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 243 /on.

I obtained the first prize of all, Socrates. Sac. Well done.

C. qnasi-^. The utterance of this exclamation,

as an expression of commendation.
1628 Earle Microcosm., Selfconceited Man (Arb.) 32 Two

excellent well-dones haue vndone him. 1790 Proc. African
Assoc. 42 A single well-done from your Association has more
worth in it to me, than all the trappings of the East. 1840

R, H. Dana Two Yrs. bef. Mast xi. (1854)49 Fortunately I

got through without any word from the officer, and heard

the ' well done 'of the mate, when the yard reached the deck.

fd. quasi-j£. What is well clone. (In quot.

personified.) Obs.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Iii. 236 And curious thay That,

dribling Alines by Arte, disband wel-Meant from wel-Dons
pay.

3. Of meat : Thoroughly cooked.
1846 Soyer Gastron. Regen. p. xxi, Veal and pork must be

well done. Venison must be underdone.
Well-dow*ered,///. a. 1822 Scott Nigelii'i, Unless you

think rather of taking a pretty, well-dowered English lady.

1871 IJ. Taylor Faust II. in. 253 Then each shall dwell in

homes well-dowered.

Well -drawn, ppl. a.

1. Skilfully delineated. Also of the human form :

Well modelled or proportioned.
1679 C. Nesse Antichrist Ded., As a dark soil in a well

drawn picture.. 1709 Shaftesd. Moralists 1. iii. 30 Not cap-

tivated by the Lineaments of a fair Knee, or the well-drawn
Proportions of a human Body. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 162

Two little 'Popular' Histories, .furnished, .with well-drawn
and coloured plates.

2. Strongly stretched, straightened out, etc.

1725 Po\zOdyss. VIII. 262 In fighting fields as far the spear
I throw, As flies an arrow from the well-drawn bow. 1864

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXV. 363 A thick coat of well-drawn
dry wheat-straw is then laid over them [sc. the potatoes],

Well(-; dressed, ///. a.

1. Clothed in good and becoming attire.

1576 R. Peterson G. della Casa's Galateo 20 They be
neuer redie : euer a trimming: neuer well dressed to their

mindes. 1712-14 Pope Rape of Lock ii. 5 Fair Nymphs
and well-drest Youths around her shone. 1791 Boswell
Johnson 19 Sept. 1777, A well-dre?.t elderly housekeeper.,
shewed us the house. 1849 James Woodman iv

(
This was

no well-dressed and splendid assemblage. 1876 Emerson
Lett. § Soc. Aims ii. Wks. (Bonn) III. 177 The lady who
declared ( that the sense of being perfectly well-dressed gives

a feeling of inward tranquillity which religion is powerless
to bestow '.

2, Troperly prepared, cultivated, trimmed, cooked,
etc.

1693 Congreve Juv. Sat. xi. 136 Scarce a Slave, but has
to Dinner now, The well-dress'd Paps of a fat pregnant
Sow. 1768 Boswell Corsica (ed. 2) 280 At dinner we had
no less than twelve well-drest dishes. 1771 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 1) II. 211/2 The wool must be of a good quality, and
well dressed. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 465 The
sloping banks of the Tay are finely wooded, with well-

dressed walks on the top. /bid. 470 Surrounded with well
dressed fields to the south.
Well-dried, ///. a. c 1624 Chapman Hymn to Hermes

93 Seuen strings, of seuerall tunes,. .Made of the Entrailes

of a sheepe well dried. 1728 E. S[mith] Compteat Housew.
(ed. 2) 133 Then put in three quarters of a pound of Flour
well dried. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 467 The most proper
fuel.. for drying the flax, is either charcoal, or well-dried

I
turf. 1880 C. K. Markham Peruv. Bark xx. 225 At least

100,00 well-ripened and well-dried seeds were now gathered.

Well-drilled, ///. a. [See Dkill v.*]

1. Thoroughly trained, exercised, or disciplined.

1817 Lady Morgan /•'ranee I. 53 A certain mechanical
immobility of the well-drilled countenances. 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. I. iv. 170 Immediately afterwards Richelieu
handed over a well-drilled territory to Louis XIV. 1878 X.
Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 257 Its vast and well-drilled army of

Jesuits.

2. Skilfully pierced or perforated.

1873 W. Pkngelly Cave Men Devon, in Manchester Set.

Led. Ser. v. & vi. 125 A bone needle with a well-drilled eye

in it. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Story of Ung 31 No store

of well-drilled needles.

Well-dri'ven, ///. a. 1605 H. Tokson Volpone in. vm.

(1607) H 3 h, Mos. O, that his well-driu'n sword Had beene

so curteous to haue cleft me downe, Vnto the nauill, ere I

Hu'd to see [etc.
J. c i6n Chapman Iliad xi. 3S6 1 his said,

he threw quite through his shield, his fell and welldnuen

lance. Well-dunged, ///. a. 1577 Googe Heres.

bach's Husb. 1. 33 b, The tteane delighteth in nche and wel

dounged ground. 1760 R. Brown Compt. Farmer n. 61

Barley, which delights in a well-dunged soil. Well-
dying, vbl. sb. 1633 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1636) 77
Seldome doth hee dye well that lives ill; therefore in the

course of your life practise well doing, and, at parting you
shall haue the comfort of well dying. 1693 D'Emilianne's

Hist. Monast. Orders 209 Of the Order of the Fathers of

Well-dying. Well-dying,///, a. 1633 Earl Manch.



WELL-EARNED. 294 WELL-FAVOUREDNESS.
At Mondo (1636) 104 But to assure there are joyes in Death,
what saith the Scripture to well-dying men?
Welle, obs. form of Weel.
Well(-)earned, ppl* a. Fully deserved or

due; merited or acquired by good work or be-

haviour.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 343 The big hopes And well-

earned treasures of the painful year. 1749 Warton Tri.

Isis 61 To wear the well-earn 'd wreath that merit brings.

1814 Wordsw. Excurs. viii. 593 The ruddy boys Withdrew,
on summons to their well-earned meal. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xi. III. 75 Yet William might have had a more
tranquil reign if he had postponed for a time the well earned
promotion of his chaplain. 1855 Paley Aeschylus (1861)

Pref. vi, Its well-earned character for practical utility and
careful editorial supervision. 1856 FRQvnmHist.Ettg.il.
viii. 305 No pirate who ever swung on a well-earned gallows
had committed darker crimes.

Welled, ///. a. 1 [f. Well v.1 + -ed i.]

fa. Of metal: Molten, cast. Also 'veiled to-

gether, rendering L. conflatilis. Obs.
c 1300 Seyn Julian 54 A chetel wol of iwelled bras biuore

bis maide was ibro$t. 1382 WVCLIF Hab. ii. iS A weliid

thing to gidre [Vulg. con ftatHe], and a fals ymage. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 520/2 Wellyd, as mett\, fusus. c 1449 Pe-
cock Rcpr. 11. vi. 173 And thilk ymage is clepid there a
graned thing, and a weliid to gidere thing.

b. Of milk : Boiled, curdled. Of curds : Co-
agulated. Cf. Wellcubds. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1420 Liher Cocorum 53 Melle white brede in dysshes
aboute, Powre in wellyd mylke. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 520/2
Wellyd, as mylke, coagulatus, concoctus. 1552 Huloet,
Welled curdes, s[c]histon. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandtn.
III. 1. viii. 133 From the Whey, if set on the Fire, will arise

wild Curds by putting new Milk and sour Butter-milk to it.

1879 Skropsh. Word-bk. s.v. Walled, I toud yo' to wesh
'em i* the walled w'ey.

Welled, ppl. a.% [f. Well sb.i + -ed 2.]

1. Having a well or hollow on the surface, pitted.

1848 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 337 A series of
ill-dehned welled depressions. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts
Mid. Ages p. xxix, A broad flat border, with a welled centre,
characterise this class of plates.

2. Having a tank or cistern in which fish are

carried or preserved alive.

1864 Pep. Comm. Sea Fisheries (1866) II. 456 In the year
17 1 2, at Harwich,, .welled smacks were first constructed, suit-

ante for fishing in the North Sea for cod-fish, &.c. 1870 Pall
Mall Gas. 24 Aug. 4 Your fish., are brought to the city alive

in welled fishing boats. 1874 H. Mayhew Land. Characters
335 These salmon mostly come, .in welled steamers.
Well-edged, a. Having a sharp edge. 1615 Chapman

Odyss. xi. 57 Then drew I from my Thy, My well-edg'd sword.

Well-educated, ///. a.

1583 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. ii. 09 Define, define, well educated
infant. 1704 Swift T. Tub iv. 103 Whoever went to take
him by the Hand in the Way of Salutation, Peter with much
Grace, like a well educated Spaniel, would present them
with his Foot. 1828 Lyttoh Pelham I. ii, I was reckoned
an uncommonly well-educated boy. 1885 W. H. White
M. Rutherford's Deliv. iv, She was attractive and well*
educated.
Well-embodied, ppl. a. X776 Bryant Ahc. Mythai.

III. 55 Firm to their cause the Titans wide display 'd A
well-embodied phalanx. 1876 Geo. Eliot Deronda vi, Being
the outcome of a happy, well-embodied nature.

Well-endowed, ppl. a.

1690 Locke Hum. Una. iv. iii. § 20 Whilst the Desire of
Eneem, Riches, or Power, makes Men espouse the well-

endow'd Opinions in fashion. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i.

f 65, I found myself a well-endowed widow. 1870 Hcllah
Speaking Voice 4 A well-endowed but incomplete vocalist.

1876GEO. Eliot Derondalvui, In Rex's well-endowed nature
. .the passionate stirring had gone deep.
tWell-e-ntered,///.o. Duly initiated. 1601 SHAXB.AW*

Well 11. i. 6 'lis our hope sir, After well entred souldiers, to
returne And finde your grace in health. Well-entitled,
///. a. Obtained by good title. 1675 Brooks Golden Key
Wits. 1867 V. 519 The crown of life notes a well-entitled
crown; a crown that comes by a true and noble title.

Well-equipped, ///. a. 1875 J. Forrest Exp'or. A us*
traliajg A well-equipped vessel might have landed explorers
at various points. 1890 Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXVI.
254/2 A well-equipped observatory.

tWeller. Obs. Also 6 wellar. [f. Wells'. 1
]

1. A caster or founder (of metal).
1388 Wvclif Jer. vi. 29 Leed is waastid in the fier, the

weTlere [Vulg. conjlator] wdlide in veyn. Ibid. Ii. 17 [see
Welling vbl. sb. 2]. 1547 Acts Privy Council'(1890) II. 445
The master wellar at xij 4 the daye, and iij wellars with him
at viijd the daye.

2. A salt-boiler.

c 1440 P>omf>. Parv. 441/1 Saltare, or wellare of salt, salt*

nator. [1624: see Saltweller.]

Welleresque (webre'sk), a., Wellerian
(\veli»*rian), a. [see -esque, -ian], typical or

reminiscent of Sam Weller or his father, two
celebrated characters in Dickens's Pickwick Papers.

Also We*llerism, a speech or expression employed
by, or typical of, either of these characters.
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women x, ' I'm the wretch

that did it, sir,' said the new member, with a Welleresque
nod to Mr. Pickwick. 1886 {title) Wellerisms from ' Pick-
wick' and 'Master Humphrey's Clock'. 1886 Pall Mall
Gaz. 20 Feb. 5/2 Sam Weller's story of the muffins is not
Wellerian at all.

t Wellesay. Obs. Also wele a saye, wyllos-
say. [var. of Wellaway : for the ending cf.

Harmesay.] Alas!
14. . Lamentacto Peccatoris 52 in Relig. Piecesfr. Thorn-

ton MS. (1914) 117 Euer ber sangys wyllossay. ci^oBone
Flor. 1430 Sche caste up many a rewfull rerde, And seyde

ofte Wele a saye 1 c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. VOL 91 Breris.

.

This sely innocentis won vnclothe And wellesay to tere her
skynnys bothe.

Well-esta'blislied, ppl. a.

1709 Shaftesb. Inq. Virtue Charac. (1711) II. 38 That
sound and well-establish'd Reason, which alone can consti-

tute.. a uniform and steddy Will and Resolution. 1741
Watts Improv. Mind 1. xviii. § 27,We ought, .to stand firm

in such well-established principles, and not be tempted to

change.. for the sake of every difficulty. 1772 Ann. Reg.
1S8/1 There are therefore many well-established families in

this last-mentioned place. 1865 Lubbock Prchist. Times xi,

337 Although there are some well-established cases of na-
tional decay. 1870 Bowen Logic xu. 394 Any well-estab-

lished Law of Nature. 1887 Spous' Househ. Mmn. 714
Some well-established shop, famed rather for the soundness
of its goods than for their apparent cheapness.

Well-esteemed, ppl. a. 1749 Chetwood Hist. Stage
219 .Mr. Sparks, .has, by incessant Attention to the Drama,
arrived to be a well-esteemed Person in the Business of the
Theatre.

Wellewerd, var. Woolward.
Well-exa*miiied, ///. a. 1728 Cibber Provoked Husb.

1. 1. 7 He is a Man too well-acquainted with the Female
World to be brought into a high Opinion of any one Woman,
without some well-examin'd Proof of her Merit. 1748 Mel-
moth Fitzosborne Lett. lvi. (1749) II. 76 To descend to truth
thro' the tedious progression of well-exam ined deductions, is

considered as a reproach to the quickness of understanding.

Well-experienced,///, a.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II, 1. 59 Concerning the foresaid islands

I inquired of diuers wel-experienced persons. 1608 Shaks.
Per. 1. i. 164 Like an arrow shot from a well experienst
Archer hits the marke. 1619 Dkayton Bar. Wars iv. xv.

52 Men well experiene'd and of worthiest parts. 1662 Ger-
bier Print. Building 22 A well-experienced Surveyor. 1765
Blackstone Comm. Introd. § 1. I. 10 This great and well-

expeiienced judge. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 104 Of a
well-experienced magician they say ' That is quite a Lapp '.

t Well-eyed, tf- Obs. [Well adv. 32.] Having
good eyes ; keen-sighted.

c 1400 Master of Game (MS. Digby 1S2) xviii, And al?o

bat he be both in felde and at wode delyuere and wele jjed
and wele auysed of speche. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 339/2
This ymage.. was well eyed, well browed [etc.]. 1561 Dals
tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 59 Let the gallauntes of this

worlde,..so well eyed, and gorgeously apparelled, marke
these thynges well. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. 17
They doo nought else but dote, that wilbe wel eyed and
quiksyghted of themselues. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. July
154 Shepheard mought be. .well eyed, as Argus was. 1596—
State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 626/1 Yet there appeareth amongest
them some reliques of the true antiquitye, though disguised,

which a well-eyed man may happely discover and find out.

Well-fa"bricated, ///. a. 1709 Shaftesb. Moralists m.
ii. 215 But in Medals, and well-fabricated Pieces, you can
discover Beauty, and admire the Kind.

t Well-faced, a. Obs. [Well adv. $2.] Having
a fair face or good countenance. Also fig.
1553 Ascham Rept. Germany 29 He was now of the age

of xxxii. yeareswell faced. (21569 Y^inGY.s.yiw.'i.Godly Advise
(1580) 13 Not so well faced as well lived, I meane not so well

attired in the outward man as clothed in the inward manne.
1597 E. S. Discov. Knts. Poste A 4, If my credit be better

then yours, with this my wel-faste hoastice. 1647 N.Ward
Simple Colder 2 Hee that hath any well-faced pfiansy in his

Crowne. 1693 [? Calder] Sc. Presbyt. Eloq. (ed. 2) Postscr.

102 A great Hantle of Bonnie braw well fae'd Lasses. 1707
Lond. Gaz. No. 4368/4 On the 15th Instant a pretty well

Fac'd Boy.. went away from School.

Well-famed, ///- a. Of good fame, famous. 1606
Shaks. Tr. <$ Cr. iv. v. 173 My well-fam'd Lord of Troy.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 89 While he, forgetting

clean The sorrow and the joy his eyes had seen, Lies quiet
and well famed.

Well-fa ncied, ppl. a. Designed or devised

with good invention and taste ; displaying a happy
fancy.

1710 Steele Taller No. 24S p 1 She was mounted on a
Pad, with a very well-fancied Furniture. 1751 Eliza Hey-
wood Betsy Thoughtless II. 102 This happened to be the
first day of her putting on a very rich, and extremely well-

fancied §own. 177a Foote Nabob 11. Wks. 1799 II. 304
What think you of a bracelet, or a well-fancied aigret?

1779 Warner in Jesse Selvjyn $ Contemp. (1844) IV. 311
Rendering odious a well-fancied oath from the mint of the
metropolis by his vile provincial pronunciation. i8zi Scott
Kenilw. xxx, The dress of Raleigh was a well-fancied and
rich suit.

Wellfare, obs. f. Welfare,
Well-faring, ppl. a. Obs. exc. arch.

T 1. Of handsome or well-favoured appearance
;

good-looking ; also, robust, healthy. Obs.
C1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 452 Than founde I sytte

euen vpright A wonder welfaryng knyght. 1390 Gower
Conf. II. 240 Sche..thoghte hou nevere creature Was so
wel farende as was he. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems ii. 51 Wel-
faryng men of armes. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. i. 1S4
Hym thought hesaweneuer.-soo wel farynge a man. a 1513
Fadvan Chron. vi. clvL (181 1) 144 He was fayre and wel-
farynge of body, and sterne of Iooke and of face. 1536
Pitgr. Tale 170 in Thynne's Animadz: 82 Ther I spyed

,
walkyng a comely pryst, and a welfaryng. 1597 A. M. tr.

j

Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 47/3 The entralles of a sownde
i and welfaring man.

f2. Couched in proper or appropriate terms. Obs.
a 1400 Isumbras 333 A chartir was mad fulle wele farande,

..That thofe he never come in his lande, That scho solde
1 qwene bee.

3. arch. Doing well, prosperous.
The spelling indicates association with welfare.

1888 Doughty Arabia Deserta II. 116 If only his Lord
1 would leave him here other two or three years !—then would
he be fully at his ease, and a welfaring person.

Well-fashioned, {ppl.) a.

1. Of good make or iashion ; well made.
1580 Blundevil Art of Riding 1. iii. 3 His thighes large

and long, with bones well fashioned, a 1700 Drydes Ovid's
Art ofLove 1. 579 Wear well-fashion'd Cloaths, like other
Men. 1887 Morris Odyss. xi. 108 When down in thy ship
well-fashioned at last thou drawest anigh To the Three-
horned Island.

f2. Of polite manners or demeanour. Obs.
161 1 Cotgr., Morigeni, ..well behaued, of good carriage,

well fashioned. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents iv.

xvii. 396 Behaving himselfewith so well-fashioned modesty.
1693 Locke Educ. § 143 (1699)259 First, a disposition of the
Mind not to offend others ; and, Secondly, the most accept-
able, and agreeable way of expressing that Disposition.
From the one, Men are called Civil\ from the other Well-
fashioned, a 1700 Evelyn Diary an. 1646 (Chandos) i£g
His daughter, a pretty well-fashioned young woman. 1710
Steele Tatler No. 198 r 2 A young Man of Two and
twenty, well-fashioned, learned, genteel.
Well-fatted, ///. a. 1715 Pope Odyss. xvnr. 51 A

Kid's well-fatted entrails (tasteful food !). 1791 Cowper
Iliad ix. 578 Oxen and sheep they slaughter 'd, many a
plump Well-fatted brawn extended in the flames.

Well-fa VOtired, a. Handsome or attractive

in appearance, good-looking.
1420-22 Lydg. Thebes I. 754 He was a semly knyght, Wel

fauoured in euery mannys sight, c 1430 — Min. Poetus
(Percy Socj 40 Your weel favoured face. 1509 Hawks
Past. Picas, xiv. ii, Thy wel faverde and moost fayre lady.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1569) B iij b, If one be well fa-

uourder than another, will ye punishe him bicause ye looke
for an equalitie of all things? 1599 Shaks. Much Ado m.
iii. 15. 1633 C. Farewell E.-India Colation 15 A man of a
liuely countenance and well fauored. 1684 Bunyan Pitgr.
II. (1900) 220 The Boy was in very mean Cloaths, but of a
very fresh and well-favoured Countenance. 1787 Burns
Song, There"s a 1 'outh 3 He's borne and braw, weel-favour'd
withaL 1848 Akerman Auc. % Mod. Coins v. 89 A well-fed
and well-favoured man. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi, She
was a tall, upright, well-favoured woman, though severe of
countenance.

&. in Sc. form {well or wecP)faird
1faur'd,fard,

far'tjfaurt, etc.

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4333 Now, wallie fall that weill

fairde mow ! 15. . in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 399 A
weilfaird may. 1719 D'Urfey Pills III. 307 There 1 met
with a welfar'd Lass. 1781 Burns ' On Cessnock banks ' i.

(var.) The graces of her weel-faur'd face. 1814 Scott Wav.
xlii, He's vera weel,. .but no naithing so well-far'd as your
colonel. 1830 A. Picken Dominie's Legacy 111. 32 The de-
linquent and his wife want to get their own infamous con-
duct shifted now over upon that well ifard boy. 1894
Crockett Raiders xxiii. 277 I'll never deny that in the days
o' yer youth ye war a weel-faured lass.

b. of an animal, a locality, a plant.

1539 Bible (Great) Gen. xli. 4 The euyll fauored & leane
flesshed kyne did eate vp the seuen welfauored & fatt kyne.
1854 S. Thomson Wild Flowers 112 The purple goat's-

beard, . . the corn blue-bottle are well-favoured plants. 1861
W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 403 This ill-named and not
very well-favoured spot formed the nucleus of Abbotsford.

*fc. trans/, (cf. Well-favoukedly b).

1746 Fkancis tr. Hor., Sat. 1. v. 34 [He] bangs the mule
at a well-favor'd rate.

t Well-fa'VOUredly, adv. Obs. In a well-

favoured manner.

a. Beautifully, handsomely ; attractively, grace-

fully.

153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 668/2 But now goeth
Tindal wel fauoredly forth with a great face of another ful

solucion. 1538 Elyot Diet., Pulchre^n aduerbe.signifyeth
fayre, beautifully, well fauoredly. 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 7 We dooe not put images to makyng but onely to

suche werkemenne of whom wee see some noumbre of
images welfauouredly and mynionly made afore. 1545 As-
cham Toxoph. (Arb.) 143 Teatche me to shoote as fayre, and
welfauouredly as you can imagen. 1562 Turner Bathes
1 b, He that had ben in Italye and Germany, and had sene
howe costly and wellfauoredly the lathes are trimmed and
appoynted there., woulde [etc.]. 1790 Shi rrefs/Wm/j Gloss.

39/1 Weclfir'dly, cleverly, with a good grace. 1825 Jamie-
son, IVeitfaur'tlie, adv. 1. Handsomely, S.

"b. Ironically, in reference to thrashing, punish-

ment, etc. : Severely, soundly, * handsomely*.
1542 Udall Erasm. Appph. 100 Diogenes, .tooke abrode

thonguc.and the same wel fauouredly bestowed about y*

ribbes and pate of Midias. 1565 Kyng Daryus 404 (Brandl)

He wil not away til I canuis him wel fauoredly. 1579-80
North Plutarch, Antonius (1595) 990 They them selues

were oftentimes put to flight, and welfauoredly beaten. 1639
Fuller Holy War 11. xxiv. (1640) 74 He would often give

a smart jest,.. and sometimes he was well-favouredly met
with ; as the best fencer in wits school hath now and then

an unhappy blow dealt him. 1652 He\lyn Coswogr. 11. 151

The [Russian] women. .think themselves neither loved nor

regarded, unlesse they be two or three times a day well

favouredly swadled. a 1700 E. E. Diet. Cant. Crete, I
Swing'd him off, I Iay'd on and beat him well-favoredly.

C. ? Lavishly, liberally.

1563-87 Foxe A, <y M. (1596) 259/1 About the sute whereof

when much monie was bestowed on both sides welfauored lie.

d. By good fortune, happily. Sc.

«i774 Fergusson Poems, Eclogue 96 Whan I shoot my
nose in, ten to ane If I weelfardly see my ane hearihsiane.

Well-fa"VOUredness. Now rare or Obs.

The quality or condition of being well-favoured

;

beauty, comeliness.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 142 Nature it selfe taught

men to ioyne alwayes welfauourednesse with profytable-

nesse. a 1575 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36)

129 He is reoorted greatlie to have mervayled at their witte

and welfaverdnes. 1607 Markham Caval. 1, (1617) 69 It

maketh your Gelding haue a delicate fine leane head, of a
comely shape, well-fauorednesse and proportion. 1642



WELL-FEASTED.

Howell For. 7Vw.(Arb.)n The longevity, well favoured-

nesse and innated honesty of the people. 1780 M. Madan
Thelyphthora (1781) I. 213 A worthy man, who was in love

with a married woman upon account of her modesty, and

well-favouredness of her children. 1823 Jamieson, Weil-

faur'tuess, handsomeness. 1883 Burton Arab. Nts. (abr.

ed.) III. 33 Khalid..was pleased with his well-favouredness

and elegant aspect.

Well-fea*sted, ppl a. 1671 MtvroHSamsm 1419 The
well-feasted Priests [are] then soonest fir'd With zeal, if aught

Religion seem concern'd.

Well(-)fea-thered, ppl a.

x34°""7° A thannder 269 Well fevered flon floungen aboute.

1591 Spenser Visions Bellay xi, A Bird all white, well

feathered on each wing. 1639 Fuller Holy War it. x.

(1640) 58 And herein he discovered his want of judgement,

being indeed like an arrow well-feathered, but with a blunt

pile; he flew swift, but did not sink deep. 1671 Woodhead
St. Teresa 1. xiii. 75 Like some young Bird, not so well-fea-

thered. 185$ PoultryChron.il. 419 Short,well feathered legs.

Well-fea'tured, a. Having good features.

Formerly also in wider sense : Well formed or

shaped.
c 1500 Three Kings Sons 1 1 1 And many tyme he wold .

.

thinke yn his mynde that they were passing wele fetured

and goodly folkes. 1590 Tarlton's News out ofPwg. 11

A bare faced youth, well featured, of a liuely countenance.

c 1600 Ignoto in I. D. & C. M. Epigr. (? 1830) D 5 b, Wei
featurde lasse, Thou knowest I loue the deere. a 1618 J.
Davies (Heref.) Wits Pilgr. etc, (Grosart) 27/2 Well fea-

tur'd Flesh too base a Subiect is For Sou'raign Loues diuine,

ay-blest, imbrace. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2354/8 An Indian
Black, about 18 years of Age, well featured. 1787 Burns
Song, ' There's a Youth* 10 Weel-featur'd, weel-tocher'd,

weel mounted and braw. i860 Whyte Melville Mkt.
Harb. v, Who, to do him justice, was a gentleman-like, well-

featured fellow enough. 1874 Motley John Barnev. II.

xvii. 226 A tall,, .well-featured, mild, gentlemanlike man.

Well(-)fed,///. a.

1 a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 471 Al to selde iwys Is ony
pouere man wel fedde. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xxv. 6 Fat
and welfed beastes. x6oo Sir J. Oldcastle in. i. 99 Weele
strike the stagge our selues Shall fill our dishes with his

wel-fed flesh, c 1611 Chapman Iliad ix. 208 Then of a well

fed swine A huge fat shoulder he cuts out. 1725 Pope
Odyss. in. 535 Bid some swain to lead A well-fed bullock

from the grassy mead. 1786 Burns The Vision \. xiv,

There, well-fed Irwine stately thuds. 1820 Lamb Elia 1,

Christ's Hosp.
t
Sleek well-fed blue-coat boys. 1828 Davy

Salmonia 49 A fine well-fed fish, not much less than 4 lbs.

1874 J. M. Fothergill Maintenance ofHealth 344 Good
meat has its red meat marbled or interstreaked with fat.

This shows it is well-fed.

Well-feed, -fee'd, ///. a. 1684 Contempt. Si. Man 1.

ix. (1699) 93 The rich Man shall not then have..well-Fee'd
Lawyers to defend his Process. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 28 Sept.

8/1 Twelve angry litigants, each assisted by bewigged and
well-feed counsel. Well-fee ding, ppl. a. cidxt Chap-
man Iliad in. 282 On Troyes well feeding soyle [en-i x^va
irov/\v3oT€ipav). t Well-feeling, />/V- a. Obs. Sensible,

intelligent. 138a Wyclik Ecclus. vii.21 Wile thou not gone
awei fro a wel felende womman [ Vulg. a muliere sensatd].

Well-feigned, ///. a.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 492 Under shew of Love well feign 'd.

1725 Pope Odyss. xvm. 57 Ulysses then with art, And fears

well-feign'd, disguis'd his dauntless heart. 1813 Scott
Rokeby v. xix, [He] look'd with well-feign'd fear around.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man ofMany Fr. (Colburn)

136 The Colonel expressed a well-feigned astonishment at
the appearance of the table.

Well-fenced, ppl. a. 170s Mandevii.lk Grumbling Hive
25 'Till some well-fenced Retreat is found; And here they
die, or stand their Ground. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (Globe)

148 Some enclosed Piece of Ground, well fene'd either with
Hedge or Pale. Well-fe nded, ///. a. 1865 Allingham
50 Mod. Poems, Southwell Park 11. 118 The well-fended
nunlike child. Well-fermented, ///. a. 1731 Arbuth-
not Nat. Aliments (1735) 193 Well fermented Bread, and
well fermented Liquors. Well-filed, ppl. a. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Pamass. n. xviii. 251 The
best Poets, with their well filed, and long studied verses.

Well-filled, ppl a.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xxi. 574 Glue banquet ; and the rest
(Poeme and Harpe) that grace a wel-fill'd boorde. 1725
Pope Odyss. ix. 5 The wel'-fill'd palace, the perpetual feast.

1781 Crabde Library 148 The dull red edging of the well-
fill'd page, 1786 Burns To Auld Mare xii, But thy auld
tail thou wad hae whisket, An' spread abreed thy weel-fill'd

brisket. 183a Longf. Coptas de Manrique Ixi, He left no
well-filled treasury. 1876 Geo. Eliot Deronda xlii, Whose
light-brown hair was set up in a small parallelogram above
his well-filled forehead. 1878 I. Buller New Zcalami 1.

iv. 33 They came in fleets of their well-filled canoes.
Well-n-nished, ///. a. a 1763 Shenstone Ess. Wks.

1768 II. 173 One truly splendid action, or one well-finished
composition, includes more than all the results from more
trivial performances. 1901 Scotsman 3 Apr. 7/3 For cattle,
well-finished animals met a brisk selling trade.

WellXfi-tted,///. a.

fl. Fully equipped or furnished. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. L 45 A man of souerai'gne parts

he is esteem'd : Well fitted in Arts, glorious in Armes. 1656
Cowley Pindar. Odes, Resurrection ii, Lo how the Years
to come, a numerous and well-fitted Quire, All hand in
hand do decently advance.

2. Exactly adjusted, shaped, or suited.

1791 Cowper Iliad xvm. 758 A pond'rous helmet bright
Well-fitted to his brows. 1839 Ainsworth Jack Sheppard
111. ii, It was a night well fitted to their enterprise—calm,
still, and profoundly dark. 1904 A. C. Fraser Biogr. Philos.
iv. 142 An easy flow of well-fitted words.

Well-fitting, ppl, a.

1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lai. vi. 59 A well-fitting white
waistcoat. 1859 H. Kingslev G. Hamlyn xxv'ii, His well-
fitting cord breeches. x88i J. W. Haward Ortkop. Surg.
72 Only well.fitting boots, with a sufficiently wide sole,
should be worn.
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Well-fixed,///. a. 1718 P. Rae Hist. Reb. vi. 287 Followed
by 40 or 50 stately Fellows . . arm'd each of 'em with a well

fix'd Gun on his Shoulder. 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 246
The complete Well-fixed necessity and end of all things.

Well^flavoured,///. a. a. Having a good
natural flavour, b. Mixed with an ingredient

which imparts a good flavour.

1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 311 The natural history of this

well-flavoured fish. 1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 297 The
flesh, when boiled, is of a pale red, but well flavored. 1868

Epicure's Year-bk. 185 Serve it with a well-flavoured sauce
or puree. 1884 K. Yates Recoil. I. iv. 154 The culinary

preparations, .were well flavoured, highly seasoned, and
much relished by us.

Well-fledged, ///. a. Well-feathered. 1743 R. Blair
Grave 767 The weary bird, .dozes till the dawn of day, Then
claps his well-fledg'd wings, and bears away. 1870 Bryant
Iliad iv. 148 A well-fledged arrow that had never flown.

Well(-)fleeced, ///. a. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11.

ii. 46 Thou hast a well-fleec'd flocke feede to and fro. 1650

H. Vaughan Silex Scint. I. The Search 27 They.. drove

home to the Tent Their well-fleec'd traine. 1724 [see

Fleeced///, a.-].

WeUX fleshed,///, a.

1. Well furnished with flesh; plump, brawny.

Also Jig.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 41% 2 Torosus, . .well flesht.

1858 [>ee Fleshed ///. a. ij. 1876 Geo. Eliot Deronda
lxix, Happiness is considered as a well-fleshed indifference

to sorrow outside it. 1901 H. Sutcliffe Mistr. Barbara
Cunliffe v, 76 Weel-fleshed men could niver stand up long
agen an ale-pot.

2. Inured to or eager for bloodshed.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 372 As gray-

hounds well flesht follow after wiide beasts. 1693 Drydev
Epit. Sir P. Fairborne's Tomb 11 Against the Moors his

well-flesh'd Sword he draws.
Well-fletched, ///. a. Well-feathered. 1656 Cowley

Pindar. Odes, 2nd Olywp. x, Leave, wanton Muse, thy
roving flight, To thy loud String the well-fletcht Arrow put.

Well(-)floored, ///. a. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 194
Chambers boorded after the maner of owre waynscotte and
well flowred. Well -jfloured, ppl. a. 1728 E. S[.mith]

Compleat Housew. (ed. 2) io3 Put under it two or three

Sheets of Cap-Paper well floured. 1905 Daily C/iron. 3 Oct.

8/1 The potatoes and flour are worked into dough on a
well-floured board.

WelF- flowered, ///. a. a. Richly embel-
lished with ilowers or figures of flowers, b. Hear-

ing a good head of flowers.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 11. iv. 64 Why then is my Pump
well flower'd. 1845 Florist's Jml. 135 Eriostemon cuspi-

datus, well flowered.

Well-followed,///, a. (Follow v. 6 b.) a 1586S1DNHY
Arcadia 111. viii. (1912) 390 Thus with the wcil-followed
valure of Amphialus were the other almost overthrowne.
Well(-)forewarning, ppl. a. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
111. ii. 85 What boaded this? but well fore-warning winde
Did seeme to say, seeke not a Scorpions Nest. Well-
forged, ///. a. 1791 Cowper Iliad xiii. 233 The well-

forged helmet. 1813 Scott Rokeby vi. ix. He school'd us
in a well-forged tale, Of scheme the Castle walls to scale.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Song ofEnglish, Victoria, The
tested chain holds fast, The well-forged link rings true !

Well-formed, ///. a. a. of persons and
material things.

c 1520 W. Walter Guystarde $ Syg. (Roxb.) A iij, Ofshape
and persone she was well fourmed. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
111. {1922) 58 The kUsing of her welformed mouth. 1645
Waller Poems, Palamede to Zelinde 1 Fairest piece of
well form'd earth, Vrge not thus your haughty Birth. 1653
R. Sanders Physiogn. 159 The well formed head is like a
Mallet or a Sphear. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry <y Isab.

xviii. 11.83 Not a pleasing view,, .or a well-formed tree, was
passed without furnishing matter for her observation. 1803
Wordsw. Prelude vn. 206 A range Of well-formed charac-
ters, with chalk inscribed Upon the smooth flat stones. 1831

James Phil. Augustus iv, A man of thirty-two or thirty-

three years of age, tall, well-formed, handsome. 1863 A. C.
Ramsay Phys. Geog. 160 Well-formed flint hatchets. 1883
D. C. Murray Hearts xi, He had a large and well-formed
body, plump but not corpulent.

b. of immaterial things.

1643 Dornev (title), A briefe and exact Relation of.. Pas-
sages that hapned in the late well-formed (and as valiently

defended) Seige laid before the City of Glocester. 1725
Watts Logic iv. Introd., A well-formed Proposition, or a
just Argument. 1746 Fhancis Horace, A. P, 230 The Child,
who now with firmer Footing walks, And with unfaultering,

well-form'd Accents talks. 1759 Goldsm. Pres. State Pol.
Learn, xi. (Globe) 444/3 In a well-formed education a course
of history should ever precede a course of ethics. 1787 Burns
Prol. spoken by Woods 23 Well-form'd taste and sparkling wit.

Well :-)fo-rafted,///. a -

1538 [see Fortified]. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. ii. 19
For I protest we are well fortified, And strong enough to
issue out and fight. 1618 Gainsford Glory Eng. 1. viii. 60
They can bring you into well fortified Cities, a 1625 Man-
wayring Sea-mans Diet. 68 If a Peece have much mettle
in any part, they say, she is well fortified. 1692, 1757 [see
Fortified///, a.]. 1821 tr. Iliad n. I. 41 The well-fortified
city of Ilium.

f Well-fo-rtunate. a. Obs. « next.

1523 Cromwell in Merriman Life <r Lett. (1902) I. 34 The
well fortunate and sawge Capetayn, the yerle of Surrey.
* IS33 Herseks Golden Bk. M. Aurel. xlih. (1535) 84 Cer.
taynly the princis are glorious, and the people well fortunate,
and the senate happy, whan all agree in one councelL

fWell-fOTtuned, ///. a. Obs. Favoured by
fortune.

c 1374, 1484 [see Fortuned]. 1471 Caxton Recuyetl
(Sommer) 249 Gretyng. .fro the esquyer vnknowen and well

fortuned. 1530 Palsgr. 329/1 Well fortuned, bien cure".

1556 Flores
% A urelio § Isab.O 8, Ifanney ladey wellfortunede

founde you disposede in her fauour.

WELL-FUENISHED.

Well-fought, ppl a.

f 1. Inured to fight. Obs.

1598 CHArMAN-SV:'*-'* Iliadsx. [1XJ90 The Curets wars did
hold With the well-fought Etolians [AtrtuAoi. /xeye\aptJ.ai].

2. Valiantly contested.

1717 Tickell Epist. fr. Lady to Gent at Avignon 74 Our
Sex has. .purchased Fame in many a well-fought Street.

1725 Pope Odyss. xiv. 401 Oh 1 had he perisht on some well-

fought day. 1761 Foote Lyari. ii. (1786) 17, I returned to

reap the harvest of the well-fought field. 1814 Scott Lord
of Isles iv. xx, Who in the well-fought conflict fell. 1818
Newman Poems (1905J 48 The strange events of many a
well-fought day.

t "Well-fou-ghten,///. a. Cbs. = prec.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vi. iS In this glorious and wel!-

foughten field. 1622 Dkayton Poiy-oib. xxii. 1577 Brough-
ton. .there lastly gaue his blood To that well-fougi; ten Field.

Well;- found,///, a.

fl. a. Used in the vocative (like welcome
_

to

greet a person when met. Obs.
C1350 Iponiadon 6715 iKulbing) Well founde, mayde

Imayne. c 1350 Lybeaus Disc. iKitson) 1660 '1 he con.>table

seyde, Weil founde, Noble knyght of the table rounde.

f2. Oi" tried tjouducs^, merit, or value; well-

approved, commendable, t bs.

In quot. 1SS7 prob. an echo of bhukspere's use.

1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. i. 105 Gerard de Narbon \va> my
father, In what he did protesse, well found. 1^07 — Cor. n.

ii. 4S In our well-found Successes. 1887 Mi s. Lynn Linton
in Fortn. Rev. May 720 Many [of the Athenian heta:ra:J

lived comparatively well-found lives.

3. Fully furnished or equipped.

1793 [see Found///, a. 2]. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii.

144 The garrison is large and well f^und. 1869 Ulack.voke
Lorna D. x, He seemed very old, being over twenty, and
well-found in beard. 1891 A. Ii. Markham Sir J. Franklin
301 A well-found steamer.

Well - fou nded, ppl. a. Built on a good
and solid base. ///. andyf^.
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 522 (Fairf.) And which a

goodelysoftespeche Had that swete, . . Sofrendely, ami so wel
y-grounded, Vp al resoun so wely-founded \Fotuiee sur tcutc
raisou}. 1671 Woodhead ^>7. Teresa 1. xxiv. 164 My Prayer
be-an to settle itself, like a well-founded Building. 1706
Con'creve Pindar. Ode to Queen 5 Britain's Queen, . . Fix'd

on the Base of Her well-founded State. 1821 Craig Let.
Drawing, etc. vii. 366 We will for this purpose establish a
set of well-founded principles for our standard.

b. esp. of a belief, sentiment, statement, etc. :

Having a foundation in fact ; based on good or

sure grounds or reasons.
1782 Miss Burnev Cecilia viii. vii, Her jealousy, already

but too well founded, received every hour the poisonous
nourishment of fresh conviction. 1814 Scott IVav. xl, A
well-founded disbelief in the co-operation of the Engli=h
Jacobites kept many Scottish men of rar.k from his standard.

1827 — Two Droolers ii, The Cumbrian Squire, who had
entertained some suspicions of his manager's hone-ty, was
taking occasional measures to ascertain how far they were
well-founded. 1855 [see FOUNDED l\ 1905 F. Hakkiscn
Chatham iii. 42 There was no personal malignity in his

accusations, he believed them to be well-founded.

Hence Well-fou ndedly adv.
1888 Sat. Rev. 27 Oct. 486/2 They had piided themselves,

not too well-foundedly, that.. they had far the better of

England.

Well-framed, /// a. Well shaped, fashioned,

constructed, or composed.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v. (1922) 146 Like a man whose

best building was a well-framed conscience. 1625 K. Long
tr. Barclay s Argent's ill. xi. 188 As soone as I shall come to

shore..some wel-framed lye shall happely bring me to her.

1718 Trior 2nd Hymn Caliim. 73 In the well-fram'd Models,
..Thou shew'dst, where Towers or Battlements should rise.

1791 Cowper Iliad ix. 70 Yet when thy speech is to the

Kings of Greece It is well framed and prudent. 1876 Hardy
Ethelberta xxxv, A well-framed reflective man with a grey
beard.

Well-fraught, ppl. a. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk * Selv. To
Rdr., That well-fraught world of words that answers works.
1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 371 The well-fraught Bowl Circles

incessant. 1808 Mrs. Iliff Poems (1818) 98 How wise
Ulisses' well-fraught tale Did o'er Nausicaa's fears prevail.

Well-fre*ckled, ///. a. 1649 G. Daniel Tiinarck. To
Rdr. 140 For Leopard Learning is a finer Beast Then a Sire

or Damme ; well-freckled witts shew best. 1836 Marrvat
Midsh. Easy xxiv, He was broad-faced, broad-shouldered,
well freckled, and pug-nosed. Well-frei , gbted,///.a.
1663 Cowley Country Mouse 82 Loe, in the midst of a well

fraited Pye, They both at last glutted and wanton lye.

We 11-frequented, ///. a. 1715 Pennecuik Tweeddaie
jo An old and well frequented Inn. 1748 Anson's Vey. 11.

xiii. 278 An amicable well frequented port. 1778 D. Loch
Tour Scot. 5 A welt-frequented weekly market each Thuis*

day. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i. 2^9 The well-fre-

quented Rose inn. t Well-freshed, pfl. a. Obs. 1558

Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. m. Lata 970 In a bucket, that

[shepherd] (Well-fresht himselfe) bears some unto his Flock.

WeU(-)frui*ted, ///. a. 1626 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T.

xx. xi. 251 So wee haue seene the kernell of a well fruited

plant degenerate into that crab, or willow, which gaue the

originall to his stocke. a 1703 Blrkitt On N. T. Mark xii.

8 A vineyard is..a place well planted, well fruited.

Wellful, var. Wealful Obs.

WellXfu-misled, ppl. a. Amply provided,

stocked, equipped, etc. (see Furnished).

1474 Paston Lett. III. 107 He.Tefte a greet garnyson

theer, weell ffornysshyd in vytayll. 1553 t^ce Furnished

2 c]. 1566 Painter {title),The Palace ofPleasure, Beautified

adorned and well furnished with pleasaunt Histories and

excellent Nouels. 1618 Gainsfomd P. Warbeck 45 The
Kings Foreward being full of companie and well furnished.

J635-56C0WI.EY Davideis iv. end, Lo I they 'arriv'ed now at

th" appointed place; Well-chosen and well furnisht for the



WELL-FURNTSHEDNESS.
Chase. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2240/4 A thick well furnished
grey Gelding, full aged. 1710 Congreve Doris 11 Wks.
1730 III. 293 Her sparkling Eyes she still retains, And
Teeth in good Repair; And her well-furnish'd Front disdains
To grace with borrow'd Hair. 185a Grote Greece n. lxix.

(1862) VI. 193 A year's campaign.. would enable them to
return with a well-furnished purse.

b. esp. of a house or room.
1635-56 Cowls* Davidcis 1. 68 1 Well-furnisht-Chambers,

for in each there stood, A narrow Couch, Table and Chair
of wood. 1829 Anniversary 122 He has.. a fair estate,..

a

well furnished house, [etc]. 1850 Lynch Theoph. Trinal
vii. 133 A well-clad woman in a well-furnished room.
Hence "Well-fu-rnishedness.
1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1662) 118 In respect of

the fulness and well-furnishedness of the Earth.
Well-furred, ppl. a. 1611 J. Davies (Heref.) Scourgeof

Folly (Grosart) 29/1 The well-furrd Deane. 1837 Sir F.
Palgrave Merck, <y Friar 1. (1844) 22 These well-furred and
awful plenipotentiaries. Z879 Geo. Eliot T/teo. Suchxv'iii.

320 Well-furred skins.
" Well-gai'ted, a. 171a [see Gaited ppl. a. (Gait sb. 1

)).

1825 Jamieson, Wetu-gnititf ,. applied to a horse that is

thoroughly broke. Well(-)gaTnished, ppl. a. 1597 [see

Garnished]. 1838 Marg. Fuller Horn. igthC. (1S62) 265
More than one well-garnished mansion. Well-geared,
PPl. a. c 1470 [see Geared i], 1899 F. T. Bullen Way
Navy 72 Like a well-geared piece of machinery. Well-
gi'fted, a. 1653 Gauden flit-rasp, 20 Though Ministers
might be well-gifted, and well-affected men. 1712 Arbuthnot
John Bull 111. iii, Jack brag'd of greater Abilities than other
Men ; he was well-gifted, as he pretended.

Well-girt,//1 /, a. Firmly encircled or secured
by a girdle or girth ; esp., after Gr. evfavos (avrjp),

girt up for exercise, in good trim for walking
;

hence fig. (of time) strenuously bestowed.
1647 N.Ward Simple Cobler 83 A well-girt houre givesevery

min content. 1798 Wordsw. Idiot Boy 39 The well-girt

saddle. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr. 1. iii. i Some three
hours' journey for a well-girt man. 1845 Ford Hanibk.
Spain 1. 57 To be Homerically well girt.. is half the battle
for the traveller in Spain. 1881 SaihtsburY Drydcn i. 3 A
well-girt man can survey the whole in a day's walk.

b. trans/, of a building or stronghold,
1756 Home Douglas iv. i,The trembling mothers, and their

children [are] lodg'd In well-girt towers and castles.

t WellXgi'Ven, ppl. a. Obs. Well-disposed.
*535 Uee Gives 2]. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Brutus

(1595; 1053 CaSStus. .was Brutus familiar friend, but not so
well giuen, and conditioned as he. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. Vf

%

III. i. 72 The Duke is vertuous, milde, and too well giuen, To
dreame on euill, or to woike my downefall. 1607 Dekker &
Webster Westitr. Ho 11. ii, Why are you a burden to the
worlds conscience, and an eie-sore to welgiuenmen? C1611
Chapman Iliad vii. 176 This said, the wel-giuen souldiers
prayed.
Well-glebed, a. ^1645 W. E. in Cleveland's Poems

(1677) 124 A well-gleb'd Vicarage. Well-glossed,///, a.

ci6:i Chapman lliadxu. 264 By Tclamon was giuenA fidre

well glossed purple waste. Well-gloved,///, a. 1864
1 Annie Thomas D. Donne III. 10 She laid her well-gloved
hand on his arm.

Well-going, ///. a. (Said of an animal, a
machine, etc.)

1623 Lisle Ml/tic on 0. <r N. Test. (Crawford) 66 Make
me now ready a well going horse. 1786 Burns Inventory
10 My han' anin's a weet gaun fillie. — Addr. Unco Guid
5 Whase life is like a weel-gaun mill, Supply'd wi* store o'

water. 1789 Cowper Let. to S. Rose 5 June, It seems they
are well-going clocks, and cheap, 1895 Crockett Men of
Moss-flags xxxii.236 Her well-going talk eased my heart in
the midst of so many troubles.

Well-gO tten, ppl. a. Obtained by good
means, honourably gained. (Cf. Ill-gotten'.

)
1530 Palsgr. 844/1 Well gotten, He ban acquest, a 1533

Berners Huott Ixviii. 235 Duke Naymes wolde take neuer
a peny, for he thought al that rychys was not wel goten.
1656 Cowley Mistr.t Dialogueii, I'll the well-gotten Pleasure
Safe in my Memo'ry Treasure. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. iv.

iii, Your father has wealth welbgotten, and I am nameless
and poor.

Well-governed,///, a.

1. Following a good rule of life and behaviour;
controlled by reason.

c 1410 Lantern ofLight 10 Whanne pi ntljbmir is wise,
wel gouerned. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. vii. 179 Deuout and
weel gouerned pilgrimes. 1593 Shaks, Rom. $ Jul. 1. v. 70
Verona brags of him, To be a vertuous and well gouern'd
youth. 1598 F. Meres Pallad. lamia 281 b, A man of ver-
tuous disposition . . and wel gouerned cariage. 1614 Pp. Hall
Contempt, O. T. v. vi. 137 How highly God doth esteeme a
well gouerned zeale. 1634 Milton Comus 705 And that
which is not good, is not delicious To a well-govern 'd and
wise appetite. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11, vii, Yes, but..

a

well-governed mind can be soured sitting !

2. Of a state or society of men : Ruled by a good
government.
1570 Homilies 11. Disobed. <T Rebellion iv. (1574) 590 tfl

an ye well gouerned common wealth, where good lawes are in
force. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts. fr. Parnass.
1. xxv. (1674) 27 The rewards.. which were practised in well-
governed Common-wealths. 1748 Anson's Voy. m. x. 413
The whole Empire was a well-governed affectionate family.
1816 Coleridge Lay Serm. i. (1852) 22 By the happy
organisation of a well-governed society. 1875J0WETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 395 If you go away from well-governed states to.

.

Thessaly, where there is great disorder and licence.

Well-go*verning, vbl. sb. 1649 Milton Eikon. xv. 141
Had he.. known how to distinguish, .between the whol-
some heat of well Governing, and the fevorous rage of
Tyrannizing. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr,
Pamass. 11. U. (1674) 202 [His] Wit was miraculous in the
well-governing of those people. t Well-government
Obs. 17:4 Fortescue-Aland Prcf. Fortescuc's Abs. <$

Lirn. Moth p. xvi, Positive Institutions for the Well-govern-

296

ment of the People. t Well-governor. Obs. One
who governs well. 1388 Wyclif / Tim. v. 17 The prestis
that ben wel gouernoures [13S2 that ben wel bifore, Vulg.
qui bene Praesunt\

f Well-graced, a. Obs. Full of grace or graces.
1593, 1605 [see Graced].
Well-gra'ded,///. a. Having easy gradients. 1857 [see

Graded 3]. 1878 J. S. Campion Spain xxi. (1S79) 266 The
well-graded waggon-road to Lerida. Well*grassed,
{ppl.) a. 1731 [see Grassed///, a. ij. 1866 R. P. Whit-
worth Bailiiere's S. Austral. Gazetteer Advts. p, xix, Large
and well-grassed paddocks. 1890 ( R. Boldrewood ' Col. Re-
former viii, An open, thinly.timbered, well-grassed country.
Well-gra-velled, ppl. a. 1799 G. S.CA REY/>W«*a(ed.2)
220 A beautiful well-gravelled walk.

^
Well-greaved, a. Used to translate Homer's

kiJKVTJUlfcs (pi-).

1848 Buckley Iliad XL 331 But come, ye well-greaved
Greeks, remain all here. 1870 Bryant Iliad 1. 23 Well-
greaved Achaians. 1887 Morris Odyss. 11. 402 Telemachus
now already are thy well-greaved fellows there.
tWell-gri-nded,///.a. Obs. Well ground. 1651VAUGH-

an Praise Countriedife ii. Wks. 1914 I. 127 In populous
Cities their Corne is either mouldie, or not wel-grinded.
1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 92 A soft and well-grinded

pouch of meal.

Well-groomed, ///. a. a. lit. of a horse.
1890 ' R, Boldrewood ' Miner's Right xvi, The well-

groomed, high-conditioned team, .plunged at their collars.

1900 E. H. Cooper Monk wins vi. 40 Young men in smart
riding suits on well-groomed hacks.

b. of persons: Neat and trim, spick and span,
with hair, skin, etc. carefully tended.
1886 [see Wf.ll-tailored]. 1889 Daily Kews 9 Dec. 5/5

He had a well-groomed air, though he seemed carelessly
dressed. 1907 H. Wyndham Flare of Footlights i, Tables
crowded with well-groomed men and pretty women.
Hence Well-groomedness.
1902 Btackw. Mag. Apr. 553/2 The first thing I observed,

when he was shown in, was his well-groomedness.

Well-grounded, ppl. a. Of immaterial
things : Based on good grounds, firmly founded,
having a good basis or foundation.
c 1369 [see Well-founded]. 1579 E. K. in Spenser s

Sheph. Cat Ded., What in most English wryters vseth to
be loose,.. in this Authour is well grounded. 1611 A. Staf-
ford Niobe \. 162, I would onely desire to see my natiue
cotmtrey voide of erronious doctrine, and flourish vnder a
Huely.'well grounded faith. x6^(tttle) Humble Desires and
Propositions for a Safe and Well-grounded Peace. 1648
[see Grounded i bj. 1654 T. Brooks {title), Heaven on
Earth, or a Serious Discourse touching a well-grounded
Assurance of Mens Everlasting Happiness. "1671 T. Jordan
London's Resurr. 11 A Vnion well-grounded no Malicecan
hurt. X709 Berkeley Ess. Vision Ded., The great and well-
grounded esteem I have conceived for you. 1753-4 Richard-
son Grandison I. x'u 60 No man. .can be well-grounded
in any branch of learning, who has not been at one of our
famous Universities. 1776 Lowth Larger Confut. Bp. Hare
58 The whole of this evidence must be laid together, before
we can. . proceed to a well-grounded conclusion. 1837 Lock-
hart Scott II. ii. 38 His well-grounded knowledge of the
jurisprudence of his country. 1840 Thirlwall Greece lvi.

VII. 132 It was not through a paltry jealousy, but from a well-
grounded anxiety. 1866 Lowell Study Wind., Swinburne's
Trag., Indeed, we have some well-grounded doubts whether
England [etc. J. 1888 Anna K. Grf.en Behind Closed Doors
ii. To determine whether our fears are well-grounded.

Well-grown, ///. a. Showing a satisfactory

growth or development.
1597 Markham Devoreux 20 b, As. .well-growne Cedars

[exceed] marish-shaken Reeds. ex6n Chapman Iliad in.

219 A well grown* Bel-weather. 1628 Ford Lovers Mel.
in. ii, Twines of Iuie round The well growne Oake. 1765
Museum Rust. IV. 213 Especially if his pasture be not
large and well grown. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Aug. 359 The
last Winter and Spring have been remarkably mild; and
well-grown fleeces, and great crops of lambs are the conse-
quence. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 446 The leaves of
any well-grown pine plant cannot be tied up without injur-
ing them. 1881 J. M. Fothergill Food we eat 116 A well-
grown, yet growing girl. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man.Eaters
of Tsavo x\\\. 189 The second rhino proved to be a well-
grown youngster.

b. Ship-building, (See quot.)
1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 141 Well-grown. This term

implies that the grain of the wood follows the shape required,
as in knee timber, &c 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
Well-gua'rded, ///. a. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 252 We

set forward, being wellguarded round about with our
keepers. 1720 Pope Iliad xxir. 651 Whom Ilion calls
Astyanax, from'her well-guarded Walls. 1846 Commercial
Mag. Oct, 135 The compensation, to which the proprietors
are as much entitled as his lordship is to his well-guarded
purse. Well.gtirded, ///. a. (11586 Sidney Arcadia
II. xiiL (1912) 234 They set upon Tiridates campe, with so
welbguided a fiercenes, that . .he was like to be overthrowen.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 42 His goodly reason, and well
guided speach. a 1656 Bp. Hall Soliloquies xiv. Wks. 1662
III. 427 A tender, and well-guided Conscience. 1709 Prior
Cupid Mistaken ii, Swift to His beauteous Parent's Heart
The too well-guided Arrow flew. Well-gui'ding, vbl.
sb. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvii. xcvt. Through my well guid-
ing is your voiage donne. Well-gni'ding, ppl. a. 1603
Drayton Bar. Wars 111. xxxii. 59 Torleton..On the
Queenes part with all his might doth stand, To lay this
charge on her well-guiding hand.

Well-hained, ///. a. Sc. a. Of a person

:

In good condition
; well-preserved.

1722 W. Hamilton Wallace 39 But English-Men, who
wanted not for Gear, Were well hain'd Callans, and had ay
good Chear. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. vi. x, Some buxom widow,
or well-hained spinster,

b. Carefully saved up or hoarded.
1783 Burns Cotter's Sat. Ml. xi, The Dame brings forth .

.

To grace the lad, her weel-hain'd kebbuck, fell. 1787 —

WELL-HEARTED.
Brigs of Ayr 173 Wha waste your weel-hain'd gear on d-d
new Prigs and Harbours !

Well-haired, ppl. a. Having a good growth of hair.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvm. 339 Whom first, faire well-haiid
Charis saw. 1683 G. M[eriton] Yorks. Dial. (1684) 76 As
weel hair'd as thy sell. 1766 [see Haired ppl. a.]. 1897
O. Thomas in Proc. Zool. Soc. 434 Tail well-haired. "fWell-
haled,///. a. Obs. Pulled up properly, drawn tight. 13..
Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 157 Heme wel-haled hose of bat same grene.
Well-ha'llowed, ///. a. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V. 1. ii. 293 To
put forth My rightfullhand in a wel-hallow'd cause. Well-
ha'mmered, ppl. a. 1714 Gay Trivia 1. 33 Let firm, well-

liammer'd soles protect thy feet Thro' freezing snows.
Well-ha'nded, ppl. a. Obs. exc. dial. Dexterous, clever.

c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2230, I know well inough ye are
bothe well handyd To grope a gardeuyaunce, though it be
well bandyd. 1639 Ld. Digby Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 116
Giving us the right and well-handed interpretations of
Scriptures. 1902 Crockett Dark o' Moon vii. 46 A weel-
handed, through-gaun wife. Well-ha*ndled, ///. a.

1477 Paston Lett. III. 188, I thynke notte a mater happy,
nor weell handelyd, nor poletykly dalte with, when it can
never be fynysshyd with owie an inconvenyence. 1676
Wiseman Surg. iv. Hi. 254 If the Habit of Pody be tolerably

good and the Ulcers well-handled. 1900 Westtn. Gaz. 27
Sept. 4/2 A small and well-handled force of mounted
men. t Well-hanged,///, a. Obs. - Well-hung i a.

161 1 Cotgr., Couillatris, well hangd (betweene the legs).

Well-haTdened, ///. a. 1663 Cowley Ess. Verse % Pr.
iv. (1906) 409 Here a well hard'ned active youth we see,

Taught the great Art of chearful Poverty. fWell(-)
ha'rnessed,///. a. Obs. Well armed or equipped, c 1400
T. Chestke Launfalyj-] Than come ther thorwgh the cyte
ten Well yharneysyth men. 1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 55,
1 troste to Jhesu that I am whel-harnest tokepe London w l

.

1535 Coverdale 1 Mace. iv. 7 They sawe that the Hekhen
were mightie and wel harnessed. 1606 [see Well-hearted],
Well-ha'vened, a. Provided with a good haven. 1790
Cowper On Receipt Mother's Pict. 90 As a gallant bark..
Shoots into port at some well-haven d isle.

We'll-head. [Well sb*]

1. The place at which a spring breaks out of the

ground ; the head-spring or source of a stream or

river.

1340-x Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 539 Instructura unius

domuncule supra le Welieheued, 235. td. 13. . F„ E. Allit.

P. B. 364 Waltes out vch walle-heued, in ful wode stremez.

Ibid. 428 To-walten alle byse welle-hedez & be water flowed.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xin. iii. (1495) 441 Euery
ryuer. .spryngith out in welle heedes. 1574 Cat Laing
Charters (1899) 225 Vp the face of the hill to ane lang veit

welheid onder the craigis. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11, ii. 6 Great
Pame Nature, from whose fruit full pap Their welheads spring.

a 1628 Preston New Ccvt. (1629) ifo There would be differ-

ent streames, there would be divers well-heads. 1832 Tenny-
son Eleauore 16 From old well-heads of haunted rills. 1838
Arnold Hist. Rome I. xi. 195 By the well-head of the water
of Ferentina. 18^86 Stevenson Kidnapped xxiv. 240 We..
travelled on eerie mountains and among the well-heads of

wild rivers.

b. Sc. A spring in a marsh or morass.
1816 Scott Old Mort. xv, The charger on which he was

mounted plunged up to the saddle-girths in a well-head, as

the springs are called which supply the marshes. 1862
Whyte Met.ville Queenes Maries xxxi, The horse, .had got
bogged up to the girths in a well-head, as those particularly

soft pieces of morass are called, which abound on the Scottish

moorland. 1884 Speedy Sport in Highlands xvii. 299 Ex-
tensive unfrozen marshes, abounding in 'well-heads'.

2. fig. The chief source or fountain-head of any-

thing.

1542 Boorde Dyetary Pref. (1870) 226, I..beynge at the

well-hed of Physycke [sc. at Montpelier], 1587G0LDING De
Morttay ii. 18 The Veynes are spred foorth throughout the
whole bodie, howbeit from one welhead, that is to say from
the Liuer. 1596 Spenser /•. Q. v. ix. 26 Or that he likened

was to a welhed Of euill words and wicked sclaunders by
him shed. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 42 Knowing that the
well bringing up of children, was the spring or wel-head of
honest life. 1638 Junius Faint.*Ancients 309 We must
fufTer our understanding to be directed to the well-head of

the history it selfe. 1654 Pagitt Hercsiogr. (ed. 5) 141
Oxford, and Cambridge, two Well-heads of Divinity. 1820
Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 20 It was the spring, the well-

bead from which eveiy thought and feeling gushed into act.

1842 Borrow Bible in Spain iii 20 The Bible, which is ihe

well-head of all that is useful and conducive to the happiness
of society. 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho., Betrothal 15 As
Poets of grammar, Lovers are The well-heads of molality.

1890 Spectator 28 June, The County Council. .had better

endeavour to find some well-head of money which has
hitherto remained untapped.

3. The top of a draw-well. Also a more or less

elaborate structure erected over this.

1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 133 At euery fiftie

paces there is a Well-head, fitted very substantially of free-

stone, with buckets for the neighbours tofetch water. 1891

Builder 1% Nov. 403/1 Wrought-iron Well-head. 1908 W.C.
Green Old Cottages Surrey 69 Fig. 102 shows one of these

well heads with a rough roof over it. 1913 Eng. Hist. Rev.

July 553 The thoroughly characteristic Italian well-head of

the twelfth century in the Lateran cloister.

Well-hea*ded, a. 1610 Markham Master-piece 1. ci.

201 The Greeke horse . .is.. swift, bold, well headed. 1641

[see Headed 3 J. 1725 Bradley"s Family Diet. s. v. Potage,

Well-headed Cabbages.

Well-hea*rted, a.

+ 1. Stout-hearted, courageous. Obs.
1606 G. Woodcocke Hist. Ivstine xxxvni. 121 The

Scithians besides that they be well harnessed, and well

harted [praeter arma virtutetnque animl\ a 1614 J.

Melvill Autob. <$- Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 223 But nocht halff

sa resolut and weill-harted to feght in the quarrell as our
men war. 1714 R. Smith Poems of Controversy (1S53) 61

Athols souldiers,.. Quick, Swift, well hearted & most
prompt in hands.

2. Well-disposed, kind-hearted, generous.
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1766" Ld. Kames in Complete Farmer, s. v. Flax 3 M 1 b,

This prospect must be agreeable to every well-hearted

Briton. 1861 Quinn Heather Lintie (1863) 36 Liut then his

son Is a weel-hearted winsome chiel, And's fond o' fun.

1920 Mrs. Harker Montagu Wychcrly \. 22 Kind little

girl !. .so transparently 'well-hearted ' towards all the world.

Well-hea*ted,///. a. 1845 Eliza Acton Mod. Cookery
(ed. 2) 185 Bake the meat from five to six hours in a well-

heated oven. 1886 \V. J. Tucker E. Europe xiv. 82 There
were wooden benches round a well-heated earthenware
stove. tWell-he'ling, vbl. sb% Obs. [See Heling.]
Good concealment (in quot. a personification), c 1400 Rom.
Rose 5857 Thanne shal delite and wel heelynge [Fr. Bicn-
Celer] Fonde shame adowne to brynge. Well-hewn,
ppl. a. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Life <$• Fame ii, A
lasting Life in well-hew'en Stone they rear. Well-
hinged,///, a. 1868-70 Morris Earthly Par. I. 11, 510
And there he saw a door within the wall, Well-hinged, close

shut. f Well-hired, ///. a. Obs. Receiving a good
salary. 1705 MandevILLK Grumbling Ilive 20 That a poor
Bee should Ten times come, To ask his Due, . . And by some
well-hir'd Clerk be made, To give a Crown, or ne'er be paid.

Well-hoaTded, ppl. a. 1786 Burns Halloween vii, The
auld Guidwife's weebhoorded nits Are round an' round
divided. 1842 D. Vedder Poems 200 Sae Ranald shooled
out, in the shape o' a fee, A weel-hoarded guinea frae out o'

his spleuchan.

Well-hole. [Well rf.i]

1. a. An opening through a floor or series of

floors, for a staircase, chimney-stack, or for the

admission of light, etc.

1680 Lf.ybourn Primatfs City fy Country Purchaser
lit. 187 Note. .that, .you do afterwards take the dimensions
of the Well-hole for the Stairs. 1690 — Curs. Math. 901 In
the measuring of flooring, ..you must deduct out of it the
Well-holes for the Stairs and Chimneys. 1791 Smkaton
Edystone L. (1793) § 42 A Well Hole was begun to be left

upon these courses for stairs in the center. 1819 RkesCjcI.,
Well-hole, in Building, is the hole left in a floor, fcr the

stairs to come up through. 1802 Diet. Arch. (Arch. Publ.
Soc), Welt^hole,.. the opening through a floor or floors, in a
large warehouse, whereby light can be obtained from a glass
roof over it, to each floor.

b. The empty space ronnd which the stairs of a

winding staircase turn.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 185 Stairs that have a
well-hole, or hollow in the centre, are called geometrical
stairs. 1823 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 597 A cylinder.. of
the size of the well-hole of the staircase. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archil. § 423 The well-hole of the stair is shown
at in.

C. A vertical passage-way (for machinery, a lift,

etc.) ; a shaft.

1841 Brees Gloss. Civil Enginlicn Well-hole, a hole con-
nected with some mechanical contrivances, and adapted for

the reception of a counterbalancing weight, and for other
purposes. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 5 The up-
rights or guides of the shaft or well-hole (of a lift).

2. The compartment at the lower end of a ship's

pump.
ijUPhil. Trans. LXIV. 412 If. .plates of copper., were.

.

continued down the main-top-gallant-mast, the main-top-
mast, and part of the mainmast, into the well-hole.
Well-horned, a. 172s Pope Odyss. xx. 368 Where to

the pastern-bone by nerves combin'd, The well-horn'd foot
indissolubly join'd. 1900 Elworthy Horns of Honour ii.

125 A bull with a human head, well-horned.

Well(-)h.orsed, ppl. a. Furnished with,
mounted on, drawn by a good horse or horses.

_ 1387 Thkvisa Higden VII. 359, I and bow be here allone,
iliche wel i-horsed and i-wepened. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron.
viii. xvi. 2484 Twenty thousande men Weil armyt and weil
horssiL 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. x. 48 Vlfyus and
Hrastias..rode forth wel horsed and wel armed. 11533
[see Horsed i]. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes

t
To New Year

ii, His well-horst Troops, the Months, and Days, and Hours.
1666 Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 200 Nothing now being
talked of but war, whoever has money will not spare it to be
well horsed. 1884 [see Horsed i b]. 1899 Scribner s Mag.
XXV. 66/2 The smart and well-horsed army service wagon.
1901 Scotsman 3 Apr. 8/2 The force was well-armed and
well-horsed.

Well-housed,///, a. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xx\\\, U
was a night for the well-housed and fed to draw round the
bright fire and thank God they were at home. 1846
McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 441; A well-fed,
well-clothed, and well-housed population. Well-hued, a.
1568 R. Semfle Baltat 75 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter.

Club) 357 With vlis to rennew it and mak it weill hewit.
1615 [see Hued). t WeU(-)hu*moured,rt. Obs. [Well
adv. 32.] Good-humoured. 1683 Dryden Life Plutarch 12
As we say in English, a well humour'd man and a good com-
panion. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 108 He,who had the
better of the Argument, wou'd be easy and well-humour'd.

Well-hunff
, ///. a.

1. a. Furnished with large pendent organs.
x6ti Cotgr., Oreille", eared ; well hung, or hangd ; which

hath great eares. 1681 Drydpn Abs. $ Achit. 1. 574 In the
name of Dulness be The welbhung Balaam and cold Caleb
free. 18*3 Ecan Grose's Diet. Vulg. T.

b. Decorated with rich hangings or tapestry.
a 1667 Cowley Ess. Verse fy Pr.\. (1906) 389 A painted

Cage ; Or the false Forest of a well-hung Room.
2. Of the tongue: Working readily and freely;

glib, fluent.

1678 Quack's Acad. 6 If niggardly Nature or more penu-
rious Education have not afforded you a Tongue well hung.
179° J- Fisher Poems 57 Be sure to keep a well hung tongue,
Vour knav'ry to defend. 1853 Hickie Aristoph. (1872) II.
576 Thou well-hung tongue.

3. Suspended or attached so as to hang well.
Said, e. g., of a window-sash, a carriage, a gate, a
lady's skirt.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy v. xvii, Susannah did not con-
sider that nothing was well hunc in our family,—so slarj

Vol. X.

came the sash down like lightning upon us. 1771 Smollf.tt
Humphry CI. 26 June, The carriage is remarkably com-
modious and well hung. 1847 Surtees Hawbuck Grange x\.

224 Some well-hung green gates. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in

Air I. x. 204 The light, easy, well-hung, well-finished

barouche. 1896 Daily News 4 July 6/3 Nothing is fresher

or prettier than a well-hung skirt of white or cream colour.

4. Of meat or game: Hung up for a sufficient

time.

1877 Cassclfs Did. Cookery 1073 !
-z Well-hung four-year-

old mutton. fbid.ioSo/i Afine, well-hung neck of venison.
Well-htrsbanded,///. a. 1600 Surflet CountryL''arm

II. liv. 383 You shall plant their shootes after the same
manner, in a well husbanded and digged ground. 1641
Milton Animadv, 52 A well-husbanded nursery of plains
and fruits. 1885 Ruskin Ulric Farm Serv. Pref. p. v, In
the quiet mornings of his well husbanded and well spent
days. "Well-ima'gined,///. a. 1798 Sophia Xx&Canterb,
T. t Young Lady's T. II. 13 A well-imagined, or well-timed
compliment. 1809 [see Imagined i]. Well-rmitated.
///. a. 1744 Armstrong Prescrv. Health 111. 01 WirTi the
well-imitated fly to hook The eager trout. Well-im-
pro'ved, ppl. a. 1641 [see Improved aj. 1700T, Molykeux
in Jr. Arch.rol. Soc. Misc. (1846) I. 177 From thence to
Moat, thro' a well improv'd, well planted country. 1735
Berkeley Querist § 413 A handsome Seat amidst well-im-
proved hands.

Well-in, adf.fhr. Austral, [f. dial, use of in -
furnished, provided, 'off'.] "Well-off, well-to-do.
1891 ' R. Moldrewood ' Sydney-side Sax. Introd., He's a

well-in squatter, that took up runs or bought them cheap
before free selection.

"Well-inclrned, ppl. a. Of good natural in-

clination or disposition ; well-disposed.
(71586 Sidney Arcadia n. xxvii. (1912) 323 These words

being spoken (like a furious storme) presently caried away
their wel inclined braines. 1611 Rich Honest. Age (1615)
12 Zelous, and well inclined married wiues. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. vii. 235 The well-inclin'd, And sacred order of
Alcinous mind. 1683 H. Prideaux in Lett. Lit Men (Cam-
den) 185 We looke on him as a studious well-inclined yong
Gentleman. 1709 Atterbury Serin. (1726) II. 237 For the
sake of those, who. .may be well-inclin'd to Works of Mercy.
1710 Steels Taller No. 207 f 1 A well inclined young
Man.. must needs take Delight in being agreeable to his

Elders. 1881 Gladstone Let. to Forster 8 Sept. in R. B.
O'Brien Life Parncll (189S) I. 304 To reduce the following
of Parn ell by drawing away from him all well-inclined men.

Well(-)info"rmed, ///. a. Well equipped
with information ; fully furnished with knowledge,
whether of a special subject or of things in general

;

having a well-stored mind.
C1440 [see Informed///, a. 2 b]. ci6ti Chapman Iliad

Ep. Ded. 94 Great Princes, well inform'd and deckt With
gracious vertue. 1614 (see Informed ///. a. 2 b]. 1752
Chesterp. Lett, to Son 23 June, He is a very pretty and
well-informed man. 1791 IJoswell Johnson an. 1783 (1904)
II.485 This great man.. was yet well-informed in the com-
mon affairs of life. 1794^ Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i,

A well-informed mind, .is the best security against the con-
tagion of folly and of vice. *827SmJ.P>ARRiNGTON./Vr,r. Sk.
1. 351 Colonel Burr was. .a well-informed, sensible man. 1856
Ruskin Mod. Painters IV. v. v. § 20 The perfect and well-
informed decision of Albert Durer and his fellow-workmen.
1863 B. Woodcroft Brief Biogr. 18 Crompton. .was intel-

ligent, though not what is generally called ' well-informed '.

1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin 1. v, Her aunt, who was no
doubt a well-informed woman, had been attending to her
education.
absol. 1824 Landor Imag. Conv., Bacon $ Hooker II. 65,

1

have observed, among the well informed and the ill informed,
nearly the same quantity of infirmities and follies. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes iii, Not to impress the thoughtful
and the well-informed, but the ignorant and heedless. 1922
G. K. Chesterton Man who knew vii. 124 It startled the
well-informed by being a new and fantastic idea they had
never encountered.

Welling (we-lirj),^/.*/'. 1 [f-WELL^.l-f-iNG 1
.]

1. The action of boiling or scalding. Also comb.
welling-1 ead, a cauldron.

I37I-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 577' In emendacione
unius Wellynglede in pistrino. t 1440 Promp. Parv. 521/1
Wellynge, of mylke and ober lycure, coagulado, decoccio.
1588 L. M. tr. Bk. Dyeing 22 Take so much water as will go
into the small kettle, so let it have a welling or two on the
fire. 1691 Ray S. <V E. Co* Words, 'Welling of whey' is

heating it scalding hot, in order to the taking off the curds.

b. The boiling up (of a liquid in a pot).
C1440 Promp. Pari'. 521/1 Wellynge, or boylynge of

playynge pottys, ebullicio, bullicio.

t 2. a. The melting or founding of metals. Obs.
1388 Wyclif Jer. \\. 17 Ech wellere togidere is schent in a

grauun ymage ; for his wellyng togidere is fals[Vulg. quia
mendax est confatio eorum\. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 521/1
Wellynge, of metel,fusio.

tb. ^Weldixg vbl. sb. Also attrib. Obs.
1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archidoxis 1. vii. 109 Smiths.. com-

pactly consolidated their Irons together as if they had been
conglutinated with a true compaction, or welling. 1795
G. Pearson in Phil. Trans. EXXXV. 328 The substance
made white hot, by the forge, had the glassy smooth surface
of iron, in what is termed the welding or the welling state.

3. The bubbling up and overflowing (of water)
;

the flowingforth or out (of a stream) ; the swelling
(of flood-water, the sea).

c 1400 Con tin. Brut, ccx xiv. 292 pere arose suche a spryng-
gynge and wellinge op of wateres and fioodes, bothe of be
see and also of fresshe ryvers & spryngez, bat [etc.]. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 521/1 Wellynge, or boylynge vp as water fro
be erthe or sprynge, scaturido. a 1500 R. Bale's Chron. in

Six Town Chron. (19 11) 135 Theix day of Octobre was such
a wellyng and spring of waters, .that [etc.]. 1867 Myers St.
Paul (1896) 38 Welling of waves, disconsolate and tender,
Sighed on the shore. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos xxiv.

326 The welling up of the Jordan in the cavern at the base
of giant Mount Hermon.

1857 Livingstone Tray. xiv. 259 The notes;, .strike the
mind by their loudness and variety, as the wellings forth
from joyous hearts, of praise to Him who fills them with
overflowing gladness. 1896 F. M. Crawford Corleone xxvii.

(1897) II. 121 With a wild welling up of hope, Francesco
galloped along the road. 1916 Mrs. H. Ward Lady Connie
I. v. 95 It was a moment for her of strong reaction, of a
welling-upand wel ling-back of life, after a kind of suspension.

We-lliug, vbl sb. 2 [f. Well sb.1 + -IKG *.] The
aclion of making a well or shaft; in quot. cotter.,

shaft-work.
1865 PallM'all

'
Caz. 10 Oct. 7 He was assisting in placing

n pile in the 'wellings* when the chain slipped from the
' crab '.

"Welling Jwclirj), ppl. a. [f. "Well?;. 1 +-ing 2
.]

1. Boiling: said of a liquid, of molten metal, etc.

;

also of a j.ot. Welling hot
x
boiling hot.

a 1300 Cursor AT. 21042 In a tun was welland hat fild of
oyle he did him schott. Jbid. 26751 Alleyour entraillesilkon
in welland pot tes sal be don. 1303 K. Brunke }Ianal. Synne
£578 Whoso handlyth j'Vcche wellyng bote He shal have
fyithe thereof sumdeyl. 1340 Hampole Pr. C 7126 It salle

be hatter ban ever was Molten led or welland bras. 1370 80
Visions ofSt. Paul 134 in O. E. Misc. 227 And }>ei s dun
cuerichon In wellyngpich and 1'rumston. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 4o3o'Till he come blesenand en a brym was welland
hate. (-1440 Gesta Rom. lxviii. 385 Sone after come ij.

deuyls yellyng, and broughtyn a Cawderon full of hole
wellyng brasse.

f b. fig. in phr. welling woe (of hell). Cf. lo

well in woe, Well v. 1 3 b. Obs.

(11300 Cursor M. 21836 He demed me in -t ill hell depe,
Kuer in welland wa to wepe. c 1375 Si. Leg. Saints xvi.

(Magdalena) 634 [Christ] tholit pare dyspitulse ded, Fra
welland wa vs al to led.

fc. Welling wood) raging triad. (Cf. Walling
ppl. a^ 1.) Obs.

13. . St Cristofer 53 in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg. (1SS1) 455
liathe togedir away bay ;ode Als pay hade bene weband
wode. c 1460 Toumeley Myst. viii. 344 Thes folk shall flyt

no far, If he go welland v. ode.

2. Of a spring, tears, etc.: Flowing abundantly,
surging. AlsoJig.
1387-8 T. Usk 'Test. L,ovc 1. i. 86 Or els to see the sight

that might al my wellinge sorowes voyde. 1388 W vclif Gen.
xxvL 19 Thei diggiden in the stronde, and thei founden
wellynge watir. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. N. T. Pref. 7 He
was a continual wellyng fountayne of eloquence, . .a botom-
lesse spring of largesse. 1567 Turrerv. Ovid's Ep. 50
Alongste my stayned cheeses eche houre the welling teares
doe trill. 1819S. Rogers Human Life 741 Their questions,
their replies, Fresh as the welling waters, round him rise.

1850 Disraeli in G. E. Buckle Life (1914) III. viii 238
There should be more variety in the movement. Something
to break the low, tho' welling, chorus of the agrestic multi-
tude. 1858 Fakrar Eric 1. xiii, Soft hair, tangled with
welling blood. 1890 H. H. Johnston in Nature 13 Nov. 46
A welling, brackish pool.

3. That pours out a stream or streams. Of a
wound, etc. : Bleeding copiously. AXsojig.
1591 Svlvester/^m Bartas i.iii. 181 The Sun. .and Windes

..Extract as much still of her humours thin, As weeping
Aire, and welling Earth pours in. 1814 Byron Lara 11. xvii,

Kneels Kaled watchful o'er his welling side. 1910 Sat. Rev.
19 Feb. 225 1 His speeches, .have the air of happy improvisa-
tion, as though they came from a welling heart.

Welling, obs. dial, van Felling vbl. sb.

1513 MS. Ace. St. John's HosP.y Canterb., For wellyng of

ij elmys jd. 1520 Ibid,, Payd for wellyng off xv pyesys off

tymber.

Welling, obs. form of Willing vbl. sb.

Wellington (welirjtan). [Named after Arthur,

first duke of Wellington ^ 1 769-1852.]
1. attrib, a. Wellington boot — sense 2.

1818 M..VAKKBV.ZK. Notes Joum. Amer. (ed. 4) 88 Americans
..in pantaloons and Wellington boots. 1839 Dickens Nickle-
by ii, Grey mixture pantaloons, and Wellington boots drawn
over them, i860 All YearRound No. 64. 331 The Welling-
ton boot at present worn by our dragoons under their trou-

sers. 1884 E. Yatfs Recoil. I. ii. 46 No gentleman could
wear anything in the daytime but Wellington boots, high
up the leg, over which the trousers fitted tightly, covering
most of the foot, and secured underneath by a broad strap.

b. Used to designate other articles of clothing

introduced by the Duke, or named after him, as

Wellington coat, hat, trousers.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, i, The preposterous length of their

great-coats, and the equally fashionable latitude and longi-

tude of their Wellington trousers. 1828 Creevey Papers
etc. (1904) II. 155 Yesterday morning he made his first ap-
pearance in a new ' Wellington ' Coat (a kind of a half-and-

half great Coat and undercoat, you know, meeting close and
square below the knees). 183a Marryat N. Forster xxxii,

The above look much more scientific than Wellington trou-

sers. 1893GEORG. Hill Hist. Eug. Dress II. 254 Wellington

hat with the yeoman Crown.

2. A high boot covering the knee in front and

cut away behind. Also a somewhat shorter boot

worn under the trousers.

1817 Moncrikff Giovanni in Bond. \. iv, And wear of

Wellingtons a pair, To shine from top to toe, sir ! a i8«
Keats Modern Love 8 Miss's comb is made a pearl tiara,

And common Wellingtons turn Romeo boots. 1854 C.

Knight Once upon a Time II. 266 The tops lasted till Wel-

lingtons and trousers drove them out. 1869 E. A. Parkes

Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3* 416 The cavalry have Wellingtons

and jackboots. 1906 Stores' Price List, 2 Pairs Calf Wel-

lingtons.

3. A variety of cooking apple, large, roundish,

and with yellowish white flesh. Also W. apple.

1821 Tratts. Hort. Soc. (1832) IV. 529 Mr. Richard Wil-

liams sent.. specimens of an Apple called the Wellington,

38
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a very handsome and long keeping variety. 1839 C. M c In-

tosh Orchard 18 Dumelow's Seedling [Syn. Wellington
Apple, Dumelow's Crab], iS&z Garden 18 Mar. 182/3 Cooks

go generally for the Wellington as a cooking Apple,

Wellingtoilia (welirjt<?u*nia). [Named by
Lindley alter Arthur, first duke of Wellington

(1 769-1 852) : see -ia. 1
.] The popular name in

England of Sequoia {Wellingtonia) giganiea, a

large coniferous tree, native of California ; the ' big

tree ' or Washington cedar.

[1853 Gard. Chron. 24 Dec. 820/1 Wellington stands as

high above his contemporaries as the Californian tree above
all the surrounding foresters. Let it then bear hencefor-

ward the name of Wellingtonia gigantea.] Ibid. 823/3
These considerations seem to leave no room for doubt that

Wellingtonia is an entirely new coniferous form.^ 1868

Morning Star 18 June, A group composed of three gigantic

Wellingtonias. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I am xxvii,

Gardens rich in monkey-trees, deodaras, Wellingtonias.

Wellingtonian (welint<?u-nian),£. [See prec.

and -ian.] Belonging to or characteristic of the

duke of Wellington.
1854 Poultry Chron. I. 439/2 She performs this duty, too,

in a true Wellingtonian spirit, coming off her nest with quiet

dignity. 1889 Academy 14 Sept. 159/1 The Wellingtonian
legend was once as strong in England asthe Napoleonic in

France. 1907 Nation 5 Oct. 9/1 There is a Wellingtonian
vigour in his way of stating a case.

+ WeU-inha*bited, ppl. a. Obs. Populous.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 286 The Ilande of saynt
Laurence, .beinge well inhabited and of temperate aver.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvi. 17 The
Bourg..[is] well inhabited. 1709 T. Moi.vneux in Ir.

Archxol. Soc. Misc. (1846) I. 169 It seems to have been of
old a well inhabited and thriving town. 1709 Shaftesb.
Moralists It, \. 40 At its foot a River and well-inhabited

Plain. 1780 Coxe Russ. Discov. 30 Two well-inhabited

islands.

Wellink [we'lirjk), dial. Also wallink. [app.

worn down from *wett (Well sb. 1 ) -lemke: see

Lemkke and Brooklime.] A provincial name of

the Brooklime, Veronica Beccabunga.
1831 W. Patrick Plants Lanark. 46 Brooklime. .The

Wallink of the village herbalist. 1878 Cumbertd. Gloss,,

Well ink. 1881 Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XVII. 278 Brook-
lime. ' Wellink '.

. .co, Antrim.
Well-instituted, ppl. a. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 49

No Nation) or well instituted State, if they valu'd books at

a ll, d id ever use tins way of licencing.

Well-instructed, ppl a.

>S53 [see Instructed], 1560 Bible (Geneva) Ecclus. xxvi.

14 There is nothing so muche worthe as a woman wel
instructed. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 903 But let the wise
and well-instructed hand Once take the shell beneath his

just command. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 224/2 A well-instructed
appreciation of his public claims. 1838 Fr. A. Ke.mble
Jml. Resid. Georgia (1863) 24 Mary's brother . . performs all

the offices of a well-instructed waiter with great efficiency.

1865 Pusey Truth Eng. Ch. 224 Deadly sins could hardly
be committed in ignorance by any one of well-instructed
conscience.

Hence Well-instru'Ctedness. rare~~l
.

1628 [see Instructedness].

Well-intended,///, a. Characterized by a
right and sincere intention ; well-meant.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xiv. (1912) 437 Especially set-

ting forth their noble gratefulnes, in never forgetting wel-
intended services. 1628 Feltham Resolves 1. xxvi. 83 So,
by bad circumstances, [we] poyson a well-intended princi-
pal!. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 263 The meanest,
well-intended labours may claim thy patronage. 1777 John-
son Let. to Dr. Dodd 26 June in Boswell, In requital of
those well-intended offices which you are pleased so em-
phatically to acknowledge. 1827 Higcins Celtic Druids 66
The perhaps well-intended but nonsensical and fruitless

efforts Of oar priests. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 208/2 The
pamphlet is well-intended, sensible, and temperate.
t Well(-)intentionated : see Intentionated.

Well-intentioned, ppl. a.

1. Of a person : Having good intentions.
1598 Parsons in Archpriest Contrav, (Camden) I. 25 Yf

the magistrates were knowen to be godly and well inten-
tioned men. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 50 F2 Among
us, This has been a mark of such well-intentioned persons,
as would betray their country, if they were able. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 681 Believing me a well-inten-
tioned body, but a little bewildered by dealing too much
among heathen authors. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser.
in. 115 Dame Banks was in fact a well-intentioned, worthy
woman. 1839 Burgon Sir T. Gresham I. ii. 65 The truth
seems to be, that however well intentioned, he did not
possess the requisite abilities for the office he filled. 1857
Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 327 These well-intentioned, though
mistaken, men.

2. Of actions, utterances, etc. : Due to or based
upon good intentions.

1848 Dickens Domhey iii, Polly triumphed not a little in

the success of her well-intentioned scheme. 187s Jevons
Money viii. 81 Many well-intentioned efforts to reform a
currency have thus been frustrated. 1885 American XI. 44
A well-intentioned argument.

Hence Well-intentionedness.
1799 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 315, I see enough of the boy

to be fully convinced of his goodness and well-intentioned-
ness.

Well-inve-nted, ///. a. Cleverly fabricated or

made up. Cf. It. ben trovato.
Well invented occurs as pa. t. in Spenser's F. Q. iv. ti. a,

iv. xli. 2.

1697 Dryden /Eneis 11. 206 He full of fraudful Arts This
well invented Tale for Truth imparts. 17.. Bvsshe Art
Engl. Poetry (1762) I. Pref. p. vii, The well-invented Fables
of the Antients were design'd only to inculcate the Truth
with more Delight.

Wellislx (we*lij"), adv. dial, [f. Well adv. +
-ish.] Pretty well. Wellish of, fairly well to do.

Also not wellish adj., rather unwell.
1737 Bykom Rem. (1856) II. 1. 122 Mr. Lloyd complained

of being hot, faint, not wellish. 1875 ' S. Beauchamp ' N.
Hamilton II. 134 They [the hops] looks moighty koind so
fur, an they bin a taakiu hold wellish. 1899 Cumbld. Gloss.,
Weelish oft, in easy circumstances.

t Weli-ito*3e(n, -ito-we(n,///. a. Obs. [See
Tee vX and cf. Untowen, Wanton.] Well trained

or instructed; well-conditioned, modest.
C1205 Lay. 10099 Luces wes wel ito}en. 1x1225 A net: R

.

204 pe Scorpiun of Lecherie. .haueo" swuche kundles let in
one wel itowunemuSe hore su mines nome ne sit nout uorto
nemnen ;*uor be nome one muhte hurten alle wel itowune
earen.

<
c 1230 Halt Meid. (1922) 35 Muche dale kVoluker

ben eni wel-itohe mu5 for scheme mahe seggen. c 127s Lay,
1 2913 A child bat was wel itowe.

Well-joined,///, a.

*S53 Ascham Rift, Germany 1 If proper and natural!
wordes, in well ioyned sentences do lyuely expresse the
matter, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xvii. (1912) 260 Alas, how
painefull a thing it is to a devidedminde to make a wet-
joyned answere? <ti6ii Chapman Iliad xm. 626 As through
fallow fields, Blacke Oxen draw a well-ioyn'd plough. 1615— Odyss. xxi. 197 Thus, below A well-ioyn'd boord he laide

it. 1645 Milton Tetrach. 38 The intolerable yoake of a
never well joyn'd wedlocke.
Well-jointed, ppl. a. 1413 [see Jointed], 1874 J. M.

Fotiikrgill Maintenance 0/Health 282 The rain should be
collected into sufficient and well-jointed spouting.

Well-judged, ///. a. Marked by sound judge-

ment, judicious ; wisely estimated, correctly calcu-

lated.

1725 Berkeley Proposal Wks. III. 230 An extensive and
well-judged charity. 1780 Cowper On Burning Ld. Mans.
Jleld's Libr. 7 The well-judg'd purchase. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. India II. 5.5 His next measure., was perfectly rational

and well-judged. 1868 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884) 325 Avast
crop, that, .can be come at, not at all by hurried snatching,
but only by a well-judged patient process. 1895 Daily
News 7 Sept. 7/3 Stoddart being out to a well-judged catch
at long-on.

Hence Well-ju'dgredly, adv.
1768 Miss Burney Early Diary (1889) I. 18 Never was

parent so properly, so well judgedly affectionate I

Well-ju'dging, ppl. a.. Having or exercising

or characterized by sound judgement.
1751 Pope's Whs. V. 240 note, An Age so distinguished

for well-judging Patrons. 1755 Young Centaur 1. 5 Well-
judging Wit is a flower of wisdom. 1789 Cowper Catha-
rina 34 When the mind is endued With a well-judging taste

from above. 1815 Jane Austen Emma viii, He always
speaks to the purpose; open, straight forward, and very
well judging. 1815 Scorr Guy M. xxxviii, A good and
prudent and well-judging woman. 1868 Geo. Eliot Est.

(1884) 334 The foresight, the conscience, that will make him
well-judging and scrupulous in the useofitfw. the franchise].

tWeU-kempt, -kemmyt, ppl. a. Obs. Carefully combed.
1513 Douglas A£neis x. xiv. 13 Hys weyll kemmyt berd,

hyngand full straucht Apon his breist. 1540 J. Heywood
Four PP. 878 Theyr homes well gylt, theyr clowes full

clene, Theyr taylles well kempt. Well-kenned, -kent,
ppl. a. Sc. Well-known, familiar, a 1796 Burns On Willie
Chalmers 9, 1 doubt na, lass, that weel-kend name May cost

a pair o' blushes. — Epigr. to Artist 7 You'll easy draw
a weel-kent face, But no sae weel a stranger. 1886 Steven-
son Kidnapped i, Others, all well-kenned gentlemen, had
pleasure in his society. 1895 Crockett Men ofMoss-Hags
xxvii. 205 So I was here upon well-kenned ground.

Well-kept, ppl. a. Carefully preserved or

stored ; faithfully observed or guarded; maintained

in good order or condition.

14.. in Rel. Ant. I. 233 He shall never have good larder,

faire gardeyn, norwelekepte councell. 1613-16W. Browne
Brit. Past. I. ii. 43 That well kept Register wherein is

writ All ils men doe. c 1670 O. Heywood Diaries (1881)

II. 348 How much reall comfort a Christian hath in a
well-kept fast. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 143 A well-kept

garden. 1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. I. 19 Ruddy as a well-

kept apple. 1871 Le Fanu Rose $ Key 11. 271 A well-kept

road across a melancholy moor. X898 Miss Yonge Keble's

Parishes xiv. 157 Well-kept, picturesque cottages. 1915
Ediu. Rev. July 101 The well-kept secrets of the older Gods.

Well-knit, ppl. a.

1. Firmly conjoined or compacted; closely linked

or connected.
1445 tr, Claudian 4,-$ in Anglia XXVIII. 261 Ner for noise

of litel offence [Fidelity] dissoluyth not knottis wele knytte.

1635-56 Cowley Davideis 1. 380 His spirit contains The
well-knit Mass. 1708 J. Phii ips Cyder 11. 458 Anger-kind-
ling Taunt, the certain Bane Of well-knit Fellowship. 1871
Tylor Prim. Cult. II. xiv. 122 Declaring the will and
answers of the gods.. in well-knit harangues.

2. Of a person, his frame : Strongly and com-
pactly built, not loose-jointed.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. ii. 77 O well-knit Sampson, strong

ioynted Sampson. 1674 Cotton tr. B. de Montluc's Comm.
179 He was. .strong and well knit. 1716 Pope Odyss. xvin.

259 Thy well-knit frame. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, iv, Toe
was a well-knit, characteristic-looking blacksmith. 1890

fR.
Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xv, The square form and well-
knit figure of an ordinary English aristocrat.

fig. 1867 M. Arnold Immortality 13 His soul well-knit,
and all his battles won.
Well-knotted, ///. a. 1855 D. Costello Stories fr.

Screen 122 Bundles tied up in well-knotted handkerchiefs.
1888 F. H. Woods tr. Montelius' Civil. Sweden 61 Upon
the head was a well-knotted worsted net. t Well-know-
ing, ppl. a. Obs. Intelligent and well-informed. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk <$* Selv. 5 Most well-knowing men have been
wary of speaking it out. 1709 Shaftksb. Moralists 1. iii. 30
Knowing as you are (contniu'd I) well-knowing and expe-
riene'd in all the Degrees and Orders of Beauty. Well-
knowledged,///. a. Furnished with sound knowledge.

1358 J. Brown Horx Subs. (1882) I. 407 He had the mo-
mentum of a strong, clear, well-knowledged mind.

Well(-)known,//>/. a.

1. Known to many, widely or generally known.
c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 11 It is weyle knawyne on mony

diuers syde, How thai haff wrocht in to thair mychty prydc.
1479-80 Paston Lett. III. 269 He is well knowe in London.
1568 Turner Herbal 111. 8 Medewurte is an herbe well

knowen unto all men. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. vii. § 2 He
by enquirie gotte to the wel-knowne house of Kalander.
1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy D'A mbois in. i, He not wrong
My well knowne Brother for Anonymos. 1621 Bp. Moun.
tagu Diatribx 19 The well-knowne and avowable practice

of the Ancients. 1697 Dhyden AVneis in. 141 The fruitful

Isle of Crete, well know.n to Fame. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
127 p 3 It is well known we have not had a more moderate
Summer these many Years. 1780 Mirror No. 87 She in-

stanced the well-known lines of Shakespeare. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, The well-known leader of the Porteous
mob. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 163/1 Dry Rot, a well-known
disease affecting timber. 1850 M cCosh Div. Govt. n. i.

(1S74) 140 It is well known that art has in general preceded
science. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 46 His father being
a very well-known man. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.
(ed. 6) 95 Any well-known brand [of Bromide paper].

2. Intimately or thoroughly known.
1590 Spenser F. Q. in. v. 17 A narrow foord, to them well

knowne. 1596 /bid. v. viii. 40 The dreadfull sight did them
so sore affray, That their well knowen courses they forwent.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 391 The Stallion snuffs the

well-known Scent afar. 1711 Sti-ele Sped. N0.4 P 2 There
are. .many to whom my Person is as well known as that of

their nearest Relations. 1726 Pope Odyss. xvi. 9 Some
well-known friend (Eumaeus) bends this way. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla x. xii, A well-known voice reached her
ears. 2805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. xxv, The boy . . Implor'd

for aid each well-known face. 1867 Morris Jason 11. 15 So
lightly through the well-known woods he passed.

absol. x8go Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXVI. 158/2 It is

always best to begin with the well-known, and proceed to

the less known or altogether unknown.
Wellkyn, var. Wilkin Obs.
Well-la'boured, ///. a. Skilfully wrought or elabo-

rated! thoroughly tilled. 1708 J. PHiursCy^ri. 343 When
they to the vocal Shell Warble melodious their well-labour'd

Songs. 1718 Pope Iliad xxiv. 287 A large, well-labour'd

bowl. 1835X1rk P/tilos. Manuf. 41 Lancashire is the fertile

and well-laboured soil in which the seed of factory know-
ledge will bring forth fruit one hundred fold. Well-la*-
bouring, ppl. a. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 127 Whose
well-labouring sword Had three times slaine th 'appearance

of the King. Well-laced,///. a. (See Laced 6.) 1826

J, F. Cooper Last ofMohicans vi, A powerful draught of
the woodman's high flavoured and well-laced compound.
Well-la'den, ppl. a. 1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride Epil.

22 Devoutly praying. .That some well-laden Ship may strike

the Sands. Well-laid,///, a. Also with adv., as in, on.

1679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits 1. (1681) 19 That damn'd Com-
mittee, whom the Fates ordain Of all our well-laid Plots to

be the bane. 1826 Galt Last ofLairds iv. 31 A weel-laid-

on whack o' the tawse. 1847 Surtees Hawbuck Grange
xii. 247 Our friends now got among nice, level, well-laid,

well-pleached fences. 1854 — Handley Cr. \u (igoi)^ II.

92 Jorrocks, who is well-laid in on the road for a view,

screeches and holloas them on. t Well-la'nded, ppl. a.

Obs. Possessed of much land. x6oi Holland Pliny xvm.
iii. I. 550 Rich and substantiall men were tearmed in Latine,

"

Locupletes, as one would say, Loci-pleni, [i. well-landed].

a 1623 Camden Rem., Armories (1636) 212 Ralph de Curva
Spina or Creythorne, descended from an Ancestor well

landed in Kent.

t Well-la nguaged, a. Obs. Having a good
command of language. Also, skilled in languages.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 171 A wel-langaged lud. 1523 [see

Languaged 2]. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglioue's Courtyer 1.

(1577) E j b, margin^ Men that will be demed to be well

languaged. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. ii. 37 Well-

languag'd Danyel. 1639 Saltmarshe Policy 231 Where en-

treaties are of moment, use well languaged men ; thus were

the men of Lystra perswaded. 1671 [see Languaged it

b. Expressed in good language, well-worded.

1692 Wood Ath. Oxen. II. 169 His.. well languag'd Ser-

mons.

t Well-leared,///. a. Obs. m next.

c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (Prose) 5 Euer sal be in his boht bat

his munkis be wel lered. a 1774 Fkkgusson Poems, Drink
Eel. 5 3 As weel-lear'd travelers tell.

Well-learned, ppL a. Now rare. Having

sound knowledge or instruction ; deeply read or

versed {in a subject).

1426 Paston Lett. I. 25 Maister Iohn Blodwelle, a weel

Ierned man holden. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xx. 129 A sad

and weel leerned clerk in moral philsophie. 1594 Shaks.

Rick, III, ni. v. 100 With reuerend Fathers and well-learned

Bishops. rti6oo Hooker Feci. Pol. vti. xxiv. § 5 And for

discharge of a Bishops Office, to be well minded is not

enough, no not to be well learned also. 1641 Milton Prel.

Fpisc. Wks. 1851 III. 90 He that thinks it the part of a well

learned man.. to be no stranger to the volumes of the

Fathers. 1709 Strype Ami. Ref. I. xxxiii. 336 A Man he

was well learned in the Scripture. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xii. 90 He's a weel-meanin' man, an' a weel-

leern't. 1887 Morris Odyss. xi. 432 She, well-learned in sin.

b. Of a weapon : Skilfully directed, poet.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. vii. 11 His well learned speare

Tooke surer hould.
WelMeaved, a. Full of foliage. 1616 W. Browne Brit.

Past. 11. iii. 52 A little Robin Red-brest..Sate sweetly

singing on a well-leau'd Thorne. 1901 H. Seebohm Birds

of Siberia xxx. 307 A well-leaved branch of a pine-tree.

Well-led,///, a. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts, Heb. xiii. 7

Their well-led lives. 1678 Dillingham Serm. Funeral Lady
Alston 26 A Survey of an holy and well-led Life. 1890 Kip-

ling Departm, Ditties, etc. (ed. 4) 48 Ere two well-led cotil-

lions Have danced themselves away. Well(-)left, Ppl- <*•

(See Leave v. 1 2 b.) 1620 T. May Heir 1. (1633) B 1,1 must

expresse a griefe Not vsuall, not like a well left heire For

his dead father. 1898 ' C. Hare ' Broken Arcs viii. 102 A



WELL-LEGGED. 299 WELL-MARKED.
widow ' well left ', who kept a small shop. Well-legged,
a. 155a Hui.oet, Brawned or well armed, or legged, torosus.

1593 Pass. Morrice (1876) 82 Some were.. perfect of bodje,

yet ill legged; other, which were well legde, shaled with

their feete. ^1779 D. Graham Writ. (1883) II. 53 For his

mither tell'd him the women look'd ay to the men's legs or

they marry 'd them, and the well-legged louns gade ay best

aft

"Well-lettered, #/. a. Having a good know-
ledge of letters; imbued with learning.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7894 (Bodl. MS.) Prest weyl
lettred ys to blame pat letteb nat..To pleye wyb wymmen.
C1440 Alphabet of Tales 217 A bisshop bat was a passyng

sutell clerk, & a well-letterd. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg.

4,27/1 The which, .was. .also in theologye wel letterd. 1597
Beard Theatre God's fudgem. (1612) 265 Quintius Valerius,

a wise and well lettered man. 1858 Gen. P. Thompson A udi

Alt. lvi. I, 220 Happy and well-iettered peasantry. 1870

Disraeli Lothair xlii. 212 The Bishop, .would not himself

have made a bad cardinal, being polished and plausible,

well-lettered, yet quite a man of the world.

WelMi-ghted,/>/./i. 1631 Milton Epit. March. Winch.
20 With a scarce-wel-lighted flame, a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell
Wives <y Dau. xxvi, The rooms are not well-lighted to-night,

are they, Mr. Preston? 1867 H. Latham Black <y White
84 Each family occupies a separate corridor, high, well-

lighted.

Well-liked, ///. a. [Cf. OE. ?uel-gettcod,

glossing L, beneplacitum^\ Regarded with much
affection or approval. Also f well liked of.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia HI. (1922) 12 This their well liked

fellowship. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1. iv. 174 To put him-
self into possession of his new, and well lik'd of charge.

i8so A. McNay Poet. Wks.33 (E.D. D.) The herd came
rinnin' o'er the lea, His weel-liked cur to see. 1896 Jlf'Clwe's
Mag. VI. 446/1 A good politician, and, on the whole, a very
well-liked man.

t Well-liking, vbl. sb. Obs. [Cf. OE. wel-

Itcung, glossing L. beneplacitum.'] Favourable re-

gard, fondness; approbation or love {of) t

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Iv. 12. 214 All well-lyking of
reason and honestie was quite banished. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 4or But this man lacking luck, did also lacke

wel lyking. 1586 A. Day Eng. Sccretorie 11. (1625) 46 Whil-
est by an outragious well-liking of your selfe, you become
ignorant of your owne mischiefes. 1603 Daniel Def. Ryme
Wks. {1717) 6 Drawn farther on by the WelMiking and Ap-
probation of my worthy Lord. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol.

65 His approbation and wel-liking of those Innovations.

1679 Pepys Let. 6 May, Which you were pleased . . to express
your well-liking of.

Well-liking, ///. a. [Cf. OE. wel-licendlic

adj.
,
pleasing. For f well-like v. see Well adv. 3 1 .]

1. In good condition and of lusty appearance

;

thriving, healthy, plump, arch.

13.. Prose Psalter xci. 14 Hij shul ben wele likand.

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1564 Aboute it is gras spryng-
yng, For moist* so thikke and wel likyng That it ne may in

wynter dye. c t^oj^arto/tope 1087 Strong he was and wele
lykyng. 1539 Bible (Great)_ Ps. xcii. 13 They, .shalbe fat

and wel lyking [1611 flourishing]. 1561 Daus tr. Bullittger

on Apoc. (1573) 119 The Popes clergie shal be well fed, faire

and welliking. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 46 Houselike, .is

alwaies greene and well liking. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
1. ii. 11. i. 90 A Carthusian of a ruddy colour, and well like*

ing. 1685 H. More Illustration etc. 1 They_ refusing the

King's portion, grow fair and well liking with pulse and
water. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. Introd. 16 But be
very careful daily to observe whether your patient continues
in good health, and is fat and wtjll-liken. 1795 Jemima I.

176 His Lordship, .looks altogether smug and well-liking.

1865 Kingsley Herew. xxix, There came into the camp at

Brandon, riding $>n an ambling pad, himself fat and well-

liking, none other than Sir Deda. 1891 M. Muriel Dowie
Girl Karp. 121 There was a tendency in the conditions at

the farm to make one fat, lazy, and well-liking.

fig. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L. v. ii. 268 Wel-liking wits they
haue, grosse, grosse, fat, fat. 1643 D. Rogers Naaman Ep.
Ded. 3 To grow wel-liking and flourishing in goodnesse.

t 2. Pleasant, agreeable. Obs.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. t. xlvii. 478 It be-
seemeth a man. .to be well liking, gentle and acceptable [se

rendre piaisant, doux et aggreaole] to an honest and ver-

tuous wife.

Well-limbed, a. Having good or fine limbs.
1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. 2043 [Jason] So wel I-lemed

and compact by inesure. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 151
Thinhabitantes are of high and goodly stature, well lymmed
and proportioned. »6«5 Maldon (Essex) Documents Bundle
208 No. 9 A well-lymb'd gelding. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 14 The people are . . well limmed and proper, nor want
they courage, .to their limmes. 1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4249/4
Lost. ., a.. Horse, ..a very strong well-liml/d Punch. 179a
Ann. Reg., Charac. 359 She was well limbed though so low
of stature. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. V. liv. 137 He was
tall and slender, well-limbed, of a graceful address.

Well-limned, ppl. a. Also 7 -limb'd, lim'd,
limmed. lit. and fig. (See Limn v. 3, 3b.)
Quot. 1616 perh. belongs to Well-limbed.
XS97 Middleton Wisd. Solomon xiv. 18 The crafts-man.,

makes the idoll comely, faire, and great, With welt limnd
visage, and best fashioned shape. 1616 W. Browne Brit.
Past. 11. i. 20 Neere this the curious Pencell did expresse
A large and solitary wildernesse, Whose high well limmed
Oakes in growing show'd As they would ease strong Atlas
of his load. 1637 S. Marmion in T. Heywood Descr. H.M.
Ship (1638) To Author A 3 b, Now for a Homer whose im-
mortall Verse In well lim'd lines, and raptures might rehearse
The bravery of this Vessell. 1652 F. GreviVs Sidney Ep.
Ded., Both your Bloud and Vertues do so strongly Intitle

you to this well-limb'd Piece. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
468 It is the part of Poetry to have a judicious Reception of
a well-lim'd Notion.

Well-lined, ///. a. [See Line v\ i, 3.]
Furnished with a good lining. K\%ofig.
1561 Bullein Bulw. Defi, Sick Men (1579) 6 The pacyent

to haue light warme clothes, and slyppers, cleane, & well

lyned. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvi. 336 Well cotier'd in a
well-lin'd shield. 1784 CowrER 'Task n. 737 His cap well

lin'd with logic not his own.

b. spec. Of a purse: Full of money. fOf a

person : Affluent. Obs.
161 1 Cotgr., A isi en son mesnage, of good estate, well lined,

well to liue. 1677 Miege />.-./;«£. Dict.s.v.Chaitd, He wants
for nothing, he is warm, or well lined. 1691 [see Lined
ppt.a.']. 1820 [see Line^. 1

3]. (11832 Bentiiam Const/tut.

CodeWks. 1S43 IX. 102 It is the interest of all highwaymen,
not only that travellers should be numerous, but that their

purses should be well-lined. 1831 James Phil. Augustus
xxxvii, A well-lined pouch of chamois leather.

t Well-liquored,///, a. Obs. Stocked with liquor. 1623

J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise ofHempsced 6 His blushing
Lattice would looke pale and wan, Nor could lie long be a
well liquord man. Well-liveried, a. 1835 Lvtton
Ricnzi 11. iv, Thinking of his own well-liveried menials.

Well-li'ving, vbl. sb. A virtuous manner of life.

c 1400 Rule ofSt. Bend (Verse) 243 For who to wele-lifmg

sail win, With greuauns grete bairn busbigiu, 1656 Stanley
Hist. Philos. v. (1687) 162/2 The first [part of Philosophy],

concerning well living.

Well-li'ving,///. a. That leads a good life.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. x. 431 pere aren witty and wel lib-

bynge {j'usti atque sapicnles], ac her werkes ben yhudde In

be hondes of almkty god. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems iii. 76 Wel
lyuyng man [is] hardy of kynde. 1596 in Spalding Club
Misc. I. 87 Thi self wsand thy v. itchecraft, altogidder con-

trarius to the natour of weill levand personis. 1870 Newman
Gram. Assent I. iv. 55 The piously-minded and well-living

people in all ranks of the community.
Well-loaded, ppl.a. 1781 CowrER Convcrsat. 196 Were

I empow'r'd to regulate the lists, They should encounter
with well-loaded fists. i8zz tr. Iliad ix. I. 275 When I

have dragged to the sea my well-loaded vessels. Well-
lodged,///

1

, a. 1781 Cowtkr Tab.e-t.z21 His form robust

. .Supplies with warm activiiy and force A mind well-lodg'd.

Well-looked, a. Cbs exc. Sc. [See "Well adv.

32 and Looked-.] Of good appearance, good-
looking.

1664 Pepys Diary 19 Aug., His lady. .is a well-looked, fat,

short, old I 'utchwoman. 1722 W. Hamilton Wallace xm.
(1816) 145 Nine thousand Scots. .All swinging, able, lusty,

well look'd men. 1737 GentI. Mag. VII. 651/2 The Officers

were very apt to discharge an old Soldier, as often as they
could find a clever well-look'd young Fellow ready to list

in his Stead. 1756 Mrs. Caldf.rwood in Colhtess Collect.

(Maitl. Club) 154 A very genteel well-looked man. c 1817

Hogg Talcs fy Sk. III. 126 A worthy excellent woman rather

well looked. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley vii, A well-looked,

well-meant, and. .well-dispositioned girl. 1897 J. Willock
Shetland Minister 30 (E. D. D.) Well-looked ladies.

Well-lOO'king, ///. «. Of good or attractive

appearance, good-looking : a. of persons.

Formerly very common, but now less usual than Good-
looking.
1702 Steele Funeral\.\. 4 That Hale Well-looking Puppy !

1737 Genii. Mag. V'II. 176 A well-disciplin'd Army of above
7000 Collectors, and a peaceable well-looking one of 1S000

Men. 1772 Graves Spir. Quixote in. ix. (1783) 1. 151 A well-

looking elderly gentleman. 1811-13 Jane Austen Mans-
field Park xix, You should tell your father he is not above
five feet eight, or he will be expecting a well-looking man.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xli, The sisters were rather

well-looking young women. 1874 R. Tyrwhitt Sketch.

Club 6 He was.. well-bred, and something more than well-

looking. 1895 J. G. Millais Breathfr. I 'cldt (1899) 66 His
brother Piet (a fine well-looking fellow).

transf. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conquer 1, Tell me, Con-
stance, how do I look this evening?. .Is it one of my well-

looking days, child? am I in face to-day?

b. of an animal, plant, building, etc.

1772 Ann. Reg. 7 The blades.. produced well-looking ears ;

but these were hollow, and totally destitute of grain. 1796
W. H. Marshall Planting II. 8 This [the horse-chesnut]

is a large well looking tree. 1832 G. C. Lewis Lett. (1870)

18 Avignon is a well-looking town. 1819 E. Rigby tr.

Chatt-auvieux' Italy 76 Almost every farm maintains a well-

looking horse, which goes in a small two-wheeled cart, i860

Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) II. 171 The well-looking

lines of building on each side of the Arno. 1886 Froude
Oceana xi. 189 The houses of the wealthy and moderately

wealthy classes are solid and well-looking.

C. Jig. Of an idea: Specious, attractive.

i8ix Henry fy Isabella II. 174 The well looking idea of

befriending an inexperienced young woman.
Well(-)lost,///. a. Lost in a good cause or for a good

consideration, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1922) 112 Never
can God himselfe perswade me, that Pyrocles life is not well

lost, for to preserve the most admirable Philoclea.^ 1601

Shaks. Alls Weill, iii. 254 Would your honor But giue me
leaue to trie successe, I'de venture The well lost life of mine,

on his Graces cure, By such a day, an houre. 1678 Dryden
{title) All for Love, or the World well Lost.

Well-lotted : see Lotted b.

Well-loved, fpl- a. = Well-beloved.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7288 Prophet he was, sir samuel, Wel

luued wit godd, for he was lei. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar
Angus (1879) I. 166 Our landis of Cragnenady in Glenyleff

to our welluvyt frend Wilzam coly. 1842 Tennyson Ulysses

35 This is my son, mine own Telemachus, .. Well-loved of

me. 1887 Morris Odyss. n. 415 E'en so as they had been
bidden by Odysseus' well-ioved son. 1895 Catholic Mag.
Aug. 228 St. Cuthbert's well-loved Melrose.
Well-lunged, a. Furnished with good lungs. 1693 Dry-

. den Persius v. 3 Whether to the well-lung d Tragedians
Rage They recommend their Labours of the Stage.

Well-made, ppL a. Also 5 -makyd.
1. Of a person or animal : Well-proportioned, of

good build.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8527 Quarre he was & wel ymad
,

vor to be strong, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 36 Heo hath

;
a mete myddel smal. Body ant brest wel mad al. c 1375
Barbour Bruce 1. 385 Off lymmys he wes weill maid, With

i
banys gret & schuldrys braid. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta

Secret. 226 Tho men whyche haue wel-makyd and synowy
and stronge legges. c 1475 RaufCoityar 4 S6 War he ane
manly man, as he is weill maid, He war full michtie. 1513
More in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 786 She was. .moderate
of stature, well made, & very wise. 1664 Peiys Diary
15 Aug., He is a comely and well-made man. 1707 Land.
Gas. No. 4391/4 A bay gelt Horse. .well made and well
ribb'd. 1783 Mrs. Cowley Bold Stroke v. {1784) 75 Let me
see—a good air, and well made, you are the man for a
dancer. 1849 C. Bronte Shir.'ey iv, His stature was rather
tall, and he was well-made and wiry. 1856 Kane Arctic
Explor. II. xx. 204 She was a tall, well-made woman.

2. Of tilings: Skilfully fabricated, constructed,

or contrived.

iS-. Dunbar Poems xxviii. 21 ^e tai^ouris, with weilmaid
clais Can mend the werst maid man that gais. 1577 Googe
Hcresbach's Husb.i. 42 b, We content ourselue^ with our
earthen floores, wel made and of good earth. 1601 Shaks.
All's Well iv. iii. 254 Halfe won is match well made.
1621 in Foster Eng. Factories hid. (igc6) 258 Greater
quantities] of well-made cloth. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Mr. Watkins Toiile i, Her complexion ..was as clear as
that of a well-made wax doll. 1887 Spons" Hoasch. Man.
715 A well-made toque is graceful, becoming, and comfort-
able. 1897 Daily IVcivs 5 Jan. 6/1 There has been.. a very
decided reaction against the ' well-made ' novel— that is the
novel cunningly planned and ingeniously conducted to a
d efin ite denouement.

Well-ma naged,///. a.

1. Carefully and skilfully controlled, handled,

carried on, or dealt with.
1665 Waller Upon H. M. New Buildings 25 From a con-

fin'd, well-manag'd Store, You both employ, and feed the
Poor. 1677 Dryden Slate Innoc. I. 5 A well-manag'd War.
1784 Cqwper Task in. 800 When his vote, Well-manag'd,
shall have earn'd its worthy price. 1842 W. C. Taylor
Tour Manuf. Districts Lanes. 137 The operatives in a well-

managed country mill. 184s Florist's Jrnl. 211 A collection

of 15 stove and greenhouse plants, .which contained many
well-managed plants. 1876 .Miss Yonge Womankindili. 17

Many well-managed children are uncomfortable if they do
not repeat ' their Catechism ' straight through on the Sun-
day. 1884 E. Yates Recoil. I. 203 In tho>e days the little

Adelphi was a popular and well-managed resort.

2. Of a horse (see Managed i).

1697 Dryden sEneis x. 1226 His Courser.. Well mouth 'd,

well manag'd. 1814 Scott // 'a-.: xiii, The Baron, .mounted
on an active and well-managed horse.

Well;-;manned, fpl a. Equipped with a

proper complement of men.
cn$o Contin. Brut 469 Grete vessels, ..stronge and well-

manned. 1482-3 Paston Lett. III. 294 With ij. good carts

well mannyd and horsyd. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xviii.

(1012) 460 A well-mand Galley. 1591 Syivfstek Du Bartas
I. ii. 191 Then should the sucking Elephant support Upon his

shoulders a well-manned Fort. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Tra? 1

.

2 Six great and wel-mann'd ships, a 1684 R. Leighton
Comm. Pet. i. 5 (1693)64 So long as*the place, .is of sufficient

strength and well man ,

d..they are in safety. 1720 Ramsay
Prosp. Plenty 1S1 A wood o' mpsts, witl maim'd. 1835
Dickens Sk. Boz, River, A well-manned galley shoots

through the arch. 1869 A. R. Wallace Malay Archipelago
II. 5Q Their long well-manned praus.

Well-mannered, a.

f 1. Endowed with good morals, displaying virtu-

ous conduct and behaviour. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C- XI. 260 A mayde wel ymanered, of

good men yspronge. C1400 Dcstr. Troy 6320 Patroclus,

|>e proud kyng, was..Wel manert & meke. ci4Sotr. De
Imitalione I. xxv. 37 Hou swete it is. -to se fervent & de-

uoute brebren & wel manerd [bene morigcmtos] & under
discipline, a 1475 Ashby Dicta Philos. 113 Wele manered
people bene of goode lif. 1526 Pilgr. Perf(W. de W. 1531)

45 Whiche were in theyr conuersacyon ryght honest & well
manerd. 1570 T. Norton tr. Ncnvcl's Catech. 7b In Chirches
well ordered and well mannered [In ecclesiis bene institutis

atque mora; is] there was [etc.]. 1596 Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 235 A man quha feiret God, and Was Weil
maneret, and of singular conditiounis [singulari morum
probitate praedito]. 1597 J. King On Jonas (1618) 3S2 To
nurse you vp in a ciuil & well-mannered country.

2. Displaying good manners, courteous.

1547 Boorde Introd. Knoivl. iii. (1870) 132 The people of

the Englyshe pale be,metely wel manerd,.. but naturally

they be testy. 1574 H ellowes Gueuara's Pant. Ep. (1577) 74
Haue a care to be well manered: for with good manners,
more than with any other thing we withdrawe our enimies,

and do susteine our friends. i68j Dryden Medall Ep. to

Whigs, liy which well-mannerd and charitable Expressions,
1 was certain of his Sect, before I knew his name. 1693 —
Juv. Ded. (1697J p. lxv, A Well-manner'd Court-Slave.

1714 Mrs. Manley Adv. Rivella 38, 1 was too well manner 'd

to take the Black, and leave none to attend your Ladyship.

1741 Richardson Pamela II. 227 Where's your well-

manner'd Deceiver gone, Child ? says she. 1847 Mrs. Gore
Castles in Air vi, Though good-looking, and even well*

mannered, because courteous and unaffected, they had no
pretension to be ladies. 1847 Lytton Lucretia 1. i, The
boy.. was so lively, yet so well mannered.
absol. 1856 Lever Martins of Cro' Martin xxiii. 244, I

have given up association with the well-bred and the well-

mannered, to rub shoulders with the coarse-minded, the

rough-hearted, and the vulgar.

Well-marked, pp/- a. Clearly defined or out-

lined, easy to distinguish or recognize.

1797 M. Baillie Mori. Anat. (ed. 2) 71 Any well marked

example of this disease. 1830 Whewell Archtt. Notes

German Ch. 43 These arches have well-marked mouldings.

1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 74 Shells . .
of large size, and

well-marked forms. 1861 Paley Mschylus (ed. 2) Sutplices

894 note, A play which has several well-marked resemblances

to this. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. ix. 175 Even languages

of so limited area as the Basque in the Pyrenees, have their

well-marked dialectic forms. 1875 Huxley & Martin Elem.

Biol. 243 Each [cell] has a well-marked oval nucleus. 1886

Druce Flora Oxfi 346 This well-marked plant occurs on

wall-tops and dry banks.
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WELL-MARRIED. 300 WELL-NEAR.
Well(-)ma*rried, ppl, a. Fortunate in one's marriage.

Also, t legally married. 159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. iv. v. 77
Shee's not well married, that Hues married long. But shee's

best married, that dies married yong. 1600 — A. Y. L, III.

iii. 94 He is not like to marrie me wel : and not being wel
married, it will be a good excuse for me heereafter, to leaue
my wife. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxii. 273 Is it

not a sad thing to think of, that ladies, let them be young or

old, well. married oriil-married, cannot live without intrigue?
Well-marshalled,///, a. 1645 Waller At Pens-hurst
11. 16 If shee walk, in even rankes they stand, Like some
well marshall'd and obsequious band.

_
Well-masked,

ppl. a. i860 Pusey Min, Propk. 212 Vice imagines virtue to

be we ll-masked vice.

Well-matched, ///. a,

1687 D&YDKN Hind § P. I. 356 And sacrilege and she, A
well-match'd pair, got graceless heresie. 1749 G. West tr.

Pindar, Olymp. Odes v. (1753) I. 46 The well-match'd
Coursers. 1807 Crabbe Par. Keg. 11, 358 Now to be wed a
well-match'd couple came. 1837 Dickens Pickw. liii, You
are a well-matched pair of mean, rascally, pettifogging
robbers. 1854 Poultry Citron. II. 310 All perhaps verygood
birds, but. .not forming a well-matched pen.
Well-ma'ted, ppl, a. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xxi.

142 Then the well-mated pair proceeded to hold high dis-

course of fate and freewill. Well-matu'red, ppl. a.

1676 Evelyn Terra 53 Ca*t..on this a layer of well-matur'd
Dung. 1748 Melmotk Fitzosborne Lett. lvi. (1749) II. 81
Sound thought and well-matured reflection. 1897 Century
Mag. May 104 This quiet but intense thinking and the well-

matured ideas which resulted from it.

tWell-meaned, a. Obs. [See Well adv. 32
<md Meaxed.] Furnished with considerable means.
1605 Marston Dutch Courtezan v. [iii.] H 2 b, He thats of

faire bloud, well meand, of good breeding.

t Well-meaned,///. a. Obs. [Mean vX[
1. Kindly disposed. Sc*

£1470 Henry Wallace xi. 1041, I haift" spokyn with lord
Clyffurd that knycht, Wyth thair chyftanys weill meny t for

your lyff.

2. = Well-meant.
aiyu Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. ir. 94 Well-

mean 'd, tho' wandring Pray'rs. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 606
The Christian Common Prayer Book. . . Sensible, moderate,
and well-meaned.

Well-mea ner. One who means well or is

well-intentioned.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia To Rdr. A 6 b, With well-

meaners even good -Meanings and Aimes in Authors attone
their Failings. 1683 Drydes Vind. Dk. Guise 59 Deluded
well-meaners come over out of honesty, and small oiTeudors
out of common discretion, or fear. 1700 — Pal. <y Arc. in.

205 Well-meaners think no Harm. 1855 M. Bridges Pop.
Mod. 1 list. 432 On its benches sat many enthusiasts, no sages,

a few well-meaners, and some colossal scoundrels.

Well-mea'ning, vbl. sb. Disposition to do
what is right; good intentions.

1569 Elviden Closet of Counsels (1573) To Rdr., I craue
thy curtesie to respect of my well meaning, rather than of
my abilitie. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ill. (1922) 57 The
almightie powers, whom I inuoke as triers of mine innocencie
and witnesses of my wel meaning. 1667 H. More Div.
Dial. v. xxvi. {1713) 4S7 If that be at the bottom, ..their weli-

meaning is commendable. 1703 Earl Orrery As youfind
it in. ii. 38 Sir, your Deportment has been very surprizing
to me, ..but your Youth and Well-meaning may in a great
measure excuse you. 1744 Mason Muszeus (1748) 13 Let my
well-meaning mend my ill essay. 1768 Woman of Honor I.

209 A few men of good sense, and real well-meaning, a 1849
H. Coleridge Ess, (1851) II. 254 Though I give the Bishop
credit for well-meaning in his refusal of the pictures offered
to St. Paul's.

Well-mea'ning, ppl. a. Having, or actuated
by, good intentions ; animated by a kindly purpose
or friendly disposition.
Often with a somewhat derogatory implication of ineffi.

ciency or unwisdom.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. v. 117 Right as see yeveth

flood, bo draweth see ebbe, and pulleth ayen under wawe al
the firste out-throwe, but-if good pyles of noble govern-
aunce in love, in wel-meninge maner, ben sadly grounded.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 124 And albeit that he were not
lerned, yet was he a vertuous and well meanynge man.
a 1557 Grimald in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 106 That nothyng
hynder your welmeanyng minde. 1579 W. Wilkinson
Con/ut. Earn. Love B ij, Take this briefe freindly and well
meaning aunswere to your exceptions in good part. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 11. L 128 My brother Gloucester, plains
well meaning soule. 1649 Milton Eikon. xvii. 158 What a
Cordial and well meaning helper they had of him abroad.
1673 True Worship of God p. iv, Some out of a well mean-
ing mistake, thinking that which they call Preaching, the
only means of Salvation. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. Ded.
p 1 'Tis the fault of many a well-meaning Man, to be offici-

ous in a wrong place. 171a Addison Sped. No. 299 p 3
She.. treats me like a plain well-meaning Man, who does
not know the World. 1828 Lytton Pelham Ixxxi, The
annuity we have agreed upon, is only to be given in case of
success—not merely for well meaning attempts. 1857 Mrs.
Mathews Tea-Table Talk I. 342 The well-intentioned but
injudicious actions of what are called well-meaning people.
1919 Eug. Hist. Rev, July 440 The paternal attitude of the
Tudor monarchy was at least well-meaning towards the
education of the poor.

Hence Well-mea'nimfly adv. ; Well-mea'ning-
ness.
1680 I C. Vind. Oaths fy Swearing (ed. 2) 37 That some

expedient may be found out for their ease in this Point, to
such especially as do erre ignorantly and well-meaningly.
1900 Spectator 13 Jan. 52/1 Sloppiness, mental and moral,
and vague well-meaningness.

Well-meant, ppl. a. Rightly, honestly, or
kindly intended ; said or done with good intention.

? 1476 J. Paston in P. Lett. III. 159, I have herd oft tymys
Rychard Stratton sey that ye can and wyll take every thyng
well that is well ment. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 111. iii. 67

His demand Springs not from Edwards well-meant honest
Loue, But from Deceit, bred by Necessitie. 1628 R. Hay-
man in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1918J Jan. 31 The pooresuccesseof
diuers of these well meant general treatises. 1707 Atter-
bcry Vind. Doctr. Funeral Serm. Bennet 4 Had I err'd in
this case, it had been a well-meant Mistake. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. xxxviii, My ill-timed, though well-meant, request.
1886 Bb&ant Chitdr. Gideon II* xxiv, Valentine's well-meant,
but perhaps injudicious interference.

b. quasi-j<$. (with personification).
i6qz [see Well-done 2d].

Well-measured, ppl. a*

1. Composed in good measure or rhythm.
C1645 Milton Souu. to Lawes 1 Harry whose tuneful and

well measur'd Song First taught our English Musick how
to span Words with just note and accent. 1839 Hallam Hist.
Lit. II. it. vii. § 9 Puttenham is perhaps the first who wrote
a well- measured prose.

2. Wisely calculated or adjusted.
1839-40 Wordsw. Puuishm. Death viii, Yet, as she may,

for each peculiar case She [the State] plants well-measured
terrors in the road Of wrongful acts.

Well-meated : see Meated a.

Well-met, ppl. a. (See also M eet v. 4 b and Hail-fellow
A. b.) a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xi. (1912) 223 To stand
upon the best defensive gard he could;, .sometime with
strong and well-met wards. 1707 E. Smith Phaedra $ Hipp.
v. 57 Haste then, let's joyn our well-met Hands together.
Well-me "tailed, ppl. a. Liberally supplied with precious
metal ; well paid or remunerated. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.)
Humours Heaven (Grosart) 38/1 But, Fortune from the same
these Scripts did pull, And In exchange fill'd either fist with
Gold : For, while they had but Papers they were dull ; But
being wel-mettl'd they were blithe and bold. 01734 [see
Metalled 3]. tWell-me*ttled, ppl. a. [Mettled i.J

1639 T. de Grey Compi. Horsem.i. iv. (1656) 37 Horses.,
must have also good eyes, obedient mouthed, and well
mettled. 1693 J. D. Marsh in Congreve Old Batchelor To
Author, Like a well-metled Hawk you took your flight

Quite out of reach.

Well-mi- nded, a.

1. Having, or actuated by, a good disposition or
intention; right-minded, loyal; f generously or
favourably disposed, benevolent.
1522 More De quat. Aroviss. Wks. 74/1 By whiche thy

speache and talking, thou shalt not onely profile thy selfe as
thou sholdest haue done by thy well minded sylence, but
also [etc.]. 1524 Q. Marg. in Mary A. E. Wood Lett. Roy,
Ladies (1846) I. 324 Your grace shall understand that there
is many lords well-minded to the same, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 1. xiii. (1912) 88 An honest and well-minded gentle-
man. 1621 Sanderson Serm., Ad Pop. iv. (16S9) 211 By
their affected poverty diverting the Charity of well-minded
people from those that were truly_ poor. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. iv. § 233 Sober, well-minded men, who were real
lovers of the peace of the kingdom. 1651 Gataker Bale in
Fuller Abel Rediv. 507 Being ransomed by certaine charit-
able and well-minded Merchants. 1824 SouTiiEYZ/y£ (1849}
I. 115 He was a well-minded boy, and has made a very
respectable man. 1869 Thollope He knew etc. I. ii. 12 Had
he been perfectly well-minded in the matter, he would have
gone too.

2. Wishful or determined {to do something).
1859 Ld. Lytton Wanderer 243 Forty thousand weather-

cocks Each well-minded to keep his place,

Well-mi'ngled, ///. a. 1706 Watts Horse Lyr. 11. (1727)
231 How blest the lovely Pair, Beyond Expression, if well-
mingled Loves And Woes well-mingled could improve our
Bliss 1 Well-mixed,/^/, a. 1599 Sir J. Davies Nosce
Teipsum 10 Others thinke the name of Soule is vaine, And
that we onely well mixt bodies are. 1680 Otway Compt,
Muse xv, How to frame a Commonwealth, And Democracy,
by_ stealth ; To palliate it at first, and Cry 'Twas but a Well-
mixt Monarchy. 1733 Pope Ess. Man iii. 294 Th accord-
ing music of a weil-mix'd State. Weli-mo'delled,
•mo*duled, ///. adjs. 1621 [see Module v. 2]. 1666
Burnet Mem. in Miscell. Sc. Hist. Soc. (1904) II. 340 We
enjoy the purity of Religion under a well modelled govern-
me nt.

t Well-mo*neyed, a. Obs. Well supplied
with, having plenty of, money.
1479 [see Moneyed i b], 1540 Palsgr, Acolastus 11. 1.

I iij, The storer of some well moneyed mayster [cellart'us

cuiuspiam nummatioris domini\. 1591 Savile Tacitus,
Hist. 11. lvi. 86 The soldiers, .designed out the well moneyed
inz.stexs[dites do?ninos\io piay vpon. 1639 Fuller Holy War
iv. viii. 180 So well-moneyed he was, that for ten yeares
together he might for every day expend an hundred marks.

1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Epist. 1. vi. 38 The goddesses,
Persuasion and Venus, grace the well-monied man.
Well-moralized, ppl. a. Regulated by good morals.

165a [see Moralized 3]. 2691 Norris Tract. Disc. 69 There
are more Examples of ill Living than of ill Thinking, and a
well-moralized Conversation, is a greater Rarity, than an
Orthodox Head. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1578 Chaucer,
whose native manners-painting verse, Well-moraliz'd, shines
thro' the Gothic cloud.

t Wellmost, adv. Obs. Also 6-7 welmost(e.
[Formed after Almost, by substitution of well for

all. See Well adv. 18.] Almost, well-nigh.
iSS° Crowley Epigr. 166 There are pore people, welmoste

innumerable, That are dryuen to begge. Ibid. 324 They
hadboeth sore legges,..Al rawe from the fote welmost to
theknee.^ 1556 T. Hoby tr. Castigliones Conrtyer'\'x^.n%\.
Epist. A ij b, In this point.. Englishmen are much inferiour
to well most all other Nations. 1619 W. Sclater Exp.
1 Thess. To Rdr., Which hath made me welmost a meere
Peripateticke in my studies. 1622 R. Harris Sermon To
Rdr., Our vnthankfulnes and vnfruitfulnes hath welmost
vndone vs. 1626 — Hezekiah's Recov. (1630) 30 It [sickness]
turnes him well-most into an Image.
Well-*no*tived, ppl. a. 1844 Kinglake Eotken xw. 377

This villanous, though well. motived trick of his. Well-
mou'lded,///. a. 1847 Tennyson Princess 11. gi A quick
brunette, well-moulded, falcon-eyed. 1890 L. C D'Oyle
Notches 39 The well-moulded form in which those bones had
once been encased.

Well(-)mounted,///. a.

1. Seated on a good horse.

159S Shaks, John v. vi. 42 These Lincolne-Washes haue
deuoured them, My selfe, well mounted, hardly haue
escap'd. 1630 Capt. J. Smith True Trav. vii. 12 Turba-
shaw with a noise of Howboyes entred the fields well
mounted and armed. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Dotage i,

Shadows well-mounted, dreams in a career. 1708 Boyek
Siege Toulon 11. 18 A Trooper well mounted and armed.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, ix, He was accosted by a well-
mounted stranger. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge x, He was
well-mounted upon a sturdy chestnut cob.

f 2. ? Having a good bodily carriage, well-

developed, * well set up'. h\%ofig. Obs.
1607 Beaum. & Fl. Womandtater iv. ii, A handsome,

young,fair enough, and well mounted wench. 1621 Fletcher
Wild-goose Chase n. ii, Of a small body, she has a mind well
mounted.

3. Fully equipped, well-appointed.
1846MRS. Gore Engl. Char. (T852) n Sir Gordon Mosley

and his white cravat are essential portions of every well
mounted dinner-table. 1853 Grote Greece n. Ixxxviii. XI.
495 After all the wants of a well-mounted peace-establish-
ment were satisfied.

4. Skilfully fixed or fitted.

1889 Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXV. 47/2 Offered in

exchange for two well-mounted slides, or other unmounted
micro material.

Well-monthed, a. Having a good mouth (in

various senses).

14.. in Harrow. /iV//Introd,25The horss. .well-mouthid,
well-wyndyd. 1547 Baldwin Mar. Philos. 73 b, The master
that instructeth, ought first to glue to his scholler a strong
bridle and sharpe bit, to the intent he may be well mouthed,
so that no man take him with lies. 1590 Cokaine Treat.
Hunting IJ 3 b, Hounds. .well mouthed, cold nosed. 1606
Chapman Genii. Usher 1. i, With harmonie Of well mouthed
hounds. 1641 Best Farming Bks. (Surtees) 13 Such [ewes]
as are whole and well wool'd, and indifferent well mouthed.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2056/4 Sixteen Couple of middle sized

Harriers, well mouthed. 1692 Sir W. Hope Fencing Master
12a A well mouthed horse, that will answer your Bridie-

Hand and spurres. 1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 11. i. 123 One
Tragic sentence. . Which . . well mouth'd Booth with emphasis
proclaims. 1842 J. Aiton Dom. Ecotn (1857) 237 The
mutton of a well-mouthed wether is better than that of a
young wether.

Well(-; named,///, a.

1. Called by an appropriate or suitable name.
1445 tr. Claudian in Anglia XXVIII. 269 This damysel

corrupcion is right wele namyd. 1861 L. Campbell Thexle-
tus p. vii, ' It was written ' (so the last page informs us) ' by
the hand of John', (well-named) ' Calligraphus'. 1879
Svmonds Shelley v. 129 This poem [Prometheus Unbound],
they cried, is well named, for who would bind it?

X 2. Having a good name or reputation. Obs.
1390 [see Name z\ l 2 b]. c 1450 Knt. de la Tour ix. 12 A

food woman, wel named and charitable. 1460 Paston Lett.
• 535» I comonyd late with a worschipful and a wele namyd,

a good thrifty man of this cuntre. a 1533 [see Name v. 1 2 b].

Well-na'tured, a. Obs. exc. Sc* and dial.

1. Having, or showing, a good or benevolent
disposition ; kindly, good-natured.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. n. 86 For which reason we

feare not in common speache to call one man well natured,
and an other of euell nature. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm.
Tim. 443/2 A quiet and well natured mind, c 165s Dor.
Osborne Lett. xhx. (1903) 222 If this be a fault in me, 'tis at
least a well-natured one. C1656 Sir H. Cholmiey Mem.
(1787) 28 He was a well-natured man, charitable to the poor.
1677 Drydkn State Innoc, Apol. Her. Poetry c 1 b, These
four lines, which have been sufficiently caavas'd by my well-

natur'd Censors. «i72i Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks.
(1729) II. 212 This great satisfaction of mind in doing any
generous well-natur'd action. 1759 Adam Smith Theory
Moral Sentim. iv. i. (1781) 276 The social and well-natured
James the First of Great-Britain. 1814 Scott Wav. xxv, His
brother's disgrace seemed to have removed from his well-

natured bosom all recollection of their differences. 1818
Hallam Mid. Ages v. (1819) II. 97 Brave indeed, well-

natured, and affaljle. x888 D. Grant Sc. Stor. 37, I ken
that he's weel-natured an' richt kindhairted.

b. fig. Accommodating, obliging.

1711 Countrey-Man's Lett. Curat 74 So well natur'd are

some Arguments that they can equally serve two contending
Parties.

f2. Of soil: Kindly, fertile. Obs.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1676J 51 This [trenching] is to be done
in severals, as deep as you think fit, that is, so far, as you
find the Earth well natur'd.

Hence Well-na'turedness.
1679 Penn Add>\ Prof. ir. (169a) 225 You had better leave

ofF valuing your selves upon the Mercy and Weil-natur'dness
of that Tenet.

Well-near, adv. Obs. exc. dial. [Early ME.
wel-ner, f. Well adv. 18 +Neak adv.2] = Well-
nigh.
C1200 Ormin 15517 An wif, J>att wass burrh blodless flod

Well ner all brohht to dse|;e. a 1300 Cursor M. 4760 pan

iacob and his suns warn For defaut wel ner for-farn. 1338

K. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 191 Welnere he com to late. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 1585 So was be wy3e wytles, he wed wel

ner. c 1460 To7vmley Myst. xiii. 387 Welner at the fyrst

cok. 4*1470 Henry Wallace U 438 He for wo weyle ner

worthit to weide. a 1547 Surrey in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 6

He lettes me to pursue a conquest welnere wonne. c 1578 in

Hakluyt's Voy. (1600) III. 63 The day was welneere spent.

1623 Favine T/ieat. Honour 11. i. 69 Wholiued (well-neare)

at tTie same time as the Geographer. 1627 Drayton Nwt*
phidia 471 Who then had well-neere crack'd her spleene

With very extreame laughter. 1656 Heylin Surv. France
298 Well-neer three miles in circuit. 1701 W. Wotton Hist.

Rome iv. 60 The Public Stock was well near exhausted.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 45 The last Time of these

two had well near been fatal to me. 1869 Stewart Rhymes
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5 (E.D.D.) Trees bow'd weel-near uprootin'. x88o W,
Cornw. Gloss, s. v., There were well-near a hundred people

in the field. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Well-near, an occa-

sional var. of Welly
t
but not nearly so common.

t Well-necked, a. 06s. 1538 Bale Thre Lawes 11.

Bvijb, The fellawe is wele decked, Dysgysed and wele
necked. 1578 J. Jones Preserv. Bodie <y Soule 1. iii. 6 [The
nurse shall be] broade breasted, and wel neckt.

Wellness (we'lnes). [f. Well a. + -ness.]

The state of being well or in good health.

Rather a nonce-wd. than of settled status like illness,

1654 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S.H.S.) IT.

197, I.. blessed God.. for my daughter's wealnesse. c 1655
Dor. Osborne Lett, xxviii. (1903) 126 You.. never send me
any of the new phrases'of the town. . .Pray what is meant by
wellness and unwellness? 1791 T. Twining Recreat. <$- Stud.
(1882) 145 When I say ' well ', I can't be supposed to mean
the wellness that one should predicate of a professor who
makes those instruments his study. 1836 Carlyle Nezo
Lett. (1904) I. 33, I feel really very well at present; and
could almost persuade myself it were the natural state of
•wellness. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 210 Some weeksof
such comparative ease and well-ness. 1896 Mrs. Drew in

A. C. Benson Life Abp. Benson (1890) II. 774 We were all

struck by his wellness. 1905 H. H. Colvill Step/lug Stone
264 With an old man like that, wellness was illness, and ill-

ness didn't seem not so very different from wellness.

Well-nigh. (we*l|iiai*)> °d&* Also as one word
or two. [OK. wel ne'ah, nj/i, f. Well adv. 18 +
Nigh adv.] Very nearly, almost wholly or entirely.

a 112s O. E. Chron. an. 999 (MS. F.) Welneah eall West
Cent. « 1135 — an. 1132 (Laud MS.) Sua 3aet te king was
wel-neh bepaht. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Hie forwunde-
den him welneih to deade. a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 44 Hire
horte was so g ret, "pat welne} hire fnast atschet. city*
Passion our Lord 477 in O. E. Misc. so Hit wes welneyh
mydday bo busternesse com. 1387 Trevisa Hlgdeu III. -ztz

Wel nyh alle his lyf tyme. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 539 Of
werke well ne I wede. 1449 Pecock Kefir. 1. i. 7 \Vee1ny3
thoru} al the chapiter. 1581 Rich Farew. Milit. Prof. Pj,
There was alreadie a whole yeare and a halfe welnie paste.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 81 fQo.) They swore that you
were welnigh dead forme. 1604 T. Wright Passions 1. vi. 22
The experience is common (welnie) in all beasts. 1613 Two
Noble K. in. ii, Tis now welnigh morning, a 1657 W.
Burton Itin. Anton. (1658) 34, I had wel-nigh forgotten the
distance. 1780 S. J. Pratt Emma Corbeti fed. 4) I. 6 The
blow which killed a son had well nigh killed a father also.

1848 Whittier Paean 2 The dreary nighthas wellnighpassed.
1864 Dasent Jest $ Earnest (1873) II. 263 Though before
they were well-nigh beggars. 1896 Law Times C. 489/2
Suspicion pointed strongly, well-nigh overwhelmingly against
the prisoner. 1920 Eng. Hist, Rev. Jan. 144 The amiable
and wellnigh faultless hero.

t Well-nosed, a. Obs. Keen-scented. 1611 Cotcr.,
Nazilleux, well nosed. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xvn. 433 He
was a passing wise, and well-nos'd Hound. 1625, 1709 [see
Nosed i b]. 1718 Entertainer No. 41. 280 Like a cunning
and well-nosed Blood-Hound. Well-ncrted, ppl. a.

1595 Shaks. John iv. ti. 21 In this the Anticke, and well
noted face Of plaine old forme, is much disfigured. Well-
nou'rished, ppl. a. [See further s. v. Nourished i, 2.]

1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret, 237 The body, .may endure
longe tyme, yf the kynde of man be Well y-noryschid. .by
ettynge and drynkynge. 1883 J. M. Fothergill Indigcs-
Htm etc. 280 Stout, well-nourished persons do not die of
wasting maladies, 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd.
p. Ixxv, His ruddy cheeks, and his well-nourished appear-
ance. Well-mrrtured,///. a, 1535 Coverdale ££<:/»*.

xxvi. 14 A well nurtured mynde. 1605 R. F. Dedekind's
Sch. S lovenrie (1904) 4 Well nurturde youth. 1781C0WPER
Table-T, 634 A well-nurtur'd train Of abler votaries. 1850
Thackeray Pendennis iii, A well-nurtured boy, brave and
gentle. Well-oared, a. 177a Murphy Grecian Dan.
1. 1, A wel I-oar 'd galley. 1870 Bryant Iliad 11. 362 On
board his well-oared bark.

Well off, adv. and a. [See Off adv. 1 1 and
quot. 1636 in Well adv. 6 b.]

1. Iu predicate, normally without hyphen : a.
Favourably circumstanced, fortunately situated

;

b. well provided, having no lack (const, for, f in)
;

esp. c. in easy circumstances, well-to-do.
a, 1733 Trav. J. MasseyiS, I was well off ifhe only call'd
me a Libertine. 176a [see Off adv. 11]. 1796 T. Morton
Way to get Married 1. (1800) 5 Why don't you go to the
other inn? I'll tell you—cause you know when you are well
off, ha, ha ! a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <y Dau. i, She was
a silly little thing, and did not know when she was well off.

b. 1800 Coleridge Let. to Poole in J. D. Campbell Life
(1894) 115 In gardens, etc., we are uncommonly well-off,

1879 Meredith Egoist viii, We are well-off for wild-flowers
here.

C. 1849 Lever Con Cregan vi^I began to conceive a great
grudge against all who were well off in life. 1854 Slrtees
Handlev Cr. ii. (iqoi) I. 16 He was pretty well off, that is to
say, he had more than he spent. 1866 Troi.lope Ctaverittgs
iv, If he dies, she will be well off, of course. 1889 ' J.S.
Winter' Mrs. Bob i, He was rich (or at least certainly well
off).

2. attrib. or adj. (with hyphen). In sense 1 c.
Also absol.

1884, 1888 [see Off cuiv. 11]. 1S93 Flrnivall Child-Mar.

\fiff
s Pref

" 49 A well-°ff widow. 1899 Allbutfs Syst.Med.
VIII. 301 The poor and hard-working are subject to mental
upset during nursing in much larger numbers than the well-
off. 1908 Sociolog. Rev. Apr. 131 The long-continued re-
fusal of the well-off classes to enter public hospitals.
Hence "Well-o ffaess. nonce-wd.
1866 Mrs. Oliphant Madonna Mary vi, Hesketh's well-

off-ness..was trying to a man. 1915 H. James Sense of
Past (1917)280 His being in 1820 as ' rich ' as he is, or was,
in 1910—which counts for an immense wel!-offness at the
earlier period.

Well-oiled,///, a. (/it. andy%-.).
1740 Somfrvii.le Hobbinol ii. 34 The well-oil'd Champion

shone. iSao W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1821) I. 54 Rip Van

Winkle.. was one of those happy mortals, of foolish, well-

oiled dispositions, who take the world easy. 1847 Tennysom
Princess til. 117 Sir, I was courteous, every phrase well-oil'd,

As man's could be. 1897 Outing XXIX. 536/1 Since then
she [the gun) has slumbered in weil-oiled security.

Well-omened, a. 1754 Francis Constaniine v. v. 56
These well-omen'd Thunders..Shall drown the Cries of Death.
1849 Blackvj. Mag. Feb. 211 Not a very complimentary or
well-omened name, certainly. t Well-opinioned, a,

Obs. Having a good opinion {of oneself). 1615 T. Adams
White Devil 61 The insolent hauty, welt-opinioned of them-
selues. 1628 Earle Microcosm, (Arb.) 47 He is not so well

opinion'd of himselfe, as industrious to make other.

Well-ordered, />//. a. Exhibiting good
order; rightly regulated ; carefully arranged

;

following good lines of conduct or procedure.
1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 11. ii. 180 There is a Law in each

well-ordred Nation To curbe those raging appetites that are
Most disobedient and refracturie. 1615 Chapman Odyss.
xix. 158 Nothing else, the cause Of all these blessings, but
well order'd Lawes. 1668 R. Steele Husbandman's Call-
ing v. (1672) 96 Well-ordered charity makes no man poor.
1710 Atterbury Serm. (1734) I. 318 A Vertuous and Well-
ordered Life. 171a Addison Sped. No. 417 P5 The AZneid
is like a well ordered Garden. 1768-74 Tlxker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 23 It is of the utmost importance to have a well-
ordered imagination. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xviii. (1787)
II. 116 The well-ordered ranks of Romans and Barbarians.
1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge xl, White, well-ordered teeth.

1877 Huxley Teckn, Educ. Sci. & Cult. (1SS1) 77 A well-

ordered elementary school. 1886 Pascoe London To-day
xx. (ed. 3) 193 To church or chapel in the morning, at least,

is the custom of most well-ordered persons in London.
Well-ordering, vbl.sb. a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie

(Arb.) 21 The well ordering of a banquet. 1614 Markham
[title) Cheape and Good Husbandry, for the well-Ordering
of all Beasts, and Fowles, 1668 Pepys Diary 16 Sept., The
well-ordering of the men [at a muster of the Guards].
Well-OTdering,///. a. 1668 R. Steele Husbandman's
Calling x. (1672) 246 The over-ruling and well-ordering
hand of God. Well-organized, ///. a. 1857 Rlskin
Pol, Econ. Art i. § 14 A well-organized nation. 1877 H.
Smart Bound to Win HI. 151 A well-organized robbery.
Well-packed,///, a. 1 [Packed 1

.] Closely and com-
pactly put together; in quot. of a horse = compactly or
solidly built. 184a J. Aiton Dottiest. Econ. (^57) 243 A
stumpy, sturdy, weft-packed [horse]. Well-packed,///.
a. 2 [Packed 3

.] Skilfully selected or manipulated. aiyi6
South Serm. (1715) IV. 163 The Legerdemain of a well
packed and paid Jury. 1834 Ainsworth Rookwocd iv. ii,

'.Mod. Greek', Blind-hookey sees how well I squeeze The
well-packed cards in shuffling.

WellXpaid,///. a.

f 1. Highly pleased or satisfied. Const, of. (See

Paid i, Pay z\i i.) Obs.
c 1400 [see Paid 1]. c 1450 Godstcnu Reg. 166 Iohn, bisshop

of exetur, was plesid & well "paide of be gifte. c 1460
Toivnetey Myst. xiii. 425, I hope they wyll nott be well
payde when thay thare shepe lak. a 1846 in M. A. Richard-
son Local Hist. Table-bk.j Leg. III. 259 If he's struck my
daughter I shall make him a weel-paid wife.

2. Liberally remunerated.
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. 4b, Souldiours

well payd, and chiefly being subiects to the Prince that
they serue. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. in. 1. 32 With his
Banners, and his well paid ranks, a 1693 Hrquhart's Rabe-
lais in. xviii. 147 The well-payed Incomes of Regenting-
Doctors. 1726 Learned Diss. Dumpling (ed. 4) 17 The
Weil-Fed, Well-Read, Well-Pay 'd C J Esq. 183a
Ht. Martineau ///// <r Valley iv. 63 It is the duty of well-

paid labourers to become capitalists if they can. 1845 Syd.
Smith Ir. R. C. Ch. Wks. 1859 II. 334/1 A well-paid Pro-
testant clergyman.
Well-painted, ppl. a, {lit. andfg.) 1593 Shaks. Liter.

1443 To this well painted peecc is Lvcrece come. 1604 —
Oth. iv. i. 268 Oh well-painted passion. 1901 J. Black's Carp.
Sf Build., Home Handier. 6j The rule in building should be
good joints and well-painted joints. Well-paired,
//{. a. 1617 Mokyson Itin. in. iS Man and wife, like well
paired Heyfers, beare all burthens together. 1715 Pope
Odyss. xv. 98 The well-pair'd mules. 1729 Jenyns Art of
Dancing in. 84 Rang'd on each side the well-pair'd Couples
stand. Well*parked, ///. a. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool
of Quai, (1809) III. 115 A very beautiful and well-parked
farm. Well-paved, ///. a. c 1611 Chapman lliadxxiv.
77 Of all that trod The well-pau'd Ilion. 1735 Somervillk
Chase 1. 157 From the full Cistern lead the ductile Streams,
To wash thy Court well-pav'd. Well-penned. ///. a.
Well written. 1598 Marston Sco. Villanie H 4, His huge
long scraped stock Of well penn'd playes. 1603 J. Davies
(Heref.) Microcosm. (Grosart) 81/2 A wel-pen'd Poem. 1623
Fletcher Beggars'1 Bush 1. ii, He will not.. lend Upon the
assurance of a well-pen 'd Letter. 1757 [see Penned/*//. a.%

1]. 1821 Scott Kcnihv. xxx, The stranger then, in a well-
penned speech, announced herself as that famous Lady of
the Lake.

Well-peo-pled, ///. a. Full of inhabitants
;

populous.
1588 [see Peopled b]. 1628 R. B[ELiNo].S7.rM Bk. Sidney's

Arcadia -(1629) 504 The desolation of their wel-peopled
country. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbi Conti
31 July, The Isle, .is but ten miles in circuit, but in those
days very rich and well-peopled. i8i7 Kirby &. Sp. Enlomol.
xx. II. 196 A well-peopled hive, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.)
279 Large, flourishing, and well-peopled towns.

Well(-)placed, ///. a. Set in a good place or
position; rightly, fittingly, or judiciously placed.
1606 Chapman Gentl, Usher iv, i, How strong an influence

works in well plac'd words. 1607 B. Jonson Volpone v. iii,

To cosen him of all, were but a cheat Well plac'd. 1635-56
Cowley Davideis 1. 595 A well-plac'ed Tapers light, Adds
a becoming horror to the sight. 1674 Barbette's Chirurg.
(ed. 2) 5 The Bone is well-placed, if in the second dressing,
you find all even. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 1. in.

(1811) 86 Well-placed kindness. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 96
They have perverted in themselves, .all the well-placed
sympathies of the human breast. 1876 Coursing Calendar
21 Filey., after losing ground at the start, got well placed.

b. Holding a good social position. In quot.

absol.

1863 Jeaffreson Sir Everard's Dau. 204 That distrust

and commiserating disdain which the rich and welt-placed
are so prone to feel for the poor.
Well-pla"cing, vbl. sl<. 1672 Drydfn Conq. Granada,

Def. Epilogue 167 Well placing of Words for the sweetness
of pronunciation was not known till Mr. Waller introdue'd
it.

_ 1674 Barbette's Chirurg. (ed. 2) 4 A broken Bone re-

quireth four Manual Operations: Extention, Conjoyning,
Ligature, Well-placing. i^isLeoni Palladto's Archil. (1742)
I. 34 Great care taken in the well-placing of Stair-cases.
Well-planned,///, a. 1735 J. Nixon in Somerville Chase
To Author, The wtll-plan'd System. 1890 ' R. Boldre-
wood ' Col. Reformer xviii, A large, strong, well-planned
stockyard.

Well-planted, ///. a.

1. Well stocked with growing plants.

a 1703 Burkitt On N, T. Mark xii. 3 A vineyard is a place
enclosed, a place well planted, well fruited. 1872 Geo. Enor
Middlem. Iv, Where the fine old turf sloped, .towards a lilitd

pool and well-planted mounds.
2. Of a blow or the like: Skilfully placed,

directed, or delivered.

1755 Smollett Qui.x. (1803) IV. 271 Sancho. .held out his
face and beard to the first, who treated him with a well-

planted twitch. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xxvi, He could
nave settled her with a well-planted blow.

Well-pleased, ppl. a.

fl. Received with approval. Obs.~1

1382 Wyclif Ps. cxl[i]. 5 In the wel plesid thingus of hem
[Vulg. in beneplacitis eorutu],

2. Highly gratified or satisfied.

c 1420? Lvuc Assembly efGods 180, 1 am wellplesyd, quod
thys Eolus. 1539 Bible (Great) Matt. iii. 17 This is my be-
loued sonne, in whom I am well pleased. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, iv. x. 25 Sufficeth, that 1 haue maintaines my state. And
sends the pooie well pleased from my gate. 1619 Drayton
Bar. Wars \\\. Ixxxiv. 48 Where Welcome look'd with a well-

pleased face. 1707 E. Smith Phxdra fy Hipp. in. 26 The
well pleas'd Sun With all his Beams survey'd their guiltless

Flame. 1847 Tennyson Princess Concl. n3 And home
well-pleased we went. 1852 Thackeray Esmond in. ix, ' I

drink to my hostess and her family,
1

says the Prince, with no
very well-pleased air.

Hence Well-plea -sec1Iy adv., Well- plea* sed-
ness.
1633 D. R[ogers] Treat. Sacratn. ii. 36 So that former

anger is turned into welpleasednesse. 1644 Hammond
Tracts, Consc. § 58 Serving God tvaoetntos (i.e. either well
pleasedly, cheerfully, willingly, or well pleasingly, so as God
may and will accept). 1658 Whole Duty Man vii. § 1. 153
This contentedness is a well-pleasedness with that condition
. .that God hath placed us. 1701 Beverley Praise ofGL ry
of Grace 21 The pure and perfect Eudokia, or the Well-
Bleasedness of his Will in it self.

Well-plea-sing, vbl. sb. rare. The fact of

being highly pleased, or of giving great pleasure.
138a Wyclii-' Ps. lxxxviii. i3 In thi wel plesing [Vulg. in

beneplacito luo] shal ben enhauncid oure horn. C1450 tr.

De Imitatione in. Hv. 130 Ioy bou..in my welplesing &
worship [in mei solitts benepia: ito ac hotwre]. 1625 Ba.COM
Ess., Unity Relig. (Arb.)423 The Fruits of V'nity uiext vnto
t lie well Pleasing of God, which is All in All) are two.

Well-plea -sing,//A a. Giving great pleasure

or satisfaction.

1382 Wyclif Col. iii. 20 This is wel plesynge to the Lord.
1607 Statutes in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1S92) 66
Thus the displeasinge hardnes of learninge shalbe made
easie m the welpleasinge manner of teachinge. 1611 Bible
Phil, iv. 18 A sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing to God.
1697 Dryden A^neis x. 856 My Sister Goddess, and well
pleasing Wife. 1718-19 Aiterbury Serm. (1734) II. 76
Upon such Principles and Grounds as are well-pleasing to
God. 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost xii. 344 We ask the
Holy Spirit of counsel to give us light to know what is right,

what is well-pleasing.

Hence fWell-plea-singly adv.
1644 [see Whll-pleasedly adv.].
Well-pie-rushed, ppl. a. 1856 Merivale Rom. Emp.

xlii.V. 56 Surely there was no room, behind so well-
plenished an equipage, for the slave who [etc.]. 1897 ' Sarah
Tytler' Lady jeans Sen 274 A well-plenished dower-
house. tWeU-pli'ghted,///.a. Obs. [~ pleated: see
Plight v.2 ] 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ix. 21 Her well plighted
frock. Well-plumed, ppl. a. 1616 W. Browse Brit.
Past. 11. iii. 55 '1 he well-plum'd Goshawke. 1743 R.Blair
Grave 156 But see ! the well-plum'd Herse comes nodding
on Stately and slow. Well-poi*nted, ppl. a. 1590
Spenser /". Q. in. xi. 55 Her welpointed weapons. 1825

J. Nicholson Operat, Mechanic 349 A well-pointed punch
of German steel.

Well-poised, ppl.a. - Well-balanced,Well-
weighed {lit, and jig.).

1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. i. 14 The well poys'd
Oares Of the poore Fisher-man that dwelt thereby. 1641
Chas. I Anstu. XIX Propositions 17 The ancient, equall,

happy, well-poised.. Constitution. 1663 Patrick Parab.
Pilgrim (1687) 409 Humility and Charily, .are sufficient to

carry us thorow this evil World with an equal and well-

poised mind. 1678 Dryden Allfor Love Ep. Ded. A 2 b,

We who have the happiness to be born under so equal, and

so well-poi's'd a Government. 1777 Potter/Eschylns, Aga-
mem. 271 Comes sloth, and from herwell-pois'd sling Scatters

the piled up stores. 1781 Cowper Hope 61 1 By this he

forms.. His welt-pois'd estimate of right and wrong. 1791

Burke Z**. Member Nat. Assembly (near end), They were

ofTered a well-poised, free constitution. 1803 Jane Porter

Thaddeus ii, The well-poised mind of the veteran. 1864

Burton Scot Air. II. i. 30 Announcing the moral. .in well-

poised sentences.

t Well-policed, ppl. a. Obs. = next. 1591 Lamdarde
Arcluion (1635) 65 The necessitie of an Officer of this sort is

inevitable in every well-polliced Kingdome.
_
1651 Howell

Venice 198* This powerftill and so well policed Common-
wealth, t Well-po'licied, ppl. a. Obs. Having a good



WELL-POLISHED.
polity or government. 1647 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr.

I. 4 Well policied Government. 166a Pf.tty Taxes 19 This,

I conceive, were the worst of Taxes in a well policyed State.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 11 Inevery well-policied

kingdom.

Well-po*lislied,/yV. a. {Jit. andy^.).
1615 Chapman Odyss. v. 312 A faire wel polisht helme.

1625-8 tr, Camden's Hist. Eliz. II. (1675) 246 Campian was
..of a sweet Disposition, and a well-polished man. 1656

Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. xxxiii.

(1674) 39 You have lived in the well-polisht Court of Rome.
1661 Waller St. James's Park 57 Here a well-polisht

Mall gives us the joy To see our Prince his matchless force

imploy. 1717 Pope Ep. Jervas 40 This small, well-polishM

Gem, 'the work of years. 1853 Hickie tr. Aristsph. II. 577
Say something clever and well-polished.

tWell-posse'ssed, pa.pple. Obs. Having large pos-

sessions. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. I. i. 100, I am my Lord, as

well deriu'd as he, As well possesst,

Well-praxtised, pph a. Skilled through

long or good practice.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ix. 43 He through long and perfect

industry, Therein well practise! was. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV,
v. ii. 121, I will, .humblemy Intents, To your well-practis'd,

wise Directions. 1633 Ford Love's Sacrif. 11. E3D, He's
a well practiz'd gamester. 1634. Milton Counts 310 With-
out the sure guess of well-pracuz'd feet. 1701 Norris Ideal
World 1. i. 21 A well-practised Musitian. 1845 J. Coulter
Adv. Pacific xii. 159 They, .paddle [the canoe] with a well-

practised arm. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1, IV. vii, An eye well-

practised in nature.

Well-prepa*red, ///. a.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 37 With weapons well prepard.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1, ii. 234 Now are we well prepar'd

to know the pleasure Of our faire Costa Dolphin. 1603
Drayton To K. Jas, A 3, Well-prepared pollicie.

_
1661

BoYLE Physiol. Ess. (1669) 67 A well-piepar'd Medicine of
duly refin'd Silver. 1703 Kelsby Strm. 153 We bring not

good, well.prepared Minds to them. 1868 Geo. Eliot Ess.

(1684I 325 He knows that for an article to be worth much..
there must be well -prepared material.

Well-preserved, ppl a.

(Often used to describe elderly persons who carry their

years well.)

1854 Weekly Oregonian Dec. 9 (Thornton) Antiquated
gentleman. ., well preserved, but somewhat wrinkled. 1859
Geo. Eliot Adam Bede v, Her well-preserved faculties,

and her old-fashioned dignity, a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives
A> Dau. vi, All the furniture in the room was as old-

fashioned and as well-preserved as it could be. 1871' M.
Legrasd' Cambr. Freshm. 10 They were well-preserved

women for their time of life.

Well-primed, ppl. a. (See Primed, under Prime ».')

1705 Tate Warriour's Welcome xxxiv, Then try your Skill

:

a well-prim'd Canvass stretch.

Well-principled, a. Holding, actuated by,

or founded upon, good principles.

1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 133 A Pious and well-principled

Education. 1691 Moralist title-p., By way of Dialogue,
between a Well-Principled Lay-man, and a Professor of

Theology. 1791 Boswkll Johnson an. 1754 The wild and
pernicious ravings, under the name of Philosophy, which
were thus ushered into the world, gave great offence to all

well-principled men. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S* Wales
(ed. 3) II. 60 An intelligent, spirited, and well-principled

population. 1837 Ht. Maktineau See. Amer. III. 157,

I should like to see a well-principled reform in diet tried.

1873 Mrs. Brookfield Not a Heroine i. 5 Four children

had grown up—amiable, well-principled, and good-looking.

Well-printed, Pf>l. a. 1778 E. Hahwood Eds. Classics

(ed. 2^ 53 This Edition of Polybius . . is a well printed book,

and very correct. 1852 Cotton Eds. Bible (ed. 2) 70 This is

a well-printed book. Well-prized, ppl. a. c 1611 Chap-
man Iliad, xi. 478 Loth he should taint the wel-prisd fat, of

any stall-fed steere. + Well-propoTtionated, ppl. a.

Obs. — next. 1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 11. App. Iv. 205
Keeping a well-proportionated space One from another.

1657 [see next, quot. 1579-80].

Well-proportioned, ///. a. Having good
or correct proportions.

<: 1386 Chaucer Squire's T, 1S4 The hors of bras. .So wel
proporcioned for to been strong. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas in.

3293 He was. .Weel proporciowned. 1538 Elyot Diet. Add.,
Amussitatus, made byline, welle proporcyoned. 1579-80
North Plutarch, Lycurgus (1595) 55 If they found him.,
well proportioned [ed. 1657 p. 41 well proportionated] of all

his limmes. 1592 Shaks. Ven. A> Ad. 290 When a Painter
would surpasse the life In limming out a well proportioned
steed. 1661 Cowley O. Cromwell, ' Curst be the man* ii,

Who would be rather a great Monster, than A well.propor-

tion'd Man. 1663 Gehbier Counsel 18 Well proportioned
Doores and Windowes. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit, 247 When we
view some well-proportion'd dome. 181s Jane Austen
Pride t Prej. xliii, A large, well-proportioned room, hand-
somely fitted up. 1831 Scott Anne o/G. iii, A young man,
unusually tall, well-proportioned and active. 1890 Spectator

3 May, He does not present us with a clear and well-pro-

portioned historical sequence of events and dates.

Well-proved, ppl. a.

c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. in. viii. 331 Weel proued men in

leernyng and in Iyuyng. Ibid. v. x. 537 For such pretendid
and weel proued cau.sis. 1590 Spknser F. Q. ii. xi. 17 His
well proued weapons. ci6ii Chapman Iliad xn. 357 The
well-prou'd mightie Lycian Chiefs. 1717 Pope Iliad x. 309
A welU'provd casque, with leather braces bound.
Well-proven, ///. a. — prec. 1877 Raymond Statist.

Mines 283 Old and well-proven mines. Well-pro*ven-
dered,///. a. 1584, 1707: see Provender v. 2. 1861 Ld.
Lytton & Fane Tannhduser 79 When he [winter] Closed
his well-provender'd days. Well(-)provi*ded, ppl. a,

173G J. Campbell Milit. Hist. Pr. Eugene etc. I. 385 The
Garrison was far from being strong or well provided. 1799
Ht. Lee Canterb. T,% Old Woman's T. (ed. 2) I. 381 His
eyes silently rested on.. the height of the walls, the well-

provided state of the ramparts,
WelKOqua'iified,///. a. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman-

hater 1. iii, You shall present me as a Gentleman well quali-

fied, or one extraordinary seen in divers strange mysteries.

302

1621 Relat. Exec, Prague A 2, States-men Directors and
other excellent and well qualified personages. 1720 T. Innes
Crit. Essay (1879) 27^ Among so many able and well quali-

fied men. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 31 William
Cavendish, Earl of Devonshire, took the lead in the Upper
House; and he was well qualified to do so. fWell-
qua'litied,///. a. 1600 [see Qualitied a.\ 1689 N. Lee
Princ. Ctevc 111. i. 36 Are your Wives handsome and well

quahted? 1790 Cowper Odyss. xvm. 335 A wife Well-
qualitied and well-endow'd. Well*qua*rtered, ///. a,

(Said of animals.) 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 3 Goode,
fatte, and well-quartered lambes. 1682 Lond. Caz. No.
1770/4 A thick well quartered Horse.

tWell-C[ueme,^ Obs. In3wel-,wilcweme.
[f. Well adv. 33 + Queme a. (cf. OE. wel-iecwJme,

-geewtmness)) or toil- as in ivilcume Welcome.]
Well-pleased, content, satisfied.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1744 Porphire & Auguste wuroen of beos
wordes. .swiSe wilcweme [v.r. welcwemej. a 1235 Juliana
32 Ah habbich pin anes help, ich am wil cweme.

Also fWell-queme sb., -quemeness, that which

is pleasing or agreeable to one. fWell-que'iuing'

ppl. a., pleasant, pleasing.

a 1300 E. E. Psalterlxxxv'nl. 18 In pi welequeme [in bene-

placito tuo] vphouen bes oure home. Ibid. xci. 15 Yhite
felefold in elde ofe fulhed pai sal, And welquemand be. Ibid.

cxl. 5 In welequemenesses ofe am [in beueplacitis eoritm\
Well-raised,///, a. 1581 Sidney Apol. [Poetrie (Arb.)

65 The Tragedy thoulde be still maintained in a well raised

admiration, c i6u Chapman Iliad 11. 113 Not suffering

well-raisd Troy to fall. 1649 [see Coupled^/, a. 3]. 1884
Century Mag. Apr. 019 The cleanliness, comfort, and well-

raised foundation of the Fijian houses. Well-ranged,
///. a. 1635-56 Cowley Dayideis 1. 671 An inward Square
by well-rang'd Trees was made. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy

^>V/-'. 74A curious frame of well-ranged bulks. 1708 J. Philips

Cyder 11. 61 The well-rang'd Files of Trees. 1752 ' Sir H.
Beaumont' Crito 16 The Teeth should be middle-sized,

white, well-ranged, and even. 1791 Cowper Odyss. ix. 666

They, all obedient, took their seats on board Well-ranged.

Well(-)read, ppl. a.

1. Well-informed by reading, learned in (a sub-

ject). Also £<?«., versed or skilled {in).

1596 Shaks. Tarn. S/ir. 1, ii, 170 This yong man.. well
read in Poetrie, And other bookes. 1607 Beaum. & Fl.
Woman-hater 1. iii, A Gentleman, well read, deeply learned,

and thoroughly grounded in the hidden knowledge of all

Sallads and Pot-herbs whatsoever. 1623 Massinger Dk.
Milan in. i, We embrace you, As one well read in all the

points of honor. 1670G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. II. 150 All

the world holds him very well read in the Art of dissem-
bling. tyooDRVw.-s Fables, Pythag. Ph'tlos. 15 Then thus

a Senior of the Place replies, (Well read, and curious of

Antiquities). 1711 Addison Sped. No. 8 P 7 As I am very
well read in Waller^ I repeated to her the four following

Verses. 1756 Blkke Subl. fy B. iv. xxiv, The author, so

well read in human nature. 177a Barrington in Phil.

Trans. LX1I. 312 Not only a well-read naturalist, but an
active sportsman. 1864 Pusey Daniel (1876) 380 Well-read
as he was in Greek. 1876 Kmlirson Lett. <$ Soc. Aims,
Quot. 4- Orig. Wks. (Bohn) III. 212 Our high respect for a
well-read man is praise enough of literature.

2. Of a book : Attentively perused ; read in a

proper or profitable way.
1865 Rusinrj Si-same ii. § 77, 1 speak therefore of good

novels only. . . Well read, indeed, these books have serious use.

Well-rea-dted, ppl. a. Sc. [Ready v. 3 b.] Well-

cooked. 1827 Carlyle Germ. Bom. IV. 50 An old serving-

maid brought in a well-readied meal. t Well-reared,
Ppl.a. Obs. [Rear v. 1 1 b.] a 1648 Digby Closet Opened
(1671) 149 Put this into coffins of fine light well reared Crust.

Well-rea'soned, ppl. a. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. iii. 45
Whether from constitutional temperament, or well-reasoned

argument, I find our state far from desperate. 1871 Earle
Philol. Eng. Tongue ix. 457 A well-reasoned book. Well-
reco'rded, ///. a. 1812 Byhon Ch. Har. 11. lxxxv, So
perish all in turn, save well-recorded Worth. Well-
reeved, ///. a. Securely fastened. 1812 Byron Ch. Har.
11. xviii, The well-reeved guns, the netted canopy. Well(-)

refi'ned, ///. a. 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxxxv, Euery Himne
that able spirit affords, In polisht forme of well refined pen.

1611 Bible Isa. xxv. 6 A feast.. of wines on the lees well

refined. Well-refoTmed,.#/.«. 1656C0WLEY Pindar.
Odes, Plagues Egypt xvi, The sacred cheare That new
begins their well-reformed Year. 1657J.GAUDENin J. Watts
Scribe etc., To Rdr. 9 A bed-rid Church (whose once well

reformed Religion seems not onely decayed, but dying and
deplored). Well*refreshing, ///. a. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia iv. (1922) 118 The noble Pamela having delivered

over the burthen of her fearefull cares to the naturallease of

a wel l refreshing sleepe.

Well-regulated,///, a.

1709 Shaftesu. Moralists n. iv. 108 If a liberal Education
has form'd in us.. well-regulated Appetites, and worthy
Inclinations. X714 R. Fiddes Pract. Disc. 11. 250 The
practice of all well regulated courts of justice in the world.
1812 J. Joyce Set. Dial., Astron. xii. II. 126 The equation
of time, .is the adjustment of the difference of time, as shown
by a well-regulated clock and a true sun-dial. 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair lviii, A remissness for which I am sure every
well-regulated person will blame the Major. 1862 Mrs. H.
Wood Airs. Hallib. 1. v. 27 It appeared, to her well-regulated

mind, like a clandestine proceeding. i8g^ Ptp.Sd. Monthly
June 165 The newspaper, a never wanting adjunct to every
well-regulated American embryo city.

tWell released, a. Obs. [See Release^. 2
,
v.'l \ Clear

in utterance, melodious. 01483 I.iber Niger in Househ.

\

Ord. (1790) 50 Chapleynes and clerkes of the ChapelL.clene
voysed, well releesed and pronouncynge. tWell-re*lish-

! ed, a. Obs. Savoury, {lit. and fig.) 1594 [see Relished
I a.]. 1687 Miege Gt.Fr. Diet. n. s. v. Relish, well relished,

I

out a bon goUt. t Well-relishing, ppl. a. Obs. Hav-
ing a good flavour, {lit. and fig.) 1651 Vaugham Praise

\ Countrie-Life ii. Wks. 1914 I. i27_The Husband-man. .is

I alwaies furnished with wel-rellishing bread.
_ 1656 Earl

Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. n.xiv. (1674) 155

I
A well-relishing Latine Writer of the Annals of his times.

WELL-SANDED.

Well(-)remembered,///. a.

1. Appropriately or appositely brought to mind.
1482 J. Paston in P. Lett. III. 290 And, well remembred,

I wot well ye ought not to have me in jelusye. X596SHAKS.
Merch. V. 11. viii. 26 Marry well remembred. 1794 Mrs.
Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho ^xxxviii, ' Aye, that is well re-

membered,' said Dorothee.

2. Clearly or distinctly remembered.
1638 [see Rememeered ppl. a. 2]. 1760 A. MuRrHY De-

serted Isl. 11. 18 Each well-remember'd object strikes my
view. 1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. 'P., Young Lady x

s T. II.

446 Emily [was] going to hail the well-remembered old ferry-

man. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii, The well-remembered
voice of my godmother. 1890 ' R. Holdrewood ' Col. Re»
former xiij, He whirled, .along the well-remembered road.
Well-replenished,///, a. 1616W. Browne Brit. Past.

11. iii. 53 Fly to the well-replenish'd Groues. 1829 Anniver-
sary 1 1 5 A well replenished house. Well(*)repu*ted,///. a.

Held in good repute. 1591 Shaks. TivoGentl. n. vii. 43 Fit me
with such weedes As may beseeme some well reputed Page.
x6oi — Jul. C. n. i. 205 A Woman well reputed. 1642 Milton
Apol. Smect. viii. 37 The most of them being, .of knowne
and well reputed ancestry. t Wellt-Jreso'lved,///. a.

Obs. Resolute. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. v. 96
Like a valiant well resolued man. 1627 [? Falkland] Hist.

Edw. II (16S0) 114 Three hundred well-resolved Gallants.

167 1 Milton Samson 40S Who with a grain of manhood
well resolv'd Might easily have shook off all her snares.

Well(-)respe*Cted, ///. a. t Duly considered or regarded
{obs.); highly esteemed. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. iii. 10

If well-respected Honor bid me on. 1633 Br. Hall Hard
Texts, Hos. xi. 4, I did to them, as a kind husbandman to

his well-respected teame ; I touke off the yoke from them.
1829 Anniversary xii He.. is.. well connected, and well

respected. Well-ribbed, a. 1607 Toi-sell Fourf.
Beasts 74 [Cows] wel ribbed. 1707 [see Ribbed///, a. 1].

1847 W, C. L. Martin Ox 80/2 A heavy and well-ribbed

carcass. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 3/1 Large, well-ribbed

umbrellas warranted not to blow inside out.

Well-rigged, ppl a.

1. Said of ships.

1502-9 [see Rigged ppl. a. 1
1]. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xi.

4 The Ferriman. .With his well rigged boate. 1612 Dray-
ton Poly-olb. ix. 313 Madock..Put forth his well-rigg'd

Fleet. 1715 Pope Iliad 1. 405 Mean time Atrides launchd
with num'rous Oars A well-rigg'd Ship.

2. Of a person : Well dressed or clothed.
a 1743 OzELLtr. Brantbme'sSp. Rhodoni. (1744) 18 A well-

rigg'd, spruce, proper Man. 1838 Haliburton Clockm.
Ser. 11. ii, A tidy, well-rigged nigger help.

Well-ringed, a. 1838 Lytton Alice xi. v, Warming his

white and well-ringed hands by the fire. Well-ri'pened,
ppl. a. 1660 Dkyden Asiraea Redux 170 'Twas not the

hasty product of a day, But the well ripened Fruit of wise

delay. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 459 With good cul-

ture, in twelve months, they will have.. 4 feet of well-ripened

cane. Well-rPsen, ///. a. fa. Of a horse or deer

:

? Having an erect chest und well-carried neck. Obs. b. Of
bread or paste (see Rise v. 10 c). 1639 T. de Grey Compl.
Horsem. 1. iv. (1656) 37 Those three [properties] of a Hart, are

to have lean and dry legs, to be well risen before, and a lean

head. Ibid., Horses., to have a great belly, well risen before,

straight backt. 1728 E. S[mith] Compieat Houscw. (ed. 2)

133 When 'tis well risen, put in a pound of Carraway-comfits.

+ Well-rode, ///. a. Skilled in riding, c 1611 Chapman
Iliad in. 269 The wel-rode Peeres of Troy. Well-
rolled, Ppl. a. 1784 Cowi'ER Task 1. 351 We tread the

wilderness, whose well-roll'd walks [etc.]. 1865 Lubbock
I'rthist. T. ix. 288 This layer, .contains many well-rolled

tertiary pebbles. Well-roofed, Ppl. a. 1831 James
Phil. Augustus xxii, Like a heavy shower of hail upon some
well-roofed building. 1845 Syd. Smith It: R. C. Ch. Wks.
1 859 II. 334/1 A well-windowed and well-roofed house.

Well(->00*ted,//A a. a. Firmly implanted.

h. Well furnished with roots.

ci6ii Chapman Iliad xu. 138 Two high hill-bred Okes,
Well rooted in the binding earth. 1627 May Lucan 1.

A 3 b, And round about well rooted Trees doe grow. 1707
Mortimer Husb. 4 A well rooted Set. 1842 Loudon Sub-
urban Hort. 253 The advantage of taking off cuttings in

spring is, that they can be well rooted before winter.

fig. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta xxxiii, Well-rooted local

people. 1878 [see Rooted •zfig\.

Well-ro'tted,///. a. 1796 Boys Agric. Kent (ed, 2) 120

Fifty cart-loads of well rotted farm-yard dung and mould.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 91 Each pot is

half filled with well-rotted manure. 1858GLENNY Everyday
Bk. 82/1 Top-dress Strawberry-beds with a coat of well-rotted

dung.

Well-rounded,///, a. a. lit.

1752 *Sir H. Beaumont' Crito 17 The Knee should be
even, and well-rounded. x86o Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. ill.

vi, Such things bring lines in well-rounded faces.

b. fig. (Cf. RousnA) 6, 6 b.) Of a person, his

life : Complete and symmetrical. Of a period :

Full and well turned.

18. . Longkkllow (Cent.) Something so complete and well-

rounded in his.. life. 1875 Plu.mptre in Expositor L 414
His well-rounded periods would he to such an one what the

rhetorical morality of Cicero was to Augustine. 1889 Gket-
ton Memory's Harkback 277 Assuredly the preacher mis-

takes liis errand, .when he strives after fine phrases,, .well-

rounded periods. 1897 Peeky Gist of Japan 224 The great

variety of work necessitates a well-rounded man.
Well-rowed, ppl. a. 1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 506 Swift to

the town the well-row'd gaily flew. Well-ruled, ///. a.

(See Ruled 1 a.) Well-ru'ling, p/>{. a. 1596 Si-hnser

F. Q. v. v. 25 T'obay the heasts of mans well ruling hand.

Well-run, ppl. a. 1876 Coursing Cat. 38 A well-run course

of good length. Well-nrnning,/^/. a. {lit. B.nd.fig.)

c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaw. 1067, I have a wele rinand page,

Wil stirt thider right in a stage. 1697 Dryden •£««'* Ded.
(e) 2 If I shou'd instruct some of them to make well-running

Verses, they want Genius to give them strength as well as

sweetness.
Well-sai'ling,///. a. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. iv. 17 W'ell

sayling ships, and bounteous winds Haue brought This king

to'Tnarsus. Well-sa nded, ppl. a. 1707 [see Sanded



WELL-SAVED. 303 WELL-SPOKEN.

pPL a. 5 c], 1843 Chambers' Edin. Jrnl. 45/2 A smiling

infant, .crawling over the well-sanded floor. Well-
saved,///- a. Carefully kept, stored, or hoarded. 1600

Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 160 His youthfull hose well sau'd,

a world too wide For his shrunke shanke. 1851 H. Mel-
ville Whale xx. 107 She herself owned a score or two of

well-saved dollars. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer
xtti, Their racks full of well-saved oaten hay. Well-
sa'vouring, ///. a. Sweet-scented, c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 171 Many wele-saueryng spycis. 1551 Turner tlerlal

I. E ij b, Folfoote is a well sauoringe herbe. Well-say-
ing, vbl. sb. nonce-wd. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 152

King. You haue said well. Car. And euer may your
Highnesse yoake together.. my doing well With my well

saying. WeU-sce*nted, ppl. a. a. Keen-scented.

b. Sweet-scented. 1579 [see Scented i]. 1618 Gainsford
P. Warbeck 105 Well-sented hounds. 1726 J. Laurence
Agric. 268 Its beautiful well-sented Flowers. Well-
schemed, ppl. a. 1728 Frowde in Theobald's Double
Falsehood Prol., Most modern Authors. .The well-schem'd
Plan keep strict before their Eyes. 1909 H. Balfour in

Museums "/ml. IX. 14 A well-schemed plan of campaign.

Well-seasoned, fpl. a.

1. Said of meat or drink (see Season v. i).

1684 Earl Roscom. Ess. Transl. i'crse 248 Well-season'd
Bowls the Gossyps Spirits raise. 1694 Locke Hum. Und.
II. xxi. § 69 The eating of a well season'd dish suited to a

Man's pallate. 1851 D. Jerrold Si. Giles xxxji. 330 He
took the same pleasure in falsehood that an epicure receives

from a well-seasoned dish.

2. Well matured and fit for use. Chiefly of

timber: Thoroughly dried and hardened. AUofto-.
1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 1. Djb, These be well sea-

soned reasons, and substantiall asseuerations in deed. 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing ii. 27 Letter-Boards.,
ought to be made of clean and well-season'd Stuff. 1725
Pope Odyss. xiv. 26 To form strong buskins of well-season'd

hyde. 1838 DlCKBNS O. Tiuist iv, Well-seasoned timber is

an expensive article.

3. Of persons or animals : Fortified by training

or experience. Also, inured lo. (Cf. Seasoned 3 c.)

1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Sat. ir. v. 55 A well-seasoned
lawyer. 1834 James J. Marston Halt x, Our horses were
strong and well-seasoned to hard work. 1849 — Woodman
iv, My well-seasoned staves would have drank the whole
beer in the town without rolling. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep.
v. iv. (1866) 741 Twenty thousand well-seasoned and dis-

ciplined veterans.

Well-sea'ted, Ppl. a. Having a good seat or site. 1579-80
North Plutarch, Camitlus (1595) 150 Eighteene fay re great

cities.. all of them very strong, and well seated. 1621-1720
[see Seated 2]. 1705 Mandeville Grumbling Hive 22 'the
once gay, Well-seated Houshold Gods. Well-seeing,
ppl. a. Sharp-sighted. 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxlviii, O cun-
ning loue, with teares thou keepst me blinde, Least eyes
well seeing thy foule faults should finde. Well-seeming;,
///. a. Presenting a good or specious appearance. 1592
Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 1. 1. 185 Mishapen Chaos of welsee[m]-
ing formes. 1603— Mcas.for M. in. i. 232 This well-seem-
ing Angelo.

Weil{-)seen f />//. a.

+ 1. Well provided or furnished. Const, of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. ion O selenes es it [Paradise] wel sene.

c 1450 [see Seen i c].

2. Skilled, versed, proficient in (some subject or

affair). Now arch.

1528 [see Seen 2]. c 1545 J. Heywood Four P. (W. Cop-
land) B j, Syr, ye seme wel sene in womens causes. 1563
Turner Herbal 11. 80 Matthiolus a man otherwyse well sene
In symples. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xiv. 63 He was. .ex-

cellently well seen in all martial! affairs, a 1676 Hale Prim.
Orig. Man. 13 A man well seen in Natural Causes and
Effects. 1681 \V. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 1107 Well-seen
in a business, callentissimus. 1759, *886 [see Seen 2].

f3. Plainly visible, evident. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 66 Now be we caytyues, as it is

wel scene. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lxvii[i], 24 It is well sene (o

God) how thou goest. a 158^Sidney Arcadia 111. (1922) 20
Her perfections then should have beene as well seene as
Pamelas. 17*5 Ramsay Gent. Slnph. 1. i, Daftly wad ye
hide Your well-seen love anddorty Jenny's pride.

Well-selected, f>pl. a. 1808 Scott in Lockhart I. i. 54
There is generally, in a well-selected society of this nature,
talent sufficient to meet the forwardest. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair Ixi, My cellar of well-selected wine in Baker
Street. Well-selling, ppl. a. 1606 Chapman Gentl.
Usher 111. i, Some words, pickt out of Proclamations, . .or

well-selling Pamphlets. Well-served, ppl. a. [Cf. F.
bien send.] ij+j Gentl. Mag. XVII, 344 A numerous and
wellserv'd artillery. 1849 Lever Con Cregan xviii, A well-
served table. 1876 Coursing Cal. 26 A party of upwards
of thirty sat down to a capital and well-served dinner.
:88o Ruskin Bible of Amiens i. 1 At this halting-place.,
there is a well-served buffet. 188a Sir G. Wolseley in C.
Royle Egypt. Campaigns (1886) I. 319 In full view of the
enemy, and under the fire of his well-served artillery.

Well.-)set,/v>/. a.

1. Skilfully, fittingly, or happily placed, fixed,

settled, arranged, or adjusted.
c 1369 Chaucer Detht Blaunche 828 So had she Sur-

mountyd hem all of beaute. .Of stature and of well set glad-
nesse. c 1400 Mandev. (1919) vi. 25 The town & the cytee
weren full wel sett in a fair contree. 1456 Sir G. Have
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 228 For that requeris obligaciouu and
trew consent, with wit seker and wele sett. 1475 Bk. No*
M'^«(Roxb.)75 The peple that were welle set. 1513 More
in Grafton Chron, (156$) II. 787 She verteousty denied hym,
but.. with so good maner & words so well set, that she
rather kindled his desire then quenched it. 1535 Coverdale
Isa. iii. 24 For wellset hayre there shalbe baldnesse. C1611
Chapman Iliad x\\\\. 51 Like a well-set plant In best soiles.

x63S
_56 Cowley Davideis 1. 348 Above the well-set Orbs

soft Harmony, a 1743 Savage On False Historians 129
Well-set in plan, and polishd into style, Fair and more fair

may finish'd fraud beguile. 1776 [see W ell-written]. 1895
Crockett Men of Moss-hags xxxvtli, The air of well-set
distinction which marks the man of ancient family.

b. with on.

1639 T. de Grey Compl. Horsem. 1. iv. (1656) 41 The
Trunchion small, long, well set on. 1854 Surtees Handley
Cr. i, A light, well-set-on head.

fcOfablow: Well planted or delivered. Obs.

01586 Sidney Arcadia m. viii. (1912) 391 While Ismenus
doubled two or three more valiant, then well set blowes.

2. Of a person, animal, the limbs : Strongly

built, firmly knit.

13. . Guy Wanv. 6015 He was michel & wele y-sett. 1530
Palsgr. 715/2 The felowe is well sette, or well pyght.

a 1548 Hall Chrou., Edw. IV, 250 This kyng Edward was
..brode brested and well set. 1579 Lvly Euphues (Arb.)

115 If shee be well sette, then call hir a Bosse. 1607 Top-
sell Four-f. Beasts 74 [Cows] Wel set and compacted legs.

Ibid. 666 A thicke, round, and well set Hogge. 1666 W.
Boghukst Loimographia (1894) 25 Strong well sett men
dyed commonly in two dayes. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace.
F. Ind. II. liii. 273 The Tartar was a lusty Man, and the

Sailor short, but wellset. 1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 21 Dec. 4/2
Run away,.. a clever smart looking boy, well set. 1883
D. C. Murray Hearts i, His figure was well set.

b. Now usually well sel-up. (Cf. Set///, a. 10.)

1867 [see Set///, a. \o\. 1869 Bi.ackmork Lorna D. xxvii,

Very pretty damsels, and well set up. 1890' R. Boldrkwood'
Col. Re^ormer xx\\

t
T\\e men's., muscular,well set-up figures.

f& Well-disposed. Sc. Obs.
1632 Lithgow Trav. To Rdr., Referring the well set

Reader to the History it selfe. a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. '/ (Bannatyne Club) 1. 5 The marquess of Huntly,
and some weill sett freinds settled this feid.

f 4. Of wine : Matured by keeping.
1720 Ramsay Edlnb.'s Salut. Ld. Carnarvon iv, The wale

of well set ruby juice. . I can afford.

5. Cricket. Said of a batsman who is playing the

bowling with ease and seems unlikely to ^et out.
1880 J. I, illywkite's Cricketers' Annual 62 There were

only 49 runs left to get with six wickets to fall, one batsman
thoroughly well set, and the ground by no means favour-
able for the bowlers. 1903 Jephson in Hutchinson Cricket
112 A bowler that., might bowl a man at any period of his
innings, however well set he might be.

Well*se"ttled, ppl. a. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 11. xxxi, She
could not alter his well setled thought. 1625 K. Long tr.

Barclay's Argents v. xiv, 382 He delivered thissevere speech
with so mild and well-settled acountenance. 1691 Maydman
Nav.Spec. 177 In alt well-set ledGovernments. i7iiShai-tesb.
Charac. III. 4 In which the most confus'd Head, if fraught
with a little Invention, ..might exert it-self to as much ad-
vantage, as the most orderly and well-settled Judgment.
Well-sha ding, ///. a. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. x. p 7
The grasse (which plentifully grewe, brought vp vnder the
care of those wel shading trees). 1616 W. Browne Brit.
Past. 11. iii. 64 Here the fine setting of well shading trees.

t Well-shape. Obs. In4-5-schap^p. [irreg.

f. Well adv. + Shape sb., perh. after well-shape

pa. pple. (see below).] Shapeliness, beauty of figure.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (ib8o) 4 Pioude of worldly goodes, of
beaute, of welschap, of strengbe of body, c 1440 Jacob's
Well6g Prowde of pin herytage, & of pi bewte, &of bi wel-

schapp.

WellXshaped, ppl. a. Having a good shape,

form, or figure,

1340-70 Alisaunder 186 Schuft shulders aright, well

ischaped amies, c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 917
The man is well shaped, c z5n Chapman Iliad x. 372
Steeds More white then snow, huge, and well shap't. 1654
Ligon Barbados 72 This tree.. is well shap'd, her body
straight, her branches well proportion 'd. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 53 p 8 A delicate well-shaped Arm held a Fan
over her Face. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s. v. Pears,
A very large wellshaped Pear. 1831 James Phil. Augustus
xxxix, A.. small, well-shaped mouth. 1889 J. B. Bury
Later Rom. Enlp. I. 173 He was of middle height,, .well

shaped, so that his body was neither too weak nor too
weighty.

Well(-)shapen,///. a. Now arch. Also 4-5
shape (schape, i-shape). = prec.

a. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iu. 411 Be she neuereso fa'ire or

wel I-shape [v.r. welschape]. 14. . in Wr.-Wulcker 584/14
Formosus, Welshape. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymou ix.

232 Reynawde had xvi. fete of lengthe, & was well shape of
body after y* gretnes.

0. a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula etc. 6 Clene handes
and wele shapen nailez. C1500 Melusine xxxiii. 235 His
fayre & wel shappen body. 1580 Blundevil Order Dieting
Horses ix. 4 b, A well shapen horse. 1687 Blomk Pres. St.

Amer. 41 Chusing them [sc. Negroes] as men do Horses in a
Pair, and according as they are handsom, lusty, well shapen,
and young. 1710 Shaftesb. Adv. AuthorChnrzc. (1711) I.

164 'Tis the Unhappiness of those Wits,, .that. .they can
bring nothing well-shapen or perfect into the World. 1859
Geo. Eliot Adam Bede vi, A good-looking woman,.. well-

shapen, light-footed.

Well(-,sharpened,///.a. 1682 Dkyden Mac Flecknoe

45 At thy well sharpned thumb from Shore to Shore The
Treble squeaks for fear, the Bases roar. X706 Watts Horx
Lyr. 11. (1727) 206 So whole Forests fall..by one single
Ax, And Steel well-sharpned. 1871 B. Taylor Faust II.

in. 207 And let the knife, well-sharpened, fail not finally.

Well(-;sha*ven, ///. a.
_
1542-3 Act 34 <$--35 Hen. I'lfl,

c. 6 The Shanke [of the pin] well shaven, the pointe well
and rounde fyled. 184a D. V edder Poems 2oo>I'Lauchlan,

j
the priest, wi' his weel-shaven crown. Well-sheltered,
ppl. a. 1796 Mmishall Planting 11. 14 The white-flowering
Almond. .in well-sheltered places. 1880 C. R. Makkham
Peruv. Bark 389 Lebong, a well-sheltered spur below Dar-
jilmg. Well-shod, ppl. a. 1580 Blundevil Dieting of
Horses xix. r5 First then see that he be well shod, that is

to say, with shooes that be neither too short nor too long.

1647 N. Ward Simple Cobler 22 It ill becomes Christians
any thing well-shod with the preparation of the Gospel, to

meditate flight from their deare Countrey. 178a Cowper
Gilpin 82 Finding soon a smoother road Beneath his well-

shod feet, t Well-shoo*ted,/>Aa. Obs. [zvp.l.shooted,

irreg. wk. pa. pple. of Shoot v.] Well grown or developed.

] 1633 T. Adams Comm. 3 Pet. i. 14, 270 A well shooted beard
striving for length with the cassocke, makes not a Priest.

Well'Showered, ppl. a. 1728-46 Thomson Spring
I 1S6 Thus all day long the full-distended clouds Indulge
j

their genial stores, and well-shower'd earth Is deep en-
1

rich'd with vegetable life. Well-sifted,///, a. {lit. and
fg.) 1833 Farm Rtp, 120 in Lib. L'sef. Knoivl., Husb.

,

III, A coat of newly-slacked and well-sifted lime. 1901
!

Daily Citron. 9 Dec. 3/3 A veritable mine of well-sifted

information. t Well-si ghted, ///. a. Obs. Having
good sight or mental discernment, c 1522 Skklton Why nat

\ to Courte 531 Haue ye nat harde this, How an one eyed

I

man is Well sy.nlHed when He is amongeblyndemen ? 1613
Hayward Will. I, 6 Hee was. .of a piercing wit, blind in no
mans cause, and well sighted in hisowne. 1630LENNAKD tr.

,
Charrons Wisd. 1. lix. (1670) 199 What good is it to a blind
man, that his parents have been well-sighted? 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts. fr. Parnass. 1. lix. (1674) 77
Good Officers, .known to be well-sighted in fi'rUdding faults.

t Well,,- sitting, ppl. a. Obs. Sec Sitting:

ppl. a. \j 2.

Well(- si tuated, ///. a. 1618 Gainsford Glory Eng.
1. xv. 129 A well sciiuated Castle. 1828-32 Webster s.v.

Situated, A town well situated for trade or manufacture.
Well-sized, ///. a. Of a good size. 1615 Chaf.man Odyss.
viii. 58a A well-siz'd Caldron. 1642 M ilton Afol. S'meet.
iii. 23 Instead of well siz'd periods, he greets us with a

quantity of thum-ring posies. 1725 [see Sized ppl. a.l 1 b].

1833 T. Hook Parson's Dait. 11. xv, Only hall a well-sized

l oaf remaining on the table.

WellXskilled,///. a.

a 1553 Udall Royeter J), v. ii. (Arb.) 80 By your leaue I

am not halfe well skilled in that arte. 1594 Shaks. Rich.
Ill, iv. iv. 116 O thou well skili'd in Curses, stay a- while,

And teach me how to curse mine enemies. 1615 Chapman'
Odyss. xr. 472 This then must stand, If while I Hue, I rule

1 in the command Of this well-skild-in-Nauigation State. 1634
1 Milton Comus 620 A certain Shepherd Lad. .well skili'd In

every vertuous plant and healing herb. 1715 Pope Iliad in.

477 She seeni'd an ancient maid, well-skill'd to cull The
' snowy fleece. 1808 Scott Marmion vi. xx, O for one hour
i

of Wallace wight, Or well-skill'd Bruce, to rule the fight.

absol. 1900 li'estm. Gaz. 1 5 Jan. 1 3 Whist must be played
by the unskilled as well as by the well-skilled.

Well-smelling, ppl. a. arch. Fragrant, c 1400 [see

1 Smelling ///. a. ij. 1534 Bernehs Golden Bk. M. Attrel.
xviii, {1535) 31 He wolde washe his handes with very well
smellyng waters. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 362 There were
found many well-smelling Trees. 1887 Morris Odyss. 11. 339

\

Well.smelling oil. Well-soled, ///. a. 1663 Butler
' Hud. 1. ii. 426 Well-sol'd Boots. t Well-sovrnding,
I

vbl. sb. Obs. Tunefulness. 1668 Dryden D.f. Ess. Dran:.
\

P. Ess. (Ker) I. 1 1 3 The copiousness and well-sounding ot

our language.

Well-sounding, ///. a.

1:1325, i486 [see Sounding Ppl. a. 1 ib]. 1513 Douglas
A*ineis vii. xii. 147 Weill soundand wriblis. 1600 Fairfax

i
Tasso xix. lviii, Trumpets, clarions, and well sounding bras.

1729 T. Cooke Tales etc. 204, I am certain that the passed
Tenses of sit and see, which are sat and sazi; will not be
well sounding if this Rule is observed. 1781 [see Sounding

i ppl. a. 1
1 b]. 1828 Whately Rhet. in. i. §5.189 To be able to

!

pour forthwith fluency an unlimited quantity of well-sound-

j

ing language. 1865 ' Annie Thomas ' On Guard III. 40
The phrase was a nice, magnanimous, well-sounding one.
t Well-spea'king, :/'/. sb. Obs. Eloquence; good de-

livery. 1557CHEKE in Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtycr ad
fin., The loundnes of your saienges and welspeakinges of
the saam. 1561 Hoby Ibid. 1. I j b, I am sure he would
muche sooner haue desired wel doing in himself then wel

; speaking in an other. 1634 W. Tjrwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett.
A iv, A man no less versed in the art of well-speaking then
himself. 1694 Locke Hum. Und. in. vii. § 2 marg., In them

,
[sc. the connecting particles] consists the art of well speak-

+ Well-speakine, ///. a. Obs. Eloquent. (See
Speaking///, a. 1 b.) Well-s
z: 7, Speeding///. a. 1.

1-sped, -speeding : see Speed

Well-spent, pph a.

1. Of time, life: Tassed profitably antl virtuously.

1534 More Dial. Comfort in. xvii. (1553) Q. viii b, The
well spent time. 166a G. Wharton Cal. Carol. Feb. B 5 b,

Who. .laid down Their well spent Lives for Charles's Injur'd
Crown. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame 330 The constant tenour
of whose well-spent days No less deserv'd a just leturn of
praise. 1780 Mirror No. 90 An old man, looking back on

,
a well-spent life. 1848 Thackeray Van. Pair Iii, She beats

j

all the women I have ever seen in the course of all my well-

spent life.

2. Expended judiciously or to advantage.
1749 B. Franklin Poor Richard (1890) i83 'T is a well

spent penny that saves a groat.
Well'Spiced, ///. a. 1644 M iltonA reop, (Arb.) 63 Some

well spic't bruage. 1708 W. King Art of Cookery (1709) 75
Well-spic'dHippocras. 1839 A. Cunningham in Anniversary

I

137 Bowls well spiced and reeking.

Well,-)spoken,///. a. Also 5 -spoke.
1. Of a person : Gifted with good or ready speech

;

i courteous and refined in speech.
c 1440 A iphabet of Tales 394 When bis chylde was waxen

he was fayr & semely & wele-spoken. c 1440 Prom/. Pari:
138/2 Eloquent, or welle spoke man or woman, eloquens.

1476 Paston Lett. III. 157 He is wel spokyn in Ingly-die,

metly well in Frenshe. 1552 Latimer Serm. Christmas Day
(1584) 273b, Shee did not as our welspoken dames do: Shee

I tooke not in hand to preach. 1594 Shaks. Rich. /If, 1. iii. 34^

For Clarence is well spoken, and perhappes May moue your

j
hearts to pitty, if you marke him. 1604 Bacon Apol. Earl

j

Essex 37, I told her, my Lord was an eloquent and well

! spoken man. 1715 Addison Drummer v. end, Mr. Vellum,

you are a well spoTcen Man : Pray do you thank my Master
and my Lady. 1816 Jane Austen Persuasion iii, A very

well-spoken, genteel, shrewd lady, she seemed to be. 1844

Emerson Ess., Norn. £ Real, r 3 Strong, punctual, practical,

well-spoken England. 1899 Daily News 5 June 4/7 A
j

pretty, well-spoken girl of iS years.

transf. 1594 Shaks. Rich. ///, 1. i. 29 Since I cannot

j

proue a Louer, To entertaine these fairewell spoken dayes.
1 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum, Induct, i, I vrg'd it



WELL-SPREAD. 304 WELL-TENDED.
. .the rather To glue these ignorant wel-spoken daies Some
tast of their abuse of this word Humor.
2. Of words: Spoken well or with propriety.
a 1592 Greeks & Lodge Looking- Gl. (159S) E 1 b, Well

spoken fellow in thine owne behalfe. 1602 Shaks. Ham. II.

ii. 488 Fore God, my Lord, well spoken, with good accent, and
good discretion. 1605 — Lear ii, iv. 239 Is this well spoken ?

3. With ofx Favourably mentioned.
1538 Elvot Diet. Add., Bene audire, to be well spoken

of. 1778 Johnson in Boswell (jgo4) II. 252, I have heard
Henry's History ofBritain well spoken of.

Hence Well-spoken-of-ness. nonce-wd.
1872 \V. H. Gillespie Argum. Being $ Attrib. God v. ii.

(ed. 6) 179 The word Blessedness, .may stand for consum-
mate Well-thought-of-ness, or Wcll~sfokcn-of-ness*

Well-spread, ppl. a.

1. Widely extended ; f spec, of a horse, broad in

the rear (oh.).

1577 B, Googe Hercsbach's Husb. 111.115b, If he he brode
hanched, & well spied behind, and goeth wide, his pace
wilbe the surer. 1592 Greene Black Book's Messenger
Wks. (Grosart) XI. 18 Hee was a faire large Gelding well

spread and forheaded. 16 10 HollandCawiWj />«*/.{ 1637)

3Q5 An ancient and well spred Family. 1639 T. de Grey
Covipl. Horsem. 1. iv. (1656) 37 He must have.. large
Thighes, round well spread Buttocks. 1676 Worlidge Vine-
turn Brit. 51 Any Fruit on a low well-spread Tree, is better

and fairer than that on a tall Tree. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No.
2062/4 Lost a black Coach Mare.., well spread behind.
1708 Rowe Royal Convert n. i. 18, I took my usual Way,
To seek the Coolness of the well-spread Shade. 1748 An-
son's I'oy. in. ii. 308 Woods of tall and well-spread trees.

2. Of a surface : Plentifully or elegantly covered
with articles spread over it. Of a table : Laid out

for a good meal.

1777 Potter SEschylus, Chocph. 356 The well-spread couch
Inviting soft repose. 1784 Cow per Task 111. 408 Proud of
his well-spread walls. 1825 Scott Betrothed viii, A well-

spread bleaching-field ! 1837 Lockhakt Scott IV. v. 1C6
The curious neophytes that surrounded the well-spread
board, 1854 Surtees Hundley Cr. xx'iv, The pawing of a
horse, .caused him to look up from his well-spread table.

Well-spring. [OK. welspryng, wylspring:

see Well sbA and Spring sb.i]

1. The source or head-spring of a stream ; a foun-

tain-head.
exooo iEi.FRic Horn. I. 22 God..asende ren of heofonum

feowerti^ da^a togaedere, and ?;eopenode |>a^r to^eanes ealle

wyllspringas. ciioo Gloss, in Wr.-Wiitcker 178/9 Latex,
welspreng. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1243 An angel.. Ta^te her
3or a welle spring, c 1305 St. Kcnelm 293 in if. JS.P. (1862)

55 A wil spring vp here stod Of be stede per he lai on.

C1450 Merlin xx. 338 A lit ill brooke that com rennynge of
two welle spryngesof a mountayne. 1549-62 Sternhold &
H. Ps. xlii. 1 Like as the hart doth breath and bray the well-

springs to obtaine. 1613-16 W« Browne Brit. Past. 1. i. 12
When of that streame he had discouered The fount, the
well-spring, or the bubling head, He there would sit. 1645-
50 Boats Ireland's Nat. Hist. vii. (1652) 54 The water of

these Well-springs is for the most part cool, clear, and pure.

1796 Marshall Pur. Leon. Midi. II. Gloss., Wall-spring.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agtic. I. 290 Such ditches.,
should be cut at the feet of the adjacent rising grounds., so

as to intercept the wall-springs and land-floods. 1877 J. D.
Chambers Dt'v. Worship 233 The Water.. drawn recently

from a well-spring.

2. fig. A source of perennial emanation or supply.
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. Ixv. 467 Dxs wasterscipes

welsprynge is on hefonrice. c xooo Cleric Horn. I. 52 Seo
EoSe lufu is wylspring and ordfruma eahagodnyssa. a 1240
Ureisttu in O. E. /lorn. I. 195 Al englene were. . SiggeS and
singeo" b*et tu ert Hues welsprung. 1534 More Com/, agsi.

Trib. 11. Wks. 1208/1 Surely y e riche marines substaunce,
is ye welspring of the poore marines liuing. 1577 tr. Bui-
lingers Decades 1. vi, 54 True fayth is the welspryng and
roote of all vertues, 1611 Bible Prov. xvi. 22 Vnderstand-
ing is a well-spring of life vnto him that hath it. 163a Lith-
OOW Trav. n. 75 This City was the Mother & Well-spring
of all liberal! Arts and Sciences, c 1710 Prior My Birthday
13 Well-spring of all my joy and woe, Clotilda. 1837 Dick-
ens Pickw.\xx\x

t
It was because they bore in their own

hearts an inexhaustible well-spring ofaffection and devotion.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. II. xxii. 21 War for liberty be*
came unexpectedly a well-spring of opulence.
Well(-)squared,//tf. a. lit. andjig. (like Gr. rtrpaywos).

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1922) 126 Thinking it want of
a well squared judgement to leave any meane unassayed of
saving their lives. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv. 79
A large well squared stone. Well-stacked,///. a. 1784
Cowier Task iv. 444 The well-stack 'd pile of riven logs.
Well-stained,///, a. 1742 Young Nt. Th. ix. 70 The well-
stain'd canvas, or the featur'd stone. We 11-starred,
ppl. a. Born under a lucky star, fortunate. 1867 M. Ar-
nold New Poems 133 Him, I count him, well-starr'd. 1892
\V. Watson Poems 83 Friend, In whose friendship I am twice
well-starred, t Well(*)stayed,^/.a. Obs. Steady, sober.

1550 Harington tr. Cicero s Bk. Friendship (1562) 33 A wel
stayed mind. Ibid. 48 In full growen ages and well stayed
wyttes. Well-steeled, ppl. a. Stoutly armed with steel.

1613 Wither Abuses IX. iv. S6, Let's trim our rusty Arines,
and scoure Those long vn-vsed, well-steeld blades of our.

1751 [see Steeled ppl. a. 1]. 1867 Morris Jason 11. 701
The well steeled spears. Well-steered,///, a. 1749
G. West Odes Pindar, iphigenia in Tauris 11. (1753) 1. 169
Swift the well-steer'd Vessel sails. 1809 Wordsw. Epit. Ckia-
brera iv, Fifty years Over the welhsteced galleys did I rule.

Well(-)stocked, ppl. a. [Stocked 6.]

1634 Milton Comus T52, I shall e're long Be well stock't

with as fair a herd as graz'd About my Mother Circe. 1741
Richardson Pamela {1824) I. 235 In this happy dwelling,

and this well-stocked farm. 1796 Burns Heyfor a Lass 4

O, gie me the lass wi
1

the weel-stockit farms. 1832 G.
Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 255 Several handsome,
well-stocked shops. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii, A weli-

stocked orchard, 1876 C. Gibbon Robin Gray v, He had a
well-stocked steading.

tWell.sto-mached, ppl. a. Obs. 1478 Paston Lett.

III. 222, I wolde be gladde to have aweell stomakyd felawe
that wolde for my sake everye daye see the seyde woodes.

.

and to knowe iff any weer fellyd heer afftre. 1530 Palsgr.
329/1 Well stomaked, Men encouraigi. Well-stopped,
///. a. 1626 T. HIawkins] CaussitPs Holy Crt. 291 Keepe
the vessell of your hart, as a wellstopped pot 1774 E. Long
Jamaica III. 775 The fruit when. .dried is packed in well-
stopped bottles. 1836 J. M. Gully Magendie's Formul. fed.

2)107 The lozenges should . . be kept in a well-stopped glass.

Well(-)stored, ///. a. Amply stocked or
furnished.

1591 SAvile Tacitus, Hist. It Ivi. 86 The wellstoared
groundes [r.fertos agros]. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11.

Ill, 54 From one well-stor'd garden to another. 1656 Cowley
Pindar. Odes, Plagues cfEgypt xii, The well-stored Egyp-
tian year Began to cloath her Fields and Trees anew. 1667
Milton/'. L.ix, 1S4 His head, .well stor'd with suttle wiles.

^1704 Locke Cond. Underst. § 18 His Head was so welt
stor'd a Magazine. 1718 Pars fliadxv.520 The well-stor'd

Quiver on his Shoulders hung. 1806-7 J* Bkresford Mi-
series Hum. Life (1S26) vii. lxx, While you are attentively
listening to the information or opinion of a well-stored man. I

1835 [see Stored///, a. 2 J.

t Well-strained, a. Obs. [f. Strain sb. ]

] Coming of a 1

good stock or breed, a 1710 Congrbvr To Earl Godolphin
S^ And now a while the well-strain'd coursers breathe.
Well-strained,///, a. [f. Strain v.] 1867 Morris Jason
xii, 264 And ye may hear across the well-strained shrouds
The longed-for wind. 1883 'Annie Thomas' Mod. House-
wife 53 Put a layer of well-strained boiled rice into the dish.

t Well-strand, north, and Sc. Ol>s. [f. Well
s&.l + STRAND &•*] A small stream flowing from
a spring.
.71400 Distill of Susan 123 We wol wassche us. .hi bis

welle strende, c 1450 Mirour Saluaciotm 4618 Of whilk
like welle strondys thi blode brast out freely. 1802 C. Find-
later Agric. Peebles it note, The designation of the smallest
rill of water is a syke,or a well-strand, if fromaspring-well.
[1898 Ld. E. Hamilton Mawktn of Flow ii. 21 The little

wel l-strand that trickled into the burn at our feet.]

t Well-stream. Obs. [OE. wylle-striam : see

Well sb. 1 and Stream sb.~\ A stream flowing from
a spring.

a 1000 Phtxnix 105 Swa se sebcla fu^e! . . wunaS wylle-
streamas. c 1205 Lay. 2845 King Bladud ba3en iwrohte.

.

mid ane stasn-cunne. .be he leide in ane walle stream.
C1330 Artk, ,5- Mcrl. 605S pe blod of kni^tes dede & of
destrers Sc of stede Ran hem after al day so ^erne, So water
out of wel streme. c 1381 Chaucer Pari, P'oules 187 Colde
welle stremys. .That swemyn ful of smale n^chis lite. 1390
Gower Cotf. III. 03 For wher the liulles ben most hyne,
Ther m.ii men welle stremes finde.

Well-stricken, -strooken, -strucken {in years or nge)

:

see Stricken A., Strucken A. 1526 Tindale Luke i. 7
Booth were wele stricken in aye. 1576 R. Peterson G.
della Casa's Galateo n The same gentleman, .was a man
well strooken in yeares. Well-Strung, ///. a. ciGoo
Drayton Mis. Ma?garel xciv, Out goe the Browne Bills,

with the well-strung Bowes. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvm. 85
Gods ! how his nerves . . Swell o'er his well-strung limbs. 1875
Helps Soc. Press, iii. 45 The man of hard, well-strung,
healthy nerves.

Well-studied, ppl a.

1. Produced or devised by careful study.

1644 Milton Educ. 7 While.. the whole Symphony with
art full and unimaginable touches adorn and grace the well
studied cords of some choise composer. 1717 Pope Episi.
Jervas 33 Here thy well-study'd marbles fix our eye. 1853
Kings ley Hypatia xxii, Orestes . . waved his hand for silence,

and began his well-studied oration. 1853 Paley Aeschylus
Pref. p. xxiv, The well-studied wisdom of iambic verses.

f 2. Of a person : Well read, learned. Also,

versed or proficient in (a subject). Obs,

1596, 1602 [see Studied 2]. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. ii.

45 An excellent book-man in reading of men, and otherwise
well studied. 1651 Fuller etc. Abel Reditu, Bolton 587 He
was also well studyed in Metaphysicks, Mathematicks, and
School-Divinity. 1707 Norris Treat. Humility i. 9 A
well-studied Divine. 1810 [see Stuoied 2].

Well-stuffed,///, a. 1483 [see Stuffed///, a. 1]. 1612
Drayton Poly.olb. vii. 75 This stronglie to performe, a well

stuft braine would need. 1824 W. Irving T. Trait. \\\.

(1848) 227 The carriage, .moved slowly under the weight of
so many well-stuffed trunks and well-stuffed travellers.

t Well-succee*ding, ppl. a. Obs. Having a happy issue.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxi. § 2 She vsing so straunge,
and yet so well-succeeding a temper, that she made her
people by peace, warlike. Well-sung,///, a. 1717 Pope
Eloisa to Abclard 365 The well-sung woes will sooth my
pensive ghost. 1785 Burns To W. Simpson vi, Till echoes
a 1 resound again Her weel-sung praise, 1818 Byron Ch.
Har. iv. xxx, Here repair Many familiar with his well-sung
woes. Well-sustai*ned, Ppl a. 1742 Young Nt. Th.
iv. 41 Our Comment on the Comedy, Pleasing Reflections
on Parts well-sustain'd, Or purposd Emendations. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. 249 A slow but well-sustained progress.

1842 Lover Handy Andy Hi, The bugler, lifting his instru-

ment to his lips, gave one long well-sustained blast. Well-
swelled,///, a. 1786 Burns To a Haggis iv, Till a' their
weel-swall'd kytes belyve Are bent like drums. Well-
swollen,///, a. 1728 Young LoveFame \\. 225 Thewell-
swoln ties an equal Homage claim. Well«tai*lored,
ppl. a. 1886 Pascoe Lond. To-day iv. (ed. 3) 60 For aught
one can see in Rotten Row on a Midsummer morning, all

the world may be prosperous, dignified, well-tailored, and
well-groomed. 1899 T. M. Ellis Three Cat''s-Eye Rings 36
The.. well-tailored, dapper little man. Well-ta*ken,
ppi. a. (In various senses: see eg. Take v. 3, 33 b, 42.)

1639 Davenport Too late to call 18 Times oft Wel-taken
Lock. 1761 Foote Liar 1. Wks. 1799 I. 288 Some compli-
ments in verse.., well-tim'd, and, what was better, well-
taken. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry $ Isab. I. xii. 175 Mrs.
Maitland s dressing-room was ornamented with many well-
taken copies and elegant designs. Well-tamed,///, a,

1805 Wordsvv. Prelude vi. 538 While Winter like a well-
tamed lion walks. Well-tanned,///, a. X784C0WPER
Task 1. 51 The rest, .content With base materials, sat on
well-tann'd hides.

Well-ta*sted, a. Now rare. [See Tasted B.]
1. Having a good taste or flavour.
J<535~S6 Cowley Davideis 1. 673 A pure, well-tasted,

wholsome Fountain, a 1700 Evelyn Diary Aug. 1645, In
this place are excellent oysters, small and well tasted like
our Colchester. 1771 in Phil. Trans. LXI. 321 Carp.. will
grow within two Summers.. to be fleshy and well-tasted.
1803 A, Hunter's Georg. Ess. I. 429 Sweet and well-tRsted
butter from the milk of cows fed upon turnips. 1850 Gosse
Rivers of Bible (1878) 232 The water was found by this
traveller to be well-tasted

fig. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc. A 2 b, To upnold their now
well-tasted Hierarchy by what faire pretext soever they
could. 1746 Young Nt. Th. ix. 2183 With thee bring, Not
hideous visions, as of late ; but draughts Delicious of well-
tasted, cordial, rest ; Man's rich restorative.

2. Of a person : Gifted with good taste.

1911 R. Brooke in Memoir (1918) p. lxvii, So many intelli-

gent and well-tasted people didn't seem to have any idea
what I was driving at.

Well-taught,///, a.

C1386 Chaucer Prol. 127 At mete, wel ytaught was she
with alle. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 294 He was..Nocht
large of long, weille taucht and debonayr. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) Ecclus. xxxi. 19 How litle is sufficient for a man
wel taught ? 1594 KyD Cornelia v. 52 Our warie wel-taught
troopes. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone iv. v, When that well-

taught dame Had her Qu: giuen her, to crie out a rape.

1645 Waller Poems, To ftavia ii, The graces of a well

taught minde. 1711 Pope Temp. I<~ame 165 Wise Aurelius,
in whose well-taught mind With boundless pow'r unbounded
virtue join'd. 1854 Poultry Chron. II. 155 Some of the
German birds are well-taught musicians.
absol. a 1879 Geo. Eliot Leaves fr. Note-hk. Ess. (1S84)

361 The well-taught, an increasing number.
" Well-taxed,///, a. 1775 Burke Sp. Concil. A mcr. Sel.

Wks. 1897 I. 226 If you tax the import of that rebellious
Colony, what do you lax but.. the goods of some other
obedient and already well- taxed Colony? 1856 Kkke. Arciic
E-i/l. II. v. 59, I labored, .with all the ingenuity of a well-
taxed mind, to keep up the spirits of my comrades.

Well-te mpered, Ppl. a.

1. t &• Having a good bodily ' temperament' or

constitution. Obs.
1422 Yonge tr. Sccreta Secret. 220 Rede coloure tokenyth

complexcion wel temperit. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's
Argcnis in, xi. 189 His wel-tempered veynes. c 1655 A.
Sydney in iqth Cent. (1884) Jan. 63 Like a strong well-

tempered stomach, a 1716 South Serm. (1842) IV. 270 He
sends them into the world with a well-tempered and rightly-

disposed body.

b. Having a well-balanced mental temperament
(obs.). In later use, good-tempered.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. iii. (1912) 19 [Arcadia is noted

for] the well tempered minds of the people. 1595 Spenser
Amoretti lxxxiv,Modest thoughts breathd from wel tempred
sprites. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eclog. vi. xx, Thy wel-

temper'd soul. 1657 J. Gauden in J. Watts Scribe etc., To
Rdr. 3 One of the most learned, judicious, grave, and well

tempered Divines in this County of Essex. i69X_Maydman
Nav. Spec. 199 Therefore, I wish him to furnish himself with

a well-tempered Disposition, To be as Wise as a Serpent,'and

as Harmless as a Dove. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud. viii. 347
Christian Wisdom . . depends not so much upon great parts, as

a willing and well-temper'd Mind. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to

Conquer 11, Yet she appears to me a pretty well-tempered girl.

1852 Grote Greece n. lxxi. IX. 193 A discreet and well-

tempered officer. 1883 Harper s Mag. Mar. 538/2 Crowds
were walking in the middle of the roadway—merry and well-

tempered.
transf. 1790 G. Walker Serm. II. xxv. 216 Christianity is

a mild, pleasant, and well-tempered religion.

+ 2. Of climate or season : Temperate. Obs.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. ii. in. Colonics 65 Well-

tempered Sumater Sub-equinoctiall. 1601 Mary Magd.
Lament, vi. (Grosart) 123 A calme and bright well-tempred
day. a 1628 F. Greyille Sidney ii. (1652) 30 That well-

tempered, though over-zealoifs, and superstitious Region of

Italy.

3. a. Of steel : Brought to the right degree of

hardness and elasticity.

1597 C. Middleton Chinon (1925) 18 His well tempered
sword, c 1662 in Verney Mem. (1907)11.263 A well-tempered
Turkish or Persian Scymeterre. 1697 Dryden AEneis xi. 734
His Back and Breast, Well temper d Steel and scaly Brass
invest. 1807 Syd. Smith Lett. Catholics \. Wks. 1859 II.

136/2 No power in Europe, but yourselves, has ever thought
..of asking whether a bayonet is Catholic, or Presbyterian,

or Lutheran; but whether it is sharp and well-tempered.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art n. 735 The pallet-

knife, is mostly a thin well-tempered blade of steel.

fig. 1662 Gauden in Hooker's Wks. Ep. to King A 3 b,

Agreeable to right Reason and true Religion {which makes
this well-tempered Peice a file capable to break the teeth of

any that venture to bite it). 1726-46 Thomson Winter 676
That wit.. which with Attic point And kind well-tempered

satire, smoothly keen, Steals through the soul, and without

pain corrects.

b. Of clay or mortar : Well mixed or com-

pounded.
1746 Francis tr. Horace, Episi. n. ii. 9 Like Clay, well-

temper'd with informing Skill, He may be moulded to what

Shape you will. 1833 Waiddby Farm Rep. 120 in Lt'br.

Usef Knoik'l., Husb. II I, On this lime a bed of well-tempered

clay is directly laid, i860 Rusktn Unto this Last ii. § 28

The builder who lays good bricks in well-tempered mortar.

4. Mus. Tuned in equal temperament.
Only in renderings of G. das wohltemperirte Klavier, the

title of Bach's double set of 48 Preludes and Fugues in all

the keys. Cf. Tempered i e.

1884 Clara Bell & Fuller-Maitland tr. Spitta Bach II.

6 note, The Well-tempered Clavier. 1889 Grove's Diet.

Mus. IV. 482 The well-tempered Clavichord.
Well-tended,///, a. 1795-1814 Wordsw. Excurs. 11.

167 Many a sheltered and well-tended^ plant. 1869 Tozer
Hz\-hl. Turkey 1. 97 The sloping hill-side.. is covered with

well-tended vineyards.



WELL-THEWED. 305 WELL-TRUSSED.

Wellthe, obs. form of Wealth.
t Well-thewed, /•//. a. Obs. [See Thewed.]
Having a good character or disposition ; well-con-

ducted, well-mannered, virtuous.
; 1200 Trim, Coil. Horn. 41 pe wise manne and bat wel-

beaud child habbe£ bo3e on la;e. c 1*50 Gen. <y Ex. 1914
He wulde Sat he sulde hem ten 3at he wel-5ewed sulde

ben. 1387 Trevisa Higden V. 89 Tweye ^ongelynges. . wel
i-bewed \morihus composltos\ 1390 Gower Con/. I. 51 It

sit a prest to be wet thewed, And schame it is if he be lewed.

1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas iv. 1121 This Calistenes, in youthe
riht weel thewed. 1483 Cath. Angl. 413/1 Wele thewyd,
morigeratus. a 1529 Skklton Agst. Garnesche iv. 147
Malapert, medyllar, nothyng well thewde. 1643-7 H.^More
Song of Soul 11. i. 1. xxiii, Well thewed minds the mind do
alwayes setten free.

b. transf. of speech, etc.

C 152a Skf.lton Why nat to Court ? 328 Thy tonge is nat
wel thewde. 1579 Spensf.u Sheph. Cat. Feb. 96 To nought
more, .my mind is bent, Then toheare nouclls of hisdeuise :

They bene so well thewed [E. K. Glosse, that is Uene
morata:, full of morall wisenesse]. 1594 Zepheria i. 2 Many
their well thewd rimes doe fayre attemper Vnto their amours.
1624 1!p. Mountagu Itumed. Addr. 35 The Prayers of the
Church, in our Common Liturgies, . .are very well thewed
and composed for the nonce, to fit the dispositions and affec-

tions of men.

t Well-thi-nking, ppl. a. Judging rightly and fairly.

1593 ' Silence augmentcth ^riej* 13 in R. S. Phatnix Nest
11 He was.. to ech well thinking minde, A spotlesse friend,

a matchles man.

Well-thought, ///. a. In comh. with a prep,

or adv., as of, on, upon, out.

1579 Googe Lopez di Mendoza's Prov. Ep. Ded., This
gentleman .. deserueth of all men to be welthought of.

a 1586 Sidney A rcadia v. (1922) 173 Philanax..beganne a
well thought on discourse. 161 1 Cotgr., Bienvouln, well
beloued, well thought of. 1648-58 Hexham ii, Wetbedacht,
Well-advised, or Well-thought upon. 1865 tr. Erckmann-
Chatriaris Waterloo ii. 10, I had rather remain poor and
hardworking, than become rich and well-thought-of in this
manner. 1901 E. Phillpotts Striking Hours 250 You'm
gwaine to blacken your awne name, an' that of a well-
thought-on fam'ly. 1902 J. Chamberlain in .SYi?/s///#« 13 Jan.
7/7 Well-thought-out plans.

Hence Well-thouffht-of-ness.
1872 [see Well-spoken 3].

Well-thrrven, ppl. a. C1375 Cursor M. 14806 (Fairf.)

Pis man is wele briueu [Colt, fast es he throd and thriuen].

1748 Richardson Clarissa (176S) II. /Then I have a quarrel
against his face, though in his person, for a well-thriven man,
tolerably genteel. 1791 Cowpek Itiatl xvin. 698 A well-
thriven ox. Well-thumbed, ppl. a. Bearing marks of
frequent handling. 1826 Miss Mitford Village III. 271
She used to hear me read French out ofa well-thumbed copy
of Telemaque. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxvii, A couple
of well-thumbed tambourines. 1884 E. Yates Recoil. I. 254
A large collection of greasy well-thumbed Miscellany
volumes.

"Well-timbered,///, a.

1. Strongly built or constructed of wood.
1596SPENSER F.Q. v. xi. 29 As when the Mast of some

well timbred hulke Is with the blast of some outragious
storme LJlowne downe. 185a Duboukg Violin (ed. 4) 344
Instruments, .should be sufficiently well-timbered \ their
durability is much affected when they are finished off too
weak in wood.

2. Having a good structure or constitution ; well-
framed, well-built. Chiefly of persons and animals.
.1599 B. Iosson Ev. Man out 0/ limn. Ind. iii, A welU
timberde fellow, hee woulde ha' made a good columne and he
had been thought on when the house was a building. 1639
T. de Grey Compl. Ilorsem. 1. iv. (1656) 40 A well timbred
Horse. 1668 R. L'Estrance Vis. Quev. (1708) 269 The
Devil of Subornation came next, which was a good-com-
plexion'd, and a well-timber'd Devi!. 1697 Collier Ess.
Mor.Subj. 11. 76 Let them [sc. the 'animal spirits'] be as
Sleek and well Timber'd, as those Atoms Epicurus made his
Soul of. 1769 Stratford Jubilee 11. i, I'm as well timbered
about the legs and face, as one can meet. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. iv, Niel, a clean, tight, well-timbered, long-winded
fellow. 1861 Times 27 Sept. 5/5 Cart-horses, young, ana
well-timbered, and quick walkers, . . 50 to 65 guineas.

3. Well-wooded.
1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3724/4 Pig~ott*s Farm., within a Mile

of the Thames, being well Timbred, having a new-built
House [etc.]. 1847 Disraeli Tancred 1. iv, You descend
into a well-timbered enclosure. 1904 A. C. Fraser Biogr.
Phitos. t. 26 The charming well-timbered parks which sur-
round it.

Well-timed, ///. a.

1. Occurring, done, or made at a good or fitting

time ; timely, opportune.
1635-56 Cowley Davideis m. 839 But Jonathan. .With

well-tim'd zeal, and with an artful care, Restor'd, and
better'd soon the nice affair. 1735 Pope Ep. Lady 225 But
Wisdom's triumph is well-tim'd Retreat. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar W. v, This well-timed present pleaded more power,
fully in his favour, than anything I had to say could obviate
1788 Gibbon Decl. * F. xli. IV. 504 Their well-timed and
rapid charge decided the conflict. 1855 Paley sEschylus
Pref. p. xix, By a well-timed humility they might have
escaped the curse of ancestral guilt. 1874 R. Tyrwhiit
Sketch. Club 149 A slight and well-timed frost next morning.
1901 J. Buchan Watcher by Threshold^ The question was
well-timed.

2. Actuated in regular time or at the rio-ht
moment. &

1697 Tutchin Search Honesty vi. Two gentle Charons,
Rowing, he espy d, With Well-tym'd Oars, upon the Ebbing-
lyde._ 1707 E. Smith Phsedm * Hipp. m. 26Ev'n now the
well tim d Oars With sounding Stroaks divide the sparkling
Waves. 181. Byron Ch. Har. u Ixxvi, With well-timed
croupe the nimble coursers veer.

Well-tochered Sc. : see under Tocher v.
Vol. X.

Well-to-do*, adj. phr. [See Well a. 3.]

1. Possessed of a competency, in easy circum-
stances ; thriving, prosperous ; a. as predicate (with
or without hyphens).
1825 Brockktt N. C. Words 230 Weel-te-dee, well to do

—

living comfortably. \Z$q'SI.\kkyat Poorjack iii, Her husband
had returned well, and well to do. a 1845 Uakham Ingol. Leg.,
Jerry Jarvis'sWig, A reputable grazier of Ivychurch, worthy
and well-to-do, 1864 Tennyson En.Ari/eu^io, lam rich and
well-to-do. 1874 SyMONDS Sk. Italy A> Greece (1S9SJ I. vi.

119 For Corsicans they [the Napoleon family] were well-

to-do.

b. in fuller form well to do in the world.
Cf. well in the world, Well a. 3.

1825 Mrs. Cameron Crooked Paths iHoulston Tracts I.

xxv.) 6 He is what is called very well to do in the world.
1854 Surtees Handley Cr. xiii. (1901) I. 93 They are very
respectable— that's to say.. people well-to-do in the world.
1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 48 The Corporation of the
Sreelyard were too well to do in the world to be other than .

.

thoroughly Anglican. 1885 Law 'Times Rep. LII. 647/2
Both were well to do in the world.

C. attrib. (with hyphens).
1839 Thackeray Stubbs's Cat. Jan., My father was . .a well-

to-do gentleman of Bungay. 1850 E. FitzGerald Lett.
(1889) I. 202 It is only idle and well-to-do people who kill

themselves. 1865 Tiioi.i.orK Belton Est. xiii. 143 The well-

to-do squirearchy of England. 1892 Gardiner Student's
Hist. Eng. 489 The Colony of Virginia grew into a tobacco*
planting, well-to-do community.

d. absol. (as pi.).

1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles x'w. 136 He has strayed into the
paradise of the well-to-ilo. 1891 Mrs. Oliphant Jerusalem
iv. ii. 441 The well-to-do of every village gathered con-
spicuous on the road.

e. transf. Indicative of easy circumstances,

prosperous- looking.
1863 Mrs. Gaskell.S>/z7V.t.£. vi, Still, in spite of disorder

like tins, there was a well-to-do aspect about the place.
1883 D. C. Murray Hearts i, A comfortably furnished
apartment, where shaded lamps and handsome curtains gave
things a well-to-do and homelike look.

2. Of an animal or plant : Thriving.
1875 F. I. Scudamore Day Dreams 16 The cattle in the

forestalls were sleek and well-to-do. 1881 Leicestersh.
Gloss., Well-to do,, .thriving, applied to trees, cattle, &c, as
well as men. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cutkbert iii. 25 Fat and
well-to-do rabbits.

3. Pleased or satisfied with oneself. rar€~\
1854 [see Wkll a. 2 c].

Hence Well-to-do-ism, Well-to-do-ness, pros-

perity.

1848 Clougii Poems (1862) Mem. p. xv, Well-to-do-ism
shakes her Egyptian scourge, to the tune of' ye are idle, ye
are idle*.

_ 1849 Lvtton Caxtons 11. iii, The house had an
air of solidity, and well-to-do-ness about it. 1882 Mrs.
Oliphant Lit. Hist. Eng. III. 134 Even the poverty of
wealth is better than the well-to-do-ness of the humUe.
1887 E. Money Dutch Maiden xxii, ' It [an inheritance] is

nothing wonderful,' he added, ' but we!l-to-doism for a fellow
like myself.' 1925 J. Bone London Perambulator 127 All
the nice well-flavoured old things [at a pastry-cook's in High
Street] that suggested Kensington 'well-to-do-ness'.
Well-told,///, a. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 42. P 3

Yet the very same Occurrences shall please them in a well-
told Story. 1884 J. Hall Chr. Home 88 It must be a well-
told tale that holds its place in the memory for thirty or forty
years.

Well to live, adj. phr. Now rare; latterly

Sc. and Cf.S. [See Well a. 3.] Prosperous, well
to do. Also well to live in the world.
1579-80 North Plutarch,Aristides{\^s) 349 And further,

more, to shewe that hee was well to liue, and that his house
was rich and wealthie, he bringeth foorth these proofes.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 55 His Father.. is an honest
exceeding poore man, and God be thanked well to liue.

1622 Mabbe tr. AlematCs Guzman cCAlf. 11. 95 Shee. .was
married in the end to one of an honest condition, »nd well
to liue. 1673 Ray Journ. Lcnv C. 249 The Piemontese are
generally well^ to live. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans 1. 137 He-
was well_ to live, and was said to have plenty of money
besides his stock. 1829 Anniversary 171 They were. . well
to live in the world, extensive dealers in corn and cattle.

1836 Carlyle in Atlantic Monthly (1898) Sept. 295/1 The
Doctor looks very well and sonsy; he seems in good health
and well to live.

attrib. 1897 iWt>*(Mass.) Jrnl 4 Jan. io/i Unable to
collect money from well-to-live people who have owed it to
her for six months.

b. Partly intoxicated.
1619 R. Harris Drunkards Cup Ep. Ded. A 2 b, One is

coloured, another is foxt, a third is gone to the dogs, a fourth
is well ta live. 1825 .Iamieson, Weil to live. 2. Tipsy,
elevated with drink, half seas over, i860 Baktlett Diet.
Amer. [New England.]

Well-toned, a. Having a good tone, in
various senses : see Toned.
^1460, 1742 [see Toned i a, 1 bj. 1771 C. Burnfv Pres.

St. Mus. Prance * Italy (1773) 145 The voice, winch was
a woman's, was well toned. 1827 Earl Mount-Edgcumbe
Mus. Remin.(td. 2) 74 David, .was. .the first tenor of his
time, possessing a powerful and well-toned voice. 1874
H. H. CoLECatal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. 213 Harmonious
and well-toned colouring. 1879 H. Spencer Data ofEthics
x. §64. 176 The. .consequentdiscolouration, caused ina per-
son of lax tissues by a blow which leaves in well-toned tissues
no trace.

t Well-tongued,a. Obs. Gifted with good speech. 1538
Elyot Diet., Bcnedicus, a man wel tunged, or faire spoken.
1602 Narcissus (1893) 462, I was a well toung*d nimphe.
1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosm. (Grosart) qs/i Which
wel-tongu'd Mercury shal faire relate. t Well-took,
ppl. a. Obs. (See Take v. A. 56 and B. 19b.) 160a Shaks.
Ham. 11. ii. 83 Meane time we thanke you, for your well-
tooke Labour.

Well to pass, adj. phr. Now Sc. [See Well
a. 3.] a. In predicate : Well off, well to do. Also
well to pass in the world.
1610 T. Scott Philomylhie (1616) A 7 His Mothers Hus-

band. .being rich and well to passe, c 1645 Howell Lett.

v. xv. (1650) 152 Their Masters are both of them very wel to

pass, and of good repute. 1702 W. J. tr. Bruyn's Voy.

Levant ix. 29 Tho>e who are well enough to pass in the
Wurld. 1784 R. Bage Barham Downs II. 100, I. .am
mistress of this inn, and thank God well to pass. 1815
Scott Guy M. xxxvii, Our poor friend has died well to pa^s

1:1 the world. 1901 G. Douglas Houiezvith Green Shutters
11 They were an able lot, and..mo>t of them were well

enough to pass. Ibid. 266 Johnny Coe, idle and well-to-pass.

b. attrib. (with hyphens).
1908 Ld. E. Hamilton Mawkin of Flow xvii. 223 With a

nearness that any wel!-to-pass hou-ewife might have envied,

were ranged sack upon sack of oatmeal, barley and peas.

C. absol. (as pi.).

1902 B \rrir Little White Bt'rdxW. 124 They were children

of the well-to-pass.

d. Well provided, well off/or (something.
1809 E. S. Barrett Setting Sun I. 65 Charlt-s XIT. of

Sweden (although himself a king, and not very well to pa.--i

for sense even among them).

Hence f Well-to-passer nonce-wd.
}
a person of

good estate.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 504 Horace met with such
Se'.te-applauding well-to-passers, triumphing over anothers
inferiority in Estate.

Well-tossed,///, a. a 1593 Marlowe Ovids E/eg. nt.

ix. [x.] 31 When well-toss'd \penejactati] mattocks did the

ground prepare. t Well-traced, a. Obs. "'Having a
good foot-print. C1400 Master of Game (MS. Dighy i32)

xxii, per beth some hyndes wele traced, be whiche haueth
be soole of be foote as a staggard. Well-tra"ded, a.

Having a good trade. 1585, 1610 [see Traded 3]. 1687
Mikge Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s. v. U 'ell, A well-traded Town, una
I "diefort marchandc.

Well -trained,///, a.

ci6n Chapman Iliad iv. 350 His well-train'd Athenian
tioopes. 1618 Gainsfcrd Glory Eng. 11. ii. 164 A hundred
well trained and ordered souldiers will heat a thousand of
them. 1683 J. Reid Scots Gardner (1907) 103 Weil-trained
trees ina nurserie. 1735 Somfryili.e Chase 1. 297 Apili'ring
Race; well-train'd and sklll'd In all the Mysteries of Theft.

1847 Disraeli 'Tancred 11. xi, The well-trailed ear of this

guardian of the gate. 1868 Ruskin Pot. Econ.Ari ii. § 105
A well trained youth. 1894 Tip. Sei. Monthly June 134
Well-trained dogs transmit these qualities.

"Well-tra'velled, ///. a. That has travelled

far ; experienced in travel; also_// T̂
.

In the first quot. the word may be = well travailed ; the
Fr. probably means 4 active', ' energetic '. Cf. also quot.
ci^os.a\ Travailed.
1525 Berneks Froiss. (1812) II. 46; Sir Johne Rosseau,

who was a well trauellcd knight and well knowen [bien
trauailtant et congucu en piusieurs lerres], 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 2o3 Hystories . . wryiten by wyttie and ex-

pert men well trauayled in the worlde. 1656 Cowley
Pindar. Odes, 'To Dr. Scarborough iv, And Thy v.t\i-

travell'd knowledge too docs give No less account of th'

Empire Sensitive. 1870 Dk. of Argyll lona i. 2, I have
heard well-travelied men declare that nothing they had seen
in any part of the world had ever produced such an effect

upon them [as Fingal's Cave].

t Well-tricked, ppl. a. Obs. Artfully adorned. 1599
Draytom Idea Son. iii, Many there be excelling in this kind,
Whose well trick'd rimes with all inuentio:i swell.

Well-tried, ///. a. Often tried or tested with
good result ; thoroughly tried.

C1449 Pkcock RePr. in. vi. 312 Neither bi eny sufficient

euydence of Iloli Scripture or of other special and peculiar
sure weel tried reuelacioun. 1590 Spenser /\ (J. 11. x. 40
[They] ransackt Greece well tryde, when they were wroth.
a 1631 Donne Eleg. xiv. 60 The bright Signe of a lov'd and
wel-try'd Inne. 1670 Eachard Cant. Clergy 33 I'hysick..is
made up ofsevere reason, and well-tryed experiments. 1725
PorzOdyss. xvi. 263 Thy weli-try'd wisdom, and thy martial
fame. 1784 Cowpek Task 1. 148 Love, Confirm'd by long
experience of thy worth And well-tried virtues. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxxviii, A well-tried friend has appointed to meet
me in this neighbourhood. 1856 Kane Arctic Expi. II. i. 20
Our sledge then is made of well-tried oak.

Well-trimmed,///, a. (In various senses of

Thim v.)

1667 Drtoen &Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all 111.(1668)

26 A Woman's in a sad condition, that has nothing to trust

to, but a Perriwig above, and a well-trim'd shoe below.
1728 Gakdiner tr. Rapin Of Gardens 11. (ed. 3) 90 When
with a low and well-trim'd Head They [sc. cypresses] circling

round adorn some flow 'ry Mead. 1825 Scott Talism. xxiii,

The mass of hair- (now limited to a well-trimmed beard).

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop ix, A well-trimmed lamp. 184a
— Amer. Notes v, The well-trimmed lawns and green
meadows of home are not there. 1856 Kane Arctic Expt.
I. xxx. 412 His coil of walrus-hide, a well-trimmed line of

many fathoms' length.

Well-trod, ///. a. poet. ~ next.

163a Milton L*Allegro 131 Then to the well-trod stage

anon .

Well-tro'dden, ///. a. Frequently trodden
;

much used to walk on. Also jig.

1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 164 A smooth and well-

trodden part of the road. 18*5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II.

14X A solid, hot, stone pavement is not so agreeable, .as the

cool, fresh turf, or the well-trodden path. x88x 1 ylor

Antkropol. xv. 387 We need not go over the well-trodden

ground of later history,

"Well-trussed, ///. a.

fl. Of the human or animal frame: Well-knit

;

firmly and compactly built. Also with together.

1603 Flobio Montaigm 11. xxii. 392 Men of my stature,

well-trust, short and tough. 1639 T. de Grey Compl.

Horsem. u iv. (1656) 37 He must have.. a well-trussed

3i)



WELL-TRUSTED.
together Body. 1741 Compl. Family-Puce II* i. 304 The
Tumbler, .is a well-trussM Dog.

2. Securely tied in a bundle.

1633 Herbert Temple, Ck.-porch xxiv, Man is a shop_ of

rules, a well trussM pack, Whose every parcell under-writes

a law.

Well-trusted, ppi. a. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia hi. (1922)

23 Like the clyent that commutes the cause of all his worth

to a well trusted advocate, a 1667 Cowley Ess. Verse <y

Pr. (1906) 412 (tr. * Beatus UU*) How is he pleas'd th'

encreasing Use to see Of his well trusted Labours bend the

tree? 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. II. xxiii. 233 My well-

trusted friend.

Well-tuned, ppl. a. Melodious, in good tune.

153S Coverdale Ps. cl. 5 Prayse him vpon the waUtuned
cymbals. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 18 The Hounds, Re-
plying shrilly to the well tun'd Homes. i59I-5 SpEHSER
Colin Clout 41S That well tuned song Which late he sung

vnto a scornfull lasse. 1600 Shaks. Sonn. viii. 5 The true

concord of well tuned sounds. 1653 H. Moke Antid.

Atticism 11. viii. (1712) 62 A Pack of well-tuned Hounds.
1660 J. Brookbask (title) The Well-tuned Organ. 1844

Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile 1212 What I see well-

formed or hear well-tuned.

trans/. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit, Past. 1. ii. 41 Whose
well-tun'd eares, chast-obiect-louing eyne Ne'er heard nor
saw the workes of Aretine.

Well-turned, ppl. a. [Turn v. 4, 5.]

1. Skilfully turned or rounded.
[a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 July 1670, The arches of the

cellars beneath are well turn'd by Mr. Samuel the architect.]

1725 Pope Odyss. xviil 77 His nervous thighs By just

degrees like well-turn'd columns rise. 1811 J. Milner
Eccles. Archil. Eng. Pref. p. xv, The well-turned arches of

the intercolumniations. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Dcz>on 117
The slice, gradually ascending along this well-turned plate,

operates with an equal friction on its whole surface.

2. Of the body or limbs : Symmetrically shaped

or rounded.
1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass it. vi, To play with this

smooth, round, And well torn'd chin, as with the Billyard

ball. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2281/4 A large well turn'd

Chesnut,. .15 hands. 1693 Dryden Ovid's Met. I, 670 Her
well-turn'd Neck he view'd. 1728 Ramsay Bonny Kate iv.

How straight, how well-turn'd and genteel, are Her limbs !

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 29 They are a well-made race,

..with well-turned thighs and legs. 1886 J. Cobbett Pall
ofAsgard ii. 66 Her well-turned form, so girlish and dainty
still.

3. Of speech : Neatly finished, felicitously ex-

pressed.
1623 B. Jonson in Shaks. Whs. To Mem. Author 68 In

his well torned, and true-filed lines. 1668 Dryden OfDram.
Poesie 59 The labour which is requir'd to well turn'd and
polish'd Rhyme. 1714 Addison Sped. No. 556 f 3, I made
a Speech consisting of about half a Dozen well-turned

Periods. 1773 Boswkll Tour Hebrides 22 Oct. (1785)431 It

contains a just and well-turned compliment to my illustrious

friend. 1888 Burgon Twelve Good Men I. 41 Enshrining

the friend's name in a note, commonly with the addition of

..some well-turned phrase,

+ 4. Of the mind : Having a good bent, well dis-

posed. Obs.

1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T., Young Lady's T. II. 354
Nothing then remains, even in minds well turned, but a sense

of mutual duty.
Well-tu'tored, ///. a, 1648 J. Qvarles Eons Lachrym.

41 Let thy well tutor'd grief Know rather how to purchase
a relief, Than plagues and torments. 1784 Cowper Tiroc.

195 And thus, well-tutor'd only while we .share A mother's

lectures and a nurse's care. 1791 — Iliad xvm. 744 They,
with well-tutor'd step, now, nimbly ran The circle. Well-
twi'Sted, ppl. a. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxm. 106 Well-
twisted cords. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. iii. 81 Well-
twisted threds. a 1687 Waller Maids Trag. altered (i6go)

42 Like a well twisted Cable, holding fast The anchor'd
Vessel in the lowdest Blast. Well-understoo^d, ppl, a.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Mar. 1644, A skreene. .accurately

cutt in topiary woike, with well understood Architecture.

179a Burke Sp. (1816) IV. 55 Without the guide and light

of sound well- understood principles. 1845 G. Dodd Brit,

ifanuf iv. 101 She only followed a well-understood practice

among her countrywomen. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi
iv. 113 Homer may seem, then, to designate, though not as

by absolute and well-understood synonyms, but rather with

a certain vagueness, substantiallythesamepersons. Well-
urged, ///. a. c 1611 Chapman Iliad x. 378 Till your well

vrg d and rich returne proue my relation sound. 1748 Thom-
son Cast. Indol. 1. lxvii, Now the heart he shakes, And now
with well-urg'd sense th' enlighten'd judgment takes.

"Wellus, var. Vellous Sc. Obs,

Well(-)used, ppl. a.

1 1. Well practised or exercised. Obs.
C1470 Henry Wallace in. 379 For thai war wlcht, and

weill wsyt in wer.

2. a. Rightly or effectively used.

1594 Selimus xx. H 2 b, A societie of puddings, did you
marke that well vsed metaphor? 1667 ^fILTON P. L. iv. 200
[He] only us'd For prospect, what well us'd had bin the

pledge Of immortalitie. 1865 Dickens Mut. Jfa, in. xvii,

As she stands above him with her hardened manner, and her
well-used eyes.

b. Moral or often used.

1728-46 Thomson Spring ^6 Where the well-us'd plough
Lies in the furrow. 1835 Willis Pencillings I. viii. 54 A
little further on was a baker's shop, with a well-used oven.

1840 Dickens Old C. Slwp liii, That's the sexton's spade, and
it's a well-used one, as you pee.

Well-va*ried, />/. a. 1608 Chapman Byron's Trag, 1. i,

In the well varyed seasons of theyeare. 1764 Dodsley Descr.

Leasowes in Shenstoue's Wks. (1765) II. 29^ A small lawn
of well-varied ground. Well-ventilated,///, a. 1818

Kitchiner Cook's Oracle (ed. 2) Pref. p. xliv, A well-venti-

lated larder. 1887 Spons* Househ. Man. 39 A well-ventilated

drain.

Wellvet, obs. Sc. form of Velvet.

306

t Well'Vi/saged,///. a. Obs. C1420 Prose Life Alex.

74 Bbjonda bat riucre bay saw wonder faire & wele vesaged

women eledd in foule clethyng, 1470-85 Malory A rthur vn.

i. 213 He was..brode in the sholders & wel vysaged.

t Well-voiced, a. Obs. Having a good or powerful voice.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 86A well voiced boy., sings Eulo-

gies to Mahomet. 182a Scott Nigel i, The aforesaid, .able-

bodied and well-voiced apprentices. t Well-warting,

///. a. Obs. Compliant in attendance. 1581 Sidney Apol.

Poetrie (Arb.) 38 Poetrie euer setteth vertuc.out in her

best cullours, making Fortune her wel-wayting hand-mayd.
Well-waled, ppl. a. Sc. Well-chosen. 1718 Ramsay
Christ's Kirk Gr. in. xx, She her man like a lammy led

Hame, wi' a well-wail'd wordy.

Well-walled, a. Having good walls. (Cf.

Gr. tvreixcos.)

c 1400 [see Walled i bl c x6n Chapman Iliadi. 130 The
sacke ofweU-wall'd Troy. 1618 Gainsford Glory Eng. 1.

xv. 126 Valenciens..is very spacious, well walled, and full

of ancient buildings. 1867 Morris Jason in. 153 Admetus
from the well-walled Pherae came.
Well-wared, ///. a. Sc. [See Ware v.2 d.] Well spent

or bestowed. 1637 RutherfordZ^. to Parishioners 12 July,

O then wel-wared pained breast and sore back . .in speaking
early and late to you ! 1856 G. Henderson Pop. Rhymes
Berwick 14 The best fish i' the Tweed. .Shall be thy weel
war'dmeed. Well-warmed,///. a. 1838 Sterling in

Carlyle Life 11. viL (1S72) 143 We slept, .at the Village of

Simplon, in a very fair and well-warmed inn. 1891 Kipling
Light that failed 136 Men. .who've done their work in a

well-warmed studio all their lives. 1906 Daily Chron. 5 May
4/7 The sturdy beggars.. who are just now making their

annual exodus from well-warmed workhouses to a life of free-

dom on the road.

Well-warranted, ppl. a. Authorized,

guaranteed, or approved by good warrant.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 254 You, my noble and well-

warranted Cosen. 1644 Milton Judgm. Bucer Post-scr.,

A well-warranted rule. 1648 Bp. Hall Sel. Th. Ixxxi. 239
His well-warranted judgment. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Dcronda xxxvii, He was rather ashamed that Hans's hopes
caused him uneasiness in spite of his well-warranted convic-

tion that they would never be fulfilled.

Well-washed, ppl. a. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 384
Repeated this, till deep the well-wash 'd fleece Has drunk
the flood. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 377 If a dilute

solution of glycerin be mixed with well-washed yeast. 1900

H. Lawson On Track 70 She wanted to make out she was
nice, and wholesome, and well-washed, and particular.

Well-water. [Well sb. 1 Cf. WFris. wel-

wetter.] "Water issuing, or drawn, from a well or

spring,
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 330 Seo<5e bonne his sceallan on

ymendum wylle waitere. c 1205 Lay. 19792 We habbeoS be
ibroht. . casld welle water. cinsSc.Leg.Saints\\.(Thotnas)

94 Vith bat bat servand mad hym 5are, . . be velvatter for to

brynge. c 144.Q Pallati. onllusb.xm. 129 For meth,. .Asester
of vnscomed hony do In sestris vj of welle water cleer.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. II. xi. 45 They
haue none other water to drinke then well water. 1630
Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. Ii. 123 All experience teacheth vs

that Well-waters arising from deepe springs, are hoter in

Winter, then in Summer. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's
Voy. 164 Well-water is to be found at a small Depth almost

in every Part of the Island, i860 Family Economist
28 Apr. 271/1 Some of the well waters of London contain

eighty grains of chalk in a gallon. 1911 Mary Johnston
Long Poll v. 49 Lifting the gourd of well water to his lips.

fig. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 159 [>e ter bet Mon wep3 for laSe

of pisse Hue is inemned welle water, for he welleS of pe horte

swa do^ water of welle.

Well-watered, ppl a. [Well adv. 28.]

Plentifully supplied or moistened with water.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 438 in Babees Bk., LitercWele
watered, I-wrythen, be craft y-trode. x6n Bible Gen, xiii.

10 Lot.. beheld all the plaine of Iordane, that it was well

watered euery where. 1621 [see Seated _/*/*/. a, 2]. 1784
Cowper 'Task 1. 323 The Ouse, dividing the well-water'd

land. 1867 Morris Jason in. 170 A plain well-watered, set

with trees. 1919 Q. Rev. Apr. 347 The stirring population.

,

of well-\*coded and weil-watered Asturias and Galicia.

Well-weaponed, ///. a.

ciz$q Gen. $ Ex. 2479 He.. bad him nimen him feres

mide, Wel wopnede men. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Ireland 8

Knyghtes and pe skyers well I-borsed and well y-wepened.

c 1450 Robin Hood <$• Monk viii. in Child Ballads HI. 97/1
Take twelue of bi wyght 3emen, Well weppynd, be bi side.

1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. 162/2 in Holins/t£d,A thousand
well weaponed and appointed men. 1655 Fuller Ch.Hist.
iv. 108 The foresaid Arch-Bishops, .attended with a numerous
train of well-weaponed servants. X670 Milton Hist. Brit.

11. 61 Thick upon the shoar stood several gross bands ofmen
well weapn'd.
Well-weaTing, ///. a. [Wear v. 1

15.] a 1568 [see

Wear v} 15]. 1803 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 29/1 Aman
..composed of those well-wearing materials, which adapt a
personfor situations where genius and refinement would only
prove a source of misery and of error. 1824 Miss Mitford
Village I. 55 One is never thoroughly sociable with flowers

till they are. .provided with decent, homely, well-wearing
English names. Well-wea*ving, vbl. sb. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 'n. xxv. (1912) 310 The same disdainefull scorne,

which Pallas shewed to poore Arachne, that durst contende
with her for the prize of well weaving.

Well-weighed,///, a.

1. Carefully estimated ; duly pondered or con-

sidered.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 70 Liuely to expresse
diuers passions, by the low and lofty sounde of the well-

weyed silable. a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant, vit. 34 The
well-weigh'd works of the Almighties hand. 1649 Milton
Eikon. xxviii. 236 A deliberate and well-waighed Covnant.
168* Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. in. xviiL (1716) 106 The well

weighed thoughts of their Hearts. 1697 Dryden ASneis
Ped. (e) 4 A well-weigh'd Judicious Poem, aiyo^ Locke
Cond. Undcrst. § 26 Well-weighed Reasons are to determine
the Judgment. 173a Poi*k Ep. Bathurst 229 To Worth or

Want, well-weigh'd, be Bounty given. 1754 Miss Boothby

WELL-WILLER.
in Life Johnson (1805) 76 Not without deliberation and v

weighed choice. 1829 Southey Altfor Love iv. ix, Nor
veil-

ever might light motive him From well-weigh'd purpose
bend. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 278 The well
weighed and prudent letter of William was read. 1883
R. B. Smith Ld. Lawrence II. 556 In this document he had
set forth, in well-weighed language, alike his methods and
his motives.

f 2. Of persons : Displaying deliberate purpose
and balanced judgement. Obs.
1701 Collier Jil. Anton. (1726) 135 He was a person

modest, prudent, and well-weigh'd. 1709 Strype Ann.
Pef. I. xiii. 428 This Bullinger was a right prudent, peace-
able, well-weighed, and learned Man.
Well-wei'ghing, vbl. sb. 1657 Rawlhy Resusc. Bacon

Life (c 2), Which may be imputed, .to the well weighing of
bis Sentence, by the Skales, of Truth, and Reason. 1767
Mansiteld in Burrow Rep. Cases (1776; IV. 2016 Barbuit's
Case.. was solemnly argued before and determined by Lord
Talbot, on considering and well-weighing, .all the foreign
Authorities. Well-wei'ghing, ppl. a. Heavy. 1601
Shaks. Alts Well iv. iii. 203 Or whether he thinkes it were
not possible with well-waighing summes of gold to corrupt
him to a reuolt. Well-whipped, ///. a. 1738 Pope
Epit. Sat. Dial. i. 70 All the well-whipt Cream of Courtly
Sense. 1840 Marryat OUa Podr. dy.19) 277 She spins

round like a well-whipped top. Well-wigged, ppl. a.

1792 Smuthey Lett. (1856) I. 11 The well-wigged justices.

1832 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) II. 177 Our well-wigged
ancestors.

f Well-will, v. Obs. rare, trans. To wish (one)

well, to regard with favour.

a 1618 Sylvester Maidens Blush 6S8 Weening therefore

these Augures all fulfiU'd In Joseph now, him every one
well-will'd. 1639 T)u Vehgfr tr. Camus' Admir. Events
217 He. .is well knowne in Court, and well willed by great

Ones .

Well-willed, a. Obs. exc. Sc. and north. [See

WlLLKD a. 2.] Kindly or favourably disposed.

X308TBKVI8A Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxv. (1495) 727 Of
good men and well wylled : dronkenesse makyth euyll men
and wycked. c 1412 HoCCLSVB De Reg. Princ. 21S6 Thogh
I benat wys, Wel- willed am I. 1484 Rich. III. in Ellis Orig.

Lett, Ser. 11. I. 166 Oure sayde soverayn Lord, as a wele-

willed, diligent, and couragious Piince. 1530 Palsgr. 329/1
Wellwylled, de bonne voulcnte. 1598 D. Ferguson Sc. Prov.

(S.T.S.) 82 Nothing is difficile to a well willit man. 1891

Atkinson Moorland Par. 65 This was but one of the

many exploits of a like nature achieved by this well-willed

being. 1899 J. Spence Shetld. Eolk-lore 212 The weel-

willed man is the beggar's bridder.

b. Const. to t
unto'j also to (do something) or

that (something be done).

1417 E. E. Wilts (1882) 38 Y pray hem hat bey be well

wyllet. .to here, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 295 And buf all

he war not welewillid ^erto, yit he was compellid to drynk.

c 1463 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1S56) 5 All the Cite wasvnto
thaym frendly and wellwiilid. 1465 Marg. Paston in P.
Lett. II. 202 As for the woman that made the clayme,, .he ys

wellwyllyd that she shold be seyn to in the way of almys.

c 1473 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 27, I wiil be as wellwilled

to doe things for your pleasure. 1477 Rolls o/Parlt.W. 178/1
Wherunto the more partie of the inhabuaunts. .be right

welwilled and agreable. 1523 Berners Proiss. I.ccxi. 254
Certayne yonge knyghtes.. well wylled to do some dede of

amies. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xxii. 163 But see

sic a han'le as that state o* maitters gies to them that's but
owre weel-will't to be lords owre God's spiritual heritage.

We'll-wi'ller. Now rare. [See Willer i

and cf. GoomviLLEtt.] One who bears good will

or wishes well (to another, to a cause, etc.) ; one

who is disposed to Be kind or friendly.

In very frequent use from 1450 to 1700. Since then largely

superseded by Well-wisher.
1448 Paston Lett. I. 69 All hys mene, and all that benhys

wele wyllers. 1470-85 Malory A rthur x. xxxi. 465 Wher-
fore he thoughte to slee hym and alle his wel wyllars in that

countrey. 1581 Petite tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. (1586)11.78

Those with whome we are conuersant, being rather well-

willers, than true friendes. 1583 Babington Commandm.
(1590) 121 Is the diuell our friende or our foe, our welwiller

or our enemie? 111586 Sidney Arcadia n. x. (1912) I. 209
No man durst shew himself a wel-willer of mine. 1604 T.
Wright Passions v. iv. 242 We may have many well-willers,

but very fewspeciall friends : well-willers be generall friends.

1659 Niiholas Papers (Camden) IV. 148, I feare our inland

friends will not be sufneyent, vnlesse our well-wdlers abroade
clubb to y

e reckoninge. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VL 61

Every body and every-thing had a black and a white side,

as ill-willers and well-willers were pleased to report. 1826

Hor. Smith TorH ill (1838) II. 101 Evil befall the foul fiend

and all his well-willers. 1875 Morris AEneids vi. 280 And
those Well-willers' iron beds [ferreique Eumenidum tha-

lami]. 1908 Hardy Dynasts 111. After Scene 351 The Well-

wilier, the kindly Might That balances the Vast for weal.

"b. Const, ofj to {unto, Sc. till).

1463 Irish Acts 3 Ediv. IV c.,68 Gouuernyng. .by theim

that ben welwillers to the Kyng^. f.1477 Caxton Jason 78 b,

Som of the welwillars of the king appollo. a 1568 Aschasi
Scholetn. 1. (Arb.) 82 They, .scornefuliie mocke his worde,

and also spitefullie hate and hurte ail well willers thereof.

1597 Hooker Eccl.Pol. v.lxxii. § 14 If now the Communion
buoke make for them too. .it may be hoL-ed that beingfotind

such a welwiller vnto their cause, they will more fauour it

then they haue done. 1634 Peacham Compl. Gcntl. v. (1906)

38 Give mee leave.. as a well-wilier unto you and your
itudies, to beare you company part of the way. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients- 67 Lovers and Well-willers of Art. 1698

F. B. Free but Modest Censure 4 A friend and well-wilier

to that Cause. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xxxvi.

2~3 Ye ken brawly that I never was a weel-wuller till gyaun
awa' fae the Pairis' Kirk. 1874 Swinburne Both-w. I. i.

(1882) 6 Men Who are well-willers to this common state,

f C. One who is addicted or devoted to a study

(esp. astrology). Obs.

1634 Heywood & Bromk Lane, Witches v. L 2, Though he

be no witch, he is a wel-willer to the infernal science. 1653



WELL-WILLING. 307 WELL-WOVEN.
W. Ramesey Astro!. Restored i3 For the satisfaction ofthe
well-willers to Astrology. 1654 Cleveland Char, Diurnal-
maker 5 He is the first tincture and rudiment of a Writer,

dip't as yet in the preparative blew, like an Almanack well-

wilier. 1664 Butler Hud. n. iii. 240 [He] with the Moon
was more familiar Than e'er was Almanack well wilier.

1668 Drydes Dram. Poesy 4 One that is so much a well-

wilier to the Satire, that he spares no man. 1671 Bi.agrave
Astral. Pract. Physick 188 To all such who are Students,

and well-\Vil!ers unto this most excellent Science of Astro-

logy, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 185 A Virtuoso is a
Well-wilier to the Mathematics. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies
11. vii. 245 To us Well-Willers nothing can be plainer, than

tha t Comets are Flammeous, or Lucid Expirations.

t Well-willing-, vbl. sb. Obs.

1. The act of wishing well (to another)
;
good

will, favour, kindly regard.

a 1340 Ham pole Psalter cxlvi. 12 Wellwillyngeis til lord on
dredand him [ Betuplaciturn est domino super limentes eutti].

C1450 Merli?i xxvii. 505 Better he cowde enforme hem of
you re volunte, for he is with hem a-queynted and theire

welwelHnge. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xviii. 67 By thy well

wyllynge, and by the yeftes & alle other thynges that I haue
doon vnto the. 1583 Melbancke Philoti'musC cj, In those
daies I wearied thee with my welwilling and yet I am not
tired to procure thy well fare. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of
Rom. 11. xx. 75 It begot a welt willing in her towards
him. ^11708 Beveridce T/tes. Theol. (1710) I. 30 Benevo-
lence, or Well-willing, to the Object beloved.

2. (One's) good pleasure ; what it seems good to

a person to do, intend, or allow.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter ex!. 7 My prayere in baire wele-

w'lllyngis [oracio mea in benepiacitis eorum]. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. iv. iv. 439 This was doon..bi Goddis welwilling that

it schulde be doon. c 1450 tr. De tmitatione 11. ix. 50 He
chose be welwillyng of god [divinum benepiacltum] before
mannys solace. Ibid, in. Iv. 132 Do wib me bi desired wel-
willing [desideratum beneplacitttm tuum\.

3. Right or virtuous intention; willing what is

good.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 27 Eftere my rightwisnes..

That is eftere my welwillynge bat is in my saule. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 355 Pes to the men of welwillingo In erthe

be among ous here [Lk. ii. 14 J. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxxxi. § 12 Simplie to will proceedeth from nature, but our
welw illing is from grace.

We 11-willing, a. (and sb.) Now rare or

dial. [Cf. Du. welwillend.]

A. adj. Wishing well to another ; disposed to

be kind or friendly; benevolent, propitious; loyal,

well-affected.

c 1000 Rule of Chrodegang vil'i, Nebeon hi
-

^ modi^e. .ac.

.

welwyllende, & tnitdheorte. c 1000 /Elfric Saints' Lives
xxvi. 59 pat he hrafte dslde bearfum and waedlum mid well-

willendum mode. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 41 How that he
fand nane weill willand, Bot all war fais that euir he fand.
tr 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) 214 This fowle is

sacred unto Jupiter, The lord of briddis in the higheheven,
Wele willyng planete beholdyng from so ferre. 1448
Hen. VI Will in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 379,
I ..pray my said heirs., that they shewe them self welwillyng
feithful and tender lovers of my desire in this behalf, a 1533
Frith Disput. Purgat. 1. D iij b, Goddes law requyreth a
thynge to be done wyth a well wyllynge harte. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus Ep. Ded. Aij b, The louyng and well wyllyng
subiectes. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 120 His folkis. .was nocht so weill willing as he requyred.

1597 I. Melvill Autob. ty Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 410 They
cam in a loving and weil-willing maner to inquyre. 161

1

Coi'GR., Bienvueitlant, well-willing, fauourable.
absol. C897 ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxiv. 229 Da

welwillendan [L. benevoli}. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
I. 677 That the weill willing may be rememberit, and the
obstinat constrenit to thair dewitie.

b. Const, to, towards, unto.

1390 Gower Co/if. II. i3 It semeth love is welwillende To
hem that (etc.]. c 1440 Geuerydes 964 To ther desire the
kyng was welewillyng. 1461 Pasion Lett. (1904) IV. 14,
I knew, .not whedyr they wer well wyllyng to yow or not.
x549 J- Old Erasm. Par., Ephes. Prol. Ii ij, Sondry other
curates & ministres. .are honest and diligently well wyllynge
towardes the trueth._ 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Earn.
Love 50 b, Those which stand welwilling vnto his instruc-
tions. 1598 R. Bernard Terence, Hecyra v. 1. {1607) 338
Your speach hath made mee fauorahle and welwilling to-

wardes you now. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelltouer's Bk. Physicke
Transl. to Reader, Through the persuasions of diuers well-
willinge Dutchmen to the English natione. 1888 Steven-
son Black Arrow Prol. 20 He was one of those who are.

.

ruggedly faithful and well-willing to their friends.

C. Ready or desirous to (do something).
c 1440 Generydes 2181 To wayte on hym ther were tthey]

well willyng. 1585 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1882) IV. 437 Sic
persouns..as ar knawin to be..maist cairfull and weill
willing to seik the saiftie and preseruatioun ofthe same.

fB. sb. One who is well disposed to another;
a (person's) well-wisher or friend. Obs.
In pi., either unaltered or with s.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8948 He spak so
wyb \>e kyng of bat land, bat he was his wel willand Vpon
Rretaigne a route to renge. 1340 Ayenb. 112 pe echedayes
dol b^t god yefb to his wel wilynde. 0375 Lay-Folks
Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 368 Oure sib men and oure welewillandes.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 299 If that thou wistest al, What Cheste
doth in special To love and to his welwillinge. c 1425 Wyn-
toun Cron. vu. ix. 3048 Obir gudis.. pat langit til hym or til

his men, Or til his weil willandis ben. 1413 m Reg. Mag. Sig.
Scot. 1430, 30/2 Til al lordis our frenddis and wele willand
effectuusly we praye. c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 12 To al oure
frendes, and wel wyllynees. 1463 Paston Lett. II. 138
Wretyn..Be your welewylland, Ab"bot of Langeleye.
Hence f Well-willingness.
exooo vElfric Saints' Lives xxxi. 44 Embe hisefencempan

he ha;fde welwillendnysse and micele lufe. a 1390 Wyclif
Bible, Rectus. Prol., I monest ^ou to comen with wel wil-
lingnesse [Vulg. cum benevolentin].

Well-willy, a. Obs. exc. dial. [See Willy a.

Cf. Sw. valvillig, Da. velvillig.~\ Full of good
will, benevolent, well-disposed, generous; ~ Good-
willy a.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1257 Venus mene I, be wel
willy planete. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Hi. {Andrew) 807 Al
bai bat vele wylly was to be apostil. c 1402 Lydg. Compi.
Bt. Knt. 627 A ! faire lady ! welwilly founde at al. c 1425
St. Alary of Oignies n. iii. in Anglia VI II. 158 Pees in Ionde
to men bat are wele willy, c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vii. 522
Wherfore ther mai not so greet a multitude be weel willi to
religioun, if [etc.]. 1808 Jamieson, WeilBwillie, Weill'
willit, Liberal, not niggardly. 1881 Leic. Gloss,, Well-will-
ing, and Well-willy, favourable to; having a kindly feel-

ing towards; bearing good will towards.

Well-winded, a. Sound or strong of wind. 14.. in

Harrow. Hell lntrod. p. xxv, The horss hath xxv proper-
tes. ..After the asse, well-mouthid, well-wyndyd. Well-
wi'ndowed.'i. i845[see Well-roofed]. Well-winged,
a, 1613-16 W. Bhowne Brit. Past. 1. iv. 66 He past them
o'er, quick, as. . well-wing'd Shaft forth of a Parthian bowe.
1619 Dkayton Bar. Wars 11. xxxvi. 23 Those well-wing d
Weapons. -Slip'd from the Dow-string, impotent and slacke.

1649 (*ee Cahceleer sb. b]. Well-wi'nnowed, ppl. a.

1685 Dkyden Threnod. August, xiii. 375 A plenteous Crop.

.

01 purest and well winow'd Grain. 1827 Lytton Pelham
ii, Seldom seen at large assemblies, she was eagerly sought
after in the well-winnowed soirees of the elect. Well-
wired, a. 1825 T. Hook Savings Ser. 11. Man of Many
Fr. (Colburn) 117 Artificial flowers were taught to twine
round mock marble columns, and fragrant lights to spring
spontaneously from well-wired Loughs of trees.

Well-wish., sb. Now rare. An act of wishing
well to another; a good wish. Const, to, for,
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urattia^S If- .these speeches haue

proceeded only from your well-wishes to mee, I must be sorry
for them. 1623 Bp. Hall Best Bargaine Wks. (1625) 513
Our zealous weli-wishes . , for the vndoubted truth of our
Maker and Redeemer. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. u.

§ 13 If this be true, I must confesse I am charitable only
in my liberall intentions, and bountifull well-wishes. 1654

J. Sherman (title) White Salt : or, A Sober Correction ojr

A Mad World, In some Wel-wishes to Goodness. 1708
Addison Pres. St. War 8 Any one that hath, .a well Wish
for his Friends or Posterity. 1709 Hear.se Collect. (O.H.S.)
II. 288 Sends hearty wellwishes 10 Barnes*, .design. 1816
Keats Lett. Wks. 1SS9 III. 46 You know with what Rever-
ence I would send my Well-wishes to him. 1872 Michie
Deeside Tales xiv. (iooSJ.i^S The bridegroom, .got presents
o* corn an' ither gear in token o' their well wishes. 1889
Hardivicke's Sci.-Gessip XXV. 226 Testifying their thanks
and well-wishes to the captain and steward. 1908 Westm.
Gas. 5 June 2/2 The exhibition has received the well wishes
ofthe Archbishop of Canterbury.

f Well-wish, v. Obs. intr. To wish well unto
(another).
1586 A. Day Engl. Secretorie 1. ^1625) 14 Thinke how

exceedingly I have always well-wished unto you.

f Well-wished,/-//, a. Obs. Attended by good
wishes.
1603 Shaks. Meas.forM. 11. iv. 27 Euen so The generall

subiect to a wel-wisht King Quit their owne part, and in

obsequious fondnesse Crowd to his presence.

Well-wisher. One who wishes well to

another, a cause, etc. Const, to, of, or with pos-

sessive.

1590 Tarlton's Newcs Purgatorie'i Amongst the rest of
whose welwishers my selfe being not the least. 1639 G.
Plattes Disccn\Subterr. Treas. ToRdr., So I takemyleave
and rest, Your hearty Well-wisher. G.P. 1670 Eaciiakd
Cont. Clergy 8 All well-wishers either to the clergy or
learning. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 10 F 7, I know several

of my Friends and Well-wishers are in great Pain for me.
1772 Phil. Trans. LXII. 356, I am. .a constant well-wisher
to the progress of arts and sciences. 1780 Miri-or'No. 82 Vet
the tale has amoral, byno means flattering to the well-wishers

of this country. 1788 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 24 July, He
seemed to feel that he spoke to a safe and a sympathising
well-wisher. 1836 C. Wordsworth Athens xi. (1855) 66
Some wise well-wisher to the Areopagus. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley i, It would be a nice opportunity for any of his well-

wishers to pay him a visit. 1905 Times 10 May 10 Those
who are not well-wishers of either country.

fb. One who aspires to (be or become). Obs. I

1710-11 Swift frnl. to Stella 7 Mar., The latter has a
gocd deal of learning, and he is a well-wisher to be an author.

Well-wishing, vbl. sb. The action of wish-

ing well to another ; also, an expression of good
wishes.

1569 Elviden Closet ofCounsels (1573) Ep. Ded., Where-
fore. .1 haue heene bolde to offer you this same, as a token
of my well wishing. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 1. (1625)

14 Not forgetting our accustomed greetings and interchange-
able wel-wishings. X617 Moryson Itin. m. 29 Hee who
knowes so to live with Italians.. as he can gain their well-

wishing, a 167a Wilkins Nat. Relig. 326 Religion.. will

teach them, .to be generous and large in their well-wishing
and their well-doing. 1909 J. R. Harris Side-Lights N. T.
Research ii. 78 There is much hand-shaking and well-wish-
ing. 1911 Craik Clarendon xxi. II. 190 Some one, 'who
was believed to wish well to the King —with that sort of
well-wishing which characterized the time-serving of Bennet
and his confederates.

Well-wi'shing, ppl. a. That wishes well to

others, benevolent ; t loyal. Also trans/.

1597 C Middleton Chinon of Engl, iii. (1925) 20 Flying
with the fauorable fortune of well wishing wiudes. 16*3
T. Scot {title) An experimental! Discoverie of Spanish
Practises or the Covnsell ofa well-wishing Souldier. 1768^-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 279 Thy candid well-wishing
eye. 1843 Lover Handy Andy xvii, And glass after glass

they did drink in all sorts and shapes of well-wishing toasts.

1896 Black Briseis xviii. 229 Marked by a perfect self-posses-

sion—a self-possession sweet and serene and well-wishing.

t Well-wi-ttecl,rt. Obs. Gified with good wits.
c 1450 Metham Wks. 147 He that ys born that day schuld

be true and wele-wyttyd. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 156 Thys
man is. .well wittyd, well manerd. 1529 Commons' Petition
in Froude Hist. Eng. I. 193 Such subtle interrogatories.. as
are able quickly to trap a simple unlearned, or yet a well-
wilted layman without learning. 1552 Huloet, Able tore-
ceyue, or weil wytted, cap.i.v.

Well-WOll, ppl. a. Gained by hard or honour-
able effort.

1596 Shaks. Merck. I'. 1. iii. =1 rQqj My well-won [Ff.
-worne] thrift Which he cals intercut. 1786 Burns ToAuld
Mare iv, Tho' it was sma", 'twas weel-won gear. 1791 —
To A*. G. ofF. 43 His well-won bays, than life itself m >re
dear. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxiv, I..will n >t i >se v. .-

wen gear with the like of him if it may be helped. 1842
J. Aiton Dottiest. Fcon. (1357)59 A well-won penny is worth
an ill-won pound. 1879 R. Lowe in lQth Cent. June 092
The great and well-won reputation of Mr. Wallace as 'a
scientific observer.
Well-woo'ded, a. Covered with growing trees, a 15=0

Leland /tin. (1764) III. 23 The Soile. .very gocd, and eu-
closuj, and meteiy wel woddyd. 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. xi. ;;iS24) 2.(3 This pretty well-wooded and well-watered
estate. 1780 Coxe Russ. Dlscov. 111 Well-wooded moun-
tains. 1885 E. P. Warren & Cleveki.v Wanderings' Beetle'
120 Past long well-wooded i>la^ds. 1914 I). Macmilt-an
Robert Flint v. in The land is fertile and well-wooded.
Weil-woo-ing, ppl. a. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 1 1 Rai:
scented eglantine Gave temperate sweets to that well.w >c i . ;

sun. tWell-woolled, a. Obs. Having a thick or rich
fleece. 1611 Coigr., Mouton a la grande laine, a SI

well-woolled, or of great burthen. 1641 Pest Farm. Bfcs.

(Surtees) 13 A score cf large and well-wold weathers.

f Well-word, v. Obs. trans. To eulogize.
1605 J. Davies (Heref.) Humours Heaven 19 The other

twaine. .Whiles he was speaking, his speech seem'd to prabe,
. . And 11 )w, by word, well-word they what he saies.

Well-WO "rded, a. Couched in proper term?.
1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, T/ieMuse i. Figures, Conceits,

Raptures, and Sentences In a well-worded dress. 1841
Longf. Childr. Lord's Supper 87 The fathers and mothers
Stood behind them in tears, and were glad at the well.
worded answer. 1865 Pi;sey Truth Eng. Ch. 127 Yet even
from Italy came a distinct, well-worded objection from the
Bishop of Mondovi. 1907 J. H. McCarthy Needles .y Pins
x, I thought that some at least of what I said was rather
we!!-worded.
Well-worked,///, a. a. Thoroughly operated, b. Skil-

fully wrought 1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 43 On very
middling soils., thirty bushels an nert: i> considered as only
a decent crop, after tolerably well-worked fallow. 1865
Lubuock Preh. 'Times 105 The well-worked implements of
the tumuli. t Well-wo'rker. Obs. One who does
good. 6-1580 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxxv, iv, As the well-
workers, soe the right beleevers, Lord favour further.
Well-wo'rking, vbl. sb. fa. Doing good, well-doing.
Obs. b. Skilful fashioning or forging. C. Successful activity
or operation. 1611 Norton's Calvin's Inst. Table of Con-
tents X xx t b, Against all them which say that if this doctrine
[of Predestination] take place, all endeuour of well working
decaieth. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New invent. 79 According
to the goodness and weil working of the Iron, some prove of
longer durance than other. 1879 Spencer Data of Ethics
vi. § 34. 84 The well-working [of pleasure and pain] in
essential matters is ignored ; and the ill-working in unessen-
tial matters is alone recognized. t Well-wo*rkmg,//A a.
Obs. That does good, virtuous. « 900 .Alfred Blooms 1.

in Cockayne Shrine (1864) 169 Ic be halsie, 3u arfaesta, wel
wilende & wel wyrcende drihten. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii.

1 20 Thou was alway well wirkand, to me trew as stele.

Well-worn, ppl. a.

1. Much worn or used; fig. tiite, hackneyed.
1621 T. Williamson tr. Gouiarfs Wise Vieiltard 53 It is

a well worne saying, That [etc.]. 1786 Burns Tarn Samson
Kpit., Tarn Samson's weel-worn clay here lies. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xii, The old man was seated by the tire with his
well-worn pocket Pible in his hands. 184a Tennyson Card.
Dau. 108 A well-worn pathway. 1849 Sir F. B. Head
Stokers <$• Pokers iii. 30 That variety of free and easy well-
worn costumes in which'quiet-minded people usually travel.

1858 Merivalk Rom. Emp. liv. (1863) VI. 411 The mind of
the educated classes still flowed freely enough in the well-
worn channels of literature. 1905 ' G. Thorne ' Lost Cause
v, It is a tiite and well-worn aphorism that no event is

trivial.

2. Becomingly carried or displayed.
1814 Byron Lara 1. xxvii, To whom he showed nor defer-

ence nor disdain, But that well-worn reserve which proved
he knew No sympathy with that familiar crew.
Well(«)wo*rthy, a. Worthy in a high degree, 1597

Markham Devoreux 35 b, Thou liuely worke of her great
excellence, Wei-worthy Matter for her powre to frame.
i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. § 91 Behold here good
people, my Sonne Edmund. .; how comely and well worthy
he is of all your fauors. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 918 Unless the
world were all prepar'd t 'embrace A plan well worthy to

supply their place. X796 Seivard's Anecdotes III. 145 The
Admiral [Coligny] approaching the Emperor with a rever-

ence well-worthy of the greatness ofthe Prince, .said [etc.].

Wellwott, obs. Sc. form of Velvet.

t Well-wou-lder. Obs.nonce-ivd. A conditional

or would-be well-wilier.

1643 Plain English 28 These are well-woulders to the

Parliament and Kingdome.

t Well-wove, ppl. a. Obs. = next.

C1710 Cosgreve tr. Ovid Wks. 1730 III. 305 The well-

wove Tours they wear, their own are thought; But only are

their own, as what they've bought.

Well-WO*ven, ppl. a. tit. and fig.

1591-5 Spenser Astrophel 97 There his welwouen toyles

and subtil traines He laid, the brutish nation to enwrap.

1663 South Serm. (1727) V. 206 No such Instrument to

carry on a refined, and well-woven Rebellion, as a tender

Conscience, and a sturdy Heart. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 97
Not force, but well couch't fraud, well woven snares. 1768-

74 Tl-cker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 279 When thy well-woven
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WELL-WREATHED

.

bands unite societies. 1791 Cowpkr Iliad xvm. 741 Ev'ry
maiden neat-attir'd In finest linen, and the youths in vests
Well-woven. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Trachin. 602 This
well-woven robe. 1887 Morms Odj/ss. v. 58 The Nymph.,
of the hair well-woven.
Well-wreathed, ppl. a. Skilfully twisted. 1615 Chap-

man Odyss. 11.609 They.. with well-wreath'd halsers hoise
Their white saiies. Ibid. xxi. 543 As one. .doth. .In tuning
of his Instrument. .lend To euery wel-wreath'd string, his
perfect sound. t Well writing, vbl.sb. Obs. 1668
Drydes Dram. Poesie 33 All passions may be lively repre-
sented on the Stage, if to the well-writing of them the Actor
suppl ies a good commanded voice.

Well-written,///, a.

1598 Harnfield Poems (Arb.) 119 Drayton, whose wel-
wntten Tragedies, And sweete Epistles, soare thy fame to
skies. 1776 Burney Hist. Mus. I. 171 A well-written and
well-set scene of recitative. 1779 Mirror No. 36 A well-
written preface, 1809 Malkin Gil Bias XI. vi. (Rtldg.) 405
This well-written statement.

Well-wrought, ppl a.

1. Well made or fashioned, skilfully constructed

or put together: a. of material things.

1338 R. Bruhne Chron. (1810)341 To Westmynsterbei hym
brouht, Biside his fadere is laid in a toumbe wele wroubt.
''/11366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1024 Hir nose, hir mouth,
and eyhe and cheke Wei wrought [bleufail], c 1400 Dcstr,
Troy 1739 We haue a Cite.. Well wroght for the werre,
wallis full high. 1538 Elyot Diet. Add., Adfabrum. well
wrought. ci6:i Chapman Iliad xi. 202 Yet pierc't it not
his wel-wrought zone. 1640 Habington Castara 111. (Arb.)

120 And so I in thy favour dye, Nomemorie For me a well-
wrought tombe prepare. 1723 Mandevilxe Fable Bees
(ed. 2) I, 185 From Caves.. we are come to warm and well
wrought Houses. 1732 Poi'E Ess. Man ii. 208 Tho' each by
turns, the other's bound invade, As, in some well-wrought
picture, light and shade. 1864 Earl Derby Iliad v. 22
Ideeus from the well-wrought chariot sprang.

b. of immaterial things, esp. literary or musical
composition. Also with out.

c 1460 Townelcy Myst. xvi. 370 This is well wroght gere
that euer may be. 1668 Dryden Dram. Poesie 20 The
Plots of their Plays being narrow, and the persons few, one
of their Acts was written in a less compass then one of our
well wrought Scenes. 1711 Steele S/,-ci. No. 11 P4 In
Answer to your well-wrought Tale, I will give you.. the
History of Inkle and Varico. 1849 Helps Friends in C. II.

i. (1S54) I. 269 A store of goodly thoughts in well-wrought
words. 1876 Mus. Times 1 June 492/1 Concluding his per-
formance with a well-wrought-out fugue on this subject.

f 2. Of ale : Thoroughly ' worked ' or fermented.
1694 Salmon' Bate's Dispens. (1713) 26/1 Put them in new

well-wrought Beer or Ale.

t 3. Of a convert : Fully persuaded. Obs.

1684 I. Mather Rec. Ilhtstr. Provid. i.v. 291 He is..judged
to be a well wrought Convert and real Christian.

Welly (we'll), adv. dial. [Colloquial reduction

of Well-nigh.] Well-nigh, almost, nearly.

16:5 W. Goddard Neasie ofWaspes No. 81 Sbee screakes,
cryes sheessoe full, she burst-shall wellie. Ibid. N0.S2.Shee
scarce gone, hir back not turned wellie. 1641 Drome Jovial
Crew 111, (1652) G 4, Your Worships Charity to a poore
Crytur welly starv'd. 1649 Man in the Moon No. 30. 235
Our long night of sorrow is now welly past over. 1717
Obliging Husband 10 You've welly gally'd me with ta'kins
on't. e 1746 J. Collier (Tim Dobbin) View Laucs. Dial.
Wks. (1862) 40 Beleemy, Turn mus, I welly lost my wynt.
1855 Mrs. Gaskell North $ S. xvii, A pack of spiritless,

down-trodden men; welly clemmed to death. 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Bede Hi, I should ha' been sure of her then,
as she wouldn't go away from me to Snowfield, welly thirty
mile off.

Welm(e, var. ff. Walm sh, v. and Whelm v.

t Welmish, a. Obs. rare. Also 7 whelmish.
[Origin obscure. Cf. Qualm sW] Of colour :

Tale, sickly (?).

1688 Holme Armoury 1. 13/1 Sky colour, or a light

welmish Blew. Ibid. 11. 23/2 If it [the rainbow] consist all

of Yellow, this is palish j if white, its defiled, or whelmish.
Ibid. in. 147/1 Green Verdher, a Welmish or Willow green.

Welmost^e, var. forms of Wellmost adv.

Welogh, obs. form of Willow sb.

Welonye, obs. form of Villainy.
"Welp, obs. form of Whelp.
Welsh (welj), a. and sb. Forms : a. 1 Wilisc,

Wilsc, 1-2 Wylisc, 2 Wylsc. P. 1 TJuelesc,

1-3 Welisc, 4-5 Welische (Welisse) ; 2-3
Welsc, 4 Welsse, 6 Welshe (7 Welse), 6-9
"Welch, 6- "Welsh. 7. 1-2 Weelisc, 3 Walisc,
4 Walish, Walysch, 5 Walische, Walysshe,
Wallish, Wallych, 6 Walyssh ; 2 Wselsc, 3
Wailsc, 3-4 Wals, 4-5 Walsch(e, Walssh, 4-6
Walshe (6 Walche), g Walsshe, 6-7 "Walsh.
[OE. (West Saxon) Wilisc^ Wylisc^ (Anglian and
Kentish) Welisc, Wtclisc, i. IVeath, Walk, Celt,

Briton, = OHG. IValk, Walah (MHG. Walch, G.
IVahle) Celt, Roman, etc, ON. *Valr(p\. Valir,

Gauls, Frenchmen) : see etym. note to Walnut,
and cf. Walach and Vlach. To the English adj.

correspond OHG. wal{a)hisc
y
walese (MHG. walk-,

wdlhisch, zvalsck, etc., G. zva'lsch, welsch), Roman,
Italian, French, Da. tvaalsch Walloon, ON. valskr

Gaulish, French (MSw. valskr; Sw. valsk, Da.
vmlsk Italian, French, southern) ; cf. the note to

Walshnut.
In OE. the final h of the stem normally disappeared

before the adjectival ending. The West Saxon
type * Wielisc (from Wealh\ did not survive beyond
the OE. period ; the two Anglian and Kentish types
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(from WalK) existed concurrently till the 16th cent.,

after which Welsh became the sole form in general

use, Walsh remaining only as a surname. (The
AF. Waleis

t
which is rarely employed in ME., also

survives in the surname Wallace.)

The spelling Welch is retained in the titles of the

Welch Regiment and the Royal Welch Fusiliers.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons : a. Originally : belonging to the

native British population of England in contrast to

the Anglo-Saxons. Obs. exc. Hist. b. In later

use : belonging to Wales by birth and descent

;

forming (part of) the native population of Wales.
a. 688-695 Laws Ine § 32 Be Wilisces monnes lond-

hsefene. £if Wilisc mon h&bbe hide londes [etc.]. c 1000

Ag$. Laws, Dunsetas § 3, 2, xii lahmen scylon riht taecean
Wealan & Ainglan : vi Englisce & vi Wylisce. c 1100O. E.
Chron. (MS. L>.) an. 1052 Griffin se Wylisca cing. Ibid.

(MS. C.) an. 1055 M'remerig se Wylsca biscop. Ibid. (Laud
MS.) an. 1097 Da Wylisce menn sy55on hi fram bam cynge
^ebujon.

/3. cxico O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1052 Eac man sloh

HrtS baes Welscan cynges brober. CIZ05 Lav. 31632 pa
iwaero aboljjen a Welisc king in be liepe. 1360-1 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 562 Cuidam Welsharpour d'n't WilFi de
Dalton, 3*. 4|f. 15x3 Life Hen. ^(1911) 10 And this suf-

ficeth of the Welsh conspiracies and battailes. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. ir, i. 209 Sir, there is a fray to be fought, be-
Iweene Sir Hugh the Welch Priest, and Caius the French
Doctor. i6»8 Mad Pranks Robin Goodfelloiu (Percy Soc.)

9 As infamous as a Welch-harper that playes for cheese and
onions. 1647 Clarendon" /list. Rub, VI. § 135 Here a Welsh
regiment of the King's, .assaulted the works, 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 147 Henry I of England, planted a colony
cf Flemings on the frontiers of Wales,, .none of the Welsh
princes being powerful enough to oppose them. 1836
Southev Lett. (1856) IV. 475 Here I have found out who
the Welsh attorney was who [etc.]. 1862 Bonuow Wales
xlix, Why, you told me you were of Welsh parents. 1905
' G. Thorne ' Lost Cause x, The sly Welsh girl was indu-
bitably awed.
y. cnoo 0. E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1050 Mid Gryfines

fultume bacs Waaliscan cynges. 1338 R. BrunnB Chron.
(1725) 241 Had bei had a spie among be Walssh oste.,bei
bad bien men lyuand, bat \>tx to dedewent. ? a 1400Hlorte
Arth. 320 ' A ! A !

' sais the Wnlsche kynge ' wirchipid he
Criste !' c 1420 Contin. Brut 368 J>ere was a man bat was
clepid 'be walsch clerke,' and apelyd a kni5t..of treson.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvm. xxiii. 767 And there with al

he aspyed a walysshe knygtite where he was to repose him.
[a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commonw. Eng. 1. xiii. (1583) 15 To
defende themselues yet from them which were walsh and
strangers,, .[they] agreed.. to consult in common.]
2. Of things : Of or pertaining to Wales or its

inhabitants, *j* ox to the British race in Anglo-Saxon
times.
In OE. the wider sense of ' foreign ' appears also to have

been current, but clear instances are rare.

688-95 Laws Ine § 46. 1 Gif hit Sonne M5 Wilisc onstal,

ne b!5 se a5 na 3y mara. Ibid. § 70, xii ambra Wilisc ealaS.

805-10 in llirch Cartul. Sax. 1. 459 Selle mon..xxx. omhra
godes uuelesces alo'3. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

852 Wulfred scolde £ifen. .twa tunnan fulle hlutres alo5. .&
t^n mittan Waslsces alo<5. c 1205 Lay. 13021 Vortiger hafde
Walisc [t:x275 Wals] lond. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) App. G.
146 Fram be wallsche see ywis, Fram seint dauid to pe see.

1300-1400 A*. Gloucester s Chron. (Rolls) App. XX. 591 Ed-
ward his sone. .bat of be weiische londe clanliche al out I

wan be seignor^e. 1532 Proper $ Cornel. Ploiveman Fj,
They haue enclosed U [God's leasow]. .so hygh, there may
no shepe come there within, but yef It be a walyssh lepre

[ -leaper]ufthemountaynes. 1555 L. Saunders mCoverdale
Lett. Martyrs (1564) 188 Not in hope of rebellion or fulfill-

yng vnprontable, yea pestilent welshe prophecies. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V

%
iv. \\\. 112 All the water in Wye, cannot

wash your Maiesties Welsh plood out of your pody. Ibid,

v. i. 83 Henceforth let a Welsh correction, teach you a good
English condition. 1612 Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-
olb. ix. 390 In the Welsh Prouerb Mon mam Cymbry. 1761
Goi.dsm. Ess., Taste, The native, genuine, and salutary

taste of Welch beef. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 26 Apr. (1)

At eight. .we go. .to the Pump-room; which is crowded
like a Welsh fair. 1774 Johnson in Boswell Life (1904)

II. 538 Yesterday I returned from my Welch journey. 1781
Gmuott Decl. fy F. xxxviii. (1787) III. 623 Their subjects, of
WeUh or Cambrian extraction, assume the respectable sta-

tion of inferior freemen. 186a Rorrow Wales\, I reached
a large village, the name of which, like those of most Welsh
villages, began with Llan.

Proverbial (and allusively), a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Wales (1662) 7 As long as a Welsh pedigree. 1725 Young
Love of Fame m. 121 Till I surpass in length.. A Welch
descent, a 1764 Churchill Serm. J)ed.6o (1771) p. iii, When
thou art to thyself, thy Sire unknown, A whole Welsh
genealogy alone?

b. In the names of various products of, and com-
modities obtained from, Wales, as t "Welsh cloth

(see Welsh cotton) ; Welsh coal, coal obtained

from the South Wales coal-fields ; anthracite

;

f "Welsh cotton, a kind of woollen cloth with a

nap ; Welsh dresser (see quot. and Dresser 1 2)

;

Welsh flannel (see quot. 1858) ; f Welsh frieze
= Welsh cotton ; Welsh glaive (see quot.)

;

Welsh lay, a class of roofing-slates ; f Welsh
lining, a woollen cloth without a nap (cf. Cotton
sb£ and Frieze sb. 1 1) ; Welsh lump, a kind of

fire-brick made in large pieces; Welsh mutton,
mutton obtained from a small breed ofsheep pastured

on the Welsh mountains, highly esteemed for the

delicacy of its flavour; Welsh oilstone (see quot.);

t Welsh plain = Welsh flannel ; Welsh rag
m Rag sb. 2 1 b; + Welsh scarlet (see Scarlet

WELSH.
j3.l)

; Welsh snuff (see quot.)
; f Welsh stone-

coal = Welsh coal. Also Welsh bill, Welsh
hook.
1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 7 § 1 *WeIsh Clothe and Linyng, com.

monly called Cottons Fryzes and Playnes. a ifii8 Ralegh
Invent. Shipping^ 41 Our Newcastle, or our "Welsh Coales.
'743 London

jg>
Country Brewer 111. (ed. 2) 177 At a famous

Town in the West for brewing Beer, they burn this Welch
Coal in a moveable Iron Grate. 184a Loudon Suburban
Hort. 211 Welsh coal.. is a very durable fuel, peculiarly
well suited to these boilers. 1346-7 in Feuillerat Revels
Edw. VI (1914) s, iij yardes d. *wellshe Cotton at vjd yard.
X551-Z Act 5 <y 6 Edw. VI, c. 6 § 1 And that. .Walshe Cot-
tonne. .shall not be streched on the Tentor. .above a nayle
of a yarde in bredith. 1580 Welsh cotton [see Manchester
1]. xpia Encycl. Brit. VIII. 578/1 A peculiarly effective
combination of oak and mahogany is found in the dressers
..made on the borders of Staffordshire and Shropshire.
..The expression ' "Welsh dresser '..is now no more than
a trade term,, .applied to all dressers of this type. [1598
"Welsh flannel ; used allusively in referring to a Welshman :

see Flannel i d] 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Welsh-
flannel, the finest kind of flannel, made from the fleeces of
the flocks of the Welsh mountains, i860 Hunt [/re's Diet.
Arts, etc. s.v. Flannel, Wales is the country in which flan-

nel was originally made, and the Welsh flannel is still held
in much estimation. 1551-2 Act 5^6 Edtv. VI, c. 6 § 1 All
"Walshe Frices..made and wrought within the Shires of
Cardigan and Pembroke. .or elsewhere of lyke makinge.
1786 Grose Anc. Armour 56 The "Welch glaive is a kind
of hill, sometimes reckoned among the pole axes. 1891
Century Diet. s.v. Lay1 n. 8 * Welsh lay, a slate measuring
3 by 2 feet. 1557-8 Act 4^5 Phil. $ Mar. c. 5 § 5 Everie
Gode of *Welche lyning shall., be three quarters of a yarde
in Breadthe. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 599 The most
convenient fire bricks are what are called "Welsh or Stour-
bridge lumps. 1842 Gwilt A rchit. § 1826 Fire bricks...

This sort of brick is made also in various parts of Wales,
whence they are called Welsh lumps. 1892 Diet. Arch.
(Arch. Publ. Soc.) Welsh tump. .. It cut be had up to 3 ft.

long, 10 ins. by 5 ins. thick. 1830 Le Keux Illustr. Nat.
Hist. 1. 141 The genuine "Welsh mutton is highly esteemed.
19x0 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 6.-3 1 Idwal or "Welsh oilstone,

used for small articles. 1584 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz.

(1908) 370 For ix yardes of "welshe playne. 1725 [see Plain
sb. 1

9]. 1823 Nicholson Tract. B-uinnr 396 Patent slating
was originally composed of slates called the "Welsh Rags.
1887 Diet. Arch. (Arch. Publ. Soc), Rag slate, or Welsh
rag. 14. . Langland's P. PL A. v. 113 (MS. T.), I may hit

not leue He scholde wandre on bat "walsshe scarlet, so was
it bred-bare. 1845 Dodd Brit. Manuf. v. 148 There are
many kinds of snuff called ' high-di ied ', such as ' *Welsh *

and ' Lundyfoot '. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 143
"Welch stone-coal.

c. in the names of plants, beasts, insects, etc.,

indigenous to or found chiefly in Wales, as Welsh
cattle, pony ; runt (see Runt sb. 2) ; Welsh clear-

wingj club-moss (see quots.) ; Welsh poppy, a

perennial poppy of the genus iMeconopsis (see Poppy
sb. 3) ; Welsh sorrel, speedwell, wave (see

quots.).

1834 Youatt Cattle 47 Howell Dha.. describes some of
the "Welsh cattle in the tenth century, as being ' white
with red ears'. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III.

759 Pilularia annotiuuvt... "Welsh Clubmoss. On the

mountains of Caernarvonshire. 1869 E. Newman Brit.

Moths is The "Welsh Cleaiwing {Sesia Scoliaformis). 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. 26 Apr. (3), Patience is like a stout

"Welsh poney ; it bears a great deal, and trots a great way

;

but it will tire at the long run. 1831 Youati Horse 58 The
Welsh pony. . has a small bead, high withers, deep yet round
barrel, short joints, flat legs, and good round feet. 174^
Compi. Family-Piece n. iii. 374 "Welsh-poppy. 1829 Loudon
Encycl. Plants (1836) 462 Meconopsis caiubrica Vig. Welsh
Poppy. 1882 Garden 20 May 353/1 A broad blue china
bowl is brilliant with.. Welsh Poppy. 1659 Howell Lex.
Tciragl., New Sayings v. 8/1 He thrives as well as a

"Welch Runt in Rumney Marsh. 1727 E. Laurfnce Duty
cf Steward 76 The Steward should be advis'd to stock

the Ground with Scotch Keylys or Welch Runts. 1768,

1886 [see Runt sb. til 1910 Encycl. Brit. V. 540/2 Welsh
cattle are well known in the Midland counties., where, under
the name of ' Welsh runts ', large herds of bullocks are fat-

tened on the pastures. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. vi. x.

745 Acetosa Catubro-Britauiea Montana. Mountaine
'* Welsh Sorrell. < 1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's Eng. Herbal
Tab. iii, Welsh Sorrel. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Ve-
ronica, "Welsh spiked Speedwell, with a haiiy Bugle Leaf.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 12 Veronica hy-

brida... Welsh Speedwell. Pugle-leaved Speedwell. 1869

E. Newman Brit. Moths 76 The "Welsh Wave (Venusia
cambricaria).

d. in other collocations : Welsh acre (see

quot.) ; Welsh ambassador, a name for (<?) the

cuckoo
; i(b) the owl(cf. Welshfalconer) ; Welsh

aunt (see quot.) ; Welsh bait, a rest, without other

refreshment, given to a horse on reaching the top

of a hill (see Bait sb. 5) ; also Jig. ; t Welsh
brief (meaning obscure); Welsh carpet, t comb,
cornice (see quots.)

; f Welsh cricket, a louse ;

Welsh diamond (see quot.) ; Welsh drake, the

gadwall or gray duck, Chanlelasmus streperus\

t Welshdraper, a maker of, or dealer in,
( Welsh

cotton ' ; a -woollen draper ; Welsh ejectment

(see quot.) ; + Welsh falconer = Welsh ambassa-

dor {$) ; f Welsh fiddle (see quot.) ; Welsh
groin, groining Arch, (see quots.) ; Welsh ham
(see quot.) ; Welsh main Cockfighting (see Main
sb.Z 3) ; Welsh mile, a distance of a mile and

more ; a long and tedious mile (chiefly proverbial)

;

Welsh mortgage (see quot.) ; Welsh niece, a

first cousin (cf. Welsh aunt
1
W. uncle) ;

Welsh
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onion = Chibol i

; f Welsh parsley (see quots.)

;

f Welsh pearl, ?an inferior or counterfeit pearl;

f Welsh-pot shell (see quot.) ; Welsh road (see

quot.) ; Welsh springer, a kind of spaniel (see

Springer 1 8 b) ; Welsh uncle (see Uncle i d)

;

Welsh vault, vaulting Arch, — Welsh groin,

groining', Welsh wig, a worsted cap. Also WELSH
bean, Welsh hasp, Welsh rabbit.

1704 Diet. Rust., *Welch-acre; it's usually two English
Acres. 1608 Middlf.ton Trick to catch Old One iv. H 1,

Thy Sound is like the cuckowe, the *welch Emha-sad or.
c 1620 Welsh Emboss, iv. 1501 (M alone Soc.) Pray mr Ree?e
. .what is the reason that wee english men when the Cuckoe
is vppon entrance saie the welsh emhassador is Cominge.

1637 10 Retrosp. Ret'. (1853) J* 3 12 Two dozen of Welsh am-
bassodars. r^3~i ln Macray Reg. Ma^d.Coll. N. S. IV.

(1904) 135 Mr. Gierke, commoner, complain'd of Sir Cher-
nock, demy, for abusing him.., calling him foole, Welsh
ambassadour {an expression for an owle). 1894 G. F.

Northall Folk-phr. Four Counties 25 The Welsh ambas-
sador = The cuckoo. 1878 N. fy Q. 10 Aug. 105/1 Some
Radnorshire Words. .

* Welsh Aunt, first cousin of father

or mother. 1603 T. Powell {title) *Welch Bayte to spare
Prouender. Or, A looking backe vpon the Times past.

1658 Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. I. vi. 32 In this place

he takes a Welsh bait, and looking back makes a Muster of

his Victories, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Wales (1662) 7 The
Proverbs.. .Give your horse a Welch-bait. 1626 B. Jonson
Staple 0/N. v. i, It is a thing of greater consequence, Then
to be liorne about in a blacke boxe, Like a Low-countrey
vorloffe or *WeIsh-briefe. 1854 Household Words 2 Sept.

53/1 This "Welsh carpet is a pattern produced on the brick

floor by staining the brick squares in figures with dockleaf
juice. 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3),

* Welch Coiub,

the thumb and four fingers. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil.

§459 These walls, .should have what is called a *Welsh
cornice (two or three o^ersailing (protruding) courses of
brickwork, one of which has dentils formed by the ends of
bricks projecting at equal and regular distances) to finish

with at top, 159Z Greene Upst. Courtier D 2, A. .Gentle-
man Marchant Tailor, giuing armes and the holye Lambe
in his creast, where before he had no other cognisance, but
a plaine Spanish needle with a *welsh cricket on the toppe.

1884 F.J. Written Watch fyCtockm. 215 Rock crystal.. also

known as ' Bristol ',
* *Welsh ' . .or ' Irish ' diamond, is also

used by watch jewellers. 1844 J. P. Giraud Birds ofLong
Island 306 At Egg Harbor a few [gadwalls] are seen . .and
are there known by the name of '."Welsh Drake ' or 'German
\ tuck'. 1481 Coventry Leet Bk. 480 Hugh Walker. ,*welch-
draper. 1811 Lex. Balatron., * Welsh Ejectment, to unroof
the house, a method practised by landlords in Wales to eject a
bad tenant, a 1647 Fletcher, etc. Lovers Progr. in, I hear
by th" Owls, There are many of your *Welch falkoners about
it \sc. a house], a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, * Welsh-
fiddle, the Itch. 1778 W. Pais Carpenters Repos. PI. 58
Make a semi-circular Arch.. that is commonly called a
'Welch Groin. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 465/2 Groins, Welsh,
or Underpitch. . . The system of vaulting is called underpitch
groining, or, as termed by the workmen, "Welsh groining.

(21878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. II. 173 Vaulting.. in

which the side vaults., cut the higher and mam vault at alevel
lower than its crown . . is vulgarly known as '.Welsh ' *groin-
ing. 1877 CasselCs Diet. Cookery 1107 A *Welsh ham is

simply the name given to a fat leg of mutton which has been
cured and smoked like an ordinary ham. c n$o Merlin xv.

247 All the contrey was of hem covered the length of a
•walshe myle. 1652 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jourtt. Wales
(1859)21, 1 hired a guide who broughtme to Swansey (sixteen

well stretch'd Welch mountainous miles). 1796 Grose's
Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. %\ Welch Mile. Like a Welch mile,

long and narrow. His story is like a Welch rnile, long and
tedious. 1818 Ckuise Digest 1 1, xv. i. § 19 There is another
kind of mortgage, .called a *Welsh mortgage, in which there
is a perpetual light of redemption. i$\\ Encycl, Brit. XV II I.

878/t A Welsh mortgage is one in which. .a creditor.. takes
the rents and profits in lieu of interest.., the estate being
redeemable at any time on payment of the principal. 1886
Sir F. H. Doyle Remin. viii. 156 A young cousin, or rather
. .* Welsh niece of mine. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. CePa
M m/i The *Welch Onions are only propagated for Spring
Use also: These never makeany Bulb, and are therefore only
fittobeus'dgreenforSalladSj&c. 1834 Loudon Encycl. Gard.
(ed. 2) § 3813 Welsh onion, or ciboule (Allium fistulosum,
L). 1778, 183a [see CibolJ. a 1625 Fletcher Elder Brother
1. ii, In tough *Wel*h Parsly, which, in our vulgar Tongue,
is strong Hempen Halters. 1638 Randolph Heyfor Honesty
iv. 1.(1651) 30 This is a Rascaldeserves. .To dance in Hemp
Derricks Caranto : Lets choke him with Welch Parsley.
168: Grew Musaeum 1. § vi. ii. 146 *Welsh-Pearl...They
are most of them flatish, and of a shining blackish colour.
c 171 1 Petiver GazophyL yii. Tab. 69 Fig. 5 Carolina Lat-
tice furrowed, * Welsh-pot Shell,.. Like our Garden Snail,
but Lattice-furrowed and waved with yellow, like our Welsh
Pot-ware. 1890 O. Crawfurd Round Calend. in Portugal
212 The scent of those deep, damp lanes, green with ferns,

which in this county [Monmouthshire] we call '*Welsh
roads*. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 375/2 [Dogs.) Sporting.
. .spaniel.. "Welsh springer. 1848 Rickman Styles Archit.
E'tg. p. liii, This [roof] is distinguished from the previous
examples by having what are called "Welsh vaults over the
clerestory windows. 1835 R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages vii.

78 note, Such cells are termed *Wdsh vaulting cells. 1858
Ecclesiologist XIX. 165 North transept, Welsh vaulting
from circular shafts. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 2

Uncle Ben . .is seen galloping, in a *Welsh wig and strange
apparel, in the rear of a pack of Lilliputian buagk-s. 1848
Dickens Dombey iv, His Welsh wig.. was as plain and
stubborn a Welsh wig as ever was worn. 1859 Sala Gas-
light fy D. xi. 129 Disguised in lamp-black, pomatum, Welsh
wigs dyed black.

3. As the designation of the language of the
Welsh people ; hence, written or spoken in the
Welsh language

; of or belonging to the language
or literature of Wales.
1547 Salesbury Diet. Engl.- Welsh Ded., Seyng ther is

many of your graces subiectes in Wales that readethe par-
fytlye the welshe tonge.,1 haue written a lytic englyshe
dyctionary with the welshe interpretation, 1587 Penry

sEquity Supplic. 48 Vngodly welsh bookes are fraught with
these Idolatries, c 1643 La Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 32
Where I might learn the Welch tongue. 1682 W. Richards
Wallogr. 121 One in our Company, .having got a Welch
Polysyllable into his Throat, was almost choakd with Con-
sonants. 1729 T. Innes Crit. Ess. (1879) 257 Mr. Edward
Lhuyd, in his Welsh preface to his Arckaeologia, 1756-9 A.
Butler Lives Fathers, Beuno (1821) IV. 226 Vawr, as the
Welsh adjective Mawr great, is writ in several parts of Wales.
Ibid., Wenefride XI. 75 Lluydb, in his catalogue of Welch
manuscripts. 1840 W. J. Rke.s (title-p.) The Liber Landa-
vensis... Published for The Welsh MSS. Society. 1877 Rhys
(title) Lectures on Welsh Philology. 1888 Jacobi Printers*
I'ocab., Welsh cases, cases of special lay for composing works
in that language.

B. sb. (Elliptical uses of the adj.)

1. a. pi. The Britons as distinguished from the

Anglo-Saxons. Obs, exc. Hist,
c 1100 0. E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1050 On bam tlcan seare

comon upp on Wylisce Axa of Yrlande. a nzz Ibid. (Laud
MS.) an. ii2i J'aWyliscean him ongean coman. c 1205 Lay.
5574 Bruttes & Wailsce [c 1175 Walse]. c 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 9392 (if the welsse )>at mid him bep ne dorre ^e no~-t

I drede, 1729 T. IknesCW/. Tss.(i^jg) 4° The. old Midland
Britains..known.. by the name of Walenses (Welch, a

' commoTi name to all that spoke the British language). 1839
Keightley Hist. Eug. I. 14 The Britons or Welsh, as they
were named by the conquerors, were thus driven back to the
western side of the island.

b. The inhabitants or natives of Wales.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725^ 237 pe Walssh wer alle day

j

slayn. 1530 Tindale Annv. More 11. xi. Wks. (1573) 299
1
Then he bringeth in bow the wilde Irish and the Welch

i

pray, when they go to steale. 1596 Spenser State Irel.

I

(Globe) 635/2 The same was also common amongest the

\

Brittons, and is not yet altogether left of by the Welsh which
are theyr posteritye. 1610 Holland Camden*s Brit. 1. 652
These are distinctly knowen still from the Welsh, both by
their speech and manners. 1612 Ski.den Illustr. Drayton's
Poly-olb.ix. 320 So that the Wcl>h may challenge priority, of
finding that new world, before the Spaniard. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVII 1. 699/1 The Welsh, in their own language,

! call their country Cymry, and their language Cymracg. 1825
Scott Betrothed viii, 1'wo very strong bodies of Welsh at-

i tempted to carry the outer defences of the castle by .storm.

1862 Borrow Wales lviii, Amongst the proverbial sayings of
1 the Welsh, which are chiefly preserved in the shape of triads

is [etc.I 1882 Rhys Celtic Britain 130 The more legendary
traditions of tire Welsh.

fo. sing. A Welshman. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 167 Godfrei of Garlesschire and
,

Griffin be walsche. 1387TREVISA Higden VIII. 265 pe false

I

Walsche David roos aaenst kyng Edward in Palme Sonday.
[i6ot F. Tate Housch. Ord. Edw. 7/§oi (1876) 55 Annote

I

the walsh.] 1646 R. Baillie Anabaptisnt (1647) Lpist. *4

1 At Naisby..to beat nine thousand, .soldiers, the most part

I
raw and new levied Welshes.

2. The Welsh language.
O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) Pref., Her sind on bis islande fif

Kebeode: EngUsc,& Brittisc, & Wilsc {MS. D. Bryt-wylsc],
1 &Scyttisc[etc], ? (2x400 Arthur -j Pendragon ysin walysch
! 'Dragones heed ' on Englysch. 1470-85 Caxton Malory's
I Arthur Pref. (Sommer) 3 Many noble volumes be made of
hym.. which been not had in our maternal tongue, but in

I
walssheben many & also infrensshe, & sommein englysshe.

1547 W. Salesbury (title) A Dictionary in Englyshe and
Welshe. a 1550 Leland Itin. v. (1908) II. 82 It [Shrefvs-

1

bury] is comonly caullyd now in Walche Moythik. Writers
in Walsche caul it Penguern, id est, caput Alneti. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, ui. i. 193 My Wife can speake no Eng-

j
lish; I no Welsh. 1656 J. Lewis in Baxter's Certainty

j

Worlds Spirits (1691) 130 He could perceive the whisper of

j
a Voice in Welch, bidding him hold his peace. 1668 Shad-

|
well Sullen Lovers iv. 74 If I don't.. speak Spanish,

I Italian,. .Welch and Irish. 1788 Priestley Lcct. Hist. iv.

]

xxv. 191 The next remains of the Britons, are Hoel Dha's
Laws...Of these there are several copies, both in Welch

j
and Latin. 1820 Scott Let. to C. Scott 19 Dec. in Lockhart,

1 You hear the Welsh spoken much about you. 1862 Borrow
j

Wales Jix, I learned to read Welsh and to write it at the
:
same time. i88z Rhys Celtic Britain 145 The latter [sc.

Clyde], being.. Clut in old Welsh, could only yield Cud in
later Welsh.

b. iransf. A strange language ; speech that one
does not understand.
1648 Winyard Midsummer-Moon 5 Hebrew to them is

Welch, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Wales (1662) 33 Amel-
corne. This English Word (which I find in the English
Cambden) is Welsh to me. \WASheffield Gloss. Suppl. s.v.

We&L*Hs*i talking Welsh!' 'That's Welsh!' means
1
1 don t understand you '.

3. Short for : Welsh coal.

1898 Kipling Fleet in Being iv. 44 We're supposed to be
burning No. 2 Welsh. 1905 Blickw. Mag. Jan. 26/2 Have
you got that ' Welsh ' trimmed ?

C. Comb. : J P'e/sh- begotten , -bom, -English,
-like, -rooled, -speaking, -wrought adjs. ; Welsh-
Briton = Welshman i a ; Welsh-Keltic a.,

Cymric.
1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 291 He is the onely friend

of Lawyers (if they be *Welch begotten). 1898 Watts-
Dunton Aylwin xv. xii, I wonder whether any one who is not
* Welsh-born can understand my delight. 1670 Milton Hist.
Brit. iv. 165 Kentwin the other West-Saxon King..chac'd
the*Welch-Briians. .to the very Seashoar. 1759T.Richards
(title) Antique Linguae Britannicae Thesaurus: being a
British, or *Welsh-English Dictionary. 1883 D. H. Wheeler
By-Ways Lit. 100 It is believed that the 'Welsh-Keltic
manuscripts are unusually vicious in the texts. 1844 Brere-
ton's Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 96 note, Of this *\VeIch-Iike
name [Apthomas] I am unable to offer any explanation.
1863 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss. 8 Their eadvjyn. .isa 'Welsh-
rooted word. 1893 Harper s Mag. Dec. 43/1 A *WeIsh.
speaking rebel against the tithes. 1876 Morris Sigurd in.

202 And they see the sheathed Wrath shimmer mid the

restless 'Welsh-wrought [= foreign] swords.

Welsh, (wclf), v. Racing. Also f welch. [Of
obscure origin.] trans. To swindle (a person) out

of money laid as a bet (see Welsher*). Hence
Welshing vbt. sb. and ppl. a.

1857 Mom. Chron. 8 June 8/3 He got his living by 'welch-

ing ' and taking in the ' flats '. 1867 Sporting Life 21 Sept.,

Money which people have been 'welshed' out of. 1868

Morn. Star 26 Mar., Some two or three of the prolific

'welshing 'fraternity did manage to carry on their nefarious

operations. 1887 Daily Tel. 12 Mar. 5/2 He will receive his

winnings and run no risk of being ' welshed '. 1894 Henty
Dorothy's Double I. 57 He.. had a narrow escape of being
lynched bythe crowd for welshing. 1902 Titnes'i Mar, 14 3

In France, .betting, .had increased, .because people were
not now afraid of being welshed.

t Welsh bean. Obs. Also 6 -Welch, [ad. G.
welsche bohne: see Welsh a. and Bean sb.] The
French or kidney bean (Phaseolus vulgaris).

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 110/1 Phaseolus, dolichns,

..Welch beanes: beanes of Rome, or kidney beanes. 1598
Florio, Faglioli, Fagiuoli, a kind of pease like vnto a beane,
called faseoles, french peason, welsh beanes, or kidney
beanes.

t Welsh bill. Obs. In 5 "Walshe, Wallish,
\Vallych, 7 Welch bill. '[f. Welsh a. + Blhh
sb. 1 4.] ~ Welsh hook.
1475 Maldon (Essex) Court-Rolls Bundle 40, No. S Insul-

tum fecit, .cum i Walshe byll, precii xxd. 1484 Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) I. 310 Cum quodam Wallishbyll..in capite per-

cus>it. [Cf. ibid. 311 Cum quodam le Forest byll.] 1485 in

Sanctuariitiu Dunelm. <V Beverlacense (Surtees) 13 Jacobus
Manfeeld. .insultum fecit, et eundem in corpore cum uno
le wallych by II felonice percussit. (Z1625 Fletcher Nice
Valour iv. i, Lapet. Did not I say, this Whirrit, and this

Bob, Should be both Pica Roman. Clown. So said I, Sir,

both Picked Romans, And he has made 'em Welch Bills.

Welsher 1 (we*lj3i). Also t welcher. [Cf.

Welsh v.~\ A bookmaker at a race-meeting, who
takes money for a bet, and absconds or refuses to

pay if he lose-;.

i860 Ld. W. Lennox Pict. Sporting Life 1. 119 A gang of
miscreants called Welchers, who make bets with the unwary,
which they never dream of paying if they lose. 1868 E.
Yates Rocks Ahead m. v, I know him, a defaulting ring-

man, a mere common welsher. 191Z Times 24 Apr. 3/4
Counsel said, .the real definite charge was that the plaintiff

was a welsher.
Iransf. 1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd xvii, He was

. .a ' welsher' in the matter of marbles and hardbake before

bis fifth birthday. 1904 Sladen Playing the Game 11. iii,

The Japanese traders who dealt with them were, many of
them, welshers who looked to repudiations for their profits.

WerLsher-. nonce-wd. [f. Welsh a. + -er1.]

A Welshman.
1862 Borrow Wales I. v. 47 [A waggoner lecf.] They are

small men mostly, Measter, them Welshers.

Welsh, harp. [Welsh a.~\ A name specifically

applied to the triple-strung harp ; also called

Welsh triple harp.
171637 ft* Jonson Masque, For Honour of Wales Wks.

(1641) 33 Yow s'all heare the true Pritan straines now, the

ancient Welse Harpe. a 1700 EVELYN Diary 13 Tune 1649,
With him was one Carew, who play'd incomparably on the
Welsh Harp. 1753 Scots Mag. May 2x5/1 A Welch-harp.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms s.v. Harp, The
triple or Welsh harp, with three rows of strings, two rows
tuned diatonically 111 unisons or octaves, the third or inner
row arranged to supply the accidentals, .sharps or flats. 1880
Encycl. Brit. XI. 489/2 The comparatively modern WeKh
triple harp is always strung with gut. 1889 Grove Diet.
Mus, IV. 443 Welsh Triple Harp.

t Welsh hook. Obs. [Welsh a.] A bill-

hook ; a weapon of this form. Cf. Welsh bill.
a 1593 Marlowe Edw. II, iv. vi. [2nd Stage dir.J Enter

with Welch hookes, Rice ap Howell, a Mower, and the Earle
of Leicester. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IP', n. iv. 372 Hee of
Wales, that, .swore the Deuill his true Liege-man vpon the
Crosse of a Welch-hooke. 1599 G. Silver Paradoxes Def.
31 The Welch hooke or Forrest bill, hath aduantage against
all maner of weapons whatsoeuer. 1611 Cotgr., Riveran,
..a Welsh hooke, or hedging bill made with a hooke at the
end. 1617 J. SwETNAM Sen. Sci. Defence 143 When you
encounter with any man that hath a Staffe, a Welch-hooke,
or a Halbert. x6i8 J. Taylor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr.

B 4 b, A Watch-mans bill, or a Welch-hooke falles not halfe

so heauy vpon a man. a 1637 B. Jonson Masque, For
Honour#f Wales Wks. (1641) 33 Owen Glendower, with a
Welse hooke, and a Goats skinne on his backe. 1694 Moi-
tkux Rabelais \. vii. 25 Their Claws, .grow as crooked as
a Welch Hook, or a Hedging Bill.

Welshify, v. nonce-wd. [f. Welsh a. +-fy.]
trans. To give a Welsh form to (a word).
1889 Gretton Memory s Harkback 320 Are we to account

for this, and so many other traces of Latin words Welshified,

by the Roman occupation of the country?

We-lshly, adv. nonce-wd. [-ly -.] In a Welsh
manner.
The allusion is probably to the proverbially long Welsh

mile (see Welsh a. 2 d).

1629 Br. Field in St. Papers Dom. Chas. I, CI* no A
sooner journey willbe very cumbersome & jeopardous in

regard of wayes, now deep* and dangerous, at all times

steepe, craggy, and welshly ta^dious.

Welshman (we'ljmien). Forms : see Welsh
(also 4 "Weiss-, Weliss-, 6 Wealch, Welsch

;

4 Walss-, Walis-, Walesch, 5 Wallissh-, 6

"Walls-), and Man sb. [f. Welsh a. 4- Man sb.]

1. f a. A native Briton. Obs. b. A native of

Wales.
In the early examples the adj. and noun are still separate

words.
a. 688-95 Laws Ine § 33 Jif Wilisc mon ha:bbe hide



WELSHNESS.

londes, his wer biS cxx Scill. c 1000 Ags. Laws, Dunsetas
|

§ 6 Nah naoer to farenne ne Wilisc man on ^Enghsc land

ne /Englisc on Wylisc Se ma, butan gesettan landmen, c noo

O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1053 Eac Wylsce menn geslogan

mycelne dad Englisces folces.
.

0. ciios Lav. 2120 pat Cambrie wes lhaten bat is J>at

wilde lond bat Welsce [C1275 Wake] men lumeS. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5140 Here we englisse men mom yse

some, Mid woche ri5te we beb to bis lond ycome ; Ac )>e

wrecche welissemen beb of be olde more. 1513 Life Hen. V
\

(ion) 9 Manie Welshmen, and.. the greater parte of all -

Wales, were confederate w"> these rebbells. 1579 FuLKK

Re/11/. Rastel 764 The Welshmen that vnderstand not eng-

lish, hane their common praier in their Welshe tongue.

iS94 Shaks. Rich. Ill, IV. IV. 477 You cannot guesse where-

fore the Welchman comes. 1598 Bastard Chrestol. 111.

xxxiii 72 A Wealch and English man meete on the way.

1607 Df.kker & Webster Northw. Hoe I. 13 4, The North-
j

erne man loues white-meates,. .the Welshman Leekes and

Cheese. 1663-4 Pepys Diary 11 Feb., The Duke of Mori-
[

mouth's mother's brother.. being a Welchman. 1781G1BPON

Dec' *r F. xxxviii. (17S7) III. 62; note, The malicious

Welshman [= Giraldus Cambrensis] insinuates, that [etc.],

1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour II. 250/2 The men. .are about

three -fifihs Irishmen, a fifth Welchmen,. .and the remainder

Englishmen. 1882 Rhys Celtic Britain 145 The nortnern

portion, .is spoken of in the Saxon Chronicle as that of the

Strathclyde Welshmen.

V. C1205 Lay. 2124 For ban duke Gualun Waelsce \c 127s

Walse] men me heom hateo. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (l_7?5)

35 Edgar ..went to Kerlion, be Walsch men he band \\ ith

homage & feaute. 1387 Trkvisa Hidden II. 35 In Semt

Edward his tyme Walsche men schulde not passe bat diche I

wib wepoun vppon a grete payne. c 1420 Chron. filed 03
|

He commandede . . alle be Britones . . To hen y-cleped \\ al-

lisshemen. Ibid. 96 Saxsones clepud horn. .Walshemen.

1473 Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 6 Ther was the Erie of
j

Pembroke taken".. andtwo M'.Walschmenne slayne. 1513

ISradshaw St. Werburge 11. 510 Whiche kynge expulsed..

All brutes and walshemen clere out of his londe. 1565

Stat-leton Fortr. Faith 132 b, Inhabited by the olde
:

Britons and walsh men.

2. U.S. A name applied locally to the black

bass {Micropterus) and other fishes.

1714 I. Lawsom Hist. Carolina 155 The brown Pearch,

which some call Welch-men, are the largest sort of Pearcncs

that we have. 1884 Century Mag. Apr. 90S/1 A black bass

becomes, .a ' Welshman ' in North Carolina. 1888 Gooije

Amir. Fishes s% On the Tar River of North Carolina, it [the

Black Bass] is called ' Chubb \and on the Neuse, 'Welshman .

3. Possessivecombinations. "Welshman'sbutton

= hazel-fly Hazel 14c. t "Welshman's hose, in

phrases like to make a Welshman s hose of, to

make like a Welshman's hose, to stretch or wrest the

meaning of (a word, sentence, etc.) ; cf. shipmans

hose Shipman 3 b. "Welshman's hug (see quot.)

1787 Vest Angling (ed. 2) 117 The *\Velchman's Button

or H.isle comes on about the latter end of July. 1880 r

.

Francis Angling vi. (ed. 5) 230 The Welshman's Button;

where it is found, it is a capital fly. 1523 Skelton Carl

Laurel 1239 And after conueyauns as the world goos, It is

no foly to vse the • Walshemannys hoos. a 1529—0/. Cloute

73o A thousand thousande other, That, .make a Walshmans

hose Of the te.xte and of the glose. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Robt.

Tresilian xi, And wurds that wer most plaine whan thei

by vs wer skande, We turned by construction lyke a welch-

mans hose. 1583 Leg. P.p. St. Androis 737 Of omnigathe-

rine now his glose : He maid it lyk a \\ ealchman hvse :

Tempera mutaniur was his text. 1886 W. Somerset Word-

bt., Scotch-Fiddle. 2. The itch, more commonly called the

*\Velshman's hug.

Welshness (we-ljnes). [f. Welsh a. + -ness.J

Welsh character.

1682 W. Richards Wallogr. 82 The shabbiness of their

Bodies and the Baoticalness [? = Boeotian dullness] of their

Souls, and that, which cannot any otherwise be exprest, the

Welchness of both. 1797 T. Twining in Recreat.tr Stud.

(1882) 203, I was much amused with the extreme Welshness

of the good lady. 1894 A tlienceum 22 Dec. 866/3 Plof- RhVs

..is not backward in recognizing what may be called the

Welshness of the whole body of histories concerned with the

' blameless king ' and his knights of the Round Table. 1912

Amelia H. Stirling Life J. H. Stirling iv. 63 In spite of

the strangeness, the Welshness, of Pontypool, Stirling had

been disappointed to find that it was not in Wales.

Welsh, rabbit. [Welsh a. + Rabbit rf.i Cf.

Scotch rabbit Scotch a. 4, and, for the jocular use

of the noun, Capon sb. 3.] A dish" 'consisting of

cheese and a little butter melted and mixed tpgether,

to which are added ale, cayenne pepper, and salt, the

whole being stirred until it is creamy, and then

poured over buttered toast : also, simply, slices of

toasted cheese laid on toast.

1725 J. Byrom Rem. (1854) I. 1. 108, I did not eat of the

cold beef, but of Welsh rabbit and stewed cheese. Ibid.

109, I had a scollop shell and Welsh rabbit. 1747 Mrs.

Glasse Cookery ix. 97 To make a Welch-Rabbit. Toast the

Bread on both Sides, then toast the Cheese on one Side,

and lay it on the Toast, and with a hot Iron brown the other

Side. 1771 in Mme. D Arblay Early Diary (1889) I. 130

When we meet to browse over a pot of Castalian Porter and

a Welsh Rabbit. 1825 Scott 12 Oct. in Fain. Lett. (1894)

II. xxiii. 334 A welch rabbit and a tankard of ale. 18S4

Thackeray Newcomes i, A desire for welsh-rabbits and

good old glee-singing led us to the Cave of Harmony. 1876

Fr. E. Trollope Charming Fellow II. xi. 164 She had.

.

prepared a welsh rabbit . . for a little party of friends.

Welsh rarebit. [An etymologizing alteration

of prec. There is no evidence of the independent

use of rarebit.'] = prec.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Rabbit, a Welch rabbit,

bread and cheese toasted, i. e. a Welch rare bit. 1845 Alb.

Smith Fort. Scalterg. Fain, xliii, One of those inextricable

visions which are alone dependent upon love, or Welsh rare-

bits, for their origin. 1865 Morn. Star 10 Apr., Then you

310

advance to steaks,, .thence to marrow-bones, thence to

Welsh rarebit. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps 1. vi. § 6 He had

also eaten two Welsh rarebits—an unusual supper.

Welshry (we'ljri). Also 4 "Walschrie ; 7

Welshrye, 9 Welshery. [f. Welsh a. +-KY, or

ad. med.L. Walescheria (1249).]

fl. Welshmen or Welsh people collectively. Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) II. 244 After bam alle he

sent, To fend be Walschrie with him at ber powere.

2. That part of a town or county (inhabited by

English and Welsh) which is appropriated to the

Celtic population, as distinguished from the Eng-

L1SHBY.
1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire iv. (1S91) 38 This Shere is

taken to be devided into two partes, that is to the Englishne,

and Welshrye as shall be more lardglie declared hereafter.

1804 J. Evans Tour S. Wales 256 This country [in Pem-

brokeshire] is still divided into what is called the Englishry

and Welshery; the latter, containing the original inhabit-

ants. 1862 Borrow Wales II. xxx. 347, ' I have no Welsh,

sir,' said she. 'How is that?' said 1; 'this village is 1

think in the Welshery '. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cony. I. v.

-38 Up to the time of /Ethelstan Exeter had remained
.

;
a

common possession of Teutonic and Celtic inhabitants. No
doubt there was an English and a Welsh town, an Englishry

and a Welshry.

3. Welsh origin or nationality.

1894 Grant Allen in Westm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 2/1 Some.

times.. I have even known them indignantly deny the im.

putation of Welshry.

Welshwoman (we-lj\vu:man). Also 'Welsh,

woman, [f. Welsh a. + WOMAN rf.] A woman
of Welsh nationality.

1442 Rolls Parlt. V.'45/i So that the saide William to

a Walsshwoman in no wise marie him. 1586 J. Hooker
Girald. Irel. in Holinshcd II. 24/2 There came vnto him

a Welsh or a Camber woman. 1656 S. Holland Zara 11.

v. 112 Thy Mother sure was some Welsh woman, who in-

stead of her own fostered thee with Mares Milk. 1801 Mar.

Edgeworth Moral 7'., Angelina iii, Bartrand,—you have

no ears, Welshwoman as you are 1

Welshy (we-lfi), a. rare. In S Welchy. [f.

Welsh + -T i.] Resembling that of Wales or its

inhabitants ; Welsh-like.

1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen II. 210 [Her name, Wini-

fred] had such a welchy vulgar sound, she chose to be called

Maria. 1848 Bentlcy's Misc. Jan. 106 Then we get towards

a wild and Welshy country.

"Welsom(e, -sum : seeWEALSOME,"\\ iLSOMEa.1

Welt (welt),!/'.1 Forms: a. 5 wait, 6 walto

;

Sc. 6 wat, 6, 9 waut, 9 waat ; n.irth. dial. 9
wolt, wote, woat, waut. /3. 5-6 weltte, welte,

6wealte, 6-welt. [Of obscure origin ; the varia-

tion in the vowel suggests an OE. *wealt, with

Anglian variant *wall.\

1. Shoemaking. A strip of leather placed between

and sewn to the edge of the sole and the turned-in

I edge of the upper in soling a boot or shoe.

a. 14. . Garlande's Diet, in Wright Voc. (1837) 123 Picta-

ciarii (clowtars) viles sunt, qui consnunt sotutares veteres,

renevandepiclacia(c\owty4,etin!ercucia(wa\Lys),ctsoleas,

el inpedeas. 1500 Ortus Vocab., Interculium, anglice a

wake of a shoghe. 1508 Dunbar Flyling 213 Stra wispis

hingis owt [of thy boots], quhair that the wattis [v.r. waltis]

ar worne. 1899 Leeds Merc. Suppl. 14 Oct. (E.D.D.) If

tha doesn't mind, tha'U court thisen off o' t' waits.

p. c 142s I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 664/35 Hoc intercucium,

weltte. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 321/1 Welte, of a schoo, incu.

cium, vet intercucium. 1483 Cath. Angl. 414/1 A Welte,

intercucium. 1530 Palsgr. 287/2 Welte of a shoe, ourcleure.

1737 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Welt, that Slip of Leather, or

Part of a Shoe that joins and holds the Sole and upper

Leather together. 1880 Times 21 Sept. 4/4 To attach a

narrow strip of flexible stout leather (the welt) to the outer

edge of the upper, and the two to the insole. 1895 Boot

Mending * Making (ed. P. N. Hasluck) vi. 95 \Vhether_the

work is to be.. left plain, which is called a ' blind-welt , or

the stitch sunk, and the welt fudged to imitate stitching.

2. A narrow strip of material put on the edge of

a garment, etc., as a border, binding, or hem ;
a

frill, fringe, or trimming.
Frequently associated with Guard {sb. n).

a. 1506 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 115 Item, for ane

waut of Rislis broun to it [a kirtle], iij s. 1804 W. Tarhas

Poems 38 Gin onie chiel had coohe scaw't, Sic's groogl t

crown, or raggit waut, Wad we na jeer 't.

p. 1330 Palsgr. 287/2 Welt of a garment, ourelet. 1547

in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (iqn) 9 One half having a

border of black Letters & thother half having ij Rounde
welttes of black vellett. 1582 Breton Flourish Fancy etc.

(Grosart) 15/1 Wherof good stoare of cloathcin fashions

may be spent : In gardes, in weltes, and iagges. 1611 Speed

Hist. Ct. Brit. vn. iv. § 3. 202 Their Cassockes were.. of

linnen, trimmed and set out with very broad Gards or Welts.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India * P. 35s A Scarlet Cloak, edg'd

with a Welt, Was thrown him o're. 1748 Earthquake Peru

i. 63 Their Habit is grey, with a purple Welt. 1820 Scott

Monast. xxix, The unction with which he dilated upon

welts, laces, slashes, and trimmings. 1831 Carlyle Sartor

Res. I. vii, Welts, a handbreadth thick, .. waver round them
by way of hem. 1894 J. Davidson Ballads % Songs 113

Maid Marian's kirtle, somewhat old, A welt of red must
now enhance. 1903 Times 8 Sept. 10/4 Very particular

attention is devoted, .to the welts on the undress overalls.

Some Fusilier battalions substitute a narrow stripe stitched

on in place of the orthodox welt.

fig. a 1637 B. Jonson Discov. (1641) 91 There are certaine

1 Scioli. . that are busie in the skirts.. of Learning.. .They
may have some edging, or trimming of a Scholler, a welt,

or so : but it is no more.

+ b. Phrase. Without welt or guard : without

ornamentation or trimming. Obs.

WELT.

1592 Greene Upst. Courtier B 3 b, I sawe they were a

plaine payre of Cloth breeches, without eyther welt or garde.

1631 Jordan Nat. Bathes Ded. (1665) 4 A plain sutc of our

Country Cloath ; without welt or gard. 1679 Hist. Jetzcr

36 He was cloath'd in a close Coat of coarse cloth, without

welt or guard.

f c. fig. (Also without welt or cover.)

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon 2140 Marke you maisters, heers

a plaine honest man, without welt or garde. 1594-1692 [see

Guard sb. lib). 1603 Harsnet Popish Impost. 167 Loe

heere .. plaine Gentilisme, without welt or couer. a 1734

North Examen I. i. § 7 (1740) 18 And of these irrefragable

Authorities some he affords great Encomiums to, others

pass without Welt or Guard.

d. Used by R. Holme (and hence by later com-

pilers) as a heraldic term, in contrast to border.

1688 Holme Armoury 1. 31 An edg, or hem, or welt, only

runs on the sides of the Ordinary; but the Border. .goeth

clear round the same, c 1828 Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss.,

Welt, or Edge, a narrow kind of border to an ordinary, or

charge, sometimes improperly called a fimbriation, but the

cro«s .should have the fimbriation run all round it,, .which

the welt or edge, does not. [Hence in Ogilvie (1850) and

in later Diets.]

+ 3. A binding strip or band. Obs.
_

In quot. 1607 perhaps an error for ' netts '.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 215 Hauing found out the

field or hill where the beasts are lodged, they compasse it

..with welts and toils inuented for that purpose. 1693

Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. I. in. xxi. 183 The

Edges [of the baskets] both above and below [must] be so

well wrought as not to unravel ; There must be also a Welt

round about the middle for the same reason. 1698 Fhogfr

r'oy. 133 Their Privy-parts, which they cover with a little

Cotton-welt [Fr. ceinture de colon], that hangs down by

their Legs.

4. A narrow ridge, a raised stripe. Obs.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 5 Their hauen. .hauing but as

it were a welte of land, .betwixte it and the wide Maine.

1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue iv. 375 Her muskie Mouth

..A swelling Welt of Corall round behems, Which smiling

shows two rows of orient (Jems. 1614 Markham Cheap iy

Good Husb. 11. Of Hawks i. 137 And these Stones if they

be full of crests and welts, they are the better, a 1682 Slit

T. Browne Tracts 1. (1683) 78 The Trunk or Body thereof

[of the palm tree] is naturally contrived for ascension,.,

having many welts and eminencies. 1694 Motteux tr.

Rabelais v. xxiii. 107 Their dainty Chops and Gullets were

lin'd through with Crimsin Satin with little Welts, and

Gold Purls.

b. spec, in Nat. Hist. Now rare.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxxv. 192 Of Floure Deluce or

Iris. . .In the leaues [of the flower] that hang downewardes,

there are certaine rough or hearie weltes lyke vnto a mans

browes. 1597 Gerarde Herbal I. xxxv. § 5. 50 Flowers of

a purple or violet colour,. .with a white hairie welt downe

the middle. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theai. Ins. xiv.

958 Upon the shoulders [of the butterfly] there is a kmde

of sandy dusky coloured roll or welt. 1698 Froger Voy.

131 The Toucan,.. whose bill is.. all over nothing but black

and white welts or streaks, like Ebony and Ivory interlaid.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 94 On the upper margin of them,

in a ferruoineous welt, lies the seed. 1713 Petiver in Phil.

Trans. XXVIII. 208 Its Leaves generally single,, .with a

lar»e forked welt which saddles the Stalk. 1892A. A.Crozier

Diet. Bot. Terms, Welt, a broad, raised stripe or ridge upon

the surface of a fruit, as is occasionally seen in the orange

and lemon. . _ _ , .

C. A ridge on the flesh, esp. tne mark of a healed

wound ; a seam.
1800 Phil. Trans. XCI. 8 The cicatrix formed a hard

welt, tender to the touch. 1842 Lover Handy Andy iv,

From shoulder to flank, sir, I am one mass of welts and

weals. 1876 E. Wagner's Gen. Path. 30 If the actual

cautery be applied upon a corpse, there arise only.. more

or less hard or leathery welts. 1883 Harper s Mag. Mar.

534/1 The slight welt of a sabre cut on one cheek.

tranif. and fig. 1882 G. F. Pentecost Out ofEgypt 1. 12

Who can tell what the first hot and burning welt of pain

was which followed the first stroke of passion's whip ? 1892

Kipling Barrack-room Ballads L'Envoi 53 O the blazing

tropic night, when the wake's a welt of light.

5. Technical uses. a. A flange on a horse-shoe.

b. Saddle-making. A narrow strip of leather

stitched in between the skirts and the seat. C. Glove-

making. (See quots.) d. Knitting. (See quots.)

i e. A strip or fillet laid over a seam or joint or

placed in an angle to secure or strengthen it. f. The

lap or fold of a welted joint (see Welted ppl. a. 4).

See also sense 1.

a. c 1770 T. Fairfax Compl. Sportsm. 21 [Horse] Shoes

with swelling welts, or borders round about them, are used

in Germany, &c. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 171

Ordinary [horse] shoes.. are either light fiat disks,.. or ot

much greater strength, with welts or knobs on the toes.

b 1871 Saddlers' Gaz. I Nov. 10/1 The skirts being pro-

rjerlv edged up, you will now make the welt and fix it to

the skirt 1904 Saddleiy (ed. P. N. Hasluck) iii. 29 Place

the thin hogskin welt along the upper edge of the seat and

stitch the skirt and welt together. . . From the point to which

the seat is stitched, a wider welt doubled like the narrow

one must be stitched to the skirt.

c 1882 S. W. Beck Gloves xii. 179 One minor.. process,

known as ' felling the slit-welt '-that is, the turning over

and hemming of the welt on the edge of the opening of the

gloves. 1886 Chamb. Jrnl. .0 Apr. 226/2 Out of the parts

left he cuts pieces, .for the binding round the top and the

oDenin" [of a glove], .which are called ' welts .T^ Lonsdale Gloss.. Welt, ribbed knitting 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., Welt, (Knitting-machine) a flap of

work (as a heel-piece) disengaged laterally and knitted

separately from the main body, and subsequently joined

thereto by re-engagement of loops or by hand-knitting.

1879 Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., The ribs of knitting at the

top of a sock or stocking are called w-elts.

e 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Carvel-built, The edges

of the plates are brought flush together and riveted to a lap



WELT.
or welt in the rear. 1888 LockwoocCs Diet. Mech. Engin.,
Welt, the covering strip used in butt riveting.

f. 1888
J.
W. Clarke Plumbing Pract. viii. 81 A mandrel

must be fixed inside for the welt to be worked in quite

closely.

6. A stroke with a lash or pliant stick ; also, a

heavy blow with the fist. (Cf. Welt v.1 5.)

1863 Cornhill Mag, VII. 453 There's thirteen of us to do
the punishment, and we must have two welts a piece. 1900
A. McIlhoy By Lone Craig-Linnie Burn v. 54 Every man
claimed the right of bestowing a ' welt ' on a restive horse

with his ash 'plant' as he passed.

7. attrib. and Comb,, in the names of shoe-

makers' tools, appliances, and materials, as welt-

beater, -cutter',file, -guide, -knife, -leather, -machine,

-iniiiy shoulders (cf. Shouldek sb. 5 b), -trimmer.
1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 14 Cobler's-wax and welt-leather.

186a Catal. Internat. Exhib. Brit. II. No. 4671, Cunit-d
Welt Shoulders. 1875 Kmght Diet. Mech. 2760 Welt-

cutter, -guide, -knife, -machine, -trimmer. i8q5 Boot Making
(ed. P. N. Hasluck)v. 83 If they are too thick, reduce thern

on the flesh side in a welt mill or skiving machine. Ibid.

vii. 107 The welt file, used for smoothing the welt. 1897
C. T. Davis Mauuf. Leather 637 To dress.. welt leather

and flexible splits.

t Welt, sb? Obs. Cant, (See Rum a.i 2 b.)

Welt (welt), v. 1 Forms : a. 5 Sc. and north.

walte, waut, 6 Sc. wait, wawt, wate, vat. 0. 6

welte, wealt, 6- welt. [f. Welt sb. 1]

1. trans. To furnish (shoes) with welts; to repair

or renew the welts of.

a. 1483 Cath. Angl. 407/1 To Walte, jntercuciare. 1500
Ortus vocab., Intercutio, to walte a schoghe.

£. 17*9 P. Walkden Diary (i£66) 49 Paid for welting

and soling my shoes, is. 6d. 1854 G. Borkow in Shorter
B. <V his Circle xxxii. (1913) 374 My hoots were worn up by
the time I reached Swansea and was obliged to get them
new soled and welted. 1914 Daily Nevus 30 June 4, I can-

not canonise the machine which stitches uppers and welts
soles.

2. To border, hem, or ornament (a garment) with
welts or strips of material. Also with about. Also
absol. (Cf. Welted///, a. 1 a.) Nownzrd or Obs,
a. 1489 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. I. 162 Thre quartaris

of veluus to waut hir gowne. 1541 Ibid. VIII. 22 For grene
velvet to wait ane cote. 1546 Ibid. 438 Tua elnis..blak

velvot . . to wait the said goun and kirtill.

fi. 1580 Holly band Treas. Fr. Tong, Border fy coitvrir

le bord, to border, to welt. 159a Greene Upsi. Courtier
D 1 b, In making of veluet breeches, where there is required

silke lace, ..and such costly stuffe, to welt, gard, whip,
strtch, edge, face, and draw out. 1755 Johnson, To Welt,
to sew any thing with a border.

f3. ? To bind in strips. Obs, rare,

16:3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 412 If any be sicke, a
speare is set vp in his Tent with blacke Felt welted
about it.

4. Technical uses: a. To bind with strips or a strip

of leather, spec, in Glove-making and Carriage-

building,

1795 [see Welting vbl. sb. ib]. x86a Mrs. H.Wood
Mrs. Hallib. 1. xviii, Some welted, or hemmed the gloves

round at the edge of the wrist.

b. Plumbing. To join (the ends of a pipe, etc.)

by turning the edges one over the other and press-

ing them together. Cf. Welted///, a. 4.

1888 J. W. Clarke Plumbing Pract. viii. £1 At a sanitary

exhibition ..were exhibited some joints, .made by welting
the ends of the pipes together,

5. To beat, thrash.

1813 Moor Suffolk Words, Welt., .to beat severely—so as
to raise wales or weals. 1837 Hai.iburton Ctockm. Ser. 11.

xxii, And they gist fell to and welted him all the way into

the town with the tip eend of their lassos. 1855 F. C. Arm-
strong Warhawk I. xii. 248 I'll welt you with a rope's end
if you don't mizzle. 1894 Astleyjo Years Life I. 10$ My
ribs ached as though they had been welted with a single-

stick. 1901 E. Phili.potts Striking Hours 12 Next time
..I'll welt the hide off your bones.

Welt, *.* Obs. exc. dial. Pa. t. 4-5 welt(e,

[a. ON. *welta intr. strong verb (Icel. and Norw.
velta, MSw. vdlta), and trans, weak verb (Icel. and
Norw. velta, MSw. and Sw. vdlta, Da. vxtte) ; the

latter corresponds to OE. -wxltan (Angl.), wyltan,

OHG. walzen, welzett (MHG. welzen, G. wdtzen),

Goth, waltjan, f. the a- grade of the stem welt-,

wait : see Walt a, and v.]

1. intr. To roll or turn over (also with over) ; to

fall over (also with backward) ; to sway or be un-
steady.

13. . St. Cristofer 651 in Horstm. Altengl, Leg: (1881) 46a
Whene be kynge hade of hym syghte In his chayere he
welte vpryghte. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7488 Philoc with felle

angur fVusshet to Remo, Till l>othe welt backward of hor
bare sadles. 1513 Douglas sEueis x. x. 136 So tyll hys
hart stoundis the prik of deith, He weltis our, and ;aldis vp
the breith. Ibid. xi. xii. 83 And stedis throwand on the
ground that weltis. 1570 Levins Manip. 59/1 To Welt,
neuter, decidere. 1703 Thokksuv Let. Ray, Welt, to totter.

1876 Wnitty Gloss, s.v., T" cart coup'd, an' we com welling
into t' gutter. 1895 Lakeland Gloss., Welt, to roll or roll

over, to incline on one side.

fig, >3-« E. E. Allit. P.Q. 115 Hit was a wenyng vn.war
bat welt in his mynde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4891 We, as vn-
wise men, welt into pride, Answarth hym awterwart with
angur & skorne.

b. To gush out. Cf. Walt v. 4.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 839 (MS. Ashm.) So hard him hittis

on the hede his hemes out weitid [MS. Dub/in weltynj.

2. trans. To cast or throw down ; to throw to

311

the ground
; to overturn ; to beat clown ; also to

roll, trundle. Cf. Walt v. 2.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 3152 Walles he welte downe. c 1400
Destr. Troy 7490 Aither wegh other woundit, & welt to be
grene. 1513 Douglas sEneis iv. vii. 76 The burgeonit
treis on buird thai bring for airis, Weltis down in woddis
gret mastis. Ibid. ix. viii. 127 Down welting eik of huge
wecht gret stanys. Ibid. x. iii. 21 Ane Agmon of Lvrnesya
fast tharby Presys, wyth all the fcrs in his body, A feiloune
stone to welt the wallys tyll. 1570 Levins Manip. 59/1 To
Welt, actiue, euertere. 1703 Thokesby Let. Ray, Welt,..
overturn cart or wain. 1828 Cakk Craven Gloss., Grass or
corn is said to be welted when it is beaten down by wind
or rain, &c, 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Welt, v. t. to overset, to
overturn. 1898 B. Kikkuy Lakeland Words, Welt, upset.

Welt (welt), v.Z Chiefly^/. [? Alteration of
Welk v. Cf. the earlier Welter z>.2 and Wilt z/.]

a. trans. Of the sun or weather : To wither (cut
grass, etc.). Chiefly pass, b. intr. To become
withered by exposure to the sun and air.

1764 Museum Rust. III. 333 That wheat which is mowed
will require many days of hot weather to welt the grass and
weeds. 1830 Si-ukdens Forby's Foe. E, Anglia App.,
Wilted, shrivelled as an apple. Also Welted: the same
word. 1854 Miss A. E. Baker Northampt. Gloss, s.v.
Wetted, 'It is well welted:' or 'It is not fit to carry, it

wants a good welting first '. 1863 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
XXIV, 11. 350 Mown grass becomes first welted, then fer-

ments. 1865 tbid.2nd .Ser. I. 11. 412 It is good management
to give these turnips on grass, and to let them ' welt ', or
become dry from exposure to the sun and air.

Hence We'lting vbl, sb.

1766 Museum Rust, VI. 3S8 Cut the herb in the morning

;

and put it into the vats as soon as possible, in order to pre-
vent its welting or heating. 1854 [,iee above].

Welt, obs. form of WEALTH.
Welt, welte, obs. contr. ft", wieldeth, wielded:

see Wield v.

Welted (weTtid), ///. a. Also S whelted.
[f. Welt ».l or sb. + -ed.]

1. a. Furnished with a welt as a border or edging.
Of a gown, etc. : Adorned or trimmed with 'welts*

(hence of a person with reference to this). ? Obs,
Freq. in icth cent, in const, welted with.
(a) C1507 in Etoniana (1S65) 214 Servants cots of black

cotton welted with yelowe. 1540 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.
111 My blake gowne of cloth weltede with velvet. 1592
Grlene Upsi. Courtier G 1, I saw fiue fat fellowes all in

damaske cotes and gowns welted with Veluet very braue.

1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1378/4 A Bar Gown faced and welted
with Velvet.

fig. 1631 J. Bukges Answ. Rejoined 435 It stands, .welted
and guarded with so many reasons.

(^) J595 Tod(,e Fig for Momus Sat. iv. E 4, They say
thy welted gowne, and ruffes of lawne, When thou wert
warden last was but a pawne. i6o61Jekkeh JVewesfr. Hell
Wks. (Grosart) II. 137 Hee shall meet a number there, who
once went in black veluet coats, and welted gownes. 1606
— Seven Dea^ily Sins 10 The welted Vsurer, and the poli-

tick Bankrupt. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. xii. 157
When in your gowne (not a Clericall habit of any Learning)
but welted and crosse-lac'd.

b. Of boots or boot-soles : Furnished with a

welt. Welted work : the making of welted boots.

1895 Daily Nezvs 20 Apr. 2/1 A piecework statement for

welted work at Northampton should be prepared. 1905
Westm.Gaz. 30 Oct. 7/3 Hitherto America has produced
practically all the machinery for the making of welted boots.

[

2. Nat* Hist, Furnished with a raised welt or
j

projecting edge. Welted thistle : see Thistle 3.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xxxv. § 8. 50 The flower [of the
\

Germaine Flower de-luce], .consisting of sixe great leaues,
'

..welted downe the middle. 1599 — Catal. Arb. in
horto 4 Brassica fimbriata. Welted Colewoorls. 1703
Pktiver in Phil. Trans. XXIV. 1424(2) These Leaves very

j

much resemble the Virginian Sumach, with a winged or
|

welted Stalk. 171a J. Morton Nat. Hist. Northampt. 429
Fowls of the Fin-toecf Tribe, that is, such as have their Toes
welted or Finn'd, as it were, all aloug on each Side with
appendant Membranes ; but not webVd together, by an in-

tervening Skin, as are those of Ducks. 1713 Phil. Trans.
XXVI 1 1.5 1 Its deep Scarlet Flowers, and square welted Tods.

b. Marked with a ridge or with ridges.

1899 Baring-Gould Bk. West II. v. 61 The face of the
moor is in places welted to such an extent that it alters the
character of the scene.

3. Marked with a welt or raised wound or mark
of a lash.

1855 Wiseman Fabiola 11. xxi, The mangled limbs, and
welted backs, of the tortured Christians. 1908 Westm. Gaz.
15 Jan. 3/1 The unfortunate servant of tlie Christian was
set free and given 5 dols. Hassani, to heal his welted skin.

4. Weltedjoint, a plumbers' joint made by turn-

ing the edges to be joined, one over the other, and
pressing them together.
1888 J. W. Clarke Plumbing Pract. ix. 94 About two

years ago, a series of lectures was given by a master plumber
. .and he showed a specimen of a welted joint. 189a Diet.
Archit. (Arch. Publ. Soc), Welted joint. The old system
of making a junction of the sides of two lengths of lead on
a church roof, is preferred to the present system of a deal
roll.

Welter (we*lt3i\ fU [f. Welter v. Rare
before 19th cent. ; cf. Walter sb.~\

1. A state of confusion, upheaval, or turmoil.
Freq. from c 1870, often with suggestion of 3 or 3.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 277 He feiret

be that coniunctione suld follow sum Welter in thereligioune,
j

casting doune of the Kirkes, Monasteries and siklike. Ibid. :

465. 1619 Bp. Andrewes Q6 Serm., Nativ. xiii. (1629) 125 I

Away with peace, moveatur terra, let all the earth be on a i

welter. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.lli. w. ii.355 [Danton] was
j

WELTER.
heard to ejaculate. .' I leave the whole business in a frightful
welter {gtichis epouvantabte): not one of them understands
anything of government '. 1864 — Fredk. Gt. xv. v. IV. 81
What a downrusb of confusion there ensued... Belleisle him-
self must have paused uncertain over such a welter. 1888
Sat. Rev. 26 May 621 They are not precisely the strongest
pany in the present weker of English politics.

2. The rolling, tossing, or tumbling (of the sea or

waves)

.

1849 Cupples Green Hand iv. {1856) 47 The long welter of
the sea when the ship eased down. 1863 Whittiek Andrew
Rykiitan's Prayer 83 In the welter of this sea Nothing
stable is but Thee. 1898 Kipling Fleet in Being i. 10 He.

.

went out serenely to take his boat home through the dark
and the dismal weher.

fig' l873 DOWDEN iii Contemp. Rev. XXII. 177 It is rather
the oscillation, the rctluence and welter of the great social
and moral wave Hung forward by the wind of revolution.

3. A surging or confused mass : a. of material
things, persons, etc.

1857 Kingslev Two )'. Ago iii, A confu-ed welter and
quiver of mingled air, and rain, and sj ray. 1891 Spectator
\% July, A ' World's Fair' is apt to call up sickening recol-

lections of. .a vast welter of ' miscellaneous exhibits '. 1893
McCarthy Red Diamonds III. 235 Covered with the wrecr;
and welter of the ruined building.

b. of immaterial things.

1851 Carlyle Sterling 111. v. (1872)206 His talk.. went
tumbling as if in mere welters of explosive unreason. 1864
Mitchell Wet Days at Edgewood 306 Losing point and
force and efficiency in a welter of words. 1880 McCarthy
Chun Times IV. l.wii. 5 ;3 The historian is constantly involv-
ing himself in a welter uf inconsistencies and errors.

Welter (weTtaj), sbJ [1. Welt j<M + -er!.]
A worker who makes or inserts the welt (in a

manufactured article).

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. Trcub. 1. xviii, Some
welted, or hemmed the gloves round at tiie edge of the
wrist ; these were called ' welters '. 1866 Lond. Rev. 27 Oct.

459/2 There are various epithets for shoemakers ;. . there are
welters, .clickers, blockeis. .closers. 1881 Instr. Census
Clerks {1885) 75 Hosiery manufacture.. .Welter. Ibid. 76
Glover, glove maker. ..Welter.

Welter (we-Itoi), sb£ [?f. Welt v.^ 5.]

1. A heavy-weight horseman or pugilist. Cf.

Welter weight.
1804 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 2;3The high weights, among

the Subscribers called the Welters. 1863 E. Farmer Scrap
Hook >ed. 3) 6i Leaving ' Welters 'and ' Craneis ' and ' slow-
uns ' behind. i86gContemp. Rev.Xl. 3C5 There is a pleas-

ing representation of the Tedswcrth Hunt, who seem from
it to be an awful lot of welters.

b. Jlorse- racing. Used attrib. with the meaning
'for heavy-weight riders', as Welter Cup, Welter
Stakes ; welterhandicap, race. Ahoellifl.{ = welter

race, etc.).

1843 W. Kcfk Guide to Turf 36 The Welter Stakes of 20
sov. each. 1850 Ibid. 64 The Cheshire Welter Cup. 1880
W. Day Racehorse in Training 198 The runners in the
welter races have surpassed those in the light-weight handi-
caps by two. 1897 N. Gocld Seeing him Through xxv,
The welter-handicap for amateur riders. Ibid., There were
ten starters for the amateur welter.

2. Something exceptionally big or heavy of its

kind, colloq. and dial.

i&>5 J. Sleigh Derbysh. Gloss, in Reliquary (Jan. 1866}

171 Welter, a large person. 2888 Sheffield Gloss., Welter,
anything large, as a large stone. 1899 Kipling Stalky ii. 49
Then he gave us eight cuts apiece—welters.

Welter (we'Itsj), v. 1 Forms : 4-7 weltro, 4-6
Sc. weltir, 5-6 weltyr, 5- welter (5 ,5V. velter).

[a. MDu. wclteren or MLG. (also LG.) wtltem
(hence NFris. wdlleri, Sw. vdltra), MUG. welzern,

frequentative f. the stem welt- ; see Welt v.^ and
cf. Walter v -

1
]

I. intr. 1. 'To roll or twist the body ; to turn

or tumble about ; to lie and roll about; to writhe,

to wriggle. Also with about. Now rare or Obs.
a 1300 [implied in sen^e 2]. '{a 1400 Morte Arth. £90 He

welterys, he wristeles, he wrynges hys handes ! Ibid. 1142.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 411 Sho was gretelye turment, to

so muche at sho wold soin tyme weltyr in £e fyre. Ibid.

488 He feld a blak myrk thyng welter betwix hym & his

wyfe. 1470-85 Malory /lrM/<r v. v. 168 And thenne Arthur
weltred and wrong, that he was other whyle vndcr and
another tyme aboue. Ibid. xi. viii. 582 She wrythed and
v-eltred as a mad woman. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 78 There
[in Hell] the companions of his fall.. He soon discerns, and
weltiing by his side One..nam'd Beelzebub. 1727-46 Thom-
son Summer 265 They . .weltering in the bowl, With power-
less wings around them wrapt, expire. 1751 Chesterk.
Lett, to Son 13 June, In mixed companies with your equals

..you may.. sit, stand, or occasionally walk, as you like;

but I believe you would not think it very biensc'ant to.,

welter in an easy chair. 1815 Scott Lord of Isles \\. x, And
the shy seal had quiet home, And welter'd in that wondrous
dome.

b. To roll about {in the mire, etc.). Chiefly/^.

Now rare or Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 779/2 Thou welterest in the myer, as thou

were a sowe. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xxi. 123 Verie

fewe of them vouchsafed to consider that : for all of them

Jay weltring stil in their owne dung. 1603 Holland Plu-

tarch's Mor. 264 Oftentimes he will welter and wallow in

the mire, confessing, .what sinnes..he hath committed.

1641 Milton Church Govt. n. 63 Such principles of earth as

these wherein she [Prelaty, bred up in slime and mudl
welters from a yong one. 1706 tr. Liger's Compl. Florist 167

Fowls are apt, after a great Drought, to welter in the

Ground, or Dust, to cleanse their Feathers, a 173* T. Boston
Crook in Lot (1805) no Man threw himself into the mire at

first, and now he is justly left weltering in it.
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C. To roll or lie prostrate {in one's blood) ; hence

(hyperbolically) to be soaked with blood or gore
;

also _/?£; of a nation, etc. Now on\y poet.

1590 Greene Or/. Fur. (1590) 10 Till all these Princes
weltring in their bloods, The Crowne doe fall to Countie
Sacrepant. a 1593 Marlowe Edw. II, 11. v. 1181 Vpon my
weapons point here shouldst thou fall, And welter in thy
goare. 1643 Decl. Commons Reb. Ireland 26 Two Protest-
ant Nations [were] ready to welter in each others blood.

1697 Dkvden /Eneis xi. 1218 Prostrate on the Plain, Welt' r-

ing in Blood, she sees Camilla slain. 1744 P. Whitehead
Gymnastad lit. 73 Down dropt the Hero, welt'ring in his

Gore. 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies I. 252
Three successive generations were doomed to welter in their

own blood. 1803 Ann. Reg., Chron. 4/2 The deceased..
was weltering in his blood, and bore every indication of

having been robbed as well as murdered. 1849 D. G.
Mitchell Battle Summer (1852) 35 They lie—the fifty

corpses—weltering in their blood. 1887 Bowen Jl'lneid it.

667 Slaughtered, and weltering each in the blood from the

others that flows.

2. fig. fa. To revel, live at case. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4503 Man |>at weltres in his welis And,
thoru his welth, na fautes felis. 1581 Mulcastkk Positions
xxxvi. (1887) 140 The midle sorte of parentes which neither

welter in to much wealth, nor wrastle with to much want.

b. = Wallow7 v. 1 6. Now rare.

\-. 1535 CovKRDALE Eccl. xxiii. 12 But they y* feare God,
eschue all soch and lye not weltrinae in synne. 1561 Daus
tr. Bultinger on Apoc. (1573) 13 b, Who in the meane tyme
swell with pride, and welter away in filthy pleasures. 1577 -

87 Hor.issHED Chron. I. 12 2 He suffered his owne bodieto
welter in all vice and voluptuousnesse. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. vii. i. 192 Numbers of them lay senslesse and
weltring in wine. 1646 H. P. Medit. Seige j Luxury.. in

which thou hast weltrcd with secuntie. 1867 Tennyson
Holy Grail 767 Happier are those that welter in their sin.

c. To be sunk or deeply involved in.

1629 J. Cole Of Death 192 Let us then no longer lye

weltring in sorrow, lest by overlong lamenting wee encrease
Gods wrath. 1642 Prvnne Sqv. Antidote Pref., To make
England in the selfesame desperate deplorable condition, as
Ireland now lies weltring in. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman 16
Suffers them to welter in their fears, doubts and complaints.
1856 Merivalk Rom. Emp. 1. (1865) VI. 153 We seem, in-

deed, in perusing the narrative before us, to be weltering in

a dream of horrors. (11871 R. Chambers in Casq. Lit.

(1874) Ser. 11. I. 264 They. .leave you weltering in astonish-
ment.

d. transf. of inanimate things.

1847 Kingslev Poems, Sappho 4 Upon the white horizon
Atlio's peak Weltered in burning haze, a 1849 Bryant
Hymn 0/ Sea 42 The fertile plain Welters in shallows.

3. Of a ship : To roll to and fro (on the waves).

Aho fig. Cf. Walter v. i b.

1423 Jas. I KingisQ. xxtv, We pullit vp saile, and furth

oure wayis went. Vpon the wawis weltering to and fro.

1609 Healey Discov. New World 1. 11. vii. 92 But our boat.

.

did so welter from side to side. 1822-56 De Quincey Con-
fess. Wks. (1856) V. 266 My mind tossed, as it seemed, upon
the billowy ocean, and weltered upon the weltering waves.
1876 J. Saunders Lion in Path ix, The soldier's barque
was weltering aimlessly, helplessly, hopelessly upon the

waves. 1876 Mokris Sigurd iv. 350 The keels roll down
the sea-dale, and welter up the steep.

b. Of a dead body : To be tossed or tumbled
about (on the waves) ; to roll or tumble about (in

water"). Ahofig*.
1593NASHE Christ's T. 14 All the sinnes of the first World

now welter, souse, & beate vnquietly in the Sea. 1637
Milton Lyct'das 13 He must not flote upon his watry bear
Unwept, and welter to the parching wind. 1718 Pope
Odyss. xiv. 155 But he whose name you crave Moulders in

earth, or welters on the wave. 1791 Cowper Odyss. 111. 115
'

Whether he on the continent hath fall'n By hostile hands,
or by the waves o'erwhelm'd Of Amphitrite, welters in the
Deep. 1806 Scott Poems, Palmer 40 A corpse amid the
alders rank, The Palmer welter'd there. 1823 S. Rogers
Italy xxi.CampagnaofFlorence 149 Arno,. . where,exulting,
he had felt A swimmer's transport, there, alas, to float And
welter.

4. To roll down in a stream ; to flow.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlii, {Agatha) 306 A gret hyl . . brak
owt in fyre & brynt don, weltrand, as a borne had bene.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 439 With that wateris

myn ene, and welteris doune tens. 1835 Lytton Rienzt 1.

xii, From the left arm.. the blood weltered slowly. 1846
Keblk Lyra tnnoc, Sleeping on Waters 44 And Nile, soft

weltering nigh, Sings him to sleep. Ibid., Bathing 2 Around
the rushy point comes weltering slow The brimming stream.

*t*b. To flutter {down). rare~ x
.

C 1470 Gol. <y Gaw. 290 [It] sail be licht as leif of the lynd
lest, That welteris doun with the wynd, sa wauerand it is.

5. Of waves, the water, sea : To roll ; to toss and
tumble; to surge. Also _/?£. Now only poet.

1375 Barbour Bruce in. 700 The strem sa sturdy was,
That wawys wyd (that) brekand war Weltryt as billys her
and thar. < 1480 Henryson Paddock $ Mouse 179 The
watter is the warld, ay welterand With mony wall of trubu-
latioun. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 11. 23 As oft the seas we see

The storme the boistrous surge to raise, weltring now low
now hie. 1787-9 Wordsw. Evening Walk 122 There, waves
that, hardly weltering, die away, Tip their smooth ridges

with a softer ray. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague 11. i. 203
The sea that welters drearily Around the homeless earth !

1821 Bryant Ages xviii, Till the North broke its flood-gates,

and the waves Whelmed the degraded race, and weltered

o'er their graves. 1865 Swinburne Poems fr B., Song in

Time of Order 7 It swells and welters and swings, The
pulse of the tide of the sea.

b. transf. Of a mass of persons or things : To
be in a state of agitation, turmoil, or confusion.

i837CARLYLE^r. Rev.\\\.\. i, When a Nation.. must now
seek its wild way through the New, Chaotic,—where Force
is not yet distinguished into Bidden and Forbidden, but

Crime and Virtue welter unseparated. 1848 Kingsley Saint's

Trag. 11, iv, We sit in a cloud.. while right below Welters
the black fermenting heap of life On which our state is built.

1853 — Hypatia xxix, The mob had weltered and howled
ineffectually around the house for some half-hour. i88g
Jerome Idle Thoughts 128 Huddled like vermin in sewers,
they welter, and sicken, and sleep. 1897 ' Mark Twain
Man that corrupted etc. (1900) 317 The whole Left was
surging and weltering about the champion, all bent on
wringing his hand.

6. fa. Of a vehicle : To sway or rock un-
steadily ; to overturn. Obs. rare.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 25 A litill stane oft, as men sayis,

May ger weltir ane mekill wane. 1535 Coverdale Nahum
ii. 4 The cbarettes rolle vpon tne stretes, & welter in thehye
wayes.

b. To go with a heavy rolling gait ; to flounder.

Also dial., to reel, stagger,
I 595 R- Johnson Seven Champions 11. (i6o8)'52 Oh that

some ravenous harpey woulde welter from hisdenne. 1674-
91 Ray N. C. Words, Welter, to goe aside, or heavily, as
women with child, or fat people. 1785 BranNew Wark
(IC.D.S.) i33 Should a kraken welter up the sands., ye mud
weel be astonished. 1822 Scott Pirate xvii, [The whale]
was lying perfectly still, in a deep part of the voe into

which it had weltered. 1851 Mavne Reid Scalp Hunt. xli.

324 With desperate energy I plunged and weltered through
it [the water]. 1884 D. Grant Lays <y Leg. North 75 [She]

Weltered hame through bogs an' hillocks Aifter mony a
weary fa'.

fig. 1837 Carlyle New Lett. {1904) I. 70 On the eighth
day after this I am to make my appearance as a Lecturer !.

.

Some way or other we shall ' welter through it '.

II. trans, f 7. To move, turn, or force by roll-

ing. Obs.
?<*i400 Morte Arth. 1140 5itt es be warlow so wyghte.he

welters hyme vndere. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis VI. ix. 183 For
sum wekris a gret stane wp the bra. 1520 M. Nisbet N. T.

Scots Matt, xxvii, 60 He weltirit a gret staan to the dure of

the beriele. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xxvi. 27 And he y* welt-

reth a stone, shal stomble vpon it hymselfe.

refi. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xxvi. 14 Like as the dore
tumeth aboute vpon the tresholde, euen so doth the slouth-

full welter himself in his bedd. — AHcah i. 10 Thou at

Betaphra, welter thy self in the dust and asshes.

f b. In pa. pple. with in. Obs. (Cf. 1 b, 2 b.)

1535 Coverdale Judith xiv. 15 Then sawe he the deed
body of Holofernes. ., weltred in his bloude vpon the earth.

1578 Banister Hist. Man vrn, no In whiche absurditie

many are weltred. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromeua
30 Foure bodies lying weltred in bloud. 1652 Persuasive

26 Princes, who are. .weltered in their own blood. 1673
HlCKBRlNCiLL Greg. Father Greybea?-d 257 England^, as welt

as other Countries, has been discipUn'd, 'till weltred in blood

and ruine.

f 8. To cause to roll ; to toss up and down. Obs.

c 1425 Macro Plays, Cast. Persev. 2003 Byttyr balys bei

[his enemies] brekyn on brode, Mankynde in wo toweltyr&
waue. 1513 Douglas JEneis 111. iii. 90 The wyndis welteris

the see continually. #1547 SURREY JEnet'd II, 536 Fomy
Nereus..From bottoms depth doth weltre uptheseas. 1594
Marlowe & Nashb Dido I. i. 223 And they so wrackt and
weltred by the waues, As euery tide tilts twixt their oken
sides.

9. To overthrow, overturn, upset : also with down.

Chiefly Sc.

c 1450 Gol. $ Gaw. 469 Wrightis welterand doune treis.

c 1480 Henryson Test. Cresseid 436 All is decay it, thy

weird is welterit so. 1513 Douglas JEneis vn. xi. 51 This

cruell dochtyr of the auld Saturn The marbyll hyrst can

weltyr and ourturn. 1571 [see Walter v. 1
7]. a 1663

Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 257 Were it but an ox, or an

ass.. that lay weltred in a ditch. 1808 Jamieson s.v., 'To

welter a cart, to turn it upside down.

f 10. To wear out (one's days) in a state of trouble

or disquiet. Obs." 1

1642 D. Rogers Naaman 13S They returne to their old

acquaintance with selfe, and so welter out their daies in

utter misery.

Hence Weltered ppl. a.

1590 T. Watson Meliboeus Poems fArb.) 17s Castor and
Pollux,., two welcome messengers, Conuey great comfort

to the weltred minde.

Welter, v.2 Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. Welt z>.3 and

-kk 5
; the ending may have been suggested by

zvither. Cf. Wilter v.] intr. To wither. Hence

We-ltered, "We-ltering ppl. adjs.

1643 Bp. Hall Remedy Discontentm. v. 24 As for Beauty,

what is it, but.. a flower, which with one hot Sun gleam

weltreth and fals? 1657 V. Cockin Div. Blossomes 18 Your
fading honour I esteem as dung, Earth's weltering glory as

the dirt in street. 1853 Delamer Kitch. Gard. (1861)62

These vermin prefer weltered and flagging leaves to those

that are quite fresh, i860 I. Taylor Ultimate Civiliz. 1 1.

v. 40 The weltered hearts, and blighted memories of those

whom we have, .gathered from out of the. .lost and wretched.

1887 Kentish Gloss., Welter, to wither. ' The leaves begin

to welter.'

Weltering (we-ltarirj), vbL sb. [f. Welter v.*

+ -1NG 1
.]

1. The action of turning or twisting the body

about (on the ground), rolling (in the mire), wallow-

ing (in sin), etc. Now rare or Obs.

1448-9 Metham Amoryus $ CI. 1631 This lyoun.-Wypt
on the gres hys blody mowth ; and in hys welteryng Made
alleblodyCIeopeskerchyflfinhys wypyng. 1520 Si. Nisbet
N. T. in Scots, 2 Pet. ii. 22 The hound turnit agane to his

spewing, and a sow [that] is weschin in weltring [Wycl. wal-

wyng] in fenn, 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 206

All kind of superfluitie, riot, and weltring in pleasures.

t 2. The action of rolling or turning round ; un-

stable condition ; political agitation. Obs.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. clxiii, To se the sudayn weltering

Of that Ilk quhele [of Fortune], a 1586 Sidney Astr. £
Stella Sonn. xxx, If in the Scottish Court be weltering

yet. 1588 in Rep. Conuuiss. Univ. Scot. (1837) III. 193 In
this confused tyme iquhen all folkis ar loukand to the welter-

ing of the warld).

3. The rolling and tossing (of waves) ; the surging

(of water, the sea). Aho fig.
1805 Wordsw. Prelude vi. 138 The surpassing life.. in-

capable of change, Nor touched by welterings of passion.

1827 Pollok Course T. v. 595 And oft in dreams, the.,

sinner, .heard the weltering of the waves of wrath. 1851
Trench Poems 73 'Mid the long weltering of the dreariest

surge. 1867 Morris Jason iv. 6S1 A figure standing, with
wide wings of gold, Upright, amid the weltering of the sea.

Weltering,///, a. [f. Weltir v.1 + -ing ^.]

1. Of the sea : That tumbles and tosses; raging,

surging.

1375 Barbour Bruce III. 719 The Se wald rys 0n s 'c maner,
That off the wawys the weltrand hycht Wald refe thaimoft
oft" thar sycht. c 1420 Wyntoun Cron. iv. 203 Qwhil be wel-

trande wawis keyn Sulde a part asswagit beyn. 1423 Jas. I

Kingis Q. c, In the huge weltering wawis.. Off lufis rage.

1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales, Epit. etc. 170 No . . wrath of wel-

tring waues could stay, those martiall mates at home. 1629
Milton* Hymn Nativ. xii, While the Creator Great. .bid

the weltring waves their oozy channel keep. X771 Beattie
Minstr. 1. Hv, The deep roar Of the wide-weltering waves.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1850) 7 The straining and groan-

ing of bulk-heads, as the ship laboured in the weltering sea.

1870 Bryant Iliad xiv. 20 As when the face Of the great
deep grows dark with weltering waves. 1897 F. T. Bcllen
Cruise of 'Cachalot' 306, I trembled for his life in such
a weltering whirl of rock-torn sea.

b. That is in a state of agitation, turmoil, or

confusion.
1831 Carlyls Misc., Nibetungen Lied (1840) III. 71 A

firm sunny island amid the weltering chaos of antique tradi-

tion. 1850 Kingslly Alton Locke xxviii, The weltering

mass of bullocks, pigs, and human beings. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I, xviii. 329 That vast weltering mass of idolatry

and corruption. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to Christ I. 195
You restless, heaving, weltering kingdoms of Time, mock
us not.

f2. Sc, a. Moving clumsily or unsteadily, b.

Rolling. Obs.
1:1480 Henryson Trial of Fox tn The wyld Once, the

Buk, the Uelterand Brok. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. in. xl,

Thair micht I se. . The welterand stone wirk Sisipho mich cair.

3. That is tossed about on or by the waves.

1609 Healey Discov. New World in. ii. 129 They, .hold it

fondnesse to hazard their Hues either on a stumbling iade,

or in a weltring barge. 1810 Scott Lady ofLake vi. xx,

Another flash !—the spearman floats A weltering corse beside

the boats. 1879 Farrar .St. Paul II. xliii. 377 They had
drifted fourteen days, tossed up and down on the heaving
waves of Adria, a weltering plaything for the gale.

4. Lying prostrate in blood; saturated with blood.

1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. Ii, And Slaughter heap'd on high

his weltering ranks. — Siege of Cor. xvii, It is humbling to

tread O'er the weltering field of the tombless dead.

Welter weight. [Welter sb?\

1. fa. Heavy weight (of a horseman). Obs. rare.

1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 2S0 He was always well mounted
for his welter weight.

b. A heavy-weight rider.

1850 ' H. Hieover' Tract. Horsemanship 191 A horse

belonging to a friend, a welter weight. 1883 Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Leicestcrsh. 344 A welter weight never

went better to hounds in a fast run. 1897 Daily News
12 Mar. 3/4 Horses equal to carrying a welter-weight of

fifteen stone or more.

o. Horse-racing. An extra weight sometimes

imposed in addition to weight for age.

1880 W, Day Racehorse in Training 201 They have..

added to other improvements the introduction of welter-

weights; so that it only requires a little alteration—more
long races with heavy weights, and fewer short courses with

light weights—to complete the reform.

:2. A boxer or wrestler whose weight is between

that of a light-weight and a middle-weight. Also

atIrib.

1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 3 Oct. 3/1 Welterweight cham-
pion of California. 1903 Daily Chron. 19 Sept. 3/3 Not even

an indomitable spirit will bring a bantam-weight and a

welter-weight together. 1910 Encycl. Brit. IV. 351/2 The
boxing rules of the American Amateur Athletic Association

differ slightly from the British... The recognized classes by

weight are: Bantam, . .Feather,. .Light,. .Welter, 145 lb and
under ; Middle, .and Heavy.
Welthe, weltht, obs. forms of Wealth.
Welting (we*ltirj), vbl. sb. Also St, and north.

6 wawting, 7 valting, 7-S waiting, 8 ? waiting

;

7, 9 waltin, 9 wattin. [f. Welt &.* + -isg *.]

1. The action of furnishing with a welt. a. The
edging, binding, or ornamenting (a garment) with

a welt or welts ; chiefly concr., an edging, a border,

fringe.

1508 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 135 Item, for grathing

of foure sadilles . . and wawting of thaim with wellus, xlvnj s.

155a in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 119 The garmentes

welted aboute with blew & yellow gould tinsell conteyning

xxx"yardesweltinge. 1558— R evels Q. Eliz. (1908) 23, vm
plackardes of the same Maske and the welting and jagginge

therof. 1600 Rowlands Letting Humours Bloodn. 54The
welting hath him in no chardges stood, Being the mines of

a cast French hood. 1647 Caldwell Papers (Maul. Club) I.

100 Item for 4 elnes of 'lours waitings to his claithes o 10 o.

1737 Ochtertyre House Booke ofAccomps (S.H.S. 1907) 80

ForJ of a y^ard of cherry waiting [sic: the Glossary gives

wating]. 1875 Plain Needlework 16 They can be stitched

(like welting) and finished off with strings. 1881 Leicestersh.

Gloss., Welting, . .a seam ; a seaming.

transf. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross xxi, A westerly breeze

played with the half ripe pods of gorse, and the brown

welting of the heather.
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t>. in techn. senses, esp. in shoemaking.
1795 W. Feltom Carriages (i8ot) II. Gloss., Welting is the

sewing a narrow strip of leather over the corner seams,..
which, .keeps oat the wet. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 15 Jan. 6/2
[Shoe trade.] Welting machinery is making progress, and
hand labour for welting is being trained. 1893 Euz. Rose-
year Te.xt-bk. Needlework etc. 405 Welting or Ribbing is

usually knitted at the top of Stockings, socks, mufiutees, and
sometimes throughout a garment.

2. A beating, a thrashing.
1840 Cockton Vat. Vexx\\

%
Do you want a good welting?

ony say, and you shall catch, my dear, the blessedest rope s-

ending you ever had any notion on yet. 1862 H. Marryat
Year in Sweden I 233 She received a sound welting, .from
her father. 1887 G. Mrredith Poet. Wks. (1912) 191 He
[a dog] bewhimpered his welting, and I Scarce thought it

enough for him.

3. attrib,, as welting cord\ + welting stake, some
kind of armourer's anvil.

1660 in Meyrick Ant. Armour (1824) III. 123 Welting
stakes. 1887 Jamieson-Sw///.. Waltin-Cord, Wattin-Cord,
cord used in forming welts for seams and hems of gowns.

Weltir, weltre, obs. forms of Welter.
Weluette, -uot, -wet, etc., obs. ff. Velvet.

II
Welwitschia (welwi'tjia). [mod. L., named

by J. D. Hooker (1862) after Dr. Friedrich Wel-
ivitsch (1806-72), Austrian botanist: see -ia.] A
genus of gymnospcrmous plants (N. O. Gnetacex)

consisting of one species iV, mirabilis, native to

the sandy regions of western Africa.
186a Trans. Linnean Soc. (1864) I. 1 On Welwitschia, a

new Genus of GnetaceEe. By Joseph Dalton Hooker. 1866
Treas. Bot.

Welwot, obs. Sc. form of Velvet.
Welwous, variant of Velloos (velvet).

Wely, var. We.vly a,1 Obs. ; obs. form of Wily.
Welje, var. north, form of Vail v.1 Obs.

Weill (wem), sb. Obs. exc. arch. Forms: 3-
wem (5 Sc, vem), 3-7 wemme, 4 wembe (6

wemb),4-6 weme, 6 weam(e. [ME. wem, sub-

stituted for OE. wcwtjn, wom'Km (see Wam), under

the influence of the verb.]

1. Moral defilement ; stain (of sin). Chiefly in

phr. without{en) wem = Immaculate a. 1. Obs.

exc. arch,
(a) a 1225 Ancr. R. 10 Cleane religiun & wi'Auten wem is

iseon & helpen widewen [etc.]. c iaoo .57. Cecilia 10 in S.

Eng. Leg. 490 Lat, louerd, myn herte wiboute wem be.

C 1330 Assunip. I'irg. (B.M. MS.) 647 Marie.. Clene maide
and clene wyf, Clene widewe with oute wem. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter xviii. 14 If thar ware noght lordid of me, than
i sail be withouten wem. c 1380 Wycuf Wks. (i83o) 304
Jamus tellib of two religions; pe first is clene wit-oute wem.
..be secounde is veyn religioun. c

m
1460 'Powneley Myst. x.

37 My son shall in a madyn light, .wythouten wem, os son
thrugh glas. c 147^ Partenay 466 That god. .of the virgyn
unfold Was born without wemme in hir attained. 1538 DP.
Longi.and Serm. be/. King in Foxe A. fy M. (1570) 1255/2
Impollutus. He was vndefyled. He lyued cleane, without
spotte or blotte, without wemme or stayne. 1561 Da us
BulUnger on A/oc. (1573) 29 Therefore was the Church of

Smyrna right excellent, howbeit not vtterly without any
wem. 1858 Morris Def Gtienevere etc. 123 Kapunzel sings

..Mary, maid withouten wem, Keep me !

(£) 1303 R. liRUSHRHandl.Sy/ine^iii Make not thy soule
so wykked a wem To do wykkedness for pryde of hem.
Ibid. 7446 pe bredde [sin] ys be werste wem. 1387-8 T. Usk
Test. Love 1. i. 74, I wot wel, wem ne spot may not abyde
there so noble vertue haboundeth. c 1400 Pilgr. Soiute
(Caxton 1483)1. xxii. (1859) 26 So clene of wem, that no thyng
nedeth the To weyle, ne to wepe thy sinnes fore ?

fb. With defining term, as of sin, etc. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 14, I sail be withouten

wembe [v. r. wem] of dedly gilt, c 1340 — Prose Tr. 38 For
in hir [Mary] wasfull-hede of all vertus with-owttyne weme
of synti. 1393 Langl._ /'. PI. C. xxi. 136 A mayde. . With-
oute wommanes wem in-to bis worlde Lrouhte hym. a 1425
Cursor M. 11208 (Trin.) Iesu hir childe bar she |>ore..

Mayden wibonten wem of flesshe. a 1450 Mirk's bestial
77 Oure Lord Ihesu Crist bat oure lady conceyuet of be Holy
Gost wythout wem of hyr body, c 1450 Ccrv. Myst. Prol. 5
Mary., wold not be defylyde With spot nor wem of man.
1519 Hokman Vulg. 8 b, Our lady bare a chylde without
any spot or wem of her virginite.

2. Material blemish, defect, injury, or stain. Obs.
exc. dial.

<""S Ancr. R. 378 Hwon be gost iwent ut..wi5-ute
bruche & wbVute wern, of his two huses. 13.. E. E. A Hit.
P. A. 1003 SafTer helde be secounde stale, pe calsydoyne
benne withouten wemme. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 930
That other bowe was of a plante Withoute wem, I dar
warante. 1387 Trevisa^ Higden I. 185 Vppon pat huile
lettres bat were i-write in poudre were i-founde wib oute
wem [L. illibatx] at be jeres ende. c 1410 Chron. Vilod.
4228 Alle herre clothus. .were. .clene w'ou^t spotte ore
wemme. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. ix. 157 Vf hit [water] be
cleer apperyng like the skip, Withouten wem or signe of
thingis vile. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. 114 A bowe.. not
marred with knot, gaule, wyndeshake, wem, freate or pynche.
1553 Respublica 11. iii. 565 Nate, Honestie will not see a
wemme on your Cote. 156s Staple-ton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch.
Eng. 151 AH the clothes, that were about hym, semed..
without wem or any blemish. 1657 C. Eeck Universal Char.M 3 A wemm?,v./flj(.. 1691 Ray S. * E. -Country Words,
Wem, a small fault, hole, decay, or blemish; especially in
cloth, Essex, a 1825 Forby \'oc. E. Anglia, Wem, a small
fretted place in a garment. 1889 N. Wi Live. Gloss, s-v.,
I'd no idee that tree was so full o' wems as I've fun it oot
to be.

+ b. Hurt, harm, injury. 06s,-*1

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 76 So grete vengeance he
nam of men of holy kirke, pat not did no wem tilfe him ne
no trespas.

Vol. X.

+ c.
fig, A break or pause (in time). Obs.

1599 Nasiie Lenten Stujfe 43 This scuffling or bopeepe in

the darke they had a while without weaine or bracke.

3. Bodily blemish, disfigurement, or defect ; also,

the mark of a bodily injury, a cicatrix, a scar, Obs,

exc. arch.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6397 ~\\{ ..hire vet in eny wemme be
ybro3t, Holdeb horn guiti of be dede. « 1300 Cursor M.
19721 Men lete him dun Vte ouer be walles o be tun, Wit-
vten ani wond or weme. c 1350 Will. Paleme 2460 pat barn
be best adoun sette Wiboute eny maner wem be worse it to

greue. 1382 Wyclif Exod. xii. 5 It shal ben a lombe with-
outen wemme [Vulg. absque macula], 1387 TreVISA Higden
IV. 231 He scliewed opounliche be wemmes of the sore

woundes [L. vulnerum cicatrices] |>at he hadde i-fonge in

Egipt. £-1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 247 Macula is a wem in

a inannys i^e. 1448-9 Mbtham Amoryus <y CI. 1S66 Hole
and sound, with-owte wemme off yowre woundys, Nowe vp-
ryse. a 1500 Hist. A". Boccus fy SydracAe (? 1510) Z iij, If

a man..haue a wemme in a lym Shal a man vpbre>*de it

hym. 1526 R. WhytFORD Martiioge 122 b, A martyr slayr.e

by y
e swerde, whose holy body.. was founde ..\1. dayes

after his dethchole u lout wemme. 1577-87 Holinshed
da on. 1. 92/1 There appeeredin his head the signesand prints
of ten wounds or more : all the which were growne into one
wem. 1580 Lyi.y Euphues (Arb.) 463 This is the Glasse
Ladies wher-in I woulde haue you..rubbe out thewrinckles
of the minde, and be not curious about the weams in the
face, a 1613 Brerlwood Lang. ^- Relig. 196 Although
the wound be in some sort healed, yet the wem or scar
still remaineth. 1820 Scott Monast. x, ' It is even so,' he
added, .

.

' neither wem nor wound—not as much as a rent in

his frock I'

fig* *5X3 Douglas sEneis iv. I. 46, I knaw and felis the
wemmys and the way Of the aid fyre and fiamb of luffis

heit. 1623 Bingham Xenpphon
%
ComP. Rom. Manner 0/

War X 2 b, You spots and wems of noble Mars [tr. Lipsius
vos maculae et vibices generosi Martis], which make the
warres a refuge and sanctuarie for your villanies.

4. (By confusion with Wex*.) A raised spot ; a

protuberance.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 36 b, Theophrast sayth that it

[the Cedar tree] is of marveylous highe growth, . .about the
bodie without wem or knot. 1584 D. Fenneb Def, Ministers
(1587) 123 Wemmes, bunches, anil needlesse waightes of fatte.

1610 Uonne Pseudo-Martyr iv. § 31. 138 The Reformers.

.

thought to.. take off euery Mole, and paire away euery
Wemme.

Wem, var. whem Whim sb. 1

1769 Ann. Reg., Nat. Hist. 101/1 Four horses,, .at a com-
mon wem or engine, are sufficient to keep the mine clear,

tWem, v, Obs. Forms : 1 wemman, 3
weraray, 5 wemme; pa. t. 1-2 wemde, 4-5
weramed

;
pa.pple. 3 (Orm.) wemmedd, 3 y-, 4i-,

4-6 wemraed ^3 y-wemned,
; 3 i-, 4 wemruid,

4-5 wemmyd ; 3 i-wemmet, 5 Sc, wemmyt
; 4

wemed, 6 werabde. [OK. wemman (and tcwcm-
man), f, tuamm Wam. Cf. AwBM v. and OHG.
bi-jgiwemma?ii Goth, anawammjan to blame.]
1. trans. To disfigure, mutilate (a person, his

body) ; to impair (the mind) ; to injure (a thing).

£900 ir.,Baeda's Hist. iv. xxxii. (1890) 382 Was in Saem
mynstre sum £eong monn, Sam unwlitig swyle 8: atolic his
eagan wyrde & wemde. a 122$ Leg. Kath. 1426 Ah } set

wes miracle inuchel, [>a;t nowjer nes iwemmet cla3 bset ha
hefden. c 1275 Lav. 6380 pat borh his wrabbe his wit was
i-wemmid. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6965 Ledeb me banne to
mi sone, bat he mowe yse Min fet aboue & ek binebe, wer
hii ywemraed l>e. a 1300 Cursor M. 22824 If bat ani . . Was
wemed, or on fote or 011 hand, . . it sal na wem o bam be sene.
a I37S Joseph Arim. 678 Penne com on fro be fiht bat foule
was wemmed, Was striken of bat on Arm and bar hit in bat
ober. 1387 Trf.visa Higden V. 213 Heordeyned bat a man
[>at were i-wemmed in his body [L. vitiatus cor/>ore] schulde
fonge non ordres.

2. To desecrate or violate ; to hurt or harm.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) lxxxviii. 31 £yf rihtwisnys min

In wemmab [L.profanaverint], a 1000 Ags. Laws (Thorpe)
II. 142 pt,if lie o5res ceorles wif wemme (L. maculavcrit}.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4197, & be wule he wolde bis tendre
bing wemmy foule ynou. c 1375 Cursor M. 19504 (Fairf.)

For god him gette, bat knawes al gode, bat he wemmed neuer
sacles Mode.

3. To spot or stain with sin or impurity.
ci 175 Lamb. Hot/1.%3 Alse be liuendesgodes sune in to be

meidene com & ho of hire meiden-had nawiht ne wemde.
c 1200 Ormin 2326 Sannte Mar?e sahh, patt ^ho ha shollde
wurrbenn Wibb childe, swa batt ^ho ba:rburrh Ne shollde
nohht ben wemmedd. a 1300 Cursor M. 10021 Hir maiden-
hed. -neuer wemmed was a dele. 1387 Trevisa Higden V.
213 Also he seide bat Adam his synn wemmed [L. /aesit]
Adam alone, c 1449 Pecock Repr. n. vi. 174 If the hous of
Laban hadde be wemmed so cursidli as with the synne of
ydolatrie. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus $ Sydracke t?i5io)
G iij h, And she after chylde berynge Shalbe wemmyd of
nothynge.

4. To stain ; to mark with spots.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vut. xxix. (Tollem. MS.)
Whansche[themoon]passebupwardetobeheyercerclis,sche
is bry5te and clene ; and ban sche semeb nou?t wemmid with
no splek and suttynge, 1567 Drant Hor. Art Poetrie Ded.
* iij, The verie Crowncs and Scepters of best Monarks and
princes had bene rustie, wembde, and warpde with obliuion.

Hence f Wemmed ///. a,
c '375 Se, Leg. Saints xxviii. (Margaret) 697 God forbed

bat I With wenemyt [read wemmyt) handis sla be in hy.
1382 Wyclif Deut. xii. 15 Other vnclene it were, that is
wemmed and feble, other cleene, that is, hool and withouten
w*rnme.

Wem, obs. form of Wame.
fWemay, int, Obs. Also wemo, weramow.

[Cf. We ;'«/.] An exclamation, app. denoting im-
patience or surprise.

c 1460 Townclcy Myst. ii. 148 \V*e ! ryn on. .Before!

I
Wemay, man, I hold the mad ! Ibid. 198 Wemo, wemo,
foure [sheuvesj, lo, here ! Ibid, xxvii. 291 Lucas, weminow !

where is this man becom ?

Wemb(e : see Wame, Wem sb, Wemble,
var. Wamble. Weme : see Wame, Wem sb.

Wemed, Wemel : sae Wemop, Wamblh.
Wemen, obs. pi. of Woman.
tWVmless, a. Obs. [f. Wem sb. + -less.

Cf. Icel. vammlauss faultless.]

1. Without stain of sin ; undefiled, immaculate.
c 1275 Orison Our Lord 10 in O. E. Misc. 139 \>o bu hire to

come heo mayde wes, And mayde heo wes after wemme-
les. a 1300 E. /'. Psalter xiv. 2 Lauerd, in bi teldc wha
sal wone ?. .Wliilke bat incomes wemles, And ai wi;kes
rightwisenes. 13., Bonavcnturd's Medit. 812 My sone ys
slawe here afore myn ye pe wiiyche y bare wemles of my
body, a 1400 Pistill of .Susan 151 Are I bat worthliche
wrethe, bat al bis world wrou^t, Uetere is wemles weende
of bis worid wyde. £1420 Lvdg. Ballad 104 Minor P. (191 1)

I. 258 wemles mayden, enbelysshed with his byrthe.

2. Free from material blemish or imperfection;
spotless.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18839 ^ 1S for-hed fair, wemless to sight,
YVit-vten ani runkel slight. 13.. /:'. E. Allit. P. A. 736
This makellez perle. .is wemlez, clene &clere. 1398 Tkevisa
Barth. De P. R. vui. xxviii. (1495) 338 Nco thynge [is] moie
Impassyble and wemles. .than lyght.

3. Free from hurt or harm ; uninjured.
c 1330 R. IJklnnic Chron. Wace (Rdls) 7906 He bar hym

so in pat pres |'at of wounde he was wem-les. a 1400 Mirror
St. Edmund in Hamj>ole's Wks. I. 222, L.banke be bat
me. .bou base kepid,. .in |>isnyghte. .hale, safe, and wemles.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4066 [He] wendis a-way with that
word Cs: wemles bairn leuys. c 1470 Col. $ Caw. 99 Uot thuw
mend hym that mys..Thow sail rew in thi ruse. .Or thou
wend of this wane wemeles away !

Wemlocke, var. forms of Wam-lock.
t We 'milling, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 3 wem-
munge, 3-4 wemniug(e, -y»ge, 4 wemmyne.
[f. WrEM v, + -ING 1.] The action of the verb; de-
filement ; injury.

nco Aldhchn Gloss. 1. 4317 (Napier 113) Lenocinii wem-
minge. c 1230 Hali Meid. li^~) 10 Alswa deO meidenhad
[preserve] mcidenes cwike flesch, wiSute wemmunge halt

1 alle hire limen & hiie wittcs. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1208 Ihesu
crist hir barn sco bar, ..and maiden neuer less, Wit-vten
wemming of hir Hess. 1297 R. Gi.occ. (1-iolLs) 6S95 [Let
them step on red-hot shares] is: ;if hire vet beb 1'anne sauf
wiboute wemminge [z'.rr. wemninge, wemnynge] Graunleb
horn alle quit. 1300-1400 Ibid. App. XX. 236 Heo ;af out be
king it hadde hure brober wiboute wemning. c 1375 Sc,
Leg. Saints xxvii. {Machar) 201 Angelis. . It kepit elyk fare
fra wemmyne of be fyr. .oj-ir in body or in daub.
Wemmow, wemo ; see Wkmay int.

+ Wemod, a. Obs. Foims : a. 1 we'amod, 2-3
wemod, 3 weamod, 4 waymot. i$. 3 warned,
wemed. [OE. zvcamod, f. wca afiliction, trouble,

j

malice + -mod: ste Mood sb. The y3-forms may
represent an OE. variant *wdamedc.'\ Passionati-,

angry.
a. C897 ^llfred Gregory's Past. C. xl. 289 Ongean 5a-

1

sint to manianne 5a weamodan & 5a gramba:ran [L. ira-
cundi], c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Ne bt-o bu bereuore prud ne
wilde ne sterc ne wemod ne ouer modi, a 1225 Ancr. R. 118
Pellican is.. so weamod & so wreoful bet hit sleaS ofte uor
grome his owune briddes. . . \\& pellican is be weamode
ancre. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg., St. George 690 He is.. Proud
and wemod, and dnnkare : and in wratbbe al-mest wod.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 492 Why art bou so waymot wyje
for so lyttel?

p. c 1205 Lav. 6368 Of alle bingen heo weore god }if heo
neore to warned. A-nan se he wes wra5 wid em mon i ban
stude he bine wolde slam. 13.. R. Glouc. (Rolls) App.

' H 25 A kny^t he was swibe god, ac to wemed of ynou.

Wempel, -pill, obs. forms of Wimple.
Wen 1 (.wen). Forms : 1 weenn, werm, 2 wean,

4, 7-8 wenn, 5-7 wenne, 4- wen. [OE. wcn(n,
wsen{n = Du. wen, WFlem. wan, app. related to

MLG. we?u (1403), LG. wehne, wa/ine tumour,
' wart; the ultimate etym. is obscure.]

1. fa. A lump or protuberance on the body, a
1

knot,btinch,\vart. Obs. b. Path. A sebaceouscystic

;

tumour under the skin, occurring chiefly on the head.
6" 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 34 Wif* wenne on ea^on^enim ba

holan cersan [etc.]. Ibid. III. 46 ?if men synd waennas
?;ewunod on bact heafod foran o35eon 5a ea^an. c 1050 Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 422/2 Impetigo, eajan wenn. c 1400 Ian-
franc's Cirurg. 8 In doynge awey bat is to myche skyn :

I
as wertis or wennys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 522/1 Wenne,
verucca,. .gibbus. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 791/7
Hie gibbus, a wenne. 1555 Kukn Vecoites (Arb.) 57 As he

! that wolde haue slaine 1'romeiheus, wounded his wenne

I

with his swoorde, whereby he was healed of that disease.

1597 Oerarde Herbal 1. Ii. 72 The seede of Darnell, .con-

sumeth wens, hard lumps, and such like excrescence in any
part of the body. 1626 Bacon Syiva § 997 It would be

tried, with Comes and Wenns, and such other Excrescences.

167a Wiseman Treat. Wounds n. ii. 10, I sawthe Bullet lye

like a small Wen or Scrophul, thrusting out under the Skin.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 59 r 4 Cicero, who was so called

from the Founder of his Family, that was marked on the

Nose with a little Wen like a Vetch. 1794 R- J- S^lwan
View Nat. I. 200 Others.. exposed to fewer exhalations.

.

will merely be deformed with wens and swellings about the

joints. i8ig Keats Otko n. ii, Erminia has myshame fixed

\
upon her, sure as a wen. i84oI)ickens Old C. Shop xi,

I A tall, meagre man, with a nose like a wen. 1884 T. Brvant
Pract. Surg. (cd. 4) I. iii. 188 The acquired sebaceous cysts

..are more common on the head and face than elsewhere..:

when on the scalp they are known as ' wens '.

Comb. 1861 Wyntek Soc. Bees 120 That cabinet of wen-
like tumours.
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WEN.
o. Applied to the swelling on the throat charac-

teristic of goitre. Also Comb.
1530 Palsgr. 287/2 Wenne in the throte, gouoystre,

gouistre. 1617 Morysos Itin. I. 67 The men and women
have great wens upon their throats, with drinking the waters
that passe the Mines, a 1700 Evelyn Diary ? Apr. 1646
(Alps), People having monstrous gullets or wenns of fieshe
growing to their throats. 183a R. & J. Lander Exped.
Niger I. v. 204 Others who have unseemly wens on the
throat, as large as cocoa-nuts. 185a Meauderings ofMan.
I. in The wen-necked women.

d. An excrescence or tumour on the body of a
horse.

1559 in Richmond Wills (Surtees) 133 One grey nagge
with a wen in his side. 1600 SurfLET Country Farm 1.

xxviii. 1S8 For the wen [Fr. louppe\, open it when you shal
perceiue it to be full of matter. 1649 j. Taylor (Water P.)
Wand. Wonders West 19, I hired a Horse. ., she had two
wens as big as clusters of Grapes hung over both her eyes.

1677 Land. Caz, No. 1240/4 A black Coach Horse.., a
wen upon the far foot behind. 1845 W. C. Spooner I'eteri-

nary Art 77 Wens are oval or round bodies, found floating
loosely under the skin.

+ e. An excrescence on a tree. Obs.
1538 Elyot Diet., Molluscum, the wenne of a tree. 1577

B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. n. 10S With this wood [Maple]
tables are couered..and other fine workes made, specially
of the knobbes or wennes that growe out of it. 1707 Mor-
timer Husb. 330, I think those of eight or ten Inches cir-

cumference to grow better than smaller ones, provided the
Park be smooth, tender and void of Wens. 17*5 T, Taylor
in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 88 One old
oak, .had a kind of excrescence or wen upon it, ..its semi-
circle was thirty-two feet. 1791 Cowpbh Vardley Oak 66
And sides emboss'd With prominent wens globose.

f. transf. and fig.
Sometimes applied spec, to London: cf. quots. 17S3, 1821.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, ir. ii. 115 Prince. I do allow this
Wen fFalstafT] to bee as familiar with me, as my do^ge.
1640 Babtwjck Lord Bps. iv. D 1 b, They are not the Body
it selfe of the Church, but wennes, or swellings grown up,
and., incorporated into the Body. 1649 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Wand. Wonders I Vest 12 Saint Michaels Mount, .is a barren
stony little wen or wart. 1678 Cudworth Intel!. Syst. Pref.
** 1 b, This Digression of ours, .is no Wen, or Excrescency,
in the Body of this Book; but a Natural and Necessary
Member thereof. 1765 in Eliz. Carter s Lett. 3 Sept. (1809)
III. 118 This hot weather makes me languid... In Stoic
language. I feel myself to be a wen. 1783 Tucker FourLett.
Nat. Subj. ii!. 45 If. .the Increase of Building [in London].

.

was looked upon to be no better than a Wen, or Excrescence,
in the Body Politic. 1821 Cobbett Rural Rides (iSS.O I.

52 But what is to be the fate of the great wen of all ? The
monster, called ..' the metropolis of the empire'? 1854 H.
Rogers Ess. (1874) 1 1. 6 Locke at once applies the knife to
those huge wens of 'ontology '. .which had so long im-
poverished, .philosophy. 1871 Kingsley^/ Last iii, Port
of Spain would be such another wen upon the face of God's
earth as. .the city of Havanna.

f2. A spot, blemish, stain, lit. and jig. Obs.

(Confused with Wem sb.)

1340 Ayenb. 262 pis boc is y-tnad . . Ham uor toher^e uram
alle manyere zen bet ine hare inwytte ne bleue no uoul wen.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxviii. (1495! 720 The
rote [of the wylde vyne] sod in reyne water and medlyd wyth
wyne dooth awaye wennes [L. macula*]. 1535 Coverdale
Lev. xxii. 22 Vf it be blynde, or broken, or wounded, or haue
a wen.. they shal offre none soch vnto the Lorde. 1552
Huloet. Wenne or fieshe spotte, neuus. 11593 Marlowe
Ovid's Elegies 1. v. 18 Not one wen in her body could I spie.

Wen 2 (wen), [a. OE. wen var. of wyn Win
sb.2] The name of the Old English runic letter p"

(= w) and of the manuscript form of this (pj>) in

Old and early Middle English.
1300 AIcClean MS. in Mod. Lang. Rev. (1911I VI. 442

Wen. P. pimman . pepman . Ponie. 1705 Wanley Antiq.
Lit. Septentr. Pref. J b2, Quod a Runicis Thorn and Wen
clauditur. 1758 Wise Some Enq. Europe 145 D b, Th or
Thorn, and p P, W or Wen, are of Northern growth.
1884 Eisenket. Life St. Kath. 125 The scribe took the
win of his original for a Pom. 1907 J. E. Wei.i.s Owl ff

Nightingale 3 In a number of places thorn, is dotted, and
so is like iven.

Wen : see Ween sb. and z»., When, Whenne.
+ Wenbote, var. Wainbote. Obs.

c 1250 Reutalia Glastou. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 83 Debet
habere wenbote, scilicet, unum quodque plaustrum, unum
lignum. Ibid. 96, 133.

Wench (wenf\ sb. Forms : 3-7 wenche, (4
weynche, 5 wenge, 6 wensche, whence), 4-
wench; Sc. 6 winsch, wynch, vinche, 8-9
winch. [ME. wenche, shortened form of early

ME. wenchel-. see Wt
enchel.]

1. a. A girl, maid, young woman ; a female

child. Now dial.

c 1190 .S\ Eng.Leg., St. Kath. 75 Nou is bis. .gret schame
..tosende a-boute. .After be gretteste Maistres, for-to des-

puyt'i a-3en a fol wenche. a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxvii. 27
Kifor come princes samened to singand bar, In midde
wenches of timpans war. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1901 William
& his worbi wenche [sc. Melior, his betrothed] ban were
bli^e of h* help- e 1380 Wyclik Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 59 Crist

came to be hous of bis prince bat be wenche lay deed inne.

a 1450 Mirk's Festial 201 Then cryed be fende and sayde

:

* Alas, ..al my my3t ys lorne, now such a seong wench hath
ouercomen me'. 1519 htterl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 25
Than we wyll have lytell Nell, A proper wenche, she dauns-

ith well. 1548 Udai.l Er<ism. Par., Luke i. 57, 58 To whom
it had been an happie chaunce to haue brought foorth a
wenche, but a muche more luckie happe it w-as, to haue
brought foorth a soonne. 1586 in Wadley Bristol Wills
(1886) 250 If my wief be with Child whether it bee a Boye
or a wenche I doe geve and bequeath vnto yt xx 11

, 1606

Shaks. Ant. fy CI. 1. ii. 36 Prythee how many Boyes and
Wenches must I haue. 1648 Cromwell Let. to Norton
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3 Apr., The money I shall need for my two little Wenches

;

and thereby I shall free my Son from being charged with
them. 1665 Wood Life (0. H. S.) II. 53 One Mr. John Vic-
caridg his child (a wench) of 11 years old. 1787 Burns Let.
IV. Nicol 1 June, A clean-shankit.straught, tight, weel-far'd
winch, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on FL 1. ii, ' It seems a bit of
a pity, though ', said Mr. Tulliver, * as the lad should take
after the mother's side i'stead o' the little wench'. 1895
Crockett Men ofMoss Hags xl. 287 For she was ever the
most spirity wench in the world.

b. A girl of the rustic or working class.

1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 145 She was but a
milkmaide, and a plaine cuntrie wench. 1590 Spenser F.
Q. 1. iii. n She to her gan call,.. But the rude wench her
answer 'd nought at all. i6ao Shelton 2nd Pt. Quix. x. 59
Seeing none but the three wenches, he was somewhat
troubled. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. Pope 1 Apr.,
These wenches [daughters of Greek gardeners], .pass their
time at their looms. 1843 James Forest Days v, His taste
lies amongst country wenches.

C. As a familiar or endearing form of address
;

used chiefly in addressing a dnughter, wife, or

sweetheart. Now only dial, or arch.
1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 97 [Juno to Pallas] Go we my

wench, and let vs shew this dizarde here at ful, What power
. .we two haue. 1613 Shaks, Hen. VIII, iv. ii. 167 [Katha-
rine to Patience, her woman.] Wiien I am dead, good
Wench, Let me be vs'd with Honor. 1826 Scott Woodst.
ii, ' I fear ye lie, wench,' said her father. 1848 Mrs. Gas-
kell Mary Barton iii, Thou'lt have enough to do and to
bear, poor wench, to-morrow. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur,
Leigh 111. 1056 The mother held her tight, Saying..' Why
wench, why wench. The squire speaks to you now'. 1885

J. Pays TalkcfTown 1. 189 Of course itannoyed me, wench,
to see Frank so obstinate.

2. A wanton woman; a mistress. Obs. exc. arch.
More explicitly common, light, or wanton ivench, wench

ofthe stews.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 51 Ermytes on an hep wib
hoteide staues, Wenten to Walsyngham & here wenchis
aftir. 1377 Ibid. B. xix. 433 Wenches of be stuwes. C1386
Chaucer Merck. T. 958, I am a gentil womman and no
wenche. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 263 Envie..Is of the Court
the comun wenche. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3360 Kyng Ed-
garus doubter yche wene he was, Y-kete bot vpon a wenche.
a 1529 Skelton Col. Clout 970 Vpon these beestes rydynge,
Naked boyes strydynge, With wanton wenches winkyng.
1535 Coverdale Isaiah xxiii. 16 Take thy lute (saie men to
her) and go aboute the citie, thou art yet an vnknowne
wensche. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err iv. lit. 55 Nay, she is

worse, she is the diuels dam : And here she comes in the
habit of a light wench. 1607 Dekkek & Webster Northw.
Hoe I. B 1, A lodging of your prouiding? to bee cal'd a
Lieutenants, or a Captaines wench ! 1666 Pepys Diary
6 Aug., Find my wife mightily out of order, and reproaching
of Mrs. Pierce and Knipp as wenches, and I know not what.
1698 [see Lig-by]. 1765 Francis tr. Hot:, Sat. (ed. 7) 1. iv.

65 His spendthrift Son, who spurns the portion'd Bride,
And keeps a common Wench. 1781 Johnson in Bos-.vell 8

May, Chief Justice — , who loved a wench, summed up
favourably, and she was acquitted.

3. A female servant, maidservant, serving-maid

;

also f handmaid, + bondwoman.
1380 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 861 Thy ney^boris hows,

wenche ne knaue Coueyte hem 11031. c 1384 ChXlxer //.

Fame 206 Lord and lady, grome and wt-nche Of al the

Troyan nacioun. c 1400 Apol. Loll. (Camden) 74 As God
bad hi Sara, Kast out be wench and her son. c 1491 Chast.
Goddes Chyhi. 89 He [Peter] that for a worde of a wenche
forsoke hym. 1526 Tindai.e Mark xiv. 66 There cam won
of the wenches off the hyest preste. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq.
IV. India 27 He determined to send one of the wenches to

call her maister. 1659-60 Pepys Diary 10 Mar., My wife

was late making of caps for me, and the wench making of
a pair of stockings. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 248 P £ The
Wench in the Kitchen sings and scowers from morning to

night. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. iv. 19 O ! said

she, if the wench, (for so she calls us maiden-servants,) takes

care of herself she'll improve. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 26

P 3 Scarcely a wench was to be got for all work. 1819
Scott Bride Lamm, vi, It is the wench of the house clat-

tering to the well in her pattens. 1843 Lefevre Life 'I'rav.

PItys. 1.8, I . .was informed by a dirty looking wench who
opened the door, that the young ladies were gone. 1883 Miss
Bkouchton Belinda hi. viii, Tea. .is brought out to them,
in an arbour overlooking the stream, by a stout wench.
attrib. 155a Huloet, Wenche seruaunte, ancilla...A..

maid seruaunte, or pore wenche seruaunt.

b. LLS. (See quots.)

1765 Boston Gazette 17 June (Thornton) 'Tis said the Fire

was occasioned by a Negro Wench carrying a Quantity of

Ashes. 1828—32 Wehster Wench. 3. In America, a black

or colored female seryant ; a negress. 1848 Bartlett
Diet. Amer. 1891 Century Diet., Wench. 3 (c) A colored

woman of any age ; a negress or mulaitress, especially or.e

in service. (Colloq.)

4. Comb. : wench-like a., girlish.

155a Huloet, Wenche lyke, pttellaris. 1611 Shaks. Cymb.
iv. ii. 230 Do not play in Wench-like words with that Which
is so serious.

"Wench, (wenf), v. Obs. exc. arch. [f. Wench
sb.] intr. To associate with common women,

f To wench out (time) : to spend (it) in wenching.
1599 Porter Two Angry Worn. Abington H 1, Indeed

tis true, I am thus late a wenching. But I am forc'st to
wench without a wench, c 1624 Chapman Hymn to Hermes
324 Tis better here to Imitate the Gods, And wine or wench
out all times Periods. 1634 Peacham Cotnpl. Gentl. i. (1906)

10 To be drunke, sweare, wench.. are the attributes and
markes now adayes of a great part of our Gentry. 1668
Dryden Even. Love iv. ii, As I am a Gentleman, a man of
the Town, one who wears good Cloathes, Eates, Drinks,
and Wenches abundantly. 172a Steele Conscious Lovers
iv. it, Sir. I never saw a Man that wench'd soberly and dis-

creetly, that ever left it off. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias ix. i.

(Rtldg.) 311 Tell me where Signor de Santillane is fallible.

Is he fond of play? does he wench?

WEND.
+ Wenchel. Obs. Forms: I, 3 wencel, (1

wincel), 3 wenchel, (Orm. wennchell), wan-
eel. [OE. wencel n. :—%wankil-, prob. related to
wancol Waukle a. The form wincel may repre-

sent a variant *winkil-^ A child (of either sex)

;

also, a servant or slave ; also, a common woman.
cBgo W*rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 11/20, & ba am an

wencel [L. mancipium] mid treowenum sescene..to bare
wyllan. c 1000 St. Basil's Admonitio ii. (1849) 34 And he
for his wife ne for his wenclum ne dearr nine sylfne bela-
dian. C1200 Ohmin 3356 Forr 3UW iss borenn nu to dag^
Hselennde off sure sinne.ss. An wennchell bait iss Jesu
Crist, c 1205 Lav. 31834 Quelaen ba wifmen, quelen ba
wanclen. a 1225 A tier. R. 334 And hu [he]biseinte Sodome
& Goinoire, men & wummen & children [MSS. T, C, were
& wif &. wencbelL e 1300 11,000 Virg. 98 in E.E.P. 68 His
Cardynals were j>eia3en bat he his dignete gan reue Wib
wenclen [S. Eng. Leg. S9/96 fole wummen] forto go.

Wencher (we-nj^. Also 7 wentcher. [f.

Wench v. + -er l.] One who associates with com-
mon women.
!S93 Passionate Mortice (1876) 82 Those I suspected to

be wenchers. a 1625 Fletcher Noble Gent. 1. i, I am a
whoremaster, And such a one as dare be.. pointed at to be
a noble wencher. a 1654 Selden Table Talk, Clergy p 5 Like
the Fellow that was a great Wentcher. 1667 Pepys Diary
29 July, My cozen Roger told us. .that the Archbishop of
Canterbury, that now is, do keep a wench, and that he is as
very a wencher as can be. X701 Grew Cosm. Sacra 11. vii.

76 He must be., no Gamester, Wencher, Fopp. 1712 Steele
Sped . No. 274 ? 1 Impotent Wenchers.

Wenching (wenjirj), vbl. sb. [f. WxvcH v. +
-IHO *.] The action ui the verb : also attHb.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. x. II. 545 Given he was exceed-

ingly to wenching, c 1620 Fletcher False One iv. ii, You
were told what this same whorson wenching long agoe
would come to. 1672 Dryden Assignation 11. i, Love al^ne,
is either plain wenching, where every Curtizan is your
Mistriss,. .or else,, .plain winning after one Woman. 1712

J

Addison Sped. No. 383 p 5 [They asked] whether he was
not ashamed to go a Wenching at his Years? 1775 Sheridan

j

St. Patrick's Day 11. i, Between ourselves, he is most con-
foundedly given to wenching. 1811 Lyron Hintsfr. Horace
•jot The youth who trains. .Must bear privations. ,P>e call'd

to labour when he thinks to dine, And, harder still, leave
» wenching and his wine. 1873 L O. Pike Hist. Crime I. 93
;

In reality the Priest took to Money-getting and Wenching.
attrib. 1590 Tarltons Newes Purgatorie 5 And some I

can tell you haue come thither for wenching matters. 159a
Def. Conny catching in Greene"s Wks. (Grosart) XL 62, I

r omit Miles the Millers coossenage for wenching affaires.

j

1607 Dekkek & Websteu Nortltw. Hoe iv. i. E 3 b, I hope
>ou thiuke my wenching daies are past.

We uching, ppl. a. [f. Wench v. + -ing 2.]

That habitually associates with common women.
1606 Shaks. Tr.$ Cr. v. iv. 35 Whats become of the wench-

ing rogues? 1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 268 To Wenching
Smell-smocks give I these. 1913 Sat. Re*. 11 Oct. Suppl.
p. iv/i Fox was himself a gambling, drinking, wenching.,
rasca l.

Wenchless, a. rare—1
, [f. Wench sb. + -less.]

Unprovided with a wench or wenches.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. ii. 5 Mettelyne is full of gallants, wee

lost too much money this mart by beeing too wenchlesse.

Wencus, obs. Sc. form of Vanquish v.

Wend (wend), sb. Also Vend ; 8 Winde.
[ad. G. IVende, Winde (pi. IVendcn, Winden =

j

Da. Vender, ON. Vindr, OHG. Winida, OE.
I

IVinedaSj Weonod- ) med. L. Venedi, Veneti) t of

, doubtful origin.]

1, A member of the Slavonic race now inhabiting

; Lusatia in the east of Saxony, but formerly extend-

ing over Northern Germany ; a Sorb.
1786 tr. J. R. Forster's Hist. Voy. North ici note, The

Vandals mentioned here, are indubitably the Wends, or that
tribe of the Sclavonians which opposed the Moguls and the
Tartars. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 700/1 {Austria),
The Windes, who are mixed with the Germans in these
countries. 1830 Encycl. Metrop. XXI. 340 The Vends are
a well-made, strong, courageous, and industrious people.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 206/1 The language ofthe Vends..
I

dates its first literature from the Reformation. 1861 Pear-
son Early <$ Mid. Ages 155 Canute was still unable to sub-
due the Wends, who. .made the Baltic a Slavonian lake.

1886 IIaring-Gould Germany xliii. 264 Henry I. had created
the Margravate of Brandenburg as a bulwark against the
heathen Wends, who lived on the Baltic.

2. Southern Wends : (see quot.).
1822 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. V. 242 In 640, the Sclavonians

took possession of Illyria,. .and they still retain it, under
the names of Servians, Croatians, and Southern Wends.
Ibid., The southern Wends.. are now mixed with Germans
in Camiola, Carinthia, and Lower Stiria.

Wend (wend), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. wended
(we'nded). Forms: Injin. a. 1 wendan {North.

wcenda), 2 wrenden (wanden), 3-4 wenden (3

Ormin wendenn), 5 wendyn, Sc. wendin
;
3-6

wende_(4 whende), 4-5 north, and Sc. vend, 4-
weiid; 3 sing. pres. 1-4 went (2 want); $. 3
wiende, 4-5 weende, north, and Sc. 4-5 weind,
weynd, 5 weynde ; 7. 4 winde, wind, 5 wynde,
wynd ; 5. 4-6 went. Pa. t. 1-4 wende (3 Ormin
wennde) ; 2 weente (wante), 4-5 wente, 4-
went (5 whent) ; north. 4 weint, 4-5 wynt; 6-

wended (5 north, weyndut). Pa. pple. 1 sewend,.

3-4 iwend, 4 ywend, -e (wende), 3-5 wend
(3 Ormin wennd) ; 2 i-want, 3-5 i-, iwent,
went, wente, 4 y-, ywent, 5 i-wente ; Sc. 6

wynt; 1, 4, 6- wended. [Common Teutonic:.



WEND.
OE. wendan, = OFris, wenda (WFris. weine, wine,

NFris. wen, wan), MDu. (and Da.) wenden, OS.

wendian (MLG. and LG. wenden, LG. wennen),

OHG. wentan (MHG. and G. wenden), ON. and

Icel. venda (Norw. venda ; Sw. vdnda, Da. vende),

Goth, wandjan ; f. *7vand-, the preterite stem of

windan Wind -y.1
, of which wcndan is the causative.

The original forms of the pa. t. and pa. pple. are

respectively wends and wended, wend, but the forms

wente, went appear beside these from c 1200, and

latterly become the more usual ; in the refl. and intr.

senses went finally replaced the older preterites

belonging to go, and from c 1500 is most naturally

regarded as the pa. t. of that verb, while wend was
provided with the new form wended.

The following are illustrations of the less usual

forms of the infinitive and present. The £-forms

represent a normal lengthening of the vowel in

certain dialects. The 7-forms are merely graphic

(by confusion with Wind v. 1 ), as the rhymes regu-

larly indicate wend or wend. The 5-form is due

to the influence of the pa. t. and pa. pple. in the

form wenl{e.
0. c 1*90 St. Silvester 23 in S. Eng, Leg, 391 To-ni5ht

pou schalt. .wiende to pe pine of helle. a 1300 Cursor Af.

2363 3ee sal weind til a better land. 13. . Northern Passion

198 (Camb.) Vnto bat cite sone gan pai weynd. 136a

Langl. P. PI. A. x. 171 Etles scbal al dye, and to helle

weende. la 1400 Morte Arth. 450 Thow weyndez by
Watlyng-strette, and by no waye elles. 14*1 Hocclevi-:

Minor P. xxii. 561 On my behalue to thy lady weende
{rhyme seende = send], c 1460 Toivneley Myst. ii. 132

Good brother, let vs weynd sone.

y. a 1300 Cursor AL 3564 Til vnwelth windes al his wald.

Ibid. 8019 Haf god-dai, for nov wind \. a 1400 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 805 (MS. B.) pat ich was wond to wynde Mid so

mony hondred kny3tes a boute in eche ende. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 2014 (Asbm.), I wame be, or I wynd. Ibid. 2150,

2177, etc. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 107 He takythe leve at

lorddys hend, And on hys wey gan he wynd. a 1500
Coventry Corpus Chr. PL 1. 330 To hys blys that ye may
wynd At your last day.
8. a 1300 Cursor Af. 27748 It wentes man fra godd his will.

Ibid. 28681 pou fand..all for to went his will. 1375 Har-
bour Bruce iv. 257 And thi Ferrand..Sall richt to Paris

went. £1400 Rule St. Benet 2027 When bai sal went in

cuntre. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 330 Scho praydehe wald
to the lord Persye went. 1560 Rollano Seven Sages 75
Thow seruis better for to haue punischement, . .nor halie

gaitls to went.]

I. Transitive and reflexive senses.

1. fa. To alter the position or direction of; to

turn (something) round or over : also with across,

adoxvn, away. To wend down : to overthrow,

destroy. Obs.
c888 >Elfred Boeth. 1. § 2 pa wendon hi me heora bsec

to. 971 Btickl. Horn. 191 Petrus cwaep, pa he com to bsre
rode, .

.
' Wendap min heafod ofdune *. a 1000 Sax. Leechd.

III. x6 Claim Sonne on arfset ; l;et standan nygon niht

;

wende man selce dae^e. e 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Luke vi. 29 And
bam Se be slyh5 on bin sewenge, wend ooer on^ean. c 1050
Voc. in \Vr.-\V flicker 377/18 Conuoluens, wendende. c noo
Trin, Coll. Horn. 161 Hie wenden be eoroe & wurpen god
sad baronne. c W05 Lav. 46 La^amon leide peos boc & ba
leaf wende [c 1275 tornde]. Ibid. 26559 Bos. . his hors wende
wundcr ane swi5e. a 1125 Ancr. R. 62 Louerd, seii

Dauid, wend awei mine eien vrom be worldes dweole.
Ibid. 430 He. .went be neruwe ende of be home to his

owune muoe. c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 1649 Iacob wi5 hire
wertfe Sat ston. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 7 pair cites doune
dide pou wende. C1330 Assump. Virg. 711 (Add. MS.)
Here moubes were to here nek went. 13.. Gaw. <$• Gr.
Knt. 2152 Bi bat be wy-je in the wod wendez his brydel.

1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. lxxii. (1495) 646 Heye
is ofte reysed torned and wended. Ibid, cxlvii. 702 It

falleth to powder while it is tornyd and wende and knedei
in the honde. c 1400 Beryn 2837 They made hir takelyng
redy, & wend be saill a-cros. c 1440 Paltad. on Itusb. vi.

13 And yf the rayn bishoure, Wende hit [hay] not til hit be
parfit drie. a 1450 Le Alorte Arth. 1349 Bors de gawnes
stille stode And wrothe a.way hys y*jen wente.
absol. 1475 Partenay 6566 Ho it metre will,.. Be it in

balede, uers, Rime, or prose, He most torn and wend,
metrely to close.

t b. fig. To turn over, revolve (thoughts, etc.,

in the mind). Obs.
a nag Ancr. R. 98, 4 rjet hwon he is foroe, heo went in

hire buhte ofte swuche wordes.

+ C. To wend away, to take away, remove. Obs.
e i»5o Gen. <V Ex. 2613 Egipte wimmen..boden Se cbilde

letten 3er, Oc [*t]he wente it awei wiS rem. c 1440 York
Myst. ii. 42 Oway I will it wende full wyght. Ibid. 46 Now
sene be erthe bus ordand es,. .to growe with gres, and wedis
bat sone away bese went.

d. Naut. To turn (a ship's bow or head) to the
opposite tack. Also with about, aloof. (Cf. 6 c
below, and Wind v.1 8.)
To '.vend (a boat) off: to float fa stranded boat) by this

operation.

155* J« Heywood Spider <y Ely Ivtt. 206 Better wende
your ship a loofe: and take sea roome: Then roon here on
rockes. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xxxiv. 84 And
laying out an Anchor, we sought to wend her off. 1631
Pellham Gods Power 6 Some of our companie.. were per.
swaded, to wend about the Boates head the second time,
unto the Southwards, Ibid. 7 We wended the Shallop.,
unto the Northward. 1635 Adm. Court Exam. 52, 22 Oct.,
The Neptune being then newly wended from the Shoare.
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Wending, is a term for bring-
ing a Ships' Head about. 1834 Marryat P. Simple xliv,
He hauled-to the launch, and wending her bow to the

315

privateer, directed her carronade. .to where the Frenchmen
were crowded the thickest. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.

f2. fig. a. To turn (one's mind, thoughts, will,

etc.) in a new direction ; to alter (one's mind or

intention). Const, from, to. Obs.

c888 /Elfhed Bocth, xxxiii. § 4 Ic wolde nu ba^t #11

wende bin in^ebonc from ba;iu kasum £esaddum. Ibid.

xxxv, § 7 Swa hwa swa..his mod went to da:m yflum Se he
ser fork:. <: 1205 Lay. 8836 Nu ich wulle wer.de mi mod,
a^enes uuel ich wulle don god. c 1290 St. A'ath. 16 in -V.

L'ng. Leg. 92 Sire, heo seide, . . pov scholdest bi wisdom and
bi wit to some guode wende. c 1290 Bekct 998 Ibid, 135 All

we worbez i-brou^t to nou^te, bote bev bi bou^t wende.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10646 Al hir might and all hir tent To
godds seruis had sco went, c 1330 K. Bilunne Citron. M'ace
(Rolls) 7S07 Anon tys wif his wille he went. 1390 Goweh
Conf. I.235 If hire lord his herte wente To love in eny other

place.

fb. To turn (a person) to orfrom a course of

life or condition; to alter (a person's will or

purpose). Obs.
C1200ORMIN 3441 Forrbi batt l>e bt:£^mwolIdebaTorihhte

la^fe wendenn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 1 10 Forte wenden us urom-
mard be licunye bet tlesches lustes a?.keo. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex,
693 To wenden men fro godes reed, To newe lime and to

newe dred. 13.. Cursor M. 24824 (Gott.) paa bat he had
na giftes till, wid hightes faire he went bair will. 1338
R. LJklnne Chron. (1725) 194 My brober..Is ric'ne of tene-

ment, his sonnes strong ik Stlth, per wille wide not be went.

f3. a. To change the character of; to alter. Obs.
Rarely also with adj. complement.
a 1000 Guthlac 730 [758] py laes ba tydran mod ba

gewitnesse wendan b ur ^e * TI54 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1137 He. .makede mani weorkes & wende be tun betere

^»an it xt wa:s. r 1205 Lay. 7128 pe uncu^e weoren..
wenden heore [sc. the burghs'] nomen. c 1230 Juliana 3S

Ant he wende heowes & ward* swuch as he bur wes unwilu
of helle. c 1290 St. Kenetm 60 in S. Eng. Leg. 347 pe king
of kent was bo kyng of al be londe of kent, bat weren inne
tweie bischopriches, and 3eot nis it noujt i-went. 1390
Gower Conf. II. 144 That sche ne mai. .speke a word, ne
ones loke, That he [a spy] ne wol it wende and croke And
torne after his oghne entente.

T b. To ' turn ' from one language into another
;

to translate. Const on (= into), till (== to). Obs.
C897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. Prol. 7 Da ongan ic. .i)a

boc wendan on Englisc. ?tooo — Bocth. Proem, Alfred
kuning wis wealhstod Sisse bee, & hie of bociaxlene on
englisc wende. c izoo Okmin Ded. 113 $iff niann wile

witenn..Whi ice till EnngUssh hafe wennd Goildspelless

hall^he lare.

fc. To change the form or nature of; to trans-

form, transmute, or turn to, into. Obs.
c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. (Thorpe) I. 168 JT. if flu Godes Sunu sy,

I
wend has stanas tohlafumandet. a 1000 Ags. Es. (Thorpe)
cxiii. 8 He wendefl stan on widne mere, a 1225 Ancr. R.
78 per, burh hire bone, was water iwend to wine, a 1250

I

Owl fy Night. 1464 (Cott.) pat child bi me hit understond
An his unred to red went, c 1275 in O. E, Misc. 90 Selcu(»

dude vre dryhtin pat he water wende to win. a 1300 A'.

Horn (Cambr. MS.) 470 panne is mi bralhod Iwent in to

kni'jthod. 1340 Ayenb. 60 Hi alle. .wendeb to guode al bet

be guodeman deboper zayb. £1350 Libcaus Desc. (Kaluza)
2132 pour} har chauntement To worme bey hadde me went.

+ d. To bring (into a certain state). Obs.

e 1250 Gen. 9f Ex. 2896 Louered, qui was ic hider sent?
5in folc is more in sorwe went.

f4. refl. To turn, direct, or betake (oneself).

l'req. with advs. or preps. Obs.
Ong. in purely reflexive use, with the accusative of the

pronoun, which is subsequently replaced by the dative.

t888 ^Elfred Boeth. xl. § 1 Ic wolde. .oa:t wit unc wenden
sume hwile to bises folces spnece. £"893 — Oros, in. vii. § 4

{He] hiene sibjjan wende on his brie ^ebroflor. 12900 O. E.
Chron. an. 894 pa se cyning hine pa west wende. exooo

!
./Elfric Gen. xlii. 24 He wende hine lithwon fram him and

' weop. c xaoo OlMIM 6576 patt sume off ure little flocc.
Hemm wendenn oberr stund fra Crist. Ibid. 11320 Forr|>-

rihht se Jesuss fullhtnedd wass, He wennde him inntill

wesste. c 1205 Lay. 24177 Wend be hider Howeldin. .haue
bu Bulune. a 1225 Ancr. R. 18 per efter wendefl ou to vre
Leafdi onlicnesse, and cneoIeS mid fif auez. c 1250 Kent.
Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27 po kinges hem wenten and hisegen
bo sterre. a 1300 Cursor M. 5693 pir wimmen went pam
nam a-gain. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. met. xii. (1868) 107
He wente hyin to be houses of helle. 1390 Gower Conf.
II. 238 And fro his lond with Sail updrawe Thei wente hem
forth, c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. 30 He went hym to be kyng
henry, & hym swith besoght (etc.). 1586 J. Hooker Hist,
Irel. in Itolinshed II. 11/2 He thought long yer he could
wend himselfe ouer into Ireland. 1635 J. Hayward tr.

BtondCs Banish'd Virg. 163, I know it stands us upon to
wend us hence assoone as we conveniently can.

fb. lit. of a vane : To revolve {with the wind).
1340 Ayenb. 180 Hi byeb ase be wedercoc bet is ope be

steple, bet him went mid eche wynde.
II. Intransitive senses.

f 5. Of events, etc., or impers. with it : To have
or take a certain course ; to take place, happen, or

come about. Obs.
Beo?vulf\Ty) Ac him eal worold wende "S on willan. <:883

jElkred Boeth. xxxix. § 2 Ac ic wundrie swifle swifllice

forhwi hit swa went swa hit nu oft de?. 1297 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 9400 Cubeb to day 3oure manhede bat it mowe wende
T030U & to "joure children to honour wibouten ende. a 1300
Cursor M. 18789 Bot goddforbede sua bat it weind, pat we
vrf.imakofur freind. 13.. Ibid. 7662 (G5tt.) pare mani a man
fel vnderschild, IJot wid dauid went pe feld. 1340 Ayenb.
362 Nou ich wille pet ye ywyte hou hit is y-went pet pis

boc is y-write mid engliss of kent. 1377 Langu P. PI. B.
in. 280 For so is pis worlde went wi}j hem pat han powere
That who-so seyth hem sothes is sonnest yblamed. 1390
Gower Conf. II. 276 If myn happ were so well went. That
for the hole I mihte have half, c 1400 Beryn 1264 Then
Beryn. .seid, * is this a sermon or a prechement? Yee were
nat wont her-to, how is this I-went?

'

WEND.
6. f a. To wend again : to turn back, to return.

lit. and fig. Obs.
In OK. also without adv., and with on bsec.

O, E. Chron. an. 895 ['a hie fla eft ut of Norfl Wealum
wendon mid b-*-'"^ here hyoe pe hie ^a^r ^enumen tuefdon.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvii. 31 And sc fle bio on a:cere ne
went he on-ba-c. Ibid. xxiv. 33 And hi?, arison. .& wendon
[c 1160 Hatton wenten] to hieru^alcm. c 1205 Lav. 159^ He
wende on ^ean sone & lie oiitliche feaht, c izsoGsn. <y Ex.

979 An angel . . bad hire sone wenden agen. Ibid. 3724 We
wilen .. wenden in-to egipte agen. ^1300 Cursor M. 3027
pai went again t jbersabee. c 1375 Ibid. 1S6; (Fairf.) Agayi.e
he dide pe waters wende, pe ship on lande bigan to lende-

c 1430 CIict. Assigne 137 Wende pou a^eyne, malkedras, .S:

gete me pe cheynes.

\ b. Of the wind : To change in direction. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 9407 pe wind wende forfl" rilit framward pan
stronde in to pissen londe. £"1400 Gamelyn 703 And sente.

.

For to seke Gamelyn. .To telle him tydinges how the wind
was went.

t c. Naut. Of a ship : To turn her head about

(see 1 d above). Obs.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 21 Wateres.oware bi pe ssiprs

mowe come fr:im pe se & wende And bringe alonde god
ino*j. 1530 Palsgr. 779/2, I wende, I turne, as a shyppe
dothe with the tyde. 1537 A dm. Court Oyer <y Term. 73.

No. 38 The said wood hoye..dyd wende abowte for to cum
to an anker, a 1609 Sir F. Vkre Comm. (1657) 3- About me
the Gallions let slip Cable in the hauLe, and with their top
sails wended and drew towards the shore on the left hand of

the Bay. a 1618 Rai.kgh Olserv. Royal Navy (1650) 9 The
lesser [ship] will turne her broad sides twice, before the
greater can wend once. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise
ofHempseed Wks. ill, 65 East and by South, West and by
North she wends. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v. H'end-
ing, . . 'J hey say, How wends the Ship? i.e. Which way
does her Head lie?

f 7. To turn from one condition or form to

another; to change to or into. Obs.
£r888/F,LFRED/>'<W/i. iv, Forpan went mi fulneah call money

n

on tweonunga, ^if [etc.). c looaSax. Leechd. II. 24S ponne
ne majon pas ping helpan for pon oe paet wile wendan on
waster bollan. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 321 [Lucifer] Wente in to

a wirme, and tolde eue a tale, a 1300 Cursor Al. 3564 His
blode. .wexus dri and cald, Til vnwelth windes [v. r. wendis]
al his wald. 1340 Ayenb. 6 pe wone is ktieaduol and may
wel wende to zenne dyadliche bot yef him ne loki. Ibid. 69
pet him ssolde by triacle, to him went in to uenym, 1377
Langl. /'. /'/. B. xvin. 202 Wo in-to wel mowe wende arte

laste. 1422 V'osgf. tr. Secreta Secret. 153 He-holde thy-
Selfe, that thow arte Erthe and into Erthe thow shake

I wende. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat Feb. 11 Must not the

world wend in his commun course From good to badd, and
from badde to worse ?

+ 8. Of persons : To turn in thought or purpose

to oxfrom (a person, course of action, etc.) ; to be-

take oneself (^something different) ; to change or

vary one's purpose. Said also of the heart. Obs.
For further illustration see 17 a.

c 888 /Elfred Boeth. xlii, For^cem hit nisnounnet par:t we
hopien to Gode, forSaim he ne went no swa swa we doo.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 92 Euer so pe wittes beoa" more ispreinde
utwardes, se heo lesse wendet inwardes. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex.
3510 Oc boredom (*-at t)u ne do, Ne wend no lecherie to.

C1300 Havelok 1705 From him ne mithe [might] his herte
wende, Ne fro him, ne fro his wif. 13.. Cursor Af. 23049

1 (Edin.) [They] went vnto religioun, And did pair bodis in

prison. 1340-70 Alex, j- Dt'nd. 804 Fur 5e ben couaitouse
kid & kunne noubt bbnne, But euere wenden to wii.ne

wordliche godus. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 313 pair-for

j

of pam I spek no fare, Bot to pe first I wend o-gayn. 1565

I J. Hall Crt. Vertue 132 b, Can plague nor payne M;ike
you refrayne, Nor from wickednes wende? 1567 Gude .y

j

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 35 Christ. .To saif vs is ful plyabill, Gif

I
we repent and to him wend.

f 9. To turn round, over, or from side to side
;

. to turn or twist the body. Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. vi. 28 Nihtes when y wende ant

wake, c 1330 R. Brunnf. Chron. Ware (Rolls) 8197 When
1

pey[the dragons] badde longe to-gyder smyten,.. Wyppyng
wyp wenges, ouer-wepen & went. 1390 Gower ConJ. I. 43
Forthi may no certeinete Be set upon his jugement, Bot as

the whiel aboute went He yifth his graces undeserved.
c 1475 Partenay 2905 In on estat ne myght he noght so-

gourn ; Here on bakke laide, efte the bely vppon, Torning
and wendyng euer enuiron. 15.. Schole Ho. Women 1014

I

in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 115 Rub a scald horse vpon the gall,

I

And he wil bite, wins and went. 154a Uuall Erasm.
,

Apoph. Rref. *vj, [Wrestlers] haue. .certain suer poinctes
and wayes bothe to catche holde, and also to wend out of
holde. 1561 Hoi.lybush Horn. Apot/t. 4 He wendeth and
waltereth, and happely his head and fete do mete together.

fig. c 1374 Chaucer Anel. <$• Arc. 187 Hir daunger made
1
him boojje bowe and beende, And as hir Iyste made him

1 tourne and wende.

f b. To wend to ground, to fall from one's horse.

C1430 Chev. Assigne 302 What yf grace be [that] we to

growude wenden ?

10. To go off, away, or out ; to depart. Also with

preps., as into, to, from, or to with inf. Now arch.

In later use not clearly distinguishable from sense 13.

c 1000 .Elfric Saints' Lives xxv. 425 03 Net hi oncneowon

part se cena iudas him win-feohtende waes and wendon 3a to

horsum. triaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 87 Ihc wile turnen agen

: to mine huse be ich er ut of wende. aj**$Ancr. R. 162

, As ofte as ich euer was, he sei3, among men, ich wende from
' ham [L. recessi] lesse mon pen ich er was. c wjoBeketZ^o

! in S. Eng. Leg. 130 po pov wendest of his seruise he ne

Axede pe no-ping, a 1300 Cursor M. 860 Wen Adam sagh

I he had misdon He went to hide him al-son. Ibid. 14186

I
Yee sal Vnto Iude weind wit nre nu. 1362 Langl. P. PI.

' A. xi. 112, L.askede hire pe hei^e wey wher Clergye

i
dwellep,..for tyme is bat I wende. c 1386 Chaucer Prol.

21 In Southwerk at the Tabard as I lay Redy to wenden

, on my pilgrymage. ?.i 1400 Aforte Arth. 2493 Thare salle

weende to this viage sir Gawayne hym selfene. c 1400

1 Beryn 523 In soth, quod he, I woll nat fro pe dorre vend.
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WEND.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. 246, & pere for withe owten lenger delay
he made ahhinge Redy for to wende. a 1500 Hist. A*.
Boccus <* Sydracke (?i5io) Xjb, Whan the soule at the"
ende Shal out fro the body wende. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 80, I may not wende out of my lande, for mine awne
sonnes will rise against me, when I were absent. 1603
Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. iii. 150 Wend you with this Letter.
1810 Scott Ivanhoe xx, Wend on your way, in the name
of God and St. Dunstan. 1879 Butcher & Lakg Oefyss. 11
To the end that after thou hast bathed, .thou mayst wend
to the ship joyful in spirit.

b. with advs., as away, out, hence.
cx\oo O. E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1050 Se cyng pa sende

aefter bam scypum . . be asr ham wendon. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 161 Nine ex quo ueteres emigrauere coloni. Atire
geSoen be ealde tilie henne wenden. a 1225 After. R. 50
Wite3 beroureien, leste be heorte etfleo& wende ut. C1250
Gen. -y £".r. 623 He and hise wif wenten ut fre. a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 6160 Quen bis time was al broght to end, Of egypte
godds ost vte vend, c 1350 Will. Palerne 329 Sebbe bou
schalt hennes wende, whanne bou komest to kourt. .bere be
boxumly& bonure. 1377 Lakgl. P. PL ft. xn. 82 pe iewes
knewe hemseluen Guluer..and wenten awey for schame.

C. In various obs. phrases, as to wend to bed, to
church, to meat, to seat.

c 1300 St. Brandan 221 in S. Eng. Leg. 225 pe monekes
wende to bedde & slepe : bo soper was ido. 13., Cursor
Af. 10046 (Gott.) Petre and iohn..went to kirc to make pair
bone. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 72 When bay had waschen,
worbyly bay wenten to sete, pe best burne ay abof. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2558 Than comaund the kyng the courtte for
to ryse ; Askit water wight ly, wentton to meyte. c 1430
Chev. Assigns 161 And whenne it drowje to be ny3te he
wendethe to bedde.

f 11. To depart by death. Usu. with advb. phr.,
zsto wendofoxfrom life, {put) of this world, forth,
hence, to death, etc. (See also 17 d.) Obs.
971 Blickl. Horn. 195 Forbon ure yldran swultan & swibe

oft us from wendan. a 1250 Prov. Alfred 172 in O. E.
Misc. 112 Not no mon,.bene ende hwenne he schal heonne
wende. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3884 Aaron 3o wente of liwe 6or.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1272 pou prai him bat he word me send
Quen I sal o bis werld wend, c 1340 Hampolb Pr. Consc.
in Archxologia XIX. 323 The time of deth at our last end,
When that we schul from henns wend. 1362 Langl. P. PI.
A.i. 152 For be same Mesurebat 3e Meten A-miso^erelles,
?e schul be weyen ber-with whon }e wenden hennes. c 1400
Pety Jeb 652 in 26 Pol. Poems 142 But oute of the world
sone shal I wende. 1421 Hoccleve Minor P. xxiii. 136
Lord god shal y now die and hennes weende? c 1470 Get.
<$• Gaw. 10S1 Quhasa with wourscliip sail of this warld
wende._ 1563 B. Googe Eglogs etc. (Arb.) 73 The enuyous
fates, .in the mydst of all his toyle, dyd force hvm hence to
wende. 1567 Glide % Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 13 Grant vs grace,
quhen we sail die, And fra this present lyfe we wend.

b. Similarly to wend to, into (heaven, hell, bliss,

etc.).

c 1200 Ormim 8426, & sibbenn shall all Cristess bird Wibb
Crist till heoffne wendenn. C1250 in 0. E. Misc. 186 Alle
bac-biteres wendet [c 1275 wendeb] to helle. c 1305 St.
Andrew 99 in E. E. P. (1862) 101 pat list ileste iwis Forte
be holi soule wende berwib to heuene blis. 1340 Hami'oi.e
Pr. Consc. 3557 pan sal his saul wende Til Mis. 1340 Ayenb.
13 And uor £0 scele wolde be efter his dyabe wende in to
helle. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. xt. 269 5if I.. for here werkis
& for here wyt wende to pyne, panne wrouste I vnwisly.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 55 pe whylk, yf bay dyde
wele, myght wend To blys pat es with-outyn end. c 1480
Henrvson Sheep <\ Dog 119 And efter deith [thay will] to
lestand panis wend.

fl2. transf. and fig. of things: To pass away;
to disappear, perish, decay. Also with away. Obs,
For further illustration see 17 e.

a 1000 Guthtac 57 (Gollancz) Jesihfi he badomas. . wonian
& wendan of woruld-ryhte. a i^ooSeven Sins 46 in E.E. P.
(1862) 19 To world-is wel nab pou no triste, bit went awei
so dob pe miste. c 1386 Chavcsb Kut.'s T. 2167 Tne grete
toures se we wane and wende. .71480 Henryso* ^'t' <r
Youth 46 Quhen thy manheid sail wendin as the mone.
1560 Ror.LAND Seven Sages n3 This being done, the well
away sail went.

13. To go forward, proceed ; to journey, travel

;

to take one's way. Now arch.
flii22 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 999 Her com sehere

eft abuton in to Temese & wendon pa up andlang Mede-
wsejan to Hrofe ceastre. a 1200 Moral Ode 86 He ane is
eure an ilche stude, wende per pu wende. C1386 Chaucer
Prioress' 'P. 6 And thurgh the strete men myghte ride or
wende. 1393 L\ngl. P. PL C. xvi. 161 And bere hit in py
bosom abowte wlier bou wendest. c 1400 Parce Michi 1 in
26 Pol. Poems 143 By a forest syde, walkyng as 1 went,
Dispone to take. C1480 Henrvson Fox <$- IVolf §6 Neid
causis me to steill quhaireuer I wend. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
XXL xxxii, Downe from tlie tree I came in hast, And tooke
thee vp and on my iouiney wend. 1613-16 W. Browne
Btit. Past. 1. iii. 54 Vpon her walkes she all the day attends,
And by her side she trips where ere she wends. 1775
J. Tait Land cf Liberty |. xlvi. 23 The hero saw, amaz'd,
A crowd of nobles o'er tlie country wend. 1814 Scott Lord
0/ Isles in. xxiv, For know, that on a pilgrimage Wend I.

1837 Carlvle Pr. Rev. I. 1. ii, The Merovingian Kings,
slowly wending on their bullock-carts through the streets
of Paris. 1850 ' Syi.vanus' Bye-lanes <y Downs 11. 21 This
'racing-man', .to whose cottage I was wending so pleasantly.

"b. with advs. Now arch.
c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Ho him forwundeden..and wenden

foro". c 1205 Lav. 29517 At Tanette he com hider in & swa he
up is iwend. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 823 po pis King [Leir]
adde iwend aboute in such soruol cas Attelaste he com to
Carrie. Ibid. 11317 pe king was among pe freres & bii
manion Radde him vor to wenden in. C1350 WiiLPalerne
3338 Men . . wendep ou3t wi^tli & wip ?our fon meteb. c 1380
Wycuf Wks. (18S0) 427 Collegians wendan out ft prechen
&. quykenen many partis of englond. c 1400 Beryn 675 Tlie
kny^t & al the felisship, forward gon pey wende. c 1470
Got. 9? Gaw. 790 Than schir Gawine the cay Prayt for the
iournay, That he myght furth weynd. 1581 A. Hall Iliad
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IX. 171 Vlysse the wisest takes his leaue, and forth doth for.
most wend. 1590 Spenser F. Q. t. 1. 28 Then mounted he
vpon his Steede againe, And with the Lady backward sought
to wend. 163s J. Haywabd tr. BiomiPs Banish'd Virg. 13
Whither away wend you so late? ^1653 Ciialkhili. in
Walton Angler m. 76 1 hen care away, and wend along with
me. 1796 Coleridge Sontut to Stanhope i, Since scorning
Faction's low and partial aim Aloof thou wendest in thy
stately pace. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge xvi, It was not
unusual for those who wended home alone at midnight, to
keep the middle of the road. 1848 Lytton Harold I. v,
When I depart, Rolf, thou wendest back to thy marches.
1865 KiNCii.EY Hereto, ix, To avoid which end the dis.
appointed palmer wended homeward once more.

t c. With predicative adj. : To go or move
about in a certain state. Obs.

x340-7o Alex.
(J-
Dind. 34 Nouht welde we now but naked

we wende. 13 . . Cosp. Kicodcmus (G.) 476 We war vnclene,
3e ken, hale thurgh his word we wend.

14. iransf. and fig. of things : To move, flow,

I

run (in a specified course or direction) ; to go up
or down. Of a road : To extend or stretch in a
continuous line.

C1105 Lav. 29914 Alse bet watre Desse wendeS into bere
s,-e. 1297 R. Glouc (RolU) 179 Fos me clupeb bilke wei bat
1 1 mania god toundtb wende. a 1400-50 H'arsAlex. 37 As
wide as be werd was, went worde of baire techincr. c 1400
tr.Seereta Secret. 80 And banne it [the blood] wendys vp
to be haterell. 1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 447 2 He smote..
InswirTonthe hede, that the brayne wende oute. C1450,
«i5oo [see I7g). i6ii Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi. 373 That
assist Her weaker wandring Streame tow'rds Yorkeshire as
she wends. 1816 Shelley Sonn. Dante 4 Ascend A magic
ship, whose charmed sails should fly With winds at will
where'er oar thoughts might wend. 1811 Scott Kexilw.
x\iii, Adieu, and may the blessing of God wend with you !

1853 IIaring-Gol'ld Iceland 230 A river wending towards
a portal of black rock. 1866 J. B. Rose Ovid's Met. III. 99The hero started, as the tremors wend Through every vein.

15. With adverbial accusative, esp. way : To go
or journey in a certain way or direction. Also,
+ to go on (an errand, voyage). Now only with
possessive pron., towendoiusway {igate, fride),
a phrase which was revived c 1800, and is now the
most familiar use of the verb.
c 1150 [see 17 h]. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 3950 To madian lond

wente he his ride, a 1300 Cursor fl I. 10365 Quen bou again
sal wend \>i gate, bou sal mete at \>\ wijf anna. Ibid. 13087
Nil yee sal mine erand wend, Til bat gret lauerding iesu.
Ibid. 14194 Qua has to wenden ani wai God es to go bi
light odai. Ibid. 14042 Sex dais forwit pask-dai Wit his he
went be stre:e. c 1315 Song Deo Cratias 41 in E. E. P.
(1862) 125 Out of J?at chirche i. went my way. £-1380
Wyclif Wks. (1S80) 153, & so beL.maken be peplc.to
wende be weie to helle whanne b^i wenen to goo to heuene.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex.^ 428 And ben he went furth his way.
c 1420 A-.'Otv. Arth. xli, I haue my ways forto weynde, For
tospeke with a frynde. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1 15 He that
schail wend soche a wey, Vt were nede for hvm to pray.
?<zi5oo Cluster PI., Last Jttdgm. 138 But well I wott
that ilke way that Abraham went, weind I may. a 1547
Surrey <Eueid iv. 616 .She was left alone Uncompamed,
great viages to wende In desert land, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia in. (1922) 42 The turning of Zelmanes eye, was a
strong sterne enough to all their motions, wending no way,
but as the inchaunting force of it guided them. 1810 Scott
Lady of Lake II. xxvi, Now back they wend their watery
way. 1829 G. H KAO Forest Scenes N. A titer. 109 We wended
our way down the ravine. 1837 Dickens 1'icktu. xxxiii,
Mr. Weller turned, and began wending his way towards
Leadenhall Market. 1839 — Nickleby xi, As she wended
her way homewards. 18SS Neale Sequences $ Hymns 1E6
Wending my way to the City. 1885 Sladen Poetry of
Exiles (ed. 2) I. 27 Pleasant it was to wend his way back to ;

familiar Kent,
transf. and. Jig. a 1300 Cursor M. 29222 For-bi to weind

be seker wai, I rede we be in panance ai. i860 Maury
Pkys. Ceog. yiii. § 394 On the Australian side, an ice-bear-
ing current is found wending its way from the Antarctic '

regions.

1 16. fig. (of persons). To go to and fro on
business or procedure; to busy oneself; to fare,
' get on '. Obs.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4063 For \\i we in |.isse manere !

wendeb, we lie fayleb on none wyse bat we ne wolleb '

abbe |>e maistrie, wanne we defendz vre franchise, a 1400
Chaucer Amorous Compl. 78 (Skeat) Ever have I been,
and shal, how-so I wende, Outher to live or dye, your
humble trewe. c 1400 Beryn 1522 Fawnus had so goon a-
bout I-turned & I-went, That he had brou3t his sone to-fore
be Emperour [etc].

tl7. The compound tense it, was, etc. went
(or wend), originally a true passive (= 'is, was
turned'), was used as the perfect ofthe prec. intrans.

senses = has, had gone, departed, etc. : a. in sense 8. ^

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 567 King lotrines herte was al &
elene vp hire iwent. a 1300 Cursor M. 3113 In wrechedom
er now all went, To lare o godd gif bai na tent. 1303 R. '

Brunne Handl. Synne 791 pat shal y shewe when we be went
Vntobe brydecomaundement. a 1400 Minor Poems Vernon
MS. xxi. 51 Whon I was went from him wibwionge. c 1400
Rout. Rose 61S5 They ben froclene Riligioun went.

b. in sense 10.
c 1205 Lay. 17574 To J>ere sae beo5 iwende Gillomar &

Passen. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1377 Androge bat was to
rome mid be emperour iwent. Ibid. 11857 [They] were in
hor dedut iwend an hontinge. 1340-70 Alex, tr Dind. 53

\panne weren from hem went Wilis & children, c 1386
Chaucer Miller's '/'. 479, 1 trow that he be went For I

tymber, ther our Abbot hath hym sent, a 1450 Le Morte
Arth. 3025 To a wyldernesse he is went, c 1460 Townetey
Myst. xxx. 116 All ouresaulesar wente, and none ar in hell.

c. in sense 10 b.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2599 pohii were alle henne ywend.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5994 All be fleies ware went awai. e 1380

WENDING.

I

Wyclif Sel. IVks. I. 119 Whan an unclene spirit is went out
I

from a man. c 1386 Chaucer Man of Lam's T. 75 Hoom
to Surrye been they went ful fayn. c 1440 York Myst.
xxu. 33 To wildernesse he is wente owte. 14.. ia Babees

:
Book (1S68) 357 Whan he fro the ys wente A-way.

d. in sense 1 1.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 005 God 3yue vs grace,
or we be went, To kepe >ys fyrst comaundment C14H
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 2876 Whan bat he is out of bis
worldewent. c 1425 Macro Plays, Cast. Pertev. 1664 pe
sekatouris schul seyn it is here he-houe to make us mery,
for he is went, bat al bis good gan owle. 1600 Fairfax Tasso

I

xn. lxx, But when he saw her gentle soul was went.
e. in sense 12.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1640 Alrightwisnes awai es went. 01352
Minot Poems vi. 9 When all yow re wele es went, a 1400 in

. Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems (1903) 257 Loue is out of lond iwent.
1426 Audelay Poems 19 When al the wellh of this world is

went from hem away, c 1440 York Myst. xli. 347 My age
is went, I feyll no fray. C1460 Tenvneley Myst. xxx. 388
This wykyd warld away is wente. C1470 Col. t, Ga-.u.
1132 As all his wehhis in warld had ben away went. 1552
Lyndesay Monarche 4142 For, siclyke as the snaw doilh
melt in May,. .Thir gret Impyris rychtso ar went away.

f. Of a period of time, a season, etc. = is gone,
past, elapsed, or ended. Also with adv., as out,
over.

13.. Guy IVarw. 326 (Caius) Thus lyueth Guy in grete
turmente Till the feest was ouer wente [Auchinl. was al to-
went]. c 1386 Chaucer Prioress's T. 88, I wol do my dili.
gence To konne it a! er Cristcniasse is went, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 45S6 Winter was went, c 1400 Laud Troy-Hi. 10045
The ny3t is went, the -day dawes. Ibid. 17071 Terme is
went out of the trew'e. 15.. Tayis Bank 42 (Bann. MS.),
Wod Winter with his wallowand wynd But weir away wes
went.

g. in sense 14.
c 1450 St, Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 1271 pou hase so ferr to ryde

pat pe sonn sail be went doune Or bou come whider bou ert
boune. (11500 Hist. K. Boccus $ Sydracke (? 1510) Zj b,
Whan some [stars] go doune, some up are went With
meuyng of the fyrmament.

h. with one's way: see 15.
£"1250 Gen. tjr Ex. 1429 Eliezer is went his wei. c 1440

York Myst. xxxviii. 245 He is resen and wente his way.

t Wend, v* Obs. [f. wend(e, obs. pa. t. and
pa. pple. of Weex t'.] intr. To think, suppose.
1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 63 And that now of his enterprise

none of them all should wende, Hecaused his souldiourshap
him wel with buckler and with targe, a 1600 Montgomery
Misc. Poems xxxix. 39 Hir fieindis ay weindis To caus hir
to revok. a 1650 Mcrliue 1280 in Percy Folio MS. I. 462
See yee nought the young man that the shoone hath bought?
he wendes to liue them to weare.
Wend(e, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Ween v. ;

obs. ff. Wi.ND sbS

t Wendagains-lane. Obs. [f. Wend v. (see

6 a) + genitival agains (see Again).] The name
of a cul-de-sac in London. Cf. turn-again lane
S.v. TURNAGAIN 4.
1308-9 Cat. Wills Crt. Hutting, Lond. 1. (1889) 204 [The

lane called] Wanda yeneslane. 1328 Ibid. 335 \Venda3e11es-
lane. 1337 ibid. 422 Wandageynslane. 1348-9 Ibid. 531
Wendageyneslane.

Weridage, var. Vendage.
1496 Dives ft Pauper vn. xiii. (W. de W.) s iij b, Diues.

Of what thynge is a man bounde to tythe. Pauper. Of
corn in heruest, of wyne in vendage, of fruyte, [etc.].

tWenday. Obs.~ l
[f. wen-, conib.f. ME. wen,

OE. w£n, weegn Wain sb. Cf. Wenseves.] A
day allowed to a tenant for preparing his wain in

order to carry grain in harvest.
c 1250 Renlalia Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc) 83 Et debet

habere j wenday, scilicet, unum diem ad carrum suum pre-

paiandum antequam cariet, quietum de omni alio opere.

We'nded,///. a. [f. Wend v. + -ed l.] Twisted,
plaited.

1719 D'Urfey Pills IV. 137 Her Bongrace of Wended
Straw.

Wendian. rarer*, [f. Wend sb. + -ian.] =
Wend sb. I.

iS38f'enny Cycl. XII. 345/1 Russniaks, Slovacs, Croats,
Wendians . .(these four., are of Slavonian origin).

Wendic (we-ndik), a. and sb. Also Windic.
[f. Wend sb. + -ic. The form Windic is after G.
Windc, var. of ITeude Wend. Cf. Windish =
Wendish.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the Wends.
b. sb. The language of the Wends, Sorabian. (For
a wider use see quot. 1S61.)
1861 Max Muller Led. Sci. Lang. iS6The fifth branch,

which is commonly called Slavonic, I prefer to designate by
the name Windic. Ibid, page-heading, Windic class. 1868
Chatnb. Encycl. X. 139 Those remnants of the Slavic popula-
tion of Lusatia who siill speak the Wendic tongue. 1883
Morfill Slavonic Lit. ii. 36 The Wendic mountains, .are

mentioned by the geographer Ptolemy.

Wending, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Wend v. + -ing 1
.]

fl. The action of turning 01 changing ; a change
or turn. Obs.
C897 ^Elfked Gregory's Past. C. xlii. 306 Hit gedeS hit

self him selfum suioe unjelic for osere gelomlican wendinge.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xi. {1889) 63 EarfoSe ys fierlic wend*
incg [L. permutatio\. CX440 Paltad. on Husb. 11. 12 But
at the weendyng [ L. ubi ad versuram venerint] slake The
yook, thyn oxon nekkis forto cole.

2. The action of going ; esp. a going away, de-

parture.

13.. K. Alt's. 920 Nis in this world so siker thyng So is

deth, to olde and yyng ! The time isnygh of heore wendyngl
13. . Guy Warzo. 1218 He gob him to his fader bo, pat for

his wending was ful wo. c 1340 Hampole Psalter civ. 36



WENDING.
Egipt wasfayn in thaire wendynge[L.

;

n prefectione eorum].
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1630 And by my bryft my
wendyngc out of Troye A-nober day shal tome vs alle to
loye. — Boeth. u. pr. i. (1868) 32 If J>oii wilt write a lawe
of wendyng and of dwellyng to fortune, c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 9967 She went ageyn with hir meigtie ; The third
day aftir hir wending, [Generides] ther was crovncd king.

+ 3. A journey. Obs.

13.. K. Aits. 3284 (Laud MS.), And ber he ordeyneb his
wendyng Toward Darrye be riche kyng. 1338 R. Brukne
Chron. (1810) 207 Jon dred bat wendyng, to trance wild he
nouht. Ibid. 260 pei hed redy wendyng, at Douer bei toke
lond. [i878SKELEY^'/f/« II. 489 Accordingly appeared ' My
Wendings and Wanderings with the Imperial Baron'.]

We nding, ppl. a. [f. Wend v.] Going, pro-
ceeding. (In comb., as backiuard-wetiding.)
1896 A. Austin England's Darling \. i, Egbert's true grand-

child, .backward-wending pilgrims say, was seen [etc.],

Wendish/we-ndiJ), a.andsb. Also 7,9"Wind-
ish, 9 Vendish, Vindish. [f. Wend sb. + -I8H,

or ad. G. Wendisch, Windisch.] A. adj. Of or
pertaining to the Wends.
1614 [see Voivodr £]. 1788 Engl. Rev. Dec. 479 The

people. .are called in Saxony Wenden, i.e. Wendts, or
Vandals, or Wendish. 1790 Dornford Putter's Develop.
Germ. Emp. III. Index, Wendish or Venedic countries.
182a Dow'nks Lett. fr. Mecklenburg 157 Pribislaus, a
Wendish chief. 1822 Encycl. Brit. SuppL V. 242 The
Wendish dialect of the Sclavonian. 1892 Doughty Wherry
in Wendish Lands 113 Country places are still known by
their Wendish names.

B. sb. The language of the Wends, esp. the

Sorabian tongue spoken in Saxony.
1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 68 In the villages of Carinthia. .the

Countrey people sp~ake Wendish, or the tongue of the old
Vandals. 1788 Engl. Rev. Dec. 480 Every Saturday one of
them preaches, in Wendish, a sermon in the university
church. 1822 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. V. 243 A language con-
sisting of a mixture of Wendish and German. 1887 Mor-
fill in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 150/1 The Slovenes are some-
times called 'Wends' and their language ' Windish ' or
' Wendish '. 1915 igth Century Nov. 1045 Carniola, where
Vendish , a Slav dialect, is spoken.

t We-ndling, sb. Obs- 1 (Possibly f. Wend v.,

and = ' wanderer ',
' vagabond ', but more prob. an

error forfindling ( foundling'.)
c 1300 K. Horn (Hall) 729 (Laud MS.) Henne bou foule

wendling \Harl. fundlyng] Out of boure More.

Wendo-(we*nd(j), combining form of Wen*dj£.
1853 Frrund in yml. Ethnol. Soc. (1856) IV. 77 The

boundary-line of Low-German and Wendo-Sclavonian, Ibid.,
Wendo-Sclavonic cities.

Wendoye, obs. form of Window.
Wene, pseudo-arch. var. Wane sb.%

1813 Hogg Qu'en's Wake n. (1814) 174 Inyongreen-wood
there is a waik, And in that waik there is a wene. Ibid., In
that pMO wene Kilmeny lay.

Wene : see Wean v., Ween sb. and v.

Wenem, -im, -ym, obs. forms of Venom.
Wenene, var. Whexne Obs., whence.
Weneth(e, var. ff. Uneath adv.
142a Yqn'gk tr. Secreta Secret. 136, 187.

t Wengand, variant of (or error for) wenyand
Waniand.
1587 Mlrr. Mag., Sir IV. Burdet Hi, Wylde wengand on

such ire, wherby the realme doth lose.

Weng(e, obs. forms of Venge v., Wing.
Wengeance, -aun.ee, obs. formsof Vengeance.
Wenhill, obs. form of Weanel, \vennel.
171 1 B.iV.C. (Oxf.) Docum. A*. 20 One Bull, eight Wen-

h ill Calves.
Weniaunce, obs. form of Vengeance.

t Wening, var. of Waining or Woning vbl. sb.

c 142s Eng. Conq. Irel. xxi. 54 Wlio-so had I-hard be
wepynge, & be wenynge, & the sorow that thay mad.

t Wenlich, a. Obs. [OE. tvinlic, i. Ween sb.

+ -ly 1. Cf. OS. ivdnlik beautiful, MHG. wsenlich,

early mod. G. wahnlich, wahnlich probable, sup-
posed.] a. Beautiful, b. ? Worthy, excellent.
c 1000 VElfric in Asstnan Ags. Horn. 108 Heo wses swifte

wlitig & wenlices hiwes. c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 pe
shadewe [i. e. her reflection in a mirror! hire tacheS hwu hie
mai hire seluen wcnlukest makien. Ibid. 83 And swo warft
iturnd bat folc ofatel.che to wenliche. a 1x50 Prov. Ail/red
105 in O. E. Misc. 108 \>t mon be on his youhbe yeorne
leorneb..may beon on elde wenliche lorbeu.

Wenlock (wenVk). The name of a town in

Shropshire, used attributively in "Wenlock forma-
tion, group, a formation of Upper Silurian age,
typically developed near Wenlock. Also Wenlock
limestone, shale, slate.

1834 Murchison in Proc. Geol. Soc. II. 14 The lower part
of this formation is termed the ' Wenlock shale '. Ibid. % 1'he
shale beneath the Wenlock limestone. Ibid. 15 The Ludlow
and Wenlock formations appear in the same escarpment.
1843 Humblk Vict. Geol. etc., Wenlock slate. Called also
Wenlock shale. 1890 Hardwicke's Sci.-Gossip XXVI. 247
Splendid examples of Wenlock fossils.

Hence Wenlo-ckian a. t of or belonging to the
Wenlock formation.

^855 J. Phillips Man. Geol. 104 The genera being mostly
Wenlockian and Ludlovian.
Wenne : see Wix sb, 2 , When.
"Wennel : see Weanel.
"Wennesone, obs. Sc. form of Venison.
Wennion, variant of Wanion.
"We-nnish, a. rare—1

, [f. Wen1 + -ish.] Of
the nature of a wen.

317

]
1614 Wotton Let. 16 June Rcliq. W. (1672) 434 The in-

cision of a wennish tumour grown on his thigh.

Wennome, obs. Sc. form of Venom sb.

We'nny, a. Now rare or Obs. [f. Wen 1 + -Y.]

1. Of the nature of or similar to a wen.

1597 Gerabde Herbal 11. clxvi. 463 A remedie against.,

hard wennie swellings. 1611 Cotgr. s. v, Goitrons, The
wennie bags that breed vnder the throats of the most inhabi-

tants of the Alpes. 1671 Wiseman Wounds 11. App. i. 79,

I have had some persons, .so deformed wiih these [cicatrices],

as they have suspected them to be wenny. 1748 Phil.

Trans. XLV. 536 Wenny Tumours of a monstrous Size.

1766 Compl. Farmer Dd 1, Capeliets, in horses, are parti-

cular swellings. .of a wenny nature, which grow on the heel

of the hock, and on the point of the elbow.

2. Afflicted with wens
;
goitrous.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <$ Comnnv. 60 The women are .

.

for the mo^t part wenny, that is, having great bunches under
their chinnes with drinking snow water. 1786 tr. Beckford's
Vathek no Others.. with hump-backs, wenny necks, and
even horns.

Wenomose, obs. Sc. form of Venomous.
Wenquis, obs. Sc. form of Vanquish v.

Wenscote, -skot(te, etc., obs. ff. Wainscot.
fWenseves. Obs. rare. [f. wen- (see Wenday)
+ seves pi. of Sheaf sb.] Sheaves given as pay-

ment for carrying grain in harvest.

1:1250 Rentalia Gtaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) £8 Nee
aliud debet recipere . .nisi wensenes [read wenseues] quando
cariat bladum. Ibid. 135, ij garbas que vocantur wensewes.

Wenskett, obs. form of Wainscot.

"Wensleydale (we"nzlid<Fil). The name of a

district of the North Riding of Yorkshire, used

altrib., and hence ellipt. as sb., to designate a. A
breed of long-woolled sheep originally raised here ;

b. A local variety of blue-mould cheese.

1881 J. P. Sheldon Dairy Farming 250 Though the

Wensleydale cheese are so small. 1893 }. Wrightson Sheep
30 The Wensleydale is a large, high standing sheep, with a

characteristic blue in the skin of the face and ears. 1896

J. Benson & J. Long Cheese 105 The .Stilton-shaped

Wensleydales are. .classed as British blue mould cheeses.

Went ^went). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5weent,6.5V.

vent, S wont, 9 dial. want
}
wint. [Related to

Wend z».
1
]

1. A course, path, way, or passage. Obs. exc. dial.

In later use esp. in pi. with three andy^^r; also in combs.
three.ivent-way Three B. III. 2, and Four-went-way.
C1250 Gen. <y Ex. 136 lie sterrc.He seites in Se firma-

ment, Al abuten Sis walkne went, c 1369 Chauckr Dcthe
Blaunche 398 (Fairf.) Hyt forthe went Dovne by a floury

grene went Ful thikke of gras. c 1384 — H. Fame 1S2 In

a forest, as they wente, At a turninge of a wente. 1418-20

J. Page Siege Rouen in Hist. Coll. Citizen Lond. (Camden)
17 Govnnys goodeand redy bente,Tiiey were laydein many
went. 1426 Lydg. De Guit. Pilgr. 10320 By peryllous weyes
and by wentys I hadde had gret adversyte. 1513 Douglas
JEneis 111. iv. 40 Ontill ane cave we went, Vndir a hingand
hewch, in a derne vent. Ibid. 113 And followit furth the

samyn went we haue, Quhnr so the wynd and sterisman ws
draue. 1570 Levins Manip. 66/8 A went, lane, viculus.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 47 To the three fatall sisters house
she went. Farre vnder ground from tract of liuing went.

1640 So.mner Antiq. Cantcrb. 20 The Iron crosse, which
sometime stood at the East-end of Castle-street, at the

meeting of the foure wents. 168* W'hllek Jour*. Greece
vi. 475 Where these ways part was called by the ancients

TptU Ketf>a\ai, or, the Three Heads, signifying I suppose
the same we do by Three Wents. 1854 W. Gaskell Led.
Lanes. Dial. 20 We have also.,' wint ',. .a passage, a 1896
Bardsley Diet. Surnames {1901) 802 There are one or two
wents, still so called, in my late parish [UlverstonJ.

fig* JS f3 Douglas /Ends 1. Prol. 3S4 Logitianis knawis
lieirtn myne entent, Ondir quhais boundis lurkis mony
strange went.

t b. A journey, course of movement. Obs,
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vin. 2145 [They].. ful accordid be

Thoruh Itaille for to make her went Toward Roome. 1596
Spenser F".Q. iv. v. 46 But here my wearie teeme nigh ouer
spent Shail breath it selfe awhile, after so long a went.

T 2. A course of action or plan for attaining

some end ; a trick, contrivance, device. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 529 pe bysshop made a
clerk ban wryte Al bat she seyd, . .And alle how she made here
went. 1390 Gower Con/. II, 218 The Steward tok the gold
and wente, Withinne his herte and many a wente Of coTeitise

thanne he caste. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. vn. 263 Ich made
nieny wentes, How ich myght haue hit, al my wit ich caste.

c 1440 Capgrave St. Kath. iv. 929 Thanne do ye wrong
ageyn her entent On what-maner wise 3e make your weent.

t 3. A turn or course of affairs ; an occasion or

chance. Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 63 Do him vnto be suerd,
withouten jugement, If ;e may Gnffyn take bityme at any
went. 1513 Douglas Aineis in. x. 123 F.neas..The fatis of
goddis..Rehersing schew, and syndry strange went is. 1596
Spenser-A". Q. vi, vi. 3 He knew the diuerse went of mortall
wayes.

+ 4. A turn or change of direction; a turning

about. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus n. 63 For which yn wo to bedde

he wente, And made er it was day ful many a went. Ibid.
v. 1194 Vp on be walles made he many a wente. 1412-20
Lydg. Troy Bk. 1. 2713 Vn-to hir chambre in hast sche is

goon, Where vp and down sche made many went. 1471
Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 219 The monstre wente here
and there, And made many wentes wyth outc seeyng and
knowing where he wente.

t b. ? A turning or winding of a stair. Obs.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 73 b, The staier of the

saied halpas was caste of passage by the wentes of brode
steppes.

WER-.

Went, pa. t. (and pa. pple.) of Wehd v.1 : now
used as the pa. t. of Go v.

t Went, app. used as pa. pple. of WlND v.
C1500 World mid Child 46 (Manly), I am not worthely

wrapped nor went, But powerly prycked in pouerte.

fWentle, v. Obs. [ad. MDu. wmtclen (also

mod. Du.) = MLG. and LG. wentclcn, G. dial.

wenulm.] intr. To roll or tumble about. (Used
only by Caxton.)
1481 Caxton Reynard \\\\. (Arb.) iS Whan he was so wery,

lie wenlled and tombled nyghe half a myle. ..And whan he
was seen so comyng fro ferre, Some doubted what it myght
be that cam so wentelyng. <- 1489 — Sonnes of Aymai
xxii.475 Al nyghte he coude not fall a slcpe, but wentled in

h is bud without ony rest.

Wentletrap (we-nt'ltrap). Also 8 ventle-.
[a. Du. wtnteltrap winding stair, spiral shell, = G.
wendeltreppe."] A marine shell of the fjenus Sea/aria
or the family Scalariirix, esp. Scalaria prttiosa.

1758 H. Walpole Lett. taManng Feb., I have seen a little

ugly .shell called a Ventle-tiapsold for twenty-seven guineas.
1776 Mbndbs da Costa Klein. Concliol. 151 Gualtieri ranks
the famous Shell the Wentletrap, or Stair-case, with Ver-
miculi. 1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conehol. 157. i8sr S. 1'.

Woodward Mollus.a 16 note, A Wemle-trap which fetched
40 guineas in 1701 (Rumphius) was worth only 20 guineas in

J 753. and now may be had for $s. ! 1861 P. P. Carpenter in

Rrp. Smithsonian Instit. i860, 1S8 Family Scalariadx.
(Wentle Traps).

t Wentsunday. Obs.- 1 [Of obscure origin.]

The Sunday after Michaelmas.
c 1350 WestminsterChapter Muniments No. 27926 Usque

diem dominicam proximam post testum Sancti Michaelis que
dicitur Wentsounday.
Wenyand

x
e, variant forms of Waniand.

Wenym, obs. form of Venom.
Wenyson, wenysoune, obs. ff. Venison.
Weod, obs. form of Weed ; variant of Wood a.

Weofud, -od, -ed : see Weved Obs., altar.

Weol, obs. form of Wheel.
Weolde, obs. form of Wield v.

Weole, obs. form of Weal sb.'1 , Wheel.
Weolk, obs. pa. t. of Walk v.

Weolthe, obs. form of Wealth.
Weoman, obs. form of Woman.
Weonlete, variant of Wav-i.eet Obs.

Weonne, obs. form of When.
Weop(e, obs. forms of Weep v.

Weopmonne, variant of WapmaK Obs.

Weorc, obs. form of WoitK.
Weord, obs. form of Wokd.
Weore, obs. form of were : see Be v. ,

Weork, obs. form of Work.
Weor(eUd(e, -uld, obs. forms of Would.
fWeorne, v. Obs. [OE. weornian (also for-

wcomiati), possibly related to wisnian to wizen.]

intr. To wither.
a 1380 Virg. Antioch 215 in Horstm. Altenrl. Leg. (1S78)

29 pe riht hend . . Ofhim weorned and wox al drie [L. aruit].

Weorne, obs. form of Wahn- v.
l

Weote, variant of Wite.

f Weothe, v. Obs.^~ [Of obscure origin.] intr.

? To rush.
c 1205 Lay. 6508 pat deor to-dede his chaefles and to ban

king weooede, and for-bat hine amidden a twa.

t Weothele, v. Obs\~ [ME. weoSeien, wide/en,

= MHG. -luedcln to flutter, etc.] intr. To become
unsteady or uncertain.
c 1205 Lav. 2885 pe wind him com on wioere, weooeleden

his fluhtes [1:1275 wibeleode his flibtes].

Weouede, variant of Weved.
Weovil, obs. form of Weevil.
Wep, obs. variant of Wap v.-
c x375 Sc. Leg. Saints xv. (Barnabas'' 206 Al be fyre. . bai

w-epyt in a clath of lede. Ibid, xxvii. [Mac/iarj 221 Weppit
in clathis be barn can lay.

Wep^e, obs. forms of Weep v., Wipe v.

Wepen(e, -in, obs. forms of Weapon.
Wepentake, obs. form of Wapentake.
Wepit, variant of Whippet sb.

Wepman, -mon(ne, var. ff. Wapman Obs.

Wepne, weppen, -on, -un, -yn : see Weapon.
Wept (wept),///, a. [pa. pple. of Weep v.]

a. Of tears: Shed in weeping. Also fig. of poetry.

b. Of a person : Mourned for, lamented, with

tears. Also absol.

1594 Zephcria ix. C 1, He wip't wept teares from Tellus

bosome. Ibid. x. C 1 b, Since that, how often haue they sent

wept Elegies To beg remorse at thy obdurat hart? 1729

Savage Wanderer 11. S3 Near the wept Fair, her Harp

Cecilia strung. 1819 J. F. Cooper Borderers I. 1 heading,

The Borderers; or the Wept of Wish-Ton-W i-h.

Wepte, weput, var. ff. wiped pa. t. of WirE v.

Wepun, -yn, obs. forms of Weapon.
Wepyntaille, -tale : see Wapentake.

Wer, dial. f. Olb ; Sc. var. Ver sb> ;
obs. f.

War si.*, t. 1 , War, waur a. and adv., Ware a.,

Weak v. ; var Were sb. 2 , sb.*, v. ; var. were, pa. t.

of Be v. ; obs. f. Where, Whether,
Wer-, variant of Were-.
[1801 Scott Minstrelsy II. 100 A wild story of a warwolf,

or rather a war bear.) 1838 Court Mag. XIII. 261 A curious



WERBLE.
story of a wer-bear.. is quoted by Sir Walter Scott. 1902

Folk-lore June 157 note, The wer-tiger beliefs, which are

held . . by the Peninsular Malays. 1904 G. C. Kf.iuel Man-
Fox in Japanese Tradit. 1 (MS.) The werfox, if we
may so call him, is invisible. 1925 C. K. Meek North.

Tribes Nigeria I. 184 The villagers next day taxed the

British officer with the death of the Galadima, who was
known to be a wer-hyena.

Weraly, obs. form of Verily.

"Weratie, obs. Sc. form of Verity.

Weray, obs. Sc. f. Very ; var. Wary v. Obs.

"Werbi, -by, obs. forms of Whereby.
"Werble, -111, variant forms of Warble si.\ sb*

1580 Holi.vband Treas. Fr. Ton', Fus(e, avec scs pesons,

the quill of threed, or the spindle and threed with the werble.

"Were, obs. form of Work. Werce, obs. form

of Worse. Wereh, obs. Sc. form of Wretch.

"Wereh(e, werck, obs. ff. Work.
fWercock, Obs. rare-'1 , [f. Cock si., with

obscure first element.] Some kind of bird.

1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 36 Ober smalle bryddes..

As osel, smityng, laveroc gray, Pertryk, werkock.

"Werd, obs. form of Weird sb., Word, World.

t Werde, V. Obs. Also 1 woerda, 3 weordeim.

[OE. (Anglian) mcrdan (Northumb. warda), =
\VS. "wierdan, wyrdan, f. the stem -ward- (WS.

weard-), which appears also in OS. a-wardian,

-werdian, OHG. warl[i)an, werlan (MHG. wer-

ten),far-warten, Goth, fra-wardjan to spoil, cor-

rupt, injure, etc., with cognates in the Slavonic

languages.] trans. To harm or injure.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) 136 Officit, werdit. catp

Lindisf. Gosp. Luke viii. 45 Da menij;o Sec seOringaS &
woerdaS [L. affligimtl c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) lxxvi. 4

Wairon eaa;an mine eac mid wjecceum werded swybe. c 1100

/Elfreds lioeth. (Uodl. MS.) xvi. § 2 pa smalan wyrmas,

ba oone man je inna. Re uton werdab [Coll. MS. wyrdab).

C1200 0»MlS425t Pe flashes* fule wille, patt allre werrst..

Werdebb be wrecche sawle. Ibid. 6249 Ne birrb be shen-

denn nani mann Ne weordenn bine bannkess.

Werde, obs. pa. t. of Wear v., Were v. ; obs.

f. Weird sb., Word, World.
fWerder. Obs.— 1 (Meaning obscure.)

c ,350 Will. Palerne 31S5, I a.wede neiea of wit for bo

werder bestes, bat folwe 30ur felachip, so ferli bei are.

Werdingale, var. Farthingale, Vardingale.

Werdliehe, obs. form of Worldly.
"Werdour, var. verdoitr Verdor Obs.

"Werdy, Sc. variant of Worthy a.

tWere, s''-
1 Obs. Forms: 1 wer, 2-3 were.

[Common Teutonic : OE. wer = OFris., OS.,

OHG. wer, ON. and Icel. verr, Goth, wair = L.

vir, Olr./er (Gael.yW), W. gwr, related to Lith.

vyras, Skr. vird, man, hero.]

1. A male person ; a man.
Beowulf 993 Fela bsera wses wera and wifa. Ibid. 1152

Oner.. on weres wKstmum wrasclastas traed. cooo Ltnvs

Ml/red § aljif oxa ofhnite weroSSe wif. gjt BlicA-l. Horn.

11 Salomones reste waes..ymbseted..mid syxtijum werum.

c 1000 Sax. Le/chd. I. 156 peos ylce wyrt sedeb bait ajjber

se wera *e wifa feax wexeb. citys Lamb. Horn, nt
Wisdom biriseS weran. Ibid. 131 Bitwuxe were and wife

nes nefre mare mon benne he. c 1200 Ormin 7615 patt halhjhe

were Symeon Himm toe bitwenenn arrmess. £-1250 Gen.

ft Ex. 532 And on de sexte hundred aer Wimmen welten

weres mester. Ibid. 3977 So was Sis were to wunder br03t,

Shoa, Se asse spac, friatede he nojt.

2. A husband.
C893 jElfred Oros. 1. x. § 1 Heora wif..saedon..hie him

woldon oSerra wera ceosan. a 900 Laws Ailfred-Ine § 38

{title) Be Son Se riht^esamhiwan beam habban, ond Sonne

se wer ajewite. 971 Blickting Horn. 185 Wif ic lairde b*t hie

heora weras lufedan. c 1000 Aj.fric Exod. xxi. 22 Bete swa
micel swa Saes wifeswer syrnS. rtlaoo Moral Ode 31 Ne
lipnie wif to hire were, ne were to his wiue. c 1230 Halt

Meid. 7 Hire latere were. Jesse haneS ben hauede ear hire

earre. (11250 Owl ff Night. 1341 For god wif may. .Bet

luuyen hire owe were, pan on ober hire copinere. c 1275

Wont. Samaria 30 in O. E. Misc. 85 Go and clepe bine were

and cumeb hider y-mene.

Were (*t«l), sb% Hist. Also wer. [OE.

were, var. of 7t«j"(dat. were), abbreviation oiwere-,

wergild.] = Wergeld.
i6o7Cowei. Inlerpr. 1628C0KE On I.itt. 127 WeraotWere

sometimes signifieth amerciament or compensation. 1660 R.

Coke Fower ff Sulij. 190 Who shall commit perjury upon

holy things, let him lose his hand, or half his were. 1819

Lincard Hist. Eng. I. iii. 124 He paid the were for the

death of VElfwm. 1842 Sir H . Taylor Edwin the Fair 11. v,

He that within the palace draws his sword Doth forfeit an

Earl's were. 1871 E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 236 note,

In later days it was a principle of Land-right that no free-

man should be amerced ' above his wer '.

t "Were, sbfi Obs. Forms : a. 3-5 were (5 Sc.

vere\ 4-5 wer (4 werr, 5 Se. ver), 4, 5-6 Sc,

weyr, (9 St.) weir (5 Se. weyre, veir), 5 weere

(8 Se. weer). 0. 4 wehere, 4-5 where, 5 wher,

wheer. 7. 5 wyre. [Of doubtful origin, but possibly

the same word as northern ME. and Sc. were, var.

of ME. werre War sb. 1 , retaining the original sense

of 'confusion', 'perplexity', which is prominent in

OHG. werra, etc. The form agrees with north-

eastern OF. were (also weire, wiere, wyere), which

is the immediate source of ME. and Sc. were ' war .

In R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls! 2126 and Rom. Rose

5699 the use of were is suggested by guere and guerre in

the French originals. Although employed by some midland

318

and southern writers, the word Is chiefly characteristic of
northern texts and latterly confined to Scottish use. Except
in senses 5 b, 6, and 7, it most frequently occurs in the phrase
in {n) were.)

1. Danger, peril, jeopardy.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 178S Engel wir5 a-gen him cam, AIs it

were wopnede here, Redi to silden him fro were. 1338 R,

BrumnB Chron. (1810) 319 His life was alle in wehere. He
bed grete catelle, his lif forto saue. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

xxvii. {Machar) 274 He bat quyk sawit moyses..bas de-

fendit bis barne here, bat lyk was to be in gret were, c 1400

Beryn 2850 They had levir saille forth, ben put[ten] hem
in were. Both lyve & goodis. c 1400 Destr, Troy 8266 All

in wer for to wait, wayueronde he sote, But he held hym on
horse. 1500-20 Dunbah Poems xxxvi. 1 Sen thy lyfe is ay
in weir, And deid is evir drawand neir.

t>. In were oft in danger of. Also Sc. in weres

to (with inf.).

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7498 Bothe were bai bold men borne to

be grene, Woundit full wickedly in wer of hor lyues. Ibid.

13901. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 75 For outterly bei

and her cyte Shal mor & mor in were of deth depende. 1804

Tarras Poems 4,1 Lums [ = chimneys] in wiers to get a dird

[= shock] Or downward flung.

2. A condition of trouble or distress.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2425 Qui did bc-u vs bus in were, bat said

bi wijf bi sister were? c 1330 R. Hrvsse C/tron. IVace
(Rolls) 828 He regned foure & brytty }er In pes wybouten
wo & wer. 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) iii. 95 pe Inglis

men put bam to were Ful baldly, with bow and spere.

(T1400 Rom. Rose 2827 Swete speche That hath to many
oon be leche To bringe hem out of woo and were, c 1400

Minot's Poems (Hall) App. ii. 79 pan sal be land duel in

were, c 1407 Lydg. Reson <V Sens. 3061 Fro day to day most
ful of moone, Solytarye, and allone, As a woman in gret wer.

c 1460 Townetey Myst. iv. 22 Adam, .liffyd. . In sorow and
in trauell Strang, And euery day he was in were. CX500
Lancelot 84 O woful wrech, that levis in to were.

b. A state of uncertainty or instability.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 46a pis present lyfe Is

..vndirlout to chansis sere, sa bat men liffis ay ine vere.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 8 Bot we that duelle under the mone
Stonde in this world upon a weer. ct^ooPety Job 129 in

26 Pol. Poems 125 Thus mannes tyme ys in a were; But thy

tyme stondeth in 00 degre.

3. Apprehension, fear, dread.

a 12,00 Sarmun lix. in E.R.P. (1862) 7 Loke bat }e nab no
were, for seue 5er ;e habbib to pardoun. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 228 pe Soudan was in wehere be Cristen had
suilk oste, Sir Edwarde's powere ouer alle he dred moste.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Pelrus) 318 Sin eftir can crist

appcre To petir, at wes in sic were, and sad [etc.]. a 1400

Pol. Rel. % L. Poems (1903) 259, I am bi brober, be nout in

wer, be nout agast to come me ner, 1412-20 Lydg. Chron.

Troy iv. 3420 He was bobe ferful & in were, In gret dispeire

and inlyfulofdrede. 1426— De Guil. Pilgr.21663 Fordred

off hyre, I was in were, c 1440 York Myst. \x. 146 Loke in

and loke with-outen were. 15.. Colkclbie Scnv 541 (Bann.

MS.) Is nocht this a nyce caiss, That, .in so mony dengeris,

He eskapit with weris?

i8o8Jamieson s.v. lVere,I haifnae weir oj'that\ I have

no fear of it, S. B.

b. A state of mental distress or trouble.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5676 Pers..on hys dreme

gan by>ke, Syghyng with mornyng chere, As man bat was

yn grete were, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 2686(Fairf.)Drede

of dethe doth hir so moche woo That thries doun she feie

in swiche a were.

4. Perplexity ; confusion of mind ; doubt or un-

certainty how to act or regard one's position, etc.

Also with a.

(a) 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 81 William was in

wehere, whan he herd bat tibing. ? a 1400 ILimpole's Prose

Tr. 35 Be bou noghte in dowte ne in were when bou prayes

or thynkes one Godd. £1400 Destr. Troy 13160 A myst &
a merknes mynget with rayn, pat wilt vs in were & our way

lost. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx. 50 He vaneist away with

stynk and fyrie smowk ;. . And I awoik aswy that wes in weir.

id) 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. in In a were gan I waxe

and with my-self to dispute. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 107 Ha,

fader, be noght in a wer : I trowe ther be noman . .
That halt

him lasse worth thanne I To be beloved, c 1400 Pety Job

129 in 26 Pol. Poems 297 Thus he wandreth in a were As

a man blynde. c 1407 Lydg. Reson $ Sens. 2901 And thus

I stood al in a rage. .Wavering as in a were. 1412-20 —
Chron. Troy \. 4273 But in a were he abydynge longe, Aforn

hym sawe be my3ty Grekis stronge.

5. A (subjective) state of doubt or uncertainty

with regard to the truth or reality of anything

;

undecidedness of belief or opinion. Const, of, w/iat,

l/iat, etc. Also with a and pi.

(a) 41300 Cursor M. 7069 Her-of thar naman be in were.

Ibid. 17069 All men was in dute and wer bot bou, leue hah

mai I 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1S10) 306 For bei were euer

in wehere, . . Whilk was best banere, with bat side forto hold.

'357 Lay Folks Catech. 204 If the prest be in were [v. r.

dowte] of him that sal take it [baptisme] Whethir he be

baptized or he be noght. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troyuu

^993 So bat se shal of no bing he in were Of al bat euere bat

I seie 30U here. 1426 — De Guil. Pilgr. 22228, I stood 111

a maner wher, What tokenes that it myght be, The thynges

that I dyde se. la 1500 Chester PI. xxiit. 74 Fowle haue

we leued many a year, and of our weninge bene in were.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxii. 89 In weir that he was 3it on

lyf, Thai ran ane rude speir in his syde.

(6) C1350 Wilt. Palerne 3513 William was in a wer bat it

were him-selue. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 3 Ac ?et 1 am
in a were, what charite is to mene. 01395 Hylton Scala

Per/. 11. xi. (W. de W. 1494), Therfore they falle ofte in

suche weeres and doubtes of hemself. C1420 ?Lydg. As-

sembly o/GodszZ,i All that tyme stood I in a wyre [rhyme

desyre] Whyche way furst myn hert wold yeue more To
looke 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xc. 30 Sa that tht confessour

be wyss and discreit, That can the discharge of every doute

and weir. , . .

b. To have no were, to be in no doubt. Also

Sc. to have weres.

WERE.
c 1375 Cursor M. 12135 (Fairf.) Of bine elde we haue na

were; vnnebes artow of vij. aere. £1430 Hymns Virgin
(1867J 116 For of reward sche nab no were bat bus abidib
in charite. 1513 Douglas /Eneis Dyrect. Bk. 80 Of aour
moblys and all other geyr >e will me serf siklylce, I haue na
weyr. 153s W. Stewart Crort. Scot. I. 5 So that it be sub-
stantious of sentence In plane termis, thairof haif thow no
weir. 1768 Ross Helenore. Songs 129, I thought ere I died
to have anes made a web, 13ut still I had weers o' the spin-

ning o't.

6. The condition of being (objectively) donbtful

or uncertain ; a state of affairs such as to give

occasion for hesitation or uncertainty ; a matter of

doubt.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20794 Disput, he sais, es na mister Bi-

tuix te wis in swilk a wer. 13.. Ibid. 23824 (Edinb.) pat

ilke dai we se and here, we ah it noht to hald 111 were. 1303
R. Brunne Handl. Synne 462 pan ys doute & grete were
[7'. r. weyr] To wyte where-of dremys come, c 1375 Sc. Leg;.

Saints ii. {Paul) 378 For-thy it is in wer gyff jus be paulis

hewid or nocht. 1:1475 RartfCoilyar-jco >one isWymond,
I wait, it worthis na weir. 1c 1500 Clariodus 1. 1320 Quhair-
for this knicht we tuike in this maneir To save our aithes,

traist weill this is no weir.

7. Often in phr. (usually introduced as a mere
tag) but, forouten, out of, without were, without

doubt. Also occas. with aitf.

{a) a 1300 Cursor M. 2157 Arphaxat liued wit-outen were
Threhundret aght and tuenti 3ere. c 1340 Hampole Fr.
Consc. iiqb pan er we certayn, with-outen were, pat at our
last ende bal sal apere. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2872 Hast bou
gode chere py faire tour to gete a3an wyb-oute any where.

c 1407 Lvdg. Reson ff Sens. 51 To yive me drynke of her

tonne. Of which she hath, with-oute wer, Couched tweyn
in hir celler. c 1485 Digby Myst. nt. 1027 With-owtyn
ony wyre, ber xall ye se hym. c 1530 Songs, Carols, etc.

(E. E. T. S.) 83 This worde was wretyn withowt were For
many a man, bat shuld drede. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche
5288 Elie sayis, withouttin weir, The warld sail stand sax
thousand aeir.

{b) c 1305 Land Cokaygne 21, I sigge for sob, boute were,

per nis Tond on erthe is pere. c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xv.

{Barnabas) 70 We lat 30W wyt, but ony ver, bat of lord

criste lhesu,..we are be seruandis & mene. 1456 Sir G.
Haye Law Arms (S. T. S.) 109 That he is his soverane. .is

but were. C1475 RaufCoityar 499 For na gold on this

ground wald I, but weir. Be fundin fals to the King. 1567

Gude tr Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 37 I hay within ane lytill stound

Began to myrrie be but weir. X574 Satir. I'oetns Reforni.

xlii. 390 Thair suld be plantit throw this land At euerie

Kirk.. Ane Preichour at the lei>t but weir.

{c) 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 222 Bot he wes fule, forouten

weir, That gaf treuth to that Creature, c 1475 Ran/Coil.
%ear 288 He will be found in his fault that wants, foroutin

weir.

{d) a 1415 Cursor M. 3799 (Trin.! He seide, oure lord out

of were L wist not his wonyng here, c 1475 Rauf Coifyar
330 ' Out of weir ', said the King, ' I wayndit neuer to tell '.

Were, sb.* rare. [f. Week v.]

f 1. A defender, protector. Obs.

c 1 150 Gen. fr Ex. 2680 Moyses was louered of Sat here,

3or he wur5 Sane egyptes were.

2. Se. Defence.
(11878 Aisslie Land ofBurns (1802) 237 At guard an'

wier lay Andro Keir—He faught to haud his ain.

Were (wl»j) , v. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : 1 werian

(wersan, werisean), 2-3 werien (3 weriin, 5

weryyn), 3-4 werie, 4 werye(n) ; 2-3 weren

(3 Orm. werenn), 4-5 were, wer (4 werr, 5

werre), 5 weire, 5-6, 9 Se. weir, 6 weere (9 dial.

weer), w»are, 8-9 Sc. wear. Pa. t. 1-4 werede

(1 -ode), 4 wered, -id, werde, 5 werit [Se. -yt)

;

g were, wore, Se. wor. Pa.pple. 4 werd, 9 dial.

weard. [Common Teut. : 0£. werian, wergan

= OS. werian, werean (MLG. and LG. weren),

OFris. wera (WFris. weare, warre ; NFris. weeri,

wiare), MDu. and Du. weren, OHG. warian,

werian, etc. (MHG. wergen, weren, wern, G.

wehren), ON. and Icel. verja (Norw. verja ; Sw.

varja, Da. vxrge, verge), Goth, war/an. The ex-

tent to which the two senses of preventing or check-

ing, and defending or protecting, are represented,

varies in the different languages ; the greater cur-

rency of the second in English, though already

prominent in OE., may have been assisted by the

agreement with ON. verja.']

1. trans. To check or restiain ; to ward off, repel.

Also with away, off. Now rare or Obs.

aqooAudrcasTtj Slan. .septesacerdassweotulum tacnum,

wing werede & worde cwa;S. c 915 Laws 11. Edward § 4

pit a:lc man haebbe symle ba men gearowe . . , Se laiden oa

men Se heora a^en secan willen, and hy for nanum med-

sceattum ne werian. cu» Bestiary 102 [He] Of hise e3en

wereS Se mist, wiles he dreccheS Sore, c 1250 Gen. ff Ex.

2898 Ic sal hem lesen fro, And here fon weren wiS wo.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2543 His gloue he put ber inne pe Sonne

to were oway. 13. . Caw. f, Gr. Knt. 2015 F yrst he clad hym

in his clobez, be colde for to were, c 1375 Leg. Rood\m.

207 pe Cros I calle yt heerdes Jerde, . . And wib be S.erdtf be

wolf he werde. a 1470 Harding Chron. xevm. xu. (1812)

181 By whichehe niaye the wolf werre [v.r bete] frome the

gate. C1480 Henryson Test. Cress. 182 Of his Father the

wraith fra vs to weir.
, ,

,

1791 Learmont Poems 47 Lord wear aff the featour s How
Frae honest fock I i8»» Brockett A'. C. It ords (ed. 2),

Weer, or Wear, to stop or oppose, to keep off, to guarrt.

2. To defend, guard, or protect from assault or

injury. ,

Beowulf not, SiSSan he under sesne. .wajlreaf werede.

Ibid. 1327 Donne we on orles,e hafelan weredon. agooO.fi.

Chron. an. 755 Se cyning on ba duru eode, & ba unheanhce
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hine werede. 971 Blkkl. Horn. vi. 79 Hie for baem hungre

pa burh werian ne mihton. auiz 0. E, Chron. an. 1016

(Laud MS-), His rice he heardlice werode pa hwile be his

tima wa:s. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Al bos godnesse horn ne

mihte werien, pet ho ne wenden alle in to helle. c 120*

Ormin 5305 (»a birrb be stanndenn bser onn^am, & werenn
Cristess peowwess. c 1205 Lav. 5696 And swide wet heom
wereden ^a walles of Rome, a 1250 Owl -y Night. 834 Bute
he can clymbe swipe wel ; par myd he wereb his greye vel.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 23766 Eth es for to win wit beer, be ture

pat nan es bute to were. 1340 Ayenb. 129 pou hest kueade
peawes bet be ssolle lede to be dyabe of helie bote be grace

of god be ne werie. 1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 379 All tym
had I Handis, myne hede for till were, c 1412 Hocclf.ve De
Reg. Princ. 2546 He of iustice is bounden hem to were And
to diffende. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 522/2 Weryyn', idem quod
defendyn. ^1470 Hknry Wallace hi. 183 Wallace .. Wichtly
him wor [p. r. did him weir], quhill he a suerd had tayne.

a 1800 in Chambers Pop. Rhymes Scot. (1S70) 151 He teth-

ered his tyke ayont the dike, And bade him weir the corn.

1807 J. Stagg Misc. Poems (180S) 40 For tlio' wi' witch wood
weard, yet weel They kend auld Hornie's tricks.

tb. Const, with or against
,from (or of). Obs.

(a) a 1000 Exodus 237 pa be. .ne mihton. .breostnet wera
wi3 flane feond folmum werixean, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13

Ic eou wille werien wiS elcne henn. c 1200 Ormin 10227 To
fihhtenn forr be leode, To werenn hemm wibp wiberrpeod
p;itt wollde hemm oferrganngenn. c 1315 SH0RBHAM I. 1244

(>e brydde hys icleped ' coniurement ' .-\3e11ys be foule bynge
to werie be. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 248 Hir enchantement
Ayein the Serpent scholde him were.

(b) a 1300 Cursor M. 11168 Hir sun he sal and fader babe
Be to wer his folk fra wabe. c 1400 Ywaine if Gaw. 3284
And fro my Hown i sal the wer. 1402 Pol. Poems (Roil*}

II. 44 For holy chirche hath us..happid with grace, to

were us from wederes of wynteres stormes. < 1425 Macro
Plays, Cast. Persev. 2046 Fro seuene synnys we schul hyin
were, c 1470 Got. <$• Gaw. 58 Luke that wisly thow wirlc,

Criste were the fra wa !

(c) i8oz Hogg Sc. Pastorals 23 For wearin' corn of hens
an cocks, . . His match was never made.

"TO. To defend, uphold, or give support to (a

cause, etc.); to maintain (one's opinion). Obs.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3714 Burjes stronge and folc vf,n-]frht,

stalwurfti to weren here ri^t. a 1300 Cursor M. 1476 Wit
antecrist ban sal [Enoch] fight For to werye cristen right.

1340 Ayenb. 69 per byeb zome . . bet none guode techinge ne
onderuongep, ak alneway weryeb hare sentense huet bet

hit by.

d. To keep or hold (a means of entrance or exit);

f to have or possess as one's own.
1:1330 R. Brunnb Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9312 pe Erl..

poughte no feyp til [him] wold here, But he in pes his wyf
myght were. ^1470 Henrv Wallace IX. 1965 At Sterlyng
bryg he ordand thaim full rycht, And thar to byd, the entre
for to wer. 1802 Fray of Suport it. in Scott Minstrelsy
I. 187, I set him to wear the fore-door wi' the speir. a 1894

J. Shaw in R. Wallace Country Schm. (1899) 355 To wear a
gate at sheep-shearing, to open and shut it.

•f*e. To protect or save by removing. Obs.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. viii. 151 If thay with wrong away

wold wrast, outt of the way I shall the were.

1 3. reji. To defend or guard (oneself, etc.) ; often

followed by against, from. (Cf. I b.) Obs.
Beowulf'541 Wit unc wi5 hronfixas werian pohton. 993

Battle ofMaldon 82 jElfere & Maccus. .hi faestlice wift oa
fynd wered jii. CI175 Lamb. Jfom.69 Crist,, Jeue us wepne
..Mid gode werkes for us to weren. c 1200 Ormin 1406
Ace pu mihht werenn be fra be^m purrh rihhte Ixfe o
Criste. a 1225 A ncr. R. 400 Were be, xjf bu konst, ajean me.
c 1250 Gen.ff Ex. 2083 Dor-fore ic am in sorge and hagt,
for ic ne m'lgte me nogt weren. a 1300 Cursor M. 2227 pai
culd find on no manere How to wer pam fra be flode. c 1315
Shoreham Poems 1. 114 For we beb of nonn power To
weryen ous fro schame, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 845 Olyuer tok
is spere & eke ys scheld & heng hit on ber-wib himself to
were, c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1692 Foyne if hym list on
foote, hym self to were. C1407 Lydg. Reson <$ Sens. 1195
From al hir fon hir self to were, In her ryght honde she
had a spere. 1:1470 Henry Wallace v. 901 A suerd he drew,
rycht manlik him to wer.

f 4. absol. a. To make a defence, to offer resist-

ance. Obs,
c 1200 Ormin 2046 puss mihhte }ho bitellen wel & werenn

burrh batt bisne. c iaoo Mor. Ode 325 in Trim. Coll. Horn.
230 Ne mu3e we werien n after ne wio burst ne wift hunger.
ci*$oGen. -v Ex. 851 Fowre [kings] on-seken and fifue weren,
13.. A". Alt's. 3533 The spies on bothe sydes goth, Of Ali-
saundre, and eke Darie, How eche schal from othir werye.

tb. To act as a shield or protection. Obs,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 1 10S Sho . . Hade no helme on hir hede

fro harmys to weire. c 1375 Cursor M. 21840 (Fairf.) Hit
is our shilde & our spere, a-gainis be feinde for to were.

Hence f We 'ring vbl. sb.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxi. 20 And bou, lauerd, ne fer pi

help fra me; At mi weringe bihald and se. 13.. K. Alis.
2798 The saut com so thikke and swithe, That no weryng
ne myghte heom lithe, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 75
Send mi soule god weryyng.

Were : see Be v. a. 6, 7.

Were, var. or obs.f. Vere sb.
t
Very, War sb.'1

,

v., War, waur a. and adv., Ware a.
t
Wear v.,

Weiu, Where, Whether, Wire sb.

Were- (wfu). The first element of Werewolf
used in combination, chiefly with names of animals,
to indicate a human being imagined to be trans-
formed into a beast ; as ivere-anitnai, -ass, -bear,

etc. ; also were-man. Cf. Wer-.
1873 Lon(;f. Wayside Inn in. Interl. v. 4 The werewolf is

a le-end old, But th% were-ass is something new. 1883 J. F.
M'Lennan in Encycl. Brit. XV. 00 The Arcadians, or bear-
tribe, sprang from the were-bear Callisto. Ibid., In Ashango-
land, . . a were-leopard was . . charged with murder and meta-
morphosis. 1894 Sat. Rev. 15 Sept. 289 '2 The simple ex-
planation . . that that beast was a were-calf. 1897 Sir H. H.

Johnston Brit. Centr. Afr. 439 In this respect the belief in

'were' animals.. is nearly universal.

Wereangel, -angle, var. forms of Wariangle.

t Wered. Obs. Forms: a. 1 werud, -od (2

wcerodj, 1-3 wered ; 1 weorod, 1, 3 weored

;

1 north, uorud, 3 wored. j3. 2-3werd, 3 word,
3-4 wird, 4 weird. [OE. werod, weorod, etc.,

without parallels in the cognate languages.] A
band, troop, company, host.

a. C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 407 Agmen, weorod.

971 Blickt. Horn. 131 Ac se heabrym bits Godes hades ba;m
en^licum weorodum simle ondweard waes. c zoooAgs. Gosp.
Matt. xiii. 34 Ealle bas bing se ha;lend spv.uc mid bi^-spel-

lum to bam weredum. — Mark xv. 16 Hi to-somne call

uerod clypedon. 4:1105 Lay. 2598 He bi-com. .vppen ane
weoredeof wlfan awedde. a 1225 Aticr. R. 30 Ase J?er bco5
niene engleneordres [MSS. B,C weoredes], a 1240 Ureisun
in Coll. Hout. 195 Al englene were[d] and alle liolie bing
Siggei'S and singed bet tu ert hues welsprung.
Comb, t 1205 Lay. 509 jif he heom mihte bi-wiimen mid

his wored strencoe.

)3. £Tii6o Hatton Gosp. Luke vi. 17 He stod on feldlicere

stowe & micel werd hys leorningcnihte. a 1225 St. Marker.
22 Hali is., be lauerd of heouene riche wordes. c \z$oGe>i.

<y Ex. 1786 Als he cam ner cananeam, Engel wir6 [j/c]a-gen

him cam. Ibid. 1790 Dor ois wird of engeles metten him.
a 1275 Pro-: Alfred 697 in 0. E. Misc. 138 Hi ford dages
he is aferd of sticke & ston in huge werd- a 1300 Cursor M.
20282 He bat i bar, bat bligh brid, Sal me send of heucn
wird \Gott. weirdj.

t We-reful, a. Sc Obs.'1 [f. Were ^.3 + -fi:l.]

Doubtful.
1456 Sir G. Hay Gov. Princes Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 104 To

geve the ensample and instruction!) to wysly governe the in

mony thingis that now ar werefull to the.

Weregeld, -gild, var. forms of Wergeld.
Wereit, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Worry.
f Werel, Obs. rare-1 . [Of obscure origin : cf.

MHG. wedel, wege/."] A fan or fly-whisk,

11390 Wycliffite Bible, Job Prol. II. 672 For the werelis,

lepis, basktrtis [L. fro flabeilo, calathis, spor/ellis</ue], and
litle jiftis of inunkis, these spiritual . . 5iftis . . taketh.

Werelbone, obs. form of Whirlboxe.
Wereld(e, obs. forms of World.
Werelie, obs. Sc. form of Verily and Warly.
Werelike, obs. Sc. form of Warlike.
Werely, obs. Sc. var, Warly a.

Werena, Sc, = were not : see Na adv$
Weren't, colloq. contraction of ' were not \
Werew, obs. form of Worry v.

t Werewall. Sc. Obs. Also 5 wer-, 6 weir-,

[f. Were v. + Wall sb.] A bulwark, rampart. In

quota*jfe
C1450 Holland Hoivlat 382 The armes of the Dowglass

..Of Scotland the wer wall. 1533 Bellenden Livy 11. xxii.

(S.T. S.) I. 222 pai war campit to be ane were-wall for de-

fence of Veanis. 1536 —Cron.Scot. xiv. viii. (1821) II. 383
The . . surname of Dowglas, quhilkis war evir the sicker targe

and weirwal of Scotland aganis Inglismen.

Werewolf, werwolf (wl*u-, wiuwulf).
Forms: a. 1 werewulf, (3 -wlf), 7-9 -wolf; //.

5 -wolfes, 9 weir-, werewolves. )9. 4-7, 9
werwolf (6 Sc. -woif)

;
//. 4 -wolfs, -wolues,

9 werwolves. 7. 5-7 .Sir., 9 warwolf, 5-7 -wolfe,

(7 Sc. warewolf, warwoof)
;
pi. 6 Sc. -wo(o)lfes,

7 Sc. -woophs. 8. 9 wehrwolf. [OE. werewulf
(once), = MD11. and Du. weerwolf MHG. werwolf
(G. wer-y wehrwolf), LG. wenvulf; also WFris.
waerul, war/lie (and waerwolf'after Du.), Da. and
Norw. varulv, Sw. varulf. The latter may repre-

sent an ON. *vamlf-r
y
whence ONF. garwall

(Marie de France, ^1175), later gitaroul, -ou,

garoul, -ou
y
warou, -eu (mod.F. loupgarou)\ ON.

vargulfr (by association with varg-r wolf) occurs

only in the translation of Marie's lay of Bisclavret.

The first element has usually been identified with OE.
wer man Were sbA, but the form were- in place of wer,
(cf. however were- and wergild Wergeld), and the variants
in war-, var., makes this somewhat doubtful.
Evidence for the real currency of the word (chiefly in the
and y forms) is rare, and confined to Sc, after the 17th

cent. In modern use it has been revived through folk-lore

studies, and until recently the most usual form has been
werewolf and occas. wehrzvotffrom German.]

1. A person who (according to mediaeval super-

stition) was transformed or was capable of trans-

forming himself at times into a wolf; f also, an
exceptionally large and ferocious wolf.
a. c 1000 Laws Cnui xxvi. (Lieberm.) pa:t se wodfreca

werewulf to swyoe ne slite, ne to fela ne abite of godcundre
heorde. cma Gkkvask of Tilbury Otia Imper, xv. in
Leibnitz Script. Brunsv. '1707) I. 895 Quod hominum genus
gerulfos Galli nominant, Angli vero Wereivlf&xcxiM.. C1400
Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) vi, per beth some [wolves]
bat eten children and men .And bei be cleped werewolfes,
for men shulde be were of hem, or be matin see hem. 1605
Verstegan Dec. Intell. 237 The were-wolues are certaine
sorcerers, who hauing annoynted their bodyes, with an
oyntment which they make by ihe instinct of the deuil

;

and putting on a certaine inchanted girdel, do not only vnto
the view of others seeme as wolues, but to their own thinking
haue both the shape and nature of wolues, so long as they
weare the said eirdel. [Hence in Blount Glossogr. (1656),

etc.] 1818 Q. Rev. XIX. 68 The weir-wolves of the wilds of
Indiana. 1831 A. Herbhkt in Will. if Werwolf"(Roxb.) 4 As
a punishment for his ferocity he [sc. LycaonJ was deprived
by Jupiter of the human form, and ended his days a were-
wolf. 1863 \V. K. Kelly Curios. Indo-Europ. Tradit. 353

Stories about werewolves are still current in Germany. 1871
Tylor Prim. Cult. I. iii. 77 The old doctrine of Werewolves,
not yet extinct in Europe. 1891 Farrar Darkn. $ Dawn
xxvi. 213 Stories of magic and vampires and were-wolves
told them by travelled youths.
jig. 1872 Longk. Wayside Inn 11. Interl. i. 23 The brutes

that wear our form and face, The were-wuh es of the human
race !

fi. c 1330 Will. Palerne 15 J'at while was ^e werwolf went
a-boute his praye. Ibid. 3836, I wold him hunte as hard as

euer hounde in erthe honied eny werwolf. £"1394 /'. PI.
Crede 459 pei ben wilde wer-wolues, )>at wiln be folk robhen.

1470-85 Maloky Arthur xw. \\. 793 His wyf. .made hym
seuen yere a werwolf. 1508 Kt nnedie Flytingiv. Dunbar
251 Wod werwolf [t: r. werwoif], worme and scorpion ven-
nemous. ? 1605 Dhayton Poems Lyr. <<$- Past., Man in
Moone G 8 b, About ihe fields religiously they went, with
halowing charms the Werwolf thence to fray. 1816 Scoi 1

Antiq. xxv, AH the German superstitions of nixie^, oak-
kings, wer-wolves, hob-goblins. 1868 Lowkll Among my
Bks. Ser. 1. (1S70) 115 Lycaon, .. after passing through all

the stages I have mentioned, becomes the ancestor of the
werwolf. 1912 E. O'Donnell Wettuoives xiii. 212 As in

France, the werwolf, in Belgium, is not restricted to one se.\.

Jig. 1902 Spectator 5 July 17 1 When from that under-
world. .'Ihe werwolves of the darkness pour by night And
show.. their misery and their guilt.

y. c 1480 Henryson Fa>l. Btasts xiv, The warwolf and
the pegase perillous. 1483 Cath. Attgl. 409 1 A Warwolfe,
ravus. a 1533 Bekkers Jrluon clvia. 602 Huon the soue-

rayne kyngof the fayry .. woldecondempne hym parpetnally
to be a warwolfe in the se [Fr. luyton de tuer\. 1576 Tun-
berv. I'enerie lxxv. 206 Some Wolues. .kill children and
men sometimes: and then they neuer feede nor pray vpon
any other thing aftei wards. .. Such Wulucs are called ft ar.

wolues, bicause a man had necde to beware o( them. [Cf.

c 1400 in «.] 1597 Jas. VI Dsemonol. in. i, 61 And are not
war-woolfes one sorte of these spirites also..? c 1622 Row-
ley, etc. Birth of Merlin v. i. 106 Where ne Night-hag
shall walk, nor Ware-wolf tread. 1665 Sir J. L,Ai'DKR(Foun-
tainhall) Jml, (1900) S3 Instead of our red dracons and
giants they have lougarous or warwoophs. a 1800 Kcu.pion
xvii. in Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 96 O was it warwolf in

the wood. .? 1817 Coleridge Zapolya 11. 1. i. 337 Madam,
that wood is haunted by the war-wolves. 1897 Baring-
Gould Guavas xvi. They hold Loup La tamed wolf] to be
naught else hut a war-wotf.

S. 1834 W. J. Thoms Lays <V Leg., France 57 The hay
of Bisclavaret; or, the W ehr-wolf. 1855 1). CoSTELLO in

Bentleys Misc. XXXVIII. -fn Lycanthropy in London;
or The Wehr-Wolf of Wilton-Crescent. 1884 J. Davidson
Bruce IV. iv, The wehrwolf, ravening in the warren, growls.

1913R. Hodder Veunpire\\\\. 43 The wehrwolf who discards

his human form to bury his fangs in the throats of sleeping

children.

2. Sc. dial. (See quot.)
1808 Jahiesoh, Wanvolf. .2. A puny child or an ill-grown

person of whatever age; pron. warwoof, Aug.

3. allrib., as werewolf nails, etc.; werewolf
girdle, the enchanted girdle by means of which
a man could transform himself into a wolf.

15.. Remits Cursing 192 (Bannatyne MS.), Diagoun
held is and warwolf nalis, With glowrane evne as glitterand
glass. 1863 W. K.. Kelly Curios. Indo-Europ. Tradit. 255
In Germany.. the skin of a man that has been hanged
makes as good a werewolf girdle as the skin of a wolf. 1879
M. D. Conway Demonol. I. 158 The Weie-wolf superstition,

which exists still in Russia. 1883 Stallybrass Grimm's
Teut. Mythol. III. 1096 Bodin'sDaemonomanie. .has several
werewolf stories.

Hence Werewolfery, = Lycanthropy 2
;

We*rewolfish a. ;
Werewolfism, = Lycan-

THKOPY 2.

1831 A. Herbert in Will. $ Werwolf(Roxh.) 3 It is ob-
vious to suspect that the most ancient Lycians were profi-

cients in *werewolfery. 1912 E. O'Donnell Werwolves
i. 3 Persons accused of werwolfery. 1891 Century Diet.,

*\Verewolfish. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves viii. 100
The traditional belief in *were-wolfism must, however, have
remained long in the popular mind. 1901 F.din. Rev. July
198 In fact ' were-wolfism ' is now known to have made the
round of the globe.

llWerf (werf). S.African. Alsowerft. [Older
and dial. Du. werf {werft) =» NFris. werw

t
werrew,

LG. warf in the same sense ; orig., a raised plot

on which a house is built, and identical with the

same forms in the sense of * wharf : see Wharf
sbX\ The Cape-Dutch name for a homestead or

the space surrounding a S. African farm.
1818 Latkobe Jrnl. S. Afr. 191 We therefore took leave,

pitched the tent on the werft, and kindled a fire. 1861

Andersson Okavajtgo River xvi. 179 Five minutes' further

walk brought us to a werft consisting of between twenty and
thirty huts. 1888 A. Brigg Sunny Fountains 231 A Dutch-
man calls bis homestead his werf. 1895 Times 19 Jan. 5/3
They arrived at the deceased's werf on November 7, pos-

sessed themselves of the guns and arms on the werf. .and

t hen shot Mr. Christie.

"Werfore, obs. form of Wherefore.

t Werg. dial. Obs. (See quot.)

1707 E. Lhuyd Arckeeol. Brit. 1. 14/3 A Willow-Tree was
Anciently call'd Willig; whence the Modern Werg [a

Willow] us'd in Berkshire and some other Cuuntreys, seems

corrupted.

Wergeld >3*Jgeld), -gild. Hist. Forms I a,

3 Se, weregeheld, 5 weregylt, 7-9 weregild,

9 -geld. &. 5 &\ wargeld (7 vergelt), 7, 9 wer-

geld ; 9 wehrgeld. 7. 8-9 wergild, [ad. OE.

(Anglian and Kentish) wergeld, (WSaxon) wer-

rield, -pld, -&?ld, late weregild (f. wer man Were
sb.1 +&eld, licld Yield sb.) = OKris. wergeld, -ield,

OHG. wer-, werigelt (MHG. wergclt, G. wer-,

wehrgeld, Du. weergeld) ; the equivalent ON. term

is manngfpld.



"WERGELDTHIEF.
The three OE. types werreld, wergild, and wererild are

represented in the modern forms ; tue spelling wenrgeld is

due to the incorrect German form.]

In ancient Teutonic and Old English law, the

price set upon a man according to his rank, paid

byway of compensation or fine in cases of homicide
and certain other crimes to free the offender from
further obligation or punishment.
o. a 1214 Assise Will. c. 14 in Acts Pari. Scot. (1844) I.

375 De weregehelde furis. De unoquoque fure per totam
Scociam est weregehelde xxxiiij vacc. et dimid. 14.. Ibid.,

Of pe law ^at iscallyt weregylt. 1614SELDEN Titles Honor
389 Were is before deliuerd in Weregild

%
and is calld pre~

Hum Rcdemptionis in the laws of the Confessor. 17 14

J. Fortescue-Aland Pre/. Fortescue's Abs. fy Lim. Mon.
32 A Payment in Money called the Verageit ; from which no
Body can doubt, but our Saxon Ancestors had their Wer-
gild. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. (1762) I. App. 1. 156 The
price of the king's head, or his weregild, as it was then

called, was by law 30,000 thrims.is. 1769 I!lackstone
Comm. IV. xxiii. 308 In those times, when a private

pecuniary transaction, called a weregild, was constantly paid

to the party injured, or his relations. 1818 Hallam Mid.
Ages ii. 11. (1819) I. 230 Such were the weregilds of the

barbaric codes. 1848 Lytton Harold v. vi, There is no
weregeld for manslaying on the head of him who smiles so

in death on his eld comrades in life ! 1863 H. Cox Inst. 11.

x. 533 The Weregild, or compensation for murder was regu-

lated according to the rank of the person slain. 1864 Kings-
ley Rom. <y Tent. vii. 193 He.. died, like Samson, says old

Paul, having got good weregeld for the loss of his eyes.

3. a 1250 Reg. Mat. iv. xii. in Acts Pari. Scot. (1844) I.

634 De unoquoque fure.. est waryeld tri^inta vacce et vna
iuuenca. 1609 Skene tr. Reg. Maj. rv. xix. 70 b, The Ver-

gelt, or Rauson of ane theif, throw all Scotland is threttie

kye ; and ane zour.g kow. 1614 Selden Titles Honor 204
This wergeld or werigeld is often met with in the Salique
laws. 1848 Mrs. Horrocks tr. Menzefs Hist. Ger. I. 33 The
Wergeld or fine seems to have been introduced at a later

period. 1854 Milman Lat. Chr. in. v. I. 395 In the Bur-
gundian law., the life ofevery man. .is assessed., at a certain

value, and the wehrgeld may be received in atonement for

his blood. 190a F. Seebohm Tribal Custom Ags. Law i. 1

The Anglo-Saxon wergelds were stated, with perhaps one
exception, in silver scillings.

y. 1762 M, Foster Rep. Proc. Surry etc. 287 The Anglo-
Saxons.. in Case of Homicide contented themselves with a
pecuniary Compensation, which they called the Wergild,
the Price of Blood. 180a A. Ranken* Hist. Fr. II. 249 Culp-
able homicide was punished with banishment, besides the

wargild [sic], or fine, paid to the nearest kin of the deceased.

i860 Hook Lives Archbps. I. v. 243 His position in society

was, according to the custom of the age, marked by the

amount of his wergild. 1870 Freeman Norm. Cow/, (ed. 2)

I. App. 629 By this treaty provision is made for wergilds.

tWergeldthief. Old Eng. Law. Obs. Forms:
1 werssldtheof (-gild-), 3 weregelt thef; 3-5
wer(e}gelthef (4wergiltif, 5werkelthef;. [OE.,
f. prec- +peof Thief.] A thief or other criminal

whose ( wergeld * was paid as a satisfaction for his

crime ; also ellipt. jurisdiction over a thief of this

description.

C690 Laws Ine §72 %'if mon wergildtfeof ^efehS. 78: in

Birch Cartul.Sax. I. 334 Nee etiam fures illosquos Saxonice
dicimus uuer^eldtheouas alicui foras reddant. 123s in Cat.
Charter Rolls (tgo}) 1. 2o3[With] soc and sac,, .infangenthef,

utfan gen thef, wergeldthef, hamsocn [etc.]. £1290 Fteta
1. xlvii. (1647) 62 Weregelt thef, latronem qui redimi potest.

13.. Higden Polychron. (Rolls) II. 94 De quibus (legibus]

nonnulla vocabula adhuc frequentata. hie inserere dignum
duxi :.. Wergelthef, id est, solte de laroun eschape. c 1437
John Brompton in Twysden Hist. Angl. Script. (1652) 957
Weregcltkef est solutio latronis evasl, i. soute de latroue

escha pe.

Weri, var. Wary sb. 06s., obs. f. Weary a.

Werid, var. Waried///. a. Obs.; obs. pa. pple.

of Wear v. Werie, obs. f. or var. Very, Wary
v. Obs., Weary a. Werielie, Werietie, obs.

Sc. ft. Verily adv., Verity. Werihede Obs.

:

see after Weary a. Weririg, obs. var. Warring
vbl.sb. Weriss)he, obs. ff. Wearish. Werius,
obs. f. Verjuice sb.

Werk(e, obs. ff. Wark sb± and v., Work.
fWerke. Obs. rare. [a. MLG. werk (LG.
wark): see Work sb.~\ Honey-comb.
The quots. refer to Hanseatic traders of 1395-8.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 167 Fiue pieces of waxe, foure

hundred of werke, and halfe a last of osmundes. Ibid.,

Diuers goods and marchandizes, namely oyle, waxe, and
werke, to the value of 300. pounds.

fWerkhop. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] A
measure containing two bushels and a half.

c 1300 Battle Abbey Custumals (Camden) 55 Cottarii
maiores. .debent trkurare. .unum werkhop, quod continet
.ij. bussellos et dimidium, scilicet de frumento..De ordeo
vero, ij. werkhops ejusdem mensurse.

Werkyn, werkyng, obs. ff. Work, Working.
Werlaughe,werlaw(e, etc.: see Warlock 1.

Werld(e. obs. forms of World.
t Werie. Obs.~l [?f. were Wear ^. + -le.]

? Covering, attire.

13.. E. E. AllU. P. A. 209 A py}t coroune jet wer pat
gyrle, ..Hije pynakled of cler quyt perle,. .To hed hade ho
non oper werie.

Werlik, Werlot, obs. Sc. ff. Warlike, Var-
let. WerlSe, obs. f. World. Werlyng, var.

Warling Obs. Werm, obs. f. Worm.
tWermod. Obs. Forms: 1, 3-5 wermod (r

waer-, wyr-, 4 wr-), 2 wermot ; 1, 5 weremod ;

4-5 wermode, wormod(e. [OE. wennod = OS.
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I wer{i)m5da, wermSde (MLG. wermede), OHG.
j

wer{i^nuota, wer-, xuormdla, etc. (MHG. wer-
muote, -fnuot, G.wermut, -ninth , whence F. vermout
Vermouth), of obscure origin.] = Wormwood.
cj%s Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 9 Absinthium, wermod.

a 1000 Riddles xli. 60 Swylce ic eom wrabre bonne wermod
sy. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I, 2i6Deos wyrt be man absinthium

,

& oprum naman wermod nemneS. a 1100 Voc. in Wr..
Wulcker 296/24 Weremod. a 1200 Ibid. 544 35 Wermot.
1382 Wvclif Prov. v. 4 Bitter as wormod. — Lam. iii. 19
Recorde. .ofwrmod [1388 wermod] and of galle. 1402 Friar
Daw in Pol.Toems (Rolls) II. 52 Wermode, jak, moost
verreli was Wiclif, }our maister. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
xi. 344 The soure almaund & wermode & feyn greek, c 1450
A lp/t ita {Anecd. Oxon.) 1 Absinthium . .gallicealoine, anglice
wermode.
Wern(e, obs. ff. Warn z\l ; var.ff.WARNt>.2 obs.
Wernage, Sc. var. Vernage, Warnage.
t Wemard. Obs. [a. AF. *wernard = OF.

guemart ' trompeur'(Godefroy).] A deceiver, liar.

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. 11.98 For wel yt witen, wernardes,
but^if or wit fayle, pat fals is afaytur. IbidB. 111. 179 Wel
pow wost, wernard, but 3if bow wok gabbe, pow hast hanged
on myne half elleuene tymes. C1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol.
260 (Corpus) |-us saistow, wernard, god $iue be meschaunce.

Wernerian (W3jnl»-iian), a. and^. [See -IAN.]

A. adj. Of or relating to A. G. Werner (1750-
1S17), a German mineralogist and geologist, who
advocated the theory of the aqueous origin of rocks;

favouring W7
erner's views ; agreeing with Werner's

system or theory.
181 1 Edin. Rev. XIX. 222 We cannot help thinking,

that the Wernerian geology is faulty. 1842 Sedgwick in
Hudson's Guide Lakes (1843) 226 Ttie Wernerian hypothesis
has now passed away. 1859 J. Hamilton Mem. J. Wilson
\. 12 The discussion.. between Wernerian and Huttonian
theorists.

B. sb. A supporter of Werner's theory ; a Nep-
tunian.

1815 W. Phillips[Out/. Min. 4- Geol. 1S3 These two parties
are termed volcanists and neptunists; or more familiarly by
geologists, Huttonians and Wernerians. 1858 Scrope Geol.
Extinct Volcanos Central France Pref. p. vi, The error of
the Wernerians in undervaluing, .the influence of volcanic
forces. 1890 Nature 3 July 218/1 The Wernerians were
retreating before the Huttonians.

Hence Werne*riauism, the Wernerian or Nep-
tunian theory or system.
1892 Athcnzum 6 Aug. 1S1/3 Ignoring the importance of

volcanic action as a geological agent, Wernerianism saw even
in such lava-like rocks as basalt nothing more than precipi-

tates from aqueous solutions.

Wernerite (wo-jn^rsit). Min. [Named in

; honour of A. G. Werner the German mineralogist

:

see -1TB.] Silicate of aluminium and calcium, the

most important member of the scapolite group.
1811 Pinkerton* Pctral. I. 205 Wernerite is generally

reddish. 1823 H.J. I3rooke Crystallogr. 489 Scapolite..
Wernerite. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iv. § 1. 364 Fels-
pathic substances. Triphane ; . . Wernerite.

Wernne, var. Warn v. 2 Obs.

Wernysh-, obs. form of Varnish v.

Werowance (we T<?\vans). Forms : 6-7 wer-,
wiroance, wiroans, 7 wyroaunce, -ance, wyr-
oun(n)ce, 7-9 -werowance. [Amer.-Intlian.]

A chief of the Indians of Virginia and Maryland
in old colonial days.
1588 Harriot Brief Rep. Virginia E 2, One onely towne

belongeth to the gouernment of a Wiroans or chiefe Lorde.
Ibid. E 3 b, What subtilty soeuer be in the Wiroances and
Priestes, this opinion worketh so much [etc.], a 1589
R. Lane in Ha/iluyt's Voy, 738 There be sundry Kings,
whom they call Weroances. c 1608 E. M. Wingfield Dis-
course Virginia in Capt. % Smith's Wks. (Arb.) I. p. Ixxvi,

Both these wyroaunces haue euer since remayned in peace
and trade with vs. 1612 Capt. J. Smith Map Virginia
Wks. (Arb.) I. 81 This word Werowance which we call

and conster for a king, is a common worde whereby they
call all commanders. 1635 Relat. Maryland 26 Their
Government is Monarchical!, he that governes in chiefe, is

called the Werowance. 1705 Beverley Hist. Virginia in.

xi. (1722) 194 A Werowance is a Military Officer, who of
Course takes upon him the Command of all Parties.

1893 M. A. Owen Old Rabbit i. 3 She was accepted as a
child of the Werowances. 1899 Atlantic Monthly June
725/2 The canoe of the Nansemond werowance.

Werp(e, obs. forms of Warp sb. and v.

Werr, obs. f. War, watjr a., Wearz>.2 Werra,
-ly, -ment, obs. Sc. ff. Very, Verily, Verament.
Werrand : see Warrant.
f "Werrar, a. Obs. rare. [f. werr War, waur a.

+ -er.] =» Worskr a.
C1400 Apol. Loll. 49 J>ey semen werrar pan )>e fend, J>at

asked stonis to be tumid in to bred.

"Werrate, obs. Sc. f. Verity. "Werray : see

Verya., Wakrayz>. "Werrayour: seeWarrior.
Werre, variant of Vere Obs. spring-time.
1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 194 In

tyme of wynter and of werre [v.r. veer] Whan boistous
wyndes put see-men into fcrre.

Werre, obs. f. Very, War, Ware a., Worry v.

"Werrei, var. Werray v. Obs. Werreles, obs. f.

Warless a.

f "Werrell. Obs. (See sea-poult Sea sb. 23 d.)

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 53 The handsome
Rhombusses of the Sea-poult or Werrell, on either side the
Spine.

"Werrest, obs. f. Worst. Werrey, obs. f.

WERTHERISM.
Very. "Werrey(e, var. ff. Warray v. Obs.,

Worry v. Werreyoure, -iour, obs. ff.Warrior.
Werrie, obs. Sc. f. Vkry.
Werrit (we-rit), v. dial. [Local variant of
Wherrit or Worrit.] trans. To tease, annoy.
1825 Brockett A'. C. Words, s.v., He would request not

to be iverrited so much about it. 1828 Cari; Craven Gloss.
1865 W. S. Banks Wakefield Words 80 Werritin, weary-
ing; fretful and tiresome. ' What a werritin barn thah are !

'

Werrse, "Werrsenn, obs. ff. Worse, Worsen v.

Werry, var. Verry a. Obs.
1486 Bk. St. Albans, Coat-arm. bvb, The threde [coat-

armour] is called werry, whan the felde is made like goho-
lettys of dyuerse colowns,

Werry, obs. or dial. f. Very ; var. Warray v.

Obs., Waryzj. Obs. ; obs. f. Worry v. Werry-
o(u)r, obs. f. Warrior.
Wers(e, obs. ff. Verse, Worse. Wersell,

obs. f. Wrestle. Werset, obs. f. Verset.

Wersh. (w5.ij; *Sh werj, wvrj, warf), a. Se. and
north dial. Forms : 5 warscri(e, 6 wairsche,
7-9 warsh, 9 wairsh, wearsh, whersh, 8-

wersh. [Prob. a contracted form of Wearish.
Cf. Wershed a.]

1. a. Of persons : Sickly or feeble in appearance.

Also Comb, tversh-like, -looking.

c 1480 Henrvson Orpheus <$• Eur. 233 Lene and dedelike,

pitouse and pale of hewe, Rycht warsch [v.r. warsche] and
wan, & walowit as a wede. 184a Carlvle in Froude Mem.
(1884) I. 244 A harmless, intelligent enough, rather iversh-

looking man. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xlL 289,

I thocht she was luikin' warsh-like.

b. Physically weak or sickly ; squeamish.
1755 R. Forbes Ajax etc. Jrnl. to Portsmouth 29 It was

enough to gi' a warsh-stamack'd body a scunner. 187a

Mrs.Lynn Linton Joshua Davidson vi. 119 We were getting

whersh and weak for want of food.

2. Destitute of savour; insipid, tasteless, or sickly-

flavoured ; unsalted. = Wearish a. 1. A\soJig.
fig' JS99 Rollock Serm. Epist. Paul vin. Wks. 1849 I.

398 He callis it not simplie and bairlie with ane wairsche
word, the gospell,. .hot he callis it the licht of the gospell.

1618 W. Barclay Well at King-horne A vij, So ceasing to

prosecute this warsh matter of water, I will never cease
to continue Your L. most humble and obedient seruitour.

1633 W. Struther True Happiness 48 This was Balaams
warsh wishing, his desires were so weak, that they pearced
not his heart, how could they pearce the heaven? 1730
Ramsay Wealth 133 And Helicon's wersh well thou ca's

divine. 1820 Btackw. Mag. VIII. 80 As articles, they were
not so musty as those of the old Scots Magazine, .nor so
wersh. 1884 Swinburne in igth Cent. Oct. 556 Charles
Reade's Dominican is worth a dozen such ' wersh ', ineffec-

tual, invertebrate studies.

lit. 1823 J. Wilson Marg. Lyndesay xxix, Water's unco
wersh, and does naslokenweel. 1831 Btackw. Mag. XXX. 11.

345/2 Sage-stuffing and apple-sauce—without which indeed
your goose is wersh. 1853 Sherer Gold-Finder Australia 26

1

It is iny opinion, this mutton's unco wersh, Watty. Ha'e ye
ony saut"? 1861 E. B. Ramsay Remt'n. Ser. 11. 61 It's a' vera

true, but a kiss and a tinniefu' o' cauld water maks a gey
wersli breakfast. 1921 Glasgow Herald 2 May 8 To be sure,

unfermented wine is wersh stuff.

3. Of weather or wind : Unrefreshing ; raw.

1830 Galt Latvrie T. vn. vi, The breeze, as it comes from
the surrounding lofty woods, is wersh. 1894 Crockett
Raiders xl. 336 The yellow mist.. had a wersh (raw) un-
kindly feel about it.

f Wershed, a. Obs."1 [Cf. prcc] Tasteless.

1398TREVISA Bartk. DeP.R. xvi. xcv. (Tollemathe MS.)
With oute salte ny;e all mete is werschid [1535 werishe]

andunsauery [insipidus et insalsus].

We-rshly, adv. Se. [f. Wersh a.] Insipidly

;

without animation or cordiality.

1633 W. Struther True Happiness 101 The Scribes spake
warshly, as men doing some other businesse ; or as Boyts
in the Schoole, rehearsing other mens inventions. 1676

Row Suppl. Blair's Autobiog. xi. (1848) 364 The Moderator
thanked him as slenderly and wershlie as before.

Wersikill, obs. Sc. f. Versicle.

"WerailiWerssle, obs. ff. Warsle.
Wersslete, error for Bercelet Obs., hunting dog.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi, 1610 note.

Werst, obs. 2 sing. pa. ind. and subj. of Be v.

"Werst, obs. f. First, Worst. Werst (e, obs.

ff. Verst. Werstil, -tie, obs. ff. Warsle.
Wert, 2 sing. pa. ind. and subj. of Be v.

Wert(e, obs, ff. Wart, Wort. Werteous,
obs. f. Virtuous. Werterean, -ian, -ism : see

Wertherian, -ism. Wertew, obs. f. Virtue.

Werth(e : see Worth sb., a., v.

Wertherian (v3Jt!aTian),a. AlsoWerterian,
-ean. [f. G. Werther, the hero of Goethe's romance
l Die Leiden des jungen Werther' (1774) + -ian.]

Morbidly sentimental.

1831 Carlvle Sartor Res. n. v, Their mad Petrarchan and
Werterean ware. 1850 Eraser's Mag. Sept. 249 Some who
are accustomed to consider that poem [Locksley Hall] as

Werterian and unhealthy. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xli,

The Byronic despair, the Wertherian despondency. 1857

Trollope Barch. T. xxxiv, An ancient love-lorn swatn..

full of imaginary sorrows and Wertherian grief.

Wertherism (vautoriz'm). Also Werterism.
[f. as prec 4- -ism.] Morbid sentimentality.

1831 Carlyle Charact. Ess. 1872 IV. 26 Werterism,

Byronism, even Bmmmelism, each has its day. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh in. 471 My German stopped At
germane Wertherism. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life x. ii. 345
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Goethe. . cured himselfvery soon, and the author of Werther 1

had no indulgence for Wertherisrn.

Wertow, wertu, obs. ff. Virtue. Wertual(l,
Wertuo(u)8ae, obs. ff. Virtual, Virtuous.
We'rtiirn. [var. of wartern, dial. f. Quartern

sb.% 3 c (quot. 1883).] A particular weight of

wool (see quots.).

1853 Ibbekson Woollen Matt"/. Guide 13 Threads of
slubbing, varying from 4 to 12 skeins per werturn. Ibid. 89,

1,520 yards are a standard skein. Six pounds, or 1,536
drams, are a standard werturn.

Wertu^uls, wertuwisse, wertuz, obs. ff.

Virtuous. Wertwale, var. Wartwale. Werty,
obs. f. Worthy.
fWerve. Obs. [OE. iveorf (rare) a beast of

burden.] A 'beast' for riding on.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 [HeJ bond his wunden & brohte htm

huppen his werue. Ibid. 85 Uppen his werue, bet is unorne
mare. [— Lk. x. 34 in jutnentum suum.]
Wervel, variant of Varvel.
1780 Edmondson Her. II. Gloss.

Wery, obs. f. Very; var.Wary i>.; obs. f.Weary,
Worry v. Weryauns, obs. f. Variance.
tWeryer. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. ME. wcrien Were
v.] A defender, guardian.
c 1*50 Gen. ,$ Ex. 926 After Sis spac god to abram : 'Sin

be r^ and tin ffMer [OE. wergend', L. protector\ ic ham.
Weryfy, Weryly, obs. ff. Verify v.

t
Verily.

Weryouns, obs. f. Variance. Weryson, var.

Warison Obs. Weryte, obs. Sj. f. Verity.
Wes, obs. f. was, pa. t. of Be v. Wesage, obs.

Sc. f. Visage. *Wesand(e, -a(u)nt, etc., obs. ff.

Weasand. Wesar, ob>. Sc. f. Visor.
"Wesch, obs. f. Wash. Wesohael^le, -ail,

-ale, -all, obs. Sc. ff. Vessel. Weashoraft, obs.

f. Witchcraft. Wesoho, obs. f. Wash, Wish.
Weschel, -ele, -ell, etc., obs. Sc. ff. Vessel.
Wese, obs. pres. imper. of Be v. ; obs. f. Vizy v.

We'se = we shall : see Shall v. A. 5.

t Wesel. Obs. rare. (Meaning obscure.)
c 1420 Liber Cocorum 52 For wesels. Fyrst grynde porke,

temper in fere With egges [etc.].

"Wesel(e, obs. ff. Weasel. Weaell, obs. f.

Weasel; var. Weezle Obs. Weser, rare obs.
Sc. f. Wizard.
Weah, dial. f. Wash sb. and v.

We-ship. nonce-xvd. [f. We pron. (2 b) + -ship

(3 b).] His we-ship, a mock title applied to a
writer who has used the impersonal 'we'.
1673 Marvei.l Rehearsal Transp. II. 105 Tis most gra-

ciously done that his We-ship will allow them it.

Wesil, obs. f. Weasel. "Weaill, obs. f. Wkasel;
var. Weezle Obs. "Wesing, rare obs. f. Weasand.
Weait, obs. Sc. f. Visit v. Weele, obs. f.

Weasel.

Wesleyan (we-slian, we*zlian, wezlran), a. and
sb. Also 8 Weslean, Wesleian. [f. the name
of John Wesley, 1703-1791, originator of Method-
ism + -an. The accepted pronunciation among
Methodists is (we-slian).]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Wesley or his teach-
ing; belonging to the Wesleyans as a religious
organization.

1771 J. W. Fletcher Checks to Antinom. Wks. 1795 II.

277 Upon the scheme of what you call the ' Weslean ortho-
doxy ', Christ is really the Saviour of all men. 1791 Hamt-
son Mem. Wesley III. 77 A circumstance, in the Wesleian
ceconomy, as remarkable as any, is the admission of lay-
preachers. 1843 Thackeray Irish Sk.-bk. viii, A trim
Wesleyan chapel, without any broken windows. 187a
March. Dufferin Canad. Jmt. (189O 39 D. and I drove to
see a tine Wesleyan church. rfjyfJK Amen Rev. CXXVII.
56 A Wesleyan meeting.

b. Wesleyan Methodist, a member of the society
of Methodists as constituted by John Wesley

;

also attrib. passing into adj., of or pertaining to
the Wesleyan Methodists as an organization.
Wesleyan Methodism, the religious principles, prac-
tice, and organization of the Wesleyan Methodists.
1796 Morse Amer. Univ. Geog. I. 280 In 1788, the number

of Wesleian Methodists in the United States, stood thus.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 142 2 Since his decease, the preva-
lence of Wesleyan Methodism in North America has been
very great. Ibid., The Wesleyan Methodist church in Upper
Canada. 1858 [see Methodist 4 a]. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
186/ * Herein was the actual and vital beginning of the Wes-
leyan Methodist Society, that is, of Wesleyan Methodism.
B. sb. A follower of John Wesley ; a member

of the Wesleyan Methodist Society, a Wesleyan
Methodist.
1791 Gentl. Mag. LXI. 1. 20/1 The Wesleyans found fault

with the curate for the topics of his discourses. 183a in
Flor.M. Hawtrey Hazvtrey Family

( IQo 3 ) II. 25 That John
should leave the Westlians [sic] puzzles me. 1877 F. G.
Lee Gloss. Liturg. Terms, Wesleyan, a person who belongs
to the sect of Arminian Methodists founded by John Wesley.

Wesleyanism (we'slianiz'm). Also 8 Wes-
leianism. [f. Wesleyan-*- -ism.] The system of
Arminian theology introduced and taught by John
Wesley

; the doctrines and church polity of the
Wesleyans

; Wesleyan Methodism.
1774 J. Fletcher Hist. Ess. Wks. 1795 IV. 20 They have

departed from what we call Christianity, and what you are

at full liberty to call Wesleianism. 184a Pusey Present
Crisis 163 Wesleyanism then was said to be 'degenerating
into a developed heresy,' in that it substitutes for the Catholic
teaching, a doctrine of justification, for which there is 'no
warrant in the Word of God '. 1861 R. S. Hawker in Life

(1905) 345 No sooner did he find that Wesleyans formed the
majority of Parish, than he began to preach and to talk

Wesleyanism. 1904 Q. Rev. July 243 Wesleyanism was
traditional in the family.

We'sleyanized, pa.pple. [f. as prec. + -ize f
-kd.] Affected by Wesleyanism.
1849 Keble in J. T. Coleridge Mem. xv. (1S69) 353 [Isle

of Man] The clergy a nice set, but rather We*leyanized.
c 1905 J. Hunter in L. S. Hunter Life (1921) 220 The Eng-
lish Congregational Union. Its churches and ministry, .are

getting to be religiously more and moie ' Wesleyanised '.

Wesleyism (we'slijiz'm). rare. —Wesleyan-
ism.

1847 H. Miller First Imfir. Eng. xx. 304 Wesleyism also
flourishes. 1904 Daily Chron. 22 Apr. 3/3 Wesleyism and
Quakerism., haJ no bold on him.

Wesleyite. nonce-wd. = Wesleyan sb.

1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot. II. 594 Among the Wesleyites,
and some other denominations cf Dissenters.

Weslyng, var. Wlsseling Obs. Sc.

Wesp, obs. form of Wisp.
Wess, obs. f. Wash v. Wessande, obs. f.

Weasand. Wesaayle, obs. f. Wassail. Wessch,
obs. f.Wash v. "Wesschael(le, obs. Sc. ff. Vessel.
Wesse, obs. f. Wash v. ; obs. pa. t. of Be v.

Wessel, adv. Sc. Also westle, wastle, wassel,
etc. [f. West adv. : cf. Eassel.] Westward.
Awestill ' to the west of ' occurs in 16th c Sc.

1815, 1829 [see Eassel]. 1897 Ld. E, Hamilton Outlaws
ofMarches .\iv. 157 We wasjickering along wessil, as I say,
wi' our heads bent to the weather.

Wessel(e, -ell(e, obs. ff. Vessel. Wesseyl(e,
obs. ff. Wassail. Wessh(e, obs. ff. Wash.
Wessie, obs. f. Vizy v. Sc.

West (west), adv., sb. 1
, and a. Forms: 1-

west (1 wsest), 3 Orm. wesst, 3-7 weste (5 Sc.

veste), Sc. 5, 7-9 wast., 6-7 weast(e, (6 Sc. weist,
weyst, 7 Sc. vaist\ [Com. Teutonic : OE. west
adv. > OFris. west (WFris. west, NFris.w&/, wdsP,
OS. -west (in north-, sfUhwest; MLG. and LG.,
MDu. and Du. west), OHG. west- (G. west), ON.
and Icel. (with r- suffix; cf. austr East, etc.) vestr

(MSw. vaster, Sw. vester) ; MSw. vast (rare\

Norw., Sw., Da. vest (prob. after LG.) ; not re-

corded in Gothic. The primitive Germanic stem
*wes-t~ appears to be an extension of the *wes-
found In Or. ia-ntpos, \anipa, h. vesper, vespera
evening, west. In HG. dialects abend is similarly

used for * west \
In OE. west occurs only as an adv., the use as
noun and adj. being a later development. In the
cognate languages it is usually (in some exclusively)

a noun in the earlier periods, the adverbial use
coming later, and the adjectival heing represented
only by the first element in compounds (OE. west-
in west-dJel, etc.).

The fact that the Romanic forms for 'east*(F\ est, etc.)
have been adopted from English indicates that this, rather
than any other Germanic language, is also the source of
F, ouest (OF. ivcsf), Sp. and Pg. oeste.)

A. adv. Towards or in the direction of that
part of the horizon where the sun sets.

1. a. With reference to movement, extension, or
direction.

In Sc. (and Anglo-Irish) use freq. added to verbs ofgoing or
coming to indicate the general direction : see quots. under(^).

{a) 0. E. Chron. an. 886 Her for se here eft west be aer

east jelende. 944 Charter of Eadmund in Birch Cartul.
Sax. II. 541 ponne west andlang we^es on Sone lytlan
beorj. £995 Ba'.ite of Matdon cjj Wodon | a waelwulfas, .

.

west ofer Pantan. 1033 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 45 Of
3am herpa? e west., on Sone stan ; of Son stane west., on
Fiducfoida. c 120s Lay. 1278 Heo ferden for5 & eeutr heo
drowen west & nor?. 1*1350 Libeaus Desc. io68(Ka!uza)
Whan sc!ie was take wib gile, He fli} for greet peiile West
intoWirhale. c 1440 YorkMyst. xxxviu^Sattatt. .1 schall
walke este and weste, And gaire bame werke wele werre.
1489 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 116 A man to pass to
Edinburgh to haist the gunnis west. x$a6 Pilgr. Perf (W.
de W. 1531) 35 b, Where it wencth to go eest, it goihe west.
1581 IIoroL'Gh Discourse Var.Cumpas (1585) Gj, The course
set downe from Sillie to Cape Raso is due West. 1601
Shaks. Twet. N. in. i. 145 There lies your way, due West.
1724 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. I. iii. 1, I intended once to
have gone due West this Journey. 1760 R. Rogers Jrnls.
(1769) 197 We., kept the following courses :. .west-by-north
one mile, west two miles, 1848 B. Webii Cant. Ecclesiol. 480
If the basilica orientated west. Ibid. 484 The remaining
three.. have their altars facing due west. 1859 H. Kingsi.ey
(7. Harntyn xxv, Splendid pastures, which stretch west farther
than any man has been ytt. 189a Kipling Barrack-room
Ballads etc., L'Envoi, It's North you may run to the rime-
ringed sun . . Or West to the Golden Gate.

(b) a 1724 Ewbughis, Marion 32 in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.,
And soon as my chin has nae hair on, I shall come west, and
see ye. c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scot. viii. (1754) I. 181 He
told us we must go West a Piece (though there was no
Appearance of the Sun) and then incline to the North.
1887 Annik S. Swan Gates ifEden i. 14 Weel a weel, tell

them I'll come wast when I'm ready.

b. In special applications : (a) To go west, of
the sun ; alsoy?^., to die, perish, disappear, (b) To
America, or to the Western Slates.

Also (c) in Highland Sc. and Anglo-Irish use freq. rendering
Gael, siar, iar{~ west, back) in the sense of ' back ', 'away ',

' up \ or ' down '.

The immediate source of the modern use in la), which lie-

came common during the Great War, has not been estab-

lished.

(a) (.-1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13365 For hit was nyght, ihe
sonne goth west, c 1500 Chaucer's L. G. W. 61 (Trin.

Camb.) Assone As the son gynneth go west. 15.. Poems
Gray MS. vi. 42 (S.T.S.) 55 Women and mony wilsome wy
as wynd or wattir ar gane west. 1915 E. Corri Thirty
Yrs. Boxing Referee 2, I shall once again be in the com-
pany of dear old friends now 'gone West'. 1919 J. B.

Morton Barber of Putney \x, 'All the Lewis guns gone
west,' someone said. 1919 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 368/3 Their
parcels.. went persistently 'west'. 1925 Cole Death of
Millionaire vi. 57 Wilson sighed, 'There's valuable e\ i-

dence gone west ', he said. ' It may be hard to pick up the
trail now.'

(b) 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xviii. 122, I could not
help thinking that one must come ' west ' in order to learn

a little of everything. 1851 J. L. B. Soule in Terre Haute
Express (Hoyt) Go West, young man ! Go West. 1S78
W. Nash Oregon 6 After some debate we settled to go West
by the Pennsylvania railroad, going South, .to Philadelphia,

and thence West by way of Pittsburg. 1879 W. Saunders
Through Light Cent, 35 ' Go West, young man,' was Horace
Greeley's advice, and West I went accordingly.

(c) 1893 W. R. Le Fanu jo Yrs. Ir. Life vii. fed. 2) 90
' Why didn't you wash the lack of your neck ?' ' 'Twas too

far west, my lady.'.,' 'Tis not a cold I have at all. .'tis a Hy
that's gone west in my stomach.'

2. With reference to place or location.
c8&8 /Elkred Boeth. xxxix. § 13 Se..a:fensteorra, bonne he

bi?S we>t ^esewen, bonne tacnad he sefen. a 900 O. E. Chron.
an. S94 pa he ba wiS bone here bar wast abisjod waes. 971
Blickl. Horn. 129 Jleiusalem. .is west bonon from ba-'re stowe
on anre mile. ci2ooOkmin 12125 }'a fowwre dale-s alle pa'.t

/Est, & Wesst, & Sub, & Noirb piss mid<.!ella:rd bilukenn.

a 1250 Owl i<f N. 923 East & we-t, soup & n< rb, I do wel
fayre my mester. c 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xviii. 59
Whether y be south ott.er west. £1350 Libeaus Desc. 2128
Est, west, ncrb and soube, Be maistns of har moube Many
man coub bey schende. 14.. Soiling Directions (Hakl.
Soc. 18E9) 18 I-onday and the old hede of Hindilfoide lye

west and by ncrth. 1559 Ccningham Cesmogr. Glass 172
Fiue Ilandes. .Of which that wbiche is most west, is called

properlye Ebnda. 1610 Hoi land Camden's Brit. (1637)

450 Where it [Suffolk] belli West and toward Cambridge-
shire, a 1626 Bacon New Atlantis 14 The Phoenicians..
had great Fleetes. So had the Carthaginians their Colony,
which is yet further West. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globt-j

379 One of the Islands which lay West, a tyQBlivun<. I 'tough-

man 9, I hae been east, I hae been west. 1890 Hardwickt's
Sci.-Gcssifi XXVI. 256 Another imaginary line so many-
degrees east or west of the meridian of Greenwich. 1905
H. G. Weils Kipps \\. v § t We shall have a nice little Hat

somewhere, not too far west.

b. Followed by of.

1577 Harrison England n. i. 49b/! in Holinshid, The
Kenet rystth aboue Ouerton, v or vj myles west of Marle-
borow. 1597 Shaks 2 Hen. II', iv. i. 19 West of ihis Forrest,

scarcely off a mile, In goodly forme, comes on the Enemie.
1728 [see WesterlingJ. 1784 Filson Kentucky 22 I.ees town
is west of Lexington. 2807 Scuthey Esfirieda's Lett. II.

219 The Lakes, .lay south-west, and west of Keswick. 1875
Ruskin Mem. Florence \. 5 A few hundred yards west of

you.. is the Baptistery of Florence.

c. U.S. In the West, out West. (Cf. C. 3 b.)

1888 Howfi.ls Annie Kilburn %\. 126 One of 'em married
West, and her husband left her.

3. With modifying addition (in senses 1 and a),

as west by south, etc. Also WE8T-K0BTH-WB8T,
-south-west.
1577 Harrison England 11. i. 48 b/: in Holinshed, The

Winrush. .meeteth wyth the Isis west by south of North-
more. 1760 R. Rogers Jrnls. (1769) 197 We. .then steered

..west-by-south two miles, west-by-north four miles.

4. Sc. Ellipt. as prep. a. At, in, or to the west

of. b. Towards the west along (a road, etc.).

1587 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 480/2 Insuper creavit dictum
Burgum de Anstrutber super occidentali t< rrentis (west the
burne). 1589 Ibid. $73/i Strekand west the hie streit to
the dyk. 1728 Ramsay Monk <r Milter's Wife 48 But step
ye west the Kill A Bow-shot, and ye '11 find my Hame.
Mod. I saw him rinnin' wast the road. He bides wast the

tons.

B. 1. Quasi -sb. = C.
ci2ooOkmin 11258 All biss middella^rd iss ec O fowwre

dale^s dreledd, Onn ^Est, o Wesst, o Sub, o Norrb. a 1300
Cursor M. 22139 ^*ra est *° west, fra north to soth, He sal

do malt hissarmun cuth. a 1300 K. Horn 1 177 (Camb. MS)
Ihc babbe go mani Mi'e, Wel feor bi 3onde weste. c 1391
Chaucer Astrcl. 1. § 15 A longe croys in 4 quarters from est

to West, fro sowth to north, c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xx'w. 208
Lord, whenne bou comest to deine so Al be world be fyre,

bobeest and west. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems xxiv. 23Thochthe
this warld had eist and west, All wer pouertie but glaidnes*.

1575 A. Fleming Virg. Bucol. 11. 67 Th' increasing shadowes
doubleth the sunne going downe at West. 1577 D. Settle
Frobisher's Voy. B lij, Wee. followed our course between
West and Northwest, vntill the 4. of Iulie. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. v. v. 4jt The Romaine Eagle From South to West,

on wing soaring aloft Lessen 'd her selfe. 1648 T. Shepard
Clear Sunshine cf Gosp. 30 A brighter day. .wherein East

& West shall sing the song of the Lambe. 1674 Sir J.

Moore Math. Compend. 93 From West to Fast the account

is by degrees and parts, or by hours. 1789 S. Shaw Tour
W. Eng. 444 The principal street extending from east to

west is remarkably paved. 1819 Keats Song Four Faeries

45 So you sometimes follow n.e To my home, far, far, in

west. 1847 Tennyson Princess n. 64 Our statues !-not of

those that men desire,.. Nor stunted squaws of West or

East. 189a Kipling Barrack-room Ballads etc. 75 Oh,

East is East, and West is West, and never the twain shall

meet. 1904 H. Belloc Old Road 31 Sea-going vessels..

would have calm water.. so long as the wind was south of

west.
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2. By tvest : f ft. In the west ; on the west side

;

also westward of. Obs.
13.. K, Horn 5 tHarl.) Kyng he wes by weste. C1300 —

1366 (Laud) He woneb alby weste. c 1305 St. Kenelm 18
in E. E. P. (1862) 48 Temese into be est see, & seuerne bi

weste. c 1315 Shoreham vn. 64 By weste hy grendeb, alle

byse, And comeb a^en ber hy aryse. a 1400 Minor Poems
Vernon MS, (1901) 696 As I wandrede her bi weste ffaste

vnder a forest syde. c 1470 Golagros ty Gaw. 419 Quhare
wourschip walkis be west, a 1550 Leland Itiu. (1764) III. 7
A Castel a Mile by West from Markesin. 1577 Harrison
England il. i. 50/1 in Holinshed, The Weie or the Waye
rising by west, cometh from Olsted. Ibid. 53/a By west of
Auterton point also lyeth another hauen. 1596 Spenskk /*". Q.
v. vi, 22 Not farre away, but little wide by West, His dwell-

ing was.

t b. Asa compound prep. : On the west side o f
,

to the west of (see By prep. 9 c). Alsoy^. (quot.

1612). Obs,
C1275 Lav. 2136 Camber hafde al him seolf bi weste

Seuarne. 14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc. 1889) 16
And by west beliile and Ortingere southwest. 1482 Rolls

of Parlt. VI. 203/1 In Southe Wales, by west the blak
Montayne. 1525 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1^27, 96/1 Nixt
befor Sancl Michael ts altar be West the said altar. 1613

DavibS Why Ireland etc. (1787) 177 Whereupon grew that

bye-word used by the Irish, viz. that they dwelt by west t/re

law, which dwelt beyond the river of the Barrow, 1661

Lamont Diary (Maid. Club) 139 The Earle of Weyms be-

ganne to bueld a new harbory for shipping, a little be west
Suite

: to bueld ;

Itgreine. 1714 K. Smith Poems of Control'. (1853) 2 l-et

all be-west the Spittel come.

c. Naut. Indicating certain points of the com-
pass (see By prep. 9 b).

14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc. 1889) 14 Huschaunt
and the pople hope lien north and by west south. Ibid. 20
For cause of that Kok ye must go north and by west. 1598
W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1. xctii. 165 We held our course
,.fr\)m thence south West and by West, vnto the cape de
Bona Speranza. 1762 Falconkr Shipwr. 11. 242 South and
by west the threatening demon blew.

C. sb. (Usually with the.)

1. That one of the four cardinal points which lies

opposite the east and at right angles to the north

and the south ; that part of the horizon or of the

sky which is near the place of the sun's setting.

In the west, of the wind, = blowing from the west.

<~n8o Neiuminster Cariul. (Surtees) 11S Inde versus le

West per viridem viarn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 94 Ase is be
sunne gleam, bet smit from east into be west, c 1290 Bren.
dan 48 in S. Eng, Leg. 221 We comen to a watur-.Jat
euere fram-ward pe est, toward be west it drovj. c 1305
St. Kenelm 13 in E. E. P. (1862) 48 Engelond..is..two
hondted [miles] brod iwis Fram be est in to |.e west. 1382
Wyclif E.vod. x. 19 The Lord . made blow the moost hidows
wynde fro the west. 1387 Tkevisa Higden I. 45 J>e lengbe
of be erbe bat men woneb ynne from be est to fe west, bat
is from Ynde to Hercules is pilers. c 1400 Maundev, (1839)
v. 46 Toward the West, is the Contree of Coston. a 1451
Mirk's Eestial i^±l%Z pan is hys hed leyde into be west
and hys fette into pe est. x$a6 Tindale Luke xii. 54 When
ye se a cloude ryse out off the west, strayght waye ye save:
we shall have a shewer. 1577 Gooce Heresbach's Huso. 1.

42 Leauing open a space for twoo doores, a fore dooie and
a backe doore, but so, as neyther of them open to the West.
1614 E, Wkight Dialling C 2, Your face being turned
towards the North, your right hand sheweth the East, your
left hand the West. 1667 Dryden Ind. Em/, v. ii, I in the
Eastern Parts, and rising Sky, You in Heav'ns Downfal,
and the West must He. 171a J. Morton Nat. Hist. North-
ampt. 422 Pikes.. never bite more freely, than when the
Wind is in the West, a 1723 Bingham Antiq. Chr. C/i.

xi. vii. § 6 In renouncing the Devil they had their Faces
to the West, a 1748 Watts Summer Evening 5 Now the
fair traveller's come to the west,.. He paints the sky gay,
as he sinks to his re>t. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel iw. xxiv,
Her blue eyes sought the west afar. 1848 B. Weub Cont.
Ecclesiol. 156 A rood,, .between which and the communion-
table was a small prayer-desk facing the west, i. e. the
people.^ 1876 Bridges Groiuth of Love xxix, I travel to
thee with the sun's first rays, That lift the dark west and
unwrap the night. 1925 J. Mktcalfe Smoking Log, etc
116 When the wind was in the west.
transf. andfg. 16x3 Donne Epitkal. 181 May never age,

or error overthwart With any West, these radiant eyes,
with any North, this heart. 1649 C. Wase Sophocles,
Electra 47 O joyfull day * Thou hast restord our light,

Wrapt up in constant night. In one continu'd West. 165s
Fanshawe Camoens* Lusiad 1. xxxii. 7 But now he fears

that Glories neer it's West, In the black Water of Oblivion.

b. That quarter which with regard to the speaker
or some particular place lies in a westerly direction.

1537 Registr. Aherdon. (Maitl. Club) I. 412 His tenment
lyand in Auld Abirdene afornent be cors of be samynge one
be weist. 1671 Milton P.R. iv. 443 A Sunny hill. . Back'd
on the North and West by a thick wood. 1773 Noorthouck
Hist. Lend. 597 Cordwainers-ward.. is bounded..on the west
by Bread-street-ward, a 1857 Kemrle Horse Ferales (1863)

25 The Lithuanians of Prussia on the west.

c. Followed by of,

1613 Zouche Dove B 6b, Aboue Iudaea, bord'ring on the
West Of great Armenia, lesser Asia lyes, a 1660 Contemp.
Hist. Iret. (It. Archasol. Soc) I. 152 The armie marched to

Beilaghnegrege on the weaste of Aleage. 1715 tr. Gregory's
Aslron. (172C) I. 318 According as the Meridian of the one
lies to the East or to the West of the Meridian cfthe other.

1789 S. Shaw Tour IV. Eng. 563 To the west of this.. lies

Overton. X834 Ainswortii Rookwoodix. ii, Harrow-on-the-
Hill.. lying to the west of the green on which they walked.

2. spec, a. The western part of the world. Now
commonly, Europe as distinguished from Asia.

c 1205 Lay. 1231 Bi-5ende France i bet west bu scalt finden

a wunsum lond. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2 Engelond his.

.

Iset in be on ende cf be worlde as al in be west. 13E2

Wyclif Matt. viii. 11 Manye shulen come fro the est and
west. 1:1420 Anturs ff Arth. 703 Waynour gared wisely

write in be west, To al be religious to rede and to singe.

'593 Shaks. 2 lien. VI, 1. 1. 154 All the wealthy Kingdomes
of the West. X613 Zouche Dove B4, First Bacchus, .set vp
trophees in the conquer'd East : Oh would he had gone on
as he begunne, And neuer turned to subdue the West

!

1761 Gray Desc. Odin 63 In the caverns of the west. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 811 Eastern Java there Kneels with the
native of the farthest west. 1802 Wordsw. Extinction cf
Venetian Rep. 2 Once did She hold the gorgeous east in

fee; And was the safeguard of the west. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer'sE\ 348 He never yet had set his daughter forth Here
in the woman-markets of the west, Where our Caucasians
let themselves be sold. 1893 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads
etc. 188 The Lords of Their Hands assembled ; from the East
and the West they drew. 1903 A. S. Hurd Xaval Efficiency
109 In the West there seems to be an impression that the
ileet of Japan is a mere matter of show.

b. The western portion of the Roman world after

its division into two empires in a.d. 395.
1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Socrates Sc/wl. vi. i. 3C0

When y
e Emperour Theodosius had departed this life.. his

sonnes tooke in hand the gouernment of the Romaine em-
pire. Arcadius ruled the East and Honorius the West.
1610 R. Field Fifth Bk. Ch. xxxv. 194 The Bishop of Rome
..called a Synode of al the Bishops of the West. 1781
Gibbon Decl. <y F, xxxiii. (1787) III. 327 Honorius, emperor
of the West. 1790 Phikstley Gen. Hist. Chr. Ch. II. 332
Having seen what was doing in the East, let us now turn

our eyes towards the West, where Valentiiuau governed.
1840 Milman Hist. Chr, 11. viii. II. 207 Of the persecution
under Severus there are few, if any, traces in the West.
1865 Brvce Holy Rom, Emp. iii. {1S66) 27 Odoacer.. re-

solved to. .extinguish the title and office of Emperor of the

West.

o. The western parts of Europe.
1916 J. Buchan Nelsons Hist. /Far XIII. 121 A strong

offensive in the We^t might induce the Allies to make a
premature counter-attack.

3. The western part of a country, region, or

area ; spec. a. of England, Great Britain, Scotland,

or Ireland.
14.. Trevelyan Papers (Camden) 67 The Boor' is farr in

to the west, That shold vs helpe w l shild and sper*. 15..

Ladye Bessie (Percy Soc.) 53 When thou rydest into the
weste, I pray the take noe companye But such as shall be
of the beste. 1631 Heywood {title) The Fair Maid of the

West. 1651 J. Nicoll Diary (Bannatyne Club) 54 Thir
ministeris, .held thair awin secreit meetingis in the west.

1666 Earl Okrehy St. Lett. (1742) 158 From Kingsale I in-

tend to go to Bandon to settle that town, and all the West.
1693-4 Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) III. 248 Letters from the

west say, our Streights fleet are clear of the Lands End.
1731 Plying Post 10 Aug. 2/1 Edinburgh. . .The Earl of
Aberdeen is set out for the West to visit his daughter.
a 1734 Wodrow Collect. Lives Reformers (1834) I. 109 Mr.
Wiliock was appointed. .Superintendant of the West. 1793
Coleridge Sonn. River Otter 1 Wild streamlet of the West

!

1836 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 465 My purpose is to.. take
Cuthbert with me into the West by way of Bristol. 1841

Lever O*Mailey xii, He was peaceably taking his departure
from the West on Saturday. X869 A. Macdonald Love,
Law <$• Tkeol. xii. 189 The aunt.. resided in the vicinity nf

the capital of the west [i.e. Glasgow].

b. The western States of North America.
Formerly the country west of the original thirteen states,

now usually taken to mean the country west (or north-west)

of the Mississippi River. Sometimes limited, as The Ear,
Middle West.
1829 Everett Oral. $ Sp. (1850) I. 203, I have made a

journey of between three and four thousand miles in the

west. 1837 Peck Gaz. Illinois Introd. p. vi, No state in the
' Great West' has attracted so much attention, .as that of
Illinois. 1855 Putnam's Monthly Mag. Apr. 380/2, I am
disgusted with the West. If ever you catch me at large,

anywhere west of the Alleghanies, again, you may shoot me.
187a Schele de Verb Americanisms 165 The States we*t
of the Mississippi continue to be called the West. 1878
H. H. Vivian Notes Tour Amer. ioi Omaha is the last

city of the West. After you pa.ss it you are in the ' Far
West'—in the State of Nebraska. 1886 F. M. Crawford
Tale Lonely Parish v, In the mining districts of the West,
in up-country stations in India.

o. The western part of& specified country, etc.

X613 Zouche Dove B 5, The west of Asia, once Earths
Paradice. 1789 S. Shaw {title) A Tour to the West of Eng-
land. 1838 Dowling Introd. Eccl. Hist. 37 The political and
social condition of the west of Europe. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xxxvii. Pretty nigh all over the West of England.

ellipt. 1894 C. Vickerman Woollen Spinning 232 Our
super west cloths are all tender, .when finished. [Ibid. 271

A plain super west of England cloth.]

d. The West End of London.
1823 W. T. Moncrieff Tom <y ferry m. iit, Let the West

boast of their highflyers as they will, you'll find there are

still some choice creatures of society left here.
_ 1871 A.

Austin Golden Age 34 In one brief hour behold him curled
and drest, And borne on wings of fashion to the West 1

4. Ch.Hist. The Catholic Church in the Western

Roman Empire and countries adjacent to it ; the

Roman or Latin Church.
158S [? J. Case] Praise Mus. ix. 94 Look vpon the East

and the West, the Greeke and Latine Churches, and you shall

finde this to be true. 1653 E. Sparke Scint. Allan's 4 Do
not all the golden Fountains of the Fathers (both of the
East and West, the Greek and Latine Church) flow with the
same streams? 1790 Priestley Gen. Hist. Chr. Ch. II. 314
Though the bishops of the West had been deceived at Ari-
minum, they had all abjured the blasphemies of that council.

1850 Neale Hist. Eastern Ch. I. Introd. 9, 1 shall constantly
reckon among the Saints these whom the Eastern Church,
whether with or without the consent of the West, so ac-

counts. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 233 Accord,
ing to the universal custom cf the West, this water should
be cold.

5. The west wind.
1604 E. G[immstonk] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies m. v. 133

They have reckoned two other windes, the East of summer,

and the East of winter, and by consequence, two Weasts.
1735 Pope Odjyss. xii. 478 Now out flies The gloomy West,
and whistles in the skies. 1814 Scott Lord ofIsles vi. xxi,
Dark rolling like the ocean-tide, When the rough west hath
chafed his pride. 1865 Swinbi-rne/Www 4- Ballads Ser. 1.

128 As roses, when the warm West blows, F.reak to full flower.

b. A westerly direction of the wind.
1842 Dickens Amer. Notes xvi, Some nautical authority

had told me a day or two previous, ' anything with west in
it, will do '.

D. adj.

1. Lying towards the west ; situated at or in the

west; western, westerly. +Of a planet: Sesn in

the western part of the sky (tr. L. occidentalis).
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paul) 70 Syne Nero In be weste

partis has lattyn hym go. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvtu. 113
j'ere I sawe sothely. .Out of pe west coste a wenche, as me
thou^te, Cam walkynge in be way. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. ix. xxiv. (1495) 361 A weste sterre that hygbte
Vesperus. l 1400 Malndev. (1839) v. 44 At Marrok, upon
the West See, duelte the Caljffee of Barbaryenes. £1460
Oseney Reg. 176, j. rodde of Arable londe vppon Otehulle
at forthsheter, bat is to say, the more weste Hodde. 1483
Rolls ofParlt. VI. 204/1 Crete part of the Westbordurts
of Scotlande. a 1550 Leland Itin. (1764) III. o The very
Westeste Pointe of Cornewaulle. Ibid. 46 The Est and the
West Gates be now the fairest. 1577 D. Settle Frobishers
Voy. title, A true reporte of the la^te voyage into the Wtst
and Northwest regions. Ibid. B vnj, On this West shoaie
ve found a dead fishe floating. X689 Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875)
XII. 54/2 That two ftiggetts be gott to cruse on the west
coasts. X789N. Portlock Voy. 314 There is anchorage to the
Northward of the West point of Morotoi. 1801 M. Downie
Observ. Atmosphere 89 Those paits of the West coasts of

Africa which lie between the Tropics. 1895' P. Hemingway'
Out of Egypt 11. 185 The west sky grew pale and gold.

b. Of western Europe, as opposed to the east

;

esp. belonging to the Roman or Latin church ; =
Westeen 4. Now rare or Obs,

1553 Becon #£//?«« ofRome (1 563) 141b, The Occidentall
or weast Churches thotow out all Europe. 1565 Harding
Ansiv. fewel's Challenge £6 b, Yet had they of that nation
their Seruice then in Latine, as all the West churche bad.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Socrates Schol. v. xxiv. 358
In the West empire there was one Eugenius, [etc.]. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xi. § 12 The West Church vsing vn-

leauened bread, as the Iewes in their passouer did. 1628
Bp. Hall Old Relig. xii. 116 The most eminent Diuines of
both East and West Churches.

c. spec, f west isles, the western isles of Scot-

land; fwest world, the new world, America.
1587 Harrison Descr. Eng. 1. x. 39 1 in Helinshed, The

lies that lie about the north coast of. .Scotland.. are either

occidentals, the west lies, [etc.]. 1613 S. Daniel 1st Pt.
Hist. Eng. 5 As now, we see all the West world (lately dis-

couered) to bee.

d. Of or peitaining to the west.

1573 Twyne Dionysins' Surv. World B vj b, Two winds,
..the Hesperian or Sicilian wynde, whiche is West, and the

Southeaste, whiche bloweth from the sea Aegaum. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. in. 549 All the West Allies of stormy
Boreas blow. 1900 H. S. Holland Old fy New 97 Whether
East or West, we all with one consent excuse ourselves from
our responsibilities.

2. \Vith proper names: a. Denoting the western

part of a country, district, etc., or the more westerly

of two places having the same name.
1470- 8s Malory Arthur v. ii. 162 The lord of westwaHs

promysed to brynge xxx M men. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII,
c. 17 § 10 In West Depyng or Est Depyng yn the countie

of Lyncoln. 1645 Boate Iret. Nat. Hist.{i6s2) 6 East-Meath
and Catherlogh or Carlo.. West-Meath, Kildare, Kilkenny,
[etc.]. 1646 R. Baillie Lett. (Bannatyne Club) II. 388 The
French are like this year to have very bad successe, both in

Italie, Spaine, and West Flanders. 1714 in Jml. Friends
Hist. Soc. (1918) 27, I.. set forward through west and East

Jarsey. 1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 566 The principal town
in West Florida is Pensacola. 1811 Willan (title) A List of

Ancient Words at present used in the mountainous district

of ihe West Riding of Yorkshire. 1886 Kington Oliphant
New Engl. I. 44 The ttrm ivench is used in the honourable
sense of the West Midland.

b. Denoting the western division of a race,nation,

or people. Cf. West-Saxon.
156X Daus Bullinger on Apoc. Ixi. 430 The Westegothes

possessed all Spayne. x8.. T. C. Luby Life <$• Times
OConnell 342/1 Thomas Spring Rice., was probably the

first Irishman who nicknamed himself 'a West Briton'.

1909 Jane Barlow Irish Ways 3 Not to believe in, at least,

fairies, argues you a west-Briton, if nothing worse.

o. With sbs. and adjs. derived from the names
of countries, districts, or peoples.
16x4 Selden Titles Honor 80 Kings of West-gothique

bloud. 183. Graves Rom. Law in Fncycl. Met. (1845) II.

765/1 A manuscript of the Westgothic compilation, called

the Breviarinm Aniani. 1848 Golld Birds Australia I.

PI. 18 West-Australian Gos-Hawk. 1853 Henfrey Veget.

Eur. 169 Thus we get four sections of Germanic plants, viz.

:

.. c. the west-Germanic. 1877 CasselCs Nat, Hist. I. 363
The West African River Shrew.

3. Eccl. Situated in or at that part of a church

(normally the actual west) which is farthest front

the altar or high altar.

1413 Catteruk Ch. Contract (1854) 9 The lenght of the

body of the Kirkc.with the thicknes of the west w alle.

,11700 Evelyn Diary Aug. (end) 1641, There hang near

the West window [of the church] two modells of shipps.

1773 Noorthouck Hist, Lond. 629 The west front [of St.

Paul's] is graced with a most magnificent portico. 1818

Rickman Engl. Arckit. 7? The west doors of York are of

the richest execution. Ibid. 92 The west window of St.

George's, Windsor, has fifteen lights In three divisions.

189S 'Hakdy Under Greenw. Tree Pref., The Mellstock
choir and its old established west-gallery musicians.

4. Facing to the west.



WEST. 323 WESTER.
XS93 T. Falk /lorolog. 7 b, The making of the East and

West Erect Dials. 1638 S. Foster Art of Dialling 13
Those plaines are called East and West incliners, whose
horuontall ling lyeth full North and South, and their in-

clination is directly towards either East or West, 164a
Fuller Holy <$• Prof. St. in. vii. 167 In a West-window
in summer time towards night, the Sun grows low. 1832
Planting (Libr. Usef. Knowl.) 26 The soil of the nursery
must be.. under a south, east, or west exposure.

E. In combination : a. with vbl. sbs. and ppl.

adjs. as + west-coming \ westfadng, -going, f 'Wall-

ing adjs.

159a in Maitl. Club Misc. I. 53 That thai report testi-

monial! heirintill agane thair first west cuming in this

cuntrey. 1595 Markham Trag. SirR. Grinvile xxxiv, The
great west-walling boisterous sea. x866 Good Words 1 June
390/1 During the first two days we passed upwards of a
hundred west-going waggons. 1898 Contemp. Rev. Aug.
181 A long.. west-facing gallery.

b. withadvbs., as west-about, -away,
1579 in Reg. Mag. St'g. Scot. /jSf 73/1 Thairfra passand

west about as the new stank braa lyis. 1891 Ccntmy Vict.,

West-about adv., around toward the west; in a westerly
direction. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvii, Will onybody..
grumble at the treaty that opened us a road west-awa'
yonder? 1855 Kingslev Westw. Hoi xxx, If you sailed

right west away far enough, you'd surely come to the edge,
and fall over cleve. 1875 Andcrida II. xi. 195 Three ships
ran down the coast westaway.

C. With adjs., as west-central a., belonging to

the western half of the central postal division of

London.
i860 All Year Round No. 66. 372 A small street off one

of the west-central squares. 1865 ' Axnie Thomas' On Guard
II. 265 The show-room of the west-central Mantalim for

whom she worked.

West (west), sbZ Obs. cxc. dial. [Of obscure
origin.] A sty or inflammatory swelling on the

eyelid.

1569 Androse tr. Alexis' Seer. n*. 1. 4 To heale a West that
risetli vpon the eye Hdd«s. 1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4185/4
A down Look, having a West in one of his Eyes. 1847
Halliweix. 1899 C K. Paul Memories 250, ' I have a west
coming in my eye '.

West (west), v. Also 4 weste, [f. West
adv.] intr. To move towards the west. Chiefly of
the sun : To draw near to the west, to sink in the
west.
c 1381 Chaucer Part. Foules 266 On a bed of gold sche lay

to reste Tyl that the hote sunne gan to weste. c 1385 —
E. G. W. 61 Whanne the sunne be-gynnys for to weste.

1596 Spenseh F. Q, v. Introd. viii, Foure times his place he
shifted hath in sight, And twice has risen, where he now
doth West, And wested twice, where he ought rise aright.

1607 Walkington Optic Glass 162 Phoebus beginneth low
to west. 1807 J. Harlow Columb. x. 213 From Mohawk's
mouth, far westing with the sun, Thro all the midlands
recent channels run, 1888 Doughty A rabia Deserta I. 443
The sun at length westing to the valley brow, 1889 in

F. W. H. Myers Hum.tn Personality (1903) II. 340 A ship
going round the world making east all the way would gain
a day, and by westing would lose one.

West, obs. Sc f. Vest v. ; obs. pa. t. and pa.

pple. of Wit vX
Weatar, obs. Sc. form of Waster sb. 1

We-St-bound, a. [West adv.] Travelling to

the west or in a westerly direction ; connected with
travel in this direction.
Orig. U.S. of railway trains. In more general use from

c 1900, freq. of Transatlantic steamers.
1881 Chicago Times 12 Mar., The west-bound express was

laid up all night at Kearney. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 3 Sept.
2/3 He will at once give you a west-bound ticket to Chicago.
1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 67, I watched my chance.,
and got on a west-bound freight train. 1901 IVesttn. Gaz.
22 Oct. 1/3 The West-bound traveller, .would choose his
'bus ..along the Embankment.

t Westbury apple. Obs. (See quot. 1676.)
1676 Worlidce Vinetum Brit. 160 The Westberry-Apple,

taking its name from Westberry in Hampshire, . .its one of
the most solid Apples that grows, of a tough rind, [etc.J.

1707 Mortimkr l/nsb. 537 The Westbeiry Apple [»7*i The
Westbury AppleJ. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 164
Pippins,..Westbury Apples, Russetung.

West-by(e (we-st,bsi), a./v. Sc. [f. West adv.
+ By Oi/v. 1.] In a westerly direction, westwards.
1790 A. Shirrefs Poems 72 We met wi' Bessy..Wha

taul's ye gaed west-by a wee before. 1864 Latto Tammas
Bodkin xxvii. 283 Tibbie's letters bein' aye left wastbye at
Janet Wabster's to be forwarded.

West country. [West a.] The western
part of any country ; the district or region towards
the west ; spec, of England or of Scotland.
Usually the remoter counties west (or south-wesf) of the

speaker, or of London (in Scotland west of Edinburgh);
so.ne times spec, the south-western counties (Somerset,
Devon, etc.).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. IS. (Bodl. MS.) In be
est londes and contreyes is muche more plente of fruytes
and floures banne in he northe and in be weste contreys.
c 1400 Brut cexxviii. 301 In be same 5eref aboute be Sowth-
cuntreys and also in be west cuntres, here fell so much
reyne..bat [etc.]. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1 v. 171 Our wast
contie thar statute is so Strang, Into the north my purposs
is to gang. 147* Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 10 The Erie of
Warwyke londede in the west countre. 1534 Cromwell in
Merriman Life t, Lett. (1902) I. 395 Ye do deteyne. .cer-
teyne londes in the weste cuntrey contrary to all right.
1570-6 Lamhardic I'eramb. Kent (1596) 474 At Dartmouth
in the \Vest countrie. 1639 G. Plattes Discov. Subterr.
Treas.x'u 51 Everyone may see in the west Country, where
such a multitude of Firre trees doe lie covered so deepe in
the earth, that [etc.]. 1827 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837)

1. v. 136, I had very little acquaintance.. with the gentry
of the west country. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell xliii. I. 359
The Whiggamore Raid, all the force of the West Country,
6,000 strong, is already there. 1906 J. E. Vincent High-
ways Berks, ix. 241 It is a little strained, perhaps, to include
Berkshire in the West country,

b. attrib. (Frequently hyphened.)
a 1653 Binning Usef. Case Consc. (1693) 40 They think these

Malignants be:ter than the West-Countrey forces. 1678 T.
Jordan Tri. Land. 14 Zome honest plain West-Country-mon.
1590 Loud. Gaz. No. 2579/2 Edinburgh... Several Thousands
of the West-Country Men have offered to Serve Their Majes-
ties against the Highlanders. 1710 Ibid. No. 5S95/4 Speaks
i 1 a broad West-Country Dialect. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Agric. I. 435 Sheep.. of the Devonshire, or west-
country breed. 1820 Scott Monast. Introd. Ep., A west-
country whig frae Kilmarnock. 1865 Kincsley Hereto, v,
Why should he know our West country ways? 1879 St.
George's liosp. Rip. IX. 586 One branch of her family,
living in a west-country town.

flS- 1853 W. D. Coopeh Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2) 85 West-
country Parson, the Hake ; so called from the black streak
on the back, and from its abundance along the West Coast.

+ Westdeal. Obs. In i westdeel, 3 westdel,
Or?n. wesstdale. [See West adv. and Deal sb.*]

The western part or district, the west.
c8*5 I'esp. Psalter lxxiv. 7 Ne from eastdajle ne from

westdaele. 971 Blickl. Horn. 93 py fiftan dsgc.se heofon
tobyrst from f>xni eastdeele ob bone westdael. c 1200 Orhin
16406 Wesstdale off all biss werelld iss Dysiss bi name
nemmnedd. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cii[tj. 12 Hou mikle estdel
stand westdel fra, Fer made he fra vs oure wickenes swa.

t Weste, sb. [Reduced form of OK. westen (see

Western sb.^.ox f. next.] A desert, wilderness.
c 1*00 Ormin 11747 J'rcr i be wesste ba:r he wass Himm

ane. /bid. 17408 Alls he connn wibb all be folic Inntill a
wilde wesste. rnoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 On his juwede
he fleh fro folke to weste. /bid., Weste was his wunienge.

t Weste, a- Obs. Also 3 west. [OK. w/ste,

earlier waste = OFris. waste (WKris. woast), MDu.
and Du. woest, OS. wdsti (MLG. wSst, wust, LG.
wb'st), OIIG. wdsti, wttosti (MHG. w -teste, G.
wiist), {. the stem *wost-, related to L. vastus : see

Waste a.]

1. Of places : Uninhabited and uncultivated or

untended
; desert, desolate, waste.

Beoiuulf 2456 [He] gesyhS sorhceari^. .winsele westne.
C825 I'csp. Psalter lxviii. 26 Sie eardung heara woestu.
Ibid, lxxiv. 7 From woestum muntum. cooo tr. Earda's
Hist. I. xv. 52 Is sacd of baire lide..ba:t hit [sc. bact land]
weste wunije. tiooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 15 Deos stowe
ys weste. < izoo Ormin 1417 All forrbi wass heoffness a;rd

Swa summ 1 1 1 wesste ware, c i«oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 127
He. .berfore ferde into weste wilderne. £-1205 Lay. 10591 Al
bat l'jnd heo makeden vest. /bid. 17330 Ich wulle. .maken
Jiim weste paoes & wildernes monie. .1250 Owl fy Night.
1528 Wowes weste [t'.r. west] and lere huse. a 1300 Maxi-
tiiian 211 {MS. Digby £6) pis world me binkeb west.

2. \Vest{e) land, waste land ; desert.

c 1030 S herburn Sun: in F.ng.Ilist. Re7>.(.iqi2)]an. iSOnd
bys synd weste land : Ane is Sal-le^e ; ocSer is Grante-le^e.
c 1200 Ormin 9239 Sannt Johau i wessteland Wass wurrbenn
cub batt time. /bid. 11429 All swa summ wessteland iss all

Forrworrpenn & forrlaetenn. '"1205 Lay. 16268 He funde
west 1 >nd [c 1*75 in west lond], leoden of-slsejene.

t Weste, v. Obs. [OE. ivestan (:— tvostfan;

see Weste a.) = OS. {d)wdslian, OIIG. wuostan
(SiHG.wuesten G.wiisten).] trans. To lay waste.
C893 Mlfred Oros. 1. x. § 1 Hie. .wasron fiftene ?;ear ba;t

lond herijende & westende. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxviii. 7
Hi. .bis wic-^-tede westan. /bid.)xx\x. 13 Hine. .wikiedeor
westaS and frettaff. cizo$ Lay. 1754 pus lieo westen bat.

lond. /bid. 20941 Heo..saeiden bat heo wolden ..westen
Ar5ures lond. c 1250 Gen. & Ex. 3915 Dis folc.his lond
tok, .And westen al to Hum tordan.

Weste, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Wish v., Wit vA
Westecoateer, var. Waistcoateer.
Westelur, var. Wibseler Obs*

tWe-sten, a. Sc. Obs.-1 [f. West adv. Cf.

Kasten a.~\ Western.
1549 Compi. Scot. vi. 61 The feyrd cardinal vynd is callit

fauoniu s or occidental, quhilk vulgaris callis vestin vynd.

t Westen, adv. Obs. [OE. westan (f. west
adv.) = OFris. 7vcsta

t
OS. westan {wind), ON. and

lcel.(Norw,, S\v.) vestan(Da..veslen) : cf. Westene
adv. and Bewest.] From the west. Also withfro.
a 900 Genesis Boti Jif her wind cyme* westan o55e eastan.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 274 Se bridda heafod-wind. .blaew3
westan. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 3096 On wind cam fro westen,
and 5o [hjopperes nam.

West end. [OE. west-ende (see West adv.)

= Du. westeiru/e, WFris. western, MLG., G. west-

ende. In later use f. West <t.]

1. The western end or extremity of anything.
^893 Alfred Oros. 1. i. § 3 Hire on westende is Scotland.

c 1050 O.E. Chron. (M S. Cj an. 1 036 SySSan bine man byrigde
. a:t bam west ende, bam styple ful sehende. a ia*5 A ucr.

R. 244 Toward be west ende of be worlde. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 1733 Asellynounbre Of wrichis & wirlingis out of the
west endis. 1403-17 in Rec. St. Mary at /////{ 1905) Introd.

p. xevi, A Tent withowt the west ende of the church yerd
made of Clothe. 41550 Leland /tin. (1764) II. 7 The West
Knde of Ewelm Paroche Chirch. /bid. IV. 124 There be
2. Wooden Flridges at the West Ende of the Towne. 159

1

Shaks. Two Gent. v. iii. 9 Goe thou with her to the West
end of the wood, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Mar. 1644,
Having two spires and middle lanterne at the West end.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4906/3 We met an English Runner off

the West-end of this Island [Jamaica]. 178a Miss Uurmey
Cecilia 111. iv, He privately took a lodging at the west end
of the town. 1818 Scott //rt, Afidl. vi, The west end of

the defile formed by the Luckenbooths was secured in the

same manner. 1847 [see Rlsiond ;/'. 2]. 1848 Dickens
Dombcy vii, A fashionable neighbourhood at the west end
of the town. 1874 MicklethwaiteAtW. Par. Churches 59
The upper row of stalls, .at the west end of the chancel.

2. spec. The IVcst End, that part of London
lying westward of Charing Cross and Regent St.

and including the fashionable shopping district,

Mayfair, and the Parks; also, those living within

this area.

1807 tr. Goede's Trav. I. 38 The devices at the West end,

are usually crowns, stars, crescents. i%x$/.elnca III. J43

As you're Slaying with a relation at the west end.. there's

no harm in making a genteel acquaintance—eh? 1S35
Dickens Sk. B.z, Dancing Academy, It was not in the
West-end at all— it rather approximated to the eastern por-

tion of London. 1863 O. W. Holmes Old I'ol. Life (1801)

97 We know what the West End of London wishes may be
jesult of this controversy. i88a Be&aktA It Sorts v'.i, She
was petting up a dressmaker's shop;. .she bad hopes of
support, even from the West End, where she had fiiends.

3. transf. The fashionable or aristocratic quarter

of a town or other place.

1823 Byron yuan xi. xlv, The great world .. Meaneth the

west or worst end of a city. 1830 Carlyle Misc. Ess.,

Richter (1872) III. 35 Richter, for his part, was quite ex-

cluded from the West-end of Hof: for Hof too has its West-
end. ..So poor Richter could only be admitted to the WeM-
end of the Universe. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 159 There was,
however, a sort of West-end to the room, where the fashion-

ables and the Vons seemed instinctively to congregate. 1854
tr. tiettners Athens <y /'clop. 2S This is the fashionable part,

or ' west end ' of New Athens. 1863 Steke Source Nile xii.

339 A number of huts. .were at once assigned to me, on the
face of a hill.. .It was considered the ' West End '.

4. attrib. (from senses 2 and 3.)
1835 Court Mag. VI. 4/1 A refuge for the West-end desti-

tute of all denominations. 1848 DlCKENS Dombcy i, Doctor
Parker Pep's West End practice. 1863 Miss Uraddon
Aurora Floyd xxx'iii, A colour that West-End tailors had
vainly striven to emulate. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 28/1
Spacious west-end quarters in cities. 1889 Lowell Latest
Lit. Ess. (1891) 67 With that West-End view of the realities

of life which Englishmen of a certain class feel it proper
to take.

Hence West-ender, one who lives at the west
end of a town, esf>. of London ; We : st-e -ndian «=

prec. ; West-e'ndish a., of or characteristic of the

West End; We st-endism, West-end quality or

character.

1839 Dickens Nickleby xxxvW, A pleasant fiction invented
by jealous *West-enders. 1874 H. Mayhkw Lond. Charae*
ters 299 Already there is a soit of es/rit de locate . .amongst
the inhabitants of the new quarters that the old West Lnder
never dreamed of. 1825 Hoh. Smith Gaieties S? Grav. 1 1. 3.-2

*West-endiansand I.ond-street loungers. 1909 Daily Chron,

9 June 5/4 An advanced..* West-endish sort of woman.
1875 Blackik Introd. toC. Blackie's Etymot.Geog.y^ Such-
like apish mimicry of metropolitan *West Endism,

t Westene, adv. Obs. [OK. westane = OS.
westane, OHG. westana : cf. Westen adv.] From
the west.

C893 jElfred Oros. 1. i. § 24 Da beorjas. .on^inna 1

westane fram );a;m Wendelsae. c 1205 Lav. 25591 pa com
her westene wnulen mid ban weolcnen a berninge drake.

Wester (we'stw), a. Chiefly Se. Also 1

westra, St, 4 westyr, 4-6 westir, (5 vestir, 6

vester, weister\ 7 waster. [OK. westra (f. west

WEST adv.) = ON. and Icel. vestri, veslari(NoTW„
Sw., Da. vestre). The comparative ending is dif-

ferent from that which appears in OIIG. westar-
t

MUG., LG., Du., Fris. wester-
t
western.] Lying

(more) towards the west ; western.

963 in Birch Cartul. Sax. III. 363 Se westra crochyrst.

967 /bid. 486 Se westra east healh.

1365 Antia. Aberd. % Banff {$?3\&. Club) IV. 158 Omnes
terras. .de Westir Drummelochi. 13,89 /bid. III. 261 Terras
de Westyr Badfothellis. 1438 Exch. Rolls Scotl. V. 56
De medietate terre de Westercloveth in Strathdone. 1474
Acta Auditorum (1839) 33/1 [>e landis of be westir part

of Strathenry. 1490 Acta Dom. Concil. (18^9) 131/1 pe
landis of ester Copmalindy and Wester Copmanlindy. 1510
in Laing Charters (1899J 82 Of the whiche two chambres
the cone is called the wester chambre. 1584 K. Norman tr.

Safegard ofSailers 7 Keep off from the wester shore, for.

.

the easter shore is deeper. 1613 J. Sahis I'oy. yapau
(Hakl. Soc) 43 He was gone to the Wester side of the Hand.
1633 T. Jamf.s I'oy. 35 We bad.. coasted the Wester side.

1680 A. Haig in J, Russell /laigs xi. (1881) 309 The apple

trees which is within the uppermost waster quarter. 1708
Lond. Gaz. No. 4430/5 The Magistrates .it; d 'I own -Council

of A nslrnther- Wester. 1777 Watson Philip /I (1793) I. x.

448 From the Easter to the Wester Scheldt. 1891 Hartland
(Devon) Gloss., Easter, eastern. Similarly we have Wester,

Nother, and Suther. Fields are frequently distinguished as

Faster and Wester. 1898 A. Balfour To Arms vi, Away
in the wilds of wester Dumfries.

fb. Naut. (Cf. Easter a. and Board sb. 15.)

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 81 But the Winds hanging in the

westerbord, and blowing hard, oft put us by our Topsails

;

so that we cotdd not fetch it.

Wester (wc'stai), v. [C West adv. + -er5.j

L intr. Of the sun, moon, or a star : To travel

westward in its course; to draw near the west.

(Freq. after 1850.)
C1374 Chauckr Troylns it. 906 t>e sonne Gan westren

f.iste. i4i»-»o Lydc, Chron. Troy Prol. 136 And Esperus

gan to wester dovn, To haste hir cours ageyn be morwe
graye. /bid. l. 2674 Vp-011 be point whan l'hebus with his

li;t I-westrid is.
•

1790 Cowper Iliad xxni. 195 And now the lamp of day,

Westering apace, had left them still in tears. 1837 Carlyle
/>. Rev. III. 1. ii, The Sun shines; serenely westering, in

smokeless mackerel-sky. 1850 Dobell Roman n. Poet.
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WESTERING.
Wks. 1875 I. 36 The little star, .welters to Us setting. 1889
Clarke Russell Marooned vi, The moon was westering
and looking over ourforetopsail yard-arm. 1922 A. E. Hous-
mam Last Poems xxvi, The half moon westers low.

fig. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. x. 330 Instead of
turning to the sun of a once mighty prosperity as now fast

westering and going down.

2. Of the wind : To shift to the west.
1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 463 The wind did

Wester, so that we lay South southwest with a flawne
sheete. 1628 Djcby Voy. Mediterr. (Camden) 93 The wind
northered vpon vs. Att night it westered againe. 1699
T. Allison Voy. Archangel n We. .began to consider, .as

to our safety in that place, should the Wind Wester. 1823
Scoresby Jrnl. 373 The wind having unfortunately westered.

1913 M. Roberts Salt ofSea x. 233 The wind westered so
fast that I nearly jibed the mainboom.
3. To be moved farther west, nome-us.
1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 361 Let Germany awake,

and give herself a better constitution. .and the frontiers of
France will wester again,

"Wester, var. Waster sb.%

"Westeria, var. Wistaria.
"We-stering, vhl. sb. [f. Wester v.] West-

ward movement, declension westwards.
c 1410 Lydg. Life Our Lady lxxi. (MS. Ashm. 30 If. 89)

This sterre..To shewe hys light in euery shroweJ 6c shade
With oute westrynge or drawynge to declyne.

Westering ( we •staring
%
ppl. a. [f. Wester w.]

1. That declines from the meridian towards the

west. (Said chiefly of the sun when it is nearing

the western horizon.)
In very common use from c 1S40.

1637 Milton Lrcidas 31 Oft till the Star that ro^e, at
Ev'iiing,brightToward Heav'ns descent bad slop'd his wester-

ing wheel. 1790 Cowper Odyss. XL 19 Earthward he slopes
again his westering wheels. 1795 South ey Lett. .Spain

(1799) 34 Hills beyond hills, . .part involved in shadow, and
the more distant illumined by the westering sun. 180a
Leyden Lord Soulis xx, And bloody set the westering sun,

1831 Moore Summer File 132 Warned, .by the daylight's

westering beam. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Be.ie liii, The low
westering sun shone right on the shoulders of the old Binton
Hills. 1894 Dlackuoke Berlycross vii. 56 Ey the light of
the westering moon.

fig. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa GuUti Wind, 1. 403 Learn
The strong man's impulse.. and discern By his clear wester-

ing eye, the time of day. 1885-94 Bridges Eros <y Psyche
March xiv, Eros.. was Cupid named anew In westering
afterttme of latin lore.

2. That moves in a westward direction. Of the

wind : That shifts to the west.

1747 Collins Ode Liberty 84 Mona,.. Where thousand Elfin
Shapes abide, And Wight who checks the west'ring Tide.
1871 Swinburne Songs bef. Sunrise, Eve of Rev. 66 Asia,

that sawest their westering waters sweep With all the ships

and spoils of time to carry. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Three
Sealers 142 There comes no good o' the westering wind that
backs against the sun.

We-sterlineS3. [-ness.] Westerly situation.

1730 Bailey (Folio) s.v. ; also s. v. Occidentatness.

T We 'sterling. Obs. [f. Wester a.+ -ling.]

An inhabitant of a western country or district.

1630 Capt. J. Smith True Trav., Adv., ty Ohserv. xxiiL
(Arb.) 891 The Country being then reputed by your wester-
Hngs, a most rookie, barren, desolate desart 1631 Byfield
Doctr. Sabb. 85 The Westerlings, the Easterlings, the Euro-
peans, and the Asians. 1687 A. LovELLtr. Thvenot's Trav.
1. 150 The Magrsbins, or Westerlings, comprehending those
of Barbary, Fez, and Morocco, who meet at Caire. 1728
'SIov.okh Algiers \i.\. 2 15 The common appellation of Wester-
ling, they [Turks] give to all such as inhabit West of Egypt.
1845 T. Cooper Purga'ory ofSuicides 1. lxxx, Some hoary
teacher. .Whose wisdom's lu-itre doth, .transcend The glim-
mering lights your westerlings revere.

Westerly (we'staali), a. and sb. [f. West adv.
Cf. easterly, etc., and next.]

A. adj.

1. Coming from the west.

1577 Goo ze Heresbach's Husb. 1. 20 What time so euer it

l>e doone, you must looke that the winde be Westerly. 1608
Shaks. Per. iv. i. 51 Is this wind Westerlie that hlowes?
1690 in Foster Eng. Factories Ltd. (1906) 221 A fine gentle
westerlie sea winde blowing. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. iii. 140
The westerly winds. are almost perpetual in that part,

1849 MacAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 6(i She. .had been de-
tained in Holland, .by strong westerly winds. 1855 Kings-
ley Westw. Hot xxxii, They got on a lee shore in Cardigan
Bay, before a h=avy westerly gale. x885 Stevenson Kid'
naf>j>ed xiti, She tore throigh the seas at a great rate,
pitching and straining, and pursued by the westerly swell.
Comb. 1868 Joynson Metals 116 Even the weather has to

\>e consulted,—a westerly-wind day is the best.

2. Situated in or towards the west.

1577 Harrison England 11. i. 49V1 in Holinshed, Two
waters, .whereof the westerly called Basingwater, commeth
from Basingstoke. 1584 R. Norman tr. SafegardofSailers
10 The most westerly houses of Wieringhen. a 1609 Sir F.
Verb Comm. (1657) 51 Flores and Corvo, the westerliest

Inlands of the Azores. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637)

677 But the more Westerly part is not so fruitful). 1669
Sturmy Mariners Mag. iv. iii. 147 This Table, .sheweth
how much a Ship is more. . Easterly or Westerly, by sailing

upon any Point.. of the Compass. 1765 R. Rogers Concise
Ace. N. Amer. title-p., The Interior, or Westerly Parts of
the Country, upon the Rivers St. Laurence, the Mississippi,

[etc]. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 381 All the water on
the westerly side of the town, was of a clear wine colour.

1870 Daily News 1 Feb., The eight twelve-pounders moved
forward from one of the more westerly batteries.

b. Of a person : Dwelling in the west.
i85s W. G. Palgrave Arabia II. xiv. 241 Nor are more

westerly historians always exempt from similar weaknesses.

3. Situated near the western horizon.
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1801 Southev Thalaba vi. v, Nor stay*d he till over the
westerly heaven The shadows of evening had spread. 18Z9
SoOTT/fmM of G. xxx, The distant landscape, partly illu-

mined, with ominous lustre, by the now westerly sun.

4. Extending towards the west; facing the west.

Of motion, progress, etc. : Directed towards the
west or the western horizon.
1637 R- Norwood Sea-mans Pract. ix. (1655) 115 Then

shall you have., the Latitudes and Longitudes of all Places
as you saile, which may more easily and exactly be exprest
upon this Chart, then the Easterly or Westerly distances.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. iii. 153 Tiie Westerly
[distance] is 16^ Leagues. 1802 C. Findlater Agric.
Peebles 18 The hills, .of a southerly or westerly exposure,
are generally more verdant. 1843 Pkescott Mexico (1850)
I. 336 Where the vapours from the ocean, touching in their
westerly progress.main lain a rich verdure throughout the year.
1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. 1. ii. 58 The westerly motion
of the latter [planet]. 1897 Mary Kincsley IV. Africa 362
This.. leads from Ntamo to the Atlantic in a nearly due
westerly direction.

B. sb. pi. The prevailing westerly winds found
in certain latitudes.

1876 Spry Cruise of^Challenger* 109 The strong westerlies
caused the weather to be of such a boisterous character.
1897 F. T. Bullen Cruise of ' Cachald' 86 The dirty
weather and variable squalls, which nearly always precede
the ' westerlies \ 1898 Jrnl Sck. Geo*. (U. S.) Oct. 303 The
beginning of the regime of the prevailing westerlies came at
abou t latitude 40 S.

Westerly (we*stajli), adv. [f. as prec. Cf.
ON. vestarhga.']

1. In a westward direction ; towards the west.
1625 Hynmers tr. Blaeu's Sca-Mirr. in. 3 You must goe

first southwest or somwhat westerly to the Helder. 1669
Sturmy Mariners Mag. iv. iii. 154 S. W. b. W. £ Westerly
190 Leagues. x68o J. Collins Plea Irish Cattell etc. 7 Our
Ships . . Westerly or Southerly bound, Victual here. 1722 De
Foe Col. Jack viii, We began to steer away westerly. 177X
Cook's 1st Voy, 26 A small white cloud, .from which a tram
of fire issued, extending itself westerly. 1795 Vancouver
Agric. Essex £7 Crossing the great road, and proceeding
thence westerly through Shenfield. 1835 W. Irving Tour
Prairies 70 Our plan was. .to keep westerly, until we should
pass through.. the Cross Timber. 1863 Daily Tel. 6 Apr.,
The principal channel, .running in a straight line with the
opening between the heads, westerly, out to sea. 1891 Clark
Russell Marriage at Sea ii, We're going to get a breeze..;
nothing to harm.. if it don't draw westerly.

2. (Blowing") from the west.
1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4443/3 The Wind blowing fresh

Westerly, oblig'd 'em to anchor. 1748 Anson s I 'oy. 11. vii.

214 We found the wind to hang westerly. 1816 Tuckey
Narr. Expcd. K. Zaire ii. (181S) 51 The winds now came
more westerly.

fWestermore, adv. Sc. In 5 westermar,
6 westirmair. [Cf. next and -moke.] Farther west.

<: 1470 Henky Wallace 1. 307 Wallace ansuerd, said;
' Westermar [1570 Westir mair] we will.'

"We stermost, a. Now rare or Obs. [f.

Wester a. + -most.] Lying or situated farthest

west ; = Westernmost.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 381 The Westernmost poynte of

the Trepoyntes. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 337 The nuer Ob is

the most Westermost part thereof. 1625 N. Carpenter
Geog. Del. 1. iii- (1635) 65 The Meridian about the Wester-
most of the Azores. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 421 Three of the
Islands were pretty large j the Westermost is the biggest.

1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E.Ind. II. 24 Sagor the wester-

most Chanel of the Ganges. 1775 Romans Florida App. 37
At the east end of the westermost key is another channel
8 feet deep. 1821 Southey Vis. Judgement i. 10 From far

Glaramara, Rleacrag, and Maidenmawr, to Grizedal and
westermost Withop.

Western (we'stam), a. and sb^- Forms : I,

6-7 westerne, (1, 6 weasterne); 4-6 westeren,
6- western ; 1 wsestrene, 2 westrene, 4-7
westren. [OE. westerne (f. west West adv.-r

-ern) : cf. OS. and OHG. westroni, ON. vestrdenn

(Norw. dial. vestre/i).]

A. adj.

1. Coming from the west. Of the wind, a gale,

etc. : Blowing from the west. Of a current of

water : Flowing from the west.

c 105a Baeda's Hist. v. xix.(MS. I J.) Sona Saesbeheon scip

eode, 3a astah westerne wind & bleow. a x 100 Aldhelm Gloss,

in Napier O. E. Glosses xxiii. 17 Zcpheri, westernes windes.

1398TKEVISA Bartk. De P. R. xn. xv. (Bodl. MS.) Whanne
he westeren winde blowiJ\ 1530 Palsgr. 288/1 Westerne
wynde, le vent daual. 1581 A. Hall Iliad EL 23 When as
the western winde doth meete a field of graine, In haruest

time. 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. A costas Hist. Indies in. iv.

128 They saile with a westerne winde vntill they come to the

burning Zone. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv. 79
A westerne milde, and pretty whispering gale. 1673 Ray
Journ. Lozu C. Rome 386 The commixture of the warm
Southerly and Western air, with the cold Northerly and
Eastern. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x. 103 The western winds
which blew almost constantly there, a 1771 Gray Song 9
Western gales and skies serene Speak not always winter
pa^t. 1796 Nelson Let. in Nicolas Dt'sp. (1846) VII. Add.

E.

Hx, I am endeavouring to get to the Eastward, but we
ave an ama2*ing strong western current. 1802 Leyden
Mermaid viii, Softly blow, thou western Breeze 1 1827
Steuart Planter's G. (1828)331 Removed Trees, .appearing
unaffected by the western, and southwestern blasts. 1867
Morris Jason IV. 94 The piping of the following western
breeze.

2. Dwelling in the west (of a country, esp. of

England or Scotland) ; spec, living or originating

in the ' West country
f or south-western counties,

c 1 100 0. E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. »IJ, & com ./Ebelmser

ealdorman byder ft ha waestrena Serenas mid him. 15..

WESTERN.
La lye Bessie (Percy Soc.) 61 Hee. .drewe an eigle upon the
entrye, That the westeren men myghte yt see. 1570 Lam-
uasdk Peramb. Kent (1576; 316 Muche are the Westerne
men bound, .to Polydore, who. .remouing the infamous re-
uenge from Dorsetshyre, laieth it vpon our men of Kent.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 1. L 4 A Western man [would
speak it] thus, Chud eat more cheese an chad it. 1693 T.
Pitts New Martyrol. (ed. 4) 527 The . . Christian Courage of
the Western Sufferers, 1822 Scott Halidon Hill \. ii. 497
O, were my western horsemen but come up, I would take
part with you ! 1841 Lever O Mailey xiii, Few Western
gentlemen were without constant intercourse with the Ath-
lone attorney. 1869 A. Macdonald Love, Law <$ Theol.
xxv. 576 There wxs a respectable muster of western folks
got up for the occasion.

b. Of things : Of or belonging to the south-
western counties.

1545 Hates Custom-ho. d vj b, A dossen karsay, iij. A
westerne dossen, ii. 1653 W. J. True Gentlew. Delight 85
To scald Milk after the Western Fashion. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 129 f 3 Being a Lawyer of the Middle-Temple,
a Cornishman byBirth, I generally ride the Western Circuit.
1782 R. Locke (title) The Western Rebellion. 1886 King-
ton Oliphant New English 1. 564 The Western dialect
appears, as ch'am, ick cha>u

t
vilthy.

o. Having a position relatively west ; lying

towards or in the west. Western hemisphere : see

Hemisphere 3.

1398 TitnvisA Barth. De P. R. vm. ix. (Tollemache MS.)
Amonge bese tripliciteis of houses, ho bat bej> in be Este ben
strenger in here worchynge. . ban be Westren. 1584 Powel
Lloyd's Cambria 96 With a great armie out of Mercia and
other westerne countries. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

694 Pennigent,which among the Westerne hils mounteth aloft

aboue the rest. 1649 J . Taylor {Water P.) Wand. Wonders
West 14 The farthest Western Parish of. .Cornwall. 1671
Milton P. R. iv. 25 He brought our Saviour to the western
side Of that high mountain. 1691 Sir G. Mackenzie Vind.
Govt. Scot. 12 As to the bringing in the Highlanders on the
Western shires.. it is answered, that [etc.]. 1748 Anson's
Voy, 11. ix. 224 Tempestuous weather from the western
quarter. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 4S4 Where England, stretch 'd

towards the setting sun,, .o'trlooks the western wave. 1810
Scott Lady of L. 1. viii, The Hunter marked that mountain
high, The lone lake's western boundary. 1848 B. Webb
Cont. Ecilesiol. 117 'the plan is quite basilican, containing
a western bay between two western towers. 1870 W. H.
Knight IV. Australia 1 The colony of Western Australia
was founded on the 1st June, 1820. 1870 Godman {title)

Natural History of the Azores, or Western Islands. 1886
Stevenson Kidnapped xxiv, We were to pass through the
western end of the country of Balquhidder.

b. of the sky or the horizon, esp. as the place

of the sun's setting ; also of the sun, or the evening
star (cf. West a. 1).

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. i. 1 The Sun begins to guild
the westerne skie. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ix. 35 As the
bright sunne, what time his fierie teme Towards the westerne
briin begins to draw. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. yi.

Ixxvii, but see, the stealing night, with softly pace, To flie

the Westerne Sunne, creeps up the East. 1667 Milton P. L.
x. 92 Now was the Sun in Western cadence low From Noon.
1718 Prior Solomon n. 370 The Sun declin'd had shot his

Western Ray. 1747 Collins Ode to Evening ii, The
bright-hair'd Sun Sits in yon western Tent. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel in. xxiv, Her blue eyes sought the west afar, For
lovers love the western star. 1853 A. Smith Life-Drama
iv. Poems (1854) 60 From yonder trees I've seen the western
sky AH washed with Are. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxi. 146
The sun was near the western horizon.

o. Of or belonging to the west; found or pro-

duced in the west.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. u. i. 166 Yet markt I where the
bolt of Cupid felL It fell vpon a little westerne flower.

J764 Goldsm, Trav. 318 My genius spreads her wing, And
flies where Britain courts the western spring. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxi. (1S56) 161 He himself would take the

western search.

•fd. Western barge {boat, or wherry), a barge,

etc., used on the Thames westward of London.
Hence Western bargee, pug, man, a navigator of a
Western barge or boat.

1505-6 Wilt of J. Rede (Somerset Ho.), My body, .in the

nyghte season . . to be layde in . . a bote or A westurne barge.

1591 Lyi.y Endym. iv. ii, In a Westerne barge, when with a
good winde and lustie pugges one may goe ten miles in two
daies. 1592-1611 Western pug [see Plg sb.^ 3]. 1603-4 Act
1 Jas. /c. 16 § 1 Westerne Barges Milboates and all other

Vessells ordinarilie serving for other uses then the carryinge

of Passengers. 1607 Uekker & Webster West.w. Hoe 11.

ii, The Lob has his Lasse,. .the Westerne-man his Pug, [etc.].

1666 Western bargee [see Uargee]. ^1704'!". Brown Walk
Land. <V IVestm. Wks. 1719 III. 324 A Western-Boat, stow'd
with a Mixture of both Sexes. Ibid. 328 Others crowded
tnio Boxes, like Passengers into a Western Wherry, Ibid.

329 He was a Western Bargeman.

e. in the specific names of animals or plants.

1784 Pennant Arctic Zool. (1792) II. 289 Western Duck.
Anas Stelleri, Pallas. 1824 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool.

XII. 11. 206 Western Pochard. (Euligula dispar.) 1848

Gould Birds Australia I. PI. 12 leract'dea occidentalis,

Gould. Western Brown Hawk. 1876 F. G. Waterhol'se
in Marcus S. Austral. 288 Western gerj-gone. Ibid. 292

Western ground parrakeet.

4. Of or pertaining to the Western or European

countries or races as distinguished from the Eastern

or Oriental.
1600 Fairfax Tasso iv. xvi, These westren rebels, with

your power withstand, Plucke vp these weedes, before they

ouergroe The gentle garden of the Hebrewes land. 1601

R. Johnson Kingd. $ Commw. (1603) 121 For such an other

piece of ground ..is not to be found againe in all our western

world. 1704 Atterbury Serin. (1726) I. 339 Those Con-
spiracies and Rebellions, with which they havc.disturb'd
the Quiet of this Western World. 1771 C. Burnky Pres.

St. Mus. France <$• Italy (1773) 272 note, As yet there is no
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regular catalogue of the western MSS. tn the Vatican

library. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 307/1 The little intercourse

that subsisted between the inhabitants of India and the

Western nations. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr tr. Kankes Hist.

Senna 449 They who are desirous of ascertaining .. the re-

action of Eastern on Western affairs, may examine the

Egyptian question. 1883 T. Watts in ig?h Cent. Mar. 413
The mystic type of all Eastern, and yet the mother of all

Western, beauty.

Comb. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hurt After years ofresidence

with the Bedawin, the Western-born.. will stop and wait the
passing of the stately brute.

b. Western Church, the Latin as distinguished

from the Greek or Eastern Church; also, one or

other of the early Churches of Western Europe.
1628 Bp. Hai.l Old Relig. viii. 72 The Westerne, or

Romane Church. 1659 H. Thorsdike Wks. (1S46) II. 557
Those controversies about which a settled division is once
formed, as now in the western Church. 1838 \V. Palmer
Ch. Christ I. 276 The Western churches.. were in com-
munion., with the great apostolical church of Rome. 1850
Neale Hist. Eastern Ch, I. Introd. 9 The tendency of the

Western Church., has been to embroil herself with the kings
and kingdoms of this world.

C. Of or belonging to, connected with, character-

istic of, the Western Church.
1699 Burnetjp Articles xxi. (1700)201 All the First General

Councils were made up for most part of Eastern Bishops;
there being a very inconsiderable Number of the Western
among any of them. 1755 Amory Mem, (1769} I. 83 note, The
eastern christians, called in contempt Arians by the western
tritheists. 1790 Priestley Gen. Hist. Chr. Ch. II. 311 The
Western bishops in general and Liberius himselfat their head,
were the avowed advocates of the Nicene faith. 1850 Neai.k
Hist, Eastern Ch. I. 317 The whole body of Eastern and
Western Liturgies may be divided into four branches. 1853
C. Hardwick Chr, Ch., Mid. Age 265 Gregory VII., who
seems to have expected that Crusades, while strengthening
his throne, would tend to reunite the Eastern and the

Western Christians. 1880 A. P. STANLEY in Eraser's Mag.
May 600 The Roman Church, .remains the great trunk from
which the other communions have been divided in Western
Christendom.

d. Western Empire, the more westerly of the two
parts into which the Roman Empire was divided

in 395 A.D. So Western emperor, etc.

1781 Gibbon Decl. ty F. xxvii. (1787) III. 38 Maximus
would have obtained, without a struggle, the sole possession

of the western empire. 1790 Priestley Gen. Hist. Chr. Ch.
II. 332 After the death of Constantine, the Western emperors
were of the Nicene faith. 1840 Milman Hist. Chr. in. \. II,

343 In the Western provinces, Gaul, Spain, and Britain.,

the constitution of society was very different. 1865 Buyce
Holy Rom. Emp. 69 Odoacer..did not abolish the Western
Empire as a separate power.

6. With States : Constituting the more westerly

of the United States of America : cf. West sb. 3 b.

1829 Everett Orat. <\ Sf, (1850) I. 206 Allow me. .to pro-
pose the following sentiment :—The Eastern and Western
States. 1879 W. Saunders Through Light Cont. 131 The
conditions under which first-class stall-fed beef may be pro-
duced in the Western States.

b. Of or belonging to the Western States.

Freq. in the names of animals and plants resembling those
of the Atlantic coast but whose habitat is west of the Mis-
sissippi.

1834 R. C. Sands Writings II. 179 One of the favorite and
most expressive words of Western invention. 1835 C. F.
Hoffman Winter in West I. 284 Adding, in western phrase-
ology, 'The way in which folks'll stare, squire, will be a
caution \ ^ 1845 P. B. St. John Trappers Bride 69 The
Eutaws reined in as the two hunters faced them with the
deadly western rifle levelled in their direction. 1871 Leisure
Hour 336/1 A quality of tobacco, the 'stemmed ' variety
commonly called in the trade ' Western Strips '. 1880
Eraser's Mug. June 747 The changing conditions in agri-

culture caused by Western competition.

6. Directed towards the west ; facing westward.
X589 Hakluyt Voy. To Rdr. r 7 Touching the westerne

Navigations, and trauailes of ours, they succeede naturallie
in the thirde and last roome. 1706 London & Wise Retir'd
Gard'ner I. 21 Of ths Western Aspect. ..The Western Ex-
position begins at half an Hour after Eleven, and continues
till the Sun sets. 1713 Addison Guard. No. 107 p 8 A ship
at sea has no certain method, in either her eastern or western
voyages,.. to know her Longitude. 1765 Midnight Spy vi.

52 The passengers on the western road must furnish hirn
with his demands. 1784 Filson Kentucky (1793) 13 Salt
river ..runs a western course near ninety miles. 1795C0WPF.R
Moralizer Corrected 18 Distant a little mile he spied A
western bank's still sunny side. 1819 Keats Eve ofSt. Mark
6 And on the western window panes, The chilly sunset faintly
told Of unmatur'd green vallies cold. i836 Lond. Society
Aug, 128 Hunstanton, .is the only watering-place on the east
coast of England with a western aspect.

7. fig. Of a person's life or days : Declining.
1615 Tomkis Atbumazar r. vi, Fye, that a gentleman..

Crown'd with such reputation in your youth, Should in your
Westerne dayes, loose th' good opinion Of all your friends.
1879 Longf. in Life (1891) III. 299 We, who are on the
western side of life, must forget ourselves a little, and see
with their eyes, who are looking out at the eastern windows.
8. Hinder, posterior. Cf. West adv. 1 b (c).
1829 Marrvat E. Mildmay xxiv, What have you done to

the western side of your gown? 1840 Haliburton Clockm.
Ser. 111. ix, I'd a-kicked them till I kicked their western
eends up to their shoulders.

B. sb,

1. A member of a Western race ; a native or in-
habitant of the West, as distinguished from an
Oriental or Asiatic.
1708 Ockley Hist. Saracens (184S) 337 The folly of the

Westerns in despising the wisdom of the Eastern nations.
1863 Smith's Diet. Bible \\. 295/2 (Medicine) He [Hippo-
crates] extols the discernment of Orientals above Westerns,
and of Asiatics above Europeans, in medical diagnosis.
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1882
J.

Neil Palestine 44 The former figure 'wings of the
morning ' to a.W'estern is not a little obscure. 1884 Athe.
nxum 12 Jan. 54/3 It may not be altogether superfluous to
remind Westerns that Russia is now celebrating the three
hundredth anniversary of her first printer, Ivan Fedorof.
1917 T. R. Glovkr Front Pericles to Philip vii. 218 The
employment of the camel in war strikes the Western oddly.
2. A member of the Western or Latin Church.
i860 W. Bright Hist. Ch. 313-451, 50 Among the bishops

who had received the sympathy of the Westerns was Paul
of Constantinople. 1863 1'usky Truth Engl. Ch. 60 S. Basil
..blamed the Westerns for their 'pride, haughtiness, pre.
cipitancy '. 1002 J. K. Mann Hist. Popes 1. 1. 30 Despite
the express declaration of Justinian., some of the Westerns
persisted in maintaining [etc.].

3. U.S. An inhabitant or native of the Western
States.

1846 G. Warburton Hochelaga II. 22 There were South-
erners and Northerners, Downeasters, and Westerns. 1888
Bryce Amer. Commw. in. lxv. II. 480 He was a raw rude
Western, a man of the people.

tWestern, sb* Ois. [Old Northumbrian
wdstern, var. of OE. wdsten, ivlsten, f. the stem
*u>dst- : cf. Weste a. The ending -em for -cn{n
also appears in efem Even sb.,fxstern Fasten sb.

and Venclern Lenten sb] A desert, wilderness.
C950 I.imlisf. Cosp. Matt. lii. r In woestern iudea: [in

deserto iudacae]. Ibid. Mark viii. 4 On woestem [in soli-
tiidine). C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 Ich am his steuene |>e
remeo in bis westerne. Ibid., For pi is bis westren forgrouwen
mid briinbles and mid bornes. c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xviii.
(Egipciane) 1298 3arne he lukyt one ilke syd of pat westerne,
brad & wyd.

t Western, sb.3 Obs. Also 6 westorne. [Of
obscure origin.] The sand-martin, Cotile riparia.
1556 WiriiALS Diet. (1562) 5 '2 A westorne or marten,

w-hiche breedeth in water bankes, riparia. 1589 Rider
Pibl. Sckol. I. 1702 Birds, A Marten, or westerne. Ibid.
1705 A westorne, vide marten. 1668 Charlkton Onomast.
90 Hirundo Riparia. . the Sand, or Bank Marten, or Western.
Western, v. [f. Western a.] intr. Of the

sun : To decline in the west. (Cf. Wester v. i.)

Hence Westerning///, a.

1831 Pi'gin Chancel Screens 83 The warm tints of a west,
erning sun. 1904 Daily Chron. 28 Oct. 5/4 The sun was
rapidly westerning.

tWeaternais, adv. Obs.—1 [App. an altera-

tion of OK. beslomeis] Wrongfully, perversely.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 307 £e setten hys wordez ful

westernays pat louez no bynk I = thing] hot Je hit sy;e.

Westerner (we'stamw). [f. Western a.

+ -ER.]

1. An inhabitant or native of the Western States
of America.

' We are apt to

, 'that.. we are just as great
and good." 1872 Howells Wedd. jfourn. (1892) 196 Those
expressions of surprise at the existence of civilisation in
a westerner which westerners find it so hard to receive gra-
ciously. 1888 Century Mag. Feb. 502/2 Cowboys, like most
Westerners, occasionally show remarkable versatility in their
tastes and pursuits.

2. One belonging to a western race, as dis-
tinguished from an Oriental.
1910 Times 5 Mar. 6/1 The crowd crushing at the window

at Peking clamouring for tickets.. is a spectacle which
affords constant amusement to the Westerner. 1919 Rihbany
Syrian Christ 146 Some Westerners have an exaggerated
idea of Oriental generosity.

3. One who lives in, or is a native of, the west
part of a country.

1903 Daily News 24 Apr. 2 The Westerners [Gloucester
and Bristol ringers] hope to eclipse this performance with a
peal containing 12,345 changes.

Westernism. [f. Western a. + -ism.]

1. An idiom or expression peculiar to the Western
States of America.
1884 Home Missionary (N.Y.) Jan., A Westernism origi-

nating in Nebraska, I believe. 1885 American IX. 378
It will become better known if he keeps his strength, as an
alleged Westernism has it. 1886 Harper's Mag. Oct. 773
' It hasn't—ah—panned out.' He involuntarily made a droll
face as he uttered this Westernism.
2. Western characteristics, practices, etc., as dis-

tinguished from Eastern or Oriental.
1891 W. W. Peyton Memor. Jesus 298 Our theology is too

Eastern: we want our Westernism in it. 1907 Daily Chron.
20 Feb. 3/4 A great moral conflict between the teachings of
two schools, the Slavophils and Westernism.

Westernize (we-stajnaiz), v. [f. Western a. +
-IZE-] trans. To make western in character ; esp.
to make (an Eastern country or race) more Western
in regard to its institutions, ideas, etc.

1841 Tail's Mag. IX. 617 She herself pleads to having
become so Westernized, as no longer to be a competent
painter of Western peculiarities. 1848 Eerie Laird 247 A
remnant of it [se. the palace], rather clumsily Westernized,
is now the official habitation of the British resident at Delhi.
1888 Sat. Rc:\ 22 Sept. 340/1 Bulgaria is being. . more and
more Westernized.

Hence We -sterilized ppl. a. ; We'sternizlnjf
vbl. sb. and///, a. ; also Westernization.
1893 Sketch 1 Feb. 38/2 The westernising of India is.,

shown in the most curious ways. 1900 Speaker 9 June
284/2 The Young Turkish or Westernizing party. 1903
Fairbairn in Camb. Mod. Hist. II. xix. 701 He regarded
Aristotle as a westernised Mohammadan rather than as a
Greek. 1904 Daily (.hron. 19 Feb. 3 % The process that is

generally called the Westernisation of Japan.

Westernly (we'stsjnli), a. Now rare. [f.

Western a. + -H *. Cf. Westerly a.]

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 21
think,' said a westerner to me,

WEST INDIAN.

1. Situated in or towards the west.
162a Blundevil Exerc.

t
Descr, Univ. Maps (ed. 6) 790

The Westernly [1597 Westerly] 18 Meridians. 1657 J- Watts
Scribe etc. Dipper Sprinkled 50 Our Westernly Noi'then
Climate is colder much then those Easternly Southern.

2. Directed towards the west ; extending west-
wards.
^ 1595 Capt. Wvatt Dudley's Voy. (HakL Soc.) 52 Wee.,

after altered that course and bear for the coste of Florida,
a more westernlie course. 1643 G. Wilde Serm. bef. Ho.
Comm. 3 Mar. 27 To look East upon ttie Rising Laity, and
to reflect a Westernly Glance upon the declining Clergy.
1848 B. Webb Cont. Ecclcsiol.fi 2. Thus nineteen [churches]
have an easternly orientation :—and exactly nineteen also
have a westernly direction. 1897 Daily Ne:us 21 May 5/5
The road.. next turns in a westernly direction.

tAVe-sternly,^. Obs. [f. Western a. +-ly2.]
Towards the west,

1590 Grkene Never too late (1600) B 3 b, France.. beeing
westernly seated ne< regieat Briltaine. 1691 Ray Creation
136 Why the same Eclipse, .should be seen to them that live

one d egree more Westernly.

"WVsternmost, a, [f. Western a. + -most.

Cf. Westermost.] Farthest towaids the west;
most westerly.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3937/3 The Westernmost Rocks of
the Minques. 1778 Forstek Obsen 1

. Voy. World 197 There
is a small species of scorpion in the tropical isles of the South-
Sea, but more common to the Westernmost than the Society
Isles. 1846 G. Warburton Hochclaga II. 191 Not more than
four thousand square miles of all this westernmost country
is capable of cultivation. 1884 Helen Jackson Ratnona
ii, The two westernmost rooms had been added on. 1892
). L. Allen Pine-Grass Rcgionctc. (1900) 259 Pine Moun-
tain, the westernmost ridge of the Alleghany system.

Westfalite(we*sifabiO. Also -falit,-phalite.

[ad. G. Weslfalit, f. Westfalisch- (Westj)halian', in

the name of the original manufacturing company.]
An explosive compound, used in three varieties,

of which the principal ingredient was ammonium
nil rate.

1896 Glasgow Herald 29 Feb. 7/7 The high explosives,
ammonite, .securite, and weslfalit. 1896 Daily News 5 Dec.

7 4 The manufacture of the high explosive known as West-
plialite. 1906 Sanford Nitro-E.xplosives (ed. 2) 294 West
Value No. 1. West Falite No. 2. 1909 Gcttmann Manuf.
Explosives ^2 Saxonite.. Ilobbinite.. \\estfalite.

t West-half. Obs. [OM.wcsthealf: see West
adv. and Half sb.'] The western side, the west.
£893 /Elfreo Oros. 1. i. § 8 On westhealfe [is] se sas be mon

haett Proponditis. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1016
[Hie] drcjon heorascipa on west healfe baere bryege. c 1205
Lav. 29287 An sest halue, an west halue, wa wes Brutten
bere. a 1300 Cu7-sor M. 20993 On |>e west half o |>at cite

liirid ocristen men was he. 13.. A'. All's. 6334 (Laud MS.)A
Folk her woneb in be west half pat eteb noiber Cow ne chalf.

1375 Uarbouk Bruce xvi. 550 Quhill thai, besyde Enuer.
keihyne, On vest half, toward Dunfcrmlyne, Tuk land.

"Westinary, error for Westmony (q.v.).

West India. Now only aitrib. Also 7 //.
India's. [West a. Cf. East India.]

fl. = West Indies. Also//. Obs.
1555 Eden (-itle) The Decades of the newe worlde or west

India. 1578 T. Nicholas (//V/f) The Pleasant Historie of
the Conquest of the Weast India, now called new Spayne.
1598 Cures of Diseased C, A great Fruit that growes in the
West India, called Pina. 1648 Gage {title) The English-
American his Travail by Sea and Land: or, A new Survey
of the West India's.

2. attrib, (sometimes hyphened.) Of or per-

taining to, connected with, the West Indies. West
India Islands, the islands lying between North and
South America.
1656 Whitelocke Mem. (1853) IV. 281 An account of the

engagement with the West India Spanish fleet. 1709 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4522/3 Three other of the West-India Ships were
also taken. 1731 Akbuthnot Aliments (1735) 177 The
West-India dry Gripes are perhaps occasion'd by the too
great Quantities of Acids. 1757 [Uurke] Europ. Se/ttem.
Amer. vn. xxviii. II. 273 All sorts of lumber for the West-
India trade. 1774 E. Long Jamaica III. Boo West India Tea
— Caprnria, erecta ramosa &c. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
I. 644/1 In Jamaica and others of the West India islands.
1818 Mathcivs's Bristol Directory 28 West India Brokers.
Ibid. 41 West India Merchants. 1847 C. Bronte Jane
Eyre xxvii, The thin partitions of the West-India house.

West-Indiaman. [f. prec. 2] A vessel en-

gaged in the West India trade.

1689 Treas. P. III. i96(P.R.O.) The French Fleet has
taken 5 dutch West Indiamen that came from Cuiresoe.

1769 Ann. Reg. 161 The steward of a West-Indiaman. 1794
Plan London-Dock 11 Whether the London-Dock, .cannot
be of extensive usefulness to West Indiamen. . ? 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxvii, A voluminous silk handkerchief, like the

main-sail of one of his own West-Indiamen. x86i Brougham
Brit, Const, xx. 393 Compare the numbers of men in a West
lndiam an and in a Baltic or Hamburgh trader.

West Indian, sb. and a. Also 9 vulgar

-injine. [f. West India.]

1. sb. f a. pi. The original inhabitants of the

West Indies. Obs.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witckcr. m. xv. 50 The West In-

dians doo the like. 1597 J. King Jonas (1618) 177 Those
[cruelties] that were practiced by the Spanish nation vpon
the west Indians. 1618 W. Lawson New Orch. <y Gard.

xti. (1623)41 Also I read in the History of the West- Indians,

out of Peter-Martyr, That [etc.]. 1658 Phillits, Weroance,

a name given to any great Lord, among the West-Indians.

b. An inhabitant or native of the West Indies,

of European origin or descent.

1661 E. Hickerincill Jamaica 100 The Major part of
the Inhabitants being old West-Indians. 1757 [Burke]



WEST INDIES.

Furofi. Settlem. Amer. vi. x. II. 112 In the foregoing man-
ner the West-Indian would state some part of what he con-

ceives to be his grievances. 1764 Foote Patron 1. (1781)

II This is one of Lofty 's companions, a West-Indian of an
over-grown fortune. 1771 Cumberland {title) The West
Indian. 1817 Jane Austen Sanditon (1925) 78 And I have
heard that's very much the case with your West-injines.

1873 B. Harte Fiddletozvn, etc. 97 Yet here sat that young
West Indian. .Alexander Hamilton. 1876 Geo. Eliot De-
ronda 1. iii, She had no notion how her maternal grandfather

got the fortune inherited by his two daughters; but he had
been a West Indian—which seemed to exclude further

question.

2. adj. Of or pertaining to, situated in, connected

with, the West Indies.

x6n Cotgr., s.v. Araroye, A round, .ornament of feathers,

worne by the West-Indian Sauages at their backes. 1647
N. Ward Simple Cobler 4 The Sub-planters of a West-
Indian Island. 1667 Earl Orkery St. Lett. (1742) 239 The
West-Indian fleet consists of an hundred and thirty five

sail. 1681 Grew Musseum 1. § iv. iv. 80 A Great Nest of

an other West-Indian Bird, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crew,
A' uni,. .a West-Indian Drink stronger than Brandy. 1754
H. Wali'ole Let. to Bentley 3 Nov., The West Indian war
has thrown me into a new study. 1821 T. DwiGHT Trav.
II. 458 Horses they sell at New-Haven and Hartford for

the West-Indian market. 1835 Moodie Ten Yrt. S. Afr.
I. 20 Some cold rum-punch ..made.. in the West Indian

fashion. 1885 Tennyson Wreck'id. 6 A rich West-Indian isle.

b. in specific names.
1781 Latham Synopsis Birds I. I. 287 West Indian Green

Parrot. 1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 108 West Indian Bike.

1815 Burrow Elem. Conchol. 200 Valuta Musica, West
Indian Music Shell. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Id.

7 88 West-Indian-bark, Exostemma caribseum.

West Indie, obs. var. West Indy.

West I ndies. [West a. See Indies and cf.

East Indies.] fa. The parts of America first dis-

covered by Columbus and oiherearlynavigators.Cfo.

b. The West India Islands.

1555 Eden Decatles (Arb.) 20S Suche thynges as I haue
seene in yowie Empyre of the West Indies. 1577 Eden S:

Willes (title) The History of Trauayle in the West and
East Indies. 1594^ Blundevil Exerc, Descr. Univ. Maps
(1597) 368 b, America, which we now call the West Indies.

1625 Bacon Ess., I'iciss. Things r 1 The great Burnings by
Lightnings, which are often in the West Indies. 1647 Cow-
ley Mistr., Leaving Me 15 Mine too her rich West-Indies
were below, Where Mines of Gold and endless treasures

grow. 166a Srn.LiNGFL. Orig. Sacrse til. \v. § 4 All those
strange species of animals seen in the West-Indies. 1731
Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Melo, Those Melons which are
produe'd in the West-Indies are generally very large. 1766
Goldsm. Vicar xx, He was heir to a fortune . .left him by
an uncle in the West Indies. 1837 Dickens Pickio. xxvii.

Providing the infant negroes in the West Indies with flannel

waistcoats.

Comb. 1616 Capt. J. Smith Descr. NewEng, Wks. (Arb.)

225 The next was a West Indies man, of 160 tuns. [Cf. next
and West Indiaman.]

West Indy, -ie, obs. or vulgar var. West India.
West Indy man = West Indiaman.
1616 Capt. J. Smith Descr. New Eng. Wks. (Arb.) 225

Within two dayes after, we were haled by two West Indy
men. Ibid, lit Vnder the colour to take Pirats and West
Indie men. 1641 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 45 Her West

|

Indy Fleet. .is subject to casualties of Sea. 1650 E. Wil-
liams Virgo Trittmphans 42 The West Indie Potatoe.

1817 Jane Austen Sanditon (1925) 77 A West Indy Family
and a school. That sounds well.

Westing (we'stirj), vbl. sb. [f. West adv. or v.~\

1. Naut. The net distance made by a vessel to-

wards the west. (Cf. Easting sb. 1.)

16*8 Digby Voy. Mediterr. (Camden) 91 But for easting
and westing, great diligence is required not to fall into
error. 1659 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. iv. xvSL 202 In the
eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh Columns, set down the
Northing, Southing, Easting, and Westing. J690 Leybourn
Curs. Matk.b^i The Lesser Easting or Westing, subtracted
from the Greater, shall give you the Departure. 1716 Shel-
vocke Voy. round World 384 The Westing we should gain
in going to California would make amends for what we
should lose. 1777 G. Forster Voy. round World II. 579
After leaving Ascension we made a good deal of westing.
1820 Scoresby Arctic Keg. II. 369 A decrease of the varia-
tion of the compass, tends to give them more westing than
they calculate upon. 1839 Marryat Phantom Ship ix,

Their easting and westing could only be computed by dead
reckoning. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 257 Furthest west-
ing N. of Equator 26J W.
2. Direction or course towards the west.
1825 Scott 29 June in Fam. Lett. (1894) II. 280 How sets

the vane..? Due north I hope, with a westing towards
Abbotsford. 1857 Livingstone Trav. xviii. 330 The west-
ing we were making brought us among people who are fre-

quently visited by the Mambari, as slave-dealers. 187a —
Let. to N. Y. Herald (Feb.) in Daily Nnvs 29 July 5/6,
I . .at last found that the mighty river left its westing and
flowed right away to the north.

b. Astron. Attainment of the western limit of
the apparent course.

1883 Proctor Gt. Pyramid in. 139 The easting, southing,
westing, and northing of heavenly bodies.

8. Of winds: The fact of blowing from, or shift-

ing to, the west.

i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) iv. 79 Hitherto winds
with westing in them have been most prevalent. Ibid. v.

127 The forces of diurnal rotation assist to give these winds
their westing. 1883 Fncycl. Brit, XVI. 144/1 The westing
of these great aerial currents is due to., the rotation of the
earth round its axis.

We*sting» ppl. a.
[f.

as prec] Tending to-

wards the west.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. ii. 147 In the like manner

you must do if your Course were North or Westing. 1836

326

Scott. Monthly Mag. July 207 The westing sun's beam Cast
gold on the grass. 1880 Mrs. Whitney Odd or Even ? xxvi,
A shade against the westing sun.

Westland. Chiefly Sc. Also Sc. 6 vestland,
6, 9 wastland, 8 westlan'. (Cf. Westlin a.)
[f. West a. (or OE. west-) + Land sb.]

1. The western part of a country ; esp. the West
of Scotland.

1489 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 107 To pass with let*

teres of the Kingis for the Lordis of the Westlande. (11578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 291 He passit
..to the toune of Air and to the pairtis of the wastland.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxv, He uses inaist partly the west-
land of Scotland. 1894 K. Hkwat Little Scot. World v. 58
It was understood Montrose would make a descent on the
Westland.

2. attrib. a. Of persons: Living in, coming from,
the West of Scotland.
C1470 Henry Wallace vn. 776 A hundyr fyrst till him

self! he has tayne, Off westland men. Ibid. x. 308. 152a
Q. Margaret in MS. Cott. Calig. B. vi. fol. 270b, On the
on syde, the vestland lordys and my lord of Angus vas forth.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 205 All
the rest of the norland men and wastland men melt the King
at Stirling. 165: Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary
(S.H.S.) II. 74 The vyle band which seven Westland gentle-
men had subscryved. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxiv, When he
raised his militia, .against the wrang-headed wastland whigs.
1827 — Two Drovers i, The strong west-landman laughed
aloud. 1828-43 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1S64) 1 1. 239 On the rear
division were the westland and Stirlingshire men.

b. Of places : Situated in the west.

*5*3 Q- Margaret in MS. Cott. Calig. Ii. vi. fol. 440 The
erl of Hunt lay hath all theruilof the north partys, the erl of
Lenoss all the vestland part. 1650 J. Nicoll Diary (Ban-
natyne Club) 30 Ane Associatioun concludit and drawn up
among the Westland schyres. c 1670 in Jml. Friends Hist.
Soc.XX I.69 ThrowghouttheWestland presb'ueries belonging
to that synod [sc. Glasgow]. 1834 Tait's Mag. 1. 608/1 Had
she not given, .reason to believe she thought them the great-
est people on Westland ground. 1875 Morris Aincids vm.
148 All the Westland earth beneath their yoke shall lie.

o. Proceeding from the west ; blowing from the

west, westerly.

1650 Sir A. Johnston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S. H.S.) II.

30 They censured the Westland Remonstrance mor nor
Northland Band. i&^'j'Emersox Poems

t
Monadnoc 136 Smok-

ing in a squalid room Where yet the westland breezes come.
Hence We'stlander ; -landways adv.
« 1676 H. Guthrie Mem. (1702) 238 The West-Landers

advanced towards Edinburgh. Ibid. 240 The Westlanders
..were all poor ignorant Creatures, taken from their Hus-
bandry. 1814 Scott Wav. xxxvi, A few shots were ex-
changed betwixt them and the Westlanders. 1820 — Mon-
ast. xxxv, Instead of that conies news that he has gone west-
landways about some tuilzie in Ayrshire.

We'Stlin, a. Sc. Also 8 -len. [var. of west-

lan* Westland 2.] Western; westerly.

17.. Patie <r Peggy Chorus in Ramsay Tca-t. Misc., Sun,
gallop down the westlin skies. 1721 Ramsay Keitha 27 Ye
westlin Winds that gently us'd to play On her white Breast.
1728— To Starrat 6 Welcome, as Westlen Winds, or Berries
ripe. 178s Burns Ep. to Davie 6 To.. spin a verse or twa
o' rhyme, In hamely, westlin' jingle. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake, Kilmeny ii, When the fringe was red on the westlin
hill. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. 1. ii, The goodwill of the westlin
winds. 1898 J. Lumsden Edin. Poems fy Songs (1899) 168
A-doun the Westlin welkin.

Westlins, adv. Sc. rare- 1
, [f. West + -//>«

-ling 2.] Westwards.
1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. in. i, Frae East Nook of

Fife the Daw'n Speel'd Westlines up the Lift.

+ West-looker. Obs,~ l [f. West adv.] A
name for the hare.
a 1300 MS. Digby 86 fol. 168 b, pew«stlokere.,be sidlokere

and eke be roulekere [read -lokerel.

fWestly,^. Obs." [Y.West^. Cf. MLG.
westelik, G. westlich

t
Da. and Sw. vcstlig.] To-

wards the west.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 523/1 Westward, or westly, occident-

aliter.

Westm, var. Wastum Obs.

Westment, obs. form of Vestment.
Westminster. The name of the abbey on

the north bank of the Thames at London, used

attrib., esp. with reference to Westminster Hall as

a court of justice, to the assembly of divines held

in 1643, or to St. Peter's School.
1549 Latimer 1st Serm. be/. Fdw. VI (Arb.) 28 Thus thys

bargayne became a Westminster matter; the lawyers gote
twyse_the valure of the horse, a 16 14 Tim me Silver Watch-
bell vil. (1634) 140 If his neighbor do damnifie him but the
value of two pence, he will prouide a conserue of West-
minster-hal wormewood for him out of hand. 1671 (title)

Westminster Drollery. Or a choice Collection of the
Newest Songs & Poems. 1691 Hist. Rel. Late Presbyt.
Gen. Assembly 12 The Minister ofAbbots- Halt was accused
for neglecting the Catechism of the Westminster Divines.
1693 Ace. EslabL^ Presbyt. Goid. Scot. 43 Such a vast
numberof Propositions as are contained in the Westminster
Confession. 1698 Concubinage Dt'sprov'd 5 It does not
appear by anything our Author says, that his Marriage with
Mary Tomkins was any other than Congressus Furtivus,
a Westminster Wedding, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Westminster-Wedding, a Whore and a Rogue Married
together. 1719 Collect. Con/. Faith Ch.Scot. I. Pref. p. xi,

Every body knows in what unhappy distracted Times, the
Westminster Assembly met and compos'd that Confession
of Faith. 1710 Pre/, to Addit. Westminster Con/ession 182
Other catechisms, which . . are for no other valuable quality
any ways comparable to the Westminster Catechisms. 1747
Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 79 A Westminster-Fool. Take a
Penny-loaf, cut it into thin Slices, wet them with Sack..:

WESTPHALIAN. .

take a Quart of Cream, beat up six Eggs. .[etc.]. 1837
Dickens Pick-w. xxxv, The waiters, from their costume,
mi:4ht be mistaken for West minster boys. 1843HETHERINGTON
[title) History of the Westminster Assembly of Divines.
1856 Sara T. L. Robinson Kansas (ed. 3) 38 The old West-
minster catechism allows works of necessity and mercy to be
done on the Sabbath day. 1880 Goldw. Smith Couperx. 13
The Nonsense Club, consisting of seven Westminster men
who dined together every Thursday.

b. ellipt. A present or former pupil at West-
minster School.
1690-1 Smalridge in Epist. Corr. Atterbury (1783) I. 17,

I suppose you expect to do little good but upon the West-
minsters. 1880 Goldw. Smith Cemper i. 13 The set was
strictly confined to Westminsters. Gray and Mason, being
Etonians, were objects of its literary hostility. 1895 Spec-
tator^ Nov. 729 The Busby Trust, managed by thirteen
trustees, who must be old Westminsters.

Hence We'stminsterism, the principles charac-

teristic of the Westminster Assembly of 1643.
1884 Calderwood in U. P. Mag. July 366 Several things

had occasioned opposition to the admission of the Cumber-
land Church, such as these:—its deliberate alteration of the

Westminster Confession, its avowed antagonism to what
was often named ' Westminsterism \

Westmonaste-rian. rare*1
, [f. Westmonas*

icri-um, Latinized f. Westminster.] One educated

at Westminster School.
a 1695 Wood Life (O. H.S.) I. 274 Richard Rhodes,. .a

confident Westmonasterian.

t We-stmony. Obs. [ad. Icel. Vestmanna-
cyjctr (Da. Vcstman0er^\ A group of islands off

the south coast of Iceland. In quot. attrib.

Erroneously printed Westinary in Binnell Descr. Thames
(1758) 260.

1663 Act 15 Chas. //, c. 7 I 13 For the Encouragement of

the Herring & North-Sea, Island [~ Iceland], & Westmony
Fisheries.

We strnost, a. Forms: 1 westmeest, 1,6 Sc,
westmest (1 weste-), 6 Sc. -mast, 6-7 Sc. -maist;

3, 6- westmost (9 Sc. wastmost). [f. West adv.

+ -MOST.] Most westerly ; westernmost.
825 in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 542 ^Erest of bam west mse-

stan ffiwylle. .upp to bam ealdan herepa5e. C893 ^Elfred
Oros. vi. i, Romana [on weald], .is ma^st & westmest. Ibid.,

On basm westemestan [onwealde], ba?t is Roma, c 972 in

Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 262 J>aes landes jemaera be sebyriacj

into baere westmestan hide. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4495
Fram be weste syde of be world to be est moste ende, \>o

adde king arbure ywonne frain be west moste se. 1456 Exck.
Rolls Scot.W. 224 Onerat se..de ix li.de Mydmeststede de
Warmwod. Et de ix li. de Westmeststede ejusdem. Et de

ix li. de Estmeststede de Langhop. 1510111 Laing Charters
(1899) 70 The haile foirland of the said tenement with the

westmost jharde. 1595 AV^. Mag. Sig. Scot. 90/2 To the
westmest dyk of the eistmest cornefauld. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. 1. 23 Gayetta, theWest-most confine . . ofthe Neapolitan
Kingdome. 1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VIII. 684
They are the westmost portion of the horde. 1805 State,

Leslie 0/Fowls etc 56 (Jam -) That the westmost sight was
above the Fluicky.shot. 1871 Daily Iftmttff Jan., A vague
. . attempt on the part of the French . . batteries at St. Ouen
to enfilade our westmost one at Ormeson.

West-north-west, adv., etc. [See West adv.

and North-west. Cf. MLG. westnortwest, Du.
-noord-, G. •fiord-.'] In or from the direction situated

midway between west and north-west. Also as sb.

and adj.

14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc., 1889) 11 The Ilonde

and Berwik haven lien west norfh west and Est South est.

Ibid. 18 The streemys of Briggewatir sit west norwest.

C1490 Botoser Itin. (1778) 287 Anglice west-north-west

versus Seynt Davyes. 01550 Leland Itin. (1764) III. 30
The secund [crekel lyith West North West. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 70 Proceading..at the lengthe towarde the

weste northe weste. 1625 Hynmers tr. W. Blaeu's Sea
Mirr. 11. 112 When that Lagernesse is westnorthwest from

you, then goe on southeast. 1685 T. Phelps Ace. Captivity

22 Our course by the North-Star was West-North-West.

1715 Lond.Gaz. No. 5360/5 With little Wind at West North
West. ij*s De Foe Voy. round World^(1840) in The land

lying away from the west-north-west to the south-east-by-

south. 1855 Kincslev Westw. Ho! xxxi, A strong west-

north-west breeze. 1883 R. H. Scott Elem. Meteorol. 359
The wind flies round to West, or West-north-west.

Hence West-north-westerly a.

1895 Westm. Gaz. 7 Oct, 5/2 She met with a tremendous
west-north-westerly gale.

WestonCe, obs. forms of Whetstone.
"Westour, obs. Sc. form of Waster sb. 1

Westphalia (westfci lia). Also 7 Westfalia.

[med.L., f. OHG. Westfalo (G. -fate, -phale) an

inhabitant of the district now called WcstfaUn in

German.] The name of a province of western Ger-

many lying between Hanover and Rhenish Prussia,

used attrib. with bacon, gammon, or ham.
£1650 Townshend Poems (1912) 8 Give us a salt West-

phalia Gammon, Not meat to eat, but meat to drink. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Westphalia Bacon. 1664 F. Hawkins
Voutlis Behav. 11. 178 A Westfalia Ham of Bacon. Ibid.

180 A Westphalia Ham. 1682 N. O. Boileans Lutrin 1.

178 His face. .recalls the good Westphalia-Ham. 1710 P.

Lamb Royal Cookery 66 To make a Westphalia-Ham. 1715

Ladv G. Baillie Househ. Bk. (S. H. S.) 102 For 17ft
lb.

westfalia hamb at nd., o 15 7.

Westpha'lian, a. and sb. [f. prec] a. adj.

Of or belonging to, connected with, Westphalia.

b. sb. A native or inhabitant of Westphalia.
1604 Marston & Webster Malcontent iv. iii, The sallo-

wcstfalian-gamon-faced zaza. x668 J. Wilson Erasm.
Praise 0/ Folly (1913) 25 As plump and round as a West-

phalian Hogg. 1708 Addison Present St. War 34 The
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Westphalian Treaty. 1764 Falconer Poems, Demagogue
128 Her vital blood, that pour'd from every vein, So late, to

fill th' accurs'd Westphalian drain. 1778 Wakton Hist, Eng.
Poetry II, 311 Wernerus Rolewinck, a Westphalian. 182a
Mem. Crt. Westphalia 220 The Westphalian troops per-

formed miracles at Moskwa. Ibid., The We>tphalians lost,

in this battle, many valuable officers. 1824 Byron yuan XV.

Ixv, They also set a glazed Westphalian ham on. 184a Bor-
row Bible in Spain xviii, I have seen many a Westphalian
hog auite as tall.

t Westphalie, -phaly, obs.varr. Westphalia.
1577 Gooce Heresbaclis Husb. HI. 148 The Gamonds of

Fraunce,. .which I suppose were none other but the flyches

of Westphaly, so greatly esteemed at this day. 1661 RabisHA
Cookery 20 A good piece of Westphalie Bacon. Ibid. 136
A Westphalie Gammon of Bacon. 1725 Mandeville Fable
Bees (ed. 4) I. 263 For the Small Beer they sent abroad, they

receiv 'd large Returns of Westphaly-Hams [etc.].

West-Pointer. U.S. \i. WestPoint, the name
of a village on the west bank of the Hudson River

in the state of New York.] An officer trained at

the United States military academy at West Point.

1863 Congr. Globe 16 Jan. 327 '3 There have been wounded
since this war opened, from thirty to forty general officers.

Many of them were West Pointers. 1878 .V. Amcr. Rev.
CXXVI. 85 A West-Pointer enjoying the soubriquet of
'Shanks'. 1895 J. L. Allen Kentucky Cardinal xiii, The
West-Pointer had been writing for some months in regard
to the wild behaviour of his cousin.

Westralian (westrrHUta), a. and sb. [f. IVcs-

tralia, a telegraphic abbrev. of West Australia.]

a. adj. Of or pertaining to West Australia, b.

sb. A native or inhabitant of West Australia; pi.

West Australian mining shares.

a. 1896 Economist 14 Mar. 325/1 The position of the
Westralian Government in the matter is a serious one. Ibid.

25 Apr. 532/2 Westralian shares have been somewhat more
freely dealt in. 1896 igth Cent. Nov. 711 {title) The Wes-
tralian Mining 'Boom'. 1000 Speaker 12 May 153/ 1 The
Westralian Outlander complains that all the taxation falls

on the gold-mines. 1904 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 398 Westra-
lian finance copied the bad features of the Kaffir Circus.

b. 1896 Economist 20 June 809/2 We>tralians have been
weak on balance. 1896 iqth Cent. Nov. 711 When.. every
department of the Stock Exchange was inactive, West ra-

ttans came to the rescue. 1900 Westm. Gag. 17 Aug. j/i
The boom in Westralians which does not come off.

Hence Westralianism.
1905 Westm. Gaz. 1 May 9/1 Statements, .on the subject

of Westralianism. 1905 Daily Report a Sept. 6/r. Scandals,
such as during recent years have made the term ' Westra-
lianism ' one of evil significance.

Westre, obs. form of Vesthy.
Westring, var. of Westering.

West Saxon, sb, and a. Hist. Also "West-
Saxon, [f. West a. + Saxon sb. and a., after OE.
West-seaxan pi.]

A. sb, 1. //. The division of the Saxons In Eng-
land occupying the area south of the Thames and
westward from Surrey and Sussex ; also sing, an
individual belonging to this group or area.

1387 Trevisa Higden VI. 403 Plegmundus. .ordeyned..
fyve [bishops] to be lond ofGiweysys, bat bee b West Saxons.
1433-50 tr. HigdcnWlI. 99 Edmunde Irensyde. .subduede
to hym the Westesaxons anoon, 1513 Uradshaw St, Wer.
burge 1. 155 The thyrde [realm] was West Saxons, famous
and rnyghty. 1596 Dalrymfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 232
Aidan winnis the feild vpon the Pechtis and Westsaxonis.
a 1643 Baker Chron. (1653) 7 The third Kingdome oi the
Heptarchie, was of the West Saxons. 1714 Addison Sped.
No. 569 p i, I was the other Day with honest Will. Funnel!
the West Saxon. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Money, Ina
King of the West-Saxons. 1781 Gibbon Decl. -y E. xxxviii.

(1787) III. 618 note, Cerdic, the West Saxon. 1877 Tennyson
Harold iv. i, Thou art but a West-Saxon : we are Danes 1

2. The dialect of Old English used by the West
Saxons.
1844 Garnett in Proc. Phil. Soc. 1 I. 17 The plural . . totally

unknown in West-Saxon. Ibid. 18 The discrepancies from
the ordinary West-Saxon are specified. 1876 Sweet Ags.
Reader p. xii, The West Saxon of the eleventh century
differs in many respects from that of Alfred's reign. 1893
A. C. Champneys Hist. English 85 Northumbrian retains
some very ancient forms not found in West Saxon.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to, characteristic of,

the West Saxons or their speech.
1570 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1576) 20 Kent was vnited

by King Egbert, .vnto the Westsaxon Kingdome, , .and.,
gouerned afterthe Westsaxon law. 1670 Milton Hist. Brit.
in. 121 Before the West-Saxon Kingdome. 184a Penny Cy< I,

XXII. 231/2 During the West Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and
Anglo- Danish dynasties. 1848 Latham Eng. Lang, (ed.ajgi
The Psalter also exhibits this West-Saxon form. 1876 Sweet
Ags. Reader p. xii, The old Northumbrian poems were alsj
copied in the West Saxon dialect. 1893 A. C. Champneys
Hist. English 86 The Southern or West Saxon plural, -a}.

Hence f West-Sa-xonry, the kingdom ofthe West
Saxons.
1650 Elderfield Civil Right 0/ Tythes x. 70 Kenulph

King of West-Saxon-rie.

f "West-sexene, ME. form of OE. West-
se(a)xena, gen. pi. of ll'est-se\a)xan (see prec).
?<* 1300 Shires Eng. in O. E. Misc. 146 On is west-sexene

lawe.

West side. Also west-side. [West a, Cf.
WFiis., MLG. westside, Dw.-zijde, G. -seile.] The
side situated in or lying towards the west.
c 1x90 Kentlm 62 in S. Eng. Leg. 347 pe bischopriche of

Roucestre J-at in he west-side is next. 1340 Hamfoi.k /V.
Consc. 5127 Ala 1 e levenyng out gas in short tyde Fra be
est, and shewes it In be west syde. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's
7\ 1 Ther is at the West syde of YtaiUc.A lusty playne.
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I

c 1391 — Asirol. 1. § 6 The west side is cleped the left side.

14... Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc. 1889) 17 On the west
side of Milforde. 1503 Surtees Misc. (1890) 30 The utter

west syde of his swynstye. 1597 Reg. Mag, Sig. Scot. 211/2

At the west syde of the Blak-tour. 1669 Earl Winchilsea
True Relat. Mt. Etna 16 The two Torrents of Fire forward

..had on the West-side branched it self into several Streams.
1681 in Nairn* Peerage Evid. (1874) 6 The west syde of

the high way. 1789 S. Shaw Tour IV. Eng 378 A pleasant

little town on the west-side of a hill. 1896 BaDEN-Powfxl
Matabele Campaign iv

t On the west side of this road Urn-
higuiu's impi was stationed.

b. trans/, (Cf. WESTERN a. 8.)

1829 Marryat F. MiIdmay xxv, Rubbing herself on her
' west ' side, as the Philadelphia ladies call it.

f West-south, sb. Obs. rare. [See West adv.

and South adv. OE. had westsudwitid.] The
south-west.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 476 To be 011 ende of engelond, as

in be west soub A lute bi norbe cornewaile.

West-SOUth-west, adv. etc. [See West adv.

and South-west. Cf. MLG. wesls&twest, Du.
•zuid-, G. -siid-.~\ In or from the direction situated

midway between west and south-west. Also as sb.

and adj.

a. adv. 14. . Sailing Directions [Hakl. Soc. i33q) n It

flowith west southwest. Ibid. 13 Yif..the wynde be west
south west, c 1440 I'allad. on Husb. nt. 470 And west south-
west [L. in fauonium] hem for to order best is. 1513 .Sir

E. Howard in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 214 On mondey
the wynd cam west sowth west. 1584 R. Norman tr. Safc-
gard of Sailers 21 b, The floud sets east northeast, and the
ebbe west southwest. 1698 Hennepin New Discov, Amer.
1. 78 Steeiing our Course West-South-West, with a favour-
able Wind. X760 K. Rogers Jmls. (1769) 197 We.. kept
the following courses: west-south-west two miles, we*t-

north-west three miles. 1833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in Et/cycl.

Metrop.(iB4~,) VI. 544/1 Less certain and continuous fissures

passing nearly East North-East and West South-West.
b. adj. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. A*, xi. iii. (1495) 386

The weste Southweste wynde hyghte Zephirus. 14.. Sail,

iug Directions (Hakl, Soc. 1889) 14 All the havens be full

at a west south west moone. ^1550 Lelanu Itin. f 1764)

III. 12 An Hospital of S. John yet stonding at the West
South West End of the Town. 1611 Cotgr., Vent d' aval,
a West South-west wind. 1631 Lithgow Traz>. in. 123 The
West South west end of this once Regall Towne.
C. sb. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 77 The shores bended.

.

sumetyme towarde the Weste and westesouthwest. a 1591
Greene & Lodge Looking Gl. (1598) E 1, Now the wind
doth serue, And sweetly blowes a gale at West, Southwest.
1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. iii. 61 One of these
branches rises in the west south-west. 1839 De i.a Bechb
Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc i. 8 On the west-south-west of the
same district.

Hence West-south-we'stcrly a.

1881 W. Powell in Proc. R. Geog. Soc. (X. S.) III. 92 A
long straight piece of coast, running in a west-south-westerly
direction.

"Westum, var. Wastum Obs.

tWestvale. Obs. Also 4 -falc, 4-5 -vail

(-uall), 5 westevalo. [a. MLG. Westvale, -vat

Westphalian.] A variety of cloth of Westphalian
origin.

1385 tn S. Bentley Excerpta Hist. (1831) 139 Item lego
ducentas vlnasde West fate ad faciendum lintheamina. 1391
Exped. Earl Derby (Camden) 35 Pro ix vlnis WestuaU .

.

emptis pro trussura dictorum pannorum. Ibid. 168 Pro
coopertorio tele Westvall pro dresseur. 1396 Will ofHervey
cf Kedivelly (Comm. Ct. London), Lego Waltero Burtone
vnum tectum de Westuale. 1397-8 Exped. Earl Derby 356
W<stuall de worsted. 1403 Will of R. de Chestrefeld in

Lincoln Chapter Acts (MS.), Cum vno Doser de Westvale
steyned cum ymaginibus. 14*3 For, Ace. 1 Hen. VI, I.

(I*. R. O.) Computat in..westevale, pellibus lanutis [etc.].

Westward (we*stwwd), adv., sb., and a.l Also

5 weste-, 5-6 westwarde, 7 westheard. [OK.
westweard, f. West adv. + -ward. Cf. MLG. west-

wart, -wert, -wort.]

A. adv. X. Towards the west ; in a westerly

direction: a. Of motion or direction.

For West-ward ho t see Ho int.*- 2 b.

aq&oO. E. Chron. an. 893, Her.. for se micle here, .of baem
eastrice westweard to Bunnan. c loooSax. Lccchd. III. 270
J>a seofon steorran-.gangende eastan westweard. O.E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 105a Hi..^ewendon heom ba west-
weard o5 bet hi comon to Portlande. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

1039 So bat he drou him westward,, .be se he wende nei ^c

bihuld west. 1377 Langu P. PI. U. xviii. 118 Her suster..
cam. .Euene out of \ e est, and westward she lolced. ^1391
Chaucer Asirol, it. % 17 Espie diligently whan this same
firste sterre passeth. .westward. C1400 Maundf.v. (Roxb )

xxviii. 127 It lastez westward to pe r>uer of Phison. c 1407
Lydg. Reson $ Sens. 658 Whan that he hath hys cours
ty-]goon,.. Ageyn westwarde hedoth repaire. 1473 War kw.
Chron. (Camden) 9 Thei fledde westwarde to the sec syde,
and toke there heie schippys. 1533 Covehdalb Ezck. xlv.

7 As fane as reacheth westwarde and eastwarde. 1593 T,
Fale Horolog.q b, If the declination of your plat be W est-

ward, or from C. toward II. 1613 Donne Poems (1633) 170
Goodfriday, 1613. Riding Westward, a 1661 Fui.lek
Worthies, Somerset (1662) 3-* Hence forward the Sun of the
Kings cause declined, verging more and more Westward,
till at last it set in Cornwal. 1697 Dryden AZneis xt. 1316
But westward to the Sea the Sun declin'd. 175a Berkei ey
I'erses Planting Arts

<fr
Learn. Amer.ix Westward the

course of empire takes its way. X783 J. King Thoughts
Difficulties iii. 29 We were told by a pnMt..thM all the vir-

tues were flying westward. 1816 KSATSJEA Geo. Keats 141
Why westward turn? 'Twas but to say adieu ! i8»»Scott
Nigelv, The citizen, .rode on westward along the Strand.

1848 B. Webb Cont. Ileclestol. 160 Projecting westward from
the nave-arch is a stone rood-loft. 1877 Ruskin Si, Mark's
Rest\\\. 40 Look, as you recross its bridge, westward, along
the broad-flowing stream.

WESTWARDLY.
b. Of relative position.

£•1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1036 Estward ther stood a gate
of Marbul whit, Westward right swich another in the op-
posit. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 103 And thanne upon that

ether syde westward. .1 he brother.. Aufrique nam. 1472-

75 Rolls 0/Parlt. VI. 157/2 Almaner Woll.. except Wolle
to be shipped westward in Galees or Carrykkes, to be shipped
and caried oute of this Reame, shal be conveyed to the
Staple of Caleys. 1530 Tindale Excd. xxvii. T2 And in

the bredth of the courte westwarde, there shalbe hangynges
of fyftye cubettes long. 1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1.

xciii. 171 We. .compassed about y
e other coiner that lay

westward from vs. 1601 Holland Pliny vi. xxx. I. 147 He
telleth.. that Westward there are people, .whose king hath
but one eie. 1631 Weever Anc. FuneralMon. b^i A cer-

taineholy Crosse, found farre Westward, and brought hither

by miracle. 1773 Nooi.thoixk Hist. Loud, 742 From Bed-
ford house on the same line westward, is Great Kussel street

Bloomsbuiy. 1820 Scott Lady o/L. i.xxvi, Due westward,
fronting to the green, A rural portico was seen, a 1861

CloL'GH ' Say not, the struggle nought availeth ' 16 In front,

the sun climbs slow, how slowly, But westward, look, the
land is bright !

c. Followed by of.

1691 Hist. Ret. Late Presbyt. Gen. Assembly 6 For twenty
Miles Westward of Perth, there wtre but two or thiee
Ministers. i;6a Falconer Shipiur. ui. 238 Westward of
these, .lies The loiiR-lost isle of Ithacus the wise. 1821 Arc,
Peculations in Coal Trade 4 Their papers should not be
sent from the -hip until she has arrived westward of Black*
wall. 1842 Borrow Bible in Spain xxxvi, It is situated

about twelve leagues, .westward of Madrid.

d. Comb., as westward- blowing, -jlowing, etc.

1871 Tennyson Last Tourn. 584 Those far-rolling, west-

ward-smiling seas. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 105.1 The
problem of the destination of the westward-flowing rivers.

1891 Nation (N. Y.) 19 Nov. 393/1 The westward-looking
portion of this volume. 1895 Daily News 24 Dec. 6/1 That
tierce westward-biowing gale of fire.

T 2. spec. In allusive use : To Tyburn. Obs^
1600 Loi'ke about You A 2 b, If they doe so, faith, west-

ward then with Skinke. 1605 Chapman etc. Eastiv. Hoe 11. i.

B 3 b, Touch. Sir, Eastward hoe, will make you go West-
ward hoe. 1607 Dekker & Webster Westiu. Hoe iv. ii.

G ib, V oil.. look as if you were going westward indeede.

1626 H. Parrot Cures for the Itch A 2 b, If any thing
happen. ., it must accrew from the next Sessions, piouided
there be some to trauel westward. 1647 A. B. [? Brewer]
Countrie Girle 13 b, Greg. . . Is't not time he should now goe
downward? Hu. And time, that you should goe Westward.

3. quasi-j^. = next.

1697 Dryden /Eneidtx. 909 Like the Storm that flies From
Westward, when the Show 'ry Kids arise. 1810 ScoiT Lady
ofZt.iV.Vtt, My followers guard each pass's mouth, To east,

to westward, and to south.

B. sb. That direction or part which lies to the

west of a place, etc.

165a H. Phm.lippes Geomelr. Sea-man 79 Which, differs

in longitude from the former place 90 degrees to the West-
ward, 1673 in Picton I/pool Muuic. Rec. (1883) I. 316 To
make cleare and pave the street on the cock of the Castell to

the westheard. 1695 Lend. Gaz. No. 3009 3 The same day-

passed by the Hastings^ with about 12 sail to the West-
ward. 17*5 Dp; Foe Voy. round H 'orld (1840) 308 They.

.

saw two rockets rise up fiom the westward. 176a Falconer
Shipwr. lit. 571 The prow, swift wheeling, to the westward
flies. 1838 Sterling in Carlyte Life 11. vii. (1872) 145 The
highest part.. which commands a view.. of the vale of the

Arno to the westward. 1874 J. Forrest E.xplor. Australia
(1875) 224 Sure enough there were the tracks of horses
coming from the westward.

b. Const, of.

1766 Smollett Trav. xii. I. 213 The river Var falls into ihe

Mediterranean, .about four miles to the westward of Nico.

2776 Trial of Nundocomar 60/1 Q. Where is that place?
A. To the westward of Sasserum. 1796 Morse Amcr.Geog,
I. 138 Directing his course to the westward of Cape Fare-
well. 1896 Bauen-Powell Matabele Campaign xv

t
About

three miles to the westward of the mountain.

C. adj. Having a westerly situation or direction;

lying, facing, moving, etc., towards the west.
187a Jenkikson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 333 On complet-

ing the worst part of the climb, and obtaining a westward
prospect. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London To-day xxvi. (ed. 3)

241 Let us retrace our steps., to the westward end of Cheap,
side. 1896 Howells Impress. <y Exp. 282 One of the west-
ward avenues. 1900 Jmt. Sch. Geog. tU.S.) Apr. 134 A
furt her link in the westward series. .was finished in 1837.

t Westward, fl.2 Obs, [OE. westeweard-. cf,

prec] Westerly ( = the west, or western part, of).

847 Charter in Sweet O. E. Texts 434 Donon on ffa lytlan

burs westewearde. C893 ^Ki.fked Oios. i. i. § 3 Se west-

subende Luropcis in Ispania westeweardum. 1:1205 Lay.

25657 He seide bat ber wefl icumen a scaSe Hoe of westward
Spaine, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 523/1 Westward, occidcntalis.

We'stwardly, a. [f. Westward adv.]

1. a. Of wind : Blowing froni the westward.

1653 Nissena 107 (They] hoist up their Sails, the wind
being Westwardly, and good for their intended Navigation.

1706 Luttrkix Brief Rel. (1857) VI. 10 The wind being

westwardly, a general embarkation, .is making at Harwich
for Holland. 1805 Phil. Trans. XCVL 24a note. He ex-

pected a continuance of fine, clear weather, with westwardly

winds. 1876 Davis Polaris Exp. 259 'I he pack was driven

in by a westwardly wind.

b. Moving or flowing westward.

1870 Proctor Other Worlds iv. 10S note, The relatively

cold and westwardly equatorial currents.

2. Situated to the westward.

1704 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1634 The Section [seemed] to be

a small matter more Westwardly. 1703 Act 33 Geo. Ill

c. 131 title, The road leading from Uttoxeter to the west-

wardly part of Hardiwick heath.

Westwardly, adv. [f. as prec] Tn or to the

westward ; in a westerly direction.

1519 InterI. Four E tern. (Percy Soc.) 27 And next from
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them westwardly, Here by hymselfe, alone doth ly Ireland.

^1631 Donsk Poems, Love-Lect, Shadow 19 If love once
faint, and westwardly declyne. 1756 Tolderw Hist. 2
Orphans IV. 76 After steering their course westwardly a
few days, they met with a shabby company of strollers.

1794 Vancouver Agric. Cambridge 69 Thence extending
westwardly. 1837 \V. 1r\isg Capt. Bonneville I. v. 96 The
travellers took final leave of the Sweet Water,, .keeping

westwardly. 1892 A. E. Lee Hist. Cclumbus (Ohio) I. 327
Westwardly.. traveled an interminable caravan ofemigrants.

Westwardmost, a. [f. as prec. + -most.]

Most westerly ; farthest west.

1685 W. Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 175 We.. came to

an anchor.. on y e Westwardmost Brace. 1788 J. White
Jml. Voy. N. S. IVales(ijgo) 109 The westward-most point

of a very large bay. 1894 Daily News 7 May 6/3 1'hey

propose to commence at once on the westwardmost bay of

the chapel.

Westwards, adv. and sb. Also 6 -wardes.

[f. Westwaud adv. + -3. Cf. Du.westwaarts, G.

westwdrts, and OE. weslweardes (once).]

A. adv. — Westward adv. i a.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII c. 17 The way from the barres in

Holborne westwardes to the fane ende of highholbom.
1581 Uoroucii Discourse i

rar. Cuntf>as (1585) Fi», From
hence Westwardes to Meta Incognita. 1614 E. Wright
Dialling E 1 An occidental Dial looketh directly West-
wards. 1612 Hf.vi.yn Cosmogr. iv. 96 He. .informs us that

he sailed njt Westwards, but more towards the South. 1915

J. Buchan Nelson's Hist. War V. 126 The bulk of the

Russian army went westwards to reinforce the van.

b. = Westward adv. i b.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nt'choiays Voy. IL vii. 37 b,

A mountaine Westwards, and fiue miles from the Citie.

1599 E. Wright Haven-finding Art n Helmshude (which

pla;e is Westwards from the North Cape of Finmark).

1854 tr. ffettner's Athens $ Pelop. 162 Westwards yonder,

towards the sea, lies Lerna.

B. sb. =« Westward sb. (Also with of.) Now
rare.

1574 W. Bourne Regimentfor Sea 47 To the Westwardes
of your towne. 1581 Borough Discourse Var. Cumpas
(1585) G. ij, Wheras y Narue. .should befrom S. Nicholas.

.

to the Westwardes. 1584 R. Norman tr. Safegard ofSailers

37 Then he shall see the towne to the westwards before him.

1602 Carew Cornwall 28 b, Vpon the North coast, and to

the Westwards of Foy, few or none are taken. 1669 Eakl
Winchilsea True Relat. Mi. Etna 22 The oilier Torrent.,

in probability could not easily overflow to the Westwards.
17z8Ch\mbeksCvc/ s. v. Wittd, The Easterly Trade- Winds
blowing to the Westwards thereof.

West wind, west-wind. [OE. westwind,

= OS., MLG., MDu., G.westwind, WFris. weste*

wyn, NFris. wiistivinj. OE. had also westanwind
— ON. vestanvindr (Norw. vestan-, Da. vesten*

vtnd), MUG. tvestenwint.] The (or a) wind blow-

ing from the west. Also with a and//.
cgoo lirda's Hist. v. xix. (1890) 458 Sona b;es he he on

scyp eodcbleow westwind. a 1400 Nominate (Skeat) 567
Vent galerne . . west-wynde. c 1440 Promp. Pant. 523 r

West wynde, zephirus. 1495 Trez'isas Barth. De P. R. xi.

iii. 386 Fauonius the Weste wynde arysyth in the Weste.

I53S Coverdale Exod. x. 19 The Lorde turned a maruelous
stronge west wynde. 1577 D. Settle FrobisIter's Voy.
Bvij, Within foure dayes. .the Northwest and West windes

dispersed the yce into the Sea. 1634 Milton Comns 989
And West winds, with musky wing About the cedar'n alleys

fling Nard. 1645 Boate Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 176 As the

West-winds are much more common in Ireland,, .than the

East. 1715 Pope Iliad, iv. 319 The Cloud condensing as the

West-Wind blows. 1819 Wordsw. Sow/. ' Lone Flower ' 1 1

Bright jonquils, their odours lavishing On the soft west-wind
and his frolic peers. 1892 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads
etc. 178 The West Wind called.

attrib. 1601 Holland Pliny x. lx. I. 301 Some are of

opinion that the wind will engender them : for which cause
also they are called Zephyria [/. West-wind-egs].

Hence West-winded, West-windy adjs.

1851 G. W. Curtis Nile Notes x\W. 221 That west-winded,
rose-odoured street. 1850 Hawthorne Ar/ter. Note-bks.

(1883) 379 It being a bright, westwindy, bracing day.

tWesty, «. 1 Obs. Also4wysty. [OK. wdsti^,

westig, f. wdste, wiste Weste a, Cf. Wasty a.^\

Desolate, waste.

cgs° Lindisf. Gosp. Mark 1. 35 [He] eode on woesti^um
stowum [C975 Rushw.'in westigestowej. axxzzO. E. Chron.
(Laud MS. J an. 449 Of Anglc.se a sy33an stod westig

betwix Iutum & Seaxum. c 1105 Lav. 1120 Leode nere bar

nane, ne wapmen ne wifmen, bute westije paedes [C1275

weste pabes]. ^ 123a Halt Mcid. 42 (Bodley MS.) f*et tu..

schalt grenin godles in-wirS westi [Titus wasti] wahes. 13.

.

Gatv. fy Gr. Knt. 2189 Now iwysse, quob Wowayn, wy^ty
is here ; pis oritore is vgly.

We*sty,^-a Obs.exc.dia/. [Of obscure origin.]

Confused ;
giddy.

1599 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. i. 158 While hee lies wallowing

with a westie bed And palish carkasse, on his brothel-bed.

1674-91 Ray N.C. Words', Westy, dizzy, giddy. 1867 Comlt.

Mag. XV. 741 He's a bit westy by times is Ashford. 1881

Evans Leicest. Gloss. s.v., My head's very westy and bad.

Wesy, obs. f. Vizy v. Sc. Wesyng, rare obs.

f. Weasand. Wesz, obs. f. was, pa. t. of Be v.

Wet (wet), sb} Forms : a. 1 wset, 3 wet (dat.

wete), Orm. wset {dat. weete), 3-6 wete, (5

whete), 4-6 weete, 4-5, 6- Sc. weet, 6 weat(e,

5-6 north, and Sc. weytt, 5-7 Sc. weit. 0. 4
north. wat(e. 7. 6- we',, 6 wette, 7 wett. 5. 9
Sc. wat. [OE. weet neut. (substantival use oiwset

adj., = WFris. -wet), giving normally ME. wet,

wete, weete and later weat(e. The other ME. and

mod. forms are due to the influence of the adj. OE.

had also xvxta wk. masc, represented in ME. by
Wete; in later use the two become undistinguish-

able, and some of the examples given here (in

sense 1) may really be survivals of w&ta.]

1. Moisture ; liquid or moist substance.
In occasional use applied to water, blood, sweat, sap, etc.

a. c888 A£,l¥kv.d Boeth. xxxiii. § 5 Swabat heoranan oores
mearce ne oftreode, & se cile jebrowode wid 3a hseto,

& baet w£t wi5 bam dryjum. c 1220 Bestiary 73 Hise
feSres fallen for oe hete, And he dun mide to 5e wete
FalleS in 3at welle grund. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn.
I. 187 Hwa is benne unwaschen be haueb bis halwende
wet inwio Ids heorte. 1:1290 St. Michael 668 in S. Eng.
Leg. 318 Man hath of eorbe al is bodi, and of watere he
hauez wete. c 1386 Chaucei Can. Yeotit. Prot. <V T. 634,

I se wel how ye swete, Haue heer a clooth, and wipe awey
the wete. c 1400 Beryu 1022 [He] smote be Damesell vndir

be ere, be weet gon vpward spyn. 1412-20 LyoO. Chron.
Troy iv. 3375 Whan he [Phoebus], .drieb vp be muysture &
be weete Of herbe & floure with his feruent he:e. 1483
Caih. Angi. 415/1 Weytt, moutitas. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus

Sf Sydracke (? 1510) M ij b, After a man hath in hym most
Of wete of dryeth hete or colde Shall his complexcyon be

tolde. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 124 The quyckeset wyll

take no rote, excepte it haue greate weate.

y. 1597SUAKS. Loier'sCompl. 40 Like vsery applying wet
to wet. 1633 G. Herbf.kt Temple, Providence xxix, When
th' earth was dry, thou mad^t a sea of wet. 1709 J. Ward
Yng. Math.Guide (1734)437 Divide the Sum of all those Dips
or Wet Inches by the Number of Places you dipp'd in, and
the Quotient will be the Mean Wet of all those Dips. 1784
Twamley Dairying 32 If you cut the Cheese when young,

you will find, that there is a Moisture, or Wet, in every

Place where the Eye is,, .which Wet or Moisture is called

Tears. 1848 Dickens Dombey liv, The foam was on his

lips ; the wet stood on his forehead. 1894 K. Grahame
Pagan P. 129 The drippings made worms of wet in the

thick dust of the road. 1897 Max Pembertom Queen of
Jesters iii. 105 The floor of the staircase was covered with

wet and slime.

2. Rainy or damp weather,
a. c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 123 Man. .bolecS. hwile druie

and hwile wete, hwile chele, wile hete. 136a Langl. P. PI.

A. vi. 21, I haue walked ful wyde In weete and in druye.

c 1400 MAUMOKV. (Roxb.) vi. 23 per falles oft sithes grete

derth of come, .by cause of ouer mykill wete. c 1460 Towne.
ley Myst. xn. 4 Now in hurt, now in heyll, now in weytt, now
in blast, c 1480 Hesrvson Gart/i. Gude Ladeis 24 Hir man-
till of humililie, Totholl bayth wind & weit. 1650 J. Nicoli.

Diary (Hann. Club) 27 That nicht being, .full of wind and
weit. Ibid. 32 Tempestis of weit and wind. 1790 Burns
Young Jockie iii, Thro' wind and weet, thro' frost and snaw.

/3. a 1300 Cursor M. 6365 Ne for na drught, ne for na
wat, Changed neuer bai bare state. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Consc. 7611 In wate and drye, in hate and cald.

Y- IS73~So Tusser Husb. (1878) 92 By sowing in wet, is

little to get. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 28 There is

nothyng more hurtfull to Winter Corne,. .then the wette of

Winter. 1601 Shaks. Alts Well 1. iii. 157 This distempered

messenger of wet, The manie colour'd Iris, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time II. (1724) I. 801 Great numbers came to see him.

But, after they had stood long in the wet, he disappointed

them. 1801 Wordsw. Sparrow's Nest 8 The Sparrow's

dwelling, which, .in wet or dry My sister Emmeline and I

Together visited. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xviii, Make
haste in out of the wet, Tom. i860 Frouue Hist. Eng.

xxxiii. VI. 419 The sermon intended to be preached at the

stake was adjourned, in consequence of the wet, to St, Mary's.

1905 Sat. Rev. 15 July 82/1 It is the alternation of wet and

fine which brings every crop in its season.

b. Atmospheric moisture precipitated as rain,

mist, or dew.
a. C1290 Si. Michael 604 in S. Eng. Leg. 317 >wane be

sonne hath budere idrawe bene mist for hete, It ne may no

feor for be colde, ake bicometh al to wete, And gaderez

bare to one watur-cloude. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. vii.

(S.T.S.) I. 41 Ane horribill tempest.. made this nobil prince

. .Invisibill with thik schoure of wete and myst. 1794 Burns
My Nannie's Awa' 6 And violets bathe in the weet o' the

morn.
y. 1613 T. Campion Relat. Royal Eniert. A 4 b, Because

some wet had fallen that day in the forenoone. .all her foot-

way was spied with broad cloth. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 68

The Pace of the Moyrye, by reason of much wet lately fallen,

..was hard to passe. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 433 And now
the Sun..Had..dry'd the wet From drooping plant, or drop-

ping tree. 1830 Herschel.SVw^v Nat. Phil. it. vi. (1851) 159

When no rain or visible wet is falling. 1883 Black Shandon
Bells xxiv, The silent thin wet that seemed to hang in the

atmosphere like a vapour. 1901 A. M. Kairbairn in Selbie

Life (1913) 385 Nothing but wet and water fills the whole

scene.

O. Rain, water, or damp regarded as deleterious

|

or detrimental. Also, standing water which collects

in pools, or which makes the ground muddy.
I

a. ct^ooDestr. Troy 2006 predayesbroly bai. .duretvnder

hacche, For wete of pe waghes pat wastis ouer hed. Ibid.

9653 [They] Turnit to beie tenttes. .Thurgh the rug, & the

rayn, bat raiked aboue, All wery for wete, & for wan strokes.

(•1480 Henryson Swallow fy Birds 212 The woddis grene

wer wallowit with the weit. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 54
Pelte-rottccommeth of greatte wete, specyally in woode
countreyes. 1545 Arc. Ld. High. Treas. Scot. VIII. 341,

xxiiij pyonaris..quhilkis drew the cannonis and artal^e..

I

withtin the munitioun hous to saife the stokis thairof from
I weit. 1595 in J. Bulloch Pynours (1887) 68 Salt and vther
' girnell guid subject to the perrell of weytt and rayn. a 1670

!
Spalding Troub.Chas. I (Bann. Club) I.207 Monro caused

I

bigg up betuixt the croces ane court de guard, for saiffeing

his souldiers frae weitt and cauld on the night.

y. 1684 J. S. Profit fy Pleasure united 74 The Infirmitie
' of this Creature [the Ass] is mostly in the Feet, occasioned

by standing or travelling m the wett. 1710 Hii.man 'Tusser

i Rediv. Feb. (1744) 16 The reason why unharrowed Beans
1

set in Clay are apt to dye, is because the Wet fills the Holes

and rots them. 1730 Swift Panegyr. Dean 109 Familiar

j

grown to dirt and wet, Though daggled round, I scorn to

I fret. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. lix, The wet had penetrated

my dress. 1858 J. M CD. Stuart frnls. Exflor. Australia
(1664) 18 All our rations.. being perfectly saturated with
wet. 186a H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 74 On high, safe

out of wet's way. 186. Whitman Amer. Feuiltage Poems
(1868) 95 Parties of snowy herons wading in the wet to seek

worms. 1883 Hardy Wessex Tales (1888) I. 5 The gable-

end of the cottage was stained with wet.

Comb. 190a Daily Chron. 30 June 3/7 Wet-proof wire

coverings.

d. (With//.) A burst, storm, downpour, shower,

or spell of rain.

a. c 1440 Alphabet 0/'Tales 217 On be day at he was berid

on, ber fell suche a wete and a rayn, bat ij dayes after bai

mott nott berie hym. 15x3 Douglas jEneis v. xii. 53 A huge
weit gan doun pour and tumbil!. 1545 Tavern er Erasm.
Prov. 53 A mysselyng rayn gendreth a great weat. a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 312 Terribill

windes with raine and weittis quhilk continewit xlviij houris

togidder. 1606 in Set. Rec. Kirk Sess. Aberd. (Spalding

Club) 53 The gryt invndatioun of weittis liklie to rott the

cornis. 1650 J. Nicoll Diary (Bann. Club) 8 Much un-

seasonable weather, the lyke quhairof wes not usuall for

weittis, cold, frostes and tempestis. 1661 Childrey Brit.

Baconica 65 Earthquakes always succeed great wets.

y. x6n Speed Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xxi. (1632} 1011 The
weather extieame in wets and frosts. 1726 J. Laurence
Agric. 281 Gardens which.. are apt to be overflowed or

soak'd with Water in the Winter, (for Summer Wets never

hurt them). 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern <r Vale Farm. 47 The
Wets that generally fall then. 1851 JrnL R. Agric. Soc.

xn. 11. 391 The weather often turning into sudden wets.

3. Liquor, drink. In mod. use only slang \ esp.

in heavy wet, malt liquor.

a. C960 /Ethelwold Betted. RidexYm. 69 Ac he ana xere-

ordc.and be dsele aet and waet ^ewanod sy. ciooo,/Elfric

Horn. I. 66 He ne mx% aetes ocoe wanes brucan. — Saints'

Lives xvi. 270 He.. to mictl nim5 on aete o65e on wa:te

[c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 on ete ofleron wete]. c hooOrmin
7S52 Himm birrb lokenn himm full wel Fra luffsumm a;te&

Weete.

y, 1821 Egan Life in London iii. 226 The soldiers and
their trulls were sten tossing off the heavy wet and spirits.

1821 [? Egan] Real Life Lend. I. xviii. 392 note, Heavy wet
—A well-known appellation for beer, potter, or ale. 1839

J. Grant Trav. Town I. 167 Pots of foaming heavy wet.

1894 ASTLEY50 Years Life II. 197 After a lot of talk and a

certain amount of ' wet ' he and 1 made three matches.

f4. Phr. Without wet, without being wetted.

To take wet, to be injured by damp. Obs.

a xjooCursorM. 18547 Apon be see wit-vten wete Gangand
als apon a strete. 1513 [see Take v. 44 b], 1609 Holland
Atinn. Marcell. 378 After they had beene weakened with

this daungerous wet that they tooke. 1631 Pellham Gods
Power 24 Wee found that all our Frittarsof the Whale were

almost spoyled with the wet that they had taken. 1693

Locke Lduc. § 7 He that considers how Mischievous and
Mortal a thing, taking Wet in the Feet is to those, who
have been bred nicely. 1712 [see Take v. 44 b].

t 5. In wet = in fresco (see Fresco sb. i\ Obs.

1621 Peacham ComH. Gent, (1634) xii. 141 He wrought in

distemper fas we call it) or wet with size, sixe histories of

patient lob. Ibid. 149 Making in his Cloyster many
Histories in wet, after Masaccio's manner.

Wet, sb.^ colloq. [LWetv.] A drink or draught

of some alcoholic beverage ; a glass of liquor.

In the 18th c. app. sometimes confused with Whet sb. 2 b.

1719 D'Ukfey Pills V. 125 At Noon he gets up for a wet

and to Dine, c 1752 Narr. Journ. Ir. Gentl. Eng. (1869)

47 Valerius protested he could not walk back todinner until

he had taken a wet, as he called it: and. .he went into a

tavern, .and produced some cold roast beef, Cheshire cheese,

and a cool tankard. 1789 Trifier No. xxxviii. 487 John

Whip enquired of his knot of brethren on the roof whether

they would take a wet. 1880 Raring-Gould Mehalah xxiv,

Do you, Elijah, hand a wet round. 1881 A. C. Grant

Bush-Life Queensland iii. (1882) 22 No bargain could be

completed without a ' wet 'over it. 1890 Beeton's Christmas

Ann. 17 You look dry; let's have a wet. 1910 Louise

Gerard Golden Centipede x, Chrys won't dare to hide the

wets when there are visitors in the house.

Wet (wet), a. Forms: a. 1-2 weet (w&t), 1

Anglian w6t (u6t), 3-4 wet, 3-6 wete, 4-5, 9 Sc.

weet, 4-6 weete, 5 weiete, north, weytt, 5-7 Sc.

weit, 6 weat(e. f$. 4 north, wat, 4-5 north, and

St, wate, midl. wote, 5-6 St. wait. 7. 4- wet,

4-7 wette, 4-8 wett, (6 whet). 5. Sc. 6 watt,

6- wat. [Three distinct types are represented here :

( 1 ) the a-forms, originating in OE. wit adj. = OFris.

wit (WFris. wiet, dial. W*tt\ NFiis. wiat, wit),

ON. vdtr (Icel. volar, Norw. vaat ; Sw. vSt, Da.

vaad), a word not found outside of the Anglo-

Frisian and Scandinavian groups ; (2) the 0-forms

resulting from the adoption of the OScand. *wdt-

(ON. vdtr), giving the common northern ME. wate,

wait, and the rare midland wote
; (3) the 7-forms,

properly the pa. pple. of the verb, which finally

supplant the others except in dialect. The Sc.

wat may either be a variant of this or of the earlier

wate.']

L Consisting of moisture, liquid. Chiefly as a

pleonastic rhetorical epithtt of water or tears.

In OE. used with ref. to mediaeval physiology = Moist

id, Humid h. „.«..«> u
c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiiu § 5 Sie eor5e is drvje & cea Id,

&ba:twxterwjet&ceald. c iqooJElfric Saints Lives xxx.

44 r Forsif, drihten, baet byses fyies haeto sy jecyrred on

wsetne deaw. ^1220 Bestiary 752 Al Sat eure smelleu

swete, be it drie. be it wete. a 1300 Cursor M. 23679 Waters

renand alwais wat. 13.. #• Norn 970 (Harl. MS) Horn..

spec wib wete tearen. C1330 R. Brunse Chron. Waceyfi*

bre dayes hit was bey nought ete, Ne nought drank pat was

wete. * 1374 Chaucf.r Compl. Mars 89 This cely Venus
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nygh drcynt in teres wete. — Troylus v. 1109 Phebus
with his hete Gan..To warmen of pe Est See f;e wawes
wete. 1513 Douglas AEneis vii. v. 82 Careit throu feill

large haw stremys wait. 1603 Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 71 He
your teares wet? Yes faith: 1 pray weepe not. i86z Mrs.
Browning Last Poems, My Heart 4- / iii, Our voice which
thrilled you so, will let You sleep; our tears are only wet.

1894 Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Dec. 3/1 At Suez, Padishah gave
way to tears—actual wet tears—when Potter became the

owner of the birds. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas 85 But, oh,

the little cargo-boats, that sail the wet seas roun'.

Comb. 1597 Middle^on IVisd. Solomon xix. 18 The drie-

Iand foule, did make the sea their nest, The wet-sea fish did
make the land their rest.

2. Of weather, a period of time, a locality : Rainy.
c 893 ^Ei.fred Oros. 111. iii. 102 Of untidiican gewtderen,

haet is, of wastuni sumerum, & of drygum wintrum. c 1380
Wvclif.SV/. IVks. I, 96 As wete somers nurishen siche tares.

c 1461 Bale's Chron. in Six 'J'cnvn Chron. (1911) 145 Upon
Thursday which was a wete day. 1577 Goocii Heresbach's
ffusb. l 21 b, You must not plowe in wette weather. 1634
Milton Comns 930 Wet Octobers torrent flood. 1685 in

Verney Mem. (1907) II. 3S2 The wettest and windiest day
that I have seene. a 1700 EvBLYM Diary 6 Oct. 1679, A
very wet and sickly season. 1785 Burns Halloween xv,

The simmer had been cauld an' wat. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley xii, They had passed a long wet clay together with-

out ennui. 1861 J. H. Bennet Shores Medit. 1. vi. (1875)

i6x [In] the Riviera, .it is seldom or never, at the same time,

cold and wet. 1863 [see Soaking///', a. 6]. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 46 The wettest spot in England being near
Seathwaite in Cumberland.

b. Of the air, wind, etc. : Holding or carrying

moisture in the form of vapour.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12474 Wintur vp wacknet with his wete

aire. 1883 Stevenson Silverado 5'^. (1886)42 In the tunnel
a cold, wet draught . . blew.

c. Of a star : Bringing rain.

c 1425 MS. Digby 233 If. 225/1 At holy rode day.. by-
gynneth be my^t & be strengbe of be wete sterre arture.

d. trans/, and jig. (Cf. Rainy a b.)

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Gen. xi. (1662) 38 Ergo, saith the
Miser, part with nothing, but keep all against a Wet day.
1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 34 The children of this World.,
will [not] let slip any other advantage, .of providing against

a Wet Day. 1865 J. Hatton Bitter Sweets v, You'd mo^t
likely come down top^y-turvy, and have a werry wet
welcome at the end of it. 187a Ulack Adv. Phaeton xxix,

Scotland was evidently bent on giving us a wet welcome.

e. Comb, (adj. + sb. used as an attrib. phr.).

1883 Miss Broughton Belinda m. vi, It was an innocent
enough wet-day amusement ! 1897 Mary Kingsley If.

Africa 96 The torrential downpour of the wet->eason rain.

1901 C. Holland Mousme^i^ Their huge wet-weather hats.

f. absoL ~ wet season.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 371 Whrn the Ogowe* and
its neighbouring rivers come down in the 'long wet '. Ibid.

375 In February comes the short dry, then the short wet till

May.

3. Of land or soil : Holding water, saturated with

water, heavy.
a 900 Leiden Riddle 1 Mec seueta uong, uundrum freori?,

ob his inna5ae aerest caendae. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 90
Deos wyrt..bi5 cenned jc,chwa:r on smebum landum &
on wxtum. a 10*3 Wulfstan Horn. (1883) 245 Loca
humentia, ba^t beod wa^te stowa. a 1300 Cursor AT. 1318
Gyson, fison, tigre, eufrate, pis four mas al bis erth wate.

1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 692 For I haf gert spy ws a gat.

Suppos that it be sum-deill wat, A page of ouris we sail

nocht tyne. 1377 Langu P. PI. B. xiv. 41 pe wylde
worme vnder west erthe. . 1425 Wvntoun Cron. I. xi.

968 pe watyr of Nyle our fletis it all Withe mowynge
spryngis wip outtyn spate, Qwhen Egipte nedis to l>e wate
[MS. IV. wait], t" 1470 Golagros «y Caw. 35 Sa wundir wait
wes the way. 1523-34 Fitzhkrb. Itusb. § 14 [Oats] wylle
grow on weter grounde than any come els. 1557 TOMSK
too Points Husb. § 38 When pasture is gone, and the fildes

mier and weate. 1596 Dai.rymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
(S.T.S.) II. 286 Thay contendet to cum out of that narow
and watt place fill of dubis and myres. 1615 G. Markham
Inrichment Weald Kent g A cold, stiffe and wet clay.

1784 Young s Annals Agrlc. II. 43 In many of their fields

they are troubled with springs; they call the wet spots
squalls. 184* Bischoff Woollen Manuf, II. 383 This is

not, however, a turnip soil, being much too wet and heavy.
1847 [see Soaking///, a. 6}. 19x1 G. Macdonai.d Roman
Wall Scot. 132 The field at the bottom is still wet and marshy.
absol. 18*4 Scott St, Ronan's viit, Miss Clara cares little

for rough roads . . Zounds ! she can spank it over wet and dry.

fig. m W. Irving Tales Trav. it. Club Queer Fellows.
A good joke grows in a wet soil, . .but withers on your d—

u

high dry grounds.
Comb. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric.

t
Digest 70

A wet- land Farm.
%

b. Of a crop : Grown in a moist or watery soil.

1885 W. W. Hunter find. Gaz. India (ed. 2) II. 63 The
most valuable of the ' wet crops is sugar-cane.

4. Made damp or moist by exposure to the ele-

ments or by falling in water; sprinkled, covered,
or permeated with rain, dew, etc. Const, with,

f of. a. of things, esp. clothing.
C900 Baeda's Hist. v. xii. (1890)436 Naefre he oahiswaetan

hrael & ba cealdan forlsetan wolde, oSbast his eft of his seolfes
lichoman*ewermedon&adru?;edon. c ixqq St. Bridget 39 in

S. Eng. Leg. 193 So gret rein ore louerd to eorbe sende \ at
hire elopes al wete weren. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 775
Aurora with the stremys of hir hete Hadde dreyed vp the
dew of erbis wete. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 523/1 Weet, wythe
reyne, complutus. 1471 Caxton AVcwyr// (Sommer) 281 As
for hercules all that he had vpon hym was weet and nothing
drye. 1596 Ralegh Discov. Guiana 9 The weete clothes of
so many men thrust together. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. i.

95 O you shall see him laugh, till his Face be like a wet
Cloake, ill laid vp. ij*$ Mandeville Fab. Bees (ed. 4) I.

27: In conies the nimble Messenger smoaking hot, with his
Cloaths as wet as Dung with the Rain. 1800 Wordsw, Two
Thieves 9 The traveller would hang his wet clothes on a

Vol. X.

chair. 1837 Dickens Pickw. li, The sky was dark and gloomy,
. .the streets wet and sloppy. 1853 — Bleak Ho. xviii, She
. slipped off her shoes, .and walked deliberately, .through
the wettest of the wet grass. 1866 Swinburne Poems fy B.,

An Interlude 2 In the greenest growth of the Maytime, I

rode where the woods were wet, Between the dawn and the
daytime. 1884 Par Eustace 13 Eustace., was not long in

divesting himself of Ins wet garments

b. of persons (together with their clothes) or a

part of the body. Also of animals.
c 1205 Lay. 28080 J>a wes ich al wet. & weri of sonen and

seoc. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 380 Thouch thai wate war
and wery. C1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 107 Weiy and weet
as beest is in the reyn Comth sely Iohn. 1471 Caxton
Rccuyell (Summer) 279 Wherof hercules and exione were
all wette of the wasshing and springyng of the wawes.
1523 Ueknkrs F'roiss. I. ccexxiv. 205b, Suche as were wete
& colde made fyers to warme them. 1597 Shaks. 2 lien. l\r

,

in. 1. 27 Canst thou (O partiall Sleepe) giue thy Repose To
the wet Sea- Boy, in an houre so rude. 1600 Fairfax Tassj
1. xiv, He. .shooke his wings with roarie M;iy-dewes wet.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 2 Oct, 1641, We were forced to walke
on foote very wett and discompos'd. 1728 Ramsay Ana. r.

Love 8 A poor young wean a' wat I 1789 W, Blake Sengs
rflnnoc, Little Boy Lost 6 The child was wet with dew.
1825 Cobhett Rur. Rides fiSS^) I. 359 The farm-house.,
from the warmth and good fare of which we do not mean to
stir, until we can do it without the chance of a wet skin.

1849 James Woodman xlvi, Set me a seat by the fire,, .and
then call in the slave. He is wetter than we are. 1861
E. D. Cook P. Poster's Dan. i, Besides, I hate to get wet.

1918 Chamb. Jnrf. 1 Oct. 678/2 Mad as a wet hen because
I refuse to take his word for it that the titles are O.K.

c. with prefi xed intensive pple., as wringing (see

Wringing///, a.)
,
dripping, f droppingwet. Wet

;

through, to the skin : having one's clothes com-
pletely saturated (cf. Wet v. 4 c).

a 1500 Flower fy Lea/ 406 Wherewith they made hem
j

stately fyres grete To dry their clothes that were wringing

j

wete. 1526 A C. Merry Tales No. 82 (facs.) 22 b, There fel

a good showre of rayn that the skoler was well wasshyd ami
wete to y'skyn. 1591, 1770 [see Dropping///.^, i c]. 1611,

1764 [>ee Skin.j<5. 5 el. 1798 Southey Lett. (1S56) I. 61 But all

tliis does not make it the more agreeable to get wet through.

1835 W. Iuving 'Jour Prairies xiii, Some dripping wet,
having fallen into the river. 1840 I.ongf. in Life (1S91) I.

359 The last eighteen miles it rained like fury, and 1 reached
Hartford wet tli rough. 1859 I''. E. Paget Curale Cumber*

j

worth 343 The rain set in. so heavily, that in half an hour

I

I was wet to the skin.

d. absol. The wet = one's wet clothes.

17.. The Ploughman iii. in Herd Songs (1776) II. 145
Cast aff the wet, put on the dry, And gae to bed, my deary.
1816 Scott Antra, xxvi, And then the man casts aff the wat

! and puts on the dry, and sits down..ahint the ingle.

5. a. Suffused with tears ; moist with weeping
or with being wept upon. Const, with, -fof.

c 1205 Lay. 30268 Wete weoren his wongen. a 1225 Ancr.
j

R. 278 Bihold mid wet eien f'ine scheomeful stinnen. c 1250
Gen, <V Ex. 2356 Euerilc hekiste, on ile he gret, lie here was
of is teres wet. a 1300 Cursor M. 25999 Pat pou mai sai

al wit be prophet, Mi weping mas mi bed al wet. £"1386

j

Chaucer A'nt's T. 422 The pure fettres on his shynes grete
1 Weren of his bittre salte teeres wete. 1390 Cower Cottf. I.

j

98 Hire yhen smale and depe set, Hire chekes ben with teres

I

wet. CX489 Caxton Souues of Ayman i.\. 226 His eyen
wexed weete agen for pite. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxii.

1 53 Repentence ay with cheikis wait, No pane nor pennenc-j
did eschew. x6n Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 35 These her Women

1 ..who with wet cheekes Were present when she finish'd.

1667DRYDEN& Dk. Newcastle SirM. Mar-allw. i, Lord !

1 her innocency makes me laugh my Cheeks all wet. 1785
! Cowper Task iv. 17 Epistles wet With tears, that trickled

down the writer's cheeks, 1871 Bkvant Odyss. v. 105 Gazing

j

with wet eyes upon the barren deep. 1885-94 BRIDGES

I

Eros $ Psyche May xxvi, And when at night her lover kisst

her, lo ! Her tender face was wet with tears of grief.

b. Suffused or covered with blood ; dripping or

,

oozing with blood. (Only of wounds, or with ex-

|

plieit mention of blood.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 15628 pat was blod pan of him ran, be

1 place was bar-wit wett. Ibid. 24082 His bodi a! blodi wat.

I
13.. Sir Or/io 80 Sche froted hir honden ami hir fet, And

i crached hir visage, it bled wete. c 1320 Cast. Love 1433 pe
woundes grene and weet, W^uche hat weoren on honden
and feet. £1400 Destr. Troy 1329 Wyde woundes & wete.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxviii. 283 pat swete, pat fur my loue
tholed woundes wete. 1804 W. L. Bowles Spir. Discov.w.
24 The evil of his inarch through cities stormed, And regions
wet with blood !

C. Moist or damp with perspiration.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8436 Of his forhede barst the swote,
That al his face ther-of was wote. 1803^/^/. Jml. X. 84
After violent perspiration, a linen or cotton shirt becomes
wet.

6. Made moist or damp by dipping in, or sprink-

ling or smearing with, water or other liquid.

Freq. of new-printed matter (newspapers or books), esp. 111

the phr. wetfront the press.

1390 Gowkr Conf. II. 264 Tho lay ther certein wodecleft,
Of which the pieces nou and eft Sche made hem in the pettes
wete, And put hem in the fyri hete. 1398 Tbf.visa Barth. De
P. R. vu. lxiv. (1495) 280 The water slydeth of as it were of
a wete hyde. c 1430 Two Cookeryd'ks. 48 WV.e bin dyssche
in he hony, & with J>e wete dyssche ley be malmenye £i pc
cofyns. 1432-50 tr. Iligden I. 367 Then the white neckes
schrtlle be humectate or made weiete with golde. 1x450
Mirk's Festial 191 Byd hym gooyntobe chirch, and se how
al be pament ^et ys wete of pe holy watyr. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 53 Do we not see.. weekly that coniinu'd
Court«libell . . Printed, as the wet sheets can witnes, and dis-

pers't among us for all that licencing can doe? 1721 E. Ward
Wand. Spy 1. (1729) 3 Then a wet Finger does its Duty,
And robs the Bar-board of its Beauty. 1754 Connoisseur
No. 29 P 1, I snatch up the favourite sheets wet from the

press and devour every syllable. 1798 Coleridge Recan-
tation xx, With the mornings wet newspaper. 1804 Med.

Jml. XII. 494 It should be afterwards cleaned with a
wet sponge. 1835 AVry Monthly Mag. XL1V. 337 Just
published, and wet from the press, 'The Stranger's Guide
through Little Pedlington '. 1838 Dickkns Mem. Grimaldi
I. vii. i36 No sooner did they arrive wet from the press,

than men on horseback were immediately despatched with
them to Canterbury. 1839 DeQuincey Wordsw. fySoitthey
Wks. 1SS9 II. 316 Wordsworth's habits of using books, .were
not vulgar; not the habits of those who turn over the page
by means of a wet finger. 1850 F. K. Hunt Fourth Estate
II. 220 Just as the wet Newspaper, fnsh from the News-
boy, is being opened at the eight o'clock breakfast table.

1859 FitzGlralh Omarxxxvi, 1 watch'd the Potter thump-
ing his wet Clay.

t b. With a wetfinger : easily, with little effort.

Also (b) readily, without hesitation
;

(c) slightlv,

lightly. Obs.
Perh. from the practice of welting the first or second finger

on one's tongue in order to facilitate turning over the leaves

of a book or to rub out wiiting on a slate. Cf. quots. 1721

and 18 ;g in 6.

1542 Ul>ALL Erasm. Ap-'ph. To Rdr. "iv, A l;;i^e and plain

table, .whereby, .to any good matter in the booke contcir.ed,

readie waye and recourse niaye with a weat fynger easily

bee found out. 156a J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1S67 ;3
With a wet fynger ye can fet, As niucbe as maie easyly all

thismattcrea\e. 1589 Rare Tri. Love fy Fortune 111. C 4, And
I can finde 0;ie with a wet finger that is starke blinde. 1593
G. Haryly Pierces Super. 2, 1 hate brawles with my hart ;

and can turne-ouer A volume of wronges with a wett finger.

1600 Wt'sd. Dr. Dodypoll in. E 3 b, Flo. Canst thou bring

me thither? Pea[sant]. With a wet finger sir. 1644 Featlv
Roma Ruens 5, I could with a wet finger produce divers

decrees of Popes.. flat repugnant one to the other. 1690
C. Nesse 0. -y X. Test. 1. 293 How easily, .even with a wet
finger, (as we say) could God. .haveoverturned Jacob. 1728
[De Foe] Street- Robberies 47 When our Tryal came on,

we got clear with a wet linger, as the Folks say. 1748
Kichar! son Clarissa (1768) V. 152 If thou likest her, I get

her for thee with a wet finger, as the saying is ! 1754 Footk
Knts. 1. 15 If Dame Winifred was here, she'd make 'em all

out with a wet Finger ; but they are above me. 1818 Scott
lirt. Midi, xii, If we coidd but find ony ane to say she had
gien the least hint o' her condition, she wad be brought alT

wi' a wat finger.

0£) 1583 Stlhbes Anal. Abus. ir. 39 The broker will giue
mony for them, with a wet finger. 1604 Dkkker Honest
Wh. 1. A 4, If ever I stand in neede of a wenche that will

come with a wet finger.

(<.) 1586 [? J. Case] Praise Mus. vii. 79 To let passe all

generalities which I touched before with a wet finger. 1624
Gataker 'Transubst. 45 The sligbtnesse and slendernesse of

his Answeres, with a wet finger (as we say) passing by the

manifold allegations produced.

C. in other proverbial expressions.
To cover oneselfwith a wet sack : see Sack sb. 1

3.

1561 tr. Calvin's 4. Serm. Idol. i. A i Ij b, Thinking that he
is escaped when he is couered, as the common saying is,

vnder a wette sack. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Control'. 61
For so many pleasures vanished, as an Ele through a wette

hande. 1579, a 165: [see Sack^. 1
3]. 1616 Dkaxe Bill.

Schdast. 218 He ho!deth a wet eele by the taile. 1679
Lett. Gent. Romish Ret. to Brother 32 There being no more
hold of them than of a wet Lei by the tail.

d. To come with a zvet sail : to make swift pro-

gress to victory, like a ship with sails wetted in

order to keep close to the wind.
1876 Coursing Calendar 326 Westeria, coming with a wet

sail, rushed by and ultimately killed. 1901 Daily Express
18 Mar. 8/1 Bury, who were expected to come with a wet
sail, went down before their local rivals at Bolton.

7. Of timber: Full of sap, unseasoned.
61386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1480 And as it queynte, it made

a whistlynge, As doon thise wete brondes in hir brennynge.
1468-9 Stenor J'apers (Camden) I. 103 Let not hit be wete
tymbyr in hond. 1900 Hlekfer in Academy 18 Aug. 127,2
'1 he wet-wood smoke drives us winking blind. 1906 H.
Van Dyke Ideals xii. 266 Wet wood will not burn.

8. Of paint, varnish, ink : Not yet dry, sticky,

liable to smudge.
1519 [see Blotting-paper]. I55*~3 in Feuillerat Revels

Edw. K/(i9i4) 139 For drying of stayning paynting and
other wett pasted and mowlded woorkes. 1611 Shaks. Hint.
T. v. iii. 81 The ruddinesse vpon her Lippe is wet : Vou'le
marre it, if you kisse it. 1850 Miss Mllock Olive xx. (1890)

157 Ha I don't come near my picture. The paint's wet. Get
away. 1883 M. L. James IIozv to Decorate 19 Remember
that tempera is many shades lighter when it is dry than
when it is wet. 1914 ' Uartimkus' Nav. Occas. vii. (1916)
^o The younger giil wiped a foot of wet paint off the coam-
ing of a hatch, and said sweetly it didn't matter in the least.

9. Fort, Of a ditch: Containing water.
For the sense cf. Wet dock.
1590 Sir R. Williams Discourse War co No drie ditch

can bee compared for strength vnto a wet ditch. 1813 Ann.
Reg., App. to Chron. 130 The whole of the fortification is

surrounded by a wet ditch. 1869 Tozer Higkl. Turkey 1 1

.

193 The citadel is separated from the mainland by a wet
ditch of ai titicial construction.

10. Offish: a. Cured with salt or brine, b. Fresh,

not dried.

a. £1580 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1914) July 523 Wett new-

land fishe, ye c, 1 li. Dr>"e fisbe. the hondert, oil losh.

1580 R. Hitchcock Polit. Plat aiv, Twentie thousande of

the beste and middle sort of wette fishe (at the leaste) called

blancklishe, and lenne thousande drie fisbe. 1708 Lend.

Gaz. No. 4421/7 The Cargo of the Prize-Ship Margaret of

Nantz, consisting of about 1 1000 Wett, or Mudfish. 1883

Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 64 The prepn ration o( white herrings

..consists of packing the fish in salt, which soon turns to

brine, and this method of preparation is termed the ' wet

cure '. .-.!_•
b. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 62/2 All fresh fish is

'wet' ; all cured or salted fish, 'dry'. 1899 Daily News
14 Jan. 5^1 The inexpensive kinds of fish are cod, hake,

skate, sprats, and ' wet ' haddock.

11. Of confections: Preserved in syrup; of a
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WET. 330 WET.
syrupy natnre. Of surgical or natural-history i

specimens : Bottled in spirits.

1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Hatyburton's Ledger (1867) 312
Wett confectionis—Preserved barbareis. .Marmalad [etc.].

1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 259 Sweat- meats Dry and
Wet, upon small Porcelaine Plates. 1836 [Mrs. Traii.lJ

Backxu. Canada 46 The American Crab, these beautiful little

scarlet apples so often met with as a wet preserve among
our sweetmeats at home. 1867 Latham 5/ati ^ White 87 I

The ' wet specimens,' those bottled in spirits. 1891 Century
Diet., Wet preparation, a specimen of natural history im-

mersed in alcohol.

12. Of measure : Used for liquid articles. ? Obs,

1597 Skene De Verb. Signifi s. v. Gaugiatores, Al mea-
sures, & weichts, baith dry & weete. 1622 Malynes Lex
Mercai. 39 The Romanes in times past, called the wet Mea-
sure by Ounces, as wee doe the weight. 1638 L. Roberts
Merck. Map Comm. if, 238 Wet Measures are also derived

from this pound Troy.

13. Med. a. Designating certain diseases which

are characterized by moist secretions.

1565 Blundevil Curing Horses Dis. lxix. (1580^ 29, I call

it the wet cough, bicause the horse in his coughing, will

voide moiste matter at his mouth. Ibid, exxvii. 58 Of the

wet Spauen, or through Spauen. 1898 P. Manson Trop.

Diseases xiv, 232 The paralytic-atrophic cases are designated

'dry beriberi* or beriberi atrophica; the dropsical cases,
' wet beriberi ' or beriberi hydrops. 1899 Syd. Sac. Lex,,

Wet brain, Wet scald, Wet tetter.

b. Wet cup, cupping : see Cupping vbl. sb. 1.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 175 Wet-cupping the loins

to the extent of several ounces may be of service. 1913
Dorland Med. Diet., Wet-cup, a cupping-glass to be used
after scarification.

c. Designating various modes of hydropathic

treatment, as in wet bandage, compress, pack, pack-

ing, sheet.

1843 Sir C. Scudamore Med. Visit Grafnberg 16 Wet
Bandages. 1848, 1870 [see Compress sb. ij. 1859, 1899

[see Pack sb. 1 ixj. 1874 [see Packing vbl. sb. 1 re]. 1874

Bucknill & Tuke Psychol. Med. (ed. 3) 754 The Wet Sheet
or Wet Pack.. acts as an energetic sudorific.

fig. c 1864 J. B. Paton in Life (1914) 85 We cannot submit

to have these men. .wrapped in the eternal wet-sheet of a
monastic college.

14. colloq. a. Primed with liquor ; more or less

intoxicated. (Cf. Wet v. 7 b.)

1704 Prior Celia to Damon 66 When my lost Lover the

tall Ship ascends. With Mustek gay, and wet with Iovial I

Friends. 1834 Coleridge Table 'P. 20 Jan., Some men are

like musical glasses;—to produce their finest tones, you
must keep them wet.

b. Addicted to drink.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Wet-Quaker, a Drunkard
of that Sect, c 1713 in Aitken Steele {i&Sgi I. 395 It's a very

wet town, and the voters are wet too. 18*5 Bhockett N.C.
\

Wards, Wet-hand, a drunken person. 1900 ' R. Guthrie'
Kitty Pagan 207 It might keep some 0' the wet hands oot

o' the pub.

c. trans/.

1592 Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 57 Those that

keep a wet corner for a friend, and will not thinke scorne 1

to drinke with a good fellowe and a Souldior. 1805 [see

Bargain sb} 7]. 1824 W. Irving Tales Trav. 11. Club
Queer Fellows, His jokes, ii must be confessed, were rather

wet, but they suited the circle over which he presided. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xi, As he knew he should have z.wct

night, it was agreed that he might gallop back again in time

for church on Sunday morning. 1905 Vachell The Hill iii.

49 Some of us had a wet night of it, last night.

15. colloq. Of a Quaker : Not very strict in the
!

observances of his sect. (See also 14 b.)

1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. fy Corn. Wks. 1720 III. 29
Would you buy any naked Truth, or Light in a dark Lan-
thorn? Look in the Wet-Quakers Walk, a 1708 T. Ward
England's Reform, u. (1710)44 Quakers, and Wet-Quakers,
or Merry-ones. 178^ Geo. A. Bellamy Afiol. Life (ed. 3)

I. xiii. 78, I had not indeed dressed myself with the studied

formality of a rigid Quaker, but only so plain and neat as to

entitle me to the denomination of a wet Quaker; a distinc-

tion that arises chiefly from the tatter's wearing ribbands,

gau/e>, and laces. 1838 Bentley's Miscell. IV. 297 Who has
not heard of. . a wet Quaker ? who thees and yays, wears no
collar to his coat..; but is in other respects. .living that sort

of life which, in England, is called that of a jolly dog, 1839
Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. I. 255 Mr. Buffum..was
dressed as what is termed a wet Quaker. i866CARi.YLEin Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. II. 53 An enthusiastic young ' Wet-Quaker '.

transf. 1831 W. Irving Lifefy Lett.(i&6A) II. 461 Mine host,

the Rev. C. R. Reaston Rodes..is a kind of ivet parson, if

I may borrow that phrase from the Quakers. 1855 New-
man Callista vi. (1856) 48 Ageilius is but a wet Christian ;

..not obstinate, like his brother there. 1876 March.
Dlfferin Canad. Jml. (1891) 295, I believe our one friend

here is a ' wet ' Mormon, and at his house, where we spent

the evening, we only met one-wifed men.

16. a. Consisting of alcoholic liquor.

1779 Remembrancer VIII. 277 Saturday last arrived here

from Cadiz, a polacre, with a large and general assortment ,

of dry and wet goods. 1837 J. Cottle Early Recoil. I. 520,

1 think he carries on a snug business in the smuggling line,
j

and.. is on the look-out for some wet cargo. 188* Daily \

News 31 Jan. 2/1 The central office for 'wet goods', i.e.

wines «k) spirits. 1884 Chamb. Jrnl. 26 Jan. 58/2 Casks
of vinous liquors, technically known as ' wet goods '.

b. Concerned with the sale and consumption of

alcoholic liquor.

189a [see Dry a. 11 al 1899 H. Wyndham Queen's

Service 97 Canteens, .are known as either ' wet ' or ' dry '.

In the former, beer, porter, and stout, but no spirits, are sold.
,

Ibid. 98 The hours during which ' wet ' Canteens are open.
,

1913 R. H. Gretton Mod. Hist. Engl. People 1. 90 Whereas
at ports the customs arrangement allowed^ ' bonding ' on a

i

large scale, there was no such possibility in inland towns, '

except in some ' wet ' trades.

C. U.S. Permitting the sale of alcoholic liquor: 1

accepting or adhering to this as a principle; op-
posed to the prohibition of the liquor traffic. Freq.
In recent use.

1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. liv. II. 350 note, Some States,
e.g. Georgia, have adopted a local option system, under
which each county decides whether it will be ' wet ' or ' dry

'

(i.e. permit or forbid the sale of intoxicants). 1908 Westm.
Gas. 20 May 12/1 A map of the United States, withprohibi-
tion States white, licence States black, and States partly
'dry' and partly 'wet' under local option indicated by
shading. 1919 H. L. Wilson Ma Peitengill 36 Like a cow-
hand with three month's pay hitting a wet town.

d. absol. or quasw£. (from prec sense).
1906 Mission Field Aug. 144 The ' wets ' would carry such

cities as Guthrie, Oklahoma City and Shawnee. 1919
Blackw. Mag. Nov. 657/1 The party calling themselves
' The Wets ' still believed that the President would intervene
to avert such legislation. 1920 [A. G. Gardiner] Windfalls
17 The wasp.. shares man's weakness for beer. In the
language of America, he is a ' wet *.

17. Designating various technical processes or

operations.
1800 tr. Lagrange 's C/wm. I. 3.58 Analysis by the wet

way. 1807 Aikin Diet. Chem. II. 427 Tin is soluble in

acid of tartar, and this solution is of importance in manu-
facture, as it is the method by which wet tinning is per-

formed on copper and brass. 1854 C. Tomlinson Obj. A?t-
Manufi, Paper 24 The paper.. is subjected to a second
pressure, called wet pressing, by which a further portion of
the water is got rid of. 1859 Reeve Brittany 6 The wet
collodion process. 1878 Abney Treat. Photogr. vii. 50 The
following are collodions . .for the wet process. 1882 Imperial
Diet., Wet-puddling, in metallurgy, pig-boiling. 1887
Encycl. Brit. XXII. 70/2 A convenient wet-way method for

small quantities is to boil the recently precipitated chloride
. .with caustic soda-ley. 1897 Alibutt's Syst. Med. II. 9S9
The dangers consequent upon the manufacture of arsenic
have been much diminished. . by what is technically known
as the * wet method '.

18. Naut. Of a vessel : Liable to ship water
over the bows or gunwale.
1832 Marryat' A*. Forster x, She was what sailors term

rather a ivet one, and the sea broke continually over her
bows. 1884 Clark Russell Jack's Courtship xvii, The
SlralAmore . .had the reputation of being a very fast sailer,

though what is termed a wet ship. 1891 M. Roberts Land-
travel <y Sea-faring 9 The Seringapatam was a very ' wet
ship ', that is, she was very much inclined to ship heavy seas.

19. In combination with pa. pples. : a. predica-

tive, as wet-crushed, -picked, salted, situated, spun,

wooded,
1877 Raymond Statist. Mines 419 The cost of drying the

*wet-crushed ore. 1885 Encycl. Brt't. XVIII. 225/2 It

[esparto] is again ' * wet-picked ' after boiling. 1885 Harper's
Mag. Jan. 274/1 Hides brought to the tannery in this con-

dition are known as ' "wet salted \ 1765 A. Dickson Treat.

Agric. (ed. 2) 471 When clay land is *wet situated. 1901

Scotsman 1 Apr. 1 1 '1 The demand for *wet spun yarns. 1660

Fuller Mixt Contempt, xlix. 76 What may be the cause why
so much cloth so soon changeth colour? It is because it

was never * wet wadded, which giveth the fixation to a colour.

b. parasynthetic, as wet-bottomed, -eyed, -feeted,

footed, -lipped,

1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 222 *Wet-
bottomed land. 1886 C. Scott Slieep-Farming 8g Much
wet-bottomed land.. is ill suited for rearing lambs. 18..

Leigh Hunt Robin Hood <$• Outlaws xvii, Never woman
[came] for redress, And went away *wet-eyed. 1891 Hardy
Tess xl, He knelt down at the bedside wet-eyed. 1864

Dickens Mrs. Lirnper's Legacy i, It was in vain for me to

..tell him he'd be. .*wet-feeted to death by the slop and
mess. 1833 Hood Public Dinner 174 *Wet-footed, spoilt-

beaver'd,. .You haste home to supper. 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain 1. vi, She has come home wet-footed and cold.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. lv. 232 The *wet-lipped

west wind.

20. Special collocations (see also 13 above):

wet bargain (see Bargain sb.1 7) ; wet bob
[Bob sbJ], a boy at Eton who devotes himself

to boating ; also gen. ; wet-bulb, designation of

that one of the two thermometers of a psychro-

meter the bulb of which is covered with muslin,

which is wetted at the time of observation so as to

indicate the temperature of evaporation
' ; f wet

cloth, cloth that has been wetted in the process

of fulling ; wet cooper (see Cooper sbA 1) ; wet
fly Jingling (see quot. 1875); also allrib.; wet
frost, a frost accompanied by damp air; fwet
glover (see Glover b) ; fwet larder, one where

moist or liquid provisions were stored ; wet meter,

a gas-meter in which the gas passes through a body

of water; wet plate Photogr., a sensitized collodion

plate exposed in the camera while the collodion is

moist ; also attrib. ; wet rot, decay in timber

caused by excessive moisture; fwet-salter (in

contrast to Dry-salter) ; wet steam (see quot.).

1865, 1886 *wet bob [see Bob sb. 7
]. 1871 Daily News

7 Aug., The ' wetbobs ' of the Solent are not so absolutely

the creatures of the weather office as the 'drybobs' of

Canterbury. loot D. Sladen My Son Richard i, Only on
the river they have this much mutual respect for each other

—each recognises that the other is a good wetbob. 1849

Eastwick Dry Leaves 22S The *wet-bulb Thermometer
was generally io° lower than the dry one till the beginning

of June. 1916 Lancet 15 Jan. 142/2 A man.. can do far

more work with less fatigue at a low wet-bulb temperature

than at a high one. 1435 Coventry Leet Bk. 172 No
walker.. Shall Rakke no Clothe on the Teyntur that schall

be solde ffor "wette-clothe. 1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 30/2

Mesurynge for the dosenne of wete Clothe xii yerdes and

xii ynches, and of secce Clothe nought wete, xiiii yerdes and

xiiii ynches. 1875 F. Francis in Encycl. Brit. II. 38/2 In

the majority of instances it is the custom to let the tackle

soak, and when fi.shing to allow the fly to sink a little under
the surface—to fish with a ' 'wet fly ', as it is called. 1904
Gallichan Fishing Spain 207 The ordinary winged patterns

used for wet-fly fishing. 1832 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885)

II. 382 Wall-fruit is, when destroyed in the spring, never
destroyed by dry.cold ; but ninety-nine times out of a
hundred, by *wet-frosts. 1688, 1724 *wet glover [see

Glover bb 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s. v., The Wet-glover
is for Sheep, Goats, Lambs, and Castlings Skins..; for the

dressing whereof, he only uses Lime and Bran. 1544 i,iV>

in Surrey Archaeot. Collect. VII. 238 The dry larder.. .The
Kechyn...The "Whet larder, Itm in the Wett larder A
musterd quern, iiij d. 1574 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 247
In the wett larder ii kymlinges, one tiowghe. 1605 in

Archseologia XIII. 330 The Clarcke of the Kittchine-.is to

see into the wette and drie larders, what provisions there

bee. c 1865 Letheby in Wylde's Circ. Set. I. 127/1 There
are iwo objections to the *wet meter, which are insurmount-
able. 1869-71 Casselfs Househ. Guide II. 17/2 The gas
meters now in general use . . are known as ' wet ' and ' dry

meters. 1859 Reeve Brittany 123 Our camera, already

charged with a *wet plate. 1878 Abney Treat. Photogr. xi.

77 Wet-plate photography. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. i.viii,

Sparrows were there, cats were there, dry-rot and *wet-rot

were there. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 161

Wet-rot is the destructive agent at work more or less on all

telegraph poles. 1726 De Foe Eng. Tradesman I. viii. 98
The orange-merchants and *wet-salters about Billingsgate.

1858 R. Murray Marine Engines (ed.3) 237 * Wet steam is

steam which holds watery particles in mechanical suspension.

Wet (wet), v. Forms : a. Inf. 1 wsetan, Anglian

w6tan, 3-6 wete, (5 Sc. wet, vete), 4-7 weete,

{6 fa. t. weeted), 5-6 Sc. weit, 6 weate, 7 weat,
6- (chiefly Sc.) weet. Pa. I. 1 wsette, 3 watte,

4 wat, (5 pL watten), 6- Sc. wat ; 4-5 wete, (5

Sc. vet), 4-6 wette, 4-7 wett, 5- wet. Pa. pple,

4-5 y-wet, y-wette, 4-6 i-wet, wette, (5 Sc,

wete, vete), 5-7 wett, 4- wet. &. Inf, 5-6

wette, 6-7 wett, 6- wet. Pa. t. and pple. 6-

wetted. [OE. wxtan (Angl. wetan), f. wset (we't)

Wet a., = ON. vieta (Icel., Norw. vseta, Sw. vata,

Da. vxde). The normal shortening of the vowel

in the pa. t. and pa. pple. in ME. was finally ex-

tended to the infin. and present.]

I. trans.

1. To make (an object) humid or moist by the

application of water or other liquid ; to suffuse,

sprinkle, moisten, drench, bathe with (water, etc.) ;

to dip, steep, soak in, f on.

(1950 Guthlac xxii. (Prose) Heo..?,enam ha baes ^ehal-

godan sealtes. .and waette and drypte in ba eajan. a 1000

Riddle* xii[i]. 10 Hwilum mec.dol druncmennen..wa;te5

in waetre. c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 134 Waet baet lib mid
ecede. Ibid. 350 Waet baet s^writ on pan drence. c 1275

Passion of Our Lord 103 in O. E. Misc. 40 pat bred bat ich

on wyne wete. a 1300 Cursor M. 17682 And wit a deu mi

face he wette. C1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 1115 Therwith

his pows and pawnies of his hondes They gan to frote, and

wete his temples tweyne. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 36 Send

Lazar doun..And do that he his finger wete In water,

'r ,11400 Morte Arth. 2332 There barbours ware bownne,

with basyns one lofte, With warme watire i-wys they wette

theme fulle sone. c 1400 Maundev. xviii. Ixiv.) (1919) 105

5if a man., wete hem with may dew oftesithes. c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 52 'lake fayre Paynemayn y-wette in Wyne.
? 1550 W. P. tr. Curio's Pasquin in Trance 24 They. .wet

the graue with vnholy water, and they perfumed it with

Frankincense. 1560 Whitehokne Ord. Souldiours (1588)

39 b, A stoppell of cotten wet in oyle of gineper. 1677

1. White Rich Cabinet 143 You must let the Paper dry of

it self after you have once wetted it. 1684 J. S. Profit $
Pleasure united^23 Cleansing their mouths, .withaspung or

Linnen cloath wett in Beer. 1707 Ir. Act 4 Geo. I, c n.

§ 1 3 Ifany of the persons aforesaid shall . . wet their hay, or use

any other fraud or deceit to make any carr-load of hay to be

of theweight presciibed. C1770T. Fairfax Compl.Sportsm.

31 Then having wetted your hand in water, rub his body all

over. 1813 Southey Nelson I. 235 All the shrouds and sails

of his ship, which were not absolutely necessary for its

immediate management, were thoroughly wetted. 1859

Handbk. Turning 83 A small camel's-hair brush.. used for

wetting postage stamps, i860 Claridge Cold Water Cure

190 Her head, throat, and chest, were frequently wetted

with cold water. 1907 J. A. Hodges Eletn. Photogr. (ed. 6)

103 As soon as the paper is wetted with the solution.

Proz'erb. 1546 J. Hevwood Prov. n. v. (1867) 58 He
loueth well sheeps flesh, that wets his bred in the wul.

2. To suffuse with tears, bedew with weeping.

Also said of the tears.

£825 Vesp. Psalter vi. 7 Mid tearum strene mine ic wetu.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter vi. 6 With mi teres in mi bede Sal i

wete mi liggynge-stede. ai3io in Wright Lyric P. xv. 47

Un-wunne haveth myn wonges wet. c 1375 Sc. Leg. •$"<""'*

xviii. {Egipciane) 950 Quhen I had lange tyme gret & al

myn face with teris wete. 14. . Sir Beues p. 35 (MS. E.) So

inoche rewebe he hadde bere pat be teres watten hys lere.

1596 Spenser F. Q. 1. iii. 44 And all the way she wetts with

flowing teares. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. ix. 1 Is it for feare to wet

a widdowes eye, That thou consum'st thy selfe in single life?

1614 J.Cooke Greene's Tu Quoque H 3 b, Giue not your friends

cause to wet their handkerchers. 1616 B. Jonsos Eptgr.

xxxiii, Who wets my graue, can be no friend of mine. 168*

Bunyan //<Vv War (1905) 289 Then they, .kissed his feet,

and wetted them with tears. 174a Fielding J. Andrews

in. xii, A river of tears ran down her lovely cheeks, and wet

the handkerchief which covered her bosom. 1836 Lan"°"

Pericles <fr
Asp. Ix, Her tears wetted my cheek. 1868

Louisa M. Alcott Little Women xii, Laying her head on

her arm, Jo wet her little romance with a few happy tears.

f3. Of wine: To moisten, fill with moist

!
'humours'. Obs.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 246 Ne ba:t win is to bicgenne
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baette haeteh & waeteb ^ne InnoK 1560 Googe tr. Palin.
genius' Zodiac m. (1561) F iij, Apace we feede and scarce
canne ryse, so wetes the wyne our brayne.

4. To make moist or damp by exposure to rain,

by a fall into water, or the like. To wet through,

to the skin : to drench the clothes of (a person).

a. Said of water, rain, etc.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6578 pat water, .wax euere uaste,

..& watte is sson & is vet. a 1300 Cursor M. 23685
Waters bat wete ban cristes flexs. 1387 Thf.visa Higden
II. 25 pe water wolde..wete [MS. y weete] al her clones.

c 1480 Henryson Age <$ Youth 4 Perly dropis of be balmy
schowris pir wodis grene hed with f>e waiter wet. 1530
Palsgr. 780/2 In the begynnyng of the yere the dewe weteth
the grounde swetely. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet in Lylfs
Wks. (Bond) III. 394 We care not for a Scottish mist,

though it wet vs to the skin. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon
(1602)218 Men. .of as bad a nature and base a moulde as
euer water wette, or winde dried. 1658 Nicholas Papers
(Camden) IV. 57 Wee had not above 4 shots of powder and
that the worst that euer water wet. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
an. 1646, These waters in some places breaking in the fall

wett us as if we had pass'd through a mist. 17x9 De Foe
Crusoe \\. (Globe) 554 The Place was not deep, but it wetted
me all over. 1795 Southey Lett. fr. Spain (1799) 60 The
clouds wetted me as they passed along. 1816 Tuckey
Narr. Exped. R. Zaire v. (1818} 179 During the night we
had two smart showers of rain, which, .wetted us through.

1839 Dickens Nickleby xiv, ' It doesn't take much to wet
you and me through, Mr. Crowl,' said Newman, laying his

hand upon the lappel of his threadbare coat. x858Lardner
Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 73 If a capillary tube be plunged in a
liquid which wets it. 1874 March. Dufferin Canad. yml.
(1891) 171 A thunder-shower, .which wetted us to the skin.

1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 229/2 The water. .soaked under
the wall and wetted the mud below it.

Jig. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 17 APfiarueruntfontes
aquarum. .bat is be sothfastnes of prechours is seen, bat
wetis men wib halesome lare. 1627 E. F. Edw. 7/(i63ofol.)

93 What can he do to England, which hath a wooden wall
will wet his courage?

b. absol.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace 10340 WyJ> rysyng wawes,
..Fer aboute hym wil he [the lake] wete. Ibid. 10343 pe
wawes Jjat so wetes. a 1600 Montgomerie Afisc. Poems v.

44 All is not gold that gleitis. . Nor water all that weitis.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. m. ii. 27 The propertie of raine is to
wet, and fire to burne. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 373 All they ever have is a dew, which is so slender
it never wets at all. 1661 Boyle Physiol. Ess. (1669) 187
Though every wetting Liquor be fluid, yet every fluid Body
does not wet. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 82 The purest
water wets soonest and most.

c. passive. Often to be wet through, (also

f thorough or through wet)
t wet to the skin (cf. a).

The form wet of the pa. pple. is sometimes difficult to dis-

tinguish from Wet a. 4 c.

c 1400 tr. Higden VII. 151 In processe of tyme bat body
y-wette wib dewy droppes knewe be comoun corrupcioun
of dedly men. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 12942 So faste doun
the water }et, That thet were alle thorow wet. 1497 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 129 The Newe making of a last of
gonnepoudre wett in saltwater. 1535 Coverdale Dan. iv.

15 With the dew of heauen shall he be wet. 1543 Udall
Erasm. Apoph. 99 b, But if he had been wetted from
toppe to toe, no man standyng by to see it, then had he
been miserable in veraye deede. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie in. xvii. (Arb.) 189 As the drie ground that thirstes

after a showr Seemes to reioyce when it is well iwet. 1594
[see Through adv. 4). 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.) Part
Summers Trav. 44 So that the miserable Stipend, .will

hardly buy wood to make a fire for him when hee comes
home to dry him, when hee is through wet. 1659 in Verney
Mem. (1907) II. 141 Hee. .was wett to the skin before he
came half way. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 71 ?g He. .heard
with great delight a shower, by which he was not wet,
rattling among the branches, a 1766 Mrs. F. Sheridan
Sidney Bidulph (1796) IV. 53 The bottom of that vile ditch
into which he had fallen was full of water, and he had been wet
quite through. 1775 A. Burnaby Trav. N. Amer. 36. 1 had
been wet to the skin in the afternoon. x8ao Southey Wesley
I. 78 Having slept on the floor one night, because his bed had
been wetted in a storm. 184* Min. Proc. Inst. Civil Engin.
II. 78 Some of the compressed trenails had been wetted by
accident, and could not be afterwards driven into the holes
in the chairs. 1856 Hawthorne Engl. Note-bks. (1870) II.

14 We were caught in two or three showers, .but got back.

.

without being very much wetted. 1898 A. Balfour To Arms
vii, The street was paved with large, rounded stones, which
..were splashed and wetted by dirty water thrown from
above. 1904 A. N. Cooper Quaint Talks 10 Few things
have struck people as more wonderful than how I have
survived being wet through so often.

5. Of a person or animal : To get (oneself, one's

body or clothes, also another person or object)

moist or damp by contact with, or immersion in,

water or other liquid.

1338 R. Brunnf. Chron. (1810) 204 Sir kyng rise vp& skip,
for >ou has wette bi hater. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 129 She
leet no morsel from hir lippes falle Ne wette hir fyngres in
hir sauce depe. c 1400 Maunder. (Roxb.) vi. 21 pat wymmen
schuld mow wade ouer and no^t wete paire kneesse. 1589
Hakluvt Voy. 542 When they can flye no further [they]fall
into the water, and hauing wette their wings take a newe
flight againe. 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.) Part Summers
Trav. 40 You know you need not wet your foot to seek them,
they are your own already. 1770 C. Jenner Placid Man
v. vji. II. 142 If you can be contented, .to return at night,.,
having in four or five hours tired a pair of coach-horses,
wetted two servants to the skin [etc.]. 1816 G. S. Faber
Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 398 Every morning they [certain
aquatic bird*] repaired to the sea, wetted their wings, and
sprinkled the sacred edifice. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xiii,
Iwa finer dentier wild-ducks never wat a feather. 1846
Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy xliv. In traversing the ford
of the Stour..they have wetted the bag of powder. 1873
March. Dufferin Canad.Jrnl. (189:) 82 The gentlemen. . in
getting into the canoe., were upset, and wet all their clothes.

b. Proverb,
c 1384 Chauckr //. Fame 1785 For ye be lyke the sweynte

catte, That wolde haue fissh but. .He wold no tlunge wete
his clowes. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 39 As a cat wolde ete
fisshes Withoute wettnge of his cles. c 1394 P. PI. Crede
405 pou woldest not weten by fote, 8c woldest fich kacchen.
1545 Taverner Erasm. Prov. 59 b, The cat wold fysheeate,
but she woll not her fete weate. 1546 J. Hkywood Prov. \.

xi. (1867) 28. 1639 J. Clarke Partem. 234 The Cat loves
fish well, but is loath to wet her foot.

C. To void urine in (one's bed, clothes').

1767 Ordinary's Ace. Eliz. Brownri^g 10 The deceased
child had wetted the bed. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
259 The man who wets his bed, rather than take the trouble
to get out and make water, is insanely idle.

6. Of a river, sea, etc. : a. To water, irrigate (land).
1382 WYCLtF^.r/f. xiii. 3 The trubli flood that weetith[Vulg.

irrigal] Egipt. a 1125 Cursor M. 1318 (Trin.) Fison,gison,
tigre&etifr.-'te, Aler^e bese weten erly & late. 1773 Fergus-
son Leith Races iv, I dwall amang the caller springs That
weet the Land o' Cakes.

b. To lave, border with water (a coast, country"

.

rare.

157a T. Twyke tr. Dionysius' Surv. World A v, The Sea
. .which, .wetting the countrie Issica..is called Issicum.
a 177*1 Fergusson Autd Reekie 319 As lang as Forth weets
Lothian's shore.

7. a. To wet (one's) whistle, weasand, mouth, etc.

:

to take a drink. See also Clay sb. 4 b.

c 1386 [see Whistle sb. 2]. c X460 Toivneley Myst. xiii. 103
Had She oones Wett Hyr Whystyll She couth Syng full

clere Hyr pater noster. 1530, 1653 [see Whistle sb. 2].

1611 Cotgr., Crocqiicr la pie, to wet thewhistle, or weason,
throughly; to drinke hard. x68a N. O. BoiUatt's Lutrin
11. 154 Wetting their Whistles with the good Ale-pot. 172J
CitoxALL Fables s'Esop xcviii. 169 I'll give you a Dram to
wet your Whistle, a 1774 Fergusson A uld Reekie 4 Whare
couthychielsat e'eninguu;et Their bizzing craigsandmousto
weet. 1785 Burns Scotch Drink xiv, Moniedaily weet their

weason Wi liquors nice. 1850 Dickens Copper/ield vii, The
wine shall be kept to wet your whistle. 1888 R. Buchanan
Heir 0/Linue i, I ne'er can sing till my throat's wetted,
Tammas. 1910 W, H. Hudson Sheph. Li/e xi. 135 The
starlings, .singing and talking and swallowing elderberries

between whiles to wet their whistles.

f b. passive. To be primed with liquor. (Cf.

Wet a. 14 a.) Obs.

c 1440 Parfonope 5198 And so they dronke bat bobe they
bene Welle I-wette [Rawl. MS. Well wet]. 1540 Hyrde
tr. Vives' Insir. Chr. Worn. 111. i. (1557) 130 At bankettes
and festes, whan they be well wette with drynke.

T c. rejt. To imbibe liquor, take drink. Obs.
c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 94 Itt were appreue to my pcrsone

pat preuely 3e paste me, Or ye wente fro this wcnesOr with
wynne "$e had wette yowe. 167a R. Wild Poet. Licentia
27 And if the fiery trial should return, Most of you wet your
selves too much to burn.

d. To wet the other (or t'other) eye : to drink

one glass after another.

1745 Li/e Bamp/ylde-Moore Carciv 89 The Officers . . filled

him out a Bumper of Cherry Brandy, which when be had
drank they forced another upon him, persuading him to wet
the other Eye. 1840 J. T. J. Hewlett P. Prigging xiii,

Take one more jug of beer—wet t'other eye, we call it. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop Ixii, Moisten your clay, wet the other

eye. drink, man ! a 1845 Barham Ingd. Leg., Hints Hist.
Play 47 There's not a drop left him to * wet t'other eye '.

e. absol. To drink alcoholic liquor ; to * liquor

up\
1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. in. xi. 147 But come, let's

liquour; I want to wetup. 1880 BARiNG-GouLD^/f/iaAiAxxi,
I'm dry after my row and want a wet. As I wet I will talk.

f. To accompany (solid or dry food) with liquor.

1878 T. Hardy Ret. Native vi. iv, Maul down the victuals

from corner-cupboard. .and I'll diaw a drop o' sommat to

wet it with.

8. To celebrate by drinking; to have a drink over.

The earliest use is to wet a commission (in the Army or
Navy).
a 1687 Vh.liers (Dk. Buckhm.) Milit. Couple Wks. 1715

I. 128 He was as Drunk as a Chaplain of the Army upon
wetting his Commission. 1698 J. H. Farouhar'g Love
<y Bottle Prol., Come on then ; foot to foot be boldly set,

And our young Author's new Commission wet. 1710 C.
Shadwell Fair Quaker Deal 11. 27 Crib. Ay, the two Ships
would serve us nicely. Easey. Then we should have Com-
missions to wet. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 88 p 4 Three
Quarts to my new Lord for wetting his Title. 1829 Marryat
/'*. Mildmay xvi, They, .declared I should give them a
dinner to wet my commission. .11854 '• Beecher Lect.
Intemperance 23 Until in some places a man can scarcely
wear an article of dress, or receive one of equipage or furni-

ture, which has not been 'wetted '. i876HindleyCA*<i/* Jack
268, I shall be back again shortly, when we will wet the deal.

1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 16 Drinks is to be redooced
to-day from a shillin' to sixpence, so we'll wet the occasion.

9. +a. Naut. To cast or drop (an anchor). Obs.
a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xlviii. 168 We wat ane

anchor evin betuixt they tua. 1638 Mavne Lucian (1664)

95 One Anchor more, perhappes, I have never yet cast, or

wet, which is to pretend old age, sicknesse, [etc.].

b. To wet ones line : to start fishing, to fish.

1653 Walton Angler in. 80, 1 have not yet wet my line since

I came from home. 1898 G. A. B. Dewar In Pursuit cf
Trout 165 On days when nothing was doing, .he might not
rarely be heard remarking that he had not wetted his line.

10. a. To steep or soak (grain) in water in order

to convert it into malt.

1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3076/4 A large Mault House that

wets 700 Quarters per Annum. 174a Lond. <y Country
Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 22 In a great Brew-house, .they wetted
or used a considerable Quantity of Malt in one Week. 1844

J. T. Hkwlett Parsong <y W. xxv t The farmer would get

a good price for his barley, the poor man would be able to
' wet ' and convert into malt enough for his family.

b. To infuse (tea) by pouring boiling water on
the leaves, dial.

X905 H. G. Wells Kipps 111. ii. § 3 Ann. .stooped with the
kettle-holder to wet the tea. 1916 Blaclav. Mag. Apr. 499,'x
' Aye, aye, sir,' replies the duty servant. ' Tea just being
wetted.' (We never ' make ' tea, we always ' wet ' it !)

11. To wet down, to damp (sails, paper, embers)
with water.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast iv, We. .continued wetting

down the sails by buckets of water whipped up to the mast-
head. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Vocab., Wetting doxun, the
process of damping paper for printing purposes. 1891 Daily
Neivs 26 Sept. 2/5 Holland said that when he came on Ids
watch there was no supply of coal in the bunkers, and that
Jensen would not wet down his ashes.

12. Dyeing. To wet out, to soak in water.
1882 Crookes Dyeing 106 The yarns or pieces are first

wetted out uniformly with water. 1900 Jrnl. Soc. Dyers
XVI. 8 Before dyeing, the bodies [of hats] are well wetted-
out in boiling water.

13. Glass-making. To wet cffy
?tp. (See quots.

and cf. Wetter i b, Wetting vbl. sb. 3 d.)

1849 A. Pfj.latt Curios. Class Making 85 The pontil
Secures the whele preparatory to its being whetted [sic] off

the bowl ..by the touch of the cold pucellas. 1908 Roskn-
11 ain Glass Mann/. 57 The virgin clay and chamotte having
been intimately mixed, the whole mass is ' wet up * by the
addition of a proper proportion of water and prolonged..
kneading. Ibid. 99 The blower, .detaches the bottle from
the pipe.. by locally chilling the glass—a process known
by the descriptive term of ' wetting off'.

II. intr.

14. To become wet. Also to wet through.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. \x. 36 The water that it [sc. a

stone] wetes yn, V-wis hit worthcth al to wyn. 1757 in Phil.
Trans. L. 361 The millers do not deny, .that some whiting is

carried to all the great nulls. The excuse alleged for it is,

that it makes the iloxmvet, and consequently bake, the better.

190a S. E. White Blazed Trait xviii, I thought any leather

would wet through in the snow !

15. To rain, drizzle, dial.

1740 Richakdson Pamela II. S3 Dont you think that
yonder Cloud may give us a small Shower? and it did a
little begin to wet. 1825 J amikson', To iveit,".veet, to rain.

1828 Cakr Craz-en'Gloss., Wit, to rain gently. 1886 Chesh.
Gloss., Weet or ivet, to rain slightly.

16. Naut. Of a vessel : To ship water.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. 214 A reef should be
taken in directly the boat begins to wet.

Wet, adv. rare-1 , [f. "Wet a. in Wet nurse.]
As a wet nurse.

1697 Vanhlrgh Rela/>se\. v, I who bad suckled it, and
swadled it, and nurst it both wet and dry.

Wet, obs. form of Wiiat, Wit v.

Wetale, obs. Sc. form of Victual.
Wet blanket.
1. A blanket that has been drenched in water

;

csp. one used for quenching a conflagration. Chiefly

in allusive use.

1662 Atwell Faith/. Surveyor 95 Of quenching an house
on fire. The Instruments.. are. .forks, wet-blankets, ladders,
. . pails, &c. Ibid. 97 Cover the out-side with wet blankets,
hair-cloths, &c. that neither the flame get out nor air get
in. 1702 IUvnakd Cold Bathing it. (1709) 264 At Whitny
in Oxfordshire, those who work at the Mlanket-Mills, carry
wet Blankets in their Arms next their llreast, Winter and
Summer, and never catch Cold. 1772 Cumberland Fashion-
able Lo7>er 1. i. 4 His humours damp all mirth and merri-
ment, as a wet blanket does a fire. 1821 Byron Juan
in. xxxvi, Lambro's reception at bis people's banquet Was
such as fire accords to a wet blanket. 1838 Pusev in Liddon
Li/e (1893) II. xxi. 54 It seems like a wet blanket cast upon
all the fire we have been fanning.

2. fig. a. Something that acts as a damper to

activity, enthusiasm, or cheerfulness.

1810 Sir G. Jackson Diaries^ Lett. (1873) '• M3 ^ would
have been a cruel stroke of fate.. if. .a wet blanket [had]
been thrown over them [sc. gaieties]. 1829 Sporting Mag.
XXIII, 426 All was in readiness, .when a wet blanket was
thrown upon all their hopes. 1848 Mrs. Gaskei.l Alary
Barton ii, It was an unlucky toast or sentiment.. .It was a
wet blanket to the evening. 1894 Jessopp Rand. Roam-
ing vi. 195 That chilling maxim—the wet-blanket of enthu-
siasm.

b. A person who has a depressing or dispiriting

effect on those around him.
1857 Mrs. Mathews Tea-Table T. I. 185 Such people

may be termed the wet blankets of society. 1875 S. Beav-
champ N. Hamilton II. 18 As he is of course the wet
blanket of the party, they are none of them sorry when he
leaves again. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda ir. iv, She
would spoil the whole thing; she is such a wet blanket.

1897 Mrs. Oliphant W. Blackwood I. iii. 128 Sometimes he

called her a wet blanket, when she thus damped his ardour.

Hence Wet-bla'nket v. trans., to throw a damper

on, discourage, depress. Also (ttonce-wds.') Wet-
bla-nketinsr/-//. a. ; Wet-blanketiveness ; Wet-
bla'nketty a.

1866 J. I). Coleridge Let. in Li/e Ld. Coleridge (1004)

II. 140, I think any one would have felt * wet-blanketed by

the utter commonplaceness of the whole affair. 1868 Louisa

M. Alcott Little Women xxi, I know Meg would wet-

blanket such a proposal, but I thought you had more spirit.

1893 W. A. Sheb My Contemp. iii. 47 Such people.. should

..not be allowed to wet-blanket the world with their stolid

stare,. X901 Scotsman 12 Mar. 95 Power traction, .had

been effectively wetblanketed for fully two generations.

1843 J. F. Murray World 0/ London I. 131 The impossible-

mongering, cold-water-throwing, *wet-blanketting-fellows,

howled in this way about the Thames tunnel. X834 I raser'g

Mac- X. 412 Throwing off the ' *wet-blanketiveness ' which

usually extinguishes your social qualities. 1848 Zoologist
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VI. 2048 Adapting my phraseology to the author's, I would
say such parts of the book are very ' *wet-blanketty '.

"VVetche, obs. form of Watch.
"Wetched, -et, obs. forms of Watch et.

Wet dock. (In contrast to Dry dock.)

+ 1. = Dock sb$ 1 (where see quot. 1627). Obs.

2. (See Dock sb.* 4.)
1661-2 [see Dock s6*4\. 1689 Lond. Gaz, No. 2512/4

A Pink about 30 Tun, lying in the Wet-Dock at Deptford.
1724 Ibid, No. 6321/3 'i'he great wet Dock in Rotherhith.

1753 HanWAV Trav. (1762) I. vn. Ixxxvi. 400 The harbour
or wet-dock, .will contain eighty men of war. 1814 Scott
Wav. xviii, The little inlet of water, .where, as in a wet-

dock, the skiff, -was still lying moored. 1839 Civil Engin.

-t Arch. yrul. II. 26/1 It is proposed to construct a ship

canal from Newhaven Harbour to Lewes, with a wet-dock
and basin at Lewes. 1880 Encyd. Brit. XI. 466.

t Wete. Obs. [OE. wkta wk. masc. In later

ME. merged in Wet sbX 1.] Moisture; a liquid,

liquor, drink.

^897 Alfred Gregory s Past. C. xl. 73 Se wseta Sara in-

nooa {humor viicerum}. 971 BUckl. Horn. 209 Swibe wyn-
sum ond hluttor wseta utflowende. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke
viii. 6 Hit fors>:ranc forbam be hit waetan nafde. c 1000
/Elfric Ham. II. 298 Ne dranc he wines drenc, ne nan
Seem waetena be druncennysse styriao". c 1205 Lay. 19769
Vt heo dro^en sone amppullen scone ifulied mid attere, weten
aire bitterest, a 122s A tier. R. 164 Hwo bet bereadeorewuroe
licur, o3era deorewurSe wete, as is Lame, in a feble uetles.

Wete, obs. f. Weet v.\ Wet, Wheat, Wit.
Weter, obs. f. Water sb. Weteri, -y, obs. ff.

Water v. "Wetsrly, var. Witterly. Wete-
wold. ob=. f. Wrrrou
t Weth, var. Watth sb.%

1602 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot, 476/1 Cum parvis custumis, .

.

wrak, wair, weth et proficuis quibuscumque. 1631 Ibid. 633
Cum lie gressingis, scheillin^is, multuris wraik, wair, weth.

t Wethe, v. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin
;

perh. an alteration of weve (cf. Biweve v.1 2), or

related to south-western dial, wealh pliant, supple.]

trans. To twist or twine.

1398 Trevisa B.irth. De P. R. xvir. cxliv. (Bodl. MS.), Som
wepies beb..so pliaunte bat bet brekeb nought but beb
made stronge wib webtng [cd. 1495 weuynge] and windinge
as brede is w* twynyng. c 1440 Pauad. on Hash. rv. 676
Too bowes..they take And bynde, and wethe [L. torques]

hem so that germynynge Commixt vp go.

Wethe, obs. form of Withy.
t We'thead. Obs. rare. In 4-5 wetshed(e.

[l. Wet a. + -head.] Wetness.

1379 Gfouc. Cath. MS. 19 No. 1. 1. iv. n b, And wirketh
a* frost doth in the w^tehede. r 1440 Jacob's Well 238
Moysture, wetehed, s Tthed & neschhed.

Wethen, var. WhetHEN Obs., whence.

Wether (wcltoi). Forms : a. 1. 3 weoer. 3-

4 wepsr, 4-5 wethur, -ir, 5 wethyr, -ire, 6

wethar, 6-9 weather, 4- wether
; 4-5 whethir,

-ur, 4-6 whether, 5 whetther. @. 4, 6 weder,
wedir, 5 wedyr, wedor; 5-9 wedder (5 -ur,

-yr) ; Sc. 5-6 vedder, weidir, 6 wadder, wod-
der, weadder. [Common Teutonic: OE. weder
= OFris. *wether (NFris. wether, WFris. weer

\

OLFrank. wither (MDu. weder, Du. weer), OS.
wilhar, -er (MLG. weder, tver, LG. weer), OHG.
widar, -er, -ir (MHG. wider, G. widder), ON. and
Icel. vebr (Norw. veder, ver ; MSw. vapur, wdd/iur,

ttc.
t
Sw. vadur, Da.. v;eder), Goih. wi^rus [ — lamb),

prob. related to L. Vilnius calf.]

1. A male sheep, a ram; esp. a castrated ram.
See also Kell-wether.
a. c 890 W.erferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 34 He breac on bam

haelftre for bi idelse & webera fella for sadole. c 1000 ^Elfric
Hom.W. 576 Hisbi^leofa wees selcedasg . . hundteontis weSera.
£1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3998 On Be alter tier al3erne5er, And 3or-
on an calf and a weoer. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1210 Vourti
bousend of ruberen he let quell- ber to, & of fatte weberen
an hondred bousend al so. a 1300 Cursor M. 11649 Wolf
and weber, leon and ox, Sal comen samen, and lamb and
fox. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxx. 35 And he seuerde that day
the she geyt, and the sheep, and the hye^ geyt, and the
wetherei 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. x. (1405)
310 As a whetther in lyenge vpon 00 syde tornyth and
chaungyth by egall tymes. c 1450 MirourSiluacioun (Roxb.)
81 Ysaac. .was deiyvred fro dede And a wethire clevlng in

breres sacrified in his stede. 1533 in Weaver Wells Wills
(1890) 2 John Horley oon whether,, .ii yewes. 1588 Lam-
barde Eiren., Precedents C1591) Y y j b, Tres oues castra-

tas (anglice vocatas Went hers), a 1589 M ascall Cattle,
Sheep (1596) 236 In some places they doe. .point the wethers,
the yeaws, and the lainbes ech by themselues. 1599 Shaks.
etc. Pass. Pitgr. 272 My weathers bell rings dolefull knell.

1616 W. Browse Brit. Past. 11. iv. 95 The Weathers bell

that leads our flocke around. 1671 Milton Samson 538 Who
shore me Like a tame Weather, all my precious fleece.

1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1122 4 Lost or stolen. .45 Sheep, called
Western Weathers. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 409 Some
mingling stir the melted tar . . ; Others the unwilling wether
drag along. 1747 Smollett Reproof ji All senior members
of the horned race.—The weather, goat, ram, elk and ox
were there. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. u. 343 Two pigs, a
cow, and wethers half a score, Increased his stock. 1861

Times 7 Oct., For wethers the average prices obtained were
38s. to 56s. 1870 Bryant ffiadiatL 541 As when a shepherd
carries home with ease A wether's fleece.

$. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter lxiv. 14 Cled ere wedirs of
shepe. 1375 IJarisour Bruce vn. 115 And ane of thame apon
his hals A rneldfl bundyn weddir bare. Ibid, 152 Thai slew
the veddir at thai bar. 1387 Trevisa Iligden III. 127
Daniel sei3 be fifte si^t and visioun of be weder bat hadde
homes nou^t al i-liche. c 142s Non-Cycle Mystery Plays
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(1909) 33 Turn be & take bat wedyr there, & sacrifye hym
on ^at awtere. c 1440 A lphal>et 0/ Tales 290 At ans he
wolde ete a quarter of a weddur, or ij hennys, or a guse.
1479 Bury Wills (Camdenl 53 And also the same Edmund
haue cccc weders in my flokke of Ryngmer. 1523-34
Fitzherb. Husb. % 53 It is than best tyme to..seuer theym
in dyuers sortes, ..the lambes by theym-selfe, wedders and
the rammes by them-self. 155a Lyndesay Monarche 5443
Quhat holynes is thare within Ane wolf cled in ane Wod-
deiis skin? 11585 Montgomerie Flyting 205 Fore store
of lambes and lang-tailde wedders. ci6io Sir J. Melville
Mem. (Hannatyne Club) 382 Hot some yearly noniber of
wethers wilbe easely granted, be them that possess presently
the saidis stoir rowmes. 1681 Colvil Whigs Suppiic. (1751)
£5 Two three beggars,. .Who stealing public geese and
wedders, Were freed, by rendering skin and feathers. 1796
W. Marshall West Eng. I. 263 The wedders, of the best
sort, fat perfectly well, at two years old. 1830 Cumb. Farm.
Rep. 55 in Libr. Use/. Kncnvl., Husb. Ill, Sheep generally
fed off by turnips are tne best description of Cheviot wed-
ders. 1861 Times id Oct., Wedders commonly clip 7$ib. of
wool. 1888 J. Inglis Tent Life Tigerland 96 What might
be the price of wedders now in Australy?

b. traits/, of a mail ; spec, a eunuch.
1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'llI (1550) 187 b, So the great

wether which is of late fallen.. so craftely, so seabed ly, ye
& so vntruly iuggledwyth the kynge, "that [etc.]. 1596
Shaks. Mcreh. I', iv. i. 114, I am a tainted Weather of the
flocke, Meetest for death. 1724 Gay Captives Epil. 19 But
the soft voice of an Italian weather, Makes them all languish
three whole hours together.

t 2. Occasional uses. a. A battering ram. b.
The zodiacal sign of the Ram.
14. . MS* Digby 233 If. 1S2/1 As he instrument bat hatte

l*e wether smyte> |-e walles of a cyte hat is byseged. 1565
Googe tr. Patingenius* Zodiac xi. PPvij, The other by the
Balance ratines, and by the Wethers face.

3. Grey wethers', boulders of hard sandstone found
lying on the surface of the Downs in Wiltshire and
Devonshire.
1661 Children Brit. Baconica 49 Upon the Downs be-

tween Maryborough and Aubury..are to be found abun-
dance of great stones, commonly called by the Country
thereabout, the Gray Weathers. 1681 Grew Musmun 111.

291 A course sort of Jasper Stones knockt off from those in
Wilts-shire ne;ur Maryborough, called The Grey-Weathers.
1743 StUKELEY Abury 48 An infinite quantity of immense
stones, or sarsens, or gray-weathers. 1801 H. Skrine Rivers
Gi. Brit. 331 Thosevast stones called 'The Grey Withers
[sic] \ are scattered irregularly about the country. 1835-95
[see Grey a. 8).

4. Comm. The fleece obtained from the second
or any subsequent shearing cf a sheep.
1879 CasseWs Techn. Educ. IV. 260 '1 (Wool) To good,

healthy, sound fleeces more than one year old the term
' wethers ' is given. 1895 Agric. Gaz. 17 June 538/3 Super-
super wethers, 9Jd. ;.. selected Yorkshire wethers, 7$d.

;

ducp wethers, gd.

5. atlrib, and Comb., as wether Jleece, -Jlock,

haggis, -mutton, -skin ; -wedderbouk Sc.* the
carcass of a wether ; wether-gammon, a leg of
mutton

; f wether gang Sc, a pasture or right of
pasturage for wethers (see Gang sb^- 4 c) ; wether-
getter, a ram kept for breeding wethers ; f wether
goat, a castrated goat ; wether head, a sheep's

head ; fig. a stupid person ; wether hog, a male
sheep (castrated or not) before its first shearing;

also wether hog sheep (cf. HOO sb. 1
4) ; chiefly Sc.

and north. ; wether lamb,a male lamb
;
fwether-

silver^SV., money in lieu of a wether paid as a cus-

tomary rent or tax ; wether teg = wether hog.

Also \Vetheu sheep.
15.. Aberd. Reg. (Jam.), ijs. Scottis for half ane *wedder-

bouk. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. (1898) 163 Pelleus..
Sende.. Iason..into the lie of Calcos to wyn the *wethyr
fleis of golde. a 172a Lisle Hush. (1757) 321 In favour
rather of keeping a *weather-flock than an ewe-flock on the
hill-country. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 31 Wedder
flocks are generally kept on the highest hirsel of the farm.
1890 ' K. lioLDREwooD ' Col. Reformer xi, The wether flock
which had been lost. "1774 Khrgisson Poems, Drink
Eclogue 84 Wi' skelps like this fock sit but seenil down To
*wether-gammon. 1561 in Dunfermline Reg. (Hannatyne
Club) 427 Item the bouplaces and *wedder gangis within
the parrochin of Dunfermling, lxxxxvj. H. 1609 in Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot. j6io, 154/1 Cum pastura super Pidmidle et

He Weddergang earundem. 1790 W. Marshall Midland
Co. I. 422 The characteristic difference between what is

called a 'ramgetter ', and a ' "weddergetter ' or a 'good
grazier's sheep \ 1671 T. HuntAbeced. Scholast. 52 Caper,
a * Weather-Goat. 177a Nugent Hist. Friar Gerund I. 35
To drub this Sigmor Llarbi-castron, this false-bearded
wether-goat. 1789 B0AM8 ' Ken ye ought' 8 Is he slain by
Highlan' bodies?. .And eaten like a *wether haggis? a 1796— Grace bef. Dinner, And send us from thy bounteous store
A tup or *weather head ! 1869 Le Fanu Wyvem Myst. II.

102 Why didn't ye tell me, ye d d wetherhead? 1537
N. C. Witts (Surtees 1908) 103, I geveunto. . John halfa hun-
dreth of share *wedder hogges, 1541 in GageHengrave(1822)
118 Item, lix wether hogg shepe at xiiijrt". the pece. 1614,
1794 [see Hog sb.

1

4 b]. 1776 Compl. Grazier (ed. 4) 149 So
of the male sheep, we may reckon them wedder or wedder
hogs, after they are. .of a year's growth, 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 38 [In Scotland] a female is called a mot*
hogg, a male a tuphogg, and a castrated male a ivether.
hogg. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 758/12 Hie aguus,
a *wedyrlombe. \<$$ Nottingham Rcc. IV. 62 Unus agnicu-
lus (Anglice 'a wether lambe'J. 1801 Farmers Mag. Aug.
360 Wedder lambs, .are selling from 10s. to 12s. and 13s. per
head. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLV. 227 She. -gave me a de-
tail of their management in buying their wether lambs and
fattening their wethers. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 115
The best ewe lambs.. are retained, and all the wether and
the second ewe lambs are sent to the market. 1707 J.
Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wis. (1709) 171 She never
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dress'd * Weather-Mutton, when she could get Ewe or Goat
1824 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825) 281 Does Mr. Giblet, the
butcher, reserve his. .weather-mutton for better customers ?

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 100 Wether-mutton is the
meat in perfection. 1557 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1598,
223/1 Custum-mert-sylver,custum-*wadder-silver. c 1560 A.
Scott Poems ij. 128 Bettir we bath wer byand hyddis And
*weddir skynnis at hame. 1917 Blackw. Mag, Nov. 676 -'2

[temp. 1750-90] Wood and wedder-skins and grain packed
for export to the South. 1550 in Phillipps Wilts (c 1830)
180 Forty * Wether Teygs. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
II. 39 In England.. sheep hear the name of lamb until
8 months old, after which they are called ewe and wether
teggs until once clipped.

Wether, obs. f. Weather, Whether, Whither.
Wethering(e. obs. forms of Weathering.
Wether sheep. = Wether i.

13. . St. Peter gf Paul 244 in Horstm. Altengl Leg. (1881)
79 pan Nero gart his heuede of strike, For be wedir schepe
was him like. 1504 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 449 For
tedderistotua wedder scheip. .xxjd. 1563 H\n.Art Garden.
^593) 3 1 If that you take the maw of a weather sheepe new
killed. 1583 in Phillipps Wills {c 1830) 273, I bequeath unto
my Sonne., six wether shepe. 1607 Topsell Fonr.f Beasts
638 Of the Weather-sheepe.. .Al Nations do distinguish
him from the ram, because of one property or defect in him,
for that hee is not fit for generation. 1669 Sturmy Ma-
riner s Mag., Penalties 5 Such Weather-sheep.. as are..
for the Ships use. 1733 W. Ellis ChiItem f, Vale Farm.
284 Fatting of Oxen, or Wether Sheep. 1834 Brit. Husb.
I. 506 The next year it carried upwards of forty wether
sheep.

Wetherun, wetherwine, var. ff. Witherwin
Oh. Wethewinde, obs. f. Withwind.
Wethir, obs. f. Weather, Wether, Whether.
WetMrwyne, var. Witherwin Obs, Weth-
ring, obs. f. Weathering. Wethy, obs. f.

Withy. Wethyr, obs. f. Weather, Wether.
Weting;e, obs. ff. Weeting, Wetting.
Wetish, var. Wettish.
We*tly, adv. Also 6 weatly, [f. Wet a.] In

a wet manner or state.

a. 1562 J. Heywood Pro?: <y Epigr. Dd iv b, Walke thou
weatly, walke thou dryly: In thy walke, walke not hyly.
p. 1822 Byron Werner 1. i. 254 Iden. How fares he?

Gab. Welly and wearily, but out of peril. 1866 R. Rl-ciianan
Poems (1884) 163 For the world rolls on with air and ocean
Wetlyand windtly round and round. 1890 Miss Uroughton
Alas I II. vii, February has come welly in, with rain wildly
weeping against the casements. 1893 J- A. Barry Stci-e
Brown's Bunyip$ The immense beast, black, shining wetly.

We'tneSS. Also 1 w6tnis, $-6 wetenes, 6
-ness(e, 7 weatnesa ; 4-6 wette-, wetnes(se. [f.

Wet a. + -ness.] The fact or condition of being
wet ; also concr., moisture, wet.
a. c 950 Lindixf Gosp. Luke viii. 6 05er feall ofer stan and

..fordru^ade for'oon ne ha^bde wetnise. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 546 The king, .of that wetenes [sc. tears] wasaffraied
That by his arme and his shuldres ran. 1530 Palsgr. 288/1
Wetenesse, moilleure

t moisieure. 1546 Yorks. Chantry
Sun>. (Surtees) 285 The weteness of the grounde and grete
inundations of waters. 1573 Kcutfy Surrey Sewers Comm.
(1009) 163 These men. .were extreamly hundred thorowe the
extreamenes of tlie wetenesse of the wether. 1664 J. Car-
staires Lett. (1846) 149 See that it be kept verie dry, the
least weatness will much prejudice me.
P. £1330 R. Bkunne Chron, Wace 10352 Schal he netiere

take scathe, Ne haue wetynge [Petyt MS. haf wettenes] ne
wabe. .1400 tr. Iligden (Rolls) VII. 149 A lanterne.-bat
my3t nou^tbequenched nouber wibwynde ne wibnone moys-
ture ne wetnes. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 99 What
woiser for barlie than wetnes and cold? 1577 Googe Heres-
bach's Husb. m. 141b, The wettenesse hereof doth not onely
hurt.. their feete, but also spoyleth their coates. 1645-50
BOATS Ireland's Nat. Hist. xxi. § 3 (1652) 165 Which incon-
stancy and wetness of the weather is . .troublesome to men.
1699 Meager New A rt Garden. 42 I f the Vine stands against
damp Walls, the wetness perishes the Clusters that touch
it. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 136 The wetness
of land from its situation may be prevented. 1794 Van-
couver Agric. Cambridge 57 This meadow land., in that

stp.te of wetness. 1846 J. Baxters Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) I. 229 The suffocating wetness and cold of the fur-

rows. 1871 B. Stewart Heat § 152 The sensation of dry-
ness or wetness does not depend upon the absolute amount
of aqueous vapour present in one cubic foot of air.

b. A wet spot or patch of ground.
1805 R. W. Dickson Tract. Agric. I. PL xlvi, The plan

of draining wetnesses on the tops of hills and banks.

Wet nurse, wet-nurse, sb. A woman who
is hired to suckle and nurse another woman's child.

Cf. Dry-nurse.
i6ao Midpleton Chaste Maid u. ii, I call the Wet Nurse

hither, a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 45 Shee was both wet-

Nurse, and dry-Nurse herselfe. And yet this his handmaid
was his Mother. 1689 Full Answ. Depos. Birth Pr. Wales

7 Query, Whether'she did not use to provide a Wet-Nurse,
at tier other Deliveries. 1776 Pennsylvania Even. Post

8 Feb. 70/2 Wants a place, as Wet Nurse, a young woman
with a good breast of milk. x888 Miss Braddon Fatal

Three I. iii, A wet-nurse being wanted at the great house.

transf. and fig. 18*6 Hood Irish Sckoolm. xxi, How
Romulus was bred in savage wood, By wet-nurse _ wolf,

devoid of wolfish rage. 1884 Gii.mour Mongols xxxii. 375

China has acted the wet-nurse to Mongolia, and discharged

her duty well.

Wet-nurse, v. trans. To serve as wet nurse

to, suckle (another woman's infant). Also transf.

1784 Morn. Chron. 13 Apr. 4/4 Advt., Wanted, a Child to

Wet Nurse, by a Young Woman, with a good breast of

milk. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. III. 62

At the house of the woman who had wet-nursed him. i860

O. W. Holmes Professor I 25 A mythus, .Such as Livy told

about the wolf that wet-nursed Romulus and Remus.
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b. Jig. To treat tenderly or take under special

care, as if helpless.

1873 Siliad 109 A curious youth. -Who, ere his whiskers

had completely grown. Possessed a comic paper of his own ;

But though wet-nursed by someone in Debrett, It died quite

young. 1891 Telegr. Jrnl. 13 Feb. 205/2 The system of wet-

nursing adopted by the Post Office authorities in the case

of the telegraph service has not been one of uniform success.

1893 West"1* Gas. 7 Feb. 6/1 A member of independent spirit

—not wet-nursed for party purposes by political gold. 1917

Blackw. Mag. Nov. 584/1, I was wet-nursed by an elderly

old buffer of a General.

Wet-saffe, obs. form of Vouchsafe.

Wet-shod (t-slioed), a. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : a. 4-5 wete-schood, -shoed, -shode
;

5 wet-schoede, -schode, -shood (whetshood),
6 -shoode, 7 -shooed; 5 watschoed, -schood.

£. 4-6 wete-shodde, 5 wate-shodd; 5- -wet-

shod (5 -schod, 7 -shodde ; 5 wadsshod, 7 ? wet-

shot). (Also in many dialect forms : see Eng.
Dial, Diet.) [f. ivete, ivate Wet a. + Shoed, Shod,

///. aajs."] Having the feet wet.
a. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xvin. i Wolleward and wete-

shoed went I forth after. 1393 Ibid. C. xvn. 14 And 3ut is

wynter for hem wors, for wet-shood bei gangen. la 1400

Arthur 469 J'ere men were wetschoede All of brayn & of

blode. a 1470 Gregory Chron. in Hist. Collect. Cit. Lend.
(Camden) 207 They fulle ungoodely smote owte the heddys
of the pypys and hoggs hedys of wyne, that men wente
wete-schode in wyne. 1650 I uller Pisgah n. v. § 2 Moses
foretold that he should be wetshooed in oile.

ft. 1377 Lasgl. P. PI. B. xiv. 161 And }it is wynter for

hem worse, for wete-shodde thei gange. 1393 Ibid. C. xxi.

1 Wo-werie and wetschod wente ich forth after, c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 172 A preste bat hight Stephan on a
tyme was wate-shodd. tf 1510 Stan-bridge V'ulgaria (W.
de W.) B vj, I am wete shodde, Pedes humcctaut. 1542

Boorde Dyetary xxx. (1S70) 293 Beware of takyng colde

in the legge, or ryding, or goynge wetshod. 159a Lyly
GallatJua 1. iv. 10 He warrant by this time lie is wetshod.

1627 Dkayton Agincourt excu, Scarse a man but wet-shod

went in gore. 1657 T. M. Life Sat. Pup/y Aim 10 They
which followed the Coffin to burial], went wetshod in those

affectionate Teares. 1684 Bunyan Pit*/; 11. (1900) 235 So
he went over [the river] at last, not much above wet-shod.

1742 Richardson Pamela IV. 320 Your Billy has not yet

been accustom'd to be wtt-shod. 1775 Chandler Trav.
Asia Minor 41, I passed the stream several times without

being wet-shod. 1825- in many dialect glossaries (cf. Eng.
Dial. Diet.).

b. fig. (or in figurative context^.

1575 Feston Golden Epist. (15^2) 249 You seemc.to wade
continually wetshoode in the laake of this miserable worlde.

1589 ?Lyly Pappe w. Hatchet B j b, He will make their

wits wetshod, if the ale haue his swift current. 1622 Mas-
singer & Dekker V'irg. Martyr 111. hi, All my hopes are

seam-rent, and go wet-shod, a 1652 Bkomi; City Wit iv. i,

Virtue goes often wetshod, and is fore'd to be cobled up wit'n

base means, to hold out water and cold necessity. 16..

Times 1 in Cleveland's IVks. (1687) 239 To speak in wet-

shod Eyes, and drowned Looks.

Wetshode, obs. form of Watchet.
"We-ttable, a. [f. \Yetz\] Admitting of being

wetted.
1885 H. O. Forbes AT«A Wand. E. Archip. 4S4 His only

wettable garment being his loin-cloth.

Wette, var. Wit sb. and v.

We'tted, ppi- a. [f. Wet v.] Made wet;
moistened, damped.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xxn. 561 Clense each boord &

Throne With wetted Sponges. 1719 Phil. Trans. XXX.
1084, I touch 'd the end A with a wetted Finger. 1762 Fal-
coner Shipwr. 11.249 They sound the well, and. .Along the
line four wetted feet appear. 1774 Goldsm. Nut. Hist. VI.
402 The eggs are covered with a tough white skin, like
wetted parchment. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxxiii.

He saw her sitting up in bed, . .her head bound round with
wetted cloths. 1887 Harper's Mag. July 170/1 Spreading
over it a strip of wetted paper.

Wetter, [f. Wet v.]

1. One who wets ; spec, one who damps paper to

be used in printing.

1737 Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. (ed. 33) 11. 93 Wetters
of paper for [rolling-press]. 1760 Court <$ City Reg. 130,
7 Layers of Paper, and 2 Wetters of ditto. 1888 Jacobi
Printers'1

I'ocab., Wetter, the workman whose duty it is to
' wet down ' paper preparatory to printing.

b. IVetter-off, in glass-making, a workman who
detaches glass by wetting it. (Cf. Wet v. 13.)
1883 H. J. Powell Glass-making 86 If the bottle be large

it is handed, whilst still attached to the blowtng-iron, to the
' wetter off', who detaches it by applying a moistened tool
to the neck. 1888 Daily Neivs 14 Feb. 6/7 The glass is

never attached to any part of the machine, and so the
*wetter-off ' is dispensed with.

2. colloq. A wetting, soaking. -

1885 Slapem Poetry cf Exiles (ed. 2) I. 28 Unheedful of
the dew,. Until a shiver told him that he'd' had a thorough
wetter*.

Wetter, dial, form of Water ; var. Witter sb.2

Wetterly, var. Wittkrly adv. Obs.

Wetting, vbl. sb. [f. Wet v.]

1. The action of making wet, or the fact of be-
coming wet ; also (with a and pi.), an instance of
this : a. Of persons, esp. by rain or falling into
water.
c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. 26S [>o Marie hadde i-blessed hat

watur with hire honde, With-oute wetingue bare-ouer heo
$eode. C1330 [see Wetness 81. C1400 Destr. Troy 1579
Tight vp with piters..[fnr] Weghis into walke for wetyng
of rayn. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 211 Thai's more to me
then my welting. 1645 lip. Hall Remedy Discont. 149 It

must be our wisedome. .some whiles to abide a wetting;
that, if need be, wee may endure a drenching also. (11700
Evelyn Diary 5 May 1645, So that one can hardly step

without wetting to the skin. 1836 Socthky Lett. (1856J IV.

490 At the cost of a thorough wetting under a succession of

heavy showers. 1849 C. 1!konte Shirley x\\\, Many a wet-

ting we got amongst the mountains. 1876 Smiles St,

Katur. xii. (ed. 4) 250 The sea was like a sheet of glass; so

that he had little fear of getting a wetting during his few
hours' stay.

b. In general use. Also in fi^. context.

a 1340 IIamtole Psalter \. 3 He sail be as a tre that..

has ay v.etynge of the watirs of grace, c X380 Wyclif Sel.

ll'ks. III. 27 pat men boru hem moun take wectynge of
hevenly deew to her dne hertis. 1390 GoWER C'nf. II. 39
As a cat wulde ete fisshes withoute wetinga of his cle-;.

t'1440 PromP. Part'. 523/2 Wetynge, mad-faccio, viadi-

dacio. 1577 Googe HoesbaclCs Husb. in, 119 b, Your stable

must be buylt in a dry place, for wetting the Horses hoofe.

1623 in Ko>ter Eng. Factories hid. (1928) II. 2S5 The wet-
tinge and late cominge downe of thier goods. 1693 Evelyn
De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. 59 The second thing that is

to be done, after having remov'd Fig-Trees out of the Con-
servatory, ..is (to use the Phrase of Gard'ners) to give them
a good Wetting in every Case; which is, one good substantial
Watering. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s. v. Narcissus of
Japan, They must have a sound wetting, steeping the Pots
in Water until you find it swims upon the Surface. 1789 T.
Wright Meth. Watering Meado-vs (1790) 23 It can be of no
service to the lowest parts of the meadow, unless as a wetting
in Spring or Summer. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art
1. 255 The wetting of the slate was merely superficial. 1863
P. li.\KRY Dockyard Eton. 197 The only sensible effect is the
wetting of the wires. 1886 Athenaeum 20 Feb. 268/1 It is

functionally protective against undue wetting by rain.

2. The action of moistening the throat with liquid;

a small quantity of water or liquor used for this

purpose.
1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 1033 Dri:ik may him helpe, A litil

wetinge of watur his wo wol amende. 1835 J. M. Wilson
Talcs ofBorder I. 118 It is seldom a thimblefu' that fa's to

my share,, .mony a time, no a weetin\ 1884 Punch n Oct.
180/1 Twas like the free run of a Bar, And Politics wants
lots 0' wetting. 1906 Times 6 Mar. 9/6 Drinks and 'wet-
ling ', ruinous to health and morals, are part of the business
plant.

3. The action of making wet or moist as part of

a special process : a. Of cloth. (Also in fig. con-

texts.)

1463-4 Rolls ofParlt. V. 501/2 That every Cloth of Kersey
..be parfitly wette, and after that wetyng redy to the sale, .

.

connteigne inlenghxviiiyerdes. 1540,1592 [seeSHRiMK v. ab].

1593 Greene Mamillia 11, E 4, Thecloath is not knowne till

it come to the weeting. 1616 Draxe Bibl.Scholast. 189 He
will not abide the touchstone. He shrinketh in the wetting.

1627 J. Taylor (Water P.J Navy Land Ships B 5, Like
No[r]therne Cloth shruuke in the wetting. 1631 R. Bolton
Comf. Affl. Consc. iv. (1635) 16 A professour of the trues:

and heavenliest dye that holds out in the wetting and
shrinkes not in the Day of adversitie. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mcch. 24.15/2 The stretch is taken out of it by repeated
wettings and stretchings.

b. The steeping of barley in the process of malt-

ing ; the quantity steeped at one time.

1467 Bury Wills (Camden) 46 That the occupier.. shall

haue his wetyng of his'barley in the fate of the seid Denyse
during maltyng tyme, ..the seid Denyse on wetyng and
the seid occupier an other wetyng. 1702 Loud. Gaz. No.
3790/4 Every Cistern, .or other Vessel,, .made use of for

the Wetting or_ Steeping of Corn. 1720 Ibid. No. 5B64/2
The intire wetting ..shall be charged with the Duty of 6d.

per Bushel.

Q.fig. (Cf. Wet z;. ti.)

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 53 He must
have liis^ouble Jug, before he weighs, ..because wetting
of his Sails, will make him run the faster.

d. Glass-making. (See quot. and Wet v. 13.)
1888 Daily Netvs 14 Feb. 6/5 The bottle is. .cut off from

the_ blow pipe by mans of a steel chisel and cold water.
This is called 'wetting' or 'wetting off'.

4. eoncr. A liquid mixture employed to wet
something else. (See also E.D.D., Weltingsh. 3.)

1728 E. S[mith] Cowpleat House*iv. (ed. j) 134 Make a
Hole in the midst of the Elour, and pour all the wetting in.

5. at/rib., as tvetting'board^ 'machine^ -ptuee,

-trough.
1790' Act 31 Geo. Ill, c 7, § 18 The Cistern, Uting-fat, or

other Wetting-place or Utensil. 1800 Act 41 Geo. Ill c. 6

§ 3 Damaged Barley in the Cistern,.. or other wetting
Place. 1888 Jacobi Printers* Vocab., Wetting boards, the

l>oards placed between the different renins in the press in

the wetting department. Ibid., Wetting machines. Ibid.,

Wett ing trough.

We'tting, ///. a. [f. Wet z\] That makes
wet or moist.
1661 Boyle Physiol. Ess. fi66g) 187 The distinction betwixt

a fluid Body and a wetting Liquor, a 1668 Eassei.s Voy.
Italy (169S) I. 134 Here you have the Grotto of Cupid with
the wet ting-stool *, upen which sitting down, a great spout
of water comes full in your face. Ibid. 159 The great variety
of water-works, grots, and wetting sports. 1718 Rowe tr.

Lucan I. 403 The wetting winds had thaw'd the Alpine
snows. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 397 The plant.. is

regularly drenched with heavy wetting dews. 1854 H.
Miller Sch. fy Schm. vi. (1858) 120 There came ona thick,
wetting drizzle. 1902 Mabel Barnes-Gkundy Thames
Camp 296 The chilly evenings and the heavy wetting mists
in the morning.

We'ttish, a. [f. Wet a. + -ISH.] Somewhat
wet.
1648 R. Josselin Diary (Camden 1908) 53 A wett night,

and wettish day. 1651 in Hartlib's Legacy'(1655I 99, I have
been with Doctor D. about Lucern. who tells me that it

groweth best in wettish grounds. 1733 VV. Ellis Chiltern
<$ Vale Farm. 47 This loose Earth. ..should be ploughed
and sowed in a wettish Ti:ne. 1764 J. Ferguson Led. 59

Wettish or sandy ground. 1788 Ld. Auckland Corr. (i860
II. 98 It continues wettish and windy. 1812 W. Taylor m
Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 16 Flowers are odoriferous in

wettish air. 1828 CarlylE in Froude Life (18S2J I. 424 She
looked., eastward with wettish eyes. 1871 — in Mrs. Car-
lyle's Lett. III. 192 Weather miid though dim and wettish.

iSSzGardeu6 May 305/1 Particularly in deep, wettish soils.

Hence We'ttisliness.
1727 IUiley (vol. II), Moistuess, wettishness, dampness.

Wettrien, obs. f. Water v. Wetty, obs. f.

Witty a. Weturly, var. Wittehly adv. Obs.

Wetye, var. Witiet'. Obs. Wetyng^ly, obs. ff.

\Yeetixg(i,y. Weuch, So. var. \Voi tgh sb. Obs.

f Weve, sb. Obs.—1
[f. next.] A short or quick

movement. In little weve, \\\ a moment.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22927 All ^e flexs bat was o be man.

.

sal be delt in littel weue [Ediub. wefe] ; bat was o be^
[
- 1 ea-t] al sal biieue [= remain].

t Weve, J'.
1 Obs. Forms: 3-5 weve, 4-5 wefe ;

pa. t. 3 wefde, weft; pa. pple. 4 y-, i-weved,
veved. [Perh. a dial. var. ot Waive v. 2 (a. ON.
veifa) ;

possibly repr. an unrecorded OK. *wsefan =

ON. veifa. Cf. Biweve v.~ Although disappearing

from literary use in ME,, the verb appears to have

survived in speech, and to be represented in mod.
Kng. by Weave ».2]

1. intr. Of persons : To go from one place to

another; to travel, wander, pass.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 85 Denne be iuele gost farcft

ut of be uianne and weueo widesechende reste. c 1290

lukct 2-53 i:i S. Fug. Leg. 165 Into be cloistre of Caunter-

buri with giete noyse heo coinen weue. 1297 R. (Jlouc.

(Rolls) 1475 )cf he com mid is ost in to bis loud weue. 13.

.

£. F. Alii:. P. A. 318 pou wyhiez ouer bys water to weue.

b. Of things : To go
;
pass, make way.

C1275 Lav. 28049 ^"^ 'cn i^(raPJ rny gode sweord..and
smut of Modred Ins hefd, bat hit wefde [c 1205 wond] a [the]

felde. c 1400 Rmvlandf) O. 545 He hitt nym a-bown appon
be heuede, bat to be sclioldire be swerde wefede. Ibid.

564 Otuell says ' my suerde kan schere ', & in tu )>
e erthe it

wuiiece.

C. To move to and fro ; to toss about
a 1300 Cursor M. 24839 [>e weder..son bigan to rug and

reth, bat ilk wan til ober weft, And bremli to bo barges beft.

c 1300 Metr. Horn. 40 Hut thurt him noht liaf tint bis heued,

Vcf heals ted [- rtedjwald hafweuid. c 1350 Wilt.Palerne

4308 To cold coles sche schal be brent ;it or come cue, -S:

j e aschis of hire body with be wind weue.

2. trans. To move or remove from one place to

another; to convey or bring; to strike down.
13.. K. Alls. 3807 With his sweord he wolde his heved

Fro the body have y-weved [Bodl. MS. yreued]. 15.. Sir

Beues 954 A leide on wib be bor is heued, Til bat bii were
adoun i-weued. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 40 Gif me in a disce

weued Sain Jon the Paptist heued. 13.. F. E. Allit. P.

A. 976, I an-endez be on )is syde Schal sve [= follow], tyl

bou to a hit be veued.

b. To wave or brandish (a weapon). Also

absol., to beckon, make signals.

CI325 Metr. Horn. (1862) 122 Hir aid fader bird hir lefe,

And on hir lemman clep and wefe. Ibid. 123. c 1325 Metr.

Horn. (MS. Ashmole 42) fob 100 Porne lie was bothe dounibc

& defe and peres on him gon call & wefe. c 1350 Libeaus
Desc. 544 His brund aboute he weved ; All bat he hiite he

cleved. c 1440 [cf. Wevinc vbl. sb. below],

C. ? To toss about, trouble.

c 1350 Will. Palerne oas Auntrose is ^in euel, ful wonder-

liche it be weues ; wel i wot be sobe.

3. a. To weve up : to open (a window, a gate) :

s= Waive v.2 2. D. To weve off: to throw off (a

garment). Cf. Waive v.- 4 a.

a. c 1205 Lay. 19003 pa cnihtes weoren swide [sic] whxte,
and wefden up ba castles 3«ete, & letten hine binaan fare.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 2978 IShe] weued vp a window bat was
toward be place.

b. c 1290 Beket 951 in 6". Eng. Leg. 133 po seint thomas
hadde is masse i-songue: his chesible he gan of weue.

4. To give (to a person).

13.. Cow. <y Gr. Knt. 1976 f>e lorde Gawayn con bonk,

Such worchip he wolde hym weue. Ibid. 2359 Hit is my
wede bat bou werez,..Myn owen wyf hit be weued, I wot
wel for sope.

Hence f Weving vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Pan-. 523/3 Wevynge, or mevyngc wythe
tok ne, annutus,

t Weve, v.2 Obs.— 1 [OE. wmfan to wrap. Cf.

JJiweve vX\ trans. To wrap up, cover.

1398 Trf.visa Earth. De P. R. 11. viii. (1495) b v V* The
name of Seraphyn menyth thynge that is not weyled

[ — veiled] neythtr weuyd.

Weve, obs. form of \Yeave v.

We've, contracted f. we have (Have v. A 2 d).

1742 Richardson Pamela III. 313 When, too late, we

see what we've miss'd. i88» Besant All Sorts xxvi, Do
you mean to say that we've got to have dinner ?

t Wcved. Obs. Forms: a. 1 wio-, weobud,

weofud, -od, weofed-', 3 weofed {dat. weofde\

weoued. £. 1 wefod, 3-4 wefed {dat. wefde),

3-5 weued (4 -yd"), 4 wyeued (dat. wyefde).

[OE. wiofud, -od, earlier wio-, wiobud, f. wioh-,

wioh-, wih- (w/£-) holy, sacred + biod (masc.) table.

In OE., however, the second element very com-

monly appears as -bed (in the forms wio-, wio-,

wig-, wibed) and was evidently identified with the

noun bed, being sometimes inflected -beddes
}
etc. ;

in agreement with this the usual gender of wtofod

is neuter. As an independent word the first element

i:i OE. is a noun meaning ' idol ', corresponding to



WBVESTEBTE.

OS. wih, ON. vl holy place, sanctuary, and OHG.
wih (MHG, wich, G. weih-), Goth, weihs adj.

holy.] An altar.

a. cSgylELFRED Gregory'sPast.C.217 Jif se weobud ufan

hoi nffire. Ibid., Hwxt elles ^etacnao e-£et weobud buton
ryhtwisra monna saula? £960 ^Ethelwold Betted. Rule
Ixii. 113 Healde he simle bone stydc.butan bare benunge
anre baes hal^an weofodes. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii.

35 Zacharias.. bone se ofslojon betweox bam temple and

fam weofode. CH05 Lay. 31951 He Peteres weofed bere

wunliche isohte. a 1225 Ancr. R. 346 Ualleo biuoren ower
weoued a creoix to ber eoroe. a 1240 Lqfsong in O. E.
Horn. I. 205 Ich..bi-seche bc.burh bine eadi flesche and
bine iblescede blode i-sacred ooe weouede.

p. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Malt. v. 23 £if bu bringst bine lac

to wefode . . lait bar bine 'ac beforan !>am a'.tare. c 1130

0. F. Ckron. an. 1125, He sang oone hehmesse on Eastren

da;i set Cristes wefod. CI205 Lay. 28747 Meleon..fleh to

are chirche and foro riht anan wende forn to a:ie wefde.

c 1290 Betel 1082 in 5. Eng. Leg. 137 He let maken is bed

..Op in be heie chirche bi-twene twei weueues. 1297 R.

Glouc. (Rolls) 4593 At glastinbury..at uore beheye weued
aniydde be quer. 1340 Ayenb. 14 [>e sacremcnt of be wyefde.

Ibid. 236 Godes table is be wyeued. 1387 Trevisa Higden
1. 161 pe auters and weuedes of bat peple. £1425 Eng.
Cony. Ireland xviii. 42 Yn the modyr chyrche, . . & to-for

the weued.

Wevede, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Weave v.

Wevel-1, Wever(e, obs. ff. Weevil, Weaver.

t Wevesterte. Obs. In quot. wewestrate.

[f. Wkv« v. + Stakt sb.1 Cf. Wagstart.]. The
wagtail.

14.. in Wr.-Wulcker 617/44 Tntga,quedain avis, a wewe-
strete.

We'vet. south-west. dial. [f. Weave v. Cf.

Weft sb. 1] A cobweb, t Also collect.

1499-1500 Churchw. Ace. S. Edmund, Sarum (1S96) 51

To Will, lielrynger for Strykyng downe of the Weuet in

the Churche. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 56 b, Ye
skyppe over the open Oracles of truth, and are entangled

in the wevett of errour. [Cf. spider-wevet s. v. Spider 10.]

1815 Jennings Observ. Dial. IV. Eng. 134 Tha church war
durty.—Wevets here Hang'd danglin vrom tha ruf. 1886

W. Barnes Dorset Gloss., Wevvet, whet, a cobweb.

Wevil(l, -ylil, obs. forms of Weevil.

Wew, obs. Sc. f. View ; var. Whew int. "Wewe,
obs. f. View sb., Weave v. "Wewell, obs. form

of Weevil. Wex^e, obs. ff. Vex v., Wax sb.

and v. "Wexin, obs. f. Waxen.
Wey 1 (wtf). Forms : 1 waes (we3\ weese, 4-S

weye, 5- wey (5 wegh\ 5-7 way (6 waye,
waie), 7 waigh^e, 7- weigh. [Identical in origin

with Weigh sb.1 Cf. Way sb* and Waw rf.2]

1. A standard of dry-goods weight, varying

greatly with different commodities. (See quots.)

a. Of cheese.

805-10 in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 459 3if hit Sonne festen

dae3 sie, selle mon uuae^e caesa & fisces. c 833 Ibid. 577 An
wes spices & ceses. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 93, I wolde

be gladder. .Than bou;e I had bis woke ywonne a weye
of essex chese. 1542 Recorde Gr. Arts K. yb, The very

weights of it [sc. cheesel are cloues and weies, so that a

cloue shoulde contayne 7 pounde: and a wey 32 cloues,

that is 224 poundes. 1590 Payne Brief Descr. Irel. (1841)

8 You may haue yeerely. .fortie great wayes of cheese, of

the milke gathered betwixt May and Michaelmas. 1596

Recorde's Gr. Arts 162 And so much [256 pound] weyeth

the weigh of Suffolke cheese... The Wey of Essex Cheese

containeth 16 score, and 16 pound. 1638 L. Roberts Merch.

Map Comnt. 11. 239 The true weight of cheese and butter,

called theWaighe. /Wrf.,The\Vaigheof Suffolk cheese being

256 li. and the waighe of Essex cheese 336 li. averdupois.

1725 Bradley's Family Dict.s.v. Clare, In Suffolk they allow

forty two of these Cloves or three hundred thirty six pounds

to the Wey. 1846 % Baxter's IAbr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)

II. 429 A wey in Suffolk 33 cloves, or 236 lbs. A wey in

Essex 42 cloves, or 336 lbs.

b. Of wool.
« S75 Laws Edgar in. § 8 Ga seo wae^e [v.r. waes] wulle

to cxx. p[enninga). [C1300 Fleta II. xii. (1647) 73_ Et dua;

wayae lanse faciunt unum saccum. ] a 1500 A rnolde's Chron.

334

(1S1 1)100 Of the sac wulle goyng out of London of lij. weys,
..the Sheref ow* to haue xLd". 1638 L. Roberts Merch,
Map Comvi. 11. 239 The sacke of wooll formerly so famoused
by the staplers, did weigh 364 li. averdupois, two waighes
of wooll make a sacke, and 12 sacks make a laste. 1665 W.
Sheppard Office Clerk ofMarket 65 The Sarplar is the Case
wherein the Wooll is, and the Waigh respecteth the quantity

of the Wooll it self. 1688 Holme Armoury \\\. 261/1 A Wey
[of Wool] contains six Tods and a half. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm III. 8S8 Wool.. is weighed out in double stones

of 48 lb., each being called a weigh.

C. Of salt.

1443 Durham Ace. Roils (Surtees) 83 In 2 Wegh et di.

grossi salis empt., 50 s. 1451 Paston Lett. I. 228 That ye
sold a wey salt but for xxs. that she might hafe hadxls
for every wey. 1459 Maiden (Essex) Court Rolls Bundle

34 No. 1, vi weyes de baysalt, prec. le wey xxvi s. vi'iid.

1533-4 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 255, 2J qu. [salis]

vocata J wey. 154S Rates Custonie ho. cvb, Salte called

baysalt the waye xiii.s. iiii.d. a 1585 in Eng. Hist, Rev.

(1914) XXIX. 517 You must lade for every thousand fishe

a weye of salte or rather more. 1611 in Picton L'pool.

Munic, Rec. (1S83) 1. 179 Ev'ry Way of Salt, conteyning by
measure x barrells. 1615 E. S. Britain s Buss in Arber
Garner III, 635 Likewise, the Buss cannot conveniently

stow, at once, above ten \Yt.-ys of salt. 1638 L. Roberts
Merch. Map Comtn. 11. 248 A tunne of Salt at Plimouth is

greater than a weigh of London by 32 gallons. 1674 Jkake
Arith. (1696) 70 Salt is reckoned by the Hundred and Wey.
In 1 Hundred of Salt io£ Weyes, in 1 Wey 40 Bushels. 1704

Land. Gaz. No. 4060/5 About 50 Weigh of Salt, out of the

La Senie. 1748 W. Browsricg Art making Salt 214 The
law now allows three bushels dutyfree, for every wey (or

forty bushels) of British salt carried coastwise.

d. Of coal, corn, etc., or in general use.

7^1300 in Rep. Comm. Weights fy Meas.(ifs%) 19, xiv pe-

tra; faciunt unum pondus, quod Anglicedicitur weye. a 1400

Rcl.Ant. I. 70 Sevene waxpund makiet onleve ponde one

waye, twelf weyen on fothir. 1471 Churchw. Ace. Yatton
(Somerset Rec. Soc.) 107 For ij wev cole, x 9

. 1542-3 Act

34 <r 35 l^n. VIII%
c. 9. § 5 The said common nieater to

haue for the measuring of euery way of corne .ii.d. 1560

MS. Ace. Bk. Butchers''Co., Land., The price of a Waie of

tallowewas this yere Rated, .at 30/. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Weigh % . . in some parts of this lard it signifies a quantity of

Corn (most commonly of Barley or Malt) containing six

quarters. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 385 Out of

the Mounts of Libani in Cuba, there was one [piece of gold]

taken weighing 3310 weighs. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Wey, the greatest Measure for dry things, containing five

Chaldron : IVeysox Weighs, are also 165 Pounds, 1S0 Pounds,

or 200 Pounds and a half for a Charge. 1725 Bradley s

Family Diet. s. v. Wey, A Weigh of Barley or Malt, is six

Quarters or forty eight Bushels. 1813 Vancouver Agric.

Devon 54 During which time five or six weys of culm were

raised. 1823 J. Guy Tutor's Assist. 51 How many weys
and bushels, in 72 lasts? Ans. 144 weys, 5760 bus. 1891

L. Clark Diet. Metric Measures 97 Wey, or Load (dry

measure) = 40 bushels = 5 quarters.

attrib. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 137 Neither

ys the Crano"ke or Wey measures vsed in selling thereof

[corn].

t 2. ? A pound. (Vulg. libras centum?)

a 12*5 Ancr. R. 372 Nicodemus brouhte uorte smurien

mid ure Louerd an hundred weien of mirre & of aloes.

tWey.^ Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin; the

variation in the stem-vowel would normally indicate

an OE. ivxg, wag-.] ? A bill or halberd.

c 1205 Lay. 30982 Breken brxde we'i3es [c 1275 weyes],

brustleden scaftes. Ibid. 21505 CheorIes..mid clubben

swi5en gtzete, mid spasren and mid gra^te wa3en. Ibid.

21596 Moni cniht mid heore wah?en [£i»75 wawes). .ualden

heom to grunden.

Wey, obs. f. Way sb.
t
"Weigh v.

t
var. Wr Obs.,

man. "Weyard, obs. var. Weird a. "Wey-bit,

var. Wat-bit Obs. "Weybred, obs. var. Way-
BiiEAD. Weyche, obs. Sc. f. Witch sb. "Weycht,

obs. Sc. f. Weight, Wight. "Weydde, obs. f.

Weed vl Weyde, obs. f. Wide adv. Wey-
draught, obs. f. Withdkatjght,

f "Weye, v. Obs. rare. Also waye. [OE. wxgan

to delude, deceive.]

1. trans. To deceive, lead astray.

WEZZON.
c 1315 Shoreham Poetns 1. 370 J^at lie ne may nau3t yweid

l>e \Vip blanding ne wtt boste. Ibid. vn. 648 The deuel.

.

dorste naujt adam asayily, Al for to waye.

2. inlr. To go astray.

<"*3i5 Shoreham Poems 1. 301 B^te hi ari3t icristned be,
Fram heuene euere hi weyeb.

Weye, obs. f. Way sb. 1
, Weigh v., Whey ; var.

Wy (man) Obs. Weyfe, obs. f. WiWfi.1, Waive
v.1 Weyffe, obs. f. Wife. Weyghe,Weyghte,
obs. ff. Weigh(t. "Wey-h.ey. var. Wehee v.

Weyhte, obs. f. Weight. Weyit, obs. Sc. f.

Wet v. Weyk(e, obs. ff. Weak a., Wick.
Weylawey, obs. f. Wellavcay. Weyld, obs.

f. Wield v. Weyle, obs. f. Wail v., Wale
p.1, Weel 2

. "Weyle a woo, var. Wellawo Obs.

Weyleoott, var. Wyliecoat Sc.

t Wey leyship. Obs.—1 [f. wey Weigh v. Cf.

Metleyship.] The office of weigher.
1587 Ld. Burghley in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

VII. (1890) 12 [Concerning the office of the] weyleyship and
metleyship [in Penrith].

Weylico(i)tt, obs. ff. Wyliecoat Sc. Weyl-
sum, var. Wealsome a. Obs. Weyme, obs. f.

Wame. "Weymen, obs. pi. Woman. Wey-
inent;e, var. ff. Wayment.
Weymouth. (w?-m3}>). [The title of the first

Lord Weymouth, by whom the tree was exten-

sively planted after its introduction into England in

1 705.] Weymouth Pine, the American white pine,

Pinus Strobus.

[1731 P. Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. rinus, Pinus Ameri-
cana,. .Lord Weymouth's Pine. J 1766 Complete Farmer
s. v. Aphernonsli, The white Canada-pine, which is better

known in England by the name of YVeymouth-pine. 1781

Westminster Mag. IX. 133 The Weymouth-pine has been
long naturalized here ; the patriarch plant still existing at

Longleat. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenety I. 82 The Wey.
mouth-pine has very little picturesque beauty to recommend
it. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st. iv. xxi. (ed. 2) 496 The Wey-
mouth pine, the stone pine, ..and the larch, are all occa-

sionally seen. 188a Garden 16 Sept. 251/2 Weymouth Pine,

Scotch Spruce, and Silver Fir timber sold at a low figure.

Weyn, obs. f. Vain a. ; north, f. Ween sb., v.

Weynd(e, obs. ff. Wend v. Weyne, obs. f.

Vein, Wain sb.1 , Wine; north, f. Ween sb., v.

Weyng(e, obs. ff. Wing. Weynseot, -scotte,

skot, obs. ff. Wainscot.
Weynt, 1 var. queynt, pa. pple. of Quench v.

a 1450 MvRcFar. Pr. 1102 Hast bou for slowbe I-be so

feynt pat al by wylle has be weynt.

Weype, obs. form of Wipe v.

t Weyr. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] Some piece

of timber in the structure or fittings of a vessel.

1296 Ace. Exch. K. R. 5/20 m. 2 b, In xiiij lignis de longi-

tudine .1. pedum emptis..ad Weyres. Ibid. m. 3b, In duo-

bus Weyris ad Bargiam emptis de Henrico de Wermue.
Ibid, m.4 b, In Weyris Spurchisetaliisemendacionibus factis

in Galea et Bargia.

Weyr, Sc. var. Ver spring. Obs. Weyre, Sc.

var. Webb sb. doubt, etc. Weyrly, var. Wakly.
Weysand(e, obs. ff. Weasand. Weyase, obs.

f. Wise a. Weyst, obs. Sc. f. West. Weyte,
obs. f. White. Weyth, obs. f. Withe.

f Weythernoy, error for *vethervcy, south-

western y&x.fetherfoy : see Feathekfew.
1597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl., Wcythernoy is Feuerfew.

[1665 Lovell Herball (ed. 2) 465 Weyther-ney, see Feaver-

few.]

Weythwynde, obs. f. Withwind. Weyve,
obs. f. Waive v.1 ; var. Waive v% Obs. ; obs. f.

Weave v. Weyward , = weyard'obs. var. Weird a.

Wezand, wezen, wezzand, obs. ff. Weasand.
Wezeer, obs. f. Vizier. Wezill, var. Weezlb
Obs. Wez(z)on, obs. ff. Weasand.



Wh.
WH, a consonantal digraph, normally repre-

sents initial hw in words of Oil. origin, as

in hwiet what, hwisprian to whisper. In words of

other origin, its occurrence may lie due to analogy

resting on the supposed phonetic appropriateness of

the ' aspirate ' sound, as in whip, whisk ; it some-

times varies with h or simple w ; e.g. whortleberry

and hurtleberry, whoop and hoop, wlulked and

welked. Historically OE. initial hw represents

OTeut. \7V (under which Indo-Eur. q'° and kiv

were levelled), which appears as hw in the early

forms of the Germanic languages, but is variously

modified in their modem forms, appearing in High
and Low German as w, in the Scandinavian lan-

guages, according to dialect, as hv, kv, and v, in

English as wh. Vox typical forms see What.
The normal OE. spelling ktt) was generally pre-

served in early ME. till late in the 13th century,

e. g. in the Nero MS. of Ancren Riwle (with occas.

variants in w, as wase whoso), and the pieces con-

tained in An Old English Miscellany (E. E.T.S)
;

it persists in the Ayenbite of Inwyt in the form hu,

as huich. The modern spelling wh is found first

in regular use in the Ormulum, e. g. whillc which ;

it is the commoner spelling in the earlier text of

Layamon's Brut (with frequent variants in zy\

the Harl. MS. of King Horn, and the eailiest MS.
of Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle, and continues

thence without interruption to the present day
;

sporadic anticipations occur in the nth century in

the interlinear Rule of St. Benedict, as in aeiwhe-

Pera (ed. E. E.T. S., p. 81), whienne (ib. 103), and

in the 12th century in the Peterborough Chronicle

(e. g. 7ohilc, an. 67,^, and the Lambeth and Cotton

Homilies. A few instances of the omission of h

occur in some early texts (e. g. sinuurbul ' teres

'

in Epinal Gloss., wiluin ' nunc ' in 9th century

Bede Glosses), and there are some in the 1 1th

century Rule of St. Benedict (e.g. wylce which,

wanon whence) ; it becomes more frequent in the

1 2th century, chiefly in words of the interrogative

class, e.g. wile, tiurilcum, wat, wsenne, and (suiu)-

wile, for hwile, gewhilcum, hwtet, hwxtine, and

hwlle (Cato Glosses, Canterbury Psalter, Peter-

borough Chronicle, Homilies, etc.). Many ex-

amples of simple w are to be found in the two
versions of Layamon and other 13th century texts,

and this variant spelling continues in widespread

use till 1 500.

Strong enunciation of the back (guttural) clement

in the pronunciation of (hw) is shown by the spell-

ings chua, chuttt, chwxnt, chuelc = hwii, etc. of

the Lindisfarne Gosp., and began to be denoted in

ME. of the 13th century by the use of qtt {quit,

qw), first in East Anglian texts (once in the Bestiary,

qua! whale; regularly but not exclusively in

Genesis and Exodus). It remained a feature of

East Anglian spelling till c 1450 (as in the Paston

Letters and the works of John Metham), bnt after

1300 it became more especially a characteristic

feature of northern English, surviving in Scottish,

esp. in the form quh, till the 18th century. (Forthe
converse use of wh for qu (kw), see the letter Q.)
Early in the 15th century appear spellings with

wh of words with initial h followed by an o-sound.

It occurs first before g (:— a), e. g. whom for kpi/i

(OE. ham) in Brut c 1420 (E. E. T. S.), pp. 346,

370, wholle for hp'.e (OE. hdl) in Chron. Vilod.

c 1420, 3368, and Camb. MS. of Guy of Warwick
3422, whote for hgt (OE. hat) in Partonope, whore
for hpre hoar (OE. hdr) in Revel. Monk of Evesham
(14SJ) ; wholy for hply is used by Tindale, 1526.

Later, other words normally spelt with initial ho-

(ofwhatever origin) became subject to the same varia-

tion of spelling ; e. g. whore for here (OE. hdre',

whote for hple (OE. hoi), whoodiex hood (OE. hod),

whoord for hprd 'hoard' (OE. hard). Some of

these spellings were especially frequent in the 16th

century ; thus whood ' hood ' is used by Mall the

chronicler, Nashe, Harvey, John Davies of Here-
ford, and Sylvester. The it//<-spelling has become
standardized in two of these words, viz. whole and

whore, and their derivatives, in which it became
common c 1600. The corresponding labialized pro-
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nunciation is current dialectally only in whole, but

it survives in several other words where the standard

form has preserved the original ho-, as in hoard,

hold, hole, home, hot ; in home, pronunciations such

as (worn), (wusm), (wr>m) cover a wide area. For

details of the evidence see the various words in this

Diet, and Eng. Dial. Diet.
Spellings of How adv. with initial hw, wh, and (conse-

quently) </uh are on a different footing, as they are due in

the first place to association of the word with the inter-

rogative why, where, etc.

From the fourteenth century onwards there are

sporadic instances of initial whr foriw, as whriglites

(R. Brunne'sChron.Wace87 1 1 ), whrassid ' wrested

'

(St. Cuthbert, 6041), whretehedly (Bale, 1560).

For the relationship of hurlpool, httrlwind, hurtle-

berry to whirlpool, whirl-wind, whortleberry, etc.,

and of thwack, thwang to whack, whang, etc., see

these words.

Pronunciation. In OE. the pronunciation sym-
bolized by hw was probably in the earliest peril.ds

a voiced bilabial consonant preceded by a breath.

This was developed in two different directions

:

(1) it was reduced to a simple voiced consonant

(w)
; (2) by the influence of the accompanying

breath, the voiced (w) became unvoiced. The
first of these pronunciations (w) probably became
current first in southern ME. under the influence of

F"rench speakers, whence it spread northwards (but

ME. orthography gives no reliable evidence *n

this point). It is now universal in English dialect

speech except in the four northernmost counties

and north Yorkshire, and is the prevailing pro-

nunciation among educated speakers. The second

pronunciation, denoted in this Dictionary by the

conventional symbol (hw), and otherwise variously

denoted by phoneticians, (w/i), (w), (w), (a\), is

general in Scotland, Ireland, and America, and is

nsed by a large proportion of educated speakers in

England, either from social or educational tra-

dition, or from a preference for what is considered

a careful or correct pronunciation.
The 15th or 16th century Welsh transcript of the English

Hymn to the Virgin (E.D.S. Misc. 3, p. 27) shows the

voiceless pronunciation, rendering where by hwier, and
the evidence of the 16th century and later orthoepists goes
to show that this was the prevailing pronunciation among
cultured speakers, but there are indications that it was not

of universal currency, 'towards the end of the 18th century

the voiceless was ousted by the voiced sound, and the lexico-

grapher John Walker (1791) notes that in London speech
1

the aspirate h is often sunk ', and includes the voiced pro.

nunciation oiwh among the four faults of the speech of the

metropolis. The restoration of the voiceless pronunciation
which took place in the 19th century was due in part to

Scottish and Irish influence, and in part to conscious

reference to the spelling. Some early orthoepists admitted
a pronunciation of whole, wholesome with (hw). This must
have been familiar to Samuel Johnson, for in the Grammar
prefixed to his Dictionary he remarks that ' in whore only,

and sometimes in wholesome, wh is sounded like a simple h.'

The dialectal pron. (w<Jl, wul) are widespread.
In Sc. dialects north of the Tay the voiceless bilabial (hw)

has become the voiceless lahto-dental (fl in interrog. prons.

and ad vs., as/ii \\\\o,fat what,fan when j in Aberdeen and
Banff in other words also, as fite white, folp whelp, /up
whip. (Cf. Kali. sb.s ).

Wha;a, dial, forms of Who; var. Wiiau int.

Whaaped, var.Whaped pa. pple. 0Ar.,WHAOP.

Whack (hwoek), sb. colloq. Also 8-9 Sc.

whawk, whauk, 9 waok. [ r Echoic : perh. an

alteration of Thwack.]
1. A vigorous stroke with a stick or the like

;

a heavy resounding blow ; also the sound of this.

1737 R\msay Sc. Prov. (1750) 13 As sair greets the bairn

that s paid at e'en, as be that gets his whawks in the morning.
18*3 K. Moon Suffolk Words 477 Whack, a blow, a thump.
183a Harrington Pers. Sk. III. xviii. 242, I never saw.,
any dangerous contusion from what they called ' whacks ' of

the shillelah. 1854 Slktees llandlcy Cr. lxxiii, bill gave
the boy two or three more hearty whacks, and then kicked
him into the hosier's shop. i860 Thackekav Level v,

liessy's ' Ah !
' or little cry was followed by a whack, which

1 heard as clear as anything I ever heard 111 my life.

b. To have or take a whack at : to make an

attempt or attack upon. U.S.
1891 Boston (Mass.) Jrnt. 22 June 2/2 There are thousands

..wlio..are anxious to have a whack, at the polls, at the

party that deceived them. 1894 Advance (Chicago) 20 Dec.
418/1 Mother's got over her long weak spell, and is able to

take a whack at doings.

2. A portion, share, allowance ; esp. a full share,

a large portion or amount.
Chiefly in phr. to get, have, take one's whack.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Whack, a share of a boo:y
obtained by fraud. 1790 Alex. Wilson in Poems ,y Lit.

Prose (1876) II. 51 Whauks o' guid ait-farll cowins Synet
down wi' whey. 1805 C. Paget in P. Papers (189^) II. 162

My whack of prize money.. will be about fifty thousand
Pounds. 1830 Makrvat King's Own xxxiv, ' I'll punish the

port to-morrow.'. .' I'll lake my whack to-day.
1

X874 Slang
Dut. 338 To go whacks, to divide equally; to enter into

paitnership. 1894 Asi 1 f.y Fifty Yrs. Life II. 119 Hecould
not trust himself to take a fair whack of liquor without
taking too much. 1918 Btackw. Mag. July 43/2 I've had
a 1 un for my money this whack of leave.

b. A dividing up of accounts.
1885 Hornadav Two Yrs. in Jungle xxiv. 284 When t!:e

Colombo rice merchants, shopmen, and hotel-keepers have
ti.eir quarterly ' whack-up ' with the government.

3. As int. or adv. : With a whack (in sense 1).

181a H. & J. Smith Rej. Add/:, Archil. Atoms, Jill.,

bobbs plump against him, whack 1 1836 Marryat Midsh.
Easy v, Whack came the cane on Johnny's shoulders. 1857
Hl'GHES Tom Brown I. ii, Whack, whack, whack, come his

blows.

Whack (hwtek), v. collcq. Also 8-9 Sc. whauk.
[See prec]

1. trans. To beat or strike vigorously, as with a

stick ; to thrash.

1721 Ramsay's Poems I. Gloss. 1742 Richardson Pamela
III. 334 Many ami many a good time have I whacked the

Rascal's Jacket. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole Introd.

(1879) 3 The sheriffs .. whacked each other soundly with
their wands. 1897 Mary Kingsi.ev W. Africa 225 When
l he husband loses his temper, . .he whacks his wife.

ahsol. or intr. 1852 C. W. Day Five Yrs.' Resid. W. In-

dies I. 304 Whacking away, I finally severed his head from
his body. 1898 M. Muriel Dowie Crook 0/ Bough xxiii,

Her tough tweeds whacked on the ivory lintel.

b. fig. To beat in a contest.

1877 llolderness Gloss, s. v., Ah can whack him onny day
at sums.

2. trans/, and jig. Substituted for ' put ',' bring',

' get', etc., with implication of vigorous or violent

action ; cf. knock tip.

1719 Ramsay 3rd Answ. to Hamilton viii, Why should
we., thole sae aft the Spleen to whauk us Out of our
Reason? 1861

J.
Baku Poems 154 (E.D.D.) A rotten

stump my brain bad rackit..Till Doctor Manning oot did

whack it. 1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra Alev. x. 219 If

I design to paint a head, or a foot, or an arm, I get my little

old Sarah Jane to peel the particular charm, and just whack
her in on the canvas. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. v. 115

When they whacked up a match 'twix' his sister Hilty an'

Lorin' Jerauld. 1903 — Their Lawful Occas. I. in Traffics

-V Discoz'. 117 Can we whack her [sc. a torpedo-boat] up to

fifteen, d'you think?

3. [See prec. 2.] To share, divide. Also with up.

181a J. H. Valx Flash Diet., Wack, to share or divide

any thing equally. 1821 Life D. h'aggart (ed. 2) 94 We got

twenty-two screaves by this adventure, which we whacked.
1888 ' R. P.oLDREwoon ' Robbery under Arms xlviii, We
hadn't much trouble dividing the gold, and what cash theie

was we could whack easy enough.

Whack, dial, form of Quack v. 2

1807 Hogg Mountain Bard, Pedlar xxiv, The ducks they
whackit, the dogs they yowled.

Whacker (hwre'ksj). colloq. [f. Whack v. +
-ERl.]

1. a. A heavy blow. dial.

1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words 477 Whacker, a blow, a
thump.

b. A driver of animals, a drover. U.S.
1880 Harper's Mag. LX. 679 The whacker's long whip

cracking, .as he lashes his unwieldy beasts [sc. oxen} into

position. 1889 H. O'Reilly Fifty Yrs. on Trail xvi. 172

l'o search round for bull-whackers to drive them over.

2. Anything abnormally large of its kind ; esp. a
' thumping ' lie ; a ' whopper '.

1825 Urockett iV". C. Class., Whacker, a lie. 1828 Sporting
Mag. (N.S.) XXI I. 416 Though the fences are whackers, the

brooks they are small. 1857 Hcghf.s Tom Brown 11. iv,

Oh, there's a whacker !..we haven't been within a hundred
yards of his barn. 1871 J. R. Green Let. to E. A. Free-

man 18 Sept., The Dome which ought to be a whacker is

a poor wee thing.

Whacking(hwarkin),z'rV..r*. colloq. [f.WHACK

v. + -1NG 1.] The action of the verb Whack.
1. Beating.
1862 Mrs. H. Wood Chatminfs i, Then take your whack,

ing 1 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 14 Nov. 2, 2 There is a sound of

the whacking of staves and sticks.

attrih. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 19 June 5/1 We turned away

followed by the beaters, one of whom tucked his long

whacking.stick under his chin.

2. Dividing up or sharing.

1851 Mayhfw Land. Labour II. 154 At last Long J

and I got to quarrel about the ' whacking ' ; there was

cheati n' a-goin' on.

Whacking (hwaekin), ///. a. colloq.^ [f.

Whack(er + -ING^.] That is a 'whacker ; ab-

normally large ;
' thumping ',

' whopping '.

Often quasi-advb. in whacking big, great.

1823 Scott Qucntin L>. Introd. r 7 A certain whacking



WHAIET.
priest in our neighbourhood. 1829 — Jrnl. 16 Apr. (1800)
II. 268 This whacking reason. 1853 G. J. Cavi.ev Las
Al/orjas II. IQ3 We saw a whacking great building. 1873
C. M. Davies Uuorth. Lend., Walworth Jumpers 91 A
good whacking kiss that echoed all over the archway.
Whad, Whaddie : see What, Waddt.
Whaey, Whafer, Whaff, Whaflae : see

Whevev, Wafer s/>., Waff v. 1
, Waffle v.

Whahoo, variant of Wahoo.
"Whales : see Why.
"Whaiet, obs. dial. f. Qdiet.
1581 N. Woodes Coujl. Consc. m. iv, Ay wawd he wer

brunt that ay mawght be whaiet.

Whaile, obs. var. Quail v.1, to curdle.
c 1440 Anc. Cookery in llonseh. Ord. (1700) 453 At the

first boyling take bom off the fyre that they whaile noght.

Whaiat, Whair(e, Whaish, Whais(h)le,
whaizle.Whaite.Whake : see Quaint,Wheue,
Whevish, Wheeze, Wheezle, Wait vX, Quake.
Whaker, north, dial, form of Quaker.
1700 in Sir C. Sharp Chrou. Mirab. (1841) 51 Att ye

Wbakers (netting house. 1802 R. Anderson Ball Cumbld.
(1805) 22 The neist was a Whaker, cawM Jacob, He turn'd
up the wheyte o' his een.

Whale (hw^l), sb. Forms : 1 hweel, 3-4 whal,
wal, 4-5 wall, 4-7 whall, 5 wale, 5-6 whaile,

7 whaill, wheal, 4- whale ; chiefly .9c and
north. 3 qual, 4 quale,

f,
qwal, qwall(e, qwaylle,

5-6 quhail(l, 6 quhale, quhell. [OE. hwn'l,

corresp. to OMG., MHO. wal (G. walfisch Whale-
fish, q.v.), OX. hvalr (S\v., Da. hval), related

to OHG. wdlira, welira, MHG. wdlre, and MHG
,

G. wels (:— *xwalis) sheath-fish ; cf. Pruss. kalis

sheath-fish.

The present form whale represents oblique forms
(OE. hwalas, etc.) ; the OE. nom. hwsel gave
14th— 17th. cent, whall (cf. small, awl, f all, from
smse-l, «/).]

1. Any of the larger fish-like marine mammals of

the order Cetacea, which have fore-limbs like fins

and a tail with horizontal flukes, and are hunted
for their oil and whalebone ; in wider (scientific)

use, any cetacean of the groups Mystacoceti or

whalebone-whales, and Odontoceli ortoothed whales
(which are distinguished by the names dolphin,
grampus, porpoise, etc.).

C893 /Ei-fked Oros. 1. i. § 16 Se hwael bi5 micle lajssa
bonne o3re hwalas. c 1000 j*Elfric Gen. i. 2t God gesceop
l>a J>a micelan hwalas and eall libbende fi^c-cinn. C1055
ByrhtftrtlCs Handboc in Anglia VIII. 310 pa myclan
hwalas, & ha lytlan sprottas. cizzo Bestiary 735 He is

b!ac so broof qutl. c 1300 Havelok 753 He tok besturgiun,
and bequal. c 1325 Metr. //mil. 136 Kiht als the quale fars
wit the elringe, And riht als sturioun etes merling. e 1330
Arth.

.J-
Merl. 1495 He hadde a bodi as a whal. C1386

Chaucer Sompn. '/'. 222 Me thynketh they been lyk Iovin.
yan Fat as a whale and walkynge as a swan. 14.. Metr.
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 625 n Wale, cete. 14.. Nom. ibid.

704/15 Ilie eetus, a whaile. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 523 Whale,
or qwal, grete fysche. 1313 Douglas AZneis vil. Prol. 23
Fludis monstreis, sic as meirswyne or quhailis. 1606 Shaks.
Tr. Sr Cr. v. v. 23 And there they flye or dye, like scaled
sculs, Before the belching Whale. 1707 Cnrios. Husb. ff
Card. 140 Steep your Corn, or any other Seed, in Oil of
Whale. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 33 Whales are still

seen one hundred and sixty feet long. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVII. 272/2 The Toothed Whales are subdivided into
those which have teeth in both jaws and those which have
teeth in the lower jaw. i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. x. 259
The pursuit of the whale, whether that species which our
hardy mariners seek amidst the ice-floes of the Polar Seas, or
the still huger kind which wallows in the boundless Pacific.
collective siug. t6yj I. Jones & Davenant Brit. Tri. 15

And then on Rock he [se. the giant) stood to bob for Whale.
1845 Coulter Adv. Pacific vii. 78 While cruising for whale,
the look-outs are on the cross trees.

b. With defining words for various species

:

e. g. Bottle-nose(d to., Ca'ing-whale, Fin-, Finback(ed,
Finner, Greenland, Grev (a. 8 b). Humpback, Ice-, Pike-,
Piked, Pike-headed, Pilot, Rostrated, round-lipped
(Round a. 16 b), Scrag (sb\ 5), Spermaceti 71/., Sperm
whale, Whalebone- ?u. Also Beaked, Black, Bow-
head, Sowerby's, White Whale : see quots.
1755 tr - Pontoppidin's Nat. Hist. Norway \\. 123, I shall

call it Balaena rostrata, or Nebbe-hval, the 'Beaked Whale.
1920 Brit. Mus. Return 89 Cuvier's Beaked Whale (Ziphius
cavirostris). 1834 Dewhurst Cetacea 16 note. La Baleine
Franche, .. Common 'Black Whale. 1840 Mabrvat Poor
Jack vi, The sparmacitty don't take the harpoon quite so
quietly as the black whale does. 1843 fenny Cycl. XXVII.
296/1 The Whalebone Whale or Black Whale of the South
Seas. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Calal. (ed. 4) 201 Slabs of
whalebone of *Bowhead Whale. 1920 Brit. Mus. Return
101 Tooth of a "Sowerby's Whale (Mesop/odon bldeus\
1834 Dewhurst Cetacea 190 Dclphinapterus Beluira, or the
"White Whale.

(b) Bight Whale, a whalebone- whale, esp. of
the genus Balsma. Hence right-whaling, right-
whaler, etc.

1725 P. DuDLEVin Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 256 The Right
or Whalebone Whale is a large Fish, measuring sixty or
seventy Feet in Length. 1824 J. F. Cooper Pilot xvii,
'Tis a right whale,. .1 saw his spout. 1874 Darwin Desc.
Man 11. xvii. (ed. 2) 516 The males of the right-whales do
not fight together. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 527/2 A rieht
whale fishery of great importance. 1895 Pall Mall Gaz.
16 Dec. 2 '1 Just before I took to 'right ' whaling.
2. Applied to the ' great fish ' which swallowed

Jonah {Jonah i. 17).

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 40 Suse foroon wses ionas in

innad vtl in worn huales Srim dagum & orim na^htum
[1382 Wvclif As Jonas was in the womb of a whall three
days and three ni^tis]. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C 247 Now
is ionas be Iwe iugged to drowne;..A wylde waherande
whal.. hi hat but flotte. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 572
Crete god. .pat saued be prophete with in he whall. 1548
Udall, etc. Eras/u. Par. Acts ii. 22-28 Euen as did >'•

whale reuomit the prophet Ionas. a 1586 Montgomehie
Misc. Poems xxxi. 35 Ionas, in be quhellis bellie, how safit

tine dayis. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevcnot's Trav. I. 41
Jona's Whale is also to go to Paradise.

t 3. Whale of the river, river-whale : = Sheath-
fish 1, a large freshwater fish, Silurus glanis. Obs.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 69/2 Silurus,. .a fish much
like a Sturgeon: a sheathfishe; a whale of the riuer. 1611

Cotgr., Silure, the rauening sheat fish, or Whall of the riuer.

4. trans/, (from 1). An object resembling a

whale ; Astron. (with cap.) the constellation Cetits.

1551 Recorde Cast. A*«^i'/.(i5s6) 267 The greate Whale,
contayning 22 starres. 1664 Phil. Trans. I. 5 In the even-
ing of that day it [se. a comet] was to come into the jaw of
the Whale. J760 Ann. Reg., Cl"'On. 66/1 The comet.,
passed, .toward the whale's jaw. 1866 Lockver Guillemin's
Heavens (ed. 21 356. X905 p. M. Crawford Glean. Venet.
Hist. I.5 When the first fugitives, blind with terror, stumbled

]
ashore upon the back of one of the sand whales in the
lagoon.

5. Allusive, proverbial, transf., and fig. uses of

sense I. a. Prov. phr. (To thrcav out) a tub to

!
the whale : see Tub sb. 9 b. Very like a whale

1 (after Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 398) : see quot. 1859.
[1591 1st Pt. Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) C3I)' The

mariner, Spying the hugie Whale, whose monstrous bulke
Doth beare the waues like mountaines fore the wind, That
throwes out emptie vessels, so to stay His fury.]

1859 Slang Diet. 115 I'cry tike a whale, said of anything
that is very improbable.

b. allusively.

1601 Shaks. All's Well iv. iii. 249 A. .Iasciuious boy, who
is a whale to Virginity, and deuours vp all the fry it finds.

1606 Dekker Seuen Deadly Sinncs Wks. (Grosart) II. 27
Be wise therefore,, .play with these Whales of the Sea, till

you escape them that are deuourers of your Merchants.
1914 Marriott in Edin. Rev. July 1 Amid a shoal of min-
nows they promptly pose as authoritative whales.

c. fig. phr. A whale on . . ., having a great

capacity or appetite for . . ., very good at or keen
on . . . A whale of (U.S.) : 'no end of. colloq.

1893 McCarthv Red Diamonds xxiii, He was not, as he
put it himself graphically, a whale on geography. 1899
A. Marshall Peter Binney xvi. 326, 1 should be a whale on
parental authority myself if I were in your place. 1913
lQth Cent. Sept. 621 [They] had what the Americans call
' a whale of a good time '.

6. attrib. and Comb., as whale-blubber [Blubber
sb.l 4], -butt, -calf [Calf 1 3], -catching, -cub,

-cutter, -drive [Drive sb. 1 c], -duty, -guts, -hunter
(cf. OE. hwselhunta), -hunting (cf. OE. hwml-
hunta/), -killer, -killing, -kind, -meat, -spoilt,

-steak, -striker, -striking, -trade, -vessel; also in

names of weapons, etc. used in hunting whales,
as whale-gun, -lance, -line, -net, -rope, -spade

;

also whale like, -mouthed, -tailed adjs. b. Spec.
Combs. : whale-aeorn-shell (see quot.) ; whale-
bamacls = Couonule 2 ; whale-brit [Brit sbj]
= whale-food; whale-deep = whale-hole ; whale-
feed = whalefood; whale('s) food [tr. G. wal-
fschaas, 1747], a general name for the small
animals upon which whales feed; spec, a mol-
lusc, Clio borealis; whale-foots [Foot sb. 22],
the refuse in refining whale-oil, used by soap-
makers and tanners; whale-gull, the ivory gull
(Gull sb.l) ; whale-head, the shoebill or whale-
headed stork, Balxniceps rex ; also called whale-
headed stork; fwhale-horn, whalebone; whale-
laid a. of a rope (see quot.); whale-louse, a

J

small crustacean of the genus Cyamus, parasitic on
whales ; whale-mouse = whale's guide ; whale-
pool humorous, the Atlantic ocean (cf. herring-
pond); whale's belly, -tail, etc., stars in the
constellation Cetus (see 4) ; f whale's guide,

j

the animal called by Pliny musculus piscis (cf.

note s.v. Mysticete l)
; whale-shark, (a) a very

j

large shark, Rhinodon typhus; (It) the basking'-

j

shark (Basking///, a. 2); whale-ship = Whale-
boat; f whale-shot [Shot sb.l 19], spermaceti.

I
Also Whaleback, -bird, -boat, -bone, -fin, etc.
1815 Burrow Elan. Conchol. 194 Balanoides, Small,

striated Acorn S[hell]. Diatiema, *Whale Do. 1854 A.
Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 305 "Whale- Barnacles iCoro.
nulidx). 1844 H. Stephens Bi. harm II. 646 'Whale-
blubber, .forms a good compost for turnips. 1845 Darwin
Voy. Nat. x. 214 A piece of putrid whales-blubber. 1835
Batman in K. Cornwallis New World (1859) I. 369 The
' Belinda', of Sydney, with a cargo of *whale-butts. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk., *Whale-calf, the young whale.
1685 R. Turner in W. Penn Furlh. Ace. Pennsvlv. 13 Three
Companies for "Whale catching. 1885 J. G. Wood in
Longm. Mag. Mar. 552 The "whale cub, when first formed,
has no baleen. 1631 Pellham Gods Poiver A 4 b, Thomas
Ayers, "Whale-cutter. 1668 Prynne Aurum Reg. 127 This
"Whale Duty hath been totally suspended.. from the death
of King Henry the 8, till the first year of King James, for
want of a Queen Consort. 1853 Househ. Words VI. 402/1
Thelittle red creatures (' "whale feed ', sailors call them) are
retained by the fringe [of the baleen]. 1767 tr. Crantz'

WHALEBACK.
Hist. Greenland I. 109 This *whale*s-food is found in the
greatest quantity between Spitzberg. .and Greenland. 1865
Gosse Land fy Sea^ 166 The immense aggregations of close-
packed swimming invertebrata so well known to mariners
in Arctic regions under the appellation of ' whale-food '.

1852 Macgii.livray Brit. Birds V. 508 Cetos/>aracifS ebur-
uens. The Ivory *Whale-gull. 1858 Mac Marine Mag.
V. 149 The crew.. murdered the Captain and third officer
by shooting them with a *whale-gun. 1780 Coxe Russ.
Discov. 256 Cloaks,.. made of thin *whale guts. 1884
Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 654 Balxniccps rex, the
Shoe-bill or *Whale-head, of Africa. 1875 Encycl. Brit.
III. 759/1 The gigantic * Whale-headed Stork, Balxniceps
rex. 1562 in Inv. Mary Q. Scots (Bannatyne Club) Pref.
p. xxviii. note, xij bowtis of *quhaill home. 1598 Hak-
luyt Voy. I. 4 He was come as far towards the North, as
commonly the * whale hunters vse to trauell. 1851 H. Mel-
ville Whale xvi, Some of these same Quakers are the most
sanguinary of all sailors and whale*hunters. 1615 Trade's
/tier. 52 The Greenland company, out of the pretence of
their first "Whale-hunting. 1868 Gorrie Swum, <$ Wint.
in Orkneys viii. 323 The whale.hunting fleet. 1613 Voy.
Spitzbergen in Archgeol. Amer. (i860) IV. 305 When he
enters into the sounds, our *whal-killers doe presentlie
sallie forth to meet him. 1625 Pi rchas Pilgrims III. in.
461 The first setled, ordinary, and orderly Voyages for the
'Whale killing. 1703 Dampier Voy. III. ii. =7 About Christ-
mas these are mostly implored in Whale-killing. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Manati, a Fish of the *Wha1e-kind
that breeds about the Island of Hispaniola. 1812 Manby
Ess. Preserv. Shipivr. Persons 17 It may likewise be coiled
in the manner used in the whale fishery. *Whale laid. 1823
Scoresby Voy. N. Whale.fishery 112 Armed only with a
*wha!e-lance, he.. set out on his adventurous exploit. 1608
Sylvester />« Bartas 11. iv. Schisn/e 1016 This mighty Fish,
of "Whale-like hugenesse. 1855 Leifchild Co?->nvall 166
The large whale-like back of a prostrate pillar. 1785 Act 25
Geo. Ill c. 56 § 2 Short Chucking, Half Ck-an, *Whale-line,
or other Toppings. 1897 F. T. BuLLEN Cruiseof Cachalot

'

12 The whale-Hue, manilla rope like yellow silk, 1} inch
round, was brought on deck. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1824) III. 21 A small animal, of the shell-fish kind, called
the *Whale-louse, that sticks to its body. 1875 Knight
Vict. Mech. s. v. Whalebone, Time has passed since the
people of England reveled in *whale meat. 1607 Topsell
Pour-/. Beasts 504 A little fishe called.. in Greeke Mysto-
cetos, the *Whale-mouse. 1656 Osborn Adv. Son (ed. 4)
To Rdr., As I did then, in imitation of Sea-men by designe,
so I may perhaps now cast out some empty stufie, to find
play for the *WhaIe-mouth'd gapers after Levity. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xlvi. (1856) 426 Stalwart fellows,
practiced in the kayack, and the sledge, and the *whale.
net. a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches (1879) II. 145 This
is one of the good turns for which I am grateful to our
friends across the *whale-pooI. 1857 in Trevelyan Compel.
Wallah (1866) 342 A coil of *whale rope. 1573 W. BoVRHS
Regim. Sea (1580) 59 b, The names of the Starres.. ^Whales
backe. Whales belly. . . Whales tayle. 1668 Charleton
Onemast. 125 Cetorum D?/x..the *Whales Guide. 1706
Phillips (ed. 6\ Mysticetns, a Fish, call'd the Whale's
Guide. 1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 78 The
Rhinodontida: embraces only two species of large sharks,
one of which well deserves the name *whale-shark, which is

applied to it. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 199 The
crew of a *whale-ship usually consists of 40 to 50 men.
1612 Se* BA: Rales in Halyburtou"s Ledger (1867) 332
*Whale shote the barrell, xx li. 1852 Mundy Antipodes
(1857) 104 The harpoon, the axe, the lance, and the 'whale-
spade. 1836 Uncle Philip's Confers. Whale Fishery 349
They heard *whale-spouts near them. 1613 Voy. Spitz-
bergen in Archxol. Amer. (i860) IV. 289 Then the Basks,
our *whale-shikers, went presentlie back againe to the Fore-
land wth their shallops. 1821 Scott Pirate xx, No "whale-
striking, biid-nesting favourite for me. 1781 Pennant
Hist. Quadrup. II. 5^7 "Whale-tailed Manati. 1840 R. H-
Dana Be/. Mast v, He had been forty years in the *whale«
trade. 1821 Scott Pirate xxxviii, A garland of faded rib-

bons, such as are used to decorate *whale-vessels.

Whale (h\v<?il), v. 1 [f. prec] intr. To engnge
in whale-fishing; see also Whaling vbl.shl
c 1700 in Cheever's Whaler//. Adv. i. (1850) 5 [To] whale

out in the deep for sperm whales. 1812 Sydney Gaz. in

O'Hara's Hist. N. S. Wales (1817) 386 The brig Active.

.

was a t Frederick Henry Bay whaling.

Whale, v.2 Now U.S. colloq. [Of obscure
origin. Commonly regarded as a spelling of Wale
f. 1

, but there are difficulties of form, chronology,
and meaning. Perhaps orig. = to thrash with

a whalebone whip (see Whalebone 3 b).]

1. Irans. To beat, flog, thrash.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Whale, to beat with a
horsewhip or pliant stick. 1801 Col. G. Hanger Li/e II.

162 Whaleing a gentleman is but a vulgar revenge. 1884
' Mark Twain ' Huck. Pinn iii, He used to always whale
me when he was sober and could get his hands on me.

2. transf. intr. To do something implied by the

context continuously or vehemently.
1897 Barrere & Lei.and Diet. Slang, To ivhale away,

(Amer.), to preach, talk, or lecture away continuously or
vehemently. 1908 H. Day King Spruce xxiv, You don't
think I've whaled up here., to., talk about women, do you?
1915 Morning Post 1 June 4/4 They, .snatched these rifles

up, and whaled away at our chaps.

Whale, var. Wale.
Whaleback (hw/'lbsek). [f. Whale sb. +
Hack sb.]

1. An arched structure over the deck of a steamer;
= Turtle-back i.

1886 Times 20 Apr. 10/2 He was standing under the whale-
back.

2. A kind of steam vessel having a spoon bow
and the main decks covered in and rounded over,

suggesting the back of a whale.
1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 10 June 2/2 The Americans claim

that, in Captain MacdougalPs steel ' whalebacks ', they
possess the universal ship of the future.



WHAI.EBACKED.

3. Geo!. A large mound of the shape of the back
of a whale.
1893 HmvORTH Glacial Nightmare II. 774 Glaciers can.

not explain the mounds called eskers, kames, or whalebacks.
4. attvib. or as adj. Furnished with a whale-
back (sense i); of the shape of the back of a
whale.
1891 Daily Graphic 24 July 14 /i The fust ' whaleback

'

lioat which has crossed the Atlantic arrived at Liverpool on
Monday. 1894 Engineer 13 July 33 '3 A new craft is

expected to take part in the yacht races at Galveston. She
was built in Fort Worth, and may he classed as a whale-
back yacht. 1908 Daily Chron. 29 July 4/4 Ueneath a hot
sun Belgrade lies bleaching on her whaleback promontory.

Hence Whalebacked a., shaped like a whale's
back ; Whalebacker, a whaleback steamer.
1879 Daily News 8 Nov. 5/7 Whale-backed station of the

London and South Eastern RailwayCompany. 1891 Daily
Graphic 24 July 14/1 These ' Whalebackers ' as they are
termed offer very little resistance to the sea. 1903 Kipling
Five Nations, Sussex 19 Our blunt, bow-headed, whale-
backed Downs.

Wha'le-bird. Name of various birds which
inhabit the places where whales are found, or
which feed on their oil or offal : (a) a petrel of
the genus Prion or Procellaria ; (Jt) the turnstone,
Strepsilas iitterpres

;
(<-) the red or grey phalarope

;

{d) the ivory gull.

1768 Phil. Trans. LX. 117 Another bird, not much unlike
a quail, which they call here the whale-bird, from its feeding
on the ofTal of those fish. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Ik.,
IV hale-bird, a beautiful little bird seen hovering in flocks
over the Southern Ocean. 187s Melmss St. Helena 200
The Whale liird (Procellaria glacialoides). 1879 Bulletin
U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 15. 85 Phalaropus fnlicarius,..
1 Shatgak', Cumberland Eskimo. ' Whale-bird ', or ' Bow-
head Bird ', of whalemen.

Wh.a -le-boat. A long carvel-built boat, sharp
at both ends, and steered with a rudder or an oar,
used in whale-fishing, b. A boat of this kind
carried as a life-boat by large passenger-steamers
and warships.
1756 R. Rogers y>-nls. (1769) 13 Our rendezvous was

appointed at Albany, from thence to proceed in four whale-
boats to lake George. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. iv. iv. (1849)
4 1 5 A picked crew of daring fellows set off for her in a whale,
boat. 1871 Good Words 713 Having come to her moorings,
she is immediately surrounded by a multitude of whale-
boats.

Whalebone (hwci-lb^n,, sb. Forms: see
Whale sb. and Bone sb. ; also 4 huelbon, 7 whel-,
whal-, whealbone, quhallbon; (in sense 1)
whales bone, etc.

1 1. Ivory from the walrus or some similar animal
confused with the whale: chiefly in phr. while as
-whale's bone. Obs.
C1205 Lav. 2363 pe walles of stone, be duren of whales

bone [c 1275 wales bone), a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xi.

38 A wayle whyt as whalles boa, 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A.
=i2 Her ble more Matt ben whallez bon. a 1400 Sar. lowe
Degre 537 Lady, as whyte as whales bone. ? 14S7 Paston
Lett. II. 298 But yef ye purposid to falle hastely in my Lady
Anne P. lappe, as white as whales bon, &c. c 15M Skelton
Carl. Laurel 472 An hundred steppis mountyng to the
halle, One of iasper, another of whalis bone. 1567TURBERV.
Epit., etc. 138 Hir Mouth so small, hir Teeth so white as
any Whale his bone. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 333 This
is the flower that smiles on euerie one, To shew his teeth
as white as Whales bone. 1590 Gkekne Never too Late
Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 213 Legges as white as whales bone.
1610 Tofte Hon. Acad. iv. 162 Her hands were white, as
Whale his bone. 1848 Kingscev Saint's 'Drag. m. i, Purer
than white whales' bone.
S. 13. . Coer de I.. 62 All it was whyt of huel-bon. c 1400

Destr. Troy 3055 Alse qwyte & nwem as any qwalle bon.
1500-10 Dunbar Poems xxi. 4^6 Toungis now are maid of
quhyte quhaill bone, And hairtis ar maid of hard flynt stone.

2. The elastic horny substance which grows in

a series of thin parallel plates in the upper jaw of
certain whales in place of teeth ; baleen : used esp.
for stiffening parts of the dress, etc.
Formerly supposed to be obtained from the whale's fins.
1604 I.ismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I. 107 For whelbone

to ye bodes ix*. 1613 ( 'oy. Spitzbergen in Archxol. Amer.
(1860HV. 311 They cut of his head, containing his toung
and hisfinnes, cpmmonlie called whalbone. 1711 Addison
Spect.tfo. 127 T4 A Female who is thus invested in Whale-
bone is sufficiently secured against the Approaches of an
ill-bred Fellow. 1711 Hvdgfli. Hid. 277 r 8 The Petticoat
has no Whale-bone. 1810 Scoreshv Ace. Arctic Reg. I.

4S7 Fifteen feet is the greatest length of the whalebone.
1878 J. W. Haves Draper

/[ Habcrd. (ed. 4) 87 Stay Whale-
bone is prepared and cut into suitable lengths for corsets.
Ibid., Dress Whalebone is sold in lengths varying lietween
27 in. and 51 in. 1887 Ruskin Prxterita II. xi. 390 At a
Christmas party, [she] acted any part—that depended on
whalebone [i.e. stays]—admirably.
3. A strip of whalebone, esp. used as stiffening

in women's stays, dresses, etc.

1601 [? Marston] Jack Drums Entert. iv. F 4, Oh I could
crack my Whalebones, breake my Buske, to think what
laughter may^ arise from this, a 1635 Corbet Iter llor. 391
She was barr'd up in Whale-bones that did leese None of
the Whales length, for they reach'd her knees. 1674 tr.

'

Sch/ffer's Lapland 107 If they fish with a Cane or Whale,
bone. 171S-14 l'oi'F. Rape Lock v. 40 Fans clap, silks rustle,
and tough whaleliones crack. 1871 L'igure Training 106
In order to insure a good fit, and to keep it perfectly in
place, the busk in front, and the whalebones behind, are
made somewhat longer than the present fashion.

b. A riding-whip of whalebone.

1842 I.ovkii Handy An !y iii, Smarting under a sense of
injury and whalebone. 1867 A. L. Gordon Poems (1912) 96
All

! there goes Fred's whalebone a flanker.

4. Thejaw-bone of a whale. (Cf. G. wa/fiscAbein.)
1846 R. E. E. Warburton Hunting Songs viii. 25 Where

'twixt the whalebones the widow [sc. Maria Hollingsworth,
a German by birth] sat down.
5. allrib. and Comb., as whalebone-cutter; -hini,
-man ; whalebone-hair, the hairy fringe of whale-
bone ; whalebone-tree, an Australian urticaceous
tree, Pscttdomorus bmnoniana ; whalebone-
whale, a whale of the family Balanitis, having
plates of whalebone developed from the palate
instead of teeth; a light whale.
1761 Brit. Mag. II. 672 Philip Benton, of Gainsborough,.,

•whalebone-cutter and merchant. 1820 Scokesbv Acc.
Arctic Reg. II. 451 Large shreds of old thin canvas, *whale-
bone-hatr, and a quantity ofashes. 1708 J. Chamberlayne
St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. iii. (1743) 331 Great whales of the Baleen,
or *\vhale bone kind, a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods lx.Wks.
(1641) 208 The *whale-bone man That quilts those bodies,
1 have leave to span. 1889 Maiden Useful PI. Australia
^91 Pseudomorus lirunoniana, . .called * Whalebone Tree
in Southern New South Wales. 1725 "Whalebone whale
[see Whale sb. 1 b(*']. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 272/2
The 'toothless or Whalebone Whales.

b. as adj. Stiffened with strips of whalebone;
made of or containing whalebone ; aXsoJig., ' stiff',

affected.

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. i. (1905) 28 Vour whale-bone-
bodies. 1603 in loth Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. I. 31
AneparofquTiallbonbodis. 1650 Bulwrr Anthropomet. 193
And to that end.. shut up their Wastes in a Whale-bone
prison. 1711 Swift jtrnl. to Stella 10 Nov., Have you got
the whalebone petticoats among you yet?.. a woman here
may hide a moderate gallant under them. 17.. in Lyra
Elegant. (1867) 1. 3 Last Sunday at St. lames's prayers I,

drest in all my whale-hone airs. 1802 Maria Edgewokth
Moral T., Good Er. Gov., A few words in defence of sacks,
long waists, and whalebone stays. 1807 W. Irving Salmag.
No. 6(1811) I. 119 A plentiful stock of whims, and oddities,
and whalebone habits. 1866 Le Fanu All in Dark Ixviii,
To make his bow before the world in the picturesque long
robe and whalebone wig which everyone of taste admires.
1908 [Eliz. Fowler] Betw. Trent !, Ancholme 382 A light
umbrella was one not made with whalebone ribs.

Hence Whaleboned (hwfWbJund) pa.pple. and
ppl.a., stiffened with whalebone.

1641 J. Day Pari. Bees (1881) 29 Such whale-bon'd-bodied
rascals. 1835 Court Mag. VI. p. vii 2 A mantelet, .whale-
boned in such a manner as to prevent it from crushing the
dress. 1908 Edith Wharton Hermit, etc. IV. 150 A laced,
whaleboned, frizzle-headed, high-heeled daughter of iniquity.

Whale-eyde, obs. f. Wall-eyed.
Whale-fin. ? Obs. Also 7 whales-finne.
Whalebone, formerly supposed to be the fin of the
whale.
161a Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 332

Whale fin the fin, xls. 1614 Pukchas Pilgrimage IV. xvii.
(ed. 2) 433 The Iuhahitantes holde trade with other Samoeds
..for..Beauers, Downe, Whales- Finnes. 1741 Daily Post
it Apr. 1/3 On Tuesday was imported, .from Holland 9 C.
Whale-fins. 1809 Kkndall Trav. II. Iii. 207 By whale-fin
lias always been meant the barb, from which the whale-bone
is really obtained. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 415
Whale-bone, or whale-fins, as the substance is sometimes,
though incorrectly named.

tWhalefish. Obs. Also 6 wall-, whal(le)-,
6-7 wale-, [repr. unrecorded OE. *hwselfisc, or
a. MI.G., MDu., Du. walvisch - OHG. walvisc
(MHG. -visch, G. waljisch), ON. hvaljiskr: see
Whale sb. and Fish sb.1] A whale.
c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 There by be
many walefysshes & flyinge fysshes. 1535 Coverdai.e Ps.
cxlviii. 7 Prayse the Lorde vpon earth, ye whalfishes and all

depes. 1546 Gassar's Prognost. A v b, The Son in the same
cuening shall go doune or set with the tayle of the Whalle
fish. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castaulicda's Com/. E. Ind.
I. ii. 6 b, These people doe mainteine themselues with rootes
of hearbes, with Sea Woulfes, and Whale fish. 1615 K.
Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 1.91,2 pec. wale fyslie. 1635 R.
Johnson Hist. Tom a Lincolne (1828) 105 The whale fishes
lay wallowing in the waves. 1712 Phil. Trans. XXVII.
440 About two Years ago there came a Stranger tome, who
had two Penis's of the Whale Flak.

Wha'le-fisher. [f.Whale-fishing: see-Eitl.]

= Whaler 1. So Wha lenshernmn, = Whaler
1 and a ; Whale-fishery, (a) the occupation or
industry of whale-fishing

;
(b) a locality where

whale-fishing is carried on or where whales'abound.
773 BikridgeC/k-. World Unmasked (\%o%) 43 In Green-

land among the 'whale-fishers. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic
Reg.l. 271 The salt in the sea. .destroys the tenacityof the
bay.ice, .. and, in the language of t he whale-fisher, completely
rots it. 1874 A. H. Markham Whaling Cruise i. 1 Hither
[sc. to the Arctic Regions] our brave whale-fishers have
annually ventured for many years. 1724 Phil. Trans.
XXXIII. 193 Our *Whale Fishermen of Nantucket. 1820
Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. II. 74 Foreign Protestants also,
who had served three years on board of any British whale-
fishermen. 1704 Phil. Trans. XXIV. 1723 When our Ships
return'd from the *Whale-Fishery. 1752 J. Hill Hist.
Anim. 555 About Greenland, and in other places where
there are whale-fisheries. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg.

1
II. 76 The British whale-fishery of 1758 was very un-
successful. 1874 A. H. Markham Whaling Cruise i. 8
The ships engaged in the whale fishery are all most sub-
stantially built.

Whale-fi shing. [f. Whale sb. + Fishjxg i

vU.sk] The occupation of taking whales, whaling.
IS80 in Hakluyt i'oy. (1389)460 To the end we may turne

I

our new found land fishing or Island fishing or our whale-

[MAN sb.l 4p, 14.]

WHALING.
; fishin? that way. 1699 T. Allison I'oy, Archangel 109 A
,

Hernial Fly-boat hound to Greenland, for Wiiale-lishing.
1722 Elkinc; View Greenland Trade (1859) 95 We can..

i carry on the wh ale-fishing trade, .much cheaper than the
Hollanders. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Keg. I. 257 Ice
heiomes exceedingly fragile towards the close of the whale-
fishing season. 1839 C. Edwahdks Sardinia xviil. 345 The
industry [of tunny-hshing] is as speculative as whale-fishing
or silver-mining.

Whal eie, obs. f. Wall eye.

Whaleman Jiwei'lm&n).
1. = W'HALKli I.

1716 B. Church Nisi. Philip's War (1867) II. 133 And
Whale-men then will he very serviceable in this Expedition,

I

which having a promise made to them, that they shall he
!

released in good season to go home a Whaling in the Fall.

1850 H. Melville White Jacket I. iv. 21 Helaunched out.

.

into tremendous laudations of whalemen ; declaring that
whalemen alone deserved the name of sailors. 1898 I*'. T.
Bullen Cruise of'* Cachalot ' xvi. 198 A smarter whaleman
than Mistah Jones did not live.

2. = Whaler 2.

1767 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (iStS) 1. 19 Whalemen fitted
out for the Straits of Belle Isle, and Davis Straits. 1840
K. H. Dana IS,/. Mast vii, The ship was the Cortes, whale-
man, of New Bedford, i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 254
'1 here were two or three whalemen in port.

Wha'le-Oil. Oil obtnined fiom whale-bhibber.
M35-6 in Heath Grocers' Contp. (1869) 418, ii shippes of

waioill, conteynyngxlviij.°iii. v. oyll. £1580111 Engl Hist.

[

Rev. (191 4) July 520 Whale oyles that come frome newfound
Land. 1672 Act 23 Chas. // c 7 8 4 Noe English built

Shipp.. importing Whale oyle or Blubber or other Fish,
Oyle. 1712 tr. Poniet's Hist. Drugs I. 157 We have Oil of
Camomile and Linseed, .when Train or Whale. Oil is dear.
1896 Braknt Anim. <% I'eg. Pats (ed. 2) II. 57 The pure
whale oils, pale, brownish-yellow or blown.
attiih. 1853 Zoologist XI. 4044 Syringing the young tree

well with whale-oil-soap. 1885 HarpcPs Mag. Feb. 368/2
I Flavilla lit the.. whale-oil lamp.

Whaler (hw«?i-b.i). (T.Whale sb. or,v.i + -erI.]

1. A person engaged in whaling
; a whale-catcher.

1684 Koxo. Pall (1885) V. 457 Without you do now im-
ploy the Wheelers to do 't, Ye ne'r will be able to bring ah
about. 1775 Romans Plorida A] p. 79 The North, or Grand
Bahama bank, is little frequented but by whalers and
turtlers. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI I. 752 'i The whalers kill

the calves in order to capture the mother. 1895 Cork-
i Booth Sea Pishing (Badm. Libr.) xvi. 476 Two bollard

heads (pronounced ' bullet heads ' by the Scotch whalers).

2. a. A vessel used in whale-fishing. b. =
! Whale-boat b.

1806 Sydney Gaz. in O'llara's Hist. N. S. Wales (1817)

j

270 Arrived.. same day, the Aurora south whaler. 1817
;

Bvron Peppo lxi, Siopp'd by the elements, like a whaler.
1893 Tiines 3 July 6/2 Some loose oars.. with which I sup-
ported^ myself until picked up by the Dreadnought's whaler.
1898 Kipling Fleet in Being v. 62 The First Lieutenant.,
had the whaler's crew sleeping all handy by. 1909
Atkenmnm 13 Mar. 320/1 The original plan was to descend
the Mackenzie to the Beaufort Sea, leaving the stores to
come round by whaler.

3. Anything unusually large of its kind; a
'whacker', 'whopper'. U.S. slang.
a i860 Georgia Scenes 184 (Bartlett) 'He's a whaler!'

said Rory ; 'but his face is mighty little for his body and
legs.' 1873 Lei.and Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 25, 1 shared . .a cabin
with a captain who had been a whajer for forty years; and
he ivas a whaler 1 and great at ' whalers '.

Whalery (hw/i-lari). [f. Whale sb. + -ehy.]

1. The industry of whale-fishing, or the establish-

ment for carrying it on.
1683 W. Penn Let. to Pree Soc. Traders 9 The Whalery

(is conveniently posted] for a sound and fruitful Bank.
1685 — Purth. Acc. Pennsylv. 8 We justly hope a con-
siderable profitby a Whalery. 1878 Susan Phillips On
*Scal>oard 15 Since I sailed away to the whalery, When
I was a hit of a lad. 1899 Daily A'eivs 2 Dec. 6/4 South
Sea whaleries.

2. A tank to keep a whale in.

«i88o F. T. Buckland Notes $ Jottings (1882) 345 When
the whale had been in his whalery about three hours, he
had quite recovered himself both in mind and body.
Whales bone: see Whalebone.
Whaling (hw«?i*lin), vbl.sbl- [f. Whale sb.

or v. 1 + -1NG '.] The action, practice, or business
of catching whales.
1716 B. Church Hist. Philifs War (1867) II. 133 Whale-

men., haying a promise made to them, that they shall be
released in good season to go home a Whaling in the Fall.
1851 H. Melville Whale xvi, 'But what takes thee a-
whaling?'..' Well, sir I want to see what whaling is-' 1895
Goke.Booth Sea Fishing (Badm. Libr.) xvi. 497 The
Arctics seem to have an extraordinary and incomprehensible
attraction for some people; and when it is coupled with
whaling, to the author it becomes almost irresistible.

b. attrib. or as ppl. a.

1821 Scott Pirate v, Ill-faur'd tools they had in their

hands, whaaling knives they ca'ed them. 1813 Scoresby
I'oy. N. Whate-Jishery 34 The practice of such kinds of
harmless frolic, as the circumstances of a whaling voyage
will admit. 1836 Uncle Philip's Convers. Whale Fishery b

There was a whaling ship fitting out for her voyage. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXV1L 752/1 The number of whales has
greatly decreased on the whaling-ground, i860 Wraxai l

Life in Sea ii. 33 He listened to the brilliant promises of

a whaling captain. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's Lmers
xvi, Stores had to be purchased by the whaling-masters.

1890 ' R. Boldrewood Cot. Reformer xvi, The barque was
empty and the whaling gear in trim.

Whaling, vbl. sb* dial, and U.S. [f.WHALB
v? + -1NG '!] Beating, thrashing.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxvi, How did yer
whaling agree with yer, Tom? 1885* C. E. Cradljock'
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WHALISH. WHABF.
Proph. Ct. Smoky Mts. ii. 44 From fear of a whaling by his

active parent.

Whalish. (hw/Hif), a. rare. [f. Whale sb.+
-ish 1.] Of the nature of or resembling a whale.
a 189a G. H. Kingsley Sgort <$ Trav. (1900) 424 A big,

vvide-flippered whalish-looking creature.

Whalke, Whall e : see Walk sb.i, Wall.
"Whallabee, var. Wallaby. Whallup, obs. f.

Wallop v.

Whally (hwj^li), a. rare. Also 9 -ey. [?f.

tohall, Wall sb. :

>, ' whally eyes' being equivalent

to 'eyes of wall', i.e. wall-eyes.] Of the eyes:
? Showing much white, glaring.

1590 Spknser F. Q. 1. iv. 24 A bearded Goat, whose.,
whally eye.s (the signe of gelosy). 1828 J. Wilson in Blackw.
Mag. XXIV. 669 His low vile forehead, whalley eyes, pen.
dulous cheeks.

Whalm, Whalp : see Walm, Whelm, Whelp.
Whaly (hw/i -H), a. rare. [(. Whale sb. +

-Yl.] Of whales.
'

1600 Tourneur Trans/. Metam. xxxix, The ocean's
monarch , . The great controller of the whaly ranckes.

fWham. Obs. nonce-wd. [A factitious word
made by altering the vowel of Whim.] A whimsi-
cal or fantastic person.
1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 253 The Author of it was a

whim and a wham, a Fellow that invented ridiculous Prin-
c iples .

"Wham, Sc. and north, dial, form of Whom.
Whamble, var. Whesimel Sc, overturn.

Whame. Obs. or dial, A gadfly.
1658 Rowland tr. Moufct's Theat. Ins. 937 This Fly [Cut'

rnauda] the English in their proper tongue call a Whame
and a Burrell-fly._ 1775 Romans Florida App. 51 note, Ta-
bona [sic] is Spanish for a whame or horsefly. 1829 Glover's
Hist. Derby I. 177 Oestrus Bovis, Whame or Burrel Fly.
1881 Blackmore ChristoweU ii, He mistook a large stone-
fly, .for a genuine oestrus, a bot-fly, whame, or tabanus.

"Whamera, var. Woomera. Whamire, dial.

var. Quamike Obs. Whammel, var. Whemmel
Sc, overturn. Whampee, var.WAMPBB. Whan,
obs. f.When,Whom ; obs. pa. t. of Win. Whand,
Sc. var. Wand sb. Whane, Whanene: see
When, Whenne.
Whang (hwaerj\ s5A Sc. and dial. Also 6

Sc. quhayng, quhaing, 7 whange, 9 Sc. quhang;
7 whanck, 7- whank. [Variant of thivang,

Thong.]
1. = Thong sb.

1536 Bellendbn Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 32 Quhen Hengist
had gottin the grant of sa mekill land as he micht circle

about with ane bull hide, he schure it in maist crafty and
subtell quhaingis. ^1578 LiNnESAY(Pitscottie) Chron, Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 117 Ane gret scheiff of arrowis knet together in

ane quhange of leathir. (11598 D. Fergisson Scot, Prov.
(1785) 647 Mony ane tines the haff-merk whinger for the
halfpenny whang. 1670 Ray Prov. 289 Of other mens
lether, men takes large whanges. 1691 — Coll. Words
(ed. 2) 151 Shoe-whang. 1717 De Foic Mem. Ch. Scot. in.

268, I had not the worth of a Spur Whang of any Man's, but
was mounted of Horse and Arms of my own. 1737-8 MS*
Par. Bk., Pannal, i'ks., Church gate mending a beast face
and Whangs, is. od. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiii, Never
weigh a MacGregor's bluid against a broken whang o*
leather. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck. <y Friar \. 16 Their
sacks . . tightly bound by many a whang and thong.

2. A large or thick slice, esp. of cheese, bread, etc.

1684 Meriton Yorksh. Dial. 57 What a whanck's there.
a 1700 Gaberlunzie Man viii. in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.
(1733) I. 86 The twa, with kindly sport and glee, Cut frae
a new cheese a whang. 1818 Hogg Tales <y Sk., Adv.
Allan Gordon (1836) I. 264 A good whang of solid fish.

1866 W. Hknderson Folk Lore N. Counties 3 The whang
must be taken from the edge of the cheese, and divided into
portions. 1879 Stevenson Trav. Cevennes y$ With a glass, a
whang of bread, and an iron fork, the table is completely laid.

Whang, ;d. 2 . Chiefly dial. [Echoic. Cf.Whang
z>. 2] A resounding blow or stroke, or the sound
of such a blow ; a bang.
1824 Mactaggart Galltwid. Encycl., Whang, .a blow, or

rather a lash with a whip. 1868 Kinglake Crimea IV. v.

279 The 'whang* of the round-shot. 1889 'Q' Splendid
Spur ix. 130 Soon the whang-whang ! of the hammer below
rous'd me. 1891 Century Mag. Dec 246 Our gear came
down with a whang as KM ship forged ahead.

Whang, v.1 Sc. and dial. [Variant of Thong
v. ; cf. Whang sb. l ~\

1. trans. To beat as with a thong ; to lash (also

fig.) ; gen. to beat, strike, hit or knock violently.

1684 Meriton Yorksh. Dial. 54 If she hear she'l whang
me varra sayer. 1786 Burns Ordination iii, Heresy is in
her pow'r, And gloriously she'll whang her. 1889 B.\di:n-
Pou'bll Pigsticking 21 A savage would consider it the
height of sport to go and whang a pig on the head.

b. To throw, drive, pull, etc. with force or with
violent impact.
1820 Clare Rural Life (ed. 2) 60 I'd just streak 'd down,

and with a swish Whang'd off my hat soak'd like a fish.

1899 Crockett Black Douglas xix, Whang the steel bolt
through his ribs. Ibid, xxxiv, Bring back every true lad
that can whang bow, or gar sword-iron whistle.

2. To cut in 'whangs' or large slices. Also
absol. or intr.

11743 A*»& is my name in Whitelaw l>k. Scot Song
C1866) 224 I'll aff to the Highlands as hard's I can reel. And
whang at the bannocks o' barley meal. 1801 W. Bkattie
Tales (1813) 8 At last, came cheese. .My uncle set it to his
breast And whang'd it down.

Whang, v.* [Cf. \Vhang sb.%] intr. To make
a loud resounding noise, as of a heavy blow or
explosion, of shot flying through the air, etc.

1873 Kinglake Crimea V. vi. 426 Another of the mighty
]8-pounder shot flew whanging over the heads of our
soldiery. 1912 Masekield Widow in ByeStreei It. liv.The
organ whangs, the giddy horses reel.

b. The vb.-stem used adverbially : cf. Bang v. 8.

1844 Kinglak^ Eothen xxi. 335, I. .went falling, and
falling through air till my crown came whang against the
ground. 1855 Browning Up at a Villa ix, Bang, whang,
whang goes the drum.

Whang, dial. f. Wang *.

Whangee (hwrerigr) Also w^h)anghee.
[Chinese nuang bamboo sprouts too old for eating,

a hard white-skinned bamboo (Giles).] A cane

made of the stem of one or other species of Phyl-

lostachys, Chinese and Japanese plants allied to

and resembling bamboos. Also tvhangee-cane.
1813 W. Milblrn Oriental Comm. II. 545 Wanghees,

sometimes called Japan canes, should be chosen pliable,

tough, round and taper. 1836 Act j <y 4 Will. IV, c. 56
Duties of Customs Inwards. .. Canes, viz. . . Whangees,
Jumboo.-and other Walking Canes or Sticks, the 1,000..
o. 5. o. 1891 A. Dobson Hogarth ii. 31 A short-trowsered
tar of the Tom Bowling era is deliberately executing a
nautical pas sent, .with the aid of a whangee. 1906 OXBN-
ham Profit Sf Loss vi, A tough flexible whangee cane.

Whanger (hwse-nsj). [f. Whang ^.x + -er *.]

(See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Whangers, or Cod-
whangers. Fish-curers of Newfoundland. An old term for

a large sword.

Whanhope, obs. form of Wanhope.
Whanne, obs. f. When ; var. wan, obs. pa. t.

ofWiNr. WhanHen,var.W*HENNE Obs., whence.
Whannes, obs. f. Whence.
t Whannow, int. Obs. Alsowannowe. [?f.

What + Now. Cf. WhaU, which is similarly

used.] What ! I say ! Come, come

!

c nsoN'orthem Passion (MS. Addit ) 147/59
1*

' Wannowe',
sayde kayme, 'her es Envy; My smoke gose down and
thyne gose hye.' c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii. 184 Thomas.
Whannow, peter ! art thou mad?
Whanse, var. Wanze v. Obs. Whante,
Whantite, obs. ff. Quant, Want, Quantity.
Whap, var. Wap vfi Obs., to bark, Whaup Sc,
curlew, Whop.
t Whaped, pa.pple. Obs. Also 4 whaaped,

5 waped. [Cf. Awhape.] Bewildered, dismayed.
c 1374 Chauckb Ancl. cj- Arc. 215 Tumid is in quakynge

all my daunce My suretee in a whaaped [v.rr. waped,
wayped, whaped] countenaunce. c 1403 Lvdg. Temple of
Glas 401 That bei wib derknes were waped & amate. 1426
— De Guil. Pilgr. 1297, I was so whapyd & amaat.

Whapper, etc. : see Whopper, etc.

Whappet (hwo'pet). dial. Also 9 wappet.
[f. Hvhap, Wap j^. 2 + -et.] A small dog addicted

to * wapping ' or yelping.

1577 Harrison England in. vii. (1878) 48 The whappet or
prick-eard curre. 1622 S. Ward Life ofFaith (1627)62 As
the sturdie Steede dashes out the little Whappets braines,

so easily doth Death with the least kicke .. the stoutest

Constitution. 01835 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Wappet,
a yelping cur.

Whapple, var. Wt

arple. Whapto, var. Wap-
pato(o. Whar, obs. f. "were, pi. pa. t. indie, of

Be v. ; obs. f. Ware a. ; Sc. and n. dial. f. Where
;

obs. contr. f. Whether.
f Whar, v. Obs. Imitative of a rumbling sound.

13. . Gaiv. <} Gr, Knt. 2203 What 1 hit wharred,& whette,

as water at a mulne.

II
Whare (hwa'r^, hwo'ri, wo'ri). Also ware,

warree, warr6, wharre, wharry. [Maori whare,

ware house.] A Maori hut or native dwelling.

1833 H. Williams in H. Carleton H. W. (1874) 151 The
Europeans, who were near us in a raupo whare (rush house).

1852 Mundy Antipodes (1857) J 79 A capital breakfast.. was
served in a handsome glass-windowed and carpeted warree.

1865 Pall Mall Gas. 28 Sept. 9/2 Lounging among the

wharres of a pah. 1875 Wood & Lapham Waitingfor Mail
31 He pulled up..besidea wharry. 1892 E. Reeves Home,
ivard Bound 63 A smart man he, and transacted his busi-

ness in a very handsome whare.

Whare, obs. shortened form of Wharrow.
1688 Holme Armoury in. 272/1 A Ropers Whare or

Wharve, or Wheele Spindle.

Whare, obs. form of Where.
Wharel, obs. f. Quarrel sb.%, quarry.
c 1356 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 557 Wharel-wegges.

Wharf (hwpaf), j&i pj. wharfs (hw§ifs),

wharves (hwgjvz). Forms : 1 hwearf, wearf,
hwerf, 1, 4 warf, 4 wherf(e, warffe, wharghffe,
quarf. 5 qwerf, 5-7 warfT, wharrT(e, 5-8 wharfe,
6 quarfe, (wharthe), 7 hwarf, 7- wharf. [Late
OE. hwearf (cf. earlier poetical com p. merehwearf
sea-shore), corresp. to MLG. war/, werf mole,

dam, wharf, raised site protected from flooding

(LG. wa;f), whence EFris. warf, werf, Du. werf
shipyard, G. werf wharf, pier, werft dockyard.

Ultimately related to Wharf sb.'1, Wharve sb.

and v.
' Mr. Pickering notices this form of the plural of wharf

as peculiar to Americans. The English say wharfs. In

the Colony and Province Laws of Massachusetts, Mr.

Pickering says he has observed the plural wharfs (or

wharfes) as late as the year 1735; but after that period
the form wJiarves is used ' (Bartlett Diet. Amer., 1848),]

1. A substantial structure of timber, stone, etc..

built along the water's edge, so that ships may lie

alongside for loading and unloading.
Often with prefixed sb., as fish.wharf gun-wharf
10. . Charter ofF.adweard in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 221

Ic wille Sat sainte Petre and da ?;ebro8era in Westminstre
liabben &at land and oone wearf . .&e Ulf and his wif. .gafon.
1067 in Charter Roll 9 Edn: III, m. 18 De uno hwearfo
quod est ad applicationem navium ad capud pontis illius

civitatis [sc. London]. 1080-5 in H. W. C. Davis Regesta
Regum Anglo-Norm.

>
(1913) 126 Unum warf quod est ad

caput pontis Londonie. c 1320 Domesday cf St. Pants
(Camden) 158* An qwarva: sivekayae,muri sive wallas, .debite
leparentur. 1320 Rfills of Parlt. I. 370 2 In shopis suis
super Warfam predictam. 1397 Ibid. III. 371/1 De la

novell Keye autrement appelfe le Wherf [143a Act 10
Hen. /'/, c. 5 § 2 Qwerf] a le cost du dit Port de Caleys.
1442 Ibid. V. 54/2 Diverse Wharves and Keyes beyng by
the water sides. 1485 Cal. Pat. Rolls 6 [Keeping the]

hawes and wharfes of Walton and Waybrigge. 1503-4 Act
iq Hen. Vll, c. 37 § 5 Too Cotages or Mcses wyth Howses
& Wharfes.. in Stepeney. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.,
Pen. fy Forf 8 If any Custom-house Office/.. keep any
Wharfe, or hold any Hostelry, or Tavern, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 17 Aug. 1654, A wharfe of hewn stone, which makes
the river appeare very neate. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. ff Art I. 241 Its [sc. Blackfriars bridge] length, from
wharf to wharf, is about nine hundred and ninety-five feet.

1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam Excurs., The bell at London-
bridge Wharf rang ; and a Margate boat was just starting.

1878 Nares Polar Sea I. i. 1 H.M. ships 'Alert ' and ' Dis-

covery ' cast off from the dockyard wharf, Portsmouth. 1882

J. Rhys Celtic Brit. ii. 46 The wharfs for the tin-barges

were erected.

f2. a. An embankment, mole, or dam. Obs.

1038 Charter ofHarold \x\ Thorpe Charters 341 pa ^yrnde
he paet he mosie macian foran gen Mildrybe aeker aenne
hwerf wiS bon wodan to werianne. .. 1567 Golding Ovitts
Met. xv. 196 b, Until) that hee the bowwing wharf besyde
the hauen tooke [orig. Tendit ad incurvo munitos aggere

Portus]. 1600 Holland Livy x\„ Ii. 1091 Lepidus. .raised

the great causey or wharfe at Tarracina. 1601 — Pliny vi.

xxviii. I. 140 The Apamians..set open the sluces, and
breake up the wharfes and bankes that keepe these two
rivers asunder.

t

+ b. A terrace or raised platform. Obs.

1533 in W. H. St. John Hope Windsor Castle (1913) I. 249
The makyng off a new wharff upon the north syde of the

satd Castell. 1535 lln'd. 262 The buttresses made on the

bakesyde of the new Wharffe.
"

c. f The bank of a river (obs.) ; also, a gravel

or sandbank.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 33 The fatweede That rots it selfe

in ease, on Lethe Wharfe. 1606 — Ant. tf CI. n. ii. 218 From
the Barge A strange inuisible perfume, hits the sense Of the

adiacent Wharfes. 1867 Smyth Sailor's W'ord.Ik., Wharf,
in hydrography, is a scar, a rocky or gravelly concretion, or

frequently a sandbank, . . where the tides throw up dangerous
ripples and overfalls.

fd. A large raft. Obs. rare.

166a J, Bargrave Pope Alex. Vll (1867) no They were
brought upon warffs or raffts of many pines and firs.

e. A place raised or otherwise marked out on
which stuff is deposited for subsequent removal
to another place.

1725 in Dig. Proc. Crt.4eet Savoy (1789) 22 For making a
dung wharfe or lay stall at the lower end of Fountain Court

3. attrib. and Comb., as wharf end, -frontage,

-head, 'holder, -house, -land, -man, -7/iaster, 'mea-

sure, -property, -side, 'Steaii, -wall', wharf-boat,
(a) t/.S. a boat supporting a platform and moored
at a bank, used as a wharf; (b) a boat employed
about a wharf; f wharf-gelt, Van impost levied

on shipping for the use of a wharf; wharf-rat,
(a) the common brown rat, Musdecumanus, which
infests wharfs

; (b) a man or boy who loafs about
wharfs, often with the intention of stealing (slang).

1849 Lyell 2nd Visit U. S. II. 227 In the *whaif-boat..
I expected to find a bed for the first night, i860 Bartlett
Diet. Amer. s. v., On the Western rivers the height of the
water is so variable that a fixed wharf would be useless. In
its place Is used a rectangular Moat. . .It is generally aground
on the shore side, and is entered by a plank or movable
platform. This is a wharf-boat. 1878 N. Amer, Re7>.

CXXVII. 225 She was used as a ' wharf-boat 'or store-ship.

1897 Kipling Ca/-t. Cour. iv. 95 Her rigging flew knotted
and tangled like weed at a *wharf-end. Ibid. x. 216 Statistics

of boats, gear, * wharf-frontage, capital invested, .. and
profits. 1505 Cal. Pat. Rolls Hen. I It, 404 [Without
paying any] sandegelt, ' wharfgelt. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg.,

Chron. 35/1 All goods whatsoevtr, that are not disembarked
at the 'Wharf Head. 1883 Law Rep. n Q. B. Div. 486

Whether the persons for whom the weighing was done were
*wharfholders or not. 1698 in Hertford Sess. Rolls (1905)

I. 428 [Encroaching upon the river Lea] by building a
1 wharfe house. . thereon. 1895 Daily 'Tel. 5 Aug. 5/3 Con-
verting a piece of *wharfland on the Isle of Dogs into

a public pleasure-ground. 1848 Mill Pot. Econ. 1. ii. § 6

Bargemen, sailors, "wharfmen. a 1618 Raleigh in Rem.
(1661) 179 From any Port Town, .the Bridge-master or the

Wharfmaster..will deliver a true Note of the number of

Lasts of Herrings brought to their Wharfes. 1821 Ace.

Peculat. Coal Trade 13 All coals sent out, *wharf measure.

1877 Burroughs Taxation 140 The whole *wharf property

..was liable^to be taxed, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
*WharfRats. 1. Rats that inhabit wharves. 2. Thieves

that infest the wharves of seaport towns. 1863 Hawthorne
Our Old Home, Boston I. 269 Lolling on long-boats, . .as

sailors and old wharf rats are accustomed to do. 1842

Dickens Amer. Notes xi, A crowd of high-pressure steam-
boats, clustered together by a *wharf-side. 1891 Meredith



WHARF.
One ofour Cong, xxv, A hanged heavy look, suggestive of

a wharfside crane. 1828 Craven Gloss., *Wharfsteca<i,

a ford in a river. In Ray, it is warstead, q. d. waterstead.

1B31-3 in EucycL Metrep. (1845) VIII. 604/1 A *wharf wall

. .at trie East end of His Majesty's dock-yard, Woolwich.

t Wharf, sb.- Obs. \0\L. hwearf{ryoti., alliter-

ating on w\ corresp. to OS. hwatf crowd, MLG.
warf, ivcrf circle, assembly sitting in a circle, court

of justice, OHO. ward (MUG. warp, zvarf) : cf.

precl A crowd, assembly.
In the first quot. from La^amon's Brut perh. -- change

<0E. hwearf: cf. OFris. hwarf, tttfrfOHG. ivarha, MHG.
7i/rtr<V(with tiumerals) time(s, (M)LG. ivcrf, warf{-ve) turn,

lime ; cf. Wharvk v.).

a 1000 Gnthtac 234 Beorg ynibstodan hwearfum wrasc-

maecgas. CX105 Lay. 2070 J>us is bis eitlond igon from
honde to hond, bet alle ba burh^es be Brutus iwrohte. .beofl

swifte afelled burh warf of bon folke. Ibid. 17485 pider com
Aurilie..& al his folc mid him. Whiten-sunendaeie he ber
wjerf makede (Wace Altre gent asses assambla Teste tint}.

Wharf (hwoif),t\ Also7warfe. [f.WHAHF^M]
+ 1. trans. To strengthen or make firm (e.g. the

bank of a river) with a wall of timber or stone. Obs.

1569 Surrey fy Kent Sewers Comm, (1909) 6 To.. cope
and wharfe xxiiij te roddes of the walle, 1615 Crt.-roll

ofGt. Waltham Manor, Essex (MS.), Preceptum est..

sufficienter cumulare (Anglice, to wharfe) fossaturn suum.
1618 in F. Devon Issues Exch. (1836) 335 For three bridges

to go over the sewers, and for wharting the sides with
strong timber. 1674 Josselvn Two Voy. Neiv-Eng. 162

The houses are for the most part raised on the Sea-banks
and wharfed out with great industry and cost, aiyoo
Evelyn Diaty 6 Mar. 1667, I proposed to my Lo. Chan-
cellor Monsieur Kiviet's undertaking to warfe the whole
river of Thames, or Key, from the Temple to the Tower
. .with brick. .17*4 [see Wharfing 2]. 1793 R. Mylnb Rep.
Thames 37 The Road ought to be raised and wharfed.

transf. x6*8 Wither Brit, Rememb. I. 192 Is this- that

Hand, which our love.. Did wharfe about (within her watry
Dike) With mighty Rocks, and Cliffes?

2. To bring to shore or discharge at a wharf.

1639 Wadsworth Pilgr. via. 87 A Master of an English
Barkcwho had wharft ouer a hundred French. 1694
Land, Gaz. No. 3024/4 Goods will be Wharfed here at easier

Rates than heretofore. 1798 in Spirit Publ. fnils. (1799)
II. 351 Every species of property (whether landed, funded,
wharfed, warehoused, or shipped). 1803 W. TATHAM Rep.
Imped. Thames 73 Nor would it be a very difficult matter
to dock or wharf the whole of their commerce.

3. To accommodate (vessels) at a wharf.

190a Times 1 Nov. j'6 A large stone basin, capable of
wharfing a dozen battleships of the first class.

4. intr. To come to wharf,
1891 Voice (N,Y.) 1 Jan., When the Mayflower wharfed

at Plymouth Rock. 1901 Daily Citron. 4 June 3/4 The
Roya l Squadron wharfed.. at half-past seven.

Wharfage (hwgufeds). Also [l wheruagium,
4 querfage, werphagium], 5, 8 wharffage, 6

warfeage, 8 warf(f)age. [f. Wharf sbl + -age.]

1. The provision of or accommodation at a wharf

;

the stowage of goods on, or loading or unloading

atj a wharf.

[1195 Memoranda K, R, 23 & 24 Edw. I (P.R.O.), In
cariagio dicte lane . . vsque London . . cum wharuagio et por.

tagio eiusdem. 1376 Rolls of Parlt. II. 351/1 Ore sont ils

constreintz de paier pur Messuage de chescune Sarp* oh, Et
un autre oh. pur Querfage. 1395 Compotus Will. Chert ens-

todis collegii Cantuar. Oxon. (1881) 28 Item pro werphagio
eiusdem (meremii capelle) iiji. iiij(/.l 1469-71 Stoner Papers
(Camden) I. 106 Paid.. for C and vj li. of Iren, iiij.s. v.d,

for the wharfage, j d., for bringyng of the seid stufTe to

Derteford, vj.d. a 1552 Leland Itin. (1768) II. 29 There is

great Warfeage of Timbre and fier Wood on the West Ende
of the Bridge, c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I.

341 Renting out the Toll or profit of the wharfage. 1687-8
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 545 Expences for

sawing, carriage, and wharfage of Cedar. 1795 J. Phillips
Hist. Inland Nav. Addenda 109 For wharfage exceeding
six months, to make a reasonable recompence. 1848 Mill
Pol. Econ. in. v. § 3 The rents of wharfage, dock and
harbour room. 1885 I.aw Times LXXIX. 189/2 Duties
for defraying the expenses of pilotage, wharfage, light-

houses, and lights and buoys.

2. The charge or dues exacted for the use of a
wharf.

>535 Act sry Hen. VIII, c. 26 § B1 Lordes Marches, .shall

have within, .their said Lordohipps .. wreke de mere,
wharfage and customes of Strangers. 1598 Haklcyt I'oy.

I. 135 All marchants. .may come into our kingdome. .with-
out paying wharfage, pontage, or pannage, c 1683 Citizens
Loss in Somers Tracts (1748) I. 180 Wharfage, with Power
to distrain for the same. 1715 Lend. Gaz. No. 5387/3 The
Wharfage, Duties, and Profits arising., by and out of
Billingsgate-Dock. 1795 J. Phili.H'S Hist. Inland Nav.
Addenda 105 Wharfage for more than twenty-four hours, to
be a reasonable allowance. 1894 limes 25 Aug. 5/4 The
company is gradually issuing through rates, inclusive of
Ship Canal toll and wharfage.

3. Wharfs collectively ; wharf accommodation.
1807 Ann. Reg., Chron. 406 The company assembled on

the insular wharfage. 1836 Jesse Anglers Rambles 295
The little secluded harbour, with its small planked wharfage.
1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. i. § 4 The wharfage or harbour-
room. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. g/i At the terminus of
the railway the Dominion Government is erecting complete
wharfages to make the harbour suitable for oil vessels.

4. atlrib.

1714 Lady G. Baillik Househ. Bk. (S.H.S.) 30 For warfage
porters carts to the Lodging etc., 1.9. E... For warfage bale
and cariing to the Lodgine, o. 2. 6. x86a G. T. Lloyd
.13 J Vfc Tasmania xv'i. 4 1 5 Wharfage accommodation. 1867
Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Wharfage dues, the dues for

landing or shipping goods at a wharf; customs charges in

particular. . . Wharfage charges arc demanded even from
a ship of war 1

Wharfe (hw$if). Short for Wharfedale
{machine): see quots.
1888 Jacob! Printers* Vocab., Wharfedale machine, a

cylindrical machine manufactured in Yorkshire and called

after the place of that name. Wharfe* short term for the
Wharfedale printing machine. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry
210 The Wharfedales, Bremners, and other machines on
which is printed most illustrated work. 1901 Daily Chron.

3 Dec. 9/7 Printer's Minder, 31, seeks Situation ; Wharfes.,

platens, gas engine.

Wharfing (hwgufiij). f f. Wharf j-^. 1 + -ing 1.]

+ 1. «a WhakpaGB i, 2. Obs. rare.

1466-7 Mann, <$ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 392 Item, fore

wai ffenge at the keye, ob.

2. A structure in the form of a wharf; materials

of which a wharf is constructed ; the facing of sea-

walls, etc. by planks secured by ties.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, p. lxxviii, To go into

the Thames, .will cost a Man 30a 1. with the slighter sort of
Wharfing. 01700 Evelyn Sytva 1. ii. (1776) 49 A. .strong

stone-wall, which was a kind of wharfing against a river

running by it. 1724 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. I. ill. 87 The
Mill Tayl, or Floor for the Water below the Wheels is

Wharft upon either Side with Stone, ..at the End of this

Wharfing is a Grating of Wood. 1791 R. Mylne 2nd Rep.
Thames 7 An old Wharfing, bent over into the Stream, which
formerly supported a Parish Road along the Shore. 1809
Naval Chron. XXIII. 81 The destruction of the wharting
of the basin. 1897 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 612 Wharfing
along the sides with short posts and rough boards.

Wharfinger (hwgufind33i). Also S whar-
fenger. [app. for earlier *wharfager J. Wharf-
age + -ER 1

), like harbinger, passenger, messenger

for e arl ier harbeger, passager, triessager. ] An
owner or keeper of a wharf.
«55*-3 Act 7 Edw. VI, c. 7 § 3 No person.. shall buy any

suche Wood Coles or Fuell but onelye suche as will . . con-
sume the same,, .without fraude or covine, or Wharfingers
or Bargemen. 1642 Two Orders of Lds. * Comm, 3 Dec- 2

No Carrier, Waggoner, Watchman, Wharfinger. 1704
Bond. Gaz. No. 4024/4 Francis Haslewood, of London,
Cornfactor, and Wharfenger. 1761 Ann. Reg., Chron. 119
Whether the wharfingers are accountable for the thefts com*
mitted on board their lighters. 1858 Kedfield Law Rail-
ways xvi. § 7. 250 note, A delivery to the wharfinger with-
out notice, if warranted by the usage of the place, was
sufficient. 1911 Sir II. Craik Life Clarendon I. ii. 42 Their
goods were thus delayed at the caprice of the wharfinger.

Wharfless (hwgufles), a. [f. "Wharf sbA +
-less.] Having no wharf.
1822 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XCVII. 35 Wharfless

shores. 1906 Daily Citron. 10 Mar. 1/7 Exercises in em-
barkation and disembarkation on a wharfless beach.

Wharl (hwail), v. Also 5 warl-. [Imitative.]

intr. To pronounce the letter r with a burr or

guttural sound ; — Burr r.8 I . Hence Wharl sb. —
Burr jM| Wharler, Wha rling vbt. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 37/z Blaffoorde or warlare, iraulus.
(P. Trautus peccat in R, peccat in S sidunus.) Ibid.

523/3 Wha[r]Iare, in speche. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit.

1. 517 As for Carleton, as one would say, the husband-
mens towne, . .wherein, .all in maner that are borne,, .have
an ilfavoured, untunable, and harsh maner of speech,
fetching their words with very much adoedeepe from out of
the throat, with acertaine kind of wharling. 1634 W. Wood
New Eng. Prosp. II, xviii. 92 The TarrenUens, whose
Tongues runne so much upon R t

that they wharle much
in pronunciation. 1656 Duch. Newc. Natures Pict. etc,

376 Not stuttering, nor wharling in the throat, or speak-
ing through the Nose. 1661 Childrev Brit. Baconica
109, I have heard from some that were this Country
[Leicestershire] men, that it is Breson that is the Town of
the Wharlers, and not Carleton. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt.

Brit. fed. 7) III. 251 The Northumberland R, or Wharle.
1825 Iamieson.

Wiiarl(e: see Quarrel sb. V-, Whorl.
Wharp, crron. form of Warp sb. (sense 6).

Wharre, wharry, Wharrel, var. Whare,
Quarrel sb.2

t
quarry.

Wharrow (hwrc"w»). Also 6 whar(r)owe,
wherrow(e, 9 worra. [By-form of Wharve j£.j

e= Wharve sb. Obs. exc. dial. ( = grooved pulley in

spinning-wheel). ' Also attrib. wharroiv-spimlU

(a heraldic bearing).

[c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 794/18 Hoc vertebrum,
a aworowylle.] 1519 Horman / u/g. 149 b, I wotte nat where
is my spyndel witli the wharowe. a 1529 Skei.ton E. Rum.
ntyng 298 Theyr wharrowe, Theyr rybskyn and theyr spyn-
dell. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xxix. 695 The fruite whiche is

large, and almost fashioned lyke to a wherrowe or buckler.
1610 Guillim Heraldry iv, vii. 204 The round Ball at the
lower end serueth to the fast twisting of the threed, and is

called a Wharrow: and thereof this is called a Wharrow
Spindle, 1716 S. Kent Gram. Hrr. s,v, Trefuses ofCorn-
wall, A Chevron between three Wharrow Spindles Sable.

1825 Jennings Obs. Dial, W, Eng. 84 The spill and worra
are attached to the common spinning-wheel, c 1828 Bmf
Encycl. Her. I. Gloss,, Wharrow-Spindle is represented in

heraldry with a hook at the end, to spin with a distaff.

Wharry, dial. f. Quarry sbA
Whart(e, Wharter, Whartfull : see Quart,
Thwart, Wart, Quarter, Quartful a.

Wharth, obs. var. Warth.
(.' i45"o St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5717 How anes at eland at

full se , On be wharth sodanly, A way wex dry. Ibid. 5797-9.

Whartonian (hwgiW^nian), a. Anat. Ap-
plied to certain structures discovered or described

by Thomas Wharton, English anatomist (1610-73),
as Whartonian (also IVharton-s) duet, gelatine

{jelly) : see quots.

WHAT.
1840 W. J. E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. 474 The excretory

duct (Wharton's) of the submaxillary gland commences upon
the papilla, by the side of the fra:num linguae. 1857 Bul-
lock tr. Cazeaux' Midwifery 209 These vessels are sur-

rounded by a gelatinous substance called Wharton's gelatine.

i860 Mayhe Expos. Lex., Whartonian Duct. 1874 C- H.
Jones & Siev. Path. Anat. (ed. 2) 137 The Whartonian

j elly of the umbilical cord.

Wharve (hwgjv), sb. Forms : 1 hweorfa,
5-7 wherve, (5, 7, 9 warve, 9 warf), 9 wharve.
[OE. hweorfa = OHG. werbo, werfo wk. masc,
werbd wk. fern, rotating object, whirl, vortex :—

*Xwer^0fh £ Xwer^'t as m OK, hweorfan, Goth.

hwairban (see next).] The whorl of a spindle.

c 1000 Sax, Leechd. II. 310 Wio ceoc adle, nim bone
hweorfan be wif mid spinnao. 14. . Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 618 '46 Vertebrum, a wherve, or a reele. 14..

Metr. Voc. ibid. 627 Coins cum fuso uertebrum \glossed
warve, misprinted warbe] Blum, alabrumque. 1538 Elyot,
Spondilus

%
a wherue, whyche is a rounde thynge of stone,

or wodde, or leadde, put on a spyndell to make it runne
rounde. 1582 Stanyhurst sEneis, etc. 95 Three wheru's
[orig. radios] fyerd glystring. with Soutwynds rulflered

huffling. 1590 Barrough Meilt. Phistck v. xxiv. (1596) 339
He did lay and bind vnto Ganglium, a thick round peece
of lead like vnto a wherue. i6ox Hoi land Pliny xu xxiv.

I. 323 Sonne, .a thread she [sc. the spider] spinnes, hanging
thereunto her selfe, and using the weight of her owne bodie

in stead of a wherve. 1688 Holme Armoury in. xxi.

(Roxb.) 266.2 The Warve or small Pullas. a 1693 Urqu-
Icart's Rabelais in. xxviii. 237 Wouldst thou.. blunt the
Spindles, joynt the Wherves, slander the Spinning Quills, .

.

of the weer'd Sister Parques? 1805 in Abridgm. Specif.

Patents Spinning (i 866) 125 The making the haft or warf at

times to shift or remove from off the spindle. 1831 Ibid. 236
The warve is driven by a band passing round it and round
the spindle drum. 1884 W. S. It. M cLaren Spinning{^A. 2)

171 The wharve, n, together with sliding tube, c, runs
loosely on the spindle and carries the bobbin.

t Wharve, v. Obs. Forms: 1 hwearfian,
hweorfan, hwierfan. hwerfan, hwyrfau, J

hwserfan, 3 wheerfen, wheeruen, weimen,
hwarefen, warfen, (Orm.) wharrfenn. [Three

(for the most part) synonymous vbs. existed in

OK. : (1, hweorfan = OFris. hwerva to turn, OS.
hwertan to turn, change (MLG. tverven to be

active or busy, gain, obtain), OHG. hwerban,

hwerfan (MHG. werben, werfen) to be active, turn,

return, set or be in motion, ON. hverfa to turn,

return, disappear, Goth, hwairban to go ; (2)

hwearfian -• OS. hwarton, OHG. warbdn, warpdn
to wander, proceed, ON. hvarfa to turn round,

wander, Goth, hwarbon; (3) hwierfan, hwitfan,

etc. — OS. gihwertian to turn, change, OHG.
hzvarban, hwerban (MHG. werben) to turn, roll,

return, giwerben to turn, divert, ON. hverfa to

cause to turn : all f. \wert}- : \ward- to turn (cf.

prec. and Wharf sbs. 1 and ^).j

1. trans. To change, turn. Cf. BlinDWHARVKD.
C897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxvi. 256 He hwierfde

hissteinne nalleshis mod. c noo Okmin 13289 & forrbi wass
lie wurrb )>att Crist Hiss name himm shollde wharrfenn.
Ibid. 14137 Forr batt he wollde. .burrh be 5ife off Hali} Gast
Us* wharrfenn all fiasinne. 1 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 173
Gief hie wunienge hwarefeS, hie turned fram uiele to werse.
£1205 Lav. 6319 Alfred.. wharrfde hire nome on his dae5e

and cleopede heo Mxrcene la3e. Ibid. 30738 Wio him
warfte Brien al his iweden. [13.. Garv. fy Gr. Knt. 8220
He rusched on bat rurde,..& wyth quettyng a-wharf, er he
wolde ly^t.J

2. intr. To turn, revolve.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxix. § 3 psereeaxe l>e eall besrodor
on hwerf9. c 1200 Ukmin 3641 All biss middellairdess Hng
A33 turrnebb her & wharrfeb|>. .swa summ be wheol.

3. To roam, wander.
c 890 WiKRFKRTH tr. Gregory's Dial. iv. Hx. (1900) 347 Swa

oft swa he wa;s hwearfiende mid bam ilean scipe. ,1200
'Trin. Colt. Horn. 87 He wandrcde wide weruende longe
sechende him. c 1205 Lay. 31660 EiSer freten oc"er, swa
hund de5 his broker, and leten heore whelpes whairuen
heom bi-sides elc o3er quelle.

4. To proceed, turn out, happen.
c888 /Elfked Boeth. iv, Jif seo wyrd swa hweorfan mot

on yfelra manna gewill. c iaoo Ormin 8420 Swa shall itt

lanne wharrfenn Bitwenenn Cristess balljhe beod& deofless

; labe genge.

ilence f Wharfed (wherrfedd, warrfedd) ppl.a.
t

perverse; whence +Wha-rfedlaik f j eiversity, error.

c iioo Ormin 9721 Forrbi batt wherrfedd folic heinm hallt

Forr gode & forr rihhtwise. Ibid. 9825 & tatt wass mikell

wherrfeddle53c patt dide hemin swa to wenenn.

Wharve(8 : see Wharf s&A
Whas, obs. f. was, pa. t. of Be, Wash v.

Whasche.etc. : see Wash v.

Whas(e : see Whose, Whoso.
Whasp(e, obs. ff. Wasp sb.

What (hwot), pron., *.\ adv., cotij., int. (sb.)

Forms: 1 hwset, hueet, huaed, 1-4 hwet, 2-4

hwat, wet, 2-5 wat, 3 {Ortn.) watt, wheet. weet,

(waht, wseht, whaeht, weht, 5wat), 3-4 whet,

(4huet, wad), 3 (Orm.\ 5 whatt, 3-6 whate,

(5 whad, wath), 5-6 whatte, (9 dial, or vulgar

wot), 3- what
; 3-5 north, quat, (3 quuat, 4-5

quatt, qwat, 5 qhat), 4-8 Se. quhat. [OE.

hwset ~ Ol'ris. hwet, wet, haetj hat, etc. (Fris.

w;rt, wat, wul, haet, etc.), OS. huat, (M)LG.,
(M)Du. wot, OHG. hzvaz, wat, (MHG. wat, G.



WHAT.
was), ON. hvat (Sw. vad, Da. hvcui). Goth. tea
:- OTeut. *xwat :— Indo-eur. *^ ,(W (cf. L. quod),
neut. sing, of the interrog. pron. *£*«* Who, q.v.]

Of the various possible arrangements of the uses
of this word the following has been adopted as
likely to be most convenient to the reader. The
main classification is according to meaning

:

Branch A. comprises the uses oiivhat as an Inter-

rogative, B. as an Exclamatory word, C. as a
Relative, D. as an Indefinite (non-relative), and E.
as a Substantive. Within these divisions meanings
and uses are arranged according to the part of
speech; the following is a key to this arrange-
ment :—Pronominal and substantival uses, A. 1-12,
B. 6, C. 1-7, D. 1, E. 1-3; Adjectival, A. 13-18,
B. 5, C. 8-10 ; Adverbial or Conjunctional, A. 19—
2r, B. 4. C. 11-12, D. 2 ; Interjectional, B. 1-3.

A. Interrogative and allied uses.

I. pron, * In direct questions.

1. As the ordinary interrogative pronoun of neuter
gender, orig. sing., in later use also pi., used of a
thing or things : corresponding to the demonstrative
that (That dem. pron. B. 1 a).

c888 Alfred Bocth. xvi, §1 Hwaet mae* ic J>y mare
secgan be baem weor8scipe . . bisse worulde ? 971 Blickl.
Horn. 15 Hwaet wilt bu bxt j c |>e do ? a 2000 Sal. % Sat, xix.
(1848) 184 HwsethatteNoeswif? atiftCott. Horn. 333 Un-
wraste man, wat lacede ;eu an alle mire rice? ciaoo
Ormik 10970 Whatt wass batt te Faderr sellf pser off hiss

\

Sune sends? c 1205 Lav. 3004 Waetseist tu? /&V/. 29623-4
Whaet benchest bu, Austin, what benchest bu, leof min ?

12.. Moral Ode 46 (Egerton MS.) Wet sutle hi segge o>er
]

don at be muchele dome? 1340 Aycnb. 265 Sle3)>e zayp,
' God, wet ssolle we do ?

' a 1400 Pistilt 0/Susan 287 What
t

signefyes, gode sone, pese sawus frat \>ou seis? C1440
Alphabet of Tales 50 J>e furste question was \>h, What was
be grettest mervayle & fayrest bing pat evur God made in '

teste rowme? 1470-85 Maloky Arthur vi. xiv. 205 What is
|

your broders name ? c 1485 Digby Afyst. m. 1249 Qwat sey '

?e? 1560 Bible (Geneva) Ezra v. 4 What are the names of i

the men..? — Zech. xiii. 6 What are these woundes in I

thine hands? 258a Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908)65 i

One demaunded, 'What do you meane by Catholike Re-
ligion?' 2697 Dryden Mneis x. 949 What will they say
of their deserting Chief? 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm,
xii, ' Nubbing Cheat', cries Partridge, 'pray, Sir, what
is that?' Ibid. xv. xii, 'What is the Name of the Street?'
cries Jones. 2782 Miss Birney Cecilia vn. ii, Odd people?
and in what are we so very odd? 2853 Miss Yongb Heir
0/ Redelyffe xxv, What has come to you ? 2863 Thackeray

|

Round. Pilfer*! Autour de mon Chateau, What are the
technical words..? 2884 W. S. Gilbert Brine. Ida n, Flo.
But what are these ? I/il. . , Why, Academic robes, Worn by
the lady undergraduates, When they matriculate. 2905 K.
Bagot Passport xx, I do not find the female society ofMonie-
fiano very—what shall I say ?—sharpening to the intellect.

2. Of a person (or persons), in predicative use
(cf. That dem. pron. B. I b) : formerly generally, in

reference to name or identity, and thus equivalent
to who\ in later use only in reference to nature,

character, function, or the like. Also in phr. f ivhat

for a. . , = what kind of: see Yonprep. 19 c.

For the OE. construction with a partitive gen. see 13.
1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxiiifi]. 10 Hwset is se ?;ewuld-

roda kyning? [L. Quis est iste rex glorix f\ c 2000 .tElfric
Gen, xxvii. 32 pa cwae5 Isaac: Hwaet eart bu? He and-
wirde and cwx3 : Ic eom Esau. < 1200 Trbt, Coll. limit.

167 Hwat is bis be astih;& alse dai rieme? < 1205 Lay.
23369 Whaet aert bu, faere wiht [MS. whit] ? esert bu angel,
eaert [>u] cuih[t]? Ibid. 27373 What beo3 beos ut-lajen?
a 1300 Cursor M. 3685 'And quat art bou?' be fader said,
' Sir, i esau, bi met es gralthid.' Ibid. 13592 ' Quat haldes
bou b^t man? ' said bai. • A prophet,* said he. 2362 Langl.
P. PL A. 11. 15 'What is pis wommon ',quod I, ' bus wonder-
lidie A-tyret?' £-2400 Soivdone Bab. 1623 What be ye,
That make here this ruly moone? c 1430, C1440, 2470-85
[see HJGHT v} B. 5 b, d]. c 2489 Caxton Sonnet o/Aymon
iv. 120 What ben ye, lordes,that are soo countrefayt, are ye
paynemes, or of what countrey ben ye? 2526 Tindale
Rev. vii. 13 What are these which are arayed in longe
whyte garmentes? 02596 Sir T. More 1. :. 47 What art
thou that talkest of reuendge ? 2596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr, iv.

ii. 62 Tra, What is he Biondello? Bion. Master, a Mar-
cantant, or a pedant, I know not what. 1604 — Oth. I. i. 94
Bra. . . What are you ? Rod. My name is Rodorigo. 2691
in J. Russell llaigs (1881) 325 For it is not now as it was of
old, What is he?'. .but, IVhat has he ? 2753 Foote English///,
in Paris 1. i, Buck... And what are you, hey? Barb. Je
suis Peruquier, Monsieur. 2782 Cowper Hope 497 What
were they? what some fools are made by art, They were by
nature, atheists. 2860 Dickens Uneomm. Trav. v, ' You
noticed that young man, sir, in at Darby's?" 'Yes. What
is he?' * Deserter, sir.' 2872 Tennyson Bast Tount. 755 1

About his feet A voice clung sobbing till he question'd it,

'What art thou?'

3. In rhetorical questions, implying an emphatic
. contrary assertion.

What am I but. A is equivalent to ' I am nothing but..',
What did he (do) but.,? to ' He actually did. .', What can
he not do? to ' He can do anything '.

nooo Alrk Horn. I, 346 Hwa:t sind bas buton Srym-
setl heora Scyppendes, on 8am 5e he wuni^ende mnn-
num de;u5? C2275 Lamb. Horn. 17 Hwet halt be wredoe?
1340 Aycnb. 137 Huet am ich bote esssse and spearken ?

e 2384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 546 What did this Eolusbut he
Toke out hys blake trumpe of bras, c 1440 Lydg. Ilo/s,

Shefie <$• G. 420 What but thi wolle was cause of al the
striff? i 1440 Gesta Rom. x\. 159 What dude he but pur-
veyde biin of so niuche mony? 2535 Covehdalf. 2 Esdras
xvi. 5 Plages are sent vnto you, & what i< he that wyl dryue
them awaye? 2593 Shaks. Lucr. 414 What could he see
but mightily he noted? What did lie note, but strongly he

6

desired ? 2599 Nashe Lenten Stnfe 48 What did me
he, but..chopt aloft. 1622 Bible Judges xiv. 18 What
is sweeter then honie ? and what is stronger then a Lion ?

}*** pR\DEx Abs. $ Achit. u 303 What cannot Praise effect
111 Mighty Mmds? 2780 Mirror No. 96 p 6 Give a young
woman admiration, and what more can she wish for ? 2798
Wokdsw. We are Seven 4 A simple Child, That lightly
draws its breath,. . What should it know of death? 2866
Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884) 329 What else is the meaning of our
Tradts-Umons?

b. In predicative quasi-adj. use : Of what
account, consequence, value, or force?
C825 I'esp. Ps. cxliii[i]. 3 Quid est homo quia innotuisti

ci? hwet is monn tet ou cu5ades him? 2388 Wyclif
2 Sam. vii. 18 Who am Y, my Lord God, and what is myn
hows, that thou broiQtist me hidur to? 2546 J. Heywood
Prov. (1867) 77 What is a woorkman, without his tooles?
2734 Pope Ess, Man iv. 237 What's Fame ! a fancy'd life in
others' breath. 2781 Cowi'er Truth 107 Your sentence and
mine differ. What's a name ? 2842 Browning Pippa passes
in. ad fin. (Song), What's death ? You'll love me yet ! 2852
Househ. Words 6 Sept. 553/1 What are my strength and
weighty compared^ with that one pillar? 2885 ' Mrs. Alex-
ander ' At Bay be, I am an Englishman of unblemished
character. What would your assertion be against mine?
4. a. With ellipsis, esp. of the remainder of the

question ; hence (colloq.) short for ' What did you
say?' or 'What is it?'

23.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2193 'On the fallc.swich a maner
vileynie, As hadde the burgeis for his pie.' ' O, maister,
be saide, what? what? I the praie, tel me that.' c 2460
Towneley Myst. iv. 1S3 Isaac. A, good sir, abide ; (fader !

Abraham. What son? Isaac, to do youre will I am redy.
2534 More Com/, apt, Trib. m. Wks. 2294/1 Why wife
qiod her housebande what woulde you doe? What? by
Clod goe forwarde with the beste. 2667 Milton P. L. 11.

165 What when we fled amain,, .and besought The Deep to
shelter^s? 2834 Djckkns Sk. Boz

%
Steam Excujs., ' Oh !

oh !— I'm so frightened !' 'What at, dear ?—what at?' said
the mother. 2837 — Pickm. xiv, 'What's your name?'
' Cold punch ', murmured Mr. Pickwick, as he sunk to sleep
again. 'What?' demanded Captain P.oldwig. No reply.
1898 M. M. Dowie Crook of Bough i, ' That's a queer start
o' young Sam's ', said one voice. '' Wot is ?

' said another.
b. Substituted for a word or phrase of which

explanation is asked.
2676 Shadwell Virtuoso \. 11 Shr Sam. Gad I'll do't

instantly, in the twinkling of a Bed-staff.. .Bruce. In the
twinkling of what ? a 2824 Manoeuvring 1. i. in New Brit.
Theatre II. 78 Sure enough, my lady's the greatest policizer
under the sun. Kit. Polly what? 2825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Passion fy Princ. xi. III. 218 ' Here, Sir, take away
the Tiffin'. 'The what. Sir Frederick ?' said the principal
waiter. 'The Tiffin, Sir', repeated his Excellency, in a
voice of thunder. 2837 Dickens Pickw. xlii, ' Your chum-
mage ticket will be on twenty-seven, in the third.' 'Oh',
said Mr. Pickwick. 'My what, did you say?' 2880 Mrs.
Parr Adam $ Eve II. 47 ' Because— ' 'Because what?'..
' Because you've— ' but before the sentence could be finished,
Eve had flown upstairs.

c. As an interrogative expletive (sometimes
with eh) usually at the end of a sentence, esp. in

recent trivial or affected colloq. use.

2785 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 19 Dec, He [sc. George III]
said, 'What? what?'—meaning, what say you?. . 'it is not
possible. Doyouthinkit is?— what?' 2850 Househ. Words
16 Nov. 177/2 What is all that about the— eh -what—law
of ex—what?—pansion—eh? c 2892 'J. S. Winter 'Lnmley
xv, But then, she's so beastly c/«V, dontcberknow—eh, what I

2906 Mansfield Girl % Gods xvi, Good-bye, Miss Thornton,
awfully jolly evening—what? 2924 A. N. Lyons Simple
Simon I. i. 16 Can't say I've read it. It's a bit too literary
for me. What 7 But they say it's jolly clever. You had it

at school, I dare say. What ?

5. Phrases, a. In elliptical phr. with adv.,

conj., or prep., the precise sense of which varies
;

with and may usually be inferred from the context
or circumstances : cf. defs. below.
t What else? what else should be the case?; used as an

emphatic affirmative reply: = certainly ! f Whatfor-thy ?

what of that? (see For-thy conj, b); also parenthetically as
advb. pbr.-in spite of that, nevertheless. Wliat i/(\ivhat
and, ivhat an(d //"arch.). .? what is or would be the case
if..? what will or would happen if. .? what does it matter
if..? etc ; often expressing a hypothesis or proposal: =' sup-
pose..', * supposing.. \ What cf..1 what is to be said
of..? what do you think of..? what comes of or follows
from..? etc. What then? what happens or would happen
in that case? what of that? (see Then adv. 4) ; so 11 hat
next? What though.. 1 (somewhat arch.) what happens
or would happen in view of the fact that, or on the supposi-
tion that. .? (nearly = ivhat if. .?, but implying some oppo-
sition between the circumstance mentioned and the possible
one implied: cf. Though 4); falso absol. ivhat thought
what if it is (or were) so? what does it matter ? what then 1

'

See also What-not.
c 2w>o Ormin 8105 Ace whatt forrbi nass }>att nohht don.

< 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 18/591 'Jwat nou?' quath >is bolde <

maister :
' jwy ne habbe ;e him i-brou^t ? ' e 2420 Wyclifs :

Bible, Pre/. Ep. St. Jerome \\. 63 What if thilk beest je
liadden herd tellinge his owne wordis ! c 2440 Alphabet 0/
Tales 74 Saynt Basil sayd ;

' what & I dye nott or to-
mom?' 2509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. {1555) K i, What
thoughe quod he, draw you not abacke. 25:3 Douglas
AEneis iv. Prol. coo Qubat of bewte, quhar hone^tie lyis
deid? 2564 [see Then adv. 4]. 2588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iv.

9 What and if His sorrowes baue so ouerwhelm'd his wits?
2590 — Mids. N. 1. i. 228, 1 am thought as faire as she. But
what of that ? Demetrius thinkes not so. 2592 Lyly Midas
iv. iii. Pet. Wei, tis hard to haue ones browes imbroidered
with bugle. Licio. But canst thou blowe it ? Hunts. What
els? Min. But not away. 2600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 111. iii. 1

51 Heere wee haue no Temple but the wood... But what
though? Courage. 2667 Milton /'. L, 11. 174 What if all

Her stores were op'n'd, and this Firmament Of Hell should
spout her Cataracts of Fire. 174a Popf Dune. iv. 255 What
tho' we let some better sort of fool Thrid ev'ry science, run [

WHAT.

I

thro' «v'ry school? 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xx, My ship
sails to-morrow;.. what if you go in her as a passenger?
2829 Keats Otho 1. i, To me I What of me, ha? 28*7
Heber Hymn, *From Greenland's Icy Mountains '

ii. What
though the spicy breezes Blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle... In
vain with lavish kindness The gifts of God are strown. 2847
C. Bronte Jane Eyre xix, But if. .they, .dropped off and
left me one by one, what then? 2876 Browning Fears <y
Scruples x, What, and if your friend at home play nicks?
1889 'J. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob ii, 'Did anybody tell you
about the Manor Lodge?' 'No, not a word ; what about
"? J9*4 ' I-^n Hay ' Kni, on Wheels xiii. § 5 Game and
rubber..! Wow, what about bed?

b. In various other phr. (See also 8, 10, 11.)
t What is thee ? [Thee pron. 1 b], what is the matter with

thee? j What lack you ? or ivhat do you lack? [Lack v. 1

3], a salesman's cry ; hence as an appellation for an itinerant
vendor or pedlar. What say you (mod. ivhat do you say)
to..1 ivhat think yon (mod. what do you think' n/..

1

! are
you inclined for..? how would you like..? II hat's my
thought ? a guessing game (the same as J es and A'o : see
Yes 2 b). See also What-d've-call, What's-his.name.
i»97 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 2720 po sede on to an ober, merlin,

wat is \>e ? f>ou faderlese ssrewe, wy misdostou me ? c 2300
Havelok 1951 Bernard, hwat is j;e? Hwo haues be bus ille
maked?
2589 Greene Menaphou Wks. (Grosart) VI. 14 A secular

wit that hath liued all daies of his life by what doo you
lacke. 2597 Breton Wit's Trenchtnour Wks. (Grosart)
II. 16/2 The sonne of What lacke you, was become the
onely right woishipfull. 2614 L Cooke Greenes Tit Quo-
quc B 1, What lacke you sir? faire stuffes or veluets? 1663
Killigrew Parson's Wedd. 1. i, His Father was a..Pedler,
a what do you lack, Sir.

2596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 17 What say you to a
Keats foote? 2649 Dk. Newcastle Country Capt. 11. i. 23
Betweene us too, what thinke you of a wench ? 2749 Field-
ing 'Pom Jones x. iv, ' What think you of some Eggs and
Bacon, Madam ?

', said the Landlady. 2793 Cowper Beau's
Reply -2-j What think you, Sir, of killing Time Wiih verse
address 'd to me?
2847 Tknnyson Princess Prol. 188 We. . like as manv girls

..play'd Charades .. And uJiafs my thought and when
and where and how.

^But what? (a Gallicism »= mats qtioi't) : but,
after all.

2586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 59 Ye shall have
verie few, but saie, that they are enimies to evill. .. But
what? As they never knew what goodnes ment, so they
know as litle of the contrarie. 2605 Erondflle Fr. Card,
N 7 b, O Marguerite !. .thou hast beene heereiofore greatly
esteemed in France, but what? all other thinges doe wither,
..as well as flowers.
** In dependent clauses. (In early use occas.

followed By that (That conj. 6).)
Here the interrogative force varies according to the nature

of the principal clause ; after verbs or phrases of asking,
wondering, or the like, the dependent clause is more or less
explicitly an indirect question (e.g. 'I asked him what be
meant'= * I asked him ." What do you mean?"'j; after
ytrbs or phrases of knowing, saying, or the like, it is only
implicitly so, but the sense is essentially the same, and is

to be distinguished from the compound relative ( = 'that
which': see C. I.* below), which however it sometimes
closely approaches, the construction being often identical;
cf. ' I did not know what he meant ' (which implies the
mental question ' What did he mean ?

'; with ' I did not hear
what he said * (where what simply = ' that which *).

The dependent clause may by inversion of construction
become a subject-clause I e.g. 'What he meant was un-
known lome'-'I did not know what he m«ant.' (Cf. quot.
1766 s.v. How adv. 8 a.)

6. In indirect questions, and clauses of similar

meaning (see remarks above) : corresponding to

the direct use in 1. Of a thing: either (a) in

finite clause, or (0) as obj. of a following infinitive

(cf. To prep. K 16).

735 Bad* Death song 4 To ymbhycggannachuaet his
gastacdoemid uueorthae. C897 JRintBB Gregory's Past.
C. Iii. 405 He. .him ^etaehte hwxt hi on 3asm don sceolden,
hwaet nescolden. 1254 O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137
Nu we willen sa^en sumdel wat belamp on Stephnes kinges
time, a isoo Moral Ode 79 He wat wet benkeft and hwet
dod alle quike wihte. C1200 Okmin 2904 Josaep. .mikell
ummbebohhte, Off whatt himm waere bettst to don. Ibid.

2992, 3 part Liirb HI lokenu whatt itt iss Sc whatt itt wile
seggenn. c 1205 Lay. 25334 Mt heom mihte iwurStn waht
heo don wolde. a 2*50 Owlfy Xighl. 1441 Hit nuste neauer
hwat hit was. c 2290 .V. Eng. Leg. 22/350 He-.Axede heom
of be croyz 3wat were be tokningue, 2297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

9249 To loke wat were best to do. 2340 Aycnb. 264 Me him
acseb huo he ys, huannes he comb, huet he he|> yso^e. 2390
Cower Con/. I. 3 What schal befalle hierafterward God
wot. 1450 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 31 Qhat the cawse is

1 wcte nott. 2501 Douglas Pal. Hon. t, Ixii, He demandit
my answer, quhat I said ? 1533 Gau Richt Vay 7 It is

neidful first to ane seik man to knaw quhat is his seiknes.

2568 Grafton Chron. II. 89 Demaunding of them what the
matter was. 2588 Shaks, L. L. L. hi. i. 260 O thou knowest
not what it is. 2602 — Twel. N. 111. iii. 9 Iealousie, what
might befall your trauell. 2672 Milton Samson 2346, 1 am
sorry what this stoutness will produce. 2749 Fielding Tom
Jones xv. vii, No to be sure, it signifies nothing what
becomes of them. 2773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. 11. i, I

believe they are in actual consultation upon what's for

supper. 2781 Miss Burney Cecilia x. ii, Something strange

. .must have happened, but what, she had no means to know.

2849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 540 What such a force..

could effect., was proved, a few years later, at Killiecrankie.

2850 Househ. Words 15 June 2S5/1 It will be time enough
then to think what next. 2889 Stevenson Master^ 0/ Bat.
htntrae vi. 186 Has it never come in upon your mind what
you are doing ? 1892 Speaker 2 May 532/2 The Socialist no
longer thinks of dictating to society what it ought to he.

(b) C1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 9237 (MS. B.)

Hii nuste wat to do. 2582 Marbeck Bk. Notes 1271 Haue
alwaies what to doe in your hands. 1614 Capt. J. Smith
Virginia 1. 16 We tooke more Cod then we knew what to
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WHAT.
doe with. 1697 Drvden AZneis iv. 423 Jove will inspire

him, when, and what to say. 1713 Berkeley Myitis <V

Phil. 1. (1725) 47, I know not what to think of it. 1883
D. C. Murray Hearts ii, Cousin Mark was not burdened
with more money than he knew what to do with.

7. Of a person, in predicative use (with dis-

tinctions of sense as In 2).

C807 jElfred Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 158 Donne eow mis-

Hciao ba medtrymnessa be ^e on oSruin monnum £esio3,
j

Sonne geSence ge hwaet £e sien & liwelce je sien. cizoo
St. Brandan 627 in S. Eng. Leg. 237 Ich eschte him Jwat j

he were. He seide, 'icli am bin Abbot.' 1197 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 919 pe king eschte wat hii were, a 1300 Cursor AI.

j

4931 j'e folk asked quat bai sulci be, ' Theucs,' coth ioseph.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <y T. 63 Is he a clerk or

noon? telle what he is. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxvi.

99 The kynge, that gietli desired to knowe of his estate,

asked of hym what he was, of what lande and of what
|

lynage. 154* Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. Table X iij, Athlete 1

[- .eg], what they be that are so called. 1506 [see 2]. 1604
Shaks. Oth. iv. 1. 74 And knowing what I am, I know what
she shallbe. 1605 in Dixon Tower (1870) II. xi. 104 To

j

ansoure to formal! interrogatours..as quhat he is, for I can I

neuer yett heare of any man that knowis him. 1697 Dam-
pith I'oy, I. 301 To write a Letter to the Governor, to inform

\

him what we were, and on what account we came. 1697
Drvden AZneisw. 1194 He. .ask'd lib airy Guide,What, and

,

of whence was he. 183a Disraeli Cottt. Fiewhig vit, I was
to be something great, and glorious, and dazzling ; hut what,
we could not determine. 1854 R. S. Surtkes Handley Cr.
ii, Who or what he was, . . no one ever cared to inquire.

8. Phrases, a. To know whafs what [Know
v. 15]: to understand the qualities or values of

things ; to have a good judgement or apprehen-

sion ; to have clear or full knowledge of the

matter in hand, or of the state of the case ; to

know what is fitting or profitable. So with other

verbs, as perceive, show, etc. col/00.

c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaw. 432 Ful sarily than thare i sat, For
wa i wist noght what was what. 1421-2 Hoccleve Dial.

778 in Mitt. Poems 138 They me oghten haue in greet
cheertee, And elles wool I neuere what is what, a 1500
Chaucer1

s Dreme 1296 Neither knew I kirke ne saint Ne
what was what ne who was who. a 1553TJDALL R oyster D.
r. ii. (Arb.) 17 Enamoured quod you? haue ye spied out that?
Ah sir, mary nowe I see you know what is what. x(5oo Row-
lands Lett. Humours Blood Epigr. xxv. 31 Tut, tell me
not whats what; I know the law. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1, \

149 He knew what's what, and that's as high As Meta-
;

hysick Wit can fly. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757)
I. 215, I dare venture to say. .that not acommon Farrier in

the Universe knows what's what, i860 Thackeray Loz'clv, !

I had so much claret on board, I did not much know what
was what. 1911 Times 26 Oct. 8/4 My distinguished friend

. .who appeared as a witness had told me what was what.

b. Phrases used as sbs. / know or wot not

(mod. / don't know) what, Lord or God knows
what (Lord sb. 6 b, God 10 b), who knows what ?

T know*not-what (see Know-), watna what (see

\Vatna), etc. : something unknown or only vaguely

apprehended or suggested ; cf. L. nescio quid, V.

je ne sais quoi. So . . , and I dont know what all

(colloq.) = '. . . and various other things unknown
or unspecified ', *. . . and all sorts of things besides \
Yon know what, + {you) wot what : something
that need not be specified (see You n).
a 1000 Riddles liv. [Iv], Hyse. .brand under gyrdels hyre

stondendre stipes nathwaet. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)

xxx. 39 Thay luve no man effeminat, And haldis thame, bot
I wat not quhat, That can nocht be w !out thame. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 765 Sent, no man wist whether, to be
done wyth, God wot what. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform. xv.
1 1 5 ?e worke maist lyke $e wat not quhat With your Politick

heidis. 1587 in W. fa. Williams Ann. Founders' Co. (1867)

70 Which when they did see they putt theyre hands they
could not tell to whatt. 1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or, 154
When he was about to speake (I wot not what) as touching
painting-craft. 166a Rump Songs 1. 52 Next come those
idle Twittle-twats, Which calls me many God-knows-whats.
1701 Wali.is in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 330 Under penalty of.

.

(who knows what ?). 170a S. Parker tr. Cicero's De Einilus
Transl. Pref., The Grandeur, Eloquence, Neatness, and
I know not what all, of an Author's Expression. 18*3
[see God 10 bj. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Aug., Shout-
ing out, 'Aha!' and ' Safprrrrt'siie I ' and I don't know
what. 1856 Thoreau Let. to Air. B. 21 May, So we shall

save some of our money.. and lose— I do not know what.
1850 Dickens Haunted House \\\. 33/1 There's examins,
and catechizes, and I dunno what all for him to be put
through.

o. To know what it is : to apprehend what it

implies or may involve ; hence, to have had ex-

perience of it. Usually with inf.

159a Shaks. Ven.
<fr
Ad. 615 Thou know'st not what it is,

With iauelings point a churlish swine to goarc. x6o8Kelli-
son Reply to Solclife's Anno. Ep. Ded. av, Till miserie
had taught the prodigal Sonne wit, he neuer knew what it

was to Hue at home in his Fathers bowse. 171s Addison
Sped. No. 26 F 7 Though I am always serious, I do not
know what it is to be melancholy, i860 Thackeray Round.
Papers i On Two Children in Black, As for the first night
at a strange school, we most of us remember what that is.

1901 W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett, her Alother to Kliz. xiii.

58 To know what dust is, you must come to Switzerland in

August ; the road was like driving through sand.

d. ellipt. for ' what it is ',
' what is the truth of

the matter ',
' what is the thing to do ', or the like,

in 1*11) tell you what (and similar phrases now
obs. or dial.), used to emphasize or call special

attention to what is said ( — 'let me tell you'), or

{mod. colloq.) in making a proposal.
c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 111. 694 Ye be lyke the swynt

catte That wolde haue fisshe, but wostow whatte He wold

no ihinge wete his clowes. 1576 Gascoignk Steele Glas
(Arb.) 78 Disdaine him not: for shal I tel you what?
Such clime to heauen, before the shauen crownes. 159a

Shaks. Rom. % Jul. I. v. 86 This tricke may chance to scat h

you, I know what, You must contrary me. 1594— Rich, III,

in. ii. 92 Wot you what, my Lord, To day the Lords you

talke of, are beheaded. 1596 — Merck. V. 1. i. 86, I tell

thee what Anthonio, I loue thee. 1657 in Brand's Pop.

Autiq. (Hohn) I. 121 Tie tell thee what, To-morrow thou

shalt see Me weare the willow. 1773 G. A. Stevens Trip

Portsm. i. 10 Sir Flimsey. I'll tell you what, madam—.
Miss Flirt. And I'll tell you when, Sit Flimsey. When you
take a lady out with you, don't domineer so. 187a Rout-

ledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. June 442/1 I'll tell you what, we'll

row down. 1899 H. Wvndham Soldiers ofQueen viii. 176

Tell you what, Bill, you can start your stock with one of

my old shirts for the price of a quart.

*** Various special uses and collocations (in

direct questions or in dependent clauses). See

also 17.

For what becomes (Is become, etc.) of. . . see Become v. 4.

9. With intensive additions, as what the deuce

{devil, dickens, etc.), what in the name of . . .,

what in the world, what on earth, etc. : see also

the sbs. (Cf. How adv. 1 b.)

c 1385- [see Devil so. 20]. 1596- [see Plague sl>. 3d].

1600- [see Dickens a.]. _ 1614 Jackson Creed 11. 133 What
a Gods name, binders him from doing it? 1709 Steele &
Addison Taller No. nof4 What-a-Pox hast thou to i\o

with Ladies and Lovers? 1757- [>« Deuce 8
b'.J. 18x8

Shelley Ess. <y Lett. (1852) II. 116 What on earth does he

mean by some of his inferences ? 1829 Scott Anne ofG. xii,

Thinking what in the universe it could be made of. 1836

[see Hkll so. 9I 1897 S.Crane Tfiird I'ioletxv. 101 What
the mischief have I done? Ibid. xvi. 105, 1 wonder what in

blue thunder you mean.

10. Of quantity, amount, or price: How much,

how many. So of the time of day, in what's o'clock,

what's the time (see Clock sb. 1
3, 4, Time sb. 13.

The orig. use was with partitive gen. ; later, partitive 0/
occurs.

ciooo Ags.' Ps.f (Th.) CK\'i'u[\]. 84 Hwaet synt binum esne

ealra dajena? c 14*0 Avow, Arth. xxxiii, Quat is thi raw-

unsun opon ry?te ? c 1415 Crafte Nomhyttge (E. E. T. S.)

26 Yf bou wold wete qwat is 4 hundryth times 4. 1508

Dunbar Gold, Targe 274, I knaw quhat thou of rethonke

hes spent, c\$i$ ^ox P<*Puli 374 in Hazl. E.P.P. III.

281, I knowe not whates a clocke, But by the countre cocke.

1557 Order of Hospitails C vij b, That there be geven
Warrants., what shall be paid to any such Pencioner wekly.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. III. ii. 319, I pray you, what i'st

a clocke ? 1669 Stuhmy Mariner's Alag. 1, ii. 34 As 16 to 7 :

So is 8 to what ? 1814 J. H. Moore's Pract. Navig. (ed. 19)

130 What is Greenwich Time when it is Noon 75 , or Five

Hours, West of Greenwich? 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf is,

But I'll see what o' them can be gotten back.^ 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Parlour Orator, He can tell what's o'clock by an
eight-day, without looking at the minute hand, he can. 1859

Habits Gd.Soc. xi. 305 What of that essential harmony ..

can there possibly be between a hundred.. people? 1904

Sir H. Hawkins Remin. II. 2 Lloyd must have made
£ 20,000 a year . . ; what I made is of no consequence.

11. What for (introducing a clause; sometimes

written as one word; Sc. and north, dial.; eailier

north. ME. ffor what, replacing OE. for hzvan)

;

now, in polite colloq. use, only What ...for (in

independent or dependent clause), or What for? \

for what purpose, with what object ? for what
reason, why, wherefore ? Also f through what

:

how ? So f what to (till) : to what end, whereto.
c 1200 Ormin 199 purrh whatt ma?} ice nu witenn biss?

Ibid. 4814, 5 Forr whatt iss Drihhtiu me buss wrab? Ibid,

14113 Forr all mannkinn to shaewenn swa Forr whatt he
comm onn erbe. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 1657 Iacob tolde him
for quat heswanc So fer. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 28 (Camb.
MS.) God. .wat quhat-to [Edin. A/S. quhat-till] all thing

efferis. C1760 D. Hume in Ramsay's Remin. v. {ed. 18)

116 What for should I burn a* my . . bukies ? 1799 Burns
1 Whatails ye nmv \ix, 'Geld you !

' quo* he, 'and what for

no?' 1823 Galt R. GHhaize lx, The children wondered
whatfor an honest man should be brought to punishment.
1857 Hughes Tom Broxvn 11. i, The boot he had just pulled

off flew straight at the head of the bully. .' Confound you,
Brown, what's that for?* 1879 F. W. Robinson Coward
Consc. i. viii, What are you staring at a fellow like that for?

b. When subordinated what... for comes to

mean ' the reason why \
1714 R. Fiddes Pract. Disc. n. 236 But what I cited all

these passages for is to show [etc.],

0. As sb. phr. in the slang phr. to give (one)

whatfor = to inflict severe pain or chastisement.

1873 Rouiledge's Vug. Genii. Alag. Feb. 137/1 It'll give

you what for if it touches your lips, 1894 Du Maurier
t'rilby \. 31 Taffy. .was a match for any mat.'re ifartnes
in the whole French army, and Svengali got 'what for'.

12. As indefinite final alternative in a disjunctive

question. Chiefly colloa.

1766 J. Adams Diary 29 July, Wks. 1850 II. 198 In what
is this man conspicuous?— in reasoning, in imagination, in

painting, i 1 the pathetic, or what? 1769 G. White Sethorne,

To Pennant 28 Feb., Is it owing to the vast, massy buildings
of that place, to the many waters round it, or to what else?
1842 E. FitzGf.rald Let. to Barton 16 Sept., Have you
supposed me dead or what? 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 341 We
shall further discover whether the true path is a circle, an
ellipse, an oval, or what.

II. adj.

13. As the ordinary interrogative adjective, sing,

or pi., used of a thing or things, a person or

persons, in direct questions: often with ellipsis, as

what cheer ? (Cheer sb. 3 b), what news ? e'c.

WHAT.
The meaning was expressed in OE. by hwaet with a par-

titive gen.

[Beowulf -zy] Hwaet syndou ?;e searohaebbendra bymum
werede? fr897^ELFRKn Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 164 Hwaet is

finga be biterre sieon flaes lareowes mode. .Sonne se amla Pe

for ryhtwisnesse bid upahafen ?] n imm$St. Marker. 4 Hwet
godd heiestu ant hersumest ? a 1300 Cursor At. 29034 Quat
bote is fra mete to min And dedeii for to lig in sin? 1382

Wvclip / John iii. 12 And for what thing slew he him?
c 1384C11AUCKR //. Fame 11. 535 ' And what sovne is it lyke?'
quod hee. Ibid. in. 1058 And tutr>cbe cried, what thing is

that? And somme sayde, I not neuer what, a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 683 Quat sterne is it at 3e stody on? a 1415
Cursor Al. 13154 (Trin.) What maner l>ing. c 1440- [see

Cheek sb. 3 bj. 1500-20 Dunbar loems xm. 3 Quhat ty-

dingis gossep, peax or weir? a 1586 Sidnf.y Arcadia 1. ii.

(1912) 14 What cause then, made you venter to leave this

sweete life? a 1596 Sir T. More 1. iii- 71 Siira, what newes?
1610 Shaks. Temp. u. i. 88 What impossible matter wil he
make easy next? 1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. ix, What
saucy Fellow, .told you any '1 hing of my Lady ? 1815 Scott
Guy AL xif

* What Mr. Bertram ?'..' not Mr. Bertram of

Elfangowan, I hope?' 1853 C. Bronte Villette xxxvii, A
story! What .story? 1880 ' Mark Twain ' Tramp Abr. xxii,

But what good would it do?

{b) What way (Sc. and north.) : how ? why?
1570 Levins Manip. 197/3 Whalway, oua, qttomodo ? 1719

Ramsay To ArbnckU IHe] disna care for A how, a what
way, or a wherefore. 1799 Mitchell Scotticisms 95 What
way did it happen? 1902 J. J. Bell Wee Macgregor v,

Macgreegor, ..whit wey did ye strike puir Wullie 'J homson?

b. In rhetorical questions, implying a contrary

assertion : cf. 3.

c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) x.wlii, Quat wundur were

hit, tha^he him were wo? 1513 Lovglas ACneis vi. Prol.

105 Quhat ciistnit clerk suld hym haue consalit bettir,

Althocht he nevir was catbolik wight? 1592 Shaks. Ven.fy

Ad. 565 What waxe so frozen but dissolues with tempring?

1697 Duvden Aiiieis xi. 770 With what becoming Thanhs
can I reply 1 1790 Burns Ball. Dun.jries Election xx,

What Whig but wails the good Sir James Dear to his

country by the names, Friend, Patron, Benefactor ! 1821

Shellkv Hellas 387 What hope of refuge, or rettt-at,or aid':

1848 Kingsley Yeast xiii, What wonder if the children take

them at their word and aot accordingly?

14. In indirect questions, and dependent clauses

of similar meaning, with varying interrogative

force, sometimes approaching the compound rela-

tive use (C. 8) : cf. I.** above.
; 1200 Okmin 722 Godess enngel! se^de hitnm hacr, Whatt

name he shollde settenn Uppo batt illke child. axjpoCursor
At. 34 Bot be the fruit may scilwls se, O quat vertu is ilka

tre. C1330K. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2746 ley 3cde

spiandener & ber In what bataille ( e kynges wer. c 1450
Mirk's Pestiai 33 Tell bes men wbad bou hast ystyne, and
whad joy bes men han lost. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xxix.

460 Thenne sire Tristram lete deuyse the bataille in what
manere that it shold be. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
Collect 1st Sund, after Epiph., Graunt that they mayeboth
perceyue and knowe what thynges they ought to do. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlviii, § 2 To examine, .what depen-

dence it hath on God. 1667 Mp.ton /'. L. II. 741 Till fust

I know of thee, What thing thou art. c 1720 De Foe A/em.
Cavalier (1840J 25 '1 hey called frequent councils of war what
course to take. 1835 DiCKBNS Sk, Boz, Air. Wntkins Tottle

ii, How, or at what hour, Mr. Watkms Tottle returned .. is

unknown. 1918 Cornh. Alag. June 637 He made no attempt

..to suggest upon what lines that future might be shaped,

b. J know not what, /Leaven knows what, etc.

used as adj. phr. = some unknown or undefined . . .,

some ... or other : cf. 8 b.

a 1635 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (ioc6) III. 43 Theie was
present on horse-backe, I knowe not what poetical preacher,

named Pourcase. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals II, m. 205

'J here has been already some disgusts. ., about I know not

what reducement of the Light-horse. 1824 Scott St. Rotian's

viii, And I know not what other menaces of formidable
import.

15. In reference to quality or character : =What
kind of (» L, qualis). Also followed by a {dial.).

f What done, what denes : see Done fpl. a. 2.

1197 R. GloUC. (Rolls) 225 He wolde iwite 5«a* man be

child ssolde be. Ibid. 315 Brut sende vpjbere pre hondted
men,. to loke jwat lond bat were, c 1385 Chaucer L.G. W.
1305 Dido, Alias what weman wele ^e of me make? a 1400
Pistilt ofSusan 314 Tel nou me trewly, vnder what tre?

1445 in Anglia XXVI 1 1. 269 l"ou..askist what life this man
hath had. 1577 Good tr. I/ereslach's ttusb. 17b, It is to

be learned, .in planting, what ground is best for Uines, what
for other trees. 1605 A. Wakren Poor Man's Pass. etc.

H 2, 1 dare not call thee Asse, but askethy selfe, Whateares
thou hast, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) 1. 11. 318 It was
a common piece of raillery in the Court, upon the death of

any Prince, to ask what a peiscn his widow was. 1853

Maurice Proph. $ Kings vi. 98 He wants a God as the sup-

?ort of his authority ; what God he cares very little. 1879
'. W. Robinson Coioard Consc. 1. vi, 'What wine is this,

Fisher?' ' Johannisberg, sir.'

16. In reference to quantity or amount : How
much, how many.

Cf. the OE. use with partitive gen. do above).

1375 Barbour Bruce xix, 293 ' Quhat folk ar thai ?
'

' Schir,

mony men." 1605 Shaks. A/ael: 111. iv. 126 Macb... V*h&t

is the night? La. Almost at oddts with morning, which is

which. 1654 Kirk Sess. Rec. in Jas. Campbell Balvieriuo

(1899) 408 To stent and sie what bolls of\ictuall evene heritor

was. i8ao Dibdin Ivanhoe 11. i, Pray thee what money bast

thou brought? 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk: 728 What
water have you? The question to the man sounding, as to

the depth of water which the lead-line gives. Mod. colloq.

What pudding is there left ?

17. In predicative use, corresponding to a pre-

dicative adj. in direct statement : usually referring

to quality (cf. 15) - of what kind, character, or

disposition.
Syntactically indistinguishable from the pron., but



WHAT.
tially adjectival in meaning, and sometimes implying ellipsis

of sb. : e.g. in quot. a 1450 whad. .more = i what more wits \
t^oAyenb. 264' And huet is helle? '..* Helle is wyd wyb-

oute metinge, dyep wyb-oute botme.' c 1400 Antins Arth.
viii, What is bi good rede? a 1450 Mvrc 1333 Here ben
be wyttus fyue,. How bey ben spende, telle me blyue, And
whad bou hast in herte more. J5»6 Tindale James i. 24
He goeth his waye, and hath immediatly forgotten what his
fassion was. z6oi Shaks. Twel. N. I. v. 269, I see you what
you are, you are too proud. 1605 — Lear 11. ii. 121 What
was th' offence you gaue him ? 1697 Dryden sEneis vit.

178 Tosearchthe Land, andwhere the Cities lye, And what
the Men [Vug. quive habeant homines}. Ibid. xi. 516
Noble his Mother was, ..But what his Father's Parentage,
unknown. 1828 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 3 What the Trans-
figuration may have been, as to execution and colouring,
I cannot tell. 1905 R. Hagot Passport xvi, You know what
he is about anything disagreeable— how he simply ignores
its existence.

18. In parasynthetic compounds, as what-
fashioned, -natured adjs. (-of what fashion,

nature). So what countryman (= a man of what
country) : see Countryman i.

1559 Aylmer Harhorowe P 1 b, Some of you knowe what
natured men they be. 1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's
World of Wonders 237[One]may well doubt whether locke-
smithes..vsed files. .or rather what fashioned files they had.
1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman ttAlf. 11. 302 He began
to aske of me what Country-man I was? I told him that I

was of Sevill. 1796 Solthey Lett, ft: Spain (1799) 196
Turning round to Manuel, he asked him what countryman
he was. 1807 [see Countryman 1].

III. adv.

fl9. For what cause or reason? for what end or
purpose? why? Obs.
What need(s : see Nerd e>.2 1 b, 2 b, 5 b.

r 888 /Eli-red Boeth. xiv. § 2 Hw;ct murcnast pu bonn[e]
after bam be bu forlure? 971 Blickl, Horn. 137 Hwst
secestu minnenaman.forbonhe is mycel & wundorlic? C1205
Lay. 13632 Whseht [1:1275 wi] is b^et bu murnest. c 1385
Chaucer I,. G. W. 2218 Ariadne, What shulde I more telle

hire compleynynge? c 1400 Rom. Rose 5097 Withoute more
(what shulde I glose?). c 1449 Pecock Repr. H.v. 162 What
ben ^e greuosetothis womman ? 1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari.
148 But what stand we trifling about this testimonie? 161

1

Bible Transl. Pref. p 4 But what mention wee three or
foure vses ofthe Scripture? 1667 Milton P. L. 11.329 Wr

hat
sit we then projecting Peace and Warr? a 1677 Barrow
Serm. I. 7 What should I mention beauty; that fading toy?
20. In what way? in what respect? how? Obs.

or arch. (See also Ail z\ 4, quots. c 1450-f 181 7.)
c iaoo Okmin* 14018 Ure Laferrd Jesu Crist puss se^de till

hiss moderr; Whatt fallebp biss till me wibb be, Wifmann,
biss batt tu maelesst ? 1382 Wyclif Gen. xx. 9 What ban
we synned in thee? 1x1403-50 Wars Alex. 2523 Quat
knawis bou pat ? 1457 Harding Chron. in Engl. Hist. Rev.
(1912) Oct. 744 What hath Englonde so felly the offende,
This noble prynce. .To Rauysshe so fro vs? c 1460 in Pol.
Ret. <y L. Poems (1866) 250 A, ihesu ! quat hast bou gylt?

1535 Coverimle Baritch'w. 17 But alas, what can 1 helpe
you? x8i6 Scott Antiq. xv, It just cam open o' free will

in my hand—what could I help it? 1842 Tennyson Morte
d^Arth. 350 For what are men better than sheep or goats..
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer..?

b. To what extent or degree ? how much ?

Chiefly with such verbs as avail, care, matter, signify^ or
with the and comparative, as the better ; cf. Nothing Ii. i,

2c, None C. i b. Also \ quhatfete (Sc. obs.) = how many?
138a Wyclif Gen. xxxvii. 26 What shal it profit vs if we

steen oure brother? ^1420 ?Lydc. Assembly of Gods 1664
What were they bothe amendyd that day ? c 1450 Holland
Howlat 627 Quhat fete armes on loft, . .The said persewant
bure. a 1535 Fisher Spir. Consot. Wks. (1876) 357 And what
am I now the better for all this? 159a Shaks. Ven. 3- Ad.
207 What were thy lips the worse for one poore kis? Ibid.
285 What cares he now, for curbe, or pricking spurre? 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. \\\. 784 Now what avails his well-
deserving Toil ! 1757 [see Signify j\ 1865 Ki-smn Sesame
1. §32 What do we, as a nation, care about books?
2L As mere sign of interrogation, introducing

a question. Obs. exc. dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).
Often taken as interjection (cf. B. 1), and printed with

following comma or mark of exclamation.
c 1000 Lamb, Ps. Cant, vi, Hwzet la [Vulg. Nuntquid\ nis

he faeder bin ? a 1500 Cursor M. 5182 Quat ha yee broght
him wit yow hider ? 13. . Gatv. <y Gr, Knt. 309 ' What, is

pis Arbures hous ' quod be habel benne. 1592 Marlowe
jMass. Paris 938 Come on sirs, what, are you resolutely bent ? !

159a Shaks. Rom. <£ Jul. 1. v. 57 What dares the slaue
Come hither . . To fleere and scorne at our Solemnitie ? 160a— Ham. 1. i. 19 Say, what is Horatio there? 1677 Ravens-
croft Wrangling Lovers \\.\. 13 What's he a Spy too ? 1741
tr. D'A rgens Chinese Lett, xxxri. 243 What have they been
extinguish'd by Sorcerers, as they had been form'd by super-
natural Prodigies?

B. Exclamatory and allied uses.

I. int, fl. Used to introduce or call attention

to a statement : Lo ; now ; well. Obs.
Beowulf 1 Hwset 1 we Gar-Dena in searda^um, beod-

cyninga hryrn gefrunon. <:iooo^lfric//o;«. II. i3oHw£et
5a gelyfdon for wel menige, and on Godes naman gefullode
wurdon. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 856 He seyde syn I shal

bigynne the game What welcome be the cut a goddes name.

2. As an exclamation of surprise or astonishment

(sometimes mixed with indignation) : usually fol-

lowed by a question.
c 1200 Okmin 19429 What t Abraham, whatt Moysss, Whatt

tiss & tatt profete, Ne sse^henn be}} nohht Drihhtin Godd
Inn hiss goddcunnde kinde? a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 1298
Hwat, heo seyde, vie, artu wod ? 13.. Cursor M. 10456
(Gutt.) Quat? wenis pu i be a fole? 1377 Langl. P. PL
B. xni. 184 'What?' quod clergye to conscience ' ar }e

coueitouse nouthe After 3eres}yues V 1412-20 Lvdg. Chron.
Troy 1. 2900 What, hath sche nat fro deth and fro dis-

tresse Preserued be, and 3U bou takest noon hede ? xs8g
R. Harvey PI. Pen. (1590) 5 What, what, latine in the

s

mouth of a plaine fellow? 1633 Ford 'Tis Pity iv. iii,

What, crying, old Mistresse ! 1639 J, Clarke Pararm,
303 What againe? quoth Paul when his wife made him
cuckold the second time. 1749 Fif.i.ding Tom Jones xv.
vii, 'O, Mr. Jones, I have lost my Lady for ever.'—'How !

what I for Heaven's Sake tell me.' 1810 Crabbe Borough
xxii. 74 None put the question,—'Peter, dost thou give
The boy his food?—What, man I the lad must live.' 1847
Tennyson Princess 11. 33 What 1 are the ladies of your
land so tall? 1886 Barinc GouldCW. Royal x\\, 'What !—
not Sunday clothes ?

'
' Sunday is nothing to us.' ' What

!

no go-to-meeting clothes ?
'

b. With intensive additions, as in A. 9 (of which
use this may be partly an elliptical variant).
c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 425 * Ys hit thus ! ' quod

Attropos, 'what in the deuyllys date!' c 1520 Skelton
Magnyf. 795 What the deuyll ! can ye agre no better ? 1754
Richardson in J. Duncombe Lett. C1773) III. 13 What
a duce, must a man be always writing ! 1865 Dickens Mut,
Fr. 1. Hi, If there is a word, .that I abominate, it is energy.
..What the deuce ! Am I to rush out into the street [etc.].

3. Used to hail, summon, or call the attention of

a person ; also formerly for incitement, or as an
expression of excitement or exultation, arch, and
dial. a. in phr. what ho 1

c 1386 Chal-cf.r Miller s T. 251 What how, what do ye
mai.ster Nicholay? 1579 Spenser Sheph, Cat. July 5 What
ho, thou iollye shepheards swayne, Come vp the hyll to
me. c 3590 Marlowe Faitstus in. iv. (1616), What ho,
Officers, Gentlemen, Hye to the presence to attend the
Emperour. 1610 Shaks. Tetnp. 1. ii. 313 What hoa : slaue:
Caliban. 1810 Scott Lady of L. II. xxxv, 'Malise, what
ho !'—his henchman came. 1864 Bali.antyne Lifeboat x,
' What ho ! Colema> 4^ cried Bax, .

,
' have you actually

acquired the art of sleeping on a donkey?' 1899 H. Wynd-
ham Soldiers ofQtteen \\. 137 ' What ho ! Did you get your
bloomin' ticket this time ?

' demands a brother 'Lancer ',

b. simply. Now dial.

a !553 Udall Royster D. r. iii. (Arb.) 22 What Tibet, what
Annot, what Margerie. Ye sleepe, but we doe not. 1581
A. Hall Iliad 11. 29 What? courage sirs my felowes al.

1592 Shaks. Rom.fy Jul. 1. iii. 3, 4 Nurse. .1 bad her come,
what Lamb : what Ladi-bird, God forbid, Where's this

Girle? what Iuliet? 1607 Dekker & Webster Northw.
Hoe v. 1, Chamberlain, call in the music, ..What! we'll
make a night of it. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 33 What
Ariell ; my industrious seruant Ariell. Ar. What would
my potent master? here I am. 1633 B. Jonson Tale Tub
1. iii, Here they are both 1 What Sirs, disputin. 1878
Hardy Ret. Native in. viii, What, Diggory? You are
having a lonely walk.

II. 4. adv. To what an extent ! in what a way !

= How adv. 7. Obs. exc. dial,

Becnvulf^530 Hwaet bu worn fela..beore druncen ymb
Brecan spra:ce ! ngoo Cynewulf Juliana 167 Juliana!
hwat bu gliem hafast. 971 Blickl. Horn, 33 Eala timet
Drihten deotles coRtunga^ebyldelice aba;r. V c 1250 in E. E.
Lyrics (1907) 1 Ei, ei, what this nicht is long! 41300
Cursor M. 23175 Quat he war wijs bat nioght Stedfast hald
bis dai in thoght ! 13.. Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 2203 What hit

whaned, & whette, as water at a mulne. 1340 Aycnb. 51 A
god huet we hedde guod wyn yesteneuen and guode metes.

1375 Barbour Bruce I. 215 A! quhat thai dempt thaim
felonly ! 1:1440 York Myst. xiv. 71 A 1 lorde, what the wedir
is colde ! 1556 Chron. Grey P'riars (Camden) 60 What
rebellyous they were. Mod. Sc. What bonny 1

III. 5. adj. Used (as sing, or pi.) to express

the surprising or striking nature of the thing(s) or

person(s) denoted by the sb. ; in sing, usually,

now always, followed by the indef. art., exc. with

a sb. in collective or abstract sense. Often with

ellipsis (cf. A. 4, 13).
Formerly usually, and still in archaic style, with inverted

construction as in a direct question; being distinguished
from this by intonation, and in the (non-collective) sing, by
the presence of the indef. art. ; cf. ' What a place is this I

'

(mod. 'What a place this is !
') with 'What place is this?'

£1315 Shoreham 11. 119 O swete leuedy, wat be was wo,
po ihesus deyde on rode ! 1/1450 Le Morte Arth. 530 (),

worthy god, what wele is me ! 1450-1530 Myrr. our I^adyc
M. 119 O wyth what reuerence, ..wyth what inwarde de-

uocyon. .oughte we to haue vs in eueryplace. c *4%$Digby
Myst, iv. 1157 What a fawteit was, The seruaunte, alas, His
master to forsake ! 1509 Barclay Sbyp of Polys (1874) II.

105 O what a Cyte, and what ase royal! Hath had first name
of pore men and rundl. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err, in. i. 48
What a coile is there Dromio? who are those at the gate?
15^6 — Merch, V. 1. iii. 161 O father Abram, what these

Christians are. 1601 — Jul. C. t. iii. 42Cassius, what Night
is this? 1602 — Ham. 11. ii. 315 What a piece of worke is

a man ! x6n

—

Cymb.iv.'i. 16 What Mortalitie is? 1615
W. Lawson Country Hottsew. Garden (1626) 32 What
rottennesse? what hollownesse? 1633 A. Stafford Pern.

Glory 133 O what proficients in Faith did these rusticall

Swaines prove in a moment ! X705 Addison Italy 307 What
a strain'd unnatural Similitude must this seem to a Modern
Reader ? 1776 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn fy Contemp.
(1844) III. 160 What a house! What people ! what manners !

1798 G. Hay in Ushaw Mag. (1913) Dec. 288 What shock-
ing times we live in 1 1825 Scott Talism. i, What was the
surprise of the Saracen, when, dismounting to examine the
condition of his prostrate enemy, he found [etc.]. 1847 C.
Bronte Jane Eyre ii, What a consternation of soul was
mine that dreary afternoon 1 ..Yet in what darkness, what
dense ignorance, was the mental battlefought 1 1855 Brown-
ing A Lovers* Quarrel i, Oh, what a dawn of day 1 How
the March sun feels like May I 1888 Rider Haggard Col.
QuaritckxYi, What rubbish you talk.

b. In dependent clauses, after verbs of thinking

or perceiving.
Here the exclamatory force varies as the interrogative force

does in the corresponding interrogative use (A. 14), with
which this often nearly coincides : cf. remarks under A. I.**

a 1300 Cursor M. 1610 Quat was his reut [ — ruth] ban all

mai see. 1554 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1913) July 528 When I

consydere ever what servants of God they were and so dyed.

WHAT.
1594 Shaks. Rich. ///, 1. iv. 21 Me thought what paine it

was to drowne. 1610 — Temp. x. ii. 251 Do'st thou forget
From what a torment I did free thee? 1708 Caldwell
Papers (Maitland Club) I. 216 You cannot imagine what
a parcel of cheating brutes the work people here are. 1713
Addison Guardian No. 119 P 1 We may see after what
a different manner Strada proceeds. 1808 Scott Marm. 11.

vi, See what a woful look was given. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop Ixix, You may judge with what devotion he. .clung
to this girl. 1916 Sanoay In View of End 93 Let. .the
ordinary church-goer call to mind what a large proportion
of the best of our hymn-tunes are German,

IV. f 6. pron. Used in exclamation to denote
something surprising or striking ; sometimes with
inverted construction, as in 5. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Num. xxiii. 23 In his tymes it shal be seide

to Jacob and to Yrael, What the Lord hath wrou^t

!

[Vulg. quid cperatus sit Dcus ; 1611 What hath God
wrought!] 1390 Gower Conf. I. 54 Lo now, my Sone,
what it is A man to caste his yhe amis, c 1460 Wisdom
1121 in Macro Plays 72 Haue mynde, Soule, wat Gode
hath do 1

C. Relative and allied uses. (In early use often

followed by that (That conj. 6), rarely as.)

L pron. * as compound relative (combining
antecedent and relative).

1. That which, the thing which. (Sometimes
with pleonastic correlative that.) Also occas. (b)

more generally, A thing which, something that.
Not used of persons, exc. in the idiomatic phr. but what:

see 5 below.
The line of division between the dependent interrog. use

(see A. I**) and the pure relative use is in certain conditions,
esp, in the early periods, difficult or impossible to draw,

c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 191 Quod pungit ueneno afficit.

.. Hie . . attreA hwat heo prike?. 1 1205 Lay. 31618 $e
habbeoft alle iherd whset Penda king hafued iseid. c 1350
Will. Paleme 2578 Mekli ban to meliors he munged what
hebou^t. c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 1 82) Prol.
12 This booke tretith of what shalbe in euery sesoun moste
durable, c 1449 Pfxock Repr. 11. vi. 172 That thou wolt
folewe Holi Writt, and take for the lawe and seruice of
God what that Holi Writ allowith. 1521 Perth Hammer-
men Book (1889) 16 Item giffin to Andro Scot of quhat
wes awand hiny.iiijs. 159a Shaks. Vm* <r Ad. 88 So
offers he to giue what she did crane. 1596 Danett tr.

Counnes (1614) 219 Notwithstanding what I haue heard,
that I will report. 1599 George a Greene G j b, What
as Bradford holdes of me 'in chiefe, I giue it frankely
vmo thee for euer. 1649 Milton Eikon. iv. 36 He. .justifi'd

and abetted them in what they did. 1724 Ramsay Vision
xii, I ken sum mair than ye. .Of quhat sail afterwart befall.

1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd. p. Ixxxi, So incurable
is the Love of Detraction, perhaps beyond what the
charitable Reader will easily believe. x8soTennyson In
Mem. exxiv, And what I am b>hcld again What is. 1851
Househ. Words 6 Sept. 560 1, I was going to ask you to
dine with me on what 1 have left. 1865 Rlskin Sesame i.

§20 Milton means what he says. 1884 W. S. Gilbert
Princ. Ida ir, What we have Of hair, is all our own. 1886
Law Rep. 32 Chanc. Div. 71 It appears to me that they
acted very reasonably in what they did. 1889 Mrs. E.
Kennard Lauding a Prize \. (1891) 2 His duties were per-
formed with the precision of an automaton. What he did
one day, that he did the next.

(b) 1697 J, Lewis Mem. I)k. Glocester (1789) 56 Dr. Rad-
cliffe..miding him feverish, prescribed what restored him
to health in five days. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 55 If cushion
mijjht be call'd, what harder st;em'd Than the firm oak of
which the frame was form'd.

b. In reference to a prec. sb., esp. after but,

except^ only, than, like, etc, with quasi-adj. force:

The one which ; chielly as //. those which ; f also

{rare) of persons, those who.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II ', iv. iv. 4#

Wee will . .draw no Swords,
but what are sanctify'd. 161 1 Bible 2 Cor. i. 13 We write
none other things vnto you, then what you reade or acknow-
ledge. 1664 Pepys Diary 2 Jan., To the King's house, and
saw The Usurper, which is no good play, though better
than what I saw yesterday. 1676 Dryden Aurengz. 11. i,

An easier yoke than what you put on me. 1677 Essex
Papers (Camden) II. 118 Ye Parties which lost it now was
greater than wt carried it when ye perpetuating clause was
lately ordered, 1681 M. Fox in Jml. Friends' Hist. Soc.

(1012) July i39_Hauing noe body to bee with at home but
what is noe Friends. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xvi. 475 He
was under no obligations to take human nature, only what
arose from his free .. promise. 1762 Kames Eletn. Crit.

(1774) I. i. 24 We feel a gradual dilatation.. of mind, like

what is felt in an ascending series. 1824 L. Murray Engl.
Gram, (ed. 5) L 233 All fevers, except what are called

nervous. 1868 M. Arnold Sch. <y Univ. Cont. 21 The
Revolution made a clean sweep of all old endowments; what
exist date from a time since the Revolution.

2. With special implications. a. Expressing

quantity or amount (cf. A. 10) : So much ^or many)
as, as much as.

1646 in M. Sellers Eastland Co. (Camden) Introd. 66
They desire, that what as hath allready bene equallie dis*

burst, ..be brought to accompt, and what as remayned in

Cash be returned up. 1664 Pepys Diary 18 Mar., Their
service was six biscuits a-piece, and what they pleased of

burnt claret. 1718 Free-thinker No. 62. 44 The Romans
learnt, what tTiey knew of this Mysterious Doctrine, from
the Etrurians. 1789 Massachusetts Spv 9 Apr. 3/2 What
of the votes in Newhainpshire for President, we have seen,

are nearly equally divided.

b. Expressing quality or character (cf. A. 2,

15, 17) : Such as; the kind of thing (or person)

that.

a 1658 Cleveland Rustick Ramp. 114 He delighted to be
..acknowledged for what he was, 1697 Dryden /E net's x.

901 And what ./Eneas was, such seem'd the Shade. 1756-7
tr. Eeysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 468 The court is still very
splendid, though much altered from what it was in the year



WHAT. 9 WHAT.
1716. 1849 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. ii. I, 185 The country
was not what it had been twenty-two years before. 1861

Thackeray Round. Papers, On being Found Out, Would
you have your wife and children know you exactly for what
you are ? 1891 Speaker 2 May 533/1 The book is very much
what might have been expected from the author.

c. Expressing parallel relation or correspon-

dence (with to in principal clause and in relative

clause).

1673-4 Grew Ana/, PI. m. (1682) 127 And what the
Mouth It, to an Animal ; that the Root is to a Plant. 1732
Berkeley AIciphr. iv, § 21 Intellect is to the mind what
sight is to the body. 1853 RusKIM Stones Venice III. iv.

5 11 What the elm and oak are to England, the olive is to

Italy. 1914 Month Dec. 608 Jingoism is to true patriotism
what bigotry is to true religion.

3. a. In a parenthetic phrase (chiefly with call)

qualifying a following word or phrase ; equivalent

to an adjective phrase, or to a following phrase

with as : e. g. what is called . . . = ' the so-called

. . .', or (
. . ., as it is called '.

X697 J. Lewis Mem, Dk. Gloceslcr(if%g) 15 A fortification,

mounted with small guns, and what were stiled his great
ones, which were four little brass cannon. 1794 in Jrnl.
Friends' Hist. Soc. (1918) 8 Other demonstrations of what
they call Loyalty. 1801 Coleridge Lett. (1S95) 346Calvert
is.. what is well called a handyman. 1828 Life Planter
Jamaica 211 A very small pea, ..a kind of what is called

squashies. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh I. 9, 1, writing
thus, am still what men call young. 1908 R.Bacot A. Cuth-
bert v. 40 She is what she calls ' taking your measure \

"b. Introducing a prefatory (usually parenthetic)

qualifying clause, equivalent to a following clause

with which (or to an adv., e. g. what is more =»

furthermore, still more).
1697 Dampier Voy. I. 5 Where we saw (what we always

feared) a Ship [etc.]. 1713 Pope in Earl Orrery Rem. Swift
(1752) 36 If it be true, what I have heard often affirmed by
innocent people, That [etc.], 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 40 And, what was reckon 'd very odd, the

Cabbin-Bell came ashore. 1818 Scott Rob Roy v, She
wore, what was then somewhat unusual, a coat, vest, and
hat, resembling those of a man. 1839 Thackeray Fatat
Boots Feb., I got from him .. a .. silver-laced waistcoat, ..

and, what's more, I had no less than three golden guineas in

the pocket of it.

4. In generalized or indefinite sense: Anything
that : Whatever 2 a. Now only in such phrases

as what you please, come what may, or esp. {b)for
what I know, care, can tell, f Formerly also in

a qualifying dependent clause : = Whatever 3 a.

c 1315 Shoreham iv. 159 Ac tyde be what by-tyde. 1340
Ayenb. 43 Ober be uenym, ober ine obre manere, huet bet
hit by. 1340-70 Alex. <$• bind. 68 What it be bat ^e bidde,
sour bonus 1 graunte. a 1425 Cursor M, 13148 (Trin.) He
bad hir aske what [Cott. quatsum, Fairf. quateuerj she
wolde. 1469 Bury Wills (Camden) 50 To make therof
qwat that he can. 1535 Coverdale Gen, i. 24 Catell,

wormes and what as hath life vpon earth. x6ox Shaks.
{title of play) Twelfe Night, Or what you will. 1655
Vaughan Silex Scint.

t
Mt, Olives i, Such ill-plac'd wit,

Conceit, or call it what you please. Is the braines fit, And
meere disease. 1670 in Alarvelts Corr. Wks. (Grosart) 1 1.

299 Its therefore my request to you to.. be assisting to him
with your Certificates, or in what else you can serve him.
1680 Moxon Mech, Exerc. xii. 208 With your Flat Chissel
or Gouge, (or what is nearest at hand) knock softly. 1749
Hartley Observ. Man 1. i. § 1. 20 Be the Cause what it

will. 1859 H. Kingsi.eyC Hamlyn ix, One thing she was
determined on, not to give up her lover, come what would.
1908 S. E. White Riverman xix, To sacrifice his pride, his

ambition, his what-you-will,
(b) 1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 55 You may

have half a dozen [legs] for what I know, as it is difficult to
discover any under the petticoats you wear ! 1798 Charlotte
Smith Vng. Philos, I. 22 She may die for what you know.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxii. It may have been murdered,
for what I can tell. 1875 Ruskin Fors Clav. !x. 332 You
may think, for what I care, what you please in such matters,

t b. Of a person or persons : Whoever. Obs.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Treat. 43 like man, what bat he

be, bat in-calles be name of Godd, bat es to say askes salua-
cione by Ihesu and by his passione. 1*1430 Freemasonry
(1840) 445 And whad he be, let hym be sow^ht. 1448-9
Metham Amoryus

<J-
CI. 916 He redy schuld be For hys

lady sake to iuste, ayens yche knyght in general,.. and
qwat he were myght yeue hym a falle. 1591 Shaks. / Hen.
VI, v. iii. 45 Be what thou wilt, thou art my prisoner. 1613— Hen. VIII, v. iii. 47 That..my Accusers, Be what they
will, may stand forth face to face.

c. with the indefinite sense indicated by ever, so,

etc. following (now only immediately following

:

see Whatever, Whatso, etc.) : cf. 9 b below.
c 1200 Ormin 2504, & all wass macnelike bing Whatt littless

se be-ft haffdenn. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 20 What as eny man
accuse. Ibid, 103 What as evere that ye seie. 1464 Stonor
Papers (Camden) I. 68 What thai euer he wer to by straw,
he must pay in honde. ? 1481 Caxton Chesse in. iv. (ed. 2)

g v, To alle trewe marchauntis and other what that som-
euer [ed. 1474 other what som euyr] they be.

d. What else : orig. ellipt. = whatever else there

may be ; hence, with loss of the relative force,

anything else, anything and everything.

1579 Expos, Termes Law s.v. Reservation, Theyr reserua-
tions were as wel..in vittailis, whether flesh, fishe, come,
bread, drinke, or what els, as in money, 1585-6 Earl
Leycester Corr. (Camden) 85 Impostes, customes, and what
ells that yeld them money. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. i. 51
Warwickc.in conclusion winnes the King from her, With
promise of his Sister, and what else. To strengthen and
support King Edwards place. 1659 in Engl. Hist. Rev.
(1919) July 287 That. .you will afford the best of your
assistance .. and what elce needfull. 1873 Ruskin Crown
Wild Olive App. xi. 201 The right to keep everything and

Vol. X.

every place about you in as good order as you can— Prussia,

Poland, or what else.

5. But what (after a negative expressed or im-

plied) : except what (or who) ; which (or who) .

.

not (= 13ct C. 12b): see also But C. 30.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 14 Padua affords nothing but
what is kinde. i66z Evelyn Sculptura Table, Never any
of the Antients excelled in these Arts, but what were Gentle-

men. 1688 South Serm., Matt, xxii. 72(1697) "-333 f"ew
are Confident, but what are first Careless. 1747 Genii,

Mag, 247/2 Of the sails that were left, I believe there is not

a cfoth but what has a shot through it. 1780 Bentham
Introd. Mor. <$• Legist, x'iv. (17S9) p. clxxxv. note, There are

few madmen but what are observed to be afraid of the strait

waistcoat. 1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont IV. 133
Not one of these insinuations but what gathered something
from malevolence.

b. loosely as conjunctional phr. : But that, that

. . not (= But C. 12) : see also But C. 30. colloq.

Fin quot. 1807 exceptionally without preceding negative:
=3 But C. 11 a.

166a [see But C. 30]. 1753 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jml.
No. 43 There hardly arose an Incident, but what our Fellow-
Traveller would repeat twenty or thirty Verses in a Breath.

1807 W. Irving Salmag.No.g (1824) 144 In vain did the wind
whistle and the storm beat—my aunt would waddle through
mud and mire, over the whole town, but what she would
visit them. 1894 Du Maurier Trilby vi. (1895) 284 Not but
what many changes had been wrought. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbert xxi. 257 You should have kept quiet in the house
to-day. Not but what you are certainly looking better than
you did early this morning.

6. Used redundantly after than introducing a

clause, dial, or vulgar.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx, I think I laughed heartier

then than what I do now.
** 7. As simple relative {sing, or //.): Which

(or who) ; that. a. referring to a pron. (demonstr.

or indef.), occas. to a noun ; orig. introducing a

dependent question in apposition with it (A. 6)

;

esp., in later use only, in all what (now dial* or

vulgar).
Apparent instances In OE. are due to imitation of Latin:
[ciooo Ags, Gosp. Luke vi. 3 Ne raedde ge baet hwart dauid

dyde? (Vulg. nee hoc legistls quodfecit D.'i). 11.. /Etfred's
Boethius xl. § 7 (Bodl. MS.) Eall hwaEt [Cott. MS. f>] he
willniab hi bigitab.] cizoo Ormin 1115 Nu ice wile

sha:wenn 3uw all batt whatt itt bitacnebb. 1297 R. Glolc.
(Rolls) 4862 pe king..wende toward bangor bo To destruye
be brutons, wat he founde mo. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales
86 He told baim all what at he saw. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
11. ix. 191 Aftir al this what is tretid upon the firste .

.

gouernauncis. i53aTiNDALE./r.r/<7.i. A/a/7. v-vii (£1550)200,
Here seist thou y

e vttermoost what a christen man must
looke for. 1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr, 244 They do al

thinges what they lyst, and nothing what they ought. 1596
Spenser F. Q. iv. vii. 14 To tell that what ye see needs not.

1597 G. Harvey Trimming ofNashe Wks. (Grosart) III. 53
The beast Ephemeron, which . . hath manie legs, foure wings,

and all what Nature can affoord, to giue her expedition.

1645 Fuller Good Th. in Bail T. (184 1) 36 For matter of
language there is nothing what grace doth do, but wit can
act. 1657 S, Titus Killing no Murder 9 They, .thought it

not adultery what was committed with her. 1718 Hickes
& Nelson y.Kcttlewell m. §78 He continued TJnmoveable
in all what he Believed to be his Duty. 1740 Richardson
Pamela xxiii. I. 57 Do you think that so dutiful a Son as

our Neighbour.. does not pride himself, for all what he said

at Table, in such a pretty Maiden? 1919 J. B. Morton
Barber of Putney xv. If I sat down to write a book, I'd

want to shove in all what I saw.

fb. in dependence on a prep. ; spec, in phr. for
what (replacing OK. for hwoti) - for which pur-

pose or reason, wherefore. Obs.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 t>is monne me mei sermonen mid
godes worde, for hwat he seal his sunne uor-saken and
bileuen. c 1100 Ormin 2831 Ure preost. .nohht ne mihhte
trowwenn patt word tatt himm burrh Gabriael Wass se^d o
Godess hallfe, Forr whatt himm wass hiss spacche

;
.purrh

Drihhtin all biraifedd. c iaoo Vices fy Virtues 39 Gif ou na
bing ne luuest..durh hwat 5u miht forliesen godes luue.

a 1235 Ancr. R. 66 Kumed be OMM..& fret all*et of hwat
heo schulde uord bringen hir cwike briddes. Ibid. 382 He
..bid me ofte techen him sum ping mid hwat he muhte his

Hcome deruen. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2533 Hengist. .him
grantede. .is dorter abbe to wif, Vor $wat be king 3eue him
be contreie of kent. a 1300 R. Gloucester's Chron. 3451

(MS. B.) Hii vnder 3ete a wellc.Ofwat [MS. A. wan) J>e

king ofte dronk. a 1300 Seven Sins 11 in E. E. P. (1862)

19 pi fair schrute mid whate bou art ischrid aboute.

C. gen. (Now dial, or vulgar.)
a 1568 Ascham Schotem. 11. (Arb.) 121 In folowyng so pre*

ciselie, either the matter what other men wrote, or els the
maner how other men wrote. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho.
Lords (Camden) 34 To add that to the weight what the
washers had taken away. 1668 Wilkins Real Char, 122
That incisure or resemblance of cutting what is common
to most of them [sc. insects], c 1842 in T. W. Reid Life
Forster (1888) I. v. 144 Be like Long Forster, what walked
to Colne and back before breakfast. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. tit. ii, Them's her lights, Miss Abbey, wot you see

a-blinking yonder.

U. adj. {sing, or //., of things or persons
;

always as compound relative exc. in 10 b.)

8. That (or those) . . which (or who) ; such . .

as ; often expressing quantity, So much (or many)
. . as : cf. C.i, 2 a.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1114 Fondes to do be duk what
duresse 3e may. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 608

Tak what bing J>e profred is Whon pou mai^t redi haue.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Part. 150 By what things I was con-

ioyned vnto you, those things . . I haue giuen vnto you. 1605

Shaks. Lear m. vi. 2, I will peece out the comfort with

what addition I can. 1677 in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 36 Lord Purbecke makes what hast he can to con-

sume his ladie's fortune by gameing, 1710 Steele Tatter

No. 169 f 1 Do we .. destroy the use of what organs we
have? 1795 SouthEV Joan of Arc vi. 388 What few to

guard the town Unwilling had remained, haste forth to meet
The triumph. 1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. xlii. 129, 1 will take

what indulgence the.. reader will give me.

9. In generalized sense : Any . . which (or who),

any . . that : = Whatever 2 b. BTow only in certain

collocations: cf. C. 4. Also = Whatever 3b.
C1380 WvcLIF Wks. (1880) 311 What man seib heyl to

siche antecristis shal haue part of heere werkis for assent

bat he ;iueb. 1393 Langl. /'. PL C. in. 34 What man bat

me louyeb and my wille fclweb, Shal haue grace, 1422

E, E. Wills (1882) 50, I bequeth to what thenge bat is most
necessary in be same Chirch, v. marc. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur x. xxxviii. 475 What Knyghte maye ouercome that

Knyght.. shal haue me and alle my Iandes. 1567 Maplet
Gr. Forest 101 Into what cleare Fountaine or Riuer he

swimmeth, he infecteth it. 1592 Shaks. Rom. \ Jul. 11. vi.

3 Come what sorrow can. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 149 Pro-

vide a good large Box.. and of what depth you shall judge
convenient. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 1. 70 Spirits. Assume
what sexes and what shapes they please. 1852 Thokeau
Summer 23 June, The red color of cattle also is agreeable

in a landscape, or let them be what color they may. 1891

Morris Poems by Way 126 Unmoved I stand what wind
may blow.

b. with the generalized sense indicated by ever,

so, soever, or somrcer following (now only, exc.

with soever, immediately following: see What-
ever, Whatso, Whatsoever, Whatsomever).
cizoo Ormin ioiii Whatt mann se itt iss patt hafebb

twe33enn kirrtless, jife he batt an batt Hike mann Patt iss

wibputenn kin tell. 13.. Cursor M. 1149 (Gott.) To quat
contre so bu wend, Sal bu na man find to freind. c 1440
Gesta Rom. i. 1 (Harl. MS.) That kny)t shall dye by my
crafte, yn what cuntre of the wordle so euer bat he be ynne.

c 1450 Merlin i. 5 In what nede that euer ye haue. 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. xli. 481 What knyght someuer he were
that smote doune sir Palomydes shold haue his damoysel to

hym self. 147a in P. H. Hore Hist. IVex/ord^-igoo) I. 230
A strange marchaunt. . what that ever condicion he be of.

1558 Q. Kennedy in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 98 Quhat
sect or opinioun that evir thou be of. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A.
v, i. 82 By that same God, what God so ere it be. 1676

ShadweLL Virtuoso IV. 66 Let what harmony soever be
between Lovers at first, in a short time it turns to scurvy
jangling. 1716 Pope Iliad Viu. 567 What Pow'r soe'er pro-

vokes our lifted Hand. 1822 K. H. Digby Broadstone
Hon. Pref. p. v, The Gentlemen of England, of what rank
or estate soever they may be. 1868 Morris Earthly Par.

(1870) I. 11. 460 All people ceased What talk they held

soever.

C. Usually with soever, in indef. (non-relative)

sense (cf. 4d) : Any . . at all, any whatever: =
Whatever 4 a, Whatsoever 3 a.

In first quot. 1856 = some, .or other.

I 597 J- Payne Royal Exch. 18 Let all right belevers..be

of good comforth vnder what cross or distress soever. 1608
Chapman Byron's Conspir. v. i. Plays 1873 II. 243 Rise then

for euer Quit of what guilt soeuer. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T, 1.

ii. 44, 1 loue thee not a Iarre 0' th' Clock, behind What Lady
she her Lord. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. n. 51 At which
Angle of Inclination the perpendicular will be equal to

39 inches, let the Tube be of what length soever. 1725
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 197 Not to come any
nearer, upon what occasion soever. 1736 Gentl. Mag. Dec.
721/2 Goods, Chattels, and Things of what Nature or Value
soever. 18*5 Scott Talism. xx, She wore not upon her

person any female ornament of what kind soever. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, First Visit Eng., Mr. Landor..has
a wonderful brain,.. by what chance converted to letters.

Ibid., Whatever is didactic—what theories of society, and
so on,—might perish quickly. 1881 Swinburne Mary Stuart
1. ii. (1899) 52 We took in hand to cut this peril off By what
close mean soe'er and what foul hands Unwashed of treason.

10. What time (later also -\ at what time), as

conj. phr. : At the time, or at any time, at which
;

when ; whenever. So what day* Now o\\\y poet.

1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (T.) 65 Teche tham thair childir

. .What tyme so thai er of eld to lere tham. c 1380 Antecrist
in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif (1851) 124 Seynt Jon..seide
what tyme he lyved bat benne weren many antecristis.

c 1440 Gencrydes 4225 What tyme that eny kyng weddid
shuld be, ..The kyng and she shuld neuer togeder mtte.

1535 Coverdalk Zech. viii. 14 Like as I deuysed to punysh
you, what tyme as youre fathers prouoked me vnto wrath.

1637 Milton Lyeidas 28 What time the Gray-fly winds her

sultry horn. 1648 Evelyn Let. to R, Browne 18 Dec, Ab-
staining from using uncivil terms at what time they differed

in judgment. 1791 Cowper Iliad xx. 190 What time the

monster of the Deep pursued The Hero. 1885-94 R. Bridges
Eros <$• Psvc/ie Sept. ii, Was the trial waged What day the

Sirens with the Muses strove.

t b. (with what as simple rel.) : At which time

;

when ; and then. Obs.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 65 The kinges Ambassadors
repulsed of the French king returned, at what tyme he sent

another Ambassade vpon the lyke cause. 1630 R. Johnson's

Kingd. <r Commw. 128, I read, .that it was budded.. in the

time of Edward the third of England ; at what time our

Kings.. had as yet nothing to doe in this Citie. 1653 H.

More Anttd. Ath. lit. ix. §3 He gave up the Ghost about

the third hour of the night, at what time a black Cat .
.
ran

to his bed.

III. conj.

f 11. a. During the time that ; while. Obs. rare,

<rii75 Lamb. Horn. nMuchel is us benne neod..,wet

we on bisse middelerd liuien, sod scrift.

+ b. Up to the time that; till, until. (See also

Allwhat.) Obs.

aii75 Cott. Horn. 33s Si la^e. .adili^ede. .wat hit com
to ba time pe god sende"pe halie witi^e. £1*50 Kent, Serm.

in O, E. Misc. 30 f>u best i-hialde bet beste wyn wat nu.

2



WHAT. 10 WHATE.
c 1315 Smoremam v. 245 Fram crystes resurreccioun, Wat
comef* hys ascensioun. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 4902 In bat

cite bai bi-leued bere What Tirry was hole & fere, c 1330
A%fh. <y Merl. 5022 No fined pai neuer swiche a slei3t,

What bai to Gaheriet com ri^t. 1340 Ayenh. 87 Wyboute
cornynge ayen of huyche binges, non ne is ury in pise wordle,
liuet hi is y-do.

12. To the extent that ; as much as, so far as.

(Of. C. 2 a, 8.) Obs. exc. dial.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 35 Ector. .Caste on a day wip
Grekes for to fighte As he was woned to greue hem what he
myghte. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1794 He..welcomyt hym
worthely as a wegh noble, And fraynit hym with frendship
qwat the fre wold. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Coitrtycr

in. (1577) Q viij b, As thoughe shee woulde .. allure what
she can the eyes and affection of whoso beholdeth hyr.

1647 Ward Simple Cobler (1843) 52 > I speak these things to

excuse, what I may, my Countrymen in the hearts of all.

1690 Penn Rise fy Progr. Quakers {1834) 6 They changed
what they could, the kingdom of Christ.. into a worldly
kingdom.

1 13. (?afterF.^»£. .on.) Whether (withcorrel.^r).
C1550 Rolland Crt. Venus I. 797 Uefoir my Maiestie..

Or my deputis quhat thay be greit or small.

D. Indefinite (non-relative) uses.

I. pron. (sb.), 1 1. Something ; anything : only

OE. exc. as surviving in phrases in which what
is qualified by a quantitative or identifying word,
(sometimes a genitive), e.g. Asywhat, Elsewhat
(OE. elks hwset), Ltttle-what (OE. lytles hwset,

ME. litles what, what titles, Little 13. 3 c), Many-
what, MosTw/iat, Mcchwhat (also mickle what,
MlCKLE A. 3), NOVVHAT, OTHERWHAT, SOMEWHAT,
q.v., whence was evolved a snbst. use of what —
thing. All what: all sorts of things. Obs.

c izoo Or.min 9035, & 5et forr all an oberr whatt Se^de be
laffdi} Mar^e, }>att Josa;p Cristess faderr wass. Ibid. 18553
J>att all batt strenedd issoff Godd, Off Godess a^henn kinde,

All iss itt all batt illke whatt patt Goddiss inn liimmsellfenn.

c 1290 St. Edmund 408 in S. Eng. Leg. 442 3wat lutles it

was bat be et, was al of grete (jingue. 1303 R. Brunne
Hand!. Synne 5963 3>'f pou rcceyuedypt any what Of one
bat hys J>yng forgat. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 104
(Camb. MS.) She a lytel what smylynge. 1390 Goweb
Con/, I. 98 Florent..syh this vecke wher scbe sat, Which
was the lothlieste what That eveie man caste on his yhe.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3046 So fell fii^t was of Many*.. Of
arrows & of all quat. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr.

(1867) Ira Doo, say, or syng, in any what, Thou art a
minion marmsat. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. July 31 Come
downe, and learne the little what, that Thomalin can sayne.

1596 — E. Q. vi. ix. 7 They..gaue him for to feed Such
homely what, as serues the simple clowne.

II. adv. or conj.

(Often, esp. in early examples, capable of being construed
as a pronoun = 'some '.)

2. Introducing (a) ench, or (b) only the first, of

two or more alternative or co-ordinate words or

phrases : {a) what . . what, (b) what . . and
(fas, f so) = Some . . others; both . . and; in-

cluding . . and; as well . . as
;

partly . . partly.

Now rare exc. with special implication (see b).

(a) a 1175 Coit. Horn. 237 Of be folce we sigge5 bat bit

cumb fastiice. .wat frend, wat fa. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls)

1152 Hor folc hit lore. .Wat in bataile, wat in be se, and
hore hors nei echon. Ibid. 5548 Wat boru is stalward-
hede, wat boru godes grace, Mony was be gode body,
bat he slou. Ibid. 8289 Wat adreint, wat aslawe, tuelf

princes ber were ded. a 1300 Cursor M. 2293 Quat for

luue and quat for doute. ibid. 3907 Quat of his wiues
tub) in spus, And wat of hand wimmen in hus, Tuelue suns
had he o baa. c 1330 Arth. «$• Merl. 8873 What wib wrist-

ling, wat wib togging, What wib smiteing & wib skirminge.
On bobe half so bai wrou3ten, Her kinges on hors bai
brou^ten. £1384 Chaucer //. Fame 111. 968 The thinges
that I herde there What a lovde, and what in ere. c 1400
Maundev, (Roxb.) xxv. 118 Fyfty comacy of men, what of
hors men, what of fote men. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. viii.

189 He schal, what in the first e partie, and what in the ij e.

partie, fynde herto proof ynou}. 1531 Tindale Prol. Jonas
Wks. (1573) 28/2 AH the noble bloud was slayne vp, and
halfe the commons thereto, what in Fraunce,and what with
their owne sword, in fightyng among them selues for the
crowne. a 1548 Hall Chron.

y
Hen. IV 13 b, These Louies

had much people folowing them what for feare and what
for entreatie. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 634 The
Severn sea. .what beeing driven backe..with a Southwest
winde, and what with a verie strong pirrie from the sea
troubling it, swelled [etc.]. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Benti-
voglid's Wars Flanders 122 Most of the Kings ships which,
what great, what little, were about forty. 1670 Cotton
Espemon \\. vni. 350 A hundred and fifty Horse (what
Gentlemen, and what of his own Guards). 1x693 Orqu.
hart's Rabelais 111. i. 19 Seven Children at the least (what
Male what Female) were brought forth. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxvi, I conceive they may be—what of yeomen—
what of commons, at least five hundred men.
(b) c 1400 Maundev. (1919) xxviii. 170 What on horse &

on fote, mo ban CC. Mt. persones. 1443 Bcckingtoti's Jrnl.

(1828) 101 There is in pypes, what in the towne so in the

castel, moo than CC legge herneys. c 1450 Brut 11. 483
What of rayne, thondere and lightnyng and hayll. c 1500
Metusine 240 Many riche rayments. .were made what for

the spouse as for the ladyes & damoyselles. Ibid. 266 About
xviii.C what balesters as Archers. 1509 Hawes Past.

Pleas, in. iii, The very perfect bryghtnes, What of the

tower, and of the cleare sunne. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss.

I. cexxiv. 119 b/i They rode so long what night and day.

1670 Cotton Espemon in. ix. 441 They had been mann'd
out with above four hundred and fifty, what Mariners, and
Souldiers.

b. Introducing advb. phrases formed with pre-

positions (in the earliest periods chiefly for, later

usually, now almost always, with), implying (in

early use only contextually) ' in consequence of, on
account of, as a result of ; in view of, considering

(one thing and another) \
In quot. 1591 without alternative: what for simply =

' for, because of.
(a) (TH75 Lamb. Horn. 145 Alle we beoS in monifald

wawc.hwat for ure eldere werkes, hwat for ure a$ene
gultes. C1290 Beket 391 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 117 5wat ^or

ei?e, Jwat for loue, no man him ne with-seide. 1340 Ham-
pole Tr. Consc. 7100 What for sorow, and what thurgh
smoke And what thurgh cald, and what thurgh hete..bai
salle ay grete. £1450 St. Cut/ibert (Surtees) 1743 What for

hungyr, what for thriste, J>e shipmen of na lykyng lyste.

1476 Paston Lett. III. 161, I ame somewhatt erased, what
with the see and what wythe thys dyet heer. 1551 Robin-
son tr. A/ore's Utopia 11. (1895) 116 The .u. corners, what
wythe fordys and shelues, and what with rockes, be very

ieoperdous. 1570 Foxe A. <y M. (ed. 2) 209/2 What for the

pillage of the Danes, and what by inward theues and bribers :

this land was brought into great affliction. 1603 Shaks.
Meas. for M. 1. ii. 83 What with the war ; what with the

sweat, what with the gallowes, and what with pouerty, I am
Custom-shrunke. a 1672 Wilkins Nat. Relig. 1. iii. (1675)

36 What through their vicious affections..; what through
their inadvertency or neglect, .they are not to be convinced.

1673 Marvell Rch. Transp. it. 181 The Penalty of the

Bonds should have differ'd, what in case he run the Subject

only into Errour, and what in case of Sin. 1678 J. Williams
Hist. Guup.-Treas, 18 What for avoiding the Report of too

much Credulity, ..what from the care of doing any thing
that might redound to the blemish of the Earl of Northum-
berland,.. it was resolved [etc.]. 1756 Monitor No. 35. I.

325 What by. .diminution of trade : what by the immense
weight of taxes ; ..some were actually ruined. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xliv, Athelstane's spirit of revenge, what between
the natural indolent kindness of his own disposition, what
through the prayers of his mother Edith.. had terminated
[etc.]. 1842 De Quihcev Mod. Greece Wks. 1890 VII. 331
What through banks, and what through policemen, the con.

cern has dwindled to nothing. 1865 Kingslf.v Hereto, ii, The
track, what with pack-horses' feet, and what with the wear
and tear of five hundred years' rainfall, was a rut three feet

deep and two feet broad.
lb) c 1386 Chaucer SgrSs T. 46 The foweles. .What for

the seson and the yonge grene Ful Ioude songen hire affec-

cions. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C xvin. 85 What borw werre
and wrake and wycked hyfdes, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 781
Quat of stamping of stedis & stering of hemes, All dymed
be dale, c 1420 Chron. Vitod. 3173 What by-cause of be

hele of bis gode wyff, & also of be meracle be whiche ber

was do. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 13 What for calde & for

holdyng in be watir, I was nere-hand slayn. 1579 Twvne
Phis. agsi. Fort. 1. xxx. 41 What by the wonderfulnesse

and number of the woorkes, there was nothyng in all the

whole world to be wondred at, but Rome, 1591 Greene
Maidens Dream 154 She. .wrong out sighes so sore: That
what for grief her tongue could speak no more. 1665 Sin

T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 166 What by Themistocles on
shore, and Leonidas at Sea, at Salamis and Thermopylae,
his huge Army melted away. 170a De For Shortest Way
iv. Dissenters 29 Alas the Church of England I What with
Popery on one Hand, and Schismaticks on the other ; Now
has she been Crucify'd between two Thieves. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Journ. t

Fragment I. 106 What for poisons, con-

spiracies and assassinations. ., there was no going there by
day—'twas worse by night. jSmCobuettCV^. Econ. (1823)

§108 What of Excise Laws and Custom Laws and Com-
bination Laws and Libel Laws, a human being.. scarcely

knows what he dares do or.. say. 1867 Parkman Jesuits

in N. Anter. xxiii. (1875) 346 What with hunting, fishing,

canoe-making, and bad weather, the progress of the august
travellers was so slow. 1870 Dasent Ann. Evenif. Life
xxxvi, Aunt Mandeville,. .what between the White Lady
and the warm verses, was quite upset.
*
+
* For other indefinite (non-relative) uses see

C. 4d, 9 c.

E. Substantival nonce-uses (from A., B., C).
1. The question ' What ?

',
* What is it ? \ or the

like, or the answer to such question ; the essence

or substance of the thing in question.

1656 Cowlev Pindar. Odes, Extasie vi, An unexhausted
Ocean of delight Swallows my senses quite, And drowns
all What, or How, or Where. 1796 Mme. D'Ardlay Camilla
v. vi, * What, ma'am ?—how ?—what ?— '

' Nay, nay, don't

be frightened. Come down to dinner, and we'll talk over the

hows? and the whats? afterwards.' 1831 Motley in Corr.

(1889) I. 18, I was summoned before the Senate of the

University, and then wrote my name and my whences and
whats, etc., etc., in a great book, 1844 L. Hunt Blue-
stocking Revels 11. 171 Poems 114 My lady will know all

the what and the why. 1861 J. Brown HorxSubsec. Ser. 11.

101 Desiring to divine the essences rather than the appear-

ances of things—in search of the what chiefly in order to

question it, make it give up at whatever cost the secret of

its why. 1884 tr. Lotze"s Metaph. 431 It must seem utterly

inconceivable that we should ask for the * what ' of a thing,

and yet look for the answer in anything except that which
this thing is and does.

2. A something.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 149 We have seen the Pittifull

who's, and in short the slender whats are against modest
Learning in Religious Division. 1903 A. Maclaren Last
Sheaves 54 We ate not seeking a What ; we are seeking a
Whom.
3. An instance of the exclamation * WhaW

'

1779 Warner in Jesse Sehvyn # Contemp. C1844) IV. 254
H is partner . . gave . . a ' What ! ofsuch sharp, shrill astonish-

ment, that you could not but have laughed at it. 1785 Mme.
D'Arblay Diary 16 Dec, The What! was then repeated.

tWhat, <*- 2 Obs. Forms: I hweet, 3 hwat,
wheat, wat. [OE. hwxt = OS. hwat keen, bold,

OHG. hwa%, wa% sharp, rough, severe, ON. hvatr

bold, vigorous : related to Whet v., q.v.] Quick,

active ; stout, brave.

Beozmdf 1601 Naes ofjeafon hwate Scyldingas. a 1000

Bi Monna Craeftum 8i Sum bib to horse hwaet. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 183 To gode bu ware slau and let ; and to
euele spac and hwat. c 1205 Lay. 7137 per weoren eorles

swide whaete [c 1275 wate] and leiden bene king bi ane 3ate.

"What, Sc. f. Whet v.

Whatabout(s (hwo-tabaut(s). rare. [f. What
pron., after whereabout^.

-

] What one is about;

j

doings, occupations.

1830 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 170 Then you might know
j

of all my..whatabouts and whereabouts from Henry Taylor.

j

1841 N. Hawthorne in N. H.ff Jfyir (1885) I. 227, 1 bethink
I me that you may have no objections to hear something of
!
my whereabout and whatabout. 1868 E1.12. Prentiss Life

.
$ Lett. (1882)244, 1 was right glad., to learn of your wheie-
abouts and whatabouts.

f What-call-ye-him, also simply what-call.
Obs. = next.

1473 Sir J. Paston in P. Lett. III. 104 Ber the cuppe
evyn, asAVhat-calle-ye-hym seyde to Aslake. 1592 Nashe
P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 130 His Page shal say. .be

I

is so l)usie with my L. How-call-ye him, and my L. What-
call-ye him. 1598 Scruingman' s Covif (1868) 166 M. what-
call-you-hims man. 1609 Ravenscroft's Dcuteromelia at

1
This other day I start a hare On what-call Hill.

What-d'ye-call-'em (-urn), -her, -him,
, -it (hwo/tdya-, wo/tjskglam, etc.). colloq. Less

j

commonly what-do-you-call-'em, etc. ; alsovari-

, ously abbreviated (see quots.) ; also simply 7-8
1 what-d'ye-call. See also below. [What pron.

A. t.] An appellation for a thing or person whose
name the speaker forgets, does not know or wish to

mention, or thinks not worth mentioning. Also

I

occas. substituted for any word (e. g. an adjective)

which the speaker fails to recall.

1639 [J. Taylor (Water-P.)] Divers Crabtree Led. 217,

I

I,. gave her a sound spurnne upon the Buttocks :..0 my
what doe you call't, said shee. 1641 Cowley Guardian v.

I

v» ^og.. .How the what-d'ye-call-'um runs? What do ye call

it? Pun. Time, Sir. c 1646 Milton Sonn. t On newforcers
I

Consc. 12 By shallow Edwards and Scotch what d'ye call.

1678 Dryden Kind Keeper 111. i, His Father was Squire

I
what- d' you call him, of what d'you call 'em Shire. 1704
Swift T. Tub Pref. 17 Spoken by Mr. WhatdicaU'uni.

1752 Foote Taste 11, She was a kind of a what d' ye call 'em

;
. .a sort of a Queen or Wife, or something or other to some-
body, that liv'd a damn'd while ago. 1765 Sterne Tr.
Shandy VIII. xix, There being so many tendons and what

' d'ye call-'ems all about it. 1773 H. Walpole Let. to W.
Cole 8 Jan., Mr. What-d* ye-call-him's pamphlet. 1779
Mme. D'Arblay Diary 16 June, Miss What-d' ye-call-her.

1806 Surr Winter in Lend. III. 257 We.. went to that

public house or what-d'ye-call, in Piccadilly. 1827 Scott
Chron. Canongate iii, There is good accommodation at the

what-d'ye-call-'em arms. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxv,

To break up old associations and what-do-you-callems of

that kind. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 74 As legitimate a
! subject of human study as the glacial period or the silurian

j

what-d'ye-call-ems. 1875 F. E. Trollops Charm. Fello7v

I

i, College is out of the question . . unless he entered himself
' as a what-do-you-call-it ?.. A sizar.

+ 0. In contracted forms whatd'ecalt, what
d'ee cal't, what-d'ye-caw't, whatchicalt, what-
sha-callum, etc. (cf. Washical) : sometimes ana-

lysed as = what shall I call . . ? Obs.

^59.3 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 57
1 Holiinsheads engrosing ; some-bodies abridging ; and what-

chicaltes translating. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum.
I

1. ii. (1601) B 4, Didst thou not see a fellow here in a what-
sha-callum doublet ? 1632 Brome Korth. I.asse v. v, Your
great acquaintance, and alliance in the Whatshicall Court

I

Non obstante. 1641 — Jov. Crew 11. (1661) Ft, Rogue
: enough though, to offer us his whatd'ecalts? his Doxies.

\

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 121 What think you Sir of your
I what-sha'come Water and Diascoi d ? 1658 A. Fox tr. Wiirtz"

Surg. 11. xxviii. 188 It is called also the not-named, or (a

whats you call) an unknown Sore, no body knows what it is.

1673 S l

too him Bnyes 55, I came onely to. .be a witness for

the urthodoxness of what d'ee cal't. 1691 Mus. D'Anyehs
Academia 10 Tis, let me see, now, whach'ee call, Syncate-
gorematical. a 1807 J. Skinner Songs 4 Poems (1859)^ 43
That camsteary—what-d'ye-caw't? (I think it's genius,

walie fa't). 1820 Scon Abbot xxvi, My Lady What-shall-

call 'urn's powder.

7. So what-ye {or -you) -call(-it, etc.), later

usually what-you-may-call-it [What pron. C. 4].

1598 Chapman Blinde Beg. Alexandria Plays 1873 I. 28

Eli, Why hees a what you calt. Mar. A what
^
you call it

can you not name it. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. m. iii. 74 Good
euen good M r what ye cal't. 16.. Middi.eton, etc. Old
Law 111. ii, Lis. Heeres your first weapon ducks meat. Situ.

How, a dutch what you call em, Stead of a German falchion.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxvii, There is no What's-his-name
but Thingummy, and What-you-may-call-it is his prophet

!

1870 Mary Bridgman Robt. Lynne xxiv, Fine place, Bob;
built by the what-you-may-call-its. 1891 Kipling Light
that Failed ix, Say good-bye to the what-you-call-um girl,

t Whate, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 pi. hwata, 3

hwat, 3-4 quate, 3-5 wat(e, what(e, 5 qwate.

[OE. pi. hwata, *hwatan (gen. hwatena), related

to hwata augur, hwatung divination.]

1. Divination, augury; ? foreboding.

iiooo jElfric Lev. xix. 26 Ne eton ge blod, ne ne Simon
hwata ne swefna I c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 Wanenge,
and handselne, and time, and hwate, and fele swilche deueles

cruftes. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1054 5et sat loth at oe bur3es

gate, After sum geste stod him quake [read quate
J.

c 1375

Cursor M. 19567 (Fairf.) Of wate he [sc. Simon Magus] was

ful wonder wise.

2. Fortune, destiny, fate, luck.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 pe unbileffulle. . Werpec* bat

gilt..uppen hwate, and seio, nahte ich no betere wate.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 802 Alas alas bou luber wate {MS. $

fortune], bat vilest me bus one. Ibid. 8519 Vor gode wate



WHATE.
afterward lie nadde in none dedc. 13. . SI, Gregory (Vernon
MS.) 294 pis is a child of goode whate, c 1400 Destr. Troy
13681 pen fortune his fall felli aspies, Vnqwemys his qwate,

& be qwele turnys. 14.. MS, Cantab. Ff. v, 48, If. 94
(Halliw.) To bilde he hade gode quate.

b. ? Good fortune, luck.

C1330 Ftortce fy Bl. (1857) 14 And be hit erli and be hit

late To ihi wille thou schalt haue whate.

t Whate, adv. Obs. [f. What a.-] Quickly.

The identity of the word in the phr. Alse (hy^uat se (= as

soon as) is uncertain.

ci 175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Al se hwat se lie forgulte wes. -bet

him er luuede ho him for wundeden. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 71 Alse wat swo be man his sinne sore bimurneS, ure

drihten Ie3e5 be sinne bendes. 13.. A'. Alls. 263Q (Laud
MS.) To Tebes ward hij wendep whate, Hij shetep a^eins

hym be gate, a 1400 Lybeaus Disc. 1741 Lambard ladde

hym forth well whate.

Whate, obs. north, f. Wot.
Whatever (hwot,e*va.i), pron. and a. Also

poet, whate'er (hwgt
t
e>\i) • 6-7 whatere. [Orig.

two words, What A., B. and Ever adv. Se.]

1. interrog. An emphatic extension of what, used

in a question (direct or indirect), implying per-

plexity or surprise. Now colloq.

(More properly written as two words: see Ever adv. 8d.)

a. pron.
13.. Settyn Sag, (W.) 3514 Son, what may al this noys be,

..Whateuer sal tt sygnyfy? 14. .in Anglia XXVII, 285
Scho..thoght: what euer menes bis message to me. c 1440
York Myst. xxiii. 85 Fetrus. Brethir, what euere 5one
brightnes be? 1823 Spirit Fubl. Jrnls. 409 Whatever
possessed her, I know no more than the child unborn. 1856
F. E. Pacf.t Owlet qfOwlst. xiv. 143 ' Gracious heart alive,

whatever in all the world was that? *&\tx one. 1880 Mrs.
QutHAlfT He that will not etc. xx'ui, Whatever can you
want to emigrate for?

b. adj.

Mod. Whatever [or What ever] contrivance is that? I

wonder whatever [or what ever] queer thing he'll do next.

2. As compound relative, in a generalized or

indefinite sense : see Ever adv. 8 e. (Occas. with

correl. demonstrative following.) a. pron* Any-
thing at all which, anything that ; sometimes con-

textually (esp. poet.), all that, everything that.

1 1375 Cursor M. 321 (Fairf.) Quat euer be halygaste wille,

pe fader and aone wil tyte fulfil. C1450 Godstow Keg. 31
Holdynge ferme & stable what euyr he wolde do ther-with.

1456 Sir G. Haye Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 228 Quhatever sik

men dois, it is comperit to the dede of a beste. 1567 Gude fy

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 39 Quhat euer I haif, all that is thyne.

159a Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 623 Being mou'd he [sc, the boar]

strikes, whatere is in his way. 1671 Miltom F. K. i. 149
Whose constant perseverance overcame Whate're his cruel

malice could invent. 1716 Swift Gulliver iv. v, It is a
Maxim among these Men, That whatever has been done
before may legally be done again. 1831 Hr. Martikf.au
Life in Wilds vii. 88 In a few months we shall have stores

of whatever we want. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts i, We'll

lay in whatever you want to-morrow.

b. adj. (sing, or //., of things or persons) :

Any . . at all which (or who), any . • that

;

sometimes (poet.), all or every . . that.

c 1380 Wycuf Set. Whs. III. 343 Whatever reasoun men
maken of Crist, of Petir, or ober good ground, it goib opinli

ajen sich a pope, 138a — Ezek, xxxiii. 12 The rijtwijsnesse

of a iust man snal not delyuere hym, in_ whateuer day be
shal synne. ("1449 Pf.cock Repr. iv. viii. 463 What euer
gouernaunce God in his Holi Scripture of the Newe Testa-

ment blameth. 1596 Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I.

29 Quhateuir thing the handis of men had twechet, . .frome
al sik thay absteined mony dayes thaireftir. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Lect. vi, 22 What-ever successive Duration, shall be
bounded at one end, and be all past and present, must come
infinitely short of Infinity. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 113-117
Whatever fruits in different climes were found, . .Whatever
blooms in torrid tracts appear. . . Whatever sweets salute the

northern sky. .; These, here [sc. in Italy] disporting, own the

kindred soil. 1821-2 Shellev Chas. /, 11. 374 They will hear

homilies of whatever length Or form they please. 1887
Goldw. Smith in Contcmp. Rev. July 3 The Governor-
General has been stripped of whatever little authority he
retained.

3. Introducing a qualifying dependent clause

equivalent to a conditional or disjunctive clause,

often with verb in subjunctive (whatever happen m
' if any (sort of) thing happen ',

* whether one
thing or another happen '). a. pron. = ( No matter

what
'
; frequently implying opposition (equivalent

to a conditional clause with though) : * Not-
withstanding anything that*.

As predicate sometimes (esp. of persons) expressing quality

or character, and thus approaching a pred. adj. (cf. What
A. 17). Often with ellipsis (whatever its merits ' whatever
its merits may be ').

13.. Minor PoemsJr. Vernon MS. xlix.344 Whon Pe bef

passed quyt a-way, ye trewe mon hab scheme, what-euer
men sai. a 1425 Cursor M. 11143 (Trin.) But what euer he
bad in bou^t Mis-likyng chere had he nou^t. 1559 Mt'rr.

Mag,, jack Cade i, Whateuer it were this one poynt sure

I know. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.wx. i. 100 Take no repulse,

what euer she doth say. c 1600 — Sonn. xciii. 11 Whatere
tny thoughts, or thy hearts workings be, Thy lookes should
nothing thence, but sweetnesse tell. 1600— A. V. Z,. 11. vii.

109 What ere you are That in this desert . . Loose, and neglect

the creeping houres of time. 1606 — Tr. ff Cr. iv. v. 77
A%ne. It not Achilles sir, what is your name? A chit. If

not Achilles, nothing. Mne. Therefore Achilles: but what
ere, know this. 1623 Heminge & Condell 1st Folio Shaks.
A 3, But, what euer you do, Buy. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. :6a
Whatever doing, what can we suffer more . . t 1668 Dxyden
Secret I.ovt 1. in, FkiL And yet, there is a thing, which
time may give me The confidence to name. Lys. 'lis yours

11

whatever. 1697— AKneis vi. 526 Mortal, what e're, who this

forbidden Path In Anns presum'st to tread, I charge thee

stand. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 497 F 3 Whether it were

from Vanity,.. or whatever it was, he carried it so far, that

[etc.]. 1780 WARNKit in Jesse Selwyn <y Contemp. (1S44)

1 V. 342, I am glad to hear you speak of a little horse, what-

ever his colour be. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop [xxiii, So

Richard asked her ; whatever .she said, it wasn't No. 184a

— Art/er. Notes iii, Whatever the defects of American uni-

versities may be, they disseminate no prejudices. 1856

Newman Univ. Sk. (1902) 191 Men of one idea and nothing

more, whatever their merit, must be to a certain extent

narrow-minded. 1857 Mrs. Cablyle Lett. II. 326, I have

had nothing to suffer from heat, whatever else.

b. adj. = 'No matter what . .'; often imply-

ing opposition: = 'Notwithstanding any., that '.

Also (after a prep.) with ellipsis, passing into sense 4 a (a).

1561 W1N3ET Bk. Questions Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 77 We addict

our selfis to the doctrine of na man, of quhateuir leirning

and auctoritie he be. 1595 Shaks. John IV. i. 84. 1692

Bentley Boyle Led. v. 17 What-ever Considerations of

this nature you propose to this Atheist,.. he hath this one

subterfuge from them all. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 142

f 10 Money, in whatever hands, will confer power. 1794

Paley Evid. (1825) II. 74 Whatever fables they have mixed

with the narrative, they preserve the material parts. 1889

Nature 19 Sept., Rocks of whatever origin, crushed and

ground to pieces,.. reconstruct themselves into new forms.

1906 H. Belloc Hills <y Sea 176 In whatever place a man
may be the spring will come to him.

4. As indefinite adj. or pron., with loss of the

relative force: cf. What D.
a. adj. (sing, ox pi., of things or persons) ; Any

. . at all. f (a) preceding the sb. : cf. What C.

9 c. Obs. or merged in the elliptical use under 3 b.

C1383 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1911) Oct. 742 Prelatis curatis

& preestis or what euere clerkis: shulen not do symonie.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvii. 99 Lete hem not come into

what euer examynacioun of argumentis whiche mowe be

mad ther upon. 1620-55 I. Jones Stonedlcng (1725) 11

Accounting it their chiefest Glory to be wholly ignorant in

whatever Arts. 1667 Milton F. L. II, 442 If thence he

scape into what ever world, Or unknown Region. 1709

Shaftisb. Charac. II. 11, I. iii. 93 The Bull alone makes
bead against the Lion, or whatever other invading Beast of

Prey.

(6) following the sb. : usually, now only, after

any, no, all (anything, nothing), etc., which it

qualifies like an adv. = 'at all ' : cf. EVER 8.

1623 N. Rocers Sir. Vineyard 78 We see that the Parke
of the Vine seemeth more withered and dry than the.. Parke
of any other Tree whateuer. 1681 Chetham Anglers
Vade-m. iv. §13 (1689) 42 The most holding Bait of all

other whatever. 1718 Prior Poems Ded. (1905) p. xx, He
was so strict an Observer of his Word, that no Consideration
whatever, could make him break it. 1749 Fii-xding 'Font

Jones 11. i, I shall not look on myself as accountable to any
Court of Critical Jurisdiction whatever. 1823 Scott Quentin
D. xvii, Fortifying her strong castle against all assailants

whatever. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. iv, I know nothing

whatever of Mr. Jellyby. 1855 Baim Senses <y Int. 1. ii. 195
All bodies whatever are liable to the state of sonorous vibra-

tion. 1884 Marshall's 'Tennis Cuts 94 That a player using

a racket had no chance whatever against an opponent catch-

ing and throwing the ball.

b. pron. Anything at all : cf. What D. I. rare.

1637 Earl Monm. tr. Malvezzfs Romulus fy Tarquin 211,

I surely should not put this behinde what ever else. 189a

M. Dods Gosp. John II. xiv. 218 The torrent bursts in on
me and pours over my wasted bulwarks, resolves, high aims,

and whatever else.

What ho : see What B. 3.

t Whatkin, sb. Obs, rare"1
, [f. What D. i +

-kin'.] A little * something'; a minute particle.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <r Sclv. 112 It self [sc. a leasting

or atom] being an unthroughfaresom whatkin.

t Wha'tkin, -kins, a. Sc. and"«. dial. Obs.

(Sometimes as two words.) Forms : see What
pron. and KlK sb.1 ; also 5 what skynnes. [f.

What a.1 + Kin sd.1 6 b. In later use Sc ; cf.

What'x.]
1. Interrogative or exclamatory : Of what kind

;

what kind or sort of; what.
a 1300 Cursor M. 963 Tell mc.Howgat and wit quatkin-

thing, I sal couer bi saghteling. 13.. E. E. A Itit. F. A, 771
Quat-kyn byng may be bat iambe, pat be wolde wedde vnto
hys vyf? 13.. Gosp. Nicodemus (G.) 28 We wate wele
loseph was a wright,. .and mari vs menes his moder hight,

we, whatkin goddes er bise? 1 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xvi,

76 If je will wit whatkyn letters pai vse, here }e may here

pam. c 14*5 Wvntoun Cron. it. Prol. 1 Now haf ?he herd
on n whatkyn wyse I haf contenyt bis tretyis. c 1475 Rauf
Coiljcar 592 Quhat kin a fallow was that ane ? 1561 WinJet
Bk. Questions Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 60 Quha dedans expreslie

quhatkin a faith thai haif in God.
fi. 13.. Cursor M. 3687 (G*>tt.) 'Sir,..bi mete es graid.*

'And quatkines mete?' 'sir, venisun.' Ibid 10442 Ne wate
bu nognt.. Quatkines a fest it es to day? 01450 Myrc Par.
Pr. 1526 Take gode hede on hys de-gre, Of what skynnes
lyuynge bat he be. 1457 Harding Citron, in Engl. Hist.
Rez>. (1912) Oct. 751 To spj'e. .whatkyns passage wer for an
hoste to ryde.

2. Relative : That kind of . . which, such . .

as; usually in generalized sense (sometimes with
so or soever) : Whatever.
0x300 E.E.Psalter]v.io[W].g] In what-km dai I cat the

nou, Loke, I knew that mi God art bou. ^1380 Wvclif
Set. Wks. Ill 515 Men clepid men of holi Chirche may. .do
what kynne sinne, what kynne tresoun, likeb hem. 1435
Misyn Fire 0/ Love \. vii. 14 Slike one & so grete he is,

whatkyns or so mykill none odyr is, no neuer may be.

a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 210 On what skynnes maner so hyt
be wro^t, Dedly synne hyt ys forthe broght.

WHATNOT.

t Whatliche, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 hwsctlice,

3 hwatliehe, Orm. whattlike ; comp. 3 watloker,

4 whatloker^e, -likere ; sup. 4 whatlokest.
[Oli. hiv;rtlice, f. hwxt What a? + -lice -ly^.]

Quickly.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxxvii[iL 4 I3] ?ehyr me hwxtlice.

cizoo Ormin 12166 patt deofell let te Laferrd seon Whatt-
like inn an hanndwhile Olf all biss wide middellaerd pe
kinedorness alle. a 1250 Owl ff Night. 170B Peos hule spac
wel baldeliche, For bah heo nadde swo hwatliehe Ifare after

hire here, Heo walde neobeles ^efe answere,

b. comp. Sooner, more readily, rather ; sup.

soonest.

c 1200 Vices ff Virtues 87 liute o*u iswik, 5e hwatliker hit

te scall a^ure ma rewen. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 8S46 Worri
he wulde watluker mid worde ban mid arme. c 1300 Beket
(Percy Soc.) 1249 And whatlokere [v.r. wel rabur] scholde
such an he^ man ne come he no^t so sone, And nother ich ne

he habbeth with ourc bischops to done, a 1305 St, Kenelm
315 in E. E.I'. (1862) 56 Wheber of bme tuei schires what-
lokest mi^te awake Al sauf scholde wende forb- 13.. Leg.
Rood 30 142 ('e ra)^er [v.r. whatlikere] it him was uor^cue.

What-llke, interrog. a. \$b.) arch, and dial.

(Also as two words.) [orig. Sc. : f. What pron.

+ Like a. (q.v. 1 bli), as in ' What is he like V

,

after Such-like.] Of what appearance or aspect.

(Usually predicative.)

1821 Scott Kenilw. xi, I should be glad to know myself
what like the fellow was, 1857 Jas. Hamilton Less. Gt,

1

Biog. 309 It would be interesting to know what like man
I was in the primeval paradise. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect.

ix, What like is Miss Havisbam? 1876 Morris sEneids 1.

751 Meanwhile unhappy Dido .. asked ..With what-like
arms Aurora's sou had come unto the King.

b. as sb. Aspect, appearance, nonce-use.

1853 C. C. Leitch in Mem. (1856) 125 The. .questions 01

the whereabouts and the what-like of a new bungalow,

Whatman ^hwo'tman). [From the name of

the maker.] In full Whatman paper: A kind of

!

paper, made in various qualities, used for drawings,
engravings, etc.

1880 Macm. Mag, No. 245. 380 For rapid sketching, thin
rough Whatman, propeily stretched upon a board, is as

I

good as any other paper. 1886 H. R. Robertson Art oj
Pen-and-ink Drawing 37 Some old Whatman paper.

What'n, wliatten <,hwo/t'n), a. Sc. and n.

dial. Forms: 6 quhaten, quhattane, -in^e,
! -whattin, 9 whaten, -an, whatten. Also (with

indef. art.) what'n a, whatna. [Reduced form of

Whatkin a. ; cf. That'x, Thissen.] Properly,
What kind ot ; hence, what.
a 1510 Douglas A*. Hart 1. 245 Quhat will 5e saye me

!
now for quhaten plycht? c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)
xxviii. 16 Quhattane ane glaikit fule am I. 1561 Win$bt
Bk. Questions Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 57 Quhattin a Papist I am

, in this satnin ruid Bulk of Questionis..I tak on hand to

,
preuc.the maist haly Maityris,. .to hef btne the samin
Papistis. 1600 [?Lyly] Maydes Metam. in. ii, Priapus

;
quotha? Whattin a God might that bee? 1818 Scott Hrt.

1 Midi, xxxix, 1 wish I had whaten books ye wanted. 1825
Urockett N. C. Gloss., Whatten o'clock is't? 1891 Mokris

;
Poems by the Way 157 And whatten a bed for me?

/3. a 1796 Burns ' There was a lad ' But what'n a day o'

j

what'n a style I doubt it's hardly worth the while To be sae
nice wi' Robin. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxix, But whatna

j

wife's this, wi' her creel on her back? 1899 Crockkit

J

Kit Kennedy ix, Think, oot o' whatna pit the laddie has
1
been digged.

Whatness (hwo-tnes). [f. What pron. 4-

-njess ; transl. L. quidditds Quiddity.] That
which makes a thing what it is; essential nature,

essence : = Quiddity i.

1611 Florio, Quidita. the whatnesse of any thing. 16*7
W. Sclater Expos. 3 Thcss. (1629) 39 The kinde or quality,
or if you'l so terme it, whatnesse of it. 1656 [?J. Sergeant]
tr. T. White's Feripat. Inst. 198 The Understandablenesse
of a thing, or the quiddity, the Whatnesse. 1870 Morley
Stud. Lit. (1891) 266 Pressing for definition, you never get
much further than that each given quiddity means a certain
Whatness. 1889 Mivart Truth 212 We must.. have the
conception of the kind of thing the object is—'what' it is,

or the idea of its ' whatness'.

f b. Used by N. Fairfax for : Statement of what
a thing is, definition. Obs. nonce-use.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 4- Selv. 80 The definition or what-

new of a thing ought to be of a thing as a thing.

What-not, whatnot (hwg-tnfn). [Properly
an ellipt. interrog. phr. (see first quot. below, and
cf. What A. 5).]

1. Usually and preferably as two words (hwo't
np't) : Anything whatever ; everything ;

* anything
and everything'; * all sorts of things'; mostly,

now only, as final item of an enumeration :
«

anything else, various things besides. (Also occas.

of persons.)

1540 Palsgr. Acotastus v. it. Y iii b, Excesse of fleshely

pleasures, .hath taken awaye all tnynges..my goodes or

substance, my name X my good name and fame, my frendes,

my glory ,L my renoume or estimation, what not? .1. what
thyng is it that she hath not taken from me? 1576 Fleming
FanopU Epist. 185 His minde was so altered, his conditions

so changed, and what not in him so alienated. 1596 Shaks.

Tarn. Shr. v. ii. no Marrie peace it boads, and loue, and
quiet life, An awfull rule, and right supremicie : And to be

short, what not, that's sweete and happie. x6oi Marston
Antonio's Rev, v. iv, I have.. Borne out the shock of war,

and done, what not, That valour durst. 1663 Pepys Diary
21 iJec, The strange variety of people.. bakers, brewers,

butchers, draymen, and what not. 17x8 Pope Lett. (1735)
I. .-63 Our evening Walks in the Park, our amusing Voyages

2-

a



WHAT-NOW.
on the Water, our Philosophical Suppers, our Lectures, our
Dissertations, our Gravities, our Reveries, our Fooleries,
our what not? 1741 Richardson Pamela I. xix. 46 A
Gentleman

, . who is my Master, and thinks himself jntitled
to call ine Bold-face and whatnot. 1849111 B. Gregory Side
Lights (1898) 462 Well off with the profits of his books and
whatnot. 1853 Thackeray Esmond 11. iii, The blessed king's
rosaries, the medals which he wore, the locks of his hair,
or what not. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xxix. 391 We had
our chops and what not in the parlour of the inn. 1890 * R.
Boldrf.wood' Co/. Reformer xiii, Fencing, dam-making,
cattle-droving, what not. 1911 Atheuzum 24 June 711/1
They were too apt to go to law and fight over their lands
and fishing rights and what-not.

b. A thing or person that may be variously
named or described ; a nondescript, rare.
1602 How Chuse Good Wife v. i. 1 2, Why you Iacke

sawce, you Cuckold, you what not. 1903 Alice M. Earlk
Two Cent. Costume Amer. II. 481 Besides the furbelows
and pretiu tallies, or 'whatnots', were hurly-burlies and
fanfreluches.

^1 Confusedly used in//, for ' various things'.
a 1861 T. WiKTHROP Life in Open Alr(\Z6i) 53 Passengers

who are constantly to make portages will not encumber
themselves with what-nots. 1862 Thackeray Philip be, I

profess to be an impartial chronicler of poor Phil's fortunes,
misfortunes, friendships, and what-nots.

2. An article of furniture consisting of an open
stand with shelves one above another, for keeping
or displaying various objects, as ornaments, curi-

osities, books, papers, etc.

1808 Sarah, Lady Lyttei.ton Corr. (1902') 54 The old
chairs, tables, what-nots, and sofas. 1831-4 R. S. Surtees
Jorrocks's Jaunts (1S38J 330 There was a ' what not ' on the
right of the fire-place. 1862 CataL [nternat. Exhib., Brit.
1 1. No. 5674, Canterbury what-not. 1863 Hawthorns Our
Old Home, About Warwick I. 140 Such delicate trifles as
we put upon a drawing-room table. .or a whatnot.

What-now. nonce-ivd. *= Quidnunc.
1890 C. Martyn W. Phillips 236 The wits of the pot-house

and the what-nows of society were, .mightily amused.

What reck, whatreck, interrog. phr. {adv.)

Sc. Also 6 quhat ra(c)k, quhattrak, quattrack,

9 foutrack. [f. What a. 1 (13 b) + Keck sb.l 2.]

What matter? what does it matter? Also paren-

thetically as adv. : For all that, nevertheless.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxviii. 30 Thocht a man haif a

brokin bak, Haif he a gude crafty tel^our, quhattrak, That
can it cuver with craftis slie. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 3292
The Mers sould find me beif and kaill. Quhat rak of bread !

(11586 Montgomery Poems (S.T.S.) 280 ' And thow steill

a cow, cairle, thair they will hang the.' 'Quattrack, Lord,
of that? For anis men I die.' 1787 Burns When Guilford
good our Pilot stood ii, Cut yet, whatreck, he, at Quebec,
Montgomery-like did fa', man. 1808 A. Scott Poems 114
Vet they whatreck in population spread. 1825 Jamieson
s.v. Foutrack, One, who hears any unexpected news, ex-
claims, Foutrack! i.e., Indeed! Is it really as you say?
1847 J- Halliday Rustic Bard 165 But yet, what reck?

So Whatrecks (6 quhatt rax, 9 Sc. fatrecks)
[Wijat adv. (20) + Keck v. 8 b] in same sense.
i535 Lyndesay Satyre 1540 (Bann. MS.) Now quhill the

king is sound sleipand, Quhatt rax to steill his box ? 1724
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 108 Her mill into some hole
had fawn Whatrecks, quoth she, let it begawn. 1804TARRAS
Poems 12 ' Fatrecks ! quo* Will, 'it needs nae badder.'

Whatsaile, -saill, obs. ft". Wassail.
*What-sha-callum, what-sha'-come, etc.:

see What-d'ye-call-'em.

What's-liis-name (hwo *ts
hizn?im) . colloq.

Substituted for the name of a man or boy (loosely,

of a thing) which the speaker forgets, does not
know, or is unwilling to mention. So What's-
her-name (of a woman or girl), What's-its-
name (of a thing) ,Wh.at's-your-name (of a person
addressed).
Whatsename (quot. 1866) represents an ambiguous form

which is not uncommon. What's-their-names (quot. 1773)
is very rare.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. in. 61 Two Figures on the sides
emboss'd appear; Conon, and what's his Name who made
the Sphere. 1757 Foote. Author t, Look ye here, Mr.What's-
your-name? 1773 G. A. Stevens Trip Portsm. ii. 28 The
what's-their-names at uproars squall. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. Concl., *And what became of old Mrs What's her
name, the housekeeper?' * Mrs Wilson, madam', answered
I. 1829 Marryat Frank Mildmay xxiii, Mr. Thingamy,
you will take the what's-his-name. 1838 Dickens Nick.
Nick, xxxi, Those great folks in what's-its-name Place.
1846 — Cricket on Hearth i, There was soon the very
What's-his-name to pay. 1848 — Dombey xxi, ' But seclu-

sion and contemplation are my what's-his-name—' 'If you
mean Paradise, Mamma, you had better say so, to render
yourself intelligible. ' 1866 Reade Griffith Gaunt xv. He .

.

almost persuaded Whatsename, another heathen gentleman,
to be a Christian. 1872 Earl Pembr. & G. H. Kingsi.ey
S. Sea Bubbles i. 20 The back-sliding individual is looked
upon, .by the more, .decent of the community as little better

than one of the what's-his-names. 1880 ' Oitida ' Moths i,

It makes one feel like What s-her-name in the ' Trovatore '.

WhatSO (hwo/tsau), pron. and a. arch., chiefly

poet. [ME. w{K)at so, quatso, hwat se, (Orm.)
ivhaltse, reduced form of OE. siud hwset swd, early

ME. swa hwet swa, generalized form of hzvuet

What pron, : see So adv. 17 d.]

1. a. pron. = Whatever 2 a.

c 1200 Ormin 426 Forr swa we don unnha3herrli3 Whattse
we don to gode. C1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1324 Oc abraham it

wulde wel Quat-so god bad. c 1275 Lay. 25703 We letej>

him one don wat so [c 1205 Faren heu swa] he wolle. 13.

.

Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 255, & quat so py wylle is, we schal wyt
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after. 1340-70 Alex. -V Diud. 359 What so we worchen in

bis worlde, . . For his sake bat it sente sobli we worchin.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 36 Mekely to suffre what
so him sente were, c 1475 RaufCoityar %it And thow mat
me ony mair, cum efter quhat sa^'may, Thow and I salldyntis
deill. 1594 R.Qarew] Tasso (1881)7 When Sire eternall,.
Lookes downe, and.. in one vew, Comprizeth all what so
the world can shew. 1622 Wither Faire-Virtue N 2 b,
And, my Care, it addes not to What-so, others say, or doe.

1795 Southey Joan ofArc 1. 70 And whatso He commands,
that I must speak. 1876 Morris Aineids xn. 182 Whatso-
ever God Is in the air, or whatso rules the blue sea with its

rod. 1900 Bkwchwg Ceu/er, Bis. <y Men Ded., Despatches,
sermons,—whatso goes Into their brain comes out as prose.

b. adj. m Whatever 2 b.

1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 682 And whatso other hearb..
The ioyous Spring, .brings forth. .He planted there. 1868
Morris Earthly Par. I. Prol. 17 His fleet held whatso keel
could swim From Jutland to Land's End. 1891 C. E.
Norton Dante's Hell vii. 31 Whatso power he have.

2. a. pron. = Whatever 3 a.

aiyto Cursor M. 9036 Ne [er] he gode be wers to prais,

Quat-so men o be wick sais. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 382
Gawan I hatte, pat bede he bis buffet, quat-so bi-fallez after.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 128 Al worth as bow wolte, what
so we dispute. 1457 Harding Chron. in Engl. Hist. Rev.
(1912) Oct. 747 What so men gat couetyse noght hym fylde.

(11542 Wyatt Poems, Synce loue ivyll nodes iii, Whatso
befall, till that I sterve By uroof full well it shall be known.
1600 Fairfax Tasso v. lxxviii, Loue calles it follie, what so
wisdome saith. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. 1. 445
And fearless will I enter here And meet my fate, whatso it

be. 1870 Ibid. L'Envoi (1890) 444/1, I love thee, whatso
time or men may say.

+ b. Of a person : Whoever. Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 6555 What se [c 1275 wose] haefde richedom, he

hine makede wraecche mon. a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 Ancre,
hwat se heo beo, alse muchel ase heo euer con & mei, holde
hire stille. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 522 But it were any per-

sone obstinat, What so he were, of heigh or lough estat

Hym wolde he snybben. 1412 in Laing Charters (1899) 24
The forsaid lord or his ayris qwhat sa thai be for the tyme.
z5°5 J. Hall Crt. of Virtue 103 b, The poore man,.. As
well as he, What so he be, That ryches doth endue.

c. adj. — Whatever 3 b.

1867 Morris Jason vi. 456 Whatso thing the next day
bring, Right merrily shall pass these coming hours.

3. adj. = Whatever 4a.
1902 A. Austin Crowning of Kingship ii, And, like the

sea, let whatso tempests shrill, One, world-wide,, .and free.

"Whatsoever {hwytsoue-vzi), poet, whatsoe'er
(hwots^weVj), pron. and a. Also 5 quat-sever,
6 whatsoever. (In early use often as two words
or three.) [f. Whatso + Ever adv. 8e; cf. Soever.]
1. a. pron. = Whatever 2 a.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 270 Wisdom oe made ile Sing of no}t,

Quuat-so-euere on heuone or her is wro3t. C1320 Cast,
Love 420 Riht nespareb for to jugge What-so-euere Sob wol
sugge,

<
c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xlvii, Quat-seuer }e

wille with the kingus men do. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm.
C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 301 What so euer thou wylt
aske of god thy fader I knowe wel he wyll graunte it vnto
the. 1526 Tindale John xiv. 13 Whatsoever ye axe in my
name, that will I do. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1, i. 252
Whats'ever now the Heav'ns wide arms embrace. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlvii. § 2 Whosoeuer hath the name of
a mortal man, there is in him whatsoeuer the name of
vanitie doth comprehend. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 297
He knew whats'ever's to be known. 1817 Shelley Rev.
Islam iv. xii. Whatsoe'er my wakened thoughts create.

1874 Plsey Lenten Serm. 103 More grievous will be that

fire, than whatsoever man can suffer in this life.

b. adj. m Whatever 2 b.

1484 Caxton Fables 'of Alsop vi. ii, None, for what so
euermyght that he haue ought not to despreyse the other.

1526 Tindale Phil. iv. 8 Whatsoever thyngs are true, what-
soever thyngs are honest,, .those same have ye in youre
mynde. i$64Bvllvix Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 139 Whatsoeuer
thinges are seen with bodily iyen. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 587
In whatsoever shape he lurk, of whom Thou telst. 1868

Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. 1. 71 Whatsoever things We
asked for, . . those were ours.

2. a. pron. = Whatever 3 a.

13. . Cursor M. 10508 (Gutt) t>u ma gode chere Quat so
euer bu se or here. C1450 Merlin ii. 37, I will knowe the

soth, what-so-euer it coste. a 1533 Ld. Behners Huon
xliii. 143, I woll not be dyspleased what so euer thou
sayest. 1581 Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 16 Mean-
ing by the state (whatsoever they otherwise pretende)..the
welfare of somefew. .upholden by this new religion. 1676

DlTDBII Aurengz. iv. 61 And, whatsoe'r my Letter did
pretend, I made this meeting for no other end. 1681 —
Abs. a: Achit. 797 Whatsoe'r their Sufferings were before,

That Change they Covet makes them suffer more. 1794
R. J, Sulivan View Kat. I. 113 Any force by which bodies
tend towards each other, whatsoever be the cause. 1815

J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 187 They froze me, or affronted

me. .whatsoever I did.

tb. Whoever: prec. 2b. Oh,
c 1430 Lydg. in Pol. Rel. ty L. Poems (1903^ 46, I Coun-

sell, what-so-euer thow be. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 122
Pay iustly thy tithes whatsoeuer thou bee. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius Catec/t.6g Quhatsaeuer 3e be yat ar baptized in

Christ 3e haue put on Christ. 1601 Shaks. Tiucl. N. 1. iii

124. 1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [l] xi. 29 Could'st thou
that readest this, whatsoeuer thou art. . ?

c. adj. = Whatever 3 b.

* *533 f-r>. Berners Huon cxlix. 568 Ye ought to praise
our lord god, what so euer losse ye haue had. 1546 in
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 68 Quhat-
soevir estait or ordour he be of. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslies
Hist. Scot. I. 1 Afore the eyne baith of our Nobilitie, and
of the lai people, in quhatsaeuir state or degrie. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 125 f 8 Those whom they ought to

look upon as their Common Enemies, whatsoever Side they
may belong to. 1849 Rv«TOl$*WWi Lamps x. (1885) 7 The

WHATWAY,
art which so disposes and adorns the edifices raised by man,
for whatsoever uses, that (etc.]. 1874 L. Morris Songs qj
Two Worlds Ser. 11. Reply ii, Whatsoever chance befall, Of
myself I'd die possest.

3. a. adj. f (a) = Whatever 4 a (a). Obs,
1589 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 177, 1 wil put it in prac-

tice, nothwithstanding whatsoeuer inclination to the con-
trary. 1605 A. Wotton Answ. Popish Pamph. 76 [We]
who submitt whatsoeuer our expositions to be compared with
the Scriptures. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. P 3 He would not
suffer it to be broken off for whatsoeuer speaches or practises.
1611 W. Sclater Key (1629) 125 Fornication.. is any what,
soeuer breach of Chastitie. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.
232 One True God, from whom is all Whatsoever Nature.
^1679 Hob BBS Rhet. Pref, The Art of speaking, which..
is able to bring about whatsoever Interest.

{b) = Whatever 4 a (b).

1472-3 Rolls ofParIt. VI. 34/1 In this Parlement, or any
other Parlement afore this tyme holden whatsoever not-
withstondyng. 1549 Wriothesley Chron. (Camden) II. 9
1 his realme of Englande and oiher the Kinges dominions
vhatsoeauer. 1582 in Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908?
8a, I build not my faith upon any one man whatsoever.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 216, I promist we would be
Contributors, And beare his charge of wooing whatsoere.
1692 Hickeringill Good Old Cause Wks. 1716 II. 535 You
may easily know to get an Antidote against Death, and
losses, and Crosses, whatsoever. 179a Ai.mon Anecd. W.
Pitt II. xxix. 127 In every circumstance of government and
legislation whatsoever. 1865 Kingsley Hercw, ix, He felt in
himself no title whatsoever to that epithet.

tb. pron. = Whatever 4b. Obs.

1579 Tomson CalvhCs Serm. Tim. 1023/1 Other wil be-
come home madde and be at defiance with whatsoeuer.
1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Loive C. lit. 134 It was also well
furnished, .with whatsoeuer els necessary for a Tienche.
1641 Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Chil Wars m. 152 The
pompe and solemnity exceeded whatsoever of former times.

t Wliatsonie, pron. Obs. In 4 quat-sum,
-sim. [f. Wkat pron. + Sum rel. adv.] Whatever.
a 1300 Cursor M. 792 Quat sum first bar was gain saw, Al

for noght bai ette it bath, c 1375 Ibid. 9036 (Fairf.) Quat-
sim men of he wikked saise.

Whatsomever (hw-gtscme-vaj), pron. and a.

Obs. exc. dial. (In early use often as two words
or three.) [f. prec. + Ever adv. 8 e.]

1. a. pron. — Whatever 2 a.

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 123 £ai will graunt bam
what sum euer bai asch. c 1530 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11.

I. 312 Yff your Grace wold witsaffe to wryght iij. wordes to
the sayd Archibishope shewyng hyme, whatt so niever
hathe ben wrytyn. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 274
The vther number of the congregation, Redaris, exhortaris,
or quhatsumeuir thay be. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 249 And
what someuer els snail hap to night, Giue it an vnder-
standing but no tongue. 1648 Earl Westmld. Otia Sacra
67 Whatsome'r both Earth and Air afford.

b. adj. =. Whatever 2 b.

6-1400 Rom. Rose 5041 But what som euer woo they fele,

They wole not pleyne. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 168
Whatsomeuer thynge is gyuen vnto them for the loue of hym,
he taketh it as it were done to hym-selfe. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius' Catech. 58 Quhatsumeuer things ar treue, quhat-
sumeuer things ar honest, c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem.
(1683) b2b, Favourites, .who. .take pleasureofwhatsomever
Recreation they find the Prince inclined to. 1634 in J. Rus-
sell Haigs (1881) 207 Whatsomever bonds are in Moneys in

my behoof.

2. a. pron. — Whatever 1 a.

1x1300 Cursor M. 10508 'Anna,' he said, 'frou ma god
chere Quat-sum euer pou se or here.' c 1430 Syr Getter.

(Roxb.) 2804 Wel am I wroken on the, What som euer fal

on ine. c 1485 Digby Myst. m. 1235 Whatt-so-mewer yow
be-tyde. 1508 Fisher 7 Peuit.Ps. ii. Wks. (1876) 35 Alwaye
content what someuer god sent vnio them. 1523 Ld. Ber-
ners Froiss. I. ccxii. 106 b/2 Our subiectes, comons, colleges,

vniuersities, or syngular personnes, what someuer they be.

1603 Philotus lxxvii, Quhat sumeuer me befall.

•f b. Whoever: = Whatso 2 b. Obs.

c 1450 in Three jjt/i Cent. Chron. (Camden) 98 That the

justice may do upon them trew jugement, what some evar

they be. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 398 Quhat sumeuer that he
be, Bring him haistely to me. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) I. 641 Nor na other, quhatsumeuir that thai be,

Haldis of 3ow or 5our auctoritie. 1601 Shaks. All's Well
111. v. 54 What somere he is He's brauely taken heere.

c. adj. = Whatever 3 b.

1482 Caxton" Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) I. 363 No man.,
sthal be i-saued, but he be verrey repentaunt, what somrn-

euer penaunce he doo. 1533 Ld. Berneivs Froiss. I. ccxii.

107 b/i Subiectes, (whatsomeuer estate or condtcion they

be of). »533 Bellenden Livy 1. Prol. (S.T.S.) I. 7 In

quhatsumeuir way It sail happin. 1606 Shaks. Ant. % CI.

II. vi. 102 All mens faces are true, whatsomere thtir hands are,

3. a. adj. » Whatever 4 a.

1429 in ijth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.App. vm. 10 Any other

accyons qwatesumewer be twyx thaim. 1482 in Charters
Edin. (1871) 155 Ony vther place quhatsumeuer neidful,

or amangis quhatsumeuir merchandis. 1588 in J.MelvilCs^
Autob. fy Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 266 All and whatsumever
pcrsones, avowit or suspected to be Papists. 1678 G. Mac-
kenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xi § 5. (1699) 202 In all the

Courts of Bishops, Abbots, and the Lords whatsomever.

1711 in Kairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 132 Him his heirs

and successors whatsomever. 1842 Barham Ingol. Leg.

Ser. 11. Deatl Drummer, I can't see no Drummer-boy here

whatsumdever. 1894 Crockett Raiders xviii, Silver Sand
had no cloak or plaid whatsomever.

tb. pron. = Whatever 4b. Obs.
1648 Earl Westmld. Otia Sacra 54 Our Lust, our Pride,

Amb ition, Or whatsome'r beside.

"Whatstane, obs. form of Whetstone.
Whatte, obs. form of Wot.
Whatten, -in : see What'n.
"Whatway : see What A. 13 (b).



WHAT-WISE.

What-wise, adv. phr. rare. [Properly two
words, What a. (13) + Wise sb.] In what manner;
how. Also in whaiwise.
41300 Cursor M. 30398 Of vs es nan bat wat for quam,

Ne wat quat-wis we heder cam. c 1350 Wilt. Palt'rne 904
Seie me in what wise J>at hat haclie be haldes. c 1460
Towneley Myst. xxix. 36, I shall you tell what-wyse and
how. 1513 Douglas sEneis iv. Prol. 1S8 With Venus hen-
vifis quhat wyse may 1 flite? 1905 J. B. Bury Life St.
Patrick vii. 139 Tell us how we may know him, in what-
wise he will appear.

What-you-(may-)oall-it, etc. : see What-
d'ye-call-'em.

Whan, int. north, dial. [A natural exclamation

;

perh. also contained in Whanxow.] Also wha,
whaugh. Well ! Why I Also = Wadgh a.

1589 'Marprelate' Hay any Work 30 Whau, whau, but
where haue I bin al this while. 1684 Mekiton Yorksh. Dial.
Gloss., Whaugh, a word of Admiration, as God bless us, etc.

l8a8 Craven Gloss., Wha, well. 1832 Lytton Eugene A ram
IV. ix, Depend on it, they are two of a trade—augh !—bother !

—whaugh I 1847 Haluwell, Whau, why; yes. North.Whaule eyed, obs. form of Wall-eyed.
W Uaup (hw§p, hwap), sb. Sc. and north. Forms:

6 quha(i)p, 7 whoup, 7-9 whap, 8-9 whaap,
8- whaup, (8 whape, wap, 9 whawp, quhaup).
[Perhaps for *whalp and allied to OE. huilpe
(Seafarer 21), = early WS. *hwielpe:— *x"^alpjon-,
i. xwalp- : xw'lp- a stem imitative of the bird's cry,

and represented also in LG. regenwilp, -wb'lp sand-
piper, WFris. (greale) wylp curlew (reen-, wetter-
wylp, lytse wylp Nnmenius phseopus"), Du. wn/p,
wilp curlew. (WFris. wettergulp, LG. regengilp
show a variant with^.) The dial, name curlew-
help may be for *curlew-ztihelp, and so attest the
former existence of a variant *whclp ; but cf. the
form hilpe (1530 in Ancestor XI. 179).] The
larger curlew, Numenius arquata.
Also t great whaup, slock whaup (see Stock sb? 64).

1538 Burgh Rec.Edin. (1871) II. 92 A quhapth.it isgreitt

*U a- "S53 TH& 185 The best quhaip viij d. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 39 Quhilk part the quhapis for fleyitnes fie far Ira
hame. 1683 Alex. Garden in Mae/artane's Ceogr. Collect.
(S. H. S.) II. 133 The Whap also uses to be eaten. 1733
T. Gifford Zetland 1st. (1786) 26 Wild fowl.. such as
pluvers, whapes. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. V. 188 The wild
land fowls are plovers, pigeons, curlews, (commonly called
whaap). 1839 Stodd'art Songs A> P. 18 An' his dirges lang
and dreary Pipes the grey whaup to the morn. 1895
Crockett Men 0/ Moss-Hags xxxix, Not so much as
a whaup came near me on that great, wide, dappled hill.

Whaur, Sc. f. Where.
Wha(u)ve (hwgv), v. dial. Also 7 whoave,

9 wauve. [ad. ON. hvalfa, hol/a : see Whelve.]
1. trans. To turn upside down ; to turn (pottery)
when drying.
1611 Cotgr. s. v. Dent, Mettre vn pot f,c. A dents, to

turne it vpside-down, to whauve it with the mouth downe-
wards. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 123 When the Potter has
wrought the clay either into hollow or flat ware, they are set
abroad to dry.. turning them as they see occasion, which
they call whaving.

2. a. trans. To cover over. b. intr. To hang
over.

1674 Ray If, C. Words, To Whoave ; Chesh. to cover or
whelm over. We will not kill but whoave. Prov. Chesh.
ab A.S. Hwolf, Ihvalf, a covering or canopy ; Verb. Hwal-
/an, camerare, fornicare. 1828 Craven Gloss., Whauve, . . to
whelm. 1847 Halliwell, Whave, to cover, or hang over.

Hence Whauve sb., (a) tcchn. the amount of the
dish (Dish sb. 5) of a wheel

;
(b) dial, the arched

covering of turf over a grave (Skropsh. Word-bk.);
Whaver (in quoits: see quot. 1818).
1674 Whaver [see Riner]. 1818 Wilbraham Gloss. Cheshire

25 in Archseologia XIX, A Riner is when the Quoit touches
the peg or mark. A whaver is when it rests upon the peg, and
hangs over. 1869 Eng. Meek, 31 Dec. 389/3 Add to this
twice the wauve (dish) of the wheels, i. e. 5 in.

Whaw, obs. form of Vau.
1758 Wise Some Ena. Eur. 137 note. The Hebrew 1 Vau

or Whaw.
Whawl, Whax, Whay, Whayle, "Whaynt,
Whayte,Whazle,Whe,"W"headle: see Waul,
Wax, Way, Whey, Whole, Quail, Quaint, Wait,
Wheezle, We, Who,Wheedlb.
Wheak, v. dial. Also 6 qu(h)aik, 6, 9 wheek,
9 weak, week. [Imitative.] intr. To squeak,
whine. So Wheak sb., a squeak or whine.
1513 Douglas .Ends vn. ix. 70 With mony pant, and

fellounhauchisandquhaikis. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr.
xni. viii. (1886) 245 The whecking of a little pig. 1818
Craven Gloss., Wheek.

fS

tWheal (hw;T),rf.l Obs. Forms: 5-6 whele,
(5 whelle, wheel, 6 wheell, wele), 6-7 wheale,
7-8 wheal. [OK. *hwele (Somner\ related to
Wheal v? : cf. Whelk 2.] A pimple, pustule.

MBf Pri""P- ''"ru. 523/2 Whele, or whelke, score (A",
whel e, S. qwelke, P. wheel), fustula. 1530 Palsgr. 288/1
Whele in the hande, iouielte, bubetle; mi lit 1545 Ray.
*£L ?j

Bytk Mankynde 120 Sumetymes happeneth to y«
chyldren wheles and blystcrs on theyr lounges and mouth.
c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health U vj, Applye it to the scru-
phules and weles, it kylleth and brekyth them. 1594 Nash*
Un/ort. 7rav. K 3, I durst not let out a wheale for feare
through it I should bleede to death. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxxii. vi. II. 437 It killeth the itch, and healeth angrie
wheals. 1613 Hart Arraignm. Ur. 11. iii.46 Small wheales
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like the small Poxe. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2317 When
she scratched the little Pimples or Wheals that arose on
its surface.

fig. 1542 Udall Erasm, Apoph. 71 The assemblees of y°
people swarmyng about the same oratours, he called the
pymples or little wheales of glorie.

b. attrib. wheal-worm, an insect producing
wheals, as the itch-mite or harvest-bug.
1648 Wilki.ns Math. Magick 1. xvi. 115 What Strang

discoveries of extream minute bodies (as lice wheal-worms,
mites, and the like). 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat.
Ins. 1095 The most vertuous Lady of Penruddock. .was for
ten years troubled with these wheal-worms. 1668 Chari.i:-
ton Onomast. 56 Syrones in cute, Wheal-worms. [1829
Good Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 663 Prom the glossy wlieaLs
which its [sc. the harvest-bug's] bite produces, it has some-
times been called Wheal-Worm.]
Hence + Whealy a., pimply.
1611 Cotgr., Bothoral) whealie, poukie, pushie.

Wheal (hwfl), sb.* [Misspelt form of Weal
sb* Cf. Wheal v.2] a. The ridge raised on the
flesh by a blow : = Wale sb? 2, Weal sb.%
181 1 L. M. Hawkins C'tess fy Gertr. I. 26 Cover her neck

over that I may not see the wheals on it. 1825 Genii. Mag.
May 396/2 Each blow raised a wheal upon the place where
it fell, 1836 Marryat Midsli. Easy v, Without supper

—

covered with wheals. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess ix, Across
his face was a blue wheal where the whip had fallen.

b. In modern medical use, a flat, usually circular,

hard elevation of the skin, esp. that characteristic

of urticaria.

So called because resembling the 'wheal' raised on the
skin by a blow.
1808 Wili.an Cutan. Dis. I. p. xi, Wheal ; a rounded, or

longitudinal elevation . . with a white summit, . . not contain-
ing a fluid, nor tending to suppuration. 1818-20 E. Thomp-
SOS tr. Cullen's Arosologia (ed. 3) 326 It [sc. Urticarial is

distinguished by those elevations of the cuticle, which are
usually denominated wheals. 1876 IiRtsrowE Theory A>

Pract. Med. 290 A wheal may be regarded as a form of
tubercle.

_
Comb. 1876 Bristowe Tlwory !, Pract. Med. 542 The

internal coat of translucent wheal-iike thickenings.

C. gen. A ridge.

1855 Newman CV/«<3 xv, They [sc. locusts] moved right
on like soldiers in their ranks . . ; they carried a broad furrow
orwheal all across the country. 1898 H. G. Wells War 0/
ll'orlds xii. The water in its track rose in a boiling wheal
crested with steam.

Wheal, sb.i local. [Cornish huel.J A mine.
1830 Eng. .5- For. Mining Gloss.

tWh.eal,!'. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 hwelian,5 whelyn,
6 whele, 6-7 wheale, 6- wheal. [Late OE.»
hiuelian

;
pa. pple. gchwelcd, f. *hivcle\XllE\L s/O]

1. intr. To suppurate, gather ; to develop or
become affected with wheals.
c iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 282 ?if ban lie heard si, utan le*e

on bane la^cedom be ban heard fordi hwelige, a 1050 Lifer
Scintill. xv. (1889) 77 Mulli . . de bonorum pro/ectibus
inuidie liuore tabescunt, Mami^c. .begoddrafremum andan
mid wunde hweliaS. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 523/2 Whelyn,
as soorys. ., pustule. 1530 Palsgr. 780/2 Outlier you have
many wormes, or els you be nat well in your lyver, for your
handes wheale a pace. 1602 Marston AntemVs Rev. v. i.

Now gin the leprous cores of ulcered sins Wheale to a
heade. 1829 Brockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2).

2. trans. To suppurate or bring to a head ; to
affect with wheals. Only in pa. pple. suppurated,
pustnled, pimpled.
C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. 273 ForSamSe hie [sc.

speech].. &xl ^ehwelede on Sa:m o'orum ReopenaS & ut-
forlaM. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 208 Sibban ba:t jeswel bib
fcehweled & tobyrst. 15JJ Skelton Why not to Court
1182 Domingos nose that was wheled. 1556 Withals Diet.
76b/2 Matter, as in a wounde when it is whealed, pus.
1607 TorsEl.L Four-/. Beasts 651 If they be whealed and
filled with matter. 1676 Wiseman Surg. 1. xiii. 63, 1.^rasht
the Parts whealed and swelled with spir. vini.

Hence + Whealing vbl. sb., suppuration.
r 1440 [see Ventosingi/W. sb.]. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 523/3

Whelynge, of sorys, pustulacio.

Wheal (hw/1), vfi [Misspelt form of Weal v.]
1. trans. To mark with wales or weals.
1698 Fryer Ace. E. India * P. 135 Batts and Wasps.,

following their Aggressors till they have Whealed them
into Contrition for their unadvised Provocation. 1701 Stan-
mope Pious Breathings vn. xii. 339 His Body rent and
whealed with Scourges. 181j Sporting- Mag. XLI. 24 The
horse.. would have been whipped and whealed. 1845 S.
Judd Margaret!, ii, His eyes were bloodshot, his cheeks
whealed and puffed. 1868 Browning Ring if Bk. v. 135,
I .

.
now am whealed, one wide wound all of me.

2. intr. To be marked with weals or ridges.
1570 Googe Pop. Kingd. in. 34 b, The bloud sprang out a

pace, and eke their backe did swell and wheale With multi-
tude of stripes.

Wheale, Whealke, Wheam, Whean,
Wheang, Whear: see Weal, Wheel, Whelk,
Queue, Quean, Wheen, Whang, Where.
t Whease, v. Obs. [?] trans. To signal.
1601 R. Carew Cornwall 1. 32 b, By crying with a lowd

voice, whistling through his fingers, and wheazing certing
diuersified signes, with a bush, which hee holdeth in his
hand. 1650 J, Reynolds Flower Fidel. 151 The Master
upon the Poop with his silver Sword to whease them to
Lee-ward.

Whease, Wheasle : see Wheeze, Wheezle.
Wheat (hwft), it. Forms: I hwaste, 2-3

hwete, 3-6 wete, 4-5 wheet(e, whet, 4-6 whete,
6-7 wheate, (1 huaete, 3 wheete, hweate, 4.
huete, whyte, wit, 5wheytt, white, 5-6 whett(e,

WHEAT.
whyt, 6 wheitt, whaytt, whiett, wett(e, weate\
6- wheat ; Sc. and north, dial. 4-5 quhot, qwet,
5-6 quhete, qwheit, 5-7 quheit (4 quete, 5
qw(h)eto,qwheet, qhete,qwete, qwyte, qwyet,
quhe(y)t, 6 quheitt, quhait. quheite, qwheytte,
queat, quhyt(t, vhyt). [OE. hxvile str. m. =
OFris. *{h)ivete (NFris. tvltte), OS. hweti (MDu.
weite, Du. weit), MLG. wcilcn, weten ^LG. welen).
OIIG. weitfi, (MUG. wei^e, zceit~t; G. weizen),
0>J. hveili (Sw. veU, Da. hvede), Goth, hwaiteis
:— OTeut. *x~vaitjaz, derivative of *x~vit- White.]
1. The grain of a cereal (see sense 2), furnishing

a meal or flour which constitutes the chief bread-
stuff in temperate countries.

£825 Vesp. Ps. Ixiv. 14 [Ixv. 13] Convalles abundabunt
Jrumento, dene ^enyhtsuniiau hwaite. <' iooo Ags. Gosp.
Matt. iii. 12 He geeaderad* hys hwxte on his hern, c izoo
Okmin 10527, I ba batt swelltenn w inndwebb Crist & clenn-
sebb here hiss whaete. c 1220 Bestiary 292 in O.E. Misc. 10
De mire suneo 3e barlic, Danne 3e fint te wete. a 1225
Ancr. R. 270 Ane wummon..bet windwede hweate. 1297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 18 Vor engelonde is vol ino3, of frut, & ek
of tren, Of wit [v.rr. whyte, whyt] & of wolle god. 1303
R. Brunne //audi. Syuue 10091 pe vble ys made of whete, pe
louelyest corne bat men ete. 13.. Cursor M. 22327 (Golt.)
pe mett of qwet, als it es talcl, For a peni it sal be said.
CI 375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. {Nycholas) 214 In be hawine
schipis gret Ware arywit, chargit with quhet. c 1480 Henry-
son Two Mice 561 Full benelie stuffit. .Of beinis, and nuttis,

peiss, ry, and quhite. 1485 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 291 'The busshell of whette be boghte for xii. d.

c 1489 Caxton Sonncs o/Aymon viii. 187 'the rasour of whete
was solde for fourty shelynges and twenty pence. 1550-3
Dccaye Eng. in.S. Fish Supplic, etc. (1871) 99 Allowe toeuery
person ij. quarters of weate. 1556 Chrou. Grey Friars
(Camden) 4 Thys yere a bushelleof \\ett was at live shillings.

1569 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 218, L. stroke queat un-
barrowed. 1603 Dekker Batchelars Tauquet\V\is.{Grosarl)
I. 176, I can tell you their mouthts will not be stopt with a
bushel! of wheat that speake it. 1833 Tennyson Lotos
Eaters 167 An ill-used race of men. .Storing yearly little

dues of wheat, and wine and oil.

b. in allusive and proverbial use : often opposed
to chaff, lares.

a 1225 Juliana 79 Hwen drihtin o domes dei windwefi his
hweate. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 59 It were a schort beyete
To winne chaf and lese whete. 1561 WinJet Bk. Questions
Wks. (S.T.S.) 1. 130 Guid and euill, expressit in the Kuangcll,
be the similitude of quheit and fitcheis. 1611 Cotgr. s. v.

Pain, Quiers tu mcilleur pain que de/ourmentl Wouldst
thou haue better bread then's made of wheat ? 1639J. Clarke
Parasm. 46 Malt is above the wheat with him. Cylhutn
remiges. 1874 Sauke/s Sacred Songs (iSyS) 11 Let uskeep
the wheat and roses, Casting out the thorns and chaff. 1874
C. E. Norton Lett. (1913) II. 30 He had now got a good
handful of pure wheat to offer in the place of his common
sackful of the most unnutritious chaff.

2. The cereal plant (closely related to barley and
rye) which yields this grain, esp. common wheat,
frilicum vulgare (sativum), cultivated in tem-
perate climates.
With qualification denoting a particular kind, as Duck-

bill wheat, goat's-wheat (Goat 4 c), Guinea wheat, Indian
wheat (Indian a. 4 b), Lammas-wheat (Lam.mas sb. 4),
Poland wheat, Pollard wheat (Pollard »*.' B. 1), Red
wheat, Rivet-wheat (Rivet sb. 2 b), Spelt-wheat (Spelt
sb} 2), Summer wheat (Summer sb.* 4 c), Turkey wheat,
White wheat. Winter wheat ; also applied to some plants
of other genera, as Buckwheat, Cow-wheat, French wheat
(Fhench a. 5).

C950 I.iudis/ Gosp. Malt. xiii. 25 Mi'fl 8y uutedlice *e.
slepdon..5a menu cuom bond his & ofer-?;eseawu. -sifoe In
middum hwaue. 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 692 Hue tilede in bur
time on be touh erbe, & whete sobliche sew. 1398 Trevisa
Barlh. De P. R. xvu. clxviii. (W. de W.) V ij 2 Of whete is

dowble kynde : One manere kynde is red wythout..and
is m00s t whyte wythin, & heuy. . .The other manere whete is

yelowe wythout and clere and whyte wythin : and is lyghte.
£1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 134 In bis cut)tree es Tytill

qwheet or barly. 1513 Douglas Aineis vn. xi. 80 Sithis,

and all hukis that schcris quheit. 1580 Tussee Husb. (1878)

49 Graie wheat is the grosest, yet good for the clay... Much
like vnto rie be his properties found. 1590 Shaks. Mitts.
N. 1. i. 185 When wheate is greene, when hauthorne buds
appeare. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 60 A third
klnde of wheate.. which is called holie wheate or sommer
wheate. 163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 4 15, 1 found the Wheat here
growing higher then my head. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
XVIII. 846/1 The three principal kinds of bad wheat are,
the blighted, the smutty, and the worm-eaten. 1867 H.
Mac.millan Bible Teach, v. (1870) 103 Wheat will not thrive
in hot climates. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. II.

587 The tall wheat, coloured by the August fire Grew heavy.
Headed.

3. pi. Wheat-plants ; crops of wheat ; kinds of

wheat.
1795 Scots Mag. LVII. 544 1 In Lancashire., their wheats

are not yet on the bloom. 1797 Sporting Mag. X. 297 The
new Wheats already thrashed out. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Agric, I. 429 They are frequently also sown on the

young wheats and clovers in the spring. 181a Sir I. Sin-

clair Syst. Husb. Scot. I. 339 The bread of Perth in par-

ticular, where those wheats are alone used, equals any in

the united kingdom. 1888 Daily Nexvs 13 Oct. 3, 6 Foreign

while wheats . . have hardened to a small advance on the

week. 1894 Times 22 Jan. 4/1 The young wheats. looking

little or none the worse for their week beneath the snow.

4. attrib. and Comb. , as wheat-area, -awn, -barn,

-blade, -blossom, -blossoming, -braird, -bran, -bread,

•chaff, -close (Close sb. 1 i), -colour, -crop, -crust,

-drill, -eddish, -fallow, -field, -firlot, -flour, -garner,

-glean (Glean sb?- i), -grain, -ground, -grower,

-harvest, -haulm, -house, -loaf, -loft, -malt, -mill,



WHEAT.
-mow, -pit (Pit sb.l nV -plant, 'producer, -pro-
duetion, -reed (R*EDJA.l 2 c), -;vV£, -ridge, -riping,

-screenings (cf. Screen sbl 5), -*m^ (Scrip j£. 4 ),
-seed, -seeding, -sheaf, -sowing. -stack, -stalk, -starch,

-straw, -stubble, -threave ; wheat-coloured, -fed,

-growing, -hid adjs. ; applied to insects, fungi, etc.

destructive to wheat, as wheat-bug, -caterpillar,

-gall-fly, -gnat, -insect, -joint-worm, -louse, -maggot,
• midge, -mildew, -mite, -moth, -plant-louse, -weevil,
•zvorm; applied to implements used in obtaining
or preparing the wheat-grain, as ivheat-brush,
•dryer, -flail, -heater, -ridder, -riddle, -separator,
-sieve. b. Special Combs. : wheat-barley «
tiaked barley (Naked a. 12c); wheat-berry, the
grain of wheat ; wheat-bird, a bird that feeds
on wheat, esp. the chaffinch ; wheat-duck, the
American widgeon, Mareca americana, found in
flocks in wheat-fields; wheat-fish, thesqueteague;
wheat-fly, nnme for various insects whose larvae

infest the wheat plant, as the Hessian fly, the
wheat-midge, etc. ; wheat-grass, name for various
species of the genus Triticum, esp. conch-grass,
T. repent \ wheat-lay dial., the sowing of land
with wheat ; wheat-rent, in the Channel Islands,

wheat paid as rent (cf. Quarter sb. 4 b). See also
Wheat-corn, etc.

1884 Spectator No. 2932. 1 1 65 Whether the *wheat-area of
the_ world will be maintained. 1869 Bi.ackmore Lorna D.
lxxiv, I caught a limb, and tore it (like a *wheat-awn) from
the socket. 1578 Lvte Dodoens iv. viii. 460 Hordeum
Nudum. Naked or bare Barley, "Wheate Barley. 1377 in
Cat. Ctose Roils 509 [The grange called the] *wheteberne.
1474-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 156 Pro tectura..
super le Whetebarn Manerii de Eluet. 1543 Richmond
Wills (Surtees) 42 In the whiett barne, whaytt and rye.
1905 W'esim. Gaz. 20 Sept. 8/1 The *wheatberry, to become
blood, bone, and flesh, must be broken up. 1746-7 M.
Catesby in Phil. Trans. XLIV.444 They [sc. exotic Birds]
arrive [in Virginia] annually at the time that Wheat, .is at
a certain Degree of Maturity.. .They have attain'd the
Name of *Wheat- Birds. 1867 Emerson Poems, May-day
201 The dead log touched bursts into leaf, The *wheat-
blade whispers of the sheaf. 1733 Tcll Horse hoeing
Husb, xiii. 154 The nipping Winds, .which, .might destroy
the tender *Wheat Blossom-;, a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757)
299 The cows milk abates about *wheat-blossoming time.
1825 Hone Evcry-day Bk. I. 150 The *wheat-braird was
strong. 14.. Sir Beues (C.) 1622+21 3yt was he wonte
before eche day,. .Of "whytebrawne tohaue a rnesse. a 1425
tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 75Tak_whete branneals
myche as suffice}*. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 257 If a little

Wheat-bran is boiled in our ordinary Beer. 1377 Langl.
P. Pt. B. VII. 120 pough *whete bred me faille. 155a 2nd.
Prayer-bk. Edw. I '/, Commun. rubric, The best and purest
wheate bread, that conueniently maye be gotten. 1703
J. I!r\nd Descr. Orkney 18 As for Wheat-bread it is rare.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 945/1 *Wheat Brush, a
device for scouring grain, i860 Curtis Farm Insects Index,
* Wheat-bugs. Afirts tritici and M. erratkus. 1826 Kirov
& Sp. Eniontot. xxxi. III. 277 This door is to serve the
moth for its exit, like that formed by the *wheat-caterpillar.
'573-8o Tusser Husb. (1878) 46 *Wheat chaffe lay vp diie.

2847 W. C. L. Martin 6X1:149/1 Supposing that the stomach
be distended by light materials, as wheat-chaff, chopped
straw. X599 George a Greene Cj b, Madge pointed to
meete me myour *wheate close. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xxix, He's in Gaffer Gabblewood's wheat-close. 1711
Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 150 The hair on the upper
[lip] being thin and short of a "wheat Colour. 1898 Wcstm.
Gaz. 10 Mar. 3 '2 The * wheat-coloured straw. 1581 Durham
Wills (Surtees) II. 42 All the *wheat crope, that is sowen
upon my farmhold. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 338 That my
wheat-crops would be hurt by the north-easterly winds.
1857 Miller Eton. Chem., Org, (1862) xiii. § 1. 834 Land
which might have been supposed to have been exhausted of
its phosphates by a^ previous wheat-crop. 2625 Markham
Eng. Housciv. 11. ii. 65 Your course *wheat-crust would
bee kneaded with hot-water. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing
Husb. xxii. 318 In the Side of a Mortise of a *Wheat-Drill.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 213/1 Model of the Patent
*Wheat Dryer. 2764 Museum Rust. II. xxiv. 76 Imme-
diately after harvest I turn them on the "wheat eddishes.
01722 Lisle Husb. (1757)20 They.. will not allow a load of
..dung at harvest to come through their *wheat-fallow.
289a Times (weekly ed.) 2 Feb. 89/3 The *wheat-fed pork
of the North West. 2425 in Rep. MSS. Ld. A/iddleton
(1911) io3 That no man take away his bestes fro the comyn
herd.. to go in the "qwete feld to lese the qwete. 1603
Holland Plutarc/Cs A/or. 209 By laying corne-grounds
and wheat-fields to his owne demaines. 2840 Longf. S/.
Stud. in. i, Over the wheat-fields, where the shadows
sail. 2771 Eucycl. Brit. II. 706/2 That the *wheat firlot

shall contain 19 pints and two joucattes. 2888 Goode
A titer. Fishes in The Squeteague...Some old authorities
use the name '*Wheat-fish \ 02425 tr. Ardemcs Treat.
Fistula etc. 31 When.. her is added berto white of eiren
and oyle, wib wax and *whete floure. 1535 Coverdale Ps.
lx.\x[ij. 16 He shulde fede them with the fynest wheate
floure. 2639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Secrets 102 Fry them
together till they be thick with a little wheatflower. 2766
Phil, Trans. LVII. 456 A mucilaginous vegetable paste.,
as wheat-flower and water. 2847 W. C. L. Martin Ox
175/1 Gruel made of fine wheat-flour.

_ 1708 Nemnich
Polygt.-Lex., Virginian * Wheatfly, a mischievous insect

in the American state : It eats the grain, and is a moth in a
perfect state. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 951 The
wheat-fly, Cecidomyia tritici. 1*53-4 Durham Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 634 Operant! . . super . . emendacionem de le * Whet-
garner, c 1430 Lydg. A/in. Poems (Percy Soc.) 96 The
*whete glene crowned above the greyne. 2826 Kikby &
Sp. EntomoL xliv. IV. 221 The Ichneumon of the *wheat-
gnat, c 1400 Rom. Rose 5500 An hundred mavis [? mowis]
of *whete greyne. 1837 Caklvll Fr. Rev. I. iv. hi, It has

14

now. .sifted out the true wheat-grains of National Deputies.
1918 Chamb. Jrnl. Aug. 520/1 For years millers have
laboured to provide us with a perfectly white loaf, throwing
away some of the most valuable parts of the wheat-grain in
so doing. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 73 *Wheat-grass .

.

either the greater used for the making of frails: or the lesser.

1766 Aluseum Rust. VI. 442 Common Wheat-grass, or
Couch-grass. 2796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 173
Sea Wheat-grass. Rush Wheat, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757)
17 He sows on his *wheat-ground.. about February. 1765
Aluseum Rust. IV. 348 That is a profit more than the rent
of the ground, and half as much again above the profit cf
the *wheat-grower. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869)
18 The pioneer upon the prairie is a wheat-grower. 1840
Bi'el Farmer's Comp. 23 Pennsylvania, then one of the
best * wheat-growing States. 1382 Wvclif Gen. xxx. 14
And Ruben goon out in tyme of *wheet heruest into the
feeld. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xiii. 154 If their
Wheat Harvest in Sicily be about the 20th of May. c 1000
Sax. Lcechd. II. 130 £enim gate tord & *hwaste healm
jebairn to duste. 1748 Loud, -f Country Brewer iv. (ed. 2)

255 Wheat Straw under a Hair-Cloth is reckoned the best
Fuel by most, Rye-Straw next, and Wheat-Haulm worse.
1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. 50 And lonely chirp the * wheat -hid
quails. 2559 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1. 143 For
covering y* *whete house ut patet per billam. 2710 HiL-
man Tusser Rediv. June (1744) 72 Lay it in the best Place
you have, for which the Wheat-Houses now in request.,
are I think the best. 1819 D. B. Warden Ace. United
States II. 53 The Hessian fly, or *wheat insect {Tipula
tritici). a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 324 It may be proper to
fold till Christmas, and then go on the 'wheat-lay. 1534
Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 208 The Baillye..
Weyed ageyn his bredde wiche was to leight in the 1*

•Whete loffe iiij ounces. 2587111 Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 26 [A] *wheate lo

f
t. 245a Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin

(1SS9) 275 Drege malte, pese, benes, "wheteiualte. 1743
Lond. 4- Country Brewer 11. (ed. 2) 93 Wheat-Malt also
differs much from Barley-Malt. 2843 Penny Cycl. XXVII.
304 The *wheat-midge {Cecidomyia tritici). 2585 Higins
Junius' Komencl. 185/1 Chondrocopium farreum, .. a
*wheate mill or (as some say) an otemeale mill, i860 Curtis
Farm Insects Index, ^Wheat-mite. An acarus infesting
stored corn. 1862 T. W. Harris insects Injur. Veget. (ed. 3)
Index, "Wheat moths, c 2700 Bagford Ballads (1876) I. 66
Both his * Wheat Mows & his Hay, By Flames of Fire are
consum'd away, 2808 Cobbett in Friendsh. Alary R. A/it-

ford (1882) I. 43 The hares will be heard squeaking like

rats on the breaking up of a wheat-mow. 2884 Depew in

Harper's Alag. (18S6) XII. 217 In the "Wheat Pit at
Chicago in a single year was buried more of the future
prosperity of this republic than the sum of all the traffic

which flows through that great city in a decade. 2733 Tull
11orseJiocing Husb. xi. 112 If the How-Plow goes so near
to the Rows as it ought, it would be apt to tear out the
"•Wheat-Plants along with the Stubble. 2868 Rep. U.S.
Comm. Agric. (1869) 17 A disposition to increase the breadth
of "wheat-planting. i860 Curtis Farm Insects Index,
"Wheat plant-louse, Aphis granaria. 2908 IVestm. Gaz,
1 July 6/3 Canada aims at being the great 'wheat-producer
of the world. 2884 Spectator No. 2932. 1165/2 To increase
*wheat-production in India. 2823 T. Davis Agric. Wilts
Gloss., * Wheat-reed, straw preserved unthrashed for thatch-
ing. 2682 Warburton Guernsey (1822) 94 A man, that has
either house or land which he wishes to dispose of, ..sells it

to another to hold to him and his heirs for ever, paying
yearly so many quarters ..of "wheat rent, 2694 Falls
Jersey iii. 95 Together with several Parcels of Lands and
Meadows, Wheat-Rents, Escheats, a 2722 Lisle Husb.
(1757) 182 In that fashion, without thatching, they make
"wheat-reeks in the Isle of Wight. 1823 Cobbett Rural
Rides (1885) I. 255 A .. farm-house,. . with a wheat-rick
standing in the yard. C1430 Two Cookciy-bks. 32 Take a
seve or a *wheterydoun. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltem <$• Vale
Farm. 200 Our Wheat-ridder Sieves. 2479-80 Priory 0/
Finchale (Surtees) p. cccxlvii, ij "whetridils, iij haveridils,

et ij cribris. 1729 Walkden Diary {1866) 45 Windowed my
wheat the chaff out of it, but, for want of a wheat riddle, we
could dress it no further, 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II.

281 A wheat-riddle of wood. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing
Husb. x\. no, I find by measuring my "Wheat Ridges in

the Spring, that none of them are quite a Foot High, i860
R. S. Hawker in Life (1905) 323 No one ever remembers
the aspect of the wheat-ridges so mournfully unpromising.
1382 Wyclif Judges xv. 1 Whanne the dais of *whete
ripynge stooden yn. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 343 "Wheat-
screenings, cracked corn,.. or buckwheat, may be added to

their diet. *733 W. Ellis Chiltem <y Vale Farm. 309 The
.. 'Wheat-seed Plough. 2820 Sporting Alag. XXXVI. 225
He.. had worked with other horses all the wheat-seed time.

1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Alon, 724 Certaine waxe
candles, which euer and onely they vsed to light in "wheat-
seeding. 1729 Walkden Diary (1866) 44 When he ended
his wheat seeding. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 946/1
* Wheat Separator. The separation of mustard, cockle, and
grass seed from the wheat is effected by passing the mixed
grains over inclined plates perforated with holes, c 1530 in

dutch CW/, Cwr. II.329ltemagreateBason withea "Wheyte
Sheffe in the bottom. i6ooNashb Summers Last WHlWks.
(Grosart) VI. 127 God knowes who shal pay goodman Yeo-
mans, for his wheat sheafe. 2782 Highmore Ramble Coast
Sussex (1873) 15 Nature, .shewed us her Wheatsheaf—and
her Autumn Horn. 2846 J. Baxter Lt'br. Pracl. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 403 A wheat-sheaf should never contain more than
two or three handsful. 2897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 375
The cones [of the kidney]«vhich are often compressed in

their centres to the well-known wheat-sheaf shape. 1834
Brit. Husb. I. 390 It should be pounded till it will run
through a *wheat-sieve. 2557 Tusser too Points Husb.
xxv, October for "wheate sowing, calleth as fast. 2825
Cobbett Rural Rides (1885) II. 178 Wheat-sowing is yet
going on, on the Wold. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes
Agric, Digest 126 To-day. .nine men,—three boys,—three
teams,—and four carriages, have made a very handsome
"Wheat-Stack of eighteen harvest loads. 2577 Googe tr.

Heresbach's Husb. 1. 28 The stalke or steale thereof [sc. of
rye] is smaller then the "Wheate stalke. 2733 Tull Horse-
hoeing Husb. xiii. 158 The lower parts of the Wheat-stalks
must receive the greater share of Heat. 2880 Meredith
.Phoebus with Admetus iv, Stately stood the wheatstalk,
with head bent high. 2585 Higins Junius' Nomencl.

WHEATEAR.
109/2 Anrylon,. .*whea\tblarch. 2854 Fereiras Polarized
Light (ed. 2) 154 Tapioca-meal, East Indian arrow-root
.. wheat-starch. 24.. Stockholm A/ed. MS. ii. 755 in
Anglia XVIII. 325 His stalke is gret as "whete-stro.
'523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. S 27 The wheate strawe, that they
pourpose to make thacke of. 2789 T. Wright Meth.
Watering A/eadtnos (1790) 43 The hay is almost as long,
coarse, and dry, as wheat-straw. 2823 Vancouver Agric.
Devon 90, 100 sheaves of wheat-straw reed. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syzt, Bot. 303 It is.. said that Wheat-straw may be
melted into a colourless glass with the blow-pipe. 2760 R.
Brown Compl. Parmer 11. 48 They plough in the "wheat
stubble in December. 2846 j. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 337 The wheat stubbles are ploughed as soon as
the wheat sowing is over. 2812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb.
Scot. 1. 330 The "wheat-threave consists of twenty-eight
sheaves. 2862 T. W. Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (ed. 3)
83 The true grain-weevil or "wheat-weevil of Europe. Ibid.

453 They have been called "wheat-worms, gray worms, and
brown weevils.. .The name of grain-worms has likewise
sometimes been applied to them.
Hence Wliea'tless a., having no wheat.
2868 Lynch Rivulet exxxvn. iii, I opened many a. .book,

..But all the leaves were wheatless straws. 2870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1S73) 336 The laity look on while
theologians thrash their wheatless straw. 1917 Times
30 May 7/4 What will be the attitude of those portions
of Greece . . if they remain wheatless.

Wheat, v. [f. prec] trans. To crop with
wheat.

1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 1. 61 The land must not
be wheated oftener than the soil will admit.

Wheat, obs. form of White.
Whea't-com. Now rare. [OE. hwktecom —
MHG. %veiz\eii)koni (G. weizenkorii), ON. hveiti-

korn (MSw. hvetekom, etc.) : see Corn sbj]
1. A grain of wheat.
c 1000 Sax, Lcechd. II. 34 ?enim hnutcyrnla & hwa=te

corn. «2i75 Ccit. Horn. 241 pis bread was imaced of ane
hwete corne. 13.. Propr. Sand. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's
Archiv LXXXI. 102/4 ^ut 3»f hat a whete-corn flalle into
he eorbe lowe. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 165 He vsid to
putt whete-cornys in his ere, & he lernyd a white dowffe to
stand ojjon his shulder & take ba im oute. 2526 Tindale
John xii. 24 Except the wheate corne fall into the grounde
and deye, it bydeth alone. 2601 Holland Pliny xxvu. xiii.

II. 291 Little berries, .of the bignesse of wheat corns. 2854
Spencer in Brit. Q. Rev. July 140 Our own systems [of

weights], both troy and avoirdupois, are derived primarily
from wheat-corns.

+ 2. = Wheats, i. Obs.
2425 in Rep. A/SS. Ld. A/iddleton (1911) 108 Nother

comyn herd ne sched herd com in the qwyte corn feld to
the korn be lad awey. 1764 Aluseum Rust. III. 1. 1 The
wheat-corn was remarkably backward, though it, in general,
promised to be a good crop.

Wheatear 1 (hwrt|i»i). [Ear sb.'*] An ear
of wheat.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vit. 27 pe seuen barayne ^eres

hat ware betakned by be seuen deed qwhete eres. [1688
Hoi.me A rmoury 1. 103/3 Our old English terms were these
..Whet-herys, Wheat Ears.] 1798 Bloomfield Farmer's
Boy, Summer 52 Shot up from broad rank blades that
droop below, The nodding wheat-ear forms a graceful bow.
c 1840 Eliza Cook Song of Sun iv, Who else can purple the

frape on the vine, Or flush the wheat-ear with gold? 1878
Iekedith Love in Valley 158 Slain are the poppies that

shot their random scarlet Quick amid the wheatears.
attrib. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 195/2
Wheatear Stitch. This stitch is a combination of Point
Natte and Chain Stitch.

Hence Whea't-eared a., full of wheat-ears.
279a Ess. towards new Ed. Tibullus 11 Be thine, blond

Ceres, from my wheat-ear'd field, A pendant crown thy
temple's doors to grace.

Wheatear - (hwrt,i»i). Also 6 whekere (?),

7 wheat ears, wheatgear (?). [Early evidence
wanting prob. on account of local origin ; but the

orig. form is app. still represented in the 17th cent.

by wheatears (a 1661) for *whiteeres, f. whit-,

White a. (cf. for the phonology the place-name
Whittern, OK. hwitsern) + eeres, ers, Arse, the

name being given in allusion to the bird's white

rump; cf. Cornish dial, form whiteass, the similar

dial, names white rump, wittol = white-tail (in

Cotgr. whittaile, glossing F. culblane 'white-

rump'), and Du. witstaart, G. weiss-schwanz.

From wheatears, taken as pi., a supposed sing.

wheatear was inferred, and association with Wheat
sb. (see quot. 1653, etc.) established the spelling of

the first syllable.] A small passerine bird, Saxieola

eenanthe, widely distributed over the Old World,
having a bluish-grey back, white belly, rump, and

upper tail-coverts, and blackish wings ; esteemed

as a delicacy.

2591 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 70 A courleve

xvj d
; thrie whekeres [so printed], xvj d ; larkes and yow-

loringes, iiij d . 1653 J. Taylor (Water P.) Cert. Trav. Un-
cert. Journ. 17 There were rare Birds I never saw before...

Th'are called Wheat ears, less then Lark or Sparrow. . .The
name of Wheat ears, on them is ycleap'd, Because they come
when wheat is yearly reap'd. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
(1662) in. 98 Wheat-ears is a bird peculiar to this County
[/. e. Sussex], hardly found out of it. It is so called, because

fattest when Wheat is ripe, whereon it feeds. ..That Palate-

man shall pass in silence, who being seriously demanded his

judgment concerning the abilities of a great Lord, concluded
him a man of very weak parts, because once he saw him at

a great Feast feed on Chickens when there were Wheat-
Ears on the Table, a 2700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Wheat-
gear, a Bird smaller than a Dottrel. 2724 De Foe Tour
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Gt. Brit. I. ii. 57 The Bird call'd a Wheatear, or as we may
call them, the English Ortolans. 1770 Cumberland West
Indian in. ii, A hot-brain'd headlong spark, that would run
into our trap, like a wheat-ear under a turf. 1883 Century
Mag. XXVII. in The wheat-ear uncovered its white
rump as it flitted from rock to rock. 1894 R. B. Sharpe
Hatui-bk. Birds Gt, Brit. I. 291 The winter home of the
Wheatear extends from the North-western Himalayas to

Persia, and also to North-eastern and Eastern Africa, as
well as to Senegambia.

Wheaten (hwrt'n), a. Now rare. Forms :

1 hwee ten, huaeten, 3 )weten, 4 hueten, 5, 6
whetyn, 6 whettyn, whe(a)ton, 7 wheten, 6-
wheaten. [OE. hwxten MDu. weiten

%
MUG.

wcizfn : see WHEAT sb. and -ex 4
.]

1. Composed of the grain or flour of wheat.
Sometimes applied spec, to bread made of the whole grain

(' wholemeal ') as distinct from white bread.

805-31 in Sweet O. E, Texts 444, cxx huaetenra hlafa &
xxx clenra. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 322 Mid hwaetenan
mduwe. c 1290 St. Cuthbert 52 in 6". Eng. Leg. 360 Clene
wetene flour. 1340 Ayenb, 82 pe wyfman grat myd childe,

>et more hi uynt smak in ane zoure epple banne ine ane
huetene lhoue. c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 33 Eynd hym vppe
with fllour of Rys, ober with whetyn floure. 1530 Palsgr.
288/1 Whetynbreed, fain bourgots. c 1530 Songs, Carols,
etc. (E.E.T.S.) 120, I clynge as doth a wheton cake. 1577
Harrison England in, i. 95b'! in Holinshed, Wheaton
bread, so named because the colour, .resembleth the graie
wheat. 1608 in J, Nicholl Comf. Ironm. (1S66) 140 Wheate
..to be ground into meal and baked into white and wheten
bread, and the wheaten to contayne xj oz. the penny wheten
lofle, and the three-halfpenny white loves after the same
rate. 1638 Penkethman Artach. H 2, The Law doth ap-
point three sorts of Bread only to be made, viz. white,
wheaten, and houshold. 1709 Act 8 Anne c. 19 Table, The
White Loaves are One Half, and the Wheaten Three Quar-
ters of the Weight of Household Loaves. 1727 De Foe
Syst. Magic 1. i. (1840) 4 Our penny wheaten brown bread
loaves. 1818 CoLEBuooKE Import Colon, Corn 69 The
bread made of this mixed flour is found to be. .better ..than
that made with plain wheaten meal. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II, 367 Rye-bread is denser than wheaten-bread.
1857 Miller Elem. Client., Org. (1862) xiii. § 2. 839 Bread
made from wheaten flour. 1919 Q. Rev. July 182 The food
and fuel regulations respecting wheaten bread, sugar, and
'lightless nights' had been withdrawn.

2. Of or belonging to wheat as a plant ; made of

the stalks or straw of wheat.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xii. 24 paet hweetene corn wuna3

ana, buton hyt fealle on eorban & sy dead. 155a Huloet,
Wheaten branne. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. it. (1587) 17
There waited summer naked starke all saue a wheaten hat.

1597 Gkrarde Herb,}I 1. i. 1 Apparent shew of wheaten
leaues. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 41 As Peace should still

her wheaten Garland weare. 1681 Grew Musaeum iv. iii.

376 The Stalk as thick as a Wheaten-straw. 1730 Thomson
Autumn 1 Crown'd with the sickle and the wheaten sheaf.

1827 Clare Sheph. Cal. 49 Oft making Move-knots' in the
shade, Of blue-green oat or wheaten blade. 1865 Swin-
burne Poems ff Ball., In Mem. Landor 9 In many a tender
wheaten plot Flowers that were dead Live.

+ 3. Wheaten plum = Wheat-plum. Obs.
1542 [see Wheat-plum, quot. 1538]. 1552 Huloet, Wheaten

plummes, whiche be whyte or yelowe plummes, cserea
prima. 1594 Barn-field Affect. Sheph. 11. xlii, Bullas and
wheaton Plumbs.

Wliea*t-land. Land on winch wheat is grown
or suitable for growing wheat on.

977 Charter of Oswald in Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 159
Buton .lx. secran CEet hxft se arcebisceop ^enumen into
Cyinesige to his hame him to hwa;te-lande. 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 128 Thry fallow once ended, go strike by and
by, Both wheat land and barlie. 1603 G. Owen Pembroke-
shire (1892) 59 marg., Wheate lande howe dressed. 1763
Mills Pract. Husb. II. 12 He gave five plo wings to a piece
of wheat-land. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstrel 1. 173 The same
Power.. That browns the wheat -lands in their summer-stain.
1916 Times 27 Nov. 10/4 Many thousand acres of our
richest wheatland is today totally uncultivated.

Wlieatmeal (hwf-tmil). [OE. hwxtemelu -
MHG. wei^{en)mel (G. weizenmehi), ON. hveiti-

miol (MSw. Avelemiol, etc.) : see Meal #M«1
Meal or flour of wheat. Also attrib.
ciooo Sax. Leechd, II. 354 "T,ebriw wel swibjie briw ba:r

on mid hwa^te metwe. 1382 Wyclif E.vod. xxix. 2 Of puyr
whete meele thow shalt make alle thingis. 1398 Trevisa,
Barth. De P. R. xvn. clviii. (W. de W.) Tviijb/i The
flowur of whete meele hyghte Simula: and is the cheyf
meele of whete. a 1425 tr. Ardeme"s Treat. Fistula, etc.

1% Tak cow mylk, and put berto a subtile whete meel. 1579
in J.Nicholl Comp. Ironm. (1866) 103 Wheat meale the
best iij* the bushell. 1681 Grew Musxum 11. 11. ii. 222 It

must be mixed nothing near so stiff as our Wheat-Meal.
1767 Ann. Reg., Hist. Eur. 61 The bill to continue, .the
free importation of wheat and wheat- meal. 1870 Daily
News 6 Dec., The mixed diet of linseed cake, barley, bean-
meal, wheatmeal, peameal. 1915 Ibid. 5 Jan. 4 It is specially
necessary that the sick and wounded should not go short of
wheatmeal bread.

f Wheat-plum. Obs, (or dial.) [orig. a mis-
interpretation of L. area priina waxen or wax-
coloured plums (Virgil, Ed. ii. 53), eerea being
misapprehended as *c/rea wheaten (f. Ceres wheat,
corn) ; subsequent association with white is pro-
bable (cf. Wueateau ^ and Du. witte pruim).']
Name of a supposed variety of plum.
1538 Elvot Addit., Cereapruna, wheate [^.1542 wheaten]

plummes. 1573-80 Ti'sser Husb. (1878) 76 Januaries ab-
stract. Of trees or fruites to be set or remooued.. .Wheat
plums. 1577 Goooe Heresbach's Husb. 11. 96 Wheate
Plomes, and horse Plomes, wherewith they vse to fatte
Hogges. 1611 Cotck., Prune blanche, the wheat, or white
Plumme. 1657 C. Beck Univ. Char. M 3, A wheat plum-

tree. 1676 Phil, Trans. XI. 629 There groweth wild in

some places of the Woods a Plum somewhat like our Wheat-
Plum. 1793 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888J II. 294, I am
uncertain what he intends by the Wheat-plum. 1847 Halli-
well, Wheat-plum, a large fleshy plum, sometimes called

a bastard Orleans plum. Line.

Wheatstone (hwrtstan). [Called after Sir

Charles Wheatstone, who in 1843 brought into

notice the (

differential arrangement* apparatus,

which had been invented by S. Hunter Christie in

J ^33-] Shoit for JV/iealstone^s) bridge: an appa-
ratus for measuring electrical resistances.

1872 Jrnl, Soc. Tetegr. Eng. 8 May 196 A Differential

Resistance Measurer,— or, as it is commonly called, a
' Wheatstone's Bridge', 1885 Watson & Burblry Math,
Tli, Electr. I. 221 The principle of the instrument known as

Wheatstone's Bridge. 1898 Daily News 21 May 7/4 The
clicking of the needles, the tapping of the Wheatstones.

tWheaty, a. Obs. [f. Wheat sb. + -Y 1
.]

Containing grains of wheat.
1598 Yos'G Diana 259 Ripening fruit, and wheatie eares.

161 1 Cotgk., Foitrmeutier, wheat-ycelding, wheatie. a 1623
H. Ainswortu Annot. Dent, xxxii. 14. Ee 2 b/a With fat of

wheaty kidneyes tine [see Kidney 4].

Wheay, Wheaze, Whech(e, Whecker,
"Whed(d)er, Whed(d)le, Whee : see Who,
Whe ask,Wheeze,Which,Whitch, Witch, Whick-
er, Weathek, Whether, Whither, Wheedle,
Quev.
Wheedle (hw/'d'l), sb. Now rare. Forms : see

the vb. [f. next.]

1. An act or instance of wheedling ; a piece of

insinuating flattery or cajolery; also gen. wheed-
ling speech.
1668 Ethfredge She ivou'd if she cou'd r. i, Dost thou

think to pass these gross Wheadles on me too? 1681

HiCKERtNGM.i. Black Non-Conf. vii. Wks. 1716 II. 61 It

looks like a Wheedle, or a Trepan, to drill a Man into a
Court by Process in a feigned Suit. 1687 Skdley Be/lamira
iv. !, You have several times talked to me of a sister of mine,
lost from our house in Devonshire ; but I always look'd upon
it as a meer wheedle, a 1708 T. Ward Eng. Ref. 11. (1710)

87 In Cant and Wheedle most Expert They were. 1755
Shebreare Lydia{\-]6a) II. 284 She.., by a soft insinuating

wheedle, took possession of the divine's good opinion.

a 1814 lipoid of Honor in, i. in New Brit. Theatre I. 368,
I cannot stand this wheedle. 1861 Thackkray Round.
Papers, Ogres, So were the Sirens ogres—pretty blue-eyed
things, .singing their melodious wheedles.

fa. A whcedler. Obs.

1673 Wvcmerley Gent. Dancing-Master iv, i, Hipp. You
saw I cou'd dissemble with my Father, Why shou d you
think I cou'd not with you? Ger. So young a Wheatile?
1681 Otway Soldier's F'ort. m. i, Dainty Wheadte, here's

a Fellow for ye. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Parasite,
a Trenchtr Friend, a meer Wheedle, /bid., Wheadte, a
Sharper.

Wheedle (hwrd'l), v. Also 7 whed(d)le,
7-9 wheadle. [Origin obscure. Possibly a sur-

vival in a specialized application of OK. wiediian

to beg, orig. to be poor, f. wsedl poverty.]

1. trans. To entice or persuade by soft flattering

words ; to gain over or take in by coaxing or

cajolery.
1661 Hlount Gtossogr. (ed. 2), Whead or Wheadle, is a

late word of fancy, and signifies to draw one in, by fair

words or subtile insinuation, to act anything of disadvantage
or reproof. 1668 Shaowfll Sullen Lovers iv. 52 Come Sir,

don't think to Wheadle me at this rate ! 1675 Tully Let.

to Baxter 23 To be wheadl'd with bare Talke. 1726 De
Foe Hist. Devil 1. i. (1840) 12 He wheedled Eve, deluded
Adam. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. it. 254 Smooth words he
had to wheedle simple souls. 1850 Dickens Dav. Copp.
xxxii, He was crossing you and wheedling you. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Commw. xxxix. II. 78 The citizens are too numerous
to he all wheedled or threatened.

b. with various preps, and advs., or with inf.:

To bring into a specified condition by such action.

1667 Leathermore : Advice cone. Gaming (166S) 7 If the
Winner be bubbleable, they will., wheadle him into play and
win all his Money.

^ 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 247
By laying the Net in such haunts, and wheedling them [sc.

pigeons, etc.J in by a Stale. 167a Marvei-L Re/t. Tjansp.
1. 129 To wheedle one almost to make himself away. 1673
Dryden Aml'oyna Prol., Religion wheedled you to Civil
War. 1687 in Magd. Coll. (O. H. S.) 167 They were
whetdkd off of it by some few sugar words. 172a De Foe
Col. Jack 1.(1840) 12 The major. .was wheedled away by
a couple of young rogues. 1726— Hist, Devil 1. i. (1840) 12
How he wheedled the people, .into the absurd., undertaking
of building a Babel, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. i, I .

.

should have no idea.. how to wheedle a man into ordering
something he doesn't want. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldiown
Folks xl. (1870) 467 He has a tongue that could wheedle
a bird out of a tree, 1876 C. M. Davies Unorth. Loud.
(ed. 2) 184 Whom he wheedled over not to betray Mm. 1891
KirnsG Light that Failed xii. 232, I have seen you wheedle
an angry Mahdieh woman into giving you dates.

2. To do (a person) out of a thing, or to get (a
thing) out of a person, by such action.
1670 Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 196 The M[asters] are

whedled out of one [Act J. 1700 Congreve Way of World
111. xviii, I have already a deed of Settlement of the best part
of her Estate ; which I wheadl'd out of her. 1759 Franklin
Hist. Penn. Wks. 1840 III. 529 These proprietaries, .would
have either bullied or wheedled the inhabitants out of the
privileges they were born to. 1816 Sco^t Antiq. iii, I

wheedled an old woman out of these [ballads], 1831 — Cast.
Dang, xi, I suffered the abbess to wheedle the secret out
of me. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxiv, Wheedling my
money from me while I lay half conscious.

3. absol. or intr. To use soft flattering words

;

(of an animal) to fawn
; f to ivheedle in with, to

curry favour with
; f to wheedle with — sense I.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 335 His bus'ness was to pump
and wheedle. 1712 Hearnk Collect. (O. H. S.) Ill, 290
Lancaster goes down to the Dean of X*. Church, and began
to wheedle with him. X716 Swift Phyllis E7 Johnny
wheedled, threaten'd, fawn'd, Till Phyllis all her trinkets
pawn'd

;
1726 De Foe Hist. Devil 11. i. (1840) 183 Secretly

wheedling in with the dignified clergy. 1811 Ora $ Juliet
I. 204 She wheedled with the housekeeper, till she insured
a glass of cordial from her. 1847 Tennyson Princ. v. 151
Wheedling and siding with them ! 1865 Swinburne Poems
# Ball,, .Satin tc Sanguine xiv, As a tame beast writhes and
wheedles.

b. Cant, «Whiddlez/.
1710 Palmer Proverbs 197 Sing in the Proverb, Uthe same

that our Newgate- Birds call Wheedle ; which is, when one of

the Gang Tattles, Confesses, and Accu>.es the Ke>t.

Hence Whee 'died///, a. ; "Wheedling vb/. sb.

and ppl.a. (chiefly of conduct, manner, etc.)
;

whence Whee'dlingly adv. ; also Wheedler ;

Whee'dlery-jwhtetlling; Whee dlesome,Whee d-

ly ddj's., of a wheedling character.

1675 R. Head Proteus R edit: 226 His gulled or *Wheedled
Patient. 1773 Ainsivorth's Lat. Diet. II, Dclinitor,. .a
cajoler, or 'wheedler. a 1861 T. Winthkop Life in Open
^4/> (1863) 41 Smith, wheedler of trout. 1868 L. M. Ai.cott
Little Women xiv, You get everything you want out of
people,, .you are a born whuedler. 1909 ' G. G.' Winkles 58
The fond daughter continued her *wheedleries. 1863 L. M.
Alcott IIosp, Sk., etc 94 Anything more irresistibly

*wheedlesome I never saw. 1674 K. If ead Jackson's
Recant, B j b, Incomparable at the Art of "wheedling, which
some call Complaisance. 170a Poie Wife of Bath 163 By
mmm'rin.ir, wheedling, stratagem, and force, I still pre-

vail'd. 1837 Dickens Pickw. v, Notwithstanding all kinds
of coaxing and wheedling, there were Mr. Winkle and the
horNe going round and round each other for ten minutes,

1859 Meredith R. Fei eret xxx\, Wheedling availed as little

as argument. 1668 Shadwei.l Sullen Lovers IV. Co Pox
on't what a "wheadling Rogue art thou now? 1694 F.
Bragge Disc. Varablesu. 41 His sly and wheedling insinua-
tions. 1713 Kowe Jane Shore 1. i, A laughing, toying,
wheadling, whimpering she. 1848 Dickens Domoey hi, 'I
wonder Master didn't take you with him, Rob,' said the old
woman in a wheedling voice. 1&56 Meredith Shav. Shag-
P<}t i. i3 'Wheedlingly she looked at him. 1904 W. S. Gil.
bert Fairy's Dilemma i, At. {wheedlingly). What am I to
get for this, eh ? 1838 Sarah, Lady Lytielton Corr. (191*)
282 The maids of honour, .are veiy coaxy and *wheedly
with me.

Wheef(f;le, Sc. forms of Whiffle.
Wheel (hwil), sb. Forms : 1 hweojol, -ul,

-el, hweowol, -ul, hweowl, hweohl, 1-3 hweol,
hwel, 3-4 weole, wel, 3-6 whel, 3-7 whele,
4-5 wele, (whiel), north, quele, 4-6 Se* quhele,
4-7 wheele, Sc. quheill, (1 hwiol, 3 wheol,
weol, Jweol, ^wele, 4 wheole, woele, hue^el,
whewel, north, quel, quile, quil, Se, quhel,

5 wheyle, whelle, whyll, wyle, north, quheyll,
qweyll, qwell, 5-6 whey lie, north, qwhelo,
qwele, quheil(e, quhell, 6 wheill, whefyll,
wheale, whieale, weil, why 1(1 e, qwyl, Se,

vheill, vhel(e, while, 7 Sc. quheele), 4- wheel.
[OE. hweowol, hwcowot, hwiol = OFris. *hwH
(KFris. weel, weil, NFris. well), (M)LG. wit,

(M)Dn. wiel (whence G. wiei in technical senses\

ON. hj6l (Sw\, Da. hjul), hvii :- OTeut. *\we-
(l()uta-j *xweXu^a ' :— Indo-Eur. *qweqwlo- repr. by
Skr. cakrd- circle, wheel, Zend ca\r2m, Gr. kva-aos;

reduplicated f. *qwelo- : *qwolo-, repr. by ON. hvel,

hvela (Noiw. kvel), OPruss. kelan wheel, Gr. vokvs
axis, pole, ploughed-up land, L. cohts distaff, OS1.
kolo wheel; the loot meaning of q

,r
el- is

( to turn
'

(cf. Skr. cdrati to move, Zend iaraiti ' versatur ',

Gr. wtktaOat to be in motion, L. cotere to till,

in-quil-inus sojourner).]

I. 1. A circular frame of wood, metal, or other

hard substance (sometimes in the form of a solid

di^k, but usually of a ring {rim ox felloe) with
spokes radiating from the central pait or nave)
attached or capable of being attached at its centre

to an axle around which it revolves ; used, in many
different forms and sizes, for communicating, facili-

tating, or equalizing motion, and for other purposes.

a. In a vehicle, plough, locomotive engine, etc.,

each of two or more such appliances which sup-

port it and, by rolling upon the ground or other

surface, enable it to move along with the least

possible friction.

At or in the wheel, of horses, next to the carriage, in the

place of the wheelers (see Wheeleu 3) as opposed to the

leaders. On the wheel, on wheels, riding in wheeled vehicles.

(See also 12 b.)

r888 /Elfred Boeth. xxxix. § 7 Swa swa on waenes eaxe

hwearfia3 Jxi hweol. agoo O. >.'. Manyiol. 16 Dec. 8 An
ple?;ende did arn under wames hweowol ond wearo sona

dead, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 270 Se fitmamentum went

on ?am twain steorran swa swa hweo^el [v-rr. hweoxul,

hweowul] tynafl on eaxe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 356 Elieshweoles

bet weren furene. i«97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8437 An quointe

tour hii lete make . . Vpe four woeles . . it was idriue. a 1300

Cursor M. 21267, I sal te!l..Quat mat be yock, and quat

quele \Fairf. quile, Trin. wheel) mat be, Uridel quat es, and
quat axeltre. c 1315 Shoreham iv. 223 Me makeb prynses

Pe host to gouerni, And ase whewelen be Hnses To.gadere
heldeb hy. c 1400 Maundbv. (Hoxb.) xxv. 118 He rydcx in
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a chariot with foure whelez. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb, § 2
In Kente they haue other maner of plowes, somme goo with
wheles, as they doo in many other places. 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 130 Hoy out (sir carter) the hog fro thy wheele.

1599 Lane. Wilis (Chetham Soc.) III. 9 Two turfe wayncs
furnished w ,n whiles and axeltries. a 1600 Montgomery:
Misc. Poems xlviii. 185 The bouand dolphin, tumhland lik

a vhele. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. <$- Commw. 490 They.

.

have moving houses built on wheeles. 178a Cowper John
Gilpin 41 Smack went the whip, round went the wheels.
1820 A. Sutherland St. Kathleen III. 216 It widna be
Christian-like to stay cosie at hame, an' a' the country,
side on the Wheel. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream
Leicestersh. 223 Noble lords were now and again to be seen
following the chase on wheels. 1884 J. E. T. Rogers Work
ff Wages 23 Plain wheels—that is, wheels formed from
the trunk of a tree, with holes bored through them for the

axles to run on. 1890 ' R. Hot.drewood' Col. Reformer
xiii, Three leaders and a pair of great upstanding half-bred

horses at the wheel. 1893 Dunmore Pamirs II. 298, I took
my tarantass with five horses attached, three in the wheel
and two leaders.

b. Generally, in machinery or mechanical appa-

ratus of any kind.
aixoo Aldhelm Gloss. I. 502 (Napier 15/1) Rotahauri-

Zona, Mxdtrendle, hweowla, hweowl. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 600 Panus, virgula ilia circa quam trama in-

votvitur. Idem et caneltus dicitnr, a Quele. 14.. Nom.
ibid. 696/10 Hoc vertubrum, a whelle. c 1440 Jacob's Well
263 A carte-qweel, drye & vngrecyd, cryeth lowdest of obere
qwelys. 1479-81 Rec. SI. Mary at Hill iox Nayle to

amende the whele of the Sanctus bell. 1483 Calh. Augl,
415/2 A Wheylle ofA drawe wele, anclca. 1495 Naval Ace.
Hen. I'll. (1896) 189 Wheles for to wynde up the Mayne
Sayle. 1516 Stratton Churchw. Ace. in Archwologia
XLVI. 204 A new whefyll for the gret bell. 1545 Ludlow
Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 21 A while to the secounde tenor,

1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 47 Whereby they should
faile to strike iust vpon the wheeles being fire-lockes. 1616
T. Scot Philomythie H 6, Some wheels were taken off..

And some stood vselesse, so the Clock was spoild. 1768
Tucker Lt. Nat. I. 1. iii. 59 A curious engine compounded
of wheels screws and pulleys whereby a lady with a single

hair of her he.id might raise a stone of two hundred weight.

1803 Mrs. P. L. Powys Pass. fr. Diaries (1899) 354 Before
you enter the [silk-]manufactory you pass an immense
wheel ; by that one 99,947 other wheelsare all turn'd. 1845
G. Dodd Brit. Manuf IV. 185 Other wheel and pinion

work. .modifies this motion.

C. Wheel and axle (or faxis), as one of the

mechanical powers : see Power sbA 12.

1773 W. Emerson Princ. Mech. (ed. 3) 284 Wheel and
axle, a machine to raise weights. One of the mechanic
powers, 1799 Jas. Wood Princ. Mech. iv. (ed. 2) 63 The
wheel and axle consists of two parts, a cylinder AB move-
able about it's axis CD, and a circle EF so attached to the

cylinder that the axis CD passes through it's center, and is

perpendicular to it's plane. 1821 R. Turner's A rts fy Sci.

85 In using the wheel and axis as the weight is raised, the

rope coils round the axis and enlarges the diameter, hence
the advantage of the power is diminished. 1862 Spencer
First Princ. n. xiv. § 114 (1875) 325 The advance from the

lever to the wheel-and-axle is an advance from a simple
agent to an agent made up of several simple ones.

d. With prefixed defining words indicating kind,

structure, use, etc.

There are numerous compounds, as Cart-wheel, Cog-
wheel, Driving-wheel, Fly-wheel, etc., etc. Fifth wheel

y

idle wheel', see Fifth A. 1 c, C, Idle a. 5 b.

II. A wheel or wheel-like structure, or an instru-

ment or appliance having a wheel as its essential

part, used for some specific purpose.

2. A large wheel, or contrivance resembling one,

used in various ways as an instrument of torture or

punishment. To break on the wheel \ see Bueak
v. 7 b.

c888 >Elfred Boeth. xxxv.f 7 pa^t unstille hweol tSe Ixion
was to gebunden. c iooo./Elfkic Saints' Lives xiv. 86 Het
se arleasa casere ?;ebindan georium on anum bradum
hweowle. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1965 Ha schal beon to-

ll wi3eret, wi<S he hweoles swa, in an hondhwile. c 1290 St.

George 58 in S. Eng. Leg. 295 So sone ase huy pis guode
man a-boue busse ^weole brou3te, pat gweol to-brac c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxui. (George) 545 pare biocht wes a
quhele made Awfule & hye, & in it hade Sharpe swerdis
scherand in al syde. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 134 A whele set

full of howkes yn bat on syde of be whele, and swerde
poyntys in bat obyr syde a^eyne bat. 1578 H. Wotton
Courtlie Controv. 1 1 1 By the same iudgement was Ponifre .

.

broken vpon a wheele. 1608 Dekker Dead Tearme Wks.
(Grosart) IV. 11 As if hee were a Male-factor, and hadde
beene tortured on the Germaine Wheele. 1709-10 Addison
'Patter No. 133 F 3 To rescue him from the Ignominy of

the Wheel. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 435 The lifted axe, the

agonizing wheel. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xli, He was swoln
like a corpse three days exposed on the wheel.

b. Wheel of Ixion (Astron.) : see quot.

1590 T. Hood Use of Celestial Globe 39 b, Corona Aus-
trina, the South garland.. Others call it the wheele of Ixion,

3. Various mechanical contrivances, a. The re-

volving part of a turning-lathe, or of a potter's

lathe (potter's wheel: see Potter sbA 3); also

allusively, as in phr. on the wheel = in process of

being fashioned, in the making, b. = Mill-
wheel, c. Spinning-wheel, d. = Tread-
wheel ; also, a treadmill. f e. Musical wheel,

the revolving barrel of a barrel-organ or musical

box. f. An instrument for measuring distances

:

= Perambulator 2. g. = Grinding-wheel': see

Grinding vbh sb. 2. h. JVaut., etc. - Steering-

wheel : see Steering vbl. sb. 3 b. L = Paddle-
wheel.
a. 138a Wyclif Jer, xviii. 3 And Y cam doun in to the

hous of the crockere, and lo ! he made a were vp on a whel.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus in. v. Rijb, As well proportioned
as if it had ben made of a tourners hande, at his wheele.

1677 Gilpin Dsemonol. 1. xviii. 153 While they are upon the

Wheel (as a Potters Vessel in the Prophet) they are often

marred. 1695 J. Sage Fund. Charter Presbytery (1697) 9
Our Reformation was on the Wheel. 1728 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Pottery, The Wheel and Lathe are the Chief, almost
the only Instruments, used in Pottery. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 47 Potters. . have their wheel at hand, that they
may work a little when they please.

b. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1. xxv. (1859) 30The whele
of a mylle lyghtly totneth alwey to ther that he bygan.
1484 Caxton Fables of At sop v. x, For the swyftnesse of
the water he must nedes passe vndtr the whele of the mylle.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 1. 115b, Of ane milne and ane man
slane with the quheill thereof. 1833 Tennyson Miller's

Dan. 102, I loved the.. dark round of the dripping wheel.

C. 1467 Maldou, Essex, Crt, Rolls, Bundle 43, no. 14 (MS.)
vii cusshones, 1 whyll, 1 par cardarum, 1 hemper. c 1525
Richmond Wills (Surtees) 10 Item j qwele, j par of kayrds,

j rakyncrok, xij'k 1617 in W. F. Shaw Mem. Eastry (1870)

229 One payer of wollen cards two wollen whiles. 1651 J.

Nicoll Diary (P.ann. Club) 61 Sum pure pepill quha wer
spyning that day loist thair quheillis and wer brokin. 1729
Walkden Diary (1866) 57 A Jersey wheel to wind spoyles

on. 1834 D. Crockktt Life iv. 32 My wife had a good
wheel, and knowed exactly how to use it. 1890 Haktland
Set. Fairy Tales i. (1891) 7 The women at their wheels ; and
while they spin they sing love ditties.

d. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) New Discov, A 6, In a

Wheele I saw a comely Asse .. draw as it were from the
infernall pit. .So. .coole a water. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor.
Subj. 11.(1703) 114 Envy is. -a vice they say which keeps no
holydays, but is always in the wheel, and working upon its

own despair. 1743 Young Nt. Th. in. 331 To climb daily

Life's worn wheel, Which draws up nothing new. 1827
Scorr /ml. 22 Mar., It.. makes one feel like a dog in a
wheel, always moving and never advancing. 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Last Cab-driver, He positively refused to work
on the wheel ; so after many trials, I was compelled to order

him into solitary confinement,
e. 1659 Leak Waterwks. I ij b, Let there be a Musical

Wheel.. so when the said water Wheel shall turn it shall

cause the Musical Wheel to turn.

f. 1696 Phil. 'Trans. XIX. 319 One by the Wheel was
Sixteen Perches round, another in walking Seventy six

Paces. 1774 M. Mackenzie Murit. Surv. iii. 7 Some
Surveyors measure their Distances by a Wheel.
g. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 433

Running at the Grinder, [he] made him quit his Wheel.
1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 289 The blades, after

being hardened, are directly carried to the grinding-mill, or

wheel, as the establishment is called.

h. 1743 Uulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 8 There broke
a Sea in the Ship, which carried me over the Wheel, 1840

R. H. Dana lief Mast xxxiii, It took two men at the wheel
to steer her. 1883 D. C Murray Hearts xxxiii, Most of

the people were below, and the few on deck were clustered

near the wheel. 1906 C N. & A. M. Williamson Car of
Destiny xxxiii, Taking the wheel himself, ..he backed the

big, reddish-brown car off the barricade.

i. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes i, The two great wheels turn

fiercely round for the first time ; and the noble ship . . breaks
proudly through the. .water.

f4. A turnstile or similar contrivance at the

entrance ofa convent. Also turning-wheel (Tubn-
lUGppl.a. 7). Obs.

14. . in Aungier5jtf« (1840)257 The kepers of the wheyles,

grates, gates, or entres into the clausures. .7x652 Brome
City Wit in. i, He never sung to the wheele in Saint Brides

Nunnery yonder. 1669 Woodhkad St. Teresa 11. xxxi. 192,

I wished him to go, and put up a Wheele, and a Grate, in

the House appointed for the Nuns dwelling.

5. In full wheel offortune (see 1 1 a) : ^ Lottery-

wheel', see Lottery 5. Also allusively.

1698 Post Boy 3 Jan. in Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II.

1422 We have divers wheels agoing. 1750 New Jersey

Archives Ser. 1. (1895) XII. 640 The [Lottery] Ticketts will

be putting into the wheels on Wednesday. 1763 Brit. Mag.
IV. 548 Beware the Wheel of Fortune

—
'tis a gin, You'll lose

a dozen times for once you win. 1774 Foote Cozeners 11,

I believe Toby will hardly thank me for going into the

wheel. x8oi T. Moore 'To the Large fy Beaut. Miss —— 4
But how comes it that you, such a capital prize, Should so

long have remained in the wheel? 1834 L. Ritchie Wand.
Seine 167 Stalls, provided with wheels-of-fortune, at which
the Norman lass boldly ventures her solid sous for empty
hopes. 1880 A. McKays Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 121

Wheel-of-fortune men, offering to make all rich in a jiffie.

6. a. A rotatory firework in the form of a wheel.

(See also Catherine wheel 3, Pin-wheel a.)

b. Wheel of colour: = Chromatrope. c. Wheel

of life', m ZOETROPE.
1629 in Hodgkin Rariora (1904) III. Fireworks 16

Girondelles or Fierie Wheeles. 1653 Van Ettens Matlu
Recreat. 272 How to make Wheels of Fire. 1826 Hood
Vauxltall 13 Wheels whiz—smash crackers—serpents twist.

187a Wheel of life [see Zootrope]. 1877 Wtood Nature's
Teach., Optics ii. 306 The Chromatrope, or Wheel of Colour.

7. orig. and esp. U. S. A bicycle or tricycle

;

also abstr. (with def. art.) the practice of riding on
one, cycling ; (with indef. art.) a cycle-ride.

1884 Harpers Mag. Jan. 305/1 The wheel was a new
thing in New York ways. 1888 P. Fvrhivall Phys. T?-ain-.

ing 3, I am more accustomed to the wheel than the pen.

1893 Outing (U. S.) XXII. 140/2 It would have been a most
lovely wheel had we chosen to explore it on bicycles. 1896
H. G. Wells Wheels of Chance vii, Hoopdriver . . felt a
pleasing sense of having duly asserted the wide sympathy
that binds all cyclists together, of having behaved himself
as becomes one of the brotherhood of the wheel.

III. Something resembling a wheel in form or

movement.
8. An object having the form or figure of a wheel

;

a circle, or something circular; a disk.

spec, (a) in Needlework, an open pattern or decoration
with radiating threads; (b) in Arch, an ornament with radU
atitig tracery (cf. wheel-windoiv in 18) ; (c) in Zool. a wheel-
like structure, as the wheel-organ or trochal disk of a rotifer,

or a wheel-spicule in an echinoderm or sponge,
#900 O. E. Martyrol. 5 May 74 He sa;de pset ha drihtnes

fotlastas wasron beworht mid seme hweole. c 1000 Hymns
(Surtees) 22/25 pscre sunnan hweojul [orig. solis rotam],
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 286 Vf that thow '! horwe on
water now a stoon Wei wost thou hyt wol make anoon A
litel roundell. .And. .thow shalt see wel That whele serele
wol cause another whele. a 1500 Assemb. Ladies 55 With
stayres going doun Inmiddes the place, with turning wheel,
certayn. 1556 Aurelio <y /sab. (1608) Fvj, The pecocke
puttes in a whylle his geltede fethers. 1611 Cotgh., Roue
de mer, the sea-wheele; a huge, round, and monstrous sea-
fish, a 1651 Sir J. Skefrngion Heroe of Lorenzo (1652) 71
Let the Peacock please himself with the glorious wheel of
his train. 1835, R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages vi. 64 Wheels
occur mixed with the tracery and pannelling of the Italian
Gothic. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Forms Auim. Life 550
The calcareous deposits . . are . . represented . . by wheels
(=rotulae), e.g. in Chirodota. 1903 Daily Cht on. 3 Oct.
8/3 Trimmed with smart wheels and tassels of brown silk.

9. The celestial sphere or firmament, or one of

the spheres of the planets, etc. in the ancient

astronomy, regarded as revolving like a wheel.

Obs. or merged in figurative senses (see 12, 13).
C1200 Ormin 17531 purrh whatt wass heffness whel forr-

garrt To dre3henn helle pine? c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1.

met. v. (1868) 21 O bou maker of pe whele bat bereb be
sterres. 1387-8 T. TJsk Test. Love 11. i. (Skeat) I. 124 The
shyning sonne of vertue in bright whele of this Margaryte
beholde. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. xl. (1869) 24 The
wheel in whiche the moone gooth alwei aboute. c 1449
Pecock Rcpr. 11. xvL 242 The fix sterris with her orbe or
whele. 1814 Cary Dante, Parad. 1. 62 Her eyes fast fix'd

on the eternal wheels [i.e. the heavens].

10. One of the wards of a lock, which are ro-

tated by the key. lechn.

1784 Bramah in Repert. Arts ^- Manuf (iyg6) V. 218 The
inserting, .between the key-hole and the bolt, a greater or
less number of wheels or wards. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl.
II.212/1 These prominent rings are the7uards, or in technical

language, wheels, which impede the introduction of a
false key.

IV. Figurative, allusive, and abstract uses.

11. a. The wheel which Fortune is fabled to

turn, an emblem of mutability. (See also 5.) So
wheel of Providence (rare).

Phr. To set or tit high on the wheel (of Fortune) : to make
or be highly fortunate.

c888 Alfred Boeth. vii. §2 Wenst bu baet 3u pset hwer-
fende hweol ponne hit on ryne wyrd maeje oncerran ? a 1300
Cursor M. 23719 Dame fortune turnes ban hir quele. 1340
Ayenb. 24 Huanne be Iheuedi of hap hep hire huejel y-
went. 1375 Barbour Bruce xiii. 637 Fortoune. . . This
mychty kyng of Yngland Scho had set on her quheill on
hicht. c 1386 Chaucer Kntfs T. 67 Thanked be fTbrtune

and hire false wheel, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 46C0 Pe qwele
of qwistounes 3oure qualite encreses. 1448-9 Metham
Amoryus fy CI. 389 O fortune, ..Qwy chongyddyst thow thi

qwele causeles? 1596 T. Wilson Diana (1921) 34 Ffortunes
turning whyle. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 448 For-

tune turned her wheele and downe went this Colony. 1622

Bacon Hen, VII 228 So fatall a thing it is
;
for the greatest

and straitest Amities of Kings, at one time or other to

haue a little of the Wheele. c 1645 Howell Lett. iv. xxix.

(1890)608 Till the great Wheel of Providence turn up another
spoke. 1760-z Goldsm. Cit. W. vii, The wheel of fortune

turns incessantly round. 1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint

347 Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel and lower the proud.

1916 L. Tracv Day of Wrath v, The turn of fortune's

wheel was distinctly favourable.

b. With allusion to the wheels of the chariot of

the Sun. poet.

1557 Phaer AEneid vii. (1558) S ij b, The golden morning
bright with roset wheles dyd mounting ryse. 1727 Broome
Iliad xi. Poems 177 While with his morning Wheels, the

God of Day Climb'd up the Steep of Heav'n.

12. In direct fig. use from 1, esp. 1 a, chiefly in

reference to the course or sequence of events, pro-

cedure, the passage of time. a. from 1 a.

a 1340 Hamtole Psalter xix. 8 J>ai ere draghen aboute
with he whels of couatys. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 18 Whos
carte goth upon the whieles Of coveitise and worldes Pride.

?i6i3 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. (1630) 11. 174/2 The
wheele of Time would turne. a 1628 F. Gkevil Cslica

viii, Furrowes not worne by time, but wheeles of anguish.

1668 Pepys Diary 27 Dec, All they can hope for to do
out of the King s revenue being but to keep our wheels

a-going on present services. 1675 Owen Indwelling Sin xvi.

(1732) 219 To oyl the Wheels of Mens utmost Endeavours.

1679 Everard Disc. 20 All these States may be in a con-

dition to nail the Wheel, and to produce an Universal

Peace in Christendom. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 86

On these Wheels moves the Trafiick of the East, and has

succeeded better than any Corporation preceding, a 1716

South Serm., Luke xii. 15 Wks. 1727 IV. 438 Covetous-

ness has been . . the principal . . Spring of Motion ; and .

.

hypocritical Prayers and Fastings, the sure Wheels, by

which the great Work.. has still gone forward. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. 11. ii. I. 346 The great wheel of circulation

\sc. money] is altogether different from the goods which

are circulated by means of it. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. j. South

sea House, Night's wheels are rattling fast over me. 1857

Hughes Tom Brown i, This present writer. .is anxious. .to

help the wheel over, and throw his stone on to the pile. 1884

J. Parker Apost. Life III. 73 A little recognition of merit,

a kindly reference to loving service done.. helps the wheel

of life to run round more smoothly. 1907 Standard 19 Jan-

6, 6 The wheels of progress might be unduly impeded.

b. On wheels : {a) With rapid and continuous

movement or action ; chiefly in phr. to go or run

on wheels, to proceed swiftly or uninterruptedly;
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to go smoothly, make good progress ; to go on
actively or incessantly; (humorously, of a clock)

to go too fast or irregularly. (6) In working
order, in normal condition for action {dial.).

1547 Gardinkr In Foxe A. <$ M. (1563) 734 2 The euell
willers of the realme will take corage and make accompt..
that all goeth on wheles. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. ill. i. 317
Then may I set the world on wheeles, when she can spin
for her liuing. 1600 Bheton PasouiPs Passe Wks. (Grosart)
I.8/2 From the blaines and kibes vpon my heeles; And
from a madding wit that runnes on wheeles, ..The blessed
Lord of heau'n deliuer me. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey xvilL 31
While his tongue Thus runs on wheels. 1731-8 Swift Pol.
Conversat. 108 Col. Pray, my Lord, what's a Clock by your
Oracle? Ld. Sparkish. Faith, I can't tell, I think my Watch
runs upon Wheels. 1820 J. Clare Poems 89 If fate's so kind
to let's be doing, That's—just keep cart on wheels a going.
1831 Mrs. Sherwood Henry Milner in. xv. 307, I can., let

my jointure run up to liquidate debts j and then, when it is

clear, we shall be on our four wheels again.

fo. A word on its (or upon the) zvkeels : an echo
of the marginal *Heb. spoken vpon his wheeles ' in

the A.V. of Proverbs xxv. n, where the text has
* fitly spoken \ Obs.

Heb, VJSX (dual or pi.) of this passage is now regarded as

oin-af Aeyd/bi«iw, and VJ2K~?y interpreted as ' in its turns ',

'in (right) circumstances' j formerlyreferred to jSIXawheel.

. 165S Gurnali. Chr.inArtn, 1. (1669) 36/1 A word in season
Is a word on its wheels. C1657 P. Henrv in Life (1699) 23
There never was Truth.. more seasonable to any than this

was to me: It was a word upon the Wheels.

13. With allusion to sense 1 b, denoting a con-
stituent part or element of something figured as

a machine.
1635 Bacon Ess., Seditions (Arb.) 405 So that if these

three wheeles goe, Wealth will flow as in a Spring tide.

a 16*8 Preston Saints Daily Exerc. (1629) 116 It sets all

the wheeles of the soul the right way. 169a W. Lloyd
Pret. Fr. Invas. 15 The French King (the main Wheel in
this designed Restauration). 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 363 Nor does He find the wickedness of men improper
wheels for carrying on His most important designs among
them. 1771 Wesley Jrnl. 31 Mar. (1827) III. 415 In the
Methodist discipline, the wheels regularly stand thus: the
Assistant, the Preachers, the Stewards, the Leaders, the
people. 1916 igt/t Cent. Apr. 822 The protagonist sets the
wheels of fate in motion.

b. Wheels within wheels, less usually a wheel
zvilhin a wheel (after Ezek. i. 16) : a complexity
of forces or influences; a complication of motives,
designs, or plots ; tlsOfYK. any complexity.
1679 Prance Add. Narr. 32 Yet the Wheel within the

wheel moved upon other grounds, God making use of his
Soveraignty over his Creatures, in raising and stirring up
One Nation or Person to punish the Evils of Another. 1709
Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) I. 114 Thus we have Wheels
within Wheels. And in some National Constitutions. .we
have one Empire within another, a 1754 E. Erskine Serm.
Wrath of Man Wks. (1791) 71 1/2 There is a wheel within a
wheel, which will turn matters about so, as the wrath of
man shall praise God, and advance his interest, instead of
ruining it. 1824 L. Murray Engl. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 457 They
are wheels within wheels; sentences in the midst of sen-
tences. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss, s.v., There's
a wheel within a wheel, or you wouldn't have got that.
1861 Gurowskx Diary (186a) f$ McCIellan ought to.. have
direct action ; and not refer to Scott. What is this wheel
within a wheel? 1900' H. S. Merriman* Isle of Unrest vi,

There are wheels within wheels, .in the social world of Paris.

14. Jig. A reiterated or recurring course of actions,
events, or time ; an endless round or cycle.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 322 Uorte leren us bet we of be worldes

torpelnesse, & of sunne hweol, ofte eon to schrifte. a 1340
HAMPOLE/>jrt//*rxi. g Erthly godes)>at tomes wi)> be whele
of seuen dayes. 138a Wyclif fames iii. 6 The tungc.set
afijre of helle, enflaumeth the wheel of oure birthe. 1871
Alabaster Wheel ofLaw Pref. p. xiii, All Buddhists, .call
their religion the doctrine of ' The Wheel of the Law \

fb. Alch. A series of operations by which one
element was supposed to be converted into another.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. in Ashmole (1652) 133 The

Wheele of Elements thou canst turne about. Ibid. 187 Then
to wyn to thy desyre thou needst not be in dowte, For the
Whele of our Phylosophy thou hast turnyd abowte. 1610
B. Jonson Alch. 11. iii, I'haue another worke;.. That three
dayes since, past the Philosophers wheele, In the lent heat
of Athanor ; and 's become Sulphur o' nature.

to. = Turn sb. 28. Obs. rare.
142a Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 21^ Me sholde ordeyne that

euery gouemoure had tene Vicanes in his hoste, and euery
vicarie ten lederis in his whele.

15. [Partly f. Wheel v.] A movement like that
of a wheel, a. A movement in a circular or
curved course ; a circling motion (usually, through
a single complete circle) ; a revolution.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Aeosta's Hist. Indies vi. xxviii. 493

In these daunces they made twoo circles or wheeles [orig.
dos ruedas de gente]. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 741 Satan..
Throws his steep flight in many an Aerie wheele. 1805
Cary Dante, Inf. xvi. 21 They..Whirl'd round together in
one restless wheel. 1810 Scott Lady of L. ii. xxxi, Amid
his senses' giddy wheel. 1815 — Guy M. xxii, A rough
terrier dog. .scampered at large in a thousand wheels round
the heath. 1847 Loncf. Ev. i. iv. 34 Merrily whirled the
wheels of the dizzying dances.

b. A movement about an axis or centre ; a rota-
tion ; a turn (usually, not completely around)

;

spec. {Mil.) such a movement of a rank or body of
troops about a pivot (Pivot sb. 2) ; occas. = Cart-
wheel 3.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archacol. Soc.) I. 69 The
Vol. X.
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captain mountinge on a white horse, did leade the rous-
ketires, without any wheeles, but went the high beaten
way. 167a T. Venn flitlit. Discipl. 19 There may be a
Counter-march for the gaining of Ground ; but I conceive
them wholly useless but where you have not ground to make
your Wheels. 1788 D. Dundas Prime. Mil. Movent. App. 5
All wheels or filings made from the halt into column or line,
are made at a quick step. 1797 J. Bailey & Culley Agrh.
Northumbtd. 123 At the first appearance of any person they
set off in full gallop; and at the distance of two or three
hundred yards, make a wheel round, and come boldly up
again. 1832 Prop. Reg. Instr. Cavalry it. 10 Right Wheel.
1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. x\. Tea and coffee were
enlivened by a collision between the footboys. Stiffneck
with the tea-tray made a sudden wheel upon No. 2 with the
coffee-tray. 1890 ' R. IJoldrkwood ' Col. Reformer xxviii,
The reckless speed and practised wheel of the trained stock
horses. 1904 Johnston H. P. Liddonxl 301 The 'gamins',
who used to wheedle pennies from hiin by making ' wheels

'

for his amusement.

16. Prosody. A set of short lines forming the
concluding part of a stanza, usually five in number,
varying in form and length, but generally having
the first line riming with the last, and often the
intervening three riming with each other; the
first line in some types is very short, and is then
called the bob.

1838 Guest Engl. Rhythms II. 290 Besides the staves
which originated in mixed and continuous rhime, there are
others, which have sprung from the use of the Wheel and
Burthen. By the latter of these terms I would understand
the return of the same words at the close of each stave, and
by the former the return of some marked and peculiar
rhythm. Ibid. 332. 1906 Saintsbury Hist. Engl. Prosody
I. 105 The bob being of two syllables, and the wheel an
irregular but unmistakable ballad-quatrain.

V. Combinations.

17. General : a. attrib. Of, pertaining to, con-
sisting of, or connected with a wheel or wheels, as
wheel bearing, -belt, -box, -boy (cf. Wheelman i),

-cage, -case, -circle, -coulter, -flange, -grease, -lathe,

•mark, -nave, -rim, -ring, -road, -rod, -rut, -spoke,

'Sweep (Sweep sb. 16 c), -timber, -lire, -tooth, -top,

•track, -train (Train sb. 1 15), -tread (Thead sb.

10 b), etc. ; furnished with or moving on a wheel
or wheels (of vehicles = * wheeled'), as wheel-
arquebus, -bier, -bridge, -clock, -cra?ie, -harrow,
-machine, mail, -sled, -vehicle.

1855 tr. Labartc's Arts Mid. Ages x. 369 These arms
were denominated *wheel-arquebuses [F. arquebuses a
rouet], 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 390 The castors at the front
feet work upon *wheel bearings. 1884 W. S. Ii. M cLaren
Spinning (ed. 2) 158 There can be no slipping of the twine
*wheel-belt. 1898 F. D. How Bp. Walsham How 371 A
simple *wheel-bier decorated with flowers received the coffin.

1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. liii, [A carriage] with silver "wheel-
boxes. 189a Black Wolfenberg x\, The solitary figure
slowly pacing up and down by the wheel-box [of a ship].

1823 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 423 Little cr no attendance
is required from *wheel-boys or followers, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 7 Aug. 1641, The *wheel-bridg, which engine his
Excellency had made to run over the moate when they
storm'd the castle. 1889 Mivart Orig. Hum. Reas. 268 A
squirrel or white mouse which turns in its *wheel-cage. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., * W/ieel-case,a stout paper case,., filled

with composition... tied to the rim of a wheel or rotating
piece of fire-works, c 1384 *Whele sercle [see 8]. 1671
Hunt Abeced. Schol. iro By the Press we make men
immortal, by *Wheel-clocks we are made companions of
time. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 77 Automata.. are certainly not
older than wheel-clocks. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,* Wheel-
colter, a sharp-edged wheel running in advance of the breast
of the plow, to cut the sod or weeds in the line of the furrow.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) 11, Crone, a *wheel-
crane, built on a wharf, a 1663 Kilugrew Parson's Wedd.
11. vi. (1664) 99 Ever since yellow starch and *wheel Fardin-
gales were cry'd down. 1859 Neivtoti's Land. Jrnl. Arts
1 Feb. 115 The pressure of the "wheel-flange will tend to
crush any obstructing substance upon the chairs. 1583
Higins Junius' Nomencl. 269/1 Axungia, . . *wheele grease.
1901 Acatiemy 8 June 495/2 Derby, with its locomotives and >

everlasting Midland wheel-grease. 1404 Durham Ace. I

Rolls (Surtees) 399, j *qwhele harow. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., * Wheel-lathe, a lathe for turning railway-wheels and

\

other large work. 1770 Forbes Jrnl. (1886) 288 A Wooden 1

Bridge.. by which Horses and *Wheel-machines do easily
Cross the Water. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer
xxvii, It was problematical whether the contractor was run-
ning a 'wheel mail or not. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley
Cr. xxxix, Following the old "wheel-marks on the gravel.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 332 The Witch-Elm .. is good for
"Wheel-naves. 15x3 Douglas Mneit xn. Prol 162 The
payntit povnc.Kest vp his tail!, a provd plesand *quheil
ryrn. 1893 Outing (U. S.) XXII. 133/2 My rear wheel-rim.
1766 Complete Farmer s,v. Fence, This timber is of excellent
service.. for ploughs, axle-trees, "wheel-rings, harrows, &c.
1824 Scott St. Roman's i, To my own contemporaries, who
have known "wheel-road, hridle-way, and footpath for thirty
years. 1882 Morris in Mackail W. AI. (1899) II. 67 The
wheel-roads across the downs are doubtful. 1598 Hakluyt
Voy. I. 95 The breadth betweene the "wheele-ruts of one of
their cartes. 1829 Carlvle Misc. {1857) II. 59 Little is laid
open to us but two wheel-ruts and two hedges. 1570 Rec.
Inverness (New Spalding Club) I. 195 That na *quheill
s!eddis..cum vpon the brig. 1556 Withals Diet. (156a)
19/1 A *whele spoke, radius vel modiolus. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. 326 Oak. .for. .Shingles, Wainscott, Wheel SpOftkat,
1891 Hardy Tess xxxiii, It had stout wheebspokes, and
heavy felloes. 1833 Loudon Encycl, Archit. § 1244 The
Pulborough stone paving of the "wheel sweep. 1376 Dur.
ham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 584 Rob'o Yoill, carpentario, cul-
panti "qweltimber. 1573 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc. 1893)
139 Item bords cowper tymber wheles and whele tymber.M Atwell Faithf. Surveyour 132 Plow-timber, cart-
timber, wheebtiinber. 1792 Dcscr. Kentucky 41 In 1787 were
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exported Sets of wheel timbers 1,056. 1831 J. Holland
Manuf. Metal\. 145 According as the metal is intended to he
reduced to the strength of * wheel.tyre, hoop-iron, or different
sized bars. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 509 The points
of the ^wheel-teeth must not be rounded off. 1509 Haw es
Past. Pleas, xxvil. (Percy Soc.) 118 Beholdynge Mars how
wonderly he stode, On a *whele top with a lady of pryde.
1552 Hulokt, "Whele tracte or rutte, orbita. c 1820 S.
Rogers Italy, Naples 115 The wheel-track worn for cen-
turies. 1859 Hawthorne Fr. >r It. Note-Ms. (1871) II. 283
A vineyard, with a wheel-track through the midst of it.

1888 CasselPs Encycl. Diet., * Wheel-train, a number of
wheels so arranged that the revolution of one causes the
revolution of all. 1735-6 "Wheel-tread [see Tread si: 10 b].

1734 J. Rowe {title) All sorts of wheel-carriage improved;
..Waggons, Carts, Coaches, and all other "Wheel-Vehicles.
1836 Carlvle New Lett. (1904) I. 48 The wheel-vehicles
making no noise.

b. Objective, as,wheel-bcanr( = Rotifer), -cul-

ler, -make:; -tapper, -turner ; wheel-bearing, -cut-

ting, -greasing, -resembling, -turning sbs. and
adjs. ; instrumental, as wheel-engraving ; wheel-
going, -made, -marked, -smashed, -spun, -turned,
-worn adjs.

; similative, parasynthetic, etc., as

wheel-broad, -footed, -like adjs.

1861 H. J. Slack Man. Pond-life 23 Following the
Protozoa, come the Rotifera, or 'Wheel. bearers. 1877
Wood Nature's Teach., Optics ii. 306 Soon after the

Eowers of the microscope became known, these Wheel-
_
earers were discovered. 1846 Patterson Zool. 6 The order

itself Rotifera, or "wheel-bearing. 1670 IJryden Conq.
Granada 1. Prol., 'Wheel-broad hats. 1843 Penny Cycl.
XXVII. 30S 2 "Wheel-cutting, .comprehends the modes of
cutting the teeth in the wheels used by watch and clock
makers. 1884 !•'.

J. Britten Watch * Clockm. £8 The cir.

cular brass plate in a wheel-cutting engine. 1884 Knight
Did. Mech. Suppl. 946/1 *U'heel Engraving. ..As dis-
tinguished from sand-blast engraving or acid etching. See
Class Engraving. 1788 Cowpf.r Gratitude 9 This "wheel-
footed studying chair. 1844 Kinci.ake Eothen i, At Semlin
..I had come, as it were, to the end of this 'wheel-going
Europe. 1835-6 'Podd's Cy< I. Auat. I. 607 1 The cilia con-
stitute the . ."wheel-like organs of the Rotiferous Infusoria.
1888 Jrnl. Derhysh. Archxol. Soc. X. 50 "Wheel-made
pottery in the barrows of the district. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-
Wiilcker 688/15 Hie rotarius, "whelmaker. 1844 H. Ste-
phens Bk. Farm III. 1154 The principle which directs the
modern wheel-maker. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 398,1
Along a wide and "wheel-maiked trail. 1596 R. LlNCHE
Diella (T877) 68 Great Gouernour of Cwhcele-resembling)
Heauen. a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, *\VJieelspun, very
stout worsted yarn, spun on the common large wheel. 1881
Instr. Census Clerks (1885) Index 178 "Wheel tapper. 1837
Wheelwright tr. Aristophanes II. 293 O thou clear lustre
of the "wheel-turn'd lamp. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*lyitcel-turning Lathe, one with two very solid head-stocks
with large face-plates, and two slide-rests operated by a
ratchet-feed from an overhead rock-shaft. 1727 Broome
Jason <y Medea Poems 242 Along the "Wheel-worn Road
they hold their way. 1781 Cowi-er Expost. 21 The chariots
bounding in her wheel-worn streets.

18. Special Combinations : wheel-animal, -ani-
malcule = Rotifer ; wheel-assembler, one who
fits together the parts of the wheels of bicycles,

etc. ; so wheel-assembly, the operation of doing
this ; wheel-back, a back resembling a wheel,
characteristic of chairs made by Heppelwhite about

1775 ; wheel-barometer, a mercurial barometer
having a float attached to a string passing over a
pulley-wheel on which the index turns ; wheel-
base, the distance between the points of contact of

the front and back wheels of a vehicle, as a bicycle

or railway-carriage, with the ground or rail

;

f wheel-bed, a trundle-bed ; wheel-bird, a local

name for the night-jar or goat-sucker, from its cry
suggesting the noise of a spinning-wheel ; wheel-
boat, a boat with wheels, esp. (So.) a steamboat
with paddle-wheels ; wheel-bug, a large reduviid
insect (Frionidus cristatus) of the southern United
States and W. Indies, with a semicircular serrated

crest suggesting a cog-wheel; wheel-chain (see

quot.) ; wheel-chair, a chair with wheels, esp. a
Bath chair ; wheel-eross, a variety of ring-cross

with arms radiating from a small circle in the
centre of the ring ; wheel-draught, a current of

smoke and hot air in a steam-engine, circulating

continuously in one direction
; f wheel-fire [mod.

L. ignis rot;v\, in Old Chem., a fire completely
encompassing a crucible ; wheel-guard, (a) a cir-

cular guard on a sword or dagger
;

(i) a guard to

protect a wheel from dirt or injury, or to prevent

it from chafing some other part of the vehicle or

machine ; wheel-head, (a) the nave or central

part of a wheel ; {b) ' the headstock of a spinning-

mule ' {Eng. Dial. Dict.\
;

(c) ' the lathe-head of

a seal-engraver's engine (Cent. Diet.) ; wheel-
horse, a horse harnessed between the shafts of a

vehicle, next to the wheels, as distinguished from

a leader; Jig. a person who bears the chief burden

of a business; wheel-insect = wheel-animal;

wheel-iron (see quot. 1837); wheel-ladder (see

quot. 1888); wheel-map (see quot. 1899); wheel-
money, name for certain prehistoric metallic ob-

jects, supposed by some to be money, made in the

form of a wheel, i. e. of a cross surrounded by a

ring ; wheel-organ, Zoo!., see 8 (tr) ; wheel-pair,

3
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a pair of wheel-horses ; wheel pen, a pen with a

small toothed wheel instead of nibs, for tracing

dotted lines (Webster 1920) ; -wheel-piece, (a) a

lateral part of a car-truck, supporting the pedestals

or axle-boxes ; (b) a post fixed beneath a door-sill

on each side, to take the strain of the wheels of a

vehicle when passing over it ; wheel-pit, (a) a

space enclosed by masonry for a large wheel, as

a fly-wheel or turbine, to turn in ; (b) dial, a whirl-

pool ; wheel-plate, (a) the part of a solid wheel

between the rim and the hub ; (b) see quot. 1892 ;

wheel-plough, a plough having wheels running

on the ground to reduce the friction or regulate

the depth of the furrow; wheel-press, (a) a form

of rotary printing-press
;

(b) a hydraulic press for

moulding a solid wheel, or for fixing it on the

axle ; wheel-race, the part of a mill-race in which

the mill-wheel is fixed ; wheel-rood - wheel-cross
;

wheel-rope, Aaut., f (#) cf. quot. 1495 in 1 b

;

(b) a rope passing round the barrel of the steering-

wheel to the tiller; wheel-seat, the part of an

axle encircled by the wheel (Knight Vict, Meek.
18S4); wheel-shaped a., having the shape of a

wheel; spec, in Bot. = Rotated. ; + wheel-sick

a.
j
giddy ; wheel-skate, a roller-skate ; so wheel'

skater
t
-skating ; wheel-spicule, Zool. one of

certain disk-shaped calcareous concretions, with

an appearance of radiating spokes, in the skin of

some holothurians ; also, a wheel-shaped spicule

in sponges; wheel-spur (ME. -spore), the ridge

on the inner side of a wheel-rut (cf. Spoor sb. 1
, and

cart-spur s.v. Cart sb. 6); wheel-stitch (sec quot.);

wheel-stock (local), (a) the nave of a wheel, or

timber to be used for this ; (b) wood materials for

wheel-making; wheel-stone, a fossil consisting of

a detached joint of the stem of an encrinite, and
having the form of a circular disk with a central

perforation ; an entrochite ; wheel-swarf [Swarf
sb.-], the pasty substance produced by the friction

of a grindstone and the cutlery ground upon it, con-

sisting of a mixture of particles of stone and steel,

and used asan air-tight coating in steel-manufacture;

wheel-tax, a tax on wheeled carriages ; wheel-
tracery, tracery radiating from a centre, as in a

wheel-ivindoiv ; wheel-tree, (a) a S. American

tree (Aspidosperma excelsuni), also called paddle-

wood (cf. quot. 1866 s.v. Paddle sb. n) ;
(b) an

Australian tree (Stenocarpus sinuatus) with flowers

in circular clusters
;

(c) Mining (see quot. 18S6)
;

wheel vat, in Tanning = Pin-wheel sb. 3

;

wheel-way, a way, road, or track along which

wheeled vehicles run; also Jig. (cf. Rut sb. 2 1 c)
;

f wheel-whirl (see quot.) ; wheel-window, a

circular window with mullions radiating from the

centre like the spokes of a wheel ( = Catherine
wheel 2); wheel-wise adv., in the manner or

form of a wheel ; (of swimming) with the arms
moving like the spokes of a wheel. See also

Wheel-band, Wheelbarrow, etc.

1788 EncycL Brit. II. 28/1 The *Wheel-Animal, or Vortl-

cella .. is found in rain water that has stood some days.

1834 Lancet 24 May 290/2 We see in tlns*wheel-animalcule,

the hydatina scuta, many of those muscular bands passing
down longitudinally from the head, nearly as we saw in the

large holothuria. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 277/2 All

through the arts of the *wheel-assemblers. Ibid. 279/2
They are then sent to the *wheel-assembly department, to

receive the bearings, spokesand rims. 1909 G. O. Wheeler
Did Engl. Fnrnit. (ed. 2) 489 Heppelwhite's *wheel-back
chair . . may be found with cabriole legs, and later with
typical straight tapered ones. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 155
My "Wheel-barometer I could never fill so exactly with
Mercury, as to exclude all Air. 1840 Huttoffs Recr. Math.
652 Several expedients have been adopted for lengthening
the scale of the barometer.. .The most popular expedient is

that adopted in what is called the wheel barometer. 1886
yrnt. Franklin Inst. Mar. 201 The distance between the
supporting wheels is four feet, which thus forms the rigid

*wheel-base of the truck. 1556 Richmond Wills (Surtees)

92 On pare of bed stocks, one pare for a *qwele bedd. 1589
Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc. i860) 206 One standinge bedd
and a wheelebed in y9 parlor. 1619 Shuttlewortfts* Ace.
(Chetham Soc.) 238 For a wheele bedd vj\ 1817 Stephens
in Shaw Gen. Zool. X. 1. 147 This species [European Goat,
sucker] makes a. .noise, which has been compared to that of

a large spinning wheel, . . and has on that account been called

the *wheel bird. 186a [see Wheeler 6J. 1834 Marhvat
Peter Simple vui, ' How did you come from Glasgow ?

'

1 By the *wheel-boat, or steam-boat, as they ca'd it, to

Lunnon.' 1864 Webster, Wheel-boat, a boat with wheels,

to be used either on water or upon inclined planes or rail-

ways. 1815 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. iv. (1818) I. no The
* wheel-bug can .. communicate an electric shock to the

person whose flesh it touches. 1868 Rep. U. S. Covwt. Agric.

(1869) 316 The Reduviu's, or wheel-bug, is found in gardens,

feeding voraciously upon caterpillars. 1891 H. Patter,
son Naut. Diet. 194 *Wheel Chains, chains used in place

of the rope for connecting the steering wheel and the tiller.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary n Jan. 1662, My Lord Aubignie..

shew'd us.. his *wheele-chaire for ease and motion. 1904

Lee Recoil. Gen. R. E. Lee 196 When put in her wheel-

chair, she could propel herself on a level floor. 1882 Won.
saab Indttstr. Arts Denmark 66 The ring-cross was some*

t*imt£ employed indiscriminately with the *wheel-cross to
indicate the wheels of the sun-carriage. 1871 Routledge's
Ev. Boy's Ann. 529 A "'wheel-draught ; that is to say, the
current of flame and smoke, after passing along the bottom
of the boiler, rises up at the end. 1663 R. Mathew Unl.
Alch. 165 Make a good fire ofCharcole about it, wch is called
a * Wheel-fire of cementation. i860 Hewitt Ane. Armour
II. 258 The guard took a variety of forms, as the cross-
guard, that composed of two knobs, and the *wheel-guard.
1875 Knight Did. Mech., Wheel-guard Plate, {Ordnance),
an iron plate on each side of the stock of a. .gun-carriage to
prevent its being chafed by the wheels when turning. 1845
S. Judd Margaret 1. vi, On naked beams above were
suspended., 'wheelheads, &c. 1900 Daily Nezus 17 Jan. 7/1
The wheel-head crosses of Ireland. 1708 Lond. Gaz, No.
4424 'i Which enjoins Waggoners to draw with a Pole
between the "^Wheel-Horses. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 1. 10
He falls into it as certainly as a new wheel-horse in a mail,

1911 H. S. Harrison Queed xxvii, The only speech was
made by the Solon who had the bill called up, a familiar
organization wheelhorse. 1800 J. Anderson Recreat. II.

257 There has been discovered among the animalcula
infusoria, one which.. has been called by the English,
the *wheel insect. 1829 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) XXIII.
388 What we call a *wheel-iron, placed, as usual on the
nose of an axle-tree. 1837 W. B. Adams Carriages 87
Splinter Bar Stays, to resist the action of the draught.
Formerly these were affixed to the ends of the axles, and
called 'wheel irons'. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 36
*Wheele ladder for haruest. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv.
Sept. (1744) 117 Cart Ladders and Wheel Ladders are
Frames on the Sides and Tail, to support light Loads as
Hay, &c. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Wheel-
ladder, a lade for the back part of a wagon, having a small
roller or windlass attached, by which the ropes for binding
the load can be strained tight. 1899 Gcog. Jml. Mar. 226
The mediaeval *wheel-maps, in which Jerusalem was ac-

cepted as the centre of the world, whence the main geo-
graphical lines radiated like the spokes of a wheel. 1907
T. C. Middleton Geogr. Knowl. Discov. Amer. 18 The
'wheel-maps' of the globe, devised by St. Isidore. 1861
Archxol. Cambrensis Ser, in. VII, 215 These specimens of
*wheel and ring money, which were fabricated in the latter

place [sc. Caltu]. 1878 Bkll tr. Gcgenbaur's Comp. Auat.
138 This ^wheel-organ—so-called from the movement of its

cilia—varies greatly in character. 1794 in Chamb. yrnl.

(1858) 9 Oct. 234/1 The postilion so managed the * wheel-pair,
that the princesses, .were, .enabled to leap from the carriage
without injury. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 889 The
sill of the door .. sunk level with the threshing-floor, and
supported by two stout posts or * wheel-pieces. 1828 Craven
Gloss.,

* Wheel-pit, a whirlpool. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Wheel-pit, a walled hole for the heavy fly-wheel of a train

of rolls, etc. 1859 Carriage Builders* Art Jml. I. 7/2 In
Broughams, .. when a *whee!-plate twenty-two inches in

diameter is used, a shortening of nine inches is gained be*

tween the fore and hind wheels. 1881 J. W. Burgess Coach-
Building 92 The central circle is the wheel-plate, or, as the

Americans term it, the fifth wheel. 1892 Loci-wood's Diet.

Terms Mech. Engin., Quadrant Plate, or Wheel Plate.—
The plate which carries the stud wheels in the change
wheel series for screw cutting in the lathe. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. 38 The Hertfordshire *Wheel-Plough. 1710 Hil-
man Tusser Rediv. Sept. (1744) 119 A Wheel-Plough for

Stony, and a Swing Plough for Clay. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm I. 646 It must be admitted, even by the advocates

of the wheel-plough, that.. they cannot by any means be
brought so handily to follow the undulations of the surface.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Wheel-press, a hydrostatic press

for forcing car-wheels on to their axles and removing them,
1890 W. J, Gordon Foundry 185 The wheel-press of Ben-
jamin Dearborn. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 104 The
*wheel-race should always be built in a substantial manner
with masonry. 1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden II. 259
Here, above the chancel arch, hung a *whee4-rood of ex.

ceeding beauty. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII. (1896) 37
*Whele Ropes feblcj. 1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II.

483 The pressure of the helm strained a new wheel-rope.

1823 — 7ml. 358 We lay to under a close-reefed main top

sail, until new wheel-ropes were arranged. 1775 J. Jenkin-
son tr. Linnxus* Brit. Plants 231 *Wheel-shaped. 189s
R. Davey Sultan <$* Subj, (1897) I. 15 An enormous wheel-

shaped box, divided into compartments. 1670 Baxter Cure
Ch. Div. 141 As boyes when they have made themselves

*wheel-sick with turning round will lay hold on the next

post to keep them from falling. 1870 Routledge's Ev. Boy's

Ann. Suppl. 8/1 A pair of *wheef skates. 1876 ' Ouida'
Winter City vi, The *wheelskaters, and poker-players, .of

our time. 1875 Field 2 Jan. 1/3 The *wheel-skating at

Brighton and at Prince's. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII, 639/2
*Wheel-spicule ofChirodota vitiensis. c 1440 Promp. Pan'.

524/1 *Whele spore (A'. , //. welspore), orbita. a 1825 Forby
Voc. E, Auglia s. v., If, to avoid the deep rut, a carriage

drawn by a single horse was ventured upon the quarter, the

horse was obliged to make the wh#el*spur his path, often

a very unsafe one, particularly in stiff soils. 188a Caul-
feii.d & Saward Diet. Needlework 195/2 'Wheel Stitch,

a stitch resembling a spider's web, and worked^ into the

material, and not over an open space, like English wheel

and other lace Wheels, 1835 Dav. Webster Rhymes 11

(E.D.D.) My mither .. bang'd her bobbin down on the

•wheel stock. 1884 C S. Sargent Refi. Forests N. Amer.
515 Manufacturers of cooperage and wheel stock. x888
Elworthy W. Somerset Wordbk., Wheel-stock . .the nave
of a wheel. 1846 Patterson Zool. 46 The detached vertebrae

are well described by the common English name of ' *wheel-
stones '. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 229 In Sheffield,

a mass of the stiff ferruginous mud, called *wheelswarf,. .is

generally used. 1888 Daily News 5 Dec. 5/4 There had been
enough of this sort of *wheel-tax policy tried in other places.

1913 M. Barrett Scott. Monast. 0/ Old 11. v. 178 The west
window contained a splendid specimen of *wheel tracery.

1882 J. Smith Diet. Pop. Names Plants 438 *Wheel
Tree, or Paddle-wood {Aspidosperma excelsum). .when cut
transversely the section has the appearance of the rays

of a wheel. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 72
Wheel-tree, a prop to which the pulley on a short self,

acting incline is fastened. 1885 *Wheel vat [see Wheel v.

17]. a 785 Charter of Offa in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 342
And on *hweo?;el we* to ban rahhe^e. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. vi. (1867) 114 To lie supine in the ruinous wheel-

way of chance. 1889 Century Mag. Aug. 570/2 Nearer the
wheelway and upon the outer edges of the public road.

1608 Tovs'Ei.l. Serpents hi^'Y\\g tayle [of the Newt] standeth
out betwixt the hinder-legges in the midle, like the figure of
a "wheele-whirle [tr. Gesner: 7-howbifgurai quadam simili.

tudine]. 1835 R. Willis Archil. Mid. Agesvi. 63 *Wheel
windows are exceedingly prevalent in Italy; unfortunately
the tracery is often removed. 1594 Nasiie Unfort. Trav.
Wks. (Grosart) V. 105 Embossed christall eies affixed,

wherein 'wheelewise were circularly ingrafted sharpe pointed
diamonds. 1859 W. H. Gregory Egypt I. 276 Swimming
as schoolboys call it wheel-wise.

Wheel, v. Forms : see prec. [f. Wheel sb.']

I. To move like a wheel (and connected senses).

* 1. intr. To turn or revolve about an axis or

centre, like a wheel on its axle ; to rotate ; to whirl.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 356 Heo beo<5 her hweolinde ase hweoles
bet ouerturneo sone, and ne leste5 none hwule. c 1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. cvn. x, Now shipp with men do
touch the skies:.. For now the whirlwinde makes them
wheele : Now stop'd in midst of broken round As drunckards
use, they staggring reele. C1645 Howell Lett. 1. v. xi.

(1890) 262 His Glory sound thou first Mobile, which mak'st
all wheel In circle round. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Study Nat. (1799) I. 426 If the Earth wheels around it's

axis. 1813 Scott Trierm. m. xxi, When the whirlwind's

gusts are wheeling. 1819 Shelley Mask of Anarchy
lxxviii, Let the horsemen's scimitars Wheel and flash, like

sphereless stars. 1886 F. Harrison Choice of Bks. i. a.3

The gates which lead to the Elysian fields may slowly wheel
back on their adamantine hinges.

b. Jig. of time, the seasons.

1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. xin, (1687) 859/2 When they
beheld the course of the Heavens, and the various Seasons

of the year, to wheel about, and return in certain order.

a 1849 Mancan Poems (1859) 35 When Years have wheeled.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. it. iii, I wait, and Time
around me wheels.

C. To reel, as from giddiness; to be affected

with giddiness. Alsoy?^.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 183 Why doe

not all thinges wheele and swarue topsie-turuy ? 1620 [G.

Brydges] Horse Subs. 116 If these giddy goers bee forced

to giue a reason for their wheeling vp and downe the

streets. 1638 ' R. Junius ' Drunkard's Char. 154 No man
ever saw mee so much as wheele in the streets ; I am there-

fore no drunkard. 1832 Marryat Newton Forster xxvl,

[His] head wheeled with the sudden change in his prospects.

2. trans. To turn (something) on or as on a
wheel ; to cause to revolve about an axis ; to ro-

tate; to cause to' move in a circle or cycle.

Used with variety of context, lit. and fig.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus r. 139 Fortune on loft And vnder
eft gan hem to whielen bothe. c 1480 Hfnryson Fox, Wolf
<$ Husb. xxvii, This fair is of fortoun : As ane cummis vp,

scho quheillis ane vther doun. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. m.
met. ix. 3 Thou.. who time from first Bidst go, and stable

stedy all elz dost while. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage in. xyii.

284 In the execution of their rites, shaking and wheeling

their heads like madde men. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist.

Eliz. iv. 532 Affaires in Court were not long wheeled about

upon one Axell-tree. 1654 Sir A. Johnston Diary (S.H.S.)

II. 197 The Lord semes to be wheeling al things about to

the re-establishing of that Covenant agayne. 1667 Milton
P. L. vii. 501 Now Heav'n. .rowld Her motions, as the

great first-Movers hand First wheeld thir course. 1668

Culpei'Per & Cole Barthol. Anal. iv. ii. 161 Others will

have the Arm to be wheeled about by the Infraspinatus.

1820 Keats Lamia 11. 64 While through the thronged streets

your bridal car Wheels round its dazzling spokes. 1855 E.

Forbes Lit. Papers ix. 250 The Lamas, whose temples,

modes of worship,, .compendious methods of wheeling their

prayers, [etc.]. 1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol., Herakles

1^97, I shall play lxion's part quite out, the chained and
wheeled.

b. spec. To twirl or flourish (a stick) in menace

or challenge. Also absol. (in Irish use).

1617 Moryson Itin. I. 243 If at any time we went slowly,

hee wheeled his cudgell about his head, and crying Wohowe
Rooe [etc.]. 1875 Daily News 26 Feb., 'Wheeling,' said he,

*is one of those challenges which is given by this energetic

population to express their own anxiety for a free fight.'

1893 Le Fanu 70 1 'rs. Irish Life iii. 32 One man ' wheeled,'

as tbey called it, for his party; that is, he marched up and

down, flourishing his blackthorn, and shouting the battle-

cry of his faction.

3. Mil. intr. Of a rank or body of troops: To
turn, with a movement like that of the spokes of a

wheel, about a pivot (Pivot sb. 2), so as to change

front.

1579 Digges Stratiot. in The Ruyters vse to Wheele

about with their whole Troupe. 1671 Milton P. R. m. 323

He saw them in thir forms of battell rang'd, How quick they

wheel'd. 167* Venn Milit. Discipt. 62 Right half ranks,

wheel about to the right until they be even a breast with the

front half files. 1744 M. Bishop Life 212 The Colonel.,

said wheel to the left of the Battalion. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xlvii, Leading file, to the right wheel— trot. 1859 F. A.

Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 9 Left wheel into line. Quick

b. trans. To cause (a rank or body of troops)

to turn in this way.

1634 Peacham Compl. Gentl. xx. 245 marg., Wheele the

Body to the right hand. C1720 De Foe Mem. Cavalier

(1840) 104, I wheeled off my troop. 1814 Scorr Wav.

xxxix, He wheeled his little body of cavalry round the base

of the castle. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 34 The ranks

are then wheeled up.

4. intr. To turn so as to face in a different direc-

tion ; to turn round or aside, esp. quickly or sud-

denly. Often with round, about, fqf.
1639 Fuller Holy War in. xi. 127 The French and

English wheeling about, charged the Turks most furiously.

1644 Svmonds Diary (Camden) 148 The rebells wheeled oS
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behind their owne cannon and musqueteers. 1735 Somer-
viluk Cftast in. 105 How to the Head they press, Justling

in close Array, then more diffuse Obliquely wheel. 1784
Couter Task vi. 518 His steed Declin'd the death, and
wheeling swiftly round . . Baffled his rider. 18*7 Scott Ilight.

Widow v, A parly of five Highland soldiers .. wheeled
suddenly intosight. 1867 J. T. H ea di.ey F'arragut <y Nav.
Comm. 575 [The captain] wheeled out of line and ran with

a full head of steam on straight into the ironclad monster.
1888 '

J. S. Winter ' Bootless Childr. vii, He wheeled round
from the window as if he was about to confront Halliday
and offer to fight him on the spot.

b. fig. To change or reverse one's opinion,

attitude, or course of action ; to turn aside, deviate,

decline from some course or attitude.

163a G. Herbert Church Militant 54 Plato and Aristotle

were at a losse, And wbeel'd about again to spell Christ-

Crosse. 1663 Heath Flageltum (1672) 27 Who had wheeled
from his Loyalty during the War. (11716 South Serm.,
2 Thess. ii. // 11. Wks. 1727 IV. 413 From Independents
ihey improved into Anabaptists. From Anabaptists into

Quakers: From whence being able to advance no farther,

they are in a fair Way to wheel about to the other Extreme
of Popery. 1784 P. Wright New Bk. Martyrs 807/2
Jeffreys summed up the evidence against the parson, but
wheeled at last into this.

c. trans. To turn (a person, animal, or thing)

round or aside.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. 11. viii, So had he seen, in fair

Castile, The youth in glittering squadrons start, Sudden the
flying jennet wheel, And hurl the unexpected dart. 1829
G, Head Forest Scenes N. Avter. 121 Wheeled round every
now and then by the wind, we were enveloped in clouds.

1842 Lover Handy Andy xix, Wheeling his horse suddenly
round, he charged along the advancing front of the people.
** 5. intr. To move like a point in the circum-

ference of a wheel ; to move in a circle, spiral, or

similar curve; to circle, revolve; to go round
about.
1600 Holland Lhy xxxiv. xiv, He commaunded two elect

cohorts of footmen to wheele about the right flanke of the
enemies. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 19, I was fore'd to wheele
Three or four miles about. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. T85,

I might see him send two horsemen after me, who wheeling
about the mountaines,. .suddenly rushed vpon me. 1665
Phil. Trans. I. 72 These two Planets have Moons wheeling
about them. 1703 Pope Thebais 441 The son of May.,
wheeling down the steep of heav'n he flies, And draws
a radiant circle o'er the skies. 1726-46 Thomson Winter
145 The cormorant on high Wheels from the deep. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. xcviii, When all is gay.. With sport and
song,. .And wheels the circled dance. 1863 Dickens Un~
comm. Trav. xxiv, The gulls that wheel and dip around me.
1892 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads, VEnvoi ix, The
old lost stars wheel back, dear lass. That blaze in the velvet
blue.

fig. x66i J. Stephens Procurations 128 But I wheel too
far about. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India fy P. 132 Those
occurrences which wheeled in their Sphere. 1749 Smollett
Regie, iv. ii, Love, Jealousy, implacable Despair In Tem-
pests wheel.

b. trans. To cause (something) to move in this

way; to perform (a movement), trace (a course),

spend (a time) in this way.
172s Pope Odyss. iv. 704 'Till the twelfth moon had wheel'd

her pale career. 1750 Gray Elegy ii, Save where the beetle

wheels_ his droning flight. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. xx,
Wheeling their march, and circling still, Around the base of
Flodden hill. 1817 Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves, Happy Hus-
band iii, Transient joys, that.. into tenderness soon dying,
Wheel out their giddy moment. 1839 Kemui.e Rcsid.
Georgia (1863) 21 Hawks of every sort and size wheel their

steady rounds above the rice-fields. 1846 Tennyson Golden
Year 24 The Sun flies forward to his brother Sun; The dark
Earth follows, wheel'd in her ellipse.

6. trans/, a. intr. To extend in a circle or curve.

? Obs. rare.

1648 Gage West Ind. xvn. 114 In a narrow passage where
the way went wheeling. 1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I.

112 Coal and coal metals. .wave and wheel. 1791 W.Gil-
pin Rem. Forest Scenery II. 120 A forest-lawn, .. which
wheeled around us in the form of a crescent.

tb. trans. To encircle, surround, encompass.
Obs. rare.

158a SrANYHURST^^/r/j ii. (Arb.) 55 He spyed his person
with Troian coompanye wheeled. 1667 Milton P. L. iv,

783 Half these draw off, and coast the South With strictest

watch ; these other wheel the North.
*** 7. intr. To roll along like a wheel, rare.
1667 Milton P. L. xn. 183 Haile mixt with fire must rend

th* Egyptian Skie And wheel on th' Earth, devouring where
it rouls. 1875 F. T. Buckland Log-Bk. 355 The waves at
the outer end wheeled at a swift gallop.

II. To move on, or by means of, wheels.
* 8. trans. To convey in a wheeled vehicle, or on

a chair, sofa, etc. moving on wheels.
1601 Shuttieworths' Acc. (Chetham Soc.) 139 For whellinge

forth xxv quarters of colles, vyK 1740 Mrs. E.Montagu
Corr. (1906) 1. 41 Lord Berkshire was wheeled into the rooms
on Thursday night, where he saluted me with much snulf
and civility. 1761 Colman Jealous Wife 1. 22 You shall
clap Her into a Post-Chaise, . . wheel Her down to Scotland.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxix, Let the gardener, .press the
leaves into full barrows, and wheel thein off, still they lie

ankle-deep. 1888 '
J. S. Wintkr ' Booth's Childr. vi, She

was able to totter to the sofa and be wheeled into the
adjoining room.

b. fig. To pass or convey easily or smoothly, as

if on wheels, rare.
1658 Harrington Oceana 23 Through the paucity of her

Citizens, her greater Magistracies are continually wheeled
through a few hands. 1689 Hr kkhingill Ceremony Monger
vi. Wks. 1716 II. 444 We'll have as many Organs., if we
have nothing else todo with our Money ; or cannot tell how

To spread the tail in

Also trans, with the

to wheel off an hour or two in Devotions. 1851 Mrs.
Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 11. 309 As some smooth river

which has overflowed Will slow and silent down its current

wheel A loosened forest.

9. intr. To travel in or drive a wheeled vehicle
;

to go along on wheels, as a vehicle ; mod. colloq.

to ride a bicycle or tricycle, to * cycle'.

1721 Ramsay Content 351 He found he could not walk, .

.

and wheel'daway. 1768 Stekne -!>>«*. Joum., The Address,
By the time he [sc. a coachman] had wheel'd round the

court, and brought me up to the door. 1798 Jane Austen
Nortkang. Abb. xx, The chaise and four wheeled off with

some grandeur. 1884 Centtny Mag. Sept. 643 2 A youth
on a bicycle, who wheeled attentively by her side. 1898

Hamblen Gen. Managers Story v. 48 Both trains were
wheeling down under the bridge at a forty-mile gait.

10- trans. To push or draw (something) on
wheels.

1784 Cowper Task iv. 37 Let fall the curtains, wheel the

sofa round. 183a Lytton Eugene Aram 1. v, The sofa was
wheeled into the hall where they dined. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xlix, He wheeled the table close against Florence

on the sofa. 1885 Law Times LXX1X. 47/1 A porter.,

put all the luggage on a trolley. .ai:d wheeled the trolleyon

to the platform. 1896 H. G. Wells Wheels of Chance ix,

The other man in brown had a bad puncture and was
wheeling his machine.
** f II. ? To wind up the mechanism of : in quot.

fig. Obs. rare.

1632 Mason's Turke(cd. 2) Ar^t., There are other passages
of Triuiall Inferior persons, Interwouen into this peice,

which serue as a foyle to the Brauery and hight of the

Tragedy, yet arc Instruments aptly set going to wheele vp
the worke.

III. Miscellaneous uses.

f 12. intr. Of a peacock ;

a circular form like a wheel,

tail as obf, Obs.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 1805 Prowde as a Pecocke
whelynge full bryght. 1600 Scrflet Country Farm 1. xix.

115 You neede no other signe then his [sc. the peacock's]

viewing of himselfe, and couering of his whole bodie with
the feathers of his taile, and then we say hee wheeleth.

1656 W. Du Gard tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. § 137 The
most fair is the Peacock, ever and anon wheeling his

glorious tail. 1745 tr. Columellas Husb. vm. xi.

13. trans. To make like a wheel ; to give a cir-

cular or curved form to. rare.

1656 W. Du Gard tr. Comenius* Gate Lat. Unl, § 203
The hair covereth the chiefest part of the head, being
wheeled on the crown [capilli ..rotati in vertice]. 1808

Scott Marm. v. vi, At every turn, with dinning clang, The
armourer's anvil clash'd and rang ; Or toil'd the swarthy
smith, to wheel The bar that arms the charger's heel.

14. To furnish with a wheel or wheels.
1661, 1898 [see Wheeling vbl. sb. f]. 1802 H. Martin

Helen of Glenross I. 46 She begged leave to paint, glaze, new
carpet, and new wheel the old coach.

1 15. To torture or ( break 'on a wheel. Obs. rare.

i6xx [implied in Wheeling vbl. sb. h].

16. To form or shape on a wheel, as pottery.

17. Tanning. <= Pin-wheel v.

1885 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather 530 The skins next go
into the England wheel vat. .and are ' wheeled ' in sumach
liquor.

Wheel : see Weel, Wheal.
Wheelage (hwHddjj). [f. Wheel sb. + -age.]

1. A toll paid for the passage of wheeled vehicles

;

cost of carriage in a wheeled vehicle, cartage. Hist.
1611 Cotgr., Droict de Rouage, wheelage. 167a (title)

Deed between William Osbolston . . and the Mayor and
Corporation of London, relates to the Collection of Tolls, or

Wheelage over Old London Ihidge (MS.). 1765 Lond.
Chron. 25 Apr. 398 The Committee. .lett. .the toll of carts

and wheelage over London-Bridge. 1808 Hist. Worcester

93 A ton of coal, threepence for wheelage. 1894 C. Welch
Tmver Bridge 48 The Sheriffs never had anything to do
with the wheelage, which was collected by a City-officer.

1 2. Wheel-making. Obs. rare" .

1681 W. Robertson Phraseot. Gen. 1312 Wheelage, or
wheel-work, rotarumfdbricatio.

Wheel-band. [f- Wheel sb. + Band sb.'*]

+ 1. The tire of a wheel. Obs.
1391-3 Earl Derbyy

s Exp. (Camden) 202 Item pro j whele-
band, j scho pro curru, et emendacione currus, v gr. 1557
Richmond Wills (Surtces) 93 In the hay housse. .iiij. qwele
bannes. 1598 Chapman Iliad vii. R 3 b, [xi. 466] The
chariote tree was dround in bloode, and th' arches by the

seat Disperpled from the horses houes, and from the
wheelbandes beate.

2. A band or strap that goes round a wheel, as

the driving band of a spinning-wheel, dial.

a 1656 Roxb. Ball. (1881) IV. 101 It is a well twined
Wheelband. 1693 C Mather Woud. Inxds. World (1862)

159 One Susanna Sheldon.. had her hands Unaccountably
ty*d together with a Wheel-band. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV.
2166 To prevent the Recipients being drawn from its place
by the motion and tug of the Wheel-band.

Wheelbarrow (hw/"-l,bx:wu),^. Forms : see

Wheel sb. and Barkow g&l
; also 4 wil-, 6 whil-

;

4 -bargh, 5 -berghe, -berwo, 6 -barugh, -berow,

7 -barrough. A barrow or shallow open box
mounted between two shafts that receive the axle

of a wheel at the front ends, the rear ends being

shaped into handles and having legs on which it

rests ; also applied to similar contrivances with

more than one wheel.
c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 218 Sikeman lith in hors-bere..

And the crepul in the wilbarewe. 1394 in Archacologia
XXIV. 308 Et in j welbargh empt' pro stauro Maner* xij d.

14.. Voc.\x\ Wr.-Wiilcker 572 1 Cefwcctorium rotatum,
a whelberwe. 1533 MS. Raivl. D. yyO If. i^g Whelc-
barrowes ffor laborers to serve bryklayers with, r 1563
Jack Juggler (1912) LJ iv b, 1 shall make thee not able to

goo nor ryde But in a dungcart or a whilberow liyng on on
syde. 1598 Barret Theor. Ii arres v. ii. 131 Hand-barrowes,
and wheele-barrowes to Carrie earth. 1678 Otway Friend-
ship in F. in. i, I can act the rumbling of a Wheelbarrow.
1700 T. Ukown tr. Eresny's Amusem. 20 Another Fellow
driving a Wheel-Barrow of Nuts. 1855 Delamek Kitch.
Gard. (1861) 8 Two doors, ..wide enough to admit a wheel-

barrow, or a small cart.

t b. trans/, applied to a light carriage. Obs.

c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall Gr. v. (1881) 114 To be jaunted
up and down London Streets in a lethern wheelbarrow.
1625 B. Jonson Staple 0/ News n. iii, You thinke I can
runne like light-foot Ralph, Or keep a wheele-barrow, with

a sayle in towne here To whirle me to you. 1778 Eug.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Yarmouth, People are carried here

all over the town, -for 6d. in what they call a coach, but it

is only a wheel-barrow, drawn by one horse. 1794 Wolcot
(P. Pindar) Pindariana, Hymn to Adversity, Morality.,

may.. Throw by his wheel-barrow, and keep a carriage.

1819 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. 290 You know
of old how I detest that mania of driving wheel-barrows up
and down, when a man has a handsome horse and can
ride him.

C. In allusive and proverbial phr. : see quots.

1597 Breton Wits Trenchmour Wks. (Grosart) II. 9 1 It

is not a little treason in youth, to catch age in a wheele-
barrow. 1618 T. Adams Gods Bountic i. Wks. 864 This
oppressor must needs ^oe to heauen, . . But it will bee, as the

by-word is, in a Wheele-barrow ; the fiends, and not the

Angels will take hold on him. 1675 Cotton Burlesque upon
B. 128 When drunk as Dium, or Wheelbarrow. 1677 W.
Hughes Man 0/ Sin 11. ii. 36 Behold the Reason of the

Wheelbarrow ! That goes to rumble. Ibid. x. 159 The
Believing Collier whirles right to Heaven in a Wheel-barrow.

X709 [see Dicunk ///. a. 1 li].

d. altrib. and Comb., as whcclbarroxv-Ioad, -man,

race, tub; wheclbarrowfashion advb. phr. ; wheel-
barrow-machine (see quot.).

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge xviii, Laying hold of the

navigator *wheelbarrow fashion. 1863 Hawthorne Our
Old Home, Outside Glimpses Engl. Pen/., The wealthier

inhabitants purchased their coal by the ^wheelbariow-load,
1856 Jrnl. Soc. Arts IV. 402 Mr. Applegarth .. has also

invented a beautiful little machine for printing the borders

on silk handkerchiefs, called the 'wheelbarrow machine,
from its being worked by the hand round the cloth, which
remainsstationary. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
109 The *\Vheelbarrow-Men make five or six Stages, ac-

cording to the Length of the Way. 1788 Massachusetts
Spy 26 Nov. 2/1 It is said the perpetrators were of that class

called wheelbarrow men, but this is rather improbable, as

their object did not appear to be plunder. 1837 D. Walkkr
Sports t$- Games 341 ^Wheelbarrow Race. ..Along this

course, over the bridge, and up to the goal, the candidates

must drive their barrows blindfolded— if they can. 1833
Loudon Eucyct. Archit. § 731 More economical to convey
the milk thither in *wheelbairow tubs.

Hence Wheelbarrow v. trans., to convey in a

wheelbarrow (whence WheeTbarrower, Wb.ee'1-

barrowing" vbl. sb.) ; Whee'lbarrowful, as much
as a wheelbarrow holds.

1721 Amhekst Tcrrse F'H. No. 44 (1726) 244 The greatest

part of his heavy compliments are 'wheel-barrow'd from the

lime-kiln. 1887 Baking-Gould Gaverocks xiv, Onions.,
wheelbarrowed into the town. 1893 W. Wallace Scot.

Vest. 73 He became the regular * wheel barrower at the

Castle. 1837 Thackeray R avens'u-ing viii, The theatre

servants wheeled away a *wheelbarrow-full. 1851 B*ham
% Midi. Gard. Mag. Apr. 31 At the rate of one wheelbarrow
full to every twelve of soil. 1893 W. Wallace Scot. Vest. 74
Often I saw him pausing in his *wheelbarrowing.

Wliee-1-ca rriage.
1. Carriage (Cakhiage i) or conveyance by

wheeled vehicles.

1733 W. Ellis Chiltern <y I'ale Farm, 30 Ashes or Soot.

.

are seldom used, because they generally lie too distant for

Wheel Carriage from London. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 2^7
Where the country proves clay, marl, or rich or spungy soil,

..and yet much wheel-carriage necessary, and no turnpike.

2. A carriage (Carriage 23) moving on wheels,

a wheeled vehicle; also as a part of a machine

(Carriage 29).
1733 W, Ellis Chiltern <y I'aU Farm, 319 Its fore-part

lying on the Stock of the Wheel-Carriage as the Fallow-
plough does. 1756 Washington Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 369
The only gap of the Alleghany at present made passable for

wheel-carriages. 1845 G. Dodd Brit. Atanuf. IV. 123 The
wheel-carriage on which the roller rests is then wheeled
onward. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 304 The roads.,

that led from town to town were barely passable to wheel-

carriages.

Wheeldom (hwPldsm). nonce-wd. [f.Wheel
sb. + -dom.] The domain or * world ' of wheeled

vehicles, esp. bicycles or users of them.

1887 Cycl. Tour. Club Monthly Gaz. Mar. 123 A prominent

interest in matters pertaining to whceldom.

Wheeled (hwfld, poet, hwfled), a. Also 7

wheeld, whilde. [f. Wheel sb. + -ed2. (InOE.
in parasynthetic comb, /yrhweohlod four-wheeled,

hihhwtolad high-wheeled.)]

1. Furnished with a wheel or wheels, or with any

revolving disk ; esp. of a vehicle, mounted or

moving on wheels. Also in parasynthetic comb.,

as two-wheeled, etc.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. iv. xiv. 75 The wheel'd seate Of
Fortunate Oesar. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. in. viii,

(1821) 322 Pickaxesand Whildebarrowes. 1765 A. Dickson
Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 219'l'he wheeled plough. 1815 Elphin-
stone Acc. Caubul{i$42) 1. 378 An inland country, destitute
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of navigable rivers, and not suited to wheeled carriages.

1836 Prichard Phys. Hist. Man. (ed. 3) I. 258 Ever
shifting their wheeled houses. 1855 Hewitt Anc. Armour
I. p. xxii, The knights appear to have rejected with par.
ticular obstinacy the innovation of the wheeled spur. 1856
Stanlev Sinai fy Pat. ii. 134 Roads for wheeled vehicles are
now unknown in any part of Palestine. 1875 Reynardson
Down the Road 107 A tinker with one of those wheeled
grinding-stones.

b. transf. Effected on wheels or by wheeled
vehicles.

1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 348 Wheeled
carriage is unknown:.. no wheeled conveyances could be
used. 1882 T. G. Bowles Flotsam ty Jetsam no The
almost entire absence of wheeled traffic. 1906 Blackw.
Mag. May 640/2 The country through which we passed in

our wheeled pilgrimage to Land's End.
2. Of the form of a wheel, poet. rare.
1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 233, I see a chariot.. .Its

wheels are solid clouds, .. A guiding power directs the
cliariot's prow Over its wheeled clouds.

Wheeler (hwrlai). Also 4 whelere, 5-6
wheler. [f. Wheel sb. and v. + -er *.]

I. Senses derived from the sb.

fl. Wheeler dog, ? orig. a turnspit dog; transf.

a roasting-jack: or similar instrument. Obs. rare.

1379 Will of Carter (Comm. Crt. London), Vnum instru-

mentum vocatum a whelere dogge.

2. A wheelwright or wheel-maker.
1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 109 Whelers and Smythcs

tolcs. 1549 MSS. Dk. Rutland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV.

570 A wheler to make wheles. 1666 Bedloe's Narr. Popish
Plot 6 A Paper with a Ball of Wild-fire,..was found in the
Nave of a Wheel, in a Wheelers-yard. 1733 W. Ellis
Chiltern <y Vale Farm. 19 The Stones that.. ever will be
the Cause of a greater Charge of Smith's and Wheeler's
Hills. 1830 Miss Mitford Village Sex. iv. 84 The wheeler's
shop, always picturesque, with its tools, and its work. 1876
Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 46S/1 Wheelers, .. the
mechanics of a battery engaged in setting up the wheels of
the gun-carriages. 1901 Daily Chron. 8 May 11/2 Wheel-
wrights.—Wanted 2 good wheelers.

3. A wheel-horse (see Wheel sb. 18) or other

draught-animal in the same position; often opp.

to leader (Leader 1 6 b).

1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 82 My leader took
flight.. but luckily I kept my wheeler in. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes xiv, Now, the coach was lying on the tails of

the two wheelers; and now it was rearing up in the air.

1885 New Bk. Sports 171 Few things are more distressing

than to see. .one wheeler hanging away from the pole, and
the other hugging it.

4. One who attends to the wheel in a spinning-

machine.
1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. hi. 47 Each spinner had three

boys under him— the wheeler, the pointer, and the stripper.

5. Needlework. One who makes * wheels '
: see

Wheel sb. 8 {a).

0. = wheel-bird \ see Wheel sb. 18.

1862 Johns Brit. Birds 625 Wheel-bird, or Wheeler, the
Nightjar.

7. Something, as a vehicle, a boat, etc. furnished

with a wheel or wheels : chiefly in compounds, as

P'our-wheeler, Sternwheeler, etc.

1886 A. Watt Electro-Depos. 314 1'he whole bicycle fra-

ternity, who had been accustomed to plain steel or painted
wheelers.

8. ? A nail used in fixing the parts of a wheel.

1873 Iron 1 Feb. 75/1 Nails ..Wrought .. Best Derby
Countersunk Dub deep Wheelers, 3 [lbs.], 2/9.

II. Senses derived from the verb.

9. One who wheels a vehicle, or conveys some-
thing in a wheeled vehicle (esp. a wheelbarrow).
1683 J. Reid Scots GareVner (1907) 55 With wheel-barrows;

three barrows for two wheelers and one filler sometimes
doth well. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. 261/1 Wheeler, is

him that carryeth the Clay from the Pit, to the Moulding
Board foot. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. Hi. 24 The younger
boys worked as wheelers or pickers on the bank-tops. 1884
C. T. Davis Bricks, Tiles etc. (1889) 131 The wheeler
gathers the stones and hard lumps of clay that have been
thrown out .. and wheels them to some out of the way
place.

flO. One of a series of projecting stones in a
battlement : see quot. Obs. rare.

1688 Holme Armoury m. 470-2 A Tower with a plain
Battlement; that is, the Battlement is not made with
Wheelers and Kneelers, but is streight, and even in the
AValk of the Wall. Ibid. 472/1 (Terms of the Fractable on
a Gable end) A Wheeler, are wrought stones that ly levell

and streight, yet make outward Angles when other stones

are ioyned to them.

11. Mil. The man at the outermost end of the

rank in wheeling.
1798 Sir W. Young Instr. Armed Yeom. 13 The man on

the other Flank, or Wheeler, will move round square, to

Dress by the Pivot Man.

12. One who turns so as to face another way

;

fig. one w*ho changes his opinion or attitude, a

turncoat, a ' weathercock '.

1836 Tait's Mag. III. 40 He. . is one of the most notorious

wheelers in Parliament.

13. One who rides a bicycle or tricycle, a cyclist.

colloq. 1897 Babr^re & Leland Diet. Slang.

Wheelerite (hwf larait). Min. [Named from

Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, of the U. S. Army: see

-ite 1
.] A yellowish fossil resin occurring in lig-

nite in the cretaceous strata of New Mexico.

1874 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. in. VII. 571.

Wheelery (hwrlari). rare. [f. Wheel v. 4-

-Eiu\] Wheeling, circumgyration.
1847 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 111. Truants^ With curlings

and twistings, and twirls and wheeleries.

Wheel-house.
1. A structure enclosing a large wheel, e.g. a

water-wheel ; spec, a house or superstructure con-

taining the steering-wheel, a pilot-house ; also, the

paddle-box of a steam-boat.
1850 B. Taylor Eldorado i. (1S62) 3 On the morning of

July 5th, 1 took a station on the wheel-house. 1883 Gres-
lky Gloss. Coal-Mining 285. 1892 J. S. Fletcher IVhen
Chas. I was King (1896) 26 The mill at Wentbi idge, where
the stream was pouring through the wheel-house like a
cataract.

2. A building in which cart-wheels are stored.

1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 472 The wheel-house under
the barn, 25 feet square.

Wheeling (hwrlirj), vbl. sb. [f. Wheel v. +
-ing !.] The action of the verb Wheel, in various

senses.

a. Turning or revolution about an axis or centrej ro-
j

tation. Ahofig. b. Mil. (See Wheels. 3.) Also Attrib.

C. A turning aside or in a different direction, deviation ; also
j

fig. d. Motion (or transf. extension) in a circle or curve ;
{

circling, circuitous movement ; also fig. e. Conveyance
of something in a wheelbarrow or the like; travelling in

|

a wheeled vehicle, or (colloq.) on a bicycle or tricycle.
|

Also attrib. f. Furnishing or fitting with a wheel or
|

wheels. g. Needlework. The making or working of
j

'wheels': see Wheel sb. 8(a); attrib. as in wheeling
stitch, yam, etc. fh. Torturing or 'breaking' on awheel.
Obs. i. The process of shaping or forming something by
means of a wheel ; in quots. attrib.

a. 1483 Earl Rivers Ball. 6 in Ritson Anc. Songs (1877)

150 This world being Of such whelyng Me contrarieng. 1587
(Jolding De Momay xiii. 223 The wheelings about of the

Skye. 1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 269
As the firmament is still mouing and working, so vncessant

is the wheeling and rolling on of our braines. a 1680 Butlf.r

Rem. (1759) I. 318 All Rotations and Wheelings cause a
kind of Giddiness in the Brain. 1773 Mrs. Grant Lett.fr.

Mount. (1807) I. xiii. 105 The ' boiling ' and ' wheeling of

the waters below.
b. 1623 ' Jack Dawe* Vox Graculi 38 What wheelings,

what windings, what summoning to parlees. 1625 Mark-
ham Souldiers Accid. 22 Wheeling (as by conversion or

turning to either hand). 1796 Instr. % Reg. Cavalry (1813)

15 In division Wheelings the whole keep closed lightly

towards the hand they wheel to, and must avoid pressing

the pivot man off his ground. 1832 Pi-op. Rcgul. Instr.

Cavalry 11. 10 Wheeling should at first be practised in

single rank. 1833 Rcgul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 20 The Wheel-
ing Step, or March, is 120 steps of 30 inches each, or 300

feet in a minute. X894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 236/1 The
wheelings and dress are fully equal to the best regular

regiments.

c. a 1660 Contempt Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I. 182

Hisunconstant whilingesto Ormond. (11711 Ken Anodynes
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 431, I sooner cou'd of shifting Wind,
The Rise, Recess, and Wheelings find, Than of my heart

detect the Wiles.

d. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 24 After all this wheeling
about, we are not a step further than we were. 1789 J.

Williams Min. Kingd. I. 15 A different dip or declivity of

the strata, which is occasioned by the waving and wheeling

of the strata. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xvi. 101

We had been watching the wheelings and flittings of a flock

of prairie hens. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. per. xxx, The
hovering and wheeling of Grandcourt's caprice.

e. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 113 When stones

can be got within a wheeling distance, or about sixty or

seventy yards. 188a Prospectus Cycle Touring Club, The
encouragement of all that is admirable in the art of wheel-

ing. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 727/2 Travelling in the

saddle was. .a necessity, wheeling is now everywhere easy.

f. 1661 in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 33+
Stocking and wheeling of the same [sc. bells]. 1875 Carpentry

<r Join. 120 Far more suitable for amateurs than building

or ' wheeling' as it is termed. 1898 Daily News 21 Feb.

6/5 The gearing and wheeling of the cars.

g. 1808 Jamieson, Wheclin, coarse worsted. 1862 Catal.

Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4032, Fingering, lambs-wool,

and wheeling hosiery. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 29

Wheeling yarn.

h. 1611 Cohyat Crudities 388 The fifth and last punish-

ment is wheeling, which is onely for murderers.

i. 1882 Standard 16 Sept. 8 2 Brickmakers'^ plant and

stock, comprising . . iron wheeling plates. 1884 B'ham Daily

Post 23 Feb. 2/4 Tin and Iron-plate workers, &c...Wireing,

S wagi ng and Wheeling Machines.

Wheeling (hwrlin), ppl a. [f. Wheel v. +
-IMG 2

.] That wheels, in various senses.

a. Turning like a wheel ; revolving about an axis; rotat-

ing, rolling, whirling, swirling. Also fig. of a recurring or

'revolving* period of time. b. Mil. (See Wheel v. 3.)

Wheeling fiank, the outward flank jn wheeling, which

describes the largest curve. c. Turning round or aside;

changing direction, d. Moving, or executed as a move-

ment, in a circle or similar curve; circling, tin fust

quot., wandering about, roving, e. Moving on wheels.

a. 1628 Milton Vac. Exerc. 34 Where the deep trans-

?orted mind may soare Above the wheeling poles. 1635 '-

oxe N.-W. Fox 187 Wheeling streames like edie tides.

1636 W. Cartwright Royal Slave v. ii, Hemm'd in 00

every side With Beauties, which his wheeling eye runs o're

All in a Minute. 1725 Ramsav Gentle S/uph. iv. ii, With
Patience then I'll wait eacli wheeling Year. 1742 Young
Nt. Th. IX. 1274 What arm Almighty put these wheeling

globes In motion? 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiii, The deep

and wheeling stream of the river.

b. 1796 Instr. $ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 41 An officer or under

officer from the wheeling flank.. of each squadron. 1833

Reg. Instr. Cavalry 1. 23 The outward wheeling man.,

lengthens his step.

c. 1716 Pope I Had v. 53 As he to Flight his wheeling Car

addrest. a 1769 Falconer Shipwr. in. 388 The pilots. Still

with the wheeling stern their force repel. 1882 'Outda*
Bimbi vi. 186 He endeavoured to soothe his fretting and
wheeling beast.

d. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 137 Tying her Dutie, Beautie,

Wit, and Fortuneslnan extrauagant,and wheeling Stranger.

1650 Hulwer Anthropomet. 263 We are faine to use a
wheeling-stride, and go as it were in orbe. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. iv. 803 Dark as a Cloud they make a wheeling
Flight. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 487 Happy he who
tops the wheeling chase. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. in. 93
Around whose eyes glared wheeling flames. 1827 Keble
Chr. V., 20th Sunday after Trin., The wheeling kite's wild

solitary cry. 1905 Treves Other Side ofLantern 11. xxii.

142 Pigeons sweep round this square in wheeling flocks.

e. 1596 Sir J. Davies Orchestra cxv, A wheeling Cart.

1637 Whiting Albino <$ Bellama 21 Goe harnesse straight

my wheeling chaire. 1773 Lady Mary Coke Jrnl. 22 Aug.
(1896) IV. 225 He was placed in a wheeling chair, as he has

not the use of his legs. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 907/2
A new stretcher, which could be used either as a light

portable or as a wheeling stretcher.

Hence Whee lingly adv. on wheels, rare.

161 1 Florio, A ru6ta
y
wheelingly.

Wheelless (hwrl|Us), a. [f. Wheel sb. +
-less.] Without a wheel or wheels ; having no

wheels ; not adapted to wheeled vehicles.

1824 Miss Ferrier Inher. xxvii, The carpet . . was . . strewed

with headless dolls, tailless horses, wheelless carts. 1848

Dickens Dombey xxxvii, Withers.. stood upright.. behind

her wheel-less chair at dinner-time. 1897 Q. Rev. Oct. 470
In many a rollicking expedition in wheelless Liddesdale.

Whee'1-lock. [f. Wheel sb. + Lock sb.%]

1. A form of gun-lock in which the powder was

fired by the friction of a small wheel (wound up

with a spring) against a piece of iron pyrites.

Also attrib.

1670 Cotton Espernon 1. iv. 181 The wheel-lock of a Pistol,

ready woundup. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.yi These., have been

much used for Carabines and Pistols, whil'st Wheel-locks

were in fashion. 1821 Edgeworth Mem. (ed.2) I. 279

Guns, ..some with old match-locks, ..and others with wheel-

locks. i860 Hewitt Anc. Armour III. 589 Their [sc.

German Reiters' or pistoliers'] characteristic arm, the wheel-

lock pistol. 1904 Tvlor Anthropol. i. 17 The match-lock

led up to the wheel-lock, and that again to the flint-lock

musket.

2. A form of letter-lock (see Letter sb. 1 8) with

a series of wheels or disks upon the edges of which

the letters were inscribed.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
3. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Wheel-lock, a wagon-lock, to

retard the revolution of the wheels in descending a hill.

Wheelman (hwrlm&n). PI. -men. Also

wheelsman, [f. Wheel sb. + Max sb. 1]

1. A man who attends to a wheel in some piece

of mechanism ; U. S. a helmsman.
1885 Harpers Mag. Mar. 643/1 The .. wheelsman .. tries to

entice her up to his pilot-box, which towers above the vessel.

1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 72.

2. A man who rides a bicycle or tricycle ; a male

cyclist, colloq.

1881 Tribune (N. Y.) 5 Apr., An enthusiastic wheelman of

Boston had not up to January 1, missed but one day riding

on his ' steely steed ' since the winter season commenced.

1887 Morning Post 8 Apr., A reconnaissance can be carried

out more quickly.. by wheelmen than by horsemen.

So Whee Twoman, a female cyclist.

1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 5 Sept. 11/2 Wheelmen and wheel-

women.

Wheelwork (hwrlwwk). [f. Wheel sb. +
Wokk sb.] A set of connected wheels forming

part of a machine or mechanical contrivance.

1670 Evelyn Sylva xxiii. (ed. 2) 115 The Cornel-tree, .is

exceedingly commended for its duiablenesse, and use in

Wheel-work, Pinns, and Wedges. 177a C. Hutton Bridges

99 Pile Driver, is an engine for driving down the piles. ..It

is worked.. either with or without wheel work. 1825 J.

Nicholson Oper. Mech. 347 These spindles are connected

with wheel-wurk. 1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. IV. 29 This

axle, by the aid of intervening wheet-work, is set into

rotation.

b. Applied to the trochal apparatus of a. rotifer

or wheel-animalcule.
1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) I. 448/2 The most remarkable

1 art of this animalcule is its wheel-work.

Wheelwright (hwrhsit). Forms: seeWheel
sb. and Wright.
1. A man who makes wheels and wheeled vehicles.

1281 Pat. 9 Edw. I m. 22 d. in 50th Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec.

22 Richard le Whelwryht. 148* Howard Househ. Bks.

(Roxb.) 198 To the whele wryte of Boxford for exyng of a

carte v.d. 1483 Cath. Angl. 415/2 A Whele wryght, rotanus.

1523-34 Fnzur.RB. Husb. § 134 If there be asshes in it, [I

n.ivise thee] to sell-. the gret asshes to whele-wryghtes.

1534 Nottingham Rec. Ill- 373 Thomas Hobe.-the qwyl-

wryght. 1662 in Proc. Suffolk Inst. Archaeol. (1883) VI. 90

To Jno Blomfield Whealewright as by his bill, 01 05 00.

1709 Monthly Rev. XXX. 486 They carry with them only

their best wood for spars and wheelwright's work. 1866

Gko. Eliot F. Holt Introd., The wheelwright putting the

last touch to a blue cart with red wheels.

f2. One who works nt or turns a wheel : apphed

to Fortune (cf. Wheel sb. n a). Obs,

a 1300 Poem on Fortune v. in Ret. Ant. II. 8 A wifman of

so much my^th, So wonder a whelwry3th, Sey I nevere with

sy^th. C1420 Antnrs of Arth. xxi. (Thornton MS.) False

fortune in fyghte, That wondirfulle whele wryghte.

Hence WheeTwri: girting, the business of a

wheelwright ; the making of wheels and wheeled

vehicles.
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1894 Review of Rev. Apr. 441/2 Wheel.wrighting also

grows of necessity out of the making and care of the wagons
and other vehicles of the farm,

Wheely (hwrli), a. rare. [f. Wheel sb. +
-Y *.] Of or pertaining to a wheel.
c 1626 Bosworth Arcadius <$ Sepka r. 957 Fortune (whose

continual wheely force Keeps constant course). 1708 J.
Philips Cyder n. 80 To exercise the pointed Steel On the
hard Rock, and give a wheely Form, To the expected
Grinder.

Wheem(e, dial, forms of Queme a.

Wheen (hwfn), a, and sb, Sc. and north, dial,

Forms : 4-5 quheine, qwheyn(e, 4-6 quheyn(e,
-en(e, (5 qwhayne, 7 whein, wheene, 9 whean),
7-9 whin, 7- wheen. [Represents OE. kwhie
{hwmiej hwkne) in some degree, somewhat, in-

strumental case of hwdn Whon = (a) few, the
meanings of which it took over in ME.]
1. Few, not many.
1375 Barbour Bruce n. 244 Thocht thai war qwheyn, thai

war worthy. Ibid. xi. 605 Quhenar be full fer war thai
Than thair fayis. c 1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) n. 2283
pe quheyne folk bat ware Liffand. 1513 Douglas sEneis
1. iii. 43 On the huge deip quhen salaris did appear. 1557
Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 303 Within thir quheyne last

immediat yeirts. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s.v., Aa hevn't
seen him these wheen days.
absol. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Nt'nian) 921 pe best part

of bairn ves slane, &.. quheine eschapit. C1425 Wyntoun
Cron. iv. vii, 740 Qwhayne had toyme bar aynde to draw.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems xiv. 14 So quhene the Psalme and
Testament to reid Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

2. A wheen {of), a few : in recent use = a ' good
few', a fair number.
1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 368 The king. .With a quheyn

[Edin. MS. quhone] lik poueral^e, Vencust him vith a gret
men5e. 1313 Douglas Mneis 111, vi. 45 Of mony wordis,
schortlie, a quhene sail I Declair. 1680 in Proc. Soc.Antig.
Scot. XLV. 237 A wheen of.. canny wise professors. Ibid.
241 A whin knaves. 1682 Pf.df.n Lord's Trumpet 20 O sirs !

Christ had a whein noble worthies in Scotland. 1814 Scott
Wav. Ixv, What use has my father for a whin bits o' scarted
paper? 1816 — Antiq. xxiv, There will be a wheen idle
gowks coming to glower at the hole as lang as it is day-
fight. x886 Stevenson Kidnapped iii. 23, I wouldnae
like the Balfours to be humbled before a wheen Hieland
Campbells. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. w. Gr. Shutters 71
' Have the carriers a big load?' 'Andy has just a wheen
parcels, but Elshie's as fu' as he can haud. 1

3. A wheen as advb. phr. : A little, somewhat.
1869 C. Gibbon Robin Gray x, The auld wife's a wheen

better.

Wheen(e, obs. or dial. ff. Queen sb.

1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. v. 4463 pe qweue [MS. Bowes
136 wheene] of Amazons.

Wheen, Wheenard, Wheenge : see Whine,
WlNNARD, WhINGB.
"Whee-oh, -oo. Imitative of the cry of some

birds, of a bullet whistling through the air.

189a Lowndes Causing Sk. 19 The shrill 'whee-oh 1 of
the widgeon. 1915 Chamb. jfml. 5 June 426/1 Whee-00

!

whistled a bullet.. uncomfortably close to my head.
Wheep, sb. [Echoic] A long-drawn sound

of a steel weapon drawn from its sheath.
1891 Kipling Life's Hand., Head Distr. v, The soft

wheep, wheep of unscabbarded knives. 1905 Crockett
Cherry Ribband xlvi, With the long clean wheep of steel
leaving steel, he unsheathed his sword.

Wheep (hw/"p), v, Sc, and north, dial. [Imita-
tive.] = Wheeple v,

1808 Jamieson, To Wheep, 1. To give a sharp whistle at
intervals. 2. To squeak. 1894 A. Reid Sangs ? HeatIterId.

39 The plover wheepit owre the lea.

Wheep, Sc. form of Whip.
Wheeple (hw/~p'l), v, Sc. and north, dial.

[Imitative.] intr. To utter a somewhat protracted
shrill cry, like the curlew or plover ; also, to whistle
feebly {intr. and trans.). So Wheeple sb.

1793 Statist, Ace. Scot. VII, 601 note, I wad na* gie the
wheeple of a wliaup for a the nightingales that ever sang.
1818 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck, Hunt ofEildon v, Like
Kedwings wheepiing through the mist, a 1837 K. Nicoix
Poems (1843) 384 We've a' been heathens—now we pray,
And sing and wheeple. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. w. Gr. Shut-
ters 80 He sometimes wheepled a tune.

Wheer, Wheese, Wheesh, Wheesht,
Wheest, Wheeson : see Where, Weese,
Wheeze, Whish, Whisht, Whist i/tf.i, Whitsun.
Wheetle (hwrt'l), v. Chiefly Sc. [Imitative

:

cf. wheeple.] intr. To whistle shrilly. Also re-

duplicated.

1825 Tamieson, Wheetle, sharp peeping sound made by
young birds. 1849 Cuppi.es Green Haud xvi, A loud clear
wheetle-wheetling note from some curious fowl. 1865 H.
Kingslev Hitlyars ff Burtons 1, Parrots, .who. crowded in
long rows, kissed one another, and wheetled idiotically.

Wheetle, Sc. var. Wheedle.
Wheeze (hwiz), sb, [f. next.]

1. An act of wheezing ; a whistling sound caused
by difficult breathing.
1834 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 477 note, A loud sibilant

or dry sonorous rhoncus, corresponding with the loud
sighing wheeze, audible by the naked ear. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xx, A wheeze very like the cough of a horse. 187a
Calverley Fly Leaves 90 A ladylike sneeze, Or a portly
papa's more elaborate wheeze.

b. trans/, A sound resembling this.

1835 Longf. Outre-Mer, Vill. Auteuil (1886) 55 The last
wheeze of the clarionet died upon my ear. 1880 Swinblink

Stud. Shaks. 220 A somewhat hoarse and reedy wheeze
from the scrannel-pipe of a lesser player than Pan.

c. Phonetics. A whisper (see Whispeh sb.) in-

tensified by further contraction of the glottis.

1890 Sweet Primer ofPhonetics (1902) 12 Wheeze. If we
strongly exaggerate an ordinary whisper, we get that

hoarse, wheezy sound known as the 'wheezing' or 'stage
whisper*.

2. orig. Theatr, slang, A joke or comic gag intro-

duced into the performance of a piece by a clown
or comedian, esp. a comic phrase or saying intro-

duced repeatedly; hence, {gen. slang or colloq.) a
catch phrase constantly repeated ; more widely,

a trick or dodge frequently used ; also, a piece of

special information, a * tip*.

1864 P. Paterson Glimpses Real Life 131 The art of
getting up ' wheezes ' as the clown's jokes are called. 1884
G. Moore Mummer s Wife xiv, Up to the present, only
one 'wheeze' had been found. 1885 Longm. Mag. Nov.
18 He [sc. the comedian], .would, for a quarter of an hour
together, improvise ' wheezes ' to keep the house in a roar.

1890 Spectator 17 May 69B/2 The now hackneyed wheeze,
'A sudden thought strikes me, let us swear eternal friend-

ship,' is taken from ' The Rovers '. 1903 Blackiv. Mag.
Oct. 534/1 He is now wisely convinced that this wheeze is

played out. 1906 Daily Chron. 30 Aug. 2/6 Someone pave
the defendant the wheeze, igio Dundee Adv. 2 July 6 The
old wheeze about one touch of nature making the whole
world kin.

Wheeze (hw/z), v. Forms : 5 whose, 6
whiese, wease, 6-8 whease, wheese, 6-9
wheaze, 8 wheez, 7- wheeze, [prob. a. ON.
hvpssa to hiss (MSw., Sw. hv&sa, Da. hvzesc).

(There is no connexion with OE. Jnoosan, 3rd pers.

pres. ind. hwist, pa.t. hwios to cough, dial.HoosE.)]

1. intr. To breathe hard with a whistling sound
from dryness or obstruction in the throat, as in

asthma.
C1460 Tmvneley Myst. xvi. 472, I lagh that I whese.

1538, etc. [see Wheezing vbl.sb. and ppl.a.]. ci6n Chat-
man Iliad xv. 222 Not stretcht upon his bed, Nor wheasing
with a stopt-up spirit. 1648 Winvard Mids.-Moon 6 Hee '1

shortly be a Baptist without a voice, and wheases already,
as if he fed on nothing but Locusts and Grashoppers. 1679
Dkyden Trail, fy Cress. I. i, Tickling his spleen, and laugh-
ing till he wheeze. 1684 Southerns Disappointm. 11. i, I

must laugh at him; not sooth him in his vanity, nor tickle

him, till he wheeze. 1697 R. Peirce Bath Mem. u. ii. 278
She. .wheesed, as they vulgarly term it here, when the
Windpipe makes a Noise in breathing. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. VII. ix, Wheezing as he went with corpulency
and terror. 1869 Trolloi>e He knew, etc. Ii. (1878) 281 'I'm
not a bit afraid to die ', said the old woman, wheezing. 1875
Whyte-Melville Katerfelto xiv, He chatted, he chuckled,
he coughed and wheezed, and told his stories.

b, trans/. To make a similar sound.
1854 G. W. Curtis Potiphar Papers iv. (1866) 127 That

elegant youth has pumped life dry, and now the pump only
wheezes. 1895 S. Crane Red Badge v, Like a firework...
It wheezed and banged with a mighty power.

2. trans. To utter with a sound of wheezing.
1849 Lever Con Cregan xiv, 'If you'll look in that glass

yonder, which is opposite the mirror, you'll soon see I'

wheezed out the old man, maliciously. 1880 P. Ludlow Nick
Hardy at Coll. vi, A hand-organ grinder, .began to wheeze
forth the entrancing strains of ' Old Dog Tray '. 1905 A. '1'.

Sheppard Red Cravat in. x. 362 A barrack clock, wheezing
out the hour. 1905 F. Young Sands Pleas. 11. vii, Listening
to the strain of Dies Irae wheezed out on an old harmonium.
3. Comb., as wheeze-belly used attrib.

1728 Vanbr. & Cibber Prov. Husb. 1. i, We were in hopes
to ha' come Yesterday, an' it had no' been that th' owld
Wheaze-helly Horse tyr'd.

Wheeze, obs. form of Weese, to ooze.

Wheezer {hwi-zzi). [f. Wheeze v. + -er 1
.]

One who wheezes ; esp. a broken-winded horse.

1831 Youatt Horse x. 106 The Wheezer utters a sound
not unlike that of an asthmatic person when a little hurried.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 227.

transf 1915 Btackw. Mag. Aug. 259/1 Beastly cold on
top of this old wheezer [sc. omnibus}.

Wheezing {hwrzir})
}
vbt. sb. [f. Wheeze v. -t-

-ing y The action of the verb Wheeze.
1538 Elvot Addit., Asthma.. a. sycknesse, where onemaye

not fetche his wynde but with moche difficultie, with weas*
ynge (1565 Cooper wheesing] of the breast. x576[T.TwyneJ
Schootem. 1. xxviii. Diij b, Cresses, .dense the Lunges, and
take away the wheesing. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 178
Coughs, Wheesings, Shortness of Breath. 1758 Phil. Trans.
L. 572 She had a frequent and severe cough, with great
shortness of breath and a wheezing, 1848 Dickens Dombey
xxvi.The Major.. fell into a fit of wheezing. 1898 Allbutt

s

Syst. Med. V. 283 In the treatment of the attacks of wheez-
ing, so often met with in emphysema.
transf. 1862 Smiles Engineers HI. 9 The working of a
Newcomen engine is.. accompanied by an extraordinary
amoun t of wheezing, sighing, creaking, and bumping.

Wheezing (hwrzirj), ppl. a . [f. Wheeze v. +
-ing

'^.J
That wheezes ; characterized by wheezing.

1560 Googe tr. Palingenius* Zodiac in. (1561) F iv, Heare
soundes with wheasyng noyse, The boxen shalme. 16..
MmoLKTON, etc. Old Law 11. ii, A cough o' the lungs, or
say a wheezing matter. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. in. 745
The wheasing Swine With Coughs is choak'd. 1730 Swift
Panegyr. Dean 278 Wheezing asthma, loth to stir. 1874
Lisi.g Carr Judith Gwynne i, The. .dismal droning of the
wheezing old organ. 1905 Treves Other Side Lant. 11. xii.

90, I entered the hallowed town in a wheezing carriage.

Hence Whee'zingly adv.
1886 Homilet. Rev. (U. S.) Nov. 412 Wheezingly saying to

himself in secret, ' Soul, be of good cheer '. 1895 Zangwill
Master XL ix. 233 He laughed wheezingly.

Wheezle (hwrzT), v. Chiefly Sc. and north,

dial. Also 8-9 wheazle, whaizle, 9 wha(i)sle,
wheasle, wheezel, whazle, whozzle, etc. [f.

Wheeze v. + -LB.] intr. To wheeze. Hence
Whee-zlirjg vhl. sb. and ppl. a.

1779 Mirror No. 40 r 3 One of your damnation apoplectics
kili'd him in the chucking of a bumper; you could «c;uue
have heard him wheazle ! 1786 ISuhns Auld Farmer's
Saint. Mare x, But sax Scotch miles thou try't their mettle,

An' gart them whaizle. 1808 Maynb Siller Gun 11. x.\ii,

Tho' whozzling sair and cnippen down Auld Saunders
seem'd. 1839 Whistle- Binkie Ser. 1. 83 Gin the win' were
out o'yourwhaisling hauze, I'd marry again and be voygie, O.
x88o Antrim fy Down Gloss, s.v. Wasslin', Do you hear
the chile wasslin' in his chest?

So Wheezle sb., a wheeze.
1822 Hogg Perils ofMan II. 346 My voice went away to

a perfect wheezle. 1825 Bhockett N. C. Gloss., Whazle,
a n in dication of asthma.

Wheezy (hwfzi), a. [f. Wheeze + -y 1
.]

Characterized by wheezing; resembling a wheeze.
1818 Keats To a Cat 10 The wheezy asthma. 1822 Goon

Study Med. I. 466 Many persons have a thick or uheezy
respiration. 1843 Thackekav Fit z- l^oodWs Corf, Ottilia
ii, The Chancellor is.. too fat and wheezy to preside at the
Privy Council. 1892 ' F. Anstey ' Voces Pop. Ser. 11. 13 A
couple of Matrons converse in wheezy whispers.

b. trans/. Making a wheezing sound.
1847 Thacki:rav Love Songs, Cane-bottomcd Chair, The

rickety, ramshackle, wheezy spinet. 1859 H. Kingslev G.
Hamlyn xii, A lean, wheezy old clock. 1889 Jkrome Three
Men in Boat ix, The strains of 'He's got 'em on ', jerked
..out of a wheezy accordion.

Hence Wliee -zily adv. , "Wlice ziness.
1884 Punch 27 Dec. 306/2 Breath that comes not wheezily.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med.V. 2S8 More or less wheeziness
and constriction of the chest.

Wheft, valiant of Waft sb.1

Whefyll, obs. form of Wheel.
Whegh, var. Wie, wy, man.
Wheill, obs. form of Wheel.
Whein,Wheint, obs. dial.ff. Quean, Quaint a.

Wheire, obs. form of Choih, quire.
1528 Test, libor. (Surtees) V. 248 In the hie wheire of ouie

Blisside Ladie in the pariche church of Kllughton.

Wheiaht, Wheit, Wheither : see Whisht,
Weight sb:1 , Whet, Whether.
"\yhel, whele, obs. forms of Weel, Wheal,
Wheel, While.
Whelk 1 (hwclk). Forms: a. 1 wioloc, wiloc,

wyloe, (2 wilque), 4-5 wylke, 4-S wilke, 5-9
wilk. p. 7-9whilk. 7. 1 weoloc,-uc, (2 welche),
2-7 welke, 4-7 welk, 6 wealk. 5. 5-6 whelke,
7- whelk, c. 5 wolke, 5-6 walke. [OE. 7violoc,

tceoloc = WFlem. ivillok, 7£'»//^'(whence OF. willo)\

of obscure origin. The unetymological spelling with

wh begins in the 15th cent.] A marine gastropod
mollusc of the genus Buccinum

}
having a turbinate

shell, esp. B, undatutn, common on the European
and North American coasts, much used for food.
Also applied, esp wilh qualifying word, to molluscs of allied

genera, as the hairy or ribbon whelks of the genera Fulgnr
and Sycoljpus, the red whelk (Chrysodomus antiouus),
the rough whelk (Urosalpinx ciucrea), the Dog-whelk of
the genus Nassa ; see also quots.

c C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 865 Coccum, wioloc,

c 875 Erfurt Gloss. 267 Coc[h]lcas, uuylocas. 1311-13 Dur-
ham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 10 In lempetis, Wylkes. < 1425
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 642/6 Hec tortuga, wylke, 1500-20
Dunbar Poems lxxxii. 24 At your hie Croce,. .thair is bot
crudis and milk; And at }our Trone bot cokill and wilk.

1565 Googe tr. Palingenius* Zodiac vn. Aaj, Scallops of
the baye, And Wilks, & Irchin eke. 1624 Cai'T. J. Smith
Virginia v. 180 One. .hid himselfe in the Woods, and liued

onely on Wilkes and land Crabs. 178a P. H. Bruce Mem.
xii. 424 Their shell-fish are conques, peniwinkles, coneys,
sogers, wilkes, etc. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Greenwich
Fair, Divers specimens of a species of snail {wilks, we think
they are called). 184 1 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk III.

232 Searching for. .wilks, periwinkles, and other shellfish.

&. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 1E2 Cochleae, Sea-Snails,
Whilks, or Porwinkles, & Periwinkles. 1713 Tyldesley
Diary

_ {1875) 70. Cos Tom Carus and his lady supd with us
on whilkes in the shell. 1773 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale
30 Sept., Muscles and whilks in their natural state. 1823
K. Moor Suffolk Words, Whilk or Whelk.
y. e 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. i. (1890) 26 Her beoft swyhe

^enihtsume weolocas, of bam bid £eweorht se weolocreada
tadgh. c 1050 in Wr.-Wulcker 293/25 Coclea, weoluc.

C1170 Marie de France Fables xii. 3 Une welke \v.rr.

welche, wilque] truva entiere. 1290 in Atchaeotogia XV.
352 Pro ij lampred' iij* pro welkes vi rt

. 13.. Liber Albus
(Rolls) I, 244 Oysters, welkes, mnskeles ou soeL 1339
Little Red Bk. Bristol (1000) II. 23/1 De anguillis, ostnis,

conchiris, welkes, floundris et aliis quibuscunque minutis

piscibus venabbus. c 1420 Liber Coeorum (1862) 17 Take
welkes and wassbe fayre. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 237

The shelles of certeyne great welkes. 1606 N. BJaxterJ

Sydney's Onrauia D 1 b, There growen the Scallop, Cockle,

Welke, and Oyster. 16&8 Wilkins Real Char. 11. v. § 7. 120,

S. 14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wvilcker 625 Whelke, concha.

1583 in Feuillerat Rrscls Q. Eiiz. (1908) 361 For mendinge

of iiij whelkes shelles and Couloringe them. 1655 Moi-eet

ft ISknnet Health's Improv. 164 Perwinckles or Whelks,

are nothing but sea-snails, feeding upon the finest mud of

the shore and the best weeds, c 1711 Peiiver Gazephyl. viii.

77 Limington Bottle Whelk. 1815 S. Brookes Conchol. 202

Strombus Lucifer, Spiked Whelk. 186a Macm. Mag. Oct.

503 The whelks, clams,.. and occasionally the crabs, are

used by the fishermen as bait for their white fish lines. 1874

A. H. Markham Whaling Cruise \\. 19 By way of supper I

was initiated into the mysteries of ' whelks '.



WHELK. 22 WHELP.
<. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 23 Take Walkys an sethe in I

Ale. 1444 Maldou, Essex Crt.-rolls Bundle 26 No. 1 b ;

(MS.) Vendidit in mercato pisces fetentes,. viz. wolkis. 1589
Rider Bibl. Schol. I. 1724 A walke, or wrinkle, turbo.

f b. The shell of this mollusc, or a representa-

tion of it. Obs.

157S Laneham Let. (1907) 52 Tunneyz, Conchs, & wealks :

all cngrauen by exquisit deuize and skill. 1605 Jonson
Masques, Of Blackne-se Wks. (1616) 894 Torcli-bearers.

.

all hauing their lights burning out of whelks, or murcx shells,

t c. A structure resembling a whelk-shell ; a

tcstudo. Obs.
1408-9 tr. Vegelius' De Re Milil. tv. xiv. (Roy. MS. 18 A.

XII) If. 105 The gynne that is clepede the snayle or the

welke.

d. attrib. and Comb., as whelk-boat, -man, -pot

(Pot sbA 5 b), -shell, -snail, -stall, -tribe ; whelk-

like, -shaped ndis. ; whelk-tingle, the Dog-whelk.
1419 Liber Albiis (Rolls) I. 313 Item, quantum dabit

"welkbot de v tandles. 1900 Daily News 17 Aug. 7/1 Two
fishermen went off in a whelk boat. 1861 P. P. Carpenter
in Rep. Smithsonian lust, i860, 180 A "whelk-like denti-

tion. 1851 MayhBW Lond. Labour I. 163/2 The *whelkmen,
who are the biggest rogues in Billingsgate. 1883 Fisheries

Exhib. Catal. 10 Set of * Whelk Pots with Gear. 1861 P. P.

Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 1860, 185 One group
..in which the shell is thin and 'whelk-shaped. £725
Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 530 Conouilium, *wiloc seel.

c 1440 Astrou. Cat. (MS. Ashm. 391), Capricorne bat is be

•signe of a goot in a welke shelle. 1681 Grew Musxuiu 1.

vl. i. 131 'Tis usual to give Drink to Children that have the

Chin-Cough, out of a Wilk-shell. 1891 Science-Gossip

XXVII. 71 The hermit crab.. which always lives in empty
whelk shells. 1681 Grew Musxum I. VI. i. 131 The 'Wilk-

Snail winding, from the Mouth towards the right Hand.
1842 Punch III. 74/2 The adjacent 'whelk-stall. 1882

Standard 26 Sept. 22 The dog-whelk or ' "whelk tingle '.
:

1835 Kirby llab. <y Inst. Anim. \. ix. 279 The Buccinidan
or 'Whelk tribe.

Whelk- (hwelk). Forms: I hwylea, 4-7
whelke, 5 qwselke, 5-6 welke, 6 whealke, 8-9

welk, 9 dial. w;h)ilk, 5- whelk. [Late OE.
(\VS.) hwylea, prob. for *hweka (cf. late hwylp
for hwelp), !. hwelian Wheal v.1 For the forma-

tion cf. swelca swelling, f. swellan to swell.]

1. A pustule, pimple; = Wheal si.1

ciooo ./Elfric Gloss, ill Wr.-Wiilcker 161/17 Uarix, '

cwydele, uel hwylea. c 1386 Chaucer I'rol. 632 Ne oyne-

ment that wolde dense and byte, That hym myghte helpen

of the whelkes white. 1388 Wyclip Lev. xiv. 56 This is the

lawe of al lepre. .and of litle whelkis [1382 bleynes ; Vulg.

papularum] brekynge out. 1398 TrEvisa Earth. De P. R.
VII. lxiv. (1495) sj b/a In the face hen redde pymples 8;

# whelkes, out of whom ofte renne blood & matere. c 1400

Laufranc's Cirurg. 241 Obtolmia is clepid a whit' Welke or

a reed poynt'. 1545 Ravnai.de Byrik Mankynde 116

Whelkes or bladders on the body. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in.

vi. 108 His face is all bubukles and whelkes, and knobs, and

flames a fire. 161a Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (165-,) 198

If the patient sick of the Collick have certaine small whelks

or pushes arising upon his belly. 163a tr. Bruels Praxis

Med. 398 Purple colour spots, or else little whelks arise.

1865 R. Hunt Pop. Rom. II'. Eng. Ser. 11. 240 Those little

gatherings which occur on the eye-lids of children, locally

called ' wilks '.

Comb. 1585 Higtns Junius' Nomencl. 72/2 Mordella,..

a whelke flie, or blister fiie.

2. Used by confusion for Weal sb.1, Wale sb>
a 1761 Cawthorn Poems, Wit 9f Learn. (1771) 153 I'll lay

thee, miscreant 1 on my knee, And print such welks thy

naked seat on. 1791 Cowper Iliati xxm. 894 And on their

flanks and shoulders, red The whelks arose, a 1825 Foeby
Voc. E. Auglia, IVclk, welt, .to give a sound beating, which
is likely to raise weals, welks, or welts. 1870 Bryant Homer
I. 11. 47 A bloody whelk Rose where the golden sceptre fell.

Whelked, welked (hwelkt, welkt), ppl.a.

Also 7 welkt, welk't, wealked. [f. Whelk 1 + ,

-ED 2
.]

1. Formed like a whelk ; twisted, convoluted, or

ridged like the shell of a whelk.
a 1560 Piiaer /Eneidx. (1562) Gg j h, HimTriton combrous

bare that galeon blew w* whelkid shell [orig. concha}. 1567

Golding OvieCs Met. v. 61 b, With crooked welked [orig.

recurvis] homes that inward still doe terue. 1605 Shaks.

Lear IV. vi. 71 Homes wealk'd [Qos. welkt, Welk't], and
waued like the enraged [Qos. enridged] Sea. 1687 [R.

Niccols] Beggers Ape A 4, He with.. shaggy beard And
welked homes so Satir-like appeard. 1876 A. S. Palmer
Leaves Word-Hunter's Note-Bk. iv. 73 Look up at its

[sc. the tree's) towering expanse of branches, observe its

whelked and furrowed bole.

2. Marked with ridges on the flesh, waled, wealed

:

cf. Whelk 2 2. (Sometimes as pa. pple. of an

assumed verb *welk : see also below.)

1787 Gay Fables l. xliv, The smacking lash he smartly

plies; His ribs all welk'd, with howling tone The puppy
thus exprest his moan. 181a W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.

XXXIV. 235 Stripes from the fiend attain her heart, And the

whelk'dbosomscar. l8a8 Score F.M. PerthxxW, The labour

of their welked hands. 1829 — Anne o/G. xxx. My hand has

been too much welk'd and hardened by practice of the bow.

If In the following Scott uses welk as an intr.

verb (? = rise in ridges) in the collocation welk

and wave based on a misunderstanding of Shaks.

Lear IV. vi. 71, which he echoes directly in quot.

1827.
1821 Scott Pirate ii, The. .boatmen saw the horns of the

monstrous leviathan welking and waving amidst wreaths or

mist. 1827 — Napoleon I. viii. 331 Looking out upon

the tumultuary sea of pikes, agitated by the fifty thousand

hands, as they rose and sunk, welked and waved.

tWhe'lky, a- 1 Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Whelk 1 I

+ -Y 1
.] Formed in a shell.

1591 Spenser I'irg. Gnat 105 Ne ought the whelky pearles

[orig. couchea bncca] esteemeth hee, Which are from Indian

seas bruught far away.

Whelky (hwe-lki),a.2 rare. [f.WnELR2 + -yl.]

Pimply.
1845 S. Judd Margaret 1, xvii, His shining bald pate and

whelky red face streaming with moisture.

Whell(e: see Quell ».', Wheel, While.
Whelm (hwelm), sb. Also 6 whealme, 6-7
whelme. [f. Whelm t».]

1. A wooden drain-pipe : orig. a tree-trunk halved

vertically, hollowed, and ' whelmed down ' or

turned with the concavity downwards to form an

arched watercourse. Now dial.

c 1576 in Catal. Archives A 11 Souls' Coll. (1877) 37 Quidam
truncus vocatus a whelme. 1584 Crt.-roll Wormingford,
Essex (MS.), Cursus aquae vocat. The whealme est in

decasu. 1613 Ibid., [To place) suflicientem truncam (Anglice

a whelme) in regia via. 1797 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 157,

I strongly recommend these carrier ditches tobeopen, though
at the expence of a whelm at the bottom of a field where a

cart-way is necessary. 1833 E. Moor Suffolk Words 478.

2. The overwhelming surge of waters, poet.

1842 Blactew. Mag. LII. 287 Dark yawn'd a cleft in the

midst of the whelm. 1888 Swinburne Armada vi. iii. Poems
1904 III. 203 They sink in the whelm of the waters.

Whelm (hwelm), v. Forms: 3-5 quelm, 4
welme, 4-7 whelme, 5-6 Sc. quhelm, 8-9

'whelm, 5- whelm; 9 dial, whalm, whawm,
welm. Also Whemmel. [? representing OE.
*hwelman, parallel to *hwelfan Whelve.]

+ 1, intr. To overturn, capsize. Obs.

In second quot. perh. pass, of sense 4.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24862 [>aa sori loked ai sua for-suonken,

Quen )>e scip suld quelm and drunken, a 1513 Fabyan
Chron. VII. (1811) 599 By the mysgydynge of the sterysman,

he was set vpon the pylys of the brydge, and the batge

whelmyd.
2. trans. To turn (a hollow vessel) upside down,

or over or upon something so as to cover it ; to

turn with the concave side downwards. Now dial,

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 360 Apres bcyucr hanap endenle,

welme the cuppe. c 1440 Proiup. Parv. 524/1 Whelmyn
a vessel, suppino. 14.. Med. Receipts in MS. Lincoln A.
i. IT, If. 285 (Halliw.) Tak a bryghte bacyne, and anoynte

it with mylke reme, and whelme it over a prene. 1513

Douglas .Eueis v. xii. 18 And, with that woid, his helm

Befoir thair feit all void down did he quhelm. 1530 Palsgk.

780/2 Whelme a platter upon it, to save it from flyes. 1590

Lucar Luearsolace IV. i. 147 Whelme a new elme bole in

the bottome of the said hole. 1604 N. F. Fruit. Seer. 18

Whelme downe the maunds, emptying them gently, into small

baskets. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 201 The barbarous

whelmed their shields over their heads. 1643 Lightfoot

Glean. Ex. (1648) 47 On the top. .lay a golden dish whelmed

downe. 1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 178 A tub.,

which as soon as you have emptied, suddenly whelm it

upside down. 1687 Settle Refl. Dryden 2 That the Earth

is like a Trencher, and the Heavens a Dish whelmed over

it. 1712 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 254 It was found with the

Mouth whelm'd downward. 1796 Troutbeck Scilly 1st.

171 Their ovens are large iron pots which they whelm over

things to be baked, upon heated iron plates. 184a Florist's

Jrnl.{\Si6) III. 24 Pansies that were planted out in the

autumn, should be protected by whelming a small pot over

each plant. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss, s. v.,

Whelm that dish over them currants.

f b. gen. To turn downwards : in quots. with

reference to Fortune's wheel. Obs.

C1470 Got. f,Gaw. 1225 Quhan on-fortone quhelmys the

quhe'l. 153a Chaucer's Wks., Troylus I. 139 And thus

F'ortune a lofte And vnder efte gan hem to whelmen [MSS.

whielen, weyle(n) bothe.

t C. To cover (a thing) by turning a vessel, etc.

upside down over it. Obs.

a 1400-50 Bit. Curtasye 703 in Baiees Bi., A qwyte cuppe

of tre ber-by shalle be, per-with bo water assay scballe he;

Quelmes hit agayn by-fore alle men. 153a Tindale Expos.

Matt. v. (C1550) 24 b, As men lyghte no candle to whelme

it vnder a bushell. a 1651 Gataker Parker in Fuller Abel

Rediv. 524 Those that are wont to wrap up their talent in

a towell, and whelm their light under a bushell.

d. To throw (something) over violently or in a

heap upon something else, esp. so as to cover or

to crush or smother it.

1624 Donne Serin, xix. (1640) 185 Hill upon hill whelmed

upon it. 1637 Pocklington Altare Christianum 96 This

Milstone of a consequence the Author has whelmed upon

himselfe. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 166 Fig. 3. .is to be

whelmed upon Fig. 2. so that A. in Fig. 3. touch A. in Fig. 1.

1752 Young Brothers 1. i, Not seals of adamant, not moun-

tains whehn'd On guilty secrets, can exclude the day. 1888

Sheffield Gloss, s. v. Whawm, Whawm that cloth over that

pancheon. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross vi, With, .a broad

bat whelmed down upon his hairless white face.

+ e. To turn over (soil, etc.) so as to expose the

under parts. Also absol. Obs.

1652 Blithe Eng. Improver Impr. xxviii. 193 The phin

made broad, descending or whelming to the right hand.

1759 Mills tr. Duhamets Husb. I. ix. 49 In this plough,

the place of the breast-board must be supplied by an iron

plate, which.. is.. carried back, and gradually brought to

whelm, as if it would fall upon the furrow. 1795 Van-

couver Agric. Essex 180 To bury every weed by whelming

the slice or furrow completely over.

1 3. intr. {poet.) To come or pass over something

so as to cover it. Obs.

(1440 Bone Flor. 683 Garcy hyt Otes on the helme, That

upon hys hedd hyt can whelme. 1690 Dryden Don Sebas-

tian 1. i, The Waves whelm'd over him. 1697 — sEneis ix.

725 The Tow'r that follow'd on the fallen Crew, Whelm'd
o're their Heads, and bury'd whom it slew. 1700 Black-
more Job 98 Dismal floods of grief whelm o'er thy head.

4. trans, a. To cover completely with water or

other fluid so as to ruin or destroy ; to submerge,

drown ; occas. to sink (a boat).

"555 Phaer AEneid. 1. (1558) A ij, Let out thy windes &
all their ships do drown wl waters wylde, Disperse them all

to sondrie shores or whelme them downe wl deepe. 1598

Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 143 Giue fire : she is my prize, or

Ocean whelme them all. 1697 Dryden mA£neis vi. 455 He
saw his Friends, who whelm'd beneath the Waves, Their
Fun'ral Honours claim'd. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 658
Whelm'd in the bottom of the monstrous deep. 1818 Scott
Battle 0/ Sempach xxxvi, He 'whelmed the boat, and as

they strove, He stunn'd them with his oar. 1830 Lyeli.

Princ. Geol. I. 295 Marsh land. .has at last been. over-

flowed, and thousands of the inhabitants whelmed in the

waves. 1889 Jessopp Coming op Friars ii. 105 FTocks, and
herds, and corn and hay being whelmed in the deluge.

b. To bury under a load of earth, snow, or

the like.

1555 Watheman Fardte F'acions 1. iii. 35 So whelmed in

sande and grauell, that there is nothing but mere barreinesse.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus X iv, Whehnd be the World
with fire and brimstone, that [etc.]. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxxii. vi. II. 437 To coole outers forsooth, they must needs

whelme and cover them all over with snow. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiii. § 60. 601 A couragious Esquier of

Yorkeshire, whom thesodaine ruine of a Tower., whelmed
and slew outright. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anal.
1. xiii. 32 The Pancreas doth lie out of the reach of Medica-

ments, being deeply whelmed among the Bowels. 1793-

Aikin & Mrs. Barbauld Even, at Home (1805) IV. 3 He..
dug over the whole bed, and whelmed all the relics of his

flowers deep under the soil. 1801 Fanner's Mag. Jan. 52

A size of furrow-slice is raised sufficient to overlap or

whelm up all the weeds. 1883 Miss Broughton Belindas.

1 iii, A day that wrecks ships by fleets;, .that whelms trains

in snowdrifts.

5. trans/. To engulf or bear down like a flood,

storm, avalanche, etc. ; hence, to involve in de-

struction or ruin. a. in material sense.

1667 Milton/*. L. vi. 141 Who.. with solitarie hand.. at

one blow Unaided could have finisht thee, and whelmd Thy
Legions under darkness. 1740 Dyer Ruins Rome 520 The
Goth and Vandal .. Rush, as the Breach of waters, whelming
all Their Domes. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vi. vi, The files

compact Whelmed me. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 45
Some were whelm'd with missiles of the wall. 1864 — En.
Ard. 668 Where either haven open'd on the deeps, Roll'd

a sea-haze and whelm'd the world in gray. 1883 Eortn.

Rev. Feb. 162 'the wind that would whelm the wilderness.

b. in immaterial sense.

1553 Primer Edw. VI, Prayer for ryche incnne, Lustes,

whyche whelme men into perdicion and destruction. 157

1

Golding Calvin on Ps. xliii. 2 The light of lyfe driueth

away the mist vnder which w ee were whelmed in heauinesse.

1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Audria v. iv, My minde is so

whelmed with feare, hope, ioy. i6aa Mabbe tr. Aleman's
Guzman a" A If. 11. 26;, I lay buryed and whelmed-oyer

head and eares in a well of miseries. 1791 Cowper Iliad

11. 204 Sorrow whelm'd his soul. 183a Campbell Ode to

Germans ii, And the tyrants now that whelm Half the

world shall quail and flee, i860 J. P. Kennedy Life W.
Wirt I. xx. 302 Many other ladies were abo whelmed in

this awful catastrophe. 1891 A. P. Peabody King's Chapel

Serin., Acts xiv. 11. 138 Christ., whelmed with his forgiving

love the penitent who wept at his feet.

Hence Whelmed ppl.a., Whe-lmirjg vbl.sb.

and ppl. a.

1819 Keats Olho 1. i, In my grave, Or side by side with

'whelmed mariners. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 145 A
common saucer and whelmed pot. 1898 Meredith Odesl-r.

Hist. 75 These tortures to distract her [sc. France) under-

neath Pier whelmed Aurora's shade, c 1440 Promp. Pan:
524/1 * Whelmynge, suppinacio. 1670 Ray Prov. 282 (Scott.

Prov.) If I can get his cairt at a whelming [1678, p. 379 at

a wolter), I shall lend it a put. 1637 Milton Lycidas 157

Under the 'whelming tide. 165a Blithe Eng. Improv.

Impr. xxviii. 194 The Coumb or Wing so fixed .. to the

Share, with its true whelming, hollow, cross winding, com-

pass, just answring the cast or turn of the Furrow. 1658

W. Burton Itin. Antonin. 92 The all-whelming deluge of

Time. I7a5 PorE Odyss. 1. 210 Doom'd to welter in the

whelming main. 179a Wordsw. Descrip. Sketches 207 By

Him who saves Alike in whelming snows and roaring winds.

1799 Cowper Castaway 13 Not long beneath the whelming

brine, Expert to swim, he lay. 1821 Clare Vill. Mmslr.

cxviii, If he may live for joys or sink in 'whelming pain.

1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. lqth C. 166 At a crisis

of growing darkness and w helming confusion. 1891 Atkin-

son Last ofGiant-Killeis 145 Hidden bya whelming mass

shot down from the hill above.

Whelm, variant of Walm v. Obs.

t Whelmer. Archit. Obs. [? f. Whelm v. +

-er «.] 1 A stone placed horizontally. (But cf.

Wheeler 10.)

1618 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 207 Doresteds

with whitestone heads with whelmers and kneelers over

the same of free stone. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. 472/2 A
Wall whose Door head, Cap, or Cover is called a Square,

or a Cover of Whelmers and Kneelers.

Whelp(hwelp),^. Forms: 1 hwelp, (hwoelp,

huoelp, hwealp, hwylp), 1, 4 welp, 3 hweolp,

jwelp, (firm.) whellp, wheollp, 3-7 whelpe,

4-5 welpe, 6 whelppe, 4- whelp ; Sc. and north.

4 quelp(e, quilp(e, 4-7 quhelp(e, 5 qwelp(e,

quhalp, quholp(e, 8-9 whalp. [OE. hwelp =

05. hwelp, (M)LG., (M)Du. welp, OHG. (h)welf

(MHG, G. welf), ON. hvelpr (Sw. valp, Da.

hvalp) : further relations uncertain.]



WHELP.

1. The young of the dog. Now little used,

superseded by puppy.
£950 Lindisf. Gos/>. Matt XT. 27 SoS hmcwetf gee drihten

forSon & huoelpas brucas of screadungum da oe falles of

l>ead hlaferda hiora. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 368 £yf bu on
foreweardon sumera bigest hwylcne hwelpaii bonne fcyt

un^eseondne. tHd* II. 172 £if t"1 wille bact wtf did haebbe

obbe tife hwelp. ,1000 Ags. Voc. in Wright Voc. 78
Catulus, hwylp. c 1*05 Lav. 31679 Let bu ba hundes..

eioer freten o3er swa hund deft his broker, and leten heore

whelpes whairuen heom bt-sides. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

xxxiii. (George) *7% Hefolouyt hyreasit had bene pemekcste
quhelpe wes euir sene. < 1430 Chev. Assigne 61 Seuenne
whelpes she sawe sowkynge pe damme. 1579 Gosson Sch.

Abuse (Arb.) rg So must I dispraysehis methode in writing.

which following the course of amarous Poets, dwelletn

longest in those pointes, that profile least ; and like a wanton
whelpe, leaueth the game, to runne riot. 1607 Topsbll
Four-/, Beasts 139 That Whelpes.. of one and the same
flitch, be neuer suffered to couple, a 1682 Sir T. Brownr
Tracts v. {1684) 119, I kept an Eagle two years, which fed

upon Kats, KittHngs, Whelps and Ratts. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 37 r 2 Trips, a Whelp just set in. 1765 Goldsm.
Elegy on Mad Dog iv, Uoth mongrel, puppy, whelp, and
hound. 1816 Scott Let. to Terry 18 Apr. in Lockhart, His
whole pack rushed out upon the man of execution, and
Dandie followed them .

.exclaiming, ' the tae hauf o' them is

but whalps, man.' 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede I. v, I want
to call at the Hall Farm on my way, to look at the whelps

Poyser is keeping for me. 1894 Kipling The i Mary Glostcr"
1

Verse 1919 I. 175 Mean as a collier's whelp Nosing for

scraps in the galley.

b. \ (Great) with whelp, now in whelp: (of a

bitch) pregnant, in pup.
1398 Trf.visa Barih. De P. R. xvni. xxv. (Bodl. MS.) If.

260 b/2j>e bitche gop wib whelpe in here wombe iiij" daies.

156a J. Heywood Prov. fy Eplgr. {1867) 203 Thy bytch great

with whelpe. 1634 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 37 A
bitch in whelp. 1887 Field 19 Feb. 227/2 All the bitches

that missed last year have this season got in whelp, and
mostly to the same dogs.

2. The young of various wild animals, esp. and

now only (chietly as a literary archaism) of such

as the lion, tiger, bear, and wolf, to the young of

which the name cub is now usually applied.

c8as Vesp. Psalter xvi[i]. 12 Swe swe hwelp leon eardi-

ende in de^ulnissum. a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxiv. (1889) 95
Rapttsfoetibus, ^egripenum hwealpum. c xaoo Ormin 58^8
Forr leness whellp baer bser itt iss Whellpedd, tser lib itt stifle

[?re da^hess. c 1290 St. Edmund 72 in .V. Fug. Leg. 299 And
ri^t ase he [sc. a wolf] wolde is owene }welp with wilde bestes

it wuste. a 1300 Cursor M. 7103 A lionquilpe bat ran ouer-

thuert, Rampand tosampson he stert. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s

T. 491 As by the whelpe chasted is the leon. 1398 TW.visa
Barth. De P. R. xm. xxvi. (Bodl. MS.) If. 137 b/i [The
whale] loueb his whelpes with a wonder lone, c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 307 per was wulfe-whelpis berin. Ibid.

478 pe propurtie of pe ape is to hafe ij whelpis. C144J
Gesta Rom. lix. 243 (Harl. MS.) Wehaue longe tyme fedde
bere with pe serpente & hir whelpes. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 302 Ane kow of
Sauchie that calffit xxv grew quholpis. 1677 N. Cox Gentl.

Recr. 1. (ed. 2) 134 When the she- Bear perceiveth her self

with whelp, she withdraws her self into some Cave. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 233 To let the lioness

suckle her own whelps. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III.

265 The whelp of a bitch-catamount. 1859 Darwin Grig.
Spec. xiii. 439 Stripes can be plainly distinguished in the
whelp of the lion. 1870 Bryant Iliad xvn. 161 Firm as
stands A lion o'er his whelps.

b. transf. A young child ; a boy or girl. Now
only Jocular.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas v. xxii. (1554) 137 b/i Father (quod

she) and ye take hede, A whelpe I had. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Leg. 265/1 Thou arte moder of a right noble whelp. 1573-
80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 185 Not rod in mad braines hand is

that can helpe, But gentle skill doth make theproper whelpe,
1591 Moryson Let. in Itin. (1617) 1. 14 Imbrace in my name
our common friend G. B. and of my loving hosts family let

not a whelpe goe unsaluted. triSgt Rob Stent's Dream.
(Maid. Club) 5 Bot je sowld cheifly mene his caice, To
quhalpls ar of his nobill raice. 1851 Kingsley Let. in Life
x. (1879) I.273 My little whelp Maurice.

C. Jig. (from 1 or a) with literal language re-

tained, often with implication as in 3.

Lion's whelp is used allusively, partly after Shaks.
/ Hen. IV. 111. iii. 167, Hen. V. 1, ii. 109, for 'a valorous
youth sprung from a valorous race '.

a iaas Aucr, R. 200 pe Unicorne of WrecVfte. .haueS six
hweolpes. pe uormest is Cheaste, oc*er Strif. 13.. Sir
Beues (A.) 1733 *A-$ilt be,' a seide, 'bow fox welp.' c 1450
Cov. Myst. v. (Shaks. Soc.) 51 And save thi servaunt fro;ii

helle qwelp. 1588 Shaks. TiL A. 11. iii. a8i Two of thy
whelpes, fell Curs of bloody kind Haue heere bereft my
brother of his life. 1596-7 Min. Archd. Colchester (MS.)
if. 147 Calling them [sc. neighbours] doggs, slye whelpes,
and that they might have barked before they had bitt.

1631 A. Wilson Swisser 11. 1, And ther's a whelp [points at
Alct'donus] wo'd haue a Marybone. 1663 Cowley Cutter
Coleman St. iv. vi, This bouncing Bear of a Colonel will
break the Back of my little Whelp of a Captain. 1831
James Philip Aug. xxvii, You were but a whelp, where you
are now a lion 1 1922 Times Lit. Suppl. 23 Feb. 123/1 A
time when young Englishmen were just as formidable lion's
whelps as they are to-day.

3. a. Applied depreciatingly to the offspring of
a noxious creature or being. (Cf. son ofa bitch.)
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 281 Cambinhoy beres him

coy, bat fendes whelp. 1x1340 Hampole Psalter Ivi. 5
Warldis lufers bat ere the whelpis of deuels. 1560 Becon
New Catech. Wks. (1564) I. 497 Those whelpes of Rome.
1580 H. Gifford Gilloflowers (1875) 6,1 would.. liken all
such whelpes of Zoilus, to that, .canckerly naturde curre.
159° Greene Mourn. Garni. (1616) Cz, Use not dice, for
they be fortunes whelpes. 1610 Shaks. Temp. \. ii. 2S3 The
Son, that she did Uttour heere, A frekelld whelpe, hag-

23

I

borne. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. 105 Their vngracious

Bishops, these whelpes of Antichrist.

b. An ill-conditioned or low fellow ; later, in

milder use, and esp. of a boy or young man : A
, saucy or impertinent young fellow ; an ' unlicked

cub', a ' puppy '. Also attrib.

.71330 Arth. <$ Merl. 4516 Him to helpe, To fitf ojain be
1

Sarrazin welpe. c 1460 Towueley Myst. xii. 426 Thou art

an yll qwelp ffor angre. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline 1. i, Let

me but finde you againe with such a face: You Whelpe.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 20. 3/2 He's, a Silly Whelp.

1711 Swift Lett. (1767)111. t6t Sir Thomas Mansel nnd Tom
Harley met me in the Park, and made me walk with them till

nine, like unreasonable whelps. 174^1 Richardson Pamela
(1824) I. 11 When she was beginning to complain of the

whelp lord's impertinence. 1768 Golusm. Goodn. Man
II. i, Stupid whelp I But I don't wonder: the boy takes

1 entirely after his mother. 1809 Scott Let. 7 Aug. in

Lickhart, It is funny enough to see a whelp of a young
Lord Byron abusing me. i8a3 * Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf 192

Whelp, a boy with dog's-tricks. 1834 Marryat Peter
Simple iii, Bad company, you whelp ! 1866 Miss Braddon
Lady's Mile i, The shabby whelp gambling for marbles in

the gutter. 1888 Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 458/1 These whelps

have been before the magistrates charged on their own con-

fession with murder.

4. Naut. One of the longitudinal projections on

the barrel of a capstan or the drum of a windlass.

The object designated in the first quot. is uncertain.

1356 in Pipe Roll 32 Fdw. Ill m. 34/1 Idem compntat
expendisse .. in factuia .iij. Whelpes .j. grossi Wynche .

.

c. lb. a 16*5 Nomenclator NaT-a/is (Harl. MS. 2301), The
Whelps are like Brackettes, sett to the bodie of the Cap-
staine close vnder the Barrs, downe to the Decke, and are

theie which giue the Sweepe to the Capstaine. Theis are

made soe in partes that the Cabell maie not be so apt to

surge, as it would if it did run vpon a whole round bodie,

16*7 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. ii. 8 The Whelps are short

peeces of wood made fast to it, to keepe the Cable from

coming too high in the turning about. 1769 Kalconf.r Diet.

Marine (1776) s. v. Capstcm. 1847 Key Recov. H.M.S.
Gorgon 10, The space between which had been filled up
with wood, like the whelps of a capstan.

b. One of the teeth of a sprocket-wheel (Knight

Diet. Mech. 1875).

f 5. Naut. One of a fleet of auxiliary war vessels

established in Charles I's reign, app, orig. so called

because designed to attend upon H.M.S. Lion. Obs.

1628-9 Cat. St. Papers, Dom. (1859) 455 [When she [sc.

a small man-of-war] heard] our Whelps bark so loud and
saucy, and saw them put up the King's colours, [she en-

deavoured to escape]. 1631 Sir J. Pennington jrnl. in

loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtn. App. iv. 276 Our whole fleete

being 4 sayle in all, vizt the Convertive, Admirall, the

Assurance, Vize Admirall, the Tenth Whelpe, and the

Second Whelpe. 1634 Bkereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.)

158 Here we saw the 9th Whelp lying at anchor, to guard
the fleet which now is ready to go hence to Bristoll fair.

1641 PRYMHI Disc. Prel. Tyrr. ii. 135 Being imbarqued. in

one of the Kinges Whelpes, ..he landed at Dover. 1660

Burney Kepiioroc Awpof 53 When he visits the Navy, and
even boards the Whelps and Frigots, 1894 C N. Robinson
Brit. Fleet 227 A class of smaller craft, each of 185 tons,

was decided on. They were called ' whelps ', and were
vessels built for sweeps as well as sails.

6. Comb., as whelp-robbed adj.

1617 May Lucan v. H8b, Swifter then whelpe-robbVl

Tyger.

Hence Whelphood, the condition of being a

whelp; Whe-lpishtf., of}
resembling, or character-

istic of a whelp ; Whe'lpless a., having no whelps,

deprived of whelps; fWhelplicli [-I-V 2
] adv.,

like a whelp ; Whe'lplingr, a young whelp ; also

contemptuously of a person.

1886 SwiRBURHl Misc. 211 A vapid and effeminate rhyme-
. ster in the sickly stage of 'whelphood. 1586 Wiutnky
;

Choice Emblems 49 Though *whelpishe daies, his nature did

disguise Yet time at length vnto my euell Iticke Bewray'de
his harte. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet., Whelpish, mechant,
mauvais. 1711 G. Cary Phys. Phylactic 334 You mightily

hugged this whelpish Thought. 1883 J. Christie in Mod.
, Scott. Poets Ser. vi. 263 Thou gar'd the rocks and hallows

ring Wi' whalpish glee. 1598 Yong Diana 9 Angry
more then "whelplesse Beare. 1814 Byron Lara II. xxv,

Her eye shot forth with all the living fire That haunts the

tigress in herwhelpless ire. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 83
The old lion, glaring with his whelpless eye. c 1400 Beryu
481 Hc.scrapid the dorr *welplich. a 1618 Sylvester
Profit ofImprisonment Wks. (1621) 625 As, when the Lion
fierce .. Runnes midst a million swords, his "whelpljngs to

defend. 178a Elphinston Martial xn. clxxi. [1. Ixxxiii.] 460
On thy lov'd lips, the whelpling lambent hung. 1889 Farhar
Lives of Fathers I. v. 222 That whelpling [L. cam'cula)

Diogenes sought to find a man.

Whelp (hwelp), v. [f. prec]
1. trans. To bring forth (a whelp or whelps).
c 1*00 Ormin 6029 f>att deor ]>att wass i leoness like, }>att

risebbo pebriddeda^ Affterr patt itt iss wheollpedd. a 1115

Ancr. R. 200 Monie mo hweolpes ben ich habbe inempned
hauefl be Liun of Prude ihweolped. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xvni. i. (Bodl. MS.) If. 241 b/2 pe female wolfe

whelpib manye whelpes as be bitche dobe. 1493 Festiv.ill

(W. de W. 1515) 145 Whan a lyon hath yonge whelpes they
shall lye as deed thredayes after y* they ben whelped. 1577
Googk Hercsbaclts Husb. in. 155 b, As soone as they be

Whelped, cast away such as you mislike. 1677 N. Cox
Gentl. Recr. 1. (ed. 2) 135 [Bears] are whelped most com-
monly in March, sometimes two, and not above five in num-
ber. 1731 Gentl. Mag. Aug. 352/2 A Litter of young Lions

was whelped at the Tower, from a Lioness and Lion whelp'd

there 6 years before. 1775 Phil. Trans. LXVL 103 They
,

all come on shore in December, to whelp their young.

,
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. iii, Jack's the dog as can

I draw a brock, .agin any Lonnun deg as ever was whelped.

WHEMMEL.
I 1892 Brit. Fancier 19 Feb. 71/2 His bitch Dainty., has just

1 whelped a. .fine litter to Mrs. Dainty's Dictator.

b. transf. and fig.
To bring forth : often with

contemptuous implication.

1581 J. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor. 82 b, Two detestable

lyes whelped at one lytter (so pregnant is this worme).

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11. iv, Vnlesse shee had
whelpt it her selfe, shee could not haue lou'd a thing better.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts .y Mat, (1642) 422 Antignus,

Boethus, Sadoc, and such mungrels were scarce whelped in

Epiphaniushis day<s. 1675 Hobbes Odyss. vm. 47 2 ^'. n ^
nowof the Horse of Wood . . Which in Troy-Town destruction

to it whelpt. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 536 Having whelped

a prologue with great pains. 1821 Scoit h'euiliv, xix, Out,

you diminutive pint-pot, whelped of an overgrown reckon-

ing ! 1902 Wisteh / 'irginian xv, None of 'em was whelped

savage enough to sing himself bloodthirsty.

2. intr. To bring foith whelps.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. Ix.\'iv. (Bodl. MS-),
'.

t"at wesels conceyue atte moube and whelpib atte ere.

a 1400 Octouian 470'rhetygrc aftyr thys batayle, Whelpede
sone for hyr trauayle. 1605 B. Jonson / 'oipone 11. i, Your
lyons whelping, in the Tower. 1660 Boyle New Exp.
Phys.-Mech. Digress. 3^8 A Bitcli that was said to be

almost ready to whelp. 1798 W. Tavlok in Monthly Mag.
V. 208 On Paris' tomb The flocks insulting frisk, And

I

whelps the lioness in Priam's hall. 1887 Swinburne Locrine

iv. ii. 98 No 5he-\volf whelps upon the wold Whose brood

is like thy mother's.

fig. i8ai Shelley Hellas 874 The foliage in which Fame,

the eagle, built Her aerie, while Dominion whelped below.

Hence "Whelped ppl. a., Whelping vbt. sb.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. A', xvm. xxvi. (Bud!. MS.), In

;
bicches melk is founde many daies bifore be whelpinge.

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents n. xiii. 105 She was

then lately dead in whelping. 1804 W. Tavlok in Kobberds

j

Mem. (1843) I. 491 Licking the whelped bears into courtli-

I ness at one's leisure. 1907 K. Leighton Nciv Bk. Dog 578
• Bleeding and Whelping.

Whels, obs. foim of Whiles.
Whelve (hvvelv), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms:

1 hwylfan, 3 hwelfen, 5- whelve, (y whilve\
[Late OE. hwylfan = *hwielfan, Anglian *hwelfan

(also in compounds a-, be-, ofhwylfati) = OS. bi-

hweltian to cover over, (M^Du., (M)LG. welven,

OUG., MUG. welben, welwen (G. wo/ben) to

vault, arch, ON. hvelj'a to arch, turn upside down
:— OTeut. *\waltjan, causative vb. f. \waib-

(: xw/^, x"^")» whence OE. hwealf sb., arch,

vault, adj. vaulted, OHG. walbe (MUG. walbe),

curved object, gutter-lile, roof-gutter, walbi * volu-

bilitas ', walben to roll, ON. hvalf vault, concavity,

hvatja, holfa to capsize (see Whauve) ; fuither

related to Goth, hwilftri coffin, Gr. kuXttos bosom :

the radical notion being ( rounded, arched'.]

1. trans. To turn (a vessel, etc.) upside down so

as to cover something; gen. to turn or roll over,

overturn ; to upheave. To whelve over, to over-

whelm : = OVERW HELVE.
c 1000 in Techmer's Zcitschr. (1885) II. 125 Donne bu lilid

habban wylle, bonne hafa bu bine wynstran handsamlocene
and eac swa ba swybran and hwylf hy sybban ofer ba wyn-
stran eal swylce I'ucuppan hlide. [c 1000 R< gins-Psalter etc.

(Roeder)276Cneoris mm alffid&ofhwylfed [Vulg. conuoluta)

is fram me.] c 1275 Passion our Lord 513 in O. E. Misc. 51

He hwelfde at bare sepulchie-duie enne gvete ston. [c X374

Chaucer Boeth, 11, met. iii. (1E68) 39 £e horrible wynde
aquilon moeueb boylyng tempestes and ouer whelwe]> be

see.] c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 161 For harm & stryf of

that vpon thy selue May rise, yhe & peichaunce ouer thee

whelue [:'. ;-. the overwhelvej. 1854 Trans. Philol. Soc.

84 (Surrey) I'll whelve a pot over 'em, to keep off the sun.

1854 JK $ Q. 1st Ser. X. 479 (Cornwall) Whelve or Whilve,

to turn upside down any hollow vessel.

f 2. To cover over with anything ; to hide, bury.

c 1440 Ballad, on Husb. iv. 393 Ek whelue a seriol ther-

out that haue Giauel vp to the myddes. 1566 W. P. tr.

Curio's Fasquine in Trounce To Rdr., The candell whelued

vnder the Busshell wil buine a hole throughe. J706 Phil-

lips (ed. Kersey), To U helm or Whelve, to cover.

Wheme, var. Queme sb. and v. Obs.

Whemen, obs. f. women, pi. of Woman.
Wliemmel (hwem'l), sb. Sc. and dial. Forms :

see next. [f. next.] An overturn, upset, over-

throw ; a state of confusion.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxii, Nae doubt, nay doubt— ay, ay-
it's an awfu' whummle—and for ane that held his head sae

high too. 1822 Gai.t Sir A. Wylie civ, The chaise made
a clean whamle, and the Laird was lowermost. 1830 —
Lawrie T. m. v, Many a joint.dislocking jolt, and al-

most headlong whamle. 1887 Jumiescn's Sc, Diet. Suppl.,

Quhemle.. a rock, toss; a rocking, tossing. 1895 Crockktt

Men of Moss- Hags xlviii, His horse also fell from rock to

rock, and among a great whammel of stones, reached the

bottom of the defile.

Whemmel (hwe-mT), v. Sc. and dial. Forms

:

6, 9 quhemle, quhomle, 7-9 whemmel, 8-9

whomel, whemble, 9 w(h)emmle, whammle,

wham(b)le, whommle, whura(m)el, etc. (see

Eng. Dial. Diet.). [Metathetic form of \\ helm v.
]

1. trans. To turn upside down ; to overturn, cap-

size ; to drink off (liquor) to the bottom ;
also

transf. and/^. to upset, throw into confusion.

1536 Bkixendkn Cron. Proheme ii. (154O F iv, And schyll

Triton with his wyndy home Ouir quhemht all the nowand

occean. 1684 [Meriton] Yorksh. Dial. 47, I whemmeld

Dubler owr'th Meat, To keep it seaf and warm for you to

Eat. 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. xix, On whomelt

tubs lay twa lang dails. 1711 — Prospect of Plenty 196



WHEN.
Healthfou hearts shall own their honest flame, With reaming
quaff, and whomelt to her name, 1816 Scott Antlq. xl, I

think I see the coble whombled keel up. Ibid, xli, He took
the curbstane, and he's whomled her as I wad whomle a toom
bicker, c 1850 Denkam Tracts (1895) II. 31 Put into a
wheelbarrow and whemmeled over upon the muck-midden.
1883 Trans. Atncr. Philol. Soc. 55 IVhommle, 'to turn a
trough, or any vessel, bottom upwards, so that it will drain
well '; used in West Virginia.

b. To cover (something) by turning a vessel,

etc. upside down over it.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Whemble, to cover with a
bowl. 1824 Mactaggart Gallavid. Encycl. s. v. Wkommled,
To be whomm led beneath a bushel. 1855 [J. D. Burn]
Autobiog. Beggar Boy (1859) 57, I was, like the turkey,
whomalled under a tub.

2. To submerge in or as in a flood ; to drown.
1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 51 Quhomlit in sorow and

plungeit in cair. 1824 Mactaggart Gallavid, Encycl. s. v.

Whommled, ( To be whommled by a wave,' to be whelmed
in the deep.

3. intr. To tumble over, capsize ; also, to move
unsteadily, stumble about.
1895 Crockett Men 0/Moss-Hags xx'rii, The deil whum.

melton his hearthstane 1 1897 — Lads' Love iii, When.,
your hoggs [are] whammelin'in the black hags by the score.

When {hwen),ac/v. {conj., sb.) Forms: a. 1-3
hwonne, (1 huonne), 3 womie, 3-4 whonne,
6 Sc, quhone. #. 1-3 hwanue, 3 weane, quanne,
(quuanne, jwanne, 5wane), 3-4 wane, 3-5
whanne, wanne, quane, 4 huanne, 6 whane,
Sc, quhane. 7. 1 hwenne, hweenne, (hoenne),
2-3 wenne, 3 hwenne, weonne, 3-5 whenne,
4 quenne, qwenne, quene, Sc. qwene, qwhene,
4-6 Sc. quhene, 5 whene. 5. 3-4 hwon, won,
(4 w$on), 4-5 whon, 5 qwon. e. 3-4 hwan,
(3 quuan, queen), 3-5 wan, quan, 3-6 whan,
(4 van, 5 whann), 5-6 Sc. quhan. f. 3 hwen,
3-5 wen, 4-5 quen, (4 qwheyn, 5 qwen, qwhen),
4-8 Sc. quhen, 4- when. [OE. hivanne, hwgnne,
hwenne, (Nth. hweenne), late WS. hweenne, corresp.

to OFris. wanne, [h]wenne until, if (Fris. wan
when, if), OS. hwan when, hwanna at some time,

when, (MLG. wan, wen, wanne, wenne
t MDu.

wan, wen, surviving in Du. wanneer when = OS.
hwan er as soon as), OHG. wanne, tvenni, -e

(MHG. wanne, wenne, G. ivann when, wenn if),

Goth, hwan when, how : a derivative of the in-

terrog. stem ywa~ Who, What, as then is of the

demonstrative pa- ',
cf. Avestic fom how, L. quom,

cum when, OPruss. kan if, Olr. can, W.pan.
The formations present points of difficulty ; the following

related forms have a dental suffix : OFris. hwande, hwaute,
wande, want, hwende, hwent[e (Fris. want) for, because,
as, OS. hwanda, kwand when, for, because (MLG. wande),
OHG. {h)wanta why, L. quando when(cf. Skr. kada when,
Lith. kada where, etc.).]

I. Interrogative uses.

1. In a direct question : At what time? on what
occasion ? Sometimes passing into the sense : In
what case or circumstances? (cf. 8). Also with
ellipsis of the remainder of the question (see

also b).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 37 Hwaenne fcesawe we 3'e

hingrijende, & we 3e feddon? c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xl[i]. 5
Hwonne aer he beo dead, obbe hwaenne his nama aspringe ?
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 65 Wenne seal bos bode us god don f

i383iWyclifj"j. xli[i]. 3 Whan Ishalcomen, and apere befor
the face ofGod 1 c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 864 Whan
schol ye bre to vs be reconsiled ? 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv.

v. V j b, Thou shalt haue gold tolde out to the. La. Whan,
at the Grekish calendes? 1590 Shaks. Coin. Err. 11. ii. 13
When spake I such a word? i68x Dryden Abs. <r Achit.
1. 387 When should People strive their Bonds to break, If
not when Kings are Negligent or Weak? 174a Young Nt.
Th. nt. 537 When shall I die?—when shall I live for ever?
1841 Punch 24 July 21/2 When is a horse like a herring?—'
When he's hard rode. 1865 Dickens Mut, Fr. m. xiv,
When shall I come to see you, Mr. Hoffin ? 1867 Tennyson
Holy Grail 255 Who shall blazon it ? when ancf how ?

+ b. ellipt. as an exclamation of impatience. Obs.
159a KyoSp. Trag.iu. i. 47 No more, I say: to the tortures,

when I 1596 Shaks. Tain. Shr. iv. i. 147 Off with my boots,
you rogues: you villaines, when? 1633 Middlrton More
Dissemblers v. i. (1657) 66 Why when? begin Sir: I must
stay your leisure,

2. In a dependent question or clause of similar

meaning : At what time ; on what occasion ; in

what case or circumstances. Also ellipt.

Say when, colloq. formula used by a person pouring out
drink for another, to ask him to say when he shall stop.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 7 Herodes..befran hi seorne,
hwaenne se steorra hym aeteowde. a 1300 Cursor M. 5446
Nou rek i neuer quen i dei. c 1375 in Horstmann Altengl.

Leg. (1878) 124/1 Alle 5e haue herd told & rad How Sc

whanne god bis world mad. 1535 Coverdale Lev. xiv. 57
That it maye be knowne, whan eny thinge is vncleane or

cleane. 1676 N. French Vnkinde Desertor i. 22 l'o know
when to speake, and when to be silent. 17x0 Swift jfrnl.

to Stella -j Oct., I wonder when this letter will be finished.

1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. i, (1901) I. 11 He knew
when to lay hold of his hounds, and when to let them alone.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. iii, Say when you've put it safe

back, Mr. Venus.
a xaas Ancr. R, 144 Dea<5 bet we beo5 siker of & unsiker

hwonne. c 1400 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1903) 263 De3e we
ssulin sikerliche ; bot god wot wanne & were. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 125 Whych matter was onse excellentlye

disputed vpon, in the Scooles, you knowe when. 1590

24

Shaks. Com. Err. in. i. 39 He tell you when, and you'll tell

me wherefore. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 499, I am to bruise
his heel ; His Seed, when is not set, shall bruise my head.
1779 H. Walpole Let. to Selwyn 5 July, Can you tell me if

the Duchess of Leinster still goes to Aubigny; and, if she
does, when ? 1828 Hazlitt SelfLove «r Benev. Sk. & Ess.
(1872) 104 What might be the consequence to myself the
Lord knows when? 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. xi, Well,
now, if you want to know, I'll tell you when. The last
moment I can manage; and that's when. 1888 'J. S.
Winter ' Bootte's Childr. ii, I haven't seen such food I don't
know when. 1889 Mod. Society 6 June (Farmer's Slang)
' Say when,' said lionko, taking up a flagon of whiskey and
commencing to pour out the spirit into my glass.

3. After a prep. (esp. since, till), in a direct or a
dependent question : = What time?
Cf. F. dep-uis quand, G. seit wann.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5670 Sin quen was bou vr dempster?

1583 Melbancke Philotimus N iv, If any circumstance of
where, or when, or whome, may make a probable Argument.
1828 Scott F

%
M. Perth xiv, Since when is it, good Father

that the principal libertine has altered his morals so much ?
1861 H. Kingsley Raveushoe xix, ' Since when have you
missed her ?

'
' Since yesterday afternoon.'

II. Relative and conjunctive uses.
Formerly (now arch.) also followed by that (That conj. 6).

4. As compound relative (cf. What C.*), or as
correlative to then (implied and sometimes ex-
pressed)

:^ At the (or a) time at which ; on the (or
an) occasion on which.
Also ellipt. with only the predicate expressed, e. g. when

a boy = when he (I, etc.) was a boy ; when cold m when it is

cold.

a. In reference to a de6nite actual occurrence or
fact, chiefly with verb in past tense : At the time
that, on the occasion that ; sometimes with verb in

present tense = now that (sometimes with mixture
of sense 9 a).

aiooo Guthlac 209 Hwonne hy mid men^umaran cwome,
ba be for his life lyt sorgedon. c iaso Gen. <y Ex. 576 Sexe
hundred 5er noe was hold Quan he dede him in 3e arche-
wold, a 1300 Cursor M. 8958 Quen bat sco to be cite com
Sco com in at bat ilk yatte, partis tre lai in hir gatt. C1350
Will. Paleme 2484 Wan hei bider come, [>ei founde al awei
fare, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1689 Qwhen this Citie was set..
Then meuyt to his mynde [etc.]. c i$zo Sir Amadace xxix,
Qwen he was gone on this kin wise, Thenne iche mon
sayd thayre deuise. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur x. Ixx. 536
Whanne he sawe her make suche chere he ferd lyke a lyon
that there myghte no man withstande hym. 1533 Bellen-
den Livy v. xxiv. (S.T.S.) II. 230 We suld nocht leif oure
ciete now quhen It hes sa mony ruynouss housis. 1577
Hanmer Anc. Feci. Hist. 239 When that he was certified.

.

that the Ethnicks offred sacrifice, .in that place, .he sharply
rebuked Eusebius. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 154
Sone efter that the Counsell cround 3oursell, Quhan godly
Murray as a regent rang. 1603 Shaks. Macb. w. ii. 27
Listning their feare, I could not say Amen, When they did
sayGodblessevs. 1763 J. Brown Poetry $ Mus. v.67 Music
had then its greatest Power, when the Melody was most
confined m its Compass, 1775 Harris Philos. Arrangem.
Wks. (1841) 339 It was by being attacked when asleep.,
that the gigantic Polypheme fell a sacrifice to Ulysses.

1779 Mirror No. 23. f 3 He lost his father when an infant.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair liii, It was ten o'clock when he
wokeup. 1863 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxvi, When I was
a child . . I used to think that I should like to play at Chinese
Enchanter, 1894 Baring-Gould Bk. Fairy T. 70 It is not
the time for violets, when the snow lies deep ?

b. In reference to a future time (whether in the

present or the past).

971 BUckl. Horn. 97 He sceal winnan & sor^ian, hwonne
se dax cume.^ c M75 Lay. 643 He . . brettede ban castle, and
bat folk wi5 ine, wanne he hit mihte awinne. c 1350 Leg.
Rood{iZ-ji) 21 Vr lord bi-het me bere Wib Oyle of Mi Ice

smere me whonne hit tyme were, c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxiv,

Quen thou art armut in thi gere, Take thi schild and thi

spere. 1560 Bible (Geneva) 1 Sam. iii. 12 When I begin,

I wil also make an end. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 145
What will Berowne say when that he shall heare Faith
infringed? 1646 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) p.xxxi,
I desyrit our people to convein quhen the bellis suld be rung.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1805) 109 When your
head is boiled, rub it over with the yolk of an cgjg. a 1814
[see That conj. 6J. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxxi, Pray St.

Etheldreda to be with us when the day shall come. 1889
Tennyson Crossing the Bar 16, I hope to see my Pilot

face to face When I have crost the bar. 1915 ' Ian Hay '

First Hundred Thou. n. xx. 303 The Oxford Dictionary
of the English Language will have to be revised and enlarged
when this war is over.

O. Indefinitely or generally : At any time, or at

the several times, at which ; on any occasion that

:

most commonly with vb. in pres. tense.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 147 Wanne hie se^en men wanred
bolien o3er on slnne bifalien. .ber-of hie hadden reu5e.
c 1220 Bestiary 16 in O. E. Misc. 1 Wanne he is ikindled
Stille H<5 <5e leun. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 324 Ich singe an
eue a ri}te time & sobbe won hit is bedtime. 1340 Ayenb.
27 Huanne he yzi3b ober yherb be guod of obren..banne
him comb a zorje to he herte, 1461 Paston Lett. I. 541 To
see that the contre beallweys redy to come bothe fote men
and hors men, qwen they be sent for. 1553 Respublica 894
Solace we muste nedes have whan that we are werie.

*59.I-5 Spenser Astrophel 29 There was no pleasure nor
delightfull play, When Astrophel so euer was away. 1639
J. Clarke Parcem, 87 When God will, all winds bring raine.
17x1 Addison Sped. No. 26 P 7 When 1 look upon the
tombs of the great, every emotion of envy dies in me.
a 1774 Goldsm. Elegy Mrs. Mary Blaize 16 She never
slumbered in her pew,—But when she shut her eyes. 1827
Scott Highl. Widow v, The answers which he received
from him, when conversing on religious topics. 1860
Dickens Uncomm. Trav. ii, I am overpowered when I think

of you and your hospitable home.

WHEN.
5. Introducing a clause as the object of a verb,

or (later) governed by a preposition : = The or
a time at which

; f a case in which (cf. 8).
This use arises from the dependent interrog. use (sense 2),

and the OE. examples are only particular cases of this.

971 Blickl. Horn. 227 Hine 6a;s heardost langode hwanne
he of flisse worulde moste. a 1000 Ca'dmon's Gen. 1433
HffileS langode.. hwonne hie of nearwe..sta;ppan mosten.
c X37S Cursor M. 5939 (Fairf.) Sette us terme & quenne
[Cott. term wen] we salle pray for be & bi men. £1412
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 113 Passe ouer whanne bisstormy
nyght was gon, And day gan at my wyndowe in to prye.
1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 166 They loke euery owre when
the comens of the town schall ryse. 1568 [see Look v. 3 c].

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. ii. 11, I haue seene When alter
execution, ludgement hath Repented ore his doome. 1648
Herrick Hesper., To the Lark, And know thy when To
say, Amen. 1689 Milward Seidell's Table-t. Ded., In your
Fancy carry along with you, the When and the Why many
of these things were spoken. 1838 S. Sharpe Hist. Egypt
under Ptot. 186 As to the when, the why, or by whom the
pyramids were built. 1867 Morris Jason xvn. 100 Since
when I am dead, By none but him the people shall be led.

1868 — Earthly Par. Prol. 202 Expecting when our turn
shall come to die. 1884 Dailys of Sodden Fen x, I was
a grown young man of twenty by when it happened.

6. As simple relative (cf. What C.**) : At which
time, on which occasion ; and then. Sometimes
implying suddenness : = and just then, and at that

moment.
a 1000 Cxdmoris Gen. 1265 Si55an hundtwelftis geteled

rime wintra on worulde wra^ce bis^edon fee^e beoda ; hwonne
frea wolde on warlogan wite settan. 1461 Paston Lett. I.

541 Wrytyn the xxiij. day of Janware in haste, wan 1 was
not well at hesse. 1562 W1N3ET Cert. Tractates Wks.
(S.T.S.) I. 2 Haistelie maid one Pasche twisday,..i562,
quhen thair apperit ane daingerous seditioun in Edinburgh.
1592 Shaks. Pen. A> Ad. 320 His testie maister goeth about
to take him, When lo the vnbackt breeder full of feare,..

swiftly doth forsake him. 1634 Ford Perkin Warbeck 11.

E2D, There haue beene Irish-Hubbubs, when I haue made
one too. 171X Budgell Sped. No. 77 M We took a turn
or two more, when, to my great Surprize, I saw him squirr
away his Watch a considerable way into the Thames. 1780
Mirror No. 78 p 3, 1 had not been above three years at col-

lege^when the death ofan uncle put me in possession of a very
considerable estate. X820 Keats Lamia \\. 26 There they
reposed,. .When from the slope side of a suburb hill,, .came
a thrill Of trumpets. 1893 Law Times XCV. 62/2 An in-

spector, .tested the drain, when he found that the joints of
the pipes were not properly cemented. 1894 Baring-Gould
Bk. Fairy T, 58 Scarcely had she touched the spindle when
she pierced her hand with it.

b. As <7»tfj?'-pronoun after a preposition (esp.

since or till) : = which time.
13.. Cursor M. 20180 (B. M. Add. MS.) Haueb he me

sette any day A^ens when I me greithe may? 1581 A.
Hall Iliad 1. 12 But then a suter will I be, til when I wish
(my child) You from the battayle do absteine. X593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI 11. ii. 89 Ed. I was adopted Heire by his consent.
Cta. Since when, his Oath is broke. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 145 Since when it [sc. Persia] was vanquished by
Tangrolipix the Turke, an. 1030. 1712 Mrs. Centlivre
Perplex'd Lovers in, i, Till when, thou Charmer of my Soul,

Farewel. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in. ii. 40 Thy steeds

will pause at even, till when farewell.

7. With time, day, etc. as antecedent : = at or

on which.
The following OE. quot. exemplifies the kind of context out

of which this constr. might arise :

—

Guthlac 82 Fyrst was on
codes dome, hwonne Guolace on his ondjietanengel sealde

p£et [etc.].

C1200 Ormin 133 Att amne time whanne hiss lott Wass
cumenu upp to peowwtenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 19716 To
wait be time Quen bai moght cum to murther him. 1362
Langl. /'. PL A. Prol. 1 In A somer sesun whon softe was
be sonne. X406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 326 Nat tell

I can the tyme Whan they to bedde goon, it is so late.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xii. 38 (Harl. MS.) A day was set whanne
the king shuld come and see hire. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi.

vii. 32 On a day when Cupid kept his court. 1697 Dryden
lirg. Georg. in. 79 A time will come, when my maturer
Muse, In Caesar's Wars, a Nobler Theme shall chuse. X788
Cowi'ER Let. to S. Rose 29 Mar., At all times, when it shall

suit you to give us your company. 1845 M. Pattison Ess.

(1889) I. g The ages of faith, the ages when the Church bore
sway over every action of life. 1865 Newman Hist. Retig.

Opin. iv. 201 Charges., which. .1 fully believed at the time

when I made them. X876 Swinburne Note Engl. Repub. 16

Time was when England herself might have claimed, .this

noblest of human rights. 1876 Meredith Beauch. Career
iv, There are times when an example is needed.

8. With the notion of time modified by or merged
in that of mere connexion : In the, or any, case or

circumstances in which ; sometimes nearly = if.

Often ellipt. with only the predicate expressed.

The clause with when is often equivalent to a phrase with

preposition and gerund {when he sees or saw — ' on seeing '

;

when he says or said — ' in saying ').

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 153 Mildheortnesse me kud him
soluen, h[w]enne he him bibengfl bet he isune^ed hauedand
bet sare bimurneS. c 1220 Bestiary 502 in O. E. Misc. 16

3ef 3u it so3e wan it Met. 1357 Lay Folk's Catech. (T.) 518

That is when we will noght do to god almighten,..That_us

augh for to do. 1370-80 Visions St. Paul 198 in O. E. Misc.

228 He opened be Moub of bat put, Hit stonk foule w?on
hit was vn-schut. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 63

5ers and reals dedys shal bettir come to a kynges mynde
whon enhyed. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <y Lim. Mon, iv.

(1885) 117 Whan a kynge rulith his reaume only to hisowne
profite. .he is a tyrant. 1588 A. King tr. Canislus' Catech.

181 The quhilk thing the scriptur meanes quhen itsayis[etc.].

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 44 Oh tis the curse in Loue..
When women cannot loue, where they're belou'd. »643
Trapp Comm. Gen. xxxv. 1 God.. takes his opportunity,

(for we are best, when at worst). 1724 De Foe Tour Gt.



WHENABOUTS. 25 WHENEVER.
Brit. 15 When I have said this, I think I have done Maiden
Justice. 1781 Cowper Tabte-T. 148 Most confident, when
palpably most wrong. 1859 Rusk in Twa Paths i. §42 A
painter designs when he chooses some things, refuses others,

and arranges all. 1890 J. Chamberlain Sp. 7 May in W, S.

Lilly 1st Priitc. Pol. 161 note, When great national interests

are at stake,, .the party system breaks down.

b. As simple relative (cf. 6) : + (a) with case as

antecedent: = in which : {b) in which case

;

whereupon ; and then.

1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 Except in case whnn
you vnderstande not y

l ye rede therin. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X.
564 It may lie opened with a lancet or a needle, when the

fluid will run out. 1880 F.ncycl. Brit. XI. 695/1 The ribbon
..is sometimes couped or cut short, when it becomes a baton.

9. With the notion of time passing into that of

cause or contrast, a. It being the case that, seeing

that, considering that, inasmuch as, since. (Often,

and now only, with implication of opposition or

contrast, thus approaching b.)

c i«o Halt Meiil. 9 Hwen (jus is of be riche, hwat wenes
tu or the poure? 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2215 Wanne ^e

abbeb fourme of men, beb men an alle wise, a 1330 Otuel
1272 Otuwel, whan it is so, Tak be bataille a godes name.
c 1420 Sir Amadace xxviii, Quat wundur were hit, tha^he
him were wo, Quen alle his godus were spendutte him fro.

1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, iv. i. 112 What madnesse rules in

braine-sicke men. When for so slight.. a cause, Such factious

simulations shall arise? a 1637 15. Jonson Timber Wks.
(1641) 118 And indeed when the attaining of them [sc. all

knowledges] is possible, it were a sluggish and base thing to

despaire. 1764 Goldsm. Treat, 64 Put where to find that

happiest spot below, Who can direct, when all pretend to

know? 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. iii, What's the good of
my pretending to stand out, when I can't help myself? 1886
[E. H. Dekinc] In Light of20th Cent. iv. 85 ' If you would
only.. look at the question without prejudice

—
'

' Prejudice !

I like that, when you are full of prejudices about it.

b. In adversative sense; While on the other

hand, while on the contrary, whereas.

t In quot. c 1489 although.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7770 Hii wolde euere abbe ynou,
wanne be pouere adde wo. c 1489 Caxton SonncsofAymon
vi. 153 And whan the kyng gaaff you not his suster but a
simple damoysell, yet oughte you to beleve hym. a 1568
Ascham Scholem, 11. (Arb.) 145 To follow rather the Gothes
in Ryrning, than the Greekes in trew versifiyng, were euen
to eate ackornes with swyne, when we may freely eate
wheate bread emonges men. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 139
You rub the sore, When you should bring the plai'ster.

a 1654 Srlden Table-T. (1689) 26 Little things do great
works, when great things will not. 1725 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph, iv. ii, An estate like yours yields braw content,
When we but pike it scantly on the bent. 1836 Mabryat
Japhet Ivii, I . .received fifty shillings, when I ought to have
received, at least, ten pounds. 1888 F. Harrison Cromwell
vi. 118 He was solemnly debating a treaty, when he never
intended to keep any treaty at all.

III. Indefinite and substantival uses.

f 10. adv. At some time (only OK. with k?2,

seld{ttni) ; when andwhen
t
at one time and another,

now and then. Obs. rare.

C900 tr. B.rda's Hist. u. E, (1890) 94 He nu hwonne on
bam ilean bi5 on wuldre arisende mid oJ>rum hyrdum baere

hal^an cyricean. c 1470 Harding Chron. cxxi. iv, And
Scottes also that false wer when and when.

b. As the second element of a compound : see

Anywhen, Aywhen, Elsewhen, Evekywhen,
NOWHEN, SELD-7tf//£«, SoXtEWHEN.
11. as sb. The time at which something happens

(or did or will happen) : = time when (see 7) ;

also vaguely^ Time, duration.
Often conjoined with zvhere or how similarly used.
1616 11. Jonson Epigr. xxxiii. Wks. 777 Thou art but gone

oefore, Whither the world must follow. And I, now, Breathe
to expect my when, and make my henv. 1765 Sterne Tr.
Shandy Mil. xxi, The gardener, .troubled his head very
little with the liows and whens of life. 1819 Shelley Ode
to Heaven 6 Deep, immeasurable vast, Which art now, and
which wert then Of the Present and the Past, Of the eternal
Where and When. 1864 Newman Apol. vi. 362, I have
very little reason to doubt about the issue of things, but the
when and the how are known to Him. 1867 Carlyle
E. Irving in Kemin. (1881) 101 The when of my first call

there I do not now remember. 1883 Tennyson Anc. Sage
104 Thin minds, who creep from thought to thought, Break
into ' Thens ' and ' Whens ' the Eternal Now.
When, var. Whenne Obs., whence.
Whenabouts (hwe'nabauts). nonce-wd. [f.

When, after whereabouts.'] The time at which a
thing happened.
1898 L. A. Tollemache Talks with Gladstone i. 19 The

whereabouts and the whenabouts of my interviews with him,

Whenas, when as (hweniscz, hwen sez),

adv., conj. arch. [f. When + As adv. 27.]
1. At the, or a, time at which ; in a case in

which : — When 4, 8.

M*3 Jas. I Kingis Q. ii, Quhen as I lay In bed allone
waking, ..Fell me to mynd of many diuerse thing. 1550
I.fvkr Serm. 4th Sund. Lent A vij b. Ye shall heare, when
as much people commynge vnto Iesus, ..what Iesus did.

1574 T. Hill Art Garden.^ Bees 66 This is a great token of
raine to^ follow, when as the Sunne in the daytime, and the
Moone in the night, do appeare pale, or blackish of colour.
160a Kyd .S^*, Trag. 111. H 2 b, At the mid of noone, When
as the Sun-God rides in all his glorie. 1638 Quarles Hiero-
glyph, vii. iv, Subjects must vail, whenas their Sov'reigne's
by. 1748 Thomson Cast. IndoU 1. lxv, Whenas we found
he would not here be pent, To him the better sort this
friendly message sent. 1808 Scott Marnu 1. xxviii,Whenas
the Palmer came in hall, Nor lord, nor knight, was there
more tall. 1904 M. Hewlett Queen's Quair 11. vi, Whenas
he hesitated . . she came forward in a pretty, shy way.

Vol. X.

+ b. At which time ; and then ; whereupon :

= When 6. Obs.

1553 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) T59 VntUl the
xxviij" daye of the same monethe wen as the samesur-
seased. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral A/on. 254 Hugh had
scarce continued one yeare of probation, when as the fore-

said Abbot Wido departed the world. 1697 J. Sergeant
Solid Philos. 205 Where's that Other Duration or Succes-
sion before Time,, .whenas 'tis confessed there was none.

2. a. Seeing that, inasmuch as : = When 9 a.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. B ij b, When as the greater Ga-
langais. .without any. .euellsauourel wold rather take great
Galanga for Acorus, then the comon calamus. 1644 Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 57 How can he be a Doctor in his book.,
whenas all he teaches, .is but under.. the correction of his

patriarchal licencer? 1728 in SewuHs Letter-bk. (1886) II.

240, I may well condole the bereavement, whenas so much
fiersonal friendship is therewithall vanished. 1899 C W.
)oylh Taming of Jungle i, Whenas my back smarted..
from the blows of the chuprassi's shoe, . . I took the oil from
my chirag and anointed my back therewith.

b. In adversative sense: Whereas : ^WhenqIj.
1578 Timme Calvin on Gen. 95 They doe verie childishly

eire, which ^do consider originall sinne onely..in the in-

ordinate motion of appetites: when as it fulfilleth the seate

of reason and the whole hart. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. F/, v.

vii. 34 So Iudas kist his master, And cried all haile, when as

he meant all harme. 1699 Dentley Phal. 272 He brings in

this Date of Solon's Death, out of Phanias; as if it was a
point uncontroverted, and allow'd by Plutarch himself.

Whenas Plutarch barely mentions it. 1711 Sevvall Diary
14 May (1879) II. 311 Through the Goodness of God I had
li ttle or no hurt, when as my Horse's Nose bled for it.

Whence (hwens), adv., conj, (sb.) Forms :

4-5 whannes, whennes, (4 huannes, waunes,
whennus, -ys), 4-6 whens, 5 qwens, 6 whense,
Sc, quhens, quhence, 6- whence. [13th c. ME.
whannes, whennes, f. whanne, Whenne + -S

suffix. In all senses often preceded by redundant

from, \fro (From 15 a), occas. of (obs. or arch.).]

I. Interrogative uses. (Now replaced inordinary

colloquial speech by where . . ,from.)
1. From what place? a. in a direct question.
a 1300 K. Horn 161 (Camb. MS.) Whannes beo jie, faire

gumes, bat her to londebeob ictime. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xvi.

8 Whens comyst thow, and whithir gost thow? c 1430 Syr
Tryam. 431 What do ye here, madam? Fro whens come ye?
[ed. Copland {c 1550) Of whens be you.. ?]. 1526 Tinhale
John vi. 5 Whence shall we bye breed that these might
eate? 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. v. N ij, From whense
haste thou brought hym hyther ? 1547 Boorde Introd.
Knowl. xxvit. (1870) 192 Of whens be you? I am of Eng-
land. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 103 Of whence, I pray?
Tra. Of Pisa, sir. 1697 Dryden /Eneis x. 945 Whence am I

fore'd, and whether am I born? 1720 Delany News fr.
Parttass. 19 From whence is this Fool ? 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Cong, v, My wife, as I'm a Christian. From whence
can she come? 1855 Tknnyson The Brook 22 O babbling
brook, . . Whence come you ?

b. in an indirect question.

C1300 St. Brandan 288 We nuteth no^t bote thurf God
whannes hit is i-brou^t. 1377 Langl, J*. PI. B. v. 532 J>is

folke frayned hym firste fro whennes he come, c 1450 Merlin
44 They axed hym of whens he was. 1526 Tindale John
ix. 29 Thys felowe, we knowe not from whence he ys. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 261 The Kidd. .Asked, .who, and
whence that he were. 1697 Dryden sEneis vi. 1193 He..
ask'd his airy Guide, What, and of whence was he. Ibid.

vm. 150 Resolve me, Strangers, whence) and what you are.

1710 De Foe fix*, Public Credit 6 We . . hardly know whence
it [sc. the wind] comes, or whither it goes. 1802 Maria
Edgeworth Moral T,, Forester v, He inquired whence the

water came. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxv, There was
no question put of whence I came or whither I was going,

2. gen. and transf From what source, origin,

or cause? a. in a direct question.

c X3°S P°P- Treat. Sci. (1841) 139 Loke hou crokede thu
were ther, ..Whannes {earlier text Fra 3wam] cometh hit

siththe to here the so he^e? 1382 Wyclif Matt. xxi. 25 Of
whennes was the baptem of Joon ; of heuene, or of men ?

1526 Tindale Luke 1. 43 Whens hapeneth this to me, that

the mother off my lorde shulde come to me? 1697 Dryden
AKue'ts x. 9 From whence these Murmurs, and this change
of Mind? 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy II. xvii, But whence
..have you concluded, .that the writer is of our church?
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.x'ix, From whence have we derived
that spiritual profit?

b. in an indirect question.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 53, I am wel admeruaylled fro

whens that cometh to the suche presumpcion to speke so
hastyly. 1599 Broughton's Lett, viii. 28 There are some
that can tell, .from whence you borrow, .your much bragd-
of Concent.

^ 1667 Milton P. L. v. 856 Strange point and
new ! Doctrin which we would know whence learnt. 1718
Prior Solomon 1. 459 Ask Reason now, whence Light and
Shade were giv'n. 1781 Cowper Truth 237 An apt simili-

tude shall show Whence springs the conduct that offends
you so. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley vii, The laughter and
mirth of her uncle, and Hannah, and Mary, she could not
tell whence originating. 1859 Tennyson Pelleas 520 For so
the words were flash 'd into his heart He knew not whence
or wherefore. 1867 F. Harrison in Questions Kef. Parlt.

255 No man can say from whence the greater danger to

order arises.

II. Relative or conjunctive rises.

3. From which place ; from or out of which.
Also with ellipsis of there or thither in the main clause.

1382 Wyclif Ps. cxx[i]. 1, I rered vp myn ejen in to the
mounteynes ; whennys [1388 fro whannus] shal come helpe

to me. 1535 Coverdale Deut. xi. 10 The londe of Egipte,
whence ye came out. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Isa. Ii. 1 Loke
vnto the rocke, whence ye are hewen. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 30 June 1644, A dreadfull cliff, from whence the
country and river yeald a most incomparable prospect.

1728-46 T.omson Springgio Mossy rocks, Whence on each
hand the gushing waters play. 1838 Dickens O. Twist

xxx'iv, The little room. .looked into a garden, whence a
wicket-gate opened into a small paddock. 1887 Swinburne
Stud. Prose <y Poetry (1854) 141 The quarter from whence
the following lucubration is addressed.
1590 Shaks. Com. Err. m. i. 37 Let him walke from whence

he came. 1591 — Two Gent. 11. iv. 122 Now tell me : how
do al from whence yuu came? 1611 Bible Job x. 21 Let me
alone that I may take comfort a litle, Pefore I goe whence
[Covkkdale thyther, from whence] I shall not returne.

fb. as compound relative'. From the place in

which, from where, poet. Obs. rare.
1601 Shaks. AIVs Well Ml. ii. 124 Come thou home Ros-

sillion, Whence honor but of danger winnes a scarre, As oft

it looses all. 1607 — Timon 1. i. 22 Our Poesie is as a
Goumc [printed Gowne] which vses [i.e. oozes] From
whence 'tis nourisht.

4. gen. and transf From which source or origin

(as a product) ; from which cause (as a result)

;

from which fact or circumstance (as an inference).
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 61 This opinion is not

French, but plaine Turcki.she: from whens, som French
fetche moe faultes, than this. 1590 Spenser /-'. O. 111. iii. 1

Vertue. . Whence spring all noble deeds and neuer dying
fame. 1678 Cudworth Intcll. Syst. 32 To lay down such
Principles, as from whence it would follow, that any Real
Entity in Nature did come from Nothingand go to Nothinc
1731-8 Swift PoL Conversat, Introd. 29 From whence I did

then conclude, .that Wine doth not inspire Politeness. 1781

Cowper Expost. in Faith, the root whence only can arise

The graces of a life that wins the skies. 1859 Jephson
Brittany vi. 81 St. Ive . . became a successful advocate,
whence he is now venerated by l!reU-n lawyers as their

patron. 1885 Goodale Physiol. Bot. 400 During its revolu-

tion a tip bows or nods successively to all points of the

compass ; whence the name nutation.

III. 5. as sb. (nonce-use.) That from which
something comes or arises; place of origin ; source.

1832 Motley in Corr. (i£Sg) I. iB, I was summoned before

the Senate of the University, and then wrote my name and
my whences and what?, etc., etc., in a great book. 1869

Mks. Whitney Hitherto xviii. 242 We start from some
whence, and are expressed through to somewhere, 1875 E.

White Life in Christ 1. iv. (1878) 30 Uncertain as to the

Whence and Whither of humanity.

Whenceforth., adv. rare. [Properly two
words, Whence and Fokth adv. 3.] fa. Forth

from which, b. From which time onward : cf.

henceforth, (With redundant from.)
1590 Spenser Muiopot. 316 The God of Seas.. strikes the

rockes with his three-forked mace; Whenceforth issues a
warlike steed in sight. 1658 Harrington Prerog. Pop.
Govt. 34 From whenceforth God proposed) unto the People
no otherwise then by Moses.

Wh.encefo*rward
?
adv. rare. [Properly two

words, Whence and Forward adv. ; cf. Hence-
forward, Thenceforward.] a. = prec. b. b
From which place onward.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies^ Shropshire (1662) in. 16 Whence

forward and not before, his Forces deserved the name of an
Army. 1899 Daily News 1 July 4/6 From hence it is no
great way to Woodford, whenceforward the return journey
is but a repetition of the outward.

t Wlience-from, adv. Obs. [An inversion of

from whence : cf. HenCE-FROM, THENCE-FROM.]
1. interrog. = WnENCE I.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 29 '2 Whence-fmm did

our Lord Iesus Christe and his Apostles drawe their doc-

trine, but out of Moses? 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas if.

ii. Ark 306 Whence {shall I say) then, whence-from comes
it..That {etc.]. 1604 T. Wright Passions Pref., I have-

divers times weighed with my selfe, whencefrom it should
proceed [etc.].

2. ret. = Whence IT.

1666 J. Smith Old Age (1676) 236 Whereunto all the blood
..doth naturally tend ;. .and whence-from it will in no wise
depart .

Whencesoever (hwensiSflie'vai), adv.
%

conj.

Msopoet. -soe'er (-Sf>»e-i\i). (In early use as two
words.) [f. Whence + Soever.] From whatever
place or source ; wherever . . . from. (Also with

redundant/hw/.)
1511 Guylforde's Filgr. (Camden) 22 This Cytie of Jheru-

salem..stondeth vpon suche a grounde that from whens
soever a man commyth theder he must nede ascende. 1593
Shaks. Kich. II, 11. iii. 22 It is my Sonne, young Harry
Percie, Sent from my Brother Worcester: Whence soeuer.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 208 (1) Whencesoever the
name came, it is antient. 1670 Dryden 1st Pt. Cone.
Granada iv. ii, From whence-soe're their Hate our Houses
drew, I blush to tell you, I have none for you. 1759 Johnson
Kasselas xxxviii, Whoever or whencesoever you are. 184a

Manning Serm. i. (1848) I. 2 Whatsoever or whencesoever
be the origin of Sin. 1887 Morris Odyssey 1. ic O Goddess,
..from whencesoever ye may, Gather the tale. 191* G. P.

Gray Crit. Introd. O. T. 200 He re-moulds his material,

whencesoever derived.

Whencever (hwens,^v^x), adv., conj. Also poet.

whence'er (hwensie<»u). Earlier as two words,

whence ever. [See Ever adv. 8 e.] « prec.

1718 Prior Salomon B. 793 Whence ever I thy cruel

Essence bring, I own thy Influence. x888 Clough Poems,
Fragm. Myst. Fall xii, A thing, whence'er it came, To be

forgotten and considered not. 1899 Helloc Danton iv. 119

The enthusiasms which, from whencever they blow, are the

fresh winds of the soul.

f"WT3enceward,<afc>. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Whence

+ -ward : cf. Thenceward.] From whence.

1701 Ray Creation 11. (ed. 3) 366 In those Ponds from

whenceward they steered their course.

Whench, variant of Quench v.

Whene, obs. f. Queen, Wain, When.
Whenever (hwenjevaO, adv.

t
conj. (In
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WHENNE 26 WHERE.
early use as two words.) Also poet, whene'er
(hwen,eVi). [f. When + Ever (see below).]

I. As relative adverb or conjunction : clWhex 4.

1. [Ever adv. 8 e.] At any time when ; every

time that, as often as. In a qualifying (con-
ditional) clause, the meaning becomes : At what-
ever time, no matter when. Also with the idea of

time weakened or lost (cf. When 8) : In any or

every case in which.
c 1380 Wvci.if Set. Wks. III. 35+ As be popis clerkis

feynen bat bet clone miraclis whanne evere bei syngen, moo
and more woundirful ban ever dide Crist or his apostlis.

c 1440 Generydes 1245 Ser, on to hir loggyng, When euer it

please yow, I shall be your gyde. c 1449 Pecock Refir.
Prol. 2 Whanne euer he takith vpon him for to..correpte
his Cristen nei^bour. 1509 Reg. Privy Seal Scot, I. 293/2
Landis ., that sail happin to cum in the Kingis hands..
throu the said Henrys deceis quhenevir it sail happin. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 15 When euer you haue need, You
may be armed and appointed well. 1667 Milton P. L. x.

771 His doom is fair, That dust I am, and shall to dust
returne : O welcom hour whenever ! 1678 Yng, Man's Call.

p. xiv, So might you welcom your death with pleasant
smiles when ere it comes, 1766 Goldsm. Vicar IV. xxx.
You may, at a minute's warning, send them over England
whenever your honour thinks fit. 1842 Dickens Ame>\
Notes ix, Whenever an EnglUhman would cry ' All right !

'

an American cries 'Goahead !' 1865RUSKIN Sesame i. §25
Roguery and lying, .are instantly to be flogged out of the
way whenever discovered. 1891 Karrar Darkn. $ Dawn
xiv, She still had access to the Emperor whenever she
desired. 1921 Oxford Mag. 28 Jan. 163/1 When the official

story., is published, whenever that may be, minor details.,

will require correction.

2. [Evek 8 a] At the Very time or moment
when ; as soon as. (Now only in Sc. and Irish use.)

1655 tr. SoreCs Com. Hist. Francion VIII. 7 He gave me a
good supper last night when ever I came within his doors.
1800 Monthly Mag. IX. 323/2 We will go to our dinner
whenever the clock strikes two. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 589
One-third of the mixture is introduced at fust ; whenever
this is melted, the second third is thrown in. 1875 A. Wil-
son Abode ofSnow xxxviii. 360 And whenever my tent was
set up I went to sleep in spite of the wind.

II. 3. As interrogative adverb, an emphatic ex-

tension of when. (Properly two words, and usually

so written : see Ever 8 d.) Now coiloq.

1713 Addison Cato 1. i,When-e'redid Juba, or did Portius,

show A Virtue that has cast me at a Distance ? Mod. When
ever did I say that? I waited and waited, and wondered
when ever he would come.

t Whenne, When, adv., conj. Obs. Forms :

a. 1 hwanone, 3 hwanene, whanene, wauene,
hweouene, wheonene, wenene, whonene,
whonnene, woneae, (whsennenen). 0. 2

hwonne, 3 hweonne, whone, wanne, 3-5
whenne, 4 Sc. quhene. 7. 1 hwanon, -an,

-un, hwonan, -on, 3 hwannen, whannen, -in,

wannen, wanen. 5. 1 huona, hwona. *. 4
wen, wan, north, queii, Sc, quhen, 4-5 when.
See also Whyxe. [OE. hwanone, hwanon,
hwonan = OS. hwanon, -en, whence {ncthwanen
from somewhere or other), OHG. (h)wanana,
wandn, wannen (MHG. swannen = *so wannen so

whencesoever) : a derivative of the interrog. stem

Xwa- Who, What, as Hex, henne ( = hence) is of

xz- He, and Theyne, then (= thence) of/tz-.]

1. interrog. = Whence r, 2.

Beowulf 333 Hwanon ferigeaS ge factte scyldas? Ibid.

2403 Haefde pa ;;efrunen, hwauan sio faehS aras. c888
Alfred Boeth. v. §3 Wast bu hwonan a^Ic wuht cume?
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 43 Unde hoc miki ut ueniat
mater domini vtei ad me, huona [Rushw. hwona; Ags.
hwanun; Nation hwanenjftis me baettecyme moder drihtnes
mines to me? a 1000 Gos/>. Nicod. iv. (Thwaites)2 Hwanone
sceoldest bu specan on Hebreisc? c 1200 Vices § Virtues
69 Ic Se warni-.ftat tu. .understande and Heme fastliche da
3ekyndes of sinner, hwannen and hwanne hie cumen.
ciios Lay. 1430 Whonene [c 1275 Wanene] beo }e cnihtes?
/bid. 6193 Hc.haehte heom suggen wannen heo weoren.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2407 He esste horn wanen [v.r. of
wanne] hi were & wo him bitter bro^te. 13.. Guy Wariv.
(A.) 1724 Gij..seyd, ' wencomestow, pilgrim?' 1361 Langl.
P. PI. A. xii. 75 He.. asked him after, Of when bat he
were, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2547 ' Ihesu lord *, quabOlyuere;
* fro wan comep al bis gold?* 1390 Gower Con/. I. 265 Of"

Envie noman knoweth Fro whenne he cam hot out of helle.

a 1423 Cursor M. 13929 (Trin.) Whenne he shal com shal

noon knowe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 416/1 Whenne, vnde.

2. rel. or conj. = Whence 3, 4.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 25 pa he nasfde hwanon he
hyt agulde. CI175 Lamb, Horn. 61 Parais, from hwonne
be engles a-dun follon. c 1205 Lay. 2034 He hire sette name
on.. to munien his ikunde whone he icomen weore. 1297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 4298 Toward \>e wode wanene [v.r. fram
wanne] hii coine be brutons gonne to fie. 1390 Gower
Conf. I. 212 To. .go. .To Rome, whenne that sche cam.

b. Qualified by ever : = Whencksoever.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 156 He which was a Bacheler, Mi

fader, is now mad a Pier ; So whenne as evere that I cam,

An Erles dowhter now I am. c 1440 ipowydon 497 Where
[v.r. when] he euer come or what he is.

Whenne, Whennes, -us, obs. ff. When,
Whence.
"Whe-nness. nonce-ivd. [f. When + -ness.]

Condition in respect of time.

1710 De For Ess. Public Credit 6 It has no Whereness,

or Whenness, Scite, or Habit.

Whens, whense, obs. ff. Whence.

Whenso (hwe'n&ju), adv., conj. Forms: see

When and So. [ME. hwense, representing OE.
*swd hwanne swd : see When and So adv. 1 7 d.]

f 1. = When 4. Obs.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 85 In be deie of liureisun hwense god

almihtin wule windwin bet er wes iborschen. c 1205 Lay.
15054 Weonne so ich beo uor5 faren, Hetigest eow wul
makien kare. a 1225 Ancr. R. 412 3^ 5et moten chaungen
ham hwonse ^e euer willeS. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. cxviii,

Quhen so my teris dropen on the ground, ..the lytill birdis

smale Styntith thaire song. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 522 Quhen swa this cruell murthour wes committit,..
nevirceissit he of his wickit. .pretense.

2. = Whenevek i. arch.
c 1200 ORMIN1466 Whannse pu fon^ifesst tuss pin wiabb^
& ec pin wrasche, A33 banne lakesst tu bin Godd Gastiike i

bine b*wess - c Moo Rule St. Benet (verse) 861 When so
we ^ern ony thing pat may fall vnto flesch likyng, Thinke
we god waites vs weterly! 1:1425 Cast. Persev. 2542 in

Macro Plays 153 It is good, whon-so be wynde blowe, A
man to haue sum-what of his owe. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar.
Angus (1879) I. 178 He sal haue the fredome of hoslary
quhenswa at it be sufheiand. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd
829 Whenso loue of letters did inspire Their gentle wits.

1866 Neale Sequences, Hymns, etc. 216 Whenso that battle

seems going against us, remember the legend. 1879 Butcher
& Lang Odyssey in. 40 Phrontis, ..who excelled the tribes of
men in piloting a ship, whenso the storm winds were hurry-
ing by.

Whensoever (hwensoue'vai), adv. , conj. Also
poet, whensoe'er (-eV.i). [f. prec. + Evek adv.

;

cf. Soever.] = Whenever i.

C1320 Cast. Love (Halliw.) 177 Thet whensoever the
appul he 3ete, Thorwhe deth that lyfe he shulde forlete.

1:1450 Godstoiu Reg. 532 To., whom-so-euer or which-so-
euer and whan-so-euer he wolde yeve bequeth. .hit. i486
Bk.St. Albans d ij b, Whensoeuer and whersoeuer thay se

any tame Dookes. 1526 Tindalk Mark xiv. 7 Ye shall have
povre with you all wayes : and when soever ye will, ye maye
do them goode. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 158 What
he with.. all probation will make vp full cleare Whensoeuer
he's conuented. a 1716 South Serm., James Hi. tb Wks.
1727 V. 397 Whensoever the Romans conquered an Enemy,
it was indeed the General himself only, who was said to
triumph. 1815 W. H. Ireland Scrilbleomattia 20 When-
soever Mr. Southey issues from the press, we find him
arrayed in a different costume. 1819 Shellky Peter Bell3rd
v. x. 3 Whensoever he should please, He could speak of
rocks and trees In poetic metre. 1853 Rock Ch. Fathers
III. 11. 51 The bishop first blessed the attire with which
those ministers were to be arrayed whensoever they bad to

go about their holy office.

b. ellipt. with loss of relative force : At any time.

1604 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 210 (Qo. 2) If his fitnes speakes,

mine is ready : now or whensoeuer, prouided I be so able as

now. 1651 tr. Life Father Paul Sarpi 10 Either rising

from the board, or from his bed at midnight, or whensoever
applying himself wholly, .to the subject.

Whensomever (hwens^mie'vaj), adv., conj.

Now dial, or vulgar. [See Somever 2.] = prec.

a 1425 tr. Ardernes Treat. Fistula etc. 61 When-someuer
pe pacient felep tyklyng or ychyng or prykkyng in pe lure.

1507 Co7'. Leet Bk. 608 When-sume-euer and as often as the

case shall require. 1558 Q. Kennedy Compend. Tract, in

iVodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 99 Quhensumevir questioun or

debait rysis. 1611 in wth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1.

547 The next degree I expecte is some violent fryars and
Jesuites inciting. .the Catholick Princes against hereticks.

. .Which whensomever it bee I confidently beleeve you shall

see ye tragedie begin in France. 1810 Splendid Follies III.

112 You have my consent, sir, to marry the girl when-
sumdever it's con venient.

Whent, Wheoder, Wheol(e : see Quaint a.,

Whether, Wheel.
Wher, obs. f. were, pa. t. indie, pi. of Be v. ;

obs. f. Where ; obs. or dial, contr. f. Whether.
Wherble, obs. form of Warble.

Where (hwe»j), adv. and conj. Forms. : a.

i-a hweer, (1 huoer, hwoer, wser, uer), 1-3

hwer, 1-4 huer, (3 whser(e, wser), 3-5 wer,

3-6 wher, 4 hwere, 4-6 were, 6 whear, Sc.

vher, 6-7 wheare, 7 (9 dial.) wheer, 4- where

;

6V.and north, dial. 3-5 quer, 4-5 quere, 5 qwer(e,

qwher, 6 quheir, 7 quher(e. 0. 1-3 hwar,

(1 hwara), 2-4 war, (3 wahr, 3war, $ware),

3-5 ware, (8 Sc. ) whare, (8-9 Sc.) whar, 4
hware, 5 whaire, 6-7 vhair, (9 Sc.) whair, 96V.

whaur ; Sc. and north, dial. 3-4 quar, 4-5 quare,

4-6 quhar, qubare, 5 qwar, qware, qwhar,
qwhare

;
5-6 quair, 5-8 quhair, 6-7 quhaire.

7. 3 wor, quor, quuor, 4 hwore, quore, 4-5
whore, 5 whor. 8. n. e. Sc. 6 for, 9 faur {Irish

far). [OE. hwxr
}
hwdr, corresp. to OFris. hzver,

OS. htutir (MLG. wdr, LG. waar, woor, MDu.,
Du. waar), OHG. (h)zvdr, wd

t
MHG. wd, G. ivo

(wdr surviving in G. waruin). A disyllabic OE.
form hwdra (ME. whgre) also existed; cf. fdra
there. Forms with short vowel appear in OE.
hwar, hwara, (ME. whar, whare), OS. hwar,

OHG. wara, MHG. ware, war whither, ON. hvar
(Sw. var, Da. hvor), Goth, hwar where.

Derived from the interrog. stem xwa 't as Here is

from xi- He, and There from pa- ; cf. Lith. hir
where, L. cur (:—*qudr) why, Skr. kdr-hi when.]

I. Interrogative uses.

In dependent clauses formerly sometimes followed by that-.

see That conj. 6. For the distinction between the de-

pendent interrogative and the relative use, cf. What A. I,**

1. In or at what place (region, country, etc.)?

a. in direct questions.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xli. 4 [xlii. 3] Hwer is god Sin ? c 1000

jtZlfric Gen. iii. 9 God ..cw£e3: Adam, hwar eart bu,?
a 1175 Cott. Horn. i\\ pis is hare bread, hwer scule we win
finden? c 1200 Okmin 12734 Lef ma^stre, whtere biggesst
tu? c 1205 Lav. 4454 Whaer beo 5e mine cnihtes, whar beo
3e mine kempen? c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 356 Du, nu, quor art,

adam, adam? Ibid. 1311 Quar sal ben taken De orfrende
Sat 3u wilt maken? a 1300 Cursor M. 1123 Caym ware es

bi broiber abell? 138a Wvclif Gen. iii. 9 The Lord God
clepide Adam, and seide to hym, Where art thow ? a 1400-

50 Wars Alex. 683 Quat sterne is it at 3e stody on, quare
stekis it in heuyn ? 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.)
6 The secounde questioun that is to say quhare was hataill

first fundyn. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. xiii. 402 Primuspastor.
Bot I will go before, let vs mete, ijus pastor, whore 1

iijus pastor. At the crokyd thorne. a 1600 Montgomery:
Sonn. Ivi, 13 Vhair go they then? 1637 Milton Lycidas 50
Where were ye Nymphs when the remorseless deep Clos'd
o're the head of your lov'd Lycidas? 1779 Warner in Jesse
Selvoyn <\ Contemp. (1844) IV. 285, I have been preaching
this morning, and am going to dine,—where?— in the after-

noon. 1838 P. Egan Pilgr. Thames 259 Where the deuce
am I? 1848 Dickens Dombey xxvi, My dearest Edith, ..

where on earth have you been ? 1896 ISakrie Sentim,
Tommy iii. 34 Whaur heard you that name?

b. in dependent clauses.

C893 ./Elfked Oros. iv. x. § 3 Jjesecga5 me nu Romane,
cwaM Orosius, hwonne \>zet gewurde obbe hwara [etc.].

971 Blickl. Horn. 241 pine stefne ic sehiere, ac ic ne wat
hwair bu eart. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 Je hereS, ware
heo com to ure helende. a 1240 Ureisuu 106 in O. E.
Horn. I. 197 Ful wel bu me iseic.Hwar ich was and hwat »

dude, c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 10/325 He wuste Jware be rode
lai. a 1300 Cursor M. 157 Hit sal be reddynn banne. . How
he was born and quen and ware [v.rr. quare, whare]. Ibid.

17288 +223 f>ai haf taken my lord, ..and doyne him Ine
wote whore. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 65, I ne wyste in bis

worlde quere bat hit wace. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 17, 1 have
knowelege quere the shippyng chall be. 1470-83 Malorv
Arthur x. lvii. 511 Yet wold not sire Launcelot telle me
certeynte of you where I shold fynde yow. 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 117 Where hops will growe, here learne to

knowe. 1645 in Scalding Club Misc. I. 56 Ve will certanly

knaw whair to find ws with the Regiementis. 1648 Ckom*
well Let. to T. Saunders 17 June in Carlyte, You may
send to Colonel Herbert, . .who will certainly acquaint you
where he is. 1724 Ramsav Vision v'ri, L.Speird, quhair he
had been sae langl 1784 Cowr-ER A'/, to J. Hilt 47 An
emp'ror, a wise man—No matter where, in China or Japan.
1822 Scott Nigel iii. You did not tell him where I lived,

you knave? i860 Dickens Uucomm. Trav. ii, Little does
it signify to us, when the soul has departed, where this

poor body lies. 1882 Hesant Alt Sorts xv, You come from
no one knows where j you live no one knows how.

(b) In dependence on an int. or vb. of looking:

Lo, see, look, behold where (he comes) = Here or

there (he comes) ! arch.
c 1205 Lav. 5029 Leo wasr here ba wombe be bu laeie inne

swa longe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3117 Lowe where is a
lomb ! a fayre whytelomb ! lo ! lo ! 1591 Shaks. TivoGent.
v. i. 7 See where she comes. 1593 — 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 50
My Lords, looke where the stuidie Rebell sits. 1605 —
Macb. v. viii. 55 Behold where stands Th' Vsurpers cursed

head. 1681 Drvden Abs. $ Achit. 11. 1125 See where the

Princely Barque in loosest Pride, With all her Guardian
Fleet, Adorns the Tide ! 1742 Gray Spring i, Lo 1 where
the rosy-bosom'd Hours, Fair Venus' train, appear. 1839
Hood Quakers' Conversaz. 11. 29 Lo ! where the Soldier

walks, alas ! With Scars received on foreign Grounds.

c. colloq. with from or to at the end of the sen-

tence or clause : where . . . from ? = whence ?

where . . . to? = whither?
1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 103, I must

go suddenly, but where to? 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish
iii, Where on earth the husband came from. 1914 'Ian
Hay ' Knt. on H heels xiii, Where do these brats hail from 1

2. In general and fig. senses : In what position,

situation, or circumstances ? at what point or stage

(of action, speech, or thought) ? in what passage

or part (of a writing) ? in what particular ? in

what respect? in what? also (contextually, with

gel, etc.) from what source?
a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 Aske3 hiin, Hwat beo ordre,& hwar he

ifmde in holi write religiun openluker descriued..ben in sein

lames canoniel epistle? a 1250 Owl % Night. 8g2 & ban
sunfulle ic helpe al so Vor ic him teche hwar is wo. a 1300

Cursor M. 2800 Godd.. J>at made bat sinful folk sa madd,
pat bai ne wist war bai war stad. c 1450 Mirk's E'estial 4

Mys angyll . tellyng hym redely wher and how oft he habe

don amys. 1531 Klyot Gov. \. xiii. (1883) 1. 131 Indefend-

ynge of oratours and poetes 1 bad all moste forgoten where

I was. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in. v. 15 Where haue they this

mettell? Is not their Clymate foggy, raw, and dull? 1600
— A. Y. L. v. ii. 32 O, I know where you are. 1641 Milton
Ch. Govt. 1. vii. 28 If there were no opposition where were

the triall of an unfained goodnesse and magnanimity? 1728

Law Serious C. ix. You must not deceive yourself with

saying, Where can be the harm of clothes? 1847 C. Bronte

Jane Eyre xxxii, 'But where is the use of going on,' I asked.

1882 Besant.,4//.W^ xxii, 'I see.. You were attracted by

the ancient inscriptions?' 'Naturally: without inscriptions,

where are you? ' 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert v. 47 That is

all very well ; but where do I come in ?

3. To what place ? Now, in ordinary use, taking

the place of Whither ; cf. Here adv. 7, There 8.

(Formerly freq. with Become, q.v. 1 b.)

c 1000 Ivauderer 92 Hwaer cwom mear^? hwaer cwom
ma^o ? c 1205 Lay. 21913 Wsr sculten we bicumen? a 1300

Cursor M. 13748 Quar ar bai cummen, bin wiberwins bat pe

had nummen? 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7492 pat

brostel sagh he no more ; Hyt become, he ne wyst whore.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 166 Were here a bslleon here

bei3- ..Men my3te wite where bet went and awei renne 1



WIIERE. 27 WIIERE.
1470-85 Mai.ory Arthur xxi. iv. 846 Where are al my noble
knyghtes becomen? 1587 Harrison England 1. xi. 47/1 in

Holinshedy Whose eies are so blinded with the thicknesse
of that element, that they cannot see where to become. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. m. i. 166 Where shall we go? 1611 —
Wint. T. iv. iv. 304 Aut. Get you hence, for I must goe
Where it fits not you to know. Dor. Whether ? a 1708 'J'.

Ward Eng. Ref. 1. (1710) 86 His Soul departed, God knows
where. 1730 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphith. e8o We shall

now mention where every one of those Entries.. lead. i8og
Malkin Gil Bias 111. iii. p 8 Unconscionable dogs ! Where
do they expect to go when they die? i860 Dickens Un-
comm. Trav. iii, Who departed this life I don't knowwhen,
and whose coaches are all gone I don't know where.

4. In rhetorical questions having the effect of

emphatic negations (cf. What A. 3) : e.g. where
is — ? implying or suggesting ( — has vanished'
or ' there is no — anywhere *

; where not =
everywhere (cf. What not).
c888 Alfred Boeth. xix, Hwser synt nu ba:s Welondes

ban, otVAe hwa wat nu hwa:r hi wa:ron ? c 1000 Ags. Gosf*.
Luke viii. 25 Da cwa:b se ha;lend, hwar is eower geleafa?
c 1300 Havelok 1083 Hwere niithe i finden ani so hey So
hauelok is, or so sley? ^1430 Hymns Virgin {1867) 86
Where is bicome cesar, bat lorde was of al? c 1520 Suei.ton
Magnyf. 2055 Where is nowe my Weltb and my noble
estate ? 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 174 Quhair sail men
find steidfast Stabilnes? 1600 W. Watson Dccacordon
(1602) 34 All went to wracke in England, Scotland, Flanders,
Germame, Polony, and where not. 1709 Prior Henry <y

Emma 282 And where is Emma's Joy, if Henry flies? 1842
Mrs. Trollope Vis. Italy I. iii. 49 As to pictures, where
could I find foolscap enough to catalogue the multitude I

have seen? 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. v, Where would be
the good of Mrs. IJoffin and me quarrelling over it? 1906
Bigg Wayside Sk. vi. 154 Where shall we find him [sc. the
perfect reformer] except in the Son of Man ?

II. Relative and conjunctive uses.

Formerly often followed by that (That conj. 6).

* In senses referring to physical position.

5. as compound relative, or as correlative to there

(implied and sometimes expressed ; cf. What C.*,
When 4) : In or at the (or a) place in or at which

;

at the part at which.
be 950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. vi. 21 Ubi culm est thesaurus

tuus ibi est et cor luum, 3er vel huer fordon is strion <5in,

Tier is & hearta Sin. J 13.. Northern Passion I. 138 pel
soulite anober where bei myhte. 1338 R. Bkunne Chron,
(1725) I. 22 per where he was schotte. C1400 tr. .Seer. Seer.,
Gt. Lordsh. 89 A hors shal neuer henny whore he dwellys.
1483/Ic/a Audit, in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 102 The
Lordis.,ordanis that letters be writin to the schireffis qubar
the said landis liis. 1548-9 [see Thithkr i c]. 1583 Msl-
bancke Phitotimus Ej, Wher God buildes a church, the
deu'ill builds a chappell. a 1592 Grekne Orpharion Wks.
(Grosart) XII. 33 Where the sea is most deepe, there it is

most calme. 1639 J. Clarke Pararm. 48 He is where he
would be. 1779 Cowper/4 Tale, ' Where Humbcr\ Where
Humber pours his rich commercial stream, There dwelt a
wretch, who breath'd but to blaspheme. 1810 Crabue
Borough ii. 45 Where the common eye Can but the bare and
rocky bed descry, There Science loves to trace her tribes
minute. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths i. § 2 Inverness, placed
where it might ennoble one of the sweetest landscapes. 1893
Max Pkmberton Iron Pirate iv, I shall stay where I am.

b. To the (or a) place in or at which ( = thither

%vhere),

IV950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xi. 32 Cum uenisset ubi erat
iesns, Mi33y cuome &er vel huoer ua;s se luclend.] c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints i. {Petrus) 100 To be prince sa spak he
bane, |>at quhare petire wes, he wane, a 1500 Hist. K~.
Boccus <y Sydracke (? 1510) A'j, They fare as a lefe on the
tre That turnes whare the wynd wylbe. c 1586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. lxxxiv. iii, Me seemes I see them going;
Where mulberies are growing. 1671 Milton P. R. m.
244, I will bring thee where thou soon shalt quit Those
rudiments. 1697 Drydkn /Ends xi. 44 He took his Way,
Where, new in Death, lamented Pallas lay. Mod. I'll take
you where we shall get a better view.

6. Introducing a clause as obj. of a verb or prep.,

or as predicate : = a or the place in (or to) which.
Originating in, and not always distinguishable from, the

use in indirect questions (1 b).

[t-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. viii. 20 Fiiius . .hominis non
habet uH caput reclinct, Sunu..monnes ne hajfis huer
[Rus/nu. wir] heafud ?;ehlutes; 1381 Wyclif but mannes
sone hath nat wher he reste his heued.) c 1200 Ohmin
12985 pe^ tokenn ba:r to fra^nenn Crist Off whsere he
wass att hame. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Earn. Love
B'ief Dcscr., Not hauyng where they durst at any tyme
rest. 1590 Spenser E. Q, iii. iii. 27 From where the
day out of the sea doth spring, Vntill the closure of the
Kuening. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage it. xvii. 170 The Iewes
will not quite empty any place of water, that on the Sabbath
these ficrie soules may hude where to coole them. 1766
Goi.dsm. Vicar IV. v, Within about twenty paces of where
we were sitting. 1766 — Hermit 3 And guide my lonely
way To where yon taper cheers the vale With hospitable ray.
1876 Tennyson Harold v. i, I can see it From where we
stand. 1881 Besant All Sorts iv. (1S9S) 42 He. . showed her
where the liquor stood to ferment.

7. as simple relative, a. With antecedent place,
or some sb. denoting a place or receptacle ; intro-
ducing a defining or restrictive clause completing
the sense : In or at which.
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27 Al-wat hi kam over
bohusewar ure louerd was. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 324
He bad his man to gon and spire A place wher sche myhte
abyde. c 1400 R ule St. lienet (verse) 1666 And honest place
for to be in, Whor bai may sit with-outyn dyn. 1457 Test.
Ebor. (Surtees) II. 207 Att Saynt Nicholas auter before the
stall quer I sitt at mese. 1539 in Extr. Aberd, Reg. (1S44)
I. 159, 1 sell leid the to the place for the freir swewyt the.
1567 Sc. Acts Jas. VK1S14) III. 23/2 The Superintendent,
and Ministeris of that Prouince quhair the benefice lyis.

a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Sonn. xl viii. 2 In hauthornes vher thou
hyds thy self and hants. 1697 Drydfn Virg. Georg. iv. 752
Th' unhappy Climes, where Spring was never known. 1788
Picken Poems 27 At yon burnie. .Whar the shinan peebles
lie. 1835 M arryat Jacob Faithful xiv, I hastened to the
black hole where Tom was confined. 1893 Max Pemberton
Iron Pirate iii, Looking for all the world like some great
dog that has entered a house where dogs are forbidden.

D. Introducing an additional statement, the
sense being complete without the relative clause

:

In or at which place ; and there.
a 1300 Cursor M. 950 Vnto be wreched werld to gang,

Quare bou sal thine bou hues to lang. 1375 }i,\HB0vn Bruce
1. 354 To Sanct Androws he come . . Qubar the byschop .

.

Resavyt him. c 1420 Anturs Arth. xxxvii, By pat on
plumtone land a palais was pi5te, Were neuer freke opone
folde had foustene biforne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
*53x) Sb, Theyr probacyon in deserte, where god proued
tlieyr fayth and hope. a 1586 Montgomery; Misc. Poems
xlvhi. 222 Then to the Douns, vhair that we raid a spare.
1632 Mh.ton VAliczro 72 Russet Lawns, and Fallows
Gray, Where the nibling flocks do stray. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar IV. xiv, We were shewn into a little back room,
where there was only a venerable old man. 1820 Keats
Lamia |. 380 A pillar 'd porch . . Where hung a silver lamp,
1882 Besant All Sorts xxviii, I have been in America,
where, if anywhere, the people have it their own way.
8. as compound or simple relative : (In, or to,

the place) to which ; whither.
13.. Cursor M. 1154 (Gott.) Wid all pu sal biholden vile,

Quar bu wendis in exile. 1508 Reg, Privy Seal Scot. I.

250/2 Quhether thesaidis P. and J. pass in the realme of
France or uther partis quhare pies thaira. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. ii. 106 He is in heauen, where thou shalt neuer
come. 1655 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) III. 209Aletter..
which .. hce vndertooke to transmitt where it was directed.
1774CHESTERE. Lett. Li. 2 Holland, where you are going, is,

by far, the finest. .of the Seven United Provinces. 1852
MRS. Stowe Uncle Tom'sC.xxv'i, Tom., looked up for help
where he had always been used to look. 1893 Max Pem-
nEKTON Iron Pirate i, Him I am going to meet in this
Paris where I go without aim.

9. In generalized or indef. sense : In, or to, any
,

(or every) place in, or to, which ; wherever.
The indef. sense is more explicitly expressed by the addi-

]

tion of ever-, so, t sum : see Whekeveh, Whkkeso, Where-
I

SOME, WilEBESOMEVER.
C1200 Ormin 5904 Whaere o lande summ Itt iss patt mann

ofTGoddspell spellebb. C1205 Lay. 3320 Lete we sum pis

I
mocbele folc fare wher [later text woder] ha wulleA. 1297

i R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6617 Euere ware he com gode lawes he
I bro;te. 13.. Cursor M. 6136 (Gutt.) Mas sacrifis^our lauerd

[
vntill, Quar and bou so pat ;e will, a 135a Minot I'oems

\ (ed. Hall) ix. 20 None letes him be way to wende whore he
will. 1395 E. E. Wills 8 Ware that euer I deye. 14.. in

I
Tundalcs Vis. (1S43) 99 Lett thi name wher we rydy or

I
gon. . lie owre defence ageynowre mortal fon. 1552 Hu i.oet,

Where you will, vbilibet, 1605 Shaks. Learw. v. 10 Where
he arriues, he moues All hearts against vs. 1781 Cowfer
Table T. 298 Sing where you please. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. in. viii, I won't stand in your way. Go where you like.

** In general and figurative senses.

10. as compound relative, a. In the passage or

part (of a writing) in which; at, or to, the point
or stage (of action, speech, etc.) at which.
r 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 206 In his godspel, whaire

he says bus: ' Nolo mortem peccatoris'. C1450 Capgrave
Life St. Aug. Prol., In be first capitle Ad Romanos, where
he saide pat he was dettour on-to wise men and onwise.
1580 R. Parsons BriefDisc. 40 Througheout the scripture,
where Idoles are forbidden, they translate it Images. 1622
Peacham Compl. Gent. xi. 97 But we returne where we left.

1661 in Extr, St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. 11. (191 1) 126,
I marked the booke where there is a passage full of treason.

1907 Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 136/2 Where Powell parted com-
pany most fiercely from the Radicals was in his steadfast
patriotism.

b. In a or the case in which (often nearly =
When 8) ; in the circumstances, position, or con-

dition in which ; in that respect or particular in

which. (Sometimes with implication of contrast

or opposition : cf. 12 b.)

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 227 Were »e socour of the
watir failledc bere men schulde defende hem in be lond by
help of pe wal. c 1420 ?Lydg. Assembly ofGods 1634 He
wold deele where be had no charge. 1513 Douglas sEneis
iv. Prol. 199 Quhar scbame is lost quyte schent is woman-
heid. 1591 Shaks, Two Gent. v. W. 44 When women cannot
loue, where they're belou'd. 1635 Quarles Embl. 1. xii,

Ther's nothing wholsome, where the whole's infected. 1766
Fordyce Serm. Yng. Women (1767) I. v, 192 We cannot be
easy, where we are not safe. 1824 Scott Si, Ronatt's xxl'i,

'tty my soul, Clara, I will make you repent this !' said
Mowbray, with more violence than he usually exhibited
where his sister was concerned. 1850 Newman Diff.Angli.
cans ix. 221 They are rude where they should be reverent.
1918 Act S Geo. V c. 5. § 1 (1) Where it is proposed to make
any such Order . . a draft of the Order shall be presented to
each House of Parliament.

{6) Contextually indicating a person or persons
as the object of love or marriage.
1611 Beaum. & Fl. A'ing fy No A*, in. i, O she is far from

any stubbornness,, .and no doubt will like Where you would
have her. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bcdc 1. iv, Thee know'st
we canna love just where other folks 'ud have us. 1878
Hardy Ret. Native t. iv, I saw that.. it would be better
she should marry where she wished.

C. with construction as in 6 : = f a case in which ;

T~a person to whom; the point or particular in

which. (Cf. When 5.)
a 1300 A". Horn 691 (Camb. MS.), Ihc herde whar he sede,

& his swerd forb leide, To bringe be of lyue. 1375 Barhour
Bruce xi. 39, I herd neuir quhar so lang varnyng Wes
gcvin. i6ox Shaks. Jut. C. u ii. 5Q, I haue beard, Where
many of the best respect in Rome . . Haue wish'd that Noble

Brutus had his eyes. 1611 — Cymb. 11. iv. nr The Yowcs
of Women, Of no more bondage be, to whtre they are made,
Then they are to their Vertues. Mod. That was where he
failed, (colloq.) That's just where it is I

11. as simple relative, a. Introducing a defining

or restrictive clause (cf. 7 a): In or at which

;

t rarely with person as antecedent, In whom.
c 1500 Mclusine 238 She consyderyng the daunger where

bothe she & her peple had be. 1585 Jas. VI Ess.' Poesic
(Arb.) 53 Ignorants obdurde, quhair wilful errour lyis.

"593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. 5 York. Where did I leaut--

?

Dttch. At that sad stoppe, my Lord, Where rude mis-
gouern'd hands. .Threw dust. .on King Richards head.
1692 Duyijkn St, Eiiremonfs Ess. 98 There is no life so
regular, where particular Actions don't sometimes exceed
the general habit and conduct. 1792 Jrnl, Ho. Comm.
XLVII. 641/1 In a Case where the Officers had broken
into a Bedchamber. 1887 W. P. Frith Autobiogr. I. xxi.

284 It is difficult to put one's finger on the precise spot
where confidence merges into conceit,

b. Introducing an additional statement (cf. 7 b)

:

In or at which ; and there; hence, f whereupon,
and then.

1377 Langu P. PL B. v. 283 Who so leueth notice bis be
soth loke in be sauter t^cse, In miserere mci deus, where
1 mene treuthe. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixi, With that anon
ryght schetoke vp a sang, Quhare come anon mobirdis and
alight.

_ 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 29 To be in loue ; where
scorne is bought with grones. 1634 Sin T. Herbert Trav.
67 The Agent for the English Merchants inuited vs to
a Banquet, where he shewed a heartia Entertainment. 1694
tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen hi Ace. Scv. Late Voy. 11. 128
The Seamen let them alone until the Whale be killed, where
they take him without any trouble. 1781 Cowi*er 'Truth

372 The controversial field, Where deists, always foil'd, yet
;-com to yield. 1831 Scott Kenilw. Introd., The York-
shire Tragedy, a play erroneously ascribed to Shakspearc,
whore a Rake, .throws his wife down stairs.

12. fa. It being the case that; in view of the

fact that ; forasmuch as, inasmuch as : = Whereas
2 ; cf. Wiiex 9 a. (Chiefly in legal or other for-

mal documents.) Obs.
1411 Rolls of'Pari/. III. 650/1 First, where the forsaid

Lord the Roos .. compleyneth hym by a Bitle, surmettyng
on the same Robert [etc.]. ^1450 Godstoiv Reg. 25 Women
of relygyone, in redynge bokys of latyn, byn excusyd of
grete vndurstondyng, where it is not her modyr tonge.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Tr«f., And where hereto-
fore, there hath been great diuersitie. .within this realme:
Now from henceforth, [etc.]. 156Z-3 A". C. Wills (Surtees)
II. 36 Where that. . Hadoilc the smythe bathe gyven to me
his eldest sonne Christopher as my owne, I will he be put
un:o the schoale. 1599 in jotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 336 Where it is considered by the Maior, Sheriff--,

and cittizens of ihiscitie how greatly the city is impoverished.
1637 Bk. Com. Pr. Scot. Table & Kal., And where [1662
whereas] the Cxix. psalme is divided into xxij. portions,.. it

is so ordered [etc.].

T b. In adversative sense : "While on the con-
trary : — When 9 b, "Whekeas 3. Obs. (or merged
in 10 b).

£1380 Wyclif .SV/. Whs. III. 358 It fordoib Cristis privy,
lege*, bat where Cristene men shulden be free, now bei ben
nedid to hire a preest. c 1440 Generydes 1134 Now A dayis
I lese all that I waune, Where here before I was a threfty
man. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 62 Purple in those dayts
was for the wearyng of none but kynges & princes, wher
now it is communely taken vp with euery sowter. 1596
Edzu. Ill iv. iii, And, where tofore I loued thee as Villeirs,

Heereafter He embrace thee as my selfe. 1668 Rolle
Abridgm,, Action sur Case 40 He swore, that the Wood
was worth 40s. where it was dear of 13s. 4d. 1681 in Pepys
Diary 9f Corr. 11 Apr., All Baptist's bases are singable,
where many of Pedro's are not so.

III. Indefinite and substantival uses.

13. With preceding qualifying words {one, other,

etc.), forming adverbial phrases : In or at (one,

another, etc.) place.
Chiefly as second element 111 compounds : see Allwhere,

Anywhere, Aywherk, Eachwhkhe, Klsewhere, Every*
where, Manywhere, Nowhere, Onewhehe, Otherwhere,
Somewhere, Wide-where.
1508 in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) II. 321 Suth it is, and

sene in all our quhare, No erdly thing hot for a tyme may
lest. 1526 Tindale Luke xiii. 33 For it cannott be that
a prophet perisshe eny other where save att Jerusalem.
1528 — Obed. Chr. Man 74 We must stere vp some wane
one where or a nother. c 1550 Syr Tryam. in UUcrsoti
E, P. P. (1817) I. 58 They huiued and rode many a where.
< 1586 C'tkss Pembroke Ps. cvn. xii, How many where
doth he convert Well watred grounds to thirsty sand ? 1650
Ambrose Ultima (1659) 186 His Apostles are scattered in

the garden, his garments at the Crosse, his blood how many
wheres 1 a 1694 Tiixotson Serm. VII. 108 Though they be
very active, yet they can be but one where at once. 1722

1>e Foe Col. Jack i. (1S09) 10 He got victuals enough one
where or other. 1815 J. Foster in Life $ Corr. (1846) I.

453, I still preach, one where or other.

14. as sb. Place, locality; in mod. use esp. the

place at which the thing spoken of is or happens.

1443-9 Pecock Donet xvi. (1921) 92 More of bis mater. . may
be seen.. in be book of dyuyne office in manyc a wher.

C1449 — Repr. 1. v. 27 In othere wheris of my writingis.

1560 Phaer sEneid. ix. 58 He troub[l]ous vewes their wals,

& ryding sekes ech entring where. 1563 Sackville Induct.

Mirr, Mag. Ixvi, In euery where or sworde or fyer they

taste. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iv. 19 Finding the Nymph
a sleepe in secret wheare. 1675 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's

Banish'd Vtrg. 36 Resolved to leave no where thereabouts

unsearcbed lor her. 1720 De Foe Ser. Reft. Crusoe, Vis.

Angelic World iv. (1801) 223 For if we are to be, we must

have a where. 1813 Byron Corsair 1. xiv, The why—the

where—what boots it now to tell ? 1863L0NGF. tr. Dante,
Parad. xxvii. 109 In this heaven there is no other Where
Than in the Mind Divine. 1895 A. Austin Eng/arufs
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WHEREABOUT.
Darling i, i, While he roams abroad,.. Spying the where
and whither of his foes.

IV. 15. In senses of branches I and II, in
comb, with advs. and preps.
For history of this use see Herk adv. 16 ; cf. Theke 17.
a. With advs., as f wkereforlh; whereaway,

whither, in what direction, b. With preps.: =
what or whicli (f occas. whom), as wkereagainst,
whereatong, whereamongist

,
^wherenigh, where-

over, whereround, f whercivithoHt. See also main
words, Whereabout to Wherewithal.
1526 Tindale Luke xxi. 15, Iwillgeve you a mouth and

wysdom *were agaynste all youre adversarys shall not be
able to speake. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 113 That body,
where against My grained Ash an hundred times hath broke.
1622 Mabbe tr. Alcman's Guzman dAlf. I. 251, I was.,
driven to seeke out some Wall, where-against to leane.
1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. I. 1. vii. 201 The organs or other
channels "wherealong theypass. 1582 Mundav Engl. Rom.
Lyfe v. 55 Reliques, "where among he named the Naylcs,
that nailed Christe on the Crosse. 1620 tr. Boccaccio's
Dccam. 160 Isabella fell into abundance of teares, where-
among she mingled many sialics and groanes. 1578 L.VTK
Dodoens IV. xxviii. 4S5 Growing almost as high as the wheat
or corne..*whereamongstit groweth. 1535 STEWART Cren.
.Scot. (Rolls) II. 637 And *quhair awa, quhither to hevin or
hell. 1842 IVhistie-binkie Ser. III. 84 He daunert on, ne'er
thinkin' whar-awa. 18S7 Smyth Sailor's Word-bit., Where
away? in what bearing? a question to the man at the
mast-head to designate in what direction a strange sail lies.
1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 212/2 Much pondering where-
away The Northeast Passage lay. c 1290 St. CutUert 77
in S. Eng. Leg. 361 He ne mi;te nouat fmde is fore, "Jwarc
forth he wende a.wei in snowe ne in be flore. 1393 Lancl.
P. PI. C. xvii. 339 Ac borw werkes bou myght wite wher
forb be walkeb. 1642 lack Puffc 16 in Hazl. E. P.P. IV.
315 Theshockt mount, whereforth a Mouse did clime. 1658
Burton Comm. /tin. Antoninus 00 Our learned Antiquary
therefore hath shewed very good judgement in descrying the
ground, *where-nigh it stood of yore. 1475 Bk. Noblesse
(Roxb.) 72 It was never seen that any coumre. -did encrece
welle *wherover many nedeles officers, .was reignyng.. over
theym. 1583 Stuhbes Anal. Abus. 11. (1882) 74 Wherouer
the holie Ghost hath made them ouerseers. 1853 T. Parker
Disc. Death Webster Wks. 1865 XII. i2 A great gulf..,
whereover neither Dives nor Abraham, nor yet Moses him-
self, can pass.

_
1883 Swinburne Cent. Roundels 68 Love

lies bleeding in the bed whereover Roses lean. 1910
Spectator 4 June 927/2 The storm-grey Manse, "Where,
round tall rhododendrons dance. 1567 Jewel Def. ApoL v.

xiii. 572 The conductes of Water, *wherewithout menne can-
not commodiously Hue. 1578 Bk. Clir. Prayers Ii ij, Thou
light, wherewitbout all things are deepe darcknesse.

Where, obs. f. Choir, Were, Whether.
Whereabout (hweoabairt : stress van), in-

terrog. and rel. adv., sb. [f. Where 15 + About.]
1. a. inlerrog. About where? in or near what

place, part, situation, or position? Now rare :

replaced by Whereabouts i.

' a 1300 Cursor M. 15429 Quar abute abide yee nu? 1484
Caxton Fables of SEsop iv. xiii, My broder and my fiend
where aboute is thy sore? C1566 J. Alijay tr. Boaystuau's
Tlteat. World (1581) K iij, My shooe is new,..wel made,
but you know not where about it doeth hurt & grieue me.
1665 Pliil. Trans. I. 39 His Ephemerides directing where-
about it is to be. 1720 S. Sewai.l Diary 4 Nov. (1882) III.
274, 1 ask'd her Whereabout we left off last time. 1736 Uut-
i.er Anal. 1. iv, One irregularity after another embarrasses
things to such a degree that they know not whereabout they
are. £1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 175, I desired the owner of
the ass to enquire whereabout the house .. was. 1861 H.
Kingsley Raveushoe xviii, She . . used to look over to
where the ship lay beneath the sea, and wonder whereabout
it was. 1908 Kipling Lett. Trav. (1920) 188 'And where-
about do they go 1

' I asked. ' Oh, all about anywheres.'
(b) Contextually, with love : cf. Where 10 b (*).

15.. in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 308 Fane wald I luve,
botquhair abowt ? Thair is so mony luvaris thairowt, That
thair is left no place to me.

+ b. rel. About or near which place ; in the
neighbourhood of which. Obs. rare.
1722 Whiston The. Earthu. 218 At.. Pekin. .whereabout

probably Noah Iiv'd immediately before the Deluge.
2. f a. inlerrog. About or concerning what ? on
what business or occupation ? Obs.
13 .. Northern Passion (1913)1. 85/2 We wist noght whare

obout bou went, c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2367 in Macro Plays
1 48 Where-a-bowte stonde }e al day 1 1560 Bible (Geneva)
1 Sam. xxi. 2 Let no man knowe whereabout I send thee.
1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, n. iii. 107, I must not haue you
henceforth, question me, Whether I go : nor reason where-
about. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andrian. iii, Where-
about goest thou?

b. rel. About, concerning, or in regard to

which. ? Obs.

1538 Elyot Diet., Operatio, the wark, or that wheraboute
a man laboureth. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 12
Those things whereabout they differ, a 1653 Binning
Scrm., Rom. 7'iii. 2 Wks. (1735) 200 That whereabout the
Thoughts and Discourses of Men now run.

3. rel. About or around which. ? Obs.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. ?£>ili Axis, ..the axeltree

or the axetree where about the wheeles turne.

4. as sb. (h\ve»Tabaut). [from 1.] With pos-

sessive or of: The place in or near which a person

or thing is
;
(approximate) position or situation.

Now replaced by Whereabouts 3.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. i. 58 For feare Thy very stones

prate of my where-about. 1786 CowrER Let. to Bapot
17 Nov., Wks. 1836 II. 263 That..l shall derive consider-

able advantage, .from the alteration made in my tohere-

about. 1814 Cary Dante, Parad. xu. 27 A voice That
made me seem like needle to the star. In turning to its

I

28

whereabout. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. in. Ex, By degrees,
the eye grows accustomed to its new Whereabout. 1861
Musgrave By-Roads <$- Battle-F. 170 Both armies.. were
then within a few days of each other's whereabout.

Whereabou ts (stress var.\ adv., sb. [f. prec.

+ advb. -s : cf. Hereabouts, Thereabouts.]
1. a. interrog-. = prec. 1 a, A\sofig.
C14S0 Mirk's Festial 167 Sonne, wheraboutes art bow?

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. v. Njb, Wheraboutes is our
hostes house ? 1621 I. C. in T. Bedford's Sin unto Death
F vj, Except they know, .whereabouts thedaunger is. 1648
DuiTA Soules Solii. 2 Many. .go away informed.. where
abouts the Spleen lies, or where the Liver. 1791 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life # Writ, (1832) I. 357, I ask him
whereabouts he is with the claims of the German Princes.
1837 Dickens Pickw. liii, Whereabouts were your apart-
ments, Mr. Pickwick? 1893 Selous Trav, S. E. Africa 07
The natives pointed out to me whereabouts they passed in
the valley below.

+ b. rel. About the amount at which. (Cf.

Thereabouts 2 b.) Obs. rare.

1766 J. Ing^rsoll Lett. rel. Stamp.Act 6 note, The Par-
liament have. .settled the above Duties just whereabouts
they are stated in the above Letter.

t 2. interrog. and rel. = prec. 2 a, b. Obs.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. i. Dj, What studyeth he .1

wheraboutes gothe he? 1576 Fleming Panopl, Epist. 224
Neyther had I any thing at all, where abouts tooccupie my
penne. 1630 Bedell in Ussher's Life, etc. (1686) 452 Only
he labours about Kildromfarten : Whereabouts I purposed
to have spoken with your Grace.

3. as sb, (hweVrabauts). [from 1.] = prec. 4.
Also Jig.

1795 T. Twining Let. to Parr 15 Feb. in P.'s IVks. (1828)
VIII. 273 By way of giving you the whereabouts of my
present political opinions. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scot.-
Yard, Not aH his knowledge of the history of the past
..may help him to the whereabouts .. of Scotland -yard.
1878 Bayne Purit. Rev. i. 12 Bunyan wrote the Pilgrim's
Progress . . without giving a hint of his ecclesiastical where-
abouts. 1903 Times 3 May 3/6 The prisoner.. succeeded
in concealing his whereabouts.

Whereafter (hweara-fts.O, rel adv. Now
formal or arch. [Where 15.] After which.
<^375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius) 113 He tane had

halely be trcsoure, Quhare-eftyresocht beeniperoure. c 1410
Master ofCame (MS. Digby 182) Prol. 7 He hath ynogh at
done.. to loke wherafter he hunteth. 1577 T. Kendall
Ftozvers Epigr. 7 3 So lostehe that he had, and that where-
after he did snatclie. 1631 Weever Ajic. Funeral Man.
819 The Parish and Lordship of CUpesby. .gave name. .to
a familie of ancient note, .whereof there hath beene diuers
Knights ; where after it had passed in the names of Algar,
Kltled, and Odberd, all sit named de Clipesby. a 1641 Bp.
Mountagu Acts $ Mon. viii. (1642) 489 The image and simi-
litude of God, whereafter God made man at first. 1847 Hake
Vict. Faith 68 Whereafter in another generation Conscious-
ness was asserted to be the ground of all existence. 1885
Swinburne Misc. (1S86) 163 The judicious Dr. Nott has
written in the margin 'This is much too unqualified':
whereon—or at least, as I presume, whereafter—a pen was
struck through the last fourteen words.

80 f Wherea'fterward rel. adv. Obs. rarer*.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 354 b/i Wherafterward..it was
shewed . . that by cause that place was ouer ly til . . they shold
do make, .another chirche.

Whereagainst, -along, etc. : see Where 15.

Whereanent (hvve*rane*nt), rel. adv. Orig.

and chiefly Sc. [f. Where 15 + Axext prep. 11.]

Anent or concerning which.
1579 Sc Acts 7as. VI. Ixii. (1814) III. 182/2 The auld

fundationis..notwtstanding q'anent his mat' 8
. -dispenssis,

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 1. 7 b, The debaitable matter, quhair.
anent the summons is made. 1681 in Nairne Peerage
Evid. (1874) 15 That the said letters.. passe the great seale

per saltum whereanent these presents shall be a sufficient

warrant. 1899 tr. Dante's J'aradiso xxxt. 379 To question
my Lady concerning things whereanent my mind was in

suspense.

Whereas (hweerse*z)j rel. adv., conj. (sb.). In

early use as two words.

I. As relative adv. or advb. phr. : cf. where
that s.v. Where II.

fl. = Where 5, 7-1 r. Obs. or rare arch.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1782 pei. .tok forb here wey. .to sum
wildemesse where as bei bredde. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl.
T. 74 Natfer fro Pedmark ther his dwellyng was Where as
he lyueth. c 1400 Rom. Rose i966Theheltheof loue[rs]mut
be founde Where as they token firste hir wounde. c 1450
Merlin 242 The grete distruxion where-as the kynge
Aguysanx hadde I-be. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer

t

Collect 4th Sund.aft, Easter, That., oureheartes may surely
there be fixed, where as true ioyes are tobe founde. 1567

J. Sanford Epictetus 23 Whereas vtilitie is, there is pietie.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xx. 172 Auicularia groweth.. in fields

amongst wheate, or where as wheate hath growen. 1578
Bible (Geneva) To Rdr., Whereas the Ebrewe_ speache
seemed hardly to agree with ours, we haue noted it in the
margent. 1601 Holland Pliny 11. lxxxv. I. 39 All that
levell whereas the river Meander now runneth by goodly
medowes. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 12 Ornaments on that
upright, whereas the Southerly windes raise much dust.
1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. n. 655 And quickly too
he gat Unto the place whereas the lady sat.

II. As illative or adversative conjunction.

2. In view or consideration of the fact that

;

seeing that, considering that, forasmuch as, inasmuch
as. (Chiefly, now only, introducing a preamble or

recital in a legal or other formal document.)
1424 Information against Walter Aslak in Paston Lett.

I 16 Where as the seyd William Partcn, by assignementand
commaundement of the seyd Duk of Norflblk. .was the

WHEREBY.
Styward of the seyd Due of Norffolk. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen.
Vii c. 2 Where as it was of old tyme .

.
, that ther was for

the weale of the Kyng ., Fynours and parters of Gold and
Silver [etc.], a 1533 Ld. Bernkrs Huon civ. 345 Where as
thou sayest I am a traytoure I shall shewe the how thou
lyest. 1539 Bible (Great) 1 Kings viii. 18 Where as it was
thyne hert to buylde an house vnto my name, thou dyddest
well, that thou wast so mynded. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. 1. 31 Whereas the Emperour and the Catholicke
Princes by many Letters made intercession, that the dis-
placed Bishops might be mercifully dealt withall . . shee
answered [etc.]. 1713 Act 13 Anne c. 28 § 1 Whereas Part
of the Highway., is become so very ruinous that [etc.].

1918 Act 8 Geo. V c. 6 Preamble, And whereas the Army
Act will expire in the year, one thousand nine hundred
and eighteen on the following days.

3. Introducing a statement of fact in contrast or
opposition to that expressed by the principal
clause : While on the contrary ; the fact on the
other hand being that. (The principal clause
usually precedes, but sometimes follows as in 2.)
t In quot. 1542, Notwithstanding that ; though (obs.).

J53S Coverdale a Esdras vii. 5 There are layed vp for
vs dwellynges of health & fredome, where as we haue lyued
euell. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 7 This knaue, wheras
he is the greattest glutton . . that maye bee, yet is he the
moste idle lubber. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11. v. 76, I de-
riued am From Lionel Duke of Clarence..; whereas hee,
From lohn of Gaunt doth bring his Pedigree. 1631 Weever
Anc. Funeral Mon. 520 Hee might haue worne tne Diadem
many yeares, whereas he bare the title of King no longer
than two moueths. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. iii, Whereas
he had received a very handsome fortune with his wife, he
hadnow spent every penny of it. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley
xxvi, 'Yet, they are great whiskered fellows, six feet high
each.' ' Whereas.., Harry, you will never be anything more
than a little pale lameter.' i88z Besant All Sorts xxiv,
1 brought him up in ignorance of his father, whom he had
always imagined to be a gentleman ; whereas he was only
a sergeant in a Line regiment. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 519
Whereas a pinhole has no focus, every lens has a focus,

III. 4. as sb. (from 2). A statement introduced

by * whereas '
; the preamble of a formal document.

1795 Coleridge I'lotDiscov. 23 While the contrary remains
unproved, such a Whereas must be a most inadequate ground
for the present Bill. 1796 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. (ed.3)s.v.,
To follow a whereas ; to become a bankrupt..: the notice
given in the Gazette that a commission of bankruptcy is

issued out against any trader, always beginning with the
word whereas. 1804 F. L. Holt Landwe live in 11. 1.(1805)
30, I am as long-winded as the Whereas of a proclamation.
1863 Gurowski Diary iS Oct. (1864) 347 A new w/ieteas
calling for three hundred thousand volunteers.

Whereat (hweorart), adv. Now formal or
arch. ff. Where 15 + A? prep.]

1. interrog. : At what '( rare.
In first quoL app. = for what cause or reason, wherefore:

cf. At 34, 37.

£-1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 3237 Qva3 god, ' quor-at calles 3u me?'
C 1480 Henkyson Cock <y Fox 563 Now luge }e all quhairat
Schir Lowrence leuch. 15. . Adam Bel .5- Clym of Clough
cxlvii, 'I hold hym neuer no good archar That shuteth at
buttes so wyde." ' Wherat ?

' then sayd our kyng. 1540
Palsgr. Acolastus 1. iii. Gj, Thou wottest fulle lyttell

wherat thou reioysest. 1755 Johnson s.v., Whereat are you
offended ?

2. rel. At which, a. in local and allied senses.
( 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 121 A wyndowe, whare at

be light commez in. 1513 Douglas sEt/eis 11. viii. 33 A litle

5ett. .Quhairat was wont alane Andromacha Toentir. 1588
A. King tr. Canisins' Calech. h iv, Giff ?ow wald knaw ye
dominicall lettre of ony hundereth jere, quhairat ye ordre
of ye first table according to ye awld kallendar is inter-

rupted, 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage v. xi. 425 At this Cart
hang many.. Ropes, whereat all the people hale and pull.

1626 Gouge Scrm. Dignity Chivalry % 1 Take notice of the

generall Scope whereat the Holy Ghost aimeth in this

Chapter. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 84/2 The Pit or Hole,
from the Body, or stock there is whereat the branches sprout
out, 1865 Swinburne Chastelard 11. i. 78 Albeit I think Ye
have caught the mark whereat my heart is bent. 1891 C.
James Rom. Rigmarole -27, I returned to the spot whereat
the Squire kept dreary watch.

b. in reference to occasion or cause.

1535 Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 11 Wherat many were
offended. 1599 T. Stoker Life $ D. Wolsey F 4, What had
the wiser sort whereat to smile? 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 389
With full assent They vote: whereat his speech he thus
renews. 1782 Cowi-er Gilpin 205 Whereat his horse did
snort, as he Had heard a lion roar. 1840 Dickens Old C.
Shop xlvi, Nell could not help weeping..; whereat. .the

simple schoolmaster shed a few tears himself. 1897 J. L.
Allen Choir inn's, ii, The inventor, .said. .that. .he would
demonstrate by his own model that some day navigation
would be by steam : whereat they all laughed kindly at him
for a dreamer.

Whereaway: see Where 15.

Wherebole, obs. form of Cuir-bouilli.
a 1400 Warres of Jetves (MS. Cott. Calig. A. ii) in Warton

Hist. Eng, Poetry Sect. x. (1840) II. 106 Whippes of whert;-

bolc [Laud MS. quyrbole] bywent his white sides.

Whereby (hweajbai-), adv. [f. Where 15 +

By prep.]

I. I. interrog. a. By, beside, or near what? in

what direction? b. By what means? how? (By

29,30.) fc. For what reason ? why? (By 36).
a 1300 Cursor M. 7801 J>at bai bath er slain, quar-bi Wat

bou it es sua? c 1350 Wilt, Palerne 2256 WharU seistow

so so be god help? 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 436 Wherby
wote men whiche is whyte if alle binge blake were? a 1450

Myrc Par. Pr. 4 In-to J?e dyche bey fallen boo, For bey

ne sen whare by to go. 1470-^85 Malory Arthur viii. xyi.

297 Be ye a knyght of Cornewaile? whereby aske ye hit 1

said sir Tristram. 1526 Tindale Luke i. 18 Wherby shall

I knowe this? 1604SHAKS. Otiu m. i. 9 Cto. Thereby hangs



WHEREFORE. 29 WHEREIN.
a tale. A/us. Whereby hangs a tale, sir? 1755 Johnson
s. v., Whereby wilt thou accomplish thy design?

II. rel. 2. By means of or by the agency of

which ; from which (as a source of information)
;

according to which, in the matter of which, etc.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 81 We wolden sen sum fortocne
of be, Warbi we mihten cnowen $if it sort were bat bu seist.

c 1250 Gen. & Rx, 573 Mete quorbi nei mitten liuen. 1377
Langl. P. PI. H- xiv. 40 Lyllode. . Wher-of or wherfore or
where-by to lybbe. 1390 Gowir Con/. II. 294 A staf,

wherby, he scide, he wolde That Adrian him scholde holdc.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 195 Summe spyritual visyon wherby
bat he my^t haue ben confortyd yn sowle. 1450-1520 Myrr.
our Ladye II. 234 A starre of Iacob wherby ys vnderstonde
oure lorde iesu cryste. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Jer. xxxiii, 8,

I will cleanse them from all their iniquitie, whereby they
haue sinned against me. 1584 J. Melvill Autob. <y Diary
(WodrowSoc.) 192 The absulut power, wharbe .. the haill

privileges of the thrie Esteates of the Realme is weakned.
1662 SriLLiNGFi- Orir. Sacrse U. iii.§ 3 The rational! evidence
of that divine authority whereby Moses acted. 1667 Milton
/'. L. v. 411 Every lower facultie Of sense, whereby they
hear, see, .smell, touch, taste. 1697 in Col. Pec. Pennsylv. I.

5 16 His Return of representatives forCouncil was produced,
qrby it appeared [etc.]. 1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision % 61
Stated Lengths, whereby we measure Objects. 1794 R. J.
Scxivan View Nat. II. 92 An universal plastic power,
whereby every body in nature receives its .. specific form.
1883 Wiiitelaw Sophocles, Ajax 1025 This, .sword-point—
this whereby Ebbed out thy life. 1918 Times Lit. Suppl.
14 Mar. 122/2 There is no convention in war whereby the
loser can convert disaster into stalemate.

3. In consequence of, as a result of, or owing to

which ; from which (as a cause or reason) ; where-
fore ; sometimes practically equivalent to * so that

',

'In order that'. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1S80) 310 pise men lousen crist bat
maken bise membris heere special patrouns, & leuen to haue
crist oonliche heere patroun, werbi bei louen lasse crist.

1523 Lu. Ukrxkrs Ftviss. I. c. 490/1 The table rounde,
wherby sprange the fame of so many noble knightes through
out all the worhle. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 1 b,

It was put in to my mynde to drawe it in the englysshe
tonge, wherby it myght be the more accepte to many. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, v. i. 67 We were mfore'd for safety sake,
to.. raise this present Head, Whereby we stand opposed by
such meanes As you your selfe haue foig'd against your
selfe. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. 232 Wee buried the slayne
people in deep graues, whereby Iackals should not open vp
their graues. 1678 Wanley IVond. Lit. World v. ii. § Si.

472/2 He was suddenly seised with a Cancer in the Reins
uf his back, whereby he rotted above ground. 1844 I loon
Univ. Peud 105 Whereby it so may happen as that neither
of them Scholars May be the proper Chairman for the
Glorious Apollers ! 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer
xv, I ought to be. .going peacefully to bed, whereby I should
wake up with a clear head.

b. Upon which, whereupon, dial. ? Obs.

1597 Shaks. 3 Hen. IV, 11. i. 104 Goodwife Keech.. telling

vs she had a good dish of Prawnes; whereby yu didst desire

to eat some : whereby I told thee they were ill for a greene
wound. 1748 Smollett Rod. Random xxiv, Whereby he
told the captain that . . he would heave him overboard.
Ibid., We heard firing, whereby we made for the place.

4. Beside or near which ; along, through, or over

which. Now rare.

1297 EL Glouc (Rolls) 21 Wateres .. 5ware bi be ssipes

mowe come fram be se. 14.. Master of Game xix. (MS.
Digby 182), A kenell shulde haue a gutter or two, wherby
alle be pisse of be houndes..inay renne oute. 1581! Lloyd
Pilgr. Princes 154 b, Hee . . hideth him selfe vnder some
.. rocke, or any other place, whereby hee seineth to bee.

1596 Dalrymi'LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. I, 293 He
occupies and standes in a way qnhairby the men of weir
fled, x8i8 Byron Ch. liar. iv. xxxiii, The brawling brook,
where-by. .glide the sauntering hours With a calm languor.

1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 359 Fear .. wing'd Her transit

to the throne, whereby she fell Delivering seal'd dispatches.

1885-94 K. Bridges Eros fy Psyche Feb. 10 At Aphrodite's
golden gate—whereby They came as night was close on
twilight dim.

Where-ever: see Wherever.
Wherefore (hwes-if^jWhereforOiwewf/'j),

adv. [sh.) Forms : a. 2-3 hwarfore, 3 waruore,
quor-fore, 4 quar-fore, quer-fore, huervore,
werforo, 4-5 warfore, 4-7 wherfore, 5 whar-
fore, whor-fforo, qw(h)erf(f )ore, Sc. qwhar-
fore, 5-6 Sc. quharfore, 6 Sc. quhairfore. 0. 3
werefore, ware uore, 4 warefore, where-fore,

5 wharefore, qwereffore, Sc. quharefore, 6 Sc.

quherefore, 5- wherefore. 7. 4 wharfor,
quarfor, qucrfor, 4-5 warfor, 4-6 Sc. quharfor,

5 worfor, qwerfor, 5-6 wherf(f )or, 6 Se. qwar-
for, quhairfoir, 6-8 Sc. quhairfor, 7 Sc. quher-
foer. 8. 4quere-for, 6, 9 wherefor. [f. Where
M+ For prep. Cf. Du. waarvoor, ON. hvarfyrir,
MSw. hvarfore, Sw. varfor, Da. hvorfor, G. ivcfiir.

For the spellings cf. Therefore.]
I. Interrogative uses.

For the dependent or indirect interrogative use, and its dis-

tinction from the relative, cf. What A. I.**

1. For what ? esp. for what purpose or end ?

(Often scarcely distinguishable from 2.)
c 1200 Vices <y Virtues 45 \>u finst feawe 3e wile 5iuen fte

ani bing, bute hie when hwarfore. a 1300 Cursor Jll. 1206
Seth ben sette him spell o-nend And tald him warfor bat he
was send. 13.. Ibid. 1734 (Gott.), He teld bat resun to
mani a man, Quarfor he suilk a schip bigan. 1476 Stonor
PapersX Camden) II. 12 (MS.) I vnderstonde there schallebe
a pret Counsell, whereffore 1 wat nere. 1555 in Feuillerat
Revels Q. Mary (1914) 199 As herunder the partyes names
and somes of monye due and wherfore perticlcrly ensue.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. ill. i. 40 E. An I.. .Open the dore.

.V. Dro. Right sir, lie tell you when, and you'll tell me
wherefore. Ant. Wherefore? for my dinner. 1593 —
Rich. II, 11. iii. 122 Wherefore was I borne? 1667 Milton
/'. /.. iv. 657 But wherfore all night long shine these..?

1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Fr. Darcy xxix, Here I am— where-
fore come, I have to learn.

2. For what cause or reason? on what account?

why ? (Freq, with ellipsis ; often coupled with why
for emphasis.)
c 1230 Halt Mcid. 15 Pe feondes flan fleo3 awei a^ain on

him sehien, and loke hwarfore. ^1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1C32

Iacob calde Sat stede betel; Quor-fore he it dede, he wiste

wel. c 1325 Mcir. Horn. 31 His felau thoht herofferly, And
asked him quarfor and qui. 1423 J as. I Kingis Q. ii, As
I lay In bed allone waking,.. Fell me to mynd of many
diuerse thing, Off this and that; can I noght say quharfore.

1535 C0VEHDALK2 Sam. xii. 23 Now that it is deed, wherfore
shulde I fast? 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.)s^ Ze may
maruell paraventure, quhairfore I sould hauewrittin in that

mater. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 8 Whose honesty they all

durst swear for, Though not a man of them knew wherefore.

1781 CowPER Truth 12 Hard lot of man— to toil fur the

reward Of virtue, and yet lose it! Wherefore hard? 1809

Malkin Gil Bias x. ix. (Rtldg.) 362 You. .ran away, .with-

out leaving me word why or wherefore. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xx, If he be ever asked how, why, when, or

wherefore, he shuts up one eye and shakes his head. 1873
Losgf. Michael Aug. 1. iv, jjut wherefore should I jest ?

II. Relative uses.

3. For which. Now distinguished by stress and

spelling (wherefo'r).

t Without anytiling wherefore, without a return or

equivalent; ^ to do wherefore, to make a return, give an
equivalent.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 7526 Willam hit sende hire vaire

inou wiboute eny bing ware uore. 1377 [see Wheukbv 2].

a 1400 in Engl. Gilds (1870) 353 No woilemongere . ,ne may
habbe no stal in J>e heye-stret of Wynchestre bote he do
war-fore, c 1400 Rule St. Benct (prose) 27/22 pa bat serue

sal ta yeme til bam bat etes, bat tay bane na defaute of bat

lay sal haue, wharfore bai make na noise. 1530 Tindale
Ans-ii*. More in. i. Wks. (1573) 304/1 That we be bounde
to beleuc the church in thinges, wherefore they haue no
scripture. 1551 Crowley Pleas. $ Payne 62, L.gaue you
that wherefore ye sought. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 1

Peace to this meeting, wherefore we are met. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. 194 He.. gat him down, .unto the town,
Where for the high-tide folk were dight. 1913 Act 3 .f- 4

Geo. V c. 20 § 118 (:) (d) All sums. .the liability wherefor
accrued before the said date.

4. On account of or because of which ; in conse-

quence or as a result of which. Chiefly with sb.

(esp. reason or cause) as antecedent, arch.

c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 28 Gode werkes pet

bieth bo offringes. .werefore se christenman. .of-seruet bo
blisce of heuene. a 1300 Cursor M. 107S4 par es resuns.

.

Quar-for godd wald sco spused were. 1340 Ayenb. 45 Create
biasfemies of god and of his hal^en bueruore god him
wrebeb. c 1400 Maunoev. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 pou schall

fynd na thing with vs wharfore bou schuld werray apon vs.

1474 Caxton Chcsse I. iii. (10^3) 13 The causes wherfore this

playe was founden lien tbre. 1495 Liber Pestivalis v iij 2,

I denounse ..all tho that purchasen lettres of ony lordes

courte wherfore letynge is made in cristen courte. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxiii. § 1 The true reason^ wherfore
Christ doth lone belieuers is because their belief is the gift

of God. 1829S0UTHEY Sir T. More II. 1S7 The reason is

sufficiently manifest wherefore a preference for republican

institutions should hitherto have been shown.

5. Introducing a clause expressing a consequence

or inference from what has just been stated : On
which account ; for which reason ; which being

the case ; and therefore. (Now always wherefore.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 16S06 pen com word to sir pilat..Of all

thingez bat by-fell, Wharfor he wex radd. 1340 Hampoi.e
Pr. Consc. 1194 Whar-for worldes worshepe may be cald

Noght elles. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.) 232
This barue is all innocent .

. ,
quharefore he aw nocht to be

grevit. c 1500 Mclusine 361 And ryght forth said geffray,
* I chalenge the, wherfor deffende the.' 1500-20 DUNBAR
/Vc^/j xxviii. 15 Sowtaris, with schnne weill maid and meit,

5e mend the faltis of ill maid feit, Quhairfoir to Hevin 5our
saulis will fie. £-1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 10

Quherfoer in this case I wald commend to our men the
imitation of the greek and latin. 1766 Guldsm. Vic. Wakef.
xxii, I could not continue a silent spectator of her distress :

wherefore, assuming a degree of severity in my voice and
manner (etc.]. 184a Tensvson Morte tfArth. 248 More
things are wrought by prayer Than this world dreams of.

Wherefore, let thy voice Rise like a fountain for me night
and day. _i88j Uesant All Sorts xxix, A person, you see,

is an individual, or an indivisible thing. Wherefore, let us
not despise our neighbour.

fb. Followed by soever : For whatever reason
;

on whatever account. Obs. rare.
c 1230 Halt Meid. 61 Sone so bu telles te betere ben an o'5er

—beo it hwerfore se hit eaucr beo, . . bu marrcs ti meidenhad,
c 1530 LDi Berneks Arth. Lyt. Bryt. Ixxv. (1814) 331 He
is in a great study, wherfore so euer it be. 1587 Golding
De Momay xxxii. (1592) 514 Hut come they once in Ques-
tion, wherefore socuer it bee, let them not escape.

III. 6. assh A question beginning with where-

fore, or (more usually) the answer to such question
;

cause, reason. Often following why similarly used.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err, n. ii. 45 Ant. Shall I tell you
why ? 51

. Dro. I sir, and wherefore ; for they say, euery wh y
hath a wherefore. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife in. i, Such
as are understanding in their draughts, And dispute learnedly

the whyes and wherefores. 1641 ' Smectymnuus' Vina.
Ansiu. xiii. 144 But let him first answer our There/ores, and
wee will quickly answer his Wherefores. X719 Ramsay To
Arbnckle 6 [He] disna care for A how, a what way, or

a wherefore. 1838 Dickens O. Tivist xxxi, They wilt have
the why and the wherefore, and will take nothing for

granted. 1884 Annie S. Swan Dor. Kirke xiv, I am cank-d
back to the days when I rebelled and demanded the where-
fore of all God's dealings with me.

t WherefrO', adv. Chiefly Sc. (quhairfra).
Obs. [f. Where 15 + Fnoprep.']
1. rel. = next.

In quot. 15S5 ellipt. = to the place whence.
c 1449 1'ecock Repr. iv. viii. 467 The occasioun wherbi

and wherfro the goobtli harme and synne comen. 1508
Dunbar Gold. Targe 57 Amang the grenc rispis and the
redis, Arrivit sche, quhar fro anonn th.ipj landis Anc him-
cireth ladyes. 1541 Copland Galycu's Tcrap. llj b, The

1 Lhyng wherfro nothyng can be taken, nor put to it. 1585
J,\s. I Ess. Poesie (ArbO 48 He tolde me then, how she flew
bak againe, Where fra she came. 1588 A. King tr. Can i-

sins' Catech. h iv, It behoueth ye cowrse of ye dominicall
lettre to be Interrupted, euerie hundereth jere quhairfra is

subduced ane day. 1643 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. ir.

I

VIII. 66 Thomas Irwing. .being verie seik in Quondafe,
quherfra he was flitting.

2. indirect interrog. = Whence i b.

1513 Docglas slCncis ix. vii. xc6 To sc quhayrfra the
grundyn dart dyd glyde. 1596 Dalkymtle tr. Leslie's Hist.

. Scot. I. 2S_This gusc 3eirlie in the spring tynie returnes to

ws : quhairfra can na man tell.

Wlierefrom (hwe-ufr$rm\ adv. Now formal
or arch, [f. Where 15 + From prep.'] From
which ; whence.

I

1490 Caxton P.neydos xii. 45 There is the Region of tint r-,

wherfrom we haue wythdrawen .. all tins people. 1621

Sanderson Serm., 1 Cor. vii. 24 (1674,1 1« 2°5 Some Calling
;

wherefrom he may be altogether averse, and whereto alto-

gether unfit. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 40 We have
none others wherefrom to describe anything conceivable to

our imagination. 1837 Caklyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, Lofty
galleries; wherefrom dames of honour.. may sit and louk.

1865 Kincsley Herew. xvi, Wherefrom Hereward opine I

that Gilbert had need of him. 1893 J. Caird Pundam. ideas
L/ir. vii, Akin to the infinite source wherefrom they proceed.

t Wherehen, -hence, adv. Obs. Forms : a. 4
whar hanne. V. 6 wherhous, wherhence, 6-7
wherc-hence, wherchence. [f. Where 15 +
Henne, Hence. Cf. Herehence, Therehence.]
1. ittterrog. = Whence i, 2.

c 1400 R. Glouc. Chron. (Rull.s) 7726 Wonder it was whar
hanne [v.rr. wanene, whannen, whens] it com. c 147S Par-
tenay 33S3 Off norreles Anon can hym to enquere ; Where*
hens he cam. 1567 Jewel Def. Apol. in. ii. 336 Where

J

hence haue Schismes, and Heresies spronge vp, or where-
hence doo they springe, onlesse [etc.]. 1584 Co/ie of a
Letter 78 And wherhence (I pray you) tnsueth al this?

2. rel. = Whence 3, 4.

c 1475 Partenay 5489 Where-hens thay sbull noght depart
veryly I

,-

ro thys vnto the day of Iugement. 1548 Udai.i.

Erasm. Par. Luke ii. 24 b, Not after the fieshe onely
(wherbens in dede the begynnyng of this saluacion hath
procedetl). 1575 TurberV. Paulconrie 27 But wherehence
soeuer the name isderiued, this is moste assured, that of all

: other birds of pray, the Falcon is most excellent. 1603
I

J. Davies Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 31/2 Dust of the
! earth .. Wherehence wc came, and wheievnto we must.

j6ii Cohyat Crudities 448 This part of the country,. was
.. inhabited by a kinde uf people called Triboces, .. where-
hence it was called Tribocum regio. 1647 Trapp Contm.

I

Matt. vii. 5 Cod will lay them in the slimy valleyes,. .where-

j

hence also they shall be brought furth to the day of wrath.

Wherein (hwe-ri-n), adv. Now formal or

arch. [f. Where 15 + Ik prep. Cf. T)n.waarin
t

G. worm, MSw. hvarinne, Sw. vari, Da. Avert.']

I. Interrogative. 1. In what (thing, matter,

respect, etc.) ?

In quot. 1600 = in what dress? (la prep. 6.)

For the distinction between the use in dependent clauses

and the relative use, cf. What A. I** note.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 39 Hare confort & hare delit, bwerin is

hit V c 1460 MBTHAM Wks. {1916) 46 Clerkys wryte, off gret

and snial, Her namys and naturys, and qwere-in thei noy be
kend natural. 1509 FlSHEft Funeral Serm. C'less Rick*
moud Wks. (1876J 289 To shewe wherin this

.

. prynces may
wel be lykened. .vnto the blessyd woman Martha. 1535
Coverdale Exod. xxu, 27 His rayment is his onely couer-

ynge of his skynne : wherin he slepeth. x6oo Shaks.
A. V. L. in. ii. 234 How look'd he? Wherein went he?
1611 Bible Isa. ii. 22 Wherein is hee to be accounted of?

1671 Mi 1. ion Samson 564 To what can I be useful, wherein
serve My Nation? 1738 Law Serious C. x, Wherein does
the sinfulness of this behaviour consist 1 1850 M°Cosu
Div. Govt. 1. iii. (1874) 60 It is not needful to show wherein
the weakness of this theory lies. 1891 Farrar Darkn. .y

Daivn xxii, Oh, Uritannicus 1 wherein have we offended?

II. Relative. 2. In which (place, material

thing, writing, etc.) ; where.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 26 A felde whare in bawme

growes apon smale brusches. 1484 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce

iv, A grete purse wherin were a thousand Crownes. 1523

Ld. Berneks Froiss. I. Ixxv. 39 b/2 The cytic.was de-

stroyed, and the churches of godde wherin that god was
honoured. CX620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1S65) 14 Aide

latin word, quharein now we sound c as s. 1634 Mii.ion

Camus 135 Stay thy cloudy Ebon chair, Wherin ihou rid'st

with Hecat'. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 158. f 5 Your Paper,

wherein you fall upon us whom you envy. 1859 Gwilt
Archit. (ed. 4) 1027 A species of building wherein the faces

of the stones are., picked with the point of a hammer. 1888
*
j. S. Winter ' Booties Chitdr. ii, Peering keenly into the

shadow wherein she stood.

(/') with ellipsis of antecedent : cf. Wheri-.witk 2 b,

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 99 The world is made as

much for stirring in its kind, as any share of it, if it had but

a wherein to stir.

b. In, at, during, or in the course of which (time).

1535 Coverdale Ps. Ixxxix. [xc.J 15 The yeares wherin we
haue suffVcd aduersite. 1597 Morley Inirod. Mus. Ded.,

We liue in those daies wherein cnuic raigncth. 1619 Milton
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Nativity i, This is the Month, and this the happy morn
Wherin the Son of Heav'ns eternal King.. Our great re-

demption from above did bring. 1733 Berkeley Tit. Vision
Vind. §70 In an Age wherein we hear so much of Think-
ing and Reasoning. 1819 Shelley Cenci 1. i. 32 Length of

days Wherein to act the deeds which are the stewards Of
their revenue.

3. In which (matter, fact, action, condition, etc.)
;

in respect of which.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 88 He hah god bis bat he moost lufib,

and wer in lie tristib, as in God. c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Talcs

cli. 105 pies er sophyms & subtelties, whare-in I wastis ail

my dayes. 1526 Tindale Luke xi. 22 He taketh from him
his harnes wherin he trusted. 161 1 Bible Luke i. 4 That
thou mightest know the certabietie of those things wherein
thou hast bene instructed. 1711 Steele Spat. No. 33. Pi
Poor Daphne was seldom submitted to in a Debate wherein
she was concerned, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece I. 265 A
very sharp action ensued, wherein.. the Athenians got the

better. 1865 Swinburne Chastclard v. ii. 205 Whate'er
this be wherein you were aggrieved. 1889 '

J. S. Winter
Mrs, Bob xiv, There began a round of pleasure for Julia

wherein she was the central figure.

(b) cllipt. or as com}, ret. = in that respect in which ; that

(one, something) in which.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii, 179 Wherein it doth impaire
the seeing sense, It paies the hearing double recompence.

1597 Hooker tied. Pol. v. xlvi. § 2 There is wherein to

exercise patience. 1628 in Engl, Hist. Rev, (1918) Jan. 30
Your Wisdome will supply it, wherein it is defectiue. 1728
H. Home Decis. Crt. Sess. /y/6-zS To Rdr., No Decision is

taken Notice of, but wherein some new Point is established.

1894 Forum (N. Y.) Oct. 248 This is wherein a bracing
climate, .accounts for much with the New Englanders.

4. Into which: = Whereinto i.

c 1400 Pilgr. Sowlc 'Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiii. 81 A coufre

wherin that men shal put pryue thynges. 1526 Tindale
John vi. 22 There was none other shyppe there save that

won wher in his disciples were entred. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. It. x. 44 We came to an anker very nigh
the castle, wherin when our patrone would followe vs[etc.].

tWhereiinne, <*•*>• Obs. [f. Where 15 +
Ine, InnK, In later instances perh. only a variant

spelling of wherein!\

1. inttrrog* — prec. 1.

1382 Wyci.if Matt. v. 13 }if the salt shal vanyshe awey,
wherynne shal it be saltid? a 1425 Curstrr M. 720S (Trin.)

Til she be sobe made him say Wrier ynne al his sirengbe lay.

2. rel. m prec. 2, 3, 4.

c 1275 Lay. 26336 Ear hii come ride anon to be tealdes

dore war ine was pe caisere. 1297 R. Glouc. (Roll-0 5026

An chirche of sein Martin . . War inne ine ssolde godes ser-

uise do. 1340 Ayenb. 23 pis zenne is be dyeules panne of

helle, huerinne he makep his friinges. Ibid. 109 pe bridde

bene huerinne we byddeb oure uader of heuenebet his wyl
by ydo. Ibid. 178 Uor be zennes uenials huerine me ualb

ofte. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls' III. 475 pou hast not
wereynne to doo suche a ^ifte, for byn soule is ful of covetise.

c 1403 Rule St. Benet (prose) 38 pis es be rihte gate whare-
inne \>u salle life.

WhereiinsOie'Ver, adv. Now formal or

arch. [f. Wherein + Soever.] In whatever matter,

respect, etc.

1526 Tindale 2 Cor. xi. 21 Wherin soever eny man dare

be bolde . . I dare be bolde also. 1552 Bk, Com. Prayer^
Communion Exhortation, To examine your ]yues..and
wherinsoeuer ye shall perceyue yourseluesto haue offended,

. .there bewaile your owne synful lyues. 1768 Tucker Lt,

Nat. (1834) II. 456 That their own person, whereinsoever it

consists, shall be made accountable for the actions performed
by it in this life. 1845 Keble in Newman** Lett. (1891)

II. 472 The impression. .of its being my own fault, not
theirs, whereinsoever I am found wanting. 1870 Myers
Poems 56 Whereinsoever breath may rise and die Their
generat ions follow on.

tWhereiinti'll, adv. Sc. Obs. In 6-7
quha(i)r-. [f. Where 15 + Intill.] Wherein.
1516 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 36/2 For ye surty of

oure Soveranis person quharintill we confess we above all

utheris bundin & oblist. 1567 Abslr. Protocols Town Clerks

ofGlasgow (1896) III. 99 The.. land of Craiginfeoch quhair-
intill the saidis Lyoune was infeft. 1652 Z. Boyd Zions
Flowers (1855) App.24/2 Bands quhair'mtill hir name is insert.

Whereinto (hwc^intw*. hwe»r|i*nt«), adv.

arch, [f. Where 15 + Into.]

1. Into which.
1539 Bible (Great) John vi. 22 None other shyp..saue

that one wher into his disciples were entred. 1569 Golding
tr. Heminge's Postill Ded. a vij b, The death whereintoo all

inankynde was falne. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang, T. iil

211 Proverbs, and Apophthegmes, whereinto a great deale

of wisedome is abridged, a 1676 Hale Prim. Ortg. Man.
(1677) 9 They find.. some things which they call by these

Names, to be that whereinto Bodies are dissolved. 1768

Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 510 Voluntary agents. . can.

.

change the course whereinto bodies had been thrown by
impulse. 1865 Chr. Rossetti Memory 11. i, I have a room
whereinto no one enters Save I myself alone.

f2. In which (cf. Into 22). Sc. Obs.

1560 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne CI.) 63 Ane buik, quhair.

into was contenit, that thair sould be in this realme tuelf

superat tendentis.

t Wheremid, -mide, adv. Obs. [f. Where
15 + Mm prep.\ Mide. Cf. Dn. waarme(d)c,

MSw. hvarviddh, Sw. varmed, Da. kvormed.]

With which, by means of which, wherewith.

c xi6o Ifation Gosp. Matt, xviii. 25 pa he naefde hwar-mid

he hyt afculde. a 1240 Lofsong in O. E. Horn. I. 211 Nab
ich waremide leden mi hf i bisse worlde. c 1300 Vox ft

Wolf in Rel. Ant. II. 274 Nothing he ne founde.-Wer.

mide bis honger aquenche mi^tte. 1340 Ayenb. 266 pe

toknen of pe passion he heb inehisbodye, huermyde heous

bo;te.

"Whereness (hweVjnes). [f. Where fiw:

cf. IIereness, Thereness.] The condition,

quality, or fact of being where it is
;

position,

situation, location, ubi (as an attribute of some-

thing, or vaguely of things generally).

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 43 It would crack my brain

to find so many whernesses there, to stow each of them in.

1701 Grew Cosmol. 1. i ii. 11 A Point. .hath no Dimensions,

but only a Whereness. 1733 Watts Philos. Ess. vi. v.

(1734) 165 The Ubi or Whereness of a Spirit, a 1843
Southey Doctor excii. (1848) 509, I.. can never be lost till

I get out of Whereness itself into Nowhere. 1887 Mind
Jan. 18 Any special whereness or thereness. 1895 G. Mac*
donald Lililkm, You know nothing about whereness.

Wherenigh : see Where 15.

Whereof (hwc»r^*v), adv. Now formal or

arch. [f. Where 15 + Of prep. Cf. (M Sw.

hveraf, I)a. hvoraf\ Dn. tvaarvan.']

I. Interrogative. Of what.

1. f a. in various obsolete senses of Of : esp.

From what source, whence ; to what purpose,

what . . for ; for what reason, wherefore.

c 1200 Ormin 2931 He sahh batt }ho wibb childe wass, &
nisste he nohht whaeroffe, ^1250 Gen. -V Ex. 3530 Hu he

sulen maken De tabernacle, and wor-of taken De gold, and
silner. a 1300 Cursor M. 9687 Quar-of serues ani a-sise

Of sothfastnes, or of iustise, Hot for to yeme be pes in land.

c 1400 Pety Job 283 in 26 Pol. Poems 130 Wberof than

shulde I presume To be hygh-herted or lyghtly wroth?

1528 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 273/2 Wherof shal reason

serue if man bad no power of himself toward* the direction

of his own workes? 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 19

marg.y Manipulates whereof so called.

b. in various current senses of Of.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 64 Where-of is mad al mankynde?

c 1400 MaUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 150 Whare off \>e wall es

made, can na man tell. C1400 J'ilgr. Sowle (Caxtoil) v.

i. (1859) 71, I not what to asken, ne wherof for to speke.

15. . in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) II. 310 Thus wait I nocht

quhairof to wryte, 1596 Siiaks. Merck. V. 1. i. 4 What
stuffe 'tis made of, whereof it is borne, I am to Uarne. 1605
— Lear 1. iv. 312 Now Gods that we adore, Whereof comes

this? 1667 Milton P. L. vn.6* To know., how this World
..first began, When, and whereof created. 1755 Johnson
s.v. (

Whereof was the house built?

II. Relative, Of which.

2. From or out of which (as source or origin,

in the way of result or consequence, liberation or

privation, etc.), whence (Of I-III).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 12 Auh hwarse wummon liueo* oSer mon
bi him one.. of bincges wiouten hwarof scandle ne kume,
nis nout muche strenc^e. c 1*75 Lav. 26090 Telle of bine

cunne war of bou hart ispronge. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv.

60 A cours of kynde wher-of we comen alle. 1481 Caxton
Godfrey ccix. 305 The holy sepulcre where he laye deed in,

and out wherof he aroos fro deth to lyf. 1562 Turner
Herbal 11. 96b, [Polygala) hath sede besyde euery lefe,

wlierof it is called the male. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.
iv. 5 The ruite quhair of I did spring. 1611 Bible Deut.

xxviil. 27 The itch, whereof thou canst not bee healed. 1613

W. Cowper HolyAlph. 236 Wherof we learn, that, .if when
we haue fallen, we rise & repent, it is euer to be imputed

to God that teacheth vs. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 259/2

By Avoir-du-pois Weight is weighed.. all things whereof

comes waste.

b. Of which material substance (Of VII).

a 1300 Cursor M. 368 pe mater of be four elements . . Quar
of was serenes siben scapen. 1594 T. B. L,a Primaud. Fr.

Acad. 11. 49 That matter whereof Kernels are made, c 1620

A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 10 These and al other diph-

thonges I wald counsel the teacheres not to name be the

vouales quherof they are maed. 1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 518

Mineral and Stone, Whereof to found thir Engins. 1794

R. J. Sui.ivan View Nat. I. 107 The pre-existent.. matter

whereof bodies are formed.

3. For, by reason of, because of, or on account of

which; wherefore (Of 13, 14). Chiefly in con-

structional dependence on certain classes of words.
a 1325 MS. Rawl. B. J20 If. 80 b, Send .iiij.i. chosene

kni"{ties. .to seon were he be sik ware of lie soined him of sik

bedde. 1411 Rolls of Parlt. III. 650/2, I knowewele that I

haue failled . . yow, . . wherof I beseke yow ofgrace and mercy.

1484 Caxton Fables ofA uian xi, [He] oughte to doo good .

.

wherof other may preyse hym. c 1489 — Sonnes ofAymon

iii. 106 He knewe well that they were of his faders folke.

Werof he was full sory for it. a 1533 Ln. Hekners Htion

Ixii. 215 Huon gaue her a ryche gyft, wherof humbly she

thanked hym. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. exxvi. 3 The Lorde
hath done greate thynges for vs all ready, wherof we reioyse.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <$- 1>. I. iii. 139 The Featier, whereof all our

power is sicke. 1618 Southampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1907) in.

544 The wall . .is much impared & verye daungerous whereof
wee desier the same to be amendyd verye speedelye.

4. By means of which, with which, whereby,

wherewith (Of VI). Obs. or rare arch. exc. with

full, etc. (= of which).
Also with ellipsis of antecedent as obj. of a vb. : = that

by which, that with which : cf. Wherewith 2 b, Where-
withal 2 b.

1340 Ayenb. 119 pise byeb be graces huer-of he wesal uol.

1377 [see WherebY2Y c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 For

|>e whilk land ilke a gude Cristen man bnt may, and has

wharofT, suld enforce him for toconquereoure right heritage.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 4 $e hadden ynogh wherof to haue
fed me. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. iv. xxxi.

154 tTheyJ kept their wyues..vnder lock and key, for feare

least they should gette of theyr neyghbours, whereof some-

tymes theyr iealous husbandes could not furnish them.

c 1592 Marlowe Jew 0/ Malta in. iv, Borgia]s wine,

Whereof his sire.. was poyson'd. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv.

iii. 194 Dry vp thy Marrowes, Vines, and Plough-torne Leas,

Whereof ingratefull man. .greases bis pure minde.

5. About or concerning which ; in regard to or

in respect of which (Of VIII, IX, XI).

In quot. c 1400 cllipt. or as comp. rel.

of which.
1 that in respect

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 1624 Als it in noe flod be-fell, Quare of

i sal yow siben tell. C1400 Rom. Rose 231 1 Where of that
thou be vertuous, Ne be not straunge ne daungerous. 1526
Tindale Acts xvii. 19 Thys newe doctrine wher off thou
speakest. 1560 T. Wilson Rhet. Prol. to Rdr., That I was
in farther perill, then wherof I was aware. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nickolay's Voy. \. xvii. 19 b, He bad vnder-
standing.that the Frigate, .was of Malta, whereof he thought
very straunge. 1611 Bible 1 John iv. 3 This is that spirit of
Antichrist, whereof you haue heard, that it should come.
1672 M arvkll Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 408 We shall now
shortly come to a good issue. Whereof therefore you may
please to advertise your worthy Society. 1742 H. Walpole
Let. to Mann 25 Sept., Our Duke goes, .they say, to marry
a Princess of Prussia, whereof great preparations have been
making. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. 1. 382 More
precious gifts. .Whereof not e'en in dreams they could have
thought.

6. Of which, in objective senses (Of X).
1469 Bury Wills (Camden) 50 ln wittenesse q wherof I bane

stt to myn seele. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. To
Rdr., Whereof I geue to the godly reders a new profe in

this setting fourth of ibis boke. 1592 Shaks. Ven. $ Ad,
880 Like one that spies an adder, ..iust in his way, The feare
whereof doth make him shake, & shudder. 1647 Clahen-
don Hist. Feb. 1. § 18 In dispensing whereof, he was guided
more by the rules of Appetite, than of Judgement. 1676
Ray Corr, (1848) 123 Reputation (to the vanity of any
affectation whereof I desire to be wholly mortified). 1827
Hoon Plea A/ids. Fairies xxxv, We be the handmaids of
the Spring, In sign whereof. May.. Hath wrought her
samplers on our gauzy wing.

7. Of which or whom, in partitive sense (Of XIII).
Also with ellipsis of antecedent as obj. of a vb. : = some or

something of which (Of 45).

c 1390 in Ret. Ant. II. 54 To ban wherof to spenden on
these myraclis. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 473, xiij. spones,

wherof oon is gilt, weiyng xvij. unces. 1535 Covkrdale
Gen, iii. n Hast thou not eaten of the tre, wherof I com-
maunded the, y l thou shuldest not eate ? 1593 Shaks,
Rich. II, 1. ii. n Edwards seuen sonnes (whereof thy selfe

art one). 1610 — Temp. v. i. 38 The greenesowre Ringlets

..Whereof the Ewe not bites. 1667 Milton P. L, 11. 584
Lethe the River of Oblivion. ., whereof who drinks, Forth-

with his former state and being forgets. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 11. vii, Civil Wars, the last whereof was happily
put an end to by this Prince's Grandfather. 1827 Lytton
Pelham lxix

f I presume that you have many titles, whereof
some are more grateful to your ears than others. 1865

Dickkns Mut. Fr. 1. iv, The two bottles; whereof one held

Scotch ale and the other rum.

8. Of which, in possessive and related senses (Of

XIV).
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4380 pe faire floryscht filds of

floures & of herbys, Quare-of be breth as of bawme blawis

in oure noose. 1554 in Strype Feci. Mem. (1721) III. App.
xvii. 43 By reason wherof we affirm Purgatory. .to be the

Doctrin of Antichrist. 1576 Turberv. Vencrie xxviii. 72

You shal seke the hart in heaths and broomie places,

wherof they then delight to crop the flowers and toppes.

1661 J. Childrey Brit. Baconica 23 Bodmin.. hath one
street, .on the South side whereof it hath a great high hill.

-753 Steivart's <Trial 219 In the eyes of those tenants

whereof he had assumed to be protector. 1821 Scott
Kcuilw. xviii, Dangerous sickness, the issue whereof is in

the will of Heaven. 1882 Besant All Sorts xxxiii, All that

work for your grandfather whereof you now sweetly reap

the benefit.

t9. To which, whereto (Of 58). Obs. rare~K
1659 Leak Watenvks. 25 Let there be a water wheel to

the Axtree, whereof let there be fastned a Wheel of thirty

six Teeth or more.

Hence fWliere-o'ffen adv., in qnot. in sense 5.

C1450 Lovelich Grail xxxvii. 11 Wbere-offen they spoken

ful pleyn.

Whereon (hwe^n), adv. Now formal or

arch. [f. "Whehe 15 + Ox prep. Cf. Do. waaraan,

G. ?voran.~\

I. 1. Interrogative. On what ?

c 1205 Lay. i 5516 Ne mill ten heo nauere finden. .wlwer on

hit weore ilong. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1310 Do wuro fie child

witter and war Dat Sor sal offrende ben don, Oc ne wiste he

quuat, ne quor-on. 01400-50 Wars Alex, 268 Quare.on

muse 5e sa mekill, maister? 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. iii. 59

Tell me whereon the likelihood depends ? 1602 — Ham. in.

iv. 124 Whereon do* you looke? 1611 Bible 2 Chron. xxxii-

10 Whereon doe ye trust, that yee abide in the siege in

lerusalem? 1755 Johnson s. v., Whereon did he sit?

II. Relative. On which. 2. Of local position

(On prep. 1-4).

a 1300 Cursor M. 16762 + 116 Til our lord in erth so mikel

was not leued, Whar on bat he mint rest on is wery heued.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 48 A stane wbaron oure Lord

satt and preched. a 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 5

Ane gudlie grene garth, ..Hegeit. .with hawthorne treis;

Qubairon ane bird, .birst out hir notis. 1539 Bible (Great)

Exod. iii. 5 Ye place whereon thou stondest is holy grounde.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 1. ii- 164 A horse whereon the

Gouernor doth ride. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 526 He [sc. the

Serpent] lick'd the ground whereon she trod. 1812 Byron

Ch. Har. 1. xlix, On yon long level plain, at distance crown d

With crags, whereon those Moorish turrets rest. 1896

A. Morrison Child Jago xiv, The ground was bought

whereon should be built a church.

3. Of time, esp. with antecedent day (Ox prep. o).

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. h vj, The astrologians

estiming ye haill varieteis of ye change to tak end in 19 jeres

and returne yairefter to ye same dayes quhairon yai fell

before. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 156 On that day at noone,

whereon he sayes, I shall yeeld vp my Crowne. 1000

J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa m.138 Vpon eight seuerall dales ot

the yeere besides, whereon the Moores feastes are solemnized.

1817 Shf.li.ev Rev. Islam v. xxxvii, The eve of that great

day Whereon the many nations.. Decreed to hold a sacred
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Festival. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Electro. 278 That
fatal day whereon Our father by her treachery she slew.

4. Of immediately subsequent or consequent

action (Ox prep. 7). Now more usually Where-
upon (sense 4).

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 81 Your Highnesse. .strooke

me. .Whereon (as an Offender to your Father) I ..did com-
mit you. 1685 Fountainhaix Hist. Obs. (Bannatyne Club)

146 He. .had very near shot Douglas hlmselfedead, had not

the Whig's carabine misgiven, wheron Douglas pistoled him
presently. 1863 Kincsley U'ater-Bab. iii, Whereon she
curled up her Up. 1885-04 R. Bkidges Eros <y Psyche Mar.
xxi, Whereon she quickly led him down on earth, And
show'd him Psyche.

5. Of motion or direction to or towards (On prep.

14-16) : Onto which.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1896 Noe. .Lete vte a doue bat tok hir

flight And fand na sted quare-on to light, a 1578 Lindrsay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 310 Ane skaffald

quhairon they pat this innocent man. 1667 Milton P. I..

XI. 897 He. .will therein set His triple-colour d How, whereon
to look And call to mind his Cov'nant. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Glass, The Table, whereon the Glass is to be run,

is of Pot Metal. 1800 Bloompikld Farmer's Boy, Spring
259 The oaken shelf whereon 'tis laid.

6. In reference to the object of an action, feeling,

etc., and in various constructional uses {Ox prep.

20-22, 28 .

1340 Ayenb. 176 Verst be be heauede, hueran me zet ofte

grat cost. 1526 TlNDALB yohn iv. 38, 1 sent you torepe that
wheron ye bestowed no laboure. 1591 Siiaks. / Hen. VI, 11.

iii. 47 To thinke, that you haue ought but Talbots shadow,
Whereon to practise your seueritie. 1594 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. 1. iii. § 3 If the string whereon he stnketh channce to

be vncapable of harmonic 1611 Siiaks. IVint, 'P. 1. i. 2 If

you shall chance.. to visit Bohemia, on the like occasion
whereon my sendees are now on-foot. 1781 Cowper Con.
versat. 676 Fly-blown flesh whereon the maggot feeds. 1821
Shelley Ginevra 193 A corpse whereon A vulture has just

feasted. 1850 Tknsysqn In Men/, xxi, I take the gras>es
of the grave, And make them pipes whereon to blow.

f7. Of which, whereof (On prep. 27). Obs.

c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 48 To declare her greefe

of the gret offence To theym done by Eolus, wheron they
compleynyd. 1525 Ld. Berners Frohs. II. cexxxiv. [cexxx.]

303 b/2 The duke fell sycke, wheron he dyed. 1583 Stocker
Civ. IVarres Loive C. in. 112 No milke to be solde, whereon
butter might be made. 1624 Quakles Job Militant Medit.
17 The parts, whereon the World consists.

Whereout (hwe-»raivt), adv. arch. [f. Where
15 + Out adv. Cf. Du. ivaantit, G. woraus.'] Out
of which, out from which (in various senses : see

Out adv. and Out of).

1340 Ayenb. 242 Lottes wyf lokede behinde hire be cite

bet bernde, huerout iii wes iguo. 1375 in Horstmann
Altengl. Leg: (1878) 132/1 pe tre of mercy. .Where out ren-

neb oyle of lyf, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xix. 428
He hath betrapped me wythin his gynnes wheroute I can
not scape. 153s Coveroale Micak ii. 3, I deuysed a plage,
wherout ye sha! not plucke youre neckes. 1578 in Feuil-
lerat Revels Q. Eliz. (rgo8) 300 In the whole — IxviiJMjd

.

whereout abate vj\ viij d . 1606 Shaks. Tr, $ Cr. iv. v. 245
The very breach, where-out Hectors great spirit flaw. 1641
Earl Monm. tr. Biondi's Civil Wars vu. 75, I have not
whereout to frame a History. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)
I. 615 The general^ good becomes the root whereout all our
schemes and contrivances. .are to branch. 1885 Tennyson
Anc. Sage 13 The heavens Whereby the cloud was moulded,
and whereout The cloud descended.

tb. From which, whence (as an inference). Obs.
1569 J. Rogers Glasse Godly Love (New Shaks. Soc.) 179

The wife must bee obediente vnto her husband, as vnto
Christ htmselfe; whereout it foloweth, that the saide obe-
dience extendeth not vnto any wickednesse or euill. a 1626
W. Sclater Exp. 4th Ch. Rom. (1650) 92 1'he end was,
that he might be Father of Believers in both people : where-
out amounts the conclusion intended.

tc. Also whereout of (cf. Whereinto). Obs.
1574 t<". MarloraCs Apoc. 21 Yet did hee sauour of the

earth, wherout of bis bodie was taken, and whertn hee was
placed to Hue.

_ 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. xxiv. 142
Being humbled in our selues by beholding the miseries wher-
out of we be waded. ^1632 in G. Barry Orkney {1805) 474
The Baillle of the paroch whereout of he has fled, shall
cause him be jogged at the church.

Whereover, "Whereround : see Where 15.

Whereso (hweVistfu), adv., eon/, arch. [ME.
whver swa

y
se, representing OK. stvd hwxr swd : see

Where and So a<iv. 1 7 d ; Ormin's form wheers is

influenced by ON. hvars = hvar where + es rel.

particle.]

1. = Wherever 2, 5.
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 War s--e me Mede

pe erthe ne bar nan corn. C1200 Ormin 1574, & whaers itt

iss. Ibid. 4874, & whxrse ice amm bitwenenn menn Ice
hutedd amm & butedd. c 1205 Lay. 9202 Ah whsere swa
he fonde enne gume : be of Rome weore hider icumen, he
lette smiten him of bet haefde. C1300 Havelok 1349 pou
maght til he aren quike, H wore so he o worde aren. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus v. 1797 And red wher so bou be or elles
songe.That bow be vnderstonde god beseche. 1393 Langl.
P. PL C. vu. 99 penne was ich a-redy .. to Tacke myn
neghebores, Here werkes, here wordes wher-so ich sete.
C1460 Play Sacram. 737 Syr Almyghty god mntt be yowf

gyde And glad yow where soo ye rest, a 1542 Wyatt How
to vse the court 53 Stay him by the arme where so he walke
or goo. 1590 Si'insek F. Q. n. i. 18 That short reuenge
the man may ouertake, Where so he be. a 1850 Rossetti
Dante if Circle 1. (1874) 118 Since I find not one. .Whereso

J
be or whitherso I turn. 1870 W. Morris Earthly Par.

IV. 163 Few indeed were there Who did not pray that well
he still might fare Whereso be was. 1893 F. Thompson
Poems, Carrier Song iv. Whereso you keep your state
Heaven is pitched over you '

2. - Wherever 3.

c 1290 Beket 1363 in S. E/tg. Leg- I. 145 To spene to bim
and alle his 5ware-so beo euere come, a 1300 Cursor M.
1154 Quar-sa bou wendes in exile. £-1386 Chaucer Sor.'s

T. 118 Wher so yow lyst-.Beren youre body in to euery
place. 1596 Spenskr /'". Q. vi. vi. 29 Ne would the Prince
him euer foot forsake, Where so he went. 1600 Fairfax
Tasso ix. xii, I follow thee, where so thee list to goe. 1851

Neale Med. Hymns 154 On must the faithful warrior go
Whereso the Chief precedeth.

3. = Wherever 4.
a 1225 Hwarse [see Whereof 2]. c 1340 Hamtolk Prose

Treat. 2 Whare-so I be, whare-so I sytt, what-so I doo.

c 1407 Lydg. Reson <y Sens. 3201 Wher so as her sort was
set, The knot never was vnknet. a 1547 Surrey Poems,
' Set me ivheras the sonue ' 11 Thrawle, or at large, aliue

whersoo I dwell j Sike, or in healthe. 1667 Milton P. L,
xi. 722 Hee oft Frequented thir Assemblies, whereso met.
1868 Mokkis Earthly Par. Prol. 80 To seek your own land,

whereso that may be.

t4. - Where i b. Obs. rare.

13.. Cursor M. 8456 (Gutt.) pe kind of thinges lered he,

Bath of tres and grisses fele, Quilk war bair \ertus lele

. .Quer-so b^i grew in wode or playn.

Wheresoever (hwesjs^ie'vaj)^^.,^;//'. Now
formal ox arch. Also poet, wheresoe'er ^-e»u);

7 -ere, -e're ; also 4-5 contr. wher\e)sere. [f.

Whereso + Ever; cf. Soever.]

1. = Wherever 2, 5.

13. . Cursor M. S931 (Gott.) Bot quar-sua-euer [Colt, quar-

sum-euer] bis tre lay, God schued b-'U' 011 liis mihtes ay.

13.. Ga7V. ty Gr. Knt. 644 Quere-so-euer J»ys mon in melly
was stad, His bro J>o^t was in b ;tt

> bur? ane °ber byngex.
a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 105 in Babecs Bk. 302 Wheie-sere
bou sitt at mete in horde, Avoide be cat. 1526 Tindale
Matt. xxvL 13 Wheresoever this gospeil shalbe preached. .,

there shall also thys thatt she hath clone, be tolde for a
memoriall of her. 1588 A. Kin<; tr. Canisius' Catcch. 35
We worschipe Christ him Selfleand bis Sancts, quhairsoewir
thay ar repra:sentit vnto ws be thair images. 1671 Miltom
P. R. 111. 79 Coiuiuerours, who leave behind Nothing but

ruin wheresoe're they rove. 1733 Watts Philos. Ess. \. x.

f 1734) 35 Wlieresoever Body is, there Space is not. 1859
Ruskin Two Paths i. § 23 Wheresoever the search after truth

begins, there life begHis. 1890 Bridges Shorter Poems iv.

xxv, But wheresoe'er he take his way, Hekilleth our delight.

b. ellipt. = Wherever 2 b.

1561 T. Hoby tr. Castigiioue^s Couriyer 11. (1577) Hjb,
Meeting in the market place or wheresoever anye friende.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Iv. §7 The person of Christ is

whole, perfect God and perfect man wheresoeuer. 1633 F.

Done Hist. Septuagint 58 \\\ all the Treasors, neyther in

all the Cabinets, or other wheresoeuer, was not to bee found
any thing so rich.

2. —
- Wherever 3.

^13*0 Cast. Love (ed. Hall.) 431 Ne helpyth him nothyng
whersere he wynde. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (ver^e) 2215 And
whor so euer bat gang o-boute, pe 3onger sal be elder loute.

1535 Coveruale Mark xiv. 14 Where so euer he goeth in,

there saye ye to the good man of the house [etc.], 1600
Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. iii. 77 And wheresoere we went, like

lunos Swans, Still we went coupled and inseperable. 1697
Dkyden sEneis xi. 1124 This way and that his winding
Course he bends ; And wheresoe're she turns, her Steps
attends. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 134 f 6 [She] still goes on
laying waste wheresoever she comes. 1818 Shelley Plugan.
Hills 30 Wander wheresoe'er he may. 1865 Tennyson
Captain 20 He.. Hoped to make the name Of his vessel
great in story, Wheresoe'er he came.

3. = Wherever 4.
a 1450 Mykc Par. Pr. etc. 64 Hit is to ty;e [- tybej .

.

Off hey, where-sere hit growes. c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 759
The nixt vacant. .That hapnis in France, quhair sa euer it

fall,.. I gif the heir heritabilly. 1573 D. P. Cert. Rules
Gt-og. Aiv, Where so euer you are, imagine a poynt or
pricke directly ouer your head, which is called Zenith. 1645
Vane Lost Sheepe 267 Wheresoere they are, or whatsoeuer
doing, they soe behaue themselues, as if with Saint Hierome,
they heard the sound of the Archangells trump. 1853
Kincsley Hypatia xxx, Wulf, too, had gone to his own
place, wheresoever that may be.

tWheresome, adv.^conj. Obs. [f.Where +
*some:i, Sum rel. adv. 2.] = Wherever.
C1200 Ormin 6411 Sone summ ^e findenn himm, Wha;r

summ he beob onn eorbe, Wibb }ure maddmess lakebb
himm. a 1300 Cursor M* 18957 pat ilk tung quar-sum bai

war. Til ilk lede bai gaf ansuar. c 1400 Ywaine >y Gaw. 30
On ilka sydc wharesum bai yede.

Wheresomever (hwe^syme-vsj), adv., cottj.

Obs. exc. dial. [f. Where + Somever.]
1. = Wherever 2, 2 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8931 Bot quar-sum-euer bis tre lai, Godd
sceud bar*°ri his mightes ai. 1452 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.
131/1 All and sindri my landis. .within the realme of Scot-
land quharesumever. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 62 Hys
grete wynges..that bare hym. .hygheand lowe, where som-
euere he wolde be. c 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 275 And take
there your lodgys tofore them wheresomeuer it playse you.
1502 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione 11. i. (1893; 179 Wheresom-
euer we be in this worlde, we be as pylgryms and straungers.
1619 J. Williams Serm.Apparell\1620) 30 The soules house
is there, wheresomeuer it worketh.

2. = Wherever 3.

'470-85 Malory Arthur vu. vi. 221 Where someuer ye goo
I wylle folowe you. 1501 in Lett. Rich. Ill fy Hen. VII
(Rolls) I. 136 Wheresomever it shuld please the king to
sende theym. rtxsgaGREENK Alphonsus 1. ii, Arragon,
Who.. Doth play the diuell where some ere he comes.

3. = Wherever 4.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dtctes 21 Whersomeuer one
dye the weye to the other worlde is alle like, c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes of Aymon xxiv. 533 Mawgys hahandouned never
reynawd whersomever he went. 1599 Siiaks. Hen. V

%
\\. iii.

7 Would I were with him, wheresomere hee is.

tWheretho-rough,^. Obs. [f. Where 15

+ Thorough prep.] ^= next.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 pco bet drone eni drunch, oiW ei

bing dude hwar^uruh no chiide ne schulde beon of hire

istreoned. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1393 Echman paide a
peni, ..War boru he wuste hou moni men in al be worlde
were. Ibid, 2463 Tounes grete & beye Ware boru him &. is

men in vair warison lie bro^te. Ibid. 7493 He nadde no
wounde war boru he ssedde an drope Mod. a 1300 Cursor
M. 6446 (Cott.) letro gaue him consail Vnder baillis for to

sett, Quar thorn in right bai suld be gett. c 1375 Ibid. 984
(Fairf.) Quen he con breke be comandement Quar borow

'

his osprin.;e was shent. c 1440 Gesta Rom. liii. 234 (Hail.

MS.) And thenne yaf him medesyne, v\herthorowe he was
bole, a 1450 h'ut. de la Tour 45 Hit happed on a day her

chapelein was sike that he might not synge, wherthorugh
she must go home withoute masse. 1470-85 Mai.okv
Arthur x. xxxviii. 475 A poslerne where thorou he hhold

flee. 1503-4 Ai. t iq Hen. I 'II c. 34 § 10 Offices and inqui-

sicions dailly be founde. . wherethorough suche Maners..be
seased into the Kinges handes. 1583 Siubues Aunt. Abus.
I. (1879) 80 The Authors of these new toyes, wberthorow
they offended, shalbe gilt ie of their deathes. 1627 Speed
England x. § 2 The ayre. .is cleansed.. by the Billowes that

ever worke from oiT her environing Seas, where-thorow it

becommeth pure and subtill.

Wherethrough (hweejfr?/), adv. Niav for-

mal or arch. [f. \Vhere 15 + Through prep. Cf.

Du. tvaardoor, G. wodurch.~\ Through which (in

various senses of Through prep.).

1. In reference to movement or direction in space,

etc., or to duration in time (Through prep. 1-4).

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 170 Veire weies .. }war bor; me
mai wende brain be on ende of engelond vorb to be ober
endc. tr 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. ;o Him behoues passe
by b^ Reed See .. whare tluirgli \xz childer of Isiael went
drye fote. 1568 Bible (liishops

1

) YVisd. xix. 8 The drye
earth appeared . .; Wherethruugh all the people went that
were defended with thy hande. c 1600 Siiaks. Soiiii. xxiv,

Mine eyes haue drawne thy sh;ipe, and thine for me Are
windowes to my brest, where-through the Sun Delights to

peepe, to gaze therein on thee. 1632 Li i ncow T>av. vi, 2S1

l'he top is couered, and hath tliree holes, where-through
they let the dead Christians fall downe. 1842 Tennyson
Uiysses 19 All experience Is an arch wherethro" Gleams that
untravell'd world, whose margin fades For ever and for ever
when I move, 1870 Mokkis Eaithly Par. II. hi. 349 The
many yeais Wherethrough thou waitedst. 1896 A. Morri-
son Child Jago v, A hole where-through a very small boy
might squeeze.

2. In reference to agency or instrumentality

(Through/;-.?/. 7) : By means of which, whereby,
wherewith. Now rare or Obs.

13.. Northern Passion I. 25 222 It es my fless bat I aow
gif, Whar thurgh 3e may be better lif. 13.. Gosp. Ai<o-
demus (G.) 284 We say a spirit enclosed he has, wbai thurth
all thinges he wate. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer; Seer. ia3 Force
of Powere, wher-throgh he may his renie kepe, mayntene,
and defende. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur xui. xviii. 638
WThanne shalle tlie holy vessel come by me where thurgh
I shalle be blessid. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 1868 2 A
great tempest .. wherethrough sixe houses in that towne
were borne downe. 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers xiii.

§ 2. 446 That. .Spiritual Body of Christ; whereby, and
wherethrough, he communicateth Life to Men.
3. In reference to reason or cause : l>y reason of

which, on account of which, wherefore; in con-
sequence of which, from which, whereby, whence
(as result or inference) ; rarely referring to a
person = by whom : cf. Through/;//. 8. arch.
c 1220 Bestiary 770 in O. E. Misc. 25 Amonges men a swete

smel He let her of his lioli spel, Wor-our} we inu^en fol^en

him In-to his godcundnesse fin. a 1225 Leg. A'ath. 236 Ne
nis na bing hwerburh monnes muchele madschipe wrecked
him wi5 mare. 1x300 Beket 839 Whar thurf me thingth
that of nothing thu ne schalt ansuere no}t. 1375 Hakbouk
Bruce 1. 170 Schir Ihon the Ralleoll , . Assentyt till him, in

all his will; Quhar-throuch fell eftir mekill ill. Ibid. vu. 89
Quhar-throu. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. 103 For lawchtir
neir I brist; Quhairthrow I walknit of my trance, a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 27 This was
done without the chancellaris counsall quhair throw he was
hichlie offendit. 1638 Penkethman Artach. 1 3, There could
be none found for money, where-through many poore people
were constrained to eat Barks of Trees. 1819 Scott Leg.
Montrose ii, Your Spaniard., is a person altogether un-
paralleled in bis own conceit, wherethrough he maketh not fit

account of such foreign cavaliers of valour as are pleased to
take service with him. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. 111. 7
Folk cried the name Of him wherethrough the weary
struggle came.

Wneretill (hwearti'l), adv. In later use Sc.

ff. \Vheke 15 + Till prep. Cf. (M)Sw. hvartill
y

Da. hvortil.']

1. interrog. f a. — next, 2. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor AI. 7291 ' Lauerdinges,' he said, * sais me

quartill Haf yee me fott?' < 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov.

Lordsh. 113 pis ys be ffygure of wys ypocras; whare-tyil

haue 3e askyd me berof?

b. To what place, whither.

1819 W. Tesnant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 31 She tauld

the friskie fairy thing Wbairtill to flee on rapid wing.

2. rel. — next, 3.

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. clxx, Though thy begynnyng hath

bene retrograde, Be froward opposyt qubare till aspert,

Now sail thai turn, and luken on the dert. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 562 How Carentius schewhis Desyre

to thir Tua Kingis, quhatrtill thai grantit baith richt glaidlie.

Whereto (hwe«Jtw-), adv. Now formal or

arch. [f. Where 15 + To prep. Cf. Du. waartoe.]

I. Interrogative.

L To what? (in various senses of To prep); in

what direction, whither?



WHERETOEVER.
a 1300 Cursor M. 244S8 Quen i sngh son warto bai tight,

Al mi licam can bai light, And mi mode a-mend. c 1400

Rule St. Benet (verse) 293 Whar-to so bai turn bair mode.
Ibid, (prose) 38 pan sal man rede hir be reule, bat sho may
wite witerli whar-to sho salle halde hir. c 1400 in 26 Pol.

Poems 149 Wherto ys a man more iyke, Then to a floure

that spryngeth in may? 1484 Cely Papers (Camden) 152

Wherto thys schall growe I can nott saye. 1570 Levins
Manip. 154/40 Wherto, quorsum. 1590 Shaks. Mitts. N.
111. ii. 256 Lysander, whereto tendsall this? 1855E.Mr.RSON

Misc. VII. 56 What is matter? Whence is it? and Whereto?

f2. [To prep. 8.] To what end? for what

purpose ? for what reason ? wherefore ? what . .

for? Obs.

a 1225 Si. Marker. 16 Hwerto schuld i tellen be ..of tire

ennde? 111250 O-vl ff Night. 464 Wan mill erende is ido,

Sholde ich bileue? nai: war to? 1382 Wvclif Matt. xxvi.

50 Jhesus seide to hym, Trend, wherto art thoucomen?
1390 Gower Cor:/. I. 287 How sche that schnrpe swerdes

blad Receive scholde and do withal So as sche wot wherto

it schal. C1400 MaUndev. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 Qwhare to

ban . . gaders bou be ricches of bis werld 1 c 1420 Prose Life

Alex. 46, I ame. .sent vn-to |>e fra kyng Alexander to wieie

where to bou taries to come till hym to gyfie hym batelle,

C1470 Henry Wallace xi. 311 Quhar to suld I her off lang

process male ? 1484 Caxton' Fables ofPoge iv. What is that

whichethou berest on thyfysteand wher to is it [sea spere-

hawk] good. 1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc IV. ii, We
marueyle muche wherto this lingeryng staie Falles out so

longe. a 1585 MoNTGOMERtE Chcrrie <y Slae 653 Quhairto

suld he come heir? 1602 Shaks. 11am. III. iii. 46 Whereto
semes mercy, But to confront the visage of Offence? 1790

Shirrefs Poems Sc. Dial. 144 But whare-to did ye't, Oman,

lat me hear ?

II. Relative.

3. To which (in various senses of To prej>.).

1340 Ayenb. i6j |>eruore is be zeuende stape of bise uirtue

be like bet oure mayster Iesu crist deb perto huerto be

filozofes ne mi^te come. 1:1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiii. 352 The
sone of a maide hath not wherto he may lay his hede. 1526

Pilgr. 1'erf. (W. de W. 1531) 21 b, The fruytes of the heuenly

coiintre, wherto they go. 1592 Shaks. Rom. ft Jul. I. ii. 21

This night I hold an old accustom'd Feast, Whereto I haue

inuited many a Guest. 1602 — Ham. v. i. 234 That Lome
(whereto he was conuerted). 1667 Milton /'. /.. vm. 393

Whereto t!>' Almighty answer'd, not displeas'd. 1768 Tucker

l.t. Nat. (1834) II. 356 The perfection whereto their natures

are destined. 1810 Vince Astron. xxi. 230 A matter whereto

I gave not all the attention requisite. 1887 Morris Odyss,

xn. 162 The mast-step, whereto shall the cords he tied,

fb. In addition toor besideswhich(To/Vi'/. 15).

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 27 Quhairto, till deif 30W
w* tome clatter, Ar nane sic in the floit as scho.

f4. For which (purpose) : cf. 'Yo prep. 8. Obs.

J535 Coverdale Isa. lv. 11 The worde also that commeth
out of my mouth ..shal .. prospere in the thinge, wherto

I sende it.

Hence Wheretoe-ver, Wheretosoe'ver atlvbs.,

to whatever place, whithersoever, rare.

1609 Bible (Douay) / Sam. xviii. 5 David also went forth

to al thinges wheretosoever Saul sent him. 1635 Person

Varieties 1. 5 Because the Heavens, of all the parts of the

World are most conspicuous, as that wheretoever we bend

our eyes, being the most glorious Creature.

Wh.ereund.er (hwesrfndai), adv. arch. [f.

WHEBH 15 + UNDEB prep. Cf. Du. waaronder,

Da. hvoritndcr, G. worunter.'] Under which.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1348 Him thoght it raght fra erth til

hell, Quare vnder he sagh bis broper abell. 1340 Ayenb.

221 pe mayde marie made ofspoushod hire mentel hueronder

wolde by godes zone y-conccyned and y-bore. 1550 Bale
Image Both Ch. 11. D j b, Thus haue we heere what is done

already, and what is it to come vnder this sixt trompet

blowyng (where vnder we are now) which albelongeth to

the second wo. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xv. lxii, Her amber
tresses . . Where vnder loue himselfe in ambush placed.

1615 Southampton Crt.Leet Rec. (1907) III. 493 He ought

to shutt downe the Scluce where vnder the water Runeth.

1627 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 162 The miserable

bondage vnder sinne and Satan, whereunder who groanes

not? 1836 Landok Pericles f, A spasia I. xxiv. 49 The flowery

bank of youth, whereunder runs the stream that passes

irreversibly! 1888'H. S. Merriman' Vng. Mistley x, Snowy
froth whereunder lay the wise trout.

Whereuntil(hwe»rt>nti'l), adv. dial. [f. Where
15 + Until.] = next.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L. v. ii. 493 Wee know where-vntill it

doth amount. 1818 Scott Urt. Midi, xxxix, This victim,

who is rescued from the horns of the altar, whereuntil she

was fast bound by the chains of human law.

Whereailto (hwenrwnta -

, -»'nt«), adv. Now
formal or arch. [f. Where i 5 + Unto.]

1. inteirog. Unto what ? t to what end ? for

lare-

Alle

what purpose ? wherefore? = Whereto i, 2.

1423 J AS. I Kingis Q. lxviii, Than said I thus, 'qui:

unto lyve I langer?
r

1490 Caxton Eneydos Uv. 149

they that ben here, knowe well wheronto the thynge is come.

1526T1NDALE Matt. xi. 16 But whearevnto shall y lyken

this generacion? — Acts v. 24 When. .the hye prestes

herde these thynges, they doubted off them, where vnto this

wolde growe. 1552 Latimer Sena., St. Andrnus Day
(1562) 119 When Andrew hearde wherunto Christ w-as come,

he lorsoke his maister Iohn, and came to Christe. 1865

Pusey Eirenicon 174 Which, whereunto it may lead, one

had rather not think.

2. rel. Unto which : = Whereto 3.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxix. m The operacyons andwod-

nesses of helle. .wherunto she hath subdued and submytted

herself. 151-6 Tindale ^cttxiii. 2 Seperat me BarnaDasand

Saul for the worke where vnto I have called them. Ibid.

xxvii. 8 A place called Goode porte. Neye where vnto was

a citte called Lasea. 1530 in Leadaul Sel. Cases Star

Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 50 Decrees .. whervnto the seid

Abbott was neuer partye. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Deut. lv. 26

The land, whereunto ye go ouer lorden to possesse it. 1596

32

Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 24 The Water of fforth

is ane arme of the Sea, and a place quhairwnto the sey

ilowis and ebbis. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. vii. 13 With those

Legions Which I haue spoke of whereunto your leiiie Must
be suppliant. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. ii. 6 The
omnisciencyof God, whereunto there is nothing concealable.

a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. iv. (1690) 76 It is also material to

examin, how many of them do get more than they spend,

and how many less. In order whereunto it is to be con-

sidered, that [etc.]. 1760-72 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809)

IV. 128 Your family-vault, ..whereunto even my Harry
must finally adjourn. 1833 G. R. Porter Porcelain «r CI.

xiv. 302 'the too sudden variations of temperature where-

unto the glass would be subjected. 1846 Trench Mirac.

xxxiii. (1S62) 464 Unlike as was his outward appearance to

that whereunto their eyes were accustomed. 1871 T. R.

Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 552 The lower valve of the shell

being fixed immediately to the rock whereunto the animal

is attached.

Whereup (hwewp), adv. (con/.) rare. [f.

Where 15 + Up prep.]

jl. =\Yhereuton 2, 3 b. Ois.

1340 Ayenb. 251 Hy comb doun of be he}e roche hueroppe

hi ys yzet. 1423 Paston Lett. I. al Wher up. . . I prey yow
hertily to sette al these matieres in continuaunce.

2. Up which ; upwards along which.
1880 Athenxum 17 Apr. 502/3 The spiral track Whereup

. .flash perfect Souls. 1916 H. E. G. Rofe Relig. Audita
29 The never-ending ranks of vine .. Whereup the purple

haze of even climbs.

Whereupon (hwe'rfjyn), adv. Now arch,

oxformal exc. in sense 4. [f. Where 15 + Upon.]

I. 1. Interrogative. Upon what? = Whereon
I ; f in early use = at what ? about or concerning

what ? upon what ground, wherefore ?

13.. Cursor M. 18774 (Gb'tt.) God men of galile, Quar-apon
sua wonder 2e ? 1535 Coverdale fob xxxvlii. 6 Where wast

thou, when I layed ye foundacions of the earth? .. Where
vpon stonde the pilers of it ? 1581 A. Hall Hind X. 183 So
that I to him brought From out your campe some certain

newes, & whervpon you thought, Whether you meant to

take the sea, or to your tackle stand. 1596 Shaks. J Hen. IV,

iv. iii. 42 The King hath sent to know The nature of your

Griefes, and whereupon You coniure from the Brest ofCiuill

Peace, Such bold Hostilitie. 1597— 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 99
Neighbour Quickly (sayes hee) receiue those that are Ciuill

;

for (sayth hee) you are in an ill Name : now hee said so, I can

tell whereupon. 1666 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

192 The sense of the nation's extreme necessity makes us

exceeding tender whereupon to fasten our resolutions.

II. Relative. Upon which.

2. Of local position : = Whereon 2. (In first

qnot.fg.)
1390 Gower Conf. I. 42, 1 thenke . . speke of thing [sc. love]

..wherupon the woilde mot stonde, And hath don sithen

it began, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 154 In be myddes
. .es a lytill hill, whare apon es a lytil palace, c 1460

Toiuucley Myst. xxiii. 259 Godys son. .hase not where apon

his hede to rest. 1535 Coverdale fudges xvi. 26 The pilers

wher vpon the house stondeth. 1585 Higins Junius'

Nomencl. 51/1 Ouum vrinum, ..an addle egge, whereupon

the hen sitteth not. it 1660 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 262

A small hill whereupon is built a strong castle. 1853 G.

Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 20 The site whereupon

stood the Bastle.

fb. Over which, as superior. Obs. rare-•'.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 97 Thys monastery of Syon,

where vpon our lady is chyef lady & quyene.

3. Upon which as a basis of action, argument,

etc., and in various constructional uses.

1521 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther i. Wks. (1876) 313, .iij.

great groundes wher vpon Martyn dothe stable in maner all

his articles. 1566 in Maill. Club Misc. I. 46 For payment

of the sowmis quhairvpoun the samin [landis] lyis in wadset.

a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 55 In his death . he

fand the mercy of his God, whareupoun he ever exhorted

all men to depend. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

I. 114 Our king, .ties, of jeirlie rentis,quhairvpon he royalhe

may susteine his court. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of

God xvil. iv. 625 The text wherevpon all this prophetesses

words haue dependance. 1643 in Spalding Club Misc. 1. 15,

I haue at this place found a very concerning occasion

wheyrvpon to renew my desyre. 1710 in Nairne Peerage

Evid. (1874) 152 We declare that the not delivery herof ..

shall be no. .ground whereupon to reduce quarrel).

fb. (with clause as antecedent.) On which

account, for which reason, wherefore ;
(of deriva-

tion or inference) from which, whence. Obs.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.) 80 Force is ane of

the principale foundementis of bataill, quhareapon men suld

wit that syndry folk.. has the body rycht lytill, and 311 thai

have the hert and the curage grete. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest

17 Panteron is a stone of all colours.. wherevpon it is so

named. i6h Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 763 One that will

eyther push -on, or pluck-back, thy Businesse there : where-

upon I command thee to open thy Affaire. 1617 Morvson

I tin. ill. 137 It seemes a worke hanging in the Ayre, where-

upon it is called Stoneheng vulgarly, and is reputed among
Miracles. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. (ed. 7) I. xl. 46 In the

which [sc. Airy Musicks]. . that liveliness of Singing is 111 that

place to be omitted, and not any Passion to be used which

savoureth of Languishment. Whereupon we see how neces-

sary a certain judgment is for a Musician.

4. Upon (the occurrence or occasion of) which

;

immediately after and in consequence of which;

and when that happened, or was done or said.

The chief current sense ; resembling 3 b in having a clause

or statement as antecedent, but expressing adifferent shade

of meaning.
1461 Paston Lett. II. 17 The said the Kyng hade wreton

to dyvers persones here quych hade promysed men, quer-

uppon I promysed a man. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt, xiv.7

'the daughter of Herod ias daunced before them : and pleased

Herod. Wherevpon [Tindale, Wherefor] he promised with

an othc, to giue her whatsoeuer she would aske of him. 1634

WHEREVER.
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 121 Sultan Tokotnac. .assailed him,

whereupon ensued a most bloudy and furious battaile. 1727

De Foe Engl. Tradesm. ii. (ed. 2) 18 Last month I receiv'd

my fortune.. ; whereupon I have taken a house in one of

the principal streets of the town of . 1818 Cruise Digest

(ed. 2) V. 269 The lord of the manor, .sold the lands to John
Podger in fee, who. .died two years after ; whereupon the

estate descended to his son Marmaduke. 1885 Swinburne
Misc. (1886) 331 She assented on condition that the divorce

could be lawfully effected without impeachment of her son's

legitimacy; whereupon Lethington undertook .. that she

should be rid of her husband without any prejudice to the

child.

5. Upon the subject of which ; about, as to, or

concerning which. Now rare.

01533 Ld. Berners Huon iii. 4 Then they..shewyd hym
there conclusyon where a pon they were agreyd. i6n Bible

Acts xxvi. 12, I persecuted them euen vnto strange cities.

Whereupon [Tindale, About the which thynges ; R..V. 1881

margin, On which errand], as I went to Damascus [etc.].

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv. 201, I did steere Toward
this remedy, whereupon we are Now present heere together.

6. Of motion or direction towards something, etc.

:

= Whereon s> 6.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Amos iv. 7 One piece was rained vpon,

and the piece whereupon it rained not, withered, c 1600

Shaks. Sonn. xx. 6 An eye.. Gilding the obiect where-vpon

itgazeth. 1611 Bible Ezek. xxiv. 25 The desire of their

eyes, and that whereupon they set their minds. 1640 tr.

Verdere's Rom. ofRom. II. 22 This young Prince .. took

infinite delight in the object of this picture, whereupon his

eies were incessantly fixed.

Wherever (hwewvai) ; contr. (poet.) wher-
e'er (hwe»re» -

j), adv., cotij. Originally as two

words (and so still in sense 1) ; subsequently often

with hyphen, where-ever (where-e'er), etc. ; now
always in contracted spelling wherever (where'er),

the final e of where coalescing with the initial e of

ever. [f. Where + Ever adv. 8 d, e.]

1. interrog. An emphatic extension of where ?

implying perplexity or surprise. Now colloq.

More properly written as two words : see Ever adv. 8 d.

[971 Btickl. Horn. 167 H waer ajylte he Kfre on his jexerelan,

se be mid bon anum hrsegle waes gejiyrwed be of olfenda

hairum awunden MS ?] c 1275 Lay. 26127 po hii bat heued

isejen, sellich heom bohten ware euere onder heauene soch

heued were ikenned. c 1435 Torr. Portyngale 625 ' Seynt

Marre ', seyd the chyld so fre, ' Wher euyr my jentyll squyer

myght be, That I with me to wod browght?' 1864 T. A.

Trollope Beppo III. vi, Where ever am I to find a girl that

can pull me up out of my chair in the way you do? 1875

Parish Sussex Dial. s.v. Mask, Why 1 you re one mask !

Wherever have you been ? 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col.

Reformer xvii, Wherever did the cayenne come from ?

2. rel. At (or to) any place at which.

Occas. introducing a subject-clause = any place at which ;

also with correlative there, thither.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4672 Ioseph . . Did gader sanantz and

squier . Quar.euer bat [Gotl. Quare bat euer] bai funden were.

1382 Wvclif Luke xvii. 37 Where euere the body schal be, also

the eglis schulen be gederid to gidere thidur. 1508 Dunbar

Flytin" 67 Quhair evir we meit thairto my hand I hechi,

To red°thy rebald ryming with a rowt 1593 Shaks. Rich.

II v iii. 141 Good Vnckle helpe to order seuerall powres to

Oxford, or where ere these Traitors are. 1711 Steele Sped.

No 423 P 2 Where-ever you are Damon appears also. 1796

Burnfy Mem. Metastasio I. 227 Wherever a great personage

happens to be, will become the principal place. 1857 Pusey

Real Pres. Doctr. Engl. Ch. iii. 325 Wherever our Lord and

Saviour is, there He is to be adored. 188a Besant All Sorts

xxviii, Wherever there are Englishmen, working, fighting,

or sporting, there are some of those families among them.

b. ellipt. (with loss of relative force) :
At any

place whatever, at some place or other. Now rare

or Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. xn. 449 Not onely to the Sons of

Abrahams Loines..but to the Sons Of Abrahams laith

wherever through the world. 1671 — P. R. iv. 404 Our

Saviour.. Hungry and cold betook him to his rest, Wher-

ever, under some concourse ofshades Whose branching arms

. . might shield . . his shelter'd head.

3. To (or at) any place to which ; whithersoever.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 741 Send me
quhare-ewyr bu wil. c 137s Cursor M. 1154 (Fairf.) Wib al

bou sal be halden vile Quare-euer [Cott. Quarsa] bou comys

in exile, c 1450 Mirk's Fcstial 302 Myn arme is roted awey

bat was wont to peynte an ymage of be whereuer I went.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.l.b.) I. 25

Ouhair evir he raid he was convoyit with ane thowsand

horsmen. 1692 Prior Ode Imit. Hor. x, Where-e er old

Rhine his fruitful Water turns. 1740 Gray Let. to his

Mother 2 Apr., I desire you to give my duty to my father,

and wherever else it is due. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1.

I 147 Wherever he came, the gentry flocked round him.

1853 DicKiNS Bleak Ho. iii, 'Don't you want to go there?_

•Where, sir?" 'Where? Why, wherever you are going,

said the gentleman. ...
4. Introducing a qualifying (equivalent to con-

ditional or disjunctive) dependent clause, often with

verb in subjunctive : In (or to) whatever place

;

whether at one place or another ; no matter where.

cmoSyr Tryam. 1461 In worlde where everhe be bestedd,

\nd ire wyste of thys case, Hyddur he wolde take hys pase.

I579 Spenser Sheph. Col. June 99 Flye to my loue, where

euer that she bee. !667 Milton £. L. WIL IN Of other

Creatures, as him pleases best, Wherever plac t, let him

dispose. 1703 Earl Orrery Asyou find it 11. 11. 28 Where-

ever they come from,, .they have perform'd very well. 177'

Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Barton I. 45, I should not chuse

to be farther removed from that blessed spot, where ere it be.

1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. xxil 352 England

cl.-umed the right of visiting and searching merchant ships,

to whatever nation belonging, whatever the cargoes, wher-

ever the destination. 1854 Mrs. Jameson tomm.-pl. Bk. 09



WHEREWITH. 33 WHERRY.
Unhappy th.it nation, wherever it maybe, where the question

is yet pending between servitude and civil war !

5. gen. or fig. In any case, condition, or circum-

stances in which (cf. Whkre iob).
x6oo Shaks. A. V. L. in. v. 87 Phc. Why I am sorry for

thee gentle Siluius. Sit. Where euer sorrow is, reliefe would
be. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth vi. 246 Where-
ever he hath receded from the Mosaick Account of that

Earth, he hath .. receded from Nature, and Matter of Fact.

1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xx, For wherever there is genius

there is pride. 1799 Med. /ml. I. 422 Whereever the state

of the patient's strength is sufficient to undergo the process. .,

it ought frequently to be practised. 1884 Faikbaikn in Con-
gregationalist Apr. 288 Wherever the laws of mechanics rule,

necessity rules; wherever necessity rules, freedom is absent.

Wherewith (hwc^iwi-o*), adv. (sb.) Now
formal or arch. [f. Where 15 + With prep.]

I. 1. Interrogative. With what?
c 1200 Ormin 1718 & tiss me binb nu shaewenn }uw Whatt

itt 3UW ma^5 bitacnenn, & whaerwibb itt m.i^ fesstnenn 3uw
Inn jure rihhte laefe. C1386 Chaucer Wife's T. Prol. 131

Wher with sholde he make his paiement If he ne vsed his

sely Instrument? 1539 Bibie (Great) Judges vi. 15 Oh Lord,
wher with shall I saue Israel? 1557^. T. (Genev.) Matt. v.

13 Hut if the salte haue lost his sauour wher with shal one
salt? 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 264 Which with, O with,

but with this I passion to say wherewith.

II. Relative. With which.

2. In instrumental and allied senses : By means
of which ; whereby.
Sometimes followed by to and inf. (see Tc prep. B. 16, and

cf. b c below).

1297 R. Gi.ouc (Rolls) 585 Min handax. .}ware wib ich

abbe geans & maniman aslawe. a 1300 Cursor M. 5399 Now
haue we noght ware-wit we mai Lenght our Hue wit fra bis

dai. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3835 pe pape be kays bers,

Whar-with he bathe opens and spers. 1390 Gower Con/. II.

214 Schc.hath ynow wherwith to plese Of worldes good
whom that hire liste. 1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsop v. vii,

He brake the cord wherwith he wasbounden. 1526T1NDALE
Eplu ii. 4 The greate love wherwith he loved vs. 1605
Shaks. Macb. I. vi. 17 Those honors .. Wherewith your
Maiestte loades our House, c 1730 Ramsay Wyfe of
Auehtermuchty x, He gat water in a pan, Quherwith he
slokendout theXyre. 1880 Swinburne Stud. Shaks. 29 That
royal robe of heroic verse wherewith he had clothed the
ungrown limbs of limping. .tragedy. 1904 J. T. Fowler
Durh. Univ. 5 Without even a shirt of his own wherewith to

cover his body.

b. With ellipsis of antecedent, or as compound
relative involving antecedent (cf. What C. I.*) :

That, or something, with which ; the means by
which, (a) with following clause, usn. with to

and inf. ; (b) with ellipsis of following clause.

(a) < 1230 Halt Meid. 11 As gentille wimmen mest alle

nu worlde bat nabbe5 hwerwiS buggen ham brudgume.
£"1290 S» Eng. Leg. 419/46 Me binchez . . be feste feble

were Bote Men hadden ^ware-with be wombe Ioye a-rere.

. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 302 And bisilygan for the soules preye
Of hem bat yaf hym wher with to scolcye. c 1400 Rom. Rose
6710, 1 wole. .Telle how a man may begge at nede That hath
not wherwith hym to {cdc. a 1533 Li>. Berners Huon Hv.

181 He had not wherwith to arme him. x6n Bible Ps. cxix.

42 So shall I haue wherewith to answere him that reprocheth
me. 1788 Prif.sti.ey Led. Hist, v, lviii. 460 They will have
wherewith to purchase the produce of other countries. 1856
Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 11. iv, Here is wherewith to build
the school, a 1891 R. W. Barbour Thoughts (1900) 80
Where is one to get wherewith to help another if not from
the healed scars in himself?
(b) T393 Langl. P. PI. C. vh. 317 Roberd be ryfeler on

reddite lokede, And for per was nat wher*with he wepte ful

sore. 1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. ccv. 99 They, .taryed.

.

to refresshe they in . . for they founde in that abbey well wher.
with. 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 21 Holde the candle
to them that haue wherewyth, and wyll sette lustily to it.

c. — Wherewithal 2 c, which is more usual.
(a) 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <r Selv. 99 A least billing is

made as much for cleaving, if it had but a wherewith to
be cloven. 1876 Spencer Princ. Sociol. § 15. 1. 19 Heavily
taxed in providing the wherewith to meet excessive loss by
radiation.

0) 1825 Jennings Obs'Dial. W. Eng. t WherewP, property
estate j money.
3. With which as cause or occasion ; in conse-
quence of which; on account of or by reason of

which, whereat ; by the agency or effect of which,
whereby.
C1440 Generydes 3577 Where with the Sowdon was full

wele apayde. 1561 WinJet Bk. Questions Wks. (S. T. S.)
I. 67 In ony controuerste afnrmit be zou, quharewith thai be
offendit. 1651 in Fuller Abel Redhi., Metandhon 239 He
fell into an Ague, wherewith in few dayes he dyed. 1663
Patrick Parab. Pilgr, (1687) 346 The World will need such
a good example, to reform, the evil wherewith it abounds.
1814 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) III. x. 313 Every body
that I see talks highly ofyour steady interest with the public-,

wherewith.. I am pleased but not surprised. 1891 Farrar
Darin, fy Dawn xxhi, I have far too much wherewith to
reproach myself. x

4. Along with or together with which ; against
which ; in addition to or besides which.
\^..Ephyphanye in Tundate's Vis. (1843) 123 Saf among we

knele among the racke Wherewith the son was somtyme thi
plesaunce. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. xxxv. 21, I come not against
thee thisday, but against the house, wherewithT haue warre.
1658 Earl Monm. tr. Paruta's Wars Cyprus 81 To boot
wherewith, he had secret instructions given him.

b. With which occurrence, act, etc. : whereat,
whereupon, * and with that \ arch.
a *533 Ld. Berners Huon lviL 193 As sone as the lady saw

Gerames she knew him, wherwith she began to chaunge
coloure. 1575 Bp. T. Cooper's Reg. (Line. Episc. Rec 1912)
123 He gott her neck under his arme & with his leyshe woulde

Vol, X.

have bound her wherwith she cried out. 1581 A, Hall Iliad
iv. 61 Yet after this he wils hir hast, wherewith such speed
she makes. 1648 Gage West Ind. 187 We saw the monster
stir and move,, .wherewith we made hast from him. 1871

Rossetti Poems, Last Confess. 133 Then all the blessed

maidens . . laughed up at once . . Wherewith I woke.

Wherewithal (hwcjuwio'g-l), adv. (sb.) [f.

Where 15 + Withal.]
I. 1. Interrogative. ~ prec. 1. arch.

1535 Coverdale Ps. cxviiifi], 9 Where withall shall a yonge
man clense his wnye ? 1540 Palsgr, Acolastns II. in. Si ij b,

Wherewithal I beseche the shall men bye or make pro-

nysion for our cates? 1611 Bible Matt. vi. 31 Wherewithal!
shall wee he clothed? 1798 Charlotte Smith Vug. Phitos.
III. 96 He never was so hard run for money. Knew not
wherewithal to pay his duties.

II. Relative.

2. = prec. 2. arch.

1578 Lyte Dodoens in, xxvii. 353 The iuyce of Aloe..
oueneth the belly, in purging. .humours, especially suche
wherewithal the stomacke is burdened. 1593 Shaks. Rich. 1 1,

v. i. 55 Northumberland, thou Ladder wherewithall The
mounting Bullingbrooke ascends my Throne. 1615 Wither
Shepk, Hunt. iv. E 5, The rest Wherewithal! thy minde is

blest, a 1673 Hokton Expos. Ps. Ixiii. 7 (1675) 590 He is

not like the Egyptian Task-masters, which require brick,

and give no straw wherewithal to make it. 1769 Robertson
Chas. V

y
vin. III. 88 The.. marks of his good-will and

gratitude wherewithal they had been honoured. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxxi, Mrs. Miff has heard, .that the lady
hasn't got a sixpence wherewithal to bless herself. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 344 The love I had therefor
was not so much above That wherewithal I loved the
silver ring.

b. With ellipsis of antecedent, or as compound
relative: = prec. 2 b. (a) followed by inf. with

to; (b) with ellipsis of inf. (See also c.) arch.

(") 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 93 If he haue not
wheiewithall to maintaine his estate. 1659 Milton Hire-
lings 32 No people to pay him tithes, but his own children

and servants, who had not wherewithal! to pay him, but of

his own. 1693 Mem. Count Teckely in. 66 Teckely being
in the Neighbourhood, without having wherewithal to

attempt any thing by force. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews iv.

i, When your ladyship's livery was stript off, he had not

wherewithal to buy a coat. 1855 Kingsley ll'estw. Hoi
xxxi, They gave him what they had, and hulled him with
every shot. ..He had not wherewithal to return the com-
pliment.

(b) 1605 Lond. Prodigal 1. ii, The charge is small charge,

syrj I thanke God my father left me wherewithal. 1613
Smaks. Hen. I'll/, 1. Hi. 59 That Churchman Iiearesa boun-
teous minde indeed.. . His dewes fall eueiy where. . .L. San.
He may, my Lord, H'as wherewithall. 1663 Dryden Wild
Gallant 1. ii, My husband and I cannot live by Love, as

they say ; we must have wherewithal, as they say. 1730
Ramsay Fables VI, 21 Them that wanted wherewithal He
dang them back. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. xix, * Here is

wherewithal ', said Martin.

c. Preceded by the definite (rarely the indefinite)

article, which qualifies the omitted or implied

antecedent: (a) followed by inf. with to = means
by which, resource with which (to do something)

;

(b) with ellipsis of inf. (chiefly colloq.), thus be-

coming a sb, *= means, esp. pecuniary means ; re-

source or supply (esp. money) needed for the

purpose in view.
{a) 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. viil. p 2 There Is a where-

withal to satisfy your craving. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch.
Strike xii. 127 A. .hope, .that this day's post would have
brought the wherewithal to build up new expectations.

1917 Engl. Hist. Rev. Oct. 490 To supply him with the

wherewithal to pay for the defence of the border.

(/') 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. xii. F 13 How the devil does
she mean that I should get the wherewithal ? 186 1 Mus-
crave By-Roads $ Battle-F. 14 The design comprised
a harbour for vessels carrying forty gunsf but the where-
withal failed. 1890 ISesant Demoniac iii, Our English
girls, when they have got the wherewithal, do in the

second generation easily assume the aristocratic manner and
appearance.

t 3. = prec. 3. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four.f. Beasts 695 He forgot Diana, where-
withall she was very angry. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of
Rom. II. 23 The accents 01 the voice.. made him conclude
that they proceeded from a person very much afflicted ;

wherewithall he was so moved to pity, [etc.).

4. — prec. 4. Obs. or rare arch,
1618 Wither Motto, Nee Curo 193 A knowledge where,

withall He is prepar'd for whatsoe're may fall. 1846 Haw-
thorne Mosses 11. JV* Corr., With precisely the same com-
placency of conscience, wherewithal he contemplates the
volume of discourses above-mentioned.

t b. = prec. 4 b. Obs,
a 1541 Wyatt Poems, ' The longe love, that in my thought

9 Where with all, vntoo the herte forrest hee fleith. 1640 tr.

Verdere's Rom. of Rom. II. 39 Wherewithall considering
the. .obligation wherein he was bound to her affection, he
resolved to let her see how sensible he was of a benefit.

Wherewithout : see Where 15.
Wheritte, "Wherk: see \A'herret, Work.
Wherk, dial. var. Quirk.
1747 Hooson Miner's Did. Y a b, Wherk [is] a small and

unloosed for turning in the Stone, Side, or Ore.

Wherken, dial. var. Querken, to suffocate.

Wherl, etc : see Whirl, etc.

1 Whern(e, error for wheruie, Wharve sb.

155a Huloet, Wherne. Loke in whorle. 1631 Anchoran
Comenius* Gate Tongues 98 [They] draw their threads,
whether it be with a reele, or with a spindle, and a wherne,
1668 Wilkins Real Char. Alph. Diet., Wherl, Whern.
Wherne, obs. form of Quern \
Wherpole, -pool, obs. ff. Whirlpool.

Wherret (hwcret), sb* "Now dial. Foims:
6 wheritte, whyrit, -rret, 6-8 whirr-it, 6-9

whirret, 7 wheret, -it, 7-9 wherrit, 7- wherret.
[? Echoic.] A sharp blow; esp. a box on the eai

or slap on the face.

1577 Kendall Flowers Fpigr. 17 b, Thou fearst a pat on
pate, or els a whirrit on the care. 1581 Rich Farew. (184'

208 And with this up v. ith his fiste, and gave Phylotus a sin e

wheritte on the eare. 1589 [? Nashe] Martins Months
Minde Ep. Ded. A 2, I haue giuen them both now one
CuiTe more : which albeit in truth bee but a whirret. 1621

Molle Can/erar. Liv. Libr. v. ii. 324 He. .gaue one of them
such a whirret with his sword-hilts, that [etc.]. 1664

[J. Scuoa.more] Honur a la Mode 25 She striking him two or

three wherets O'th ears, touke hold of's bunch ofcarrets. 1727
'S. Brunt' Voy. toCackt. i-j, I returned the Compliment with
a Wherret ofmy Fist, which knock'd him over. 1881 Isle oj

Wight Gloss, s. v., I'll ghee thee a wherret in the chops.

Jig. 1715 C'tess D'Aunoy's Wks. 116 Let her Conduct be

nevtr so void of Offence, she cannot shun the Whtrrits of
their Malice.

b. Comb. : f wherret-stopper, a contrivance

on a boat to prevent injury from collision, etc.

1708 Consiit. Watermois Co. lili, Owners . . .'hall Mark
and Number. .Boats, with plain Figures on the Linings lii

each side, just abaft the Wherrit-Stoppers of every Boat.

Wherret (hwe-rit), v. Now rare. [Cf. prec]

trans. To give a blow or slap to
; ( occas. trans/'.

with the blow as object. Alsoy^-

.

1599 MlNSHEU, Cachettddo, whirreted on the etieeke. 1678
Littleton Lat. Did. 11. s. v. Pugnus, To box or wherret
one. a 1693 Urotthart's RabelAis in. vi. 59 'lheir mo^t
considerable Knocks had been., jerked and whiirited within

the Curtines of his Sweet-heart. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to

Stella 30 Sept., The Whigs are in a rage about the peace,

but we 11 wherret them, I warrant. 1866 W'iuttier Marg.
Smith's Jrnl. Prose Wks. 1E89 I. 49 The Deacon .. seeing

him in this way, wherreted him smartly with his cane.

Whe'rrit, v. dial. [Possibly local form of

tkwert
t
Thwakt v. Cf. dial, wharf and wharile

(beside thwartle, thurtle). See Werrit.] trans.

To tease, pester, annoy.
1762 Bickerstaff Love in Village 1. i\. (1763) 17 Find

some other road, can't you? and dont keep wheireting me
withyournonsen.se. 1767 IVoman cf Fashion I. 35 What
the dickens ! Must I be wherretted with your Advice too?

1787 Gkose Pro7\ Gloss., Wherrited, teazed. 1888 Fenn
Dick 0' the Feus x.\i, With., the missus a-nigh wherritted to

death wi* trouble.

Wherrow, var. Wharrow.
1578 Lytij: Dodoens v. xxiii. 579 The roote is rounde lyke

a wherrow or wherle, or rather like a litle round appel.

Wherry (hweTi), sb. 1 Also 5-6 whery(e,
6 wherry e, -ey, where, whirie, whyr(i)e,
whyrry(e, -ie, wheary, 6-7 wherie, whirr(e)y,
-ie, 7 wheery, 9 whurry. [Etymology obscure;

perh. f.Whirr with suggestion of rapid movement.]
1. A light rowing-boat used chiefly on rivers to

carry passengers and goods.

1443 For. Ace. 21 Hen. Vi G dorse (P.R.O.),Vnius Batelle
vocate Whery. c 1515 Cocke LorelCs />'. 6 There came suche
a winde fro wynchester That blewe these women ouer the

ryuer, In wherye. 1534 Wriothksi .ey Chron. (Camden) I.

24 For mmderinge of two straungers in a wherie in the
Thames. 1536 MSS. Dk. Rutland (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
IV. 277 Payd to Robert Day. .for 1 day with his where
with my Lady,, .viij d. 1555 Act 2 $3 Phil, fy Mary c. 16
Preamble, The Whiries & Buates nowe occupied & used
and of late tyme made for Rowing upon the said Ryver
[Thames]. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 635 He toke a Whirry,
and so escaped to London, a 1591 M. Smith Six Sertit.

( J 594) 83 They tremble for feare, like women that shrike at

euery stir in the whirry. 1666 Pfpvs Diary 13 Sept., My
pictures and fine things, that 1 will bring home in wherrys.

1689 Wood Life (O. H.S.) III. 302 John Temple .. flung
himself over a wherry when it was shooting London bridge.

17*3 Swift Judge Boat 24 Our Float is now sail'd to the

Stygian Ferry, There to supply old Charon's leaky Wherry.
1759 Universal Chron. 14-21 July 231 1 Two young fellows

going up the lsis in a wherry with a sail, were overset by
a sudden gust of wind. 1780 Falconer Diet. Marine,
Vaivi, a wherry or small ship's brat, usually rowed by four

or six oars. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. ix, Nothing moving
on the stream but watermen's wherries and coal-lighters.

1861 Chamb. Encycl. II. 177/2 The Thames wherry.. is

stoutly built and Is constructed to carry about eight

passengers. It is usually managed by one sculler or two
oarsmen. 1877 Black Green Past, xxvii, Smaller craft-
wherries, steam-launches, tendeis, and what not.

2. A large boat of the barge kind : see quots.

local.

a 1589 R. Lane in Hakluyt's Voy. 740, 1 tooke a resolution

with my selfc.to enter presently so farre into that Riuer
with two double whirries, and fuurtie persons one or other.

1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2672/3 Four large Wheries.. which we
brought, .from Dublin, in which were put 150 Granadiers.

a 1788 in Orig. Forty-Five (S. H. S. 1916) 260 They were

alarmed by five wherries, the same, as ihey supposed, that

landed the Campbells the night before . . . The wherries sailed

by to the southward without ever stopping. 1829 Hrockett

N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Whurry, wherty, a large boat—a sort

of barge or lighter. 1857 Wright Prov. Did. s. v., A wherry

..on the East-Norfolk and East-Suffolk rivers it is a large

sailing boat, carrying from 15 to 35 tons of meichandise.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Wherry... a decked vessel

used in fishing in different parts of Great Britain and

Ireland. 1891 Daily Nrtvs 3 Oct. 3/8 A coal wherry be.

longing to Atkinson, Shields.

3. A large four-wheeled dray or cart without

sides, local,

1881 [see wherry driver in 4]. 1886 Leeds Mercury 1 Apr ,

One new light Spring Wherry, carry one ton.

4. attrib. and Comb.
y
as (sense 1) wherry-boat,



WHERRY.
•rower, -slave, -wharf, (sense 2) wherry yacht,
(sense 3) wherry-driver. Also Wherryman.
1538 Fitzherb. Just. Peas 134 Passynge the filters of

Thames or Medwaye by barge or *wheribote, 1600 Holland
Livy xxv. x, The Captaine., escaped to the key, where he
tooke a small barge or whirrie-bote. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks
(18S5) Index 178 'Wherry driver, c 1515 Cocke LorctVs B. 11
liargemen, *whery rowers, and dysers. 1569 Jewel Def.
APol. (1571)202 You maie remember, that luliusthe 2.. from
a *whearyslaue, not lnnge sithence became a Pope. 1884
'H. Collingwood' Under Meteor Flag xxiv.We reached t lie

*wherry-wharf at Kingston. 1896 Daily News 3 June 56
At Lowestoft. .Dr. Jameson, .boarded a "wherry yacht.

Hence Whe'rry v. trans., to carry in or as in a
wherry ; Wherrying1

vhl. sb. , the plying ofa wherry.
18*7 Montgomery Pelican 1st. I. 244 Buoyant shells, On

stormless voyages..Wherried their tiny mariners. 190a
Longni. Mag. Nov. 41, 1 chucked up th' wherryen' and went
deek-drawen'. 1909 Daily Chron. 30 Dec. 31 [They] are
men who have always picked up their living by wild fowling,
poaching, wherrying.

Whe'rry, sb$ dial — Wherret sb,

1726 Vanbkugh Jottrii. Loud. 1. (1728) 14 Somewhat fetcht
me such a wherry a-cross the Shins, that dawn came I flop
o' my Feace.

"Wherry, obs. var. Whirry v.

Wherryman (hwerimsn). PI. -men. Forms:
see Wherry sb. 1 ; also 6 whirriman, 6-7 wherri-
raan. [f. Wherry sbA + Man sb. 1 4 p.] A man
employed on a wherry (sense I or 2).

"535 Coverdale Ezek. xxvii. 28 All whirry men, and all

maryners vpon the see. 1542 in Set. Pleas Crt, Admiralty
(Selden Soc.) I. 116 John Peers.. of the parishe of Sainie
Olyff in the Purge of Sowthwerke wherryman. 1549
Latimer 6th Serm. l<ef. Edw, £V(Arb.) 176 There is neuer
a whirriman at Westminster brydge, but he can answere to
toys. 1593 Bacon Let. to Earl 0/Essex 10 Nov., As he that
is an excellent wherryman, who you know looketh towards
the bridge when he pulleth towards Westminster. 1661 in
Extr. St. Papers ret. Friends Ser. II. (1911) 130 Thomas
Tracey of Great Yarmouth .. wherryman. 1766 Entick
London IV. 145 The society of watermen and wherrymen.
1905 A. I. Shand Days ofPast ii. r9 They had run the old
wherrymen and scullers off the Thames.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1SS5) Index 178. 1893 P. H.

Emerson {title) On English Lagoons, being an account of
the Voyage of Two Amateur Wherrymen on the Norfolk and
Suffolk Rivers and Proads. 1897 Daily News 14 Dec. 5/3
Wherrymen and anglers report the destruction of large
numbers of coarse fish in the lower reaches of the Norfolk
tidal rivers.

Whersere, obs. contr. f. Wheresoever.
Whersh, variant of Weksh a.

"Whert, var. Quart, quert a. and sb.l Obs.

"Wherve, variant of Wharve.
Wherwille,Whery,"Whes, Whesen, Whe-

sille, Whess, "Wheat, Whestion, Wheston :

see Whirl, Very, Whose, Whitsun, Weasel,
Wash v.j Que3T sb.1

,
Question, Whetstone.

Whet (hwet), sb. [f. Whet v.]

1. An act of sharpening ; trans/, the interval

between two sharpenings of a scythe, etc. ; also

fig.
an occasion, turn, 'go*. Now dial.

a 1628 J. Preston Saints Daily Exerc. (1629) 32 The
whetting of the sithe, thougii there be a stop in the work for

a time, yet, as our common saying is, a whet is no let. 1641
Pest Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 32 A good mower will goe the
breadth of those broade-landes with a whette. 1849C. BROMTB
Shirley xxx, If the afflatus comes, give way, Robert ; never
heed me: I'll bear it this whet (time). 1892 Hole Mem. xvi,

(1893) 19^ ' Well, Booth, 1 a visitor said to his sick neighbour,
' thee'd like to get better, wouldn't thee, Booth ? But thee
mun dee, this whet.'

2. fig, Something that incites or stimulates desire;

an incitement or inducement to action.
1698 FrverAcc.E. IndlafyP. 112 rnarg., The sloth of the

Moors a whet to the Banyans. 1710 S. Palmer Proverbs 6
Diversion shou'd never be any more than a Whet in order to
the better.. Pursuit of our Work. 1770 Ann. Reg.

t
Hist.

Eur. 32/2 The carnage at Patras gave a new whet, which
was not at all wanted, to the. .revenge of the Greeks. 1846
Lower Hand-bk. Lewes 24 Should any facts I may state
serve as a whet for the visitor's curiosity. 1880 J. Caird
Univ. Addr. (1898) 134 For some minds., the whet of society
is indispensable in order to the attainment of the right temper
and use of their powers. 1882 Stevenson Across the Plains
iii. (1892) 123 Solitude: an excellent thing in itself, and
a good whet for company,

b. Something that whets the appetite ; chiefly,

light refreshment taken as an appetizer or to stave

off hunger till the next meal ; esp. an appetizer in

the form of a small draught of liquor ; a dram, a
drink (cf. wet).
x688 Shadwell Sqr. Alsatia 11. 23 Let's whett ; bring some

Wine. Come on ; I love a Whett. 1692 Ray Disc. 11. v. (1693)
191 The President of the Council, .engaged me to take a Glass
of Wormwood Wine as a whet before dinner. 1693C0NGREVF.
in Drydens Juvenal xi. 209 An Iv'ry Table vs a certain
whet ; You would not think how heartily he'll eat. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India fy P. 279 Fruit, Wine, Tobacco, and
Salt Bits for a Whet, being placed before them, they continue
Drinking till Midnight. 1736 Fielding Pasquin 1. 6, 1 have
brought the Colonel to take a Morning's Whet with you.
1741 Richardson Pamela (1785) III. 360 They whipt out
two Bottles of Champaigne instantly, for a Whet, as they
called it. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 139
To make a nice Whet before Dinner. Cut some slices of
bread. ., fry them in butter, [eta]. 1771 Smollett Humphry
CI., To Sir IV. Phillies 8 Aug., I have seen turnips
make their appearance, not as a dessert, but by way
of hors d'wuvres, or whets. 1803 Med. Jrul. X. 477 As he
walks out in the morning he takes what is called a small

34

glass {half a gill) of buters. .at the first grog-shop he passes;
and commonly takes a second whet (another half gill) before
he gets to work. 1833 in F. D. Palmer Diary qfC. J. P.
(1892) 112 The Corporation gave a 'whet ' at the Town Hall.
1852 W. Jerdan Autobiogr. I. xxiii. 189 He .. swallowed
his two dozen of green oysters as a whet, and proceeded to
dine. 1879 Stevenson Trap. Cevennes 90 Father Michael
. save me a glass of liqueur to stay me until dinner.. .The
whet administered, I was left alone.

Whet (hwet), v. Forms : 1 hwettan, 4 quette,
4-7 whette, 5-7 whett, (5 wete, qwete, Sc.

quhete, 6 wette, wheit), 7-8 wet, 6- whet

;

pa. t. 1 hwette, 3 wheette, ^wette, 4 wette, 4-6
whette, 6-7 whet, 8 .SV.whatt

;
pa.pple. 3 iwhset,

4-5 ywhet(t, whette, 4-8 whet ; pa, t. and pa.
pple. 4-5 whettid, 5- whetted. [OE. hwettan =
(M)Du., (M)LG. weiten, OHG. wezzan (MHG.
wezzen, G. wetzen), ON. hvetja (Sw. vassa, Da.
hvn'sse) :— OTeut. *x^>atjan t

f. \wat- (whence
OE. hzvsei, etc.: see What a.2).]
1. trans. To sharpen, put a sharp edge or point

upon.
^897 ^Elfrrd Gregory's Past. C. xxvi. 186 Swae se lasce

grapafi, & stracad, & hyt his seax & hwett [v.r. hwaet].

971 BlickL Gloss. 259 Hy hwet ton, exacuerunt. C1205
Lay. 14215 Hcwhajtte his sabres alse he scha:ien wolde.
c 1290 St, George 84 in S. Eng. Leg. 296 Heore wepne buy
drowen forth and ^wetten hem. c 1374 Chaucer Troylns v.

1760 Ofte tyme I fynde bat bey mette with blody strokes..
Assayinge how here spares were whette. 1412-30 Lvdg.
Chron. Troy 1. 4306 A swerde, scharpfe] grounde 8c whet.
1530 Palscr. 780/2, I love better whettynge of knyves afore
a good dyner than whettynge of swordes and bylles. 1594
Shaks. Rich. II Ij 1. iii. 244 Foole, foole, thou wbet'sta Knife
to kill thyselfe. 1596 in Archacologia LXIV. 379 For a fylle

to wheit the blakstone saw iiiid. 160s Bacon Adv. Learn.
1. viii. 42 b, Like an ill Mower, that mowes on still, and
neuer whetshis Syth. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 418 It became
very hot towards the Point, the Edge being whet away to
a Wire. Ibid. 419, I whet it again strongly in the same
manner, and it changed again. 1721 E. Ward Merry Trav.
1. (1729) 12 The Butchers. .Some wetting Knives upon
a Steel. 1728 Young Love ofFame \\. 121 As in smooth oil

the razor best is whet. 1825 Scott Talism. iii, Thou whett'st
our very banquet-knives To tools of death and war. J865
Swinburne Chastelard iv. i. 115 You do not think It is my
wrath or will that whets this axe Against his neck?

b. Of a boar or other animal sharpening its

tusks or teeth in preparation for an attack.

c 1000 Eccl, Inst, in Thnrpe Anc. Laws (1840) II. 396/6
Of. .ba;m undeadlicum wyrmum ba hwettaS hyra blodi^an
te$ to bon bet bix,..urne lichoman wundian. 13.. K.Alis.
6607 (Laud MS.) In her moub ben teep trebble sshet, None
bores better ywhett. c 1440 W iphahet of Tales 178 pai

whettid per tethe agayns paim. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe
Ind. (Arb.) 16 He fyleth and whetteth his home on a stone.

1697 DsVDEN Virg. Georg. in. 387 Boars whet their Tusks;
to battel Tygers move. 1747 W. Dunkin in Francis tr. Hor.,
Ep. 11. ii. 42 A very Wolf.. Now whetting keen his wide
devouring Jaw. 1799 Southev Gods Judgem. Wicked Bp.

77 They have whetted their teeth against the stones, And
now they pick the Bishop's bones. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11,

xlii, The eagle whets his beak.

c. In allusive and fig. phrases (in which the

literal language is freq. retained, e.g. to whet the

teeth, the sword, etc.) usually expressing preparation

for attack ; often in echoes of Ps. lxiv. 3, cxl. 3.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) exxxix. [cxl.] 3 Hi hwetton
tungan heoraswaswa nasdran. c 1374 Chaucer A net. $ Arc.
212 pe swerd of sorowe whett with fals plesaunce. 14..

TundaWs Vis. (1843) 95 For to skape the cruell vyolence Of
nedis swyrd whettyng with violence. 2563 Homilies 11.

Worthy receaniag Sacr. 1, Therfore (saith Ciprian) when we
do these thynges, we nede not to whet our teeth. 1573
G. Harvey Letter-bk, (Camden) 6 A hie point forsooth for

them to whet there tungs about. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's

Civ. Conv. (1586J 7 They, .had not yet whetted their tongues
to slaunder their neighbours, gaue not their mindes to

cruelties. 1633 Cowley Poet. Blossoms, Constautia fy

Pkiletus'j\ Yet hee by chance had hit his heart aright, And
on Constantia's eye his Arrow whet. 1674 W. Sherlock
Disc. Knoivl. Christ 56 That now we may look Justice in the

face, and whet our Knife at the Counter door, all our Debts
being discharged by Christ. 1796 H, Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Study Nat. (1799) III. 266 'Combined Nations,' says she,

*and formidable cities whet the sword against me.' 1833
I. Taylor Fanat. ii. 26 The writer who is seen to be thus

whetting afresh his words. 1866 Liddon Divin. Our Lord \\\.

( l87S) 357 The edge and point of every weapon that might be

forged or whetted by the ingenuity of passionate animosity.

d. ahsol. ; also fig. to get ready for an attack

(like a boar whetting his tusks).

1398 [see Whetstone 1]. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 318,

I mon whett lyke a bore. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman 19
Those who cease whetting at Gods secrets . . (as not be-

longing to them) .. have a marke upon them of such as
shall be saved. 1678 Dryden Limberham iv. ., I have
been whetting all this while. 1682 — Medall 240 They.

.

gr'm and whet like a Croatian band.

t 2. fig. To incite, instigate, egg or urge on to

or to do something. Obs.
Beowulf'204 Done sioTzet him snotere ceorlas lythwon

lo^on, ..hwetton hi^erofne. a 1000 Sal. ty Sat. 493 08er
[gast] hine tyhteft & on ta^so lzered ., & fturh Sa:t his mod
hwete5. c 1000 Matchus in Cockayne Shrine (1864) 41 pa
^ehyrde hio fram me baet ic his hwette to fleanne. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2828 On was per bat ful

euele spak To whette Brenne to reyse contak. 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy iv, 1354 Ltche a lyoun whetted wip
woodnes. 1560 Daus tr. Sleldane's Comm. 461b, Certen
biting libelles . . wherin were some thinges to whet the people.

X S79 ". Wilkinson Confut. Earn. Love 26 b, By Dauid
George his Maisters whettyng him forward, .he became the

sonne of perdition. 1595 Shaks. John 111. iv. 181 Now that

WHETHEN.
I

their soules are topfull of offence, . . I will whet on the King.
1621 Sanderson Se>w., Ad Clerum 11. (1689) 37 If he would

I

whet them up to the battle. 1624QUAHLES job Militant
. Medit. 3 A gloomie night Whets on the morning, to returne
more bright. 1649 Milton Eikon. xxvii. 214 They. .are

I but whetted and inrag'd by what they suffer 'd, against those
1 whom they look upon as them that caus'd thir sufTrings.
1

1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlewell 1. § 8 He would be
often discoursing, .about Points.. of Religion, that he might
thereby whet those who sat at Table with him. 1761

I

Churchill Rosciad 491 When she to murther whets the
tim'rous Thane.

3. To sharpen, render (more) acute, keen, or
' eager (a person's wits, appetite, interest, curi-

,

osity, etc.).

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2420, I attellyd neuer athens with

I

armes to entie, Bot you questions to enquire to wete
\Ashm. qwete] with my wittes. C1400 Rom. Rose 61^7

I
How high that euere his heed he shere With resoun

I
whetted neuer so kene. 1402 Hoccleve Let. Cupid 243

I They that to wommen ben ywhett so kene. 1561 T. Norton
t

tr. Calvin's Inst. 111. 262 b,The very weight of ye thing it self

shal whet our endeuor. 1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 187
Diuers coulours offende the eyes, yet hauing greene among
them, whette the sight. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 111. i, 116
Madam, I come to whet your gentle thoughts On his be-

halfe. 1612 Dekker If it he not good Wks. 1873 III. 282
[He] seekes new wayes to whet dull appetite. 1617 Mory-
son Itin. in. 9 Aduersities doe often whet our wits. 1648

. W. Mountacu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

I

309 This I confess whets my prayers for your Lordship's

;
health. 1752 Hume Pol. Disc. iii. 48 Their industry oidy
whetted by so much new gain. 1739 — Hist. Eng. t Tudors

1 II. Elt*. iii. 547 Theological controversy daily whetted the

animosity of the sects. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxii,

Efforts to stimulate the popular taste and whet the popular
curiosity. 1861 Buckle Civiliz. II. iii. 310 The desire of

revenge whetted their exertions.

ahsol. 1626 Bacon Sytva § 831 The Cause, why Onions,
and Salt, and Pepper, in Baked Meats, moue Appetite, it is

by Vellication of those Nerues; For Motion whetteth.

f 4. In renderings of Dent vi. 7 and echoes of it,

translating Heb. shdnan lit. to sharpen, fig. to

inculcate. (Const, on, upon.) Obs,
1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man To Rdr. 13 Moyses saith

Deutro. vj. Heare Israel let these woides which I com-
maunde the this daye steke fast in thine herte, and whette
them on thi childerne. 1548 Becon Sot. SouPWks. 1564 II.

115 b, And euer bee whettynge of that in thy mynde. 1612
Brinsley Lud. Lit. xxii. (1627) 255 Use all diligence to
apply every piece unto them, to whet it upon them, a 1665

J. Goodwin Beingfiled with the Spirit (1867) 229 Was it

thoroughly known,and frequently whetted upon the thoughts
and minds of men [etc.].

f 5. Of a bird: To preen (the feathers), rare.
a 1678 Marvell Garden 54 There like a Bird it sits, and

sings, Then wheis, and combs its silver Wings.

6. fa. intr. To take an appetizer. b. trans.

in phr. to whet one's whistle (in which whet has

been substituted for the earlier wet) : to clear the

throat or voice by taking a drink.

1674 Flatman Belly God 46 First whet thy whistle with
some good Methegfin. x688 [see Whet sb. 2 b], 1742
Fielding J. Andrews 11. xi, Give the gentleman a glass to

whet his whistle before he begins. 1809 in Sir G. Jack-
sou's Diaries <y Lett. (1873) I. 20 Punch .. served very

agreeably to wet, or whet, my whistle. X908 Hardy Dynasts
in. in. vi, See that they have plenty of Madeira to whet their

whistles with.

7. Comb. : whetsaw, a bird allied to the cuckoo,

so called from its making a noise like the whetting

of a saw ; whet-slate, a hard slate used for hones

;

novaculite.

1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. xviii. 475 The Whetsaw
is of the cuckow kind, being like that a solitary bird, and
scarcely ever seen, . .it makesa noise like the filing of a saw.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1141 Whet-slate, or Turkey hone, is a
slaty rock, containing a great proportion of quartz. 1856
Page Adv. Text-bk. Geot. viii. (1876) 161 Among the minor
products may be mentioned whet-slate and ragstone.

Whet, obs. f. Wait sb., What, Wheat.
Whetblowe, obs. f. Whitlow.
Whete, obs. f. Wet, Whfat.

t Whethen, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 wetSen,

quetSen, 4 whepin, -yn, whethene, quejjen,

quijjen, queijrin, queypen, -wepen, wethen,
wythenne, 4-5 whej)en(e, whethen, quethen,

5 whepon, whethyn, whythene, -yne, quethin,

qu-, qwethun. [a. ON. hvaftan (MSw. hwadhan,
MDa. hvsklen ; f. root of Who + -dan as in hedan,

fiedan), with vowel-assimilation to IIethen,

Thethen.] *= Whence; and, like that word,

often preceded by redundant_/v*(? (occas. of).

1. interrog. = Whence 1, 2.

< 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 127 Wei^en is me cumen bat mi
louerdes moder cumeo to me 7 c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 1401 Al

he tolde hem fro queflen he cam. 13.. Cursor M. 2619

(Gott.) ' Agar,' he said, 'quepen comes )>ou, Or queperward

wil bu ga nou?' 13.. Gaw. # Gr. Knt. 461 Neuermore
pen pay wyste fram queben he was wonnen. c 1400 Anturs
Arth. xxviii, Whepene [v.r, whythene] is pe comli kni;te?

c 1420 Chron. Vitod. 535 pe kynge askede anone what was

his name And what mon And whethen bat he wasse.

2. ret. = Whence 3.

«X34o Hampole Psalter cxx. 1, I liftid myn egbyn in hillis

whepen help cum till me. 1340 — Pr. Consc. 5205 Ieru-

salem . . fra whethen be crosse for yhow I bare, c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 4118 That he

#
was lord of that kyndome Fro

whethen alle that riches is come.

b. In generalized or indefinite sense : From
whatever place, whencesoever.



WHETHER. 35 WHETHER.
13. . Caw. <S- Gr. Knt. 871 Wheben in worlde he were, Hit

seined as he m>"3t He prynce with-outen pere.

Hence + Whethenward adv. Obs., in phr. fra
whethenward [cf. -ward 4, 7]. from whence,whence.

1 200 Ormin 1666S pa ne nialiht nohht witenn . . Fra
whebennwarrd gast cumebb forb.

Whether (hwcooi), pron., adj., con/, (sb.)

Forms : see below. [OE. hw&per and hzaeper, cor-

resp. to OFris. /nved{d)er, h{w)oder, ho(e)r (NFris.

wader), OS. hweSar one of two, whether, OHG.
hwedar, wedar which of two, ncut. whether, either,

, MUG. wedet'i surviving in G. weder neither), ON.
hvadarr, nom. pi. hvdrer (whence sing, hvdrr),

which of two, each, neut. whether (Sw. hvar each,

mod. Ice!. hvorr), Goth, hwapar which of two :—

OTeut. *xwaPnraz J *x^-, f- xwa 'i xwe~ Who +

eomp. suffix (Indo-eur. -tero) as in Other (cf. Skr.

kalard-, Gr, 7roT«po?, Lith. kalras). Either (OE.
ti'ghwgefer) is a compound of whether. With
forms of the 7-type cf. OHG. dht hwiduru, tho-

hwidaro Though-whether, early mod.G. wider
neither; with forms of the S-type OFris. hwoder\
and with forms of the e-type OFris. hoer, hor (but

in ME. north, texts hwor may represent ON.
hvdrr).] A. Illustration of Forms.

a. 1 hwse'Sar, -per, -der, 1-3 hwaper, 3
whsefter, whaler, -der, (wahlSer), 3-4 weCper,

4 quaber.
8. . \nO. E. Textsm§u$ hwaedersuae. Ibid. 452Hwa<5er.

900-30 O. E. Chron. an. 894 (Parker MS.) Hi swa hwaberre
efes swa hit bonne fierdleas wses. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. John iv.

33 IlwaeSer jEni^ man him mete brotite? c 1205 Lav. 20877
WhscSer [c 1275 waber] swa ich wulle don ooer slasn o'der

alion. Ibid. 23593-5 Whaler unkere. .wahcSerjvinkere. 13.

.

Cursor AT. 13596 (Gcitt.) To mistrouu. .Quaker forwid blind

al had he bene, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 486 Waber be wil or no.

0. i huetSer, 1-3 hwetfer, -J?er, 3 wefler, -]>er,

ciueUer, (3wetter, -ur), Orm. whopbr, 4 wheijjer,

queber, quedir,-ur, Sc. quhethyr(e,4-5whe)>er,
-ire, -ur (e, whethere, -ir

ve, -yr, wethir, quether,
-bir, whedir, -ur, que der, 4-6 wheder, Sc.

quhethir, quhedir, 4-7 wheither, 5 whethur,
wheithir, whedere, -yr(e, wedir, quethire,
-ur, qwejjer, -ther, -bire, -Sir. quheper, -ir,

quheythir, qwhebir, -dyr, -yar, 5-6 wheddur,
6, 9 dial, -er, Sc. quhether, 4- whether.
cSz$ Vcsp, Ps. cxxxviii[ij. 24 Et vide si via iniquitatis

in me est, & fceseh hwe5er wes unrehtwisnisse in me is.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 17 Quern until* dimittam
nobis, hueoerne w.dlas £ie ic forleto iowh? nun O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1101 Loc hweoer ba^ra ^ebroora
ooerne oferbide. cisoo Ormin 526 Illc an hird wel wisste
inoh, Whebbr itt to serrfenn shollde [etc], tizoo Trin.
Coll. Horn. 155 On is we5er be eor3e beo bicumeliche to ]>e

sede, pat ooer weoer hit beo riht time \>er to. c 1250 Gen. fy

Ex. 1471 Queder her^; sulde birden bi-foren. c 1290 St,
Austin 60 in S. Eng. Leg. 25 Are ich habbe more vnder;ite :

5webur bis Message beo trewe. a 1300 Cursor M. 44 Quedur
\v. rr. queber, wheber] bai be worthi or bale or bote, c 1300
Havelok 2098 Betere is i go miself, and se Hweber he sitten
nou, and wesseylen. 13.. Gavj. fy Gr. Knt. nog Sware
with trawbe, Queber, leude, so lymp lere ober better. 13..
Northern Passion ioo6(Camb. Gg. 5. 31) Wheder he will
hym safe or spyll. c 1325 Spec. Gy tram. 272 Wheiber
beih wolen, or belli nelle. 1340 Hampolk Pr. Consc. 1829
He es unceriayne Whether he sal wend til ioy or payne.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 421 Quhedir he A Ide
man or a lear be. c 1420 Pot. Ret.% L. Poems (1903) 276
poiewys kestyn at bedysQweber xuld han hys cloth. 1456
Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 5 The ferde questioun is

quheythir bataill be lefall to be done, c 1500 Lancelot u86
Qwheyar if yone bee Our presoner, my consell Is we see.
1513 Ld. Rkrxzrs Froiss. I.cccxtv. 195 b/i Thekynge leude
or gaue him I can nat tell wheder, a .lx. thousande frankes.
1326 Tindale Matt. xxi. 31 Whedder of these ij fulfylled
there fathers wyll? 1533 uM Richt I'ay 80 Quhedir he
be pape or patriarch. 1585 J as. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 60
Quhether the lyne be lang or short.

7, ( 1 hwifSer), 4 whydyr, 5 whyder, qwydyr,
5-6 Sc. quhither, 5-7 Sc. quhidder, 6 Sc.
whidder, quhiddir, qwhider, 6-7 whither, 7
Sc. quither.
9.. Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xliv. 330 (Cott. MS.)
H wonnebid rtaet.^aet Ou nyte hwioer tSu maran wihu^e? 13.

.

Lay Folks' Cateck.{L.) 1258 Noman wot whvdyr he maybe
worby to haue liate or loue of god. c 1400 'Rule St. Bend
(verse) 92 Here may we chese, Whyder we our-self wyll saue
or lese. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye i. xviii. 48 Whither
earnest thow to chyrche toslepc or to wake? c 1460 Metham
Wks. (1916)146 Qwydyr y[tlschuld preuefayrorfoule. CX480
Henrvson Sheep % Dog 1199 (Harl. MS.) Quhidder the
scheip suld answer in iugement Before the wolf. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 144 Quhither it wes, thairof

iwtf-
[ no fel11

'
XM6 Sufyl- ro(fre Commons (E. K. T. S.) 4Whither this lawe be indifferent or not. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.

Androis 2^5 Whidder hir malisone tuike effect, Or gif it was
the gude wyne sect. 1614 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems \\\.

Utile), Ane reply to I cair not nu'itber I get hir or no. a 1699
J. Beaumont Psyche xvm. cix, Yet whither you will bow
down your Consent To our meek Doctrines.

8. 4 woper, wother.
13.. Northern Passion 1984 (Camb. Gg. J. 1) Ihesus..had

scho suld to Petir gane.. Wother a ben in boure or halle.

J11400
R. Clone. Chron. (1724) 388 Wober of hem tueye

lenger alyue were.

f. contr. 3 whser, -wer(e, ware, 3-5 whar,
4 hwere, hwor, war. quer e, 4-7 wher, (9 dial.)
where, 5 wherr', quar, quare, 7 wher*.

Editors of Shakspere have printed wher.ivhe'cr, and whe'r,
with 110 authority from the folios or quartos.

c 1205 Lav. 13839 Of eon ich wulle lwiten. .whar ^e wullen
beon treowe. Ibid. 1S545 Ah ina^t wha;r \c 1275 ware] Iko bine

luuede. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2747 He essie at isclerkes,

were it to leue were. Ibid. 6923 pt: king hire eb>te sturneliche

wer heo wolde be dom do. a 1300 Cursor M. 13451. I dar
noght sai Quere bis was bat ilk or nat. Ibid. 23803 We haf
us forwit wnies tua, pe tan to wel, bat tober wa, Quer
we will freli mai we ta. c 1300 Havelok 1119 Godrich
. . seyde, ' hwor bou wilt be Quen and leuc-di ouer
me? c 1380 W'yclik Wis. (1880)84 Ony synful wrecche,
|>at wot neuere where he sciial be dampnyd or sauyd,
£-1380 Sir Ferumb. 1381 pat mayde. .askede war he hed
On his body any wouiuie. c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T.

1539 Ne reccheth neuere wher I synkeor fleete. ? itfizStottor
Papers (Camden) I. 55 Where ye wil come in to Devenshire
to abide other no. 1567 Turberv. Ovid'sEp. xv. I? 1580) M iv,

I doubt full stoode where powre or vertue were the best of
twaine. 1595 Siiaks. John I. i. 75 I!ut where I be as true

begot or no. 1618 Wither Motto, Ncc Habeo 196, 1 care not
wher' they thinke I loue or no. 1660 Wood Lift (O. H. S.)

I. 334 The captain, .asked him where he was willing to shed
blood. 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. IV, Eng. 1S0 I'll him auver
an zee where I can't help 'em.

B. Signification.

I. pron. and adj. Which of the two. Obs.,

arch. j or dial.

Occas. used loosely of more than two : cf. Either A. 2 c,

4 c. The pron. is occas. found with the gen. inflexion -es, ~s.

1. Iii direct questions, a. pron.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 31 H wa^er bar;i twegra dyde

p£ES fasder willan ? a 1225 After. R. 2S4 Hweneres tcre wult
tu beon ? Ibid. 364 Of two men, hweder is wisure ? a 1300
Cursor M. 14045 Queber o \>\r tua aght luue him mare?
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3.177 And whether schulde Mayster
he, Tbei of Grece or Troye Cite? 1528 More Dyaloge 1.

Wks. 163/2 Whether of them would ye beleue best? 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. it, (1882) 73 There is both a reading
and a preaching ministerie : whether doe you prefer before

the other? i6ox Shaks. AtCs Well iv. v. 23 W hether doest

thou professe thy selfe, a knaue, or a foole? 1663 H. Mork
Antid. Ath. n. xi. § 13 (1712) 78 Whether of them, think you,
is the plainer pledge of a knowing and a designing Provi-
dence? 1753 Richardson Grandison (175-1) II, v. 71
Perturbations delightful, or undelightful, Harriet, whether?
1872 Tennyson Garcih <V Lynctte 333 Whether would ye?
gold or field?

b. adj. {rare.)

1629 Gaule Pract. Theories Christ 115 We know which
Sex Fell first; whether can boast of more honour in the

Recouerie? 1671 H. M. tr. Lrasm. Colioq. 524 Whether
thing is heavier water or wine?
2. In indirect questions, or dependent clauses of

similar meaning. (Cf. note s.v. What A. 1**.)

a. pron.
c looo ^Elfric Horn. I. 256 £if man openaS deaddra

manna byrgynu, nast Su hwa;Ser beoo ba^s rican mannes
ban, hwxoer bass Searfan. c 1055 Byrhtfcrth's Handboc in

Anglia VI II. 303 Cwe'A hwac5er be scire pince. c 1200 Moral
Ode 240 (Trin. Coll. MS.) Niten h weoer hem doo wers,

1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 2564 Me nuste to weber hii bicome
be children bat. hii here. 1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (L.) 970
like man (>at nab resun wot wheber ys better to chese. 1424
Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 35 J'e processe is. .retoumableat
be oeptes or be quinzisme, I not qwether. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur vu. xvii. 238 There was none that beheld them
myghte knowe whether was lyke to wynne the bataill.

a 1568 Ascham Scholem. I, (Arb.) 82 Now new, now olde,

now both, now neither, To serue the worldes course, they care
not with whether. 1611 Jackson Creed \. n. x. § 3 They did
not rightly apprehend the manner of the worlds destruction

by them, nor whethers course was first passed. 1624
Massisgkr Parlt. Love 1. v, I am troubled With the
toothach, or with love, I know not whether. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 11. 1, We came in full View of a great Island or

Continent, (for we knew not whether). 11794 Sir W.
Jones in Parr's Wks. (1828) VII. 210 It is Indifferent to me,
as a friend to the people, whether of the two sit in Parliament.
1852 Robertson Serm, Ser. in. xii. (1857) 172 The question
. .whether of the two sections held the abstract right.

b. adj.
c 893 /Elfred Oros. in. i. § 6 pa:t is mid Crecum beaw bxt

mid oa;m worde bid ^ecybed hwa;5er healf haf5 bonne si?;e.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 773 He nuste to 3 weber do3ter betere
tmste bo._ 1390 Gowek Con/. I. 217 Whan the fader, .sib to

whether side it drowh. 1432-50 tr. tiigden (Rolls) V. 405 The
manifestacion of a notable signe wheder parte awe to be
folowedt. 1598 Svlvfstf-k Du Bartas 11. i. 1. Eden 655
What children there [sc. in EdenJ they earned, and how
many, Of whether sex. 1613 Dav Dynll'xx.

(1614J
218 A con-

troversie there is which they are that are la whither Table.
1656 l>RAMHALL^c///V.'i. 43 Whether the separation be crimi-
nous, whether party made the first separation,., whether side
gave the cause,, .is not so easy to be discerned. 1690 T. Bur-
nkt Rev. Th. Earth 46 You know in whether Scale the
Natural Reasons are to be laid, 1702 H. Dodwell Apot. in

S. Parker Cicero s De Finibus a 8, The Dispute . . whether Life
is the more to be preferred, the Active, or the Contemplative.

C. 1'hr. -whether is whether, which is which (of

the two). Obs. or dial.

1303 R. Brunne IIandI. Synne 3447 f>an wete men neuer,
wheber ys wheber. c 1375 Cursor M. 9290 (Fairf.) Wele
salle he knaw queper is quilk. 1596 Sfenskr F. Q. iv. ix. 10
She vneath discerned, whether whether weare. 1828 Craven
Gloss, s. v. Whether, I cannot tell whether is whether.

3. In generalized or indef. sense : Whichever of

the two : {a) as comp. relative, the implied ante-

cedent belonging to the principal clause ; {b) intro-

ducing a qualifying clause : No matter which of

the two, a. pron.
(a) < 1205 Lay. 23593 Wha5er unkere swa beofl bere sone

he bic5 be ladere. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7967 Hii acordede
..f>at weber of horn tueye lengore aliue were pat he ssolde

be oberes eir. 13 . . Cursor AL 7463 (Gott.) And queber may
ober ouercome in feild, J>e tober folk all to him helde. c 1386

Chaucer Wife's '/'. 371 Now chese your seluen wheither bat

yow liketh. c 1430 Two Cooke*y-i'ks.^ Serue it forth for a

potage, or for a gode J'akyn mete, wheder bat bou wolt.

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia 1, (1895J 86 To kepe still

the one of this .ii. kingdomes, whether he would. 1611

Bible Kcclus. xv, 17 Hefore man is life and death, and
whether him liketh slialbe giuen him. 1663 in Picton ISpool
Munic. Fee. 1.1883} I. 333 You are 10 p'sent noe..p'son both
for lands and goods, but for wheth 1- you estimate to be of the

better value. 1692 Bkntley Boyle Led. v. 29 Let them take

whether they will. 1764 Eliza Moxon Engl. Hot*sew.
(ed. 9) 123 Put it into your sillabub-glasses or pots, whether
you have.

(/') a 1300 Cursor M. 2463 Queder pouches, on right or
left, I sal ta me }>at b"u haues left, c 1400 Gamelyn 249
Weber pat it be, He bat comes ones in bine hande schal he
neuer be. 1583 Greene Mamillia 1 It was in doubt,
whether he wanne more fauour for his wit, or feare for his

lyches: .. but sure whether it were, he had gayned the

heartes of all the people. 1632 Brome Novella 11. ii, There
is some hidden vertue in this fellow, Or dangerous iil : but
whether let it Lie.

b. adj.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 404 Whebtr pope men nennen,
(>ei bileven not |»at he is Cristis viker. c 1430 Hymns I 'irgin

32 Bothe 5onge & oolde, whebir 5e be, in cristis name good
cheer 3e make. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 144 Nowe arte
thou at thy lybeity, to chose whether waye thou wyll. 1600
Holland Livy v. i. 179 It seemed, whether part were van-
quished, should come to finall destruction. 1654 Gatakkk
Disc. Apol. 15 But cal the day by which, or whether term
of them you please. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. i. 3
Whether way soever it be taken, it is apparent [etc.].

f c. With the indef. sense expressed by adding
an intensive adv : see Whetherever, VYhetueksOj
Whethersoever, Whethersum. Obs.

II. conj.

1. As an interrogative particle introducing a dis-

junctive direct question, expressing a doubt be-

tween alternatives. Usually with correlative or;

occas. repeated before the second alternative (cf. 3).

Obs. or rare arch.
< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 25 Hwioer waes iohannes

fulluht, be of heofonum, be of mannum? Hid. Luke v. 23
Hwaeder is eore to cwebenne, be synd bine synna for^yfene j

hwaiber \>g eweban, aris & ga? a 1300 Cursor AL 12292
Leif sun, me sai, Queber bou put barn or nai? 138a Wvclif
Alatt. xxvii. 17 whom wole 5ee, I leeue, or delyuere, to 3011?

wher liarabas, or Jhesu. c 1400 i'ilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1.

xxx. (1859) 34 Whether shal the lord refuse this seruaunt
either els he shal receyue hym? 1535 Lvndesay Satyre
2255 Sir, quhidder is Jour pardon black, or blew? 1595
Shaks. John 1. i. 134 Whether hadst thou rather be a Paul*
conbiidge,. .Or the reputed sonne of Cordelion ? 1596 —
Merck. V. m. ii. 117 Mcue these eies? Or whether riding on
the bals of mine Seeme they in motion? 1610 Hi-alky St.

Aug. Citie oj God x. xxvi. (1620) 375 Whether would he
haue us subiect to those Angels that declare the wil of the

Father vpon earth, or vnio him whose will they declare?

1713 Berkeley Hylas 3- Phil. 1. (1725) 5 Whether does
Doubting consist in embracing the Affirmative or Negative
Side of a Question? aiBzz ShflleY Ion Pr. Wks. 1888 II.

115 Whether do you demonstrate these things better in

Homer or Hesiod?

+ b. Introducing an alternative statement, or

standing at the end of a disjunctive question or

phrase with or (cf. Either H. 5). Obs. rare.

13. . Gaiu. «y Gr. Knt. 203 Wheber hade he no helme ne
hawbergh nauber,..Ne no schafte, ne no schelde, .. Hot in

his on Tionde he hade a holyn bobbe. 1599 Shaks., etc.

Pass. Pilgr. \\\. 17 Was this a louer.or a Letcher whether':

x6o8 Ur. Hall Pharis. <y Chr. (1609) B 3, The Sect (01

order whether) of the Phariseis ceassed with the Temple.

+ 2. Introducing a simple direct question, thus

becoming a mere sign of interrogation (but often

with verb in subjunctive, and almost always with-

out inversion of subject and verb, as if depending

on a principal clause undeistood : cf. 4). Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 15 Hwacber be bin ea^e manful
ys, forbam J>e ic god com? a 1300 Cursor M. 5178 Lauerd !

quer i sal him euer se? c 1300//avelok 202 Godrich. .seyde,
* Hweber she sholde be Quen and leucdi ouer me?' 13..

Bonaveutura's Aledit. 102 Eche loked on ouber..And seyd,
* lorde wheber hyt be y ?

' 1382 Wyclif Matt. xiii. 55 W her

is nat this the sone of a smyth, or carpenter? Wh*r his

modir be nat seid Marie 7 c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1213 Wher
be holy gost wolnot as gladlyche wone Vnder a mantyl

y-furned w* beuer..As vnder a mantyl y-furned wt a row
gotus felle? 1483 Cath. Angl. 415/2 Whedirnot, cciattt,

numquid, nonne. 1549 Latimer 1st Sertu. bef. Edxv. VI
(Arb.) 38 Whither wyl he alowe a subiect to much ?. .Whether
haue any man here in England to much ? 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius Catech. 67 Quhat is Baptisme? and quhidder it

be necessare to all mankynd?
3. Introducing a disjunctive dependent question

or its equivalent expressing doubt, choice, etc.

between alternatives : usually with correlative or

(f other, ffe, etc.). Sometimes repeated after (or

without) or before the second or later alternative.

Often with verb in subjunctive (and so in following

senses) ; also with to and inf.

ciooo ifcLFRic Horn. II. 120 Eft oa Gregorius befran,

hwa^er paes landes folc cristen wasrc Se baeflen. c 1205 Lay.

905 per wes moni riche mon be cufle lutel reden weoer

[c 1275 waber] heom weore wnsumre to faren be to women.

-11225 Leg. Kath. 3312 Loke nu..hweoer be beo leoue»e

don bat icn bc learcoSer bis tike dei-.deien. c 1250 Gen.

<<r Exod. 3272 Egipcienes woren in twired wen queoer be

sulden fol3en or Men. 1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 4507 In woch
half turne he nuste bo we>er est be west, a 1300 Cursor Af.

4918 Now wel is sene Queber bat yee be fule or clene.

Ibid. 13451 [see A. fj, 1377 Langl. P. Ft. B. xii. 268 And
where he be sauf or nou^t sauf be sothe wote no clergye.
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WHETHER. 36 WHETSTONE.
c 1385 Ciial'cek L. G.W. Prol. 499U87] 'Wostow' quodhe
* wher this be wif or maide?' 1412-20 Lydc. Chrou. Troy
in. 4866 She lokkid hym vnder swiche a keye, pat he wot
nat wher to lyueor deye. 1528 More Dyaloge XL. Wks. 177/2
'1'here was principally in question whither woorshyppyng
of ymages, .were lawfull or not. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) II. 172 The Scottis than weill wist nochtin thatcaice,

Quhidder to byde or follow on the chace. 1580 Lyly
Euphues Wks. 1902 1 1. 176 If I shoulde aske you whether
in the making of a good sworde, yron were more to bee
required, or Steele. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 123 Whether
this be, Or be not, I'le not sweare. 1658 W. Burton Anton.
Itln, 102 There remain yet two doubts : First, whether this

Pratenture, or Wall, was made of Stone, or of Turfs. 1707
Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 63 He does not remember
whether every Grain came up or not. 1819 Shellev Lett.

Prose SVks. 1S88 II. 292, I am exceedingly interested in the

question of whether this attempt of mine will succeed or no.

1849 Macaulay Hist ling. iv. I. 464 His neighbours might
well doubt whether it were more dangerous to be at war or

at peace with him. 1872 Morley Voltaire 1. 3 More than
two generations had almost ceased to care whether there be

any moral order or not.

4. By suppression of the second alternative,

whether comes to introduce a simple dependent

question, and becomes the ordinary sign of in-

direct interrogation = If 9.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvi. 25 Cwyst pu, lareow, hwascSer

ic hyt si J Ibid, xxvii. 49 Utun seseon hwaejwr helias cume
& wylle hyne alysan. a X023 Wulfstan Horn. xlvi. (1883)

233 Donne se oe 'oSerne taelan wille, ponne . . bepence
(he] nine sylfne..hwai<3er hine ne nisege Eeni* man geUelan.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Lokiao hweoer enies monnes sar

beo iliche mine sare. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 6471 Me ne
dar no}t esse, weber he were kene bo & prout. (11300
Cursor M. 13097 Yee ask him if he be bat gom pat for man
sauuete suld com,.. Or his word he send vs ban Queber we
sal bide a-nober man? c 1386 Chaucer Squire's T. 571
Wher me was wo, that is no question I lean nat make of it

discripsion. £1395 Plowman's T. 834 Ech man loke whether
that I ly. 1470-85 Maluky Arthur VII. xx. 244 He mette
with a poure man. . & asked hym whether he mette not with
a knyghte. 1521 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther iv. Wks.
(1S76) 317 Se now here wheder chryst was not the mouthe
of Peter whan he promoted his cause. 1597 Hooker Ecrf.

Pol. v. lxxvii. § 9 Some are doubtfnll whether any man
may seeke for it [sc. the ministry] without offence. 1616
B. Tokson Epigr. xevi, Who shall doubt, Donne, where I

a Poet bee, When I dare send my Epigrammes to thee?
1676 Ray Corr. (1848) 122 Tell me whether fany such bird

be known to you. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 3S3 PiA loud
chearful Voice enquiring whether the Philosopher was
at Home. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxxi, Uncertainty..
whether her letter had been ever forwarded. 1849 Macaulay
Hzst. Eng. iii. I. 390 Thither the Londoners flocked, .to hear
whether there was any news.

5. Introducing a disjunctive clause (usually with

correlative 0/*) having a qualifying or conditional

force, and standing in adverbial relation to the

main sentence (cf. Whatever 3, Wherever 4)

:

whether. , or « whichever of the alternative possi-

bilities or suppositions be the case; in either of

the cases mentioned ; if on the one hand . . and
likewise if on the other hand.
Sometimes repeated with each alternative (occas. with

omission of or, or substitution of and) ; but most frequently
with ellipsis in the second alternative, the or connecting two
predicates, objects, etc, or the second alternative being
reduced to a simple negative or the like (or not, or ot/ierwise

t

etc. ; see also No advj 2, and 6 b below).

aiz$oOwl<!i- Night. 1360,1362 (Cotton MS.) Wuramon mai
ple'ie under clobe \Ve\>er [Jesus MS, hweber] heo wile wel be
wrote & heo mai do bi mine songe Hwaper [Jesus MS.
hweber] heo wule wel be wronge. a 1300 Cursor M. 6618 O
bis watur he gert ilkan Drtnc, quer he wald or nan. 13..
Ibid. 10205 (Gott.) If bai ani child miht haue, Queber bat it

warescho or he. C1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks, 1. 321 pat pis world-

is beterid bi everybing bat fallib perinne, where pat it be good
or yvel. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. v. 81 Ye shal abyde
whether ye will or nyll. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in, i. 156 Thou
shalt remaine here, whether thou wilt or no. 1611 Bible Rom.
xiv. 8 Whether [Tindale yfj we Hue, we liuevnto the Lord:
and whether [Tindale yf] wee die, we die vnto the Lord

;

whether [so in Tindale] wee Hue therefore or die, we are the
Lords. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. ii. 174 For Loyalty is still

the same, Whether it win or lose the Game. 1732 PorE
Ess. Man ii. 12 Alike in ignorance, his reason such, Whether
he thinks too little, or too much. 1796 Burney Mem.
Metastasio II. 389 Now I am forced to finish my letter,

whether I will or no. 1818 Coleridge Friend I. 335 That
Reason which remains always one and the same, whether it

speaks through this or that person. 1857 Buckle Civiliz.

I. vii. 347 Whether it is fair, or whether it is wet, he pursues
his labours with equal success.

b. with ellipsis in both alternatives : often vir-

tually equivalent to either.

c 1205 [see Whether A. a]. 1594 Willobie Avisa xxxm.
vi, But what to me? where false or true, Where Hue or die,

for aye Adue. 1606 Bp. Hall Medit. fy Vows 1. x, So great
distrust is there in man, whether from his impotencie or

faithlesnes. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 523 The Stairs were
then let down, whether to dare The Fiend by easie ascent,

or aggravate His sad exclusion from the dores of Bliss. 1732
Berkeley Alciphr. vn. § n This, I say, whether right or

wrong. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. iii, I knew he would act a
good part whether vanquished or victorious. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. iv. 1. 463 All other governments, whether republi-

can or monarchical, whether Protestant or Roman Catholic.

1867 Freeman Norm.Cony. I. App.D^William.whetherby
accident or by design, was not admitted. 1913 Daily Graphic

19 Feb. 8/1 The increase in the number of officials.., which
should give pause to every man, whether Liberal or Tory.

6. Whether or no (No adv.* 2), less freq. not,

a. as con/, phr. introducing a dependent interrog.

clause, as in 3.

1650 Sandeuson Cases (1678) 93 The next enquiry must be,

Whether or no the wordsof the Engagement will reasonably
bear such a construction, a 1657 Sir W. Mure Ho. Rozval-
lane Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 240 Not verie certaine whey1 or not
brethren y'of at one & the same time, do bearethe annes
of the paternall coat 1711 Addison Sped, No. 92 p 5
Whether or no they are real Husbands or personated ones
1 cannot tell. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. ix, What matters
whether or no I make my way in life. 1871 Morley Crit.

Misc. Ser. 1. 174 As Protestants always ask of so much of
Catholicism as they have dropped, whether or no it is true.

b. introducing a qualifying clause, as in 5.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. 11. iv. 27 They.. help to make the
man good, whether or no they make his style be thought so.

1868 Swinbuune Blake 88 The shape or style of workman-
ship each artist is bound to look to, whether or no he may
..trouble himself about the moral, .bearings of his work.

C. ellipt. as adv. phr. In any case, at all events.

1784 Unfortunate Sensibility I. 182 Whether or no, this

coat shall be my favourite coat. 18^0 Dickens Old C.
Shop lxviii, Was it natural that at that instant, without any
previous impulse or design, Kit should kiss Barbara? He
did it, whether or no. 1873 Morley Struggle Nat. Educ.

79 You may say that this is to degrade the state. Possibly.

But whether or no, this is the principle already, .acted upon.

1904 Weyman Abb. Vlaye xiu, 'God help us whether or no!'
the Vicomte answered in senile anger.

7. Whetherforapenny, undecided, uncertain, dial,

1672 W. Walker Parcem. 28, I am unresolved; I am
whether for a penny.

8. as sb.
t
with pi. whethers, a. In phr. At

tvhethers : see quot. dial.

1828 Craven Gloss, s.v. Whethers, ' To be at whethers ', to

be in a state of doubt or uncertainty. ' I stend at whethers '.

b. nonce-use (from 4).
1827 Hood Kangaroos 68 In weighing every why and

whether. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Sentiment, Whether she
was engaged, whether she was pretty, ..and many other
whethers of equal importance.

t Whether, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 hweep(e)re,

2 hwetSer(e, 4-5 queper, qwhethir, 5 qwhedyr,
queder. [OE. hwzej>{e)re, advb. formation from

htt'R'fer Whether f>ron.~\ Nevertheless, however,

and yet, for all that.

Beowulf 555 Hwsbre me jyfebe wearS, ba;t ic agtacan
oide gera;hte, hildcbille. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 256 Ne
sceal mon hwaebere pisne driucan sellan on forewcardne
|»one ece. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 He cwe'5 bat him of-buhte

pat he efre mancinn jesceop ba wes hweoere an man rich-

wis et-foran gode. 13.. Cursor M. 4622 (Gott.) 'Do
queber,' he said, * bar-of na strijf.' 13.. S. Erkenwolde
153 in Horstm. Altengl.Leg. (1881) 269 Queber monyporer
in bis place is putte into graue. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 581

Queber jit, for any quat a quyle latt him kepe. C1425
Wyntoun Cron, vm. xxviii. 4791 He said: 'Na hast'j

qwhedyr perfay His folk walde fayne haf beyn away.

b. in comb.THOUGH-wHETHER(//^-zf//^//^r),q.v.
11.. iJ/ora/cV* i3i(Egerton MS.) peli [y.r.beih] hweoer

we it Uuuet wel. a 1300 Cursor M. 11009 |>air modres bo-

queber bath mild, Yoede at ans wit bair child. 1375 Bar-
uour Bruce 1. 332 The quhethir he glaid was and ioly,

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. viu, xxxix. 6949 pe qwhebir oft ryot

walde bai ma To preik and poynde.

% Neverpe queder : app. a confusion of neverthe-

less and the-whether.
a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 715 in Babees Bk. 323 The ouer

bassyn bay halde neuer be queder, Quylle bo keruer powre
water in-to be nedur.

C. app. as adversative conj. Although.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2090 Quethire days thre bur^e-out

thraly we fo3ten t .. And jit be lawest at pe last vs limpid

to bee.

Whether, obs. f, Weatheb, Wether, Whithek.
Whe*thered, ppl. a. dial. So Whethering

vbl. sb. (See quots.)

1614 Markham Cheap Husb., Bull etc. xxxvi. 60 Of a Cow
that is whethered. This disease is when a Cow after her

caluing cannot cast her cleaning. 1847-54 Webster,
Whethering, the retention of the after-birth in cows.
Gardner.

tWhethere'ver, pron, Obs, [Whether//*^.
+ Ever adv. 8 e.] Whichever of the two.
1621 Bp. Hall Heav. upon Earth § 23 Whether euer

ouercommeth, is troubled both with resistance and victorie.

1631 Sanderson Serm. 13 But whether ever beginneth, he
may be sure the other will follow.

t Whe'therso, pron. and conj. Obs. (Mostly

as two words.) [Whether + So adv. 1 7 d. In

OE. swd hwxfer swd, reduced to sivxper {swd),"\

1. pron. = prec.

c laoo Vicesfy Virtues 113 He hadde aujene kere todonne
hwaQer swo he wolde. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 482

Ylke man answere for his owne dedvs and be dampnyd or

sauyd wheber-so [v. r. whethir-sum] pey haue seruyd. 1389
Engl. Gilds (1870) 74 To come to be exsequies of hym or of

hir bat is deede, whethir-so it be. c 1400 Cursor M. 28788

(Cott. Galba) Whether so askes more rightwisly, Sail be herd
of god almighty.

2. conj. = Whether B. 5 (the addition of so

emphasizing the idea of indefiniteness).

c 1220 Bestiary 357 in O. E. Misc. 12 Alle oe o5re fole3en,

weSer so he s\vimme3 er he wade3. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 491
Quefler so it 5ho3te hem iuel or good, c 1325 Song Deo
Gratias 59 in E. E. P. (1862) 126 Wheberso boubeoin bale

or blis. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 50 Ye shul it lerne

wher so ye wole or noon. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2560
Wherso be he yong or old. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 381
Quhidder sa it gang to greif or to gawin.

Whe :thersoe'ver,/>*0#. and conj. Now rare

or Obs. [See Soever.]
1. pron. — prec. I.

1531 Tinoale Expos. I John v. 1-3 (1538) 70b, So that

whether so euer 1 fele fyrst, the same certifyeth me of the
other. 1600 W, Watson Decacordon (1602) 307 Whether
soeuer or who else besides winne it by conquest. 1613 Day
Uyall ix. (1614) 238 Whether soever of you had beene slaine

in that quarrel!. 1630 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. 219 What
matters it whether 1 go for a Mower, or a weed, here ;

whethersoever, I must wither. 1679CHEYNEY Viud. Oaths
19 Whethersoever be named, both are included.

2. conj. — prec. 2.

13.. E. E. A/lit, P. A. 606 Queber-so-euer he dele nesch
uber barde. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse; 1763 Wheder so

euer bai sit or stand. 1747 Hooson Miners Diet, R 2,

Whethersoever the Lids be Stone, Mixt-beds, &c.

t Whe thersum, pron. and conj. Obs. [See

Sum rel. adv. and conj.] = prec.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10205 Queper-sum it war sco or he.

Ibid. 10503 Quersum i haf, maiden or knaue. 1357 [see

Whetherso 1].

Whetile, Whetned, Whetsaw: see Wit-
wall, Whetten, Whet v. 7.

Whetstone (hwet*t*»n). Forms: see Whet
v. and Stose sb. ; also 4 whestoun, 4-5 wheston,
weston(e, 4-6 whestone, 5 whestoon, wat-
stone, quetstone, 5-6 whatstane ; 0. 6 Sc,

quhitstane, 7 whitston, 8 whitstone. [OE.
hwetstdn {kuete-> huetistdn) = (M)Du. welsteen,

MLG. wettesten (LG. wcttstein), OHG. wez{z)i-

stein (MHG. welz{e)slein
}
G. luelzstein): £ Whet

v. + Stone sb.]

1. A shaped stone used for giving a smooth edge

to cutting tools when they have been ground.
£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 746 Cox, huetestan. C893

Alfred Ores, IV. xiii. § 5 Hit bi)? eac seornlic bait mon
heardlice gnide bone hnescestan mealmstan sefter paem ban
he pence bone soelestan hwetstan on to gera;ceanne. e 1374
Chaucer Troylus I. 631 A wheston [v.r. weston] is no
keruyng Instrument, And yet it maketh sharpe keruyng
tolys. 1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxhi. (Tollem.

MS.), Ben diuerse maner of whetstones, and some neden
water and some neden oyle for-to whette. 147a Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 247, j whatstane. 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (187S) 61 Get grindstone and whetstone, fortoole that

is dull. 1584 Ccgan Haven Health excii. 150 And, as it is

saide a good Cooke can make you good meate of a whet-

stone. 1587 Holinshed Chron. III. 916/1, 1 am .. taken

suddenlie with a thing about my stomach, that lieth there

along as cold as a whetstone. 1606 Dekkkr Newes from
Hell Wks. (GrosartJ II. 99 Some phtifull fellowes (that

haue.. wittes colde as Whetstones, and more blunt). 169a

South Serm., John vii. Jj (1697) I. 270 Diligence is to the

Understanding, as the Whetstone to the Razor. 1794 Kik-

wan Ete/n, Min. (ed. 2) I. 239 Some argillites and sandstones/

these last form the coarser whet-stones. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem., Org. xi. § 2. (1862) 775 The.. skins, .are carefully

smoothed with a whetstone upon a beam. 1896 J. David-
son Fleet St. Eel. Ser. 11. 14 Still and anon The whetstone

shrieked against the curving blade.

^. 1513 Douglas sEneis vn. xi. 62 Sum,.on quhitstanis

thair axis scharpis at hame. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. xv.

(S.T.S.) I. 84 pow suld cut bat quhitstane in bi hand with

ane rasoure.

b. Any hard fine-grained rock, as novaculite,

of which whetstones are made ; hone-stone.

1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery H iij b, Like as what stone,

. .hardiest is with toole to bee graue, Doth sooner breake in

peeces, then it bendeth. 1661 J. Childrev Brit. Baconica
111 This shire is well stored with Milstones, Crystal, Ala-

baster and Whetstone. 1788, 1806 [see Hone sb.l 3, 4J.

1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Whetstone^ or Whetstone-sill,

stiata of argillaceous and siliceous hazle-stone in the car-

boniferous limestone formation.

C. trans/. (See quots.)

1580 T. Newton Approved Med. 93 b, A Mole in a womans
l.ody, otherwise called a whetston, or a moone Calfe [i.e. a
false conception]. 1683 Thoresby Diatyitd. Hunter) I. 155
This place [Grantham) is.. chiefly noted of travellers, for

a peculiar sort of thin cake, called Grantham Whetstones,
1886 Cheshire Gloss., Whetstun, . . any hard swelling. 1887

S. Cheshire Gloss., Whetstone, a lump in the udder of a
cow, consequent upon the ducts having been overcharged.

2. Allusive and fig. uses. a. gen. with reference

to the use of a whetstone.

1387 Trkx ISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 341 He., whette be rude

soulcs to goode wij? be whestoun of veitues. 1547-64 Bauld-
win Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 111 Except the sinful heart of

man. .be often scoured with the whetstone of aduersity.

1589 Nashe Martin Marprel.Wks. (Grosart) I. 157 Shoot-

ing out their venemous shafts, with mischeeuous heads,

sharpened vpon Martins most malicious whetstone. 1603

Dekker Wend. VearVlks. (Grosart) I. 147 The very name
of Londoners being worse then ten whetstones to sharpen

the sword of Iustice against them. 1654 Whitlock Zoo.

tomia 165 Rhetoricall Topicks are such Whetstones, that

even the Sword of the Spirit (that two-edged Sword) hath

often used. 1763 Colman Jealous Wife iv. 59 He serves

for nothing but a mere Whetstone of your Ilbbumour. 1818

Bvron Ch. liar, iv. xxxviii, Boileau, whose rash envy could

allow No strain which shamed his country's creaking lyre,

That whetstone of the teeth—monotony in wire ! 1821

Scorr Kenilw. xv, The face of the Sovereign was a whet-

stone to the soldier's sword.

b. in allusion to the former custom of hanging

a whetstone round the neck of a liar ; esp. in phr.

to liefor the whetstone, to be a great liar.

[1364 Liber Albus (Rolls) iv. 601 Juggement de Pillorie

par iii heuies, ove un ague pier entour soun col, pur men-
sunges controeves.] 1418 Cal. Let.-Bks. Lond., Let.-Bk. I

(1909) 197 He, as a fals lyere. .shal stondc.upon be pillorye

. . wij? a Westone aboute his necke. c 1460 Towneley Myst,
xxi. 80 A, good sir, lett hym oone ; he lyes for the quetstone,

I gyf hym the pryce. 1472 Cov. Leet Bk. 372 Nor that they

frohensfurth enbrase eny jure, vppon the peyn to lese at be

fir>t defalt, Cs., and at be ij de defalt to haue ihe wheston
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nboute their nekkes. 1570 Foxe A. fy M. (ed. 2) 196/1
Peraduenture he that was the inuentor fyrst of thys tale of
the stone, was disposed to lie for the whetstone : Wherfore
in iny mynde he is worthy to haue it. 1577 Fulke Confut.
P'trg- 437 X°H naue ^'d enough, M. Allen, to winne the
whetstone, if it were as bigge as any mountaine in the
worlde, 1579 — Confut, Sanders 596 Of all the lowde lyes
that euer I heard, this may goe for the whetstone. 1592
Nash 8 Strange Neives Wks. (Grosart) II. 267 Ware stum-
bling of whetstones in the darke there, my maisters. 1593
G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 211 He might
. .for his labour challenge to be preferred to the Clarkship
of the whetstone. Ibid. 215 Our worshipful 1 Clarkes of the
whetstone, Doctour Clare [etc.]. .diuers late Historiologers,
and.. this new Tale-founder himselfe. 1600 Nashe Sum*
titer's Last Will Wks. (Grosart) VI. 9S intolerable lying
villayne, that was never begotten without the consent of a
whetstone ! 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 639 They wil
presently giue both these Authors and me the Whet-stone
for rare vntruths. 1658 [H. Edmundson] Fcllow-trav. 285
A great Person.. had in a frolick set on some wanton wits
to lye for the Whetstone. 1709 Mrs. Cf.ntuvre Busie
Body in, iv, If you be not as errant a Cuckold, as e're drove
Bargain upon the Exchange,.. I am the Son of a Whet-
stone. 179a Budworth Ramble to Lakes vi. 1881 Leic.
Gloss.

8. 1778 Exmoor Courtship (E.D.S.) 79 What a gurt Lee
es thate L.thek Man shou'd a' had the Whitstone.

C. Something that sharpens the wits, desires,

etc., or incites to action.

1551 T. Wilson Logic Ep. A iij, I professe it to be but a
spurre, or a whetstone, to sharpe the pens of some other.
1551 Records Pathw. Ktwwl. Ep. to King, By the readyng
of wyttie artes (which be as the whette stones of witte).

1583 Greene Mamillia 8 b, The court Mamiilia, is y* whet-
ston of lust, the baite of vanity, the call of Cupid. 1588 —
Pandosto Bib, Preferment to a meane man, is a whetstone
to courage. 1618 J. Taylor (Water P.) Pcnnyles Pilgr,
B 3, Wits whetstone, want. 1657 R« LlGOa Barbadoes
(1673) 37 For a whetstone, to pull on a cup of wine, we have
dryed Neats tongues. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 358 The
Wits. .made him their Whetstone. 175a Hume Pol. Disc.
ii. 31 Anger, which is said to be the whetstone of courage.
i8ai Shelley Epipsych., Passages etc. 100 Let them read
Shakespeare's sonnets, taking thence A whetstone for their
dull intelligence, a 1857 R. A. Vaughan Ess. fy Rem. (1858)
I. 7 Their wit could content itself with no less royal a whet-
stone than himself and his son Pius.
3. 1617R. Cocks Diary(Hak\. Soc.)I.24o, I am of opinion

that Goresano, our \ate j'urebasso, is a whitston to egg hym
on against us.

3. attrib. and Comb., as whetstone-mountain

;

whetstone-shaped'adj.; fwhetstone-leasing (Leas-
ing sb.) : cf. 2 b above.
1598 Bp. Hall Sat iv. vi, *Whet-stone leasings of olde

Maundeuile. 1851 B. Thorpe Northern MythoL I. 71 The
club was dashed in pieces, of which one portion fell on the
earth, whence come all the "whetstone mountains. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 680 1 *Whetstone-shaped crystals. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 114 The mucus. .con-
tains whetstone-shaped bodies.

t Whetstones-park. Obs. (See quot. a 1 700.)
Hence f Whetstone whore.
x68a Neivs fr, France 4 You may as soon make those of

Whetstones-park among you blush, as put them out of
countenance. 1684 Dryden Ovid's Amours II, xix. 31 Let
him who loves an easie Whetstone Whore, Pluck leaves from
Trees, and drink the Common Shore, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew

>, Wlutsto'ieS'Park, a Lane betwixt Holborn
and Lincolns-Inn-fields, fam'd for a Nest of Wenches, now
de-park 'd.

Whett, obs. form of Wheat.
Wlietted(hwe-ted), ///. a. [f.Whet v. + -ed i.]

Sharpened.
1563 Mivr. Mag,, Hastings lxx, The whetted tuske, and

furrowed forhead hye. 1693 Dkyden Juvenal x. 365 One,
who at si^ht of Supper open'd wide His Jaws before, and
whetted Grinders try'd. 1794 Coleridge Fall of Robes-
pierre 1. 185 Who from a bad man's bosom wards the blow
Reserves the whetted dagger for his own. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. m. 391 Then light the torch, and draw
the whetted sword 1 1876 Miss Broughton Joan 11. iv,

Everyone else, .beginning to eat with the whetted appetite
that going to church always seems to engender.
Whet-tell, dial, form of Witwall.
tWhetten, v. Obs,

trans. To whet.
[f. Whet v. + -en^.]

158a Stanyhurst Mneis in. (Arb.) 70 My mynd was
greedelye whetned Too parle with the Regent. 1597 J.
Payne Royal Exch. 22 Sathan now whettens his homes.,
to goore the more dyrefully. 1624 Burton Auat. Mel in.
ii. n[i]. iv. (ed. 2) 386 To. .make him. .more iealous, to
whetten his loue.

Whetter ^hwe*t3.i). [f. Whet v. + -er *.]

1. A sharpener of an instrument.
1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 2oa/a A whetter, acutor, gut

snstrumcuta acuit. 1611 Cotgr., Affileur, a whetter, or
sharpener of edg'd tooles. 1781 J. Moore View Soc. It.
Ixxl. II. 363. 1875 Knight Did. Mech., Whetter, a shar-
pener : as a whetstone, hone. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks
(1885)45 Blade Whetter.

t 2. fig. One who urges on. Obs.
JS79

1

Eentom Gukciard. xvm. 1096 The blacke bands.,
serued as good examples and whetters on of the residue of
his armye.

3. fig. One who or that which sharpens, stimu-
lates, or incites the intellect, desires, appetite, etc.
1617 Flrtchkx Valentinian iv. i. You whetters of my

follies. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. xii. Wks. (1712) S?
Sympathy and Antipathy, .are notable whetters and quicke-
ners of the Spirit of Life in all Animals. 1695 Congrevk
Lox>c for L. 1. i, The Air upon BiMttad Downs is nothing
to it fur a Whetter. 174a Fielding J. Andrews m. ii, Love,
like other sweet things, is no whetter of the stomach. 1830
Scott Jml. n July(i8oo) II. 348 No whetter of genius is

necessity, though said to be the mother of invention.

! b. spec. A habitual drinker of ' whets ' (Whet

I

sb. 2 b) ; a dram-drinker. V Obs.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 138 P4 A sort of Persons com-
monly known by the Name of Whetters, whp drink them-
selves into an intermediate State of being neither drunk or

sober before the Hours of 'Change. 1725 View Lend, ty

IVcsttu. 38 Here is likewise a religious Ambulatory for the

Whetters and Wenchers.

c. = Whet sb. 2 b.? Obs.

1755 Connoisseur No. 87 f 1 They frequently have recourse
to whetters and provocatives, to anticipate the call of hunger.
1824 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825) 205 Fifty verses we've
sun:;—and we scarce can do better, Than to finish our ditty

by taking a whetter.

Whetting (hwctirj), vbl.sb. [f. Whet v. +
-INQ !.] The action of the verb Whet.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), £e

whestone hap pre propretees \>
x it serueb anopie binge in

whettinge and wasteb hym silfe some and some. C1440
Promp. Parv. 524/1 Whetlynge, or scharpynge, acucio.

1574 W. Bourne Regim. Sea vi. (1577) 28 b, I would not
wish them to meddle with..whettyng of the side of the
needle. 1616 Draxe Bib I. Scholast, 176 Whetting (viz. of
kniues and sithesj is no letting. [Cf. quot. a 1628 s. v. Whet
sb. i.l 1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Mcdit. (ed. 2) § 131 Recrea-
tion is intended to the minde, as whetting is to the sithe.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xiv. 344 That we should sacrifice the
one [sc. the Churches peace]. .to the whetting and inflaming
of the other [sc. curiosity]. 1774 G.White Selbome, To Pen-
nant 2 Sept., The titmouse.. early in February begins to

make two quaint notes, like the whetting of a saw. 1852
M. Arnold Empcdocles 11. 1C4 With one arm over his head,
Watching how the whetting sped.
attrib. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Join. v. F26 They

wedge the blade of the Saw hard into the ^Whetting Block.
1825 Hone Every.day Bk. I. 10S1 It. .furnishes shoemakers
with . . *whetting-boards to smooth the edges of their knives
upon. 1706 Farquhar Twin Rivals 1. i, I have brought
you a HVhetting-Glass, the best Old Hock in Europe; I

know 'tis your drink in a Morning. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) I, 417 A *qwettenge-ston.

Whettle, dial, form of Whittle.
Whew (Jnvi/7, hi/7, \vi«), sb. Forms : 5 Sc. qwe,
whewe, 6 Sc. quhew, 7, y dial whue, 9 wheugh,
;-whew. [Echoic]

fL A musical instrument, a pipe. Obs.
C1400 Destr. Troy 6051 For to wacche and to wake for

wothis of harme, With qwistlis & qwes, & other qwaint gere.

< 1475 Cath. Angl. 415/2 (Addit. Ml), A Whewz,fistula.
2. A sound as of whistling or of something rush-

ing through the air; spec, the cry of the plover.

1513 Douglas ALneis VH. xi. 46 Than from the hevin
dovne quhyrland wyth a quhew Come queyne Juno. ci6io
Robin Hood $ Curtail Fryer xxxi. (Ritson), The fryer set

his fist to his mouth, And whuted whues three. 1710 Ruddi-
man Gloss. Douglas's sEneis, Quhew, the sound which a
bird's wings make in the air. Scot. Bor. a Fetu, vox ex sono
conficta. a 1784 Rook/tope Ryde x. in Scott Minstrelsy,
Then oer the moss, where as they came, With many a brank
and whew. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 1. v. vi, The whew of
lead still singing in their ears. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xiii.

289 The yelping of the guidguid, and the sudden whew-
whew of the cheucau. 1851 H. Stki'hens Bk. Farm (ed, 2)

II. 22 The shrill whew of the plover.

3. An utterance of the interjection whew !

1751 Smollett Per. Pickle xxii. [xix], He uttered a long
and loud whew ! which was succeeded by an exclamation
of ' Damn my old shoes ! a bite by G— !

* 1847 Helps
Friends in C. 1. Hi, A sound from the old oak, like an * ah

'

or a ' whew '. 1855 Kingsley IVestw. Ho i xix, At sight of
which Yeo gave a long wheugh.
4. (Also whew-duck) = Whewer.
1804 Bewick Brit. Birds II. 352 Wigeon. Whewer, Whim,

or Pandled Whew. 185a Macgillivrav Brit. Birds V. 83
Alareca Penelof>e. The European Wigeon. Common Wigeon.
Whew Duck. Pandle-Whew.

Whew (hwi/7, hi??, wi/7), vA Also 6 Sc. quhew.
[Echoic] intr. To whistle ; to make a whistling

or rustling noise ; to utter the interjection whew I

Hence Whewing vbl. sb.

ci4?$Cath.Angl,4i 5/2 (Addit. blS,) t To'Whe ,we tfistularc,

1590 Durel in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems (1709) 11. 31 Evrus
..With quhewing, renewing, His bitter blasts againe. 1609
Dekker Gutfs Horn-bk. vi. 32 Mewe at passionate speeches,

blare at merrie,. .whew at the childrens Action, whistle at

the songs. 1763 [see Whew int.], 1801 Robt. Walker
(Tim liobbin 2 nd ) Plebeian Fol. 23, I met two pa's'ns weh
grete geawns on, whewink i' th' wind. 1818 Hogg Brownie
of Bodsbeck iii, I heard them [sc. the plovers] aye whewing
e'en an' morn. 1848 Aird mother's Blessing 1. i, Down all

at once a wind Came whewing from the hollow of the hill.

1896 Idler Mar. 324 Friend: 'Whew—wl* Man in Love
(irritably) ' Don't go "whewing " all over the place like that.'

Whew (hwiw, wi«), v. 2 Also wheugh, whue,
whiew. [perh. the same as prec] a. intr. To
move quickly; to hurry away, depart abruptly
{dial.) ; to bustle about (U.S.).
1684 Otway Atheist m. i, Methought indeed the Coach

whew'd it away a little faster than ordinary, a 1743 RELrH
Misc. Poems (1747) 17 See! owr the field the whurlin sun-
shine whiews. 1828 Craven Gloss, s.v., 'To whew off",' to
turn off abruptly, to depart without ceremony. 1873 Mrs.
Whitney Other Girls xxxiii. (1S76) 427 Bel Bree had not
been brought up in a New England farm-house, and seen
h*;r capable stepmother 'whew round '/to be hard put to it

now over half a dozen cups and tumblers more or less.

Whew (hwi«, hi»), int. • Forms : 5 Sc. quhewe,
7 wheu heu, 7-8 wheu, 8 whieu, whu, 8-9
whuh, 9 wheugh, 6- whew. An exclamation

of the nature of a whistle uttered by a person as

a sign of astonishment, disgust, dismay, etc.

The identity of the word in the first quot. is uncertain.

t 1435 Wyntol'N Cron. vm. xxix. 4949 (MS. Auchinl.) j$hh
l>ai wibin set wp a schout And cryit lowde and said
'Cjuhewe ! [v.r. Quhow] Now haifweheirethe Montagew '.

1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, 11. ii. 30 A plague vpon't, when
Theeues cannot be true one to another. They Whistle.
Whew : a plague light vpon you all. 1601 W. Percy Cuck-
queanes etc. in. iv. (Roxb.) 38 ^«...Come on thy ways.
y>'i. I come. Pig. When heu, wheu heu, now goe thy
wayes. 1728 Ramsay The Lure no Whieu,—Whieu,—he
whistled. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shaudy\U. xxii, Whu—v—w
—whew—w— w—whuved Margarita. 1766 Ibid. IX. xxxiii,
Wheu—u—u— cried my father; beginning the senlence
with an exclamatory whistle. 1770 Cumberland West
Indian n. viii, Whuh ! What's the hurry the man's in \

1800 E. D. Clarke in Life (1S24) v. 433 And now let the
scene change —Whew! — away with inscriptions! 1815
Scott Guy M. xxxix, ' But how did your joint production
look the next morning?'. .'Wheugh ! capital— not three
words required to be altered.' 1838 Dickens O. Twist
xliv, Whew ! said the housebreaker, wiping the perspira-
tion from his face. 1898 ' H. S. Mmrriman ' RodctCs Corner
xxxii, ' Whew !

' ejaculated Roden, when the danger seemed
to be past, and they could breathe again.

Whew, obs. form of Hue sbA

Whewellite (hi«*elait). Min. [f. the name
of Professor William Whewell (1794-1866) +
-ITK 1

.] Calcium oxalate,, occurring in colourless

or white monoclinic crystals.

1852 Brooke & Miller Phillips Elem. Introd. Min. 623.

Whewer \\\\\\u'^x). dial. [app. f. Whew v. 1

+ -er !.] The female wigeon, Mareca pcnclopc.

1634 Althorp MS. in Simpkmson Washingtons liScoj

p. xxiii, Peckards 3— broadbiils 5—whewers 2. i£68
Charleton Ouoniast. 100 Boscas, aliis Anas Fistularis .

.

the Whewer, or Whistling Widgeon, 1674 in Corr. J. Ray
(1848) 16, I haveput up in abox. .a Widgeon and a Whewer.
1734 Albin Nat. Hist. Birds II. 88. *8o4[see Whew sb. 4].

Wliewl (hwi?7l, wi«l), v. Now dial. Forms :

6 whewl, 7, 9 whule, 9 wewl. [Echoic] intr.

To cry plaintively, moan, whine, howl. Hence
"Whewling vbl.sb. and///, a.

aisooBuALR /Eneid x. (1562) Dd 4 b, Whiles whewling sad

be sat, 1567 Goldinc; Grid's Mtt. vit. 497 Lamenting for

his sonnes mischaunce with whewling in the Aire. 1609 Old
Meg of Hercfordsh. Ded. (1816), Tweire-pipe that famous
Southren Tabcrer..who for whuling hath beene famou.-

through the Globe of the world. 1615 Chai'.man Odyss. xn.

135 For here, the winding Scylla, shrowds her face. 1616

S. Si. Honest Lawyer 11. 1_> 4 b, A Virgin. .Could not with
whuling nay's be so peruerse. Ibid. iv. H 4 b, You know the

layle. Ha you neuer bin hir'd to yawle for the whole
prison? and whule to the passengers? 1847 Hali.iwlll,
Whule, to whine; to howl. Suffolk. 1895 .£. Anglian Gless.,

Wcwling,:\. plaintive note in crying, commonly with a view
to excite charity.

"Whey (hw?)j *&• Forms: i hwces, hwes,
hwceis, 3 we5e, wei, hwey, 4 qwhey, 4-5 wheye,
5-6 way, 5-7 (9 dial.) whay, 6 qway, quay,
Sc. quhay(e, 6-7 whaye, wey, 9 dial, whew,
5- whey. [OK. /iw;vg,/i?c>eg = OYris. *wei, (YVFris.

waei, NFris. wai, KFris. wM), MDu. wey (Du.
wei, LG. wei., waje) :— OTeut. *\wajo-, of which
an ablaut-variant is found in MLG, huy

t
hoie

(LG. hut, hoi, Du. hid) \— *x tlJ°~*}
1. The serum or watery part of milk which re-

mains after the separation of the curd by coagula-

tion, esp. in the manufacture of cheese.

<"7«J
Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 272 Serum, hwae£. a 1050

Recusing. Pers. § 14 (Liebermann) 451 Sceaphyrdes riht is,

beet he haubbe. .blede fulle hwe?;esoSoe syringe ealnesumor.
12.. Sidonins Glosses (Anecd. Oxon.) I. v. 34/3 Hoc scrutn,

i. we^e. a 1250 Oivl <y Night. 1009 (Cotton MS.) Hi
drinkeb mile & wei [Jesus MS. hwey] bar to. 13.. in Ret.

Ant. I. 9 2 Cerum, i. quidatn liquor, qwhey. 1 1400
Lanfranc s Cirurg. 200 A purgacioun with gotis whey.
c 1430 Two Cookcryd)ks. 56 Take croddys of pe deye,

& wryng owt )?e whey. 1549 Cotupl. Scot, vi, 43 Thai
maid grit cheir of..curdis and qunaye. 1587 Mascali.
Cattle, Oxen (1^96) 56 See.. that your cheese be well and
close gathered, in pressing foorth cleane all the whay. 1600

Surflet Country Farm 1. xiv. 90 The whaie may serue for

the feeding of the hogs and dogs. 173a Ahbuthnot Rules

of Diet in Aliments, etc. r. 252 Of all Drinks, Whey is the

most relaxing. 1791 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) I. vi. 183

My uncle drinks the whey here, as I do ever since I under-

stood it was brought to his bedside every morning at six, by
a very pretty dairy-maid. 1893 J. P. Sheldon Brit. Dairy.
ing xv. 163 On dairy farms where cheese and butter are

made, pigs are useful to consume whey and skim-milk.

b. with qualification : whey of buttery butter-

milk ; alum whey, whey formed in the coagulation

of milk by powdered alum ; celery whey y
mustard

whey (Mustard sb. 3 c), sack whey (Sack sb$ 2),

wine whey, names of beverages or medicinal drinks

;

white whey (see quot. 1837).
1530 Palsgb. 288/1 Whay of butter, bal-eure. 1733 Cheyne

Engl. Malady 111. i. (1734) 268 To drink plentifully of small

Sack Whey, or Water-Gruel. 1747 Wwunr Prim. I hystck

(1762) 80 Drink half a Pint of Cellery Whey. 17*9 M ps*

Raffald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 313 To m?kc
wine Whey.

Put a pint of skimmed milk, and half a pint of white wine

into a bason. 1784 J. Pottek Virt. Villagers II. 88 Wine

and mustard wheys. 1837 Brit. Hush. II. 424 (Libx. Usef.

Know!.), That which is pressed by hand from the curd, is

termed ' white whey \ and contains a considerable portion

of oily matter. 1856 Emerson Engl. Traits xiv. 246 The
making a better sick-chair and a lxrtter wine-whey for an

invalid. 1883 Mks. G. I,. Banks Forbidden to Marry vni,

To prepare a whey of alum*and-milk.

t 2. The serum of the blood. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 82 The whay of bloud ought

by the reynes to be slrayncd out. 1615 Crookf. Body of



WHEY. 38 WHICH.

Man 95 The whey is deriued by the vreters into the bladder.

1718 Chambf.rlavne Kelig. Phitos. I. v. § 4 The afore-

mention'd Food mixes itself with another Humour, Water,
or Whey, which the Anatomists call the I.ympha.

3. attrib. and Comb., as whey-bath, -colour, -curd,

-house, -lead (Lead si. 1 5), -pot, -tub; whey-
drinker; whey-colouiied), -like adjs. ; in reference

to the pale colour of whey, as whey beard, coun-

tenance, face; whey-bearded, -pale adjs. ; whey-
bacon, bacon from a whey-pig; whey-beard,
(a) a person having a ' whey beard ' ; (b) the

]

whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea ; whey-bird, the

woodlark, Alauda arborea ; also' = whey-beard (b) ;

t whey-blooded a., cowardly ; t whey-brained
a., weak-brained ; whey-brose, brose made with

whey instead of water; whey-butter, butter made ,

from whey or from whey-cream ; whey-cream,
|

the cream which remains in the whey after the curd

has been removed; whey-drop, -eye, -spring,

a hole in an imperfectly pressed cheese in which

the whey collects; whey-faoe, a person having

a pale face ; so whey-faced a. ; whey-pig, a pig

fed with whey ; whey-porridge, porridge made
with whey instead of water ; whey-whig, a

beverage made of whey flavoured with herbs;

whey-worm, see quot. 1828; Jig. a whim"; hence

whey-wormed a., marked with whey-worms.
a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 431 The latter end of November

or December, when all the * whey-bacon is gone. x888 Rae
Austrian Health Res. viii. 169 The spoiled daughters of

luxury., indulge in *whey baths. 16x4 R. Tailor Hog hath
lust Pearl iv. F 3 b, Father *whay-beard. 1647 Lilly Chr.
Astrol. xv. 84 He is leane, crooked, or beetle-browed, a thin

whay Beard. 1831 Rennie Montagu's Omith, Diet., Whey
heard, a name for the White Throat. 1553 Grimai.de
Cicero's Offices 1. (1556) 46 b, As soone as he waxed *whey-
berded. 1825 Jamieson, * Whey-bird, the wood-lark, ..

Lanarks. 186a Johns Brit. Birds 625 Whey-bird, the

Whitethroat. X675DUFFETT Mock Tempestl.1, The*Whey.
Blooded Rogue looks as if his heart were melted into his

Breeches. j66oTatiiam Rump I. i. A *Whey-brain'd fellow.

1894 Latto Tam. Bodkin viii, 'The *whey-bros_e was per-

fection, a 1722 Lisle Hush. (r757) 406 They skimmed the

cream off to m:ike *whey-butter. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.

Pract. Aerie, fed. 4) I. 211 Thequantity of whey-butter per

cow is about half a pound per week. 166a R. V enables
Expcr. Angler ix. 89 When, .the river. .looketh of a*whay
colour. 1684 J. S. Profit <y Pleas. United 171 If the weather

be dark or Whey-colour. 1845 Jamks Arrah Neil ii, That
indistinct hue which may be called whey-colour. 1602

Shaks. Merry Wives Bill, I take it hee is somewhat a
weakly man 1 And he has as it were a *whay coloured beard.

a 1735 Arruthnot Diss. Dumpling Misc. Wks. 1751 I. 67 A
goodly Whey-colour'd Beard. 1836 Combe Digestion 1. v,

A semi'transparent whey-coloured fluid. 1604 i. hi. Black
Bk. E i b, A *whay countenance, short stooppes, and earthen

dampish-voyce. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. llusb. IV. I. 170
When Butter is wholly made with *Whey-cream, it is

then justly named Whey-butter. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet.,

Rcqueson, *whey cruds. 1740 Baynard Health (ed. 6) 20

Such a Tormenter never rages rnong *Whey-Drinkers in

poor cottages. 1811 W. Aiton Agric. Surv. Ayrs. 452 (Jam.)

Putrifying holes, which, in the dairy language of Ayrshire,

are termed *whejr-drops. Ibid. 455 Whey-springs, or *eyes,

are seldom met with in the cheeses of Ayrshire. 1605 Shaks.

Macb. v. iii. 17 Macb... Whut Soldiers, Patch?.. What
Soldiers *Whay-face? Ser. The English Force, so please

you. 1753 Jane Collier Art Torment. 1. ii. 46 If her

complexion is fair, call her Whey-face. 1824 Miss»Mit-
1-ord Vitlage Ser. 1. Airs. Mosse, A little., man, with a

Jerry.Sneak expression in his pale whey-face. 1640 Daven-
ant Love <$• Hon. iv. iv. 20 Marke, sir, that *whey-fac'd

fellow in the red. 1697 Prior Ep. to Sir F. Shcppard 49
That sneaking Whey-fac'd God Apollo. J753 Foote En?,
lishm. in Paris I. i, One whey-fac'd Son of a Bitch.. calt'd

me Bete. 1847 C. Bronte yaue Eyre xvii, Your tutor,

whey-faced Mr. Vining. 1663 Pepys Diary 10 June, 'To

the Royal Theatre. . . Thence to the *whay-house, and
drank a great deal of whay. 1872-4 Jefferies Toilers 0/
Fietd {1&52) 164 Against one wall are trie *whey-leads. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 174 A*whey-]ike juice.

1822 Good Study Med. II. 189 Wiiey.like urine. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomenct. 51/1 Porcus serarius, . ,a*whey
pig. 14.. Metr. Vac. in \Vr..Wulcker 624/4 Whey i. olla

*whey potte. 1784 Twamlev Dairying Exempt. 13 Faults

..in Cheese such as. .*\Vhey Springs. 1811 [see whey-eye],

18x3 Rudge Agric. Glouc. 209 Butter-milk .. is sometimes
saved in the* whey-tub. 18x1 \\iLLAttin A rcliaeologiaXV 11.

163 * Whey-Whig, whey impregnated with mint, balm, and
walnut leaves, a 1548 Hall Citron., Edit 1

. IV 222 The
Essex men hauynge wylde *whaye worines in their heddes.

1828 Craven Gloss., Whey-worms, pimples, from which
exudes a wheylike moisture, a 1529 Skelton E. Kummyng
553 A sory face *Wheywormed about.

b. as adj. "Whey-coloured (cf. whey beard).

1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1. 245 His tawny Beard .. The upper

part thereof was Whey, The nether Orange mixt with

Grey.

tWhey.z'. Obs. [f.prec] trans. To separate the

whey from (milk) ; hence in vbl. sb. attrib., as whey-

ing cloth ; also, to make (the blood) wheyish or thin.

1660 in Sir R. Sadler's St. Papers (1S09) III. 358 Two
fleetingdishes.six turningcloathes, and five wheyingcloathes.

1661 Feltham Resolves (ed. 8) 11. xi. 201 It is most true that

in matters unjust, Christian Religion wheyes the bloud and

makes a Coward of man. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III.

73 The Idolatry of Covetonsness . . had so whey'd or co-

agdlated all it's Mass of Blood. 1728 E. Smith Compl.

Housew. (ed. 2) 85 Take the Curd of a gallon of Milk, and

whey it well. Ibid. 105 Take a gallon of new Milk, set it

as for a Cheese, and gently whey it.

Whey, north, f. Quev, heifer,Way int.

Wheyey (hw^'i), a. Fottns: 6 whsye, 6-7

whayey, 7 whayie, wheyie, whaey, 7-wheyey.
[f. Whey sb. + -Y J

.] Of the nature of whey
;

consisting of, containing, or resembling whey.

1547 Recorde Judic. Uryne 13b, Urine is the superfluitie

orwheye substaunce of the bloude in the hollow vayne. 157a

J. Jones Buckstoues Bathes Beue/yte 18 The whayey,
thinne, and subtyle humoures. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man
05 The serous or wheyie part of the bloud. 1708 Brit.

'Apollo No. 23. 2/1 The more Wheyey Parts of the Chyle.

1778 Pennant Tour in Wales (1S83) I. 54 Discolored by a

wheyev tinge. 182a Gooo Study Med. IV. 81 The surface

of which [se. the bladder] pours forth a cheesy or wheyey
fluid. 1847 W. C. L. Martin O-129/1 A separation of the

buttery and wheyey parts.

Hence Wheyiness, wheyey quality.

1662 J. Chandler Van Ilclmont's Orial. 220 They prefer

Asses milk before the rest, by reason of its thin substance,

and very much wheyinesse.

Wheyish. (hw£HJ), a. Also 6 whaish, 6-7

whayish(e. [f. Whey sb. + -ish 1.] Having the

nnture or quality of whey ; like or resembling

whey in consistence, colour, or other quality

;

watery, thin
;
palish.

1565R aynalde Byrth Maukynde 46 b, The vayne . . whiche

bryngeth the whayishe humour into the left kydney. 157a

Twvne Dionvsius Surv. World E viij, A wheyish Topase.

1585 Banister Tumors xxxiv. Wks. (1633) 114 A watrish or

whayish and unprofitable substance. 1625 B. Tonson Staple

ofNews 11. 2nd Intermeane, If it be Iresh and sweet butter;

but say it be sower and wheyish? 1683 Trvon Way to

Health 150 Some River-Water will look of a wheyish

whiteish Colour, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1737) 29s A cow.

.

lately had the yellows, and the first coming of them to be

known was by her milk being wheyish. x8ox Beddoes
Hygeia vl. (1802) 43 These break.. and discharge the ill-

conditioned, wheyish, and curdy matter. 1807 Jas. Hall
Trav. Scot. 1 1. 327 The liquid oozing from the roof in a few

minutes seems to be formed into a wheyish substance.

Hence Wheyishness, wheyish quality; also fig.

1637 Markham Engl. Housew. 11. (ed. 5) 107 To prevent

the wheyishnesse of the Custard. 1803 Southev in Robberds

Mem. W. Taylor (1843) I. 453. I have read Cowper's
' Odyssey '. . to cure my poetry of its wheyishness.

Wheyl(l)e, obs. forms of Wheel. Wheyn.var.
Whyne Obs. whence. Wheynte, obs. f. Quaint a.

Wheyte, north, f. Quit v. Whhi-hhee : see

Wehee. Whi: see Wehee, Why, Wie.

Whib(b)le, etc., obs. variants of Quibble, etc.

1604 Babington Com/. Notes Exod. ii. 25 Whiblers and

pratling pick-thanks, tatlers, and tale-tellars. 1624 Gee
Foot out of Snare (ed. 3) 82, I doe not heare, that any of

those snarling whibbling Curres can barke._ If they dare

open their snapping mouthes, let them doe it whitest men
line that may refute them, a 1626 Middleton Mayor
Quinb. v. i. (1661)63, 2 Cheat. The Whirligig, the Whibble,

the Carwidgen. Sym, Hey day, what names are these I

2 Clieat. New names of late.

Whibibbe, obs. form of Cubeb.
J3S5-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 555 Et in una libra

de Whibibbes prec. iiijs.

t Whiblin. Obs. Of doubtful origin and mean-

ing
;
pern, a slang term denoting ' thingumbob ',

•what-d'ye-call-it j butcf. Whibble and Quiblin.

With quot. 1604 cf. Whifling, Whimling.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. 1. 1, ii, Hees a very mandrake,

or else . .one a these whiblins, and thats worse, and then all

the children that he gets lawfully of your body sister, are

bastards by a statute. 1613 Marston Insat. C'tess 11. Dj b,

A rare whiblin, To be reueng'd, and yet gaine pleasure In t.

1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) World runs on Wheels Wks.

(1630) II. 234/1 rroiects..of planting the He of Dogs with

Whiblins, Corwhichets, Mushromes and Tobacco, a 1652

Biiome Lovesick Court v. i, Come, Sir, let go your whiblin.

{Dis. snatcheth his sword away.)

Whiccbe : see Whitch, Witch.

Which (hwitf), a. and pron. Forms: see

below. [OE. Awelc, hwile, hwyle corresp. to

OFris. hwelik, Awel{e)k, Awek, hulk, Auk, hok

(Fris. walk, wiek, Auk, etc), OS. hwiltc, MLG.
totlik, welk, MDtt. ivclc, (LG., Du. welk), OHG.
*hwalih, uualiA, hiveliA, welih, -icA, -eA (MHG.
welA, welcA, G. welcA), Goth. Awileiks :— OTeut.

*xwalik-, *xwilik- ' of what form ', f. X""7". X**
(Indo-eur. q

w
o-, q

w
i- Who, etc.) + *liko- body, form

(cf. Like a.). OE. Awelc (OWS. and Anglian),

Awmlc (Northumb.) and Awilc (chiefly WS.), repre-

sent primitive *Awalik- and *hwilik- respectively

;

later OE. has a rounded form Awylc of Awilc. The

three OE. types Awelc, Awilc, Awylc gave three ME.
types *AwelcA, hwilcA, AwiilcA, which became, by

loss of / (cf. Such), kwech, hwich, Awiich ; the

second of these types alone has survived in mod.

English, the other two not remaining current after

the 15th century. The forms with non-palataliza-

tion of the final consonant whilk (quAilk), occas.

quhik, are northern (in ME. also East Anglian)

:

cf. Swilk, Sic. Forms showing the absorption of

w as in Aulch, huch (cf. sucA for switch, and OFris.

Auk) are rare.

Certain continental forms are compounded with other de-

rivatives of the same pronominal stem ; Goth, Inoeleiks with

the instrumental hwe (cX. hwelaufis how great); ON. hvtllkr

(MSw. hviliken, huilkin, hu(f)kin, Sw., Da. MM with

the locative hwl; OHG. hwiolth, iviollh (MHG. wieltch)

with the adv. hweo, wco (G. wie) how.

For the compounds £ehwilc, ighwilc, see Each.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. 1 hwelc, huelc, hweelc, hutclc, huoelc, 3

hwselch, 4-5 wheche,weohe, 5 whech,qwech(e,
queche, (qheehe) ; 3 qwel, 4 quelk.

\c 725 Corpus Gloss. Q 74 Quo cumque modo, ^ehwelci

wega.] £825 Vesp. Psalter xviii, 13 [xix. 12] Delicta quis

iutellegit, scylde hwelc on^eteo : (950 Lindis/ Gosp. Mark
ix. 34 Disputauerant quis essct iilorum maior,

.

. Kefffaxton

hua vet huelc woere hiora mara. Ibid. xii. 19 Si cuius
/rater mortnus/ucrii, . . ^ef htiadc vet ffini^ broker dead sie

vet bi3. e 1200 Vices <y Virtues 21 An hw^lche wise ic mihte
betst sahtlin wio mine halend Criste. cxasoqwel [see B. Bj.

c 137s Cursor M. 27236 (Fairf.) j>e prest agh spire. .Of men
)'at ar in religioun Quelk reccheles prelatis is. X387 E. E.

Wills (1882) 2 The cheste. .weche they haue of myn. X418

Ibid. 44 pe money be qweche Oliuer hath in his hand.

14.. Cast. Love 578 (MS. Bodl. Add. B. 107), Herkeneth
wheche loue, wych bucsomnesse, Whiche grace & whiche
swetnesse, 'That good from hevyn to aly3ht dies ! 1449
Marg. Paston in /'. Lett. I. 82 Abok of sofystre . . the

qheche my seyd brother behestid my moder. c 1450 Caf-
grave Li/e St. Aug. xxxii, f'at bei schuld not denye o tyme
whech bei graunted anober tyme. 1461 Paston Lett. II.

xo, I am enformyd, ye schall recuver of hard and but a part,

the qwech schuld be dere of the sute.

2. a. 1-3 hwile, wile, 3 hwilch, w(h)iloh,

while, Ortii. whillc {gen. whillkess,/>/. whillke),

3-4 wilk, 4 wylke, 4-5 whyIke, 4-6 whilke,

4-6, 7-9 dial, whilk, 5 wilke, 5-7 dial, whylk,

(6 Sc. vhilk, pi. v-hilks, 6-8 St. pi. whilks)

;

3-4 quile, quilke, 4 cjwilk, cjuylk, quhylk,

(quil), 4-5 quilk, 4-8 St. quhilk (//. 5-7

quhilkis, 6 quhilka).
a 950 /El/reds Bocth. xxxiv.

f
10 Hwile ure usj areccan

medemlice ures scyppendes willan? C975 Ruskw. Gosp,

Matt. xxi. 24 Ic ek eow sacge in wilce maeh[t]e ic bas do.

c 1200 Okmin 471 whillc (see B. 4]. Ibid. 5283 O whillkess

kinness wise, c 1200 Vices t, Virtues 77 Whilch lean aust

tu te hauen of godd ? Ibid. 125 ?if bu wilt witen wilke

ei3ene oe hierte mti3e habben. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179

Hlisteo nu for hwat and o wilche wise. 13.. quhylk [see

]i. 7 a). 13. . Northern Passion 256 (MS. Camb. Gg. 5. 31),

J'ai lukyd . . Whylke [v. r. wylke] of bayme it myght be fall.

1424 E. E. Wills (1882) 57, I will my wyf haf my best

ambeler, and mysone .. wylk him likepbest. 1585 Jas. I

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 14 'The vapouris. .Whilks syne in cloudds

are keiped closs and well. (-1634 W. Cartwright Ordinary
iv. i, Lere me whylk way he wended. X711 in Nairne Peerage

Evid. (1S74) 132 To be. .granted to the said deceast Robert

lord Nairn and the airs male of his body whilks failzieing to

the said Margaret now lady Nairn his daughter. 1819

Scorr Leg. Montrose iii, Their damnable skirlin' pipes,

whilk they themselves pretend to understand.

c 1250 Gen. Ic Ex. 2350 Seio him quilke min blisses ben.

Ibid. 3631 Quilc frud, quat ofTVende, quile [MS. quil] la-,e.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4788 Lok quilk of us sal tak on hand For

vs alle do bis trauail. Ibid. 8454 pe kind o thinges lerd he,

..Quil war bair mightes soth and lele. 1387 in Ediu.

Charters (1871) 35 In fourme the quylk eftir folowys. 1456

Sir G. Hay-e Law Arms 1 The rubryis .. be the quhilkis

men may better knaw [etc.]. a 159a whilke [see B. 2 b).

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 123 The bukes of

the Assemblie, all quhilkis I had preserved hole. 1724

Ramsay Vision xvii, Starrie gleims, Quhilk prinkled.

0. 2 hwio, wio, 2-3 hwich, (Jwieh), 3-6

wyche, wich, 4 hwych, //. huiohe, 4-5 wiche,

4-6 whiche, whyche, wych, 5 whych, (wycohe,

6 wyech, Sc. vich, vhich), 4-which
; 4-5 quiche,

quyche, 5 quich, quych, qwiche, qwyoh(e,

5-6 St. quhich ; 5 Sc. quhik.
nxi75 Colt. Horn. 238 Wic 3e'e, wic drednesse wurS

ber. Ibid. 243 Hwic scule beon ure sceld, sanctus paulus

bus seio. a 1200 Moral Ode 136 Lutel he hit scaweo hwice

hcte is ber ba saule wuneo. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 141

Lusteo wiche wise hie hine bisohte and hwich andswere

he hire giaf. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 326 Vor to wite in

3wiche stede is wonii[n)gge were, c 1300 Beket (Percy Soc.)

974 In whiche manere. 1340 Ayenb. 129 Yzri wrechche ine

huiche zones and ine huiche perils bou art. c 1375 Cursor

M. 21136 (Fairf.) pat folk ilkane walde ober steyuen Quiche

tilt come titist to heyuen. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 511A
costrel. .hwych vs ful of b»t bame cler. 1390 which [see B.

7 bj. 1415 in 43rd Rep. Dcp. Kpr. I'ubl. Rec. 5S4 On ye

morou ye Fryday ye quich was via day fourteneghte. 1471

Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 138 Wycche mony I pray low

that [ye] bestowe yt as 1 wryth to zow. a 1500 Bernard,

de cura rci/am. 215 A mane,.. quhik al his fantasy Has

geflyne to vice. x«x Crowley Pleas. $ P'V"?,,63 •••
Wych wythout me had come to nought. 1585 T. Washing-

ton tr. Kicholay's Voy. 1. vii. 6 The master of my skifle,

whiche presently, .was made fast by the leg. a 1600 Mont-

gomery Soun. lvi. 6 My teirs vhich so abound.

3. a. 1 hwyle, 2 hwulch, hulch, 2-3 wule, 3

whulcth, wulch, 5 whulche.
871-880 Charter in 0. E. Texts 452/52 Swa hwyle mon

swa bio wonie & breoce. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Hwulc

mon is bet nauet to broken elche del pas godes la3eJ>e 1C

eon nil cweft. Ibid. 27 huiche [see B. 61 Ibid. 49 Nu 35

habbeo iherd wulc hit is for to iheren godes weordes and

heom ethalden. c iao5 Lav. 2303 pu nast of whulche londe

heo com heder lioen. Ibid. 20735 for whulches cunnes

binge ligge we bus here, c 1400 St. Alexius (Vernon Mb.)

207, I wolde fayn, & i wuste whulche.

3 hwue, hwu(c)eh, wucch, 3-5 wuch(e,

woch(e, 4 whuche, (wjuch), 4-5 whuch,

whoohe, 5 whoch, huch.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 189 And to-?.enes hwuch fo man

agh furoien seiS be holi apostle. Ibid. 219 For woche binge

he nemnede [etc.]. a xaa5 hwuc [see B. .]. a 1250 Owl *

Night. 1378 Bo wuch ho bo. ^1320 Cast. Love sic Alias

w3uch serue and deol ber wes 1 c 1400 Beryn 176 Huch be

Pardoner, & he, pryuely in hir pouchis pey put hem aftir-

ward 140X iS Pot. Poems iii. 36 vVhoche party may strengere



WHICH.
be. 142a Vonce tr. Seer. Seer. 143 Wylde bestis, amonge
wociie euery olt hym abow hym to whome he is prere [? perel
B. Signification.

I. Interrogative and allied uses.
For tiie distinction between the dependent interrogative

and the relative, cf. note s, v. What A. I.**

fl. adj. Most usually predicative'. Of what
kind, quality, or character; also attrib. what kind
of : — L. qualis. (The interrogative correspond-
ing to the demonstrative Such.) Obs.
In attrib. use (in Xing'.) sometimes followed by a.

£•897 ^Ki.fred Gregory's Vast. C. Ixv. 467 Dair ic haebbe
Xeta;ht hwelc hierde bion sceal. t iooo Ags, Gosp. Luke vii.

39 He wiste hwaet & hwyle bis wif wasre. ., ban heo synful
is. c 1205 Lav. loraoMen.-talden him tid'ende of alle bere
fore be Petrus dude in Rome, and whulcne [c 1275 wochne]
martirdom Petrus hauede vnder-fon. a 1225 Ancr. R. 64
Hwon Codes prophete makede swuche mone of eien, hwuo
mone wenestu is to moni mon .. icumen . . of hore eien?
(-1250 Gen. 9f Ex. 3212 Dor he stunden for to sen Quite
pharaon w|5 hem sal ben. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1189 So
nii mijte lerni wiche brutons were. C1320 Cast. Love 53
To w^uche a Castel he alihte, po he wolde here for vs fihte.

1388 Wyclif James i. 24 Anoon he format which he was.
c 1400 tr. Seer. Secr.

t
Gov. Lordsh. 104 Whiche vs by fayth,

and by lawe? a 1400-50 Bk. Cnrtasye 301 in Babees Bk.,
To aske hisnome, and qweche he be.

2. As general interrogative. (Mostly Obs.) fa.
adj. =1 What A. 13, 14. Obs. (or merged in 3 a.)
C900 tr. Baedas Hist. iv. xx[i]v. (1800) 34S Hwylc bearf is

3c busies? c 1000 Ags. Gos/>. Matt. xxiv. 3 Sege us., h wile
tacn si J>ines to-cymys. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 |>e engel
..seweo a whilche wise and burcgh hwam bis blisse cunien
sholde. C1290 Bcktt 2323 in S. Eng. Leg. 173 In jwat
manere he was a-slaweand ^wuch tyme he was ded. C1305
Jud. Isc. 101 in E. E. P. (1862) no Sibbe ic fond mie louerd
aslawe y not in whiche wise, a 1340 Hamfole Psalter
Cant,si5 He leryd him in whilk degre,..and how he sould
luf him. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv, i. 105 Clo. From my
Lord to my Lady. Qu. From which Lord, to which Lady?
1715 Leoni Paltadio's Archil. (1745) II. 65 Nor ought any
one to wonder, which way such vast Quantities of earthen
Ware came there. 1752 Chf.sterf. Lett, ccxevi. (1792) IV. 6
In some congratulatory poem prefixed to some work, I have
forgot which.

b. pron. = What A. 1, 6. Also (OE. and occas.

later) -Who. Obs. exc. as a humorous substitute

for what.
971 Blickt. Horn, 169 Hwylc aeteowde eow to fleonne frain

Son toweardan Codes erre? c 1290 St, Brendan 569 in
S. Eng, Leg. 235 Man mai i-seo }wuch it is to ;yuen obur
mannes bing with W0113. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon
MS. 240/738 AfTtur bis schaltou when ben W^uche ben be
comaundemens ten. C1400 Brut 22 {heading), How iiij

kynges curteisely helde al Uritaigne ; and whiche beth here
names. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Catech., Tell me how
many [commandment*] there bee... Tenne. Whiche be they?
a 1592 Ghf.f.nf. Jas. IV, 1. 657 Sike is the werld, but whilke
is he Isawe? 1599S11AKS. Much Ado 11. i. 107, 1 hauemanie
ill qualities? Bene. Which is one? Mar. I say my prayers
alowd. 1648 G. Sandys*s Par. Ps. cxiv. 9 Recoyling Seas,
which [ed. 1638 what] caus'd your dread ?

1848 Dickf.ns Dombey xxxviit, 'I want a so-and-so' he
says—some hard name or other. 'A which?' says the
Captain. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed ix, Who's inter,
fenng with which?

3. In limited sense, expressing a request for

selection from a definite number : What one (or
ones) of a (stated or implied) set of persons, things,
or alternatives. (The current use.) a. adj.
Sometimes, as in which way, indistinguishable from 2 a.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. vii. 9 Hwylc man is of eow ^yf
his sunu hyne bit hlafes sylst bu him stan? ci386Cuauci;r
Reeve*s T, 15$ Whilk way is he gten? c 1400 Destr. Troy
12659 Pen bai fraynet qwiche freke, bat schuld first enter.
x535 Coverdale 2 Kings iii. 8 Which waye wil wegovp?
1562 J. Hevwood Prov. $ Epigr. I iv, I know on which
syde my bread is buttred. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ix. 11
Neuer to vnfold to any one Which casket 'twas I chose.
1667 Milton P. L, iv. 73 Which way shall I flie? 1770
Foote Lame Lover 11, A wise man should well weigh winch
party to take for. 1882 Besant All Sorts xxi, Bound for
some American port— I forget which. 1916 T. R. Glover
The Jesus ofHut. iv. 70 When the question is asked, ' Was
Jesus the Messiah ? * the obvious reply is, ' Which Messiah ?

'

b. pron. (f occas., in dependent clause, with the.)
C9S<r*t~indisf. Gosf>. Matt, vi. 27 Quis autcm uestrum .,

huadc uutethce iurre? c 1000 Ags, Gosp. John xix. 24 Ne
slite we hy, ac uton hleotan hwylces ures heo sy. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 928 Among horn .. strif me mhte ise Woch
mest maisters were, a 1300 Cursor M. 15275 Ful wel i wat
bequilkoyowpe tresunhas puruaid. 13.. St, Alexius 207
(MS. Laud 108) Lauedi, I wille ful fayn, and I wiste wilk,
1402 Jack Upland 28 Frere, how many orders be in ertlic,
and which is the perfitest order? C14706W. .5- Gaw. 919
?uhilk that hanpynnit the lak, Couth na leid say ! 1526
indale John vin. 46 Which ofyou can rebuke me oflfsynnc?

1573-8° Tlssfr Husb. (1878) 77 In making or mending as
needeth thy ditch, get set to quick set it, learne cunningly
whitch. ZS99S11AKS.'Much Ado v. iv. 72 Which is Beatrice?
Beat. I answer to that name. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. ft

Commw. 2 Of these two I doe not know which to prefer. 1611
Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 94, I cannot tell, .for which of his
Vertues it was. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt, xiii. 21 Two
young Gentlemen were comparing their revenues together,
vying which of them were the best. 1791 Cowpkr Let. to W.
Bagot 18 Mar., Indisposed, .with gout or rheumatism, (for
it seems uncertain which). 1857 Ruskin Pot. Econ. Art
Addenda 191 note, The contest between them is not., which
shall get everything for himself. 1889 Stevenson Baltan.
trae in, But which is it to be? Fight or make friends?
4. adj. and pron. Repeated (in sense 3) : a. in
each of two (or more) separate clauses, usually
connected by a conj.
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. lix. 451 He us getacnode

39

for hwelcum dingum we sceolden ure godan weorc helan, S:

fur hwelcum we hi sceolden cyoan. c 1200 Ormin 471-2
Prestess..& daecncss..Shifftedenn hemm bitwenenn Whillc
here shollde serrfenn firrst, Whillc sibbenn i (>e temmple.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2562 Me nuste Woch was on ne woch
was ober. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) Prol. 17
To here, .whilk were foles, & whilk were wyse. 1575 Tur-
bkrv. Fauiconrie 159 To note the naturall disposition of his
Hawkes: as, whiche will flee bee'mg high.., and whiche
best, when she is kepte lowe, whiche will flee best when she
is set most sharpe and eager, and whyche contrary, and
whiche in a meane betweene both. 1849 Macallay Hist.
Eng. iii. I. 407 Which ballot boxes were to be green and
which red, which balls were to be of gold and which of
silver.. and a hundred more such trifles, were gravely con-
sidered. 1880 Shorthouse John Inglesant xxvii, Trying.

.

to make out., which was noble and which was groom.
b. in the same clause, in abbreviated expres-

sions, esp. which is which — which is the one and
which is the other ; so which goes xvith zvbich, etc.

;

also with another interrog., as who is to have which.
A jocular variant is contained in the phr. to tell tother

from which,
a 1300 Cursor M. 9290 Wel sal he cun knauquilk es quilk,

Fra the wick be god to sell. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
XH. iii. (Bodl. MS.), [>e fur.ste manere hawkes takeb onelich
here praie flemge briddes and be secunde manere haukes .

.

reesep on briddes b* settep one be grounde. And be briddes
knowib whiche is whiche. c 1412 Hocclkve Dc Reg.
Princ. 445 Som tyme, afer men myghten lordes knowe By
there array, from ober folke ; but now A man schal. .must-n
a long throwe Whiche is whiche. 1559 Aylmf.r Harborowe
K4, It was not to bee iudged by the greatnes or smalnes,
but which was whose. 1564 Harding Ahsw. Jewel 73 It

is hard to fynde which keye serueth which locke. 1582
N. T. (Rhem.) Mark xv, 24 Casting lottes vpon them, who
should take which. 1605 Shaks. Macb. m. iv. 127 What is

the night ? Almost at oddes with morning, which is which.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 41 r 4 There does not need any great
Discernment to judge which are which. 1849 C. Brontk
Shirley xxiii, Caroline, looking round, met a new Robert,
—the real Robert. ..' Well,' said he, ..'which is which?'
1881 Miss Braddon Asphodel xii, To see which went best
with which.

II. Exclamatory use.

f 5. adj. (in non-collective sing, followed by a)

:

= What B. 5 , 5 b. Obs.
c888 JElyred Boeth. xvi. §2 ?if je mi &esawan hwelce

mus baH ware hlaford ofer oore mys,. .mid hwelce hleahtrc
£e woldon bion astered. a 1175 [see A. 2 0]. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 19 Nima5 3eme..hwilche ^ife he us %efe\ a 1225
Ancr. R. 134 penc hwuch pinen he bolede. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 7237 Hii seye be sobnesse In wuch lecnerie & ober
sunne be prestes songe hor messe. c 1305 11,000 Virgins 62
in E. E. P. (1862) 67 Louerd, which a cumpaignye of clene
maidenes was bere. 1377 Langi.. P, PI. B. x. 27 Whiche
lordes beth bis shrewes ! C1386 Chaucer Frankl, T. 714 Lo
which a wyf was Alcestem. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1807 He
tellis quyche a tunne of tresoure he hauys. 1430 Pilgr.
Lyf Manhode in. v. (i860) 139 Harrow, which gret wood-
shipe is bis. c 1440 Jacob s Well 102 Lo, whiche a worschip
sche hadde, & whiche a ioye.

III. Relative uses. * as simple relative.

6. adj. The ordinary relative adj.

Formerly in Sc. with pi. inflexion -s, -is: see A. 2a. For
the construction with a prep., cf. 7 a.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 pesne mon ic habbe itaken to mine
a^ene bihofbe. Ma monna ic scolde bisettn swa, bi hulche
monna seiil drihten in his spelle ba he bus cweb [etc.],

c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 30 Lecherie, spusbreche,
Roberie, . .and alle obre euele deden, burch wyche binkes
man ofserueth bet fer of belle. 13. , Northern Passion 1309
(MS. Camb. Gg. I. 1) pe tre of Hf On woche [v.r. whilke] tre

|>at appil grewe. c 1400 Brut 229 His flesshe was restorede
a^ein,.. for whiche miracle be good man & his frendes louede
(iod and Seint Thomas. 1432,-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 101
The thrydde realme was of Estesex. .The kynges of whiche
place.. were obediente to other kynges. 1460 Capgbave
Chron. (Rolls) 166 He fond him ontretable.; for whech cause
the bischop cursid him. i526TindaleCW. iii. 6 Fomicacion,
vnclennes,. .and covetousnes. .: for which thyngessakes the
wrath of god falleth on the chyldren ofl* vnbeleve. 1585
Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 55 They are figures of Rhetorique
and Dialectique, quhilkis airtis I professe nocht. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 1, ii. 277 She did confine thee. .Into a clouen
Pyne, within which rift Imprison 'd, thou didst painefully re-

maine A dozen yeeres. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 71
It rain'd all Night and all Day,.. during which time the
Ship broke in pieces. 1800 Wordsw. Hart-Leap Well, The
monuments spoken of in the second Part of the following
Poem, which monuments do now exist as I have there
described them. 1831 Carlvle Sari. Res. 1. i, Concerning
which last, indeed. 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 883 A 5X4 ;

camera, .(which size is now the most popular).

7. pron. The ordinary relative pronoun intro-

ducing an additional statement about the ante-

cedent, the sense of the principal clause being
complete without the relative clause; thus some- I

times equivalent to 'and that (it, they, etc.) \
(Cf. That re/, pron. 2.)

In this and following senses formerly sometimes followed
by that (That conj. 6), occas. by as (cf. As adv. B. 27).

a. As obj. of a prep., which usually precedes
which, but occas. stands at the end of the clause.
If the prep, depends on some other word (e.g. a sb. or 1

numeral), that word (with any that qualify or govern it)

usuallystands immediately before the prep.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 11 Drihten him bi-tahte twa stanene

|

tables breode on hwulche godalmihti heofde iwriten ba
J

ten la^e. 13,. Cursor M. 0540 (G<>tt.) Ilk-an gaf he sub-
stance an,..Widuten quhylk on nan manere Miht he in

pes his kingriche a,eme. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. iii, A boke.

.

OflTquhich the name Is clepit..Boece. 1451 Paston Lett.
Suppt. (1901) 35 A letter, .qwych I send yow a copy of.

1590 Sprnser F. Q. l xi. 29 A springing well, From which
fast trickled forth a siluer flood. 1603 in Gage Hengrave

WHICH.
(1822) 32 One payer of little orgaynes w*h a board w h they
stand on. 1687 A. Lovrl/, tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 17 Our
Ship stuck a ground, with the noise of which, our Captain
awoke. 1716 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle (1768) 113 Their Beards
& Mustachoes. .which they take a particular Pride in the
Length or Largeness of. 1858 Carlvi.k pyedk. Gt. 11. vii,

I. 131 The Pope .. being held .. at a distance : the result
of which was what we see. 1893 Max Pemberton Iron
Pirate ii, A.. Scotsman, who earned the economy of his

race even to the extent of flesh, of which he was sparse.

b. As subject or object of a verb.
Formerly sometimes used where as is now idiomatic, as

in quot. 1688: cf. 10.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 16 In bis snare whilke bai hid swa.
1390 Gowek Con/. III. 132 His heibe propre is Rosmarine,
Which schapen is for his covine. c 1400 Cursor M. 25391
(Cott. Galba) pe blis of heuyn, Whilk seuyn vertuse vntill vs
wins, And als fordose seuyn dedly sins. 1485 Caxton Chas.
Gt. 193 Lche took an hors.. which ranne at al aduenture.
<ti55oRollandO/. Venus Prol. n Complexiounis. .Quhilkis
ar thir four : . . Phlegmatike . . Sanguineane . . Colerike .

.

Melancolie, Quhilkis of nature ar wonder different. 1552
Lvndksav Monarche 4373 Thisisane maruellous Monarche,
Quhilk hes power Imperiall Boith of the body and the
Saujl. a 1613 Bkkrewood Lang, .y Relig. (1622) 201 The
Italian, French, and Spanish: all which in a Larbnrous
word haue beene called Romanse. 1650 Filler Pisgah
I. xiiu 41 The He 1 rews measuring their land bya bow-shot,
. .which, .admits of variation. 1688 Hoi.mk Armoury in.

331/2 The Pitchfork (or Pikel, which we vulgarly call it).

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 4^, I spy'd a small Piece of
a Rope, which I wonder'd I did not see at first. 1825 T.
Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion fy Princ. x. III. 209 'And
so good night': saying which, he urbanely shook hands.
1872 Morlev Voltaire i. 3 Ideas. .whose forms were old..,
but which were full of seemingly inexhaustible novelty. 1875
Jevons Money xix. 246 The United States government
tried a similar experiment, which was soon discontinued.

C. Referring to a fact, circumstance, or statement.
1390 Gower Conf. 1. 12 To make pes betwen the kynges
..Which is the propre duete Belongende unto the presthode.
1516 in E. Lodge Illustr. (1838) I. 17 He would advise me
to get ine to some little house, with a few persons with me,
which I have done. 1521 in Essex Rev, XIII. 221 If she
[sc. the ship] come not well home, which God forfende.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen, IV, v. ii. 34 You must now speake Sir
Ionn Falstaffe faire, Which swimmes against your streame
of Quality. 1669 Boyle Contn. New Exper. 1. xxxiv. 118,
I order'd the Air to be let in very leisurely, upon which we
could plainly see [etc,]. 1699 Bentley Phal. xii. 320 The
last part of the Sentence not.. answering to the first ; which
is the proper definition of a Solctdsm. 1760 Sterne Tr.
Shandy III. xxiv, I dragged her after me, by means of which
she fell backwards soss against the bridge. 1787 J. Fea
Fish. Sc. HI. 31 We have no Methodists settled among>t
us, which isvtry fortunate. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Senti-
ment, Looking as amiable as they possibly could—which,
by the by, is not saying much for them. 1839 Ure Diet.
Arts 1076 Yellow rosin contains some water, which black
rosin does not. 1886 [E. H. Dering] In Light of20th Cent.
iv. 65 Observation, .only shows what is visible, which life in

not. 1914 'Ian Hay ' Knt. on Wheels xiii. §3 They con-
formed to the rules, ..observing the spirit rather than the
letter of the law. Which was just as well.

d. With a conjunction in the relative clause,

usually following zvhich, rarely preceding, arch.
In early use more frequently with pleonastic personal pro-

noun (see 14). For sylleptic uses see 15.

[1510 : see 13 b.] a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 214 b, To
conuey^ hym selfe into some other place, without delay,
which if he did they assured hym, y* he should haue neither
hurte nor damage, c 1643 Ld- Herbert Autobiog, (1824)

193 Oliver Herbert was forced to fly France, which, that he
might do the better, I paid the said fencer 200 crowns. 1752
Fielding Amelia 111. viii, The tears began to overflow

—

which, when he perceived, he stopt. 1796 Mrs. Inch-
bald Nature fy Art XL 11820) 29 Explanations followed all

these questions; but which .. require no recital here. 1835
Chatto Rambles Nort/tumbld. 106 A girl, .returning home
from milking.. saw many fairies gamboling in the fields, but
whichwere invisible to her companions. 1871 Ruskin Fors
Clav. iii. 14 It was not [then] esteemed of absolute necessity
to put agreements between Christians in writing ! Which if

it were not now, you know we might save a great deal of

money. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. iv. 76 Which when he
saw, thither full fast ran he.

e. Introducing a parenthetic qualifying clause in-

serted in the principal clause. (Cf. sense 11, quots.

'599> J 7i9-)

1560 Rolland Seven Sages (Hanii. Club) 50 He purposit,
quhilk was wors, My awin Lady.. to defors. 16x1 Beaum.
is: Fl, Maid's Trag. 111. ii, Are not you, Which is above all

joyes, my constant friend? 1640 E. Reynolds Passions
xvi. 174 Strange Sinnes too (which is the curiositie and cor-
ruption of Nature) are marvellous attractive. 1862 Ruskin
Unto this Last ii. 40 Primarily, which is very notable and
curious, I observe that men of business rarely know the
meaning of the word ' rich '. 188a Besant All Sorts vii,

When, which happened every day, they forgot their dis-

guises for a while, they talked quite freely.

8. Introducing a clause defining or restricting the

antecedent and thus completing the sense. Regu-
larly so used after the antecedent that (That dem.

pron. 6), or after a prep, (see b) ; in other cases the

more regular relative is thill (That ret. pron. 1).

In modern printing usually distinguished from 7 by the

absence of a comma before the relative (as in speech by the

absence of a pause).

iAtl which continued in literary use till c 185a

ciaso Gen.
<fr

A*.r. 170 So made god..Al erue, and wrim,

and wilde der, Qwel man mai sen on werlde her. £13x0
Cast. Love 1434 pe woundes . . Wjuche bat weoren on honden
and feet. C1400 Apot. Loll. 42 Man was maad to lord in

alle creaturis, and forfetid not bat wyche synnib not. 1598

B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. ii. (1601 Qfo.), That land or

nation best doth thriue, Which to smooth -fronted peace is

most procliue. x6«o Shaks. Temp. v. i. 204 It is you, that



WHICH.
haue chnlk'd forth the way Which brought VS hither. 16x1
Bible Gen. i. 7 God..diuided the waters, which were vnder
the firmament, from the waters, which were aboue the firma-
ment. 1619 in Males' Gold. Rem. 11. (1673) 125 This is all

which is done this week. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. hist. (1776)
II. 335 Repairing the destruction, which they must often

suffer, by their quick reproduction. 1824 L. Murray Engl,
Gram. (ed. 5) 1. 74 After all which can be done, to render
the definitions, .comprehensive and accurate. 1834 New-

|

.man Par* Serm. I. xix. 293 This is the patli which leads to

death. 1848 Pusky Paroch. Serm. I. iv. (1873) 71 All which
we are, except sin, He became.^ 1875 Jevons Money xx.

254 Let us suppose that there is a town which is able to

support two banks. 1918 Act 8 Geo, V c. 5 §4 (2), If any
person. .makes. .any statement which is false.

b. As obj. of a prep., which usually precedes

the relative as in 7 a.

c 1250 Kent. Serm. in 0. E. Misc. 31 Alle bo sennen burch
wiche me lies! bo luue of gode almichti. a 1300 Cursor M.
17288 + 74 pat friday was our leuedy day On wilk our lord

slayn was. £1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 17, 18 And of the

secte of which [>at he was born He kepte his lay to which
bat he was sworn, c 1450 Merlin ii. 32, I moste go in to

that contre ffro whiche these be come to fecche me. 1663
Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. 11. (1911) 173 Many move
thinges which the controuersy of the Lord is against. 1700

Congreve Way of World 11. iii, The Guilt with which yon
wou'd asperse me, 1830 Macaulay Ess., Moore's Life
Byron (1843) I. 336 They wrote concerning things the

thought of which set their hearts on fire. 1839 De la Heche
Rep. Geol. Cornw., etc. xiv. 459 A bar upon which the sea

breaks occurs at the entrance of the Kingsbridge estuary.

^1 c. In anacoluthic construction, as in That
rel. pron. 8. rare.

1719 Law Serious C. ix, Direct your common actions to

that end which they did.

9. Used of persons. Now only dial, except in

speaking of people in a body, the ordinary word
being who (objective whom) or (in sense b) that.

a. Introducing an additional statement, as in 7 :

thus sometimes =» * and he (they, etc.) '.

a i$oq E.E. Psalter c.\\\'[\]- 3 Traiste never, .in men sones,

in whilk hele es nane. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 94 Hire
freendes whiche bat knewe hir heuy thoght Conforten hire.

— Shipman"s T. 153 Yow which I haue loued specially.

1447 BOKEHHAif Seyntys, Caecilia 201 Lord Jhesu Cryst,

wych al thyng knowyst. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 65 The
holy man whiche had pitee of his neuew, sorufull he yede
into his chapell. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxvi.

547 Charlemagn toke a messager whiche he seme to rey-

nawde. 1526 Tindale / Cor. xv. 57 Thankes be vnto God,
whych hath geven vs victory. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer,

Matins 2nd Collect, O God, which art author of peace,

and louer of concorde. 1610 Shaks. Temp.i. ii. 342, 1 am. all

the Subiects that you haue, Which first was min owne King.

1692 O. Walker Grk. fy Rom. Hist. II. 310 He had nine

Wives, all which he cast off successively. 1703 Moxon Meek.
Exerc. 254 The Master-Bricklayer, or else his Foreman
(which ought to be an ingenious Workman). 0:1774 Goldsm.
tr. Scarrons Com. Rom. (1775) I. 200 A couple of women.,
one of which., leaned on the other's shoulder. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxxiv, Had been told it herself by Mrs. Mudberry
which kept a mangle, and Mrs. IJunkin which clear-starched.

1899 Seribner's Mag. XXV. 114/1 His mother had ten

children, of which he was the oldest.

b. Introducing a defining clause, as in 8.

1338 R. Prunne Chron. (1810) 224 Whan bei were inowe,

on whilk be'i mot afie. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. F9S1 If ther

be a confessour to which he may shriuen hym. 1483 Acta
Audit, in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 106 Because he

mariit without his consent "quhilk is his ourlord. 1526

Tindale Matt. v. 10 Blessed are they which suffre

persecucion for rightewesnes sake. .31548 Hai.l Chron.,

Hen. IV 28 b, Entendyng to be rcuenged on them whiche

he sought for. 1600 Surflet Country Farm VI. xxii. 803

The reader which a carefull of his health, may learne to

make choise of such wine. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 215

Euery one heares that, which can distinguish sound, a 1703

Burkitt On N. T. Luke iv. 24 That Minister which prosti-

tutes his Authority, frustrates the end of his Ministry. 1774

J. Bryant Mythol. I. p. xiv, Those people which, I term
Amonians. 1836 Jas. Grant Random Recoil. Ho. Lords x.

224 Dugald Stewart, one of the greatest men which Scotland

has produced. 1841 Alison Hist. Eur. IX. lxix. 202 The
wounded, which were carried past.., never failed to salute

the Emperor. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 9 July 2/2 He is on the

high road to get all the men for which he has asked.

C. Still regularly used of a person in reference

to character, function, or the like, in which case

the sense is really 7 or 8.

1645 Howell Twelve Treat. (1661) 233 The subject of this

Discours were more proper to One of the long-Robe, which

I am not. 1797 Bi». Watson Apol. Christ, yi (ed. 6) 180 He put

two maid servants, which were called ministers, to the torture.

1842 Borrow Bible in Spain (1843) II. x. 208 He was by no

means the profound philologist which the notary had

represented him to be. 1855 Newman Callista xii. 108 He
was not quite the craven . . which she thought him.

10. Rarely used after an antecedent to which the

ordinary correlative is as. a. after same: *=That

rel. pron. 4. "b. after so or such : often equivalent

to 'that it (he, etc.)'.

1340, etc. isee Same A. 1 a]. C1386 [see Such B. 12].

1550 Veron Godly Sayings Ep. Ded. (1846) 10 Who is so

dul,. .whiche. .would not be moued too thankefulnes? 1596

'L. Piot' Silvayn's Orator 401 No man ought to bind

himselfe vnto such couenants which hee cannot, .accomplish.

1605 Camden Rem., Names 45 Barvch, Hcbr. the same

which Bennet, blessed. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 326

A kind of wilde horsse which hath homes like a Hart, and

therefore I take it to bee thesame which is called Hypellaphus.

1709, 1888 [see Such B. 12]. 1802-12 Bentham Ration.

Judic. Erid. (1827) V. 321 There is not any argument so

absurd, which is not daily received.

** as compound relative (or with ellipsis of ante-

cedent).

40

+ 11. pron. That which, one which, something

that: = What C. I, 3a; also of a person, One
who

;
pi. Those which or who. Obs,

c 1205 Lay. 2167 Al Albanakes folc folden i-scohten Buten
while fat ber at-wond burh wode bune. CX430 SyrGener.
(Roxb.) 88^7 He dremed of you which him affrayed. £1470
Hrnry Wallace xi. 321 Na men he tuk hot quhilk he

hydderbrocht. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Johnvn. 31

Should he do greater thynges then whiche this man doeth?

1579 Fulke Heskius' Pari. 105 They interprete literally,

which the doctors did write figurattuely. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado iv. ii. 83, I am a wise fellow, and which is more, an
officer, and which is more, a housholder. 1643 Digges
Unlawf. Taking np Arms 8, I shall desire one thing

especially maybe remembred, as which hath ^reat influence

upon all cases. 1654 Z. Coke Logick 16 An ambiguous
word is which indistinctly signifieth things that in nature are

divers. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 75, I had the loose

Earth to carry out; and which was of more Importance,

I had the Cieling to prop up.

12. In generalized sense {adj. ox pron.), with or

without qualifying adv. {ever, so, etc.) : Any (per-

son or thing) that, whatever ; usually, now always,

with limitation of reference, as in 3 : = Which-
ever 1 ; also (with ever or soever) = Whichever 2.

OE. swahwile {swa), ME. hwilch..so, s<?(see W'hich-so),

north, quilk sum, were ultimately superseded by which ever,

soever (see Whichever, Whichsoever).
^890 Charter in O. E. Texts 451 Swa hwyle minra

feedienme-^a swa dret sio. 900-30 O. E. Chron. an. 755
(Parker MS.), \>aes cyninges hennas., bider union swa hwelc
swa bonne ?;earo wearb. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) exxxviifjj. 4

[3] Swahwylce da^a ic be dcorne ci^e. c 1220 Bestiary 5 in

0. E. Misc. 1 Bi wile weie so he wile, a 1225 Ancr. R. 8

O hwuche wise se heo euer wule. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls)

497 Brut bad corineus for to chese of ech contrei. .3wich.

.

him likede best, a 1300 Cursor M. 16373 Ask quilk sum yee

will haue. C1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) liii. 35 pabbesse..

oubir a-nobir nunne, wilke sam sho cumandis. i4°4~5 in

ActsParlt. Scot. (1874) Xll. 31 /i Thai person'is. .sail outhir

entire be kingis ward, .or thane dewoide be realmes. .quhilk

bat salbe seine maist expedient. 1523 Ld. Bernkrs Freiss.

1. cccxli. 217/2 Whiche of them y* euer should breake this

peace. .shoulde rynne in the sentence of the pope. 1545
Ravnalde Byrth Mankynde 134 Whiche of these wayes so

euer it cume it shall be very good to bathe the chylde. 1602

Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 13 My Vertue or my Plague, be it

either which. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Home ix, Nothing

but drought and dearth,. .Which way so-e're I look, I see.

16S7 Milton P. L. iv. 75 Which way I flie is Hell ; my self

am Hell. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (1698) 10 Which way
ever we take our measures, to me it seems evident [etc.].

1753 Johnson Adventurer No. 61 P 10 Which way soever

he turned his thoughts, impossibility and absurdity arose in

opposition. 1824 Scott St, Ronan's xvi, [He] lets a'things

about the manse gang whilk gate they will. 1844 S. R. Mait-

i.and Dark Ages xv. 243 The table was so large that, place

it which way they would, it could not be prevented^ from

shewing above water. 1877 Tennyson Harold II. ii. 141

But wherefore is the wind, Which way soever the vane-arrow

swing, Not ever fair for England ?

*** 13. The which, arch. a. as adj. = 6.

13. . Cursor /If, 9434 (Gott.) }>e first law wascald 'of kinde,*

. . pe tober has ' possitiue * to name ; pe whilk lawe was for-

bed Adam. Forto ete bat fruit. I447~8 J. Shillingford

Lett. (Camden 1871) 26 The whiche copies all y pray yow
avysely to over rede. 1526 Tindale Heb. x. 10 By the which

will we are sanctified. 1607 Topsell Four.f. Beasts 466

There was a lionesse which had whelpes in her den, the

which den was obserued by a Beare, the which Beare on

a day finding the den vnfortifled,..entred..and slew the

Lions whelpes. 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. note, Wks. (1842)

103/1 Finished copying August. .18201 the which copying

niakes ten times the toil of composing, a 1850 Rossetti

Dante % Circle 1. (1874) 98 Of the which thing I bethought

me to speak unto her.

b. as pron. (a) = 7.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 1127 Wo & wikkede paine, fe
whiche be heie god us haten. 1461 Paston Lett. U. 42

Desieryng to herre of 5our welfar and good prospcrite, the

gwyche [sic] I pray God encresse. 1510 in Leadam Set. Cases

Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 69 J f *he whiche shuld

contynewc.your seid Towne.. shall wexe empty. 1526

Tindale Gal. v. 21 The dedes of the flesshe. .off the which

I tell you before, as I have tolde you in tyme past.
_ 1590

Spenser F. Q. i. i. 36 Sweet slombring deaw, the which to

sleepc them biddes. x68a Bunyan Holy War iii. (1905) 209

He told too, the which I had almost forgot, how Diabolus

had put the Town of Mansoul into Arms. 1812 Cary Dante,

Parad. xxn. 146 [This world] o'er the which we stride So

fiercely. 1884 Tennyson Becket Pro!., He holp_ the King

to break down our castles, for the which I hate him.

(*) = 8.

a 1300 Cursor M. 146 How god b'lgan be law hym gyfe pe

quilk the Iuus in suld life. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx.

vii. 809, I told hym the peryls the which ben now fallen.

1526 Tindale Acts xxvi. 16 To make the. .a witnes both off

the thynges which thou hast sene and off tho thynges in the

which I will apere vnto the. 1611 Bible James ii. 7 Doe not

they blaspheme that worthy Name, by the which ye are

called 1 ...
fc. as compound relative : - 11. Also quali-

fied by soever : =12. Obs.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xx. u/2, I knowe y l the most

worthy .. knight of my realme shall acheue for me, the

whyche I coulde neuer attayne vnto. 15s* Robinson tr.

More's Utopia 1. (1895) 89 For there is no wave soproffytable

. . as the whiche hath a shewe and coloure of iustice. 1581 J

.

Bell Hatidon's Answ. Osor. 67 We follow not your fayth,

as the which we have tasted to bee.. most detestable. 1660

Heylin Hist. Quinquart. 11. 7 To put his hunting spear

amongst them, and the which of them soever should lay

hold upon it, should be. .drawn out of the water.

*|*d. Of persons: =9.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (t8io) 52 Emme be quene. .of be

whilk was born Alfred & Edward, c 1386 Chaucer Frankl.

T, 452 This Briton clerk hym asked of (elawes The whiche

WHICH
pat he had knowe in olde dawes. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
1. xviii, 64 Kynge Ryeiice of North walys the whiche was
a myghty man of men. £1500 Lancelot 184 The metire and
the cuning.. Quhilk I submyt to the correccioune Of yaim
the quhich thrft is discret & wys. 1567 Gude fy Godlie B.
(S.T.S.) 172 Geue Christ, the quhilk hes me redrest, Be on
my syde. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, 11. i. 78 There are other
Troians that yu dream'st not of, the which (for sport sake) are

content to doe the Profession some grace. 1606 G. W[oon-
cocke) Hist. Ivstine xxin. 85 He the which was Lord of
infinit riches to daie, was scarce maister of any to morrow.
**** Peculiar constructions, (See also 7 d, 8 c.)

14. (as pron. or adj.) With pleonastic personal

pronoun or equivalent in the latter part of the

relative clause, referring to the antecedent, which
thus serving merely to link the clauses together:

[a) with the pers. pron. (or the antecedent noun
repeated) as suhj. or obj. to a verb (principal or

subordinate) in the relative clause, which is usually

complex ; (b) with genitive of pers. pron. (or

equivalent, as thereof), which together with this

being equivalent to the genitive of the relative

{whose, of which) : cf. That 7 el. pron. 9.

(a) C1374 Chaucer Tr<ylus ii. 654 pis is he, which bat

myn vncle swereth he mot be ded. 1449 Paston Lett. I. 84
Yowr wurschupfull ustate, the whyche All myghte God
mayntayne hyt. 1481 Cov. Leet Bk. 493 Which yf it so be,

we haue gret cause of displeasure. 1526 Tindale John xxi.

25 There are also many other thynges which Jesus did, the

which yff they shulde be written every won, I suppose [etc.].

1589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie in. iv. (Arb.) 159 Ye finde

these words, penetrate, penetrable, iudignitie, which I can-

not see how we may spare them. 1655 Fui.lerCA. Hist.

ix. vi. § 27. 175 A Schedule containing his heresies, (which

what they were may be collected by that which ensueth*.

1690 Locke Govt. 11. v. §42 (1694) 196 Provisions.. which
how much they exceed the other in value, . . he will then see.

1726 Shelvocke I'oy. round World Pref. p. vii, Scandalous

!
and unjust Aspersions.. which, how far I deserve them,

1 I shall leave to the candid opinion of every unprejudiced

!
Reader. 1768 Stehne Sent. Journ. II. Fragment^ The
history of myself, which, I could not die in peace unless

I left it as a legacy to the world.
(b) c 1374 Chaucer Troytus 11. 318 J'e kynges dere sone, .

.

I

which alwey for to do wel is his wone. 1470-85 Malory
1 Arthur xvn. xi. 705 Ther is in this Castel a gentylwoman

whiche we and this castel is hers, c 1530 Ld. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 270 To do many thynges, the

,
whyche the hurte therof lyghteth on theyr owne neckes.

1622 Mabbe tr. Ale/nail's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 164 Take away
..mens credits, and estates.., which lies not afterwards in

their power to make restitution thereof. 1721 Bradley
Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 90 Bulbous-rooted Plants, which
when the Leaves of them decay, a new framed Root. .sup-

plies their Loss.

U b. Hence, in vulgar use, without any ante-
' cedent, as a mere connective or introductory particle.

1723 Swift Mary the Cook-Mar'd"s Let. 13 Which, and I

I

am sure I have been his servant four years since October,

j
And he never call'd me worse than sweetheart, drunk or

sober. 1862 Thackeray Philip xvi, 'That noble young
fellow', says my general.. .Which noble his conduct I own
it has been. 1870 Bret Harte Truthful James, Answ. to

\
Let. viii, Which I have a small favor to ask you, As concerns

! a bull-pup, which the same,—If the duty would not overtask

you,—You would please to procure for me, game. 1905

\
Paity Chron. 21 Oct. 4/7 If anything 'appens to you—
which God be between you and 'arm— I'll look after the kids.

U 15. In sylleptic construction, e. g. as obj. of

two different verbs, or of a prep, and a verb, or as

obj. of one verb and subj. of another ;
giving the

effect of ellipsis of a personal pronoun {it, them).

1687 Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 238 Dr.Dolbein. .did read
1 much of his sermon before the king . . which the king telling

' him of, he never after did. a 1697 Horneck Gt. Law
Consid. v. (1702) 302 To see me roll Sisyphus his Stone,

which when I have brought to such a pitch, rolls down
again. 1741 Johnson's Debates (1787) I. 350 A quality..

1 which, if we could obtain, would add nothing to our honour.

1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1S11) II. 271

They still retained an authority over his mind, at which,

though his pride revolted, his understanding could not

I conquer. 1818 H. F. Clinton Lit. Rem. (1854) 24 These

\
were works which, though I often inspected, I did not

accurately study.

16. Preceded by and. a. in regular construction,

and connecting two relative clauses, or an adjectival

phrase and a relative clause, qualifying the same sb.

1579-80 North Plutarch, J. Csesar (1595) 771 An army
vnuincible, & which they could not possibly withstand. 1668

Dryden Dram. Poesy Ess. 1900 I. 78 We have many plays

of ours as regular as any of theirs, and which, besides, have

more variety of plot and characters. 1779 JohnsonZ. P.,

Addison (1868) 225 Two books yet celebrated, .for purity and

elegance, and which, if they are now less read, are neglected

only because [etc.]. 1804-6 Syd. Smith Mor. Philos. (1850)

284 The habit of contradicting, into which young_men..are

apt to fall ; and which is a habit extremely injurious to the

powers of the understanding. 1810 Southey Ess. (1832) I.

40 The subject.. was one of great difficulty and which re-

quired very serious consideration. 1876 Ruskin Tors Clav.

lxx. VI. 315 If the dog have the good fortune to find a

master, he has a possession, .better than bones j and which,

indeed! he will . . leave, not his meat only, but his life for.

Ti b. in erroneous or illogical use, either and or

which being superfluous.

x6o6 G. WIoodcocke] Hist. Ivstine etc. LI 3, Galeaze..

who had conquered a great part of Italy, and which inheri-

tance discended to his Nephews. 1608 Topsell Serpents

288 His forefeet being like hands, are forked and twisted

very strong, & with which it fighteth and taketh his prey.

X748 G. White in Jrnl. Sacred 7.77.(1863) July 299 For the

proper return to virtue and Good-works is Honour, &
Love; this is their Due, and which ought to be rendered to
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them l>y all people. 1796 Mrs. Inchbald Nature <$• Art
x\i.(i82o) 42 The dean had just published a pamphlet in his

own name, and in which that of his friend the bishop was
only mentioned with thanks for hints. 1848 W.Templeton
Locomot. Eng. (ed. 2) 71 A recent occurrence, .seems. .to

have established the fact of steam being highly charged
with electricity, and which may,, be the means of increasing
our knowledge [etc.]. 1861 Dasent Bwnt Njal I. p. lviii,

Every temple must contain a ring of at least two ounces in

weight, and which the priest was to bear on his arm.

Which(ch)e, var. Whitch Obs., chest.

Whichever (hwit/,e*v3.i), a. and pron. [Oiig.

two words, Which and Ever adv. 8 e.]

1. As compound relative : Any or either (of a

definite set of persons or things, expressed or im-
plied) that . . . ; that one (or those) who or which
(with implication that it is unknown or undeter-

mined which), f Formerly also without restriction

to a definite set : = Whatever 2.

Often following, and in apposition with, a pair or set of
alternatives connected by or; the construction is then app.
identical with that in 2, but is really different, and dis-

tinguished by intonation.

1388 Wvclif Ps. i. 3 Alle thingis which euere [frsl vers.

what euere] he schal do schulen haue prusperite. 1418 in

Engl. Gilds 445 pat the bretheren and susteren.. merely chese
on Alderman and Maistres, ..qwicheuer [hemjthinketh most
best, c 1449 Pecock Kefir. 1. xix. 112 He..al!owith which
euer of thilk weies and meenis be take. 1754 in Nairne
Peerage Eyld. (1874) 48 Upon their attaining their respective
agesof eighteen years compleat or their being lawfully
married whichever of these events should first happen. 1802
Maria Edgeworth Moral 'P., Forester xi, At a walk, trot,

or gallop, whichever you please. 1844 Ald. Smith Adv.
Air, Ledbury xlii, They were. .permitted to go whichever
way they chose. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton x. 145 To
dinner—or supper, whichever it ought to be called. 1011
Act

t
1 ff 2 Geo. V c. 46 § 16 (1) Copyright shall subsist

during the life of the author who first dies and for a term of
fifty years after his death, or during the life of the author
who dies last, whichever period is the longer.

2. Introducing a qualifying dependent clause:

Whether one or another (of a definite set) ; no
matter which.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. it. xvii. § 3 Which-ever [ed. 1714

Whichsoever] of these he takes, and how often soever he
doubles.. it, he finds [etc.]. 1704 Swift Batt. Bks. Misc.
(1711)226 Both Sides hang out their Trophies too, which
ever comes by the worst. 1769 Junius Lett, xxiii. (1788)

135 Whichever way he flies, the Hue and Cry of the country
pursues him. 1847 De Quincey Joan ofArc Wks. 1890 V.
390 On whichever side of the border chance had thrown
Joanna, the same love to France would have been nurtured.
1856 Merivale Rom. Emp. xlii. V. 29 To whichever of the
two camps, .he should repair, his own jealous nature feared
to awaken the jealousy of the other. 188a Besast All Sorts
xxviii, In politics you are used as the counters of a game...
You get nothing, whichever side is in.

f Whrch-like, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Which +

Like a., after such-like.] Of which kind.
1641 Sanderson Scrmons(i68i) II. 4 By long accustoming

themselves to which-like outward observances, they had
almost lost the vigor and soul of true religion.

Whixli-so, pron, arch. [ = Which and So adv.

17 d.] + a. Whoever, whatever, b. Whichever.
c 1230 Ifali Meid. 26 Hwuch-se wule beon of be lut of his

leoueste freoncL Ibid. 45 Beo he cangun o5er crupel, beo
heJ1wucI1.se he eauerbeo. 1297 R.Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 771 He is

kni^tes echone, Vor coust binome him, bote an vif men one,
Wuche so hii were to serui him. a 1325 MS. Razvl. B.520
If. 31 Wuchesoauinden ber ofgulti, a sullen punissenhoem,
1890 W. Morris in Engl. Illttstr. Mag. June 695 Let the
Hoary One. .carry me to life or death, which-so he will.

Wnichsoie'ver, pron. arch. [f. Which: see

SOEVER.]
1. m Whichever i.

c 14S0 Godst<nu Reg. 532 To the said AHsaundre and molde
his wyf and to ther heires or ther assignes or whoin-so-euer
or which-so-euer and whau-so-euer he wolde yeve bequeth
selle or assigne hit. 1795 Washington Let. Writ. 1892
XIII. 65 To go to whichsoever [side] their interest, con-
venience, or inclination, might prompt them, a 1843 South ky
Cid n. xiv, Saying that to whichsoever Cod should give the
victory, to him also would he give up the kingdom. 186a
Johns Brit. Birds 235 Hunting.. for whichsoever article of
their diet happens to be in season.

2. = Whichever 2.

a 1533 Ld. Bernkks Ifuon xxi. 64 Whiche so eucr way ye
take, it shall not be without me. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New
Invent, f9, [The] Proposal of an obvious.. Remedy to the
said Evil, to whichsoever of the supposed Causes the same
should be found imputable. 1714 [see quot. i6oos.v.Which-
evek 2]. 1769 Robertson Chas. V x. II I. 248 Whichsoever
of these authors an intelligent person takes for his guide,.,
he must discover (etc.], 1828 Scott Tales 0/ Grandfather
Ser.i.(ed. 6)11. 274 Towhichsoever he might attach himself,
he was sure to become an object of hatred and suspicion
to the other. 1853 Dickens Reflr. Pieces, Noble Savage,
Yielding to whichsoever of these agreeable eccentricities.'he
is a savage. 1853 — Bleak Ho. x^With whichsoever of the
many tongues of Rumour this frothy report originated, it.

.

never reached., the ears of young Snagsby.

t Whiok, v. Obs. rare. [Imitative] intr. To
squeak, as a pig.
a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais m. xiii. 107 The .. whicking

of Pigs, gushing of Hogs.
Whick(e, etc. : see Quick, eta
Whicker (hwi-ksi), v. dial, and U. S. Also

9 wicker, whecker, whihher. [Imitative. Cf.
nicker, snicker, andMHG. wiheren (G.wiehern).]
1. intr. To utter a half-suppressed laugh; to

snigger, titter.

a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 2S4 Having never seen the
You X,

like done before, he fell a whickering. C1730 Haynes
Dorset. Voc. in N. <* Q. 6th Ser. (1S83) VIII. 45/2 To
whicker, to laugh. 1808 Jamieson*, Whihher, ..to titter.

1891 Hardy Less 1, The green-spangled fairies that
' whickered ' at you as you passed.

2. Of a horse : To whinny ; also of a sheep or
goat, to bleat, of a dog, to whine, etc.

1808 Jamieson, Wkikher. .to wicker, to neiqh or whinny.
1823 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng., To Whecker, . .to nei.^h.

1888 Elwortiiy IK Somerset Word-bk. s. v. If'ickery. 1893
Kipling Many Invent. 215 The mare whickered. 1912
Maseheld Widmv in ByeSt.vi. xxxii,The wall- top grasses
whickered in the breeze.

So Whi/cker sb., a snigger ; a whinny.
1882 ffar/ers Afag. June 53 The whicker of old Molly at

the foot of the lane, and the answer of the colt in the lot.

1909 *0. Henry ' Roads of Destiny ix, Through the intense
silence, he heard the whicker of a horse.

Whid (hwid', sb. 1 Forms: 6 whydd, 7- wind,
9 Sc. whud. [Origin uncertain. That it is a dial,

variant of OK. cwide speech (otherwise not repre-

sented in the language) is possible, but the absence
of parallels is a serious objection. The sense-de-

velopment is remarkably similar to that of Yed.]
1. A word. (Usually in//.) Thieves'1 cant.

1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 84 To cutte bene whydds, to
speake or gene good wordes, to cutte quyre whyddes, to

gene euell wordes or euell language. Ibid. 86 Stowe your
bene, cofe, and cut benat whydds. 1673 R- Head Canting

I Acad. 49 lie wary. Stow your whids. 1728 [Dm Foe]
Street Robberies Consider'd 34 Plant the Whids, take Care
what you say. 1821 Scott Kcuilw. x, The swaggering

1 vein will not pass here, you must cut boon whids. 1861
Reahe Cloister fy If. lv, I pray Heaven thou mayest prove

;

to paint better than thou cuttest whids.

2. A lie, fib, falsehood ; an exaggerated story. Sc.

1791 Burns Death ty Dr. Hornbook i, Ev'n Ministers, they

I

hae been kenn'd, ..A rousing whid, at times, to vend, And
I nail't wi'Sciipture. 1863M. I)ods Early Lett.(\gio)23o Your
1 7rp(oroi> }J/evSo<;, i.e. Your fundamental whid. 1894 Crockett

I

Raiders xtvi, Kennedy thinks no more o' tellin' a whud (lie)

than o' slappin' a cleg that nips him on the hench bane.

3. A dispute, quarrel, dial.

1847 Halliwell, Whid, a dispute ; a quarrel. East.

Whid (hwid), sb? Sc. Forms : 6 quhyd, 8-9

;
whid, whud. [? a. ON. hvi6a squall = OK. hwifa1\

+ 1. A squall, blast of wind. Obs.

1590 Burel in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems 11. (1709) 24 The
wind, with mony quhyd, Maist bitterly thair blew.

2. A quick noiseless movement, esp. of a hare.

In or wV a ivhid, in a trice.

1719 Ramsay 2nd Anszu. to Hamilton i, Wf a Whid, .

.

She'll rin red-wood. 1785BURNS To lV.S*****nx'u, Jinkin
hares, in amorous whids. 1788 R. Galloway Glasgow Fair
11. vi, He lent a blow at Jonny'seye, That rais'd it, in a whid.

Whid (hwid), vA Sc. Also whud. [f.WHin
\
sby\ intr. To talk cant ; to lie, fib. Chiefly in

vbl.sb. and//"/. a.

18*3 Ecan Grose's Diet. Vulgar 7\, Whidding, talking
cant. Scotch cant. 1881 Walford Dick Nethcrby v, Afair-
farrend, whuddin' youngster, 1891 *H. Haliburton ' Ochil
Idylls 00 Whiddin s an airt.

Whid (hwid), z/.2 Sc, Also 9 whud. [f. Whid
sb.2] intr. To move nimbly without noise.

c 1730 Ramsay 1st Ansiv. to Somerville 94 You range
' After the fox or whidding hare. 1790 Burns Elegy on
1
Capt. M // vi, Ye maukins whiddin thro* the glade.

1
18 16 Scott Bl. Dwarj"iii, Ye see yon other light that's gaun
whiddin' back and forrit.

Whidah, whydah (hwida). [Name ofa town
in Dahomey, West Africa. Whidah bird is an
alteration of Widow-bird, q.v., due to association

i
with this as one of the habitats of these birds.]

1. In full whidah-birdy etc. : = Widow-bird.
1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 1. 178 Whidah

Blunting). .. Rather less than a Hedge Sparrow. Ibid.,

note, Whidah Bird. 187a Livingstone Last Jr/tls. 19 June
I

(1874) II, vii. 199 The young whydah birds crouch closely
together at night for neat. Ibid., Whydahs, though full

J

fledged, still gladly take a feed from their dam. 1896 G. E.
1 Huklley For. Finches 273 The Whydahs. .form a natural
i
group of Finches, nearly allied to the Weavers.
2. Whidaw goat,a West-African species of goat,

I

Capra reversa. W. thrash,Photidauges leucogaster.

1781 Pennant Hist. Quadrup. I. 57 Goat .. Whidaw.
Capra reversa. ..From Judaor Whidaw, in Africa. A small
kind: the horns short, smooth, and turn a little forwards.

1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 1. 58 Whidah Thr[ush],
Size of a Lark, or rather less : ..the plumage in general is

violet, excepting the belly, which is white. .. Inhabits the
kingdom of Whidah, in Africa.

Whiddelynge, obs. f. Whitling.
Whidder : see Whether, Whither sb. and v.

Whiddle (hwi-d'l), v. slang. Also 8 whidle,
whidel, widdle. [? f. Whid sby\ intr. a. To
divulge a secret, turn informer, * peach', b. See
quot. 1725. Hence WM'ddler.
c 1661 Marq. Argyle's Last Will in Hart. Misc. (1746)

VIII. 28/1, I understand., he hath made so large a Progress
in Discovering, that he can pay it now to himself—The
Devil was in me to suffer such a pitiful Fellow to whiddle
before me. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Whiddler, a
Peacher (or rather Impeacher) of his Gang. 1715 New Cant.
Dict.

t
To Whiddle, to enter into a Parley, to compound

with, or take off by a Bribe. 1756 J. Cox Narr. Thief-
takers 66 The Prisoner.. then swore he wished he had cut
off his Head, for then he would not have whidelled again.

1781 G. Parker View Soc. 11. 133 About Darkey {/. e. twi-

light], or when Oliver don't widdle [footn. The Moon not
up]. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. s. v., Don't you whiddle
about so and so, that is, don't mention it.

"Whider, Whie, Whieale, whiel, Whiet,
Whieu, whiew, Whife : see Whither, Quey,
Why, Wheel, Quiet, White, Whew, Wife.
Whiff (hwif ), sb.l Also 6-7 whiffe, 8-9 whif.

[? Partly an alteration of ME. Weffe ( = offensive

odour or taste, vapour, hoisted signal), partly a new
onomatopoeic formation. The senses are in part

identical with those of Waff sb. and Waft sb. 1
]

I. L A slight puff or gust of wind, a breath.

1591 Syi.vestek Dh Bartas 1. iv. 334 The \Vinde. .Whirls
with a whiff the sails of swelling clout. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
11. ii. 495 With the whiffe and winde of his fell Sword, Th'
vnnerued Father fals. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

195 Their ensignes.. Waue to and fro with whiffes of wind.
1786 in Mine. D'Arblay's Diary 6 Oct., A whiff [of wind]
from the King's stairs, enough to blow you half a mile off!

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxix, Give her a whiff of fresh air

with the bellows, Charley.

b. trans/, and fig. A ' breath ', 'blast', 'burst'.

1644 Milton Areop. 24 That the whiffe of every new
pamphlet should stagger them out of thir catechism. 1649
— Eikon, xxvii. 222 Deny'd and repuls'd by the single whiffe

of a negative. 1766 Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. ii, A whiff of
military pride had puffed out his shirt at the wrist. 1817
Byron Beppo liii, They had their little differences, too;
Those jealous whiffs, which never any change meant, 1851
Brimley Ess., ll'ordsw. (1858) 174 The Quarterly Review.,
issued a mild whiff of qualified approval. 1878 Hardy Ret.
Native v. ix, There seemed to be not a whiff of life left in

either of the bodies. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. xx, This
little whiff of temper seemed to cool Silver down, 1912
Times Lit. Sufpl. 13 June 241/1 Factories . , brought with
them the first whiff of cotton-spinning democracy.

c. A slight attack, * touch'; =Waff sb. 3 b.

1837 Carlyle New Lett. (1904) I. 58, I have twice had
flying whiffs of cold.

2. An inhalation of tobacco-smoke ; smoke so

inhaled ; in early use also, + the * taking ' of to-

bacco, smoking {to take the whiff, to smoke).

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hunt. Dram, pers., His
chiefe exercises are taking the Whiffe, squiring a Cocairice,

and making priuy searches for Imparters. Ibid. in. i, Sog.

. .Doe you professe these sleights in Tabacco? ..Punt. But
you cannot bring him to the Whiffe so soone? 1600 Mar-
ston, etc. Jack Drums Entert. 1. (1601) B 3, lust like a
whiffe of Tabacco, no sooner in at the mouth, but out at the

nose. 1603-37 Breton Poste with Packet Lett. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 35/2 Tobacco is like to grow a great com-
moditie, for there is not an Ostler nor a Tapster, but will be
at his whiffe or two. 1607 Walkington Optic Glass ix. 54

! Tobacco, .must needs be very pernicious in regard of the

immoderate & too ordinary whiffe. 1690 J. Stevens Jml.
(1912) 139 Seven or eight will gather to the smoking of a
pipe and each taking two or three whiffs gives it to his

I neighbour, a 1718 Prior Epigr., Frank carves very ill,

i Four Pipes after Dinner he constantly smokes ; And seasons

his Whifs with impertinent Jokes. 1742 Fielding J.
Andrews iv. xvi, Gaffer Andrews, .complained bitterly that

he wanted his pipe, not having had a whiff that morning.
181a Heyne Tracts on India (1814) 392 The Malays, .roll a
little tobacco m a small piece of plantain leaf, ..and after it

is lighted, take only a few whifs, and throw the rest away.
1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge i, He had taken his pipe from
his lips, after a very long whiff to keep it alight. 1886 G. R.
Sims Ring 0' Bells Prol. 1 He took a couple of whiffs at his

long churchwarden.

f b. A sip or draught of liquor. Obs.

1605 Tryall Chev. in. i. Ej b, I had but a whiffe or two;
for I was passing dry. 1624 Bp. Hall True Peacemaker
Wks. (1625) 539 In beds of lust, chests of Mammon,
whiffes and draughts of intoxication. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. vi, 31, I will yet go drink one whiffe more [orig.

encores qitelque veguade].

3. A wave or waft of (usually unsavoury) odour.
1668 R. L'Estrange Vis.Quev. (1708) 137 The Poysonous

Whiffs she sends from her Toes and Arm-Pits. 1731 Swift
Strephon fy Chloc 12 No noisom Whiffs or sweaty Streams
..Could from her taintless body flow. 1774 Burke Sp.
Amer. Tax. Wks. 1842 I. 172 To whom a single whiff of

incense withheld gave much greater pain, than he received
delight in the clouds of it. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 460. A
whiff Of stale debauch. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. v, 'I hat

whiff of russia leather, too, and all those rows on rows of

volumes, neatly ranged within. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton
xiii. 1 8a A whiff of honeysuckle was borne to us as we passed.

1884 Mrs. C. Praed Zero i, Is not the very name Monte
Carlo like a whiff of some intoxicating draught?

b. fig. Flavour, savour.
187a Morlev Voltaire vii. 321 Apologising for some whiffs

of orthodoxy which Voltaire scented. 1895 Rashuall
Univ. Eur. II. 514 note, There is a whiff of the Renaissance
about the very words of the Statute.

4. A puff of smoke or vapour, esp. of tobacco-

smoke.
1714 Addison Sped. No. 568 Pi, I lighted it at a little wax

candle, .and, after having thrown in two or three whiffs among
them, sat down. 175a Lady's Curiosity 10 He.. knocks you
down with a whiff, or a f— , if you ask for an argument. 1839

Longf. Wreck ofHesperus 19 The skipper he blew a whirl

from his pipe. 1875 Howells Foregone Conclus. vii, The.

.

heaven, in whose vast blue depths hung light whiffs of

pinkish cloud.

b. trans/. A cigarette or small cigar.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 60 Cheroot Maker. ..

Whiff Maker. 1896 Daily News 9 Mar. 5/4 The popular

form of these daintily-got-up cigarettes is a whiff of about

two inches in length.

6. A puffing or whistling sound, as of a puff or

gust of wind through a small opening ; a short or

gentle whistle ; hence freq. = Whew (also as int.).

171a Arbuthnot John Bull iv. i, Nic.pull'd out a Boat-

swain's Whistle; upon the first Whiff, the Tradesmen came
jumping into the Room. «8a8 Lvtton Pelham xxxii[i],Sir

Willoughby..made..no other reply than a long whiff, and
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a 'Well, Russelton, dash my wig.. but you're a queer fellow.'

1847 Tennyson Princess Concl. 58 But yonder, whiff ! there

comes a sudden heat. 1854 R- S. Surtees Handley Cr.

be, Now we read the ' Hercules ' on the engine, and anon it

pulls up with a whiff, a puff, and a whistle, 1869 Lowell
Cathedral 74 Sunshine, whose quick charm .. wiled the

bluebird to his whiff of song. 1876 Bristowf. Theory fy

Pract. Med. (1878) 387 A like whiff or blowing sound follows

each sonorous expiratory shock of cough.

b. A discharge of shot or explosive.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vn, vii, Six years ago, this

Whiff of Grapeshot was promised. 1870 Routledgers Ev.
Boy's Ann. Feb. 90 He might clear the gangway for the

boarders with a * whiff' of this terrible projectile [i.e. grape-

shot]. 1915 'Ian Hay' First Hundred Thou. 11. xviii. 251

A whiff o' shrapnel,

6. In a whiff', in a short time, in a jiffy, dial.

1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss, s. v., In a whiff, in a short

time. 1888 Lippincotfs Mag: Apr. 454 All this passed

through his mind in a whiff.

II. 7. A flag hoisted ns a signal.

Cf. Waff so. 1 b, Waft sd.i 6, Waif sb* 2, Weffe,
Whiffler 2

3, Whift si\ 2.

1693 Lvdb Retaking Ship 20, I took a Sash from one of

them,., and put it out for a Whiff. 1832 Markyat N.
Forster xlviii, The stranger .. hoisted a whiff, half-mast

down.

III. 8. A light kind of outrigged boat for one

sculler, used on the Thames.
1859 Guardian 13 Apr. 331/1 The accidental upsetting of

a pleasure-boat, called a 'whiff', on the river CherwelL

1875 H. R. Robertson Life Upper Thames 209 A funny is

an open, out-rigged sculling-boat, having stem and stern

alike, the keel falling away in a sloping curve from either

end. A whiff resembles a funny in every point, except that

the stern is upright, and not sloped away as the bows are.

1880 Daily Neivs 2 Mar. 5/1 Every Etonian who has passed

an examination in swimming may boat, .in skiffs or whiffs,

gigs and outriggers. 1910 Encyd. Brit. IV, 100/1 Whiff.

Length. 20' to 23'. Beam, 1' .4" to 1' 6". ..Whiff Gigs.

19' to 20'. 2' 8'' to 2' 10",

Whiff, sb.% [?Same word as prec] A name
for various flat-fishes or flounders, as the sail-fluke

or mary-sole, Rhombus megastoma^ the smear-dab,

Pleuronectes microcephalics.

I 7 I3 Jago in Ray's Synopsis Piscium 163 Passer Cornu-

biensis asper, magno oris hiatu. A Whiff. 1836 Yarrell
Brit. Fishes II. 251 The Whiff. The Carter, Cornwall.

1867 Smyth Sailor's JVord-bh., Whiff, the Rhombus car.

dirta, a passable fish of the pleuronect genus. 1873 T. Gill
Catal. Fishes E. Coast N. Anier. 17 Citharichthys micro-

stomus. ..Whiff.

Whiff, vA [(. Whiff si.1 ]

1. intr. To blow with a whiff or slight blast;

to move with or make the sound of this. Chiefly

in vii. si. and ppl. a.

1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as I. ii. 545 When through their

green houghs whiffing winds do whirl With wanton puffs

their waving locks to curl. 1608 Ibid. II. iv. Schism 620 A
sudden whirl-winde, with a whiffing Fire. Ibid., Decay 652

The whiffing flashes of this Sword so quick. 1645 Z. Boyd
Ilo'y Sengs i.i Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 12/2 Their head

on neck could not abide, off chop't with whiffing Steele. 1851

Walshe Dis. Lungs 93 The character of the murmurs is

hollow, whiffing, and moderately metallic. 1866 J. Mac-
gregor Rob Roy on Baltic x, The whiffing of the strong

wings of the wild goose. 1890 Daily News 12 Dec. 3/1 A
raw and biting breeze whiffing about his grey hairs.

b. trans. To utter with a whiff or puff of air.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy VIII. xxvi, Then whiffing out a
sentimental heigh ho ! 1889 'Mark Twain' Yankee Crt.

K. Arth. xxvi, They crossed themselves, and whiffed out

a protective prayer or two.

2. trans. To drive or carry by or as by a whiff;

to puff or blow away, etc.

1601 W. Percy Cuckqiicanes St Cuck. Err. 1. ii. (Roxb.)

n, I take him by the sleeue,.. bid him looke to himself,

Then round as a Jugler's boxe, whiffe his vpper vestment,

and away. Ibid. I. iii. 16 Neither keene knife, nor yet

Thumbe, May whiff him by slit or by numbe. 1615 Syl.

vestf.r Job Triumph. II. 395 How oft, as Straw before the

winde, are They, And as' the Chaff with Tempest whift

away? 1620 B. Jonson Neivsfrom New IKorMWks. (1641)

42 The smoake took him and whift him up into the Moone.

1657 Farindon Serm. v. 108 That joy which is., raised as a

Meteor out ofdung and is whiffed up and down by everywind

and breath. 1812 W.TENNANT/irt*firr.rV.|l. xii, John Frost..

Whiff'd off the clouds that the pure blue conceal'd. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. v. ii, And then his 'sincere attach-

ment ', how was it scornfully whiffed aside ! Ibid, vi, A
rabble to be whiffed with grapeshot. 1916 Blackw. Mag.
Jan. 59/1 Troops would not always remain in the open to

be whiffed out of existence by shrapnel.

b. intr. To move with or as with a puff of air.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. xvi. 105 The Index hath

whiffed round all the points of the Compass. 1889 Steven,

son Master ofBallantrac ii, I have sought to stay myself.

.

against what looked to be a solid trunk, and the whole thing

has whiffed away at my touch like a sheet of paper.

3. trans. To puff out tobacco-smoke from a

pipe, etc. ; hence, to smoke. (With the smoke or

the pipe, etc. as object.) h\%ofig.
1616 R.C. Times' Whistle v. 2218 Every ..skip-iacke now

will have his pipe of smoke, And whiff it bravely till hee's

like to choke. 1617 Brathwait Sol. Jov. Dispitt. eic. 171

These smokers ofour Age; they whiffe me [Time] out in fume.

1628 Mad Franks Robin Good/. (Percy Soc) 34 She whift

her pipe, she drunke her can. 1646 Quarles Judgem. *
Mercy Medit. 16 What pleasure tak'st thou in that breath,

which draws and whiffs perpetuall fears? 1756 Mrs. Calder-

wood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland CI.) 166 He put his pipe

in the cheek next him, and whifed it in his face. 1859 Mere-

dith R. Fevcrelxxn, Richard, .found him furtively whiffing

tobacco. 1867 Good Cheer 7 These formal toasts, .having

been all drunk, the men whiffed their pipes.

42

b. aisol. or intr.

1602 Dekker Satirom. C4b, Morrow, Captaine Tucca,

will you whiffe this morning? 1639 Junius StnStigrnalized

269 They are bound.. to be pownng in at their mouths, or

whiffing out at their noses. 1713 Tyldesley Diary (1873)

88, I found honest Tho. Barton very harty and ffree, but the

2 Wadsworths only whiffed. 1714 tr. JoulePs Jrnl. Voy.

Mexico (1719) 148 Then they made us all smoke round, and
every oneof them whiff'd in his Turn. 1862 H. A. Kennedv
Waifs iy Strays 205 Luxuriously whiffing away at my after-

breakfast cheroot.

f 4. trans. To imbibe, drink (liquor). Also^.
1609 Dekker Gulfs Horn-bk. iv. 18 Hee . . that would striue

to fashion his legges to his silke stockins, and his proud gate

to his broad garters, let him whiffe downe these observations.

1650 Trapp Comm. Num. vi. 20 The most generous wine in

Lovain and Paris, is known by the name of vinum^ iheo.

logicum : the divines (those Sorbonists) do so whiffe it off.

a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in. xvii. 141 She whiffed off a .

.

good Draught.

5. To inhale, sniff; also intr. to smell, sniff.

1635 Quarles Embl. iv. vii. (1718) 213 Let us both retire,

And whiff the dainties of the fragrant field. 1646— Sheph.

Oracles x. Wks. (Grosart) III. 231/1 Which like a Sun in

this our Orbe, Whiffes up the Belgick fumes. 1854 R. S.

Surtees Handley Cr. Wax, The pack .. now whiffing with

curious nose round the hollies, and now trying up the rides.

Mod. (slang). What a horrid smell ! Can't you whiff it ?

b. intr. To emit nn unpleasant odour, slang.

1899 Kipling Stalky iii. 79 Then she'll whiff. Golly, how
she'll whiff 1

Hence Wlti ffing vii. si.1 (also attrii.) and ppl. a.

;

also Whiffer, one who whiffs.

1591-1866 [see sense i). £1614 Tobacco-whiffer [see

Tobacco 3]. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 435 The Alehouse is

their Church.., their singing of Psalmes the whiffing of

Tobacco. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 191 Opening his

tobacco-box, soon commenced his whiffing operation.

Whiff, V? Angling. [Perhaps same as prec]

intr. To angle for mackerel, etc. from a swiftly,

moving boat with a hand-line towing the bait near

the surface. Hence ~Whi-mngvii.si. 2 (a\so attrii.).

1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 172 Hand-line fishing for

Pollacks is called whiffing. 1863 Johns Home Walks 164

We generally threw out our whiffing lines as we cruised

about. 1886 Globe 22 July 3/1 When you ' whiff" at Scilly,

you whiff for pollack.

Whiffet (hwi-fet). U.S. Also whifflt, wififet.

[? f. Whiff si. 1 + -et.]

1. (Also whiffet dog.) A small dog.

1801 Olio (Philad.) 41 (Thornton) Who heeds the Whiffit's

bark, when tempests howl ? 1879 J.
Burroughs Locusts <$•

Wild Honey 30 The king-bird will worry the hawk as a

whiffet dog will worry a bear.

2. trans/. An insignificant person ; a whipper-

snapper, colloq. (Cf. Whifling.)
1839 Congress. Globe Jan., App. 105/3 There was not a

Whig whiffet in the country but could ask [etc.]. 1876

Whitman Specimen Days 1 Sept., Writ. 1902 IV. 157 This

gusty.teinper'd little whiffet, man. 1883 L. A. Lambert
Notes on Ingersoll xxii. 200 We hold ourselves responsible

to him, and to all the glib little whiffets of his shallow school.

p-The sense 'a little whiff or puff' given in Webster 1S64

is not authenticated.

Whiffle (hwi-f'l), si. [f. Whiff siA + -le.]

f 1. Something light or insignificant ; a trifle.

1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 253 Such a childish trifle or

sleight whiffle.

2. An act of whiffling; a slight blast of air; a

veering round.
1842 in Gosse Birds Jamaica (1847) 366 At first two or

three whiffles make darkened tracks on ihe glassy waters.

1870 Miss Alcott Good Wives xxi, Amy keeps me pointing

due west most of the time, with only an occasional whiffle

round to the south. 1909 Begbie Cage x, The whiffle in the

air grew more distinct.

Whiffle (hwi-f '1), vA Also 6 wyffle, 7 whifle.

[f. Whiff vA + -LE. Cf. Flem. weyfelen ' vacil-

lare' (Kilian).]

1. intr. To blow in puffs or slight gusts ; hence,

to veer or shift alout (of the wind ; hence, of a

ship). Often fig. or in fig. context : To vacillate,

to be variable or evasive. Now chiefly dial.

1568 [see Whiffling ppl. a} 1]. 1671 R. Bohun Wind s6

Near mountainous Islands, or shoares, they [so. winds]

whiffle up and down, and shift from one point of the Com-
passe to another. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 413 The Wind had

been whiffling about from one part of the Compass to another.

1699 Ibid. II. in. 61 If the Winds also whiffle about to the

South. 1737 Ozell Rabelais III. xxxv. 236 note, A Man
who is continually turning and whiffling about to all the

Points of the Compass. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) L "55

Were we to give a full latitude to sympathy, we should

whiffle about with every wind. 1801 Spirit Fubl. Jrnls.

IX. 370 She yaws and whiffles about like a weathercock.

j$izLexs\xt Anster F.w. liv, The whizzing wind., whiffl-

ing through the wooden tubes so small. 1840 [Lady Bury]

Hist. Flirt xii, They whiffle about like a weathercock. 1854

Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. s.v., The wind whiffles

about so. 1881 Nation ( N.Y.) XXXII. 400 Who like a

manly man, will not whiffle, or quibble, or evade. 1903 I'

.

Harrison in Westm. Gaz. 24 Nov. 1/3 If he finally whiffle

round to tax foreign food.

2. trans. To blow or drive with or as with a puff

of air. Often^.
1641 Trapp Thiol. Theol. viii. 335 Whiffled and tossed too

and fro with every wind of doctrine. 1655 tr. Sorel's Com.

Hist. Francion iv. 3, I so whiffled him on the face with my
Torch [orig. je lui passe lejlambeau par devant le lies]

that I burned off allinost all his beard. 1660 S. Fisher

Rusticus ad Acad. Wks. (1679) 152 Like men in a Ship that

are whiffled up and down in a troubled Sea. 1664 H. More
F.xpos. 7 Epist. ix. 163 Such as would whiffle away all these

WHIFFLEB.
Truths by resolving them into a mere moral Allegoric 1684

Howe Redeemer's Tears Pref.
t
Swollen with the conceit,

that they have whiffled Christianity away, quite off the

stage, with their profane breath. 1817 Maria Edgeworth
Ormond xxvi, No easy dupe, to be whiffled off and on, the

sport ofacoquette. 1843 Miall in Nonconf. III. 225 The
world is not destined to be whiffled out of its own inde-

pendent reason by a handful of priests and statesmen.

b. Jig. To dismiss by evasion ; to say or state

evasively.

1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol. Suppl. 227 This he whiffles

off slightly, that 'tis a Parabol. 1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke

43 He whiffles, those were the Jewish Ceremonies.

3. intr. To move lightly as if blown by a puff of

air ; to flicker or flutter as if stirred by the wind.

Often/?'.
1662 H ibbert Body Div. 11. 26 Anyanabaptistical humorist,

who hath a company of phanatique toyes whiffling about his

understanding, a 1680 Glanvill Sadducismus II. (1726)

452 A mind that useth to whiffle up and down in the levities

of fancy. <zi774 Harte Poems, Eulogius S46 Just as

int'rest whiffled on his mind, HeAnatolians left.orThracians

join'd. 1817 J. Gilchrist Intel!. Patrim. 14S Better chirp

with the cricket, or chatter with the sparrow, than whiffle

round this eternal monotony of futility. 1818 Hazlitt

Engl. Comic Writers viii. (1907) 216 He whiffles about the

stage with considerable volubility. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood
St. Martin's Eve xvi, Suddenly the flame inside began to

whiffle. 1870 Julie P. Smith Widow Goldsmith's Dau.

xxxvii, She would whiffle and whirl up and down like a

withered leaf.

4. intr. To talk idly ; to trifle, dial. (See also

Whiffling///, a. 1 3.)

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Whiffle,to trick one out of

a thing, to stand trifling. 1847 Halliwell, Whiffle, to talk

idly. North.

5. intr. To make a light whistling sound ; trans.

to utter with such a sound.

1832 Eraser's Mag. VI. 262 The two strangers whiffled

and hissed together, in an unknown very rapid tongue. 1863

Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xvii. 448 Master Silence

whiffling his scraps of ballads. 1893 Daily News 13 I eb.

6/1 Where a keen cold olast whiffles and blusters about the

black and sullen monsters. 1909 Ibid. 14 Sept. 3 When a

bear comes ' whiffling' about your snow hut. 1915 Glasgoiu

Herald 9 Aug. 8 Shells flew ' whiffling ' over our heads.

•f 6. a. trans. To smoke (tobacco), b. aisol.

To drink. Obs. (Cf. Whiff vA 3, 4.)

1683 Tryon Way to Health 165 The constant and com-

nion whiffling it \sc. tobacco], a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais

111. Prol. 15 Those . . importunate sots who . .
constrain an

easy, good-natured fellow to whiffle, quaff, carouse [orig.

trinquer, voire caros et allnz].

Hence Whi'ffling vii. sil
a 1677 Barrow Serm. v. Wks. 1687 I. 65 Such as are.,

versatile whifflings and dodgings. 1681 J. Scott Chr. Life

iv. 367 Too much whifling up and down in the little levities

of Fancy. 1692 L'Estrange Josephus, Antiq. vn. ix. Wks.

(1702) 203 In her Course, upon the whifling of the Air, a

snagged Bough of a Tree took hold of his Hair. 1866

Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's Eve xvi, The whiffling of the

flame was remedied now. 1882 ' F. Anstey' Vice l> ersaxv,

This infernal whiffling and sniffing, sir, I will not put up with.

Whiffle, v.% nonce-wd. [Back-formation I.

Whiffler 1.] intr. To act as a whiffler.

1857 Borrow Romany Rye App. viii, Nobody can use his

fists without being taught the use of them,.. no more than

any one can 'whiffle' without being taught by a master of

the art. The last of the whifflers hanged himself about a

fortnight ago .. there being no demand for whiffling since

the discontinuation of Guildhall banquets;., let any one

take up the old chap's sword and try to whiffle.

Whifflegig, a. colloq. Trifling, 'whiffling'.

Also Whi-ffmagig = Whiffler 2 2.

1830 H. Lee Mem. Manager I. i. 10 Not one of your puny

punsters, or .. whiffle-gig word-snappers. 1871 Meredith

//. Richmond liv, Plenty of foreign whiffmagigs are to be

found, but you won't come upon a fellow like that.

Whiffler 1 (hwiflai). Ois. exc. Hist. Forms:

6 viffleux, wyrller, wyff-, wiffeler, wyfler,

weffler, 6-7 wiffler, whiffeler, 6-8 wirier-, 7

whyfler, 7-8 whifler, 6- whiffler. [f. Wifle

javelin, axe + -eb 1
; the spelling with wh is prob.

due to association with 'Whiff and Whiffle v. 1
]

One of a body of attendants armed with a javelin,

battle-axe, sword, or staff, and wearing a chain,

employed to keep the way clear for a procession

or at some public spectacle.

Whifflers formed a regular part of the Corporation proces-

sion at Norwich till 1835; they were employed also on

n Sept. 1848, when the then Duke of Cambridge attended

the triennial musical festival.

15,9 in Archaeologia XXXII. 33 The chamberlayn &
councellors of the cytye, & the aldermens deputyes whiche

were assigned to be wyffelers on horsebacke, were all yn

cotes of whytedamaske..w t great chaynes abowte theyre

necks, & propre javilyns or battle axes yn theyre handes. .

.

The wyffelers on fote were iiij. C propre lyght persones

apparellyd yn whyte sylke or buffe jerkyns every man

havyng a slaugh sworde or a javelyn to kepe the people yn

araye, w' chaynes abowte theyre necks. 1544 m Kymer

Foedera (1719) XV. 53 [At the King's departure from Calais]

Furst, the Drommes and Viffleurs, then the Trompets, then

[etc.]. 1544 in Lett, f, Papers Hen. VIII, XIX. 11. 305 Ihe

captain of the Spaniards, .asketh allowance for the wages

of himself, his petty captain, his standard bearer, drum, hie,

wirier, surgeon and priest. 1556 J. Heywood Spider S,!'.

lii. v. Drums, fiffes, flags, and wiflers. 1560-1 in Old Lily

Ace. Bk. (Arctueol. Jrnl. XLIII), Payde for uj staves flor

wefflers. 1509 Shaks. Hen. V v. Chorus 12 The deep,

mouth'd Sea, Which like a mightie Whiffler 'fore the King,

Seemes to prepare his way. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, a.

xiii 50 They.. were. .scornefull toward particulars, wmen
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tbeir manner was to vse . . as . . Sargeants and Wifflers .

.

to make way. .for their opinions. 1618 Up. Hai.l Right-
eous Mammon Wks. (1625) 701 Some vaine whiffler, that

is proud of a borrowed chainc. 1641 Milton Animadi:
iv. 30 His fbrmer transition was in the faire about the

Jugglers, now he is at the Pageants among the Whifflers.

a 1658 Cleveland Poems, etc. (1677) 112 First as a Whifler
before the show enter Stamford, one that trod the Stage
with the first, travers'd his ground, made a Leg and Exit.

1707 E. Ward Hud. Rcdiv. vi. II. 23 The Colours that

their Whifflers wear, And diffrent Ensigns that they bear.

X712 Addison SJ>ect. No. 536 p 5 Our fine young Ladies ..

retain in their Service. .as great a Number as they can of
supernumerary .. Fellows, which they use like Whiflers.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Whifflers, men who makewayfor
the corporation of Norwich, by flourishing their swords.

b. trans/. A swaggerer, braggadocio.
1581 J. Bell //addon's Ansiv. Gsor. 113 Vet another

place of S. Paule out of the whiche this wylde wiffler may
rushe upon us with his leaden dagger. 1607 Dekker &
Webster Northw. Hoe 11. i, Your right whiffler. .hangs
himselfe in Saint Martins, and not in Cheape-side. 1644
Featley Levites Scourge To Rdr., They fight.. rather like

whifflers with vizards on their faces. 1881 Shorthouse
yohn /nglesant ix, A motley company of mummers,
masquers, fantastic phantoms, whifflers, thieves, rufflers.

1889 ' Q ' Splendid Spur xiii, The crew of gipsies, whifflers,

mountebanks, fortune-tellers.

U The sense 'piper, fifer' found in Diets, from
Kersey's ed. of Phillips (1706) onwards is baseless.

Whiffler S(Jiwi*fei). [f. Whiffle v. 1 + -eh I.]

+ 1. A smoker of tobacco. Obs. (Cf. Whiffek.)
1617 Middleton & Rowley Fair Quarrel iv. i, How

likest thou this, whiffler? 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump.
117 So may we allow Vesuvius and Etna to smoke, without
conceding that privilege to every puny whiffler.

2. A trifler ; an insignificant or contemptible
fellow (cf. Whiffling ppL a.i 3) ; also, a shifty or
evasive person.

1659 Lady Alimony v. iv, Such Whifflers are below my
scorn, and beneath my spite. 1675 Covel in Early Voy.
Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 279 Here are every year abundance of
Whiflers in those scraps of learning. 1678 H. More in
Glanvill Sadducismus Postscript (1681) 45 O the impudent
profaneness .. of perverse shufflers and whifflers. (11745
Swift Public Absurd. Fug. Wks. 1841 II. 311/1 It is a
common topic ofsatire, which you will hear., from the mouths
..of every whiffler in office. 1809-u Maria Edgeworth
Absentee iv, He was not a whiffler to stand upon ceremony
about disturbing a gentleman in his last moments. 1866 J.
Martineau Ess. I. 187 These metaphysical whifflers draw
no blood. 1896 Advance (Chicago) 25 June 935/2 [Giving
the Gospel message] requires single«mindedness; no whiffler

can succeed.

f3. A flat;. Obs. rare. (Cf. Whtff sbj- 7.)
1759 Durand Mem. Capt. Thurot (Percy Soc.) 28 The

commodore and second vessel carried white whifflers or
pendants forward.

4. The whistlewing or golden-eye duck, Clangula
glaucion. local U. S.

1888 G. Trumbull Names ofBirds 79.

Whifflery (.hwrffori). nonce-wd. [f. prec. : see

-eby.] Action characteristic of a whiffler; trifling.

1835 Carlyle in Froude T. C. (1884 1 I. 60 Life is no
frivolity, or hypothetical coquetry or whifflery.

Whiffletree, U. S. variant of Whippletree.
1853 Gristed in Cambr. Ess. 65 Whiffle-tree, the invariable

American for splinter-bar. 1868 Pep. O'.S. Comm. Agric.
(1869) 256 A boy can lead a horse, with a suitable chain
attached to the whiffletree. 1896 Century Mag. Nov. 23
With trace-chains rattling and whiffletrees snapping over
the stumps of trees.

Whiffling, vbl. sb. [f. Whiffl(er i + -ing l.]

The action of a whiffler in clearing the way ; also

altrib. or as ppL /r., used by, or acting as, a whiffler.

1618 in J. Nichol! Comp. Ironm. (1866) 183 For 14 doz. of
whiffling stavesand 1 doz. of truncheons. .2 It. 5J. od. 1675
V. At.soi* Anti-Sozzo iit. § 2. 156 These whiffling Slanders
do but make way for the Show. 1683 [J. Norms] Murnival
of Knaves 16 The Rabbles Darling, small Birch-rod Of
Loya lty, a Whirling Blade.

Whiffling (hwi-flirj), ppi. a* [f. Whiffle *,1

+ -ING 2
.]

1. That whiffles; blowing, or blown, in light puffs;

moving lightly as if driven by gusts of wind.
1568 T. Howell ,4 r£. ^4wf7/r (1879)68 Vphoyst bywyffllng

windes. 1660 Ingf.lo Bentiv.
<J-

Ur. 11. (1682) 205 The
whiffling dust which flits in the faces of Travellers. 1685
Wood Life (O. H.S.) III. 135 No raine fell from the 26 Jan.
_.., only a little whiffling snow. 1713 Rowe jane Shore iv.

i, Like a dry leaf, an idle straw, a feather, The Sport of
every whiffing Blast that blows. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy
VII. xvj, Those whiffling vexations which come puffing
across a man's canvas. 1800 Hlhdis Fav. Village 32 The
whiffling breeze., among the bents. 1845 S. Icdd Margaret
xvii, Where the whiffling winds had left trie earth nearly
bare [of snow],

b. Making or characterized by a light whistling

sound.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. iv, Some whiffling husky cachin-

nation. 1911 Galsworthy Patrician xix, Rain, which the
wind drove horizontally with a cold whiffling murmur.
2. Inconstant, shifting; evasive.
a 1680 Butler Rem, (1759) II. iog This puts him upon

perpetual Apologies.. in a Kind of whiffling Strain. 1741
Watts Improv. Mind ix. (1801) 79 A person of a whiffling
and unsteady turn of mind, who cannot keep close to a point
of controversy, but wanders from it perpetually. 1800 Asiat.
Ann, Reg., Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 130/1 That it should be got
rid of by the whiffling way ofan adjournment. 1818 Hazlitt
Pol. Ess. (1819) 343 A whiffling turncoat. 1835 W. Irving
Tour Prairies iv, Hee had . . a whiffling double voice,
shifting abruptly from a treble to a thorough-bass. 1856
Emerson Engl. Traits viii. 143 The national temper, in the

civil history, is not flashy or whiffling. 1914 Contcmp. Rev.
Sept. 323 The whiffling and unsteady frame of mind of the

Imperial workman.
3. Trifling, pettifogging, fiddling, fussy

;
(passing

into) paltry, insignificant, 'piffling'.

1613 Hoby Counter-snarle 3 Some vile blurr, and male*
uolous aspersion, from one or other her suborned Pandars
and whiffing agents. 1671 Crowne Juliana 1. 8 A pittiful

whiffling small-beer Duke. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1.

v. 847 A meer Whiffing, Evanid, and Phantrtstick thing.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 7. 3/1 Whiffling, Noisy Whelp
apace Darks. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) IV. 107 The
whiffling Gallants of the Inns of Court, Do hinder their

Studies certainly. 1817 Hazlitt Times Newsp. Wks. 1902
III. 171 The low, whiffling, contemptible gratification of
their literary jealousy. 1854 Miss Bakkr Northampt. Gloss.,

ll'hijling, slight, slender, insignificant. 'A little whiffling

fellow.' 1903 R. Bridges To a Socialist in Loud, m The
least petty whiffling ephemeral insect.

Hence Whi'fllingly adv., in a trifling manner.
1668 H. MoMZ>fr. Dial. II. 482 All the Articles of our

Faith.. might be most frivolously and whifflingly allegorized

into a mere. . Fable.

Whiffling, ppl.a. 2
: see Whiffling vbl.sk

"WhifFmagig: see Whifflegig.
Whiffy (hwi'fi), a. slang, [f. Whiff sb.1 +

-Y 1
.] Having an unpleasant smell.

1905 R. Marsh Spoiler(fMen xvii. 149 It [sc. his tobacco]

is a bit whiffy, ain't it?

t Whining. Obs. [f. Whiff sb. l + -ling.] An
insignificant creature. (Cf. Whiffler 2 2.)

1635GLAPTHOKNE Hollanders i, Hang him young whiffing,

h e know a Lady, pity of his life first.

Whift (hwift), sb. Obs. exc. dial. [var. of

Whiff sbA with excrescent -/.]

1. A whiff or slight blast of wind ; a snatch (of

song).
1614 Gorges Lucan v. 202 So haulng said, the surging

whifts The ship ten times together lifts, 1855 Browning
Fra Lippo Lippi 52 A sweep of lute-strings, laughs, and
whifts of song.

2. A small signal Hag. (Cf. Whiff sb± 7.)

1839 Beale Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale xii. 155 Two or

three small flags, called * whifts', which are inserted in the

dead whale, in case the boats should leave it in chase of

others. 1846 Young Naut. Diet. 359 Waft, Weft, or Whift,
a signal (most frequently for a boat) made by hoisting a
flag rolled up lengthways and bound together with a few
stops.

t Whift, a, Obs. rare. [f. Whiff v.1 (cf. sense

4) + -/ = -ED 2
.] Drunk, intoxicated.

i6ix Cotgr., Entrebeu, halfe drunke, almost whift.

Whig (hwig), sb. 1 Now Sc* and dial. Forms:
6 whyg(ge, 6-7 whigge, 6-7, 8-9 Sc. wig, 7, 9
Sc. whigg, 7, 8-9 Sc. wigg, 9 Sc* quhig, 6- whig.
[Of unascertained origin, but presumably related to

Whet. (The variation of whig and wig in Sc. is re-

markable.)] Variously applied to (a) sour milk or

cream, (b) whey, (c) buttermilk, (d) a beverage con-

sisting of whey fermented, and flavoured with herbs,

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 100 Lyvynge on mylke, whyg,
and whey. 1561 1J. Googe tr. Palingenius' Zodiac iv. H v,

My lusty gotes with kid they swel, ne want I whigge, nor
whay. 1589 [? Lylv] Pappe iv. Hatchet Wks. 1902 1 1 1. 406

Martins conscience hath a periwig; therefore to good men
he is more sower than wig. 1615 Mark ham Country
Conientm. 11. iv. 114 As for the Whey you maykeepe it also

in a sweet stone vessell : for it is that which is called Whigge,
and is an excellent coole drinke and a wholsome. 1633 Hart
Diet ofDiseased 11. xvii. 209 Sowre whey, .is in very great

request in the Northerne parts of this Hand, where it is

called ofsome whigge, and of others wigge. 1684IMKRITON]
Yorksh. Ale Gloss. 114 Whig is Clarified Whey, put up
with Herbs to drink. x688 Holme Armoury 11. 173/1
Thick Milk, Butter-milk made thick through the heat of

Summer, the bottom part falling to a Whigg. 1799 Statist.

Ace. Scot. XXI. 142 Cream, too long kept, and purified by
drawing off the thin part, or wig, for drink, was_ converted

into butter. 1834 Taii"s Mag. I. 736/1 Whig.. is the pro-

vincial name in the south-west of Scotland for that blue-and-

yellowish, thin sub-acid liquid which gathers on the surface

of whey or butter milk.

fig. 1661 Nedham Hist. Engl. Rcb. xlii, There lies the

Cream of all the Cause ; Religion is but Whig.

Whig (hwig), sb.2 and a. Forms : 7 whige,
whigh, whigue, Sc. uhig, uig, 7-8 wig(g, 8

quig, 7-9 whigg, 7- whig. [Origin unascer-

tained
;
prob. shortening of whiggamer, Whigga-

more ; the occurrence of sense 1 (if it belongs to

this word) some years before the date of the
* whiggamore raid ' points to the existence of whig
in a general sense before that event.

The supposition that this word is identical with Whig sb.*

(cf. the following quots.) has no historical foundation.

1717 De For Mem. Ch. Scot. in. (1844) 68/2 The word is

said to be taken from a mixt Drink the poor Men drank
in their Wanderings compos'd of Water and sour Milk.

1711 Wodrow Hist. Suff.Ch, Scot. 11. ii. I. 263 The poor
honest People, who were in Railery called Whiggs, from
a Kind of Milk they were forced to drink in their Wandrings
and Straits, a 1734 North Exam. n. v. § 10 (1740) 321
This [sc. the name Birmingham Protestants] held a con-

siderable Time ; but the word was not fluent enough for

hasty Repartee; and, after diverse Changes, the Lot fell

upon Whig, which was very significative, as well as ready,

being vernacular in Scotland, (from whence it was borrowed)
for corrupt and sour Whey. Immediately the Train took,

and, upon the first Touch of the Experiment, it run like wild

Fire, and became general. And so the Account of Tory was
ballanced, and soon began to run up a sharp Score on the

other Side.]

fl. A yokel, country bumpkin. Obs. rare.

c 1645 T, Tully Siege of Carlisle (1840) 3 And needs he
[sc. Leslie] would retreat to Newcastle, till great Barwise set

himself first into the water; and the rest, following him, so
frighted y« fresh water countrie whiggs, y l all of them
answered the Motto, vent, vidt\ fugi. C1655 J. Gwykne
Mil. Mem. Gt. Civil War n. (1822) 90 Most of them were no
souldiers, but countrey bumkins, there called Whigs.

2. An adherent of the Presbyterian cause in

Scotland in the seventeenth century ; applied orig.

to the Covenanters in the West of Scotland who in

1648 wrested the government from the Royalist

party and marched as rebels to Edinburgh; in

later years, to the extreme section of the Covenant-

ing party who were regarded as rebels. Hist.
1 By rigid Episcopalians, it is still given to Presbyterian^

in general ; and, in the West of S[cotland], even by the

latter, to those who, in a state of separation from the

established church, profess to adhere more strictly to Pres-

byterian principles ' (Jamieson, i£o8).

1657 in Jas. Campbell Balmerino (1867) 213 Having fallen

in among the Whigs of Kilmany. 1666 Nicoll Diary
(BannatyneClub)452 The General! [Dalyelljhavingmarched
towards the West, he took and killed sindrie persones,

callit The Whigs. 1666 Cal. State Papers, Dom. 1666-7

(1S64) 301 Now not one [sc. of the rebels] dares call himself

a Whig. 1667 Loud. Gaz. No. 121/1 We were informed
that the Whigs had privately in the night stollen down the

heads of 4 of the Rebels that were set up in Glasgow. 1679
Lauderdale Papers (Camden 1885J 111. 163 The Whiggs
horse and foot fell in pell, mell, upon the Dragoons. 1683
Claverhousb in Clavers, the Despot's Champion (1889) xii.

142, I am as sorry to see a man day, even a whigue, as any
of themselfs. 1684 Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.
1903) II. 196 The bearer wil tell you the kindness the

Whighs has for your lordship, which is no ill argument of

your lordship's zeal in the King's service, a 1699 Kirkton
Hist. Ch. Scot. (1817) 46 This was done at the Whiggs'
Road, as was called. 1708 in Brand Hist. Newc. (1789) I.

424 note, [In St. Andrew's Register, November 1708, this

burying-ground for dissenters is called] the Quigs buiing-

place. a 1715 Burnet Own Time 1. (1724) I. 43 Those in

the west [of .Scotland] come in the summer to buy at Lieth
the stores that come from the north : And from a word Whig-
gam, used in driving their horses all that drove were called

the Whiggamors.and shorter the Whiggs. 1875 tr. Rankers
Hist. Fug. xvi. ix. IV, 121 Doubtless, in Scotland also, the

republican tendencies appeared ; for instance, in October
16S0, the King and the Duke were excommunicated with

due form; .. These were, however, rather Anabaptist than
Presbyterian views; their adherents were indeed called

Whigs, but 'wild Whigs'. 1888 M. Morris Claverhouseix.

159 The men of the hill-sides and moorlands of the West, the

wild Western Whigs, who feared, .the name of Clavei house.

3. Applied to the Exclusioners (C1679) who
opposed the succession of James, Duke of York,

to the crown, on the ground of his being a Roman
Catholic. Hist. (Opposed to Toby A. 2.)

1679 Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 431 After the breaking out

of the popish plot several! of our scholars were tried and at

length were discovered to be whiggs, viz. ..Georg Reynell
of C. C. C, looked upon as alwayes a round-head. 1681

Lltirei.l Brief Pel. (1857) I. 124 The latter party have
been called by the former, whigs, fanaticks, covenantees,
bromigham protestants, &c. ; and the former are called by
the latter, tories, tantivies, Yorkists, high flown church men.
1682 Tories Confess, vi, What pimping Whig shall dare
comroule, or check the lawful) Heir. 1683 (J. NorrisJ
Murnival of Knaves 2 Whig and Tory. .The one of Cale-

donian Race, T'other has an Hibernian Face. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. II. 652 In 1678.. he closed with the Whiggs,
supposing that party would carry all before them, a 1734
[see etymology above], X827 Hallam Const. Hist. xii.

(1^76) II.439. I9°5 C. S. Terry Pcntland Rising^84 The.,
controversies which cleft the Whigs in 1679, to l^e paralysis

of serious military achievement, were absent in 1666.

b. fig. A rebel.

1682 Urvdf.s Another Epil. Dk. Guise 22 When Sighs and
Prayers their ladies cannot move, They rail, write Treason,
and turn Whigs to love.

4. Hence, from 16S9, an adherent of one of the

two great parliamentary and political parties in

England, and (at length) in Great Britain. (Op-
posed to Tory A. 3,)
Since the middle of the 19th century mostly superseded

(exc. as a historical term) by Liberal (see Liberal A. 5,

li. 1 b), but used occas. since then to express adherence to

j

moderate or antiquated Liberal principles.

1702 Clarendon's Hist. Rcb. I. I'ref. p. viii, We have lived

I . .to see the two great Parties, of late known by the Names
of Whig and Tory, directly change their ground. 1704 C.

i

Leslie 'The WolfStript 82 A Whigg is a State-Enthusiast,
as a Dissenter is an Ecclesiastical. 1713 Guardian No. 1.

,
r 4, I am, with relation to the government of the Church,

;
a Tory, with regard to the State, a Whig, a 1715 Huknet

i Oivn Time 1. {1724) I. 43 All that opposed the Court came
in contempt to be called Whiggs. 1741 Hume Ess., Parties

Gt. Brit. 131 A Whig may be defin'd to be a Lover of

i Liberty, tho without renouncing Monarchy; and a Friend
1 to the Settlement in the Protestant Line. 1778 Johnson
. 28 Apr. in Boswell, 'And I have always said, the first Whig
1 was the Devil.* Baswell. 'He certainly was, Sir. The

Devil was impatient of subordination.' 1791 Burkk (title)

An Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs, in consequence

of some late discussions in Parliament, relative to the

Reflections on the French Revolution. 1844 Disraeli

Contngsby vi. iii, 'I look upon an Orangeman, said

Coningsby, 'as a pure Whig.' 1852 Lr>. J. Russell in

i S. Walpole Life (1889) II. 156 »ote, The term Whig.,

has the convenience of expressing in one syllable what

1 Conservative Liberal expresses in seven ; and Whiggism, in

two syllables, means what Conservative Progress means in

I other six. 1883 Sat. Rev. 21 July 67/2 The Gladstonian

j

Moderate, the "Whig ' as he is locally called, has ceased to

have a reason for existence in Irish politics. 1911 B. Hol-
land Spencer Compton II. 129 Until this moment [1886J
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the word ( Whig* was still in common use to denote a con-
nection loosely bound together, the moderate Liberals, led
by the chiefs of certain families of long standing. Since
1886, the word has been used in a purely historical sense,
while ' Tory ' has still a living meaning.

6. Amer. Hist, a. An American colonist who
supported the American Revolution.
1768 AVw York Gaz. 14 Mar., (title of article} The

American Whig. 1768 Baton Gaz. 11 Apr. 3/1 On reading,
in the American Mercury, an advertisement of a weekly
paper to be published, under the title of A Whip for the
American Whig', I could not help falling into a train of
serious reflections, on the persecuting genius that inspires
the high flying Tory party, in the episcopal church. 1775
Thacher Mil. Jml. Amer. Rev. (1823) 12 The. .majority.

.

are united in resolution to oppose.. the wicked attempts of
the English Cabinet. This class of people have assumed
the appellation of Whigs, 1775 Johnson in Boswelt 21 Mar.,
When the Whigs of America are thus multiplied, let the
Princes of the earth tremble in their palaces. 1812 Ntles*
Weekly Reg. 6 June 240/1 A great battle is said to have
been fought about the 1st May, between the ' whigs ' of
Caracos and ' tories ' of Coro, the latter being aided by some
' regulars' from Porto Rico. 1884 A. Johnston Hist. Amer.
Pol. (ed. 2) 6 As soon as independence was announced, in

1776, to be the final object of the contest, the names Whig
and Tory lost, in America, whatever of British significance
they had ever possessed.

b. A member of a party formed in 1S34 from a
fusion of the National Republicans and other ele-

ments opposed to the Democrats; it favoured a
protective tariff and a strong national or central

government, and was succeeded in 1856 by the

Republican party. (See quot. 1905.)
1834 Niles' Weekly Reg. 12 Apr. 101/2 In New York and

Connecticut the term ' whigs • is now used by the opponents
of the administration when speaking of themselves, and they
call the 'Jackson men' by the offensive name of ' tories .

1839 Congress. Globe Jan., App. 105/1 In 1796,.. Whig, .was
synonymous with Democrat,, .or, in the Federal language
of the times, was fit for the common people ;.. but now for

political effect, the same party have taken the term Whig
to themselves. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commiv. if 1. liii. II. 340
The majesty and beneficent activity of the National govern,
merit..was generally in fact represented by the Federalists

of the first period, the Whigs of the second, the Republicans
of the third. 1905 A. Johnston's Amer. Pol. Hist. 1 1. 239
His [sc. James Watson Webb's] newspaper, the Courier and
Enquirer, had originally supported Jackson, and had been
driven into the opposition by the President's course. In
February, 1834, he baptized the new party with the name of
' Whig ', with the idea that the name implied resistance to

executive usurpation, to that of the Crown in England and
in the American Revolution, and to that of the President in

the United States of 1S34.

B. adj. That is a Whig ; of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of a Whig or Whigs : holding the

opinions or principles of a Whig.
1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 32 (1713) I. 20s

Oh there's a thick Disguise they say upon Affairs, and
unless you have a pair of Whig-spectacles, there's no seeing
through it. 1683 Dryden Vina. Dk. Guise 22 As for Knave,
and Sycophant, and Rascal, and Impudent, and Devil, and
old Serpent, .. I take them to be only names of Parties:
And cou'd return Murtherer and Cheat, and Whig-napper.
1683 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) I. 279 Commenting on
several proceedings of those called the whig party. X719
T. Gordon Char. Indep. Whig (ed. 2) 19 Let them not.,
give up Whig Boroughs into Jacobite Hands. 1732 P.
Walker Cargill in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) II. 100 They said
'Take up the old damn'd Whig-Hitch.' 1768 Boston Gaz.
2t Mar. 3/1 May the best of Heaven's Blessings ever attend
the Whig Cause. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, x, Free and safe

as a whig bailie on the causeway of his own borough, or
a canting presbyterian minister in his own pulpit. 1837 Syd.
Smith Let. A re/id. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 276/2 Lordjohn
Russell, the Whig leader. 1839 Whittier Pr. Wks.(i88g)ll.

323 The late Whig defeat in New York. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commiv. in. liii. II. 333 The other section, which called
itself at first the National Republican, ultimately the Whig
party. 1912 G. O. Trkvelyan Geo. Ill <y Fox I. 292 A rally-

ing point for the hardy Whig militiamen of the Carolinas.

C. Comb., as Whig-Radical sb. and adj. ; Whig'
defeating, -hunting adjs.

; + Whigland (tffo. slang)
f

the land of Whigs, esp. Scotland ; hence f "Whig-
lander, a native or inhabitant of ' Whigland \
1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 65 (1713) II.

152 A Cause-confounding, *Whig-defeating. .Dispensation.
1905 C. S. Tekky Pentland Rising 2 The familiar *Whig.
hunting duty of Claverhouse. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus
Ridens No. 45 (1713) II. 39 The Territories of *Whigg-
land. 1683 [j. Norris] Murnival 0/ Knaves 16 Patron of
all Dissenters, and The Demogorgon of Whigland. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Whig-land, Scotland. 1682
Ballad, Happy Ret. Old Dutch Miller i, I am so Zealous
for *Whiglanders Crew, I'l cure their Distempers with one
Turn or Two. 1820 J. Rickman Extr. Life $ Lett. 10 Feb.
215 The address of the Yorkshire *Whig Radicals.

Hence (mostly humorous or contemptuous nonce-

wds.) Wkiggurcliy (-ajki) [Gr. &pxh rule],

government by Whigs ; Whiggess, a female

Whig; "Whiggify v., trans, to make Whig or

whiggish (so Whiggification) ; Whiggissimi
[jocular f. with L. superl. ending], extreme or

absolute W7higs ; Whi'ggize v., intr. to act like a

Whig, play the Whig; Whiggological a., re-

lating to W7hig principles ; WM'glet, Whigling,
a small or petty Whig (also attrib.) ; Whigo - -

cracy [-cracy], government by Whigs; coner. a

body of Whig mlers ; Wnigsliip, the personality

or quality of a Whig; +Whi'gster [-STEli], a

contemptuous appellation for a Whig.

1712-13 Swift App. to Cond. Allies Wks. 1S41 I. 437/1
That they will not recognize any other government in Great

Britain but *Whiggarchy only. 1776 Pennsylvania Even.

Post 2 Jan. 3/2 A reasonable *Whiggess scorns all implicit

faith in the state as well as the church. 1839 Lady Lytton
Cheveley v, Whigesses always make their ' debut ' later than

other girls. 1832 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. Sept. 387 We
were all along against the *whiggification of the Tory System.

1682 f Philanax Misopappas ' Tory Plot 11. 3 If he preach up
nothing but Hell and Heaven, and a good Life, .. D - - - me,

says he, this Fellow's *Whiggefi'd. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XI.

364 They may aid. .in whiggifying some of the propositions

ofthegovernment. 1841 Tail's Mag. VIII. 484A whiggified

Radical is a jobber. 1723 Swift Let. to Sheridan 25 Sept.,

Because they are above suspicions, as *Whiggissimi and Un-
suspectissimi. 1832 J. Rickman Extr. Life $ Lett. 18 Apr.

294 Whigs, Whig^amores, Whiggissimi. 1832 J. Wilson in

Blackw, Mag. XXXII. 70S, 1 don't like a Whig. .but. .

I

have even less affection for a *Whiggizing Tory. 1817

Q. Rev. Oct. 135 Mr. Bentham will no doubt be thankful

for so striking an illustration of his ^whiggological theories.

1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 36 (1713) I. 232

Some tolerable Reasons why the little *\Vhiglets engag'd

themselves in such an Affair. 1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 221

You have made some of the Radicals and Whiglets, both

of Edinburgh and Glasgow, feel. Ibid. 3 Tears of joy and
gratitude at beholding the *whiglings placed so near his

Majesty's seat of honour. 1834 Oxf Univ. Mag. I. 41 The
carping jibes of Whigling envy. 1883 J. Wilson Ess. Hist.

«V Biogr. xvi. 289 The whole breed of Radicals, and Whig-
lings, and Cockneys. 1836 Erasers Mag. XIII, 568 Any
of the *Whigocracy. 01796 Burns Stanzas on Naething

37 Her *whigship was wonderful pleased. 1846 Landok
Imag. Conv., Johnson <y John Home {Tooke) Wks. j, 166/1

People of your cast in politics are fond of vilifying our

country. Is this your whigship? 1683 Romulus $ Hersilia

Prol., Now I dare swear, some of you *Whigsters say, Come
on, now for a swinging Tory Play.

Whig,*.* sc. {Ci.fg{yh.^) ifrig)
jig.-]

1. trans. To urge forward, drive briskly.

1666-7 G. Blackhal BriefNarr. (1844) §8. 163, I did sie

the contrie people whigging their meres, to be tymously at

the kirk.

2. intr. To jog along.
^1690 Killiecrankie in C. Mackay Jacobite Songs (1861)

38 The solemn league and covenant, Cam whigging up the

hills, man. 1701 De Foe Truebom Eng. 1. 222 Scots from
the northern frozen banks of Tay, With packs and plods

came whigging all away. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, Just
when I.. was whigging cannily awa hame.

Whig", v.* [f. Whig sb.%] trans. To behave

like a Whig towards ; intr. to play the Whig.
1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 39 (1713) I. 258

They will Whig us bravely indeed, if by the Pretences of the

Fear of Popery and Arbitrary Government, Flanders and
Germany should, .fall into the Scale of France. 1695 in

C. Mackay Jacobite Songs (1861) 43 Say, was it foul, or was
it fair, To come a bunder mile and mair, For to ding out my
daddy's heir, And dash him wi' the whiggin o't. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. xxxvi, I think he will hardly neglect the parade
of the feudal retainers, or go a-whigging a second time.

1832 Lytton in Z;/^, etc. (1883) II.Viii. i. 280 They Whigged
everything they touched. They gauged and docketed all the

objec ts of Poetry.

Whig, tf.3 dial. [f. Whig sbX[ trans, and intr.

To turn sour; to curdle.

1756 F. Home Expcr. Bleaching 196 The milk is whigged,

and still pretty sour. 182s Jamikson s.v., Stale churned

milk, when it throws off a sediment, is said to whig. 1835

DeQuincey Tory's Acc. Toryism, etc.,Wks. 1863 XV. 224 If

you pour milk upon rum, and do it so slowly or so unskil-

fully as to coagulate the mixture, you are said 'to whig it.'

Whig'g, variants of WlO sbA> kind of bun.

Whiggamore (hwi'gamo^i). Hist. Forms :

7 whigimyre, whiggamaire, -mer, whigmuir,
wickhamer, wiggomer, 7" 'whiggamore, 8

whiggamor, whigamoor, 9 whigamore. [The
form ivhig{g)amore

i
used by Bp. Burnet in the

often cited passage given s.v.Whig sb.% 2, and later

popularized by Scott, is app. an erratic form (like

whigmuir, whigimyrc) of wiggomer, ivhiggamaire,

which is prob. f. W'hig v.1 + mere
y
Mare sb.I

The word whiggam adduced by Burnet as a term used in

driving horses is unsupported by evidence.]

Originally, One of a body of insurgents of the

West of Scotland who in 1648 marched on Edin-

burgh, their expedition being called the whigga-

more raid, road, or inroad '; later {contemptuous),

= Wthig sb.% 2. Also attrib.

1649 Sir Jas. Balfour Hist. Wks. (1825) III. 388 Anent
the Scotts last going into England, and the Engljshe, with

Cromwell and Lambert, ther heir-coming at the Whiggamah e

roade. Ibid. 420 Since Julij last, 1649, and the Whigamore
road. 1654 in R. Bailhe's Lett.*? Jrnls. (Bann. Club) III,

568 Some hes maid a report., that wee wer raysing

a Whigimyre road vnder Argyle. 166a in Wodrow Hist.

Suff. Ch. Scot. 1. iii. (1721) 1. 151 There was another Statue

in a Whigmuir's Habit, having the Remonstrance in his

Hand. 1666 Cat. State Papers, Dom. 1666-7 ( l864) 3o2 » 68

of the Wickhamers. x666 in Dom. State Papers Chas. II
CLXXTX. If. 136 (MS.), The Wiggomers, for so they call

the mutineers, being a middle sort betwixt Anabaptist and
Presbyterian, are quite quelld onely that they shifft their

quarters as they heare they are pursued. X670 Sir Jas.
Tuhnkr Mem. (1829) 68 So soone as the news of ourdefeate

[sc. of the Scots at Preston] came to Scotland, Argile and
the Kirks partie rose in armes everie mothers sonne ; and
this was calld the Whiggamer rode, a 17x5 [see Whig si'. 7

2J. x8x6 Scott Old Mort. viii, There's a thousand merks
on the murdering whigamore's head. 1818 — Rob Roy xxv

t

It isna good for my health to come in the gate o' the

whigamore bailie bodies. x8ax — Pirate iv, ' Hear to him,'

saidanoldwhigamorecarline. X830 J. Rickman Extr. Life

4- Lett. 17 Sept. 267, I hear the Whiggamores begin to be

frightened. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped ix. 77 note, Whig
or Whigamore was the cant name for those who were loyal

to King George [an. 1751]. 1891 Gardiner Hist. Civil War
Ixvi. III. "491 The Whiggamore leaders constituted them-
selves. .into a Committee of Estates. X898 W. S. Douglas
CromwelCs Sc. Camp, g It is certain that after the events
of 1648 they must have considered the ' Whiggamores ' more
closely bound to their interest than that body proved to be.

Whiggery (hwi'gari). [f. W7hig ^,2 + -ery.]

Whig principles or practice; Whiggism. (Mostly

hostile or contemptuous^)
1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 66 (1713) II. 161

What other Whiggery have you? 1714 G. Lockhart
Mem. Scot. (ed. 3) 128 The first of these was., after

the Revolution, raised to the Bench upon Account of

his Whiggery and Disloyalty. 1814 Scott Wav. xxx, That's
a' your Whiggery, and your presbytery, ye cut-lugged,
graning carles! 1843 E. Qlincv Life of W. L. Garrison iii.

92 Great opposition was made to David Lee Child on account
of his bias towards Whiggery. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ii. I. 275 Noisy zealots, whose only claim to promotion was
that they were always drinking confusion to Whiggery, and
lighting bonfires to burn the Exclusion Bill. 1876^. Amer.
Rev. CXXIII. 213 Whiggery meant sound views on the
tariff. 1885 Courthope Lib. Movent. Engl. Lit, it. 50
Whiggery, in Burke's days, meant simply adherence to the

principles of the Revolution of 1688. X908 Sat, Rev, 9 May
586/2 We must congratulate Mr. Asquith on disregarding
the shrill cries of antiquated whiggery.

b. fig. Rebellion. (Cf. Whig sb.'* 3 b.)

1826 Galt Last ofLairds i. 3 When the day happened to

be wet, the poultry were accustomed to murmur their sullen

and envious whiggery against the same weather [etc.].

Wlxi'gffish, aA rare. In 6 whighish. [f.

Whig sbX + -ish *.] Pale as whey.
1590 Fbnnk Erutes, Hecuba's Mishaps Cc 4, Whose whigh-

ish skin the muddy mire with filthy spots had hild.

Whiggish (hwi'gif), a.'* Also 7-8 whigish,
8 wiggish. [f. Whig sb.% + -ishI.] = Whig a.;

also, Having or indicating something of the char-

acter of a Whig, inclined to Whiggism. (Usually

hostile or contemptuous.)
1680 Roxb. Ball. (1883) IV. 637 Great York in favour does

remain, In spiyht of all the Whigish train. x68x T. Flatman
Heraclitus Ridens No. 23 (1713) I. 150, I scorn the Trade
of Lying, if it were for nothing else, but that it makes a Man
look so Whiggish. 1684 in T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass.
(1795) I. 308 note, I suspect you, of the Massachusetts, are
more whiggish, and your neighbours more toryish, to express
it in the language of late In use. 1705 E. Ward Hud. Rediv.
11. 20 Mix'd with some High Church Vindications Against
false Whiggish Defamations. X779 Burke Corr. (1844) II.

270 Your liberal, wise, and truly whiggish principles. 1790
Burns Epit. Capt. M— H— viii, If ony whiggish whingin
sot, To blame poor Matthew dare, man. 1813 M iss M itford
j 1 Apr. in L'EstrangeZ,r/^(i87o) I.vii. 229 If not a Reformer
I am nothing; for I have as pretty a contempt for the

ministers as my whiggish papa. x8i<5 Scott Antiq. v, The
whiggish and perverse opposition to established rank and
privilege.

tb. Jig. Kebelliotis, factious. Obs. slang.

aiyoo B. E. Diet. Cant, Crew, Whiggish, Factious,

Seditious, Restless, Uneasy.

c. transf. Liberal, * broad': cf. Liberal a. 4 b.

17:5 M. Davies^Mc«. Brit. I. Pref. 17 In the same fourth

Century there were some Whiggish Pamphlets publish'd by
some Moderate Heathens. 1907 P. T. Forsyth Positive

Preaching iv. 120 They gave the gnostics a huge advantage
over the whiggish apologists and their liberal Christianity.

Hence Whig-gishly adv., Wlii-ggisiijiess.

x68i T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 32 (1713) I. 209
That was as *Whiggishly objected as ever I heard in my
Life. 1684 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) I. 295 There have
been commissioners appointed, who. .have tuin'd out those

persons in hospitalls and other publick places who are

whiggishly inclined. 1788 Swift Let. to Sheridan 18 Sept.,

I fancy you may do some good with the Primate,, .if you
wheedle him and talk a little Whiggishly. 1818 Hogg
Bro7unie of liodsbeck xii, Whiggishly inclined. 1889

Academy 16 Nov. 311/1 Mr. Walpole has himself that trait

of *Whiggishness which peculiarly fits him to paint the

portrait of the chiefof the Whigs. 1920 Biackw. Mag. Mar.
402/2 Johnson would have tolerated his coxcombry as little

as he would have borne with his inveterate Whiggishness.

Whiggism (hwi-giz'm). Also 7-8 "Whigism.
[f. as prec. + -ism.] The principles, tenets, or

methods of the Whigs ; moderate or antiquated

Liberalism. (Opposed to Toryism.)
? 1666 Cat. State Papers, Dom. 1666-7 (1864) 415 Extract

of a Scotch letter, by M. L'Estrange ; whiggism and treason.

1683 Wood Life (O. H. S.) III. 6 Sept., To expell Mr.
Parkinson from the University for whiggisme. 170a De Foe
Shortest Way with Dissenters 15 We can never enjoy

a settled uninterrupted Union and Tranquility in this

Nation, till the Spirit of Whiggisme, Faction, and Schism
is melted down like the Old-Money. 1776 J. Adams Let. to

Sergeant 21 July, Wks. 1854 IX. 425 But when persons

come to see there is greater danger to their persons and
property from toryism than whiggism, the same avarice and
pusillanimity will make them whigs. 18x3 W. Taylor in

Monthly Rev. LXXII. 275 An account of the Kit-cat club,

throws light on the history of Whiggism. 1844 Disrahli

Coningsby vi. iii, I look upon an Orangeman, .as. .the only

professor and practiser of unadulterated Whiggism. 1844

Punch VI. 46/1 The velocity with which Lord Brougham
turns round from Whiggism to Toryism. x88o Green Hist.

Eng. People IV. ix. i. 220 The King [sc. Geo. Ill] still called

himself a Whig, yet he was reviving a system of absolutism

which Whiggism.. had long made impossible.

b. (with//.) A Whiggish principle or tenet.

1830GHN. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 222 The \vhiggisms

that are abroad upon this question of representation.

Whighen, obs. form of Quickkn sbA

Whighhie, var. f. Wkiike.



WHIGMALEERY. 45 WHILE.

Whight, whi3t : obs. forms of Weight sb.2
,

White, Wight.

Whigmaleery (hwi'gmallari). Sc. Also -me-,
-ie. [Origin obscure.] Anything fanciful or whim-
sical ; a fantastic notion, whim, crotchet ; a fanci-

ful ornament, contrivance, etc. Also attrib.

1730 Ramsay Man iviih Twa Wives 18 But Bess the whig
..Took figmaliries, and wald jump. 1786 Burns Brigs of
Ayr 96 Gin ye be a Brig as auld as me,. .There'll be, if that

day come, Til wad a boddle, Some fewer whigmeleeries in

your noddle. 1793 — Lett, to Mrs. Dunfop 5 Jan., I had
two worthy fellows dining with me the other day, when I .

.

produced my whigmaleerie cup. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xix,

It's a brave kirk—naue o' yere whigmaleeries and cuilie-

wurlies and open-steek hems about it. 1878 Mrs. Oliphant
Primrose Path vii, A' the whigmaleeries of the auld steeple,

Whigwham, variant of Wigwam.
Whiht, obs. form of Wight.
Whik{k, -en, obs. dial. ff. Quick, Quicken-

.

Whil,"W"hilberow,"Whilc,whilch,Whilde,
obs. ff. While, Wheelbarrow, Which, Wild.

While (hwail), sb. Forms : 1, 4 hwil, (1 httil),

2-5 wil, 3 hwile, (3wile, 3wyle, $uile), 3-5,

7 whil, 4 huile, (wyel), 4-5 whyl, whylle, 4-6
whyll, wyle, 4-7 whyle, (chiefly Sc.) whill, 4-5
wile, 5 wyl, wyll, (veil, whylghe), 5, 7 whille,
6 wylle, will, (whyell, vyl, Sct vhyle, vhill),

3- while
; 3-4 qpXi, 3-5 quile, 4 quyl, quyle,

quille, 4-6 Sc. quhile, qwhil, 4-7 Sc, quhil,

(9 arch.) quhill, 4-8 Sc. quhyle, 5 qwile, qwyle,
qwil, qwill, Sc. qwhile, (qwhiel), qwhill(e,
quhille, 5, 6 Sc. qwyl, 5-6 Sc. quhyl, qwhyl,
6 Sc. quhyll. p. 3 hwule, whule, wule. [OE.
hwil str. fern. = OFris. hwile, wile (Fris. tail),

OS. hwil) hwila time (MDu. wile hour, moment,
Du wijt), OHG. hwil, (Ji)wila point or period of
time (MHG. wile, G. weile), ON. kvila bed (Sw.
hvila, Da. hvile repose, refreshment), Goth, hweila
time :— OTeut. *xwilo, the first syllable of which
derives from Indo-eur. q

w
i~, represented by L. quies

rest, tranqidllus ( = *-quilnos) quiet, 0S1. poUti to

rest; cf. the sense of ON. hvlla and hvlld rest,

repose, and of the continental forms of the verb.]

I. 1. A portion of time, considered with respect

to its duration; Time sb. 1, 2, rarely 4 or 6.

Now almost exclusively in certain connexions (see

below), the ordinary word being lime. Formerly
with gen. while's. Rarely//.

971 BUckl. Horn. 125 Hwilce hwile hine wille Drihten
her on worlde laetan. a 1150 Owl fy Night. 1591 And swube
longe hire is be hwile, An ek steape hire bunh a mile.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22161 AIs symon magus in his quile
Right sua sal he be folk bigile. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 12562 Holy cherche, despyse and fyle, f>at wyl y
blebly, alle my whyle. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 221 He des-
peired for the while. 1473 Paston Lett. III. 89 They shall

dwell ther I wot no whylghe. 1485 Caxton Paris <y V.
(1868) 82 After a whyle of tyme. 1533 More Ans?v. Poys.
Bk. Wks. 1053/2 Though ye see euery man dye here for

the whyle, yet I shall, .reyse them all vp. .at the last day,
1547-8 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914)32 During the
whiles thies maskes were a makyn^. a 1613 Overbury
A Wife, etc. (1638) 277 Have but that while's patience, you
may passe it drie-foot. 1644 Digbv Mat. Bodies xv. § 7. 135
The Are, in all this while of continual! application to the
body it thus anatomiseth [etc.]. a 1683 Oldham On Morwent
Wks. (1686) 75 Thy prudent Conduct had so learnt to

measure The different whiles of Toil and Leisure. 1828
South ey in Corr. w. C. Bowles (1881) 133, I am now.,
stealing whiles of time for the Colloquies, which are ap-
Froaching to their close. 1829 Carlylk Ess,, Novalis (1840)
I. 228 After short whiles a" i* again swimming vaguely

before them. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. ltv, Killing up
the while with nonsensical garrulity. 1894 in Milne Rom.
Pro-consul (1911) 26 We had a capital while together.

b. with adj. expressing quantity, Osgood (Good
a. 19), great, little, long, short ; also any, no, some :

forming esp. advb. phr. = for a (long, etc.) time.
Beowulf 146 Waes seo hwil mice!, a 1000 Caedmons Gen.

486 Lytle hwile sceolde he his lifes niotan. 1:1175 Colt.
Horn. 221 He wes to sume wile anstandende. cizoo
Ormin 2392 5ho bila:f wibb hire frend }et atTterr batt summ
while, c 1190 St. Dunstan 51 in S. Eng, Leg. ao A guode
swyle it was a-gon. a 1300 Cursor M. 3124 He began to
luf him sua pat he moght na qiul him for-ga. 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 632 Whether he lyf lang or short while.
C1450 Mankind 574 in Macro Plays 22 Ewynsonge hath
be in be saynge, I trow, a fayer wyllj I am yrke of yt.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe 11. xxviii. (1541) 45 To liue lesse
while than other men. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 175 b,
Philippus..had slept a great long while together. 1597
Morley Introd. Mus. 81 The shorter while you stale vpon
the discord, the lesse offence you giue. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit, 1. 506 Having enjoied these honors a small
while. 1711 Stekle Sfect. No. 33 r I, I do not know any
thing that has pleased me so much a great while. 1796
Burney Mem. Metastasio II. 201, 1 have not written to you
a long while. 1836 Newman Lett. (1891) II. 197, I am not
more lonely than I have been a long while. 1871 Ruskin
Fors Clav. ii. 15 A little while since, I was paying a visit in
Ireland. 1897 Klor. Montgomery Tony i, The two sat for
a little while at the other end of the carriage.

C. A while (also rarely one while) : (a) as sb.

phr., a time, esp. a short or moderate time (chiefly

with certain preps., viz. after, for, in, + within)*,
contextually - a considerable time, some time, as

in quite a white (colloq.). (b) as advb. phr. = for

a (short or moderate) time (sec also Awhile).
Once in a while : see Once 8 c.

(<*) [^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke iv. 5 /« momenta temports,

in huil tides.) a 1300 Havelok ,-2-2 Ne were neuere but
ane hwile pat it ne gan a wind to rise. 13. . E, E. Altt't. P.
I?. 1620 pe burne byfore baltazar was bro3,t in a whyle. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 4573 Wybinne a wyle ber wer y-dy^t, Mo ban
ten bousant of Sarjyns wyjt. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn.

x. 226 Within a whyle they sawe a toure as whyte as ony
snowe. 1513 Douglas ,-Eneis iv. iv. 29 Quhen Apollo list.

.

leif the flude Exanthus, for a quhile, To vesy Delos. 1526
Tindai.e John xvi. 16 After a whyle ye shall nott se me.
a 1533 I.d. Bernehs Huon Ixi. 213 They were within a whyell
far fro y e londes of y° .ii. admyralles sarazyns. 1561 T. Hoby
tr. Castiglione's Courtyer iv. (1577) V viij b, After a whiles

silence. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 218 Pleasantly they
passed a while together. 1718 Hutchinson Witchcraft xv.
(1720! 232 After a while's Practice. 1847 Halliwkll s. v.,

A while's work, work requiring a certain time. 1853 Dickens
Bleak Ho. xliv, It is to be forgotten now ; to be forgotten for

a while. 1870 FsEEMAN Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) I. App. YY 700
So Eadwig escapes, at least for one while. 1900 Longman's
Mag. Mar. 450 She.. rather enjoyed getting wet through
once in a while. 1905 Elinor Glyn I'iciss. Evang. 149 It

was quite a while before he elicited the facts from me,
(b) 1197 R. Gloic. (Rolls) 2352 He sede he moste wendc

a wule out of bis lond. a 1300 Cursor M. 1309 Quen seth

a qui! had loked in, He sa^h. .mikel welth and win. Ibid.

3622 A wyel sco hir vmbithogt. 1423 Jas. I Kittgis Q. ii,

I. .tokea boke to rede apon a quhile. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 97 The sayde league continued but a while. 1667 Mil-
ton P. L. 11. 918 The warie fiend Stood on the brink of
Hell and lookd a while, Pondering his Voyage. 1733
Fielding Don Quix, in Eng. 11. xiv, My landlord and the

coachman won't overtake them one while, I warrant. 1781

Johnson L. /'., Fenton^ He was a while secretary to Charles
earl of Orrery. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlague 11. u, I will

sit down a while. 1873 Spencer Study Sociol. vii. (1S77) 148
The Smallpox epidemic, which a while since so unaccount-
ably spread.

d. with demonstr. adj. that or this (now only

with all preceding^, forming advb. phr.
£-1480 Henryson Robene <r Makyne 59 Makyne, I haif

bene heir this quhyle; at hamegod gif I wair. 1590 S tenser
F.Q. 11. ii. 16 Her other sisters.., Who all this while were
at their wanton rest. 1604 Shaks. Oth. nt. iv. 177, I haue
this while with leaden thoughts beene prest. 1629 Gaulb
Pract. Theories Christ 355 The lewes rested that Sabbath
now; Christ rested that while in his Graue. 171 1 Steele
Sfect. No. 51 P 8 He would see he has been mistaken all

this while. 1871 Smiles Charac, ii. (1876) 34 All this while,
too, the training of the character is in progress.

e. with qualifying sb. : The duration of, or time
needed for (what is denoted by the sb.). Obs. ox arch.
Breathing-while, life-while, minute while, paternoster

white, etc. : see the sbs.

13.. [see Twelvemonth 3]. 1377, 1591 [see Minute sbA ij.

c 1430 Chev. Assigne 286 To speke with hym but a speche
whyle. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 274 Al thebellys schal

be ronge one Miserere whyle at leste, and than the chaptyr
belle schal be ronge 00 Pater nosier while. 1593, 1873 [see

Preathing vbl. sb. 10]. 1676 Wychenley PI. Dealer in. i,

Stay but a making Water while, (as one may say) and I'll be
with you again.

2. a. 7he while (OE. fd hwile accus.) : (a) as

advb. phr. : During the time, in the meantime,
meanwhile; (b) followed by conj. f the or that,

and later with ellipsis, arch. = While conj. 1.

b. All the while (with constructions as above):
During the whole time (that), fc. 7b while
(with constructions as above) : For a time ; for

the time, meanwhile ; for the time that, while. So
fer hxvile, etc.: see Tiiehewhile. Obs. f d. In
the while : in the mean time, meanwhile. Obs.

(For in the mean while see Mean while.) +e.
Most while (cf. Most C.) : on most occasions, for

the most part, f f*. By while : on occasion, from
time to time. Over while ; at times. Cf. Umquhile.
a. (rt)c96o .<TJ/rHELwoLi:> Rule St. Benet (Schn'ier) ix. 33
Man breo rxdinga ra;de and bry raepsas, and ealle ba £e-
biobra ba hwile sittan. 1297 R.Glouc. (Rolls) 1273 pe king
be wule londone biseijede uaste. 136a Langl. /'. PI. A. vn.
8 What schul we wimmen worche be while? a 1425 Cur-
sor M. 3881) (Trin.) pe while [Cott. to quils] holde lya in
bedde penne shal bou rachel wedde. 1593 Shaks. Rich. It
11. 1. 211 He not be by the while. 1610 — Temp. m. i. 24 If

you'l sit downe He beare your Logges the while. 177a
Mackenzie Man World 1. xi, 'I will go,* said she,
sobbing, 'and pray for him the while.' 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xx, Mr. Chuckster. .telling him be was wanted
inside, bade him go in and he would mind the chaise the
while. 1891 '

). S. Winter ' Lumtey iv, Wouldn't you like

some lollipops to eat the while?
(b) ^888 iT^Lt-RKD Boethius x, Eall hie [sc. earfoSnesse] us

byncaS by leohtran 5a hwile be ba oncras fa:ste bio3. 971
BUckl. Horn. 35 Swa we sceolan ba hwile be we lifgab ner
on worlde.

^
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pis wite^ede dauid \>e be

salm scop in be saltere muchel erdbon ba wile he huede.
1,1290 St. Cuthbert 3 in S. Eng. Leg. 359 pe rwyle bat he was
a ^ong child. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 1962 po was traen al a
louerd be wule it wolde ylaste. c 1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 16 The
whill the host was thus in Ossory. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido 1. i. A 4, The while thine eyes attract their sought for

ioyes. 1605 Shaks. Macb. m. ii. 32 Vnsafe the while, that
wee must laue Our Honors in these flattering streames.
1633 G. Herbert Temple

y Sacrifice xxxviii, I for both have
wept When all my tears were blond, the while you slept.

1650 Carstaires Lett. (1846) 6S Not the whyle I was at
home with you nor since. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 68 Beseech-
ing him, the while his hand she wrung, To change his purpose.
1870 *S\ok%\% Earthly Par. lit. 380 The while his right [hand]
did shade His eyes from the bright sun.

b. a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxix. v. 49 For
al be while he was so seek. He feled neuere lissc ne lith,

pcrfore hym bou^tc bcter legles. 1482 Cely Papers (Cam-
den) 109 Hyt was not comen to Rregys all the whyle he
wus there. 1539 Bible (Great) 1 Sam. xxii. 4 They dwelt
w* him all the whyle that Dauid kepte him selfe in hold.

1600 J. Melvill Autob. cy Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 485 He
remeanit in the town all the whyll. 1654-66 Earl Orrery
Parthen. (1676) 685 All the while I was speaking, I was
much concern'd in Statira's looks. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 539
All the while Sonorous mettal blowing Martial sounds.

1700 Hickks in Pe/ys's Diary, etc. (1879) VI. 206 She was
shut up all the while we were there. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby vni. vi, The rogue had an eye all the while to

quarter*day. a 1864 Hawthorne Septitnins (1S72) 152 But
all the while he was gone there was the mark of a bloody
footstep impressed upon the stone doorstep of the Hall.

c. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Lukeviii. i^Qui ad ten/pus credunt,
Fade to tid vet to huil £elefa5. c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II. 348
ponne meaht bu hine betan to hwile. c 1250 Gen, ff .Ex.

1104 We sulen it fien, Dor quile 3u wilt Sor-inne ben. 13.

.

Cursor M. 22060 (Edinb.) An angel, .To bedragunesuibhc
wanne, ..And in bat pitte him sperid faste, To-quile a thu«

sande }ier to laste. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. \Vace (Rolls)

4141 To whyle be kyng f< his cosyns In loue loken ar her

lynes, Richesse b e >' hadde ynow to wylle. 1338 — Chron.
(1810) 71 To while bat he was fresch bei fond him fulle

austere.

d. 1542 Udai.l Erasm. Ap.fh. 77 Vet in y
e while, thei

would neuer the more foloe the steppes of tbesame good
menne. 1605 B. Jonson Sejanus 11. ii, In the while, lake
from their strength some one or twaine, or more Of the

maine Fautors. a 1617 Bavne Led. (1634J 11 In the while,

wee must labour to keepe a watch over our sotlles. 1760-72
H. Brooke Fool of Quai. (1809) II. m Mary, in the while,

being frighted almost to death.

e. c 1383 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (191 1) 742 Neibir preestis

neibir dekenis shulden ben occupied in ony seculer office in

lordis courtis most whil seculer men ben sufficient to do
suche seculer office.

f. 13.. Orfeo 8 Sum [layes !>en] of happes bat fallen by
whyle. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 97 He cessib to harme hem, or
fendib hem ouer wyl.

13. spec. The time spent (connoting the trouble

taken or labour performed) in doing something.

T a. in phrases such as to quit or yield (one) his

white, to repay (him) for his trouble, also ironically,

to ' pay (him) out
1

; to lose or spill one's tvhile, to

waste one's time or effort. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 137 Mon sull5e his elmesse Senne he

heo $eted sulcbe monne be him de5..wiken and cherresand
ftenche'd mid his elmesse for^elden him 5eo hwile. a 1250
Owl <y Night. 1020 He mi3te bet sitte stille Vor al his wile

he sholde spille. 1297 R. Glolc (Rolls) 2476 Send after

help..& icholle hor wule Jelde, £1386 Chaucer Millers
T. 113 A clerk hadde litherly biset his whyle But if he
koude a Carpenter bigyle. 1390 Gower Couf. III. 151 The
provcrbe is, who that is trewe, Him schal his while nevere
rewe. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4392 If Ielousie doth thee payne,
Quyte hym his while thus agayne. c 1430 How Good it ife

taught Dau. in in Babees Bk., And he bat weel doob, pou
qwite him weel his whyle.

b. Now only in phr. worth the while (now rare

or arch.), worth one's while, worth while : often

merely = worth doing, profitable, advantageous
(the notion of time being weakened or lost). To
make it worth (a person's) while

y
to give (him)

sufficient recompense.
1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) IV. 355 The queenc.beet

Iudaa ful ofte, but al for nou^t, ffor it was not worJ> be
while. 1639 Ld. Digby Lett. Cone. Relig. (1651) 123, I

would not think my pains lost, or study of the Fathers not
worth the while. 1662 Stillingel. Orig. Sacrx HI. i. § 18

It had not been worth while for the soul to have been in the
body. 167a Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 166 Nor is it worth
ones while to teach him out of other Authors. 1755 Mrs.
F. Brooke Old Maid No. 4. 24 In one word, madam,
make it worth my while. 1842 Lever Jack Ilinton x.wii,

It is worth while being a soldier in Ireland. 1861 Mrs, H.
Wood East Lynne III. xix, ' Keep dark upon it, Bethel,' he
said; 'I will make it worth your while.' 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 93 It may be worth while to explain the kind of
information which tney give.

f4. (without article.) Sufficient or available

time, leisure for doing something: = Time sb. 8.

a x»5 Ancr. R. 32 3'*" ?e habbeS hwule, slgge5 besne
psalm, ' Levavi oculos meos '. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
IV. 87 Whanne he my^te have while be wroot fables, c 1450
Mirk's Festial 125 On Settyrday bay my^t not haue whyll.
1600 Holland Livy vi. x, U they might have had while and
time as well to follow it. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes
1. xix. (1640) 233 He can have while to ruminate upon the
evil things which Satan and the fleshe doe stirre up.

f 5. a. Term or period of office ; trans/', office,

function, ' place'. Obs. rare.

tflJHjl &> Leg. Saints x\\. (Malhias) 351 Schaw quhilk of
bire twa sal ve ches To supple be quhyle of Iudas. c 1449
Pecock Repr.in. xvi. 386 Thou} this man which now lyueth
performe not the deede for his while.

H b. Used in the Wyclimte Bible to render L.

vicissitudo in senses of turn : (a) a service rendered

(— Turn sb. 23) ;
(b) by whiles, by turns (Tukn

sb. 28). Obs. rare.

1382 Wyclif / Sam. xxiv. 20 The Lord jeelde to thee this

while [Vulg. vicissitudinem haue), for that, that to day thou

hast wrou^t in me. 1388 — / Kings v. 14 So that in twei

monethis bi whilis thei weren in her howsis.

II. 6. Time at which something happens or is

done ; occasion ; f proper or suitable time ; + sea-

son : «= Time sb. 13-15. Obs. exc arch, or dial.

(or as in e below).
Mostly with qualifying word.either with prep, preceding,

or with ellipsis of prep, forming advb. phr. (cf. 1 b—d, 2),

e.g. that while ~ at that time, on that occasion, then;
another tvhile = ' another time ', on another occasion ; erery

while (also as one word, after everywhere), fat every time,



WHILE.
always (obs.)i every time, on every occasion {dial.). See
also below, and Otherwhile, Somewhile.
£950 Lindtsf, Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 55 In ilia hora.., in o"a?m

tid vel in c-sere huile. ciioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 pat
israelisshe folc was walkende toward ierusalem,. .and bo
wile was hersum godes hese. c 1375 Cursor M. 13130
(Fairf.) Seynt Iohn bis quile in pnsoun lay. c 1380 Sir
Fenanb. 2140 pus wyle was he on halle sittyng with is

puple atte mete, pan com per an hepene kyng rydynge
atte 3ete. c 1400 MS. Serm. (ToIIem. MS.), We been not
sufficiaunt to knowe be tymes or be whilis bat be fadir of- be
Trynyte hab put in his owne power. 1418-20 J. Page Siege
Rouen in Hist, Coll, Cit. Land. (Camden) 33 The Fraynysche
men in the same whyle, Forthe they went with Umfrevyle.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vm. 3 Whete heruest now in tempnr
lond is while Forto conclude. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn.
v. 218 Hope ye so that I maye ony whyle stand a proued
knyght. 1503 Dunbar Thistle <y Rose vi, Thow did promyt,
in Mayis lusty quhyle, For to discryve the Ross. 1552-3
in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 129 At dyuers other
tymes betwene those whiles. 1579-80 North Plutarch
('595) 842 The [dragon's] taile on a time fell 'out with the
head, and complained, saying, it would another while go
before, & would not alwaies come behind. 1648 Crashaw
Steps, Hymn Epiph. 30 But every where, and every while,
Is one consistent solid smile. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq.

149 Eu, Were those women who encouraged thee with thee

that while? ^11850 Rossetti Dante <y Circle 1. (1874) 100
What while a lady greets me with her eyes. 1884 Cheshire
Gloss., Every while stitch, every now and then ; at times,

1886 Stevenson Kidnafpcdxxu, There are whiles., when ye
are altogether too canny and Whiggish to be company for

a gentleman like me.

+ b. One while (adv. phr.) : at one time, on one
occasion, in one case (usually opp. to another
while, sometimes to then, again, anon). Also
rarely = on some future occasion,' sometime \ Obs.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xvi. xvii. 638 Soo wente they

douneward in the see one whyle bakward another whyle
forward. 1575 Gammer Gurton 11. iii. 21 One whyle his
tonge it ran and paltered of a cat ; Another whyle he stam-
mered styll vppon a rat. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas II. i.

in. Furies 450 One-while the Boulime, then the Anorexie,
Then the Dog-hunger. 1664 South Serin., John..w. 75(1697)
II. 86 Those, who are one while courteous, .and obliging,.,

but within a small time after, are so supercilious, sharp, [etc.].

1744 Eliza Haywood Female Spcct. v. (1748) 1. 262 One while
we are transmogrified into milk-maids—then into a kind of

Amazonian.s. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. iii. (1818) I. 73
One while a silky fluid should be secreted, at another none.

+ c. With qualifying sb. (cf. Time sb. 13 b), as

dinner while, mass while, set-vice while, supper
while, etc. : see also the sbs. (Sometimes in-

cluding the idea of duration, as in I e.) Obs. (or

rare arch.).

13.. [see Mass sb.
1

7]. 1435 Misyn Fire of Love n. x,

With desire in meet qwhiel to 3erne. 1557 Machyn Diary
(Camden) 14S My lord of London begane the durge, with ys
myter [on] alle the durge wylle. 1597 Bearu Theatre God's
Judgem. (1612) 119 The gouernour of Mascon, a Magitian,
whom the diuell snatched vp in dinnerwhile. ^1667 C.
Hoole Accidence (1671) no Inter coenandwn, at supper
while. 1868 Browning Ring fy Bk. \. 311 Be it but a straw
'twixt work and whistling-while.

d. In exclamations of grief : cf. similar use of

day, tittte. Chiefly/^/. Obs. ox arch,
c 140a Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 244 This is the cold that

wolde the fyr abate Of trewe mening; alas! the harde
whyle 1 c 1440 York Myst, vi. 51 That we shulde haue alle

welthis in walde, wa worthe be whyle ! 1513 Douglas
Mneis vi. viii. 77 Alace the quhile ! a 1586 Montgomery
Misc. Poems xxi. 25 O I waryit be the vhyle That euer we
wer acquent ! 1596 Shaks./ lieu. IV, 11. iv. 146 God helpe
the while, a had world I say. 1810 Scott Lady ofL, 11. xv.

Woe the while That brought such wanderer to our isle I

1825 — Talism. x, He conceives himself, God help the
while, ungratefully treated.

e. Phr. with pi. : At whiles, at times, some-
times, at intervals. Between (betivixt obs. or

arch.) whiles : see Between-whiles.
[c 1449 Pecock RePr. 11. xx. 273 Good and profitable to

he had at certein whilis] 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus v. i.

X iv b, Me semeth now and than, or at whiles that [etc.].

1647 Trapp Comm. Rom. ii. 15 Meanwhile, or, Betwixt
whiles. 1717 Berkeley in Mem. (1784) 61 A sort of. .dash-

ing (as it were) of waves, and between whiles, a noise like

that of thunder. 1802 Mrs. Raocliffe Gaston de Blond.
Wks. 1826 II. 62 To drive away the gloom, that yet, at

whiles, hung upon his brow. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard
11. i. 66 To think what grievous fear I have 'twixt whiles Of
mine own selfand ofbase men.

While (hwail), adv. {adj.), conj. (prep.) Forms:

1-3 hwile; from ^1300 onwards as in While sb.

;

also 4 quel, 5 whele, Sc. quhel, 6 whel, 8

wile, 9 dial, wholl ; 6 vhol, 9 dial. wol(l.

[As adv., OE. hwtle, accus. of hwil While sb.
;

as conj., abbreviation of OE. phr. pa hwile pe,

ME. Pe while pat = 'during the time that' (see

While sb. 2 a), - OHG. dia wila (unz) so long

as (MHG. die wile while, G. dieweil while, because)

,

Du. dewijl ; similar abbreviation has given G. weil

because, Du. wijl, NFris. wtl.

In senses A. 1 and 2, ME. while may be in some texts

a reduced form of whiten, Whilom.]

A. adv. (adj.)

f 1. At a time or times, sometimes ; esp. intro-

ducing each of two or more parallel phrases or

clauses : At one time ... at another time ; now . .

.

then: « Whilom i. Obs.

a xooo Hymns iii. 44, 5 (Gr.) Hwile mid weorce, hwile mid
worde, hwile mid xebohte pearle scyldi. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

133 Urc helend saweo his halie word hwile purh his asene

46

mutfe and hwile burh 'Sere apostlene muSe. c X200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 307 K^en bihelden hat he ne sholden, wile idel,
wile unnut, wile ifel. a 1300 Cursor M. 7433 Quil wit gleu,
and quil wit sang, . . pus he serued saul lang. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 338 For knawlage off mony statis May quhile
awail^e full mony gatis. c 1415 Wyntoun Cron. (Royal
MS.) 1. Prol. 32 For Romans to rede is delytabyle, Suppose
that thai be quhyle hot fable. C1470 Henry Wallace v.

611 Quhill wald he think to luff hyr our the laiff", And othir
quhill he thoclit on his dissaifT. ris6o A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) xxxi. 24 Lufe sail him hald Win the dungeoun
of dispair; Quhyle hett, quhyle cald. 1584 Hudson Du
Bartas' Judith vi. 91 While vp he lifts his head, while
lets it fall. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromcna 184 The
intellect (fixing it selfe, while on one, and while on another
wonder of matter and workemanship),

f2. At one time, formerly, once: = Whilom 2.

c 1000 Dear's Compl. 36 (Gr.) Ic bi me sylfum sec£an wille,
J'set ic hwile wxs Heodeninga scop. ciijsLattrb. Horn. 17
Ne do bu bin uuel on-gein uuelswa me dude hwile. a 1250
Owl fy Night. 1016 pe^ eni god man to horn come, So
wile dude sum from rome. c 1305 St. Andrew 29 in

E> E> L3. (1862) 99 pe gywes while nome And slowe him as
lie worpie was. c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 2580 pat god of mi3t .

.

Hwich of marie pat mayde brijt while tok flechs & blode.
C1425 Wyntoun Cron. \. Prol. 15 Thai pat set haly bare
delite Gestis or storyis for to write, . . As Gwydo de Calumpna
quhile.

fb. us adj. That formerly existed, occurred, etc.

;

former, ' late ' : = Umquhile B., Whilom 2 b.

1399 Langl. Rich, Redeles m. 363 pey..were y-dubbid of
a duke ffor her while domes, e 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. viii.

756 Kor honoure of his modyr qwhile.

f3. For a or the time, temporarily ; at the same
time, meanwhile. (See alsoTherewhile.) Obs. rare.
a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 828 (Bann. MS.), Thocht he wald

preve the thrid penny quhyle hid, Quhilk for the tyme no
fruct nor profTeit did. 1508 Kennedie Flyting iv. Dunbar
428 Thow heggit with a pardotin in all kirkis, ..And ondir
nycht quhyle stall thou staggis et stirkis. ^1645 Howell
Lett. 1. 11. x. (1690) no Yours while J. Howell.

B. conj. (or in conj. phr.) and. prep.

1. While (that) : during the time that. (Now
expressed by while alone : cf. That conj. 7.)
Often with ellipsis before a pple. or other predicative word

Or phrase, e.g. while walking, while at rest, whilean infant.
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Det lastede ba

.xix. wintre wile Stephne was king, c 1200 Ormin 2393
Whil ban ;jho wass Wibb hire kinn att bame. C1275 Lay'.

'4873 pat we solle hatie wile hat we libbeb [c 1205 ha while
ba we luuien]. 13.. Cursor M. 6088 (Gott.) Ne hones noght
quile }e er etand. CX350 Will. Paterne 2537 While men
hnnted after hem bai hana-wai schaped. c 1400 Pilgr.Soivle
(Caxton) 11. lvii. (1859) 55 While that thou and I were
coupled to geders, thou madest me to lede a ful vnthryfty

jyf- *5*3 Douglas sEneis 1. v. 71 Quhill that of Troy and
Uion stude the ring. 1599 Shaks. Hen. I', 1. ii. 178 While
that the Armed hand doth fight abroad, Th* aduised head
defends it selfe at home. x6n Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems
ii. 67 Quhil in this weak estait, all meanes I soght To be
aweng d on him. 1667 Milton P. L. IV, 977 While thus he
spake, th' Angelic Squadron bright Turnd fierie red. 1779
Mirror No. 32 F 6 While we were sitting together, talking of
old stories, ..John entered. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v.

I. 662 Cornish was arrested while transacting business on
the Exchange. 1882 Brsast All Sorts xv, While he was
laughing the door opened.

b. With special reference (a) to the extent of

the time : During the whole, or until the end, of

the time that ; as long as (see also 2 a) ; (b) to the

limits of the time: Within, or before the end of,

the time that.

(rt)ei23o Halt Mcid. 6 He wule carie for hire.. hwil ha
riht luued him. c 1300 Havei

'oh 301 Dabeit hwoit hireyeue
Euere-more hwil i Hue ! a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2255 Vf it

worth sail to wy whil he world standes. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer.

Seer. 161 Whyle an hookeis a yonge Spyre,hit may be wonde
into a wyth. c 1430 Two Cookery•bks. 23 Wasshem.. whele
bey ben slepyr. c 1440 Promp. Parv, 74/2 Chylde, whyle by

t

can notspeke./r^/^. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. xv. 20/1, 1 shall

]oue her y8 worse whyle I lyue. x6io Shaks. 7V;///.nr.iL 120

While thou liu'st keepe a good tongue in thy head. 1706
Prior Ode to Queen xix, Nought done the Hero deem'd,
while ought undone remain'd. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews
II. iv, She told her 'while there was life there was hope.*

1848 Dickens Dombey xxxii, The confidence of this house.

,

is not to be abused . . while I have eyes and ears.

(b) c 1300 //W£><r/<w&363Him for to hoslen, and forto shrine,

Hwil his bodi were on liue. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xi. 287
Whil (?ow art ?ong and Sep, and by wepne kene, Awreke he
berwith. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 5 Wherfor, syrs, . . whyll }e

byn here, makythamendes for your mys-dedys. c 1450 Alan,

kind 77 in Macro Plays 4 Lett ws be mery wyll we be here I

c 1550 Lyndesay Tragedie 303 Amend 3our lyfe now, quhill

5our day Induris. 1697 Dkyden Virg. Georg. in. 263 Set

him betimes to School. .While yet his youth is flexible and
green. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion 4- Princ. xi.

III. 253, I wish.. that to-morrow.. you would step down to

the Tower; ..while you are there, you might just go to the

London Docks. 1866 Ruskin Crown Wild Olive iii. 203
All the greatness she [sc. England] ever had, ..she won while

her fields were green and her faces ruddy.

+ C. Without necessarily implying duration : At
the time that ; when. Obs.
a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sci. (Wright) 62 As me mai the mone

i-seo while heo is nue rfejt. CX320 Cast. Love (ed. Hall.) 403
For in tyme whill he fre was, He hede with him bothe
Merci and Pes. a 1425 Cursor M. 15461 (Trin.) Whil 3e se

me kisse him Leye hondes on him allone. 1477 Rental Bk.
Cu/>ar.Angus (1879) I. 209 We half grantyt to the forsad

Paton and Jonat the tak of Rechy Jak quhel it ma vake.

d. During which time ; and meanwhile.
c 1400 Warres of the Jewes in Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry

(1774) I. x. 311 In Tyberyus tyme the trewe emperour Syr
Sesar hym sulf saysed in Rome Whyle Pylot was provost

under that prynce ryche. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv.

WHILE.
800 Thus have I sung of Fields, and Flocks, and Trees, .

.

While mighty Caesar, thund'ring from afar, Seeks on
Euphrates Banks the Spoils of War. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar
IV. vi, Moses sate reading, while I taught the little ones.
1820 Keats Lamia 1. 242 He pass'd, .. while her eyes
Follow'd his steps. 1905 Elinor Glyn Viciss. Evaug. 79
Mr. Montgomerie said rather gallant things to me, ..while
the girls looked shocked.

2. trans/, with various connotations, a. As long
as, so long as (implying ( provided that \ * if only ').

I37,5 Barbour Bruce 1. 60 Thar myeht succed na female,
Quhill foundyn mycht be ony male. C1400 Apol. Loll. 14
f>e kirk may not iustli priue be comyning of cristun men,
nor taking of pe sacraments.. wyle he is iust. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. xlvii. § 4 Neither boldnes can make vs presume
as long as we are kept vnder with the sense of our owne
wretchednes; nor, while we trust in the mercie of God
through Christ lesus, feare be able to tyrannize ouer vs.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 47 The encroachments of
the ecclesiastical power, .produced much more happiness
than misery, while the ecclesiastical power was in the hands
of the only class that had studied history.

b. At the same time that (implying opposition
or contrast) ; Oiiversatively , when on the contrary

or on the other hand, whereas; concessively, it

being granted that ; sometimes nearly = although.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 74 Painefully to poare vpon a

Booke, To seeke the light of truth, while truth the while
Doth falsely blinde the eye-sight of his looke. 1617 Sir W.

'

Mure Misc. Poems xxi. 23 Whill others aime at greatnes
boght with blood, Not to bee great thou stryves, bot to bee
good. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrs\\\.\. § 7 While they
deny a Deity, they assert other things on far less reason.

1719 Watts Ps. xxiii, There would I find a settled Rest,
(While others go and come). 1749 Hartley Observ. Man
I. i. § 2. 75 White is vulgarly thought to be the most uncom-
pounded of all Colours, while yet it really arises from a
certain Proportion of the Seven primary Colours. 1857
Buckle Civiliz. I. x. 608 While the object of the people was
to free themselves from the yoke, the object of the nobles
was merely to find new sources of excitement. 1864 Bryce
Holy Rom. Emp. v. (1875) 52 In rude and unsettled states

of society men respect forms and obey facts, while careless

of rules and principles. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert vi. 51
While regretting the sorrow which had fallen upon him, Miss
Cuthbert was nevertheless glad that her brother was free.

c. In modern colourless use: At the same time

that, besides that, in addition to the fact that;

often = and at the same time, and besides.

[1750 Shenstone Ode Rural Eleg. 161 There, while the

seeds of future blossoms dwell, Tis colour'd for the sight,

perfum'd to please the smell.) 1860 LGwenthal Morphys
Games Chess 165 A very good move, for while it brings the
Queen into a more attacking position, it at the same time
defends White's Queen's Pawn. 1904 Times 25 May 3/6
The walls.. are decorated with white enamelled panelling,

while the frieze and ceiling are m modelled plaster.

3. (f Also with that
t
at.) Up to the time that

;

till, until. Now dial, (chiefly north.).

Occas. with reference to place, etc. : f while it come to =
as far as, up to.

13.. ScuynSages (W.) i644Dwel!e thou, wil ich arisen be.

1375 Barhour Bruce iv. 763 Man is in-to dieding. .of thingis

to cum, quhill he Haue of the end the certante. 14x9
Munim. de Metros (Bann. Club) 502 Deqwhilkis Itidentours

he forsaid Nychole has delyuerit till pe said abbot and Con-
uent .. qwhile at bai be fullely assythit of he said fowrty
pund. c 1420 Liver Cocorum (1862) 46 Fyrst sethe by
mustuls quyl shel of lepe In water, c 1460 Battle ofOtter*
burn liv. (Child Ball. vi. 298), They swapped together whyll
that they swette. c 1480 Henryson BludySerk 40 To fecht

with him. .Quhill ane wer dungin doun. 1524 Q. Marg. in

Si* Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 129, I thowt best to put them
both in thecastelof Edynbrou, vhol that thay fynd a vay
how the Bodarz may be vel reulyd. a 1578 Lisdesay (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. b.) I. 7 Thair was nevir perfytt

stabillitie quhill that the Douglas was perisch deid and
gane. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. iv. iv, Faste and
welcome sir, while hunger make you eat. 1589 Nashe
Martin Matprel. Wks. (Grosart) I. 117 Let him swell while

he burst. 1688 Bunyan Heavenly Footman (1724) 77 Run
sweet Babe, while thou art weary, and then I will take thee

up and carry thee. 1759 R. Brown Compl. Farmer 9 Take
horse-aloes, .give him the purge.., and ride him out again

while he purges. X813 Hogg Queen's Wake 81 They drank
of the byshopis wyne Quhill they culde drynk ne mair. 1825

Bhockett A^. C. Gloss, s. v., Stay while I come back. 1872

y. Hartley's Y'orksh. Ditties Ser. 11. 17 We blushed wol us

faces wor all in a blaze.

b. as prep. Up to (a time), up to the time of;

till, until. Now dial, (chiefly north.).

c 1450 St, Cuthbert (Surtees) 1276 pat pou fast no}t whil

to morne. 1464-5 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1874) XII. 30/2
pt pe lew be proclamit to xiij s. iiijd. fra fasterin sewyn
furth next tocum and quhill thane to haue course as thai

haue now. 1559 in Wodroiu Soc. Misc. (1844) 268 Thay.

.

wald not beleif me.. quhill now. 1587 Greene Euphues
Wks. (Grosart) VI. 251 Their commaunds were dated but

while death. 1605 Shaks. Macb. m. i. 44 While then, God
be with you. 1662 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. in. xxiii. § 4 The
Apothecary gathers his simples in Summer, which haply he

may not use while Winter. 1720 Lett. Lond. Jrnl. (1721) 14

Tho' he sweat and scrub while Doomsday. 1722 in Rutland
Gloss. (1891) 39, I was 2 dayes ; And my Son was 2 days.

And the third day wile three a Clock. 1854 Miss Baker
NorthampU Gloss, s. v., It wants a quarter while nine

o'clock.

4. While as (also occas. as one word, cf. When-
A9, Whereas), a. «= i. Obs. or rare arch.

1563 Googe Egtogs etc. (Arb.) 69 Whyle as the rauenyng

Wolues he prayed his gylteles lyfe to saue. X593 Shaks.

2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 225 Pirates may make cheape penyworths

of their pillage, .. While as the silly Owner of the goods

Weepes ouer them. <rx62o 2. Boyd Zion's Floiuers (1855)

138 Hee spares while as the faults of men are young, c 1690

N. Burn in Roxb, Ball, (1888) VI. 608 Burn cannot his grief
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asswage, whileas his dayes endureth. 1786 liar si Rig
(1801) xci, But now, whileas the show'r does last, 'Tis no
thought proper they shud fast. 1812 Cary Dante, Parad.
xxv. 79 Whileas I spake,

f b. = 2 b. Obs. rare.

1625 Hart Anat. Ur.i.W. 13 Thechiefe.. part of Physicke
diagnosticke.. is. .neglected ; while as the ordinarie sort of
Physitians do onely labour to know.. the nature.. of the
disease by the. .indication of thcvrine. 1646 R. I'ailue
Anabaptism (1647) 98 To Christ they give but one nature,
while as all Divines since his Incarnation give him two.

C. Combinations {rare) : f while-being a.

temporary, or temporal; while-ever (whilever)
conj, [see Ever adv. 8 e; for the abbreviated spell-

ing cf. wherever'], as long as.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 40 This time-lasting World,
and every while-being thing in it. 1776 Ann, Reg., Hist.
Eur. 73/1 He solemnly declared, that while-ever he sate in

that house, he would not endure such language. 1878 Jas.
Thomson Plenipotent. Key 19 She had had her husbands five,

And would have more whilever she was alive.

While, v. [f. While sb,

A new formation, having no continuity with early ME.
I-mvur.EN to have leisure, or connexion with the continental
forms O HG. wilfln (M HG, ivilen, G. weiien to stay, linger),

ON. hvtla (Sw. hvila, Da. hvu'e) to rest, Goth, hveilan to
pause, cease (cf. While sb. etym.).]

T 1. trans. To occupy or engage (a person) for

a time, or for the time ; to fill up the time of. Obs,
1606 Bp. Hall Medit. % Vows 1. § 83 Hee findes not-any

worthy employment to while himselfe withall. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage vn. xi. 592 The.. still Lakes, thicke Woods, and
varietie of the Continent-obseruations, haue thus long whiled
vs. a 1659 Osborn Misc. Pref. B 8, The First Cause of their
projection, being rather, for the intent to While my Selfe,

then Busie others.

f 2. with it : To keep it up, ' stick it out '. Obs,
ai6i7BAYNE Led. (1634) 137 They are poore, not brought

up to it, not able to while it
t
wife and children might begge,

[etc.].

3. To cause (time) to pass without wearisome-
ness ; to pass or get through (a vacant time), esp.

by some idle or trivial occupation. Also, to divert

the attention from, * beguile ' (sorrow, pain).

Usually, now almost always, with away.
Possibly developed from sense 1 by transference of the

object from the person to the time. Association with such
phr. as beguile the day, the time (Shaks.), L. diem deciperet

V. tromper le temps, has led to the substitution of Wile v.

by some modern writers.

163S Quarles Embt. in. xiii. 34 Nor do I beg this slender
inch, to while The time away, or falsly to beguile My
thoughts with joy. a\6^\-~ Sol. Recant, solil. n. 36 And like

a pain-afflicted stripling, play With some new Toy, to while
thy grief away. 1706 Bragge Disc. Parables fed. 3) I. i. 17
'those .. who frequent our Religious Assemblies, .to while
away the Time that lies useless upon their Hands. 1726
Pope Let. to Bethel 9 Aug., Let us while away this life ; and
(if we can) meet in another. 1769 Wksi.ey Wks. (1872) XII.
374 There will be a danger likewise of whiling away time.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla x. iii, Such dangerous ex-
pedients to while away chagrin, a 1800 Pegge Anecd. Engl,
Lang. (1814) 229 Towhileaway so much time in perusing
this Disquisition. 1807 W. Irving Salmag. No. 13 (181 1) II.

75 These moments of mental gloom, whiled away by the
cheerful exercise of our pen. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xn.
viii. (Rtldg.) 434 A delightful residence, where he whiled
away three weeks. 1813 Byron Corsair 1. xiv, Then shall

my handmaids while the time along. 1840 Dickens Old C.
Shop ix, When she left her own little room to while away
the tedious hours. x88a Mrs. Raven's Temptation I. 5 There
was nothing for the young traveller to while the time with.

b. intr. Of time : To pass tediously. Now dial,

171a [see Whiling///. a.]. 189A Hardy IVessex Poems
106 All that year and the next year whiled, And I still went
thitherward.

f 4. While off: to put (a person) off for the time.
1646 Lockyer Serm. 31 If you cast them off too, when they

have cast off all for you, or if you shall while them off, when
they tell you, Sir, this is our last meale in the barrell [etc,].

While, obs. f. Wheel, Wile.
Whileas : see While conj. 4.

t Whilemeal, adv. In 4 whilmele. [f. While
sb. + -meal.] Used to render L. vicissitn by turns.

138a Wyclik / Kings v. 14 Ten thousand bi eche moneth
whilmele [1388 bi whilis].

Whilen, obs. form of Whilom.
t Whilend, a. Obs, [OE. hwtlende^ rare var. of

hwilwende (cf. Whilwenijlic), f. hwil While sb,

+ %uend- to turn, Wend v.] Temporary.
a 1050 Liber Sciniill. ix. (1889) 49 Hi na to baere hwilendre

mihtan dxdbote becuman. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn, 7 feos world
is whilende and ontful and swide lewe. a iaas Ancr. R,
182 Vorte beon martirs efning, buruh a wilninde [v. r.

hwilinde] wo. Cl*$o Halt' Meid. 35 For bat hwilende [v. r,

hwilindej lust, a 117a 0. E. Misc. 94 pis world farep
hwilynde hwenne on cumeb an ober gob.

f Whileness. Obs, rare. [Abnormally f. While
sb. + -NE3S.] Used to render L. vicissitudo in

senses {a) = Turn sb. 23 (cf. While sb, 3 a, 5 b);
(b) change, variation.

138a Wyclif Joel iii. 4, Y shal ^eelde the whilnesse to }ou
on ^our hed. — fames^ 1, 17 The fadir of li^tis, anentis
whom is not ouerchaunginge, nether schadewing of while-
ness, or tyme.

Whilere (hwailieVi), adv. arch, [Orig. two
words, While adv. 2 and Ere ; for the abbreviated
spelling cf. wherever.'] A while before ; some
time ago : = Erewhile.
a 1000 Judith 214 pa he hwile Er elSeodi^ra edwit bolcdon.

C1386 Chaucer Can. Veom. Prol. <y T. 775 Helpeth me
now as a dide vow whil eer. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg,

Princ. 1317 Whyl er, my sone, tolde I naght to be What
habundance in youth I hadde of good, c 1460 T. Russell
Bk. Nurture 377 Son, take by knyfe as y taught pe whileere,

Kut bravne in be dische ri}t as hit liethe there. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 1. ix. 28 That cursed wight, from whom
I scapt whyleare. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. ii. 127 Will you
troulethe Catch You taught me but whileare? 1630 Milton
Circumcision 10 He who with all Heavn's heraldry whileare
Enter'd the world, now bleeds to give us ease, a 165a
Hrome IVeeditig of Cov.-Garden 1. i, Mark how he stands, as
if he had learn 't a posture at Knightsbridge spittle as we
came along while-eare. 1767 Mickly. Concub. i. n, Melodious
Mulla ! when, full oft whyleare, Thy gliding Murmurs soothd

I

the gentle Brest Of hapless Spenser. 1808 Scott Marmion

\
v. Introd. 139 My harp. .Whose Anglo-Norman tones whilere

I Could win the royal Henry's ear." 1884 J. Payne Talesfrom
1
Arabic I. 225 How joyous and how solaceful was life in

them whilere !

Whiles (hwsilz), sb. (advb. gen.), conj. {prep.),

I adv. Obs. or arch. Forms : 3 hwihles, 3-4 wiles,

,
4-5 whilis, whylys, whilles, whils, 4-6 whyls,
4-8 whyles, 5 whilez, whilys, whylis, whyllys,

j

wilis, wylys, whilis, (whels), 5-6 whilse, 6

whylse, 4- whiles; 3-4 quiles, 4 quyles, quilis,

quylis, qwylys, quils, qwhylles, Sc, quhillez,

4—6*ft. quhilis, 6 .SV. quhillis, quhylis, quhyles,
quhyls, 7-8 Sc, quhiles. [orig. in advb. and conj.

phr., as sumehxviles formerly, oSerhtailes at times,

perhwiles while, meanwhile, formed with advb.
-3 on sumhwile, oSerhwite, ferhwile (see Some-
while (s, Othkrwhilk(s, Thebewhile(s) ; on this

type were modelled the expressions pis or fat
quiles, to quiles, long whiles, a {good) whiles, etc.

and the simple conj. whiles.]

I. f 1. Preceded by a demonstrative adj., indefi-

nite article, or other qualifying word, forming advb.

phrases : e. g. that whiles, at or during that time
;

long whiles, for a long while, etc. Obs,

13. . Cursor M. 5495 (G5tt) l>at quiles ras b^r a neu kin?.

Ibid. 5713 pis quilis [Fair/, alle Jns quyle) was in israel

\>e folk ledd in mekil vnwele. c 1330 R. Bbuhnb Chrou,
IVace (Rolls) 10198 In bat louh ar sexii iles— In ho be

dwelte longe whyles. c 1430 Two Cookery. Iks. 42 Lat it

sebe esyli,. .a good whylys. c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 9833
Thanne schal neuere kyng Arthewr. .his lond jn pes thanne
non whyles holde. C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Engl. Hist. (Camden
1846) 254 In the meane whiles. 1594 R. Ashucy tr. Leys le

Roy 85 b, It endured but a whiles, 1607 J. Carpenter
Plains Mans Plough 233 Ye haue beene as sheepe going
a great whiles astray. 1633 Prynne Histrio-m. 1. 52 All

which, if our Actors, .would but a whiles consider [etc.],

1651 H. L'Estrangi; Ansiu. Mrq. Wore 91 Where God
one whiles insinuates himself into the conscience in the

language of a familiar Friend, another while reclaims it

with the indignation of an incensed Judge. 1654 Gavtom
Pleas. Notes IV. 289 Nor have the Wardens ventur'd all

this whiles, To lay, except my selfe, one in those Iles.

2. The whites, advb. and conj. phr. = the while,

While sb. 2 a, b. f Also (rarely) in whiles as conj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3309 IJot ai he quils be ne fan To behald
bat leue maidan. 13.. ibid. 1729 (Gott.l Hot euer be quilis

pat he [sc, Noah] wroght, pe folk to preche forgat he noght.

137S Barbour Bruce in. 435 The king, the quhilis. .Red to

thaim.-Romanys ofF worthi Ferambrace. 14.. Northern
Passion 430 (Camb. Ii. 4. 9) Here }e schuln me A byde be
qwylys [v.rr. to whyls, whils] I go here be syde. 1540
Ralsgr. Acolnstus 111. v. R j b, We wyll walke vpand downe
. .the whyles. 1583 Stockek Civ. Warres Lone C IV. 4 b,

All suche pointes, as thei could iustly finde them selues

agreeued, and in whiles he gouerned, deminished. 1590
Si'enser F, Q. 11. vii. 62 The whiles my hands I washt in

puritie, The whiles my soule was soyld with foule iniquitie.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcelt. xix. xii. 141 Paulus all the

whiles was the prompter, .of these cruell enterludes. 163a
Holland Cyrupxdia 144 Perceiving, .draught-beasts to

draw other things, and feeding the whiles. 1759 Colman Ode
in Prose Sev.Occas. (1787)11. 277 His heel Sparkles refulgent

with elastic steel: The whiles he wins his whiffling way.
1808 Scott Marmion 1. xiii, They feasted.. The whiles

a Northern harper rude Chanted a rhime of deadly feud.

f3. To whiles, advb. and conj. phr. = a. Also

as conj., to the time that, until. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1729 Ai to-quils bat [noe] sa wroght pe

folk to preche for-gate he noght. Ibid. 3889 To quils haa
lya in £i bedd, For-soth ban sal bou rachel wedd. Ibid.

4923 pan war )?aa breber. .prisund til be thrid morn, ..To-
quils sent ioseph be yepe Men bnir harnais for to kepe. 1338
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 220 Suilk ribaudie bei led, ..To-
whils Sir Edward had seisid alle Euesham. 1357 Lay Folks
Catech. (T.) 139 To whiles that his l>odi lai in the graue, The
saule with the godhede went untill hell, a 1400 R. Brunne's
Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2645 pe while [Petyt MS. Towhils] ber
fader was on lyue For pe royalme gon bey to stryue. c 1400
Yivaine fy Gaw. 1079, I dar yow hight, To have him her or
the thrid nyght j Towhils efter yowr kownsayl send.

II. 4. conj, = While conj. 1; also with that, -\ as,

c 1220 Bestiary 256 in O. E. Misc. 8 Dus 3e tileS 5ar, wiles
a,e time haueS. c 1275 Ibid. 144 Weschulde. ,vs ibidde nyht
and day hwihles bat we libbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1833 ^or
quils bat godd bamraght his grace, I.ittel roght ham of his

manance. Ibid, 1948 To lofleute quils bou tnai lif. ? 111400
Morte Arth. 3651 Thies ware the cheefe amies Of Arthdre..
qwhylles he in erthe lengede. C1440 Generydes 4037 Whels
hesleppe this cursyd creature Full trayturly with hir is goo.
c 1463 Chery Chase xxxvii, Fyghte ye, my myrry men,
whyllys ye may. 15*6 Tindale Matt. v. 25 Agre with thine

adversary at once, whiles thou arte in the waye with hym.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. Prol. A ij b, He that wlulse other men
feight, standeth in the top of a tre. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxiii. 108 Thir vertewis all scho had, quhyls scho
stude aw Of God Eterne. 1595 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. i. 39
The Tyger will be milde, whiles she doth niourne. 1633
Prynne Histrio-m. 1. Ep. Ded., The pressing importunity.

.

drew me whiles 1 was yet a novice. 01648 Dicbv Closet

Opened (1669) 156 No longer then whiles you can say the
Miserere Psalm very leisurely. 1756 Mks. Caldekwood in

Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 1 S9 Whiles Mr Calderwood

j
went through the colledge.. with the fathers, Daniel attended
me. 1858 .Morris U'elland River 230, I pray you, nurse-
tend me, my knight, Whiles that I have my breath.

f b. trans/, = Whiles///. 2. Obs.

*55* Turner Herbal 1. Prol. A iij b, For now (say they)
enery man with out any study, .will become a Phisician..

.

Whilse by occasyon of tliys boke, euery man, nay eueiyold
wyfe will presume not without the mordre of many, to

l practyse Phisick. 1580 Fulke Retentive, Discov. Dang.
i Rock xii. 248 Whiles the one will vrge a prerogatiue of

Peter, the other will forge a liyshoplike office in the Apostles.
1610 Holland Camden s Brit. 1. 71 Whiles Gallienus. .gave

j

himselfe over to, .riotousnesse, the State of Rome. .lay dis-

|

membred as it were. 1665 Evelyn Let. to Sir IV. Coventry
2 Oct., Sir William D'Oyly and myself have near ten thou-
sand upon our care, whiles there seems to be no care of us.

f5. cot.y. and prep. Till, until : = While conj, 3.

1398 Munim. de Metros (Bannatyne CI.) 409 To be.,

haldcne. .qvhillez bt
. .sati>factioun and pavement .. be.

.

made, a 1400 Phtill of Susan 177 Whiles be Murwen to

, Middai and mare. C1450 St. Cnthhert (Surtecs) 7492 pare

he bade whils he ware deede. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
;

1 53 1 ^ 259 Whyles the nexte matyns. 1545 Ascham Toxoph.

j

1. 37 b, I couldcreken vp suche a rable of shoters that be

named.. in poetes, as wolde holde vs talkyng whyles to-

morowe. 1601 Shaks. Tu-et. A', iv. iii. 29 He shall conceale

it Whiles you are willing it shall come to note.

6. adv. fa. Formerly: = While adv. 2. Sc. Obs.

c J 375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxxvii. (Vinceucius) 3 pis namt;

vincensins to .say Is man pat ourcumys ay, Assancte vincent
quhilis dide Thru his pacience. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform.

\ xii. 94 That Bogill thair that 3e hard Llaw, With quhome
' quhyles }e wer small content.

b. Sometimes: = While adv. 1. Chiefly Sc.

In mod. use apprehended as sb. pi. : cf. While sb. 6 e.

c 1480 Hknrvson Two Mice 7 Quhyle vnder bn*k,quhyle
I vnder bieir, Quhylis in the come, c 1550 Holland Crt.

I
Venus 1. 356 Lufe. .alteris ay to euerie kinde and stait:

Quhylis to, quhylis fra. ^1557 Gri.mai.de in TotteVs Misc.
(Arb.) 103 Italian whiles, and Spanish you do hear, and know
full well. 1661 R. Haillie in Lauderdale Papers (Camden
1884) I. 96 My hert whiles trimbles for you. a 1722 Foun-
tainhali. in M. P. lirown Suppl. Diet. Decis. (1826) II. 460
She took whiles fits of distraction. 1829 pRocKRTr N, C.

Gloss, (ed. 2) s.v., It rains whiles. 1830 Newman Verses
Var. Occas. (186S) 42 Keen regret and tearful yearning,

Whiles unfelt, and whiles returning. 1886 Stevenson Kid-
napped xxvi, So we lay.., whiles whispering, whiles lying

still.

"Whilest, obs. form of Whilst.
"Whiling (h\voi'lirj

,

) J ///. a. [f. While v. +
-ing 'A] Of time : Passing tediously, tedious: see

While v. 3 b.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 448 F i_ The whiling Time, the

gathering together, and waiting a little before Dinner, is the

most awkwardly passed away of any Part in the four and
twenty hours. Ibid. 522 ? 1 To pass away the whiling
Moments and Intervals of Life.

Whilk (hwilk). [?.] Local name for the scoter,

a species of wild duck.
a 1705 Ray Syn. Avium (1713) 138 Anscr ma.ximus niger,

The Whilk dictus, ineunte "liruma primum adveniens.

[Hence in later books]

Whilk, var. Whelk ; dial. f. Which.
Whill, obs. form of While.
Whillaloo (hwrla1?7). dial. Also 8 whilly

lou, 9 whillaluh, whillilu, whillile-w, whilla-

lew. [Ir. uileliugh. Cf. Ululu.] A cry or song

of lamentation ; an outcry, uproar, hubbub.
1790 Jas. Fisher Poems 65 She's sleeping now ! Yet

wakens wi l a greeting eye, An' whilly lou. 1800 Maria
Edgeworth Castle Rackreut Tales 1832 I. 5 Then such a
fine Whillaluh ! you might have heard it to the farthest end
of the county. [Ibid. 100 The declining taste for the

Ultaloo in Ireland.] 1820 Hogg IViuter Even. Tales I. 162

What whillilu is that, Thou keep'st a trilling at ? 1841 Llver
O'Malley Ixxx, And sure I set up a whiililew myself.

Whine, -ll(e;s, -llest, -llom(e, -lion, obs. ff.

While, Whiles, Whilst, Whilom.
Whilly (hwi-li), v. Sc. [? Short for Whilly-

VHaz/.] trans, = Whillywha v,

1721 Ramsay Addr. to Town-Council Edin. 10 They..
The honest Lieges whilly'd. 1737 — Sc. Prov. (1797) 91
Wise men may be whilly'd wi 1

wiles. 1820 Scott Abbot
xvi, These baptized idols, .whillied the old women out 01'

their corn and their candle ends.

Whillywha (hwi-lihwa, -9), sb. Sc. Also

-whaw, -whaa, -wa, whilli(e)wha, whullywha.
[Of obscure origin.]

1. A wheedling or insinuating person ; a flatter-

ing deceiver. Also attrib.

c 1680 [ F. Sempill] Banishm. Poverty in Watson Coll. Sc.

Poems (1706) 1. 12 We fear'd no Reavers for our Money,
Nor Whilly-whaes to grip our Gear. 1714 Ramsay Elegy

on Cowper v. He gather'd Gear, .and left it a' ! May be to

,
some sad Whilliwhaw O' fremit IJlood. 1824 Scott Red-

I
gauntlet ch. xii, He's a whilly-whaw body and has a plaus-

ible tongue of his own. 1890 Service Notandums xix, Ony
whillywha o' an Englisher.

2. Wheedling speech, flattery, cajolery.

1816 Scott Old Mart, v, I wish ye binna beginning to

learn the way of blawing in a woman's lug_ wi" a* your

whilly-wha's. 1843 Ballantine Gaberlunxie's Wallet x.

j
225 ' Gae wa' wi' your whillywhaws,' said Nanny.

Whillywha, z>. Sc, [See prec] trans. To take

in or persuade by flattery"; to wheedle, coax, cajole.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xl, He canna whilliwha me as he

has dune mony a ane. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xv, The
lower lads..tried to whillywha him to be quiet.



WHILOM.
Whilmele, -nesse : see Whilemeal, -ness.

Whilom (hwaHam), adv. (adj.), conj. Forms :

I hwilurn, -on, -an, -un, wilum, 3 (Orm.) whi-
lumra, hwilem, (h)wylem, hwylen, $wilene,
wilen, 3-4 whilen, 4 whylon, (whilhom), 4-5
whilura, 4-6 whylome, 4-7 whylom, 5 why-
lum, -whilene, 6 whillon, (Sc. vhylome), 7
Sc. whillome, 8 whillom, 4- whilome, whi-
lom

; 3-4 quilum, 4 Sc. qwhilom, 4-5 Sc.

quhilom, 4-6 Sc. quhilum, quhylum, 5 Sc.

qwhilum, qwhylum, qwylum, 6 quilome.
[OE. hwilurn, later -on, -an, = OS. hwtlon at

times (MDu., MLG. wilen formerly, Du. wijkn
late = deceased), OIIG. /notion, -on (MHG. wilen,
wilent, G. wetlandformerly) dat. pi. ofWhiles.]
A. adv. (adj.)

fl. At times: = While adv. 1,Whiles 6b. Oh.
a 900 O. E. Martyroh 7 July, Ymb twegen dagas, hwilurn

ymh bry, hwilurn asfter ealre wucan. a 1000 Boeth. Metr.
xxix. 53 Hwilurn cerreS eft on uprodor a-lbeorhta leg, leoht
lyfte; figeS him behindan hefig hrusan dsel, beah hit hwilan
zer eor3e sio cealde oninnan hire heold. a 1300 Cursor M,
25166 par es resun qui vr bon Es noght granted us quilum
sun. C1350 Will. Palerne 1788-Whilum bei went on alle

four..& whan bei wery were bei went vp-ri^ttes. 'lax^oo
Morte Arth. 1145 Thai tiltine to-gederz; Whilome Arthure
ouer, and other-while vndyre. la 1550 Freiris Benuik 353
itiMaitland Folio MS. (S. T. S.) 143 And quhylum he sat
still in ane studeying, And quhylura on his builc he was
reyding. a 1600 Montgo.mkrie Misc. Poems xlii. 24 FUe
vhylome love, and it will folou thee.

2. At some past time ; some time before or ago
;

once upon a time : = While adv. 2,\Vhiles 6a. arch.
cizoo Ormin 486S Ure Laferrd Crist himm sellf Uss 3aff

heroffe bisne, paer bser he se^de himm sellf whilumm J>urrh
hiss prophetess tunge. c 1205 Lay. 28633 r*a wes hit iwuroen
bat Merlin seide whilen. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc.
27 Hi offrede Stor, bet me olTrede wylem be bo ialde laghe
to here godes sacrefise. a 1300 Cursor M. 6786 To cumlinges
do yee right na suike, For quilum war yee seluen slike.
C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1 Whilom as olde stories tellen vs
Ther was a due bat highte Theseus. C1425 Wvntoun Cron.
II, Prol. 22 As Orosius qwhilum wrate. 1513 Bradshaw
St. Werhurge 11. 2021 Auncient poetes .. Whilom flouryng
in eloquence facundious. 1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 66 Oynt-
ments..T*aswage the paine : the which whilom the cunning
Chyron taughte To Esculape. 158a Stanyhurst /Ends in.

(Arb.) 72 This Polydor whillon ..Too king Treicius was sent.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. U. bei.

{1674) 213 The whilome powerful Kingdom of Hungary.
1682 Dkyoen Mac Flccknoe 35 The Lute I whilom strung,

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v.. viii, The 'squire., began to roar
forth the name of Sophia as loudly, .as whilom did Hercules
that of Hylas. 1808 Scott Marmion iv. xi, Where oft

whilom were captives pent. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in
S. Co. i. 10 The wistful eyes which whilom glanced down.,
upon the sweet clover fields,

b. as adj. That existed, or was such, at a former
time; former; f of a person, 'late', deceased
{obs.) : oc While adv. 2 b. arch.
1452 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 3S7 All them that had

arte or parte of the slaughter. .of wliylum William, Earle
of Douglas, my brother. 1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 70 Thy

|whilome sire, .neuer quaild in mortal ioyne. a 1657 Sir W, .

Mure Hist. Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 249 Designeing her the wife
to whillome Sr Adame Mure. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III.
v. iii, General Doppet, a whilom Medical man. 1868 G.
Duff Pol. Surv. 151 Mexico. .that whilom dependency of
the Spanish Crown. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commiu. lxxvii. !

III, 17 When superstition and the habit ofsubmission have
vanished from the whilome subjects.

f 3. At a future time, some time; in future.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17732 Quilum sal bis ilk barn Be to sum

men in uprising, Til o)?er sum in dun falling. 1513 Brad-
shaw St. Werburge 1. 81 Therfore I purpose.. All suche
ydlenes whylom to refuse.

B. conj. = While conj. i, 3. dial.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle, etc. 121 A man. .With whom
his father held much conversation Whilome he livde. 1647
Ward Simple Cooler 51 Subjects their King, the King his
Subjects greets, Whilome the Scepter and the Plough-staffe
meets. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Whilom,
whilst, during which time. 'Stay whilom I come.*

U Aberrant uses. Ofivkilom*. for some time past.

So this whilom.
1619 Fletcher Mons. Thomas IV. ii, This mony I do give

ye, because of whilom You have been thought my son.
C1620Z. BoydZion'sFlowers (1855)72, 1 wot not, what inmee
is come to pass, In mee this whilome who most gladely was.

Hence [with -s, after Whiles] f Whiloms adv.

Sc. Oh. (5 quhillumys, 6 quhyllum(ra)is,
quhylomis ; cf. WFris. wi/tns), at times, some-
times.

a 1500 Bernard, de cura ret /am. 219 Gef quhillumys
pleseis ioculatoris, . . Fen?e be bar fantasy to here, a 1585
Montgomerie Flyting 508 In be bark of ane bowrtrie,

quhyllumis they bed it. 1768 Ross Helenorei. 69 Whiloms
they tented, an sometimes they plaid.

Whilse, obs. form of Whiles.
"Whilst (hwailst), adv., conj. {prep.) Forms:

4 quilest, -ist, quylest, -ist, 5 qwhilste, whylst,

5-6 whylest, 6 whillest, whylyst, wylst, Sc*

quhylest, 6-7 whilest, 7 whil'st, 6- whilst,

[f. Whiles + -/ as in amongst, amidst.']

1. a. In advb. phr. the whilst (obs. or rare arch.),

also (rare) f to whilst, in the whilst, or as simple

adv. whilst (obs. exc. dial.) : During that time,

meanwhile. Also f^ "whilst ; for a time.

48

c x375 Cursor M. 6417 (Falrf.) pe quilest molseshelde vphis
hende Hit was wele in )>e batel kende, For ay to quilest
witerly Had goddis folk be ouer maistn. 1595 in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. in. IV. 116, I served a whilest with the late
Erie of Leycester. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. iv. ii. 4 Doe it

quickly. He call sir Toby the whilst. 1613 Beaum. & Fl.
Cupid's Rev. n. v, Go run, And tell the Duke ; And whilst
I'll close her eyes. 1646 H. Lawrence Commun. Angels
1 1 3 I f God would doe all, and men might sleepe the whitest.

1671 H. M. tr. Krasm. Colloq. 228 Alway, except that in
the whilest at the first, I lived four years at Padua, c 1672
Roxb. Ball. (1888) VI. 500 Though present you be, all the
whilst that they dine. 1683 in loth Vol. Walpole Soc. (1922)
67 Pray . . forget not the proposal of Sr : Yours Really whilst
F. Place. 1819 Scott Ivauhoe x, But a small sum; some-
thing in hand the whilst. 1895 Jas. Prior Renie xxi, Why
don't you send fur the p'liceman whilst?

b. The whilst, conj. phr. (also with that) : Dur-
ing the time tiiat, while; fwhen. Oh. or rare arch.
c r37S Cursor M. 2966 (Fairf.) J>e folk ware ful of pride pe

quylest he dwelled bam bl-side. Ibid. 15461 pe quilist bat
5e me se him kis Lay hande on him. 1582 Stanyhurst
A^ucts in. (Arb.) 79 Thee whilst fayre Phcebus thee yeers
course roundlye reuolued. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 194,
I saw a Smith stand with his hammer (thus) The whilst his
Iron did on the Anuile coole. 1625 Fletcher & Shirley
A7. Walker 1. i, Make your mirth, the whilst I bear my
misery. 1798 A nti- Jacobin No. 25 (1799) II. 237 Each his

head. .Shakes, the whilst his tale is told.

2. conj. (falso with that) ~ While conj. i,b, d,

Whiles 4.

C1375 Cursor M. 2085 (Fairf.) He lined lelly quylist he
mo",t. Ibid. 5491 Quylest atte loseph regned bare His
breber in egipte regnande ware. 1435 Misyn Fire oj Love
11. ix. 91 Slike frenschyp is fenyd, for it may not last bot
qwhilste lust& profett bydis. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840)

308 A clothe, up on the which the professours must lygh
prostrat whylst the letany is in syngyng aftyr masse. 1569
Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. II. 4 The parliament
held quhylest scho wes in Lochlevin. 1579 Lyly Eu-
phues 1. P ij b, Whilest that the childe is young, let him
be instructed in vertue and lyterature. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. 1. 1, 1S6 He nere be drunk whilst I hue againe,
but in honest, ciuill, godly company, a 1631 Donne Serin.,

Ps. xxxii. 6 (1640) 597 Woe unto us, if we seeke him not
whilest he affords us these helpes. 163s Tackson Creed
VIII, viii. 73 During the time of his humiliation here on
earth, or whilest hee became hostage for our Redemption.
1669 Worlidck Syst. Agric. 222 The Trees.. and Fields

are now naked
(

unless cloathed in white, whilest the
Countrey-man sits at home, and enjoyes the Fruit of his

past labours. 1703 Dk Foe More Reform. 12 With lame
pretences they revive Those Lines when Dead, he blush 'd

at whilst alive. 1782 Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman III. 7
All in less time than whilst one could cry—'A good
riddance 1

. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, Fetch us up a
bottle of the Burgundy,. .And I say.Craigie, you may fetch

up half-a-dozen whilst you are about it. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Lair xxv, Be quiet whilst the tempest lasts. 1918
Act SfyQ Geo. V c. 17 Scbed. 1. ii, Such revocation shall

not be made whilst the Bill, .is pending in either House.

*|*b. prep. During. Oh. rare'" 1
.

1591 Sparry tr. Cattans Geomancie 186 Whilest the time
that the Emperour Charles the fift was at Nece .. I W2s
requested.. to make him a fygure.

3. trans/. = While conj. 2 a, b, c.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. vi. 26 Whilest they
catche after a vayne reward here, they be disapointed of
that, whiche onelye aught to be desyred. 1586 T. B. La
Printaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 15 Whilest they [sc. the Stoics]

granted to mans power such an excellent and divine dis-

position, they lift him up in a vain presumption. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. 11. i. 88 His company must do his minions
grace, Whil'st I at home starue for a merrie Iooke. c 1600—
Sowt. xxxvii. 10, I am not lame, poore, nor dispis'd, Whilst
that this shadow doth such substance giue. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. 1. 1 There is a place, .where, .thousands of the

Heads of Oxen were digged up, whereat the Ignorant
wondred, whilest the Learned well understood them to be
the proper Sacrifices to Diana. 1699 Garth Dispens. n. 20
Portia.. Laments her barren Curse, and begsa Son. Whilst
Iris, his cosmetick Wash, must try, To make her Bloom
revive, and Lovers dye. 1741 Middleton Cicero I. iii. 152
The Knights, .considered him as the pride and ornament of
their order, whilst he, to ingratiate himself the more with
them, affected always. .to boast of that extraction. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xxix, Whilst her appearance was an
utter failure. .Mrs. Rawdon Crawley's debut was, on the

contrary, very brilliant. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notches 4 One
day the right leg would be disabled, whilst the next day it

would be the left leg that suffered. 1907 Athenaeum 3 Aug.
120/2 It is not to be found in the Boston, ..or the Congress
Libraries, whilst the copy at Harvard is imperfect.

4. conj. Till, until : = While aw/. 3, Whiles 5.

Oh. exc. dial.

c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 324, I pray you, Larges, here to

remayne, Whylest I knowe what this letter dothecontayne.
Ibid, 685 Tary whylyst that I come agayne. 1594 Grekne
& Lodge LookingGl. Lond. 451 My wife might blow whilst

she burst. 1653 Clon'a <y Narcissus 1. 308 There to remaine,

. .whilst she heard some newes of Narcissus.

Whilt(e, obs. north, ff. Quilt so. 1

Whilum, obs. form of Whilom.

+ Wliilwendlic, a. Oh. [OE. hwilwcndlic,

i. hwil While sb. + stem of wendan to turn, Wend
+ -lic -ly 1

.] Lasting for a time, temporary.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 21 Hyt na;fj? pone wyrtrum

on him ac is hwilwendlic. c 1200 Ormin 18825 patt arrke
iss whilwendlike bing & eldebb & forrwurrbebb.

Whilwh, "Wliily, obs. ff. Willow, Wilt.
Whim (hwim), sbX Also 8 whym. [See

Whim-wham. The transference of meaning from
branch I to branch II is similar to, that in Engine
and Gin so.1]

WHIM.
I. f 1. A pun or play on words; a double

meaning. Oh.
1641 Brome Jov. Crew 1. (1652) B 1 b, There was the whim,

or double meaning on't. Ibid., One told a Gentleman His
son should be a man-killer, and hang'd for't; Who, after
prov'd a great and rich Physician, And with great Fame
ith' Universitie Hang'd up in Picture for a grave example.
There was the whim of that. Quite contrary ! Ibid. B 2 b,

Shall Squire Oldrctit's DaughUrs Weare old rents in their
,
Garments? (there's a whim too).

2. f a. A fanciful or fantastic creation ; a whim-
sical object. Obs.
1678 Butlkr Hud. in. 1. 108 When he.. Had rifled all his

Pokes and Fobs Of Gimcracks, Whims and Jiggumbobs.
! 1712-13 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 16 Jan., I came home at
1

seven, and began a little whim, which just came into my
head ; and will make a threepenny pamphlet. 1731 Cheny

,

List Horse-Matches 89 This Prize is call'd a Whim or
whimsical Plate, because the Conditions of running for the
same, are different from those of all other Prizes. 1752
Hume Ess. fy 'Treat, (1777) I. 275 Were the testimony of
history less positive, .such a Government [as that of Sparta]
would appear a mere philosophical whim or fiction. 1821
Clare Vill. Minstrel I. xxi Some may praise the grass-plat
whims, Which the gard'ner weekly trims.

t b. A whimsical fellow. Oh.
l-jtz Addison Sped. No. 371 p 2 That sort of Men who

are called Whims and Humourists.

c. In ombre, the deciding on the trump suit by
turning up the top card of the stock.

1874 H. H. Gibbs Ombre 41 note, Voltereta, though known
in England (under the name of the Whim), was not appre-
ciated there.

3. A capricious notion or fancy ; a fantastic or

freakish idea ; an odd fancy.

1697 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife 11. ii, Walking pretty late in

the Park,.A Whim took me to sing Chevy-Chace. 1702
Savery Miner's Friend 80 Many such like Whims [as

perpetual motion] are pretended to by Designing Men.
1713 Hearne Collect, (O. H. S.) IV, 254 The New-Printing
House just erected, wth is (it seems, out of a Whim) to
be called Typogiapheum Clarendonianum. 1781 Cowper
Truth 89 See the sage hermit, . . Wearing out life in his

religious whim, Till bis religious whimsy wears out him,
1832 Ht. Mautinkau Ella o/Gar. viii, The scheme was no
whim of the moment. 1848 Dickens Dombey^ xlii, Mrs.
Domhey may be in earnest, or she may be pursuing a whim,
or she may be opposing me. 1899 Conan Doyle Duet,
Confessions, There are all.. degrees of love, some just the
whim of a moment, and others the passion of a lifetime,

b. In generalized sense : Capricious humour or

disposition of mind.
a 1721 Prior Enigma, ' Formedhalfbeneath, etc' 7 They

[sc. skates] serve the poor for use, the rich for whim. 1728
Pope Dune. in. 153 Sneering Goode, half malice and half
whim, 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xn. i. (Rtldg.) 423, I came
up to pay my devotions ; but whim, or perhaps revenge.,
determined her to put on the stranger. 1884 Stevenson
Mem.

(J-
Portraits xvi. (18S7) 275 Mr. Besant so genial,.,

with so persuasive and humorous a vein of whim,

C. Comb.
X647 Ward Simple Cobler 25 These whimm* Crown'd

shees, these fashion-fansying wits. 1786 Burns Bard's
Epit, I, Is there a whim-inspir'd fool, Owre fast for thought,
owre hot for rule,.. Let him draw near.

II. 4. A machine, used esp. for raising ore or

water from a mine, consisting of a vertical shaft

carrying a large drum with one or more radiating

arms or beams to which a horse or horses, etc.

may be yoked and by which it may be turned, the

rope being wound on the drum by the horse's

motion. Also horse-whim.
1738 MSS, Dk. Portland (Hist.MSS. Comm.) VI. 177

This Lord has destroyed the old ridiculous water works and
whims that were then when made much in vogue. 1759
B. Martin Nat. Hist. I. Cornwall 11 A Wheel and Axle,

(which they call a Whim). 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 143
A proper working Shaft, upon which a Whym may be
erected. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxxvi, They above.

.

were rigging a rope to an old horse-whim. 1890 ' R. Boldre-
wood' Miners Right xliv, The whole plant, the whim, the

tools, . . —every mortal thing down to a worn-out hide
bucket—was sold.

b. attrib. and Comb., as whim-driver, -engine,

-gin, -horse, -house, -kibble, -rope, -round, -shaft.

1757 Borlase in /'////. Trans. L. 504 The whim-house
shook so terribly, that a man there at work ran out of it,

concluding it to be falling. 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 144
A whym Shaft to draw the Deads and Ore from the Sump
of the Mine. Ibid. 150 Two horses., go round upon a plat-

form named the Whym-round. Ibid. 165 In deep Mines,

some whym ropes cost fifty or sixty pounds. Ibid. Gloss.

s. v, Kibbal, A Whym-Kibbal is a larger [bucket], which.,
serves to draw water with, or bring up the Ore to grass,

1789 Brand Hist. Newc. II. 684 In a whim gin the ropes

run upon two wheel putHes over the shaft. 1834 2nd Rep.
Cornwall Polytechn. Soc. 41 The Steam Whim Engine.

1855 Leifchild Cornwall 139 Shafts .. intended for the

extraction of ores (called whim-shafts where horse-whims
are employed for extracting the produce). 1881 Instr.

Census Clerks (1885) 84 Whim Driver. 1896 J. Hocking
Fields of Fair Renmon i, The boy who drove the ' whim
horse * cracked his whip.

U In sense 4 a variant whin is found.

1838 Simms Publ. Wks. Gt. Brit. 11. 3 Cutting the whin
ropes nearly through. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,

Whin (Mining), a machine for raising ores and refuse. 1897
Westm. Gaz. 9 June 5/3 Rolling a large oak tree with

a timber whin.

Hence WMmmed a., ? possessed with a whim or

odd fancy ; Whimmery, a piece of whimsicality

;

Whi'mship, mock title for a whimsical person,

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 1. viiL 29 Our Don (or if Sancho



WHIM.
had the Vraines, for the Squires were whim'd in the whiske)
might very well from that encounter have stil'd himself a
Knight of Millan. 1837 Front's Mag. XV. 333 Had not
Mr. Pugin's attention heen too exclusively engrossed by that
architectural "whimmery. 1906 T. SlNTON Poetry 0/ Lock'
alter 182 We can imagine the swing of his bow with many
a pause and twirl carrying through the whimeries of the
rhyme. 1793 A tin, Reg., Projects 337 You're sure to find his
*\Vhimship there.

Whim, sb. 2 [Of unknown origin.] The Euro-
pean wigeon.
01705 Ray Syu. Avium {1713) 146 Penelope Aldrov. An

Anas Jistularis? The Wigeon, or Whewer, or Whim.
[ Hence in later works.]

Whim (hwim), v, [f. Whim sbA~]

1. fa. intr. with it: To play the whimsical fellow,

fb. trans. To put off by a whim or fancy. c.

To desire capriciously, to have an odd fancy for.

Hence Whrmming ppl.a., whimsical, capricious.
1704 T. IUker Act at Ox/, ill. ii. 32 Bio. [Aside] The Rogue

whims it rarely. 1710 R. Ward Life II. Mote 216 He knew
not, how he came to be whimm'd off from it (as his expression
was). 1787 Howie Plain Reas. Diss. 215 [The motion] was
rejected on the whimming pretence there was no present
danger. 184a Mrs. Tkollofr Vis. Italy I. x. 153 What he
whimmed to will, that he had power to do. i860 S. Martin
Westm. Chapel Pulpit ii. 13 He expects us to do not what
we whim.

2. intr. Of the head : To be giddy, to ' swim '.

Now dial.

1700 Congrf.vf. Way 0/ World tv. 61 My head begins to
whim it about—Why dost thou not speak ? thou art both as
drunk and as mute as a Fish. 1716-20 Lett. Mist's jrnl.
(1722) I. 88 The first Night he retired to his Chamber, his
Head whimm'd immediately.

Whim, var. Queme a., Whin, Wni v.

Whimberry (hwi-mberi). local. Forms : 1

winberije, 5 wynneberie, 7 win(ne)berry, 8
wind-berry, 9 whinberry, w(h)imberry. [As-
similated f. whinberry, alteration of ivinberry
(representing, with normal vowel-shortening, OK.
wlnberige; cf. Wineberry) by association with
Whin 1

.] The bilberry or whortleberry.
(Jlloo in Napier OE. Glosses 132/5104 Sacciniarum, win.

benjena. c 1460 J. Russell Si. Nurture 78 Aftur mete
peeres, nottys, strawberies, wynneberies, and hardchese.
1610 Shuttlewotths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 189 Given to
awenche which brought winberries from Uurneley woode,
iiij'

1
. 1611 Cotgr., Morels, wiune-berries, hurtle-berries.

1634-s Urereton Trap. (Chetham Soc.) I. 131 Winberries
made me subject to fainting also, and are churlish things for
the stomach. 1776 Withering Sot. Arrangem. 228 Black-
worts. .. Wherries [sic]. Wind-berry. 1847 Halliweli.,
Whimberries, bilberries. 1837 Pratt Flower. PI. III. 351
Bilberry, or Whortleberry .. This elegant shrub.. is some,
times called also Whinberry. i860 W. White Wreiin
viii. 74 Bilberries,—wimberries, as the rustics call them.
1861 Kincsley Water Bab. i. The heath was full of bilberries
and whimberries. 1882 Lees & Clutterbuck Three in
Norway xxi. 177 Four wimberry tarts .. and a venison pie.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 10/1 Bilberry . . is merely the
Midland name for the bleaberry of the North, the whortle.
berry of the West, and the whinberry of the Welsh Border.

Whimble : see Wimble, Wimplk.
Whimbrel (hwi-mbrel). Forms: 6whymper-

nell (?), 7, 9 wimbrel, 9 whimbrell, 7- whim-
brel. [? f. Whimp or Whimper v.. from the bird's
cry. Cf. for the ending dotterel, titterel.] Applied
to various small species of curlew, esp. the Euro-
pean Numenius phxopus.
1530-1 Durham Househ. Si. (Surtees) 46, 3 curleus et 1

whympernell 130". 1678 Ray Willughly's Ornith. 294 The
Whimbrel: Arquata minor,.. Mr. Johnson of Brignal, in his
Papers communicated to us, describes this Bird by the name
of a Whimbrel thus. It is less by half than the Curlew, haih
a crooked Bill, but shorter by an inch and more. iftSSPhil.
Trans. XVII. 997 Curlews something less than our English,
tho' bigger than a Wimbrel. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. 11.
514 The Whimbrel entirely leaves England in the Spring.
1863 Baring-Gould Iceland vi. 100 Whimbrel and golden
plover pipe and wail in all directions. 1897 Spectator 14
Aug. 210/1 On the fringe of a muddy creek .. were some
thirty whimbrel

. .with three or four curlews.

tWhimling. Obs. Also 7 -len. [Cf. Whip-
lino and whinnclling s.v. Whindle.] A miserable
or insignificant creature.
1611 BlAUM. & Fl. Coxcomb IV. i, Go whimling, and fetch

two or three grating loaves out of the Kitching. 1616 B. Jon.
son Masques, Love Restored, Before I could procure my
properties, alarum came, that tome o' the whimlen's had
too much.

Whimmy (hwi'mi), a. Also 9 whimy. [f.

Whim sbA + -y 1.] Of the nature of a whim
;

full of whims; whimsical, capricious.
}1*SStrother,

s Jrnl. (1912) 66 A whimmy thought struck
him that Aram was following him for the bone. 1827
Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (18,9) IV. 314 The study of
Rabbinical literature either finds a man whimmy, or makes
him so. 1880 Adel. Sartoris Past Hours I. 162 She is very
uncertain and whimmy, and has an immense amour pro/Ire
about it. 1889 Mary E. Carter Mrs. Severn 11. iv, ' Perhaps
lis only a whim,' said Anna. 'She's not a whimy body'.
Whimp (hwimp), v. local. Jn 6 whympe, 9wimp. [Echoic] intr. To whimper.
1549 Latimer 3rd Sent,, be/. Fditt. VI (Arb.) 77 Sainte

Paule sayed. There shall be intractabiles, that wit whympe*»*h
;
ne

- >8»° Glouc. Gloss., Wimp, to whine ; of a dog.
Whimper (hwi-mpaj), sb. [f. next.] A feeble,

broken cry, as of a child about to burst into
Vol. X.

49

tears
; a fretful cry expiessive of complaint or

grief.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Whimper, a low, or small
Cry. a 1734 North Exam. 111. vii. § 63. (1740) 550 After
a few Whimpers and a Wipe, he said. .That., he knew.,
he was in the Wrong. 1839 Carlvle Ess., Siniing oj
I etteeur (iSs7) IV. 218 Some vague faint murmur or whimper
of admission. 1874 Burnand My time xxvii. 256 A whimper
in her voice expressive of utter helplessness.

b. A similar cry of dogs, etc.
1810 Scott Lady nfL. 11. xxiv, The loved caresses of the

maid The dogs with crouch and whimper paid. 1852 R. S.
Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour Ixviii. 383 The scent improved
a little, and. .a hound or two indulged in a whimper. 1859
Burton Ccntr. Africa in Jn,!. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 83 The
hyena's whimper, and the fox's whining bark. 1906 Treves
Highways Dorset xiii. 197 The voice of the preacher is apt
to be interrupted by the whimper of circling seagulls.

C. trans/. Of inanimate things.
1895 W, Watson Hymn to Sea 6 Braying ofarrogant brass,

whimper of querulous reeds. 1897 O. Rhoscomyi. ' White
Rose Arno xxii, The clank of capstan and the whimper of
sheaves.

Whimper (hwi-mpaj), v. Also 6 whymper,
wimper, Sc. quhymper. [Echoic. Cf. Whimp.]
1. intr. To utter a feeble, whining, broken cry,

as a child about to burst into tears ; to make a low
complaining sound.
1513 Douglas sEncis 11. xii. 14 The ;ing childring, and

frayit matrounis eik, Stude all on raw, with niony peteous
screik. .quhymperand woundir snir. 1530 Pai.scr. 781/1
The pooie boye whympereth a lytell, but he dare nat wepe
for his lyfe. 1589 Nashe Martin Marprelate Wks. (Grosai 1)
I. 184 He whimpered and put finger in the eye. 1644
Qv\rles Sheph. Oracles\u. (1646)84 We., compose Strange
rufull faces; whimper in the nose. 1727 Gay Segg. Op. 1.

xiii, The Boy, thus, when his Sparrow's flown. .Whines,
whimpers, sobs and cries. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iii,

Get you away now you have said your lesson. You needn't
whimper. 1912 Mrs. Allkn Harker Mr. Wycherly's Wards
xiv. 202 Baby began to whimper.

b. fig. To complain pulingly ; to ' whine ' : esp.
/or, after, f to something.

1549 Latimer3rdScrm. b?f. Edw. fV(Arb.) 76 Was there
euer yet preachers,but ther were gaynsaiars. .yat whympered
agaynste him? 1644 Quarles Shcph. Oracles vn. (1646) 76
Time was, Adelphus, that my wants would whine And 1

whimper in pooreragsas well as thine. « 1653 G. Daniel
Idyll, iii. 43, 1, .whimper to the Teat, though Strong enough
To digest meat. 1813 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 190
'I he great Grecian youth, Who whimper'd for more worlds to
conquer. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth viii, Proudfute. .began
to cry for assistance., and almost in the same breath to
whimper for mercy. 1842 Peel in Croier Papers 27 July
(1884) II. 383 Farmers, .were whimpering over advertise-
ments offering fresh meat [etc.], 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
Ixvii, She is still whimpering after that gaby of a husband

—

dead. .these fifteen years. 1894 Jkssopp Hand. Roam. vi.

196 For ever whimpering for the days that are gone.
c. trans. To utter or express in a whimper.

1784 Cowter Task iv. 429 But poverty, with most who
whimper forth Thsir long complaints, is self-infiicted woe.
1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxviii, ' You deal with me better than
your word, noble knight,' whimpered forth poor Waniba.
1820 Hogg Tales, Allan Gordon (1837) I. 314 The generous
animal whined and whimpered her joy. 1891 Farrar
Darin. <y Da-.vu lxv, He still kept whimpering, 'Only to
think that such an artist as I am must perish 1

'

2. intr. Of an animal, esp. a dog : To utter a
feeble querulous cry.

1376 Turbkrv. Vetterie xxxix. 108 He [sc. a hound] will
streyneandlappyse, orwhymper, orsonietimecall on plainely.
1641 W. Cartw right Siege I. iv, Whimpering at The Cham-
ber door, like to the little Spaniel. 1825 J. Nual Bra.
Jonathan I. 335 The dog stopped ; whimpered ; looked
him in the face. 1898 M. Hewlett Forest Lovers xxx,
The dogs whimpered and tugged at the leash; they doubt-
less knew that there was blood in her.

3. Of running water or the wind: To make a
continuous plaintive murmur. Also trans.
1795 H. Macneill Will t, Jean 1. xx, In a howm, wha's

bonnie burnie Whimperin row'd its crystal flood. 1820
W. Irving Sketch Si. II. 358 The little brook that whim-
pered by his school-house. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstrel
II. 106 The brook mourns drippling o'er its pebbly bed,
And whimpers soothingly a calm serene. 1891 KirLiNG
Engl. Flag i. Verse 1919 I. 290 Winds of the World, give
answer I They are whimpering to and fro—And what
should they know of England who only England know?
Hence Whi-mpered ///. a. (sense I c).

1892 G. Meredith Teaching 0/Nude i. Poet. Wks. (1912)
410 A Satyr.. fetching whimpered tunes For words.

Whimperer (hwimparai). [f. prec. + -D 1
.]

One who whimpers.
1737 Ozell Rabelais 11. vii. 66 note, Marmiteux, a Whim,

perer. a 1739 Jarvts Don Quix. 1. i. (1742) I. 3 No finical
gentleman, nor such a whimperer as his brother. 1841
Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. ii. 73 We are become timorous, de-
sponding whimperers. 1863 Holme Lee A. Warlcigh III.
241 When her wee whimperer would allow any voice but his
own to be heard.

Whimpering (hwi-mpsrin), vbl. sb. [f. prec.
vb. + -ing 1.] The action of the verb Whimper.
1522 More De quat. Noviss. Wks. 89 Y'f we.. Hue in

puling & whimpering & heuines of hert. 1621 T. Granger
Eccles. xii. 4. 32a The noise of little birds, the whimpering
of mice, euery small stirrage waketh them. 1621 Markham
Hungers Prevention 274 A kinde of whimpering and
whining in his [sc. the dog's] voice. 1660 H. More Myst.
Godl. x. vii. 509 He will not., be put off with solemn whim,
perings. Hypocritical Confessions, ruful faces. 1735 Somer-
viilk Chate 1. 225 The.. Hound.. Bounds o'er the Lawn to
seize his panting Prey And in imperfect Whimp'rings speaks
his Joy. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra II. 102 His wife re-

WHIMSICALITY.
I

ceived him., with whimpeiings and repining?. 1851 D.
Jkrkold St, Giles viii. 78 lhere was no sham whimpering.,
but the boy's heart seemed touched. 190a L. Stkihen
Stud. Biogr. IV. v. 188 Many men of bu>iness. .enjoy in
st rict privacy a little whimpering over a novti.

Whimpering (Jiwi'mpsrnj), ppl.a. [f. prec.
vb. +-INQ 2

.] That whimpers, in various senses.
I

1598 E. Guiltin Skial. (1878) 29 Their wliimpring Sonnets,
puling Elegies Slaunder the Muses. 1622 Massingfr &
Dekker Virg. Mart. 11. i, Our whimpring Lady and
Mistresse sent mte. 1648 Herrick llcsp.^ To Primroses
fih'd with Morning Dew ii, Speak, wliimp'ring Young-
lings, and make known The reason, why Ye droop, and
weep. 1735 R. Savage Progr. Divine Wks. 1777 II. i2t
lie yours the blubb'ring lip, and whimp'ring eye ! 1810
Scott Lady cfL. 1. xxiv, With heads erect, and whimpering
cry, The hounds behind their passage ply. 1840 Thackeray
Paris Sk..l-k., Mine. Sand, Any one can see why Rous:-enu
should be such a whimpering reformer. 1879 Bhowning
!van Ivanovitih 205 'I he whim^eringest cub that ever
squeezed the teat !

Hence Whi'mperingly adv.
1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 157 He would suddenly break

away and begin whimperingly to commiserate the poor.
Whimple, Whimsey : see Wimplk, Whimsy.
+ Whimseycado. Obs. nonu-wd, [f. Whim-

sical + -ado Sp. suffix = -ate l.]
(?) A whim.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes tv. v. 201 If Amadis du Ga/.l
and Palmerin Be lies, what wliimsey-cados are we in t

t Whimsic, a. Obs. rare. [f. as next + -ic]
Whi7nsic chair --= Whimsy sb. 5.

1684 Ballads tllustr. Gt. Frost (Percy Soc.) 29 Dutch
whirling, whimsic chair, Turning more swift than unre-
strained J\t.

Whimsical (hwi-mzikal), a. {sb.) Also 7
whym-. [f. \Vhlms(y + -ical.]

1. Of persons, their actions, thoughts, etc. : Full
of, subject to, or characterized by a whim or whims

;

actuated by or depending upon whim or caprice.
1653 w« Ramesey Astral. Pest. To Rdr. 10 So they fell

to words and at last (to end this Whimsical controversie)
they resolved to kill one another. Ibid, n Were not they
better be. .grave, sober, serious, then whymsical, fickle and
fantastical?

^ 1690 C. Ni:sse 0. $ N. 'Pest. I. 251 So do the
whimsical Enthusiasts ,. make long relations of strange
dreams. 1703 Karl Orrery As youfind it in. i. 35 A Man
with a fantastical, whimsical Stomach may starve in the
midst of Plenty, not for want of Food, but such as he likes.

1711 AumsoxSjiect. No. ior P7 One Sir Roger de Coverley,
a whimsical Country Knight. 1756 Burke Subl. fy Beaut.
m. xi._ (1759) :o8 It has given rise to an infinite deal of
whimsical theory. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. vii. fa One
of those old codgers who have been a little whimsical or so
in their youth. 1839 HallaM Lit. Eur. u. vii. §20 It would
be rather whimsical to deny this to be a principal merit in
a comparison. 1875 J. E. 'J'. Rogers Protests of Lords 1.

Pref. p. 1 vi, Two whimsical dissents from Lords Radnor and
Abingdon.

2. Characterized by deviation from the ordinary
as if determined by mere caprice ; fantastic, fanci-

ful ; freakish, odd, comical.
1675 E. Wilson Sfiadacr, Dunelm. Pref. B 5 b, Panacea's,

Universal Medicines, Secrets, and such like whimsical
Remedies. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I.

79 The most whimsical scene of the farce is still behind.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 29 Nov. 1644, A whimsical chayre,
which folded into so many varieties as to turn into a bed, a
bolster, a table, or a couch. 1710 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 57
Is it not whimsical that the dean has never once written to
me? 1769 Burke Corr. (1S44) !• ^5 Matters here are in
a situation whimsical enough. 1773 Wesley Jrnl. 29 Nov.,
Wks. 1830 IV. 5, I went .. to Sheemess ; over that whim-
sical ferry, where footmen and horses pay nothing. 1826 [*'.

Reynolds Life % Times I. 193 The Germans are whimsical
animals in their appearance. 1836 Bkande Chem. (ed. 4)

17 Alembics, stills, retorts, receivers, and a variety of whim-
sical and complex vessels. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's
C. ix. 66 Our senator.. looked after his little wife with a
whimsical mixture of amusement and vexation. 1890
Science-Gossip XXVI. 85 All these whimsical prescriptions
gradually fell out of the Pharmacopoeias.
absol. 1740 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 112 Who.. delighted

more in the whimsical than the natural. 1838 Dickens
Nick. Nick, xxivj Hesitating between the respect he ought
to assume, and his love of the whimsical.

fb. Subject to uncertainty or the 'caprice of
fortune \ 06s.
1654 Whiti.ock Zcotomia 151 Must the bread of Life be

ground only by the winde of every Doctrine? and whim-
sicall Wind-Mills? 1700 Congreve Way of World 11. vii,

A Fellow that lives in a Windmill has not a more whimsical
Dwelling than the Heart of a Man that is lodg'd in a
Woman. There is no Point of the Compass to which they
cannot turn. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 18 f 3, I shall
oidy take notice of the whimsical circumstances a people
must lie under, who can be thus made poor or rich by an
edict. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) III. 191 Poor man !

he stands a whimsical chance between us.

B. sb. (in //.) A cant name for a section of the

Tories in the reign of Queen Anne; see quols.

1714 Swift Pres. St. Aff. Wks. 1841 I. 4ga/a That race of

politicians, who in the cant phrase are called the whim-
sicals. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvii, Many of the High
Church party.. affected to separate their principles from
those of the Jacobites, and, on that account, obtained the

denomination of Whimsicals.

Whimsicality, [f. prec. adj. + -ity.] The
quality or state ofbeing whimsical ; whimsical-

ness; oddity, fantasticalness. Also with a and//.
1760 Sterne 7>. Shandy III. xxxiit, The whimsicality of

my father's brain was far from having the whole honour of
this. 1800 Maria Edgeworth Belinda ii, Lady Delacour
. .laughed affectedly at her own whimsicalities. 1844 Hood
{title) Whimsicalities, a periodical gathering. 1850 L. Hint

7



WHIMSICALLY.
Autobiogr. vi. (i860) 117 Lewis was acomedian of the rarest

|

order, for he combined whimsicality with elegance, and '

levity with heart. 1898 R. H ichess Londoners ii, The ex.
i

pression of curious whimsicality that stole into her face.

Whimsically, adv. [f. prec. adj. + -LY 2.]

In a whimsical manner ; capriciously ; oddly, fan-

tastically.

1711 Steele Sped. No. too r 4, I thought it was whim-

sically said of a Gentleman, That if Varilas had Wit, it

would be the best Wit in the World. 1742 Fielding J.

Andrews 1. xviii, Her passions .. were not so whimsically

capricious that one man only could lay them. 1775 Sheridan

Duenna 11. iv, Was ever truant daughter so whimsically

circumstanced as I am? 1821 Croker in C. Papers 1 Aug.

(1884) I. 199 Our supper whimsically served; the first dish

being green peas alone, a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open

^rV(i863) 103 The mist, white and delicate where we stood,

but thick and black above, opened whimsically and de.

lusively. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men II. v. 65 Ho'.v

whimsically Wilberforce was capable of blending the pathetic

and the playful.

Wbimsicalness. [f. prec. adj. + -ness.]

The quality of being whimsical ; whimsicality.

1714 tr. a Kempis' Chr. F.xerc. iv. xiv. 250 Lest Medita-

tion should decline.. into Melancholy and Whimsicalness.

1747 Hoadly Suspicious Husb. v. ii, I cannot sufficiently

admire at the Whimsicalness ofmy good Fortune, in being so

instrumental to this general Happiness. 18SS Mrs. Whitney
Gayworlhys xxxii, ' Did you think I would?' cried Joanna,

lifting up her head suddenly, with something of the old

spirit of whimsicalness.

tWh.i'msied./a./^.ora. 0/>s. rare. [f.Wmii-

ST + -ED.] Filled with whims ; made whimsical.

1614 Fletcher Rule a Wife II. i, To have a mans brains

whimsied with his wealth. 1628 Ford Lover's Mel. 11. ii,

You are but a little staring—there's difference betweene

staring and starke mad. You are but whymsed, yet crot-

chetted, conundroun'd, or so. 183s Willis Pencillings I.

xxiii. 162 A whimsied madman.

Whirusily, Whimsiness : see after Whimsy.

"Whimstone, variant of Whinstojte.

1822 Convbeare & Phillips Ontl. Geo!. Eng. 1. 204 Con-

cretions are frequent . . and are called whim-stones or potlids.

Whimsy, whimsey (hwi-mzi), sb. (a.)

Forms : 7 whim-, whymzie,whimsee, 7-8 whim-
sy, 8 whymsey, 7-9 whimsie, whims(e"y. [See

Whim-wham.]
I. +1. Dizziness, giddiness, vertigo. Obs.

16.. MiDDLETON,etc. Old Law III. ii, I ha' got the scotomy

in my head already, The whimsey: you all turn round.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Scotomatical, that is troubled with

such a whimsey in the head.

1 2. A wench. Obs. rare.

1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair 11. iv, And shall we ha'

smockes Vrsla, and good whimsies, ha? a 1625 Fletcher

Bloody Brother iv. ii, You 'I pick a bottle open, or a whim,

sey, As soon as the best of us.

3. " Whim sb* 3.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone in. i, I can feele A whimsey i' my
bloud: (I know not how) Successe hath made me wanton.

1628 Venner Baths ofBathe (1650) 365 Such as have their

pates full of outlandish whimsies. 164S J. Hall Horx
Vac. 31 That whimsey of Pythagoras of the transmigration

of Soules. 1713 Durham Phys.-Theol. 1. i. 7 note, Our

Inability to live in too rare and light an Air may discourage

those vain Attempts of Flying, and Whimsies of passing to

the Moon. 1803 Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 508 Plato,

who only used the name of Socrates to cover the whimsies

of his own brain. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 11. I. 164 Both

had what seemed extravagant whimsies about dress, diver-

sions, and postures. 1891 Hesant St. {Catherine's 1. vi, Wh y,

I was young once, and had my own whimsies like the rest.

b. = Whim sbl 3 b. arch.

<ii68o Glanvill Sadducismus 11. (1681) 50 All this is

Whimsey and Fiction. 1709 Shaftesb. Charac. (1711)11.

337 In One there are the Marks of Wisdom and Determina-

tion; in the other, of Whimsy and Conceit. 1775 Wraxall
TourN. Eur. 121 It may just as well be called an European

structure, where whimsy and caprice form the predominant

character. 1881 Blackmore Christozoell xlviii, They win-

now my gatherings on every wind of whimsy.

4. = Whim sbX 2 a.

171a H. Mores Antid. Ath. III. ix. §2. Schol. 169 En-
grav'd with Characters, and other Magical whimsies of this

sort. 1785 J. Collier Mus. Trav. (ed. 4) 62 The Italian

whimsies and tweedle-dums, that people played upon in

these days. 1791 Cowper Yardley Oak 118 Thy root.. A
quarry of stout spurs, and knotted fangs, ..crook'd into a

thousand whimsies. 1860-1 D. Coleridge in Phil. Soc.

Trans, 164 The proposed Dictionary, .must include many

a mere whimsey and many a gross corruption. 1906 E. V.

Lucas Wand, in Lond. i. 14 The lodge in the garden of the

Record Office. This little architectural whimsy might be

the abode of an urban fairy or gnome.

II. f 5. A merry-go-round, roundabout. Obs.

1684 Ballads illustr. Gt. Frost (Percy Soc.) 4 There were

Dutch whimsies turned swiftly round Faster then horses

run on level ground.

6. = Whim sb.1 4. local.

,789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 430 This may be done

..with a small horse-gin or whimsy, instead of a windlass,

for drawing the water and work in sinking. 1836 Hull Ii

Selby Railw. Act 44 To make use of any gins, whimsies,

tackling, ropes, machines. 1875 Lire's Diet. Arts III. 319

In Cornwall, a kibble, in which the ore is raised in the

shafts, by machines called whims or whimseys.

b. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Whimsey, a small crane

for hoisting goods to the upper stories of warehouses.

7. Glass-making. (See quot.)

1856 H. Chance in Jrnl. Soc. Arts IV. 224/2 Still whirl-

ing, the table [of crown glass), as it is now called, is earned

off, laid flat upon a support called a whimsey, detached by

shears from the ponty, [etc].

50

B. adj. Whimsical.
1632 Shirley Hyde Park 11. ii, Ieere on, my whimsy Lady.

1867 Lanier Strange Jokes 7 Poems (1892) 217 Once In a

whimsey mood he sat. 1913 Mrs. Stratton-Porter Laddie
xiv, Laddie studied the sky, a whimsy smile on his lips.

C. attrib. and Comb., as whimsy-pate, -shaft;

whimsy-headed adj.; f whimsy-board, ?a board

or table used in some game of chance, or on which

different objects were carried about for sale.

a 1704 T. Brown Lett. Living to Dead Wks. 1720 II. 19,

I am sometimes a small Retainer to a Billiard-Table, and
sometimes, when the Master on't is sick, earn a Penny by
a "Whimsy-Board. 1708 W. King Art of Cookery (1709)99
Then Pippins did in Wheel-barrows abound, And Oranges
in Whimsey-boards went round. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No.

4659 3 He frequents the Cock Pits and Gaming Houses,

Whimsy Boards. 1698 E. Ward Lond. Spy ill. (1706) 63

The first *Whimsie.headed Wretch of this Lunatick Family.

1682 Winyard Mercurius Menip. 6 His 'Whimsie-Meagrim
must be an Ecstasie. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes ill. iv. 88

What a company . . doth this phantasticall *whimzy-pate

gather. 1821 W. Forster Section of Strata (ed. 2) 331

Whimsey Shafts may be sunk to the depth of ten . . fathoms.

Hence Whi'msily adv., Whi'msiness.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. iii. 188, I love Toboso, and

I know not why, Only I say, I love her (whimsyly). 1909

Daily Chron. 14 Sept. 5/3 To. .indulge his political whim-
siness.

Whimsy-wbamsy. [f. Whimsy after next.]

= next, 2.

1871 Caddell Never Forgotten ii, Maude always was

obstinate when she had one of her religious whimsey wham-
seys in her head. 1900 ' Anthony Hope ' Quisante v, The
real reason . .why the Dean hasn't risen higher is because he

always has some whimsy-whamsy in his head.

Wb.im-wb.am (hwi-mihwaem). Also 6-7

whym wham, 7 whimwhom, 8-9 whimwam, 9

wimwam, whim-, wim-wom. [A reduplication

with vowel-variation, like flim-flam, jim-jam,

trim-tram, all of which are similarly applied to

trivial or frivolous things.

The history of the group of words of which Whim it.'.

Whimsy, and this word are the chief members, is not clear.

The existence in ON. of hvima to wander with the eyes as

with the fugitive look of a frightened or silly person, and

hvimsa to be taken aback or discomfited, suggests the

possibility of an ultimate Scand. origin; but, seeing that

whim-wham is the earliest recorded of the group(contempor-

aneoii5ly with the similar reduplicated forms mentioned

above), an indigenous symbolic origin is more likely; in

which case whimsy may be related to whim-wham as

flimsy toflimflam.]
1. A fanciful or fantastic object

; fig- a trifle ;
in

early use chiefly, a trilling ornament of dress, a

trinket ; later in various local uses (see qnots.).

a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 75 After the Sarasyns gyse,

With a whym wham, Knyt with a trym tram, Vpon her

brayne pan. 1602 Dekker Satirom. F 2, Dost loue that

mother Mumble-mist, dost thou? dost long for that whim-

wham? i6ai J. Taylor (Water P.) Superbiae Flagellum

C 7 b, Whimwhams & whirligigcs to please Baboones. 1625

Fletcher & Shirley Nt. Walker 1. i, They II pull ye all

to pieces, for your whim-whams; Your garters and your

gloves. 1641 J. Taylor (Water P.) Reply as true as Steel

(1877) 6 He caus'd some formes of flowers .
.
twixt the

Beast legges be painted To hide his whim wham. 1659

Torriano, Tencone, ..a mans whim-wham. 1691 Mus.

D' Anvers Academia 17 The Yat's [= gate's] all hung about

with whimwhoms, As Fishes Bones, and other thingums.

1721 Ramsay Scriblers Lash'd 197 Dealers in small Ware,

Clinks, Whim Whams. 1808 Han. More Calebs (1809) II.

183, I have spent 700 pounds . . for her to learn music and

whim-whams. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xi, Florentine and

flams—bacon, wi' reverence, and a' the sweet confections

and whim-whams, a 184a Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851)

I. ix. 163 So much for the commencement of this long whim-

wham. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Whim-worn,

a bird-boy's clackers for frightening birds from fruit or corn.

i860 Slang Diet., Whim-wham, an alliterative term,

synonymous with fiddle-faddle, riff-raff, etc, denoting non-

sense, rubbish, etc

2. A fantastic notion, odd fancy ; =Whim .rr).
1 3.

1580 Fulke Stapleton Confut. n. viii. 117 Voluntarie

pouertie in Augustine not found in the first planters of this

newe trim tram. A matter worthie to be aunswered with

a whim wham. 1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 40 Such blind

vnreasonable whimwhams. 1621 Fletcher Wild-Goose

Chase in. i, Your studied Whim-whams ; and your fine set

faces. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy I. vii, Who. .not only hit

upon this dainty amendment, but coaxed many of the old-

licensed matrons, .to open their faculties afresh, in order to

have this whim-wham of his inserted. 1807-8 W. Irving

Salmag. (1824) 123 He declared he would humour the

weather no longer in its whim-whams. 183a Rowx. Hill

in Life (1834) 382 The pure and simple gospel of Christ, but

not intermixed with the whim-whams of the present day.

188a C. D. Warner W. Irving iv. 50 The follies and ' whim-

whams ' of the metropolis.

"Whimy : see Whimmt.
Wbin 1 (hwin). Forms: 5 quyn, qwynne,
wyne, 5-7 whyn(ne, 6 whyne, Sc. quyin, 6-7

whinne, whine, Sc. quhinn(e, 7 win, whimme,

(9 dial.) whim, Sc. (9 dial.) quhin, 8 (9 dial.)

whinn, 8-9 Sc. and dial, whun, 6- whin. [app.

orig. northern, and prob. of Scand. origin (cf. Sw.

hven, early Da. hvine, hvinegrses, -stra, Norw.

; hvine, hven, kvein, applied to certain grasses) ; the

evidence goes to show that gorse was formerly of

economic importance in the areas of special Scand.

influence. .

This origin is more probable than that which has been

WHIN.
proposed from OWelsh chnynn weeds (mod. chwyu), cognate

with Breton choitenna to hoe, weed.)

1. The common furze or gorse, Ulex europxus.

Often collect, pi. and sing, (or a clump or mass of the

shrub, or a quantity of it used for fuel, fencing, etc.

c 1400 Ywaine If Gaw. 159 A strete, Ful thik and hard,

..With thornes, breres, and moni a quyn. ci4as Voc. in

Wr..Wiilcker 643/32 Hec saliunca, wyne. C1440 Promp.
Patv. 524/2 Whynne, saliunca. 1538 Turner Lilellus,

Paliurus, uarias habet subspecies, quarum una estfrutex

ille quern all\.i]oqui a whyn alii/' a furre uominant. 1549

MSS. Dk. Rutland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV. 352 For

fellyng and ledyng of xj lodes of whynnes . . ih>. viiji/.

1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 119 With whinnes or with

furzes thy houell renew. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. ix.

669 The common Whyn, or great F'urze. 1606 in Trans.

Cumbld. .v Westmld. Archaeol. Soc. (1903) III. 152 That
none.. shall cult any whinne to burne upon paine of \id.

1610 Markham Masterp. 11. xxiv. 258 Rough hay, full of

whims [ed. 1636 whimmes, 1675 whins], thistels, or other

pricking stuffe. 1698 A. de la Pry.me Diary (Surr.ees_1.8rj9)

178 When all their fother was done, they took green whinz, .

.

stampt them, .to bruise all their prides, and then (rave them

to their beasts. 17a! Ramsay Ode to the Ph— ii, Driving

their Baws frae Whins or Tee, There's no ae Gowfer to be

seen. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. It Art II. 597 Whins
or common furze make a valuable fence. 1859 H. Kingsley

G. Hamlyn v, Down beyond down, a vast sheet of purple

heath and golden whin. 1878 Susan Phillips On Sea-

board 254 Between the whin and the workhouse they pulled

the old fox down. i88a Garden 13 May 324/3 The double

flowering Whin (Furze).

2. Applied to other prickly or thorny shrubs, as

rest-harrow and buckthorn ; also to heather.

1530 Palsgr. 2S8 1 Whynne, brviere. Whynnes or hethe,

brniere. 1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 13 Anonis

called also Ononis is called.. in Cambryge Shyre a whyne.

1570 Levins Manip. 133/14 A Whin, rhamnus. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Whin or Petty Whin, a Shrub,

otherwise call'd Knee-holm. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt.

Gloss., Whin, the rest-harrow.

3. With distinctive additions, in local names of

various prickly shrubs :

Cammock, Lady-, Land-whin = petty whin (a)

;

Cat('s) whin = petty whin ; also dwarf furze, dog-rose,

burnetrose ; Heather-, Moor-, Moss-, Needle-whin =
petty whin (b) ; Petty whin, (a) Turner's name for the

Rest-harrow, Ononis arvensis ; (b) the Needle-furze, Genista

anglica.

14.. MS. LandJSS, If- l8 Re,a o°m s is an herbe |>« me
clepub cammok whynne or calketrap. 1551 Turner Herbal

I. Dj, Petye Whyne, or grounde Whyne, or lytic Wbyne.is

called in latyn, & Greke ononis, and anonis... In cambryge

shyre ihys herbe is called a whyne, but I putt pety to it, to

make dyfference betwene thys herbe, and a fur : whyche in

manye places of Englande is also called a Whyne. 1579

Langham Card. Health 527 Restharrow, Cammok, or

Petywhin. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 45 Genistella..

Needle Furze or Petty Whin. 1684 Merito.n Praise Ale

108 (E.D.S.) Our Land is tewgh, and full of.. Cat-whins.

1763 Museum Rust. I.lxxxv. 377 Such barren sandy heaths

where petty-whin, heather, and short furze, plentifully grow.

1788 W. Marshall E. Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E.D.S.) Cat-

whin, sb. rosa ipinosissima, burnet rose. <Jl8a5 Forby

loc. E. Anglia, Land-whin, s., the rest-harrow. 1853

G. Johnston Bot. £. Bord. 51 Glenista) anglica. Moor.

Whin: Heather-Whin: Moss-Whin. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss.,

Cat-whin, the dwarf whin. Ulex nanus. 1886 Britten &
Holland Plant-n., Lady- whin, Ononis aiiemis,. .

Encyclo-

pedia of Agriculture.

4. attrib. and Comb., as whin-bloom, -covert,

-cow (Cow rf.2), -fence, -flower, -hack (Hack sb. 1),

-pod, -prick, -prickle, -root, -seed; whin-kid, a

bundle of whin ; hence whin-kid vb., to fence or

thatch withwhin; whin-linnet (seequots.); whin-

thrush, a local name for the redwing, = Winnard;
whin-wrack, a species of grass (see quot.).

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Eucycl., 'Whun blooms, the

yellow blooms of the whin. 1865 Allingham JO Mod.

Poems, Among the Heather ii, Your mountain air is sweet .

.

When.. the whinbloom smells like honey. 1843 Zoologist

I. 80 Walking through a straggling *whin.covert. 1826

', Scott frul. 28 Feb. in Lockhart, If you would have a

horse kick, make a crupper out of a "whin-cow. 1797 J.

Bailey & Culley Agric. Cumberld. 185 Large tracts . .
in-

closed by "whin-fences. 1897 Watts-Dunton Ayhuin xvu,

Making the gold coins round her neck shine like dewy

•whin-flowers struck by the sunrise. 1585-6 Wills I, /«_.

Durham (Surtees) 11. 131, iij *whine hackes. 1651 N.

Riding Rec. V. 90 Six "whyn kidds. 1841 Instil. Civil

Eng. Min. Proc. I. 141 The author.. has lately been

warping silt, with whin or gorse kids, laid horizontally.

1876 Mid-Yorks. Gloss. s.v., The parcels of land [are].,

whin.kydded about 1837 Macgillivray Brit. Birds I. 371

Linaria cannabina. The Brown Linnet... "Whin Linnet.

Greater Redpoll. 186a Johns Brit. Birds 625 W bin Linnet,

the Common Linnet. 1874 Stevenson Ess. trav., On
Unpleas. Places 246 The . . crackling of the whin-pods in

the afternoon sun. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. I. 13 The

little white Field-Spider .. imboss'd all over with black

Knobs, out of. .which grow bristles or prickles like whin.

i pricks. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xxxvt, As if they had

teen sitting °n *whin prickles. 1586 Deft. Durham

(Surtees) 320 My good man's horse fest a; a -whinne roote

i8a4 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 28 Harrows wi teeth

o' whunroots. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agnc. (ed. 2) 122

Every time that the land is turned into grass, the whin,

seeds near the surface will vegetate. 1848 Zoologist VI.

2200 The redwing is in Gloucestershire] a •whin thrush .

1853 G. Johnston Bot. E. Bord. 212 Holcus mollis. .
.

VV tun-

wrack—so called because it is found to occupy places whence

Whins have been removed.

Wbin 2 (hwin). Sc. and north, dial, i-orms:

4 quin, 6 St. quhin, quhyn(e, 6, 9 whun, 8

whyn(n, 8- whin, (9 whinn, Sc, whunn, fin).

1 [Origin obscure.] = Whinstone.



WHIN. 51 WHINING.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7531 He tok fiue stans rond o quiii, And

put ham in his scrip wit-in. 1513 Douglas sEneis iv.vii. 8

Of ane cald hard quhyn, The clekkit that horrible mont,
Caucasus hait. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 56
Greit cragis of quhin. 1599 Alex. Hume Itymucs iii. 133
The blew paymented whun [rime sun]. 1708 J. C. Compi.
Collier (1845) 12 If a Whin (which is the hardest sort of

Stone. .) lye in the way. 1799 Kkndal Geol. Ess. 310 Car-
bonated wood is frequently found under trap, whin, or basalt.

1864 A. Miller Coatbridge \\. 8 Where the Ironstone comes
into conjunction with whin it is.. much impregnated with
pyrites.

b. attrib. and Comb., as whin boulder, -dike

(Dike sb. ob), -float (Float sb. 20a), gravel;

whin-rock, whinstone ; whin-sill, a sill or layer

of whinstone ; also as a name for whinstone.
1873 Geikie Ct. tee Age xi. 152 Gravel and stones with

large ' "whin ' boulders. 1789 J. Williams Alin. Kingd. I.

29 Dykes of basaltes, or other hard stoue, which are com-
monly called *whin dykes. 1825 E, Mackenzie View
Northumbld. (ed. 2) I. 81 The Whin dikes are filled with
basalt, which has apparently issued hot from the interior

parts of the earth. 1845 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl.
Metro/. VI. 619/1 A few faults in the magnesian limestone
range of Durham and Yorkshire, as along the line of the
great whindyke. 1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal-tn., *Whin~
floaty a kind of greenstone, basalt, or trap, occurring in

coal measures. 1799 Trans. Soc. Arts XVII. 246 Clayey
loams, limestone gravel, *whtn gravel. 1683 G. Sinclair
Nat. Philos. 277 An impregnable *Whin-Rock, or Flinty
Stone. 1785 Burns Death <y Dr. Hornbook xviii, I might
as weel hae try'd a quarry O1 hard whin rock. 1806 Forsyth
Beauties Scot. IV. 58 All the hills are whin-rock. 1839
Uke Diet. Arts 748 In Cumberland the metalliferous lime-
stone includes a bed of trap, designated under the name
of *whinsill. 1845 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop.
VI. 756/1 The origin of the whin- sill. 1869 Phillips Vesuv.
iv. 128 The toadstoue in Derbyshire, or the whinsill in
Teesdale.

Whin : see Wheek, Whim sbA %
Whinberry : see YVhimberry.
Whrn-bush. Forms: see Whin* and Bush

sb. 1 ; also 6 wyn-, 7 wine-. A furze-bush.
1483 CWA. Angl. 416/t A Whyn buske . . salivnca, saliun-

cnla, paliurus. 1563 Foxe A. <r M. 1728/1 He tost a faggot
at his face..and set a wynbushe of thornes vnder his feete.

1644 W. Cavendish (Dk. Newc.) Let. Life (1886) 352
Through some fields of furze and whin bushes. 1721 Ram.
say_ To the Whin-Busk Club 19 To come beneath your
Whin- Bush Shade. 1881 J. Grant Catneronians iv, Masses
of whin-bush for gorse as it is called in England). 1889
Conan Doyle Aft'eah Clarke x, The gentle murmur of the
breeze amongst the whin-bushes.

Whinoh, obs. form of Wince.
Whinchat (hwi-nitjxt). [f. Whin 1 + Chat

sb.2] A small European bird, Pratincola rubetra,

closely allied to the stonechat.
Also called \ocxX\y f/trzs-chal, gorse-chat.
1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 234 The Whin-chat,.. In

bigness it scarce exceeds a Wagtail. . . The A //thus or Florus
of Aristotle.. differs from our Whin-chat in the colour of its

Bill, and in the place where it lives; sith our Chat abides
especially in heaths, and among Furze-bushes. ^1775
G. White Setborue, To Pennant xli. {1789) 107 How the
wheat-ear and whin-chat "support themselves in winter can.
not be so easily ascertained, since they spend their time on
wild heaths and warrens. 1843 Penny Cych XXVII. 324/1
The flight of the Whinchat is undulating. 1894 R. B. Sharpe
Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 300 As in Great Britain, the
Whinchat is a summer visitor to most parts of Europe.
Whinder, obs. var. Winder sb. t wigeon ; var.

Winder v. Obs. to wither, etc.

Whindle (hwrnd'l), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also
7 whinil, 7-9 whinnel. [app. f. Whine v. +
-le.] inir. To whine, whimper. Hence Whind-
ling vbl. sb. ; Whrndling ///. a., weak, pining,
puny; fig. trifling, petty. So Whi/ndle sb., {a) a
whining creature

; (b) a low cry, a whine.
1601 Ml'nday & Chettle Death Earl 0/ Huntington

1. iii. B 2 b, He keepes a paltry whinling glrle, And will

not bed, forsooth, before he bride. 1609 B. Jonson Silent
Worn. iv. v. (1620) L 2, The other a whiniling dastard.
1647 TrappCVww*. / Thess. v. 16 Rejoice evermore] A duty
.. little practised by many of Gods whinnels, who are ever
puling and putting finger in the eye. 1648 in Verney Mem.
(1907) I. 397 [He had intended to go with her to coast, but.,
his wife's} ' whinnelling'.. [stopped himj. a 165a Brome
Damoiselle 11. i, Val. Wee'll end the difference. Broo. By
the Sword; no otherwise; No whinnelling satisfaction.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Whindle, a low or feigned
Crying. 1709 Mem. Signor Rozelli 61 All the Women.,
fell a howling and whinneling. 1728 [Di Foe) Street Robb.
Consid. 10, I [sc. an abandoned baby] began to Whindle,
and Tune my Pipes. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss^
Whindle, to whine as a child.

Whindle, variant of Windle, the redwing.

Whine (hwain), sb. [f. next.] An act of
whining ; a low somewhat shrill protracted cry,

usually expressive of pain or distress ; a suppressed
nasal tone, as of feeble, mean, or undignified com-
plaint

; a complaint uttered in this tone. Also
trans/, a sound resembling this.

1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. 1. xxii, The whistling windes
joyn'd with the seas to plain, And o're his boat in whines
lamenting creep. 1691 South Serm., 1 John iii. 2/ (1697)
II.470 By a few demure Ix>oks, and affected Whines, set
off with some odd, devotional Postures and Grimaces. 1751
Johnson* Rambler No. 1^3 P 2 The whine of condolance,
or the growl of anger. 1808 Scott Alarm, iv. Introd. 70
With dejected look and whine, To leave the hearth his dogs
repine.

i
1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. n.i. (1869) 17 A peevish

whine in his voice like a beaten schoolboy. 1853 Kane
Grinnell E.vf. xxix. (1856) 244 The low whine which the ice

gives out when we cut it at right angles with a sharp knife.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 623 The child utters a short
cry or whine.

Whine (hwain), v. Forms: I hwinan, 4-7
whyne, 5-6 wyne, 6 Sc. quhyn, (7 wheen), 8

wine, 4- whine. [OE. hwinan (only in JridsId

128, of the whizzing of an arrow) = ON. hvlna
(Sw, hvina. Da. hvine) to whiz, whistle in the air

;

the weak grade of the stem is represented in ON.
hvinr whiz, late OE. hwinsian (of dogs) to whine
(see Whinge).]
1. intr. To utter a low somewhat shrill protracted

sound or cry , usually expressive of pain or distress
;

to cry in a subdued plaintive tone : also occa-
sionally merely referring to the tone. a. of
persons.

C1275 Sinners Beware 310 in 0. E. Misc. 82 For chele hy
gunne hwyne. For hunger hi hedde pyne. 13.. in Ret.
Ant. II. 245 Ich rede tha come nou to me, anaunter last ha
whyne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 158 Not chaunt-
yng nor brekyng your notes, nor whynynge in ye nose as
many women done. 1534 Moss Comf. agst. Trib. n. Wks.
1182/2 Yetcanne thyspeuyshe gyrl neuer ceace whining and
pulyng for fear, c 1590 J. Stewart Poems (S.T. S.) II. 54
Scho quhyns, Scho schrinks, Scho vreyis, Scho vips for vo.
1606 Shaks. Ant. $ Ct. in. xiii. 101 Whip him. .Till like a
Boy you see him crindge his face, And whine aloud for
mercy, a 1654 Sei.den Table-T. (Arb.) 92 If a Man should
make love in an ordinary Tone, his Mistress would not regard
him J and therefore he must whine. (71700 13. K, Diet. Cant.
Crew. To Whine, to cry [squeekingly, as at Conventicles.

1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1. xiii, The Boy thus, when his Sparrow's
fl jwn, . .Whines, whimpers, sobs and cries. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond 11. xiii, The crowd of beggars. .whining for alms.
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women viii, You can't go,
Amy ; so don't be a baby and whine about it.

b, of animals, esp. dogs ; also formerly, to

whinny as a horse, or to cry as an otter.

13.. Guy Wanv. (A.) 1336 pe helmes bai seyen bri^t

?chine, pe stedes nyen, and to^ider whine, c 1386 Chaucer
Wife's Prol. 386 As an hots I koude byte and whyne \~.\r.

whine]. C1400 Beryn 481 He. . scrapie! the dorr welplich, &
wynyd with his mowith, Aftir a doggis lyden. 1481 Caxton
Reynardxxxiy. (Arb.) 07, I saide I was also hongry, thenne
wente we., and fond notliyng, thowhyned he and cryed. 1576
Turberv. Venerie 238An Otter whineth. 1577 Whetstone
Gascoigne xxix, The horse.. will neither winch nor whine.
1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 2 Thrice the brinded Cat hath
mew'd. .Thrice, and once the Hedge-I'igge whin'd. 1735
SoMERviLt.E Chase 11. 118 Let each Lash liite to the Quick,
*till howling he return And whining creep amid the trem-
bling Crowd. 1812 BYRON Ch. liar, 1. Song 'Good Night

'

ix, Perchance my dog will whine in vain, Till fed by stranger
hands. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 272 Occasionally
a scoundrel wolf would scour off. .and. .sit down and howl
and whine.

e. trans/, of inanimate objects.

1874 J. G. Holland Mistr. Manse xviu. 52 Till the old
chimney howled and whined. 1885 Tennyson Balin <r

Balan 341 The canker'd boughs .. Whined in the wood.
1901 Munsey's Mag. XXIV, 555/1 The bullets .. whined
through the air.

2. To utter complaints in a low querulous tone;

to complain in a feeble, mean, or undignified way.
1530 Tinuale Num. xi. 18 Ye haue whyned in the eares

of the horde saynge : who shall geue vs flesh to eate ? 1568
Hist. Jacob fy Esau 11. iv, See and the knaue be not for his

dinner whining. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 20 Since Life is

but as a Game at Tables, if the fore-ga:ne oe not to thy
wish) neither whine nor Curse, but rowse thy care to an
after-Game. 1756 Johnson in Boswell, I know not why
any one but a school-boy in his declamation should whine
over the Common-wealth of Rome. 1769 Ibid., A man knows
it [sc. death] must be so, and submits. It will do him no
good to whine. 1880 Dixon Windsor III. xxiv. 238 He
had whined and begged for liberty. 1891 Kifling Light
that Tailed x, I won't whine w-hen my punishment comes.

3. trans, a. To cause to pass away by whining;
to waste in whining.
1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 98 At his Nurses teares He whin'd

and roar'd away your Victory. 1656 Osbokn Adv. Son iii.

(ed. 4) 100 That Taylor, reported to have whin'd away him-
selfe for the love of Queen Llizabeth.

b. To utter in a whining tone.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <$• P. 2S2 At the Reading the
Epistle and Gospel, they change their Cope, Mantle, and
Hood, and Whine them forth, a 1699 1. Beal'mont Psyche
1. ccxxiv, To sigh, and weep, and whine Out long com-
plaints. 1781 Cowper Com-crsat. 577 Canting and whining
out all day the word. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxx, ' If

one is to go on living through continual scenes like this,'

she whined. 1880 Miss Braddon *Just as I am iii, To-
morrow morning he will be whining his recantation.

Whine = why not', see Why.
Whineard, obs. form of Whinyard.
Whiner (hwai-nsi). [f. Whine v. + -er 1

.]

A person or animal that whines.
1603 Florio Montaigne i. xix. (1632) 39 An armie of

Physitians and whiners [F.pieureurs]. 1607 Tovskll P'ourf.
Beasts 504 The Epithets of myce . . whiner, biter. 1684

J. S. Profit ff Pleas. United 156 In the Composing your
Kenell, some whtners and treble crys will not do amiss, to
make the opening of the Pack the more Musicall. a 1734
North Life Ld. Kpr. North (1742) 216 From a Whiner for

Favour to Criminals, he proved the veriest Uutcher of
a Judge. 1832 Ht. Maktinf.au Homes Abroad iii. 47 Don't
have anything to say to the whiners at the gate. 1886
Cordett E'all ofAsgard II. 244 A cheery man fares better

than a whiner. »
"Whiney: see Whint.
Whing (hwirj), int. and sb. [Imitative.] A
word expressing a high-pitched ringing sound.

1912 Flora A. Siekl King-Errant 1. ix, The toneless

treule of the old voice whining away like the hue wiling
of a mosquito. 1919 J. J. Bennett Dover Patrol xi. 130
' Wli ing,' ' wliing,' stngs the shrapnel.

Whingr. (hwirj), v. [Onomatopoeic ; initial wh-
(expressing forcible movement, as in whacky whirl)

combined with the -i/ig oi fling, swing.] trans.

and intr. To move with great force or impetus.
[1673 Sackfull cf Ne-.ves in Shaks. yest-BksJiZ6±) II. 176

l.ob, 1 pray thee what was that the priest went so whinging
whanging withal ? Why Hob (qd the other),. . It is frankin-

cense.] 1882 Floyer Unexfl. Balttch. 185 He whings ihe

heavy mallet back over his head at arms' length, 1896
Kipling Seven Seas, McAndrews' Hymn 43 Her time, her

own appointed time, the rocking link-head bides, Till— hear
that note?—the lod's return whings glimmerin 1 through the

guides.

Whing, obs. form of Wing.
Whinge (hwindg), sb. Sc. and dial. [f. next.]

A whine.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxii. 10 He [sc. a fox], .schuk his

taill, with quhinge and jelp. 1825CROKF.K Fairy Leg. Iret.

1. 48 The whinge, and the yelp, and the screech, and the

yowl. 1852 Meanderings of Mem. I. 170 With cur-like

whinge to such soft cutting whip.

Whinge (hwindj), v. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: 6 quhinge, quhyrjge, 9 winge, wheenge,
8 whindge,

J

1- whinge. [North, form of OE.
hwinsian, contsp. ioO\lG.win{z)son (MUG. win-
sen; cf.MHG., d.winseln) :— OTeut. *ywinisdjan

%

f. root of hwinan to Whine. l*'or the suffix cf. OE.
dxnsian to Cleanse, bletsian to Bless, rlcsian to

rule, ON. hrcinsa to cleanse ; for the phonology
of the form whinge cf. Clenge, ringe, north, forms

of Cleanse, Rinse.] intr. To whine. Hence
Whrnging vbl. sb. and ///. a.

«ii5o MS. C. C. C. Camb. 303 125/7 Mid hwjnsunge &
mid dreorfoum mode hio [sc. the dogs] cerdon ealle on?,ean

to ban hunten. Ibid. 126/14 Pa hundes ne geswicon to

hwinsianne mid ceariendre stamine.

1513 Douglas AEneis xm. iii. 28 The remanent of that

questing sort, . .about the master huntcir With quhyngeand
mouthis quaikand standis for feir. Ibid. 32 Thai hald thar
mowthis still, Thar quhingeing and thar questing at his

will Refrents. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.)
I. 8 Dnm doggis, quha. .dar nother quhryne nor quhynge,
1720 C'tkss Cowper Diary {\2>t\) 152 The second Time she
said, whingeing [etc.]. 1725 RamSAY Gentle Shcj>h. I. i,

1 >aft Gowk ! leave off that silly whindging Way. 1727 P.
Walker Life Semite etc. (1827) 316 You will die honour-
ably before many Witnesses, ..and I will die whinging upon
a Pickle Straw. 1728 Ramsay Last Sj>. Miser xviii, The
mair they whing'd, it gait me hug My swelling Purses.
1760-72 H. Bkooke Tool of Qutil. (1702) I. v. 159 A little

beggar boy,, .whinging and shivering with cold. 1790 Burns
Elegy Capt. M— //— Kpit. viii, Ony whiggish whingin' sot.

a 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1842) 17, I needna greet, What
gude on earth wad whingeing do? X867 P. Fitzgerald
Seventy five Brooke St. 1. xx\, This mean, whinging fellow.

Whinger (hwiTj(g)aj, hwrnd^M), sb.1 Chiefly

St, Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 6 St. quhingar,
-ge-r, -gre, quhiu^ear, -yeir, whingear, 6, 8

whingar, 9 dial, whinjer, 6- -whinger. [P>e "

sumably related to the earlier synonymous Whin-
yard. The pronunciation with (q) or (rjg) is

vouched for by several instances in rime ; that

with (d^) is indicated by the spelling whinjer
(quot. 1823) and implied by the form of Gael.

atinnsear dagger, sword, which is a loan-word from
Sc] «= Whinyard.
1540 Kec. Elgin (New Spald. CI. 1003) I. 49 The quhingar

..quhairwith the said bluid was drawin. X560 Holland
Seven Sages (I3ann. Club) 313 Incontinent his quhin^ear
furth he drew. 1566 Diurn. Oecurr. (ibid.) 101 My lord
gaif him twa straikis with ane quhingar at the paip. 1681
CoLviL Whigs Supplic. \. (1710) 7 Some had Cross-Bows,
some were Slingers ; Some had only Knives and Whingers.
Ibid. 52 And other some get bloudy Fingers, By grasping
naked Knives^ and Whingers. 1715 Act / Geo. /, c 54 § 1

Poynard, Whingarj or Durk. c 1730 Ramsay highland
L.assie V, I can wield my trusty sword, Or frae my side
whisk out a whinger [rime finger]. 1820 Scott Monast.
xxvii, If there were a man left, .who could draw a whinger.
1813 E. Moor Suffolk Words, Whinjer, a weapon, especially

a large sword.

Hence Whinger v. trans. , to stab with a whinger.
1892 Longmans Mag. Apr. 6S7 He and his brother wtre

1 whingerca ' upon the spot.

Whinger (hwi-ndgw), sd.2 Sc. or dial. [i.

Whinge v. + -er 1
.] A whiner.

1791 Learmont Poems 312 I'll nae act the whinger's part,

Like bairnies discontentit.

Whiniard, obs. form of Whinyard.
Whinid : see Finewed.
Whinil, obs. f. Whindle v., to whine.

Whining (hwarnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Whine v. +
-ingI.] The action of the verb Whine; the

uttering of a low somewhat shrill cry or sound, or

of a complaint in a low querulous tone.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 524/2 Whynynge, ululatus. 1508

Dunbar Test. A. Kennedy 65 Nly fencing, and my fals

wynyng, Relinquo falsis fratribus. 154a Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 14 A bodyemaketh a great whynyng, if he haue

had any losse. 1605 Shaks. Learn, ii. 25 One whom I will

beate into clamor[ouls whining. 1607 Topsell Four-f.

Beasts 138 The louder and shriller voice of a Dogge, is

called barking, the lower and stiller, is called whining, or

fawning. 1618 Fletcher Loyal Subj. 1. Hi, Here will be trim

piping anon and whining, Like so many Pigs in a storm.

7-a



"WHINING 52 WHIP.
i6a6 Donne Serm., John xi. 21 (1640) 820 For the ratling of
a Coach, for the whining of a doore. a 1693 Urquhart's
Rabelais m. xiii. 107 The. . wheening of Whelps. 1765
Goldsm. Ess., Eng. Clergy, I am not for whining at the
depravity of the times. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlii.

(1856)386 A whining as of young puppies. 1859 Jephson
Brittany vii. 86 The unmanly whining of disappointed
vanity or morbid sentiment. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

908 The voice is enfeebled to winnings and fretful pulings.

b. attrib. Whining cross -= Weeping cross,

1602 Breton Wonders worth Hearing Wks. (Gro^art) II.

12 '\ Th^se yon* men. .will, .leaue vs to make our prayers
a t whining crosse.

Whining, ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.] That
whines; characterized by whining. (///. and Jig.)
In some technical uses (quots. 1625, 1679) = Weeping ppl.a.

IS-. Cosowarth in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) H* 406 'J'his

did my whyninge life endure awhile, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
1. x. (19 1 2) 60 The houndes.. with a whining Accent craving
libertie. 1600 Smaks. A. Y. L. II. vii. 145 The whining
Schoole-boy with his Satchell. 162s Markium Inrichm,
Weald 0/ Kent 9 Winter-springs, or tenres of water (for,

which some call such, A whining or weeping ground). 1660
Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 254 A whining puritanicall
tubb preacher. 1678 O rwAY Friendship in F. 11. i, To have
us two such whining crop-sick Lovers. 1679 Evelyn Sylva
xx, (ed. 3) S7 Whyning, or shrivell'd-Gelster. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 142 P2 A Man of Honour, not a Roman tick

Hero or a Whining Coxcomb. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to
Cona.v, The whining, end of a modern novel. 1841 Borrow
Zineali 1. 11. iv. 278 The whining, canting tones peculiar to
the Gyp-ies. 1888 Times 2 Oct. 9/1 The English masses.,
cannot be got to take much interest in a whining poltroon.

1897 Kipmng CVi/l. Cotir. v, The whining wheel.

Hence Whiiiingly adv.
1660 Imghlo Bcnt'tv, $ Ur. 11. (1682) 21 [They] talk

whiningly. 1689 T. Plunkrt Char, Cd. Comm. Pro].,

Making those swearers (whiningly) to yield. 1814 Byron
Let. to Moore 3 Aug., I have seriously and not whiningly
neither hopes, nor prospects, 1888 Glntt.r Mr. Potter xx,
The dog becomes so fearfully restless and whiningly uneasy.

f Whinion, obscure obs. var. Whintaed.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 1. iii. 12 Be not afraid To gird

thy whinion to thy trusty Thigh.

Whinling, Whinnel ; see Whindle.
Whinner (hwi*nw), V. local. [Frequentative

of Whine v. : see -er 5.] intr. To whine (feebly).

Hence Whrnnering vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; WM*n-
ner sb., a feeble whine.
c 1700 Kennett MS. Lansd. 1033. 1840 Mrs, Cari.yle

Lett, d833) I. 12 j Lying on the floor insensible, or occasion-
ally sitting up . . executing a sort of whinner. 1854T110REAU
Walden xii. (18S6) 227, I formerly saw the racoon in the
woods, . .and ..heard their whinnering at night. 1866 Car t.ylk
Remin.(iBSi) II. 212 Poor whinnering old moneyed women.
1888 Lippincott 's Mag. Apr. 453 A fitful, whinnering gust.

Whinnock l (hwi'nak). dial. Also 6 qwe-
nock, whinock. [Celtic (Gael. cuin{ii)eag, Ir.

cuinneog, W, cunnog).'] A pail, esp. a milk-pail.

1555 Inv. R, Robinson, Kendal (Somerset Ho.), A Qwe-
nock & a skyll. 1594 Inv. Conper, Kendal (ibid.), 2 flesh

whinocks. 1691 Ray Coll. Words (ed. 2) 138 A Whinnock
or Kit, a Pai! to carry Milk in. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss,

Whi'nnock 2
. dial. Also 9 whinock, win-

nick. [? f. the root of Whine v. + -ock.] The
smallest pip; in a litter.

1691 Ray S, i$- E. C. Words (ed. 2) 92 A Cadma, the least

of the Pigs which a Sow hath at one fare ;. .it is also called

the Whinnock. 1864 Webster, Whinock. .the small pig of
a litter, {local U.S.) 1905 Eng. Dial, Dict.

t
Winnick...

2 . The smallest pig of a farrow. Wil.

Whinny (hwrni), sb. 1 [f. Whinny z>.] An
act of whinnying; a (low or gentle) neigh, or simi-

lar sound.
1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words, Whinny, the half neigh,

half nigger, of a horse, mare, or colt. 1847 Tennyson Prin-
cess v. 442 The gray mare Is ill to live with, when her
whinny shrills From tile to scullery. 1870 Meredith Let.
to J. Morley 27 Jan., Out flaps the big girl with a whinny,
Fire ! Fire ! 1871 Whyte-Melvii.le Sarckedon ii, A troop
of wild asses standing at gaze for a moment, to disappear
with snort and whinny. 1894 Crockett Raiders xli, I set

my hand* to my mouth, ..and made the whinny of the
heatherbleat [= snipe] palpitate across the moor.

Whinny, sk* rare. [f. Whin \ ? aher spinney.]
A thicket of whins or furze-bushes.

1896 Weslm. Gaz. ^ Nov. 4/1 Portions of the common.,
retain the thick covering of gorse whinnies.

Whinny (hwrni), a. 1
[f. Whin* + -y 1

.]

Covered or abounding with whins or furze-bushes.
1482-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 648 Circa manuram

de le Whynnyclose. 1607^ Markham Cave/, vn. xxx. 49 Hay
which growing En whinnie grounds is ful of sharp prickes
and stumpes. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy IV. xxxi, The Ox-
moor., was a fine, large, whinny, undrained, unimproved
common. 1824 Miss Ferrier luher. xltv. The whinny braes

of his native land. 1826 Galt Last of Lairds xxxv. 320
I "ve had a notion . . that there's a mine o' copper ore aneath
the whinny-knowes.

Whinny (hwrni), a* [f. Whin 2 + -y K] Of
the nature of or containing whin or whinstone.

1789 J. Williams Mt'n. Kingd. II. 6 The whinny and the

a rgillaceous regularly stratified mountain rock.

Whinny (hwi'ni), v. Forms : 6 whyn(n)ye,
whiny, wynny, -ie, 7-9 whinney, 9 winny,
6- whinny. [Imitative ; cf. the earlier whine

( 1
4th cent.), whrinny (1 5th cent.), and L. hinntre.']

1. intr. Of a horse : To neigh, esp. in a low or

gentle way ; also occasionally of other animals, as

calves or certain birds, or of inanimate objects

making a similar noise.

1530 Pai.sgr. 7S1/1 My horse whynyeth cherfully this

mornyng. Ibid. 782/2, I wynny, as a horse dothe. i$g2

[?GreeneJ De/. Couny Catch. (1859) 19 After an amorous
weke or two, as old Jades wynnie when they cannot wagge
the tayle. 1676 Hobbls Iliad xn. (1686) 173 The Horses
when upon the Brink they were, Boggl'd and whinny'd, and
vefus'd to pass. 1683 Snaps Anat. Horse 11. ix. (1686) 93
Does the hor*e neigh, or whinney as they call it in some
Countrys? 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiii, Dumple.. walked to

his own stable-door, and there pawed and whinnied for

admission. 1855 Kingsley Westiv. Hoi vii, The colts in

the horse-park, .whinnied as they played together. 1858
O. W. Holmes Aut, Brcakf.-t. xii, French horns whinnied.
1885 Mrs. C. Praed Head Station xlvi. The calves whin-
nied in their pen as she approached. 1893 Kipling Many
Invent., Finest Story 124 The gas-jet puffed and whinnied.

1894 Crockett Raiders xxxvii, Again the bird [sc. snipe)
wiiinnied in the air.

2. trans. To utter with a whinnying sound ; to

express by whinnying.
1815 Scott Guy M. Ii, * He who shot young Hazlewood—

ha, ha, ho!' burst forth the Dominie, with a laugh that

sounded like neighing. ..'Accidental ! ho, ho, ha !' again
whinnied Sampson. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel xxiv, 'I

can't move.' Benson made a resolute halt. ' I must bs
fetched ', he whinnied. 1888 Gunter Mr. Potter iv. 45
The donkeys, .whinny their pleasure as they drink.

Hence Whi'nnying vbl. sb. and ppl. a. (falso

quasi-adv.).

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 3582 Hinni t its, .. the
neying or whinying of an horse or mare. 1595 North Plu-
tarch, Sylla 514 A sharpe voyce like the neying of a horse,

or whynnying of a goate. 1607 Markham Cavel. 1. xvi. 63
Where they may neither heare the noyse of their dams, nor
their dams heare tiieir whinneing. 1675 Cotton Burlesque
upon B. 40, 1 . . run whynnying mad, For every woman that I

see. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose viii, His low whinnying
neigh, his pricked ears [etc.]. 1837 W. Irving Bonneville
xli, The elk kept up a continual whinnying or squealing.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. Xxx, Several small, whinnying
laughs, 1881 Mrs. C. Praed I'olicy <y P. xvi, There was
a whinnying call from one horse to another. 1895 Crockett
Men ofMoss- 1lags xxv, The whinnying of swords as they
whistled through the air.

f Whinny-whanny. Obs. [Cf. Whim-wham,
\Yhimsy-whamsy.] ? A trivial thing, trifle.

1673 S'too him Bayes 54 You may make an Egregious
Play with the rest of your Whiuny-whanneys' but where's
the Plot ?

Whinse, obs. form of Wince.
Whinstone (hwi-nstoun). Also Whimstone.

[f. Whin - + Stone $b.~\ A name for various very

hard dark-coloured rocks or stones, as greenstone,

basalt, chert, or quartzose sandstone.

1513 Douglas Atneis vii. Prol. 39 On raggit rolkis of hard
harsk quhyne stane. 1763 W. Lewis Phil. Comm. Techn.
44T The stone called whynn stone, with which some of the

streets of London have been lately paved. 1791 Behoofs
in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 65 Whether the basaltes proceeds
southward, .till it join the Elvin or whinstone, and granite

cif Devonshire and Cornwall. 180* Playfair Illusir.Hutton.

The. 66 The strata are intersected by veins of whinstone,

porphyry and granite. 1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder
289 In Scotland, whole towns are built of whin-stone. 1879
G. Macdonai.d Sir Gibbie xxi, Granite red and grey, blue
whinstone, yellow ironstone, were all mingled.

b. A boulder or slab of this rock. Often used

fig. or allusively.

a 1585 Montgomf.iue Flyting 744 Except I wer to force

the with quhin staneis. 1803 Gazetteer Scot. s.v. Girvan,
The coast is generally flat and sandy, interspersed with

large whinstones, with which most of the houses are built.

1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf x'\, The despair he felt. .was. .such

as would have melted the heart of a whinstane. 1827 —
Jml. 15 Aug. in Lockhart, You might have been as well

employed in buttering a whi;i-stone. 1865 G. Macdonai.d
Alec Forbes xxv. He's a blue whunstane that's hard to dress.

1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xlvi, An old man.. that you
told me was breaking whin -stones on the roadside.

C. attrib. Pertaining to or consisting of whin-

stone ; alsoy?^. hard, tough.

1834 H. Miller Scenes % Leg. xi. (1857) 167 The castle—

a grey whinstone building. 1874 Grefn Short Hist. i. § 3.

25 The scant herbage scarce veils the whinstone rock. 1910

Buchan Prester John v, I haven't your whinstone nerve.

"Whinta(i)ne, obs. forms of Quintain 1.

Whiny (hwai'ni), a. Also -whiney. [f.Whine
sb. or v. + -Y-.] Characterized by whining; dis-

posed to whine, fretful. Also wlu'n{e)y pin(e)y.

1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Whiny piny, fretful,

complaining. 1885 T. Mozley Remin. Totvts, etc. I. 377
The sweet but rather whiny sing-song of Northamptonshire.

1897 Sarah Grand Beth Ilk. iv. (1898) 29 Beth, you really

are a whiny child, you always have a grievance.

Whinyard (hwi-nyaid). Now Hist. Forms :

5 -whyneherd, whyneard, 6 whynarde, whin-
yeard, winniard, 7 wbineyard, -yeard, whine-
ard, whyniard, whinniard, 7-8 whiniard, 6-

whinyard. [Of obscure origin ; cf. Whinger sbj]

A short-sword, a hanger.
1478 Nottingham Rec. II. 296 Cum guodam armicudio

7>uli;ariter nuncupato Anglice 'a whyneherd '. 1499 Will

ofLove (Somerset Ho.), A whyneard with a chape of siluer.

a 1529 Skelton Bouge of Court 363 And by his syde his

whynarde and his pouche. 1653 Gataker I'ind. Annot.
Jer. 136 We shall not need to borrow great Alexanders
whiniard to cut this Gordian knot. 1663 Butler Hud. 1.

hi. 480 His Pistol next he cockt anew, And out his nut-

brown Whiniard drew. X719 D'Urfey Pills III. 320 Who
wav'd his Whinyard o'er her Loyn, as if he'd gone to

Knight him. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 1. viii, The hunter..

For the death-wound. .Muster d his breath, his whinyard
drew. 1S56-9 R. Buchanan Trag. Dramas, Wallace 1. viii,

I I'd liefer Plunge this Scots whinyard in thy felon breast,
'than in the heart of Turk or Saracen.

f b. ? A subtle ' blade \ Obs. nonce-use.
1611 Chapman May-Day 1. i, /.<?>-. It is not Hector but

Paris, not the full armefull, but the sweet handfull that
l adie s delight in. Aug. O notable old whyniard.

Whip (hwip), sb. >orms : 4-6 wippe, quippe,
4-7 whippe, 5-6 wyppe, whyppe, whyp, Sc.

quhippe, (4 quyppe, 5 whhipp, Sc. qwype,
quhipe, 6 Sc. quhyp, quhipp, -whupe), 5-7 Sc.

quhip, 6-7 whipp, (9 Sc. whup)
,
5- whip. [Partly

: t. Whips;., q.v.
;
partly a. (M)LG. wippe, wip quick

movement, leap, moment of time, hit ior raising

a well-bucket or hoisting cargo, lever, = Du. wip
sce-saw, strappado, swipe, skip {in een wip in an

instant, met een wip at one sweep), OHG. wippk
(MHG. wip/, wtf) quick movement. Fris. ivipj

wipp
}

in some of these senses, also — mousetrap,
Sw. vipp pump-gear, early Da. vip, vippe

f
also

hvip leap, skip, short distance, moment, swipe, flap,

lappet, Da. vippe swipe, G. wippe see-saw, crane,

swipe, windlass, pliable pole, etc. are from LG.

,

(Early Flem, wippe whip, in Kilian, is dubious.)]

I. The instrument of flagellation, and connected
! senses.

1. An instrument for flogging or beating, con-

sisting either of a rigid rod or stick with a lash of

cord, leather, etc. attached, or of a flexible switch

with or without a lash, used for driving horses,

chastising human beings, and other purposes.

C132S Gloss. W. de Bibbesiv. in Wright Voc. 154 Ses
chivaus deyt le charetter De sa fowette [gloss a quippe]
ou de sa ryote gyer [gloss haling-wippe]. c 1340 Nominate
(Skeat) E86 Chareter ad sa reorte, Carter hathe his wippe.
c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nuris T. 406 For which Almachius
diue hym so bete With whippe of leed, til he the lif gan
lete. CI450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 315 Bynde hym to a
pelere,..Than skorge hym with qwyppys. 1535 Coverdale
Prov. xxvi. 3 Vnto the horse belongeth a whyppe, to the

Asse a brydle, and a rodde to the fooles backe. 1567 Aide-
burgh Rec. in A'. <? Q. 12th Ser. VII. 142/2 P* to Sponer for

his attendans at y
R churche wth ye whyppe. .xd

. 1597 in

J. Melvills Autob. <y Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 432 Into thy
youthe, rejose to tholl the whupe. 1651 Maldon, Essex,
Burgh Deeds Bundle 82 No. 2 (MS.), xiirf. paid Samuell
Sturgeon for punishing of three persons by the whipp. 1735
Somerville Chase ii. ii2 The clust'ring Pack.. hear with
respect thy Whip Loud-clanging. 1807 Southky Espriella's

Lett. II. 48 The coachman smacked his whip. 1868 F. E.
Paget Lucretia 173 Flick, flick, flick, went the whip.

b. In fig. or allusive use : cf. Scourge sb. 2, 3.

c 1386 Chaucf.r Merch. T. 427 She may be youre pur.

gatorie She may be goddes meene and goddes whippe. 1406
Hocci.eve La Male Regie n8Seeknesse, y meene, riotoures

whippe. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 234 This act

established chiefly sixe articles, wherof..of some it was
named the whip with sixe strynges. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
in. i. 176 And I forsooth in loue, I that haue beene loues

whip ! 1625 Dekker Rodfor Run-avjayes Wks. (Grosart)

IV. 278 Iehouah, when he is angry, holds three Whips, .the

Sword, Pestilence, and famine. 1647 {title) A Fresh Whip
for all scandalous Lyers. 1700 Rowe Amb. Step-Mother
in. iii, Revenge shall, .with her Iron whips I^ish forth this

lazy Ague from my Blood. 1817 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. III.

312 Fanatics, who had.. smarted under the satirical whips
of the Dramatists. 1881 Sheldon Dairy Farming 177/3
Artificial manures act as ' whips ' or stimulants.

c. transf. The occupation or art of driving

horses ; coachmanship.
1792 Holcroft Road to Ruin 11. 25 You may challenge

the whole fraternity of the whip to match you. 1818 Scott
Br. Latum, xxii.lhe coachman of the Marquis,., observing

the rival charioteer was mending his pace, resolved, like

atrue brother of the whip,. .to vindicate his right of pre-

cedence. 1851 Apperley The Road 58 The taste for the

whip has undoubtedly declined.

d. Phrases. + To dHnk or lick (t/p)on the whip

:

to have a ' taste
1

of the whip, to get a flogging.

f A whip and a bell : something that detracts from

one's comfort or pleasure (in allusion to the ancient

Roman custom of attaching a whip and a bell to

the chariot of a triumphing general, to drive away
evil). Whip and spur (advb., usually with ride) :

using both the whip and the spur to urge the horse

on; at one's utmost speed, at a furious pace: cf.

Spur sb.1 2 a. Whip behind I, a cry to the driver

of a horse vehicle calling his attention to the

presence of some one riding on the back of the

vehicle without his knowledge.
C1460 Tmvneley Myst. iii. 378 For youre long taryyng Ye

shal lik on the whyp. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Glas 688 He
shal be sure, to drinke upon the whippe. 1644 Cleveland
Char. Lond. Diurn. 4 In all this Triumph there is a whip
and a BelL 1681 T. Flktman Heraclitus Ridens No. 19

(1713) I. 127 Care and the compleat Character-Man are

riding Whip and Spur who shall have the next Vacancy in

Bedlam. 1684 Otway vtthcist 1. i, To get rid of that Whip
and a Hell, call'd thy Wife. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 197 Each
fierce Logician. .Came whip and spur, and dash'd thro' thin

and thick. 1814 Scott Wav. lxvi, I rode whip and spur to

fetch the Chevalier. 1835 Carrick etc. Laird of Logan
(1841) 307 Some wandeidy weans cried 'whip behind 1 whip
behind !

'

2. An object resembling a whip : a slender

flexible branch of a plant ; a twig, sprig, switch;

a collection or growth of such branches.

1585 Higins funius' Nomencl. 146/1 Flagellum,.. the

whip or smal toptwig of the vine. 1881 K. Ingeksoll
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Oyster-Industry 250 Whips, slender branches nsed to mark
the bounds of oyster-beds. (Connecticut.) 1908 S. E.
White Riverman xv, What, in the early year, had been
merely a whip of brush, now had become a screen.

3. A blow or stroke with, or ns with, a whip
;

lash, stripe ; //. a flogging. Now only Sc,

c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. in. ii. 294 Wipe a cheik bane of ane
as,.. He let about hym qwype for qwype. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.) 145 He wyll gyue hym a whip. 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, v. 38 It war weill wairit he gat hisquhippis.
160a Shaks. Ham. in. i. 70 For who would beare the Whips
and Scornes of time? 1879 G. Macdohald Sir Gibbie xxi,

He's a coorse cratur, an' maun hae's whups.

b. fig. An attack, access (of illness or calamity).

Sc. (Cf. Whiff sb.l ic.)
1891 ' H. Haliburton* Ochil Idylls So Ve chose me— at

a whip o' dearth— To represent ye. 1894 ' Ian Maclakkn '

B>nnte Brier Rush) Lachlan Campbell iii, If a body hes
a bit whup o' illness.

c. //. Abundance, 'lots*, dial* (Cf. Lashing
vbl. j£.l b.)

1904 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 558/2, I must have lost ' whips
'

of blood.

4. One who wields a driving-whip ; a driver of
horses, a coachman. (Usually with descriptive

adj. or phr. expressing skill or style.)

1775 Sheridan Rivals 1. i, None of the London whips of
any degree of ton wear wigs now. 1837 Dickrns Ptckw.
xiii, You're a wery good whip, and can do what you like
with your horses. 1855 Smew.f.y //. Corerdale v, The old
boy is nothing of a whip. 1884 Earl Malmesrury Mem,
I. 16 He. .drove four-in-hand better than any whip between
Windsor and London.

5. Hunting. = Whipper-in* i.

1848 Thackeray Van. F'airx\v, The two whips.. possess-
ing marvellous dexterity in casting the points of their Ion;
heavy whips at the thinnest part of any dog's skin who
dares to straggle, i860 Ld. W. Lennox Pict. Sporting
Life I. 197 Gentlemen, I have been with you thirty-two
years—one year as second whip, five as first whip, and
twenty-six as huntsman.

6. A member of a particular party in Parliament
whose duty it is to secure the attendance of members
of that party on the occasion of an important divi-

sion. Originally called whipper-in (WHIPFIB-IH 2).
There are now four government whips, who receive salaries

paid out of public money; thechief of them is Parliamentary
Secretary (or Patronage Secretary) to the Treasury, the
other three are Junior Lords of the Treasury.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. lviii, The Whip for his party

bands it about, .to keep men together who want to be off.

1855 Ld. Lonsdale in Croker Papers (1884) III. 323 There
never was a division where the calculators and whips were
more out of their reckoning. 1884 D.Anderson 'Scenes'
in Commons 214 Mr. Sheil, a Parnellite Whip. 1888 Bryck
Amcr. Commw, 1. xiv. 198 There is neither Government
nor Opposition j neither leaders nor whips.

7. a. The action of 'whipping/// ' themembers
of a party for a Parliamentary division, or any
body of persons for some united action.
i8a8 Ei.lenbokough Diary (1881) I. 42, I hear Planta did

not send out the notes for the division to-niyht till yesterday
evening, so that there was a general idea it was not to be
made a Government question. . .On the other side there is

a perfect whip. 1832 Li>. Lvttelton in Corr. Sarah Lady L.
(191 2) 271 The latter was shutout, consequently there would
have been 152. There must have been a great Whip. 1862
Stanhope Pitt IV. 157 An anxious whip was made by both
parties. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 8 Oct. 2/2 As a demonstration
of Parnellism..it was mainly drawn from Dublin. The
whip-up from the country was even less successful than
formerly.

b. A call or appeal to a number of persons for

contributions to a snm or fund ; now esp. whip'
round (for some object of charity).
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. iv, If they would stand

a whip often shillings a man, they might have a new boat.
1865 Slang Diet., Whipi after the usual allowance of wine
is di unk at mess, those who wish for more put a shilling each
into a glass handed round to procure a further supply. 1874
jKtFBMKs Toilers ofthe Field (1892) 26 Wine ' whips' are
formed, and the sherry circulates freely. 1888 Daily News
27 Dec. 3/7 A ' whip round '..for the Robin Dinner Fund
for poor children in London.

c. The written appeal or circular letter issued
by a Parliament ' whip* to summon the members
of his party.

1879 T, H. S. Escott England II. 149 Havingissued the
whip, the great thing for the whip himself is to see that
members do not slip through his fingers. 1884 L'pool Mer-
cury 18 Feb. 5/6 The following five-lined whin, headed
' Most important,' has been issued to members of the Oppo-
sition.

8. A preparation of whipped cream, eggs, or
the like.

1756 World No. 201. f 3 If he wttl not be satisfied with
whips and creams, he may carry his voraciousness to more
liberal tables. 1813 .V*. Char. (cd. 2) I. 86 There's cold
meat for the men, soups for the married ladies, and puffs
and whips for the girls. 1883 Amer. Dishes 157 Chocolate
Whips.

9. (associated or identified with sense 3.) A
movement as of a whip or switch; a iasbing
motion ; spec, a slight bending movement pro-
duced by sudden strain, as in a piece of mechanism,
or in the barrel of a gun when fired.

1889 Mrs. E. Kennard Landing a Prize xv. (1891) 113
Harry gave one backward whip of the [fishing-] rod. 1898
7ml. R. U. S. Instit. Oct. 1140 The whip of the bairel
when fired. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec 42 The. .frame [of
a motor-car] is deepened in the centre to prevent whip.

II. A movement, and connected senses.

flO. A sudden, brisk, or hasty movement; a

start ; occas. a sudden gust. Obs, (Cf. Whip int.)

t With a whip Sir Joh?i :
* before you can say Jack

Robinson'.
a '553 UnALt. Royster D. I. iii. (Arb.) 20 No haste but

good, Madge Mumblecrust, for whip and wburre The olde

pruuerbe doth say, neuer made good furre. 1562 J. Hky-
wood Prov. 4- Epigr. (1867) 94 The hare at pinche turnth

from him at a whip, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 259 This man. .wanischit away as lie had
bene.. ane quhipe of the whirle wind. 1583 H. Howard
Defensative E 4 b, The sodaine whippes of the wheele of

fortune. 1631 Mabbe Celestina in. 39 With a whip-Sir Iobn,

e'r you could scarce say this, shee was heere againe.

b. Fencing, A thrust in which the blade slides

along the adversary's blade.

1771 Lonnergan Fencers Guide 86.

XL The briet time taken by a sudden movement;
a moment, instant. Obs. exc. Sc.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4577 Thre wawes..pe wbilk
in to rede blode ban War turned with'in a whhipp. 1808
Jamieson s.v., In a whip, in a moment. 1836 M. Mackin-
tosh Cottager s Dau. 65 Syne in a whip she let him in.

III. Something moved briskly.

f 12. A ' spring trap' for catching vermin, etc.

1590 M[ascai.l] Bk. Fishing, etc. 63 The whippe or spring
tiappe. This Engine, is called the whip or spring. Ibid. 85
A whippe spring, made, .to take Buzardes and Kites.

fl3. JVaut. A handle attached to the tiller,

formerly used in small ships : — Whipstaff 2. Obs.
1611 Cotcr. s.v. Barre, La barre dit timo'i, the whip of

the Rudder iof a ship). Ibid.) Molinet, . .the roll wherein
the whip of a Rudders tiller goes, a 1625 Nomenclator
Navatis (Harl. MS. 2301', The Whippe is that staff which
the Steeres-man dooth houlde in his hand, whereby he
gouernes the helme In greate shipps they are not vsed.

14. Each of the arms or radii carrying the sails

in a windmill.
1759 Smfaton in Phil. Trans. LI. 149 note, The extreme

bar is 1.3d of the radius (or whip, as it is called by the
workmen), and is divided by the whip in the proportion of

3 to 5. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 599 1 In all the older

windmills a shaft, .carried four to six arms or whips on
which long rectangular narrow sails were spread.

15. A simple kind of tackle or pulley, consisting

of a single block with a rope rove through it

{single whip) ; used on board ship, and in mining,

etc. for hoisting, esp. light objects.

A double whip, whip on whip, or whip and runner con-
sists of a standing block and a running block, the ' fall ' or
rope of the former being attached to the latter. Whip and
derry = Whipsy-derry.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine, Whip, a sort of small

tackle, . .generally used to hoist up light bodies, as empty
casks, &c. out of a ship's hold, which is accordingly called

whipping them up. 1778 Prvce Min. Cornub. 179 In this

winding by the whip, a strict attention should be paid to
the filling the kibbals to the brim. 1834 Marrvat Peter
Simple xxviii, He. .made a whip, and lowered me on deck.
1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 367 Whi/>-u/>on-whif>, or a
double Whip, is one whip applied to the fall of another.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Whip and Derry, an arrange-
ment for raising the kibble, by means of a rope inertly

passing over a pulley andattached toahorse. 1904 Fitchbtt
Commander of'* Hirondelle* .wii. 191 A whip was being
rigged from the mainyard to hoist in the wounded.

b. (See quot.)
1808 Jamieson, JVheeps, the name given to the instrument

used for raising, what are called the bridgeheads of a mill.

IV. 16. Needlework, A stitch of the kind
described s.v. Whip v. 18 ; an overcast stitch ; the

projecting portion of the stuff between such stitches.

159a Grkkne Greened Vision Wks. (Grosart) XII. 226 A
Stomacher of Tuft Mockado, and a Partlet cast ouer with
a prittie whippe. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Whip, ..a.

round sort of a Stitch in Sowing. 1882 Caulfeild 8c

Saward Diet. Needlework 519 Take up every Whip, or
portion of the roll, between the stitches.

17. Weaving. (.See quots.)
1835 J. Nicholson Oper. Meek. 415 In the weaving of

ribands and other ornamental works, many extraneous sub-
stances^ totally unconnected with the warp or weft, are
thrown in. . . These substances are merely held in the fabric
by the intersection of. .the warp and the weft, and are by
the weavers denominated whips. 1863 J. Watson Weaving
yi. 206 Whip is the name given to that kind of yarn which
is used for making the figures in lappet weaving, and it is

made by twisting together so many ends of common yarn.

V. fl8. A bandage. Sc. Obs.
1504 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 465 For claith to be

wippes to Johne Balfouris sair leg. 1507 Ibid. IV. 15 For
iiij elne Holland clath quhilk wes wippes to the Kingis arm
that wes hurt.

1 19. A wreath, garland. Sc. Obs.
i5»3 Douglas JEneis xn. iii. 19 Thar hedis dycht In

wyppi s of the haly herb vervane.

Whip, v. Pa.t. and pple. whipped (hwipt),
whipt. Forms: 3 wippen, hwippen, 4 wippe,
wype, 4-6 wyppe, whippe, 5 whype, 5-6
whyppe, 6 quip, wyp, Sc. quhip(pe, quhyppe,
8-9 Sc, whup, wheep, 9 St, and dial, wip, 6-
whip. [The early history of this verb and its

related sb. is uncertain. The senses of both no
doubt represent several independent adoptions or

formations. With the earliest uses of the vb.

cf. (M)LG., Du. wippen to move up and down
or to and fro, swing, oscillate, leap, dance, m
MHG. wipfen to dance ; from LG. are app. derived

early Da. vippe to raise with a swipe, clip coin,

also *f hvippe to move quickly, leap, beat with a

whip (?), Da. vippe to toss, see-saw, Sw. vippa, G.
wippen to rock, tilt, see-saw, strappado, Wl' lis.

wippe, wipje to move quickly. The base wip- is

also represented by forms cited s.v. Whip adv., and
by several compounds, as (M)LG. wipgalge, Du.
wipgalgj early Da. vippegalge strappado, Du. wip-
drug, early Da. vippebrygge drawbridge, Du. wip-
plank see-saw, wipstaart wagtail, wipvisite flying

visit, (M)LG. (G.) wipper money-clipper, DG.
wipwap see-saw ; and prob. G. wipfel tree-top,

summit ; Goth, wipja ' crown * represents a sense-

development ('wind or bind round', branch III

below) which is more extensively exemplified by
the form derived from the variants weip-, waip-
(Goth. waips wreath, ciown, weipan to crown,

ON. veipr head-dress, OHG. wetf bandage; cf.

Wipe). Cf. the paiallel jTo-formntions s.v. Swefk
sb.*

t
Swip v., SwoPE. The spelling with wh was

presumably adopted as being symbolic.]

I. To move briskly, etc.

1. inir, fa. To Hap violently with the wings.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1066 (Cotton MS.) pi son£ mai bo

so longe genge pat ru shalt wippen \v. r, hwippen] on
a spienge, c 1330 R. bRUNNK Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8197
"When bey hadde longe to-gyder smyten,. .W'yppyng wyp
wenges, . .Cracchyng wipclawes.

b. gen. (f occas. rejl.) To make a sudden brisk

movement ; to move hastily or nimbly ; to slip or

shift quickly ; almost always with adverbial ex-

tension {about
%
in, off, out, etc.).

c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 363 Sho. .saw f>e dure was oppyn,
£: whippid in & lokkid be dure faste. 1542 Uuall F.rasm.
Afioph. 6g b, When he by chaunce sawe a mous rennyng and
wnippyng about bom place to plate. 1548 — etc. Erasm.
Par. Mark ii. 13-17 The sicke of the palsey, when he whipt
out of his bed, and went home vnto his house. 159Z Grkknk
Disput. 11 4, Why then quoih shee, steppe into this Closet,

bee whipt in hastely. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. iii. 63,
I whipt \Qo. whipt me] behind the Arras, a 1604 Hanmek
Chron. j'r.l. (1633) 189 The Hishop seeing.. the imminent
danger, whipt out at a backe doore. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa '1768) IV. 261, I can land these Ladies in France;
whip over before they can get a passage back, [etc.]. 1773
Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. v. ii, If your own horses be ready,

you may whip off with cousin. 1786 Burns Ordination vii,

Oh rare ! to see our elbucks wheep, And a' like lamb-tails

flyin. 185a Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xxxix, We'll whip
in at the back doer. 1876 Coursing Calendar 19 The hare
then whipped downhill. 1883 Stkvknson 'Treas. Is:, xiii,

He whipped out of sight in a moment. 1907 J. H. I'attkr-

son Man-Eaters of Tsavo xvii. 186 The moment he [sc.

• a rhinoceros] got wind of me, he whipped round in his tracks
like a cat and came for me.

f c. with it) in same sense (see also Whippet
1 v.)\ also _/?£". in phr. to whip it in with, ? to in-

gratiate oneself with. Obs.

1540 Palscr. Acolastus n. iv. M ivb, Whipping it aboute
for ioye. 1694 Mottkux Rabelais tv. Iv. 216 Let's whip it

j

away, a 1704 T. Urown Amusem. iii. (1709) 40, 1 found my
! Neighbour K.— ..was made a Com mission .Officer by the

Name of Captain Whip 'em, I .. judg'd he had been Whip-
ping it in with the Gentlewomen before mention'd.

2. trans. To move (something) in some way
suddenly or briskly; to take, put, pull, push,

strike, cut, flourish, etc. with a sudden vigorous

movement or action
; fig. to ' come out with ', utter

suddenly. Almost always with adverbial exten-

sion {away) off out, up) etc.).

13.. Gait: fy Gr.Knt. 2249 When hou wypped of my hede
at a wap one. c 1380 Sir Ferumbras 1617 Wyp bat strok

A wypede of his heued. c 1450 Mankind 788 in Macro
Plays 29, I wyppe yt in bi cote ; a-non yt wer don. 1513
Poi/glas JEneis x. vii. 128 With hys bryeht brand his

rycht hand he of quhyppyt. c 1540 Bk. Fayre Gentyt-
woman B j, She [sc. Fortune] whyppeth her wheele about.

1570 Foxk A. 4- M. (ed. 2) 2173/2, I stirred out of my bed
& whipt on my hose. 1600 1st Pt. Sir J. Oldcastle I.

iii. 202 He .. leapes behind me, whippes my purse away.
i6oj Shaks. Ham. iv. i. 10 Hearing something stirre, He
whips his Rapier out. 1x1704 T. Urown Char. Jacobite

Clergy Wks. 1711 IV. 262 If they can but get to l>e a

Lords Chaplain, they immediately whip on a long Scarf.

1740 Richardson Pamela I. 165, I popt down, and whipt

my fingers under the upper Tile. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to

Cong. n. ad fin., I'll engage to whip her off to France. i8ai

Life D. Haggart (ed. 2) 98, I wheep't out my chive. 18*7

Lytton Pelham iii, 'Ah ! Grant, Grant !' said Lord Vin-

cent, eagerly, who saw another opportunity of whipping in

a pun. 1829 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 6 When
the Protestants found themselves in danger of being op-

pressed, .they whipt another king upon the throne, and

kept him there. 185a Thackeray Esmond in. v, Whipping
a dozen into prison or into the pillory. 1889 W. Clark
Russkll Marooned ii. (1891) 6 These considerations, .made

me whip out, ' Miss Grant, it is settled. We sail together.'

b. slang. To drink quickly, * toss off'. Usually

with <?^or up. Hence fig. (see quot. 1687).

a 1600 Deloney Gentle Craft Wks. (1912) 164 When they

had whipt off two or three quarts of wine. 1653 Urquhart

Rabelais 1. v. 24 Whip me off this glasse neatly \\x.Fouette

moy ce verre gualentement). 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Dtct. 11,

To uhip off a Thing, to make short work with it, expedtcr

(depecktr promtement) guegue Chose. 169a L'Estrance

Fables, Ltfe sEsop 11 The Fellow. .Whips up the Drink,

and gives Xanthus the Pott again Empty. 1814 Sporting

Mag. XLIV. 188 Two honest quarts., down gullet whips he.

C. To make up quickly or hastily.

1611 Cotgk., Fesst-'breviaire, a Priest that quickly whips
ouer, or mumbles vp, his lireuiaric. 1697 Vanbrugh and Pt,



WHIP. 54 WHIP.
AKsop 6 Fix upon the place of Treaty, ..and whip up the

Peace Like an Oyster. X711 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) III.

133 The Dedication to the Master was whipp'd up. 1861

I lor. Nightingale Nursing 48 [The clever nurse] will not
bring in the bad article, but not to disappoint the patient,

the will whip up something else in a few minutes.

1 3. To pieroe with a sword-thrust j to run

through. Obs. slang.
a 1700 B, E. Diet. Cant. Cre-.v, Whipt through the Lungs,

run through the Body with a Sword. 1710 Addison 7Vx/7ev*

No. 256 r 1 To make the sun shine through the criminal, or,

. .to whip him through the lungs. 184a C. 'Whitehead R.
Savage xx, Why, you're not going there? . . This fellow.

.

would make nothing of whipping you through the body.

4. Fencing, intr. To make a thrust in which
the blade slides along the opponent's blade. Also
trans, with the blade as obj.

1771 Lonn'ergan Fencer's Guide 90 By disengaging after

you whip, you have Quai te-over-the-arm. 1861 G. Chapman
Foil Practice 13 Some fencers .. perform the Parries of
Quarte and Tierce by whipping the blade, with a forward
action, along that of the adversary's. 1889 W. H. Pollock
Fencing iv. (Badm. Libr.) 82 The point must be raised

towards the left shoulder, the hand drawn back a little

towards the fencer's left breast, so that he may whip his

blade neatly over the adversary's point.

5. Naut.) etc. trans. To hoist or lower with a
whip (Whip sb. 15).
1769 [see Whip sb. 15]. 1835 [see Whipping vbl.sl. 3c].

1872 Routledge's Ev. Boy'sA nn. 336 The chair was ' whipped

'

up again instantly.

II. To use a whip, strike with a whip.

6. trans. To strike or beat with or as with a

whip. a. To punish or chastise with a whip or

rod ; to scourge, flog. Also loosely, to beat (esp.

a child) with the hand or otherwise, to spank.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 716 Eek Dauid seith : that .

.

they shul nat been whipped with men. 1483 Cath. Angl.
4 16/ 1 To Whype,flagellars 1583 A Ideburgh Rec. in N. <§

Q. 12th Ser. VII. 367/1 Pd for a cart th* gromes maide was
wliipte at vid. 1590 Siiaks. Midi. N. III. ii. 410 Come thou
childe, He whip thee with a rod. 1605 — Lear 1. iv. 199
And you lie sirrah, wee'l haue you whipt. 1617 Moryson
/tin. 1. 85 Thepicturesof Christ whipped, ofChrist carrying
his crosse, and of Christ praying in the garden. 1624 Burton
Anat. Mel. lit ii. 1. 1. (ed. 2) 356 She.. whipped him[.r<\

Cupid], .on the bare buttocks with her pantophle. 1664 in

I'erney Mem. (1904) II. 214 If the 'Whelps meddle with
Slieepe, they must be tied to any Dead sheepe, and whipped
roundly *. 1709 Steele Taller No. 76 F 1, 1 must whip my
children for going into bad company. 1726-31 Waldron
Descr. Isle of Man (1S65) 32 Two or three of them seized

her, and pulling up her clothes, whipped her heartily : ..she

ran home.., telling what had befallen her, and showing her
buttocks on which were the prints of several small hands.

1752 Chesterf. Let. to Dayrolles 18 Oct., If a poor child is

to be whipped equally fur telling a lie, or for a snotty nose,

he must of course think them equally criminal. 1813 E. S.

Barrett Heroine til (1009) 17 Master Bobby., mewed like

a cat, when he was whipt. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, lxii,

She deserves to be whipped, and sent to bed. 1868 Brown-
ing Ring <$• Bk. 11. 1243 Ah, being young and pretty, 't were
a shame To have her whipped in public

b. To drive away, out, etc. with a whip. Alsofig.
1567 Stanford Churchw. Ace. in Antiquary XVII. 169/2

For whipping dogges from y 8 churche. i599Shaks.//*«. V
1. i. 29 Consideration like an Angell came, And whipt th'

offending Adam out of him. 1667 Poole Dial. betw. Prot.

<$ Papist (1735) 100 Tho' he whipt some out of the Temple,
yet he never whipt any intohis Church. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 157 F 1 We have so many Hundred unaccountable
Creatures every Age whipped up into great Scholars. 171a
— Ibid. No. 509 F 2 The. .boys, .were whipped away by a
beadle. 1821-2 Shelley Chas. 1, 11. 58 If all turncoats were
whipped out of palaces, poor Archy would be disgraced in

good company. 18^8 Robt. Dick in Smiles R. D. viii. 82
The storm fairly whipped six vessels out of Scrabster Roads.

c. To drive or urge on (a horse, etc.) with
strokes of a whip. Also (occas.) absol.

1587 Mascall Cattle, Horses(i5<^6) 118 Let him neuervse
to beat them [sc. horses] with the stock of the whip, but to
whip them with the lash. 1508 Chapman Iliad iv. [vin.] 70
Saturnia whipt her horse, And heauen gates guarded by the
Howers, opte by their proper force, ciGii Ibid. xv. 319 All
whipt their chariots on. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho vi

(
The man whipped his mules tilt they went as

fast as possible. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xixj The coach,
and the coachman, and the horses, rattled and jangled and
whipped. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. xiii, Your lordship
will upset the carriage if you whip so hotly. 1859 H.
Kingsley G. Hamlyn xiii, So, whipping up his horse, he
drove there. 1889 Gunter That Frenchman xiii. 164 The
driver., sees a chance to dodge through an opening in the
crowded street, and suddenly whips up for the effort.

d. Hunting. Whip in : to drive (hounds) with

the whip back into the pack so as to prevent them
from straying ; absol. to act as whipper-in. Whip
off: to drive (the hounds) with the whip away from

the chase ; absol. to give over the chase.

1739 [implied in Whipper-in i]. 1859 Sporting Mag. Feb.
80 The hounds were whipped off, as the evening was closing

onus. 186a Ibid. Dec. 438 James Stacey.. formerly whipped-
in to the late Lord Fitzhardinge's hounds. 1887 Field 19 Feb.

231/1 Morris Hills, who whipped in to the Queen's Stag-

bounds under Davis and King.

e. To spin (a top) by striking it with a whip.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v, i. 69 Thou disputes like an

Infant: goe whip thy Gigge. 1598 — Merry W. v. i. 27
Since L.plaide Trewant, and whipt Top. 1697 Dryden
sEneis vn. 528 As young Striplings whip the Top for sport.

1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. xxxvii. (1896) II. 273 A nice little

girl whipping a top on the pavement.

7. Confectionery^ etc. To beat up into a froth

(cream, eggs, etc.) with a fork, spoon, or other

instrument ; to prepare (a fancy dish) in this way;
also fig. See also quot. 1845.
1673, 1691 [see Whipped/^/, a. 3]. 1764 Eliza Mox6n Engl,

liousew. (ed. 9) 123 Whipit with a whisk, take offthe froth

as it rises. 1843 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 177
If the blood be whipt with due care, the fibrin is obtained
as a thick. .mass, surrounding the twigs of the rod. 1849
C. Bkonte Shirley xxxvi, When did I whip up syllabub
sonnets? 1895 Montresor One zvho looked on 7, I went to
the kitchen to whip a strawberry cream.

8. Angling. To cast the line upon the water
with a movement like the stroke of a whip ; to

draw a fly or other bait along the surface by such

a movement ; intr., or trans, with the bait or

(usually) the water as obj.

*6S3 tsee Whipping vhl. sb. id]. 1832 Lvtton Eugene
Aram 1. ix, Now he whipped it [sc. the fly] lightly on the
wave; now he slid it coquettishly along the surface. 1838
James RobberW, He prepared to ascend the stream,whipping
it as he went with the light fly. 1883 P.lack Shandon
Bells xxix, He worked away, whipping industriously and
mechanically. 1904 Bindloss League cf Leopard u, [He]
whipped several pools unsuccessfully.

9. trans. To strike like a whip, lash; to move
or drive in this way.
1699 Dampier Voy. II. m.69The Wind. .blew so violently

. .that the Boughs of the Trees whipt them, .before they got
thither. 1796 [see Whipping vbl sb. 1 b]. 1799 W. Nicol
Pract. Planter iv. § 9. 219 Suffer no plant to overtop or whip
another; keep the extremities of all side branches just

touching one another. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxii,

One gusty, raw day,., the rain whipping the pavement.
1869 Ld. Lytton* 0>-val 67 On the wind That whips one
through this wkher'd waste. 1882 Garden 14 Jan. 25/3
The foliage, .whipped by the branches of other trees. 1884
Mapsden Cotton Spinning 90 The primitive method of
whipping the cotton with willow wands.

b. intr. To lash, swish ; also, to bend or

spring like a whip or switch.

1872 Routledge y

s Ev. Boy*s Ann. 44/1 Lest the twigs
should whip back into my face. 1893 H. M. Doughty Our
Wherry 76 We could see the mast . . whip with the weight.

1894 Crockett Raiders iii, The chill wind whipping about
my shanks.

10. trans. To bring, get, render, make, or pro-

duce by whipping {lit. orfig.).
1635 J- Taylor (Water P.) Old, Old Man D 3, Those

Royall Opinions were whip'd out of him. ^1716 South
Serm. (1744) IX. 154 Those .. whose religion lies no deeper
than their skin, may whip themselves holy. 1740 J. Clarke
Fduc. Youth (ed. 3) 26 Having had Lily whipp'd into them
at School. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. 1. 1190 A clown going
round and whipping a ring : that is, making a circular space
amongst tiie spectators with a whip. 1884 Haweis My
Musical Life I. 42 He taught me how to whip instead of
scraping the sound out [of the violin]. 1889 Cornhill Mag.
Apr. 356 The cold has whipped red roses on her cheeks.

11. Jig. To vex, afflict, torment; to punish, chas-

tise; to administer severe satire or reproof to,

'lash', ' castigate '.

1530 Palsgr. 781/1, I whyppe with a shrode tourne,/V
bailie belle, a 1548 Hall C/j/v«., //>//. VI 178 b, With what
great tormentes & afflictions God hath whypped & scorged
this miserable Isle. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L. iv. iii. 151 Now
step I forth to whip hypocris'ie. 1651 H. More Enthus.
Tri. (1656) 71 So unmercifully to whip poor Aristotle. 1831

James Philip Aug. xxx, More likely., that some little

unforeseen accident . . should prove our best calculations

false, and whip us with our own policy 1 1891 Kiruxo Light
that Failed xiv, He pressed the girl more closely to himself
because the pain whipped him.

+ b. esp. imper. as a mild execration : = ' con-

found ', ' hang \ Obs.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 49 Whip me such honest knaues.
1608 — Per. iv. ii. 91 Marie whip the Gosseling. 1759
Compl. Letter-writer (ed. 6) 221 And yet, whip it, there is

a satisfaction in reflecting [etc.]. 1872 Spilling Giles's Trip
ix. (1920) iogTarnin" round I'll be whipped if the same mis-

chievous brute han't managed to get it throw them wires.

12. To overcome, vanquish, defeat; to surpass,

outdo: = Beat v. 1 10. Now U.S. eolloq.

1571 Campion Hist.Irel. 11. 1.(1633) 64 Reymond.. whipped
the Rebells, quieted Leinster. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxvi. 100 3e neid na ma bot Gedionis thre hunder To quhip
your fais. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 17 You
will whip the Spaniards in point of generousness. 1834 Sk.
David Crockett xiii. 164 I'm that same David Crockett,

fresh from the backwoods, ..; can whip my weight in wild

cats. 1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxvi, The British

can whip the whole airth, and we can whip the British.

x86i Lever One of them xl, We can whip all cre-ation.

1901 R. S. Warren Bell Tales ofGreykouse 18 If Eccles
uses his weight cleverly, Wardour will be whipped to a cert.

13. To urge, incite, rouse ; to restore to energy

or vitality, revive.

1573 Hatton Let. in Ld. Campbell Chancellors xlv. (1857)

II. 265 Shame whippeth me forward. 1815 H. M. W'jlliams
Narr. Events France x\. 234 Their dormant patriotism was
now awakened, bribed or whipped up. 1835 C. F. Greville
Mem. 18 July (1875) III. xxviii. 280 On this occasion I

whipped up the old friendship. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets
29 He cuffed and whipped his brains to no purpose.

14. (orig.^'. from 6d.) To summon to attend,

as the members of a party for a division in Parlia-

ment, or any body of persons for some united

action. Const, in, up; also simply or absol. Cf.

"Whip sb. 6.

1769 (May 8) Burke in Sir H. Cavendish Debates Ho.
Comm. (1841) I. 426/1 [Here Mr. Burke mentioned the

ministry's sending for their friends to the north and to Paris, ]

whipping them in ; [than which, he said, there could not be

a better phrase]. 1805 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) II.

191 On the question of the Georgia claims, .he undertook to

whip in his party. 1833 Macaulav Let. 28 Oct. in Tievclyan
Life $ Lett. (1876) I. v. 336 Lord Essex was there, ..whipping
up for a dinner-party. 1857 Toulmin Smith Parish 6a
With no room for trickerv or cajolery, or whipping-up un-
informed voters. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 Sept. q'i '1 he
Liberals will probably support it and whip for it. 1898 J.
Holi.isgshkad Gaiety Chron. i. 23 A literary friend.,

whipped up a small syndicate of companions to support me.

tl5. pa.pple. Streaked, striped. (After F.

fouette.) Obs.

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 137 Another
sort [of fig] . . is pretty black, having only its Skin a little whipt
with gray. X699 L. Meager Art cj'Gardening 139 It hath
white Leafs edged and whiped about, and feathered in the

middle with a deep brown purple. 1721 Mortimer Husb.
1 1. 241 [Tulip]of a sad Red-colour about the Edges, whipped
with Crimson.

16. Phrases, a. To whip the cat : used (chiefly

dial, or techn. eolloq?) in various senses, some of

which are not satisfactorily explained.

+ (a) To get drunk; ? = 'to shootthecat \ (J)?Tolaythe
blame of one's offences on some one else, (e) To work asan
itinerant tailor, carpenter, etc. at private houses by the day.

(</) To play a practical joke, for description of which see Cat
sb. 1

14. (e) To practise extreme parsimony, (f) To shirk

work on Monday, (g) Cards. (See quot. 1854.) Cf. whip-
cat (under Whip- 2).

162a J. Taylor (Water P.) Arrant Thiefe (1625) C 2 b, To
be a Drunkard, and the cat to whip, Is call'd the king of all

good Fellowship. 1793 Philadelphia Ledger 19 June in

Dally Chron. (1902) 5 July 5/1 'Whipping the Cat!':

—

' Mirabeau's ashes were dispersed as belonging to a traitor,

by the patriot Erissot, who is styled a villain by the patriot

Egalite,' [etc.]. a 1825 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia, To whip the

cat, to practise the most pinching parsimony, grudging even
shreds and scraps to the cat. In Suffolk the phrase, .is

applied to a practice, .of the village tailor going from house
to house to work. 1845 S. Tudd Margaret iii, Made shoes,

a trade he prosecuted in an itinerating manner from house to

house—'whipping the cat,* as it was termed. 1854 Miss
Baker Northavipt. Gloss, s.v., When one of the playersat

the game of whist wins all the tricks in one deal, he is said to

whip the cat. 1859 Slang Diet., Whipping the cat, when an
operative works at a private house by the day,—term
amongst tailors and carpenters. 1897 Barrere & Leland
Diet. Slang, To whip the cat is modern working-men's slang

for shirking work and enjoying oneself on Monday.
b. To whip the devil roundthepost (U.S. around

the stump) : see Devil sb. 22 n.

1786 Belknap Papers 1. (1877) 427 What the Virginians

call 'whipping the devil round a stump'. 1841 Cougr.
Globe 7 July 132/3 Many men in the State Legislatures.,

have run their constituents so deeply in debt, that now they
want to whip the devil around the stump, and get somebody
else to tax them. 1887 Japan Mail in J. M. Dixon Diet.

Idiom. Phr. s.v. Devil, It is asserted, .that the devil might
be whipped round the Tientsin Convention.

III. To bind round or over. (This group of

senses is prob. represented earlier in the compound
Whipcord, which appears 1 318-19.)

17. trans. To overlay (a rope, string, or other

object) with cord, thread, or the like wound closely

and regularly round and round ; to bind round or

* serve* (Serve v.1 54 a) with cord, etc. Also, to

bind (cord, etc.) in this way round something.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. S^Ah Whyppyn, as sylke womene

(AT., P. whyppyn or closyn threde in sylke), obvolvo. 1561

Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 102 For whippinge the

seconde belle rope. .yd. 1581 Stywahd Mart. Discipl.i.

44 They must haue . . their [bow-]vtringes whipped & waxed
ouer with glew. i6i6Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm iv.

xvL 512 Then with a silke thred,of the colour of your line,

whip and warpe the hooke round about. 1651 T. Barker
Art of Angling (1820) 15 Lay. .the poynt of the feather

towards the shank of the hook, then whipit three or four

time[s] about the hook with the. .silk. 1676 Cotton Angler

11. v. 39 Take a strong small silk.. and then whip it twice

or thnce about the bare hook. 1681 Chetham Angler's

Vade-m. i. § 2. (1689) 2 Whale-bone made round & taper, &
whip'd with Shoomaker's Wax, and Silk. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine, To JVItip,.. to tie a piece of pack-thread,

spun-yarn, &c. about the end of a rope, to prevent it from

being untwisted. 1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 330 He
beginjs] at the opposite, .corner of the Plattin, and lashes

and whips that. 1836 Ronalds Fly-Fisher's Entom. 28

Holding a fine thread well waxed . .in one hand, whip a part

of it three or lour times round the end of the shank of the

hook. 1887 Rider Haggard Allan Quatermain iv, It was
whipped round at intervals, .with copper wire.

b. To fasten or 'seize* (Seize v. 10 b) by

binding in this way.
1760 Sir J. Hawkins Walton s Angler 254 note, For

whipping on a Hook take the following directions. 1787

Best Angling (ed. 2) 10 Cut about six inches off the top of

the rod, and in its place whip on a smooth, round and taper

piece of whalebone. 1884 St. James's Ga?. 21 June 6/2

The old method of whipping on the wings, .is objectionable

for wet-fly fishing. 1885 Leno Boot <y Shoemaking ix. 67

The side linings [of a Wellington] are whipped or hemmed
on with either awl or needle.

18. Needlework. + a. ? To trim or ornament

with embroidery (obs.). b. To sew over and over,

to overcast. C. To draw into gathers, as a frill,

by a combination of overcast and running stitch.

a 1548 [see Whipped ppi. a. 1]. 1591 Greene Upst.

Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XL 221 Veluet-breeches, .. drawn

ouer with the best Spanish Saline, and . . curiously ouer

whipt with gold twist. 1612 Webster White Devii K 2,

A Lawyer In a gowne whipt with veluet. 17.. Drl-rv

Rival Milliners I. ii, All the Day We're fore'd to whip and

stitch the Time away. 1840 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. ii.

Aunt Fanny 61 Whipping the Frill. 1853 Kane Grtnnell

Exp. xlvi. (1856) 425 I hey have been busy, .whipping and

stitching the seal-skins with reindeer tendon thread.



WHIP.

+ 19. trans. To bind about, wreathe, entwine.

Se. Obs.

C1500 Kennedy Passion of Christ 8 Haill, in my Hert

with Lufe wippit Intern ! 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe vii,

Thair brycht hairis . . In tressis clere, wyppit \Bann. MS.
wypit] wyth goldyn thredis. 15.13 Douglas Aineis V1L vii.

114 To the, Bacchus, scho raisit..Gret lang speris,. .Wyth
wyne tre branchis wyppit. [180J Sibbai.d Citron. Scot.

Poetry IV. Gloss., Quhip, Wipp, Wipe, to bind about.]

T Whip, int. and adv. Obs. [The vb. stem used

as int. and adv. ; cf. Du. vn.6 (e. g. in en iuip was hij

wcg!), and LG. wip(p)s.] Suddenly, forthwith,

instantly, in a trice
;

quick 1 presto ! Also in

comb., as whip-dash, -slap.

c 1460 Wisdom 518 in Macro Plays 52 ' Farewell ', quod
I ; ' );e deuyll ys wppe 1

' Ibid. 554 Wyppe wyrre & care

a.wey ! [Cf. quot. 111553 s.v. Whip si. 11.] 151s W.
Smith Wydttenu Edyth (1573) F j, Whip quod Thomas and
got him down ward And commeth agayne with the cup
full. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 309 Whip to our Tents.

1676 Shadwell Virtuoso n. 19 You should see how I

wou'd shew my parts, Whip-slap dash. Ibid. 26 With a

helter-skelter, whip-dash. 1699 A. Roberts Voy. Levant 5

If any one happen to say anything amiss, whip 'tis at^ the

Captains ears. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 341 When
1 came, whip, was the key turned upon their girls. 1806

Simple Narr. I. 167 But whip, before I could say Jack
Robinson, he sprung into the chaise.

Whip- in combination.

1, Combinations of the sb. a. General attrib.,

as whip-crack, -leather, -mark, -thong, b. Instru-

mental, objective, similative, etc., as whip-cracking,

-maker, -making, -smacking ; whip-corrected, -like,

-shaped, -wielding adjs. o. Special combs. : whip-
beam, the white-beam (cf. whip-crop below) ;

whip-bird, an Australian bird (Psodophes crepi-

tans} with a note resembling the crack of a whip ;

also called coach-whip bird; + whip-broth (obs.

humorous ?ionce-wd.), a ' taste of the whip ', a

flogging; + whip-cart (see quot. ; cf. LG. twip-

karre) ; whip-club, a driving-club (also attrib.)
;

hence whip-clubbist, a member of a whip-club

;

whip-craft, the art of, or skill in, driving; whip-
orane, a crane with a 'whip '(Whip sb. 15) for

hoisting; whip-crop, a local name for several

shrubs or trees whose stems are used for whip-

stocks, as the white-beam (Pyrtts Aria)' and the

wayfaring tree (Viburnum Lantana) ; whip-fish,

a chsetodont fish, Heniochus macrolepidotus,

having a dorsal spine elongated into a filament

like a whip-lash; whip gin = Whip sb. 15;
whip-grass, a species of Scleria (see quot. 1858) ;

whip-handle, the handle of a whip, a whipstock

;

also Jig. (see quot. 1653; with quot. 1861 cf.

Whip-hand 3) ; whip-hanger = whip-rack
;

whip-hem, Needlework, a hem formed by ' whip-

ping ' or overcasting (see Whip sb. 16, v. 18b);

whip-hold, control (cf. Whip-hand 2); whip-
horse, a horse employed in hoisting by means of

a 'whip' (Whip sb. 15); + whip-lade [?Ladb
sb."] = whip-cart ; whip-land (local) : see quot.

;

whip line, (a) = Whipcord i ;
(b) the line or

rope of a 'whip' (Whip sb. 15); whip-net,
technical name of a simple kind of network ;

whip-raok, a rack with notches for hanging whips

upon ; whip-ray, a fish of the family Trygonidse,

having a long slender flexible tail resembling the

lash of a whip, and armed with a serrated spine
;

a sting-ray; whip-roll, Weaving (see quot. 1875);
whip-scorpion, an arachnid of the genus Thely-

phonus or some allied genus, related to the scor-

pions, and having a long slender abdomen like a
whip-lash ; whip-shaft - Whipstock i ; +whip-
sloven, ? a sloven who deserves whipping ; whip-
socket, a socket fixed to the dash-board of a

vehicle to hold the butt-end of the whip ; whip-
stick, (a) a whipstock, or a pliant stick used as a

whip
; (b) applied in Australia to a dwarf species

of Eucalyptus ; whip tail, a (dog's or horse's)

tail resembling a whip (see also Whiptail) ;

whip-thread, fwhip-wood (seeqnots.); whip-
worm, a parasitic nematoid worm of the genus

Trichocephalus , consisting of a stout posterior and
slender anterior part, like a whipstock with a lash.

'733 W. Ellis Ckiltern <y I 'tile Farm. 180 A Sallow Hedge
nas trie Advantage of most, .others, ..because it may be
thickned at Pleasure..; Beech and Hornbean [sic] will

grow after this manner;.. Ash worse, Maple and *Whip-bean
[sic] not at all. 1845 R. Howrtx Australia 177 The "whip-
bird, which surprised I hear. 1893 Mrs. C. Praed Outla-.u

ft Lawmaker xxx, The bell-bird rani: its silvery peal, and
the whip-bird gave its coachman's click. 1615 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Taylors Rev. Wks. 1630 11. 143 Where I was ill

thought of. .and.. in a greater puzzell then the blinde Beare
in the midst of all her "whip-broth. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.
957 A sort of Cart they call a Whip-lade, or "Whip-cart,
whose hinder part is made up with boards after the_manner
of aDung-cart, having also'a head of boards. . ; which head
being made so as to be taken out or left in, the Cart may be
indifferently used to carry. .dung, when the head is in, and
Corn, etc. when taken out. 1815 Sporting Mag. XI.VI. 94
The "Whip-club-blade* with four in hand 'handles the

55

ribbons gay '. 1908 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 433 They belonged I

to a Spanish whip-club. 1809 E. S. Barrett Setting Sun
\

III. 39 If the nobility of France had not degenerated into

"whip-clubbists, and opera-house committee-men. 1859

Dickens T. Two Cities It. xxi, As an unruly charger "whip-

corrected. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 130 With .
. a cascade

of "whip-cracks, the two light-footed Arab horses^ are at

once en route. \-j-js J- Jekvll Corr. (1894) 62 An English-

man at Tours who took a lesson of "whip-cracking every

day from a postillion. 1875 W. S. Hayvvaud Love agst.

World ii, The whip-crackings, and shouts of the whips as

they encouraged .. the hounds. 1865 Athenaeum 4 Feb.

171,3 Divers turnings and *whipcraft feats. 1883 19th Cent.

July 151 Haifa dozen "whip-cranes, .would . .pull up these

boxes with great rapidity, a 1850 Bromfifld Flora Vectensis

(1856) 167 I\yrus] Aria, .. White Beam-tree. Vect.

*Whipcrop,..The long, straight and very tough shoots are

cut for whip.handles by waggoners. Ibid. 235 The slender

stems [of Viburnum Lantana] are used.. for whip.handles,

..as might be inferred from the vernacular name of Whip-
crop. i884KsiGHrZ>iW.<1fa:/i.Suppl., 'WAipGin, a simple

tackle-block, over which a hoisting-rope runs. 1818

T. Nuttall Genera A'. Amer. Plants II. 205 Scleria,

Gartner ("Whip-grass). [Cf. 1858 Hogg Vcg. Kingd. 808

The long, straight leaves of S[cleria] Jlagellum are armed
with fine sharp.cutting teeth, and are made into whips for

flogging negro slaves in the West Indies.) 1653 Ukquhart
Rabelais 11. xxvii. 176 These little ends of men and dandi-

prats, whom in Scotland they call "whiphandles [orig.

manches etestrilles]. 1861 in Century Mag. (1889) Oct.

932/2 They know that we shall keep the whip-handle. 1911

Bean 'Dreadnought' 0/ Darling xxxv, Joe Fagan..had
taught him to make whip-handles. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech.,* Whip-hanger, an annular rim or bracket provided

with notches, into which the ends of the suspended whips

fit. 1866 Mrs. Whitney Leslie Goldthwaite i, The bits of

ruffling, .with their edges in almost invisible "whip-hems.

189s Anna M. Stoddaht J. S. Blackie I. 211 He had
recourse to. .fines sternly imposed, and so kept moderate

"whip-hold of the team. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Miner's

Right viii, We., bought a '"whip horse'.. which staunch

and well-trained animal drew up the precious gravel. 1677

•Whip-lade (see whip-cart]. 1811 T. Davis Agric. Willsisq

'Whip Land, land, .measured out (when ploughed) by the

whip's length. 1829 Gen. P. 'Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 138

They could not pay for their "whip-leather. 1847-9 Todd's

Cycl. Anal. IV. 8/2 A "whip-like moveable proboscis. 1883

Savii.le-Kent in Fisheries Bahamas 40 The whiplike

appendages or fiagella of the cells. 158a in Feuillerat Revels

Q. Eliz. (190S) 353 For "whip lyne. 1894 Times (weekly ed.)

2 Feb. 91/3 The whip line of the apparatus [sc. breeches buoy]

..got round the neck of the seaman. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No.

2579/4 Mr. Richard Weller, "Whip.maker. 1859H. Kingslf.y

G. Ilamtyn xxxix, The most accomplished whipmaker. 1884

Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 947/2 The main items of expense

in "whip making material are rattan and whalebone. 1898

H. G. Wells War of Worlds I. xvi, Wilh the cabman s

"whip-marks red across his face and hands. 1839 Ure Diet.

Arts 1235 The mail.net.. is. .a combination of common
gauze and the "whip-net in the same fabric. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., "Whip-rack. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. II. 73

The "Whipray differs from the other two sorts, having a.

.

longer Tail and ending with a Knob, shaped like a Harpoon.

1873 T. Gill Cat.il. Fishes E. Coast N. Amer. 34 Trygon

centrura... Sting-ray; whip-ray; stingaree. 1863 J. Watson
Weaving vl 219 Below the yarn beam, on each side of the

loom, the brackets are fixed for the gudgeons of the "whip

rolls to run in. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Whip-roll

(Weaving), a roller or bar over which the yarn passes from

the yarn-beam to the reed. 1849 Cupplks Green ItandxW,
The masts trembled, and the spars aloft bent like "whip-

shafts. 1866 Treas. Bot., * Whip-shaped, flagelliform.

a 1519 Skelton Agst. Garnesche ii. 33 Thes twayne "whyp-

slouens. 1879 Atcherley Trip Boerland^sq He. .set upan
infernal "whip-smacking. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

"Whip-socket. 1900 ' H. S. Merriman ' Isle Unrest xvn,

He twisted the reins round the whip-socket. 178a J. Adams
Diary 26 July, Wks. 1851 III. 297 One of the grooms ran

up to us with three "whip-sticks. 1850 R. G. Cumming
Hunter's Life S. Afr. xxx. II. 278, I resclved to have some

fishing;. .and sallied forth wiih one of the waggon whip-

sticks for a rod, and some string for a line. X874M. C. Ex-
plorers 123 (Morris) A patch of whip-stick scrub. 1709 Lond.

Gnz. No. 4523/4 When taken away he had a "whip Tail.

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1258/2 Black and tan toy terrier dog.

.

whiptail. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 252/2 If your "whip

thong gets caught in the harness. 1885 C. P. Brown Cotton

Manuf. 168 'Whip-thread, the crossing thread in gauze.

1838 W. Tennant Anster F. 1. xxxvi, An ass, With stcut

"whip-wielding [ed. 1812 whip-cracking 1 rider on his back.

1696 Pi.ukenf.t Almagtstum Opera 1769 II. 305 Xylomastix

arbor Americana "Whip.wood. 1875 T. S. Cobbold Tape-

worms (ed. 3) 70 My treatment not only expelled an ordinary

tapeworm but also a solitary "whipworm,

2. Combinations of the vb. a. with second ele-

ment in objective relation : f whip-arse, a school-

master (1611 s.v. Abse 1 b) ; whip-belly (-ven-

geance), slang, weak thin beer or other liquor

;

f whip-can [see Whip v. ab], a toper, tippler,

' toss-pot
'

; whip-cat, t <"U- drunken [see Whip
v. 16 a (a)] ; sb. (also whip-the-cat), a tailor or

other workman who ' whips the cat ' [see Whip v.

16 a (it)]; fwhip-king, one who drives or con-

trols kings (as one does horses with a whip), a

' king-maker '. b. in attributive relation to second

element: (a) = whipping-: whip-boy (rare— 1
)

= Whipping-boy ; whip-gig = 7vhip-top ; whip-

post = Whipping-/^; ; whip-top = Whipping-

top (also /£•.) ; (b) = whipped: whip-rod, a

fishing-rod 'whipped ' or wound round with twine

[Whip v. 17]; whip- sillabub, whipped sillabub

Whipped///. a. 3] ; sdsofig.

1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversal. ii. 166 Faith, it is mere

"Whip-Beliy-Vengeance. 1847 Halliwell, Whip-belly.

thin weak liquor. 1845 Janf. Robinson Whitehall Hi, He

WHIP-HAND.
had been.."whip.boy ' to the young heir. 1611 Cotgr.,

Bourrachon, a tipler, quaffer, tossepot, "whip-canne. 1653

Ukquhart Rabelais 1. viii. 40 He would prove an especial

good fellow, and singular whip-can [ong.fesse-pmthe]. 1694

Motteux Rabelais v. Prognost. v. 236 Topers, Quaneis,

Whipcans, Tosspots. 158* Stanyhukst Aineis III. (Arl>.)8:

Wiih "whip cat bowling they kept a myrry carousing.

1611 Flokio, Parian brianzesco, to spe;.ke tipple, drunken

or whip-cat language, 185X Mayhew Lond. Labour (1S61)

II. 366 A tailor who 'whipped the cat '...the' whip cat's'

meals. 191a R. M. FerGUSSON Ochil Fairy T. 34 He plied

his trade as a ' whup-the-cat ' for livepence a day and ' his

meat '. 178: Cowper Hope 190 '1 he puny tyrant burns to

subjugate The free republic of the "whip. gig state. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 570 Richard Nevil, that "whip-

king (as some tearmed him). 1740 Richardson Pamela

(1824) I. 6 Or rather Frenchify our English solidity into

froth and "whip-syllabub. 1843 /'. Parley's Ann. IV. 2 His

snowy beard foaming on his bosom like whip syllabub.

1801 Strutt Sports.-, /'ait. lv. iv. § 6. 288 We have hitherto

been speaking of the "whip-top [under the name of ' top ')

;

for the peg.top.. must be ranked among the modern inven-

tions. 1887 Stevenson Misadvent. 7. Nicholson iv, A man
who was a mere whiptop for calamity.

Whipcord (hwi-pkfud), sb. [?f. Whip v. Ill,

with later association of Whip sb. I + Cord sb.1
]

1. A thin tough kind of hempen cord, of which

whip-lashes or the ends of them are made ;
in

allusive use, the material of whip-lashes.

Perh. orig. Fine cord or twine for ' whipping ' or binding

closely round something.
1318-19 in G. Oliver Lives Bps. Exeter etc. (1861) 361

Wyppecord, 3d. 1362-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 565

In xij f eciis de Qwypcord empt. pro carectar. nij d. 1465

Marc. Paston in /'. Lett. II. 215 Thei..bownde his armes

be hynde hym with whippe cord like a theffe. 1487-8 Rec.

St. Mary at Hill 11904) 131 For lyne and whippcorde to

serve the same clothe, ijd. 1541 in Essex Rev. XXI. 145

Payd for whipcorde for the pascall, nd. c 1616 Fletcher

Thierry f,- 'J heed. v. i, Beg, beg, and keep Constables

waking, wear out stocks and whipcord. 1675 Three In.

humane Murthers 6 The Judge Caus'd his Thumbs to be

ty'd fast together wilh whipcord. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet

ch. xix, He will neither spare whipcord nor spur-rowel.

1861 Hughes Ton Brownat Uxf. xxxii, He looks as hard

as iron, and tough as whipcord.

b. A piece of this material, as a whip-lash or

its extremity.
la 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) xvi. 430 Takes him here

bounden fast, While a whipcord here will last. 159a Nashk
P. Fcnilesse (ed. 2) 17 As far as the whipcord would stretch.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 11 Apr. 1645, Dashing the knotted

and ravelled whipcord over their shoulders. 1815 J. Nichol-

son Opcr. Mech. 63 One may break a whip-cord.. with

one's hand.. by bringing one part of the rope to cut the

olher. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. vi. 58 Our eight-inch

hawser parted like a whip-cord.

C. attrib. Tough as whipcord.

1879 Browning Halberl fy Hob 27 One whipcord nerve

in the muscly mass from neck to shoulder-blade.

2. trans/, a. A kind of catgut.

1880 Sport's Encycl. Manuf. 11. 609 To produce a cord-
known as ' whipcord '—from these intestines.

b. A close-woven ribbed worsted material used

for dresses, riding breeches, etc. Also attrib.

1897 Daily News a Mar. 6/3 Whipcord coatings, benga.

lines in silk and wool. 1900 Ibid. 16 Apr. 7/3, 60,000 pairs

of whip-cord riding trousers. 1915 R. Beaumont Woollen 4
Worsted 305 Warp Twills. Fancy Twills.— Included in the

former are the standard makes of fabric known as whip cords.

3. Applied (simply or attrib.) to a. species of

willow with very flexible shoots, as Salix purpurea

or i'. vitellina ; b. species of seaweed with long

slender fronds, as Chorda Filum or Chordaria

flagelli/ormis.

181a J. Walker Hebrides II. 273 Salix vitellina .. is

called., the whip.cord willow because itsshools are so tough

and flexible, that they ran be wrapt round the finger like

a whip-cord. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things of Sea-side

ii. 125 T he Whipcord Fucus [Chordariaflagelliformis).

Hence Whl'pcord v., (nonce-wd.) trans, to fur-

nish with whipcord ; Whl-pco^rdy a., resembling

whipcoid, sinewy.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 33 "Whipcorded the boys'

plough whips. 1856 S. Wilbf.rforce in Life (1881) II. 336

The Bishop (Exeter)wonderfully hale and "whipcordy.

Whrp-grafting. Hort. Also t -staffing,

[f. Whip v. 2.] (See quot. 1878.) Hence Whip-
graft v., trans, to graft in this way.

1657 R. Austen Fruit-Trces (ed. 2) 47 marg., Second

Way of Grafting, called whip-Grafting. 1660 SHARtocK

Vegetables 63 The one of these wayes is called shoulder-

grafting. ..The other Whip-grafting, because the operator

only makes his streight-down right cut and tarrjes not to

indent it at all. 167s Worlidgk Syst. Agric. (ed. 2) its

Taking a Graft or Sprig of the Tree you designe to propa.

gate, and a small piece of the Root of another Tree of the

same kinde,. .Whip-graft them together. 1719 (see tongue-

grafting s. v. Tongue sb. 16]. 1815, 184. [see splice-grafting

s. v. Splice sb. 3). 1878 Baltet Grafting •»»» J
he

,

oltf-

fashioned system of ' whip-grafting , employed in England

in the case of some kinds of trees in preference to budding

on account of the inclemency of the climate. 1 he stock is

headed down and cut on one side only to receive the scion,

w hich is cut with a long sphce-cut and partially cleft or

notched.

Whip-hand (hwi-phic-nd). [f. Whip sb. i.]

1. The hand in which the whip is held in driving

or riding ; the driver's or rider's right hand.

1809 Christian Blackstone's Comm. I. 74 The law of the

road, viz. that horses and carriages should.. keep the lett

side of the road, and consequently . . pass each other on the

whip-hand. it$Bcntlc/sMisc. IV. 601 A thick gold rmgon



WHIP-JACK.
the little Anger of his whip-hand. 1887 R. H. Roberts In

j

the Shires ii. 27 Raising his whip-hand, which brings the
cavalcade to a halt.

2. fig. phr. To have the whip-hand of : to have
the advantage or upper hand of, control. Hence
in similar phr.

1680 At.sop Mischief Impos. it, 8 When once they are got
into the Saddle, and have the whip-hand of the poor Laity.

1690 Child Disc. Trade Pref. C8, Before the Dutch get too
much the whip-hand of us. 1694 Echabd Ptautus 204
A silent Woman has always the whip Hand of a Talker.

1849 Da QotNCEV Engl. Mail-Coach Wks. 1890 XIII. 307
In the art of conversation, . .he admitted that I had the

whip-hand of him. 1863 CowDKN Clarke Shahs. Char.
viii. 200 He has a secret of her own, and this gives him the

whip-hand of her. 1884 Rider Haggard Dawn xiv, For
the sake of my own safety, I dare not abandon the whip
hand I have of you.

Whip-her-ginny, -jenny: see Whipper-
GINNIK.

t Whip-jack (hwrpdgaek). Obs. [a pp. f. Whip
v. 6 + Jack so. 1

] A vagabond or beggar who pre-

tends to be a distressed sailor. Also gen.
a 1556 Ponet in Maitland's Ess. Ref. (1849) 74 One I

Boner (a bare whippe Iacke) for lucre of money toke vpon
him to be thy father. 1561 Awdelav Frat. Vacab. (1869) 4
A Whypiacke is one that by coulor of a counterfaite Lisence
doth use to beg lyke a Maryner. 1608 Dekkrr Bel/nan of
London Wks. (Grosart) III. 102 Another sort of. .knaues.

.

are called Whipiacks : who talke of nothing but fights at ;

Sea, piracies, drownings and shipwracks. 1753 Richardson
Grand/son VI. xxv. 142 Sir Charles Grandison is none of

your gew-gaw whip-jacks. [1834 Ainswokth Rookwood
111. v, 'And a rum'un he be ',. .returned the whip-jack, or

sham sailor.]

b. Humorously applied to a book In blue bind-
j

ing. nonce-use.

1624 in Cosin's Corr. (Surtees) r. 33 He also sent me
i

a little whipjack in a blew jackett, caled A Gagg for the
newe Gospell.

Whip-lash, [f. Whip sb. i + Lash sb. 1 2.]

1. The lash of a whip. Also allusively andfg.
1573-80 Tusser Hush. (1878) 36 Whiplash wel knotted,

and cartrope ynough. 1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 9 Feb. Suppl.

2/3 Silk whip-lashes. 1838 Dickens Nt'ch. Nick, xxxii, He
let out his whip-lash and touched up a little boy on the

calves of his legs. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed iv,

' He wants the whip-lash.' ' Lay it on with science, then.'

1894 Athenxum 11 Aug. 195/2 Nothing escapes the whip-
lash of the 'college wit. 1915 M. Baillie Saunders

|

Captain the Cure" v, Listening to the sharp whip-lash of
furious voices in the room below.

2. transf An object resembling the lash of a

whip, as the vibraculum of certain polyzoans ;

spec, a species of seaweed with long narrow fronds. I

1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things of Sea-side ii. 124 The
two species of Sea Whiplash, . .One kind of this whiplash '

{Chorda fihtm) grows attached to rocks and stones. 1857
Gosse Omphalos 146 The long and tough whip-lash in which
the point of each leaf terminates. 1865 — Land

<*f
Sea 225

I n the Scuparia . . there are some special organs of defence. . .
'

One of these is called the vibraculum, or the whiplash.

fWhipling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare— *. [ClWheeple
i

v.] ? A ( piping ' noise.

152a Skelton Why not to Court 347 There is a whyspring
j

and a whipling, He shulde be hyder brought.

Whipman (hwrpmsen). PI. -men. Now rare.
\

[f. Whip sb. 1.] A man who wields a whip; a

driver of horses ; dial, a carter. Hence Whl'p-
manship, the character or skill of a ' whipman ',

;

the art of driving.

1797 Sporting Mag. IX. 50 The school of whipmanship,
for the young nobility and gentry. Ibid. X. 288 No sooner
were the whipmen passed than the void part was filled.

a 1825 Duff Poems, Old Horse 84 (Jam.) Routhless whip-
men, scant o* grace. 1834 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 2.

45 The whip-men (carters) bought it,

Whi'pmaster. [f. Whip sb. 1.] A master

who uses the whip ; a flogger.

1725 Bailey Erasm. Cotloq, (1878) I. 103 Wo to our Back-
Sides, he's a greater Whip-Master [L. ftagellator\ than
Busby himself. 1893 K. Grahame Pagan Paperstfs These
whipmasters of ours.

Whippable (hwi-pab'l), a. [f. Whip v. 6 +
-able.] Liable to be whipped.
1853 Blackiv. Mag. Dec. 643 Two sorrowful, whippable

alumni stood each beside a 'tree of knowledge'. 1881

Phil Robinson Under the Punkah 216 The distinctive

feature of this period of life [sc. boyhood), is popularly sup-

posed to be that it is a whippable age.

Whrppant, a. humorous nonee-wd. [f. as

prec, after heraldic terms in -ant.] That is fre-

quently whipped. 1652 [see Stockant].

"Whipped, whipt (hwipt), ppl a. [f. Whip
V. + -ED 1

.]

1. Needlework. (See Whip v. 18.)

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 207 b, Frettes of whipped
gold of damaske very riche. 17x6 Gay Trivia 11, 339 "n

half-whipt Muslin Needles useless lye.

f 2. (See quot.) Obs. nonce-use.

1562 V. Leigh Survey. (1588) Oiij, I call it.. the whipped
line, because I haue formed it . .like a little whipcorde. 1619

H. Lvte Art of Tens 20 In the table on the left hand of the

whipped line.

D. Bound with cord closely wound round : see

Whip v. 17.
1886 J. H. Kbene Fishing Tackle 159 Twisting a hackle

. .round the shank of a whipped hook.

8. Confectionery', etc. Beaten into a froth : see

56

Whip v. 7. Hence in figurative expressions de- I

noting something * frothy', flimsy, or unsubstantial.
|

1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode iv. iii, The dull French

Poetxy... so thin, that it is the very Leaf-gold of Wit, the

very Wafers and whip'd Cream of sense. 1691 Shadwell
|

Scourers 11. i, To make clouted cream, and whipt Sillabubs.

1725 Fam, Did. s.v. Sugar, The White of a whipt Egg.
,

1748 Richardson Clarissa lxxxv. VII. 117 To distinguish
\

the froth and whipt-syllabub in them [sc. letters] from the

cream. 1781 Cowcer Table-T. 551 Summoning the Muse
to such a theme, The fruit of all her labour is whipped
cream. 1828 Scott Jrnl. 33 Apr. in Lockha>t, Who cares

for the whipp'd cream of London society? 1846 Soyek
Cookery 209 Add a gill of whipped cream.

4. Beaten with or as with a whip ; scourged,

flogged, lashed.

1713 Guardian No. 8 P4 Saying, That it became not the

Condition of a whipt Rascal to travel on Horseback. 1842

Borrow Bible in Spain xiv. 138 The two nationals, who
sneaked away like whipped hounds. 1842 Congr. Globe 29

Jan. 183/2 A whipped cur was ever the most fawning dog.

b. Farriery. Of a horse : see quot.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) Pref. p. xi. You shall

hear many a Horse praised for being a thorow-winded one,

and a brave whipt-horse. Ibid. II. 122 He is a good whip'd

Horse, that is, he will answer the Whip well.

5. Fencing. (See Whip v. 4.)

1771 Lonnergan Fencers Guide 00 If I whip along your
Tierce-side, parry round with a whipped Quarte.

6. With up : Made up artificially, factitious.

1900 Daily News 8 Feb. 3 '4 The recent agitation was
a whipped-up thing. 1902 J. H. Rose Napoleon /, I. xii.

274 His keen instinct for reality, which led him to scorn such

whipped-up creeds as Robespierre's Supreme Being.

f 7. Used for Whip-.
x68o Lend. Gaz. No. 1561/4 Two Mares, one of them.,

whipt Tail'd, and Grizled. 1688 Holme Armoury in. iii.

94/2 Little round holes whipt-stitched about.

Whippence : see Whippin.

Whipper (hwrpw). [f. Whip v. + -er ».] One
who or that which whips, in various senses.

1. One who beats or chastises with (or as with)

a whip; a scourger, flogger ; spec, an official who
inflicts whipping as a legal punishment. Also^^.
155a Huloet, Whypper who whyppeth beggers and

vacaboundes, or others, plagiarhts. »6oi Ii. Jonson
Poetaster v. iii, Ambitiously, affecting the title of the

vntrussers, or whippers of the age. 1628 Feltham Resolves

11. [1.] I. 147 It is the basest Office Man can fall into, to rnak

his tongue the Whipper of the Worthy man. 1697 J.
Partridge {title) Flagitiosus Mercurius flagellatus; or the

Whipper whipp'd. 1813 E. S. Barrett Heroine xvi. (1909)

88 At last, marrying some honest gentleman,., .she degener-

ates into a dangler of keys and whipper of children. 1841

Orderson Crcoleana ix. 96 The brutal hand of the mercenary
whipper. 1886 8th Rep. Prison Comm. Scot. 6 Thecase
against the boy was accordingly delayed, . . btcausea whipper
could not be found.

b. =3 Flagellant A. 1.

(11656 Bp. Hall Serin. 1 Cor. xi. 10 Wks. 1808 V. 487

A brood of mad heretics, . .whom they called Flagellantes,

'the whippers '1 which went about, .lashing themselves to

blood. 178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 213 The
whippers.. ran about in promiscuous multitudes.

c. = Whipper-in I- 2. ? Obs.

1826 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) XVII. 366 John Roberts the

huntsman, and Will Veale the whipper. 1884 Gladstone
in Western Daily Press 12 July 8/1 The authority, for every

loyal Liberal, of the whipper.

d. A kind of fishing-rod : see quot., and cf.

Whip v. 8.

1688 Holme Armoury in. iii. 103/1 A Whipper, or

Whipping Rod is a slender top Rod, that is weak in the

middle and top heavy, but all slender and fine.

2. A person or thing that surpasses others. (Cf.

Whip v. i 2.) ? Obs. exc. dial, applied to a big

active person.
cisao Boke of Mayd Emlyn 356 in Hazlitt Early Pop,

Poetry IV. 94 Bycause he coude clepe her, She called hym
a whypper. 1540 J. Hevwood Four PP. C i b, This relyke,

her is a whipper. .here is a slypper Of one of the seuen

slepers.

3. A workman who hoists coal with a ' whip '

:

= Coal-whipper. (Cf. Whip v. 5.)

183S-6 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 87/1 The
four whippers now run up a sort of step-ladder. 1836-9,

etc. [see Coal-whipper]. 1B67 R. Newman in Charity

Org. #«/. July 275 Coal-whipping, .has now all but ceased;

but a similar class of men.. are probably as numerous as

were the whippers of twenty years ago.

4. One who runs the coloured thread along the

edge of a blanket. (Cf. Whip v. 18.)

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 66 Blanket Manufacture

;

..Tucker. Whipper. Binder.

Whipperee (hwiparr). U. S. Corrupt form

of whip-ray (see Whip- I c) : cf. Stingaree.

tWhipperginnie. Obs. slang. Also6whip-
per-ienny, 7 whip her Ginny, whip-her-ginny,
8 whip-her-jenuy. [Of obscure origin.]

1. A term of reprobation or abuse applied to a

woman.
1593 Telt-trothe's N. V. Gift (1876) 13 Shee fals so hot to

scoulding with the whipperginne her ostice. Ibid. 21 That
fornicators (after they had obtained their desires..) should.

.

seeking other wenches, meet with whipper ginnies. 1599
Porter Angry Worn. Abingt. (Percy Soc.) 103 What
needst thou to care, whipper-ienny, tripe-cheeks?

2. The land of whipperginnie, app. a nickname

i for purgatory.
1594NASHE Unfort. Trav. Csb^Whatnewesfromheauen,

1 hell, and the land of whipperginnie.

WHIPPET.

3. Name of an old game at cards.

162a J. Taylor (Water P.) O'Toole Wks. (1630) u. 19/2
Thou hold'st it Valours ignominy, To spend thy dayes in

peacefull whip her Ginny. 1629 — Wit \ Mirth xix. ibid.

181/2 An vnhappy boy. .would fall to Cards at the Cambrian
game of whip-her-ginny, or English one and thirty. 1737
Poor Robin Dec. B 7 b, Maw, Whip-her-jenny, Poor and
Rich , With other fruitless Pastimes.

Whi'pper-i'il. [f. the phr. to whip in : see

Whip v. od.]

1. A huntsman's assistant who keeps the hounds
from straying by driving them back with the whip
into the main body of the pack. Also called

shortly a whip (Whip sb. 5), or formerly occas. a

whipper (Whipper i c).

1739 Ess. Better Regul. Free-Thinking 7 Should.. the
Postilion turn Cook, and the Whipper in resolve to be
nothing less than Steward or Butler. 1742 Fielding

J. Andreivsi. ii, He was soon transplanted from the Fields

into the Dog-kennel, where he was placed under the Hunts-
man, and made what Sportsmen term a Whipper-in. 1875
W. S. Hayward Love agst. World i, The brothers, .ordered

their whipper-in . . to unkennel the hounds.

fig. 1785 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Lyric Odes iv. Wks. 1812 I. 87

My Muse is whipper-in. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxxv,
One of the two. .brigs that was to accompany us as whip-
pers-in to the convoy.

b. In the game of hare and hounds, a runner

whose business it is to keep the hounds in order.

1855 ' G. Forrest ' Every Boy's Bk. n The Hare should

not be the best runner, but should be daring, and. .prudent.

..A Huntsman and Whipper-in are then chosen. ..The Hare
then starts, and has about seven minutes' grace, at the

expiration of which time the Huntsman blows a horn, .and

sets off, the Hounds keeping nearly in Indian file, the

Whipper-in bringing up the rear. 1901 R. S. Warren Bell
Tales o/Greyhouse 47 The too impetuous hounds had to be
curbed by the whippers-in.

e. Racing slang. The horse last in a race or at

any given moment of a race.

1892 Daily News 8 Sept. 3/5 The field began to break up,

and the whippers in became Curio and El Diablo.

2. In parliamentary use, = Whip sb. 6. Obs. exc.

Hist.
ijyi Ann. Reg., Misc. Ess. 196/1 He was first a whipper-

in to the Premier, and then became Premier himself. 179a

y. Pearson's Pol. Dict.
%
Whipper-in, a fellow that sends for

Members to carry a question when the Minister is hard run.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz
t
Pari. Sk.

t
He.. will tell you how

Sir Somebody Something, when he was whipper-in for the

Government, brought four men out of their beds to vote

in the majority. 1003 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Oct. 12/1 Atthe^
beginning of the Canadian 'Parliamentary Companion'
a whole page is headed in large capitals, 'Whippers-in.'

Then follow the names of the various party 'Whips,' as we
would call them.

Wlxrpper-Sna^pper. [? A jingling extension

of *whip-snapper, a cracker of whips (see Whip
sb. 1, Snap v. 12), on the model of the earlier snip-

per-snapper.'] A diminutive or insignificant person,

esp. a sprightly or impertinent young fellow. Also

rarely applied to a thing.

t In quot. 1674 app. A violent or dangerous person,

a 'rough ': cf. quot. 1589 s.v. Whipster i a.

1674 Head Jackson's Recant. C 2b, Have a care of

Marlbrough Downs, there are a parcel of whipper Snappers

have been very busie there of late, a 1700 B. EC Diet. Cant.

Crew, Whipper-snapper, a very small but sprightly Boy.

1700 T. Brown Amuscm. xi. 136 A Grave Old Gentleman.,

thus repremanded our Saucy Whipper-Snapper. 1827 Scott

Stmt* Dau. ii, A whipper-snapper ofan attorney's apprentice,

. . I'll teach him to speak with more reverence of the learned

professions. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 15 Not
that he feared such fellows as these— little whipper-snappers

—our men would eat them. *866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <r

Dau. xxii, A little whipper-snapper of a French watch.

1876 Black Madcap Violet xxxviii, It is only the whipper-

snapper in criticism who is always crying out for a grand

and tremendous motive.

attrib. 174a Fielding J. Andrews iv. vi, A Parcel of

Whipper-snapper Sparks. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain

l. xxix, A whipper-snapper school-hoy.

Whippet (hwi-pet), sb. Also 6 wepit, whip-

pett, 9 whippit, wippet. [? partly f. Whip sb.

or v, +-ET, partly f. Whippet v.]

fl. ? Some light wine. Obs.

c 1500 Blowbofs Test. 50 (MS. Rawl. C. 86 If. 107 b) Good

drynke he louyd better than he did wepit. Ibid. 337. 112

Malmasyes, Tires, and Rumneys, .. Whippett and Pyng-

medo.
2. A lively young woman ; a light wench

;
now

dial, a nimble, diminutive, or puny person.

1550 Crowley Epigr. 1331 All modeste matrons I truste

wyll take my parte, As for nice whippets, wordes Shall not

come nye my hert. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Wks.

(Grosart) III. 158 Those worthlesse Whippets and lack

Strawes hee could get, he would seeme to enable and com-

pare with the highest. 1597 Breton Wit's Trenchmouv

Wks. (Grosart) II. 15/1 Why, quoth this Whippet, if I should

tell you I loue you [etc.].

f3. A sudden brisk movement. Obs. rare- 1
.

a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 43'As

soone as ever [the dog] seeth [the rost] taken from the fire,

he giveth a whippet from his wheele.

4. A small breed of dog; now spec, a cross be-

tween a greyhound and a terrier or spaniel, used for

coursing and racing, esp. in the north of England.

With the earliest examples cf. Whappet.
ax6io Healey Theophrastns (1616) 75 If a little d°g <*

whippet of his dye. 6 hee makes him a tombe. c 1615 W.
Goddard Mastiff Whelp G 3, Too loude thou barkest

Whelpe, X must haue -whippets now, that doe but yelpe.



WHIPPET. 57 WHIP-POOR-WILL.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Dogge of Warre Wks. u. 232 The
little Curre, Whippet, or House-dogge. 1645 Milton
Colast. 26 If a man cannot peaceably walk into the world,
but must bee infested.. with battling whippets, and shin-
barkers. 1665 in Sporting Mag. XLII. 10 To seize.. all such
greyhounds, beagles, or whipperts [sic]. 1841 Hartshorne
Salopia Antiqua 614 Whippet, a dog bred betwixt a grey-
hound and a spaniel. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 18 Oct. 6/2,
I found a man training a wiry racing-dog.. .The 'whippet

'

strode along with great earnestness.

attrib. and Comb. 1885 Baztiar 30 Mar. 1260 '3 Fawn
whippet bitch for sale. 1894 F. Lloyd Whippet ty Race-
Dog viii. 45 The National Whippet-racing Club. Ibid. xi.

73 A most important personage on the Whippet-track is the
clerk of the scales.

b. trans/. Mil. The Medium Mark A 'tank',

a Light kind of ' tank ' used in the war of 1914-18.
Also called chaser.

1918 Times 15 Aug. 7/6 The.. capture of Morlancourt,
where light Tanks or whippets were used.

t 5. A little whip. Obs. rare" 1
,

1616 Surfl. & Markh, Country Farm 1. xxviii. 132 He
shall not vseanie thing else to ride him [sc. horse] with, saue
onely his whippet and trench.

to. ( A short light petticoat' (Forby). dial. Obs.

Hence Whippetee*r, Whl-ppeter, a person who
keeps a whippet (sense 4) ; Whi'ppeting, sb. the

breeding, training, etc. of whippets ; a. engaged
in this.

1894 Sir J. Astley Fifty Yrs. Life II. 337 The principal
whippeteers are colliers in Lancashire. 1894 F. Li.oyd Whip-
pet % Race-Dog vii. 44 Everything connected with Whippet-
ing. Ibid. ix. 58 Some Whippeting people. Ibid.xxW. 174
Common names have been given by Whippeters to the dogs.

t Whi'ppet, v. Obs. Also 6 -yt. [app. the
phr. whip it written as one word : see Whip v. i c]
intr. To move briskly, bestir oneself, frisk.

x54oPalsgr. Acolastus 111. i. N iv, Lest he acamell shulde
not skyp or whippy t about. C1550 I'ryde <y Abuse Worn.
57 in Hazl. £. P. P, IV. 234 Wyth whippet a whyle, lyttle

pretyone Prancke it, and hagge it well, a 1553 Udai.l
Royster D. 1. iii. (Arb.) 22 Nowe whippet apace for the
maystrie. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V.
270 Whippet, turne to a new lesson, and strike wee vp Iohn
for the King.

Whippin (hwipin). dial. Also 7 wippin,
8 whipping, 9 w(h)ippon, whippence. [Origin
obscure.] = Whippletree *, Also whippintree.
1697 in Sussex Arckaeol. Collect. VI. 195 One wagon

Ready to Runn. .Six yoakes . . Five wippins. a 1721 Lisle
Hush. (1757) 72 The plough-beam, sprinter, whippings, and
traces must often break when they come against a great
stone. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 29 July 1775,
I.. intend that he., shall attend to the spread-bats and
whippins. Ibid. 26 Dec. 1775, 7 Iron trace whippins, 2 Setts
of hempen trace ditto. 1811 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 263
Whippence, viz. the weigh-beam and bodkins, the fore
carriage of a plough, as also of the harrow and drag. 1855
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. 1. 113 They [sc. horses drawing
a plough] should be worked abreast (the attachment being
by means of ' wippons '). 1884 West Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept.,
10 sets of drag and small harrows, whippons and traces.

1919 R. P. Chope Some Old Farm Implements 13 The
modern harrows are made entirely of iron, and the parts
are not hinged together, but to a wooden cross-beam which
is connected to the whippintree.

+ Whippinorust. Obs. rare-'\ Some kind of

wine ; ? a perversion of Hippocras.
1616 Marlowe's Faustus Wks, (1910)197 Rob. [the ostler].

If thou't go but to the Tauerne with me, Tie giue thee..
Sacke, Muskadine, Malmesey and Whippincrust.

Whipping (hwi'pirj), vbi.sb. Also (sense 2)
Sc. wippen. [f. Whip v. + -ing 1

.]

1. The action of striking with or as with a whip.
a. The, or an, infliction of corporal punishment

by strokes of a whip or rod ; scourging, flogging,
flagellation ; loosely, beating with the hand or
otherwise, slapping, spanking. Alsoy?^. chastise-

ment, disciplinary correction; defeat, 'beating*
(U.S. colloq.).

1566 Atdeburgh Rec. in IV.
<fr Q. 12th Ser. VII. 142/1 P*

for whyppynge of a man xift 160s Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 556
Vse euene man after his desart, and who should scape
whipping. 1630 Donne Serin., Matt. iv. 18-20 (1640)

753, I am not bound.. to teare my flesh by inhumane whip,
pings, and flagellations. 164a Fuller Holy f Prof. St. 11.

xvi. 1 10 To such a lad a frown may be a whipping. 17*0
Swift Mod. Educ. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 34 Whipping breaks
ihe spirits of lads well born. 175a Chesterf. Let. to Day-
voiles iB Oct, Pray let my godson never know what a bluw
or a whipping is, unless for those things for which, were he
a man, he would deserve them. 1866 M rs. H . Wood Etster's
Folly xxxiii. She put him across her knee, pulled off an
old slipper she was wearing, and gave him a sound whipping
with its fat sole. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com. xii, If
a letter had been withheld by her father it was a part of her
whipping. 1916 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 623 The savage whip-
pings of criminals.

b. gen. or in other connexions, e. g. the driving
of a horse, or spinning of a top, with a whip.
1577 Oooge tr. HeresbaclCs Husb. 119 b, It must be sene

to, that they [sc. horses drawing together] be euen matched,
least the stronger spoyle the weaker, while hedreadeth the
rating, and whipping, a 1628 F. Grevil Let. Hon. Lady
ivj Our flesh being like a Toppe which only goes vpright
with whipping. 1796 Marshall Plaitting I. 150 The
plants. .will. .become liable to lash each other's tops, with
every blast of wind. This evil is called whipping of tops.
,017 'John Oxenham ' Loosing Lion's Whelps 21 Faces..
bleached and sodden with the whipping of the wind.
c Confectionery, etc. (See Whip v. 7.)

1845 G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim. Chem. I. 156 The blood
Vot.. X.

contains a certain amount of fibrin, . .which on whipping is

separated in. .stringy masses. 1854 R. S. Suktees Handley
Cr. iv,The whipping of creams, the stiffening ofjellies, [etc.].

d. Singling. (See Wmr v. 8.)

1653 Walton Angler xi. 205 There is no better sport then
whipping for Kleaks in a boat in a Summers evening. 1787
Best Angling (ed. 2) 60 To initiate a young angler, .by his

whipping for them in a hot summer's evening. 1844 J. T-
Hewlett Parsons fy Widows V, What state is the river in?
..Will it do for whipping ':

e. (See Whip v. 6d, 14.)
1834 in Dk. Buckingham Crts. Will. IV. \ Vict. (1S61)

II. 115, I rather think the Government, as they knew they
would he weak, considered it.. best.. to take no pains in

whipping. 1880 Trevelyan C. J. Fox v. 196 It was an
allusion which Burke made in the course of the evening to
the industry of the Treasury officials that first rendered
the term 'whipping in' classical. 189s Pall Mall Gaz.
20 June 6/2 The Government is entitled to whatever credit
is due to a good piece of whipping. 1901 R. S. Wakren
Bell Tales cf Greyhouse 43 Wardour, a trifle weary of the
arduous task of whipping. in, had forged ahead. 1903 Times
30 Mar. 7,6 Extra zeal, .in the whipping-in of audiences.

2. The action of overlaying or binding with cord

or the like wound closely round and round ; cotter,

the cord, etc. so wound around something (or each
turn of it).

1540 Ludloiu Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 4 Payd for whyp-
pynge of roopes..viijd. 1673 Wedderburu's Vocab. 38
(Jam.) Bacuti caulh, the club shaft. Baculi manubrium,
the handle where the wippen is. BacutiJilnm, the wippen.
1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing xxn. r 5 [He] whips
the Cord again about the Page.., taking care that the
several whippings lye parallel. x688 Holme Armoury in.

xvii. (Roxb.) 117/1 The whipping of the string, is that part
where the arrow is set on. 1770 Luckombe Hut. Printing
350 The lashings, .will yield no longer to his whipping
and pulling, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman s Cafech. 28 For
splicing an eye put on a good whipping. 1883 Man. Sea-
manshipfor Boys 112 To whip the end of a rope. .The turns
of the whipping are always passed up towards the end of
the rope. 1887 J. H. Keexe Pishing Tackle 90 The whip-
ping of hooks on gimp.

b. Needlework. (See Whip v. 18.)
1814 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. 274 Tell

Mrs. Haw. .to prepare for plenty of hemming and whipping.
1866 Mrs. Whitney Leslie Goldthzvaiie ix, All kinds of
stitches—embroidery, and plain over-and-over, and whip-
pings, and darns. 1882 Caulff.ild & Saward Diet. Needle-
work 519 Whipping, a term., denoting a method of drawing
up a piece of friliing. .into gathers, by. .sewing loosely
over a delicately rolled edge of the same.

3. fa. = Whip-grafting. Obs.
1629 Parkinson Parad. in. vi. 547 For whipping, the

time is somewhat later then grafting in the stocke.

b. Hoisting with a 'whip ' (Whip sb. 15).
1835-6 Rncycl

%
Metrflp,(i845)\Ul.By/i There is' no occa-

sion in this case, in unloading a vessel of coals, to be confined
to. .what is called whipping. 1861, 1887 [see Coal-whipping].

4. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense 1, as whipping-
audit (Audit sb. 3), -bout, -day, etc. ; whipping-
bench, a bench on which offenders are laid to be
whipped; + whipping-cheer (humorous), flog-

ging, flagellation ; whipping-girl (cf. Whifping-
boy); whipping-hand = Whip-hand; whip-
ping-place, a place at which offenders are or were
publicly whipped; whipping-pole = next; whip-
ping-post, a post set up, usually in a public place,

to which offenders are or were tied to be whipped

;

whipping-stock, (a) =prec. ; (b) a person who is

frequently whipped (cf. laughing-stock); whipping-
top, a top spun by whipping; alsoyf^.; whipping-
trade {sarcastic), the occupation of a schoolmaster.
a 1658 Cleveland Char. Country.Comm,.man Wks.

(1687) 77 His Fate. .is. .a *whipping Audit, when he is

wrung in the Withers by a Committee of Examinations.
1906 Crockett White Plumes xiv, The *whipping-bench
and a good dozen spare rods are what they want. 177a
Nugent Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 160 Her husband had still

the marks of a *whipping-bout. 1578 Whetstone 1st Pt.
Promos fy Cass. iv. i. 2 She fearde of late, of ^whipping
cheere to smell. 1647 Herrick Noble Numbers, Hell,
Hell is the place where whipping-cheer abounds. 1683-4
Thamasis's Advice to Painter 40 For his Cheat, the Alan
will pay full dear. Condemned by my Lord to Whipping
Chear. 1711-13 Swift/*-*/, to Stella a Jan., To-morrow .

.

is his [sc. the Lord Treasurer's] day when all the ministers
dine with him. He calls it * whipping-day., .we do indeed
usually rally him about his faults on that day. 1896 Daily
News 30 Dec. 5/1 There will always be a devotee ready to
stand as *whipping-girl between him and the strokesof fate.

1906 Mrs. Croker Youngest Miss Moivbray viii, Ella did
not speak ; she did not even cry out, while she acted as the
whipping-girl of her enemy. 1681 Hickeringill Black
Non.Conf Postscr. Y, You have got the 'whipping hand of
him. 1631 Atneburgh Rec. in N. $ Q. 12th Ser. VIII.
427/2 The *whippinge place in the Markett. 1836 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Crim. Crts., Often have we strayed here, in
sessions time, to catch a glimpse of the whipping-place.
1861 H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 360 note, In after
times the Kaken or 'whipping-pole, stood on the Stortorg.
1600 Nrwe Metamorphosis (Nares) lie brought to th'

•whipping post. .And as a rogue stande ready to be whipt.
1741 Tailfer etc. Narr. Georgia -yj Irons, Whipping- Posts,
Gibbets, &c. were provided. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis
ii, He never was flogged, but it was a wonder how he escaped
the whipping-post. 1854 — Newcomes ii. No whipping post
..could have been leaner than Mrs. Newcome. 1703 De Fok
Hymn to Pillory 250 In vain he struggl'd, he harangu'd in

vain, To bring in 'Whipping Sentences again. 1615 Brath-
wait Strappado (1878) 174 Send them to th' "whipping-
stocke. i6y8 PgNNin Ay?, Wks. 1782 I. p. lxii, We have been
as the wool-sacks, and common whipping-stock of the king-
dom. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. t. (Rtldg.) 225, I am born

to be the mere "whipping-top of fortune. 1885 Mozi.ey
Remtn. Towns etc. II. 249 A boy's whipping-top. a 1704 /'.

Brown's Wks. (1711J IV. 185 By Nature meant, by Want a
Pedant made, Ul re atfir*tprofess'd the* Whipping-trade.

b. in sense 2, as whipping cotton, silk, twine.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine French terms, Fisolle, or
Ficelle, whipping-twine. 1887 J. H. Keene Fishing Tackle
102 A piece of gold tinsel is.. secured by one turn of the

loose whipping silk. 1893 Rosevear Tcxt-bk. Needlework
208 Whipping cotton mu^t be very, .strong, and yet fine.

C. in sense 3 c, as whipping-hoist, -jigger.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Whipping-hoist, a >team hoist-

ing-device for use in buildings. 1895 Daily News 13 July

5 4 A crane lifting eight tons, fitted with ' whipping jigger '.

Whipping, ppl.a. [1. Whip v, + -ing-.]

That whips, in various senses.

1. Moving briskly or nimbly; acting vigorously

or violently; characterized by such movement or

action. (See senses of Whit v. J.)

[1530: see Whiitingly below] 1600 W.Watson Deca-
cordon (1602) 17 A whipping Mistresse H. (whose toung
goeth like the clacke of a Mill). 1656 {title) Divine Fire-

works, .hinting what the Almighty Kn.anuel i> doing in these

wipping times. 1700 R, Cromwell in Engl. Hist. Rev.
(189a) XIII. 120 A whippinge sneezing cold. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela xxxiii. 111. 323, I have a whipping Stomach,
and were there fifty Dishes, I always taste of every one.

1895 Meredith Amazing Marr. xviii. At a whipping pace.

2. Beating with or as with a whip ; flogging
;

lashing ; a\so/ig,

1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria 1 The master of the
rogues, a whipping liedle. 1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [1.]

xxvi.84 The whipping Satyrist. 1904 R. Cullum Hound
from North ii, The whipping snow lashed their faces. 1919
iqth Cent. Nov. 968 To become the drilling and whipping
masters of the despised soldiery.

b. II hipping Tom : a man who whips others

or flagellates himself (see quots. for various uses).

1681 Hickeringill Vinci, Naked Truth 11. 2 A furious

chastizing Paedagogue, another Whipping.Tom, that took
pleasure to lash and slash, 1715 M. Davibs A then. Brit.
I. Pref. 21 A Detachment of the same Croisade, or Holy
War, call'd Flagellantes or Whipping-Toms, a 1728 W.
Kennett in Aubrey's Rem. Gentilhme (1881) 59 A Whip-
ping Tom in Kent who disciplined thewandring Maids and
Women till they were afraid to walk abroad. 1791THKOSIJY
Leicester 356 These whip-men, called Whipping-Toms, are

preceded by a bell-man [etc.]. 1846 Local Act (Leicester)

o Vict. c. 20 § 41. 1923 S. H. Skillington Let. to Editor,
tarty on Shrove Tuesday a crowd assembled in tbeNewarke,
Leicester, At the sound of the 'Pancake Belt

1

a number
of men and youths began a game of hockey or shinney.
About 1 o'clock the 'Whipping Toms', three men in blue
smocks with very long wagon whips, began to try to drive

the sbinney players out with their whips. The game was
suppressed by Parliament in 1846.

lience WWppinffly adv.
i53o„Pai.sgr. 844/1 Whyppyngly, bastely, hastiuement.

Whyppingly, gorgyasly, gorgiasement.

Whipping-boy. A boy educated together

with a young prince or royal personage, and flogged

in his stead when he committed a fault that was
considered to deserve flogging. Hence allusively.

1647 Tkapp Comm. / Tim. v. 20 Rebuke before all: yet
not as if they were whipping boyes. a 1715 Burnet Own
Time 1. (1724) I. 59 William Murray of the bed-chamber,
that bad been whipping boy to King Charles the first. 182a
Scott Nigel vi, Sir^Mungo had been, .attached to Court in

the capacity of whipping-boy. .to King James the Sixth.

1841 Hklis £ss., On Choice ofAgents, The choice of agents
is a difficult matter,,. for you have to choose persons for

whose faults you are to be punished ; to whom you are
to be the whipping-boy. 1914 Petrie in Anc. Egypt 32
With some writers. .Manetho is the whipping-boy, who must
always be flogged whenever anything is not understood.

Win-pping-sna^ping.a:. nonce-zvd. [Fanciful

f. Whippkr-snapi-kr.] Diminutive, insignificant.

1861 Thackeray Round. Papers, Ogres, Though they had
seven-leagued boots,.. all sorts of little whipping-snapping
Tomb [ sic] Thumbs used to elude and out-run them.

t Whi'ppletree 1
. Obs. Of uncertain origin

and meaning.
Usually glossed 'cornel-tree' and compared with MLG.

•wipetbdm, which, with wiepen- and vjcipkenb&m, glosses
L. cornus. (In the absence of a French gloss in quot. 1530,
the identity of the word intended is doubtful.)
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2065 Mapul, thorn, bech, hasel,

Ew, whippeltre [v.rr. Whippul-, -il-, whipil-, wypul-i 1530
Palsgr. 288/1 Whypple tree.

WMppletree 2 (liwi-pM,tri"). [The first element
is app. 1. Whip; cf. Whippin.] = Swingletree 2.

"733 w « Klus Chiltern f Vale Farm. 319 Two Whipple-
trees of two Foot sixteen Inches each, that the Horses draw
by. 1790 Trans, Soc. Arts VIII. 244 A Spring and Index
fixed to a Whipple-tree for ascertaining the force exerted in

the Draught of Carriages. 1834 Brit. Husb. I, 165 These
carts are capable of being drawn either by two horses

abreast, or by the same number at length j for which pur-

pose there are suitable staples fixed for hanging the whipple-

tree upon. 1891 Malden Tillage no Iron Whippletrees lor

Two Horses Abreast.

Whip-poor-will. Also 8 whipper-, 9 wip-
per-, -vill, whippo-. [Echoic, from the bird'snote.]

Popular name in U. S. and Canada for a species ot

Goatsucker, Antrostomus {Caprimulgus) vociferus.

1747 G. Edwards AW. Hist. Birds II. 63 The Whip-Poor-
Will, or lesser Coat. Sucker. ..It is called in Virginia, Whip*
Poor-Will, from its Cry. 1778 J. Carver Trav. N. Amer.
xviii. 168 The Whipperwill, or as it is termed by the Indians,

the Muckawiss. .acquires its name by the noise it makes.
1809 W. Irving Knicktrb. vi. iv. (1861) 198 The melancholy
plaint of the Whip-poor-will, who, perched on some lone tree,

tieaiied the ear of night with his incessant moanings. i8za

8
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J. Woods Two Yrs. Resid. Illinois 197 Wipperwill, or

whip-poor*wil!, or wiDpervill,—a brown bird.. is generally

heard of an evening 1:1 spring and summer. 1884 ' Mark
TWAttt' Huck. Finn'i, I heard. .a Whippowill and a dog
cryin g about somebody that was going to die.

Whippy (hwi-pi), <*• U- Whip sb. + -y *.] Re-
sembling a whip ; esp. bending like a whip,

flexible, springy.

1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling \x, 277 The Irish spliced

rods are.. rather too whippy or flexible. 1898 Cycling 25
An unduly whippy machine should be let alone.

Whip-saw (hwi"p[S§), sb. [f. Whip sb. or v.

+ Saw sb.] A frame-saw with a narrow blade,

used esp. for curved work.
1538 Elvot, Rwteina. a whypsawe, wherwith tymber Is

sawen. 1552 in P. H. Hoie Wexford (1901) 243 In the
Storehouse at the Mynes..a whypp sawe. 1556 Richmond
Wills (Surtees) 100 In Maid's chamber.. n old wood chests

and a whype sawe. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 107
Three whip-sawes, going all at once in a Frame or Pit.

1678 Moxon 3feeA, Exere. vu 99 The Whip-Saw is used..
to Saw such greater peeces of Stuff that the Hand-Saw will

not easily reach through ;.. two men takes each an handle
of the Saw. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 701 The long
saw, pit saw, or whip saw. Ibid. 703 The blade [of the pit

frame-saw] is usually five or six feet long, and thinner than
that of the whip saw, 1903 NancyJR. Banks Round
Anvil Rock ii, The rich dark wood of its walls and floor

—

all rudely smoothed with the broadaxe and the whip-saw.

Hence Whip-saw v.. intr. to work a whip-saw

;

trans, to cut with a whip-saw
; Jig. (U. S. slang)

to have or get the advantage of thoroughly, to

overcome completely, * cut up*; Whip-sawyer,
a man who works a whip-saw.
1881 Lumber Wortd{\J. S.) Mar., Some of the first saw

mills built in England., were destroyed, .on the ground
that it would ruin the occupation of the whip sawyers.

1884 Hartford (Conn.) Post Sept., Had Braddock been half

as prudent as he was brave, he could, .have whipsawed the
French and Indians in that campaign. 1904 Eliz. Robins
Magnetic North ii. 26 He would . . show us how to whip-saw.

1918 R. Dollar Mem. vi. 63 These [trees] are hewn in the

woods either on two or four sides, and are then whip-sawn
by the natives at the place of consumption.

Whipsey-, -sider(r)y : see Whipsy-derry.
Whipship (hwi'pjip). nonce-wd, [f. Whip sb.

+ -ship.] a. (with poss. pron.) Humorous title

for a coachman, b. The post of a parliamentary
( whip'.
1817 Keats Let. to Fanny Keats 10 Sept., I disembarked

from his Whipship's Coach. 1907 Sat, Rev. r June 671/2
Lord Ribblesdale has flung up the whipship of his party.

Whip-snake. Name for various serpents of
long slender form like a whip-lash, as Masticophis

flagellifermis of N. America, Philodryas viridissi~

mm of Brazil, floplocephalusflagellum of Australia.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 203 In the tropical
climates, the rattle-snake, the whip-snake, and the cobra di
capello, are the most formidable. 1813 J. Forbes Oriental
Mem. 1. 199 The Concan abounds with serpents..: one of the
most dangerous is a long snake of a beautiful green; m
form resembling the lash of a coach-whip, from whence it is

called the whip-snake. 1825 Waterton Wand. S. Atuer.
1. (1003) 9 The whipsnake, of a beautiful changing green,.

.

may be handled with safety. 1887 R. M. Prakd Longleat
Kooralbyn xx, A whip-snake.. made a dart at Barrington's
arm. 1898 E. D. Cope Crocodile etc. N. Amer. (1900) 789
The species of this genus [sc. Zaments] are elongate in form
and active in movement, so that the popular names of
'whip-snake ' and ' racer ' are appropriate.

Whipstaff (hwi'p|StaP. [Staff sb.]

1. a Whipstock 1.

1599 Middleton Micro-cyuicen B 4 b, With nailed shooe^
and whipstaffe in his hand.

f2. Naat. = \Yhipj£. 13. Obs.
1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Cram.il 12 The Whip-staffe is

that peece of wood like a strong staffe the. . Helmesman
hath alwaies in his hand.. made fast to the Tiller with a
Ring. 1716 Shelvocke Voy. round World 305 My land
Gentlemen.. were now forced to learn to steer, and take
their turns at the Whipstaff. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
French terms, Manuelle. the whip-staff of a helm;.. now
entirely disused.

WMpstalk(hwi'p,5t9k). dial. -Whipstock i.

159a Kyd Sp. Trag. in. (1602) G, Bought you a whistle
and a whlpstalke too. 1856 Olmsted Stave States 329
Horrid belaboring of the poor horses' backs, with the butt-
end of a hickory whip-stalk.

+ Whipstart. Obs. rare~ l
. [?f. Whip v. Cf.

Upstart.] app. - next, 1 c.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anstv. Osor. 437 b, Whiles this
whipstart [sc. a priest] alone have played all the partes of
the Pageaunt.

"Whipster (hwi'pstsj). [app. f. Whip v. +
-stek. Cf. prec. and Whipping///. a. 1.]

1. A vague term of reproach, contempt, or the

like, with various shades of meaning, a. A lively,

smart, reckless, violent, or mischievous person.

Obs. or dial.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 3 They had neede be large long
Spoons.. if I come to feed with such whipsters. 1593 G.
Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) 1 1. 63 You that

intende to be fine companionable gentlemen, smirkinge
wittes, and whipsters tfl the world. 1683 Kennett tr.

Erasm. on Folly 18 Cupid feigned as a boy,.. because he is

an underwitted whipster [orig. nugator], that neither acts

nor thinks any thing with discretion, a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Whifister% a sharp, or subtil Fellow. 1822 W.
Irving Braceb. Hall (1845) 223 The whipsters roam in

truant bands about the neighbourhood. 1906 Sinton Poetry

ofBadenoch 433 Like a whipster from school.

b. A wanton, lasciyious, or licentious person, a

debauchee. 06s. or dial.

*593 Passionate Morrice (1876) 81, I should quite fray
away many of M. Anthonics companions from bestowing
their affections on so liberal! whipsters. 1667 Dryden &
Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all iv. i, There were Whip-
sters abroad, V faith, Padders of Maiden-heads. 1697 v*n-

BRircn Pro-j. Wife v. iii, To deliver up her fair Body, to be
tumbled and mumbled, by that young Liquorish Whipster.

[1898 R. Blakeborolgh Wit, etc. N. Riding Yorkshire
Gloss., Whipster, a doubtful character.]

c. A slight, insignificantj or contemptible person.

(The current literary sense, often with the epithet

ptmy. after Shaks.

>

1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 244, I am not valiant neither: But
euery Punie whipster gets my Sword. 1682 D'Urfey Inj.

Princ. iv. iv, A plaguy little Whipster this. 1708 Rows
Royal Convert Pro!., Each puny Whipster here, is Wit
enough. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxxiv, When I first

saw this whipster. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 42
Every little whipster of a French poet. 1882 Stevenson
Across the Plains iii. (1892) 141 No tearful whipster.

2. One who wields a whip : a. a driver of horses

;

b. one addicted to whipping or flogging, a scourger,

lasher (alsofig.). ? Obs.
1651 Cleveland News from Newc. 29 He'd leave the

trotting Whipster, and prefer Our profound Vulcan 'bove
that Wagoner. 1670 Comenius Janua Ling. § 504. 132 A
school master should take care of being curst (a whipster).

1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) R 2, The
Whipsters, .laid aside their Disciplines. 1825 Lamk Ass
Wks. 1903 I. 304 To see one of those refiners in discipline

himself at the cart's tail, with just such a convenient spot
laid bare to the tender mercies of the whipster.

Whip-Stitch (hwi*p,stitj), sb. (adv.) [f.

Whip sb. 16, v. 18 + Stitch sb."]

1. Needlework. A slitch of the kind described s.v.

Whip v. 18 ; an overcast stitch : = Whip sb. 16.

1640 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Needle A 2, The smart.
ing Whip-stitch, Back-stitch, & the Crosse-stitch. 1880
Plain Hints Needlework 22 Whip-stitch. This should l>e

formed of a very neat tight roll, the raw ed^e bein^ com.
f)letely tolled in. 1885 Leno Boot <y Shoemakingx. 88 When
;isted, the upper is braced round with a single thread with
a whip-stitch. 1893 Roseveak Text-Ik.Needlework 204 The
stitch makes the roll on the material look like a whip-cord,

and., this is probably the origin of the name of whip-stitch,

2. Phr. (At) every whip-stitch, at short or fre-

quent intervals, dial, and U. S.

1890 J. D. Robertson Gloss. Clouc. s. v., * He was in and
out every whip-stitch, meaning * every now and then '. 1899
Atlantic Monthly LXXXIII. 757/2 Feast days occur at

every whipstitch.

f3. as adv. or int. expressing sudden movement
or action. Obs. slang or colloq.

1676 Suadwbix Virtuoso iv. 74 I'll slide down from the
window .. and, Whip Stich, your Nose in my Breech, Sir

Nicholas. I'll leave my Cloaths behind me. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 80 He shall cast ye a Knot, whip
stich. in a Twinkling, as intricate as the Gordion one.

Whip-stitch, v. Needlework. [Cf. prec] trans.

To sew with a whip-stitch : = Whip v. 18.

159a Greene Upstart Courtier \V)i.s. (Grosart) XI. 240
Silcke lace, cloth of golde, of siluer, and such costly stuffe,

to welte, garde, whippstitch.edge, face, and draw out. 1887
Harper's Mag. July 179 '2 If inserts' or ' plates' of single

sheets are to form part of the book, these are usually pasted

or ' whip-stitched by hand upon or within the folded sheet.

Whipstock (nwi'pistpk), [Stock sb. 1]

1. The stick or staff to which the lash of a whip
is attached ; the handle of a whip.
1530 Pai.sgr, 288/1 V/hypsiockc, tnanche dungfouet. 1608

Shaks. Per. 11. ii. 51 Heappeares Tohauepractis'd morethe
Whipstocke, then the Launce. 2655 [G. Hall] Tri. Rome
vi. 75 The Baal ites spared their flesh lesse then her cruellest

whip-stocks. X850 *Svlvanus' Bye-lanes <$• Downs iv. 52
Beating out the brains of one ruffian with a whip-stock he
always carried. 1881 Besant ik Rice Chapl. Fleet 1. ii,

Sitting down and leaning his chin upon his whipstock. 1895

J. G. Millais Breathfrom Veldtti Having fishing material

with us . . I soon had the two whipstocks rigged up.

h.lransf. A man who drives horses, contemptuous.

1615 Tomkis A Ibumazar iv. iv, Out Carter. Hence durtie

whipstocke.

+ 2. A whipping-post (= whipping-stock (a)
t

Whipping vbl. sb. 4 a). Obs.

1619 H. Hutton Follie's Anat. B 4 b, The beggers whip-
stock, or the Gallowes hire. 1638 Bkathwait Bamabees
Jrnl. hi. (1818) 113 Suspected for a picklock Th' beedle led

me to the whip-stock.

f3. A person who is frequently whipped ( =
whipping-stock (b), Whipping vbl. sb. 4 a); in

quot. = Flagellant sb. Obs.
1640 Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. 1. iii. 24 Such were the famous

whip-stocks in the time of Gregory the tenth.

t 4. Naut. m Whipstaff 2, Whip sb. 13. Obs.

168a Wheler yourn. to Greece in. 286 In this Storm we
broke the Whip-stock, and split the Stern.

5. attrib. : whipstock wise adv. phr., in the

manner of a whipstock : in quot. applied to Whip-
grafting.
1608 Plat Garden of Eden (1653) 117 Grafting whipstock

wise, and letting in the cions into the stock by a slit, is good
for young trees.

Whipstress (hwrpstres). rare"1
, [f. Whip-

ster 2 b: see -stress.] A female flogger.

1707 tr. Wks. C'tess D'Anois (1715) 366 The Whipstresses
[orig. fouettettses].. had sotir'd themselves, that they could
no longer stir their Arms.
Whipsy-derry. Also whipsiderfr^y, whip-

sey-derry. [app. connected with Whip sb. 15

and Derrick sb.] A contrivance for hoisting

(esp. ore in shallow mines), consisting of a derrick

with a ( whip ' or simple pulley attached, and
worked by a horse or horses. Also simply whipsy
and whip and derry (Whip 5^. 15).
1865 Tkegellas Tales 146 (E. D. D.) 'What is a whipsi-

derry, sir?' said I. 'A whipsiderry,' said he, 'es a thing

for rising traade, 'tes a sort of whem.' 1866 Thoknbury
Greatheart xxxiv, Two waggons, laden with, .whipsidery
pulleys, disjointed fragments of steam-engines, and miners'

gads and crowbars. 1866 R. P. Whitwokth Bailtiere'

s

S. Austral. Gazetteer 116 Theie are.. 2 double whipseys,

and several single whipseys. 1875 J* H. Collins Metal
Mining 76 With the ' derrick ' or ' whipsey-derry ' the cost

will be a little more than with the horse-whim.

Whiptail (hwrjht/U), [f. Whip sb. 1 + Tail
sb. 1

] Name used (simply or attrib.) for any one

of various animals having a long slender tail like

a whip-lash : see quots.

1771 J. R. Korster Flora Amer. Septenir. To Rdr. p. vii,

Whiptail forked Fistulnria tabaccaria [tobacco-pipe fish],

1887 Tyhwhitt New Chum Queensland Bush 145 (Morris)

Kangaroos. .of. .different kinds,, .the smaller kind, known
as pretty faces or whip tails. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci,

V. 748/1 The genus Thelyphonus (Whip-tail, Nigger Killer,

Mule Killer..) [= whip-scorpion]. 1898 Morris Austral
Fug, Tasmanian Whiptail^ . .Coryphsnoides tasmanise,..
an altogether different fish from Myliobatis aquila

%
the

Eagle or Whiptail Ray [= whip-ray].

Whip-tom-kelly. [linitative, from the bird's

note : cf. Whip-poor-will.] Popular name for

the Red-eyed Greenlet or * Flycatcher* (Vireo

olivaceus or Vireosylvia olivacea) of eastern N,
America, and the Black-whiskered Greenlet (Vireo

barbatulusov Vireosylvia calidris) of the W. Indies,

Bahamas, and Florida.

1756 P. BboWMB Jamaica 476 Whip-tom-kelly. I believe

this to be a bird of passage. 1864-5 Wood Homes without
H. xii. 247 The Red-Eyed Flycatcher (Muscicapa olivacea)

popularly known as ' Whip-Tom-Kelly,' from its peculiar

articulate cry. 187a Coles Key N. Atuer. Birds 120 Vireo

altitoquus var. barbatulus. Black-whiskered Vireo. Whip-
tom-kelly.

Whir, sb. and v. : see Whirr.
Whirche, obs. var. Work v.

Whirken, obs. f. Qukrken v., to suffocate.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 101 f>ai war bothe whirkenid ber-

with & deyid.

Whirl (hw5il), sb. Forms : 5 qwherel, cjwerTe,

wherwille, Sc. quhirl(l, 6 whiruel(l, wherle,

whyrle, whirroll, 6-7 whurle, 6-8 whirle, 7

wervell, whurl, 6- whirl. [Partly a. MLG.,
MDu. wervel or ON. hvirfill (see Whirl v.),

partly f. the verb itself. Cf. Whorl.]
I. Denoting a material object.

1. Thelly-wheelor pulley ofa spindle: = Whorl
sb. 1.

1411 Nottingham Rec. II. 86, x. qwerles, 1479 Paston
Lett* III. 270, vj. soketes, with branches to remeve. iij.

wherwilles to the same. 1483 Calk. Angl. 298/2 A Qwherel
of A spyndylle (A. A Qworle of A roke), giracutum, neo-

pellum.vertibrum. 1510 Stan bridgb Vocabula (W. de W.)
C j b, Vcrticilliun. a wherle [1525, a whorlej. a 1553
Udai.l Royster D. 1. iii. (Arb.) 20 Nourse medle you
with your spyndle and your whirle. 1556 Withals Diet.

(1562) 35/1 A whiruell, verticulum, t'erticulus, spondilus,

1585 W. Whitakek Ausw. to Rainolds 160 Among the

other praises of a woorthy. .woman that is one, that she

putteth hir hande to the wherle. 1598 Florio, Aspot ..

a whirroll. 1659 Tokriano, Cdcca^ the wervell or button of

a spindle. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 389 The revolu-

tion of the wheel,, .conveyed by a band to the whirl, or

puiley on the spindle.

f b. iransf. A skein of thread sufficient to fill

a spindle. Obs.
1560 W, Baldwin Fnneralles Edw. is/

t
Death playnt iii,

Atropos did knap in two the string, Before her sisters sixtene

wburles had spun.

C. Rope-making. A cylindrical piece of wood
furnished with a hook on which the ends of the

fibre are hung in spinning.

1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 58 Whirls are of beech or

ash, ..cylindncally formed, and fixed on iron spindles in the

heads of wheels, with a hook at one end for the spinner to

hang his hemp on. They are likewise used to nang the

yarn on for hardening and laying ropes. 1797 tsee w/*/W-

hook under Whirl-]. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 844/1 The
point of the prolonged axis of the whirl is bent into a hook.

f2. = Whirl-worm i. Obs.

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1042 A Whirl or

little hairy Worm with many feet, ibid* I collect that there

is a house Whurl like to Sitphius.

3. Bot. and Zool. = Whorl sb. 2.

17:3 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 194 The upper

Whirls are guarded with round pointed Leaves. 179$

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 189 Whirls of leaves often

so thickly set as partly to tile the stems. 1883 Harper's Mag.

Jan. 187/2 The numberless animalsof the colony are grouped

in whirls.

4. Conch. = Whorl sb. 3.

1681 Grew Musseum x. vi. i. 125 A Shell.. with a Knobed
Turban or Whirle. 1851 Woodward Mollusca 45_ The
whirls of spiral shells are sometimes separated by the inter-

ference of foreign substances. 1861 P. P. Carpenter in

Rep. Smithsonian lust. 1860, 186 In Trifons, the whirls

turn the wrong way.

b. = Top s6.* a.

1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79 Trochites, The Whirle, or

Top-shell.

5. A convolution, curl, spiral ; Whorl sb. 4.



WHIRL. 59 WHIRL-.
i86j Burton Bk. Hunter (1863I 399 The no.ses, the tails,

the feet of the characteristic monster of the sculptured stones,

all end in a whirl. 1884 Jrnl. Frankl. Inst. June 418 The
reduction of friction and of whirls in the wheel.

6. Angling. A spinning bnit.

1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 71 Using two lines with spoon-
baits or ' whirl ',

7. Electr. (See quots.)

1841 Fran-cis Diet. Arts, Whirl, Electrical. (See Flyer.)
i86» Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 559S, Series
of apparatus, .including Leyden jars.. swan, spider, whirl
or fly. 1893 StOAM Electr, Vict. 577 A conductor carrying
an electric current is surrounded by circular lines of force,

which are sometimes termed an electric whirl.

II. Denoting a movement (and derived senses').

8. The action, or an act, of whirling; (swift)

rotatory or circling movement, rotation, circumvo-

lution, gyration ; a (rapid) turn, as of a wheel,

around an axis or centre.

spec, in Fencing-, cf. quot. 1771 s.v. Whirl v, 3. In
Kinematics, a uniform rotation of a fluid about a fixed axis.

< 1480 Henrvson Orpheus $ Eurydice 370 Wardly men
sum tymearcastin hie Apon the quhele, in grete prosperitee,

And wyth a quhirl, vnwarly, or thai witte, Ar tbravtn doun
to pure & law estate. 1598 Makston Sco. Villanie lit.

x. H 3, The whirle on toe, Ihe turne aboue ground. 1609
Bible (Douay) 1 Sam. xxv. 29 In violence, and whurle of
a sHng. i6ai Fletcher Pilgrim III, vi, What flaws, and
whirles of weather. 174a Young tit, Th, iv. 562 The good
man., bids earth roll, nor feels her idle whirl. 1771
Lonnergan Fencer's Guide 87 This [wrenching] differs frum
whirling; because you limit it not as you do the whirl, to

get a good Repost. 1829 C. RoSB Four Yrs. S. Africa
146 A wild kind of dance, the principal motion of which was
a whirl. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. xvi. 186 The howling of
the wind and the whirl of the snow-drift. 1878 W. K.
Clifford Kinematic 214 Whirls. Suppose next that the
lines of flow are circles having their centres on a fixed axis,

and their planes perpendicular to it, and that there is no
spin except at the axis, and no expansion anywhere. 1894
Phil. Trans. CLXXXV. I. 981 In an unloaded shaft, the
period of whirl coincides with the natural period of lateral

vibration. 1908 S. E. White Riverman xxvi, A whirl of
the wheel to the right, a turn to the left.

b. Something, as a body of water or air, in

(rapid) circling motion, or the part at which this

takes place ; an eddy, a vortex.
a 1547 Surrey Aineis n. 531 As wrestling windes out of

dispersed whirl [orig. rupto turbine] Befi^ht themselues.
17*6 Leoni Alberti's Archit, II. 118/1 These whirls and
eddies in a River.. have, .the nature and force of a Screw.

Iff) Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 155 Still the tube or
whirl of air may remain entire. 1798 Coleridge Arte. Afar.
vii. x, Upon the whirl, where sank the ship, The boat spun
round and round. 1847 Stooiiart Angler's Camp. 146
Trout.. are found, .clo^e below banks, among side-runs and
small whirls. 190a Words of Fye*ifituess 101 A whirl of
rifle-bullets beat upon the wet ground.

9. In extended use:- Swift or violent movement,
as of something hurled or flung, or of a wheeled
vehicle, etc. ; rapid course; rush, hurry. Also _/?£".

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. If. cix, The Noble Vere
springs at a double whirle, Marque^se and Duke. 1725
Pope Odyss. x. 52 Snatch'd in the whirl, the hurried navy
flew. 1843 Dickens Amer. Notes vi, The lively whirl of
carriages is exchanged for the deep rumble of carts and
waggons. 1882 T. G. Bowles Flotsam <y Jetsam 97 Such
a wretched device for filling their holidays as a whirl from
one place to another, and a whirl back.

10. fig. Confused and hurried activity of any
kind ; disturbance, commotion ; tumult, bustle.
i55» Huloet, Whyrle or rage of a battayle. 1620 I. C.

Two Merry Milk-maids I. iii. C4b, What whirle's this?
1780 Mrs. Cowley Belle's Stratagem a. i, The feelings of
Wife, and Mother, are lost in the whirl of dissipation. 1827
Keble Chr. V., Whit-Sunday x, A giddy whirl of sin Kills

ear and brain. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxix, To-
morrow was to be a half-holiday devoted to a whirl of
entertainments. 1889 'J. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob vi, Those
who live in the whirl of London Society.

b. A confused, disturbed, distracted, or dizzy
state of mind or feeling.

1707 Addison Rosamond uu iii, My soul is. .in the whirle
of passion lost. 1848 Thackekay Van. Fair iv, In a whirl
of wonder at the theatre. 1854 K. S. Scrtees Ifandley Cr.
lxv, His head was in a complete whirl. 1905 H. G. Wi i.i.s

Kipps in. iij. § 6 He departed in a whirl, to secure a copy of
every morning paper.

Whirl (hwail), v. Forms : 3 ^wirle, 4 wyrle,
4-6 whyrle, 4-7 whirle, 5 quirle, 6 whyrl, Sc.

quherle, quhirl l)e, vhirle,6-7 whorle,whurl(e,
6- whirl, [prob. a. ON. hvirfla to turn about,
whirl (Sw. virfla

f
obs. Da. hvirle

t Da. hvirvle),

related to ON. hvirfill circle, ring, esp. crown of
the head, top, summit, pole of the heavens (MSw.
hvirvil crown of the head, Sw. virvel, obs. Da.
hvirrel, Da. hvirvel eddy, etc.) = (M)Du., (M)LG.
wervel f whirlpool, f spindle, vertebra, swivel,
bolt, OHG. xvirbil, wirvil whirlwind (MHO., G.
wirbel whirlwind, whirlpool, giddiness, vertebra,
swivel, sheave, tumult; cf. wirbcln to whirl, trill,

wirblig rotatory; giddy) :- OTeut. *xwerdi/-
9

f.

Xwerb- to rotate : see Wharve t>., -el.1, -le i, 3.
OE. h'.veatflian, fiwearftlian 'errare' (Northumb. htv.rr-

flung 'error', ' vicissttudo ') and *hwier/?ian, hwyrftlian
to rotate, do not appear to have survived; they are app.
based on the variant xwarj-, which is otherwise widely
represented (cf. late Northumb. huarf* error ', OE. *hwierfelt

ivirfel in place names, OHG. iverbil 'sistruni, plectrum*,
warbeldn rotari, versari ', tvarblich ' versatilis , and forms
s.v. Wharve v.).

Contamination with hurl is seen in sense 6, as also in the
variants Hurli'ool, Hurlwind of Whirlpool, Whirlwind.
Cf. similarly Thirli-ool (association with Thirl, Thrill).]

1. intr. To move in a circle or similar curve, to

circle, circulate; more vaguely, to move about in

various directions, esp. with rapidity or force ; to

go (wander, fly, etc.) about \ to be in commotion.
C1290 S. Fng, Leg. 211/387 pe km?! ^wirlede op in bis

blast, ase speldene doth, wel wide. 1412-20 Lydc. Chron.
Troy 1. 1873 As be blase whirleth of a fire, So to and fro bei
fleen. t 1440 Promp. Parv. 525/1 Whyrlyn a-bowte, yn
ydylnesse. .vagor. a 1475 Ashby Dicta PAlios. 259 This
world is not certeine ne stable, Hut whirlyng a bowte and
mutable. 1563 Googk Eglogs, Cufiido 648 That vyle
deformed Churle Whose foggy Mates.. do tliycke aboute
him whurle. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. v, Then wil
I datince and whirle about the ayre. 1676 Mack Mustek's
Alan. 53 Let the Strings have scope enough to whirle about
with clearness of Sound. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe)
331 His Spirits whir I'd about faster than the Vessels could
convey them. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. v. (1856) 36 Rocks,
about which the sea-swallow and kittiwake were whirling in

endless rounds, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 210 Dense
clouds of snow rose, whirling in the air.

b. fig-
1582 Bentlby Mon. Matrones 11. 3 His spirit whurling in

my hart, greater than I can declare. 1834 Whittier Mogg
Megone \. 426 What thoughts of horror and madness whirl
Through the burning brain of that fallen girl ! 1859 W.
Collins Q. of Hearts i, A child of the new generation, with
all the modern ideas whirling together in her pretty bead.
1862 Carlyi.e Fredk. Gt. xu. ix. (1872) IV. 195 Breslau.Js
whirling with business.

2. To turn, esp. swiftly, around an axis, like a
wheel ; to revolve or rotate (rapidly) ; to spin.
In quot. 15%% fig. with allusion to the wheel of Fortune.

In Mech. used spec, of a shaft revoking at excessive speed
so as to become bent by the centrifugal force : see quot.
1894 s.v. Whirling vbl.sb. 1.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 916 Tins hous..was shapen
lyke a cage.. I the telle That but I bringe the therinne Ne
snalt thou neuer kunne gynne To come in to hyt. .So faste

hit whirleth \v.rr. whyrleth, whirlyth] lo aboute. 1398
Tuevisa Bartft. De /'. R. xm. xvii. (1495) C vij b, For his
depnessehe [sc. the whirlpool] meuyth rotinde aboute, whyrl-
ynge & reboundyng. Therfore swymmers ben oft perisshyd.
(( 1400 50 Wars Alex. 5294 Twenti tamed OHfants turned
it a-boute, Quirland all on queles. 1513 Dol'glas AEncis
vii. vii. 88 As sum tyme sclentis the round top of tre, Hit
with the twynit quhyp, dots quherle. 1563 Mirr. Mag. it.

Collingboume iv, We knowe .. the course of Fortunes
wheele, Howe constantly it whyrleth styll about. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 384 Iustice alwaies whirles in equall
measure, a 1600 Montcomerie Misc. Poems xlviii. 148
5on is Charybd is that vhirlis ay about. 1633 T. James J'oy.

14 The eddies whirle into twenty manners. 1799 (i. Smith
Laboratory I. 29 A fire wheel which is to whirl horizontally
in the water. 1833 Tennvson Palace of Art 15 While
Saturn whirls, bis stedfast shade Sleeps on his luminous
ring. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xii, Round whirled the
wheels, and off they rattled. 1853 Mrs, Gaskell Ruth vii,

She sat down and could not speak—the room whirled round
and round.

b. To turn round or aside quickly : m Wheel v. 4.
a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open Air xii. (1863) cjt

Instantly at the lucky hackle something darted, seized it,

and whirled to fly. .up the [river]. 1884 'Mark Twain*
If tick. Finn xxvii, The king whirls on me and rips out

:

1 None o* your business I* 1916 S. E. White Bobby Orde
xii, 'What's this?* asked Mr. Kincaid's quiet voice. The
man whirled about.

3. trans. To cause to rotate or revolve, esp.

swiftly or forcibly; to move (something) around
an axis, or in a circle or the like : with various

shades of meaning : to turn (a wheel, etc), + twirl

(a light object held in the hand), t roll (the eyes),

flourish or swing round (a weapon, sling, etc.);

spec, in Fencing {see quot. 1771).
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3261 A-bowte cho whirllide a whele

with hir whitte hondez. c 1440 Promp. Pan-. 525/1 Whyr-
lyn, as spynners wythe the whele. 1579 Rice Iuvect. Vices
C iv, Scruantes lacke worke, and stande whirlyng their
knife aboute their fingers. 1614 Gorges Lucan ix. 404
We cross the Axle of the world, And with the sphere about
"are whorled. 01633 G. Herbert facuta Prudentnm
(1640) 717 To whirle the eyes too much shewes a Kites
braine. 1697 Dkydf.n sE/icis ix. 905 They whirl their

Stings around. 1771 Lonnergan Fencer's Guide Index,
Whirling, is to whirl your adversary's blade about to the
same parade again; that is, when you parry with a Half-
circle, to whirl bis blade round to a Tierce, and into a Half-
circle again; or, you may whirl from one parade lo another,
as from a Quinte to a Quarte,..&c. 1774 tr. Helvetius'
Child Nat. lix. II. ^08 Richard blushed through stupidity,
and, whirling his hat, said he would please me. 1807
Crabbe Par. Reg. u. 489 One with whom oft he whirled
the bounding flail. 1823 J. Wilson Marg. Lytidsay xix.
148' Widow Alison. .was. .whirling down a yard of twine
from the roller, to tie a two-pound parcel of brown-sugar.
1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil. u. vi. (1851) 149 A stono
whirled round in a sling. 1835 Dickens»S\£. JSoz, Greemv'tcft
Fair, The gentlemen, .go down the middle and up again,.

.

and whirl their partners round.

fb. To twist or twine around something. Obs,
1676 Cotton Angler 11. vii. 64 The dubbing of a Bears

dun whirl'd upon yellow silk.

4. intr. To move along swiftly on or as if on
wheels ; to travel fast in a wheeled vehicle ; gen.

to go swiftly or impetuously, rush or sweep along.
13.. £. £. A Hit. P. B. 475 Ho[.k\ the dove] wyr!e[dlouton

be weder on wyngez ful scharpe. 13.. Gatv. $ Gr. Knt.
2222 Whyrlande out of a wro, wyth a felle weppen. c 1400
Laud Troy Bk, 13457 To Menelaus Troylus whirled.

a 1547 Surrey sEueis iv. 563 Whither whirles heV 1553
Douglas's sEneis xu. xiii. 158 The schaft thrawin, that

quiiirllis [v.r. quhirris] throw the skyc. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad x. 177 The Lyons.. downe whirling from the rocke,..
for to assault the sheepe. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 49 lie

come and be thy Waggoner, And whirle along with thee
about the Globes. 1697 Drvdkn sEneis ix. 956 A knotted
Lance,.. Which roar'd like Thunder as it whirl'd along.
a 1716 South Serm. (1727) VI. 216 But the Report of it

shall whirl and rattle over a whole Nation. 1722 E. Ward
Wand. Spy 11. 47 A Hackney Chaise came whirling by.
i8r6 Scott Antiq. xx, Wha suld come whirling there in a
post-chaise, but Monkbarns. 1859 KlKGSLEY Misc. II. v. 230
Travellers. . within an hour's iun of the greater metropolis
in the world, whirling through miles of desert. 1877 Black
Green Past, iii, The beautiful landscapes through which
the train whirled. 1879 L. O'Donovan Merv Oasis xxiv.

(1882) I. 415 Turcoman cavalry whirling down in their
usual loose order.

f b. trans. To go swiftly about or around (a

place). Obs. rare— 1
.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarcft., Ifen. I ', cccxc, While he lay
Full at the Seige, the Lolphin whirles the Coast.

5. trans. To drive (a wheeled vehicle), or convey
in a wheeled vehicle, swiftly; gen. to drive, impel,

carry, or urge along impetuously, as a strong wind
or stream (often and now only with implication ol

circular movement, as in 7).
c 1386 Chaucer Squire's T. 663 Appollo whirleth vp his

Chaar so bye. (1400 Rom. Rose 4362 She [sc. Fortune]
canne. .whirle adown, and oner turne Who sittith hieghst.

1513 Douglas ASneis xu. Pro!. 30 So fast Phaeton wyth the

qulnp him quhirlys. 1616 S. S. Honest Lawyer 11. D 4 b,

A Coach, And prauncing Coursers, that shall whirle thee
throuRh The popular streetes. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph,
iv. i, Frae his Pouch he whirled forth a Hook. 1781 Cowper
Retircm. 393 He steps into the welcome chaise, .behind
four handsome bays, That whirl away from business and
debate The disincun.ber'd Atlas of the state. 1835 Lytton
Riensii. iii, In popular commotions, each man is whirled
along with the herd. 1848 Dickens Dombey xx, The..
speed at which the train was whirled along. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. xv. 3 The winds begin to rise. .; The last red leaf

is whirl'd away. 1854 G. W. Curtis Potiphar Papers iv.

(1S66) 126 He whirled her off into the dance. 1873 Black
Pr. ThuleW, The gallant little horses that whirled them.,
into the open country. 1879 Froude Cxsar xxiii. 398 He
bad been as a leaf whirled upon a winter torrent. 1907

J. H. Patterson Man- Eaters of Tsavo x. m The river.,

becoming a raging, .torrent, tearing up trees by the roots

and whirling them along like straws.

\>.fig.

1578 \\ hbtstone Promos $ Cass. II. iv. ii, Such dunghyll
churles, Such newes, as is in market tonnes, about the coun-
try whorles. 1656 Earl MonM. tr. BoccaiinPs Advts. fr.
i'amass. 1. lxxxvi. (167 t) 114 1 he. .fetches, by which un-
happy mankind, .is., with such publick calamity whirlcl

about, 1837 Hallam Lit. Eur. 11. vi. § 46 Juliet is a child,

whose intoxication in loving and being loved whirls away
the little reason she may have possessed.

6. To throw or cast with violence, fling, hurl

(esp. with rotatory movement, as from a sling;.

Also absol.

Formerly app. sometimes used by confusion for hurl (cf.

fer contra Hurlpit, -pool, -wind).

C1440 il'yct/fs Bible 1 Sam. xvii. 49 (MS. Bodl. 277)
Dauid. .took o stoon, and hecastide [v.r. whirlide] with the
slynge. 1542 Uijall Erasm. Apoph. 79 b, He taught theim
..to whurle with a slyng, and to. .cast a darte. Ibid. 138 b,

A..boye..was whurleyng litle stones emong the thickest
of y6 people. 1563 P. Whitkhorne Ottosandro Platan. 78
Molested of the weapons whorlde from farre of. 1579-80
North Plutarch. Crassus (1595) 611 Who gallowping vp
and down the plaine, whirled vp the sand hils from the

bottome with their horse feete. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
1. vi. 795 The boistrous Winde, that.. proudest Turrets to

the ground hath whurld. 1682 Buhyam Holy War 104
Twelve slings, to whirle stones withal. 1718 Pope Iliad
xvi. 585 Sarpedon whirl'd his weighty Lance. 174a Gray
Eton 72 Whirl the wretch from high.

+ b. Gaining. To cast (the dice). Also absol.

1579 Rice fnvect. Vices E ij, Ye plaie naughteilye, whorle,
take vp, the tricke is mine, shamfully caste. 1771 Foote
Nabob u, (1778) 26 When you want to throw ofl six and
four,.. you must. .whirl the dice to the end of the table.

Ibid. 27, I shall he able to tap, stamp, dribble, and whirl,
with any man in the club.

7. intr. To be affected with giddiness, to reel :

usually (now only) of the head or brain.
1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 5 b, Many are whom the

heade whyrleth so sore yt he thinketh the earth turneth
vpsyde-doune. Ibid. 42 A .. feuer .. wherewith men do
w^hyrle and be dismade. 1820 Shelley Witch All. v, The
dim brain whirls dizzy with delight. x88o'Ouida ' Moths vi,

You make my head whirl.

b. trans. To affect with giddiness ; to put in a
whirl or tumult. ? Obs.

1593 Q. EUS. Boetft. iv. met. v. 90 Hydden causes whyrls
ye mynd. 1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. m. ii. 19, I am giddy:
expectation whirles me round. 1685 F. Sitnck tr. V'arillas'

Ifo. Medicis 456 If he bad not been whirl'd with a crotchet

to buy a house, a 1769 Falconkk Shipwr. m. 627 Nor let

this total ruin whirl my brain ! 1829 Good Study Meet.

(ed. 3) IV. 540 Precipices, the sight of which has whirled

all his brains while awake.

Whirl-, the sb. or vb.-stem in Combination :

whirl-brain, a giddy-brained person (cf. G. wirbel-

geist scatter-brain); + whirl-crowned a., giddy-

brained ; f whirl-fire, a poetic or rhetorical name
for lightning (?as associated with violent storms

or whirlwinds) ; f whirl-gate, a turnstile ; whirl-

hook, in Kope-makingy each of the hooks of a

'whirl' (see Whirl sb. 1 c) ; + whirl-jack «=

Whirligig i (< ) ; t whirl-mint, ? = whorled

water-mint; whirl-pillar, -spout, a rotating
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WHIRL-.

column of water or dust, .1 waterspout or dust-

whirl; whirl-shaped a., whorled
; t^hirl-snail,

+ whirl-stone (see quots.); + whirl-whale, some
kind of whale (cf. Whirl-about i, Whirlpool 1

) ;

whirl-wheel (tr. Fr. rottet volant)^ a kind ofwater-
wheel (see quot.).

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. x. 179 He is a 'whirl-brain
that talks whatever comes uppermost. 1648 N. Ward
Petjt. Eastern Assoc. 20 Many *whirl-crown'd, and bragg-
braind Opinionists. 1605 Sylvester Du Sarins 11. Hi. Law
ion The smoaking storms, the 'wbirl-fire'a crackling cla>h.
ci6ao Z. Boyd Zicns Flowers (1855) 104 The whirle fire

shall flash. 1550 Ludlow Chttrchw. Ace. (Camden) 44 The
"whirle yate anont the college dore. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
fed. 3) XVI. 483/2 This second spinner attaches his own
hemp to the *whirl hook. 1653 Urqlhart Rabelais I. xi.

57 That he [sc. Gargantua] might play ..after the manner of
the other little children. ., they made him a faire weather
•whirljack [1694 whirlegig], of the wings of the windmill.
c 1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's Eng. Herbal Tab. xxxi, Water
"Whirl-mint, Cross Whirl-mint, c 1850 Rndim. Narig.
(Weale) 83 In some parts of the ocean the waier-spout or
"whirl-pillar is occasionally met with. 1761 PIdl. Trans,
LII. 359 Each series is of equal length, and placed in
a wheel or "whirl-shaped form like the equisetum or horse-
tail plant. 1681 Grew Musmnm 1. vi. i. 132 The *Whirle-
Snail. Turbocochlea. 1737 [S. Berinctos] G. di Lucca's
Mem. (1738) 93 We saw.. Ten Thousand little "Whirl-
spouts of Sand. 1681 Grkw Musarum lit. 1, i.262 The Short
* \Vhirle-Stone. Trochites. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas
II. iii. Lawjyz Another, swallowed in a "Whirl-Whale's
womb, Is laid a-live within a living Toomb. 1853 Glynn
Treat. Power Water 37 An elaborate series of experiments
and an excellent report on the useful effect of the ordinary
horizontal water-wheel at present used in France. Those
on which the experiments were made are at Toulouse...
These wheels are of two kinds : those situate on the rivers
are called bucket-wheels (A cuze) . . ; those which are placed
on the canal are called *whirl-wheels (rouets volants), . . and
are turned by the percussion of the water upon curved
floats.

Whirl(e, obs. var. Haul j£J, Herl.
1676 Cotton Angler 11. vii. 64 A Hie call'd the Peacock-

flie; the body made of a whirl of a Peacocks feather.

Whirl-about.
f 1. A name for some kind of whale : cf. whirl-

whale (Whirl- in Comb.), Whirlpool 1
. rare*1

.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 98 The monstrous Whirl-
about [F. I'inorme Seuedete\ Which in the Sea another Sea
doth spout.

2. The action of whirling about ; something that

whirls about, or is in a whirl ; attrib. or adj.

characterized by whirling about.
1786 C. Morris Songs (17SS) 8 While thro* this whirl-

about journey [sc. life] we reel. 1857 Palghave Norm, fy

Eng. II. 30 There is such a whirlabout amongst the parties

in these transactions, always changing sides. 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab. vii, His little whirl-about of a head.

Whirlary: see Whirlert.

t Whirlbat, whorlbat. Obs. Forms : a.

6-7 whorle-, 7 whoorl-, 7-8 whorlbat. ft. 7-8
whirl(e)bat. [Alteration of Hurlbat by sub-

stitution of Whirl for the first syllable.]

1. Used in the 16th and 17th c. to render L.

exstus, which was defined as ' a weapon with plum-
mettes of leade, vsed in games for exercise

'

(Cooper's Thesaurus) and ' a certain game . .

among the ancients, wherein they whirled leaden
plummets at one another' (Phillips, 1658); also

in renderings of Gr. ttv£.

a. 156$ Cooper T/tcsaurus s. v. C<rst/ts, Bel/are exstu, to
play as it were at the whorle bat. 1574 Withals Diet. 51/2
Czstus, an whorle batte, an instrument of leather couered
with leade, to buffet one another. 1601 Holland Pliny xi.

xxxvii. I. 331 All the sort of Rams he armed with crooked
homes,.. as if they were gantlets or whorlebats [exstus],
given them by Nature to thumpe and jurre withall, c x6xi
Chapman Iliad xxm. 538 Your shoulders must not vndergo
the churlish whoorlbats fall [ov yap ttv£ -ye piavijaeai].

1614 Raleigh Hist. World n. xiii. § 6 He. .compelled all

strangers to fight with him, at whorlebattes. 1656 Cowley
Pindar. Odes, Praise of Pindar Note 3, The Cestus, or
Whorle-bats. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. vu 30 The
Whorlbat, and the rapid Race, shall be Reserv'd for Caesar.
p. 1615 Chapman Odyss. vm, 285 At wrestling, buffets,

whirlbat, speed of race [ij iruf Ci ird\n r) teal iroaiv]. Ibid.
xi. 406 Pollux, that exceld, in whirlbat fight [rruf aya6bv
XIoKvBevKta]. X617 Minshru Ductor 371 A Plummet, or
whirle-bat, that vaulters, leapers, and dauncers vse. 1650
Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Uul., Foundation C. § 3 Slam
by thee with the whirlbat [a te cestuc&sttm]. 1685 Cotton
tr. Montaigne \. xxii. (1711) I. 130 Fencers, inur'd to beating,
when bang'd almost to Pulp with Clubs and Whirl-bats [tr.

Cicero Pugiles exstibus contusi]. 1700 Dryden Fables Pref.
*Da, He rejected them as Uares did the Whirl-bats of Eryx.
2. A club.

1791 Cowper Iliad vn. 167 Where him his iron whirl,

bat [fopvfTj] nought avaii'd.

Whrrl-blast. [f. Whirl- + Blast sb. ; app.

a word of the Cumberland dialect, for which
Wordsworth is the earliest literary authority.]

A whirlwind, hurricane. Also fig*
1798 Wordsw. Poems of Fancy iii, A whirl-blast from

behind the hill Rushed o'er the wood. X807 Stagg Misc.
Poems, Return xvi, Hark, the whurlblast loudly blusters.

18:3 Coleridge Nt.-Scene 77 The whirl-blast comes, the

desert-sands rise up. x8»o Shelley Witch Atl. xlviii,

Which rain could never bend, or whirl.blast shake. 1851

Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters xi, Vast towers of sand, borne
up by the whirlblast, rise vertically. 1904 Dowden Broivn-
ing 246 There is a fixity of grief which is more appalling
than this whirlblast.
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Whirl-bone (hwo'jlbt'in). Obs, or dial. Forms:
I 4-8 whirlebone, 5 whirle-, wherle-, whyrlebon,

j

wherl-, werel-, qwhirl-, qworle-, qyyrlebone,

;

5-6 whyrl-, whorlebone, 5-7 whyrlobone, 6
whurle bone, (7 whall-bone), 8 hurle bone,
dial, whirly booan, 9 Sc, whorle-bane, 6-
whirlbone. (Also with hyphen, or as two words.)

[Replacing OE. Jnueorf-, hwyrfban^ hwe(o)rbdn
knee-cap, by substitution of Whirl for the first

element ; cf. MLG. wervelipen), G. wirbelbein

vertebra.]

1. The round head of a bone turning in the socket

of another bone ; spec, that of the thigh-bone at

the hip-joint (in later use esp. in the horse).

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. V. xxvii. (Bodl. MS.\ pei

[sc. bones of the arms] Deb ykeuered with ioyntes whirlebones
and grustel bones. [Mistranslation; ed. 158a They are

covered in joynts and whirlbones with gristles j L. in tunc-

turis et vertebris cartillagine vestinntur.\ c 1440 Promp.
Paro. 421/1 Qvyrlylebone, yn a ioynt, ancha. Ibid. 594/9
Whyrlebone, or hole of a ioynt (S. whyllx>ne), anca

t
verte-

brum, vertihihtm, condul/ts. 1548-77 Vicarv Anat. ix.

(iS;£) 75 Lch of these two bones, .hatha great rounde hole,

into the whiche is receyued the bone called Vertebra,
or The whorle bone. Ibid. x. 6+ J 'ertebrum, or Whurle
bone,, .and is receyued into the boxe or hole of the hanche
bone. 1685 Lond.Gaz. No. 2046/4 A Black brown Gelding
..a Strain in his Whirlebone. 1798 Chambers Cycl.,

Hurle Bone, in an Horse, is a Bone near the Middle of the

Buttock; very apt to go out of its Sockets with a Slip or
Strain. 1753 J. Bartlet Ctnil. Farriery xxix. (1754) 240
A lameness in the whirle bone and hip, is discovered by the

horse's dragging his leg after him. 18x4 J. White Vet.

Med. (ed. 2) III. 192 Injury of the Hip Joint, commonly
called Whirl, or Hurdle Bone, or Round Bone. 18*5
Jamieson, Whorle-bane, the hip-bone or joint, Fife.

2. The round bone of the knee ; the knee-pan,

patella.

14 . . / 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/19 Intemodium, . . the kne-
panne, or wherlebon. 1530 Palsgr. 258/ i Whyrlbone of
ones kne, pallette de genouil. X587 Harrison England 1.

v, 11 in Holiushed, When the bodie of Aiax was found, the
whirlebone of his knee was adiudged so broad as a pretie

dish. x6xx Cotgr., La chamiere des genoux, the whall-

bone, or whirle-bone, of the knees. 1634 T. Johnson
tr. Party's Chirurg. xv. xxii. (1678) 340 The Patella, or
Whirl-bone of the Knee, .is oft-times contused. ("1746 J.
Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 52
He geete fro his Whirly booans, and sed. .while his Heart
beeots an his Blood sarclates there's Hopes. 1898 Craven
Gloss., IVhirl'baan, the cap of the knee.

f 3. A vertebra of the spine. Obs.

c X400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 3 Cap. vj. of woundis of be rig-

boon & of whirlebones \v.r. whirele bonys] of be rigge.

Ibid. 104 Make smale cauteries.. bitwene ech whirlebon of
be necke. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Bart/wl. Anat. Man. w.
xiv. ^49 Five Vertebrae or Whirle-bones of the Spina.

Wmrled (hwwld), a.

fl. [Cf. Whirls. 7.] Fnddled.
1530 Palsgr. 844/1 Well whyrled, nere dronken, besyn, or

2. ff. Whirl sb. + -ed 2. Cf. OE. hwyrfled
round.] = Whorled.
1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 307 Shells, whirled and single.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)823 Leaves, .somewhat
whirled. X854 Woodward Motlusca 163 Imperforate, glo«

bosely conoid, close-whirled.

3. [f. Whirl v. + -ed 1
.] Rotated rapidly, etc :

see the vb.

1875 Farrak Silence $ Voices iv. 76 The. .sun . . glaring

luridly through the whirled sands of the desert. 1895
Meredith Amazing Marr. xlv, The fumes of the whirled

si lver censer-balls.

Whirler (hwaubj). [f. Whirl v, + -er 1
.]

I. A person who whirls.

1. One who turns or spins rapidly round ; tone
who wanders about (obs.); a 'whirling* dervish.

7 1440 Promp. Parv. 524/3 Whyrlare a-bowte, or goaie

a-bowte in ydylnesse . . girovagus. 1815 TiveddelCs Rem.
229 plate, Dervish of the Order of Whirlers, 1839 Ld.

J KFFKEY Let. to Mrs. Rutherfurd 1 Apr., The only chance .

is for one pair to cling close, like wahzers, and whirl lovingly

among the whirlers. ^1843 Solthey Co»tm..pl. Bk. Ser.

in. (1850) 391/1 Sect of dancers and whirlers. 1873 Leland
Egypt. Skctch-Bk. 101 He promenaded around the per-

formers, and taking his place in the ring began to spin—for

there were during the entire performance one or two
w hirlers at work.

2. One who whirls something ; f one who hurls

or flings something, a hurler (obs.) ; one who turns

a wheel or other revolving piece of mechanism.
1563 P. Whitehorne Onosandro Platon. 74 The whorlers

of darts. X895 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 466 For wash-
bowls, dishes, or plates, the workman, called the whirler,

u<es a vertical spindle. 1889 Lipscomb in Land Agent's
Rec. 6 Apr. 316 When flails were whirling for six months., in

the tithe barns, while the whirlers and their families ate
barley bread.

II. A thing that whirls.

f3. ? A whirlwind. Obs. rare— J
.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Magnificence 306 What
boystrous lungs the roaring whirlers blown : What burning
wings the Lightning rides upon.

4. A revolving piece of mechanism.
spec. a. A potter's whirling-table, b. An apparatus in-

vented byTroughton to serve as an artificial horizon at sea,

consisting of a rapidly rotating top with a mirror attached:
also called Troughton's top. .C. A device by which the
strands are twisted together in spinning ; in Rope.making,
each of the rotating hooks by which the hemp or other fibre

is twisted into yarn.

WHIRLIGIG.
i860 W. Whitf. Wrckin xxxi. 377 A revolving pedestal ot

'whirler', on which the article to be ornamented is placed.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Whirler, or Troughton's
Top. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1884 Girl's Own Paper
Nov. 4 3 The females busy with a bunch of camel's hair and
a ' whirler ', making, .the co.irse.. thread with which much
of their rough sewing is done. 1898 Binns Story afPotter
198 The wheel.. at which he [sc. potter] stands is called,

when revolved by some other power than himself a 'jigger';
that which he turns with his own hand, .is a 'whirler . 1918
Pall Mall Gas. 29 June S/5 Lithographic plate whirler.

fWhrrlery. Obs. rare. Also 6 -ary. [f.

"Whirl p, + -ery.] Whirling, circling flight (or

? roaring noise : cf. Whurl v.). In first quot. as

part of a jingling refrain.

c 1560 Doctour Doubble Ale 436 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 321
Fare well and a dewe ; With a whirlary whewe, And a tirl-

ary typpe. 1589 Stanyhlkst sEncis m. (Arb.) 77 With
gagling whirlerye flapping Theyr wings.

Whirley, var. Hurlt -, influenced by Whikl.
1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 72 Whirley,

a hutch, hurley, or tub. 1886 Hodder Life ftm Earl
Shiiftesb. I. x. 413 A little child,, .whose duty it was, on
hearing the approach of a whirley, or coal -carriage, to pull

open the door.

Whirley : see Whirly.
Whi'rlicote. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 5

whirlecole, whirlecote, wherlecote, 6 wherli-,

whirlicote, 8-9 whirlicot. [Form doubtful
;

app. orig. whirlecole, f. Whirl v. + an unidentified

element ; recorded by Slow in the form whirli-

eote, whence in later use.] A coach, carriage.

c 1381 Anominalle Cron. (MS. Stowe 1047) If. 68 b, Le
roy mesmes vient al mile ende et ouecque luy sa meir en vn
whirlecole. C1450 Brut 11. 386 \>e Lorde Powys meyne brou^t
hyin out of Walls to London yn a whirlecole [sic MSS.
Camb.and Reg.% MS. B. Mus. Add. whirlecote; ed. Caxtcn
(1480) wherlecote].

1598 Stow Surv. 65 Of old time coatches were not knowne
in this Island, but chariots, or Whirlicotes. . : I reade that

Rychard the second being threatened by the rebelles of

Kent, rode from the Tower of London to the Myles end, and
with him his mother in a Wherlicote. a 1800 Pkgce Curialia
Misc. (1818) 270. i860 Our Engl. Home 75 The wheels ol

my lady*s whirlicot or the franklin's plough were repaired

in the kitchen. 1888 Freeman in Stephens Lifefy Lett. (1895)
1 1, x. 385, 1 can't do much walking, but I go about in a whirli.

cot. Is not that the oldest name for a coach or landau?

Whirligig (hw5\iligig),j£. Forms: 5wbyTle-
gyge, <,whirlegogge\ 5-7 whirlegigg, 6 whirly-
gigge, 'whyrTegygge, worlegyg(g, 6-7 whirli-
giggj 6-3 whirlegig, 7 whirlegigg(e, whirli-

Kig(g^e, whirlie-gig, 7-8 •whirly(-)gig, (8

whirlagig, 9 whirlgig), 6- whirligig, [orig.

(and still to some extent dial.) two words, f.

Whirl- and Whirly- + Gig sb. 1
]

1. Name of various toys that are whit led, twirled,

or spun round ; spec, f (a) a top or teetotum (cf.

Gig sb. 1 1) ; (b) a toy consisting of a small spindle

turned by means of a string ; (c) a toy with four

arms like miniature windmill-sails, which whirl

round when it is moved through the air.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 525/1 Whyrlegyge, chyldys game,
giraculum. 1530 Palsch. 288 2 Whirlygigge toplay with,

pyrouette. 1591 Sylvestek Du Bartas 1. iii. 191 As
a turning Whirli-gig goes round [Fr. Comme la pirouette

animee se tourne). 1659 Moxon Tutor Astrou. v. 148 The
Gnomon must appear on both sides like the stick in a Whirli-

gig, which children use. 1686 Klome Gentl. Recr. 11. 148
Fulling the Line you may make the Looking-Glass play in

and out as Children do a Whirlegig. . .Keep it turning that

the twinkling of the Glass against the Sun may provoke the

Larks to come to view it. 1687 A. LovELLtr. Thexenot's Trav.
in. 43The Pummel[of the sword], .is neither Round nor Oval,

but is flat above and below like a Whirligigg. 1798 Port;

Dune. til. 57 As. .whirligigs, twirl'd round by skilful swain,

Suck the thread in, then yield it out again. 1801 Strltt
Sports «y Past. iv. iv. §6. 288 The peg-top .. probably
originated from the te-totumsand whirligigs. 1811 Sporting
Mag. XXXVIII. 220 They hold each other tight by the

middle, and so go round like whirligigs. 1908 IKliz. Fowler 1

Betw. Trent
<fr
Ancholme 77 A., figure of The Christ-Child

playing with a ' Whirligig '.

b. Af. * Plaything', 'sport '.

1694 IIurton Anat. Mel. in. ii. 1. i- (ed. 2) 356 Thou art

Cupids whirlegigge. ax677 Barrow^ Serm. (1683) II. 12

Turning him into. .a whirlegig of fate or chance.

2. Applied to various mechanical contrivances

having a whirling or rotatory movement; spec.

t (a) an instrument of punishment formerly used,

consisting of a large cage suspended so as to turn

on a pivot ; (b) a roundabout or merry-go-round.

In quot. 1601 ? = Gic sb. 1 2; in quot. 1623 ? allusively

applied to a carriage ; in quot. 1822 to a clock.

1477-8 in Swayne Chttrchw. Ace. Sarutn (1896) 22 Pro vna

¥ecia maeremii de nouo empto pro le Whirlegigg'. Ibid. 23

'or a pece of Tymber to the Whirlegogge. 1554 in Sir W.
Parker Hist. Long Melford(i%7$ 365 Payde to Newman for

niendingof Hall Myll Bridge,and makyngofa worlecyg,22<i.

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits $ Divels 230 The sihe poore

birdes sit prying at, and playing with the whirligig. [Cf. quot.

1686 in 1.] 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Three Weekes Obsertu

E a, It is hanged on a turning Gybbet, like a Crane:.. It is

bigge enough to hold two men, and . .if any one or more doe

rob gardens . . he or they are put into this same whirligigge, or

kickumbob, and the gybbet being turned, the offender hangs

in this Cage. .some 12 or 14 foot from the water,. .and with

a tricke . . the bottome of the cage drops out, and the thiefe

fals sodenly into the water. X693 — World runs vn Wheels

Wks. (1630) it. 238/2 The last Proclamations concerning

the retiring of the Gentry out of the City into their



WHIRLIGIG.

Countries .. how it clcereJ tlie Streetes of these way- I

topping Whirligigges ! 1788 CJkose Miiit. Antiq. II. 204

One [punishment] formerly very common, for trifling

offences, . .was the whirligig ;. .a kind of circular wooden
cage, which turn'd on a pivot; and.. whirled round with

such an amazing velocity, that the delinquent became
extremely sick. i8aa Scott Nigel v, Yonder hall-clock at

Theobald's, and that other whirligig that you made for the

Duke of Buckingham. 1839-41 Lank Arab. Nts.X. 71 In

the outskirts of the cemeteries, swings and whirligigs are

erected. 1853 Lytton My Novel 11. yiii, One of tho.se

rotatory entertainments commonly seen in fairs, and known
by the name of ' whirligigs * or * roundabouts '.

3- gen. and fig., in various applications : (a)

Something that is continually whirling, or in con-

stant movement or activity of any kind ; + {6) a

fantastic notion, a crotchet (<?AO
;

(c) circling

course, revolution (of time or events) ; {a) a lively

or irregular proceeding, an antic; (e) a circling

movement, or condition figured as such, a whirl.

1589 PasqutTs Ret. B ivb, Euery one that had a whirlegtg

in his braine, wold haue his own conceit to goe currant,

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 2^7 Quot
capita tot sentential, so many heades, so many whirlegigs.

1601 Shak-s. Twel. N. v. i. 385 And thus the whirlegig^e of

time brings in his reuenges. 1631 Wkever Anc. Funeral
Man. 11 The heathen gods and goddesses, with all their

whirligiggs. 1635 Shirley Coronation in. (1640) E 2, Phi.

Tis a strange turne. Lisa. The whirligigs of women. 1654
Gayton Pleas. Notes 111. ii. 73 His braines . . being as

vertiginous as a whirle-poole, presented ten thousand
whirlygigs, Windmils, and Turne-pikes to his errantick

soule. 1660 Hexham, De Key Lotert hew, he hath

a Whirlegigg in his head, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
1. (1653) 181 The Whirly-Gig of the Dispensation^ which run
round from Pope to Pope, and never could be sail to settle.

1704 Pkiok Ladle 6 Since They \sc. the gods] gave Things
their Beginning; And set this Whirligig a Spinning. 1781

Johnson in Boswell 1 Apr., She is the first woman in the

world, could she but restrain that wicked tongue of hers ;.

.

could she but command that little whirligig. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla vu. xiii. You'll put my poor head quite

into a whirligig. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vu. xvi. P2 This
ridiculous baboon.. got back again to his old tricks and
whirligigs. 1861 Huxley in Life (1900) I. xv. 198, I was..
glad to get your letter at that whirligig of an association

meeting. 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy <"(• Greece (1898) I. ix. 186

The whirligig of events restored Francesco Sforza to his

duchy. 1897 Mrs. Rayner Ty/>e-ivriter Girl xyiii, Water.
beetles who dart and dance, .in interlacing whirligigs. 191

1

Marett Anthropol. vii. 186 When the whirligig of social

change brings the uneducated temporarily to the fore.

b. A fickle, inconstant, giddy, or flighty person

(cf. Gig sbA 4) ; also, one who turns round or

moves about actively, as in a dance.
1602 Dkkker Satirom. L 3, No whirligig, one of his

faithfull fighters. 1605 Chapman All Fooles 1. i. 281 To
maintaine a wanton whirly-gig, Worth nothing more then

she brings on her back, a 1704 T. Brou n tr. Apneas Sylvius

Lett, lxxxii. Wks. 1709 III. 11. 81 Woman is the Whirly-
Gig of Nature; she changes so often and swiftly. 1711

Budgell Sped. No. 67 P 9 An impudent young Dog.. ran to

his Partner [in a dance],, .and whisked her round..; just as

my Girl was going to be made a Whirligig, I ran in, seized

on the Child, and carried her home. 1796 Mme. D'Akblay
Camilla 11. iii, Knowing you to be such a merry little

whirligig. i8aa T. Mitchell Com. Aristoph. II. 317 Give
way, and make room for their play,.. Well sit here.. and
mark how these whirligigs whisk it

!

4. A water-beetle of the family Gyrinidw, esp.

the common species Gyrinus natator, found in

large numbers circling rapidly over the surface of

the water in ponds and ditches. Also w, beetle.

1713 Petiver Aquat, Anlm, Amboinx Tab. iv, TroJius
Pyraiiridalis htdicus .. Indian Whirligig. 1855 I'oultry

Chron. III. 378 The Gyrinidie, or whirligig beetles. 1874
Wood Insects Abr, 69 The Gyrimdae, or Whirligig Beetles,

of foreign countries, .being scarcely larger than our familiar

British species. 1877 F. P. Pascoe Z00L Class!/, no
Gyrinus (Whirlgig).

5. advb. Like a whirligig ; with rapid circling

movement.
1598 E. Gvu.pix SA'ial. U87S) 51.His head.. Wherein ten

thousand thoughts runne whirligigge. 1828 Scott Jrnl.

16 June, To dress my sails to every wind ; . . and spin

round, whirligig.

6. attrib. Resembling a whirligig ; characterized

by a whirling movement -Jit* and fig.^. See also 4.

158a Stanvhurst AKnet's iv. (Arb.) 120 With whirlygig
eyesight Vp to the sky staring. 1614 Purch as Pilgrimage
in. xiii. (ed. 2) 307 Continuing tiieir whirlegigg-deuotions
with continuall turnings (fitly agreeing to so giddie and
brainsicke a Religion). 1688 Holme Armoury iv. xiii. (Roxb.)
521/2 The memory of the heathen gods and Godesses,
with all their whirligigg fancies. 1807 W. Irving Salmag.
No. 13(1811) II. 74 That intoxicating, inflammatory, and
whirligig dance, the waltz. 1816 Scott Antiq. xiii, The
changes of this trumpery whirligig world. 1840 Hoon A"//*

mansegg. Fancy Ball xxx, She finished off with a whirligig

bout. 1879 Punch 31 May 256 The whirligig whims of the

moment.
Hence Whirligig v., intr. (also with //), to

turn like a whirligig, to whirl or spin round
(whence Whirligigging ///. a.).

1598 E. Guilimn Skial. (1878) 35 This mad-cap world,
this whirlygigging age. 1687 A. Lovell Bergerac's Com.
Hist. 57 1 hese . . have been constrained to whirlegig it. 1840
Hood Up Rhine 1S8 Half a score of bouncing girls, ballad
singing, and.whirligiggins. 1872 ' Aliph Chkem ' (Yeldham)
Lays of Ind (1876) 6 The dancers .. postured, bobbed,
whirligigged, wriggled.

Whirligoround : see Whirly-.

Whirling (hwoulin), vbl.sb. [f. Whirl v. +
-ing I.] The action of the verb Whirl.

61

1. A Aiming (swiftly) round; (rapid) rotation,

revolution, or circling movement : spec, of air or

water, as in a whirlwind or eddy ; also of persons

in a dance, etc.

spec, in Meek, (quot. 1894): see Whirl v. 2.

c 1398 Chaucer Fortune n So mochel hath yit thy

whirTynge vp and down I-tawht me, 1423 J as. I Kingis Q.

clxv, Sum were slungin. Be quhirlyng of the quhele, vnlo

the ground. 1496 Bk. St. Albans. Fishing hv, Vf that

there be a manere whyrlynge of water. 1582 Bentley Moii.

Matrones II. -5 This the same vnknowne gift or whurltng in

my hart, doth bring mee a new desire. l6i6_ Holyday
Persius, Sat. v. 138 A base horse-keeper., whom ifs Master

tame about, I' th' moment of the Whirling lie goes out.

1633 '1'. James Voy. 9 We came amongst the most strangest

whirlings of the sea. 1636 in Ann. Dubrensia (1877. 7 The
countrie Wakes, and whirlings have appeer'd . -like forraine

pastimes. 1699 DamPIER Voy, II. 1. 170 The Sholes

probably caused some whirling about of the Tide. 1825

T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <y Priiic. vii. III. 89 The
rapid, and as he thought perilous, whirling of the. .vehicle.

1835 Hood United Family i.\, We none of us that whirling

[sc. the waltz] love,Which both our parents disapprove. 1838

Hawthorne Amer. Note-its. (186S) I. 187 Where the whirl-

ings of the stream had left the marks of its eddies in the

solid marble. 1894 Phil. Trans. CLXXXV. 1. 279 The
Whirling and Vibration of Shafts.

2. Giddiness, vertigo.

1561 Hollybush Horn, Apoth. 42 The same driueth away
..the whirling in the head. 1892 Meredith Poems Empty
Purse 107 A whirling seized thy head.

3. Hurling, flinging.

1579 Rice Infect. Vices B iij, The whorlyng of the Pottes

about the house, the Cardes into the fire.

% Misused for Hurling vbl. sb. i a.

a 1721 Prior Ess. Opin. Wks. 1007 II. 201 Bodmin or

Truro shal break more Bones at a Whirling inCornwa' than

the ablest Surgeon in London shal be able to set.

"Whi-rling, ppl. a- [
f- as prec. + -ing 2.] That

whirls, in various senses of the verb ; turning

(rapidly) round, rotating, revolving, circling

(swiftly) ; eddying ; moving impetuously, etc.

1382 Wvclik 2 Peter ii. 17 CloudU. .driuun with whirlinge

wijndis. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) 1 1. 51 Woodnesse of

. . whirlynge water caste |> vp . . grete hepes of grauel. c 1450

Mirk's Festial 138 What by bondyr and by layte, ..by

whyrlyng-wynde, by mystes. 1545 [see Plat sb. 2
7]. 1572

Bossewell Armorie 11. 90 b, The blinde goddesse Fortune,

with her doble visage, and whirlynge whele. 1581 Mul-
caster Positions xix. (1888) 80 Children when they had
their whirling gigges vnder the deuotion of their scourges.

1622 I Taylor (Water P.) Farew. Tower-Bottles A 2 b,

'The whirling wheele of fickle Kate. 1630 Bp. Hall Occas.

Medit. § 13 That whirling Globe of earth. 1697 Dryuen
/Encis x. 1264 A whirling Dart he sent. 1762 Cowper To
Miss Macartney 34 Some Alpine mountain . . Thus braves

the whirling blast. 1839 Uhe Diet. Arts 1296 The whirling

public so blindly follows fashionable caprice in the choice

of a carriage. 1872 Yeats Techn. Hist. Conim. 273 The
whirling and complicated machinery. 1885 T. P. Hughes
Diet. Islam 118 1 [The MaulawTyah] are called by Euro-

peans, .the ' dancing ', or ' whirling ' darweshes.

b.fig.
1602S11AKS. Ham. 1. v. 133 (Qo. 1) These are but wild and

wherling [1623 hurling] words, my Lord. 1633 Br. Hall
Occas. Medit. § 140 Those hurrying and whirling judge,

ments of God. 1684 Creech Odes 11or. ill. xxx, Nor whirl-

ing Time, nor flight of Years. 1853 Dickens lilcak Ilo.

xxxvi, I cannot say what was in my whirling thoughts.

185s HlUIAN in Mem. (1900) 189 Quiet, though tn the midst

of the whirling city.

C. Special collocations : whirling blue, whirl-

ing dun, names of artificial flies used in angling
;

whirling-board = whirling-table (a) ; whirling

chair, a chair contrived to rotate rapidly, used in

the treatment ofinsane patients ; whirling-machine
= whirling-table (a) ; whirling plant, the ' tele-

graph-plant', Dcsmodium gyrans (see Telegraph

sb. 8) ; whirling-table, («) a machine consisting

essentially of a table contrived to revolve rapidly,

used for experiments or demonstrations in dyna-

mics or other branches of science ; (/') a hori-

zontally rotating disk in a potter's lathe, carrying

a mould which shapes the inside of a plate, cup,

or other circular piece of ware, while the outside

is shaped by a templet above it.

1747 Bowlker Art Amrlini; 73 The little 'Whirling P.lue.

..Tills Fly is only to be l'i-h'd with.. in warm Weather.

1764 J. Ferguson Led. ii. 19 Which weight, .will draw the

ball from the edge of the *%vhirling-board to its center.

1799 Underwood Die. Childlwod (ed. 4) II. 50 Exciting

vertigo by placing the patient in a *whirling chair. 1676

Cotton Angler 11. vii. 61 About the twelfth of this Month
[Apr.) comes in the Flie call'd the *whirling Dun. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXVII. 326/: * Whirling-machine is an

apparatus, .for the purpose of determining the resistance of

the air. 1866 Treas. Hot. 1 232/1 'Whirling Plant, />«-

modium gyrans. 1764 J. Ferguson Lett. ii. 18 The
*whirling.table is a machine contrived for shewing experi-

ments of this nature. 1830 K ater & Laiiwxi M,ch. \iii.

100 An apparatus called a whirling table .. for the purpose of

exhibiting illustrations of the laws of centrifugal force.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 473/t The workman stands at

a bench provided with a whirling-table.., which has its

motion given by a horizontal pulley or jigger. 1879 Pres-

cott Sp. Telephone 262 An attachment to the whirling,

table for projecting sound-curves upon a screen.

Hence WM-rlinfly adv., with whirling move-

ment (also As'). . .

1811 W. Tennant Anster P. 11. lix, As they trip it

whirlingly. 1902 S. E. White Bla*d Trail vni. The

WHIRL-PUFF.

forces of nature., so whirlingly contemptuous of puny
human effort.

t Whirling-bone. Obs. - Whibl-bone.
14.. Voc. Lal.-Angl. in MS. Harl. 1002 (VarnhagenJ

3/172 Vertebra, be wnyrlyngbone of the kne.

+ Whi rlpit. Obs. [f. Whikl- + Pit siA] =
Whirlpool * 1.

1570 loxE A. <y .1/. (^d. -) I. 94 2 [He] runne into a

whurlcpyt, where he was drowned. 1599 B. Jonson Ev.
Man out of Hum. 11. iii. (1600! G, The deepest whirlepit of

the rau'nous Seas. 11632 T. Taylor Gods Judgem.y I.

ix. (1642) 22 To escape tne hands of his enemies, he ran into

a whirlepit and his botiy was never found. 1724 De Foe
Tour Ct. Brit. I. 92 As if the Water had at once ingulpii'd

itself in a Chasm of the Earth, or sunk in a Whirlpit.

jig. 1560 Becon New Catech. iv. Wks. 1564 I. 420b, To
throwe vs headlong into the whourlepytte of euerlasting

dampnation. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit. 1. 143 Eng-
land recovered out of the whirlepit of calamities.

t Whirlpool ' . Obs. Also 6 wherpole.

w(h
;
orpoul, etc. [app. an alteration, by popular

etymology, of Thiklepoll, q.v.] ? The large

blowing whale.
c 1450 Brut 11. 603 Ther wer sene in be Temys at Londen,

many whyrlepolys, & anober tyme a whale. 1508 Stan-

BRlixii: I'ulgaria (W. de W.) Bj, Balcna, a whyrlep olc.

1541 in Lincoln Chapter Acts II. 49 (Line. Rec. Soc. XII.),

Sturgion, stale, porpoise, wherpole, and such like. 1558

Gesni r Hist. Anim. iv. 853. 1601 Holland Pliny i.x. iii.

I. 235 The Whales and Whirlepooles called Baliena:. 1678

}'»g. Man's Cull. 301 At Quinborough three great dolphin

were taken,.. and a while after three other fishes, called

whirlpools were taken at Gruvesend. 1694 Motteux Ral'e-

lais iv. xxxiii. 131 A huge monstrous Physelere, a sort of a

Whale (which some call a Whirl pool).

Whirlpool 2 (hwSulpwl). Also 6 whirpole,

whoorlpool, etc. [f. Whirl- + Pool sb. 1 Cf.

late OE. hwyrfepdl and wir/elmere."]

1. A place in, or part of, a liver or the sea,

where the water is in constant (and usually rapid)

circular movement, due to the configuration of the

channel or bottom, to some obstruction, or to the

meeting of adverse currents or wind and tide ;

a (large and violent) eddy or vortex.

1530 Palsgr. 288/1 Whirpole a depe place in a ryver,

where the water tourneth rounde. 1555 Eden Decades

(Arb.) 75 Many whorlepooles and shelfes. 1613 J. Saris

Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 66 Drowned in a wherlpoole.

1642 Fuller Holy .y Pre/. St. 11. xi. 94 A guilty conscience

is like a whirlpool, drawing in all to it self which otherwise

would passe by. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1,72, 359

Eddies and whirlpools rising, .with furious boilings. 1815

Elphinstone Acc. Caubul(\ii2) I. 150 The river of Caubul

..forms numerous rapids and whirlpools. X&80 Geikie

Phys.Gcog. iii. 154 Where the tide is thrown from side to

side against sunken rocks, or where two opposing currents

meet. ., the water forms whirlpools.

trans/. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk a> Selv. 30 The whirl-pool

of the spirits in the blood. 1799 W. Tooke View Buss.

Emp. 1. 65 Which.. buries both men and cattle in whirl-

pools of snow and sand. 1903 Agnes M. Clekke Probl.

Astrophysics 446 Those cosmic 'whirlpools ', every trait of

which testifies to the counterplay of multiple activities.

b. fig. in various applications : esp. a destructive

or absorbing agency by which something is figured

as engulfed or swallowed up ; a scene of confused

and turbulent activity.

1529 S. Fish Supplic. Bcggers 10 Howe all the substauncc

of y>>ur Realme . . rynneth hedlong ynto the insaciabill

whyrlepole of these gredi goulafres. IS55 Eden Decades

(Arb.) 63 Drowned in the whirlepoole of obliuion. 1571

Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixix. 4 In y
e deepest whirlpools of

aduersities, faith may hold vs vp. 1642 M ilton Apol. Smect.

x.Wks. 1851 III. 307 The non-resident ..Prelats, the gulphs

and whirle poolesof benefices, but the dry pits of all sound

doctrine. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 419 In the middest of

the Whii l-pooles of Change, a 1704 T. Brown Walk round

Lorn/., Coffee-Houses (1709) 36 The Whirl-pool of Poetry

suck 'd me in, and I fell a Rhiming. 1831 James Philip Aug.
xliii, What a whirlpool ofcontending feelings I 1863 Dickens
Uncomm. Trav. xxii, You may revolve in a whirlpool of red

shirts, shaggy beards [etc.]. 1888 Bryce Amer. Comimu.
xcvii. III. 362 Europeans.. have assumed.. that public life

will draw, .enough of the highest ability into its whirlpool.

2. allHb. and Comb.
1602 Marston Antonio's Re:'. IV. ii, They have-.sunke

the tossed galleasse in depth Of whirlepoole scorne. 1647

H. More Song ofSoul iv. Oracle 34 Bitter wave of troubled

flesh, And whirlpool-turnings of the lower spright. 1S64

Power Exp. Philos. in. 159 To recoyl by a double whirl-

pool-motion. 190a U'estm. Gaz. 6 Mar. 6/2 The whirl-

pool rapids [of the Niagara].

Hence WhiTlpooling///. a., circling or eddying

like a whirlpool.
a 1861 T. WlNTllRor Life in Open Air (1863) 48 A birch

[canoe] .. lies, light as a leaf, on whirlpooling surfaces.

WhiTl-pufF. Oh. exc. dial, (also whirli-

puff . [f. Whirl- + Puke sb. after Whirlwind.]

A puff or gust of wind such as raises dust in a

whirl or eddy ; also + a whirlwind. Ahofig.

1382 Wvclif IVisd. v. 24 As a whirle puff of wind. 1601

Holland Pliny 11. xlviii. I.24 A whirlepuffe or ghust called

Typhon. 1609 — Amm. Marcell. 41 Whiles some, pesti-

ferous whirle-puffe raiseth up still these miseries of common

mischiefes in the State. 1637 Whiting Albino t, bellama

1 16 A shuffling whirle-puffe roar'd amongst the trees. 1040

G Abbot Job Paraphr. 183 As the whirlepulft \sic\ lilts up

the dust. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Irhirli-

tuff, a sudden gust of wind driving the dust into an eddy.

1899 Dickinson & Prevost Cumild. Gloss., Whirl-puff,

a small whirl-wind such as will form dust spirals on a dusty

road in summer.



WHIRLWATER.
t Whirlwater. Obs. [f. Whirl- + Wateb

sb.] A waterspout.
i5i6 in Crt. $ Times Chas. I. (1848) I. 114, I hear of

a whirlwater upon the Thames. Ibid., The breaking. .of
tnewhylwatar, or, as some call it, the water-pillar.

Whirlwig (hwSulwig). m AVhibligig 4.
1816 KiHiiY & Sp. Entomol. xvi. (1818) II. 4 Tlie little

beetles called whirlwigs [Cyrinus, L.), .. seem to .. form thei

r

assemblies
. .

to enjoy together
. . the mazy dance. 1826

IM.xxa. 111. 80 The ivhirlwig.beetle {.Gyrinus natator).
1877 \\ ood i\ aturc's Teach., Nautical ii. 22 The common
VI hirhvig.beetle . . may be found in nearly every puddle.

Whirlwind (hw5'olwind), sb. [f. Whirl- +
\Vi.\u sb., prob. after ON. hvirfilvindr (obs. Da.
hvtrrelvnnd, Da. hvirvelwind, Sw. virvelvind),
whence Du. wervelwind, G. wirbelwind.]
1. A whirling or rotating wind ; an atmospheric

eddy or vortex ; a body of air moving rapidly in a
circular or upward spiral course around a vertical
or slightly inclined axis which has also a pro-
gressive motion over the surface of land or water.
In its larger forms it constitutes a violent and destructive

storm, as a cyclone or tornado; over a body of water it

sometimes causes a waterspout, over a sandy or dusty region
a sand-pillar or dust-whirl.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 511 Cumand as whirlwynd

to skatire me. 1387 Tkevisa Jligden iRolU) VII. 159
Sodenryawhirlewyndcomyngecastedounthedores. 1x1400
Gloss, in Pel. Ant. I. 6/2 Turbo, the qwyrlewynde. c 1440
Alphabet 0/ Tales 321 fe fend flow away hi liknes of a
whorle-wynd. 1585 Forman ArSt. (MS. Ashm. 208, If.

259 b) Elyas was taken up Within a whorrell-winde. 1596
Edw. Ill, in. i, As when a wherlewinde takes the Summer
dust And scatters it. 1611 Bible Job xxxviii. 1 Then the
Lord answered lob out of the whirlewind. 1633 G. Hek-
uert Temple, Giddinesse iv, As if a whirlwinde blew And
crusht the building. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen vii, Swift
as the Whirlwind drives Arabia's scatter'd Sands. 1764
Goldsm. Trap. 207 The loud torrent, and the whirlwind's
rjar. 1858 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea ii. § 94 All bovs are
familiar with miniature whirlwinds on shore,.. sweeping
along the roads .., raising columns of dust, leaves, etc..
which., gyrate about the.. axis of the storm. 1882 'Ouida'
Iii Maremma viii, Herds of buffaloes., rushed, like a whirl,
wind themselves, ..towards the shelter of the thickets.

2. transf. wAfig. Something rushing impetuously
like a whirlwind

; a violent or destructive agency

;

a confused and tumultuous process or condition.
To sow the wind and reap the whirlwind (Hos. viii. 7)

:

to indulge in reckless wickedness or folly, and suffer the
disastrous consequences.
1381 Wyclif Hosea. viii. 7 Thei shuln sowe wynd, and

repe whirlwynd. 1590 Tarlton's Ncwes Purgatorie 3
I'.ither a mans soule must in post haste goe presently to
God, or else with a whirlewind and a vengeance goe to the
diuell. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xv. iv. 35 A tern-
pestuous whirlewind of new calamities. 1667 Milton P. L.
I. 77 O'rewhelm'd With Floods and Whirlwinds of tern,
pestuous fire. 1714 [Blanch] Beaux Merchant 11. 18 What
my Landlady put into her Soup, I can't tell; but.. I had
a Whirlwind in my Belly. i8ifi Scott SI. Dwarf xviii, It
is sowing the wind to reap the whirlwind. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxviii, Mr. Pickwick concluded amidst a whirlwind
of applause. 1840 Alison Hist. Eur. lxii. VIII. 353 The
foot soldiers in the rear . . were instantly enveloped by
a whirlwind of horse. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 3 Free from
the cares of town business, and the whirlwind of town
pleasure. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xii. 699 To see whether
they who had raised the storm could ride the whirlwind.
19:8 Times Lit. Suppl. 21 Mar. 139'! The verbal whirl,
wind of his [sc. Swinburne's] later utterance.

3. all/id. Of or pertaining to a whirlwind ; re-
sembling a whirlwind, violent, impetuous.
1614 Gorges Lucan v. 199 Rockes . . ouerturn'd with

whirle-wind shocks. 1750 Gray Long Story 60 Upstairs in
a whirlwind rattle. 1828 Caklyle Misc. (1857) I. 120 With
a whirlwind impetuosity he rushes forth. 1865 Parkman <

Huguenots be. (1875) 157 A whirlwind visitation—to ravage,
ruin, and vanish.

4. Comb., as whirlwind-footed, -peopled, -rifled
adjs. ; whirlwind-like adj. and adv.
1820 Shelley Promcth. Unb. 111. iii. 77 "Whirlwind-footed

coursers.
_
1876 Swinburne Erechtheus 433 A whirlwind,

footed bridegroom. 1598 Sylvester Du liarlas 11. i.

Handycrafts 448 The flying ayre he catches, Born *whirl-
winde-like. 1670 Dryden Tyrannic!; Love v. i, Who .

.

Whirlwind. like, around him drove the Air. 1837 Caelvle
Fr. Rev. I. 1. ii, Democracy announcing,.. that she is born,
and whirlwind-like, will envelope the whole world. 1840
Chamb. Jml. 18 Apr. 104/2 He had heard a whirlwind-like
noise. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 204 '.Mid "whirlwind-
peopled mountains. 1818 — Rosal. tf Helen 1158 "Whirl-
wind-lifted clouds.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Whirlwind v., inlr. to rush
impetuously like a whirlwind ; WhiTlwindish,
Whirlwindy adjs., resembling a whirlwind.
1892 Black Ir'olfcnbcrg xxii, Thus bereft of her usual

whirlwindish activity. 1895 Holman-Hunt in Daily Ne-.vs
14 Aug. 6/2 Paris, where young professors go whirlwinding
in what they call study for a time. 1903 Blackw. Mag.
Apr. 473/1 Its whirlwindy approach.

Whirl-worm (hwD-jlwwm). Also 7 whurl(e-.
[f. Whirl- + Worm sb.]

1 1. An insect larva destructive to plants. Obs.
In quot. 1643 tr._ L. convolvulus a caterpillar that rolls

itself up in a leaf; in quot. 1658 tr. mod. L. verticillus, Gr.

1S43 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. (1650) xix. § 217 Earth,
worms gnaw upon muck-hils. ., moths on garments, . . whirl-

worms [margin, The divels gold-ring] on vines. 1658 Row.
land tr. Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 1042 The Northern English
call it Andever ; the Southern, Whurlworm, that is, a
Whirl or little hairy Worm with many feet :.. I ..collect.

.

62

lhat there are two kindes of Whurlworm;.; one about
houses, another in the fields.

2. A turbellarian worm, nntf* °. (? An error.)

1891 in Cent. Diet,

Whirly(h\v5\ili),tf. rare. Also-ey. [f. Whirl
sb. or v. + -Y 1

.] Characterized by whirling or
rotatory movement.
i8o5 Spirit Publ. Jrnh.'K. i7oThames,in whirl y dimples !

flowing. 1887 Meredith Poems, Last Contention vii, A
v. hirly tune^ These winds will pipe. 1895 — Amazing
Marr, xxxvit, A skimming sense of a drop upon a funny,
wMrly world. 1

Whi*rly-, obs. or dial. var. of whirl- in comb., .

as fwhirly-bat, fwhirly-pool, whirly-wind =
Whirlbat, -POOL, -wind (cf. whirligig and whirl*
gig); also whirly-go-round (xohirligoround)

, a
merry-go-round

; + whirly-hole (see quot.) ;

T whirly-rock, a spiral or turbinate fossil shell.

1725 B.uley Erasm. Colloq. (1733) 42 The fighting: with
*\Yhirly-bats, 1865 Meredith Rlioda Fleming xliii, He
was a faithful servant, till one day he got up on a regular
whirly-go-round, and ever since . . . such a little boy!

1871 — Harry Richmond xlvi, Like one who has been
gazing on the whirligoround, he saw the whole of women
running or. .waiting, .to run the giddy ring to perdition. '

1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 172 At Kinfare Towne, ..theregoes
another hole into the_ rock,, .cal'.'d *whirleyhole, from the
Eddy of water the River makes at the mouth of it. 1727
Bailey(Vo1. II.). *Whirly-pool. 1892 Meredith Od<; To
Comic Spirit 87 These. .Would keep our life the wldrly
pool Of turbid stuff. 1904 Kickkrt Reader xix, There's
often whirly-pools in the sea. 1681 Grew Musaeuin 111. 1. i.

'

265 A piece of *Whirly-Rock. Turbinites Saxitm. 14..
!

Trevisas Barth. De P. R. xi. iv. (Bodl. MS.), *\Vhirly
winde and a raynye cloude.

Whirne, obs. form of Qiern s&.*

1588 Witt* cy Inv. Durham (Surtees) II. 328, j paire off
pepper whiroes.

Whirr, whir (hw5i), sb. Forms : 5 Sc.

qwirre, 6 Sc, quhir, 6-7 whurre, 7 whirre, 7-8 :

whur, 8-9 whurr, 9 -whirr, whir. [See next.]

1 1. Violent or rapid movement, rush, hurry

;

the force or impetus of such movement. Obs.
Sometimes approaching sense 2; but in early use the 1

stress is on the movement rather than the sound.
a 1400-50 War* Alex, 560 All flames be node as it fire

were,. .And pan ouer-qwelmys in a qwirre. Ibid. 1854 In
a qwirre [v.r. whirre] as pe quele turnes. 1513 Douglas
sl-lncis xii. v. 114 The sovir schaft flaw quhi>land wyth
a quhir. ^1553 Udai.l Royster D. I. iii. (Arb.) 20 No
baste but good, ..for whip and whurre The olde prouerbe
doth say, neuer made good furre.

+ t>* fig* Commotion of mind or feeling; a
mental or nervous shock. Obs.
1628 FV.i.tham Resolves n. [1.] xl. 121 Knowing himselfe

chollericke, and in that whirre of the mind, apt to rush vpoti
foule transgression. 1702 Vanbulch J-alse Frietui v. i,

I'm mightily muddled with a Whur—round about in my
head. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb. 11. i( They slupt
the Door full in my Feace, and gave me such a whurr here

—

I thought they had beaten my brains out !

2. A continuous vibratory sound, such as that

made by the rapid fluttering of a bird's or inseefs
wings, by a wheel turning swiftly, or by a body
rushing through the air.

1S77 N. Cox Gcntl. Peer. n. 168 Whur is the rising and
fluttering of Partridge or Pheasant. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Jlist. (1824) II. 346 The Goat-sucker .. makes a loud I

singular noise, like the whirr of a spinning-wheel. 1829
Southey All for Love it. x, A whirr of unseen wings he

j

heard. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 11. 11. iii, The wide simul- I

taneous whirr of shouldered muskets. 1847 Longf. Ev. 1.

i. 23 Shuttles.. Mingled their sound with the whir of the
wheels. 1887 Hall Caine Son of Hagar\\u\ %

Between
\

the whirrs of the wind he heard the tinkle of the signal ,

bell. 1893 Tout Edw. /, xi. (1896) 196 The king's horse
took fright at the whirr of the sails of a windmill.

fg. 1874 Meredith Let. to Cafit. Maxse 5 Aug., I do not
see my way out of the encircling whirr of work.

Whirr, whir, v. (adv., int.) Forms : 5 Sc. '

quirr(e, quir, quhir, 5-7 whirre, 6 Sc* quhirr(e,
quhyrr(e, 7 whurre, 7, 9 whurr, 8 whur, 7-
whirr, whir. [The early occurrence of this vb.

!

and the related sb. in northern texts makes a Scandi-
navian origin probable ; cf. Da. hvi?-rc :— */tvirvet

Norw. kvirra, Sw. dial, /tvtrra, app. assimilated

forms of a verb *hvirfa (cf. ON. hverfa Wharve '

v.), related to hvirfill
y hvirfla 'Whirl. In later

use the Eng. verb has been reinforced by onoma- ,

topceia.]

1. trans, f a. To throw or cast with violence
j

and noise ; to fling, hurl. Obs.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2226 Othire athils of amies Albastis

bendis, Qutrys [r.r. whirres] out quarrels. 1605 Sylvester
|

Dh Bartas 11. iii. Captains 516 The formost Ranks it [sc.

hailshot] whirr'd Upon the next, the second on the third.

b. To carry or hurry along, to move or stir,

with a rushing or vibratory sound. (In mod. use
causal from 2.)

1608 Shaks. Per. iv. i. 21 A lasting storme, whirring me
from my friends. 1909 Nation 27 Nov. 363/1 They whirred
their wings. 1921 A. F. Robertson Story of Pam ix, As
he was * whirred' through the night.

2. inlr. To move swiftly in some way (rush, fly,

dart, flutter, turn, etc.) with a continuous vibratory
sound, as various birds, rapidly revolving wheels,
bodies flying quickly through the air, etc.

.71400-50 Wars Alex. 1556 All re cite . .felowi-; him eftir.

WHIRRY.
Quirris {v.r. whirrez] furth all in quite, 1513 Douglas
sEneis xn. xiv. 96 Kurth flaw the schaft.. And quhirrand
smait him throw the thee. 1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11.

iii. in. Laiv 779 As the poor Partridge, cover 'd with the net,
In vain doth strive,. .For, the close meshes .. SufF«r the
same no more to whurre aloft. 1606 Chapman Gentl.
Usher in. ii. 14 The great wheeles,Turning but softly, make
the lesse to whirre About their businesse. *728-46 Thom-
son Spring 692 With stealthy wing,. .Amid a neighbouring
bush they silent drop, And whirring thence,, .deceive The
unfeeling school-boy. 1830 Lytton Paul Clifford xii, The
distant wheel of a carriage whirred on the ear. 1859 H.
Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxviii, Through the grassy flat,

where the quail whirred before them. 1864 Skeat tr.

UhlanoTs Poems 356 Hark! arrows are whirring, swords
dash in the fiay. 1899 Werner Captain of Locusts 25
The locusts whirred up round his horse's hoofs.

3. \$ ithout implication of onward movement :

To make or emit a vibratory sound.
1804 A. Wilson in Poems $ Lit. Prose (1876) II. 359 The

squirrel chipped, the tree frog whirred. 1886 Stevenson
A id/tapped xxii, Grasshoppers whining in the grass. 1899
J. L. Williams Stolen Story etc. 154 The telephone bell
whirred. 1905 A. C. Benson Upton Lett. 83 The casements
whirr, the organ speaks.

b. dial. To snarl or growl ; to purr.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Whur, to snarl, as a Dog

does. 1843 J. Baixantine Gaberlunzie's Wallet 209 At
yourfeet./Whurrsyour wee catty. 1847HAU.IWELL, Whurr,
to growl, as a dog.

4. The verb-stem as int. or adv.. expressing a
sudden or rapid movement with vibratory sound.
1600 Dr. Dodypotl m. 04b, Whine, I haue strooke him

ynder the shorte ribs, a 1625 Fletcher Fair Maid Inn v.

i, You demand if I am guilty, whir says my cloak by a trick
of Legerdemain, now I am not guilty. 1826 Disraeli l

r
w.

Grey vi. i, Whirr ! the exploded cork whizzed through the
air. 1836 T. Hook G. Guiitey v. (1850) I. 87 Whurr went the
pheasants—bang went the barrels. 1844 Kinglake Eothen
i, Whirr ! whirr ! all by wheels !—whiz ! whiz ! all by steam !

1858 Thackeray Virgin, xxxix, Whirr came the wheels—
the carriage stopped at the very door.

Whirra,-oo,Whirret: see \Yirra,\Yherret.
Whirrick, variant of Whekret.
1760-72 H. Brooke I-'oolofQual. (1809) I. iii. 17 Harry..

gave master such a whirrick, that his cries instantly sounded
the ne plus ultra to such kind of diversions.

Whirring .hwa-rirj), vbl. sb. [f. \Yhjrr v. +
-ing I,] The action of the verb Whirr ; a con-
tinuous vibratory sound, or movement with such
a sound.
1581 A. Hall Iliad w, 30 This speech.. doth greatly ioy

the Greekes, They such a noyse and whirring made. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. E'uries 115 The first-mov'd
heav'n (in 't self it self stil stirring) Rapts with his course
(quicker then windes swift whirring) All th' other Sphears.
1811 Shelley St. Iriyne'w. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 190 Save by
the whirrings of the bats, the stillness, .was uninterrupted.
1840 Thackeray... George Cruikshank (1869) 305 What a
pious whin ing of bible leaves one hears all over the church.
1863 Bates Nat. Amazons I. i. 9 The whirring of cicadas.
1918 H. Bindloss Agatha's Fortune ii. An electric fan made
a n unpleasant whining.

Whirring, fpL a. [f. as prec. + -ing -\] That
whirrs ; moving witli or making a vibratory sound

;

also said of the sound.
£1480 Henrvson Trial ofFox 116 The quhuirand [v. r.

quhrynandj quhitret with the quhasill went, cx6n Chai*-
HAM Iliad xvii. 399 The whirring chariot. 1611 Cotgr.,
Ronci\ hurled ; or making a wliurring noise, as a stone, &c,
cast with violence. 1704 Pope Windsor Forest 111 From
the brake the whirring pheasant springs. 1783 Burns
* Now ivestlin winds' i, The moorcock spnncs, on whirring
wings, Amang the blooming heather. 1830 Tknnyson Owl
i. The whirring sail goes round. 1841 James Corse de Leon
iii, The whirring scream of the night hawk.
Whirrit.Whirroll, obs. ff.W b e urkt,\Yh i rl sb.

Whi'rry, sb. ? Obs. In 7 wherry, whurrie.
[Cf. next.] a. A rapid or sudden movement.
b. Activity.
1611 Cotgr., Bacule, a square, and heauie dore. .let fal (as

a Portcullis) in a trice, with a whurrie. 1622 Mabbe tr.

Alematt's Gu~man ctAlf. 1. 2tg A company of beetle-

heads, dull-spirited fellowes, that bad no wherry in them.
1675 Covel in Early I 'oy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 214 At last,

with a merry wherry of their musick, they turn round (as

the Pervises) a long time.

Whirry (hwiri), v. Now Sc. Forms : 6

whirrye, -ie, 7 whurry, wherry, 7, 9 Sc. whirry.
[? f. ^YH]RR + -T, after huny.]
1. trans. To carry or drive swiftly ; to hurry

along. A\*o fig.
158a Stanyhlkst ALneis m. (Arb.) 89 Hoyse me hence.,

too sum oother countrye me whirrye. 1621 T. Bedford Sin
unto Death 29 The.. sea that is. . whirryed and tossed with

a tempestuous winde. 1660 Bonde Scut. Reg. 51 As the

unruly quadrupedes whirried about ihe Chariot, . .untill they
bad set the whole world on fire. a 1756 Halket in

W. Walker Bards Bon-A ccord (1887) 205 1 11 boding comets
blaze o'erhead, O whirry whigs awa 1

, man. 1820 Scott
Monast. Introd. Ep, 'Some of the quality, that were o' his

ain unhappy persuasion, had the corpse whirried away up
the water.'

fig. 1619 Sclater Expos, i T/tcss. v. 21. 548 Giddie and
inconstant people, wherried about with euery blast of vaine

Doctrine. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goutart"s Wise Vieiilard

58 Whurried about with intemperate lusts and desires. 1675

T. Brooks Gold. Key 4 A Christian is sometimes wherried

and whirled away by sin before he is a ware.

2. intr. To move or go rapidly, hurry.
c 1630 Robin Goodfellow in Roxb. Ball. (1874) II. 82

Through pooles and ponds, I whirry, laughing, ho, ho, ho !

1691 Sir T. P. Blount Ess. 103 When once the spoke of the

Wheel is uppermost, it soon whurries to the bottom. 1818



WHISH. WHISK.
Scott //r/. Midi, xvtii, Her and the gudeman will be
whirrying through the hlue lift on a broom-shank.
Whirry, obs. form of Quarry sb. 1

Whirtle, variant of Wobtle.
Whiruel^l, obs. forms of Whirl si1

.

Whish (hwij), sb. [Imitative.] A soft sibilant

sound, as that of something moving rapidly through
the air or over the surface of water. Cf. Swish sb. 1 1.

1808 Jamieson, /K/i/.r//,7<'/fKr//
1 a rushing or whizzing sound.

1850 Mayne Reid Rifle Rangers I. viii. 103 'the 'whish
'

of a rocket attracted our attention. 1863 Power Arab.
Days -V Nts, 25 The noises on deck, and ihe whish of the
water through which we were rapidly, .cutting our way. 1890
Hai.i.ett Thous. Miles 453 The howls of these poor creatures,
together with the whish of the cane, is heard through the
city.

Whish, a* Obs. exc. dial. [Cf. Whisht and
Whcsh.] Hushed, silent: = Whisht a.l,Whist a. 1

a 16 1 2 HARtNGTOM/T/Z^r. 1. xxvii. (161 8) B7, You tooke my
answer well, and all was whis.h.

Whish, «.2 {dial.) : see Wisht.

Whish (hwij), v.* Also 6 whysshe. [Imi-
tative.] Hence Whishing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1. inlr. To utter the syllable * whish ' or a sound
resembling it ; trans, to drive or chase by crjing
< whish !

'

1518 Sel. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 133 [He]
whysshyd them booth owte of the churche. 1538 Bale Thre
Lawes Biij b, With whysperynges and whyssnynges. 1842
Blackw. Mae. Aug. 243/1 He [sc. an ostler] had relieved
the process of whish—whishing at the horses, in imparting
[etc.], 1897 J. Hocking Birthright ii, We heard them
1 whishing' up the sheep.

2. To make a soft sibilant sound of this kind, as

a body rushing through air or water, or the wind
among trees, etc.

1540 Palscr. Acolastus Aa iv b, What a whishynge of the
wynde is yonder. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Bruma spirans
..whishyng with winde. 1856 S. Roceks Table-Talk n
You could hear the whishing sound of the ladies' trains.

i860 O. W. Holmis Prof. Break/.-t. vi, The lightning-
express-train whishes by a station.

Whish, v.* Now dial. Also 6 whysh. [f.

Whish int. 1
; cf. Whisht v., Whist v. 1

]
1. trans. To silence, put to silence, hush.
154a Udall Erasm. Afoph. 287 b, Pompeius cooled &

whyshed hym in this wyse. 1684 O. H f.vwood Diaries (1885)
IV. in Sir Jo. Kay silenced and whisht him.

2. inlr. To be silent or quiet.

1607 To.MKis Lingua iv. viii, Why do you whish thus?
here's none to heare you. 1876 RlackmoRB Cripps xlix,

Whish !—can't 'ee whish, with my name so pat?

Whish, int.1 Now dial. Also 9 Sc. wheesh.
[Cf. llusuint.f Whisht int.] An exclamation to

command silence : Hush !

*635 Ql'ari.ks Embl. u. viii. 9 Whish, lullaby, .. What
ayles my Babe to cry? 1675 Covei. in Early I 'oy. Levant
(HaMuyt Soc.) iqj All the waiters cry'd : Whish, whish,
etc. in token of silence. 1858 Trollope Dr. Thorne xix,
'A good dinner now and -then is .1 very good thing.' 'Yes;
but I don't like eating it with hogs.' ' Wlnsh-h ; softly, softly,

Mr. Greshani, or you'll disturb Mr. Apjotm's digestion.

1876 [sec prec 2].

Whish, int.2 Also 6 Sc, quhisch. Imitation

of a soft sibilant or rushing sound, as of something
moving rapidly through the air, etc.

1535 Lyndksay Satyre 1920 Gif that Jour mawkine cryis
quhisch. 169a D. Lawsos hi G. I„ Uurr Narr. Witchcraft
Cases (1914) 153 Makeing as if she would fly, stretching up
her arms as high as she could, and crying' Whish, Whish,
Whish I ' 1839 Hood Sonn. to I'auxhall q Whish

—

Wbt—Onhigh The rocket rushes. 1849 LVpi-les Green
Hand vif, Whish 1 rush I came the rain in sheets and
bucketfuls. 1894 Fens Real Gold xxiii, Whish, whirr, came
a peculiar sound,

Whishin, obs. form of Cushion.
Whisht (hwijt), sb. Also 9 Sc. wheesht,

wheisht. [f. Whisht int.]

1. An utterance of ' whisht
!

' to enjoin silence :

cf. Whist sb.% i.

1S53 T. Wilson Rhet. 106 A W*hisht is when we bid them
holde their peace that haue least cause to speake. 1908
Wkyman Wild Geese viii, What do you mean with your
' whislus ' and your nods ?

2. Silence ; in phr. to hold ones whisht\ to keep
silence. Sc,

1785 Burns Vision I, 43, I held my whisht | The infant
aith, half.form'd, was crush t. 1824 Maci agv.art Gallovitl.
Eucycl. s,v. Wheesht, Haud your wheesht, be silent. 1895
Crockett Men ofMoss-Hags xxxv, You ken naught about
it. You had better hold your wheesht.

3. A whisper ; with negative = ' not a whisper',
not the least utterance. Sc,

11774 Ff.rgusso* Eel. Poet. Wks. (1800) 89 He you as
calm's a mouse, Nor let your whisht be heard. 1881
Walford Dick Netherby v, There is na a wheesht against
him.

Whisht (hwi[t),<j.l Now dial, Also6whysht(e,
9.SV. wheesht. [A variant of Whist a. 1

; cf.WniSHT
int.] Silent, quiet, still, hushed.
1570 T. Wilson Demosth. Orat., Life 117 He desired.

.

to tell them a merie tale. Where vpon when euery man was
whisht and still, he sayde thus. 1615 Baton IMAM Rev. 143
Reprehensions are whisht, wickednes raigneth. 1802 R.
Anderson Cumbld. Ball. (180O 5 As whisht as a mouse.
1893 Stkvenson Cairiona xv, Nights.. when he was here on
sentry, the place a* wheesht.

Hence Whl-shtly adv., silently, quietly.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John xvi. 23-28, 1 shall than
speake vnto you whishtlye and without woordes.

Whisht, a,% [dial.): see Wisht.
Whisht, v. Now dial. Also 9 Sc. wheesht.

[f. Whisht int. Cf. Whish v. 2 , Whist vA]
1. inlr. To be silent, keep silence.

1815 Scott Guy M. xlviii, Wasp—Wasp, whisht, hinny..
and let's hear what they're doing.— Deil's in ye, will ye
whisht? 1894 'J. S. Winter' Red Coats 50 'Whisht,
woman, whisht,' interposed Trueman ..'No, I just won't
whisht, William Trueman.'
2. trans. To put to silence, silence, hush.
1804 R.Coi.per Poetry II. 11 (Eng. Dial. Diet.) A weeU

claw'd luif whish ts the harangue. 1897 C. M. Campbell
Deilie Jock iv, Wheesht your gab.

Whisht (hwijt), int. Now dial. Also 5
whischt, 7-9 wheesht. [A natural utterance,

nearly identical with the 1 6th c. httissht (see Husht
int.l), and with Whist int. 1

] An exclamation
enjoining silence : Hush !

14.. Whisht, whischt [see quot. 1382 s.v. Whist Int. 1

].

1684 [Meriton] Yorksh. Dial. 53 Wheesht, wheesht, my
Mother's coming up. 1723 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. m. i.

Prol., But whisht ! it is the Knight in Masquerade, That
comes. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlv, But whisht, I hear the
keeper coming. 1893 Stkvenson Cairiona xxx, ' Wheesht !

'

said he, ' this is my affairs '.

Whisk (hwisk), sb. 1 Forms : 4-6 St. wysk,
5-6 Sc. quhisk, 5-9 wisk, 6 whysk. 6-7 whiske,
7 wiske, 6- whisk, [orig. wisk, wysk, and first

in Sc. texts; partly f. Whisk v., partly ad. Scandi-

navian sb. represented by ON. vis/; wisp, Sw. viska

besom, wisp, swab, Norw. visk wisp, cluster, pull,

tug = OHG. wise (MHG., G. wisclt) wisp of hay,

dish-clout, (M)Du. wisch wisp, LG. wisk quick

movement, moment of time: see Whisk v.]

I. 1. A brief rapid sweeping movement ; a

sudden light stroke, rush, dart, etc. ; a light stroke

of a brush or other sweeping implement. Also
trans/, and Jig,

In later use regarded as noun of action from the verb
{quasi an act of whisking) ; but evidenced in quots. earlier

than the verb.

With a whisk becomes phrasal — in an instant, in a flash r

similarly in a whisk.
1375 Barbour Bruce v. 641 The king.. Vat it the sper. .And

with a wysk the hed of-strak. c 1480 Hbnrvson Paddock
<$ Mouse 122 With ane wisk. .He claucht his cluik betuix
thame. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart 1. iqq Fresche Bewtie
with ane wysk come vp belyve. 1577 Stanyhurst Peso:
Irel. 18/1 En /tolinshed, Sodaynly it [sc. a salmon] fetcheth
such a round Whiske, that at a trice it sklppeth to the top of
the rocke. a 1586 Montgomerik Misc. Poems iii. 28 Qnhen
with a quhisk sho [sc. Fortune] quhirtis about hir quheill.

1589 [? Lylv] Paf>/-e xv. Hatchet To Rdr., To giue them
a whiske with their owne wand. ai6z$ Fletcher Noble
Gtnt. v. i, This first sad whisk [of the sword] Takes off thy
Dukedom. 1644 Bclwer Chirol. 94 [He] brings in Caesar
in the whiske of one of his Epigrams, a 1693 Urquhart's
Rabelais m. xvii. 141 Three Whisks of a IJroom Besom.
1821 Scott Pirate xxi

t
Come and gae like a glance of the

sun, or the whisk of a whirlwind. 1853 Lytton My JVorcl
iv. xi, The pad [mare], .giving a petulant whisk of her tail.

1863 Lowell Two Semes from Life of BlondeI II. v, If

awbtsk of Fate's broom snap your cobweb asunder. 1863
Reader y Nov. 538 His [s:. tiger's] tail looks as if it had
a wisk in it still. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Polks xxxiv.

(1870) 407 These wild, sudden whisks of gaiety. 1896
Conan Doyle Rodney Stone xiii. He walked up and down
the room .. turning with a whisk upon his heel every now
and then. 1900 Zaxgwill Mantle of Elijah u. xv, You see
it all in a whisk.

II. 2. A neckerchief worn by women in the

latter half of the i;th century. Obs. exc. Hist,

1654 in Jeaffreson Mids.r. County Rcc. (1S88) III. 225
Six Code Whiskes worth seventeen shilling*, six Corle
Oorgetts worth fourteen shillings, [etc.]. a 1658 Cleveland
Zealous Disc. Wks. (1687) 382 Pray rectifle my Gorget,
smooth my Whisk. 1660 Pei-vs Diary 22 Nov., My wife.,

bought her a white whisk and put it on. 1688 Holmb ;

Armoury 111. ii. 17/1 A Womans Neck Whisk, .is used both
|

Plain and I„iced, and is called of most a florgett or a falling

Whisk. 1706 E. Ward Hud, Rediv. [Nares) With whisks
of lawn, by grannums wore.*

3. An instrument, now freq. a bundle of wires, '

for beating up eggs, cream, or the like.

1666 Hoyle Orig. Eormrs fy Qual. nt By beating the
White of an Egge well with a Whlifc. you may reduce it

from a somewhat Tenacious into a Fluid Ilody. 1747 Mks.
Glasse Cookery xv. 140 First beat the Whites of the Eggs
up well with a Whisk. 188a Wore. Exhib. Catal. in. 38
Egg whisk for confectioners.

4. A bundle or tuft of twigs, hair, feathers, etc.
j

fixed on a handle, used for brushing or dusting; i

also, a water-sprinkler.

1729 Swift Direct. Serv. viii. (1745) 75 If you happen to
break any China with the Top of the Wisk. 177a 1. Simp-
son Vermin-Killer 18 With a whisk, sprinkle the corn.,
with it. 1834 Marryat Peter Simple xiii, Father M'Grath
seized hold of the pot of holy water, and dipping in the little

whisk, began to sprinkle the room. 1844 G. Dorm Textile
Manuf. vi. 176 The reeler then takes a whisk of fine twigs

jbound together.

b. A slender hair-like or bristle-like part or

appendage, as those on the tails of certain insects.

(In first quot. app. used for ' sting '.)

a 1618 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 200 The. .piercing
,

Poyson of a Dragon's Whisk, Or deadly Ey-shot of a Basi-

lisk. 1676 Cotton Angler it. viii. 72 This..Stone-FHe..
has two or three whisks.. at the tag of his tail. 1747
Bowlker Art Angling 64 The May Fly.. with a long

1

forked Tail made with the Hair or Whisks of a Fitchows
Tail. 1859 Kingsley Glaucus (ed. 4) 198 The Ephemera.,
throwing off the whole of their skins (even . . to the skin of
the eyes and wings, and the delicate ' whisks ' at their tail).

1886 F. M. Halford Floating Plies 38 If the fly to be
imitated has seta; or whisks. 1887 J. H. KEENS Fishing
Tackle i8i_ Two whisks from a long fibre hackle, or two
rabbit's whiskers.

C. The panicle or other part of certain plants
used for making into brushes or brooms; esp. the
panicle of the common millet or 'broom-corn*
[Sorghum vulgare) ; hence, the plant itself.

1757 [see whisk seed in 7]. 1805 Trans. Soc. Arts
XXIII. 253 Whisk, the article of which carpet brushes nre
formed. 1874 Trcas. Bet. Suppl., Whisk, a trade name for

the flower-spikes of Sorghum vulgare. 1893 Let. to Editor
from Director ofKew Gardens, The fibrous root received
for identification is that of Chrysopogon G?yllus, Trin.
known as the Venetian or French whisk, 1902 Hannan
Textile Fibres 1 57 Whisk, Mexican {Epicamf>es macroura).
Ibid. 160 Whisk, Italian {Sorghum).

d. A small bunch, tuft, wisp.
1845 S. Tudd Margaret n. xi, The ceiling was divided by

whisks of flowers. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 31 1 Holding
over their woik large whisks of straw, .to protect the bricks
and cement.

e. A swarm of insects whisking or moving
briskly about. rare~ l

.

1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling vi. 202 The Foetid Brown,
ormushroom fly.. may be seen in small whisks or swarms,
skipping up and down over the water.

5. A name for various mechanical appliances

having a whisking movement, a. A kind of win-

nowing-machine, b. A machine for winding yarn,

c. A cooper's plane for levelling the chimes of

casks.

1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 127 Few winnowing-
machines, saving a common whisk or fly, are used in this

county. 1825 Jamieson, Whisks, a machine for winding
yarn on a quill or clue. 1863 J. Watson Weaving ii. 57 In
winding warp from the hank, swiftsor whisks are used. 1875
Knight Diet. J/ech., Whisk, a cooper's plane.

III. f 6. A whipper-snapper. Obs. slang.
1628 Ford Lover's Mel. in. i, Xo quarrels, good'ee

Whiske. a 1652 Brome Novella iv. ii. I, 7 b, Nic. This is

the Gentleman. Pi. Tis the proud Braches whiske ! a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Whisk, a little inconsiderable,

impertinent Fellow.

IV. 7. athib. and Comb. (Some of these may
be regarded as attrib. uses of the stem of Whisk v.)

Whisk broom = sense 4 ; f whisk-comb (see

quot.) ; •{" whisk rod, a rod consisting of twigs or

the like (cf. Whisk z/. 4) ; whisk seed, millet-seed

(see 4 c) ; whisk tail, a tail that is or may be

whisked ; hence whisk- tailed^., having a whisk tail.

1857 Local Act zo $ 21 Vict. c. cxlii. Sched. (B) *Whisk
Brooms, loose, per 1,000 o o 9. 1897 Army fy Navy Co-op.

Soc, Ltd. No. 4 Dept. Special List 193 Whisk Broom,
Leather bound with handle. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

xiv. (Roxb.) 13/1 The "Wiske combe, haue teeth on one
side, and are wide and slender. Ibid. vii. 312/1 Ihe
"Whisk Rod is used to coirect Rebellious Youths. 1757
Franklin Lett. Wks. 1887 II. 494, I enclose you some
*whisk seed ; it is a kind of corn, good for creatures. 167s
Lond. Gaz. No. 976/4 One Bay Mare, ..with a *whiskTayl.
1697 Flying Post 10-21 Oct. 2/2 A small Spaniel Lap- Dog,
..a short whisk Tail. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5836 '4 A well

spread Mare, ..with a short whisk Tail. 1675 Ibid. No.
052/4 Two Geldings, . .both *whisk Tail'd. 1859 Christina
Rossetti Grblin Market 107 The whisk tailed merchant
bade her taste.

Whisk, sb.'1 Obs. ox dial. [?f. Whisk v.] The
earlier name of the card-game now called whist

(Whist sb.Z). Also attrib. Hence f Whisker
(wisker) nonce-iud., a whist-player.

i6ax J. Taylok (Water I'.) Motto D 4, He flings his money
fr*e. .At One and thirty, or at Poore and rich, Ruffe, slam,

Trump, nody, whisk. 1674 Cotton Comil. Gamester v.

(1680) 6t The elder begins and younger follows in suit as at

Whisk. [Elsewhere in the book Whist.] 1704 T. Baker
Act at Oxf. HI. ii. 33 We'll sit down to Ombre, Picquet,
Wisk, and Swabbers ; or One and Thirty Bone-ace. 1723
Lady Bristol in Lett.bks. % Hen-ey, 1st Earl of Bristol

(rSo4) II. 278 The wUkers have promised me some diversion.

Ibid, 287, I reign Queen of the whisk party. Ibid. 291 He
will be missd .. as a whisk player. 17*8 [see Swabber j

],

18:0 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 75 Playing at whisk in an
obscure village, in the Christmas holidays. 1829 Brockett
N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Whisk, a vulgar pronunciation of whist.

1854 Miss Baker NorthamM. Gloss., Whisk, whist, a game
at cards. 1880 [see Swab sb*\.

Whisk, v. {adv., int.) Forms : see Whisk sb.*

[In early use Sc. ;
prob. of Scandinavian origin:

cf. Sw. viska to whisk (off), sponge, Da. viske to

wipe, whisk, rub, sponge (a gun), Norw. viska to

put straw, etc. together in a bundle ~ OHG.
wisken (MHG., G. wischen) to wipe, fintr. to

move lightly or briskly, LG. wisken to move

quickly, wipe off, etc. : cf. Whisk sb. 1 The spelling

with wh was adopted as being symbolic (cf. whip).]

1. intr. To move with a light rapid sweeping

motion ; to make a single sudden movement of

this kind, to rush or dart nimbly ; to move about

or travel swiftly or briskly (occas. with //).

£1480 Hknrvsos Swallow xliii, Like to the mow before

the face of wind Quhiskis away. 1513 Dougi as sEueis m.

iv. 68 Suddanlie away thai [sc. harpies] wisk ilk ane, Furth

of our sicht, heich wp in the sky. Ibid. xn. xii. 172 Lyke

as befor the hund wyskis the hair. «549CoveRDALi, etc.



WHISKER. 64 WHISKING.
Erasui. rar. fames Iv. 7-17 You..whiske about by sea
and by lande, to get pelfe. 1591 R. D. Hypnerotomachia
12 b, Their vestures whisking vp and flying abroad. 1623
Jobson Golden Trade 35 Beasts, .will wiske with their

tay!es,..to auoyde or be rid of them \sc. flies], a 1699

J. Beaumont Psyche XX. cxlvii, Sweats which each silly

Wind that whisketh by, Snatcheth, and scattereth. 1710
Steele 7'atler'So. 144 P 2 We . . watch an Opportunity to

whisk cross a Passage, very thankful that we are not run
over. 1719 D'Urfey Pills I. 172 Prickets from Thickets,
Come whisk it and frisk it. 1800 Mrs. Hervky Mourtray
Fasti. III. 272 In whisking round a sharp angle, they over-
set the carriage, 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 133
The.. beavers, .chasing each other about the pond, dodging
and whisking about on trie surface. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott
Little Women iii, As Meg appeared, Scrabble [the pet
rat] whisked intohis hole. 1872 Black Adv. J Viaeton xvVii.

254 We whisked through Maghuil village.

b. The vb.-stem used as adv. or int. : Willi a
whisk, or sudden light movement.
1750 Gray Long Story 79 Out of the window, whisk, they

flew. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlvii, He carried in his

pocket., a fire-box of mysterious . .construction ; and as
sure as ever Kit's mother closed her eyes, so surely—whi<k,
rattle, fizz—there was the single gentleman consulting his
watch by a flame of fire.

2. trans. To move (something) about, away,
back, etc. with a light sweeping motion.
15x3 Douglas /Eneis vm. Prol. 163 Quhen I walkynnit,

all that welth was wiskyt away. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido 11. C 1 b, Hcwhiskt his sword about. 1675 Hobbes
Odyssey xi. 576 A sudden winde. .whiskt away the Twigs.
1711 Bldgf.i.l Sped. No. 67. rg [fie] ran to his Partner,..
and whisked her round cleverly above ground. 1768 Tuck f.r

Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 83 Burning a small stick at the end.. and
whisking it round to make gold lace, as we called it. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 317 The squirrel.. there whisks his brush,
And perks his ears. 1837 Dickens Pirkzv. iv, The horses.

.

whisked their tails about. 1884 Manch. Exam. 24 Nov.
6/3 One cannot always guard against a whirlpool catching
the rudder. .and whisking the boat round. X916 A. B.
Reeve Pols. Pen ui, I forgot about it as I was whisked up
in the elevator.

b. in reference to rapid travel : cf. whirl.
1694 N. H. Ladies Diet. 436 They whisk her to Bath, to

Bristol. i8ox G. Colman PoorCentl. IV. i. 59 There are four
spanking greys, .that shall whisk you to town in a minute.
1817 W. T. Moncrieff Giovanni in Lond. 1. ii, Ply your
oar, and wisk me over to the other side. 1872 Black Adv.
Phaeton ii, A solitary omnibus, which daily whisks a few
country people. .down toUxbridge,
3. To brush or sweep lightly and rapidly from a

surface, esp. with a light instrument, as a feather

or small brush.
x6n G. Sandys Ovid's Met. x. (1626) 214 Their tufted

tailes Whiske vp the dust, c 1790 Unison's Sch. Arts II.

26 Having drawn theoutline. .faintly with charcoal, whisking
out the faulty part with a feather. 1822 W. Irving Braceb.
Halt II. 259 His. .horse stood, stamping and whisking off the
flies. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxiii, The beadle. .finished
a piece of toast; whisked the crumbs ofThis knees [etc.]. 1881
Walford DLk Netherby v, ' An' shame on you for thinkin'
sae.' Mrs M'Clintock whisked her apron from her eyes.

4. To beat or whip with a rod of twigs or the

like. Obs, in gen. sense : in later use, To stir or

beat up (eggs, cream, etc.) with a light rapid move-
ment ( — Whip v. 7), esp. by means of a whisk (see

Whisk sb. 1 3).
*

1530 R. Whytford Werke for Honsholders E i, Yf any
chylde bestubburne, ..let it.. be whysked with a good
rodde. X703 [implied in Whisking vbl.sb.]. X710 T.
Fuller Pliarmacopaia 325 Whites of Eggs beat up and
whisk'd 'till it stand all in froth. 1836 Mollard Art of
Cookery 265 A tea spoonful of Gum Dragon whisked to a
solid froth. 1846 Soyer Cookery 49 Using three whole
and three yolks of eggs, but omitting the whisked whites.

1904 CasselCs New Diet. Cookery s. v. Cream
y
Whipped,

Double cream may be simply whipped by whisking it with
a wire whisk until it thickens.

t 5. fig. app. To hoax. (Cf. Frisk v. 4 b.)

1674 J. Howard Engl. Mouusienr v. iv, Hark ye Mr.
Frenchlove, I believe you and I are whisk't with a couple
of Wives, for Mr. Welbred, and Mr. Comely pretended to
be in love with them, and the Devil a bit there's any such
thing.

Whisker (hwi'skaj), sb. 1 Forms : 5-7 wisker,
Gwhysker, (7 whisquer,9whiscar), 7-whisker.
[f. Whisk v. + -er 1

. Cf. Sw. viskare sponge,
swab, LG. wisher a rubber, duster, G. wischer

rubber, clout, (fig.) reprimand.]

1. Something that whisks or is used for whisking

:

applied to various objects, as a fan ; a rod or

switch ; a bunch of feathers used as a brush (cf.

Whisk sb. 1 4) ; etc. Obs. or dial.

c 1425 St. Mary ofO/'gnies 11. iii. in Anglia VIII. 155 She
sawe oure lady, .as wib a wisker waftynge wynde vpon hir.

1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 89 A whyp is a whysker, that

wyll wrest out blood. x6ix Cotgr., Houssine, a Switch, or

Whisker. x8as Jamieson, Whisker
%
whiscar

t a bunch of
feathers for sweeping anything.

f 2. A person who whisks or moves briskly about

;

a Turke.

3. slang or colloq. Something great or excessive,

a ' whopper ' (cf. Whisking ppl. a. 2) ; esp. a great

lie, a ' bang '. Now rare or Obs,
1668 Wilkihs Real Char. 32 Relations belonging to

Quantity. .Greatness, Magnitude, ample, large, vast, huge,
. . whisker, . . magnifie, aggravate, exaggerate. 167a Eachard
Hobbs's State Nat., Let. 35 It may be convenient for you
to call this.. a flam, a whisker, a caprice. 1694 Eciiaru

Plautus 9 Suppose 1 tell her some damn'd Wisker. I1858
Wright Diet. Obs. <$ Prov. Engl, s.v., * The dam of that
was a whisker ', a phrase used when a. great falsehood was
Uttered.]

i*b. A'whisking'orblusteringwind: see Whisk-
ing ///. a. 1 b. Obs.

1670 Ray Prov. 288 March whisquer was never a good
fisher.

4. The hair that grows on an adult man's face;

formerly commonly applied to that on the upper
lip, now called moustache, and sometimes to (or

including) that on the chin {beard) ; now restricted

to that on the cheeks or sides of the face. a. pi.'.

usually collective ; sometimes distributive, as a
pair of -vhiskers, denoting the hair on the two sides.

r 1600 Tit/ion 11. ii. (1842)27 My wiskers hanging o're the
ouerlipp. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d*Alf. 11. 259
Some spruce yonker, with a slarcht beard, and his whiskers
turn'd vp. 1650 BuLWKR Anthro/>omet. Pref., The rank
Mustachos into whiskers grown. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India
r /'. 390 His [sc. Persian's] Beard is Cut neatly, and the
Whiskers., encouraged from one Ear to the other, in fashion

of an Half-Mtxm on the upper Lip, with only a decent Peak
on the under. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 152 What
grew on my upper Lip. . I had trimm'd into a large Pair of
Mahometan Whiskers. 1808 W. Wilson Hist. Diss. Ch. I.

141 The men members wore whiskers upon their upper lips.

1823 B, Moor Suffolk Words, Whiskers, the hair on the
upper lip, as until lately, I believe, all over England. Now,
the hair under the cars, sometimes under the eyes also,

bear[s] this term; and the labial comae, are called mous-
taches. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xli, A tall fellow, with ..

very thick bushy whiskers meeting under his chin. 1854
R. S. Surtebs Handley Cr. iii, He grew whiskers under his

chin. 1878 Besant & Rice Celia's Arb. ii, His whiskers.

.

were cut to the old-fashioned regulation 'mutton-chop'.
They advanced into the middle of the cheek, and were then
squared off in a line which met the large stiff collarbelow at

an angle of forty-five.

b. sing. : in earlier use, a moustache ; now, the

hair on one side of the face ; also collectively.

1706 PniLLips(ed. Kersey), Whisker,*, tuft of Hair on the
Upper Lip of a Man. 176a Sterne Tr. Shandy V. 1, La
Fossense. .traced the outline of a small whisker., upon one
side of her upper lip. 1836 H. Greville Diary 24 June
(1883) 91 The ball lodged in the lining of the carriage, and
some of the wadding in his whisker. 1848 Dickens Donibcy
ii, He was a. .shaggy fellow, . .with a good deal of hair and
whisker. x8siinKinglakeCr/«^<i(i863jI.xiv.267 A mere lad

without whisker or moustache. 1875 H. James Rod. Hudson
v. 1 73 A tall . . gentleman . . with a carefully brushed whisker,

f O. Applied to a lady's curl hanging over the

cheek. (Cf. whiskerette below.) Obs,
1786 Pogonologia"55 About a century ago (in France] the

ladies, .curls hung down their cheeks as far as their bosom.
These curls went by the name of whiskers.

5. Each of a set of projecting hairs or bristles

growing on the upper lip or about the mouth of

certain animals ; also applied to a similar set of

feathers in certain birds, and to mystacial markings.
1678 Lond. Gaz. No, 1342/4 A light gray Gelding, . .with

an iron mark of a G. on the near Buttock, and two whiskers
on the upper Up. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S, Sea 329 The
Raccoon has.. Whiskers and Nose like a Pig. X747GRAY
Cat iv, A whisker first and then a claw. 1751 J. H ill Hist. '•

Anim. 352 The lesser Butcher-bird. .. there are about the
angles of the beak certain rigid bristles or hairs, which serve

as whiskers. 1830 M. Donovan Domi. Econ. II. 85 The sea-

otter is a large animal;., the eyes are small; the whiskers
are white, strong, and numerous. 1879 Huxley Sensation
Sci. & Cult. (1881) 266 The 'whiskers' of cats owe their

functional importance to the abundant supply of nerves to
the follicles in which their bases are lodged.

6. Naut. Each of two wooden or iron spars

extending laterally on each side of the bowsprit,

for spreading the guys of the jib-boom.
1844 Mrs. Houston Yackt Voy. Texas II. 13 Our fore-top-

mast was carried away, as well as the larboard whisker.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 382 It was found that the
whiskers of thejibboomhad carried away. 19:3 M. Roberts
Salt cfthe Sea viii. 208 Between the whiskers and the fore-

mast.

b. A lever for exploding a torpedo.
1880 Sleeman Torpedoes 135 In addition tothe nose piece,

horizontal and vertical levers, or whiskers, may also be u^ed.

7. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 4).

178s Grose Diet. Vulgar 7*., Wisker splitter, a man of
intrigue. 1786 Pogonologia 80 It was then [sc. in Lewis XIV's
reign] no uncommon thing for a. .lover to have his whiskers
..combed, and pomatumed by his mistress 1 and.. a man of

fashion took care to be . . provided with . . whisker-wax. 1813
'MoostE Post'Bagvlii. 14When the rich rouge-pot..Tipseven
thy whisker-tops with red. 1853 *C. Bede ' Verdant Green
1. xi, He told Verdant, that his claret had been repeatedly
tapped, ..his whisker-bed [i.e. face] napped heavily.

Hence Whi'sker v. (nonce-wd.), trans, to furnish

with whiskers; WM'skeraffe,whiskerscollectively,
j

a growth of whiskers ; Whi'skerer (nonce-wd.),

a man who wears whiskers ; Whiskere'tte, a

small whisker ; a curl at the side of a girl's face

(cf. sense 4 c above) ; Wfci'skerless a., destitute

of whiskers ; WM'skery a., having large whiskers.
1812 Examiner 5 Oct. 632/2 Deliberating how still further

\

to Germanize and to *whisker out British soldiers. 1858
Carlvle Fredk. Gt. 1. i. (1872) I. 6 Fellows . . with such a

j

breadth of sabre, extent of *whiskerage[etc.J. 185a Mere- i

pith R. Feverel xxxv\. The trim of their whiskerage. 1717
Entertainer No. 1. 4 We are no *Whiskerers of the Order 1

of St, Jacobs. 1880 Athenaeum 2 Oct. 440 Her hair is |

trimly curled in * 'whiskerettes*. 1896 Columbus (Ohio)

Dispatch 23 Sept.,A man wearing whiskers, . . his chin shaven
j

and allowing two distinct whiskereltes to be plainly dis. !

cerned. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxi, Mr. Towlinson is

*whiskerless. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxiv, The old
lady is ..as tall and *whiskery as a grenadier.

Whisker, «M, whist-player : see Whisk sb£
"WhiBkerandos (hwisk3rae*ndf?s). humorous.

[f. Whiskek, with ending in imitation of Spanish
words.] Name of a character

( Don Ferolo Whisk-
erandos) in Sheridan's play 'The Critic ' (1779):
hence allusively (more commonly in the form
"Whiskerando, the -s being taken as sign of plA
a (heavily) whiskered man. Hence Whisker-
ando#d (-oV^d) a., whiskered.
1807 Sporting Mag. XXIX. 179 The mustachio salute is

not only sanctioned now by the dowagers of the whiskerando
tribe, but even voted by the young smooth-lipped belles, to
be ' funny enough '- 1831 Jekvll Corr. (1894) 287 To the
great dismay of a whiskerandos, second brother of my lord.

1838 Southev Dcctor clvi. V. 227 To.. what extravagances
would the whiskerandoed macaronies of Bond Street,. pro-
ceed, if the beard , . were . . to ' make the man !

' 1894 Steven-
son St, Ives ii, Some of these old whiskerandos, originally

peasants, trained since boyhood in victorious armies,, .could
ill brook their change of circumstance.

Whiskered (hwi-skaid), a. [f. Whisker^. 1

+ -EI)2]

1. Having whiskers, a. Of men : see Whisker
sb.* 4.

1784 CowrER Task m. 768 Our forefathers—a grave
whisker'd race. 1809 W. Irving Kntckerb. v. vii, To have
seen him.. in martial array—booted to the middle—sashed
to the chin—collared to the ears— whiskered to the teeth.

1840 Thackeray Shabby-Genteel Story vii, A tall whiskered
man, who. . looked like a field-marshal.

b. Of animals: see Whisker sbA 5 ; spec, as a

descriptive appellation of particular species, as

whiskered auk.fly'-catcher, shrike, tern.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane n. 62 The whisker'd vermin
race. 1783 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds II. 1. 364 Whiskered
Flycatcher]. 1788 Cowper Death ofMrs. Throckmorton's
Bul/inch 35 A beast .. Long-back'd, long-tail'd, with
whisker'd snout. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool.\l\. 298 Whiskered
Shrike. 1826 Kirbv & Sp. EntoMiol. xlvi. IV. 309 Whiskered
{Mystacinum), when the upper lip is furnished with
whiskers (Mystax), or bearded. 187a Coues N. Amer.
Birds 342 Whiskered Auk. .. two series., of filamentous

white feathers on each side of bead. 1897 R. B. Sharpe
Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. IV. 8 The Whiskered Tern is an
accidental visitor to the British Islands.

2. Formed into or constituting whiskers. rare~"x
.

1737 M. Green Spleen 761 Preferring sense, from chin

that s bare, To nonsense thron'd in whisker'd hair.

Whisket, var. Wisket dial., a basket.

Whiskey : see Whisky.
Whiskfultjiwi-skful). [f. Whisk j£.l + -fol 2.]

As much as a whisk will carry : see Whisk sb. 1
4.

1840 Diary of a Nun I. xiv. 200 As the animals are

brought up. .to be blessed, the priest mutters a few Latin

words, and dashes a whiskful of water in their faces.

Whiskied (hwrskid), a. rare. Also -keyed.

[f. Whisky sb.1 + -ed -.] Saturated or tainted

with whisky.
1850 Thackeray Pendennis lvi, In his whiskeyed blood

there was not a black drop, nor in his muddled brains

a bitter feeling. 1919 Btackw. Mag. Dec. 767/2 He breathed

whiskied breath at me,

Wliiskified i^hwi-skifaid), a. Also -k(e)y-,

*SV. whus-. [f. Whisky sb. 1 + -fied, pa. ppl. ending

corresp. to -FY.] Affected by excessive drinking

of whisky.
i8oj H. Martin Helen of Gtenross III. 128 Paddy was

onlya little whiskified. i85oTHACKERAY/V«<rV««/j v, Fact

and fiction reeled together in his muzzy, whiskified brain.

1864 Latto Tarn. Bodkin xiii. 126 *,I shay—hie—open the

door, will ye? '. .
quoth the whuskifeed voice. 187* Howells

Wedd. Journ. viii, That poor, whiskeyfied, Irish tatter-

demalion.

Whiskijack, -John, var. Whisky jack, etc.

fWlli'skin 1
. north, dial. Obs. [Of unascer-

tained origin.] A shallow kind of drinking-

vessel.

1635 Heywood Philocoth. 45 Noggins, Whiskins, Piggins.

1640 Brathwait Two Lane. Lovers io Wee will han

a whiskin at every rushbearing. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crezv, Whiskins, shallow, brown Bowls to Drink out off.

18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxii, A whole whiskin, or black

pot of sufficient double ale.

tWhi'Skiu 2
. slang. Obs. [Cf. pimp-whisk'Jn.\

A pander.
1631 Brome Northern Lasse 1. iv

t
Farewell old Whiskin.

1635 Shirley Lady Pleas, iv. (1637) G 3 b, I am promis'd a

convenient whiskin, . . That has read all Sir Pandarus workes.

1640 H. Mill Nights Search 145 To make him whiskin.

Whisking (hwi*skin\ vbl.sb. [f. Whisk v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb Whisk, in

various senses.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. 11. iv. (Arb.) 37 Is all your delite

and ioy In whiskyng and ramping abroade like a Tom boy?

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 11. C 3, The crve of beasts,

the ratling of the windes, Or whisking of these leaues.

a 1625 Fletcher Noble Gent. v. i, With the whisking of my
sword about. 1668 Dryden Even. Love 1. i, The whisking

of a Silk-Gown, and the rash of a Tabby- Pettycoat. 1703

Thoresby Let. to A'oyfE.D.S.), Whisking, is also switching;
1 there will be whisking for't \ 1797 Mrs. Inchbald Wives

as they werew. i. 30 The whisking of a woman'sgown made

me give a sudden start ! 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xlix,

A rattling of tin mugs, a whisking of brooms. 1876 Miss

Brouchton Joan 1. i, A herd of deer. .trooping from one

glade to another, with a tossing of great horns and whi-king

of tiny tails.
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Whisking, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

1. That whisks, in various senses: see the verb.
15** Skklton Why not to Court 1161, I suppose that he

is Of leremy the whyskynge rod, The flayle, the scourge of
almighty God. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 637 With
whisking broom they brush and sweep. 1690 C. Nesse
O. Sf N. Test* I, 268 This whisking tail of the dragon., may
cast down some doctors of the church.

f b. Of the wind : Blowing briskly, forcibly, or
freshly. Obs.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 156 A litle winde in a moystie
day, stoppeth a shafte more than a good whiskynge wynde
in a clere daye. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. 1. 817 As
swiftly whirling as the whisking winde. 1635 Swan Spec.
Mnndi\. § 2. (1643) <7* If tne exhalation be little, tenuous
or thin, then we have onely a pleasant whisking wind,.,
by which the aire is gently moved. 1697 in Nat. Hist.
Irel, {1726) 113 The air was somewhat troubled with little

whisking winds, seeming to meet contrary ways.

C. Of a person : Moving actively, brisk, lively,

smart, slang or colhq. ? Obs.
1611 Miodleion ft Dekker Roaring Girl I 1, What are

your whisking gallants to our husbands. 1681 T. Flat-
man Heraclitus Ridens No. 40. (1713) II. 2 If you talk of
Rubbers and Whiskers, . .he's a whisking Rubber for you;.,
he can rub one Man into two. 1814 Cari.yi.e Let. to Miss
Welsh 23 June, Captain Smith was .. brisk, .. whisking,
smart of speech.

2. Great, excessive, ' bouncing *, ' whopping \
slang or colhq. (now only dial.).

1673 R. Head Canting Acad, it6 They have whisking
water-works for evacuation. 1681 HlCKl rincill News fr,
Colchester Wks. 1716 I. 394 With what astonishment the
People., were struck, when they read., this Whisking Lye.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Rousing Lie, a whisking great
one. 179a BURNS Willie's IVife ii, A whiskin' beard about
her mou".

f Whrskieh, a. Obs. rare-', [f. Whisk sb>
or v. + -ish 1.] Lively, frisky.

1599 Sir Clyom. xv. in Peek's Wks. (1888) II. 172 The
whores be so whiskish.

Whisky, whiskey (hwrski), sb. 1 Also 8
-kie, -kee. [Short for Whiskybae, etc. (Gael.
uisgebeatha \it. ' water of life'), though this is not
actually evidenced so early (but Ramsay has
usque for Usquebaugh, q.v.,in 1728). In modern
trade usage, Scotch whisky and Irish whiskey are
thus distinguished In spelling.] A spirituous liquor

distilled originally in Ireland and Scotland, and in

the British Islands still chiefly, from malted barley
(with or without unmalted barley or other cereals),

in U.S. chiefly from maize or rye. With a and
pl.^ a drink of whisky.
Also in whisky-and-milk, -soda, .water (often so hy-

phened), denoting mixed or diluted drinks.

1715 in Maidment Bk. Scot. Pasquils (1868) 404 Whiskie
shall put our brains in rage. 1746 M. HrctiKs Jrnl. Late
Re!: 46 A double Portion of Oatmeal and Whisky, note.
Whisky is a hot Halt Spirit. 1753 Gray's Inn Jrnl. No.
48 Whiskee—Po !—Give me a Glass of that Rhenish. 1753
Gentl. Mag. Aug. 391/2 In one dram shop only in this

town [sc. Dublin], there are 120 gallons of that accursed
spirit, whiskey, sold. 18*7 Whitehall 11. in, The Major
then mixed himself a glass of whiskey and water in equal
portions. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Pari. Sk., He.. went
dome, .for his whiskey-and-water. 1884 G. Moore Mum-
titers Wife xvi, ' I think I'll have a whisky.' 'Scotch or
Irish?' asked the barman. 1894 K. Gkahamr Pagan
Papers 76 Those of us who were left being assembled to
drink a parting whisky-and-milk. 1903 Times ^x July 13/6
In less than an hour h; sold 22 whiskies.

b. altrib. and Comb., as whisky-brose(c\~. Biiose

b), -can
y
-cocktail, -drinker, -drinking sb. and adj.,

'gitti -peg (Peg sb* 6), -punch, -shop, -still, -toddy

\

whisky-sodden adj. ; whisky insurrection or
rebellion U. S. Hist., an outbreak in Pennsylvania
in 1794 against an excise duty on spirits imposed
by Congress in 1 791 ; whisky-poker (see quot.)

;

whisky ring (7.S. Ilist., a combination of distillers

and revenue officers formed in 1S72 to defraud the
government of part of the tax on spirits ; whisky-
straight U. S. slang, whisky without water.
i8z» A. Clnningham Trad. Tales, Altan-a-Maut (1887)

136 "Whisky-brose shall be my breakfast, and my supper
shall be the untaken-down spirit. 1845 Eliza Cook Poems,
Fisher Boat 12 Jolly mates, a "whiskey-can, and trusty
nets for me ! i86» Jerrv Thomas /low to mix Drinks
Contents, * Whiskey Cobbler, Cocktail. 1771 Wesley Jrnl.
18 June (1827) III. 424 The house. .was filled with "whisky
drinkers. 1505 Rolleston Dis. Liver 178 Hobnailed, Gin,
or Whiskey-drinker's liver. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer.
34 The row was the outcome of 'whiskey drinking. 1785
liuRNS Holy Fair xix, Be't 'whisky rill, or penny wheep,
Or ony stronger potion. 1824 Mass. Spy 28 July (Thornton
Amer. Gloss.), Tinctured with the duelling or •whiskey-
insurrection mania, 1889 Conan Doyle Sign 0/ Four xii,

There he sat. .drinking "whisky-pegs and smoking cheroots.
1878 J, S. Campion On Frontier (ed. 2) 25 'Whisky.poker,
a harmless non-gambling game, in which the winner gets
a drink and the losers a smell at the cork of the bottle.
1785 Burns Scotch Drink xvii, A glass o* "Whisky-punch.
1850 Thackeray Pendennis xliifij, His. .utterance began
to fail him, over his sixth tumbler of whisky-punch. 1863
in Thornton Amer. Gloss. s.v.. The 'whisky rebellion of
Pennsylvania. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 25 Sept., The
candidate of the "whisky ring. 1868 A. K. H. IIoyd Less.
Middle Age 29 The sight of a *whisky-shop or a gin-palace
is to such an overwhelming temptation. 1891 E. Kinclake
Australian at H. 102 You 'whisky-sodden old miscreant.
1785 Burns Scotch Drink xx, Thae curst horse-leeches o'
th' Excise, Wha mak the "Whisky Stells their prize ! 187a

Vol. X.

* Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. xv. 106 We will take a 'whisky,
straight. i8iz Col. Hawker Diary (1893J I. 59, I sat down
with some 'whisky toddy.

Hence Whisky v., trans, to supply with whisky,

to give a drink of whisky to.

186a B. Taylor Home fy Abr. Ser. 11. 120 The horses were
changed, and the passengers whiskied. 1882 [Lees &
Clutterbuck] Three in Norway ix. (i8£8) 65 We ' whisky '

every one who turns up at camp.

Whisky, whiskey, sb.- [app. f. Whisk v.

+ -y !, from its swift movement.] A kind of light

two-wheeled one-horse carriage, used in England
and America in the late 18th and early 19111 c.

Also called TlMWHISKY.
1769 Lloyd's Even. Post 3-5 July 15 As a Gentleman was

returning to Kattersea, in his whisky, his horse took fright, and
ran away. 1784 Eliz. Carter Let. to Mrs. P'esey 30 July,
Travelling over hill and dale in a whisky. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages (1801) I. 58 The gig from the whiskey also differs

matertally, the whiskey being constructed on the most simple
plan, with the body united to the carriage. 1824 ScOTT St.

Ronxns xiv, It was a two-wheeled vehicle, which, .aspired
only to the humble name of that almost forgotten accommo-
dation, a whiskey. -1837 W. B. Adams Carriages 245 The
old One-horse Chaise, or Whiskey, was as heavy as the
modern Cabriolet, without its grace of form. 1844 T. Web-
ster Encycl. Dom. F.con. § 6672 A whiskey or chair is

a small chair, not hung by braces, but placed on the shafts,

having springs o{ some kind interposed between them and
the axles... It is made low, and very light. 1879 Louisa
Potter Lane. Mem. 139 [She] but rarely went out of her
own grounds except to church. 111 a machine which ninety

years ago was called a ' whiskey ',

Whi'sky, a. rare. [f. Whisk v. + -y 1 : cf.

prec] Light and lively, flighty.

178a Miss Burnby Cecilia ix. iii, Talking in such a whisky
frisky manner that nobody can understand him.

b. Comb, whisky-bobby, angler's name for

some kind of artificial bait.

1904 F. Whishaw Lovers at Fault vi, Flies, minnows or
whisky-bobbies might be used.

Whiskybae, whisquy-beath, var. Usque-
baugh. (Cf. 1 6th cent, iskiebae.)

1793 Galloway Poems 72, I told him I ne'er drank no
Whiskybae. 179a Statist. Ace. Scot. III. 525 A refreshment
..consisting generally of whisquy-beath, or some foreign
liquor, butter and cheese.

Whiskyjack (hwi*ski,d3sek). Also 8 whiski-
jack, 9 whiskey jack ; also with hyphen. [Altered
form of next by substitution of jack for John (cf.

Jack sbA)."] A popular name for the common
grey jay of Canada, Perisoreus canadensis.
1772 Whiskijack [see next]. 1873 Forest <y Stream 11 Dec.

273/3 Two whisky jacks are driven into camp, and now sit

on the palisades over the fire. 1888 Lees & Clutterbuck
B. C. /SS? xxviii. (1892) 320 Those delightful birds known
a s the Camp Robbers or Whisky Jacks.

Whisky johu (hwrski|d&>n). In 8 whiski-.
[Corruption of the American Indian name (Cree
wiskatjan, Montagnais wishkutshan).] = prec.

1772 Phil. Trans. LXII. 386 Lanius .. F.xcubitor. . .Great
Lutcher-bird. . . Cinereous Shrike. .. White Whiskijohn at
Hudson's Hay. .. Corvus . .Canadensis. .. Cinereous Crow.
. .These birds are called Whiskijohn and Whiskijack at the
Hudson's Bay. 1856 Hallantyne Fur 'Traders xi, Whisky.
Johns are the most impudent, puffy, conceited, little birds
that exist.

Wiiiale, -ler, -ling, obs. ff. Whistle, etc.

Whisp, sb. rare. [Echoic : cf. Whisper.] A
slight blast or puff (of wind) or sprinkle (of rain).

So Whisp v., implied in Whisping vbl. sb., used

of a slight blast or a low rustling sound : see quots.

1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. ig. No. I. 1. iii. If. 5 b, The ers hole

byegestion.i. schityng Crackyngc& Whispyuge by nethe is

purgynge prop'uly of the guttys. 1884 igth Cent. Feb. 241
A whisp or two of cold wind. 1901 Daily Nc:cs 2 Feb. 5/7
Nothing broke the stillness but the whisping of the waters.

1923 Times 27 Apr. 12/1 A whisp of rain, ..too light to be
called a shower, touched the crowd here and there.

Whisp, variant of Wisp.
Whisper (hwi'spai), sb. [f. Whisper v.]

1, An act, or the action, of whispering, or speaking
* under one's breath

'
; the low non-resonant quality

of voice which characterizes this (csp. in phr. in a
whisper).
In Phonetics (equivalently\ Speech or vocal sound without

the musical or resonant tone produced by vibration of the
vocal cords; a 'breath 'sound, as distinguished from 'voice*
(hee Breath 10, Voice sb. igj; in strict use implying also
contraction of the glottis : see also 4.

1608 Shaks. Per. in. i. 9 The sea-mans Whistle Is as
a whisper in the eares of death, Vnheard. x6z6 Bacon
Sylva % 174 The Inward Voice or Whisper can neuer giue
a Tone. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 10 p 9 Secrets which he
always communicates in a whisper. 1778 Mtss Uukney
Evelina (1791) I. xxiii. 124, I heard him say. .in an audible
whisper,—which is a mode of speech very distressing and
disagreeable to by-standers [etc.]. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Crim. Crts., Conversing in low whispers. 1837 — Pickw.
xlv, Mr. Weller delivered this.. with great vehemence of
whisper. 1855 Bain Senses <V Int. it. iv. § 35 (1864) 319
In a whisper there is no musical sound. 1877 Sweet
Handhk. Phonetics 5 Whisper in popular language simply
means speech without voice. Phonetically whisper implies
not merely absence of voice, but a definite contraction of

the glottis. 1882 Besant All Sorts xxii, 'Mind, it's a
secret.' He lowered his voice to a whisper.

b. A whispered word, phrase, remark, or speech.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. Chor. 7 From Camoto Camp,..
The Humme of eyther Army stilly sounds; That the fixt

Centinels almost receiuc The secret Whispers of each others

Watch. 1624 Massinger Pari. Love v. 1, She has put The
judges to their whisper. 1770 Goldsm. Des. I'ill. 203 Full

well the busy whisper, circling round, Convey'd the dismal
tidings when he frown'd. 1821 Byron Sardanap. in. i. 424
What, at whispers With my stern brother? 1819 Scott
Anne o/G. xi, The sage Persian comforted him by a long

whisper, of which the last part only was heard. 1833 Hi.
Martineau Demerara xi, Some relaxation of discipline

allowed them to exchange a whisper from time to time.

c. J yigs whisper-, see Tig sb. 1 13c. Stage

whisper : see Stage sb. 13.

2. A secret or slight utterance, mention, or re-

port ; a suggestion, insinuation, hint, light rumour
(communicated in a whispering voice, or Jig. by a

soft rustling sound (cf. 3) or mentally) ; with nega-

tive, the slightest mention, the 'least word '.

1596 Palrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scet. II. i;3 Not
a word, nor quhisper in thair contrare. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
\. i. £0 At least the whisper goes so. Ibid, iv. v. 82 The
people, .vnwholsome in their thoughts, and whispers For
good Polonius death. 1664 in Extr. St. Papers rei. Friends
Ser. 11. (1911) 191 Some whispers that the Judges would not

proceede against any of the Quakers. 1677 W. Hii:bakd
J'/es. St. .\e:o Eng. 43 The bullet passing through his own
hair, by that whisper telling him that death was very near.

1711 Steklf. Spect. No. 64 F 1 He [sc. a Courtier] deals

much in WT
hisper>, and you may see he dresses according to

the best Intelligence. 1780 Bentham Inirod. Mor. <v

Legist, xvii. § 11 (1789) 313 If the thunders of the law prove

impotent, the whispers of simple morality can have but
little influence. 1823 Scott Queniin D. vi, A whisper from
those recesses of tne heart in which lies much that the

owner does not know of. 1827 J. W, Choker in C. Papers
17 Apr. (1884) I. 374 No one raises even a whisper o(

reproach against Peel. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Fr. Darcy
xxviii, He rejected the pleadings of pity—the whispers of

con-science. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxii. 292 There
were whispers that he was to be put to death without trial.

3. jig. A soft rustling sound resembling or sug-

gesting that of a whispering voice.

1637 Mii.ton Lyddas 136 The milde whispers .. Of shades

and wanton winds, and gushing brooks. 1798 Coi.eridck
Anc. Mar. m. xiii, With far-heard whisper, o'er the sea,

Off shot the spectre-bark. 1842 Tennyson Card. Dau. 248
Whispers,like the whispers of the leaves That tremble round
a nightingale. 1898 ' H. S. Mekhimas ' Rodcn's Corner v,

A silence, broken only by the whisper of the wind througii

the rigging.

4. attrib. Uttered in a whisper ; in Phonetics,

uttered without the vocal murmur, ( breath ' (see

BREATH io) ; whisper-shot nonce-wd. [after car-

shot], the distance within uhieh a whimper can be

heard.
1626 Hreton Fantasticks Wks. (Gro-art) II. 6/2 The

leaues of the trees are in whisper talkes. 1838 E. Guest
Engl. Rhythms I. 9 It is .. doubtful if there ever was a
language which had its whisper letters peifect. Ibid. 10

The whisper sounds of the two liquids /, r, constitute two
distinct letters in Welsh. 1846 Proc. Philol. Soc. III. 4
The sound of th, whether whisper or vocal. 1876 Lanikk
in Atlantic Monthly (1899) LXXXIII. 799 i, I .. inserted

a whisper chorus, .to prepare by its straining pianissimo for

the outburst of jubilation. 1890 W. S. On beut Feggertys
Fairy etc. 15a Informing everybody within whisper shot.

.

that this was my first brief.

Hence Whisperhood nonce-wd., the condition

of being a whisper (in sense 2"
; Whi'sperless a.,

not uttering a whisper, or in which no whisper is

heard; absolutely silent; Whisperous (whence

Whrsperously adv.), Whispery odjs., full of or

characterized by whispers ; resembling a whisper.

1710 Swift Examiner No. 15 r 5, I know a Lie that now
disturbs half the Kingdom with its Noise, which.. I can re-

member in its "Whisper-hood. 1863 P. S. Wokslky Poems fy

Transl. 19 Crouching *whisperless. 1911 R. Brooke Coll.

Poems (1918)74 The secret deeps are whisperless. 1884 Ln.

Lvtton in iqih Cent. Dec. 898 The "whisperous, awe-struck

tone of the voice. 189a— King Popty viii. 8 Waves that, hid

in whisperous shadows, heaved. 1858 Lvtton What will he
do? v. viii, The Duchess, .sinks her voice, and gabbles on—
"whisperously. 1834 Mrs. Hemans Zegri Maid ii. Wks.
1843 VII. 25 In the "whispery olive shade. 1844 Lowell
Columbus 5 The reeling sea. .falling Crumbled to whispery
foam. 1861 L. L. Noule Icebergs 254 The whispery, hissing

sound of smoothly sliding waters.

Whi'Sper, v. Forms : 1 hwisprian, 5 qu-,

qwysper, 5-6 whysper, 6 Sc. quhisper, 7 wis-

per, 6- whisper. [OE. hwisprian (only North-

umb.) =* Early Flem. wisperen (Kilian), G. wis-

fern; cf. MLG., MDu. wispelen, OHG. (h)wis-

paldn (MHG. xvispeln). ON. has hviskra, Da.

hviske, Sw. viska to whisper.]

1. intr. To speak softly ' under one's breath
',

i. e. without the resonant tone produced by vibra-

tion of the vocal cords ; to talk or converse in this

way, esp. in the car of another, for the sake of

secrecy. (See also 4 a.)

.7950 Lindisf. Gasp.John p. 4 Murtnurantes, hwisprendo.

C97S Rushw. Gosp. Luke xix. 7 And mi53y xeseson alle

hwispredon [Vulg. tnurinurabant]. c 1440 Pw"P> Pare.

421/1 Quysperon... tnussito. Ibid. 525/1 « nysperyn.

c 1530 H. Rhodes" /tt. Nurture 373 in Babeesdk. 81 Whys-

per not thou with thy fellowes oft. 1601 Shaks. Alls

Well iv. iii. 329 Me wnisper with the Generall, and knowe

his pleasure. 1610 — Temp. iv. i. 125 luno and Ceres

whisper seriously. 1676 Halfon Cotr. (Camden) 1, 136

L* Wharton, and L4 Mohun sat. . wispring together. 1709

Steele Tatter No. 38 F 8 He immediately runs into Secrets,

and falls a whispering. 1848 Thackeray I an. Fair xlviii,

Many ladies round about whispered and talked, and many
gentlemen nodded and whispered.



WHISPER.

b. trans, with adv. To bring by whispering.
169a Dryden Eleonora 318 Her Soul was whisper'd out,

with God's still Voice. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot xxiv,
Cary. .returned, and whispered Amyas away.
2. trans. To say, tell, communicate, utter, or

express by whispering. (With simple obj. or obj.

clause ; often with the actual words uttered as obj.)

See also 4 b.

1588 Shaks. L. L, L. v. ii. 436 What did you whisper in

your Ladies eare? 1601 — Jul. C. It. ii. 100 If Ca:sar hide
himselfe, shall they not whisper Loe Caesar is affraid ? a 1678
MabvbLL Last Instr. Painter 937 His Faihers Ghost too
whisper'd him one Note, That who does cut his Purse will

cut his Throat. 1697 Dryuen AEneis xit. 324 Rising Fears
are whisper'd thro* the Crowd. 171a Mrs. Ckntlivbb Per-
plex'd Lovers I. i, She .. whispers out her words, least I

shou'd hear her. 18*7 Lytton Pelham viii, I took the
opportunity, .to approach Lady Roseville and whisper my
adieus. 1891 '

J. S. Winter ' Lumley Hi, ' What is it ?' he
asked, in a loud whisper. ' Gooseberry ', she whispered back
—'come and sit here by me.'

b. intr. for passive, rare.

1850 Tennyson* In Mem, iii, O Sorrow,. .What whispers
from thy lying lip?

3. With the person, etc. as obj. : To address in

a whisper
;
(with following clause or inf.) to tell,

inform, bid, or ask in a whisper.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. i. Diijh, He hath whyspered

the in the eare, or taught the thy lesson in a corner, a 1591
H. Smith Serm.

t
Satan's Compass. (1592) 988 He will

whisper the poore howe they shall come by riches, 1599
Shaks. Muck Adam, i. 4 Whisper her eare, and tell her
I and Vrsula, Walke in the Orchard. 1611 — Wint. 'P. IV.

iv. 827 lie. .whisper him in your behalfes. 1626 Bacon
Sytva § 946 He did first whisper the Man in the Eare, that
such a Man should thinke such a Card. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 117 F 5 He whispered me in the Ear to take
notice of a Tabby Cat. 1758 Goldsm. Mem. Prot. (1895) I.

34, I whispered my Companion softly, that as the Night
was very dark, we mi^ht give him the Slip. 1777 Sheridan
Sck. Scandal iv. iii, Re-enter Servant and whispers Joseph
Surface. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 35 By whispering
the rein-deer in the ear, they know the place of their
destination. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop viii, Miss Jane.,
whispered her sister to observe howjenlous Mr. Clieggs was.
1898 P.esant Orange Girl n. xxi, The Lord Mayor whis-
pered the Judge again.

4. With special connotations, a. inlr. To speak
or converse quietly or secretly about something
(usually implying hostility, malice, conspiracy,

etc.) ; also (with negative) to speak ever so
slightly, to say 'the least thing' about something.
1515 Bahct.ay Egloges ii. (1570) ISiv/i That when other

talke and speake what they will, Thou dare not whisper.

1539 Bible (Great) Ps. xii. 7 All myne enemyes whisper
together agaynst me. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 108 His
companyons whyspered and muttered ageynste hym. 1667
Pepys Diary 28 June, And ne'er a prince in France dare
whisper against it. 1824 Mrs. Hofland Patience vii. in
Mrs. Masterman. .whispers everywhere about your wife's

covetousness.

b. trans. To say, report, communicate, or utter

quietly, secretly, or confidentially ; also (with nega-
tive) to utter ever so slightly, to say the least word
of. (With simple obj. or obj. clause; often in

passive.)

156a Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 209 It is quhisperit and
murmurrit that sum suld forgett thair devoyr. 1593 Shaks.
Rick. II, 11. iv, n Leane-look'd Prophets whisper fearefull
change.

_ 16x8 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1909) III.
202 This'newes was first wispered here the 19th November.
a 1^08 T. Ward Eng. Re/, if. (1710) 38 This Matter whis-
per'd up and down. Was quickly spread thro' all the Town.
1815 Scott Guy M. Hi, It is whispered about, .that there is

such a plan
% 1840 Dickens Old C. Skop Iii, Some vague

rumour, .which had been whispered abroad. 1843 Disraeli
Sybil iv. xii, Whisper nothings that sound like something.
1887 R. H. Roberts In the Shires xiv. 246 It was whis-
pered that a man answering to his description was keeping
a very lucrative gambling.bouse in San Francisco.

C. trans, with adv. or advb. phr. To bring into

or oitt of something, or to take away, by secret

(esp. malicious or slanderous) speech.
1631 Star Chamber Cases (Camden) 24 He is to be ad-

monished, .not to whisper away the fame and credit of
Deputies and governors. 1783 Burke Sp. Pox's East India
Bill 99 They cannot he whispered out of their duty,, .their
public conduct cannot be censured without a public discus-
sion. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Iviii, Are characters to be
whispered away like this? 187a Bushneli. Serm. Living
Sub/, xiii. 257 The {jreat majority . .are led, drawn, beckoned,
whispered into their calling.

5. intr. {fig. from 1.) To make a soft rustling

sound resembling or suggesting a whisper.
1653 Walton Angler ix. 185 There will the River wispering

run. 1697 Dryden AEneis iv. 759 The Winds no longer
whisper through the Woods. 1766 Gray' Kingsgatc 10 No
tree is heard to whisper, bird to sing. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Fr. Darcy xxxiv, The autumn wind whispered low among
the branches.

8. trans, {fig. from 2.) To suggest secretly to

the mind ; also, to express or communicate by a

soft rustling sound (cf. 5).
1640 S. Harding Sicily <y Naples uC i. 33 This day

(There's something whispers to me) will prove fatall. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 158 Gentle gales, .dispense Native per-

fumes, and whisper whence they stole Those balmie spoiles.

1751 Gray Spring 8 Whisp'ring pleasure as they fly, Cool
zephyrs. .Their gather 'd fragrance fling, 1833 Lamb Elia
Ser. 11. Old Margate hoy, 'The waves to him whispered
more pleasant stories. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 11. i, A
strange sympathy which whispers convictions that no evi-

dence can authorise. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 150 Truth

66

is truth in each degree, Thunderpealed by God to Nature,
whispered by my soul to me.

b. with the jjerson, etc. as obj. (fig. from 3).
1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 210 Giue sorrow words; the

griefe that do's not speake, Whispers the o're-fraught heart,
and bids it brcake. 1713 Addison Cato n. i, Something
whimpers me All is not right. 1761 A. Murphv All in
Wrong 1. 1 What devil whispered thee to marry such a
woman? 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 394 Adulation had
whispered the king with such an opinion of his own ability.

183a Disraeli Cont. Fleming v, Nature seemed to whisper
me the folly of learning words instead of ideas. 1849 X.
Woolner My Beautiful Lady, Noon iv, Western wind..
Whisper delidously the trembling flowers.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Whisperable a., that can
be whispered; Whispera'tion, whispeiing.
1830 BtacJhv. Mag. XXVIII. 893 All speak—talk—whis-

per—or smile, of all the speakable, talkable, *whisperable,
and smileable. .affairs. 1710 C. Shadweli, Fair Quaker
Deal in. 37 Coxen. Ah—when the Captain and Purser
whispers, our Guts ought to grumble. 6 Sailor. Ay, Coxen,
those "Whisperations are many an Ounce of Butter and
Cheese out of our Way.
Whispered (hwi-spsid), ppl.a. [f. prec. +

•XDl.]

1. Uttered, said, or told in a whisper.
1567 Glide 9f Goalie B. (S.T.S.) 201 The quhisperit sinnis,

callit eir Confessioun. 1746CAWTHORN Poems (1771) 59 The
whisper'd tale. i8ai T. W. Hill Set. Papers (i860) 26
Making the whispered z serve.. for an un whispered s. 1848
Mks. Gaskei.l Alary Barton xvi, A whispered earnest con-
sultation took place. 1890 Sweet Primer Spoken Engl. 1

In whispered sounds [the vocal chords] are brought closer
together, but without vibration.

2, Said or reported quietly or secretly
;

(with

negative) uttered ever so slightly.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. i. 8 You haue heard of the newes
abroad, I meane the whisper'd ones. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa {1768) V. 35 Like a whispered scandal, it passed
through several canals. 1897 Daily Netvs 4 June 5/6 There
i s no t even a whispered suggestion of repealing it.

Whisperer (hwrsparai). [f. as prec. +-er1.]
One who whispers.

1. One who speaks in a whisper.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 79 b, The Crane by proper name

should be called whisperer, or flackerer. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 148 f 4 Next to these Bawlers, is a troublesome Crea-
ture who comes with the Air of. .your Intimate, and that is

your Whisperer. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1785) II. 375
As we walk'd up the Church, .we had abundance of Gazers
and Whisperers. 183a Brewster Nat. Magic ix. 225 Where
the whisperer is in the focus of one reflecting surface, and
the hearer in the focus of another. 1876 J. Saunders
Lion in Path v, ' Hush ', exclaims one of the whisperers to

his neighbour.

b. An appellation for certain celebrated horse-

breakers, said to have obtained obedience by
whispering to the horses.
1810 II. Townsf.nd Stat, St/rr'. Co. Cork 439 lie was an

awkward, ignorant rustic, his name James Sullivan, but
better known by the appellation of the whisperer, . .from a
vulgar notion of his being able to communicate to the
animal what he wished, by means of a whisper. 184a

Borrow Bible in Spain xv, One who is an expert whisperer
and horse-sorcerer.

2. One who communicates something quietly or

secretly; esp. a secret slanderer or tale-bearer.

1547-50 Balldwin Mor. Pkilos. 11. L iij, Caste whysperers
and tale bearers, out of thy company. 1611 Bible Prov. xvi.

28 A whisperer separateth chiefe friends.^ 1675 Temple
Let. to King Wks. 1731 II. 328 The Whisperers of this

Story. 1707 Nash in Goldsm. Life (1762) 33 Whisperers of
lies and scandal. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 180 r 10 The
most officious of the whisperers of greatness. 1819 Keats
Otho iv. i, Whisperers. .Hungry for evidence to ruin me.
1876 Besant & Rice Gulden Butterfly xv'iii, To be a Great
Man 's whisperer is a position coveted by many.
"Whisperhood : see after Whisper sb.

Whispering (hwi'sparirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing C] The action of the verb Wiiisper.

1. The action of speaking in a whisper ; speech

without vibration of the vocal cords ; whispered

talk or conversation.
C975 Rushio. Gosp. John vii. 12 Hwisprunge micle [Vulg.

murmur /nullum] wass . . in oTeote. X4ia-ao Lvdg. Chron.
Troy 1. 2785 Whan sche heryth wispring eny-where. 1536
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 159 b, Noyse of whisperyng
with the lyppes. 16x1 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 284 Is whisper-

ing nothing ? Is leaning Cheeke to Cheeke ? 1740 Richard-
son Pamela (1785) II. 375, I was much less concerned, .at

the Gazings and Whisperings of the Ladies and Gentlemen.
1837 Dickens Pickn: xxviii, After a little whispering with
the other young ladies. 1863 A. M. Bell Pn'nc. Speech 164

This whispering of the Voice Articulations is a remarkable
characteristic of Gaelic, Welsh, and Irish speakers.

2. The action of saying or reporting something
quietly or secretly ; suggestion or insinuation (by
whispered speech) ; faint mention or rumour ; esp.

(obs. or arch.) malicious insinuation, secret slander

or detraction, backbiting.
C1384 Chalxer II. Fame m. 868 That place. .filde ful of

tydynges Other lovde or of wisprynges. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 279 Now hit ys made an hous.. of whisperyng and
rownyng. «5a6 Tindale 2 Cor. xii. 20, I feare lest there be
founde amonge you..whisperynges, swellynges and debate.
1546 W. Thomas Peregryne Wks. 1774 1. 115 He had herd
a whysperyng amonge the souldieres how the sayde Earle.

.

had gotten promes of ayde. a 1548 Hall Chron. , Rich. Ill
53 Sekynge after his compaygnie and yet not once herynge
any noyse or whysperynge of theim. a 1586 [see Whisper-
ingness]. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. i. 79 Foule whisp'rings
are abroad. 1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. IV. 207 By false

reports, whispering and calumny. 1828-43 Tvtler Hist.

"WHISPEBINGNESS.
Scot. (1864) IV. 33 Rumours of war, and whisperings of the
intrigues and conspiracies.

3. fig. a. Soft rustling sound resembling or sug-
gesting whispered speech.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1, 564 The river. . making a

..gentle whispering. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxvii, The garden

. .was silent, but for the whispering of the leaves,, .and the
plashing of the fountains. 1849 T. Woolner My Beautiful
Lady, Night viii, The.. hushed whispering of the vines.
1904 Fitchett Commander of

x Hirondelle' xx. 230 Her
voice fell into the key of the mystical whispering of the sea.

b. Mental suggestion or intimation figured as
whispered speech.
167a Sir T. Browne Let. Friend § 2 Some secret sense or

intimation thereof by dreams, thoughtful whisperings, [etc.].

1811 Shelley Poems fr. St. trvyne 1. iii, Conscience in low,
noiseless whispering spoke. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary
Barton xv, The whisperings of her womanly nature . .caused
her to shrink from any unmaidenly action.

4. attrib. : whispering-closet, satirically for a
private consulting-room ; whisperirjg-gallery, a

gallery or dome, usually of circularor elliptical plan,

in which a whisper or other faint sound at some
point can be heard by reflexion at a distant point

where the direct sound is inaudible ; whispering-
hole, a hole through which one whispers; whisper-
ing-office, nickname for a confessional; f whis-
pering-place, = whispering-gallery; f whisper-
ing-room, a room for private interviews or con-
sultations

; f whispering-trumpet {obs.)
t
whis-

pering-tube = Speaking-tube i.

1808 Bentham .9^. Reform 80 '1 he Judge's 'whispering,
closet: from which all who have any interest in the dis-

covery of the truth are carefully excluded, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 31 July 1654, The Minster is indeede a noble fabric.

The 'whispering gallery is rare, being thro' a passage of

25 yards, in a many-angled cloister. 181a Examiner 28 Dec.
827/2 The whispering gallery in St. Paul's. 1663 Butler
Ilud.i. 1. 518 Speaks. .As through a Trunk, or *whisp'ring
hole. 171a Addison Sped. No. 457 T3 Peter Hush has a
whispering Hole in most of the great Coffee-houses about
Town. 1704 Swift 'P. Tub iv, The erecting of a * Whisper-
ing-Office. 1635 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) I. 180
This 'whispering place.. is a vault or gallery. 168s Sir T.
Browne Ckr. Mor. iii. § 13(1716) 97 The voice of Prophecies
is like that of Whispering-places : They who are near or at a
little distance hear nothing, those at the farthest extremity
will understand all. 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 219 As for

whispering Places, the best lever saw was that at Gloucester:
But in Italy.. 1 saw, in an Inn, a Room with a square
Vault, where whispering, you could easily hear it at the
opposite Corner. i6a3 Webster Duchess Malfl 1. ii, A
Vizor and a Masque are 'whispering roomes That were
neu'r built for goodnesse. Ibid. in. ii, His breast was fill'd

with all perfection. And yet it seem'd a priuate whispring
roome It made so little noyse of 't. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. xvi. (Roxb.) 75 '2 In the Base of this square, runing
into the next, is a 'Whispering Trunipeit, a long stieight

hollow pipe. 1857 Duffekin Lett. High Lat. vi. (ed. 3) 65
The voices, .became thin and low, as though ihey reached
me through a "whispeiing tube.

Whispering, />/>/. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

1. That whispers ; speaking in a whisper.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. 125 With bated breath, and
whispring humblenesse. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Toilet

46 Her Face may boast the Peach's Bloom; But does her
nearer whisp'ring Breath perfume? 1770 Goldsm. Des.
I'M. 14 The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,
For talking age and whispering lovers made! 1890 ' R.
Boldrewood' Col. Reformer xv, A dozen smiling and
whispering girls.

b. Uttered in, or of the nature of, a whisper.
159a Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. v. 25, I . .could tell A whisper-

ing tale in a faire Ladies eare. 1649 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Wand. Wonders West 19, 1 spake to him.. in alow whisper-
ing voice. 1760-78 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) III. 89
He held with them a long and whispering kind of conversa-

tion. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Fr. Darcy xxxiv, In a low,
whispering voice, rendered. . faltering by their emotions.

2. Reporting something secretly or confidentially;

esp. secretly slanderous, talebearing, backbiting.

1581 Munday {title) An Aduertisement and defence for

Trueth against her Backbiters, and specially against the
whispring Fauourers. .of Campians. 1603 B. Jonson Seja-
nus ii. ii. Wks. (1616) 378 Whispring fame Knowledge, and
proofe doth to the iealous giue. 1800 Coleridge Chrisiabel

409 Whispering tongues can poison truth.

3. Making a soft rustling sound like a whisper.

Also said of the sound,
a 1547 Surrey AEneis 11. 963 Ecbe whispring wind hath

power now to fray .. my doutfull mind. 1575 A. F. Virg.

Bucol. vii. 20 Vnder the whispering hollye. 1671 Mii.ton
/'. R. iv. 250 There Ilissus rouls His whispering stream.

1770 Goldsm. Des. Vtlt. 121 The watch-dog's voice that

bayed the whispering wind. 1784 Cowpkr Poplar-P'ield 2

The whispering sound of the cool colonnade. 1795-1814
Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 1 170 The whispering air Sends inspira-

tion from the shadowy heights. 1847 Longe. Ev. i. iv. 137

She heard the whispering rain fall. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. c, Low morass and whispering leed. 1890' R. Boldre-
wood ' Col. Reformer xxiii, The sighing, whispering, sad-

voiced water-oaks.

Hence Whi-speringly adv., with a whispeiing

voice or sound, in a whisper
;
fWhi'speringness,

whispering quality or character (in quot. in sense 2).

1580 in Liturgies Reign Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc. 1847) 572

Their speaking .. is not softly and whisperingly.^ a 1586

Sidney Arcadia in. vii. (1912) 385 Bold onely in busie

whisperings, and even in that whisperingnes rather indeed

confident in his cunning, that it should not be bewraied.

a 1603 T. Cartwricht Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 247 A
man is bound to discharge all his sinnes .. whisperingly or

secretly into the eare of a Priest. 1747 Richardson Clarissa



WHISPERLESS.

(1748} I. 308 Thus she ran on, ..but whisperingly, that my
aunt might not hear her. 187a Geo. Eliot iWiddlcm. xii,

The pool., where the .. trees leaned whisperingly. 1874
Lisle Cahr Jud. Gwynnc I. vi. 174 As the last words fell

whisperingly from her lips. 1915 Kipling New Army ii,

Squad after squad., gathered up their target cards, and
whimperingly compared them.

Whisperless to Whispery : see after Whis-
pkr sb. Whispy, variant of Wispy.
Whisquy-beath : see Whiskybae.

-f- Whiss, "V' Obs. Also 5 quysse, 6 whisse,

whyss(e, wiss(e, Sc. quheiss. [Echoic. Cf.

Icel. hvissa to whizz.]

1. intr. To make a sibilant sound of some kind;

to whistle, hiss, whizz, or wheeze ; trans, to whistle

to. Hence + Whrssing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

a 1400 ParIt. 3 Ages 234 He [sc. falconer] quysses thaym
[sc. hawks] and quotes thaym, quyppeys full lowde. 1555
Eden Decades (Arb.)385 The whyssinge of aburningeforge.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v, Auster, Sibilus Austria the

whufynge of the winde. 1583 Mrlbamcke ^
Philoiimus

T iij b, Like the sea which sodenlye with whissing noyse
dooth moue, when with a little blast of winde it is but toucht.

1606SHAKS. Tr. <%Cr.\. 1. 24 (Qo. 1) Whissing lungs. 1649

G. Daniel Trinarch., lien. I ', ecliii, Their fled Troops, met
whissing in the Bound, (lave their own* Tenor, in a Treble

Sound. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. iv. 49 Such a Nose is

worth a double tost in a pot of Ale, and will make it whisse

as well as a hot Steele. 1847 Haluwell, Whiss, to whistle.

2. trans. ? To strike with something pliant, to

flog : cf. quot. c 1590 in sb. below.
C1540 J. Hevwooo Wit <\ Folly (Percy Soc.) 2 Some

whysse hym, some whype hym.
Hence fWhiss .sA, a blow with something pliant,

a lash.

c 1590 J. Stkwart Poems (S. T. S.) II. 2.35 Tak thair ane
quheiss ^it vith my skoullon clout.

Whiss, whisshe, obs. ff. Wish.
Whissall, -el(I, -11(1, obs. ff. Whistle.
Whisse, obs. pa. t. of Wash z>.

Whissle : see Whistle, Wissel.
Whisson, dial. f. Whitscn.

t Whist, sh\ Obs. rare- 1

. [Imitative.] A
whistling sound, a whistle.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Sertn. Tim. 268/2 If a sheepeheard

• -K'ue a whist with Ins mouthe to gather his sheepe together.

Whist (hwist), sb? [f. Whist int.* or vj]

+ 1, An utterance of the interjection ' whist I ' as

a command for silence. Obs.
1601 W. Percy Cuckqueanes <\ Cuckolds F.rrants 1. iii.

(Roxb.) 15 With a whist and with a Hush Hast wee both
Two to the Bush.

2. Silence : in phr. to hold ones whist, to keep

silence. Irish. (Cf. Whisht sb. 2.)

1897 IUrreke & Leland Diet. Slang s.v., 'Hold your
whist,' i.e., hold your tongue, is an Irishism which has

passed into English slang. 1898 MacDonagii Irish Life

237 'lis ycr brother that's spakiu' to yez, and askin' yez to

hould yer whist

!

Whist, */'. :i [Altered f. Whisk sb.- explained as

in quot. 1680.] A game of cardsplayed (ordinarily)

by four persons, of whom each two sitting opposite

each other are partners, with a pack of 52 cards,

which are dealt face downwards to the players in

rotation, so that each has a hand of 13 cards ; one

of the suits (usually determined by the last card

dealt, which is then turned face upwards) is trumps

(see Thump sb. 2 i); the players play in rotation,

eacli four successive cards so played constituting a

trick (Thick sb. 11), in which each player after

the leader must follow suit if he holds a card of

the suit led, otherwise may cither discard or trump
;

the winner of a trick becomes the leader of the

next trick; points are scored according to the

number of tricks won, and in some forms of the

game also by the ho/tours or highest trumps

(HoNOUii sb. 8 a) held by each pair of partners.

Dummy whist: see Dummy sb. 1. Duplicate whist, a
form of the game in which the hands played are preserved

and played again by the opposing partners. Lougwhist,
a form of the game in whkh the score is ten points with

honours counting. Short whist, the form now usual in

England, in which the score is five points with honours

counting.

1663 (spurious ed.) BuTLKB Hud. 11. i. 105 Hut what was
this? A Gameat Whist, Unto our Plowden.Canonist 1680

Cotton Comfit. Gamester (ed. 2) B3 Whist "is a Game not

much differing from [Ruff and Honours], only they put out

the Deuces and take in no stock ; and is called Whi>t from
the silence that is to be observed in the play; they deal as

before, playing four, two of a side, (some play at two handed,

or three handed Whist). 174a Walvole Corr. (1820) I. MS
Whist has spread an universal opium over the whole nation.

1758 Johnson fdler'No, 33 P22 We sat late at whist. 1827

Lytton Pelham iii. Elderly ladies, who. .liked long whist.

184a Lkvkr J. Itinton ix. My little gains at short-whist.

1861 E. Dutton Cook Paul Poster's D<iu. viii, I should Jike
. .a good rubber of long whist. 1885 R. A. Pkoctor Whist
Introd. 1 Whist, properly played, is the finest of all card

games. 1891 J. T. Mitchell {title) DupHcate-Whist.

b. attrib. and Co/nb.> as -whist dub, -tike adj.,

memory, party, -play, -player, -playing sb. and
adj., -table; whist-drive, a party of progressive

whist (see PnocitEssiVE a. 2 b) played for prizes.

1799 E. D. Clarke in Life (1824) 349, I shall, .ask him, if

he will . .belong toonr *whist club. 1903 ' Jar ' Progr. Whist
6 A "Whist Drive is a modification of Progressive Whist.

67

1837 Dickens Pickzv. xxxv, Two other ladies of an ancient

and *whist-like appearance. 1886 Cavendish Whist 136

With practice, you will acquire what may be termed ' *whist

memory '. i8a8 Sir R. Pkel Priv. Lett. (1920) 109 A "whist

party consisting of the Duke of Wellington, Mrs. Arbuthnot,

Lord Westmorland, Lady A. Beckett. 1861 Lever One of
them xxvii, His notion is, that life, like a whist-party, re-

quires an accomplice. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 544/2 All

rules of *whist-play depend upon, .general principles. 1770

in Ale.v. Carlvle's Autobiog. (1910) 560 He makes a very

good livelihood., by betting on the*whist-players. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1. Country Cricket-Match, Feeling

what a whist-player feels when he takes up four honors,

seven trumps ! 1837 Dlckf.ns Pickw. vi, The whist-players

were Mr. Pickwick and the old lady ; Mr. Miller and the fat

gentleman. 1837 Lockhakt Scott IV. i. 7 A few "whist-

playing brother officers, that met for an evening rubber at

Fortune's tavern. 1842 Dickens Amcr. Notes ii, There was
less whist-playing than mi^ht have been expected. 1753

Scots Mag. XV. 36/1 Her absence rendered one "whist-table

useless. 1877 Mks. Forrestkr Mignon i, There were whist

tables in the library if any one cared to play.

Hence [nonce-wds.) Whist v. {a) trans, to play

out (a card) at whist ;
(b) intr. to play whist

;

Whister, a whist-player; Whisthood, age or

state of ability to play whist ; Whisty a., addicted

to whist.
1810 Splendid Follies III. 6 She generally whisted out

kings before aces, and revoked every deal. 1827 Lady
Gkanvm.lk. Lett. (1894) I. 433 Talking, singing, whisting.

1854 Chai/d'. Jml. 2 Dec. 353/2 Young ladies, nearly arrived

at whisthood. i860 All Year Round No. 47.48^/2 Your
erring mortal, your whister, .. rash with his ace-, and a

niggard of some beggarly small trump. 1884JEAN Middle-
mass Pots. Arrows ix, The whisty old colonel. 1890 ' R.

LJoi.uri:wood*CV. Reformer xxii, Hankers, .in great force. .,

musical bankers, and bankers that danced, bankers that

billiaided and whisted.

Whist (hwist), a. 1 arch, and dial. Also 6

-whyst^e, whiste. [f. Whist int. 1 Cf. Hust,
\YHiSHT,\YHUSHTa^/j-.] Silent, quiet, still, hushed;

making no sound ; free from noise or disturbance.

(Usually predicative.)

Also advb. — silently, quietly, without noise.

14.. Chaucer's Boeth. 11. met. v (MS. B. Mus.) po weren
be cruel clariouns ful whist [MS. Camb. hu-t) and ful stille.

1513 Lydgate's Chron. Troy 1. viii. E j b, Than Pellens whan
al was whyste [MSS. huscht, hust, husshte] and styll,

Uegan ryght thus. 15*8 Roy Rede me (Arb.)65 Kepe thou

silence and be whyst..For a lytell season. 1588 Grekne
Pandosto C 1 b, The Noblemen seeing the King in choler,

were all whist. 1590 — Never Too Late Wks. (Grosart)

VIII. 228 The blythe and wamon windes are whist & still.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 379 Curtsied when you haue, and
kist the wilde waues whist. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 507 In

nights whist calme. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativ. v, The
Windes, with wonder whist, Smoothly the waters kist.

1682 Flatman Heractitus Ridens No. 70 (171 3) II. 179

Some few Relations.. stand whist and silent, expecting^ the

minute when she should depart. 1700 J. IJkome Trav. Eng.,

Scot. ii. (1707) 83 All was very whist and still. 1819 J. R.

Drake Culprit Pay ii, The winds are whist, and the owl is

still. 1890 Bridges Shorter Poems iv. xxvin. v, The huge

unclouded sun, Surprising the world whi>t, Is all uprisen

thereon. 1907 Daily Chron. 8 Apr. 4/6 The word ' whist

'

has still its. .signification of silence in Kent, though it is

pronounced ' wist." This writer, not long ago, was threatening

to come in late.. to a country cottage lodging. 'You'll

come in wist ? ' said the lady of the house.

b. Keeping silence in relation to something

;

saying nothing about the matter.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. 6/1 in Holinshed, If he

heard them, thiuke you that he would haue beene whist,

in hearing God so far blasphemed? 1609 J. Davies Holy
Rood Wks. (Grosart) I. 8/t The heau'ns are whist, whiles

hell reuiles their Lord, c 1650 in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. IX. 140 Yet they can silent be, though, when
they list, On Charles his Martyrdome they are all whist.

1880 Mrs. Whitney Odd or Even* vii. 59 The Hcybrooks

were whist folks about their concerns.

C. trans/. Attentive, nonce-use.

[1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 283 All were whist to heare

my Judgement.] 1890 IIridges Shorter Poems iv. n. iv,

Myjealous ears grew whist.

Whist, (z.2 {dial.) : see Wisht.

Whist, v.* Also 6 whyst. Pa. t. and pple.

whisted, whist, [f. Whist »«/.*]

1. intr. To become or be silent, cease or refrain

from speaking, hold one's peace, keep silence.

arch, and dial.

In the imperative coinciding with Whist iut.\ q. v.

a 1547 Surrey rfineis 11. 1 '1 hey whisted ail with fixed face

attent. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Suptr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

79 Whist sory pen, and be aduistd how thou presume

aboue the highest pitch of thy possibility. 18^6 P. Kennedy
Banks of Boro xh. (1867) 336 Can't you whist? a 1859 L,

Hint Shewsfair* Seeming x, They whist, and still'd their

joyous crowd.

tb. trans. To be silent about, pass over in

silence, keep secret. Obs.

1570 T.W11 son Demosthenes 35 All these matters are now
whist and kept in. 1573-80 Tussek Husb. (1878) 150 What
ere he doth none ought dare say, but whist. 1594 O. B.

Quest. Profit. Concern. 31 b, It seemed better vnto him to

let fall his revenge, and to whist the matter.

1 2. trans. To put to silence, to hush. Hence

"Whisted//)/. a., hushed, silent. Obs.

a 1541 Wyatt J'oems, Couipl. upon Lwt to Re.ison 145

Dere Lady: now we waite thyne onely sentence. She

smiling, at the whisted audience: It liketh me (quod

she) [etc.]. 1596 Si-knser F. Q. vii. vii. 59 So was the '1 itaness

put downe and whist. 160a Makston Ant. * Mil. 1. B 2b,

The breath of darknesse, fatall when 'tis whist In greatnes

stomacke ; this same smoake, call'd pride.

WHISTLE.

+ Whist, v.- Obs. rare. [Imitative. (Pcrh. error

for Whisteb.)] intr. To whisper, murmur.
a 1555 Bradford in Coverdale Cert. Godly Lett. (1564)

4 78 N o man may be admitted once to whist agaynste them.

Whist (hwist), int. 1 Now dial. Also6wbyst,
whuist, quist, 9 St. wheest. [A natural utterance

enjoining silence : cf. Hist, Hust, 1st, St, also

HusHT, Whisht.] An exclamation to command
silence : Hush! (Coinciding with the imperative

of Whist v. 1 \.)

1382 VVyclif Judges xviii. 19 Thei answerden, Whist
[v.rr. Whisht. Whischt ; 13ES lie thou stille], and put fynger

vpon thi mouth. 1575 A. F. Virg. Bucol. v. 14 Leaue of,

whyst, say no more. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 89 If.. your tongue [be] soe laxatiue,.. whuist

a while. 1598 K. Bernard tr. Terence, Adeiphcs in. ii,

tjuist, quist, what man, art tlicu well in thy wits? 1611 J.

Davies Worthy Persons Wks. (Grosart) II. 58/2 Whist, and

me attend. 16:1 Cotgr., Houische, . . husht, whist, ist, not

a word for your life. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy V. i, Whist

!

— cried one— st, st,— said a second— hush, quoth a third—
1'00, poo, replied a fourth—gramercy ! cried the I.ady

Carnavallette. 1834 Marrvat Peter Simple xiii, Whist-
hold your tongue— you've not heard the end of it. 1859 II.

Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxxix, When I tame to the door

Donovan took me by the arm, and saying 'whist', led me
into the sitting-room. 1891 Alex. Gordon Folks o'Carglen

54 ' Whist, whist,' cried Francie. 1894 Lvttle Bttsy Cray
iii, Wheest, man, or yell wauken up the waen !

Whist, iii/.* Imitation of the sound of a whistle.

1861 Ld. IlAuuoin Mem. xv. (1873) 212 It was puff, puff,—

wi.ist, whist ;—and we were under weigh, a 1896 in Life \-

Lc:t. Millais (1S99) II. 408, 1 said to a beautiful young

person in the bar, ' I want a bedroom with a fire in it.' Off

she went to a pipe, and said, ' Whist 1 No. 238 and a fire.'

Whiste, obs. f. wist, \a. t. of Wit v., to know.

Whistel, obs. form oi Whistle.

Whi ster, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also j-6 whyster.

[app. identical with OE. Iiwislrian 'susurrare',

'nnirmuraie', with root-vowel raised (from *whes-

ter), partly by assimilation to whisper."] = Wms-
l'Kit v. Hence Wbi-stering vbl. sb. and ///. r7. ;

Whi-sterer -= WHISPERER.
1382 Wyclif Ectlus. xii. 19 Grucchendeli whistrende.

Ibid, xxviii. 15 The whistrende grucchere. 14.. Chaucer's

Troylus ir. 1753 (Harl. MS. 3943) Was Troilus not in a

kankerdorte, pat lay & myght the whistryng [». r. whys-

prynge] of hem here. 0500 Medwall Nature (Branul)

1. 1087 Reason wyll whyster hym in the ere. 1519 Horman
\'ulg.\bi, I hate whisterars. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. \
Epigr, (1B67) 97 Vnto them this lesson he whisters. 1565

T. Stapleton J-ortr. faith 93 Peter Martyr . . whistered to

him in the eare that he should plainly denie that any laying

on of handes . . was required. 1586 W. Webbe Engl. 1'cetrie

(Aib.) 75 Oft line whistring noise, shall bring swecte sleepe

to thysences. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. n. 147 She.,

whistereth a certain odde praier with a Pater Noster into

his eare. 1746 K.xmoor Courtship (E. D. S.) 624 Chell tell

tha sometheng—Zart ! whistery ! 1888 Doughty Trav.

Arabia Descrla I. 556 Whistling—a surprising sound in

the Arabic countries ! where it would be taken for ones
whisteting to the Jan.

Whi-ster-clister. dial, or slang. A smatt

blow or cuff on the ear or the side of the head.

So (in same sense) Whisterpoop,Whi'stersiiiff,

t Whi-stersnivet, Whi-ster-twister.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., * H'histerclisfer, a stroke or blow

under the ear. 1866 Thornbury Grcathcart ii, I thought.

.

he was going to give me a ' whister-clister ' (Devonshire for

a blow on the ear). 1605 Loudon Prodigal 11. i. 68 Chee
would a giuen thee zutch a *whisterpoope vnder the eare.

1778 Exiuoor Scolding Gloss., A ll'histerpoop, a Sort of

whistling, or rather whispering Pop,— a Blow on the Ear.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi xxxii, Keep hand off her, or.I'se

lend thee a whister-poop. 1883 11ampsh. Gloss., * tl'hister.

sniff, a heavy blow. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus IV. v. V ij b,

You shall beare me oone ' whystersniuet, or gerte on the

bare buttoke. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 99 b, A good
whistersnefet truely paied on his eare. 1825 Jennings Obs.

Dial. W. Eng., 'Wkisttr- twister, a smart blow on the side

of the head.

Whistle (hwrs'l), sb. Forms: 1-2 hwistle,

wistle,4-7whistel(I,etc. (see the yd.), 4- whistle;

also 4 Sc. quysehile, -, whystyl, Sc. qwistle,

quhissle, 6 whisstill, Sc. qwystelle, qwissel,

vhissell, 7 Sc. whissille, whissall, whisle, (8

Sc. dial. fusle),g Sc. and north. whustle,whussel.

[Oli. hwistle (also wuduhwistle), with a variant

wislle, related to hwistlian, wistlion (see next).

Sense 3 is prob. a new foimation on the vb.]

1. A tubular wind instrument of wood, metal, or

other hard substance, having a more or less shrill

tone, which is produced by impact of air upon a

sharp edge; a shrill-toned pipe. Formerly also =
pipe or flute.

Used in various forms and sizes for many different pur.

poses: esp. (blown by the mouth) by boatswains, po icemen,

etc, for calling dogs or horses, or the like, or (blown by

steam) on railway engines, steam-ships, etc., for giving

a signal or alarm ; also as a musical toy, usually of tin and

pierced with six holes (commonly called penny whistle, tin

whistle). ^AluiaiH or Genuanwhisill, a. Me.

T05O Liiuihf. Gosp. Luke vii. 32 We Sesungun luh nilo

hwIsUuin. /.000 Pi* in Wr..Wi,kker 3.1/22 27 Musn,

pipe, ooSe hwistle. .. Fistula, hwist e. "••'«* 539/»4

Miisa, pipe, *'-' hwistle. a 1340 Hampole Psalter cl. 4

Orcvns bat is made as a toure of sere whistils. c 137SSC. Lee.

Saints vl (.Thomas) 60 A madyne coin..hafand a quysehile

in-to hand. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. in. (Skeat) 1. 55 1 he

bird is bcgyled with the mery voice of the foulers whistel.



WHISTLE. 68 WHISTLE
1:1400 Destr. Troy 6051 Withqwistlis.&qwes, & otherqwaint
gere. 14*] For, Ace. 61 (P.R.O.), vj par' corn'voc' whisteles.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 41 My whistel of silvir. 1513
in Lett. -y Papers War Franc* (1913) 148 The boy..sawe
hym [sc. the Admiral] take his whistill from aboute his neck,

. .and hurlid [sic] it in to the see. 1532-3 Act 24 lien. I'111
c. 13 § 1 It shalbe leful! for..maisters of the Shipps..and
maryners to weare whistells of Silver. 1576 Gascoigne
Steele Glas Epil. 19 The yonger sorte, come pyping..In
whistles made of fine enticing wood. X585 Jas. 1 Ess.

Poesie (Arb.) 56 O Mercure,. .efter Pan had found the

quhissill, syne Thou did perfyte, that quhilk he hot espyit.

n 1610 Hevwood & Rowley Fortune by Land <$ Sea iv. i.

(t655) 3^ Boatswain with your whistle command the Saylors

to the upper deck. 1661 Boyle Style Script. 190 A Child,

with a Whistle ; a Trifle that onely pleases with a transient

and empty sound. 1670-1 Jas. Turner Pallas Armata III.

xi. (16S3) 219 The Bag-pipe.. is not so go id as the Almain
Whistle. ^1770 Beattie To Alex. Ross ix, Where.,
shepherd lads on sunny knows Blaw the blythe fusle. 1819

Scott Leg. Montreal iii, They havena sae mickle as a Ger-
man whistle, or a drum, to beat a march, an alarm,, .or any
other point of war. 1836 Mayne Siller Gun I. xxxix,

Dangling like a baby's whustle, The Siller Gun..GIeam'd
in the sun 1 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxvii, Everything
man-of-war fashion, except that there was no boatswain's

whistle. 1898 Flor. Montgomery Tony i, The whistle

sounded, and the train began slowly to glide out of the
station.

b. Phrases, etc. + (a) Box or (Sc.) hist of
whistles, a contemptuous appellation for a church
organ. (Cf. 31340 above.) {/>) In comparisons,

e.g. as clean, clear, dry as a whistle (often with

play on other senses of the adjs. : see quots.).

(c) To pay [too dear) for one's whistle (and similar

phrases), to pay much more for something than it

is worth: in allusion to a story of Benjamin Franklin

(IVks. 1S40II. 182).
(a) 1678 Alsop Melius Inq. I. ii. 99 Pope Vitalian . .first .

.

taught .Mankind the Art of Worshipping God with a Box
of Whistles, i860 (see Kist sb.' 1].

{b) 1786 Burns Author's Earnest Cry vii, Her mutchkin
stowp as toom's a whissle. 1828 Craven Gloss, s. v., ' As
clean as a v. histle ', a proverbial simile, signifying com-
pletely, entirely. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North I. 84 By the

time we reach the manse we are as dry as a whistle. 1849

W. S. Mayo Kaloolah v. (1850) 41 A first rate shot ;. .head

taken off as clean as a whistle. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1.

xv, You're as clean as a whistle. 1880 A. Gray Lett. (1893)

II. 710 My throat was as clear as a whistle.

(c) 1851 Ticksor Life, Lett, f, Jmls. (1876) II. xiii. 371

Too much, he thought, for the price of such a whistle.

1854 R. S. Surtef.s Hundley Cr. vii, I should not like to

pay too dear for my whistle. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr.

xxxv, If a man likes to do it he must pay for his whistle.

1" 0. fig. A person who speaks on behalf of

another, an ' instrument ',
' mouth-piece

' ; one who
gives a secret signal (cf. Whistle v. io). Obs.

C13S0 Wyclif Set. Wis. II. 2 Crist criede in desert, bi

Baptist bat was his whistle. Ibid. 240 Poul whom God hap

made his whistil. 1633 Massinger Guardian in. vi. (1655)

si Your neighbour, Your whistle, agent, parasite. .Should

be within Call, when yon hem.

2. (olloq. A jocular name for the month or throat

as used in speaking or singing ; chiefly in phr. to

wet (erron. whet) one's whistle, to take a drink.

c 1386 Chaucer Reeves T. 235 So was hir ioly whistle

wel v-wet. 1530 Palsgr. 780, 1 wele my whystell, as good

drinkers ioje crocque la He. 1612 Beaum. & I'L. Coxcomb

II ii Let's have no pitty, for if you do, here s that shall cut
•'

whistle. 1653 Walton- Angler iii. 75 Lets, .dnr

only moisten their Pates, but their Whistles too. 1787 Wol

cot (P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1812 1.447 Nor damn

thy precious soul to wet thy whistle. 1836 [Hooton] Bil-

b,r,y Thurland 1 1. 8 Let's have another drop to keep my
whistle wet. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xiii, Whet your

whistle, Jim.

3. An act of whistling ; a clear shrill sound pro-

duced by forcing the breath through the narrow

opening made by contracting the lips ; esp. as a

call or signal to a person or animal ; also as an

expression of surprise or astonishment ; rarely, the

action of whistling a tune. Also, the act of sound-

ing, or the sound made by, a whistle or pipe.

1447 Bokf.nham Seyntys (Roxb.) 131 Whan Marcuryis

whvstyl hym dede streyneTo hys deed slepe. 1586 [? J. Case]

Praise Mus. iii. 43 The ploughman & carter, are . com-

pelled to frame their breath into a whistle. 1607 Topsell

Four-/. Beasts 608 He requireth of a skilfull shepheard

a voyce or whisell intelligahle to the sheepe, whereby to

call them together. 1634 Milton Camus 346 1 he., sound

of pastoral reed .
.

, Or whistle from the I.odge. 1671 1 rench-

fifld Cap Gray Hairs (1688) 53 When Dogs or Horses

shew their ready motion at our Whistle or Chirrup. 1749

Fielding Tom Jones vt. ii, She took an Opportunity, .to

interrupt one of his Whistles in the following Manner. 1823

Scott Quentin D. xviii, Lucky that Klepper knows my
whistle, and follows me as truly as a hound. 1848 Dickens

Dombey xxiii, There was nothing but a whistle emphatic

enough for the conclusion of the sentence. 1856 Amy
Carlton 13 The engine gave its warning yell, as Amy called

the whistle. 1806 Conan Doyle Exploits Brit. Gerard vt,

The dry rattle of the drums and the shrill whistle of the fires.

b. fig. or in figurative phrases : Call, summons.

Formerly often in phr. not worth a whistle: hence as

a type of something worthless. Rarely with other implica-

tions: t A moment, instant (in phr. in a whistle): a
' whisper ', slight mention (cf. Whistle v. 10).

a 15*9 Skelton Col. Chute 238 They . . woteth neuer what

thei rede, Paternoster, Ave, nor Crede; Construe not

worth a whystle Nether Gospell nor Pystle. a 1553 UnALL
Roysler D. I. iv. (Arb.) 26 Kocks nownes what meanest
thou man, tut a whistle. c 1580 Bugbears in. ii, He
red me a pistle and told a long round about not worth a
whistle. 1583 Stockeh Civ. Warres Lowe C. It. 67 That hee
shoulde be brought to the whistle, or daunce after their pipe.

1605 Shaks. Lear iv. ii. 29, I haue beene worth the whistle.

1639 J. Clarke Partem, 232 Ready to run at every mans
whistle. 1641 Milton Animadv. 57 Those drossy spirits

that need the lure and whistle of earthly preferment. 1643
Trapp Comm. Gen. vi. 3 It blowelh where it listeth, and
will not be at your whistle. 1784 Bagf. Barham Downs
II. 273 He could do it in a whistle. 1855 Macaui.ay Hist.

Eng. xiii. III. 337 All his followers. . were ready at his

whistle to array themselves round him. 1886 Stevenson
Kidnapped i, Can you forget .. old friends at the mere
whistle of a name?

o. The clear shrill voice or note of a bird, or of

certain other animals.

1784 Cowper Death 0/Mrs. Throckmorton's Bulfinch 10

With a whistle blest, Well-taught, he all the sounds ex-

press'd Of flagelet or flute. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxvii, A
miserable linnet . . began to greet them with his whistle.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 517/1 They [sc. Marmots], .when
angry or before a storm pierce the ear with their shrill

whistle, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xv. 103 To its [sc. a chamois']

whistle our guide whistled in reply. 1881 Jkffkries Toilers

of Field (1S92) 297 The blackbird's whistle is very human,
like a human being playing the flute.

d. Any similar sound, as of wind blowing

through trees or rigging, of a missile flying through

the air, etc.

01648 Ln. Herbert Occas. Poems, Ode whether Lore

shd. continue for ever, Soft whistles of the wind. And
warbling murmurs of a brook. 1826 J. F. Cooper Last oj

Mohicans xx, We .. are already nearly out of whistle of

a bullet. 1867 Morris Jason xv. 435 Therewithal must

I.. writhe beneath the whistle of the whip. 1888 BoTTONK
Electr. liistr. Making (ed. 2) 30 To a practised ear the

peculiar whistle tells when the glass is being cut, and when
only scratched.

4. attrib. and Comb., as whistle-call; whistle-

belly-vengeanee {slang), bad liquor, such as

causes rumbling in the bowels (cf. whip-belly-

vengeance under Whip- 2 a) ; whistle-fish [see

quot. 1836], a name for different species of rockling

or sea-loach ; whistle-grinder, a contemptuous

appellation for a church organist (cf. 1 b (a))

;

whistle-insect (see quot.) ;
whistle-kist, St. :

see 1 b (a) ; whistle-line, -pull, a line or cord

by pulling which the whistle of a steamer is

sounded; f whistle-pipe, a whistle for decoying

birds ; whistle-ring, a ring constructed to be

sounded as a whistle; t whistle-stalk, a stalk

made into a whistle or pipe, a 'reed'; whistle-

tankard, a drinking-vessel fitted with a whistle,

which sounds when it is emptied ;
whistle-wing,

a name for the golden-eyed duck (Golden-eye

1 a), from the shrill sound made by 'its wings in

flying; whistle-wood, a name for various trees

whose bark is easily peeled off, used by boys to

make whistles, as the alder, bass-wood, mountain-

ash, and various species of maple.

1861 Hughes Tom Bro-.vn at Ox/, xli, I thought you

wouldn't appreciate the widow's tap . . Regular "whistle-

belly vengeance, and no mistake. 1830 Scott Demouol. x.

303 Mariners conceive they hear the 'whistle-call, a 167a

Willughby Hist. Pise. (1686) 121 Mustela vulgaris Ronde-

Ietii..ASeaLocheCestria:. 'Whistle-fish inCornubia. 1769

Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 128 The Irish have their song at

the taking of the razor shell ; and the Cornish theirs, at the

taking of the whistle fish. 1836 Yahrell Brit. Fishes II. 168,

I believe.. that.. the term has been changed, .. and that for

Whislle-fish we ought to read Weasel-fish. Both the Three

and Five Bearded Rocklings were called mustela from the

days of Pliny.. to the present time. 1843 Ballantine

Gaberlunzie's Wallet 237 Doors were shut against the

' 'whistle-grinder '. 1760 G. E©WA»DS Glean. A at. Hist. n.

161 The head is made like that of a locust: the., thorax is

surrounded with many sharp points; ..I have called it t.ie

'Whistle-Insect, because it very nearly agrees with another

insect found in Africa, of which the natives make whistles

to call their cattle together : these whistles consist of the

whole outer cover of the insect. 1843 Ballantine Gabcr-

lunzie's Wallet 139 Grinding muckle 'whist e-kists, Sic

abomination. 1898 ' H. S. Merriman Roden s Corner v.

46 The second mate, with his hand on the
_

whistle-line,

blared out his warning note every half-minute. 1570

Henry's Wallace vm. 1423 Ane *quhissil pype. 1587

A. Day Dap/mis *, Chloe (1890) 14 Vpon what occasion to

vse the Whistle-Pipe, and how at another time to call with

their voice alone. 189a ' H. S. Merriman ' Sim ofLamp
xxvi, Hercaptainswearing on the bridge, with the whist e-

pull in his hand. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring 534 Whistle,

rings, puzzle.rings, squirt-rings, &c. a 1653 G. Daniel

Idyll, iv. 74 A 'whistle-Stalke. 1909 Daily Citron. 12 July

4/7 In the possession of the Corporation of Hull.. is a

whistle tankard which belonged to Anthony Lambert,

Mayor of Hull in 1669. 1872 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds

261 'Whistle-wing = Golden-eye. 1825 Brockett N. L.

Glots., 'Whussel-weod, the alder and plane-tree ;
used by

boys in making whistles.

Whistle (hwis'l), v. Forms: 1 hwistlian,

hwys(t)lian, huislian, wistlian, 4 wystel,

whysle, 4-5 St. quhistle, 4-6 whistil(l,

whissil(l, 4-7 whistel(l, 5 whistyll(e, 5-6

whystel(l, whystle, Sc. quhissil(l, quhisle,

> 5-7 wistle, 6 wyssel, 6-7 whissel(l, Sc.

quhissel(l, 8 St. whissle, 9 Sc. whussle, 4-

I whistle. [OE. hwis'J)lian, also wistlian, I. an

echoic root + -le 3. Cf. OX. hvisla to whisper, MSw.
hvisla, Sw. vissla to whistle, Da. hvisle to hiss.]

I. Literal senses.

1. intr. To utter a clear, more or less shrill sound
or note by forcing the breath through the narrow
opening formed by contracting the lips (the tone

being produced merely by the resonance of the

mouth-cavity, without vibration of the vocal cords)

:

esp. as a call or signal to a person or animal, also

as an expression of derision, contempt, etc., later

more usually of surprise or astonishment ; also, to

utter a melody or tune consisting of a succession of

such notes, esp. by way of idle diversion.

The common superstitious practice among sailors to whistle

for a wind during a calm, and to refrain from whistling

during a gale, is referred to in quots. c 1515, etc.

c 1000 Gloss. Prudeutiusin Germania {ii.S. ) XL 398/176
Hwyslab, exsibitat. c loco Sax. Leechd. II. 258 Wistla5

of bam dsele be bset sar bi3. 138* Wyclif Isa. v. 26 He
shall whistle [1388 hisse] to hym fro the coestes of the

erthe; and lo I hastid he shal comeswiftli. a 1400 Octonian

1436 Clement nere the stede stapte, He whyslede and hys

hondys clapte. c 1400 Beryn 3418 Geffrey . . was evir wist-

lyng att euery pase comyng. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. exxxv.

The foulere quhistlith in his throte Diuersely. c 1515 Cocke

LorelPs B. (Percy Soc.) 12 Some stered at the helme be*

hynde Some why»teled after the wynde. ?I549 Cranmer
Serm. Wks. (Parker Soc. 1846) 198 If wetake it foraCanter.

bury tale,, .why do we not laugh it out of place, and whistle

at it ? 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 83 Thay say he can

baiih quhissill and cloik, And his mouth full of meill. 1581

A. Hall Iliad x. 186 He whistled to him in his riste. 1592

Shaks. Rom. ty Jul. v. iii. 7 Whistle then to me, As signall

that thou hearest some thing approach. 1623 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 140 That ye showlde quhissell and

sing one to another like Jakke and Tom for faulte of bettir

musike. 163a Milton L'Altegro 64 The Plowman.. Whistles

ore die Fuirow'd Land. 1700 Drvden Cymon <$• Iph. 85

He trudg'd along. .And whistled as he went, for want of

Thought. 1742 Blair Grave 59 The Schoolboy. .Whistling

aloud to bear his Courage up. 1801 Scott hve St. John
\ii, He whistled thrice for his little foot-page. 1817 in

Hone Eveiy-day Bk. II. 255 Our sailors .. whistle for

a wind. 1844 Hood Captain's Cow vii, The more we

whistled for the wind 'I he more it did not blow. 1882

Besant Alt Sorts xxiii, Another discovery, .at sight of

which he whistled and then shook his head. 1905 F. Young
Saudi 0/Pleasure I. iii, Richard, whistling to the dog, led

the way.

2. To utter a clear shrill sound, note, or song,

as various birds and certain other animals ; to pipe

;

t also formerly, to hiss, as a serpent.

anoo Aldhelm Gloss I. 47°3 (Napier J21/2) Sibilaus,

hwistliende. 13.. A'. Alls. 5348 (Laud MS.) Dragouns..

pat grisely whistleden & blasten, And of her moube fyre out

casten. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvii. (Bodl.

MS.), An adder, .bat whisteleb and blowith and corrumpith

be aier. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/ sEsop 1. x,(The serpent]

whystled about the hows. 1549 Compl. Scot. yi. 39 The
chekyns began to peu quhen the gled quhissillit. 1509

Alex. Hume Poems (S.'l'.S.) Hymnes iii. 190 The Maveis

and the Philomeen, The Stirling whissilles lowd. 1663 But-

ier Hud. I. i. 54 Latine was no more difficile, Than to a

Black-bird 'tis to whistle. 1766 J. Collier (Tim Bobbinl

Wks. (1862) 344 They [sc. magpies] can whistle also ! 1810

E. D. Clarke Trav. Russia xii. 249 The Suroke, which is

seen in all parts of the steppes, sitting erect, near its burrow,

on the slightest alarm whistling very loud. 1820 Keats

Autumn iii, The redbreast whistles from a garden-croft.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxix. (1856) 359 The white whale

. .whistled while submerged. 1900 Blackiv. Mag. July 60/1

It [sc a buck] turned and crashed away into the forest,

' whistling' as it went.

b. Of a broken-winded horse : cf.W histi.eb 2 d,

Whistling vii. si. a b.

1898 Encycl. Sport Mar. 183/1 Whether his most promising

two-year-oid..did or did not whistle—or worse-as she

passed him.

3. To produce a shrill sound of this kind in any

way, esp. by rapid movement, as the wind, a missile,

the lash of a whip, etc.

C1480 Henryson Tat. Cress. 20 The blastis bitterly Fra

Pole Artick come quhisling loud and schill. 1513 Douglas

Mneis iv viii. 73 The souchand bir quisland amang the

granis. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 11. 25 Making such noise as

doth the sea, when . . It makes the shoare whistle along, with

beating on eche crag. 1697 Drycen Mneis Xli. 404 I he

winged Weapon, whistling in the Wind, a 1718 Prior

Henry t, Emma 392 When the Winds whistle, and the

Tempests roar. 1748 Anson's Voy. It. vi. 192 lie first shot

passed extremely near. ., whistling just over the heads oi the

crew 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. viii. The place became

dilapidated, the wind whistled through the cracked walls.

1806 Conan Doyle Rodney Stone xxii, A whip whistled in

thedarkness. 1901 W. Pett Ridge Lend, only 1. 26 Mrs.

Bell.. turned up the gas until it whistled madly.

b. To rustle shrilly, as silk or other stiff fabric.

Ois. or dial.

,633 G. Herbert Temple, Quip iy, Then came brave

Glofie puffing by In silks that whistled. .669 Plavei.

Husb. Spir. etc. 240 Under poor garments more true worth

,
may be, Than under silks that whistle ,858 A. Mayhevv

! Paved with Gold n. vii, Making his nether garments

: • whistle ', as the noise produced by the friction of corduroy

is musically styled by the vulgar.

4. To blow or sound a whislle ; to sound, as a

|
whistle.

,530 Palsgr. 781/1, I whystell in a whystell, or in my

hanae, jeciffle. .549 Compl Scot. v.. 4°. [^ rnaister

nuhislit, and bald the marynahs lay the cabil to the cabil-

1

stok. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. i. 64 The Boatswame whistles,.

.

the Maister calles. 1668 (see 7 a]. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.

\ iv She whistled on a small silver call, .which, .was some-
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times used to summon domestics. 1849 Thackf.ray Con-
trib. Punchy Paris Revisited F5 The engine whistled— the
train set forth. 1896 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 614/2 The
engine driver began to whistle about ten seconds before the
train passed over the crossing.

5. trans. To produce or utter by whistling (in

sense I, 2, or 4), as a tune or melody; to express

by whistling.

1530 Lvndesay Test. Papyng' 88 To play platfute, and
quhissill fute before. 1575 A. F. Virg, BucoL x. 31 If that

your pipe would whistle vp my loue, which boyles in brest

[L. Vestra meos olim siJistuta dicat at/tores]. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, nt, ii. 342 (Qo.) Those tunes, .that he heard the
Car-men whistle. 1709 T. Robinson Vind. Mosaick Syst.

89 They \sc. God's creatures] have all their several ways of
Pleasure and Diversion, some by dancing around in the

open Air,, .oihers by singing, or whistling out their chearful
Notes. 1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 345 The linnet

and bull finch maybe taught, .to whistle a long and regular
tune. 1837 Dickens I'ickiu. ii, The officer whistled a lively

air. 1853 Mrs. GaSKELL Ruth xt, Miss Benson had some
masculine tricks, and one was whistling a long, low whistle
when surprised or displeased.

6. To shoot or drive with a whistling sound.
1697 Dampier Voy. round Wortd (1699)116 The Spaniards

..began to whistle now and then a shot among them. 1829
Scott Anne o/G. xiii, Sturdy young giants as ever climbed
cliff", or carried bolt to whistle at a chamois. 1853 Ferris
Mormons at Home xv. (1856) 278 The wind, .whistled the
dust around us in clouds.

b. With down, off'. To put on, or take off (the

brakes of a railway engine).
1869 Bret Harte What Engines said iii. Wks. (1872) 491

Said the Engine from the East : , , S'pose you whistle down
your brakes. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 172 The
engineer whistled the brakes off.

C. To make (one's way) with whistling.

1853 Mrs. Gore. Dean's Dou. xx xvi, The steamer thumped
and whistled its way athwart Cowes Roads. 1866 Black-
more Cradock Nowcll xvi, He. .whistled his way to the
main front-door.

II. Extended, allusive, and figurative senses.

7. trans, a. To call, summon, bring, or get by
or as by whistling; \fg. to entice, allure.
i486 Bk. St. Albans bivb, Stonde styll and cherke hir,

and whistyll hir. 1580 I.yi.y Euphues Wks. 1902 II. 197
If Argus with his hundred eyes went prying to vndermine
Iupiter, yet met he with Mercuric, who whiselled all hi*
eyes out. 1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. (1590) 22 When I

lead a horse to the water, if he will not drinke, what can
I doo, but whistle him. 1623 Sanderson Serm., Job xxix.
14-17 (1674) I. 98 Whether it be through his own cowardise
or inconstancy, that he keepeth off"; or that a fair word
whistleth him off". 1623 Middle-ton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy
tv. (1653) H 3, If you can whistle her To come to Fist,

make tryall, play the young Falconer. 1665 Gi.anvill Def,
Van. Dogm. 4 Whistling their dependants into apparent
precipices. 1668 H. More Dip. Dial. 11. xxvi. 338 Hyl. If
you fall a-drinking, I may well fall a-whisthng on my
Flagcllet. Citph. What, do you mean to make us all Horses,
to whistle us white we are a-drinking? Ibid. xxix. 349 No
Hags of Thessaly could ever whistle the celestial Dog out
of the Sky. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 22 P 2 He..
chanced to miss his dog.. .We stood still till he had whistled
hiirt up. 1759 Sterne TV, Shandy I. xvi, Flad he been
whistled up to London, upon a Tom Fool's errand. 1774
GOLOSH, Retat, 10S He cast off his friends, as a huntsman
his pack, Fur lie knew when he pleased he could whistle
them back. 1836 [Hooton] Bilberry Thurland III. 3 A
young man. .came. .and whistled her out through the pali-
sadings of the area. 1876 Field 12 Feb. 156/2 The driver's
whistle, as he tried to whistle the opposing signal down,
would soon show to the man in the signal-box what was
amiss. 1889 Mrs. Alexander Crooked Path iv, The polite
man . . whistled up a hansom for the two gentlemen.

b. With away, off, etc.) To send or dismiss

by whistling (esp. as a term of falconry) ; also fig,

to dismiss, cast off, or abandon lightly: so to

whistle down the wind (the hawk being usually

cast off against the wind in pursuit of prey, but
with the wind when turned loose).
c 1555 Hakpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 121 The

which John BftCOa was whistled and clapped out of Rome.
1604 mam, Oth. 111. iii. 262 If I do proue her Haggard,
Though that her Iesses were my deere heart-strings, I'ld

whistle her off, and let her downe the winde To prey at
Fortune, a 1616 Healm. & Fl. Bonduca iv. iii. This is he
..that basely Whistled his honour off to th' wind. 1621
Burton Anett, Mel. n. ii. m. 3*7 As a long-winged Hawke
when he is first whistled off the fist, mounts aloft, a 1721
Sheffield (I)k. liuckhm.) Jul.C. 1. ii, Those lofty Thoughts
..now are whistled off With every Pageant Pomp, and
gawdy Show. 1759 Franklin Ess, Wks. 18^0 III. 269 He
first acknowledges that right, and then whistles it away.
*775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 83 The Dean of Gloucester has
proposed . .that we should . . release our claims, declare them
masters of themselves, and whistle them down the wind.
1792 Holcroft Road to Ruin 1. 14 Poverty is a trifle ; we
can whistle it off. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xlvi, To the
winds have I whistled her long ago ! i860 Trollope Cos,
Richmond xiv, Having accepted my love, you cannot
whistle me down the wind as though I were of no account.
1871 Meredith //. Richmond Hii, You 're going, are you ?

. .Then I whistle you off my fingers 1

8. intr. To issue a call or summons, to call ;

whistle for, to summon. Now rare or Obs, (exc.
as implied in sense 1 or 4).
1560 Pilkington Aggeus (1562) 158 Drought, hunger,

plage, swonle, do taryc.for God's calUnge ; and as soone
as he whystles, they come straighte. a 1626 Hacon Adv.
R'ing Sutton's Est. Wks. 1826 V. 381 The greatness of the
reward doth whistle for the ablest men . . to supply the chair.

b. Whistle off-, to go off, go away (suddenly or
lightly), colloq. ? Obs.

i68g Shadwbll Bury F\ II. 22 Wild. So, Madam, you
have my Heart.. .Gert. 'Tis a light one, and always ready
to whistle off at any Game. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla
vii. viii, [He] whistled off" to his appointed chamber.

9. To go whistle : to go and do what one will,

to occupy oneself idly or to no purpose (esp. in

phrases expressing unceremonious or contemptuous
dismissal or refusal, as to bid one go whistle ; also

without £»). To whistle forx to seek, await, or

expect in vain, to fail to get, to go without (cf. note

under sense 1). colloq.

1513 More in Hall Chron., Edxv. K, (154SI b, There they
spende and byd their creditours goo whystle. 1605 I.ond.
Prodigal 11. iv. 173 The Deuen-shyre man shall whistle for

a wife. 1611 Shaks. Win.'. T. IV. iv. 715 This being done,
let the Law goe whistle. 1642 Prynne Pleas, Purge 157
There is no Altar, Table in the Text. You may goe whistle

then. 1677 Goz't. Venice 271 Men are apt to promise any
thing in danger, and to perform nothing when out of it,

according to the Proverb of their Countiey :. . When the
danger's past, the Saint may go whistle. 1741 SheNBTONE
Poet «y Dun 24 Your fame is secure—bid the critics go
whistle. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal II. 11. xiv, ' Do not you
desire to be free ? '. .'aye ! that I do ! but I may whistle fur

that wind long enough, before it will blow." 1812 Colman
Br. Grins, <fc, Low Ambit, ii, You may as well go whistle
as go think Of mending the confusion. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xviii, And sae we'll leave Mr. Sharpillaw to whistle
on his thumb. 1882 Lady G. Bloomfield Remin. I. i. 14

She. .rode off", telling him he might whistle for his money.

10. intr, and trans. To speak, tell, or utter

secretly, to * whisper'; to give secret information,

turn informer. ? Obs.

1599 Sir J. Hayward Hen. IV, 1. 27 Some of the secrete
counsailers, or corrupters rather, and abusers of the King,
whistled him in the eare, that his going to Westminster was
neither seemly nor safe. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv, 248
Is there not milking-time? When you are going to bed?
Or kill-hole ? To whistle of these secrets ? 1627 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Armado B 5, They dare speake fellony, whistle
treason. 1681 Flavel Right. Man's Re/. 195 The bird of
the air that carries tidings, and whistles deeds of darkness.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiii, I kept ay between him and her,

for fear she had whistled. Ibid. I, I wadna like.. to gang
about whistling and raising the rent on my neighbours.

"Whistle, change, exchange : see WlSSEL.
Whistle-ation: see -ation.

Whistled (hwrs'ld), ppl. a. [f. Whistle v.

+ -ED *.]

1. Uttered by whistling.

1864 J. C. Atkinson Stanton Grange 105 In obedience to

his whistled signal. 1918 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 June 5/3 A
shrill whistled chorus of ' lack's the Boy '.

2. Summoned by whistling.

1912 World-j May 692/2 As they waited for the whistled
cab to come.

^J Whistled drunk : sec quot.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xu. ii, He was indeed, according
to the vulgar Phrase, whistled drunk.

Whistler (hwiVlai), Forms : see Whistle v.
;

also 6 Sc. quhuslar, 7 whisler. [OE. hwistlere.

{, hwistlian. Whistle v. : see -eh '.] A person,

animal, or thing that whistles.

1, a. One who sounds, or plays upon, a whistle

or pipe ; a flute- player, piper, or fifer. Now rare.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 2j pa se ha^lend com into ba?s
ealdres healle, & fceseah hwistleras. 1377 Langl. P. PL
B. xv. 475 With wederes and with wondies, he war net h vs
with a whistlere. 1538 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 309
In primis to iiij trumpetouris, iiij tabernouris, and lij

quhislaris. 1538 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I, 292* Debursat
upoun be Trumpetouris Tabernaris Quhuslaris and vtheris.

1638 Sir T. Heuuert Trav. (ed. 2) 30 The whistler with his

iron Pipe encouraging the Marriners. 1844 Mrs. Browsing
Pain in Pleas. 5, I desired the art Of the Greek whistler,

who. .Could lure those insect swarms from orange trees.

b. One who whistles with the lips.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 525/1 Whystelare, ossinus, ossinator.

1542 [see Bench-whistler]. 165a BbmlOWES Theoph. XIII,

lxxxii, But, hark, 'tis late ; the Whislers knock from Plough.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 145 P4 Whistlers, Singers and com-
mon OniOTI. 1850 James Old Oak Chest xxxviii, He was
a great whistler, even when his thoughts were busiest. 1879
All Year Round 4 Jan. 184/1 He was a good whistler, and
knew it.

c. slang. A keeper of a 'whistling-shop'; an
unlicensed spii it-seller.

1821 W. T. Moncrieef Tom <$- Jerry in. v, The whistler,

otherwise the spirit-merchant. 1837 Dickens Pickw, xiv,

'Are these rooms never searched..?' said Mr. Pickwick.
'Cert'nly they are, sir,' replied Sam; 'but the turnkey
knows beforehand, and gives the word to the wisllers, and
you may wUtle for it wen you go to look.'

2. a. A bird that whistles.

Applied locally to various species, as the golden-eye or
whistle-wing (see Whistle sb. 4; also whistler.duck), the
widgeon, the ring-ouzel, the lapwing. Also spec, used of
some nocturnal bird having a whistling note believed to be
of ill omen : when flying in a flock, called the seven 7vliistlers,

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 36 The Whistler shrill, that
who so heares, doth dy. 1623 Webster Duchess Malfi iv.

ii, Hearke, now euery thing is still, The Schriich-Owle, and
the whistler shrill, Call vpon our Dame, aloud, And bid her
?uickly don her shrowd. 178a Pennant Gen. Syn. Birds

. 11. 441 Whistler O[riole].. . Inhabits St. Domingo, where
it is called Siffleur. 1848 Thoreau Maine IV. (1894) 10
The noteof a whistler-duck. 1874 J, W. Long Amer. Wild'
/owl xxix. 281 Local names: butter-box, butter.ball, and
little whistler. 1B83 Leisure Hour Dec. 733/1 Immense
flocks of birds were flying about uttering a doleful shrill

whistling, .they were what were called the ' Seven Whistlers',

and. .considered a sign ofsome great calamity. 1884 Coues

Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 704 Clangula glaucium. Goiden-
eye. Whistler. Garrot.

b. (tr. Canadian Fr. siffleur.) A large species

of marmot {Arctomys pruiuosus) found in moun-
tainous parts of N. America.
1820 Harmon Jrul. 427 A small animal, found only on the

Rocky Mountain, denominated, by the Natives, Quis-qui-su,
or whistlers, from the noise which they frequently make,
and always when surprised. 1829 J. Richardson etc. Fauna
Boreali-Amer. 1. 150 The Whistler inhabits the Rocky
Mountains from latitude 45 to 62 .

C. — whistle-fish : see WHISTLE sb. 4.

1864 Couch Brit. Fishes III. 105 Three-bearded Rock-
ling. Whistler. Whistle-fish.. Mote/la vulgaris,

d. A broken-winded horse that bieathes hard
with a shrill sound.
1824 Percivall / 'et. Art xxxiv. n. 243 We hear of pipers,

wheezers, whistlers, high-blowers, and grunters: a cant in

common use among our horse-dealers and horsemen, of the
vulgar meaning of which no professional man should show
ignorance. 1829 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) XXIII. 214 It is

very common to hear a person say ' my horse is a bit of a
whistler ', when he means to imply he is not an absolute
roarer. 1845 W. C. Spooner Vet. Art (1851) 46 We have
the names, whistlers, wheezers, and high-blowers, given by
horse-dealers to horses that roar.

3. Something that makes a whistling sound.
1812 J. H, Vaux Flash Diet., Brcnvns and Whistlers, bad

halfpence and farthings; (a term used by coiners). 1822

R. G. Wallace Fifteen Vrs. India n3 The quarter-master
will transport with the corps forty thousand rounds of
spare ammunition, after completing each pouch with sixty
whistltrs. 1896 Daily News 7 Feb. 5/5 A breezy norther
from the frozen steppes— a real Arctic whistler which makes
one's face tingle.

Whistling [hwi's'lirj), vbl. sb. Forms : see

"Whistle v.; also 5 Sc. quhestlyng, 6 Sc, quhis-
lirig, 7 whisling. [OE. (/i]wist/t/ng, f. h \wtstlian,

Whistle v. : see -ing *.] The action of the verb

Whistlk, in various senses.

1. a. The action of producing a shrill note or

notes by forcing the breath through the lips ; the

utteiance of a tune, etc. in this way
; + hissing : see

Whistle v, i, 5.
C897 /Eleked Gregory's Past. C. xxiii. 173 Sua sua mid

KSre wisftlunga inon hors ^estille'o', sua eac mid ?a:re illcan

wistlunga mon iiies hund astyri^ean. c 1100 Voc. in Wr.-
WiUcker 162/44 Sibilutio, hwistlung. 1377 Langl. P. PL
V>. xv. 456 Foules bat..folwed his whistellynge. 1382
Wvclif 2 Chron. xxix. 8 He toke hem in to distourblynge,
and into deth, and in to whistlyng [Vulg. siliium). 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xiv. (Bodl. MS.) If. 25OV2
An oxe heerde. .plesep ham [sc. the oxen] wib whistelinge
and uib sou^e. 1577 Grange Go/den Aphrod. K iij d, Vn-
maniied Haukes forsake the lure, all whistlyng brings them
not to fiste. 1663 Cowley Ess., Agric. Wks. (1674) ic6
Some swell up their sleight Sails with pop'Iar fame, Lharm'd
with the foolish whistlings of a Name. 1787 Gkosk Prov.
Gloss., Superst. etc. 66 Whis'ling at sea is supposed to

cause an increase of wind, if not a storm. 1845 Fokd
Handbk, Spain I. 45 The same absence of thought which
is shewn in England by whistling is displayed in Spain by
singing. 1892 Kipling Lett. Trav. (1920) 65 He continued
an interrupted whistling of ' I owe ten dollars to O'Grady '.

b. The action oi sounding a whistle or pipe
;

piping.
C950 Lindisf. Gasp. Luke xv. 25 Wass 3a sunu his xldra

on loud & midSy Secuome & ?eneolecde to hute ^eherde
huislung [L. simphoniam] & bset song. 1576*. ckteys Two
Serin. Bivb, The Shephearde needeth a Whistle, and..

a

Dog and an hooke, that suche Sheep as wil not come in

with whistling may be either baited in with a Dogge, or
drawen in with a Hook. 1679 Oates Myst. iniq. 14 The
Master of a Galley . . with once whistling makes all the
Galley Slaves fall to their Oars. 1884 Manch. Exam. 6 Oct.

5/6 The occasional whistling of an engine.

C. In phrases alluding to the act of whistling

by way of a call or summons, as for the whistling

(= quite easily, without any trouble), worth the

whistling.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. 1. xi. (1867) 35 It is.. a poore
dogge, that is not woorth the whystlyng. 1601 W. Cohn-
wai.lis Ess. 11. Hi. (1631) 334 Magnanimitie, state, absolute-
nes are qualities worth the whistling. 1610 J. Robinson
Justif. Sep. 152 In England a man may haue a Piiest for

the whisteling. 1655 Nicholas Papers tCamden) II. 387
He may be had for whistlinge.

2. The utteiance of a clear shrill note or notes,

as the natural call of a bird or other animal;
falso formerly, the hissing of serpents.

In quots. 1375 app. an error for questing = baying (of dogs).

C950 Guthlac (Prose) viii. (1909) 139 Mislice fu^ela hwist*

lunge. 13.. A*. Alt's. 5247 (taud Mb.)Grete Addren comen
flynge And scorpions wib vile whistlynge. 1375 Hakbour
Bruce \\, 87 He herd. .A hundisquhistlyng [ed. Hart wbissilU

ing, MS* Edinb. questionyng] apon fer. Ibid. 94 A hundis

quhestlyng. 1426 Lyoc, DeGuil. Pilgr. 14140 Whan I here

ther .. whystlynges, For verray Ioy I hoppe and daunce.

1728 Pope Dune. 111. 156 Each Cygnet swtet,.. Whose tune-

ful whistling makes the waters pass. 1847 Leichhardt Jrnl.

xiii. 461 The leatherhead with its constantly changing call

and whistling. 1855 C. E. Norton Let. to Lowell 6 Apr.,

There is scarcely a sound but the whistling of the frogs.

b. A form of broken wind in horses : cf.

Whistler 2 d.

1856 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports \\. in. ii. § r. 403 Roaring,

whistling, and all defects of the wind, are easily discovered

on the first smart gallop.

3. The production of any shrill sound of this

kind, as by the wind, a missile, etc.

1513 Douglas AKneis 1. ii. 6 Quhair Eolus..the wyndis
lowde quhisling. .by his power refrenis, 1596 Shaks. / Hen,



WHISTLING.
fV,x, i. 5 The Southeme winde.. by his hollow whistling in
the Leaues, Fortels a Tempest. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas
it. iv. Schism 932 Sea's angry noise, loud bellowing of the
\Vinde,..the tackles whisteling. 1609 ^/t-(Douayj 1 Kings
xix. 12 And after the fire a wistlingofa gentle winde. 168 1-6

J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) 1 1 1. 9 We regard what he saith no
more than we ilo the Whistling of the Wind. 1801 Strutt
Sports ff Past, 11. i. 58 The arrows made a loud whistling in
their flight. 1841 J. F. Cooper Deerslayer iii, At the report
of the rifle and the whistling of the hullet. 1844 Dufton
Deafness 77 If there is mucus, then various kinds of gurgling
and whistling will be evident. 1899 J. G. Mili.ais Breath
fr. Veldt 337 Swishing their white tails.. with such violence
that the whistling caused by this movement can be heard
nearly a quarter of a mile away.
4. atlrib., as whistling match, pipe ; whistling-

post, a post beside a railway-line, on passing
which the engine-whistle is sounded ; whistling-
shop slang, a room in a prison in which spirits

were secretly sold without a licence (a signal being
given by whistling to escape detection).

1837 I). Walker Sports $ Games 344 'Whistling Match.
A match of this kind is recorded in a paper of Addison's.
1586 [?J. Case] Praise Mus. i. 18 The "whistling pipes
which were made for the most part, of reedes. 1898 Hamb.
LEN Gtn. Manager's Story x. 140, I managed to see most
of the *whistling-posts,..and..I blew the crossing signal
anyway. 1796 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3),* Whistling
shop, rooms in the King's Bench prison where drams are
privately sold. 1821 W. T. Moncrieff 'Pom <% jerry in. v,

Scene V.— Interior of Whittling Shop. 1837 Dickexs Pick7u.
x lv. A whistling-shop, sir, is where they sell spirits.

Whistling, ///. a. Forms : see Whistle v.
;

also 6 whislyng. [f. as prec + -1NG -.] That
whistles, in various senses.

1. Of inanimate things: see Whistle v. 3.
Whistling arrow, a toy arrow formerly in use, with a

hollow head so constructed as to make a whistling sound in

flynig. Whistling buoy, a buoy fitted with a whistle which
is automatically sounded by the movement of the waves.
C1386 Chaucfk Prol. 170 Men myghte his brydel heere

Gynglen in a whistlynge wynd. a 1547 Surkey sEneis iv.

586 The whistlyng ayre among the braunches rores. 1590
Shaks. Midi. N. 11. i. 86 To dance our ringlets to the
whistling Winde. a 1593 Marlowe Lucan 1. 240 Shrill
cornets, whistling fifes. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1673) 71
To a guilty Conscience, the whistling leaves are Drums and.
Trumpets, a 1718 Prior Henry cy Emma 333 Winged
Deaths in whistling Arrows fly. i784,Cowi'£r Pask in. 802
The whistling ball Sent through the traveler's temples !

Ibid. vi. 941 The .. haughty world .. sweeps him with her
whistling silks. 1841 Tennyson Sir Galahad 59 Blessed
forms in whistling storms Fly o'er waste fens. 1880 Cassell's
Earn. Mag. 124/2 The Courtenay automatic whistling buoy.
1891 Farrar Darkn. fy Dazun xviii, The whistling strokes
of the scourge. 1897 Kipling Copt. Conr. viii. The We're
Here crawled in on half-flood, and the whistling-buoy
moaned and mourned behind her.

b. trans/, of a time or place : Characterized by
or full of whistling.
1623 Wodroephe Marrow Fr. Tongue 475/2 A Whistling

March, that makes the Plough Man blithe. 1638 Sir T.
Herblrt Prav. (ed. 2) 167 Our.,journey. . through whistling
dales; in.. which we were, .weather-beaten with a raging
storme. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot, III. 227 The English
Chapel [in Glasgow], .the common people, .. on account of
its organ, stigmatize it with the contemptuous epithet of the
whistling kirk.

2. Of a sound : Of the nature of a whistle ; such
as is produced by a whistle or shrill pipe.
166a Bovle Exam. Habbes iii. 16 The external Air rushing

in with a whistling noise at the . . Orifice. z668 Wilkins Real
Char. 363 The uGalllcum, or whistling u, .. cannot be
denied to be a distinct simple vowel. 1750 G. Hughes Bar.
bados iv. 119 The Wind, blowing into the Cavities of these
Husks, makes a very sonorous whistling Noise. 1831 Scott
Ct. Rob. ii, They. .beheld the barbarian ..brandish high his
formidable weapon, the whistling sound of which made the
old arch ring. 1851 W. H. Walshe Dis. Lungs 07 Sibilant
rhonchus. .two varieties, the short and the prolonged, or
the clicking and the whistling.

3. Of a person: see Whistle v. 1, 4.
1630 B. Jonson New Inn 1. i, I must ha\ .whistling boyes

to bring my haruest home. 1721 Keli.y Sc. Prav. 33 A
crooning Cow, a crowing Hen, and a whistling Maid boded
never luck to a House. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824)
I. xii. 250 Jackey..was the most thoughtless, whistling,
sauntering fellow. 180s Wordsw. Poems, To Toussaint
lOuverture 1 Whether the whistling Rustic tend hisplough
Within thy hearing. 1850^. <* Q. 1st Ser. II. 164 1\ A
whistling woman and a crowing hen Is neither fit for God
nor men.

b. That keeps a ' whistling-shop ' (see prec. 4).
1837 Dickens Pickw. xlv, ' Any more ? * said the whistling

gentleman.

4. Of a bird or other animal : see Whistle v. 2.

Chiefly as a descriptive epithet of particular species, as in
'whistling dick, a name for various species of thrush, esp.
of the Australian genus Colluricinda ; whistling duck,
various species of duck, as the golden-eye and the widgeon
(cf. WmsTLKR 2a); whistling eagle or hawk, a small
eagle or large hawk \Haliastur sphenurus) of Australia and
New Caledonia; whistling field bird or w. f. plover,
the grey plover {Squatarola helvetica) ; whistling fish,
— whistte-fJi (see Whistle sb. 4) ; whistling marmot
= Whistler 2 b ; whistling moth (see ciuotj ; whistling
plover, swan (Nee Plover 2, Swan so. i) ; whistling
thrush, a local name for the song-thrush.
1848 Gould Birds Australia II. pi. 77 Colluricinda

Selcii,. ."Whistling Dick, of the Colonists of Van Diemen's
Land. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. n. 69 *Whistling Ducks are
somewhat less than our Common Duck... In flying, their
Wings make a pretty sort of loud whistling Noise. 1863
Hates Nat. Amazons vii. (1864) 165 Flocks of whistling
ducks {Anas Autumnalis), parrots, and .. macaws .. flew
over. 1819 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI. n. 467

70

(The_ Alwargrim Plover] is called in America the Large
*Whistling Field Bird, from its note, which is very shrill.

1872C0UES Key N, Amer. Birds 243 Whistling Field Plover.
Lull-head. Ox-eye. 1763 in Pennant Brit, Zool. (1776)
I. 143 The seals.. are seen searching for their prey near
shore, where the "whistling fish, wraws, and polacks resort.

1907 Nature 19 Sept. 516/1 The ' ^whistling (stridulating)

moths ' of the genus Hecatesia. .emit sounds like the call of
a Cicada, 1668 Charleton Onomast. logPluvialis Flavo-
7'ircscens, the green Plover, & "whistling Plover. 1725 De
Foe Voy, round World (1840) 145 We.. found.. a great
many of the whistling plover, the same with ours. 178s
Pennant Arctic Zool, II. 542 The 'Whistling Swan carries

its neck quite erect. i8o» Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) II.

319 The hooper, or whistling swan, .is an inhabitant of the
northern regions. 1896 R. B. Shari'E llandbk. Birds Gt.
Brit, II. 246 The Trumpeter Swan [Cygnus buccinator)
and the Whistling Swan (C.amcrLanus). i668Chableton
Onomast. ico Boscas, aliis Anas Fistularis,. .the Whewer,
or ^Whistling Widgeon.
Hence "Whi-stlingly adv., with a whistle or

whistling.

1851 H. Melville Whale II. xlii, 285 Stubb whistlingly
gathers up the coil of the warp. 1891 lllustr. Sporting *t

Dram. News Christmas No., 36/2 A wind got up, suddenly,
whistlingly.

Whistly (hwrs'li), a. rare. [f. Whistle sb.

or v, + -y l.] Resembling a whistle.

1907 ' Q ' Merry Garden, etc. 146 Makes a whistly noise
in his speech—do he—like a slit bellows?

Whistly (hwi-st]li), adv. arch. [f. Whist a. 1

+ -ly ^.] Silently, quietly, softly, without noise.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1851 Off be whele of forton & be

whene bat whistely chaungez. 1592 Arden ofFeversham
111. iii- 9, I vppon a little rysing hill Stoode whistely watching
for the herds approch. 1854 S. Dobell Balder xxviii. 192
' Whistly, whistly," said she: ..* He must not wake.*

+ Whistness. Obs. [f. Whist <?.i + ->ess.]

Silence, stillness.

1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 2 Whistnessehad taken
possession of the woods. 1624 Heywood Hist. Women 116
This universall whistnesse ; where none come But Taci-
turnitie and Silence dombe.

Wh.it (hwitj, s&A Now arch, or literary. Also
5-6 whyt, 6 whytt(e, wyt, Sc, quhit, quheet,
quheit, vheet, 6-7 whine, 6-S whin, 7-8 wit.

[Early mod.E. whyt, wyt, whit(l, app. an altera-

tion of wight, 7cite, in any wight, no wight, little

wight (see Weight sb.).]

1. A very small, or the least, portion or amount;
a particle, jot, ' bit \ a. without negative : esp.

in every whit = the whole.
c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 1271 What he sayth and she

sayth to lay good ere, And tell to his sufferayne euery whyt.

1539 Bible (Great) 1 Sam. iii. iS Samuel tolde him euery
whitt, & hidd nothing from him. c 1590 J. Stewart Poems
(S.T.S.) II. 198 His maist prencelie Spreit,..vill appaise
thy hoip in euerie quheit. 1665 Blnvan Holy Citie (1669)
182 Thou must enter in by every whit of Christ, or thou
shall enter in by never a whit of him.

b. with negative expressed or implied : esp. in

never a whit, not a whit. No whit = none at all.

1480 Robt. Dezytl (1798) 10 The devyll have the whyt that
he was soreye therfore. 15*8 Rov Rede me (Arb.) 65, 1 trowe
thouarteasyngynge man?. .The devil of the whit that I can.

153°. etc. [see No wim], 1533 J. Heywood Johan, Tyb,
A- Syr yhan Aj, Thynke ye that she wyll amende yet?
Nay by our lady the deuyll spede whyt. 1538 Starkky
England 1. iii. (1S78) 92 Some haue to much, some to lytyl,

and some neuer a wyt. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

713 It can shew scarce any whit of the ancient state it had.
1631 [MabbeJ Celestina xviii. 183 The divell awhit shall I be
able to tell them. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. in.

284 Having sacked the Towne, they found not a whit of
gold, 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers iv. § 2. 97 We do
not ascribe any whit of Adam's Guilt to Men. 1830 Tenny-
son Owl 11. ii, Not a whit of thy tuwhoo, Thee to woo to thy
tuwhit. 1870 Freeman Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) I. App. B. 545
It was not their policy to destroy or to change one whit
more than was absolutely necessary. 1874 C. E. Norton
Let. to Ruskin 10 Jan., No whit of faith in the good as good
..has vanished from my soul.

2. Most commonly in phrases used adverbially:

a. without negative : a whit = to a very small

extent, a very little ; any whit, one whit = to the

least amount, in the least degree, at all ; every

(*f* each) whit = to the full amount, completely,

altogether, thoroughly, quite (in later use almost

always with as in comparisons of equality).

15*6 Tindale jlohn vii. 23 Disdayne ye at me: because I

made a man every whit whoale on the saboth daye? Ibid.

xiii. 10 He that is wesshed nedeth not but to wesshe Ins fete,

but is clene every whit, a 1529 Skei.tom E, Rummyng 411
Klynour made the pryce For good ale eche whyt. 1555 in

Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. 1. 161 Every Child., that
can any whit speak. 1568 Hist. Jacob $ Esau 11. iv, He
eate it vp euery whit. 1574 Whitgift Dtf. Aunsiv. ii. 104
Master Zuinglius (who woulde haue beene lothe one whit
to strengthen the Papistes). 16x8 in Foster Engl. E'actories
Ind. (xqo6) 49 Yf they be suffred but a whit longer, they
will make claime to the whole Indies. 167a Villiers (Dk.
Ktickhm.) Rehearsal n. ii, I have written. .a whole cart-

load of things, every whit as good as this. ai7is Hurnet
Own Time (1766) I. 384 Every whit as wild and extrava.
gant. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxiii, Were my situation one
whit less perilous. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. III. xii.

231 The narrative of this campaign., is every whit as
puzzling. 1903 Zangwill Grey Wig, etc. vi. 110 Mrs. Drab-
dump felt a whit uneasy.

b. with negative expressed or implied : never,

not (etc.) a whit (f awhit, a-whit), any whit, one
whit ; also no whit = not in the least, not at all.

WHITE.
15*3 Lrj- Berners Froiss. I. cccxliv. 219 b/2 He loued hym

1 nat one whyt the belter. 1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer.
(1568J 7 Leaue the water vpon the fournesse, without mouing
it any whit. 1564 Brief Exam. ****iij, You helpe your
selues neuer awhyt. 1567 Gude <$ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 203
Be na quhit of thame agast. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. ii.

§6 Nor is the freedom of the wil of God any whit abated.,
by meanes of this. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, it. iv. 408
Falsi. Art not thou horrible afraid ?. ,/V/«. Not a whit.
1607 Puritan t. i. 33 Shee cryed nere a whitte at all. 1634
Milton Comus 774 Natures full blessings would be well
dispenc't.., And she no whit encomber'd with her store.
1643 D. Rogers Naaman 871 It never troubles you awhit !

x773 Cook's Voy. 11. ix. in Hawkesworth III, Not a whit
behind them in cheerfulness and vivacity. 1775 Sheridan
Rivals iv. iii, You don't seem one whit the happier at this.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1S65) 175 He. .is not a whit the
better Christian for being a bad patriot. 1873 Svmonds Grk.
Poets v. 135 Grief wil] profit us no whit. 1893 Max Pkm-

;

berton Iron Pirate ii, The novelty.. did not surprise me
one whit.

f 3. As a term of contempt or abuse. Obs. rare~~*.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. vii, Then you are an Otter, and

a Shad, a Whit, A very Tim.

Whit, int. {adv.), sb?
y
v. [Imitative. Cf. Tu-

whit.] A woid expressing a shrill abrupt sound,
as of a bird's chirp, a bullet striking something
hard, etc.; also as vb. (Also repealed.)

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle viii, The musket-balls were.

.

plumping into the timber whit-whit. 1854 R. S. Surtees
Ilandley Cr. v, 'Whit' cries the coachman to his horses,
off they go. J859 Tennyson Grandmother x, And whit,
whit, whit, in the bush beside me chirrupt the nightingale.
i888Kii>linc.£><x//. Boh Da 'Phone 134 Where the whit of the
bullet, the wounded man's scream Are mixed. 1900 Long-
man's Mag. Jan. 230 The whit-whit of the scraping knives.

1902 Words cf Eye-witness 97 A storm of bullets, .whit
viciously upon the woodwork.

Whit in Whit Monday, etc. : see Whit Sunday.
Whit, obs. f. Quite, White, Wight, W7ith.

tWhitage. Obs. (V)

1543 Will of R. Elyot (Somerset Ho.), The whitage of

their kyne that was dewe unto me at Ester. 1618 Dalton
Countrey Justice 282 The -Master, or Mariners, transporting
corne, Beere, Herring, Whitage, or Wood without license.

Whitawer, whitawyer : see Whittawek.
Whitblow(e, obs. forms of Whitlow.
Whitbre'a)d : see White bkead.

t Whitch. Obs. or dial. Forms : 1 hwicce,

4 whichche, 4-5 whicche, whucche, 4-6
whiche, wyche, 5 whyche, wheche, whoche,
wucche, 6 whytch(e, whitche, (9 dial, wytch).
[OE. hwicce (also in cornhwyece), cognate with the

synonymous hwsecce.] A chest, coffer, ark ; =
Hutch sb. i, i b; a coffin.

a 1 100 Aidlulm Gloss xvm b
. 11 (Napier 186/1) Clustella,

hwicce. 13.. Mttr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud,
neu. Spr. LVII. 254/1 Whon bis corn to W> kniht was solde

He dude hit in a whucche to holde. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
B. 362 Alle woned in be whichche [sc. Noah's ark] be wylde
& be tame. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. ii. (Skeat) 1. 29
Pannes mouled in a whicche [v.r. wyche]. 1415 Somerset
Med. Wills (1901) 401 And nether wheche, ne leede to be
layde in, bote a grete clothe to hely my foule caryin. c 1430
Hymns Virgin (1867) 11 A table. .Vnder bat auier In a
whucche is done. 154 1 Will of John Hoper of Keynsham
19 Jan. (MS.), ij coffers & ij whytchys. 1596 Unton Inv.

(1841) 2, j olde whitche, and one musterd mill. [1856
Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 727 Wytch, (Herefords.), same as

i hutch [ = body of a waggon J. J

Whitch, variant of Witch, flat fish.

Whitche,Whitchen, obs.ff. Witch.Witches.

White (hwsit), sb. Forms: see W'hite a.

[Various absolute uses of White a. Cf. L. album,

F. blanc Blank sb.]

1. The translucent viscous fluid surrounding the

yolk of an egg, which becomes white when coagu-

lated ; Albumex 1. Usually in full, the white of

an egg (<>r> as a substance, white or the white of

*Sg\ P 1 - whites of eggs.

i 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 342 Jedo sejes hwit to. c 1000

^Elfric Horn. I. 40 On anum ae?;e..ba?t hwite ne bt5 Re*

menged to 8am ^eolcan. a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sci. (Wright)

240 As the white goth aboute the 5olke. 14.. Stockholm
Med. MS. 1. 432 in Anglia XVIII. 306 With eyes qwytys

do cleryn es clene. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1S62) 24 Take
why^te of eyren harde sobtm. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat.

Fistula, etc. 30 Putte berto als miche of whites of eiren,

wele y-bette and scorned. 1528 Paynell Salerne's Regim.

(1540) 20 b, The yolke is tempeiately hotte ; The whyte is

colde and clammye. 1535 Covekdalf. Job vi. 6 What taist

hath y* whyte within the yoke an egg? 1605 Shaks. Lear
in. vii. 106 (Qo.) lie fetch some flaxe and whites of egges to

apply to his bleeding face. 16*9 Z. Bovu Last Battell 701

Like asquissed egge, whose yolke is mingled with its white.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. 1. vi. 462 A mucus.. tike

the white of an egg. 1883 Hardwich's Photogr. Che/n.

(ed. 9) 31 The white of egg, which is a very pure form of

Albumen.

2. The white part (sclerotic coat') of the eyeball,

surrounding the coloured iris. Usually in full,

1 the white of the eye, pi. the whites of the eyes.

Often in to turn up the whites of one s eyes and similar

;
phrases (usually, in affected devotion, but also in death, in

astonishment, horror, etc.).

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 19 A watir bat comeb bitwene

be white of he ijen Sc be appil. c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

634/5 /77c*z/£«£y,wyteofthehee. 1448-9 Mm ham Amoryus
fyCl. 1739 Amoryus vpward had turnyd the qwyght Off hys

1 eyn :..qwan sche sey hym ded Her chekys sche gan tere.

c 148a Henbvson Fox, Wolf ^Cadger io3(Harl. MS.) The
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quliite he turnit vp of his ene tway. 1523 Fitzherb. Hush.

§ 55 If he {sc. a sheep]. . haue reed stry tides in t lie white of

the eye, than he is sounde. 1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. Wks.
(Grosart) III. 280 Enthroniring graue zeaie and religion on
the eleuated whites of their eyes, a 1600 Grim the Collier

ofCroydon ill, He. poor Heart, no sooner heard my newes,
But turns me up his Whites, and falls flat down. 1601 Hol-
land /Y/«y xi. xxxvii. I. 334 The halt or apple in the middest
[of the eye] is ordinarily of another colour than the white
ahout it. 1637 Hkvlin Ecciesia I'ind. 349 Lifting up both
his hands, and whites to heaven. 1725 Bradley s Fant.
Diet. s.v. Signs of Sickness, When a Sick Horse turns up
the Whites of his Lyes above, you may conclude that he is in

Pain. 1771 Smollett Humphry CI. 10 June, Mrs. Tabitha
. .threw up the whites of her eyes, as if in the act of ejacula-

tion. 1795 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Sat, Wks. 1812 III. 409
Flimsy logic to surprise And raise the whites of Country
Members' eyes. 1858 O.W. Holmes Aut. Breakf-t. xi. 108
The Professor showed the whites of his eyes devoutly. 1889
Kipling Ball. East fy West 28 And when he could spy the
white of her [se, the mare's] eye, he made the pistol crack.
Phr. [Cf. Black a. 12.] 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T.

(ed. 3) s.v. Black Eye, He cannot say black is the white of
my eye; he cannot point out a blot in my character. 182.
(J. S.meaton Doings in London 85 As Mother Cole said..,
' no one could say black was the white of her Eye '.

3. The white or light-coloured part of some sub-

stance or structure, as flesh, wood, etc.

C1430 Two Cookery.bks. 14 Take be Whyte of the lekys.

C1475 Pict. Voe, in Wr.-Wiilcker 793 'n Hoc mulsum, the
wyte of botyr. 155a Huloet s.v. Oister. The white vnder
the fysh cleauynge to the shell. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 118
White, .like the white of a Custard, a 1756 Eliza Haywood
New Present {1771) 159 Mince.. the white of a chicken.
1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <$- Art I. 95 The wood next
the bark of a tree, called the white, or alburnum. 1854
Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., White, a. name given by
butchers to that piece of beef which joins the round: t. e.

the flank.

f4. A white spot or mark. Obs.
1551 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 59 One oxe stirke with

a whitte in his forehede. 1585 Hicins Junius' Nomenct.
33/1 Exortus , , . the white growing in the naile. 1623
Cockeram in, Seleuite, a stone wherein is a white, that
decrea^eth and encreaseth as the Moone groweth. 1687
Lond.Gaz. No. 2280 A bay Nag. .a white in one of his Eyes.

5. Archery, a. The white target usually placed
on the butt, arch, or Hist,
[1456, a 1533: see 6.] 1577 Hellowes Gueuara*s Chron.

467 They behaued themselues no more nor no lesse with
the Germaines, then an archer with a white at a Butt. 1583
Greene Mamillia 16 b, When the string is broken, it is

hard to hit the white. 1618 Bolton Floras in. viii. (1636)

195 A Hoy gets no morsel] at his Mothers hands, but that
of which she makes a white, and which himselfe must hit.

1654 GatAKH Disc. Apol. 39 An Archer, . .when he hath hit

the white or cloven the peg. 1714 E. Ward Field-Spy 13,

I turn'd my Head to see the doughty Knight Stand ready
drawn to hit the distant White. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang.
viii, A good archer. .who. .seldom missed a handsbreadth
of the white. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i, No marksman
had hit the white.

b. In modern practice, a circular band of white
on the target, or each of two such bands {inner and
outer white) ; hence, a shot that hits this white.
1687 in Gent. Mag. (1832) CII. 1. 600/2 The third circum-

ference, being usually knownc.by the name of the inner
white... The fifth circle, being white, and usually called.,
the outer-white. 1865 Archer's Reg. 25 Ladies' Prizes..,

Miss Betham (less 113 for blacks and whites), 558.

6. fig. (or in fig. context). Now rare or Obs.

1456 Sir G. Have Gov. Princes Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 149 He
that tuichis nerest the quhite and best gais nere the merche.
a 1533 Ld. Bkhners Gold. Bk. M, Auret. (1546) D ii, The
life of the prince is but a whyte, for al other to shote at.

1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 407 If the eye of man be the
airow, and beautie the white. 1596 Shaks. Tarn, Shr.v. ii.

i36 Twas I wonne the wager, though you hit the white.

1597 Breton Auspicante lehoua Wks. (Grosart) II. 11/1
Bee Thou.. the note of my comfort, the white of my loue,
and the light of my lyfe. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes,
2nd Olympjque x, Let Agrigentum be the But, And Theron
be the White. 1698 Nohris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 166 So
the subject of the following Discourse may be the more
distinct, and we may have a clearer White for our mark.
1862 B. Taylor At /tome «y Abr, Ser. 11. 411 His [sc.

Browning's] faculty of hitting the target of expression full

in the white, by a single arrowy word. 1864 Lowell Fire-
side Trav. 294 Byron hit the white, which he often shot
very wide of.., when he called Rome ' my country '«

7. a. Printing. The blank space in certain letters

or types ; a space left blank between words or
lines (= White line 2).

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 111. 42 If the whites of certaine letters
bee made of one equall bignesse with the o. 1683 Moxon
Mech. Exerc, Printing xxii. P4 In Marginal Notes.. the
White between Words is often, .greater than between Line
and Line. 1808 Stowk Printers' Gram. 163 To a solid

fage, two leads make the usual white after the head. 1885
.ock Workshop Pec. iv. 213/1 (Electro-typing) It will be

found that the ' whites ' have been almost sufficiently raised.

b. Drawing, etc. pi. White or blank parts.
1892 Phctigr. Ann. II. 421 If a plate is over-exposed the

image will come up quickly, the whites will be muddy, and
the blacks lacking in richness. 1894 Daily Nnvs 26 June
6/5 The Horses of Rhesus.. an ambitious picture of large
size painted by Mr. Harin^ton Bird, A.U.C. A.,, .the scheme
of wiiites appears to be well managed.

8. White cloth or textile fabric: applied spec,
with or without defining word, to various particular
kinds ; often in //,
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11923 Cope & ober clones, hii lete

make of wit. 1466 Paston Lett. II. 266 For xxiin. yerdes
of brod wythtys for gowns. 1503 Privy Purse Exp. EUz.
yerkiiSjj) 104 For v yerdes of Streyt white. 1594 Norden

Spec. Brit., Essex (Camden) 9 Cogshull, wher are made the

best whites in Englande. 1621 Peg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 45/1
Exceptis mantelliis lie plaidis et lie Galloway quhyte. 1742
De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 134 Clotli in Imitation
of Gloucester Whites. 1754 Pocockk Trav. (Camden) II.

135 They ..make, .cloths called Salisbury whites for the
Turkey trade.

9. White clothing, apparel, or array : usually in

phr. in white.

[c 1000 Sax. I.eechd. III. ig3 Hwite oo^e beorhte 'nine

£escryd*'m wynsumnysse ^etacnafl.] a 1300 Cursor AT. 18772
Bi-side bam stode tua men in quite. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 321 Whan Pilatus sente Iesus i-clobed in white
to H erodes. ("1425 Cast. Persez'. in Macro Plays 76 pe
iiij dowteris schul be clad in mentelys ; Merci in wyth,
Rythwysnesse in red [etc.]. a 1548 Hall Chron., //en.

/Y//228 On the Assencion day folowyng, the kyng ware
whyte for mournyng. 1680 C. Nessk Ch. Hist. 272 Having
decked her self with the White of Simplicity. 1768 Goldsm.
Goodn. A/an iv, It's the worst luck in the world [to be
married] in anything but white. 1815 Ann. Peg., Chron.
49/2 The pall was supported by six young females attired in

white. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1152 She herself in white.

b. pi. White garments or vestments : chiefly in

specific uses, esp. (a) surplices worn by clergymen,
choristers, etc. (now chiefly Hist.)

;
{b) white

trousers or breeches.
1622 S. Ward Life 0/ Faith in Death 124 If we

throughly beleeued . .this to bee the state of our ..dead
friends,, .could we..mourne for them in blacks, whiles they
are in whites V 1633 Chas. I in Bibtiotheca Regia (1659) 122

That the Dean of our Chapel, .come, .thither to Prayers
upon Sundaies. .in his Whites. 1780 A. Young Tour Irel.

I. 283 The girls.. in their striped linens and whites. 1818
Lady Morgan Autobiegr.{\%*tf 184 His tight whites and
tight silk stockings showed his colossal legs., to great
advantage. 1828 Jolly Sunday Services (1848) 220 [The
newly baptized] appeared at church.. in their whites. 1840
Thackeray Barber Cox Sept., I felt myself suddenly jerked
by the waistband of my whites. 1840 J. T. J. Hewlett
/'. Priggins xv'i, Having bis immaculate whites spotted and
splashed by the spirts of Stephen, who. .pulled stroke. 188a
' Edna Lvall ' Donovan vi, They say the [choir-Jboys in

their whites is very attractive.

-he. A white badge. Obs,

1647 in Clarendon's Stale Papers (1773) II. App. p. xlii,

Perceiving Lilburne's regiment, .to appear, .with Whites in

their hats. 165: Lane. Tracts Civil War (Chetham Soc.)

307 The enemies word was ' lesu ', and their signal a White
about their Anne.
10. *t Silver money, 'silver' collectively, as dis-

tinguished from red or yellow = gold {obs.) j also

(with//.) a silver coin (slang).

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1384 They shul for-go be
white and eke be rede. 1390 [see Red sb. 3a]. c 1676
Roxb. Ball. (1889) VI. 15 A sawcy fellow! Come to me
without his white and yellow. 1823 'Jos Bee' Diet. Turf
194 Whites, in the language of smashers, ' small whites ' are
shillings, ' large whites ' half-crowns.

b. - Blank sb. i. Hist.

17:6 M. Uavies Allien. Brit. III. 79 'Twas made Felony
..to pay or receive a certain base Coyn, call'd Blank or
Whites. 1877 Stevenson New Arab. Nts., Lodging for
Nt. t Two of the small coins that went by the name of whites.

11. = White wine.
c 1386 [see Red sb. 3 b], 1610 T. Cocks Diary (1001) 95
A quarte of white, to make my skurvye-grasse drincke.

c 1640 Capt. Underzuit iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 375 The
Stillyards Reanish wine and Diveils white. 1720 E. Ward
Delights ofBottle 37 Where ev'ry one that's low in Spirits,

May be reliev'd by Whites or Clarets. 184a [see Red sb. 3 b],

12. An animal of a species, breed, or variety

distinguished by white colour; a white horse (obs.),

butterfly, pigeon, pig, dog, cat, etc. (Chiefly as

a fanciers' abbreviation.)

1530 Palsgr. 288/2 White, a horse of white colour, cheual
Mane, Hart. 1834 Proc. Beriv. Nat. Club I. No. 2. 51 This
fish I consider to be the S. albns of Fleming, the Herling.

.

of the Scotch sideof the Solway Frith,, .the White or Phin*
nock of Pennant. 1857 Gosse Omphalos xi. 307 We never
find the egg of the Peacock Butterfly adhering to the leaf

of a cabbage, nor that of the Garden White to the leaf of
a nettle. 1879 L. Wright Pigeon Keeper 96 Whites are..

usually bred together. 1898 Daily Nnvs 5 Dec. 8/5 Pigs

.., middle whites and large whites. 1907 R. Leightons
Neiv Bk. Dog 429 The litter will consist of some whole-
coloured blacks, and some whole-coloured whites.

13. A white man; a person of a race distinguished

by light complexion : see White a. 4.

Poor whites = ' poor white folks ' (see White a. 4).

1671 Charante Let. cone. Customs Tafiletta 10 After
him raigned his Brother Muley KIwaly, who was a White,
his Mother a Spanish Moor. 1736 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle
(1744) 155 There may be about 20000 Whites (or I should say
Portuguese, for they are none of the whitest,) and about
treble that Number of Slaves. 1826 J. F, Cooper Last of
Mohicans xiv, Red-skins and whites. 1879 Sir G. Campbell
White ff Black 163 A lar^e number of very inferior whites,
known as 'mean whites', 'white trash', and so on. 1888
Churchward Btackbirding 7 Having been longer in Samoa
than any live white in the place.

14. f (a) A white square on a chessboard, (b)

with the : Either of the white balls in billiards.

£1440 Gesta Rom. xxi, pe quene, that goth fro blak to

blak,or fro white to white. 156a Rowbothum Cheasts A v b,

Because of his [sc. the knight's] marching forth, whiche is

made from three into three places, to witte, from whyte into

blacke, and from black into whyte. 1614 SA.Ui~Ch*sse-play
To Rdr., The Bishop blacke in blacke must march.. For in

the white he may not come. 1750 ' Philidor ' Chess Anal.

( T 773' 7 note, When your Bishop runs upon White, you
must strive to put your Pawn always upon Black. 1856
' Crawley ' Billiards (1858) 29, I attempted a difficult can-

non off the white. 1873 Bennett & ' Cavendish ' Billiards

213 The white will travel slowly on to the spot-white.

15. a. Applied variously to any white body or

substance : see quots.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus n. iii. Liij b, That. .thou mayste
haue a place worthy for the in our whyte. ..(Lyke as the
pretours of Rome dyd set those mens names in a table

liyghest, whose causes shulde first be pleaded, . . whiche table
was called Album pr.rtoris .i. the whyte or table of the
pretour). 1578 Lvte Dodoens III. lxxi. 413 Hailing at their

extremities, .certayne whiles fashioned like gripes, orclawes.
1608 Topsell Serpents 237 Like as the windes driue whites
from top of thistle Cardus. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas,
Rhyme Three Sealers, They groped thiough the whirling
white [/. e. mist].

t(/') To spittohite : to eject frothy-white sputum
from a dry mouth. (Cf. to spit sixpences s.v. Six-

pence: 2 d.) Obs.

[1594 Lvly Mother Bombie in. ii, Ri.. .We dyd but a little

parboile our liners, they haue sod theyrs in sacke these
fortie yeeres. Hal. 'I hat makes them spit white broth as
they doo.]

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II', 1. ii. 237 If it bee a hot day, if

I brandish anything but my Bottle, would I might neuer
spit white againe. 162a Massinger & Dekki r I'irg. Mart.
111. iii, Had I bin a Pagan stil, I could not haue spit white
for want of drmke.

b. As a specific name (chiefly in //.) for vaiious

manufactured articles and products of a white
colour ; e. g. pins, sugar, flour, etc.

? 1690 Pinmakers' Case in rp/os. to A'i\'lig>e7t''s Bill
(Broadside, Brit. Mus.), Double long whites alias Calkins.
1826 Haberdasher's Guide 19 Short Whites, a smaller pin.

1844 H. Stephens l>k. Farm II. 14 The same rule of stoiing

a quantity .. is followed in regard to them as with the

whites [sc. turnips]. 1883 N. I'. Davis Cavaliers <y Rouudh.
in Barbados 34 Not only were muscovadoes made, but the

manufacture of ' whites ' was accomplished. 1896 Daily
A'ews 8 Dec. 11 '5 At a meeting of the London Flour Millers'

Association, .. the following prices were fixed:—Town
households, 28S.J whites, 31s.

16. pi, A popular name for leucorrhcea or ' white

flux ' (White a. 1 1 e).

1572 J. Jones Bathes Buckstones 4 b, Such as haue their

whites too abundant. 1579 Langmam Card. Health 147
Barren women, and such as are troubled with the whites.

1683 Digbv Chynt. Seer. n. 264 It cures .. the Whites in

Women. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Drau's Observ. Surg. (1771) Diet.

Cc 2, Leucorhof, the Fluor Albus, or Whites in Women.
1822-9 Cood Study Med. V. CS Among novices there is some
difficulty in distinguishing the discharge of whites from that
of blenorrhcea.

17. White colour or hue; white coloration or

appearance ; whiteness. Sometimes semi-concr.
c 1000 in Auglia I. 2S5 Hwit asolai\ nitor squalescit.

a 1225 [see Black sb. 1). c 1315 Shorkha.m vii. 544 Swybe
fayr b>' ng hys hat wyte, And ber by-syde blak..; ]'e wyte
hyt he uayrer makep\ 1390 Gowkr Conf. II. 46 In kertles

and in Copes riche Thei weren clothed, alle lithe, Departed
evene of whyt and blew. t 1400 Destr. Troy 10970 All

baire colouris. . were of cleane white, a 1461 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 241 Wyghte is wyghte, ?yf yt [ys] leyd to blake.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. /'/ 138 So depe a Snowe, that all

the ground was covered with white. 1592 Shaks. I'en, 4-

Ad. 398 Teaching the sheets a whiter hew then white. 159a

G. Harvey Four Lett. Sonn. xi. Wks. (Grosart) I. 244 1 hat
whitest white on Earth. 1704 Newton Optics (1721) 133 Be-
fore 1 told him what the Colours were. .. Tasked him, Which
of the two Whites were the best ? 1734 Poor Robin Feb. A 6,

It fills the Ditch with either black or white [= rain or snow].

1777 Rohkktson Hist. Amer. iv. I.301 Their skin is covered
with a fine hairy down of a chalky white. 1821 Craig
Led. Drawing^ etc. iii. 175 We must take black and white
into our list, as colours with the painter though not with
the optician. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 61/1 A broad line

of white along the back. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 141 The
curl'd white of the coming wave. 1868 W. B. Marriott
i'est, Christ. Introd. p. xvii, In the ancient world .. white
was regarded as the colour, .appropriate to things divine.

b. Whiteness or fairness of complexion.
In first quot. perh. confused with Wlite.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 56 Nu cumeo for3 a feble mon,..& wule

iseon ,unge ancren, & loken..hu hire hwite like him, bet

naueo nout hire leor uorbernd ine sunne. Ibid. 98 ' pi siefne

is me swete, & ti hwite schene.'. .' vox tua dulcis, & fades
tua decora. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626 White of be

face, albucies. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Control: 225 The
princesse blushing with roseall shame whyche beautified

hir naturall white. 1697 Dryden A^neis XII. 102 Varying
her Cheeks by Turns, with white and red. 1816 Byhon
Parisina x, The smoothest white That e'er did softest kiss

invite.

c. fig. (or in fig. context) as a symbol of purity,

goodness, truth, joy, etc.

[1394 /'. Pi. Crede 694 Whijt . . bytokneb clennes in

soule.J 1637 Rutherford Let. to Ld. Craighatl 10 Aug.,
Some few years wiil bring us all out in our black's and
white's before our Judge. 1649 T. Ford Lusus Fort, 46
Our life is chequerd with the whites of pleasure and delight,

and the blacks of sorrow and pain. 1680 C. Nesse Ch.

Hist, no God Chequered his Providences., with the Black

of Misery, and with the White of Mercy. 1818 Keats
Endym. 111. 402, I loved her to the very white of truth.

d. Proverbial phr. To call white blacky to turn

white into black (and vice versa). Cf.Whiter, i d.

1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. I. x. (1553) B viij b, More
coumfort may he haue in his heart, that where whyte is

called blacke.. abydeth by the irueth. 1672 W.Walker
Param. 33 They turn black into while, and white into

black. Nigra in Candida vert tint, Juv. 1829 Souihev
Allfor Lwe ix. xxix, To prove. .That right is wiong, and

wrong is right, And white is black, and black is white.

18. A white pigment ; often with defining word

denoting a particular kind, as Chinese, flake, Paris,

pearl, Spanish, Venice white, etc. : see these words.

1546 [see Spanish a. 7]. 1650 Nokgate Miniaiura (1919)

92 Whyte lead ground with Nutt oyle makcth a perfect
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Whyte. 1731 Art of Drawing % Paint. 20 These Colours

. .to shade the Whiles. 1847 Smeaton Builder's Man. 139
The first white that was discovered., was extracted from the

calx of lead. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting 293 The
terrene whites, from their alkaline nature, are injurious to

many colours in water.

b. Her. Used by some modern writers for a
white tincture reckoned among the furs, as distinct

from argent.

1777 Pokny Pier. (ed. 3) 25 White, the natural colour of a
little beast called Ermine, . . is only to be termed so, when it

is used for the doubling of Mantles.

19. A designation for a member of any one of

certain political parties (from the colour of the

badge worn, cf. White a. 6 b); esp. an Italian

Ghibelline, or a Spanish Legitimist.
1680 C. Nesse Ch. Hist. 428 The Guelphs . . and the

Gibellines,. .the Black and the White (as those Two Factions

were called.!. 1849 J- &• Carlyi.e tr. Dante's Inf. 64 note,

Flurence was di\ ivied by two factions, the AVr/and Bianchi,

or Blacks and Whites. 1889 Daily News 4 Oct. 5/1 A true

white—which is. .of an infinitely more intense shade of

Conservatism than the truest blue. 1892 Nation (N.Y.)

8 Sept. 177/1 The party of the Whites of S'pain had been
thrown intodisorder. 1918 Times g Apr.,Germanyproniised
. . to supply the Whites [of Finland] with arms and food.

20. Short for white squadron : see White a. 1 1 c.

[16.. in Macgeorge Flags (i83i) 69 The Lord Harveywas
Rear Admirall. .bearing, .a white flag in the matne topp,

and was Admirall of y
e squadron of white colours.]

1704 I. Chahberlayme St. Gt. Brit. (ed. 21) 572 Admirals
of the Fleet. .White, Sir Clondesly Shovel, Admiral. James
Wishart, Esq. Vice-Admiral. 1751 Crt. fy Ci.'y Reg. i63

A List of the Admirals of the Royal Navy of Great-Britain.
. .Admirals of the White, c 1815 Jane Austen Persuasion
iii, He is rear admiral of the while.

21. The player who holds the white pieces at

chess or any similar game.
1750 ' Pmilidor' Chess Analysed (1773) 50, I have no need

to go further in this Game, since it is evident that the White
must win. 1808 HoyWs Game of Chess 32 White has the

best of the game. 1867 Bokn's Hand-bk. Games 460
[Draughts] White to move and win.

22. Phrases. In black and white : see Black
a. 15 b, c. In the white : said of cloth in an un-

dyed state; hence of manufactured articles generally

in an unfinished state. (Cf. quot. 1S46 in White
a. 2.) + White and black, name of some game.
1555 Act 2 $3 Phil, fy Mary c. 9 Bowlyng Tenyse Dysyng

White & Blacke Making &. Marryng, & other unlaufull
Games. 1810 Risdon"s Surz\ Devon p. xxv, The articles

..are merely manufactured here, and sent in the white to

London, where they are dyed. 1876 F. S. Williams Midi.
Railw. 636 Furniture, made in London, but unfinished,

—

' in the white ' it is called.

23. Comb, white-exceeding a. {poet.), exceed-

ing or surpassing white, * whiter than white'.
a 1618 Sylvester Ode to Astrxa Wks. (Grosart) II. 50/2

The white-exceeding skin Of thy neck and dimpled chin.

White (hwait), a. Forms : 1-3 hwit, (1 huit,

3 $wit, 3wij3t), 3-4 wit, wyt, 3-6 (7-9 dial.)

whit, (4 whijt, whi3t(e, huyt, with, wythe,
wyht, quiht, quitte), 4-5 wyte, quyt(e, quite,

(wyth), 4-6 qwyt',e, Sc. quhit, 4, 5-7 Sc. quhite,

4-6, 7 Sc. whyt, whyte, 4-S Sc. quhyt, (5 hwyte,
whiyt, why3te, why(g)th(e, wyghte, wytht,
wytte, qwhyt(t)e, qwhite, qwhyet, qwyght,
Sc. qwhit), 5-6 whitt(e, (whight, whyght(e,
Sc. quhytt), 5-7 Sc. quhyte, 6 whytt(e, (whith,
whyth,whiet, wyetjWy^ht, wight, whait, weit,
weyte, Sc, vhyt, quhet), 6-7 wheat, 3- white.
Comp. whiter (hwai*tai), sup. whitest (hwai/t-

est) ; also, with shortened vowel, 3 hwittere,
-ore, -ure, 4-5 quitter, 4-6 whitter, (4 queber,

5 qwhittar); 5 whyttest. [OE. hwit = OFris.,

OS. hwit, OHG. (h)wir (MHG. wit,, G. wits),
ON. hvltr (Sw. vit, Da. hvid)

t
Goth, hweits :-

OTeut. *\wttaz.
The shortened form whit (now dial.) was presumably

generalized from the comp. whitter ox from compounds like

•whitbred, whit]>orn, where shortening is normal.
The grade \wit- is represented by OFris. hwitt, (M)Du.,

(M)LG. wit (-//-):— *\wittaz, prob. :— Indo-eur. *kwidnos,
*kivitnos

t
the root of which is found also in Skr. *fZ'/Vr*(perf.

cifvinde) to be white, Lith. szvidits bright, Lett, swist to
dawn, and Skr. *cvit to be bright or white, cvttrd- whiiish,

white, Zend spaeta white, Lith. stvintu to be bright, OS1.
svetu light, svitati to dawn.]

L Of the colour of snow or milk ; having that

colour produced by reflection, transmission, or

emission of all kinds of light i" the proportion in

which they exist in the complete visible spectrum,

without sensible absorption, being thus fully lumi-

nous and devoid of any distinctive hue.

C950 Lindisf. Cosp. John xx. 12 Tuoe?:e engles in huitum
^eserelum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 36 f>u ne miht senne

locc Redon hwitne o55e blacne. c i»oo Trin. Colt. Horn. 57
Sume bere5 dene clo<5 to watereto blechen him, bat hit

beo wit. Ibid. 163 Hire chemise is smal and hwit. 1:1250

Gen. <$ Ex. 2810 In hise bosum he dede his bond, Quit and
al unfer he it fond. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2786 Tueye
grete dragons, .pe on was red be ober wyt. a 1300 Cursor
M. 17288 + 216 Two aungels..Cled in white clothez. C1300
Havetok 1144 An hold with coueL 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A.
220 Bornyste quyte was hyr uesture. 1340-70 Aiex. *t

Dhid. 719 A swan swibe whit, c 1380 Wvci.if Wks. (18B0)

357 pe oost sacrid, whijt & round. 14*3 Jas. I Kingis Q.
xlvi, Hir goldin haire and rich atyre-.couchit were with

perllis quhite. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 701 Myn
eyen [are] dimmed with ouennoche lokyng on the whit
paper. 1514 Rec. St. Mary at Hilt (1904) 20 Oon hole sute
of vestymenttes, Whight or Blake. 1541 Test. Ebor. (Sur-
tees) VI. 135 A gowne. .the one side blake and the other
side whitt. 1556 J. Hevwood Spider $ F. Ix. 5 With wheat
tuskes fo[r]mde like a bore, a 1586 Montgomery Misc.
Poems xxv. 1 The tender snow, of grants soft & quhyt [rime
delytej. 1590 Sfenser F. Q. ii. iii. 26 She.. was yclad..
All in a silken Camus lylly whight. a 1650 Norgate
Miniatura (igig) 52 Insteed of abortive parchment, by some
called Gilding Vellum, make use of your pure white velim.
J733 Budgell Bee II. 924 It proving a Maiden Assizes, the
Sheriffs, according to Custom, presented the Judges with
while Gloves. 1806 Scott Palmer i, The glen is white
with the drifted snow. 1833 Tennyson Miller's Dau. 130
The lanes.. were white with may, i860 Tyndall Glac. II.

i. 227 White light. .is made up of an infinite number of
coloured rays. 1912 C. N. & A. M. Williamson Guests of
Hercules xvii, A round white moon that flooded the night
with silver.

b. Oi the colour of the hair or beard in old age;

also transf. of the person, white-haired, hoary.
1:1290 S. Eng. Leg. 265/145 Hire her was hor and swibe

)wij)t, as pei it were wolle. 1390 Gower Conf I. 111 Here
berdes weren bore and whyte. c 1440 Partonope 155 A
knyghte, be wyche hyte Nestor, Wyche for age was whyte
and bore. 1448-9 Metham Amoryus K-Cl. 1027 The qwyght
herys Offsapyens. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, 11. iv. 514 That
hee is olde. . his white hayres doe witnesse it. 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr. 11. Introd., Old Honest, ..With his white hairs tread-

ing the Pilgrim's ground, 17*4 Ramsay Vision v, His
quhyt held. 1887 F. M. Crawford Saraiinesca iii, His
white hair and beard bristled about his dark face.

C In comparisons usually hyperbolical.
esp. as white as (or whiter than) snow, milk (cf. Snow,

white, Milk-white) ; as white as lilyJloiver, glass, a swan
(cf. Swan-white), whales hone, flour, a neap, wool, curds,
and (in sense 5) a cloth, sheet, ghost.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. ? Hys reaf waron swa hwite

swa snaw. c 1200 Vices <$• Virtues 83 Danne wur5 ic iclansed

of alle mine sennes, and hwittere Sane ani snaw. c 1290 S.

Eng. Leg.S$/8o A coluere. .so s,wijt so milk. (21300 Cursor
M. 10380 Ten lambes, quitte als milk, a 1300 A'. Horn 15

(Camb.), He wa^ whit so be fiur [Hart. So whit soeny lylye

flour], a 1330 Syr Degarre 15 The kynge had. .A doughter
as whight as whales bone, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 2081 Scheo hadde a mayden childe : Sabren hit

highte, as whit as glas. 13. . Seuyn Sages (W.) 78 Faire of
chere and white as swan. 1375 Barbour Bruce vili. 232
Hawbrekis, that war quh'it as flour, c 1480 Henryson Fox,
IVotft,- Husb. 165 Quhyte as ane Neip, and round als as

ane schell. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 51 A saill, als quhite

as blossum vpon spray. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 63 Gift thay
be reid as purpur neuertheles yai sal be quhit as wow.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 4 Vpon a lowly Asse more white

then snow, Yet she much whiter, a 1732 Gay Songs, New
Song ofNew Similes xiu, As smooth as glass, as white as

curds. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay iv, I am as white

as driven snow compared to some blackguards.

d. In allusive or proverbial phr., chiefly in col-

location with black : cf. White sb. 17 d.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. li. x. 436 And wherby wote men whiche
is whyte if alle binge blake were/ c 1403 Lvdg. Temple cf
Glas 1250 White is whitter, if it be set hi blak. 1546

J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 56 Were not you as good than to

say, the crow is whight. 1581, 1604 [see Blackamoor iJ.

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx 1. v, § 5, 1 think they have
striven if not to make an Ethiopian white, yet an -/Egyptian

to speak truth concerning his own Country.

2. In looser or wider senses, a. Of a light or

pale colour : applied to things of various indefinite

hues approaching white, esp. dull or pale shades

of yellow. (See also following senses, and White
BRKAD, MINE, etc.)

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv. ^35 Uidete regiones quia
aibae sunt . .ad viessem, ^eseaS Oa lond forSon huito sint

gee. .to hrippe. C1300 Havetok 1729 Win hwit and red, ful

god plente. a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 701 in Balers Bk., A
qwyte cuppe of tre. c 1430 Two Cookery-Iks. 29 Hwyte
Hony or Sugre. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 13 Sprot-barley

hath a flat earcand the comes be very great and white.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 874 Water of the Sea..looketh Blacker

when it ismoued,and Whiter when it resteth. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva xix. 43 Such [osiers] as are for White-work (as they

call it), a 1700 — Diary 22 Oct. 1685, The canal and fish

ponds, the one fed with a white, the other with a black

running water. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Cord-

age blanc, white, or untarred cordage. 1846 Dodd Brit.

Manuf VI. 196 When a rope is to he used in the open air,

but under cover, it is left in the ' white ' state; that is, it is

not coated with tar or any other substance.

(b) spec, applied to crops of corn or grain,

formerly called while corn (cf. Corn sbA 3), which
turn ( white' or light-coloured in ripening, as dis-

tinguished from black and green crops : see Crop
sb. 9. Hence transf. of land or soil adapted for

such crops.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husk. § 27 The sherers of all manerof
whyte corne. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 240 If it be of that

poorest sort they call white-land, nothing is so proper as
ray-grass mixt with Non-such, or Melilot Trefoil. 1780
Young Tour Irel. 1. 197 Pease esteemed a refreshment, and
enables them to have one or two crops of white corn. 1799

J. Robertson Agric. Perth 451 P>y the alternate changes of
while and green crops. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. 11.66
The soils under tillage are commonly arranged into two
kinds;, .light and clayey. The former is called turnip or
green soil; and the latter, white soil, because it is best

adapted for growing oats, wheat, and other white grains.

c 1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 4 in Libr. Usef Knoivl., Husb.
Ill, No white or corn crop should be repeated in too rapid
succession.

b. Of metal, or objects made of metal, of a light

grey colour and lustrous appearance, t Frequent

in early use as an epithet of silver ; hence — made
or consisting of silver ; also (of iron or steel armour)
burnished and shining, without colouring or stain.

See also white metal
i
money (in 1 1 c), rent (in 1 1 e),

White iron.
Also technically applied to silver ware chased or roughened

with the tool, as distinguished from burnished silver.

c 1000 iELERic Josh, vii. 21 Twahund enisena hwites
Seolfres. a 1225 Ancr. R. 152 Read gold & hwit seoluer.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 129 Quadrentis coruen all of quyte
siluyre. 1419 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 145 Et in D. de
quytnayles empt. eod. temp. 1506 Lincoln Wills (1914) I.

44 A uhytepece with a coveryng. 1530 Palsgr. 2S8/2 White
harnesse, bianche anuure. 1542 Inv. Royal lVardr.{iSi$)
72 Quhyt Werk. Item ane greit ba>sing for feit wesching.
a 1627 Miuuleton, etc. Widow rv. ii, A white thimble that
I found i' moon light. 1667 Dkydkn & Dk. Newc Sir
M. Mar-ail V, Hang your white pelf. 1761 Ann. Reg.,
Chron. 232 One of his majesty's best suits of white armour.
1816 Scott Antiq. xi, Four white shillings and saxpence.
1856 Miller Elcm. Chem., Inorg. xv. § 674 Tin is a white
metal wub a tinge of yellow.

c. Colourless, uncoloured, as glass or other

transparent substance.
c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxxn. § 3 JEtfStr ?e hwite ?immas?e

reade. 1398TREVJSA Barth. De P. A'.xvi. cii. (i495)Mivb/2
Those [sc. Zineth stones] that ben whyttest.. ben not so
precyous. a 1425 tr. Arderve"s Treat. Fistula, etc. 54
Pouure of white glasse. 1662 Merrett tr. NerCs Art of
Glass 147 The pots wherein Enamels arc made must be glased
with white glass and bear the fire. 1738 Deerinc Catal.
Sn'rp. 128 "Thousands of little white Bubbles filled with
Water. 1890 C. H. Moore Gothic Archit. x. 303 White
glass is introduced here and there [in a stained-glass window]
to heighten the effect.

d, Jilank, not written or printed upon ; 7 (of a

document) unendorsed (cf. white-backed in 12 c).

1466 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 87 Ye seye bat ye have
paid be money: ber for y sende yowe the writte white.
ia 1550 Paine waid I 35 in Dunbar's Peems (S.T.S.) 311 Gif
lytil rewarde be in wry ting, Eettir war leif my paper quhyte.
a 1600 Flodden Field Iviii, Sweet sonne Edward, white
lookes thou make, And euer bane pittye on the pore
cominaltye. 1680, 1772. 1859 [see whitepaper (b) in n e

J.

1683, 1770 [see White line 2].

3. Of or in reference to the skin or complexion :

Light in colour, fair. (Often as a poetic teim of

commendation.) Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 4.
a 900 Cynf.wulf Elene 73 Wlitescyne.-hwit & hiwbeorht

halefla nathwylc. a 1225 Ancr. R. 116 Hire sulf biholden
hire owune honden hwite. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 566 In
be worlde her pere nas, So awit ne of j^uich color, a 1300
Cursor M. 28010 Vee ieuedis, wit your quite hals. *" 1374
Chaucer Troylus ». 1062 low Mynerua [e white, Yef low
me wit my lettre to deuyse. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 225
Pyteous and merciabill man tokenyth whitte coloure and
cleene. < 1480 Henryson Thre Deid Pollis 25 O ladeis

quhyt, in claithis corruscant. 15.. Dunbar Poi7ns\xxx\\W.
46 Fair be their wives, right lovtsom, white and small.

1598 Marston Pigmal., Reactio 35 Ye (.ranla's white
Nymphs come. 1689 N. I.ee Princess of Cleve 11. ii, He
has. .a Skin so white—and soft as Sattin with ihe Grain.

4. Applied to those races of men (chiefly Euro-
pean or of European extraction) characterized by

light complexion, as distinguished from black or

negro, red
t
yellow, etc. Also transf. See also

whitefellow, white slave, etc. in j ie,and White man.
Poor white folks or trash : a contemptuous name given in

America by negroes to white people of no substance (1836,

etc. in Thornton Amer. Gloss.).

1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acostd's Hist. Indies n. xi. ic6

Under the same line .. lies a part of Peru, and of the new
kingdome of Grenado, which . .are very temperate Countries,

..and the inhabitant are white. 1680 C. Nesse Ch. Hist.

27 The White Line, (the Posterity of Selh,). .the black Line
the Cursed brood of Cain. 1777 Sumn.ary Ace. Tobago 29
The white inhabitants . . do not exceed seven hundred. The
negroes, amounting to abcut twelve thousand, are kept in

awe by an active militia. 185a Mrs. Stowe Untie Tonfs C.
xxiii, He had white blood in his veins. 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 84, I have been ..told that the pcor white

people, meaning those, I suppose, who bring nothing to

market to exchange for money but their labor, . . are worse
off in almost all respects than the slaves. 1865 Whittier
Lesson 9r our Duty Prose Wks. 1889 III. 151 The negro is

to be left powerless in the hands of the * White trash ', who
hate him with a bitter hatred. 1870 Kingsley At Last
xvi, Exclusive sugar cultivation had put a premium on
unskilled slave-labour, to the disadvantage of skilled white,

labour. 1896 Baden-Powell Matabele Caupaign xviii,

The white power of South Africa. 1921 Round Table Mar.
314 The White Australia policy—the determination to keep
Australia white, a home for European races.

b. slang or colloq. (by extension from White
man 3 ; orig. U. S.) Honourable ; square-dealing.

Also as adv.

1877 Besant & Rice Golden Buttojfy xviii, A good
fellow is Rayner; as white a man as 1 ever knew. 1890

Century Mag. Feb. 523/2 There ain't a whiter man lhan

Laramie Jack from the Wind River *Mountains down to

Santa Fe. 1913 Edith Wharton Cust. Country ix, Well

—

this is white of you. Ibid, xviii, I meant to act white by you.

5. f a. In early use npp. applied to illness marked

by pallor. Obs. b. Pale, pallid, esp. from fear or

other emotion. (Often in hyperbolical phr. as

white as a sheet.) Also in allusive phrases ex-

pressing cowardice (cf. White-liver, -liveked),

and transf. (as in white rage, terror).

Phr. To bleed white: (a) intr. (hyperbolically) to shed

colourless blood {rare); (
A

) trans, to drain completely of

resources.

c 1403 Clanvowe Cuckow <y Night. 41, I am so shaken
with the fevers whyte, Of al this May yet slepte I but a lyte.
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1412-20 Lvdc. Chron. Troy iv. 2369 Whil« lie laie J»us in

his browes while, a 1508 Dunbah Tua Mariit Wemrn 426
Than lay 1 furtgh my bright buk« on breid on my knee..
And drawis my clok forthwart our my face quhit, 1592
Shaks. Ven. .$ Ad. 643 Didst thou not mnrke my face, was
it not white? Sawest thou not signes of feare lurke in mine
eye? 1596 — Merck. K in. ii. 86 How manie cowards.,
wears.. '1 he beards of Hercules and frowning Mars, Who
inward searcht, haue lyuers white as imlke. 1605— Macb.
11. ii. 65, I shame To weare a Heart so white. 1626 Ur.
Hall Contempt. XUI. David $ Co/., Now wee see.. those,
which haue guien good proofes of magnanimitie, at other
times, haue bewrayed white Huers. 1753 Jans Collier
Art Torment. 1. ii. 46 She.. looks as white as a cloth.

1799 Southey Bp. llatto 35 He had a countenance white
with alarm. 1841 S. Warkkn Ten Thou, 1. x, He hurried
down .. white with rage. 1854 Dickeks Hard '/'.

t. ii, His
fkin was so unwholesomely deficient in the natural tinge,
that lie looked as though, if he were cut, he would bleed
white, i860 Shirley Ij hooks Gordian Knot ii, The most
gentlemanly millionaire of them all has since been trans-
ported, and another is in white terror of a similar destiny.
1866 G. Macuonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxii, She is as white
as a sheet. 1885 'F, Anstey ' Tinted Venus vi, He was
in a white rage. 1897 Hall Caini; Christian in. xii, The
man . . turned white as a ghost,

8. a. Clothed or arrayed in white ; spec, belonging
to an ecclesiastical order distinguished by wearing
a white habit (see also White Canons s.v. Canon 2

1, and White fkiak, White MONK).
White ball: a ball at which all the ladies are dressed in

white.

a 1225 Ltg* Kath. 1376 Ha seh sitten J-is rneiden mid
monie hwite wurtMiche men. a 1400 Trymer (1891J 22 The
white [L. candidatus] oost of martires. c 1400 Brut 311 ['ere

aros anojjer cumpanye of diuers nacions bat was called ' he
white companye,' be win'che, in be parties &cuntre of Lum-
bard ye, dee'e myche sorwe. C1420 Sir Amadace (Camden)
xxxviii, Quod the quite kny^te ' Quat mon is this?' c 1450
Holland Ilowlat 178 The Se Mawis war monkis, the blak
and the quhyte. 1470-85 Malohy A rtkur XHL ix. 623 He
came to a whyte Abbay. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 41
Fairies blacke, gray, greene, and white. 1659 in Morns
Troubles Cath. Fore/. (1872) I. \i. 316 Seventy-two .. were
Nuns of the Choir, the rest White Sisters and Lay-sisters.

1895 Pail Mall Mag. Sept. 140 A month after Mamie's
arrival Lidian gave a 'white ball' in her honour. 1903
Chandlehy Tiler. Walks Rome (1908) 128 The Olivetans
or white Benedictines.

b. From the 1 7th centurywhite has been specially
associated with royalist and legitimist causes (e.g.

the white flag of the Bourbons), and hence in

recent times white has been applied to certain

constitutional or anti-revolutionary parties and the
policy for which they stand. (See White sb. 19,
and cf. Red a. 9 b.)

1749 J.Ray Compl. Hist, ffe&jji She got together all her
Clan, and marched at their Head (with a white Cockade,
&c.)and presented them to the Mock Prince. Ibid. 341 The
Rebel Army were assembled with their White Flags dis-
played, a 1784 Johnson in Boswell an. 1763 ttote, Boswelt,
in the year 1745,.. wore a white cockade, and prayed for
King James. 1848 Redhsad Fr, Rev. II. 302 Suppressing
the tricolour, and substituting in its stead the white flag.

1849 W, C. Taylor House 0/Orleans III. 222 He had been
one of the first to raise the White Flag in 1814 ; he had
levied a regiment of Royalists during the hundred days.
a 1879 J. Macdonell Trance since 1st Empire 117 The
French ministers could show clemency at Paris, but they
were not so well able to keep down the fury of the Royalists
in the provinces. Thus was the Red Terror succeeded by
the White. 1903 Daily Chron. 20 June 3 2 His position is

that known in Italy as ' White ', or constitutional, as com-
pared with the clerical * BUda 'and the republican ' Reds '.

1918 'Times 9 Apr. 6/4 (Finland) Germany has secured a
strong hold of the gratitude of 'While' public opinion.
/bid., The W'hite Army, .is overwhelmingly pro-German.
7. fig. Morally or spiritually pure or stainless

;

spotless, unstained, innocent.
971 Blickt. Horn. 147 Hwylc is of us Drihten \>xl haebbe

swa hwite sauleswabeos halite Marie? a 12*$ A ncr.R. 324
Vor euere so heo [sc. the soul] is hwitture, so be ful3e is

scheme, c 1450 Capcrave Life St. Aug. xv, Whech ser-
uauntis our Lord God had brout fro be grete blaknesse of
synne on-to be fair white vertuous lyuyng. 1603 Shaks.
Meas. for M. in. ii. 198 Back wounding calumme The
whitest venue strikes. 1608 Pp. Hall Char. i. 21 Hee hath
white hands, and a cleane soule. 1616 B. Jonsos Epigr.
xciii, I doe not know a whiter soule. 1645 G. Danii;l
Scattered Fancies xxxiii, But Danger onlie gvilt attends;
I bring White Thoughts. 1737 Popi: //or. Efist. 11. i. 216
In our own [days].. No whiter page than Addison remains.
i8sg Hawthorne A/arl-le Faun xxiii, There can be no
harm to my white Hilda in one parting kiss. 186a Tbollope
Qtiey F. xxxvi, It is I whose duty it is to see that your
name be made white again.

b. Free from malignity or evil intent ; beneficent,
innocent, harmless, esp. as opposed to something
characterized as black (cf. Black a. 8, 9) : chiefly
in phr. white He (see Lie sbj- 1 b), white magic
(Magic sb. 1 b ; cf. Black art); see also white
paternoster s.v. Patkrnoster 2, and White witch.

1651 C. Cartwrigiit Cert. Relig. 111. 36 He did not know
whether his admonisher were black or white.. an evill or
a good spirit. 1655 Plt.ler Ch. Hist. n. v. § 12 He made
his Harp .. make musick of it self; which no White Ait
could perform. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witchcraft ii. 26
A Teacher of the White Magic, that pretends to deal only
wi:h Good Angels. 1740-50 Richardson in Mrs. Bar-
bauld Corr. (1804) IV. 316 Don't you think.. that I have
reason to exclaim against white fibs? 1828 Miss Mitfokd
Village Ser. in. Admiral on Shore, Julia.. asserted her
female privilege of white-lying, and declared [etc.]. 185s
KtMoaucv Westiv. Ho ! iv, They be mortal feared of witches,
..and mortal hard on 'em, even on a pure body like me.
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that doth a bit in the white way. 1914 Sir E. Shackleton
in Scotsman 29 Oct. 3/8, I send you my last cable as we
start for the Antarctic. We are leaving now to carry on our
white warfare.

8. (Chiefly of times and seasons) Propitious,

favourable; auspicious, fortunate, happy. Now rare.

1629 Shirley Grateful Serv. II. i, Till this white houre,
these walles were neuer proud, T'inclose a guest. 1638-56
Cowley Darideis II. 830 Thy Fate's ali white. 1660
Dryden Astrsea Redux 292 And now times whiter Series is

begun. 1728 Ramsay Bonny Christy iv, He wisely this

white Minute took, And thing his Anns about her. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones VIII. xi, What is called by Schoolboys
Mack Monday, was to me the whitest in the whole Year.
1830 Lytton P. Clifford xxix, I will not even press you to
appoint that day, which to me will he the whitest of iny
life. 1855 Macal'i.ay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 2 '1 hat was one
of the few white days of a life, beneficent indeed.. but far

from happy.

1 9. Highly prized, precious; dear, beloved,

favourite, ' pet ', ' darling '. Often as a vague term
of endearment. (See also white son in lie, and
White hoy.) Obs.
c 1425 Non-Cycle Myst. Floys (1909) 33 Take vp Isaac, bi

son so whyte. <: 1537 in Ellis Ortg. Lett. Ser. III. 111. 126
Master Polcentred secretly in to a Monasterye.. called
Seynt Justyns, wheras he is ther wyte God and they his

blacke angells. 1602 2nd Ft. Return/?: Paruass. II. vi, I

shall bee his little roague, and his white villaine for a whole
weeke after. 1634 Hevwood Lane. Witches I. i. Wks. 1874
IV. 184 A merry song now mother, and thou shalt be my
while giile. 1646 E.xtr. Kirk-Session Ree. Dunfermline
(i865)i7jonet Wely. .had slandered grissel I walwood spouse
to Jo" alisone, wright, calling hir white bird. 1647 Traff
Comm. Matt. xiv. 3 If John touch Herods white sin. .lohn
must to prison.

flO. Fair-seeming, specious, plausible. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 901, I . .feffe hym with a fewe

wordes whyte. Ibid. 1567 For alle youre wordes whyte.
1412-20 L.YDG. Chron. Troy in. 4272 Hir wordis white,
softe, & blaundyshynge, Wer meynt with feynyng & with
flaterie. c 1480 HskrysON Cock t, Fox 205 Flatleraris with
plesand wordis quhyte. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. xi. 34 The
schyning vissage of the god Cupyte, And his dissemelit
slekit wordisquhyte. 1612S1R J. DavIBS Why Ireland, etc.

93 The faire and white promises of Lewes the n. 1613
Chapman Rev. Bnssy dAmhois v, i, This bloud I shed, is

to sane the bloud Of many thousands. Guise. That's your
white pretext. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 158 The Scots call

Flatteries Whitings, and Flatterers white People. 1825
Jamieson, White-Wind, flattery, wheedling ; a cant term.

11. Special collocations, a. In names of species

or varieties of animals distinguished by their white

colour or colouring : us white ant, bear,fox, heron,

herring, pelican, perch, shark, stork, trout, wagtail,

whale, for which see the sbs. ; also white-bird,
(ii) a name for the spotted flycatcher

;
{b ) see quot.

1 875 ; white game [Game sb. 1
1 ], grouse = white

partridge ; white grub, the larva of the cockchafer
or other scarabaeid ; white mouse (see e below)

;

white partridge 1 Obs., the ptarmigan; white
slipper {limpet), snail (see quots.) ; white worm
= white grub; see also Whitebait, Whitefish,
etc. b. In names of plants distinguished by white
flowers or other parts, light-coloured bark, wood,
root, fruit, seed, etc. ; also applied to such flowers,

wootl, etc. : as white beech, beet, bind, bine, birch,

broom, cedar, c/ot'er, currant, dead-nettle, elm,
grape, hellebore, honeysuckle, horehound, jasmine,
lilac, mustard, oak, oats, peas, pepper, pine, pop-
lar, raspberry, rot, rye, sanders, willow (see the

sbs.) ; also whits ash, (a) a species or variety of

ash with light-coloured wood ; hence {colloa.) an
oar; also altrib. (jocular) white-ash breeze, the

impetus of the oar
;

{b) a S. African ornamental
tree with white flowers, Platylophus trifoliatus,

the white alder (Alder soA 3); fwhite-bush =
Whitethorn; white corn (see tab); white
grass, (n) IIolcus lanatus; (b) American species

of Leersia, esp. L. virginica; f white plum,
(a) - Wheat-flum

;
(b) a plum of Barbados

having whitish bark ; white-tree, a name for

different trees having light-coloured wood ; esp.

Melaleuca Leucodendron of Australia and the
Malay archipelago ; white vine, (a) the common
bryony, Bryonia dioica

;
(b) traveller's-joy, Cle-

matis Vitalba ; white wheat, wheat with white
or light-coloured grain ; white wood, (a) the
alburnum, or lighter-coloured outer wood of a
tree

;
(b) any non-resinous wood. c. In names of

minerals, and of chemical or other products, of a
white colour: as white amber, antimony, arsenic,

copper, dammar, enamel, feldspar, {iron) pyrites,

precipitate, salt, schorl, soap, tellurium, tin, tombac,
vitriol, wax, for which see the sbs. ; also white
ash, refined soda-ash as distinct from the crude
black ash (Ash sb.* 3) ; white brass, an alloy of

copper and zinc, containing a large proportion of

the latter ; white brick, app. Bath brick ; white
bronze, any light-coloured bronze ; white damp
[Damp sb.l 1 b], carbonic oxide as occurring in

coal-mines ; white leather (see Leathers*, i and
Whitleatheb) ; white lights Obs. exc dial.,

candles ; white metal, a name for various alloys

of alight grey colour (also attrib.) ; white money,
silver money, silver coins ; white nickel, a name
for Chloakthite or other native nickel arsenide

;

t white powder, a supposed kind of gunpowder
exploding without noise ; white rock, a name
applied to intrusive basaltic rocks, altered to a light

colour, occurring in coal-measures ; white-row
(see quot.) ; white rubber, {a) caoutchouc

whitened by admixture of a pigment
; (/') the light-

coloured caoutchouc obtained from the white-rub-

bervine {Laudolphia owariensis) ;
ywhite straits

(see quots. and Strait sb. 9) ; white trap =
white rock

; f white wire, iron wire coated with

tin. d. In names of bodily parts or structures,

and of diseases or abnormal bodily conditions,

characterized by white colour : as white blood,

blood with an excess of white corpuscles, as in leuch-

rcmia
; + white bone, app. the costal cartilages;

white corpuscle, a colourless blood-corpuscle, a

leucocyte ; white flood, leucorrhcea ;
white flux

(see e below) ; white gangrene, a form of gan-

grene in which the affected parts become whitish
;

white haw, an affection of the eye (see Haw sb.''-)

;

white jaundice (see Jaundice sb. 1 b) ;
white

matter, the fibrous matter of the brain and spinal

cord,asdistinct homthegrey matter; white soften-

ing, a variety of softening of the brain (see quot.

lS 73) ; white swelling (see Swelling vbl.sb. 2)
;

white (fibrous) tissue, white connective tissue,

as distinct from yellow tissue (Yellow a. C. 1 c).

1699 Damfier Voy. 127 Abundance of Ants of several sorts,

and Woodlice, called by the English in the East Indies

•White Anls. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves S6 The never-

to be-sufficiently execrated white ants, who, if they had their

will, would reduce all created things to impalpable du»t.

1801 Shaw Gen. Zeol. II. 313 The I.euconx or "White

Antelope. l8ao T. GrEF.N Univ. Herbal II. 856, 2 Frajeinus

Americana, American Ash-tree.—There are several varieties

of this, "White Ash, Red Ash, Black Ash, Sc. 1851 H.

Melville Whale lxxxi, This clum-y lubber was striving to

free his white ash. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., White-

ash (Penn.). See Coal. 1882 Garden 23 Sept. 273/1 The
white Ash of the United States may be taken as the type of

most of the American kinds. 1906 Kipling Tuck of Took s

Hill 101 We must wake the white-ash breeze,. .A long (mil

for Stavanger ! 1892 Labour Commission Gloss., * White

Ash Finishers, men in the chemical industry .. encaged

upon the manufacture of soda ash . . from salts derived from

black ash. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage VIII. iii. 620 There

were "white Heares, and stagges farre greater then ours.

1852 Seidel Organ 169 The levers by which the tongues are

kept upon the beaks are generally made of "white beech.

1805 R. W. Dickson Tract. Agric. II. 744 There is only

one species of this plant [se. hop] in cultivation, but which

has several varieties, as the red-bind, the green-bind, the

•white-bind, etc 1875 Melliss .S'r\ Helena 98 Gygis can.

dida, WagU—"While-bird. One of the most abundant sea-

birds in the Island. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med.
vii. 8s Abstracting [by blister] a considerable portion of

"white blood from the system. 1863 An ken Sri. * Pract.

Med. (ed. 2) II. 270 White-cell blood, or While blood

—

Lcucocythxmia. 1511 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 314 Quen-
dam N. Wallez fel.nice percussit cum uno le da?er in

pectore super le *vythbone. 1538 Bury Wills (Camden) 1 36

One lytic pot of "whyte biasse. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

1538 Elyot Diet., Leucantha, "white bryer. a 1756 Eliza

Haywooh New Present (1771)252 Rubbing, .with scouring

paper, rotten-stone, or "white-brick. 1884 Lock Workshop
Ree. Ser. III. 28/1 This new kind of ' "white bronze ' is not

to be confounded with the alloy used in America under the

same name, .which consists principally of zinc. 1882 Garden

3 June 384/1 The "white Broom and a sulphur-coloured

Cy tisus. 1676 M. Cook Forest- Tl ees xxxii. 97 If you would

make a Fence of one particular sort of Wood, the very best

is your "White-bush, or White-thorn. 1781-aT. Jefferson

Notts I 'irginia (1787) 62 "White cedar, Cupressus Thyoides.

1847 LEicilllARnT Jrnl. iii. 60 The white cedar (Melta

Azedarach). 1686 Plot Stajfordsk. 122 "While-clay, so

called it seems though of a blewUh colour, and used for

making ycllow-colour'd ware. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

'White Copper, an alloy forming an imitation of silver.

1866, 1898 "White corpuscles [see Leucocytosis, Leuco-

cyte]. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxxi. 107 The fifth, .may be .

.

called. ."white Crowfoote, & water Crowfoote. /bid. 11.

xxviii. 180 [see Watek-lily]. 1866 Treat. Hot., "White

dammer. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss , "White-damp,

a poisonous gas sometimes (more rarely than fire-damp or

choke-damp, etc.), encountered in coal mines. 1770 J. R.

Forsteh tr. A'alm's Trav. A". Amer. I. 67 Ulmus Amor,.

eana, the "white elm. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. II. 07

To make 'white enamel, a hundred parts of lead and Ihnty

of tin are generally calcined. .and. .mixed with a hundred

parts of sand and twenty of potash r^.the result is a milky

white opake glass, called White Enamel 1839 De ia

Heche Kef. Geo!. Cornwall, etc. vi. ,8o Plates of black

mi, a and crys.als of "white felspar. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1.

lix. 86 Wilde Tansie . .preuayleth . .agaynst the white floud,

or issue of rloures. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) .111. .333

The fur of the "while fox is held in no great estimation.

.678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. .176 The white Game^

erroneously called the while Partridge, LagoPnsavis. 1886

Puck's llandbk. Med. Sei. III. 3°°/* '."Wh '.
,<!

v
Gangrene^

seems to be simply a moist ganerene in which there is;>

serous exudate. .798 Nemnich Polygl.-Ux II. 936 White

cold. The platina. 1780 Young Tour /ret. I. 382 Kye

Srass (lolium perenne) and "white grass {hotcus lanatus)
'

veil 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Leersia, Three species

r in the United States, and are known as white-grass,

cially L. Virginica. 1707 Bewick British Birds I. 303

grass (totiutu per......

do well. iSjji Cent. Diet. s.v. Leersia, Three^ species

occur in tl

especially L. Virginica. 1707 Bewick British birds 1. 303

"White Grouse, a 1817 T. Dwight Trav. New Eng., etc.



WHITE.

(1821) I. 77 The 'white-grub has .. extensively injured

meadows and pastures. 1551 Turner Herbal I. I v, The
leues also broken in oyle are good for the *wbyte hawe, or

the perle in the eye. 1857 Miller Elem. Chcm., Org.
(1862) i. § 3. 61 Blue indigo, under the combined action of

protoxide of iron and alkalies, becomes converted into

'white indigo. 1896 Chester Diet. Names Min., * White
iron ore, an early name for siderile. Ibid., 11 kite iron

pyrites, a popular name for marcasite. 1526 in Househ.
Ord. (1790) 162 One torch, one pricket, two sises, one pound
of 'white lights, ten talshides, eight faggotts. 1610 Ibid.

335 Halfe a pounde of white lightes..per diem. 1731

M iller Card. Diet. 5 A b, The 'White Lilac, or Pipe-Tree.

1882 Garden 6 May 317/2 A large bunch of white Lilac.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 525/2
#\Vhy te marbulle, camium. 1849

Burke Landed Gentry III. 27/2 The splendid mausoleum
..was magnificently sculptured in white marble. 1839-47

Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 695 A convolution [of the brain]

consists of a fold of grey matter, enclosing a process of

'white or fibrous matter. 1869 Huxley Elem. Physiol.

(ed. 3) vi. 299 In the medulla oblongata,, .[as] in the spinal

cord.. the white matter is external, and the grey internal.

But, in the cerebellum and cerebral hemispheres, the grey

matter is external and the white internal. 1613 in Papers

rel Scots in Poland (1915) 71 A 'white metal cup. 1710

N Blundell Diary (1895) 86 We went to see >•» make
White-Mettle Muggs. 1879 H. Phillips Addit. Notes upon
Coins 8 A number of medals in white metal and copper.

1884 Loci; Workshop Rec. Ser. 111. 40/2 The term 'white

metal '

is applied to all alloys in which zinc, tin, or lead is in

sufficient proportion to impart a white colour. 1482 tely

Papers (Camden) 1 16 The goldys and 'whyte mony . . as they

were corrant. 1593 GREENEJrif Pt, ArtCony Catching C3,
There was seuen pound in Golde, beside thirty shillings and

odde white money. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. Blanc, Mounoye
blanche, white money J coyne of brasse, or copper, silueied

ouer. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3162/4 Where all Persons may
be Accommodated with any of their sorts for while Money,
either Half-Crowns, Shillings, or Sixpences, axyoo Evelyn
Diary 9 Mar. 1664, The fine new mill'd coin both of while

money and guineas. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday PI: 405

Rutland pays to the King one hundred and fifty pounds

white money. 1820 Blackw. Mag. May 158 My hand
has nae been crossed with white money but ance llie-e seven

blessed days. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 70 Chloantliite ;..

•White Nickel, 189S Chester Diet. Names Min. 287

White nickel. A syn. of both rammelsbergile and chlo-

anthite. 177a J. R. Forsti-r tr. Nairn's Trav. N. Amer.

I. 65 Quercus alba, the 'white oak. 1721 Bailey, "White

Oakham, a sort of Tow or Max to drive into the Seams

of Ships. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 138 No bird abounds

there more then the 'white Partridge. 1678 [see white

game}. X747 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds 11. 72. 1844

Amer. Jml. Set. XLVII. 58 Labrax mucroiiatns, Cuv.,

While Perch. 1530 Palscr. 285/2 'White plome, prune

blanche. 1696 PLUKENET Almagestum Opera 1769 II. 306

Primus Sylvestris cortice albicante, ..White Flumme Barba-

densibus dicta. 1613 Beai m. & F... Honest Man's Port.

II. i, That you were kil'd with a Pistoll charg'dwilh 'white

Powder. 1689 N. Lee Princess o/Cleve 11. ii, A Secret

Lover's like a Gun charg'd with White Powder, does

Execution but makes no noise. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med.

Sci. IV. 743/2 Mercurammonic Chloride, NH;_HgCl. This

salt, commonly known as 'white precipitate, is officinal in

the U.S. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 213

To make 'While Raspberry Jam. 1885 Geikie Text-Ik.

Geol. IV. viii. § 2. 560 Microscopical examination shows that

tliis ' 'white-rock ' or ' white-trap ' is merely an altered form

ofsome diabasic or basaltic rock. IJit Phil. Trans. XXVII.
542 A blewish Bat, in which the following Iron-Stone lyes,

called the 'White-Row. Ibid., A hard blackish Iron Oar,

lying in small Nodules, having between them a White Sub-

stance ; and from thence by the Miners called the White-

Row-Grains. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., * White-rubber,

caoutchouc mixed with..any while pigment [so] as to give

a dead white color to it. 1887 Moloney forestry W. A/r.

90 The white-rubber vine.. grows in profusion in this part

of the country. 1859 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian

Inst, (i860) 203 The 'White Slipper [limpet] is known.. by
its shaggy tight-green skin. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 54

'White snailes be yll forshepe in pastures. 1881 E. Inger-

soll Oyster-Industry 250 White-snails, small species of

mollusks noxious to the oyster-beds, particularly Urosalpinx

and Natica. 1854 'White softening (see Softening vbl.

sb. 1 bj. 1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol. 41 White
Softening . . is [mostly] a chronic condition, dependent

upon disease of the capillaries and small arteries, which

interferes with the circulation. .. There is no hyperaernia,

and the colour either resembles that of healthy brain-

tissue, or is an opaque dirty white. 1792 Pennant Arctic

Zool. 11. 157 'White Stork. ..primaries black: the rest of

the plumage white. 1513 Act J Hen. VIII c. 2 Where.

.

Clothes called 'White Stray tes be.. made within the seid

Countie [of Devon]. 1672 M/.m.E\Co?t'cl's luteipr., White
Straits, a kind of course Cloth made in Devonshire, about

a yard and half a quarter broad, raw. c 1430 Two Cookery-

bks. 7 Take 'whyte sugre an caste ber-to. 1562 Turner
Herbal 11. 106 Take the water & put white sugar vnto it.

1772 D. Macbride Meth. Introd. Physic 194 Watery tumour

of a joint, usually termed 'White-swelling. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. I. 185 'White tinne, that is molten into

mettall. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxviii. 361

The vitality of the 'white tissues is low. 1863 Bates hat.

Amazons li. (1864) 38 Other grand forest-trees..were the

Moira-linga (the 'White or King tree)—probably the same

as or allied to, the Mora Excelsa. .in British Guiana [etc.].

i856 Treas. Bot., White-tree, Melaleuca Leucadendron.

1:1640 I. Smyth Hund. Berkeley (1885) 319 The Salmon,

'wheat trout or suen. 1542 Ei.yot Diet., A niommn, .
.
the

leaues be lvke to the leaues of Withwynde or 'whyte vyne.

1598 [see Bryony i]. 1607 Topsei.i. Four-f. beasts 181J

Burne them with twigs of while vines. 1866 I rea s. Bot.

1217/1 Vine, White, Clematis Vitalba. 154S **«».»"
[see Wax «L< 2 c]. 1567 Cude /, Godlte h. (S.i.S.)

1

176

With bullis of leid, quhyte wax and reid, And vther qubyhs

with grene. 1815 Kiruy & St. Entomol. x. (1818) I. 3*9

The wax (called Pe-la, white wax, because so by nature)

begins to appear about the middle of June. I5«3'34

Fitzherb. Husb. i 34 'Whyte wheate is lyke polerde wheate

..but it hath anis, and..wyll make white breed; and in

Essex they call flaxen wheate whyte wheate. 1805 K. W.

74

Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 540 Among the numerous varieties

of. .wheat, the white and the red are the most esteemed in

general. 1463-4 Rolls Parlt. V. 507/1 Cardes for Wolle, or

'Whitewyre. 1587 Mascall Cattle, Hogges (1596) 274
Some doe ring them [sc. hogs] wilh red wyar .. Others doe
put rings of yron, some wilh horse nailes or strong white

wyar, in the groine of their snoutes. 1678 Lond. Gaz. No.
1302/1 It is Enacted. .That no Iron Threed (commonly
called White Wyer) nor Cards for Wooll, nor Card-Wyer,
nor Iron-Wyer for making of Wooll-Cards, shall be Imported.

1765 Newton (Lines.) Enclosure Act 13 Ash or other 'white

wood rails. 1812 P. Graham Agric. Sitrv. Stirling. 40 The
oaks are almost entire ; the white wood, as it is called, or

the outermost circles of the tree, only are decayed. 1825

J. Nicholson Oyer. Meek. 348 The workman breaks these

pieces of pots on his anvil, and mixes the pieces with char-

coal of white wood. 1883 J. G. Wood in Longman's Mag.
Dec. 169 The terrible larva of the cockchafer, called, par
excellence, the Grub, and sometimes known as the 'White
Wrorm.

e. Miscellaneous: white ale, a Devonshire

drink made of ale with flour, milk, and other in-

gredients (see Eng. Dial. Diet.) ; white baker,

f {11) a baker of white bread (also as one word)
;

{b) a name for the spotted flycatcher ; white bath,

(a) an emulsion of oil and alkaline carbonates used

in dyeing; {/>) a name for while-flowered species

of Trillium; white bonnet [Bonnet sb. 8]. a

fictitious bidder at an auction ; white book [tr.

nied.L. liber albus ; cf. Album], a book of official

records or reports bound in white ; f white broth,

some kind of broth of a white or light colour (see

also Bkoth sb. 3) ; white coal (see quot. 1913) ;

f white colours = whiteflag (a) ; white cooper
(see Cooi'tR sb. 1 1) ; white death [after black

death], a name for tuberculosis (?as specially a

disease of white men) ; white ensign (see Ensign

sb. 5); whitefellow, applied by Australian natives

to a white man, in contradistinction to blackfellozu;

white flag, (a) a flag of a white colour displayed

in token of peaceful or friendly intention, desire

for parley (= flag oj'truce, Flag sb.* 1 b), or sur-

render
;

(b) the national flag of France before the

Revolution (see 6 b) ; white flux, (a) leucorrhcea
;

(b) see Flux sb. 1 1, quot. 1826 ; f white-folding,

some kind of cloth; whitehass,hawse,.S<\ -white

pudding (a) ; white h.en, fig. in proverbial phr. a

while hen's chick, etc. applied to a fortunate person

or tiling (cf. sense 8) ; White House, popular

name for the official residence of the President of

the United States at Washington ; white joint

(see quot.)
; + white joke, name of some dance

;

white leach (see I.each sb.'1 2); white letter,

Printing [Letter sb. 1 2 b], an occasional name for

the (now) otdinary or ' roman ' style of type, as

distinct from Black-lLtteii ;
white lie, (a) see

7 b and Lie sb.1 1 b ;
{b) see quot. ; white-loose

(see quot.) ; t white mark = White sb. 6 ; white

mass (see quot.) ; t White Moors, a nickname

for the Genoese ; white mouse, (a) an albino

variety or fancy breed of the common house mouse ;

{b) a name for the collared lemming, Cuniculus

torquatus, also called snow-mouse ;
{c) fig. applied

to a person of mean or despicable character ; white

night (tr. F. nuit blanche), a sleepless night

;

white note, Mus. a note with an open head, as a

semibreve or minim (opp. to black note) ;
white

paper, (a) paper of a white colour (also fig.) ;

(*) techn. blank paper, not written or printed upon ;

(<r) an official document printed on white paper

;

white post {Paper-making'), see Post sb.$ 1 ;

white pudding, (a) a kind of sausage made of

oatmeal and suet (cf. Place pudding and Pudding

sb. 1) ;
(b) ' a pudding made of milk, eggs, flour,

and butter' {Cent. Did.) ; white rent {obs. exc.

Hist.), rent payable in silver money (see sense 2 b,

and cC Black mail 3) ; spec, in Devon and Corn-

wall, a rent or duty of eight pence a year payable

by every tinner to the Duke of Cornwall ; white

rod = White staff; white rose, the emblem,

and hence (with capitals) a designation, of the

House of York in the Wars of the Poses (see Rose

sb. 6) ; also adopted by the Jacobites in the i8thc.

;

White Bussian, (a) a member of that branch of

the Russian stock inhabiting the western part of

Russia ; (/<) the dialect of Russian used by these
;

white scourge, tuberculosis (cf. white death

above) ; white-sewing = white-seam (Seam sb.1 9)

;

white sheet (see Sheet sb. 1 I b) ; white slave,

a white person (sense 4) who is, or is treated like,

a slave (cf. Slave sb. 3) ; so white slaver, white

slavery {spec, in reference to prostitution) ; f white

son, a beloved or favourite son; a boy or man
who is specially favoured or petted (see 9) ; white

squadron, one of the three squadrons into which

the Royal Navy was formerly divided; white

squall (see Squall j*.3 i c) ; white steep, a pro-

cess, or liquor, used in bleaching (see Steep sb.1 1, 4,

fig-

WHITE.

and cf. grey steep s.v. Grey a. S) ; white stone,

in prov. phr. to mark wilh a white stone, to reckon

as specially foitunate or happy (in allusion to the

use of a white stone among the ancients as a

memorial of a fortunate event) ; White Sunday,
an etymologizing modification of Whit Sunday

;

white ware, white goods or stuff, esp. white

earthenware; white window, a stained-glass win-

low in grisaille (see Grisaille) ; white wings
•., sails; f white woman, name for a 'female'

ingredient in alchemy.

1743 London <y Country Brewer m. 195 Devonshire
"White-Ale. About 60 years ago this Lh ink was invented

at or near.. Plymouth. It is brewed from pale Malt. 1806

Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 341 Your birth-

place Dodbrook deign'd to bless Famed for white ale.

1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 390 'the brewing of a
liquor called white ale, is almost exclusively confined to

the neighbourhood of Kingsbridge. 1879 N. <r Q. 5th Ser.

XI. 193/2. 1568 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
(1880) 325 No baker, be he 'white baker or browne baker.

1633 Stem's Surv. 624 The Company of White-Bakers.,

were a Company of this City in the first yeere of Edward
the second. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6379/5 Samuel Fryer,..

Wlmebaker. 1862 Johns Brit. Birdsb*s White Baker, the

Spotted Flycatcher. 1857 Miller Elem. Ckem., Org. (1862)

XL § 2. 775 In this condition it \sc. the skin] is ready for the

operation of lawing, or passing through ihe 'white Lath.

1891 Cent. Diet. s. v. Trillium, The white species [are

known] as wake-robin, white bath, birthroot. X735 in R.

Bell Treat. Conveyance Laud (1815) 168 This too common
practice of emplo) ing • white-bonnets at roups was a manifest

cheat, x&islbitt., Whatis commonly called a white bonnet,

that is, a person employed by the seller to raise the price,

without any intention of buying for himself. 1866 Carlvle

Remin. (1881) 1. 205 Hazlitt..was at the Fonthill Abbey

sale..' hired to attend as a white bonnet there', said he

with a laugh. 1437 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1189) 294 The
* Whit Boke. 1891 Tintes 4 Feb. 5/3 Another Whitebook on

Last African affairs has been presented to the Reichstag.

1895 Law 'limes C. 3/1 The judge and Master Macdonell

hunted through the While Book, and unearthed a rule

sufficiently clastic. 1911 B. Nightingale Ejected of 1661

II. 1027 The White Botk of Preston gives the following.

I6c6 Dekker Seven Deadly Sins D, Fftere and there (like

a Prune in 'While-broth) is slucke a spruice, but a meere

rating vnpractised Lawyers Claike all in blacke. 1691

Irs. D'Anvkrs Academia 8 So she.. In White-broath, and

Canai y steeps him. 1913 Wrs'i ON & Crew Pitman's Diet.

Icon. % Banking Terms 149 ' U hite C oal, a fanciful name

given to a glacier in so far as it is a reservoir of force.

1916 Edin. Rev. Oct. 397 Envying the Italians the clear

atmosphere their towns. .enjoy through the use of 'white

coal' in place of black. 1676 North's Plutarch, Aad.

Lives 84 Sebastian . .commanded one of his Souldiers to hold

up the *white colours at his Spears-end, in token of his

surrendring. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. vii. 317/2 The

'White Cooper and Bariel Cooper, .are two distinct Trades.

1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 162 (Cooper) Ihe

White-cooper makes all the wooden vessels requned 111

household concerns, dairies, or private breweries. MM
Munseys Mag. XXV. 643/2 'The ' *«hile death ,

as this

most fatal disease is called, does not seem to horrify us as it

should. 1879 Queen's Reg. H.M. Naval Service 19 All

Her Majesty's Ships of War in Commission shall Lear

a "White Ensign. 1870 I. O. Ticker Mute 52 The natives,

believing him to be the Spirit of their deceased King,

welcomed him with every demonsliation of joy ; hence

the well-known expression ' Go down blackfellow, come

up 'whitefellow'. 1600 Holland l.tvy xxx. 765 there

met him a ship of the Carthaginians, garnished with ..

'white flags of peace. 1695 Lend. Caz. No. 3101,2 J he

Enemy hung out a White Flag, and desired a Parley. 1815

Ann. Re'., Gen. Hist. 120 A while flag was hung out as

a signal that the Hoops.. had surrendered. 1607 Totsell

Four-/. Beasts 83 If a woman be troubled with the 'white

fluxe. 1827 Faraday Chcm. Manip. xm. (1842) 301 White

flux is made by deflagrating a mixtuie ofequal parts

of nitre and cream of tartar, c 1423 in Raine LA. 1 A.

* Abps. (Rolls) III. 307 Pro xij. virgis de panno vocato

•whyfefalddyng. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xli, There is

black pudding and 'white-hass-tiy whi k ye like best.

1824 Mactaggart Callovid. Encycl., White Hawse, a

favourite pudding. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. m. Lljb,

Mav not I. .be estemed the Sonne of a 'whyte henne .1.

I

inaye not men . . thinke, that 1 was borne in a good howre.

1630 B. Jonson New Inn 1. iii, All. .are not sonnes o the

v, hite Hen. 1716 Pocr Robin Feb. A 6. Money is a Chick

of the white Hen, be that hath it, hath Fcrtune by the fore-

lock. 1833 T. Hamilton Men f, Manners Amer (1843) 3°o

The President.. having politely intimated that he received

company every evening, 1 \entured. .to present myself ..company every evening

at the ''White House' 1682 W. J. Christy Joints 32

"Wiite Joint'.'—6ne"formed wilh orcinary mortar as dis-

tinguished from blue mortar. Or it is made by pointing

with white putty. 1744 Fielding Tumble-Donn Dick

Wks. 1766 IV. 250 Tho' all the ear.h was one continued

smoke, 'Twould not prevent my dancing the White Joke.

C1450 Brut 447 A leyche called "whyte leyche 15.73.

175! [see Leach sb.' 2]. c 1700 Pepys tr. Rollins P^'»'»

Carl. (1922) Pref.p. vii, The Form of the Bla.k Letter

with Picturs, seems (for cheapness sake) wholly laid aside,

for that of the 'White Letter without Piclu.es. 1717

Hfarne Collect. (O. H. S.) VI. 55 It is printing..!., the

whi* 1 Letter contrary .0 Mr. Urry's mind -ho was resolved

unon the black Letter and would not hear of the white.

1879 ChappTl! Roxb. Ball. U. 450 Two of the copies we^e

issued by Whitwood.., one by Noms in white letter. 1809

L Hutchinson in A rchives Surg. X. 146 1 he nail exhibits

white spots in consequence (of injury]-' 'white lies . 1857

T Scot fern etc. Use/. Metals 344 Parts which were
:

un-

sound occasioned, apparently, by a while powder embedded

iTthe steel ! .0 distinguish this from >he effects of imperfe t

welding, it was called 'white-loose. Ibid T he hies %>ere

without white-loose. 1603 J- Davies Microcosmos Wks.

Zosart) I 9 Thou blessed He, 'white Marke for Lnv.es

Lime. 189s Atlantic Monthly Mar. 333 His 'white mass,-



WHITE.

the first mass of a young priest. 1642 Howeli, For. Trav.
(Arb.) 41 As it is proverbially said, there are 111 Genoa,
Mountaines without wood, Sea without fish, Women without
shame, and Men without conscience, which makes them to

be termed the 'white Moores. 1850 H. Melville White
Jacket II. xxvi. 167 A set of sly, knavish foxes among the

crew. . .In man-of-war parlance, they [are called] fancy-men
and "white-mice. 1900 Daily News 10 Mar. 6/5 The
miserable, anaemic, shifty, human white-mice. 187a Brown-
isg Fifine xxxiii, O the knotty point—"white night's work
to revolve. 1908 Miss Brouchton MammavW, The almost

entirely white night she had just passed. 1569 Aldeburg.'i

Rec. in N. fy Q. 12th Ser. VII. 184/2, ij quares of *whyte
paner. 1680 Debates in Pari. (1681) 166 These Bills will.

.

make your Banishing Bill, and Association- Bill too, as

ineffectual as White Paper. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc,
Printing 394 Although the first Form be Printed off, yet

Press-men. .call that Heap White-Paper, till the Reteration

be Printed. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2125/4 Linen Rags, and
other Materials for making of White Paper. 177a Cent/,

Mag. Apr. 192/1 She 's fair White Paper, an unsully'd sheet.

1859 Stationers' Ilandbk. 27 Printing papers, sometimes
spoken of in a trade sense, as ' White papers '. 1899 Daily
Nezvs 13 Mar. 5/1 An interesting White Paper has been
published, .giving reports from our Ambassadors and Con-
sular officers abroad on the telephone services in the coun-
tries to which they are attached. 17.. ' Get up and bar the
door ' vii. in Herd Scot. Sottas (1776) II. 159 And first they
ate the "white puddings, And then they ate the black. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 24, xij.r. of "white rente. 1630 Dou-
ridge Dvtchy of Comeiuail 99 White rent . . is a dutie

payable yeerely by euery Tynner in the County of Deuon,
. .that is, of euery Tynner 8 d. 1664 Spelman Gloss.

,
Quietus

redditus..V\\\%,o Quit rente, qui & alias White rente nuncu-
patur, quod in denariis & argento penditur. 1717 North-
umbrian Docts. (Surtees) 61 A white-rent of 13s. 6d. from
two or three freeholds in Woodburne. 17.. Songin Farquhar
Beatix-Strat. 111. iii, *White rods are no trifles, I'm sure,

Whatever their bearers may be. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S.
I. x. 347 A chancery court and a court-leet, sergeants and
white rods. 1558 G. Cavendish Foetus, etc. (1825) 1 1, c.9

Adewe, my sonne Edward! sprong of the royall race Of
the "wight rose and the red. 162a Bacon Hen. VII 4 The
People, who. .had beene fully made capable of theclearnesse

of the Title of the White-Rose or House of Yorke. 1716

Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 237 Divers were destroyed by
the Georgian Party, only for having white Roses, a way by
which, .the Cavaliers distinguished themselves. 1887 F. M.
Crawford Saracbiesca i, Men flocked to the standards of

the White Rose of York. 191a D. M. Wallace Russia
xxxix. 726 [The first Duma] was composed of many nation-

alities clustering round the dominant race. The chief ethno-

graphical groups were the Great-Russians (265), the Little-

Russians (62), the 'White-Russians (12), the Poles (51), the

Lithuanians (10), . . and the Bashkirs (4). 1909 Osler in

Klebs Tuberculosis 7 Throughout the world the most
intense interest has been stimulated in the fight against

the 'white scourge. 192a Christine Okr Kate Curleiu ii,

She learned ^white-sewing from an aunt. 1594 Zepheria
xxxvi. F 2 b, Thy face being vayld, this pennance I award,

Clad in "white sheet thou stand in Paules Churchyard.

1901 Rhys Celtic Folklore I. v. 35iOId people still living

remember men and women clad in white sheets doing
penance publicly in the churches of Man. C1833 M.JT,
Sadler in Mem. (1842) 405 Their tender hearts were sighing

As negro wrongs were told, While the "white slave lay

dying Who gained their father's gold ! 1840 T. Gordon
tr. W. Menzets Ger. Lit. IV. 87 Seumclike many thou-

sands of ' white slaves', that is, German subjects, who
were then sold by their princes to the Dutch or English,

had been shipped for the colonies. 1889 (see Slave sb. 3].

1922 Times Lit. Suppt. 27 Apr. 278/3 The villain of the

piece. .is a 'white slaver [ = procurer]. 18a. G. Smeaton
Doings in London 83 Here is, indeed, the British white
slavery [viz. of dressmakers]; only, with this difference, that

their more fortunate sufferers [sic] in the West Indies have
regular food and appointed hours of work. 1835 Etiin. Rev.
July 463 These representations of the ruinous effects of what
has been called white slavery., were, .embodied in Mr. Sad-
ler's famous Factory Repot t. 1857 W. Acton Prostitution

94 The natural question, ' Why does not this woman escape
from this white slavery c ' is best answered by other queries

—Whither can she fly? What can she do? 1541 Cover-
dale Con/ut. Standish (1547) 1 ij b, Maruaill not.. though
(whan I se you folowe your vnholy mother..) I call you._.

her owne *whyte sonne. a 1553 Udall Royster D. I. i,

Be his nowne white sonne. 1601 Yauington Two Lament.
Trag. iv. vi. G 4 b, Young AHenso your white honnie
sonne. a 1613 Overduky A Wife etc. (1630) P8b, The
Deuill cals him his white sonne. 1666 Lond.Gaz. No. 85/4
To steer after the Enemy, with the "White Squadron in the

Van, and the Blew in the Rear. 1840 [see Blue a, 5 b].

1891 [see Red a. 16 d]. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. <y

Art 546 Tfu ''White Steep. This part of the process is

precisely the same with the last [sc. grey steep], except that

the sheep's dung is omitted in the composition of the steep.

c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 1. xiii. (1890) 38 You are one. .whose
Name I have mark'd with the "whitest Stone. 1748 Smol-
lett Rod. Random Hi, * God be piaised ! a white stone 1

*.

.

he alluded to the Dies fasti of the Romans, albo lapide

notati. 1885 Hornaday Tzuo Y'rs. in Jungle xxvii. 318,

I have marked that day with awhile stone as being the one
on which I ate my first durian. 1655VAUGHAN SilexScint.

it. {title) "White Sunday. 1577 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.

111. IV. 26 Theire canvas and 'whiteware. 1843 Ecclesi-

ologist II. 31 A mean and unecclesiastical composition

Font, containing a white-ware hand basin. 1913EDEN Anc.
Glasses Asmall "white window, made up of quarries (panes)

decorated in brown enamel let in a white and coloured

border. 1813 Byron Corsair 1. iii, How gloriously her

gallant course she [sc. the ship] goes ! Her "white wings
flying. 1880 Black {title) White Wings: a Yachting
Romance. 16x0 B. Jonson Alch. 11. iii. Your red man, and
your "white woman, With all your broths, your menstrues,

and materialls.

12. Combinations.

a. with other adjs. (or sbs.) of colour ( = whitish

,

light), as white-blue, -brown, -green, -grey, f-hoar,

-/yard (q.v.), -red, -russet. Also with other acljs.,

as White-hot, q.v. ; white-sick (see quot.).

75

1608 Sylvrster Du Bartas n. iv. Schism 935 The Eastern

winde drives on the roaring train Of *white-blew billows.

1643 Bakhr Chron., James (1653) 615 Course paper, com-
monly called "white brown paper. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. n. Passion fy Princ. v, A small packet of white-brown

paper. 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. xii. 561 The white garden

Snccorie..hath..*whitegreene leaues. c 1533 in Ellis Orig.

Lett. Ser. I. II. 32 Some faire white, or "white gray palfreies.

1556 Citron. Grey Friars (Camden) 28 The gray freeres

chaungyd their habbetts from London rossette unto whytt
gray. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. Customs (1S21) 218 The hair of

the wild Cat is very long, and of a fine white grey. 14.

.

Guy Warw. (Canib.) 477s Hys fadur ys olde and "whyte.

hore. 1577 Googe lleresbach's Hush. 116 The best colours

[for a horse], .the rone, the "white lyard, the bay, the sorell.

1607 [see Lyard], a 1618 Sylvester Woodman s Bear xlv,

Red-white hils, and *white-red plaines. 1601 Holland
Pliny XXXII. x. II. 446 A ptece. of cloth of a white russet

colour. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 53S/2 The female

[oyster] "white-sick (as they term it), having a milky sub-

stance in the fin.

b. with vbs. and pples., usually in instrumental

sense = 'with white', 'in white (clothiny or

covering) ', or with complemental force = ' so as

to be, become, or appear white': as white-paint

vl). ; white-bordered, -churned, -clad, -clothed,

-flecked, -marked, -painted, -salted (see Herring
1 b), -set (Set ppl.a. fia), -spotted, -tinned, white-

flowing, -glittering, -looking, -waving adjs.

1830 Withering s Brit. PI. (ed. 7) IV. 303 "White-bordered
Cupping Peziza. 1813 Coll. Poems (ed. Joanna Baillie)

259 The "white-churn'd waters. 1886 Cornh. Mag. Sept.

249 "White-clad Arabs. 1896 A. Hopk Phroso ii, Groups
of "white-clothed women. 1900 Mary E. Wilkins Parson
Lord, One Good Time 196 Her black, gown was. .'white-

flecked, .with, .winged seeds of passed flowers, 1827 G.
Darley Sylvia 5 Beautiful Glen of the "white.flowing

torrent ! 1729 Savage Wanderer 1. 75 "White glittering

ice, chang'd like the topaz, gleams, Reflecting saffron lustre

from his beams. 1870 P. Si. Duncan Blanchards Trans/.

Insects r2i A flabby, .."white-looking grub. 1887 Amcr.
Naturalist XXI. 53r The "white-marked tussock-moth.

1897 Mag. 0/ Art Sept. 268 He whitewashed and "white-

painted what was coloured. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S.

Wales (ed. 3) II. 157 Four "white-painted tarpaulings. 1889

Conan Doyle Micah Ctarlte xxviii, The pile of bodies.,

with their twisted limbs and 'white-set faces. 1776 Wither-
ing Bot. Arrangem. 606 "White spotted Willow Lady.cow.

1903 Conrad & Hueffer Romance I. iv, A red, white-

spotted handkerchief. 1521-1 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904)

3r3 A brase of iron for the sacryng bell that was "wlught

lynned. 182a Campbell Song of Greeks 47 Our maidens

shall dance with their "white-waving arms.

c. Parasynthetic Combinations, chiefly adjec-

tives in -ED -, unlimited in number (many occurring

in specific designations of animals or plants), as

white-armed, -barred, -beaked, -bearded, -bellied,

-billed, -bosomed, -breasted, -cheeked, -coaled, -crested,

-faced, -flannelled, -/lowered, -frilled, -/rocked,

-fronted, -gloved, -handed, -hatted, -hoofed (-hooved),

homed, -leaved, -legged, -lipped, -listed (Lai sb.'i

5), -mailed, -mantled, -plumed, -railed, -ribbed,

ribboned, -rinded, -robed, -roofed, -rumped, -shafted

(Shaft sb? 4 b (<>)), -sheeted, -shouldered, -sided,

-skinned, -sleeved, -stoled, -strawed, -tailed,-throated,

-lipped, -longued (cf. 10), -toothed, -topped, -lifted,

-tusked, -veiled, -veined, -waistcoated, -walled,

-wanded, -whiskered, -wristed, etc., etc. ; white-

backed, having a white back
; + in early use (of

a document), blank on the back, unendorsed

;

white-blooded, having light-coloured or colour-

less blood, without red corpuscles, as most in-

vertebrate animals; white-crossed, bearing the

figure of n white cross ;
white-eyed, having white

eyes; having the iris of the eye white, or having

white plumage around the eyes ; white-favoured,

wearing white favours ^Favour sb. 7 b) ; white-

hearted, (a) faint-hearted, timid, cowardly (cf.

sense 5 and White-livered) ; (<5) pure-hearted,

saintly (cf. sense 7) ; white-horsed, (a) bearing

the figure of a white horse ;
(b) having or driving

a white horse or horses ;
white-looked, having a

white or pale look or aspect ; white-mouthed,

(a) having the mouth white with foam, foaming;

lb) having a white mouth or lip, as a shell

;

t white-rigged {whyt reged), white-backed (see

Kigukd u.l) ; see also White-eared, etc. ; also

white-flesher, a name for the ruffed grouse, from

its light-coloured flesh or meat.

1718 Pope Iliad XV. 98 The "whilearm'd Goddess. 1466

Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 87 Ye must gete lenger day of

his parte, and her for y senile vow be writte "white backed.

1783 LathamG*/!. Syn. Birds II. 1. 82 White-backed Thrush.

1869 Nkwman Brit. Moths 16 The "White-barred Cleai wing

(Sesia Sfihegiformis). 1811 Shaw Gen. Zool. VIII. 13

"White-beaked Hornbill. 1596 Shaks. / lien. Ii', 11. iv. 509

FalstafTe, that old 'while-bearded Salban. x6i» Cotgr.,

Car/ion, a kind of .. "white-bellied Trout. 1774 Phil.

Trans. LXV. 271 Thehirundo melba, or great white-bellied

Swift of Gibraltar. 187J Couks Key N. Amer. Birds 82

White-bellied Nuthatch. 1781 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds I.

11. 553 "White-billed Woodpecker. 180a "White.blooded

[see red-blooded, Red a. 14 a]. 1835-* Todd'sCret. Auat.l.

165/1 The natural position of the white-blooded worms is by

the side of those with red blood. 1793 Coleridge Comft.

Ninathoma 8 They blessed the "white-bosom'd Maid. 1756

P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 470 The •white-breasted Guin«-

Hen. <ii593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies 11. xvm, "White-

WHITE.
I cheekt Penelope knewe VMsses si^ne. 1781 Pennant Hist.

!
Quadrup. 331 White-cheeked Wcesel. 1838 Dicki ns O.

' Twist xv, A *white-coated, red-eyed dog. 1866 Howeils
Venetian Life xii. 168 The whiiecoated sentinels. 1678

' Ray Willughby's Ornith. 112 ^White crested Parrot. 1848

l
C. C. Cliffohd tr. Frcgs cf Aristophanes 34 WliHecrested

! morions. 1856 Levek Martins of Cro" M. lviii, The wind-
shaken foliage and the white-crested waves. 1632 I.itmgow

1 Trav. VII. 329 "White cro.ss'd. 1783 Latham Gen. Syn.
Birds II. 11. 475 "White-tyed Warbler. 1831 Audubon
Ornith. Biogr. I. 328 The \Vhite-eyed Flycatcher, .. Viieo
i\'oveborac<--nsis. 1833 Tinnyson Palace Art Ix, White-
eyed phantasms weeping teais of blood. 1595SHAKS. John
11. L 23 That "white-fae'd shore. 1781 Pennant Hist.

Quadrup. 82 Wh:te-faced Antelope. 1856 Stanley Sinai

#f Pal. vi. 255 The white-faced hill., is the 'Blanche
Garde ' of the Crusading chroniclers. 1898 ' H. S. MerrI-
man ' Roden's Corner i, The children, white-faced and
melancholy. 1850 Tenn\son In Mem. Concl. 90 The time

draws on, And those *white-favour'd horses wait. 1884

Harpers Mag. July 250 1 "\\ hite-Jlannelled ciicketers.

1831 Sir J. Richahdson Fauna Bor.-A mer. II. 342 Tetrao
umbellus. .. RufTVd Grouse. .. White Flesher. 1634 J.

Johnson Merc. Rot. 40 "White flowred Rush-gra'-se. 1842

Tennyson Godiva 63 The white-flower'd elder-thicket.

1837 Cari.yle Fr. Rev. 1. IV. iv, Gilt-edged *whi:e frilled

individuals. 1891 Hardy 'J ess ii, The *white-frocked

maids. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zed. II. 450 * White Fronted

Wild Goose. 171a 14 Pope Rape Lech v. 13 Why round our

coaches cioud the ' white-glov'd Beaux? 1897 Flandkau
Harzard Fpiscdes 318 The big, white.gloved policeman at

the door. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 230 "White handed
Misiris, one sweet woid with thee. 1634 Milton Comus
213 O welcom pure-ey'd Faith, white-handed Hope. 1828

Stark t.lew. Xat. Hist. I. 60 White-handed Lemur.—
Inhabits Madagascar. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Last Cab.

driver, A brown-whiskeied, *white. hatted, no-ccatt-d cnb-

man. a 1617IUYNE On Eph. \. (1643) 6 Such 'white-hearted

Christians, who are ashamed of their Master. 1865 Blrkitt
IVak to Land's End 407 If the painter were a devout,

white-hearted man. 183a Teknyson (Enone 50 A jet-black

goat ' white-horn'd, " whke-hooved. 183a J. Brek St. Her-
bert's Isle 5 War .. her 'white-hcrsed banner furls. 1872

Calvekley Ely Leaves, Morning i, The hour when white-

horsed Day Chases Night her mares away. 1822 Hortus
An^licus II. 4^5 Chinese 'White-leaved Nettle. 1716 Gay
p.p. to Earl Burlington 16 Brentford,. . For dirty streets

and *white-legg'd chickens known. 1848 Dickkns Donibey

xxxvii, As he rude away upon his « hke. legged horse. 1841

/torist's Jrnl. (18^6) II. 78 Oncidium leucochilum, i 'white-

lipped!. 1920 W. J. Locke House cf BaUazar x*ii. She
! replied, white-lipped :

' I'll never forgive you till I'm de^d !

'

1859 Tennyson Merlin <jV V. 783 The tree that shone 'white-

listed thro' the gloom. 1690 Lend. Gaz. No. 2596 4 He is a

short thin-faced "white-Iook'd Man. 1642 in J. Wilson Ann.
Hanick (1850) 53 Ane foir mtir, "quhyt mainet and quhyt
taillet. 1825 Scott Belrot/iediv, The *white-mantled Welsh-

men. 1629 Qlarles Ar^alus .y /'. HI. Wks. tGrosart) III.

283/1 Whereat the angry Knight, .forsooke His *white-

mouth'd Steed. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclns. xliii. 64 The white-

mouth'd Billowes uf y* vnsounded Deepe. 1815 Burrow
Elem. Conchol. 200 i'cluta sEthic/tca, white-mouth'd

Melon. 1627 P. Fletcher Locusts 11. iv, As when the

angry winds with seas conspire, The *white-p!um'd hilles

matching in set array Invade the earth. 1915 S. Lee Life

Shakesp. xii. 225 A white plumed helmet. 1909 H. Becbie

Cageiv, "White-railed cattle pens. C1711 Pei ivt.RGazo/hyl.

viii. 80 Small 'white rib'd Barbadots Limpet. 1885-94 R.

Bridges 'Eros <y Psyche Nov. xi, 'Faking his fair 'white-

ribbon'd herald's wand. 1568 With ry H.v. N. C. (Surtees

1835) 293 One 'whyt reged cowe. 1874 M. Collins Frances

I. 2I4 Under a 'white-rinded birch. 1625 Milton Death
Fair Infant 54 That crown'd Mation sage 'white-robed

Truth. i8i6\Vorps\v. Ode, ' Imagination— ne'er befoie

content ' 76 The white-robed choir._ 1893 W. Sharp in Mem.
(1910) 214 A white-tubed Bedouin herding goats. 1863

Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict, i, The fruitful orchards and
*white-roofed cottages. 1782 Latham Gen. Syn. Rirds 1. 11.

S44 White-Rumped Black Cuckow. 1832 R^N it; ButterjI.

f, M. 230 The *White Shafted I'Uime[Mothl (Pt[e> op/to, m]
tetradactylus). 1881 E. F. Poynter Among the I/ills II.

317 The still, "white-sheeted meadows. 189a E. Reeves
Homeward Bound 209 We found the street, .blocked up

with white-sheeted figures. These were Arab, .ladies escort-

ing an intending bride.. to the bath. 1781 Latham Gen.

Syn. Birds I. 1. 190 "White-Shouldered Shrike. 1870

IJkyant Homer I. 1. 3a Juno the white-shouldered smiled.

1588 Wilts .* Inv. Dnrh. (Surtees) II. 33 One "white sided

why. 1864-5 Wood Homes without H. xiii. 234 That
[nest] which is made by the White-sided Hill Star. 15*3-

34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 68 A white horse, so that he be not

al *white-skynned aboute the mouthe. 1579-80 North Plu-

tarch, Agesilaus (1595) 656 They scorned their bodies,

because they saw them white skinned, soft, and delicate.

1851 Schoolcraft Amer. Indians 164 Their white-skinned,

auburn-haired, and blue-eyed progeny. 180a Wordsw.
Valley near Dover 4 Boys .. In *white-sleeved shirts.

1790 Woixot (P. Pindar) Rowland for Oliver etc. 30

To clasp with kisses sweet his * white-stol'd Maid. 1805

R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 539 '!'*« >hite-strawed

wheat takes its name . . from the colour of its ear. 1642

"Quhyt taillet [see ivhite.maned above]. 1887 I. R. Lady s

Ranche Life 45 This is the first wild animal I've seen.

except antelope and white-tailed deer. 1776 Pennant

Brit, Zool. II. pi. xcviii, 'White throated duck. 1859 Geo.

Eliot Adam Bede xviii, A white-throated stoat .. had run

across the path. 1872 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 184 I he-

outer feathers 'white-tipped. 1637 Ruthekford Let. to

Parishioners 13 July, A heavie doom is for the liar and

*white tongued flatterer. 1609 Dekker Gulfs Horn-bk.

Proem 5 The *whitest-toothd Blackamoore in all Asia.

1870 Bryant Homer I. xi. 34S As when a hunter cheers

His wbite-toothed dogs against some lioness. 1805 K. YV.

Dickson Tract. Agric. II. 639 1 he- -'white topped,, ^and

the Dutch turnip. 1867 Morris Jason 11. 624 I he white,

topped billows. 1650 W. How Phytot. Btit. 1 'White

Tuffted Wormwood. 187a Coi;es Key N. Amer. Birds

302 Whitctufted Cormorant. x8ao Shei.lry Hymn Merc.

xevi, The wild •White-tusked boars. 1856 Mrs. Brownim;

Aur. Leigh 1. 81 The "white-veiled, rose-crowned maidens.

C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. vii. 61 Common # white.veined
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WHITE. 76 WHITEBEAM.
Butterfly. 1828 Miss Mjtfokd Village Ser. m. Lost <$

Found, A rich trail of the white-veined ivy, which crept.,
over the ground. 1838 Dickens O. Twist ii, The *white-
waistcoated gentleman. 1816 Byron Pris. Chilton 339,
I saw the *white-waH'd distant town. 1812 L. Hunt in

Examiner 25 May 321/2 Any *\vhite-wanded Lord at
a levee. 1819 S 1 kihens in Shaw's Gen. Zoo I. XI. 56 "White-
whiskered Pigeon. 1916 Cvllum Afett who wrought x,

The white-whiskered face of his host. ci6ix Chapman
JHad xx. no " White-wristed Iuno.

d. with sbs., forming adjs. (or phrases used
attrib.) in senses (a) ' of, pertaining to, or con-

sisting of (a) white ', as white-brick) -Jlozver,

'linen
; (b) * resembling (a) white ', as white-

dough, -loaf, -rag, -sand, -satin
\

(c) 'having or

characterized by (a) white ' (equivalent to

parasynthetic adjs. in -ed : see c), as white-berry,

-eyelid, -nose, -underwing (see Underwing 2)

;

white-bead ba?idstring, name for a species of

coral resembling a string of white beads ; white-
blood disease (cf. while blood in lid) = Lecch*:-
mia ; white hart stiver (see quot. 1658) ; white-
leaf, applied to a species of frog with white spots.

See also White-ear, -line, -skin adjs.

1696 Plukenet Almagestum Bot. Wks. 1769 II. 118
CoralUna fistulosa Jatnaicensis, .. Nostratibtts *\Vhite
Bead Bandstring dicta. 1814 Lewis & Clark Trav. Mis*
soitri xxvi. (1815) III. 124 *Whiteberry honeysuckle. 1866
Aitken Tract. Med. II. 69 That the ' *white-blood ' disease
proceeded from a primary affection of the spleen and lym-
phatic glands. 1909 H. Becbie Cage v, A little *white*
brick cottage. x886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. III. 275/2
Agaricus castus, "White dough mushroom. 1781 Pennant
Hist. Quadrup. I. 1S9 *\Vhite-Eyelid Monkey.. The upper
eyelids of a pure white. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. C69 Honey
cells, Made delicate from all *white-flower bells. 1594
Camden Britannia (ed. 4) 150 Ipsa prardia quas illi tenu-

erunt ad hanc usque diem quotannis mulctsa nomine pecu-
niam in fiscum regium persoluunt, qiue * White hart Syluer
. . appellatur. 1658 Phillips, Bta.klozu Forrest, Called
The Forrest of Whitehall from a very heautifull White-
hart, which King Henry the third, .taking great care to
spare, was killed by T. de la Linde, which so incensed the
King, that he set a perpetual Fine upon the Land, which at
this day is called Whitehart silver. 180a Shaw Gen. Zool.
III. 127 *Whtte-leaf Frog. .. Its colour is rufous above,
variegated ..with milk-white spots. 1756 F. Yiov,*, Exper.
Bleaching 26 Lye which has been used to white linen,

called *white-Hnen lye. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon
161 The land sown.. with the tankard and early *white
loaf turnip. 1781 Pennant Hist. Quadrup. I. 190 "White
Nose Monkey. 1882 "White-rag Worm [see Luhg], 1822-7
Good Study Med. (1829) I. 326 Earthy or "white sand
calculi. 1749 B. Wilkes Eng. Moths etc 21 Trie •white-
satin moth. [Ibid. 23 The spotted red and "white under-
wing moth.] 1909 Westm. Gaz. 9 Dec. 4/2 The common
1 white underwing ' moths.

e. sbs. in which the second element denotes
a distinctive part or attribute of that which is

denoted by the whole word : white-back, local

name for (a) the canvas-back duck
; (£) the white

poplar (from the colour of the under side of the

leaves)
;

(c) collectors' name for a species of moth
(see quot. 1832) ; white-bark, local name for

various trees with white bark (seequots.) ; white-
breeeh, tr. L. pygargus, Fygabg i

; + white-
cloak, ?= White monk; white-comb, a form
of favus attacking the combs of fowls; white-
eye, name for various birds, either having a white
iris, as the white-eyed pochard {Nyroca ferru-
ginea) and the white-eyed fly-catcher {Vireo nove-
boraccnsis), or having white plumage around the

eyes, as the species of the genus Zoslerops, also

called silver-eye ; white-face, a name for Hereford
cattle ; white-front, the white-fronted goose, Anser
albifrons ; white-hat, one who wears a white hat
(in quot., as quasi-proper name) ; white-hood, a

regent member of the senate of the University of

Cambridge (pbs. exc. Hist.)-, white-leg, the disease

phlegmasia do/ens (see Phlegmasia) ; white-nose
= w/iite-nose monkey : see 12 d (*) ; white point,
collectors' name for a moth (I.eucania albipttncla)

having a white dot on each of the fore wings

;

white-root, the herb Solomon's seal, from its

white creeping rootstock ; white-rump, (a) the

wheatear, Saxicola ananthe
;

(b) the Hudsonian
godwit, Limosa hatmastica ; white-sides, white-
spot, collectors' names for species of moths (see

quots.) ; white-spur, title of a class of esquires

who wore silvered spurs ; white-stocking, one
who wears white stockings ; in quot. applied to a

horse with white legs; white-straw, name for

a variety of wheat ; white-tip, an artificial fly

;

white-top, (a) a N. American species of bent-

grass, Agrostis alba (cf. Red-top 2) ; (J>)
an

Australian tree, the Flintwood {Eucalyptus pilu-

laris) ; white-wig, one who wears a white wig.

See also Whitebeard, -feather, etc.

1814 Alex. WOMRitaun Ornith. (1832) III. 128 Canvass-

back duck.. on the Potowmac [they are called] '"white-

backs, a 1815 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Whitedmck, the white

poplar, Populus alba. So called from the whiteness of the

underside of the leaves. 183a Rennie Butter/7. <V M. 199
The White-back {Vtponomeuta] pruniella). 1700 Plukenet
Mantissa Opera 1769 III. 113 Lappula AlthEcoides Ameri-

1 carta.. "White- Barke, Barbadensibus vulgo. 1889 Maiden
Useful Pt. Australia 411 Cupania s< miglauca, .. White
Bark. Ibid. 421 Elxocarpus cyaneus,. .White Bark. a x66i

J

Ho lydayJttvenal (1673) 2i6Trypherus..Carves, .th' Hare,
1

Boar, the * White-Breech too, The Scythian Phesant, ..And
the Getulian Goat, 1621 Lodge Summary ofDu Bartas n.
22 The 'white Cloakes, the Carmes, The Augustines, the
Bemardines, the Iacohins, the Cordeliers. 1854 Poultry
Chron. II. 40 A list of diseases .. Apoplexy, *white comb,

! cramp, [etc.]. 1848 Gould Birds Australia IV. 81 Zos-
! terof>s Dorsalis, ,, Grey-backed Zosterops ; * White-eye.

1862 Johns Brit. Birds 625 White.eye, the Nyroca Pochard.
i860 W. White Wrckin xi. 93, I journeyed down, .into the

j

fertile champaign of the *whitefaces. 191s E, X. Seton
I Arctic Prairies 277 Honkers, *White-fronts and Ducks.

1693 C. Mather in G. L. Burr Narr. Witchcraft Cases
(1914) 284 That spirit by them [sc. the Newfoundlanders]
called *White-Hat, who ordinarily appears on the Shore,
in a White-hat.. a little before some dangerous Tempest.
1764 Ann, Peg., Chron. 58 [Cambridge] There appeared
among the black-hoods. .placet, 103.. .Among the *white

1 hoods the proctors accounts d.ffered. i860 Mayne Expos.
I Lex., Phlegtnatia Dole/is . .the disease ''white-leg, 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. ix. 157 The seventh [mon-
key] is the Moustoc, or *White Nose. 1869 Newman
Brit. Moths 475 The 'White-point {Lcucania Albipuncta).

1578 LVTE Dodoens I, lxix. 102 "White roote or Salomons
seale is of two sortes. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds I. 229 The
*\Vhite-rump. Wheatear. 1817 Shaw Gen. Zool. X. 568
The White-rump has a very pretty song. 1888 G. Trum-
BUl.L Names of Birds aog Limosa hsmastica. .[called] at
West Barnstable, White-rump. 1832 Rennie Butterfl.fy M,
177 The "White Sides (P[eronea) albicostana). Ibid, 56
The *\Vhite Spot (G>[aphiphora] albimacula). Ibid. 144
The White Spot (At[acaria] um'punctata). Ibid, 148
Ennychia ..The White Spot (£". octomaculata). 1600
Camden Britannia (ed. 5) 140 Rex..armigeros creat collum
torque S. S. vel sigtnatico argenteo, & candidi*, & argentatis

calcaribus exornans, vnde hodie in occidentalibus regru
partihus vocantur * Whitespurres ad discrimen Equitum
auratorum qui auratis calcaribus vti solent. 1706 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4219/4 A Plate to be run for,. .by Galloways,
not exceeding 13 hands and half high, (the Guilford •White-
Stockings excepted). 1697 Rector's Bk. Clayworth (1910)
121 'White-straw & Joysting. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 539 The white-strawed wheat.. in other counties
bears the appellation of the Kentish white-straw. 1867
F, Francis Bk. Angling xii. 379 The "White Tip.. is a
standard Tweed pattern. 1819 Warden United States II.

8 The grasses are: White clover, * white top and red top.

1889 Maiden Useful PI. Australia 502 Eucalyptus pi/u.

loris,..a. Mountain Ash of Illawarra. ..Willow, or White
Top.. (New South Wales). 1673 Drvden Mart: a la

Mode Piol., *White*Wig and Vizard make no lunger jar.

f. with sbs., forming vbs. (chiefly nonce-wds?)

:

white-ball, to clean with a ball of whiting

;

white-mail, to seize or appropriate like black-

mail, but for a good purpose ; white-tooth, to

show one's white teeth nt. See also White-line v.

1780 Mirror No. 93 P 12 The servants had their liveries

new *white-ball'd. 1861 Reade Cloister <$ H. Hi, He spent
much of his gains. .in. .choice drugs, and would have so
invested them all, but Margaret * white-mailed a part. 1876
A. J. Evans Through Bosnia Hi. 89 A dusky Ethiopian
maiden *white-toothing us in the most coquettish fashion.

g. white-like a., whitish ; somewhat pale.

1608 Phil. Trans. XX. 579 The Petroleum which is found
in Italy is a white-like Spirit of Turpentine. 1893 Stkven-
son Catriona xxii, She looked white-like as she beheld the
bursting of the sprays.

White, vA (Also 4-6 whitt-, whytt-.) [OE.
hwitian, f. hwtt White a. Cf. OHG., MUG.
wtzettj (G. weisseri), Goth, hweitjan.]

+ 1. intr. To become white: = Whiten v. 2. Obs.
c 1000 ^Elfric Saints* Lives xxxiv. 113 Hwaes blod

readab on rosan gelicnysse, and hwees Hchama hwitaS on
Hlian fa;?;ernysse. a 1*25 Aucr. E. 150 pe bouh, hwon he
adeade3, he hwiteS widuten. c 1374 Chauckr Troytusw.
276 Ful pale y-woxen was be moone And whiten gan the
Orisonte shene Al Estward. 1398TREVISA Bartlt. De P. R,
xvni. xl. (Bodl. MS.), In wynter. .alle binge whiteb hi colde

and bi froste. 1471 Ripley Comf. Alch. vi. viii. in Ashmole
(1652) 163 Drynes procedyth as Whytyth the matter.

f2 trans. To make white : m Whiten v. i. Obs.

a 1000 Rhyming Poem ii. 62 (Grein III. 1. 162) Flan man
hwiteS. c 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden) 336 I3e the hond
i-whited, it shal go god i-nouh. 1340 Ayenb. 178 Ase bet
line clob bet is y-huyted be ofte wessinge. 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P. R. xix. xxiij. (Bodl. MS.), Colde. .blakkeb
dry substaunce& whiteb moistesubstaunce. 1538 Fitzhehb.
Just. Peas 118 b, Euerie person that vsith the occupacyon
of making of tyles, shall make them good and able and
throughly whyted. 1561 Daus tr. Bulti/iger on Apoc. 230
They haue washed and whited their garmentes in the

blond of the Lambe. 1568 HACKETtr. Thevefs New found
World vii. 10 b, Milkcis but bloud whitted in ye dug.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. in. v, Your Passion hath
sufficiently whited your Face. 1649 Lane. Tracts Civil
War (Chetham Soc.) 234 Who can white a Blackmore ?

1721 E. Ward Merry Trav. 1. {1729) 16 No yellow Fowl, or
stale one, green, Can ever in his Shop be seen, Because
he puts in use a strange Device, to white em when they
change.

b. spec. To cover or coat with white ; to white-
wash ; zlsojjg. : = Whiten v. 1 b, d. Now rare.

c izoo Vices <V Virtues 15 Mannes bruh, be is wiouten
Ihwited, and wioinne stinkende. 1377 Langl. P. PI, B. in.

61, I shal keure 3owre kirke..Wowes do whkten. C1430
Pilgr. LyfManhode 11. exxii. (1869) 121 As the snow embel-
isheth and whiteth adonghepwithoute. 1534-571/5. Rawl.
D. Jj? If. 72 b, Pargyttyng and whyttyng the Stayers. 157a
Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 149 Forlyme, to make an
end of whittinge the churche. zsqqNashe Lenten Stujpe -23

A farthing worth of flower to white him ouer and wamble
him in. 01625 Fletcher Bloody Brother iv. i, Thou..
Whit'st over all his vices. 1631 Widdowes Nat. Philos. 25
As it were Lead whited with silver. 1777 Brand Pop.

Antiq. 270 note, At Oxford, at this Time, the little Crosses
cut in the Stontsof Buildings, to denote the Division of the
Parishes, are whited with Chalk. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
xxviii, When he had thus cleared his conscience, or rather
whited it over like a sepulchre. 1833 Loudon Encycl.
Archit. § 235 The ceilings. ., as well as the pediment in front

of the house, to be lath laid, set, and whited.
Proverb. 1596 Dalrvmpi.e tr. Ltslie^s Hist. Scot. II. 373

That at anes, as vses to be said, tha wil quhite tua wahs.
1629 H. Burton Babel no Bethel^ Pref. Ep. 19, I doe in this

Bookc.as the Proverbe is, white two walls with one brush.

fc. To bleach; to blanch : = Whiten v. i c.

1530 Palsgr. 457/1, I bleche, I whyte clothe. 1541 Act
33 /leu. VIII c. 15 § 1 The said lynnen yarne must lye
wtouie. .for. -one half yere to be whyted. 161 1 Bible Mark
ix. 3 His raiment became, .exceeding white as snow: so as no
Fuller on earth can white them. 1658 Evelyn Er, Card.
(1675) 208 The manner of whiting it [sc. lettuce] under
ean hen pots. 1714 Er. Bk. cfRates 128 Wax, bleached or
whited in Foreign Parts, and imported.

d. pa.pple. Of a horse : see quot. 1737.
1737 BrackkN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 5 He is. .called

well Whited if his Hinder Feet be both White. 1760
Heuer Horse Matches ix. 147 He is a compleat strong
horse, well whited. 1870 Daily News 6 June, Mr. Rob-
son '.s His Majesty, in addition to being badly ' whited ', had
unpleasing action. .

e. Printing. To space cut (matter) with 'white'.

1892 A. Oldfield Man. Typogr. i. 15 Rtglets for whiting
out bills and placards are made of wood.

White, ^- 2 Sc. and n. dial. Also 6 Sc. quhite,

7 whyt, y dial. -whit, [north, variant of TnwiTE.
Cf. Whang.] trans. To cut slices off (a stick,

etc.) with a knife or other sharp instrument j to

pare; to whittle.

1567 Gude .5- Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 72 Stock and stane ..

Quhillc men may carfe or quhite. 1662 in W, Hunter Biggar
% Ho. Eleming (1B62) 4 Elf boyis, wha whyttis and dyghtis
thame [sc. arrow-heads] with a sharp thing lyke a paking
neidle. 1799 J. Robf.rtson Agric. Perth 267 Boys, who
white a stick.. until it be so worn down that it become
useless. 1890 Service Notandums ix. 62 Ye can be whitin'

a stick.

"White : see Quit, Weight, Wight, Wit, Wite.
White acre. Also wMt(t)aker, witacre.

f 1. Law. An arbitrary name for a particular

parcel of ground, distinguished from another called

Black ague, q.v. Obs.
1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. viii. § 561 If a man seised in fee

of white acre and black acre devisable, and deviseth white
acre unto I. S. [etc.]. 1698 [see Black acre].

2. A local name for white quartz.

1796 Marshall Rural Econ. W. Eng. I. 16 A species of
crystal, or quartz—provincially 'whittaker '; which, in

colour, is mostly white, sometimes tinged with red. 1839
De la Bbchh Rep. Geol. Coruvj., etc. xv. 473 note, Quartz
is commonly known, .as whiteacre in eastern Cornwall and
part of Devon.

Whitebait (hwsHtvit). Formerly white bait,

white-bait. [f. White a. + Bait sb. ; so called

from its former use as bait.] A small silvery-

white fish, caught in large numbers in the estuary

of the Thames and elsewhere, and esteemed as a

delicacy.

Formerly reckoned by some as a distinct species, but now
proved to consist of the fry of various fishes, chiefly the

herring and sprat.

1758 Descr. Thames 227 A young Herring Is by some
termed a Yaulin, or a White Bait. 1763 in I'riv. Lett. Ld.
Malmesbury (1870) I. 93 We got back to Greenwich to dine.

We had the smallest fish I ever saw, called whitebait ; they
are only to be eat at Greenwich, and are held in high estima-
tion by the epicures. 1831 Peacock Crotchet Castle vii, As
delicate as whitebait in J uly. 1836 MoLLAKO Cookery 38 To
dress White Bait. This is a fish peculiar to Greenwich and
Blackwall. 1863 Miss Ukaddon Lady Audley xxxiv, There
are people who dislike salmon, and whitebait, and spring

ducklings, and all manner of old-established delicacies.

b. attrib.

Whitebait dinner : a dinner at which whitebait was eaten,

held annually at Greenwich and attended by cabinet
ministers from early in the 19th century till 1894. For the
origin of the dinner see Encycl. Brit. (ed. 11) XII. 554.

1836 Disraeli Let. to Ld. Gtenelg 12 Mar., His Majesty's
Ministers may then hold Cabinet Councils to arrange
a white-bait dinner at Blackwall. 1840 Makrvat Poor Jack
viii, Whitebait parties at the Ship. [1859 Levi.r Dav. Dunn
xxxvi, The Irishman that has soared to the realm of white-
bait with a Minister.] 190s C. J. Cornish Natur. in

Thames 201 Wliite-bait shoals swarmed in the Lower
Thames and the Medway.

C. Applied to other small fishes in different

parts of the world resembling this and used as food.

e. g. The Chinese and Japanese fishes of the family Salan.
gidx, various N. American species of silversides, and various

fishes of Australia and New Zealand (see quots.).

1882 Tenison-Woods Fish N. S. W. 85 Count Castelnau
states that it [sc. Engraulis anlarcticns] is very common in

the Melbourne market.. and goes by the name of 'White-

bait '. 1883 Royal Comm. on Fisheries of Tasmania p. iv,

Ketropinna Richardsonii, whitebait or smelt. Captured in

great abundance in the river Tamar, in the prawn nets.

1886 Shkbiun Handbk. Fishes N. Z. 141 Together with the

young of Reiropiuna Richardsoni, they [sc. Galaxias
attenuatus] are called whitebait.

Whitebeam (hwartb/'m). Also white beam,
white-beam. [Of uncertain origin. Perhaps an

alteration of Whitten on the analogy of (piicken

and guickbeam.'} A small tree, Pyrus Aria, having

large leaves with white silky hairs on the under

side. Also whitebeam-tree (incorrectly white beam'

tree : see Beam-tree).
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1705 S. Dale Pharmacol. Suppl., Index, The White-Beam-
Tree, Aria. 1770 Phil. Trans. LXI. 388 Of all soils this is

the most favourable to beech, white-beam, [etc.]. 1800 [see

Beam-tree]. 190a C. J. Coknish Katur. in Thames 152

The hawfinch is seen, .picking up white-beam kernels.

Whitebeard (hwoi-tbi-ud).

1. An old man with a white beard.

t Also as auasi-proper name: in quot. 1450 probably in

allusion to the representation of God the Father as an aged
man.
1450 Sir J. Fastolf in Pastou Lett. I. 131 They shall be

quyt by lilackberd or Whyteberd j that ys to sey, by God
or the Devyll. 1593 Shaks. Rich. It, in. 11. 112 Whitebeards
[mispr. White Beares] haue arin'd their thin and hairelesse

Scalps Against thy Maiestie. 1829 Scott Anne ofG. xii,

' Ifshe were worth twenty crowns,'..said the old whitebeard.

2. Name in Australia for the plant Styphclia

ericoides, from the white hairs on the corolla.

1898 Morris Austral Engl.

Whiteblowe, obs. var. Whitlow.
White-bottle. Obs. exc. dial. [See Bottle

sb.*] f a. The ox-eye daisy, Chrysanthemum
Lencanthemiim. b. The bladder campion, SUene
inflata (Treas. Bot.).

a 1400 Alphita ( Anecd. Oxon.) 45 Consolida media, . habet
..florem album latum et durum, similem camomille sed
maiorem. .ac8. whit-bothel uel seynt Mary mayihe. 1651
French Distill. n. 56 Take. .White-bottles, Scabius, Dande-
Jyon, . .of each one handfull.

White boy, whiteboy. Also 7 white-boy.
1 1. A favourite, pet, or darling boy : a term of

endearment for a boy or (usually) man. Obs.
Cf. White a. o, and white son in 1 1 e.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abt'ngt. (Percy Soc.) 69 Whose
white boy is that same? c 1600 Timon i. iii. (1S42) 10
Celas.. .What speake the virginesof me?. .Pad, They terme
you delight of men, white boye, Noble without comparison.
1639 Fuller Holy War 1. xiit. 20 The Pope was loth to

adventure his darlings into danger ; those white-boyes were
to stay at home with his Holinesse their tender father.

1690 C. Nesse O. <y N. Test. I. 377 Joseph, .was not only
his earthly fathers white-boy, but his heavenly's also. 1821

Scott Kenihu. xvi, Were war at the gates, I should be one
of her [sc. Q. Elizabeth's] white boys.

+ 2. A surpliced choir-boy. Obs. nonce-use.
1691 Mks. D'Anvehs Academia 32 The Organs set up

with a ding, The White-men roar, and White-Boys sing.

3. (usually with capital.) A name adopted by
or applied to the members of various illegal, re-

bellious, or riotous associations, a. Eng. Hist.

1644 {title) The Devills White Boyes: or, A mixture of

malicious Malignant*. 1684 Dryden tr. Maimbourgs
Hist. League Postscr. 47 When a Body of white Boys was
already appearing in the West. [Footnote by Sir W. Scott,

White was the dress affected by those who crowded to see

Monmouth in hi* western tour.]

b. Irish Hist. A member of a secret agrarian

association formed in 1761 : for the reason of the

name see quot. 176.2. Also attrib,

176* Ann. Reg., Chron. 84 Rioters, .called Levellers.,

likewise called White Boys, from their wearing shirts over
their other cloaths, the better to distinguish each other by
night. 1808- [see Right boys]. 184s Maddsn United
Irishmen I. 25 The Whiteboy disturbances, .had no more
connection with religious controversy than with the dis-

putes between the Scotists and Thomtsts. Whiteboyism
was an association against high rents and tithes. 184a

S. C. Hall Ireland II. 79 Ambrose Power Esq., was
murdered on his own hearth by a party of Whiteboys.
1881 Dillon in Standard 25 Jan., It was.. a relic of the
Whiteboy days. ,

C. trans/.

1768 H. Walpole Let. to Strafford 25 June, Those black
dogs, the whiteboys or coal-heavers, are dispersed or taken.

18*5 J. ^EM.Bro. Jonathan III. 290 Who knows but you
are one o' the tories your.self; or one o' the whiteboys—or
cow boys—or skinners.

Hence Whiteboyism, the principles or practices

of the Irish Whiteboys (see 3 b).

1778 Phil. Surv. S. Irel. 313 Till some step is taken in

favour of tillage and the poor Whiteboyism will probably
lemain. 1841 [see 3 b]. 1893 Times 2 Oct. 3/6 Five men
who had been sentenced at the Kerry Assizes in 1888,—for

moonlighting and whiteboyism.

White bread. [Cf. MUG. wtrfavt, G. weiss-

brotj LG. wilbrod, Du. %uittebrood!\ Bread of a
light colour, made from fine wheaten flour, as dis-

tinguished from Brown bread.
13.. in F.ngl. Gilds (1870)354 Euerych hakereof he town.,

sholde make whitbred. c 1450 Customs rfMalton in Engl.
Misc. (Surtees) 62 No bakar y* bakys qwhytte brede s-hall
bake brown brede.. nor he y* bakys brown brede schall
bake no qwhyte brede. 1513-34 Fitzherb. l/usb. § 34
Polerde wheatc.is greatter come, and wyll make whyte
breed, 1598 E/>u/ario D j b, Putting vnto it crums of
Whitebread. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Law 836
Thou, that from Hcav'n thy daily White-bread hast. 1794
Stbdmam Surinam (1813) II. xxv. 248 The white bread,
fruit, and Spanish wines.. I received as a present.

Whitecap, white-cap (hwainlwp), [Cap
*M]
1. Name for several birds having a white or light-

coloured patch on the head (see quots.).
1668 Charleton Onomast. 78 Passeres. .Montanus. .the

White-Cap. 1874 T. Pelt Nat. Nicaragua 138 The white-
cap (Aficrochera farvirostris, Lawr.), the smallest of
thirteen different kinds of humming-birds that I noticed
around Santo Domingo. 1885 Swainson Prov. Karnes
Birds 1^ Redstart. ..The male is called ' whitecap' in Shrop-
shire, from its white forehead. Ibid, iz Whitethroat .

.

(from its grey head). .Whitecap.

2. //. Local name for species of mushroom.
1818 Witherings Brit. PI. (ed. 6) IV. 282 Ag[aricus]

GeorgH.. .Gathered in abundance for the London markets,
where they are sold as Mushrooms, but by the more dis-

criminating country people called White caps. 1866 Treas.
Bot., White*caps,. .Agaricus arvensis.. Horse Mushroom.
3. A white-capped or crested wave ; a breaker.

1773 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 458 None, or very few white-

caps (or waves whose tops turn over in foam) appeared.
1838 Asa Gray Lett. (1803) I. 71 We had a strong head
wind..: the surface of the lake was covered with white-
caps. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 375/1 Numerous reefs.,

marked by white-caps where the ebb tide rushed over them.

4. A person wearing a white cap; spec, one of

a self-constituted body in the United States who
commit outrages upon persons under the pretence

of regulating public morals.
1891 Tablet 13 June 941 The Lynchers in such cases are

usually called white-caps, regulators, &c. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 23 May 2/3 A White Cap. .disguises himself'and per-
forms his errands at night.

So White-capped (-ka?pt) a., wearing a white
cap or caps ; capped with foam, covered with

white-crested waves.
1880 ' Ouida ' Moths iii, White-capped old women looked

on. 1895 (luting (U. S.) XXVI. 447/2 A white-capped sea.

1899 S.ribncr's Mag. XXV. 75 The whitecapped cavalry
were caught unawares by French's brigade.

Whitechapel (hwartitfa^p'l). [Name of a

district of London, inhabited chiefly by persons of

low character.]

1. a. In various slang uses, mostly attrib. (see

qaots.).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, White-chappel-portion,

two torn Smocks, and what Nature gave. 1785 Grosf.
Diet. Vulgar 'J'., Whitechapel breed, fat, ragged, and
saucy. Whitechaprl /ra«, who dresses with a needle and
thread, and undresses with a knife. i860 Slang Diet.,

W/a'techapel, or Westminster Brougham, a costermonger's
donkey-barrow. 1863 Dickkns Vncomm. Trav. xxv[ii],

What is termed in Albion a ' Whitechapel shave' (and which
is, in fact, whitening, judiciously applied to the jaws with the
palm of the hand). 1865 Slang Diet., WhitcchapeIfortune,
a clean gown and a pair of pattens.

b. attrib. or absol. Applied to certain irregular

or unskilful methods of play in whist and billiards :

see quots. colloq. •

1755 Connoisseur No. 60 ? 5 They know no more of the
game [sc. whist] than what is called White-Chapel play.

1847 Halliwkll, Whitechapel-play [~ Buugay-play, a
simple straightforward way of playing the game of whist,

by leading all the winning cards in succession, without
endeavouring to make the best of the hand.] 1866 N. fy Q.
3rd Ser. IX. 372 2 The Saying at Whist, when you play
ace and king of a suit— ' That is Whitechapel play \ Ibid.

440 All billiard players know, that when an adversary
* pockets ' your ball, it is called ' Whitechapel play ', the act

of doing so being considered anything but etiquette. 1899
A. Mainwaring Cut Cavendish 12 Avoid the hateful ' White,
chapel ', i. e. the lead from a single card.

2. VVhitechapcl needle : some particular make
of needle ; in quot. 1828 allusively. U. S.

1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 10 Aug. Suppl. a/J Whitechapel and
Glovers needles. i8a8 Lights <y Shades II. 188 He had
pricked his fingers with 'Gammer Gurton's needle', in

buying a Whitechapel one. Note, A cant phrase for a coun-
terfeited copy of this old play.

3. In full Whitechapel cat t, a kind of light two-

wheeled spring cart
1842 J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857I 129 For a minister with

a family, a whitechapel is, upon the whole, the best of the

open conveyances. . . It carries six. 1859 Carriage Builders'
Art Jrnl. 1. 26/2 A light Whitechapel Cart, suitable to tlie

use of a country gentleman. 1875 Hints to Yng, Tandem
Drivers 6 Whitechapels (from the fact that the passengers
sit inside them instead of outside) are dangerous to get out
of in any emergency. 1900 Guston Patent Specif. No. 1332
Improved seat-shifting fittings for Dogcarts, Whitechapels
or any other vehicles.

4. as adj. Low, vulgar.

1901 Scotsman n Mar. 7/5 The humiliation of the party
by the Whitechapel scene of Tuesday.

Whitecoat (hwai tk^t). Also white-coat,

f white coat.

1. A soldier wearing a white or light-coloured

coat: cf. Buff-coat 2. (Also attrib.) Obs. exc.

Hist. b. In modern times, an Austrian soldier.

1555 in Arb. Garner VIII. 60 A certain Band of White
Coats, .sent unto them from London. 156a in Archaeologia
XLVII. 221 Vt apeareih a greate differens. .betwene the

excercised souldior and the rawe white coat. 1571 R.
Bannatynk Mem. (Bann. Club) 91 Thare began flyting,..

'Away blewcoate!' 'I defy the whytcoite 1
' 1605 Hf.v-

woon If you know not me C 2, F-nter three white-cote
souldiers. 1631 — Engl. Eliz. 113 For her guard two hun-
dred Northern White Coates were appointed .. to watch
about her lodging. 1644 in Rushw. Hist. Colt. in. II. 634
The Marquess of Newcastle's Regiment of White Coats
were almost wholly cut off for they scorned to fly. 166a

A. Cooter Stratologia vi. 115 In the main battail do our
white Coats stand. 1840 Hor. Smith Oliver Cromwell II.

159 Newcastle with all his whitecoats.

b. 1861 Meredith Let. to Mrs. f. Ross 19 Nov., Verona.

.

is now less a City than a fortress. You see nothing but
white coats—who form the majority of the inhabitants.

2. A young seal, having a coat of white fur ;

also the fur itself.

179a G. Cartwright Jml. Labrwiorlll. p. x, Whitecoat,

a young seal, before it has cast its first coat, which is white

and furry. 189a Daily News 28 Mar. 6/2 The skin of the

small pup seal.. is of small value, being known as ' White.

coat '.

Whited (hwai'ted), ppl. a. Now rare or arch.

I. [f. White v. 1 + -ed *.]

1. Covered or coated with white ; spec, (a) plas-

tered over with white, whitewashed, as a wall,

building, etc.; now chiefly in the biblical phr.

whited sepulchre (Matt, xxiii. 27) used allusively;

y(£) of metal, tinned or silvered ; also occas. gen.,

e.g. of land covered with snow.

1340 Ayenb. 223 Huo bet is'yhol of bodie and uoul ine

herte is ase be berieles yhuited. 1388 Wyclif Acts xxiii. 3

Thanne Poul seide to hym, Thou whit id wal, God smyte
thee. 155a Hui.oet, Whyghted or paynted with white

leade, ct rust'at its. 1645 Milton Hor. Ep. 1. xvi. 40 in

Tetrach. 39 But his owne house, and the whole neighbour-

hood Sees his foule inside through his whited skin. 1669

Sturmy Mariner's Mag., Penalties $ Forfeit. 2 Iron Wyie,
or whited Wyrv, are forfeited if any ,-uch be Imported. 1733
Pope Donne's Sat. iv. 151 He tells.. What Lady's face is

not a whited wall. 1764 Dodslly Leaso~oes in Shenstone^s

Whs. (1777) II. 305 A whited village among trees. 1850

Ki\*gsli;y Alton Locke iv, This old whited sepulchre,

society. 1867 Emekson May-day IC4 The whited desert

knew me not, ^uow-ridges masked each darling >pot.

2. Whitened by deprivation of colour ; spec.

bleached, as cloth; al>o, peeled so as to expose

the white interior.

1529 Dunmow Chnrchw. MS. If. 10b, xxv. ells of whytyd
normvndy at vid the ell. 1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2S14/4 A
considerable quantity of Whited Linen. 1794 Trans. Soc.

ArtsXll. 139 About a load and a half whited o^ie:^. 1897

I'. Warung Tales Old Regime 205 John Donnell,. .brown
complexion,.. whited raised spot on lower part of right eye.

f£, Whited broivn (of paper) ; whitish biow::,

whity-brown. Obs.

1720 Lett. Lend. Jrnl. (1721) n Having put up my
Looks [etc.] in a Sheet of whitcd-brown Paper. 1846 Dodu
Brit. Manuf. Ser. vi. iS.

II. [f. Whiter, i + -ed*.]

4. Of an egg: Having white or albumen (of a

specified kind). rare~ l
.

1599 T. M[oltl;t] Sili-iL'Ormcs 66 Whited alike, and yellow

yolked all.

White-ear, sb. and a. [Ear j/-. 1
] a. sb. A

gastropod resembling, or having some part re-

sembling, a white ear; e.g. one of the family

Vanicoridn-, having a white-ribbed shell with a

wide opening, b. adj. White-cared.
1815 IJurrow Elem. Conchot. 204 Helix Haiitoidea,

White-ear Snail ; Venus's Ear. 1826 Stephens in Shaw's
Gen. Zool. XIII. 11. 57 White-Kar Owl. 1854 A. Adams etc.

Man. Nat. Hist. 133 White-Ears {I'anicoridx).

So Whi-te-eared (-I»Jd) a., having white ears;

(of a bird) having white feathers around the ears.

1783 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds II. 1. £4 Whitc-Lared
Thifush].

White feather, in phr. to show the while

feather^ etc.: see Feathhh sb. 1 b. Hence "White-
feather, one who * shows the white feather', a
coward ; "White-feathered a., lit. having white

feathers; jig. 'showing the white feather', cowaidly
;

"White-featherism (?wncc-wd.), cowardice.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar '/'., * White feather, he has a

white feather, he is a coward, an ailusion to a game cock,

where having a white feather, is a proof he is not of the

true game breed. 1805 Sporting Mag. XXVI. 56 According
to the boxing phrase, shewed the white feather. 1816 Scoit
Bl. Dwarf"ix, ' He has a white feather in his wing '..said

Simon, . . somewhat scandalized by his ready surrender.

1825- [see Kkathf.r sb. 1 b]. 1857 Lorrow Rom. Rye xliii,

Jack is a gentleman, . .whilst t'other, though bred a lord, is

a screw, and a *whitefeather. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII 1.

4 He was one of the 'white-feathered sort. 1854 Poultry
Chron. I. 49 AH white-feathered poultry aie tender, save
Aylesbury ducks. 1843 [James] Commissioner iv. 39 That
he might show as little *white feathensm as possible.

Whitefieldian, Whitfieldian (hwait-,

hwi'tf/ldian), sb. and a. [f. proper name White-

field ox Whitjield + -ian.] a. sb. A follower of

George Whitefield; a Calvinistic Methodist, b. adj.

Of or belonging to George Whitefield or the YVhite-

fieldians. So Whit(e)fle'ldianism, Whit;e)-
fieldiam, the system or doctiines of the White-

fieldians ; WM't(e)fieldite, a YVhitefieldian.

1744 in G. T. S. Farquhar Three Bps. Dunkeld (1015) L
xi. 94 He is looked upon by Lyon at Perth.. as a White-

fieldian. 1748 St. James' Even. Post Oct., Hamburg.. .A
new set of Methodists (much like our Whiietieldhes). 1786

Told Life 87, I treated him with ridicule and contempt, he

being a Whitfieldite. 1879 Gladstone Glean. VII. 224

Whitfieldism on the one hand, and the clericalism of the

eighteenth century on the other. 1885 Scribuer's Mag.
XXX. 390/1 Puritanism, quakerism, and what maybe com-

prehensively called Whiteheldi>m. 191s G. T. S. Farquhar
Three Bps. Dunkeld I. xi- 94 A. .discourse, .upon the

Christian doctrine of Justification (evidently intended to

test his Whitefieldianism).

Whitefish (hw3i*tf\T). Also white-fish, white

fish. [Cf. Du. witvisch bleak, LG. witjisk, med.

L. albus piscis."]

1. A general name for fishes of a white or light

colour (esp. those having silvery scales without

spots or ornamental colours), as cod, haddock,

whiting, etc
1461-1 in /Oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 301

Samon, heringe, hake, whitnshe. 1536 Kki.lenden Cron.

Scot. (1821) I. p. xxxvii. This firth is richt plentuus of

coclis, osteris [etc.].. with gret plente of quhit fische. 161a
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Drayton Poly-alb. ix. 131 Those White-fish that in her [sc. 1

Lin] doe wonchously abound, Are neuer seene in him [sc.

Dee] ; nor arc his Salmons found At any time in her. 1701

[W. Paterson] Counc. Trade (1751) 28 The vast numbers of

herring and white-fish in all our channels, inletts and lakes.

1787 IIicst Angling (ed. 2) 131 Carshalton-river, abounding
with trouts and oilier white fishes. 1865 Kingsley Ttereiv.

\

xxxi, The great pike, .sending the whitefish flying in shoals.

2. The Great Sturgeon (= Belug.v 1) ; the While '

Whale (= Beluga. 2).

:66a J. Davies tr. Qlcarius' Voy. Ambass. 165 A Fisher-

man. .took a Bieluga or white-fish, whicli was above eight

foot long, and above four broad. 1698 A. Brand Emb. fr. \

Muscovy 31 The Oby.. abounds in. .Sturgeon, Whitefish or
j

Belluja's, and others. 1743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 611 The
White-fish are likewise in the>e Seas, like a Whale, but

without Fins on the Back. 179a G. Cartwright Jrnl.

Labrador III. p. x, Whitefish, a fish of the Porpoise kind.
I

3. A common name for the fishes of the genus

Coregonus, of the family Salmonidte, found in the
.

lakes of North America, and valued as food.

1748 [see TlTTYMEC]. 1778 T. HuTCHINS Top. Dtscr.
\

Virginia 47 Lake Erie has a great variety of fine fish, such

as Sturgeon, Eel, White Fish. 1873 T. Gill Catal. Fishes '

E. Coast .V. Amer. 29 Pomaiomus saltatrix.

.

. Blue-fish

.

;
j

white-fish and snap-mackerel (young). Ibid. 33 Brevoortia

menhaden.. white-fish (Saybrook to Milford, Connecticut).

1883 Fisheries Exhib, Catal. (ed. 4) 160 .\ The famous Carre-

genus alius, or White Fish, of Canadian lakes.

Hence White fisher, one who catches white fish

(sense 1); White fishery, fishing, the occupa-
,

tion of catching white fish.

1528 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 121 All the *quhit fischaris

. .consent it to gif to thair chap!ane..xiid. in the yeir. 1601

/£/</. (184S) II. 217 Wilh-ame Brabner, Patrik Huchoun, and

James Symsoun, quhytfischeris in Futtie. 1772 Newspaper \

Cutting (Douce Prints S. 9. 109) Died at Montrose, . .Thomas
Milne, white-fisher, aged ico years. 189a Daily Newt
26 Mar. 3/3 The Committee have devised a modus vivendi

by which the rights of the salmon fishers have been pro-
,

tecteJ, and at the same time the rights cf the white fishers

have been established. 1791 Nkwtk Tour Eng. <t Scot.

i63 Small vessels [employed] in the *White Fisheries,
j

1840 Blaine Encyct. Rur. Sports vui. ii- 955 The British

fisheries, which, besides the herring, embrace the cod, the

ling, haddock, skate, halibut, turbot, &c. are collectively

termed the white fishery. 1600 Reg, Mag. Sig. Scot. 341/1
Cum lie stefyair, halecum et salmonum piscationibus et lie

*quhitC'fischingis. 1703 J. Brand Descr. Orkney, etc. 79
Excelling any other place of the King of Brittan's Dominions

for Herring, White and Grey Fishing. 189a Rep. Sohvay
White Fish. Comtn., The white-fishing industry., on the

Scottish shores uf the Sohvay Firth.

"Whiteflaw, obs. var. Whitlow.
Whitefoot (hwDi-tfut), sb. {a.) [Cf. OE. hwit-

fSi adj.]

1. Farriery, A white marking on a horse's foot

(see quot.) ; also, a horse with such a mark.

1753 Chambers" Cycl. Sup/., White~Foot..called in French
\

Balzaue, is a white mark that happens in the feet of a great

many horses, both before and behind, from the fetlock to the '

coffin.

2. Collectors' name for a species of moth.
183a Rknnie Butter/1. 9f M. 161 The Whitefoot {S[p:lo-

'

nota] Amelia . ,). Wings., dusky brown,. .with a large

medial hook-shaped white band.

3. Hist. A member of a secret society in Ireland

who committed murders and outrages about 183J.

PL whitefeet (also irreg. used attrib.).

183J in G. C. Lewis Local Disturb, fret. (1836) 107, I find

that the Whiteboy system has for the last sixty years con-

tinued under different names; as, Peep-o'-day-boys,. .Rib-

bon-men, the Lady Clares, the Teiry Alts... Now we have

the Whitefeet and Blackfeet. 1832 Boston Herald 6 Mar.
2 An armed party of Whitefeet paid the third visit to the

house of the long-threatened Jeremiah Farrell. 1833 Ibid.

iz Mar. 3/6 James Jackman, a Whitefoot, for attacking the

house of one Roche, and killing him, is to be hanged on
Monday. 1886 Irish Eccls. Gaz. 4 Sept., The massacre of

whitefeet men to the last days of that unfortunate secret

society in the Queen's County.

B. adj. \Vhite-footed. poet,

1867 Mokris Jason 11. 359 White-foot I no smiling, sat

alone.

So Wlii'te-foo:ted a., having white feet ; White-
footisni, the practices of Irish whitefeet.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 602/32 Petutus, . . whyt foted

et dicitur de equo. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Supp. s.v. Chausse
trap-haul, A white-footed horse. 1757 in Eliz. Carter's

Lett. 29 July (1809) II. 25r One of the prettiest little white-

footed black cats.. you ever saw. 1781 Pennant Hist.

Quadrup. 91 The white-footed Antelope or Nil-ghau. 1821

Scott Keniliv. x, His white-footed nag. 1832 in G. C.

Lewis Local Disturb. Irel. (1836) 77 If they continue

suffering under hardships,. . Whitefootism will revive again.

White friar. [Whitk a. 6 a.]

1. A Carmelite friar (whose habit is distinguished

by a white cloak and scapular). Also, loosely, a

Premonstratensian or White Canon.
1412 in Laing Charters (1809) 24 Willyam Cokar, than

beande piouincial of the Quite Freris of Scotlande. 1474

CaxTOM Chesse 111. ii. (1S83) 88, I haue my self ben con-

uersant in a religious hous of white freris at gaunt which

haue all thynge in comyn. a 1550 Lynn Chron. in Six
Town Chron. (1911) 198 In this yere one william chysborow

and a whyght firyere was hanged drawen and quartered.

1603 Stow Sun: 312 The white Fryers church in Fleet-

street. 1762 Up. Forbes Jrnl. (18S6) 170 An Abbacy of

Prxmonsiratenses, or White Friars. 1766 [see Carmelite],

2. //. The Carmelite convent in Fleet Street,

London ; hence, the district or neighbourhood in

which it was.
' Having been formerly a sanctuary, it long retained the

privilege of protecting persons liable to arrest, and thus

became the resort of debtors ..and profligates' (Naies).

Hence attrib.

1561 Awdelav Fiat. Vacab. {1869) 51 There came ..a
Counterfet Cranke vnder my lodgynge at the whyte
Fryares. 1609 P». Jonson Silent Worn. Prol., Cates..fit for

Ladies ;.. Some for your waiting wench, and city-wires;

Some for your men, and daughters of White* Fryars, i6jo

Melton Astrologaster 36 Some of his White-Fryer Mis-
tresses.

3. colloq. or dial. A flake or particle of white

scum or froth floating on liquid.

1719 Swift Direct. Serv. i. (1745.' 22 If the Cork be musty,

or White Fryers in your Liquor. 1856 P. Kennedy Banks
Bora xxv. 191 The white-friars came at last on the potatoes

in the big pot : they then proceeded to boil.

White-gum 1
, [after Red gum 1

,
q.v.] An

eruption of whitish spots with a red border {Stro-

phulus albidus) incident to young children.

1799 Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I. 81 Another
species [of Red-gumL .often of a pearl colour and opake,
which has generally been accounted a kind of red gum, but it

has o f late been suggested might.. be termed the while-gum.

White-gum 2
* [Gum sb. 2 5.] Any species of

Eucalyptus with white or light-coloured bark.

Also White gum-tree.
1827 P. Cunningham Ttvo Years in N. S. Wales I. xii.

200 The red and white gums [so named] from their wood.

i8»7 Trans. Linnman Soc. XV. 278 [1 he ground-parrot]

chiefly breeds in a stump of a small White Gum-tree. 1891

Argus (Melbourne) 13 May, On the lower slopes [of the

ranges] the bluegum trees become first commingled with

trees locally designated whitegum and black butt.

White-haired, a. [Cf. ON. hv/thdrr, -h tvrdr.~\

Having white or hoary hair, esp. from age. Also,

covered with white hairs or down, as a plant.

c 1400 [see Haired], c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 519 Now I

am olde & white-harid. 1530 Palsgr. 329/1 Whyte heared,

iheniiu. 1736 Papers rel. Scots in Poland (S.H.S. 1915)

210 To two white-haired people, .f. 24. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 825 Bryum canescens. .leaves.

.

white haired at the ends. 1848 Dickens Dombey Ixit, The
white-haired gentleman's affection for the girl. 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander' At flay vii, A sweet gravity about her. .as

charming in her white-haired age as in her fair youth I

Whitehead l (hwai'thed), a. and sb. (In earlier

use as a peisonal name, e.g. Jon Hwitheaved

(1333 in Lit. Cantuar., Rolls, I. 458).)

A. adj. = White-headed, rare.

1577 Woi.ton Cast. Christians E viij, Graue and whyte.

headde Fathers. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. IV. 162

Wfiite-head waves.

B. sb. fl. app. A white head-dress. Obs.

1587 Ace. Mary Q. Scots (Camden) 31 Parys heades...

Whiteheades for gentlewoemen attendaunte uppon the

mourners.

2. A name for vaiious species* of birds having

the head (wholly or partly) white: see quots.

1686 P.lome Geutt. Recreat. II. 37/1 Partridges; the first,

when newly hatched, are called White-heads. 1885 Encycl.

Brit. XVIII. 52/2 Two other small birds from New Zealand,

where they are known as the 'Whitehead' and 'Yellow-

head ', were referred to the genus, under the names of

0[rthonvx] albic\ap\Hla and 0. ochrocephala.

3. A West Indian feverfew, Parthenium Ifystero-

phorus.
1864 GRIKBACH Flora W. fnd. 1st. 788.

Whitehead 2
. A kind of torpedo, invented by

Robert Whitehead.
1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 13 Nov. 5 2 A blow with even an

ordinary Whitehead, let alone the improved Whitehead of

the German navy, would practically rip the bottom out of

the strongest ship afloat. 1898 Kipling Fleet in Being v. 54

Fancy a Whitehead smitten on the nose by one little shell.

You'd go up.

White-headed (hwarthe:ded), a.

1. Of an animal: Having the head (wholly or

partly) white; having white hair, plumage, etc.

on the head.
(Freq. in specific designations of various birds.)

15*5111 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 11 On whie whiteheded.

1547 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 53 One whittheaded calff.

1785 Pennant Arctic Zool. II. 196. 187a Coles Key N.

Atner. Birds 192 White-headed Woodpecker.

2. Of a person: White-haired, esp. from ape;

also, having very light or fair hair, flaxen-haired.

18:5 Scott Guy M. i, A great white-headed, bare-legged,

lubberly boy of twelve years old. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop

xxv, A small white-headed boy with a sunburnt face. 1886

Tfnnyson Lockstey Hall bo Yrs. after 38 This old white-

headed dreamer,

b. In Irish colloq. use, with boy : Favourite,

darling : cf. White a. 9 and White boy i.

1820 Matcrin Meltuoth i, He was always her 'white-

headed boy \ she said,— (itirpri/nis, his hair was as black as

jet). 1894 HallCaISR Manxman it. xi. He was always my
white-headed- boy, and I stuck to him with life.

3. Of a wave: White-capped, white-crested;

also of a sea covered with such waves.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. viii, An angry, white-headed

sea. 1909 E. Philli'Otts in R. P. A. Ann. (1910) 10 The
riotou s march of mad, white-headed waves.

White-heart, sb. and a.

1. sb. In full white-heart eherty (for white heart-

cherry ; cf. black-heart s.v. Black a. 19) : A light-

coloured variety of cultivated cherry.

1733 W. Ei.i.is Chiltern $ Vale Farm. 143 The Mav-duke,

White-hart, Black-Orleance and the Morella. 1869 Bt.ACK-

MOm Lorna D. xxvi, The blackbirds eating our white-heart

cherries.

2. adj. Having a white or light-coloured 'heart'.

1900 Daily Express 25 Apr. 6 4 Fine white-heart lettuces.

White heat. [Heat sb. 1 c] That degree of

heat or temperature (higher than red heat) at

which metals and some other bodies raciiate white

light ; the state of being white-hot.

1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II. White cr Flame Heat;
is a Degree of Heat given by Smiths to their Iron . . : Tbif is

a less Heat than a Welding Heat. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Set. «V Art II. 357 If a bar of iron or steel, at a white heat,

be rubbed with a roll of sulphur, the two bodies combine, .

.

forming sulphuret of iron, c 1865 I.etneby in Circ. Set. I,

89/2, 2000 (or an incipient white-heat).

b. fig. A state of intense or extreme emotion.
1839 Svd. Smith Ballet 8 There are politicians always at

a white heat. 1870 Lowli. Study Wind. 148 Carlyle is one
of the natures, rare in these latter centuries, capable of
rising to a white heat. 1883 W. H. Bishop Ho. Merch. Pr.
xix. (1885) 292 There was a vixenish quality in her angei
when at white heat.

White horse.
1. The figure of a white horse : see House sb. 23.

Also as the sign, and hence the name, of an inn.

1647 in Nightingale Ejected of 1662 (1911) II. 009 Send
one of Yor servants to the White horse wthout Creeple gate.

2. A crested wave: see Horse sb, 23b.
1849 Kingsley Let. in Life vii. (1879) I. 168 The bay is

now curling and writhing in white horses under a smoking
south-wester. 1888 Rider Haggard Mr. Meesons Will v,

Looking at the 'white horses' chasing each other across

the watery plain.

3. Local name for a species of ray (fish).

1710 Sibbald Hist. Fife 51 Rata aspera, the White Horse.

4. The West Indian shrub Portlandia grandi-

Jlora [N. O. Rubiacex), with large white flowers,

cultivated in hot-houses.
1866 Treat. Bot. 1232/1.

5. A tough sinewy substance lying between the

upper jaw and junk of a sperm-whale.

1874 C. M. Scammon* Marine Mammals 312.

6. Mining, {local.) See quot. and House sb. II.

1886 J. Bakrowman Sc. Mining Terms 72 White horse
x

intruded white trap in a coal seam.

White-hot, a. Also white hot (now rare).

Heated to such a degree as to radiate white light

;

at white heat.

1820 Shelley (Ed. Tyr. 11. 1. 172 Innocent Queens o'er

white-hot ploughshares iread Unsinged. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. xiii. (1842) 299 Even bright red hot fuel will

cool a white hot crucible. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci.

(1879) I. ii. 30 To display all these colours at the same time

the . . wire must be white-hot.

b. trans/, (rhetorically) : Very blight and hot.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. f It. Noie-bks. (1871) II. 38 Cool

and dim, after the white-hot sunshine.

o. jig. : cf. White heat b and Red-hot 2.

1885 Harpers Mag. Mar. 552/1 You occasionally turn

white-hot. 1890 Ll Galliknne G. Meredith 73 Not Carlyle

himself had a more white-hot hatred of 'simulacra '.

White iron. [= med.L. album fet rum, F.

fer-blanc tin-plate.] a. Tinned iron, tin-plate.

b. Cast iron of a silvery colour containing a large

proportion of carbon in combination.

153a Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. VI. 155, vj mesouris of

quhite irne for the hagbutis charge. 163a, 1745, 1881 [see

Iron sb. 1 2]. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1252 The only alloy of

iron interesting to the arts, is lhatwith tin, in the formation

of tin-plate, or white iron.

c. attrib. f white-iron man, smith, a tin-

smith.
1731 in Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1885) V. 528 Spurriers,

gunsmyths, whiteiron smyths. 1765 Wait in Mini head

Invent. Watt (1854) I. 13 My old white-iron man [foots*,,

Anglice. tin-man] is dead. 1785 Boswell Hebrides 19 Aug.,

James Hood, White Iron Smith. 1814 Scott Wav. Ixiii,

I)eacon Clank, the white-iron smith.

White lead, sb. [Lead sb. 1 Cf. L. plumbum
album (in class. L. = tin), OF. blanc plomb.] A
compound of lead carbonate and hydrated oxide

of lead, much used as a white pigment ; also called

Ceuuse.
c 1440 Promp. Par*. 525 2 Whyte led, or blanke plumbe.

c 1450-1844 [see Lead sb. 1 2}. 1634 Peacham C nipt. Gent.

xiii. (1906) 131 Your flesh-colour is commonly compounded

of white lead, lake, and vermilion. 18*3 P. Nicholson Tract.

Builder 410 White L<ad, is the principal ingredient used m
house-painting. 18*7 Faraday Chem. Manip. xviii. (1842)

487 White lead ground up with oil, when spread upon slips

of cloth, is very useful for making joints tight.

b. attrib. : white lead ore, native carbonate of

lead, cerussite.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4216/4 The White I.ead-House at

Kotherhith. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Minted. 2) II. 203 White

Lead ore. 1849 Noad Electricity (ed. 3) 179 'I he box.. is

put together with white-lead joints, as these are perfectly

water-tight.

Hence White-lead v., trans, to cover or impreg-

nate with white lead.

1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting i. 12 White-leaded

and varnished the boat. 1881 Neison & Kf.mp Tract. Boat

Bldg. 1. 55 A piece of Stockholm tarred or white-leaded

paper.

f Whitelewe, a. Obs. rare. [f. White a. +

-LEWE.] = Whttely a.

1495, etc. [see quot. 1303 - s. v. WniTELY a.].

White lime, white-lime, si. Now rare or

Obs. [Lime sbA] Lime mixed with water as a

coating for walls, etc. ; whitewash. Also attrib.



WHITE-LIME. 79 WHITENESS.

1518 Paynell. Saterm's Rcgim. cjb, A playster made
of Auripigmentum, Brymstoone* whyte lyme, and Sope,
myngled to gether. a 1658 Cleveland Flat. Love iv. Wks.
(1687) 212 Picture* might court each other and exchange
Their white-lime Looks. 1824 SoUTHEY Sir T. More I. 173
The old cottages.. Substantially built of the native stone.,

dirtied with no white-lime.

So White-lime v. Obs. or dial.
}
trans, to coat

or cover with white lime ; to whitewash ; hence

White-limed (-laimd) ppt. a., "White-liming vbl.

sh. ; also White-limer, one who white-limes, a

whitewasher.
13. . Life r/'Jesus (Horstm.) 422 pe roues bat beoth with-

oute *I}withmede and iplanede fairc,..And withlnne fulle

of caroyne. 1377 Langl. P. PI. IS. XV. m Vpocrysie .. is

lykned..to a wal bat were whitlymed and were foule wyth-
inne. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. xvl xxiv.(BodI. MS.),
Suche medleynge is..nedeful . .to pargette and whitelyme
walles. 1556 Citron. Grey Friars (Camden) 54 Alle churches
new whytte-lymed, with the commandment tes wryttyne on
the walles. 1583 GOLDIMG Calvin on Deut. xxvii. 2 The
Iewes are commanded, To gather great stones, & to white-

lime them ouer. 1602 Balliot Coll. Qxf. Ace. (MS.) Item
for lyme, and the laborers woork, towhytlym the Hall, xvi-.

1634 Ijkeketon 'J'rav. (Chetham Soc.) 13 The great church.

.

most daintily, .white-limed. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 98
Ye.. shallow harted I>oyes,Ye*wliite-limb'd[j/t] walls. 1624
Donne Ser/n., Matt. Hi. if (1640)426 If we be not onely
Dealbati Christiaui, (as S. Augustine speaks' White-lirnd
Christians, Christians on the out-side. 1653 Fuller Ch.
Jlist. 1. i. § 13 As white-limed houses exceed those which are
only rough-cast. 1611 Coigr., Plnceau,..a. *Whitelimers
Brush. 1622 K. Hawkins Voy. S\ Sea (1847) 121 Hayre,
such as the whitely mers use. c 1440 Protup. FaiiJ. 525/3
* Whytlymynge, calci/icacio. 1547-8 in Swayne Churckw.
Ace. Saru/n (1896) 275 To Lytchefeelde for whitelymynge
of the same. 161 1 Coigr., Blanche,, .whiting or whiteliming.

White line, white-line, sb,

1. Anal. a. [tr. L, linea a/da.) A longitudinal

band of tendinous tissue extending from the ster-

num to the pubis, b. A whitish band in the pelvic

fascia extending from the symphysis pubis to the
spine of the ischium.

1598 Tlorio, Lt'uea abba [sic], the line or hollow tying
from the nauell, the white line, the vmbelicall veine. c 1720
\V. Gibson Farrier s Guide 1. ii. (1722) 6 The white Line.

.

is.. a tendinous Substance, form'd by the Endings of such of
those Muscles as meet.. in it. 1874 Heath Anat. (ed. 3)
;:86 ' White line ' of pelvic fascia.

2. Printing. A line left blank between two
lines of type.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc , Printing xxiv. p 7 That no
Letters or Spaces lye in the White-lines of the Form. 1770
Luckombe Hist. Printing 250 Open matter, with leads and
white-lines between.

3. a. m lioBbiN s&J 2. b. An untarred Mine'
or rope (cf. White a. 2 a, quots. 1769, 1S46).
1824 J. F. Cooi'LR Pilot xxvi. III. 35 ' Bobbin, or white-

line ; they are the same thing,' added the young trader.

1867 Smyth Sailor's ll'ord-bk. s. v. Line, White-line, that
which has not been tarred.

4. attrib. or as adj. (with hyphen) ~ white-
lined (see below).
1869 Newman Brit. Moths 330 The White-line Dart

{Agrotis Triiici). .. There is generally a sinuous line or
interrupted series of linear spots parallel with the hind
margin.

So White-line v.
y

trans, to mark with white
lines ; so White-lined a.

1832 Keknie Bntter/7. .5- M. Index 285/1 White-lined
BUck. 1916 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 478/1 Rolled and white-
lined for the game [of tennis].

White-liver. lOte. [Whim*. 5.] A 'white-
livered' person, coward, dastard; 'a flatterer'

(Jam. 1825).
1615 Bp. HALL Contempt, ix. Gideon's Prep. 103 Oh thou

white liuer 1 doth but a foule word, or a fiowne scarre
thee from Christ ? 1673 Hickeringkx Greg. /•>-. Greyb. 207
Milk-sops, dastards and white-livers.

White-livered (-3*1), a. Having (according
to an old notion, still surviving locally) a light-

coloured liver, supposed to be due to a deficiency
of bile or ' choler', and hence of vigour, spirit, or
courage ; feeble-spirited, cowardly, dastardly.
IS49 Chkkf. Hurt Sedit. (1560) Fj b, What white lyuered

Cities hath not only not withstande them, but also with
shame fauoured them. 1599 Shaks. Hen. I', m. ii. 34 For
Bardolph, hee is white-Iiuer'd, and red-fae'd : by the means
whereof a* faces it out, but fights not. 1640 Harsnkt Gods
Summons 154 Assurance of victory puts courage . . into the
most white-livered, and fearful souldier. 17x0 Hearnk
Collect. (O. H.S.) III. 21 A white liver'd, sneaking, mean-
spirited . . Fellow. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop li, A double-
faced, white-livered, sneaking spy. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward
Robt. Elsmere xviii, No need to be white-livered, but every
need. .to take no hasty needless offence.

Whitelow, obs. form of Whitlow.
Whitely (hwartli), a. Now only Sc. Forms :

4 whitliche, 4, 7 whitly, 6 whitlie, whytley,
whytely, 5- whitely ; Sc. 5 quhitlie, 6 quhitly,
quhytly, quhittlie. [f. White a. + -ly 1.] Whit-
ish; pale; light-eomplexioned, * fair'.

1398 TltYUA Barth- De P. R. iv. ix. (Tollem. MS.\ [A
palegmatic man isj whitly in face, ferful of herte. Ibid. XL
\i, Rauene briddes while bey ben whitliche [ed. 1495 whit-
*cw

i I53S whitelewe, 1582 whitlewe] in feberis, or bey ben
blake. c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) iii, A Bucke
is a diucrse beste ; he hath nought his heer as an hert. for
lie is more whitely. c 1480 Hknryson Test. Cress. 214 Four
a.okkit steidis full different of hew,.. The secund steid..
Cjuhitlie and pailL 1548.RKCORDE Uriit. Fhysick x. (1651)

82 If. . the colour of the garland [of the urine] be white, or

whitely, it is a token full of good hope, a 1578 Lindesay
(Pnscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. X. S.) II. 17 He was fair and
quhittlie. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ill. i. 198 A whitly wanton,
with a veluet brow, With two pitch bals..for eyes, c 1645
Howkll Lett. 11. xxii. (1890) 414 Those whitely Stars..
Which make the Milky-Way. 1684 Bumyan J'ilgr. n. 141

You have his whitefy Look. 1737 Kamsay Sc, Fro:: (1750)
112 Whitely things are ay tender. 1833 New Monthly Mag.
May 65, 1 know him by Ids whitely eyes.
Comb. 15*8 Paynell Saleme's Rcgim. (1541) e iij, A

flematike person is wliytly coloured : the colerike is browne
and tawny. 1588 Cert. Advert, out oj fret. B 3, The Prince
of Ascule was a slender made man., whitely faced. 1656
Merc urius Politicus No. 330 Flaxen haired, whitely faced.

Whitely (hwaHli), adv. [f. White a. + -ly -.]

So as to be or appear white ; with a white colour

or aspect.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vni. xxvi. (Tollem, MS.),
Amonge all sterres Venus schineb most comfortabely and
whitly. x6n Cotgk., Candidement, whitely, fairely, in

white. 1818 Keats Endym. \. 626 See her hovering feet,

More bluely vein'd, . . more whitely sweet Than those of sea-

born Venus. 1844 BROWNING Laboratory i, These faint

smokes curling whitely. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta \, A
whitely shining oval of still water.

Whitely, var. Quitkly adv.

White man. Also f white-man, whiteman.
f 1. A man clothed in white: cf. White a. 6.

In quot. 1691, a surpliced chorister. Obs. rare.

1691 [see WhiteBOY a], 1693 D'Emilianne's Ilisi.Monast.
Orders six. 216 Of the Older of the White Men. In the

year 1399,. .a certain Priest, came down from the Alpes into

Italy, . .Cloathed all in White, .. great crouds both of Men
and Women .. followed him, and look White Cloaths like-

wise on their Backs.

2. A man belonging to a race having naturally

light-coloured skin or complexion : chiefly applied

to those of Kuropcan extraction : see WHITE a. 4.

1695 Motteux tr. St.-OIon's Morocco 12 [The Moors of
Tetuan] are White-men, pretty well Civiliz'd. 1791 W.
Bartkam Carolina 96 The ceminels. .perceiving that 1 was
a whiteman, ventured to hail me. 1835 C. K. Hoffman
Winter in West I. 164 We white men have been spoiled by
education; we have been taught to think many things
necessary that you red men can do well without. 1904
Hazzlsoine it/tie) The White Man in Nigeria.

b. orig. U. S, slang. A man of honourable
character such as one associates with a Kuropcan
(as distinguished from a negro) : see White a. 4 b.

1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 913/1 You've behaved to me
like a white man from the start. 1887 Pali Mall Gaz.
22 June 5 Tricoupis the President is a white man—an
extremely white man.

White meat, wliitemeat. Obs. exc. dial.

(Also with hyphen.) [White a. 2, Meat sb. 2.

Cf. MSw. hvitmater pi. ^Sw. vitmatj.'] a. collect,

sing, or //. Foods prepared from milk; dairy

produce (occas. including eggs).

C 1425 / 'oc. in Wr.-Wfllcker 661 /i 1 Hoc lacticinium,
wyttemet. c 1450 Mirk's Peslial 84 }e most fast from all

maner flesch mete and whyt-mete. 1483 Canton Gold. Leg.
129/1 Without etyng fysshe ne mylkeegges or whyte mete.
1538 Fitzwarrun in Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 216
Concernyng forbyddyng of whytmeates in Lente. 1577
Googe HcresbacVs Husb. 111. 148 The olde wryters doo
teache the making of a kinde of white meate, not much
vnlike to Welcurdes. 1584 Cogan Haven Health exeni.

150 A tliirde kinde of meats, which is neither fishe nor
fleshe, commonly called white meates, as egges, niilke,

butter, cheese. 1617 Morvson /tin. in. 148 The Cowes..
with large vdders, yeelding plenty of whitmeates, 1620
BlSNT tr. Sarin's Counc. Trent I. 4 Giuing . .power to eate
egges and whitmeats on fasting dayes. 1796 Bp.G. Hav in
Vshaw Mag. Dec. (1913)286 In those countries where people
have nothing else to eat with their bread but whitemeats;
these are more or less permitted in Lent itself: and in

some places Eggs also, 1886 Elwokthy W. Som. Gloss.

b. pi. Certain white or light-coloured flesh

foods (see quot. 1877).
1752 Chf.sterf. Lett. (1774) II. 233 Pray leave off. .your

..pastry, fat creams, and. .dumplings ; and then you need
not confine yourself to white meats, which I do not take to
be one jot wholesomer than beef, mutton, and partridge.
1877 Ar

. W. Line. Gloss., White meats, the flesh of lamb,
veal, and rabbits, . .chickens, pheasants, and partridges.

C. attrib.

1721 N. Ui.lnpell Diary (189O 175 April 25th. It being
a White-Meat day I dined at a Table by myself at the Swan.

d. as adj. (jig.) Mean, pusillanimous.
la 1611 Ueaum. & Fl. Pour Plays (1647) 33/1 birha, siiha,

this wbitmeat-spirit's not yours.

White monk. [White a. 6a: cf. White
fhiak.] A Cistercian monk: so called from the
coloar of the habit of undyed wool.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)'VIII. 31 He made Baldewyn

be whi^te monk archbisshop of Caunterbury. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 6695 These chanouns regulers Or white monkes or
these blake. 1517 Tokkincton Pilgr. (1884) 7 Seynt Elyn ..

lith in a flayer place of religion of whith monks, c 1630
Risdon Surv. Devon § 136. (1810) 152 Duke Alfivd erected
a fair'abbey for. white monks of the order of Cistercians.

1799 I. Robertson Agric. Perth 566.

Whiten (hwart'n), v. Also 5 qwhittyn, fc 9
dial, whitten, 6 whyten, whyghten. [f. Whitk
a. +-EX 5

. Cf. ON. hvitna to become white.]

1. trans. To make or render white ; to impart a
white colour or appearance to. a. gen.
a 1300 F.. E. Psalter 1. g (IL 7) [>ou .salt wasche me,..

And ouer snawe sal 1 whitened be. 1552 Hulobt, Whyghten,
albo,. .candefacio. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles in. xv, Wbiten'd
with foam a thousand streams Leap from the mountain's

crown. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxiv, Take care, while

you are young, that you can think in those days, '/ never
whitened a hair of her dear head.' 1873 Black Fr. Thule
i, The >ea whitened by the rushing of the wind.

b. To cover, coat, or overspread with something
white ; spec, to whitewash ; to coat (metal) with

tin, to tin.

Also said (chiefly &oet. or rhet.) of a white substance or

a number of white objects covering or spread over a surface.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love 11. ix. 95 Of qwhome sum per
fowlnes to hyde or ber bewte ba study toincrese with payi.l-

ynge of begillynge avotre ber f.ices \>a. color ^; qwhittyn.
1664 in W. U. lilunt Ch. Ckester-le-Street (1&84J 90 For
whitning the churcli four pound ten shillings. 1687 A.
Lovei.i. tr. Thcvcnofs 'J'rav. 11. 88 In this Countrey of

Persia, . . they whiten, or if you will, tinn, brass and copper
otherwise than with us. 1776 Adam Smith // . A'. 1. i. I. 6
To put it [sc. a pin-head] on, is a peculiar business, to whiten
the pins is another. 1874 J. Birch Country Archil. 44
Lath, plaster, float, set and twice whiten all ceilings through-
out. 1891 Harpy Tess li, 1 shall get the house swept out
Mid whitened to-morrow morning.
1703 J'oi'F, Thebais 391 Where, .human bones yet whiten

all the ground. 1719 YoUNG Busiris 1. i, Sails unnumber'd
whiten all the stream. 1823 Scott Quettiin I), xxv,

Meadows, .whitened with the numerous tents of the Duke
of Burgundy's army. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855)
I. xxi. 335 The mountains, whitened with snow, were swept
by the bleak winds of winter.

c. To make white by depriving of the natural

colour ; to blanch ; to bleach ; to make pale.

1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Con/pi. Card. II. 148 To tie up
..the lops of the Leaves of Long Lettuce ..to make them
Cabbage, or at least to whiten them. 1736-31 Waldron Descr.
Isie ofMan [1865)15 A go d air to whiten cloth. 179 1 Cow.
i*i-. k Iliad vni. 90 Fear whiten 'u every cheek. 1791 Hamil-
ton Berthollet's Dyeing I. I. 1. iii. 51 Oxygen is ca] able of
whitening. .the colouring matter. 1839 Ukk Diet. Atts
;6; {Leather) The effects of the paste are to whiten the

skins, to soften them, and to protect tliein from the hardening
infill- nee of the atmosphere, i860 Geo. Ki.iot Mill on Ft,

VI. > ii, I've got cloth as has never been whitteneu.

d. Jig. To Iree or clear fiom evil, guilt, or the

like ; also, to cause to seem right, good, pure,

etc. ; to give a specious appearance to.

c 1440 A tphat et of Tales 123 He went & shrafe hym of

all his synys. .. And onone as he come in, J'is man . . said
;

* A ! wetcom, trend! com ner, for bou base wele whittend
1-e.' [1667 Observ. Burning J. cud. 10 And which are never
tiue but by a supposition that if they doe not happen in our
Countrey, they may happen in another, which i> called to

Whiten black.] 1679 Burnei Hist. Kef I. Pref. (c) 2 b,

Such remarkable blemishes, that., no man.. can go about
the whitening them, 1687 Dryden Hind <$ /'. 1. 44 The
brisil'd Baptist Boar, impuie as He, (Hut whitn'd with the
foam of sanctity). 1873 H. Spencer Study Sodol. i.\. (1S77)

220 By selecting the evidence any society may be relatively

blackened, and any other society relatively whitened.

2. intr. To become or turn while ; to assume a

white colour or asj.ect; vaguely, to appear white.
a 1633 G. Herbert Jacula Prudentum 943 i homes whiten

yet doe nothing. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 451 'They [sc. Car.
dons Spanish] whiten in about three Weeks and are tit to

eat. 1720 Pors Iliad xxi. 3S2 A Foam whitens on the purple
Waves. 1725 — Odyss. ix, 160 The sea whitens with the
rising gale. 1796 KlRWAN Etem. Miu, (ed. 2) I. 152 When
heated, it hardens and whitens. 1831 JAMES Philip Aug.
xvi, Let his corpse remain unburied, and his bor.es whiten
in the wind ! 1833 Tennyson Lady of Shalott 1. ii, Willows
whiten, aspens quiver,.. Uy the island in the river. 1853
Longs, tr. Dante, Purgat. xvi. 143 Behold the dawn,..
Already whitening. 1914 ' Ian Hay ' Knt. on II heels xiv,

His hair was whitening.

b. To turn pale, esp. from fear or other emo-
tion. (Cf. Redden v. 2 b.)

1783 JtiSTAMOND tr. RayHats Hist. Indies V. 192 All the
human species, in general, whitens in the snow, and is tanned
in the sun. 1821 Shelley Giuevra 66 The cheek that
whitens. 1880 Khoda Bkocghton Second Thts. in. iv,

'I am very glad to hear it,' he says almost inaudibly, and
whitening.

Q* Jig. : cf. I d.

1758 H. Walpoi.e Catal. Roy. Authors (1759) I. 172 What
character that he has censured, has whitened by examina-
tion. 1801 S. & Ht. Lee Cant. T. V. 90 It. .bids us whiten
by a comparison with the imperfections of others.

Hence "Whitened (hwdi't'nd), fpL a.

11 1711 Ken Hymns Lviiug. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 4 Pat in
and Chalice were of whiten'd Clay. :86o Froude Hist. E/tg.

xxiv, V. 37 The sunlight stared in white and stainless upon
the whitened aisles; the churches were new whitelimed.

1879 JtmtaEM It ildLife in S. Co. ii. (1889) 18 That peculiar

whitened appearance left when water has passed over vege-

tation. 1881 — Wood Magic II. iv. 09 In his rageandfear,
with whitened face.

Whiten, obs. or dial. f. Whiting sb. and vbl.sb.

Whitener (hwoWnsa). [f. Whiten v. + -eh 1
.]

1. One who whitens, in any sense ; spec, a person

employed in bleaching or other whitening process.

1611 Coigr , BlancAisseur,..a whitener of clothes. 1637

Crompton's Jurisd. 179 No tawer or whitener of skins shall

remain in the forests, c 1700 Kennett MS, Lausd. Jojj

Bleacher, a whitener or whitester oflinnen. 1748 Richard-

son Clarissa (1768) VII. lxxxiv. 291 A partial whitener of

his own cause, or blackener of another's. 1881 Instr.

Census Clerks (188s) 45 Pin Maker. . Whitener. 1895 Daily

News 15 Nov. 7/1 Walter Wells, a silver-plater, in the em-

ploymen t of Messrs. Elking ton.. . Frank Naylor, whitener

and repairer, employed by Messrs. Elkington.

2. A thing that whitens; spec, a substance or

agent used for whitening, bleaching, etc.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ii. 6 Wind is a Dryer, .. Frost

a Cooler, Dryer, a Whitener.

Whit6Iie8S (hwartnes). Also (with shortened

root-vowel) 5 whitt-, whytnesse, 5-6 whitnesse.



WHITENING.

[OE. Iwttnes : see White a. and -ness.] The
quality or condition of being white ; white colour
or appearance.
971 Blickl, Horn. 7 Seo readnes baere rosan lixeb on be, &

sea hwitnes ba:re lilian scineb on be. C 1400 Pilgr. Sowle
(Caxton 1483) IV, iv. 60 The fayre blosmcwhos whytenes
passyd the snowe. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc.

47 pe wondes hap hardnes wib whitenes and redenes. 1483
Cath. Anel. 416 '2 Whittnesse, albedo. J577 Googe tr.

Heresbach's Ilttsb. 39 The wel)be is layde out in the hotte
Sunne, .. whereby it is brought to a passing; whitenesse.
159a Greene Greene's Vis. Wks. (Grosart) XII. 209 The
whitenesse of their haires bewrayed the number of their

dayes. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. iii. 623 The bright,

nesse of the Starres and whitenesse of the snow, not suffering

them to be quite forlorne in darkenesse. a 1650 Norgate
Miniafura (1919) 98 Temper them with white lead to what
whytnes you please. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. WatersW. 52 Salts

of different degrees of purity and whiteness. 1827 Faraday
Cheat. Manip. xxiv. (1842) 648 Heat a little chloride of
silver.. to whiteness. 1887 F. M.Crawford Saracinesca
iii, His very dark eyes and complexion made more notice-

able by the dazzling whiteness of his hair.

b. Of the human skin or face : f [a) Lightness

or fairness of complexion
, (b) Paleness, pallor.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. Ixvi. (Bodl. MS.),
Gallia, hab bat name, .of whitenes of men for Gallia is

grewe and is to menynge mylke. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. IV. viii. 119 Their beau tie, whitenesse,.. and
shamefast grace. 1597 Shaks. 2 lien. IV, 1. \. 68 The white-
nesse in thy Cheeke Is apter then thy Tongue, to tell thy
Errand. 1794 S. Williams Vermont 389 The white men..
lose their whiteness and become brown or red. i8«i Lamb
Elia Ser. 1. Old Benchers, His cheeks were colourless, even
to whiteness. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liv.\\\

%
It was

no blush now, but a dead waxen whiteness, that came over
the beautiful face.

c. c[\\2&\'Concr. A white substance or part of

something.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Tobit ii. 10 A whitenes came in mine

eies, & I went to the phisicians who helped me not. 159a
Shaks. Ven. <y AH. 1170 A purple fioure. .checkred with
white, Resembling well his pale cheekes, and the blood,
Which.. vpon their whitenesse stood. 1650 Jer. Taylor
Holy Livingvr. § 10. ^60 Those Creatures that live amongst
the snowes. .turne white with their, .conversation with such
perpetual whitenesses. 1651 French Distill, i. 34 These
Rinds must be fresh, and (the inward whiteness being
separated; be bruised. 1885 ' F. Anstey' Tinted Venus v,

[To a barber] Do you not swathe them in the garb of humili-

ation, and daub their countenances with whiteness? 1905
R. Uagot Passport ix. 79 The water-lilies lifted their pure
whiteness to the.. sunbeams.

d. fig. Purity, stainless character or quality.

1555 Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 285
Sope, though it be blacke, soileth not the clothe, .. so doth
the blacke crosse helpe vs to more whitenes. 1645 Milton
Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 181 To vindicat the whitenes and
the innocence of this divine Law, from the calumny it Andes.

1563 Cowley Verses
<fr

Ess., Horace in. i. 3 To Virgin

Minds, which yet their Native whiteness hold,, .these truths

I tell. x8i6 Byron Ch. Har. 111. Ivii, He had kept The
whiteness of his soul. 1884 Harrop Bollngbroke i. 44 Such
..was the whiteness of his record in this respect.

Whitening (uwai't'niij), vbl. sb. [f. Whiten
V. + -ING 1

.]

1. The action, or a process, of making white;

bleaching, whitewashing, tinning, etc. ; also fig.

Also, the fact or process of becoming while.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. xi. II. 423 An artificiall devise

to make spunges looke white ;. .if the softest.. be. .bathed.

.

In the fome of salt ; after which they ought to be laid abroad
in the moon-shine,., that thereby they may take their whiten-

ing. 1705 Addison Italy, etc. 489 They have. .great Com-
modities for Whitening [= bleaching]. I

7
I 3, Guardian

No. 109 f 6 Our Faces debar us from all artificial Whiten,
ings. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 956 Pin manufacture.. .g.Whiten-
ing or tinning. 1854 R, H. Patterson Piss. Hist, fy Art
(1862) 34 Whitening of the seams—a disagreeable vestiarian

phenomenon produced by the surface. .of the cloth being
rubbed off. 1857 Miller Eletn. Chem., Org. (1862) xi. § 2.

773 After another scraping on the flesh side, or whitening, it

[sc. the skin] is ready to be stored away. 1877 Paper hanger
etc. 69 If the ceiling is a new one, prime with water, soft

soap, and a little lime before whitening. 1878 Seeley Stein

II. 401 That popular agitation, that first whitening of the

waves for the storm of the Anti-Napoleonic Revolution.

1891 Athena-urn 26 Dec. 870 '2 It goes too far in its blacken-

ing of Macbeth and in its whitening of Lady Macbeth.

2. concr. = Whiting vbL sb. 4.
nn Lady G. Baillie Househ. Bk. (S.H.S. 1911) 84 For

whittining to the wals is, 3d. 1823 J.
Badcock Dom.

Amusem. 29 Derbyshire stone, whitening and plaister of
Paris. 1905 ' G. Travers ' Growth i. 5 The smell of moisture

and bathbrick and whitening.

3. attrib. and Comb,
1797 Mme. D'Akblay Diary, Pet. to Mrs. Francis 16 Nov.,

The silver of our plated [spoons] having feloniously made off

under cover of the whitening-brush. 1800 Hull Advertiser

7 June 2 '3 The warehouses, whitening-house,, .whitening

and painting mills. i8a6 Galt Last c/Lairds xxxiv. 304
Jenny, .was. .whitewashing the lintels of the lower windows
with an old hearth-brush ; her whitening-pot wasa handless

and cripple tureen. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Whitening-

machine, a machine for removing the red skin or cuticle

from the grain of rice.

Whrtening, ppl.a. [f. as pree. + -ing 2.]

That whitens ; making or becoming white.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11.143
'fhe bleaching,

whitening, .. cleansing quality of Cbrists blood. 1648 J.

Beaumont Psyche vn. Iv, Made not by scorching but by
whitening light. 1704 VorE Spring 19 Two Swains. . Pour'd

o'er the whitening vale their fleecy care. i8ai Scott Pirate

xxxvii, My whitening bones will swing in the gibbet-irons.

1859 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Note-bits. (1871) II. 274 Marks
of.. coming age in many a whitening hair. 1901 Buchan

80

' Watcher by Threshold^ etc. 88 My whitening face must have
t olil them a tale.

White-pot, whitepot. Also 6-7 whitpot.
[Pot sb. 1 1 b.] A dish made (chiefly in Devon-
shire) of milk or cream boiled wilh various in-

gredients, as eggs, flour, raisins, sugar, spices, etc.

;

a kind of custard or milk-pudding. Also attrib.

1577 Batman Golden Bk. Leaden Gods 30 Hee is caried on

j
the Backes of foure Deacons, after the maner of carying

I

Whytepot Queenes, in Westerne Maygames. 1578 Lvie

I

Dodcens iv. xiv. 468 The meale of Bockewheate is vsed. .to
' make pappe, whitpottes and. .cakes of light digestion. 1589
1 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) A ij b, Someauncient familiaritie

betweene a western fellow, and a whitpot. 1630 J. Tay-
! LOR (Water P.) Gt. Plater Kent Wks. 1. 146 The Norfolk
Dumplin, and the Deuonshire White-pot. 1632 Brome
Northern Lasse v. viii, Ha* you any Whitpots? 1653
Urquhart Rabelais it. iv. 19 They served in this whitepot-
ineat to him in a huge great Bell. 1708 W. King Cookery
(1709) 75 Cornwal Squab- Pye, and Devon White-Pot brings,

1 And Leister Beans and Bacon. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery

j

ix. 79 A Rice White-Pot. 1880 Hardy Trumpet-Major
I xvi, Seventy rings of black-pot, a dozen of white-pot, and

twenty-five knots of tender, .chitterlings.

Whiteret, var. Whitret, weasel.

"Whrte-skin, a. and sb,

A. adj. ? Having or resembling a white skin.

1634 Quarles Mildreiados xv.Thecoorsegrain'd Lockrom,
and the white-skin Lawne Are both subjected to the selfe-

same Fate. 1823 Jas. Kennedy Poems 85 (E.D.D.) Wauk-
ing some wife's white skin blankets, Or some flannel for her
dour.

B. sb. A white-skinned man, a white man. (Cf.

redskin.)
1826 J. F. Cooper Last 0/ Mohicans xiv, 'Twould have

been, .an inhuman act for a white-skin ; but 'tis the., natur'

of an Indian. 1874 Bleek in Folklore (1919) XXX. 155
The red Bushman looks down upon the black-man quite as
much as any orthodox white skin does.

Whitesmith 1 (hwaitismib). [Cf. White*?.
2b, and Blacksmith.] a. A worker in 'white

iron ' ; a tinsmith, b. One who polishes or finishes

metal goods, as distinguished from one who forges

them ; also, more widely, a worker in metals.

130a in Cal. Pat. Rolls 50 John son of John le Whyte-
smith. 1682 Lond. Gas. So. 1735/4 Joseph Carles of
Birmingham in the County of Warwick White-Smith, having
..received several Edge-Tools to be mended. 131708 '1.

Ward Eng. Re/, ill. (1710) 2 For not a White-Smith nor
a Black, Could frame such things as he would lack. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2), Swindon, Staff. .M one of those

places which have blade-mills, where scythes, axes, reaping-

hooks, &c after being prepared for it by the white-smiths,

are ground to a fine edge. 1826 Scott Prov. Antiq.\o\
He was a white-smith, and published various lucubrations

under the title of the Tinclarian Doctor. 1833 [see below].

1866 Rogers Agric. «5- Prices I. xxiii. 603 The brass was
sometimes served out to the whitesmith to be manufactured.

1886 Pens Patience Wins xii, I aru't a blacksmith, I'm a
whitesmith, and work in steel.

Hence WM'tesmithery, the occupation of a

whitesmith.
1833 J. Holland Manu/. Metal II. 124 A modern white-

smithery establishment generally comprises the. .conveni-

ences requisite for the production of every description of
work, from what is called blacksmithing. .to. .machine-

making or engineering. ..A first-rate whitesmith is not only
required to understand generally the qualities of common
iron and steel, and the methods of. . working them ; he must
likewise have a competent knowledge of the principles of

mechanical science.

Whitesmith 2
. [f. White a. + the surname

of Sir William Sidney Smith (1764-1S40).] A
variety of gooseberry with white fruit.

i860 R. Hogg Fruit Man. 89 Whitesmith (Woodward's).

. .Skin white, and downy. 1900 Daily Express is July 5/6
The coster., at Covent Garden exchanging his sixpences

for 28I0 baskets of ' Whitesmiths' or common reds according

to the prevailing taste of his ' walk '.

White staff. PI. -staves. [Staff sby 7.]

1. A white rod or wand carried as a symbol ot

office by certain officials, e. g. the steward of the

king's household and the lord high treasurer;

hence, the office held by these.

1581 J. Hamilton Cath. Traict. in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.)

90 Sa thair men be certane constitute vith thair quhyt staffas

as sergeantis. 1640 [see Staff sb. 1
7]. 1647 Clarendon

Hist. Reb. 1. § 101 Sir Richard Weston had been advanced
to the White-staff, in:o the office of Lord high Treasurer of

England. 1678 Jrnl. Ho. Comm. IX. 554/1 The Lords..
have appointed the Lords of the White Staves to attend his

I

Majesty, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 Nov. 1666, Sir Hugh
1

Pollard, Comptroller of the Household, died at White-hall,

and his Majesty conferr'd the white staffe on my brother
' Commissioner for sick and wounded. 1714 De Foe {title)

The Secret History of the White-Staff, being An Account
i

of Affairs under the Conduct of some late Ministers, and of

I
what might probably have happened if Her Majesty had

j
not Died. 11715 Burnet Own Time 11.(1724) I. 161 He

' [sc. Earl of Southampton] said, he would not., see the ruin

I

of his countrey begun, and be silent : A white staff should
; not bribe him. 1827 [see Staff sb.

1

7).

2. An official who carries a white staff (see 1).

1601 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 282 These two [sc. Clerkes
' Comptrollers] (under the white staves) bee comptrollers of

all household affaires. Ibid, 203 That so the Lord Steward,
the whiteslaves, and officers, might have their diettes served

orderly. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden 1890) 256 The Seals

being signed the white staffe is to be changed. 1675 Ibid.

(1913) 25 Ye House of Lords. .order their black Rod to

apprehend ye Sergeant of ye House of Commons, and
' addresse to his Matie byword ofye white-staves that another

j
Sergeant might be appoynted.

WHITETHJROAT.

3. attrib. white staff officer = 2.

1671 E. Chambkrlayne Pres. St. E?/g. 1. (ed. 5) 162 The
Lord Steward is a White-staff Officer ; for he in the Kings
Presence, carrieth a White-staff.. .This White-staff is taken
for a Commission ; at the death of the King, over the Herse
made for the Kings Body, he breaketh this Staff, and thereby
dischargeth all the Officers, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 17 Jan.
1687, Much discourse that all the White Staff Officers.,
should be dismiss'd for adhering to their Religion. 1708
Lond. Gaz. No. 4488/2 Garter King of Arms proclaimed
his Royal Highness's Stile, and the white Staff Officers
broke their Staves, and threw them into the Vault.

White Stick. [Stick sb.^]

1 1. A piece of white wood used as a tally. Cbs.
C1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 233 Lordis many tymes.. taken

pore mennus goodis & paien not berfore but white stickis-

c 1400 Pilgr. Sozule iv. xxxviii. (1:59) °4 The kyng hath
nought wherof to paye for his mete, but of white stikkes
that no thyng auailen.

2. = White .staff i. 2.

1777 Earl March in Jesse Selivyn $ Coniemp.hZ\^) III.

256 Lord Onslow [as Comptroller of the Household] has Sir
W. Meredith's White Stick. 179a Wolcot(P. Pindar) Odes
e/Condol. 1. vi. Wks. 1812 III. 86 Then would they ponder
on the white-stick row Of Uxbridge, Grey de Wilton, Leeds,
and Co. :81a Byron Waltz xiii, New white-sticks, gold-
sticks, broom-sticks, all new sticks! 1861 Hughes 'Tom
Brown at Ox/, iii, Lords and ladies in waiting, white sticks

or black rods.

White-tail (hwaHitett), Also 7 whittaile.

[Tail sbX\

1. = Wheateab 2 (q.v. for foreign equivalents).

Obs. or dial.

1611 Cotgr., Culhlanc, the bird called a Whittaile. 1666

Merrett Pinax 178 Oenanthe, the Wheat tar, or White
tail. ..in ngro Wanvicensi Fallow Smiters. a 1705 Ray
Syn. Avium {1713J 76 Oenanthe.. .Alibi ab Uropygii colore

White Tail dicitur ut Italis Culo bianco.

2. The white-tailed deer (Cariacus virginianus),

a common N. American species, having the under

side of the tail white. Also white-tail deer.

1888 Lees & Ci.utterbuck B. C. JS87 xxix. (1892) 323
Mule-deer and cariboo were numerous here, but the white-

tail, .was conspicuous by its absence. 1895 Outing (U. S.)

XXVII. 43 The white-tail deer is especially prized as food.

White-tawer : see Whittawer.
Whitethorn f^hwwtj^ju). Also with hyphen,

or (now rarely) as two words. [White a. and
Thorn sb.., after L. alba spina (whence F. attbe-

pint); so MHG. wisdom (G. zveissdoiii).'] The
common hawthorn, Cratagus Oxyacantha : so

called from the lighter colour of its bark as com-
pared with that of the BLACKTHOBJr.
In U. S. applied to C.coccinca, a species or variety with

scarlet fruit.

1 1265 Vac. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 559/25 Bedograge, i.

spina alba, i. witborn. 138a Wvclif Baruch vi. 70 A whijt

thorn, vpon whiche eche bridde sittith. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvii. clxvi. (Bodl. MS.), pese treen..

haue prickes as a white borne. 1523-34 Fitzhehb. Husb.
% 124 Gette thy quyckesettes in the woode-countreye, and
let theym be of whyte-thome and crabtree. 1637 Milton
Lycidas 48 When first the White thorn blows. 1733 W.
Ellis Chiltern * Vale Farm. 150 To be more sure of a
strong Fence, White-thorn may be made every second

Plant. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 111. II. 168 While round
about the white-thorn shed Sweet fragrance. 1870 Kingsley
At Last v, The Bauhinias, like tall and ancient white-

thorns, which shade the road.

attrib. 156a Turner Herbal n. 73 Matthiolus holdeth y
x

our haw tie or whyte thorne tre is Oxyacantl a. 1733 Tuu.
Horse-hoeing Husb. xvi. 24^ White-Thorns will not prosper

set in the Gaps of a White-Thorn Hedge. 1813 Ann. Reg,,

Chron. 74 He struck her so violently with a white-thom
stick, .that she fell to the ground. 18*7 O.ake Shcph. Cat.

45 Or short note of the changing thrush Above him in the

white-thorn bush. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 105 '1 he

caterpillars of the white-thorn butterfly (Papilio cratue^i). .

had. .stripped all the hedges. 1885 Pater Marias I. xiv.

248 The torch of white-thorn-wood.

Whitethroat (hwsi-tj^ut), sb. (a.) (Also

with hyphen, and formerly as two words.) Name
of several birds characterized by a white throat.

1. Any one of several species of warbler (Sylvia),

esp. the common whitethroat, S. cinerea, and the

lesser whitethroat, S. cwittca.

1676 Grew Mus.rrtm, Anat. Stomach <y Guts viii. 5S The
White-Throat hath no small Gut. 1688 Holme Aimonry
11. 247/1 The White Throat., hath., the upper surface of the

Body red. 1774 G. White Selbome, To Pennant 2 Sept.,

The note of the whitethroat, which is continually repeated,

and often attended with odd gesticulations on the wing, is

harsh and displeasing... In July and August they.. make
great havoc among the summer fruits. 1835 W. Cobbett

Rur. Rides (1885) II. 320 The sweet and soft voice of the

white-throat. 1839 Macgiliivrav Brit. Birds II. $±$Syh>ia

hortensis. The Garden Warbler or Pettychaps. .. Billy

Whitethroat. Ibid. 357 Sylvia garrula. The White-breasted

Warbler. Lesser White-throat. 1845 Browsing Home-
thoughts-from Abr. ii, And after April, when May follows,

And the whitethroat builds, and all the swallows !

2. The white-throated sparrow of N. America,

Zonotrichia albhollis.

1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 146 White-throated sparrows

sing magnificently all winter long.. .Here., concerted action

makes the charm. A single white-throat would prove a

trifle monotonous. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trait xviii,

The notes of the white-throat—the nightingale of the North.

B. oilj. White-throated. Whitethroat zvarbler

= sense 1 above.
1876 Rep. <V Trans. Devonsh. Assoc. VIII. 265 The White-

throat Warbler...Common everywhere. 1884 W. C. Smith
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Kildrostan 61 O white-throat swallow flicking The loch
with long wing-tips.

Whitewash, (hwartjwoj), sk [prob. f. the

verb; cf. Wash sb. 4d.]

+ 1. A cosmetic wash formerly used for imparling
a light colour to the skin. Obs.
1689 Several Disc. Vanities Modish Women 175 Her

Hottles of White washes, or Cosmeticks. 1713 Addison
Guardian No. 116 Pi, I have heard a whole Sermon against
a White-wash. 1764 Gray Jemmy Twitcher 2 When sly

Jemmy Twitcher had smugg'd up his face, With a lick of

coun whitewash,. .A wcoing he went.

2. A liquid composition of lime and water, or

of whiting, size, and water, for whitening walls,

ceilings, etc.

1697 Vanbruch Relapse v. Hi, A little Glasing, Painting,

Whitewash, and Playster, will make it [sc. the house] last

thy time. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 161 p-tThe Plaisterer

having ., obliterated, by his White-wash, all the smoky
Memorials which former Tenants had left upon the Cieling.

1776 G. Sbmvu Building in Water 81 A Peck of Roach-
lime was slacked into White-wash. 1853 M r s. Gaskkli.
Cranford xv, A wholesome smell of plaster and whitewash
pervaded the apartment. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. £ //. Note-
bks. (1872) I. 48 Before the whitewash of Cromwell's time
had overlaid their marble pillars.

attrib. and Comb. 1881 Century Mag. XXI 1 1. 1 j8 2 With
whitewash brush in hand. 1887 Hissky Holiday on Road
26 Art-ignoring, whitewash-loving churchwardens.

3. fig. Something that conceals faults or gives

a fair appearance : cf. next, 2.

1865 W. G. Palgkavf. Arabia 1 1. 21 Such liberal semblance
is merely a surface whitewash. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 284
Washed white with the whitewash of diplomacy. 1898
' H. S. Merkiman ' Roden's Corner xi. 116 You know your
uncle's reputation— the past one, I mean, not the whitewash,

4. An act of * whitewashing ', as of a bankrupt

;

also (17. 1?. colloq.) a victory at baseball or other

game in which the opponents fail to score.

1851 J. Hendehson Excurs. N. S. Wales 1. 64 When once
in a twelvemonth your agent goes smash, And bolts to New
Zealand, or gets a whitewash. 1884 Boston (Mass.) fritl,

13 Sept., The Bostons Give the Lawrence Team a White-
wash Bath. 1930 Westm. Gaz. 22 May 2 '2 The Report is

a fairly comprehensive whitewash of everybody concerned.

Whitewash, v. [f. White sb. 18 + Wash
v. 9 b.]

1. trans. To plaster over (a wall, etc.) with a

white composition ; to cover or coat with white-

wash. Also absol.

1591 Pebcivali. Sp. Diet., Enxalvegar, to white washe a
house. 1707 J. Stf.vkns tr. Quevedd'sCom. Wks. (1703) 329
She that White-washes her House, has a Mind lolett it. 1780
Coxe Russ. Discov. 216 The houses are. .plaistered and
white-washed. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xliii, There were
woikmen ,. altering, repairing, scrubbing, painting, and
white-washing. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand. Seine 104 To
whitewash a church is, in our eyes, a profanity. 1877 C.
Geikie Christ xxix. I. 485 The other [tomb], .whitewashed,
to warn passers by not to defile themselves by too near an
approach to the dead.

b. To apply a cosmetic ' whitewash ' to.

1912 C. N. & A. M. Williamson Guests of Hercules xvii,

She whitewashed her face and had strange eyes.

C. intr. To become coated with a white efflor-

escence : see Whitewashing vbl. sb. 1 b.

1889 C. T. Davis Bricks, Tiles, etc. (ed. 2) 90 The bricks

made from them [sc. clays on the Hudson River] usually
' whitewash ' or ' saltpetre ' upon exposure to the weather.

2. Jig, To give a fair appearance to ; to free, or

attempt to free, from blame or taint ; to cover up,

conceal, or gloss over the faults or blemishes of.

With various shades of meaning ; now usually somewhat
contemptuous, and implying a false appearance of good.
1762 Colman Prose Sev. Occas. (1787I II. 34 Such as are

blackened in the North Briton are. .white-washed in the
Auditor. 1764 Hok. Wali-olf. Mem. Reign Geo. Ill {1845)
II. 35 A poet and an author will go as far in whitewashing
a munificent tyrant. 1809 Sir G.Jackson Diaries ty Lett.

I1873) I. 36 To be entirely exonerated from all blame, or

—

in the familiar language of the day—to be whitewashed.
1833 Makkyat Peter Simple xxxi, A quadroon and white
make the mustee or one-eighth black, and the mustee and
white the mustafina, or one-sixteenth black. After that,

they are whitewashed, and considered as Europeans, a 1845
Karham Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. House-Warm. x, Snore Hill
(which we have since whitewash 'd to Snow). 1856 If* Brit.

Rev. XXVI. 87 Mr. Froude. .makes no attempt, .to white,
wash Henry : all that he does is, to remove as far as he can,
the modern layers of ' black-wash '. 1867 Tholi.oi-e Chrou.
Barset I. vii. 51 She would have given a finger to white-
wash Mr. Crawley in the major's estimation. 1904 Stubbs
Lect. Eu>\ Hist. 11. viii. 220 Charles, .had. .whitewashed
the cruel persecutions of Philip himself.

b. spec. To clear (a bankrupt or insolvent") by
judicial process from liability for his debts. Also
with the debts, etc. as obj., and intr. for pass, to go
through the bankruptcy court.
176a Boston Evg. Post 2 Aug. (Thornton A met: Gloss.).

1773 Foote Bankrupt 11. (1776) 37 Pass'd a few necessary
notes to get him number and value, white-wash'd him, and
sent him home, 1819 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) IV. 30 Two
baronets' sons pleading to lw white*washed, but remanded
for fraud towards their creditors, :83a Egan's Bk. Sports
99/2 The unthinking dashing sparks whitewash their long
accounts for twist, tape, and buckram. 1837 Thackehav
Ravsnswing i, If I'm dunned, I whitewash. 1881 E. J.
Wobboise Sissie xxvii, I am by no means sure that your
father would not prefer to be made a bankrupt !. .he would
be * whitewashed , in vulgar parlance.

3. In Baseball and other games: To beat (the

opponents) so that they fail to score. U. S. colloq.

Vol. X.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 2 Oct. 4 Buffalo Whitewashes
1 Providence, and Philadelphia Detroit.

Whitewashed ^hwartiwojt), ppl. a. [f. prec.

i
+ -ED 1

.]

1. Covered, coated, or marked with whitewash.
1770 Goldsm. Des. I'ill. 227 The white-washed wall, the

j

nicely sanded floor. J850 Thackeray Pendennis l[ij, A
I flaring new whitewashed mansion. 1882 Howells in Long.
1 man's Mag. I. 56 To.. chase the flying tennis-ball on the
1 whitewashed lawn.

2. fig. Freed from blame or taint
;
glossed over

:

with a fair appearance : see prec. 2.

1797 D. Simpson Plea Relig. (1808J 155 The white washed
officer will . .declare. . that he trusts he is moved by the
Holy Ghost. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy vii, A white-washed
Jacobite ; that is, une who having been long a nonjuror,.,
had lately qualified himself to act as a justice, by taking the
oaths to government. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II.

x. 230 The whitewashed triumphs of despotism.

Whitewasher (hw^rtiwoj^i). [f. as prec. +
-Kit I.] One who or that which whitewashes.
1. One who lays on a coat of whitewash.
In quot. 1752 contemptuously for a clumsy artist.

175a Foots Taste 1, Thou Dauber, thou execrable White-
washer. 1866 Mks. Gaskei.l Wives ty Dau. ax v, The ladders
of whitewashes and painters were sadly in the way of the
ladies.

2. Jig. One who (or something that) fiees from
blame, conceals faults, or imparts a fair appearance.
1862 M. Napikr I'isct. Dundee II. 228 note, A devoted and

skilful white-washer of Scotch fanatics. 1889 Mosa Caiku
Wing of Azrael xxxi, Death is. .the great whitewasher.

3. slang or colloq, A final glass of white wine
taken after dinner.
1881 J. Grant Cameroniaus iii, The General .. insisted .

.

on on e more glass of dry sherry, 'just as a white-washer '.

Whitewashing (hwai'tjwojin.), vbl. sb. [i.

,
Whitewash v. + -ing ]

.]

1. The action or process of coating with white-

wash.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 80 White-washing and stopping, at

three pence a yard. 173a Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 234 They
!

use Glue made very thin . .instead of Size, for White- wash-

j
ing. 1834 Dickkns Sk. Boz, Boarding-ho. i, The area and
the area steps, and the street-door and the street-door steps

..were all as clean.. as indefatigable while-washing, and
hearth-stoning,and scrubbing and rubbing, could make them.

b. The production of a white cftlorescenee (salt-

petre rot: see Saltpetke 2) on a brick wall.

1889 C. T. Davis Bricks, Tilts, etc. (ed. 2) 97 In damp
positions, .brick walls are often covered with a crystalline

substance of a white fleecy appearance, suggestive of hoar-

frost,, .which, .absorbs the humidity of the atmosphere..

j

and carries off the paint in large patches, and the process is

i called by the English workmen ' saltpetring ', and sometimes
in this country it is termed ' whitewashing '.

2. fig. : see Whitewash v. 2, 2 b.

1801 Marvellous Love-Story II. 320 To set at defiance the

wholesome restrictions imposed upon society, by coun-
! tenancing Mrs. Snieddy's white-washing [by marriage after

an immoral connexion]. 18x3 Blackiv. Mag. XIV. ioi, I

have been white-washed by the Insolvent Court.., let all

my sins go with that white-washing. 1855 Kincsley Misc.

(1859) I. 7, I think the book an altogether foolish, .book,.

.

having but one object, the whitewashing of James,

3. attrib. (in ///. or Jig. sense).

1817 W. T. Moncrieff Giovanni in Loud. I. iv, With your
tailor debts contract, In the Bench for three months pack'd.
Get out by the white-washing act, And be as clean as ever.

1875 Knight Diet. A/e<h., Whitewashing-apparatus . .for

whitening walls and ceilings. 1890 Daily News 28 Feb. 7/2
{Court of Uankruptcy) We allege that no assets have been
recovered, and that this is a whitewashing case.

So Whitewashing ///. a.

1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 820/2 The reaction .. against
whitewashing churchwardens and, .otherGoths and Vandals.

White water, sb. (Also with hyphen.)
1. Shallow or shoal water ; water with breakers

or foam, as in shallows or rapids on the sea or a

river. Also attrib.

1586 Harrison England 1. xi. 47 in Holinshed, The more
that this riuer is put by of hir right course, the more the
water must of necessitie swell with the white waters which
run downe from the land. 17*7 E. Laurenck Duty of
Steward 19 The. .advantages which the Meadows near
Rivers might receive by being flooded with Freshes and
White-water. 1803 Naval Chrou. IX. 440 The Bahama
pilots make a distinction of white water and ocean water,
applying the former term to the shallow banks contiguous
to many of the islands. 1861 Hllmk tr. Mequin-Tandon
11. in. iii. 92 The water by its [sc. the whale's] progress being
somewhat disturbed, is known by the whalers under the
name of 'White water'. 1884 ' H. Coi.linuwood ' Under
Meteor F'lag xi, Keep a cool head, for it seems to me that
you've white water all round you, whichever way you shape
a course. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail xlvii. Men with a
reputation as * white-water birlers '—men afraid of nothing.
191 1 — Rules ofGame 1. xiii, 'Why won't he make a good
riverman?'. .'A good whitewater man has to start younger.'

2. Water mixed with oatmeal or bran, as a

medicinal drink for horses.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757I II. 202 Let him drink
warm Water with Oat-meal, or what we term White-water.

3. A name lor dropsy in sheep.
1801 Farmers Mag. Nov. 372 The disorder, .which in

some places is called the blood or white water.

Hence White-water v. intr. (A'aut. colloq.), of

a whale, to splash with the flukes no as to make
the water while with foam.
1891 Cent. Diet. s,v., There she white-waters !

Whiteweed (liwai*t|W/~d). Name in N. America

for the Ox-eye Daisy {Chrysanthemum Leucan-
themum),
1846-50 A. Wood Ctassd'k. AW. 343 L\encanthcmum\ Vnl.

gnrc. . . White-weed. Ox-eye Daisy. 1869 B. Taylor in

Life <r Lett. (1884J II. 512 Thick as the white-weeds in my
strawberry-patch.

White wine. [White a. i a. Cf. L. vinum
album, F. vin blanc, G. weisswein.] Any light-

coloured transparent wine : a general designation
for wines of various colours from pale yellow to
amber, in contradistinction to red wine.
[a 1300: see Khd a. 16.] 1377 Langi.. P. PI. B. Pro!. 228

White wyn of Oseye and red wyn of Gascuigne. C1430
Two Cookery-bks. 35 Draw vppe borw a straynoure with
a lytyl whyte Wyne & Sugie. c 1435 Torr. Porti>gale ^92
Sche byriyd whyt wyne and Rede. 1528 Pavnell Salemcs
Regim. Fiij, White wyne enflamelh or heteth leest uf ;ill

wynes. 1617 Mokyson /tin, in. 153 France, yeelds great
plenty of red and white wines. 1749 R. Jamks Diss. Fevers
(ed. 2) 31 She set forward for London, and upon the Ko;ut
drank near a Bottle of While-Wine, 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xlvi, Even white wine and claret were gut for nothing,
Mnce the Duke's. . rights of admiralty gave him a title to

all the wine in cask which is drifted ashore. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. (1862) iii. § 1. 160 Red grapes may be
made to yield a ' white ' wine,

b. attrib., as white wine cask] white wine
vinegar, vinegar made from white wine; white
wine whey, a medicinal drink consisting of white
wine and whey (cf. Whey sb. 1 b).

1567-8 in Swayne Ckurchw. Ace. Sarum (i3iy6) 113 A
*whytc wyne caske. 1620 Vknnkr Via Recta vi. 97 "White
wine Vinegar is generally to be preferred. 1769 Mks.
Kah-ald Engl. Houseipr. (1778) 27 Add to it a spoonful of
white wine vinegar. 1749 Lauy Luxbokdugh Let. toShen-
stone 8 Sept., Since blanket* and *whtie-wine-whey have
not cured you. 1824 Miss Mitforo I'illage Ser. 1. Old
Bach., Andrews,, .regular as 'the chimes at midnight',
prepared his white-wine whey. 1890 R. CLkhmann Hairy
Fiudyer 6 Blathers is.. giving him some white wine whey
cook has just sent up.

Whitewing (hwai-tjwiij). Local name for

birds having white (or partly white) wings, a. The
chaffinch, b. U.S. The white-winged scoter or

surf-duck, UidemiaJusca deglandi. c. Whitewing
dove, a dove of the genus Melopelia.
1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., White-wing, the

chaliinch. 1884 Cocks Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 569
Melopelia leucoptera. White-wing Dove. 1901 Shooting
Times 22 June 21/2 In Ireland, the chaffinch is commonly
called the ' whitewing ', owing. . to the white patches ..con-

spicuous on the wings of the male bird when in flight.

White-winged thw3i*t,wirjd, also poet.

-wrrjed), a. Having white wings : often in specific

names of birds which have the wings wholly or

partly white; also fig.
1594 Selimus K 1, White- wing'd victorie sit-^ on our

swordes. 1728 Thomson Spring 645 Around the Head
Of Traveller, the white-wingd Pluver wheels Her sounding
Flight. 1757 DvER Fleece 1. 157 White-winged snow, and
cloud, and pearly rain. 1821 Latham Gen. Hist. Birds I. 8

Vulture. .White-winged. .; some of the larger wing coverts,

..white, with black ends. 1821 Cami-bkll Lover to Mistr. 1

If any white-winged power above My joys and griefs survey.

187a Couks Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 294 Velvet Scoter.

White-winged Surf-duck.

White witch, sb, (Also with hyphen.) [White
a. 7 b.] A witch (or wizard) of a good disposi-

tion ; one who uses witchcraft for beneficent pur-

poses ; one who practises ' white magic '.

1621 Buhton Auat. Mel. 11. i. 1. i. 289 Sorcerers are too

common, Cunning men, Wisards, & white-witches, as they
call them, in every village. 1689 C. Mather Mem. Provid.

(1691) 95 Creatures that they call White Witches, which
do only Good-Turns for their Neighbours. 1715 Addison
Drummer 11. i, The common people call him a wizard, a
white-witch. 1746 Exmoor Courtship (E.D.S.) 440 Tha
Whit Witch. x8o6 J. Cahr Stranger in het. 265 The white

witch.. at Exeter, ..who has female agents to whom she has
imparted a portion of her magic, in almost every village, who
have the property ofdiscovering pilferers and stopping blood.

1855 Kingslhv Westw. Ho! i, When he had warts or burns,

he went to the while witch at Northam to charm them away.

Hence White-witch v. {nonce- wd„) , trans, to

bewitch by * white magic ', or in a beneficent way.

1917 Contemp.Rev. Nov. 58s The cows were white-witched.

Milk came in such abundance as no memory records.

WhitewOOdChwai-tiWud). (Also with hyphen ;

formerly sometimes as two words.) Name of

various trees with white or light-coloured wood
;

also, the wood of any of these. (Also attrib.)

Among these are the N. American tulip-tree {Liriodendron

Tulipi/era) and bass-woodf Tiliaamtricana) ; the W. Indian

wild cinnamon (Canella alba, which furnishes white cinna-

mon or whitewood bark', Tecoma or Talebuia Leueo-

xylon (whitewood cedar) and T. pentaphylla, loblolly

sweetwood {Oreodaphne or Ocotea Leucoxylon) and white

sweetwood (Nectandra leucantha or Antilitana); the

Australian cheesewood {Pittosporum bico/or), Lagunarui

Patersoni, and Panax elegans imovfbul&n whitewood).

Also locally applied in England to the lime tree (7///«

europxa) and the wayfaring-tree (Viburnum Lantana);

in quot. 1733, ? the white poplar (I'opulns alba). See also

white «/<Ws.v. Whitk a, 11 b.

1683 Povntz Tobago 29 The White-wood is a Tree of that

singular vertue, the worm will seldom touch it. 1696

Plukknet Alma^estum Opera 1769 II. 215 Leucoxylon.

,

Barbadensibus ostratibus White-wood, Tulip-flower &
aliquando Trumpet-flower nuncupatur. 1733 W. Ellis

Chiltern -V Vale Farm. 183 On the level Ground of this

Farm . grows several of ihtse White-wood Trees [viz,

11
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poplars, etc.). Hid. 1 84 The low Country-men sometimes

call it Dutch Arbel, but the common Name among them is

White-wood. 1750 G. Hughes Nat. Hist. Barbados v. 124

Where-ever a Manchaneel-tree grows, there is found a

White-wood, or a Fig-tree, near it. 1778 J. Carver Trav.

N. Amcr. xix. 499 The Bass or White Wood is a tree of

a middling size, and the whitest and softest wood that

grows. 1847 Haluwell, White-wood, the lime-tree. 1858

O. W. Holmes Deacon's Masterpiece v, The panels of white-

wood, that cuts like cheese. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Intl.

789 White-wood, Oreodaphne Leucoxylon, Nectandra leu-

cantha. Tecoma Leucoxylon and pentaphylla. /rW.,White-

wood-bark,Cane/laalba. Whitewood-cedar, Tecoma Lcuco.

xylon. 1884 Miller Plant-it., Lagunaria }'atersoni,\\'b\te-

wood, of Australia, Cow-itch-tree, or White Oak, of Norfolk

Island. 1908 KirLisc Lett. Trav. (r92o) 133 The lard, the

apples, the butter, and the cheese, in beautiful whitewood

barrels.

Whitewort. rare. 1 Obs. [f. White a. + Wort
sb., after Du. wilwortel (fi.weisswun).'] A name

for several plants with white flowers or roots :

a. Feverfew ; b. Solomon's seal ; c. a species of

camomile.
1578 Lvte Dodoens I. xi. 19 It [sc. Parthenium] is called.

.

in English, Feuerfew, & of some Whitewurte. Ibid. I. lxix.

103 Salomons seale is called., in English. .White roote, or

white wurte. 1866 Treat. Bot., Whitewort, Matricaria

Chamoinilla.

Whitey : see Whity.
Whitfieldian, etc. : see Whitefieldian.

Whitflaw, -flow, obs. var. Whitlow.
Whith, obs. form of White, With.

Whither ;h\vi-Ssi), sbA Sc. and dial. Forms :

see the vb. [f. Whither v.] A violent or im-

petuous movement, a rush ; an attack, onset ; a

smart blow or stroke ; a blast or gust of wind ;

a quivering movement, a tremble ; a rushing or

whizzing sound
; fig. an access or attack of illness.

< 1480 Hknrvson Pract. Medecyne 55 pat 3e tak sevin

sobbis of ane seiche, the quhidder of ane quhaill. 1513

Douglas Mneis v. x. 62 Than ran thai sammyn in pans

with aquhiddir. Ibid. vi. v. 85 Quham.-Saland from Troy.,

The deidlie stoim ourquhelmit with a quhiddir. 1791 Lear-

mont Poems 82 (E. D. D.) His dart Hits ane a whuther.

1808 Jamieson s. v. Quhidder. A quhither of the cauld,

a slight cold. 1815 Brockett N. C. Gloss, s. v. Whiddtr,

A whither of cold, a shivering cold. ' All in a whither ',—

all in a tremble. 1887 Jessie -M. E. Saxdv Lads 0/ Luuda,
Running Free vii, ' Tak' pace till the whidders dill awa'

'

(be patient till the gusts of wind quiet down).

Whither, sb.- : see Whither ailv . 6.

Whi'ther, v. Sc. and dial. Forms: jquhedir-,

-thir, qwedyr, ;-6 quhidder, 6 -ir ; 6-7,9 whid-

der, 8-9 whedder, whuther. 9 whudder,
wuther, 8- whither, [a. ON\ */ividra (cf. Norw.
kvidra to go to and fro with short quick move-

ments), related to hviia sqnall of wind (see Whid
sb.'*), fit (of coughing), OE. hwipa, hwifu {hwcopii)

' aura '
: see WhyjT.]

1. inlr. To move with force or impetus, to rush
;

to make a rushing sound, to whizz ; to bluster or

rage, as the wind.
1375 Harbour Bruce xvn. 684 The stancflaw out quhe-

dirand [MS, Edin. quhethirand, ed. 1616 whiddering].

1513 Douglas AEneis v. vi. 65 Diores, quhidderand at

his bak fute hate. Ibid. xtt. xiv, 86 Neuer sa swiftly

quhidderand the stane flaw. 15.. Outlaw Murray xvi,

in Child Baltatis (1894) IX. 191/2 He heard the., arrows

whidderand near him by. a 1736 Whittell Saivney
Ogilby's Duel iv. Poet. Wks. (1815) 170 She whither'd

a!x>ut, and dang down all the gear. 1815 Jamieson, To
Whither, to whirl rapidly with a booming sound. Ibid.,

To IVhudder, to make a whizzing or rushing sort of noise.

2. To tremble, shake, quiver.

CI450 Co-o. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 122 For joy I qwedyr and
qwake. 1790 Grose Frov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Whedder, to

tremble. Ibid., Whit/ter, to quake or shake.

3. trans. To strike or beat forcibly ; to throw

violently.

1825 Jamieson, To Whither, to beat, to belabour, Roxb.
1828 Craven Gloss., Whither, to throw with violence.

Hence WMtherer, a vigorous person or thing

(cf. thumper, whopper}; Whi'theringf vbl.sb., a

rushing, whizzing, blustering; WM'thering; ppl.

a., rushing, whizzing, etc. ; also, very large or

vigorous (cf. thumping, whopping).
1513 Douglas Aineis v. ix. 29 }oung Hippocaon .. A

quhidderand arrow leit spang fra the string. 1585 Jas. I.

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 15 They heare the whiddering Boreas
bolde. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Whithering, a sudden
great sound. 1790 Ibid. (ed. 2), Whitherer, a lusty, strong,

or stout person, or thing. 2828 Craven Gloss, s. v., He's

a girt withering tike. 1847 E. Bronte Withering Heights

i, Wuthering Heights is the name of Mr. HeathclifTs

dwelling. ' Wuthering ' being a significant provincialadjec-

tive, descriptive of the atmospheric tumult to which its

station is exposed, in stormy weather.

Whither (hwi-Sai), adv. [sb.) Forms : see

below. [OE. hwider, earlier (Northumb.) huidir,

later hwyder, f. Tent, x<"<- Ccf- Which) ;
the

synonymous Goth, hwadre is f. Tent. xwa '
(
see

Who). Late and occasional OE. hwxder (see A. 7)
is prob. due to the analogy ofp:tder Thither.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 1-3 hwider, (1 hw-, huid(d)ir, hwidder,

huid(d)er, 3 Orm. whiderr)
,
3-4 wider, quider,

4-6 whider, whyder, (4 huider, huyder, whi-

dur, whydre, wydur, wyddere, quidder, 4-5

whidere, wbidir, wyder,
J
whidyr, whydyr,

widir, wydyr, whiddir, whydder, -ur, whidre,
widere), 5-6 Sc. quhidder, (6 -ir)

; 4 whithir,

quiper, 5 whiper, whythyr, 5-6 whyther, Sc.

quhither, 6-7 wither, 6- whither.
1825 1'esp. Psalter exxxviiifi]. 7 From onsiene oinre

hwider fleom ic? a$oo Leiden Gloss, in O.E. Texts 115

Cujatis, huidirryne. 9.. /Elfred Boeth. xxii. (MS. Cott.)

Ac l>aer flu on^eate hwider ic fle nu tiohise to Isedenne.
;

c 1000 Rituale Dunelm. (Surlees) 55 Svie hvidder. c 1000

.tElfric Gen. xvi. 8 (MS. Laud Misc. 509, If. 12) Hu fa=rst
j

l»u obbe hwider wylt bu ? c 1250 Gen. \ Ex. 2600 To loken
i

quider it sulde ben went, a 1300 Cursor M. 64 Wydur
I

[13.. Gott. quiper, c 1375 Fair/, quidderj to wende ne wat

he noght. c 1300 Harrow. Ilell(L) 11S V nerecche whjder

y go. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 5S6 He no wist whider to go.

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 22 Gostly blynd gob, and not neuere

whidre. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 211 Whydyr bat bay ledyn

be wayne. a 1483 Whythyr [see Whithersomever]. a 1500

Cot: Corp. Christi PI. i. 230 Then forto goo wyst I nott !

whyddur. 1513 Douglas ASiteis vt. iii. 8o_ Behaldand . . !

quhat singnis thai schaw, Or quhiddir thai mark. 1523

Whyder [see B. 4). 1556 Oldf. Antichrist 128 No whider

elles. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 254 They let

their ship saile . . whither as fortune did cary them, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 29 Jan. 1645, The towne Aversa, wither

came 3 or 4 coaches.

(3. 1 hwyder, 3 hwuder, whuder(e, wuder.
971 Blickl. Horn. 99 Hwyder 2,ewiton..ba idlan blissa?

1 1205 Lay. 1202 Wise mi..whuder ich ma;i liflan. Ibid.

12169 Liflen wuder swa bu wult.

7. 1 hwseder, 4 whader (?).

c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxxii. 17 (MS. Laud Misc. 509, If. 23)

£if . . he eow axie, hwaes se sin[d] oflfle hwseder [v.r. hwyder]

Xe willon. Ibid, xxxvii. 30 (ib. If. 25b) Nys se cnapa her;

hwajder ga ic ? c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. via. 19 Ic fylijebe,

swa hwa:der [v. r. hwyder] swa bu faerst. c 1400 Rom. Rose

1874 (Glasgow MS.', I rought of deth ne of lyf Whader
that lone wolde me dryf.

0. 3 weder, 4-5 wheder, -yr, queder, 5

whedir, -ire, -ur, -yre, whedder, qweder,

quedire, -ur, Sc, qwhedyr ; 4 whethir, queper,

-ir, 4-5 wheper, 5 whethyr, wheither, Sc,

quhether, qw^h)epir, 5-6 wether, 5-8 whether,

6 Sc, quhethire, 7 wheather.
a 1300 Harrow. Hell (O.) 1 10, I ne recche weder I go.

a 1300 Queder [see Whithersim]. 13.. Northern Passion

(Harl.) 750 He spird . . Wheder bai war went, a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 3499 Pas quedire as him plese. c 1440 Gcsta Rom.
xxiii. 81, I wote not. .whether to go. 1471 Marg. Paston in

P. Lett. III. 24 We wut not qweder to fle. c 1480 Henryson
Fox, Wolf, ft liusb. 29 The Uolf said, ' quhether dryuis thow

this, Pray?' 1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I.

70 Whether euery way leadeth. 1639 in Verney Mem.
(1907) I. 95, I am newly come out of Scottland, wheather

I am instantly returning again. 1697 Dryuen AEneis x.

514 Whether wou'd you run? 1721 De Foe Plague (1754)

202 In Heaven, whether, I hope we may come.

(. 3 jwodere, 3-5 woder, 4-5 whoder, -ir, -ur,

5 whodere, -yr, wheoder, hoder(e, 6 whother.
c 117S Woder [see B. 4]. c H90 St. Christopher 38 in

5. Fug. Leg. 272 jwodere benxt pou gon ? c 1300 Beket

1648 Vnot whoder thu wolt go. c 1430 Chron. Vilod. 1560

Whethen he come & hodere he went, knewe nomone. c 14*5

Whodyr [see Whithekso]. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xii. 38 Whens
art >ou, and whodir art bou boun? c 1475 Partenay 2764

Of your wif enquerc.at no day.. To what place she torn

ne hoder wyll go. 1535 Whother [see B. 3 a].

B. Signification.

Now, in all senses, only archaic or literary ; re-

placed in ordinary use by where, or colloq. where

. . . to : see Where 3, 1 c. (Cf. Whence I.)

I. Interrogative uses.

1. To what place ? a. in direct questions.

1000 /Elfric Deut. i. 28 Hwider fare we? C1200 Triu.

Coll. Sam, run Ac wider a,eden hie? 13.. BonaT'enlura'

s

Medit. 995 Whedyr shulde y wende, to frende, ouber kyn?
1470-85 Malory Arthur vll. v. 219 Ther came a man
fleynge.. whether wolt thou sayd Beaumayns. 1591 Shaks.

Two Gent. tv. i. 16 Whether trauell you ? 1649 C. Wase
Sophocles, Electra 15 Whither away? 1697 Dryden JEncis

x. 945 Whence am I fore'd, and whether am I bom ? 17a*

De Foe Plague (1754) 143 Whither will you go? and what

can you do? 1836 Dickens Si. Boz, Gt. Winglcbury Duel,

'Whither are we going?' inquired the lady tragically.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxiii, What was the use of

cavalry in a time of profound peace?—and whither the

deuce should the hussars ride? 1884 Gilmour Mongols

xvii. 202 If souls do not transmigrate, where do they come
from at birth, whither do they go at death ?

t Humorous phr. (as sb.). 1678 Ray Prov. (ed. 2) 346

How doth your whither goe you? {your wife). 1711 K.

Ward Northern Cuckold 7 Not that our Northern Cuckold's

Whither D'ye go, is such a Doxy neither. 1725 New Cant.

Diet., Whither-D'ye-go, an insolent prescribing Wife.

b. in dependent questions and similar clauses.

971 Blickl. Horn. 151 Hicnystan hwyder hie eodan.

Ibid. 229 Hie sendon hlot him betweonum hwider hyra
Sehwylc faran scolde to Ixranne. c laoo Vices <y Virtues

, 17 pe inreste besternesse is in flare hierte fle ne wile for-

sceawin hwider he seal flanne he henen farfl. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 159 Lustefl nu..hwo hire ledde, and wu and
: hwider. c 1290 St. MatthcTV 140 in S. Eng. Leg. 81 Nou
I

god it wot and seint Maiheu 3wodere is soule wende. 1297

I

R. Glouc (Rolls) 2144 Hii nuste wuder drawe.
_

c 1350
I Will, Palerue 701 It is a selcoube, me binkes, whider pat

lady is went. < 1420 Avow. Arlh. xxv, The blonke him

I

a-boute bore, Wiste he neuyr quedur ! 1509 Hawes Past.

I Fleas, xxxtv. (Percy Soc.) 170 She .. did aske me whether

]

That I so rode, and what I would have? 1589 Nashe
1 Anat. Absurd. Wks. (Grosart) I. 70 Wee duely consider,

i whether euery way leadeth. 1660 Nicholas Papers (Cam-
' den) IV. 216 Intimating that Alison was now gonne hee

WHITHEHSO.
knew not whither. 171a Da Fop: Plague ,1754) 65 If he
knew whether to go. 1840 Dickfss Old C. Shop xii, Wan-
dering they knew not whitlier. 1881 I.esant Ail Sorts

xxiii, What he did, whitlier he went, where he died, might

be left to conjecture.

2. gen. or fig. with various shades of meaning

:

To what result, condition, action, subject, cause,

etc. ? + to what extent, how far ?

9. . Alfred Boeth. xl. (SlS. Cott.), Hwae5er 3u nu ongite

hwider bios spruce wille ? a 12*5 Leg. Kath. 1259 Hwider
is ower wit & ower wisdom twent V c 1440 Jacob's Well 236
Whedir schal )n soule in bin ende, to peyne or ioye? C1491
Chast. Goddcs Chyld. 12 Wheder is all this become? 1538
Starkev England 11. iii. {1878) 215 Wei, Master Lvpset, I

perceyue wether you go [ = ' what you are driving at ']. 161

1

1J. Josson Catiline iv. ii. I 3, Whither at length wilt thou
abuse our patience? \Quousque tandem.. ]. 1625 Burgf.s

Vers. '1 it/ies 31 Suspecting whether he may be drawne by
yielding that to be a Due. 1652 lip. Hall Invis. World 1.

§ 4 If there fall out. .any direful prodigies, .whither should

they be imputed but to these mighty angels? .71674

Clarf.ndon Surv. Leviath. (1676) 153 If they had known
whether to have addressed their complaints. 1746 Francis
tr. IJ'or.. Sat. n. vii. 29 Thou tedious varlet, whither tends

This putrid stuff? 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in.hr. 122

Whither has wandered now my partial tongue? 1851

Kingsley Yeast x, Oh, Lancelot, Lancelot, whither are you
forcing me?

II. Relative uses.

3. a. as compound relative : To the place to (or

in) which. Also with correlative thither. Also fig.
CT950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xxi. 18 Ambutabas tibi uolebas,

£>u waldes seonga huidir du waldes. 138a Wyclif John
% iii. 21 Whidur I go, ?e mown not come. 1471 Caxton
Hecuyell 683 To goo whyther the goddes wold consenie

that they shold dwelle. 1526 Piigr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

;6 Prouyde suche money y* may brynge hym whether he
entendeth. 1535 Jove Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 18 And whother

the head went thither must the bodye folow. 1561 Daus tr.

Bttllinger on Apoc. xxxvii. 237 Away with them and their

sophistrie, whither they are worthie. 1682 N. O. Boileaus
Lutrin 11. 19 Then whether Honour calls thee, bravely

follow. 1836 J. Gilbf,kt Chr. Atonevt. (1852) 343, 1 must
gu whither truth conducts me.

b. as simple relative : To which place; after a

noun of place = to which ; also with ellipsis = a

place to which.
a 1400 Alorte Arth. 3231, I ne wiste no waye whedire ^at

Ischolde. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 31 Heassignidseuentyandtwo
disciplis, and sent hem. .in to ilk place and cite widir he was
to coin. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Colt. Sun. after Ascension,

Exalte us unto the same place whither our sauiour Christe

is gone before. 1609 Bible (Douay) Deut. xix. 3 He which..
is a fugitive, may have . . whither to escape. 1617 Moryson
Itin, 1. 42 Wee landed.. in Freesland, at the Village Anion,
..whether wee hired a sledge., and were drawne thither .

ouer the yce and snow. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1, 68 The
sense and motion of that part whither that Nerve was
propagated. 172a De Foe Plague (1754) 1 The Plague.,
had been very violent. .at Amsterdam and Roterdam,..
whether they say, it was brought, some said from Italy,

others from the Levant. 1821 Shelley Hellas 862, I come
Thence whither thou must go ! 1825 Scott Jrnl. 28 Nov.,

Dined at Melville Castle, whither 1 went through a snow-
storm. 1893 Max Pembekton Iron Pirate i, At Cowes,
whither I had taken my yacht, .for the Regatta Week.

4. In generalized or indef. sense : To (or in) any

place to which ; to whatever place ; whithersoever.

Esp. with addition of fas, t that, ^cver, so(et'er): see

also Whitherso, -soever.

cia7S Lay*. 12169 lcn wolle. .wende woder bat bou wolt.

a 1300 Cursor 71/. 10812 Forto help hir in hir nede, Quider

bat [Laud Whethir so, Gtftt* Queber-sua, Trin. Whoder so]

sco rade or yede. 13.. tr. /utrta in Eugl. Stud. VII. 324

5if bu folwe bis blessed rnayde whider. bat-euer sche gob.

1340 Ayenb. 235 Uor to uol^y be lamb of miidenesse huyder
hit ge|i> to huam hi byeb y-spoused. c 1380 Wyclif Set.

Wks. II. 17 pe Holi Gost ledde Jesus whidir ever he wente,

and what dedis evere he dide. c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 53
Whider as euer he went, or what thyng som evur he did, he

was evur sayand Ave Maria, c 1450 Two Cookery.bks. 101

Cary him wheber euer bou wolt. 1523 Ld. Uersers Eroiss.

I. ccccxlvi. 318 b/2, 1 haue hyred this shyppe..to sayle

whyder as me lyst. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, v. iii. 22 Go
with thy soule whether it goes. 1648 J. Bealmont Psyche

vn. exxi, Whether as he mounts, his News in every sphere

He to th' inquisitive Spirits poureth forth, a 1672 Wilkins
Nat. Relig. 1. xvii. (1675) 241 We should, .follow whither

ever he shall lead us. i?aa De Fov.Plague (1754) l 7° They
were at Liberty to travel whither they pleased. 1873

Khowning Red Cott. At. -cap in. 192 A spark From Parts,

answered by a snap at Caen Or whither reached the tele-

graphic wire.

III. Indefinite and substantival uses.

5. With preceding qualifying words, forming

compounds : see Anywhitheb, Everywhither,
NOWHITHER, OWHITHER, SOMEWHITHER.
6. as s&. (nonce-use.) Tlace or state to which a

person or thing moves or tends. (Cf. Whence 5.)

1875 [see Whence 5]. 1896 A. Alstin England's Darting

1. i, He roams abroad. .Spying the where and whither of his

foes.

Whither, obs. form of Whether.

t Whither-out, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +

Out adv. ; cf. Whereout.] a. intenog. (ir?eg.)

Out of what, from what source, whence. b. rel.

In the direction in which ; nearly = whereabouts.

1377 Lasgl. P. PL II. xvi. 12 If any wi;te wyte whider-

ome it groweth? 1393 Ibid. C. vnr. 178 Couthest bow
wissen ous be way whoder out treuthe wonyeb? c 1425

Seven Sag. (P.) 1929 [They] seten redy markys there Wydyr-
out the coffyns were.

Whitherso, ailv. arch. [ME. /nviderse, repr.

QE. swa hwider swa : see So adv. 17 d.] = next.



WHITHERSOEVER.
1950 Lindhf. Gosfi, Matt. viii. 19 Qnocnmque ten's, sua

hiiider 5u faeres [Rushiv. hwider swa]. c 1105 Lay. 18969
Karen bu scalt bi rasde wuder swa ich be la^de. c 1130
Hali Met'd. 31 Ha gad eaucr nest godd, hwiderse he turned.
i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4163 Hii ne mijte mat a^en hym do
no weber so hii wende. c 1375 Cursor M. 6359 (Fairf.)

Quidder-sa he welk here or bare pe wandis euer wib him he
bare, c 1425 Engl. Comj. /re/. 40 Al the englysshe-tnen.

.

shold ben. .frely let goo whodyrso they wold, c 1475 Rauf
Coil^ear 381 That I haue hecht I sail ha'.d, . .Quhidder sa it

gang to greif or to gawin.
a 1850 Rossktii Dante <v Circle 1. (1874) 118 Whereso I

be or whitherso I turn. 1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest
i x. 31 Going whitherso the wild path went.

Whithersoever (hwfcSaiseue'vai), adv.

Forms : sec Whithek adv., So, and Ever adv.

;

also 4 conlr. whidur-sever. (In early use as two
or as three words.) [f. prec. + EVBB adv. 8 e ; cf.

Soever.] To whatever place, a. To (or in) any
place to which: = Whenever 3.

c 1230 IIali Mcid. 25 Folhen godd almihti. .hwider se he
eauer wendeS. cx^xoCast. Love (td. Hall.) 1785 The! shull

be so ly^ht and swyft, That whidur-sever they thetik they
may be lyft. 1464 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 567/2 Over the See,

or whether soo ever it please theym. 1535 Coverdale
2 Sam. viii. 6 Y* Lorde helped Dauid whither so euer he
wente. 162a R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea S 45. izi The Mar-
chant having bought the goods, hee might presently trans-

port them whethersoever he would. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) VI, 277, I will. .attend you whithersoever
you please. 1863 Hawthorne Oar Old Howe, Learn. Spa,
He has a right to go whithersoever they lead him. 1885
Spectator 30 May 704/2 With Victor Hugo inspiration is.,

to be followed blindly whithersoever it may lead.

b. Whether to one place or another; no matter

to what place : cf. WHEREVER 4.

1583 Melbanckr Philotimus F iv, I remit thy crime how-
soeuer or whithersoeuer thou wentest. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones viii. x. Whoever you are, or whithersoever you are
going, ..I have Obligations to you which I can never return.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, So walks Father Gerard '

solid in his thick shoes, whithersoever bound* 1913 A the.

tunutt 23 Aug. 183/3 Whatsoever you may be doing, or
whithersoever you may turn.

So f Whrthersnm, + WhLthersomever advhs.

[see Sum rel. adv. 2, Somever], in same senses.

• 1300 Cursor M. 6359 Queder-sum he welk her or bare,

pis wandes euer he wit him bare. Ibid. 6666 Til ilk sted

Qutder-sum he bat folk ledd. a 1483 Liber Niger in Ilouseh.

Ord. (1790) 19 Clerkes and yeomen, .to precede the King ..

whythyr somever the King go. 1485 Caxton St. Wene/ryde
16 Euery man myght go-.peasybly whydersomeuer he wold.
1526 Tin dale Matt, viii. 19 Whythersumever thou goest.

Whitherto (hwiSo.it/?, hwHfoiUf), a<&». Now
rare or Obs. [f. Whither adv. + To prep. ; cf.

Hitherto.] To what place, state, result, etc.?

to what? whither? whereto?
1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. xii. 1-6 Whitherto

came he? By despisyng of this !yfe, he attained immor-
talitie. 1502 Kreton C'tess Pembroke's Lore Wks. (Grosart)

I. 27/2 All the world may see, From whence we came, and
whetherto we must. 1624 Kp. Hall Art Mcdit., Medit.
Death Wks. (1625) 129 Whitherto haue tended all thy serious

meditations? 1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 125 Whitherto
shall we refer that verb? 1751 R. Paltock /*. Wilklns
(1884) II. 252 Fearing whitherto it might grow.

Whitherward (hwrCaiwgid), adv. .sb.) arch.

[f. Whither adv. + -ward.]

1. interrog. Towards or to what place ? in what
direction? whither? f Also with reference to situa-

tion (nearly = whereabouts?). Also Jig. or gen.

Towards what ?

1200 Ormin 17295 J>u ne mnhht nohht . , sen . . Fra
whebennwarrd..he comm..ne whiderrwarrd he wendebb.
c 1100 Trin. Colt. Horn. 161 Dan be safarinde men se6 be
sa sterre, hie wuten sone wuderward hie sullen weie holden.
i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 307 Heo wende fram al hire kun,..
& nuste an erbe jwderward, bote a* be wind blew, a 1300
Cursor M. 1246 * pou most now ga To paradis.. .* ' Yai, sir,

wist i wyderward pat tat vncuth contre ware.' 1303 R.
Brunne Handl. Synne 5916 ^eueb gode tent, Whederward
bat Pers ys went, c 1386 Chaucer Frank/. T. 782 He..
asked of hire whiderward she wente. < 1425 Wvntoun Cron.
vi. xviii. 2008 For til wit . . qwebirwart pe thayne of Fiff hat
tyme past. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur vrt. xiii. 232 Whether
ward ar ye way ledyng this knyghte? 1540 Palsgr. Aco.
lastus v. v. Aa iv b, Whytherwarde take I my iourneye ? or
whyther warde am I goynge ? 1614 W. Browne Sheph.
Pipe I. 510 Forth of auenture his way is went, Hut whither,
ward he draw, he conceitlesse Was. 1801 Southey Thalaba,
v. xiii, Unknowing whitherward to l>end his way. 1851
Cahlylc Sterling \. xi, Whitherward to turn for a good
course of life, was by no means too apparent, i860 Tkollope
Framley P. xiii, As one goes on pleasantly running down
tht path—whitherward ?

2. rel. a. as compound relative : Towards the

place that; usually In generalized or indefinite

sense: Towards any place that, whithersoever.
1 1205 I .ay. 9994 Whudereward ba ferde heore Harm make-

den, be eorles heom siaen to. a im$ Ancr. R. 168 Uorte.

.

uoluwen be hwudei ward so bu euer wendest. a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 21228 Osant mathti be gospel-bok Quider-ward sum-
euer he scok . . wit him he bar. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2S30
Whiderward as bei went al wast bei it founde. c 1375
Cursor M. 23523 (Fairf.) Quidder-wart [Trin. Whiderward
so] an willokebailokeal. 1398 Trev is \ Barth.De P. A'.xix.
exxix. (1495) nn ij b/i A way by the whyche a man maye goo
whytherwarde that he woll. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell I. 294
Shall he., conduct the King whitherward his Majesty wt>hes?

b. as simple relative : Towards which.
1308 Trevisa Bart/u De P. R. xtit. iii. (Botll. MS), pe

wel springe and be finalle ende whederward hit fiC the
river) renneb- 158a Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 7
Whitherwarde by longe and great travail he came, going

83

about by Rome . . and by Remes. 1597 Beard Theatre

Gotfs Judgem. xix. (1612) 353 Bombadilla..was called home
againe into Spaine : whitherward, .as hee imbarked himselfe

..there arose.. a horrible., tempest. 1895^/. Rev, 21 Sept.

374/1 Four guns are sent, .to advanced posts upthe nullah,

whitherward they make their way by forest routes.

3. sb. {name-use). Place towards which one <joes.

1877 Blackie Wise Men 325 Athens hath no clew To
track his whitherward.

So Whl therwards adv.
13.. A'. Alls. 955 (Laud MS.), Who so wolde, he niljth

ryde.. Whiderwardes so he wolde. c 1320 AW Beues (A.)

2037 At be kni;t he askede bo ' Whidcr-wardes is Mom*
braunt?' 1909-10 Sir W. Butler Autoliog. xii. {1911) 186

S igns , .indicating the whithei wards of coming events.

Whiting (hwai'tirj), sb. Forms : 5-6 whyt-
ynge, whitynge, (5 wyteuge, -yng). 6 whyt-
iDg, -yng, whityng, -inge, 7 whytting, *S3r-

quhitiug. quhittine, S whitting, Se, whyten,

8-9 Se. whiten, 6- whiting, [ad. (M ) Du. wijlittg,

also t tviltingh, MLG. w'xtittk ' aculeja ', ' amia ',

' asellus* ; app. f. White a. + -ING :{
. i^The formal

analogue ON. hvitingr = a kind of whale, etc.)

Cf. Whitifish.]
1. A gadoid fish of the genus Aferfangits, esp.

A/, vulgaris, a small fish with pearly white flesh,

abundant off the coast of Great Britain, and highly

esteemed as food.

14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wdlckcr 705/23 Hie glauaes, a whyt*
ynge. c 1415 Vac. ibid. 642 S Hie clamitus, wytyng.

1433 Stottor Papers (Camden) I. 49 In xij pod 1yd [= pow-
dered] wytyng, viij d. a 1548 Hall Citron., lien. VIII.

2t b, He robbed certein poore Kisshermen of Whitynges.
i6ao Venner Via Recta iv. 76 The Whiting, notwith-

standing that it is vnsauourie, and nourisheth very litle, is

of some greatly, .commended. 1664 in MailI, Club Misc.

(1840) II.505 for a di.she of quhitingisooi 16 00. Ibid. 506

For a di>he of dryed quhittines 003 00 00. 1711 in W.
Macfarlane Ceogr. Collect, (S. H. S.) I. 39 The seas abound
with..Turbet, Scate, Mackrel, Haddocks, whtttings. 1724
RAMSAY Teat. Misc. (1733) I. 91 And there will be partans

and buckies And whytens and speldtngs enew. 1769 PEN-
NANT Brit. Zool. III. 155 Whitings appear in vast shoals on
our seas in the spring. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 347/ 1

Whiting. .is easily distinguished from the cod, haddock,
and bib by the absence of the barbule on the chin.

b. Locally applied to fishes of other genera.

(a) Some fresh-water fish found in Wales; also, a name on
the Solway Firth and in the south of Scotland fur a small

fish of the salmon family, of uncertain identity, perhaps the

young of the salmon-trout, Salmo trutta (cf. WhitukC).
(/) In U. S., A fish of the genus Mcnttcirrus ; also applied

to the silver hake, and to the menhaden, (c) In Australia,

A fish of the genus SUlago: see qtiot. 1882.

1587 Churchyard Wort/tines of Wales N, A Poole there

is
t
through which this Cloyd doth pas.se, Where is a Fish,

that some a Whiting call. 1774 Ann. Reg., Misc. Ess.

163 [Bala] lake produces very fine trout, and a fish called

whiting, peculiar to itself. 1795 StalisUAcc. Scot. XIV.
410 There is abundance of fish, .. in Ksk, . . such as salmon,

grike, sea trout, and whitens. 1873 T. Gill Catal. Pishes
F. Coast N. A iner. 18 Merlucius bitinearis .. American
hake; silver hake (Maine); whiting (Mass.). Ibid. 27
Menticirrus a/burn us .. Carolina whiting, /bid., Meuti-
cirrus nebutosus ., King-fish; whiting. 1882 XEN1SON*
Woous Fish /V. S. W. 65 The ' whitings ' are not like those

of Europe. There are.. four Australian species—the com-
mon sand whiting (Sillago tnaculata), .. the trumpeter
whiting {Sillago basseusis), . .Sillago punctata, the whiting

of Melbourne, .and Sillago ciliaia. 1888 Goode Amer.
Fishes 81 The Norfolk Hog-fish Pomodasys fu/vomacu.
latns. .is the. .' Pork-fish ' and ' Whiting ' at Key West.

2. Allusive uses of sense 1 . a. In proverbial phr.

With qnot. 1721 cf. White a. 10.

156* J. Heywoou Prov, <V Fpigr. (1367)64 There lepte

a whityng (quoth she) and lept in streite. 1570 Mart.
Wit <fr Set. iv. i, But he that takes not such time while he
maye, Shal leape at a whyting when time is a waye. 1670

Kay Prov. 199 To let leap a whiting, i.e. To let slip an
opportunity. 17*1 Kkli.y Sc. Prov. 158 He gave me Whit-
ings, but Bones. That is, he gave me fair Words. The
Scots call Flatteries Whitings, and Flatterers white People.

1808 Jamikson s. v. Qithyte, A proverbial phrase, still used
to denote flattery :

' He kens how to butter a whiting.'

+ b. As a term of endearment : cf. whiting-mop

(see 5). Also whiting s eye, an amorous look, a leer.

a 15x9 Skklton E. Ruutmyng 221 He callylh me his

whytyng. 1673 Wycheklkv Gent. Dancing.Master IV. i,

I saw her. .give him the languishing Eye,, .the Whitings
Eye, of old called the Sheeps Eye.

f3. ^ White pudding: see White a. lie. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ft Selv. 159 As the Darbyshire
huswife [sorts out] her puddings when she makes whitings

and blackings, and liverings and hackings.

4. (See quot)
179a G. Cari wright Jrnt. Labrador III. p. x, Whitings,

trees which have been barked, and left standing.

5. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 1), as zvhiting-

groitnd[Grouhd sb. 1 2], -//longer, -season
; t whit-

ing-mop, a young whiting; also as a term of

endearment for a girl (see Mop^. 4
). Also in names

of fishes resembling the whiting, as whiting
perch, Pollack, Pout (sbA), salmon (see qnots.).

1891 Daily {Yews 31 Oct. 6 '5 About two hundred fishing

boats were lying at anchor off the edge of the ^whiting
grounds about three miles outside Plymouth breakwater.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuff 29 Colchester oystermen, or

*whiting-mungers and sprot-catchers. 1803 Shaw Gen.
Zool. IV. 54S "Whiting Perch. Pena Allmrnus. 1686

Ray Willughbys Hist. Pise. tv. ii. 167 Aseilus Huitingo-
Pollachius-., .A "Whiting Pollack. 1758 Descr. Thames
222 The Whiting- Pollack, .has this Name given it here,

. from its Likeness to a Whiting. 186* Anstkd Channel

WHITISHNESS.

Isl. II. ix. 211 Next.. in abundance are the whiting pollack

. .and the garfish or green bone, a 167a WlLLUCHBY Hist.

Pise. (1686} Tab. L. membr. i. n. 4 Asellus mollis latns.

•Whiting Poutes Londiuensiius. 1758 Descr. Thames
222 The Whiting-Pout is remarkably broad, in Proportion

to its Length. 1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 54 'Whiting

Salmon, Salmo Phinoc. 1791 W. GlLPIN Forest Scenery

11. 190 In the *whiting-season. .fleets of twenty or thirty

boats are olten seen lying at anchor on the banks.

Whiting (hwai'tirj), vbl. sb. Forms : 1 hwit-

ing, 5 whytyng(e, wytyng, whittyng, 5-6

whityng, 6 whyghtynge, whightiug, whitt-

ing^e, 6-7 whitinge, 7 whiteing, whyting,

whytting, S whiten, 6- whiting, [f. White v, 1

+ -ING *.] I. The action of the verb.

1 1. The action or process of making white;

whitening. Obs. a. by covering or coating with

white : Whitewashing. Also^.
c 1440 Pa/lad. on Hush. 1. 413 For whytyng that lyme is

conuenyent. 1495-6 Rec. St. Mary at Hill U904) 22a Payd

to Symon dawMr for whittyng of the chyrch, v days iij s.

1540 Dunmow Chmxhlv. Aa: If. 31 IMS.) for whyghtynge
of the porehe. 1605 Shuttleivorths" Ace. (Chetham ^oc.)

169 A plasterer, viij days and halfe whytting of the dyning

chamber roffe. .iiij* iij' 1
. 1663 (Jlkuiek Counsel Si V\ biting

and Stopping of fret seelings.

fig. 1628 A. Leichton Appeal to Parlt. 1S6 In this case,

the whiting, daubing, or palliating will not serve,

b. by depriving of colour : Bleaching.

1477 A,t 17 Edtv. IV c. 4 Whityng & anelyng de tewle

nppellez pleintile. 1594 Plat Jewetl-ho. r. 58 For the

speedier whiting of yarne. 16x0 in Foster Engl. lactones

India (1906) 192 The whitster . . detaynes them in whitinge

and starchinge about three mounthes. 1683 Loud. Gat.

No. 1801/4 A convenient piece of Ground. .for whiting of

Linnen Cloth.

2. Printing. The use of 'while' (cf. W HUE sb.

7 a and a. 2 d).

1884 Athenxum 24 May 658 The variety of type and the

liberal whiting are quite luxurious.

II. amcr. 3. A preparation of finely powdered

chalk, used for whitewashing, cleaning plate, and

various other purposes.

In OE. only in Comb, hivltinemetn ' whiting meal '.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 525/2 Whytytige, or mater to make
whyghte of.., albatura, candidacium. 1633-4 Althoip

MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons (1S60J App. p. Ixhi,

i
12 balls of whiteing to scowre the plate. 1690 Sik J. FoULlS

Ace. Bk.[S. H. S.) 129 To meg for whyting for teeth, 2 18 o.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 143 Take some whiten,.. lay

• your foils upon it, and. .polish your foils. 1844 Civil Eng.

i $ Arch. JrnL VII. 150/ 1 Anoint the segments, .with thin

putty, made with fine whiting and some of the linseed oil.

x88o Baking-Gould Mehalah viii, You cannot clean a deck

with whiting, you must take holystone.

III. 4. attrib. and Comb., as (in sense 1 a)
; whiting brush, work

;
(in sense 1 b) whiting

i ground, time; (in sense 3) whiting-uianujadu/er.
1611 Coigr., Escouette,. ,*whiting brush. 1691 Specif.

Patent No. 256 (Patent Office) Erected a bucking house,

j

fitted and prepared a *whiteing ground. 1813 Examiner
22 Mar. 183,2 M. Price, .. whiting-manufacturer. 1598

; Shaks. Merry W. in. iii. 140 It is 'whiting time, send him

i
by your two men to Datchet-Meade. .144° Pa/lad. on

1 Hush. i. 407 Eek "whyting werk is thyng of gret delyte.

Whiting, obs. form of Whittbn,
Whitish (hwoi-tij), a. [f. White a. + -ish 1.]

1. Somewhat white ; of a colour inclining to or

approaching white.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. el. U495) Tvjb/i
The leuys(of the trees of Sechyin] ben rough and whitysshe.

1530 Palsgr. 329/1 Whytysshe, blanchastrc. 1545 Ray-
kaluv. Byrth Mankynde 122 Vf the wheles seme whytysshe.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 17 Of the le^se Vulture, whiche
'

is tiie biowne or whitish Vulture. 1586 W. Webbe Eng.

Poetrie (Arb.) 74 When buret from my beard did ginne to

\ be whitish. 1684 Boyle Ex/er. Poros. Bod. II. vi. 105

I A muhitude of little cracks . . which destroyed its former

transparency, and made it [sc. a crystal] look whitish. 1790

j
Cook's 1st Voy. I. 17 A species of the Medusa, .which.

.

i
emitted a whitish light. 1797 T. Morton" Cure/or Heart-
ache 1. i. 6 How whuish and deadly bad he do look. 1815

SccrTT Guy M. x, A small swamp, the clay of which was

!
whitish. 1897 Atlbutt's Sjst. Med. III. 333 The mucous
membrane will.. appear whitish from the presence of par-

> tially shed epithelium.

b. as sb. A colour approaching white.

1815 Stephens in Shaiv's Gen. Zool. IX. 1. 40 The shafts

spotted with whitish, the feathers alternately banded with

black and rufous.

2. a. Qualifying other a<ijs. (or sbs.) of colour,

: indicating a pale or light tint of the colour specified.

X653 R. Sandkrs Physiogn. 166 A whitish-red colour. 1667

Phil. Trans. II. 430 Tunpiois. .of the New [Rock] are of

: an ill whitish Plew. 171a Sieele Sped. No. 436 * J A
m hitish brown Paper. 1869 Mrs. Stowe OUtomen I-otks 111,

Her . whitish-blue eyes. 1883 D. C. Mlrkav Hearts xvi,

His swarthy face had taken an ugly tint of whitish-green.

b. In parasvnthetic combinations.

1753 Chamber? Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Cassida, Th» whW^h-

flowered cassida. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 538 Wh.tish-

tailed Shrew. . , .

Hence Whi-ti»hne««, the quality of being

whitish ; whitish colour or tint.

iS44PHAEH/U-.C>4/7^r.( 1 553)Tvijb 1
Yelownesorwlutlish.

nes of the eyes. 1660 Boylk Netv E.t/>. Phy s. Mcch. xxxvu.

307 They were wont.. by their whiteishness, to emulate in

some measure the apparition of Light, a 17M Lisle If**b.

(i757) 155 The best sort of barley . .is of a pale lively yellow

: colour, with a bright whitishnes-. in it. 1806 Herschel in

Phil. Trans. XCVL 465 The north [polar regions of Saturn]

retain, .some whitishness.
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WHITLEATHER.

Whitles.th.er (hwi'tile^Saj). Forms : 4 wit-
le5tr', 5 whittlether, 5-7 whit(-)lether, 7-9
whit-leather, 6- whitleather. [White a. 2

(with normal shortening in comb.) and Leather
sb. For illustration of white leather see 1 &.~\

1. Leather of a white or light colour and soft

pliant consistence, prepared by tawing, i.e. dressing

with alum and salt, so as to retain the natural

colour. Also at/rid.

1366-7 Priory of I- iuchale (Surtees) p. Ixxii, Cum ferrura,

cingulis, capestris, witle^tr', scutels [etc]. 1487-8 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 417 Pro whillether pro lez bawdrikez,

vjd. 1573-80 Ti-sser Husb. (1878) 36 Hole bridle and
saddle, whit lether and nail. 1633 tr. Far'ine's Theat. Hon. I.

vi. 58 A large strong tliong or strap of whit-leather. 1784
Twavlfy Dairying Exempt. 40, I have seen one part of

a Skin of a well coloured sound nature, another Part that

had somewhat the look of rough Parchment, or hard Whit,
leather. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Whitleather, sheep's-

skins, prepared for thongs of flails, repairing harness, &c.
Formerly used for baldricks of church-bells.

)9. c 1440, 1519 [see Leather sb. x], 1500 Louth Church
Ace. in N. \V. Line. Gloss. ( 18891 s.v., For j horskyn & di.

•skyn whiett ledder. 1556 Churchiu. Ace. Minchinhampton
in Archaeolegia (1853) XXXV. 423 For wyet lether, and
makyng off bawryxes, xviij d. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v.

.Bos, Bubuli certabi, . . thonges of white leather. 1885 A.

Watt Leather Manuf. 39 When tawed, or prepared with

alum and salt, they [sc. sheepskins] form what is termed
.white leather.

attrib. and Comb. ?ai6oo MS. Lattsd. 241 (Halliw.) Thy
gerdill made of the whittlether wliange. 163s J. Gower
J'yrgomachia C 3, Then from thy flesh Tie draw thy hide,

And have it throughly tann'd, and dry'd Whit-lether-like.

1854 Miss Baker S'orthampt. Gloss., Whit-leather thongs.

b. In comparisons, or as a type of toughness,

elasticity, softness, etc. ; hence fig. Also attrib.

1605 Breton / pray you be not angrie B 4, I am thus

handled, .with this wicked olde peece of Whit-leather. 1610

Bkaum. & Fu Scorn/. Lady v. i, Hast thou so much mois-

ture in the Whitleather hide yet, that thou canst cry? 1622

Massing** & Dekker Virg. Mart. iv. ii. I 2, The guts of

my conscience beginne to be of whit-leather. 1697 Van-

bhl-gh Relapse v. iii, Nurse. I'll soon bring his Nose to the

Grind-stone. C{oupler\ aside. Well said, old White-leather !

a 1713 Ellwood Hist. Life (1714) 316 My Sides are not of

iron, neither Are my Lungs made of Whit-leather. 1830

James Daruley v, Pray God to make all your bones as soft

as whit-leather. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xxxiv.

225 Her eyes grew preternaturally pale, and her lips wan as

whit-leather.

2. The tough ligament in the neck of an ox or

other grazing animal, also called paxwax.
1713 Derham Phys.-Thr.ol. VI. iii. 362 That. .

Ligament-
Called the Whitleather, Packwax, Taxwax, and Fixfax.

Whitling hwi-tlirj). St. and north. Also

f> whiddelynge, 9 whitlin. [f. White a. +

-LING. Cf. G. weissling whiting.

Late OE. hivttling ' glaucus ' is perh. the whiting.]

A fish of the salmon family, not certainly identi-

fied ; app. the young of the bull-trout, Salmo eriox.

Also whillinftrout. Cf. Whiting sb. 1 b (a).

1597-8 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) in For rloukes

and eght whiddelynges, xviij''. 1769 J. Wallis Nat. Hist.

Northumbld. 1. 389 The Whitling-Trout. .is taken in the

Till and Tweed from ten to twenty inches. 1793 Statist.

Ace. Scot. VIII. 488 In some parts of the Ern, there are.

.

great numbers of sea trouts.. .The fishermen call them whit-

lings. 1830 in T. Doubleday Coquet-Dale Fishing Songs

(1852) 84 The Tweed, he may brag o' his sawmon, An blaw

of his whitlins the Till. 18*7 F. Francs Bk. Angling ix.

297 There is a disputed point as regards the bull-trout,

whether or no he is the veritable ' whitling '.

attrib. 1769 (see above]. 1834 Jardine in Proc. Ber7i:

Nat. Club I. No. 2. 52 They, .are taken with whitling flies.

1847 Stoddart A ngler's Comp. 84 On rivers, like the Tweed

or Tay, I recommend the use of a whitling hook.

Whitlow (hwrtlou). Forms: a. 4-7 whit-

flawe, | whytflowe, 5-6 whitflowe, 6 whyte
flaw, white flaw, 6-7 whiteflaw(e, 7-8 whit(-)

flaw, whit(-)flow, (8 dial, whick-, 8-9 quick-

flaw). B. $ whytlowe, whytelow, 6 whitlowe,

7 whitelow, (whitloaf), 7-9 whitloe, 6- whit-

low. 7. 6 whytblow, whitblowe, (whet-

blowe), wbiteblowe, 6-7 whitblow. [app.

orig. whitflaw, -flaw m White a. + Flaw sbA (q.v.

sense 4)
;"
but the similarity of the first syllable to

early mod.Du. vijt, fijt, LG. fit ' whitlow ' is re-

markable and suggests the possibility of alien

origin. The alterations to whitblow, whitlow are

difficult to account for. The supposition that the

original form was whick-flaw, dial. var. of quick-

flaw (Skeat), is not supported by the evidence.]

A suppurative inflammatory sore or swelling in a

finger or thumb, usually in the terminal joint;

= Paronychia i (cf. Panaricittm).

o. ,11400 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 138 Paniritula nil

paranicium, i. apostema inter digitos, a', a whitflawe.

a 1415 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 42 P<= fistule bred-

yng in be extremite of be fynger deceyueb sonner be pacient

ban in ober places ; ffor vnkunnyng seib bat it is be whit-

flowe, whiche bou shall knowe bus. 155* • xmkis. Dtct.

(1562) 77 A whiteflaw, rediuia. 1561 Turner Herbal It.

25b, The asshes [of wild grapes].. are good for medicines

for the eyes, and wyth hony it healeth wbitflawes, agnayles

&goomesbledinge. 1648 Herrick Hesper.,Oberm s Palace

59 The nails fain off by Whit-ftawes. 1707 J. Stevens tr.

Quevedds Com. Whs. (1709) 34° A gold Ring does not

cure a Whitflaw. 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 228 Much used

84

..in Cataplasms for the Fellon, or worst Kind of Whitflow.

a 1800 Fegge Suppl. Grose, Whick-flaw.

0. c 1440 J'romp. Parr. 525/2 Whytlowe [P. whytflowe
sorel, panarucium. 1603 Breton Mad World (1635) B 8 b, I

Healing but a Whitloe on a Lords thumbe. 1658 Rowland
[

tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1049 A live Chislep laid to a whit-

loaf, cures it. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chyiit. 206 They
are not certainly able to perform the cure of. .so much, .as

|

a paronychia or whitlow. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy VII.
1

xxi, A novice of the convent.. had been troubled with a
whitloe in her middle finger, 1813 J. Thomson Cect.

In/lam. 337 Where the matter is lodged, as in some cases

of whitloe, in the sheaths of the tendons. 1843 R. J.Graves
Syst. Clin. Med. xxix. 371 A suppurating tumor resembling

a whitlow. 1899 Allbult's Syst. Med. VI. 575 Painless

whitlow affects the fingers of patients suffering from peri-
j

pheral nerve disease of the upper extremities.

y. 1547 Boorde Brer\ Health lvi. 17 A white blowe, or a |

whyte flaw, the whiche doth grow about the rote of the

nayle. 1547 Salesburv Welsh Diet., Ftuinor, a whetblowe.

1598 Florio, Panariccio, a fellon, a whitblowe, that comes
on ones finger tops.

b. attrib. : whitlow-grass, book-name of two !

early-flowering plants with white blossoms, for-
I

merly reputed to cure whitlows (cf. Nailwort) :

Saxifraga tridaclylitis, Rue-leaved Whitlow-grass,

and Draba (Erophila) verna (hence in mod. use

extended to the whole genus Draba) ; whitlow-
wort, a plant of the genus Paronychia, formerly

reputed to cure whitlows.

1507 Gerarde Herbal 11. clxxxvi. 498 Of Whiteblowe, or

Whitlowe grasse. Ibid. 499 Rewe leafed Whitlowe grasse.

Jagged Whitlowe grasse. 1634 T. Johnson Merc. Bot. 57

Rue Whitlow-grasse. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 88

Paronychia altera, .. Rue Whitlow-grasse. Paronychia
major, . . Whitlow.wort. .. Paronychia vulgaris, .. Chick-

weed Whitlow-grasse. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. ii. (1794)

31 Those whose seed vessel is a silicic. .as whitlow-grass.

1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 143 Dfraba] Verna. Common
Whitlow Grass. ..D. Aizoides. Sen Green, or Alpine

Whitlow Grass. . . D. Pyrenaica. Pyrenean Whitlow Grass.

Whitmeate, obs. form of White meat.

Whit Monday : see after Whit Sunday.

"Whitner, obs. form of Whitener.
"Whitnes, -nesae, obs. ff. Whiteness,Witness.

"Whitney, erron. spelling of Witney.

Whitneyite ,hwi-tni,ait). Mm. [f. the name

of J. D. Whitney, an American geologist : see

-ite 1.1 A native arsenide of copper, of a reddish-

white colour, found near Lake Superior and else-

where in America.
1861 Bristow Gloss. Min.

Whitour, obs. form of Quitter sb.l

"Whitpot, obs. form of White-pot.

Whitret (hwHret), whitterick (hwitarik).

Sc. and dial. Forms: a. 5 whytrate, (-ratche),

whitratt, whytrat, St. quhitrat, 5, 9 whitrat,

6 St. quhittrat, quhitred, flttret, quhittret,

7-8 whitred, 7, 9 whittret, 8-9 whiteret, 9
whitteret, whittrit, (whutthroat), 8- whitret.

0. 8-9 whitrick, 9 whitrack, (w(h)utteriok,

-00k, whuttorook), whittriek, whitterick. (See

also Eng. Dial. Diet.) [The earliest known forms

suggest a compound of White a. and Rat sb. ; the

types whitret, whitred, whitrick exemplify Sc.

tendency to modify the sounds of final syllables.]

A weasel ; also, a stoat.

a. CI44° Promp. Farv. 525/2 Whytrate (A', whitratt, P.

whytratche). c 1480 Henrvson Trial ofFox i 16 (Harl. MS.)

The quhuirand quhitret with the quhasill went, i486 bk.

St. Albans, Hunting fiiijb, The Graye, the Fox, the

Squyrell, the whitrat, the Sot, and the Pulcatte. 1536

Beixenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xxxiii, Martrikis, bevers,

quhitredis, and toddis. 1590 Burel in Watson Coll. Sc.

Poems 11. (1709) 21 The Fumart and the Flttret straue, 1 he

deip and howest hole to haue. Ibid. 22 Out come the

Quhittret. 1639 Sir R. Gordon Geneal. Hist. Earld.

Sutherld. (1813) 3 Brocks, skuyrrells, whittrets, weasels,

otters. 1681 C01.VIL Whigs Supplic. (1751) p.xi, As harmless

as a whitred without teeth. 1684 Sihsald Scotia lllustr.

II 11 11 Mustela vulgaris ea est, qua; Whitred nostratibus

dicitur. 1790 Alex. Wilson Disconsolate Wren Poet. Wks.

(1846) 06 Ony whitret's direfu" jaws. 1815 Scott Guy M.

xxiii, We maun off like whittrets before the whole clanjam.

fray be doun upon us. 1814 Mactagcart6ii//W;<z\ Encycl.

2751 The whut-throat or weazle, and the hoodie, have often

bloody wars with other. 1880 Erasers Mag. May 646

When a whitret or a fox came prowling past.

8 C1800 R. Jamieson's Pop. Ball. (1806) I. 294 Her

miiinie had hain'd the warl, And the whitrack-skin had

routh 1801 G. V. Sampson Statist. Sun: Loudtnderry

455 The weazle (provinciallyWi/rVic*). i86iQiinn Heather

I.intie (1863) 145 He yokes him fairly wi' his teeth As

Brush wad dune a whitterick.

Whitsour (hwHsau»i). [? f. W hite a. + Sour

a.] A variety of apple.

1733 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Apple, The Whitsour. 1786

Abercrombie Gardeners Daily Assist, p. xi, Apples valued

principally for Cyder. White sour.

Wllitster (hwi-tstaj). Now local. I orms : 5

whytstar, wytstare, whystare, qwytstare,

qwyster, quister, 6 whitstarre, 6- whitster.

[f. White v. + -8TER. Cf. Du. witster ' a Woman
that whitens the walls ' (Sewel).]

1. A bleacher.

c 144a Promp. Pan. 39/1 Bleystare, or wytstare C/V. bley-

ster // bleyestare or qwytstare, P. bleykester or whytster),

candidarius. 1530 Palsgr. 288/2 Whitstarre, blaiiclitsseur

de loylles. 1594 Plat Jewell-lw. 11. 58 The whitsters, and
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dutch laundresses. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. nt. iii. it Take
this basket, .and carry it among the Whitsters in Dotchet

Mead. 1667 Pepvs Diary 12 Aug., My wife and maids
being gone over the water to the whitster's with their

clothes. 1701 J. Houghton Collect. Itnprov. Husb. No. 493

F 5 The Whitsters do use these Pot-Ashes, in the whitening

of their Yarn and Cloth. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885)

72 Scourer, Bleacher :. . French Cleaner, Whitster.

2. A whitesmith.

1823 E. Moor Suffolk Wds.

Hence t Whi tstered (-aid) a., bleached.

1767 Specif. Thos. Long's Patent No. 869 A 'machine for

printing, .whitstered linen '.

Whitstone, obs. variant of Whetstone.
tWhitsull. Cornishdial. [f. White a. + rSowL ]

= White meat a.

1601 Carew Connvall 66 Their meat, Whitsull, as they

call it, namely, niilke, sowre milke, cheese, curds, butter,

and such like as came from the cow and ewe.

Whitsun (hwitsiin). Forms : 3 witsonen,

witesone, 4 witsone, 4-6 Wytson, 5 Wyte-,
Wytt-,White-,Whyght-, (.SV.Vit-), 5-6 Whyt-,
5-7 Wit-, 5-8 Whitson, 6 Whitsone, Wyt-
sone, -sen, Witteson, (St. Vytson), 7-8 Whit-
sund, Whit-sun, 7- Whitsun. 0. 5 Sc. quys-

son, 5, 9 dial. Whisson, 7 Wheseu. (See also

following words.) [ME. w{h)itsotte{n, the first

two elements of '\\ hit Sunday, Whitsunday,

analysed as Whitsun Day- Cf. ON. hvllasunna

Whitsunday, hvitasunnuvika Whitsun week, hvita-

sunnuaplann Whitsun eve.]

1. Used attrib. to denote something belonging to,

connected with, or occurring at the season of W hit

Sunday or Whitsuntide : as Whitsun air, con-

tribution, fair, holiday, market, mom, morris-

dance, pastoral; Whitsun ale Hist. [Ale 3], a

parish festival formerly held at Whitsuntide,

marked by feasting, sports, and merry-making

;

t 'Whitsun eve, even [Eve sb.l 2, Even sb. 2],

the day before Whit Sunday ; t Whitsun far-

thing = Pentecostal sb. ;
Whitsun gillyflower,

local name for a double-flowered variety of rocket

{Hesperis matronalis) ; t Whitsun lady, lord,

titles of the leading or presiding personages at a

Whitsun ale ; Whitsun week, the week begin-

ning with Whit Sunday, Whit-week. Also occas.

in names of the days of Whit-week, as Whitsun
Sunday (obs. or <#»/.) = Whit Sunday, Whitsun
Monday, etc. = Whit Monday, etc. (see after

Whit Sunday). See also Whitsuntide.
1846 Keble Lyra Innoe. x. xi, Thy dread Hours, Thou

awful Trinity, Are but the "Whitsun airs, new set on high.

1614 W. Browne Sheph. Pipe 1. C6, This is a Tale Would
befit our 'Whitson. ale. 1619 Pasquils Palin. B 3, Happy
the age, ..When euery village did a May-pole raise, And
Whitsonales, and May-games did abound. 1633 Chas. I.

Decl. cone. Sports 11 That after the end of Diuine Seruice,

Our good people be not disturbed, letted, or discouraged

from..hauing of May-Games, Whitson Ales, and Morris-

dances. 1698 Wai.lis in Phil. Trans. XX. 301 When they

flock about a Ballad-Singer in a Fair, or the Mornce-

IJancers at a Whitsund Ale. 1727 Somerville Yeoman of

Kent 32 At Whitson.ales king of the May.. He tript it on

each holyday. 1841 I. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 95 Royal

proclamations had failed to revive Whitsunales, and May
games, and Morris dancers. People will not be merry by

rule. 169s Kennett Par. Antiq. ix. 597 The Pentecostals

or 'Whitsun-contributions. 1297 R- Glocc. (Rolls) 11855

A 'witsonen eue hii come ber. Y1475 Fasten Lett. (1904)

V. 232 Wretyn at Mawteby, on Wyteson eve. 1553-4 m
Swayne Churchw. Ace. Saturn (1896) 99 Ryngyng' none on

Whytson yeve, ij d. 1624 Lald Diary 15 May, Saturday,

Whitsun-eve, The Bill passed in Parliament. 1709 First

Publishers of Truth (1907) 242 'the day Called whitsoneve.

C1425 in Rep. MSS. Ld. Middieton (Hist. MSS. Comm.
191 1) 107 Un *Qw>'ssoneven everilke man brekehis severyll

gresse, os hym lykes. 1535 Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E. T. S.)

165 On Wytson evyne was a gret thonder at London. 1620

Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 26, 1 Die Sabbati ante festum Pente-

costes lie Witson-evin et 12 Nov. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg.

I. 427 Loitering at the«Whitsun-fair. 1656 in Urwick Non-

conf. Wore. (1897) 56 Oblations commonly called by the

name of 'Whitson Farthings payable to the Dean and

Chapter of Worcester]. 1730 Bailey (folio) s.v. Quail-

ragesimals, Pentecostals or Whitsund Farthings. t797

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 852/1 Whitsun-Farthtngs,
1 otherwise called Smoke-farthings. ., a composition for offer-

ings . . anciently made in Whitsun-week by every man in

England, who occupied a house with a chimney, to the

cathedral church of the diocese. 1656 W. Coles Art of

Mmp/ing xi. 33 May brings Roses, Pinks, •Whitsungilli-

flowers. 1886 Britten & Holland Plant-it., Gilliftoiter,

Whitsun. The double-flowered variety of Hesperis matro-

nalis,. .Som. (Whitsun Gilawfers). 1533 Songs, Carols, etc.

(E E. T.S.) 163 Justis at Weste[m]ynsler all be 'Wytson

halydais 1609 B. Jonson Silent Worn. tit. 1, Were you

ever so much as look'd upon by a Lord, . .
but on the

Easter, or Whitsonholydayes? 171S Land. C-as. No. 5336/1

Their Majesties intend to go after the Whitsun-HoUdays to

Marienzell. 1656 Hevlin Sun: France 47 A Kitchen-

wench,.. now so tricked up with scarfs, rings, and cross-

garters, that you never saw a "Whitsun-Lady better rigged.

V611 Melismata F 2 b, Ich haue beene twise our 'Whitson

Lord. 1633 B. Jonson Tale of Tub Prol. 8 Old records Ot

! antique proverbs, drawn from Whitson-lords. 1495 Halv-

burton Ledger (1867) 108 At the "Vitson merkat. 1501

I
Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 154 From Lyncolns Inne,. this

•Whitsonemunday. 1611 in Crt. 4- rimes Jas. I. (1848) 11.

11s The new Venetian ambassador, .had his first audience

on Whit-snii-Monday. 1687 MSS. Di. Rutlami (Hist.
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MSS. Comm.) II. 113 Whesen Monday. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer

fed. 2), Linton,. .10 miles from Cambridge, .has a market on
Thur-.day, and fairs on Whitsun-Monday, and August 4.

1535 Starkkv Let. in England (1871) p. xxii, Your letturys

..were receyuyd apon *Wyt<on morn. 1599 Siiaks. Hen. V,

I!, iv. 25 Busied with a *Wiiitson Morris-dance. 1611 —
Wint. P. iv. iv. 134, I play as I haue scene them do In

"Whitson-Pastorals. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden)

36 On "Wytsonsonday, which was the xxxj. of May, was the

coronacion. 1825 Hrockett A'. C. (rloss., Whisson-Sunday,
Whitsunday. 161s Hopton Concord. Yeares 173 "Whitsun-

thursday. 1599 Afin. Archdeaconry 0/ Colchester If. 248

(MS.) In the afternoone on Whitson monday and *Whitson
tuasedaye all daye. 166* Bk. Com. Prayer N 3, Whitsun
Tuesday. 1839 Penny Cycl.Xlll. 403/1. 1549 CW//. Scot.

168 *Vytson veddyinsday. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10542 pe

borsdai be *witesonewouke to londone lowis com. c 1375 Sc.

Leg, Saints xl. ,Ninian) 734 Of witsone owke he twysday.

c-1400 Maumdbv. (Roxb.) xxxii. 147 Apon a Seterday in

Whisson woke. 1478 Paston Lett. III. 884Wretyn at Lon-

don, the Wednysdaye in Whyghtsonweke. 1551-2 Act 3 fy

6 Edw. VI c. 3 Monday and Tewisdaye in Witteson weike.

1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV, 11. i. 95 On Wednesday in Whitson
week. 1634 Bk. Coin. Prayer H 5, Munday in Whitsun
weeke. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton v, The great

annual town-holiday of Whitsun-week.

2. sb. Short for Whitsuntide, rare.

1849 Disraeli in Monypenny & Huckle Life (1914) III.

viii. 204 There will be a hot and perhaps eventful campaign
between this and Whitsun. 1856 Ibid. (1916) IV. hi. 45
Between Easter and Whitsun.

Whit Sunday, Whitsunday (hwit s»-ndi,

hwHsftxUi). Forms (see also Day and Sunday) :

1 (<?£/.) Hwitan Sunnand8e5,2 wit(te)-8unnedei,

3 "White (n)sune(n)d8ei, hwitesune-, Wite-
son'iaeV, wit-aune-, wit(e)sone-, 4 wit sonday,
wijt sundai,Wittsunday, whytsonen-, wit(te>
sone-, 4-6 Witsonday(e,5 Whytesonday, wit-

sonen, -on-, witsun-, wyt-, wyth-so(u)nday,
wythsson-, Qwytsonn-, qwyteson(e)-, 6 "Whit
sonday, Whit(t)son-, Whytson-, Witsounday,
whitson, Wittson daye, Sc. Witsounda, Vyt-,

Vitso'u)nday, 6- "Whitsunday, 7- "Whit Sun-
day, ("Whit-Sunday, 9 Whitsun-Day). 0. 4
Sc. Qwhyssonday, 4-5 qvhissonday, 5 w(h)is-

sonday, whysunday, 9 dial. Whussenday.
[late OE. Ilwita Sunnand&g lit.

( white Sunday'
(found once only and in oblique form Hwitan S.) ;

whence app. ON. hvitasunnudagr in the same
sense, also hvitasunnudagsaptann %

-nail, -vika

(ON. hviiadagr 'white day', hvltadrSttinsdagr
' white Lord's-day *, hvltadagavika Whitsun week,

cannot be taken as evidence of an independent

Norse origin ; they are prob. due to Icelandic

attempts to obliterate heathen traces from the name
of the festival). The epithet ' white' is generally

taken to refer to the ancient custom of the wearing

of white baptismal robes by the newly-baptized at

the feast of Pentecost (cf. Dominica in albis, the

name of the First Sunday after Easter, Low Sunday,

given for the same reason).
The forma! analogues of Whitsunday current on the Con-

tinent in I.ow German and neighbouring areas are mostly
applied to the First Sunday after Easter (cf. above), or

the First Sunday in Lent (prob. from the white church-
hanging's then used ; cf. OFris. hwita tornsdey, Du. Witte
Donderdag Maundy Thursday), e.g. MLG. tvitsondach,

MDu. w/ttensondagh, and (from LG.) MDa. hvidestndag,
MSw. hvita sunnodaghur. (No confirmation has been
found of Kilian's ' witUn-son-dagh, vetus Fland, Dominica
Pentecostes,'and Col^ravc'a'Dimem-he de blanches, Palmes-
Sunday ' and Hexham's ' Witten Sondagh, Palme-Sunday '

are prob. blunders.)

In earlier OE. the name of Whitsunday was fentecosten
(gen. -enes), the Graco-Latin name (see Pes'tecost and
cf. Goth, paintekusten ace), which was adopted in other
Teut. languages, e.g. OS. (te) pincostbn, MDu. pinxteren,
Du. pinkster, OHG. («") *pfinkusttn (Jimfchnstim\,MHG.
Pfingesten, G. Pfngsten, (\\)l,G. pinksten, Sw. Pingst, Da.
Pinse{dag): see Pinkster.
As the name of a Scottish term-day, Wk itsuuday (stressed

on the final syllable) has been long dissociated from the
church festival.

According to different apprehensions of the composition of
the word (the origin of which was obscured by the shorten-
ing of the first syllable), it has been divided either as
Whitsun day or as Whit Sunday, and the first elements
of both of these have been used attributively in the same
sense: see Whitsun and IV'hit Monday, etc. below.]

1. The seventh Sunday after Easter, observed as

a festival of the Christian Church in commemora-
tion of the descent of the Holy Spirit on the day of

Pentecost : = Pentecost 2.

c 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 1067 (MS. D.) On bisan Eastron
com se kyng to Wincestre, & ba wieron Eastra on x kal.
April, & sona after bam com Mathild seo hlasfdie hider to
tande, & Ealdred arceblscop his Xehalsode to cwene..on
Hwitan Sunnandae^. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Mune^eing of
bam hali gast be he sende in his apostles on bon dei be is

icleped wit-sunne-dei. ciioj Lav. 17481 pat al bisfolc.
come to Amberes-buri . . to White-sunedaeie. i iaoo St.
Brendan 151 in .V, Eng. Leg. 224 per }e schulle bis ester beo
& bis wit-sonedai also. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V.
445 In a Witsonday be mayde was i-cristened. 1398 Munim.
de Metros (Bum.) 488 At be fest of qvhissonday. c 1400
Rom. /Cose 2278 Haue hatte of floures as fresh as may
Chapelett of Koses of wissonday. c 1400 Yivaine ft Gaw.
16 He made a feste, the soth to say, Opon the Witsononday,
At Kerdyf, that es in Wales, 148a Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.)

95 On ascensyon day and wythssonday he put no lyght to

I

hym, the whiche yn these festis specialy were wonte to

brenne. a 1533 Ed. Hernkrs Huou clxxxi. 731 On a wit-

sonday themperour and thempresse helde estate royall at

there palayesfor y
e solempnyte of that day. 1634 Hrkrkton

J'rav. (Chetham Soc.) 4 The next morning early, being
Whit Sunday, was discovered land. 18*7 Kehlk Chr.
Year (heading of poem) Whitsunday. 1868 J. H. Blunt
Kef. Ch. Eng. I. 18S The coronation took place at West-
minster on Whitsun-Day.

t b. Used for the actual day of Pentecost on
which the event took place: see Pentecost i. Obs.
a 1140 Lo/song in O, E. Horn. I. 209 pe }eoue of pe holi

Soste het bu on hwite sune dai sendest bine deorewurde
deciples. citys Passion our Lord 657 in O. E. Misc. 56
At j>on heye vndarne, a wit-suneday . . pe holy gost heom
com vp-on in fury tunge. c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints i. {Petrtts)

40 Pelir broncht to cristis fay Thre thowsand men on witson-
day. 1387 Xrevisa Higden (Kollsj IV. 351 Bytwene be
ascencioun, bat is holy porsday, and Witsonday, MatMas
was l-chose.

2. (Inform Whitsunday ox Whitsun Day.) One
of the Scottish quarter-days or term-days (see

Term-day b), ordinarily May 15, but in certain

cases May 26 (= May 15 Old Style) or May 2S.

1450 Reg: Jlag. Sig. Scot. 84/1 Full powar..my malis..to
raise & ressave, my Wttsondais to set and to halde. 1539
Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 164 Mertimes and Vytsonday.
1541 Ibid. 174 Thre merkis, to be payit be the said maisteris

of wark at V'itsounday and Mertimess be equall portionis.

1693 Sc. Acts Will. % Mary c. 40 (1822) IX. 304/2 Our
Soveraigne Lord and Lady The Kin^ and Queens Majesties
. . Declare that the Fifteenth day of May was since the date
of the forsaid Act, and shall be in all time comeing in place

of the former Terine of Whitsunday, to ail effects whatso-
ever. 1905 Glasgow Herald 10 June 10.

3. attrib. in senses r and 2.

1451 Churchw. Ace, Yatton (Som. Rec. Soc.) 93 The
Wendisdaye of Wytsondaye tyme. 1483 Acta Audit, in

Acta Dojii. Cone. II. Introd. 108 The malis of the samyn
landis of the Witsonday terme last bipast. c 1489 Canton
Sonnes of Aymon x.wi. 544 On wytsondaye evyn. 1503
Ace. l.d. High Treas. Scot. I \. 297 To the thre wemeii that

rokkit and kepit the barnes, thair Witsonday fee, iij li. 1503
Sc. Act* Jas. IV 11814) II. 243/2 Apon thurisday in witson-

day wolk. c 1557 With 'V tuv. A". C. (Surtees 1835) I, 133
Debtes..to my lorde of durh'm for whitson daye rent of
thold p'ke xK
So Whit Monday, "Whit Tuesday, the Monday
and Tuesday following Whit Sunday ; also f Whit
Wednesday^ Thursday, formerly called Whitsun
Monday, etc. : see Whitsun 1. (Whit Saturday

is in occas. recent use for the day before Whit
Sunday, formerly called Whitsun eve.) So "Whit-

week, the week beginning with Whit Sunday.

"557 Q' Mary in t_$th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. it. 31

Until) the viiith daye of this present moneth whiche shall he
Whitmondaye. 1665 Wonders if not Miracles V. Gertrnx
5, I went up thither . . on White-munday. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Eye, The market is on Saturday, the

fair on Whit*Monday. Ibid., I* infield,.. -with 3 fairs, on
May 6, on Whit-Tuesday, and on October 28. Ibid., Ltan.
beder, Cardiganshire.. has. .fairs on Whit-Wednesday, July
10 [etc.]. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 403/1 Whit*Thursday.
1867 tr. C'tess Hahn-Hahn's Fathers of Desert 365 In

the night between Whitsunday and Wrhitmonday. 1869

Blackmokk Lorna D. Ixxiv, It was now Whit-Tuesday,
and the lilacs all in blossom. 1899 Daily News iS May 7/1
Whit-week would be a very good time to close the schools.

Whitsuntide (hwrtswntaid). Forms (see

alsoTiDE jA): 3 White-sune tide, wit sonentid,

3-4 witeson^e)-, 3-6 Wytson-, 4 whitson(e)-,

Witsun-, 4-6 Witson-, Witte-, 5 Qhythson-,
5-6 Whytson-, (Witsenstyde), 5-8 Whitson-.
-- Whitsuntide. 0. 4 Wissen-, 5 whisson(e)-,

Whysson^e-, Whyssen-, 6 Whyson-, 9 dial.

Whissontide. [f. Whitsux + Tide sb.] The
season of Whit Sunday ; Whit Sunday and the days

immediately following.

1205 Lay. 31524 Hit ilomp an ane time to ban White-
sune tide [later text Witsontime] bat be king hehte of

londen. 1*97 R. Oi.ouc. (Rolls) 31 11 A}en be feste of wite-

sontyd. a 1330 Rouland <y I'. (Abbotsf. Club) 16 At Ester,

at Wissentide, And at seyn lames day.., And in Yole.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 76 On a tyme when be grete

Emperour Henrie.. held his whisson-tyde. 1448 Paston
Lett. I. 70 Harry Goneld hath browth to me xU.,..and he
seyth I xal have more or On)'thson tyd. 1484 Caxton
Chivalry v. 52 To make and adoubea kn>3t it apperteyneth
the day of some grete feste as Crystemas, Eester, Whitson-
lyd. "553 i° Sir W. Parker Ilist. Long Metford (1873) 97
At Wjtsenstyde. 1600 Marston, etc. Jack Drum's Enteri.
1. (1601) A 3 b, Tis Whitson-tyde, and we must frolick it.

1710 Stf.klk Tatler No. 178 r 3 We wish, .all our Customers
a merry Whitsuntide. 1859 Tknnyson Marr. Geraint 145
Arthur on the Whitsuntide before Held court at old Caerleon
upon Usk. 1916 O. E. P.ucklf. Life of Disraeli IV. i. 9
After Whitsuntide the general debate was resumed.

t b. Used in early versions of N. T. for Pente-
cost 1. Obs. (Cf. Whit Sunday i b.)

138a Wycup / Cor. xvt. 8, I schal dwelle at Effecy, til to

Wusuntide [Tisdalk, vntill wttsontyde ; 1551 wytsontyde].

C. attrib.

1609 H. Jonsom Silent Worn. \\\. i, I would haue you get

your Whitsontide-velvet-cap. 1611 Coryat Crudities 9 A
Whitsuntide foole .. wearing a long coate, wherein th»e
were many seuerall peeces of cloth of diuers colours. 1687

in Jrnt. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1915) Oct. 1S2 She* is willinge

to sett out., after whitsuntide weeke soe called is oner.

c 1755 in H. Ward Hist. St. Edmund's Coll. (1893) 303 On
all working days in ye Xmas and Whitsuntide Vacations.

1916 Cm. E. Hucklk Life ofDisratli IV. i. 7 The Whitsuntide

recess [of Parliament] was approaching.

Whitt, obs. dial. f. Quick a. ; obs. .. White.
Whittawer (hwi-tyai). Now only Jlist, or

dial. Foims : 4 whitetawier, white-tawyer,
whit^t}awyer, 5 whytetawyer, 5-7 white taw-
yer, 17 whiteaw 1

"), 5— whittawer, 6-K white
tawer, 7-S white-tawer, 9 whitawer, dial.

w(h)ittor, whittaw, etc. [f. White a. + Tawer 1
.

(Cf. the synonymous MDu. witgaerwer
t
MHG.

wiqgerwer, G. weissgerber'.)] One who taws skins

into Whitleatheh : = Tawer l
. In mod. dial.,

a saddler, harness-maker.
1284 12 tldw. I . Stat. Watiie c. 4. De Whitauwarlis [v. rr.

Whitawyariis, Whytawyariis], tcilicet qui coria bovina tk

equina furata scienter albiticant ut sic non agnoscantur. 13 .

.

Liber A (bus (Rolls) III. 432 Galfridus le \S hitetawier. 131

1

Letter Bk. D. Lond. If. 127 Walterus le Whitawyer, Joh'cs
le .Megucer. 1346 Ibid. F. \(. 126 b, Les bones gentzappellez
Whittawyers. 1411 Close Roll 12 Hen. II ', dorso,Wi!lie!mus
Piatte, White lawyer. 1474 Cov. Lcct Bk. 401 The si>e of

a whittawer is that he make nor tawe no nianer of lather

but Shepis lether, Gettes letliir, deris ledur, horse-lethir, or

houndes-lether. 1615 Manch. CH. Leet Rec. (1885) II. 303
Kobart Hilton, whiteaw'. 1615 Manwood Laves Forest
xxv. 250b, If any white 'lawyer doe dwell in the forest, he
shall be remoued, and make fine : for they are the common
dressersof skinsof stolne Deere. i66o.Sharkock Vegetables
88 Lime, which the Tanner and White-Tawer take out of
their lime-pits. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5882 8 William Wel-
den,.. Whittawer. (11722 Lisi.e Huso. (1752) 45 Few har-

ness-makers, that are white tawers, understand how to dress

their hides. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Whi-
tawer. a collar-maker, or maker of husbandry harness. 1859
Geo. Ei.iot Adam Bede vt, Men are busy there menu g
the harness, under the superintendence ot Mr. Goby the
' whittaw ', otherwise saddler.

Hence fWhittawing vbl.sb., the practice of

whittawers.
1581 Kitchin Le Crt. Leete 13 Auxi >i ascun per ascun

voie corrupt les common ewes per whitawinge per lyme ou
per line.

Whitte, obs. form of Whit, White, Wit.
Whitten (hwi't'n). dial. Also 6 Sc. veyton,

7 whitting, whiting, 9 witten. [Usually whit-

ten-tree, repr. OE. hwitingtr^ow. t. hunting [oi

identical formation with WBITING sb.) + treow

Tree.] A name for the water elder or wild guelder-

rose (I'iburnuw Ofulus), and the wayfaring-tree

{V. Lantana). Also (by confusion with whicktn.

Quicken sb. 1
), the mountain-ash or rowan {Pyrus

aucupaiia), and some allied plants.

Whitten pear-tree, the service-tree [Pyrrts Sorbus) : see

quot. 1833 s.v. Whitty.
fuoo sElfric's I'oc. in Wr.-Wflicker 139/1 Variculus,

hwitinetreow. [Identified by Cockayne as Pyrus Aria,
White-IIeaui-tree] 1549 Cot/i/l. Scot. vi. 67, I sau veyton,

the decoctione of it is remeid for ane sair hede. 1578 Lvtk
Dodoens vi. Ixxx. 761 Of Marris Elder, Ople, or Dwarffe
Plane tree. ..I take this to be a shrub that is called in

Englishe, Whit ten tree, whereof are two kindes. 1597

GsKARDE Herbal in. Ixxii. 1237 The water Elder is called.

.

in English Marish Elder, and Whitten tree, Ople tree, and
Dwarffe Plane tree. 1636 Johnson Gerarde's ffer&at Tab\*i

Eng. Names, Whicken tree, i. wilde Ash... Whitten tree, i.

water Elder, or wilde Ash. 1668 Phil. Trans. III. 357 The
Whitting 01 Quicking-tree, (Lat. Fraxinus Sylvestris, and
by some Fraxinus Cambro-Britanica). a 1697 AubrRY
(Royal Soc. MS. If. 137) in Britten .S; Holland P/ant-n.,

About Cranbourn chace growes. .a tree with a white teafe.

.

no bigger than a cherry tree; they call it Whiting or White-
wood. 1847 HALMWELL, /J bitten, the wayfaring tree. Kent.

1868 Archaeologia XLII. 125 The Rowan or Quick-bean,.

.

popularly termed the Mountain Ash,., and, in some coun*

ties, the Whiten-tree and the Witty.

WMtter (hwi'UT, sb. 1 Sc, Also 6-7 qu(h)-,

-our. [Imitative.] a. A talkative person, a chat-

terer, b. Chatter, 'loquacity, prattle* (Jam.). So
Whitter-whatter in same senses.

a 1585 Montgomkrie Flyti'ng 767 Kank ruittour, scurli-

quitour [v.rr. scurlie whitlour, scurliquhittor|, and luittour.

1805 A. Scott Poems 47 What need we heed sic whilter-

whatter? 18*5 Jamikson s.v., A woman who is very garru-

lous is said to be * a perfect whitter-whatter '. 1897 E.

Hamilton Outlaws Marches iii, I would counsel you. .to

haud your whitter the night.

WMtter, *M Se. [Cf. Whittle z/J] A
draught of liquor, a drink.

1785 Burns 1st Ep. J. L*****% xlx, We'll sit down an'

tak our whitter, To chear our heart.

Whitter, v. Sc, [Later form of Quitter v. 2]

1. intr. To warble, twitter.

1513 (see Quitter w.*l c 1800 Elfer Hill 24 in R. Jamieson

Pop. Ball. (1806) I. 226 The sma fowls in the shaw began

To vs hitter in the dale.

2. To move lightly and briskly ;
to quiver,

flutter, scamper, etc.

1513 [see Quitter pA 1819 W. Tennant Papistry

Stornt'd (1827) 7 The dows and daws.-Out-whirr d and

whitter't. 1894 Flora A. Steel Potter** Thumb xni. A
'whittering beast..' Whitter \ Whitter I under the bed;

behind the boxes. That was the worst of a musk-rat
;
no

one could possibly tell where it would 'whitter next.

Whitter, var. Quitter s/O ^ense 2}.

1831 Sir C. Bell Hand (1834) 396 Sandcracks, whitter*,

inflammations, and other diseases of the horse s foot.

Whitteret, -ick, var. Whitrkt.

Whitterish (hwi-Urij"), a. dial. [? Variant of

Quitterish.] Pale, faded.

1670 Hist. Jetser 14 A pallid whitterish colour. 1854

Mtss Hakek Northampt.Gloss., Whitter»A. faded. Applied
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to clothes which have lost their colour from the effect of the

sun, or frequent washing.

Whittie-whattie (hwiti|hwoti), sb. Se. and

north, dial. Also 7 whytie whatie, 8 whity-

whaty, 9 whittee-whattee. [Reduplicated ?on

What int. pron.] Vague or undecided talk or

statement; indecision, shilly-shallying; a frivolous

excuse. So Whittie-whattie v. inlr., to be un-

decided, to shilly-shally; also, to speak low or

secretly, to mutter, whisper.

^i68o R. MacWard Contend. (1723) 3"3 The sense and I

substance of all this whittle whatlie.. will be only, ' O be
.

quiet' [etc.]. 1691 'I. Curate' Sc. Presbyt. EJoa. no
Criticks with their fnm frams and whytic whatles, may
imagine a hundred reasons. 1808 Jamieson, Whitie-whaties,

silly pretences ;. .frivolous excuses. 1811 Scott Pirate VI,

' What are ye whittie-whattieing about, ye gowk ? ' said his
|

gentle sister, who suspected the tenor of his murmurs.

Whitting, obs. var. Whiti.ng.

Whittle (hwi-t'l),j/'.l Now dial. Forms: 1-3

hwitel, 4 whitel, wytel, 5 wytele, 6 whittel,

;- whittle. [OE. hwitel, corresp. to ON. hvitill

white bed-cover (Norw. kvilel blanket) ; f. Itwtt

White a. + -el 1
, -i.e.] t a. A cloak, mantle,

tb. A blanket. C. A baby's woollen napkin or

flannel petticoat, d. A shawl or wrap.

C900 tr. Beta's Hist. IV. xxxi, Da eode bes brooor sume
diese bait he wolde his reon & his hwitlas [saga], .in sae

|

warscan. c 1000 /Eleric Gen. ix. 23 Sem and lafeth dydon '

anne hwitel \palliuni\ on hira sculdra. (11215 Ancr. R.

214 Bo8e schulen beon of wurmes his kurtel [v.r. hwitel] &
his kuuertur. a 1300 Hatter of Henley s Huso. (1890) 4
Wo bat strechet forberre ban his wytel wyle reclie in be

straue his fet he mot streche. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. XVI j. 76

When he streyneb hym to strecche, be straw is hus whitel.

1421 Wilt of Olney (Somerset Ho.), j wytele & j chete

1565 Coopkk Thesaurus, Crepuntiia,. .the first apparayle of

children, as, swathes, whittels, wastecoales, and such lyke.

1668 in Alice M. Marie Costume Colon. Times (1894) 257 A
|

whittle that was fringed. 1697 in C. Worthy Devon. Wills !

(1896) 214 To sister, Rachel Tucker, iny largest red whittle.

1700 J. Brome Tr.iv. Eng. 234 The [Devonshire] Women
j

have a peculiar sort of Garment, which they wear upon

their Shoulders, called Whittles, they are like Mantles with

fringes about the edges. 1755 Connoisseur No. So. P 7 As j

great a store of cans, clouts, biggens, belly-bands, whittles,

and all kinds of childbed-linuen.as would set up a Lying-in

Hospital. 1850 Smedley F. Fairlegh xiv, I sought out the

..old lady, whose shawl I had so unceremoniously made
j

use of [to extinguish fire]. . . I believe . . she considered Miss

Saville's safety dearly purchased at the expense of her

favourite whittle. 1871 Mrs. H. Wood Dene Hollow xxiv,
j

In a coarse red shawl—or, as it was called then, 'whittle ',..
i

Emma Geash started.

Whittle (hwi-t'l), sb.- Now dial. Forms : 4
j

qwetyll, 5 whyttel, 6 whittell, Se. quhittil,

7 whitle, <S- whittle. [Variant of Thwittle
;

cf. whack, whang.'] A knife, esp. one of a large
|

size, as a carving-knife, a butcher's knife, or one

carried as a weapon ; also, a clasp-knife.

1404 Nottingham Pec. II. 22, j. whyttel, j d. 14.. Stock'

holm Med. AIS. I. 446 in Auglia XVI II. 306 Schrape of be

ouerest bark with a qwetyll. 1515 Barclay Pgloges 111.

(1570) B vj/i The scullians. .Came seme with whittels, some
other with fleshhokes. 1570 [see quot. 1470S.V.THWITTI.K st'.}.

a 158S Sidney Arcadia ill. (1912) 434 He thought best.,

with a great whittle he had.. to cut his throate, which he

had used so with Calves, as he had no small dexteritie in it.

1591 Greene Greene's Vis. Wks. (Grosart) XII. 209 A
whittell by his belt he beare. 1608 WlNGFIELD Disc. Virg.

in Archxol. Amer. IV. 99 No penny whitle was asked of

me, but a kniffe, whereof I bad none to spare. 1653 Gata-
kkr find. Annot. Jer. 136 We shall not need to borrow

great Alexanders whiniard to cut this Gordian knot asunder,

any sory whittle will serve the turn. 1668 Drydes Even.

Love iv. (1671) 70 Here's the sixpenny whittle you gave me,

with the Mutton haft : I can spare it, for knives are of little

use in Spain. 1714 Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. (1733) II. 181 A
rousty whittle to sheer the kail. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2)

294 The knives [of Kihnaurs] were so much famed, that a
Kilmaur's [tie] whittle became proverbial. l8ai Scott
Kenilvj. xxvii, Beshrew me,, .but thou art sharper than a

Sheffield whittle ! [Cf. quot. c 1386 s.v. Thwittle si:} 1841

T. ParkerOA .y Misc. ii><7. v.d843) 117 He wears a beaver

hat, and a coat of English cloth, and has a Birmingham
whittle, and a watch in his pocket. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las
A tforjas 1. 61 In the fingers of his right [hand] was a crooked

whittle, with which.. as th« baskelfuls arrived, he would nick

the score upon notch-sticks.

b. Comb.: whittle-gait (-gate), see quot. 1804;

whittle-knife, a whittle.

1804 R. Anderson Cnmbld. Ball. (1805) 144 In some parts

of Cumberland.. he not only receives quarter-pence, but is

provided with victuals at the homes of his scholars, which

he visits in succession. This *whittle-gait (as it is called) sub-

jects him however to the toil of travelling. 1815 Bkockktt

N. C. Gloss. s.v., ' An harden sark, a guse grassing, and a

whittle gait ', were all the salary of a clergyman, not many
years ago, in Cumberland. X735 Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 76

'i'he "Whittle-Knife, with the Box-Handle, a 1811 I.evdkn

Malay Annals (1821) 54 In his hand was a whittle knife

without the haft.

Whittle, sb.* Se. and north, dial. Also 6-7

whittell, 9 Se. whuttle. Reduced form of Whit-

low. Also twhittle-rlaw = whitflaw (see Whit-

low); whittle-grass, melilot (cf. whitlow-grass^.

1500 J. Mei.vill Autob. * Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 366 We
feill mair a whittell in our fnigar nor the helthe of the haill

body. J756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 66 Sea-water. .re-

lieves wbittle-flaws before iheyexulceraie. 1774 Maclaukin

Argts. fr Decis. 94 A distemper incident to the thumb, vul-

garly called the whittle. 1815 Jamieson, Whuttle-grass.

86

t Whi ttle, z>.
T Obs. Also 6 whittel, whyt-

teV;i, whityll, 6-7 whitle. [Usually taken to be

a fig. use of next (cf. Whet v. 6), but evidence is

wanting.] trans. To ply with drink, to make drunk,

intoxicate; in pa.pple. excited by drink, drunk,

intoxicated. Hence Whittled ///. a., Whittling
vbl. sb.

1530 Pai.sgr. 500 Whan lie is well whyttelled, he wyll
j

crake goodly of his manhode, quant il a bicn bcu [etc. J. j

Ibid. 844 Well whytled, nere dronken. 1543 Becos /«-
>

Ttctivt agst. Swearing 24 Whan they are once set vpon
the ale benche, and well whytled in theyr biaynes thorow
the many cuppes that haue bene fylled in. c 1566 Merie
Tales pf Skelton in Wks. 1843 I. p. Ixiii, Skelton did fill

|

all the cuppes. .and whitled the frere. 1593 G. Hakvey
;

Pierce's Super. 44 What? gorge vpon gorge, egges vpon
egges, & sack vpon sacke?..Such edging and whitling

may happen bring you acquainted with the triumphant

chariot of rotten egges. 1601 Holland Pliny xiv. xxii. I.

427 When they.. be throughly whitled, ..then, .the secrets

of the heart are opened. 1652 Crquhakt Jeivel\-zd Drinking

healths,, .whitling themselves with Septembral juyce. 1694

Motteux Rabelais v. Prognost. v. 236 Whittled, Mellow,

Cupshotten Swillers.

Whittle, t'. 2 Also 6-7 whitle. [f. Whittle
j*.*]

L trans. To cut thin slices or shavings fiom the

surface of (a slick, etc.) ; to dress or pare with a

knife ; to reduce or sharpen by doing this.

1551 HuLOZT, Whitle a thinge small, or sharpe like a

sbafte, inspico. 1590 Fennk 1-rutes De<i.. The Persians .

.

use commonly to whittle small twigs of birch, to keepe them-

selves from.. idle cogitations. 1614 Pcrcfias Pilgrimage

iv. iv. (ed. 2) -S53 Cambyses. . whitling a sticke to passe away
the lime. 1639 J. Clarkk Parirm. 262 He will whittle an

oke to a butcherfs] pricke. 1658 Osborn Mem. King
James To Kdr., A huge blame is due to such as inannage

their pens no lesse impertinently then clowns do their knives

and hatchets, with which . . they deface and whittle the

sacred graves, .of great persons. 1662 Atwkll Faith/. Shr-

reyor 13 You must have ten sticks about a foot long apiece,

whitled and sharpned at the great end. 1714 E. Ward
Daminc Devils 32 As Lawyer! Clerks, . . Instead of minding

Bonds or Leases, Sit whitt'ling useful Pens to pieces.
_
184a

Dickkns Amer. Xotes xiv, The captain, .seated himself

astride of one of these barrels, . . and pulling a great clasp-

knife out of his pocket, began to 'whittle' it .. by paring

thin slices off the edges. 1913 Jane E. Harrison Anc. Art

ff Ritual iv. 94 These wands . . are whittled at the top into

spiral shavings.

b. transf. To wear away or reduce by a process

analogous to paring : see quots.

1736 Gcutl. Mag. Aug. 457/r, I am told they'll .. whittle

You down twenty or thirty Legs of Mutton into one sorry

Dish. 1837 Emerson Addr., Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bonn) II.

181 Like those Savoyards who getting their livelihood by

carving shepherds [etc.]. . went out one day to the mountain

to find stock, and discovered that they had whittled up the

last of their pine-trees. 1854 Miss Baker Nortkampt. Gloss.

s.v., A saddle which pinches a horse's shoulder whittles the

skin, i860 Cocger Impris. in Hurmahxix. 2i3Theoperator

succeeded in whittling out [of a wen) a something which .

.

resembled, .two or three inches of a large dew-worm, i860

Sala Badd. Peer. I. xviii. 312 An American gentleman.,

who, having tried to dissipate the ennui of the evening by

a succession of juleps, had resorted to whittling the ' Liver-

pool Albion ' up into fine shreds.

o. absol. or inlr.

1614 [sec whittling vbl. sb., below]. 18.5 J. Neal Bro.

Jonathan I. 144 A .. fellow .. who was whittling in the

corner. 1839 Makryat Diary Amer. Ser. I. II. 175 She

was the first and only lady in America that I observed to

whittle. 1880 Mary Fit/gibbon Trip to Manitoba xl. 133

He whittled away at a stick,

2. Jig. To reduce or make smaller by successive

abstractions ; to diminish the amount, force, or

importance of; to 'cut down'; to take away by

degrees, so as to reduce to nothing.

1746 Walpole Lett, to Mann (1834) II. 169 We have

whittled down our loss extremely. 1780 M. Madan jr.

Thdyphthora I. 126 Not . . whittling away the strong, noble,

manly sense ofscripture, into the ridiculous whimsand fancies

of visionaries. 1861 Major Jack Dcr.oning (1867) 74 You
estemated the receipts from land sales, in July, at 83,000^00.

Y'ou cut it down in December 10 82,300,000; and now Con-

gress, by passing ihe Homestead bill, will whittle it all off.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 17 Oct. 41 If Parliament is whittled

down so that nothing remains of it but the House of Com-

mons. 1888 M. Burrows Cinque Ports »u. 171 Ihe Ports

were annually reminded of the extent to which their ancient

supremacy had been whittled away.

3. To make or shape by whittling; to carve.

Also/fr". . ,

1848 Lowell Let. to S. II. Gay 5 May, I have contrived

to whittle out something.. for you in time for the mail.

1865 Lond. Rev. 30 Dec 686 1 Robinson Crusoe whitt.ed

a diary upon a stick. 1895 Eliz. S. Phelps Chapters from
Life i. 14 She is whittling little wooden feet to stietcb the

children's stockings on.

Hence Whittled (-'Id) ///. a. ;
'Whittling vbl.

si., (a) the action of the verb (also atlrib.) ;
(b)

concr. (in //.) fragments cut off in whittling, shav-

ings ; also fig. ; Whittling ppl. a., that whittles,

addicted to whittling. Also Whittler, one who
whittles, or is addicted to whittling as an idle trick.

179a G. Cartwright Jrnt. Labnuior I II. p. x, 'Whittled-

sticks, sticks from which beavers have eaten the bark.

1884 Gilmour Mongols 244 The bow. .was a bent and

whittled branch of some shrub. 1839 Marryat Diary

Amer. Ser. 1. I. 236 In some courts they put sticks before

noted •whittlers to save the furniture. 1907 Elem. School

Teacher Mar. 393 No one thinks of denying him the pocket-

knife because of the fear that its use will result in his

WHIZ-JIG.

becoming a mere whitller. 1614 Purchas Pilgrimage iv. v.

(ed. 2) 364 He spent the time in 'whitling with a knife.

1839 Marrvat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. 4 Each knife having

two pen-blades, one whittling blade. 1854 C Greatrex

(.title) Whittlings from the West. 1875 Hovvells Foregone

Conclus. iii. 61 Litter of shavings and whittlings strewed

the floor. 1885 Proctor Whist Pref. 10 The Whist Whitt-

lings include Whist stories, maxims, notes. 1849 Lever

Con Cregan xx, I am no laiy,. .'whittling, tobacco-chewing

Texan

!

Whittle, ti.3 {slang), var. Whiddle, to ' peach .

1717 Swift Clezer Tom Clinch 16 Tom . . said, I must speak

to ihe People a little, But I'll see you all damn'd before

I w ill whittle. 1874 Slang Vi.t., Whittle, to nose or peach.

Whittret, -it, -ick, var. Whitbet.

Whit Tuesday: see after Whit Sunday.

Whitty ihwi'ti). dial. Also 9 witty. Usually

whitty-trce = Whitien-/>«\
a 1686 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847) 56 Whitty-tree, or

wayfaring tree, is rare in this country. 1833 E. Lees Affin.

Plants (1834) 63 The true-sen ice or sorb-tree... This tree..

is called the whitty or witten pear-tree, its fruit being

exactly similar to very small pears. 1847 Halliwell,

Whitty-tree, the mountain ash. West. Ibid., Witty (L),

the mountain ash. Salop. 1868 Witty [see Whitten].

Whitwall, var. Witwall, woodpecker.

Whitworth. (hwi-twDjh). [f. name of the in-

ventor: see below.] In full, Whitworth gun or

rifle : A form of rifle (either cannon or small arm)

invented by Sir Joseph Whitworth of Manchester

(1 854), having a hexagonal bore with a rapid twist,

and firing an elongated shot. Also attrib.

Whitworth metal or steel, a specially strong make of steel

cast under hydraulic piessure, used for ordnance and for

other purposes.

1858 Greener Gunnery 3S0 The Whituorth has also a

grcattr range, but at a cost of 300 per cent, more friction. .

.

The production of the Whitworth rifle will always be looked

upon as an expeiiment of very great interest, i860 Alt

Year Round No. 73. 549 The Armstrong gun.. is a built

gun.
.

; the Whitwoi th is a casting of what is called ' homo-

geneous iron '. 1863 in Harvard Mem. Biogr. (1866) I. 251

One family had a Whitworth shot through their house

yesterday. 1868 Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci. Not. & Abstr.

195 No. 1 projectile is Whitworth steel. 1869 Ibid. (1870)

439 A projectile of ' Whitworth ' metal. 190a P. Marshall

Metal Working Tools 63 For very small threads up to

about i in. diameter, the British Association thread is

generally used, while beyond this size the Whitworth Stan-

dard is the best.

Wbity (hwsi-ti), sb. [f. White a. + -vC.J

1. A white man; in quot. as a ^Hair-proper

name : cf. BLACKY sb. I.

i8a8 P. Cunningham ^V. S. Wales (ed.3) II. 9 T"e instant

blacky perceives whily beating a retreat, he vociferates after

I

him—' Go along, you dam rascal '.

2. = Whiting sb. 1 b (a).

191s A. McCor.mick Words fr. WiU-Wood vi. 82, Ihad

thrashed the stream .. in the hope of getting a ' whitey '.

Wbity, whitey (hwaiti), a. (adv.) Also 6

whitty. [f.WHiTEa. + -Yl 2.] = Whitish.

,593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. 11. met. iii. 26 Whan *ebus. .the light

to spied begins, The star dimed.. Pales her whitly lookes.

186a C. P. Smyth Three Citns in Russia II. 139 Lofiy

rooms of a whily style of decoration. 1897 J. Hocking

bnthright xiii, She fixed her whitey, shining eyes upon me.

b. esp. (quasi-««V.) with other adjs. (or adj

with sbs.) of colour. See also Whity-bkow.n.

1856 Dk Quincev Confess. Wks. 1862 I. 139 The insipid

whity-grey bread of towns. 1870 E. O'Donovan Meiv

Oasis (1882) 1. 311 The Shah's yacht. .is painted of a dirty

whity-yellow colour. 1897 MakyKingslev W. Africa 575

"\ great seuum, with a grand head of whity-pink flower.

Wbity-brown, a. (sb.) [Whity <j. b ]

1. Of a brown colour inclining to white ;
whitish

brown
;

pale brown : most commonly of paper.

As sb. (properly two words) a whitish brown
;

ellipl. = whity-brown paper.

1777 TmHHH I Joum. France (1789) II. 104 The fre-

quent marriages of these men. .with white women, and the

succession of black, brown, and whity biown people, pi o-

duced by these very unnatural .. alliances. 1786 AlME.

D'Arblay Diary 2 Aug., She seized a piece of whitybrown

paper. 1815 Zeluca 11. 83 Detestable Creature, with her

whity-brown hair. 1816 Col.man Broad Gnus, Mr. Cham-

pernoune vii, A paper coarse in gram; lor England s

monarchs then were fain To handle whitey-biown. 186a

Thackeray Philip xix, Whitey-brown bread. 1876 Hardy

Ethelberta (1890) 17 A little green leather sheath, worn at

the edges to whiley-browiL

2. fig. Neither one thing nor another, neutral,

undecided, half-and-half.

i8o» Spectator 19 Mar. 391,1 Let us.. have no whitey-

browii men. 1895 Wtstm. Gaz. 28 Dec. 8/2 Ihe whitey-

brown men, a political tribe of undecided colour, .
.
who side

with any party. .,

Whiver (hwi-vsa), obs. or dial. f. Quiver v.-

.581 J. Bell lladdons Ansiv. Osor. 37 It is not a whiver.

ing voyce of a vow. .that can.. quenche.. those flames of

naturall corruption. 1606 Birnie Karh-BunaU (1833) io

Stately standerts and punicall pinsels, displayed for whiver.

ing in the winde. i8a5 Jlnnings Obs. Dial. It. Eng^ To

Whiver, to hover. . .,

Wbizgig (hwi- Zgig). [f. Whiz(z * Gig sb.-]

An object that whizzes round, as a revolving hum-

ming toy : cf. Whizzek a, Fizgig 2. Also attrib.

So Whii-jig [cf. Jig sb. 6], in quot. applied

(? allusively) to a pumping apparatus.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snois xxxv, A bed about the size of

one of ihose whizgig temples in which ihe Genius appears

iu a pantomime. 1891 Cut. Diet., Whizgig, a mechanical
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toy, 1891 Century Mag. Dec. 248 A labor-saving whiz-jig

was now devised.

Whizz, whiz (hw«), sb. [f. next.]

1. An act, or the action, of whizzing ; a sibilant

sound somewhat less shrill than a hiss, and having

a trace of musical tone like a buzz ; a swift move-
ment producing such a sound.
1620 T. Granger Dip, Logr'ke 201'' Through skies by

night shee flingeth, and Her whizze eanh'sdarknesse teares.

16B2 I'unvan Holy War 74 Their shot would go by their

ears with a Whizz. 1713 Guardian No. 92 P 5 He never
once Duck'dat the whizzofaCannon Hall. i798Coi.eridce
Anc. Mar, in. xvii, Like the whizz of my cross-bow. 1848
Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxvi, The. .whiz and scream
of the arriving trains, c 1850 ' Dow jr.' in Jerdan Yankee
Hunt. (1S53) 78 Shall we lumber along the road, and allow

other nations to pass us with a whiz? 1897 Meredith
Amazing Marr. ix, Amid a whizz of scythe-blades.

2. U.S. slang. An agreement, ' bargain '.

The relation to sense 1 is not clear.

1869 ' Mark Twain ' Innoc. Abr. xl, They said, each to his

fellow, Let us sleep here. .And each. .said, It is a whiz.

1876 — Tom Sawyer xxxiv, ' If we don't find it, I'll agree

to give you my drum and everything I've got.' .

.
' All right

—it's a whiz.' 1888 New York Times 30 Dec, 'You will

have to play that you are a boy, that I am master . . Is it

a whizz?' he asked.

Whizz, whiz, v. Also 6 whize, 7 whizze,

6, 9 dial. whuz(z. [Echoic. Cf. Hizz.]

1. inir. To make a sound as of a body rushing

through the air (see Whizz sb.) ; (of trees) to

rustle
;
(of a burning or hot object) to hiss, sizzle.

Now dial.

a 1547 Surrey JEneis n. 535 As wrastling windes. . Befight

themselves,. .The woods do whiz. i58aSTANYHURST J'£'«f/j>"

it. (Arb.) 67 Thee flams surmounting tenements doo whize
to the skyward. 1589 [see Whizzing ppl. a.]. 1617 May
Lucan vi. 199 The fire whizzes in burning eyes. 1675
Dryden Aurengz. v. (1676) 85 'Tis dry

—
'twill hum— Ha,

ha ! how my old Husband crackles there !..I know him ;

he'll but whiz, and strait go out. mi Swift Jml. to

Stella 10 Apr., Is Dilly gone to the Bath? His face will

whizz in the water. 1763 Coi.man Tcrrm-Filius No. 1. p 4

Some queer old Gentleman may be alarmed nt the Crackers
bouncing about his Ears,, .or a Squib whizzing in his Peri-

wig. 1787 Grose Pror: Gloss., Whiz, to hiss like hot iron

in water. 1841 S. Warren Ten Thou, i. The sound of

his tea-kettle, hissing, whizzing, sputtering in the agonies

of boiling over.

fb. To wheeze. Obs.

1607 [see Whizzing vbl. sb.\. x6n Cotgr. s. v. Pigeon-
nea/t, 11 a mongi' lespigeonneaux.said of'a man that whizzes,

or speakes hoarse. 1688 Holme Armoury n. 134 '1 A
Baboon W*bizeth, hath a Shrill Whizing. i748[see Whizzing
ppl. a. b].

2. To move swiftly with or as with such a sound.

1391 Harington Ort.Fur. ix. Ixix, The shot, gainst which
no armour can suffice, . . Doth whiz, and sing. 1601 Shaks.

Jul. C. 11. i. 44 The exhalations, whizzing in the ayre, Giue
so much light, that I may reade bythem. c 1611 Chapman
Iliad xxii. 123 The Hauke comes whizzing on. 1697 Dry-
den /Eneis xi. 1169 When the Jav'lin whizz'd along the

Skies. rti7»i Sheffield (Dk. Bnckhm.) Wks. (1723) II. 8

Both of us sitting together on the quarter-deck, heard
a bullet whizzing over our heads. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs.
vn. 741 How the quoit Whizzed from the Stripling's arm !

1853 Hawthorne Engl. Notcbks. (1883) I. 423 The small,

black steamers, whizzing industriously along. 1914 * Ian
Hay' Knt.on Wheels xiii. § 2 Watching for the motors
that whizzed, .along the straight white road.

b. fig. To have a sensation of such a sound.

1797, 1854 [see Whizzing vbl. sb.]. 1865 Darwin in Lifefy
Lett. (1887) III. 34 Reading makes my head whiz. 1898
[see Whizzing vbl. sb.].

3. trans. To cause to whizz ; to hurl, shoot, or

convey swiftly with a whizz ; spec, in technical

use, to dry by centrifugal force in a rapidly re-

volving apparatus (cf. Whizzi b b).

1836 W. Irving Astoria xlv, He was on the point of

whizzing a bullet into the target. 1880 Meredith Tragic
Com. vii, A Balearic slinger al>out to whizz the stone.

1882 Crookks Dyeing t\ Tissue-Printing 228 Enter at

112 F., raise to a boil in three turns, wash well, whiz, and
dry. 1884 W. S. B. M c Laren Spinning (ed. 2) 39 Most of
the wool is ' whizzed ' after drying.

Whizz, whiz, int. and adv. An exclamation

imitating the sound described under Wiuzz sb. and

v. ; as adv. = with a whizz.
i8is H. & J. Smith Re;. Addr., Fire <y ^.The water.

.

bubbled and simmer'd and started off, whizz ! z8i8 Scott
lir. Lamm, xx, Whiz went the bolt. 1869 Browning Ring
<$• Bk. xii. 347 When whiz and thump went axe.

b. Comb, whrzz-bang colloq. the shell of a

small-calibre high-velocity German gun, so called

from the noise it made; also as int.

1915 'Ian Hay' 1st Hund. Thous. xviii, A whizz-bang is

a particulaily offensive form of shell which bursts two or

three times over, like a Chinese cracker. 1920 LuiCQMt
Staff Tales 59 Whizz-bang ! Something grazes parapet.

Whizzer (hwrzai). [f. Whizz v. + -SB 1
.]

Something that whizzes ; spec. a. a toy that makes
a whizzing noise when whirled round ; b. a

machine for drying various articles by the centri-

fugal force of rapid revolution ; a hydro-extractor.
1881 Tylor in Academy 9 Apr. 265 A toy mechanically

curious and called in England a ' whizzer ' or ' bull-roarer '.

1887 Pall Mall Gat. 6 July 14/1 The whizzer. .dries clothes

tn 1,000 revolutions a minute. 188. Sci. Amer. (N. S.)

LVTII. 178 (Cent. Diet.) Ritchie's Steam Whizzer.—

A

machine for treating musty grain.

"Whizziness: see after Whizzy a.
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Whizzing (hwi-zin), vbl. sb. [f. Whizz v. +

-ing 1.1 The action or sound denoted by Whizz.

1607 Topseli. Four./. Beasts 1 1 Of the Cynocephalc or

liaboun... Their voyce is a shrill whizing. 1631 Anchokan
Contemns" Gate Tongues no For fcare the hinges should

make some noyse (or whizzing). 1710 Luttrf.ll BriefPel.

(1857) VI. 623 His liorse, being frighted by the whizzing of a

cannon ball, threw him. 1797 T. Morton Cure/or Heart-

ache I. ii, Such a whizzing and spinning in my head. 1832

Ht. M \RTlSf.\v Manch.Strihevi. 65 The incessant whizzing

and whirling of the wheels. 18S4 Miss Baker Northampt.

Gloss., She complain'd of such a whuzzing in her ears. 1884

\V. S. Ii. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 49 The whizzing in the

hydro-extractor is sufficient. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V.

818 Whizzing* in the head.. are complained of.

b. atlrib. Whizzing-stick = Whizzer a.

1890 Amer. Anthrop. III. 258 The ' whizzing-stick ' or

' bull-roarer ' on the West Coast of Africa.

Whizzing', ///• a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
.] That

whizzes : see the verb.

1589 A. F. I'irg. Bueol. vii. 1 Daphnis..sat him downe
vnder a whizzing holme. 159a R. D. Hypncrotomachia

(1890) 3 A stopping hinderance to their current and whuzing
fall. 1611 Drayton Poly-olb. xx. 231 When the whizzing

Dels the silent ayre doe cleaue. 1638 \V. Lisle Heiiodorns

IX. 152 A whizzing cloud of arrowes dimd the Sim. a 1769

Falconer Shipivr. III. 734 My stun'd ear tingles to the

whizzing tide. i8n H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., "J ale Drury
Lane 165 Still o'er his head, while Fate he braved, His

whizzing water-pipe he waived. 1840 Thackeray Fans
Sh.-tk. xix. (1869) 284 A whizzing, screaming steam engine.

1870 TllOHNBURY Tour rd. Eug. I. ii. 27 [We] sweep on

with whizzing wheels past broad nursery gardens.

b. Of a sound : Of the nature of a whizz.

i6ai T. Williamson tr. Goulort's Wise Vieillard 183 The
heauens shall passe away, with a whizzing tempestuous

noyse. 1664 S. Taylor in Evelyn's Pomona 50 Which
evaporates with a sparkling and whizzing noise. 1748 tr.

Vegetius Renatus' Distempers Horses 183 He makes a

whizzing Noise in his Breast. 1819 Good Study Med. (td. 3)

I. 563 Whizzing voice. The voice accompanied with a

whizzing or hissing sound. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anal. I,

232/2 A peculiar whizzing sound,, .perceptible on applying

..a stethoscope to the tumour. 1891 Smiles Mem. J.

Murray xx. II. 3 A whizzing sound in his ears.

Hence Whizzingly adv. In recent Diets.

Whizzle, v. dial. Also 6 whizle, whyzle.

[f. Whizz v. + -i.e.]

1. intr. To whizz or whistle.

158a Stasyhlrst .'Kueis 1. 93 Rush do the winds forward

through perst chinck narrolye wllizling. 1901 Daily News
1 Apr. 5/4 The nagaikas whizzled, and the students were

falling to the ground row after row.

2. trans. To obtain slily.

1787 Grose Pro-.: Gloss., Whizzle, to get any thing away
slily. 1847 Halliwell, Whizzle, to obtain anything slily.

1894 Bridges Nero 11. 1. ii. 319, 'Twould be guessed whence
I whizzled it.

Whizzy (hwi-zi), a. rare. [f. Whizz sb. or v.

+ -l"].] Characterized by whizzing; fig. {dial.)

dizzy, giddy. Hence Whizziness, quality or

state of whizzing.

1839 Thackeray Leg. St. Sophia e/Kioff xviii. « The
swift arrow's whizziness causing a dizziness. 1866 Thorn-
bcry Greatheart Iviii, I felt all whizzy and sleepy like.

Wh.0 (h/7, uneviph. \\tt),pron. (sb.) Forms : 1-3

hwa, (1 hua), 2-3 hwo, hwoa, 2-4 wa, (2 wua,

3 whae, wse, wea, wah, hwoo, 3W0), 3-5 hoo,

3-6 wo, 3-5. 6-Sc. wha, ^4 huo), 4-6 ho, whoo,

4, 9 dial, whe, 5 woo, {Sc. vho, 5-9 dial, how,
6 hou, Sc. vha), 6-7 whoe, (9 Sc. whae), 3-

who; 3-5 quo, (3 quuo), 4 qwo, qwa, 4-5, 6

Sir. qua, '4-8 Sc. quha, 5-6 Sc. quhay, 5-7 Sc.

quho, [6 St. qwha, quhe). [OE. hwa = OFris.

hwa, OS. hwe, hwie (MDu., Du. wie), OIIG. hwer,

wer (MHG., G. wer), ODa. hwa (Da. hvo), Goth.

hwas, fern, hwo :— OTent. *\waz, *\wez :— Indo-

eur. *q"os, *</"es. For oblique forms see Whom,
Whose. For the vocalism cf. Two.
Indo-eur. o

,r
o-, o'

r
e; q"d. are represented outside Germanic

by Skr. ha, fern, ha, neut. had (What), Zend hd, ha, hat,

Lith. has, OS1. hit-to (Russ. KTO), Gr. irirepot, Ionic «o-

T«pos, etc., Em gut, qua, quod, Umbrian poi who, Oscan
pod what, OI r. cia, ce'.ead, ax-r/i any one, ca-te, co-ie what is,

w. ptoy who, pa what, paup any one, Gael, co who: the

variant q
M

i. is represented by Skr. his ftnterrog. particle\

cid (indef. particle), him what, how, why, etc., Zend oil,

Gr. ti>, ti (:—#nl), L. quis, quid, Umbrian sve-pis if any one,

Oscan pis, pid, 0S1. !l-to what (Russ. MTO), Ir., Gael. nW.
For the stem-types as represented in derivative formations

in English see When, Where, Whether, Which, Whither,
Whos, Why, and How adv.]

I. Interrogative and allied uses.

1. As the ordinary interrogative pronoun, in the

nominative singular or plural, used of a person or

persons : corresponding to what of things (What
A. 1).

Formerly sometimes with partitive of, where which is

ordinarily used (Which 3 b).

c 1000 Alkric Gram, xviii. (Z.) 113 Quis hoc fecit ? hwa
dyde ftis? c isoo Obmis 9755 Wha tahhte |BW To fleon &
to forrbu^henn patt irre batt to cumenn iss? c 1150 Gen.

<\ Ex. 359 Quo seide Se 5at 5u wer naked ? c 1300 liarrcnv.

Hell (L) 63 Who ys bat ych here bore ? c 1375 Cursor M.
3725 (Fairf.) His fader asked him qua art fou.And he

onsquared bi sone esau. c 1375 St. Leg. Saints ix. {Bsr.

t/iohmeus) 40 Quha is bat, we pray be. 138a Wyclif Gen.

xlviii. 8 Who ben thes?..My sones thei ben. a 1400-50

Wars Alex. 834" (Dubl. MS.) Whyne ert bou & who &.

what makys bou here ? 15*6 Tindale Matt. xii. 48 Who is

WHO.
my mother? or who are my brethren ? 1600 Shaks. A. Y.

L. in. ii. 198 Nay, but who is it? 1663 Kh.ligkf.w Parson s

Wedd. in. v, Caret. How can that be? Jolt. It is the
Scrivener at the Corner. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 33 Who
first sedue'd them to that fowl revolt ? Th* infernal Serpent.

1703 Rowf. Fair Penit. iv. i. G 2 b, Who of my Servants
wait there? < 1800 Jock o' the Side xvi. in Whitelaw Bk.
Sc. Ballads (1857) 380/1 Whae's this kens my name sae
weil. . ? 1863 Miss 1 Ikaddon Aurora F/oydxxx, ' Who can
it be, dear V'.. 'at such a time too.' 1865 Kisgsi.ev f/eretv.

x, ' And he is killed? ' 'Who? Hereward?' 1904 Wkymas
Abb. Vlaye'w, And who— who does she say dared to commit
this outrage?

b. With intensive additions, ns who t/ie devil,

who on earth, etc.

l 1470 Henry Wallace v. 743 Quha dewill thatm maid so
galy for to ryd ? 1525 ].n. Herners F/oiss, II. ii. A iij,

Some therat dide murmure and..sayd: Who the deny!!
hath sent for theym? 1749 I'iklding Tom Jones xv. v,

Why, who the Devil are you? d 1849 H. Colf.iui-gk Ess.

(1851) I. 255 Who upon earth c>-uld ever paint the bare sea'.'

C. In pregnant or emphatic sense, relerring to a

person's origin, character, position, or the like
;

cf. What A. 2.

In rhetorical questions often approaching or merging
with 7.

138a Wyclif Rom. xiv. 4 Who art thou, that demest
anothir [v.r. anothris] seruaunt? 1536 Tindale Acts xix.

15 Jesus I knowe, and Paul I knowe : but who are ye?

1548 Udall, etc. F.rasm. Par. Matt. xv. 16 Who saye ye

that I am? »6n Bible Exod. v. 2 Who is the Lord that

I should obey him? — Isa. lxiii. 1 Who is this that com.
nieth from Edom ? 1840 Browning Sordelto 11. 635 Who
were The Mantuans, after all, that he should care About
their recognition? 1898 Begtavia Aug. 462 * Who is he?

'

'Mr. I.egge— Eustace Legge.
1

'Yes. But ivho is he?'
' I don't know.'

d. Substituted for the name of a person in

asking for explanation : cf. What A. 4 b.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones :;vi. ii, 'I am come. -by the

Command of my Lord Fellamar,
1 'My Lord who?' 1837

Dickfns Pickiv. xx, ' I heerd 'em laughing, and saying how
they'd done old Fireworks.' 'Old who?' said Mr. Pick-

wick. 1841 S. Warren Ten Thou. 1. ii, ' What's your
names?' 'Mr. Tittlebat Titmouse,' answered that gentle-

man..' Mr.7t'//j?' exclaimed the old woman.

2. In a rhetorical question, suggesting or imply-

ing an emphatic contrary assertion.

e.g. Who would. . ? - No one would..; Who would
not . .1 — Any one would . .

; /' 'ho knows . . ? — No one

knows..; Who but.. ? = No one but, no one else than..;

etc. See also who not in 4b. (Cf. What A. 3, Where 4.)

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 5 Hwa is moncynnes ba:c tie

wundrie? ( 1000 /Elfhic Gen. xxi. 7 Hwa wolde ^elyfao,

ba^t Sarra sceolde Iceman cild to byre breoste..on ylde ?

a 1300 Cursor M. 454 Qua herd euer a wan* auntur? 13.

.

/;. E. A/lit. J\ A. 427 pe croune fro hyr [sc. Mary] quo
nio^t remwe, But ho hir parsed in Mini fauoui ? c 1386

Chaucer Knt.'s T. 601 Who koude ryme in englyssh pro-

ptely His inaitirdom? for sothe it am nat I. 15*6 Tindale
Rom. viii. 35 Who shall seperate vs from goddes loue?

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Quip iv, Then came brave Glorie

putting by, In silks that whistled, who but he \ 1735 Popk
Kp. Arbuthnot 213-14 Who but must laugh, if such a man
there be? Who would not weep if Atticus were he ? 1782

Cowper Gilpin 113 Away went Gilpin— who but he? 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop lxxiii, Of course he married, and who
should be his wife but Barbara? 1855 Tennyson Maud 1.

xn. ii, Where was Maud? in our wood ; And I, who e!-e,

was with her. 1914 KiriiNG For all we have and are 39
Who stands if freedom fall?

3. In a dependent question, or clause of similar

meaning, f In early use also with that (THAT
conj. 6).

For the distinction between the dependent interrogative

and the relative, cf. note s.v. What A. I.*\

Be&ivulf 52 Men ne cunnon secgau..hwa baem hlaeste

onfeng ! awj$Cott. Horn. 2.^1 To under5eite wa an alle

his cynerice him were frend o5er fend, ciaoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 159 LusteS nu wich maiden bat is. .and hware he was
fet and hwo hire ledde and wu and hwider. a 1240 Lofsong
in O. E. Horn. I. 211 Ich. .nabbe hwoa me fioure. a 1150

Owl .5- Night. 1 195 1c wot hwo sal beo anhonge. U97
R. Glouc (Rolls) 985 Wan a child were ibore & me in

doute were Wo were be fader. 13. . Northern Passion 803

(Cainb. Gg. 5. 31), Tell vs now who smate be. 1340 Ayenb.

264 Me him acse^ huo he ys. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2733 pe

werwolf went ber-to to wite ho were bere. a 1400 A*. Clone
Chron. (1724) 40 (MS. B.) Among hem..stryf me m>3te se,

Wuche mest maistres were, & hoo schulde lord be. 14*3

Jas. I Kingis Q. lvii, Maist thou noght se Quho commyth
}ond ? a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 47 That ladyes . . might se

Who that beste were of dede. 1469 Paston Lett. Suppl.

(1901) 129 If he happed to dye, how shuld come after hym
ye wote never. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros
Wks. (S.T.S.) 13 The examinatouris . , sal declair to the

rectour. .quha ar worthy of promotion. 1595 Shaks. John
11. i. 400 Shall we. .lay this Angiers euen with the ground,

Then after fight who shall be king of it? 1611 — lr int. 'J.

iv. iv. 612 They throng who should buy first. 1617 S.

Collins Epphata to F. '/'. 374 It might put him in minde

of who had beene there sometime. 1677 Ravensckoft

Wrangling L overs v. i. 67 Did he know w ho I was ? a 1700

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Highjinks, a Play at Dice who

Drinks. 1800 Lathom Dash of Day \. i,_ 'I ell the young

gentleman.. a gentleman wishes to see him immediately;

don't say who, but bring him hither directly. 1803 G. Rose

Diaries (i860) II. 56 Not having a guess of who he was.

188a Besant All Sorts xx'iv. (1898) 167 What her obligations

were, and who thi* lady was, belongs in no way to this

4. Thrases. a. Who is who (chiefly in dependent

clause) : who is one and who is the other ; who
each of a number of persons is, or what position

each holds. (Cf. What A. 8 a, Which 4 b.)

fWho and who are (or who's) together: who is allied
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with or engaged to whom. Who's Who, the title of a refer-

ence manual of contemporary biography, issued first in 1849,
and in a new and enlarged form in 1897; also trans/.

c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 380 She saugh hem hothe two
But sikerly she nyste who was who. a 1500 [see What A.
8 a]. 170a T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. 70 Let's take a
Trip into the Land of Marriage, and see Who and Who are

together. 1709 Steele Taller No. 35 P 3 A general Know-
ledge of who and who's together. 1712-13 Swift Jrnl. to

.Stella 4 Jan., I showed the Bishop.. at Court, who was
who. 1720 Mrs. Bkadshaw in C'tess Suffolk's Lett. (1824)

I. 50 Pray let me hear a little how your court goes, who
and who are together, i860 Emily Eden Semi-attached
Couple ii, Though she could not distinguish who was who,
yet she had a right to say she had seen 'the marquess'.
190a Eliz. L. Banks Newspaper Girl'76 With the exception

of those persons of art and letters who were celebrated in

my own country as well as in England, I knew nothing of
' who was who' in London. 1918 Nat. Geogr. Mag. XXXIV.
64 Those whose names would be in history's ' Who's Who '.

b. Phrases used as sbs., etc.

/ know not (mod. / don't knoiv) who, Lord knows who,
etc.: some person or persons unknown, or of unknown
origin, status, etc (cf. 1 c): so and I don't know who ail

(colloq. rare : cf. What A. 8 b), = ' and various other persons

unspecified'; who-do-you-think (f who-dost-think), substi-

tuted for the name of a person to be guessed. Who not (cf. 2

above and What-not i); any one whatever, any one and
every one, all kinds of people (now rare or obs.). Who-say
(now dial.): a vague report, a rumour; in quot. 1583, a
pretended excuse. Also who's-afraid adj. phr., defiant,

swaggering.
1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 7S9 Half way hameward vp the

calsay, [He] Said to his servandis for a quha say: ' Alace I

the porier is foryett '. a 1586 Sidney Afiol. Poetrie (1595)
D2, Innumerable examples, . .as Brutus, Alphonsus. ., and
Who not. 1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 131 Heere
stood I musing. .Till Iockie wha dost thinke speard vp to

me. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 18 He was great with..
Erasmus, Grocyn, Latimer, Tonstall, and who not. 1744
M. Bishop Life 99 To throw herself away upon the Lord
knows who. 1823 Southey Hist. Penins. War I. v. 249 note,

St. Antonio on one side, and St. I know not who on the

other. 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng., Wlwsay, or
Hoosay, a wandering report ; an observation of no weight.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xli, A vagabondish who's-afraid sort

of bearing. 1844 Hm.ibukton Sam Slick in Eng. xlviij.

(18581 304 And then he'd go over a whole string— Mason,
Mickle, Burns, and I don't know who all. 1905 Elin.
Glyn I'iciss. Ezang. 5 Mamma's father was a lord, and her
mother I don't know who.

^1 5. Used ungrammatically for the objective

Whom, in senses corresponding to any of the above.
Common in colloquial use as obj. of a verb, or of a preposi-

tion following at the end of the clause; formerly also of a
preposition preceding (now only when substituted for a noun
ur pronoun as in 1 d).

1450 Paston Lett. I. 112, I rehersyd no name, but me
thowt be hem that thei wost ho I ment. 1540 Cranmer
Remains (Barker Soc) 401 Who shall your grace trust

heieafter, if you might not trust him? 1546 J. Hkywood
Prov. (1874) 52 At sight of me he asked, who have we
there ? 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 74 To whom came he?..
What saw he?. .Who ouercame he? 1591 — / Hen. Vf9

in. iii. 62 Who ioyn'st thou with? 1681 T. Flatman Hera-
clitus Rtdens No. 39(1713) I. 258 Who have we to thank..
but the Whigs? 1753 Footf. Englishm. in Paris 11, Puck,
Why, have you observ'd nothing? Mrs. Sub. About who?
1807 Southey Espriella's Lett. (1814) III. 68 This leads to

a discussion, .who the son married, whether the daughter
died single [etc.]. 1874 Hardy Farfrom Mud. Crowd \xx,
Who are you speaking of? 1881 Mallock Rom. igthCent.
II. 154, I know, .who it comes from.

II. Relative uses (formerly often with that,

That conj. 6, rarely with as),

6. As compound relative in the nominative in

general or indefinite sense : Any one that : «= Who-
ever 1. arch, or literary, a. with pronominal
correlative in following clause.

^1230 Halt Meid. 23/233 Hwa bat sehe benne hu be
engles beoS isweamed . .stani were his heorte }if ha ne
mealte i teares. c 1315 Shoreham 1. 195 Who batentreb ber
HehissaufTeuere more, c 1325 Poem temp. Edw. //(Percy)
Ixiii, Who that is in such offys, Ne come he ner so pore, He
fareth witin awhile As he had selver in horde. C1330 Ring
nfTars 990 Ho that nolde do hi heore red, Cristen men talc

of heore hed. e 1375 Cursor M. <f8j (Fairf.) Wha dose.,
bat wriched pli^t He salle be done to dede. c 1400 Anturs
of Arth. xix, But ho his bidding brekes, bare bei bene of
blys. C1460 Wisdom 71 in Macro Plays 38 To yowur loue
wo dothe repeyer, All felycyte yn bat crentur ys. 1470-85
Malory Arthur 1, vii. 43 Who that holdeth ageynst it we
wille slee hym. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xx. 453
Who that had be there than, he sholde have seen grete faytes
of armes. c 1540 Lyndesay Atttd Man <$• Wife 109 Wks.
1879 II. 337 Quha wald haif weir, God send thame littill

rest. «573-8o Tussek Husb. (1878) 47 Who soweth in raine,

he shall reape it with teares. 1607 Bp. Hall Ps. i. 1 Who
hath not walkt astray, . .Oh, how that man Thrice blessed is !

1892 Kipling Barrack-room Hail., East <y West 24 Who
rides at the tail of a Border thief, he sits not long at his meat.

b. without correlative.

c 1350 Will. Paterae 2379 Ho wol winne his wareson, now
wi^tly him spede Forto saue my sone, or for sorwe i deye.

' 1375 S& Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 21 t pat, quha to hym
ferine treutht gafe, He suld euire luf oure be lafe. 1400

26 Pol Poems i. 145 Who that takeb fro pore to eke with his,

ffor that wrong is worthy wo. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 33
Quha tikis till half mar knawlage in that part, Go reid.

1543 tr. Act Edw. I, c. 5 Who that is attaynted of wast,

shal lese the thing wasted. 1600 W. Watson Daacordon
(1602) 101 tnarg.. Let who as list be blinded with these

patches. Ibid, 186 To lie open to the spoileof who that first

can catch it. 1600 Marston etc. Jack Drum's Entert. 1.

(1601) B, Let who will climbe ambitious glibbery rowndes.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C 1. iii. 80 Cask. Tis Caesar that you
nieane : Is it not, Cassius? Cassi. Let it be who it is. 1604
— Oth. 111. iii. 156 Who steales my puise, iteales trash.

1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 25 Visible

to the Eyes of who shall consider them. 1797 Jane Austen
Sense <V Sensib. xxx, When a young man, be he who he
will,, .promises marriage, he has no business to fly off from
his word. 1855 Kingsley Westw, Hoi v, Each shall slay

his man, catch who catch can. 1856 — Poems, Farew. 9
Be good, sweet maid, and let who can be clever. 1871

Browning Balaust. 22, I passionately cried to who would
hear. 1896 A. Austin England's Darling 11. iv, Who holds
the sea, perforce doth huld the land, And who lose that

must lose the other too.

t C. In a dependent qualifying clause with loose

construction (without correlative) and with con-

ditional force : Tf any one: = Whoever 2. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2235 Inolde no^t abbe uorsake bat

lond, wo me adde ibrojt berto. a 1300 Cursor M. 42 pis

fruit bitakens alle oure dedis, Both gode and illequa rightly

redis. Ibid. 1969 Qua bat slas or man or wijf, par gas na
ransun bot liue for lijf. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 391 Quha
in battaill mycht him se, All othir contenance had he.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 298 Hit is tolde. .wo hat trawe lyst,. .he

highyt vnto belle yates. 1420-2 Lydc. Thebes 2117 And in

despit, who that was lief or loth A sterne pas thorgh the halle

he goth. c 1500 Melusine 285, I were not so joyous who that

had gyuen me a C thousand besansof gold, as 1 am to haue
fond the. a 1536 Wyatt Poems, To cause accord or to

aggrie 16 Twixt lyff and deth say what who sayth There
lyveth no lyff that draweth breth. 1556 Lauder Tractate

of Kyngis 69 Christe. .sched, also quha vnderstude, Als
gret abundance of his hlude For the pure sely nakit thyng
As he sched for the Potent kyng.

fd. Introducing a clause expressing comparison,

with idiomatic superlative. Obs.

c 1500 Melusine 170 Thenne was the oost gretly mevyd,
& came to the port who best coude. 1600 W. Watson
Decacordou (1602) 347, I euer detesting [heresy] as much
as who can detest it most. 1658 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 11.

verse 14. vii. §4 Elijah, who did as great wonders., by
prayer, as who greatest? Ibid. 15. xviii. § 2 There was
a lime . . that Paul loved the world as well as who most.

7. As who ;freq. followed by would or should) :

as or like one who ; hence (with loss of relative

force), as if one. arch,

c 1380 Wyclie Sel. Wis. II. 401 Al bis shal be bou3t, as

who bieb an oxe or a cow. Ibid. III. 123 pei sellen Gods
worde, as who schulde selle an oxe. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
4649 We erd no3t in dementis as euirmare to duell, Bot as

qua pas a pilgrymage fra Parysch to rome. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 294b 2 He..pressyd her..bytwene foure grete

stones as who shold presse olyues. 1513 Douglas sEneis
vi. vii. 60 Sic wys as quha throw cluddy skyis saw. 1606
[see As B. 12 a]. 1659 Fuller Appeal In/. Innoc. 1. ii. a
The Tanner was the Worst of all Masters to his Cattle, as

who would not onely load them soundly whilest living, but

Tan their Hides when dead. at6y/ Bakkow Serm. Wks.
1687 I. 305 Every man gladly would be neighbour to a quiet

person, as who. .doth afford all the pleasure of conversation,

without any .. trouble. 1873 Morlky Rousseau I. vi. 210
Such speech, .was probably, .a mere freak of the tongue,, .as

who should go to a masked ball in guise of Mephistopheles.

1887 Morris Odyss. xi. 608 With his bow.. in his hand and
the arrow laid on the string, And peering round about him
as who would loose at a thing.

b. Most commonly with the vb. say. (a) fas
who saith or say, as they say, as is commonly said,

as the saying is ; also = next
;

{b) as who should

say (arch.), f (c) as who would (occas. might)

say, as if saying, as if one should say, as one may
say, as much as to say.

(a) 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 24 Severne & temese ; homber
is bet bridde ; & banne is, as a,wo seib, bat pur lond amidde.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7046 Alle bat spake of syre

Troyle Was skraped awey, as whoseyoyle. a 1340 Hamtole
Psalter cxliii. 6 Lorde helde bi heuens and descend..

Aswhasay, we ere in feghtynge [etc.L C1380 Wyclif Sel.

Wks. II. 127 Pilat answeride, pat Y have writun, I have
wrttun; as who seib, bis writing shal stonde. 1423 J as. I

h'ingis Q. Ixxvii, Sodaynly, as quho sais at a thoght, It

opnyt. 1438 in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) II. 438 His
tarying here dothe. .grete hurte, what for the wages of hym
and his retenue, as who say lost. 1559 Mlrr. Mag.. Sir

Thomas of Woodstock xiv, To bridle the prince of a realme,

Is euen (as who sayethj to striue with the streame. 1611

W. Sclater Rey (1629) 14 Papists hence inferre (that the

Scriptures are] not to be permitted to lay-people, in their

Mother-tongue: abusing to this purpose the saying of

Christ, Mat. 7. 6. as who say all Gods people were Dogges.
(b) c 1375 Cursor M. 861 1 ( Fairf.) Ho turned hir ouer. . As

qua sulde sai, I knaw na harme. 1527 Tindale Wicked
Mammon (1528) 36 If I preache (sayeth he) I haue nought
to reioyse in, for necessyte is put vnto me, as who shulde

say, god hathe made me so. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii.

50 He doth nothing hut frowne (as who should say, and you
will not haue me, choose). 1661 R. L'Estrange Interest

Mistaken 127 This is but another Alarm, as who should

say ; Look to your selves my Masters. 1717 Mrs. Centlivre
Bold Stroke for Wife 1. ii, They command Regard, as who
should say, We are your Defenders. 1841 Dickens Bam.
Rudge xhv, Mr. Dennis coughed and shook his head, as

who should say, 'A mystery indeed !' 1905 Wells Kipps
it. ix. § 1 Sid beamed at Kipps, as who should say, 'You
don't meet a character like this every dinner-time '.

(c) 1526 I'ilgr. Perf.iVI. de W. 1531)8 It was (as whomyght
saye) the hynder parte of god that they sawe. 1532 Tindai.k
Expos. Matt. v. (c 1550) 32 b, They sayed to the Apostles :

ye wolde bryng thys mans bloud vpon vs, as who wolde
saye, we slue him not. 1664 J. Wilson A. Comtienius 1. i,

They all lookt wistly one on t'other. As who would say,

'twas true enough, but yet [etc.]. 1675 Burthogge Causa
Dei 19 He shall come. .in Divine Majesty, as who would
say, that when he Judges.. He will show himself like God.

8. As compound relative in the nominative, of

persons (less fieq. a person) : The persons (or

person) that, arch, (Chiefly a latinism ; esp. in

' There are who . .
.' = h. Sunt qui . . .)

1596 Dalhymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vm. (S.T.S.) II.

90 marg., Quha pape was in thir days, allowit al at the
kings requeist. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 109 Macb. The
Thane of Cawdor hues ; why doe you dresse me In borrowed
Robes? Ang. Who was the Thane, liues yet. 1627 J.
Doughty Disc. Div. Myst. (1628) 20 There are who hold no
art or science to be extant, which [etc.]. 1644 Milton
Judgem. Bucer To Parlt. B 4 b, If thir own works be not
thought sufficient to defend them, there livs yet who will

be ready.. to debate.. this matter. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. 11. xxiv. 262 Through the
ingratitude of who commands [It. di chi domauda], 1713
Tickell Poems, To Addison, on Cato 36 Who think like

Romans, could like Romans fight. 1805 Wordsw. Ode to
Duty ii, There are who ask not if thine eye Be on them.
1871 Bkowning Pr. Hohenstiel-Schwangau 1007 He should
know, sitting on the throne, how tastes Life to who sweeps
the doorway. 1903 F. W. Maitland in Comb. Mod. Hist.
II. xvi. 569 There were who held that the Queen was
Supreme Head iure divino.

f b. In the phrase but who ~ * except (one, those';

who', 'who . . not': now replaced by but what
(What C. 5).
1675 Burthogge Causa Dei 158 Should none arrive at

Heaven but who had first arrived to a Stale of Perfection. .,

Heaven would be empty. 1757 Wakburtc-n Lett, to Hunt
(1809) 249, I don't meet with one but who singly says yes.

1774 Kamks Sketches 1. 1. i. 31 There is scarce a peasant
but who has a chess-board and men.

9. As simple relative (of a person or persons),

introducing a clause defining or restricting the

antecedent and thus completing the sense : = That
ret. pron. 1.

In modern printing usually distinguished from 10 by the
absence of a comma before the relative: tf. Which B. 8,

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1977 He nadde bote an doUer wo
mi^te is eir be. 13.. Northern Passion I. 154/382* Als men
may here wha takes entent. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 445
Lordingis quha likis for till ber, The romanys now begynnys
her. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 111. iii. 68 A man who hath
aniehonestie in him. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch. Porch
i, A verse may fmde him, who a sermon flies. 1707 Set.

Charters Trad. Lomp. iSelden Soc.) 257 All and eveiy other

person and persons who shall be a subscriber or subscribers

to the fund. 1709 Pope Ms*. Crit, 363 As those move
easiest who have learn'd to dance. 1768 Goldsm. Goodn.
Man iv, I must disclaim his friendship who ceases to be

a friend to himself. 18x9 Lingard Hist. Eng. I. i. 11 The
fust who exported this metal .. were certain Phenician
adventurers Irom Cadiz. 1864 Newman Apol. 329 The men
who had driven me from Oxford were distinctly the Liberals.

1893 Max Pemberton Iron Pirate i. One who.. can com-
mand and be obeyed in ten cities.

fb. Used as correlative to such, where as is

now idiomatic: cf. Which B. 10 b. Obs.

1584 J. Melvill Autob. it Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 174 To.

.

mak his eares patent to sic wha could alienat his mynd
from the guid cause. i662[seeSuCH B. 12}. ijt^Guardian
No. j r 1 And instruct such who are not as wise as himself.

10. As simple relative introducing an additional

statement about the antecedent, the sense of the

principal clause being complete without the rela-

tive clause ; thus sometimes equivalent tu * and he

(she, they) ' : cf. Which B. 7, 9 a.

Formerly often placed at a distance from the antecedent
(one or more sbs. intervening), with consequent obscurity or
ambiguity : see quots. 1534, 1655.

1466-7 in Maun, ly Houxeh. Exp.(Koxb.) 172 Bethegrase
of God, bo amend }ower desposysyon. X533 More Ausjv.
Poys. Bi: Wks. 1037/2 As for Tyndal. .who before he fel to

these fransies, men had went had hadde some wyt. 1534— Treat. Passion ibid. 1292/1 And he sayd vnto theym,
what will ye gyue me and I shall delyuer hym to you, whoe
whan they heard hym, were well apaid. 1556 Lauder
Tractate of Kyngis 115 'that kyn£, that sitls all kyngis
abone, Quha beiris, and seis all that is wrocht. 1601 Shaks.
Jut. C. 111. ii. 129, I should do Brutus wrong, and Cassius
wrong, Who (you all know) are Honourable men. 1611

Bible Ps. Ixv. 5 O God of our saluation : who art the con-

fidence of all the ends of the earth. — Matt. x. 4 Iudas
Iscariot, who also betrayed him. 1655 Fuller c //. Hist. ix.

vi. § 40. 180 As tor her Son the King of Scots, from whom
they expected a settlement of Popery in that land, their

hopes were lately turned into despairs, who had his educa-
tion on contrary principles. 171 1 Addison Spect. No. 119

p 4 Honest Will Wimble, who I should have thought had
been altogether uninfected with Ceremony. 1750 Johnson
Idler No. 99 P 3 How different.. is thy condition, who art

doomed to the perpetual torments of unsatisfied desire.

1793 Burns Bruce s Addr. i, Scots, wha hae wi' Wallace

bled. 1882 Besant All Sorts xxviii, A ch»plike my cousin

Dick, who's a clever fellow and a devil for fireworks.

11. a. With antecedent denoting or connoting a

number of persons collectively: usually with plural

concord.
1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. ii. 7 Put we our quarrell to the

will of heauen, Who when they see the houres ripe on earth,

Will raigue hot vengeance on offenders rieads. 1601 —
Ham. iv. iii. 5 Hee'sloued of the distracted multitude, Who
like not in their judgement, but their eyes. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj., Stat. Alex. It, 14 Except in Galloway, quha
lies their awne speciall and proper Lawes. 17x1 Addison
Sped. No. 112 P 4 This authority of the knight .. has

a very good effect upon the parish, who are not polite

enough to see any thing ridiculous in his behaviour. 1771

Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 238 The Hanse-towns, who were

then at war with both France and England. 1885 Pall

Mall Gaz. 6 Jan. 12/2 The Midland, who rirst intrJduced

American railway notions in their Pullman cars.

b. Used in reference to an animal or animals

:

usually with' implication of personality, but some-

times merely a substitute for which,
1 1585 Montgomekie Cherrie *f Slae 16, I sawe the

Hurchone and the Haire.'Quhafed amang the flowers faire.

x6o< Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 21 Against the Capitoll I met



WHO. WHOLE.
a Lyon Who glaz'd vpon me, and went surly by. 1607 —
Cor. iv. vii. 34 As is the Aspray to the Fish, who takes it By
Soueraignty of Nature. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indot. 11. xf,

Like wily fox who roosted cock doth spy. a 1774 Goldsm.
Hist. Greece II. 163 He.. lost his horse,.. who was killed

with the thrust of a sword, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav.

x, Two honest dogs.. who perform in Punch's shows. 1884

Phillips Brooks New Starts in Life xviii. 306 Even the

lowest creature who floats on the pool's surface, .feels., some
. .half-conscious pleasure in the mere act of living.

C. Used instead of which in reference to an

inanimate thing or things ; chiefly with personifica-

tion (also with suggestion of personality, e.g. of a
life-like statue) ; sometimes, as of a ship, approach-

ing sense a.

1588 [see 12]. 1600 G. Abbot Expos. Jonah xix. 402 The
snow and raine, who come downe from aboue. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 1. ii. 7 A braue vessell (Who had no doubt some
noble creature in her) Dash'd all to peeces. 1633 G. Her.
bert Temple, Provid. xxiii, The windes, who think they

rule the mariner, Are rul'd by him. 1659 Nicholas Papers

(Camden) IV. 95, 3 Spanish men of warre. .who.. came vp

with vs and fired at vs. a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Pkilos,

(1776) II. 263 The sun, who is the great fountain of both

[light and heat]. 1811 J. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms in. 8 Some
wandering Ship who hath lost her way. 1917 Miss M. T.

Jackson Museum ii. 33 The Venus de Milo, who has stood

for so many years, .in the Louvre.

H 12. In irregular constructions : a. with pleo-

nastic personal pronoun in the latter part of the

relative clause, who thus becoming a mere link

between the clauses (cf. Which 14) ; b. preceded
by redundant and (cf. Which 16 b).

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. Ixxxiv. 43 b/! Now let vs
returne to sir Loyes of Spayne, who whan he was at the
poite of Guerand.., he and his company sayled forth.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 37, I tell my sorrowes..to the
stones, Who though they cannot answere my distresse, Vet
in some sort they are better then the Tribunes. 16 10.

Naunton in Fortescnc Papers (Camden) 105 He is well
knowen to. .divers others, who if they shold see him about
the Court, it would make him uncapable to do the service.

1831 Scott Cast. Dane, xix, The very same place in which
Sir Aymer de Valence held an interview with the old sexton;
and who now, drawing into a separate corner some of the
straggling parties whom he had collected,.. kept on the alert.

IT 13. Used ungrammatically for the objective

Whom, in senses corresponding to those above.
Still common colloquially in the indefinite sense (= whom*

soever), otherwise now rare or obs. as a relative: cf. 5.

13. . Cursor M. 4007 (Gott.) Qua pat godd helpts wid-all,

Traistli may he wend ouer-all. c 1400 Oestr. Troy 5043
Mony [he] dange to the dede with dynt of his hond : Who
happit hym to hitte harmyt nomo. 1523 Ld. Berners
Froiss. I. ccx. 103 b/i The kynge of Englande. .had great
prouision for his oost, by the meanes of John Alenson, who
he founde at Flauigny. 1596 Spenser F. Q. VI. i. 44 The
sad Briana..Who comming forth yet full of late affray, Sir
Calidore vpcheard. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Civil
Wars iv. 42 A great Prince who I forbeare to name. 1725
De Foe Voy. round World 11. 17 Our Surgeons, who we all

call Doctors at Sea. a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 442
Persons who in his best judgment he sees reason to confide
in. 1849 Froude Ncm. Faith 134 He has a right., to choose
who he will have for a teacher. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask
Mamma xxxi, Not being able to ask exactly who he liked.

III. Substantival nonce-uses.

14. fa. Old who : the right man. Obs,

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. F 2, He must haue exquisite
courtship in him or else he is not old who.

b. A person, indefinitely or abstractly ; a * some
one '.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 149 We have seen the Pittifull

who's, and . . the slender whats are against modest Learning.
1904 Strand Mag. May 516/1 ' Whatever made you think
of it ?' * It wasn't a what; it was a who '.

C. with the: The question ' who ?
'

1771 Goldsm. Haunch of Venison 26, I was puzzled again,
With the how, and the who, and the where, and the when.

Who (w^u ), **£ (sb.) Forms : 5 whoo, 5-7,
9 dial, who, 7 whoe, 8 whoh, 9 whoo. [Variant
of Ho int.% m stop !] Stop ! esp. as a call to a
horse : — Whoa 2 (cf. Wo), f Also as sb.

C1450 [see Whoop int. b]. 1467 in S. Bentley Excet-pta
Historica (1831) 211 Then the Kyng perceyvyng the cruell
assaile, cast his staff, and with high voice, cried, Whoo !

156a J. Heywood Prov. <V Epigr. (1867) 15a Thou art one
of them, to whom god bad who, God tooke the for a carte
horse, when god bad so. 1599 Chapman Hnm.dayes Myrth
Plays 1873 I. 107 Who loe you bird, how much you are
deceiued. c 1603 Heywood & Rowley Fortune by Land
11. 1, Come lie go teach ye hayte and ree, gee and whoe,
and which is to which hand. 1606 Choice, Chance, etc
(1881) 15 The ploughman, .with haye Ree, & Who to his
horse. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. m. xiv. 165 He is

madd, madd, no whoe with him. 1797 T. Morton Cure
for Heart-ache 1, Scene 1. A Farm Vard. ..The Bells of a
Team jingling. Frank {without) Woyh ! Whoh ! Smiler !

1814 Spotting Mag. XLIV. 146 Come hither, who-o. 1841
Punch 17 July 5/2 Coachman.—Whoo up !—d—n you ! 1859
Geo. Euot Adam Bede xii, There was a great deal of
strong language, mingled with soothing 'who-hoV while
the leg was examined.

Who, obs. f. Ho /«/.!, How adv., Woe.
Whoa («*), *>fc [Variant of Who int.]

f 1. Whoa ho ho, used to call attention from a
distance. Obs.
1623 Shaks, Merry W. v. v. 187 Whoa hoe, hoe, Father

Page. 16*3 — Wiut. T. ill. HI 79 He hallow'd but euen
now. Whoa-ho-hoa.
2. A word of command to a horse or other
draught-animal to stop or stand still ; also used

Vol. X.

otherwise in conjunction with other words, as come

hither whoa, gee-ivhoa, hait-whoa, whoa back.

Hence used jocularly to a person as a command
to stop or desist. (Cf. Woa.)
1849 W. S. Mayo Katoolah iii. (1850) 32 ' Soh ! whow !

' to

his restive horses. ' Whow ! I teli you... Whoa ! I tell you.'

186* Thoreau Ess., Walking (1895) 22 Who but the Evil

One has cried 'Whoa !' to mankind? 1865 Emily DiCKiN-
SON Lett. (1894)11.256 Life., will runaway, notwithstanding

our sweetest whoa. 1887 W. S. S. Tyrwhitt New Chum
ix. 195 Men shouting. .: 'Whoa back! Whoa back !

' 1898

Hamblen Gen. Manager's Story ix. 123 We were four

minutes late, and as I shouted 'whoa' to Jack [the engine-

driver], I could see that he was mad [i.e. angry],

Hence Whoa v., intr. to shout 'whoa !*

1841 S. C. Hall Ireland I. i. 73 The Englishman, .after

' who-aing' to bis horse, looks over the hedge.

Whoar, Whoat, obs. ff. Whore, Hot, Vote v.

Whoave, var. Whalve v. dial.

Whobble, var. Wobble. Whobub, obs. f.

Hubbub. Whoch, whoche, obs. ff. Which.
Whoche, var. Whjtch, chest, coffer. "Whoche-
safe, obs. f. Vouchsafe. Whod(de, obs. ff.

Hood. Whode, obs. f. Hood, Woon. Whoder,
-ir, -ur, -yre, obs. ff. Whither. Whoe : see

How, Who. Whoes, obs. f. Whose.
Whoever (h/^e'vs-i), prom, contr. (poet.)

"whoe'er (h#ie»\i). [Orig. two words, Whofron.

and Ever adv. 8 e.]

I. 1. As compound relative, or with correlative

in principal clause, which usually follows but occas.

precedes ; in generalized or indefinite sense : What-
ever person or persons ; any one who, or any who.
t Formerly also followed by that (That conj. 6).

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 47 Hwa efre J>enne ilokie wel bene
sunne dei,..beo heo dal neominde of heofeiie riches blisse.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880J 45 Who euere of freris-.wilen

goon among sarasyns. ., axe bei leue berof of here mynystris
prouyncyal. 1382 — Matt. xii. 32 Who euere shal seie a
word ajeins mannys sone, it shal be fonouen to hym. 1561

T. Hohy tr. Castiglione's Courtycr iv. (1577) S iv b, In case

a graue Philosopher should come beefoi e anye of our Princes,

or who euer beside, that woulde sbewe them plainlye [etc.].

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 235 Heeie she stands, touch
her who euer dare, c 1600 — Soun. exxxiii. 11 Who ere

keepes me, let my heart be his garde. 1655 Theophani<i

173 Whoever have opposed their proceedings, . .instead of

punishment have been rewarded. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr.
1. § 16 Whoever acts with design, acts for some end. 1813
Scott Rokeby Ii. xxvi, Whoever finds him, shoot him dead !

1833 I.Taylor Fanat. i. 1 Mental disorders which . .demand,
in whoever would relieve them, . , the very purest intentions.

1906 E. V. Lucas Wand, in Lond. i. 14 Whoever lives there

believes nobly in heat, for the chimney is immense.

2. Introducing a qualifying clause with con-

ditional or disjunctive force : If any one at all

;

whether one person or another ; no matter who.
(Sometimes with verb in subjunctive.)

Often implying opposition: = 'notwithstanding any one
who ', or * notwithstanding that any one *

: cf. Whatever 3.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxix. 24 Fra it [sc. my purse] as

fra the Feynd thay [sc. coins] fie, Quha evir tyne, quha evir

win. 1591 Shaks. / Hen. If, 1. ill. 7 Who ere he be, you
may not be let in. 1595 — John v. v. 19 Who euer spoke
it, it is true. 1605 — Macb. iv. i. 47 Open Lockes, who euer
knockes. 1667 Milton' /'. /.. X. 14 Not to taste that Fruit,

Whoever tempted. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 92 fj, I..

must here take occasion to thank A. B, whoever it is that

conceals himself under those two Letters. 1781 Cowi'ER
Expost. 701 If he guard thee. ., Whoe'er assails thee, thy
success is sure. 1794 Paley Evid. II. vi. (1817) 126 The
books, whoever were the authors of them, were composed
[etc.]. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxiii, Whoever you may be,

sir, ..I am deeply grateful to you. 1863 Miss Bkaddon
Aurora Floyd xxx, Whoever it is, I won't see them to-night.

H 3. Used ungrammatically for the objective :

Any one whom ; whomsoever.
1592 Shaks. Rom. <$ Jul. v. iii. 173 Who ere you find

attach. 1613 — Hen. l'UI,\\, i. 47 Who euer the King
fauours, The Card nail instantly will finde imployment.
1780 Mirror No. 95 F 3 Whoever you marry., will have
no reason to complain of your temper.

II. 4. interrog, [Ever adv. 8 d.] An em-
phatic extension of who

t
implying perplexity or

surprise, colloq.

Properly written as two words.
[1875 Dasent Vikings Ivi, Who ever would have thought

it, a short hour ago?] 1881 R. G. White Eng. Without <y

Within xvi. 385 Ever is frequently heard in composition
thus: * Whoever is it?' ' Whatever can it be?' This usage
is mostly confined to ladies, and is not regarded as good
English.

Whoff, Whoffle, var. Waff, Waffle.
1873 Rhoda Broughton Nancy xiii, A little shrewi>h

shrill bark, speedily changed into an apologetic, whiffling
and whoffling. 1922 Chamb. Jml. Aug. 492 Whoff ' Whoff!

Whofull, obs. form of Woeful.
Whoia, obs. form of Whose.
Whole (h<?ul), a.

t sb., adv., (int.). Forms: a.

1 hal, 3- hale, etc. ; see Hale a. & 3-5 hoi,

(3 hoal, 4 ol, hoel), 4-6 holl, hool(e, 4-S hole,
5-6 holle, hooll(e, hoyll(e, wholle, (5 oull),

6 (w^hoale, (houll, woll(e), Sc. hoill, 6-7 whol,
wholl, (7 Sc. quholl), 6- whole. [OE. hal

(also gehdl Vhole) = (O)Fris., OS. hel (MDu.
heel, usually gheheel, Du. heel, gehcel, MLG., LG.
heel), OHG. (MHG., G.) heil (MHG. geheil\

ON. heill Hail a. (Sw. hel, Da. heel) :- OTeut.

*(ga)xailaz :— Indo-Eur. *qoilos. From the same
stem are also OS1. cll%, cilost-b complete, whole,
OPruss. kailustiska-n ace. health (t. *kailustas)

t

Gr. kolKv to kcl\6v (Hesychius), OS. hel omen,
OHG. (MHG., G.) heil health, (good or bad)
fortune, ON. heill neut. omen, fern, good luck,

happiness, Goth, kails health {also guhails). The
gradation-variant *qeilo- is represented by Olr. eel

omen.
On the spelling whole (the wh first appears in the

15th cent.) see the article Wh. Pronunciations
with initial (w) exist in modern dialects over an
area extending from Somerset to north-east York-
shire. For the northern form corresp. to midland
and southern hoL tvhole, see Hale a. For deri-

vatives with mutated vowel see Hail sb.% 9
Heal

sb.. Heal v, 1

The Germanic adj. has the meanings (not all represented
in every dialect) of 'uninjured, sound, heaithy, entire, com-
plete'; the sense ' healthy ' gave rise to its use in several
languages in salutations, e. g. Goth, kails — xalpe, OS. hH
ives, OE. hdlwes fit. ON. ver heill, sit heill : see Wassail
and Hail int.]

A. adj. I. In good condition, sound. In

senses 1-4 often in collocation with sound (OE.
hal ond gesttnd, ME. hoi and sound, also hoi and
fer, hail and hot),

1. Of a man or an animal, the body, limbs, skin :

Uninjured, unwounded, unhurt
;

(contextually)

recovered from injury or a wound
; f (of a wound)

healed. + To lick whole : see Lick v. i e. arch.

Beo'vulf^1974 paet ?sr on wor3i^ wijendra hk-o .. cwom
hca^olaces hal to hofe gongan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 177 Hie
ba bine on rode abengan . .& he. .bine halne & ^esundne c)y

oriddan dai^e ateowde. a 1000 Daniel 271 Hyssas hale

hwurfuii in bam hatan ofne, CI175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Ane
wunde on his licome bet ne mei beon longa hvile hal.

c 1250 Gen. $f Ex. 2812 In hise bosum he dede his hond,
Quit and al unfer be it fond ; And sone he dede it eft agen,

Al hoi and fer he wiste it sen. c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. 33 131

His heued 3111 and is finguer al-so bo be buy bcoth hole and
sound*, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvii, 102 Nou thou
art sekest, ant nou hoi est, 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (L.)

449 Betyn with scorgys, ('at no skyn held hool. c 1386
Chaucer Friars T. 72 In this world nys dogge.. That kan
an hurt deer from an hool knowe. 1388 Wyclif Job v. 18

He smytith, and hise hondis schulen make hool. a 1400

Minor Poemsft: Vernon MS. xxix. v. 67 Whon he a*wok,
be groped his leg ; He ftled lilt hoi and sount. 145a Paston
Lett. I 239 Wheche wownde was never hoi to the daye of

her deih. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccii. 98 '2 Sir Eustace
Dambieticourt .. was as thanne hole of his hurtes. 1530
Palsgr. 836/2 Hole and safe, sayn et sauf. c 1550-1712 [see

Lick v. 1 e). 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 131

When the wounde is whoale, what ncede any ptayster or

further surgery? 1581 W. Stafford Exam. Conipl. iii.

(1S76) gi Wee shoulde lyckeour selues hoale againe in short

space. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi, v. 43 As his wound did
gather, and grow hole. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. I'I, IV. vii. 11

He was thrust in the mouth with a Speare, and 'tis not

whole yet. 1599 Porter Angry Wom.Abingt. (Percy Soc.)

104 A man i* not so soon whole as hurt. 1844 GleiC Lt.
Dragoon xvi, One whole man.. is enough to take care of

a wounded one. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 194 She..
Felt it [sc. the babe] sound and whole from head to foot.

1855 Browning An Epistle 86 The evil thing out-breaking
all at once Left the man whole and sound of body indeed.

b. Fhr. As whole as a fish (a trout).

[Cf. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 42S2 Bot ay as fresche & as

fere as fisch quen he plays.]

a 1425 Cursor M. 11^84 (Trin.) A noble bab we shul be

make ; Bi bat bou com berof oute pou shal be hool as any
truute [Colt, hale sum ani trute], c 1450 Mirk's Fesiial 265
Anon J>e lepur fel from hym and he was hole as a fysche.

1518 [see Trout sb, 1
1). 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. it. v. 20

They are both as whole as a fish. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's
Amusem. 120 In four and twenty Hours he made 'em as

whole as Fishes.

c. In allusive phrases whole skin (whole limbs),

esp. in a whole shin = uninjured.

1547 Boorde Inttod. Knotvl. xviii. (1S70) 169 The people
. .loue no warre, but louyth to rest in a hole skin. 1555, etc.

[see Skin ib. 5 cl 1598 Shaks. Merry W. m. i. 79 Let

them keepe their limbs whole, and hack our English. Ibid.

111 Your hearts are mighty, your skinnes are whole. 1648

Bp. Hall Breathings Devout Soul xxvii. 41 A third with

Lazarus wants bread, and a whole skin. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) V. 260 Honest Hickman may now sleep in

a whole skin. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diatu. xiii,

If he wants to keep his place and his whole skin. 1877

Spcrceon Metrop. Tab. Pulpit XXIII. 563 Others think

the Gospel is true : Erasmus feels sure that it is, but

Erasmus wants to die in a whole skin.

2. Of inanimate objects : Free from damage or

defect; uninjured, unimpaired, unbroken, untainted,

intact. (Cf. 6, 8.)

[c 1000 : see Yhole.] c 1J50 Cot/ipassio Matix 37 So

gleam glidis burt be glas, Of j>i bodi born he was, And hurt

f>e hoate burch he gload. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 2776 Do sa?

moyses, at munt synay, . . Fier brennen on oe grene leaf,

And So? grene and hoi bi-Ieaf. a 1300 Florts <y Bl. 364 Ber

wib be forti pund And bine cupe hoi and sund. 13.. A.

A lis. 7389 (Laud MS.), Her armes riche of mounde Weren

;itt hole & sounde. 1 1305 St. Switkin 66 in E.EP (1862)

45 Seiut swythin-.blessede be eiren to-brokeand hi bicome

hole anon And sound as hi euere were. \^o Ayeub. 205

A roted eppel ainang be holen makeb rotie pe yzounde.

1377 Langu P. PL B. xiv. 1, I Haue but one hool hatere.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3368 When he was take vp of be vrthe,

be was as wholle And as freysshe as he was ony tyme b»t

day byfore. c 1450 Merlin 117 Yet hadde he his spere hoilh

Am
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1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 4, I haue ressayved your
wollys as ffaycr and as hole as any mannys. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, m. ii. 37 Pistoll . . hath a killing Tongue, and a quiet

Sword; by the meanes whereof, a breakes Words, and
keepes whole Weapons. 1611 tr. Serlws Archit. ill. 27 b,

Traians Columne is the wholest. 164s Fuller Holy % Prof,
St. n. xix. 121 His corslet wholler then his clothes. 1674
R. Godfrey Inj. $ Ab. Physic 205 This is worse than what
Tinkers do, to make a Hole in a whole Vessel, a 1700

Evelyn Diary Sept. 1646, Clad.. in blew cloth, very whole
and warme. 1718 Rae Hist. Reb. 287 Bringing, .the whole
Boats they found in their Way. 1829 Chapters Phys. Sci.

185 When the pipe is quite whole and sound. 1839 De la

Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xtii. 405 Whole ground, as

the tin-streamers term the stanniferous gravel and super-

incumbent beds which have not been previously disturbed

by the old men. X858 Hawthorne Fr. ^ It. Note-bks. (1871)

I I. 9 She is just as whole as when she left the hands of the

sculptor.

fb. Of immaterial things : Intact, unimpaired.

ri4So Brut n. 327 It was ordeyned in be parlementbat
all Cathedrall cherches shold ioy and haue her eleccions

hool ; & bat be King..sholde not write a$ens hem hat were

ychosen. a 1500 in Amolde's Chron. (181 1) 35 That the

citezens. .haue alle her fraunchyses and free costumes holl

and vnblemyshed as they before this tyme haddeti hem.

a 1533 Ld. Bernehs Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. Pro!. (1535) Aj,
There is nothynge so entier, but it diminishcth, nor nothyng
so hole, but that is wery.

3. In good health ; free from disease ; healthy,

* well ' ;
(contextually) restored to health, recovered

from disease, ' well again \ arch,

c888 /Elfbed Boeth. x, £>u eart nu jit swiSe sesaeli?;, nu
Su git liofost & eart hal. a xaoo Moral Ode 114 in Q. E.

Horn. I. 167 Wa se sei3 bet he bo hal, him solf wat best his

smirte, rizgo St. Barnal?as 61 til S. Eng, Leg. 28 He
bi-cam anon hoi and sound, c 1305 Pilate 142 in E. E. P.

(iS6c) 115 Anon bo he be ymage ise3 he was o! anon, la 1366

Chaucer Rom. Rose 1097 A stoon ..so. .vertuous, That hole

a man it koude make Of palasie, and tothe ake. c 1450 Mer-
lin 52 To axe., yef this seke shall euer be hoill of this seke-

ne^se. 1526 Tindale Mark v. 34 Thyfayth hath saved the

[1611 made thee whole], goo in peace, and be whole off thy

plage. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII,c. 12 § 3 Yf any person.

.

eyng hole & myghtie in body & able to laboure. .be taken

in beggyng. a 1533 Ld. Burners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xxix.

(1535) 49, I repute it a very perillous thinge for a hole man
to reste and be idell. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Wt'tc/tcr. xvi.

ix. (18S6) 485 Endued with a clear e, whole, subtill and sweet

bloud. 1629 Orkney Witch Trial in County Folk Lore
III. (1903) 103 Quha being quholl thendeit within thrie dayes

be your witchcraft. 172a De Foe Plague (1754) l6a We
are all whole and sound People here, and we would not

have you bring the Plagne among us. 1814 Cary Dante
%

Para I. iv. 49 Him who made Tobias whDle.

absol. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 12 Nys halum l?eees

nan bearf ac seooum. c 1330 Assumfi. Virg. (B. M. MS.)
69 Seke and hole sche dide gode. a 1425 Cursor M. 201 19
(Trin.) To hoole & seke dud she bote. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer, Ordering ofPriests, As well to the sicke as to

the whole. 1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. * Relig. vn. 1 We
had all things, both for our Whole and Sick, that belonged

to Charity and Mercy.

f b. OE. and early ME. hal in salutations.

c 1000 j^Elfric Horn. II. 252 Sy <5u hal, leof, Iudeiscre leode

cyning. c 1205 Lay. 14936 Hal wr<i bu lauerd king. [1583

SrocKER Civ. IVarres Loxve C. IV, 12 b, Thei ciied with

a lustie courage, All whole noble mates all whole.]

C. fg. in biblical translation or reminiscence of

biblical uses.

c\oooAgs.Ps.{Th.)\x\\\\ 8 DoS eowre heortan . .hale and
claene. 138a Wyclif Jer. xxxviii. 2 His lif shal ben hoel

and lyuynge. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 149 Hule in body,

holer in soule, and rycher in goodes. 1535 Coverdale
2 Sam. i. 9 My life is yet whole within me. 1738 Wesley
Ps. vi. ii, O Lord, ..save my Soul, And for thy Mercy sake
make whole. 1833 Tennyson J filler's Dan. ii, A soul . . So
healthy, sound, a id clear and whole. 1866 Win 1 tier Our
Master xiv, We touch Him in life's throng and press, And
we are whole again.

f4. In reference to the mental faculties : Sound,

sane. Obs.
In the language of wills whole = L. sanus, as in sanus

fnente, sanx mentis.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 15 Hales modes, c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 38 pou^ eche man. .myrtle lytte hooT& sond in

bodi & witt'is. 1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 30, 1, Iohn Chelmys-
wyk squier of Shropshire, hole of mynde & in my gode
memorie beyng. 1483-4 Act 1 Rich. IIIy c. 1 § 1 Eny
persone . . beyng of. . hoole mynde at large and not in d uresse.

1506 Line. Wills (1514) I. 32 Of a holle mynde and hoill

memory. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 4
If I flatter not my selfe, I haue a whole minde within my
crasie bod'ie.

+ 5. As a rendering (direct or indirect) of L*
sanus in the sense : Sound, wholesome. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 370 Ne nomen heo neuer 3eme hwat was

hoi, hwat was unhol te eten ne to drincken. 1340 Ayenb.
251 Ase rnoche ase be welle yuelp lesse of be erj?e, zuo
moche hi is bo holer and be betere of to drinke. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 228 }if ony man. .accordib not to be
hoole wordis [1 Tim. vi. 3 sanis sermonibus] of oure lord
ihu crist. Ibid. 408 He ledib his sheep wel in hool pasture
bat wole not rote, la 1400 Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900)

I. 1 $he schal-.^hif trewe and hole counselL.to the Mair.
c 1440 Paltad. en Husb. 1. 23 First biholde aboute, and se
thyn aier ; If hit be deer and hool, stond out of fere. 1502
Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. iv. Pivb, After the
moost hole opynyon long, seton la plus saine opinion],

II. Complete, total (and allied senses).

6. Having all its parts or elements ; having no
part or element wanting; having its complete or

entire extent or magnitude ; full, perfect.

Chiefly of abstract things; when used of material objects,

this sense is coincident with 2.

[c 890 W,«rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 11. x. (1890) 124/14

paere kicenan getimbrung stod fcehal & jesund. c 1000 1

-teLFRic Gen. Pief., Se taegl sceolde beon sehal .. on flam
nytene at osere offrungje. c 1315 Shoreham i. 720 per he
hys, he hys al yhol.] 13.. Bonaventura's Medit. 182 A
derwurb gyfte he wulde with be lete, Hym self al hole vn to
by mete, c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T.111 The cleernesse
hool of sapience. 1390G0WER Conf.1.5 With hoi trust and
with hoi believe, c 1400 Maundev. xxvi. [xxiL] (1919) I. I

158 The nombre schall eueremore ben hool. 1457 Harding !

Chron. in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1912) Oct. 748 His vertuse
dygne so hole were and plenere. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 227 b, He permitteth .. the whole supper of the !

Lorde [i. e. in both kinds]. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ.
Conv. in. (1586) 143 b, Seeing these women will not be the
whole mothers of their children, they ought at least to be
carefull to chuse good Nursses. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nieholay's Voy. iv. xiii. 126 b, A fair Turkie horse decked
with the whole skinne of a great Lion. 1654 Gataker Disc.
Apol. 46 Either place required a whole man. 1701 Stanhope
Pious Breathings iv. viii. (1704) 257 Thou art the Bread of
Life, every day eaten, yet still whole and never consumed. 1

1743 Bulkeley & Clmmins Voy. S. Seas 103 At whole
Allowance. 1812 L. Hunt in Examiner 9 Nov, 716/1 The
pit was but moderately filled at whole price. 1818 Art Bk.-
binding 4 Quarto whole-sheets, consist of eight printed
pages. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlix, He.. from half thief
became whole robber. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxi. 8
That so my pleasure may be whole. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz.
27 Nov. 5/2 There were four occasions on which the wind
reached force 10, or what is known among sailors as a
( whole ' gale.

t b. Of will, intention, affection : Full, com-
plete, perfect. Obs.
c 1369 Chaucer Bk. Duchesse 1224 With hool lierte I gan

hir beseche. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2339 He that. .Yaff hoole his

herte in will and thought, c 1400 Destr. Troy 2195 With '

hardynes of hond, & with hole might, c 1430 Hymns Virgin
(1867) 103 Y bileeue in hool mynde, pe holi goost schalle
knytte a}en pe soule to be fleische. 1535C0VERDALE2 Chron.
xv. 15 They soughte 1dm with a whole wyll. — Ps* cxviii[i].

34, I shal kepe thy lawe, yee I shal kepe it with my whole
herte.

c. Containing all its proper or essential con- '

stiluents; of milk, unskimmed. See also whole
meal in D. 1.

1794 Wedge Agn'c. Chester 37 The common practice of
churning the whole milk,' instead of setting up the milk for

the cream to ri.se, and churning it atone. 1894 Field 9 June
846/2 It is less trouble to churn whole milk than to churn
cream.

d. Whole or part : attrib. use of in whole or in \

part (see K. 3 c). rare.

1880 Swinbukne Stud. Shaks. 292 The evidence for '

Shakespeare's whole or part authorship.

7. The full or total amount of; all, all of (as

distinguished from part of or some of). The pre- I

vailing current sense; only in attributive use, and
now always preceding the sb.

Formerly pleonastically with all, entire, etc. : also follow-
\

ing its sb.

(a) a. the, his, etc. whole with sing. sb.

[17900 O. E. Martyrol. 10 Jan. 16 Ond ba sona brohte
him se hrsefn £ehalne hlaf. c 1325 Chron. Eng. 413 in Ritson
Mt'tr. Rom. II. 287 Al Englond yhol. 1340 Ayenb. 126
Yef we yze^e bet we m'r^te more ine one daye profiti banne
hi ne mo^e ine one yere y-hot.] 1362 Langl. P. Fl. A. 11. 6 .

Seo wher he stondeb !. .and al his hole Meyne ! t 1369
Chaucer Bk. Duchesse 554 To make yow hool I wol do alle

my power hool. 1390 Gowkr Conf. II. 121 Yeknowen al min
hole herte. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6852 Menelay the miyhty, &
the mayn Telamon, So sturnly withstod with baire streukyih

holl. Ibid. 13492 To hit into havyn with his hoole flete.

c 1400 Maundev. xvi. (1919) I. 86 Dei fasten an hool moneth.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. Prol. 2 The elergie of Goddis hool
chirclie in erthe. c 1449 The hool al werk [see All A. 10].

1491-2 Rtc. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 181 The clarkes wages
for an oull yere iiij s inj d. 1523 Wolsey in St. Papers
Hen. VIII, VI. 205 Either for the hoole wynter or at the

lest for a season, a 1532 Rem. Love xliii. Chaucer's Wks.
368 Eche letter an hole worde dothe represent. 1553 {title)

The true and lyuelyhistoryke pvrtreatvres of the woll bible.

1556 Olde Antichrist 8 Al hole Germany, .euery where
cruelly vexed. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. liv. 114 To be
the peace of the whole world. 1610 Shaks. Temp. n. \. 31s
The roare Of a whole heard of Lyons. 1613 — Hen. VIII,
1. i. 12 All the whole time I was my Chambers Prisoner.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. U8;t) 66 The lease.. For a
whole hundred yeares is good in lawe. 1654 H. L'Es ikangk
Chas. I (1655) 186 That Parliament from which the hole

Kingdome expected a Reformation. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11.

353 An Oath, That shook Heav'ns whol circumference,

1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iv. 73 Should workmen hold
the Blade of the Paring Chissel in their whole hand. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 78 p8 Hippocrates, who visited me
throughout iny whole Illness. 1756 Toldkkvy Hist. 'Two
Orphans I. 169 In all the whole enlightened system. 1784
Cowper Tiroc. 225 The stout tall captain,, .upon whom
they fix Their whole attention. 1845 M. Pattison Ess.

'

(1883) I. 2 The whole, .manner of looking at things alters

with every age. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. (1858) II.
\

462 The whole Anglican priesthood, the whole Cavalier
j

gentry, were against him. c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 632
:

He related his whole adventure from beginning to end.

(d) with numeral, as the whole three (f the three 1

whole), two whole (+ whole two).
a '375 Joseph Arim. 340 3'if vclion haue a godhede I

graunte, bi him-selue, I seie bat on is also good as be breo

hole, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4631 Charlys be Citee po gan
asayle, Two dawes hole. X577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist.

,

80 Lying whole six dayes vnburied. 1597 Beard Theatre
Goifs Judgem. x. (1612) 41 A .. pestilence, which lasted

whole tenne yeares. 1611 Bible Acts xxviii. 30 Paul dwelt
two whole yeeres in his owne hired house. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. I. 32 The fourth Persecution, .wherein the

Church had no breathing for whole twenty yeares together.

1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) II. 311

He . . staid whole ten days. 1827 O. W. Roberts Voy.

Centr. Amer. 228, I brought the whole three to the ground
at one shot.

(c) with pi. sb. {the, my, etc. whole . . .) : now
chiefly Se. (replaced ordinarily by the whole of the

... or all the . . .) ; formerly also without article

(now only as in c).

1516 in Leadam Set. Cases Star Chamb. (Selden Soc.) IL
115 Theseid decrees . . shal be . . obserued .. by the hole Bur'
gesses and inhabitauntes of the same Towne. 1521 Ld. T.
Dacre in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. \. 279 Not doubting, .but

ye shalbe. .recompensed of your hool dueties with th'arre-

ragies. 1596 Edw. Ill, 1. i, All the whole dominions of the

realm. 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senault's Man bee. Guilty 89
There be whole intire Nations which approve of Incest.

1680 in Troc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. (1911) XLV. 233 AU the

whole ministers are content to be ordered by the enemies of

Christ. 1764 GotDSM. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) II. 203
The French, .having reduced almost the whole Netherlands
to their obedience. 1798 Monthly Mag. Dec. 436 My whole
friends are against me; all my friends. 1808 Jefferson
Writ. (1830) IV. 112 We shall get our whole sea-ports put
into that state of defence. 1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. L 2

His whole other tissues are included. 1895 Times (weekly
ed.J 26 Apr. 324/1 A third of the whole inhabitants of India.

f (d) with sing, sb., without article : All, the

whole of. Obs.

1535 Coverdale / Esdras viii. 7 He taught whole Israel

all righteonsnes & Judgment. 1551 T. Wilson Logic (1552)

165 b, As though whole religion stoude in these pointes

onely. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Agricola 24a The figure. .of

whole Britannie, by Liuy.., is likened to a long dish or two
edged axe. 1657 W. Rand tr. GassendCs Life Peiresc Ep.
Ded., Not only whole Europe, but Asia also.. had their

Eyes.. fixed upon this Province. 1826 Southly Vina* Eccl.

Angl. x. 455 note, All creatures stand astonished, whole
Nature is amazed.

f b. In phr. whole and some (cf. ' all and some ',

All A. 12 a), rarely full and whole, following a

plural or collective noun or a plural pronoun : The
whole number or amount, * the whole lot', all;

in all, altogether. Obs.

c 137'4 Chaucer And, <y Arc. 26 For which the people
blisfull hole and somme. .crydon [etc.! la 1400 Arthur
424 And all beire power hooll & soom. c 1430 Hymns
Virgin (1867) 49 Alle to-gidere, bobe hool & some, To teer

him from be top to be toon. 1542 Udall Erasm. Ap<ph.
243 b, He made all the people full and whole to gase on hym.
Ibid. 281 b. a 1566 R. Edwards Damon <y Pithias (1571)

Fj b. Though I be not learned, ytt cha mother witte

enough whole & some.

C. With rhetorical emphasis, where there is

implication of an unusually large quantity or

number.
1628 Earle Microcosm., Herald (Arb.) 71 He tels you of

whole fields of gold and siluer, Or and Argent. 1664 But-
ler Hud. it. mi. 147 Sitting. .Whole days and nights. 1855
Macallay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 163 Whole towns. -were left

in ruins, ion G. E. Smith Arte. Egyptians i. 2 Whole
shelves of libraries are filled with the records of this quest.

8. Not divided into parts or particles ; not

ground, broken up, or cut in pieces; undivided,

entire. (Of various things, material and im-

material.) Cf. 2.

c 888 jEi.frf.d Boeth. xxxiv. § 12 Hwseber bu ^onne onglte

ba:t ale bara wuhta be him beon belief, l-*t hit bencft

a;tga;dere bion, Belial, untodaeled? for?aein gif hit todseled

bift, bonne ne bi6 hit no hal. [c 1000 [see Vhole^ a 1240

Saw.es Warde \nO. E. Horn. I. 251 Iteilededraken grisliche

ase deoflen be forswolheS ham ihal.] 1375 Bakbolr Bruce
vi. 78 He saw the brayis bye standand, The vattir holl throu

slike rynand. 1382 Wyclif Prov. i. 12 Swolewe wee hym
. . hoi as the descendende in to the lake, c 1430 Two Cvokery-

bks. Take be pertryche, an stuffe hym wyth hole pepir.

1484 Caxton Fables of AL sop v. ix, Pulle the skynne fro the

body. .& kepe it hoole. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk.

279 The goos & swanne may be cut as ye do other fowles

y l haue hole fete. 1530 Palsgr. 833 By retayie, as men
sell wares that they stll nat hole [i.e. wholesale : cf. B. 3 b]

or by great, a 1533 Ld. Bersers Gold. Bk. M. A wet. let.

iii- ( J 535) 105 bi We ete dyuers thynges by morsels which if

we shulde eate hole, wolde choke vs. 1597 Hooker Ecct.

Pol.v. lvi. 126 A deede must either not be imputed, .or. .they

which haue it by imputation must haue it such as it is whole.

1617 Mokyson Itin. 1. 14 The walles being all of whole trees

as they come out of the wood. 1648 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks.

(1660) 198 For the paschal Lamb it must be set on all whole.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exetc. ii. 32 Which will neither way be

so strong as the Woim cut out of the whole Iron. 1709

T. Robinson Vind. Mos. Syst. 32 Moses.. makes Fish and
Fowl Congenial.. From their manner of feeding, being both

Swolloweis hole. (21756 Eliza Haywood A>7f Present

(1771) 197 One pint of whole oatmeal. 1806 A. Hunter
Culina (ed. 3) 215 To a pint of strong gravy, put two small

onions sliced, a little whole pepper. 1842 Loldon Sin urban

Hort. 687 In the manner of gooseberries and apples . . baked

whole in a dish. 1859 Tennvson Marr. Gemint 318 Here
had fall'n a great part of a tower Whole, like a crag that ..

tumbles from the cliff.

fb. Undivided in allegiance or devotion ; loyal,

faithful, steadfast. (Cf. whole-hearted, -souled, in

D. 2 d.) Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 594 pere be fyndez al fayre a fieke

wyth-inne pat hert honest & hoi. c 1374 Chaucfr Troylus

in. 1001, I.. shal.. Ben to yow trewe and hoi with al myn
herte. 1451 Paston Lett. I. 208 The Sheriff is noght so hole

as he was, for now he wille shewe but a part of his frende-

shippe. 153S Covkrdale Ps. lxxvii[i]. 37 'their herte was

not whole [161 1 right) with him, nether continued they in his

couenaunt. 1553 Bradford in Coverdale Godly Lett. (1564)

344 Gods deaie chyldren, whuse hartes are whole wyth the

Lorde.

+ c. Not divided in opinion ; united, unanimous.

1451 Paston Lett. I. 183 The Kyng, by the hole advyse

of all the greet Councell of Ingland,..send hider his said
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Commission. 1540-1 Elvot Image Gov. iii. 3 b, Dy the hole

consent of the S nate and people, a 1548 Hall Citron.,

Hen. I */ 1 85 To whome they, w ith a whole voyce, aunswered
nay, nay.

d. Math, Of a number : Denoting a complete

and undivided thing, or a set of such things (not

a part of a thing) ; integral, not fractional.

t In first quot., Composed of three prime factors: =; Solid
a. 2 b {obs.).

1143c Art of Xombryng ix. (1922) 46 Of nombres one is

lyneal, anobersuperficialle,anober quadrat, anober cubike or

hoole. 1557 RixoRDB If''heist. A ij, Some are whole nombers.
..Other are broken nombers, and are commonly called frac-

tions. 1608 R. Norton Stevitt's Disuie A 3 b, A Whole
number is either a vnitie, or a compounded multitude of

vnities. 1841 Gwilt Archit. 229 A product.. is generated
by the multiplication of two or more numbers. . .All whole
numbers cannot result from such a multiplication.

e. Coal-minitig. Applied to a portion of a coal

seam which has not yet been worked, or is in the

earlier stage of working : see quots.

i860 Engl, fy For. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 6j Whole, where
the coal lias not been previously worked. 1883 Gresi.f.y

Gloss. Coal-m., Who/eor Whole Mine{^{ox\.\\ of England]),

that portion of a coal seam being worked by driving head-
ings into it only, or the state of the mine before hrhtging
lack the /Mors, or what is called working the broken, com-
mences... Whole Stalls (S[outh] W[ales]), two or more stalls

having their faces in line or on a thread with one another.

9. Constituting the total amount, without ad-

mixture of anything different ; full, unmixed, pure.

In various connexions : often opposed to half.

a. Whole blood', see Blood sb. 9. So whole brother

or sister, a brother or sister of the whole blood,

i. e. a son or daughter of both the same parents

(as distinguished from a Half-brother or Half-
sister).

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvmi. 375 Ac alle pat beth myne
hole bretheren in blode & in baptesme. c 1430 Chron.^ Vilod.

711 Twey sones he had .. Edwyge and Edgar, his hole

brother. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 104/2 No inaner Walssh
man of hole blode, ne half blode on the fader side. 1544 tr.

Littliton's Tenures 1 Hys next cosyn collateral! of the

hole blode. 1697, i8io[see li\.oons/>. 9]. i8aS J. F. Coopkr
Last of Mohicans viii, As for me, who am of the whole
blood of the whites.

•f b. Said of a person who has the whole of

some possession, charge, or function, not sharing

it with any one else : = Sole a. 5 b. Obs.

C1420 Chron. Vilod. 3281 Knoude was made hole kyng 'of

alle Englonde. 1455 Rolls of Parlt. V. 312/2 Hole heire

in the taylle to the said Thomas. 1530 Rastell Bk. Pur.
gat. I. xv, One hye hole ordener of al thyn^s. 1540 Barnfs
in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) H99'2 His grace is madea whole

kyng, and obeyed in his Realme as a kyng. i6j8 in Engl.

Hist. Rev. (1918) Jan. 35 My. .Nephew Thomas, .whom I

make my whole and onelie Executor.

c. Bookhinding. Forming the whole of the

cover : opp. to Half- II. j.

1839 J. R. Smith's Catal. Second-hand Bks. Dec. 8 '1

Whole calf. 1879 in CasselCs Tecltn. Ednc. IV. 87 The
whole-binding.. means that the whole of the cover of the

book is covered with the same leather.

d. Whole holiday, a day the whole of which is

observed as a holiday (opp. to Half-holiday 2 c).

1839 Ld. Houghton Barren llillxW. Poet. Wks. 1876 II.

loo Whole-holidays of joy. 1895 K.Gr\hamz Golden Age 3

With us it was a whole holiday ; the occasion a birthday.

e. Of a team of horses : All of the same colour,

' whole-coloured \
189a Daily Xews 31 May 6/1 Sir John, who used always to

have a whole team, has now got one brown horse as wheeler.

B. sb. 1. The full, complete, or total amount

;

the assemblage of all the parts, elements, or indi-

viduals [of). With def. art. (rarely with posses-

sive) ; the whole of'= all.

t In early use occas. (as in A. 7) qualified by all.

1398 Trevisa Barth. Pe P. R. xvn. i. (Bodl. MS.), A tree

..hab no meuynge of hit silfe, nober al be hole nober
parties hereof, c 1440 Jacob's Well 201 5yf bou }yue coun-

seyl to takyn. .wrongfully oberes good,..& be bi counseyl

bat wrons is don 111-dede, bou art bounde to restore be hole.

1581 X. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xiii. 33 Leauen, which a woman
tooke and hid in three measures of meale, vntil the whole

was leauened. a 1586 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxv. 9 Quhy
sould the boil!, for thair desert, That faine wald haue that

fact withstand, ..betr the blame? 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1159

They that loose halfe with greater patience beare it, Then
they whose whole is swallowed in confusion, c 1600— Sonn.
exxxiv. 14 He paies the whole, and yet am I not free. 1615

E. S. Brit. Buss in Arber Engl. Garner III. 636 The very

First Year's herrings only, may brins in to the Adventurer
or Owner; all his whole both of Stock and Charges of

£934 5*- 8d. aforesaid. 1709 29 V. Mandkv Syst. Math.,
Arith. 6 A number that measures the whole, and_ that

which is taken away, will also measure the remainder.

1759 Johnson ^ai^/(Mxxviii[i], The good of the whole, says

Rasselas, is the same with the good of all its parts. 1813

Cobiiett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 273 In the whole of my ride,

I have not seen much finer fields of wheat. 1840 Thackeray
Bather Cox Mar., The whole of the gentlemen of the hunt.

1853 Sover Pantroph. 185 Thicken with flour, and pour the

whole on the deer when roasted. 1889 H. \V. Picton Story

ofChem. 296 We now define a salt as an acid having the

whole or part of its hydrogen replaced by a metal.

b. U.S. The Whole - the Whole House (see

Committee 3).
1840 Congressional Globe 5 May 364/2 The House then

resolved itself into Committee of the Whole.

C In a charade, my whole denotes the complete

word of which the syllables, called vty first and

my second, are the parts.

C1789 Encycl. Brit. (1797) IV. 341/1 My first is equally
friendly to the thief and the lover.. .My second is light's

opposite. . .My ivhole is tempting to the touch, grateful to

the sight, fatal to the taste. Night-shade. X836 Penny Cycl.

VI. 489/1 My first makes use of my second to eat my whole
[French chtendettt]. 1844 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert,.(1845)

II. 262 If in the process, the actual Dissyllable itself, in that

species of amusement technically called my whole, should

evaporate into thin air.

2. Something made up of parts in combination or

mutual connexion ; an assemblage of things united

so as to constitute one greater thing ; a complex

unity or system. Usually with indef. art. ; also

in pi.

1697 tr. Surgersdicins* Logic t. xiv. 43 A Whole is that

which consists in the Union of any things, or Parts. 1723
Watts Logic 1. vi. § 7 All Parts have a Reference to some
Whole. 173a Pope Ess. Man 1. 267 All are but parts of one
stupendous whole. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 62
All together the view is picturesque. It is what the painter

properly calls a whole. There is a fore-ground, a middle-
ground and distance—all harmoniously united. 1811 Shel-
ley Hellas 776 This Whole Of suns, and worlds, and men,
and beasts, and flowers, ..Is but a vision. 1833 Tennyson
Pal. ofArt 58 Full of great rooms and small . ., All various,

each a perfect whole, i860 J. Brown Horse Subs. Ser. 11.

(1861) 229 A child begins by seeing bits of everything ;. .it

makes up its wholes out of its own littles. 1865 Tylor Early
Hist. Man. i. 1 'the complex whole which we call Civiliza-

tion.

3. Phrases in senses 1 and 2. a. As a whole
(sense 2) : as a complete thing (not in separate

parts); as a unity; in its entirety, all together.

So, in reference to a pi. sb., as wholes,
1828 Carlylh Misc., Goethe {1?$-}) 1. 192 The beauty of the

Poem as a Whole. 185a Mrs. Stowk Uncle 'Pom's C. xix,

I must sustain his administration as a whole, even if there

are, now and then, tilings that are exceptional. 1865 Lf.cky
Ration, (1878) II. vi. 210 How readily nations, considered

as wholes, always yield to the spirit of the time. jgizEngt.
/list. Rev. Oct. 697 A close division in the committee might
be reversed on appeal to the cabinet as a whole.

fb. By the whole: « Wholesale i. Obs.

1591 Greene Upstart Courtier Eivb.If the Currier

bought not Lether by the whole of the Tanner, the sho-

malctr might haue it at a more reasonable price.

C. In (the) whole, (a) To the full amount,

in full, entirely, completely, wholly. (Usually,

now always, without the : opp. to in fart.)
1-1440 Jacob's Well 202 pou art bounde to restore bat

thefte in be hole. 1553 Bradford Serin. Repentance (1 57 4)

C v, They, .which, .wil prate, our merltes or workes to

satisfy for our syns in part or in whole. 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 118 They may have been
spurious in the whole, or incorrect in every part. 1826

Southky Let, to H. Taylor 31 Aug. in Life (1850) V. 266

Collecting my stray letters, and selecting such, in whole or

in part, as may not unfitly be published. 1855 NllL Boyds
Zion's Flowers Introd. 8 This Work ought to be printed in

whole. 1913 Act 3 tf 4 Geo. V, c. 20 §123 Any creditors

whose claim he has rejected in whole or in part.

(b) In total amount, all together, all told, in all.

(Almost always with the.) Now rare.

1551 Sir J. Williams Accompte (Abbotsf. Club 1836) 24
White plate, of course broken sillier. ., ccc oz. amountinge

in thole. xSSa-3 in Feuiilerat Revels Edit: JY (1914) 108

Mowldes for the feltmakers to mowlde hattes vpon at

xvjJ the pece in the hole ij
1 viij*. 1600 Southampton Crt.

Lcet Rec. (1906) n. 336 The expence of powder .. wen

charge in the wholle cannott amount vnto lese then, .fyfty

pownds yerely. c 1710 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 255

1'hey were, .twice our number in the whole. 1754 in Nairn*
Peerage Evid. (1874)48 Making up in whole.. the sum of

nine thousand merks. 1815 Coleridge Let. to Lady Beau-
mont 3 Apr., Three poems, containing 500 lines in the whole.

1918 Act 8 % q Geo. V, c. 27 § 1 Any.. sums not exceeding in

the whole the sum of one million pounds.

d. On or upon the whole : on the basis of the

affair as a whole; considering the whole of the

facts or circumstances ; all things considered

;

'taking it all together'. Hence t ip) as the up-

shot, or summing up, of the whole matter ; as a

final result, ultimately, in conclusion, in fine, in

sum
;

(c) in respect of the whole, notwithstanding

exceptions in detail ; in general, for the most part.

The construction with ^/(quot. 177O 's rare anu bs.

1698 Collier Immor. Stage 126 Shakespear's Sr. John has

some Advantage in his Character. .. But the Relapser's

business, is to sink the Notion, and Murther the Character,

and make the Function, despicable : So that upon the whole,

Shakespear is by much the gentiler Enemy. i77» Goldsm.

Hist. En*. III. 392 Upon the whole of this treaty, it was

considered as inglorious to the English. 1780 Cowper

Adjudged Case 21 On the whole.it appears .. That the

spectacles plainly were made for the Nose. 1851 Dickens

Bleak Ho. Ix, Still, upon the whole, he is as well in his

native mountains. 1887 Ruskin PrmteritaW. v. 179 W\
determined that the Alps were, on the whole, best seen

from below.
, , _ . .

0) «7ii Steele Spect. No. 4 F 1 Upon the whole I resolved

to go on in my ordinary Way. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n.

(Globe) 328 We came up with them, and in a word, took

them all in, being . .sixty four Men, Women, and Children..

.

Upon the whole, we found it was a French Merchant Ship.

1768 Goldsm. Goodu. Man Pref., Upon the whole, the

author returns his thanks to the public for the favourable

reception which 'The Good-Natured Man' has met with.

a 1774 — Hist. Greece II. 246 Upon the whole he was

unanimously sentenced to die.

U) 1797-1811 Jane Austen Sense <J-
Sensib. xhi, bne liked

him upon the whole, much better than she bad expected.

1849 Macavlay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 327 The clergy were regarded

asTon the whole, a plebeian class. 1878 Hutton Scott m.

34 She made on the whole a very good wife. 19*0 limes

Lit. Suppl. 29 Apr. 266/2 We only have [in King John] the

text of the first folio of 1623, but that upon the whole is

admitted to be good.

4. Goal-mining, A seam or portion of coal not

yet worked, or in the earlier stage of working :

see A. 8 e.

1747 IIoosos* Miner's Diet, G 3, If the Wholes be too
Soft, that we think it will let the Forks settle when they
come to be weighted, we put a Sill under them. 1883 [see

A. 8e].

C. adv. Wholly, entirely, fully, perfectly. Obs.

exc. in nonce-use in explicit or implied opposition

to half (and, like that word, sometimes hyphened
to the word it qualifies).

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 279 Now is Scotland hole

at our kynges wille. c 1374 Chaucer Anel. <V Are, 310, I

myght als weele kepe Aueryll from Rayne As holde yow
trewe and make yowe hoole stedfaste. 1390 Gower ConJ. I

.

136 Al the world in Orient Was hoi at his comandement.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2068 That ye haue me susprised so And
hole myn herte taken me fro. a 1500 Chaticer's Dreme 5

With her mantle whole couert. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold.

Bk. M. Aurcl. xiii. (1535) G ij b, I am hole ignorant of this

yonge mans lyuynge. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xiii. 15 Vf ye
be whole purposed to go in to Lgipte. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicltolays I'oy. 1. viii, 8b, Mayden slaues.. being com-
monly whole naked, a 1586 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxv.

26 Mortounis race To covatice wes boill Inclynde. 1656

Cowley Mistr., Innoc. Ill iii, The ills thou dost are whole
thine own. 1784 Cowper Task I. 608 War and the chase

engross the savage whole. 1815 Scott Guy M. x!iv, Laying
a half-dirty cloth upon a whole-dirty deal table. 1854 R. S.

Surtkes Handlcy Cr. xxvii, The half-dressed groom would
whole-dress the horse. 1905 F.T. Barton Sporting Dogs 204

A black-and-tan sire and dam produce a whole-red puppy.

fb. l'leonastically emphasized by all; occas.

-

In all, altogether. Obs,
This may often be construed as adj. : cf. A. 7.

1390 Gower Conf, II. 157 Ytaile al hoi thei overcome.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 2363, I. .comaur.de thee That in 00 place

thou seite all hoole Thyn herte withoute halfe 11 doole.

c 1450 Merlin 317, I putteme all hooll in yoine ordenaunce.

1481 Caxtos Godfrey x. 33 Alle thepeple hool fledde to fore

hym. Ibid. hi. 97 This bataylle endured wel an houre al

hoole. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, vm. (Percy Soc.) 31 As
after this shall appere more openly, AH hole exprest by
dame Phylosophy.

fc. Qualifying a following adv., forming advb.

phr. (in which whole may sometimes be construed

as adj.), as whole out, throughout ; whole together,

all together (occas., altogether, entirely).

a 1425 Cursor M. 13303 (Trin.) Twelue were £ei to telle in

dole Whenne bei were to gider bole, c 1430 Freemasonry
(1840) 15 Alle the masonus.. Wol stonde togedur hoi y-fere.

1535 Coverdale / Esdras vi. 28 Also, that they shal buylde

the house of the Lorde whole vp. 1551 Turner Herbal 1.

Kj, Some call it wylde succory: but it is hole together

smaller. 1561 Ibid. 11. 50 b, The bark, pill, or shell of the

Citron, is dry and bote in the thyrde degre hole out. 1677-8

Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 595 The Commons were

yesterday taken up. . in hearing the cause . . which not having

..heard whole out, they orderd for to-morrow.

D. Special Collocations and Combinations.

1. The adj. qualifying a sb., forming phrases

used in special senses: + whole cannon, f whole
culverin, a cannon or culverin of the full size, as

distinguished from a Demi-cannon or Demi-cul-

verin (also _//£". and attrib.); whole hog, in the

slang phr. to go the whole hog (see Hog sbA lib):

hence nonce-derivatives, as whole-hogger^ -hoggery,

•hoggism, -hoggite ; whole meal, meal or Hour

made from the whole grain of wheat, etc. (some-

times including the bran) ; also attrib. ; whole-

moulding Ship-building, name for an old method

of forming the principal parts of a vessel, now
used only for boats; cf. quot. ^1850 s.v. whole-

moulded in 2 d ; whole note Mus.
} f(a) a whole

tone or major second, as distinguished from a

'half note' or semitone; (b) a semibreve, as the

longest note in ordinary use (now tf.S.) ; whole

plate r/iotogr., see Plate sb. 5c; also attrib.;

whole shift, in violin-playing (see Shift sb. 15);

whole silk [tr. med.L. {k)olosericnm
t

ad. Gr.

6\oarjpiKoSj f. SXos whole + orjpttcos of silk], stuff

consisting entirely of silk ; whole-stitch Lace-

making, a stitch in which the threads are woven

together as in cloth. See also Whole cloth,

Wholes \le
xVAI.cnd. Coj.No. 65/3 Designing the building of twelve

new Ships,.. intending they shall carry a hundred Brass

Guns a piece, and the lower Tyre "whole Cannon 17.3

E. Stone tr. Bion's Math. Itistrum. v. iv. (1758) >»7

Ordnance, .an Eight-Pounder, a Denu- Culverin a twelve.

Pounder, a Whole-Culverin, a Twenty-four-Pounder, a

Demi-Cannon, Bastard-Cannon, and a \\ hole-Cannon. 1598

huSSTsS. VUlnnic .. iv. D 3 , W.th 'whole culuenng

raging othes to teare The vault of heauen. i«47 »m»
sf}„phCobUr(*<*%l Y. talke one to.another with whole

1834 Southey Doctor Interch. ...

theHouse of Commons. «»o« "
"J"'; £» ,'\ J„a": I ,

2

A Balfourite with leanings towards ' 'whole-hoggism .

,840 •Whole.hoggites [see Hoc ,*.' .lb] •«*> \ ennek

Ha Rlda i. 18 Bread is also wont to bee made of the

•whole meale, from which the bran is not separated. i8a8

Keichtifv Fai>y Mythol. II. 182 A nice half griddle of

RrtTSS breads .903 La. W. B. N[evl>.] P^Scrv.
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xv. 211 Neat little brown wholemeal loaves. 1904-5 Civil

Service Supply Price-list 60 Whole Meal.. per 7 lb. bag,

1/4. Ibid. 128 Biscuits, Cabin, Navy, and Whole Meal.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 405/1 Of the Mettiod of

*Whole.moulding..used by the ancients, and which still

continues in use among those unacquainted with the more
proper methods, c 1850 Rudim. Aavig. (Weale) 159 By
whole-moulding, no more is narrowed at the floor than at the

main breadth. X597 T. Morlky lutrod. Mus. Annot. ljb, '

A *who!e note is that which the Latines call integer tonus,

and is that distance which is betwixt any two notes, except

mi & fa. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 250 The Difference of

[a Fourth and Fifth] they agreed to call a Tone ;
which

we now call a Whole note. 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI.
18/2 Printing from "whole-plate negatives. 1876 Kock
Te.xt. Fair. 9 The first emperor who wore "whole silk for

clothing. 1882 Caulfeild (t SawaRD Diet. Needlework,

'Whole Stitch, a name sometimes applied to the Cloth

Stitch of Pillow Lace.

2. a. Combinations formed of phrases like those

in 1 used aitrib. or as adjs., in sense ' Consisting

of, made with, relating to, comprising, or occupy-
|

ing the or a whole . . .', as whole-arm, -cane, -day,

-fruit, -grain, -width, -world; (in sense 9 whole-

leather, -worsted. (See also whole-colour, etc.

ind.)
1410 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 657/2 Lesquelles sount appellez

an Hoi- worsted bed. 1820 Lamb Elia Ser. I. Christ s Hos-

pital, The haunting memory of those whole-day leaves.

1866 Howells Veuet. Life xvi. 246 A grand, whole-arm

movement. 1903 IVestnt. Gas. 9 Oct. 6/3 A whole-leather

boot could not be honestly purchased under 7s. 1 id. 1904-3

Civil Service Supply Price-list Index p. cii, Whole Fruit

Jam. 1910 Encycl. Brif.ll. 28 '1 (Angling), A light whole-

cane rod of stiff build. [Cf. sMjt-cane, quot. 1S90, s.v. Split

ppl. a. 2.] 1920 Coruh. Magwtiov. 533 A whole-day tramp

across country.

b. l'arasynthetic comb., in various senses of the

adj., as whole-backed, -bodied, -headed, -maned,

skinned, -skirled adjs. (See also whole-chested,

etc. in d.)

1607 Topseli. Fonr-f, Beasts 283 The Istrian Horsses are

of good able feete, very straight, 'whole backt, and hollow.

1577 Harrison England til. xii. m/i in Holinshed, Flies.,

whether they be cut wasted, or 'whole bodyed .. are voyde

of poyson. 1844 H. S 1 epiiens Bk. Farm 1 1. 660 If the carts

are whole-bodied, the steward proceeds after the back-board

is removed, to hawk out the dung; but if they are tilt or

coup-cans [etc.], 1611 Cotgr., A it maslc, the* Whole-headed
Garlicke. 1776 Withering hot. Arrangem. 503 "Whole-

leaved Water hemp Agrimony. 1iisE0nd.Gaz.li 0.2069 4*
bright bay Gelding. ."whole maned unless cut since. 1523-

34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 56 If thou bye kye or oxen to feede,

. Joke well . . that he . . be 'hoole-mouthed. and want no tethe.

1776 Da Costa Eletu. Conchol. 209 (Jod.) The first genus,

which he calls ' wholemouthed '..is my genus of
\
turbo

'

among the.. snails. 1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife 1. i, He is

•whole skin'd.has no hurt yet. 1683 Lend. Gas. No. 1910/4

A new "whole skirted Black Saddle having the Seat of

Velvet and the Skirts of Hogs skin.

c. Advb. comb.,aswhole-bred(seed);seealsoC.

d. Special Combs. : whole-bred a. [cf. A. 9 a],

of pure breed (opp. to Half-bred i) ; t whole-

chase boot (see quot.) ; t whole-ehested a.,

having a sound chest or breast ; fig. loyal-hearted ;

whole-colour, -coloured adjs. [A. 9], of the

same colour throughout, concolor ; whole-eared

(-i»jd) a., (a) having the ears whole, i.e. not cut

;

(b) listening ' with all one's ears ', i.e. intently ; so

whole-eyed (-aid) a., gazing intently; whole-

feather [A. 9], a variety of pigeon having all the

feathers of one colour ; so whole-feathered (-aid)

a. ; whole-hearted a., (of a person) having one's

whole heart in something, completely devoted

(orig. and chiefly U. S.) ; (of an action, etc.) done

with one's whole heart, thoroughly earnest or

sincere ; hence whole-heartedly adv., whole-hearted-

ness ; whole-hoofed (-h«ft) a. [A. 8], having

undivided hoofs, solidungulate ; whole-length a.,

(a) of a portrait, etc. representing the whole human
figure, usually standing ; also ellipt. as sb. a whole-

length portrait or statue ; ill) gen. extending through

the whole length ; exhibited at full length ; whole-
minded a., giving one's whole mind to something,

completely interested ; hence whole-miudedness

;

whole-moulded a. Ship-building, see quot. ei 850,

and cf. whole moulding in 1 ; whole-pull Change-

ringing, see quots. (opp. to half-pull, Half- II. n)

;

whole-sail a., said of a wind in which a ship

(esp. a yacht) can carry full sail ; whole-seas

humorous nonce-wd., quite drunk (after half-seas,

short for Half-seas-over, 2) ; whole-souled

(-si?«ld) a. orig. U.S. = whole-hearted ; + whole-

steal nonce-wd., ' wholesale ' theft ; t whole-

stone a., (of lime) unslaked; whole-time a.,

occupying the whole of some particular time, esp.

of the working time
;

(of a person) employed

during the whole time ; whole-timer, = Full-

timer; whole-working Coal-mining, see quot.,

and cf. A. 8e, B. 4.

1846 J. Baxter's Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. p. xxi,

A 'whole-bred Southdown fat wether. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., * Whole-chase Boots, are whole hunting, or large

riding Boots. 1603 J. Davies Microcosmos 37 We are

"whole-chested, and ous. Breastes doe hold A single Hart,

that is as good, as great. 1633 Massinger Guardian IV. 1,

A well timbred youth.. he's whole chested too. 1896

Westm. Gas. 2 Dec. 1/2 The collection includes a series of

"whole-colour porcelain and soft paste blue and white.

18S7 T. Moore Handlk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 4-' Scales

•whole-coloured or indistinctly two-coloured. 1907 R.

Leighion's New Bk. Dog 429 The litter will consist of some

whole-coloured blacks, and some whole-coloured whites.

1681 Lond. Gas. No. 1633/4 A large light Brindle Mastiff

Dog, .
. "whole-Ear'd. 1918 W. J. Locke Rough Road xv,

The village turned out to listen to them in "whole-eyed

and whole-eared wonder. 1879 L. Wright Pigeon Keeper

118 A Splash.. may often be mated to advantage with a

"Whole-feather. 1683 Lond. Gas. No. 1799/4 A large black

Mayled, 'whole Feathered, and thorough mewed Falcon.

1840 Channing .£<•/. toMiss Aikin 18 July, What a "whole-

hearted man ! as we Yankees say. 1855 Pcsey Doctr.

Real Presence Notes 366 The most perfect and whole-

hearted repentance. 1901 Scotsman 14 Mar. 6/4 '1 lie whole-

hearted support of British policy by the Canadians. 1893

in Barrows World's Pari. Relig. I. 534 Socially, we unite

"whole-heartedly and without reservation with our non-

Jewish fellow-citizens. 1854 Faber Growth in Holiness iv. 60

The great lesson of the Crucifix is "whole-heartedness with

God. 1882 Farhar Early Chr. iv. xxii. II. 43 A wavering

disposition,, a want of whole-heartedness, a dualism of life

and aim. 1601 Holland Pliny vin. xxi. 1. 206 In India, there

be found bocufes "whole hoofed, with single homes. Ibid.

xl. xlvi. ^51 In some parts of Sclavonia, the Swine are not

cloven-footed, but whole houfed. 1677 Plot Oxfordsli. 187

The Ouadrupeda, whereof some are u.ov<i>vvxa, whole.hooft,

such as Asses, Mules, Horses. 1835 [see Soliped a.]. 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1768) III. 259 v °ur drawings, .are all

taken down ; as is also your own "whole-length picture.

1752 Chesterf. Let. to Son 28 Nov., Undoubted originals

(whether heads, half-lengths, or whole-lengths, no matter) of

Cardinals Kichelieu, Mazarin, and Retz. 1817 T. F. Diudin

Bibliogr. Decam. II. 434 note, A small whole length of

Joseph with an angel above. 1818 Hazlitt Engl. Poets

iv. 139 The faultless whole-length mirror that reflected

his own person. 1856 Faris El-Shidiac Pract. Cram.

Arabic 18 Swelling the grammar unnecessarily with a great

number of whole-length conjugations. 1865 C. R. Leslie

& T. TAYLOR Sir Joshua Reynolds I. 104 '1 he portrait

which tended most to establish his reputation was a whole-

length of Captain Keppel-.on a sandy beach. 1906 Lit.

World 15 Nov. 504 '2 Whilst admitting, .the great spirit and

immense intellectuality of the woman, he cannot but feel .

.

a lack of sincerity, of "whole-mindedness. 1797 Encycl.

Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 406/1 Fixing a point for the aftermost

timber that is "whole moulded. C1850 Rudim. Navig.

(Weale) 159 Whole-moulded, a term applied to the bodies

of those ships which are so constructed that one mould

made to the midship bend, with the addition of a floor

hollow, will mould all the timbers, below the main breadth,

in the square body. 1668 [Stedman] Tintinnalogia (1671)

^4 "Whole-pulls, is to Ring two Rounds in one change, that

Is, Fore-stroke and Back-stroke,, .so that every time you

pull down the bells at Sally, you make a new change differing

from that at the Back-stroke next before i this Whole-pulls

was altogether practised in former time. 1872 Ellacombe

Bells ofCh. in Ch. Belts Devon iii. 228 A 'whole pull 'in-

cludes swinging the bell round twice, off from the balance,

and round up to the balance again. . . In whole-pull ringing

each bell makes a whole pull to every change. 1885 Sat.

Rev. 3 Jan. ji/i The heeling occurs only in strong 'whole-

sail winds. 1811 Joseph the Book-man 85 Some, half-seas,

like fools do swagger, While other some, "whole-seas, do

stagger. 1834 Kentuckian in New York I. 190 (Thornton)

[The New-Yorkers] are a "whole-souled people. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home, Haunts of Burns II. 72 A bust of

Burns .. looking .. not so warm and whole-souled as his

pictures usually do. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 209 A most

vigorous and whole-souled resentment. 1649 I.ightfoot

Battle with Wasp's Nest Wks. 1825 I. 423 Whom you have

so unworthily used, as to steal his arguments by "whole-

steal. 1703 Churchw. Ace. Bucknall, Lines. (MS.), 3Chal-

den of "wholestone Lime. Z906 Athenceum 13 Oct. 421/3

The Inspector of Colleges.. will be a "whole-time officer

of the University. 1918 Act 8 Geo. V. c. 5 Sched. I. § 4

Engaged in whole-time work .. of national importance.

1869 Daily News 18 Dec, To see that all the children of a

district attend some school either as "whole-timers or half-

timers. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., 'Whole-working,

Newc, working where the ground is still whole, i. e., has

not been penetrated as yet with breasts. Opposed to pillar-

work, or the extraction of pillars left to support previous

work.

t Whole, v. Obs. Also 5 hoole, 5-6 hole,

[f. Whole «.]

I. 1. trans. To make whole, heal, cure.

14.. Stockholm Med. US. I, 233 in Anglia XVIII. 301

pe cold festre xal be holyd with hete. c 1440 Capgrave Life

St. Kath. v. 1952 With whiche oyle of soores alle grevauns

Whiche men suffre, it wil be hooled anoon. 1:1450 — Life

St. Gilbert xxxiv. 110 Summe wer holed fro certeyn sek-

nesse be be merites of bis Seynt.

2. inlr. To become whole ; to recover from sick-

|
ness ; to heal, as a wound.
14.. Stocklwlm Med. MS. I. 241 in Anglia XVIII. 301

Of cler bony and rye-flour late bake a kake, . . And ley t to

be hole of be festeryd sor, . . And so it schal holyn. 1460-70

Bk. Quintc Essence 15 pe oolde feble man schal vse bis deuyn

drynk..and wibinne a fewe dayes he schal so hool bat he

schal fete him silf of be statt and be strenkbe of xl jeer.

1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 517 The wounds

whole not.

II. 3. trans. To make into a whole ; to assemble

or unite.

1443-9 Pecock Donet xvii. (1921) 186 pese spechis hoobd

and maad of be ij seidmaners. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw.
Eng. (1609) 18 The Captaine wholed a multitude of people

gathered.. of diuers Nations ..and beginnelh a Common-
wealth after this maner.

T "Whole = who will (cf. Ile).

1606 Marston Parasit. v. H 4, Whole kisse thee now?
whole court thee now t whole ha thee now t

Whole, obs. form of Hole sb.

WHOLENESS.

Whole cloth. A piece of cloth of the full

size as manufactured, as distinguished from a piece

that may be cut off or out of it for a garment, etc.

1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 451/2 Hole Clothes, called brode

Clothes. 1515 Wydow Edyth in Hazl. Shaks. Jcsl-bks.

(1864) 58 Might 1 be so bolde as of your hole cloth Todesire

you for to deliuer vnto me As much as wyll suffyse-.To

make a large Gowne and a Kyrtell. X724 Act It Geo. I
c. 24 § 1 Every Woollen Broad Cloth, ..whether. .called an
End or Half Cloth, or a Long or Whole Cloth.

b. fig. or in fig. context, esp. in phr. cut (etc.)

out of [.the) whole cloth, used in various senses ;

now esp. (U. S. colloq. or slang) of a statement

wholly fabricated or false.

1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 77, I shalbe con-

tentc.to lende you the choyce of as many gentle wordes

and loovelye termes as we.. use to deliver ower thankes in.

Choose whether you will have them given or yeeldid,. .kutt

owte of the whole cloathe, or otherwise powrid owte. 1594
Nashe Christ's T. 46 Two or three thousand pound. ...When

hee hath it all in his handes, for a month or two he reuels it,

and cuts it out in the whole cloth. 1630 Brathwait Eng.
Gent. 333 They cut it out of the whole cloth, and divide

their acies peece-meale into shreds. 1634 Peacham Compl.
Gentl. i. (1906) 5 The valiant Souldier .. measureth out of

the whole cloath his Honour with his sword. 1639 Fuller
Holy War iv. vi. 177 This rent (not in the seam but whole

clolh) betwixt these Churches. 1677 Hubbard Pres. St.

Neiv-Eng. 11. 1 The List or Border here being known to be

more worth then the whole Cloth ; That whole Tract of

Land, being of little worth, unless it were for the Borders

thereof upon the Sea-coast. 1843 C. Mathews Writ. 68

(Thornton) Isn't this entire story ..made out of whole cloth?

1897 Fortn. Rev. July 140 Absolutely untruthful telegrams

were manufactured out of 'whole cloth'. 1905 Vachell
Hill xii, That Eton captain is cut out of whole cloth; no

shoddy there.

Whole-footed (-fated), a.

f 1. Having ' whole ' or undivided feet, i. e. with

the toes united; web-footed, as a bird; rarely,

solid-hoofed, as a quadruped. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 538 pe hole-foted fowle to be flod

hyiez. 1513 Bk. Kernynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 279 All

maner bole foted fowles that haue theyr lyuyng vpon the

water. 1607 Topsell Four.f. Beasts 32 The Asses of India

. .differ from alt other whole-footed *beasts. 1696 Jn. Ed-
wards Demonstr. Exist. God I. 193 [Water-fowl] are

tenerally whole-footed. 1704 Ray Creation (ed. 4) 147

uch Creatures as are whole-fooled or fin-toed.

2. Treading with the whole foot on the ground,

not lightly or on tip-toe.

al8is Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Whole-footed. 1. Treading

flat and heavy, as if there were 110 joints in the feet. 1896

Wherry Alpine Notes 119 It has often been noticed in

mountaineering that a guide can go face forward and whole-

footed up a slope.

3. fig. Unreserved, frank, free and easy, colloq.

or slang.

.11734 North Life Dr. J. North (1744) =78 His chief

Remissions were when some of his nearest Relations were

with him,.. and then, as they say, he was wholefooted.

oi8isForby Voc. E. Anglia, Whole-footed. .2. Very inti-

mate j closely confederate.

t Wholeful, a. Obs. rare. In 5-6 hol(e)full.

[f. Whole a. + -ful.] Health-giving, wholesome.

Hence f Wholefully adv.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. DeP.R.vii. Ixviii. (W. de W.) s iv b .'2

Iuysof Caprifoli Oynions Rewe [etc.], .with vyneygre and

bony ben holfully [Bodl. MS. heelefulliche] layed to suche

bytynges. a 1513 Fabyan Chrou. vu. (181 1) 306 Drawe ye

..bolefull water of lore of my wellys.

t Wholehead. Obs. rare—1
. In 5 holehede.

[f. Whole a. + -head.] Completeness.

1.1440 Jacob's Well 171 pe iij. spanne lengtlie muste be

holehede, bat bi sorwe be hole for alle bi syunes to-gedere.

Wholely, obs. form of Wholly.

Wholeness (h^-lnes). [f. Whole a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being whole.

1. Soundness, freedom from injury ; unimpaired

state, integrity. Now rare and associated with

other senses.

exooo in Archiv fiir das Stud. d. neu. Spr. CXXI. 46

Willende & nellende, on gesundfulnysse & on ban halnesse.

[1340: see Yholnesse.] it 1374 Chaucer Booth, v. pr. iv.

127 (Camb. MS.) pou weenyst bat it be diuerse fro the

hoolnesse of science, pat any man sholde deme a thing to

, ben ootber weys thanne it is it self. 1435 Misyn Fire of

I Love 11. xii. 103 Holnes..of mynde, redynes of wyll,. .in

holy saules, suffyrs bame not dedly to synne. M43~9
Pecock Donet x. (1921) 154 pilk hool [3rd] comaundement

in his ful hoolnes is reuokid, ihe, and forboden. 1450-1530

Myrr. our I.adye 229 Neyther the godhed was inynysshed

in ihe Sonne ne the holenesse of the maydenhod in the

mother, c 1460 Oseney Reg. 30 To be holde and to be had,

with all the integrite or hoolenysse in the which William

of Saynte John.. all pe foresaide thynges had and holde.

1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W. (1884) 336

Holiness, that is. .-wholeness. 1885 American IX. 239

Rossa has too much regard for the wholeness of his skin to

run that kind of a risk.

2. The character of having nothing wanting, or

of having all its parts in clue connexion ;
complete-

ness, perfection ; unbroken or undivided state ;

the quality of constituting a complex unity.

(M K. all hoolenesse is f. all hool + nesse.)

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxvi. (1495) mm J b/i

4.11 hoolenesse [orig. totatitas] and perfightnesse longylh to

one & vnite. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 279 The thynges

seide. .be seyde by anticipacion, that the hollenesse of the

story may be conservede. 1550 Vekon Godly Sayings Dili,

He dydde both geue vnto vs an wholsom refection of bis
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body, and of his bloud, and also did briefiie assoil that hard
question of his whohies. 1581 Makbeck Bk. Notes 95 Tlie

wholeness and substaunce of Baptime doth consist in two
things,, .the Word and the Element. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
* Selv. 108 Those bedightings or affections that belong to

it, as having parts ; of which the wholeness . . was one. 1744
Harris Three Treat. II. ii. (1765) 64 note, As far as Per-

plexity and Confusion may be avoided, and the Wholeness
of the Piece may be preserved clear and intelligible. 1830
W. Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry I. 265 A book of

tales,, .without drift or wholeness of design : all is episode.

1849 EtOCK Ch. Fathers I. iii. 246 The unbroken wholeness
of this stone was a symbol of the unbrokenness of the Church.

1877 Tennyson Harold 1. ii. 114 Peace-lover is our Harold
for the sake Of England's wholeness. 1886 — Locksley
Hall do Yrs. After 101 Sweet St. Francis of Assisi. . He that

in his Catholic wholeness used to call the very flowers

Sisters, brothers.

b. The totality or total amount of something

(obs.); something complete or unified (rare)'.

- Whole sb. I, 2.

a 1340 Hampole Ps. exxxvi. 8 Of be & it) be . . is be hoolnes
of my ioy. 1678 Cuoworth Intell. Syst. Pref. A 4, These
Three.. taken all together, make up the Wholeness and
Entireness of. .The True Intellectual System of the Uni-
verse. 1856 Hawthorne Engl. Note-bks, (1870) II. 191

What shapeless and ragged utterances Englishmen are con-
tent to put forth, without attempting anything like a whole-
ness.

Wholer (h^i-bi). local, [f. Whole a. or sb. +
-BR 1

.] (See quot.)

1633 Terrier ofSwinion in N. \ Q. 6th Ser. (1885) XI. 366 'r

The inhabitants of Sainton as likewise the Lands are partly

Wholers and partly Halfers to the Churches or Parsonages
of Wath and Mexborongh. Wholers are they that paye
their Tythes wholy, bothe predial and personal, to one of
the foresaide Churches onely, viz 1

, to Wath onely or Mex-
borongh onely.

Wholesale (hJu'ls^l), sb., a., adv.

I. 1. Orig. two woids, Whole a. and Sale sb.2
,

in phr. by whole sale (also f by the or f in whole
sale), now usually ellipt. as adv., qualifying sell,

buy, or words of similar meaning : In large quan-

tities, in gross (as opposed to by retail).

a 1417 York Memorandum Bk. (Surtees) I. 183 To sell

any girdeles by retaile or holesale. 1579 Wilkinson Con/ut.
Fam. Love 41 Those men which sell by whole sale haue
a quicker disj^tch. 1593 Nashk Christ's T. 53 If seates of
iustice were to be solde for money, wee haue them amongst
vs that would buy thein vp by the whole sale. 1617 Moky-
son Itin, m. 95 Great Merchants disdaine to sell, otherwise
ihen by whole sale. 1731-1 Norivich Merc. 19-26 Feb. 3 2
William Steele .. selleth the following Goods either by
Wholesale or Retail. 18x4 Southey Sir T. More (1829) I.

135 Purchasing articles for the community in wholesale.

1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 691/1 These pegged goods
\sc. shoes] are disposed of wholesale in boxes. 1883 Law
Times Hep. 9 Feb. 727/1 Inviting the public to come and
buy, both wholesale and retail.

2. fig, (with construction as in 1). In a large

way, in large numbers or amount, in abundance,
profusely, extensively, indiscriminately.

1601 W. Coknwallis Ess. 11. xxix. Q 7, We whose narrow
roomes are not able to traflick with vertue by the whole-sale
but by retayle. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi. vi. 489 Afri-

canus, from whose Storehouse Eusebiustooke his Chronicle,

. .almost by wholesale, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 I.

330 St. Cyprian who was liberal by wholesale, bestowing all

at once, a fair estate on God and the poor. 1741 Watts
Improv. Mind 1. v. (1786) 108 They despise a valuable book,
and. .throw contempt upon it by wholesale. 1837 Blackiu.
Mag. XLII. 112 The wild Bashkirs, .slaughtered them by
wholesale. 1869 Gladstone Jim, Mundi iii. 104 Homer
never allows distinguished Greeks to fall wholesale by the
Trojan sword. 1871 Frekman Norm. Cono. IV. xx. 503
The Norman version makes him overthrow Welsh Kings by
wholesale.

t3. Sale in gross; fig. dealing in a large way or

in big quantities; indiscriminate or unlimited dis-

posal (opp. to retail). Obs.
1622 \I.Miii; tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. 11. 166 Take

them out of their tracke, put them from their whole-.sale,

and turne them to retayle. . . I will not giue a button for the
best of them. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety i. § 6 To which his

touto narra ffot huKTia all this will I give (could he make
such a whole-sale) can bear no proportion. 1788 Picken
Poems 57 Merchants shops, For halesale or retailin*.

II. attrib. or adj. 4. a. Selling a commodity
by wholesale.

i 1645 in Archaeologia LII. 135 A hosver & whole sale-

man for narrow wares. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 64 F 3
A wholesale Dealer in Silks and Ribbons. 17*4 De Foe
Tour Ct. Brit. I. I24 It l>eing frequent for the London
Wholesale Men to carry back Orders from their Healers.

1773 Life N. Frojude 5 Mr. John Neville, a Wholesale
ironmonger. 1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Hush, Scot. 11. 22
The fanner at a distance from markets .may be compared
..to a wholesale merchant. 1876 F. S. Williams Midi.
Railw. 637 Drugs from the wholesale houses for country
druggists.

b. Pertaining to sale in gross ; used for a com-
modity sold by wholesale.
1714 De Foe TourGt. Brit. 1. 130 When the great Hurry

of Wholesale Business begins to be over. 1848 Dickens
Dombey iv, Pickles, .in great wholesale jars. 1867 J. Laing
Theory of Business ii. 15 The retail price of * 13 ', we take
to mean that shopkeepers received this amount of money for

their stocks; and the wholesale price of * 11
', shows that

they pay to warehousemen '2' less than they received.
1896 L. I,. Price Money vi. 174 Greater friction prevails in
the retail than in (he wholesale market. 1901 Builder
5 Apr. p. xix, Clerk and Traveller required for a Wholesale
Country Business.

5. fig. Having an extensive application ; un-

limited or indiscriminate in range; doing some-
thing, or done, largely, profusely, or in great

quantities.

1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof St. 11. xvii. 116 But how long
shall I be retailing out rules to this Merchant ?. .'lake our
Saviours whole-sale rule, Whatsoever ye would have men
do unto you, do you unto them. 1664 Butlbr Hud. n. iii.

809 Those whole-sale Criticks, that . . cry down all Philo-
sophy. 1838 Lytton Leila I. v, The Moots had treated this

unhappy people with a wholesale and relentless barbarity.

1842 Lover Handy Andy xlvii, Slaughtering lions in a
wholesale way like rabbits. 1841 Dickens Amer. Notes iii,

I am by no means a wholesale admirer of our legal solem-
nities. 1843 ScudamOhb Griifenberg 27 It is a sort of whole-
sale theory, and equally serves for all persons, and for every
known disorder. 1863 H. Cox Inst'tt. 1. vii. 73 A wholesale
creation of peers for the purpose of obtaining a majority.
1880 Mks.I-.vnn Linton Rebel ofFamily xxii,

1 Would yon go
to the colonies with the man you loved? '. .' I would go into

the desert 1
' she answered in her passionate wholesale way.

Hence Wholesale v. trans., to sell wholesale

(in quot. intr. (or pass.); Wholesalely adv., in a

wholesale way, extensively, profusely ; Whole-
saler, one who sells goods wholesale (to retailers),

a wholesale dealer; WhoTesaleness, wholesale

quality, profuseness, indiscriminateness.
1885 Harpers Mag. Jan. 289 r English ladies' shoes,

•wholesaling at $ 1 50 per pair. 1887 J. D. Hooker in Life
(1918) II. 295 The supposed facts.. are 'wholesalely un-
reliable. 1892 Graphic 24 Dec. 758/2 The very *whole-
saleness of the present charges of corruption. 1857 Tooka
& Newmarch Hist. PricesW 375 Nor. .is it necessary., that
the whole quantity, .should be in the hands, either of the

"wholesalers or the retailers. 1888 E. Bellamy Looking
Backward 146 The manufacturer sold to the wholesaler.

1907 Times 2 Oct. 3/6 In the bakery trade . . between the

wholesaler and retailer the expression 'bushel '.. was a
measure of weight.

t Wholeship. Obs. In 3 hal-, holsc^ipe.
[f. Whole a. + -ship 1.] = Wholeness i.

c 1230 Halt Mtid. 7 Ilich him in halschipe, viiwemmet as
he is. a 1240 Ureisitn in O. F. Horn. I. 189 O muchele
menske to beon moder of swuche sone mid holscipe [Cotl.

MS. tp, 203) ihoUchipe ; see Yholschipe] of maiden.

Wholesome fhdb'lsifai), a, (sb.) Forms: see

Whole ; also 4-6 (with normal shortening) hol-

sum, -som, 6-8 wholsom e. (For north, dial.

and Sc. forms see Halesome.) [OE. *hdlsum,
corresp. to OS»*h$lsam (implied in adv. hUsamo),
MLG. heilsam, Du. heihaam salutary (dial. =
healthy), OHG. (MHG., G.) heilsam, ON. heil-

samr: see Whole a. and -some suffix^. The
northern form (reinforced from OX.) is represented

by Halesome.]
1. Conducive to well-being in general, esp. of

mind or character; mentally or morally healthful

;

lending or calculated to do good ; beneficial,

salutary.

c 1*00 I'nes <jr Virtues lit 5'f 5u luuest Sine a^ene wille

aire mast, banne is <*e swiSe holsum Sat ou bis ofri Sine
louerde god. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn, 103 penne rise<5 lire

helend 011 his heorte, and leched him holsum lore. 138a
Wvclif/ Tim. vi. 3 The. holsum wordisof oure Lord Jhesu
Crist. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas iv. xxiii. (MS. Bodl. 263}
252/2 It is nat holsum with goddis to pleie. 1535 Starkky
Lett, in England (1878J p. xvii, Holsome ceremonys of the

church. 1566 Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel 1. 22 It is

manifeste.. that we. .do celebrate the memoriall of that One
and holsome Sacrifice. 1600 Makston*, etc Jack Drum's
Entert. I. (1601) A4b, So great a masse of coyne might
mount from wholsome thrift. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11, iii. 66
Vou'l maire all. .Pray youspeake to em. .In wholsome man-
ner. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 695 A good example
of wholsome severity. 163a Brome North, Lasse 1. iv, They
are wholsomer company. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 10 r 5,

I will daily instil into them such sound and wholsome
Sentiments, as shall have a good Effect on their Conversa-
tion. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1, vi, Wholesome Admonition
and Reproof. 1824 South ky Let. to G. C. Bedford 24 May,
To enjoy better air, keep better hours, and employ herself in

quieter and wholesomer pleasures. 1839 Thihlv> all Greece
xlvii. VI. 117 Thebes was destroyed, .that the example of its

fate might strike the rest of Greece with a wholesome awe.
1879 Kkoi.dk Caesar ii. 12 The sober and wholesome manners
of life among the early Romans had given them vigorous
minds in vigorous bodies. 189s Kipling Lett. Trav. (1920)

62 It is wholesome and tonic to realise the powerlessness of
man in the face of these little accidents.

2. Promoting or conducive to health ; favourable

to or good for health ; health-giving or health-

pies'-rving ; salubrious.
c 1374 Chaccek Troylus 1. 940 pilke ground bat bereth be

w-edys wykke, Bereth eke pese holsome herbes. 1398
Trkvisa Biirth. De P. R. ix. xi. (Bodl. MS.), Marche
water is not full holsom to drinke. c 1400 Bervn 2877 It is

holsom to breke our fast be-tyme. c 1400 Pitgr. SowU
(Caxton 1483) iv. ii. 58 No holsome. ne lusty fruyte, but
bytter and vnsauoury. c 1430 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 14 To
take the holsome lusty eyre. iu8 Lyndfsay Dreme 96
O fair Phebus, quhare is thy hoilsum heit? 156a Tlrnek
Herbal 11. 48 b, Abrecockes . . are les-e then the other peches
and are holsummer for the stomack. 16x3 Pukchas Pil-

grimage v. xvii. 457 The Ayre is not very holesome, by
reason of the situation vnder the Line, and the multitude
of Lakes and Riuers. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 847 The still

Nicht, not now. .Wholsom and cool, and mild. 17*6 Leoni
Atbertts Archil. 1. 103/1 Flat ceilings are wholesomtr.

1775 Adair Amer. /ml. 230 Wholsome weeds, that their

rich fields abound with. 1819 KkaTs Eve of Si. Mark 5

The city streets were clean and fair From wholesome drench
of April rains. 1849CLARIDGE Cold Water Cure 203 Ky
this means the stable was rendered wholesome, and the horses

..continued healthy. 1891 Leeds Merc. 2 May 6, 5 Old spirits

(
are more wholesome than the new, which are far more irri-

tating to the stomach.

I
+ t>. Having the propeity of restoring health

;

' remedial, curative, medicinal. Obs, {or merged in

prcc. sense).
I t 1380 Wvci.ik Set. Wks. III. 27 Resseynynge holbum

medicyus of her hevenly lechis. 1484 Caxton Fables if
sEsopw ix, That fayr skynne which is so holsome, ye shalle

make hit to be .. bound vpon your bely, and., hit .shalle

rendre you in as good heltheas euer ye were. 1557 Turner
(title) A Booke of the Bath of Baeth..with diverse other
bathes moste hoLom and effectual. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
v. i. 104. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111. xxxii. 195 Wholsome
pills for the sick.

3. Sound in (physical or moraH condition or

constitution ; free from disease or taint ; healthy.

Now rare, or associated with other senses.

a 1533 Ld. llf.RNKRs Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. x. (1535) Fjb,
He hated delicate and gay nurses, and they that were
laborous homely and holsome he loued. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
I. v. 70 It doth ..curd .. The thin and wiioicSume blood.
Ibid. i;i. ii. 271. 1614 B. Jonson P.irth. Fair 11. v, Vrs.

I, I, Gamesters, mocke a plaine pluinpe soft wench . .because
she's iuicy and wholesome. 1653 Jek. Taylor Serm. iii.

(L.) It is not to be expected that a diseased father should
beget wholesome children. 1820 Shelley tEd. Tyr. 1. £5
He has not half an inch of wholesome fat Upon his carious

ribs. 1848 Dickhns Dombey ii, A plump rosy-cheeked
wholesome apple-faced young woman. 1851 Hawthorne

I Ho. Seven Gables ix, The purifying influence scattered.,

by the presence of one youthful, fresh, and thoroughly
wholesome heart. 1896 Hols.man Shrop^h. Lad xxiv, Ere
the wholesome flesh decay.
Comb. 1905 Sladkn Playing the Game l. xi, An unusually

wholesome-natured woman.
b. iransfi of a quality, condition, place, etc.

(often approaching sense 1).

1604 Shaks. Oth. ill. i. 49 In wholsome Wisedome He
mic,ht not but refuse you. 1605 — Macb. iv, iii. 105 O
Nation miserable !. .When shalt thou see thy wholsome
dayes againe? 1641 in Rogers Protects of LornrV (1875) I. 5

Such as shall disturb wholesome order. 1871 K. H. Huiton
Ess. II. 63 A wholesome busy city like Manchester.

c. yaitt. Of a ship (jsee quots.) ; transf. of

the sea.

1627 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. xi. 52 A Ship that will

try, hull, and ride well at Anchor, we call a wholsome Ship.

Ibid., This makes her wholsome in the Sea without rowling.

1669 Stukmy Mariners Mi'g. 1. 17 The Top-mast being
aloft the Ship is the holsomest, and maketh better way
through the Sea. 176a ElsdaU $ Narr. (MS.), The long

continuance of the Gale had nus'd a most mountainous sea,

but it was remarkably long and wholsome.

B. as sb. in pi. Wholesome things.

In first quot. in a canting use (?suggested by fulsome).
1731-8 Swift Pol, Conversat. 158 Bring me a Dram after

my Goose; 'tis very good for the Wholsoms. 1858 Brit.

Q. Rev. LVI. 358 l'o provide .. tables of the wholesomes
and unwholesomes. 1863 ' Holme Lbe ' A. Warleigh ill.

iii, Steer clear of novels before Miss Austen and Scott;

if you would like me to make you out a list of amusing
wholesomes, I will do it.

Wholesomely (hJ"*ls#mli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly *.] In a wholesome manner.

1. In a way conducive to well-being in general
;

with good tendency or effect; beneficially, salu-

tarily.

, 1100 Trin. Coll, Horn. 107 \>t giue of eche lif. he giueS
mid be holi husel, banne man it understondeu rihtliche and
holsuinliche. 1549 COVEKDAI.E, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. vi.

1-7 This bod ye of synne is then in vs effectually and hol-

somely slaine. 1622 A. Court Conslancie 11. 109 Afflictions

..happen to vs whoUomely. 1650 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. 1.

(1654) 47 What was wholsomly advised, .that he willingly

assented to. 1797 Burn's Eccl. Law (ed. 6) I. 250 note.

He was a good man, and wholesomely governed the church
committed to him. 1879 M. Arnold Mixed Ess., Democr.
24 That which operates noxiously in the one, may operate

wholesomely in the other.

2. So as to promote health ; in a way favour-

1
able to health; fremedially, medicinally (obs.)

;

healthily (rare).

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxviii. (Bodl. MS.),
Auctours comaundeb to take such whelpes holsomliche a^eus

venemous bitinge of houndes. 1546 J. HtvwoOD Prov.

(1867) 9 The meate good and holsome and holsomly drest.

1557 Order of Hoi/italls G ij, That their Linnen be whol-

somly and cleanly washed. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. 1.

47 b, This Citty -standeth holsomly and sweetly, as it were

vpon a hill. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. ix. x.

(1678) 222 Those things which do wholsomly and moderately

nourish. 1859 All Year Round No. 32. 127 Paraguay tea

..adulterates the real souchong wholesomely. 1870 Echo

15 Nov., A sufficiency of wholesome, and .. wholesomely

cooked food.

WholesomeneSS (h^-lsiJmnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NKS8.] The quality or condition of being

wholesome, in any sense.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 On tat wise Ii5 ure helende on

his heorte, alse on sepulcre, and swi3eo of holsumuesse lore

to3enes him, forte bat on ben bridde dai, bat is heorte be liht.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 239 3if bei lout-den treube of god

as moche as bei louen helpe of here body & holsunnu-s.e

of here bodily mete. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. vi. xxi.

(Bodl. MS.), Water bat renneth .
.vpon cleere Stones o^er

grauel hab be secunde bolsumnes. I547"«4 Balldwin Mor.

Philos. (Palfr.) 94 b, In meats the wholsomenesse is as much

to be required as the pleasantness:. 1553 T. Wilson Rhtt.

16 b, The holsomnesse of the ayer in i*ther countries. 1616

Purchas Pilgrimage v. vii. (ed. 3) 588 This yeeldes not to

any Indian Region, in goodline-se and w hulesomenes.se.

1796 Morsb Amer. Geog. I. 375 Malt liquor is not so fie-

quently u^ed, as its wholesome itess deserves. 1807 Sol 1 mi.y



WHOLEWISE. 94 WHOM.
Let. to G. C. Bedford 4 Oct., The bitterness of the cup will

have passed away, and you will then perceive its whole-
someness. 1857 Toui.min Smith Parish 333 Not only to
the repair of the roads themselves, but to.. the safety,

wholesomeness, and comfort of the passage along them.
1906 Lit. World 15 Nov. 517/2 The general wholesomeness
of Dr. Gladden's position is. .beyond cavil.

Wholewise (hJWwaiz), adv. nonce-wd. [f.

Whole a. or sb. + -WISE.] As a whole, com-
pletely, all at once.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk % Selv. 107 If you ask, ..Whether it

touches secundum se totum or not? Whether wholewise or
piec«wise? 1880 Lanier Hymns of Marshes I. 147 The.,
sea-rim sinks, .wholewise.

Wholey, wholie, obs. forms of Whou.t.
Wholl, wholie, obs. forms of Whole.
"Whollop, var. Wallop sb. and v.

"Wholly (hJirlli, Ixniii), adv. Forms: a. see

Halely. $. 4-5 hollich(e, 4-6 hoolly, holy,
holly, 5-6 hooly, 6-8 wholy, (4 hoolliche,
holiche,holyke,holilich, holi, hooli, 5 hoolich,
holych. holli, holely, hoyly, 6 hol(l )ye, hoolye,
holie. whol[l}y3, whol

vl)ie, 7 wholelye, whol-
lily), 7-8 wholey, 7-9 wholely, 6- wholly. [ME.
hoi'Jjicke, iholliche, repr. OE. type *(ge)hd/lice

:

see Whole a. and -ly -. For the northern form see

Halely.
The normal development of OE. {*?.:)halttce was (y)h$lliche

C 14th— r = th c). giving ultimately /w/f (hffli), which survives
dialectally. But, by the influence of the adj.hdl Whole,
a type with a long root-vowel was differentiated, hdlliche\
this type, with // retained or with simplification to / (which
appears to have taken place as early as the 14th cent.), is

represented by the modern pronunciations (h£u 'lli) and
(hi?a ii). The current spelling wholly descends from the
ME. hclliche, and has ultimately prevailed over the once
commo'i wholely and wholy, which would more normally
denote the resultant standard pronunciations. (For the sim-
plification of // to / cf. early forms of Foully, fu.'i, fouly,
foivlye, and Solely, sooty, soly.)]

In all senses formerly sometimes pleonasticalTy

joined with all,full, oxfully, cf. Whole A. 7.

1. As a whole, in its entirety, in full, throughout,
all of it; 7 formerly also (in ref, to a pi. or col-

lect, sb.), all of them, all together, in a body.
Now rare.

21300 [see Halely]. c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. Wace
(Ro!i>) 1737 Al holyke [v. r. All holy] coin her flote In Derte-
muthe. Ibid. 14357 pre ;er holy was he kyng. 1338 —
Chron. (1S10! 34 Alle be regne holy was bat tyme in his
hand. 1377 Lwgl. /'. PL B. xvu. 25 Abraham.. sei^h
holy [v. r. hoolly] be Trinite, Thre persones in parcelles
departable fro other. 1395 £*. /;. Wills (1882)8 To parfourne
hotelich and trewlich this., testament, la 1400 Morte Arth.
3363 Theyheldede to hirheste alle holly at ones, c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione in. xxxv. 103 To restore all binge;, not only holy,
but also abundantly & ouerhepid. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIIT
c 18 § 1 As yf all the. .purporte of the same Commission
ware in this present acte holly and particularly rehersed.
j 597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Iv. § 7 That infinite word, .could
not in part but must needes be wholie incarnate. 161

1

Bible Lev. vi. 23 Euery meat offering for the Priest shal be
wholly burnt : it shall not be eaten. 1681 Flavei. Meih.
Grace xxxi. 536 Xon omnis moriar, I shall not wholly die;
there is a life I live, which death cannot touch. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 158 p 4, I would have a Spectator wholly
writ upon Good-breeding. 1824 Scott Redgaunt/et let. xi,

He.. took off the brandy wholely at twa draughts. 1856
Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. vii. § 3 A man who can see
truth at all, sees it wholly, and neither desires nor dares to
mutilate it.

2. Completely, entirely, to the full extent (so

that there is no deficiency) ; altogether, totally,

thoroughly, quite.

[a 1300. etc. : see Halely. C1315, 1340: see Yhoi.liche.]
a 1315 MS. Rawl, B. jjo If. 56 Ant 51? ani his ipult out of
suuche entre, sal he recoueren his seisine of him pleinliche
ant hollicheasehe beobereles? 13.. E. E. Altit. P. B. 104
pat my hous may holly by halkesby fylled. c 1350 Will.
Pateme 435 Nis he holly at my hest in hard & in nesche.
1390 Gower Couf II. 4 Sche. .dede al holi what he wolde.
C1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 105 Y desire welfare,
helth, strynght and goodnesse, all holely to come to vche
man. c 1440 York Myst, \\\\. 22 f»ai shall be. .for-done
hoyly, hyde and hewe. 1550 Crowley Last Trumpet 551
Do thy selfe wholly addres To walke in thy vocation. 1568
GRAvros Chron. II. 270 The Archers of England shot so
wholy together, that the Frcnche men were faine to geue
place. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 355 Amor <S-

dilectio (both loue in English) were the words most, & all

wholy in request. i6ti Shaks. Cymb. 11. ii. 10 Sleepe hath
ceiz'd me wholly. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 104 Mr.
Bradford makes wholy for our present Tenet. a 1708
I'.everidge Thes. Theol. (1711) I. 8 As he [sc. God] is not
divided.. in Himself, so neither let him be in your Affec-
tions; but love Him wholly, and wholly Him. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Tale ofTynel. 5 We were wholly at a loss what
to do. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iti. I. 358 The great
majority of the houses.. have.. been wholly, or in great
part, rebuilt. 1918 Cornhill Mag. June 636 His words.,
were wholly admirable and true.

b. Entirely, so as to exclude everything else
;

hence practically equivalent to ' exclusively, solely,

only, without exception \
e 1425 Cast. Persev. 598 in Macro Plays 05 Goddys seruyse

bou must forsake, & holy to be werld bee take. 1551
Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xx'ii. 24-30 Neither shall he take
the laude and praise vnto himselfe, but referre the same
entierly and whollye vnto God. 1603 G. Owen Pembroke-
shire (1891) 47 Inhabited wholelye by Welshmen. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 180 The Instruction of the people,
dependeth wholly, on the right teaching of Youth, a 1708

[see 2]. 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes ii. 67 They shall give
up themselves wholy hereto without entangling themselves
with the World. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xvii, My ear
was wholly intent on analyzing the mingled sounds. 1859
Tennyson Marr. Geraint 441 A creature wholly given to
brawls and wine.

Wholve, sb, dial. Also 5 wolve, whulve, (7
hulve, hull), 8 whoulve. [Variant of \Yha(u)ve.]
A short arched or covered drain under a path.

1395 (4 June) Vitm of Frankpledge Gt. fValtham (MS.),
Johannes Hereward de jure reparat quemdam Wholue juxta
Stonfeld. 1466 Birchanger Court Poll, Vnum wholve non
scuratum apud Grouchemede. 1469 Maldon, Essex, Liber
B. fol. 18 (MS.) Le whulve atte crosse. 1637 Maldon,
Essex, Docts. Bundle 161. No. 3 (MS.) We present Abell
Hawkes .. for .. not laying of a hull against his gate for

the passing of the waiter. 171* Maldon, Essex, Borough
Deeds, Bundle 114, No. 17 (MS.) We present Mr. Kemp
for not laying a whoulve at y* great avingnilk-well mead.
1903 (Essex dial.) I've been opening a wohe.

tWholve.z'. Obs. rare, [Variant of \Yha(u)ve.]
= Whelve v. 1.

14. . I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 614/42 Supinus, wholuyd
[printed wholnyd].

"Wholy, obs. form of Hooi.ee.
162a in Foster Engl. Factories /W.(ioo8) II. 76 Eighteen

rupp[ees] at once given in pane to certayne banyans at the
feast of Wholy..

Wholy, obs. form of Holy, \Yholly.

Whom (h«m), pron. Forms : a. 1 hwaem,
1—3 hwam, 3-5 warn, 3-5, 8-9 St, wham, 4-5
wharae, whaym e, worn, 4-7 whorne, (3 Jwam,
wheem, Orm, whamm, 4 huarn, whaam,
whaime, 5 wome, hom(e, whem,waim,6hoom,
Sc. vhom), 3- whom ; north, and Sc, 3-4 quam,
4-6 quham, 4-6, 8 quhome, 4-7 quhom, (3
quuara, 4 quaym, quern, quhowra, 5 qwhom(e,
qwora e, qhom\ 0, 1 hwone, hwane, hwsene,
2 hwen, 2-3 hwan, 3 whsen, wan. ^wan, wanne,
3—4 whan. [IVhom represents formally OE.
hwam, later variant of hivxm (:— *xwaimi), dat.

of hwd Who, hw&t What, corresp. (with variation

of inflexion) to OFris. kwdm (WFi is. warn, waam,
NFris. h&m), OS. hwem(t$), OHG. (h)tvemu, -0

(MHG., G. wem), ON. hveim (MSw. hzaem
used as dat. and ace, early Da. also hwam),
Goth, hwamma. In its usage whom combines the

functions of OE. kwxm and OE. hwone, hwane,
hwsene, ace. masc. of hwd, corresp. to OFris.

hwane, hwene, OS. hwena (MDu., Du. wien),

OHG. {h)wenan
f
wenien (MHG., G. wen), ON.

(eastern) hwan, Goth, hwana. The history of

OE. hwone, ME. {h)wan is therefore illustrated

und*_r this heading in order to exhibit the merging

of the original ace. and dat. under the forms of the

latter. (The form-hi>tory is complicated in the 1 2th

and 13th centuries by the fact that in weak posi-

tions {Ji)~a<am often became {Ji)wan, and the latter

when neuter is indistinguishable from Whon 1 .)

The earliest instance here recorded of the use of

the dat. form as an ace. or direct object is in the

indef. relative swa hwam swa swa = whomsoever
(Laud Chron. an. 1 1 23) : see sense 6. By 1 200 this

shift had extended to the relative and dependent

interrogative uses, but examples of the independent

interrogative use are hardly earlier than 1300: see

sense 1 b.] The objective case of Who : no longer

current in natural colloquial speech.

1. In an independent question, a. as indirect

object (dative) or as object of a preposition (or

after than).
c 1000 Ags. Gosf>. John vi. C8 Drihten to hwam ga we?

a 1300 Cursor M. 8353 O mi kingrike qnat redes bon ?

Quam sal i giue it for to ledd ? a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 463
To quam has pou he tane till, tell me be sothe. 1535
CovF.itDAi.E Ezck. xxxi. 2 Whom art thou like in thy great-

nesse? — Isa, xl. 18 To whom then wiil ye licken God?
1539 Bible (Great) Isa. xxviiL 9 Whom then shal such one
teach knowlege? 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. n. i. 153 Speed.
To be a Spokes.man from Madam SUuia. Val. To whom?
1603 Df.kker & Chkttle Grissit iv. i. (Shaks. Soc.) 52
Seek'st thou a better nurse? A better nurse than whom?
1780 Warner in Jesse Selwytt $ Contemp. (1844) IV. 369
For whom in the world do you think that I was kept so
long kicking my heels? 184a Ruskin Lett, to a College
F'rieud (1894) lap To whom should I write if not to the
only one of my friends whom I cannot see? 1866 Ik Kanu
All in Dark viii, I played to-day.. two rubbers of fives;

with whom do you think ?

b. as direct object (accusative).

971 Bliekl. Horn. 45 Hwane manab God maran gafoles

ponne bone biscop? c 1000 Ags.Gosp. John xviii. 4 Hwaine
sece se?
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxvi[il 1 Wham sal I drede? c 13*0

Cast. LoT'e 206 Whom mai he to helpe crauen? 1381
Wvci.tf Matt. xvi. 15 Whom seien }e me to be ? Ibid, xxvii.

21 Whom of the two wolen }ee to be left? c 14.50 Hol-
land Hozulat 69 Quhom sail I blame? 1513 Douglas
AEneis 1. vi. 38 Bot, O thou virgine, quham sail I call the?

1535 Coverdale Isa. vi. 8 Whom shall I sende, and who
wilbe onre messaunger? 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. lxxiii. 25
Whom haue I in heauen but the? 1704 Taverner Faithf,
Bride in. 27 Whom wou'dst thou injure with a Villains

Name? 1855 Tennvson Maud 1. vi. ii. Whom but Maud
should I meet? 1870 Morris Earthly Par. Ill, 489 Whom
think you she has seen?

2. In a dependent question, or clause of similar

meaning, a. as indirect object or as object of a
! preposition.

The prep, regularly precedes hut often foHowed in obs.

Sc. use (cf. ioj; in mod. use it occas. appears at the end of the
clause, but in such cases in colloq. speech who is commonly
substituted (see Who 5).

o. Bemvulf \bqfc Swa waes. .^emearcod. .hwam Jjaetsweord
Seworht . .aerest waere. c8»5 I'esp. Ps. xxxviii[i]. 7 [6] The-
saurizat et ignorat cut cougregat ea, goldhordaft &. nat
hwaem jesomnao 3a. c zaoo Trin, Colt. Horn. 145 pe holi

gost be him dide..to understonden bat ure drihten wolde
man bicumen and ware and wanne and of warn ben boren.
c uoo Ormin 12612, I sahh cumenn Godess Gast Inn aness
cullfress like, & I sahh uppo whamm he comm. cix>$
Lay. 1 1404 pe king .. bxd heom rseden him raed whaem
[c 1275 wan] lie mihte bi-ta^che al his kine-riche. 13 . . Cursor
M. 10718 (Gdtt.) Thorn bis prophete sal ^e se Til quham be
may sal_ spousid be. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 93 Ne
he ne wist to wham bat he mot mak his mone. 136a Lancl.
P. PI. A. 1. 43 Tel me to whom bat Tresour appendeb ? Ibid.

47 He asked.. whom be ymage was lyk. 1375 Harbour
Bruce iv. in, I wat nocht for quhat enchesoun, Na quham
with he maid the cowyne. 1448 Marc Paston in P.

. Lett. I. 69, I fell hym so disposyd that he wold..asett to

morgage all that he hath, he had nowth rowth to qhom.
c 1470 Got. <y Gaw. 259 Quha is lord of yone land, . . Or
quham of is he haldand, Fayne wald I wit. 1504 C'tess
Kichmond tr. De Imitatione iv. v. (1893) 267 Se from
whom this mysterye is gyuen vnto the. 1513 Douglas
sEneisxi. xiii. 133 Thar sail thou knaw onone, Quhamto
this wvndy gloie, voust, or avantis, The honor, or, with
pane, the loving grantis. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)

xxiii. 42 Tak heid Quhomefor thow suffer pane. 1600
Fairfax tr. Tasso vm. liii, To spie at whom to aske we
gazed round. 1671 Milton Samson ioS8, I .. am come to

see ofwhom such noise Hath walk'd about. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa (1768) VIII. 185 They let me go . . They little

thought with whom. 1848 Dickens Dovibey vi, Not that

he cared to whom his daughter turned, or from whom turned
away. 1859 Sporting Mag. Feb. 77 When he found Gemmy
knocked down to him (he Knew not whom for). 1903 Elin.
Glvn I'iciss. Erang. 203 Getting a note, she did not tell

me whom it was from, or what it was about.
jS. C897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xliv. 331 Ac <5u

,
findst wi3 hwone 5u meaht flitan. a iaoo Moral Ode 326

in O. E. Horn. I. 179 We scolden..u* bi-benche. .hwet we
be5, and to wan we sculle and of wan we come, a 1250

Owl 4- Night. 1509 >«f he bibencb bi hwan [:: r. hwam] he
l:ii, Al mai be luue gan a-wai. X393 Lancl. P. PI. C. xiv.

! 158 Ich hadde wonder at wham [v. r. whan] and wher bat

be pye Lernede legge styckes bat Ieyen in here neste.

b. as direct object.

a. cixo$ Lay. 27487 peoat tan lastennstenankempe Whxm
I

[MS. whae] he sculde slam on [c 1275 warn he solde smite]

and wham [MS. wha ; c 1275 wan] he sculde sparien. 1297

R.Glouc. (Rolls) 6417 po bed he be court.. ri^t vnderstonde

j

Watvorewarde per were ymad . . Buuenehim& kjngedmund
!' ..& wan [v.rr. warn, wham] edmond made is eir. a 1351

Minot Poems (ed. Hall) xi. 4 Haue minde of hi man, bou
whole wham I mene. c 1380 Wyclif Set. IVks. I. 348 Crist

axidehis disciplis whom bei seideu him to be. i5a6TiNDALE
Luke xii. 5, 1 will shewe you whom ye shall feaie. — John

I
xiii. i3, I knowe whom I have chosen. 1535 Coverdale

;

Josh. xxiv. 15 Chose you this daye whom ye wyll serue,

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Coua. E. hid. 1. ix.

22b, He..coulde not tell whom he might trust. 1610

Shaks. Tenrp. 1. i. 20 Remember whom thou hast aboord.

1693 Congreve Old Bach. v. xv, I suppose you know
whom I have got— now. 1737 Poie lior., Epist. 1. vi. 102

Hire a Slave. .To. .Tell at your Levee.. To whom to nod,

,
whom take into your Coach. Mod. I don't know whom
to ask.

p. cwj$Lainb. Horn. \?f pe deofel .. ge<S abutan-.sech-

inde hwen he maje fordon. c 1175 [see c 1205 in o],

11 3. Used ungrammatically for the nominative

Who, esp. as predicate in a dependent clause

(being erroneously taken as object of the verb in the

principal clause ; sometimes app. from confusion

with the Latin ace. and inf.).

[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt xvi. 13 Hwjene secgeaS menn baet

sy mannessunu?] 15*6 Tindale Matt. xvi. 13 Whom do
men saye that I the sonne of man am ? Ibid. 15 But whom
saye ye that I am ? [So 1611 ; E . V. 1881 who.] c 1530 Lo.
Herners Arth. Lyt. Brit. x. (1814) 20, I cannot thinke

vhome it should be. 159a Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. 1. i. 205

(Qo. 1) Tel me in sadnes whome she is you loue. 1654-66

Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 574 The Horse seem'd to

know whom 'twas he carri*d. 1817 Beloe Sexagenarian II.

227 Whom is it you mean? 1861 Mrs. H. Wood East
Lynne ui.'i, Not having the least idea of whom Afymi^htbe.

II. Indefinite (non-relative) use.

f4. The indefinite use of OE. hwd Jiwkm, etc.)

•some one 'did not survive, but, on the analogy

of Otherwhat, Somewhat, ME. has sum oJ>er

wham ~ some one else. {Cf, Somewho.)
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6604 pan preyde be ryche

man Abraham, pat he wide sende Lazare, or sum ober

wham, To hys brebryn.

III. Relative uses.

Also formerly with that following (see That conj. 6).

5. As compound relative, or with ellipsis of

! antecedent (= he, him, those, etc. whom), of a

\

person or persons : as direct object, or object of

a preposition, arch. (Cf. Who 8.) Often approach-

ing the indefinite sense 6.

U9S0 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke x. 22 FUius et cut uoluen't

fitius reuelare, se sunn & busem wa:lle se sunu jedeaua.]

c itoo Ormin 12888 Ne barrf taw nohht nu folhjhenn me,

Her iss whamm 3U * birrb fol^henn. 13. . Eufrosjne 424 in

Horstm. Attengl. Leg. (1878) i7g/i Whom he loueb, he wol

chastise, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 70 Warn bat ?e bus bynd, schal

be bound, and warn bat ^e bring out of synne, J»e peyn schal

be for^euen hem. 1507 Registr. Aberdon. (Maitl. CI.) I. 352

I
And shuld present nam therto bot quhom that pleiss the



WHOM. 95 "WHOMSO.

said Mr. Alexander. 15*6 Tindale John xvii.3 That they
niyght knowe the that only very God ; and whom thou hast

sent Iesus Christ. 1579 Fulke Ileskins' Pari. 347 There
were there, to whom Christe sauouied better in their heart,

then Manna in their mouth, a 1600 Hooker Eat. Pol. vi.

iii. % 1 We are by repentance to appease whom we offend by
sinne. 1713 Addison Cato 11. v, I've ofTer'd to.. gain you
whom you love at any price. 1810 Crabbr Borough ill, A
common bounty may relieve distress, But whom the vulgar

succour, they oppress. 1820 Byron Juan iv. xii, ' Whom
the gods love die young ' was said of yore. 1842 Tennvson
Sir Galahad ii, How sweet are looks that ladies bend On
whom their favours fall ! 1876 Swinburne Erechthens 1315
Shall the sea give death whom the land gave birth?

b. with correlative in following clause. Cf.

Who 6 a. arch,
c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 1768 Dat is min red, WIS quam 3u is

findes, dat he be dead, c 1275 Passion our Lord 103 in

O. E. Misc. 40 Hwam ich biteche bat bred. .He me schal

bitraye, 1381 Wyci.if Matt. xxi. 44 Vpon whom It shal

falle, it shal togidre poune hym. ?ai4oo Merit Artk.

770 Whaymethat he towchedehe was tynt for euer ! c 1400

fsee 5 above]. 1526 Tindale Luke vii. 47 To whom lesse

is fbrgiuen, the same doeth lesse loue. 1539 Bible (Great)

Rom. viii. 30 Whom he appoynted before, them also he

called [1611 Whom hedid piedestinate.them he also called].

1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Oed. Col. 1332 Unto whom..
Thou shalt be friend, the victory is his.

Q. In general or indefinite sense : Any one whom,
whomsoever. Cf. Who 6. arch, or literary.

t Also with the indefinite sense indicated by ever following:

see also Whomever,
a 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1123 pat hi mosten cesen of clerc-

hades man swa hwam swaswa hi wolden to ercebiscop,

t 1275 Lay. 9081 pe holi gost..hine dealeb to warn him
beop lofue. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4935 He ne sparde old

ne V>i)ge. •• pat he ne slou wanne [v. r. wham] he vond.
( 1375 Sc. Log. Saints xvi. (Magdalena) 601 God mychiy is

. .al temporale thinge to gyf & tak to quham he wil. 1429
Polls 0/ ParIt. IV. 343/1 No persone . . shal conceyve
indignation. .azeins any other of the s^ide Counseill, for

saiyng his advys . . to any request . . that shal be spoken . . in

the seide Counseill, whome that ever it touche. 1449 Peg.
Mag. Sig. Scot. 70/2 Payand thereof yerely. .tome or quhom
that I assign fourti markis. 1515 in Leadam Sel. Cases
Star Chamber (Selden) II. 77 Your most honorable Coun-
saill or whome it shall please your highnes to .. appoynte.

1535 Coverdale Dan. v. 19 Whom he wolde, he set vp: &
whom he list, he put downe. 1664 in E.xtr. St. Papers rel.

Friends Ser. in. (1912)215^ leaue order with Mr. William-
son, or whom elce you please, to minde my Lord Chansellour
tomorrow of this letter. 1744 Berkeley Sin's §354 Atheism,
be it of Hobbes, Spinosa, Collins, or whom you will. 1865
Ruskin Sesame i. § 6 We cannot know whom we would".

1866 Mrs. Whitney Leslie Goldthwaite vii, By-and-by she
would be making up her own excursions, and asking whom
she would.

7. As simple relative introducing a defining or

restrictive clause, completing the sense: cf. Who 9.

t Also formerly as correlative to suck : cf. Who 9 b.

a. As object of a preposition (usually preceding,

occas. following at end of clause). See also 10.

a 117s Cott. Horn. 233 Al bat we habbe<5 of bese feder we
habbeo, of warn we alle ur[V] sielbe habbeS. c 1200 Vices

-v Virtues 49 He (Surh hwam kinges rixit. c 1200 Ormin
6995 Jesu Crist wass..patt Hike, off whamm profetess Haff-
denn forrlannge cwiddedd ser, patt [etc]. 13. . E. E.Allit.
P. A- 131 pe wy}, to wham her wylle ho waynez. C1386
Chaucer Frankl. T. 258, I wol been his to whom bat I am
knyt. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1914) 27 If

bou will be of hinge lyfe, it es reson bat bou honoure thaym
of whaym bou hase pe lyfe. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (IVose)

17 Yef it f.dlis yu am time, On waim be for-getilnes es on-long
(etc,]. 1428 Munim. de Metros (Hann.) 519 Till all & syudry
to quham be knawlage of bir present lettris sail to cum.
1452-3 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901)47 The personez quom thei
laboryd fore. 1526 Tindale Luke xiii. 4 Those xviij. apon
whom the toure in siloe fell. 1539 Bible (Great) 1 Sam. ix.

17 This is the man, whom I spake to the of. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. 11. ii. 8 The roynish Clown, at whom so oft, Your
Grace was wont to laugh. ^1730 Ramsay Eagle ,y Robin
60 By sic with quhome they ar opprest. 1829 [see Sucu
B. 12J. 1840 Mahryat Poor Jack xix, The boy with whom
I had fought. 1882 Besant All Sorts xix, Here was
a woman the like of whom he had never imagined.

b. As direct or indirect object.

c 1200 Ormin 6521 He ma}} wel bitacnenn hitnm whamm
he stod inn to folljhenn. c 1400 Apot. Loll. 68 pe disciplis

lowsid him liuing, warn dead be master had reisid. c 1420
Prose Life Alex. 46 He sail be my helpere, wham in '

dremez I sawe appere vn-to me. 1507 Reg. Privy Seal
\

Scot. I. 227/2 5e and iik ane of }ow quham it efTeris. 1582
N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. hut. 1. ix. 22 b, I

Those whom he gaue license to enter aboorde his ship.
,1 1600 Montgomerie Sonn. lvii. 2 Vha wald behold him
vhom a god so grievis? 1632 Milton ISAllegro 124 To j

win her Grace, whom all commend. 1680 in Proc. Soc. '

Antiq. Scot. (1911) XLV. -^33 These men quhom blesed
King Jesus delighteth to honour. i«i Johnson Rambler
No. 178 P9 Knowledge is praised and desired by multitudes ,

whom her charms could never rouse fiom the couch of
sloth. 1850 Gladstone Glean. (1879) II. 65 He was one of 1

the most extraordinary men whom this century has pro-
duced. 1871 'Mark Twain' Lett. (1920) 112, 1 think I shall I

call it ' Reminiscences of Some Pleasant Characters Whom
I Have Met/ (or should the ' whom ' be left out ?).

8. Introducing an additional statement ; thus
sometimes » 'and him (her, them) ' : cf. Who 10.

f Formerly occas. preceded by the 'cf. the which.
Which 13. 13). a. As direct or indirect object.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10 Kyng arthour . . Quam non in hys

lim was like. 138a Wvclif Gen. xxii. 2 Tak thin oonli
gotun sone, whom thow louest. c 1386 Chaucer Friar's 'P.

iq3 Witnesse on lob whom that we diden wo. c 1410
V Lydc. Assembly of Gods 854 Grace was the guyde of al!

thys gret meyny. Whom folowyd Konnyng with hys
genalogy. ? 1472 Stonor Papers ^Camden) I. 125, I trust

to alle myty Jhesu to know more to my hertes ese than I

do now, bom I beseche to preserve [youj. 1526 Tindale
/ John iv. 20 Howe can he that loveth nott his brother
whom he hath sene, love god whom he hath not sene? 1556
Lauder Tractate of Kyngis 95 The kyng had.. The rewle
of hunders and thousandis, Quhome that he sufferit..To
tyne and perysche. 1566 W. P. tr. Curio's Pasquine in
Traunce 108 Peter Luis.. whom all men say to be a moste
filthy Sodomite. 1645 Row Hist. Kirk{\%4,2) p. xxx, Otheris
had gon out befor, quhom we thocht now to be slain. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 438 Astoreth, whom the Phoenicians cali'd

Astarte. 1681 Dryden Abs. % A chit. 5S0 The Rascal
Rabble.. Whom Kings no Titles gave, and God no Grace.
1781 Cowper Retirement 742 Grant me still a friend in my
retreat, Whom I may whisper—solitude is sweet. 1793
Burns Scots ! ivha Jure 2 Scots ! wham Bruce has aft en led.

1x1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 84 Warburton (whom I

presume to have been the annotator).

b. As object of a preposition (usually preceding,

occas. following after the verb) ; also after than
(see Than 2 b). Sue also 10.

As to details of construction see note s.v. Which B. 7 a.

c 1200 Trin. Coil. Horn. 179 For eues gulte to wan ure
drihten sede. In dolore paries filios. Ibid. 1S1 For adames
jiiilte, to hwam ure drihten seide :. .On bine nebbes swote pu
shall bin bred notcn. c 1200 Ormin 1976 Allmahhtij Godd,
burrh whamm ;ho wass wipp childe. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

220 Ascayn bijet silvi, of ;wan be brut com. a 1300 Cursor
M. 736 A messager he send, Wit quam best to spede he wend.
Ibid. 5342 Kue, o quam we a! legan. Ibid. 9530 Doghties
four. .To quam ilkan lie gaf sum-thing, c 1325 Metr. Horn.
17 This Symond, of quaym I spak are. c 1380 Wyci.if Set.
Wks. III. 99 pe Holy Gust, to wham is apropiyed love.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 19 To god, of whaim bat al f>e

gude cumis. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 88 Oou
god, ffro wbem i>ke merueylouse werk descendys. C1460
Mbthah Wks. (1916) 96 Vt sygnyfyith that. .that persone
schuld haue a frend vpon home he scliuld trost, the qwyche
schuld dysseyve hym qwan he hath most nede. 1537
Latimer Let. to Cromwell in Facs. Xat. MSS. (1866; 11.

xxxi, The byrth of our prynce, boom we hungurde for so
longe. 1548-1876 [see Than 2 b]. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T.
iv. iv. 5^9 Your Mistris ; from the whom, I see There's no
disjunction to be made. 1667 Milton /'. /.. v. 468 His wary-

speech Thus to th' Empyreal Minister he [sc. AdamJ fiam'd.
Inhabitant with God [etc.], .To whom the winged Hierarch
repli'd, 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Study Nat. (1799)
I. 433 His neighbours, the number of whom is restricted to

four or five, according to the extent and form of his domain.
1872 Tennyson Gareth .y LynetteSyS Haughtily she replied.
' I fly no more. .

.' To whom Sir Gareth answer'd courteously,
'Say thou thy say, and I will do my deed.'

9. a. Used in reference to a thing or things :

orig. dative of What (sense C. 7% later as a general

objective case of Which (sense B. 7 or 8). Obs.

exc. with personification : cf. Who ii c.

With the examples in cf. Whon '.

a. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Dis is sunfulla monna leddre
burh hwam ure drihtan teii to him al moncun. Ibid. 153
pis beo5 be fif ;eten burh hwam kim'5 in de3es wurhte.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 696 Ydolatrie dus was boren, For quuam
mani man is for-loren. c 1320 Cast. Love 1086 Algate he
hab mis-don, porw whom he is in my prison. 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 3 It is the cuppe whom he seiueth, Which
alle cares from him kerveth. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov.
Lordsh. 106 My lawe & my faytb, yu whom y am norshyd.
1432-50 tr. I/igden (Roils) I. 27, I haue studiede that hit

schal be called PolLronkon of the pluralite of tymes whom
it dothe conttyne. 1448-9 Metham Amoryus * Chores 1263
A ston..The name off home serpentyne ys. 1513 Douglas
Auneis vii. vii. 80. The round top of tre, ..Quham childer
diivis byssyat tbair play. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)
II. 334 He. .left the way in quhome he fir>t began. 1551
Turner Herbal 1. K v, We haue no herbe in Englande that
I knowe to whome all thes hole descriptions do agre, 1562
Ibid. 11. 81 Peplis whome Bom call wild porcellayn. 1608
Dekker Dead Tearme C 3,What a rare inuention . . was pen
and Imke, out of whom (as streames from a Fountain?)
flow all these wonders. i6n Steed Theat. Gt. Brit. 11/1
Redrith and Frensham.. betwixt whom are extended thirty

foure miles. 1648 tr. Senault's Parafhr. Job 163 Those
trees, whom the thunder hath beaten down. 1770 Luckombe
Hist. Printing 466 The vowels.. are seventeen in number;
five of whom are pronounced long.

0. c 1200 Vices -\ Virtues 127 Tach me godnesse Surh wan
ich god mu^e bien. c 1275 Lay. 7220 He makede bane
kalender bi wan geob al be ;er. Ibid. 7633 pat ilke swerd .

.

borh wan his bane he hadde. c 1290 St. Braudan 580 in

S. Eng. Leg. 235 Fewe goddedes ich haue i-don of 3wan ich

noupe may telle, a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 24^72 An vaire
welle Of wan alle be wateres pat bep anerbe comep.

b. Used in reference to a number of persons

collectively: cf. Who ii a.

c 1230 Hali Meld. 10 Al is nawt bet ti folc—of hwam 1

.-,pec pruppe—biheten be to ifinden. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)
J 3 15 Pe kunde blod of pis lond of warn we babe come.
1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. 111. i, The world, With whome there
nothing can preuaile but wrong. 1606 G. W[oodcocke]
Hist. Ivstine xxx. 102 The very same Army whom he had
there standing in battell arraye. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. iv. 22
A Cittie on whom plentie held full hand, 1671 Milton
Samson 1100 The unforeskinn'd race, of whom thou bear'st
The highest name for valiant Acts.

c. Used in reference to animals : cf. Who i i b.

I34°-7° Alex. *f Dind. 793 TrUcerberus be tenful of wham
1 tolde haue. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 85
His gude hors, in quham he traistis sa mekle. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 184 A prowling Wolfe, Whom hunger drives to
seek new haunt for prey. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 93 A
hare whom hounds and horns pursue. 1783 Johnson in

Bos-well (1904) II- 478, I have had cats whom I liked better

than this. 1849 52 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 11. 833/2 In the
Horse, in whom the supra-renal corpuscles are yet richer in

nerves.

flO. With a preposition immediately following,

the two being often written as one word, forming

1 compounds like those with where- (Where 15 b),

but used in reference to persons (occas. to things).

. Ohs. (chiefly Sc).
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 300 pe abbot of bat

abbay, Quham-of before }e herd me say. 1461 Rolls of
Parit. V. 477/1 William Lord Bonvile, and Sir Thomas
Kirycll, . .whom to he made feitli and assuians..to ktpe
and defend theym. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 85 -May, of
myrthfull monetliis queue,. .Quham of the foulis gladdith
al bedene. 1526 in M. A. E. Green Lett. Royal Ladies
(1846) II. 7 Hi> g: ace's Heges. .whom at the said earl . .has
displeasure. 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia 11. (1S95J 253
For them, whomewytli they be in wayges, they fyghte
bardelye. 1583 Rot. Scacc. Reg. Scot. XXL 560 Saintkx
lhairof to athcr of thame quhomunlo it appertenis. 1660
Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 252 The saide SirRob. Walsh,
whome concerning I haue giuen sufficient precautions.

I] 11. Used ungrammatically for the nominative
Who, as subj. or prud. in the relative clause, esp.

(in later use only; when erron. taken as obj. of a

verb of which the whole clause is really the obj.

:

cf. 3.

1467 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 96, I schall sc.yow..
with Godes Grase, whome evyr preserve yow and yowrs for

his mersy. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Engl. Hist. (Camden 1 8 4 ^

»

271 Certayne of them, .(whome mie minde geeveth nice are

to bee folowed). 1557 North Gueuaja's Diail Pr. iv. xix.

(1568) 169 b, I coun>el. .all wise., men, tl.at they dvo not

accompany wyth those whom they know are not secret.

1603 Di.kkek & Chettle Grissil iv. ii. (Shaks. Soc.) 65 Lei
him be whom he will. 1653 Walton Angler 30 Comj-aiing
the.. humble epistles of S. Peter, S. Jaims and S. John,
whom we know were Fishers, with the glorious language..
of S. Paul, who we know was not. 1752 Mks. Lennox
Female Quix. vii. ii, Are they yi.iultr Knights whom you
suppose will attack us'.' 1837 Dickkns Pickiv, xxix, A
strange unearthly figurr, whim Gabriel felt at once, was 1.0

being of this woild. 1906 K. H. Benson Richard Rayual
Si He saw the man whom he knew must be the King.

TI 12. In irregular constructions, a. "With pleo-

nastic personal pronoun in the latter part of the

relative clause ; often also with anacoluthon, whom
serving as apparent obj. to a verb whose real obj.

is a dependent clause of which the pron. is subj.

(cf. 11). b. Preceded by redundant and : cf.

\Vho 12 b.

i5&6Chr0tt. Grey Friars(Camden) 46 The erleof Angwyche
..whome the kynge had kepte hym with his brother and
dyvers other here in Ynglond. 1567 Painter Pat. Pleas.
II. 92 [He] asked, .what hee shoulde doe to a woman,
whome hee suspected that she hadde falsified bii fayth.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] Lives Emp. in Hist. Ivstine K k .

,

Otho the third.. was crowned Emperour by Gregory the
fifth, his kinsman,, and whom he had preferred to the

papacy. 1608 Toisell Serpents 23 Ceelius Rhod. . ttrmeth
the great deuill Ophioueus, whom both holy Scripture, and
auncient Heathen say, that hee fell out of Heauen.

^1 13. with genitive inflexion ; Whomes = Whose.
[Cf. (M)Du. wiens, WFris. hwt'ens.] Cos. rare.

c 1489 Pluiupton Corr. (Camden) 83, I purpasse to peisew
the law agaii^t him in ther names, whomes tattell he here-

tofoie helped to stele.

"Whom, obs. form of Hum sb. x

a 1529 Skelton Bouge of Court 191 Wyih whom and ha,

and with a croked loke.

Whom, whome, obs. forms of Home s6J

Whomble, whomel, var. Whemmkl.
Whomever (h;7m

;

e'V3i), pron.; also poet.

whome'er {-t^i). literary. [Ori^. two words,

Whom and Kver adv. 8 e.] The objective case 01

Vhoevek ; as direct obi., or obj. of prep. (Less

frequent than Whomsoever.) a. As compound
relative, or with correlative in principal clause (with

constructions as in Whoever i) : Any (one) whom.
c 1330 Artk, <V Merl. 4811 Worn euer fc-at he hitt, pe heued

to be chinne he slitt. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. [Petrus) 17

To bind and louss quhowm-euer bou will, c 1470 Henhy
Wallace vn.825 Quhom euir he hyt to ground brymly thaim
bar. 1596 Dalrvmplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 1S1 He
maist ciuellie murtherit quhomtuir he krew weil fauoured.

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 775 Fear of death made him
accuse whomever they pleased of treason. 1830 Pusev
Hist. Enq. II. 270 Whomever these men once brand with

this mark of shame, is regarded by the people as a denier of

God. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. v. 80 WilUye not to that

man some pity give Whomever daik temptations do assail ?

1920 Max Beekbohm And Even Now 189 To impose his

will on whomever he sees comfortably settled.

^1 Misused for xvhoever as subject of relative clause

preceded by a preposition.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. II ks. III. 347 Cursing for sacrilegie in

whomever pat reveb bis rente, c 1449 Pkcock Re/r. 11. xi.

215 Y dare putte this into iugement of whom euer hath seen

the pilgrimage docn.

b. Intioducing a qualifying clause (cf. Who-
ever 2) : No matter whom.
1762 in Tytler Mem. H. Home (1807) II. 7 They freely

pursue the truth,, .whomever she may oppose, whomever
she may countenance. 1845 Newman s L ives Eng. Saints,

Stephen Langton v. 69 John would have been glad to have

been aided by the strong arm, to whomever it might belong.

WhomSO (h/rmwn), pron. arch., cruelly poet.

(In early use as two words.) [Early ME. swa
hwam swa swa (quot a 1154 s.v. Whom 6) : see

Whom and So adv. 17 d.] = next.

f 1200 Vices *t Virtues 85 Hwam swo Sin wille was te

senden 5ih loc to ofrien, he was 5ehtrd of his niede. c 1205

Lay. 18384 He mai wham swa he wule wuri cipe bitachen.

a 1225 Amr, R. 184 Ne bet he nenne mon bute hwamso he

luueS. 13.. Cursor M. 8379 (Gott.) Giue it to quham-so )e



WHOMSOEVER.
will, e 1375 Ibid, 4007 (Fairf.) Quam so god helpis. 1596
Sienser F. Q. v. xii. 36 Her cursed tongue. .Appear'd like
Aspis sting, that closely kils, Or cruelly does wound whom
so she wils. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 169 His Daughters.

.

are giueu in marriage to any Bassa, whom so they affect.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. lit. v. v, They say to whom-o they
meet, Do; and he must do it. a 1850 Rqssetti Dante -y

Circle r. (1874) 61 Whomso thon meetest, say thou this to
each.

Whomsoever (h?7ms<?ue -va.t), pron. ; also poet.

whomsoe'er (-e»*j). literary. The objective case
of Whosoever. (More freq. than Whomever.)
1. = Whomever a (with or without correlative) :

cf. Whosoever i.

c 1450 Godstozv Reg. 6^6 p« seyde Roger & hys wyfe & hys
heyrys sholde haue power to. .gyfe be seyde londe to whom-
so-euyr bey wolden. 1523 Ld. Berners L'roiss. I. cccxxv.
206/1 Whome so euer he hytte full, wente to the erthe. 1539
Bible (Great) Gen. xxxi. 32 With whome soeuer thou fvndest
thy goddes, let hym dye. 1812 Byron Ck. I/ar. 1. 1, Whom,
soe'er along tiie path you meet Bears in his cap the badge
of crimson hue. 1856 R. A. Vaughan ATystics <,i86o) I. vi.

iii. 170 Whomsoever the electors choose they will have
acknowledged rightful emperor. 1867 tr. Ctess Hahn.
Hahns Fathers ofDesert 62 Whomsoever men serve, by
him will they be guided.

2. = Whomever b; cf. Whosoever 2.

a 163 1 Donne Serm. Ixxxviii. (1649) It. 64 Whomsoever
he washed first of his Apostles, he washed them all. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 1068 O Eve, in evil hour thou didst give
eareTo that false Worm, of whomsoever taught To counter-
fet Mans voice. * 1790 Cowper Let. toS. Rose 30 Nov., The
zeal and firmness of your friendship to whomsoever pro-
fessed. i83*Lkwis Use <y Ah. Pot. Terms x. 117 A national
government is when the sovereign power, by whomsoever
exercised, extends over the whoie country.

3. With loss of relative force: Any one at all

(now rare or obs.) ; also qualifying the preceding
word (now usually replaced by whatever) : cf.

Whosoever 3 a, b.

1584 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 87 To take parte with
the Catholike Church against whomesoever. 1609 Sir E.
Hoby Let. to T. Lf. 6 To answere you, or any Fugitiue
Romified Renegado whomsoeuer. 1641 Milton Refortn. 1.

33 He counts it lawfull in the bookes of whomsoever to
reject that which hee finds otherwise then true. 1856 Haw.
thorne Engl. Xote-bks. (1870) II. 114 Overjoyed at seeing
anybody whomsoever. 1881 Spf.dding Even, with Rev. I.

130 A true soldier, prepared to defend his position against
whomsoever, friend or enemy.

% Used ungrammatically for Whosoever, chiefly

by attraction to the case of the unexpressed ante-
cedent (him, etc.).

1560 Whitehokne tr. Machiavellis Art of 11'ar 84 Thei
. . punished with death, whom so euer obserued not the same
order. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribz 98 In him, whomso-
euer he be. that shall abet, maintaine, or broach them. 1631
Hi-ylin St. George 170 A man that saw as cleerely, as any
whomsoever. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 437 The
literal sense ought not to be countenanced,, .in whomsoever
is susceptible of the other. 1877 R.USK1N Fors Clav. lxxiv.
VII. 37 They shall not be impeded by whomsoever it maybe,

t Who-msome, pron, Obs. rare- 1
. In 4

quam-sum. [See -some.] The objective case of
Whosome : — prec. So f Whomsome-ver.
a 1300 Cursor .1/, 8379 Giueit to quam-sum bou will. 150a

Arnolue Ckron. M iv, The childe of whom sumeuer or
husumeuer, wherof they knowen not who is fader nor
11 1oder.

t Whon *, interrog. and re/, pron. Obs. Forms

:

1-3 hwon, hwan, 3 whan, wan. [OE. hwon,
used as instrumental case of hwivt What.] In de-
pendence on a prep. — What, which ; esp. in for
whon — because of what or which, why, wherefore.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 31 Quo operiemur, of huon

we bifton wrijen. c 1000 Guihtac 244 Bi hwon scealt 3u
lif5an? anzzO. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)an. 1104 He wi5 1

pone cyng jeworhte, for hwan hine se cyng ealles benaemde. I

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 191 \>e ne hauen mid hwan hie hem
|

werien. c 1205 Lav. 2679 Maidene castel he wes icleoped,
nat ich for wan it was swa idon. a 1250 0?ul <r Night. 716 i

Wostu to hwan man wes ibore? To bare blissi of heue[n]*
ryche. c 1275 Passion our Lord 49 in O. E. Misc. 38
Mvchel volk hym vulede, wyte ye for hwon.

t Whon 2
, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : 1 hwon,

huon, 3 whon, wan, 4 qu(h)on(e, 4—6 quhoyn(e.
[OE. /iw<fri,ihe instrumental case of which, hwine,

\

is represented by Wheen. After c woo the word
is exclusively northern.] Few, a few.
Construed in OE. (i) as a sb. ur an adv. with dependent

genitive, vii) as an adj. (indeclinablel.in ME. as an adj. and
absol., (iii) as an adv. = a little, a little while (see b, c'.

C950 Lindisf. Gosfi. Mark p. 3/18 De septem fanibus et '

paucts fiiscii. ulis, of seofa hlafum & hwon lytle fiscas. c 1000
Sax. Lceckd. II. 32 Jenim pipor..& hwon sealt. /bid.,

!

Do huniges hwon to. _ a 1300 Cursor M. 17285 paa quon
hat heild wit be pair-witt. Ibid. 19495 O quoner ban o thre,

Mai na biscop sacrid be. 13.. Ibid. 19782 (G<5tt.) He bad
ba men be all vte-done, pat in bat hus left hot a quone
[Colt, a fon]. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. {Alexis) 265
Certis, now are fundine quhon J>at in bat manere wald haf
done. 1375 Bakbour Bruce xi. 49 We ar quhoyne agayne
sa fele. 1513 Douglas SEneis x. i. 38 A few wordis on this

wys Jupiter said. Bot nocbt in quhoyn wordis him answer
maid The frcsch goldyn Venus.

b. Na whon (= OE. ndteshwdn, nd t6 fsts

hw67i)
y
not at all.

£-1205 Lay. 13203 Nusten ba Bruttes na whon whact Vor-
tiger hxfde idon.

C. A litel wan (= OE. lythwdii) : a little while.
r 1200 Trin. Coll. tlom. 69 pole me louerd alitelwan bat

ich bimurne mi sor, er ich wite to he bestere wunienge.

96

"Whon, obs. form of When, var. ^'oxe.
Whon, whone, obs. forms of One.
148a Cely Papers (Camden) 103 He sent whon of hys

clarkys. 1530 Tindale Lev. xv. 18 Vf a woman lye with
soche a whone,

"Whonde, var. Wond v. Obs., to hesitate.
Whone, whon(n)ene, var. Whenne Obs.,
whence. Whonne, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Win v.

Whoo ;h\v/7
, v. [Cf. next.]

1 1. trans, and intr. To hoot. Obs.
1599 Porter Angry Wont* Abingt. H 4, He is gone vp

;

and downe. whoing like an Owle for thee. (614 Hreton
' I would ft I would not xx, All the Beggers in the streets

would whoo me.

2. intr. To utter the sound denoted by whoo.
1872 Darwin Emotions~x. 232 A booing or whooing noise.

1891 Hardv Test ix, Pouting up that pretty red mouth to
whistling shape, and whooing and whooing, ..and never
being able to produce a note.

Whoo (hw»), int. Also whooh. [Variant of
Hoo int.] An exclamation of surprise, grief, or
other emotion; occas. an imitation of an owl's hoot
(cf. Tu-whoo). Also repeated and in AVhoo-whoop.
1608 Middleton Ma<i World 111. ii. E2, Wife. Will you

1 but heare a word from mee? Curtiz. Whooh. 1683 Vil-
liers (Dk. P.uckhm.) Rehearsal v. i. fed. 4) 49 Smi. I had
rather be bound to Fight your Battel, I assure you, Sir.
Bayes. Whoo! there's it now: fight a Battel? there's the
common error. 1770 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Wks. (1862)
365 On hearing the news of his landlord's death, [Abraham]

1
only cried out, Whoo-zvho, whoo-who, whoo—. 1787 Grose
Prov. Gloss., Whoo, whoo, an inierjection, marking great
surprize. 1796 Mmb. D'Ahblay Camilla in. v, 'Pray, can
he really read?' 'Whoo !' says I, 'why he does nothing
else.' 1908 Weyman Wild Geese xviii. 282 He heard.. the
' Whoo ! hoo ! hoo !

' of owls beginning to mouse beside the
lake. 191$ Mrs. Stratton-Porter M. O'Nalloran xv,
Whoohoo it's so good, Mickey !

So Whoo sb., an utterance of this exclamation, or
a similar sound, a hoot.
1845 C. Wilkes Xa?y. U. S. Expl. Exped. II. 199 At the

end of each dance they finished with a loud whoo, or screech.
1863 Reade Hard Cash I. vii. 217 Down came the gale
with a whoo.
Whoo, obs. dial. f. hoo, Heo, she.
1688 Shadwell S'/r. Alsatia in. i, Whoo kisses daintily;

And whoo has a Bieaih like a Caw.
Whoo : see Who/w;., Who int. and sb., Whoa,
Woe. Whoobub, Whood(e, Whoof, obs. fT.

Hubbub, Hood, Woof.
Whoof (h\v«f, hwuf), int. (sb., v.). Also 8
whuph. Imitation of a gruff abrupt cry or noise

;

as vb. to utter such a cry. So Whoogh (also as

exclamation of exultation, etc.).

a 1766 Mrs. F. Shkridan Sidney Bidulph IV. 75 Wrhuph !

it is past two o'clock in the morning. 1785 Pennant Arctic
Zool. II. 543 Its [sc. a swan's] sound is, whoogh, whoogh,
very loud and shrill, but not disagreeable. X815 G. Beattii-:

John Amlta' (1S26) 5^ At ilka thud and sough, They
cried ' weel done ! — hey !! hilloa !!! whoogh !!! ' 1863
Si'EKE Discozi. Nile 6o, I planted a ball in the larger one
[sc. rhinoceros], and brought him round with a roar and
whooh-whooh. Hid. 229 A large female [rhinoceros], .came
straight down whoof-whoofing upon me. 1921 A. S. M.
Hutchinson If Winter Comes in. ii. §3 Whoof! He blew
a cyclonic blast down the speaking tube.

Whook't, obs. north, pa.t. of Quake vJ1

Whool, dial. var. Weevil ; obs. f. Wool.
Whoop (h«p}, sb. Also 6 whoope, whoup.

j

[f. Wuoop int.; cf. Hoop sb.2]
1. An act of whooping ; a cry of ( whoop !

', or

a shout or call resembling this ; spee. as used in 1

hunting, esp. at the death of the game, or by
N. American Indians, etc. as a signal or war-cry '

(see also War-whoop) ; occas. the hoot of an owl.
.

1600 W. Watson Decaiordon (1602) 3 All with one voyce, '

..with whoopes, whowes and hoobubs, would thrust them
out. 16*0 Quarles Feast for Worms §6 When all thy
laughter shall be turn'd to Doole ;. .Thy whoops of Ioy, to
howles of sad lamenting. 162a Fletcher Beggars' Bush v.

i, I'll use My wonted whoops, and hollows, as I were A
hunting for 'em. 1671 Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal
v. i, Ere a Full-pot of good Ale you can swallow, He's here
with a whoop, and gone with a holla. 1675 in I. Mather
K Philip's War^(1862) 246 They signified their sense of his

approach by their whoops or watchwords, a 1700 in W.
King Usef Trans. Philos. (1709) 44, I must acknowledge
my Happiness, who in a Manuscript found the following
Verses, .. Boys, Boys, come out to play. The Moon doth
shine as bright as day; Come with a Whoop, come with a
Call, Come with a good will or not at all. 177^5 Adair
Amer. Ind. 276, I put up the shrill whoop of friendship.

/bid. 277 Instead of sounding the usual whoop of defiance,

I went on slowly. 1808 Skurray Bidcombe Hill 9 O'er
hedge and ditch we fly, 'Till the loud whoop proclaims the

j

ended chase. 1815 Scott Let. 10 Jan. in Lockhart, We are
much nearer neighbours, and within a whoop and a holla.

1831 — Cast. Dang. ,\i, Something resembling the whoop of
the night-owl. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxv, With a
joyous whoop the whole cluster took to their heels.

b. The characteristic sonorous inspiration fol-

lowing a fit of coughing in whooping-cough.
Also applied to similar sounds (see quot 1899).

1873 A. Flint Princ. Med. (ed. 4) 240 A long and labored
inspiration then takes place, giving rise to a crowing sound
evidently due to soasm of the glottis; this is the whoop
which enters into the name of the affection. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. II. 239 When the whoop appears his power of
communicating the disease begins to decline. 1899 Ibid.

VII. 452 Occasionally the impediment is aggravated by the

occurrence of associated sounds with the stutter, the patient

WHOOP.
I

emitting unpleasant little whoops, grunts, or whimpering
sounds during his efforts to speak.

2. A form of the game of hide-and-seek. Also
whoop-hide, (in fust quot. aliusively.)

1798 in Windham Papers (1913) II. 77 He will not now
be dodging with the world and playing at whoop with all
his friends. x86i Miss Vonge Stokesley Seer, ii, I thought
they were to have a great game at whoop-hide. 1869 Latest
Newt 26 Sept. 16 He was playing at whoop. ., and to avoid
being discovered by a companion he got upon some new
coping, which gave way.

Whoop (h«p), v. Forms: 4-; whope, 5
whowpe, 5-6 whoupe, 6 whoup, whooppe,
whup, 6-7 whoope. 6- whoop. [Parallel with
Whoop int. ; cf. Hoop v.*]

1. intr. To utter a cry of ' whoop !
* or a loud

vocal sound resembling this ; to shout, hollo (as in

incitement, summons, exultation, defiance, intimida-
tion, or mere excitement).
a 1400 Parti, j Ages 233 (Text E) And [the falconer]

whopis hem [sc. the hawks] to whirry. .. He whairis &
whotes hem & whopes ful lowde. c 1450 Merlin xi. 168
Whan he com nygh the loges he shette a-nother bolte ; and
whowped to the kynge Arthur. 1530 Palsgr. 781/2, I

whoope, I calI,_/V huppe. /bid., Whooppe a lowde, and thou
shake here hym blowe his home. 1577 Grange Golden
Aphrod. G ij b, With lure I play the Faukner kinde, I

hallowe, and I whoupe, I shake my fiste, I whistle shrill,
but nought will make hir stoupe. 1583 Melbancke Philo-
timus R iij b, I so sadlie syt whuppinge all the day vnder
a hill. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. fy Commw. (1603) 91 They
go no round, ..but. .one sentinel whopeth vnto another.
? 1605 Drayton Poems Lyr. <y Past. Eglog iv. E 3, With
that the shepheard whoop'd for iuy. 1655 Culpepper, etc
River/us in. i. 96 Others cannot hear.. except the speakers
whoop and hallow in their Ears. 1775 Adair Amer. /nd.
160 To whoop, .for the warriors to come and join him. 1802
Wordsw. ' The Cock is crotviug' 15 The Ploughboy is

whooping. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, ix, The hunters.,
whooping and blowing a vwrt, or death-note. 1854 R. S.
StRTEES HandleyCr. vii. (1901) I. 57 Then if they killed !—
..How they holloaed! How they whooped! 1883 Good
Words Aug. 544/1 They are careful to whoop out before
' letting go* with their slop-pails or dust-baskets.

b. trans, with obj. of cognate meaning ^either

a sb. or the actual words), or indef. it : To utter

with a whoop ; to express by whooping.
1576 Turberv. Venerie 127 When the harte is kylled, then

all the huntesmen. .shall blowe a note and whoupe also a
deade note. 1596 Nashe Saffron Watden Fa b, I thought
to haue cald in a Cooper.. and bid him hoope it about,.,
but then I remembred mee the boyes had whoopt it suffi-

ciently about the streetes. 1727 Arblthnot John Bull in.
viii. 62 The attornies and their clerks, .whooping [ed. 1713
hooping] and hollowing, Long live John Hull. 1775 Adair
Amer. /nd. 144 Whooping their revengeful noise. 1840
Thackerav Bedford-Rcnv Conspir. ii, Six lawyers' clerks
might whoop a tipsy song, .but beyond this all was silence.

1865 Parkman Huguenots iv. (1875) 44 An Indian chief.,
ran to meet them, whooping and clamoring welcome.

c. trans, with adv. or advb. phr. : To bring,

summon, or urge by or with whooping.
a 1400 [see iL 1582 Stanyhurst sEneis 11. (Arb.) 63 Iuno

, .furth from the nauye the Greek foas Dooth whoup. 1610
A. Cooke Pope Joan 10 A boy. .who should haue whoopt
him out of his bed. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. i,

There he stood.. with his fox grinning in grim death in one
hand, .whooping and halloaing.. the pack up to him. 1893
Conan Doyle Refugees xxviii, The English colonists were
whooping on the demons who attacked them.

d. trans. To shout at, hoot (a person).
1690 Dryden Don Sebastian D. i, I shou'd be hiss'd And

whoop'd in Hell for that Ingratitude. 1902 Essex Weekly
Ntws 24 Jan. 2/6 When we charged down on the Boers we
shouted and whooped them like redskins.

e. Whoof it up (U. S. slang) : to create a dis-

turbance ; to keep up an excitement or revel ; to

act or work in a stirring or rousing way.
1884 Harper's Mag. LXIX. 473 He whoops it up with the

plain people. 1887 T. Stevens Around World on Bicycle
I. 11 They simply, in the language of the gold fields, ' turned
themselves loose', 'made things hum ', and 'whooped 'em
up' aiound the bar-room of their village for.. three days.

2. intr. To hoot, as an owl. Also trans, as in

1 b, c, d.

1658 Willsford Natures Seer. 134 Owls whooping after

Sunset, and in the night, foieshews a fair day to ensue.

1677 Tate Poems gS Madge has whoopt me twice from her
Ivy-bound Oak. 1798 Coleridge Anc Mar. vil. v, The
owlet whoops to the wolf below. 1821 Clare I 'ill. Minstrel
II. 33 The owL.whoop'd a 'good-night'. 1847 Tennvson
Princess Concl. no Hats wheel'd, and owls whoop'd. 1861

Fane & Lytton Tannhauser 52 Let the owl Whoop the

high glories of the noon.

3. intr. To utter the * whoop 1

in whooping-

cough : see prec. sb. \ b. Also trans, as in 1 c.

1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max xvvii. 144 Whooping-cough,
—why, he nearly whooped himself to death. 1897 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. II, 242 Young infants whoop seldom.

Whoop (b//p), int. Also 5 whoppe, 5-6 whope,
6 whoup, whup, 6-7 whop, 7 whoope. [A
natural exclamation consisting of a voiceless w
followed by an or » sound, concluded by closure

of the lips. The phonetic significance of some
early forms is uncertain.] An exclamation, or

representation of a shout or cry, expressing excite-

ment, surprise, derision, exultation, incitement, etc
1568 Hist. Jacob <V Esau x. i. A iij b, Whoup. Nowe a

mischief on all mopyng fooles for mee. 1589 Marprel.
Epit. (1843) 53 Whope papist, say the puritans, is that

become scripture with you? 1596 Harington Apol. Bb8b,



WHOOP. 97 WHORE.
Sir Raph Horsey, nine. Sir Hugh Portman, ten. Whop,
why howe nowe Master K. ShirifFes man? Here is but ten.

*599 Cutwode Caltha Feet, clxxx. E 7, The scantlin won,
the winners must cry whup, The goale is got, and now the
game is vp. 1603 Dekkeh & Chettle Grissil iv. ii. 2128
Whoope whether is my brother basket-maker gone? 1622
Massingfr it Df.kker I'irg. Mart, 11. i, Dor. Whisper but
to mine eare, and you shall furnish them. Hir. Whisper,
nay, Lady, for my part He cry whoope. 1638 Ukathwait
Baruabees Jrnl. in. (1876) Fj, Whup (Faustulus) al! draw
ny thee That doe love thee. 1677 \V. Hughijs Man of
Sin 111. ill. 94 Joceline tells, that St. Patrick did. .fast.,

a whole Lent together. ..Whoop ! but St. Aidan, (as Cap-
grave tells us,) fasted full fifty days. 1691 Mrs. D'Anvkrs
Academia -2-2 Whop Sir, thought I, and what ado's here?
1810 Scott Lady of L. vi. v, Yet whoop, Jack ! kissGillian
the quicker. 1820 Keats Cap <y Bells Jxxv, She clapped her
hands three times and cried out 'Whoop'. 1848 IJickfns
Dombey lv, ' Halloa ! whoop ! Halloa ! WW Away, at a
gallop. 1896 H. G. Wblu Wheels 0/ Chance iv, Whoop for

Freedom and Adventure !

b. Coupled with another interjection or with a
vocative in an allusive phrase.
c 1450 Mankind 600 in Macro Plays 22 Whope ! who !

Mercy hath brokyn hys neke-kycher a-vows. Ibid. 713- 26
Hay, doog ! hay, whoppe ! whoo ! go yowur wey lyghtly !

159a Nashe Strange Naves F 2 b, And cry kulleloo. kulleloo,
with whup hoo, there goes the Ape of Tully. 1593 Hakvev
Pierce's Super. 178 The whoop-hooe of good boyes in
London streetes. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden X 2 b, So
would hee haue writte Harueys whoope diddle, or the non-
suting, or vncasing of the animaduertiser. 1598 K. Persard
tr. Terence, Andria 111. i, Whup, hoida : what, in all hast?
1605 Shaks. Lean. iv. 245 Whoop Iugge I loue thee. 1621
H. Jonson Masque Gypsies Wks. (1640) 63 The ballet of
Whoope Bamibie. 1634 Heywood & pROME^rt'/c. Witches
iv. i. G 2, Whoope, whurre, heres a sturre. 1678 Drydkn
Limberha'H v. t, Whoop Holiday! our trusty and well-
beloved Giles, most welcome ! 1688 Holme Armoury n.

176/1 Whoop, li'hppoo, is the Shepherds call or cry, to call

the Sheep together.

Whoopee: see Hoop sbA, sb* Also in comb,
f Whoopcat, Whoophooper [cf. hoopoop s.v.

Hoopoe] Woof sb.z 1.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. ix. 41 O' my word this is

a filthy Whoophooper. Tush, speak softly, said v"Edituus, .

.

he has a pair of Ears, ..What then, return'd Panurge, so
hath a Whoopcat.

Whooper (h/rp.-u). Also 7 whopper, [f.

Whoop v. + -er 1
.] A person or animal that

whoops, a. gen, (See also Hooper 2 i.)

1826 South ey Let. to N. White n Feb., Two of my
whoopers still favour us with a little kennel-music. 1908
Academy 27 June 926/2 The whoopers and the screamers
and the female stump- orators.

b. spec. The wild or whistling swan, Cygnus
musicus (ferns) : also whooper swan. (See also
Hooper 2 2.)

1660 May Accompi. Cook (1665) 217 Turkey, Swan, Goose,
Bustard, Crane, Whopper, wilde Geese, Brand-Geese,..and
many more. 1880 Paring-Goui.d Mvhalah i, Occasionally
the whooper swan sounds his loud trumpet. 1889 Black'.v.
Mag. Dec. 828 The whooper is the largest of our wild
swans. 1902 H. W. Tompkins High-ways Hcrtfordsk. v.

104 A pair of whooper swans frequented Water End near
Grea t Gaddesden.

Whooping (h«-pirj), vbl.sb. [f. "Whoop v. +
-mo L] The action of the verb Whoop. (Cf.
Hooping vbl.sb?)
?i6o5 DiAVTON Poems Lyr. <$ Past., Man in Moone 1 1,

With guilty conscience.. That oft they start at whooping of
an owle. 1657 G. Thokni.ey Daphnis $ Chloe 135 The
clattering of the Oars, the whooping of the Sea-men. 184a
Tennyson St. Sim. Styl. 32 The whooptngs of the owl.
1854 Dickens Hard T. 11. i, The whooping of boys, the
barking of dogs.

Whooping, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ixg 2.]

a. That whoops ; esp. in whooping crane, the
large white crane of W. America, Grus americana

;

whooping swan = Whooper b. b. Of a sound
or cry : Of the nature of a whoop. (Cf. Hooping
ppl. a.?)

1757 Phil. Trans. LI. 78 An hideous whooping noise, like
that of a child in a chin-cough. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind.
293 Suspicion, that he was sent to shoot me. .as soon as he
heard the whooping death-signal. 1791 W. Hartram Caro-
ti"<* 433 the great and beautiful whooping crane. 1839
Longp. Wreck 0/ Hesperus xvii, A whooping billow swept
the crew Like icicles from her deck. 1851 Macgillivkay
Brit. Birds IV. 659 Cygnus musicus. The Whooping Swan.
1895 J as. Prior Renie xix, A band of whistling, whooping
lads playing at itAlky.

Whooping-cough(h?7-ptn
l
kf)f),thenowpreva-

lent spelling of Hooping-cough.
1739 Mrs. E. Montagu Corr. (1906) I. 37 One little boy

had whooping cough. 1755 Johnson, Hooping-cou*h,.. (or
whooping cough, from hoop, to shout). 1873 SrBMCSR Study
Sociol.

t
iii. 55 Will it.. be carried off by scarlet fever or

whooping-cough ?

Whoopubb, obs. form of Hubbdb.
WhoorTe, Whoorish: see Whom, Whorr,
Whoewh. Whoor-lbat, var. Whirlbat Obs.
Whoos, obs. f. Whose.
Whoosh (hw/Tf, hwup , v. [Imitative ; the vowel

expressing a duller sound than that of W'hish.]
intr. To utter or emit a dull soft sibilant sound,
like that of something rushing through the air.

So Whoosh sb., a sound of this nature (also re-
duplicated).
1856 Dickens Let. to Wilkie Collins 13 July, The boys.

.

whooshing and crying (after tigerish cat No. 2) :
' French I

'

Vol. X.

T
' Here she comes !

' 1906 ' Q ' Mayor of Troy vii. With
j
a whoo-sh a rocket leapt into the air. 1915 — Nicky-Nan

i
ix, Whenever her brush intromited its harsh whoosh-whoosh.
1917 Blackiv. Mag. July 47/2 Huge projectiles whooshed

I

noisily through the air.

Whoosher, obs. var. husher : see after Hush z/.1

Whoosht, obs. var. Husht : see Whosht.

T Whoot. Also 5 whwte, 6 whonght. Obs.
variant of Hoot sb. and v.

c 14*5 Cast. Persev. 1939 in Macro Plays 135, I here an
hydowse whwtynge on hyt [cf. howte /. 1927], 1542

1 Udai.l Erastu. Apoph. 97 Hc.heaide all the whole citee

whoughtyngandshoughtyng. .with ioye and solace, a 1610-

1750 [see Hoot sb. and v.).

Whoot(e, obs. forms of Hot a.

Wh.oo-wh.oop, wh.o-wh.oop (hwh»-p), int.

and sb. Also 7 whoo-whup, 8-9 whooup, 9
who-oop, who^Oy-hoop. The shout of huntsmen
at the death of the £ame ; hence allusively in phr.

to be whoo-wlioop with, to be * all up with '. Hence
Whoo-whoop v. \\\\ quot. trans, to kill with a

shout of * whoo-whoop !

').

1611 Cotgr., Forhu, a whoo-whup ; or, the call .. or
whooping of hunismen at the deatli of their uhace. 1677
N. Cox Gent1. Recr. \. (ed. 2) Si If a liuck a double, if

a Stag a treble Mort blown by one, and then a whole
Recheat in Consort by ail that have Horns; and that
finished, immediately a general Whoo whoop. C1746 J.
Collier (Tim Bobbin) I iezu Lai/c. Dial. Wks. (1862) p.
xxxv, Yoan be hong*d or some Mischief on then aw'll be
whooup with o' efeath ! 1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 3 At the
very momentof ' Who ! Whonp !

' a view halloo was given
by a third. 1812 Ibid. XXXIX. 56 They who-ooped him
[sc. a fox] without a hound missing. 1825 Ibid. (N. S.) XV.
257 It will sooner or later be whoo-hoop with us all. 1886
Forcs's Sporting NotesWX. 1^5 Aloud, clear ' Who-whoop 1"

from Jack, who has, as it were, dropped from the skies just
i n time to take the cub from the hounds.

Whop (hwpp), sb, eolloq. or vulgar. Also 5
whapp, 9 whap. [f. next. Cf. Wafj^. 1

] An act

of whopping ; a heavy blow or impact ; a bump.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 199 For a whapp so he whyned

and whesid And 51U no lasshe to be lurdan was lente.

a 1825 Forby I'oc. E. Anglia
y ll'hof>

t
WAap,a heavy blow.

1905 H. G. Wells Kipps 1. iv. § x 'I was coming downhill,*
. .explained the bicyclist.. .' I came rather a whop.'

Whop vhw/;p), v. {adv.) Forms : 5 whappe,
6, 9 whap, 8- whop, (9 wap, wop), [Variant of
Wap v. 1

: see Wh.]
1. trans. To cast, pull out, etc. violently ; to

take or put suddenly, dial,

c 1400 Destr. Troy 4743 The grekes..With alblasteris
also amyt full streght, Whappet in wharles, whellit the
pepull._ 14. . Sir Beuet (N.J 1899 [Heues is swerd anon] out
wiiappid. 1721 Ramsay Ode to the Ph— 55 Frae her fair

Finger whop a King. 1725 — Gentle Sheph. nt. ii, He.,
whops out a Book. 1829 IJhockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2),
Whopt, Whupt, put, placed— embracing the idea of whipped.
1 He whopt his foot on'L* 1904 Westm. Gaz. 19 Nov. 5/2 He
just whopped up the papers out ofmy hail' an' away wi* him.

fb. zntr. To beat, throb; = Quap v. Obs.

£1440 Partonope 6446 (Univ. Coll. MS.) His hert so sore
ganne whappe tho.

2. trans. To strike with heavy blows; to beat
soundly, flog, thrash, belabour (a person or animal;
rarely, an inanimate object), eolloq. or vulgar.
1575 Depos. Durham (Surtees) 292 The said James con-

tynewed in his raidge, bragging and swerynge.and said that
he wold ' whapp his coott.' a 1815 Forby I'oc. E. A/iglia,
Whop, WUap, to beat severely. 1837 Dickens Pickio.
xxxv, 'Ain't nobody to be whopped for takin' this here
liberty, sir? ' said Mr. Weller. 184a Lover Handy Andy
xviiL Haifa dozen strapping fellows carrying., tea-trays
which they whopped after the manner of a Chinese gong.
1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxvii, ' If you'll come across, ..*

and take your coat off, l'le give you such a wapping as
you've never had since the last time 1 did it'. .' Wap one of
your own weight,* Mr. Snapper said. 1869 W. S. Gilbert
4 Bab' Ball., Prince Agib xv, I was fastened to the floor,

While a mercenary wopped me with a will ! 1890 Hesty
// 'ith Lee in I'irg. xviii, Mother would whop me if I came
back without the oasket.

b. Jig, To overcome, vanquish, defeat utterly

(with literal blows, or in a contest of any kind)

;

hence, to surpass or excel greatly: == Beati'.I 10.

eolloq. or vulgar,
1836 [HootonJ Bilberry Thmland I. 342 He corned to be

a reg'lar cock o' th* walk, for he whopped al! th' cocks they
could bring to him. 1851 Kingsi.ey Yeast ix, Fourteen
nten..as'll play the whole vale to cricket, and whap them.
1865 J. Hatton Bitter Sweets iii, Nelson, as was a British
General and wopped the French.

3. The vb.-stem used as adv. : With a 'whop'

;

with a sudden movement or impact ;
* bump ',

1 flop '. Also as int.

181a W. Tenn-ant Anster F. iv. xxix, Whap ! there sinks
another ! 1870 E. Peacock Ratf Skirl, xviii, In less time
than you can think, wop comes a big black thing down.. as
big as the stone of a cheese-press. 1905 H. G. Wells
K'ipps 1. vi. § 6 He sat on the edge of the bed in profound
meditation, and his boots fell ' whop ' and 'whop' upon the
floor, with a long interval between each 'whop.
Whop(e, obs. ff. Hoop sbA and z?.i, Whoop.
Whopper (hw^-paj). eolloq. or vulgar. Also
w(h)apper, wopper. [f. Whop v. + -eb *.]

1. Something uncommonly large of its kind ; a
very big thing, animal, or person. (Cf. Thumper
3, Whacker 2.)

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Whapper, a large man or
woman. 1787 — Prov. Gloss., Whopper, any thing large,

a'thumper. 1834 Marrvat Peter Simple xxxv, We had to
pass some whoppers, ., but nothing would suit Nelson but
this four-decked ship. 1854 R. S. Subteks Handley Cr. xv,
We killed the fox—my eyes, such a wopper !

b. spec. A great lie, a monstrous falsehood.
1791 Nairne Poems 93 Some do affirm—sure 'tis a Whap-

perl Thou'rt silver plated upon copper. 1870 'A. R.
Hope ' My Schoolboy Fr. xiv, He thinks it's., better to get
a licking than to tell a whopper.
2. One who whops. (In mod. Diets.)

Whopper-jawed, erron. spelling of wapper-
jawed adj. (see Wapper a.).

i860 T. Parker in Life $ Corr. (1863) II. 428 This sheet
is ruled as whopper-jawed as some women cut their bread.

Whopping (hw^'pirj), vbl. sb. eolloq, or vulgar.
[f. Whop v. +-ing1.] The action of the verb
Whop; a severe beating or hogging; hence, an
overwhelming defeat. Also attri'b.

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 139 An athletic Xotiin2-
hamshire man, who. .gave very unfavourable specimens of
wapping talent. i8i8/£i<S.(N.S.)II. 189 He wanted a good
wapping ana he had got it. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xlii,

I should like to. .have the whopping of 'em. 1885 Mrs. C.
Praed Head Stat, xvii, Blue-eyed fair-haired little girls
who never fell into tantrums or wanted whopping.

Whipping, ppl. a. eolloq. or vulgar, [f. as
prec. + -ixcj -.] That whops; almost always^f^.
that is a ' whopper' ; abnormally large or great;
'whacking', * thumping \
Rarely spec, (a) monstrously false; (b) of surpassing ex-

cellence, uncommonly good, first. rate. Also quasi-m/V. =
hugely, immensely.
a 1625 R. G. in Stanley Papers t. (Chetham Soc.) 50 Our

Chroniclers .. stowed their volumes with wapping Tales of
my Lord Majors Horse. 1706 K. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 98 See him in bad Weather, in his Fur-Cap and
whapping large Watch-Coat. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxiii,

A wapping weaver he was, and wrought my first pair o*
hose. 1836 Hahul'rton Clockm. Sir. 1. xvii. {1S39J 61
What a wappin large place that would make. 1851 Amer.
Mag. Nov. 113 A couple of 'whopping ' pumpkin stories.

1869 Punch 31 July 34/1 That's a wopping majority against
us. 1881 Frkeman in Stephens Life y Lett. (1695) II. 224
The Turk conies down with a whopping bit of oppression
now and then, but leaves you alone betneen whiles.

Whopstraw (hwf?'p,str§). dial. [f. Whop v.

{dial, i to make up straw into bundles ' E.D.D.)
+ Straw sb.'] A country bumpkin.
1821 Clark /'///. Minstrel Ixvii, The bumptious Serjeant

struts before his men, And 'clear the road, young whop-
straws !

' will he say. 1850 ' H. HlEOVBR ' Pract. Horsem.
iii- 42 ' Here cooins a flyer '. .cries some whapstraw.
Whor, obs. form of Where.
Whorage (ho»*i/dg), dial. [f. Whore sl>. +

-AGE.] A company ot whores or low women.
1891 Hardy Tess x, If I had known you was of that sort,

I wouldn't have so let myself down as to come with such
a whorage as this is !

Whorcop : see Whorecop.
Whord, obs. form of Hoard.
Whore (hoaj), sb. Forms: 1-6 hore, 2-3

heore, 4-6 hoore, houre, 5-6 hour, 6 howr^e,
howir, hoare, 6-7 whoor\e, whoar, 6- whore;
Se, 4-6 huir, 4-7 (9 arch,) hure, (6 hwr,
huire) ; in comb. 2-7 hor-, 5 hoer-, 6 hoor-,
whure-, wor-, 6-7 whor- ; Sc. 5-7 hur-, 6 huyr-,
hwyr-. [Late OK. hSre, corresp. to (M)LG. hore

y

MDu. hoere{\h\. hoer), OHG. huora(MHG. huere,
G. hure), ON. hdra :— OTeut. *xwtf«-, f. root
represented also by ON. hdrr, Goth, hdrs adulterer,

Orris. /wr(also ovcrhor, urhdr), OHG. huor, ON.
h6r adultery, MLG. hone, MDu. huerre, OHG.
huorra adulterer (:— *x^rjon-), and OFris. {over)-
hdra to fornicate, MDu. hoeren, OHG. huorSn (G.
huren), ON. hdra, Goth. Mrindn ; Indo-Eur. qdr-
appears in L. cants dear, Olr. cara friend, earaim
I love, Lettish hdrs lascivious.

From the late occurrence of OE. h6re, it may be
inferred that it was a. ON. h6ra, together with hdr
adultery, hdrcwenc (ON. hdrkona) adulteress, hdr-
dom Whoredom, hdring whoremonger being in

that case an English formation from it with -ing3.
The pronunciation (hfiBj), now dialectal, is the

normal phonetic representative of OE. hdre ; it

was widespread in the 17th and iSth centuries, and
continued into the 19th century ; Smart states that

it ' is by no means universal or even common, yet

it is sanctioned by good authority, and may be

adopted, as Walker says, when we wish to soften

the coarse effect of a coarse word \ The variation

of (hu»i) and (h6»j) is due to the presence of r; cf.

moor (mu»j, mo^i) and the modern tendency to

substitute (o») for (u«) in pure, suret
and the like.

For the spelling with ivh, which became current in the 16th

century, see Wh.
Whore is now con6ned to coarse and abusive

speech, except in occas. echoes of historical expres-

sions, as the whore of Habylon. The compounds
are for the most part obs. or nrch.]

1. A woman who prostitutes herself for hire ; a
prostitute, harlot.
a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss t. 2940 (Napier 70/2) Prostituta

ftIlax, 1. meretrix quae prostat, i. mendax
t
leas fyrnhicge,

13



WHORE.
hore. Ibid. 3329. 69/1 Meretricum, horena. ^117$ Lamb,
Horn. 103 He .. maceS of cristes leoman heoranna leoman,
\Cf 1 Cor. vi. 15 'Pollens Christi membra,faciam membra
jncrttriiis ?] c 1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 29 jef bu . . best rum-
handed to glewmen and to hores. a 1300 Cursor M. 26855
Hore orokerer, or Iogolour, Bot bai bair mister wllle forsak,

For fals penantes men sal bam tak. f 1380 Wyclif Sel. IVks.

III. 3io\V!ianne tweyne horis stryvede whoswas be child bat

lyvede. 1382 — L uke xv. 30 This thi sone, which deuouride
his substaunce with hooris. 1483 Cath. Angl. 192/2 An
Hure, zbi a. common woman. 1546 J. Hf.ywood Prov. II.

vii. (1S67) 71 Hop hoore, pipe theefe. 159S in Maitl. Club
Misc. I. 73 Ane ressavear of huiris and harlottisin her hous.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m. ii. 33S(Qo.) The whores cald him
mandrake. 1632 Litiigow Trav. IL 68 Let men take heed
of Lais, Corinths whoore. 1728 Young L<n>e Fame 1. 67
The whore is proud her beauties are the dread Of peevish

virtue, and the marriage-bed. 1894 Kipling Seven Seas,

The ' MaryGloster' 76 Your rooms at college was beastly-
more like a whore's than a man's.

b. More generally: An unchaste or lewd woman ;

a fornicatress or adulteress. To play the w/iore

(of a woman), to commit fornication or adultery.

In early use often as a coarse term of abuse. Occas. (esp.

with possessive) applied opprobriously to a concubine or

kept mistress ; also with distinguishing epithet to a catamite.
£•1205 Lay. 7028 Nes nan swa god wif i bon londe be he

wak!e..)>et he ne makede hore. C1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4082
He slu} Zabri..Hise hore bi-nerSe and him abuuen. 1297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 5661 A fol womman in spousbruche he
huld vnder is wif. Sein dunston him sede wel bat it was
a luber lif...Wrob was be king & is hore bat he hor folie

wipsede, C1440 Gesta Rom. i. 2, I knowe well bat my wif
is an hore. 1535 in Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 58 The
pope.. gave hym licens to kepe an hore. 1535 Coverdale
Ezek. xvi. 28 Thou hast played the whore also with the

Assirians. *547 Burgh Rec. Stirling (18S7) I. 48 Marioun
Ray amerciat for trubling of Agnes Hendersoun, calland hir

huir and theiff. 1561 Child-Marriages 78 Beynge de-
maundid wliy she did, . .contrary to the Lawe of wedlocke,
play the hoore. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 137 Leaue thy
drinke and thy whore. 1606 — Tr. <$ Cr. v. 1. 20 Ther...
Thou art thought to be Achilles male Varlot. Patro...
What's that ? Ther. Why his masculine Whore. 1694
Motteux Rabelais v. Pantagr. Prognost. 237 Ingles, Frica*
trices, He-whores. 1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1. iv, Gamesters and
Highwaymen are generally very good to their Whores, but
they are very Devils to their Wives. 1749 Cmkstkkf. Let.

to Son 7 Feb., Achilles.. had so little regard for his country,

that he would not act in defence of it, because he had
quarrelled with Agamemnon about a w e. 1817 Selwyn
Law Xisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1160 Calling a married woman
or a single one a whore is not actionable, because fornication

and adultery are subjects of spiritual not temporal censure*.

I Referring to a case, an. 1703, in Raymond's Rep. (1743) 1004.]

trans/. 1575 Gammer Gurton 1. iii, Gyb, our cat, in the

milke-pan she spied..' Ah, hore! out, thefe!' she cryed
aloud. 1607 Toi'sell Four-f Beasts 745 Their Epithites.

.

attributed vnto them [sc. wolves] among seueral Authors are

..demonstrations of their disposition; as sowre, wilde, ..

fierce, bold, greedy, whoare, flesh-eater.

2. fig, ; spec, in biblical use, applied to a corrupt

or idolatrous community (cf. Whoredom 2), and
hence in controversial use, esp. in phr. the whore

of Babylon, to the Church of Rome (in allusion to

Rev. xvii. 1, 5, etc.).

1382 Wyclif Nahum iii. 4 The hoore fair and able [161 r

weT-fauoured harlot], .. whtche solde folkis in her forny-

Caciouns. — Rev. xvii, 1 The dampnacioun of the greet

hoore [1611 Whore; R. V. 1881 harlot],, .with whiche kynges
of erthe diden fornycacioun. 1530 Tindalk Pract. Prelates
F v b, The greate baude the hore of babylon [sc. the Pope].
c 1540 PUgf. T. 342 in Tkynue's Animadv. (1875) 86 Of
antichristes fall I will, .sum-thing tell; & of this howr, this

leyder to hell. ? 154s Brinklow Compl. xiii. (1874) 30 That
abhomynable whore of Babylon (Rome I meane). 163a

Lithgow Trav. iv. 139, 1 may say of Constantinople.. J A
painted Whoore. < 1640 in Maidment Sc. Pasou ils (1868)

132 So you to Christian Kings shall break the ground, To
loath the scarlet whoor. c 1646 Milton Soun. Forcers
Consc. 3 Because you have thrown of your Prelate Lord, .

.

To seise the widdow'd whore Pluralitie. 1684 Southerns
Disappointm. 11. i, But if her thoughts run foul, her mind's
a Whore. 1704 C. Leslie IVol/Stript (ed. 4) 31 They call

her Episcopacy a Ragg of the Whore. 1743 H. Walpole
Let. to Mann 3 Oct., He would have piqued himself on
calling the Pope the w e of Babylon. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xix, Image worship, and surplices, and sic like rags o*

the muckle hure that sitteth on seven hills.

3. f Whore s sotiy son of a whore = Whoreson.
Whore's bird {^o as one word, and dial, wosbird)

:

properly, the child [see Bird i c] of a whore, a

bastard ; but usually as a mere vulgar term of

abuse or reprobation. So whore s killing,

c 1500 Melusine 300 He cryed with a hye voys, .

.

( hourys
sone & fals geaunt, comme speke with me !

' 1673 J-
W[adf.) Vinegar ty Mustard (1873) 17 Thou was a base
whore's bird. 1675 Char. 0/ Town-Gallant 5 He admires
the Eloquence of. Son of a Whore,, .and therefor applyes it

to every thing ; So that if his Pipe be faulty, ..Tis a Son
of a Whore Pipe. 1694 Echard P/autusq They'd set some
sturdy Whores-bird to. .beat out ha'f a dozen o' my Teeth.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Wkores-hitUng, a Bastard.

1700 T. Brown tr. I-'resny's Aviusem. 21 Another Son of

a Whore yells louder than Homer's Stentor. 1701 Sedley
Grumbler 1. i, I will first let you see how I am serv'd by
this whoresbird. 177a Graves Spir. Quix. iv. ix, D—mn
you all together, for a pack of whores-birds as you are !

1857 Hughes Tom Brown I. ii, 'Imp'dent old wosbird !*

says he, ' I'll break the bald head on un.' 1891 Hardy Test

xxi, Jack Dollop, a 'hor's-bird of a fellow.

4. Comb., as whore-call, -haunler ; whore-like

adj. ; whore-hunt v., intr. to go after whores,

practise fornication ; so whore-hunter, -hunting

(alsoyi^. ; in quot. 1714, spying after whores to

extort hush-money); + whore-keeper, one who

98

keeps company with whores, a fornicator; fwhore-
rnan, a fornicator

; f whore-play [Play sb. 6 c],

intercourse with whores, fornication; whore-sty
(nonce-wd.), a brothel; f whore-toll, a payment
made by way of compounding for fornication or

concubinage.
a 1692 Shadwell Volunteers v. i, These Fiddles are Fop-

Calls, and 'Whore-Calls. 1580 Ordersfor Otphanes A iv,

If any manchilde be a Thiefe, or a Fellon, or a common
*whore haunter. 1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. 11. xx.

(1612) 358 He went apart into Auigmon, and there staied of

purpose to doe nothing but *whore-hunt. 1786 Burns Twa
Dogs 164 He .. Whore-hunting amang groves o' myrtles.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 666 1 Scortatores, which
signifieth in englishe *whoore hunters. 1600 W. Watson
Decacordon (1602) 81 A notorious drunkard, whorehunter,
cousiner, vsurer, &c. 1532 Frith Mirror (1533) Avb, Yf
..the watcheman be a slepe,. .or gone, .a *whorehun tinge.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 11. ii. 124 That is spirituall

adulterie & whore-hunting, when men doe partly loue and
worship God, and yet..gtue reuerence to straunge. .Gods.
1620 Westwardfor Smelts (Percy Soc.) 44 Her husband..

had used to goe on whore-hunting in the night. 1714 Ramsay
Elegy on % Cowper'ni, Of Whore-hunting he gat his Fill,

And made be 't mony a Pint and Gill. X530 Tindale
Pract. Prel. B iij b, If any synne agenst y« doctrine of

Christ. .so y l he be a dronckarde & an *horekeper. 1621

T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieiltard 68 There shall

not be a whore among the daughters of Israeli, nor a whore-
keeper among the sonnes of Israel. 1550 Crowley Epigr.

1288 Our wiues do passe their whoris in *whore!yke
deckynge. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4072 Do seide god to moysen,

£>e meistres of 6ise *hore-men, ..De bidde ic hangen oatiie

ben. Ibid. 530 Caymes sunes wro^ten vn-Ia3e, Wio bre-

ft'ere wifes 'hore-pla^e. t6zi Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 196

[Churches] turnefd] to barnes, stables, hogsties, and that

which is worse, *whore-sties. 1545 Coverdale De/. Chr.
Man Eijb, Romishe prestes. .take_ harlottes. .whan they

will,, .and aske no question for conscience sake, so that they

paye the bishope the ""whore toll.

Whore, V. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To have to do with a whore or whores
;

to commit whoredom, fornicate
;
(of a woman) to

play the whore. AUofig. (See also Whoring.)
1583 Babincton Commandm. (1590) 178 Wee drinke, wee

eate, wee surfet, wee sweare, wee play, wee daunce, wee
whore. x6isGorjDARn Neasteo/ Waspes Giv b, Sheel fight,

whore, drinke, vntill shee cannot see. 1642 Bridge Serm.
No>-wich Volunteers 5 They thinke him a foole or a child

that will not drink and be drunke, and whore. 1682 Shad-
well Sat. to Muse 238 Against the Court, and David's-self

he Roard, How ill he Govern'd, and how wo^e he W d.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr.n.% 13 To cheat, _whore, betray,

get drunk, do all these things decently, this is true wisdom,
and elegance of taste. 1766 Midnight Spy v. 43 The gay
courtezan with her pockets lined with gold, may whore with

impunity. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Song Engl, iii, Hold
ye the Faith.. ; Whoring not with visions,

b. trans. To spend in whoring; (with adv.) to

get or bring by whoring.
x68x Colvil/K/^'a-£«///k:.(i7io) 53 Their Officers.. Had

die'd and drunk, and whor'd their Pay. 1682 Mrs. Behn
City-Heiress 1. i, A man might whore his heart out.

2. trans. To make a whore of ; to corrupt by
illicit intercourse; to debauch (a woman). Also

fig, 10bs.
1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 64 He that hath kil'd my King,

and whor'd my Mother. 168a Dryden Medal 258 The
Pander of the Peoples hearts,.. Whose blandishments a
Loyal Land have whor'd, And broke the Bonds she plighted

to her Lord, a 1692 Shadwell Volunteers 111. i. (1693) 32
Did you mean to whore my Daughter? 1740 Richardson
Pamela (1741) If. 224 She ask'd her,.. if I was whor'd yet I

There's a Word for a Lady's Mouth !

Whore, obs. form of Hoau, Where.
"Whor(e)cop, late forms of Hoitcor, bastard.

a 1590 Marr. Wit $ Wisd. (Shaks. Soc.) 51 What, where
be these whorecops? 1599 Sir Clyom. F 2 b, Whorcop.

Whoredom (ho^udam). arch. Forms : see

Whohej/;.; also 4 -dame, 4-5 -dam, 4-7 -dome, 6

-doome, Sc. -dum. [prob. a. ON. hdrdomr - OFris.

hordom, MLG. hdrdom : see Whore sb. and -dom.]

1. The practice of playing the whore, or of inter-

course with whores ; illicit sexual indulgence in

general ; fornication, harlotry.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 57 Ne beo (>u nawiht monslaht. ne in

hordom dei ne naht. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 9857 He feuede

muche in hordom, & huld vnder be quene rosemounde.

a 1300 Floriz .5- Bl. 654 Nis no3t $ore bat i ne com And fond

hire wib hordom, Me to schame. . In hire bedde on mi Tur.

c 1380 Wyclif .W. Wks. III. 417 pis privey horedame makes
myche harme. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 334 pat he be

getyn .. In hordome. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xxxviii. 24 Ky
whordome is she gotten with childe. 1561 WinJet Wks.

(S. T. S.) I. 128 The renunceing of the warld and plesouris

of the body, nocht only fra vnlesum huirdum. bot fra

mariage sumtyme to tbame lesum. 1605 M. Sutcliefe

Brie/ Exam. 102 They.. set up bordell houses for main-

tenance of whoredom & baudry. 1784 Cowfer Tiroc. 833
Now flush 'd with drunk'ness, now with whoredom pale.

b. //, Acts of sexual immorality.
ci 175 Lamb. Horn. 33 5e nulled forleten hordomes and

^ifernesse and druncnesse. 1539 Bible (Great) 2 Kings ix. 22

Y e whordomes of thy mother Iezabel. 1575-85 Sandys
Serm. xiv. 249 Otherwise they are not mariages, but whore-

domes. 1611 Bible Hosea i. 2 A wife of whoredomes, and
children of whoredomes. 1716 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.)
V. 234 Notwithstanding his Whoredoms. 1862 Hook Lives

Abps. II. ii. 114 He will never be converted from his whore,

doms and ruinous follies.

2. fig. ; esp. in biblical and religious use, applied

to idolatry or other form of unfaithfulness to the

true God. +

WHORESON.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. 58 Kynrede of hordom sekib

siche signes. 1535 Coverdale Jer. iii. 2 Thorow thy
whordome and shamefull blasphemies, is the londe defyled.
— Hosea \. 2 The londe hath committed greate whor-
dome agaynst the Lorde. 1593 J. Napier Rev. To Rdr.
A 6, Their seuen hilled citie Rome, painted out.. by Saint

lohn, as the mother of all spirituall whoredome. 1742
Young Nt. Th. vm. 549 Think you there's but one whore-
dom? whoredom, all, Lut when our reason licenses delight.

i860 Pi'sey Min. Proph. 13 Whoredom is to have many
other objects of sinful love.

Hence fWlioredonxer (hurdomare) Sc. Obs.,

one who practises whoredom, a fornicator.

1456 Sir G. Haye Bk. Knthd. Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 40 Na
common leare, na commone viciouse hurdomare.

1 Whore-house. Obs, [Cf. OS. hdrhils (MLG.
hoerhuus, Du. hoerhuis), OHG., MHG. huorhus

(G. hurenhaus).'] A house of whores, a brothel.

13. . tr. JElred in Engl, Stud. VII. 308 A blesstd mayden
pat tumde an hoore-hows in to an oratorie. c 1475 Pict,

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 804 10 Hoc lupaner, Hec fornix^ Hoc
prostibulum, a horehowse. 01599 Sir J. Davies Epigr.
xxxix, Sometimes he comes not to the play, But falls into a

whore house by the way. x6o8Dekker Lanth. $ Candle Lt.

G 4b, The plague that a Whore-house layes vpon a Citty.

1688 Bunyan Last Serm. Wks. 1862 II. 757 A whore-house,

it may be, is more sweet to him.

Whorelle, obs. form of Whoel.
Whoreniaster (ho*Mma:st3j). Obs. or arch.

[f. Whore sb. + Master sb, (The sense of l pro-

curer 1 alleged for this word and whoremonger in

some Diets, is not authenticated.)] = next.

(i 1508 Dunbar Tua Mar/it Wemen il8 My husband wes
a hur maister...He has bene waistit apon wemen. .And in

adultre. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 516 That hee is

(sauing your reuerence) a Whore-master, that I vtterly

deny. 1610 Healev St. Aug. Citie of God 188 The stage-

plaiers act. . love for the veriest whore-maister in the world.

1712 Addison S/>ect. No. 446 P7 Our ordinary Poets_ cannot

frame to themselves the Idea of a fine Man who is not a

Whore-master. 1747 Chesterf. Let. to Son 27 Mar., A
Man of Pleasure, in the vulgar acceptation of that phrase,

means only, a beastly trunkard, an abandoned whore-master,

and a profligate swearer. 1769 Blackstone Cemm. IV.

xviii. 253 A justice may bind over all night-walkers; eaves.

droppers;., common drunkards; whoremasters ; the putative

fathers of bastards ;..and other persons, whose misbthav ionr

may reasonably bring them within the general woids of the

statute, as persons not of good fame.

attrib. c 1570 Depos. Durham (Surtees) 264 Cauling this

examinate hooremaster preiste. 1605 Shaks. Lean. ii. 137

An admirable euasion of Whore-master-man, to lay his

Goatish disposition to the charge ofa Starre. 1614 B. Jon-
son Barth. Fair v. iv, You whore-master knaue. 1878

Prodigal Son \\. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. II. 119 Shall I..

be merry because my whoremaster brother is come back?

Hence Who'remasterly a., having the character

of a whoremaster, lecherous; WhoTeruastery,
the practice of a whoremaster, fornication.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. v. iv. 7 That Greekish *whore-

maisterly villaine. 1706 May-sard Cold Baths u. fed. 2)96 The
vile and wicked whore-masteily Husband. 1618 N. Field
Amends for Ladies v. i, A great hurt to the art of *whore-

mastr y.

Whoremonger (hus-urnr rjgsj). arch, [f.

Whore sb. + Monger 2. Now familiar mainly

from its occurrence in the English Bible.] One
who has dealings with whores ; one who practises

whoredom; a fornicator, lecher.

1526 Tindalk Eph. v. 5 No whormonger, other vnclene

person, . .hath any inheritaunce in the kyngdom of Chiist.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 53 Lycknest thou to whoarmongcrs
A colage of clarckes and scolears? 1603 Shaks. Mcas. for
M. in. ii. 37. 163a Lithc.ow Trav. ix. 408 What was Clement

the 5. but an open Whore mungei? 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VIII. 250 If, by their self-indulgence, the glutton, the

drunkard, the loafer, ..the whoremonger forfeit a future

benefit [etc.].

So Whoremong-iugf (hoVjm^rjgirj), the practice

of a whoremonger, fornication.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Pet. ii. 13-16 Nether
bane they mynde of any thing elles, than vpon whore-

monging, and other kyndes of wikednes. 1563 St. Andrews
Kirk-sess. Reg. (1889) 189 The delacionis gevyn in upon

tham. .for huyrmongyn inveterat. 1893 Voice (N.Y.)io Aug.,

We would dissociate liquor selling from low, corrupt politics,

from gambling, from whoremonging and from all other

forms of immoral pursuit I

tWhorer (ho^-raj). Obs. [f. Whore v. + -eh 1.

Cf. OS. hordri, OHG. huorari (MHG. huorer, G.

httrer), etc.] = Whoremonger.
^1640 H. Bell Luther's Colloo. Mens. (1652) 318 It shall

bee free for Priests to marrie, or to forbear: Howsoever

many Priests are, and will remain whorers. 1681 Colvil

Whim's Supptic. (1710) 97 All of them proved Drinkers,

Whorers, By Preachers, Forgers, and Perjurers. X727 P.

Walker Cameron in Biogr. Presbyt. (1827) I. 289 A great

Swearer, a great Whorer, Blasphemer, Drunkard.

Whoreship (h6»ujip). [f. Whork j£. + -shii\]

The personality of a whore : used with poss. pron.

as a humorous title.

1607 R. Turner Nosce Te E 1 b, Bi fronted Peter's head.

..Yet a loues her whoreshippe as he loues his life. 1624

Davenpokt City Night-cap III, I have a penance for your

pure whoreship. 1711 E. Ward Quix. I. 67 To shew his

Worship The curteous Temper of her Whoreship.

Whoreson (hc>us3n). Obs. or arch. Forms

:

see Whork sb. ; also 5 hoursen, horosonne, 6

horisson. [f. Whore sb. + Son sb., after AF.fz
a putain (see Fit/-).] prop. The son of a whore,

a bastard son ; but commonly used as a coarse

term of reprobation, abuse, dislike, or contempt;
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sometimes even of jocular familiarity. (Cf. Bugger
3 b.) Also rarely applied to a thing.

13. . K. Alis. 880 (Laud MS.) Fy vyle ateynt hores sone !

To mysdon was ay pi wone. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 410 An
houre sone for sob ich wet. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2016 pow
gadelyng horesone, lecher, & stronge pef. c 1400 Brut 1.

207 He despisede be giettest lordeS.., and callede Sir

Robert Clare Eri of Gloucestre, * Horessone '. a 1425 Cursor
M. 11879 (Trin.) ' Hore sones [Cott. H3 aputainsj ' he seide
* what are 3e '? ' Leches '

J?ei seide ' to leche be '. 1481 Cax-
ton Reynard xxi. (Arb.) 53, I trusted.. so nioche the fals

horeson the foxe. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord.
(1790) 68 Of what estate soever he be,..usyng to sweie
customably by Goddes body .. unreverenlly .. that they
charge the Butler to geve htm no wyne at the meles .

.

There was a lyke mutton to be made for the customable
word of honrsen. 1523 Ld. Bsbners Froiss. I. ccxxxvii.

139 b/! Kyng Dampeter was greatly chafed and nioche
desyred to mete with the bastrirde his brother, and sayd,
where is y* horeson. that calleth hym selfe kynge of Castell.

J553 T« Wilson Rhet. 79 b, The mother merelye beynge
disposed, wyli saye to her swete Sonne : Ah you little hore-

son, wytl you seme me so? 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comnt.
135 Do they not graunt them selues to be whore sonnes all

the packe of them ? [orig. ttonne merctricum sesefilios esse

fitenttir?]. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. iv. iv. 19 Masse,
and well said, a merrie horson, ha ! 1613 — Hen. V'I'I'/, 1.

iii. 39 The slye whorsons Haue got a speeding tricke to lay

downe Ladies. 1659 Gay ton Art Longevity 83 Nuts are

dry whorsons. 1679 Roxb. Rati. (1883) IV. 614 Beware of
those that, .tamper with thy foolish whoreson, And by false

arguments ensnare The youth to think he is thy heir. 1712
Arbuthxot John Bull 1. v, Nic Frog was a cunning sly

Whoreson. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxviii, They . . bestowed
..some round dozen of curses on them, as lazy knaves and
blind whoresons. 1826 South ev Devil's Walk liii. Whoever
shall say that to Porson These best of all verses belong, He
is an untruth-telling whoreson.

b. attrib. : commonly as a coarsely abusive

epithet, applied to a person or thing : Vile,

abominable, execrable, detestable, ' wretched ',

( scurvy ',
' bloody

'
; also sometimes expressing

humorous familiarity or commendation.
c 1440 York Mysi, xxx. 60 Why, go bette, horosonne boy,

when I bidde be. 1533 Gau Richt I'ay isScheymehappine
the lowne hursone theiff. 1334 in Suss. Star Chamber
Proc. (1913) 4oThow horisson prist yff thow ons move thow
shalt dye. 1577-82 Bretos Toys of an Idle Head Wks.
(Grosart) 1. 30/1 Faith, she will say, you whorsou Page, lie

purchase you an heritage. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV. it, iv.

225 Ah, you whorson little valiant Villaine, you ! Ibid, in,

ii. 193 Fat. What disease hast thou 1 Bui. A whorson cold
sir, a cough sir. 16x1 Beaum. & Fi„ Phitaster 1. i, Oh ! this

same whorson Conscience, how it jades usl 1646 Tkapp
Comnt. John x. 8 Ah whoreson-thieves, rob God of his
glory 1 said D.Taylor. 1739 Joe Miller's Jests 37 Thou
Whoreson Rascal. 1760 Stkrne Tr. Shandy III. xx, Am-
bition, and pride, and envy, and lechery, and other whoreson
fassions. 01763 Shenstone Ess. iv. Wks. 1777 II. 16 The
mpromptu, for which I was utterly disqualified by a whore-

son slowness of apprehension. 1816 Keats Lett. Wks. 1889
III. 47 It was so whoreson a Night that I stopped there all

the next day. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xvii, Some of his whore-
son poetry (I crave your Grace's pardon for such a phrase)
has rung in mine ears.

Whorey, variant of Whory.
Whoring (hoa-rirj), vbl.sb. [f. Whore v. +

-ing i.J The action of Whore v. ; fornication;

alsoyi^-. : spec, in biblical use, applied to idolatry,

as an act of unfaithfulness to the true God (cf.

Whoredom 2) : chiefly in phr. to go a whoring.
1535 Coverdale Exod, xxxiv. 15 Whan theygoa wlioringe

after their goddes. — Ps. cv[i]. 38 Thus were they stayned
with their owne workes, and wente a whoringe with their
owne invencions. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. i. 116 This is the
fruits of whoring. 1619 in Foster Engl. Factories India
(1906) 153 Their private whorings, drunkennesse and such
like ryotts. a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 582 All the Visions
conlemporating with Babylon's times must be expounded of
such things only as belong to the times of Babylon's whoring.
1668 South Serm., Luke xxi. /j Wks. 1727 V. 416 When
with Whoring, and Gaming, and Revelling, they have dis-
abled themselves from paying their Butchers. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 60 p 2 The common Diversions of Men of
Fashion ; that is to say, in Whoring, Drinking, and Gaming.
"853 [J. D. Burs] Autobiog. Beggar Boy (1859) 73 The
whole of this man's conduct tended to. .fighting, whoring,
and roguery

!

So Whoring ppl. a.

1677 W. Hughes Man of Sin It x. 1S5 That either we
must have a Married or a Whoring Clergy.

Whorish (hoVrif), a. Now rare or Obs. [f.

Whore sb. + -ISH 1
.]

1. Having the character of a whore ; addicted to
whoredom ; lewd, unchaste (of a woman ; rarely
of a man).
1560 Bible (Geneva) Prov. vi. 26 Because of the whoorish

woman a man is broght to a morsel of bread. — Ezek. xvi.
30 Y» worke of a presumpteous whorish woman. 1611
Coryafs Crudities Pancgyr. Verses g 2 b, He knew and felt
the whores, yet was not whorish. 1624 Davenport City
Night-cap 1. 1, What plague can transcend A whorish wife,
and a perfidious friend 1 163a Litiicow Trav. ix. 382
Whoorish boyes. 1675 South Semi., Judges viii. 74, 35
(1637) I, 509 Joseph ..a poor .. Stranger, languishing in
Durance upon the false accusations of a lying, insolent
whorish Woman !

b. Belonging to or characteristic of a whore

;

meretricious; lewd, unchaste (of action, etc.).
iS5» Huloet, Hooryshe.., or perteynynge to a hoore,

meretricius. 1556 Olue Antichrist 203 Men geuen to their
paunche and hoorishe lustes. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. iv. i.

63 You like a letcher, out of whorish loynes, Are pleas'd to
breede out your inheritors. 1761 Rec. Elgin (New Spald.

Club 1903) I. 198 Barbara Reid for whorish practices ex-

pelled the burgh.

2. fig., esp. in religious and controversial use

(often m idolatrous) : cf. Whore sb. 2.

1535 Coverdai.e Ezek. vi. 9 That whorish and vnfaiihfull

herte of theirs, wherwith they runne awaye fro me. 1538
Mali-: Thre Lames C ii b, Regarde not the pope, nor yet fiys

whorysh kyngedom. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxiii. vii,

They all shall be undone, Who leaving thee to whoorish
idolls run. 1680 R. L'Estrange Citt <y Bumpkin (ed. 3) 16

The Church of England.. is not altogether the Whore of

Babylon, though a good deal Whorish. 1696 Bhookhouse
Temple Opened 47 The Bride has a Husband, .sufficient to

maintain her against all Whorish, Beastly or Satannical
Usurpations. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 82 p 3 Jack has a
whorish unresisting Good-nature, which makes him in-

capable of having a Property in any thing.

Hence Whorishly adv. ; Whorishness.
1538 Elyot Vict., Meretricie, *hoorishely. 1589 Nasiie

Martin Ma' prelate Wks. (Grosart) I. io3 Howe whorishlie

Scriptures are alleaged by tliem, I will discouer..in another
new worke. 16. . Middleton, etc. Old Law iv. ii, Are you
so whorishly provided? '755 Johnson, Meretriciously,
whorishly; after the manner of whores. 1546 Bale Engl.
Votaries 1. 18 Marke how abhomtnable *whoryshnesse.. is

auaunced of that whorysh Rome churche, to the great
blemyshynge of Godly marryage. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 706 The said Anne was.. for her whorishness lawfully

divorced. 1727 Bailey vol. \\,Mereiriciousness, whorishness,

f Whorism. Obs. rare. [f. Whore sb. or v. +
-ISM.] Whoredom, fornication.

1598 Florio, Puttaneggio, whorisme, whoredome. 1611

Cotgb., s'Appaillarder, to .. giue himselfe wholly to

whoorisme ; 10 turne teacher.

Whorl (hwful, hwi)il), sb. Forms : a. 5 whar-
wyl, 5-9 wharle, 8-9 wharl. 0. 5 whorwhil,
(whorlwyl), qworle, 5-9 whorle, 6 whorlle,
whorelle, Sc. quhorle, 8- whorl. [late ME.
whanvyl, ivhorwhil, app. variants of Whirl (early

forms disyllabic, e.£. whcrwille, awherel) influ-

enced by Wharve sb, ; but with the 0-forms cf.

early mod.Du. worvel, var. of wervel (Kilian).]

1. A small fly-wheel fixed on the spindle of a

spinning-wheel to maintain or regtdate the speed ;

a small pulley by which the spindle is driven in a

spinning-machine. Also locally applied to small

wheels or pulleys for other purposes.
a. ; 1460 Promp. Parv. 526/2 (Winch. MS.) Wharwyl of

a spyndyl, vertebrum. 1483 Cath. Angl. 417/1 A Wharle,
giraculum, neopellunt, vertibulunt. 153a More Confut.
'Tindate Wks, 628/2 Take out thy spindle & bryng me
hither the wharle. 1566 in Peacock Engl. Ch. Fnmit.
(1866) 170 One crwet defaced whearof was made wharles for

spindels. 1589 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 55
Spindles and wharles \)

A
. x8a8 Craven Gloss., Whaiie. 1884

W. S. B. M cLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 239 [They] drive this

spindle by the friction of a very heavy collar on it against
a large leather washer, which rests on the wharl.

0. t 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 526/1 Whorlwyl, of a spyndyl
{/C. whorwhil, /'. whorle), rrr/V^rw//*. 1483 Cath. Angl. 208
A Qworle of A roke. 1610 R. Vaughan Waler-Wks. 04b,
The Stanke-royall (running on a whorle, his sluce being
taken vp) is receiued by a Bastard-sluce. 1773 Kmerson
Frt'rtc, Mech. (ed. 3) 189 Let EG be a spinning wheel,.,
whilst the rim makes 1 revolution, the twill makes 9, and
the whorle and feathers 6. 1808 Jamieson, Whorle, a very
small wheel, as that in a child's cart, 1865 Lubbock Brett.

Times v. 133 Spindle whorls of rude earthenware were
abundant in some of the Lake-villages even of the Stone
u«, 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 73 Whorls,
pithead pulleys.

2. Bot. A set of members, as leaves, flowers, or

parts of the flower, springing from the stem or

axis at the same level and encircling it ; a verticil.

Also in Zool. a set of parts or structures, as scales

or tentacles, similarly arranged.
[1551 Tuhner Herbal \. G vj, The stalke is foure square,.

.

where about doth grow in equal order, . .certayne knoppes.
lyke whorlles. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. lxv. 232 The floures

[of Pennyroyal] giowe .. about the stemmes like wliorles or
garlandes.] 1688 Holmk Armoury u. 98/2 Rosemary, hath
Wharles or small slender leaves set at distances about the

stalk. Ibid. 106/1 Flowers set together in a Whorle or
Coronett. 1713 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 43 Its

Spikes of Flowers are thick set in striated hairy whorls.

1837 l*enny Cycl. VII. 215/1 An orange .. consists of one
whorl of carpels, which are consolidated into a round fruit.

i860 Sala Lady Chester/, iv. 64 A flattened head,, .a forked
tongue, a body of scaly whorls. 1861 Bkntlky Man. Bot.

358 A flower is said to be complete, when the four whorls,

—

calyx, corolla, stamens, and pistil are present. 187a H. A.
Nicholson Palaeont. 75 The stem terminates in a single

polypite. the mouth of which is surrounded by a single

whorl of slender processes or ' tentacles \

3. Couch, and Anat. Each of the turns, coils, or
convolutions of a spiral shell, or of any spiral

structure.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 52 Shell conoid, with the
whorls rounded or convex. 1855 Tennyson Maud 11. ii. 6
See what a lovely shell, Small and pure as a pearl, . . With
delicate spire and whorl. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., Whorl
ofheart, vortex of heart. [Ibid., Vortex ofheart, the close
spiral arrangement of fibres which occurs at the apex.]

4. gen. A convolution, coil, curl, * wreath ' (esp.

of something whirling, or suggesting a whirling
movement).
159a R. D. HyPnerotomachia 51 The head of Storke,

with her beake against the open mouth of a Monster, . .and
certalne VVhorelles or Beades rysing vp betwixt his mouth
and her beake. 1851 Nichol Archit. Hear. (ed. 9) 99
Intervals between successive whorls of the starry stream.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland xii. 210 Vast clouds of steam.

.

roll in heavy whorls before the wind.

5. Comb., as whorl-flowered, -leaved, -shaped

adjs. ; whorl-flower, a plant of the genus Morina
(N.O. Dipsacacese), having the flowers in dense

whorls ; whorl-grass, a grass of the genus Cata-

brosa.

182Z /tortus Angl. II. 204 M[alva] Vertkillata, Whorl-
flowered Mallow. Ibid. 423 Qoreopsis] Verticillaia, Whurl-
leaved Coreopsis 1850 DAllbenY Atom. 'The. xii. (ed. 2>

423 The parts of the pistils are disposed in a whurl-shaped
manner around an.. axis. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PL
(1900) IV. 69 Whorl-grass {Catabrosa). Water Whorl Grass
(C. aquatica). Panicle with half whorls of spreading
branches. 1884 Miller Piant-n. 220 Morina longifoua,
Long-leaved Whorl-flower.

—

persica, Persian Whorl-flower.

Hence Whorl v. trans, [a) to draw up by means
of a 'whorl 'or pulley {local)) (b) to arrange in

whorls or convolutions.
1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 73 The cage is said

to be whoiled when it is drawn up to or over the pulleys.

1904 Daily Citron. 6 Aug. 4/5 The stars, braided and
whorled in patterns too intricate for our eyes.

Whorl(e: see Whirl v., YVhukl.
Whorlbat, -bone, etc. : see Whirlbat, etc.

Whorle borle, whorlle-bourlle, obs. ff.

HUKLY-BL'HLY.
C1440 J. Shirley in Sect. Hist. Rev. (19041 Oct. 98 During

the whorlle bourlle in Scotland the olde King Robert died.

Whorled (hw^ild, hwwld), a. [t. Whorl sb.

+ -ei> 2
.] Having, or arranged in. a whorl or

whorls; (of leaves, flowers, etc.) verticillate; (of

a shell, etc.) convoluted, turbinate.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. E.xplan. Terms 392 Vcrticilt{ai\u$,

whorled, many Flowers growing round the Stalk in a Circle.

1828 J. E. Smith Engl. Flora II. 59 S[ium] verticdlatum,
Whorled Water-parsnep. Leaflets in numerous, linear,..

whorled segments. 1S61 Bf.ntley Man. Bot. 572 '1 he
Galiaceae are. .distinguished, .by their whorled exstipulate

leaves. 1867 MuntHisoN Silnria viii. (ed. 4) 164 The large
Whorled Shell.. has proved.. to be a true Lower-Silurian
Macluiea. 1873 Ralfe Phys. Chan. 17 Crystals which
arrange themselves in whorled groups.

So t Who rlingr, + Whcrlisli adjs., rare
}
form-

ing or constituting a whorl.
1561 Turner Herbal II. 55 Comen rede fish mynt . . with

whorlish circles goyng about thestalck, 1578 Lyte Dodoens
11. Ixxxi. 256 The floures. .growing in whorling knoppes
rounde aboute the stalkes.

Whorlwyl, obs. form of Whorl.
+ Whorr, v. Obs. Also whoor(r)e, [Echoic]

intr. To coo, as a dove.
1598 Florio, Gemere .. To whorr as doues do. Gemire.

.

To whoore or cry as turtle doues.

Whorrowe, var. Wharrow ; cf. s.w. dial, worra.
1578 Lyte Dodoens it. Ixxxviii. 267 The floures be of

a light blewe, compassing the stalke by certaine spaces like

to garlandes or whorrowes.

Whorry, obs. form of Hurry v.

1613 Dekker Strange Horse-Race B 1 b, A Race . . after

the Roman fashion :. .in their ihundring velocity, lightning-

like violence, and earth-quaking whorrying. Ibid. 24 From
his Canes . . out he whorries.

fWhorster. Cbs. rare* 1
, [f. Whore sb. +

-ster] = Whorer.
1654 Vilvain Enchir. Epigr, vi. lxxvi, No Murdrer be:

W'hurster ; Theef; fals Testee.

Whort (hwiut). dial. Also 6-7 whorte, 7
whurt, 9 wort. [South-western dial, form of Hurt
sb. 2 (cf. whoam for home, zvhole for earlier hole, and
Whortleberry).] = Whortleberry. Also attrib.

HenceWhortirjgr^/.^/'.jgathering whortleberries.

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xt. 670 There be two sortes of

Whortes, and Whortel berries, wherof the common sort are

blacke, and the other are red. 1597 Gekardf. Herbal ill,

lxix. 1231. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cxvi, Black
Whorts, or Bill-Berries. x66x J. Chilurey Brit. Baconica
12 For Fruits, they (in Cornwall] have a sort called Whurts.
1746 ExmoorScolding (E. D.S.) 91 And why dest thee, than,

tell me 'Jsterday o' losing my Rewden Hat in the Rex bush,

out a whorting? 1773 Encycl. Btit. s. v, Vaccinium, The
tnyrtillus [mispr. -is], or black whortleberries or bilberries;..

the cuntabricum, or Irish whorts; the vitis idea, or rtd

whorts. x8oj Colekidge The Picture \, I. .now climb, and
now descend O'er rocks, or baie or mossy, with wild foot

Crushing the pmple whorts. 1856 G. Roberts Soc. Hist.

Eng. 561 During the Whorl-season children used to assemble
to partake of Whort-pies. .made with a brown crust,and eaten

with clouted cream, .. a west country delicacy. 1917 Con-

temp. Rev. Nov. 58-j, I do mind the autumn when Mrs. Ann
Biig-leydid witch Juhn Craw. 'Twuratthewhort gathering.

Whorthy, obs. iorm of Worthy.
Whortle (hwi)\it'l). Also 7 wortle : see also

Hurtle sb.- [Short for Whortleberry.] =
Whortleberry.
1597 [see Hurtle sb."2 ]. i6ao Venner I'ia Recta vii. 131

The people vse to eat the Wortles in creame and milke.

1655 MoLFEi & Bennet Health's Improv. 219 Fen-bernes

..are of like temper and faculty with our whortles, but

somewhat more astringent. 1796 Withering Brit Plants

(ed. 3) IL 371 Great Bilberry Bush or Whortle. 1811

Shelley St. Itvyne w. \, I see her swift foot dash the dew
from the whortle. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 1 00 The.,

bog-whortle... whose white ilowers, pink-tipped, stuff the

ptarmigan's crop.

Covtb. 1857 Miss Pratt Flov-er. PI. V. 108 S\attx\ myrsl-

tt ites (Green Whortle-leaved Willow).

Whortleberry (hwirjt'lberi). Also (8 whir-
tie-), S—9 wortleberry. [South-western dial,

form of Hlrtlederry : c f
. Whort. Used by Lyte,

13-a



WHORY.
a Somerset man, in his translation of Dodoens

1

Herbal, whence app. by later writers on plants, so

as to have become at length the usual * book-
name'.] The blue-black fruit of the dwarf shrub
Vaccinium Myrtilius, or the plant itself; other-

wise called Bilberry or Blaeberry. Also ex-
tended to the genus Vaccinium as a whole (excepting
the species called Cranberry, V. Oxycoccos and
V. macrocarpoit).
Bear's Whortleberry, a name for the Bearberry,

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi. Bog Whortleberry, Vacci-
nium nltginomnu Red Whortleberry, V. I Uis-Idzea.
Victorian Whortleberry, Wittsteinia vacciniacea, a
shrub allied to Vaccinium found in Victoria.
1578 [see Whort]. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in. xxii. 438.

1702 C. Mather Magnolia vi. ii. 11 Sometimes we liv'd on
VVortle berries, sometimes 011 a kind of Wild Cherry, 1764
Ann. Reg., Char. 9 The hair. .is dyed with the juice of the
red wortleberry. 1778 J. Cakver Prav. N. Amer.xix. 504
The Whirtle Berry. 1826 Scott Bl. Dwarfxm, A territory,
which, since the days of Adam, had borne nothing but ling
and whortle-benies. 1869 Blackmorb Lorn* D. v, [They]
laid him softly on a bank of whortlc-berries.
attrib. 1770 J. R. Forster tr. Nairn's Trav. N.Amer. I.

66 A species of whortleberry shrub. 1825 J. Neal Bro.
Jonathan II. 340 A. . whoitle-beiry pudding, 1863 Baring-
Gould Iceland 178 Hot mutton flavored with whortleberry
jam. 2884 Miller Plant-n., Whortle.berry-bush, Victorian,
IVittsteinia vacciniacea.

Whorwhil, obs. form of Whorl.
Whory (ho->Ti), a. rare. Also -ey. [f. Whore

$b. + -X l.J m Whokish. (In 2nd quot. with play
upon hoary.}
1682 Hickkringill Hist. Whiggism n The Papists, and

the whory, roary, swory, scory, Tories. 2682 'T, Ration.
alis ' New Newsfront Bedlam 83 And should it light upon
Your whorey Head, The Whigs would say, You're sweetly
brought to Bed.

Whos, obs. form of Whose, Whoso.
Whose (h«z), pron. Forms: 1 hwees, 2-3 liwas,

3 hwos, (wuas), 3was, hwes, 3-4 whes, 3-5
whas, was, wos, 4 huas, wais, hoes, woise, 4-5
whoos, hos, 4-6 whos, whois, 5 whayse, whoys,
hoys, (hosse), wose, 5-9 Sc. and north, whase, 6
whoes, woos, wois, hose, Sc, vhais, vhois, 7-8
who's, 5- whose

; 3-5 quase, 4 quos, quose, 4-5
quas, Sc. 4-8 quhais, (5 qwhos, ^wose), 5-7
quhois, 6 quhas, (qwhois), 6-7 quhose, 6-8
quhase, 7 quhaes, quhoise. [ME. hwas, later

hzups, whps, altered form of hwas, hives, OE. hwties

(:— *x?vasa) genitive of hwa and hwset, through the
influence of hwa, hwg Wt

ho, hwdtn, hwgm Whom.
(Later ME. whas prob. represents an unstressed
variant.) Cf. OS. hwes, MLG., MDu., OIIG., G.
wes, ON. hncs{s, MSw, hwes, hwas{V>&. hvis), Goth,
hwis :— *xw*sat Indo-Eur. *aweso, represented also
by Gr. (Homeric) Wo for *rico, OS1. ceso.]

The genitive case of Who (and in OE. of the
neuter What : cf. 3 below). Used, in all senses,

either before a sb. as a possessive adj. (like his, her,

my, etc.), or absolutely (like his, hers, mine, etc.) :

in the latter case chiefly in the interrogative sense
as predicate.

I. Interrogative uses (direct and dependent).
1. Of whom ; belonging to whom ; what person's.
C897 ASlfrbd Gregory's Past. C. xlvii. 357 Deet hie ?;e.

Seucen hwaes foljeras hie sindon. a 1000 Colloq. Mlfric in
Wr.-Wulcker 92 Hunta ic eom. hwaes? r 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xxii. 42 Hwaet binc8 eow be criste, hwsM sumi ys he ?

C1200 Vices Sf Virtues 99 }if hie [sc. Sohtes] cumeo fram
mannen, hie [sc. jepnesse] cann hwatliche underfinden, an
hwos half he is icumen. 1 1205 Lay. 17m Naes nan witie
bat auere wuste here whes sune he weore. a 2240 Urrisun
in O. E. Horn. I. 189 Maiden moder, maiden: and hwas
moder? his hwas dohter bu art. cxvjs Passion of our
Lord 447 in O. E. Misc. 50 Hi casten heoie lot hwes he
scolde beo. 23.. Cursor AL 12224 (Gott.) Quat wamb him
bar.., And wid was pappis was he fedd ? 1340 Ayenb. 38
po bet ofhyealdeb he binges bet hi vindeb and wyteb wel
huas bet hi byeb. 23. . Guy Warm. 1 A.) 6826 Telle bou me,
pis feir castel wos it be. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1726 Was men
buth^e? £-2386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 920 Whos is
that faire child that stondeth yonder? C2440 Alphabet
of Tales 265 He fand a dead mans head, and he had
grete mervayll whose it was. 2566 Lauder Tractate Con-
tents, And, last of all, vnto quhose actionis..suId Kyngis
geue rathest actendence. 259a Shaks. Ven. # Ad. 1077
Whose tongue is musick now? 2607 Dekkkr & Webster
Northw. Hoe 1. ii. A 4b, Arrest me? at whose sute? 2623
Shaks. Hen. VIIT, 1. iv. 43 Whose fault is this? 2791
Cowpkr Judgm. Poets 4 A warm dispute. .Whose temper
was the best. 2883 D. C. Murray Hearts vii, ' I'm sure of
the voice...' ' Whose is it?' 2896 Housman Shropsh. Lad
xxvii, I cheer a dead man's sweetheart, Never a^k me whose.
1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert vi. 58 Your offensive abuse of
his poor father, and forgetfulness of Whose minister he was.

II. Relative uses. *as simple relative.

2. In reference to a person or persons (or to an
animal or animals) : Of whom. a. Introducing

a denning or restrictive clause completing the

sense : cf. Who 9.
,1200 Trin.Coll. Horn. 37 pe deuel. .on ech of hise deden

is iefned to be deore wuas geres he for&teoo\ a 1*40 [see 1].

a 1300 Cursor M. 2155 Of him o quas sede Was he born bat
beit our nede. a 2315 MS. Rawl. B.52Q If. 53 b, After be
wille of him hos be werkes be} [= beft]. . 1400 tr. Seer.
Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 81 It ys meruail of a man how he may
be syke or dye, whos mete ys breed of good whete. 1526

100

Tindale Luke i. 27 A virgin spoused to a man, whose name
was Ioseph. 2539 Bible ^Great) Ps. xxxii. 1 Blessed is he,
whose vnryghteousnesse is forgeuen. 2609 Skene Peg.
Maj. 37 Of heires of qvhais age their is ane doubt. 2612
Bible Gen. xxxviii. 25 The man whose these are. Ibid. xliv.

27 The man in whose hand the cup is found. 1690 tr. %Le Clerc's Five Lett. Inspir. 56 The Apostles did not pass
in their own time for Persons, whose every word was an
Oracle. 2723 Ramsay Pair Assembly viii, A wife.. Whase
charms can silence dumps. 2790 Burke pr. Rev. 70 Persons
who. .sanctified their ambition by advancing the dignity of
the people whose peace they troubled. 1836 W. Ikving
Astoria xli, To feast upon the horses whose blood they had
so vain^loriously drunk. 2893 Max Pemberton Iron Pirate
ii, Men whose laugh was a horrid growl.

b. Introducing an additional statement : thus
sometimes equivalent to 'and his (their, etc.)' : cf.

Who 10.

In early use occas. preceded by the: cf. Which B. n.
Whom 8.

Formerly also separated from the antecedent, sometimes
with resulting ambiguity {cf. Who 10): occas. preceded by
superfluous and (cf. Who 12 b).

C2275 Lamb. Horn. 151 pe laueid N[athaniel] hwas dei
hit is to dei. c 2120 Bestiary 764 Dis der, Wos kinde we
hauen told 3U her. 2*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4195 Eleyue bat
noble mayde. . was norice ich was. a 2300 Cursor M. 1490
Noe, In quas time be flod gan be. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
iv. (Jacobus) 210 In-to be name of criste Ihesu, Fore quhais
cause I am led now. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 103 Morpheus,
the whos nature Is forto take the figure Of what persone
that him iiketh. a 1400 Pauline Ep. (1916) 42 Ciyste in
woise dep we ar baptysyd. 2467 Stonor Papers (Camden)
I. 95 To performe my Nonkilles wyll, hoys sowle God par.
don. c 2469 Ibid. 104 $owr modyr, hosse sowle Gode haue
meisy. 2484 Caxton p"ables ofM'sop 1. viii, A wulf. .de-
uoured a sheep of whos bones he had one in his thiote.
1526 Tindale Rom. ix. 5 My brethren, .the israhelites, .

.

whose also are the fathers. — / Pet. ii. 24 Christ also
suffered for oure sakes.

. , By whose strypes ye were healed.
2622 Bvrto-h A nat. Mel. in. ii. 1. i. 533 The young man. , at
last married her, to whose wedding amongst other guests
came Apollonius. 2750 T. Cooke Plautus I. p. xxv, This
Comedy is called Bacchides from two Sisters, Courtesans,
who are the chief Characters in the Play; both whose
Names are Bacchis. #1774 Goi.ds.m. tr. ScarrotCs Com.
Rom. (1775) II. 170 A hamlet, inhabited byfishermen, who's
humanity he had occasion to remember. 2791 Burke App.
Whigs 88 It does not arise out of the inherent rights of the
people, as the national assembly does in France, and whose
name designates its original. 2820 Keats Lamia 11. 279
The Gods, whose dreadful images Here represent their
shadowy presences. 1864 J. Hunt tr. Vogt's Led. Alan ii.

26 Vegetable feeders, such as ruminants, whose lower jaw
acts like a millstone.

3. In reference to a thing or things (inanimate or
abstract). Originally the genitive of the neuter
What (sense 7); in later use serving as the genitive

of Which (senses 7 and 8), and usually replaced
by ofwhich, except where the latter would produce
an intolerably clumsy form.
1382 Wyclif Deut. viii. 9 The loond of oyle and of hony

;

..whos stones ben yren, and of the hillis of it ben doluen
metallys of brasse. 1442 Beckington Corr. (Rolls) II. 213
He hath.. taken the townes and castles and forteresses
whoos names be specified. 2482 Monk of Evesham lv,

(Arb.) 107 A ful glorious walle of crystal hoys heythe
no man might see. 2528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 130
Loke yer thou lepe, whose literall sence is, doo nothinge
sodenly or without avisemente. 2577 Hakkison England
II. ii. [v.] (1877) 1. 46 Bath, whose see was sometime at
Welles. 2602 Shaks. Ham. 1, v. 15, 1 could a Tale vnfold,
whose lightest word Would harrow vp thy soule. 2632
Milton L'Allegro 73 Mountains on whose barren brest
The labouring clouds do often rest. 2662 Feltham Lusoria,
Lett. 6s A Disposition ..whose affability may sweeten life.

2760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) I. 74 A maxim of
whose impropriety not St. Anthony himself could persuade
him. 2807 Southey Esprielld's Lett. (1814) II. 10 The
clock, whose huge bell.. may be heard five leagues over the
plain. 2863 Reade Hard Cash I. 100 The nerve man had
prescribed . . a medicine . . whose effect on the nerves was nil.

1896 Pollock 1st Bk. of Jurisfir. vii. 179 Processes ex.
tending over two or three centuries, and whose fundamental
^analogies are, .disguised in almost every possible way.

4. As objective genitive, in reference to a person

(or animal) or a thing. Now rare : commonly
replaced by of whom or of which. (Cf. note s.v.

His pass. pron. 2.)

2382 Wyclip Lev. xxii. 5 He. .that shal touche. .eny vn-
clene, whos louchynge is hooiy [t388 foul], c 2449 Pecock
Rcpr. v. ii. 403 Ueedis whos forberingis schulden make hem
the more sureli kepen hem fro breking of Goddis lawe. 1523
Douglas Anna's vi. vii. 4 Our the fludis bank ful swiftlie

sprent, Quhais passage is vnreturnable went. 2551 Crowley
Pleas, fy Pain Ded., The pore of thys realme, whoes oppres-
sion doeth alredy crye vnto the Lorde for vengeance. 1602
Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. III. lxxxvii. 391 The Hart
or Slag, in whose chase great Lords take much pleasure.

1605 Shaks. Alacb. mi. i. 105, 1 will put that Husinesse in your
Uosomes, Whose execution takes your Enemie off. 2730
Chamberlayne's Relig. i'hilos. (ed. 3) II. xvii. § 1 Things,
whose particular Discussion would, .exceed the Design of
this Uook. 2754 Cambridge: in World No. 102 P 2 Anything
whose loss they can so easily supply. 2822 Southey Let.
to John May 7 Apr., This deplorable old man, whose sight.

.

excited in me a mingled feeling of horror and disgust.
** 5. As compound relative, or with ellipsis of

antecedent « he (him, etc.) whose. Often in

generalized sense = whosesoever. Now rare or
arch. : cf. Who 6, 8, Whom 5, 6.

Sometimes with the generalized sense indicated by soever)
or so ever following the sb. (Cf. Whosesoever.)

23. . E. E. Allit. P. K. 1648 & quOs deth so he dezyre he
dreped als faste. a 2400 in Engl. Gilds (1870) 3S2 }if obere
chalouns beb y-founde bat ne habbeb belke a-syse, in was

WHOSOEVER.
hond hij beb y-founde, be forfeted. c 2420 1 Lydg. Assembly
ofGods 11:99 Klere whos ey ye woll. .with your myst. 243Z-
50 [see WhrinsyJ. 2460 Roils of Parlt. V. 384/2 In whos
handes so evere they bee. 2567 Gude f Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 7
Quhais Sinnis ^e (orgeue, ar forgeuin vnto thame. 1592
Arden ofFcversham 10*92 Speede to my wish, whose wii so
ere sayes no. a 2633 G. Hekbekt facula Prudentum 1^6
Whose house is of glasse, must not throw stones at another.
2667 Milton P. L. vm. 647 Heavenly Guest,. .Sent from
whose sovran goodness I adore.

t Whose, for who 'j = who is : see Who.
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 50 (Qo.) Whose within theiel
Whose, obs. form of Whoso.
f Whoself, pron. Obs. rare~K [Cf. Self A. 2.]

Who himself.

r
'539 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 174

The said Burgartus canne testifie of her proportion, coun-
tenaunce and beauiie, Whoself hath seen her.

Whose'n (hwz'n), pron. Mai. [f. Whose : cf.

Hisn.] «= Whosk.
(12701 Sedley Virg. Past.v. Wks. 1722 I. 289 Tell Da-

metas ! whose'n Sheep these are 1

Whosere, obs. contr. f. Whosoever.
Whosesoever (bwz£tfue*v3j),/;^». arch. The

genitive of Whosoever: Whatever person's; of

whomsoever.
1622 Bible John xx. 23 Whose soeuer sinnes yee remit,

they are remitted vnto them, and whose soeuer sinnes yee
retaine, they are retained. 2821 Scott Keniltv. xxxii,
Whosesoever be the speech, it is the thought of ninety-nine
out of an hundred. 2903 Sat. Rev. 27 June 798/1 Whose*
soever the fault there has been no effective cooperation.

Whosever (huz^-v^i), pron. rare. [f. Whose
f Ever adv. 8 e ; for the spelling cf. Wherever.]
The genitive of Whoever : = prec.

1739 ' K. Bull' tr. Dedekindus* Grobianus 133 Whos'ever

Knife upon the Table lies. 2865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia
II. 19 Whosever the footprint may be, the story is gospel
among Mahometans.
Whosh, obs. var. Hush v.1

Whosht(whoosht), obs. var. Hupht inO,a.,v.
1598 Fi orio, Quetare, to quiet, ..to whosht. Ibid., Zita,

an adueibe to commaund. .silence, as we say isse, whosht
or st. 2612 Ibid., Quattare.Ao whosht and lie close, to
lurke. Ibid., Quatto qttaito, very squat, very whoosht.
Whosshe, obs. lorm of Wash v.

Whoso {hfrso")1, pron. arch. Forms: see Who
and So : also 2-3 hwa se, hwase, (a wa se), 3
hw(a)o se, Orm. -whaa(e, 3-5 wo se, 4 Sc. quha
se, (woys), 4-5 whos, 4-6 whose, hose, 5 Sc.

quhais, (y dial. whos1

). [ME. wha swa, hwa se,

reduced form of OE. swd hwa swd, generalized

form of hwa Who : see bo adv. 1 7 d.]

1. = Whoever i : Any (one) who.
2254 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 Wua sua bare his

byrthen gold & sylure, durste nan man sei to him naht bute
god. c 1200 Onmin 677 Whas itt iss bait ua-pnedd iss wi}b
lulle trowwbe o Criste. C1205 Lay. 3657 Wlia swa wulle
libba, aide t>as sibba [c 2*75 Wo so wole libbe holde bus
sibbe]. Ibid. 22307 Wha swafc 1275 wosejeome gladliche he
sculden wur6e riclie. ?22..in KembleCW. Di/d. V. 236 Ho
so hit beo r^t fiis my dede in o?tre wise hit buturne o3er
gewanye. a izz$Ancr. R. 46 Et uhtsongeschal siggen hwo
se con Domine labia mea. 2297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6253 Ofte
wo socoueiteb al, al leseb. 23. . Cursor M. 5829 (Gott. J Qua
sua wil noght trou \e fust, To trow be toder him es best.

r 2330 Ring cf Pars E94 And hose nil not cristned be Hong
hem heighe u^pon a tre. £1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) iii. 10

Wha so weddes ober ban anes, baire childer tr bastardes.

C 2400 Destr. i rcy 5551 Wo so staris on bis stoiy, or stodis

beiin,Take hede on f>e harmys& the hard hues ! 2498 in J.
tiuMoch Fyuours (1887) 57 And quhais doys in thecontrar..
salbe punist. 1522 More Dequat.Ncviss. Wks. 73/2 Now
whoso seeih not, that his laughter is more madde tbau the
lauyhter of the mad man, I hold him madder than they
both. 2539 Bible (Great) John vi. 54 Whoso eateth my
flesshe & dryncketh my blonde, hath etertiall lyfe. 1607
Shaks. Timon v. i. 212 Who so please To stop Affliction,

let him take his haste. 2667 Milton P. L. ix. 724 This
Tree, That whoso eats thereof, forthwith attains Wisdom.
1727 Pope, etc. Art of Sinking 118 W'hoso loseth his place

..hath forfeited his share in publick praise, a 1825 Fokby
Voc. E. Anglia s.v., Whos' wull may do that. 1859 Whit-
Tiek On a Piaytr-Bcok 12 Let whoso can before such
praying-books Kneel on bis velvet cushion. 1883 Whii elaw
Sophocles, Antigone 35 Whoso does this deed, A public

death by stoning is his doom. 1892 Conan Doyle White
Company xxxvh, '1 he last stern welcome to whoso should
join with them.

2. = Whoever 2 : No matter who; fin early

rise often with mere unemphatic conditional force:

If any one, if one.
£1300 Beket (Percy Soc.) 35 Woldestou,. ho so it wolde

bede the, Tholie deth for thi Louerdes love? 23.. E. £.
Allit. P. C. 5 For quo-so suffer cowbe syt, ^ele wolde fol5e.

c 2475 Rauf Coil-car 675 With Dosouris to the duris dicht,

quha sa wald deme. 1876 Morkis AEneids vm. 122 ' Come
forth ', he said, ' whoso ye be '.

Whosoever (b77s£j«e*v9j), pron. Forms : see

prec. ; also poet, whosoe'er (-e>j) (5 hosere,

who-sere, 7 whosoere). In early use often as

three words, occas. as two. [f. W'HOfcO + Ever adv.

8 e : cf. Soevek.]
Formerly occas. with gen. whosoever's — Whosesoever.
1. = Whoever r.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 286 Hwo so euer on him sulf nime# oufter

of beos two, he robbed God. a 124a Ureisun in O. E. Horn,
I. 187 Hwa se euer wide habbe lot wib be of bi blisse, he
mot deale wib be of bine pine on eorbe. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints v. {Johannes) 593 pat quha-se-eube vald almus crafe

For luf of sancte lohne suld hafe. c 1400 Maundev. xix.
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[xv.J (rgig) 113 Hem semeth bat whosoeuere be meke &
pacyent he is holy & profitable, c 14*0 Chron. Vilod.

4685 For pore ami ryche & also for hosere wolde come
jiedur. c 1450 Mirk's Festial in Whosoeuer ys of God,
heryth Godys worde. 1526 Tindalb John x.\. 23 Whoso
evers synnes ye remyt, they are remitted vnto them. — Rev.
xxii. 17 Let whosoever wyll, take of the water of lyfe fre.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI
y

iv. vii. 74 And whosoe're gamsayes
King Edwards right, By this I challenge him to single

fight. 1611 Bible Rev. xxii. 17 Whosoeuer will, let him
take the water of life freely. 1681 Cotton Il'o/id. Peak 72
Whosoere shall happen to come there, Will not reprove
what I'vedeliver'd here. 18*7 SCOTT Chron. Canongate iii,

Christie regarded me as. .a. .predestinated child of per-

dition, who was sure to. .drag downwards whosoever might
attempt to afford me support. 1882 Bksaht All Sorts ii.

We shall present our Case to Parliament, or the Queen, or

the House of Lords, or the Court of Chancery, or whosoever
is the right person.

2. = Whoever 2 ; also formeily = ' if any one'

(cf. prec. 2).

13. . Cursor M. 4275 (Gntt.t For qua-sua euer es glad or
blith, Priue lone at end wil kith. 'la 1500 Chester PI. xiv.

71 This ilke Hoyst might haue benesould For three hundreth
penyes tould, And dealt to poor men, who-sere would, And
who-sere had bene wyse. c 1520 Nisbrt A'. '/'. Prol. (S.T.S.)
I. 5 Quha saeuir thow be, ..^if tiiow be diligent in the estait

that God has callid the vnto,
. . than art thow surelie bltst.

1526 Tindalb Matt, xxiii. 16 Yesaye; whosoever sweare
by the temple, yt ys notliinge : but whosoever sweare
by the golde of the temple, he is detter. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, v. i'u. 52 Margaret my name, and daughter to
a King, ..wlio so ere thou art. 1640 Bp, H. King Serin. 31
Whosoevers Midnight is interrupted by the newes, Ours can
complaine of no disturbance. 1751 F. Coventry Pontpey
the Little 1. v. 39 Let me admonish thee, my gentle Friend,
whosoever thou art, ..not to be too forward in making
Applications.

o. With loss of relative force by ellipsis: Any
one at all. Cf. Whatever 4 b. Now rare or Obs.
1583 Babington Expos. Commandm. (1590) 336 Liueries

of Prince or subiectes, Noblemen. Gentlemen, or whoso-
euer. ^1643 Ld. Herbert Autoh'tog. (1824) 88 Having as
clear a Reputation for my Courage as whosoever of my
time.

b. qualifying a preceding sb. or any : now
usually replaced by Whatkvek ^a.{b).
1586 Mnrloive's Tan/hurl. To Rdr., Gentlemen, and

curteous Readers whosoeuer. 1621 lip. Mocntagu Dia-
tribe 203 By the vniuersall consent of all Writers whoso-
ever, except, .perchance two. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
Ued., Being capable, as much as any whosoever, of defending
your Country.
•] Used for the objective Whomsoever.
Also qualifying the prec. word, in which case the con-

struction may be regarded as elliptical = 'whosoever he
(they, etc.) be '

: see 3 b, quot. 162T.

1523 Li>. Bekners Froiss. I. OCClHi. 230/2 Whosoeuer they
hyt he dyed of the stroke. 1516 Tindalb Mark xiv. 44
Whosoever I do kisse, he it is.

tWhosome, profu Obs. [Who and Sum rel.

adv.] = Whoever i, a*, Whoso I, 2.

c 1200 Ormin 5564 An rihht god reowwsunnge 1'att Godess
beoww, whasumm itt iss, Her berebp inn hiss heorrte.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1953 Qua-sum o Mess wil grait pair fude,

Lok J>ai cast a way f>e blod. Ibid. 16265 Tra lt qua-sum
wil it tru. 13.. Evang. iVi'cod. 665 in Henig's Archiv
LI 1 1. 403, I come, wha soin takes hede, Als witnes and
warand. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 10 Wha sam heris
yu, ban heris me.

Whosomever (h/7si?mie*v3.i\ pron. Obs. or
? dial. (In early use often as three words, occas.

as two.) [f. prec. + Ever adv. 8e.] — Whoever,
Whosokver.

1 1400 Cat0*5 Morals in Cursor M. App. iv. 91 Qua-sim-
euer bou be pat wille J'i-self safe se. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 3362 Qua-sum-euiie in bat ilk his ymage behaldis, |»e

face is to be fold-ward, be fete to be foment. 1429 in

15th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. vin. 10 Tyll the
for said lorde of Drumlanryge, or tyll hys as^ygneis or
speciale deputisqwasumewer. .1460 Metham Whs. (1916)
119 Ho-ssum-euer yt be that owyth this fygure, he be hys
dysposycion ys a leccherus man. 1502 Husumeuer (see

Whomsomf.veh]. 1526 TlKDALI Matt. xiii. 12 Whosumever
hath to him shall hit be geven. a 1592 Gheenk Alphonsus
133 Nere to vnfold the secrets of my heart To any man
or woman, who some ere Dwels vnderneath the circle of the
skie. 1606 Shaks. Tr.

<fr Cr. 11. i. 70 Who some euer you
lake him to be, he is Aiax.

Whosshe, obs. f. Wash v. "Whost, var.

Whust v. Obs. Whot^e, whott(e, obs. ff. Hot.
Whot(e: see Wit v.

Whou,whough^e,whouh,whow(e,variants
of How, howe int.

t"4«5 Quhow: see Whew inf.] 1541 Udali. Erasm.
Apoph. 314 Whough, saietb he, half my brothers bodye is

more then the whole. 1598 K. Bernard tr. Terence, Phormio
111. Hi, How much money need you ? speake. But thirtie
poundes. Thirtie ! Whow, 1615 Bkathwait Strappado 129
Whou Billie whou, what faire has thou bin at? 1627 W.
Hawkins Apollo Shrovingu. iv. 33 He answered me nothing
but whough, pimh. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlv, ' Eh whow! Eh
whow I ejaculated the honest farmer, as he looked round
upon his friend's miserable apartment.

So f Whowb(e (in quots. as sb. ; cf. howbab,
Hubbub).
1600 W, Watson Decacordon vti.x. (1602) 217 They hissed

htm out with whoubs & hoo-bubs. Ibid. ix. viii. 327 [see
How, howe int.\

Whou(:$, whough, whow(e, obs. ff. How adv.
Whoule. whowl'e, obs. ff. Howl.
Whourliburly, obs. f. Hurly-burly.
Who-whoop : see Whoo-whoop.

I tWhowball. Obs. [f. Wko{w\ variant of Ho
»*#/.*+ Ball j^.^ 2, atypical proper name of a hoise

(see PlowmaiCs T. 402 my hors Kill, and quot.

. #1697 below), of a sheep {Prornp. Parv. 22/1), of

a dog {Privy Purse Exp. Henry VIII 43), and of

a cow (see quot. 1785%
a 1697 Aubrey Lives, Fleetwood (1898J I. 253 [Highway-

men] brought him under the gallowes, fastned the rupc about
his neck and on the tree, ..and then left him to the mercy

I

of his horse, which he called Ball. So hecryed ' Ho, Ball !

1 Ho, Ball !' and it pleased God that his horse stood still.

J

(See quots.) John ii'hoball : app. a typical name
for a yokel.

1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria 17 Se deludifacile
hand fatitur. You cannot easily make him a foole. He
is none of lobn whoballs children. a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Whoiu-hall, a Milk-maid. 1785 Gkose Diet.

Vulgar T., Whozu-ball, a milkmaid, from their frequent
use of the word whow, to make the cow stand still in

milking; Ball is the supposed name of the cow.

f Whowse, v. Obs. [Echoic. Cf. WHUSH v.~\

intr. To make a rushing noise.

1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 66 The sea roareth, the
winds whowse.
Whoys, obs. form of Whose.
Whr- : see words in Wit-.

tWhrine,^. Sc. Obs. In6qiihryii,e,whryDe.
[a. OScand. *hwrlna (ON. h/i/ia, Norw. rina;

KNorw. and Sued. dial, vrina ; with normal dis-

appearance of w in West and h in East Scand.).]

intr. To whine; to squeak.
1508 Dunbar 'Testament 87 War I a dog and he a Swyne,

..I suld ger that lindane quhryne. 1513 Douglas AZneis
v. Prol. 32 Tbairon audit na man irk, complene, nor
quhryne. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The suyne began to
quhryne. 16.. Monigomcrie's Flyting 440 (Harl. MS.)
As they could they maid it whryne.
Hence f Whrine sb., whining, querulous cry.

1513 Douglas AEneis vn. i. 36 The birsit baris and beris
in t hair styis Roring all wod with quhrytiis and wj Id cryis.

t Whrinny, v. Obs. rare. [Imitative. But cf.

prec] intr. = Whinny v.

1432-50 tr. Htgden (Rolls) III. 179 Whose horse made
noyce t'nste, or did whiynny, he sciiolde be elcctc in to

theire kynge.

Whucehe, var. Whitch, chest, coffer.

Whuch e, obs. ff. Which.
Whudder, var. Whither sb. 1 and v. dial.

Whuflf (hw»f ), v. [Imitative ; cf. whuff, dial,

var.Whiff (see ling. Dial. Vict.).'] intr. To make
a sound as of a forcible blast of breath or wind

;

trans, to utter with such a sound. Also as int.

imitating such a sound. Hence Whuffing vbl. sb.

So Wliuffle (hw;t?*fT) v.j intr. in same sense;
trans, to drive by blowing forcibly.

1896 H. G. Weixs Wheels 0/ Chance xix, He whuffed
a contemptuous laugh. 1906 'John Oxenham ' Giant
Circumstance ii, One of the horses.. woke up enough to
whuffle the flies out of its nose. 1907 — Carette xxxiii,

The water began whuflling against the rock walls. 1919

J. J. Bennett Dover Patrol 172 ' Wbingl Whuff 1' and
another muffled burst comes a minute or so later.

Whuist, obs. f. Whist int\ Whulc, whulch,
obs. ff. Which. Whule, obs. f. Weevil, Whewl,
While. Whum(m)el,wliiunmle,var. Whbm-
mel. Whun,-stane: see Whin U%

t
Whinstone.

Whunt, obs. dial. f. Quaint a.

c 1425 Non-Cycle Myst. Plays (1909) 23 She is both whunt
and slee.

Whup, Whuph, "Whur: see Whip, Whoop,
Whoof, Whiuk.
t Whurl, v. Obs. Also 5-6 whorle, 6 whyrle,

7 wherl. [Imitative.] intr. To make a roaring

or rumbling noise; to purr, as a cat; to snarl or

growl, as a dog. (Cf. W'harlv., Whirr v. 3, 3 b.)

Hence j "Whurling vbl.sb, and ppl.a. ; also

tWhnrl sb. = Wharl sb.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xi. ii. (W. de W.), In y«
eeres wynde makilh whystlyng and whorlinge \Bo<ll. MS.
trongelingej and ryngynge. 1530 Palsgk. 781/2 This wynde
whorleth so I can nat here. 1553 111MlH Q. Curtius v.

8i b, Y* vse of the eares could not serue for one to receiue
counsel.. at an other, tiie wynd whyrlid so amonges the
leaues. <55S Eden Decades (Arb.) 112 The sea raged and
rored..with a horrible whurlinge. 1607 Tourneuk Rev.
'Frag. iv. ii. G 3, He whurles and rotles In the throate.

1608 Toi'seli. Four-f. Beasts 105 How [the cat] whurleth
with her voyce. 1611 Cotgr., Grander, to whurle, whurre,
yarre. like a dog that is angrie. 1615 in Foster Engl.
Factories hid. (1909) III. 51 The flying shoot .. macking
such a wherling novse in the ayere. 1797 Fncycl. Brit.

(ed. 3I XIII. 112/r The commonalty are. .distinguished by
a kind of shibboleth or whurle, being a particular way of
pronouncing the letter R, as if they hawked it up from the
wind pipe, like the cawing of rooks.

Whurlte, Whurr, Whurra, Whurry : see

Whirl, Whirr, Hurrah, Whirry.
Whurt, obs. form of Wt

hort.

Whush, v. Now dial, flmitative : cf. Whish
vX\ intr. To make a soft rushing sound, as wind,
flowing water, waves, etc. ; to move with such a
sound. (Cf. Hushw.3) Chiefly in vbl. sb. and///, a.

1581 A. Hali. Iliad 11. 23 When as the westerne winde
doth meete a field of gratne, . . & cause the cares to whush.
Ibid. iv. 72 As the waues within the sea.. yields whushing
noise. 1856 Dickens An Ordeal \'\. in Househ. IVds. 12 Apr.

999/9 A 'whushing' music, as of distant waves. 1861
' Holme Lee' Adv. Tujlongbo i. 3 The whushing and whis-
pering amongst the trees.

"Whush, Se. var. Hush sb.$

Whush, obs. or n. dial. var. Hush a. and vA
154^ Uuall, etc. Frasm. Far. John xxi. 12-15 The dis-

ciples sate downe, but all whusht and spake no wordes.

Whusht, obs. var. Husht inO and a. (cf.

Whisht); pa. t. and pple. of whush , obs. var.

Hush v. 1 (see under Whush).
*S57 Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 202 The audience ceased. ., and

euery thing was whusht. 1581 A. Hah. Iliad v. 101 All fur

dread are whusht. 1598 Flobio, Citto, a word to bid
children holde their peace, as we .-ay whusht, husht.

Whussle, whuatle, Sc. and dial. ff. Whistle.
t Whust, sb., a., v. (Also 7 whost.) Variant

of Whist sb.2 , a. 1
, v. 1

'555 -Hhaer Aineid 11. (155S) Ciijb, They whusted all,

and fyxt w'ith eyes ententiue did behold. 1556 Ibid. iv.

( J 55S) Lj, Than was it night.. Whan whust is euery felde.

1573 Twvne sEneid xi. (1584) Kij, When whust was once
proclaimed, & men were bid not silence breake. 1582 Si as v-

hurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 29 Thee murther he whusted. Ibid.

11. 51 Thee Greeks, .at softlyebe whusted. 1583 Mei bancke
Fhilotimus Keiijb, It were good for me to bee whust in

iht.-se matters. 1586 J. Hooker Ijist.Irel. in Holinshed II.

81 All should be related, and nothing whusted. I5?9
Nashe Fasquill <V Mat/. 26 Seeing Martins matteis begin
to be whust. 1611 Florip, Ouetare, to i(uie(, to whost,
1614 Gorges Lucan v. 193 The whusted guards.

fWhute,^. Obs. rare. [Imitative.] To whistle.

Hence fWhutiiig ///.«. So fWhute sb.

ci6oo in IV. Fowler's Wks. (S. T. S) I. 3.10 'I lie Robin,
Wraine, & whutinge quaill. " 1663 Robin Hood fy Curtal
Friar xxix. in Child Ballads (1B88) v. 125 Give me leave to

set my fist to my mouth And to whute whutes three. Ibid.

xxx, xxxi.

Whuther, var. Whither sb. 1 and v. dial.

Whutter (hwr'tw), sb. [Imitative ; cf.Jluller.']

The sound of the flapping of the wings ol a large

bird or a flight of birds. So Whwtter v.
%
whence

Whvi'ttering fpl. a.

1831 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 4 A sound like

the whutter of wild-fowl on the fazd along a mud-bank.
1870 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Aug. 10 The startling of the wary
cock, whose whuttering pinions will summon out of reach
pack after pack of birds.

Whutterick, whutthroat, whuttorock,
var. Whitret. Whuz, obs. or dial. var. Whizz v.

fWhuzsh. Obs e~~K ? = Hush sb£ 2.

1600 \\*. Watson Decacordon 1. vi. (1602) 15 [The Jesuits]

lull babies a sleepe with a biacke Sanctus in a whuzsh uf
whispering foolisii noyse.

"Whwte, vaiiant of Whoot.
Why (Jiwai"), adv. (sb.,int.) Foims: 1-3 hwy,

(1 hwis, hwie), 1-4 hwi, (3 hwui, wee, 3"n'i),

3-4 wi, 3-6 whi, wy, (4 Kent, hue, 4-6 whye, 5
whyghe, 6-7 whie), 4- why

; 3-5 qui, 4-5 quy,
qwy,quhi,5qwi,^V.qwhy,5-6(Sa/r//.)<SV". quhy.
[OE. hwi, hwy instr. case oihwget What, governed
by to ox for (see I-'orwhy) or used simply as adv.,

corresp. to OS. hwi used with ure^. (bi hwi, ie

hwi) and simply = why, wheret'oie, ON. hvi used

as dat. of hvat
y and as adv. = why (MSw., Da.

hvi) :— OTeut. *\wr :— Indo-Eur. *tj'
r
ei, locative

f. *q
ir
0' Who; cf. Gr. (Doric) vwwnere.]

I. 1. In a direct question: For what reason?
from what cause or motive ? Jor what purpose?
wherefore ?

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 19 Hwi ne mihte we hyne
ut-adrifan? c 1000 Apollonius (1834) 2 Hwi^ eart bu. ,swa
jedrefedes modes? a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 Hwi wolde god
..him forweme? ( 1200 Okvin 2407 Whi ^afT 3ho swillc

*

anndswere oon^aen, |'a Godess enngell sei^de patt 3I10 wil»b
childe shollde ben? 1 1250 Ktnt. Serin, in O. F. Misc. 33
Wee bie ye idel? 1*97 K. Glouc iKolls) 2757 Sire king wi
lete }e im moder & me biuore be ltde? a 1300 Cursor M.
j 128 Sir cayn, \V

:

y has bou bi broiber slain? Ibid. 16295
Qui smites bou me? 1340 Ayenb. 47 And hue is hit uoul
dede zebbe hit is kctidelich? 1361 LANGL. P. Tl. A. xi. 66
Whi wolde God..suffre such a worm.. be wommon to bi«

gyle? c 1470 Henry Wallace in, 361 Quhi, Scot, dar thow
nocht preitt? 1526 Tindalb Matt. xxi. 25 He wyll saye vnto
vs : why dyd ye not then beleve hym? 1606 Shaks. 'Tr. *
Cr. 11. iii. 71 Patroclus isa foole poshiue. Pair. Why am I

a foole ? 1683 Phior Postoral to Dr. Turner 3 Why dost

thou sigh, why strike thy panting breast? 1776 Trial of
Nundocomar 60/2 When you came from Patna, why did

you bring this paper with you? 1837 NkwmaN Par. Serrn.

III. iii. 37 Why was Saul thus marked for vengeance from

the beginning? 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts ix, Why don't

you learn Italian?

b. Implying or suggesting a negative assertion

(c* there is no reason why . .') ; hence often ex-

pressing a protest or objection (esp. with should).

C697 iELFRim Gregory's Past. C. xxxvi. 250 ?if he cam
^ebiersuman mannum naefde *etic-hhad his efiel tosellanne,

hwy [v.r. hwie] wolde he hie mid ansum unxetsesan lasran?

a xooo Cxdmons Gen. 282 Hwy sceal ic aefter his hyldo Oeo-

wiuit..icBUB5 wesan god iwa he ! moo Vices <V Pirtuts

13 Ic.saiide: Hwi me scolde cumen swilche un^ehmpes?

c iaoo Iriu. Coll. Horn. 103 Wi list bu turnd on be eorce?

aris bat is to seien hwi luuest bu J'inc fule sunnes? forlet

hem. a 1225 Leg. Rath. 1190 Hwi ne hihe we for to beon

ifulhet? a ias© (hrl f Aight. 1234 pat eni man beo falle in

odwite, Wi schal he me his sor atwite ? a 1300 Cursor M.
461 Qui suld I him semis yeild? a 1400 Pistill 0/ Susan
284 Whi spille }e Innocens blode ? c 1430 Avoiv. Arth.
xxxiit, (jwi schuld I lnyne? c 1470 Hf.nky Wallace 11. 108

fclernaile God, quhy suld I thus wayis de? 156a WisjtT
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Cert. Tractates ill. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 28 Quhi abolissis he
not the Sonday, as he dois 3ule ? 1608 Yorksh. Trag. Hi. 5
Whie should our faults at home be spred abroad ? 1766
Goldsm. Vicar IV. iii, The poor live pleasantly without our
help, why then should not we learn to live without theirs?

1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Feb., I said nothing about it,

as why should I? Ibid, Aug., Why, why was I born to
undergo such unmerited misfortunes?

C. With ellipsis of the remainder of the sen-

tence, or of all except the principal word or

words (esp. when emphatic) ; also with simple inf.

(
=

' why should one . . ?'). See also 4 b.

(11380 St. Aug. 7 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 61/1
Seint Austin wasnempned bat name For breo caususof gret

fame :. . Whi? furst for excellence of dignite. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. Ixxxvi. 406 (Add. MS.) 'the kyng. , ask id hymwhethere
he was shreuyn or not? he saide, ' nay.' ' why so ? ' saide

the kyng. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 113 Wat. Surely we
shulde be pioclaymed For outragious heretvkis. Icf. Why
more we then the Cardinall? 1528 More Dyaloge 11. Wks.
132/2, 1 haue euer herde it sayd, that we should not pray to

any dead man but with this condicion, if thou be a saint,

than pray for me. Whi so quod I ? 1611 Shaks. IViut. T. 1.

ii. 231 Cam. [He] Stayes here longer. Leo. I, but why?
a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour iv. i, But why a Peel-crow
here? 1697 VanSRUGH sEsofi v. i, Why so Cold, and why
so Coy? 1746 Francis tr. Ho>. y Epist. 1. ii. 65 Blest with
a competence, why wish for more? 1841 Browning Pippa
passes Introd. 196 Say not 'a small event !

' Why ' small ' ?

1843 Wokdsw. Grace Darting 73 But why prolong the tale?

1848 Dickens Dombey xi, 'Berry's very fond of you, ain't

she?' Paul once asked Mrs. Pipchin. .

.

' Yes,' said Mrs.
Pipchin. 'Why?' asked Paul 1905 Times Lit. Suppl.

15 Sept. 293/1 Why books, why chapters, why titles, why
any arrangement at all, they queried.

TT And why? is used in some early biblical ver-

sions, and hence in the Prayer-book Psalter, to

render Heb. *2 kX because, since, for: app. in imi-

tation of forwhy after this was apprehended as

interrogative (cf. Forwhy 13. 2, A. 1 b).

1535 Covekdale Ps. xx[i]. 7 For thou shalt..make him
glad w* the ioye of y' countenauuce. And why? because
[*" *539 [Great); 1560 (Geneva), 1568 (Bishops'; Because;
1611 For] the kinge putteth his trust in the Lorde. Ibid.

xxxiv. [xxxv.] 20 O let them not triumphe ouer me... And
why? [so 1539; 1560 and later vv. For] their comonynge
is not for peace.

2. In an indirect question or a dependent clause

of similar meaning, with sense and const, as in 1.

Formerly sometimes followed by that (That conj. 6).

c888 /Elfbed Boeth. xxvi. § 2 Ic nat hwi ^e fultruwiacS

o\em hreosendan welan. c 105s Byrhtferth's Handboc in

Anglia VIII. 308 Uton. . whan hwau he [sc. the moon] sy.

.

odoe hwy he sy swa sehaten. c 1200 Ormin Ded. 111 3tff

mann wile witenn whi Ice hafe don hiss dede. a 1250 Oiul fy

Night, tfi, pv ayssest me . . Hwi ich a wynter singe is. grede.

1303 R. Bkunne //and/. Syune 9265 Yn hys redyng, none
wyst why, he logh a grete Lighter an hy. 1393 Langl, P.
PL C. xi. 245 Ac whi be worlde was a-drent holy writ telleb.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 14241 Durste no man aske whi he
were wroth, a 1425 Cursor M. 1323 (Trin.) Seth Ligon to

benke whye J>at bis tre bicoom so drye. a 1474 Stonor
Papers (Camden) I. 136 Wherof to me-werd he inakith gret
straungenesse: y merveile why. 1538 Stark ey England 1.

iii. (187S) 74, I can not se wy we schold lay any grete faute

in the lake of pepul. 1581 Cal. Scott. Pap. VIII. 19, I dare
give him no counsell, and I will tell you why. 1611 Bible
Esther iv. 5 To know what it was, and why it was. 1724
Ramsay Vision xvi, Say how, and quhair ye met, and quhy.
1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Visit to Newgate., Buoyed up with
some vague.. hope of reprieve, he knew not why. 1849
Macau lay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 7 It is easy to explain why
the Roman Catholic was treated with less indulgence.

3. With intensive additions (in direct or de-

pendent questions) : see Devil sb. 20, Dickens a,

Earth sb.i 9 c, Name sb. 11 b, etc
c 1475 Ra'ifCoi/zear 95 Quhy Deuill makis thow na dule

for this euill day? 1762 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Let,

4 Nov., Wks. (1862) 326 There's scarce ahoy,, .that commits
a fault, but can find one excuse or another. Then why the
dickens must Tim be without one? i860 W. W. Reads
Liberty Hall II. 20 Why in the name of all patience should
you work so hard as this? 1887 Dakwin Life fy Lett. I. 488
Give [the English names] by all means, but why on earth
not make them subordinate to the Latin. 1895 Kipling
Lett, Trav. (1920) 115 Why, in the name of Reason,., should
we vex ourselves?

4. With a negative particle immediately follow-

ing, f a. Why ne (usually as one word whine,
whyne t

also conir. whyn) : why not : used in ex-

pressions of desire or longing (e.g. hwi nam ich . .

.

( why am I not ..?*»' O that I were ..!'), in

OE. of emphatic protest (cf. 1 b). Obs.

971 Bli.kl. Horn. 67 Hwy nelt bu ;etnan bast m in sweostor
me last ane begnian? a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) x\[i\. 4 Hwi ne
synt we muofVeo? c 1200 Vices # Virtues 87 Hwi ne
mai ich none wune^enge habben mid 3e? a 1Z40 Ureisuu in

0. £. Horn. 1. 185 Hwi ne bi-hold ich hu bu strahtest be for

me on rode? /bid., A iiiesu. .hwi nam ich in bin earmes?
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1207 'O bou world', he says,
' unclene, Whyn nuigiit bou swa unclen be, J>at suld never
mare neghe me' [L. utinam esses ita immundus, ul me
nam tangeres]. la 1400 Morte Arth. 703 Whyne myghte
1, dere lufe, dye in ^our armes ! /bid. 4157 Qwythene
[app. = why then ne] hade Dryghttyne destaynede at his

dere wille, pat he hade demyd me to-daye to dy for 30W alle.

b. Why not is used elliptically as in 1 c. (Hence
as sb. : see Why-not.)
a 1380 St. A ug. 920 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 77 And

eny tyme ^if hit schal beo, Win not nou ? c 1412 Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ, 4883 Why naght, my gode loide? what
shuld yoweyle? But men dona^ht so; where-of I merueyle.

1552 Huloet, Whye not? quid ni. 1746 Francis tr. //or.,

Epist, 1. i. 44 Yet why not cure the gout's decrepit pain?

1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxvi, Yet wherefore, if guilty, should
she have perilled herself by coming hither ? Why not rather

have fled to her father's or elsewhere? 1882 Besant All
Sorts xxx, You can't marry me? Why not? When I offer

you a fortune? Ibid, xxxvii, They say, 'Here is the Fourth
Commandment. All the rest you continue to observe. Why
not this V Mod. I can't tell you why not.

II. 5. As relative : On account of which, be-

cause of which, for which. Usually, now almost

always, after reason (formerly also cause, etc.).

Also etlipt. (See also Cause sb. 3 c.)

Formerly also with that (That conj. 6).

a 1225 A'icr. R. 312 Monie ortre reisuns beoo hwui mon
mei beon bittei liche sori uor his sunnen. a 1300 Cursor M.
17288 + 161 pis aungel..neuend peter by name, a skill I tel

yow qwy. a 1380 St. Aug. 137 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.

(1878J 64/1 Heo.. asked hire pe cause whi pat heo was so
so:i. 1390 Gowf.r Conf. I. i48Sche sih hire fader sorweand
sike, And wiste noght the cause why. 1483 Acta Audit, in

Acta Dom, Cone. II. Introd. 133 Quhill the said William.

.

schew uther lauchfull cause quhy scho suld nocht have the

said thrid. 1521 Acts Parit, Scot. (1875) XII. 39/1 We se

nane appearance quhy ^ouie grace suld belieff [etc.]. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxiii. 13-25 What hath this man
committed or offended why he should dye? 1581 Pausons
{title) Reasons why Catholiques refuse to go to Church.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 34 If I demand.. what lmpedi.
ment there is, Why that the naked, poore, and mangled
Peace .. Should not . . put vp her louety Visage? 1606 —
Ant. <5 CI. iv. xiv. 89 Eros, My sword is drawne. Ant.
Then let it do at once The thing why thou hast drawne it.

a 1721 Pkiok Female Phaeton vi, I'll have my Earl, as well

as She, Or know the Reason why. 1846 Greener Set.

Gunnery 26 We can perceive the reason why a small pro-

portion of carbonic oxide is always formed during the

decomposition of nitre by charcoal. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbert xxviii. 372 It would be useless to deny that your
life is in grave danger. .. But that is no reason why you
should surrender it without a struggle.

t b. For which reason, wherefore. Obs. rare~x
.

a 1500 in Amolde's Chi on, (181 1) 22 Also we haue grauntyd
for vs and for our eyers to our citezens y* they.. be quyt for

euer of pauage pontage and murage.. Why we wyll and
stedfastly byd for vs and for our eyers, >

rt y" same citezens

. .haue all her Haunches, .and fre custumes aforesayd.

T<3. To do (one) why. to recompense (= to do

wherefore: see Whekefoke 3). Obs. rare~ l
.

c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xxxviii. (1908) 195 So that

they wulde mede hym and done hym why.

d. Introducing a subject or predicate clause :

= * the reason why \
Closely allied to the indirect interrogative use (sense 2)

;

e. g. ' Why this should be so is not clear ' = ' It is not clear

why this should be so.' (Cf. Where 6.)

1605 Shaks. Lear iv.v'i. 33 Why I do trifle thus with his

dispaire, Is done to cure it. 1820 Keats La Belle Dame
Sans Merci xii, And this is why I sojourn here. 1882

Besant All Sorts xv, At first I thought it must be a joke.

That was why I went away. Mod. Why I mentioned that

was because [etc.].

III. 6. as sb. (pi. whys), a. Reason, cause.

(Formerly as a general synonym for these words; now
onlyin reference to something mentioned, and with conscious
allusion to the interrogative use.)

1303 R. Brunne I/andl. Synne 3758 ?yf J>ou art wunt..
For to curse for lytyl why. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xti. 217
So I sey by be bat sekest after be whyes \MS. C. whaies;
MS. B. wyes] And aresonedest resoun. 1393 Ibid. C. xix.

147 [He] wepte water with hus eyen, the whi witen fewe.

1423 Jas. I. KingisQ. Ixxxvii, Vnkyndenes without a quhy.
c 1500 /.ancclot 123 Well he knowith of al my vo the quhy.
1560 Roi.land Seven Sages (Bann. Club) 35 As may per-

chance be done for sum gude quhy. a 1644 Quari .ks Sot.

Recant, ch. vii. 10. 33 Where heav'n declares a Will, no
wise mans eye Should search a Cause, or lips enquire a why.

1740 Cheyse Regimen Pref. p. iii, But the Why? the final

Causes, the moral Consequences, and the particular Detail,

is only here conjectured about. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 521 Never to act upon mere impulse, but to have
a why for all their proceedings. 1828 Southey Ess. (1832)

II. 415 The reader who may not be. .acquainted with the

when, and the how, and the why of the surrender. 1907
Illingworth Doctr. Trin. xii. 250 The region not of life's

how, but of life's why.

b. A question beginning with (or consisting of)

the word ' why?' ; a question as to the reason of

something ; hence, a problem, an enigma.
1532 More Con/ut. Tindate Wks. 427/ 1 But I aske of

Tyndall no such farre fet whyes, but a why of hys owne
dede.. . I aske hym thys why : Why dydde he translate the

same by thys englyshe woorde elder? a 1592 Greene
Alphonsus 1, Make you a why of that? 1637 Whiting
Albino <5- Beliama 6 The testy Father with a furrow'd brow
Comes to Beliama with demanding why? 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 31 Each Day brings forth its why. 1XX754

Fielding Fathers 11. i, Why should you think he has my
affections? Valence. Again at your why's! 1780 Harris
Philol. Enq. 11. i. (1781) 48 Till this Why is well answered,
all is Darkness. x866 A. Sieinmetz JVeather.asts 20 She
could supply the ready 'because' to many of the old

philosopher's 'whys'.

c. Conjoined with wherefore similarly used.

1590, 1624 [see Wherefore 6). 1634 Sanderson Serin.

(1674) I. iv. 65 Requiring a why for every wherefore. 1799
Spirit Public Jrnls. (1805) III. 329 By this they shall form
assignations, with the iv/ieu and the where—they shall

break them off, with the iuhy and the tuberefore, and express
a disappointment without a tear or a sigh. 1829 Caklvle
Ji/isc, Signs of Times (1857) II. 113 For every Why we
must have a Wherefore. 1833 Ht. Mahtineau Brooke Farm
viii. 103 If I were to tell you all the whys and wherefores on
that question. 1911 Mahett A nthropol. viii. 227 Thesavage
is no authority on the why and wherefore of his customs.

IV. 7. Used interjectionally, before a sentence or

clause, a. As ah expression of surprise (sometimes

only momentary or slight ; sometimes involving

protest), either in reply to a remark or question, or

on perceiving something unexpected.
1519 /nterl. Four Elem. B vij, Than I perceyue ye wyll

make gode chere. Hu. Why, what shulde I els do? 1581

Co?ifer. with Campion (1583) Ciij, W'hy, is not Saint lames
Epistle called the Catholike Epistle of Saint lames. How
do you then denie it to be Canonicall? 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado iv. ii. 44 Why this is fiat periurie, to call a Princes brother
villaine. Ibid. v. iv. 73 Bene. Doo not you loue me? Beat.
Why no, no more then reason. 1611 Bible Matt. xxvh. 23
They all sayde vnto him, Let him be crucified. And the
Gouernour said, Why, what euil hath he done? 1712
Steele Spect. No. 533 r 1 What do Ithink? why, I think
she cannot be above six foot two inches high. 1779 Wauner
in Jesse Selwyu <$ Contemp. (1844) IV. 274 What was I to

do in this more than Egyptian darkness? Why, go to

bed. Very true. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxix, ' Goodness
gracious !

' said Mary, .

.

' Why, it's that very house.' 1847
De Quincey Secret Soc. Wks. 1890 VII. 217 Were there

no such people as the Essenes ? W hy, no ; not as Josephus
described them. 1863 Kincsley Water-Bab. iii, And, as he
spoke, he turned quite pale, and then quite white. 'Why,
you're ill !

' said Tom. 1893 Max Pemberton Iron Pirate
1, Mary looked up suddenly .. and said, .. 'Why, I believe

I've been asleep f*

b. Emphasizing or calling more or less abrupt

attention to the statement following (as in the

apodosis of a sentence), in opposition to a possible

or vaguely apprehended doubt or objection.

1545 Raynalde Byrth Mankynde 90 When she feleth

greate ache in the inner parte of the eyes.., y
e reste of the

body taken as it were with a werynesse without any out-

warde apparent cause: why these thyngesportendcaborce-
ment to be at hande. 1590 Lodge Rosalind (1592) N2b,
And to conceale it, why it doubled her griefe. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 1. i. 33 If hap'ly won, perhaps a haplesse gaine,

If lost, why then a grieuous labour won. 1594 1st Ft. Con-
tention ii. i, Why let me see, I thinke thou- canst not see

yet. a 1596 Sir T. More 1. i. 122 Take an honest woman
from her husband ! why, it is intolerable. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. 1. ii. 121 Ham. I shall in all my best Obey you
Madam. King. Why 'tis a louing, and a faire Reply. Ibid.

111. ii. 282 Why let the strucken Deere go weepe, The Hart
vngalled play. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Request iii, If her
chill heart I cannot move, Why, Tie enjoy the very Love,

1724 Swift Quiet Life 27 Why, Dick, thy wife has devilish

whims. 1769 Goldsm. Rom. Hist. (1786) I. 439 If you will

have Caesar for your master, why have him. 1840 Dickens
OldC. Shop i, 'A long way, wasn't it, Kit?'..' Why then,

it was a goodish stretch, master,' returned Kit. 1863

Kingsley Water-Bab. iii, If she chooses to come, why she
may; and if not, why I go without her. i860 Whyte-
Melville Songs 9f Verses 93 So he made for the gate,..

And the chain being round it, why— over he flew ! 1882

Besant All Sorts xxiii, ' Not a doubt ', added the Professor.
* Why, it stands to reason.'

t C. As an emphasized call or summons, ex-

pressing some degree of impatience. Obs.

1592 Shaks. Rom. # Jul. iv. v. 2, 3 Mistris, what Mistris?

Iuliet?..Why Lambe, why Lady, fie you sluggabed, Why
Loue I say?.. why Bride? 1596 — Merck. V.iuv.6 What
lessica?.. Why Iessica I say. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV

t
v. i. 8

What Dauy, I say...Why Dauie.

+ d. Why, sol an expression of content, acqui-

escence, or relief. Obs. or arch.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. ii. 87 Ser. My Lord, your sonne
was gone before I came. Vor. He was: why so: go all

which way it will. 1506 — Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 198 Pet. . . It

shall be what a clock I say it is. Hor. Why so this gallant

will command the sunne. 1605 — Macb. 111. iv. 107 Hence,
horrible shadow.. .[Ghost vanishes.] Why, so, being gone,

1 am a man againe. 1826 Scott YVoodst. iii, If you will

have the things rendered even now—why so; and if not,

bold me blameless.

V. 8. For why : a. inlerrog. For what reason,

why ( = 1, 2). b. ret. For which reason, where-

fore; for which (=5, 5 b). C. conj. For the

reason that, because, for. Obs., arch., or dial. (See

Fokwhy and cf. Why-fob.)
In later use commonly apprehended as the adverb why

with a ledundanty^r prefixed (cf.from whence).

c 1000-1502 [see Fokwhy]. 1596 Shaks. 7'am. Shr. ill, ii.

369 [She] Trembled and shooke: for why, be stamp'd and
swore. 1604— Oth. 1. iii. 259 The Rites for why I loue him,

are bereft me. 178a Cowter Gilpin 212 Away Went Gilpin's

hat and wrg ! He lost them sooner than at first— For why?
—they were too big 1 1819 Metnpo/is II. 207 We do not

like him, I do not precisely know for why. 1821 Scott

Kenilw. xi, ' Why, Dame,' said the hostler,, .'as for what

he was like I cannot tell,.. for why I never saw un.' 1896

E. F. Benson The Babe B.A. i, For why? I am dining

with the Babe to-night.

Why(e, northern ff. Quey, heifer.

"Whybeler, ?obs. form of Quibbler.

C1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 148 Ianglers & bosters,. .
and

Stronge lyers, foderes, whybelcrs.

Whych(e, Whyck, Whydah, Whyder,
-yr, Whydyrewyn, Whyell, Whyer: see

Which, Whitch, Quick, Whidah, Whether,

WlTHKBWiB, While, Choir.

Whyever (h\\3i,e-v3i), adv. [f. Why + Ever

adv. Sd, e.] a. rel. For whatever reason, b.

inlerrog. An emphatic extension of why, implying

perplexity or surprise {colhq. ; more properly as

two words).
1891 Voice (N. Y.) 20 Aug., Whatever it is and whyever it

is. Mod. Whyever [or Why ever] did you do that ?

Why-for, why for, advb. and conj. phr.

1 1. rel. adv. : = Forwhy A. 3, Whehefore 4,

Why 5. Obs.

In quot. with peculiar construction, thus = 'of which '.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour US68) 67 An aungelle shewed hym



WHYNE. 103 WICK.

the paync.that she was made to surFre.., the cause why
for he sawe perfidy, how a deuelle helde her bi..the here
of her hede.

+ 2. conj. = For B. 2, Forwhy B. 2. Obs.

c 1450 Coi>. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 254 Many of 30W be dome ;

why? for 5e wole not redresse, Be mowthe ^our dedys
mortal. < 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxvi. 545 Ye
havelernedafowlecrafte, that ys, that ye can speke shrewdly
wythoute a cause lawful). Why for I have herde that ye
have called me & my broder the sones of a traytour.

3. as dependent interrog. adv. : = Forwhy A. 2,

Wherefore 2, Why 2. dial,

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Why-vore, or For why-vore,
wherefore. 1801 Marvellous Love-Story II. 232 Some folks

calls't Crazy Castle, but I never could larn why fore.

"Whyg, Whyghe, Whyghti^e, whygth(e,
whyht, Whyghtson, obs. ff. Whig jM, Why,
White, Wight, Whitsun.
fWhy5t. Obs. rare, [for *wkilh, OE. hwifa
= ON. hvi6a.~\ A wind, breeze.

c 1300 A". Horn 784 (Laud), pe why^t [MS. L. wynd] him
gan stonde And drof tyl hirelonde.

Whyk, "Whykyn, obs. dial. ff. Quick a., v. 1

Whyl, whylghe, obs. ff. While. Whyle,
Whyles, -is, Whylest, ob^. ff. Wheel. While,
Wile, Whiles, Whilst. Whylk(e, "Whyll(e,
Whyllys, obs. ff.Which,Weel 2

, Wheel,While,
Whiles. Whyloin (e, -on, -um, Whyls^e,
Whylst, whylyst, obs. ff. Whilom, Whiles,
Whilst. Whylte, obs. f. wilt : see Will v.

Whyly, obs. f. Wily.
Whym, Whympel, Whympernell, obs. ff.

Whim, Wimple, Whimbkel.
Whyn, Whynde, obs. ff. Winy, WlK, Wind.
Whyn(e = why not : see Wt

hy 4 a.

fWhyne, adv. Sc. and north, dial. Obs.

Forms : 4 quein, quheyne, qwyne, quhene,
4-5 wheyn, 4-6 quhyne, 5 whyne, 6 quhyn.
[Contraction of Whethex; cf. Syne.] = Whence.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7796 Quein cums bou ? 13.. Seuyn

Sages (W.) 3271 The erl said,..* Wheym [read Wheyn] es
this faire lady?' The knight said, ' Sir,. .Shoes cumen from
myne awyn cuntre'. X37S Barbour Bruce vii. 240 Scho
a^kit hym..quhat he wes, And quhyne he com, and quhar
lie gais. la 1400 Morte Art ft. 3503 * Fro qwyne come \>ou ',

..quod be kynge thane, 'That knawes kynge Arthure, and
his knyghttes also?' £1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 196 Heaskid
hyin whyne he was, & who was his fadur & his moder.
£1520 Nisbkt John vii. 27 Quhen Crist sal cum, na man
wate of quhyn he is.

Whyne, obs. form of Whin, Whine, Wine.
Whyng(e, obs. forms of Wing.
Why-not (hwarn/'t). [The phrase why not?
(Why 4 1>) used as a sb.] a. An argument of the

form 'Why not?', which attempts to leave the

opponent without a reply, b. In Backgammon :

see quot. 16S0; hence allusively, esp. in phr. to

take {have, etc.) at a ivhy-not, i.e. at an advantage

or in a dilemma.
1611 W. Sclatkr Key 123 That is answere sufficient to all

such plausible why-nots. a 161* Harington in Nugx Antiq.
(1804) II. 144 This game. .by certaine bootie play betweeno
a Protector and a Bishop, (I suppose it was at Tick-take),

was like to have been lost with a why not t 1664 Butler
Hud. it. ii. 530 O'er-reach'd your Rabbins of the Synod
And snap'd their Cannons with a Why-not. 1680 Cotton
Compl. Gamester 113 This is the plain Game of Tick-Tack,
which is called so from Touch, and take, for if you touch
a man you must play him though to your loss ; and if you
hit your Adversary and neglect the advantage, you are
taken with a Why-not, which is the loss of one, c 1680 in

Verney Mem. (1904) II. 335 You catch me with a why-not
still: Indeed my memory growes bad.., and things go out
as fast as they come into my head now. 1720 Mrs. Manlky
Power of Love (1741) 285 He took me at a why not I naked,
without Cloaths and Weapons. 1753 Richardson Grandison
{1754) VI. 143 Now, Dame Selby, I have you at a why-not.

Whyou, variant of Whew int.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiv, He knew the old gentle-
man s character well ; and a more unscrupulous old—whyou
—he did not conclude the sentence.

Whyp, whype, whyppe: see Whip, Wipe.
t Whyr, int. Obs, rare~ l

, A call used in

driving sheep. c 1460 [see Tyr],

Whyre, whyr(r)ie, etc., obs. ff. Wherry sbl
Whyrle, obs, f. Whirl; var. Whurl v. Obs.

Whysh,WhyshlyfWhyshte,Whys(B)on-
tyd(e (Whysshe, Whysshyne,-ssyne, obs. flf.

WHICH z>. 2, Wistly, Whisht a. !
, Whitsuntide,

Whish v\
y
Wish, Cushion.

"Whyst(e, Whystare, Whystel(l, -tie,

-tyl(le, Whystelare, -er : see Whist, Whit-
ster, Whistle, Wissel, Whistler, Wisseler.
Whyt, obs. f. Quick a., Whit, White, Wight,
With. Whytch(e,var. \V hitch. Whyte, obs.
f. Quit,White,Wit. Whyten, obs. f. Whiten v.

%

Whiting sb. Whyth(e,Whythene,Whythy

:

see White, With, Whethen, Withy. Why-
towre,Whytrat,-ratche, -rate,Whyt rent,
Whytsafe, obs. ff. Quitter, Whitret, Quit-
rent, Vouchsafe, Whytt(e, "Whytting, obs.
If. Quit v., White, Wit, Whiting.
Whyver, whywer, obs. ff. Quiver sb*
tWi, sb. Obs. Forms: 1 wis, 3 W13, wy;;,

wi. [OE. wig str. n. = OFris. wick, OS. wig
(MIX. wick), OHG., MHG. wU

%
ON. vig :-

OTeut. *7vfgow, f. pre-Teut. weig- (: waig- : wig-)

to fight :—Incio-Eur. wtk- to be strong.

The form weig' is represented by OE. wfgan to fight,

OS., OFris. wigand, OHG, wtgaut pr. pple. used as sb.

warrior, ON. vtgr brave in war, neut. vfgt Wight a. ; waig-
by OE. wxgan, OHG. weigen {\*ivaigjan) to afflict, ON.
veig strength, strong drink, drinking glass (cf. OS. wegi,

OE. wsege cup); wig- by OE. wiga warrior, Wv, Goth.

wigaua dat. sing., waikjd battle. The Indo-Eur. wik. is

represented by L. vincere, perf. t. vici to conquer, Olr.

fickitn to fight.]

Battle, conflict ; trans/, a military force or troop.

Also atlrib. as in wi-ax. a battle-axe.

Beowulf 1080 Wig ealle fornam Finnes be^nas nemne
feaum anum. ^897 Alfred Gregory's Fast. C. 3 Hu him
5a speow ajg'o'er ge mid wige ge mid wisdome. c 1205 Lay,

1567 pe beam. , igrap. .ana wiaex swi5e st rouge, [bid. 25365
per com mid muchle wi^e [^1275 wyje] Irtac king of

Turckie. £71250 Gen, ff Ex. 1854 Emor his fader, ..And his

burje-folc fellen in wi.

fWi, int. Obs. [Cf. We int.] An exclama-

tion used to introduce an anxious question or a

statement of something regrettable.
a 1200 Moral Ode 90 He burb-sicheb uches monnes bone

:

wi hwat seal us to rede? Ibid. 106 Wi hwi weren ho biseten

to hwon weren ho iborene bet sculen bon to dche idemet?
c 1200 Ibid. 104 (Triii. Coll. MS.), Wi swo fele be5 icleped,

swo fewe be"5 icorene. a 1300 Cursor M. 3752 ' Consail me,
fader, how to Hue.

1 l Wi, quatkin consail mai i be eiuei
'

Ibid. 5013 ' Him sal deliuer your yongeist child.' ' Wi how
sal beniamin come bare?' Ibid. 23845 Wi qui ban mak we
us sa kene ?

Wi, obs. form of Why.
Wi' (wi), Sc. and dial, abbrev. f. \Yith//y/>.

Wiage, Wiar, obs. ff. Voyage, Wire.
Witable-wobble (wi'bUw^-b'l) ,«?//<?£., redupli-

cation of Wobble (with vowel-variation symbol-

izing alternation of movement: cf. zigzag); hence

"Wibble as a simple word (conjoined with wobble).

So Wi-bbly-wo'bbly (also simply Wibbly),
Wibblety-wobblety adjs.

}
characterized by £ wib-

bling and wobbling', unsteady.

1847 Haluwsll, WibbU'Wobble, unsteadily, 1871 L. W. M.
I.ockhart Fair to see ii, The ample round red face, which
wibbled and wobbled in its billowy fatness. 1877 Holder-
nets Gloss., Wibblety-wobblety, shaky J tottering; insecure.

Il'ibbte-wobble, to vibrate; to quiver; to oscillate. 1901

B*ham Daily Post 16 Dec. (K.D.D.)His wtbblely-wobbiely
speeches. 1905 Motor-Car frnl. 23 Sept. 630/1 The gait

[of a motor-car] was ungainly by reason of the wibbly-wobbly
nature of a rear wheel. 1914 Daily News 5 June 6, I ..

hauled myself up again, and with wibbly knees crossed to

the bushes south of the track.

Wibel, -ill, obs. forms of Weevil.
Wic, obs. f. Wick sb.'1 and a.

Wiear, -age, obs. Sc. ff. Vicau, -age.

Wiccamical : see Wykehamical.
Wicche, obs. form of WlTCH,
Wicelifize : see Wyclifize,
"Wice, obs. Sc. f. Vice sbA and 4

; obs. f. Wise sb.

Wick, wych. (witj, locally waiij). local. Also

7 wietch. [app. a differentiated variant of WlCK
sb. 2 ; cf. ditch and dike (OE. die), lick and lyke

(OE. lie). The orig. meaning may have been the

group of buildings connected with a salt-pit. The
chief names of salt-making towns in which the word
occurs are Droiliuich (formerly U 'ich) in Worcester-

shire, Jlfiddlewicli, Nantwich, and Norlhwich in

Cheshire.] A salt-works, salt-pit, or brine-spring,

in the salt-manufacturing district of Cheshire and
neighbouring parts; //. the salt-making towns of

these parts.

716-17 in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 203 Aliquam agelli partem
in qua sal conficisolet ad meridianam plagam fiuininis quod
dicunt Saluuerpe, in loco qui dicitur Loot wic et Coolbeorg,
1086 Domesday Bk., Cheshire 268 In eodem Mildestvic

Hvndredo erat tercium Wich quod uocatur Norwich, ..

Ipsa; leges & consuetudines erant ibi quae erant in alijs

Wiches...Csetera omnia in his Wichis sunt similia. 11..

(spurious charter) in Birch Cartul. Sax. 1. 203 Wich. . .Unain
portionem mansionis in Wico emptorio salis quern nos Salt-

wich vocamus. c 1250 Mattii. Paris Chrou. Majora an.

1245 (Rolls) IV. 486 Rex insuper puteos fecerat salinarum
de Wttz obturari et everti.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. vii. II. 415 In Chaonia there be
certaine springs of saltish water, which the people of that
country doe boile, and when it is cooled againe, it turneth
into salt, margin, This is the order of salt with us in our
Wiches here in England. 1610 — Camden's Brit. i. 607
These are verie famous Salt-wiches [Camden salinae},..

where brine or salt water is drawne out of pittes. Ibid. 608
The Britans call it Hellath wen, that is, The white Wich or
Salt pitte. i6i> Drayton Poly-otb. iii. 265 But that which
vext her most, was, that..th' Wyches for their Salts such
state on them should take. 1613 A. Stan dish New Direct.

15 In Cheshire neere vnto the Wietches (where Salt is

made..), 1682
J.

Collins Salt <$ Fish. 2 At Namptwich
they have one Pit within the Town, and two without,.. the
Bryne being.. of a weaker kind than those of the other
Wyches. 18x0 Lvsons Magna Brit. II. 609. i860 W.
White All round Wrekin 88 There lies the region of salt-

mines, and of the wyches or brine springs which began to
flow long before Henry III stopped the works at Nantwich.

b. Comb, : "wich-('wych-)house, a building in

which brine is evaporated for making salt ; wich-
man, a man employed in salt-making; wich-
waller, a salt-boiler; f wich.-work = wich-housc.

1534 (12 May) Ancient Deeds C 7583 (P. R. O.) RaufT
Maynwaryng of Mydlewiche sendeth gretyng .. that where
Richard Leftwiche the younger and Margret his wyff have
giflen .. all their mtses *wiche houses landes .. to Richard
Maynwaryng [etc.]. 1559 Lane. U V//j-(Chetham Sec. 1861)
125 My hole estate of halffe a wyche house in the Northe-
wyche «tin thecoumye of Chester. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit, 1.608 Troughes.. by which it [sc. brine] is carried intuthe
wich houses. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 35 The houses
in which the salt works are carried on are called also wich-
houses. 1818 J. W. Platt Hist. Nantwich 78 Earl Edwin
had a wych-house upon hi-restateat Aughton. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. 161 2 A Salter, or Salt-Man, or 'Wich-Man.
1670 Ray Prov. 208 To scold like a 'wych-waller. 1298 in

Rogers Agric. <y Prices (1866) I. xix. 456 [The saltern in
which the brine was evaporated is called a] "wychwerke.
Wich, wiche, obs. ff. Which, Witch.
Wichauf, wich ,e, safe, -saif, -sauf, obs. ff.

Vouchsafe.
Wicht, obs. Sc. form of Wight.
Wick (wik), sb. 1 Forms: a. 1 weoce, 3 wueke,

4-6 weke, weyke, wyke, 5-7 wike, weeke,
(-9 dial.) week, 6 weyk, (weack), 6-7 weik,
wieke, (6, S weak,, 7 wiek, wieek. 0. 4-7
wicke, 5 wyk, 6 wycke, 7- wick. [OE. Wcoce
wk. fern., also weoe st r. fern, [in candelweoc

)

.

corresp. to MDu. wiecke (Du. wiek), MLG. weke,

weike (LG. weke) lint whence Sw. veke, Da.
vsege, Norw. dial, vcik , OHG, wich str. m. or n.

'lucubrnm' (MHG.j G. wiecke wick-yarn), MG.
wieke, wike. wieke (G. wieke lint, dial, wicke).

For the phonology cf. Sick a.

No certain cognates are known. It has been suggested
that the base is an Indo-Eur. weg-, represented by Olr.
j/tgim to weave, spin, L. velum Veil, Skr. vagurd. There
is no evidence for the alleged OE. wice.]

The bundle ot fibre, now usually looselv twisted

or woven cotton (formerly rushes, tow, flax, etc.)

in a lamp, candle, or taper (formerly also in a
torch), immersed or inclosed except at one end
in the oil or grease, which it absorbs and draws up
on being kindled at the free end, so as to maintain
the flame.
a. c 1000 in Techmers Internal. Zeitschri/t (1SS5) II. 126

Wait mid binum scytefingre on midden, swylce \u weocan
settan wylle. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 On lire helendes
lichame wiSuten sene, be holie saule widinne unsene, and te

michele wisdom on eider: Alse wex on he candele sene, be
wueke widinnen unsene, and }?e fur on boSe. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. V>. xvii, 204 As wex and a weke were twyned 10-

gideres. 1393 Ibid. C. xx. 178 Of a torch e pe blase beo
blowcn out }ut brenneb be weke. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
520/2 Weyke, of a candel, lit hiatus, c 1450 Lydg. Life Our
Lady Ixxxii. (148^) M ij b, The waxe bytokeneth his man-
hede, The weke [MS. Ashiu. 39 wyke] his sowle, the fyre
his godbede. c 1485 Digby Myst. 1. 400 In yor.e tapir theibe
thing iij e , wax, week anil light. 1513 State Balers Hen.
VIII No. 4101 (P.K.O.) Item in tonne weke and taper
weke iiij Ix vli. 1570 Levins Manip. 206/45 V e Weak of
a candle, lichnus. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 30 When the
oyle is spent, The light goes out, and weeke is throwne
away. 1604 E. <J[ki.mstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
11. vii. 99 In candles of tallow or waxe, if the wike be
great, it melts the tallow or the waxe. 16*6 Uacon Sylva
$ 370 Triall was. .made of seuerall Wiekes; As of Ordinary
Cotton; Sowing Hired, a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692)

247 The Smoak that issues out of the Weik of a Candle
newly blown out. 1707 N. Bi.undell Diary (1895) 54
Mr. 1'junib tryed his Lamp with two Weaks. a 1728 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) I. 1. 76 A small Piece of
[English talc], .serves very well for a Wiek to a Lamp.
1875 Lane. Gloss., Week, the wick of a candle or lamp.
p. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C. xx. 205 As be wicke and be

warme fuyr wol make a fayr flammc. c 1450 Atphita
(Anecd. Uxon.) 99 Licinum,. .mecche uel wyk. 1555 Lden
Decades (Arb.) 230 The wycke or twyste of henipe, 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1682) 50 As for the wiekes within
them [sc. the candles], they are of hurds, rope ends, and
such other good stufle. 1784 CowPBR Task ill, 164 The
little wick of life's poor shallow lamp. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Set. $ Art II. 316 The candle or lamp used
with the blowpipe should have a thick wick, which should
be snuffed clean. 1840 Thackekay Catherine Hi, The
candles were burning dim, with great long wicks. 1903
Thurston Circle 1. xv, She.. raised the wick of the lamp.

b. Collectively, without article, as the name of

a substance : — Wicking.
1391 Earl Derby's Fxp. (Camden) 67 Clerico speciarie..

pro wyke per ipsuin empto. .pro torches faciendis .. xxxjs.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 395, vj libii de weke pro
torgU. 1519 Burgh Pec. Edm. (1871) 6 That thai mak
tliair candilL.of gud and sufficient stuff baith weyk and
tallone. 1571 S'hampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905) 76 The
Channdel". .doomak their candels w*hgrat torch weack and
yll tallowe. 160a Shaks. Ham. iv. vn. 116 (Qo. 2) J here

liues within the very flame of loue A kind of weeke or

snufe that wilt abate it. 1883 Century Mag. Feb. 585/2 He
carried too much wick for his candle.

c. Used as a tent or dressing in surgery. (Cf. G.

wieke, etc.)

1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. t. iii. 9 Some.. take grosse

strong weeks, and thrust them to the bottom of the wounds.

Ibid. vii. 37 Of the abuses which are committed with wicks,

tents lints, mullipuiTs, &c. 1906 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 13 Jan.

72 A. .glass drainage tube was placed in the pelvis, another

in the right loin.. and gauze wicks were placed in the tubes.

d. attrib. and Comb., as wick-holder, -screw,

-spout, -trimmer, -yarn.

1498 in Compotus Rolls Obedientiaries St. Swithun*s
Winch. (1892) 388 In xij lb. Wekeyorne,. .iij s. 1756 W.
Owen's Bk. Fairs (1788) 54 Bridgenorth .. horned cattle,

horses, sheep, hops, cheese, wick-yarn. 2840 Civil Eng. ^



WICK.
Arch. jfrnl. III. 175/2 A sudden blaze as if the wick-screw
had been raised a turn, c 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Set. I. 304/1
A cap. .fits over the wick-holder. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Wick-trimmer, a shears for trimming wicks. 1911 J. Ward
Roman Era in Brit. xii. 210 The typical Roman lamp . . has

- a covered wick-spout or nozzle {nasus, rostrum).

"Wick (wik), sb. 2 Now only local. Forms

:

1-3 wic, 3-4, 7 "wike, 4 wik, 4-5 wyk, 4-5, 8-9
wyke, 6-7 wicke, 7 week, 7- wick. [OE. wtc m.,

f. = OFris. wikt., OS. wicm. dwelling-place, house,

MLG. wik f., n. town, place, MDu. wijc m. district,

(D11, wijk f. quarter, district, ward, WFris. wyk),
OHG. VJich str. m. dwelling-place, town, MUG,
ivich in wikbilethe civic rights, wichbilde (G. weich-

bild) precinct and jurisdiction of a town, wichgrave
recorder ; app. ad. L. vlctis row of houses, quarter

of a city, street, village (cognate with Gr. oTttos

house, etc., Goth, weihs village).]

1 1. An abode, dwelling, dwelling-place (in

general). Obs.

5«7uw^/"ii2s^ewitonhimSawisendwieaneosian. coootr.
Bxda's Hist. iv. iii, pa gelomp sume daeje, baet he wa?s in
bsem foresprecenan wicum mid ane breoer wuniende, baes
noma waes Owine, a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 1812 Daer raesbora
bra^e sioSan wicum wunode & wilna breac, c 1200 Ormin
8512 Jossep..bsrenn lire Laferrd Crist.. Fra land to land,
fra tun to tun, Fra wic to wic i tune, c 1205 Lay. 7786 In
to France he wende & sette his wike. ^1250 Owl $ Night.
604 Ich can loki monne wike 8: mine wike beob wel gbde.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 2090 Asie tosem.tocham aiTrik, To laphet
europ, bat wil-ful wike. c 1300 Harrow. Hell 177 Louerd
god, 5ef vs leue,..To faren of Jus lobe wyke To be blisse of
heueneryke.

2. A town, village, or hamlet. Obs. or dial.

(Survives as an element of place-names in both
forms, -wlch and -wick, the local distribution of
which presents difficulties.)

b
971 Blickl. Horn. 77 Hecwaeb: 'Gab on ba wic bebeforan

inc stonde<5.' c 1000 Ags. Gos/>. Mark viii. 23 & ba rethran
he baes blindan hand ik laedde bine butan ba wic. C1205
Lav. 31960 His biweddede wif weore on here ilke wike.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7917 f>ar was wonand wit-in a wike, Tua
men a pouer and a rike. c 1350 in Ret. Ant. II. 93 The
toun Off Cauntyrbery, that noble wyke.
1600 Holland Livy xxxiv. xxii. S6'3 The rest abandoned

the war re, and slipt .. into their owne wickes and villages.
[1885 E. Law Hampton Crt. Pal. 12 note, As a popular
equivalent for the word village, the expressions 'going to
the Wick' [i.e. Hampton Wick], and ' living at the Wick',
being constantly heard among the older inhabitants,]

3. A farm ; spec, a dairy farm. Now local.

1086 Domesday Bk.
t
Berks. 58 b, Wica de .x. pensis case-

orum ualentes .xxxn, sol. & .mi. den. 1467-8 Rolls of
Parlt.W. 585/1 A dayery, otherwise called a Wyk, called
Dangebrigge. 1594 [see Dairy si. 3]. 1598 Stow Snru. 171
Indiuers countries, Dayrie houses or cottages, wherein they
make butter and cheese, are vsually called Wickes. 1607
Camden Brit. giSCaseos ouillos conficere in casearijs illis

tuguriolis quae ibi [i.e. in Essex] Hatches [sic] vocant, vidimus.
1628 Coke On Lilt. 5 A fearme in the North parts is called a
Tacke, in Lancashire a Fennehoit, in Essex a Wike. 1641
Surr.Plesheybury Manor, Essex io\. a*(MS.)Berwick?fttU*
lierrywick, for it is supposed that auutienily it wasa dairy
wick or ferine to High Ester Bury, 1701 Kbnnktt Cowefs
Interfir., Wica, a Country House or Farm, of which many
a one is now call'd the Wike, and the Wick, a 1825 Foimy
Voc. E. Anglia, Wick. ..A few instances may be produced
in which it means a farm. There is one at a short distance
from the town of Watton, commonly called Wat ton-wick,
but by the inhabitants, simply the Wick. 1879 jBFPBRica
Wild Rife in S. Co. 126 Wick Farm—almost every village
has its outlying wick—stands alone in the fields.

f4. An enclosed piece of ground, a close, local.

1301 Rolls of Parlt. I. 259/2 Apud Lex[eden] in Wyka
que vocatur Arnodynes Wyk. 1a\afi\ Stonor Papers
(Camden) I. 55 5e have yn Bysschopyston the iij part of
a close callyd Bondmannys Wyke, and yn on othere callyd
Hanketes Wyke. 1631 Terrier of Masworth Rectory
(MS.) A close of pasture ground called y» Parsonidge Wick.
1635 Survey of Masworth Parish {MS.) The close called
Three Wicks. 1680 Terrier ofMasworth I'icarage (MS.)
One other close or wick. .called Blockwicks. .a wick called
Pound Wick. 1811 Masworth Parish Enclosure Award
(MS.) An old enclosure called Meadow Wick.

+ 5. Comb. : wick -master, ?a mayor or burgo-
master ; wic-reeve, modernization of OE. wic-
gerefa, a town-Peeve.

1587 Fleming Contn.Holinshed III. 1337/2 Behind them
went the bodie of the citie, that is to wit, the *wickemasters,
the wardens, the ancient magistrate, the masters of the
wardes, the boroughmasters [etc.]. 1853 J. Stevenson C/i.

jfist. Eng. I. 233 Beornulf, *wic-reeve of Winchester.

Wick, wike, iM Now only dial Forms:
4-5, 7 wyke, 6, 8-9 wike, 7 weeke, 8- week,
g wick, Sc. weik. [a. ON. vik, as in munnvik
(Da. mundvig) corner of the mouth ; f. wik- to

bend (cf. Week sb., Wick sbA, Woke).]
1. A corner of the mouth or eye.

13.. Gaw. 9f Gr. Knt. 1572 pe frobe femed at bis mouth
vnfayre bi be wykez. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1690 Faxe
fyltered, & felt flosed hym vmbe, pat schad fro his schulderes
to his schyre wykes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 417/2 A Wyke of y«
eghe.., hirquns. 1570 Levins Manip. 122/24 Y° Wike of
the eye, hirquus. 1607 Markham Cavet. 1. 82 To make
some expert Horse farrier, to slit vp the weekes of your
Horses mouth, equallie on both sides.. with a sharpe raysor.

1641 Bkst Earm. Bks. (Surtees) 14 A greate parte of theire

meat, whiles that they are chewinge of it, workes forth of
the wykes of their mouthe. 1709 M. Bruce Soul-Confirm.
18 (Jam.) We will let them ken that we will hing by the wicks
of the mouth for the least point of truth. 1721 W. Gihson
Dieting Horses viii. (1726) 128 If the Bit be too long or too

104

short, it will injure the Horse's Mouth, and cut his Weeks.
c 1730 Ramsay Tables xviii. 14 To weed out ilka sable hair
.. Frae crown of head to weeks of mouth. 1787 Grose Prov.
Gloss., Wikes or Wikers (of the mouth), corners of the
mouth, a 1835 Hogg Tales, Hum of Eildon (1837) HI-
14 [He] now and then cast a sly look-out at the wick of his
eye.

2. In full wick-tooth : see quot. 1726.
1726 A. Monro Anal. Bones 171 The Two inferior [Canini]

are named angular or Wike-teeth, because they support the
Angles of the Mouth. 1759 H. Walpole Let. to Earl of
Strafford 13 Sept., This noble summer is not yet over with
us— it seems to have cut a colt's week [cf. Colt sb. 8 b].

Hence "Wicking ^wyking), corner of the mouth.
1604 Mem. in N. $ Q. 3rd Ser. III. 445/2 Her eyes stod

in the wykinges of her mouth. 1886 S.-W. Line. Gloss.,
Weekin, s., the corner of the mouth.

Wick, sbA Sc. and dial Forms: 7 weeke, 8

wike, 9 wick, wik, wyck, wyke. [a. ON. vik
fern, (occurring in place-names, but not usually
distinguishable in form from Wick sb. 2 ), whence
app. also MLG. wik (LG. wiek, wicke), MDu.
wijck, Fris. wik bay ; f. OTeut. wXk- to bend, as
if = a bend.] A creek, inlet, or small bay.
[1610 Camden Brit. 1. 326 From hence the Tamis goeth to

I

Green-wicb, that is, the Green Creeke, for the creeke of a
river in the old English tongue was called Wic, a place in
times past famous for the Danish Fleet that lay there often
at^ Rode.] 1664-5 Patent Roll id Chas. It, Pt. 8 (MS.)
(Charter of the Roys.1 Fishing Company) The greate Plentie
of Fi-.li wherewith the Seas Estuaries or Inletts Creekes
Armes of the Sea Publick Rivers Weekes and Lakes of
Our Dominions, .doe abound. 1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 417/1
We have as many [herrings] come into our wike as would
fill 300 barrels. 1821 Scott Pirate xix, By beach and by
cave,— , . By air and by wick. 1846 Crockett N. C. Gloss.
(ed. 3), Wik, Wyck, or Wyke, a crook or corner, as in a
river or the sea shore. 1878 R. Dick Geol. $ Bot. viii. 85
Between this and Rough Head is a wick or bay.

Wick, sb.5 Sc. Curling and Bowls. [t.WiCKz/.2]
1. An act of wicking : see Wick v. 2

, and cf. In-
avick sb.

1823 Jas. Kennedy Poems 29 (E.D.D.). 1842 Chambers's
Inform. People No. 84. 539 A player stepping aside to take
a brittle (or wick), or other shut, shall forfeit his stone for
that end.

2. = Port sb?> 3 b.

1824 [see Inwick v.\

Wlck,J*. 6 ?flkV. [Related to Wicker.] Wicker;
a wicker basket or creel.

1802 C. James Milit. Diet. s.v. Calote, Calotes are usually
made of iron, wick, or dressed leather. 1821 Clark Fill.
Minstrel II. 102 A captive fish still fills the anxious eyes,
And willow-wicks lie ready for the prize.

"Wick, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : [2 wiooi],
3-5 wicke, wikke, wik, 4 wic, wye, 4-5
wycke, wykke, wyk, 5 wyke, (wekke), 4-5, 8-9
dial wick. [orig. wicke, wikke, app. adj. use of
OK. wicca wizard (of which the fern, is wicce
Witch) ; but perhaps an alteration of early ML.
wicci (? :— *7t>iccig, f. wicca'), ofwhich the following
is the only known instance :

—

1154 O. E.Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140 ]?e king him sitben
nam in Hamtun burhc wicci iaed.]

1. = Wicked/?.! i a, b.

c 1200 Ormin 6185 ^ifF batt fos batt 5I10 iss all wittlses,

& wac, & wb;ke. t 1220 Bestiary 593 He speken god-
cunhede, and wikke is here dede. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

203/119 pe feondes lube re and wicke. ( 1325 Metr. Horn. 28
Thair wikededes. Ibid. 51 Sin and wik dedis. 13. . Cursor
l\t. -2777 (Gott.) J>e foule feluns wid wic entent. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. T355 (Egerton 2726), The fende seith I

woll cbace and pursue man by wyk suggestion. C1460
Townelcy Myst. xxi. 262 Was ther neuer man so wyk bot he
myght amende, a 1500 Hist. K. Roccus $ Sydracke (? 1510)

7j, A. .sowle synfu! and wycke Is also blacke as eny pycke,
1901 Sutcuffk Mistr. Barbara Cunliffe i, She's just her

maister ower again—same wick' look o
1

th' devil about her.

2. a. = Wicked a. 1 2 a, b, c.

a 1225 Aticr. R. 104 (MS. T.) Of swati hattre offer of wikke
air. a 1300 Cursor M. 27S77 O glotori and o drunkenhede
Fele wick branches se wesprede. iyo JOAlex, 4 Dind.$yj
Tricerberus be helle-hound . . Uobe wakrong & wikke. a 1350
S. Stephen 421 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 33 pai raysed
be wynd with wedeis wik. c 1374 Chaucer Troytus 1. 946
For J>ilke ground bat bereth be wedys wykke Flereth eke
bese holsome herhes. c 1374 — Boet/i. 111. met. i. (186&) 64

,

Hony is be more swete yif moubes lian firste tastid sauoures
bat ben wikke. / 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4721 In helle habbe he

I

pynes wycke. c 1385 Chauckr L. G. W. 1242 Dido (Gg. 4.

27) The wikke fame a-ros..How Enias hath with the queen
I-gon. c 1386 — Knt.'s T. 229 Som wikke aspect or dis- 1

posicioun Of Saturne. c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 15306 That I

he be sclayn..That he no wyse passe qtiyk, For that were
then to vs ful wik. Ibid. 15733 The fyght was sterne and

;

wyk. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 973 Al the lond that thou ',

hast goonaboute Fro cloudis wicke issaaf. a 1450 Le Morte !

Arth, 3365 Arthur of batayle neuyr blanne To dele woundys
[

wykke and wyde. 1756 in Af. <V Q. 12th Ser. XI. 390/2 For I

the warding off of all things whatsoever from the dead—be
they imps, wraithspells, wick things & the like ket.

fb. = Wicked zr. 1 2d; in quot. 1297, feeble,

lacking in force. Also as the equivalent of a negative 1

prefix = tin; dis- (e. g. wiktose = dispraise). Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 16515 Jesu Crist wel unnderrstod all be^re

wicke trowwbe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 358 Nis he a kang [MS.
T wicke] knit bet secheS reste u5e uihte ? c 1250 Hymn in

Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 259 Wicke is here ure fare & 11re '

wuni^inge, 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4228 j>e scolle [was so]

hard & bikke, peruore, bei it ne come 0031 boru, be dunt nas
I

no^t wikke. c 1300 Havelok 2457 With poure mete, and feble ,

drink, And with swibe wikke clobes. a 1340 Hampoi.e
|

Psalter Ixvii. 33 And swa it bifalles bat bai out close bairn I

WICKED.
I fra J>aire wiklcwe Jrat ere proued in syluere [I,, ut excludant
[

eos
t
qui probati sunt argento]. c 1398 Chaucer Fortune

55 Wikke appetyt comth ay before *ykenesse. c 1400 Leg.
Rood (1871J 153 My wonynge is wel wykke. a 1500 Hist.
K. Boccns ?f Sydracke 1? 1510) Q ij b, As foly among wys-
men is wyke Wysdome among folys is lyke.

f O. = Wicke)> a.l 2 i. Obs.
ci^zoSir Trisir. 775 Morgan is wick to slow. 1340-70

Alex. <y Diud. 938 panne wol he [sc. man]..wexe witde of
his wil & wikke 10 staunche.

t 3. absol. or as sb. a. m Wicked aA 4 a, b.

"97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4650 So bat here nas no3t bileued
bote hebene & wikke. a 1300 Cursor M. 2752 It semes not
to be bi will Kor be wik )>e dughti spill. Ibid. 8631 ' pou
wik.'^sco said, 'ai be be waa, Qui has bou me bi-suiken
sua?' c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints ii. (Faulus) 177 Ger do bis
wik away, And hed hym but mare delay. 1390 Gower
Con/. 1 1 . 325 O werste of alle wicke . . Io, what thou hast do !

t b. In abstract sense : Evil, ill ; wickedness.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2432 Fro wycke

yntil wors y nam. c 1374 Chaucer Trovlus lit. 1074 Now
is wykke l-turned vn-10 worse. 1393 Langc. P. PI. C. XII.

272 No wyght Wot ho is worlhi for wele ober for wicke.
"447 BOKENHAM Seynfys (Roxb.) 85 Lyk smal infauntys
wych kun no wykke.

f4. as adv. = Wicked a. 1 5. Obs.
C1330 R. I'runne Chron. li'ace (Rolls) 10004 For. .ageyns

per lord do so wyk. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 882 pan laid he on
j>e Sarsyns wykke. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvn. 177 At
my lykynge chese, To do wel ober wikke.

Hence f Wickdom. f Wickhede, + Wickness,
wickedness, iniquity

; + Wickly adv., wickedly.
e 1440 R. Glouc. Chron. (Rolls) 23Q0 Princes oueral . . Speke

him vuel S: hated him vor is suikedom [MS. S * wyckedome].
Ibid. 4822, 7278. c 1305 11,000 Virg. 34 in E. E. P. (1862)
66 To cheose be ten maidenes wiboute enie "wikhede.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 124 Tresore #wikly wonnen.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter v. 7 [6] pou hated al bat wirkes
*wiknesse. 138a WVCUP Aw. v. 22 His wickenesses taken
the vnpitouse.

tWick, wike, P.1 Obs. Forms: i wieian,
•wikian, 3 wikie(n, 3-4 wiok, 4 wike, wyk.
[OE. wieian, f. wic Wick sb.2] intr. To take up
one's abode; to encamp; to lodge, dwell.
c 897 yELFREn Gregory's Fast. C. xli. 304 Du cans eal Sis

westen, & was3 hwser we wieian [L. cctstra punere] ma^on.
a 1000 Colloq. /Elfric in Wr..Wiilcker 99 Eallum us leofre
ys wikian [L. lwspitari\ mid be yrblincge bonne mid be.

c 1205 Lav. 18102 Wikien 3e scullen here, a 1300 Cursor
HI. 25232 pat in bis wreche werld we wike.

b. trans. To pitch (a tent).

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12512 His pauilons,
his penceles, bykke Nought fer fro benne had bey don wyk.
Hence + Wicking vb/.sb. 1

, lodging, dwelling.
c IZ05 Lay. 30453 He underfeng Cadwadlan :. .and Jaf him

wickinge [c 1275 wikeninge] 3eond Irlonde. Ibid. 31861 He
. . nom be wickinge mid Alaine ban kinge.

Wick, v. 2 Curling. [Origin unknown.] a.

intr. m Ixwick v. b. trans, in phr. to wick a
bore, ' to drive a stone dexterously through an

opening between two guards' (Jam.), Cf. Wick
sb.~> Hence "Wicking vbl. sb.2

1786 [see Guard v. 9I. 1811 Ace. Game Curling 9 It

then becomes necessary, .to strike another stone lying at
the side, in an oblique direction. This is called wicking.
Ibid. 10 Whether they have to draw, strike, wick, or enter
a port, they will seldom deviate an inch from their aim.
1831 [see Inringing]. 1898 [see Inwick v.).

Wick, Sc. and north, f. Quick a., sb.2, v.3 ; obs.

and dial. f. Week.
-wick, suffix, shortened form of Wike (OE.

wice) office, function of an official, as in Bailiff-
wick, Bailiwick, Sheriffwick. A secondary
sense of 'jurisdiction of the official

',
passing into

' district over which the official's jurisdiction ex-
tends ', is found with some words containing this

suffix, the development of the latter sense being no
doubt furthered by the sense ' district ' of Wick sb. 2

An example of a compound in occasional or local

use is + warden-wick :
—

1499 Filton Churchw. Ace. (Somerset Rec Soc.) 67 Yn
hys yer of ye wardeyn wyke.
In Herdwick (first in Domesday Book), -u<ick appears to

be Wick sb. 2

Wickaby, var. Wicopt.
Wickar, obs. Sc. form of Vicar.

Wicked (wi-ked), a. 1 (sb., adv.) Forms: 3-
wicked ; also 4-6 wyck-, wikk-, wykk-, (chiefly

Sc. vick-, vikk-)
; 3-5 -ed(e, (4 -ud), 4-5 -id(e,

-yd(e, 4-6 Se. -it, -yt
; (4 wikoud, wekked,

wikket, 5 weckid, 5-6, 9 Sc. wicket, 6 Sc.

weckit)
; 4 wikid(e, (-ud,vikede, Se. vikit, -yt),

4-5 wiked, Sc. wikyt, wykit, 4-6 Se, wikit, 5

wyked, -yd
; 4 .SV. wekit, (vekyt), 4-5 wekyd,

4-6 weked, « -ede, -id, 6 Se. weikit. [ME. (13th

cent.) wicked, wikked, app. f. Wick a., as wretched

from wrecche W'ketch. The later wiked appears to

be merely a graphic variant; forms with the lowered

stem-vowel are of both types, wekked, weked.]

I. 1. Bad in moral character, disposition, or

conduct ; inclined or addicted to wilful wrong-

doing
;

practising or disposed to practise evil

;

morally depraved. (A term of wide application,

but always of strong reprobation, implying a high

degree of evil quality.) a. of a person (or a

community of persons).



WICKED. 105 WICKEDLY.
The Wicked One, the Devil, Satan.
c 127$ Lay. 14983 Hercne ou 5eo tock an, J>es wicked

e

[earlier text swicfulle] wifman. 1340 Ayenb. 1 I oh bidde be
hit by my sseld auoreye be wycked uend. 13.. Cursor M.
170 (GOtt.) Iesu wan he longe hade fast Was temped wid
be wicked [v. r. wikketj gast. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x.

{Mathou) 73 Mare reuerens Is gewine..To vekyt men fore

dred..pane to gudmen for luf. c 1380 Wyclik Wks. (18S0)

76 Of siche vikede men seib god bi his prophete [etc.].

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2187 In al hef>enis ys no Sarsyn wikkeder
ban is he. a 1400-50 Wars Atex. 2425 }e at wickid ere

within ay wickidly 3e thinke. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 222

All wekyd spyrytys schall for feid fie away from be. 1456
Sir G. Haye Lazu Arms (S. T. S.) 32 Wikkit tyrane
Emperouris. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemeu 214 My
weckit kyn, that me away cast. 1533 Gau Kicht Vay
(S. T. S.) 60 Thow vikkit seruand I forgaiff ye al thy det.

1535 Coverdale6>«. xiii. 13 Ye men ofSodome were wicked,
and synned exceadingly agaynst the Lorde. 1562 WinJet
Cert. Tractutis Wks. (S.T.S) I. 5 Wes not the sacramentis
. .prophanit be ignorantis and wikit persones ? 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, iv. 105 O wickit wemen, vennomus of
nature! 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xiii. 19 There coineth
the wicked one, and catclieth away that which was sowen
in his hart. — 1 John ii. 13 You haue ouercome the wicked
one. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 130 You (most wicked Sir)

whom to call brother Would euen infect my mouth. 1670
Milton Hist. Eng. ill. Wks. 1851 V. 130 Looking on the
poor Christian with .. Contempt ; but fawning on the
wickedest rich men. 1696 Whiston The. Earth 111, iv. 207
This Deluge, .wasasignal Instance of the Divine Vengeance
on a Wicked World. 1727 Di; For Syst. Magic 1. ii. 58
'Tis very strange Men should be so fond of being thought
wickeder than they are. 1732 I3f.rkei.ev Alciphr. v. § 7
Vice increases, and men grow daily more and more wicked.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xv, ' Then you are the wicked cause
of my sister's ruin?' said Jeante, with a natural touch of
indignation. 1820 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 399
Banyan was never, in our received sense of the word,
wicked. He was chaste, sober, honest ; but he was a bitter
blackguard, .and was fond of a row. 1873 Lei.and Egypt.
Sketch*Bk, 155 However wicked a man may be, he is sure
to find a wickeder.

b. of action, speech, thought, or other personal
attribute; also trans/, of a thing connected in

some way with such action, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1227 pai him warryd wit wickud dedis.
//•id. 12991 Na langer Mai i nu bi wicked wordes ber. 13.

.

Northern Passion (A) 506 [Satan] wyl the dryfe in wekyd
boughte. 1362 Langl. P. Pi. A. v. 217 penne was he
a-schomed, . . And gon . . gret deol to make For his wikkede
lyf bat he I -lined hedde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Tetrus)
474 Throw his wekit sorcery. Ibid. viii. {Ph/lepus) 66
Wikit heresy.

_
C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880} 37 Wickid lawis&

wrong execucions of hem. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7424 They to
Wicked Tonge comen That at liis gate was syttyng. 1535
Coverdale Ezek. viii. 9 What wicked abhominacions that
they do. 1539 Bible (Great) 2 Chron. vii. 14 Yf they . . do
humble them selues . . and turne from their wycked wayes.
1567 Satir, Poems Reform, iii. 176 Dojjgis could hir wickit
bainis gnaw. 160a Shaks. Ham. in. iii. 59 Offences gilded
hand may shoue by Iustice, And oft 'tis scene, the wicked
inze it selfe Iiuyes out the Law. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 893
1'et not for thy advise or threats I fly These wicked Tents
devoted. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. ii. 48 Ail the wicked
things, which have .. given a black Character to the very
Name of a Magician ; for under the shelter of Religion, the
wor.st and most Diabolical things were practis'd. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair viii, 'Yes, hang it (said Sir Pitt,

only, he used, dear, a much wickeder word). 1878 H.
Stevens Bibles Caxton Exhib. 114 In 1855 Mr. Henry
Stevens exhibited, .a., copy of this long-lost ..Bible (of 1631],
and.. nick-named it 'The Wicked Bible, 'from the fact that
the negative had been left out of the Seventh Command-
ment by a typographical error. 1905 K. Bagot Passport
iii. 23 The mysterious old professor . . who wrote wicked
books.

2. Had, in various senses (not always clearly

distinguishable). Frequent in ME. use; later

chiefly dia/.
t
or in colloq. use as a conscious meta-

phor (now often jocular) from sense 1, and imply-
ing ' very or excessively bad ', * horrid ', ' beastly '.

a. In reference to characler or action : Cruel,
severe, fierce. Of animals: Savage, vicious
13.. Cursor M. 5571 (Gfltt.) Quat he was wicked and wode

Again bat folk sua mild of mode ! 1375 Creation 980 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 136 Who so were .. venymnd
wib eny wikked beste. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3232 Woluez,
and whilde swynne, and wykkyde bestez. 1513 Douglas
.'Eueis \. x. 23 Quhat wise thi hrothir Eneas.. Is blawin
and warpit euery coist abowt, Of wickit Juno throw the
cruel 1 iuvy [L. odiis lunouis acerb.?}. 1607 1'opsell Fourf.
Beasts 308 As they [sc. horses] are wildc and fierce, so are
they wicked and harmefull. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Shcph.
1. ii, If canker'd Madge, our aunt, Come up the burn, she'll
gie s a wicked rant. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd
(1827) 7 Sae wud and wicket was then- wraith [= wrath]
Gainst Papish trash and idol-graith. 1829 Hot;g Sheph.
Cat. i. 8 It 's hard to gar a wicked cout leave off flinging.
1895 Mili.ais Breath from Veldt (189?) 228 The Cape
buffalo.. has ample power to carry out his evil intentions
when he means to be wicked.

b. Actually or potentially harmful, destructive,
disastrous, or pernicious; baleful; when applied
to air, odour, taste, etc. passing into : Offensive,
foul.

1340 Ayenb. 124 Aye be wykkede hetes. .aye be wyckede
cheles-.aye be wyckede raynes. 1375 Barboir Bruce v.
12 To vyn the heling of thar hevede, That vikkit vyntir
had thame revede. 1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. rg No. I. 1. iii.

If. 6 b. Wicked ayr or grevaunce, or cold takyng. c 1386
Chaucer Monk's T. 626 Thurgh his body wikked wormes
crepte. c 1391 — Astral, n. §4 A fortunat assendent clepen
they whan bat no wykkid planete, as saturne or Mars,.,
is in be hows of the assendent. 1398 Trevisa Barih. De
P. R. iv. xi. (1495) fv b/2 FIyesshunne& voyde the wycked
& horryble sauour therof. c 1400 Maundev. xv. [xi]. (1919)

Vol. X.

v

. 83 The perilous watres & wykkede mareys. c 1400 Song
' Roland 857 The wekid wedur lastid full long. C1400 Rom.

Rose 6511 If that wikkid deth hym haue I wole go with hyni
to his graue. 1:1400 Laud Troy Bk. 5638 A wicked strok
he him hit. C1440 Alphabet of Tales 59 When be wykkid
fyre was in howsis nere-hand bur. c'1460 Play Sacram. 267
in Non-Cycle Myst. Plays 65 Alle wykkyd metys yt wyile
degest.

<
C1480 Henrvson Test. Cress. 412 Fell is thy For-

toun, wickit is thy weird. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. Ixxxix.

270 Fenell. .is good agaynst..the bitings of. .wicked &
venimous beastes. 1590 SfENSBB /'". Q. m. xi. 24 Faire
Amoret must dwell in wicked chaines. 1600 Breton
Pasquil's Footers Cap/e Wks. (Grosart) I. 26 1 Who loues
to feede vpou a Sallet dish, Among his Herbes some wicked
weede may haue. 1610 Siiaks. Temp-. 1. ii. 321 As wicked
dewe, as ere my mother biush'd With Kauens feather from
vnwholesome Fen, Drop on you both, a 1627 Middle-
ton, etc. Widow iv. 1, What's good, Sir, for a wicked tooth?
l639 J- Taylor (Water P.) Part Summers Trav. 41 It is

too well known what a wicked number of followers he hath
had. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. 1. 103 Lest wicked Weeds the
Corn shou'd over-run. 1725 Mandeville Fab. Bees (ed. 4)
I. 2f3_'I'here comes a wicked CoUl through that Door, . .pray
shut it. 1894 G. A. Smith Hist. Geog. Holy Land 69
Tents may be carried away by wicked gusts. 1894 Times
27 Oct. 7/2 The 'Milo' was not a particularly 'wicked'
engine with regard to giving off sparks. 1895 Millais
Breathfrom Veldt (1899J 133 It was a wkked country for

fever. 1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Apr. 967 A proprietary..
form of cliluride of ethyl and inferior to it on account of its

wicked smell.

f C. Of wounds, disease : Severe; malignant.
c 1400 Lanfrau.'s Cirurg. 221 po he was in dispeir of hir

lijf, I was sent after & foond hir in wickide staat. Ibid. 338
To make a wickid enpostym maturatif. 14. . Pel. Ret. $ L.
Poems (1903) 245 A wycked wound hath me walled. 1576
B.\KEi{ Gcsner's Jewell of Health 102 b, A water agaynst
long continuing ulcers, yea howperyllousor wycked so euer
they bee.

d. Of had quality; poor, vile, 'sorry'; occas.

perverted, abnormal; tin early use sometimes
merely negative = ««-, dis-.

13.. Spec.S. Edm. in Haiupole's Wks. {1S95) I. 225 pare-
of commes tresones,..wykked reste [L. inquietudo\ Malice
and hardnes ofherte. 1375 Harbour Bruce ix. 75 Ane of
thame sail be vorth thre Of thame that vikkid chiftane has.

C1384 Cmaucfr //. Fame in. 530 Ye shal haue. .wikkyd
loos and wors name. [Cf. quot. #1340 s.v. Wick a. 2 b.]

a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 63 A Rial bing ex-
pert, bat. .amendeb beerrour als wele of be first digestion as
of be seconde, and dob away wicked colour &: vnnatural.
C 1440 Jacob's Well 78 Of good sede he repyth wycked corn.

1663 Lauderdale Papers (Camden) I. 145 It will be hard
to billet me for this wicked inke, for this place affords no
belter for fine paper. [Cf. ante p. 136 If you write not upon
better paper and with better pens, wee will have yowbilletted
again.] (1x704 T. Brown Dial. Dead, R t as. Oat 'is Wks.
1711 IV. 76 Retailer of wicked Dottle Ale and Brandy.
1764 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 16 July, They talk
wicked French.

*j*e. Difficult or dangerous
; esp. of roads, pass-

ing into : In bad condition, out of repair (cf. d).

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3507 Oner mires Sc muutaynes it obcr
wicked wei3es. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vir. 27 pey shulde..
amende tuesondieux J»ere-myde and mystyse folke helpe,
And wikked wayes wi^tlich hem amende. £1430 Pilgr.

Lyf Manhode 1. xci. (1869) 50 Bi ful wikkede pases \>o\x

shalt go, and wikkede heiberwes \>a\\ shall fynde. 1513
Douglas AKneis v. iv. 86 Ontill a wickit place his schip did
sleir. Ibid. XII. xi. 160 Lyke till a wykkit hill of huge
wecht [L. mons i/u^robus]. 1533 Bf.llenukn Livy iv. xvuj,
(S.T. S.) II. 115 pe battell was fochtin in ane wikkit place
[L. loco iniquo). Ibid. v. xxii. 222 Quhare ony strait or
wikkit passage was. 1600 Hakllyt P'oy. III. 375 It is most
wicked way,, .because they are inaccessible mountaines.

ff. Difficult to do something with. Obs.
a 135a Minot Poems (ed. Hall) xi. 8 pat woning was

wikked for to win. c 1400 Brut \. 55 pat lande was strong
and wikkede to wynne. c 1440 Pa/tad. on Hush. II. 155
This lond is ful wikked to be wrought, To hard in hete and
ouer softe in wete.

3. In weakened or lighter sense (from 1), usually

more or less jocular : Malicious; mischievous, sly.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. i, 216 That same wicked Bastard
of Venus,, .that blindc rascally boy. 1750 Gray Dong Story
44 A wicked Imp they call a Poet. 1781 Johnson i Apr. in

Bosivell, She [sc. Mrs. Thrale] is the first woman in the world,
could she but restrain that wicked tongue of hers. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias x. x. (Rtldg.)36g Rubicund in the jowl,
efflorescent on the nose, with a wicked eye at a bumper or
a girl. 1829 Lvtton Devercux iv. v, You are the wickedest
witty person I know. 1857 B. Taylor Northern 'Trav. xxx.

(1858J 312 He had. .wicked black eyes, and a mouth which
laughed even when his face was at rest. 1868 Louisa M.
Ai.cott Little Women v, ' You are not afraid of anything,
you know,' returned the boy, looking wicked.

II. absoL or as sb,

4. In sense 1 a : chiefly in biblical and religious

use; often opp. to Righteous i b. a. absot, in

pi. sense : Wicked persons. (Usuallv, now always,
with the)
13.. Cursor M. 22999 (Edinb.) pe wikid bat dred noht his

aw, Her doun bai sal be demed law. 1393 Langl. P. PL
C. xxl 43oTher bat dom to \>e deob dampneballe wyckede.
c 1400 Pety Job 271 in *6 Pol. Poems 129 Wycked and
worse, good and bette, I wote well thow considerest alle.

(11425 Cursor M. 18279 (Trin.) Mony wickede & mis dedy
Hastou lost. 1535C0VERDAIE Job'iW. 17 There must the
wicked ceasse from their tyranny. — 2 Mace. i. 17 God be
praysed, which hath delyuered the wicked in to oure hondes.
'539 Bible (Great) Gen. xviii. 23 Wylt thou also destroy the
rightwes wyth the wicked? 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. fVt 11. iv.

517 If Sacke and Sugar bee a fault, Heauen helpe the
Wicked. 1781 Cowper Charity 280 Prisons expect the
wicked, and were built To bind the lawless.

b. absoh or as sb, in sing, sense : A wicked

person. Obs. or rare arch. : also in nonce-use with
//. in -s.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAZsop in. xii, Xe nonewycked may
hurte another wycked. 1526 Tindale Fph. vi. 16 The
shelde off Fayth, wherwith ye maye quenche all the fyrie
dartts of the wicked [so t6ix : R. V. of the evil one]. —
2 Thess. ii. 8 That wicked, .whom the lorde shall consume
with the sprete off hys mouth, 1560 Bible (Geneva) Isa. Iv.

7 Let the wicked forsake his waies, and the vnrighteous his
owtie imaginations. 1853 in Friendsh. Miss M itford (1882J
II. 115 balling upon the tender mercies of two such wickeds
as papa and she. ,

t c. genitive in -s (sing, or pi.). Obs.
1587 T. Hughes Misfort. Arthur v. i. (iq.o) 57 The

wickeds death is safety to the iust. 1597 Breton Arbor
Amorous Deut'ccs Wks. (Grosart) I. 10/2 What is the w<_-rld

but wickeds way to hel 't 1607 Bp. Mall J's. vii, Let mee
the wicked's malice see Brought to an end.

III. 5. as adv. Wickedly; fiercely, savagely,
furiously; 'cruelly', 'terribly'.
a 1425 Cursor M. 15840 (Trin.) Whil pei \>us him handeled

wickea as bei mou5t. 1663 T. Porti-r Witty Combat iv. i,

Yesterday was. .a wicked hot day. 1829 Hogg SJuph. Cat.

i.J3 A hungry louse bites wicked sair. 1849 W. S. Mayo
Kaloolah v, (1S50) 45 He came towan's me u ith his hatchet
in his band. I saw that he was determined to act wicked.
1902 ' Violet Jacob ' Sheep* Stealers ix, They was figbtin'
very wicked an' nasty.

IV. 6. Cotub., as •wiikcd-h'ke [Like adv. 7,
-like suffix 2 &\-looking,-totigucd adjs.

;
+wicked-

doer, -doing = Kvil-j .oek, -doing; *b wicked-
walking, that 'walks wickedly ' (cf. Ps. xxvi. 1) ;

wicked-worded nonce-wd. as fa.ff/c. euphem.
for ' damned \
^1380 St. Aug. 945 in Horstm. Altenel. Leg. (1878) 77

Wikked-tonged men Wolde spekc vuel of hem. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 1 b'urto deme all wikytdoers ynto J>e pvt of
hell. 1535 Covkkdalfc Fzik. xxxvii. 23 Witii their .. Idols
and all their wicked-doinges. c 1550 Holland Crt. I'enus
11. 207 So wickit like, and als =0 venemois. 1608 Sylvester
Du Bartasu.iv. Dicay 236 The traytor Manaliem's wicked-
walking Son. 1823 Bvrom Island 11, xx\, She seem'd a
wicked-looking craft. 1865 H. Kingslfv Hillyars ^ Burtons
xxxii, Me. .wished he might be wicked-worued if he didn't.
a 1871 De Morgan Budget Parad. (1872) 100 It made a
book look wicked-like to have a feigned place of printing.

Hence f Wickedfully adv.. wickedly
; Wicked-

ishtf. [-ISH 1
3], somewhat wicked

; f Wickedlek
[-LAIKJ, y Wickedrede [-RED], wickedue-s.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas) 104 Wikit women,

bou .. has consawit giltfully, And consalite be fend *wikit-
fully. 1853 Kf.ade Chr. Johnstone i, His master replied
with, .a quiet, but *wickedish look. a 1400 Minor Poems
fr. Vernon MS. 47S ^if we haue wille to *wikke<Hek. c 1375
Cursor M. 1227 (Kairf.) J'ai wrabet him wip *wikked rede.

Wicked (wiktl a.2 [f. Wick sb} +-ed1.]
Furnished with or having a wick or wicks ; usually
in comb., as broad-wicked, two-wicked.
IS07 Exlr.Aberd. Reg. (1S44) I. 437 That ale candil makaris

has candile reddy to sele.., small weikit and dry. 1797
Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 518/1 The broad-wicked lamp
seems to have the advantag.% 1899 H. G. Graham Soc.
Life Scot. iSth C. iv. I. 143 Their fathers had ,. sold dried
herring or ' wicked candles '.

tWickedhed>. Oh. [f.\YicKEDa.i + -HEAD.}
Wickedness, iniquity; //. wicked acts or doings.
a 1300 Cursor M. 841 Strang wickedhed Uroght adam to

suilk a ded. ibid, 23142 Sa duked in hair wicked hedis.
'34° Ayenb. 114 He bet. .heb ine his herte hate, wrebe, ober
wyckedhede. 1370-80 Vis. St. Paul 46 in O. E. Misc. 224
Sore hit is to drede J'e places of helle for wikked-hede.
Wickedly (wi-kedli), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.]

In a wicked manner, in various senses of the adj.

1. In the way of wilful wrong-doing j iniqui-

tously, immorally.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4376 Leuer es me he pour and lele Pan

wikudli at win catell. 1303 R. Bkunne Handl. Synue 1203
Wykkedlyche al bat gode he dyspendyb. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxiii. {George) 414 pu dois nocht anerly Wrang til

ws, hot als wykitly Callis oure godis al dewilis. ^1385
Chaucer /,. G. W. 1918 Ariadne, Hut wikkedely he quitte
hire kyndenesse. c 1386 — Clerk's T. 667 He wikkedly.

.

Hath mordred bothe his children, a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
2425 >e at wickid ere within ay wickidly $e thinke. 1535
Covekdale Gen. xix. 7 O brethren, do not so wickedly.— Prov. x. 2 Treasures that are wickedly gotten, profit
nothinge. 1542 Uuall Erasm. Apoph. 338 b, Scipio Africane
the seconde. .was wekedly slainein his bedde. 156a WinJet
Cert. Tractates § 66. Wks. (S.T. S.) I. 116 An haeretik
denyand wickitlie the Father, the Sone, and the HalyGaist.
'593 Shaks. L ucr.365 Into the chamber wickedlie he stalker
161 z B. Jossow Catiline iv. K 2, No man Could be so wickedly,
or fondly stupide. 1734 Fope Ess. Man iv. 231 Who wickedly
is wise, or madly brave, Is but the more a fool, the more
a knave. 1808 Mrs. M. T. Kemble Day after Wedding^
Somebody has deceived you, wickedly deceived you.

2. Harmfully, injuriously; fiercely, savagely,

severely, cruelly ; tenibly, disastrously ; in later

use (chiefly jocular), very badly, abominably, exe-

crably, vilelv, ' horridly \
13.. Cursor 'M. 15840 (GOtt.) Quilis bai him war bus

handland wikidli als bai mocht. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1218

pey wib fyn force foi-baned his strokes, & woundede him
wikkedly. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13149 Him and euery

another prince That haue died here thus wickedly, a 1425

tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula etc. 66 pis puluis bigile> neucr

j>epaciente re be cirurgene, for it dob not wickedly, c 1440
Engl.Conq. /ret. 53 Some thay vndide and bettyn vickydly.

1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford(i8So) 245 A great

number.. did run to see him go so wickedly to his death.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (i860) 32 A lewes letter scrible

scrable ouer the Copurteuaunce of a mans countenaunce
will dash a body wickedly, 166a J. Davies tr. O'tearius*

14



WICKEDNESS.
Voy. Ambass. 54 Ladies.. most wickedly be-palnted. 176a

Sterne Tr. Shandy V. xv, Do you know whether my
fiddle's in tune or no?.. 'Tis wickedly strung. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. % ft. Note-bks. (1871) I. 4 The night was now
setting in, wickedly black and dreary.

3. Mischievously, maliciously, roguishly.

1848 Dickens Dombey xx'iii, A glowering visage, with its

thin lips parted wickedly. 1833 — Bleak Ho. v, His cat

looked so wickedly at me, as if I were a blood-relation of

the birds upstairs. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy $ V. iij.

'I thought you would be tremendously obliged to me',
whimpered Netta wickedly.

Wickedness (wrkednes). [f. asprec. + -NESS.]

1. The quality of being wicked ; wicked character

or disposition ; depravity, iniquity, immorality.

a 1340 Hampoi.e rsalter xxx. 13 I.uf'keUs and wickidnes

brennys. <ri4oo Maun'dev. (Roxb.) ix, 33 pai er.-full of all

maner of wickedness and malice. 1599 Shaks, Much Ado
111. ii. 113 Clan. Disloyal. ? Bast. The word is too good to

paint out her wickednesse. 1625 Bacon Ess., Truth (Arb.)

501 The Wickednesse of Faishood, and Breach of Faith.

1703 De Fof. More Reform. 12 What tho' the Baudy runs

thro' all he Writ, The more the Wickedness, the more the

Wit. a 1768 Secker Serm. (1770) I.ix. 211 As all this arose

from Infirmity, not Wickedness, they met with an easy
Pardon. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam Excurs.. The un-

fortunate little victim.. receiving sundry thumps, .for having

the wickedness to tell a story. 1873 ' Ocida * Pascarel II. i,

So I reasoned in the wickedness ofmy heart.

2. Wicked action or conduct ; iniquity as com-

mitted or perpetrated; occas. wicked speech or

statement.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1090 Mistrauing ban had he son, pat he
sum wikcudnes hade don. c 1375 Sc. Leg: Saints hi.

(Andreas) 179 pat I sic vikitnes Wald with hyr do and foul-

nes. c 1393 Chaucer Mariage 7, I dar not writen of hyt

noo wikkednesse. C1470 Henry Wallace in. 54 1 Caucer of

wer, wyrkar of wykitnes. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
23 Conteinyng bothe the Heresies already condemned, and

also newe errours, and great wickednas. 1567 Gude <y Godlie

B. (S.T.S.)72 That we suld leif our wickitnes. And fle vaine

warldlie appetyte. 1605 Shaks. Lear m. vii. 98 (Qo. 1) He
neuer care what wickednes I doe, If ibis man come to good.

1651 Hodbes Eeviath. I. vi. 27 For Calamity arriving [sic]

from great wickedness, the best men have the least Pitty.

1827 SOUTHEY Htst. Penins. War II. 65 The scene of an

action, .infamous to the French for the enormous wicked-

ness with which they abused iheir victory. 1855 Macau lay
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 367 Persons who think that there is no

excess of wickedness for which courage and ability do not

atone. 1901 Besant London in l8ih Cent. 237 The greatest

wickedness that any man could commit, in his eyes, was not

to pay his debts.

b. (with a and//.) A piece of wickedness; a

wicked act or proceeding.
a 1325 Prose Psalter .xxxviiift]. 32 Y shal uisite in chaste-

ing her wickednesses, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poe?t!S
t
De Prof.

99 Ther wikkednessis yif thow do Observe, Tabyde thy

doom yt were to hard a schour. 153s Coverdale Amos 1.

13 For thre and foure wickednesses of Edom I wil not spare

him. 1641 J. Jackson True Evaitg. T. I. 26 He fed his

eyes by being a spectator of those wickednesses, which Nero
only commanded to be done. 1748 Richardson Clarissa

(176S) HI. 47 So premeditated and elaborate a wickedness.

1817 Soutiiey /,«/. to Editor of Courier ^ Mar.,
,
That it

might be published surreptitiously at any future time, was

a wickedness of which I never dreamt. 1859 Geo. Eliot

Adam Bcde xli, I'd sooner do a wickedness as I could sutler

for by myself, than ha' brought her to do wickedness.

+ 3. Poorness of spirit : cf. Wicked a. 1 2d. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xii. 280 Gif ?he let cowardis And
vikkidnes 3our hertis suppris.

f4. In physical sense : Malignancy, corruption :

cf. Wicked a. 1 2 c Obs. rare.

C1400 Lanfranc'sCirurg. 18 Whanne be bodi is purgid

fro wickide humouris, be wickidnes of be mater renneb fro

be wound e.

"Wicken, variant of Quicken jfcl, sb.%

Wicker (wi'ksi), sb. Forms : 4-5 wyker,
4-6 wekir, 6-7 wycker, (5 wikre, wikir, wykyr,
qwykyr, wekker, 6 wycre, wykir, -ur, wiker,
wikker, wykkyr, wickar, -ir, 7 wykker), g-

wicker. [East Scandinavian (MSw. and Sw.dial.

viker
y
early Da. viger, Da. dial, vigjer willow,

osier, branch of willow) ; f. root of Sw. vika to

bend (cf. OE. wlcan to give way, collapse, and

Weak «., Woke).]
1. A pliant twig or small rod, usually of willow,

esp. as used for making baskets and various other

objects ; an osier ; a withe. Chiefly in pi. ( = a).

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xix. exxviii. (1405), Suche
vessels were fyrste made of tree and of wykers : as panyers,

baskettes. 1426 Lydg. De Gnil. Pilgr. 23385 Whan the

smale wikres brak, The hopes wenten al to wrak. 14..

Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 717/25 Hoc vimen, -nis, qwykyr.

1508 Dun'rmi Poems vi. 45 My hert that neuer wes sickir, ..

Thought I wald byud it with a wickir. 1551 Robinson tr.

More's Utopia 1. (1895) 31 The sayles were made of greate

russhes, or of wyckers, and in some places of lether. 1586

Holins'hed Chron. III. 861/2 Great images^ of wickers.

.

made like great men of diuerse strange nations. 1657 S.

Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 58 In our Country, the Hives
principally in use, are either made of wickers, or of straw.

1807 Crabbe Sir Eustace Grey 247 And stones erect their

shadows shed On humble graves, with wickers bound. 181

1

Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 33 The wickers of the [lobster]

pots. 1899 Kropotkin Mem. Rev. iv. ix. II. 70 To ply the

wickers and to shape them into an elegant basket.

b. Such a twig or small branch, as part of the

living plant. ? Obs.

1508 Dunbar Lament for Makans 14 As with the wynd
wavis the wickir. 1591 Pkrcivai.l Sp. Dict. t

Esparto,

wicker, a kinde of tree whereof they make frailes. 1796

106

Burns Poem on Life iii, Flickering, feeble, and unsicker..,

Aye wavering like the willow-wicker.

c. A twig or small branch used as a mark,

local.

1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss., Wike, Wicker, a mark used

in setting out tithes; generally a small branch of a tree,

2. (without//.) Wickers collectively, or as plaited

together ; wickerwork.
1336 Cal. Docunt. Scot. (1887) III. 356 Et stramen, ( wekirr

'

et ' tempil ' pro coopertura doinorum. Ibid., In empcione.

.

de 'wekir ' et 'tempil ' per vices xij d. 1491 Caxton Vitas

ratr. (W. de \V. 1495) II, 227/1 His vessell wherin he weted
his wekker & roddes for to make withall panyers maundes
& baskettes. 1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914)

112, iiij or hampers of wicker to put in thapparrell. 1660

Act 12 Chas. II c. 4 Sched. s.v. Bottles, Bottles of Glass

covered w ll» Wicker. 1791 Cowper Iliad XVIII. 709 Youths

and maidens blithe In frails of wicker bore the luscious

fruit. 1838 Thiri.wall Greece xxxi. IV. 203 Shields of

wood or wicker, whitened over, were substituted by some
for metal armour.

3. A basket, cradle, chair, etc. of wicker.

1646 Codrington Earl ofEssex 2 To omit the presages.

.

of the promising Madams who rocked his Cradle, I will not

say, that in that moving wicker {like another Hercules) hee

strangled in each hand the two invading Dragons of trail-

scending Prerogative and Superstition. 1699 Meager New
Art Garden. 40 The Orange-trees, .are so tender, that they

must be planted in Pots, Wickers, or Wooden Troughs.

1740 SoMKRViLLE/ZoM/wtf/.n. 329 By that illustrious Wicker,

where they sate In comely Pride. 1818 Kkats Endym. I.

137 Each having a white wicker over brimm'd With April's

tender younglings. 1861 S. Thomson Wild El. in. (ed. 4)

137 Huge wickers of eggs.

4. a. attrib. Made or consisting of wicker,. as

a basket, chair, etc. ; also, covered with or encased

in wicker, as a bottle. See also Wickerwork.
1502 Prizy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 84 Two wycre

bottelles. 1523-4 Pec. St. Mary at Hill (1904! 322, ij

yerdys of wykur matt. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 358

The..valliaunt warriour, was once wrapped in swathhng
clowtes, and lay crying in a wicker cradle. 1587 A. Fleming
Contu. Holinshed III. 1315/2 Pendents made of wicker

rods. 1596 Spenser Prothal. ii, A Florke of Nymphes..
And each one had a little wicker basket, Made of fine twigs.

1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 515/2 Ilk bundreth wykker
sparris. .2 penneis. 1611 Middi.eton & Dekker Roaring
Girl K2, A wicker cage tames a nightingale. 1619 Depos.

Bk. Arcltdeac. Essex f, Colch. If. 98 (MS.) We found the

said Testatrix sitting in a wicker chayer by the fyer side.

1676 Sammes Brit. Antiq. Illustr. I. 105 In sacrificing of

Men to their Idols, in a Wicker Image. 1707 Mortimer
Huso. 203 Wicker-hives made of Privet, Willow, or Harl.

1719 De Foe Crusoe I. (Globe) 74 Twigs that would bend

to make Wicker Ware. 182a Good Study Med. (1829) V.

33S A wicker basket of palm twigs. 1837 Dickens Pickw.

xxix, Gabriel Grub.. drew forth his wicker bottle. 1891

Hardy Tess\i\, The wicker-cradle they had all been rocked in.

b. Wicker wings, attributed to various sinister

creatures.

The source of the allusion is unascertained ; connexion

with the passage translated in quot. 1837 in c below is

improbable.

1637 B. Jonson Sad Shepherd I. v, Harke, harke, harke

the foule Bird [viz. the screech.owl] . .how shee flutters with

her wicker wings 1 1697 Drvden sEneis VII. 478 The Fury

..on her wicker Wings, sublime through Night, She to the

Latian Palace took her Flight, a 1729 Congreve Impost.

Thing 84 The Goblin plys his wicker wings.

c. Comb., as wicker-botlomed, -cased, "-covered,

-weaving, -winged, -woven adjs. ; vjicker-wise adv.

1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xiv, In the large "wicker-

bottomed armchair, .sat old Martin Poyser. 1870 Dickens

Edwin Drood xii, A goodly "wicker-cased bottle. 1848

Thackeray Van. pair xxx, A "wicker-covered flask. 1920

Chamb. Jml. 28 Feb. 205/1 A "wicker-weaving loom. 1837

Wheelwright tr. Aristoph., Birds I. 248 "Wicker-wing d

Diitrephes [AiiTpe'<f»r/s ye irvTivaia fxorov few? nrepd]. 160X

Holland Pliny xn. xiv. I. 367 A quilt or mat made of Date-

tree twigs, plaited and wound one within another "wicker-

wise. 1859 Boyd Recreat. Country Parson v. 168 The
"wicker-woven box.

Wicker, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish,

fit, cover, or inclose with wicker. (Chiefly in pa.

pple. : see also Wickered.)
1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. I. ii, A mustie

bottle, new wickerd. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. 49 Thir

Ships of light timber wickerd with Oysier betweene, and

coverd over with Leather. 1838OV1V Engin.fr Arch. Jml.
I. 275/2 Upon this [sc. a surface of dry moss], hurdles.,

wickered with heath, were laid. 1882 F. M. Crawford
Mr. Isaacs xii, High frames made by planting four bamboos

in a square and wickering the top.

"Wicker, variant of Whicker v., to whinny.

Wickered (wi-kaid), a. [f. Wicker sb. or

v. + -EI).]

1. Encased in wicker ; inclosed or surrounded by

wickerwork.
1725 DeFoe Voy. round World b French Wine in Wicker'd

Bottles. 1755 Connoisseur No. 73 T4 A painted board.,

stuck up at the end of his wicker'd turf, i860 All Year
Round No. 53. 60 Near which you always find some sherbet-

seller, resting his wickered bottles.

2. Made of wicker : = Wicker sb. 4 a.

1751 Deeeing Nottingham 73 An old wickered Chair.

1838 Civil Engin. f, Arch. Jrnl. I. 275/2 The hurdles, or

wickered foundation. 1919 Chamb. Jrnl. 25 Oct. 743/1
Wickered furniture predominated.

Wickerwork (wi-kaiwcik). [f. Wicker sb. +
Work sb.~\ Work consisting of wickers ; a struc-

ture of flexible twigs, osiers, or the like plaited

together ; basket-work.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 252 We fell to work to make

WICKET.

more Wicker Work. 1780 Cowper A Falle 3 A raven, .on

her wicker-work high mounted Her chickens prematurely

counted. 1836 Thirlwai.l Greece xiv. II. 214 The houses

of Sardis were chiefly of wicker-work. 1842 Dickens Amer.
Notes ii, Every plank and timber creaked, as if the ship

were made of wicker-work. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. xyi.

III. 622 Those rude coracles of wickerwork covered with

the skins of horses, in which the Celtic peasantry fished for

trout and salmon.
attrib. 1846 Sharte Hist. Egypt xi. 376 Ceylon . . had

often been reached from Africa . . in wickerwork boals made
of papyrus. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. (1894) xiii. 305

A house with open wickerwork sides.

Hence Wi'ckerworked (-\v»jkt) a., made of or

inclosed in wickerwork ; Wickeiworker, one

who makes wickerwork.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks ( 1 8S5) 80 Basket maker. . . Wicker

Worker. 1900 ' H . Lawson ' Over Siiprails 66 A big old

wicker-worked demijohn.

Wicket (wiket). Forms : [3 wieat], 3-5

•wykett^e, 3-6 wyket, wiket, 4-5 wikett, wek-
ett, 4-6 wykket(t, wyeket, wickett, 5 wickette,

wekyt, (wigate), 5-6 weket, 6 -weiket, 5-

wicket. [a. AF. = ONF. wiket (Norman viqnet,

Walloon wicket) = Of. (mod. F.) guichet ; usually

referred to the Teut. root appearing in ON. vikja

to move, turn (Sw. vika, Da. vige) ; but the forms

OF. gnischet, wisket, Fr. guisauet indicate the

possibility of another source.]

1. A small door or gate made in, or placed beside,

a large one, for ingress and egress when the large

one is closed ; also, any small gate for foot-

passengers, as at the entrance of a field or other

enclosure.

In., in E. M. Thompson Cust. St. Aug. Cant. (1904) IT
256 Servientes sacristise tenentur esse introad 'Covrefou'j..

tunc deferentur claves ad sacristam, tarn 'wicat' quam
magna; porta? cimiterii.] a 1300 A". Horn 1074 (Camb. MS.)
Horn gan to be 3ate turne & bat wiket vnspurne. a 1366

Chaucer Rom. Rose 528, I fonde a wiket small, So shett

that I ne myght In gon. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5545 In at

a wicket he went, a 1483 Engl. Gilds (1S70) 320, ij. keyys

for b» wekett. 1485 in Comp. Rolls Obed. St. Swilhun's,

Winch. (1892) 384 Super magnam portam et le Wigate
ejusdem portae. < 1489 Caxton Serines ofAymon xxi. 462

Mawgys cam nere to the wyeket of the gate, a 1533 Ld.

Berners Huon cxlvi. 546 He came to the abbey gate &
callyd y e porter,, .he openyd the weket & l*held Huon,. .&

sayd ' pylgryme, enter when you plese '. Then Huon enterid

in at the weket. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Control'. 295

He tooke his leaue of hir, and went out at a little wicket

into a narrowe by lane. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 484 Now
Saint Peter at Heav'ns Wicket seems To wait them with his

Keys. 1766 Goldsm. Hermit xi, The wicket, opening with

a latch, Received the harmless pair. 1818 Hazlitt Engl.

Poets ii. 70 You see a little.. old man by a wood-side open-

ing a wicket. 1823 Scott Quenlin D. x. He who would

thrive at Court must know the private wickets and con-

cealed staircases. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xv, A .
.
boy

came out of a sort of office, and looked at us over a spiked

wicket. 1899 Gosse Donne I. 92 The gates of the house

were shut upon the dignified envoys, but, after some stay,

..they were let in by the wicket.

t>. jig. or in fig. context.

a 1400 I'rymer (1895) 12 Thou art wiket of be hi3 king, &
(,e greet 3ate of «& |>at schynep liri^t. c 1400 po Pol. Poems
xxii. 4 pou..wan in at be wyket of synne. 1526 Pilgr. Perf
(W. de W. 1531) 117 b, Stryue to entre by the strayte wyeket.

1573-80 Tusser Ilusb. (1878) 169 With hir that will cbeket

make daunger to cope, Least quickly hir wicket [i.e. mouth]

seeme easie to ope. J663 G. Mackenzie Relig. Stoici xii.

(1665) 96 Seeing nothing is roomed in our judgement and
apprehension, but what first entred by the wicket of sense.

1693 Congreve Old Bach. HI. ii. 22 1 hou art the Wicket to

thy Mistresses Gate, to be opened for all Comers, a 1870

Rossetti Poems, Lo-.e's Nocturn v, At death's wicket.

t2. A small opening, esp. one through which to

look out or communicate with the outside ; a loop-

hole, grill, or the like. Obs.

1296 Ace. Exch. K. R. 5/20 m. 4 dorso (P.P..O.) In .xxv.

anulis ad Hecch', tribus paribus gemell ad Wykett' Bargie,

xij Keuillis ferri ad Castrum .vij.d. C1430 Syr Gener.

(Roxb.) 4362 Ayenst the toure A postern ther is, ..There is

right A privey wiket; Draw we thidrc.That our frendes

may se vs within, c 1440 Promp. Part'. 527/2 Wykett, or

jytylle vcyniowe, fenestra. 1 1449 Paston Lett. I. 83 1 hey

have made wykets on every quarter of the hwse to schote

owte atte. 1489 Caxton Eaytes cf A. 11. xxii. 130 Eche of

them shal haue a litel wiket open for to shoteagonne. 1616

Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 341 With ane litill wicket.. to

luik in to the paissis. 1676 Coi.es Diet., W 'iciet, a casement.

1677 Land. Gaz. No. 1181/4 Having seized the Wicket or

Sally-port, they got on the Ramparts. 1785 Grose Diet,

i'utear T., Wicket, a casement, also, a little door. 1797

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 853/2 Wicket, a small door in

the gate of a fortified place, &c. or a hole in a door through

which to view what passes without.

3. Cricket. A set of three sticks called stumps,

fixed upright in the ground, and surmounted by-

two small pieces of wood called bails (Bail j£.4 2),

forming the structure (27 x 8 in.) at which the

bowler aims the ball, and at which (in front and

a little to one side of it) the batsman stands to

defend it with the bat. (The wicket formerly con-

sisted of two stumps and one long bail, forming a

structure one foot high by two feet wide.)

Single wicket, a form of the game in which there is only

one wicket, and therefore only one batsman in at a time.

(Also attrib.) Double wicket, the ordinary form, in which

there are two wickets placed 22 yards apart, between which

the two batsmen run. To keep wicket, to act as Wicket-

keeper.



WICKET-GATE.

1733 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899) 6 The wickets are

to be pitched by twelve o'clock, c 1750 ID ' Bat ' Crick.
Man. (1850) 30 [Cricket] is performed by a person who,
with a clumsy wooden bat, defends a wicket raised of two
slender sticks, with one across. 1803 Laws of Cricket 6
The Bowler., shall bowl four balls before he changes wickets.

1837 Dickens Pickw. vii, Played a match once— single

wicket. 1849 Laws of Cricket in ' Bat ' Crick. Man. (1850)

60 The bowler is subject to the same laws as at double
wicket. 1850 ' Bat ' Crick. Man. 98 A single wicket plaj er.

1859 All Year Round No. 13. 306 Serjeant-Major Mcjug,
. .one of our best bats, went to the wicket first with Winter-
burn. 1884 Lillywhite's Crick. Ami. 10 Tylecote kept
wicket well. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 May 11/1 When the
wickets were drawn Gloucestershire bad made 361.

b. In various expressions referring to a bats-

man's tenure of the wicket, or that part of an
innings during which some particular batsman is

(or might be) ' in ', i.e. at the wicket

:

e.g. to take four wickets (said of a bowler), to put four
batsmen ' out ' ; three wickets (or third wicket) down, thi ee
men having been put out; the sixth wicket fellfor 75 =
the sixth batsman was put out after 75 runs had been made
in the innings; to win by eight wickets, i.e. by exceeding
the opponents' full score of runs, with eight wickets yet to
' fall ' ( = with two men ' not out ' and seven not having been
' in' in the innings).

1738 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899) 21 Battle .. left

Eastbourne 43 to get, which they did with ease, leaving
four wickets to be put up when Battle was beat. 1749 Ibid.

42 They. .had two wickets to go down. 1877 Blackmore
Cripps lv, [They] had beaten the dalesmen by ten wickets.
1881 Standard 28 June 3/1 Another wicket now fell, .

.—six

for 76. 1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 Full score, six wickets
for 72 runs. 1900 Daily Chron. 16 Dec. 8/1 The first-wicket

partnership of MacLaren and Hayward. 190s Ibid. 4 June
6/7 Jackson took four wickets with five consecutive balls.

C. trans/. The ground between and about the

wickets, esp. in respect of its condition ; the pitch,
186a Sporting Life 14 June, Nottinghamshire . . sent

C. Daft and Brampton to two as fine wickets as the
Surrey' or any other ground' in England could furnish.

1881 Standard 14 June 3/8 The condition of the wicket, on
which the fast bowling bumped and the slows popped about.
1881 Daily News 9 July 2 The wicket did not seem to play
particularly well. 1884 Lilly-white's Crick. Ann. 3 The
English eleven commenced batting on a perfect wicket.

1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 17 Apr. 6/1 The wickets were all

matting, . . there being nut a single turf wicket in the [Cape]
colony.

4. U. S. Croquet. A hoop.
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little \Vomenx\\, Jo was through

the last wicket, and bad missed the stroke. .. Fred, .gave a
stroke, his ball hit the wicket, and stopped an inch on the
wrong side. 1890 Century Diet. s.v. Croquet, Each person
in turn strikes his own ball once ; if his ball passes through
a wicket, .he is allowed another stroke.

5. In various technical senses.

a. A small gate or valve for emptying the chamber of a
canal-lock, or in the chute of a water-wheel for regulating
the passage of water, b. Coal-mining. A very wide head-
ing or stall, usually with two road-ways, in a variety of
pillar-and-stall work (called wicket-work) in use in North
Wales, c. One of a set of gratings in the form of which the
lead is made up in the manufacture of white lead.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Wicket, a gate formed like a
butterfly-valve, in the chute of a water-wheel, to graduate
the amount of water passing to the wheel. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss. 1893 Times 16 Dec. 9/5 The dangers to
health begin with the second process, the conversion of the
' wickets ' by the corrosion of an acid into white lead.

6. attrib. and Comb., as wicket-door (= sense 1),

-grate, -window. See also Wicket-gate, -keeper.
1813 Scott 'Prierm, m. xix, An arch'd portal door. In

whose broad folding leaves.. Was framed a wicket window-
grate,.. The gallant Knight took earnest view The grated
wicket-window through. 1814 — Wav. ix, A little oaken
wicket-door. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain xxxix, A dusky
passage, at the end of which was a wicket door.

Wicket, obs. form of Wicked.
Wi cket-gate. [Gate sb. 1

] m Wicket r.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. vi. 92 To wynnc \p be wiket-^at
bat be wey schutte. 1678 BUNYAM PUgr. 1. 10 That side of
the Slough, that was . . next to the Wicket.gate. 1833 Lou-
don Encyct. Archil. § 316 A wicket gate, separating the
yard from the passage. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxiv, A
garden, whence a wicket-gate opened into a small paddock.
i88i BtSAN-r & Rice Chafl. Fleet 1. i, She opened the little

wicket-gate which led to the vicarage garden, and passed in.

fig. 1891 Farrar Darkn. .y Dawn xxii, So Nero deliber-

ately chose the evil and refused the good, and the narrow
wicket-gate of repentance was closed behind him.

Wicket-keep, colloq. abbrev. of next.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 7 July 3/1 One of these days [he] will

be as good a batsman as he is a wicket-keep, 191a Sat,
AV> ' 1 5 June 739/1 Reid was a first-rate wicket-keep.

Wicket-keeper. Cricket. A player statione;!

behind the wicket to stop the ball if it passes it,

and if possible to put the batsman ' ont ' by * stump-
ing' or 'catching' (see Stump z;. 1 8. Catch v. 24 c).

«?7 .'
Lv wt °f Crkket in Grace Cricket (1891) 15 The

Wicket Keeper shall stand at a reasonable distance behind
ye Wicket, and shall not move till ye Ball h out of ye
Bowler s Hands. 1875 ' Stonehesge ' Brit. Sports in. t. L
§4. 671 The office of Wicket-keeper is second only to that
of the bowler.

_
1910 Times 5 Feb. 6 '3 David Hunter . . is re-

tiring after harin^ been 21 years w.cketkeeper for Yorkshire.
So Wi cket-kee ping", the occupation of a wicket-

keeper (also attrib.).

1836 Jesse Angler's Rambles 297 One or two prided
themselves on their wicket-keeping. 1851 Lillywhite
Guide Cricketers 62 Box has. .improved very much upon
the wicket-keeping glove. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxvii,
It demanded . .a constant attention, and a quickness of eye
and hand, very like that exacted by wicket-keeping.
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Wickeyberry, Wickey-up: see Wicky,
Wickyup.

f Wickhals. Obs. [app. f. Wick a. + Halse
sb. 1

, neck.] app. A gallows-bird, rogue.

1338 R. Bkunne Chron. (1725) 267 To while bise cardinals

trauaild for pe pes, Here of a wikhals how he bigan a res.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 10086 Let him neuere dye of no
wyk-hals !

Wickham (wi'kam). Angling. Colloq. shorten-

ing of IVickhanCs Fancy, an artificial trout-fly.

1876 F. Francis Bk. Angling vi. (ed. 4) 241 The Wick-
ham's Fancy, .enjoys a wide reputation. 1911 Comer of
Ifarley Street i. 9 Snatching his joy as one of your own
parr will take a YVickham on a clear pool.

Wickhamick : see Wykehamic.
Wickid, obs. form of Wicked.
Wicking (wi-kirf, sb. [f. Wick sb.1 + -1NG l

1 g.] Material for making wicks; cord or tape of

cotton or other fibre, to be cut into lengths for

wicks.

1873 J. Richards Operator's Ilandbk. 95 The wicks
should be of wire wound ruund with textile material,

ordinary wicking for instance. 1902 S. L. White Blazed
Trail xi, Torches, which were often merely catsup jugs
with wicking in the necks.

Wicking, vbl.sb.^,^: see Wick v.\*.

Wicking, var. Viking ; see also s.v. Wick sb.%

Wickir, obs. form of Wicker.
Wickit, obs. Sc. form of Wicked.
Wicklif- (-lef-, -lev-, -liv-) : see Wycuf-.
Wickner. Obs. cxc. local. Forms: 1-2 wic-

nere, 3 wikenere, -are, 5-6 wig^e)ner, 6-

wickner. [01'-. wicnerc, f. wlcnian, f. wice Wike
sb.~\ An official ; in spec, use (see quots. 1=74).
c 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Haupt's Zeitschrift (iSss) IX. 4 = 3

Dispensator,. .wicnere. 1155 Charterin .-[ugliaiiZZ^ VII.

220 Swa ful & swa ford swa mine a^ene Wicneres hit sechan
scolden. C1205 Lav. 6704 He sende word Li his beste

wikeneren. Ibid. 18175 Imong bat he king waes: & his

wikenares chaes. 1391-* Duchy of Lancaster Ministers*

Ace. 238'4734 (P.R.O.l In alfoc[aeioneJ j p[re]pos[iti) j.

messor[is] j. coIlector[is] et iiij Wik[enariorum] videl[ice]t

de Gymynham Southreppes Trunch et Monesle. 1485 in

C. M. Hoare Hist. E. Angl. Soke (191SJ 180 Wegenarius.

15. . Ibid. 132 Ye wieners of Gymi[n]gnm, Tranche, South-

repps, Momsley, & Trymi[n]ghm. 1574 in Orig. Papers
Norf ff Norwich Arch.eol. Sac. (1923) XXI. 111. 386 Agnts
Swan widdow. .payeth to y

e Wicknr of Sydestrond 2* 9* fur

& in consideracon of rent of Assize, common helpe, moue-
able rents & other Customes and services. Ibid. 387 There
is a wickne 1" Chosen eu'ry yeare in eu'ry towne through y«

Soken & during his yeare bis duty is to warne y
e Courte &

Leete for y
e towne where he is cho>en wicknr & to warne

yc Tennants upon warneing given to him by ye Hayward
to doe their workes. Ibid. 388 And further the said wickn Pr9

office is to distreyne within the towne where he is wickn f
.

[Ibid., The duties of the modern wickners of the several

parishes within the Soke of Gimingham are limited to the

periodical collection and payment of certain small rents

and fines due to the lord of the manor.] 1614 in C. M,
Hoare E. Angl. Soke 132 To goe Wykner for this yere to

come. 1633 Ibid. 343, I doe also put the sayd Tho: Play-

ford in authoryty to serve as wit kner for my bowse South-
wood in Northrepes. 1719 Ibid. i32Wechuse MaryCalk
widdow to serve ye office of wickner for y e yeare ensuing.

Wickopick, -opy, -up, var. Wicopy.
Wickud, -yd, obs. forms of Wicked.
Wicky (wi'ki). local, f? dial, alteration of

Quicken.] a. The mountain-ash or rowan-tree

:

= Quicken sbX 1 a. Also wickeyberry tree.

b. If. S. The sheep-laurel, Kalmia angxtstifolia,

and an allied species, K. hirsttta.

i68x T. Langford Instr. P'ruil-tras 118 Graff the Service

on the Wickeyberry-trce, or the White-thorn. 1847 Halli-
well, Wicky, same as Wicken-tree.

Wickyup (\vi'ki,»p). U.S. Also wickeyup,
wiekie-up, wi(c)kiup ; wakiup, wackie-up,
[American Indian( Menominee wikiop,Sakiwekeab;

cf. Cree tnekewap, Montagnais milsliiuap)
; perh.

a variant of wikiwam, Wigwam.] A rude hut con-

sisting of a frame covered with brushwood or the

like, used by nomadic tribes in the west and south-

west. Hence extended to any small hut or shanty.

1857 Jml. Discourses (1858) V. 80 After feeding to our
guide some bread and water, .we asked which was the way
to Jacob's 'Wickyup'. 187* C. King Mountain. Sierra
Nev. xiii. 273 An Indian ranchero where several willow

wickyups were built upon the bank of a cold brook. 1874
T. B. Ai.DRicii Prud. Palfrey vii, A city of tents, pine-huls,

and rude brush wakiups. 1905 Pearson's Mag. XIX. 359
The American Indian uses his 'wackie-up'as a mere stopping
place for a night or two while trekking across country.

Wiclif- (-lef-, -lev-, -liv-) : see Wycuf-.
Wicopy Avi'k^pi). Also S wickopick. 9 wicko-
py,wickaby, wickup, wikop, wicup. [American
Indian (Cree wikupiy, etc.).] a. The leatherwood

or moosewood of N. America, Dirca paluslris;

also, the basswood or American linden, Tilia amcri-

cana. b. An American name for species of willow-

herb (Epilobiuiti) : distinctively Indian or herb w.
1778 I. Carver Trav. .V. Amer. xix. 499 The Wickopick

or Suckwick appears to be a species of the white wood, .

.

distinguished, .by a peculiar quality in the bark, which
when pounded and moistened, .becomes., of the consistence

..of size. 1837 P. H. Gosse in Life (1890) 106 The tall

wtdtUP plants with which the ground was. .covered, {note,

Or ' wickaby ', the leather- plant {Dirca paluslris', a shrub

WIDDLE.
common in the Canadian woods.] l888 Cornh. Mag. Oct.

373 He will be attracted by the whahoo and the wicopy.

Wictaill, -ale, -ayle, -ayll, obs. ff. Victual.
Wicth,Wictor ,e, -orag, -ori e, -ory, -oui\e

:

see Wight rt.,YicTou sb.l and -, Victorage,Victoby.
Wid: see Wade v., Wed v., Wide, Wight,

With, Wood sb. and a.

Widbin, dial. var. Woodbine.
Widda(h, vulgar pronunciation of Widow.
rWi ddendream, wi ddrim. Sc. Obs. Also

wudden dream, widdrum, -dreme, windrem,
woo-, wuddrum. [OE. ivddendriam 'furor animi'
and wdddream 'demonium' (also phr. en widum
d)came in delirium, lit. in mad joy : see Wood a.

t

Dream sb.l \ For its survival in Sc. cf. Wedek-
onfa'. For the phonology of the first syllable cf.

Sc. widcok woodcock, widbin woodbine, and for

the survival of the medial syllable, southern Sc.

Munonday (OE. mlnandseg) Monday.] A slate

of mental disturbance or confusion ; a wild fit.

Chiefly in phr. in a widdendream or widdrim,
usu. — in a ' furious' hurry, all of a sudden.

\c 893 /Klfred Oros. ill. vi. 108 On swelcum wodan dreame,
J>a:t hie woldon a;lcne mon,..mitl atre acwtllan, & hit on
mete obbe on drynce to ^.ebicgenne geselian. a 1000 \'ec.

in Wr.-Wulcker 245; 10 Furor enim animi ciio jitiitur, tic/

grauius est ijuam ira. rebuts, wodendream. < 1000 /£lfkic
Horn. II. no Seo dohtor, le on wodum dreame la^s dwell-

Sende.]

1755 R. Fofbf.s Ajax's Sp. etc. 31 At last we, hke fierdy

follows, flew to't flaught-bied, tbinkin to raise it in a widcen.
dream. 1805 JamiESON Water Keltic xix, The trout, the

par, now here, now tl:are, As in a widdrim bang. 1819 W.
TeNNANT Papistry Siorm'tl ( j £27^ 45 Sae fiercelins had his

wid.dreme stirr'd him. 1871 W. Alkxandkr Johnny Gibb
xxxix, [He] should, in a s^rt of reckless 'wudden dream ',

determine that [etc.].

Widder, obs. f. Wether, Wither; dial, or

vulgar f. Widow. Widderschins, -shins, -sins,

etc., Sc. var. Withershins.
Widdiful (widiful), sb. [a.) Sc. Forms: 6

widdi-, -e-, -iefow, widdy fow, viddeful(l, S

widdy-fou', 8-9 widdiefu', y wuddiefu', ^widi-,

woodiefu), widdiful (-fu').» [f. Widdv + -FUL 2 :

= one who would fill a 'widely' or halter.] One
who deserves hanging, a gallows-bird ; a scamp,

rascal. (Cf. Heiipy.) Aho allrib. ox adj. Fit for a

baiter, deserving to be hanged ; scrimpish, rascally.

1508 Dusisar 1'lyting 101 Wan wisaged w iddefow, out of

thy w it gane wyld. 153S Lvndesav Satyrt ^676 My Lords,

for Gods saik let not hang me, Hwwleit that widdiefows
wald wrang me. Ibid. 3986 The widdifow wairdanis tuke

my geir. 1549 Conipl. Scot. vi. 41 Viddefullis al, viddefuls

al grit and smal. 1737 Ramsav Sc. I'rov. (1750) 123 Ve're

a widdy-fou' against hanging time. 1793 Burns Meg o
1

the

Mill ii, The Laird was a widdiefu', blterit knurl. 1882

j'aniiesons Sc. Vict., Widdifow... a cantankerous, spiteful

person, of small stature. 1916 G. Abei. Wylins fat my
Wallet 15 The baillie loon, that widdiefu' Tiles sets me at

the kye.

Widdle (wi'dT, sb. Sc. and north, dial. Also
widdil, wuddle. [app. f. next.] Commotion,
bustle ; disturbance, trouble ; strife, contention.

1786 Burns Fp. to Major Logan iii, 'To cheer you through
the weary widdle O' this wild warl . 18*5 Jamieson 5.V.,

They had a widdil thegither. 1847 J. Hali iday Rustic
Bard 326 This wearifu' world's a wuddle o' care.

tWiddle, J' 1 Sc. Cbs. Foims : 6 wid(d)ill,

widle, 1 widdle. [Origin obscure.]

1. trans. To invoke or inflict a corse upon :

= Curse v. 2, 5.

1551 Anp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 63 Quha brekis the
secund command?, .thai that, .wariis, bannis and widdillis

thair saule..for ony vaine mater. Ibid., Thai that will

nocht chasteis. .thair barnis fia lesingis, sweiring, banning
and widling. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club)
385, 29 The Dennis of Hadingtoun sensyne wald nocht lay,

ror this wyld wilroun wich thame widlit sa and wareit.

a 1585 Monigomekie Chcr/ic 4 Slac 250 Like Dido, Cupido
1 widill and war>e.

2. To beguile, to lead astray.

1697 Cleland icons £0 It's Antichrist his Pipes and
Fidles, And other Tools, wherewith he Widdles Fool Caitiffs

into d ark delusions.

Widdle, v. 2 Sc. and north, dial. Also 9
wuddle. [Parallel to Waddle.] intr. To move
slowly and irregularly; to waddle; to wiiggle;

fig. to work slowly and laboriously ; to get

through something in spite of difficulties or hin-

drances. Also widdle-waddle v., and f adv., with

a waddling or unsteady movement.
1660 in W. W. W'ilkins I'ol. Ball, (i860) I. 160 But Noll,

a rank rider, gets first in the saddle,. .She quickly perceiv'd

that he rode widdle-waddle. i8o8in Jamii-son. 1844 II kite-

law's Bk. Sc. Song 2t8'2 We hope to wuddle through Life s

linked and ravelled clew. 1864 Laito lam. B0M111 XIII,

Her mind was . . engrossed wi' ihochls o' her bit laddie, an

hoohewad widdle through the warl'. 18M Co«U»F»G»».
Rockdale, WUdlt mm/fit, to walk IKm side to side, as

a duck. 1800 Service Notandums xix. 124, I aye like to

be waunerin aboot and widdlin' amang the beasts.

Widdle, variant of Whiddi e, to peach.

Widdow, -ed, -er: see Widow, Widowed,
Widowhead, Widower.
Widdrawte, var. Withdralght Obs.

Widdrim : see Widdendream.
14-2



WIDDY.

Widdy (wi'cli). Chiefly St. Forms : 5 widde,
wedde, pi. wedeis, -ys, wyddis, 6 wedy, viddy,
-ie, woddie, pi. widdeis, weddeis, veddeis, 6-9
widdie, 7 wyddie, 8-9 woodie, woody, 9 wid-
dey, wuddy -ie, 5- widdy. [Sc. and north, dial,

variant of Withy.]
1. A band or rope, properly one made of inter-

twined osiers or the like.

c 1470 Henry'Wallace in. 215 Thai band thaim fast with
wedeis [ed. 1570 widdeU] sad and sar. 1501 Douglas Pal.
Hon. 1. xn, Out throw the wod come rydand catiues twane,
Ane on ane asse, a widdie about his mone. 1513 Rec.
Burgh Presixvick (Maltland Club) 45 For..cuttyn of the
vyddyis of be dur. a 1578 Likdesay (Pitscottie) Ckron,
Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 90 Witht widdieis [v.r. windassis] and
towis, C1730 Kurt Lett. IV. Scot. (1754) I. 87 Instead of
K -pes for Halters and Harness, they generally make use
of Sticks of Birch twisted and knotted together; these are
called Woodies. 1789 Burns To Dr. Blacklock \'\, I hae a
wife and twa wee laddies. They maun hae brose and brats
o' duddies; .. 13nt I'll sned besoms—thraw saugh woodies
Before they want. 1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Widdy, twigs
of willows or hazles dried partially in the fire, and then
twisted into wreaths for many agricultural purposes.
2. A rope for hanging, a halter ; used (like halter

and gallows) in various allusive expressions re-

ferring to hanging.
In biter use sometimes app. understood as = gallows (in

forms wuddy, woodie perh. by association with wood).
£1450 Holland Howlat 823 Callit him thryss thevisnek,

to thrawe in a widdy. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 48
He had purgatioun to mak a theif To dee withowt a widdy.
1508 Kennedie Flytingw. Dunbar 367 Thou has a wedy
teuch .. about thy crag to rax. c 1536 Lyndesay Compl.
Bagschei$i This Prouerb.it isofverite,. . Hiest in Court, nixt
the weddie. a 1568 in Bannntyne MS. ( Hunter. Club) 299 '40
All tymes in thair legasie, Fyre, sword, waiter and woddie,
Or ane of thir infirmeteis. 1717 Wodbov* Corr, (1843) II.
221 In short, I think what the wooddie leaves the water
gets. 176a P.p. Forbes Jrnl. (1SS6) 213 God sin the Liars
gim i' the Widdy. 1785 Burns Twa Herds xvl, Then
Orthodoxy yet may prance, And Learning in a woody
dance. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiv, There is as much
between the craig and the woodie as there is between the
cup and the lip. 1893 Stevenson Catriona iii, There 's the
shadow of the wuddy. .that lies braid across your path.

f 3. A certain quantity of iron : perh. orig. a
bundle bound with a • widdy \ Obs.
1482 in Charters, etc. Edin. (1871) 168 The hundreth widde

of Oismond irne. .cumand to Leith. 1483 Acta Audit, m
Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 124, iij" xv wedeis of irne,
price of the wedde ijs. 1484 F.xch. Rolls Scot. IX. 230,
xx wethyis feiri..xx wyddis ferri. 1527 in Sir W. Fraser
Sutherland Bk. (1892) III. 79 Fowrtein xx of veddeis of
irne. 1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 516 '1 Ilk hundreth wyddie
of Oismond iryn of unfremen cuniand to Leith.

4. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 2) : f widdy-neck,
one deserving or destined to be hanged. (See also

WlDDIPOL.)
CX480 Hekrvson Fox <y Wolf^ In dreid and schame

our dayis we induie; Syne widdienek and crakraip callit
als, And till oure hire hangit vp be the hals. a 1583 Mont-
gomery Flyting 765 Spew bleck, widdie neck I

Widdy, dial, or vulgar var. Widow.
Wide (waid), sb. [absol. use of Wide a. (OE.
wide did not survive.) Cf. ON. vidd width, widen-
ing, v/dir the wide sea, the main, f. vidrWiDKa.]
f 1. Width, breadth. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1646 Couetys, hordan, envie, and pride

Has spred bis werld on tenth and wide. Ibid. 1676 A
schippe. .Seuen score ellen lang and ten, Thrys aght on
wyde, on beght fiueten.

fb. On wide : abroad, all around. Obs.
13.. B. E. AIM. P. B. 1423 He waytez on wyde, his

wenches he byholdes.

2. fa. The open sea. b. A wide, extensive, or
open space. Now only poet.
[Cf. ciooo Age. Ps. (Th.) xcii[i]. 4 Fram waeterstefnum

widra mantra ; Vulg. a vocibus aqnarum mnltantm.]
C1310 Sir Tristr. 1013 f>ai seylden in to be wide. 1833

Tennyson Two Voices xl, The waste wide Of that abyss.

3. Cricket. [Short for wide ball, Wide a. 10 a.]

A ball bowled wide of the wicket, counting one
against the bowler's side.

1850 ' Bat' Crick. Man. 46 Rule the [scoring] sheet, .with
three additional [lines] for wides, byes, and no-balls.

Wide (waid), a. Forms : 1-4 wid, 4-5 (6 Sc.)

wyd, 4-6 wyde (4 St. vyde, 5 wyyd, wijd, 7
weeds), 3- wide. Comp. wider (wai-dai), also,

with shortened vowel, 1 widdra, 4 wydder, 4-6
widder (5 -ir, -ur) ; sup. widest (wai-dest).

[Com. Tent, (wanting in Gothic) : OE. wid =
OFris., OS. wid (MLG. wid, MDu. wij't, Du. wijd,
etc.), OHG., MHG. wit (G. weit), ON. vidr (Sw.,
Da. vid) :— OTeut. *itddaz; further relations

obscure.]

I. 1. Having great extent (esp. horizontally)
;

vast, spacious, ample, extensive, roomy. Obs. exc.

as generalized use of sense 5.
BeoivulfiZsQ penden ic wealde widan rices. «ooo Cyne.

wulf Juliana 9 Wc) his rice brad, wid & weorftlic. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 28 The chambres and the stables weren
wyde. Ibid. 491 Wyd was his parisshe and houses fer a
sonder. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 15 Crtstendom
was 'nyh wydder ban be empere of Rome, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 9 48 1 He woundit bat worthy in his wide brote. 1535
CovERDAt.E Prov. xxi, 9 It is better to dwell in a corner
vnder y* house toppe, then with a braulinge woman in a
wyde house. 1600 Shaks. A. }'. L. 11. vii. 137 This wide

108

and vniuersall Theater Presents more wofull Pageants then
the Sceane Wherein we play in. 1600 1st Pt. Sir J. Old-
castle v. viii, The wide horrison. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India
1, P. 263 The wide open Places under the Chief Cupuloes
of their Buzzars. 1724 Ramsay Vision xvii, A wyde and
splendit hall. 1847 Yeowell Ane. Brit. Ck. viii. 84 At
Iona, or Icoim-kill, in the midst of wide waters. 3871 G.
Macdonald Whs. Fancy fy Imag., Longing iii, O all wide
places, far from feverous towns !..Room ! give me room !

b. as a conventional epithet of words denoting

;

an extensive area, esp. the earth and the sea {poet.
: and rhef.) ; as an epithet of world, in later use
sometimes implying contrast to the privacy or
security of one's own home or country.

J

a 1000 Cardmon's Gen. 104 Ac bes wida grund stod deop &
\

dim. c 1000 ^lfric IJam. I. 542 Sume hi wasron..on widdre
,

sae besencte. txaoo Okmin 12117 Off all b'ss wide middell-
serd pe kinedoiness alle. c 1205 Lay. 112 Eneas be due mid
his driht fokke Widen iwalken 3end b l wide water, c 1250
Gen. <y Ex. 60 Dat was ?,e firme moreen tid, Dat euere

,
sprong in werld[e] wid. a 1300 Cursor M. 13702 pair Ltgh
wald man suld hir stan, In to midward bis temple wide.
13. .

A". Horn 643 (Harl.) J'e kyng rod on hontynge to be
wode wyde. 1340 HAMpole Pr. Consc. 11. 934 Alle >e world

I
so wyde and brade, Our Lord speciali for man made. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 179 Al the wide worldes fame Spak wor-

1 schipe of hire goode name, c 1475 Rau/Coil^ear 2 Within
I thay fellis wyde. 1535 Covekdale Ps. c\\\{\\. 25 Yee the
1 earth is full of thy riches. So is this greate and wyde see
:

also. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 125 As we bee sonnes of
I the world so wide. 1598 R. Hernaro tr. Terence, Hecyra
I

iv. iv, Shall we rather. . leaue him to the wide world? 1622
Peacham Comph Genii, iv. 35 Turne them out into the wide

!

world with a little money in their purses. 1652 Nedham
Selde'Cs Mare CI. 27 The wide Ocean. 1658 in Verney
Mem. (1907) II. 69 The world being wyde she would not

!

venture her conscience upon a disputable point. 1662
Stii.mngfl. Grig. Sacrx 1. i. § 3 These were so fully known
to him.. that be needed not to go to School to the wide

,

world. 1722 De Foe Plague (1756) 141, I shall be turn'd
;

a drift to the wide World. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes vi,

1

The coarse and bloated faces., have counterparts, .all the
< wide world over. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xv, A shout that

tore the wide air into tatters. 1847 Ruckstone Flowers
, 0/ Forest in. vii, No, no—not for the wide wide world.
:

1863 KiKGSLEY Water-Babies iii, Tom thought nothing about

I

what the river was like. All his fancy was, to get down to
!

the wide wide sea.

c. Of a garment or piece of dress : Capacious;
1 large and loose. Obs. as a specific sense, exc. dial.

j

in wide coat, a great-coat, overcoat.

I

/11225 Ancr. R. 56 Nu cumeo foro a feble mon, & halt
him bauh heihliche, 5'if he haueo enne widne hod & one

j
ilokenecope. £-1386 Chaucer Monk's Prol. 61 Why werestow
so wyd a Cope? 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 271 Thenne
hadde ich wonder of bus wordes and of hus wide clobes.
c 1450 Mirk's Ft'stial 106 His clobes were Iompurt, and
scho wold haue amende horn, but scho myght not, for bay
wern so wyde. 151 1 Ace. Ld. High. Treas. Scot. IV. 197
To be the King ane wyd doublete fra Maistir Johne of
Murray. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. n. i. 256 And there the
snake throvyesher enammel'd skinne, Weed wide enough
to rap a Fairy in. 1609 J. Davies Humour s Heaven 1. iv,

Poliphagus a sute of Satten ware, Made wide and side.
1825 bJKOCKETT N. C. Gloss., Wide-coat, an upper or great
coat.

2. trans/. Extending over or affecting a large space
or region ; far-reaching, extensive. Chiefly /<v/.
a 1000 Csedmon's Satan 189 pass Se ic Kebohte adrifan

drihten of selde,. .sceal [ic] nu wreclastas settan sorh^cearis
sioas wide, a 1300 Cursor M. 24991 He es tald alsua o
sight sa wide, pat

(
fra his sight mai naman hide. 1596

Si'esser F. Q. iv. lx. 23 They [sc. the winds] .. tosse the
deepes, and tearethe firmament, And all the world confound
with wide vprore. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 660 He
[se. a snake] rages in the Fields, and wide Destruction
threats. 1818 Keats Endym. 11. 307 O woodland Queen,.

.

Where dost thou listen to the wide halloos Of thy disparted
nymphs? 1841 James Corse de Leon i, A turn where they
could obtain a wider view. 1859 Hawthorne Marble Faun
xxxiii, After wide wanderings through the valley [etc J.

b. Coal-mining. (See qnot. 18S3, and cf.WlDI
adv. 1 c.)

1883 GkOLR Gloss. Coal-mining, Wide Work. A South
Yorkshire system (now nearly obsolete) of working coal.
Sets of short stalls or banks, 7 or 8 yards in width, forming
a line of faces about 60 yards, were carried to the rise,

about 3 or 4 feet of coal being left between each bank, the
main road pillars being subsequently extracted. 1904 Times
23 May 7/6 Men engaged on ' wide ' work were paid yard-
age to which they were not entitled.

f3. Great (in various non-physical senses). Obs.
n 1300 Cursor M. 2200 pis nembrot wit his mikel pride

Wend to wyrk wondres wide. Ibid. 20030 For at \>e mar
i soght to sai, pe widder suld i find be wai. Ibid. 23104
Wreches stad in wa ful wide. 1393 Langi.. P. PI. C. xxi.

403 Now by-gynneb. .my grace to growe ay wydder and
wydder. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1970 For wella wide ware
be wele,.. Bathe pi glorie & \>'i grace, bi gladnes in erthe,
Mi^t bou be marches of Messedoyne mayntene bi-selfe.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems xxxvi. 62 Lowse thow my lippis, that
tyme and tyd I may gif to the lovingis wyd.

4. fig. Having a large range ; comprising, affect-

ing, applying or relating to a great number or
variety of persons, cases, subjects, points, etc.

;

extensive, largely inclusive
; (of a word or term)

having a large extent of meaning : = Bkoad a. 10.
Common since 1800.

»534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1. D 4, Therfore ryseth
the large and wyde prayse by rhetoriciens of Marathon
fofig. Hinc rhetorum cawf>us de Marathone]. a 1600
Montgomerie Misc. Poems xliii. 35 So wyd thy word does
waxe That the immortall maks. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng.
11. 77 These perpetual exploits abroad won him wide fame.
1782 Miss Bcrney Cecilia in. iv, I fear the misfortunes of

WIDE.
Mr. Belfield have spread a ruin wider than bis own. 1797M alone Sir y. Reynolds' II ks. I. p. xxxv, In the historical
department [of pictures], he took a wider range. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 106 There is yet a wide
field for useful experiment. 1843 Ruskin Mod. Paint. L 1.

I. ii, I want a definition of art wide enough to include all its

varieties of aim. 1856 Miss Mulock John Halifax xxxvi,
'I he boy— to whose destination we had no clue but the wide
word, America. 1858 Mrs. Pail Uncle Ralph xxii, 'Never
is a wide word, Miriam,' said Ailie. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist.
Man. \. 13 note. His wide knowledge of ethnography. 1868
Nettleship Ess. Browning \. 54 How to use each his own
and his mistresses' attributes for the widest good. 1868 M.
Pattison Acadcm. Org. 2 The ideas of the wider public.
1895 Bookman Oct. 15/1 [His] wide experience as a teacher
..and an inspector of schools.

b. Of views or opinions, or transf. of the person
holding them : = Broad a. II.

1824 Macai lay A tken. Orators F 22 States have always
been best governed by men who have taken a wide view
of public affairs. 1833 Tennyson Two Voices xlii, When,
wide in soul and bold of tongue, Among the tents I paused
and sung. 1884 Spectator 19 Apr. 513/2 Both the High
Churchman and the Wide Churchman. Ibid., The Wide
Church or High-Church circles,

t c. Vogue. Obs. rare.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India $ P. 288 Though his Verses are
most Elegant,, .yet the description is very wide.

II. 5. Having great extent from side to side;
large across, or in transverse measurement. (Opp.
to narrow.')
Now distinguished from broad in so far as it tends to be

restricted to applications in which actual mensuration from
point to point is possible or contemplated, and in which there
is no_ implication of superficial extent ; hence in certain
technical uses (see quots.).

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. vii. 13 paet seat is swybe wid, &
Be WC3 is swibe rum, ]e to forspilledncsse sela-t. 11.. in
iJirch Cartul. (1887) II. 207 Bonon to widan ?;eate; oonon
to eadulfes mEere. 01300 Cursor M. 1682 pu sal.. Mak a
dor wit me.sur wide. Ibid. 8081 pair muthes wide, bair
eie,n brade, Vn-freli was bair face made. 1375 Barbour
hruce in. 23 Till sum gaiff thai woundis wid. c 1375 Se.
Leg. Saints iv. (Jacobus) 302 On a bryge, as ba i can 1yd
Our a wattyr, depe and wyd. C1384 Chaucer H. Fame
II. 289 Euery sercle causynge othir Wydder than hym self
was. c 1440 Promp. Pan-. 526/1 Wyyd, large yn brede.
1567 Glide St Gtdlie B. (S.T.S.) 22 Christis woundis wyde.
1632 Miltos I. 'Allegro 76 Shallow Brooks, and Rivers
vide. 1643 Tasman Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694)
135 'Those Men when they walked made very wide paces.
1667 Milton /'. L. vm. 467 Wide was the wound, But
suddenly with flesh fill'd up & beal'd. 1725 PorE Odyss.
1. 173 A purple carpet spread the pavement wide. 1841
Penny Cycl. XIX. 256/2 One of the great recommendations
of a wide gauge. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comtn. Agric. (1869) 416
Making experiments in the cultivation of wheat in wide
drilling and thin seeding. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
Wide Spade (Whaling), used to cut the blubber in the
rough, before mincing. 1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc, Wide
measures, lung and wide measures of type, distinct from
narrow or short ones.

b. trans/, of the lateral boundaries : Having a
vide space between, far apart. (Cf. 7 and 8.)

1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop \, It runs between green
banks which grow wider and wider until at last it joins the
broad vast sea.

6. Having a specified or particular transverse

measurement indicated by a numerical quantity or

by a compaiison
;

(so much) across.

971 BUckt. Horn, 127 Hwene widdre bonne bydenfet.
ft 1000 Cardmofi'sGen. 1307 Far gewyrc fifties wid.ftrittiges
heah, breohund lang eln^emeta. C1250 Gen, <$ Ex. 565
Dat arche was. ..I.* 1 erne wid, and .xxx. 11 he}, c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7503 Graunte me .. Namore
lond, wyd ne syd, Jan y may si rede a boles hyd. £'1400
Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvi. 84 A traylyng gowne
of twelue yerdes wyde. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1324 pui;e
J'aim be rynnes, And makis a wai wyde eno^e waynes to
tnete. < 1449 Pkcock Refr. in. xi. 347 That these schoon
be notabli widdir than the meetenes of hem wolde aske.
Ibid., These schoon to be no wijdir than euen meete to hi^e
sones ftet. 1579 Siensek Skeph. Cat. Sept. 210 Had his

wesand bene a little widder, He would haue deuoured both
bidder and shidder. 1592 Shaks. Rem, <y Jul. in. i. ico
'Tis not so deepe as a well, nor so wide as a Church doore.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 11 A Bed-chamber. .Thirty foot wide.
Ibid. 19 Windowes .. must be higher then wide. 1842
Loudon Suburban Hort. 637 Take half-inch and two-inch
wide rods or laths. 1918 'limes Lit. Suppl. 28 Mar. 152/1
The island is small.. ai.d at its widest part about a mile and
a half in width.

7. Opened widely, expanded; ofthearms,stretched

videly apart. Now superseded in general use by

wide open (see Wide adv. 3).
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wcmen 335 yh tuk I neuir the

wosp clene out of my wyde throte. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 449 b, That a wyder entrie be not set open to >
e

Turkes to inuade us. 1607 Puritan 1. iv. 96 Speabe lowe,

George; Prison Rattes haue wider eares then those in

Malt-lofts. 1611 Bible Isa. Ivii. 4 Against whom make ye a
wide mouth, and draw out the tonfiue? 1667 Milton/'. L.
I. 762 All access was throng'd, the Gates And Porches wide.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 431 The Mares, .with wide
Nostrils snuff the Western Air. 1707 E. SMITH Phaedra <V

Hipp. 1. 1 She from his wide, deceiv'd, desiring Arms Flew
tastless. 1820 Keats St. Agnes iv, Many a door was wide.

1822 (sALT Provost xxxvi. With wide and wild arms, like

a witch in a whirlwind. 1867 Morris Jason xv. 839 The
three.. gazed at him with wide eyes wondering.

(b) sup. as quasi-J<£. in phr. at widest.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 63 Though euery drop of water
sweare against it, And gape at widst to glut him.

b. Phonetics. Of a vowel-sound : Pronounced
with the tongue relaxed, or with a wider opening



WIDE.

between it and some other part of the mouth than

the corresponding narrow vowel.
1867 A. M. Brll Visible Speech 72 The vowels—whether

' Primary', ' Wide', or ' Rounded '—are divided into three

classes of palato-lingual formations. 1890 [see Narrow
a. 1 d],

III. 8. Extending far between limits; existing

between two things which are far apart, literally or

figuratively, as a distance or interval, a distinction

or difference.

To give a wide berth to : see Berth sb. r.

1589 PuriKNiiAM Engl. Poesie 11. ix. (Arb.) 96 Rycause
your Concordes contahie the chief part of Musicke in your
meetre, their distaunces may not be too wide or fane a
sunder. 1611 Shaks. Cytub, v. v. 194 'the wide difference

'Twixt Amorous, and Villanous. 1746 Francis tr, //or.,

Epist. 11. ii. 293 The wide Distinction. . Between an open,
hospitable Man, And Prodigal ; the Frugalist secure, And
Miser, pinch'd with Penury. 1857 Miller Etem. Ckenu,
Org. (1S62) i. § 2. 49 The wider is the interval between the
respective places in the series. 1865 Ruskin Sesame ii. § 75
There is a wide difference between elementary knowledge
and superficial knowledge. 1912 Daily Tel. 19 Dec. 23
Among foreign railways,, .after some wide fluctuations San
Paulo finished at a substantial improvement.

f 9. Situated a great way off, distant, far; in

quot. 1590, held at a distance, not close. Also,

situated at a specified distance (const, of = from).

Obs.
Only predicative, or following the sb. ; thus nearly ap-

proaching \\we adv. 4.

? a 1400 Arthur 552 [He] strenghthed hym on eche syde
Wyth Men of contreys ferre & wyde. 1535 Covbrdale Ps.
cii[i]. 12 Look how wyde the east is from the west, so farre

hath lie set oure synnes from vs. 1590 Spenser /'". Q. 11.

viii. 36 His poinant spears he thrust ..At proud Cymochles,
whiles his shield was wyde. 1597 J Dee Diary (Camden)
59 Calcot in Chesshyre, abowt six myles wide of Chester.
168a O. HlYWOOD Diaries (1S85) IV. 76 A place.. 4 miles

wide of St. Albans. 1729 Swift Hist. 2nd Solomon Wks.
1841 II. 320 He was to set out.. to another part of the

kingdom, thirty miles wide of the place appointed. 1854
R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. xxxvi, Shortstubble put him on
a line as wide of his own wheat as he could.

b. fg. Far, far apart (in nature, character, views,

statements, etc.) ; not in accordance, disagreeing,

different; foreign, alien; far from (doing some-
thing). Const, from, of. (Often approaching or

coinciding with 10 b.) Now rare.

1 154* Uijall Erasm. Apoph. Pref.
*

' v b, Valerius Maximus
and PUnius, in thereportyng of a certain alter[c]acion y l was
betwene Cn. Domitius & Lucius Ciassus. ., how wyde been
thet the one from the other. ? 1545 Brinklow Compl. 11

What acruell lawe is this ! how farre wyde from the Gospel,
yea from the lawe of nature also. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Casti-
glione's Courtyeru. (1577) G iij b, It seemelh a matter very
wide from reason. 1506 \V. P. tr. Curio's Pasquine in

Traunce gb, The which things. .were al farre wide. .from
that true & most pure virgin the Lords mother. 1600
Marston, etc. Jack Drum's Entert. 1. (1601) 03 b, Those
that are fane more yong and wittie, Are wide from singing

such a Dittie. 1630 Hakewill Apol. (ed. 2) Advts. Zz2 b,

How farre wide the foure most noted doctoursof theWesterne
Church.. were in the exposition of many passages of holy
Scripture, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 7 Nov. 1691, The relation

he gave, .was very wide from what we fancied. 1754 Hume
Hist. Eng. I. Chas. I iii. 199 That rustic contempt of the fair

sex, which James affected . . was very wide of the disposition

of this monarch* 1807 Bentham Mem. <$ Corr, Wks. 1843
X. 423 My own notions .. were too wide of the notions
prevalent among lawyers. 1812 Cary Dante, Farad, vm.
136 Hence befals That Esau is so wide of Jacob. 1871
K\ri.e Fhilot. Engl. 'Tongue 244 Languages whose develop-
ment has been wide of ours, as the Hebrew.

c. Situated far apart in a series : spec, in Cards
(see quot.).

1897 R. F. Foster Complete Hoyle 414 Cards which are
likely to form parts of sequences are called ctjse cards, and
those which are too widely separated to do so are called

wide cards.

10. Deviating from the aim, or from the direct or

proper course ; missing the mark or the way

;

going astray. Also const, of {ffrom). (Most com-
monly predicative, approaching or coinciding with

WiDEa</z/. 5.) a. //'/.; spec, in Cricket, of a ball

bowled too far aside from the wicket for the

batsman to strike it (now usually ellipt. : see

WlDI sb. 3).
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 135 Wide a' th bow hand, yfaith

your hand is out. 1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 70
If the Shot be both wide and too low. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Wide, wru-n the Biass of the Bowl holds not
enough. 1851 Lii.lywhite Guide Crick. 13 The Umpire
must take especial care to call..' Wide Ball 'as soon as it

shall pass the Striker. 1853 'C. Beds' I'erdant Green 1.

xi, The fir-t ball was 'wide*. 1854 Li-vkr Sir Jasper
Careiv xl, His guards were all wide, and his eyes unsteady.

k. fig' (a) without prep, (now rare) : in early

use often = Astray in opinion or belief, mistaken
(now expressed by the full phr. wide of the mark).
In quot. 1605, pern. Wandering in mind, delirious.
1561 T. Hoby tr. CastigHnne's Courtyer I, (1577) Evb,

Whoso heareth him, may. .thinke yt he also with very little

a do. might attaine to y l perfection, but when he commeth
to y* proofe, shall finde himselfe farre wide. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Serm. Tim. 140/2 Let vs see if this be well prac-
tised, alas, the matter is farre wide (orig. Helas il s'en
faut beaucoup]. 159a Kyi> sp. Trag. in. xi, Tis neither as
you thinke, nor as you thinke, Nor as you thinke; you 'r

wide all. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 50 Lear. You are a
spirit I know, when did you dye? Cor. Still, still, farre
wide. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goutart's Wise I'ieiltard 107

109

To them that are wide, and strangers to the true light.

1632 Massingek Maid Hon. II. ii, You are wide, the whole

field wide. I in my understanding Bitty your ignorance.

rti6sa Bkome City Wit v. i, Py. I know your purpose..;

you come after the Marriage to forbid the banes. ..Lin.

Good Mrs. Sneakup, you are wide. I come to wish joy to

the match. 1687 Settl« Refl. Dryden 83 He was a little

wide there.

[b) Const, from (now rare or obs.}, of: esp. in

phr. wide of the mark.
Sometimes scarcely distinguishable from 9 b.

1566 W. P. tr. Curio's I 'asquine in Traunce 34 b, They are

so farre wyde from the institution of Christ, & from the

truth. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Slater i, Of wit and of reason

recklesse and wide, That tooke so vppon vs to lule all the

land. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 115 Though I should

talke of halfe as manie more, I should not be farre wide of

the truth. 1646 Sir T. Bbowne Pseud. If. 1. vii. z3 How
wide he is from truth. 1672 W. Walker Para-"/. 29 You
are quite out of the way; wide of the mark; clearly mis*

taken ;.. Tota erras vi a. 1681 W. Robertson Pkraseol.

Gen. (1693) 1321 He is wide of the cushion; erf at long}.

1711 in loth Rep. /list. MSS. Comm. App. v. 112 A lasting

happiness, cf which they are wide.. thro' want of religion.

1735 Berkeley Def. Free-thinking § 46 Your Comment
must be wide of the Author's meaning. 1747 Mem. IVutre-

bian Crt. II. 25 Sentiments, .you think so wide from the

duty I should. .pay. 1813 T. Busby Lucretius II. iv.

Comm. p. xv, In his solar images he is not quite so wide
from the fact. 1836 G. S. Fabrr Prim. Doctr. Election 11.

vi. (1842) 339 Most wide, then, from the mark, .is tiie modern
CaWinist. 1846 DieKENS Cricket on Hearth iii, You had
best not interrupt me.. till you understand me; and you'ie

wide of doing so. 1848 — Dombey xl, These questions .. are

all wide of the purpose. 1892 Sat. Rev, 15 Oct. 442/2 This
belief of the French critic is not so very wide of the mark,

+ C. Amiss. Obs. rare.

1614 Bp. Hall Contempt., Aaron <y Miriam, It were wide
for vs, if our suites should be euer heard, /bid., Rahab, It

would bee wide with the best of vs, if the eye of God should
looke backward to our former estate.

11. a. Going beyond bounds of restraint, pro-

priety, or virtue; t unrestrained, violent (obs.);

lax, loose, immoral (now eolloq. or slang). (Cf.

Buoad a. 6, 8.)

1574 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 395 The Courteour, with
woidis wyde, Said ' I hear natbing hot prouyde, And get

now that, and get now this.' 1656 G. Collier Anno.
jj Quest. Pref., Any man that hath not a weak head and a
wide conscience. 1902 Wistbk I 'irginian xiii, Wide females

in pink. 1904 Daily Chron. 29 Nov. 3 4 Madrid was full of
' wide ' characters.

b. Going beyond bounds of moderation ; exces-

sive, immoderate. (Cf. slang tall, steep.)

1858 Greener Gunnery Advts. 2 Producing. .guns equal,

if not superior, to anything yet produced by any maker
whatever. This may be considered a wide assertion, but to

prove he does not make it rashly he is prepared to test the

fact by a competition with any maker. 1895 Daily News
3 Sept. 7/5 Prices asked are very wide, and are beyond the
values that merchants are disposed to give.

c. slang. Wide-awake, cute.

1887 Housley Jottings from Jail 9, I got in company
with some of the widest (cleverest) people in London. 1891
/)aily News 24 Feb. 2/1 Well, she was tipsy ; but she was
very ' wide '.

IV. 12. Comb. a. Farasynthetic, forming adjs.

in -ED 2 (unlimited in number), as wide-arched,

-armed, -banked, -branched, -brimmed, -chapped

(f -chopt), -handed, -hearted, -jointed, -lipped,

-minded, -necked, -realmed, -skirted, -sleeved,

-spaced, -spanned, -streeled, -throated, -wayed, etc.

b. Rarely with simple sbs., forming adjs. in sense

* having, involving, pertaining or relating to a (or

the) wide *, as wide-head, -row, -world. C.

Special Combs. : wide-angle a., applied to a lens

of short focus, the field of which extends through

a wide angle, used for photographing at short

range; wide-eared a., having wide ears ; also in

sense 7, having the cars wide open, listening in-

tently ; wide-eyed a., having wide eyes ; usually

in sense 7, having the eyes wide open, gazing

intently ; alsoy?^. ; wide-gab, local Sc. name for

the fishing-frog or frog-fish ; wide-leafed, -leaved

a.
t
having a wide leaf or leaves ; transf of a hat,

broad-brimmed ; f wide-side a. [Side a. 1
], wide

and long, capacious ; wide-winged a., having

wide wings ; flying through a wide space or region

(c\\ief\y poet.). See also Wide-mouthed, -watered.
1878 ^A^ney Photogr. (1881) 204 The next lens, .is what is

knownas a ' "wide angle ' doublet, in which the separation

between the lenses is very small, and their foci considerably

shorter.. .Some of these combinations are made so as to

cover a circle whose diameter subtends an angle of 90 from
the optical centre. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 121 The glowing
banquet-room shone with "wide-arched grace. 1898 (i.

Meredith Odes Fr. /list. 27 With view of *wide-armed
heaven. 1903 Kipling j* Nations 73 Beside *wide-banked
Oust 1819 Scott /7'a>//uvi, Snort-stemmed, "wide-branched
oaks. 1918 J. W. Gerard Face toface with Kaiserism xv.

180 An actress who wore a *wide-bnmmed hat. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 1. i. 60 This "wide-chopt-rascall. 1684 Land. Gaz.
No. 1976/4 A black Coach Mare.., a little *wide Eared.
1865 KtBOtLCV //erew. iv, The boys listened, wide-eyed
and wide-eared. 1788 Cowpf.r Gratitude n This wheel-

footed studying chair,. .*\Vide-eIbow'd, and wadded with

hair. 1853 Tennyson in I,d. T. Mem. (1897) I. 369 The
"wide-eyed wonder of a babe has a grandeur in it. 1855

Kingslky Heroes, Argon. 1. 80 The boy listened wide-eyed.

i894/vrww(N.Y.) Feb.717 Madison's, .wide-eyed prudence
in counsel. 1808 Neill in Mem. Wemerian Nat. /list.

WIDE.
Soc. (181 1) I. 548 /.[o/'hius] piscatorius. .. Frog-fish. .. In the

North Isles of Scotland, it is. .termed the * Wide-gab, the
mouth being hideously large. 1836 Yahhell Brit. Fishes I.

269 The Fishing Frog. Angler. Sea Devil. Wide Gab, Scot-
land. 1600 Breton FasoutTs Focle's-cappe \\ ks. (Grosart)

I. 20/2 In the aime of Wisdomes eye, MVide handed Wits
will euer shoote awry. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv.

371 The 'wide-head oaks. 1855 Kingsi.ey Westw. //o .'

vm, The old Anglo- Norman teachableness and "wide-
heartedness. 1917 Btackw. Mag. Nov. 677, 1 Ladies . .

narrow in their interests, .. but wide-hearted. 1874 ). H.
Parker Introd. Gothic Archil. 1. i. (ed. 4) n *Wide-jointed
masonry is a usual characteristic of the eleventh century
in England and Normandy. 1680 Lend. Gaz. No. 1527 4
Open 'wide-kneed Breeches. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep.
vi. vii, (i860) 894 He wore a "wide-leaved .. hat of daik
felt. 1894 Weyman Man in Black ix, A dark, sallow man,
..with a wide-leafed hat. 1837 Dickens Pickw. w.wiii,

Those *wide-Iipped crystal \essels..in which chemists..

measure out their liquid drugs. 1883 A. Barratt's Pkys.
Metemp. Pref. p. xx, In politics his sympathies were libeial

and 'wide-minded. 1914 ToLLlNTON Clement of Alex. II.

n\. 273 Wide-minded teachers, who have the power to

discern affinities and to greet the ally in disguise. 1880 !.

Dunbar Tract. PaPermaker 69 A ^wide-necked glass-

stoppered bottle. 1725 Poie Odyss. xm. 5^6 At his side

wretched scrip was hung, * Wide-patch 'd, and knotted to

a twisted thong. 1838 Mrs. Browning Island ix, *V\ ide-

petalled plants. 1821 Cobbett A' at. Rides 9 Nov. (i£Z$) 1.

23 The advantages of the wide-row culture. 1606 Svlvi s-

tf.r Du Bartas n. iv. il. Magnificence 2C6 Glory.. Her
*m ide-side Robes. .All Story-wrought with bloudy Victories.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 66 Champains rich'd With plenteous

Riuers, and *\vide-skirted Meades. 1838 Dickens O. '/wist

xxxvii, The coat was wide-skirted, c 1550 Greene Tr.

Bacon xi. 129 A *wide sleeued gowne. 1665 Brathwait
Comm. '/'-<vo Titles (1901) 62 She was gap-tooth'd, or "wide-

spaced. 1889 Tall Mall Gaz. 30 Aug. 3/2 Wide-spaced
houses, beautiful gardens, a 1878 Sin G.Scoit Led. An hit.

(1879) I. C$ 'Wide-spanned arches. 1868 M. Collins Sweet
A tine Page III. 1S7 *Wide-streeted Troy. 1591 Percivall

Sp. Diet., Fapado, *wide throated, a 1627 Middi lion
Mayor of Qutnb. 1. i, Will that wide-throated Beast, the

multitude, Never leave bellowing? 1791 Cowfer Iliad X. 8

Wide-throated war calamitous. 1848 Buckley Iliad 2_; 'I he

*wide-wayed city of the Trojans. 1818 Shelley Horn. Moon
3 Muses. -Sing the 'wide- winged Moon ! 1848 Bailey I- estus

(ed. 3) 250 The wide-winged wind. 1871 Tennyson Last
Tourn. 423 The wide-wing'd sunset of the misty marsh.

1884 J. G. Wood in Sunday Mag. May 307/2 Wide-winged
as they are, the Locusts are very feeble in the air. 1851

Ruskin Stones of Venice I. App. xv. 385 He [sc. Rubens]
has neither cloister breeding nor Loudoir breeding,.. but he-

has an open bky and 'wide-world breeding in bun.

"Wide, adv* Forms: i--wide, (3 weide), 3-4

wid, 4-6 wyde, (4 Sc. vyde), 5 (6 .Sir.) wyd.
[OE. ivide = OS. wldo (MLG., MDu. wide, Du.

wifd), OHO. wito (MHG. wUe, wit, G. weit),

ON. vita (Sw., Norw. vida) : advb. f. OE. wid
t

etc. Wide a.~\ ~ Widely, in various strifes.

In modern texts freq. illogically hyphened to a pple.

1. Over or through a large space or region ; so

as to reach or affect many or various places or

persons; far abroad. Chiefly pott, (superseded in

prose byfar and wide : see b).

Beowulf 1403 Lastas varon after waldswa^um wide
?esyne. < 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 7 Mann-cwealmas
beorV & huiigras wide jeond land, c xaco Tiin, Coll. Horn.

£7 He wandrede wide, weruende longe, sechende him oner
stede. c 1205 Lay'. 3566a pet loud he_weste wide. 1*97

R. Glouc. (RolIs)c2i We bebmen wideidiiue aboute Frani

contreie to contreie. 13.. K. Alis. 7118 (Laud MS.), His
Marshal Tholomeu J>at many Prince wyde kneu. 1377
Lancl. P. PL B. xiv. 08, I wiste neuere. .Man Jat with hym
spake, as wyde as I haue passed ! 1387 Trevisa Higaen
(Rolls) VI. 399 He. .spiad £e endesof ttis kyngdom w>dder
ban dede his fader, c 1400 Farce Michi 1S3 in 26 Fol. Poems
148 In salt see I sayled well wyde. 1556 Dalkymi-le tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) L 45/16 Quhair ance it fixis the

rute it spredis the selfe sa braid and wyde, that [etc.].

1670 Milton Hist. Eng. vi. 247 1 hence horsing thir Foot,

dinus'd far wider thiroutragious incursions. 1716-46 Thom-
son Winter 801 There.,Wide roams the Russian exile.

1740 Akfnsidk Ode, On Winter-Solstice v, Each hov'ring

tempest. .Which now wide -threatening loads the sky. 1831

Wokdsw. Yarrow Revisited 9 Grave thoughts ruled wide
on that sweet day. 1889 Sw inbirne Foetus A Ball. Ser. lit.

Jacobite's Exile xiv, On Keilder-side the wind blaws wide.

b. in phr. far and wide (rarely wide andfar) \

i wide and side (see Sii>e adv.1 I).

(3900 O.E. Marlyrol. 10 June 94 He. .ftrde. .feorr ond
wide jeond middan^eaid. ^900 tr. Barda's Hist. 111. x,

WVOD Y;iS wundor feorr & widest ma red. a 1000 Andreas
16 ^7 |'a ^esamnodon. .w eras .. wide & side, c iaoo- [>-ee

Siok adv.* 1). a 1*50 Owl 4- Night. 710 (Jesus MS.) Tu

a.xest me. .[I]f ich con tny ober dede Lute syngen in sunie

t\ de Sc bringe blisse veor & wyde. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1256

Fro oe riche flod eufiate, Wid and fer to ?e rede s«\ c 1400

St. Alexius 161 (Cotton MS.) Hys Fader send botheferand

vyde Messengers on eueiy syde. 1560 DaVS tr. Suidaue s

Comm. 196b, They distroye ihe ccuntne with fyie farre

ft wyde. 159a Shaks. Rem. 4 Jul. n. iv. 51 J hat word,

broad,.. added to the Goose, proues thee farre and wide,

a broad Goose. 1667 Milton /'. /.. n Ij3™i LjfJ?""-
Scout farr and wide into ihe Realm of night. 1761 (>"**

Fatal Sisters 60 Far and wide the notes prolong. i»i3

Scott Rokeby v. x, Their vaaaab wandei wide and far L- warj.

1828 Southey Ess. (1832) IL 414 M ultnudes as.-emble,

coming from far and wide. 1862 H. Kim.m ky Larenshoe

xix, Though they scoured the country far and wide.

C. Coal-mining. (See Wipe a. 2 b.)

1904 Times 23 May 7,^6 Payment was by tonnage raised

when working ' wide '

—

i. e. t on the face of the seam.

2. With a large space or spaces between ; at a

wide interval or intervals; far apart or asunder;

in quot. 1481, with 'wide ' or long steps. (Cf. 4.)



WIDE. 110 WIDELY.

a 1000 Wife's Compl. 13 pa^t hy todaelden unc \>xt wit

^ewidost in woruldnce lifdon. « ins O. S. Chron. (Laud)

an. 1012 pa to ferde se here wide swa he aer jegaderod
waes. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 201 Hwi ne worpe
ich me bi-tweonen beo ilke ermes so swi5e wide to-spredde

and i-opened? 1481 Caxton Reynard xxxix. (Arb.) 105 The
wulf stode wyder than reynard dyde and ofte ouertoke hym.
1684 Burnet tr. Mare's Utopia II, 68 Where the Towns lie

wider, they have much more Ground. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Ace. E. Ind. I. xii. 136 The Churches being built wide

from one another. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 178 A sacred

tripod.. Whose slender feet wide-swerv*d upon the soft.,

carpets. 1861 Reade Cloister «y H. i, But when Elias

whispered ' Sit wider !
' says she, * Ay ! the table will soon

be too big for the children.' 1885 Manch. Exam, 22 June

5/3 Their fields of activity are so wide apart.

b. Of a horse : With the legs apart : opp. to

Near adv% 1 1.

1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1557/4 A Bright Bay Gelding..
Walks and Gallops wide behind. 1737 Bracken Farriery
Ivipr. (1757) II. 40 A Horse that goes wide before, and
near behind. Ibid. 63 He should stand pretty wide behind,

and near before.

C. Loosely asunder ; so as not to remain close

or in contact.

1784 Cowi'ER Task 1. 5^7 The sportive wind blows wide
Their fiutt'ring rags, and shows a tawnyskin. 1819 Shelley
Cyclops 66 Shaking wide thy yellow hair. 1833 Tennyson
Lady of Shalott in. v, Out flew the web and floated wide.

3. With a wide or broad opening ; esp. with open

vb. or adj. = fully ; to the full extent ; with fling,

fly,
set, etc. (in ref. to a door, gate, or the like)

= wide open (coinciding with the predicative use

of Wide a. 7).
With wide open cf. Du. ivijd open, G. weit offen, ON.

vtSppnir name of the hall of Hel.

cioooAgs. Ps. (Th.) cxviti[i]. 131 Mut5 ic ontynde minne
wide, c 1220 Bestiary 506 Danne him hungreo" he gape'->

wide, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2142 Werpis bam vp. .& wyde
open settis. c 1400 Siege Jerus. (E. E.T. S.) 22/389 A
dragoun. . Wydegapande,. .gomestoswelwe. c 1450 Cursor
M. 18125 (Laud MS.) Opyn your yates ye prynces wyde.

1535 Coveruale' Ps. lxxx[i]. 10 Open thy mouth wyde, &
I shal fy 11 it. 1610 Shaks. Temp. n. i. 214 This is a strange
repose, to be asleepe With eyes wide open. 17:8 Pope
JUad xv. 813 The Scene wide-opening to the Blaze of Ligtit.

1727-46 ThomsonSummer 1145 Wide-rent, the clouds Pour
a whole flood. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. 1. ii, The Bride-

groom's doors are opened wide. 1824 Hyrom yuan xvi.

cxvii, The door flew wide, 1854 Patmore Angel in Ho.,
Betrothal 18 The windows, all wide open thrown. 1895
Rider Hacgard Heart of World xvi, The doors were flung

wide. 1909 Stacpoole Pools of Silence xix, [Elephants}

with trunks swung up, ears spread wide.

fb. Wide open (of a person) ; Stretched at full

length, esp. on the back. Obs.

13. . Northern Passion (1913) I. 187/1604 A token ihesu.

.

And leiden him wid opene on j>e rod. a 1440 Sir Degrev.

335*He laf slawe. . Forty score.. Wyd opene one here bake.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 607/43 Resupinus, wyde ope.

1526 Pilgr, Perf (W, de W. 1531) 254 He thus lyenge wyde
open, & they goynge ouer hym & bestrydynge hym. 1551
'1'. Wilson Logic D vj b, Whan a mans body is in any wysfl

placed, as to lie a syde, to stande vpright, to sitte, to leane,

to lye grouelyng, to lye wyde open.

4. At (to, from) a (great, or specified) distance
;

far, far away, far off; (so far) away or off. Now
only dial.

Beowulf"1588 Hra wide sprong. a 1250 Owlfy Night. 288

Ich wende from lieoin wide. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls)

II. 5 White rokkes aboute be clyues of be see pat were
i-seie wide [L. a longe apparentibus\. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxi. 176 Wandering wyde fra this counlrie Amang
all vther Natiounis. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 34 A little

wyde There was an holy Chappell edifyde. 1623 J.
Taylor

(Water P.) Neiv Discov. B i, A Towne call'd Goreing, stood

neare two miles wide. 1690 Temple Misc. 11. ii. 57 The
Chinese* ; a People, whose way of thinking, seems to lie as

wide of ours in Europe as their Country does. 1693 Plot in

Miscell. Cur. Subj. (1714) 44 His Ships.. lying above a Mile
and half wide off the Town of Sandwich. 1756 Washington
Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 391 Fort Cumberland lying., wide of all

Other forts. 1857 HAWTHORNS Engl. Note-hks. (1870) II.

197 Not only in this district, but wide away. 1859 Meredith
Juggling Jerry iv, I was a lad not wide from here.

5. At a distance to one side ; aside from the aim,

or from the direct or proper course ; so as to miss

the mark or the way ; astray. Also const, of

(ffront). Cf. Wide a. 10. a. in physical sense.

spec, in Cricket, out of reach of the batsman.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 101 Toshoote wyde and far

of the inarke. Ibid. 102 Than.. those be wiser men, which
couete to shoote wyde than those whiche couete to hit the

Crycke. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xi. 5 Then bad the knight

is Lady.. to an hill her selfe with draw aside, ..She him
obayd, and turnd a little wyde. x6oz Shaks, Ham. 11. iL

494 Pyirhus at Priam driues, in Rage strikes wide. 1639

iuLLER Holy War 1. xvii. 27 In bowling they must needs

throw wide, which know not the green or alley whereon

they play. 1687 A. Lovell tr. T/uvenofs Trav. 1. 97
A little wide of the way to the Right Hand, I saw the

Church. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Earn. Biog. II. 3 The
doctor.. had escaped by going a little wide of the ass. 1833

Nyken Yng. Crick. Tutor 24 A. .ball, .pitched a little wide

of the off stump. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown it, viii, John.

son the young bowler is getting wild, and bowls a ball

almost wide to the off. 1859 Lever Dav. DnnnrxYix, He
shot with the pistol.be fenced, he whipped the trout stream.

..He only hit the bull's-eye once in three shots—he fenced

wide—a pike carried off his tackle. 1876 Coursing Calendar

27 Well Park, ..raced past Skedaddle for first turn, and

went wide. 1899 Rider Hag<;ahd Swallow xviii, [He] fired

at him, but the ball went wide.

*>• fig- Cor *" n £- context) ;
+in early use often

= so as to err, mistakenly (cf. Wide a. 10 b).

1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. 1. 1151/2 Nay Cosyn,. .there

walke you somewhat wide, for ther you defende your owne
righte for your temporal auayle. 1535 Coverdale Bible
Prol., Many wryters. .seldome made mencyon of y e scrip-

ture of the Byble: & though they some tyme aleged it, yet

was it done . . so wyde from ye purpose, that a man inaye well

perceaue, how that they neuer sawe the oryginall. 1542
Udall Erasm. Apoph. 269 Caesar auouched hym to had
dooen ferre wyde. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxvii. ii,

Thou their guide Go'st never wide From truth and righteous-

nes. 1586 Day Engl. Secretorie 1. (1625) 80 You reckon too

wide;, .you are too much deceived. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
iv. i. 63 Is my Lord well, that he doth speake so wide ? 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 486 If I should fetch it from
Gran a Saxon word that signifieth a fenny place, I might
perhaps goe wide, a 1625 Fletcher Captain 11. ii, You
hurt not me, Your anger flies so wide. 1677 Otway Titus
<$ Berenice I. ii, Thou answers! wide of my desire. 1705 tr.

Bosnian's Guinea 242 This carries me wide from my Sub-
ject. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 234 P 4 To compare our
Practice with their Precepts, and find where it was that

we came short, or went wide. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 810
Vice parries wide Th" undreaded volley [of rusted arrows]

with a sword of straw.

6. Comb, with pres. or pa. pples., less commonly
with adjs., forming adjs. (unlimited in number),

as wide-branching, -circling, -climbing, 'Con-

suming, -echoing, -expanding, -extending, -gaping,

-ranging, -reaching, -resounding, -rolling, -stradd-

ling, -stretching, -toasting, -winding, -yawning;
wtde-expanded,-extended, -flung,-opened, -stretched;

wide-distant, -imperial, -open. See also Wide-
awake, -SPKEAU, -SPKKA01NG adjs.', WlDE-WHEBH
adv.

1708 J. Philips Cyder r. 481 Her *wide-branching Arms.

1873 How ells Chance Acquaintance ii. (188?) 45 An
audacious, wide-branching moustache, a 1700 Concreye
Poems, To the King iii. Wks. 173a III. 213 Thro' Seas,

Earth, Air, and the *wide circling Sky. 1871 Blackie Lays
Highl. 164 There's room in God's wide-circling arm For
all that swtar by all the creeds. 1887 Moloney Forestry

W. Afr. 301 A *wide-climbii)g shrub. 1742 Young Nt. Th.

in. 223 Smoke betrays the *wide-consuming fire. 1750
Shf.nstone Rural Elegance 124 Fame's "wide-echoing
trumpet, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 321 A "wide-expanding
knowledge of the enlargement of mankind. 1695 Congkeve
Mourn. Muse 178 Lord of these Woods, and *wide extended
Plains. 1708 J. Philips Cyder ii. 588 His wide-extended
Wings. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 375 With numerous, wide-

extended branches. 1831 James Philip Aug. xxxviii,

Gazing over the wide-extended
_
view. 1889 F. Cowpek

Captain of Wight 34 The *wtde-extending view, over

broad pasture and swelling down, i860 Longf. Wayside
Inn 1. A'. Olaf v. ii, The "wide-flung door, a 1711

Sheffield (Dk. Buckhtn.) Wks. (1753) I. 71 The *wide-

gaping gulph. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 56 Such themes

as these the rural Maro sung To *wide-imperial Rome.
1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ix. 258 The common notion

..has strong and *wide-lying evidence in its favour. 1852

Tennyson in Ld. T. Mem. (1807) I. 357 Looking at me with

such apparently earnest, *wide-open eyes. 1877 Black
Green Past. i. 9 They, .drew up in front of the wide-open

door. 1864 Skeat tr. Vhland's Songs, etc. 269 From Heav'n's

'wide-opened portals. 1876 'OuiDA ' Winter City xii, She
could only look at him with wide-opened eyes. 1816 Edt'u.

Rev. Sept. 182 This "wide-ranging Intellect was illuminated

by the brightest Fancy. 1856 Grote(jVw« ii. xciv. XII. 346

The .. powerful, and "wide-reaching impression.
_
1726-46

Thomson Winter 996 The *wide-resounding plain. 1805

Montgomery Ocean i, Thou *wide-roIling Ocean, all hail 1

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. IV. Captains 945 As.. the

Grass.. Fals at the Foot of the *wide-straddling Mower.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, It. iv. 82 All *wide-stretched Honors,

that pertainc.Vnto the Crowne of France. 1742 Young
Nt. Th. vii. 747 The wide stretcht realm of intellectual woe.

1726-46 Thomson Winter 951 *\Vide-stretching from these

shores.. .A huge neglected empire. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. lxix, Wide-stretching purposes. 1674 Milton P. L.

(ed. 2) xi. 487 *Wide wasting Pestilence. 1814 Wordsw.
Ode, ' When the soft hand ofsleep ' 145 Wide-wasting Time.

1816 Shelley There is no work 28 The "wide-winding caves.

a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches (1879) II. 231 O'er earth's

wide-winding ways. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas t. r. S41

His yet "wide-yawning lips. 1598 ibid. 11. ii. iv. 591 Wide-
yawning Gulfs.

+ Wide, * Obs. [f. Wide a.-, cf. ON. vita;

OE. widian app. did not survive.] trans. To
make wide or wider : = Widen v. 2 ; in 2nd quot.

to set widely apart.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8232 pan dide J?e king tilward f>at side

}>at orchiard al for to wide, c 1440 Patlcui. on Husb. m. 923

And wide hem so that, though the winde him shake, No
drope of oon vntil another take, c 1440 Pro/up. Parv.

526/2 Wydyn, or make wyde, dilato.

"Wide, Sc. f. Wade v. ; var. Wede v. 0$s. ; obs.

f. Weed.

Wide awa-ke, adj. phr., wide-awake, a.

and sb. [Wide adv. + Awake pred. a.; pre-

dicatively, (usually) as two words; attributively,

as one, with hyphen, or occas. without, esp. in

senses A. 3, B. I, 2.]

A. adj. (or adj. phr.) L Awake with the eyes

wide open ; fully awake. (Usually pred.)

1818 Shelley Julian 392, I . .Will lie and watch ye from

my winding-sheet—Thus., wide awake tho' dead [etc.].

1820 [see Awake pred. a. 1}. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop

xxxix, The baby, who was dreadfully wide awake. 1888

Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iii. 355 He always knew what

the Sermon had been about,—better than many who boasted

that they had kept wide awake.

2. fig.
Thoroughly vigilant or on the alert ; fully

aware of what is going on, or of what it is best to

do ; intellectually keen, sharp-witted, knowing.
colloq. (orig. slang).
Rarely const, to (cf. Awake pred. a. 2 b).

1833 Q. Rev. July 413 In the language of the turf, his
grace was ' wide awake '. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Mr.
Watkins Tottle ii, Our governor's wide awake, he is... He
knows what's o'clock. iS^'I'rollqpe Bare/tester T. xxxviii,
Mr. Slope . . was wide awake to what he hoped was his
coming opportunity. 1906 Spectator 18 Aug. 222/2 Foreign
capitalists will not advance it.. still less would the very
wideawake Chinese merchant.

3. Applied jocularly to a soft felt hat with broad
brim and low crown : said to have been punningly
so named as not having a 'nap'. Now usually

absol. as sb. (B. i).

1841 [W. J. Neale] Paul Periwinkle 1. viii, Jonathan
replied, that his hat was like himself—wide awake. i86t
Itlustr. Lond. News 23 Feb. 168/2 Mr. Hubbard .. wears
a ' wide awake ' hat, which is a novelty in the House. 1891
F. W. Maude Mtrciful Divorce iii. 25 Half a dozen young
men in long co\ert coats, loose breeches and gaiters, and
wideawake hats.

B. sb. 1. A ' wide-awake * hat : see A. 3.

1837 Howitt Rur. Life II, iii. (1S62) 117 Such is the farm-
seivant, whether you see him in. .his straw-hat, or his wide-

awake. 1849 J. Forbes Phys. Hoi. i. (1850) 9 No covering

for the head can compete with the thin small-crowned broad-

brimmed beavers now known by the name of wide-awakes.

1894 Conan Doyle Mem. Sherlock Holmes 35 He. .carried

a brown wide-awake in his hand.

2. A sailors* name for the Sooty Tern {Sterna

fuliginosa and allied species), from its cry. Also

attrib. in wide-awake fair, a name for the assem-

blage of these birds on the island of Ascension at

the breeding season.
1881 Standard 12 Aug. 5/2 It [sc. Ascension] nurtures

nothing save turtle and wideawakes. 1896 Newton Diet.

Birds 1039 These crowd at certain seasons in innumerable
multitude to certain suitable islands, where they breed, and
the wonderful assemblage at present known as ' Wide-awake
fair ' on the island of Ascension has been. .described from

very ancient times.

3. A 'wide-awake
1

person (see A. 2). nonce-use.

1890 C Maktyn W. Phillips, Agitator 122 A circle of

wide-awakes meeting at irregular intervals under the name
of ' The Friends '•

Hence Wide-awa/keness, the state, or character,

of being wide awake (usually in sense A. 2). Also

(bad formations, due to association with other

words) Wide-awakeativeness, -awakedness,
-awakefuluess, in same sense.

1859 S. Brooks Gordian Knot xvii, Work that requires

..great *wideawakeativeness, and great industry. 1882

Besant All Sorts viii, He felt inclined. .to slap himself on

the back for *wide-awakedness of the rarest kind. 1851

Eraser's Mag. XL IV. 140 An expression of unutterable

self-conceit and conscious *wide-awakefulness. 1887 Miss
BffTHam-Edwards Next of Kin Wanted v, 'I hey sharpen

each other's wits, and worry each other into a proper state

of wideawakefulness. 1865 Lowell Ess., Scotch the Snake
Wks. 1890 V. 245 *Wide-awakeness of temperament. 1886

Siubbs Lect. Med. <V Mod. Hist. vi. 123 There was some-

thing, .besides the literary wideawakeness of Henry.. that

made England., a centre of literary activity.

Widely (wsi'dii), adv. [i. Wide a. + -ly 2.

]

Commonly hyphened to a following ppl. or other adj. when
preceding its sb. : cf. Deeply adv. 7, Highly adv. 6.

1. Over or through a wide space or region ; in

or to various places ; extensively.

1697 DRYDENy£"««\ri. 559 Her. .dishevel'd Hair,, .widely

spread Ambrosial Scents around. 1697 — Virg. Georgic iv.

768 Where he leap'd, the Waves in Circles widely spread.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. xxxi, All the widely-silent

places round. 180a R. Warner Tour Northern Counties

II. 289 Ornamenting the widely-extended carpet of green

with occasional spots of the most brilliant white. 1855

Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 83 The coal measures. .are

widely distributed in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland

;

in Belgium, France, and Spain ; in many parts of Western

Germany [etc.]. 1883 Keane in Nature 1 Mar. 410/1 This

widely-ramifying family.

2. Over a wide range ; among a large number or

variety of persons ; in relation to many or various

things, subjects, cases, etc. ; extensively.

1695 Ld. Preston Boeth. 11. 85 For though his Fame doth

widely fly,.. At last the mighty thing must die._ atpf
Prior Ode to Queen ii, When bright Eliza rul'd Britannia s

State, Widely distributing Her high Commands. 1834 Lyte

Hymn, ' Praise, wy soul, the King of heaven ' 111, Praise

Him, praise Him, Widely as His mercy flows. 1836 Dickens

Sk Boz, First ofMay, The widely-spread taste for register-

stoves 1849 Macallay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 33 Vi,
sto

,

unt
f

Mordaunt. widely renowned, many years later, as Earl ol

Peterborough. Ibid. 122 One tract. . was widely circulated

in manuscript. i86» Bl-rton Bk. Hunter (1863) 12 I he

drunken laird and the widely tolerant wife. 1915 W. C.

Allen Gosp. St. Mark 67 The Semitic word .
.
is used very

widely of seas, lakes, and even rivers.

3. With (at, by) a wide interval or intervals (ol

space or time) ; far, far apart ; to a great or con-

siderable width. •

1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxiii. (1687) 240 Two Hills.,

which were.. very widely distant the one from the other.

1697 Dryden Mneis in. 927 We. .widely shun the Lilybx;an

Strand, Unsafe, for secret Rocks, and moving Sand.
%
1779

Mirror No. 13 P 7 The poetical productions of widely-distant

periods of society. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xlviii, Those

widely staring eyes, .appeared in the midst of the darkness.

i860 WRAXALL Life in Sea i. 24 Widely-extended jaws.

1875 Whitney Life Lang. ix. 157 Widely-sundered castes

and classes. 1879 Sweet in Trans. Philol. Soc. 465 In loud

declamation.. the mouth is naturally opened widelier. 1890



WIDE-MOUTH. Ill WIDE-WATERED.

'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer xviii, Through the widely-

opened gateways.

4. Jig: To a large extent, greatly, very much,
extremely, 'far'; esp. + [a) so as to be ( wide of

the mark', with large deviation from accuracy, as

in widely mistaken
;

(b) so as to be far apart in

nature, character, amount, etc., as in widely differ-

ent, to differ widely.
1688 Bunyan Heavenly Footman (1886) 134 Alas, thou art

widely mistaken ! 1705 Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks,
3871 IV. 459 Malbranch. .differs widely from me. 1802

Maria Edgeworth Moral 'P., Forester viii, Negligence
and inhumanity are widely different. 1821 Scott Kenilw,
viii, She must indeed be widely changed from what she once
was. 1880 Geikie Pltys. Gcog. iv. 242 The proportion of
mineral matter. -differs widely in different springs.

f 5. With 'latitude' of conduct, beyond the

bounds of propriety, uncivilly: cf. Wide a. 11 a.

Obs. rare—*.
1666 Pepys Diary 6 Aug., My Lord, .did treat her. .very

widely and ungenteely.

Wide-mouth (wardimciuj*), a. ran, = next,

1596 Sir J. Davies F.pigr. xl, The wide-mouth slave Will

eate as fast as he will utter lies. 1822 Auction Caial.
Fonthi11 Abbey 74 A fine wide-mouth Jar.

Wide-mouthed (wai'dimanoVl, -mnujn), a.

1. a. Of a person or animal : Having a wide
mouth.
1611 Cotgr., Diable de trier,.. the ouglie wide-mouthed

fish, called, the sea Frog. Ibid., s. v. Fendu, Bien fendu
de gueule, wide-mouthed, sparrow-mouthed. 1843 Tenny-
son Godiva 56 The little wide-mouth'd heads upon the
spout. 1854 A. Adams etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 86 Wide-
mouthed Fishes (Plagiostomi).

b. Of a vessel or receptacle: Having a wide
mouth or opening.
i6it Cotgr., Mortier, the short, and wide-mouthed peece

of Ordnance called a Morter. A1711 Ken Preparatives
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 92 Two wide-mouth'd Quivers fill'd

with Store, Of deadly Darts. 1769 Mrs. Raefai.d Engl.
Housekpr. (1778) 363 Put your gooseberries into wide-
mouthed bottles. 1847 LoMOF. Ev. i. II. 52 The wide-
mouthed fireplace. 1886 Winch ell L7f<?/. Talks hi Another
of these sea-bottom fishes hangs like an open wide-mouthed
meal-bag.

2. Having the mouth wide open, or opening the

mouth wide : a. for utterance, etc. ; also trans/.

of the utterance ; also yi^. speaking, or spoken,

loudly or without restraint.

1593 Chute in G. Ha?t>ey's Pierces Super. Gg 2 b, Thy
wydemouth'd. .phrase. . Apt iy hath knowne thine Armory to

blase In terines peculiar vnto none but thee. 1594 Nashe
Unfort. Trav. L 4 b, Murder is wide-mouthd, and will not
let God rest till he grant reuenge. 1648 J. Beaumont
Psyche xiti. xcv, His wide-mouth'd Blasphemies. 1664
Butler Hud. u. iii. 384 His Sonnets chann'd th' attentive

Crowd, By wide-mouth'd Mortal troul'd aloud. 1667 Phil.

Trans. II. 603 Those wide-mouthed Languages, which do
remarkably expose to the Eye the Motions of the Tongue,
Lips Throat, &c. 1745 Gibber in Ayre Mem. Pope II. 85
This.. is a -Scent, that those wide-mouth'd Hounds the
Daily-Paper Criticks could never hit off! 1903 M. A. P.
XI. 137/1 His face wide-eyed and wide-mouthed in a voice-

less panic.

b. for swallowing: Voracious, devouring, de-

structive.

1596 R. L[inche] Dietla etc. Fib, That wide-mouth'd
time, .shall shut his iawes, & ne're deuoure thy name. 1648

J. Beaumont Psyche iv. Iv, Here wide-mouth'd Luxury
Might gormandize her fill. 1887 Meredith Phaethon in

Ballads <y P. 156 The rage of the havoc wide-mouthed.

Widen (wsi-d'n), v. [f. Wide a. + -ex 5
.]

+ 1. trans. To open wide, set wide open. (Cf.

Wide a. 7.) Obs. rare.

1607 Siiaks. Cor. i. iv. 44 So, now the gates are ope :. . 'Tis

for the followers Fortune widens them, Not for the flyers.

1627 Drayton Agincourt cxi, The gates thus widen 'd,.

Their ample entrance to the English gaue.

2. To make wide or wider: = Broaden 2. a.

lit. To increase the width or spatial extent of.

1669 Stavnred Fortif. 8 You may.. widen the Necks cf
the Gorges. 1694 tr. Marten s I'oy. Spitsbergen in Ace.
Sez>. Late Voy. 11. 127 A piece of Board, whereon the Dyers
widen or stretch their Stockins. 1785 J. Phillips Treat.
Inland Nav. 45, I would cleanse, widen, and deepen the
river Stort. 1818 [S. Weston] La Scava 3 Under the pave-
ment., we found foundations of a house that had been
probably thrown down to widen the road. 1856 Kane
Arctic Expl. II. xiv. 148 These split-off lines of ice were
evidently in motion ..widening their fissures. 1919 Engl.
Rev. July 26 An outsweep of the left flanking hedge,
widening the path for a few feet.

b. Jig. To increase the magnitude or range of;
to extend.

1671 Stillingfl, Serm. Matt. xxi. 43 Wks. 1710 I. 119,
I speak not these thingsto widen our differences, or increase
our animosities. 1675 Essex Papers (Camden 1913) 22
Parliament is like to sitt longer, .for ye differences between
ye housesare so widened. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768)
III. 45 Ought I to widen my error by obstinacy and resent-
ment? 1812 Landor Ct. Julian ui, To.. Widen the solitude
of lonely sighs. 1842 Tennvson Locksley Hall 138 The
thoughts of men are widen'd with the process of the suns.
1870 Rock Text. Fabr. iv. (1876) 33 The word diaper
became widened in its meaning. 1885 Mattch. Exam.
13 July 5/5 The society is widening its scheme of operations.

3. intr. To become wide or wider : = Broaden
v. 1. a. lit,

1709 Steele Tatler No. 118 T 10 An Extinguisher, with
a little Knob at the upper End, and widening downward.
i8o» Playfair Iltustr. Hutton. The. 404 Of a very uniform
breadth except that at each end it widens considerably.

1853 Kane Grrnnell Exp. xii. (1856) 89 The aperture, at

first a mere crack, widened to a couple of feet. 1877 H.UX-

i.kv Physiogr. xi. 174 The current widens, and its speed ts

slackened. 1920 Sat. Westm.Gaz. 22 May 9 1 The stream-

let widens into a pond.

1650 K. Williams Virgo Tn'umphaus P 2 b, A reall

quarrell widening. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xi. * 11

That., difference [between brutes and men].. which at last

widens to so vast a distance. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. IV. xcii,

His wishes now rise one step above his station ; . . his pros-

pects widen as he ascends. 1848 Dickens Dombey xliii,

Florence.. observed the estrangement between her father

and Edith, and saw it widen more and more. 1866 J. Mah-
tinf.au Ess. I. 169 These questions deepen and widen under
our band.

Hence Widened (-d'nd)///. a., "Widening vbl.

sb. (also comr.) and ppl.a.\ also Widener, one

who or that which widens ; an apparatus for widen-

ing something, spec, a drill constructed to bore a

hole of greater diameter than its own.

1759 R. Smith Harmonics (ed. 2) 181 If any slider be

drawn back again, which the ^widened holes will permit.

1892 Daily News 6 Apr. 7/3 Good dividends and a
widened market for the shares. 1901 ll'estm. Gaz. 7 Oct.

5/1 When we have our widened line system completed, it

will be possible.. to run express electric trains to and from

Brighton. 1683 Snaps Anat. Horse iv. xiv. (16S6) 172 The
-Wideners or Dilaters of the Chest [sc. muscles]. 1908

Daily Chron. 21 Oct. 7/5 Then. .it [sc. the glove] is ready

for the dresser, who puts it into shape by means of sticks

and wideners. 1569 in Surrey <v Kent Sewers Comm. (roo J)

22 To the 'wydnynge of the Mouth of the brydge there one
foote and a halfe. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828) I V. 281 If your
body politic be mishapen at the making, the widening or

straightening of it will not help it. 1677 Gilpin Demonol.
(1867) 149 The widening of their capacities. 178a A. Monro
Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 22 Respiration being chiefly per-

formed, .by the widening of the chest. 1884 Mane It. Exam.
29 Sept. 5/3 The deepening, widening, and straightening of

the rivers Mersey and Irwell. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV.

Africa 562 We.. pass by a widening in the path. 1791
IVIackintosh Vind. Gallicx Wks. 1846 III. 93 "Widening
prospects of happiness. 1859 Jephson -Brittany x. 16.J

Making a series of widening rings on the surface [of the

water]. 1884 Church Bacon ix. 212 New ideas and widening
thoughts. 1913 W\ M. Ramsay Teaching of Paul xxiii.

133 The widening gap that intervenes.

t Widen, adv. Obs. Also 3 widene, 4 wydene.
[OE. wtdan

t
f.7vid\X]VEa. Cf. OHG. witeno^

MHG. wxten{e, also w'ttcnan] In OE., from far;

in ME., widely, far and wide.

932, c 1205 [see Siden]._ rioooin Kemble Cod. Dipt. (1845)

III. 315 He his witan widan ^esomnod haifde. r 1205 Lay.

112 Eneas be due mid his driht folcke widen iwalken gend

[>* wide water. Ibid. 161 ~P word. . "Jiwas widene cu5. 136a

Langu P. PI. A. Prol. 4 In Habite of an Hermite. . Wende
I wydene in bis world wondres to here.

Wideness (wai-dnes). Forms : see Wide a. ;

also (with normal shortening of the stem-vowel)

6-7 widnesse, 7 (9 dial.) widuess. [OE. widnes,

f. Wide a. + -xess.] The quality or state of being

wide, in various senses: and derived uses. Now
generally replaced by Width.
1, Large extension, vaslness, spaciousness.

In late use only as transf. from 3.

a 1225 St. Marker. 17 pe widnesse of )>e world. C1320
Cast. Love (ed. Halliw.) 1764 Of hevyn he may Use be wyd-
nes, The feyreshepe & f>e heynes. 1398 Tkevisa BartA. De
P. R. xiv. Iv. (1495) Fiij, By cause of wydnesse therof it

[sc. a cave] is an able place to abyde in. 1596 Spenser
State Iret. 93 Though otherwise the widenes of the moun-
taine pasturage doe recompence the badnes of the soyle.

1740 Gibber Apol. (1756) I. 243 The immoderate wideness

of their house. 1862 [see 5]. 1883 American VII. 55 He
will probably, .muse on the wideness of this world.

t 2. Extent from side to side, transverse measure-

ment (of any amount) ; diameter, breadth ; oceas.

extent of opening, distance apart. Obs. exc. dial.

(replaced by Width i).

c 1000 in Angtia XI. 9 '27 paes temples laengc was lyxtig
fai^ma, & seo widnes was twentig faebma, & his heahnys
waes brityg faebma. c iooo^Elfric Horn. II. 578 paet tempel

wees.. on widnysse twenti^ fac5ma. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Consc. 7576 pat clerkes calles cristallyne, pat next oboven
be sterned heven es, And es mare pan bat of wydenes.
c 1380 Wycijf Set. Wks. II. 62 pei maken per abitis myche
hope in widnesse and sidnesse. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden)

39 The seid dore to be maad as large of wydnesse as may be.

1535 Coverdale Ezek. xl. it He measured the wydenesse
of the dore: which was x cubites, & the heyth of the dore
xiij cubites. 1551 Recorde Pathw. Knowl. I. v, Open
your compasse to the wydenes of those ij. new prickes.

1618 M. Haret Hippon. 20 His legges must carry such an
equi-distance in widenesse that they may describe two
parallel lines in their motions. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 604
To every Vowel belongs a peculiar dimension of Wideness
in the Mouth. 1669 Sturmv Mariners Mag. v. xii. 59
The difference, .is the just wideness of the Chamber. 1688

Holme Armoury in. vii. 309 '1 They are of severall wid«

nesses. 1726 SwirrGulliT'er m. i, A small creek about three

times the wideness of my canoe. 1748 Anson's Voy. m.
viii. 379 By the great wideness of his ports he could traverse

almost all his guns upon the enemy. 1756 Mrs. Cai.der-

wood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 132 A long-bodied
narrow cart, that just holds two to sit in the wideness. 1765
A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 195 The furrow that the

plough makes, will be, below, equal in wideness to B C,
and, above, to N D.

+b. Size or amount rrenerally (of spatial measure-

ment^ or of time). Obs. rare.

1657 W. Rand tr. GassendVs Life Peiresc 1. 134 The
Romans.. ordained that their Congius(or Gallon) should be

in widnesse half a Cubick foot. 1699 Bentley Phal. 211

It still leaves his Age undetermined, within the wideness of

xxxx years.

3. Great extent from side to side ; large trans-

verse measurement : opp. to narrowness

.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 48 b, Therfore was
erected an Arche of widnes at the tournelles besyde the

strete. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I.

46 Quhais W'ydnes of his banes and gretnes teiches that he

was xiiii. fute lang. 1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 82

Widenessand shallowness of the. .Streams, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 10 July 1656, The stair-case of extraordinary wid-

nesse. 1794 CJ. Adams Nat. .y Exp. Philos. III. xxxv.

436 The wideness or narrowness of the pump. 1828 Craven
Gloss., Widness, width. 1841 Civil Engin. <$- Arch. Jrnt.

IV. 195/1 The wideness of their mouths gives them a firm

seat in the gallery.

4- In qn as i- concrete uses. a. (from I.) A wide

space or region
; (large) extent, (vast) expanse

:

~ Width 3.

I 535 Coverdale Isa. viii. S He shal fyl also the wydenesse
of thy londewiih his brode wynges. 1585 Ketherstone tr.

Calvin on Acts xvi. 6 In that confused widenesse God
beckened vnto him.. how far he would haue him got, or

whither, c 1586 C'tf.ss Pembhoke Ps. xcvi. vi, Sea and all

thy widenesse yieldeth. 1681 Whole Duty of Nations 14

A Nation, .is a part of Mankind canton 'd . .from the whole
world, and the wideness of that. 1844 Kinglake Eothen
xvii, To stand thus alone in the wideness of Asia. 1849

Lytton K. Arthur xi. exxxii, Lost in the wideness of the

weltering Sea. igi8 A. Mknzies Study of Calvin 83 To get

a view far out over the ' wideness of the sea '.

f b. (from 2 or 3.) Opening, aperture. Obs.

1585 Higins Junius' Nemencl. 213/2 Hypotkyrum, .. the

wide opening or open widenes of the doore. Ibid. 443/1

J 'ulneris os,. .the mouth, opening, or widenesse of a wound.
1612 Drayton Po/y-olb. xiii. 215 To close the wideness of

a wound.

5. jig. Largeness of range, extensiveness ; rela-

tion to a great number ol persons, things, cases,

etc. ; wide reach or applicability. In quot. 1551,

Extent of meaning, ' extension \

1551 T. Wilson Logike E iij b, The diuision. .ought to be

made with twoo contrary differences, fully containyng in

them self the whole cumpasse or widenes of the generall

worde. 1649 K. Reynolds Hoseau. 87 The puritie, spiritual-

nesse, and widenesse of that Law which they have sworne

unto. ci8oi J. Foster in Life SfCorr. (1846) I. 225 A wide-

ness of compass without solidity and exactness. 1862 Faber
Hymn, ' Souls of men t why will ye scatter ' iv. There's

a wideness in God's mercy, Like the wideness of the sea.

1865 Kingsley Herew. xii, I he merest varnish of Roman
culture had given, .a wideness of range to their thoughts.

Wider, comp. of Wide a. and adv. ; obs. f.

Whither, Wither.
Wide-spread (wai*d|Spre*d: stress van', a.

(Also as one word, without hyphen.) [f. Wide
adv. + spread, pa. pple. of Spread v.] Spread

widely (lit. an<] fig.),
1. Extended over or occupying a wide space;

broad in spatial extent.

1735 Somerville Chase 1.450 Strait Hams, and wide-spread

Thighs. 1816 Wordsw. Ode, ' Who rises on the batiks of
Seine' 4 How sweet to rest her wide-spread wings beneath !

1863 A. C. Ramsay Phys. Geog. 124 On the western parts of

the Weald,, .there are some very widespread heaths. 1878

Hardy Ret. Nath'* I. iii, A wide-spread woman whose
stays creaked like shoes whenever she stooped or turned.

2. Distributed over a wide region ; occurring in

many places or among many persons; extensively

or generally diffused.

1705 Berkeley CommonpL Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 434 The
vast, wide-spread, universal cause of our mistakes. 1837 Car-

lyle Fr. Rev. I. 1. ii, The cardinal symptom ofihe whole
wide-spread malady. 1849 Macallay Hist. Eng. LI. n The
Danish and Saxon tongues, both dialects of one widespread

language, were blended together. 1880 Wallace 1st. Life

29 The relics of once widespread types. 1913 R. Lucas Ld.
North II. 112 The demand for economical reform was.,

widespread.

So (irreg.) Wide-spreaded a. rare.

1821 Keats Lamia 1. 354 'I he wide-spreaded night above
her towers,

Wide-Spreading (w3i-d,spre*diij: stressvar.),

a. [f. Wide adv. + SPREADING ppl. a.] Spreading

widely {lit. and _/?<§".).

1. Extending over or occupying a wide space

;

nearly * prec. i.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 222 Wide-spreading

Plains, open and spacious Fields. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,

Odes 1. xvii. 5 The vales, wide-spreading round The sloping

hills. 1809-11 Combe Syntax xvn. 184 Beneath an oaks

wide-spreading shade. 1850 R. G. Cumminc Hunters Life

S. Afr. (1902) 57/2 A number of cattle, .came to drtnk at

the pit. Some of these carried enormous wide-spreading

horns. 1862 Spencer First Princ. n. xvi. % T31 (1875) 367

Wide-spreading marine currents. 1909 E. H. Burton tip.

Challoner II. 278 One old widespread ing cedar.

2. Extending to, reaching, or affecting many

places or persons; extensive in effect; far-reaching ;

nearly = prec. 2.

1766* Complete Farmer s. v. Thistle 7 K 4/1 To prevent

the wide-spreading mischiefs occasioned by the seeding o

this pernicious weed. 1833 Newman Artans 111. M.' 76

241 That wide-spreading Association, of which the faith ot

the Gospel was the uniting and animating principle. i»4*

in Westm. Gaz. ( 1903) 1 July 2/3 The wide-spreading dis-

tress of the working-classes. 190a Words of hyewttness

336 Kindliness, not little but vast, wide-spreading.

"Wide-watered (wai^wg'twd : stress var.),<z.

[Parasynthetic f. wide zvater (Wide a. + Watfr
sb.) + -ed 1*, or f. Wide adv. + Wateked f>p/.a.]



WIDE-WHERE.
Having a wide expanse of water; watered over a
wide extent

; bordered or travel sed by wide waters.
163a Milton Penseroso 75, 1 hear the far-off Curfeu sound,

Over som wide-water 'd shoar. 1718 Poi'E Iliad xv. 761
Amidst the Plain of some wide-water'd Fen. 1749 G. West
tr. Pindar, Pythian Odes I. xvii, On fair Himera's wide-
v.ater'd shores. Thy sons, Dinomenes, my lyre demand.
X904 RlCKSKT Reaper ix, Low-lying, wide-watered lialta.

Widewe,Wiciewer, obs. ff. Widow,Wtjdowxb,
t Wide-where, adv. (also as two words).

Obs. or rare arch. Also 4 wyden where, [f.

Wide (Widen) adv. -1- Where cuiv. Cf. ON. vidast
Avar in most places, mostly.] In or to various
places, over a wide region, widely, far and wide

;

in or to a distant place, far away.
xiz2 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), pa;raeftercomen feale tacne

widehwearon Englaland. c 1200 Okmin 8943 Witt hafenn
sohht te widewhar ice & ti faderr babe. 13.. Northern
Passion (1913) I. 12-12 b As pilate stod be him thore His
bouht was ful wide whore. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. ix. 53 pus
I wente wyden where [v.rr. wyde where, wide wliare] Dowel
to seche. C1375 Sc, Leg. Saints viii. iPhitepus) 5 Quhene
he had.-goddis worde prechit wyd-quhare. C1386 Chavckk
Man ofLaw's T. 3S In Surrye whilom dwelte a compaignye
Of chapmen.. That wyde where senten hir spicerye. c 1450
Miroiir Saluaciaun (Ro.\b.) oS The feith of oure lord crist
spredde wydewhere day be day. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
iv. ii. 340 My name is sir kay the seneschal that wydewhere
is knowen. 1513 Douglas Mneisxu. iii, 5 The fame thairof
walkis full couth Our all the citeis of Italy wydequhair.
16.. Sir Lambcwe'U 6 in Percy Polio MS. (1867) I. 144
With him he had many an heiie As lie had else many a whide
where; Of his round table they were Knights all. 1906
C. M. Doughty in Academy 5 May 425/2 Fair champaign
Which flower of broom gilds widewhere.
I

I Widge. dial Obs. Also 3 irreg. wig. [OE.
wieg = OS. wigg, ON. vigg :— OTeut. *weg/ow,
f. weg- to carry (see Way sk, Weigh, etc).] In
OE. (poetical) a steed; later, a beast of burden;
in qnot. 1553, a mare.
For the specialization of meaning, cf. F. jument mare,

from \*.jumentunt beast of burden.
Beowulf 234 Jewat him ha to waroSe wicge ridan be^n

HroSgares. C1200 Triu. Coll. How. 89 [He] lied hem
bringen a wig one to riden, no^er stede, ne palefrei, ne fair
mule, .hesende after be aire unwurbeste wig one to riden,
and bat is asse. 1553 Rtspublica iv, iii. 1023 That tyme
chad a widge, and hir vole.

Widgeon, wigeon (wi-d^an), sb. Forms : 6
wegyon, -ion, wygeon, wigion, 6-7 wigen,
widgeu, -in, 7 -ine, widg(e)ing, widgion, 6-
wigeon, 7- widgeon. [Of difficult etymology.
The form suggests a French origin (cf. pigeon), but no

appropriate Fr. forms are evidenced as early as the English
word or with the required meaning; cf.Ptgrona West Indian
duck (1667 Du Tertre, Hist. Gen. des Antilles II. 277), of
which there is a nasalized form vingeon (1) widgeon in
Eastern dial., (2) a duck of Madagascar (1771 Diet, de
Trevoux) ; beside which there s.re gingeon ' sorte de canard
qu'on trouve dans les grandes Antilles ' (1832 Raymond
Diet. Ge'n.), and Angevin dial, digeon widgeon.
F. vigtOH anil It. bibbio wild duck have been referred to

h. x'tpio kind of crane, but this derivation is very dubious.
The various extant forms suggest the possibility of a series
of formations with suffix do(nem) on parallel onomatopoeic
bases, piu-, biu-% ziu-, diu-,giu- (cf. WHEW, Whevvkr).]
1. A wild duck of the genus Mareca, esp. M,

pcnelope of Europe and northern Asia ; other species
are M. americana of N. America and M. sihilatrix
of southern S. America. (Collective pL in later

use usually widgeon : cf. teal.)

1513 Bk. Kemynge in Babees Bk. 279 In the second course
..chekyns, pygyons, teeles, wegyons, mallardes. 1544
Turner Avium Prmcip. C 5, Quum mulue shit aues aqua,
ticae anati similes, sed minores, ut sunt, tela; uocatae ab
Anglis Vuigene & pochardae. 1591 Harington OH, Fur.
Pref., At my Lord Maiors dinner they say he would put vp
a widgen for his supper. 1604 E. G[kimstokk][tr. D'Acostas
Hist. Indies in. xvi. 170 Great numbers of wilde-duckes
and wigeis. 1655 Molfet & Bbnhst Health's Improv.
xii. 107 Teals and Widgins. .commonly, .are very fat and
sweet of taste.

_ 1703 Dampier Voy. III. 75 Wigeon and
Teal also are said to be in great plenty here. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 139 The Lincolnshire decoys. .prin-
cipally contribute to supply the markets of London with
wild-fowl. The number of ducks, wigeon, and teal, that
are sent thither is amazing. 1788 Encycl. Brit. I. 662/1
The American wigeon.. is rather bigger than our wigeon.
1877 Black Green Past, xl, In this bountiful and beneficent
land, flowing over with broiled bluefish, Carolina widgeon,
[etc.]. 1886 Paymi.GaU.WKT Bk. Duck Decoys 17 A Decoy.

.

by means of which wildfowl, such as Wigeon, Mallard,
and Teal, are caught alive. 1901 Shooting Times 22 June
21/2 On Lough Neagh, the wigeon is known as the ' grass-
wigeon ' or the * grass-duck \ This may be due to its habit
of feeding on the grassy sward along the shores.

b. Locally applied to various wild ducks of
other genera : see quots.
1668 Charleton Onomast. 99 Anas Fusca.. the Red-

headed Widgeon. 1676 Ray Willughby's Ornith. in. 288
The Pochard or great red-headed Wigeon. 1885 Swainson
Prov. Names Birds 155 In Shropshire every species of wild
duck, with the exception of Anas boscas, is called wigeon.
1898 Morris Austral Engl., Widgeon, the common English
name for a Duck of the genus Mareca, extended generally
by sportsmen to any wild duck. 1901 Shooting Times
22 June 21/2 The pochard is distinguished by the name of
the ' red-headed wigeon ' or ' stone wigeon \

T 2. Applied to a person, in allusion to the sup-
posed stupidity of the bird : A fool, simpleton,
ninny. (Cf. goose, gull, etc.) Obs.
1612 Chapman Widotv's T. 11, i. E 3 b, Come y'are a

112

I widgine. 1630 [J. Taylor (Water- P.)] Divers Crabtree
\

Lect. 122, I [said the Poulterer's wife] call him Goose, and
Widging, and Dotrell, and Woodcock. 1647 Lilly Chr.

I

Astro/, exxviii. 584 The Native will prove a very Asse or
Widgion. 1693 Humours 'Town 93 Till the Widgeon is

Caught, and ids Pocket empty. 1741 Laval Hist. Kef.
1 IV. vm. 985 Those poor silly Widgeons, which they could

convert.

3. attrib. and Comb., as f widgeon-lord (see 2)

;

widgeon-grass, -weed, local names for the grass-

wrack, Zostera marina.
1621 Brathwait Time's Curtain drawn G 3 b, Here lies

a Widgin-lord, a foot-cloth Asse. 1878 Britten & Holland
Plant-n., Widgeon-grass. Zostera marina, L. 1912 'Guy
Thorne ' Gl. Acceptance x, The ' mud ' was covered with
the marsh zostera, or widgeon-weed.

Hence f Widgeon v. trans, to make a ' widgeon

'

of, befool, cheat.
a 1596 Sir T. More 1. ii. (Malone Soc.) 256 Let them gull

me, widgen me, rooke me, foppe me.
Widifu: see Widdifil.
Widir, obs. f. Whithek.
Widish (wai-tlij"), a. [f. Wide a. + -ish*.]
Somewhat wide (Jit. andy%-.).
In first two quots. used advb.
C1780 Dlch. Devonshire in Daily Newsiy Oct. 6/5 His

hair, .flattish at top—frizzed out widish on each side. 1828
Trial of IV. <£ J. Dyou 20 The man walked widish and
turned his toes out. 1843 Fokd Handtk. Spain 11. 931 A
widish interpretation of the laws of non-intervention. 1849
R. Cukzon, Jr. I'is. Monast. 298 The. .rock . .is separated
from the encf of a projecting line of mountains by a widish
chasm. 1864 Carlyle Ercdk. Gt. xvi. x. (1872) VI. 254
Kind of Manuscript Newspaper, .which seems to have had
a widish circulation.

Widle : see Widdle vJ-

"Widness, obs. or dial. f. Widexess ; Sc. var.

WooDNESs Obs.

Widou, -ed : see Widow, Widowhead.
Widow (wi'dflii), sb}- Forms : a. 1 widuwe,
1-5 widewe, wydewe, 1, 4 widwe, 3 (firm.)
widdwe, 3-6 widue, 4 widu (//. widuerj, -uus,
-us), wydw, //. widos, 4-5 wydue, wydwe,
4-6 wydow(e, Sc. widou, 4-7 widowe,5 wydew,
wyddo, widw, 5-6 wydo, 5 (6 Sc.) vidue, 6
\v-yddow(e, (vidoy), Sc, vidow, -ou(e, 6-7 wid-
dowe, 7-S widdow, 9 dial, or vulgar widda,
widder, widdy, 4- widow. 0. 1 weodewe,
4 iSr. wedoue, vedo, 4-5 wedewe, wedu, 4-6
wedew, wedow, wedou, 5 wedw(e, wedue,
^SV.wedeu, wedaw, 5 (6 Sc.) wedo, 5-6 wedowe,
weddow(e, (6 wedoo, Sc, vedou, weido, gen.
wedvis). 7. 1 wudewe, -uwe, 4 wodow, 4-5
wodewe (4 //. -en, -on). [OE. widewe, widuwe,
wuduwe wk. fem. m OFris. widwe (Fris. wedttwe,
widewia, wudu), OS. widowa (MLG. , LG. wedewe,
-uwe, MDu. weduwe, -ewe, Du. weduw{e, iveeuw),

OHG. wiluwa, -awa, (MUG. witewe
}
G. wiliwe),

Goth, widuwd'. orig. an Indo-European adj. forma-
tion *wid/ie7uo~j -Tt'rton the base widh- to be empty,
be separated (Skr. vidh to be destitute, lack, cf.

L. di-videre to divide) ; cf. Skr. vidhavd widow,
Fers. beva, Gr. </jl$*o$ unmarried man, L. viduus
bereft, void, widowed (fem. vidua widow, whence
F. veuve, It. vedova, Sp. viuda, Vg. viuva>, OPrnss.
widdewu, OS1. vidova (Kuss. vdovd)

}
W. gwediu,

OU.fedb, Cornish gueden.]

1. A woman whose husband is dead (and who has

not married again); a wife bereaved of her husband.
Hempen w£dt>Wi see Hfmpem a. ib.
a. c8zs I'esp. Ps. cviii[ij. 9 Sien beam his asteapte & wif

his widwe. cixoo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 975 [Hi]
wydewan bestrybtan oft & gelome. c 1175 Land'. Horn. 115
He seal biwerian widewan and steopbern. ctzoo Ormin
7gg8 An weppmann & an widdwe. a 1225 After. /?, 10 To
heipen widewen & federlease children, c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg.
329/222 Ane holie wydewe. a 1300 Cursor M. 6787 Widues
[Gott. Wydw ; Fairf. widow ; Triu. widewe] ne barns fader-
les Do yee na wrang. Ibid. 6793 Widu?; sail i mak your wifes.

1323 Pec. St. Mary at HillX1904) 1, I, Rose Wrytell, wydue,
sumtyme the wyf of William ffayrstede, Clerk, c 1380 Sir
P'erumb. 5521 Many a wydewe bar was mad, And many
child faderles. c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 313 Al be she
mayde or wydwe or elles wyf. c 1440 York Myst. xli. 61,
I hane beyn a wyddo this threscore yere. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 32 A wydow bat net Drusyan, lay ded on here.
1519-29 Lincoln Wills (1914) I. 81, I Jane scheffelde of
Croxby vidoy. 1526 Tindale Matt, xxiii. 14 Ye devoure
widdowes houses. — Mark xii. 41 This povre widowe hath
cast moare in, then all they which have caste into the trea-

sury. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 68 Christ rasit wp ane
vidoussone. 1540 'Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 127 If she kepe
her widuc.or if she forton to marie. 1596 Dai.rymplr tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 222 Nathir soulde a Vidue
be compelled a thousand pace ouer her awne dores to ansuer
to the Lawes. Ibid. II. 240 Marie, .vidow to the duik of
Longouaile. x6oa Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 233 Both heere, and
hence, pursue me lasting strife, If once a Widdow, euer I be
Wife. 1607 — Cor. 11. 1. 196 The Widowes..And Mothers
that lacke Sonnes. 1684 BORVAH Pilgr. \\. 168 The Cake
that the Widdow gave to the Prophet. 1781 Gibbon Decl. fy
F. xviii. II. 79 Constantia. .remained the widow of the van-
quished Licinius. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xx, Take example
by your father, my boy, and be wery careful o' widders.
1877 Gilbert Sorcerer \\, No saucy minx and giddy.. But
a clean and tidy widdy. 1897 Makv Kin(;sley IV. Africa
466 In Calabar., all the widows of a dead man are subjected
to ordeal.

WIDOW.
p. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxlv[i]. 8 [9) ]>a e13eodi?an ealle

Drihten lustum healded, andlif seofeft weodewum wenceium,
he hiom wel onfeh^. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. {Johannes)
226 pat vedo can hym mene. Ibid. xxi. (Clement) 112 pis
wedou. C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 433 Wedewis & nedy
men. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 3481 Wyues made wedowys, &
wayling for euer. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour lxx, Maydenes
and wedues. 1476 Exch. Bells Scot. VIII. 344 note, Till
oure pure wedeu and beidwoman Marioun of Cony. 1300-
20 Uunbar Poems xxxv. 34 Jonet the weido. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Hu.m\\. 210 He dystroyeth.. wedcus&orphtlyns.
t$6u'Wtv%e,T Cert. Tractates § 57 Wks. (S.T.S.) I. ii2^oung
wedowis quha had wowit continence. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.
Andiois 281 The sillie wedew.
y. ciooo Ags. Gos/>. Luke ii. 37 Heo was wudewe o3

feower & hundeahtatig geara. Ibid. iv. 25 Manega wu-
dewan wseron on helias dagum. 1340 Ayenb. 48 pe bridde
[kind of adulteiy] is of man sengle mid wodewe 0} er aye-
ward. Ibid. 225 Wodewehod . .is a stat fet zaynte paul
prajzeb moche bet zayb to wodewon [etc.]. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. xliv. 172 (Harl. MS.), iij. wodewis wer I-left bihir.de.

b. Law. King's widow, see quot. 1607.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII c. 46. § 25 The said mutter..

shalhave auctoritie by this acte to survey all the Kinges
w;dowes..that have maried them selfis without the Kinges
licence .. for their reasonable fynes to be made to the
Kinges use. 1607 Cowell Interpr. s.v., The widow of the
King, or the Kings widow, .is that widow, which after her
husbands death being the Kings tenent in enpite, is driuen
to recouer her Dower by a wilt De date assignanda. .. It

appeared) that other coinmcn Lords haue the same power
ouer their widowes, touching their consent, in their manage,
that the King hath.

c. Piefixed as a title to the name. Now chiefly

dial, or vulgar.
1576 Foxe A. § M. fed. 3) 1581/1 Widowe Swayne. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 76 Not since widdow Dido's time. 1636
in Parish Bks. St. Julian's, Shrewsbury I. 20 (MS.) Re-
ceived for a Restall of Widdow Crosse 6/8. 1818 Scott
Iltt. Midi, viii, The Laird.. was ashamed to tax too highly
the miserable means of support which remained to the
widow Butler. 1835 J. Poole Sk. fy Recoil. I. 82 The cold
and hot baths kept by Widow Sniggerston, No. 14, Market
Square. 1882 Mrs. Riddkll Pr. H'nles's Card. 'Party ii,

Once, when overtaken by a thunder-storm, she sought refuge
in widow Harting's cottage.

d. In extended sense: A wife separated from or

deserted by her husband ; esp. in colloq. or dial,

phr. a widow bewitched. Also in other allusive

uses : see quot. 1908, college widow s.v. College.^.

9 b, Grass widow.
1461 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 74, I pray you socour my

wif, for she is wedow yet for me. 1725 Baii ev Erasm.
Colloq, (1878) I. 259 Divcrc'd frcm your Husband ; a Widow,
ray, to live, a Widow bewhcht, worse than a Widow. 1863
Mks. Gaskell Sylvia's Lorers xx\\x, Who'd ha' thought
of yo'r husband, him as was so slow and sure, . .making a
moonlight flitting, and leaving yo' to be a widow bewitched !

igoi ' ZaCX ' Dunstable Weir 283 Martha B.irnaby. .was a
widdy by will, her nan bein* friendly to furren \ arts. 1908
Vl'estm, Gaz. 29 June 2/2 Has Mr. Balfour never heard of

the Golf Widow ? The husband w ho goes away for a week-
end to play golf may improve his health, but conceivably
the wife.. may feel it rather dull and lonely.

e. Ectl. One of a class or older of devout or
consecrated widows in the Eaily Church (see Acts

ix. 39, 41).
Cf. Nouna, arwurbe wydwe (MS. Bodt. 730 If. 146 b, c 1200).

1572 T. Caihwk:ght Rept. Whitgift 153 Although there is

not so great vseof these widowes with vs, as theie was in those
places where the churches were first founded,, .yet .. I con-
clude that (if sudi may be gotten) we ought also to kepe that

order of widowes in the church still. 1587 see Wi power ' 2].

1708 Bingham Orig. Eceles. 11. xxii. 315 The Council of

Laodicea in the Eastern Church had forbidden them [sc.

deaconesses] under the Name of ancient Widows or Gover-
nesses. 1709 J. Johnson Clergy-Man's lade M. 11. 241 A
Widow or Deaconess, must, according to St. Paul, be Sixty.

i86» lip. Wordsworth Hymn, ' Hark the sound of holy
voices ' ii, Saintly Maiden, godly Matron, Widows who have
watch'd to prayer. 1884 Catholic Diet. 611/2 The Church
recognised., several classes of piovs women, such as widows,,

deaconesses, hospitallers, Cancnesses.

f. trans/. A female animal, esp. a hen Mid,

that has lost its mate.
c 1220 Bestiary 706 If hire make were ded, and ,e widue

wore. 1821-2 [see ividitu bird in 4 a]. 1878 Daily News
16 Sept. 3/1 ' Widows ', alias old hens, are to be bought at

a shilling each.

g- fig-
c 1380 WtaxtStt. Wks. II. 1S7 peChiruhe, bat is wydowe

for fis tyme. c 1480 Henkvson Ofpheus .y Eurydice 455
For than gois bakwart to the syn agayn Oure appetite...

And makis reson wedow for to be. 1594 Sylvester Elegies,

Monodia Wks. (Grosart) II. 330/1 Soon as_ ever the bright

season-stinter Hath left her widow of his wonted raies.

1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. led. 3) II. iii. 98 Eruno wittily

called Oxford the widow of sound learning— 'la vedova di.

buone lettere '.

2. a. A bird of the subfamily Viduinse : = Widow-
bird. Mourning widow, a bird of the genus Colio-

fasser belonging to this subfamily, b. Collectors*

name for a geometrid moth, Cidaria luctuata :

also mourning widow, c. Mournful or mourning
widow, popular names of certain plants with dusky

flowers: see Mournful 5, Mourning ppl.a. 3.

1747 Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds it. 86 The Red-Breasted
Long-Tailed Finch., from Angola in Africa. . .A Gentleman,
who lately arrived from Lisbon, tells me the Portuguese call

this Bird the Widow, from its Colour, and long Train. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Study Nat. (1799) L 287_ In the

feathery race, the widow, the cardinal, &c. ..exhibit much
more brilliant colouring, when the Sun approaches the-

Line. 1860-73 ''
* R- Jones Casseil's Bk. Birds I. 179 The

Mourning Widows {Coliuspasser).



WIDOW.
3. Miscellaneous colloq. or slang uses. a. (See

quot. 1 710, and cf. widow's fire in 5.) b. An
extra hand dealt to the table in certain card-games.
C. The widow, champagne, [From * Veuve Cli-

quot ', the name of a firm of wine merchants.]
17:0 Brit. Apollo III. No. 91. 3/1 Fire expiring's call'd

a Widow. 1891 Hoffmann's Cycl. Card Games 204 Whiskey
Poker. ..Five cards are. .dealt to each player, with an extra
hand, known as ' the widow '. The elder hand may either
play his own hand, pass, or take the widow. 1899 Guy
Hoothbv Red Rat's Dan. xvii, A good luncheon and a pint
of the Widow to wash it down.
4. Combinations, a. appositive (= that is a

widow), as widotv child, duchess, lady, mother,
queen, woman (the last now usually arch, or dial.)

;

(in sense 1 f) widow bird, turtle, b. attrib. Of
or pertaining to a widow or widowhood, as widow
bed, comfort, dolour, life, night, state ; consisting

of widows, as widow-club. c. objective, instru-

mental, etc., as widow-burning (= Suttee 2),

-hunter, -hunting, -maker, -making ; widow-cursed
adj. ; widow-like adj. and adv. d. Special Combs.

:

widow church, a church without a bishop or
pastor; widow-duck, a species of tree-duck,
Dendrocygna viduata ; widow-finch = Widow-
liiRO ; widow flower = Mourning widow (b)

(Mourning ppl. a. 3") : cf. 2 c ; widow moth =
2 b ; widow right, that part of a deceased hus-
band's estate to which a widow has a right. See
also Widow-bird, -wail.
1650 Howei.l Girajfi's Rev, Naples 1. ng He commanded

..the Houseof a *widow-Baker to be burnt. 1602 Marsiom
Antonio's Rev. in. iv, O thou cold *widdowe bed, sometime
thrice blest, By the warme pressure of my sleeping lord.
1821-2 Shelley Chas. /, v. 4 A *widow bird sat mourning
Upon a wintry bough. 1856 M\x MUller Chips (1868) II.

34 The custom of *widow-buming. 1856 Avtoun Bothweil
1. x, To claim the hand of Scotland's Queen, The *widow-
child of France, a 1759 A. Butler Lives of Saints (1836J I.

179 He .. recommends himself and his *widow-church of
Antioch to their prayers. 1714 Addison Sped. No. 561 P 1

A certain Female Cabal, .who call themselves the *Widow-
Club. 1595 Shajcs. John in. iv. 105 My (aire sonne,..My
'widow-comfort, and my sorrowes cure. 1614 SYLVESTER
Pari. Verities Royally Hundred Laurels never *widow-
curst. 1594 SlUKS. Rich. /fl

t
n. ii. 65 Our fatherlesse dis-

tresse was left vnmoan'd, Your 'widdow-dolour, likewise be
vnwept. 17:1 Swift Jrul. to Stella 8 Nov., The ''widow
Duchess will not stand to the will. 1885 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (188S) IV. 542 The vida-finches, often called 'widow-
finches. 188a Garden 11 Mar. 155/3 The purple Scabious..
is known insoine places by the name of the *\v*idow Flower.
1714 Addison Sped. No. 561 pi These unhappy gentlemen,
who are commonly distinguished by the name of "widow-
hunters. 1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's S/>. Tour i. (1893) 8
With this popular sport he combined the diversion of 'widow-
hunting. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 548 How may we content
This "widdow Lady? 1863 D. G. Mitchell Sev. Star., My
Farm 0/ Fdgewood 17 Another letter, from a widow lady.
1625 in Halliw. Lett. Kings /:'«£-. (1846) II. 236, I had rather
Jive banished, .with you, than live a sorrowful *widow-life
without you. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii. 22 She had layd her
mournefull stole aside, And 'widow-like sad wimple throwne
away. 1706 Gardiner tr. Rapin's Gardens I. 351 Or
Widowlike beneath a sable Veil, Her purest Lawn may
artfully conceal. 1747 Richardson Clarissa IV. 120 She
wrote such a widow-like refusal. 1839-54 Bailey Festus
439 This bosom.. is burning for thee, though thy love be
dead, Widow-like, on her lord's death-bier. 1595 Shaks.
John v. ii. 17 It grieues my soule, That I must draw this
mettle from my side To be a *widdow-maker. 1906 IClPLINa
Puck 0/ fook s Hill 67 What is a woman that you forsake
her,.. To go with the old grey Widow-maker [i.e. the sea]?
1657 Tomi.inson Renou's Disp. 267 Mezereon is as much as
vlduifical, or *widow-making Plant. 1819 Samouelle Bm
tomol. Compend. 363 *Widow moth, a 1711 Ken Hymns
Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 93 The Son for whom his

#Widow-
Mothergroan'd. 1821 R. Pollok'hi D. Pollok Life iv. (1843)
87 A small house, inhabited by a widow-mother and an only
daughter, a 1586 Sidney Arcaiiia m. v. (1912) 379 O
"widow.nights, beare witnes with me of the difference. 1690
Locke Govt. § 123 Who has the paternal power whilst the
"widow-queen is with child? 1569 .V. Country Wills (Sur-
tees 1912) II. 55 After the "widowright of my wief. 1617-
18 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 49 One third of my goodes,
which is her widdow right. 1755 Johnson, To Widow,
r. a. . . 7. To endow with a widow-right. 1591-5 C'tess Pem-
broke Astrophel \\. 27 All the fields do waile their "widow
state. i6i5SYi.vESTE:t Bethulia's Rescue iv. 318 So, on the
wither'd Spray The*Widow-Turtle sighes her mournfull Lay.
1649 Lovelace Lucasta etc. 93 Peason, Chickens, sawc.s
high, Pig and the "Widdow-Venson-pye. 1381 Wyclif
2 S<tm. xiv. 5 A womman widowe I am [x6ix a widow
woman; Vulg. mulier vidua]. — / Kings vii. 14 Yram,
the sone of the "widowe womman [161 1 a widowes sonne;
Vulg. mulieris viduae]. Ibid. xvii. g A womman widowe
[Douay 1609 a wydow woman]. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
ioi p 7 He lived as a Lodger at the House of a Widow-
Woman.

(

189 1 Hardy Tess xx'ix, ' Not he, sir. Never
meant to,' replied the dairyman. 'As I say, 'tis a widow-
woman, and she had money, it seems—fifty poun' a year
or so. 1889 'J. S. Winter' Mrs. Bob iii. (1891) 41 Gay
little widow woman that she was.
5. Specialcollooationswiththegenitive: widow's
bench = Free bench ; widow's chamber, the
furniture of the bed-chamber, to which the widow
of a freeman of the city of London was formerly
entitled; widow's cross, a name for a purple-
flowered N. American species of stonecrop, Sedutn
/>ulchelium

; widow's fire (see quot., and cf. 3 a)

;

widow's lock, a lock or tuft of hair growing apatt
from the rest, supposed to presage early widow-
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hood ; widow's man, (a) a man such as to attract

widows
; {&) Naut. one of a number of fictitious

seamen whose names were formerly entered in the

books of a ship's company, their pay being set

apart for pensions ; widow's mite, a small money
contribution (in allusion to Mark xii. 43 ; see

Mite 2 1 c) ; widow's peak (see Peak sb.% 1 f,

and cf. widow's lock) ; widow's terce (see Tebce
2) ; widow's weeds, the mourning apparel of a
widow (see Weed sb. 2 6 b).

1694 N, H. Ladies Diet. 468 * Widdows-bench [mispr.

•benob]..Ss. [—Sussex] a ?.hare of their Husbands Estate,
which they enjoy beside their joynture. 1766 Ijlacksionk
Comm. II. xxxii. 518 Deducting the widow's apparel and
furniture of her bed-chamber, which in London is called the
'widow's chamber. 1919 iQthCent. Dec. 1049

4 *Wido*'s
fire '—a fire on one side of the grate only, a 1540 J. London
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. III. 132 Suche as . . hadde any
slottiche 'wydowes lockes, viz. here growen to get her in a
tufte. 1896 Northall Wariv. Word-tk., Widow's-lock, a
small lock or fringe growing apart from t lie hair above
the forehead. Credulous persons believe that a girl so dis-

tinguished will become a widow soon after marriage. 1749
Fielding Tcm Jones in. vi, As to Square, who was . . what
is called a jolly Fellow, or a "Widow's Man, he easily recon-
ciled his Choice to the eternal Fitness of Things 1790
Jackson's Oxf. Jrul. 2 Oct., Fictitious Seamen called
Widow's Men. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Widoivs'
men, imaginary sailors, formerly borne on the books as A.B.'s
for wages iti every ship in commission ; they ceased with
the com-olidated pay at the close of the war. 1595 Good-
wine Blamhnr.iine Ded., Crauing your acceptance of this

pore * widowes mite. 1849 "Widow's peak [see Peak sb. 2
i (].

1838 Bell Did. Law Scot. 985 Where a husband has dis-

poned property in which he stands infeft, but dies before the
disponee has taken infeftment, the 'widow's terce will form
a burden on the property so disponed. 1715, 1836 *Widow's
weeds [see Wked sb. 2 6 b].

Hence f Widowess (06s. rare" 1
), a widow

(sense 1) ; Widowish a. -= widowly adj.; fWi 1-

dowist [-1ST used irreg.] = sense le; fWidowity
Obs, [hybrid alteration of ViDUiTv], widowhood;
Widowly a. [-ly 1

], pertaining to, characteristic of,

or befitting a widow (in quot. 18S4, widowed, or

having the character of a widow); Widowly adv.

[-ly^J, in a way befitting a widow, like a widow
;

Wi'dow-wise adv. (nonce-wd.), in the manner of

a widow, like a widow; Wi'dowy (f -ie) a. —
widowly adj.

1596 Clapham Briefe Bible n. 126 [She] had bene S4 yeares
*Widowesse. 1567 Tukbekv. Ovid's Fp. 60 b, My *widow-
ish couch. 1578 II. Wotton CourtlieControv. 280 Turning
and tossing.. in hir widowishe bed. 1593 Bancroft Surv.
221 There is a second sorte of Disciplinary *Widdowistes,
that are very farre growen past Cartu right's 1/s. [Cf.

sense 1 e, quot. 1572.] 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 1. 39 Sup-
pose his mother in her 'widowetie committed huredome.
1664 in Jervise Mem. Angus (1885) II. 15 Earl George
..left her 'the use of all his moveables in all his houses
duering her widowity'. 1750-1 Macfaklane Geneal. Coll.

(S. H. S. 1900) II. 465 She calls lur Self when in her
widowity KelicLi Normani de Lessly. 1753 Stewart's
Trial 53 The poor disconsolate lady, who now weeps over
her own widowity. 1531 More Confut, Tindale Wks. 494/1
Virginitie, Si *widoly chastitie. 163a J. Hay ward tr. Biondi's
Erometta 158 The Princesschad now converted her wid-
dowly meane into fresh teares of conjugall affection. 1884
Century Mag. XXVIII. 541 This charming young person,

. . the daughter of a widowly exile of Fiance. 1909 Rickfrt
Beggar Heart 285 She conducted herself most 'widowly.
1904 Maksos Folk Songs /r. Som. Introd. p. xvi, Song is

not won 'widow-wise, ' by bri-k assault and putting on ...

but rather must be wooed by slow approaches, like a maid.
1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalim's Advts.fr. /'amass. 1. iii.

(1674) 4 1

'

ie ve r y Muses, .did.. assist at the Obsequies in
"widowie apparel.

Widow, sb. 2 Obs. cxc. dial. [OE. widewa,
masc. corresp. to wideweWmow sb. 1] — Widower*
1. f Also of common gender.
c 1000 Instit. Polity xxii. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II. 332

pset he banan-forS wydewa burhwunise. 1340 Ayenb. 193
And alneway me ssel ham blebeliche yeue, and nameliche
to be poure ssamueste, and to be uaderlease, an to wyfinen
wodewen, and to obre nieduolle. Ibid. -21$ pe stat of
wodewehod. .bet zaynte paul prayzeb moche, bet zayb to

wodewon, ' hou bet guod is, he him hyealde ine bet stat '.

c 1480 Henrvson Orpheus fy Furydice 297 A wofull wedow
[z\r. wedaw] hamewart is he went. 1518 H. Watson Hist.
Oliver 0/ Castile (Roxb.) B 4, Seynge that bothe partyes
were wydowes,.. it were moost conuenyent that he came
theder for to wedde her. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim.
257/2 He abstened from marriage : whether hee neuer had
a wife, or was a widowe, and kepte himself without one.

1633 Rutherford Lett. (1765) n. xv, 341 Our Hridegroom
cannot want a wife : can he live a widow ? 1789 Charlotte
Smith Ethelinde (1814) IV. 93 He still lived a widow, on
his estate in Jamaica. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxii, I had
been a widow three years when I began to gang aboot
Parton Hoo*e to see her.

attrib. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 35 Wedow men
bat wantis To steill a pair of swyvis. 1700 Directionsfor
Dt'strib. Estate T. Rawlins of Barr<nv~on-Soar (MS.),
Those poor Widdow men and Widdow women that have a
charge of children to keep. 1841 S. C Hall Ireland I. 30
Her father came here soon after she was born, a widow-man
with only her.

Widow, v. [f. Widow sbA or 2
.]

1. trans. To make a widow (or, rarely, widower)
of; to reduce to widowhood ; to bereave of one's

husband (or wife). Most commonly in pa. ppte. :

see also Widowed ppl. a.

13.. Cursor M. 24197 (Edinb.) Ik am nu widuit of mi f

WIDOWED.
spus. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 153 In this City hee Hath
widdowed and vnchilued many a one. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa IV. 84 The Royal butchers, who .. widow ten
thousand at a brush, and make twice as many fatherless.
1814 Southey Roderick in. 290 One hour hath orphaned me
and widowtd me. 1884 Annie S. Swan Dorothea Kirke
x, Be careful of yourself— for Dorothea's sake. I would not
like to see her early widowed. 1887 Hatton Gay World
xv, \\ hen he widowed her, as he must do, being so much
her senior.

b. Jig. To deprive of a. valuable or highly prized
possession (person, thing, or quality); to bereave.
Usually in pa.pple. Deprived, bereft.

1595 Markham Trag. Sir R. Grinuile cxv, Beeing .

.

widow*d of her comly shape. 1649 C. Wase Sophocles,
Eledra 53 The House Widou d cf Friends, and seiz'd upon
by Fiends! 1677 Bakkr in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841)
II. 18 The second equation is widowed of its geometrical
construction. 1742 Young Nt. T/t. vm. 1264 Wit, widow 'd
of good- sense, is worse than nought. 1791 Cowper Iliad v.

763 Hc.Lay'd Troy in dust, and widow'd all her streets.

1847 I.e Fanu T. O'Brien 303 Odd niches and nooks—
v idowed of the clocks and presses. 1874 Motley John of
Bartteveld I. Prtf. 8 France, widowtd of Hem y ^nd waiting
for Richdieu.

T 2. To survive as a widow, become the widow of.

Obs. rare -1 .

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 1. ii. 26 Let mee l.e married to
three Kings in a forenoone, and Widdow them all.

1 3. To endow with a widow's light. Obs. rare-1 .

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 429 For his Possessions,
.

.

We doe en-state, and widow you with all, To buy you a
Letter husband.

Heace Wrdowing vhl.sb. and fpl.a. (in first

quot. app. vaguely used for 'funereal'),

? 1605 Dkayton Poems Lyr. A Pastoral Eglog vi. 1x5 Nor
mournefull Cipresse nor sad widowing yew. 1906 Athenaeum
17 Nov. 614/3 '^ ne widowing of the hero is a valueless
shadow upon a vigorously improbable .. story. 1921 Public
Opin. 18 Feb. 157 2 She had earned her widowing by eight

years
' happiness.

Wi'dow-bird. [Representing L. generic name
Vidua. Y. veuve ^Brisson Ornithol. 176V widow.
(Altered to Whidah-^/;-*/.)] A bird of the genus
Vidua or subfamily Viduinae, of the family Phceidx
(Weaver-birds), found in various parts of Africa :

so called from the prevailingly black plumage of

the males, which are also distinguished by an im-
mensely elongated train of tail-feathers.

[1747: see Widow sb.1 2a.] 177a Harrington in Phil.
Trans. LXII. 282 note, 'I hese long feathers would be very
inconvenient to the hen during incubation ; and they are
likewise confined to the cock widow-bird, 1783 Latham Gen.
Syu. Birds II. I. 179 YVhid;ih }'[uniirgj. . .This is pretty com-
mon at Angola, and other parts of Africa; ard is called la

Veuve, or Widow Bird, from the colour. 1807 [Mrs. Dorset]
Peacock * at Home ' (1838) 10 The Widow-Bird came, though
she still wore her weeds. 1869-73 ' • K. Jones CasseU's
Bk. Birds I. 179 The Long-tailed Widow Bird [Chera
caffra) the largest of all the South African species. Ibid.

1B0 The Cock-tailed Widow Birds (Steganura) are found
throughout the whole of Central Africa, /bid., ihe Para-
dise Widow Bird {Vidua paradisea). .found principally in

the thinly-wooded forests of Africa. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man 11. viii. 269 The male widow-bird, remarkable for his

caudal plumes. 1896 Newton Did. Birds 1050 The females
of all the Widow-birds difftr greatly in appearance from the
males, and are generally clothed in a plumage of mottled
brown.

Widowed (wi-d<?ud), ///. a. [f. Widow sb.^

or l ox v. + -ED.]

1. Made or become a widow (or widower) ; be-

reaved of one's husband (or wife). Also of an
animal, esp. a bird : Bereaved of its mate.
1606 Warner Alb. Fng. xiv. bexxvi. 355 A pitious Storie

of King Eugens widowed wife, a 1718 Prior Solomon in. 193
A widow'd Daughter. 1730-46 Thomson Autun.n 974 Some
widowed songster pours nis plaint. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. i,

Constant and true as the widow'd dove. 1813 — Qucntin D.
Introd., He was a widowed husband and childless father.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 5 He was a child at

his widowed mother's knee. 1885 Mistletoe Bough 2S/1 An
acquaintance of mine- a twice widowed wife. 1893 Tout
Edw. I xi. (1896) 182 There was. .talk of a mairiage between
the widowed Edward and the Fiench king's sister.

b. transf.
r 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xcvu. 8 'J he te<ming Autumne big

with ritch increase. .Like viidi'oued wombes after their

Lords decease. 16*7 May Lucan v. 928 Sleepelesse she
spent in her now widow'd Led. .the night that followed.

1634 Heywood Maidenh. well lost 1. i, What is't to me?
If Deing a Bride, you haue a widdowed fortune. 1715 Poi-k

Odyss. 1. 455 Your widow'd hours, ..with female toil And
various labours of the loom, beguile. 1768 C. Shaw Monody
xiv. (1769) 12 How shall I find repose on a sad widow'd

bed? 1780 Cowper Doves 36 Denied ih' endearments of

thine ej-e, This widow'd heart would break. 1815 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. n. Pass. A Princ. iii, For. .six and twenty

years had the veteran lover, .solaced himself in widowed

singleness. 1818 P. Cunningham N. S. Watesicd.^) II. 279

She tripped out of doors to solace her widowed heart with

the joys of a second husband. 1894 Dyan Man s Keeping

xviii, He could only hold the poor widowed hand tenderly in

his while he told her the tiny details of those last few days.

2. fig. Deprived ofa pattner, friend, companion, or

mate ; bereaved ; hence, deserted, t'esolate, solitary.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. it. iv, Straight from the

ashes.. A new-born Phoenix flies, & widow'd place resumes.

1687 Norris Coll. Misc. 17 No Second^ Friendship can

be found To match my mourning Widow'd Love, a 1763

Shenstonk Elegies viii. 33 From Twit nam's widow'd bow'r.

1763 Churchill Propk. Famine 498 What if we seiz'd,

like a destroying flood, Their widow'd plains. i8ao Shelley
Naples 10S Widowed Genoa wan By moonlight spells
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WIDOWER.
ancestral epitaphs. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxxv. 113

My heart, tho' widow'd, may not rest Quite on the love

of what is gone. 1908 E. V. Lucas Over Bernerton's x,

He sees far more with his widowed orb than the ordinary

observer does with two.

b. Of an elm : Not ' mated' with a vine; con-

versely of the vine ; also of a branch. (After L.

ulmus and vilis vidua, ramus viduus.)

1743 Francis tr. Hor. Odes IV. v. 44 The hind Weds to the

widow'd elm his vine. 1756 Mason Ode to Indep. vii, When
pining Care, ..sees thee, like the weak, and widow d Vine,

Winding thy blasted tendrills o'er the plain. 17S3 Mills

Pract. Husb. IV. 357 No shoots should be suffered to grow

out of the firm wood, unless they are wanted in order to

many them to a widowed branch.

Widower ' (wrd««ai). Forms : 4 wid»wer,
•wydewer, 4-5 wedewer, 5 wyduare, 5-6

wydower, (wydward\ 6 wedower, wydoer,

7 widdower, 9 dial, widver, 7- widower. [A

new formation with -ER 1 on Widow sb. 1
,
appear-

ing in late ME. and substituted as an unequivocal

form for Widow sb? Cf. MHG. wiiewxre, G.

wiltwer, MDu, wedewiire.]

I. A man whose wife is dead (and who has not

married again) ; a husband bereaved of his wife.

1361 LanGL. P. PL A. x. 194 Wjdewers and widewes

[1377 B. IX. 174 Widwes and Wldwersj, 1393 Ibid. C. xl.

282 Wydewers and wydewes weddeth ayther othere. 1477

Pas/an Lett. III. 178 Sir T. Greye . . is a wydower now
late. ^1482 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 75 His wyfe dide

afore him.. after hoys dethe he leuyd continent and chaste,

in a wydwardys lyfe. c 1500 Melusine 187 That pucelle

reffused hym bycause he had be wedded tofore, & of

late he was wydower. 1601 Shaks. All's Well V. lit 70

Heere wee'l stay To see our widdowers second marriage

day. 1635 J. Taylor (Water P.) Old, Old Man B 3 b

,

She dead, he ten yeares did a Widdower stay. 1694 Act

f, 7 Will. A> Mary c. 6. § 46 The several duties ..upon

Batchelors and Widdowers by this Act granted. 1778

Johnson in Boswell Life (1904) II. 184 He was not content

as a widower; for he married again. 1856 Kane Arctic

F.xpl. II. xi. 119 The mourners came together to weep and

howl, while the widower recited his sorrows and her praise.

1905 Daily Ckren. r 4 Apr. 4/6 Mr. Otto Goldschmidt,

widower of the late Jenny Lind.

b. Widower bewitched: a husband separated

from or deserted by his wife, colloq. (Cf. Widow
rf.lld.)
1705 Duntos Life <y Err. (1818) I. 405 If my marrying

a fortune has made me a scoundrel, .. it is but while 1 con-

tinue a Widower bewitched.

t 2. One of an ecclesiastical class or order of

men corresponding to the order of ' widows '. Obs.

1587 D. Fenner Def. Ministers 141 As they had their

Leuiticall dispeasors, or orderers of the holy Treasurie, .
.
So

we haue as members of the Church, as set of God as helpers,

the Deacons, Church-seruauntes, Widowers and widowes.

1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Brownists § 19 Let there be Widdowers

(which you call relieuers) appointed euery where to the

Church-seruice. Let certaine discreete and able men which

are not Ministers be appointed to preach the Gospell.

HenceWi-dowered(-3Jd)a.rar«[afterWlD0WED],

made or become a widower, bereaved of one's

wife; Widowerhoo d [after Widowhood], the

condition of a widower, or the time during which

a man is a widower ; so Wi'dowership, Widow-
ery {rare) in same sense; inquot. 1886 trans/, the

condition of being absent from one's wife.

185a Rock Ch. Fathers III. I. viii. 3r The splendid signet

of cold . . which a weeping hinband had drawn from off his

•widowered finger. 1880 M. Betham-Edwards forestalled

II. xviii, Norland . . felt more than ever widowered, orphaned,

and forlorn. 01796 Burns Let. (Pearson's 76th Calal.

(1894) 7) Bred a zealous Antiburger ; but during his •widower-

hood, he has found their strictness incompatible with certain

compromises he is often obliged to make. 1834 Blackw.

Mag. XXXV. 829 She makes an attempt, .on the widower-

hood of the Centenarian. 1883 Mrs.Lynn Linton lane xv,

Pledged to eternal widowerhood and constancy. 1889 —
Thro' Long Night lit xv, This first year of his widower-

hood. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Civil Wars 1. 29 As if

Fortune had conspired to make all the Princes of the bloud,

accompany the King in his *widowership. 1886 Stevenson

Let. 13 Feb., My wife is at Bath with my father and mother'

and the interval of "widowery explains my writing.

Widower 2
, rare. [f. Widow v. + -er 1

.]

One who or that which widows, or bereaves (a

woman) of her husband.
1818 Milman Samor xi. 360 Hengist begirt with that

fam'd falchion call'd The ' Widower of Women '.

tWi -dowh.ead. Obs. Forms: see Widow rf.
1

:

4-5 -hede, 4-6 -hed, 6 -heade, Sc. -heid(e, 6-7

-head; also 4 viduid, widoued, 5 weddewede,

wydewede, wedowed, wedoet, 6 wydowed,

widuede, 7 widdowed. [f. Widow sb.l or 2 +
•HEAD.]

a. next, 1 a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11346 Anna, ..pat liued had foursith

tuenti yeier In viduid \GStt. widowhede, Trin. wodewehode].

^1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 295 Alle kepid they here

maydynhed Or ellis wedlek or here wedewehed. 1447 "n

Keg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1451 106/1 Cristiane has set and to

ferm latyn in her pur wedowhed to the said Alex, hir

landis of Stratoune. 1363 CmL Am. Rcc Z>K«m(iSoi) II.

29 That mistres Margarete Handcoke. .shalbe free of all.

.

taxis,.. during her widuede and living sole. 1591 brENSEH
taxis,.. during 1—
Teares Muses 240 During the time of that her widowhead.

C1610 Women Saints 28 As true widdowed ..is of rare

dignilie and power, . . so false widdowed, .. wh

more freelie to take her pleasure. likewise more dis-

114

honorable. 1662 Hickeringill Apol. Distressed Innoc. \

Wks. 1716 I. 298 Tamar after she had plaid her wicked

prank, resumed the garment of her Widowhead.
attrib. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. iii. (1912) 160 The com-

fort of her widowhead life.

b. gen. = next, 1 b.

c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) 41 Symeoue, bat in
j

wedoue-hed pat lang tyme hat his lyfcan led. c 1460 Emare
77 Aftur, when hys wyf was dede, And ledde hys lyf yn

weddewede. i53oTiNDAi.E.4wr:(/. Morem. xiii. Wks. (1575J

313/2 Virginilie, wedlocke and widowed are none better

then other to be saued by. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech.

(1884) 10 Of the chastitie of mariage wydohed & virginitie.
:

1601 Holland Pliny x. xxxiv. I. 290 They [sc. doves]

abandon not their owne nests, unlesse they be in state of

single life or widdowhead by the death of their fellow. 1612

T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 6 Where the Apostle affirmeth it to

be good to abide single, either in virginitie or widowhead.

.

shall no time afford lawfulnes for some sort of men to marie?

c. fig.
= next, I c.

1624 Donne Lett. (1651) 10 Upon you, who are a member

of the spouse of Christ the Church, there can fall no widow,

head. 1697 G. Keith 2nd Narr. Proc. Turner's Hall 31

The words of G. W. and W. Penn about the Souls of the

Deceased Saints being in a state of Purgatory or Widow-

head, if they look for the Resurrection of their bodies.

Widowhood (wi-dt>nhud). Forms : see Widow \

sb.l and -hood; also 5 wydewood
; 3 (Orm.)

widdwesshad. [OE. widewanhdd, f. gen. of

Widow sb\ or 2 + -had -hood.]

1. The state or condition of a widow or widower,

or (contextually) the time during which one is
|

a widow or widower; the condition of a wife

bereaved of her husband, or of a husband bereaved

of his wife. a. of a woman.
c iooo Ags. Horn. (Assmann) 114 Iudith..burhwunode on

hire wudewanhade. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 85 Meiden bet hire

meiden-hat wit and haldeb. .and widewe ofhire widewe-had. 1

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 320 Anneys, bat was b° wyfe of henry

sclatler of Eynysham, in her pur weduhod & lauful power

beynge, gaf, grauntyd, & confirmyd [etc.]. c 1450 hut. de

la Ttmrcxix. 163 Them that worshipfully and perfidy kepe

thaire wedwhode. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 2139

The quene for her husbandcRemayned in wydohode and

mournynge vesture. 153s Coverdale Judith x. 3 She.,

put of the garmentes of hir wyddowhode. 1653 Vaux tr.

Godeau's St. Paul 184 He exhorts Widows to continue in

their widow-hood. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 54 1 In the 96th

year of her age, and 71st of her widowhood. 1827 Jarman I

Powell's Devises II. 283 An annuity during widowhood. .is

good. 1841 }\xwsCerse AZ«o« iv, I little dreamed that my
mother, in her widowhood, would willingly wed a stranger.

1846 Lytton Lncretia 11. xviii, Lucretia . . was in the deep

weeds ofwidowhood. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royali Mrs.

Tregonell had never been to London since her widowhood.

b. of either sex, or of a man ( = Widower-

hood). Also trans/, of an animal, esp. a bird.

c 1000 Ags. Horn. (Assmann) 20 Wudewanhad is, baet man

wuniie on clamnysse for godes lufon. .iefter his semacan..

ajlSer se weras je wif. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 Pre

bodes of bilefulle men, on is meidhod, bat ooer spushod, be

bridd- widewehod. cuoo Ormin 4624 Forr ma33dennhad

& widdwesshad & weddlac birrb ben clene. 1340 Ayenb.

48 Of man ober of wyfman bet ne habbeb nenne bend ne of

wodewehod ne of spoushod. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. 'J. F 842

Chastitee in mariage and chastitee ofwidwehode. 1528 / est.

Ebor (Surtees) V. 250 In my wedowhode, afore I marled this

gentiiwoman. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII' c. 14 § I Vowes of

Chastitye or Wydowhood, by Man or Woman made to God

advisedly ought to be observed, a 1652 BnuCnm)
Exch. I. ii, W hat have I done at home, since my Wife died t

No Turtle ever kept a widowhood, More strict then I have

done. 1768 Boswell Corsica iii. 222 Signor Clemente,

being in a state of widowhood. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St.

! Martin's Eve vii, During Mr. St. John's widowhood.

O. fig.
c 897 /Ei fred Gregory's Past. C. xxxi. 207, & oa:s bismeres

Sines wuduwanhades [Isa. liv. 4 viduitatis] ou lie Semans3,

I forSam 8a;t is Sin Waldend 3e 3e jeworhte. ....
1818 Byron Ch. Harold iv. xi, The spouseless Adriatic

: mourns her lord;.. The Bucentaur lies rotting unrestored,

I Neglected garment of her widowhood ! 1821 — Sardanap.

iv 1. 227 Which I have worn in widowhood of heart. 1853
1

Ruskin Stones Venice II. ii. § 2 Mother and daughter, you

i behold them both in theirwidowhood,—Torcello.and Venice.

1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. I.vi. 565 note, 1 he canons of

Durham are met to choose a Bishop after the three years

widowhood of the see. ...
f2. An estate settled on a widow, a widows

I right. Obs. rare- 1
.

V596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 125 And for that downe, He

assure her of Her widdow-hood.

Widowie : see widowy, after Widow sbS-

WidowisbtoWidowship: see afterWiDow.rjU

Widow-wail. [See quot. 1597-1 a - A na™ e

{onheshmbMezeteon(Daf/ineMezeieum) or other

species ofDaphne, b. Ashrubofthegenus Chwww
(N. O. Simarubacese), esp. C. tricoccum, a dwarf

shrub with evergreen leaves and pink sweet-scented

flowers, found in Spain and the south of France.

1597 Gerarde Herbal ill. lviii. 1215 Chamelma Arctium

Tricoccos. Widow Wayle. ..It is also named of diuers

Oliuella, as Mathsrus Sylnaticus saith : It is called in

English Widow Wayle. quiafacit viduas. Ibid. I*-*»I7

Thymelea. Spurge Flaxe, or mountaine Widow Wayle.

1601 Holland Pliny xxiv. xv. II. 198 Chamelaea [marg.]

otherwise called Mezereon, Widow-waile. 1697 Phil. Trans.

XIX. 396 Tricoccos Shrubs called Widdow-Wayles. 1760

J Lee Introd. Bot. App. 311 Widow Wail, Cneorum. 1846

Keichtley Notes Virgil Flora 380 Spurge -flax or Mountain

Widow-wail. _ „

Widraught, Widre: see Withdraught,

WlTHEB.

WIELD.

Width (widp). [A literary formation of the

17th century, taking the place of wldness Widb-

NESS (which is the usual word in modern dialects),

the short vowel of breadth (6-7 bredth) providing

an analogy. Johnson 1 755 calls it ' a low word '.]

1. Extent across, or from side to side ; transverse

dimension: = Breadth i ; occas. extent of opening,

distance apart (of the two parts of something, as

a pair of compasses).
tin first quot. quzsi-concr. Opening: = WlDENESS4b.
1627 Drayton Agincourt cxlli, Whence from the wydth

of many a gaping wound, There's many a soule into the

Ayre must flye. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. v. 82 For the

width of the Mortess Gage this side, ..then for theTennant,

Gage on that end of the Quarter you intend the Tennant

shall be made. 1731 W. Halfpenny Perspective 22 The
Perspective Widths of the Squares, parallel to EF. 1835

Dickens Si. Boz, Astley's, A child, .with very large round

eyes, opened to their utmost width. 1836 W. Irving Astoria

xliv, The river was here a rapid stream four hundred yards

in width. 1859 Tennyson Geraint $ Enid 264 The two

remain'd Apart by all the chamber's width. 1871 A.

Meadows Man. Midwifery (ed. 2) 186 The power of the

forceps increases with the length of its blades, . . the com-

pressing power . . is dependent first upon the character of the

lock.. and secondly upon the width or divergence of the

blades. 1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail xviii, Thin, flexible

cedar strips of certain arbitrary lengths and widths.

2. Large extent across, or in general : = \\ ide-

ness 1 , 2. A\so/g. (cf. Breadth i, Wideness 5).

1697DRYDEN Virg. Georg.u. 388 Let thy Vines in Intervals

be set, . . Indulge their Width, and add a roomy Space, '1 hat

their extreamest Lines may scarce embrace. 1832 L. Hunt
Sir R. Esher (1850) 349 The general width of his manner,

if I may so call it. 1841 — Seer (1864) 54 Milton.. was

never weak in his creed . . ; he forced it into width enough

to embrace all place and time.

3. quasi-concr. A wide region or expanse :
cf.

Breadth 2 b.

1866 Lytton Lost Tales Miletus, Secret Way 29 'Mid

funeral earth-mounds, skirting widths of plain.

4. concr. - Breadth 2.

187S ' Ouida ' Winter City iii, In the back widths of her

skirt. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Width,

a term employed in dressmaking, synonymously with that

of Breadth ; meaning the several lengths of material em.

ployed in making a skirt, which—according to the fashion

of the day—is composed of a certain number, gored or other-

wise. The term Breadth is more generally in use. 1892

E. Reeves Homeward Bound 242 She mounted the steps,

and I watched her go on her knees right up to the altar.

.

I am sure she would need a new width in the front of her

dress.
t .

Hence Wi'dthless a., having no (great) width,

narrow ;
Widthways, -wise adv., in the direction

of the width, transversely.

1852 Meanderings of Mem. I. 98 The *widthless road.

1794 S. Wiiliams Vermont 316 When applied to uses which

require plaiting *widthways. 1800 W. J. Gordon Foundry

63 If they are to be curved lengthways or widthways. 1882

Blades Caxton 105 The mould, .was capable of a sliding

adjustment, "widlhwise to the width of the various letters.

1900 O. Onions Compl. Bach, xv, [She] looked me up, down,

widthwise, and through, and found no speech.

Widu(e, Widual, Widuede: see Widow,

Vidual, Widowhead.
"Wid-uten (-yn), var. Withouten Obs.

Widw(e, Widwer, obs. ff. Widow, Widower.

Wie, obs. f. Weigh; var. Wv Obs., man.

Wiech, Wieek, wiek(e, Wied, "Wief(f,

obs. ff. Witch sb.l, Wick, Weed sb.\ Wife.

t Wiel. Obs. Forms : 1 wis(e)l-, wisul-, wil-,

3 wijel, wihel, wiel. [OE. wig{e)l sit. n. (also in

stcorwiri astrology), whence wiglian vb. (cf. ME.

biwijelien), wilhre agent-n., wiglung n. of action,

corresp. to MLG., (M)Du. wichelcn, \wtgelen,

MDu. wi/cheidre,wich;ULG.tvicheier; of obscure

origin.] Sorcery, magic ; a piece of magic ; adeceit,

delusion.
.

,11100 Aldhelm Gloss, vii. 165 (Napier 159/2), Diuma-

tionis, wisles. - in Auglia XIII. 33/»6» £*2*w"i3
wixlum. c 1200 Trin Coll. Horn. 11 He [sc. a devil] make9

be unbilefulle man to leuen swikhe wi3eles, swp ich ar embe

spac. tiaosLAY. 19250 Yganne wes mid childe:..alburn

Merlines wijeL a 1225 Ancr. R. 9* Pu'h P«
.

s"3e 9
schulen iseon alle bes deofles wieles. Ibid. 300 His [sc. the

devil's] wi3eles & his wrenches, a 1225 St. Marker. 13 9

WiS sume of mine wiheles ich wrenchte ham adun hwen ha

leat wenden. .

So t Wielare, a sorcerer, magician ; a deceiver j

+ Wiele (wyle) [OE. type *wi^eia], a sorcerer,

wizard
;
fWijelful a., magical ; deceitful ; t Wi-

leling, sorcery, magic.

<riooo /Elfric Horn. II. 33° Dry-men. and., wiccan and

oore "wixeleras, beoo to helle bescofene. 11.. tragm.

AElfrics Cram. (.838) 2 A ugur .wielare a11225 Ancr A

106 be wielare, of sum derne bing . .
makeo a swote smel

cumen. a .3.0 in Wright Lyric P x 3? Nes y never

wyeche ne "wyle. c 1205 Lay. 2880 Mid »wi3eful his lit he.

ffi 2..40 His sweorL.wes iworh. m,3 •fe^Nk
craften. Ibid. 11659 Heo weore wi3el.fulle.

a 1000 AenL

Gloss, in Wr-Wiilcker 71/3 Diuinatw, wilung. r .000

/Elfkic Horn. I. 102 Nu se cepaS daSas and monoas mid

vdelum wijlungum. c 117S Lamb. Horn. . .5 He seal w.ccbe

creft aleggan and w'l3elunge ne 3eman. C120S Lay. 15791

Monies godes monnes child heo bicharreo bur" wiling.

Wiel, var. Weel l
; obs. f. Well adv.

t Wield, sb. Obs. Forms: o. 1-3 weald, 1

-wild, -wyld, North, wseld, 3-4 weld, 4 weilde,
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4-5 welde, weild, 5 weelde, wielde, wylde.
0. 2-5 (6 Sc.) wald, 3-5 walde, 5 Sc, wauld. 7.

3-5 wold, 3-6 wolde. [(1) OE. weald (rare),

usually geweald, Anglian gewald = OS. giwald,

OHG. gawait (MHG., G. gewalt)
; (2) OK. *(#?)-

witld, -ivild, -wyld, *-weld: see Y- and Wield v.~\

1. Command, control; possession, keeping ; occas,

hold, grasp : chiefly in phr. at, in, on (one's) w.
;

to have in w., to have command or control of, to

possess, have; tow., in or into one's possession.

(See also 4 a.)

a. c 893 JElvred Oms. n. iv. § io Hie.baet win drincende
wjeron 08 hi heora selfia lytel ?;eweald hsefdon. Ibid. 111,

ix. § 10 jtfter baem pe Alexander haefde ealle Indie him to

T^ewildonjedon. Ibid. iv. xi. § 4 pa basd he Scipian frizes,

& him hissunu ham onsende, se waes on his £ewealde [Colt,

MS. wealde]. a 1300 Cursor M. 462 Qui suld 2 him seruis
yeild? Al sal be at myn auen weild. Ibid. 788 Sone quen
sco bisfrutte biheild, Scodesirred it to haue in weild. Ibid.

25445 pou bat has bis werld to weld. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 160 Vitaile inouh at weld, la 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 395 The tyme, that hath al in welde To elden
folk, had maad hir elde. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 3716 pat y
mote be seo, On crysten mannes welde. a 1400-50 Wars
AU.x. 2994 An ymagc.Of Sexeres bat sum-quyle bat cite

had to welde. c 1400 Roland fy Otucl 828 Tbaire saules
went alle to lucyfere, pat hade bam alle to welde. c 1440
York Myst. i. 67 All welth in my weelde es. a 1500 Hist,
K. Boccus ty Sydracke (? 1510) Gij b, Whan the colers haue
al in welde A great keelth in man they yelde. 1567 Gude
*, Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 166 All this warld to weild thow had.
0. 971 Blickl. Horn. 47 Hi habbab mane^a saula on heora

Kewaldum. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 147 Ne mei na Mori me
fol^en, bute he forlete al bet he iwald ach. c 1200 Ormin
Ded. 204 To lesenn mannkinn puirh his daeb Ut off be defies
walde. a 1300 Cursor M. 9482 (Cott.) Nu has him sathanas
in wald. 13.. Ibid, 21917 (Edin.) Alle sal we die bath ginge
and aide Es [=as] nau havis of him selvin walde. 1:1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. {Clement) 10 Wedyr & wynd he has in

wald. < 1470 Henry Wallace x. 579 God, that has the warld
in wauld.
y. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 1958 5et wast bet t re he Sus was sold,

Dan he "oor storue in here wold. Ibid. 31 16 * Wold ', quod
god, 4 wile oor-ofcrauen '. 13.. K. Alis,6yi6 (Laud MS.)
pou shalt habbe. .my londe alto wolde, C1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3215 pou hast namo brepere in wold ;

py fader ys ded, by moder ys old. c 1440 York Myst, xxxii.

273 We wille it noght welde witb-in oure wolde. a 1450 I.e

Morte Arth. 3233 Goo thow, syr lucan de boteler, That
wyse wordys haste in wolde. c 1460 Townetcy Myst. vii. 32
God that has alle in wold. Ibid, xxviii. 137 When I gaf
myself to wold to you in fourme of bred, a 1500 Hist. K,
Boccus ft Sydracke (?i5io) /ijb, The payne that he had
fyrst in wold Shal than be encresed thre fold.

b. In gen. case in advb. phr. Willes and
waldes : intentionally and purposely.

, 980 1060 Laws of Aithelred vi. Hi, £if hit j^eweorbetS

b;et man unwilles o(?be unRewealdes avn'15 bing misdeS, na
bio" bsct na Selic bam be willes & jewealdes sylfwilles

misded. a x»5 Ancr. R. 6 Heo. .sunegetS deadliche ifle

bruche, gif heo hit breke'3 willes & woldes. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 37 pat forschuppes te self willes & waldes into hare
cunde.

2. Power, might, force, strength.
c 1x50 Gen. ff Ex. 2000 To don swilc dede adde he no

wold, a 1300 Cursor M, 3564 Til vnwelth windes al his

wald. ¥01400 Morte Arth. 2689 poffe my schouldire be
schrede, and my schelde thyrllede, And the wielde of inyne
arme werkkes a littille. 01510 Douglas K. Hart 11. 220
All thing 3e haue wrocht With help of Wisdome, and his

willis wald.

3. Meaning, significance (cf. 4 c).

c 1150 Gen. ^ Ex. 2122 If he can rechen ois dremes wold.

4. In phr. ajen {pwen) awold, also ajen or haven
wold {wald, weld), representing OE. on (ge-)wealde

habban, and geweald dyin or habban with genitive

(cf. hprep. x
, O prep.^y Owez\ B. i) : a. To have

in control or possession, possess.
[Beo-zuut/'1727 He ahealra geweald. c 1000 Dream ofthe

7i'tf<«/io7 0ndomdae£edryhten. .ah domes geweald.] c 1000
in Anglia I. 31 Hine. . \>et alle bing haueoon wealde. < izoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 79 Swo holie mihte is poleburdnesse pat
he be hit kio", per purh hauefl his soule weald. Jbid., He.

.

bermide ouercumed peunfele and his soule loke'A, and haueS
swo wald. Ibid. 205 Bute he forsake alle pe woreld winne
bat he weld ah}, c 1250 Gen. -y Ex. 3412 Al bi dhusenz dis

folc was told, lie Shusent adde a meister wold. ai*j$Froz'.
Ailfred 181 in O. E. Misc. 113 ?if bu hauest welbe a wold.
<i 1300 Harrow. Hell 232 (Digby MS.) Ich am moises. . Ich
dude be lawen bat bou astolde Wor to ben owin [MS. obin]
on wolde.

b. To be the cause of, be responsible for : =
Wield v. B. 3 a.

c iaoo Ormin 11815, I me sellf all ah itt wald patt deofell
ma}} me scrennkenn. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 2054 Heherde hem
murnen . . Harde dremes o}en awold 3at.

C To mean, signify, denote, imply.
c 1150 Gen. 9f Ex. 324 Quat o}et nu dat for-bode owold,

Dai a tre }u forboden is. . ? Ibid. 1671 Luue wel michil it

a3te a wold, Swilc seruise and so longe told. Ibid. 1944
G;uat-so his diemes owen a-wold. a 1300 Havelok 1932
Hetere is..i se Wat bis baret haueth on wold [.1/5. pat bis

baret on hwat is wold].

t Wield, a. Obs. Forms: 1 wielde, wylde,
3-3 welde, 3 wilde. [OE. wielde, also gcwielde,
f. root of Wield sb.~\ Strong, powerful, mighty.

1 890 Wa:hferth tr. Gregory's Dial. iv. xxxvii, 320 Ac bat
is bedeohlod us..hweper ba wyldre ware in Stephane &
bonesigor ahte. C893 Alfred Ores. iv. i. 156 Hit naesbeaw
on bxm tidum pat mon aenis watl on ba healfe rimde be
bonne wieldre was. c 1000 nunc Saints' Lives xvi. 336
Pat se mann beo jeoyldi^,..and late afre his gewitt je-

wyldre bonne his yrre. [^1x75 Lamb. Horn. 105 Weldre

£,^?>C11C Milt f/iCl III.* aiuuiuvill IJ'I-J u.i vi. , u ill ^,v. -nn-ii'i. a i

a 1000 Boeth. Metr, xxiv. 35Se3e waldeS. .ealraooraec
cyninga. t'1205 Lay. 1250, & seal bin mare kun wa
pus londes. Ibid. 2966 Hu mochel wor} leste bu n

pene Ins wreMe.] a 127a Luue Ron 94 in 0. E. Misc. 96

He is. .freo of heorte, of wisdom wilde. c 1275 Lay. 3197
po we[n]de be weldeking bat hit were for gyle.

Wield (wild), v. Forms; see below. [Two
OE. verbs are here represented : (1) a Com. Teut.

reduplicating strong verb, OE. (WS.) wealdan,
(Anglian) tvaldan, pa.t. wiold, pa.pple.^-?t'^/rft'«

(see Waldin) « OFris. walda, OS. gi-wa/dan,

pa.t. giwHa\ OHG. waltan, pa.t. wialt i,MHG.
walten, pa. t. wielt, G. walten wk.), ON. valda,

pres. vsetd, pa.t. (wk.) olla, pa. pple. neut. valdct

^Sw. valla, Da. volde to cause, occasion), Goth.

waldan
; (2) a weak verb, OE. (WS.) ^ge-wieldan,

wildan, wyldan, (Anglian) wxldan, containing a

mutated form of the same stem wald- (see also

Wield sb. and a.), = lialto-Slavic wald- (:weld-)

in OS1. vlatlo to rule, vlastt power, Lith. veldit to

rule, possess, iterative valdail, Prussian weldisnan

ace, inheritance, wdldnikans ace. pi., kings

;

another grade is in Goth, wulpus glory.

The above forms are generally held to contain an extended
form of the root of L. vali-re to be strong, validus strong,

Celtic 'valo- in many proper names, and in *%valatros (whence
MWelsh gwaladr chief), ON. pa. t. olla {:—*ivitl-J>d).

The current form wield descends from ME.w^/<&(«
(see A. 1 f) as representing OE. (non-W*S.) *weldan,

variant of WS. wieldan, not as representing WS.
wea/dan, the Anglian form of which gave ME.
walde, wglde (A. 1 3, ?)• The pa.t. and pa. pple.

in -ed are new formations dating from the 14th

century. (The OE. and early M E. contracted forms

of the 2nd and 3rd pres. indie, sing, of OE. wealdan
and wieldan (A. 1 j?) are identical/,]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Injin. and Present Stent,, a. 1 wealdan, 2-3

wealden.
c 888 Alfred Boeth, xxxix. § 8 Sume..secga3 1* sio wyrd

wealde semper sesesaelSaje ungesaslda. c ioqq Bcowutf2038
penden hie oam waepnum wealdan moston. t*i*oo Tri/i.

Colt. Horn. 79 On 3iwer boleburdnesse }e shulen wealden
jiwer saule. c 1130 Hali Meid, 577 WiS him pu schalt

wealden,. .heouenliche wunnen.

0. 1 waldan,weeldan,3-4walcle(n'3W8elden),

4 Sc. valde, 4-5 Sc* wauld(e, 4-5 (9 Sc.) wald.
1:825 Yes/. Es. lxxxviiifi]. 10 [q] Du waldes maehte sa;s.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x. 42 Wutas jie forSon 3as r^afle

^esene sint pset hia aldordom [sic] haidnum se-w«eldes Sarm.
eordan
-atlden

me to

walden kineriche? ia.. Moral Ode 2 (Egerton MS.), Ic

welde more panne ic dude, a 1300 Cursor M. 9958 pan
was bar neuer suilk a bald, Ne nan welier in werld to wald.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xL (Xiuian) 1178 To wauld 3oure

lymmys at 3our wil. c 1425 waulde [see B. 5]. a 1500 Ber-
nard, de cura reifam. I. 351 Quham god of mycht bade
wald and virke. 1825 Jamieson, Wald, walde, to wield, to

manage, to govern, to possess. 1915 wald [see B. 1 b],

7. 3-5 wolde, 4 wold.
c i«6o A'. Horn 3o8(Camb. MS.) Me to spuse holde, & ich

\>c lord to wolde. ci4»5 Cursor M. 22874 (Trim) Mijty
god pat al woldep. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxvi. 1 Peasse,

I warne you, woldys in wytt

!

5. I wildan, wyldan, 4-5 wilde, wylde, 6-7

wild.
r 060 jEthelwold Rule St. Benet (1885) ti He sceal mid

twyfealdre lare ba wyldan and tyn, be him underbeodde
synt. 13.. Cursor M. 6741 (Gott.)And nakeping did him in

uilde, Ox for ox pan sal he }elde. 1387 wilde [see B. 3.1].

C1480 wilde [see B. si c 1485 wyldyng [see Wieldino
ppl.a.\ 1565, 1603 wild [see B. 5].

f. 2-4 welden (5 -on), 3-4 weld(e, 4 Sc,

velde; 4-8 weild, 5-6 weilde, 6 weyld, St,

veild ;
4-6 weelde, 5-7 weeld ; 6-7 weald

;

6 wielde, wyelde, 6- wield.
C1175 Lamb. /torn. 153 pa awariede gastes pet welde»S

posternesse [rectores tenebrarum]. a 1200 Moral Ode 2

(Lamb. MS.) Ich wtlde mare bene ich dede. < 1205 Lav.

1140 pe wrse hit hafde to welden. a lyaoCursor M. 22813
Al mai he do he bat al weldes. C1380 Wycuf H'ks. (1880)

369 pes goodis J>at pei welden now. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1881

for to wirke with my wille, & weld as myn owne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 586 Adam was mad of mans eild, Als

he moght welle him self weild. c 1400 Sc. Trojan War
(Horstm.) n. 1625 Gevin..To king Teuteus, to kepe and
weild. 1500 20 Dunbar Poems xxi. 61 O ! quha sail weild

the wrang possessioun. 1579 weyld [see B. 2 b). 1581 W.
Stafford Exam. Compl. iii. (1876) 77 Hauinge much land

in their hand, and not being able to weilde all. 1696

Phillips (ed. 5), To weild, to manage, to govern : Thus we
say to weild a Scepter. 174a weild [see B. 4].

1380 W'yclif Set. IVks. III. 22 pei ben endurid in her

unskilful errour til eendelees deep weelde hem. c 1425
weeld [see B. 5]. .1449 Pecock Repr. m. i. 276 %e schulen

not weelde eny thing in the lond of hem. 1603 Drayton
Odes i. 49 That sturdy Glebes, And massie Oakes could
weeld. 1633 weeld [see B. 4].

1593 Churchyard Cliailenge 22 Why doe wee wish, to

weald a world at will? 1629 weald [see B. 5].

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk ix, They were more then we
might easely wyelde. 1586 Marlowe at Ft. Tamburl.
11. 1, What stature wields he, and what personage? 1590
Si'Enser F. Q. 11. i. 18 Vnder him a gray steede did he wield.

£. (with short vowel) 6-7 weld(e, (7 weild).

1530 welde [see B. 4)- c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng.

(1893) 100 Havinge muche landes in theire handes, and not

being able to welde all. 1591 Spenser Ruines of Time 14

A broken rod she held, Which towards heauen shee seemd

on high to weld. 1594 Willobie Avisa xxv. iii, You see

the sore, whence springs my griefe, You weld the sterne
of my reliefe. a 1628 F. Gkevil Mustapha 1. i, Strength
knowes what strength can weld. 1647 weild [see B 4 b].

r/. 2nd and 3/7/ sing. pres. contr. 1 weltst,
wylst, wylt, wilt, 1-3 wealt, 1 -4 welt, 3-5 wait.

1 888 weltst, welt [see B. 1,4]. C897 wilt [see B. 3* a], c 1000
Ags. Es. (Th.) ii. 9 pu heora wylst. c 1000 wealt [see B. 3 a].

c 1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 181 We one awlencS alle be hund-
Hrnen, and welt be sowle. c 1*05 Lay. 32049 Ure drihten be
wait alle deden. a 1225 Leg. A'at/t. 1798 He..wisse3 Sc

wealt—be heouene & te eorSe. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 54 Hali
froure welt oc Sat mi^t. 1:1275 Moral Ode 83 in O. E.
Misc. 61 He wit and wald [v.rr. walde3, wait, wealde^] alle

H n g- x 3- • Guv Warw. (A.) 3892 Lord bat woneb an heye,
pat al ping wait fer & neye. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. x. 83
pe more he wynneth and welt welthes & ricchesse,. .be
lasse good he deleth. ^1425 Cursor M. 23105 ,Trin.) pe
lord uf my^t bat al wait,

2. Pa. t. a. 1 weold, wieold, 3 wield, 3-5
weld(e.
Beowulf 465 weold [see B. ij. C897 Alfred Gregory's

Past. C, I. 391 -Mnnigra folca jestreoiics hie wieoldon. c 1100
O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1036, pajt ne jjebafodon ba be
niicel weold on on bisan lande. c \zoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 169
< >n alle be winne be he erur wield, c 1205 Lay. 1^3 He wes
king & heo quen & kinelond heo welden. 1432-50 tr. Hig-
den{Ko\U) I. 7 Riches bat bey welde [Caxton welded) while
bey were alyue.

0. 1 wylde, 2 ^e) weilde, -welt, 3-4 welt e,

welde.
a 1000 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 225/1 Domui't,!. uicit, tm'ti-

gnuit, wylde. c 1175 E. E. [Yesp.) Horn. 1 •: Ic jewel Ide 8:

3ewann feola beodan. Ibid. 107 Ne mid his scelde heo ne
jewelt. c ivj/aGen. fy Ex. 532 Wimmen welten weres mester.

c 1350 welt [see B. 2],

7. 3 waldfe, weelde, 4-5 wait; 3-5 wolde, 4
wolt.
c 1205 Lav. 8976 Androgeus walde [later text welde] al

bat he wolde. Ibid. 24134 Na len^ere bat lond he ne walde
[later text wolde]. a 1250 Prov. sElfred 339 in O. E. Misc.
126 peyh o mon wolde al be worlde. 13. . Ga~o. <y Gr. Knt.
231 He stemmed & con studte, Quo wait per most renoun.
Ibid. 485 Wyth wele wait bay bat day. c 1350 // 'ill. Palerne
3887 Was neuer man vpon mold bat swiche mi^t wait, a 1425
Cursor M, 10181 (Trin.) pe secounde party bat he wait Was
among be prestes dalt.

5. 4-7 welded 4 -id), 5-6 Sc, weildit, 6

weelded, 7 weilded, 7- wielded.
1338 weldid [see B. 5]. 1382 Wycuf Isa. \x\i\, 18 As nojt

thei weldeden thin hoeli puple. c 1475 Rauf'
Coihear 578

The wy that weildit the wane. i6oi welded [see B. 5 dj.

1838 James Louis XIV, III. iii. 89 Boileau too wielded his

satirical pen.

3, /'a. pple. 1 jewealden, 3 iwealde, iwald,
wold, 5 welde(n, weld; 1 wyld(d; 4 weldid,

7 (9 dial.) welded, 7- wielded.
Beowulf^732 [He] pedeflhim. .^ewealdcne worolde daclas.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) xviii. 14 [xix. 13] 5if m i" bine
beop wyldde. c 1200 [-.ee B. 3]. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 189 Al be
world is iwald purh his wissunge. 1 1250 wold [see B. ic].

a 1340 Hamfole Psalter xv. 7 Thurgh be whilke be heritage
of heuen may be sene and weldid. a 1425 Cursor M. 1382

1

(Trin.) Eijte & britty ^eer in bonde Haue I not welden foot

ny honde. t'1470 Harding Chron. ccix. iii, The which the
duke of Bargoyn wold haue weld. Ibid, ccxxxn. iii, So
was the lande w* Frenchmen wonne & welde. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. vii. 321/2 The Hand Hammer. . may be welded
..with one hand. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 82 Pio A
Scymitar once wielded by a .Soldier. 1891 welded [see B. 4].

JB. Signification.

+ 1. trans. To rule or reign over, govern, rule,

command. Obs. exc. as merged in 5.

Beowulf465 Ic.. weold folce Deni^a. t 888 /Elfred Boeth.
xxxiii. § 5 Dryhten. .bu 5e ealle.. gesceafta. . zesceope &.

.

heora weltst. e 1175 Lamb. Horn. 153 To fihtcn. .to-5eines

ba awariede gastes bet welded posternesse [rectores tene-

brarum], c 1250 Gen. Kf Ex. 840 De kinges wtlten buries
00a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9891 God almy^ty.

bat al byng weldes. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 650, I make the

kepare, sir knyghte, of kyngrykes mauve, .. to weilde al

my landes. c 1420 Prose Life Alex. 37 So sail ^e wele &
peysably welde 5our empire, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. 1. excix.

(181 1) 206 Weldynge y
e countreat his wyll. 1575GASCOIGNF.

Kenelworth Wks. 1910 II. 115 Though she finde the skil A
kingdome for to weelde. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts Neh.
v. 14, 1, and my familie have not taken that allowance which
was appointed fur the governour, so as, though I weilded
the place, yet I forbore to take the maintenance allotted

unto it.

b. intr. To rule, have the command ; fig. to

prevail. Obs. exc. Sc. dial.

a 1450 Ratt's Raving 2270 Vtlfulnes and mysknawleg Ay
wodly weildand. la 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) vi. 112

As was from the begininge, And never shall have endinge,

From worlde to worlde aye weildinge, Amen ! God of

mighte moste. 1915 G. Sinclair Poems 63 May.. love an*

friendship freely wald Around her ingle.

f c. trans. To overcome, subdue. Obs.

a 1000 [see A. 2 3). c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 421 Abel an hundred

;er was hold, Dan he was of is broiler wold. Ibid. 526 Dor

is writen quat a^te awold, Dat 5is wei Id was [of ?] water wold.

+ 2. To have at command or disposal, have as

one's own or in one's keeping, hold, own, possess;

to have the advantage of, enjoy; sometimts (con-

textually), to get possession of, gain, win, obtain.

Beo7vutf305t Hi weoldon waelstowe. a 1000 Gutklac 239

Oft we ofcrsejon . . beoda beawas, bnrce modi^ra. tara pe

in iclimpe life weoldon. 11.. in KemlrfeCW. Dtpl, 1 V.,200

And ic cyoe eow ca-t Oniric ahbud and eal 3aet hired on

Abbendunes mynstre he minre unne and sife fn^elice

habban and wealdan Hornemeres hunred on hyre a^enre

andwealde. C1220 Bestiary 176 If 3u hauot is broken,

Al 3u forbreoes, forwuroes and forgelues, Ethe lif to

wolden. a 1225 Ancr. R. 388 (Christ) wrot mid his owune
15-2
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blode saluz to his leofmo'n, of luue gretunge. .forte weiden
hire luue. a 1300 Cursor kf, 10328 Oft sith Iates he be lett

Man wit wornman child to gett, Bituix and bair forber

eild, And (>an bam sendes child to weild. Ibid. 24188

Moght i be ans weld in arm, Hale me think of all mi harm.

13. . [see A. 2 y], 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 835 ?e ar welcum
to welde as yow lykez pat here is ; al is yowre awen, to

haue at yowre wylle. C1350 Will. Paterne 76 pat seide be

child schuld weld al here godis. Ibid. 144 He wex to a wer-

wolf, .ac his witt welt he after as wel as to-fore. Ibid. 2946,

I not where he serial 30U to wiue welde. c 1386 Chaucer
Monk's T. 20 Adam..welte all Paradys sauynge o tree.

1470-85 Malory Arthur v. vii. 172 Ye be worthy to welde
all your honour and worship, c 1480 Childe of Bristowe 542
in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (1881) 321, Y haue no childe,

Myn heritage for to wilde. 1513 Douglas sEneis vn, vi.

127 Lat nevirhis feris weild Ane fut braid of Italiane ground
norfeyld. 1586 [<=ee A. 1 e]. 1593 Churchyard Challenge
116 What cunning heads and hands can catch in hold, That
covetous mindes, doth seek to weld alone. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 510 They . . would never be able with wis-

dom and moderation to weld any great prosperitie [rd?

tvrrpayias . . ^epeic].

t b. To have in oneself, experience, feel; to

have as one's lot or fate, suffer, undergo ; to suffer

patiently, endure, tolerate. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Paterne 2990 So gret wonder wait be quen of

be worb besies. a 1400 Leg. Rood viii. '1871) 143 Weopyng
and wo I wait, a 1400 Kelig. Piecesfr, Thornton MS. xi.

(1914) 88 Wele or wa, ane of ba>e twa. To welde with-

owtten ende. 1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 594/2 God
. . rnaketh with the temptacion a way out also, that ye may
well weild it. 1579 I.yi.v Enphues N ij, At the fust the Oxe
weyldeth not the yoke, nor the Colt the snaffle,, .yet time
canseth the one to bend his neck [etc.].

+ 3. a. To decide, determine, ordain ; to be the

author or cause of; to bring about; to carry out,

execute, perform. Obs.
In OK. chiefly const, gen. In later use prob. transf. from 4.

Beewulfz^j^ Dan* he by fyrste forman dojore wealdan
moste. c8gy Alfred tr. Gregory's Past. C. 377 £if hwe!c
folc bi5 mid hungre >;eswenced, & hwa his hwa^te ^ehyt
& o5hielt. hu ne wilt he..biera dea&es? a goo Cynewui.f
F.lene 760 pa:s "du. . wealdest. c 1000 Instil. Pol. xxv. in

Thorpe Ane. Laws II. 340/14 Syndon .. cyrcan - . wace
£egridode..wa bam be baes wealt. c 1200 P'in. Coll. Horn.

45 purh m.innes gemeleste ..and naht bi his a$ene wille

. .deaShim wes iwealde. 1:1275 in O. E. Misc. 101 Bidde we
alle ben heye kyng pat welde schal be laste dom. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. A. 8it For synne he set hymself in vayn,

That neuer hide non hymself to wolde. 1387 Trevisa
Iiigden (Rolls) I. 419 He may no werk soche wilde. 1513
Douglas sEnet's vm. Prol. 22 All is wele done, God wait,

weild he bis will.

fb. intr. (for refl.) To occupy oneself, be

doing ; to act, do, fare (well, etc.) ; to ' manage*.
This use does not seem to be continuous with the intr.

sense of OE. wealdan ' to contrive or manage to do some-
thing expressed or implied '.

c 1400 Beryn 1803 Howe sbuld osely lombe, a-mong wolvis

weld, And scapen vn-I-harmyd? C1470 Hknry Wallace IV.

339 Now lycht, now sadd; now blisful, now in baill ;. . Nowe
weildand weyle; now calde weddyr, now hett. a 1500
Bernard, de cura reifam. 1. 351 Quhamgod of mycht hade
waM and virke & lefTe In wytnes of adame and of eue.

1565 Satir. Poems Reform. 1. 407 Rather given whollie to

weld wlh thesworde, Then worke that wisdome have firmelie

affied. 1581 A. Hall Iliads. 93 Although he weelded wcl

in fight. 1613 P. Forbes Consm. Rev. Ep. Ded., The
inexpert student, in search of letters weilding amidst infinite

variety, is cast in such doubt of choise,

f 4. trans. To direct the movement or action of,

to control; to use, have the use of, as a bodily

member or a faculty ; to lead, guide, direct ; occas.

to hold in check; gen. to deal with, have to do
with; to deal with successfully, manage. Obs. or

dial. exc. as in 5.

Here are included various shades of meaning, lit. and

fig. : see also below. In quot. 1530, to inflect grammatically.

In OE. const, gen.

c 888 JE\.fred Boeth. xxxix. § 8 Sio eax welt ealles baes

waenes. 1*97 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 3093 Hii ne ssoileb abbe be

leste ston be wule ich may weld [v. r. wolde] min hond.

^1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 239 In our Chapitre praye we..

To crist bat he thee sende heele and myght Thy body for to

weelden. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 196 Then callyd be norys

to j?e modyr, and bade hur. .helpehur forto folde be chyldys

clobis; for scho was to woke, and myght not welde horn.

c 1470 Gol f Gaw. 450 Quhill I may my wit wald, I

think my fredome to hald. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit
Wemen 7? Thansuld I waill anc.Thatsuld my womanheid
weild. 1513 Douglas AEneis xu. xii. 129 Thewond tarreis

Enee sum deyll.-To weild hys kne maid sum impedyment,

1530 Palsgr. Ded. Aiib, How to welde hym [sc. a frenche

worde], in his cases, gendre, nombres, modes, tenses, and
persons. 1555 Phakr AKneid 11. 529 So sayd she, and gan
to welde Hym aged man, and in the sacred seat hym set

and helde. 1581 T. Howell Deuises G iii b, Let wisedome
welde your wit. 1595 Spenskr Col. Clout 130 I.oue will

not be drawne, but must be ledde, And Bregog did so well

her fancie weld, That her good will he got her first to

wedde. 1596 — State frel. Wks. (Globe) 663/2 According
to the quantityeof such land, as euerye man. . shalbe founde
able to weelde. 1601 Holland Pliny x. iii. I. 272 The very
iEgles, not able to weld the prey that they have seazed
upon, are together with it drawne under the water. 1612

Drayton Poly-olb. ii. 131 Her new-beginning banke her
water scarcely weelds. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. yu.
xli, Her daughters.. Much pain'd themselves her stumbling
feet to weeld. 1650 Fuller Pisgah m. v. 326 It is no
shame for one to admit a partner in that weighty work,

which he cannot weild by himself. 1741 Young Nt. Th. 11.

449 Whose mind was.. strong to weild all science. 1891

Sheffield Gloss., Suppl., A farmer living at Ashover, in

Derbyshire, said to me, 'There's no farm I could ha' liked

better if I could only ha' welded it '.

fb. refl. in various senses (see above); occas.

to conduct oneself, behave. Obs.
ci*oo Vices -y Virtues (1888) 51 He lai alswa 5at child oe

nan god ne oann, ne speken ne mai, ne isien, ne him seluen
wealden. 13.. SirBeues (A.) 368 Whan bow ert of swich
elde, pat bow mi3t be self wilde, And ert of age. c 1375
Cursor M. 24358 (Fairf.) Dorou mi hert I felde hit stange
My-self I mujt no3t welde. £1400 Destr. Troy 8655 His
sheld on his shulders shot was ijehynd, And his brest left

bare,. .To weld hym more winly bat worthy to lede. 1436
Lydg. DeGuil. I'ilgr. 20587 Somme be lame, and feblc.And
somme strong, and gon vp-ryht, And many welde hem sylff

ryiit wel. c 1430 /low Good Wife taught Dau. in Babees
Bk. (1868.1 46 So wysely thee welde That by frendys haue
Ioy of thee. 1545 Raynalde Byrth Mankynde 11. ii. (1552)

60 b, Nether can it welde, or helpe it selfe to come forthe.

1647 Harvey Sch. of Heart vi. iii, The limbs unable are
themselves to weild [rime swell'd].

+ C. To carry (something heavy or requiring

effort). Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 1131 pa Troinisce men..duden of ban wilden
al heora iwilla, to j>an scipen waelden [later text to be sipes

ladden so moche so iwolden], /bid. 21874 Heo..heore ua^x

fasire warden to \o\de[latertext hire her faire al hii totere].

c 1386 Chauckr Monk's 'P. 2jz She wolde kille Leons leo-

pardes and Beres..And in bir Armes weelde hem at hir

wille. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 838 pan Alexander. .Wynnes
him vp a wardrere he wait in his handis. 159* Kyd Sp.
'/'rag. 1. iv, I tooke him up, and wound him in mine armes ;

And welding him unto my priuate tent, There laid him
downe.

f d. To express, utter. Obs. rare.

1581 A. Hall Iliads. 77 To the Gods, .he wold not weeld
his thought. 1587 A. Day Daphnis ty Chloe (1890) 121 The
best are mute, And may not weld the greatnes of her praise.

1605 Shaks. Lear \. i. 56 Sir, I loue you more then word
can weild ye matter, a 1635 Corbet Poems (1672) 95 Out-
went the 'townsmen all in Starch, . . into the Field, Where
one a Speech could hardly wield.

5. To use or handle with skill and effect ; to

manage, actuate, ply (a weapon, tool, or instru-

ment, now always one held or carried in the hand).

(The current sense.)
In OE. const, gen., dat., or instrumental.

Beowulf'2038 penden hie 5am waepnum wealdan moston.
a 1000 Battle rfMaldon 83 pa hwile be hi waepna wealdan
moston. c 1300 l/avelok 1436 Nou ich am up to bat helde
Cumen, that ich may wepne welde. 1338 R. I'runne Chron.
(1810) 23 Sex 3ere was he kyng, with werre weldid be scheld.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 97 He left nane mycht vapnys
velde. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2000 Ariadne, He. .hath
Rovme .. lo welde an axe or swerde or staffe or knyfle.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 651 Wele & wi^tly in were to weiden
a sp:re. c 14*5 Wvntoun Cron. vu. vii, 1304 A childe.-pat
wapynnys mycht noucht wichtly waulde. r 1425 Noit'Cycle
7I/i st. Plays (19 19)22 82 Woiklooms for to work and weeld.

1470-85 Malory Arthur ix. ii. 340 Is there ony of you here

that wille take vpon hym to welde this shelde ? 1563 P.

Whitehorne On^sandro Platan. 74 Muche Jesse the slingers

can wild their slinges.. : being hindered of the Souldiers.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. I. iii. 24 O base bungarian wight :

wilt yu the spigot wield? 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire
(1892) 275 Monstrousecudgells..as biggeas the partie is well

able to wild. 16x9 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 251 We can tell

better bow to weald our owne weapons. 1736 Gray Statius

i. 1 Whoe'er the quoit can wield, And furthest send its

weight. 1784C0WPER Task III. 636 Strength may wield the

pond'rous spade. '798 Wordsw. Peter Bell Prol. xxx,
A potent wand doth Sorrow wield, i860 Tvndai.l Glac. 1.

xxii. 159 Never wielding my hatchet until my balance was
secured.

b. To wield a or the sceptre (and similar phrases)

:

to exercise supreme authority, to reign or rule

(also fig.). Cf. Sway v. 8.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 73 His Head by nature

fram'd to wearea Crowne, His Hand to wield a_ Scepter.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 1. xxix, Edward the third being

dead, had left this child.. The crowne and Scepter of this

Realme to wield. 1635 J. Taylor (Water P.) Old, Old
Man C4, How he aria's son th' eighth Henry, here did

wield The Scepter. 1809 Syd. Smith Serm. I. 64 Providence

..gives to many a man a soul far better than his birth, com-
pelling him to dig with a spade, who had bet ter have wielded

a sceptre. 1821 Scott Kenilw. vii, The late prime favourite

of England, who wielded her general's staff and controlled

her parliaments. 1858 Max Muller Chips (1880) III. i. 28

The intellectual sceptre of Germany was wielded by a new
nobility.

C. To exercise (power, authority, influence).

1612 T. Taylor Comiu. Titus ii. 9 He forbiddeth them
not to exercise rule, .ouer their seruants, but only teacheth

them after what manner to weld their autboriue. a 1677
Barrow Serm. III. xxii. (R.) To wield power innocently, ..

for the maintenance of right,, .for the suppression of injury,

..is a matter of no small skill. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr.

Atonem. iv. (1852) 97 Physical power wielded^ by an omni-
potent Being .. must overcome every possible obstacle.

i86x Buckle Civiliz. II. vi. 412 Over the inferior order of

minds, they still wield great influence. 1868 J. H. Blunt
Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 100 Wielding, .an authority which he had
no just right to wield. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. §6. 53
Dunstan . . wielded for sixteen years . . the secular and ecclesi-

astical powers of the realm.

d. To use after the fashion of a tool or weapon
for the performance of something.
1601 W. Cornwallis Ess. ii. xlix. Nn 3I), I am the veriest

bungler.. that euer welded tongue. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. iii. I. 354 Wielding the strength and representing the

dignity of the city of London. 1857 Maurice Mor. <y Met.
Philos. IV. vii. § 13. 343 Wield ng the learning of the old

times with incomparable facility. 1871 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. fed. 4) 725 The dorsal ribs [of serpents] wielded, .by

..powerful muscles, .perform the office of internal lees.

1882 Perody Engl. Journalism xxiii. 183 A trained soldier

wielding a graphic and powerful pen. 1886 A. Weir Hist.

Basis Mod. Europe (1889) 588 [The] increasing importance

I of the middle classes, as they wielded more efficiently capital
' and machinery. 1918 A. Menzies Calvin 396 Who could

wield such scathing invective?

Hence WieTded ppl.a.\ also (ttonce-wds.)

"Wieldable a.
f
capable of being wielded; fWieTd-

ance, the action of wielding.
1800 Southey in Robberds Mem. IV. Taylor I. 325 As

easy and as *wieldahle as blank verse, c 1625 Bp. Hall
St. Paul's Combat 11. Wks. 1634 II. 451 This spiritual!

edge shall either turne againe, or (through our weake weild-

ance) not enter the stubburne and thick hide of obdured
hearts. 1842 Tennyson Talking Oak lxvi, May never saw
d ismember thee, Nor *wielded axe disjoint

Wielder (wrldai). Forms : see Wield v.
;

4 ere, 5 -are, -ire 5-6 -ar, 5- -er. [f. Wield v.

+ -er !.] One who wields, in various senses.

T 1. A ruler, governor, master ; sometimes ap-

plied to God ; locally, a manager (?). Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C- 120 pe welder of wyt, bat wot alle

bynges. 138a Wyclif Isa. 1. 3 The oxe knej his weldere,
and the asse the cracche of his lord, a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 1608 pe lege Emperoure, f>e wildire [v r. welder] of

all be werde. 1402 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 78 As that we
were welders and lordes of alle. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. 1.

met v. 44 O weldar, apeace the Koring floudes. 1600
Breton Melancholike Humours Wks. (Grosart) 1

.
9/1 They,

like the wielders of the world, command, and haue their

will. 1723 Swift Argts. Power Bps. Wks. 1841 II. 219/1
Such . . tenants, generally speaking, have others under them,
and so a third and fourth in subordination, till it comes to

the welder (as they call him), who sits at a rack-rent. 1823-49
Lingard Hist. Eng. (1855) I. ii. 52/1 The title.. of Bret-
walda, the wielder or sovereign of Britain.

f2. The author or cause ^/"something. Obs. rare.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvii. 53 The veildarsofyis greif.

3. One who uses or actuates skilfully : const, of
(a weapon, instrument, etc.); also fig.
1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (i8og) III. 57 He is the

free wielder of all the powers of a free.. people. 1855
Brimley Ess., Westw. Ho! (1858) 303 These are the higli

aims of fiction in the hands of its master wielders. 1862

K. W. Procter Our Turf Stage <y Ring 81 The rough-
hewn wielders of the spade. 1866 Whittier Snmv-bound
438 Brisk wielder of the birch and rule, The master of the

district school. 1884 R. F. Burton Bk. Sword viii. 166 The
ZanzibarPs Sword is . . dangerous to the wielder. 1908 Spec-

tator 11 Apr. 564/2 Some able wielder of autocratic power.

Wielding (wrldirj), vbl.sb. [f. Wield v. +
-)NG *.] The action ol the verb Wield, in various

senses.

+ 1. Government, power, command; possession,

: keeping : see Wield v. fi. I, 2. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 19011 pa baedden heo..V5er bene king wi5

I
inne heore walding [c 1275 weldyng], tr 1325 Melr. Hotn, 1

Al es loken in tlii welding. Thou ert Lauerd..That al op-

haldes. c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 644 Ye haue hem in youre
myght and in youre weeldyr.ge. £1440 York M)st. i. 39
And haue al welth in 5oure weledyng. c 1460 Play Sac am.

; 35 In be dukedom of Oiyon moche have I in weldyng.
c 1485 Digl>y Myst. lit, 59 Thys castelL.is at my wylddyng.

2. Control, (power oi) using, management, etc.

:

see Wield v. IJ. 4, 5.

a 1425 Cursor M. 13781 (Trin.) His lymmes had he so for-

gone pat of hem weldyng had he none. 1551 Robinson tr.

Alore's Utopia 11. i v. (1895) 140 Their garmentes. .[are] no let

to the mouynge and weldynge of the bodie. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad \n. 125 Areitbous that bare the great and massie club,

And.. got such praise by force and weelding good. 1820

Lamb Elia Ser. 1. South-sea House, He was. .equal to the

wielding of any of the most intricate accounts. 1836 Kebli;

in Lyra A^ost. (1849) 223 behold your armoury !—sword
and lightning shaft, ..And in your wielding left! 1880

Tennyson Brunanburh xi, The wielding of weapons.

Wielding, ppl.a. (sb.) [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That wields ; f ruling, governing ; as sb. a ruler,

governor (see Waldend); in quot. 1622, ?faring,
1

* doing* (well). (See also All-wielding.)
a 900 Cynewulf Crist ion Mihti^ god,. . waldende god.

c 1000 ^lfric Horn. I. 328 Se Wealdenda Diihten. a 1300

I Cursor M. 5206 (>f egypti..Ks he liuand and maister weld-

! and. c 1485 Digly Myst. in. 1832, I be-lcve In be father,

bat is of all wyldyng. 1622 Wither Faire- Virtue B 2, A
faire weilding-tree.

t Wie'ldleSS, a. Obs. [f. Wield v. + -less
]

That cannot be wielded ; unmanageable, uncon-

trollable, unwieldy.
1560 Phaek AEncid. ix. 740 Down sinks the weldlesse

weight. 1593^ G. Fletcher Licia (1876) 36 The warlike

Mais, can weildles weapons guide. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv.

iii. 19 With the weight of his owne weeldlesse might, He
falleth nigh to ground.

f Wieldly, a. Obs. rare. In 5 weldely. [f.

Wield v. + -lt 1. Cf. unwiddly.] =Wieldy 2

(quot. c 1440).

f Wieldness. Obs. In 4 weld-, weildnes. [f.

Wield a. + -kess. Cf. OE. ivaldnis ' dominatio '.]

Command, control, possession.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13781 Sua herd him was his limes I an

J'at he O bairn had weldnes nan. Ibid. 23641 fpe gode] hir

sal haf weldnes of all wale, [Pe wicked] lai sal vnwekhd be

wit bale.

1 Wieldsome, a. Obs. rare. [f. Wield v. +

-SOME.] = WlELDV 3.

1565 Got.niNG Caesar 99 b, The Galleyes wherof the faaon

was more straunge to the sauage Britons, and the mouing
1 more redy and wieldsome [et motus ad usum expeditior\.

Wieldy (wrldi), a. Forms : 4-6 weldy (6 -ie),

i 5 weeldy, 6 wyldy, 7 wieldie, weildy, 7-

wieldy. [f. Wield v. + -y \ Cf. MLG. weidich

j

etc., and Unwieldy.]
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1. Capable of easily 'wielding' one's body or

limbs, or a weapon, etc.; vigorous, active, agile,

nimble. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 636 So fressh so yong so weldy
semed he. 142a Yongk Seer. Seer, xxiii. 154 Where ben the
Weldy Werriours? c 1450 Lovelich Grail xii. 57 Eche
man .. That weren weldy Armes to bere. 15x8 More
Dyaloge 1. Wks. 153 The hole body is the more wyldy and
lusty l>y some kynde of exercise. 1592 Wyrley Arntoric,
Ld. Chandos 75 Armd like youthfutl Troyilus And fresh as
he.., As stirring, weldie, and as cheualrous As Chaucer
makes him. 1677 Gilpin Daemonol. (1867) 79 By reason of
our burden we are less wieldy and more unapt to make any
resistance.

t2. ? Requiring strength to wield, heavy or

bulky ; wielded with force, powerful. Obs.
c 1440 Partonof>e 3876 (Univ. Coll. MS.) A-boute liys nekk

lieng a sheelde .. And hit was full weeldy \v.r. weldely],

159* Wyrley Armorie, Ld. Chandos 57 [He] did stand To
his defence, when slaine was euerie mate With weldie axe.

3. Easilywielded, controlled, or handled; manage-
able ; handy. [In later use a back-formation from
unwieldy.']

1583 Mei.bancke Phitotimus H iv, When you breake a
colte, you firste beate him for his wiidues, and afterward
being weldy do cherish your hobby. 1656 Heylin Surv.
France 183 The boat..wie!die and fit for speed. 1678 R.
L' Estrange Seneca s Mar, in. v. 28 In the Choice of a
Sword, we take care that it be weildy. 1795 Southey Joan
pf Arc x. 286 Their javelins lesson d to a wieldy length.

1839 J. Rogers Antipopofir. v. § 2. 192 One mighty league,

in one body wieldy, tractable, governable. 1903 Times
Lit. SuppL 19 June 189/1 For its bulk it is admirably wieldy
and light in hand.

% Erroneously used for unwieldy.
1687 Wood Life (O.H.S.) III. 227 {He] being fat and

weild y, could not ride or walk as the others could.

Wiele, Wier, Wierangel, -gle, Wierd,
Wiery, Wiese, Wiesshe, Wiet, "Wietch,
Wieth, obs. ff. Wile, Wkib, Wire, Wariangle,
Wkirp, Wiry,Wise, Wish v.,Wit «y.,WiCH,Withe.
Wife 'waif), sb. PI. wives (waivz). Forms:

Sing, a. 1-5 (6 Sc.) wif, 3-5 wijf, 3-6 wyf,
4-6 wyff(e, wyfe, (chiefly Sc.) vif, vyf(e, 5-6
wiff(e, 6.S(.vyff, (1,4 wiif, 4 vijfe, whife, wieffe,

wyefe, weyffe, 4-5 weife, wiue, wyue, 5 wyif,
wyyfe, wy3ffe, whyf^fye, 5-7 wiefe, 6 wie£f, 6-7
wief

,
4- wife. Gen. 1-7 wifes, 3-7 wiues, (4

wiuis, wyuys), 4-5 wijfes, wyues, 4-6 wyfes,
5-6 Sc, wyf(f)is, 7 wives, 8 wive's, 8- wife's

;

uninflecled 4 wijf, 4-5 wife. PL 1—3 wif; 2-7
wifes, 3-7 wiues, 4-5 Sc, wyffls, 4-6 wyfes,
wyues. wins, .SV.wiflls, 5-6 Sc. wyfis, (4 wijf(e)s,

vijfes, wiuis, wiuus, wiwes, vyuez, Sc. vifis, 5
wifs, wifys, wyuys, 5-6 -is, 6 Sc, vyfns, vyfues,
vyuis, 7 wiefs), 7- wives. Gen, 1 wi(i)fa, 3
wife, wiue; 3 wiuene; 4-7 wives, 8- wives*.

TOE. wifstr.'n. - OKris., OS. wif, (LG. wief,

Dii. wijf), OHG., MHG. wip (G. weib), ON.w/
{Sw. vif Da. viv) ; not in Gothic (which uses

qind ' mulier* Quean and qens i uxor ' Qcees sb.)

;

of obscure origin.]

1. A woman : formerly in general sense ; in later

use restricted to a woman of humble rank or ' of
low employment* (J.), esp. one engaged in the

sale of some commodity. Now dial., exc. with
prefixed descriptive word, esp. in compounds such
as Ale-wife 1

, Apple-w//>, Fishwife, Old wife,
Oyster-w^, etc.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. A 646 Anus, alduulf. cqoo tr. Br fa's

Hist. iv. xxiii, Seo aerest wiifa [L. feminarum]. C950
Lindisf Gosp. Joh-i iv. 7 Cuom uifof oaer byrix to ladanne
uaeter. 971 Blickl. Horn. 5 For baere synne ba:s aerestan
wifes. cnjs Lamb. Horn, in Wisdom biriseo weran and
clenesse birisarS wifan. c izo$ Lay. 1507 pa scipen to-

dra^en & ba wif drenchen. a 1225 Ancr. K. 158 Seint
Johan baptiste,bi hwamure Louerd seio

1

, bet among wiuene
sunes ne aros neuer betere. 01300 Cursor M. 12904
Amang all wiue [13.. Go'tt. wiues] suns, ..A heier barn
was neuer nan. c 1300 Havelok 1713 Hw god helpen kan
O mani wise wif and man. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii.

{I'^tpciane) 1067, I coniure be, pat it, bat bu has hard of
me, ..pat hu tel nothyre to man na vyf. c 1386 Chaucer
Miller s T. T55 The wyues of the parisshe. — Doctor's T.
71 Whan she woxen is a wyf. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi.

xviii. 2235 pat man is noucht born of wifT Off powar to reff

me my lif. c 1470 Hknry Wallace 1. a* Eduuard. .gert sla

. .Off man and wilf, vij thousand and fyfty. 1488 Ace. Ld.
High Tre.is.SaU. I.giThe wyfis of Dunbar. ic*6Tindalb
Rev. xvii. 6, 1 sawe the wyfe dronke with the bloud of
saynctes. c 1563 Jack Juggler C iij, Then came I by a wife
that did costerds sell. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 118
The wyfis that fostred 30W. 1625 Bacon Apophthegms § 54
(19] Strawberrie wiues, that laid two or three great straw,
berries at the mouth of their pot, and all the rest were little

ones. 1635 in Daily Chrou. (1008) 1 1 Mar. 6/7 Oyster wives,
herb wives, tripe wives. 1818 Keats Dawlish Fair 3 Where
gin^er-bread wives have a scanty sale. 1815 Brockett
JV. C. Gloss., Wife, a woman, whether married or not. 'An
apple wife ',—'a fish wife ',—

' A tripe wife'. tfttTonOKM
Guinev. 55 She.. shuddered, as the village wife who cries
' I shudder, some one steps across my grave.'

b. Qualified by old, esp. in the phr. old wives
y

fable, story, tale ; see Old wife i.

<T7*5 [see above]. 1340, etc. [see Old wife i], 1561 T.
Norton Calznn's Inst. 111. 220 An old wines request. 1656
Mknnis & J. Smith Mus. Delic. (ed. 2) 2 An old wifes-Tale.

2. A woman joined to a man by marriage; a

married woman. Correlative of Husband sb. 2.

(The ordinary current sense.)

cQ8S Alfred Boeth. x, Hu ne liofao bin wif eac, baes ilean

Simaches dohtor? ("975 Rushw. Gosp, Matt. i. 24 Accepit
coniugem suam, feng wiue his. riooo Ags. Gosp. Matt.
xviii. 25 Hyne het hys hlaford gesyllan, & hys wif& hys cild.

a 1175 Cott. Hoitt. 11$ Sem cham iafet and hare breo wif.

C 117S Lamb. Horn, 49 Riche men. . be habbed. .feire wifes

and feire children. Ibid. 129 He forseh his scuppend burh
his wifes red. c 1205 Lay. 25 Noe & Sem Japliet 1^ Cham &
heore fjur wiues [11175 wifes]. Ibid. 14142 Ich wulle..

senden after mine wiue. c 1130 Gen. <y Ex. i2igGod him bad
is wiues tale Listen, c 1290 S, Eng. Leg. 30/26 To take is

brober wijf. a 1300 Cursor M. 918 pou, man,.. has vnder-
tftken pi wijf red [Gott. pi wiues rede]. 13.. E. E. Allit.P.

A. 785 pe lambes vyuez in blysse we bene. C1350 Will.

Palerne 242 My menskful moder is his meke wiue. 1422

Yonge tr. Seer. Seer, xxxvi. 192 The loue that a vif shoUl

haue to hir spous. c 1460 Fortescl'e Abs. <V Lim. Man. iii.

(1885) 114 Thair wyfes and childeren. 1483 Cath. Angl.
417/1 A Wife modir, socrus. 1549 Comfl. Scot. ii. 24
'Thou sal spouse ane vyfe, bot ane vthir sal tak hyr fra the.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 72 A good wife

makth a good husbande, (they saie). 1580 in Cath. Trac-
tates (S.T. S.) 58 Ane of Jacobs vyfues. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's A/or. 16 Slaves unto their wives goods. 1628

Coke On Lilt. 1. 112 A man may not grant nor giue his

tenements to his Wife during the couerture, for that his

Wife and hee bee but one person in the Law. 1628 in

Cath. Tractates (S. T. S.' 273 Their wifes and bairnes,

c 1635 Sir W. Pole Descr. Devon m. (1791) 166 Sr
. Thomas

Beamont . . maried 2 wiefs. 1637 Sc. Prayer Bk., Vis,

Sick, Visit him, O Lord, as thou didst Peters wives mother.
i7»a Hearnb Collect. (O. H. S.) VII. 382 His Wive's first

Husband. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. vii, She passed
for that Gentleman's Wife,.. and yet .. there were some
Doubts concerning the Reality of their Marriage. 1834
Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding ho. i. He had never been
married; but he was still on the look-out for a wife with
money.

b. Thrases. {a) To wife (To prep, 1 1 b), for a

wife, to be one's wife : in such phrases as to take

to wife, to marry (somewhat arch.) ; f to give

{grant) to wife, to bestow in marriage ; fto have

{hold) to wife, to have as one's wife, be the husband
of; +/V will to wife, to desire to marry, f (p)

Wifes light, a light (in a church) maintained by
married women (cf. maiden s light. Maiden* sb, 10).

(c) All the world and his wife (humorous colloq.),

all men and women, everybody : usually hypei-

bolically for a large and miscellaneous body or

company of people of both sexes.
Also in various other phrases, as bachelor's wife (Bachelor

4 h),u<ife ofone's bosom (Bosom sb. 1 c), wife of the left hand
(Left hand 2), man and wife (Man sb. 1

8).

{a) c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 4 Nys be alyfed hi to wife

to haebbenne. £1250 Gen. .y Ex. 2147 losep to wiue his

dowter nam. 1297 R. GlouC (Rolls) 8926 pe emperour of
alimayne willede to wiue \v.rr. to his wyfe, to his wyff]

Mold be kinoes do3ter. a 1300 Cursor M. 74S2, I suld..

giue mi doghter him to wijt. 136a Langl. /'. PI. A. HI.

106 5'f he wilne be to wyf, wolt bou him haue? ^1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 1304 Dido, Haue ^e nat sworn to wyue
me to take? 1390G0WKR Co/if. II. 217 This Steward.. A lusti

l.idi hath towyve. la 1400 Morte ArtA. 3575 He has wed-
dyde Waynore, and hyr to wyefe holdes. 1415 in Reg, Mag.
Sig. Scot. 1430, 39/1 Huchon Fraser..God grantand, sal

lede into wyf Jonet of Fentoun the systir.
^ 1513 Douglas

AKneis VII. vui. 61 Pot he the grant to wyf his child Lavine.

1516 Tinoale Mark xii. 23 In the resurrecion then.. whose
wyfe shall she be of them? For seven had her to wyfe.

1588 Grkkne Pandosto Wks. (Grosart) IV. 234 This Pan-
dosto had to Wife a Ladie called Iiellaria. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 80 f 3 She., was taken to Wife by a Gentleman.
1726 Pope Odyss. xxi. 73 If I the prize, if me you seek to

wife. 1849 Macaulay Hist. En%. 11. I. 231 James had.,
taken to wife the princess Mary of Modena. 1907 C. H ill-

Tout Brit. N. Atner., Far West x. 182 Early marriages
were.. the custom, the girls being often barely pubescent
when taken to wife.

(<*) I547"8 in Swayne ChnrchvJ. Ace. Sarum (1896) 275, x li.

of wex for the wyfes Light.
(c) 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversaf. III. 192 Miss. Pray,

Madam, who were the Company? Lady Smart. Why,
there was all the World, and his Wife. i8m Pyron Let. to

Sir W. Scott, * All the world and his wife ', as the proverb
goes, were trying to trample upon me. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. 1. xvii, All the world and his wife and daughter leave

cards. 191a World-) May 701/1 So much has been heard
of Hardelot lately.. that its name must be familiar to all

the world and his wife.

C. euphem, A kept mistress, concubine.
c 14x5 Wyntoun Cron. vi. x. 8S0 Bot scho wes blamyt in

hir live, The bischop of Dunkeldynnis wif.

f d. Applied as a term of affection to a female

friend. Obs.
159a Wills % Inv. Durh. (Surtees i860) 205 To Mrs.

Clopton one old ryall, to hir daughter, my wiflfe, Ali':e, one
angell. 1601 in Blackw. Mag. (i8j8) Nov. 654/2, I came
lately thence . .about a match for my wife, which is since

dispatcht with younge Gifford.

e. transf The female of a pair of the lower

animals; the mate of a male animal.
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Priest's T. 63 As Chauntecleer

among hise wyues alle Sat on his perche. c 1440 Paltad.
on Husb. 1. 669 Fesauntis. .first in Marche vppon they go
Theyr wyuys. 1313 Douglas A^tteis xii. Prol. 159 Phebus
red fowle. . Pykland his meyt.. Hys wifis, Toppaand Perte-

lok, hym by. 1657 G. Thorni.ey Daphnis $ Chloe 125 The
he-goats ..every one had his own wives. 1838 Lett.fr.
Madras (1843) 194 The monkeys were in a rage. . .The old

father hunted his wife and children up the tree. 1870

P. M. Duncan Blanchard's Transf. Insects 436 Wives
appear to be at a premium amongst these spiders.

_
1887

G. W. Cable in Century Mag. Mar. 677/1 The song-birds..

I making the . . wood merry with their carolings to the wives
and younglings in the nests.

f. fig. of a thing : see quots. See also Dutch
wife s.v. Dutch A. 4.
1813 in Brighton A dm. Wallis (1892) 45 [His] wooden

wife [as he sometimes called his ship). 18*3 Kgan Grose's
Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Wife, a fetter fixed to one leg.

1859 Habits Gd. Society vii. (new ed.) 254 The pipe is the
bachelor's wife.

3. The mistress of a household ; the hostess or

landlady of an inn. In quot. c 1430 = housewife,

economist. Obs. exc. as surviving in Goodwife i,

Housewife 1.

^1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. fy T. 46a A preest..

Which was so plesaunt and so seruysable Vn-to the wyf
whereas he was at table 1 hat she wolde suffre hym no thyng
for to pave. ^1430 Hcnv Good Wife taught Dau. 16S in

Hazl. E. P. P. I. 191 Be thou wise wif of thin owen. 1485 r:

Yorks. Archxol. Soc., Record Ser, XLI. 5 The win" of this

hous is your doughter. .and it is most nietlye for you to

tarye here. 1535 Coverdale / Kings xvii. 17 The sonne
of the wife of y« house was sicke. 1560 Machyn Diary

j

(Camden) 238 The wyff of the Pell in Gracyous-strett. 1577
Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586J .jSb, The olde husbande-.

. ,vsed..to iudge, that where they founde the garden out of

order, the wyfe of the house.. was no good huswyfe. 1620
Frier Rush 14 He called the wife of the house and said :

Mistresse, I pray you fill a pottle of wine.

4. Collectors' name foi*a moth, Catocala nupta,

also called Willow Red Underwing.
183a Rennie Butterfi. j- Moths 99 The Wife. .appears

among willows the beginning of August.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. altrib. (a) of or per-

taining to a wife or wives, as \Yifekin,\Yifthin»;
;

(b) appositive = 'that is a wife', as wife-slave,

•whore (f -houre), b. obj, [a) with agent-n., as

wife-beater, -broker, -hunter, -seeker; if) with n.

ol action, as wife-beating sb., -murder, -purchase,

-slaughter
;

{c) with pr. pple., as wife-beating,

-hunting adjs. c. instr. = ' with or bya wife', as

wife-awed, -worn adjs. d. Special Combs.: wife-

bound a., bound or united to a wife, married
;

wife-carl Sc, a man who occupies himself with

a woman's or housewife's work, a 'cotqnean';

wife-old a., Sc, old enough to be a wife, of

marriageable age; wife-ridden a., tyrannized over

by one's wife, ' hen-pecked '
; wife-widow (no/ire-

wd.), a wife living apart from her husband.
1613 Chapman Odyss. xi. 370 She brought her *wife-awd

husband, Neleus. 1892 Boston {.Mass.) Jrnl. 21 Nov. 4/1 If

the whipping-post has a mission, it is for the punishment of
*wife-beaters. 1882 L. Oliphant Land of tChemt iv. 199,
1 asked whether there was much *wife-beating among the
natives of Egypt 1830 Miss Miiford Village Ser. iv.

Walks, Shaw, An assurance of tenderness and protection

such as no "wife-beating tyrant, .ever could inspire, a 1547
Surrey sEneis iv, 343 A "wifebound man. 1700 T. Brown
tr. Fresny's Amusetn. vii. (1709) 63 These Marriage-Huck-
sters, or * Wife-brokers. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemcn
351, 1 maid that *wif carl! to werk all womenis werkis. 1816
Scott Antrq^ xiv, An ye will be a wife-carle, and buy fish at

your ain hands. 1826 Cobbf.tt Bur. Fides (1885) II. 171

Young "wife-hunters, in search of rich and ugly old women.
1864 XENMYSON Aytmer's F. 212 *Wife-hunting, as the

rumour ran, was he. 1907 E. V. Lucas Swan fy Friends 90
, Having loved in vain a lady whom he met at Shaftesbury

while on a wife-hunting expedition. 1871 C. Kingsley At
Last x, * Wife-murder is but too common among these

Hindoos. 1901 Eden Phillfotts Striking Hours 31, 1 was
*wife-auld,an'a peart gal very interested in men-folk. 1891
Westermarck Hist. Hum. Marr. (ed. 2) 382 * Wife-purchase
and husband-purchase still persist.., though in disguised

forms. 1694 CoNGREVB Double Dealer v. xiii, By Heav'n I'll

i

not be *Wife-ridden. 1859 Cornwallis New World I. 231

The profession of the *wife-seeker was greatly in his favor.

1609 Bible (Douay) Num. v. comm., God ordained tins

law.. to avoid *wiveslaughter. 1902 Westm. Gaz, 6 Aug.
1/3 He retires from work..and purchases *wife-slaves to

maintain him in idleness. i«.. Sir'Bents (A.) 310 Alle *wif
houren..f>edeuel of helle ich hii be-take. 1875 Tennyson

! Q. Mary m. i, If this Philip. .Left Mary a "wife-widow here
alone. 1647 Ward Simple Cobler 27 Our considerate, I dare
not say "wife-worne Commons.
Hence Wifekin, Wifelet, -Wifelingr, Wifelkin

(dial,)
t
as terms of endearment = little wife; Wife-

ship, the position or relation of a wife ; Wife-
ward adv., towards or to one's wife. (All nonce-

wds.)
1819 Carlvle in Love Lilt. T. C. (1909) II. App. 355

! -Wifekin waits and coffee simmers. 1890 Daily News
14 Oct. 5/6 With 'wifelet and chubby children. i868Farrak

P Srekers 11. iv. 236 If. .some *wifeling orchijdling be granted

you. 1851 Borrow Lavengro v, L^ave him to me, 'wifel-

kin. 1891 T. K. Cheynf. Orig.J'saltervu. 315 The figures

of sonship and 'wifeshipwereno longer adequate to ex pi ess

Israel's relation to its Ixjrd. 1886 Kipi.inc Departm. Ditties

etc. (1888) 48 [HcJ travelled -wifeward.

t Wife, V. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To take a wife, to marry : = Wive v. 1.

J387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 263 pey..kepeb hcsiliche

here children, and suffreth hem nou;t to wyfe wib ynne

foure and twenty ;ere. c 1460 Tozvneley Myst. xn. 97 It is

sayde full ryfe.
' a n,an ma >' not wJrfe And also t,lr>*fe

'
And

all in a yere.' 17.5 Bailkv Erasm. Colloq. (1878) I. 348

Eu. An't you weary of wifeing? J'o. . . If this Eighth should

die to Day I would marry the Ninth to-Morrow.

2. Wife it : to play the wife, act as a wife.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Aiingt. C3, I should Wife it

as fine as any woman could.

Wifedom (wsi-ftlara). [f. Wife si. + -11011.]

1. The position or condition of a wife, married
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state (of a woman) ; the character or qualities of
|

a wife : = Wifehood I, a.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 114 Joy and merriness are not for '

me, ..nor wedded wifedom. 1887 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 114

This essential for good wifedom is also an essential for good
womanhood. 1898 Daily Tel. 15 Aug. 7/6 Unfettered by

:

the cares of wifedom and motherhood.

2. Wives collectively, married women as a class.

1891 Ebsworth Roxb. Ball. VII. 489 The new race of

Wifedom is sadly degenerating. X894 Hall Caine Manx-
man in. ii, A circle of official wifedom.

t Wifehead. Obs. rare. [f. Wife sb. + -head.]

= next.

14.. Chaucer's I.. G. IV. Prol. 253 (Selden MS.!, Penno-
lope and Marcia Catoun, Make of 3our wyfhede no com-
parison. Ibid. 545, 691, 1687.

Wifehood (wai-fhud). Forms : see Wife sb.

and -hood ; also 6 wiue-, 7 wivehood. [f. Wife
sb. + -HOOD. (OE. had wifhad womanhood.)]
1. The position or condition of a wife ; married

state (of a woman\
1390 Gower Con/. III. 51 Fro ferst that sche wifhode tok.

c 1440 Promp. Pa>i'. 526/2 Wyyfhood, uxoratus. 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 305 To restore her to her

Virgin State by my confession, after her Wifehood had been
reported to her Uncle. 1856 .Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh
11. 356, I ask for love. . For wifehood. 1884 Leeds Mercury
30 Apr. 4/5 Her daughter has now grown to womanhood,
and to-day enters upon the sacred duties of wifehood.

2. The character of, or befitting, a wife ;
' be-

haviour becoming to a wife ' (J.) ; wifeliness.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 253 Penolope & Marcia

catoun Mak of 3oure wyfhod no comparisoun. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 74 Wifhode is lore In me, which whilom was honeste.

1596 Spenser F. Q. IV. v. 3 The vertue of chast loue, And
wiuehood true. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass I. yi, Thou,
or.ely art to heare, not speake a word,, .on your wiue-hood,

wife, a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize IV. iv, She hath

neither manners, honesty, behaviour, Wife-hood, nor woman-
hood. 1830 Tennyson Isabel 12 The stately flower.. Of
perfect wifehood. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets iv. 107 Plu-

tarch's Life of Cleomenes contains two historical pictures of

heroic wifehood.

Wifekin : see after Wife sb.

Wifeless wai -

f,les), a. Forms: see Wife sb.;

also 5-6 wyue-, 5-7 wiue-, wiveles, -less(e.

[OE. wifleas, f. wif Wife sb. + -leas -less.]

Having no wife; unmarried, celibate ; rarely, de-

prived or bereaved of, or not accompanied by,

one's wife. a. of a man.
1 1000 in Thorpe Laws II. 190 \Vu11i5e he a syoflan

wifleas. 01300 Cursor M. 26281 He hat slas his aun wijf,

He agh be wijfeles al his lijf. C1380 Wyclif Set. IVks. I.

364 pei hen dowid and wyflees a3ens Goddis autorite. c 1386

Chaucer Merch. T. 4 Sixty yeer a wyflees man was hee.

c 1400 Beryn 1090 Agea was enterid, And ffawnus lyvid

wyfles. 1480 Robt. Devyll 25 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 219

Wyueles longe .. haue I taryed, And lyued sole, with-

oute any mate. 1574 T. Newton Health Mag. V iij b,

Wiuelesse Bachelersand husbandlesse maydens. 1613 Pur-

chas Pilgrimage v. vii. 410 They Hue on alines, . . They are

wiuelesse. a 16*3 H. Swinburne Spousals (1686) 169 He was

then Wifeless. 1841 C. Whitehead R. Savage xyiii, Many
of the married fellows do not appear to be a whit happier

than your wifeless men. a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems (1859)

459 Wifeless, friendless, flag?onless, . .Not quite bookless,

though. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1362 A lonely man Wifeless

and heirless.

b. of life, state, etc.

1546 Bale Engl. Votaries Pref. 4 Their vowed wyuelesse

and husbandelesse chastyte. 1548 Crowley Con/ut.Shaxton

H vj b, The gyft of wyueles lyfe. 1563 Homilies 11.

Matrimonie Tttt ij, Tbeyin theyr wiuelesse state run into

open abhominations. 1840 Hood Our Lady's Chapel 13

Whose mouldy, wifeless husbandry but yields Beans, peas,

potatoes, mangel-wurzel, rye.

"H Catachrestically used of a woman : That is not

a wife ; unmarried.

[ 2824 Scott St. Ro/um's xxxii, A wifeless mother.

Hence Wifelessness, wifeless condition.

1886 ' M. Gray ' Silence 0/Dean Maitland 111. ii, His six

years' wifelessness had weighed sorely upon him.

Wifelet, Wifeling: see after Wife sb.

Wifelike (waWjbik), a. and adv. [f. Wife sb.

+ -LIK.E.]

A. aiij. Resembling, or having the character

of, a wife ;
characteristic of or befitting a wife.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv. 138 Thy rare qualities,..

Thy meeknesse Saint-like, Wife-like Gouernment. 1796

Plain Sense (ed. 2) II. 190 With a kind of bitter raillery he

trented her wife-like fears. 1856 Merivale Rom. Emp.
xlii. V. 37 Her heart swelling with wifelike pride.

B. adv. In the manner of a wife.

1598 Chapman Iliad IV. [vin.] 138 Nor canst thou skale

our turrets tops nor leade the wiues to Fleete Of valiant

men ; that wifelike fear'st my aduerse charge to meete.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. iu.ii.8 She. .vndergoes More Goddesse-

like, then Wife-like ; such Assaults As would take in some
Vertue. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 808 When she laid,

Wifelike, her hand in one of his.

Wifely (wsi-f.li), a. Forms : see Wife sb.
;

also 6 wyue-, 6-7 wiue-, 7-8 wively. [OE.

wiflic : see Wife sb. and -ly 1. Cf. OHG. wiblich

(MHG. wiplich, G. weiblich), Du. wijflijk.]

1 1. Of or pertaining to a woman or women
;

womanly, feminine. Obs. rare (exc. OE.).

^893 ;<Eli-red Oros. 1. ii. §2 Ac hio mid wiflice niSe was

feohtende on bset underiende folc /Ethiopian!. C900 tr.

Buda's Hist. 11. xx. § 2 fact he ne furbum wiiflice hade.,

arede. 1513 Douglas ASneis vn. vii. 7 All inflambit in ire
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and wyfly thochtis [L. jeminex curxque irxque], 1533
Bellenden Liv^y 1. xxii. (S.T.S.) I. 123 The victoric.of bis

wyfelie contencioun IL. muliebris ccrtaminis] was gevin to

lucres.

2. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or befitting

a wife.

c 1000 Gloss, in Haupt's Zeitschri/t IX. 505 Matronalis,
wiflicre. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1737 Lucrece, Hire
wifly chastitc. Ibid. 1843 Hir hert was so wyfely^and so

trewe. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. vii. 12-16

Howe knowest thou . . whether thou shalt . . by wyuely loue,

cause thy husbande to amende? 1591 Harington Orl. Fur.
XXI. xiii, Against all wiuely care.. she lets her raging loue

to raunge. 1739 G. Ogle Gualth. <y Gris. 1313 Wively
Patience. 1844 Mrs. Browning Duchess May Ixv, Wifely

prayer meets deathly need ! 1863 Miss Vonge Ckr. Names
II. ir. 142 A picture of wifely patience. 187a Jeaffreson
Brides f* Bridals I. ii. 21 The duty of wifely submissiveness

to marital authority was impressively inculcated.

3. Having the character befitting a wife ; such as

a wife should be.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple hi. x. xl, Where she a maiden
wife might live, and wifely maid. 1853 Reade Chr. John-
stone xvii, A wifely wife, a motherly mother, and above all,

a lady. 1871 H. B. Forman Living Poets 231 Lest our
wives and daughters should lose delicacy or refinement,

become less wifely and daughterly.

Hence t Wifelihead (wive-), Wifeliness, wifely

character or quality.

1557 Totters Misc. (Arb.) 204 Whose perfect vertues . . So
did adome that humble *wiuelyhed. 1868 Browning Ring
9f Bk. v. 604 With a wife I look to find all *wifeliness. 1890

Mrs. Caffyn Quaker Grandmother xxii, Mossy beamed
with gentle wifeliness. . .'You needn't tell me how to appre-

ciate my husband, Mr. Royds.'

fWi-fely, adv. Obs. rare. In 5 wyuly. [f.

Wife sb. + -LY 2
. (OE. had wiflice ' muliebriter '.)]

As a wife.

.1400 Destr. Troy 3359 Thou shalt haue. .me. .wyuly to

weld ; & I the wed shall.

Wifeship, Wiieward : see after Wife sb.

Wiff e, obs. forms of Wife.
"Wiflin, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Weave v.

Wifie (wai-fi). Also wifey, wify. [f. Wife sb.

+ -IE, -Y 6
.] Little wife: used as a term of endear-

ment for a wife.

18*5 Jamieson, Wi/pie, a diminutive from wi/e ; generally

expressive of smallness of size, but sometimes merely a

fondling term, S. wifie. [The accompanying quot. for imffu
is dubious.] 1841 Tupper Twins vi, Turn bachelor again. .,

leave wifey at home. 1862 E. B. Ramsay Remin. 1. i. 13

Whaur's the auld wifie ? 1888 Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsmere
xix, I know you have worries of your own, wifie.

Wifish. (wai'fij), a. Forms : 6 wyuysh, -ish,

7 wiuish, wivish, 8- wiflsh, (9 erron. wifeish).

[f. Wife sb. + -ish 1. Earlier wivish ; cf. thievish

from thief]

f 1. Belonging to or characteristic of a woman ;

womanly ; in depreciatory sense, womanish. Obs.

535 Coverdale 2 Mace. vii. 2 1 She exorted .. them .. boldly

and stedfastly, . . wakynge vp hir wyuysh thought with a

manly stomacke. 1 1560 — Treat. Death ill. v. 264 To
wayte stil till heauinesse forget itselfe, is a wyuish thinge:

. . to brydle it by times, beseemeth the . . sobernesse of a man.

2. Belonging to or characteristic of, or having

the character of, a wife. (Usually in more or less

depreciatory sense : see -ISH 1 2.) f In quot, 1616,

Too devoted or submissive to one's wife.

1616 T. Scott Christs Pol. 17 The Prophet would not

haue any wise man to he so wiuish, and so wedded to the

loue of his wife. 1664 N. B. St. Athanasius 213 [She] by

her wivish and womanish solicitations, .hampered Valen-

tinian. 1773 in Early Diary Fr. Burney (1889) I. 192 We
used to wonder at Hetty's being so wifish. 1797 in C. K.

Paul IV. Godwin (1876) I. 245 With a true wifish submission

to your judgment. 1895 Meredith Amazing Man: xxvii,

The mother's wifeish lines would, perhaps, have been tested

in a furnace.

t Wifkin. Obs. [OE. wifcyn(ii : see Wife sb.

, and Kin sb.'1 ] Womankind, women collectively.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. i, pact hi. .of bam wifcynne him

cyning curan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 143 pu earl jebletsod

betuh ealle wifcyn. c 1150 Gen. t, Ex. 656 Wifl.uten wif-

kin and childresmale. Ibid. 1177 No3twif-kinnesnonbir0e

! ne nam.

f Wifie. Obs. Also 4 wefle, 4-5 wyfle, 5

wyfele. [OE. wifel, f. OTeut. stem wit- (cf.

ON. vifr sword) :— Indo-eur. wip- to wave, swing,

I

shake (cf. Skr. vip switch, rod, shaft of an arrow) :

'

see Waive v. 2

Parallels to the formation with the suffix -il- are found in

MDu., MLG. wei/elen to sway, wobble, waver, early mod. G.

I weibeln, OHG. weibilCSlHG. weibel) apparitor, summoner,

ON. vifl cudgel, bat.]

A dart, javelin, spear ; a battle-axe.

c 1000 Gloss, in Haupt's Zeitschri/t IX. 432 Spiculo, gare

vel wifele. 1:1330 R. Brunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 4383

Wyb wyfles strike, wyb axes hewe. C1365 in Hudson &
I

Tingey Fee. Norwich (1906) I. 396 Roger servant of William
' de . . . sword, coutel, wefle. c 1400 Sowdone 2650 Wuh

Wifles, Fauchons, Gauylokes and Dartes. c 1440 Promp.
Parti. 516/? Wyfle, wepene .

.
, bipennis. 1449 Paston Lett.

Suppl. (1901) 24 That she shuld make here men to leue here

wyfeles and here jackes. c 1460 Invent. Sir J. Fastol/e in

Archxologia XXI. 272 Item, j Borespere. Item, vj Wifles.

Wifmanfn, -mon, obs. ff. Woman.
Wift, «*., variant of Whift sb.

1644 True Narr. Seiee Plymouth 5 Having . . given a signe

..by hanging out a Wift, that he was in distresse. 1901 W.
Clakk Russell Ship's Adv. vii, There's the barque that

WIG.
fouled us last night, sir. She's got a wift at her_ mizzen.

peak . 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 16 June 2/1 A wift of white foam.

Wift, v. Obs. or dial. Also 6 wyfft. [Ono-

matopoeic] intr. f a. To turn aside or go astray

(obs.). b. To move lightly to and fro, or along
;

to waver ; to drift.

1554-8 in Songs !, Ball. Phil. «, Mary (Roxb.) 4 To walke
the wurthy wayes, and frame them not to wyfft. i6og

Holland Amm. Marcell. xvi. v. 63 Dragons, wrought with

woufe of purple ihred, . .leaving their winding tailes to wift

in the wind. 1864 Harlamfs Lane. Lyrics (1866) 234 An'
tell me, while thae 'rt wiftin' on, Heaw things are deawn i'

Howden Dale.

t Wifthing. Obs. [OE. wifping, f. Wife sb.

+ Thing sb.] An affair connected with a woman
or wife. a. Sexual intercourse, b. A wedding,

nuptial ceremony.
c 1000 Sax. Leechi. I. 340 f>aet bta sy to wif bingum on

bysmair \irritamentum ad coitum]. c 1000 in Thorpe Laws
II. 180 Be bam men be gelomlice wif-bing begaeS [de homine
qui crcbras nnptias conciliat]. c H05 Lay. 4444 Belin

lliaerdc.of his brooer wifoinge. Ibid. 31128 pe wes wif.

ding riche.

Wigf ;wig), sb. 1 Now dial. Forms : 4-6 wygge,
5-8 wigg, 6-7 wigge, (8 whigg, 8-9 whig), 7-

wig. [a. MLG., MDu. wigge (Westphalian wigge,

Du. wig) wedgej wedge-shaped cake, by-foim of

MLG. etc. wegge (see Wedge sb.).] A kind of

bun or small cake made of fine flour.

1376 Munim. Gildh. Lond. (Rolls) III. 424 Cum uno pane

de obolo, vocato ' wygge '. 1413 Maldon, Essex, Ctt. -rolls

Bundle 8 No. 1 (MS.) Ponderatores panis presentant quod.

.

panis wastell pistoris de Writle in defectu xs ; item, le wigg

ejusdem in defectu, xs. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 526/2 Wygge,
brede (/'. or bunne brede). 1518 More Dyaloge 11. xi. (1529)

63 b/2 Some wax dronk in lent of wygges & craknels. 1600

Surflet Country Farm v. xx. 710 The workers in pastrie

do vse the rising of heere to make their wigs withall. l6ao

J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent Cj b, His round halfe-

penny loaues are transformd into sq[u]are wiggs, (which

wigges like drunkards are drownd in their Ale). 1664 Pfpys

Diary 8 Apr., Home to the only Lenten supper I have had

of wiggs and ale. 1688 Holme Armoury ill. vi. 293/2 A..

Wigg is White Bread moulded long ways, and thick in the

middle. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 285

Toast a light wig. 1810 A. Boswell Edin. 163 Rich Whigs
and Cookies smoke upon the board. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward
Robt. Elsmere ii, An exasperating belief in the sufficiency

of butteied ' whigs ' and home-made marmalade for all re-

quirements.

Wig, sb.2 Sc. and north. Also 7 wigge, 9 wyg.

[a. ON. veggr wall (cf. Rig sb* = ON. hregg).

Cf. Wig-louse.] Only in phr. from wig to wall,

backwards and forwards, from pillar to post.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon(i(xa)^g Tossed from poste

to piller, from wigge to wall, by a restles course of miseries.

1768 Ross lleleuore 11. 99 Mind what this lass has suffer'd

now for you, ..How she is catcht for you frae wigg to wa.

1808 Jamieson s. v., A tiling is said to gang frae wyg to waw,

when it is moved backwards and forwards from the one

wall of a house to the other.

Wig, sb? Also 8 wigg. [Shortened form of

Periwig, as winkle ofperiwinkle]

1. An artificial covering of hair for the head,

worn to conceal baldness or to cover the inade-

quacy of the natural hair, as a part of professional,

ceremonial, or formerly of fashionable, costume

(as still by judges and barristers, formerly also by

bishops and other clergymen), or as a disguise (as

by actors on the stage) : - Pebiwig i, Peruke 2.

(See also Bag-wig, bob-wig (Bob sb. 1 4b), Fill-

bottomed wig, Tie-wig.)

1675 Char. Town-Gallant 4 He.. looks down with Con-

tempt on every body, whose Wig is not right Flaxen, a 1700

b. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Bar-wig, between a bob and a

long one. 1710 Swift City-Shower 42 Triumphant 'Tories,

and desponding Whigs, Foiget their feuds, and join to save

their wigs. 1716 Gay Trivia in. 55 Nor is thy Flaxen Wigg
wilh Safety worn. 1781 Cowper John Gilpin 98 Away went

Gilpin, neck or nought, Away went hat and wig ! 1835

Gladstone in Morley Li/e (1903) I. 127 The disappearance

of the bishops' wigs, which he said had done more harm to

the church than anything else ! 1845 J. T. Smith Bk. /or

Rainy Day 93 He was a spare man, and wore a powdered

club-wig, similar to that worn by Tom Davies, the book-

seller and biographer of Garrick. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.

i, There is the registrar below the Judge, in wig and gown.

1879 Browning NeH Brails 44 Serjeant Postlethuayte—

Dashing the wig oblique as he mopped his oily pate.

b. Phrases. Dash my wig{s (colloq.), a mild

imprecation (see Dash Z;.
1 ii). My wig{s ! (col-

loq.) a meaningless expression of surprise, etc.

Wigs on the green, a colloquial expression (oiig.

Irish) for coming to blows or sharp altercation

(wigs being liable to fall or be pulled off in a fray).

1797 Mrs. M. Robinson Walsinghom IV. 75 Dash my
wig, if Ainsforth is not as well-looking as your finical V> elsh

baronet. 181a Dash my wigs [see Dash v.' ii). 1856

Chamb. Jrnl. 1 Mar. 139/r If a quarrel is foreseen as a

probable contingency, it is predicted that ' there 'II be wigs

on the green '. 1871 Hoppe Engl.-Deutsch. Suppl. Lex.,

Wig, s. my wigs ! 1891 Morris in_ Mackail Life (1899)

II. 257, I am writing a short narrative poem. My wig!

but it is garrulous. 1903 M. G. Gerard Leaves/r. Diaries

i. 22 Whenever they saw them advancing, ihey felt there

would be wigs on the green.

C. Jocularly applied to a (natural) head ot hair,

esp. of a child ; hence curly-wig, a jocular appella-

tion for a child with curly hair.



WIG.

d. iransf.

i8»3 Cohnv.iT Rur. Rides(iS&$) L 226 Those white, curled

clouds, that we call Judges' Wigs. 1843 Tait's Edin. Mag.
X. 444 Plunging his nose amidst such an enormous wig of
yeast as o'ertopped his cannikin.

2. trans/. A person who wears a wig (profes-

sionally) ; a dignitary, colloq. (Cf. Bigwig.)
1828 Sporting Mag. (N.S.) XXI. 323 The horrid syste-

matic opposition to hunting, which has justly raised so great
odium against the Wigs. 1828 Scott Jrnl. 18 Apr. (1S91)

576 Dined with the Dean of Chester .. There were the
amiable Bishop of London,. , Bishop of Llandaff, the Dean
of St. Paul's, and other dignitaries. . .It was a very pleasant
day— the wigs against the wits for a guinea in point of
conversation. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. i\'. iv. II. 436 So the

heirship fell to us, as the biggest wig in the most benighted
Chancery would have to grant.

3. Technical name for the coarse hair on the

shoulders of a full-grown male fur-seal, and hence
for the seal itself when bearing this.

1830 N. Dana Mariner's Sk. 145 (Thornton) These old

wigs are more than twice as large as the female seal. 1832

C. M. Goodridge Voy. S. Seas 29 The dog seals are named
by South Seamen Wigs. 1883 Q. Rev. Oct. 449 At five

years, .what is called the ' wig '—a ma^sof coarse hair on
the shoulders—appears, ..so that it does not pay to kill an
animal of this age. 1910 Encycl. Brit.YA. 352/2 The largest

skins, known in the trade as ( wigs ', which range up to 8 ft.

in length, are uneven and weak in the fur.

4. [Cf. Wig z/.2 2.] A severe rebuke or scolding,

? orig. from a 'bigwig'; an act of Wigging.
slang or colloq.

1804 Sir T. Malcolm in Life (1856) I. 267 If you got
a private wig about Gwalior, I shall get a dozen. 1813
Moore Twopenny Post Bag ii. 52 Else, though the Pr e
he long in rigging, 'Twould take, at least, a fortnight's wig-
ging—Two wigs to every paragraph— Before he well could
get through half. 185a Doveton Burmese War iii. 76 At
the risk of a wig in G. O., or even a court-martial. 1903
Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 3/3 As often as not a ' wig' ended by
the offer of a cheroot.

5. aitrib, and Comb., ns wig-box, -dresser, -maker,
•making, -puffer, -tie, -wearer, -wearing, -weaver,

•weaving; wig-like adj.; wig-block, a rounded
block for placing a wig upon when being made or

not in use ; wig-tail, (a
s

: a name for a tropic-bird,

from its long tail-feathers
; (b) the tail of a wig ;

wig-sumach, -tree, a name for the Venetian su-

mach {Rhus Cotimts), from its hairy inflorescence.
a 1745 Swift Country Life 123 Ntm lost his *wig-block,

Dan his Jordan. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in.

Country Barber, He. .lived alone., with no other com-
panions than his wig-blocks and a tame starling. 1713
Addison Guardian No. 145 p 4, I take the Liberty of
enclosing it to you in my *\Vig-Box. 1751 Affecting Narr.
H.M.S. Jfaf^r 118 These odd Creatures [jr. armadillos] are
cased with a covering in Shape somewhat.. resembling that

of a travelling Wig liox. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis\\\[\],
Scarce anything told of the lawyer but the wig-box beside
the Venus upon the middle shelf of the bookcase. 1828 M iss

Mitford Village Ser. 111. Country Barber, Appointed his

shaver, *wig-dresser, and wig-maker. 1853 Humphreys Coin-
coll. Man. I.xii. 141 Rows of stiff * wiglike curls. 1755 John-
son, Perukemaker, . .a *wigmaker. 1828 [see wig-dresser\

1741 Richardson Pamela (1785) IV. 247 [He] should keep no
Company, hut that of Tailors, * Wig-puffers, and Milleners.

1867 Chambers' Encycl. IX. 203 2 Venetian S[umach]..
known also as *Wig S[umach] or *\Vig Tree. 1888 Amer.
Natur. Oct. 862 The *wig-tail, a white bird about the
size of a pigeon, having two long, flexible, streamer-like
tail feathers. 1905 A. '1'. Sheppard Red Cravat m. ii.

242 The powdered wig-tail poked out truculently above the
red collar. 1878 Browning Poets ofCroisic cxxxvi'u, Flounce
Of *wig-ties and of coat-tails. 185a S. R. Maitland Eight
Ess. 236 The cap was only such an one as *wig-wearers were
wont to use. 1784C0WPER Task iv. 543 Her head. . Indebted
to some smart *wig-weaver*s hand For more than half the
tresses it sustains. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in.

Country Barber, His dexterity in *wig-weaving.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) Wigdom, judges or
lawyers as a body; Wi'gful, as much as fills a

wig; Wi ggish. a., having the character of a wig
(whence 'Wi'ggisb.ness) ; Wiggism, the practice

of wearing wigs ; Wi'gless a., destitute of a wig,

not wearing a wig ; WrgTet, a little wig ; Wig-
lomera tion [after conglomeration'], humorously
for ' ceremonious fuss ' (in legal proceedings).
1886 lllustr. Lond. News 27 Nov. 588/3 ' "Wigdom ',

preparing for its most dignified exhibition on the Bench of
the High Court of Justice. 1836 E. Howard A*. Reefer vii,

I was told to . . get a * wigful of potatoes .
.

, the . . pedagogue
coolly taking off his wig. 1866 Trollope Coverings iii,

An effort, .to hide the *wiggishness of his wigs. 1821 New
Monthly Mag. L 573 The history of 'wiggism in this
country.. from its origin down to its decline and fall. 1815
Ibid. XIV. 256. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Fam. Biog. I. 224
Thrusting his "wigless head out of the window. 1813
Colman Br, Grins, Vagaries Vind. xli'x, Wigless, with his
cassock torn. 1906 Calthrop Engl. Costume III. 133 In
the days when to be wigless was to be undressed. 1831
Examiner 660/1 Disarray'd and bare Of cassock, shovel-
hat, and ^wijjlet fair. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. viii, He is

a ward in Chancery. .The whole thing will l>e vastly cere-
monious, wordy, unsatisfactory, and expensive, and I call it,

in general, "Wiglomeration.

Wig (wig), v.1 dial. Also 6 wygge. [See
Wiggle v.] intr. and trans. To move lightly

from side to side ; to wag, waggle.
a i5»9Skelton E. Rummyng\yj It wygges and U wagges,

Lyke tawny saffron bagges. 1865 Slang Diet. (ed. 3), Wig,
move off, go away. 188a famieson's Scott. Diet., Wig,
w*&?i v. 1. To move, shake, wag. Shetl.
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Wig, ».a

1. [fWig sb.3 1, or back-formation on Wigged.]

trans. To supply with a wig ; to put a wig upon

;

spec, to provide with wigs in preparation for a

theatrical performance (with the actors or the per-

formance as obj.).

i8st6 Examiner 119/2 Cooper performed the husband, and
had to wig himself into age for the purpose. 1872 E. Yates
Castaway 1. i, It was Mr. Samuel's boast that he had
'wigged and painted* more 'stars' than any other man out

of London. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 3 July 4/2, 1, .haye the

pleasure of congratulating Mr. Clarksonon having' wigged'

three operas in one evening.

2. [f.\ViG^.3 4, or back-formation on WIGGING.]

To rebuke or censure severely, scold, rate. Also

rarely intr. with at. slang or colloq.

1829 Examiner 595/1 The Chronicle discovers too much
disposition to what is vulgarly but expressively called, wig-

ging us. 1831 Capt. Ii. Hall Voy. .y Trav. I. iii. 73, I had
. .from the first day I went afloat—a great horror at being

reproached, or 'wigged', as we called it. 1908 W. de
Morgan Somehozu Good xxv, What are you wigging at her

for? 191X Times 13 Apr. 9/4 A subordinate, .who pre-

sumably has been severely ' wigged ' by his chief.

Wig, var. Whig sb.1 ; obs. f. Whig sb. 2
; var.

Widge dial., beast of burden.

Wigan (wi'gan). A stout make of calico,

originally manufactured at Wigan in Lancashire.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1882 Caclfeild & Saward
Diet. Needlework.
"Wigen, wigeon : see Widgeon.
Wigg, obs. f. Whig, Wig.
Wigged (wigd; [f. Wig sb.* + -Er>2.]

Furnished with or wearing a wig.

1777 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) II. 192 Dr. Wall
was so differently wigged, that I really did not know him.

1822 Svn. Smith Prisons Wks. 1859 I. 362/2 The judge,

wigged and robed as he is, is often very inferior in aciue-

ness to either of the persons who are pleading under him.

1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xxviii. (1885) 235 Wigged heads
went together in the well of the court, and papers were
rustled to and fro on the table.

Wiggen, -in, dial. var. Quicken sl>.1

Wigger, obs. dial, form of Wicker.

Wiggery (wi'gsri). [f. Wig ^.3 + -eiu\]

1. Wigs or false hair collectively ; the practice of

wearing a wig.

1775 Sturgf.s in Lett. J. Granger {1805) 168 Df Loveday
shewed me your waggery upon wiggery. 1800 in Spirit

Publ. frnls. IV. 59 When I contemplate the Female wig-

gery, whether it be Roman or Athenian. 1866 Trollope
Claveriugs iii, He had lost the hair from the crown of his

head, and had preferred wiggery to baldness.

2. Used by Carlyle for : Empty formality (in

legal proceedings), * red tape*.

1843 Carlyle Past <y Pr. 11. xvii, There is yet in venerable

wigged Justice some wisdom amid such mountains of wig-

genes and folly. 1858 — Fredk. Gt. vi. ix. II. 131 Long
lawsuit,, .lengthy law-pleadings, and much parchment and
wiggery.

"Wigging (wi'girj), vbl. sb. slang or colloq. [f.

Wigj<M 4 + -JNG 1
.] A severe rebuke, reproof, or

reprimand ; a scolding.

1813 {see Wig sb.* 4]. 1834 Marryat Peter Simple l.iv,

! It was her idea, that I should have a confounded wigging

j

and be sent on board. 1895 Times Law Rep. XL 204 The
' clerk of the board gave these religious people a fine wigging,

pointing out that in spite of their religious professions they

j
were deliberate liars.

Wiggish, Wiggism : see after Wig sd%

Wiggle (wi'g'l), v. Now colloq. or dial. Forms:

j

;y-4wigel(en, 4 wygle,-el, 7 wigle, 9 wiggle, {Sc.

weegle). [Cognate with or a. (M)LG. wiggelen,

I

MDu. wighelen (Du. wiggelen), frequentative f.

I
wig- (cf. LG. wiggen, Norw. dial, vigge, Wig v.1 ).

!
Cf. the parallel Wag v., Wagglk v.

Some compare OE. wiccliende (Haupt's Zeitschrift IX.

459/6) glossing nutabundum, but this is prob. an error for

: civiccliende (Napier O. E. Glosses 1. 2234).)

1. intr. To move to and fro or from side to side

irregularly and lightly, to waggle; to walk with

such a movement, to stagger, reel, also to waddle

(now dial.) ; to go or move sinuously, to wriggle.

Also Jig.
(7 1225 Ancr. R. 214 pe iiure glutun. . wigele5 [Corpus

MS. wigleS] ase uordrunken mon. 1398 Trevisa Barth.

De P. R. xviii. ix.(Add. MS. 27944)Centrisisaserpente bat

bendibnoughte nouber wigeleb but holde^alway forb right.

1611 [see wiggling ppl. adj. below). 1839 in F. W. Maitland
Leslie Stephen (1906) 25 He wished I would not read that

kind of book that went wiggling from one subject to another.

1839 Loncf. Hyperion iv. ii, To pass the morning, to use
his own quaint language, 'in making dodging calls, and
wiggling round among the ladies !

' 1864 Latto Tarn. Hod-
kin xiv. 133, I warselled an weegled, an' kickit, an' flang.

1901 Muusey's Mag. XXV. 340/1 He wiggled over the grass

towards the concealed marksman. 1913 Mrs. Stratton-
Porter Laddie vii. (1917) 122 Father.. pulled his lower lip

until his ears almost wiggled.

2. trans. To move (something) in this way ; reff.

= 1. Alsojig.
1685 in Buccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) L 343 A

hare shift or pretence to wigle myself out of danger, c 1850
' Dow jr.* in Jerdan Yankee Hum. (1853) 86 Wiggle your-
selves, .among the three, and make headway the Dest way
you can. «897 Violet Hunt Unkt'st, Unkind! xii. He
unhooked a Malay kris. .and wiggled it about in the crack

of the door.

WIGHT.
Hence "Wi'ggling vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; also

Wi'ggrle, sb. an act of ( wiggling ', a light wag-
ging or wriggling movement {lo get a wiggle on,

U.S. slang, to hurry, bustle); adj. * wiggling *

f

wagging swiftly and lightly ; Wi'ggler, something
that ' wiggles '

; Wrggletail. name for the larva

of a gnat or mosquito.
1894 Educator (Philad.) Feb. 279 Every fleeting expres-

sion of their faces or *wiggle of their bodies. 1903 A.
Adams Log Coitboy iv, Hasn't the boss got a wiggle on
himself to-day ! 1904 E. Robins Magnetic. North xvii. 298
You can bunk eariy and get a four a.m. wiggle on. 1888
Doughty Trav. Arabia I'cscrta I. 324 Butting under the
mothers 1

teats, with their 'wiggle tails. 1895 Outing (U.S.I

XXVI. 375 2 We. .took, .a box of worms,, .for without one
squirming *uiggler the Madame would rot have secured
her bass. 1884 J. C. Harris Nls. Uncle Remus 172 Water
too full of 'uiggletaiks. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. I'.

xvni. ix. (Ilodl. MS.), Serpentes swymmeb in water hi

"wiglinge and foldinge of be bodie [orig. per corf:";., in-

flexioncvi\. 1894 Educator (Philad.) Mar., The ceaseless
motion—the wiggling of the child. 1611 Cotcr., Serpentant
.., wrigling, *wigling, crooking, winding. 1849 A'- - Smith
Pottleton Legacy irepr.) 51 One of those little wiggling
dogs. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 541/2 A small, wiggling fish.

Wiggle-waggle (wrgT,w£e:gT), v. colloq. Re-
duplicated form combining Wiggled, and Waggle
V. (cf. LG. wigel-xvageln vb.)> emphasizing the

alternation of movement : used intr. or trans. So
Wiggle-waggle sb., the net of 'wiggle-waggling

'

;

also, a children's game in which the plnyers waggle
their thumbs at a word of command ; Wiggle-
waggle a., that ' wiggle-waggles'

\
jig. vacillating.

1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss., " IViggle-zuaggJe, a tremulous
undulating motion. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVL 42/2 Bri-k.

holdir.g up of fingers and turning down of thumbs, like tlie

children's game of 'wiggle-waggle'. 1778 Johnson in

Mine. D'Arbla^s Dia>y Sept., Pol! is a stupid slut;, .she
was 'wiggle-waggle, and I could never persuade her to be
categorical. 1828 Craven Gloss., U 'Sgle-waggle, quivering,
vibrating. 1887 Good Words 67^ Wiggle-waggle dress-

improvers. 18. . Scotch Haggis 95 (E.D D.) *\Viggle-wag-
gling his walking-stick ower his left elbow. 1847 Halliwell,
Wiggle-waggle, to wriggle. East. 1848 Punch XV. 14
The parachute, .would, .have wiggle-waggled itself into

annihilation. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 224 1 It [sc. a fish]

is gently removed from the hook, and suffered to go wiggle-
waggling back to its green retreats.

Wiggly (wi'gli), a. colloq. [f. Wiggle v. or

sb. + -Y 1
: cf. Waggly.] Characterized by or sug-

gestive of ' wiggling '; [in reference to form) having
small irregular undulations. Also in reduplicated

forms Wiggly-waggly (cf. prec), -woggly.
1903 G. H. Lokimer Lett. Self-made Merck, vii. 84 A mule

. .with.. droopy, wiggly-woggly ears that swung in a circle

as easy as if they ran on ball-beaiings. 1907 H'cstm, Gaz.
29 Oct. 2/3 His [sc. a dog's] legs are wiggly. 1907 Blacktv.
Mag. Apr. 459,1 Black 'Arscot' tie with a white wiggly
bacterial pattern. 1913 Daily News 12 Nov. S '1 he wiggly-
waggly movement of the seal s body. 1919 CHRISTINE Ork
Glorious Thing iv, That wiggly seam down the front.

Wiggy >i-gi),a. [f.\\'iG^.3 + -Yl.] Wearing,
or distinguished by, a wig, bewigged ; sometimes
implying 'extremely grave, formal, or ceremonious'.
1817 Makia Edgeworth Harrington vi, And there's our

old apothecary ..has taken such a fancy to her! But he's

too old and wiggy. 182a Biackw. Mag. XII. 198 Those of
the wisest and wig-iest members of the fraternity. 1840
Mrs. (.'.ore in New Monthly Mag. I.X. 51 Powdered foot-

men and wiggy body«coachmen. 1884 Athenarum 21 Oct.

473/3. Mr- Kendal, though his get-up is a little 'wiggy',
remains excellent as Philippe Derblay.

Wi3el, var. Wiel Obs,, sorcery, etc.

Wighee, wigh-hie, wighie, -y, var. Wehlil.
Wigher, var. wicker, Whicker v., to nei^h.
1660 Eaithf. J-'rieuds 111. ii, I cut it [sc. a tail] from a dead

horse that can now Neither wigher nor wag tail.

Wight (wait), sb. arch. Forms : 1-5 wiht,

If 3-5 wyht, (1 wuht), 3 (Ortn.) wihht, (wi]>t,

wid), 3-4 whit, wi3t(e,4 wy3t, wyghte, whi3t,
whyjte, whyt, (wi3th, wijjt, wieth, wihet,
with, weiht, weith). 4-6 wyght, wighte, wite,
Sc. wycht, (8 arch.) wicht, 5 whyjt, whiht.
whyht, wyt, (whith, wyth(e, wythte), 5-6
wyte, (5-7 weight, 6 white, St, weycht), 4-
wight. [OE, wiht m., f., n. = OS. wihlm. thing,

pi. demons (ML.G. wicht m., n. thing, being,

creature, demon, LG. wicht n. girl, MDu., Du.
wicht little child), OHG., MHG. wiht m., n.

creature, being, thing, esp. of elves and dwarfs,

(G. wicht m. creature, being, infant), ON. vxttr,

vettr, vitr f. living creature, thing (also in idio-

matic uses and phr. ekki vsetta, vattki, vecttr not

a whit, naught, not, vettugi nothing, hvatvetna

anything whatever), Goth, waiht n. (only in ni . .

waiht nothing), waihts f. cldos, irpayfia (ni . ..

waihtais or waihts nothing) ; ulterior connexions

uncertain. For compounds in English see Aught
sb?, Naught, Nought, Unwight.]

+ 1. A living being in general ; a creature. Obs.

Beowulf 120 Wiht unhjelo, grim and gnedis- c 888

Alfred Boeth. xvi. J 2 Nanre wuhte lichoma ne beoo

bonne tederra bxnne bass monnes. c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. I.

224 Swa lange swa 3u hy mid be byrst, nan wiht yfeles be

onjean cymeft. c isoo Ormin Ded. 273 patt nan wihht, nan
enngell. nan mann,..Ne mihhte burrh himm sellfenn ba



WIGHT.
Seffne godnessess shaewenn mannkinn. ciaoo Moral
Ode 78 (Trin. Coll. MS.) He wot hwat bencheS and hwat
do3 alle quike wihte. c 1*05 Lay. 25869 What art \>u fere
whit ? esert J»u angel? esert cnih ? a 1*50 Owl <y Night. 87
Snailes mus & fule wi^te [v.r. wihte]. 13.. Northern
Passion (1913) I. 151 A neddir rampande, a lothely wyghte.
14.. Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1903} 43/20 God saue J?is place
fro alle ober wykked wytes Bobe be dayes & be nytes J

C 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2416 Bestes of be se and othir
wyght. 1559 W. Cuningham Cosmogr, Glasse 142 Vnto
man, beast & euerye liutnge wite. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. iv. 177 Man is the onelie white whereat infinit

. .infortunes doe ayme at. 1587 Golding De Mornay ii. 15
We reduce. .All men vnder the terme of Wight; all wights
vnder the terme of liuing things.

b. orig. and chiefly with (good or bad) epithet,

applied to supernatural, preternatural, or unearthly
beings. Obs. or rare arch.
In the 17th c. esp. of the four beasts of the Apocalypse.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark vi. 49 Phantasma, yfe! wiht.

971 Blick/. Horn. 31 |>xt maufulle wuht wolde bat he hine
weorjfode. 1000 Prayer iv. 57 (Gr.) Selujon hy him at
bam ^eleafan, forbon hy longe sculon Wer^e wihta wiace
browian. ciioo Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 108/23 Satiri, uel
fauni,. .uelfauni ficarii, unfele men, wudewasan, unfale
wihtu. ciaoo Moral Ode 285 (Trin. Coll. MS.) pat be5
ateliche fiend and Eiseliche wihten po sulle be wreche sowle
isien besinejeden purh sihte. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2750
per beb in be eyr an hey,. .As a maner gostes, wines as it

be. C1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 293, I crouche thee from
Elues and fro wightes. C1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483)
1. iii. 4 The angel vpon my right syde and the fowle wyght
vppon the other syde. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 13
The gods above And heavenly wights. (11638 Meof. Wks.
(1672) 92 The Wights, the Elders, and every creature in
Heaven. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 196 Those 4 living
wights and 24 elders. 1826 W. Irving Babylon II. yi. 124
Those four wights upon the white, red, black, and pale
horses.

_
1830 Scott Demonol. v. 147 That these were the

good wights (fairies^ dwelling in the court of Elfland. 1894
Morris Wood beyond World xxx. 230 Our protection
against uncouth wights.

C. A local name for the shrew-mouse.
179S Statist. Ace. Scot. XIV. 317 A small species of mice,

commonly called here [sc. Orkney] wights.

2. A human being, man or woman, person. Now
arch, or dial, (often implying some contempt or

commiseration).
c uoo Ormin 1761 Unnse^enndlike mare inoh pann ani?

|

wihht ma33 bennkenn. a 1275 Prov. sElfred 633 Wei
i

worbe be wid, pad be first taite. c 1300 A". Horn 397 \

(Laudj Of bat fayre wihete Al behalle gan Ucte. 13.. Gatv. I

-V Gr. Knt. 1792 'pat is a worde', quod bat wy^t, 'bat
worst is of alle'. 1340-70 Alex. $ Ditto. 39 Xeuere werrede
we wib wi3th up-on erpe. 1362 Langi- /*. PI. A. ix. 4 }if

any wi}t wiste, where do-wel was at Inne. c 1386 Chaucer
Pro/. 71 He neuere yet no vileynye ne sayde In al his lyf
vn to no maner wight. C1425 Cast. Persev>. 978 in Macro
Plays 106 In wo & in wrake, wyckyd wytis schal wepe.
c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 395 Gret syn it war yon saikless
wicht to sla. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxv. 17, I nevir
wowit weycht hot 30W. 1550 CrOWLRV Last Trumpet 614
Thou learned man, do not disdayne, To learne at me, a
symple wyght. 1567 Turberv. E/'it., etc. 34 Away shee
went a wofull wretched Wight. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal.
Apr. 47 Of fayre Elisa be your siluer song, that blessed
wight. 1604 Smaks. Oth. ir. 1. 159 She was a wight, (if euer
such wightes were). .To suckle Fooles, and chronicle small
Beere. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcel/. 361 The heavenly
gift of God granted unto blessed and happie weights. 1667
Milton P. L. 11. 613 And of it self the water flies All taste

of living wight, as once it fled The lip of Tantalus. 1724
Ramsay Vision ii, Boreas branglit. .like a drunken wicht.

1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 165 The Wight who reads not, and
but scans and spells. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. i, No
living wight, save the I,adye alone, Had dared to cross the
threshold stone. 1867 Jean Ingelow Dreams that came
true xxiv, She is a broken-down, poor, friendless wight.
1869 Tour Highl. Turkey II. 308 The unlucky wight.. is

doomed to speedy death.

b. Applied to a thing personified, rare. arch.
C1399 Chaucer Purse 1 To yow, my purse, and to noon

other wiglit Complayn I, for ye be my lady dere. 1579 Lyly
Eufihues ( Arh.) 77 Canst thou then be so vnwise to swallowe
the bayte which will breede thy bane?. .To desire the wight
that will worke thy death? 1802 Wordsw. 'To the Daisy i.

ii, Autumn, melancholy Wight ! 1859 Kingsi.ky Glaucus
(ed. 4} 72 His [sc. the worm's] place has been occupied by
one Sipuuculus Bernhardi ; a wight of low degree.

+ 3. In advb. phrases, qualified by no, any {OK.
xnig wiht, tuin wiht], a little, or the like : (A
certain) amount ; for (any, a little, etc.) time or

distance. (See Whit sb. 1 1, 2.) Obs.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xxvii. § 3 pair hi senile wuht a^nes

o<5de xecyndelices godes an heora anwealde haefdon. 97:
Blickl. Horn. 235 Andreas, ne jefyrenodest bti nan wuht.
c 1220 Bestiary 657 [The elephant] FikeS and fonde9 al his

!

mi^t, ne mai he it for5en no wi3t. a 1225 Ancr. R . 72 Hwon t

3e nede moten speken a ltitewiht. a 1300 St. Gregory 703
in Herrig's Arcniv LVII. 66 A litel wi;t after be none.

]

Ibid. 1152 Ich wene on lyue nys he no wi^t. a 1300 K. ,

Horn 503 (Camb.) He smot him a litel \v13t &f bed him beou
a god kni^t. c 1320 Cast. Love 638 pat monnes kuynde i

hedde al ariht, pat hi neoie to luite ne to muche wiht. 1340-
70 Alex, ff Dittd. 354 pat we no wante no wite of worldliche

lode. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 293 Yif thou me lovest ani
wight, I>et me of him nan a sight ! c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.
111. pr. i. (1868) 63 Whan they ben re^seyuyd with*intie a
whynt than ben they swete, c 1386 — Reeve's T. 363 She
was falle aslepe a lite wight, c 1420 Chron. VUod. 4701 po
he leyde hurre doune here to slepe a litulle why^t a 1450
Le Morte Arth. 472 Ector ne liked that no wight, c 1470
Henry Wallace iv. 154 Thai wyst no wyt quhar that thai

suld him get.

tb. A little wight (adj. phr.) : a small. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 21991 per bis water wende5, is an lutel wiht
mare.

120

1 Wight (wait), a. (attv.) arch, anddfoz/. Forms:
3-4 wiht, 3-5 wi3t, (4 wicth, with, wijth, wit,
Sc. vicht, vycht), 4-5 wyht(e, wigte, wyjt(e,
(vight), 4-6 wyght(e, wighte, Se. wycht,
5 whight, whyght, wyt(e, whyt, white,
(wygth, wyth, wyth3, wypt3, weight), 5-6 Sc.

wichte, 4- wight, Sc. wicht. [a. ON. vigt used
in phrase = in self-defence ; neut. of vlgr of righting
age, skilled in arms ; f. OTeut. wig- (waig-, wig-),

for other derivatives of which see \Vi sb. Other
adoptions of ON. adjs. in the neuter form are
quert, scant, thwart, want.]

1. Strong and courageous, esp. in warfare ; having
or showing prowess ; valiant, doughty, brave, bold,

'stout', a. of a person, esp. a warrior.
c 1205 Lay. 777 Wihte wal-kempen on heora wi5er-win-

nan. Ibid. 20575 Seoue busen monnen, ohte men and wihte.
Ibid. 21359 Fif and twenti busend whitere monnen. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 456 Mid six b°usend wijtemen. a 1300
Cursor M. 6409 ' Cheues be', he said, 'wit man an freck
And ga fight a-pon amalec '. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 3293 He
wist him wi;ht ofdede. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. {Johannes)
610 In Ingland bat tym ves a knycht, In ded of armys bat
ves vycht. c 1425 Wvntoln Cron. in. ii. 269 Thre thou-
sande wicht men of Iuda. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 1057
Schyr Jhon the Grayme, with Wallace that was wycht.
c 1510 Lytell Geste Robyn Node ill. 17 Say me now wyght
yonge man What is now thy name? 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie"s Hist. Scot. I. 131 Of ane inuincible mynd, and a
wichte weiriour. 1601 Munday & Chettle Death Robt.
Earl of Huntington 1. i, Where is Robin Hood, And ye

wight Scarlet? 177S Hobie Noble xxiii. in Cliild Ballads
vn. 3/1 Had he been as wight as Wallace was. 1808 Scott
Marm. vi. xx, O for one hour of Wallace wight. 1858
Morris De/. Guenev. etc. 108 They ought to sing of him
who was as wight As Launcelot or Wade.

b. of actions or personal attributes,

c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10516 Knyght J>at

losed was of dedes wyght. c 1375 Se. Leg, Saints iii.

{Andreas) 542 For warldis wa opir is Hcht, And may be
tholit with hart wycht. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1098 The worde
of your werkes & your wight dedis.. passes o fer ! 1500-20
Dunbar Poems viii. 12 That many ane fo in feikl hes put to

flycht, In weiris wicht. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 248 Quhen Eugenie had won sa wicht a vktorie.

2. Strong, vigorous, robust, stalwart, mighty

;

exercising strength, energetic (passing into 3).
a 1300 Cursor M. 9003 Sampson bat lightest was in lijf.

c 1300 Havelok 344 He was fayr man, and wicth. 1377
Langi.. P. PI. IJ. ix. 21 Sire worche-wcl-wyth-bine-haude,
a wi3te man of stiengthe. a 1400 Re/ig. P'ucesfr. Thornton
MS. (1914) 57 In be fermory of this religyon are moo seke
ban hole, mo febyll ban wighte. c 1440 York Mysi. xviii.

219 Are was I wayke, nowe am I wight, i486 Bk. St. Albans
c j b, It is goode to make her to mewe, bot specialli it shall

make her wight after hir soore aage. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S.T.S ) ii. 33 William wichttar wes of corss Nor Sym,
and bettir knittin. <i 1600 Floddan F. vii. (1664J 62 And of
thy hands hardy and wight. 1726 Fleming's Fuijil/ing

Script, (ed. 5) Table Scots Phr., H'ight, strong or clever.

fb. Powerful, forcible, violent; powerful in

effect, strong. (Also absol.) Obs.
13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1591 In be wy^t-est of be water, be

woire hade bat ober. c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 659 The
Scottis all as swyne lyis droukyn thar, Off our wycht wyne.
c 1475 A1 auj Coil^ear^36 In wickit wedderis and wicht. 1583
Leg. Bp. St. Audrois 786 Wachting the wyne, for it was
wicht.

fc. Strong to resist force; strongly built or

constructed ; stout. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1029 Swiche meting was neuer non

made Wib worbli wepen wi3t. C1425 Wyntoun Cron.
clxxiii. 5404 The wardane has bat castell tane, And saw it

wycht of lyme and stane. c 1440 Generydes 3634, I must
haue A shippe bothe good and wight, And that it be right

swift vnder a saile. 1509 Barclay Shyp 0/ Folys (1874) II.

318 Though the brauuehes be stronge and wyght. a 1533
Ld. Bernkrs Huon xxxii. 96 He toke fro me ye toure and
a wyght harnes. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 930 Sayand,
he wald ride furth a whyle, To seay a bow that wassumthing
wicht. a 1600 Montgomkrie Misc. Poems xli. 42 The freikis

on feildis That wight wapins weildis.

8. Moving briskly or rapidly ; active, agile,

nimble, quick; swift, fleet.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 120 Thar na horss is in this land

Sa wycht, na^eit sa weill at hand, c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's
T. 166, I is ful wight god waat as is a raa. 1390 Gower
Couf. III. 298 Hem that ben delivere and wyhte. c 1430
How Good Wife taught Dau. 120 in Babees Bk. (1868) 41
Manye handis & wight Make an heuy worke light, c 1440
Piomp. Pan: 527/1 Wyte, or delyvyr, or swyfte. £1440
Gesta Rom. xxxii. 121 Sche was so wyght of fote, that no
man myght Rynne with hire by a grete space, c 1480
Henryson Fox, Wolf <y Cadger 233 The wolf was wicht,

and wan away. 1548 Patten Exped. Scot. Cvij, If Carres
horse had net ben exceding good & wight his lordship had
surely run him thrugh. 1586 Whitney Choice Emblems 107

Since fame is wighte of winge. 1703THORKSUY Let. to Ray
Gloss. (E.D.S.), Wight, swift. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1.

xxii, Mount thee on the wightest steed.

B. adv. 1. Actively, nimbly, energetically

;

quickly, rapidly, swiftly. Obs. or dial.

13.. Cursor M. 3836 (Gott.) Iacob lifted vp bat ston ful

wight. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 103 Cables bay fasten, Wijt
at be wyndas we^en her ankres. 13.. Gaw. ty Gr. Knt.
1762 Wi}t wallande Ioye warmed his nert. c 1460 Tcivneley

Mysl. xxii. 264 Sithen we fled away full wight, a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 341 The rest

of airchouiis schott far and wight. 1787 W. Taylor Scots

Poems 65 Down the brae I gaed fu' wtght.

f2. Quickly, without delay, directly, imme-
diately. Obs.

WIGSTEB.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 617, I schal wynne yow wvat of

water a lyttel. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 49 Euerlastynge
jatis, openeb wight ! c 1485 Digby Myst. 111. 227 My lord,
it xall be don ful wygth. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas n.
iv. Magnificence 726 Their winged words th' effect ensues
as wigbt.

C. Comb, f wight-rider, a stout and active
horseman; amounted raider; so + wight-riding a.
(see also quot. 1894) ; wight-wapping a. [Wap
p.1}, moving rapidly, or characterized by such
movement.
1569 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. Iv. 556 'About the

Queen
,
say good-fellows, *Wight-riders and Robbers in

the Borders of the two Realms. 1580 Hollyband Treas.
Pr. long, Vn rodeur ou coureur, a roder or wigh[tjrider.
?575 Laneham Lett. (1871) 22 Too the number of a sixteen
wight riding men. 1894 Northumb. Gloss., Wight-riding,

of the upper class. (Obs.) 1830 Scott Ayrshire Trag. 1. r,

the weaver shall find room At the *wight-wapping loom.
Hence fWightlayke a. [?-like influenced by

-laik], quick, immediate (cf. B. 2 above); + Wight-
ling [-ling 1

1], a valiant man, a brave warrior;
fWightship, valour, bravery.
c 1450 Mirour Saluaciouu (1888) 144 "Wightlayke delyvre.

nesse with out ony tarditee. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 8093
Galathin com swibe flinge Wib W« bousand *wi3tiing. Ibid.

7653 Of *wi3tschippe & cheualrie.

Wight, obs. f. Weight, White, With; var.

Wite Obs., blame
;
pa. t. of Wecche Obs.

Wightly (wai-tli), adv. arch, and dial. Forms :

see Wight a. [f. Wight a. + -ly2.]

1. Bravely, boldly, valiantly, ' stoutly '; strongly,

vigorously, forcibly, powerfully, energetically.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7642 Wit bat vnled son dauid mete, And
wightli wan o f>am his dete. a 1340 Hampole Tsalter vi. 10

Thai ga noght whidere thai thoght : and shame thaim ful

wightly. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1405 pai within on be wall

wightly withstondyn. ai^tfiLe Morte A rth. 2822 Wightly
hys swerd A-bowte he wavyd. a 1450 Ratis Razing etc 2

How wychtly pai sustenyt al tormentis. .done to ihaim.

1513 Douglas A^neis x\. Prol. 64 To stand wichtly, and
fecht in the forfront. a 1813 in W. S. Crockett Minstrelsy

(1803) 101 Wightly can he wield a rung. 1819 Gall Poems
49 You.. wightly wag the skelping whang.
2. Actively, briskly, nimbly, with agility or

alacrity; swiftly, rapidly
;
quickly, without delay.

c 1330 R. Bhunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10131 Lyghtly to
go, wightly to fie, pey leften, al, & fledde to \>c se. 13..
Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 688 He made non abode, Bot wystly went
hys way. c 1415 Cast. Persev. 3226 in Macro Plays 173
Now go we hens wytly tobeTrinite. cxsooSmith <$• Dame
(Copland) A iij b, Cioked I was truely Now may I walke
wyghtly. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Sept. 5 Day, that was,
is wightly past.^ 1583 tr. Ataison Neuve"s Gerileon 1. 8 The
good king Floridamant. .wightly forsaking the Saddle, set

foote on ground, a 1650 Sir Cawline x. in Child Ballads
in. 58 but rise vp wighilye, man, for shame ! Neuer lye
here soe cowardlye. 1757 W. Thompson Poems, Natixity i,

Wightly his Senses all were rapt into a Dream. 1884
D. Grant Lays 75 Wichtly Dobbin reached the Kirkton.

Wi'ghtness. Obs. or arch. [f. Wight a. +
-NE.ss.] The quality of being 'wight'; valour,

courage, bravery ; strength, might, force, vigour,

energy ; activity, agility, alacrity.

13.. K. Alt's. 5495 (Laud' MS.), Wib suetd & shelde in
batayle To proue his wi;tnesse. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xix.
240 He wissed hem wynne it a:eyne boiw wightnesse of
handes. 1393 Ibid. C. xn. 284 That nober wit ne wyght-
nesse wan neuere be maistrie With-oute be grete gyfie of
god. c 1440 York Myst. x. 58 Now. .fra me is all wightnes
wente. 1483 Cath. Angt. 417/2 Wightnesse, a/acritas,..
celeritasfacto*um , velocitasPedum est <$ corporum. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 105 Grttiie thay take
plesure in the wichtms of thair bodie. Ibid. 334 His Strang
defence of the Clergie of Scotland, and his wichtnes con-
trare the aduersar. 174* R. Forbes Ajax's Sp. (1755) 8

Gin my wightness doubted war, I wat my gentle bleed..
Right sickerly does plead.

Wighty (wai'ti), a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Wight
a. + -\ l 2.] Wight a.

14. . Langl. /'. PI. C. xvi. 172 (MS. E) Al be wytt of ^is
worlde ne wy3ty mennes strengbe Can 11031 performe a pes
of be pope. 1 1475 Partenay 4704 Gaffray tombled there.

Anon releuing in wighty manere. 16., Adam O Gordon
124 in Pinkerton Scot. Trag. Ball. (1781) 48 Put on, put
on, my wichty men,Sae fast as ye can drie. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Gloss., Wighty^ strong and active.

Hence tWig-htily adv. = Wightly.
c 1480 Henryson Cock <y Fox xxiii, Full wichtilie [v.r.

wichtliej thay throw wod and watteris went.

"Wighy, var. Wehee. Wigior^Wigle, obs. ff.

Widgeon, Wiggle. "Wigless, Wiglet, Wig-
lomeration : see after Wig sb.'$

tWiglouse. Obs. PI. wiglice. [a. ON.
wggjalus, i. veggr Wig sb!1 + lus Louse sb.] The
bed-bug : = wall-lonse [a) (Wall sb* 22 b).

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1046 They are

enemies to Wiglice, that are most slinking creatures. 1660

R. Rkad Weckers Seer. Art * Nat. 129 For Wiglice,

Make a smoke with Ox dung and it will drive away Wall-

lice.

Wigsby (wi'gzbi). slang or co/loa. ? Obs. [f.

Wig s6.?> : see -by 2.] A jocular appellation for a

person wearing a wig. So Wi gster in same sense.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Mr. Wigsby, a man wearing
a wig. 1797 Mrs. M. Robinson Walsin^ham III. 337 Tip
old wigsby a twitch of the heart, in return for his golden
padlock. 1821 Sporting Mag. (N.S.) VII. 267 He was
answered by the aforesaid wigsters, that it was Impossible

separer les deux'. 1830 H. Isoelo Remin. II. 119, I left
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these two wigsbys, puffed up with pride and self-confidence.

184a Lover Handy Andy xxi, The . .forms. . were borrowed
from the chapel: the old wigsby, who had the care of them.

.

doubted the propriety.

Wig-wag (wi'giwoeg), v. colloq. or teckn.

[Reduplicated formation combining WlG vA and
Wag v.

t
the vowel-change symbolizing the alterna-

tion of movement : cf. wiggle-waggle , zig-zag.]

To move lightly to and fro, to wag ; esp. to wave
a flag or other object to and fro in signalling ; to

signal in this way (intr,
y
or trans, with the (lag,

etc. or the signal as obj.). Also as adv. ~ with a

to-and-fro movement. So Wig-wag sb., (a) an
act of * wig-wagging ' ; also attrib. (in quot. 1582
expressing a tortuous or writhing movement)

;

(b) in Watch-making, a polishing instrument to

which a reciprocating motion is imparted by a
crank attached to a wheel of the lathe. Hence
Wig-wa:gg"er, one who 'wig-wags'; Wi'g-
wa-ggy a., characterized by ' wig-wagging*, or by
a form suggestive of this ; tortuous, winding.
1581 Stanyhurst /Fuels n. (Arb.)so His midil embracing

with wig wag circuled hooping. 1846 Congress. Globe
16 Jan. 208/1 Wig-wag went her tail. 1875 Knight Diet,
Mech., Wigivag (Watch-making), a rubbing-instrument.

.

driven by the lathe. 1884 Britten Watch <$• Clockm. 203
Where pinions are made in large quantities the polisher is

actuated by a 'Wig Wag'. 1886 Set. Amer. 9 Jan. 16/2
In the army wig-wag system, a flag moved to right and
left [etc.]. 1892 Li/>pincott's Mag. Dec. 764, I requested
Lieutenant Marix to ' wigwag a signal ' to Captain Whiting.
1893 C. King Foes in Ambush 10 It's ten minutes since
I got the last wig-wag of the signal-flag. 1899 R. H. Davis
Cuban <y Porto Rican Campaigns 3 Wig-waggers beat the
air from the bridges. 1903 A. Adams Log Coivboy xx. 313
Some one in the lead wig-wagged his lantern. 1914 Blackw.Mag- J u'y 96/2 The path is beastly wig-waggy.

Wigwam (wi-^wom, -waem), sb. Also 7 wigg-
wamme, 8 wigwang, wigg-wham, whigwham,
wigwaum, 9 weekwam. [a. Ojibwa wigwaum,
7vigiwam, var. of Algonkin weekuwom, wikiwant
(Delaware wiquoam) lit. their house (cf. neek
my house, keek thy house, week his house).] A
lodge, cabin, tent, or hut of the North American
Indian tribes of the region of the Great Lakes and
eastward, formed of bark, matting, or hides stretched
over a frame of poles converging at the top : corre-

sponding to the Tepee of other tribes.

1628 C. Levktt I'ey. N. Eng. t. in Collect. Mass. Hist.
Soc. Ser. lit. VIII. 166 We built us our wigwam, or house,
in one hour's space. 1659 Gorges America Fainted to the
Life 38 This Sachem passing from one Wigwam to another,
was shot through the arm with an arrow. 17a* Beverley
Hist. Virginia (ed. 2) 148 When they would erect a Wig.
wang,.. they stick Saplins into the Ground. 1821 Dwight
Trav. I. 117 They called a house weekwam, pronounced by
their successors wig-.vam. 1855 Longf. Hiaw. Introd. 5
The curling smoke of wigwams. 1865 Lubbock Preh.
Times xii. 421 The huts or wigwams are ..of two kinds, one
for summer, and the other for winter. 1893 Conan Doyle
Refugees xxix, The great plains where the wooden wigwam
gave place to the hide tee-pee.

b. Extended to similar structures among native
tribes in other parts of the world.
1743 Bulkelby & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 37 They hawl'd

their Canoes up, and built four Wigg.whams. 1793 W.
Hodges Trav. India 66 The wigwams of the torpid,
wretched, unsettled Pecherais on the frozen coast of Terra
del Fue^o. 1814 Scott Wav. viii, A miserable wigwam,
compiled of earth, loose stones, and turf. 1865 Lubbock
Preh. Times viii. 228 The wigwam of the recent Mandan
consisted of an outer layer of earth supported on a wooden
framework.

c. Humorously applied to a house or dwelling
in general; in UJS, slang to a large building
(formerly often a temporary structure) tised for

political gatherings.
1818 Scott Hob Roy xxxiv.They. .bore me. .towards Mrs.

MacAlpine's. On arrival before her hospitable wigwam
I found [etc.]. 1884 Hali.iwkll-Phillipps Hand-list Draw*
ings Shaks.thic'p., Preserved at Hollingbury Copse, near
Brighton. That quaint wigwam on the Sussex Downs.
Hence Wigwam v. {nonce-wd.)

}
intr. to erect

wigwams or huts.

1906 Har/er's Mag. Apr. 770 Having seen, .that the fur
traders were really wigwamming on the bay.

Wihe, Wihee, -ie, -y, Wihel, Wiht: see
Wye, Wehek, Wiel, Wight, With.
Wiif, Wiis, obs. ff. Wife, Wise.
Wijf, Wijnd, Wijs, Wijt, Wijte : see Wife,
WlVD, Vice jM, Wis v., Wise, Wit, Wite.
Wik, obs. form of Wick.
tWike. Obs. Also 4 wyke. [OE. wice w*.

fern. :— OTeut. *wikon-, f. wik- : walk- to soften,
to bend, turn, change, represented also in ON", vik
Wick sb.*

t OK. wicu Week sb., OE. was, ON. veikr
Woke, Weak ; cf. L. vice's change, turn, office,

duty, Gr. tUuv to yield, f. Indo-Eur. weiq-. (See
also -wick suffix.^ An office, duty, function.
ctooo ^Elfric Horn. II. 592 Hu dear ajnij laiwede man

him to ^eteon burh riccetere Cristes wican? 1:1175 Lamb.
Horn. 137 OSer don seal wiken and cherres. c 1200 Trin.
Colt. Horn. ot Betfage . . bitocne5 holie chirche bat men
noten inne here muoes wike banne hie seien here shines.
c 1205 Lay. 29752 Austin . . haueS his cantel-cape on of
Cregoiie ban pape, and mid wuroscipe mucte haldeo" his

Vol. X.

wike. a 1215 Juliana 24 He me walde warpen ut of mine
wike ant demen me to deaSe. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 605
Mine wike bob wel gode. Ibid. 1179 Wat, quab ho,
hartu ihoded ? . . For prestes wike ich wat bu dest. c 1275
Prov. Alfred 316 in O, F. Misc. 121 Wlanc on wer^e, and
unwurb on wike \Jesus MS. wlonk bi be glede, and vuel
at hare neode]. 13.. A'. Alts. 4592 (Laud MS.), perfore ne
shulde no gentil kni:jth . . beggers blood brynge in hei3e wyke.
C 1315 Shoreham 1. 660 Ase bery^te bod yes lemes Habbeb
dyuerse wyke, So habbeb ry^t membrys eke Of be body ine
mystyke.

b. Comb, -wake-tun, ? a place for divine service.
a 1250 Owl Sf Night. 730 Clerekes Munekes 8c canunes,

par beob bos gode wike tunes, Ariseb vp to middelnyhte.
Wike, Wiked, obs. ff. Week, Wick, Wicked.
t Wiken. Obs. [Peculiar to Ormin. ? Hack-

formation f. Wickxer or OE. 7t>icnian.] = Wike.
cizoo Ormin 7217 Forrbi batt te33re wikenn wass To

writenn Ia3hebokess. /bid. 10168.

Wikenare, obs. form of Wickneb.
Wiker, -ir, Wiket(t, Wikid, -it, Wiking,

obs. ff. Wicker, Wicket, Wicked, Viking.
Wikke, Wikked, -et, -it, -yd, -yt, Wikker,

obs. ff, Wick a., Wicked, Wicker.
Wikop, variant of Wicopy.
Wikre, Wikut, -yt, obs. ff. Wicker, Wicked.
fWil. Obs. rare. [?a. ON. vll.] Misery, ill.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 28 pat nane be costiue, ne
nane obir wil, bun surfait o mete. Ibid., pat we alle wils o
bodi & saul mai fie.

Wil-, attrib. use of Will sb. 1 (as in OE. wil-

cuma. Welcome) ; only in OE. and early ME.
compounds = (a) pleasant, welcome, (b) voluntary:
\vil-da3e, a welcome day ; wil-^eoue [Givej^. 1

],

a voluntary or free gift; wil-gomen [Game sb.],

pleasant sport ; wil-shrift, voluntary confession;

wil-apell, wil-tidende [Tiding], welcome news.
17900 Cynewli.f Crist 459 Hy ba;s lareowes on bam

"wildai^e word ne ^ehyrwdon hyra sinc^iefan. c 1205 Lay,
1793 pat heo heora wtl-da^es warden weoren. a 1225 After.
R. 368

( Me Sire,'bu onswerest me, ' sullen God his grace?
Nis grace *wil-3^^p? ' a \x*$St. Mather. 16 Hwetso ich
am burh godes grace ich hit do ant am wil^eoue unofseruet.
c 1205 Lay. 20944 Castles biwinnen & "wilgomen wurchen.
a 1225 Attcr. R. 340 Wel se'iohe, ' is iflured ': vorte bitochen
*wilschrift. a 900 Cynewulf Elene 993 Was him frofra

ma;st ^eworden in worlde a:t oam "willspelle. c 1205 Lay,
1350 A steores-man ham talde wil-spel. Ibid. 17090 Kom en
to ban kinge *wil-tidende.

Wil, obs. f. Vile, While, Wile, Will.
Wilani^e, obs. ff. Villainy. Wilayet. variant

of Vilayet. Wilbe, -bie : see Will v.1 Wile,
wilch, obs. ff. Which. Wilcat, Sc. f. Wild cat.

Wild (waild), a. and sb. Forms: 1-7 wilde,

(3 wuilde), 3-6 wylde, 4-7 wyld, (4 wiylde,
wijlde, whilde, wyled, 4-6 wield(e, 4-7 Sc.

vylde, 5 wiilde, wyelde, wyyld(e, Sc. wulde,
6 wylld, Sc. vild, vyld, vyild, wyild, 7 weild),
3- wild. [Com. Teut. : OK. wilde *= OFris.w/7^,
MDu. wilde, wilt, (LG., Du. wild), OHG. wildi
(MHG. wilde, wild, G. wild), ON. villr be-

wildered, astray, whence Will a. (Norw. vill wild,

Sw. vill confused, giddy, Sw., Da. vild wild), Goth.

wilfeis :— OTeut. *iuilfijaz. The sb., OE. *wild
t

*wildor{c(. wildorlic adj.), pi. wild?it (later wildeor,

wihiedeor Wild deer), OHG. wild, pi. wildir

wild beast, is app. a derivative {*wilf>az-
t

-12-)

with j-stem from the same root (cf. lamb).
The problem of the ulterior relations of this word is com-

plicated by uncertainty as to its primary meaning. The
possible analogy of sense-development in L. silvcstris, si!-

vdticus (whence F. sausage wild, etc.), f. siha wood, has
suggested connexion with OTeut. *waipus forest (OE.
weald, waldWoui). But it is more probable that OTeut.
*witpijaz represents a pie-Tent. *ghzueltijos, the root of
which is found in OWeUh gwyllt, Ir. get It wild, and may
have a parallel form in g/iwe'r-, the base of L. ferus, Gr.
<i)i, Lith. zvirts, OS1. zvirlt wild beast (for a similar pho-
nological development oighw- cf. Warm a.).)

A. adj.

I. 1. Of an animal : Living in a state o( nature

;

not tame, not domesticated : opp. to Tame a. 1.

Freq. in names of particular species or varieties, for which
see the sbs.: see also Special Collocations (16), and Wild
cat, kowl, goose in the main series.

In later use often hyphened to the following sb., esp. in

names of particular species, or in verse to indicate rhythmic
stress on the adj.

^715 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) I 427 Indomitus, wilde.
c8»5 I'esp. Psalter ciii[ij. 11 DrencaS fla alle wiiddeor
wuda; bida3 wilde assan in ours[t] heara. ("893 /Ei.krku
Oros. t. i. $ 17 Da beod swy5e dyre mid Finnum, for teem
by foS ba witdan hranas mid. e iooo Sax. I.eechd. III. 180
On .xv. nihte monan hys god to fixianne & huntum heonas
to secanne & wilde swin. < 1050 [see Wild goose i]. c 1205
Lav. 1781 Wind stod on willen. p!o5ede be wilde fisc. c 1386
Chauckr Monk's T. 267 To wode she went And many a
wilde hertes blood she shedde With arwes brode. ?« 1400
Morte Arth. 3232 Woluez, and whilde swynne, and wykkyde
bestez. 1599 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. o Ony maner of
wyld foule or tayme. 1538 Nottingham Rec. III. 378 He
kyllyd ij. wyld duckes with a crosbow. 1606 Shaks. Ant.
9r CI. 11. ii. 183 Eight Wilde-Boares rosted whole. 1676
Grew Mussum, Auat. Stomach + Guts viii. 33 The Wild-
Duck and Teal ako, I suppose alt of this kind, and most
other Birds, are without a Crop. 1778 Pknnant Brit. Zool.
II. 447 The goose, in its wild state always retains the same
marks. 1793 Coleridge Songs of Pixies iv, The murmuring
throng Of wild-bees hum their drowsy song. 1808 Scott

Mann. ir. Introd., And mark the wild swans [later edd.
wild-swans] mount the gale. 1827 I'. Cunningham A'. .S'.

Wales xvii. I.321 Our wild turkey.-., .consist oftwo varieties,

the dusky and the blue-feathered. 1847TENNVS0N Princess
iv. 414 The leader wildswan. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fug. iii.

I. 312 Wild animals >>f large size were then far more numerous
than at present.

fig. c 1645 Howell Lett. I. v. xxvii, Twas a tough task
believe it, thus to tame A wilde and wealthy language.
absot. c 1205 Lay. 1112 Heo wenden vt i wide sae, ba

wilde wur3en itemede. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Fgtp-
ciatie) 1037 To bis day saw 1 nane,. .Of vylde, na tame, na
kind beste. c 1480 Henryson Lion $ Mouse 192 He. .slew
baith tayme and wyld.

2. Of a plant (or flower) : Growing in a state of

nature ; not cultivated.
Freq. in names (unlimited in number) of particular species

or varieties, for which see the sbs. To sow one"s wild oats
(fig.) ; see Oat sb. 4.

Often hyphened as in 1 (and regularly in phrases used
attrib.) or (chiefly in early use) combined with the following
sb. as one word.
£-725 Corpus Gloss. A 396 Agre\s\tis, wilde. c 1000 Sax.

I.ccchd. II. 90 Oleastrum
j a:t is wilde tlebeam. 1382

Wyclif Rom. xi. 24 The kyndely wylde [later vers, wieide]
olyue tre. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 569/2 Brionia, wylde-
nepe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 528, 1 Wyylde malowe, or holy-
hokke. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xviii. 401 Sucbe
wylde herbes as grewe in the woode. 1549 Compl. Scot. i. 20
Al thegrond. . isouergane vitht gyrseandevild scroggis. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. 11. 1. 249, I know a banke where the wilde
time bluwes. 1665 Boylk Occas. Rejl. 1. 63 The Husband-
man uses onely to prune the Trees ot his Garden, not tho>e
that giow wild in his Woods. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 420
Her hedge-row shrubs .. With woodbine and wild roses
mantled o'er. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. 1. \iii, Cold dews and
wild flowers [later edd. wild-tlowers] on his head. 1842
Loudon Suburban Hort. 444 Plants in a wild state. 1855
Tknnyson Maud 11. 1. 3 Plucking the harmless wild-flower
on the iiill.

1797 Scott To a Lady ii, Wild-flower wreaths for Beauty's
hair. 1810 — Lady ofL. iv. ii, The wild-rose spray. 1890
' R. Boldrewood' Cot, Reformer xxii, A young lady with
a wild-rose complexion.

3. Produced or yielded by wild animals or plants
;

produced naturally without cultivation ; sometimes,
having the characteristic (usually inferior) quality

of such productions (cf. b).

With 'wild meat' cf. OS. ivildjlesc, etc.; with 'wild
leather ' cf. MSw. wilskin.

< 1200 Ormin 3213 Hiss drinnch wass waterr..Hiss mete
wilde rotess. < 1200 (see Honi-y sb. 1 bj. 1519 Registr.
Aberdon. (Maitland) II. 177 The kiching witht . . ij pair of
Taxis. Item iij spyttis ane grit ane less and ane for wild
met. 1528 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871)3 All maner of peisouns
that takis wylde meitt. 1528 PaVNELI. Salerue's Regim.
(1541) K iv b, There 1 e also prunes called wylde prunt-s, >•
whiche growe in the woddes. 1560 Bible (Geneva) l>a. v. 2

He loked y1 it shulde bring foithe giapes: but it broght
forihe wilde grapes. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's
Conq, E. Ind. 75 These ships.. are sowed together with
ropes made of Cniro, & pitched ouer with wild ii.cense.

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa ix. 340 Their flesh is hot and
vnsauorie, and hath a wilde tast. 1612 Sc. Bit. Rates in

t/atyburton's Ledger (1867) 338 Leather called wyld lether

the daker, xx s. 1614 in JOth Rep. Hist. AISS. Comm. App.
I. 43 Lett not my leadie our mother trubll hirself in bying
much vylde meitt to your sons bapttisme. 1777 Anhukey
Trav. (1789) I. 214 A dinner entirely of wild-meats. 1866
Kogers Agric. <y Prices I. xviii. 41S It is very rare in the
present day that honey is found wild. 1883 R. Haldane
Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 40. 1 'I he wild or Tussah silk.

b. Mining. Applied to impure or inferior

minerals or ores. (Cf. G. wilderz.)

1778 Pryce A/in. Cornub, 93 A Plack-jack or Mock-lead
Lode.. .This Wild-lead is commonly found with Stones of

Copper and Lead intermixed with it. 1883 Gresley Gloss.

Coatm., Wild Ground, Wild Measures, Wild Stuff. 18*6

J. Parrowman Sc. Mining Terms, Wild-coal, a thin seam
of inferior coal.

4. Of a place or region : Uncultivated or unin-

habited ; hence, waste, desert, desolate. (Oiten

with special reference to the character or aspect

of such places.)

c893/ELFREDtV<j.r. 1. i. § 18 Licga3 wilde moras, .emnlange
bjem bynum lande. au» 0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

1010 On ta wildan fennas. 1200 Ormin 17408 A wilde
wesste. 1297 K. Glolc. (Rolls) 2751 Me may hem ofte an
erbe in wilde studes yse. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. {Ninian)

430 Quhare now be come is beste, pat tyme wes wilde

foreste. ciaSsCHAi'CER L.G. W. 2163 Ariaihie, In an yle

amyd the wilde se. a 1533 Ld. Berners6VAj\ Bk. M. Aurel.

(1546) Kvjb, The erthe that is vntylled, and waxen wyld.

1593 Shaks. Ruh. II, 11. iii. 4 These high wilde hilles, and
lough vneeuen waies. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 36 Fenny and
woody wild grounds. 1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet.

85 A wild Roade, is a Roade where there is little Land on

any side, but lies all open to the sea. 1703 Howe Ulysses

II. i, Some fair field. .That, .left unheeded, like a bairen

Moor, Lies fenceless, wild, unculuvate, and waste. 1817

Phadbury Trav. Amer. 297 They are well aware that, by

undertaking to bring wild land into a state of cultivation,

they must undergo some hardships. 1849 Lever Con C regan

x.w, The scenery was wild without being grand. 1851

Maynr Reid Scalp Hunters i. OEs*) 7 1 he Wild West.

1883 Engl. Itiustr. Mog. Nov. 72/1 The wild beauty of

Wicken Ken is in striking contrast with the cultivated land

lying around it. 1885 W. H. White j}L Rutherford's Deltv.

iii, The garden was large and half-wild.

b. trans/. Belonging to or characteristic of a

wild region ; of or in a wilderness.

1690 C. Nesse O. * N. Test. I. 298 Neither God nor good

men take any pleasure in a., wild retiredness. 181 7 Moore
Latla Rookh 131 The glories of Nature and her wild, fra-

grant airs, playing freshly over the current of youthful

spirits.

16



WILD.
£>. Of persons (or their attributes) : Uncivilized,

savage ; uncultured, rude ; also, not accepting, or
resisting, the constituted government; rebellious.
(Sometimes with implication of sense 8.) See also
wild Irish in 16.

z3°° CursorM. 24747 For |>ofmi [MS. in] wijt war neuer
sa wild.. pat giues me lust of hir to rede, a 135, Minot
P°'ms (ed. Hall) i. 60 pare was crakked many a crowne Of
wild Scottes and alls of tame, c 1450 Holland Howlat 616
The rouch Wodwyss wyld. 1471 Caxton AVc*><»7/(Sommer)
59 She was euyl clothid and half wilde and sauage. 1500-
20 Dunbar Poems 1. 25 Was never vyld Robeine wnder
bewch,..So bauld a bairne as he. 01548 Hall Chron.,H.'"' 1S/

,
23 The prince.,had tamed., the furious rage of the

wild and sauage Welshemen. 1561 Honv tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer ii. M iijb, A man at amies in fourm of a wield
shepehearde. 1586 Holinshed Chron. I. Hist. Scot. 358/2
After the example of one.. Robert Hood a wild or vplandish
man. 1670 Drvden 1st Pt. Cono. Granada 1. (1672) 7 When
wild in woods the noble Savage ran. 1700 Pkjor Carmen
Sec. xxxvii, Nations yet wild by Precept to reclaim, And
leach 'em Arms, and Arts. 1709 Mrs. Manlev Secret
Mem. (1720) 303 A Party of the Goths and wild Russes.
i8ji Scott Nigel v, It's ill taking the breeks aff a wild
Highlandman. 1850 Tennvson In Mem. xxxvi. 15 Those
wild eyes that watch the wave In roarings round the coral
reef. 1901 Scotsman 29 Nov. 6/1 These men. .are up to all
the ' slim ' ways of the wild Buer.

II. 6. Not under, or not submitting to, control
or restraint; taking, or disposed to take, one's
own way ; uncontrolled. Primarily of animals
(cf. 1), and hence of persons (see also 7) and
things, with various shades of meaning, a. Acting
or moving freely without restraint

; going at one's
own will ; unconfined, unrestricted.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Ceu. 1465 Da «•« culufre eft of cofan

Mended.. wilde seo wide fleah. c 1000 Sax. Leech,/. 111. 202
Hois wilde yrnan. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 43 Thar
er wes wilde ase the ro, Nou y swyke. 1596SHAKS. Merch.
V. v. i. 71 A wilde and wanton heard.. of youthful and vn.
handled colts. 1599 Shaks., etc. Pass. Pitgr. xii. 8 Youth
is wild, and Age is tame. 1671 Milton Samson 974 In his
wild aerie flight. 1761 C01.MAN Jeatous Wife 111, That the
wild little Thing shou'd take Wing, and fly a%vay the Lord
knows whither 1 1817 Mvkon Manfred 111. iv, 1 have found
our thoughts take wildest flight Even at the moment when
they should array Themselves in pensive order. 1820
Shelley Prometh. Unb. 111. iii. 136 The dark linked ivy
tangling wild. 1836 Dickens .V*. Boz, Medit. Monmouth-
St., The children wild in the streets, the mother a destitute
widow. 1865 P'cess Alice Mem. (1884) to: Victoria is very
wild, and speaks more German than English.

t>. Resisting control or restraint, unruly, restive;
flighty, thoughtless ; reckless, careless

; fig. not
according to rule, irregular ; erratic ; unsteady.
(Cf. 15.)
c 1350 Ltbeaus Disc. (Kaluza) 18S A child pat is witles

and wilde.. 1450 Paston Lett. I. iy, But if the day of the
oyer and termyner stonde, it wole be full harde, by cause
the peple is so wylde. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav, 13 b,
Like the trauaile wherein smithes put wilde horses when
they shoo them. 1597 Moki.ey Introd. Mus. 81 Your fift,

sixt, and seuenth notes be wilde and vnformall. 16*8 Shir-
ley Witty Fair One u. ii, You are too wild and aery to be
constant to that affection. 1748 H. Walpole Lett. (1846)
II. 256, I meant nothing in the world by wild, but the
thoughtlessness of a boy of nineteen. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob.
xviii, Depriving Cupid's wing of some wild feathers. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown n. viii, Johnson the young bowler is

getting wild, and bowls a ball almost wide to the off. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Wild, a ship's motion when she
steers badly, or is badly steered. 1879 Harlan Eyesight ii.

25 The new lashes sometimes take a wrong direction, and
turn their points against the eyeball. They are then popu-
larly called wild hairs.

c. Shy ; esp. of game, afraid of or avoiding the
pursuer (opp. to Tame a. 3) ; trans/, having a
timid expression like a wild animal.
1594 Willobie Avisa xlvn, Though coy at first she seeme

and wielde. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. i. 35 She is too
disdainfull, I know her spirits are as coy and wilde, As
Haggerds of the rocke. 1813 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I.

76 The birds were so extremely wild that it was almost
impossible to get near them. 1877 March. Dufferin Cauad.
Jml. (1891) 362 They did not bring back a great deal—
the birds were so wild. 1887 Rider Hacgard AUanQuuter.
main xi, The woman had a sweet face, wild and shy.

d. Phr. to run wild', (a) of an animal or plant
(combining senses I or 2 and 6), to live in, or
revert to, a state of nature, not under domestica-
tion or cultivation ; (6) of a person (or thing per-
sonified), with various shades of meaning (see
above), sometimes passing into other senses (e. g.

7, 11, 12).

1549-62 [see Run v. 2 b]. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776}
II. 347 Of all countries, .where the horse runs wild, Arabia
produces the most beautiful breed. 1799 Wordsw. Matthew
3 That every hour thy heart runs wild, Yet never once doth
go astray. 1838 [see Run v. 2 b]. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.
Iv, He had a bold spirit, and he ran a little wild, and went
for a soldier. 1892 Longman's Mag. X 1 X. 61 4 The boy had
run wild since his young mother's death.

7. spec. Not submitting to moral control ; taking
one's own way in defiance of moral obligation or

authority ; unruly, insubordinate ; wayward, self-

willed.
Often scarcely distinguishable from 6 a or b, but implying

blame or reproach.
c 1000 Sal. iff Sat. 377 He Xeong faereo, hafaS wilde mod.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Ne beo bu ^ereuore prud ne wilde ne
sterc. c izoo Ormin 6191 }iff batt 3ho iss gaetela;s, & e33el.es

& wilde. c 1205 Lay. 785 pat nan ne beo so wilde nan swa :

122

I unwitti, pat word talie..*r he ihere minne horn, a 1300
I

Cursor M. 9307 Quarfor er yee o will sa wild? c 1380

j

Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 431 Somme men ben beterid bi
1 bynding to bise chargis, bat ellis wolden be wylde. c 1450
I

Mirk's Festial 67 Mannys flesche ys so wyld and lusty to
synne. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xi. 4 Not consideringe the
power of God, but was wylde in his mynde. 1567 Gude $
Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 151 Man was sa wyldeand nyce, And
rageing in all vyce. 1579 Lyly Euphues R iv b, The wildest
child is as soone corrected with a word as with a weapon.
1700 Prior Carmen Sec. 66 Valour grown wild by Pride,

!

and Pow'rby Rage. 1797-1812 Jane Austen Pride $ Prej.
.\liii, ' He is now gone into the army', she added, ' but I am
afraid he has turned out very wild.' 1836 Marryat Japhet
xxvii, When a curate, he had had an only son, very wild,
who would go to sea in spite of his remonstrances. 1898
' H. S. Mekriman' Roden's Corner xii. 128 It was about
that time, .that I took seriously to my work. Before, I had
been a little wild.

b. Giving way to sexual passion ; also, more
widely, licentious, dissolute. loose.
1:1250 Gen. <\ Ex. 2013 His wif wur5 wilde, and nam in

flo^t Vn-ri5t-wis luue. 13. . St. Paula 87 in Horstm. A Itengl.
' Leg. (1878) 5 Whon be ^onge in bote blood Bigonne to waxe
1 wylde of mod. 13.. St. Tluodora 221 ibid. 38 His monk
j

was waxen to wyld pat hedde igeten him such a child. 13.

.

I

Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 2367 Bot bat was for no wylyde werke, ne
wowyng nauber. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xix. 167 Ther was
neuer man neghyd hyr nere, In word ne warkshe was neuer
wylde. 15M World a> Child A ij, Dalyaunce, . . It is a name
that is ryght wylde. 1550 Crowley Last Trumpet 1505
If thou se hir wanton and wilde. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. m.
Ii. 74 Hee kept companie with the wilde Prince, and Pointz.
16x4 D. Dyke Myst. Self-Deceiv. 328 Wild and wanton
widowes. 1778 (13 May) Johnson in Boswell, Ifa young man
is wild, and must run after women and bad company. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eug. vi. II. 50 The wildest of libertines.

8. Fierce, savage, ferocious ; furious, violent,

destructive, cruel. (In later use passing into other
senses: cf. 5, 9, 11. See also wild beast, wild
horse, in 16.)

1297 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 1322 pe prinsc.pat in time of
worre as a lomb is bobe mek & milde & in time of pes as
leon bobe cruel & wilde. 13.. A'. Horn 1045 (Harl. MS.),
Y come.. from brudale wylde of maide remenylde. C1330
R. Brunnk Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13796JAS neuere. .wilde
wolf ne dragoun, pat was so wod, beste tooyte, As Wawayn
was Romayns to smyte. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 805
Thisbe, Alias there coinyth a wilde lyones. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1463 A man witty & wise, wight, wildist in Armes.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. xiii. 4384 Wolwis wulde ban
weryit men. c 1435 Chron. London (Kingsford 1905) 52
He wole be as wilde a Tyraunte to holy Cherche as euer
was eny. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 38 b, Brynge
to me y« wyldest bull that is. 1530 Palsgk. 329/2 Wylde or
sharpe prickyng as a nettyll is, gn'asche. 1595 Shaks. John
iv. iii. 4S This is the bloodiest shame, The wildest Sauagery.
9. Of the sea, a stream, the weather, etc, : Violently

agitated, rough, stormy, tempestuous, 'raging';
hence fig. or gen. Full of disturbance or confusion,

tumultuous, turbulent, disorderly.
c 1205 Lay. 6226 We habbe5 ihaued. .moni wale moni wind

bi wilde bisse watere. a 1250 Oivl if Night. 946 Wrabbe
meynb be heorte blod pat bit floweb so wilde flod. 1381 in

Knighton's Chron. (Rolls) II. 139 Synne fareth as wilde
flode. c 14*0 Sir Amadace (Camden) xii, Thay were drounet
on the see, With wild watursslone. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. !

Ii. i. 21 Man.. Lord of the wide world, and wilde watry !

seas. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV
%

1. i. 9 The Times are wilde : Con- '

tention. .madly hath broke loose. 1605 — Lear ii. iv. 311 !

'lis a wild night ..come out oth'storme. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 566 Wilde Brookes meeting together
make a broad poole. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativ. i, It was

j

the Winter wilde, While the Heav'n-bom-childe, All meanly
wrapt in (he rude inanger lies. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp.
Reh. 112 Your state of conscience leads to a wilder anarchy. 1

1697 Oryden Virg. Georg. in. 386 'the ..Bear. . In Woods
and Fields a wild destruction makes. — Past. ix. 59 Let '

the wild Surges vainly beat the Shore. 1713 Addison
Cato in. ii, His passions and his virtues.. mixt together in

so wild a tumult, That [etc.}. 1769 Gray Installat. Ode 89
Thro' the wild waves as they roar. 1818 Byron Mazeppa
xiv, The wild horse swims the wilder stream ! 1842 Dickens
Atner. Notes ii, On a bad winter's night in the wild Atlantic.

1864 Lowell Study Wind. (1886) no He is still in wild ;

water. 1883 ' Ouida ' Wanda i, ' I think we shall have wild
;

weather', said the Princess.

T b. In imprecations or intensive expressions.
a 135a Minot Poems (ed. Hall) v. 30 In be wilde waniand

was baire hertes light, c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 545 Now
in be wilde vengeaunce ye walke with bat wight, a 1530
Hkywood Wether 430 (Brandl) A niyschyefe vpon them
and a wylde thunder, c 1580 Bugbears iv. iv, 11 Now a
wild wannion on it.

c. Of vocal sounds : Loud and unrestrained.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The herrons gaif ane vyild skrech.
1667 Milton P. L. 111. 710 Confusion heard his voice, and
wilde uproar Stood rul'd. 174a Gray Adversity 19 Wild
Laughter. Noise, and thoughtless Joy. 1831 James Philip
Aug. iii, Filling the air with his long wild neighing*;. 1891
Farrar Darkn. <*} Dawn xxxix, Those who should be left

dead, .indifferent for ever to those wild shouts,

10. Of feelings or their expression: Highly excited

or agitated
;
passionately vehement or impetuous.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,, iv. iv. 229 But that still vse of
greefe, makes wilde greefe tame, My tongue should to thy
eares not name my Boyes, Till that my Nayles were anchor'd
in thine eyes. 1718 Pope Iliad 111. 512 Too deep my
anguish, and too wild my woe. 1730 — Ode St. Cecilia
Addit. Stanza. Amphion thus bade wild dissension cease.

1813 Scott Rokehy iv. x, The child Renew'd again his
moaning wild. X828 Carlyle Ess., Burns (1840) I. 370 !

Wild Desires and wild Repentance alternately oppress him. .'

1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay x, She clung to him and
burst into a fit of wild weeping. 1890 Hall Caine Bondman ,

111. i, ' The sweep !
'

' the thief
!

'
' the wastrel !

'
' the gonier* 1

stang !
' they called him, with wilder names beside.

]
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WILD.
11. Of persons : Violently excited, a. Extremely

irritated or vexed; angry, •furious'.
1653 Holcroft Procopius in. Goth. Wars 103 Artabanes

was wild at this misfortune [orig. Quam rem cum calamiiatis
loco Artabanes duceret, & a^gerrime ferret], a 1839 Pkaed
County Ball xvm, He makes a College Fellow wild Bvaskmg for his wife and child. 1873 March. Dufferin
Lanad. Jml. (1891) 79 Dent, my precious maid, wild about
her boxes, and giving warning on the spot. 1889 Jerome
Jhree Men in Boat xi, It made me awfully wild, especially
as George burst out laughing.

b. Passionately or excitedly desirous to do some-
thing.

1797 Jane Austen Sense $ Sens, xxvi, Mrs. Palmer.. was
wild to buy all, could determine on none. 1797-1812 —
Pride % Prej. xlvi, She was wild to be at home. 1847
I ennyson Princess 1. 149 All wild to found an University
*or maidens. 1894 Fenn R.alGold ii, He is wild to go.

C. Elated, enthusiastic, * raving*.
1868 Whyte-Melville White Rose xxviii, He was wild

about., the town, and the cattle, and the Black Forest. 1889

v ^" WlNTEK ' Mrs - Sobx\ t She was quite wild about it,
when I went to tell her the news. 1891 C. James Rom. Rig-
marole 1S0 She had accepted me, anu I was wild with joy.

12. Not having control of one's mental faculties
;

demented, out of one's wits ; distracted; hence in

weakened stnse, Extremely foolish or unreasonable

;

holding absurd or fantastic views (cf. 13).
a 1300 K. Horn 252 (Camb.) Heo louede so horn child

pat ne3 heo gan wexe wild. Ibid. 296 Anon upon AJmlf
child Rymenhild gan wexe wild. 13. . in Horstm. Alt. Leg.
(1881) 14 Furth scho went als woman wilde, To se be lordes,
and left hir childe. c 1400 Ywaine a> Gaw. 1650 For wa he
wex al wilde and wode. 1630 Randolph Aristippus 7,
I am the Wilde-man, and I will be wilde: is this an age to
be in a mans right wits? 1769 Burke Late St. Nat. 25 Is
this writer wild enough to imagine [etc.]? 1796 Mrs. M.
Robinson Angelina II. 291, I am really almost wild with
affliction ! 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish v, Her misery
had actually drove her wild. 1841 Helps £ss.

t Man 0/
Business (1842) 82 Else he may be driven wild by any great
ressure of business. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 6
iVhen the fictions of Oates had driven the nation wild.
advb. 1613 Shaks. Hen. I'J/l, 1. iv. 26 If I chance to

talke a little wilde, forgiue me: I bad it from my Father.
An. But. Was he mad Sir?

b. Of the eyes or look : Having an expression
of distraction.

159a Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul. v. i, 2£ Your lookes are pale and
wild, and do import Some misaduenture. 01658 Cleve-
land Ruins 0/ St. Pauls 28 Now its Face appears like
whither'd Care, Or wilder than the Looks of Fevers are.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xiv. 158 His face being
flushed, eyes wild, and head aching. 1878 J. P. Hopps
Jesus iv. 17 Poor mad people, .recovered their senses when
be looked into their wild eyes.

fc. Bewildered, perplexed; = Will a. 2 b, 3 b.
c 1440 Botie Elor. 35 Whan the emperys was dedd, The

emperowre was wylde of redd. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 33 All the warld is in a wylde thocht, un-
stedefast.

13. Of undertakings, actions, notions, statements,
etc. : Going beyond prudent or reasonable limits

;

rashly or inconsiderately venturesome
;

going to

extremes ofextravagar.ee or absurdity; fantastically

unreasonable.
1515 Burgh Rec. Edit*. (1869) I. 158 Gif it sail happin the

toun to bald the commoun mylnis and proffeittis thairof
and the wild aventouris into tbair awin handis. 1591
Shaks. / Hen. VI, iv. iv. 7 This vnheedfull, desperate, wilde
aduenture. 1601 — Ham. 1. v. 133 (Qo. 1) These are but
wild and wberling words, my Lord. 1604 — Oth. 11. i. 62
He hatii aichieu'd a Maid That paragons description, and
wilde Fame. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 509 A wild Reforma-
tion ; to reforme Hierarchy by Anarchy, a Remedy worse
then the Disease. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 112 Mimic Fansie
..niisjoyning shapes, Wilde work produces oft. 1699 Bent.
ley Phal. 427 The wild Question that the Examiner puts
to me. a 1728 Woodwahd Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) 1. 1. 84
*Twas not a very wild Name, Ludus, to be given, to a Dye,
or Talus lusorius; considering how humourous a Writer
Paracelsus was. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. it. § 16 How
came you to entertain so wild a Notion? 1829 Scoit Anne
o/G. xi, I should make wild work were I to attempt a de-

scription of such an animal. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eug. iv.

I. 442 We cannot, .wonder that wild stories.. were, .believed

by the common people. Ibid. viii. II. 308 To cherish a wild

hope. 1887 Saintsbury Jiist. Elizab. Lit. 247 Serious
arguments are mixed up with the wildest buffoonery. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman v. ii, Two long weeks he spent 111

this wild quest.

t b. Used as a nickname for the extreme Evange-

lical party in the Church of Scotland, as opp. to

moderate : see Moderate B. b. Obs.

1778 D. Loch Tour Scotl. 49 The people here are very

wild with regard to religious principles, there being no less

than three Targe seceding meeting-houses, and but one

small kirk of the established religion. 1820 Alex. Stewart
in Mem. 352 (I] am settled minister of what is called the

First Charge of Canongate Parish (where seldom has wild

man been placed before), a 1830 H. Cockburn Mem. (1856)

234 Except Sir Harry Moncrieff, the Wild (as the Evange-
lical party is called) have never had an established head.

14. Artless, free, unconventional, fanciful, or

romantic in style; having a somewhat barbaric

character (usually in good sense, as a pleasing

quality).

163a Milton VAllegro 134 If. . sweetest Shakespear fancies

childe, Warble his native Wood-notes wilde. a 1700EVELYN
Diary 27 Feb. 1644, We then saw a large and very rare

grotto of shell-worke, in the shape of satyres and other wild

fancys. 180a Leyden Mermaid xxv, Say, heard'st thou not

these wild notes swell 'i 1813 Bvron Corsair 11. fi, Whiie.



WILD.
dance the Almas to wild minstrelsy. 1859 Jkphson Brittany
xvii. 284 A wild ballad, still sung in Cornouaille, to an
equally wild tune, a 1864 Bryant Sella 4 When man to
man gave willing faith, and loved A tale the better that
'twas wild and strange. 1891 Rider Haggard Nada Pref.,
The setting out of a wild tale of savage life.

b. Of strange aspect ; fantastic in appearance.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 40 These, . . so wilde in their

attyre, That looke not like th' Inhabitants o' th' Earth.
1784 Cowper Task v. 118 There, embossed and fretted wild,
The growing wonder takes a thousand shapes Capricious.
1844 Mrs. Browning Lay of Brown Rosary \. iv, To dilate
and assume a wild shape in the mist.

15. {Jig. from 6.) Aimed wide of the mark, or
at random ; random : usually advb* at random,
astray.

atSio Shelley M. Nicholson Fragm. 14 Wild flew the
meteors o'er the maddened main. 1831 Fames Phil. Aug.
xxvii, The soldier who fronted him, struck wild, reeled, stag-
gered. 1890 W. Camp in St. Nicholas Aug. 831/1 The catcher
..must begin by a resolution.. to consider no ball beyond
his reach, no matter how wild. 1895 Edin. Rev. July 149
The Chinese shells found in the abandoned forts ' went
wild ' when the Japanese gunners tried to fire them.

III. 16. Special Collocations (sometimes
hyphened as in 1 and 2, esp. in verse to indicate
stress, and regularly in attrib. use) : wild beast,
orig. in sense 1, now alwavs with mixture of sense
8 (see Beast sb. 2 c) ; z\.%ofig, (cf. Beast sb. 1 c, 5)

;

wild berry, the berry of a wild plant ; app. applied
locally to particular kinds; wild boar (in early
use also as one word) : see Boar sb. 1 c ; wild
dog, any wild species of dog, or of the do£ tribe,

as the Hyena-dog of S. Africa (Hunting- dog 2 a),

the Dhole of India (Hunting-dog 2 b), the Dingo
of Australia, etc. ; wild goat, any wild species of
goat, as the ibex, or {loosely) a goat-like antelope,
as the chamois ; wild horse, a horse not domesti-
cated or broken in ; esp. in phrases referring to a
mode of punishment or torture (cf. quots. s.v. Draw
v. 5), and hence humorously with negative (see
quots.); in quot. 1834 (with hyphen) rendering
Dit. wildepaard as a name for the zebra ; "Wild
Huntsman, a phantom huntsman of Teutonic
legend, fabled to ride at night through the fields

and woods with shouts and baying of hounds
;

wild Irish (see Irish B. 1 a) ; wild Irishman
(see Irishman b) ; also a name for a spiny rhamna-
ceous shrub of New Zealand and Australia, of the
genus Discaria ; wild mare: see Mare 1 2b;
also altrib. in wild mare htmch {kinch, hitch), a
name for string-halt; wild wind, a violent wind,
whirlwind, hurricane {obs. or dial.) ; + wild worm,
a fantastic notion, whim. See also Wild cat,Wild-
FntE, etc.

1197-1833 *Wtld beast [see Beast sb. ic]. Jig. 1847
Tennyson Priucessv. 256, 1 ...when first I heard War-music,
felt the blind wildbeast of force. .Stir in me. 1886 Gillmore
Hunter's Arcadia p. vii, Some bastard descendants of
Europeans.. this weapon is better than argument with such
wild beasts, attrib. 1801 Marvellous Love-Story II. 198
Raree-shows, and wild-beast exhibitions. 1834 Lvtton
Pompeii !. iii, When is our next wild-beast tight? 1879
Browning //albert $ Hob 10 The genuine wild-beast breed.
1855 LEiFCHH.n Cornwall 67 For fruits you have only furze
and "wild-berries, 1918 H. BufDLOtt Agatha's Fortune
xxi, She liked the acid wild-berries he brought on a bark
tray, attrib. a 1850 Mrs. Browsing Confessions ix, Then,
at least, have the Human shared with thee their wild berry-
wine? 1918 H. Bindloss Agatha's Fortune xxvii, He ..

fell among a clump of wild-berry canes, c U05-1863 *Wild
boar [see Boar sb. 1 cj. 1484 Caxton Fables of AKsof t. j

xvi, A wyldborc.with his teeth rent, .a grete pyece of his
body. 1813 Scott Rokeby rv. xu, How the grim wild-boar j

fought and fell, attrib. 1776 Micki.e tr. Camoens' Lusiah
hi. 89 Dextrous in the wild boar chace. 1818 Keats Teign-
viouth ii, No wild-boar tushes and no Mermaid's toes. 184s
Dumfries Herald Oct., That fine flavour, .in the wild-boar
ham. 1866 Treas. Bot., Wild-boar's tree, a San Domingo
name for Hedwi'gia balsamifera. 1786 tr. Sparrman's Voy.
I. 157 These *wild dogs are some of the most pernicious
beasts of prey. 1816 Byron Siege of Corinth xvi. The
scalp-; were in the wild dog's maw. 1844 E. Warburtom
Crescent

,fr
Cross v, A beggar devouring his crust, but

religiously leaving a portion of it in some clean spot for the
wild dogs. 1877 Rncycl. Brit. VII. 324^2 The wild dog of
the Falkland Islands {Cam's antarcticus). 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxii. (1495) bb iiij, The *wylde gote
hyghteCaprea. 1530 Palsgr. 239/1 Wylde goote, cheuerenl.
1688 Hoi.mf. Armoury \\. 162/r The Aspian wild Goat..
some term.. a Shamois. 1744 Mason Musseus 253 Nor did
the wild goat bronze the shrubby rocks. 1813 Scott
Rokeby 11. xiv, Now, like the wild goat, must he dare An
unsupported leap in air. C897 Alfred Gregory s Past. C.
xli. 303 Swa swa 'wildu hors, Sonne we hie xresS sefangnu
habbao, we hie flacciao & straciao. < 995 in Kemble Cod.
Dipt. VI. 133 Hio becwiS Cynelufe hyre dad oera wildera
horvi oe mid Eadmere synt. a 1*50 Owl <y Night. 1062 pit

,

naddest non ober dom ne la^e, Bute mid wilde horse were
todra^e. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. {Ptacidas) 318 Wyld
hor* & tayme. a 1400-50 [see Horse sb. 1 ej. < 1400 Me-

:

layne 57 He sail be hangede or ober morne And with wylde
horse be drawen. 1424 in Wills A> /nv. N. C. (Surtees 1835)

,

71, iiij_ Wildehorsez, ad tunc nuper tractos vet in stabulo.
c 1546 in Suss. Star Chamber Proc. (1913) 36 Or ells they

j

wolde draw hym fourth with wylde horses. 1834 Pringlk
|

Afr. Sk. 14 The buffalo bendetb to my yoke, The wild-horse
I

to my rein. 1883 D.C. Murray Hearts xii, After that wild
hordes would not have drawn him to an exculpation of him-
self. 1890 [see Horsr j/». 1 e). 1796 Scott {title ofpoem) I

The *Wdd Huntsman. 1829

—

Anne of G. xxii, Sailed to I
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the mountains of the Brockenberg, where witches hold their
sabbath, or gone on a hunting-party with the Wild Hunts-
man. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 10 Whyle he weirid
be west on be *wilde yiisshe. 1547 Boorde Introd. Knoivl.
iii. (1870) 132 Irland..is deuyded in it. partes, one is the
Englysh pale, & the other, the wyld Irysh. 1622 Bacon
Hen. VII 138 The Wild-Irish fled into the Woods and
Bogges. 1684 Bunyan I'ilgr. 11. Introd., Highlanders, and
Wild-Irish can agree My Pilgrim should familiar with them
be. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liz>. iv, The low-browed
rooms where the wild Irish sat howling and wrangling over
their liquor. 1401 Close Roll 2 Hen. //', 11. m. 6{P.K.O.)

j

Si Nicholaus Hogonona capellanus per suggeslionem quod
ipse fuit *Wildehirissheman Hibernicus et inimiens noster
in prisona .. detentus existat. < 1450 Brut n. 357 pese
rebellis of Ireland bith callid ' wilde Irisch men '. 1608
Dekker Lanth. A- Candle-light iii. D, No wild-IrUhman
could out.runne him. 186a J. Von Haast Geol. Westland
25 (Morris) Discaria toumatoo, the Wild Irishman of the
settlers. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 268 Hee playes at
Quoits well, ..and rides the *wiIde-Mare with the Boyes.
i6m Wither Faire- Virtue, etc. 04b, The Boyes are come
to catch the Owles, The Wild-mare in is bringing. 1661
M. Stevenson Twelve Moneths 4 And the ventrous youth
show their agility in shooing the Wild-Mare, attrib. 1703
Lond. Gaz. No. 3966/4 Stolen or strayed.., two Mates, one
a white-grey,..has the *Wild Mare Hunch with the far
hind Leg. 1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Witd-mare-hinch or
hitch, string-halt, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Essex (1662) 1.

319 In the year of our Lord 1639 in November here happened
an Hirecano or *wild wind. 1811 Clark I'ill. Minstrel
(1823) I. 79 The frighted wild-wind trembles to a breeze.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. I// 42 The *wilde worme of
vengaunce wauerynge in his bed. Ibid., //en. V 44 Some
priuate Scorpion in your heartes, or some wild worme in

your heades.

17. Combinations, a. with pples., in adverbial

relation ( =» * wildly *), as wild-billowing, -booming,

-flying, -fought, -made, -staring, -warring, -woven
adjs. ; or in complemental relation, as wild-born,
-bred, -grown, -looking adjs. b. parasynthetic, as

wild-blooded, -brained, -eyed, -haired, -headed,

-spirited, -winged, -wilted adjs. c. with sbs.,

forming descriptive appellations corresponding to

the adjs. in b, as wild-blood (a wild-blooded per-

son), wild-brain, wild-head (a wild-brained or
wild-headed person, a harebrain).

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. in. vn. viii, One red sea of Fire,
"wild-billowing, enwraps the World. 1820 Scott Abbot
xix, Even in the Castle of Avenel thou wert a "wild-blood
enough.^ 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. m. v. ii, So. .whirls and
spins this immeasurable tormentumoi a Revolution ; *wild-
booming. 18x6 Byron Ch. Har.m.xv,\ *wild-born falcon
with dipt wing. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Testu,
a headstrong fellow, a *wildebrayne. 1608 Miudleton

j

Mad World 1. i, I must..turne wilde-braine, lay my wits
vpo' th' Tenters. 1885 Rider Haggard K. Sol. Mines vi,

We knew what a wonderful instinct these *wild-bred men
I

possess. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Sept. 3/1 Wild-bred
pheasants appear to have done fairly well. 1817 Shei.lky
Rev. Islam rv. xx, The "wild-eyed women. 1890 ' R.
Boldrkwood ' Col. Reformer xx, The fierce a»d wild-eyed
bullocks. 1617 Fletcher Valentinian 1. ii, His "wild flying
courses. 190a S. Phillips Ulysses 1. ii, The wild-flying
cloud. 1795 Fawcett Art of War 18 Their *wild-fought
field. 1885 W. K. Parker Mammal. Desc. vi. 153 The peri-

chondral . . bone . . takes on a very remarkable form ; it

becomes "wild-grown so to speak. 1896 Howells Impr. <y

Exper, 24 The *wildest-haired Comeouter. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abus. 1. (1879) 147 All the *wilde-heds of the Parish,
conuenting togither. C1590 Trag. Rich. If (1870) 13 A wild-
head, yett a kingly gentleman, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 12 Sum
. . hat ere *wild-hedid. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. iv. 1

If they that neuer were taught Gods trueth bee wildeheaded.
1617 Moryson Itin. r. 259 A wild-headed Turke tooke my
hat from my head. 1702 Calamy Abridgm. Baxter's Life
vi. 108 Wild-headed Sectaries. 1814 Scott Diary 16 Aug. in

Lockhart, The hogs are.. queer *wild-looking creatures. 1

15.. Sir Andreiu Barton xvii. in Surtees Misc. (1S90) 69
Before lie leave off my serving God, My *wild maide oeth
may brooken be. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. xxvii,

His warm-hearted, *wild-spirited son. 1608 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11, iv. in. Schism 863 'Wilde-staring Hag. 17*7
Somervillp. Occas. Poems, Ojftc. Messenger 261 Wild-staring,
thunder-struck, and dumb. 1748 Thomson Cast, tndot. 1.

xli.'Wild-warbling nature. 1777 Potter sEschytus 64 With
vollied thunders and *wild warring winds, c 1611 Chapman
Iliad xv. 637 Floods that nourish *wild-wing'd fowles. 1614

J. Cooke Greene's Tu Quoque D 1 b, *Wilde witted sister,

I haue preuented you. 1839 Darley Beaum. fy Ft. II ks.

I. Introd. p. xlix, A wild-witted, mercurial comedy. 1800
Campbell Exile ofErin ii, The *wiId-woven flowers.

B. sb.

+ 1. A wild animal, or wild animals collectively ;
'

spec, a beast, or beasts, of the chase; a hunted
animal or animals; game. Obs.
OE. 'wild (see etym. above) is recorded only in gen. sing.

wiidres, nom. pi. wildru, gen. wildra, dat. witdrum.
c 1*05 Lav. 1129 pa Troinisce men tnhten to bon deoren &

duden of ban wilden al heora iwilla. 13. . Gaw. UrGr. Knt.
1 150 At be fyrst quetheof be quest quaked be wylde. a 1340
Hampole Psalter xlix. [1.] 11 All be wilde of wodis. ?a 1400
Aforte Arth. 657 That nane werreye my wylde, botte Way-
nour hir seluene. c 1465 Chevy Chase vi, Then the wyld
thorowe the woodes went, on euerysyde shear. 1:1480 Henry,
son Lion <V Mouse xxviii, The Houn..slew baith tayme and
wyld. 1599 Alkx. Hume Poems (S.T.S.) Hymn ii. 181 All
venneson, and vther wilde they serue him at hts neid.

f2. l'hr. at wild, on wild-. ? bewildered, dis-

tracted. Obs. rare.

'1430 Syr Tryant. 801 Sfcme were wery and on wylde.

1477 Paston Lett. III. 179 Trust hym never the more for

the bylle that I sent yow by hym, but as a man at wylde,
for every thyng that he told me is not trewe.

3. A wild or waste place ; a region or tract of

WILD CAT.

j
uncultivated and uninhabited land ; a waste, a
wilderness. Now mostly rhet, or poet.
1637 Heylin Answ. Burton 191 As if wee lived in the wild
of Africke. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 407 The wild Of South-
most Abarim. 1709 Prior Henry q- Emma 395 Nor Wild,
nor Deep our common Way divide. 172a Tickell Kens.
Garden 1 A snow of blossoms, and a wilde of flowers. 1732
Bope Ess. Man 1. 7 A wild, where weeds and rlow'rs pro-
miscuous shoot. 1847 Tennyson Princess in. 230 You young
savage of the Northern wild ! 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eug.
iii. I. 313 Turned from a wild into a garden. 1905 D. Wal-
lace Labrador Wild iv. 55 The plunge into the wild.

ifi) pi. (Chiefly in the wilds of a. specified region.)
1596 Miaks. Merck. V. 11. vii. 41 The Hircanion deserts,

and the vaste wildes Of wide Arabia. 16:2 Drayton Poly-
Oib. v. 312 The sandie Wyldes of spicefull Barbarie. 1634
Milton Ccmus 424 Huge Forests., and sandy perilous
wildes. 1726-31 Waldron Descr. /sle of Man (1744) ^3

,

'I hey call them the good People, and say they live in Wilds
and Forests. 1827 j. F. Cooper Prairie i, The. .resolute
forester who first penetrated the wilds. 1842 Dickens Amer.
/Votes viii, Among the wilds and forests of the we>t. 1868
Nettleship Ess. Brcnvning ii. 63 A northern principality
..which kept its rough simple traditions in its own wilds.

b. trans/', of air, water, etc.

1712 Pope Rape Lock 1. 107 The crystal wilds of air. 1795
Wolcot (P. Pindar) Frogmore Fete Wks. 1812 III. 308 As
M>on might lift old Ocean from his bed And dash his wild
of waters to the skies. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab via. 57 A
lighthouse o'er the wild of dreary waves.

0. fig.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. in. ii. 184 Where euery something
being blent together, Turnes to a wilde of nothing, saue of
joy Exprest, and not exprest. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffed
Mo this wild of sorrowes and excrnciament she was ccnlined.
1651 Biggs .\'en> Disp. F73 [To] confine themselves to a
mediocrity in opinioning, and not ramble over the whole
wild of Fancy, a 1704 T. Brown 1st Sat. Persius itrrit. Wks.
1730 I. 52 His tagg'd nonsense, t'other's wilds of wit. 01832
Bentha.m Print. Legist, xvtil. § 27 note Striving to cut a
new road through the wilds of jurisprudence. 1855 Tennyson
Maud 1. xvi. i, To save My yet young life in the wilds of Time.

Wild (waild^. rare. \i.\\n.\)a. Cf. Awilden
(OE. awildian), MUG. wilden]
1. intr. Of an animal or plant : To be or become

wild ; to run wild, ^row wild.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 136 Vet keif & to wilde is bet fleschs bet

awiligeo' [MS. T. wildes] so sone hit euer tutted. 1387-8
T. Usk Test. Love I. iii. (Skeat) I. 45 Heerdes gonne to wilde.
1880 Earle Engl. I'lant Names 80 This is held by botanists
to be an old garden-plant escaped and wilded.

2. trans. To make wild, in various senses; f esp.

to affect with frenzy, to madden {obs.).

1421 Hocci.kve Compl. 235 This grevous venyme that had
enfectyd and wildyd my brayne. 1628 Feltham Resolves
It. [i.J xxii. 71 The Mad worme hath wilded all Humanitie.
1655 Valghan Silex Scint. 1. Misery 81 Thus wilded by
a peevish heart .. I storm at thee.

Wild(e, obs. ff. Weald, Wield v. ; obs. pa. t.

of Will v.

Wildbore. local. [?] A stout and closely
woven unglazed tammy.
1784 Salem Gaz. in Alice M. Eaile Costume Colonial

Times (1894) 257 Marone Ribb'd Wildbores. 1788 Massa-
chusetts Spy 23 Oct. 3/4 Wildbore Camblets. 1798 Times
28 June 4/4 Durants, Callimancoes, Wildbores, &c. 1852
in A. Holroyd Collect. Brndf. (1873) 179 About 181^;,

Messrs. James Akroyd and Son, of Halifax,, .produced the
articles known by the names of wildbores and plainbacks,
from which sprung the single- twilled merinos. 1857 J. Jam ks
Worsted Manuf. 374 A dobby piece was. .nothing more than
a figured wildbore. Ibid. 627 About the year 1783, their use
[sc. Leeds camblets].. began to decline, and the stuff makers
at Leeds commenced making wildbores. 1876 Cudworth
Round about Bradford 330 The worsted business, . . the
principal make being shalloons and wildbores.

f Wild bred. Obs. rare. [ad. ON. villibrdd,

corresp. to MLG. viltbrede, -brtt, also -brdt (LG.
wil{d)brat, -prat), MUG. wildbrtrte, -brdt (G.
wildbret), etc. : see Wild a. and Brede sb. 1

]
Game, venison.

^'375 Cursor M. 13373 (Fairfax) pat folk.. was fed Wib
soiben & roste & wilde bred [Cotl. O bred and flexs bath
soben and breddj.

Wild cat. (Also with hyphen, or, esp. in early

use, as one word.) Forms : see Wild a. and Cat
sb. 1

; also 0. {Sc.) 6 wilkatt, 8 wilcat, wil'-cat,

9 wull-oat. [
Cf- MLG. wildkatte, MHG. wilde

katze G. wildkatze), Sw. vildkatt, Da. -kat.\

1. The European wild species of cat, Felt's catus

(see Cat sb.l 1 c) ; also applied to other wild

animals of the cat tribe, esp. in U. S. to species of

lynx, f Aho pi., the skins of these used as fur.

1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 37^ A gowne of gray russet furred

wit Ionetis and wylde Cans. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

591 '26 Laero, -ronis, est quoddam animal pitosum ut

ctniicutus secundum alios, a wylde cat. c 1480 Henkvson
Wolf 9f Wether viii, Nouther wolf, wyld-cat, nor }it tod.

1566 Act 8 Et'tz. c. 15 8 2 For the Heade ofeverie Fitchewe

Polcatte or Wilde Catte, one peny. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V.

11. v. 48 He slecpes by day More then the wilde-cat. 168a

T. A. Carolina 20 The Tyger, Wolf, and wild Cat. 1805

Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) II. ii. 51 We have a curious

breed of wild-cats who have eaten all Charlotte's chickens.

1843 Macaui.ay I/oratius xiv, Then, like a wild cat mad
with wounds, Sprang right at Astur's face. 1884 Marcus
Clarke Mem. Vol. 127 How many nights.. have I listened

to the skirr of the wild cats. 1904 Daily Chron. 31 Mar. 7/3
A terrible struggle between a man and a monstrous wildcat.

0. 1596 Dai.kymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 7 To
bunte the hair and the fox, .. the Wolfe, or the Wilkatt.

c 1730 Ramsay Fables xix. 44 The tyger, bair, and ev'ry
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powerfu' fur, Down to the wilcat and the snarling cur. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, x, I never ask what brings the Laird of
Dumbiedikes glowering here like a wull-cat. .day after day.
1887 P. M cNeill Blazvear/e 153 Still haudin'on till its tail

wi* the determination of a wull-cat.

2. Jig. Applied to a savage, ill-tempered, or

spiteful person, esp. a woman : cf. Cat sb.1 2.

t To run -wild-cat (quot. a 1652) : to ' run mad ', become
demented : cf. Wild a. 12, and the attrt'b. use in 4 b below.

1573-8° Tusser Hush. (1878) 168 Where window is open,
cat maketh a fray, Yet wilde rat with two legs is worse by
my fay. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 197 Hut will you woo
tins Wilde-cat? 1612 N. Field ll'oman is a Weathercock
1. ii, Like a Wilde-Cat of Pickt-hatch. a 1652 Bkome
Damoiselle 1. i, The care of Children 's such a startle* braine,
That had I more then one, I should run Wild-cat. 1771
Smollett Humphry CI. 17 Apr. (1815) 14 That wild-cat my
sister Tabby. 1894 Crockett Raiders xiii, ' Come back to
your post, ye wull cat,' 1 shouted.

3. Jig. a. One who forms a rash project, or
engages in a risky or unsafe enterprise, b. An
unsound business undertaking, as a ' wild-cat bank '

(see 4 b) ; also, a note, or notes collectively, of a
'wild-cat bank*. (Orig. and chiefly U.S. colloq.)

i8u Columbian Centinel 6 June 2/5 Some of the Wild-
cats of Congress. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xxxl.
204 The celebrated term ' Wild Cat,' justified fully by the
course of these cunning and stealthy bloodsuckers. 1883
F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius x, Complacent holders of
preferred, and scatter-brained speculators in wild-cat. 1896
Nation (N. Y.) 3 Dec. 417/2 Whether this feature of our
banking system can be amended without giving the field to
wildcats. 190s Westm. Caz. 7 Aug. 9/1 The market has
been crowded with ' wild cats '.

4. aitrib. (usually with hyphen). a. lit. in

sense 1 : Of a wild cat.

1.624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia 1. 17 Some.. wilde Catte
skin nes. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix. 421 Jackal
and wild-cat skins.

b. Jig. Applied to banks in the western United
States which, before the passing of the National
Bank Act of 1863, fraudulently issued notes with
little or no capital, or to their notes or transactions;

hence extended to unsound or risky business enter-

prises generally ; also to illicit businesses or their

products (e.g. wild-cat whisky) ; and more widely

to reckless, rash, or extravagant undertakings,

statements, etc. (cf. Wild a. 13). colloq.

This application is said to have arisen from the fact that
the notes of a bank in Michigan bore the device of a panther,
locally known by the name ' wild cat '.

1838 The feffersonian (Albany) 14 Apr. 72 3 About 400
Irishmen working on the canal, took offence at being paid
in ' Wild Cat ' money, instead of Illinois. 1839 Mrs. Kirk-
land New Home xxxi. 205 Once in the grasp of a ' wild
cat bank,' his struggles were unavailing, a 1854 W. North
Slave ofLamp 38 (Bartlett) Much bogus coin and wild-cat,

red dog bills are in circulation. 1881 Hughes Rugby,
Tennessee If. v, Wild-cat whisky—or ' moonshine ' as the
favourite illicit beverage of the mountains is called. 1883
Century Mag. July 331/2 When he begins to put down
a wild-cat well, he usually leases all the land in the vicinity.

1890 Daily News 12 Nov. 6/2 In no way did I undertake to

uphold Major Barttelot in any wild-cat expedition.

Hence Wild-catter, Wild-catting-, one who
engages, the action of engaging, in a ' wild-cat

'

business or enterprise: see 4 b above. U.S. colloq.

t88$Century Mag. July 327/2 The 'wild-catters,' as the
prospectors are called who take the risks of sinking wells in

unknown territory. Ibid. 331/1 ' Wild-catting' is the name
applied to the venturesome business of drilling [oil] wells on
territory not known to contain oil. 1803 Nation (N. Y.)

2 Feb. 76/3 The kind of wild-catting and red-dogging that
was rife before the war.

Wild deer. [In sense 1 , OE. wil{d)deor, wilde-

deor, alteration (after wilde adj. Wild and deor

Deeu) of *wildor
t
pi. wildru : see Wild a. etym.

(Cf. ON. villidyr, OSw. vilji)dinr, Da. vildtdyr.)

In sense 2, f. Wild a. + Deeu.]
+ 1 A wild animal. Chiefly collect. Obs.
C815 [see Wild a. 1]. c888 Alfred Hoeth. xxxix. § 1 Swa

swa wilde deor willnad oSer to acwellenne. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 95 Ac bib bonne rebra& bearlwisra bonne amis wilde
deor. c 1175, f 1200 [see Deer 1 0). c 1205 Lav. 1125 Ah swa
monie bar waren wilde deor. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 169 De
sexte dais li^t, So made god. .Al erue, and wrim.and wilde
der. 1338 R. BRVtiSKChron. (1810) no pe kyng no man suld
deme in courte for wilde dere.

2. Deer in a wild state.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11, xvii, The wild-deer bouncing
thro* the glade. 1817 Sheli.ev Rev. Islam x. iv, The roaring
Of fire, whose floods the wild deer circumvent In the scorched
pastures of the South. 1896 Visct. Ebrington in Red
Deer 245 Wild deer in their extremity do get into as curious
places as carted ones.

Wilde : see Wield, Wild, Will v.

H Wildebeest (vi'ldatvst). [S. African Du, f.

wild Wild a. + beest Beast sb.] The gnu.

1838 W. C. Harris Narr. Ex/ed. S. Africa 380 Catoblepas
Gnoo. The Gnoo. Wilde Beest of the Cape Colonists. 1850

R. G. Cumming Hunter s Life S. Afr. iv. 84 Having in-

spected the wildebeest bull, which was a noble specimen.

1889 Rider Haggard Allan*s Wife iii, Here to the right

might be a herd of vilderbeesie that could not number less

than two thousand. 1895 Millais Breath from Veldt x.

218 The white-tailed gnu or black wildebeest.

Wilder (wi-ldaa), v. arch, (now chiefly poet.)

[Of uncertain origin : prob. (by an unusual pro-

cess
1

) extracted from Wilderness on the analogy of

the form of Wander ; butcf. MDu. verzvilderen,hz-

quent.of venvildenii.ver- Yon-prefix 1 + wilde^vilt
Wild tf.),and G. wildem. It has been frequently

apprehended as an aphetic f. Bewilder (which is

later in appearance), and occas. spelt *wilder.]

1. trans. To cause to lose one's way, as in a wild

or unknown place ; to lead or drive astray ; refi.

to lose one's way, go astray.

1613 Punchas Pilgrimage VIII. ix. 653 Unknowne Lands,
where we have wildered our selves, a 1620 J. Dyke Set.

Serm. (1640J 138 They had been in danger of being wilderd,
of losing their way. 1687 Dryden Hind $ P. u. 682 This
she desir'd her to accept and stay, For fear she might be
wilder'd in her way. 1717 Addison tr. Ovid's Met. lit. 236
Young Actseon, wilder'd in the wood. 1796 South ey Hymn
to the Penates 96 O ye whom Youth has wilder'd on your
way. 18 19 Shelley New Nat. Anthem iv, 'Wilder her
enemies In their own dark disguise,

fr- JlS> \ tsp. to render at a loss how to act, or

what to think ; to perplex, bewilder.
1642 D. Rogers Naaman 55 Having himselfesent for him

to his house, when he was wildred. 1648-9 Eikon Bas. xv.

131 Extravagances wherewith some men have now even
wildred. .both Church and State. 1654 E. Johnson Wouder-
ivkg. Provid. ii. 4 You shall be left wildred with strange
Revelations. 1701 Collier M. Aurel. 259 His Under-
standing, being misty and misled, he was willdred in the
Qualities of Things, and mistook the Nature of Good and
Evil. 181 1 Shklley-SY. Irvyne Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 218 Wolf-
stein,. . witaered by the suscitated energies of his soul almost
to madness. 1816

—

Alastor 139 To her cold home Wil-
dered, and wan, and panting, she returned. 1887 Bowen
Virg. /Eneid iv. 69 Over the city she wanders, the sad
Queen, wildered of thought.

2. inlr. To lose one's way, go astray, stray,

wander; to be bewildered; to move or extend in

a confused way.
1658 GURNall Chr. in Arm. 11. 39 A heavy curse, did we

1 ightly judge of it, to wander and wilder in a maze of errour.

a 1734 North Life Dudley North (1744) 200 He used the

Room above to wilder in his Accounts. 1805 Scott Last
Minstr. |, Introd. iv, And scenes long past of joy and pain

;

Came wildering o'er his aged brain. 1838 S. Bellamy
Betrayal \. 166 A fornix vast, that rangeless from the eye
Ran wildering. 1854 Lowell Cambr. 30 Yrs. Ago Writ.

1890 I. 96 The fierce snow-storm wildering without.

b. trans, with adv. To spend or waste in

* wildering*.
1668 Owen Expos. Jjoth Ps. 131 So he wilders away all

his dayes in uncertainties.

f3. trans, and intr. To render, or become, wild

or uncivilized. Obs. rare.

1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VI. 550 The yoke of the

Egyptians had degraded the Hebrews into the rudest and
worst of nations, wildered by three hundred years of neglect.

1804 — in Crit. Rev. I. 20 Her dole-lands .. will again be
suffered to wilder into sheep walks. 1806 — in Ann. Rev.
IV. 111 European families transported to Canada must
wilder in a generation or two.

Wildered (wi-ldwd), ppl. a. Also 7 wildred.
[f. prec. + -ID 1

.]

1. That has lost one's way; straying, 'lost*.

1656 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. § 112 Like poor wilder'd

Travellers, perceiving that We have lost our way. 174a
Young Nt. Th. ix. 1703 Ye, who guide the wilderd in the
waves. 1818 Keats Endym. 111. 219 The wilder'd stranger.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 46 A sound as of a
wildered wind, Half moan, half sigh.

b. Jig. At a loss, perplexed, bewildered.
1642 D, Rogers Naaman 149 See Naaman here, in what

a wildred case he is! 1689 J. O. tr. Cowley's Plants 1.

Scurvy Grass 31 Nor does it to your wilder'd Sense appear,

Where their Pain is, 'cause it is every where. 1789 W.
Blake Songs tnnoc, Dream 5 Troubl'd, wilderd, and
forlorn. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. xxix, In secret, doubtless,

to pursue The schemes his wilder'd fancy drew. 1881

Kipling Departm. Ditties, Simla Dancers iv, And mur-
murs of past merriment pursue Your 'wildered clerks that

they indite in vain.

2. Of a place or region : In which one may lose

one's way
;
pathless, wild.

,11810 Shellev M. Nicholson Eragm. 26 Our ghosts,

whilst raves the maddened storm, Will sweep at midnight
o'er the wildered wave. 1821 Clark Vill. Minstrel I. 203

Brushing through the wilder'd dell, i860 Patmore Faithf.

for Ever 1. i, A long, green slip of wilder'd land.

b. Confused, disordered ; mingled confusedly.

1853 C. Bronte Viliette xlii, Certain .. feelings ..when
reviewed must strike us as things wildered and whirling.

1909 Stoff. Brooke in Life <$ Lett. (1917) XL 613 The sun

set among the trees in a wildered glory of gold and crimson.

Wildering (wWdarig), ppl. a, [f. as prec. +
-ing -.] That ' wilders', in various senses.

L Leading or driving one astray ; esp. of a place,

In which one loses or may lose one's way.
1749 Shenstone trreg. Ode 83 And some had bent the

wild'rinc maze. 1793 Coleridge Lines Autumnal Even.

77 Toss'd by storms along Life's wild'ring way. 1804 W. L.
Bowles Spir. Discov. iv. 64 Safe in the wildering storm.

1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach. vL (1870) 126 Their
wildering mazes of exquisite flowers.

b. Jig. Producing mental confusion or aberra-

tion
;
perplexing, bewildering.

1742 Collins Eel. iv. 8 Where wild'ring fear and desperate
sorrow led. 1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 1. 223 In waking
thoughts she still retains The memory of these wildering
pains. ./ 1850 Rossetti Dante fy Circle I. (1874) 74 These
'wildering phantasies Then carried me to see my Lady dead.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 370 The clash Of rain,

beat boughs and wildering lightning-flash.

2- Going astray, straying, wandering.
1827 Keble Chr. Y.. Sexagssima Sunday ii, Ruin below

and wrath above Are all that now the wildei ing fancy meets.

1
Ibid..jth Sunday inLentivNe too, who tend Christ's wilder-

1 ing flock. 1871 B. Taylor Eaust (1875) II. 1. iii, Lamps are
, g leaming, Through the festal's wildering train.

Wilderment (widdajment). poet. rare. [f. as
prec. + -ment.] Bewilderment.
1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 144 Music's gush, With all its

moving wilderment. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost BowerUn,
So, in wilderment of gazing, 1 looked up and 1 looked down.

t Wildern, a. and sb. Obs. Forms ; 1 wild-
deoren, 3-5 wilderne, (3 wulderne), 4 wildern,

£ wylderne
; 3-4 wildren. 4 wildrin, wyldren.

[OE. wilddtforen, f. wilddeor Wild DUB + -EN *.]

A. adj. Wild, savage, desert.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxv. (1889) 99 Cum feralibus denti-

bus, mid wilddeorenum tobum. 01300 Cursor M. 3081
[Ysmael j wond als a wildren man. Ibid. 4080 His breber in

be wildrin land. Ibid. 5734, 10293. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C
297 Ande euer walteres bis whal bi wyldren depe.

B. sb. = "Wilderness.
The genitive of this word is indistinguishable in form from

nexL
c 1200 Vices $ Virtues 137 \>o be he faste fowerti dai3es

Oil 3a wilderne. c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 127 He makecie
his wunienge in be wilderne. 01225 Ancr. R. 160 He..
wende into onliche stude i3e wildemesse [MS. C. wilderne].

13.. Cursor M. 5852 (Gott.) To worschip god in wildrenes
land, c 1375 Ibid. 5734(Fairf.) Hisflokhe feddea-pona tide

Bi a wildernes side. 01400 ,$» Orfeo 212 (MS. Ashm. 61,

If. 1 53) To wylderne I wy 11 gone . . And lyve ber in holtys here.

Wilderness (wHdwn$s). Form s : 3-6 wylder-
nesse, 3-7 wildemesse, 4-6 wil , wyl-, -der-,

-dir-, -dre-, (-dur-), -dyr-, -nes, -ness(e, (-nys),

(,4 St, vildimes, 5 wyyldernesse), 4- wilder-
ness. [OE. *zvild{d)e'ornes (Sweet's A.-S. Diet.)

= MLG., MDu. wildemisse (Du. wildemis, G.
wildernis) ; f. wilder^ wil[d)deor (see Wild 0.,

WILD deer) or, perh. more probably, wilddioren

Wildern a. + -nes -ness (for the concrete sense cf.

heaknes summit, smtfnts ' planities 1

).

The other types of derivatives of wild meaning 'wilder-

ness ' in the 'teutonic languages are represented by (1)

MHG., G. wilde fern. (cf. Wild sb.), (2) MLG., MHG.
wilt{e)nisse, G. wildnis (cf. Wildness z), (3J G. (now dial.)

zuilde/t(e, wildin, (4) ME. Wildern.]
1. a. (without article) Wild or uncultivated land.

Distinguished from desert, in that the latter denotes an
uninhabitable and uncultivaUe region, ar.d implies entire

lack of vegetation.

C1200 Irin. Coll. Horn. 161 Weste is cleped fcat londe,

bat is longe tilce atleien, and wildemesse, $ef bare manic
rotes onne wacsefi. t 1205 Lav. 30335 He seal habben
fabes weste and wildemesse ino;e. a 1300 Cursor M. 2617
n wildernes al bi a w*ll. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3867 pe

geaunt..Ina castel hire hadde to ward, In wildemesse al

be selue. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. 52 Als he trewyt
na man was In abay, na in vildirnes, pat mocht do mare
bane he had done, c 1400 Maundev, (Koxb.)xxi. 98 A grete
party of bis cuntree es waste and wilderness and no^t
mhabitid. c 1450 Capghaye Life St. Aug. xiv. 20 Holy
heremites whech dwelled in wildyrnesse. 1590 SfMW*
E\ Q. 11. vii. 2 He traueild through wide wastfull ground,
That nought but desert wildemesse shew'd all aiound.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ii. (S.T.S.) I. 164
Twyse he compelled him to take his refuge in wod and
wildimes. 2613 Purchas Pilgrimage v. v. 404 The Count) ey
of Gouren, where we found but few villages, and almost all

wildemesse. 1835 W. Irving 'J our Prairies 143 Passing
through tracts of wilderness which ihey have never before
traversed. 1847 Tennyson Princess 1. no By tilth and
grange,., and blowing bosks of wilderness.

b. (with article or other defining word) A wild

or uncultivated region 01 tract of land, uninhabited,

or inhabited only by wild animals ; * a tract of

solitude and sava^eness' (J.).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 160 He..feste ber as he was one ice

wildemesse [v. r. wilderne]. Ibid. 196 13e wildemesse If. r.

wildene] heo aspieden us to slean. a 1300 Cursor J/. 11110
(Cott.) He. . liued wit rotes and wit gress,\Vit honi o be wilder-

nes. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. .^yntie 172 Hyt was onys
a munke, and had a celle In a wyldemes for to dwelle. 13..

Caw. <y Gr. Knt, 701 In fce wyldrenesse of Wyrale. c 147S
Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 798/7 Hec solitudo, a wyldemys.
1535 Covehdale jtob xxx'tx. 6 Vnto whom I baue geuen the

wyldernes to be their house, & the vntilled londe to be
their dwellinge place. 1597 Shaks. £ Hen. IV, iv. v. 137

O my poore Kingdome . .ihou wilt be a Wildemesse againe,

Peopled with Wolues uhy old Inhabitants). 1645 Milton
Tetrach. 10 By forcing ihat upon us as the lemtdy of soli«

tude, which wraps us in a mistry woise then any wildernes.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 1 Oh for a lodge in some vast wilder-

ness. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, xv, Finding only boundless

wildemesse-, and varied combinations of tangled woodland

scenery. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 368 Temple

had made a retreat for himself at a place called Moor Paik.

. . The country round his dwelling w as almost a wilderness.

C. A piece of ground in a large garden or park,

planted with trees, and laid out in an ornamental

or fantastic style, often in the foim of a maze or

labyrinth.
a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant, ch. ii. 6, 1 cut me Aquiducts,

whose current flees And waters all my wildemesse of trees.

1668 Dryden Even. Love v, Disperse your selves, some into

ihe Wilderness, some into the Allies, and some into the

Parterre. 1770 H. Chamberlain Hist. *y Surv. London
641 ^2 In one part of it [sc. the park] is a pretty wilderness

laid out in walks, and planted with a variety of ever-green

trees. 1784 Cowper Task]. 351. 1839 E. Jesse Sumtuer's

Day Hampton Crt. 77 On the opposite side of the palace

there is a large space of ground called the Wilderness,

planted and laid out by William III. 1885 Miss Braddon
IVyllarcCs Weird i, Manifold as were the cares of the hot-

houses and ferneries and wildernesses.
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2. transf. or gen. A waste or desolate region of I

any kind, e. g. of open sea, of air.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 111. i. 94, I stand as one vpon a Rocke,
Inuiron'd with a wildernesse of Sea. 1619 Drayner Con/.

(1647) B 2, The difference between a Wildernessc of water
and a goodly green Meadow. 1665 Waller Instr. Painter
78 But who can always on the Billows ly? The watry
Wilderness yields no supply. 1821 Byron Cain 11. i, This .

blue wilderness of interminable Air. 1865 Parkman //«•

guenots iii. (1S75) 30 They.. saw the long, low line where
the wilderness of waves met the wilderness of woods.

3. fig. Something figured as a region of a wild

or desolate character, or in which one wanders or

loses one's way; in religious use applied to the

present world or life as contrasted with heaven or

the future life (cf. 6 b).

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvii. 4 He forsakis vs noght in

bis wildirenes. C1390 Chaucer Truth 17 Here is non
home, here nys but wyldernesse. 1 1480 nRNRYSON Trial

of Fox 317 The Meir is Men of gude conditioun, As PiU
grymes walkand in this wildernes. 1640 Bro.me Antipodes 1.

iii, But sure his mind Is in a wildernesse : For there he saves
Are Geese that have two heads a peece. 1664 Power Exp.
J'hilos. 1. 52 Thus discursive Argumentation and Rational
probabilities mislead men in the Wilderness of Enquiry.
1678 BUMYAM PUgr. 1. 1 As I walk'd through the wilderness
of this world, a 1708 T. Ward Eug. Re/. II, (171c) 46 All
they can do's to bid you pore On Bibles till your Lyes are
sore, And in that Wilderness of Letter Hunt for your
Faiths. 1813 Byron Giaour 939 The vacant bosom's
wilderness. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women iv, The
cosy chairs, the globes, and best of all, the wilderness of
books, in which she could wander where she liked.

b. Rhetorically applied to a place (e.g. a build-

ing or town) which one finds i desolate J

, or in

which one is lonely or * lost '.

184s Dickens Ai/ier. Notes vi, Passing this wilderness of
an hutel with stores about its base. 1848 — Dombey xxiii,

So Florence lived in her wilderness of a home. 1891 Kip-
ling Light that Failed 118 Meantime Maisie was alone in

London.. .And the packed wilderness was very full of danger.

4. A mingled, confused, or vast assemblage or

collection of persons or things. (Usually coloured
by oilier senses ; in reference to a growth of plants,

.

nearly coinciding with 1 b ; in reference to build-

ings, etc., often approaching 3 b.)

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. i. 54 Dost thou not perceiueThat
Rome is but a wildernes of Tigers? 1596 — Merck. V. in.
i. 128, I would not haue giuen it for a wildernesse of
Monkies. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage Ml. xii. 598 It was
called Madera, of the wildernesses of Trees there growing.
a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bondnca v.i, The Land thou hast left

a wildernessof wretches. 1667 Milton /'. L. v. 294 Through
Groves of Myrrhe, And flouring Odours, Cassia, Nard, and
Balme; A Wilderne^ss of sweets. 1678 F. Howard Man 0/
Newmarket i. i. 1 This Metropolitan Wilderness of Houses,
call'd London. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 1. ii, A wilderness
of faults and follies. 1824 Byron Juan xvi. iii, This epic
will contain A wilderness of the most rare conceits. 1857
Dickens Dorrit \. ix, The wilderness of masts 0:1 the river,
and the wilderness of steeples on the shore.

t 5. Wildness, uncultivated condition. Obs.
C1449 Pecock Repr. m. xiv. 370 The tenementis. .which

the clergie..holden..is better. .kept fro falling into nou^t
and into wildirnes, than if tho same tenementis.. weren in
the hondisof grete lordis. 1667 Milton P. L. ix, 245 These
paths and Bowers d mbt not but our joynt hands Will keep
from Wilderness with ease.

fb. fig. Wildness of character, licentiousness.

Obs. nonce-use.
1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. in. i. 142 For such a warped

slip of wildernesse Nere issu'd from his blood.

6. atlrib. a. lit. (in quot. 1670 in sense 1 c).
a isfi6 S\osey A rcadia 1. xvii. {191 2) 112 Being one of that

litilewildernesse-company. 1670 Meager Fnglish Gardener
Title-p., The ordering of the Garden of Pleasure, with variety
of Knots, and Wilderness-work. 1801 Farmers Mag. Aug.
297, 1 4 acres of wilderness laud converted into grass, c 1875
K. Timing in Skriue Mem. (1889) 218 The poor beggars had
tightish work with all that wilderness life before them.

b* fig- J esP- "> former religious use. Belonging
to the present world or life (cf. 3).
1651 Baxter Saints' Rest It ix. § 1 (ed. 2)290 If they had

not felt their Wildernes-necessities, God should not have
exercised his Wildernes.providences and mercies. 1675 T.
Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 473 A wilderness-condition
is .. a condition of traits, wants, deep distresses, and most
deadly dangers. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 208 Tainted
both with Egypts idolatry, and wilderness-sins. 1719 J. T.
Phillips tr. Thirty-four Confer. 79 The Progress thro this
Wilderness.World, towards a better. . Life. 1898 Meredith
Odes F>. Hist. 16 Her soul On eddies of wild water cast, In
wilderness division.

Wild-fire, wildfire (wai-Uttafei). [Cf. G.
wildftHcr lightning, will o' the wisp, erysipelas, etc.]

tl. Furious or destructive fire; a conflagration
(in early quots. app. one caused by lightning: cf.

2 d). Obs. (as a specific use).
a mt O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1032 On >!! JLMllatywde ba:t wildefyr, 3e nan mann aeror nan swvlc ne

Remunde. c 1366 Chronicon Bretnus an. 1047 in Euioginm
Hist. (Rolls) III. 294 Mortalitas in Anglia et ignis aereus,
qua= dicitur wildfire, blada combussit in pago Derebia:!
! a 1400 Morte Arth. 797 He hade weryede the worme by
wTgntncsse of strenghte, Ne ware it fore the wylde fvre that
he hyme wyih defender c 1450 St. Cuthbert fSurtees) 1870How wild fyre was sloken sail be sene. 1538 Bale Gotfs
Promises 111. B iv, Wylde fyre and brymstone shall lyght
vpon ihem all. ,634 S. R. Noble Soldier 11. i. C 4 b, You to
quench a wild fire, Cast oyle upon it.

2. In various specific uses {wild often implying ,

'natural, not artificially produced', or 'out of

doors, not domestic ' : cf. Wild a. 1-4). f a. The
flames of spirituous liquor burning on some dishes,
as plum-pudding, when served up. Obs. rare— 1

.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 371 Swiche manere bake metes
and dissh metes brennynge of wilde fir.

tb. A tire kindled out of doors for warmth.
Obs. rare~~ l

.

^1400 Sir Pete. 855 Than wist Percyvelle by thatt, It
servede hym of somwhalt The wylde fyre that he gatt.

c. Will-o'-the-wisp, ignisfatuus\ nho fig.
Also dialectally applied to other phosphorescent appear-

ances : see Fug. Dial. Diet.
1663 G. Wharton Cat. Carol. A 3 b, [They] wonder by

what Wild fires they were led To feed on Thistles 'stead of
w noisome Bread. 1683 [see 2 e]. 1717 P. Walker Life R.
Cameron in Biogr. I'resbyt. (1827) I. 243 Some Willies with
the Wisps, or Spunkies of Wild-rire, seen mostly in boguish
myrish Ground. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles vi. xxii, As springs
the wild-fire from the moss. 1847 fENNYSOM Princess v. 431
Tho* yourself Be dazzled by the wildfire Love to sloughs That
swallow common sense. 1873 C. M. L)avies [/north. Loud.
(1876)405 He taught., that intellectual culture without moral
practice is a wildfire, and that conscience is the voice of
God. 1885 J. I'avn Talk of Town vii, Led by wildfire of
this sort to the brink of disappointment.

d. Lightning; esp. sheet lightning without
audible thunder, 'summer lightning'.

1795 Burns Verses Destr. Woods Drumlanrig v, Or was
't the wil'tire SCOrch'd their boughs? i883 Tait in Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 330 1 What is called 'summer lightning' or
• wild-fire

1
is sometimes a rather puzzling phenomenon.

e. f Volcanic fire (obs.); fire-damp in coal-mines.
1683 G. Sinclair Nat. f'/ulos., Misc. Observ. 293 In some

Coals,
.
.there is a certain Fire,.. and I judge, that from its

resemblance to Ignis fatuus, which the Vulgar termeth
Wiid-fire, it hath the same name. 1692 Kay Disc. i. iii.

(1693) 12 If such Hills., may be, and have been elevated by
subterraneous Wild-fire, Flatus or Earthquakes. 1883
Gkesley Gloss. Coal-wining, Wild-fire, an old term used
by colliers forfire-dam?,

3. A composition of highly inflammable sub-
stances, readily ignited and very difficult to ex-
tinguish, used in warfare, etc.

1297 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 84S5 Hii asailede J>e toun mid ) is

tour wel uaste, & wilde fur wi|> pich & grece. 13.. Cver
de L. 5229 With trepeiettes they slungen alsoo,. .And blewe
wylde-fyr in irumpes of gynne. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's
Prol. 373 Thou liknast woinrnenes Ioue..to wilde fyr The
moore it brenneth the moore it hath desir. 1471 Pol. Poems
fRolls) II. 278 At Londone brige anoJyr sawte thay made
agayne, Wyth gimpowdir and wildefire and straw eke.
a 1490 BoTOKF.it /tin. (Nasmith, 1778) 270 Destruxit per
obcidioneni civitatem per passeres cum wyldfyre ad eorum
caudas ligata, volando ad civitatem. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. V, 56 Some set skalyng ladders to ihe wal, and other
cast in wylde fyre. 1629 Malthus Fireworks in Hodgkin
Rariora (1902) III. ill. 16 Hand-granades, fiery Wheeles,
aShippeof wilde Fire, and a Petard, a 164s Sik W. MoNSON
Naval Tracts ill. (1704) 344/2 Pikes of Wild-fire to stick
burning into a Ship's side, a 1674 Milton Hist. Moscovia
i. Wks. 1S51 VIII. 479 Then out of Mortai-pieces they shout
Wild-fire into the Air. 174a Wesley yr/tl. 26 Jan., The
exceeding thick smoke, winch was occasion'd by the wild
fire and things of that kind, continually thrown into the room.
1783 Justamond tr. Raynafs Hist. Indies (new ed.) I. 61
Chymistry was know'n; and wildfire had been invented.
1871 Fireworks .y Hoiv to make them 58 Port or Wildfires.
Saltpetre 4 parts, mealpowder 6 parts, and sulphur 3 parts.

4. A name for erysipelas and various inflam-
matory eruptive diseases, esp. those in which the
eruption spreads from one part to another.
c xooo ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 114 Erysipila, wilde

fyr. a 1485 tr. A rdertte's Treat. Fistula, etc. 40 It quenchib
wele heriMplam, bat is wilde fire or few sawage. 156a
Tukner Herbal XL 33 Lentilles. .are good for. .the wylde-
fire and for the kybes. 1601 Holland PUny xxm. Proeme
IL 146 Shingles, ringworms, and such like wild-fires. 1614
Makkham Cheap ffnsb., Sheep ix. 72 This disease which is

called ihe wildfire is a very infectious sicknesse, and will
indanger the whole flocke. 1818 20 E. Thompson tr. Cullen's
Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 331 Herpes; Ringworm; Shingles;
Wildetire. 1841 Dick Man. Vet. Sci. (1862) 175 Ery-
sipelas in sheep appears in various slight modifications...
Wildfire, .generally shews itself at the beginning of winter.
. .The skin inflames and rises into blisters. 1907 'Q' Merry.
Garden etc., Black Joke 1, Wounds showing si-ns of in-
flammation and threatening to set up wildfire.

5. fig. or in fig. allusions (usually from sense 3,
sometimes 4), in reference to a destructive agency,
or to excited, violent, or fervid feeling or utterance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4314 Thoru bine ei be sal be sent A flan,

wit wild fire al brent, First to brin bin hert wit-in. c 1425
Cast. Perscv. 2116 in Macro Plays 140 Belsabub.. Bad nie
brenne bee with wyld fere. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv.
Osor. 271 b, What thunderbnltes and wildefire he [sc. the
Pope] threw out of his bloudy tnnettes agaynst Luther's
life. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. To Rdr., Neuer more let hiin
looke to quench wilde fire with milke. 161a I. Daviks
Muses Sacrifice Wks. (Grosart) II. 18/1 The wilde-fire of
my Passions burned me. 1646 J. Hall Poems 34 Admit no
wildfire in Poetick rage, m 1653 G. Daniel Idyll, iv. 106
Caesar . . Is but a Wild-fire to wast Senate Raggs, And silence
Cato. 1736 Nkal Hist, Punt. III. 5-9 It was impossible to
stop the impetuous wildfire of the army. 1765 Ann. Reg.,
Char. 1 The wild-fire of applause or reproach is let offat the
authors, in an undistinguishtng blaze. 1825 Scott Betrothed
iii. That which will but warm your Flemish hearts, will put
wildfire into Norman brains. 1888 Dolchty Trai<. Arabia
Deserta II. 148 There is a wild-fire in my heart which can-
not be appealed till I be avenged.

tb. In imprecations Cm sense 3 or 4). Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 11 88 Ho-so faileb for feyntyce wild fur

him for-brenne. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 252 A wilde fyr
vp on thair bodyes falle. c 1407 Lydg. Resort -v Sens. 3802
That she wolde, in her enteni, In wilde fire that he were

brent. i$zoCaliito % Melib. (1536) Bj, That a wyld fyre

bren the, Celestena. c 162a Rowley, etc. Birth ofMerlin
111. vi, Wilde-fire and Brimstone eat thee! C1705 Pope
Jan. <y May 641 So may some wildfire on your bodies fall.

C. Phr. Like wildfire', with immense rapidity

and effect ; very swiftly and forcibly : usually with

run, spread, etc. ; hence occas. gen. forcibly, vigo-

rously. (The commonest current use.)

['S93 Shaks. Lucr. 1523 Whose words like wild fire burnt
the shining glorie Of iich. built HHon.] 1699 Dam tier Voy.
II. ii. 58 We set fire to it [sc. sedgy grass], which runs like

Wild-fire. 1762 Goldsm. Cit. W. xxx, Though I was at that

time rich in fame— for my book ran like wild-fire—yet I was
very short in money. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. xvi, The
report, .spread like wild-fire through the town. 1857 Reade
Course of True Love, Clouds fy Sun. j, She would., go. .and
flirt like wild-fire for a fortnight. 1886 iqth Cent. Dec. 883
With such thoughts running like wild-fire thiough her mind.

6. atlrib. : in sense 3, as wildfire arrow, ball,

pfot'ifig* (cf. 5), as wildfire blood, zeal; wildfire

rash, a disease of infants, a form of strophulus

with a wandering eruption (cf. 4).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), "Wild-Fire Arrows, such ;»s

are trimmed with Wild-lire. 1614 Gokces Lucau VI. 222

Shoures of "wildefiie balls. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch.

xviii, The 'wildfire blood of Redgauntlet. 1641 (title]

A "Wild-fire Plot found out in Ireland, shewing how the

Rebels would have consumed the City of Dublin with Wild-
fire. 1822-7 Goon Study Med. (1829) V. 566 Children..

liable to the strophulus volatuus, or
1 wild-fire rash. 1601

Bp. W. Bari.ow Defence Lp. Ded., A *wilde-fire zeale.

Wild-fowl. (Also as one word, or as two.)

Forms: sec Wild a. and Fowl ; also 6 wyelfoyle.

[Cf. MLO., G. wihivogel, OX. villifygli (Svr.vi/d-

fagcl, early Da. vildfugt).'] A wild bird, or

usually; wild birds collectively; chiefly applied

to those caught for food, game birds (now esp. of

the duck ami goose kinds).

a 1000 Bi Manna Wyrdum 85 (Gr.) Sum sceal wildr.e

fu^el wloncne atemian, heafee on honda. 1377 Langl. P.
PL B. x. 363 Delyte in wyn and wylde foule. a 1417 )'o>k

Memo. Bk. (Surtee>) I. 223 Pultre wyldefuule and other
vytayll. 1439 Maldon, Essex, Court-roll Bundle 25. No. i,

Johannes Vutte est communis foristallator volucrum \ocat.

Wyldefoule. 1500-20 DvHhARPoems xxxix. igVennesour,
wyld fowill, wyneand spyce. 1532-3 Durham Househ. Bk.
(Surtees) 215 Kt de magistro de F'ayrne 6 dd. wyelfoyle et 4

puffyngs. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. iv. ii. 55 What is the

opinion of Pythagoras concerning Wildefowle? 1784 Cow-
1EK Task iv. 612 Whoso seeks an audit here Propitious,

pays his tribute, game or fish, Wild-fowl or veil' son. 1817

Scott Huroldv. xvi, As the scared wild-fowl scream and fly.

b. Humorously misapplied in the first quot. to

a wild beast; hence allusively ; $\%ofig. of persons.

1590 Shaks. Mtds. -V. m. i. 33 There is not a more feare-

full wilde foule then your Lyon liuing. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. v. iii, What's your med'cine.To drawso many seuerall

sorts of wild-fowle? 1905 Times Lit. Su/pl. 3 Feb. 38/1
One has to drag in fundamental principles of art and other
fearful wildfowl.

C altrib.

1825 Hood To Mrs. Fry x. To tame the wild-fowl-ways
of Jenny Diver ! 1870 N. F. Hele Aldeburgh ii. 8 Very
few wild-fowl shooters frequent this part of the river. 1886

C. E. Pascoe Loud, of To-day xli. (ed. 3) 360 Wild fowl guns.

Hence Wild-fowler, a sportsman who shoots

or catches wild-fowl ; Wild-fowling, the pursuit

or capture of wild-fowl.

1859 Folkaro {title) The Wild-Fowler; a Treatise on
Ancient and Modtrn Wild-Fowling. 1874 J. W. Long
A nter. Wild-f^vl xv. 193 In no other branch of wild-fowling

i s a breech-loader of more advantage than in teal-shooting.

Wild gOOSC ^Also with hyphen.) Forms:
see Wild a. and Goose ; also 7 wilgosae. [Cf.

(M)HG. wildgans, Sw. vilrgas, Da. vildgaas.]

1. Any wild bird of the goose kind ; an undo-

raesticated goose; in Britain usually the greylag
{Anser ferns or cinereus), in N. America the

Canada goose (Benticla canadensis).
1 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 364/1 Ctnte, wilde gos. c 1325

Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 165 Jo voy la une
owe rosse'e [gloss a wilde gos]. c 1440 Lydg. Hors, Shefic

\ 67. 171 Whan wilde gees hihe in the ayer vp fleen. 1513
BitADSHAW 5"/. Werbuige\. 2619 A great multyiude sointyme
of wylde gees, Comunely called Gauntes. 1597 Shaks.
2 lien. IV, v. i. 79 They flocke together in consent, like so

many Wilde-Geese. 1600 — A. V. L. 11. vii. 86 If he Lefiee,

Why then my taxing like a wild-goose flies Vnclaini'd of any
man. 1751 Hiu. Hist. Antm. 421 We have the wild goose
flying over our heads, in the fens of Linculushire, in vast

flocks. 1845 Whiitier Lumbermen ii, O'er us, to the

southland heading, Screams the gray wild-goose.

2. Jig. a. Used of or in releience to a flighty

or foolish person : cf. Goose sb. 1 f. b. £ng.

Hist, {pi.) A nickname for the Irish Jacobites

who went over to the Continent on the abdication

of James II and later.

1592 [see Wild goose chase 2]. 1843 M.J. Barry in 5//Wr

of the Nation (Dublin 1845) 230 The wild geese—the wild

geese,— 'tis long since they flew. O'er the billowy ocean s

bright bosom ofblue. 1845 /*/</. 231 note. The recruits for the

Irish Bricade .were entered on the ship's books as 'wild

geese *. 1845 M. O'Conok Milit. Hist. Irish Nation 367 note,

Clare, it may be added, was a great recruiting county for

the Brigade. On its stern coast the French used to land

smuggled claret, brandy, Sic , and take away wool, and,

what was more precious, "Wild G<"ese.* for such was the

name usually piven to the recruits for ' The bold Brigade.'

1872 Tennyson Gartth A> I.ynette 36 Thou art but a wild-

goose to question it. 1881 Froude Em>. in Irel. 11. iii. I. 405
In 1715. . Tens of thousands of young Irishmen were in the
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French service, and thousands more were continually re-

cruited under the name of Wild Geese. 1901 in Emily Law-

less IVith the Wild Geese Pref. p. viii, The ' Wild Geese '
was

the name given.. to the exiles who, like the wild birds.,

migrated to the Continent before and after the Battle of

Aughrim, and the Surrender of Limerick in 1691.

3. attrib. a. [after Wild goose chase 2, as

apprehended in later use.] Wild, fantastic, very

foolish or risky.

1770 Cumberland West Indian It. xi, To fit him out upon

some wild-goose expedition to the coast of Africa. 1781

Cowfer Anti-Thelyphthora 53 She tutor'd some in Daida-

lu-'s art, And promis'd they would act his wildgoose part.

1833 T. Hook Parsons Dau. HI. vi, 'All mad, wild-goose

nonsense,' said MacGopus. 1841 Dickens Barn. Radge

iv, He'll.. have gone away upon some wild-goose errand,

seeking his fortune.

b. Wild-goose plum, rye, names for N. Ameri-

can varieties of those plants raised from seeds

found in the crops of wild geese ;
wild-goose

race = next.

1909 Month Dec. 559 A well-known American plum is
,

called the "wild-goose' plum, because a plum-stone from

which the whole race has been raised was found in the

stomach of such a bird. 1594 Wili.obie Avisa (1880) 83 As

weary of this *wild-goose race That led askance, 1 know not

where. 1614 Gata'ker Transubst. 145 As one running the

wild goose race, he windeth backe to a passage in the former

argument. 1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 15 Aug., The intro-
1

duction of *wild goose rye into Dakota.

Wild goose chase.
fl. A kind of horse-race or sport in which the

second or any succeeding horse had to follow

accurately the course of the leader (at a definite

interval), like a flight of wild geese. Obs.

[1592: see 2.] 1602 Breton Mother's Blessing Wks.

(Grosart) 1. 6 2 Esteeme a horse, according to his pace, But

loose no wagers on a wilde goose chase. 1604 H. Spurway

in Trerelyan Papers (Camden) 60 The King hath beene

iatelyeatRoyston.atawilgossecha.se. 1611 Burton Anal.

Mel. 11. ii. iv. 342 Horse-races, wilde-goose chases, which are

the disports of greater men. 168s N. Cox Gentl. Recrea.'., '

Hunting-horse vii. (1697) 65.

2. fig. An erratic course taken or led by one

person (or thing) and followed (or that may be

followed) by another (or taken by a person in

following his own inclinations or impulses) ;
in

later use (the origin being forgotten) apprehended

as ' a pursuit of something as unlikely to be caught

as the wild goose' (J.) ; a foolish, fruitless, or

hopeless quest.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <• Jul. II. iv. 75 Nay, if our wits run

the Wild-Goose chase, I am done : For thou hast more of

the Wild-Goose in one of thy wits, then I am sure 1 haue in

my whole fine. 1613-4 Middlkton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy I.

v, I have had a fine fegary, The rarest wildgoose chase ! 1646

G. Daniel Poems, An Addresse 48 We pursue A Wild-

goose-Chase, to what none ever knew. 1656 R. Fletcher

tr. Martial 202 No hints of truth on foot? no sparks of

"race? No late sprung light? to dance the wild-goose

chase? 1662 in Engl. Hist. Ret: (1020) Apr. 257 If you

cannot reason him to what may bee for his good.. let him

goe the wild goosechase. 1673 Ess. Educ. Gentlevjom 37

If we should dance that wild-Goose-chase usually led, it
|

would require longer time. 1754 H. Walpole Let. to

Beutley 20 Nov., Don't let me think, that if you return, you

will set out upon every wild-goose chase, sticking to nothing.

1876 F. E. 1 rollope Charming Fello-.u xii. His journey to

London on such slender encouragement is a wild-goose

chase ! 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay vii, ' I see you have

found nothing,' exclaimed Lady Gethin.. .' It was a wild

goose chase,' he replied with a weary look.

tWildgrave. Obs. [ad. G. wildgraf (MHO.
wiltgr&ve) : see Wild a. and Grave sb. A ] In Ger-

many, formerly the chief magistrate of an unculti-

vated or forest region ; spec, the title of a hereditary

race of rulers in parts of the Rhineland (cf. Rhine-

crave, Waldgrave). So Wildgravess (tr. G.

wildgrdfin '.

1761 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V. 504 Juliana,..Wild,

gravess and Rhinegravess of Grumbach. 1796 Scott Wild

Huntsman i, 'the Wildgrave winds his bugle horn. 1798

tr. Burgers Wild Huntsm. 2 Shrill sounds the haughty

Wildgrave's horn.

t Wildhede. Obs. rare. [f. Wild a. + -hede,

-head.] Wildness of character or conduct.

1411-1 Hocci.Evr. Min. Poems xxi. 52 That for myne
honore showlde I by no weye Any thinge mynge or towche

of my wildhede.

Wilding Svaildin), sb. and a. Forms: wyld-

yng. -ynge, -ing(e, wildinge, -
t

wilden, 6-

wilding. [f. Wild a. + -uro *.] A. sb.

The meaning in the following quot. has not been ascer-

"1196 Ace. Rich. K. R. 5/20 m. 1 (P.R.O.) In .ij. petris de

Burre emptis . .et quatuor petris de Wyldyng emptis de vxore

Andree Skaket.

1. A wild apple or apple-tree; a crab-apple or

crab-tree.

iSisCrete ffertal ccUxxm. (1520) Qij, Demacianispomis.

Wood crabbes, or wyldynges. 1530 Pai.sgr. 239/'i w yldyng

a sower apple, pomme de beys. 1611 T. Granger Expos.

Eccles. xii. 13. 342 The wilding maketh a fairer shew then

many a good apple, but by the taste. 1651 R. Child in

Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 16, I never saw .. any Apples or

Pears thrive in an Hedge, unless Crab, or a W ilden, or some

Sweeting of little worth. 1697 Dri den Virg. Past. m. 107

Ten ruddy Wildings in the Wood I found. 1776 Bolton in

A. Young Tour Irel. ( 1780) 1 1. 202 Do not press wildings till

Candlemas. 1786 Abercromrie A rr. in Card. Assist, p. xi,

Apples valued principally for Cyder. Royal wilding. 1841

126

Loudon Suburban Hort. 535 Wildings or seedling apple

2 gen. A wild plant, flower, or fruit.

ic77 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 73b, The Fil-

bert will onely be grafted in the Wilding 1586 \Varner

A lb. F.ng. iv. xx. (1612) 95 Wildings, or the Seasons-fruit he

did in scrip bestow. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vii. 17 Oft from

the forrest wildings he did bring, a 1700 Sedley 4th Bk.

Virg. Georg. Wks. 1778 I. 33 Among the wildings tneylir.

bees] feed. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest SceneryU. 37 The wildings

of the forest. 1813 Scott Rokeby It. ix Nor wilding green

nor woodland flower, Arose within its baleful bower. 1826

Campbell Field Flowers i, Ye field flowers !.. wildings of

Nature, I doat upon you. 1840 Cottager s Man. 14 in Ltbr.

Use/. Kntnvl., Husb. Ill, Ihe principle is to form the

hedge of a double row of wildings. 1884 Browning Perish-

tah, Mihrab Shah 74 The wilding,. .Ruffled outside at

pleasure of the blast. 1891 C E. Norton Dante s Paradise

xxvii. 178 Well blossoms the will in men, but the continual

rain converts the true plums into wildings.

3. A wild animal, rare.

1897 Advance (Chicago) 23 Sept. 409 3 Not a specimen of

these wildings [sc. deer, turkey, and otter] can be seen now.

4. fig,
(applied to a person or thing).

,61't T. Granger Expos. Eccles. vii. 7. 165 These are !

Sathans wildings, whom he hath blinded, and so rideth

them at his pleasure, i860 Lawrence Sans Merei xiv. He
made professional acquaintance with two or three wildings

of gentle birth. 1881 Stevenson I'irg. Puerisoue 6 1 he

air of the fireside withers out all the fine wildings of the

husband's heart. 1006 Athenaeum 29 Dec. 822 1 He was

swayed by the wildings of his imagination and his affections.

1908 Edith Wharton Hermit I. Hi. 17 You are not a

heathen wilding, but a child of Christ,

B. attrib. or adj.

1. Applied to a crab-apple or crab-tree : cf. A. 1.

1538 Elvot, Arbutus, a wyldyng tree. 1551 Huloet,

Wildinge aple, or crabbe, arbutum. 1575 A. F. rug.

Bucol. in. 0, From a wylding tree. Ten Apples rype I sent.

1632 Bromr Crt. Beggar 11. i, He lookes so like a wilding

crab, good neither for drink nor sauce. 1650 (W. Howe)

Phytol. Brit. 73 Crab-tree, or Wilden-tree. 1665 Lovell

Herball (ed. 2) 469.

2. a. Of a plant (or its flower or fruit) : Growing

wild: = Wild a. 2. Chiefly/<v/.

1607 Drvden Virg. Georg. IV. 269 Wilding Blooms. 1810

Scorr Lady of I.. IV. i, O wilding rose. 1814 Loudon
Green-house Cowp. 1. 227 Grafted on the crab and wilding

pear. 1817 Clare Sheph. Cat. 84 Wilding fruit that shines

upon the trees. 1895 Crockett BogtMyrtle f, Feat v. iv,

Lo the wilding treasure Glows, .in my sweetheart s gardens.

b. Of an animal : = Wild a. 1. poet. rare.

1856 Bryant Gladness 0/Nature ii, The wilding bee hums

. merrily by. . .

3. fit*. Developed without culture or training,

like a wild plant; natural, native.

1884 Svmonds Shaks. Predec. vii. (1900) 199 It was too

late now for critics.. to resist that growth of wilding art.

Wildish. (wM-ldiJ), a. [f. Wild a. + -WHl.]

Somewhat wild ; inclining to wildness.

1714 Loud. Gaz. No. 5218/3 A Young Man about 22 Years

of Age,., a wildish Look. 1740 Richardson Pamtla(it2li)

I. i. 18 He was once thought to be wildish ; but he is now

the best of gentlemen, I think. 1796 Plain Sense (ed. 2)

III 102 A wildish heath, which was skirted by a thick

1 wood. 1803 Wordsw. Stepping Westward 2 'Twould be a

I -.vitdish destiny If we, who thus together roam In a strange

Land and far from home, Were in this place the guests of

Chance. 1858 Cari.yle Fredk. Gt. Mil. v. (1872) III. 39

Prince answers as wildish young fellows will, quizzing my
grave self. 1888 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery under A rms

vii. She could frighten a wildish cow.

Wildling (wai-ldlin). [f. Wild a. + -ling 1 i.

:

Cf. Du. wildeling, G. wildling.']

1. A wild plant or flower : = Wilding A. 2.

1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 345 The turmeric,

hena considered too valuable.. to remain a wildling. 1861

S Thomson Wild Fl. m. (ed. 4) 153 His dried garden of

wildlings. 1907 Daily Chron. 10 July 3/3 Notes as to the

! growing of woodland and hedgerow 'wildlings ma garden.

2. A wild creature or animal : = Wilding A. 3.

1884 St. James's Gaz. 4 Apr. 6/1, 1 am one of her [sc.

nature's] 'wildlings'. [Cf. Wilding A. 2, quot. 1826 ] 1907

I H. Crawford Prom Pox's Earth 1. 13 Ihe wildling of

the breezy heights is quite as interesting as the wildling of

the cool water.

Wildly (wsHdin, adv. [f. Wild a, + -lt 2.]

In a wild manner, in various senses.

+ L Without order, irregularly; in disorder or

confusion; at random, ' anyhow'; aimlessly, heed-

WILD MAN.

ing). a. Beyond limits of reason ; extravagantly,

fantastically ; distractedly, as if out of one's wits.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. i. xiii. 72 A greet licence han writers

and spekers . . forto w rite and speke more wijldeli than thei

schulden be suffrid forto write and speke. 1593 Shaks.

Liter. 1150 As the poore frighted Deare that stands at gaze,

Wildly determining which way to flie. 1598 — Merry W.
ill. iii. 94 Sweating, and blowing, and looking wildely. 1675

M. Clifford Hum. Reason 68 This opinion is so wildly

uncharitable, that it strikes out ten thousand Millions out

of the book of Life, for each single Name that it leaves in

it. 1697 Drvden Virg. Past. vm. 22 Damon .. wildly

staring upwards, thus inveigh'd Against the conscious Gods.

1716 swift Gulliver 11. viii, Some of them, upon hearing me
talk so wildly, thought 1 was mad. 1802 Maria Edgeworth
Moral 7'., Forester xii, Enthusiasm frequently .. injures

those whom it wildly attempts to serve. 1816 Byron Ck.

Har. 111. vii, Yet must I think less wildly:— I have thought

Too long and darkly, till my brain became.. A whirling

gulf of phantasy and flame. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

x. II. 663 How many times should we have rushed wildly

from extreme to extreme 1 1913 Daily Graphic 26 Mar. 9/1
' The Great Adventure '..is wildly extravagant and yet it is

very simple and human.
D. Without moral restraint ; dissolutely, licen-

tiously ; in freedom from control, at one's own will.

1561 tr. Calvin's Four Serm. iii. I vij, Thei might haue

liued in other places wildly & wantonly. 1611 Shaks.

Mint. T. v. i. 129 That I should .. speake of something

wildly By vs perform'd before. 1653 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Cert. Trav. Uncert. Journey 8 Some few do travell in the

wnyes Divine, Some wander wildly with the Muses nine.

1704 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. £/«W/V«> li, That M. Valancourt

had comported himself wildly at Paris, and had spent a great

deal of money.

c. With unrestrained or violent movement, feel-

ing, or utterance; vehemently; excitedly; 'fran-

tically', 'like mad'.
_

1592 Shaks. Vin. t, Ad. 874 Some [bushes] twind about

her thigh to make her stay, She wildly breaketh from their

strict imbrace. 1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 187 Those

septentrional! inundations,, have, .wildly deluviated over

all the South. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Ncmezan Ode

Pindar vii, Some wildly fled About the room, some into

corners crept. i754 Gray Pleasure 29 Their raptures now

that wildly flow. 1781 Cowper Hope 517 Ihe wretch who

once sang wildly, dane'd and laugh d,. .Is sober, meek, be-

nevolent. 1818 Scott F. M. Perth xxvii, A shout, ter.

minating in a cadence so wildly prolonged, that. .the deer

started from their glens. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii.

Ill 173 The villagers danced wildly to the music, i860

Tyndail Clac. 1. xxvii. 212 The flakes sped wildly in their

oblique course. 1909 Stacpoole Pools 0/ Sileiict xix, the

whole herd [of elephants] wheeled, trumpeted wildly.

3. a. Without cultivation, naturally, like a wild

i
plant, rare. _ ,

1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 180 Valour That wildely growes

in them, but yeelds a crop As if it had beene sow d. 1653

H. More Anlid. Ath. 11. vii. § 5 That which grows wildly

of it self is worth nothing.

b. Without the refinement or orderliness of

culture or training ; rudely, roughly, savagely.

Also (now esp.) in good sense: In a free, natural,

or unconventional style ; with the romantic aspect

of uncultivated country.

isoo Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 88 When he demean d him.

selieVrough, rude, and w ildly. 1599 - Hen. V, v. It 43 Her

Hedges Like Prisoners wildly ouer-growne Willi nayre,

Put forth disorder'd Twigs. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn

122; The toil-strung youth, By the quick sense of music

aught alone, Leaps wildly graceful in the lively dance.

1789 G. White Sclborne, Invitation 3 1 he mountain gn

Wildly majestic. 1799 J- Robertson Agrtc. Perth 48;

wildly wooded banks of the Ardoch. 1841 Borrow In

lessly. Obs. exc. as implied in other senses.

^1369 Chaucer Delhe Blaunehe 875 Were she neuer so

glad, Hyr lokynge was nat foly sprad Ne wildely, thogh

that she pleyde. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 159 How the cunt.e

of N. and S. [= Norfolk and Suffolk] stonde right wildely,

withowt a mene maybe that justice be hadde. a 1548 Hail

Chron., Hen. VIII 46 The kynge lyke a louynge broother

woulde not sende hys syster wyldely withoute a dowar

assured. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 123 How wildely then

walkes my Estate in Fiance? 1611 — li'int. T. tv. iv. 550

As th'vnthought-on accident is guiltie To what we wildely

do, so we professe Our selues to be the slaues or chance. :

„nda || MeM
,11633 G. Herbert Country Parson xxii. (1652) 92 Ihe

.

je from vs
Questions must be propounded loosely and wildely, and then

the Answerer will discover what hee is. 1638 Junius Faint.

Ancients 193 There is more copiousness in things wildely

scattered, than in things well and orderly digested. [1717-

46 Thomson Summer 80 The wildly-devious morning-walk.

1808 Scott Mann. vi. Introd. 19 Wildly-loose their red locks

fly. 1810 Caroline A. Southey Ellen FitzarthurZa Fancy's

wildly-roving eye. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, A hundred

thousand shapes and substances of incompleteness, wildly

mingled out of their places.]

2. Without restraint (.in various shades of mean-

ground,

483 The
" ble in

Spain vii. 44 Here the view became wildly interesting.

Wild man. (Also formerly with hyphen, or as

oneword.) [Cf. Du. wilde tiiann canrnba\,G.wtlde-

mann, wildmann, wilder mann, ON. vilhtmadr.]

1. A man who is wild, in various senses of the

adj. a. A man of savage, fierce, uncultured, or

unrulv nature or character (cf. Wild a. 6, 7).

e 1200 S. Eng. Leg: 47. '7 Wylde Men ne louede he noujt,

batTechelese weren of bou-,te. 13.. R. "»».;.«">*;

(Rolls) App. H. 136 A wuilde men [read man] fol bolde pe

King sende in to be court to be bei 5e men of be londe £1375

Sc Leg. Saints x. (Mathou) 402 Pare-for be m of stedfast

wil, pocht wyld men wil 3ov do II. IM St. I apcrs Hen.

I -ill No. 4101. If. 5 (P.R.O.) A Seler and a tester of Redsaj

and therein a wilde man Ryding on a horse. 1630 [see

Wild a. 12). 11639 Wbatelky Prototypes I. xvi. (1640)

161 A wild man lives as he lists himselfe.

b. (Wild a. ;.) A man of an uncivilized race or

tribe; a savage", or one reverted to a savage state.

,3. . Cursor M. 3081 (G6tt.) [Ishmael] wonid bar as a wild

man, In bat desert bat hight p.haran. .53° '" ^f",ld
( .00I) Oct 181 Wolton beryth to his crest a woodwous a wylld
lioorjv'ci. 10. .,«H.«KTir Thev'ts ,\ cv'found

KJS^SWw. J35T23RSS- of the Indiins or

i'fde men'of theCoun.rey. .S7S in B^Ses^/W
(8.0) I. 541 To make waye in the streetes, 'here are «r

ayne men apparelled lyke devells, and wylde men w, h

skybbs and certayne beadells. 1611 ^-.^"L^B..
Japon (Hakl. Soc.) 37 E'8ht of ov,r ^"'l
Yitrf the pinnesse, and (as we suppose) were

,aten of the wild men. 1707 ^""^"PTi'n'Hanover
the wild man, who was taken in the Hartz F orest m Hanger

,815 1. Neal Fro. Jonathan II 2 The wild mar
'

of^rtr,

America is exceedingly unlike the wild man of ever> otner

country. „ ,. . , „„,..,. .,

c. //. The. extremists of a political part),

profession, etc. . . •

1913 Weekly Dispatch 13 May 2 The wild men pi" their

faith to the Capital Levy as a vote-catcher. 1913 »«'>

Mail 23 July 14 All the 'wild men' of European music,
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such as Schtinberg, Uartok, Prokoviev, Stravinsky, Alois
Haba.., Milhaud, and Poulenc.

2. (Wild a. I.) A name for the orang-outang :

also wild man of the woods ^see Wood sb.).

[1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 131 These animals [sc. Orang-
outang], in all the different languages of the natives, are
called by names signifying a Wild Man.] 1791 Smki.lie tr.

Bujfous Nat, Hist. VI 1 1. 97 As there is a greater similarity

between this animal and man than between those creatures
which resemble him most, as the Barbary ape [etc.], the
Indians are to be excused for associating him with the
human species, under the denomination of orang-outangs
or wild titan. 1881 J. Hatton New Ceylon iii. 72 The
Bornean ' wild man ' is quite harmless.

Wildness (waHdnea). Forms : see Wild a.

[(. Wild a. + -NK88, Cf. MHG. wiltnissc, G.
wildnis.] The quality or condition of being wild,

in various senses.

1. a. Undomesticated state (of an animal) ; the

untamed disposition characteristic of such state ;

fierceness, savageness, ferocity; also, shyness.
c 1440 Promp. Pari). 528 Wyldnesse, indontitas, fero-

citas. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xi. (Percy Soc.) 40 Myly.
zyus..Dyd fyrst attame and breke the wyldenes Of the riall

siedes. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 980 And let milde women to

him loose their mildnesse, Wilder to him then Tygers in

their wildnesse. 1596 DALEVMPLB tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot,

(S.T.S.) I. 31 Lyke wylde hartes, . .throuch a certane wyld-
nes of nature, flie the. .syght of man. z6n (see Beauty 8].

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist, V. 125 His necessities, and the
privation of light, make him lose all idea of liberty, and
bring down his natural wildness. 1859 Darwin Ong. Spec.
vii. 212 The greater wildness of all our large birds than of
our small birds.

b. Uncultivated state (of a plant).

1599 Shaks. Hen. K, v. ii. 55 Our Vineyards, Fallowes,
Meades, and Hedges, Defecliue in their natures, grow to
wildnesse. 1697 Dkvden Virg. Georg. 11. 73 These [trees].

.

change their salvage Mind : Their Wildness lose. 189a
Kath. Tynan in Speaker 3 Sept. 290/1 The roses .. will

deteriorate year after year, returning gradually to wildness.

2. Uncultivated state (of a place or region) ; the

character or aspect of such a place or its scenery.

Also cotter, a wild place, a wilderness (now rare

or obs*).

c 1374 Chaucek Former Age 34. Thyse tyrauntz put hern
gladly nat in pres No places wyldnesse ne no busshes for to
wynne. a 1513 Fabvan Citron, clxxxv. (15:6) oivb/2 Nat
ferre from warwyke in a wyldenesse [later edd. wylder.
nestseb 1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Garden (1626)

3 The wildnesse of the earth and weeds, .is killed by frosts

and drought. 1625 Bacon Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 562 The
Heath.. I wish.. to be framed, as much as may be, to a
Naturall wildnesse. 1709 Prior Henry <$• F.tnma 420 The
Wildness of the Wood. 1801 Coxe Tour in Monmouthshire
I. 67 The scenery.. is a pleasing intermixture of wildness
and cultivation. 1815 Scott Guy M. xvii, All the wildness
of Salvator here, and there the fairy scenes of Claude. 183a
K. & J. Lander Exped. Niger I. xi. 78 The gloomy fast-

nesses and wildnesses of nature.

3. Uncivilized- or uncultured state or character

(of persons) ; savagery, barbarity
; f rudeness,

roughness of manners (obs.).

1639 N. N. tr. D11 Bosg's Compi. Woman 1. 62 The wild-

nesse of the one, prevaites more then the faire perswasion of
the other. 1680 OrWAY Orphan 1. iv, I'd rather. .grow
wrinckled and deform'd As wildness and most rude neglect
could make me. 1869 Tozer High!. Turkey II. 174 The
wildness of the tribes by which it was inhabited. 1871 Buu
Ad Fidem iv. 63 There is a native wildness in every man.

4. Unrestrained condition or quality ; want of,

resistance to, or freedom from restraint or control

(with various shades of meaning), a. Disposition

to take one's own way; unruliness, insubordination
;

disorderly or riotous conduct; dissolute character,

looseness of morals, licentiousness, wantonness

;

excessive liveliness or frolicsomeness.
< 1400 Rout. Rose 4894 The tyme of yougth forto pace

Withoute ony deth or distresse, It is so full, of wyldene*se.
Ibid. 4939 Folkes forto lede Into disporte and wyldenesse.
1 1440 Promp. Parv, 528 Wyldnesse, or wantonhede, inso-
lencia, dissotucio. 15*3 Ld. I'-kkmus Froiss. I. cccxcili.

fff v/2 Somtyme ryot dothe good. We baue well aduaunsed
forthe our payment with a lytell wyldnesse. 11548 Hall
Chron., Hen. V 33 Turnyng tnsolencie and wildnes into
grauitie and sobernes. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C, 11. i. 189 He is

giuen To sports, to wildenesse, and muoh company. 1605
Lond. Prodigal 111. iii, Impute his wildnesse, syr, vnto his

youth. 169a Drydkn St, Eurentont's Ess. 28 The Roman
people had something of wildness 111 them; afterwards this
Humour turned into Austerity, and became a rigid Vertue.
1710 R. Ward Life H. More 51 Ye are running into strange
Wildnesses and Excels. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (i$io)
III. ii. 23 To be sure Mr. Lovelace was a wild gentleman,
but wildness was a distemper which would cure itself. 1801
Maria Eikjewohth Contrast i, She hoped his wildness was
only the effect of good spirits, and that he would soon settle
to some business. 1817 Coleridge Table-t. 23 July, Genius
may co-exist with wildness, idleness, folly, even with crime.
1879 £>• J- Hill Life Irving 152 Moore, full of troubles from
want of means and the wildness of his son.

b. Frenzy, distraction ; distracted air or aspect;
extreme folly or unreasonableness, irrational or
fantastic character, extravagance ; violence, vehe-
mence, passionateness (of a feeling, etc.) ; excited-
ness, extreme eagerness.
C1400 Destr. Troy 9197 What wildnes, or worship, waknet

my hert, For to hap her in hert ? 160s Shaks. Ham. 111. i.

40, I do wish That your good Beauties be the happy cause
Of Hamlets wildenesse. 1621 Fletcher Pilgrim v. v,Though
he be rash, and suddain (which is all his wildness) Take heed
ye wrong him not. 1715 Watts Logic n. iii. § 3 A Delirium

is but a short Wildness of the Imagination. 1785 Sarah
Fielding Ophelia II. vi, 1 enquired for Lord Dorchester with

an eager wildness. 1808 Scott Marin, vi. v, Joy unwonted,
and surprise, Gave their strange wildness to his eyes. 1883

D. C. Murray Hearts xix, Alarmed by his aspect and the

witdne-s of his words. 1884 Pennington Wiclif viii, 269
There is no fanaticism, no wildness in his statements.

5. In reference to style or aspect, with various

implications : cf. prec. senses and Wild a. 14, 14b.
1762 Warton Obstrv. Spenser's F. Q. (ed. 2) I. v. 197 His

[sc. Chaucer's] romantic arguments, his wildness of painting,

his simplicity and antiquity of expression. 1797 Mrs. Rad-
CL1PFE Italian xiii, The simplicity of their appearance,
approached to wildness, was tempered by an hospitable

spirit, i860 Tynimi.i. Glue. 1. xxv. 184 There was a wild-

ness in the sky like that of anger. 1887 Miss Braddon
Like <y Unlike ix, Your wildness was your charm... You
were a beautiful, ignorant creature, knowing nothing of the

world.

"Wildred, Wildren, -in, "Wildrenes^se

:

See WlLDJSRED, Wll.DEKN, WlLDEKNESS.
t Wildship. Obs. rare. In ^wildscipe sipe .

[f. Wild a. + -ship i.] Wildness.
t 1205 Lay. 20845 [The fox] for wildscipe [c 1275 wildsipe]

climbio, and cluden iseched.

Wildsome: see Wilsome a. 1

Wilducke, Wildurnes, obs. ff. wild duck ^see

Wild a. 1), WILDERNESS.
tWildware. Obs. [a. MLG. wildware (whence

early Da. vild(£)varc)
t

f. wild Wild a. + ware
Wake sb.'-'i] Fur of wild animals.

1393 Close Roll 17 Rich. II 111. 3 (P. R. O ) De uno vate

ile wyldeware videlicet de Crtstygrey fyngrey pople Bys
Ermyn et letuse. Ibid. 24 Sex kipp de wildware. c 1400

Brut cexxv. 293 Ne lion wyjdware in Furreure of be3uiide

see. 1402 Nottingham Rec. II. 20 Appretiatores de wyld*
ware, videlicet, v. pellium deermyil.ijs. 1433 Will ofFits-
John (Somerset Ho.), Togam penulatam cum Wyelueware.

Wildwood (waMd(Wud). [Orig. two words,

Wild a. 4 and Wood sb.] A forest of natural

growth, or allowed to grow naturally ; an unculti-

vated or unfrequented wood. (In later use chiefly

poet.)

a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud. M.S.) an. 063 SySoon com se

biscop Aftelwold to ba:re mynstre le waes gehateti Medes-
hamstede . . ne fand ba:r nan bing buton ealde weallas &
wilde wuda. 1:1205 Lay. 25905 per beeotend uncifeng ford

mid him seoluen fiftene mile into bisse wilde wude. 1382

Wyclif Iso. x. 18 The glorie of his wilde wode. — Zech.
xi. 2 >oule, 3e ookis of Hasan, for the Strong* wijlde wod is

kilt doun. 1814 Scott Mass. of' Glencoe ii, Those for whom
I pour the lay. Not wild-wood deep, nor mountain grey. .

Could screen from treach'rous cruelty, a 1864 Hawthorne
Amer. Note-bks. {1879) II. 102 Whether in garden or wild-

wood. 1884 Ruskin in Pall Mall Gaz. 10 Dec. 11/2 Such a

piece of mountain wildwood.
attrib. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 291/73

A ne heklit hud maid of the wyld wode sege. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. iv. ii. 390 When With wild wood-leaues & weeds,

I ha" strew'd his graue. 1776 MlCKLB tr. Camoens 1 Lusiad
40 The turf his bed, the wild-wood bouchs his shade.

1794 S. T. Coleridge in J. D. Campbell Life ii. (1894) 34,

I had been wandering among the wildwood scenery and
terrible graces of the Welsh mountains. 1814 WoROSW.
Yarrow Visited 66 How sweet, on this autumnal day, The
wild-wood fruits to gather. 1836 Whither Mayjlowers ii,

The wild*wood flowers.

Wile (wail), sb. Forms : 2-5 wil, 4-8 wyle,

(4 wylle, Se. quhile, 5 whyle, wyhylle, wele,

St. wyill), 5-6 wyll, (while, vyle, 6 wyell, 7

wiele
,
4- wile. [Origin and early history obscure.

The earliest examples are from regions subjected

to strong Scandinavian influence. Early ME. wil

may therefore perhaps represent prehistoric Scand.

*wihl-, whence ON. ve'l craft, artifice, contrivance,

engine (cf. the several compounds of this, and vila

to defraud).
The current derivation of -.vile from an AF. var. of OF.

guile Guile sb. with initial w is open to the objection

that no such variant is known. Through similarity of sense

wile prob. became associated with Wiel, q.v. ; cf. the paral-

lelism of bywyle (which occurs beside bygyle in Shoreuam's
poems) and biwijefien (Layamon\ biwihelin (St. Juliana).

The relation of wile to the synonymous wilt is obscure.]

1. A crafty, cunning, or deceitful trick ; a sly,

insidious, or underhand artifice ; a stratagem, ruse.

Formerly sometimes in somewhat wider sense : A
piece of deception, a deceit, a delusion. Chiefly

pi. (in sing, now arch, or />oet.).

1154 O. F. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1128 He hit dide fcrtt

ba;t lie wolde bnrh his micele wiles 5aer beon waer it tweolf

mono* otVSe mare, ctaoo Ormin 6635 All battbadd he burrh
swikedom & all burrh ille wiless. c imo Bestiary 385 A
wilde der is ?Sat is ful of fele wiles, fox is hire to name. Ibid,

541 Dis deuel is mikel wift wil and ma$t. 1303 R. Hrunke
Ilandl. Synne 361 Manyon trowyn on here wylys, And many
tymes be pye hem gylys. c 1330 — Chron. Wace (Rolls) s?9
Hereb now o'fa quynte wyle, How eche of bo bou^hte ober

gyle. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1360 |>e world, .ledes a man
with wrenkes and wyles. c 1350 Ipomadon 6674 Imayne
bathe an while fonde And thought hym tohaue begyld. 1390
Gown Conf. I. 129 With suche wiles as thei caste. loi'd.

130 Thei schope among hem such a wyle, The king was ded
withinne a whyle. c 1400 Rout. Rose 4293 She knewe eche
wrenche and euery gise Of love and euery wile. 1456 Sir

G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 189 To conquest landis and
heritagis fra Cristin folk, with wylis and falshede. r 1485
Digby Myst. 111. 377 With wrath or wyhylles we xal hyrre

wynne. 1558 G. Cavkndish Poems (1825) II. 13 Whilest I

was workyng witty whiles in Fraunce, I was at home sup-

planted. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl 50 liot sum, per-

chance, that winks mair wylelie, Will say thay wait ai.e

wyle that I na wist. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err, iv. iii. 10 Sure
these are but imaginarie wiles, And lapland Sorcerers in-

habite here. 1651 Hobbes Leviathan 1. xiii. 61 by force,

or wiles, to master the persons of all men he can. 1654
Gataker Disc. AJ>ol. 36 He by a wile drew me to Preach
one Afternoon on the Week Lecture day there. 1781 Cow-
per Hope 649 This .. Rejects all treaty; penetrates all

wiles. i8»5 Scott Talism. xix, That Richard would bur^t

through the flimsy wiles you spread for him. 1876 Swin-
burne Erechtheus 216 By the fraud of a two-fold wile. 1888

Bryce Amer. Contmw. lxx. II. 549 The wi.es by which its

members are lured or driven to their goal.

b. Without implication of deceit : A subtle con-

trivance ; a skilful device or scheme ; an artifice,

' dodge '. Obs. or merged in prec. sense.

a 1300 Cursor M, 4153 liot sin he algat sal be ded Do it

ban wit suilk a wile pat yee your handes ne ber-wit file.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxd.1 xxxiii. 149 |'ai vse anoper wyle fur

to get t>is gold with, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1148 For wele

wi>t bai bam nane to wyn to be cite, c 1470 Henry 11 'a/late

ix. 1176 Waltir fia thaini forsuth can nocht be set; Sum
wthyr wyill ws worthis for to get. 1508 Dlnbak Gold,

large #24, I coud eschew hir presence be no wyle. a 1628

Prkston New Govt. 11634) 21 We think God not able to doe
it, except we help him with wyles and tricks.. of our own.
1830 A. Cunningham Brit. I aintersitd. 2) I. 235 He became
acquainted with all the wiles and stratagcin= of position a:.d

light and >hade.

c. In lighter sense : An amorous or playful trick
;

a piece of sportive cunning or artfulness.

tri6oo J. Lane in Shaks. Cent. Praise (1079) 32 Venus
straight courted him with many a wile-. 1632 Mhiun
VAllegro 27 Ha*ie thee nymph, and bring with thee..

Cjuips and Cranks, and wanton Wiles, Nods, and Hecks,

and Wreathed Smiles. a 1721 Prior Songs xiii, Victoria.

shews me all her wiles, Which yet 1 dare not shun. 1770

Goldsm, Des. Vill. 183 EVn children followed with endeai-

ing wile, a 1839 Pkaed Chatades ix, And telling of Love's

wiles To ears that listen. 1847 E.mkksos Re/r. Men, Shakes/.

Wks. (,13ohn) I. 36 2 He read the hearts of men and women,.

.

and their second thought, and wiles; the wiles of innocence.

1865 Dickens Mitt. Fr. 1. ii, Lady Tippms's winning wiles

are contagious. 1880 Mukkis Ode 0/ Life 17, I trea:>uie i:p

each baby wile.

d. spec. A cunning turn or othei uick of the

hare to escape the hunters.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692)128 The wiles and iuncs, which

these timid Creatmes make use of to save themselves 1735

Somervii.le Chase n. 202 The puzling Pack unravel Wile by

Wile, Maze within Maze. 1781 W. Biane Ess. Hunting

(1788) 210 The wiles of the Hare have been all along the

study of my leisure hours.

2. Deceit or deceitfulness; craft, cunning, subtlety,

guile. Now rare.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 719 low wo>t I do it for no

wyle. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 8 Gret foly, quhile, &
vantones. c 1400 Beryn ^239 Falshode, wrong & while.

1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr. 1815 Sleythe, falshed, or any

whyle. 15. . Dunbak Poems Ixxxii. 41 That }e haue nether

witt nor wyll To win 5our selfT ane bettir name ! 1634

Milton Cotuus 906 Through the force, and thiough the

wile Of unblest tnchanter vile. 1814 Cary Dante, Inf. xx.

114 Michael Scot, Practised in every slight of magic wile.

1848 Lytton Harold v. iii, This Godwin is a man of treach-

ery and wile. 1904 Sat Rev. 7 May 576 1 The humour
but not the wile oi" the publisher stopped at this point.

3. a. Applied to particular mechanical con-.0 pai

S. D.tiivances : see quots. D. {nonce-use.) An ingenious

or fanciful figure or device.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Rtcreat. 1. (1677) 18 Engines that we

take Deer withal, aie called Wiles. 1814 Mactacgart
Gallovid, Encycl. 446 Throok the wyle, the thawcrook, the

twister. i8»5 Jamikson, Wile, wytie, an instrument for

twisting straw ropes. Dumfr. 1849 Neale Scatou. Poems,
Edont xxvi, Ivory, carved in thousand curious wiles.

Wile, v. [f. Wile sb., or aphetic f. BlWlLE.]

1 1. trans. To deceive by a wile; to beguile,

delude. Obs. rare (exc. as implied in other senses).

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (TAeodrra) 311 Quhat, wenys
bu I wald be wile, Gud douchtir?

2. To bring, draw, or get by a wile (a person or

animal to or from a place, course of action, etc.,

or a thing from a peison) ; to lead, induce, or

obtain by craft or cunning.
a 1400 Pistitt of Susan 213 Wylyh'che heo wyled hir

wenches a-way. c 1400 Beryn 2691 >it som ageyn hym
wyled A grete part of his pepill. 1:1460 Towueley Myst,
viii. 233 Whence is yond warlow with his wand that thus

wold wyle oure folk away? C1475 Rauf Coil^ear 709
Allace, that 1 was hidder wylit. a 1500 Covent>y Corpus
Chr, PI. it. 840 From vs no man wyll hym wyle, c 1560 A.

Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxxiv. 26 The wysest woman bairout

W l wirdis may be wyllit To do be deid. 157a Satir. Poems
Reform, xx xviii. 36 As the fals fowler . Deuoiris the pure
volatill he wyhs to the net. 1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599)

54 When Iuno wil'd the trull. i599 T« Cctwode Caltha
Poet, (Roxb.) xxiii, Wyelling fond Jouers sometime from

their wits, a 1600 Monicomerlk Misc. Poems xl 13 My
wofull hairt auay with thee thou wyld, Fra me to be exyld.

1789 Hurns Blue-Eyed Lassie 9 She talk'd, she smil'd, my
heart she wil'd. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, xxii, He could wile

the very flounders out o' the Fiith. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell

Ruth xviii, He's such winning ways he wiles one over to

anything. 1879 Stevenson Lay Morals., etc. (ton) 207

She could neither be driven nor wiled into the parish kirk.

Jig. 1847 Tennyson Princess vn. 48 7'° wi,e the
.
len£ih

from languorous hours, and draw The sting from pain.

fb. refi. To get away by stealth, steal away.
? a j 400 Atorte Arth. 3908 Whills he myghte wile hyme

awaye, and wyne to hir speche.

3. (as a substitute for While vt 3) To diveit

attention pleasantly from (something painful or
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tedious) ; to charm away ; esp. to cause (time) to

pass away pleasantly or insensibly: = Beguile v. 5.

Cf. L. deciperc tevtpus, F. tromper le temps.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla \\\. x, He persuaded his

sisters, therefore, to walk out with him, to wile away at

once expectation and retrospection. 1810 Scott Lady of L.

11. x, Her smile. .Wiled the old harper's mood away. 1817

Kikby & Sp. Entomol. xxiv. II. 379 Happy industry, that

wiles the toils of labour with a song. 1838 Dickens 0.

Twist xlvi, I was reading a book to-night, to wile the time

away. 1840 E. E. Napier Scenes <V Sports For. Lands II.

v. 172 We., used to wile away the day with all manner of fun.

1880 ' Vernon Lee ' Italy 11. iii. 59 Foreigners who came to

study art or to wile away a lazy existence.

Hence "Wiling vbl. sb.

1583 Leg* Bp. St. Androis 971 The vther . . Concludit

schortlie for to slea him, For vyling of his syluer fra him.

Wile, obs. f. ViLEtf.j Wale sb% and v.1 , Wbkl*,
Whilk, Will.
Wileare, pseudo-archaic f. Whilere.
1616 J. Lane Conin. Sgr.'s T. v. 585 Whence they wlioe

woold Algarsife killd wileare.

Wilecoit, obs. form of Wyliecoat Sc.

Wilele, obs. form of Wilily.

t Wilely, (i. Obs. [f. Wile sb. + -ly*.] =
WlLT. (Also in comb.)
1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. xxiv. 10 The faughter

herin, so wilely witted, To saue his lyfe, apealth to be
repiide. 1572 in D. Digges Complete Ambuss. (1655) 219
Your Mr. Worseley, whom I found wilely and wilful. 1673
H. More in R. Ward Life (1710) 276 Twill find a Million
of Tergiversations and wilely Reasonings to excuse a Man
from his Duty. 1709 Sacheverei.l Serm. j A'ov. 21 The
Crafty Insidiousness of such wilely Yolpones. 1793 W.
Roberts Looker.on No. 79 C1794) III. 24S Sun of Henry
Waldron,.. under the wilely alias of George B^rrington.

Wilen, obs. form of Whilom.
Wilesome, var. Wilsome a. 1

Wiley, obs. form of Wily.
"Wilful (wMful), a.1 {adv., sb.) Compared wil-

fuller, wilfullest (both rare). Also 3-4 wil(lo)-

uol, wyi;ie)fol, 3-7 wilfull, 3-5, 7-8 (9 U.S.)

willful, 4 wyluolle, (weleful), 4-5 willef(f )ul,

4-6 Sc. vilful(l, also various forms with y, 11, ff,
with or without finnl e. [f. Will sb. 1 + -rvL :

not recorded in OE. (but see Wilfully^ : cf.

Willesful.]
1. Asserting or disposed to assert one's own will

against persuasion, instruction, or command

;

governed by will without regard to reason ; deter-

mined to take one's own way; obstinately self-

willed or perverse. (Of persons or personal attri-

butes, or transf. of actions : see also 5.)

ciioo Trin. Coll. Hon:. 75 Pertiuaces in mala eliminat
ecclesia holie chirche deler5 fro cristendom, bo be wilfulle

ben here sinnes to luuen. c 1250 in O. E. Misc. 184 Hwan bu
sixst on leode King bat is wilful, c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
in, 935 For verray sloube and obere wilful tacches. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (verse) 280 Men or wemen of wilful mode,
(>at order of religion takes. 15*9 in Leadam Set. Cases
Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 34 The seid Henry is sklan-

derus and a wylfull person and wytl not be ordered but
after his owne wyll. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 256
Some blinde and wilfuli worshipper. 1579 Lyly F.uphues

43 He that to day is not willyng, will to morrow bee mote
wilful. 1605 Shaks. Lear it iv. 305 To wilfull men, The
iniuries that they themselues procure, Must be their Schoole-
Masters. 1773 Mrs. Chapone Improv. Mind (1774) II. vi. 24
The smallest disappointment.. will put wilful young people
out of temper. 1821 Shelley Adonais xi, One.. in her
wilful grief would break Her bow and winged reeds. 1867
Swinburne Blake (iS63) 190 These opinions, and stranger

than these, he put forth in the cloudiest style, the wilful!e>t

humour, and the stormiest excitement.
Comb. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 34 What wilfull-hearted

man can be so apt to belieue, that our blessed Lady had
such estimation of morter and stones ?

+ b. In good sense : Strong-willed, strongly

persistent. Obs* rare*

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5663 A myghtful
[v.r. wilfull] man was Maryus, Of fair speche merueillous.

1633 T. James Voy. 92 Being now become wilfull in our
indeauours.

t 2. Having the will to do something ; purposing,

intending ; wishful, desirous. Also said of the

purpose or desire : Eager, earnest. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 162 Nou yzi} ane yongne boryeis and atie

newene kni3t. Mochel habbeb bos of uele pontes newe
diuerses and wyluolle. pe borgeys wylneb to chapfari..be
kny}t..wilneb corteysyes to done an largeliche yeue. 1375
Bakbour Bruce 11. 345 Arayit rycht awisely, Willful to do
chewalry. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 361 Whan that hc.hadde
his wilful pourpos wonne Of al this Erthe under the Sonne.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 725 [She] Wan be thy worship & wilfull

desire, a 1500 Ratis^ Raving 2919 Wysmen ar wylfull to do
grace, & mercyable in petwou* cas. 1513 Douglas sEneis
xii. Prol. 270 On fut I sprent into my bayr sark, Wilfull for

till compleyt my langsum wark. 1573-80 Tusser Husb.
(1878) 77 Be wilfull to kill and vnskilfull to store, And looke
for no foison.

t3. Willing; consenting; ready to comply with

a request, desire, or requirement. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 266 The worthy kyng, quhen he
has seyn His host.. wilfull to fulfill His liking, with gud
hert and will. 1456 Sir G. Have Laiv Arms (S.T.S.) 207
Gif thai lordis. .defendis maliciously the ref, and is nocht
wilfull to mak reformacioun and redress. £1460 Oseney
Reg. 39 With be wilfull consent of We Kyng and of the

Aduocates of the same church, c 1475 Partenay 164 1 With
A wilfult hert full gentilly resceyuyng . . thys souerayn.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 211 When Wals are so wilfull,

to heare without warning. 1598 — Merry W. m. ii. 44,

I will. .divulge Page, .for a secure and wilfull Acteon.

1 4. Proceeding from the will ; done, undertaken,

assumed, or undergone of one's own free will or

choice ; not compulsory or enforced : = Voluntary
A. 1 br 3. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. xi. (1868) 98, I ne trete nat

heerenow of weleful moeuynges of thesowle. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (18S0) 14 Men pat haue. .taken cristis mekenesse and
gret pouert bi wilful profession, c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(prose) 142 The secunde is, bat be behouis Hue in wilfull

powerte. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 218 The gret debait in

Wallace wit can waid, Betwix kyndnes and wyllfull wow he
maid, c 1480 Henryson Fox <$• Wolf xxs'x. (Bann.), Do wil-

full pennance here, and 3e sail wend, .to ioy withouttin end.

1531 Tindale Expos. 1 John (153S) 37 b, By wylfull kepynge
of the commaundement we be sure that we lone God. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage 11. ix. 131 He there died ..through his

wilfull want of bread and water. 1667 Milton/'. L.x. 1042

No more be mention'd then of violence Against our selves,

and wilful barrenness, That cuts us off from hope. 1687

1 >kyden Hind iff P. 11. 715 The silent stranger stood amazed
to see Contempt of weahh, and wilful poverty.

jb. Involving unfettered exercise of will ; arbi-

trary; wilful empire, absolute sovereignty, auto-

cm cy. Obs.

1533 Bbllenden Liry hi. xviii. (S.T.S.) II. 24 Thus sail

It be clerely schewin . . quhidder wilfull empire or public

liberte be erast establist be bir lawis.

5. Done on purpose or wittingly; purposed,

deliberate, intentional ; not accidental or casual.

Chiefly, now always, in bad sense, of an action

either evil in itself or blameworthy in the particular

case ; often (with colour of sense 1) implying ' per-

verse, obstinate'. Also transf. of the agent, as

wilful murderer* one who commits wilful murder.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9633 It was bis aim. .wilful sin pat did

vs alt fra him to tuin. "15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531),

Mortall synnes, & carnall consented to the same, and wylfull

delectacyons in synne. a 1548 Hall Chron., Ediv. V 9b,

Wylfull murtherers, whom God commaundeth to be taken

from the aulter. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 13

Although it be wilfull and purposed murther. 1591 Shaks.
/ Hen. I'/, iv. i. 142 How will their grudging stomackes
be prouok'd To wilfull Disobedience, and Rebell? a 1625

Fletcher Nice I'alour v. ii, Can there be wilfuller destruc-

tion? 1736 Bailey <fol.) s.v. Waste, Wilful Waste makes
woful Want. 1781 Cowper Truth 20 Charge not.. Your
wilful suicide on God's decree. 1844 Thihlwall Greece

IxvL VIII. 387 Though his character has. .been misrepre-

sented through hostile prejudices and wilful calumny. 1883

D. C. Murray Hearts xxviii, On a charge of wilful and
corrupt perjury.

B. as adv. fl. = Wilfully 4, 5. Obs.

(71300 Cursor M. 16429 To baa wilful wod he taght pe
lauerd es al-weldand. C1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 429
Dishobeysaunt or wilful necligent. ? 1541 Coverdale Con*

fut. Standish (1547) dvij, Forgetfull what yesayd afore, or

els wilfull blind. 159a Kvu Sp. Trag. 1. iii, Could she

[Fortune] heare, yet is she wilfull mad. 1595 Shaks. John v.

ii. 124 The Dolphin is too wilfull opposite And will not tem-

porize with my intreaties. 1506 [see Blame v. 61 c 1600

Shaks. Son*. Ii. 1 3 Since from thee going, he went wilfull >low.

!6IX — \Vint. T. 1. ii. 255 If euer I were wilfulbnegligent.

f2. Voluntarily, of free will : = Wilfully 2*

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 87 So bat whanne bei schulden

ben most wilful pore & preche »e gospel of cristis pouert &
hisapostlis. 1450-1530 Myrr. our J.atiye n. 161 The seie

of dome where the wylfull powre shall sytteand deme wyth
cryste.

C. as sb. A wilful person ; rarely, a wilful act.

1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxi. Nay, then, if wilful will to

water, wilful must drench. 1819 — Anne o/G. xvi, That is

as much as to say, wilful will to it. 1875 Tknnvson Q. Mary
in. v, One of those wicked wilfuls that men make, Nor
shame to call it nature. X885 Academy 14 Nov. 322/1 The
unfortunates or the wilfuls who are under restraint.

Hence + Wllfalhead (whence irreg. fWilful-
headness in same sense), f WilfulsMp, wilful-

:

ness ; t WilfttUingr nonce-wd. [irreg. f. wilful +
-ing 1], a wilful act.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 355 Lyk tyrauntis of lum-

bardye That vsyn *wilfulhed & tyrannye. c 1400 Pilgr.

Sotule (Caxton 1483) iv. xii. 63 Only that thyng euery wyght
may which he may by rygbt and nought of wilful-hede.

1485 Cor-entry Leet Bi: 523 Yf any personne of obstinacie

or "wilful-hednesse will withstand. .the said. .Rules. 1603

1
Sylvester Dn Bartas 11. iii. in. Law 610 No more bay with

thy *wilfulHngs His wrath's dread Torrent, c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 205 pat o<Ser is *wilfulshipe and licbainliche

lustes. ci»8o MS* Douce /jg If. 157 pe idel moiu.pat
ptirstes of wilfulscipe and driuket sorwenesse.

tWilftd, a.2 Obs. rare. [f. w3* "Wile sb. +
-FUL.] Crafty, wily.

: 1425 Cursor M. 11807 (Trin.) Heroude ..pat wilful [Cott.

wili] wolf bat ferde so fals A^eynes fremde Ci frendes als.

Wilfully (wi'lfuli), adv. Forms : see Wilful
a. 1 [Late OE. wilfullice, i*wilfull Wilful a. 1 (cf.

OE. carfull careful , carfullice carefully) : see -ly 2
.]

+ 1. \VilIingly, readily, without reluctance

;

patiently, submissively (with suffer, etc.)
;
gladly,

fain ' (with will vb. expressing desire : cf. 3). Obs.
a 1100 Gloss. AZl/h'c's Colloq. 146 (Napier 225/1) Uolenter,

1 wilful[licej. a 1240 Wohunge in O. E. Horn. \. 279 Alle bat

clenli for bi lime mesaise and pouerte wilfulHche bolien.

1357 Lay Folks' Cateck. (L.) 1100 Men schuld wilfully fede
1 pore hungry men and brusty. 1375 Barbour Bruce M. 172

j
He serwyt ay lelely ; And the tothirfull wilfully,. .Rewardyt
him welle his seruice. 138a Wyclif Acts xx'\. 17 Whanne

I

we camen to Jerusalem, bretheren resceyueden vs wilfulli.

: c 1460 Godstow Reg. 132 Mansel . . willid & acceptid wilfulli

pe gifte pat Raph bloet made to be church. 1493 Festivall
(W.deW. 1515)9 He must..suffre trybulacyon mekely, and
do almes dedes wylfully. 1513 Douglas sEneis vm. iii. 89
Wilfully I obey thair command.

f b. With good will, heartily ;
' with a will '.

137S Barbour Bruce il 386 And with that word sa wilfully
He dang on. Ibid. vm. 462 Thai.-prikh furth sa vilfully
To vyn the ladis at thai saw pass, c 1430 Lydc. A/in. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 7 First understond, and willfully procede.

t 2. Of one's own free will, of one's own accord,
voluntarily. Rarely in reference to an inanimate
thing: Spontaneously, * of itself'. Obs.
ciooo in Haupt's Zeitschr. /. deutsches Alt. IX. 435/2

Sponte, wilful[l]ice. 1357 Lay Folks' Catech. il_) 1 163 How
moche more be bei cursyd of god ; bat bynde hem-self wil-
fully. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 48 Syth he bat wrou-,te
al ^e worlde was wilfullich nedy. c 1400 Maundev. xvi.

(1839) 176 Hem that sleen hem self wilfully, for love of here
Vdole. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 87 If be
puluis putte in go willfully out with be dede flesch bi uedez
is wele sped. C1440 Gesta Rom. Ixiv. 277 (Add. MS.) Do
of thi clothes wilfully, or thou shalt agayn thi wille. a 1536
Tindale Exam. W. Thorpe in Foxe A. ty M. (1563) 155/1
The night before y* Christ Jesu wold suffer wilfullye passion
for mankinde. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 15 She wilfully her
sorrow did augment. 1642 Fuller Holy iy Prof. St. v. xi.

403 Martyrs are to die willingly but not wilfully. 1705
Clarke Disc. Nat. Relig. (1706) 103 A Man is ohhgtd not
to depart wilfully out of this Life, which is the general
Station that God has appointed him.

t b. According to one's own will; at will,

freely. Obs.
1340-70 Alex, ty Dind. 604 But 5e, folliche folk ^our fals

godusaile Wil-fully worschipen wib wordliche godus. c 1350
Will. Paleme 1782 To me tended bei nou;t hot tok forb

here wey wilfulli to sum wildernesse. c 1475 Partenay 327
Ouer all thys hors so went wylfully here and there ouer all

where at hys lust wold, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxx. 8 But
since your worth (wide as the Ocean is) The humble as the

Eroudest saile doth beare, My sawsie barke (inferior farre to

is) On your broad maine doth wilfully appeare.

+ 3. "\Vith desire, longingly. Obs. rare.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3300 pat quen & hire doubter &
meliorsbe schene wayteden out at a windowe wilfulli in-fere.

ci6ix Chapman Iliad vin. 497 And all did wilfully expect,

the siluer-throned mome.
4. Purposely, on purpose, by design, intentionally.

i deliberately. Chiefly, now always, in bad sense
'

(cf. Wilful a. 1
5) ; often with admixture of. or

passing into, sense 5; occas. implying 'maliciously*.
<- 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 284 Yf bat he wole take of it

no cure, Whan ban it cometh, but wylfully it weyuen. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 285 How my5te he axe mercy, or any
mercy bym helpe, pat wykkedlich & willefullich wolde

I

mercy anynte? c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 11. Ii. (1859) 54
He that wylfully deceyued bym self, who may hym releue of

i
myschyef? 1477 Rolls 0/ Pat It. VI. 184, 2 Money so molten,

j
beten or wilfully broken. 1526 R. Whytford Martiloge

I

67 b, The feest also of saynt Dace hysshop of mylen, y* in

I
his journey toward constantynople was wylfully lodged in

a hous y l was occupyed w* wycked spirytes. 1617 J. Taylor
I
(Water P.) Three Weekcs Olserv, C 3. For those that set

}
houses on fire wilfully, they are smoked to death. 1726

Shelvocke Voy. round World^(1757) 242 Deaf to all I could
I say, and so wilfully insensible of the impendent destruction.

1819 Scott Ivanhoe xliv, His administration was wilfully

careless, now too indulgent, and now allied to despotism.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 545 Instead of the money
came excuses., which ought to have opened the eyes of all

who were not wilfully blind. 1879 CasselPs Techn. Educ.

j

vm. 107 A mill containing 500 of his looms was wilfully

burnt down. 1911 Act 1^2 Geo. V c. 6 § 1 If any person
1 lawfully sworn as a witness . . wilfully makes a statement ..

which he knows to be false.

5. In a self-willed manner, perversely, obstinately,

stubbornly.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. v. (1912) 33 The mother. .beyng

1

determinately (least 1 shoulde say of a great Lady, wilfullyj
; bent to marne her to Demagoras. Ibid. 11. xiii. 232 Now so

evil! could she conceale her fire, and so wilfully persevered

she in it, that {etc.]. 1595 Shaks. John m. i. 143, I ..

demand Why thou against the Church, our holy Mother,

So wilfully dost spume. 1596 Spenser State Iret. Wks.
(Globe) 654/1 Surely of such desperat persons as will will-

fully followe the course of theyr owne follye, there is noe

compassion to be had. a 1694 Tillotson Serm., Luke xii.

47, 48 Wks. 1717 I. 425 He that first acknowledged him for

his Prince, and then affronts him, deserves to be prosecuted

with the utmost severity, because he did it wilfully, and in

meer contempt. 1726- [see 4L

Wilfulness (wi-lfulnes). [f. Wilful a.* +

-NESS.]

1. The quality or character of being wilful ; dis-

position to assert one's own will against reason,

persuasion, etc. ; determination to take one's own

way; self-will, perversity, obstinacy, stubbornness.

c uoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 75 Willfulnesse letted be mannes

shrift bat bincheo uuel bat man him wile ntden his sinnes

to forleten and fro be deuel to gode turnen. 1375 Barbour

Bruce xviii. 176 On this wiss war thai nobill men Ihrou

wilfulness all losit then, c 1386 Chaucer A uts T. 2199.The

contrarie of al this is wilfulnesse. M"-? ,
Lydc.. Chron.

Troy 1. 3661 Sith sche wroujt only of wufulnes, Wnh-oute

conseil or avysenes. 1547 Act 1 £<t™- ' / c. 3 & "
J<

theie refuse of willfulnes and stubbernes to worke. 1583

Whitgift in Strype Life (1718) App. 67 Your Lordship

further semith to burthen me with Wyllfulness. ..lhere ys

a Difference betwixt Willfullness and Constanoie. 1674

Owen Holy Spirit {1693) 238 A Child-like state, accompanied

with, (1) Weakness. (2) Instability. And, (3* Wilfulness. 1729

Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 76 That obstinacy and wilful-

ness, which renders men so insensible to ihe motives of

religion. 1838 Lvtton Alice 11. vi, She could, .contradict,

with a pretty wilfulness, his most favourite dogmas. 1870
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Lowell Study Wind., CarlyU (1S71) 98 To confound it [se.

Will] with its irritable and purposeless counterfeit Wilfulness,

b. (with//.) An instance of this, a wilful act.

1833 Coleridge Table-t. 23 Oct.,Whole volumes of Words-
worth's poems were formerly neglected, .solely because of
some few wilfulnesses, if I may so call them, of that great

man. 1883 Spurgeon Illustr.
<J-
Medit. 221 The rebellions

and wilfulnesses of mankind.

2. t a. Purpose, determination, resolution. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 416 Thou shalt considere if thy
myght and thy power may consenten and suffise to thy wil-

fulnesse and to thy conseillours. 1606 G. W[oodcocke]
Hist. Ivstine xn. 53 He . . had slaine himselfe, had he not

beene preuented by his friendes. .. He continued certaine

daies after in this wilfulnesse to die. 1633 T. James Voy.
18 In this wilfulnesse we continued till the 21.

b. Intentional character (of an act) ; the fact of

being done on purpose.
1876 Mozley & Whiteley Law Diet. s. v. Murder, The

deliberateness and wilfulness, or, as we prefer to call it, the

intention, which constitutes the crime of murder.

+ 3. Readiness of will, willingness, inclination.

1398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xviil xxxix. (i495)ccvb/i
The wylfulnesse [of a horse] is knowyf he is bolde of lierte.

1408-9 tr. Vegetius' De Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 185/1

Newe kny^tes ben chosen not onlich by strengbe & my3t of
body bote also by lusti wilfulnesse to werre.

+ 4. Liberty to do what one will; free will or

choice; voluntary action. Obs.
c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 628 Falshode is so full

of cursydnesse
?
That highe worschip may never haue enter-

prise Where hit rayneth, and hath the wylfulnysse. 1501 in

10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. 1. 63 [The lands should
be redeemable] be dissent or wilfulnes of the said Ihonne
or William his fader. 1530 Palsgr. 289/1 Wylfulnesse,
uoluntatrete. 1553 Bradford Ser/n. Repentance (1574)
C ij b, Such workes as they neede not to do, but of their own
voluntaries & wylfulnes (wylfulnes in deede).

Wilga (wi'lga). [Native name in New South
Wales.] An Australian tree of the genus Geijera

(N. O. Autacex), esp. G. parviflora. Also attrib.

1889 Maiden Use/. Plants Australia 130 Geijera parri-
flora, Wilga, Sheep-bush, Dogwood and Willow. 1891
* R. Boldrewood ' Sydney-side Sax. vii, We rode., through
a wilga scrub.

Wilger (wrlgai). local. Also 6, 9 willger, 7
welger, 9 -ar, wolgar. [Obscurely f. wilghe,

Willow sb.~\

1. = Willow sb. 1.

1681-3 in Hartland Gloss. (E.D.S.) s.v., Pd. for welgers
ij. td. 1867 Rock Jim an" Nell xxxiv, Nor welgars, no,
nor withy-bans '11 vix ther herts ner bin' ther hans.
attrib. 1853 in Rep. $ Trans. Devonsh. Assoc. XXVII. 60

Let Berry the wolgar plot, 13. a bundle next year. 1882
Ibid. XIV. 150 Down by the wilger plot.

2. = Willow sb. 3, Willy sb.1 2.

154a Admir. Crt. Warrant Bk. /, 19 Aug. (MS.),Septem
duodenas excipularum anglice vij dosen of shrympe leapes
vulgariter voc' willgers.

3. = Willow sb. 4, Willy sbA 3.

1871 Daily News 26 Aug. (Leicester), A recommendation
that more care should be exercised in the use of ' willgers

'

or ' dev ils'.

t Wilgern, a. Obs. rare. [f.WiLL sb* + north.

ME. gem, a. OX. gfarn Yern a.

This word or a corresp. *wil^ern survived in 17th c. north,
dial, willern (Ray).]

Wilful, perverse.

c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 61 Godd . .gert them lef tha'ir wilgern
werk.

"Wilghe, obs. form of Wallow.
Wilgosse, obs. form of Wild goose.
fWilhede. Obs. rare. In 4 wyl-. [f.WiLLj^.l
+ -head.] Will.
1340 Ayenb. 164 Magnanimity is heynesse gratnesse and

noblesse of wylhede [orig. corage\.

Wili, wilie, obs. forms of Wily.
Wilik, obs. form of Vilely.

Wilily (wai-lili),^. Forms: see Wily; also

5 wilele, 6 wylely, -ie, wilely. [f. Wily a. +
-LY 2

.] In a wily manner ; craftily, cunningly,

by stratagem.
01400 PistUl of Susan 213 Wylyliche heo wyled hir

wenchesaway. C1400 Anturs ofArth. 575<Douce MS.) Wi-
lele bes wighte mene baire wepenes bey welde. a 1425 tr.

Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 15 If perauenture be pacient
haue wilyly bro^t in with liym any leche for to aspye. 1531
Tindale Expos. 1 John (1538) 44 Antichrist disgysed hym.
selfe..& preached Christ wylyly, bryngyng in now thys tra-
dicion, and now that. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 268 Witiihe and wylelie tuecheng the king.
i6:i liible Josh. ix. 4 They did worke wilily, and went and
made as if they had beene embassadours. 168a Bunvan
Holy /Kar243'Tisyou Mr. Carnal Security that have wilily
stripped Mansoul, and driven her glory from her. 1724
Ramsay Te.t-t. Misc. (1733) I. 85 And wylily they shot the
lock. 1847 Gossk Birds Jamaica 412 A flock of swimming
Pelicans, wilily endeavouring to approach some unwary one.
1885 W. Ross Aberdour ^ In^hcolme i. 23 He wilily sue-
ceeded to his title and estates.

Wiliness (waHines). Forms: see Wily. [f.

as prec. + -ness.] The quality or character of
being wily ; craftiness, cunning, guile.
c 1450 tr. De Imttatione 1. vii. 8 Truste not in bin ovne

konnyng, ner in be wilynes of eny man livyng. c 1460
Metham Wks. (1916) 133 A mowght be qwyche ys smal off
qwantyte with thynne lyppys sygnyffyith onmyghtynes,
ferffulnes, and wylynes. 1556 Olde Antichrist 162b, So
(with certain foxlike wylynesse) they clooke the bloody
meanyn^. 1601 R. Johnson A'ingd. $ Commvj. (1603) 2

Vol. X.

Neither let any man suppose that from wilines without
force, nor force without iudgement, can preceed any proiect

of worthy consideration. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P.
181 To defend them from all Assaults and Wiliness of the

Devil. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankenstein xix. (1S23) II.

126, I will watch with the wiliness of a snake, that I may
sting with its venom. 1878 Bayne Pun't. Rev. iii. 81 He
had the wariness and wiliness of the cat.

Wiling, vbL sb. : see Wile v.

Wilis, obs. form of Whiles.
Wilk, wilke, obs. forms of Whelk, Which.
Wilkatt, obs. form of Wild cat.

t Wilkin. Obs. Also 5 wylkyn, wilken, 6

wellkyn, 7 welkyn, wilting. [? orig. a proper

name, perh. of Du. or LG. origin.] A ram ; a

pile-driving engine.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 156 Rammes of Vron
called Wylkyns..j. 1497 Ibid. 91 Wilken Rammersof Iren

..ij. Ibid.gt Wilken ramme of iren. .j. 1580 in P.Thomp-
son Hist. Boston (1S56) 310 Lord Clynton to borrow the
wellkyn of brasse of this Corporation for his necessarie,

according to his desire. 1657 Hid., A great brasse welkyn
belonging to the borough, being now no longer useful to

this borough, to be sold. 1694 Ibid., 10/. paid to John
Sherlock to buy a wilking with at Nottingham. [1804 Ibid,

note, applied to a pile-driving apparatus.]

Wilkume, obs. form of Welcome.
Will (wil), sbl Forms : 1-2 willa, (i -o), 1-7

wil, 2-4 wile, 2-7 wille, 3-6 wylle, 4-6 wyll,

wyl (2 welle, 4 wele, Sc. vii, 5 wel, well,

wulle, wyle, 6 Sc. vill, 9 Sc* dial, wull), 1- will.

[OE. willa wk. masc. = OFris. willa (LFris. wel,

WFris. wille), OS. willio, MDu. wille, Du. wil,

OHG. willo, willjo (MHG., G. wille, willen),

ON. vili, vilja- (Sw. vilja, Da. vilje). Goth.

wilja :— OTeut. *wiijon- :— pre-Teut. *weljon-
;

alsoOE. wilil str.n. (chiefly in gen.: see sense 10%
= ON. vii, and OE. gewil

%
-wile str. n. I-yvill ;

see Will v.*]

I. 1. Desire, wish, longing ; liking, inclination,
1

disposition {to do something). In mod. use coloured

by or merged in sense 5.

Beowulf'635 p^t ic anunga eowra leoda willan seworhte.
rt90oCvNEWi.LF Juliana 50 Ic beo ^earosona, . willan bines.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 13 Da ne synt acennede. .of flaisccs

j
willan, ne of weres willan ; ac lug synt of gode acennede.
a 1225 After. R. 60 Wilnen, & habe wille uorte beoa

J

iwilned. la. . Moral Ode 172 (Egerton MS.) pe brode stret

j
is vre iwil Se is us lod for to lete. pe ^e al folewed his wil,

I
fared hi busse strete. c 1300 Beket 121 Sogret wille him com

' to To wende eft to the holi lond, that he nuste what do.

c 1315 Shoreham i. 421 Ac nou bat wil bat is to gode His al

j

iset bi-hinde. 1340 Ayenb. 9 Wyboute greate wille an will*

!
inge uor to harmi obren. 137S Uardour Bruce XV. 79, I trow
that he Sail haf no gret will for to ficht. c 1450 Knt. de la
Tour 14 Fastinge. .refrainithe the fiesshe of euelle willes.

1485 Caxton Paris fy V. (i86S)6g He had grete wylle to goo
to Iherusalem. 1568 Grafton Citron. 1. 91 As he and his

1

Souldiours had no will to marrie the daughters of the French-
men. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. iii. 63 My will is something

I sorted with his wish. 1601 — Jul. C. in. iii. 3, 1 haue no will

I to wander foorth of doores, Yet something leads me foorth.

1837 Dickens Pickxv. xvii, Don't stop him, Maria,, .if he
has the will to strike me, let him. 1844 Kinglake Eotlten vii.

There was a will, and a longing, more imperious than mere
curiosity. 1896 Housman Shrofish. Lad xxxiii, This long
and sure-set liking, This boundless will to please.

b. An inclination to do something, as contrasted

with power or opportunity.

1594 Kvd Cornelia ill. iii, Shee hath not onely power and
will '/"abuse the vulgar wanting skill. 2647 W. Browne
Polexa/ider in. iv. 113 The Cmeencis perswaded I have
serv'd her because I had a will to it. 1667 Earl Orrerv
St. Lett. (1742) 308 They desired the power, and want not
the will, to do us an ill turn. 1697 Drvden AZueis vn. 279
Not fore'd to Goodness, but by Will inclin'd. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 178 f 14 Great Numbers who quarrel with
their Condition have wanted not the Power but the Will to

obtain a better State. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxv, Your
lordship'., will experience that the faculty of the present
proprietor to entertain his friends is greatly abridged,. .the

will, I need hardly say, remains the same. 1831 Lander
Exfed. Niger xxi. III. 263 Mr. Lake had certainly a will

or inclination to enter into arrangements with him. 1879
Frouoe Caesar x. in No one questioned that it could be
done if there was a will to do it.

f2. spec. Carnal desire or appetite: ==Desihej3. 2.

971 Blickl. Horn. 19 pa ftesclican willan & ba un?erec-
lican uncysta. exooo Sax. Leechd. I. 358 Weres wylla to
^efremmanne nime bares ^eallan. c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(verse) 37 All fleschly wyll for to for-sak. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.
247 Thus.. holds he disputation, Tweene frozen conscience
and hot burning will. 1603 — Mcas.for M. xu iv. 164.

3. transf. (chiefly as obj. of have) : That which
one desires, (one's) ' desire '. Now arch, or poet.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John v. 30 Ne soeco ic uillo min ah
uillo his se5e mec asende. ansa O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1097 Se cyng jeseah ba^t he nan binge his willes ba:r

geforSian ne mihte. a 1300 Cursor M. 26880 pe warlau sal
noght in bis man Haue sa mikel of his will, Als if he desseli
did ill. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 37 Have Je or wyl, 3e
waxeth unwraste. 1390 Gower Conf I. 73 He.. With
blinde tales so hireladde, That all his wille of hire hehadde.
c 1420 ? Lvdg. Assembly ofGods 1309 Bettyr were a chylde
to be vnbore, Then let hyt haue the wyll & for euer be lore.

.( 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 336 Quhill I oucht
wantit of my will, or quhat I wald desir. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 144 Would'st haue me weepe? why now
thou hast thy will. 1593 — Lucr. 128 The sundrie dangers
of his wils obtaining. 161 1 W. Adams Let. in Rundall
Mem. Jafion (Hakl. Soc.) 25 God.. would not suffer them
to haue their willes of vs. 1693 Locke Educ. § 35 He had

the Will of his Maid before he could Speak or Go. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar. 1. iv, The Wedding-Guest, .listens

like a three-years' child : The Mariner hath his will. 1865
Swinburne Atalanta 929 Have all thy will of words ; talk

out thine heart. 1896 Housman Shropsh. Lad xxv, A lad
that lives and has his will Is worth a dozen dead.

b. A desire or wish as expressed in a request

;

hence (contextually) the expression of a wish, a

request, petition (sometimes passing into the sense
* a command '

: see 7). arch, or dial.
What*syour ivilll (now arch, or dial., esp. Sc): What do

you want? What do you wish me to do?
1340 Ayenb. 138 panne zaybhe..bet he y-herb be benes

and be wylles of be poure. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1918 When
Castor hade clanly consayuit his wille, He onswared hym
honestly with ornyng a liiill. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart 11.

21 May thow nocht heir? Langar how I culd schout !

What war 5our will? I will cum in but dout. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. iv. ii. 92 Sil. What's your will ? Pro. That I may
compasse yours. Sil. You haue your wish : my will is euen
this, That presently you hie you home to bed. 1606— Ant.
<§- CI. r. ii. 7 Alex. Soothsayer. Sooth. Your will? Char. Is

this the Man? Is't you sir that know things? 1775 Sheridan
Rii-als v. iii, Tell me now, Mr. Acres, in case of an accident,
is there any little will or commission I could execute for

you.'! i8o8 Jamieson s.v., What''s your Willi a common
Scotticism for, 'What did you say?' It is also given as
a reply to one who calls. i8a6 Gai.t Last of Lairds i. 5
When. .one of the lasses looks from behind it, and says,
' What's your wull and pleasure?'

c. To take one's will : to do as one pleases (in

respect of). Chiefly Sc,

1835 Jamieson s. v., To tak ones will o'. 1. To treat or

use as one pleases. 2. To take as much of any thing as
one pleases. 188a G. Macdonald Castle Warlock vi. He.

.

jist loot the maister tak his wull o' 'im ! 1890 Good Words
Aug. 565 2 Carr let his own horse take his will.

+ 4. Pleasure, delight, joy. Obs.
Beowulf 824 Denum callum wear3 a:fter bam wa^lra:se

willa gelumpen. a 1000 Andreas 356 I'orjife be dryhtcn
domweoriunga wiilan in worulde & mwuldre blxd. a 1240
Ureisun 46 in 0- E. Horn. I. 193 Mid engiene wille. Ibid. 62
Inouh liues wil and eche pleie. [^1250: see 12 a.] a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. iv. 23 This wilde wille went a-wai, with
mone and niournyng muchel un-niete.

b. 7i? have no will of (Sc.)j fin: to take no

pleasure in, have no liking for.

1609 Bible (Douay) Mai. i. ic, I have no wil in you. c 1626
in W. K. Tweedie Sel. Bicgr. (Wodrow Soc.) I. 353, I have
na will of strangers. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gitb
xxil, Na, man j I hinna will o't.

II. 5. The action of willing or choosing to do
something ; the movement or attitude of the mind
which is directed with conscious intention to (and,

normally, issues immediately in) some action,

physical or mental ; volition.

971 Blickl. Horn. 35 We. .agyltab burh feower bing, burh
£eboht, & furh word, & burh weorc, & burh willan. c 1230
Halt Meid. (Titus MS.) 123 Ga ut prof wil5 wil of bin heorte.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13759 He said noght allan, ' namar bou
sin, Bot ' lok pi will hi noght bur-in.' t-1386 CHAUCEK^r.V
Prol. 5, 1 wol seye as I kan With hertly wyl. c 1475 Stonor
Papers (Camden) I. 160 Yff. .he wull geve hys dowttyr hys
part of Snowys well . . I wold with the glader wyll dele with
hym. a 1619 Fletcher, etc. Q. Corinth III. ii, You know
well Even actual sins committed without will, Arc neither
sins nor shame. 1741 Young Nt. Th. iv. 615 liut since the
naked will obtains thy smile, Beneath this monument of
praise unpaid. 1831 James Philip Aug. xxvni, He strove to
speak, but no voice answered his will. 1861 Mill Utilitar.
iv. 59 Will, the active phenomenon, is a different thing from
desire, the state of passive sensibility.

b. Intention, intent, purpose, determination. ?Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23552 If it sett pam in to will To mak

anoiper erth or heuen. C1375 Sc. Lee. Saints xxxiii,

{George) 1 jcte of sancte george is my wil, . .To translat pe
haly story. 1390 Gower Cotf. viu. 3037* With al the wil
that I mai yive. £1400 Destr. Troy 4222 pai wety 11 full

wele pe wyllysofvs here, That we purpos a pouer to put in

hor lond. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye \\. 267 Hou we
oughte. .to say that salutacion wyth wylle to leue synneand
to do good dedes. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)547 By
one wylle and volente. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes
(1877) i, I rested in that wyll & purpose. 1483 Cath. Angl.
418/2 Of an [= one] Wille, vnanimis. 1513 Ld, Bekners
Froiss. I. xxxix. 22^2 Whan the flemynges. .sawe the fierse

wylles of them within. 1619 J. Taylor (Water P.) Kicksey
Winsey B 2, Your wills are good, and whilst I keepe your
bills Instead of paiment I accept good wills. 1712ARUUTHNOT
John Bull iv. iii, My Will at present is to have Dinner.

C. Will to with sb. or inf. (after G. Wille zu).

Cf. Der Wille zum Leben in the title of Schopenhauer's
Welt als Wille und Vorstellung iv., 1819.

1813 J. C. Robertson Percy Anecdotes XL Imagination
87 {heading) The Will to be Well. 1896 Tille tr. Nietzsche's

Thus Spake Zarathustra 163 Wherever I found living matter

I found will unto power. 1903 Chesterton R. Browning
vi. 1 39 That really boisterous will to live which may be found

in Martin Chuzzlcwit. 1907 Zimmern tr. Nietzsche's Be-

yond GoodSf Evil 20 Life itself is Will to Power. 1908 K.

Bagot A. Cuthbert xxviii. 370 The triumph of the will to

live over the threatening assaults of death.

6. The power or capacity of willing; that faculty

or function which is directed to conscious and

intentional action
;
power of choice in regard to

action. (See also Fhee will.)
c888 Alfred Boeth. xiv. § 2 And^it & yemynd, & se

jesceadwislica willa ban hine bara twe?;a lyste. exooo
Axfric Horn. I. 288 Of Jam willan cun;a> ?e3ohtas, and
word, and weorc. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Se fader and his

wisdom.. hare beire wille bat is se hali gast. <riaoo Ormin
1 1509 Wille iss hire hriddemahht Purrh whatt menn immess
aeornenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 664 He bamgaf per will alfre ;

pe gode to do
;
to leue be ill. 1390 Gower Conf I. 322 Thi

will is thi principal, And hath the lordschipe cf thi witt.
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c 1460 Wisdom 213 in Macro Plays 42 And X of pe soull am
pe wyll. 1538 Starkey England (1878) 29 Euer the wyl
chesyth the yl, and leuyth the gud. 1590 Shaks. Midi. N.
11. ii. 115 The will of man is by his reason sway'd. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol, 1. vii. § 3 Appetite is the wills sollicitor,

and the will is appetites controller ; what we couet according

to the one, by the other we often reiect. 1597 Ibid. v. xlviii.

§ 9 Will, whether it be in God or man, belongeth to the

essence and nature of both. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. ii- 71

The cause is in my Will, I will not come. 1635 A. Stafford
Fern. Glory 63 Whose Wils and Vnderstandings have a com-
bat before they can bee brought to a consent 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 106 All is not lost; the unconquerable Will,.. An I

courage never to submit or yield. 1738 Pope Universal
Prayer iii, Who. .binding Nature fast in Fate, Left free the

Human Will. 1848 R. I. Wilberforce Doctr. Incarnation
iv. (1852) 80 In our Lord, first of all descendants of Adam,
was will exhibited in that complete freedom, which was its

normal condition and perfect state. 1880 Goldw. Smith
in Atlantic Monthly Feb. 203 The spring of all existence,

and so of evil, is will, which Schopenhauer erects into

a universal substance, apart from intelligence and con-

sciousness.

b. With qualification, in reference to individual

character ; idiomatically in a will of one's own,

implying a strong or self-assertive will, and hence

used as a euphemism for 'wilfulness*.

c 1470 Gol. fy Gaw. 100 Schir Kay wes haisty and hate, and
of ane hie will. 1752 Mrs. Lennox Female Quix. 1. xi,

Since I am not allowed any will of my own, . . it matters not

whether I am pleased or displeased. 1760 Fodte Minor 1,

i, Was Charlotte to set up a will of her own, ..she must
expect to share the fate of her sister. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee
Cant. T., Young Laty's T. II. 341 If once she could be
brought to assert a will of her own. 1907 Verney Mem. I.

422 A girl of high spirit and strong will.

7. Intention or determination that something

shall be done by another or others, or shall happen
or take place

;
(contextually) an expression or em-

bodiment of such intention or determination, an
order, command, injunction (cf. 3 b). A1so_/t>.

Formerly freq. in the ejaculations {By) God's will, occas.

'ads my will (Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 17) : see God sb. 14 a.

Beowulf 1739 Him eal wjrold wended on willan. 835 in

Birch Cartul. Sax. (1885) I. 575 Ic Abba geroefa Cyoe &
writan hate hu min willa is ba^t mon ymb min serfe £edoe
sefter minum dae^e. c 1000 Ags. Gosj>. Matt, vi, 10 Jewurbe
3in willa on eorSan, swa swa on heofonum. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 21 We sune3iet on-^ein drihtenes welle ofter bene we
scolde. c 1200 Ormin 2381 All ^ho le^de batt o Godd & onn
hiss lefe wille. a 1250 Prov. Alfred 399 in O. E. Misc. 126

Bute if we wurcheb wyllen cristes. a 1300 Cursor M, 12322

Sco..duted noght, pat godds wil ne suld be wroght. C1380
Wvclif Sel. Wks. II. 55 Al ping bat shal come moot nedis

come bi Goddis wille. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 48 Mi will is

ferst that thou be schrive. c 1450 Holland Howlat 874,

I wait jour will, and quhat way ?e wald that I wrocht,

1464-5 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1874) XII. 31/1 Thai. .sail..

entire be kingis ward and there abide Enduring be kingis

will. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. IfIII, c. 1. § 1 It is_ the onlye
pleasure and will of Almightie God howe longe his Highnes
. .shall lyve. 1558 in

J.
M. Stone Hist, Mary I (1901) App.

518 My mynd and will ys, that the said Codicell shall be

accepted. x6ox Shaks. Alts Well 11. iv. 56 In euery thing

I waite vpon his will. 1603 — Meas. for M. 11. ii. 7 Is it

your will Claudio shall die to morrow ? 1667 Milton P. L.
11. 1025 Such was the will of Heav'n. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 96. f 2 It was the Will of Providence that Master Harry
was taken very ill of a Fever. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
II. 144 They are all. .dependent on the will of the magis-

trate. 1833 Tennyson Dream Fair Worn, lix, It comforts

me in this one thought to dwell, That I subdued me to my
father's will. 1841 Mvers Cath.

_
Th. in. § 1 The Books

commonly called The Bible contain special Revelations of

the Will of God. 184a Tennyson Dora 43 My will is law.

1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. xcvii. III. 360 This method of

consulting the popular will.

fb. Consent, acquiescence, permission, favour,

good will. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 199 Wit crist will pan sal I_ telle How

he sipen hared helle. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxvlii. 154 In so

moche bat he wanne ther by the wille & the love of Eueri
man. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 362 With the wille and graunte
of Raaf his sone and heire. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xliv. 19
Did we. .poure vnto her drinkofferinges, to do her seruyce,

without oure huszbondes wylles?

c. Intent, purport (of a document ; cf. 23) ;

also, in Sc. Law, a clause in a summons expressing

a royal command (see quot. 1684),
1439 in Ancestor (1904) July 18 After that the will of my

testament be fulfilled and my dettes paid. 1684 Sir G.
Mackenzie Inst. Law Scot. iv. i. (1694) 236 The King in

his Summons says, Our will is, &c that ye cite such and
such Persons, &c which is called the Will of the Summons,
and which Will of the Summons does comprehend a Com-
mand to the Messengers to cite the Defenders. 1743 Kames
Decis. Crt. Sess. 1730-52 (1799) 67 It was necessary for the

suspender to follow out the wdl of the letters.

8. Qualified by possessive, esp. in such phr. as

f if his will be, if it be his will { = if it be his good
pleasure) and asobj. of do, work, or the like : That
which one wills should be done ;

(one's) pleasure '.

£825 Vesp. Ps. xxxix. 9 [xl. 8] Dan ic doe willan r5inne,

god. 971 Blick I. Horn. 205 To secenne hwaet bass willa sie.

a 1000 Menologium 201 Sancta symbel bara be si5 oSoe
ser worhtan in worulde willan drihtnes. a 1 122 O, E. Chron.

(Laud MS.)an. 1085 fcebetehit God elmihti^a bonne his willa

sy. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 ?if hit his willa nere, ne mahte
him nan deS ne nan pine derian. c 1*05 Lay. 2793 & euer

a^lc wildemon hefde al his wil to don. cizzo Bestiary 41 Do
ure drijten ded was, And doluen, also his wille was. a 1300

Cursor M. 407 pe sex dais he wroght pat was his will. Ibid.

1229 To wrik pare wik[ke] wil bai thoghL 13.. K. Horn 201

(Hari. MS.) Ah ^ef hit is bi wille Help vs pat we ne spilie.

c 1400R ule St. Benct (prose) 10 Ye sal leue yure ahen propir

will, and do obir mens, c 1420 Avo7i>. Arth. xxxiii, Bothe
my dethe and my lyfe, Is inne the wille of thi wife, c 1420
Anturs cfArth, 197 One bing wold I wite, if bi wil ware.
*535 Coverdale Ps. xxvi[i]. 12 Delyuer me not in to the
wylles of myne aduersaries. 1543 Udall Erasm. Apoph.
395 The stronger must bee obeyed & haue his wille. 1590
Lodge Rosalynde (1592) 02b, Shall I then hauc.no
comfort, but bee posted off to the will of time? 1607
Shaks. Cor. iv. iv. 7 Direct me, if it be your will, where
great Aufndius lies : Is he in Antium ? 1765 Gray Shake-
speare 13 If then he wreak on me his wicked will. 1818
Scott Br. Lamm, xii, If it's your wull, I'll just tak a step
as far as Dunse. 1865 Ruskin Sesame ii, § 90 Leaving
misrule and violence to work their will among men.

f9. Undue assertion of one's own will; wilful-

ness, self-will. Obs.
CH75 Latnb. Horn, a Jif hwa is swa sunful..bet nulle..

for his fule heorte wil his scrift ihalden. c 13*5 Spec. Gy
Wanv. 169 1'at burw here pride and here wil peih fallen
ofte in gret peril. 1362 Lancl. P. PI. A. vi. 77 Alle be
walles bep of wit to holde wil beroute. 1401 z6 Pol. Poems
iii. 38 By witles wille beygedre pres. a 1500 Ratis Raving
1562 With wyll and 3outhed duelHs bee. 1546 J. Hevwood
Prov. 1. xi. (1S67) 28 Wyll wyll haue wyll, though will wo
wyn. a X568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 48 Lyinge, pickinge,
slouthe, will, stubburnnesse. 1615 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Urania xli. B 8, When hare-braind Will, o're Wit doth
rule & raigne.

*fb. A piece of wilfulness, a whim. Obs. rare.
1619 Purchas Microcosmus Ixii. 623 Shall Christians lose

..the_ Hopes of Heauen..for a Will, for a Humour, for

malicious Spight?

III. Special uses and phrases.
* f 10. gen. sing, willes, etc., as adv. (or in advb.

phr.) or predicative adj. Obs. a. simply (also in

phr. willes and woldes \ see Wield sb. 1 b), or with
poss. pron. : Of one's own will ; voluntarily; in-

tentionally, purposely. (Cf. Selfwilles.)
^960 jEthelwold St. Benet 2S Jeneadod to anre mile

gauge, gang willes twa. rioooi . Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

1 So Be pam men 3e willes manofslihS. C1380 Sir Ferumb.
221 Wilt p

u silf willes lete pe slen by purpos nepreysey no}t.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 272 (Harl. MS.) Thing pat no
man wol, bis willes, holde. c 1450 Mirk's P'estial 174, I am
a fende of helle and wold not knele on nopyr kne my wylles,

but I am made to do so ajen my wylle.

b. with poss. pron. : According to one's choice

or desire, as one will: used pred. with impers. vb.

to be, in such phrases as ifyour willes is = if you
will, if you please, if you wish.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1406 Inogh now liued haue .i., pou tak

mi saul out of be flexs And do it ware bi "vvils [Gott. willes]

es. Ibid, 10094 He moght do quat his wils {Gott. willis]

was. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 618 Giffthat 5our willis wer,

Ic ask gow respyt for to se This lettir. C1450 Holland
Howlat 312 5e sail heir in schort space Quhat worthy
lordis thar was, Gif 3our willis war. c 1475 RaufCoilyar
502, I wait not quhat his willis be.

C. as predicative adj.: Voluntary.
a X2»g A ncr. R. 302 Schrift schal beon . . dredful, &: hopeful,

wis, soo & willes.

** with qualifying adjs.

11. a. Goodwill, ill will (with various shades of

meaning: cf. 1, 5-7): see Goodwill, III will.

So, with the comparative, Abetter will** 'more
goodwill*; f evil will = III will.
1338 R. Brusnf. Chron. (1810) 237 To Leulyn forgaf he

alle nis euelle wille. 1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (T.) 565 To
fif yhou better will for to kun tham. 1461 Paston Lett.

I. 48 Because of such tales, your tenaunts owe hym the

bettir will. £1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 131, I wrote not

so unto yow for no spytc nedor for no hewell well that

I have to yow. 1560 Daus tr.Sleidane"s Comm. 35 b, He
dyd so, of no eulll wyll or contempte. 1621 Bp. Mountagu
Diatribae 388 All such as haue an euil will to Sion.

b. With the best will {in the world).

1857 B. Taylor Northern Tra7>. xxxii. (1858) 333 With
the best will we found it impossible to eat anything. Ibid.

xxxiii. 344 All that the old woman, with the best will in the
world, was able to furnish, was milk, butter, [etc.].

c. See FiiEE will.
*** with prepositions.

f 12. A -will [A prepl or 2]. a. To (one's) plea-

sure or satisfaction. Obs.

a 1*50 Owl <£ Night. 1722 Heo [sc. the wren] hadde gode
prote & schille & fale monne song a wille fa. r. awille].

•f-b. At command or disposal. Obs.

c 1430 Chrv. Assigne 79 Bothe howndes & men haue hadde
pe a wylle.

fl3. After {one's) will [After prep, 13, 15]:
according to one's choice or intention, as one will;

according to one's wish or liking, as one desires.

'"1205 LAY - 31650 And longe hit walden after heore willen.

c 1290 St. Brendan 109 in S. Eng. Leg. 223 pe see drof here

schip after wil. a 1300 Cursor M. 15793 O be furel a suerd

he drogh, be ere he smat of an ; For had it ben efter his

wil, he wald him fain ha slan.

14. Against (f again) ones will [Against 10,

Again B. 7] : in opposition to (one's own) inclina-

tion or liking, unwillingly {rarely, against one's

purpose, unintentionally) ; in opposition to

(another's) choice, intention, or desire.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xviii. 85 He schall nojt be brynt
with hir agayne his will. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton

1483) iv. xx. 68 Thou hast byreued me Ageyne my wyll, no
thyng with myn assent. CX450 [see 10 ab 1511 Act
4 Hen. VIII. c. 20 Preamble^ The said John . . fortuned to

be slayn. .ayenst the will and mynde of your seid Besecher.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xxii, King and queene were
forst against their willes. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 116 This
fellow ha's banish'd two on's Daughters, and did the third

a blessing against his will. 1639 J. Clarke Para-m. 29 He
is willing sore against his will. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. in.

547 He that complies against his Will, Is of his own Opinion
still. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 520 His steed Declined the

death, and wheeling swiftly round, . . Baffled his rider, saved
against his will. 1845 McCulloch Taxation 1, (1852) 38
The Grand Seignior cannot do a more absolute act than to

order a man to be dragged away from his family, and, against
his will, run bis head against the mouth of a cannon.

15. At {one's) will. a. According to one's

volition or choice ; as (when, where) one will.

f occas., Of one's own free will, voluntarily.

{a) with possessive : at his, your, God's (etc.) will.

ci 1300 Cursor M. 6136 Ma sacrifice your lauerd vnlill,

Quar yee wil at your aun will, c 1325 Spec. Gy Warw. 19
Al at his wille he wole be lede. 1389 in Engl. Gilds (1870)

30 Qwo-so schal ben escused for any oyer schyl, it schal

ben at ye aldermannes wyl. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 257 At
Goddys wylle muste hyt bene. 1570 T. Norton tr. NowePs
Catech. 67 b, God alone is able at his owne will to geue
what soeuer he hath appointed. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. n.

i. 17 We put a Sting in him, That at his will he may doe
danger with. ^1721 Prior Songs x'iii. 4 Enjoying sweetest

liberty, And roving at my will. 1802, 1873 [see Sweet a. 8 d].

(£) simply: at will.

13. . Cursor M. 19324 (Gott.) Na strinth did pai paim till,

For bai come wid paim all at will, c 1400 z6 Pol. Poems x.

4 For pride hem penbep goddis pere, pat welde bis worldis

wele at wylle. c 1470 Gol. fyGaw. 253 Al thai thatar wrocht
vndir the hiehevin Micbt nochtwarne thame at wil toische
nor entre. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept. 144 They
wander at wil, and stray at pleasure. 1607 Shaks. Cor. \.

vi. 39 Holding Corioles in the name of Rome, Euen like

a fawning Grey-hound in the Leash, To let him slip at will.

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soo) I. 42 [He] geveth out
that he is not the Companies servant, but at will. 1667
Milton P. L. v. 295 Nature here Wantondas in her prime,

and plaid at will Her Virgin Fancies. 1671 — P.R. iv. 269
The famous Orators, .whose resistless eloquence Wielded at

will that fierce Democratic 1825 Wordsw. To a Skylark 5
Thy nest which thou canst drop into at will 1871 R. H.
Hutton Ess. I. 47 The only test we have of the truth of

scientific hypothesis is the degree of aid it gives us in repre.

senting to ourselves at will the facts of the universe. 1888
F. H. Bradley in Mind Jan. 27 And if we think of various

sensations in parts of our bodies we can produce them at will.

b. In readiness to be dealt with as one will

;

at one's command or disposal.

13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 836 Al is yowre awen, to haue at

yowre wylle & welde. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 111. viii.

(Skeat) 1. 5 Sithen her restinge-place is now so nygh at

my wil. C1400 Farce Michi 165 in 26 Pol. Poems 147
Whyle I had my streyngth at wyll, fful many a man I dyd
vnreste. c 1440 Generydes 33 Whenne he lyste she was all

atte his wille. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1. 7 With
wealth yenough and pastures wyde at wyll. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. 11. i. 150 She that was euer faire, and neuer proud, Had
Tongue at will, and yet was neuer loud. 1611 — Cymb. \\.

iii. 13 Sir, my life is yours, I humbly set it at your will.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 377 These mid-hours, till Eevning
rise I have at will. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 202 What is his

creation less Than a capacious reservoir of means Formed
for his use, and ready at his wiil ? 1913 M. Roberts Salt

of Sea ix. 218 At sunset the wind failed and left me at the

will of the tides.

+ 0. According to one's desire, as one wishes or

likes ; esp. {pred. or compl.) of wind or weather,

Favourable. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2243 Quen pai at wil had festend grund
pe wark pai raised in a stund. 1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind. 1

Whan pis weith at his wil weduring hadde. c 1400 Rule St.

Benet (verse) 492 All bat nedes 30U vntill Sal ;e haue at Jour

awne wyll. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 11. viii. 710 pai tuk wp
sayl and past in hy Withe wyndeat wil to Brigancy. a 1533
Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E vj b, Thus haue
ye had the goddes at wyl. 1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyt
Yoy. (1589) 161 Our Pilot.. thinking himselfe to haue wind
at will. 1825 Jamieson s. v., At a' will, to the utmost extent

of one's inclination or desire.

d. In reference to an estate held during the

owner's or lessor's pleasure, from which the tenant

may be ousted at any time : chiefly in phr. estate,

tenant, etc. at will.

1451 Rolls of Parlt. V. 217/2 Grauntes of., annuitees,

made by you of estate of enheritaunce, for terme of lif, or

terme of yeris, or at wille. 1589 in Trans. Cumbld. <$•

Westmld. Antiq. Soc. (N.S.) XX. 222 Which castell . .John
glaisters balyfe there occupyethe at will and ought to pay
yerely the said rents. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892)

191 They were not tenantes at will at the Comon lawe.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. 11. 1022 For we are their true Land-
lords still, And they our Tenants but at will. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. Il.ix. 145 An estate at will is where lands and
tenements are let by one man to another, to have and to

hold at the will of the lessor. 1794 Vancouver Agric.

Cambr. 5a The largest farm is held at will. 1868 Rogers
Pol. Econ. xiii. (i876> 178 The customary occupation was
reduced to a tenancy at will.

1 16. By one's will : with one's consent, or of

one's own free will, willingly ; according to one's

desire, if one had one's wish. (Cf. Goodwill 3 b.)

c J393 Chaucer Mariage 12, I dar seyn, were he oute of

his peyne, As by his wille, he wolde be bounde nevere.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5728 For by her wille withoute lees

Eueriche man shulde be seke. 1509 Shaks. Much Ado in.

iii. 67 Ver. You haue bin alwaies cald a merciful man
partner. Dog. Truely I would not hang a dog by my will.

1601 — Twel. N. m. iii. 1.

17. In will, t a- With the will or intention,

intending, purposing {to do something) ; to he (also

have) in will, to intend, purpose. (Also in a will.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 4125 All he sagh bam in a wil pair

brober sacles for to spil. Ibid. 11525 pai had in wil pat ilk

night To torn be herods. 2303 R. Bkunne Hand!. Synne

6985, Y was yn wyl for pe feste pat euery hadde a peny.



WILL.

^*375 && £'.?• Saints xxxiv. {Petagia'\ 8 Of his mysdide
hafand liert sare, In wil to mysdo nomare, c 1400 Gametyn
173 Gamelyn was tn wille to wende berto. 2513 Douglas
/Ends ix. xii. 27 His broderis slauchtyr to revenge in wyll.

f b. To put oneself in, or to come in (a person's)

will, also to come in will to (a person) : to submit
oneself to his will, surrender at discretion. Sc. Obs.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. moo. He wylle put hym yn yowre

wylle. C1470 Hesry Wallace ix. 984 Quhill tha, for hun-
gyr sor, Cum in his will. 1560 Rec. Inverness (New Spalding
Club) I. 46 The said Thorn Stuert is cumin in the townis
wyll, and dome gyffin thairapon. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 218 AI the rest with Sinklar
cam in wil to thame of Orknay. a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 3 The honest men. .was forced
to come in the earle's will, whilk was not for their weill.

1690 Rec. Burgh Lanark (1893) 237 All ciuhich [offences]

Nathaneell acknowledged and came in will. 1756 Penne-
cuik's Coll. Sc. Poems 108 Come in his will ; Lay down the
talents, or be debtor By band or bill.

18. Of {one's) will. a. Of one's own accord,

spontaneously, voluntarily. Now only with poss.

and own, e. g. * He did it of his own (free) will
1

.

C1374 CiiwcERBoetA. 111. pr. iv. (1868) 74 Yif bat dignites
wexen foule of hir wille by £>e hike of shrewes. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas) 685 And to be tormentoris of
will He gafe bame. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7441 He knewe nat
that she was constrayned,. .But wende she come of wyl al

free, c 1475 Rauf'Coil^ear 541 For that I hecht of my will, .

And na man threit me thair till, That 1 am haldin to fulfill. I

1815 Jamieson s.v., O y

will, spontaneously.

t b. Of will : with the intention, on purpose
,

(to do something). Obs.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. {Baptista) 479 Nocht of

j

resone, hot of wil A wyfis sarnyng til fulfil.

fl9. On will: = at will (lie). Obs. rare.
C1205 Lay. i 102 Heo wunden up seiies, wind ston [= stod]

an willen. Ibid. 7845 Weder heom stod on wille.

+ 20. To {ones) will : as one will, as one
chooses; at one's disposal; to one's liking: = at
will, 15 a, b, c. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3647 It sal him sauur al to will. Ibid.

23432 O welthes mar mai na man tell, pan haf to will o welth
be well, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 301 And wild ;our self to
will, nyll he so will he. £-1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 7
May bai ler at serue him to will, c 1430 Chev. Assigne 181
Thenne hadde I bis londe hollye to myne wylle.

21. "With (one's) will. f a. Intentionally
;

willingly; voluntarily: = 16, 18. Obs.
C1230 [see 5]. .71300 Cursor M. 6673 Qua slas animan

wit will. C1325 Poem Times Edw. II 431 in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 343 So the fend hem prokedeuch man to mourdren
other wid wille. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 1971 When
we bam resaue with wil Crist resaue we vs vntil. 1485
Caxtom Paris $ V. (1868) 6 They ansuerd to them ye shal
now come to hym other wyth your wylle or by force. 1513
in Ellis prig. Lett. Ser. nr. I. 156, I see veray few. .that
with their wills wold go agayne to the trade.

b. IVith a will : with determination, resolutely,

vigorously, energetically.

1848 Dickens Dombey 1, He turned to (as he himself said)
with a will. 1866 UxmnmCtuWM ofWild Olive i. 44 Work
is only done well when it is done with a wilt. 1896 Hous-
mas Shropsk. Laii vii, I picked a stone and aimed it And
threw it with a will.

**** 22. In allusive or proverbial phrases, e.g. in

contrast with deed, esp. in to take the will for the

deed; f Will is no skill (Skill si.l 3); Where
there's a will there s a way (Way sb\ 13).
13.. Pol. Ret. fy L. Poems (1903)251-2 Wil is wo . . Wil is

Red. c 1460 Wisdom 221 in Macro Plays 43 Wyll for dede
oft ys take, c 1510 Skelton Maguyf. 14S But haue ye not
herde say that Wyll is no Skyll ? 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
v. Ix. § 6 Where we cannot doe what is inioyned vs [God]
accepteth our will to doe instead of the deede itself. 166:
Morgan Sph.Gentry To Rdr. b 2, The reasonable will accept
the will for the deed. 1801 Lamb Let. to Godwing Sept., In
this little scrawl you must take the will for the deed. 1842
Car. Ward Nat. Prov. 152 Where there's a will there's a
way. 1853 Lvtton My Novel 1. iii, Oh, sir, it is not the
deed—it is the will, a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives «$ Dan.
xiv. (1867) 147 We will take the will for the deed, as the
common people express it. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com.
vi, ' Two wishes make a will,' you say.

IV. 23. A person's formal declaration of his
intention as to the disposal of his property or other
matters to be performed after his death, most
usually made in writing (but see Ncncupative i,

Pauol a. 1, quot. 1706); commonly iransf. the
document in which such intention is expressed.
Formerly properly used only in reference to the disposal of

real property, thus distinguished from a testament relating
to personal property ; whence the phrase (now tautological,
but still in formal use) last will and testament : see Testa-
ment sb. 1.

(a) qualified by last (t latter obs. rare).

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 11 panne Alisaundre
loste his speche, and wroot his laste wille. 1424, 1464, 1590,
1637 [see Testament sb. 1, 1 c]. 1467 Stonor Papers^Cam-
den) I. 94 The last wulle of the seyd Thomas Sakevyle.
I575-* Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. II. 407 In his testa-
ment and latter will. 1768 Sterne^V*/. Journ., Fragment,
Paris, He disposed every thing to make the gentleman's last
will and testament.

{b) simply.
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 48 \>U testament is netful wille

of dede fraunseis. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 128 If ther be
eny clause or matier in his olde will. 1463 [see Testa-
mentj/-. 1]. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Visit. Sick rubric, If
he haue not afore disposed his goods, let him then make his
will. 1595 Shaks. John 1. 1. 109 Vpon his death-bed he by
will bequeathed His lands to me. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 39.
fa. She threw her will into the fire. 1766 Blackstonk

131

Comm. II. xxxil. 496 Every person hath full power and
liberty to make a will, that is not under some special pro-

hibition by law or custom. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI.
61 Where a will is written on several sheets of paper, it is

the usual practice for the testator to sign each of them.
1827 Jarman Powell's Devises (ed. 3) II. 11 A will of real

estate, wherever it be made, or in whatever language it Le
written. 1858 Bright Sp. t Reform 27 Oct. (i£68> II. 10 If

it [sc. landed property] were left to him by will, ..it paid
no legacy duty.

Jig. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (Globe) 180 A most monstrous..
He-goat,, .making his Will, as we say, and gasping for Life,

and dying indeed of meer old Age.

b. = Testament sb. 5 a. ? nonce-use.
[c 1570 Latimer's Protest. In Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III.

App. xxxiv. 91 If God wolde have had a newe kynde of
sacrificynge preste. .then he, cr some of his Apostles, wold*
have made some mention therof in their master Christ's

will.] a 1893 J. Pall in Ford Harp Perthsh. 364 A tawny
tattered leaf atween the Auld Will an' the New.
V. 24. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.,

as will-force, -power, -spirit, b. Objective, instru-

mental, and locative, as will-commanding k&).
%
(in

sense 23) -maker, -making; will-fraught, 'Strong

adjs. C. Special Combs. : will-fire (see quot.)

;

twill government,arbitrary or autocratic govern-
ment ; will-office, an office in which wills of

deceased persons are kept ; f will-wisdom, wis-

dom depending on one's will or fancy without
divine influence; f will-work, a work performed
by the human will, without divine grace (cf. Will-
worship).
a 1644 Quari.es Sol. Recant, solil. vi. 62 This "will-com-

manding Saint. i8afi Monthly Re:: 24 June 399/2 The
fuel was ignited hy *wi!!-fire, that is, fire obtained by fric-

tion. 1886" W. Wallace in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 451/1 The
*will-force operating in all is the same. 1649 Howei.
Pre-em. Parit. 5 Tyrannical Rule, and unbounded *Wil
government. 1880 Disraeli Endym. vi, Events . . which
alike consigned the will and the *will-maker to oblivion.

1828 Lvtton Pelham xxvii, A thing of state and solemnity

—

longfiices—early rising—and "will- making. 167a WoodZv*-'
(O.H.S) II. 243 This journey was taken to London by
A. W. purposely to peiuse the * Will-Office then in or neare
Exeter-house. 1874 Horrs Relig. Moral, xiv, 44 The
drunkard, .whose 'will-power and whose moral force have
been conquered by degraded appetite. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 315 Insanity of doubt, due to loss of will-power.
a 1761 Law Com/. Weary Pilgr. (1S09) 11 Whilst your
'will-spirit is good . . the changes of creaturely fervour lessen

not your union with God. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 73
His *Will-strong Objector. 1866 Whipple Char. 322 No
opinionated, will-strong, untamable passion. 1647 Trapi*
Comm. Rez>. xiii. 18 Humane inventions and "will-wisdome.

1538 Bale God's Promises vn, E iv, In hys onlye deathe
was mannys lyfe alwayes restynge, And not in *wyll workes.
1580 Vautroullier Luther on Ep. Gal. 85 They take from
him y« power both to iustifie and saue, and geue ye same to
their owne wilworks.

f Will, sb. 2 Obs. rare. Forms: 3 wil, 4 wille.

[f. Will a.] Bewilderment, distraction.

c 1250 Gen. tf Ex. 1079 Wil si3en cam on euerile on.
[a 1400 Morte Arth. 3836 And for wondsome and wille alle

h is w it failede. (See FoRprep. io.)l

Will, sb.z Abbreviated pet-form of the Christian

name William{ci. PiersPlowmanB. xiv.i48,Shaks.

Sonn. exxxvi, etc.). b. dial. = Will-o'-the-wisp.
a 1718 Pahnell Fairy Tale 157 Will, who bears the wispy

fire To trail the swains among the mire. 1750 Collins Ode
Sr/perslit. Highlands 91 Let not dank Will mislead you to

the heath. x888 Fenn Dick o' the Pens viii, You may go
right into the bog and be smothered, and that's what the
wills like.

Will, sbA [f. Will v.*] a. An utterance of

the auxiliary verb 'will *; a determination ex-

pressed by this. b. The auxiliary verb ' will' as

used in contradistinction to 'shall*.

1677, 1837-1891 {see Shall sb. 1, 2 J.

Will, a. (adv.) Now only Sc. and dial. Forms :

3-5 wil, wille, (4 Sc. vill), 4-5 wyl(le, 5-6 wyll,

4-6, 8-9 Sc. and dial, will, (9 Sc. wull). [a. ON.
villr bewildered, erring, astray : see Wild a.]

1. Going or gone astray ; that has lost his way,
or has nowhere to go for rest or shelter; stray-

ing, wandering, ' lost '.

c 1250 Gen. tf Ex. 975 Do fle} agar fro sarray,..In 5e
diserd, wil and weri. 13.. Cursor M. 23091 (Kdin.) Quen
I was wil and out of rest, Godli tok ye me to rest, c 1400
Destr. Troy 2369 All wery I wex and wyll of my gate.

C1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xvl 1614 He trawalit al day,
qwhil le nycht Hym partit fra his company, pan was he
wil of herbery. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 450 When I

was will and weriest ye harberd me full esely. c 1475 Rauf
Coilyar 35 In thay Montanis, I-wis, he wox all will. 1806
[see Waif sb. 1

IS. a]. 1815 G. Beattie John O'Arnha'
(i8a6) 62 His will and weary ghost. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xxvii, Gyaun awa' to Aiberdeen like a wull
chucken.

2. fig* + a. Going astray in thought, belief, or
conduct

; going wrong, erring ; wayward, 'wild*.
a 1300 Cursor St. 7310 Noght yow allan, bot your ox-

spring, Sal reu ful sare your will^erning. 13. . E. E.Allit.
P. B. 76 More to wyte is her wrange, ben any wylle gentyl
"v.c.47 -

L'.

wiL

Ibid. '

3 pen wakened be wy^e of his wyl dremes. C 1375
'

is wikitSc, Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margaret) 360 3^u re consal i

b. Not knowing what to do or how to proceed

;

at a loss, at one's wit's end, uncertain, perplexed.

E 1300 Havelok 863 Hwan he kam ber, he was ful wil, Ne
hauede he no frend to gangen til. Ibid. 1042 Of puttingge
he was ful wil, Kor neuere yete ne saw he or Putten the

WILL.
I stone, or banne bor. C1330 R. ErunneCA^w. Wace (Rolls)

12208 Arthur was al wyl On whilk hi! be geaunt was. C1440
York Myst. xviii. 208 Alias ! Joseph for woo Was neuer
wight in worde [= world] so will ! 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 53 [They] had sik diede that thai war will
quhat to do. c 1475 Rauf Coityar 138 5it was I mekle
willar than. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 375 You are so will of
your wooing, you wat not where to wed. Note, You have
such Choice of Mistresses.

3. Phrases, fa. Will of wane (wone) [Wane
sb. 2

t
\Yone sb. 2 : lit. wandering without a dwelling-

place, homeless] = 1 ; also fig. = 2 b. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. c,8o Adam went out ful will o wan. 1375

Barbour Bruce 11. 471 And he wes als sa will off wane, That
he trowk in nane sekyrly. Ibid. vn. 2 The kyng toward
the vod is gane, Wery for-swat and vill of vayn. C1440
I 'ark Myst. xix. 217 Was neuere so wofull a wyffe, Ne halffe
so wille of wone ! C1480 Henryson Test. Cress. 543 Wra, pit
in wo, ane wretch full will of wane. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) II. 343 So will of wane [printed wand], and
weipand for greit wo.

f b. Will of rede [Rfde sbA 2 : lit. at a loss for

a plan or scheme] = 2 b. Also will ofgood rede.
x375 Barbour Bruce in. 494 He wes alsua will of! red,

Ihat he durst rest in-to na place, c X400 Ywaine $ Gaze.
379 That weder made me so will of rede, I hopid sone to
have my dede. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xvi. 1652 His
lemmau was wil of gud rede. 1513 Dolglas sEneis 1 1. xi.

6 The top of litle Ascanius heid, Amang the dulefull amies,
will of rcid Of his parentis.

c. Will gate (Sc), ^ gate will [Gate sb.*] ;

going astray.

e 1440 Alphabet of TaLs 50 fan sho went in & tolde hym
be cauce of hur gate will. C1440 Promp. Parv. 527/2 Wyl-
gate, or wronge gate, deviacio. 1825 JAMIESON, Will-gate,
wull-gate sb. j. An erroneous course, literally used. S.
2. In a moral sense, any course that is improper.

4. compl. or as adv. (chiefly with go) : Astray,

out of the way {lit. and fig.) ; to go will, to go
astray, lose one's way, wander, err.

c 1220 Bestiary 52 Silden he us wille, If we heren to his

word Dat we ne gon nowor wd'.e. a 1300 Cursor M. 4100
Bot ar he till his breber wan, Will he yode, and melt a man.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiii. (vii Sieperis) 255 Wenar.d hat
he had gane wil, Ane vthyre ^et bane 3ed he til. c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. iv. xxi. 1987 Welth and riches wont was ay
In wantor.es mare wil to draw pan hawynge fayr and
mesoure haw. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 453 He gaff vnto
ane honeste womman in wyldrenes, goand wyll, iij c penvs.
n'1475 Rauf Coilyar 73 Walkard will of his way. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems lxvi. 74 It is so lang in cuming me till, I

dreid that it be quyt gane will. 1567 Giute ($ Godtie B.
(S.T.S.) 92 Thocht I wauer, or ga wyll, Or am in danger for

to die. 1724 Ramsay Vision iii, I deimt dame Nature was
gane will To rare with rackless reil. 1855 A". & Q. 1st Ser.

XII. 489/1 Each time she attempted to cross this place she
was irresistibly, and against her will, prevented by some
invisible power ; or, as she said, was ' Will led '.

f5. Of a place: Out-of-the-way, unfrequented,

desolate. Obs.

13. . Gait: fy Gr. Knt. 2C84 Wela wylle was be way, her
bay bi wod schulden. c 1425 Engl. Cong. /ret. li. wo Hit
was wille londe and woddy. J513 Douglas sEnels iv. vi.

6i To nane wncouth landis,. . Mother to fremmyt place, nor
steddis wilL Ibid. XI. x. 64 Him self ascendis the hie band
of the hyll By wentis strait and passage scharp and wyll.

HencefWillness(whylenes),wildness, madness.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9327 What whylenes or wanspede

;
wryxles our mynd ?

Will (wil), vA Pa.t. would (wud). Forms :

see below. [OE. *willan, pres.t. wille, willaj>, pa.t.

wolde7
Anglian walde, « OFris. willa, wille, wilde,

wolde, OS. willian, willitt, williad, wolda, (M)LG.
willen, (M)Du. willen, wilde, OX. vilja, vil,vilda,

viljat (Sw. vilja, ville, Da. vitle, vitde], Goth.

,

wiljatt, wiljau, wilda :— OTeut. *wel^f)jan, paral-

lel with OTeut. *wal'f)j'an, whence OFris. wella,

welde, OS. wellian, welda, MLG. weiten, OHG.
welten, well, wellemes, etc., wella, wolta (MHG.
wcllen, wollen, wotlen, welte, wolte, geivellt, G.
wollen, will, wollen, wollle, gewol/t), ON. velja,

vet, valdi, validr (Sw. vdlja, Da. vxtge) to choose,

(see Wele v.), Goth, ivaljan to choose ; for other

I

Teut. derivatives see Will sb. 1
, Will v.2, Wale

I

sb. 2 choice, Well adv. : f. Indo-Eur. wel- : wot- :

'• «//-, represented by L. vclle, volo (veli/n, volut),

Lith. vilyju, ve'lyti to wish, pa-velmi to allow,

,

villi's hope, OS1. veUti to command, voliti to will,

choose, volja will, W. gwell better, Skr. vdrati

. chooses, wishes, prefers, vdra- wish, choice, vdram
better, vrnati wishes, prefers.

The most remarkable feature of this vb., besides
:

its many idiomatic and phrasal uses, is its employ-

ment as a regular auxiliary of the future tense,

which goes back to the OE. period, and may be

paralleled in other Germanic languages, e. g. MHG.
In some uses it is not always possible to dis-

tinguish this vb. from Will v.*]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive. 1 wyllan, 3-5 willen, (3 Ornu

wilenn), 5 wylen, 5-7 wille, (7 wil), 4- will.

c 1000 ./Elfkic Gram, xxxii. (Z.) 200 Utile, wyllan. c 1200

Ormin 5297, & te birrb wilenn swelltenn. c 1400 Rom. Rose

2482 Thou shall not willen to passen away, c 1400 ApoL
Loll. 4.? To wylen to mak God felow of his violence. 14.

.

in Babees Bk. (1868) 331 Strangers, .. the whiche they

knowen you to wille for to admitte and receyue. 1611

17-2



WILL.

Burton Ana!. Mel. I. i. I. xi. 44 Velle, and Nolle, will and
j

nill. 1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol. ii. 50 Man, at Creation,
|

had to wil or nil naturaly.

2. Present Tense. 1st and ydpers. sing. a. 1-4

wile, wyle, 1-6 wille, wylle (1 North, willo,

uillo), 4-6 wyl, wyll, 1 North., 4-7 wil, (1 uil,

6 Sc. vil), 1 North., 4- will. 3. 2-3 wulle,

3-5 wule, 5-6 wul, (7-9 dial.) wull, 9 dial. ull.

7, 3-5 woie, 3-6 wolle, 4-6 wol(l (3 uole,

5 vol) ; 5-7 wooll (5 -He, whowl), dial. 8-9

wool, woul, 9 ool. 8. I Anglian, 3 welle, 3-5

wele, well, 4 wel, 8-9 dial. el.

c888 (MS. £.100) /Elfred Bocth. hi. § 4 Ic nu ™lle

reornlice toGode cleopian. ca%0 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. xyi.

24 Xif hua wil [Rushw. wille, /**-*. Gosp. wylle, //««««

wile] a:fter meh xecyme. _ Luke xliu 31 Herodes will

lAes. Goip. wyle] Sec ofslaa. 0000 ^1. Gosp. Matt.xx.15

Obbe ne mot ic don bait ic wylle? c 1030 Rule St Benet

xlviii. 8r Se Se wyle him sylfan rajdan <tl.22 0. E-Chron.

(Laud MS.) an. 656, Ic he wile finden bar to gold & siluer,

land & ahte. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 57 Gif man beo for-

wunded, he wile anon sechen after leches, a 1300 Cursor M.

9018 To will als sott SCO will him lede. 1340 Aycnb. 57 Huo
bet wyle conne and we?e he zennes of be longe. a 1351

Minot Poems (ed. Hall) xi. 7 Of Gynes ful gladly now will

I bigin. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 9" A lyte wyl of h=

herte bat he wyl not 3eve to hys god 13.. Guy Warm.

( \ ) 535 iif ich it hir schewe, sche wil telle Hir fader.
_
c 137S

Se. Lee-. Saints iii. (Andreas) 1049, I wyll Ane vthyre ques-

tione send hym till. an°Chev. Assignees, I wylle soone

aske hym. .526 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1331) 1 Yf man

wyll put to his good wyll to brynge hym safe to the ende of

his said iourney. 1548 Hutten Sum of Div.K viy, God

wylle all men to be saued. 1549 Compl. Scot. Lp. 5ll her is
(

na prudent man that vil iuge [etc.]. 161 1 Bible Zech. xiv. 2,

1 wil gather all nations against Jerusalem to battel).
_

8. <rii 7s Lamb. Horn. 123 pu hclle ic wu.le beon bin bite.

c izo5 Lay. 3658 Wha swa wulle libba [1:1275 wole libbe].
j

a 1225 Alter. R. is6 Hwo se wule wel don. c 1430 Piter. ,

/ yfManhode ". liii- (1869) 96 Wule he other noon. 1448-9

Meti.am Amoryus f, CI. 163 As myn autor dothe wryte,

ryght so wul I. 1616 B. Jonson P<%"'•/<> World 31 !

What bird, or beast, is knowne so dull, 1 nat fled his cage, .

.

wull Render his head in there againe? 183S [Hooton]

Bilberry Thurland I. xviii. 3°7 To be sure sartinly, that

I wull 1869 A. Macdonai.d Love, Law f, 1 lieol.xxty.S4-i

•Oh, never mind Mrs. M<Creesh.' 'Oh, but a wull mind..

v a 1275 Prov. Al/red663 in O. E. Misc. 137 He uole brin. I

hinonandtuentitonout. c 1290 Beket 121 in S. Eng. Leg.

no pat b>ng bat god helpc wole. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

66, Ich wolle telle bat cas. 139° Gower Con/. I. 7. 1 he

werre wol no pes purchace. a .43° Domesday Ipswtch v.

in Black Bk. Admir. (Roll-) II. 3- l"f that he woo 1 done

his lawe. 1471 Caxton Rccuyell (Sommer 29 Wole y or

wole y not. ISOS in Mem. He,,. Vil (Rolls) 261 And so

wolle the kynge mylorde do. 1557 Lra. Wharton & Eurf.

in Lodge lllustr. Brit. Hist. (i 79>) '• *s 7 We know yo'

Lordship's noble wysdome woll consyder thes. 1652 Her-

meticall Banquet 82 Then drink't I wooll. .7.8 J. lox

Wanderer 118 Write me down, .. what wool please you.

1788 Vai.lancf.y Voc. Bargie in Trans. R. Irish Acad.U.

34 Woul to wish. a 180. Bloomfif.ld Richard tf Kate

vii. in Rural Tales (1806) 3 Ay, Kate, I wool 187S S.

Beauchamp ' N. Hamilton 1 1. 17 ' A thinks a ool, says she.

J k82S VesP. Ps. v. 5 [4] For oon ne wellende god unrehtwis.

nisse ou earl] c 950 Lindis/. Gos/.flM. x. 39 SeSe welle

losise sawel his. a 1275 Prov. A l/red 1 40 in O. E. Misc. 1

1

1

God may giuen wanne he wele goed after yuil. Ibid. 631.

136 panne welle he sawin sone one his worde. 13. .
Cursor

M 11 524 (Gott.)Ful wele he wele bairn quite bar mede. Ibid.

18462 And 3e sat be, sua well iesu, All dumb of speche.

•474 Cov. Leet Bk. 397 If he well nott be war by Bj warn-

ynges. 1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. 11. 50, To

reek el blaw ea yer feace.

3. 2nd pers. sing. a. a. I- wilt ; also I, 4, o

wylt, 3 Orm. willt, 5 wilte, 6 wylte. $. 2-0

wult, 3 wit. 7. 3, 5. 7 ™olt
'
5"6 "e - 5

- 7 woo't,

w'oot, wot, wut, 7, (9 dial.) woot.

a. cow Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 39 Nallas sua ic wille ah

sua ou wilt, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 21 pa cwjefl he

hwst wylt-tu? c 1200 Ormin 2039, & 3iff batt tu willt ta;lenn

me. 1303 R. Brusne Handl. Synne 3730 3y f Pou K? S
a man hate, And bat wTabbe wylt nat late, c 14S0 «trtf»

ii 34 Yeve us counseile how thow wilte we shall sey. 1531

Elvot Gov. i. xiii, If thou wylte eshewe bytter aduenttire.

1,63 Whitehorne Onosandro Platon. 123 If thou wylt that

sneadelye some woorke be . . doone. 1849 M._ AwiOU.Jfe*

King in Bokltara i 3 t Wilt thou they straightway bring

«"
c 117s Lamb. Horn. 25 ]>u wult bi-haten god almihtin..

bet bu wult forleten bine misdede. c 120s Lay. 1694 5'f P"

wit [c 1275 wolt] bu miht wel. c 1430 P' lgT
Ly/Manhode

-- ' 't^.l- 1. **."nsnalt

132

dismale, wil thow now? gan Gyas cry. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W de W. 1531) 6 b, Wyll thou or nyll thou, thou mayst

lese thy goodes. 1534 Whitinton Tullyes Office 1. A 2,

Thou shalt lerne as longe as thou woll.

4. Plural, a. 1 willa)>, wyllap, 3-4 willeb,

4 wylle}), 5 -yth ; I (Subj.) willen, -on, -an,

3 wilen, 4 willen, 4-5 wylen, -yn, wiln, 5

wyllen, willyn; 5 wyn ; (1), 2-6 wiUe, 3-4

wile, 4-5 wil, 4-6 wyll, 5 wylle, Sc. vyll, 4-

will. 0. 2 wule]), 2-4 wulle]), (3 -et, wlle*,-et)

;

5 wull(e, 5-6 wuL 7- 3"4 wolle]), 5 woleth

;

4-5 wol(l)en ; 4-5 wol(l)e, 4-6 wol(l. 1

North, welle, 4 welen, -yn
; 4 wel, 4-5 wele,

well(e. f. 1 North, walla*, -as, ; wal.

a C82S Vesp. Psalter xxxw. [xxxv.] 27 SefiaS & blissiaci 8a

wil'laS rehtwisnisse mine, c 1000 JElfric Gram. xxxu. (Z.)

,99 Uolumus, we wylla5. cii^Lamb. Horn i 3 penne w^le

,e
9
hit bireusian. <: .250 AV«/. ^-r. in O. A. i1/«;. 33 Yef

we uilleth don his seruise. c 1250 Gen. S, Ex. 191 Leunesand

beres him wile to-dra3en. Ibid. 2304 If w_ wilen 3» wi3

treweioe leden. a 1300 Cursor M. 14951^pal wJ me neuer

luue. 1303 R. Brusne Handl. Synne 16 Fyrst we wyljn

\v. r. welyn] of hem be shreuyn. 1340 Ayenb. 16 Huanrie

hi wylleb by aboue obren. 13.. Cursor .1/. 4113 (Gott

)

Nou bai wil him noght spar, c 1380 Wyclif If- is. (1880)

240 Ydel schaueldouris willen loke to be festid of siche

curatis. 1382 _ Isa. xiii. .7 That siluer sechen not, ne

gold wiln. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 11 Yef ye wile cume

fo be ioy of heuin. .4-1 E. E. Wills (1882) 2. Os 5e wylle

answere a-fore god. c 14.° Anturs < A^"'^1
chariii- is chefe to those that wyn be chast. 0425 Slonor

Paters (Camden) I. 42, I beseche 30W b-it ?e willyn speke to

Tohn Martyn. 14.. in Babees Bk. (1868) 331 They wyllen

to SS that ye wylle to do. 1466m Bull. Inst. Hist Research

1 7 :note, Rather then we wyll suffre hytt ther shall « per-

sonys dye in j day. 149' Acta Dom. Cone (1839!1-77 /= !='<:

richt s as ba 1 vyll vse in be said mater ? .545 Br.nklow

Compl. xxiv. (.374) 70 It is euydent the. wil no
,

wyues.

1561 Winjet Cert. Traclatis 1. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 7 Quhat

fc«tMiW. //w. 7 Nu we wulleS seggen mare wet

bis'godspel itacnet /«ii 41 ?ef 3= listen wuleS. «i»S

Lay. 3056 Men be wllet luuien. a xz,S Ancr.A. i6S\\e

wulleo foluwen be ; we wulleS don al so.
;
1400 D'StrTroy

11419 We wull treate of a trew. 1482 Monk 0/ Evesham

(i.rb) 66 They wulle haue be to me as enemyes. 1490

wul [see B. 6). 1581 A. Hall Ilia.il. 3 Although conceale

thev wul A crosse receivde of simple wight.

v. e 1205 Lay. 479 P»t heo molen women wer swa heo

wo 1=5. 1.97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3261 Hu wolle> yswyke by

daye. 134^7° Alex, t, Bind. .026 panne WJ wollen of be

watur wilfully drinke. .362 Langl. P. PL A. v.. 44 jif ?e

wolleb I-wite wher bat he dwelleb. c .386 Chaucer Somp,,.

T.tn What wol yedyne? <ti4°o ««<«/' %?"»•*. "3.^'
wol wassche us. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xm. (Gibbs

MS ) If 30 3,vfe we woleth hier take good entent. r 144°

Gentry*! 4403 They wolle shende oure purpose euery

dele c.449 Pecock Repr. ... vi. .71 Perauenture summen

wolen in Xr wise seie. a .450 MvRC 1 50 A.nother tyme

gyf hem folghthe As the fader & be moder wolpe. 1534
•

m
LetLSutp?. Monast. (Camden) 46 We wol not be so bolde.

7S,4 in fladam Set. Cases Crt. Request! (Selden Soc.) 43

We .desire you that, .ye woll groundely examyne the said

! ^TT^'Lindis/. Gosp. Matt vii. 12 Quaecunqueuultis

sua hilt Si. welle. a .300 Cursor M. .6327, I wat and ses

bai wel no|ht fine. 13 . , welyn [see a. 1 303]. c 13*)WK

b/eE.23
Jr.

CS^AWm ("i - wtwele^foir

Wallace? 143S in ReP. Hist. MSS Com,,, lar.Colt.

r.oo,) IV 109 Praynge yow . . that ye wal tenderly consider .

.

nfthynges'Sfor rehersed. l&Ibid. 20, Suche men as wal

have ther service accordyng to the statutes .hereof made.

5. Reduced forms : a. 1st sing. pres. combined

with pron. ich, 1 : 3 ioholto, gj* chulle) ychulle

3-4ichulle, 5 yohull, 6 chil, ohyll, 6-7 chill,

1 'chill, 8 chell. , .

a 122s Ancr. R. 126 For3if, & ichulle forjiue be. r.i»40

Lof"ieinO. E. Ho,,,. I. MS Forto be one ich chulle

frSs enf .3 ^ »— 3 (Hail.) A song yclmHe ou singe.

e%oChrol Vilod. 908 Sone, he sayde, y chulle 5ow telle.

[For other evidence see Ch, 'ch, I pron. (3 , p.\

b. Contracted '11 (since the 17th cent.), esp.

after prons. : I'll (ail), 6-7 /&, 7 £* » V »/

he'll (hfl), 8 heel; she'll (Jfl), 6-7 sheele, 7 «««ft;

11. liii. (1869) 96 If thou wult, . . thou s t make him chek and
II 111. IIOOO 0° 1[ mou wmi,.. tuuu .t.«.. .

•""- 7.T-
maat. 1557 Phaer Mneid. vi. (.558) BJ, Wult see the Tar.

,™, ™<1 Lay. 1577 Goffar mid hire ferde, wi wolt bu fleam

ma'kian ? .390 GowERtW I. 1.8 If thou wolt live In vertu,

thou most vice eschuie. c 1400 Love Bonaventura s Mirr.

x (Gibbs MS.), ?yfe bow wolte seen ensaumple h.erof Jha.

C1430 Ilymns'UirginiM-,) .7 Bringe,,f b.ou wol. ho so ul.s

to Wis 1540 Palsgr. Acolastu! II. 111. M >J,
Wolte thou not

take vs in to the nomber of thy clientes? 160. Marston

Ant. * Mel. 1. C 2, Wolt doe me a favour I
,

8. .60a Shaks. Mm. v. i. 297 Woo't weepe? Woo t fight

7

Woo't teare thy selfe? .60. M.ddleton Blurt IJ.B. C*^
Wut open doore? 1607 - Fan,. Love I. B, Wo t thou

forsakeme then? .620 I. C. Two Merry *»-«** *>{

i. L i b, Wut thou be iust to me? 1639 Shirley ball iv. l,

Thou wot stop a breach in a mudde wall.

b. 4 wille, wile, wel, 4-5 will, wolle, 4, o

wil, woll, s wole, 6 wyll.
'

a 1300 Cursor M. 5632 Wil bou . ga .
To to* a wornman o

bat lede? Ibid. 20657 It sal be al als tu it wille. M
T angl J> />/ C. IX. 153 Wolle bow, ne wolle bow, we wolleb

habbe o-e wil c .4- Rule St. Benet (prose) 2 Yef bu will

baue bat ioy. ISU Douglas Mnen v. iv. 15 Quhare,

it'll (Vt'l); we'll (wfl), 6-7 week, (6 wy//), 7

v,ee'!>e, Jee'll; you'll (y«l), 6-7 y"ule,7 youle-

yell (yn\ 8 ycil; they'll (tW), 7 ^'"^ 7"8

/Aev'/: who'll (hwl), 7 scAc&.
., ,, ..

'« «« ««««« ii. lo Child WW.". S*. I doubt

sheele'do you thesame. 1578 Whetstons./«;»« *Caa.

,, 1,1 ii And for this fauke, wyll passe it ore in .easte.

Lim Sir T. More .1. iv. 166 Yf youle stand our fre.nd

ko?I ntSn£m.X. iii, Next time weele haue some prettie

G^ntlelwomentith vs\o w.lke. xS9- ^^Z^os
.. vi. 20 And Valentine He holdanEnemie. l6o2MAl!srON

Anonh'V Rev. IV. ii, They'l wriggle in and in.
,

60S

Shaks Ant. * CI S. vii. 60 Weel to our Sh.p. 1607

DekkerI WeIster Wenw. Hoe,, i, XWfa;Mt

^

selues into your company. .608 Shaks. /«' M*«Ja
,) Sister you'l [O* i youlei g» you. J 1 P« »

"

1
>
«

,6.0 Heywood AM i(M i. ". I e not kill my part. 1623

o/,aij Two Gent. 11. i.. 6 Wee'll make exchange. 1670

Hobbes Iliad To Rdr. (1686) A 3 b, How is it possible

"ou'say .0 pkase them all ! Ibid., I'll ""S"™"^
hall come into my mind. ,1730 *UJSA1r**^d?3*2
,««cAr> iii, Yell ken what drinkers drie. ?•• 7»"'f/.™

B2safew: fcsrasn.t6

WILL.

right now? 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xiv, It'll be

known all over .he country. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths 1.

§ 21 To see if they'll bear shaking. 1904 Weyman <4tt.

*-•£«** ix, You'll laugh on the other side of your races.

Mod. (colloq.) There, that'll do! That dog'll bite you.

These chimneys'll fall down soon.

C. 2nd sing. pres. inil. : thou'lt, (fthou't).

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. i. 117 Come, come, thou'lt do thy

message, wilt thou not? 1607 — Timon I. 1. 195 Thats

a deed thou't dye for. a 1849 Beddoes Wol/ram s D,rge,

And there alone, .thou'lt meet her.

6. a. 'With prons. affixed : \stpers. sing. 1 North.

willie, 3-4 willy, 4 wyly, wol'J)y, 5 whilli;

2nd pers. sing. I, 8 .SY. wiltu, 3 wultu, 3-5

woltou, 4 weltu, wilte, 4-5 wil(l)tou, -ow, 5

woltowe, wyltowe, whylte.
coSo Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. xv. 32 Misereor turbae, Willie

milsa oreatas. c 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 28 Vvillu we

gain & jesomnije hia=? «i22S Leg. Roth. 2064 Hwerto

wultu wreastlin wi5 be worldes wealdent ? 1297 R- Glolc

(Rolls) 6375 Hou woltou it jelde me. a .300 Harrow. Hell

(O.) 75 Wib reisoun willy tellen be. cimHafelok 528 W ilte

don mi wille al[etc.]. C330 R. BrunneC/i.m. lrace(V.o\\$

4595 5k wyly make assay, a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall)

ii 21 Whlder wil.ou fare? c 1400 Love bonavent. Mirr.

xii. (Gibbs MS.) If. 30 Sone wyltowe not gone home ajayne

wyt vs. Ibid, xxxiv. 65 Howe longe woltowe make vs

in suspens? 14.. Northern Passion II. 174/401 tor be

banne whilli take bat deb- c 1489 CmmSomus o/Aymon

1 28 Lorde god. .whylte deffende me this daye from shame-

full dethe. 1721 Ramsay Elegy on Patie Birme 23 O wiltu,

wiltu do't again 1 a 1776 "> Herd Scot. Song! II. 98 O
sleepy body, And drowsy body, O wiltuna waken and turn

b. With negative not (no) affixed : a. 5 wynnot,

6-9 wonnot, 7 woonnot, 7-8 wo'not, 7-9

wonot, (9 winnot, wunnet) ;
7- wont J-b

wont^; 8 we'n't, 9 willn't, willot. {.Wont

alone survives in gen. colloq. use; the rest are

obs. or dial.) /3. Se. and north, dial. 8- winna

(q wunna). . , .

^1420 Liber Cocorum (.862) '45 5>f pay hen hard.
:

and

wynnot alye. 1584 R- Wilson Three Ladies Lond.V,

Sura lie tell theeT? wonnot tell thee, and yrt:U* U^ hee,

nowe I member me too. 163. Shirley Sch. Compl. iv.
.

1. 56,

I . . can wo, ke, and woonnot. .633 Rowley Match atM.dn.

iv i Hib, You wonnot pull off your bootes too willyou?

iooo Char. Province 0/ Mary-Laud (.860) 44 ^ reheving

at a distance the proud poverty of those that wont be seen

. they want. 1667 Pepys Diary .0 June, People that have

been used to be deceived by us as to money, won belief

us 1670 Drvden 1st Pt. Cong. Granada IV. 11. (.672) 49

But what I cannot grant, I will not hear. AhMaJ*
wonnot hear! 1686 tr. Agiatn or Cm W«' s L*, e«

t
monians 101 Wo' not you pardon me? 1708 <-aldweu

Paberi"(Maitland Club) I. 213 Nanse has a good steady

heart that wont soon break. 1721 Ramsay Richy * Sandys

Na, na, It winna do ! .754 Shebbeare Mat,imony^(M

II 5, That we'n't bring thee a great Income. 1S02 K.

AnofRSo" Cumbld. Ball. 32, I fear His word he wunnet

keep 1 ^820 Scott Abbot xvii, To leave the place while the

lad is in ieopardy, that I wonot. .8.4 Carr Crave,, Glen.,

Wlot, winnot.
5
'.8^ Scott Redgauntlet\«. *jH««—

budge 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xym That willn t wash,

Mis! .897 Mary Kingsley W. A/nca 240 They don t,

and I fancy won't, , . . ,

O Written continuously with the int. oe.

r ,4ao Generydes 6516 And so toleve in rest and it wilbe.

li££k Nob else (R
5
oxb.) 3° A noble . .

cheveteyn whiche

woHie a leder of a felowship in werre .573 Calk.

Tractates (S.T.S.) .8 It wilbie verray hard to me

7. Imper. I //. willap, i\orlh. wsellafi, -as,

walla«, 4 wile, 5 wylleth, wyl.

,950.Lindis/. Gosp. Mark xvi 6 Aoliteexpauescere, no

wallas sefrohtiya. .382, <r 1400 [see B. »h].

8. Past Tense, island 3rd sing, (and pi.) a1.1-6

wolde, 4-7 ^°ld C'f 3 wuolde, 3 weolde (Orm.)

wollde* 4 wolld, woled, 5 volde wholde 6

wooldre, wolt, 7 void); 3-5 w«lde 5 wuld

wude,7wnd,wu'd; (5 whowl(.l)de,whowilyd;)

6- would (6 woulde,owld); 5 whowde 6 wood,

7 woo'd, wo'd, //. (dial.) wouden, 7-8 woud;

£^8(
(MS ^o)-^FREO^M.xvi.| 2 Hu wunderlic wolde

eowSit binc'i i
hwelce cehhet.unge 5e woldan ba-s habban

& mid hwelce hlkhtre Ke woldon beon asterei c:
,«0.»

«

r5o Forr batt he wollde himm frofrenn. c .205 Lay. 4052

pit heoVjoldenal bis lond dai.en heom b.-t^nen Ibid

L« An of bon he weolden him don. .3.
.

<- urs
r?
r
J'- \V°}

(GO.t ) pa /lau wold men suld hir s.ane. .390 Goww Co,,/

\~. f ',\ „ .u_» .U-; hm helne wolde. 1390 1-ANGL.

the ffugerof hur s«eteiace """V' ... , ,, 1 „0i I

IS30 Cromwell in Mernman Li/e 4LetL (10=2) 1. 3.30,

weolde haue seneMM^.^dTyoJfSoU. sendSSf» y feo^et^witrTS

l^ei'th; Cou"n.^aine. .650 Heath Clarastelca .9
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houer aulle yowr trottynge hors. 1481 ibid, 76, I whowllyd
fayn heyr some good tydyngys of yowr matter. 1487 ibid.

158, I whowde awysse my systcr & yow to com agayne
into Essex. (11500 Flower & Leaf 216 As it would seme.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1559) Hhviij,
What is that realme that sleeth theim that wold their

wealth, and are angry with them that wouide helpe their

yll. 1587 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 23 Yf I had bid

ought I owld have bid by yt. c 1620 Goffe Careless S/iep-

herdess in. i, You had better have been hang'd at first, as

I wo'd had you. 1658 J. Jones Oviifs ibis 86 Or like

Admetus father-law that would, Return to youthful years
when he was old. 1665 Flfxknoe Erminia III. iii. 49, I wod
not force what I might obtain by gentleness. Er. You wod
not? you cannot Sir. 1688 Shadwell Sqr. Alsatia 1. x. 4
Yeow wouden ha leen a Bed aw th' morn. 1697 Drydkn
sEtieis xi. 189 Wou'd I your Justice or your Force express.

nn Shaftesb. Charac. II. 227 Wou'd you then appeal. .?

Most certainly I shou'd appeal, said I. 1787 Inchbald Such
things are \. i.Why, you wou'd not inform against me sure

!

1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. 5, I wod fain hev hed
him tae hed a Docter. 1828 Carr Craven Gloss., Wod,
lipoid, would.

tS. Chiefly north, and Se. 1-6 walde (r, 3
waelde, ualde), 3-8 wald, (4 walld, 4, 6 vald,

5 wallde, wauld) ;
8- wad (6 waude, wawd).

c8z$ Vesp. Ps. xxxix. 9 Volui, ic walde. C897 Alfred
Gregory's Past. C. lvtU. 443 He walde .. 5set hi weereu
Sedrefde. £950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vii. 44 Sumo, .of cVtm
ualdon jegrioppa hine. C117S Lamb. Horn. 7 Walden heo
naldden heo. C1205 Lav. 1416 Wheber heo walden hxlden

fi3.
a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) iv. 56 pat king

dward in feld walld dwell. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 126

To se quha frend or fa vald be. c 1440 York Myst. xv. 70
What it was fayne witte walde I. c 1470 Henry Wallace
xi. 1400 Quhill thai till him had done all at that wauld.
1487 Ccly Papers (Camden) 6g The pope hollynes. .wallde
asente me home agayri, 1581 J. Hamilton in Cath. Tract.
(S.T.S.) 76 All thatne, quha vald not be reformit. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot (S.T.S.) I, 2 Gif quha
walde knawe the name of Britannie monie referris it vnto
Brutus, c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1B65) 10 Heer I wald
commend to our men quhae confoundes these the imitation

of the south. 1674 G. Fox in Jrnl. Friends* Hist. Soc.

(1914) July 100 Be cas I wald not be a capting aganst the
king. 1724 Ramsay Vision ix, The hardy wald, with hairty
wills. Upon dyre vengeance fall. 1825 Jamieson, Wald..
1. Would . . 2. Should, or ought to be.

1564-78 Hullein Dial. agst. Pest. (E.E.T.S.) 5 God.,
sende you comfort of all thynges that you waude haue gud
of. 1581 N. Woodes Co'ijl. Consc. in. iv. in Five Old Plays
(Roxb.) 32 It wawd theam all deceue. 1720 Ramsay Edinb.
Saint, to Ld. Carnarvon ii, Myauld grey-head I yet wad
rear. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxviii, I wad kill him a
chicken in an instant. 1825 Brockett N. C. Words s.v.

Wad, He wad, at wad he.

7. 4-5 wyld, 4-5, 7 wild (4 weld, wijld, 4,
6 wylde, wilde, 5 whelde), 6 willed.
Orig. northern, from ON. viUla ; late examples may belong

to Will p.1

a 1300 Cursor M. 8446 His fader biding wel he heild, And
did al bat his moder weld. ibid. 2x771 Sco delt it wiseli als

sco wild. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6933 And he my^t
helpe, jyf he wylde. 1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 14

My cosyn. .askyde me whenne ye wyld cum hyddyr. 1481
Cety Papers (Camden) 74 Sche [sc. a bitch] whelde newyr
hett mette and so sche ys Deyd. 1546 Bale Engl. Votaries
1. 31 b, Least wanton youthe wolde brynge them togyther
wylde they nylde they. 1583 tr. Maison Neuve's Gerileon
1. 52 b, Willed or nilled his Maister. 1610 Holland Cam'
den's Brit. 1. 270 Ccnstantine . .they forced wild he, nild he,
to usurpe the empire.

9. 2nd pen. sing. a. 1-5 woldest, (1 waldes,
i, 3 ualdes, 3 weeldest, waldest, wuldes), 3-4
wost, 4 widest, 4-5 woldist (4 -ez, 5 -es, -ust,

-yst, 6 -ys), 6- wouldest, wouldst (6 woldst,
7 wudst, 9 would'st).
C825 Vesp. Psalter xi. 12 Voluisti, ou waldes. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 85 pu woldest symle bone besmitan |?e bu nan wiht
yfleson nystest. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 93 Hwi woldest bu
swikian on bine a^ene hinge, c 1205 Lay. 7376 \>u waldest
beon min h;errn. ibid. 18815 pat bu wildest. 0220
Bestiary 501 Dat tu wuldes seien ^et 5ef [etc.]. c 1275 Lay.
16035 }ef bou were so wis man . . banne bou wost axi of bine
mochelecare. 1303 widest [see Wint'. 1 pb]. 13.. Gaw.fyGr.
Knt. 2128 (»at lelly me layne, I leue wel bou woldez ! r 132a
Sir Tristr. 2076 pat bou wost hir se Wip si^t. 1382 Wyclif
Matt, xxiii. 37 And thou woldist nat. 1426 Audelay Poems
ri And do as thou woldust me dud by the. c 1449 Pecock
Rrpr. 1. xx. 123 Loke how thou woldist in this case answere
tome. 1471CAXTON RecuyeII (Sommer) 1 3 What woldest thou
that I shold do. 1518 Sel. Pleas Star Chamber (Selden) II.

134 Thow woldys nott delyuer one of my bullockes. 1550
Crowley Last Trumpet 308 Lest, when thou wouldst, it be
to late. 1620 I. C. Two Merry Milk-maids m. i. I 1, What
wudst thou doe? 1810 Crabbk Borough ii. 53 And would'st
thou, artist, with thy tints and brush, Form shades like
these? 1839 Lane Arab.Nts. I. 97 Thou wouldest nothing
but my destruction.

£. (orig. Subj.). I, 5 walde, 3 wld, 4 wild,
4-6 wald, 5 wold, 7 void, would.
^825 Vesp. Psalter 1. 13 Si voluisses, *if Su walde. a 1275

Prov. Alfred 681 in O. E. Misc. 138 3if [MS. bif] bu wld
don after mi red. a xytoCursor M. 6233 Qui wald bou ledd
vs o bat land? ibid. 9641 pat sua bou wald his sorus slak.

13. . ibid. 901 (Gott.) pou bu wild euer haue hat stede, In
cald sal euer be 1 i bede. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 690 pat
I couct to ken, if pou ine kythe wald. c 1400 Anturs Arth.
Hi, The wurschip of Wales to weld, and thou wold. 156a
A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) i. 37 Wald thow be servit, and thy
cuntre sure. 1588 Shaks. 'lit. A. 111. i. 209 What would thou
kneele with me? 1602 Colville Parmnese 163 Void thou
then knou the incertenty of thy speculatyue knouleg. 1670
J. Stubbs in Jrnl. Friends" Hist. Soc. (1914) Oct. 154 If

thou would Order me soe to doe.

10. Reduced forms : a. with pron. ich (cf. 5 al

:

4-5 ycholde. b. Contracted 'Id (formerly -/</),

'd ('«</), as Pd (f rid), he'd (f held, heUil), we'd,

you\t, they'd, who'd, c. 2nd pers. 7 thoud'st,
8 thou'dst.

<z 1327 [see I pron. A. 2
]. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1223 W f

as gode wylle y cholde hym seruy. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
iv. iii. 3 Ther's some great matter she'ld employ me in.

1607 — Tinton x. x. 208 Ape.. .1 eate not Lords. Tim. And
thou should'st, thoud'st anger Ladies. 1610 — Temp. x. Xx.

198 Sometime I 'Id diuide And burne in many places. 1676
Hobbes Hioii 11. 261 To Sea they^d go. 1712 Steele
Sped. No. 326 Ps My Request to you is, that .. you'd
speedily afford us your Assistance. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII.
50 He swore fra thence he'd ne'er remove. 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Mistaken Milliner, They all agreed that it * 'ud
serve 'em quite right'. 1862 Calverley Verses fy Trattsl.,

Voices of the Night v, Albert. .Whom almost any lady'd
Have given her eyes to get. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug.
457/2 Anybody M say you were a Bull of Bashan.

11. a. With pron. affixed : 1st pers. sing. 5
woldy ; 2ndpers. sing. 3 wostou, 3-5 woldestou,
4 -ustow, -estow, 9 dial, wodto.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1339 Wat wostou more of him bote

bat he truage be here? c 1300 Beket 35 Woldestou. .Tholie
deth for thi Lonerdes love? 1362 Langi.. /'. PI. A. nr. 50
Woldustow Glase be Gable and graue |>erinne bi nomc
a 1425 Cursor M. 17622 (Trin.) Woldestou be seni* To com
wib vs to speke & mele. 14. . Pol. Eel. -y L. Poems (1903)

253 Ne woldy 3eue a pese iwis.

b. With negative affixed : 9 wouldn't (north.

wad-n't, waddent) ; Sc, etc. 8 wadna, 9 wudna,
wunna, wanna, oodna.
1785 Burn 4

; Halloween viii,Wha 'twas, she wadna tell. 1828
Cakr Craven Gloss., Wad-n't, would not. 1836 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Gt. Winglebury Duel, You wouldn't have me .

.

run away with an old one, I presume? 1863 Tyneside Songs
92 An he waddent let yen doon belaw tyest a bit. 1871 W.
Alexander Johnny Gr'bb iii, I wudna advise you to dee
that. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word Bk. s.v. Sick,
I oodna let 'im.

12. Pns.pp/e.: see Willing ///.<z.

13. Pa. pple. 4-6 wold(e, 5 i-wollyd, 6-7
would.
In form i-~vollyd, formed as a regular pa. pple. from the

form luoll of the pres.

c 1380-1633 [see B. 49].

B. Signification and uses.

I. The present tense will.
* Transitive uses, with simple ohj. or obj. clause

;

occas. intr.

fl. trans, with simple obj.: Desire, wish for,

have a mind to, ' want ' (something) ; sometimes
implying also ' intend, purpose \ Ohs.

£825 Vesp. /V.lxvii[i].3i[3o]Tostenc oiode5a^efehtwil'a'^.
c 1000 Ags. Go$p. Luke v. 39 Ne drincS nan man eald win,

& wylle sona J-set niwe. c 1205 Lav. 3570 We;>ne bu wult
more suluer, saeche hit at me suluen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 398
Wultu kastles and kinedomes? a 1300 Cursor M. 20657 [see

A. 3 b]. 1382 [see A. 40]. 1423 Jas. I A'ingis Q. cvi, This
will my son Cupide, and so will I. a 1450 Mvrc Par. Pr.
962 pou dost syngen ylle, \>y neghbores wyf for to wylle.

1470-85 Malory Arthur iil iii. 102 \Vylt thow ony thynge
with hym ? 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour viii. a vij, Ye ar
moche beholden to serue god, whan he wylle youre salua-

cion. 1545 Tavekner Erasm. Prov. 48 Whan that thynge
can not be done that thou woldest, woll that thou cannest.

1560 Bible (Geneva) Judges i. 14 And Caleb said vnto
her, What wilt thou? 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I iij b,

Who wil thecurnell of the nut must breake the shell. 1601
Shaks. {title) Twelfe Night, Or what you will. 1654 Whit-
i.ock Zootontia 44 Will what befalleth.and befall what will.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. V. 31 He that can do what ever
he will is in great danger of willing what he ought not.

f b. intr. with well or ill, or trans, with sbs. of

simitar meaning (e.g. good, health), usually with

dat. of person : Wish (or intend) well or ill (to

some one), feel or cherish good-will or ill-will.

Obs. (cf. Will v.'1 i b). See also Well-willing a.

c 1000 >Ei.fric Saints' Lives xvi. 254 pset is seo so3e lufv,

b«et man his scyppend lufi£e..and 5a menn be wel willaA.

c 1000, etc. [see Weli.-willing a.]. 1414 Brampton Penit.
Ps. (Percy Soc) 46 Myn enemyes that wole me ille. c 1450
Godslotv Reg. 88 Gregory,, .willyng helth and his blissyng
to his welbeloued children. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye
in. 3T3 In that he ys father, he muste nedes wylle all

good to hys chyldren. 15x3 Douglas Aincis Direction

99, I will weill otheris can say mair curyusly. Bot I haue
said eftir my fantasy, a 1592 Greene Jas. iV, iv. ii, Frolic
huntsmen of the game Will you well and give you greeting,

f C. trans, with negative {will no . , ., will none

of, etc.) — have no desire for, do not wish for,
' don't want ' : often implying ' refuse, decline \
£1325 Metr. Hom. 148 Yef be wil noht of glotounye.

C1374 Chaucer A net. <$ Arc. 244, I wolle noon ober mede.
cyne ne lore. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C. H. 8 pei willen no
betere. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 207, 1 wd not be dede
of sinfid man, Bot bat he turn hym & lif ban. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Apcfh. 128 The oxe eateth heigh, the lyon woll
none of it. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. iV, u. iv. 81 He no Swag-
gerers:., shut the doore, there comes no Swaggerers heere.
1606 — Tr. $ Cr. v. v. 47 Hector, wher's Hector? I will

none but Hector.

fd. To will well that: to be willing that

(cf.i 7 d).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 166/1, I wvl wel that thou say,
and yf thou say ony good, thou shalt be pesybly herde.

f2. trans, with obj. clause (with vb. in pres.

subj., or in periphrastic form with should)^ or ace.

and inf. : Desire, wish ; sometimes implying also
1 intend, purpose* (that something be done or

happen). Obs. or arch.

971 Blickl. Horn. 61 Deme je nu swa swa ge willon bat

eow sy eft £edemed. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Uwilc mon
seal beoden oore alswa he wile bet me him beode. a 1225
Ancr. R. 72 Ichulie bet }e speken selde. a 1300 [see A. 3 bj.

c 1350 Will, i'alerne 281 pat y am bat ilk wei^h i wol wel bou
wiie. c 1386 Chaucer i'ars. T. r 1 Owre swete lord ..bat no
man wil pcrisshe, but wd bat we commen all to the knowlecch
of hym. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vu. xxi. 246, I wil syster
that ye wete he is a ful noble kny^t. 1548 Huttkn Sum of
Diuinitie K viij, God wylle all men to be saucd. 1561
Hoijy tr. Castiglione's Courtytr 1. (1577) K vij, Will you
(quoth he) customs shoulde be more apprised in the vulgar
tong, than in the Latin ? 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
I. viii. 34 Thus have we made a briefe enumeration of these
learned men, not willing any to decline their Wotke=, . .but
to apply themselves with caution thereumo. a 1761 Law
Comf. Weary Pitgr. (1609) 54 This is not willing Christ to
be thy Saviour. 1849 [>ee A. 3 a. a],

f3. Denoting expression (usually authoritative)

of a wish or intention ; Determine, decree, ordain,

enjoin, give order {that something be done). Obs.
a 1325 MS. Ratvl. B.520 If. 32 b, Ant te King wole ^at in his

oune demeine wodes . . te weies ben i largist. a 1431 Stonor
Tapers (Camden) I. 47, Y. .wole and hertely prey you. that
ye seale the deedes. £1470 Got. A? Gaw. 145, I will na
vittale be sauld your senyeour vntill, 1528 Ckomwell in

Merrimnn Life fy Lett. (1902) I. 320 His grace then wille
that thellection of a new Dean shalbe emonges them of the
colledge. 1560 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 112 We
woll and commaunde that Imediatly vppon the Mght hereof
ye delyuer. .vnto Sir Thomas Benger [etc.]. 1682 [see 23J.

b. spec, in a direction or instruction in one's

will or testament ; hence, to direct by will {that

something be done). Cf. Will v.- 3 a.

871-89 Charter in O.E. Texts 452 Ic aelfred willio & wille

ba;t hio sion sooTestlice foroweard ?,etrymed me & minum
eifeweardum. 1430-31 [see 23). 1504 Bury Wills (Camdtn)
99, I wyll that Rose Plandon shall haue x marc. 1557 in

Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc. 1804)58 My bodye I wyll be
buryed in the Parysshe Churche of Manchester. 1820
GiffbriVs Compl. Engl. Lawyer 672, I . .do hereby will and
direct that my executrix, .do excuse and release the said
sum of 100/. to him.

fc. fig. of an abstract thing (e.g. reason, law):

Demands, requires. Obs. (See also 17 c.)

•Z1300 Cursor 71/. 11663 'Ioseph,' sco said, 'fain wald i

rest. ..'Gladli,' said he, ' }>at wil resun.' 1377 L*ngl. /'.

PL 13. xix. 392 That is my conseille,. . pat vche man for3yue
other, and fat wyl J>e paternoster. 1556 Aurelio <y tsab.

N 4, The perputall feithe geuen amonge hus will [orig.

7-eult] that whan I shall be in my liberie that 1 followe thy.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 157 Our Hattaile is more full

of Names then yours. . . Then Reason will, our hearts should
be as good.

f4. trans/, (from 2). Intends to express, means;
affirms, maintains. (Cf. 10 c.) Obs.

1534 Tisdale James Prol., When he sayth that a man is

iustified by dedes & not of fayth onlye, he will no more then
that fayth dothe not so tastifie euery where, that nothinge
iustifieth saue fayth. 1602 Dolman La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. (1618) IIL 662 Hee will that this authority should be
for a principle of demonstration.
** With dependent innnitive(normally without to).

5. Desire to, wish to, have a mind to (do some-
thing) ; often also implying intention (cf. 7, 11,13).
Obs. or arch., or merged in other senses.

Bemvulf 2S64 Se ?e wyle soft specan. 971 Blickl. Horn.
2 33 ?if bu bonne wille mildheortnesse us don, sae^e us bast

hrsedlice. a 1000 Guthlac 5 Jif we hali^ bebodu healdan
willa5. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 vf bu wult habbeu be ne to

drihten, bu most beon on ward bine sunnen. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 398 Wultu welden al bene world ? 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.
v. 40 pe Englich of bis latyn is, who-so wil it knowe, Who-
so spareth be sprynge, spilleth his children, c 1380 Wyclif
Set. Wks. II. 56 Wolt bou be hool ? seide Crist to him.
c 1440 Generydes 4432 ' Yet woll I wete,' quod he,. .' From
whense she came, and what she is '. 1527 St. Papers
Hen. Viii. IV. 471 Meanes thowe to strive with me? woll
thowe wynne any thing at my handes? 156a WinJet Cert.
Tractatis iii. Wks. (-S.T.S.) I. 24 Sen now al men wilbe
theologis. 1697 C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) ^9, I will

not wTite to you often, because I will always have a stock
of News to tell you, which.. is pretty long in picking up.
a 1704 Locke Hum. Und. 1. iv. § 8 The great Encomiasts
of the Chineses, do all to a man agree and will convince
us that the Sect of the Literati .. are .. Atheists. 1862
Thackerav Philip iii, He. .examines the dinner-card., j

points.. to the dishes which he will have served.

6. In relation to another's desire or requirement,

or to an obligation of some kind : Am (is, are)

disposed or willing to, consent to
; \ in early use

sometimes » deign or condescend to.

With the (rare and obs.) imper. use, as in quot. 1490, cf. b
and the corresponding negative use in 12 b.

832 Charter 111 O.E. Texts 447 Se man se 5is healdan wille

& lestan Set ic beboden hebbe..se him seald & sehealden
sia hiabenlice bledsung. a 1000 C&dmon's Genesis 559 £if

bu beah minum wilt, wif, willende wordum hyran. c 1200

Ormin 5297 & te birrbwilenn swelltenn Forr Cristas beow-
wess. 11205 Lay. 13063 $'f bu wult me swaerie aoes, ich

wulle don of be bas claoes. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 701 Ich

be wole marie wel . . To be nobloste bacheler hat bin herte

wile to stonde. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. in. 106 >if he wilne

be to wyf, wolt bou him haue? 1470-85 Malorv Arthur
ix. xxxix. 402 Fayre lordes said he wille ye preue ony aduen-

turein the forest of Morris., r Syr said sir kay I wille preue

hit. 1490 Caxtom Eneydos xix. 72 O goddes celestial,..

gyue socours to me,., and wul permute rigoure to equyte.

1508 Kennedie Ftyting w. Dunbar 470 Thatr is na schip

that wil the now rescue. 1605 Shaks. Lear n. iv. 207 If..

You will returne and soiourne with my Sister, . . come then

to me. 1791 Cowper Iliad xin. 450, I will confess, That
thou art more than mortal, if thou yield To ancient Priam
all thy promis'd aid. 1800 WorhSw. Hart.Leap Welt 134
There's neither dog nor heifer, horse nor sheep, Will wet
his lips within that cup of stone. 1865 Rlskin Sesame ii.
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192 Will you never, .fence them in their shuddering from
the fierce wind ? 1921 Times Lit. Suppl. 10 Feb. 88/3
Literature thrives where people will read, what they do not
agree with, if it is good.

b. In 2nd person, interrog., or in a dependent
clause after beg or the like, expressing a request
(usually courteous ; with emphasis, impatient).
a 1300 Vex % WolfiSS in HazL. E. P.P. 1. 64 Thou hauest

ben ofte min i-fere, Woltou nou mi srift i-here? 01400
Pistill of Susan 135 Wolt bou, ladi, for loue, on vre lay
lerne? 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. vi. 42 Sir said Ector
vnto Arthur wall ye be my good and gracious lord when ye
are kyng? 1502 Greene Philomela To Rdr., I . . craue
that you will beare with this fault. 1599 Shaks. Hen. Vt

11. i. 47 Will you shogge off? 1605 [see Beg v. 2 dj, 1721
Ramsay Yng. Laird ,$ Eiiin. Kaiy 9 O Katy, wiltu gang
wi' me, And leave the dinsome Town a while? 1824 Scott
Si, Ronan's xxx, I desire you will found nothing 0:1 an
expression hastily used. 1878 Hardy Ret. Native v. iii,

O. O, 0...0, will you have done !

7. Expressing voluntary action, or conscious in-

tention directed to the doiag of what is expressed
by the principal verb (without temporal reference as

in 11, and without emphasis as in 10) : =* choose
to (Choose v. B. 3 a).

The proper word for this idea, which cannot be so precisely
expressed by any other.

971 Blickl. Horn. 23 Nu eft sceolan [we] oherne ebel
secan, swa wite, swa wuldor, swe we nu ^eearnian willab.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5937 Gas ban, sin yee wtl bider ga. c 1386
Chaucer Melib. Pro). 8 Why so? quod I, why wiltow lette

me Moore of my tale than another man? 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. 1. i. (1495) A iij b/2 [God] may do euery
thyng that he woll doo, but he wyll not do euery thyng that
he may doo. c 1430 Avow, Arih. xxxiii, Bothe my dethe
and my lyfe, Is inne the wille of thi wife, Quethur ho wulle
s'.ynte me of my strife. Or putte me to payne ! c 1470
Henry Wallace v. 124, I bott rahers as myautour will say.
1528 in Leadam Set. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II.

19 MuUo. .sayeth, .that your saved besechar shall, .pay
hym suche a Fync.as lie woll demaund at hys pleasure.

>578 Whetstone Promos fy Cass. iv. vii, Dalia, arte thou
gone? what wolt serue me soe? 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
N. T. Matt. ix. 25 When God will tell us we shall know.
1746 Francis tr. Horace, Ep. 1. L 42 You cannot hope for

Lynceus' piercing eyes : But will you then a strengthening
salve despise?

8. Expressing natural disposition to do something,
and hence habitual action : Has the habit, or * a

way ", of ing ; is addicted or accustomed to

ing; habitually does ; sometimes connoting
' may be expected to ' (cf. 15).
C893 Alfred Oros. v. vii. 230 Elpendes hyd wile drincan

wretan Tjelice&spyngedeb. 13.. Eufrosyne 424 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 179 Whom he loueb, he wol chastise.

c 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1633 Brode Roses and open
also Ben passed in a day or two, But knoppes will fresh
be Two dayes atte leest or thre. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xxii. 100 pai er rowgh and will clymbe in to treesse als
lightly as pai ware apes, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xxiv. 34
Women that wol goo to see lustinge. .and also wol go on
pilgrimage more for sportethan for deuocion. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon vii. 174, I have bounde this horse thus by
cause he wyll fyghte. c 15*0 Skelton Carl. Laurel 33
Humors superflue, that often wyll crepe Into the brayne.
'539 Bible (Great) Ecclus. xxi. 24 A foole will pepe in at the
window into the house, but he that is wel nourtured, wyll
stande without. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado II. iii. 206 The man
doth fear God, howsoeuer it seemes not in him, by some
large leasts hee will make. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
in. xv. 142 Crabs move sideling, Lobsters will swim swiftly
backward. 1780 Mirror No. 93 Of those trifles, the nature
will commonly mark the man. 1865 Ruskin Sesame ii. § 91
Men, by their nature, are prone to fight ; they will fight for

any cause, or for none. 1884 TirMs (weekly ed.) 26 Sept.
13/3 Should they make a good haul on Monday, they will
lounge away the rest of the week.

9. Expressing potentiality, capacity, or sufficiency

:

Can, may, is able to, is capable of ing; is

(large) enough or sufficient to.

f It will not be : it cannot be done or brought to pass ; it

is all in vain. So, t Will it not be ?

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. ii. (1868) 153 In spiritz Iuge-
ment is more clere and wil nat becorumped. CT430 Two
Cookery-bks. 31 Ley be quarterys v. or vj. in a dysshe, as it

wole come a.bowte. £1440 Generydes 6516 That ye speke
with hir that she may haue hir pece, And so to leve in rest
and it wilbe. c 1537 De Benese Measurynge Lande Cont.,
To knowe howe many foote of borde or stone wyll borde or
paue it. 1538 Elvot Diet., Trochum, a certayne stoole or
chaire, whiche wyll be tourned aboute. 2592 Shaks. Ven.
<y Ad. 607 But all in vaine, good Queene, it will not bee.
*59*— Rom.fy 7"£i v- v-ii| I must needs wake her: Madam,
Madam, Madam. ..Will it not be? 1690 Locke //«/«. Und,
in. i. § 1 Parrots., will be taught to make articulate Sounds.
1710 S. Palmer Proverbs 47 The Hazard of being Ridicu-
lous won't Ballance the Inclination to be talk'd on. 1728
E. S[mithJ Compleat Housew. (ed. 2) 98 When the Oven
is ready, pour in your Stuff... Half an hour will bake it.

J750-1848 [see Do v. 20J, 1790 Cowper Let. 21 Mar., My
periwig is arrived, ..my head will only go into the first half
of it. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) I. 597 The heart will

beat after removal from the body. 1866 R. Simpson Life
Campion ix. (1907) 273 [His] words, though they will bear,
yet do not warrant, such a translation.

10. As a strengthening of sense 7, expressing

determination, persistence, and the like (without

temporal reference as in 11). fa. Purposes to,

is determined to. Obs.
C1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xii. 155 Men sayen comynly,

that he whome god wyll haue kept, may not be peryshed.
1490 — Eneydos xv. 55 Iuno the goddesse, wyllynge accom-
flysshethe maryge of Eneas to dydo. 1539 Bible (Great)
sa. Ixvi. 6, I heare y« voyce of the Lorde, that wyll rewarde,
& recompence his enemyes.

b. emphatically. Is fully determined to ; insists

on or persists in ing ; sometimes with mixture
of sense 8. (In 1st pers. with implication of
futurity, as a strengthening of sense 11 a.) Also

fig*
= must inevitably, is sure to.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad vi. 498 Fate'ssuch ashrewish thing,
She will be mistris. 1633 Ford "Pis Pity v. iii, Vas. Dare
come? Gio. So I said, and tell him more, I will come. 1673
Drvden Marr. a la Mode 1. i. 5, I know not that; but
obey I wilt and must. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho
xxxi, If he will lock the door,, .and take away the key, how
am I to get out? 1803 Wordsw. 7'o the small Celandine
51 Buttercups, that will be seen, Whether we will see or no.
1817 T. L. Peacock Nighhnare Abbey xiii, There is a girl

concealed in this tower, and find her I will. 184s M.
Pattisqn Ess. (iSSg) I. 9 An impulse which will vent itself

in some form or other. 189a E. Reeves Homeward Bound
viii. 239, I have spent 6,ooo francs to come here.. and I will
See it

!

o. In phr. of ironical or critical force referring

to another's assertion or opinion. Now arch,

except in will have it (see Have v. B. 13 b).
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, it, iii. 58 This is a Riddling Mer-

chant for the nonce, He will be here, and yet he is not here.
1605 Verstecan Dec. Intel/, ii. 25 Some, not contented to
haue them [sc. the Saxons] a people of German race, wil
needs bring them from elswhere. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. in.

652 The Rosie-cross Philosophers,Whom you will have to be
but Sorcerers. 172SC11 a.vbersCj'c/.s.v. /rV«^, Some natural-
ists will have honey to be of a different quality, according
to the difference of the flowers, .the bees suck it from.

11. As auxiliary of the future tense with implica-

tion of intention or volition (thus distinguished

from Shall v. B. 8, where see note).

a. In 1st person: sometimes in slightly stronger

sense = intend to, mean to.

971 BltckL Horn. 191 Hwyder wilt Jm gangan? Min
Drihten, ic wille gangan to Rome, aiooo C&dmon's Genesis
1296 Ic wille mid flode folc xcwellan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
13 Ic eou wille 3euan we!a..ino}e. a\zz$Leg. Kath. 4S5
Ichulle fordon be wisdom of beos wise worldmen. c 1320
Sir Tristr. 140 Mi rede b taken ber tille, pat fare y wille
wib be. ? 1476 Paston Lett. III. 159, I wyll and shall at
all seasons be redy. 1539 Bible (Great) John xii. 28, I haue
both glorified it, and will glorify it agayne. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. v. iii. 2 To morrow will we be married. 1607 —
Cor. v. iii. 127 He run away Till I am bigger, but then He
fight. 1777 Clara Reeve Champion of Virtue 55 Never
fearit. . I will speak to Joseph about it. 1820 Keats Isabella
xxvi, Good bye ! I'll soon be back. 184a Tennyson Morte
a"Arthur 43 Yet I thy hest will all perform at full.

b. In 2nd and 3rd pers., in questions or indirect

statements.

971 [see a], a 1300 Cursor M. 5671 Wil bou sla me als

bou has slain pis endir dai be egypcian? 1450-80 tr. Seer.
Seer. xi. n That eche mane sc.that he dredith god, and
that he wolle governe him aftir goddis plesaunce. 1610
Shaks. Temp. iv. L 100 Her waspish headed sonne. .Swears
he will shoote no more. 1635 Shirley Lady Pleas, v. (1637)
14b, I know you..wonot ruine What you have built to
honour you. 1795 Burns Heron Election Ball. 1. i, Whom
will ye send to London town, To Parliament and a' that?
1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I.ii. 85. I will cure thee without giving
thee to drinkany potion.. .When King^ Voonan heard his
words, he.. said.., How wilt thou do this?

12. "With negative, expressing the contrary of
senses 6, 7, 10, 11: thus commonly s= refuse or

decline to ; emph. insist on or persist in not ing.

Aho fig. of a thing. (See also 9, 13.)
a xooo Caedmon's Gen. 2388 Ne wile Sarran soo" fcelyfan

wordum minum. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3728 |yf
bou for wrapbe wylt nat abyde. C1386 Chaucer lVife"s
Prol. 347, I wol nat wirche as muche as a gnat, c 1440
Partonope 900 Partanope wole no lenger byde. 1516 Tin-
dale John v. 40 And yett will ye nott come to me that ye
myght have lyfe. z6o6 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. v. ii. 234 Heere
is a rurall Fellow, That will not be deny'de your Highnesse
presence. 1670 Dryden 2nd Pt. Cong. Granada in. i, I

wonnot lift an arm in his defence. 1710 S. Palmer Proverbs
351 Love and Tenderness won't permit a Good Man always
to make a strict Computation. 174a Richardson Pamela
IL 290, I cannot, I wo'not sit down at Table with her.

1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art ii. § 90 All copies are bad;
because no painter who is worth a straw ever will copy.
1885 Stevenson in Contejnp. Rev. Apr. 557 Those blindest
of the blind who will not see. 1891 igth Cent. Dec 859
The Court cannot and will not stand..journalistic person-
alities about its members.

fb. Rendering L. noli) nolite as auxiliaries of
the negative imper. Obs.
a joooCardmon's Exod. 2C6 Ne willa3 eow andraedan deade

feSan. c 1000 Ags. /V.(Th.)cii[iJ. 2 Ne wylt bu oferseottul
aefre weorSan ealra goda. 138a Wyclif Ecclus. vii. 1 Wile
thou not don eueles. c 1400 26 Pot. Poems xxiv. 37, Y shal
saye to god..Wyl no3t dampne me fro blisse. 1450-1530
Myrr. Our Lodye 151 Wylleth not geue place to the fende.

13. In 1 st pers., expressing immediate intention: /
will a'lam now going to', ' I proceed at once to*.

With negative, used idiomatically with say or the
like : / will not « ' I do not venture so far as to \
ia. . Moral Ode 153 in O.E. Horn, L 169 Iwule nu comen

eft to be dome bat ich er owof sede. c iaso Gen. fy Ex. 277
* Min flijt,* he seide, ' ic wile up-taken.' C1300 Havelok 3
Herknet to me.. Of a tale bat ich you wife telle. C1386
Chaucer Prcl. 42 And at a knyght than wol I first bigynne.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. XL v. 167 That this conclusioun is
trewe, y wole proue thus. xs8a Allen MartyrdomCampion
(1908) 83 Sledd that Notorious varlet, and infamous Iudas
(I will not say wickid homicid). 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in.
i. 381. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. vi. § 38 lie onely adde
this short Story and then proceed. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11.

134, I will not call them Cheaters. 1719 De Foe Crusoe \.

(Globe) 122 In the Morning I had three very good, I will

not j,ay handsome, Pipkins. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxix, ' I will go in and pay my respects to your wife ', said
he. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 78 My host (whom I will
call Mr. Newman) observed [etc.]. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander •

At Bay iii, Very well; I will wish you good-evening.

b. In ist pers. pi., expressing a proposal: we
will (fwufe we) = 'let us'.

c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 3 Here cumeS ure king ; wule we
fare to^enes him. c 1420 Chron. Viiod. 3021 Sore bey

I

wepton & sayden, ' wollen go henne, For we se welle bat hit
is goddes owen wylle*. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. i. g

i

Peace : we'll heare him. 1610 — Temp. \. \\. 308 Come on,
Wee'll \isit Caliban. 1798 Coleridge Nightingale 4 Come,
we will rest on this old mossy bridge ! 1824 Scott St.
Ronan"s xii, We will forget Mistress JJods for the present,
if you please.

t c > fig* (m 3rc» pers.) of a thing : Is ready to,

is on the point of ing. Obs. rare.
a 1225 Alter, R. 254 A treou pet wule uallen, me underset

hit mid 0:1 otStr treou.

14. In 2nd and 3rd pers., as auxiliary expressing

mere futurity, forming (with pres. inf.) the future,

and (with pf. inf.) the future pf. tense: corre-

sponding to shall in the 1st pers. (see note s.v.

Shall v. B. 8).
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxiit. 20 [Ixxiv. 21] He wyle naman

binne neode herian. t.1000 jElfric Gram. xh. (Z.) 247
Loquuturus, se 2e wyle oooe sceal sprecan. C1375 Cursor
M. 12919 (Fairf.) Eot or he wille him ffully shaw, Bot 5et a
quile he wille a-bide. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv.

xxx. 80 No doute he wol be redy anon to the deth to kepe
the countre and defende it fro his enemyes. a 1425 Cursor
M. 12436 (Trin.), I diede men wol [other texts sal] j?is childe
forfare. 1459 Marc. Paston in /*. Lett. I. 438, I hope he
wyl be well demenyd to plese yow heraftyrward. 1529 in

Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 4, I.. have showed unto
hym my full myende therin, the which I double not he wull
declare unto your grace. 159a Ardeu of Fez'ershatn v. i.

145 Mosbie will be there, whose very looks Will add un-
wonted courage to my thought. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1.

ii. 86 If we shall stand still, In feare our motion will be
mock'd, or carp'd at. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 448
Time is lost, which never will renew. 1788 Cowper Let.
to y. Newton 9 Dec, They will probably return this day
fortnight. 1847 Tennyson Princess in. 12 Rest, rest, on
mother's breast, Father will come to thee soon. 1858 Lytton
{title) What will he do with it? 187a Morley Voltaire i. 12

His pigmy hope that life will one day become somewhat
better, 187a Hardy Under Greeniv. Tree ii. iii, The sooner
begun, the sooner over ; for come it wilL

b. As auxiliary of future substituted for (he

imper. in mild injunctions or requests.

1824 Scott St. Ronan"s xii, You will permit me to say
[etc.]. 1831 — Ct. Rob. vii, In your intercourse with their

chiefs, .. you will take care to give no offence to their

natural presumption. 1876 Ruskin St. Mark's Rest i. § 7
That they should use their own balances, weights, and
measures ; (not by any means false ones, you will please to

observe?.

15. As auxiliary of future expressing a contingent

event, or a result to be expected, in a supposed

case or under particular conditions (with the con-

dition expressed by a conditional, temporal, or

imper. clause, or otherwise implied).
c888 ^Elfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 3 £if bu sefre cymst..to

b«restowe, . .bonne wilt 3ucwe^an [etc.]. c 897

—

Gregory's

Past. C. xi. 71 £if hiere ne bio sona gestured, hio wile

weahsan mid ungemete. a 1240 Lofsong in O. E. Horn, I.

215 Vnwrih him bene wei bet is bi wilnunge, and he wule
hitforden. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 297 For, bow he fra be

bataill,..pen will he wed anobire wife, & wayfe me for euer.

6*1440 Pallad. on Husb. xu. 112 Yef hem this drynke,

anoon they wole be sounde. 1563 W. Fulke Meteors (1640)

50 b, If a darke cloud be at the sunne rising, in which the

Sunne soone after is hidde, .. rayne will followe. 1573
Ti'sser Husb. (1S7S) 109 Let Iuie be killed, else tree will be

spilled. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 3 Qu. I will not speake

with her. Hor. She is importunate, indeed distract, her

moode will needs be pittied. 1605 — Lear 111. vi. 85, I do

not like the fashion of your garments. You will say they

are Persian ; but let them bee chang'd. 1664 Marvcll's

Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 98, 1 think it wilbee very vnseemely
for you or them to endeavour the destruction of the others

charter. 1661 Morgan Spit. Gentry To Rdr. ba, The
reasonable will accept the will for the deed. 17x5 De Foe
Fam. Instruct. 1, i. (184:) 1. 10 Won't God be angry with me
if I should love him? 1738 Bolingbroke Patriot King
Introd., He who abandons or betrays his country, will

abandon or betray his friend. 178a Miss Blrney Cecilia x.

iv, If I am never happy till then, . . sad, indeed, will be my
life 1 1842 Browning Cn'stina viii, And then, come next life

quickly ! This world's use will have been ended. 1861

M. Pattison Ess. (18S9) I. 46 The lover of the Elizabethan

drama will readily recal many such allusions. 188a Bksant
All Sorts xxx, You'll be surprised when you find how easy

it is, and yet how you can't do it.

b. With pers. subject (usually 1st pers. sing.),

expressing a voluntary act or choice in a supposed

case, or a conditional promise or undertaking

:

e>p. in asseverations (e. g. I will die sooner than . .
.,

Ill be hanged if . . ., etc.).

1393 Langl, P. PI. C. xxi. 266 And 3ut ich, book, wol beo

brent, bote he arise to lyue. X596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. ii. 75

He hath neither Latine, French, nor Italian, and you will

come into the Court & sweare that I haue a poore pennie*

worth in the English. 1599 — Much Ado 1. i. 235 [That]

is the opinion that fire cannot meltout of me. I will die in

it at the stake. 1610— Temp. \. i. 49 He warrant him for

drowning. 1769 Johnson 26 Oct. in Boswell (1004) I- 399

111 take you five children from London, who shall cuff five

Highland children. 185a Thackeray Esmond 1. vi, I will

rather die than let you see this wardrobe. 1898 'H. S.

Merriman' Roden's Corner xiju 138 But I will be hanged
if I see what it all means, now.



WILL. 135 WILL.
C. Expressing a determinate or necessary con-

sequence (without the notion of futurity).

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 235 pe comoun cublte..
conteyneb but a foot and an half. .But a cubhe of gemetne
conteynep sixe comoun cubites, bat wfl be nyne foot long.
c 1425 Craft Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 15 Doubull 2. bat wel be
4.. .ban doubul 5. bat wel be 10.. .ben draw downe 1 to 4 &
bat woll be 5. 159a Hues Treat. Globes iv. x, That Starre
will set Heliacaly, 1709 J. Ward Yng. Math. Guide in. ii.

(1734) 293 Then ioyn the Points A and,/ with a Right-line,
and it will form the Angle requir'd. 183B De Morgan Ess.
Probab. 140 That the mean risk of error will, in the long run,
be $ of that error which is as often exceeded as not. 1887
Fowler Deductive Logic (ed. 9) 47 From what has been
said it will be seen that I do not agree with Mr. Mil!. Med.
If, in a syllogism, the middle term be not distributed in either
premiss, there will be no conclusion.

d. With the notion of futurity obscured or lost

:

= will prove or turn out to, will be found on
inquiry to ; may be supposed to, presumably does.

Hence (chiefly Sc. and north, dial.) in estimates of

amount, or in uncertain or approximate statements,

the future becoming equivalent to a present with
qualification : e.g. it will be . . . = 'I think it is..

,'

or 'it is about.. .'; what will that be? — 'what
do you think that is?'

c 1450 Cov. Myst.y Assumption 340, I am aferd there wylle
be sumthyng ainys. 1584 Hornby Frtory in Craven Gloss.

(1828), Where on 40 Acres there will be xiij.s. iv.d. per acre
yerely for rent. 1641 in Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage
Scot. (1876) I. Introd. 31 The kings haill tale vpoun the

bullioun will not be 3000 It by yeir. a 1791 Grosk Olio
(1792) 106, I believe he will be an Irishman. Ibid. 107
C. How far is it to Dumfries? W. It will be twenty miles.

1812 Brackenridge Views Louisiana (1814) 156 The agii-

culture of this territory will be very similar to that of
Kentucky. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiii, I think.. ye will be
the same lad that was for in to see her yestreen ? 1852
M. Arnold Tristram fy Iscult 1. 5 What lights will those
out to the northward be? 1859 Habits of Gd. Society v.

(new ed.) 219 An untravelled man is always at some dis-

advantage in good English society, where almost every one
but himself will have crossed the channel. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s. v. Biddels, This word we have only once heard,
and that will be twenty years ago.

% 16. Used where shall is now the normal auxili-

ary, chiefly in expressing mere futurity: since I7thc.

almost exclusively in Scottish, Irish, provincial, or

extra-British use (see Shall v. B. j f 8, 10).
c888^Elfred Boeth. x, Hwaet wille we ewe (San be binum

twam sunum? 14.. in Anglia XXVII. 287 Blyb will I be
For to worschip bat wight. 1464 Stonor Papers (Camden)
I. 67 Nothyng..attemptyng to the contrarie therof, as they
woll answereat theyr parell. 1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer (1577) Author's Ep. B iv, If the booke shall gener-
ally please, 1 wyll count him good. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
iv. i. 39 Perchance I will be there as sooneas you. a 1600
in Ramsay Ever.Green{ j-j6i) II. 224 Allace! that Day I'll

neir forzet. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 184, I will win for him
if I can : if not, He gaine nothing but my shame, and the
odde hits.

1733 W, Crawford Infidelity xiv. (1748) 107 Then we will

be pleased with the Exertments of his Authority, a 1774
Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. ii. 27 If I draw a cat-
ut or any other cord to a great length between my fingers,

will make it smaller than it was before. 1793 Burns Thou
hast left me ez'er, Jamie i, I maun see thee never, Jamie.
I'll see thee never ! i8aa Scott Let. 12 May (in Davey's
Catal. (1895) 30), I will be happy to contribute anything in
my power. 1825 — in Lockhart Ballantyne-humbug (i8;q)

19, I expect we will have some good singing. 1875 E. H.
Dbring Sherborne xxxix, 'Will I start, sir?' asked the
Irish groom. 1892GUNTER Miss Dividends ii, Perhaps you
are right,. .However, I will know all about it myself in a few
weeks. 1923 S. Kaye*Smith House ofA lard 1. § 21 But
I'll be all right, .if I go away.
*** Elliptical and quasi-elliptical uses.

17. In absol. use, or with ellipsis of obj. clause
ns in 2 : in meaning corresponding to senses 5-7.
Ifyou will is sometimes used parenthetically to qualify

a word or phrase : ' if you wish it to be so called ',
' if you

choose or prefer to call it so '.

tM Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 39 Nalias sua ic wille, ah
sua 5u wilt, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Al hit mei us rede and
to lare 5if we WDM X340 Ayenb. 101 Ich wile be zigge yef
bou wylt. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. ix. 44 Euer is bi soule
saaf Bote sif pi-self wolle. e 1400 Maundev. vii. [x]. (1919)
1. 52 Whan god alle myghty wole, right als the londes
weren lost[v so schulle bci ben wonnen. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. iii. 38 Ye must puruey yow for the nourissbyng
of your child. As thou wolt said thekyngbe it. 15x6 Pilgr.
Perf (W. de W. 1531)6 It neuer. .leueth vs except we wyll.
1586 A. Day Engl. Secretorie 1. (1625I 47 Let us consider if

you will in generall. 1595 Spenser Epithal. 252 Poure BOt
by cups, but by the belly full, Poure out to all that wull.
1696 WinsTON The. Earth iv. i. § 2. 218 Gravity, .depends
entirely on the constant and efficacious, and, if you will, the
supernatural and miraculous Influence of Almighty God.
1821 Scott Kenilxv. vS, The sober russet shall be donned
to-morrow, if you will. 1876 Ruskin St. Mark's Rest vii.

5 73 Very savage 1 monstrous 1 if you will. 1

b. In parenthetic phr. if God o//7/ (f also will
God, rarely God will), God willing-, if it be the
will of God, 'D.V.*
In OE. Code willigende (Will *».•) = L. Deo volente.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18462 And yee sal be, sua w'll iesu, Als

dumb o speche wit ilk man. t$..Ibid. 199 (Coll. ofArms MS.)
5if god wole benne shal I telle How he. .harrewede helle.

1438 in Fraser Lennox (1874) II. 67 Jhone Stewart,. .God
wylland, sail haft" to wyfF. . Margaret off Mongomry. c 1470
Henry Wallace ix. 179 For thar, God will, is our purpos to
be. 1520 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 234 At my comynge
thedyr God wyllvnge I shale cawse the sayd Hanggyns to
be made. 1544 St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 396 We sail tak
voyage, wilGod, with all diligence, a 1578 Lindesay (Pits-

I

8

cottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 5, I sail do bettir will god
ane vthir day. 1605 Erondelle Fr. Gard. H 5 b, I shall see
(God willing) how you will profit. 1716 Strype in Thoresby's
Lett. (1832) II. 368 Next week, God willing, I take my
journey to my Rectory in Sussex.

t c * fig' Demands, requires {absoU or ellift. use

of3c). 06s.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6979 Ich mot nede be milde, As
kunde of moder wole & blod, a^en my childe. 1362 Langl.
P. PL A. x. 128 Folk bat ben I-weddet, And libbep asheore
1awe wole. 1417 York Memorandum Bk. (Surtees) I. 184
To redresse it.. als ryght wyll for the profit of the kinges
poeple. c 1440 tr. Pal/ad. on Husb. 1. 13 Plesaunce and
fruyt the tilman forto bringe As seeson wol. a 1450 Myrc
Par. Pr. fi368) 714 Ober ban be lawe of be lond woll.

1511 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 345/1 That na seculare per-
sonis have intrometting withthaim utherwais than law will.

td. Phr. I will well'. I assent, (
I should think

so indeed'. Obs. (Cf. F.j'e veux bien.)
1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xvi. 59, I truste in god myn

eure is not suche but some of them may sore repente thys,
I wol wel said Arthur, for I see your dedes full actual.
Ibid. iv. xxi. 146 Yonder is a knyht.., lete vs put it bothe
vpon hym, and as be demeth so shall it be. I wylle wel said
the knyghr.

18. With ellipsis of a yd. of motion, arch.
BeOTuulfziB Icto sse wille. tiooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) c. 1

[ci. 2] Hw.xnne Jm me wylle to {quando venies ad mc\.
aizzs Ancr. R. 60 (MS. T.) Hund wile in at open dure,
her man him ne wernes. 13. . Gaw. <$- Gr. Knt. 2132 Bot I

wyl to be chapel. 13. . Cursor M. 20356 (B. M. Add. MS.)
Furst my lord was broujt to dede, . . And now my ladi wil
me fro ! c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. So Wher rydestow. . ?

Seyde this yeman wiltow fer to day? c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirwg. 163 If a canael bat brenneb. .be putt al in oile. .be
fier berof wole out. c 1430 How Good Wife taught Dau.
165 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 191 Borowed thinge wole home.
1532 Tindale Expos. Matt. v. (^1550) 16 Who so euer will
to heauen. c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health X vj b, Gcue ther
of to the woundyd partye asmuche therof. .as wil into an
egges shell. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. iii, 145 He in, He
in. x6io — Temp. in. i. 94 lie to my booke. 1647 TRArp
Comm. 2 Cor. xii. 20 They will on in sinne to their utter
mine. 1718 Entertainer No. 25. 167 Nothing will down
with these Zealots but a preaching Ministry. 182a Byron
Werner 1. i. (1823) 36 Sir, you will with me? 1825 Scott
Betrothed xxx, ' Thither will I then,' said the Constable.
1885-94 Bridges Eros <y Psyche Aug. xviii, I will to thee
o'er the stream afloat.

19. With ellipsis of active inf. to be supplied
from the context.
c888 Alfred Boeth. v. § 3 Cunna swa bu wille. C1175

Lamb. Horn. 77 [We] habbe5 ou iseio" twa uers and wule
nube bet bridde. c 1205 Lay. 3320 Lete we sum bis mochele
folc fare wher ha wulle5. a 1300 Cursor M. 4095 ' Fader',
he said, ' i will ful fayn, pi bod i aght noght to stand agayn.'
c 1400 Maundev. xx. [xxiv.] (1910) I. 145 Whoso bat. wole,
may leve me 3'if he wille. 1470-85 Malory Arthur \. xxiii.

70 Who is greued with my custome, lete hym amende hit

that wol. I wil amende it said Arthur. 1548-9 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Matrimony, Wilt thou haue thys woman to thy
wedded wyfe..? I will. 1599 T. Cutwqde Callha Poet.
(Roxb.) xhi, That which will, will bee. a 1633 Herbert
facula Prudentum Wks. (1857) 306 Marry your son when
you will; your daughter when you can. 1692 Dryden
Cleomencs ill. iii, Crat... Think not onus. Cleom. I wonnot.
1818 Keats Isabella v, I may not speak. And yet I will,

and tell my love all plain. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam
Excurs., 'Will you go on deck?' 'No, I will not.' This
was said with a most determined air, 1853 — Bleak Ho. Hi,

I can't believe it. It's not that I don't or I won't. I can't I

1866 Ruskin Let. 10 May, I hope it may do you some good,
as it won't me. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. (1890) 241/2
And so mid varied talk the day went by, As such days will,

not quite unhappily. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's
Fate vi, ' Do you know that all the people in the house will

think it very shocking of me to walk with you? '..'The
deuce they will 1'

b. "With generalized ellipsis, esp. in proverbial

saying (now usually as in quot. 1562, with will
for would).
ii.. Lat. ff Eng. Prov. (MS. Douce 52, If. 31), Who so

wylle not when he may he shall not when he wylle. 1560
Becon New Cateck. vi. Wks. 1564 I. 495 Therfore ought
suche as be godly learned to trauaile with heretikes & to
conuince them, not with fire & fagot, with swerde & halter,

or with lawe will I. 156a J. Heywood/V<?7'. <$ Epigr. (1867)
130 He that will not when he may, When he would he shall
haue nay. 1639 J. Clarke Darwin. 237 He that may and
will not, when he would he shall not. 1736 A. Hill Zara
Epil., A Woman Will, or Won't—depend on 't.

c. With so or that substituted for the omitted
inf. phr. : now usually placed at the beginning of
the sentence.
c 1430 Chev. Assigne 260 'A, boy,' quod she, 'wylt bou so,

bou shalt sone myskarye.' 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Cate-
chism, Question. Doest thou not thinke that thou art bound
to beleue, and to doe as they haue promised for thee?
Aunswere. Yes verely. And by Gods helpe so I will. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr.i. ii.215 Hot. I promist we would, .beare
bis charge of wooing.. .Gremio. And so we wil. 1607 [see
So B. 2 b]. 1900 [see That dem, pron. a bt

d. Idiomatically used in a qualifying phr. with
relative, equivalent to a phr. with indef. relative in
•ever; often with a thing as subj., becoming a mere
synonym of may : e.g. shout as loud as you will =
* however loud you (choose to) shout * ; come what
will * * whatever may come * ; be that as it will «
1 however that may be \
1439 Cases bef King's C*>K«T7(Selden) 105 Complaine as

yo woley defie thi manasing. 1591 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1.

v. 38 'Lis since the Nuptiall of Lucentio, Come Pentycost
as quickelyas it will, Some fiue and twenty ye.ires. 1596— / Hen. IV, 1. ii. 162 Well, come what will, lie tarry at

home. 160s — Ham. v. ii. 10. 1633 Earl Mancm. At

Mondo (1636) 1S6 Let his condition here civilly bee what it

will, it will not content him. 1732 Pope Mar. Ess. m. 153
The ruling Passion, be it what it will, The ruling Passion
conquers Reason still. 1827 Scott Two Drovers i, The
drovers usuallysleep along with their cattle, let the weather
be what it will, i860 Klskin Unto this Last iv. § 61
Think what you will of it, ..the value of the thing itself is

neither greater nor less.

f20. With ellipsis of pass. inf. Obs. rare.

axri\ Goldsm. Sun'. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 145 The
air's force is compounded of its swiftness and density, and
as these are encreased, so will the force of the wind.

21. In const, where the ellipsis may be either of

an obj. clause (as in if) or of an inf. (as in 19}.

a. In a disjunctive qualifying clause or phr. (usually

parenthetic), as whether he will or no, will he or

not, f(with pron. omitted) will or no, (with or
omitted) will he will he not, will he nill he (see

VI. below and Willy-nilly), etc.

In quot. 1592 vaguely = ' one way or another ', 'in any case '.

a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 101 He schal
slepe alsone, wille he wil he no^t. 1568 Hacket tr. Thcvci's
Newfound World xiv. 21 b, They tloote aboue water, will

they or not, and by this meanes they ate taken. 1581 A.
Hall Iliad 1. 12 They Biyseis fetche away, whether she wil

or no Out of my Tent. 1592 Breton C'tcss Pembroke's
Love\\:

\:s, (Grosart) I. 21/1 Fortune? sheeskornde: friendes?
who durst be a foe? Seruants! a worlde would serue her
will or no.

II. The past tense would with temporal function.
* With simple obj. or obj. clause : corresponding

to the pres. tense in I.*

t 22. (with simple obj.) Desired, wished for;

sometimes implying or passing into the sense
' intended

'
; with negative, often implying * re-

fused ': cf. 1, 1 b, 1 c. Obs.
cgoo tr. Barda's Hist. m. viii, [Heo] cw£e5. . ba=t heo ba hy

fru^ne, hwast heo sohten o3i)e bwa;t heo \>id€t wolden.
c 1000 /Elfiuc Saints'1 Lives xx. 13 Se ealdor-man £ewat ba
?ahit woldegod. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3620 DU folc. .OfTreden
bims'iluer and golde, Ai.doSer metal swile he wolde. a 1300
Cursor M. 16 Wit sarazins wald bai na saght. c 1380 Ante,
crist in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif (1851J p. exxvi, Crist
forsoke worldly glorie., .Crist wold not worldly lordschip.
c 1450 Merlin xiii. 152 Thei seide thei wolde the londe. .for

her oncle. 1470-85 Malokv Arthur iv. xv. 138 He. .asked
yf she wold any thing vnio kynge Arthur. 1523 Ld. Ber-
bers Froiss. I. viii. 3/2 He wolde nothyng to ber but all

loue and good faith. 1629 Gaui.e Pract. Theories Christ
158 God and the Iewes, both would the Passion and Death
of Christ. 1643 [Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor iS When we
would no Taidon they laboured to punish us. 1692 Wash-
ington tr. Milton's Dtf. People xii. 238 To perform, not what
he himself would, but what the People, .requir'd of him.

23. (with obj. cl., or ace and inf. : cf. 2, 3.)

Desired, wished ; often implying ' intended '; deter-

mined, ordained
; fig. demanded, required (that

something should be done). Obs. or rare arch.
<:888 Alfred Boeth. iv, Hwy bu la Drihten aefre woldest

ba;t seo wyrd swa hwyrfan sceolde? ^897 — Gregory's
Past. C. xvi. 101 Hu he wolde 3aet mon him miltsode. 1154
0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1132 pa uuolde he 3at bis nefe
sculde ben abbot, c 1200 Ormin 7708, & tatt te Laferrd
Jesu Crist ba wollde bau hiss moderr Swa shollde to be
kirrke gan. a 1300 Cursor M. 1590 Wald he noght it war
sua fordon. Ibid. 11212 Maria barn ber in cha^tite, Sin
godd wald bat it sua suld be. Ibid. 13701 pair lagh wald
man suld hir stan. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 107 Crist
axide him, what he wolde bat Crist did to him. 1430-31
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 370/2 He wolde and bequath be the
said Testament, yat [etc.], c 1489CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
xii. 301 Ye shall see that Rowlande wold he had not gon
there. X513 Douglas AEneis vm. vi. 26 He. .wald also this

regiouneuery steid War callit Latium. 1535 Coverdale
/ Mace. iv. 27 Because Israel had not gotten soch mysfortune
as he wolde they shulde. 1542 L'dall Erasm. A/oph. 327
He would his richesse to bee a cloke of goodnesse. 1600
Shaks. A. Y. L. in. ii. 161 Heauen would that shee these
gifts should haue. 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 263 He
would that Captain Credence should join himself with
them. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius 68 Because I would not
one of thine own doves, Not ev'n a rose, were offer'd to thee.

f 24. trans/, (cf. 4.) Maintained, ' wanted to

make out \ Obs.
a 1500 Bernard, de cura reifam., etc. 25/82 He walde bat
A waiter, or a well, hayd wecht it away. 1545 Wriotheslev
Chron. (Camden) I. 152 Kayninge and counterfeyting a
miracle that be woulde bad done whilest he was at masse.
1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vii. 5, 1 vnderstuid tbair sen-
tence quhat thay wald.
** With dependent infinitive (as in I.**).

25. (Cf. 5.) Wished to; often with implication
1 intended to \ Obs. or arch, except in dependence
on a principal vb. in past time.
c888 /Elfred Boeth. vii. § 3 Wast bu hu ic ^ewand ymb

Croeses..ba ba hine Cirus..jefangen hatfde, & hine for.

bfernan wolde? 900-30 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 755,

Ymb .xxxi. wintra baes be he rice hiefde, he wolde adnefan

anne Eebeling se was Cyneheard haten. Ibid. 877 Swa fela

swa he habban wolde. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 29 Da
cwseb he to bam haelende, & wolde hine sylfne seriht-

wisian. 01154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 113a, He
uuolde underbeden Sat mynstre to Clunie. a 1300 Havelok

354 Deth him tok ban he best wolde Liuen. c 1386 Chaucer
Friar's T. 80 (Petw.) Feynyng a cause for he wold haue

a bribe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur u. ii. 77 Hc.sawe this

aduenturc.and wolde assaye it as other knyghtes dyd.

1526 Tindale John xvi. 19 Jesus perceaved that they wolde

axe hym. 15.. Christ's Kirk 26 in Bannatyne MS. (Hun-
ter. Club) 283 Scho of lufe wes sillie ;..Scho wald haif bot

sweit Willie. 1611 Bible Trans]. Pref. Pi Certaine, which
would be counted pillars of the State. 1697 Dampier Voy.

1. 302 To assist us in getting as many dry Coco-nuts as we



WILL. 136 WILL.
would have. 1705 De Foe True Relation in Early Wks.
{1880) 443 Mrs. Bargrave asked her whether she would
drink some tea. 2808 Scott Mann. iv. i, Till one, who
would seem wisest, cried, 'What else but evil could betide. .?'

1810 Crabbe Borough xiv. io3 He now would build—and
lofty seat he built. 1871 G. Macdoxald Sarin, cone. Jesus
xvi. n Thou of the truth not less than all wouldst make.
1876 Marchioness Dcfferin Canad. Jrttl. (1891) 291 They
asked us if we would have tea, and as we 'would', ihey
took us into an adjoining room.

fb. in direct statement: Was about to. rare.

«950 Guihlac v. (Prose) 135/270 £>a hit ba on mergen
da^ian wolde [imminente aurora], c 1450 Merlin 463 As
the queene hem saugh she wiste well she was be-traied, and
wolde crye as she that was sore affraied, and thei seide[etc.].

26. (Cf. 6, 7.) Was (were) willing to, consented

to; f deigned to; chose to; falso in weakened
sense (nearly = did). Now only in dependence on
a principal vb. in past time.
r 888 Alfred Boeth. iii. § 4 Sint bis nu ba god. .be bu..

;;ehete bam monnum be be heorsumian woldan ? a 1300
Cursor M, 6233 Qui wald [Gott. wild, Trin. woldesj pou
ledd vs o bat land? 13.. Bonaventura's Medit. 25 Of a
inayden he wulde be bore, e 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref.

1 In bat land he wald lede his lyf and suffer hard passion,

c 1450 Merlin 1. 2 For to saue man he wolde come down in

to erthe to be born of a woman. 1574 in Maitl.Club Misc.
I. 99 Thair wes tyme and place grantit, to all that wald
appone thame thairto. 1611 Bp. Hall httprese of God i,

Wks. (1625) 444 In the Creation hee could haue made all at
once, but hee would take dayes for it. a 1629 Hinde J. Bruen
xlvii. (1641) 149 He shewed himselfe to be of that extra-

ordinary strength, that if he would fold his hands together,

no man could pull them asunder. 1680 Otway Orphan ill.

iv, Why would you delay so long to give it? 1753CHALLONER
Cath. Chr. Instr. 1S3 St. Francis would have his Religious
for Humility called Friars Minors. 1884 Walford Baby's
Grandni. xii, I said you would be all right in a few days if

you would only hold on.

b. (Cf. 6 b.) In a dependent clause after an
expression of request, command, or the like, where
the principal vb. is in past time. Now rare.

a 1325 MS. Raivt, B. 520 If. 54 b, [They] habbez bi sou^t

us that we hit \sc. the maletolt] wolden relesscn. 1526
Tindale Acts ix. 33 They sent vnto hym, desyrynge him
that he wolde not be gieued to come vmo them. 1535
Coverdale/ Esdras ix. 40 They spake vnto Eszdras . .y*
he wolde brynge V* lawe of Moses. 1745 A. Butler Lives
Saints, St. Jane Frances de CHantal

%
1 1 was her . . prayer .

.

that he would conduct her to a truly holy spiritual guide.

1813 SouthBY Kelson I. ii. 84 He requested the admiralty
that they would not leave him to ru^t in indolence. 1855
Macau lay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 532 She. .faltered out her
commands that he would sit down.

27. (Cf. S.) Was (were) accustomed to ; used to.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxv. § 7 Wildu dior (5asr woldon to

irnan & stondan swilce hi tamu wasren. c 1000 w^Elfric
Saints' Lives xxvi. 114 He wolde after tihtsange oftost hine
~ebiddan. c 1290 Beket 26 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 107 Ofte-sibe
heo wolde speke with him. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VIII, 33 Sche wolde selden come at cherche. 1470-85
Malory Arthur ix. xxxvii. 399 Euery day syr Paloinydes
wold repreue sir Tristram of old hate betwixe them. 1573
L. Lloyd Marrow 0/Hist. (1653) 40 The Athenians at any
victory, would crown the Conqueror with a Garland made
of Oken leaves. 1587 TJndekdowne tr. Heliodorus vn.

(1895) 184 So lay shee all that night, .sometime would she
rise up :. .sometime would shee cast her cloathes almoste all

from her. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 210 They would also

ruffle with lurors. 1750 Gray Elegy 103 There at the foot

of yonder nodding beech.. His listless length at noontide
would he stretch. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. in. xvii, He
never counted him a man, Would strike below the knee.

2848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxi, The girls would ask her.

.

for a little music, and she would sing her three songs. 1915
Win. Holt Beacon for Blind xxx. 307 He would often
return home exhausted from his work, and when Mrs. Faw-
cett read to him he would frequently fall fast asleep.

28. (Cf. 9.) Was capable of ing; could.
Usually in a relative clause.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 631 Ther nas..Ne oynement that
wolde dense and byte That hym myghte helpen. a 1440 Sir
Eglam. 491 Ther was no knyfe that wolde hym byte, So
harde of hyde was hee. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xiv.

138 Thenne he loked for the scaubard, but it wold not be
founde. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. x. II. 542 As often, he
had wiped out that which was done, and all to see if he could
hit upon it : but it would not be, for yet it was not to his

fansie. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1. 351 With Basket-hilt, that
wou'd hold broth, And serve for Fight, and Dinner both.

29. (Cf. 10 b.) Was determined to ; insisted on
or persisted in ing.

1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officers^. Ded., Be it known
..that it was my Act and Deed, or rather Mr. Durfey's ; for

he wou'd play his Third Night against the First of mine.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxv, The signor was
cruel enough, but he would be obeyed. 1835 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Parish ii, Then he took to breeding silkworms, which
he would bring in. .to show the old lady. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 20 May 5/2 The fussiness of Thiers, who would
have a finger in every pie that was being made.

30. (Cf. 11, 13.) In indirect reports, usually in

3rd pers., of past utterances, etc. in the 1st pers.

(now) implying intention.

971 Blickl. Horn. 183 Ic w«es heafde becorfen, & nu on
byssum briddan da^^e aras, swa ic ^r beforan be sa?£de &
gehebt baet ic don wolde. enoo O, E. Chron. (MS. D.)
an. 1066 HI. .sworon a5as, bat hi a;fre woldon fry3 &. freond-

scype into bisan lande haldan. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 45
He sikurede hem alle, J'at be wolde fare wib his folk in a
faire wise, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 2060 He. .made a vowe to

Mahounde of myght, He wolde that Cite wynne. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon lxxxviii. 278 He commaundyd them to

assamble as myche people as they coude, by cause he sayde
that he wolde goo to his vncle themperour of Almayne.
1639 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 69 Thay all answered me

that they wold keepe the castell. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n.
(Globe) 497 He would go, he said. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. i,

Was it some vain.. man—he would not say haberdasher

—

who
#

[etc.]. 1871 M. Collins Mary. <$- Merch. xxxiii,
Adrian. .resolvedthat they would havea jolly rough honey,
moon, .with everything simple and rustical. 1908 R.Bagot
A. Cutkbert xxvi. 339 Anthony suggested to her that she
and his sister should slip away unobserved. He himself
would remain half-an-hour longer, and would then follow
their example.

31. (Cf. 12.) With negative, commonly denoting
refusal.

c 1*50 Gen. <r Ex, 969 And sarrai wuldet no3t Solen Dat
agar wore 3us to-bolen. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6193,
I thrested, and of drynk had nede, And yhe wald na drynk
me bede. c :42a ?Lydg, Assembly 0/ Gods 941 Vertu wold
pat tary, _but hyghyd hym thydyr blyue. 15*6 Tindale
Lukex\-\\\. 13 The publican stode afarre of, and wolde not
lifte vp his eyes to heven. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 267
This damn'd Witch Sycorax. .was banish'd: for one thing
she did They wold not take her life, c 1720 De Foe Mem,
Cavalier (1S40) 369 He would not stir. 1802 Wordsw.
Alice Fell 53 She wept, nor would be pacified. 1880 Tenny-
son De/. Lucknow vi. 12 Cholera, scurvy, and fever, the
wound that -would not be heal'd. 1918 Times Lit. Suppl.
21 Mar., Editors and publishers, .would have none of it.

32. (Cf. 14, 15.) Forming (with pres. inf.) the
auxiliary of the 'anterior future ' or 'future in the
past', and (with pf. in£) of the 'anterior future

perfect ?
, in the 2nd and 3rd pers. ; cf. Shall v. B.

14 b, e. a. in dependent clause (or virtual reported
speech or thought).
C893 Alfred Oros. m. ix. 128 pa Darius geseah baet he

oferwurmen beon wolde, ba wolde he hiene selfne on ?aem
?;efeohte forspiilan. cizoo Ormin 683 patt se^de he.,
forrbi batt ta w;iSS cumenn time patt Dnhhtin wollde lesenn
ut hiss folic off deofless walde. JJ97 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

70S7 |>is child wax so wel & beu as iseie freinde & sibbe
"at he wolde be a noble mon. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xx. vii. 809, I. .told my bretheren. .afore hand what wold
falle in the ende. 1496 Acta Dom. Cone. II. 10 Chargeing
thame to do justice to baith the saidis partiis as thai wald
ansuer to God. 158a Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 3
This he protested to be true, as he would answer before
God. 1586 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1920) Jan. 113 The lorde
chauncellor aunswered that diverse of the Iordes had byn
and woulde be.. suitors unto her maiestie. 1663 \nE.xtr.
St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. 11. (1911) 183 Saying ..that
the time would come he should be found as good a subiect
as myselfe. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxv, The
planet . .was not yet risen ; but. .she kept her eyes fixed on
that part of the hemisphere where it would rise. 1841
Macaulay Ess., L. Hunt (1853) HI. 38 He promised.. to
furnish them with a play every year, if his health would
permit. 187a Morley Voltaire i. 2 It disclosed to them a
gracious . . being, who would one day redress all wrongs. 1918
Cornh. Mag. June 569 The Elizabethan's chief concern was

' that the present would soon merge in the past and be gone.

b. (Cf. 15 d.) without notion of futurity : Pro-

I

bably or presumably did.

1857 Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte I. iv. 79* Of the two younger
!

ones.. I have very slight recollections, save that one. .was
i quite the pet nursling of the school.' This last would be
! Emily. 1906 R. H. Uesson Richard Raynal v. 91 It would

be about half an hour before the King's dinner.time. .that
Master Richard came again to the hall. 1909 E. H. Burton
Life Bp. Challoner I. ii. i2The last of the Douay martyrs.

.

had suffered but one year previously. Some of the priests

living at Douay would have known this martyr personally.

II o3. (Cf. 16.) Used where should is now the

normal auxiliary.

1760-7* H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 90 The
captain fearing that I would die of grief. 1870 Dasent
Annals xiv, Of course my Aunt did not expect that I would
he plucked in any examination. 1901 Empire Rev. I. 380,
I., rejoiced in the fact that to get there I would have to

travel to New York.

34. *** Elliptical and quasi-elliptical uses as in

I.***, 17—21. Now rare or Obs. except with ellipsis

of active inf. to be supplied from the context, or

in disjunctive qualifying clauses (e. g. whether he

would or no).

t In qtiot. c 1400 (Beryn) wold nat — was of no avail.

C897 ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. iii. 35 & 5a he him from
wolde, 3a jefeng he hine. 971 Blickl. Horn. 79 [Hi] b^t
land xesetton swa hie sylfe woldon. C1205 Lay. 18815 Wi
naldest bu me suggen purh nanes cunnes binge bat bu
wildest to ban kinge? c 1*90 S.Eng. Leg. I. 273/70 3wane
any man wolde ouer bat watur. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x.

127 Al was as bow wolde [v. r. woldest] lorde, yworschiped
be bow. C1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 952 Dido, Hc.saylyth
forth al his cumpaynye Toward ytayle as wolde his desten.

c 1400 Beryn 1082 Ffawnus saw it wold nat. c 1400 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton) 11. Ix. (1859) 57, I was nought but abyl for

to suffre, whether I wold or no. 1431 Munim. de Melros
(Bann.) 522 pe qwilk brefe of Inqueste as law wald I gert
procede. C1450 Merlin 204 Thei..wente to the courte euen
and morowe whan thei wolden. 1530 Tindale Pract. Pre-
lates H ij, After that the Emperoure wolde in to Spayne.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 28 Ansehne might not. .correct his
clergie but as the king would. 1593 Drayton Eel, viii,

Would she ought or would she nought, This lad would
neuer from her thought. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)

174 Would hc
2
would he not, they made choice for him them-

selues. 16. . in Percy Reliq., Baffled Knight xiv, He that
wold not when he might, He shall not when he wold-a.
1634 CV'//. y. Smith's Virginia 111. vi. (Arb.) II. 432 They
cryed to vs to doe no more, all should be as we would. 1719
De Foe Crusoe n. (Globe) 497 The Captain told me, he
would go and help his Men, let what would come. Ibid.

555 He told me he would do just as I would. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxxv, Look where you would, some exquisite form
glided gracefully through the throng. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 102 It was determined that the elector

should have a chapel in the city whether he would or not.

1867 Morris Jason v. 47 When on the mom they would
away. 1882 * Leslie Keith' Alasnam's Lady xxvii, I

wanted Mr. Mey«rs to come with us, but he wouldn't. 1920
Discovery Nov. 331/1 The bulbs were then sealed up again
and set aside to ferment if they would.

III. The past tense would with modal function.
* With simple obj. (or equivalent), or obj. clause.

f 35. trans, with simple obj. (also intr, with

well or /"//and dat. of person), as a qualification,

becoming a virtual equivalent, of the present tense

will in I, lb: Could or might desire; 'should

like'; desire, wish for, 'want' (sometimes imply-

ing ( intend '). Cf. 40. Obs. or rare arch.

1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xix.65 What wold ye with the
best? C1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 356, 1 am
in certayne y* he would you more honour than ony persone
lyuynge. X533 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 408/1 Wherin
euery mannes eares that woulde hym well, glowe for very
shame. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 174 What would these

strangers ? 1596 — Merch. V. 1. iii. 66 Is he yet possest

How much ye would? Shy. I, I, three thousand ducats.

1599 A. Hume Hymnes ii. 70 What sa the fantasie wald.

1611 Bible Josh. xv. 18 Caleb said vnto her, What wouldest

thou? 1820 Byron Mar. Fal. 11. i, Doge. Come hither,

child, I would a word with you. 1822 — Werner \.\. (1823)

35 But, in a word, what would you with me?
36. Similarly with const, as in 2 : viz. with obj.

clause, with vb. in past subj. {arch, except in would
rather or sooner mm 'should prefer'), + rarely in

pres. subj., or with ace. and inf. Hence {arch.)

with ellipsis of 1st pers. pron. as an expression of

longing = ' I wish ', * O that
'

; also, by confusion

with 37, in the form (/) would to God {or heaven).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 Sum is so wel ilered,..bet heo wolde
bet he wuste hit. c 13*5 in E. E,P. (1862) 133 But in heore

hertes .i. wolde bei hade .. Hou sone bat god hem may
degrade, c 1400 Rule St. Bene: (prose) 8 Do til na man hot

als tu walde man did to be. c 1400 Destr. Troy 472, I wold
yonder worthy weddit me hadde. 1440 [see Rather adv. 9].

c 1449 Pecock Repr, 1. xiv. 73 Wherfore it myjte seme that

God wolde not him to beoure reulein deedis of oure seruice

to God. c 1485 Digly Myst. in. 522 So wold to god 3e wold
my loue fele. a 1529 Skelton Bowge 0/ Courte 481 And 50

1 wolde it were, so God mespede. C1530 Redforde IVyt ty

Sei. (1848)6 My hed akth sore, I wold wee returne. 1539
Bible (Great) Exod. xvi. 3 Wolde to God [1535 Coverdale,
Wolde God] we had dyed by the hand of the Lorde in the

lande of Egypt. 1590 Shaks. Midi, N, v. i. 255, I am
wearie of this Moone ; would he would change. 1595 —
John 111. iv. 48, I am not mad, I would to heauen I were.

x597 J- Payne Royal Exch. 33 Wch I would you ever to

remember. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. To Rdr. A 4 b,

I would thou hadst some Sugar Candyed, to sweeten thy

Mouth. 1675 [see Rather adv. gc]. 1777 Miss M.
Townshend in Jesse Seiwyn fy Content^. (1844) III. 260

This news I picked up at Bet's door. Would to God that

we had peace ! 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 11. i, At
a sad hour the sailor hath return'd; Would be were yet at

sea 1 1831 Scorr Ct. Rob. xix, I would to God I had more.

1865 Whittier Kallundborg Church 48 Would I might die

now in thy stead I 1882 Tennyson Charge of the Heavy
Brigade Epil. 10-n, I would that wars should cease, I would
the globe from end to end Might sow and reap in peace.

37. Used optatively in the phr. would Cod (also

•fCod would, f Christ would) = * O that God
would', ' O that it were God's will *, as an expres-

sion of earnest desire or longing. Obs* or rare arch,

Ic 1375 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 125/1 Wolde god
ded y wore ! c 1385 Chaucer L. G, IV. 1726 Lucretia, God
wolde the wal were falle adoun 1 c 1450 Capgrave Life St.

Aug.xxix, Wold God ^e wereswechas I fynde hem. ?i5..

Love Songe in Ritson Ancie.it Songs (1792) 115 Chryst
wolt the ffuger of hur swete face Were pyctored wher euer

I be. 1529 Rastell Pastyme A iv, Wold good it were
so vsyd at this day. 1535 Wolde God [see 36, quot. 1539].

li6oo Hymn, ' HJerusalem my happie home" xi, Ah my
sweete home Hierusaleme Would god I were in thee.

f 38. fig. as a qualification or equivalent of 3 c.

C1460 Towneley Myst, xxvi. 9 And sesse your cry till I haue
told What that my worship wold, c 1460 Sir R. Mas La Belle

Dame 272 Yet reson wolde it were in remembraunce.

f39. trans/, as a qualification or equivalent of 4.

I5S9 i' 1 Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. App. xi. 34 The fantas-

ticall opynion, that woulde every man should be saved by
his own faithe.

** With dependent infinitive (as in I.** and II.**).

As with shonldt the notion of past time is usually expressed

by the pf. inf.: see note s. v. Shall v. B. II.***

40. The past subj. used with potential or con-

ditional force as a softening of the pres. ind. in

sense 5, and hence virtually equivalent to it:

Could or should wish to ; should like to ; wish,

desire, or 'want* to (sometimes implying 'intend').

arch, or dial. exc. in would have (with obj. and

inf. or compl.) = ' should like, wish (a person or

thing) to be or to do something* : see Have^. lSb.
The notion of desire (in later use often passing into that of

consent or willingness) is often emphasized byfain, gladly,

willingly, or the like. The use then becomes scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the strictly conditional use in 41.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xx, Midhumicelan feo woldest bu ba

habban ?;eboht? Ibid. xl. § 7 Ic wolde acsian hwseoer we
a;ni?;ne freodom haebben..hwaet we don. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 580 & bou wost now vorsake Mi dorter bat ssolde

be bi wif. a 1300 Cursor M. 4227, I wald sine in-til helle

depe Wit mi sun bar for to wepe. Ibid. 24560 pai wald ha
berld him ful fain, Bot i him held wit al mt main. 13.. E.E.
Allit. P. A. 772 Quat-kyn byrig may be bat lambe pat be

wolde wedde vnto hys vyf? 13.. Gosp. Kicodemus (AJ292
Be what skille walde ba i haue hym dede? ^1350 Will.

Palerne 1851 pe werwolf.. went to him euene, Wib a rude
roring, as he him rende wold, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 97



WILL.

5et vald I, & I mycht. Na var eld& fait of sycht, Of J>e twelf

appostolis spek now. Ibid. \\. {Paulus) 164 }>e folk of
rowme .. wald have brokyn his palace done. C1400 Brut
lxxx. 82 J>e Britons wolde haue slayne be messagers, but
Arthure wolde nou3t soffre hit. c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of
Cods 1953 For feere I lookyd as blak as a coole, I wold haue
cropyn in a mouse hoole. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. cvii. 30
And so he bryngeth them vnto the hauen where they wolde
be [1611 theirdesired hauen], 1550 Crowley Last Trumpet
765 Thus haue I tolde the, as 1 woulde He tolde, if I were
in thy place, 1579-80 Harvey Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 76,

1 would gladly be acquainted with M. Drants Prosodye.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 111. i. 80 What would your Grace
haue me to do in this? 1599— Much Ado 11. iii. 6, I know
that, but I would haue thee hence, and heere againe. 168a
Dryden Medal Ep. Whigs, If you were the Patriots you
would seem, you would not at this rate incense the Multi-
tude to assume it. 17*7 Pope, etc. Art 0/Sinking 120 Be
sure they are qualities, which your patron would be thought
to have. 174a in Johnson's Debates (1787) II. 162 What is

to be understood by this last sentence, I would willingly be
informed. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. III. xii. 77 note,

I would not,. be thought to share Mr. St. John's extreme
scepticism. 1895 Bookman Oct. 17/2 The Due d'Aumale's
great work, 'L'Histoire des Princes de Conde* ', for which
some of us would gladly give all the novels ever written.

1896 Housman Skropth. Ladlv'i, Far I hear the bugle blow
To call me where I would not go. 1905 A then&um n Feb.
172/3 Second-rate ' romantism ', as Mr. Marion Crawford
would have us call it.

P with omission of have in pf. inf.

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 146 First of all, .. Come dame
Beautee, rycht as scho wald me schent. 1560 Roli.and
Seven Sages 93 }e say he wald deforcit }our Dame. 1654
Gatakkr Disc. Apot. 38 Sir R. Owen would gladlie had me
seated in Shropshire.

b. In lighter shades of meaning: Am (is, are)

disposed or inclined to; often (in 1st pers. sing.)

in hesitating or deferential statement = c wish to

... if I may '. (Cf. 13.) Would say = ' intend to

say, mean \ Would have = Ms inclined to believe

or assert (something to be so-and-so) *: cf. 10 c.

C1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 106 Of your grete goodnesse,
by your leve, I wolde prey yow that ye nat yow greve.
1467 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 96, I wold pray yow. .that
ye woll se my pore howse for yowr logyng. a 1547 Surrey
sEneis n. 654 Percase you would ask what was Priam's
fate? 1564 Harding Answ. Jewel 215 What you would
saye M. Iuell, I wote not, what you saye, well I wote. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Love-unknown 52 When I thought to
sleep out all these faults.. I found that some had stufTd the
bed with thoughts, I would say thorns. 1709 T. Robinson
Vind. Mosaick Syst. ig Dr. H. M. would have Light to he
the Platonick Anima Mnudi. 1779 Mirror No. 3 ? 7, I

would, nevertheless, humbly propose to the ladies, to be good-
humoured. 1800 Wordsw. Hart-l.eap Well 1. 96 But there
is matter for a second rhyme, And I to this would add
another tale. 1919 Engl. Hist. Rev. July 440 Working,
men's colleges and institutes.. are, the author would hope,
built on a surer basis.

f A»Xr< of a thing : Needs or requires to, ought
to, should. Oh.
c 1440 Paston Lett. I. 39 The goune nedyth for to be had

;

and of colour it wolde be a godely blew, or erlys a bryghte
sangueyn. 1513 Fitzherb. Hush. § 122 There is a bee called
a drone, ..and they wyll eate the honny, and gather
nothynge : and therfore they wolde be kylde. 1598 Epu-
lario Gj, All fiih would he very wel sodden, and with
leisure. 1601 Holland Pliny xvi. xxxix. I. 488 To have
good and profitable timber, the trees would bee cut downe
that are of a middle age. i6o«Shaks. Ham. in. iii. 75 That
would be scann'd. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 625 The Conserua-
tion of Fruit would be also tried in Vessells, filled with fine
Sand. 168a Evelyn Let. to PePys 19 Sept., Besides all this,
the nature of Prescription would be enquir'd into as well
when it makes against us, as for us.

41. In the apodosis of a conditional sentence
(expressed or implied), with pers. subject, forming
the auxiliary of the periphrastic past subj. or so-
called 'conditional mood' with implication of
intention or volition : = ' should choose or be
willing to' : cf. 6, 7, xi.

a 1240 Saivtes Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 253 Ich walde $ef
hit mahte beon Mien a busent de-iSes to a rudden him tit

brof. a 135a Minot Poems (ed. Hall) v. 5 War mi sorow
slaked sune wald I sing. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vin. ii.

276 She wold haue slayne the with that poyson and she
myehte haue hadde her wille. 15*6 Tindale Matt, xxiii.

37 Howe often wolde I haue gaddered thy children to gedder,
as the henne gaddreth her chickens vnder her wynges? but
ye wolde not. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. \\. i, 189 Ifhee should
intend this voyage toward my wife, I would turne her loose
to him. 1610 — Temp. v. i. 230 If I did thinke, Sir, I were
well awake, I'ldstriueto tell you. 1662111 Extr.St. Papers
ret. Friends Ser. It. (1911) 151 Let me by no meanes be
continued sheriff. . I would rather endure a Fine than be
kept on another yeare. 1738 Johnson London 9 Who would
leave, unbrib'd, Hibem.a s Land ? 183a Wordsw. in Mem.
(1851)11. 257 If.. I should be asked how I would myself
vote, if it had been my fortune to have a seat in the House
of Lords. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlii, I wouldn't do such
a thing here, sir,..upon my word and honour, I wouldn't,
sir. 1910 Times Lit. Suppl. 29 Apr. 264/4 The main object
ofwriters on Bolshevism, whether they would admit it or not,
has been to justify or condemn Lenin's great experiment.

b. / would (sc. 'if I were you') is often used
colloq. as « ' I advise or recommend you to* ( =
I should, Shall v. B. 19 f). So I wouldn't « * I
advise you not to*.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in. i. no, I would resort to her by
night. 1835 Arnold Let. 18 May in Stanley Life (1898) I.
vii. 360 If possible, I would take a Strabo with me, and an
Herodotus. Mod. I wouldn't go skating to-day ; the ice
isn't safe.
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C. Interxog. in 2nd pers. : f wouldst thou . . . ?

= (

art thou willing to . . . V ; hence as a softened

form of request : would you ...? = * will you,
please . . . ? : cf. 6 b.

c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xl, Quod the quite kn>'5te,

*Wold thou luffe him aure alle thing?' '1607 Dekker &
Webster Northiv. Hoc \. i, Bell. . .Was this her ring ? Green.
Her ring Sir. May. A pretty idle toy, would you take
mony for 't ? 1876 Mrs. Ewing Six to Sixteen ii, Would
you say the Lord's Prayer for me, old fellow ?

42. In the apodosis of a conditional sentence

(expressed or implied), in the 2nd or 3rd pers.,

forming the auxiliary of the simple ' conditional

mood ', expressing merely a possibility or con-
tingency in the supposed case : cf. 14.
For the distinction between should and would see note

s. v. Shall v. B. 19 b.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xvi. § 2 £if we nu ?;esawan hwelce
mus bset wcere hlaford ofer odre mys, & sette him domas.

.

hu wunderlic wolde eow oan bincan. C1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 31 }ef he bat hielde synne, he wolde be dede \vi5tien.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5521 }if ichadde him bisuike, be wors
bou wost leue me. c 1374 Chaucer Troytus in. 502 |?ere

was som Epistel hem by-twene, That wolde as seyth myn
Auctor wel contene Neigh half bis bok. 1484 Acta Audit.
(1839) "147/1 Pay to him samekle malis..& vberis dewitcis
as he may preif pe said landis walde have gevin him. 1538
Stakkey England iii. (1878) 73 Vf hyt were dylygently
laburyd, hyt wold bryng forth frute. 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 93 If thou haddest learntd the first point of hauking,
thou wouldst haue learned to haue held fast. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. <$• Jul. 11. ii. 44 (Qo. 1) That which we call a Rose, By
any other name would smell as sweet. 1670 in 12th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comnt. App. v, 22, I am suere you would bee
with us if wishes could bring you. 1754 Htxham in Phil.
Trans. XLVIII. 849 Perhaps some other salino-sulphureous
medium would do as well. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry
$t Frances (1767) II. 44 There is a butterfly in my study,
which would be dead some time past, but that I watched it.

1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 19 They would have refused
their co-operation if they dared. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths
iii. § 96 Your stuffs need not be such as would catch the eye
of a duchess. 1902 Violet Jacob Sheep-Steolers xiv, Had
it been possible to teach him the rudiments ofgood manners,
[he] would have been a really valuable member of the
household. 1920 Act 10 <v // Geo. V c. 50 § 22 (1) Any
documents .. such as would be subject to production in
a court of law.

T with omission of have in pf. inf.

1523 Ld. Werners Frolss. I. ccxi. 105/1 If. .his cosyn had
nat counsayled hym to haue peace, he wolde nat agreed ther-
vnto. 18x3 Picken Poems II. 135 That wad been milkin'
his cow in a sieve.

b. With the hypothetical notion obscured or
weakened, the l conditional mood* becoming a
qualification of the pres. ind. expressing some
degree of hesitation or uncertainty : in such phr.
as it would seem (= 'it almost or somewhat
seems'), one would think ( = 'one is inclined to
think'). So f wou/et 6e = 'probably is'. Cf. i$d,
and similar use of should s.v. Shall v. B. 19 d.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. m. vin. 322 The first prenn'sse of this
argument muste needU be grauntid, as it wolde seeme.
a 1500 Flower <y Lea/247 Every bosse of brydel and peitrel
..was worth, as I would wene, A thousand pound. 1533
More Apot. 255 Men wolde haue went soneste to haue
founde them- 1560 Bible (Geneva) Job xli. 32 He [sc. the
Leviathan] maketh a path to shine after him ; one wolde
thinke the depth as an hore head. 1600 Essex Reb. Exams.
in Shahs. Cent. Praise (1879) 35 The play wold be of harry
the iiij th ._ 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 81 An' when they meet
wi' sair disasters,.. Ye maist wad think, a wee touch langer,
An 1

they maun starve o' cauld and hunger. 1853 Miss
Pratt Wild Flotuers II. 75 This plant Is not, as one would
suppose from its name, a native of woods and meadows.
188a Besant All Sorts iv, If it was only to see her own
vats, you'd think she'd get off of her luxurious pillows for

once. 19x8 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 June 4/3 The standard suits
..are steadily rising in price, and it would seem that by the
time they are on the market they will come under the
proposed luxury tax.

He. Used in the 1st pers. instead of the normal
auxiliary should.

Still freq. with such vbs. as like, wish (cf. Shall v. B. 19 c),

prob. by association with 40; otherwise now restricted in
usage like the similar use of will: see 16 and 33.
1448 [see 48]. C1477 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 29 Y

|

wolde be ago and 3e werre y-comme, fore we may nat go 1

yn-tylIe3ecomme. 1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione"s Courtyer
1. (1577) Eji He that shoulde wryte, I woulde thinke he

\

committed an errour in not vsing them. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado n. iii. 119, I would haue thought her spirit had beene
inuinctble against all assaults of affection. 1603 — Mens.
for M. iv. ii. 18, I would bee glad to receiue some instruc
tion. 1662 Extr. State Papers rel. Friends Ser. n. (191 1)
150 Wee would be glad that all our Subjects could be
brought to agree in an uniforme Worship of God. 1733 W.
Crawford Infidelity (1836) 189 The more we view them,
the more would we be satisfied of their reality. 1780 John-
son Let. to Mrs. Thrale 24 Aug., I would be glad to know
when we are to meet. 1794 Hutton Philos. Light 15 The
more, .that we should reason upon such a mistaken principle,
the more we would proceed in error. 1817 Coleridge Biog.
Lit. (1847) H.223 He makes everything turn out exactly as
we would wish it. 1887 Moloney Forestry W. Apr. 43, I
would be disposed to question the accuracy of this informa-
tion. 1921 Oxford Mag. 4 Feb, 180/2 We feel that we
would recognize them if we met them.
43. In a question or indirect statement in the
2nd or 3rd pers., where should would be used in
the corresponding direct statement in the 1st.

In categorical questions and reported utterances varying
with sjiould, as will with shall : cf. note s. v. Shall v. B. 8,

But in rhetorical questions implying emphatic assertion

WILL.

1 !
e
i?;

')Voul4y°u believe it?' 'Who would have thought
It .' ) should is never substituted.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lore III. v. (Skeat) 1. no What woldest

trioudemen if a man wold yeve three quarters of nobles of
I

golde( 1582 Bentlf.y Man. Matnmes iii. 251 Who would
1

not haue beene confounded, & haue gotten him awaie at
these thy words ? 1598 Shaks. Merry W, n. i. 10 You loue
sacke, and so do I : would you desire better simpathie?
1654 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 229 What think you
have I not done fair for once, would you wish a longer
letter ? 1773 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 1 June, Tell me
what you would be most willing to spare. 1779 Mirror No.
12 f 8 Would you believe it, Sir, my daughter Elizabeth, .said
It was fanatical to find fault with card-playing on Sunday.
1785 [see Shall v. 11. i 9 c]. 1861 T. L. Peaccck Gryll
Orange xxix, Do you think.

. you would find many examples
ot love that is one and once for all? 1863 [see Mind 7: 8).
1868 Ihirlwall Lett. (1S81) I. 299 If you would like to see
it i could send it you. 1886 Storv Fiammetta vii, Would
you like to see it?

44. In a conditional (or equivalent) clause with
1 pers. subject, with implication of intention or

volition: =' chose to ',' were willing to ' : cf. 41.
3900 Cvnewli f Crist 1107 Jeseoo him to bealwe ba:t

him betst blcwom, pa^r hy hit to gode ongietan woldan.
c 1205 L-*Y. 6230 Jif hit weoren bin iwille and hu hit don
woldest lo jifuen us an ende i bine kirme-londe, We uulleo
bine men beon. a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Halll v. 4 Wald

,

he salue vssone, mi sorow sold slake, a 1375 Josefh Art,,,.
C40 ' \\ oldestou leeue vppon Mm,' he seis ' I wolde ' [etc.].
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 311, I be seke |>e,..if bou me say
w-ald, Quatkyn fygour on fold or fourme at he beris. c 1475Rauf Coil;ear 7o With thy thow wald be payit of sic
as thow fand, Forsuilh thow suld be wel-cum to pas hame
with me. 1594 in Cath. Rcc. See. PuH. V. 293 He convened
5 or 6 felons in the short tyme he was in Newgate, whereof
2 or 3 might have beene reprieved from the gallows, if they
would have denied what they had professed there. 1649 Mi'.

Hall Cases Consc. To Rdr., In the handing of all which,
would I have affected that course .. I could easily [etc.).

714 in Jrid. Friends Hist. Soc. (1918) 30 Several Expressing
their love to me—telling me would 1 stay I need not fear
a congregation. 1865 Kuskin Sesame ii. § 92 She knows,
in her heart, if she would only look for its knowledge, that
[etc.]. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.cap iv. 5S7 Would
Providence .

. make me certain of the same, That 1 survive
you. .certainly I would accept Your bounty.

b. With inversion of subj., expressing desire or
longing. (But cf. 37.)
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. i. 75 Now my Soules Pallace is

become a Prison : Ah, would she breake from hence. 1786
Burns To a Louse 43 O wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as others see us !

to. Jig. of a thing: Could, might: cf. 9. Obs.
C1440 Ccnerydes 214 And furthe he rideth .. With his

knyghtes to mete and it wold be. c 1450 Godstenv Reg. 21
Sacred Cipriane, 5if hit wold be gete, With Cosme and
damiane wold I dyne.

f45. In a hypothetical clause merely expressing
a condition or supposition : = 'should ',

' were to '.

^'374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1147 To dethe mote I smete
be with bonder If. .Wold I alettre vn-toyow brynge or take,
To harm of yow. c 1400 Pety Job 500 in 2b Pol. Poems 137
'that bed shall I neuer lese, Though I wolde for angor raue.
C1480 Henryson Sheep ff Dog 163 Seis ihow not, Lord, this
warld ouerturnit is, As quha wald change gude gold in leid
or tyn. 1527 Andrew hrunswyke's Distytl, Waters biij b,
Than make fyre vnder it that it may droppe tretablyas yf y«
wolde tell y« clocke i. ii. y' than there fall a drop, c 1550
Rollanu Crt. Venus II. 5 Wald Venus court retreit, cast or
conuert, Or in sum part thairin mak resistence.

f b. After as if (or as in same sense) :
=

' were
about to' ( = should, Shall v. B. 20a, b). Obs.
a 1550 Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 308/18 Sum drowpis down

as he wold die. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 210 At this
I., made as if I would vomit at the thoughts of it.

46. In a noun-clause expressing the object of
desire, advice, or request.
Usually ^with a person as subj., implying voluntary action

as the desired end: thus distinguished from should, which
may be used when the person's will is not in view. Also
(almost always after wish) with a thing as subject, in which
case should^ can never be substituted because it would
suggest the idea of command or compulsion instead of me*e
desire. Cf. Shall v. B. 22 a.

•555 Pols in Engl. Hist. Rer. (1913) July 530, I wold
my syster wold ataryed a littell longer. J590 Shaks.
Mids. N. I. i. 195 O that your frownes would teach my
smiles such skil. 1611 — Cymb. 11. iv. 6 Quake in the
present winters state, and wish That warmer dayes would
come. 1685 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1920) Jan. 116 His Lord-
ship desires you would present his most humble duty to my
Lord Duke. 1736 Sheridan Let. to Swift 15 Sept., Indeed
if you pleased,.. I would rather that you would, I mean
should, charge only five per cent. 1775 — Rivals iv. ii, I

wish the lady would favour us with something more than
a side-front. 1833 Tennyson May Queen, New Year's Eve
iv, I wish the snow would melt. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eug. iv. I. 465 The general wish of Europe was that James
would govern in conformity with law and with public
opinion. 191a Engl. Hist. Rev. Oct. 754 It is much to be
wished that some one would clear up the tangled web of

these peace negotiations.

11b. Used irreg. for should (Shall v. B. 12) :

with restriction of usage as in 16. ? Obs.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQua!. (1809) IV. 7, 1 should be

sorry.. that the wretch woultf die in his present state of

reprobacy. 1766 Mrs. S. Pennington Lett. 1 1. 197, 1 choose

rather you would carry it yourself. 1771 Goldsm. Hist.

Eng. III. 312 It was intended that this would encrease the

severity of his punishment
*** 47. Elliptical and quasi-elliptical uses, as in

I.*»*, 17-21.
,

c 1230 Halt Meid. (1022) 44 Hwa-se liS i leifen deope bi-

suncken, ..he ne schal nawt up acouerin hwen he walde.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 115 And Pandare wep as he
18



WILL.

to watre wolde. 1390 Gowfr Con/. I. 84 Thogh I wolde,

I myhte noght Obeie unto my ladi heste. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. vm. 285 Wist ich pe sope, Ich wolde no former

a fot for no freres prechinge. 14 . . Hoccleve Min. Palms
xvi. 10 Tho men . . Fayn wolden pat they and I euene

were: And so wolde I. 1423 Jas. I Kind's Q. clxvii, It

stant noght with the as thou wald, perchance? 1484 Caxton
Fables o/Auian ii, Who so mountelh hybcr than he shold

he falleth lower than he wold. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.

John x. 15-18 Yet could thei not kyll me vnlesse I would

my selfe. 1556 Olde Antichrist 120 b, Is it the propreue

of a shephearde, to renne madde upon his flocke, worse than

a wolfe wolde? 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iii. 22, I would to

Valentine To Mantua, where I heare, he makes aboad.

1605 — Macb. I. vii. 44 Letting I dare not, wait vpon I

would. 1610 — Temp. 11. i. 185 You would lift the Moone
out of her spheare, if she would continue in it fiue weekes

without changing. Seb. We would so, and then go a Bat-

fowling. Ibid. III. L 61 Per. lam, in my condition A Prince

(Miranda) I do thinke a King (I would not so). 1777 [see

So B. 2 bj. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlii, I wouldn t do such

a thing here, Sir, .. upjn my word and honour, I wouldn't,

Sir, I wish I may die if I would, Sir. 1865 Rlskin Sesame

i. § 2t Never think Milton uses those three words to fill up

his verse, as a loose writer would.

IV. 48. Followed by to with inf., esp. after an

intervening word or words (cf. To prep. B. 19)

;

now the regular const, only with pres. pple. willing.

(Not always distinguishable from Will v.
2
)

c 13ZO Sir Tristr. 303 Tristrem herd it say, On his playing

he wold Tuentischilling to lay. 138a Wvclif Matt. xiv. 5

And he willynge to slea hym, drede the peple. 1448

Shillisgford Lett. !, Papers (Camden) 55 Elles we wolde

truely to have had tyme. Ci45° Merlin iii. 54 Thei haue

assembled a grete power, and wele to conquere this londe

be force.
' 1450-60 Bp. Grossetest's Househ. Stat, in Bailees

Bi. 331 And they wyllen to d} lhat ye wylle to do. 1453

Marg. Paston in P. Lett. I. 251 It semyth. .that she wold

never so fayn to have be delyveryd of her as she woll now.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 288, I wollnot for an hundder pownd

to stond in fere ray lord to tene. 1548 Hall Chron.,

Eihu. /K213 Not willyng if he might, to displease any of

bothe the parties. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 764 He could

not jet away, and to keepe himselfe close he would not. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 111. i. 61, I.. would no more endure This

wodden slauerie, then to suffer The flesh-flie blow my mouth.

1632 Lithgow Trial. 111. roi The which I willing to see.

1633 [see Rather adv.qc]. 1648 Kem Let. to Ld. Denbigh

19 Nov. (MS.), Nor is it thoght he will to stay onely to get

y« saylers aboard.

V. 1 49- Pa. pple. would, wold(e (mostly with

ellipsis) : chiefly in sense 7, = chosen. Obs.

C1380 Wvclif Scl. Wks. II. 293 He mjrjt, 3if he hadde

wolde, have take greet veniaunce of hem. c 1385 Chaucer

L. G. W. 1209 Dido, The fomy brydil . . Gouernyth he, ryght

as hym self halh wold, c 1411 Hoccleve De Reg. Pnnc.

ro75 Crist himself, . . To loue and teche and prechen it hath

wold, c 1450 Oseney Reg. 164 Where I haue i-wollyd me to

be i-beried. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur vn. xiii. 232 Many
tymes he myghte haue had her and he had wold. 1583

Golding Calvin on Deut. clxxxiv. 1145 Not that hee was

vnable to let them, or withstande them, if hee had would.

1633 J. Done Hist. Sepluagint 216 If hee had would, bee

might easily.. occupied the Monarchy.

VI. Conjoined with Nill »., etc.

In later use also with 3rd pers. sing, willeth or wills, pa. t.

willed, and thus blending with Willi/.1

50. absol. or intr. a. In disjunctive qualifying

phr. such as whether he (etc.) will or nill, also

whomever will or nill (in senses 2, 5-7) : whether

(one) will or not; willingly or unwillingly ; volun-

tarily or compulsorily. .Obs. or rare arch.: replaced

by the inverted form in b.

t888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiv. § 12 We sceolon beon nede

*epafan, sam we willan sam we nyllan, ban he sie se hehsta

hrof eallra goda. C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. v. ix, Saxa him,

swa he wille swa he nelle, he sceall to Columban mynstre

cumin. 1411 26 Pol. Poems x. 8 Hym bat is lob, good to

lere, He shal, wheper he wole or nylle. c 1449 Pecock

Rtpr. IV. iii. 428 And 2.it, who euere wole or nyle, Holi

Scripture wole that preesthode and dekenhode be had and

vsid. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xiil xx. 641 Thow shalte

knowe hym whether thow wilt or nylt. c 1550 Rolland
Crt. Venus iv. 345 Now sail he sit . . Quha will, quha Nil],

intill ane deip dungeoun. 1565 Harding Con/ut. 275 Truth

is truth, and God is God, whether any Councell will or mil.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxx. 239 They do what

they list, let the Plebeian Presbyter wil or nill. 1873 T.

Cooper Parad. Martyrs (1877) 35s Each thing.., whether

it will or nill, The eternal purpose . . Doth . .
fulfil.

pa. t. c 1470 Harding Chron. clxiii. ii, [He] theim com-

pelted.. To become his men.. whether they wold or nolde.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvu. xi. 705 Els had there ben

mortal werre vpon the morne not withstandyng she wold

none other whether they wold or nold.

b. esp. with inversion of snbj. (usually a pron.),

as will I (or) nill I (he, they, etc.), or t abbre-

viated, as will (or) nill, willing (or) nilling (see

Willing ppl.a.) ; occas. vaguely = ' one way or

another, in any case, anyhow'. Now chiefly in

the reduced form Willy-nilly, q.v.

c 1000 ^lfric Saints' Lives xvi. 121 Foroan be we synd

synfulle and sceolan beon eadmode, wille we, nelle we.

CI2W Halt Meid. (1922) 41 Wullen ha nullen ha. a>3°°

XV Signa 173 in E. E. P. (1862) .2 For wolny nu ni hi sul

fle. ? a 1300 Salomon >, Sat. (1848) 271 Mote hit al habben

is wille, Woltou, nultou, hit wol spille. 1340 Ayent. 164

pet is al bet he may lyese, wylle him nolle him. 136a

Langl. P. PI. A. vu. 144 Wol bou so nulle pou. 1377 Ibid.

B. vi. 158 Wiltow or neltow. Ibid. xx. 29 Wolhe, nolne.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 17560 Wil thow, nele thow—the pees

schal be 1 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 14-16

Y« nyll.. that beareth it [sc. the city], willeth it, nilleth it,

maketh it sene of al men. 1550 Bale Image Both Ch. II.

xvi. Rvb, Will she nyll shee, needes must shee abyde his

138

. .sentence, a 1555 Latimer in Foxe A . <y M. (1563) 1324/2

If my Lorde wyll needes. .inuade my inwarde manne, wyU
I nyll I. 1565 Harding Con/ut. 117 Well, how so euer it

be, will ye nill ye. .ye be dryuen to confesse the same to be

no newe thing, a X566 R. Edwards Damon fy Pithias

(1571) Giv, Wyl I or nil I, it must be done. 1567 Jewel
De/. Apol. 715 God is able (..wil the Councelles, nil the

Councelles) to maintair.e . . his owne Kingedome. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 1. iii. 43 And will or nill, Beares her away.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 273 Will you, nill you, [vu
marry you. 1599 Sylvester Soun. Mirac. Peace xii, A
sacred rage..Wilf-nill-I, raps mee boldly to rehearse Great
Henrie's Tropheis. 1600 Holland Livy \\\. xxx, The
Nobles were so neere driven and to such streights, that will

they, nill they, yeeld they must thereto. 1614 Gorges
Lucan v. 137 For will, or nill, powre them constraines.

1647 J. Booker in Lilly Chr. Astrol., Be you for or against,

or will ye, nill ye; I'm for the Art, and th' Author William
Lilly. 1750 Gkay Long Story xxii, Will he, nill he, to the

Great-house He went, as if the Devil drove him. 1818

Keats Let. Wks. 1889 III. 134 In hopes of cheering you.,

I was determined, will he nill he, to send you some lines.

182a Byron Juan VI. cxviii, But go they must at once, and
will I—nill I. 185a Jerdan Autobiogr. I. xvi. 116. I was
obliged, will-i-nill-l, to take a sailor's advice. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks., New Eng. 2 Cent, ago 230 Land for all

who would till it, and reading and writing, will ye nill ye,

instead. 1899 Sir G. Douglas James^ Hogg iii. 63 The
galloping movement of the metre hurries us, will-we nilU

we, on.

(6) in pa. t. (would. . . nould . . ., also willed. .

.

nilled . . .). Obs. or rare arch., the pres. form being

ordinarily used even when the principal vb. is in

pa.t. (see quots. 1600, 1750, 1852 above).

ciooo JElfric Horn. (Th.) II. 388 Se brym..hine ban-,

wolde he, nolde be. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 Summe hit

sungen purh bene halie gast, walden heo naldden heo.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10463 Wolde he so nolde. c 1330 R.

Brusne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 10772 Wold he, nold he, forb

he mote. Ibid. 13755 pe Romains, wold ho, ne wolde,

Flede. c 1400 Brut 1. 79 He knelede to be grounde, wolde

he nolde he. 1549 Latimer 1st Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.)

28 For would they, nyl they, theyr kinge shold be of his

chosynge. 1596 Danett in Burton's Diary (1S28) III. 127

So that, would I, nould I, to the presse the booke must go.

1889 Wratislaw tr. Sixty Folk-Tales 65 The good prince-

would he, nould he—was obliged to put some of the leaden

dumplings into his pocket.

1548 Patten Exped. Scot. Lvij b, Which whither he did

for the doubt he had that we woold haue releaced him wild

henildhe[etc.]. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 233/1 Shee ruled

them (willed they nilled they). 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 549 That will'd hee nill'd hee, at length he yeelded

up unto him this Castle.

51. (Always inflected willeth (wills), willed;

thus properly belonging to Will v. 2). a. trans.

To desire, have a mind to ( = 1), choose (as opp.

to nill —' refuse ') ; to exercise the will with intent

to effect (something), to determine by the will (as

opp. to nill = ' negative, prevent ')._

1585 Fetherstone tr. Calvin on Acts iv. 32. 101 All of

them do both will and nill one thing. 1596 Spenser F. Q.

iv. vii. 16 But whether willed or nilled friend or foe, I me
resolu'd the vtmost end to prone. 1612 T. Taylor Comni.

Titus iii. 3. 613 A facultie of willing, or nilling that which is

first understood and iudged of in the minde. 1616 B. Jon-

son EHgr. xlii, To will, and nill The selfe-same things.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1661) i43Thewill may..ofher self,

will or nill, choose or refuse any kind of good. 172a Wol-
laston Relic. Nat. v. 76 note. He is both cause and effect

;

He both willes and nilles, . . loves and hates the same thing

at the same time. 1775 Fletcher Scrip. Scales II. § 21.

Wks. 1795 V. 335 The will, .cannot be forced to will or mil

anything against its own dictates, i860 [see Nill v. 2).

b. absol. or intr.

1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades 588 Will chooseth, for in it

dooth lye bothe to will and to nill. <ii6io Babington

Expos. Cath. Faith Wks. 1623 II. 192 Whatsoeuer is done,

is done either God willing, God nilling, or God not regard-

ing 1611 B. Jonson Catiline I. v. C I b. To will, or mil, to

thinke things good, or bad. 1642 D. Rogers #4mi«1i
From the different dispositions, and free-wul of him that

nilleth or willeth. a 1680 Charnock Aitrib. Cod (i632) 150

How had he the power of willing and nilling without a

Being? Nothing cannot will or nill.

52. So Wilto shalto dial. [= wilt thou, shalt

thoii], whether voluntarily or by compulsion (cf.

Shall v. B. 3,6 a); willy-nilly.

1824 Carr Craven Gloss. 1857 Waugh Lane. Li/e 203

There is at'll believe naught at o', iv it isn't fair druvven

into urn, wilto, shalto.

VII. 53. Comb, (nonce-wds.): will-be, sb. a

person or thing that will be but is not yet ;
one

whose career or efficiency belongs to the future (cf.

Has-been, liave-been s.v. Have v. 27); adj. that

will be; that aims at being, or is ready to be (cf.

Would-be); f will-do-all, money (cf. Keel. x. 19).

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) I. 232, I have looked

backward to the have-teen's, and forward to the "will-be s.

1801 in Spirit Putt. Jrnls. V. 377 Our will-be Squires. 1900

T. R. Williams Green/eld Pulpit No. 72 (title of sermon)

Jesus and will-be disciples ; Luke ix. 57-62. 1583 Stubbes

Anat. Alus. 11. (1882) 13 It commeth to passe by reason of

(*\vill doe all) otherwise called mony.

"Will (wil), v. 2 Pres.t. 2 sing, wiliest, 3_sing.

willeth (arch.), wills ;
pa. t. and pple. willed

(wild). Forms : 1 willian, 3-4 willi, 3-6 wyll,

5-6 wille, 5-7 wil, 5- will. Pa. t. 1 willode,

-ade, 3 will-, wyllede, 3-6 wylled, 4 willyd,

5 -ied, Sc. -it, 5-6 -id, 3- willed ; 4 wijld, 4-6

wilde, 6 wild. Pa. pple. 5 willid, -yd, 5-6

wylled, 6 willet, 6- willed; 6 willd(e, 6-7

WILL.

wild. [OE. willian wk. vb. = OHG. willSn

(MHG., G. willen, pa. pple.gewilll) : f.WiLLj*.l]

I. trans. To wish, desire ; sometimes with impli-

cation of intention: = Will v. 1 1, 2, 5. Obs. or

rare arch.

C825 I'esp. Psalter xxxiii[i]..!3 [12] Hwelc is mon se wile

lif& willa'S gesian daejas gode ? c 1 100 SEt/rcd's Boeth.. xl.

§ 3 Dy ne sceolde nan wis man willian [Cott. MS. wilnian]

scfies lifes. C1205 Lav. 879 ?if 3e hit willed [=wille3;

c 1275 wolleb], ich nine wile spillen. 1297 R. Glocc (1724)

12 pat he wilnede \v.rr. wyllede, willed] mest of alle bing to

him eliance. 1340 Ayenb. 142 Herte bet bis heba-sayd na3t

ne willieb more Vanne uor to by. .uoryete to be wordle. 1377

Langl. P. PI. B. xli. 221 [pu pat] wiliest of briddes and of

bestes and of hire bredyng to knowe. 14.. Lai. 4- Eng.
Prov. (MS. Douce 52) If. 13 He b' a lytul me 3euyth to me
wyllyth [oplat] longe lyffe. 1471 Caxton Recuyell(Sommer)

218 So had he well willyd that the monstrehad deuouied per-

seus. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 21-24 Wr
ho so

euer hath gotten to hymselfe the charitie of the gospell,

whyche wylletb wel to them that wylleth yll. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad V. 87 By Mineruas helpe, who willes you all the ill she

may. a 1677 Barrow Serm. Luke xxii. 42 Wks. 1686 III.

45 Two things he willeth, that we should be good, and that

we should be happy. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. iv, A great

party in the state Wills me to wed her.

+ b. ? To assert, affirm : = Will v.1 B. 4. rare.

1614SELDEN Titles Hon. 134 None of this excludes Vnction

before, but only wils him the first annointed by the Pope.

c. Conjoined with Nill : see Will v.1 B. VI.

2. a. To direct by one's will or testament (that

something be done, or something to be done).

871-89 [see Will v.'B. 3 b]. 1338 R. Brunne CAro». (1810)

34 At Wynchestre belies, so himself willed, a 1513 Fabyan
Chron. (1S11) 613 Robert Chycheley, . . the which wylled in

his testament, that vpon hismyndeday a good, .dyner shuld

be ordeyned for .xxiiii. C poore men. 1590 Spenser F.Q.

II. x. 32 So to his crowne she him restor'd againe, In which

he dyde, made ripe for death by eld, And after wild, it should

to her remaine. 1634 Peacham Compl. Genii, xv. (1906) 199

Willing his body to be buried in the Cathedrall Church of

Rochester. 1642 tr. Perkins' Pro/. Bk. viii. % 547. 237 If a

man willeth that his lands shall be sold for payment of his

debts. 1881 Lady Herbert Edith vii, It was a simple

walking funeral, as he had wished and willed it should be.

b. To dispose of by will ; to bequeath or devise.

c 1460 Oseney Reg. 7 Willyng and grauntyng my lorde

Robert Doylly, all my londe. 1521 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.

6 First I will mysaull to God Almyghtie. 1524 Lincoln

Wills (Lincoln Rec. Soc.) V. 132 The resydue of all my
goodes not willet nor bequethed. 1546 Yks. Chantry Surv.

(Surtees) II. 462, iij". iiij4... willed and bestowed of one obit.

1691 E. Taylor Behmen's Theos. Phil. 74 The Will of every

of them willeth its Property. 1865 Dickens Mul. Fr. 11.

xiii, Was it not enough that I should have been willed away,

like a horse? 1883 Law Times 20 Oct., The statute of

HenryVIIIdidsomethingto restore thepower ofwilling land.

1908 Mrs. H. Ward Diana Ma/lory iii, The vast bulk of

Henry Marsham's fortune, had been willed to Lady Lucy.

3. To determine by the will ; to attempt to cause,

aim at effecting by exercise of will ; to set the mind

with conscious intention to the performance or

occurrence of something; to choose or decide to

do something, or that something shall be done or

happen.
Const, with simpleobj., ace. and inf., simple inf. (now always

with to), or obj. clause ; also a/sol. or intr. (with as or so).

Nearly coinciding in meaning with Will v.' 7, but with

more explicit reference to the mental process of volition.

<2950 Guthtacxx. (Prose) 161 jEfterpon fifiyne gear pehe

gode willijende larfde his life. a 1340 Hampole Psalter

vii. 17 He willyd noghtflee synn. c mo Alphabet 0/ laics

263 Lady, bow hase willid me . . to suffre suche a turmentne,

at bousufferd pe instrument of pine offes for to be pus cut off.

siifs Aurelh f, Isab. (i6o3) Avij, When.. I have willed ex-

periment it, I have founde it trewe and certaine. 1581

A Hall//Wv. 95 Fate had not willd that Vlysses Sarpa.

I dons death should be. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. I. vii. §2 To

choose is to will one thing before another. 1615 R. Locks

Diary (Hakl. Soc) I. 9 He willed to take it all, for that

he had need to use money heare. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin.

119 He had onely a power, not to fall into slnne vnlesse he

willed it. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 549 So absolute she

seems . . that what she wills to do or say, Seems wisest, ipsa

J. Clarke tr. Renault's Nat. Philos. (1729) I. 11 If I will to

move my Arm, it is presently moved. 171a Berkeley Pass.

Obed. § u He that willeth the end, doth will the necessary

means conducive to that end. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v.

v All shall be as God wills. 1880 Meredith 'tragic Com.

vi So great, .. heroical, giant-like, that what he wills must

be. 1891 Farrar Darlcn. f, Dawn liv, Who.. were ready,

if God so willed, to die for their faith. 1896 Housman

Shropsh. Lad xxx, Others, I am not the first, Have willed

more mischief than they durst.

b. intr. To exercise the will; to perform the

mental act of volition.

1582 .V. T. (Rhem.) Phil. ii. 13 It is God which worketh

in you, both to will and to accomplish. 1594 Hooker heel.

Pol I. vii. § 2 To will, is to bend our soules to the haumg or

doing of that which they see to be good. 1635 Quari.es

Emll. IV. viii, See how my Sin-bemangled body lies, r>ot

!
having pow'r, to will ; nor will, to rise ! 1690 Locke Hum.

\ Und.n.xx\. § 30 He, that shall turn his thoughts inwards

I
upon what passes in his mind when he wills. 1830 Mackin-

! tosh Eth. Philos. Wks. .S 46 I. 85 But what could induce

such a being to will or to act ? 1867 A. P. } orp.es B*fU*.
3qArt.\. 12 Is this infinitely powerful and intelligent Being

free? wills He? loves He?
c. trans. To bring or get (into, out of, etc.) by

exercise of will.
.

1850 L. Hunt Table-t. (1882I 184 Victims of opium have

been known to be unable to will themselves out of the chair

in which they were sitting. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John

Bapt. iii. § 2. 156 The great powers of nature .. were willed

into being by the word of Jehovah.
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d. To control (another person), or induce

(another) to do something, by the mere exercise of

one's will, as in hypnotism.
1882 Proc. Soc. Psych. Research I. 57 note, The one to be

* willed ' would go to the other end of the house, if desired,

whilst we agreed upon the thing to be done. 1B86 igth Cent.

Dec. 883 They are what is called ' willed ' to do certain

things desired by the ladies or gentlemen who have hold of
them. 1897 A. Lang Dreams <y Ghosts iii. 59 A young lady,

who believed that she could play the ' willing game 'success-

fully without touching the person ' willed '.

4. To express or communicate one's will or wish

with regard to something : with various shades of

meaning. (Cf. Will v. 1 3.)

a. Toenjoin, order; todecree, ordain. Obs. oxarck.
(a) with personal obj., usually with inf. or clause.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11293 pe lai of moyses. .wijld Womman
bat had a knaue child, At hir formast birth suld sco It offer

pe hali temple to. 1481 Cov. Leet Bk. 496 We desire and
also will you that vnto oure seid seruaunt..ye yeue your
aid. «547 Enw. VI in Rymer Foedera (1719) XV. 192 We
Wyll and Commaunde yowe to Procede in the seid Matters.

1566 Grafton Chron. II. 659 Their sute was smally re-

arded, and shortly after they were willed to silence. 1588
..ambaude Eiren. \\. vii. 272 If a man do lie in awake to

rob me, and (drawing his sword upon me) he willeth me
to deliver my money. 1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, 1. iii. 10
We doe no otherwise then wee are will'd. 1596 Nashe
Saffron IValden P 4, Vp be was had and., willed to deliuer
vp his weapon, a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) 1. 31
The King in the Gospel, that made a Feast, and.. willed
his servants to go out to the high-ways side. 1799 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 397 Willing and requiring all

Officers and men to obey you.
(b) with thing as obj., either sb. (alone or with inf. pass.)

or obj. clause ; also absol. in clause with as. (See also 2 a.)

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 13261 At bat orribill I asket angardly
myche, Of dethe, & of deire, as destyny willes. 1412 in

15th Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. vin. 10 We. ,wil for the
mare sekernes this oure confirmacioune bc.selit with oure
grete sele. 15*6 PUgr. Per/. ( \V. de W. 1531) 224 b, Where
scripture wylleth the contrary. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v.

Classicum, By sounde of trumpet to will scilence. 1585 in

Engl. Hist. Rev, (1914) Jan. 115 Th'act..was ones red. .and
was willed to be ingrosed to the third reading. 1612 Bacon
Ess., 0/ Empire (Arb.) 300 It is common- with Princes
(saith Tacitus) to will contradictories, 1697 Dryden ALneis
1. ii2 'Tis yours, O Queen ! to will The Work, which Duty
binds me to fulfil. 1877 Tennyson Harold v. i, Get thou
into thy cloister as the king Will'd it.

f b. To pray, request, entreat ; - Desire v. 6.

1454 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 54 As for the questyon
that ye wylled me to aske my lord, I fond hym yet at no
good leyser. 1564 Haward tr. Eutropius in. 26 b, The
Romaines sent ambassadoures to him, to wyll him to cease
from battayle. 1581 A. Hall Iliad \\. 19 His errand done,
as he was willde, he toke his flight from thence. 1631
[Maube] Cclestina xiii. 150 Did I not will you I should not
be wakened? 1690 Dryden Amphitryon 1. i, He has sent
me to will and require you to make a swinging long Night
for him.

t c - fig* of a thing : To require, demand (cf,

Willi/. 1 13. 3c); also, to induce, persuade (a per-

son to do something). Obs.

1445 inw4«?//VsXXVIII. 267 Constaunce wiileth also That
thou doo nou3te with weyke corage. 1563 Gooce Eglogs
Ded. (Arb.) 24 These, .mischiefes vtterly diswaded me from
the folowynge of my frendes perswasions, and wylled me
rather to condem them. 1579 Lyly Eufihucs (Arb.) 88
Wisedome willeth me to pawse. 1607 Shaks, Cor. n. iii. 125
What Custome wills in all things, should we doo't? The
Dust on antique Time would lye vnswept. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 633 Mean while, as Nature wills, Night bids us rest.

Will, v$ Now only Shetland dial. Pa. t and
pple. willed, wilt (also 4 wylt, 5 welt), [a.

ON. villask, rcfl. of villa to lead astray, f. villr

Will a."] intr. To go astray, lose one's way; to
stray

;
pa. pple. gone astray, * lost ' ( => Will a. 1).

13. . Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig*s Archiv LVII.
277 So fer forb bis foul him tilled pat atte last in wode he
willed. 13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1711 He .. Stelez out ful
stilly. .Went haf wylt of be wode with wylez fro behoundes.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 3230 Me thoughte I was in a wode
willed myne one. c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 17 Qwat way
is he willid In bis worlde wyde?
1887 Jessie M. E. Saxby Lads ofLunda, Hclyers v, ' To

will \in Shetlandic parlance, means to lose your way. 1899
J. Spence ShetL Folk-Lore 227 ' They're wilt that wales

'

has reference to the difficulty often experienced in choosing
among many things.

Will, obs. f. Vile, Well s&.i, m,\ adv.

Willable (wi-lab'l), a. rare. [f. Will v> or 2

+ -able.] f a. That is to be willed or desired. Obs.
14.. Claude of Onknowing MS. Univ. Coll. 14. a 3 b, pe

Imest wyllabyll bing [L. veltt'bile], be whych is god.

D. Capable of being willed.

1880 Caird Inirod. Pkitos. Relig. ix. 392 All truth is know*
able as my knowledge, all good willable as my wilL

Willage,-aige,Willane,Willans,Willany
f

obs. So. ff. Village, Villain, Villains, Villainy.
Will-a-wisp: see Will-o'-the-wisp.

t Wille, wil, a. and adv. Obs. [Partly de-
veloped from predicative use of ME. wille, Will
sbA (cf. Unwille)

; partly aphetic f. Iwil a. (OE.
*gewill in ungewill) ; cf. Wil-.]
A. adj. Pleasing, pleasant, acceptable, agreeable.

c isoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 213 Unriht heodo5 ectojenes his
ememtene, penne he hinelaoetS to drinken more, noht be
him beo wille oVr queme, ac benne him ned were, c X205
Lay. 20816 5 if hit be weore wille an heorte |>at we mosten
oner sx. a i»s Leg. Kath. 571 }ef ow is wilre for to wunien
wio me. c 1375 Cursor M. 3647 (Fairf.) Hit salle him

sauour wonder wil [Cott. It sal him sauur al to will, Gb'tt. .

,

to his wille, 7*W«...al at wille].

B. adv. Voluntarily, willingly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22387 All bat will [Fair/, wille] him sal

witstand Sal coround be to liif lastand. '1450 Ibid. 9645
(Laud) To eche man she yevyb wille Right to haue good
and ille.

Wille, obs. Sc. f. Vile ; obs. f. Well, Will.
Willed (wild), a. [f. Will sbJ + -ed 2.]

1. Having a will of a specified kind: chiefly in

comb., as Exit-willed, Ill-willed, Self-willed.
14.. in Harrbw. Hell p. xxv, Witted [as] a wodkok;

Wylled as a wedercoke.

2. Having the will directed to some (specified)

action ; minded, disposed, inclined {to do some-
thing). Cf. Well-willed (comp. + better-willed).
1308, etc. [see WELL-WILLED], 1465 Marc. Paston in P.

Lett. II. 202 That shall cause hym to be the beter wyllyd.
1563 Gooce Eglogs( Arb.) 125 A Souldier stoute of Reasons
bande, is wylled there to ryde. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)
468, I, laking myleaue departed, being willed to visile the
Ladle Flauia. 1831 James Philip Aug. xxxvii, The peers of
France could hardly have refused to assist at the trial.,

even had they been so willed.

Willed (wild),///, a. [f. Will v. 2 + -ed*.]
1. Disposed of by will or testament.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. ix, I am the willed-away girl.

2. Determined or effected by the will ; voluntary.
1871 G. Macdonald Rest iii. n A mighty, conscious,

willed repose. 1899 Allhutt's Syst. Med. VI. 514 The pro-
longed natural discharges of neurons underlying willed and
natural movements. 1905 Rickaby God % His Creatures 1.

lxxii. 56 Understood good, as such, must be willed good.
b. Controlled by another's will, as in hypnotism.

1886 GvRXEV,etc. Phantasms ofLiving I. 14 The ' willed
'

performer after various, .indications of a tendency to move
in . .[a] wrong direction at last hits on the right one.

Willeful, obs. form of Wilful.
Willeliche, variant of Willy adv.

f Willemin. Ob's. rare. - Guillemin.
c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 24 Wyllemyns and frere menours.

Willemite (wrlemsit). Min. [ad. Dn. Wille-
mit (A. Levy, 1S29), f. Willem William I of the
Netherlands.] Native silicate of zinc, abundant in

New Jersey, found in masses or crystals of various
colours from light greenish-yellow to flesh-red.
1850 Ansted Elem. GeoL, Min. etc. §472. 1907 Times

25 Mar. 15/3 To detect them [sc. certain rays] he used the
luminiscence produced by them as they fell on willemite,
which was the most sensitive substance he [sc. Professor
Thomson] had discovered for the purpose.

Wilier (wi-bi). [f. Will z/.2 + -Er 1.] One
who wills, in various senses.

1. One who desires ; a wisher. Chiefly, now only,

in obj. or advb. comb., as Evil-willer, Good-
willer, Ill-willer, Well-willer, q.v. So
f cursed wilier, after evil-wilier.
c 139S Plowman's T. 228 Such willers of worship must

evil fele. Ibid. 780 Such willers wit is nat worth a neld.
c 1586 C'tess Pembnoke Ps. lxxxix. viii, Not closly under-
min'd by cursed wilier, Nor overthrown by foe in open fight.

2. One who exercises his will ; one who sets

himself with conscious intention to do something;
a voluntary agent.

1435 Misyn Fire o/Love n. x. 96 Qwho-euer wyll to it

myght cum, & 3U it is not of ylk ryi-.nar ne willar, bot of
criste lufand, lyftand & takand fcf. Rom. ix. 16]. 1534
Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 13 §1 Willers and wurkars of the
same. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. James iv. 1-6
There is nothynge harde to the louing wilier, a 1677 Bar-
row Serm. Luke xxit. 42 Wks. 1686 III. 45 Who the wilier
is to whom we must submit. 1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1609)
289 Every Dependence of an irregular Act upon the Will, is

not such as derives Guilt upon the Wilier. 1850 Kingsley
Alton Locke xvi, Nature was spoken of as the wilier and
producer of all the marvels which he describes. 187a Dublin
Rev. Apr. 368^ The Fathers, .fixing their eyes upon the one-
ness of the thing willed and the oneness of the wilier.

b. spec. One who influences another by mere
exercise of will, as in hypnotism.
1882 iQth Cent. June 892 A much larger percentage of

successful results, .occurred when a near relative of the
guesser was the * wilier '.

tWillerdom. Obs. rare. Also 4 (?erron.) wil-
lardis dom. [? f. prec. + -dom.] Wilfulness, self-

will.

C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 295 Worldly coveitouse
prestis tradicions, maadof hereowene willardisdom for here
pride and coveitise. a 1450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 247 Than
willerdome with old envy Can none other way but wronge.
Willem : see Wilgern.
Willes, adv. : see Will sbA 10.

t Willesful, cu Obs. [f. willes, gen. of Will
Sb. 1 +-FUL.]

1. Strong-willed; obstinate: = Wilful a. 1 I,

a 1140 Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn. I, 257 pe willesfule
husewif halt hire al stille. CIS90 Beket 1291 in S. Eng.
Leg. I. 14^3 J>e Erchebischop is willesful [v.r. wilful] and
kWMM he is alles i'broujt In ani wille bat is luytel wuyrth
ne nele bi-leue it nou}t. Ibid. I. 319 Sone old and nou?t
willesfoL 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7402 He ne let no?t clupie
al is folc so willesfol he was. 1340 Ayenl\ 263 Huych mayne
to moche slac and wylles uol ssel by, bote yef ^e ilke uaderes
stefhede hise strayny and ordayny.
2. Desirous : = Wilful a.l 2.

a M| Attcr. R. 5Q ;if cni is onwil [MS. T. ful willes ful]

uorte iseon ou. c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 435 pis Maidenes
bat beotb willesfole folie forto do.

Hence t WiUfally adv., wilfully; eagerly.

13. . E. E. AlUt. P. B. 268 pay. .controeued agayn kynde
contrare werkez, & vsed hem. .wylsfully, vpon a wrange
wyse. 1340-70 Alisaunder 590 pat worthlych too bis wight
wilsfully saide :

' Fro what kith bee yee comme?'

Willet (wi*let). [So called from its cry, pill-

will-willet.) A IS
Torth American bird of the snipe

family, Symphcmia semipalmata.
1862 Coles & Prentiss in Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 1861,

416. 1893 OutingiV. S.) XXII. 94/1 Curlew, willet, plover
and other beach birds swarm upon the flats in the spring,
summer and fail months.

Willeuol, obs. form of Wilful a. 1

Will-E-Wispt: see Will-o'-the-wisp v.

Willey : see Willy sbA

Will-gill, -jill (wi-l,d3 i-l). dial. [f. Will
j#.3 + Gill sb.*} A hermaphrodite; an effeminate

man. Also in comb.
1678 Littleton Lat. Diet. 11, A ndrogynos,.. an Hermo-

phradite or Scrat j a Will-jill. 1845 S. Juud Margaret 1.

vi, One or two ragged will-gill-looking men.

Will-he, nill-he: see Will v. 1 50 b.

William (widyam). A common masculine

personal name, used in the names of certain species

of pinks and other flowers : now only in Sweet-
willtam. t Wild Williams, the Ragged Robin
{Lychnis Ftos-cuculi).

1597 Gekarde Herbal it. clxxv. 481 The Crow flower is

called .. wilde Williams, marsh Gilloflowers, and Cotkowe'
Giiloflowers. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 10 Artnerius
sylvestris. . .Crowflower and Wild Williams. Arincriaflorc
simpiici, William with single flower in a Wood beyond
Redding. 1785 Maktyn Lett. Bot. xix. (1794) 276 Ragged-
Robin, Meadow-Pinks, Wild-Williams.
** William pear : see Williams.

Williamite (wi'lyfimait). [f. the name William
+ -he 1

. In sense i=mod.L. Gail-, Wilhelmita,

F. Guillemite, etc.]

f 1. A member of an order of Augustinian
hermits: m GuiLLEMlN. Obs.

[1549 Chalonkr Erasm. on Folly N j b, Those Augu.stines,

these Guilhelmites, those Iacobites.] 1668 J. WlLSON tr.

Erasmus' Praise cf Folly 109 These Williamites, and those

Jacobines. 1693 tr. d'Fviilianc's Men. Orders vii. 49 Here-
rnhical Congregations, which were spread, under different

names, and especially of the Willianntes, and Zambonites.

2. A supporter of William ot Orange (King
William III) : op]), to Jacobite sbA Also attrib.

1689 [<ee Jacobite sb. *]. 1706 Hearne Collect. (0 H.S.)
I. 193 Upon ye Revolution he grew a mighty Williamite.

1854 J. C. O'Callaghan Hist. Irish Brigades I. 209 To
oppose the Williamite invasion under the Marshal Duke of

Schonberg. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 697 The
infamous triumvirs who had been, in tne short space of a
year, violent Williamitcs and violent Jacobites, became
Williamites again. 1901 Athenaeum 16 Nov. 654/3 [^i tz *

gerald Molloy] is as much a Jacobite in his sympathies as

Macaulay was a Williamite.

Williams (wi'ly&nu). In full, Williams\
Williams's (erron. William) Bon Chritien : A
very juicy variety of the Bon Chretien pear (see

Box a.), ripening in September, so called from the

name of its first distributor in England.
Called also Bartlett from the name of its importer intoU.S.
1814 Aiton EpiL Hortus Krwensis 151 Hishop's.thumb

Pear. Uonchretien winter. ..Williams's. 185a G. W. John-
son Cottage Card. Did. 690 Useful and profitable orchard
Pears. . .Williams's lion Chretien. »86o Hogg Fruit Man.
Z2Q Williams' Bon Chretien (IJartlett; De Lavaultj Wil-
liams'). 1884 Pall Mall Budget 22 Aug. 11/1 The. Juicy
flavour of the famous William Bon Cbrltien. 1895 C. W.
Dalmon Song Favours 34 Luscious Harvest plums and
William pears.

Williamsite (wHyamzsit). [f. the surname
Williams + -ite 1.]

1, A follower of Roger Williams, an American
colonist of the 17th century.

1833 Wiuttif.r Pr. IVks. (1S89) I. 269 I'm afraid you have
become a Williamsite.

2. Min. An impure variety of serpentine, named
after L. W. Williams, an American mineralogist.

1848 SHEfARD in Amer. Jm! Sci. Ser. 11. VI. 249.

Williche: see Willy adv.

Willick, variant of Willock.
Willie: see Willy sb.2

Willily, -ness : see after Willy a.

Willing* (widirj), vbl. sb. [OE. willung, f.

willian Will r* : see -ing *.]

1. Wishing, desire, inclination. Obs., or arch, in

conjunction with nilling (with mixture of sense a).

f Good willing, the action of wishing well to some

one, favourable disposition, Goodwill.
C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. v. (1890) 278 pa=tte nacni^ biscopa

hine oorum forbaere burh unrehte willunge [ong. per ambi-

tioncm\ c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. ii. (1868) 152 In hem
also is libertee of willyng and of nillynge. c 1386 —Clerk s

T. 263 My willynge Is as ye wole ne ayeyns youre hkynge.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5952 Whanne she assentith to my willyng.

1418-ao J. Page Siege of Rouen in Htst. Coll. Ctt.Lond.

(Camden) 23 He sayde, ' What ys youre wyllynge ? 1556

Auretio ft Isab. (1608) Nvj, All the wyseste desires their

favour and goode willinge. 1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694)

I. 105 By impotent willing meaning that natural Inclination

. we have to every Good. 1710— Chr. Prud. v. 218 Our

willing of Evil is always with a mixture of n tiling. 1865

Neale Hymns on Paradise 10 One in willing, one in

nilling. Unity their spirits show.

2. The action or an act of exercising the will,

I8-2
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volition; voluntary choice or determination, in-

tention.

1340 Ayenb. 9 Wypoute greate wille an willinge uor to

harmi otren. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 319 Thou soffrest many

a wrong doinge, And yit it is noght tin willinge. c 1425

Lucidarie (Schmitt 1909) 4 Aungels & men, her bewis,

willynges, seiynges. 1587 Golding De Mornay 11. 22 What

haue we then to thinke of him, whose willings are powers,

and whose thoughts are deedes? 1663-70 South Serm.,

Col ii 2 (1715) IV. 296 One and the same Mind is both

Being, Understanding, and Willing. 1754 Edwards Freed.

Willi iv. 27 The very willing is the doing. 186s Blshnell

Vicar. Sacr. 11. ii. (186S) 159 All the senses and sentiments,

and willings, and wishes of their lives. 1891 Daily NelllS

2 Feb. 6/6 The two first are of human willing ;
the last is

purely . . necessary, inevitable.

b. The action of influencing another by mere

exercise of will, as in hypnotism. Also attrib.

1883 Forln. Rev. 1 Aug. 263 The well-known drawing-

room game of 'Willing' (where one finds out a. hidden

obiect by means of more or less subtle muscular indications

from another). 1883 Chamb. Jrnl 82 The first division

corresponds to the 'willing-game' described by Dr. Car-

penter.

f 3. Command ; injunction. Obs.

C1400 Rom. Rose 5879 My modir.. Nis not all at my
willyng Ne doth not all my desiryng. c 1450-60 Bp.Grosse-

test's tiouseh. Stat, in Babees Bk. (186S) 328 The wyllyng of

god to be performed and fulfyllydde.

4. The action of bequeathing by will.

1847 Grote Greece II. xi. III. 183 Throughout most rude

states of society the power of willing is unknown.

Willing, ppl a. Comp. willinger, sup.

willingest (now rare). [OE. willende (Will v.\

-ing 2
; appears in selfivillende Self-willing, un-

willende Unwilling, welwilleude Well-willing

a., yfel-willende Evil-willing, and luillendlice

Willingly. But there is no evidence in the simplex

or the compounds of continuity of use from OE.]

fl. Wishing, wishful, desirous; inclined, dis-

posed. Obs.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 6j Yt were not spedefull

to hym . .to study in bokes of heuynes & of drede though he

felte hymselfe wyllyng therto. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. in

He was not receiued of his woman, . . when he was moste

willyng to se her. 1587 Holinshed Chron. II. 435/2. 1
haue

beene the willinger to set downe the same., for that

I would not suffer so wortbie a man .. to be buried in obliuion.

1504 T. Bf.dingfiei.d tr. Machiavcl/i's Florentine Hist.

(r?qO 191 The Pope and the King became more willing one

of the others, friendship. 1622 Wotton Lett limJII. 230

The willinger to increase his haste. 1697 tr. C tess D Annoys

Trav (1706) 168 They alledge that the Heat is so excessive,

that they are willing to hinder the Sun from coming in, as

much as they can. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 403 Some I

little
' peep-o'-day boy ', willing to take the top of the 1

morning ' before the rest of his compeers.

2. Having a ready will ; disposed to consent or

comply ; ready to do (what is specified or implied)

without reluctance, having no objection, ' not dis-

posed to refuse '

(J.) ; spec, disposed to do what is

required, ready to be of use or service.

a. in attrib. use, preceding the sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18359 Lauerd . . bi wiling merci [hou]

beris wit-in, And sua bou slockens al vr sin. 1509 Hawes

Past. Pleas. 1. (Percy Soc.) 7 To a willyng harte is nought

impossible. 1516 Tindale 2 Cor. viii. 12 If there be fyrst a

willynge mynde, it is accepted accordynge to thatt a man

hath. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 73 We haue willing Dames

enough. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 73 Satan .
.
ready now To

stoop with wearied wings, and willing feet On the bare out-

side of this World. 1671 — P. R. >• 222 By winning words

to conquer willing hearts. 1697 Dryden SEneis viii. 541

Eager of her Charms, He snatch'd the willing Goddess to

his Arms. 0:1711 Prior Colin's Mistakes 111, The willing

Steed receiv'd her soft Command. 1797 Godwin Enquirer

I. ix. 82 A willing temper makes every burthen light. 1843

Carlyle Past <r Pres. 1. i, Fifteen milhonsof workers, under-

stood to be the..cunningest and the willingest our Earth

ever had. 1858 Froude Hist. F.ng. III. sent 133 Work is

done rapidly by willing hands, in the midst of a willing

people. 1893 Selous Trav. S. E. Africa xiv. 270 Our men

were a good-tempered, willing lot, and gave us no trouble. 1

absol. 1852 Black™. Mag. Mar. 365 For the willing there

is ever a way. 1868 Ruskin Arrows o/Chace (1880) II. 195

Aid the willing.

b. in predicntive use, or following the sb. :

const, to and inf., with clause, or absol. ; + also

formerly to witli sb.

In quot. 1647 with with - agreeing wi:h, consenting to.

a 1540 Barnes Supplic. Hen. VIII c iv b, Bycause the king

and his lordes shulde bee the wyllynger to take this battaile

on them, he sent a commaundement to the byshops, to rayse

ataxe.for to payethesouldyours with. 1559 W.Cuningham

Cosmos-r. Glasse Pref. I The Souldiors al ured with the com-

modities of the Countries, were made the willinger to the

thinge. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. 111. 86 He maystaie him,

mS not without the prince be willing. 160. - Tml M
n iii. 29 He shall conceale it Whiles [ = until] you ace willing

it shall come to note. 1647 Ward Simple Coblcr 11 I am
perswaded the Devill himselfe was never willing wh their

Proceedings. 1685 Baxter Parafhr. N. T. SUMU* «
Enquire who is a godly person willingest to en.e, tain he

Gospel, c 1710 De Foe Mem. Cavaher (1840) 257 The king

was willinger to comply with anything than this 1754

Shebbeare Matrimony (.766) 1. 144 ' T rueman .
[fancied]

that Mr. Sharply would be very willing to this Union be-

Iween his Son and his Ward. .75? Goidsm Bee No 8

Thev crew willing to be burnt or hanged out of a world

which was no other to them than a scene of persecution and

anguish. 1850 Dickens Dan. Copp. v, Barkis is wi ;n

.

1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 3- 480 The nation was willing

to take his obstinacy for firmness.

140

c. Willing horse (in proverbial phrases), applied

to one who is willing to work or to take trouble.

c 1580 J. Cooke Xarr. in WorldEncamp, by Sir F. Drake
(Hakluyt Soc.) App. iv. 207 There nedyd no spure to a

willing borsse. 1616 Draxf. Bibl. Sclwlasl. 93 All lay load

on a willing horse. 1881 Daily News 29 Dec. 5/2 It was

probably on the well-known principle of working a willing

horse that he was left to labour as an ordinary Judge for

fifteen years.

d. trans/. Given, rendered, offered, performed,

assumed, borne, or undergone willingly.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 757 The people.. in a willyng

and louyng obedience among themselues. 1599 Shaks.
|

Hen. V, ill. v. 63 We send, To know what willing Ransome

he will giue. c 1600 — Souu. vi. 6 That vse is not forbidden

vsery, Which bappies those that pay the willing lone. 1628

Milton Vac. Ex. 52 Held with his melodious harmonie In

willing chains and sweet captivitie. 1697 Drvden /Eneis

11. 965 Haste, my dear Father, ..And load my Shoulders

with a willing Fraight. 1715 De Foe Fain. Instruct. I. v.

(1841) I. 104 Here, Madam, is the willingest sacrifice I ever

made in my life. 1814 Byron Lara 11. iii, With eye, though

calm, determined not to spare, Did Lara too his willing

weapon bare. 1849 Macaulay Hist. F.ng. ii. I. 230 The
affection and willing obedience of his subjects.

e. fig. of things : Compliant, yielding
;
(of the

wind) favourable.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lv. 22 Sum, thocht tham selffis

stark,.. Ar now maid waek lyk willing wandis. 1688 Prior

Ode Exod. iii. 14 v, Why does He wake the correspondent

Moon, And fill her willing Lamp with liquid Light? 1697

Dryden /Encis III. 25? And leaving few behind, We spread
:

our sails before the willing Wind. 1749 Stmnomjmf.
Ode 85 And some entwin'd the willing sprays, To shield th

illustrious dame's repose. 1791 E. Darwin Bot.Gard.i. 54

Down the steep slopes He led with modest skill The willing

pathway, and the truant rill. 1844 Kinglake Eothen 1. 9 1

The willing fume [of the tchibouque] came up, and answered
[

my slightest sigh.

f. advb. Willingly, consentingly, without re-

luctance. (Now rare or Obs.) Willing {or) Hitting 1

(arch.), with or against one's will, willy-nilly.

,585 Sidney Lett. Misc. Wks. (1829) 323 Which I the

willinger do becaws I think him a good honest gentleman.

1607 Shaks. Timon in. vi. 32. 1667 Milton P. L.n. 3S2

With thy permission then, and thus forewamd, . .1 he wil-

linger I goe. 1697 Dryden sEueis vn. 294 V llling we

sought your Shores.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 148 [These] conquered

in such sorte the hearts of euery one vnto hym, as willing,

nilling, it behoued enuy to hang the heade. 1626 T. HJaw-

kins] Caussin's Holv Crt. 4S8 Arcadius willing, nilling,

was constrayned . .to signe the petition. 1798 W. Taylor in

Monthly Mas;. IV. 197 And willing or nilling thou U come.

1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. iii. 100 Every idiom, ancient or

modern, has to be brought willing, nilling, under some

'family'. , ,

t 3. That is so, or is done or borne, of one s

own will ; voluntary, intentional, deliberate, wilful.

1550 Crowley Epigr. 33 To the willinge wicked no pro-

phete shall be sente. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia. II. xxi. (1912)

286 But so by Lelius willing-missing was the odds of the

Iberian side. 1607 Shaks. Timon IV. iii. 242 Willing misery

Out-liues incertaine pompe. 1613 — Hen. VIII, m. 1. 49

The willing'st sinne I euer yet committed. _

4. Exercising or capable of exercising the will,

volitional; conveying impulses of the will.

1875 E White Life in Christ 1. i. 8 We know nothing of

the post-mortem existence of the thinking willing energy of

man. 1896 Housman Shropsh. Lad xxiv, Ere the whole-

some flesh decay, And the willing nerve be numb.

5. Comb., as willing-hearted, .minded adjs.

1530 Bible (Great) Exod. xxxv. 22 And they came, (euen

as manye as were willynge harted) & brought brace ettes,

1 & earynges, rynges & cheynes. 1648 Hexham ii, llille-

moedigh, willing-minded. 1830 Coleridge Lett., to 1. H.

6V«« (1895) 751 Our Harriet, whose love and willing.

mindedness to me-ward [etc.].

Willinghood (wWinhud). rare. [f. prec. +

-hood.] Willingness, readiness of mind (esp. as a

personal quality or disposition).

1880 W. M. Taylor Gosp. Mirac. 225 Everything is made

to depend on the willinghood of the individual to be blessed.

1890 Spencer Pleafor Liberty Introd. 7 Suppose now that

thlV industrial rfgime of willinghood ..is replaced by a

regime of industrial obedience. 1891 Independent 29 Apr.

2S5/2 Surely the spread of Christ's kingdom is not to be

hindered simply for want of willinghood on the part of

those who profess His name.

Willingly (wi-lirjli), adv. (Also 5 welyngly,

? wollinglie.) [OE. vjillendlice: see Willing

ppl. a. and -ly 2.] In a willing manner (in various

senses of the adj.).

+ 1. a. Intentionally, deliberately, wilfully. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 306 Heere I swere that neuere

willyngly In werk ne thoght I nvl yow disobeye. 140a

Hoccleve Let. Cupid lvi, Sauf willyngly the feende de.

ceyued Eve. 1531 Tindale Expos. 1 Johnn. (1538) 17 »,

God is lyghte, and therfore..no man which wyllinglye

ualkelh in the vnfrulefull workes of darknesse, hath ony

fellowshyp wyth that lyght. 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth

52t Wittinglye and willingrye..ye haue.
;
disobe,ed youre

kinge. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. 11. 346 Still thou m.stak s t,

Or else commitfst thy knaueries willingly \Qo s wilfully].

1622 in Foster Engl. Factories Ind. (1008) II. 132 mat
nyght, wee carryinge the lighte.the Dutch (as wee suppose)

lost us willinglye. 1727 De Foe Sysl. Magic 1. 111. (1840) 78

Men that do not willingly deceive the people or that at least

have not a wicked design to deceive 1748 in 10th Rep.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 302, I will not willingly stand

in any body's way. "__
+ b. Of one s own will, voluntarily. (Jos.

155J W. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 43 Thai ar content

to do it willingly without ony compulsioun. 1596 Shaks.

WILLOK.
/ Hen. IV, v. iii. 61. 1617 Moryson Itin. \. 205, I had
no remedie but to pay those Crownes for him, ..if I had
not rather chosen willingly to doe it. 1695 Ld. Preston
Betth. 1. 12 note, For this he was banished bis Country, or

rather willingly left it.

2. With a ready will, consentingly, without re-

luctance : with various shades of meaning from
' with acquiescence, submissively ' to ' with plea-

sure, cheerfully, gladly' or 'wishfully, eagerly'.

Often with would : would willingly = should like to

;

would not willingly =would rather not, should he loth to.

a 1000 in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 222/20 Diligentcr, willendlice.

1538 Elyot, Libenter, wyllyngely, gladly. 1549 Cheke
Hurt Sedit. Kjb, And so be contented to byde the ende

willingly, which set on the beginning wilfully. 1559 Aylmer
Harbormve M 2, Thou maist the rather, the willinglier, and
gladlier do it. 1560 Pilkington Expos. Aggeus (1562) 159

They would not willingly serue hym, whiche woulde not

willingly serue and obey their God and kinge.
_
a 1586

Sidney Arcaitia 11. xx. (1912) 279 To bring us (as willingly-

caught fishes) to bite at her baite. 1592-3 in Ellis 0riS-
Lett. Ser. in. IV. 109, I may neither dispose of my owne..

as others usuallie doe, and I willingliest would. 1600

Shaks. A. V. L. 11. iv. 95, I like this place, and willingly

could Waste my time in it. 1603 — Meas.for M. v. 1. 481,

I craue death more willingly then mercy. 1649 in Spalding

Club Misc. (1852) V. 380, I sail werey wollinglie concwre

withe them. 1653 Walton Anglerw. 115, 1 would willingly

fish on the Lee.shore. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 254 F3, I

would willingly give you a little good Advice. 1835 in Corn-

wallis New World (1859) I. 364 Their cheerful and willingly-

offered services. 1859 Tennyson Geraint 4- Enid 1056

' Friend, let her eat ; the damsel is so faint.' ' Yea, willingly,

replied the youth. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet 1. vi,

Often have I observed one. .of the sisters willingly go with-

out her dinner.. in order that her portion might be reserved

for Mr. Stallabras.

+ b. fig. Readily, easily. Obs.

1600 Slrflet Country Farm in. lxv. 581 The vttermost

pilling of common walnuts, whether it shale willingly or no.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan vn. x. 456 If the braine had been

one entire massie substance, it would not so willingly and

gladly as we say, haue risen and falne in the Systole and

Diastole.

Willingness (wilirjnes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being willing ; readiness of

will ; freedom from reluctance ; disposition to con-

sent or comply ; spec, disposition to do what is

i
required, readiness to be of service.

1561 tr. Calvin's 4 Godly Serm. ii. D vij b, [This] maye
'

bring vs.. to that willingnes, that we shall not refnee to

suffer death for Goddes name. 1592 Greene Conny Catch.

111. 11 What dissembled willingnesse of departure hee vsed.

1630 Preston Brcastpl. Faith 93 God requires no more but

a willingnesse to come. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 96

Though she discovered her willingnesse to my Succession,

to make me King of England. 1711 in T. W. Marsh<
Early

Friends (1886) 9 To siguifie..our willingnesse yt a Prepari-

tive Meeting should be setled. 1873 Mozley Univ. Serm.

viii (1876) 168 The willingnessof the Sacrifice. 1877 i roude

Short Stud. (1883) IV. 1. ii. 23 The pope .
.professed a willing,

ness and an anxiety to be of corresponding service to Henry.

Will i(n) the wisp : see Will-o'-the-wisp.

Will-i-nill-i: see Will vA sob.

"Williwa(e : see Wellawat.
Williwaw (wiliwg). Also willy-, -ie-, wul-

li(e)-, WTilly-wa. [ ? ] A sailor's (whaler's, etc.)

name for a sudden violent squall, orig. in the

Straits of Magellan.
1842 J. D. Hooker in Life (1918) I. vi. 137 A squall or

Williewaw, as they are called [round Cape Horn]. 1863

FitzRoy Weather Bk. 125 note, Those whirlwmd squalls,

formerly called by the sealers in Tierra del Fuego, Willi,

waws '. 1901 Kipling Kim xiii, Where storm and wander-

ing wullie-wa got up to dance.

Will-jill : see Will-gill.

Will-leSS (wi-l,les), a. Also 8 wil-less, 9 wil-

less. [f. Will sbA + -less.]

1. Not having ' a will of one's own ' ; not exer-

cising, or not involving exercise of, the will.

1747 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) I. xv. 99 Your blind duty

and wil-less resignation. 1823 Galt R. Cilhaize II. 283,

I walked in a willess manner. 1892 Mrs. H. Ward David

Grieve in. x, The last year's leaves .. whirled helpless and

will-less in the dust-storm of the road 1

2. Having no will ; destitute of the faculty ot

volition. , .„

,

1804 Anna Seward Mem. Danvin 89 Reasonless, will-less

instinct, limited but undeviating. 1871 Macmillan J rue

Vine\'\. 240 A mindless, will-less, impersonal solitude.

Hence Wi-11-lessly adv., Will-lessness.

1871 Macmillan True Vine vi. 245 He is to do consciously

and willingly—what the plant does unconsciously and will-

lesslv. I9M Academy 8 Nov. 509 Among the many signs of

that hysteria, what is called abulia or 'willessness is one

of the most common.

Willo, obs. form of Willow.

Willock (wi-bk). local. Also -iok. [£
.

Wttl

rf.3 + -ock. Cf. etym. of guillem, guillemot.] I he

Guillemot ; also, the puffin and the razor-bill.

1631 Pelham Cods Power 31 We found abundance of WH-

locks egges; (which is a Fowle about the b.gnesse of a

Ducke) 1635 Vov. Foxe * 7<""es to N. If. (Hakluyt Soc.)

I 168 Going to kill willickT. 1802 Montagu Ornil'i Diet

S.V Puffin, hi Dover, this, as well as the Razorbil ,
is indi.

scriminatey called Willock. 1855 K.ngsley Caucus 2

YouTboys. endanger yourpersonal safety, by blazing away

at innocent gulls and willocks. 1859 [see Guillemot].

+ Will0k. Obs. [? an error.] //.? Garments

c 1400 Beryn 1295 Then toke he suche willokis as he tond

ther.



WILL-O'-THE-WISP. 141 WILLOW.

Will-o'-the-wisp (wi'laSawi'sp), sb. Forms :

see below. PL will-o'-the-wisps, also wills-o'*

the-wisp. [orig. Will with the wisp : see Will
sb. z and Wisp sb. Cf. Jack-o'-lantern, and, for

the second element, G. irrwisck.]

1. = Ignis Fatuus
; fig. a thing (rarely a person)

that deludes or misleads by means of fugitive

appearances.

a. 7-9 "Will with the or a wisp (whisp)
; 7

-with-wispe, with th' wisp, 9 wit or wi' t' wisp

;

also 7 "Will the Wispe.
1608 Day Law Tn'ckcs v. H 2 b, I haue playd Will with

the wispe with my brother, and haue led him vp and downe
the maze of good fellowship. 16*3 'Jack Dawe ' Vox
Graculi 45 When you are mis-led with lust (that Will-with
wispe). 16.. in Mad Pranks Robin Goodfilow (Vtrey Soc.)

p. xviii, Some call him Robin Goodfellow, ..some againe
doe tearme him oft by name of Will the Wispe. 1654 Whit-
lock Zootomia 159 Igncs fatui, Fooles fires, wills with
a wisp. 1729 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 211 Thus far, what
I could learn concerning the Will with a Whisp, as it hath
been observed in the Plains. 183a J. Hodgson in Raine
Mem. (1858) II. 291 Ignis Fatuus or Will-with-the-wisp.

1830 Longf. Hyperion IV. ii, His imagination is continually
lantern-led by some will-with-a-whisp in the shape of a lady's

Stomacher.

fi. 7-9 will of the wisp, o* the wisp (8 o' th',

90-the-); also with hyphensand oneortwocapitals.
1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Ignis Fatuus, foolish fire,

or (as the Country people call it) Will of the Wisp. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1768) V, 115 Knowledge by theory
only is a vagt4e uncertain light : a Will o' the Wisp. 1760
Sterne Tr. Shandy III. xxxi, All the polemical writings in

divinity are not as clear and demonstrative as those upon
a Will o' the Wisp, or any other sound part of philosophy.
1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xvn. i,

Those Wills-o-the-wisp, the Reviewers. 1831 Scott Cast.
Dang, xi, Through what extraordinary labyrinths this Love,
thisWill-of-the.Wisp, guides his votaries. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop 1, I'll be a Will o' the Wisp, now here, now there.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk..bk. (1869) 190 No light except
that of . . the wicked .. wills-o'-the-wisp, as they gambol
among the marshes. 1858 Greener Gunnery 208 Proof
positive, that we have been on the wrong scent, and running
after a ' Will o' the Wisp.' 1879 Huxley Sensation Sci. &
Cult. (i83i) 247 The metaphysical Will-o'-the-wisps generated
in the marshes of literature and theology. 1918 Inge Pkitos.
Plottnus I. 188 The utterly unscientific notion of an auto-
matic 'law of progress', that strange Will-o'-the-wisp of
nineteenth-century thought.

7. 7 will-a-wisp, 8 will o' whisp, 9 will-o-
wisp (or o') ; also with one or two capitals.

1679 Oldham 5<?/. Jesuits m. 331 White Sheets for Ghosts,
and Will-a-wisps have past For Souls In Purgatory unreleast.
1738 Mrs. E. Montagu Corr. (1906) I. 29 Will o* Whisp
never led the bewildered traveller over hedge and ditch as
a moon does us country folk. 1829 A. Cunningham Magic
Bridle 363 in Anniversary 149 Dank will-o'-wispsank midst
the mire. 1863 Meredith Lett. (1012) I. 114 Young Cupid
was he called of old : That Will o' Wisp incorporate.

5. 7-8 Will in the Wisp (8 i'the whisp).
1689 Irish Hudihras To Rdr. 1 b, [They] made him skip

the Bogs like a Will in the Wisp. 1706 Vanbrugh Mistake
1- (1734) 16 Whata Shame they should be allow'd to play
\Vill in the Wisp with Men of Honour. 176a Foote Orator
1. i, A Will in the Wisp, to confound, perplex, and bewilder
you. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. II. 1. 132 We should see them
dance about like so many Will i'the whisps.

«. 7-9 Willy-wisp (7 Wispe), 8 Willy wi'
(Willie with) or and the wisp, Willy's wisp.
1618 Mad Pranks Robin Goodfellow (Percy Soc.) 21

Wenches, that doe smile and lispe Use to call me Willy
Wispe. 1679 Jas. Gordon Reformed Bp. 250, I do firmly
believe, That . . He would have chosen rather to have sent
down some English Doctors to have govern'd us., than
have permitted any of those Willy-wi^ps to jump into these
empty Chairs. 1727 Willies with the Wisps [see SpunkieiJ.
1756 Collect. Sc. Poems by Pennecuik etc. 23 Travelling of
late in fogs and thro' thick mist, Without a guide, save Willy
wi' the wisp, a 1761 [S. Haliburton & Hepburn] Mem.
Magopico xiii. (ed. 2)39 Plumbino is Willie-with-the-wisp;
Macopico a flash of wtld-fire. 1790 Mohison Poems 38
Willy s wisp wi' whirlin' cant Their blazes ca', That's nought
but vapours frae a stank. 1828 Craven Gloss.

% Wilty-zvit-
•zvisp, called also a Willy.wisp ; an ignis fatuus, or Jack with
a lantern.

b. attrib.

i860 W. W. Reade Liberty Hall II. 44 A fluttering,
shadowy, will-o-the-wisp style. 1873 All Year Round
5 July 226/1 Strange will-o'-the-wisp lights begin to flutter
about the cordage. 1883 Black Shandon Belts xx'i, Kitty's
will-o'-the-wisp flashes of petulance.

^
2. An alga, A'osloe commune, so called from the

inexplicable suddenness of its appearance.
1866 in Treas. Bot.

Hence fWill-o'-the-wisp v. trans., to lead
astray like a will-o'-the-wisp ; Will-o'-the-wisp-
lsh, -wispy adjs., of the nature of a will-o'-the-
wisp.
1660 R. Wild Iter Boreale ix, Dark-Lanthorn Language,

and his peep-boe play, *Will-E-Wispt Lambert's New-
Lights out o' th' way. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <$• P. 375Hut to return to our Men of Learning, from whence we have
been Will-ith-whisped. 1866 Carlvle Remin. (18S1) II.
177 His Mrs. Taylor too. a very *wiII-o'-wispish ' iridescence

'

of a creature, a 1873 Lytton Ken. Chillinrley ir. ii, The
boy. .became impish and Will-of-the Wisp-ish. 1886 Miss
Broughtos Dr. Cupidxxxi, The * Will-of-the-wispy laughter
of his eyes.

Willow (widou), sb. Forms : a. 1 welij, 5
weleygh

; 5 Sc. pi. willeis, 4-5 wilghe, wylghe,
6 wylly;e, -ie, 6, 9 dial, willie] willy, S willi- (9

*ey, wullie, -y) ; 7 wilfe, 8— dial. wilf. 0. 4
welew, 5 welogh, 5-6 welowe

; 4 wilewe,

4-5 wilw(e, wylw(e, wyl^o)ugh, (whilwh\
wil(l)ou, wylo, wyllo, wilowe, 5-6 wylow\e,
(whylowe), 6 willo, wyllow(e, -ough, 7 wil-

lough, 5- willow. [OE. welig f., corrcsp. to

Fris. wylch, wil
x
l)ig, OLG. wilgia (LG. wilge),

MDu. wilge (Du. wilg), MHG. wilge ; f. Tent.

walg-, welg-, whence also OE. wilige Willy sb.1

The form-history is obscure, partly from the fact

that examples of the word are not forthcoming for

the period between late OE. and the 14th century,

when the immediate precursor of the present form,

viz. wilwe
i

is already established, instead of the

normal representative of OE. welig, which would
be *welly. The change in the root-syllable may
be due to Willy sb. 1 (OE. wilige), or an OE. *wilig

may have existed ; for the terminal syllable cf.

bellows beside belly (OE. belig)
,
felloiv beside felly

{QR./elig), The type willy survives dial.]

I. 1. Any plant of the genus Salix, which con-

sists of trees and shrubs of various sizes, widely
distributed in temperate and cold regions, growing
for the most part by the side of watercourses,

characterized by very pliant branches and long
narrow drooping leaves, and valued economically
as furnishing osiers, a light smooth and softwood,
or a medicinal astringent bark, or grown orna-

mentally by the side of water.
a. a 750 Blickt. Glosses in O.E. Texts 123 In salicibus, on

wel^um. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 156 Weti^es leaf wylle on
wa:tere. a 1340 Hampole /J^a//t'rcxxxvi[i]. 2 In be wylghes
in he myddis of hit. £1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gor>.Lordsh. £1

pat he haue weleyghes and myrt. 14. . Liber pauperum in

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, If. 295 (Hall.) Tak the bark of wilghe
that is bitwene the tie and the utter barke. 1473 Rental
Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I« J 7% Plantation of willeis. 1483
Cath. Atigl. 418/1 A Wylght [sic], satix. 1535 Coverdale
Ley._ xxiii. 40 Wyllies of the broke. — Isa. xliv. 4 The
Willies by the waters side. [1641 wilfe: see Willow-tree.]
£. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 163 Sauz

[glossed wytie; Canib. MS. wilwe; All Souls MS. withe
or wilghe], c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 659 Sauce. .Welew.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2064 Wylugh [v.rr. Wylow,
Wylw, Willow]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 365 At
Glyndalkan. .wilewys bereb apples as it were appel treen.

14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 716 19 Hec satix, a welogh.
14*6 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr. 1517S Som whilwh ful off levys
grene. c 1450 Cokwolds Daunce x. in Hartshorne Anc.
Metr. T. (1829)212 Garland of wylossculd be fette, And sett
vpon his bed. 1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (1871) 78 A
christalline ryuer garnished with wyllouse. 1634 Milton
Comus 891 By the rushy-fringed bank, Where grows the
Willow and the Osier dank. 1727-46 Thomson Summer
1275 Plaintive breeze, that play'd Among the bending
willows. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 268 The willows dip Their
pendent boughs, stooping as if to drink. 1818 Keats
Endytn. 1. 43 While the willow trails Its delicate amber.
1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn ii, The old willows by the
river.

b. The wood or osiers of any tree of this genus.
C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xxiv. 517 Hc.toke the

balkcas lightly as it had be som pece of welowe. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 491 Willowes. .Whereof, .there
be Baskets made. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art
II. 15 The pressure of the external air will then force the
mercury through the pores of the hazel or willow.

C. in allusive use with reference to pliability.

183a Macaulay jE**., Burleigh P 4 Burleigh, like the
old Marquess of Winchester, who preceded him in the
custody of the White Stan", was of the willow, and not of
the oak. 1847 Emerson Poems, Musketaquid 70, I am
a willow of the wilderness, Loving the wind that bent me.
1910 J. D. Moffat Paul iy Paulinism 24 Barnabas was of
the willow rather than of the oak order.

1 d. Taken as a symbol of grief for unrequited
love or the loss of a mate ; esp. in phr. to wear
{the) willow, the willow garland (see 6d), or the
green willow : to grieve for the loss of a lo^ed one.

1584 Lyly Safpho 11. iv, Peace miserable wretch, enioy
thy care in couert, weare willow in thy hatte, and baies in thy
hart. 1596 Shaks. Merch. F. v. i. 10 In such a night Stood
Dido with a Willow in her hand Vpon the wilde sea bankes.
1597 Breton ll'it's Trenchmour Wks. (Grosart) II. 20
Some dolefull Ballad, to the tune of all a greene willow.
1603 Dekker & Chettle Grissil v. ii, Bring me a crown of
gold to crown my loue ; A wreath of willow for dispised
Grissill. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. iii. 51 Sing all a greene
Willough must be my Garland. 16*5 Fletcher & Shirley
Nt. Walker 1. i, We see you'r willow and are sorry for't.

163a Massingek Maid of Hon. v. 1, You may cry willow,
willow for your brother. 1668 Drydkn Secret Love v. i, If
you had not forsaken me, I had you : so the Willows may
flourish for any branches I shall rob 'em of. 1678 D'Urfey
Fool turned Critick 11. ii, 19 Lady A. ..so that for his sake
I quitted all the rest. Pen. And left them Willowes. 1714
Gay Sheph. Week Thurs. 134 Nor shall she crown'd wkh
willow die a maid. 18*5 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1080 * She
is in her willows', .implies the mourning of a female for her
lost mate. 1885 Kath. S. Macquoid At Red Glove vi. i,

There's.. Marie., wearing the willow because.. Engemann
is away courting Madam Carouge.

2. With qualification denoting a particular species
or variety of the genus Salix: see quots. and
almond w. (Almond io), Crack-willow, goat w.
(Goat sb. 4 b), ground w. (Ground sb. 18 c), rose

I w. (Rose sb. 23 b), sage w. (Sage sb.1 5 b), sallow

I
w. (Sallow sb. 4), f stake w. (Stake sb.1 7), swamp

w. (Swamp sb. 3 c), sweet w. (Sweet C. i b),

YVeei*ixg willow, whipcord w. (WmrcoiiD^. 3).

Cf. Osier and Sallow sb.

1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 202 Weeping and
drooping trees. .. -Babylonian willow (Salix Babylonica).
1847 Darlington Amer. Weeds etc. (1E60) 328 S[alix]

viminalis .. Osier. "Basket Willow. 1731 Millf.i; Card.
Diet. s.v. Salix, The 'Bay-leav'd Sweet Willow. 1841
Penny Cycl. XX. 360/1 Salix Russelliana, Russell or 'Bed-
ford willow. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Lect. Bot. App. 161
Salix discolor C bog willow). 1650 [W. Howe] Phytcl. Brit.
107 Salix angustffolia pumila ; In uliginosis. 'Dwarf-
Willow. 1857 Miss 1'ratt Flower. Fl. V. 1 1 1 This species
is sometimes called the 'Golden Willow (Satix chrysauth.i),
on account of the beautiful golden calkins which in May
and June ornament its boughs. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm.
Agric. (1869) 202 'Kilmarnock willow (Salix caprea, var.
peudula).

_
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 360/2 Salix purpurea,

*purple willow. 184a t'roc. Bcriu. Nat. Club II. No. 10. 7
The 'tree willow (Salix caprea). 1597 Gkrarde Herbal
in. Ii. 1203 Salix aquatica. The Oziar, or 'water Willow.
1640 Parkinson '1 heat. Bot. 1430 Salix arborea attgusti-
folia alba vulgaris.. .Our ordinary *whke Willow gro-veth
quickely to be a great and tall tree. 188a Garden^ Sept.
227/3 The wood of the white Willow. .is always in request.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 48 Salix myrsiniUs
.."Whortle leaved Willow. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 360/2
Salix vitellina, the 'yellow willow.

b. Extended, with qualification, to plants of other
genera having some resemblance to the willow:
see quots.

1548 Turner Names Herbcs (E.D.S.) 41 Hah'mus..may
be called in englishe sea wyllowe or prickwylowe because
it hath the leaues of a wyfowe and prickes lyke a thoine.

1597 Gerarde Herbal in. lxviit. 122:1 Gaule,sweete Willow,
or Dutch Myrtle tree. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 331
Willow, Spiked, of Theopbrastus, Spirxa. 1866 Brogdi n
Proz\ Wds. Lines., Roman Willow, a garden plant, Syringa,
ca'ruleojlore. 1866 Treas. Bot., Willow... Golden. A Ma-
deira name for Genista scoparia...— , Primrose. A West
Indian name for CEnothera. 1875 Ibid. Suppl., Willow,
Au>tralian. Geijera parri/Iora. —, Water, of the United
States. Dianihcraamericana. 1889 Maiden Useful Plants
Australia 506 Acacia calami/olla, Willow, or Broom Wattle.

C. With qualification bay, flowering, French,
rersian : the Willow-uekb, Epilobium angusti-

fo'ium.
I ^33 J ou'ssos Gerarde's Herbal u. cxx'ix. 4 jgChatuznerium

is called of Gesner, Epilobion : in English, Bay Willow.
1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. iii. 3S6 French Willow. 1857
M iss Phatt Flower. PI. II. 280 E\pilobium\ angustifeliujii
(Rose Bay, or Flowering Willow). 1866 Treas. Bot., Wil-
low.. Persian, Epilobium angustifclium.

IX t 3. = Willi- s6.l 2. Obs.
1385-6 City cf London Rec, Pitas #t M/cut. Rolls Roll

27 A m. 28 (MS.) Grant destruccion de person par engyns
appeles Wilwes. 1495 Trcvisa's Sarin. Dc P. R. xviii, i.

(\V. de W.) Y iij, For flesshe rostyd crabbes come in to
wylowes [Add. MS. wyles] & pytches. a 1555 Philtot tr.

Curio's Dc/. Christ's Ch. Wks. (Parker Soc. 1S42) 385 Many
unclean and damnable persons is contained in this church,
which we behold as it were fishes of all sorts in a fisher's

trunk or willo.

4. = Willy s!>A 3.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 164 Blowing and lapping
machines, .are universally employed for cleaning and open-
ing cotton after it has passed through the willow. 1877-80
Ct. Industr. Gt. Brit. I. 229 The conical self-acting willow,
invented by Mr. Lillie, of Manchester. 1891 Marsden
Cotton Spinning (ed. 4) 85 The spikes on the cylinder and
casing of the willow.

5. A cricket-bat (made of willow-wood). Simi-
larly, the bat at baseball.
1866 Le Fanu All in Dark xxxiv, He handles the willow

pretty well. 1869 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann, 639, I had
ray turn at the ' willow '. 1876 in Box Engl. Came Cricket
(1877) 414 Willow the King is a monarch grand, Three in a
row his courtiers stand.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as

willow band, bark, bed, bottom, bush, dust, gall
(Gall sbfi), garth, ground, grove, head, hedge, holt,

hoop, island, rind, row, shadow, swamp, top, tribe,

twig, walk, wand, withe, wood; made of willow-
wood, as willow-cylinder, polisher, b. Instru-

mental, parasynthetic, objective, and similative, as
willow-bordered, -coloured, -fringed, -grown, -leaved,

-like, -shaded, -tufted, -veiled adjs. ; willow-peeler.

O. Special Combs. : willow bay, Salix pentandra;
willow-branch, a branch of a willow-tree ; also

allusively as in id; willow curtain (see quot.);

willow-earth, compost made of rotten willow-
branches ; f willow-flower = Willow-herb 2 ;

willow-green, a variety of green resembling the

colour ofwillow-leaves; willow-grouse, the com-
mon ptarmigan of North America, Lagopus alhus

;

willow-lark, the sedge-warbler ; willow-leaf, a

leafof the willow-tree, or afigure resembling this; //.

the luminous filaments of the sun's surface; willow
myrtle, a myrtaceous willow-leaved tree (dgonis

flexuosa) of Western Australia; willow-nightin-
gale local, the reed-sparrow ; willow oak, a North
American oak, Qitercns/'hellos, having narrow entire

leaves like those of the willow; willow partridge,
= willow-grouse ; willow pattern, a pattern of

domestic crockery in blue, orig. designed by Thomas
Turner in the late 18th century, having willow-trees

as a prominent feature ; hence willow-patterned
a. ; willow ptarmigan = willow-grouse ; willow-
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sparrow « willow-warbler ; willow sheets,
squares, pieces of plaited willow for hat-making;
willow-thorn, sea-buckthorn, Hippophae rham-
noidcs ; willow-warbier, a small bird, Sylvia
troehilus; willow ware, crockery-ware of a wil-
low pattern ; willow weapon, a cricket-bat

;

willow weed — Willow-herb 2, 3 ; also, various
species ofPolygonum, 'knoiwt^f\\ willow-wielder,
a batsman at cricket ; willow-wort, =* Willow-
herb 1, 3 ; also pi., Lindley's name for the willow
family; willow-wren, = willow-warbler. Also
in several names of insects or their larvre which
infest willows, as willow-beauty (Boarmia rhom-
boidarid), -bee {Megaehile willughbeid) ; -beetle
(spec. Phyllodecta vitelline), -butterfly, -cater-
pillar, -cimbex, f -cricket, -fly (any insect of the
family Perlidx), -moth (Caradrina quadripunc-
tala), -sawfly, -slug (larva of the sawfly), -worm.
1819 Shelley Cyclops 203 My young lambs coup'ed two

by two With *willow bands. 1836 J. M. Gully Magendie 's

Form?it, (ed. 2) 193 *WiIjow-bark having been frequently
employed against intermittent fevers. 1650 [W. Howf]
Phytrt. Brit. 10S Satix folio /^*r^,..*WilIow-bay. 183a
Rens-ie Butterfl. $ Moths 111 The *Willow Beauty.,
appears the beginning of July, in woody places and gardens.
159: Percivall S/>. Diet., Bimbrera, a ^willow bed. 1897
Watts-Dunton Ayhvin vn. i, A winding, *willow-bordered
river. 1807 P. Gass Jrnt. 51 Passed a *wil!ow bottom on
the south side, and a creek on the north. x6ix Beaux. &
Fl. Maid's Trag. II. L Seng, Maidens, *Willow branches
bear; say I died true. 183a Tennyson DyingSwan 37 The
willow-branches hoar and dank. 1860 Troi.lope Framley
P. xxx, I have been overwhelmed with presents of willow
branches. 1876 Geo. Ei.iot Dan. Dcr. xvii, It was bordered
by a line of *willow-bushes. 1773 B. Wilkes Engl. Moths
5S The *Wi!Iow-Biitterfly. c 1633 in Verney Mem. (1907) I.

63 The *willow colored satten suite. 1799 G.Smith Labora-
tory II. 300 "Willow-cricket, or small peacock fly. 1884
Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl.,* Willow Curtain,.. a. device to
curb the rapidity of streams and induce deposit of sediment.
1731 Miller Card. Diet. s. v. Layers, Mould, mix'd with a
little rotten *Willow-dust 1683 J. Reid Scots Gardner
(1007) 69 *Willow-earth or rotten willow.sticks at the bottom
of the pot, helps to retain the moisture. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory II. 143 A little willow-earth is very proper to
mix with the above compost. 1633 Johnson Gerarde's
Herbal n. exxix. 477 Chamsenerion allerum angustifolium.
Narrow leaned "Willow-floure. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2)

119 The *WilIow-Fly comes on about the beginning of
September. 1749 Warton- Tri. /sis 6 O'er Isis* *wil!ow-
frinjed banks I stray'd. 1870 Kingsley At Last xiii,

Certain alder and willow-fringed reaches of the Thames.
181* Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 231 Trotting on to the small
*willow garth near Clifford [Yorkshire]. 1857 Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. V. 93 _

Osier-holts or Willow-garths, as such
grounds are called in Yorkshire. 167a W. Hughes Amer.
Physitian 28 A more blewish green colour, much like the
colour called a *WiIlow-green. 1703 Lond. Gas. No. 3906/4
A Piece Ditto, striped with W'iilow-green and small Orange
or Philamot. 183a T. Brown Bk. Butterfl. $ M, (1834) I.

172 Of a pale willow-green above. 1608 Merry Devil
Edmonton in. ii t Heere in the walke neere to the *willow
ground. 1849 D. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855)
311 The *willow grouse on the rock crows his challenge
aloud. 155a Huloet, "Willow groue, salicetum. 1577
Googe Hcresbach's Husb. 1. 17 Meddowe, Wood Lande, and
Wyliowe Groues. 1855 Singleton Virgil, Georgics 11. 575
The wild willow-grove. 1871 Morris in Mackail Life
(1899) I. 265 A sandy plain somewhat *willow-grown. 1798
Act38 Geo. Ill c. v. § 2 Any *WiiIow Heads, Loppings of
Pollard or Doddard Trees. 1805 Dickson Pract. Agric. I.

Plate xxx'i, A protection of *willow,hedge, raised by setting
the stakes. 185a Boston, Line. etc. Herald 13 Nov. 4/3
Secreted in a "willow holt . . in Holland Fen. 1697 J. Pucklk
New Dial. 18 Nor do We in England (as you [the Dutch])
want "Willow Hoops from Hamburgh. 1814 Brackenridge
jfrnl. in Views Louisiana 204 Having passed a small *willow
island.

_ 1769 G. White Selbome, To Pennant 29 May, A
new salicaria, which at first I suspected might have proved
your *wi!low.]ark. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 43b, Of Lysi-
machia..Tlieleues..are thinne and in fasshon lyke *wy!ow
leues. ciyit Petiver Gazophyl. Dec. vii. Tab. 63 This
has plain Willow Leaves. 1829 Shelley Summer 9 The
willow leaves that glanced in the light breeze, i860
Nasmyth in Monthly Not. Royal Astron. Soc. (1864) XXIV-
67 What I claim to be the first to discover . . in reference to
the structure of his entire luminous surface, as well as the
precise fprm_ of the structural details, which, from their
general similitude in respect to form, I at once compared with
willow-leaves.

_
Ibid., These luminous filaments or willow-

leaf-shaped objects. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Adha-
toda, The *WilIow-Ieav'd Malabar Nut. 1864 Lockyer in
Reader 16 Jan. 79/2 Mr. Nasmyth's discovery of the willow-
leaved things .. covering like so many scales the whole sur.
face of the sun. 171a Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII.
422 Its Leaves below are long "Willow-like. 1897 Mary
Kingsley W. Africa 1S6 A long-branched willow-like shrub.
1845 G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim.C/tem. I. 101 The cater-

pillar of the *willow-moth. 1898 Morris Austral Engl.,
*Willow Myrtle, .. with willow-like leaves and pendent
branches. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 2S1 note, In the
neighbourhood of Shrewsbury, the [reedsparrow] hath ob-
tained the name of the *willow-nightingale. 1717 Peti-

ven'ana in. 20S "Willow Oak. From the Likeness of its

Leaf. 177a Forster in Phil. Trans. LXII. 390 *Willow-
partridges. 1819 S. Shaw Stapfordsh. Potteries ix. 21,*

The Pattern Mr. Turner used was the "willow, designed
by him from two oriental Plates, still preserved. 1848
Newman Loss <$ Gain I, x. 68, I myselffound half a willow-
pattern saucer in the crater of Vesuvius. 1878L0NGF.
Keramos 326 The willow pattern, that we knew In childhood,
with its bridge of blue Leading to unknown thoroughfares.

1857 Miss Yonge Dynevor Terr. ii, The homely black tea-

pot and "willow-patterned plates. 1873 Knight Diet. Meek.,
* IVilloru-fieelcr, a device or a machine for stripping the bark
from the willow wands. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch $

142

Clcckm. 214 Plates for carriage and other small clocks, .are
polished with a "willow polisher. 187a Coues Key N. Amer.
Birds 235 Lagopus albus. "Willow Ptarmigan, c 1500
World $ Child (1522) A iij, I can wystell you a fytte Syres
in a "whylowe ryne. 1806 Grahamk Birds Scot. 5 He sits
And warps the skep with willow rind. 1586 W. Webbe
Engl. Poeirie (Arb.) 75 Greene "willow rowes which Hibke
bees doo reioice in. 1845 Florist Jml. 193 Over the margin
of the *wil!ow-shaded pond. 18*7 Clare Sheph. Cal. 56 To
wash-pools, where the "willow shadows lean. 1819 P. O.
Lend. Direct. 364 Patentee.. of Beaver, Silk and Willow
Hats, and "Willow-squares. 1834 1st Rep. PoorLaw Comm.
(1885) 199, I formerly carried on the business of a willow-
square maker. 1901 Seebohm Birds of Siberia xiv. 125
This never-ending, almost impenetrable "willow-swamp.
1857 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. V. 49 Sea Buckthorn, Sallow-
thorn, or "Willow-thorn. 1693 Congreve in Drydcris
Juvenal xi. (1697) 285 No bitter "Willow-tops have been its

,
Food. 1805 Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 119 The farmer may

I
have recourse to plants of the "willow tribe for the forming

;
of his hedges. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 254 The * willow-tufted

I

bank. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 62 Oh it is a great logger-
,
headed Chub: Come, hang him upon that ""Willow twig.
1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxi, It shore asunder, as it had been

;

a willow twig, the tough and plaited handle of the mace.
1833 Texxysox LadyofShalott 1. iii,By the margin, *willow-
veil'd. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxviii, When you want me

1 for breakfast, I will be found in the "willow-walk by the
I

river.
_
a 1583 Montgomery Flyting S2 With a *wi!lie wand

thy skin was well scourged, c 1650 Robin Hood $ Q. Kath.
I xxii. in Child Ballads v. 201 Tie cleave the willow wand.
1

1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. v, Clever houghs like

.
willi-wands. X748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. xxiii, As lithe

j

they grow as any willow wand. 1810 Scott Lady of L. v.

.
ix, The rushes and the willow-wand Are bristling into axe
and brand. 1846 Jknyns Nat. Hist. 133 We found to-day

I the nest of a "willow-warbler. 1882 Proc. Ber-w. Nat.
Club IX. No. 3. 429 The willow-warbler (Sylvia troehilus-.

ci88s R. Coi.lver in J. H. Holmes Life fy Lett. (1917) I. ii.

24 A great rack for the pewter dishes and "willow ware. 1850
' Bat ' Crick. Man. 45 The way to use the ""willow weapon.
1741 Compi. Fam.-Pieee 11. iii. 379 "Willow Weed or French
Willow. 1855 Tennyson Brook 46 And many a fairy fore-

hnd set With willow-weed and mallow. 1866 Treas. Pot.,
Willow-weed, Lythrum Salicaria', also Polygonum lapathi-
folium. 1903 Times 13 July 11/6 Wily "willow-wielders.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 292 The goodman. .from
a corner nigh Took upsome "willow-withes. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory I. 4 The charcoal of "wiilow-wood is preferred,
by many, for the manufacture of gunpowder. 1845 G.
Dodd Brit. Manuf. I V. 61 Wheels . . made of. . willow- wood.
1896 Lodemam Spray. Plants 373 *Willow-worm ; Antiopa
Butterfly (Vanessa^ Antiopa). 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas
' ''• 753 As Betonie breakes friendship's ancient bands, So
"Willo-wort makes wonted hate shake hands. 1698 Fryer
Ace. E. India <$ P. 307 In an Hollow madeby the falling of
the Water in the Rains, grows Wiilow-wort. 1731 Miller
Gard. Diet. s. v. Salicaria, Willow-wort or spiked Lose-
strife. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 254 Salicaeex. Willow-
worts. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. n. xi, And changed the
"willow.wreaths to stone. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. II, 266
The "willow-wren frequents large moist woods. 1882 Proc,
Berw. Nat. Club IX. No. 3. 556 Aug. 16th, WiHow.wrens
had deserted the furze bushes and hedges.

d. In uses containing an allusion to the willow
as a symbol of mourning or of being lovelorn.
1585 in Chappell Old Engl. Pop. Mus. (1893) no, I wylbe

the turtle most stedfast [still] to the : & paciently were this
grene wyllow garland. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii. 223
Tell him, in hope hee'l proue a widower shortly, I weare
the Willow Garland for his sake. 163a Lithgow Trav. 111.

112 Still for to weare the Willow wreath. 1638 Ford Fancies
nr. iii, A knot of Willow Ribbands. 1648 Herrick Hcsper.,
To IVillow-tree 7 When once the Lovers Rose is dead, .

.

Then Willow-garlands, 'bout the head, Bedew'd with teares,
are worne. x8as T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutherl. 36 This
willow-wearing fair one, 1833 — Parsons Dan. \. xii, The
..willow-wearers at Ullsford.

e. quasi-tfdj/. — "YYillowt a. 2. See also quot.

a 1700.
1634 S. R. Noble Soldier iv. i. F i b, I yeelded With willow-

bendings to commanding breaths, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Willoiv, Poor, and of no Reputation. 1875 Miss
Braddon Strange World ii, Tall, slim, and willow-waisted.

Willow, v. [f. Willow sb. 4.] trans. To put
(cotton, etc.) through a willow.

183s Ure Philos. Manuf. 330 It must be willowed. .in an
appropriate manner, by machines differing in structure and
adjustment for different qualities of goods.

Willowed (wi'bud), a. [f. Willow sb, + -ed 2
.]

Bordered or grown with willows.

1745 Warton Ode to Morning 14 The willow'd marge of
murmuring brook. 1747 Collins Ode to Liberty 56 Wil-
low'd Meads. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. i, No longer
steel-clad warriors ride Along thy wild and willow'd shore.

1891 E. R. Pennell Stream Pleas. 44 All the elm-lined
roads and willowed backwaters lead to pretty villages.

Willowed (wi-lood), Jjpl. a. [f. Willow v. +
-ed 1.] Separated by means of a willow.
1880 J. Dl'nbar Pract. Pa/ermaker 26 Fine stuff, such as

willowed rope.

Willower (wi-l^nsi). [f. Willow sb. 4 or-z>. +
-er!.] One who tends a willow.
1881 Inslr. Census Clerks (1885* 65 Woollen Cloth Manu-

facture.. .Willower, Willyer, or Woolieyer. Ibid. 82 Paper
Making" .Willower (Paper Mill).

Wi'How-kerb. [So named from the resem-

blance of the leaves to the willow's. Cf. the earlier

herb willow (Herb sb. 7 b).

All the plants so named were formerly included under the
name Lysimaehia.]

1. Yellow Loosestrife, Lysimaehia vulgaris.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1, li. 74 The first [Lysimachion] which
we may call Golden or yellow Lysimachus, Willow herbe,
and Louse strife. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. exxii. 386
Lysimaehia lutea. Yellow Willow herbe. 1755 B. Stil-

WILL-WORSHIP.
ungfl. Cal, Flora 2 Sept. 1857 Miss Pratt Flower. PL
IV. 236 (Great Yellow Loosestrife), .is sometimes called
Yellow Willow-herb.

2. Any plant of the extensive genus Epilohium,
esp. E. angustifolium and hirsutum.
1378 Lyte Dodoens 1. H. 73 Lysimachium purpurcutu

primum. 1 he first purple red, willow herbe. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal \\. exxii. 386 Lysimaehia siliquosa. Codded Willow
herbe. .. Ckamsenerion. Rose bay Willow herbe. 1607
Lhwyd in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 50 The Common French
Willow-Herb. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bet. xix. (1794) 257 Our
European Willow Herbs. 180a Coleridge Picture 89
Lychnis, and willow-herb, and fox-glove bells. 1861 S
Ihomson WildFl. in. (ed. 4) 224 The willow-herb, or EpU
lobium genus. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xxxvii, A
little ten-yard square island all overgrown with red purple
willow herb.

3. Spiked or Purple-spiked Willow-herb : Purple
Loosestrife, Lythrum Salicaria.
1578 Lyte Dcdoens 1. li.75 Poynfed willow Herbe with

the purple Moure. 1597 Gekarde Herbal 11. exxii. 386
Lysimaehia purpurea spicata. Spiked Willow herbe. 1755
li. Stillingfl. Cal. Flora 1 July.

4. In full Hooded Willow-herb: Scutellaria galeri-
culata or S. mijior.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. exxii. 387 Lysimaehia galericu.
lata, or hoodded Willowe herbe. 1777 Lightfoot Flora
Scotica I. 320 Scutellaria minor. .. Little red Scull cap, or
Willow-herb. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bet. iv. (1794) 46 Some

I plants only having little or no smell as., hooded willow herb.
1 366 in Treas. Bot.

Willowinff (wi-bnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Wili.ow sb.

j

4 or v. + -ingT] ^ Willtikg (after Willy sb.*).

1851 L, D. P. Gordon in Art Jml. Illustr. Catat.
p. iv**/i A scutching machine, so arranged that the pre-
liminary process of willowing is performed within it. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Willmving-machine.. .2. (Cotton.)..
Called also t-willy, shake-willy, willow, willy, witley, devil,
opening.maehinc. 1879 fassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 339/2
The willowing or willying process, which opens and dis-
entangles the locks of wool. 1891 R. Marsden Cotton
Spinning (ed. 4} 82.

Willowish (wH<?"iJ), a. [f. Willow sb. +
-ish !.]

1. Somewhat resembling that of a willow, esp. in

reference to the colour of willow-leaves.
1653 Walton Angler v. 105 First for a May-fly: you

may make his body with greenish-coloured crewel, or wil-
lowish colour. 1656 Beale Ileref Orchards (1657) 19 A
fady willowish broad leaf. 1676 T. Smith Art of Painting
ii. 21 It's Willowish colour must be corrected with Yellows.

2. Like a willow; Jig. of a pliant character, rare.
19x9 Saintsbury Hist. Fr. Novel II. 12 note, It is intended

to bring before the reader's mind the utterly willowish
character of Oswald, Lord NelviL

Willow-tree. = Willow^, i; cf. also id, 6 d.

C1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 646/33 Hcc silex, wyllotre.

M95 Trcvisa's Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxliii. (W. de W.)
Tiiij/2 A wy'owe tree.. hath noo fruyte but oonly sede or
floure. 2535 Coverdale Ps. cxxxvi[i], 2 As for oure harpes.
we hanged them vp vpon the trees [fo. dlxxxij Vpon the
trees, rede, Vpon the wyllye trees]. 1548 Turner Names
Herbes (E.D.S.) 70 Particalis salix is the greate Wylowe
tree whyche hath longe roddes . . growynge in it. 1563
Googe Eglogs vi. (Arb.) 51 This mournynge looke, this

Vesture sad, this wrethe of Wyllow tree. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado 11. i. 225. 16.. R. Earnsley in Wit Restor'd
(1658) 35 That I may goe free From the sad branches of the
willowe tree. 16x0 R. Jones Muses Gard. xii. (1901) 18 For
once thou wert where thou wculdst be Though now thou
wear'st the wiliow-tree. 1641 Fest Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 41
A wilfe tree that groweth in the hedge of the Bramble hill

bottomes. i860 Piesse Lab. Chem. Wonders 3 Willow-trees
are allowed to grow here and there.

Willowy (wi-bui), a. [f. Willow sb. + -t 1
.]

1. Bordered, shaded, or clad with willows.
1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide 121 Where the languid old

Cam rolls his willowy flood. 1769 Gray Install. Ode 29
Where willowy Camus lingers with delight. 1816 Shelley
Lett. Pr. Wks. i8£S I. 339 The willowy plain of the Rhone.
1833 Tennyson Lady cf Shalott iv. iii, The willowy hills

and fields among. 1840 Louisa S. Costello Summer
amgst. Bocages II. 07 We had been sitting on a willowy
ait, such as our own beautiful Thames presents.

2. Resembling a willow in its flexible or drooping

gracefulness.

1791 Woi.cot (P. Pindar) Rights cfKings iv. ii. Wks. 1816

II. i3S Unceasing bends the willowy neck to ground.
«i835 Mrs. Hemans Shepherd-Poet of the Alps 165 A
fragile form, With a willowy droop. 1864 G. A. Lawrence
Maurice Dt-ringW. 32 He, who always raved about willowy
waists. 1883 Howells Register ii, Slender, willowy party,

with a lot of blonde hair.

3. Suggesting the sound of willows agitated by

the wind.
1895 Meredith Amazing Marr. ix, The willowy swish of

silken dresses.

4. Comb.
1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Right xliv, Certain deli-

cate-featured willowy-figured Sydney demoiselles.

Will-pit : see Weel K
Wi*ll-wo :rship. [f. Will $bA + Worship sb.,

rendering Gr. eOfKoOpija/eeia (Col. ii. 23).] Worship

according to one's own will or fancy, or imposed

by human will, without divine authority.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1641) 59 Seeing.. true worship

taught, and wil-worship refused. 1565 Calfhill Ansvi.

Martial'I To Rdr. 6 b, A wilworship, a naughty seruice,

hauing no ground of the worde of God. 1611 Bible Col.

ii. 23 Which things haue in deed a shew of wisedomc in

will-worship [Vulg. superstitione; Tindale chosen holynes,

Coverdale chosen spiritualtie, Geneva volontarie worship-

ping], a 1629 Hinde J. Bruen xxx. (1641) 93 That such



WILL-WORSHIPPER.
service unto Saints, is but witt-worship, will-worship, and
Idol-service. 1641 Sanderson Semi., Matt. xv. 9(1681) II.

4 Those Pharisees.. intending by those superstitious Will-
worships to honour God. 1730 Berkeley Serm. Wks. 1871
IV. 641 Not lip-worship, nor will-worship, but inward and
evangelical. 18*7 G. S. Faber Sacr. Cat. Prophecy (1844)
II. 106 A declension from evangelical soundness to un-
warrantable superstition and will-worship. 1846 Trench
Mirac. Introd. (1862) 5 The will-worship of Jeroboam.
So "Will-worshipper, one who practises will-

worship
; f Will-worshipping-, will-worship.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. ix. 12. 28 The wil woorship-
pinges which superstitious persoues have forged too them-
selves of theyr owne heades. 1660 Jer. Taylor Ductor
Dubil. 11. iii. rule 13. § 9 He that sayes God is rightly wor-
shipped by an act or ceremony concerning which himself
hath no way express'd his pleasure, is superstitious, or a
will-worshipper.

Willy, willey (wHi), sb. 1 Forms : 1 wilise,
wylijs, -ie, 7, q weely, S-9 willey, 9 willy.
\0\L.wilige\ seeWillow^. C{.wyle,wile

}
\XEEL*.']

1. A basket : see quots. dial,

c 1000 Mlfhic Gram, ix. (Z.) 55 Cordis, wyliseoo^e windel.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark vi. 43 Hi namon bara hlafa Sc 6xa
lafe twelf wilian fulle. aiioo Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 336/7
Cerbts uet cofinus, wyli^eodSe meoxbearwe. [1256, etc:
see Wkel 1

. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxxvi,
(Add, MS. 27944), Of russhes beb ymade panyers: Wiles,
cupes and casis.] 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng., Willy,
a term applied to baskets of various sizes, but generally to
those holding about a bushel . .: sometimes called also willy-
basket. 1886 W.Som. Word-bk., Willy, a large basket—of
a shape deep rather than flat. .. A willy has two small
handles at the upper edge, one opposite the other.

2. A fish-trap, local.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvin. i. (Add. MS. 27044),
For fleissh yrosted ciabbes comeb in to wyles and pyenes.)
i6oj C.krf.w Corntuirll t. 28 The Trowte. .are mostly taken
with a hooke-net, made like the Easterne Weelyes, which is

placed inthestickellest part of the stream.. and kept abroad
with certaine hoopes. 18:3 Vancouver Agric. Devon 320
Below the lower flood-hatch, a trap (or willey, as in thia
neighbourhood it is called) is made for the catching of
smaller n\h. 1880 W. Comw. Gloss., Weelys, wicker pots
or traps for catching crabs.

3. A revolving machine of a conical or cylindrical
shape armed internally with spikes for opening and
cleaning wool, cotton, flax. Called also twilly.
{1780: see Willy ». quot. 1864]. 1835 VnzPhilos. Alanuf.

160 The wool-mill or willy (called willow, in the cotton
manufacture. .) is the first machine to which clothing-wool is

subjected. 1870 Engl. Mech. 31 Dec. 610/1 The machine.

.

is called a willow, or willey, vulgarly a devil ; it is used prin-
cipally for opening raw cotton. 1894C. VlCKF.RMAN Woollen
Spinning 122 A * i'earnougbt ' or tenter-hook willey.

Hence Wi*ll(e)y v. y to treat'with the willy or wil-
lowing-machine; Wi*ll'V)yer, one who tends a
willy; Willeying- vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1835 Ure Philos. Alanuf. 204 Wool-sorters, pickers, will.
yers (winnowers). 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. ill. 98
Some kinds of wool require willying more than once. 1864
A. Jeffrey Hist. Roxb.lV. 115 In 1780, when a small hand
1 willy *, for oiling and teazing the wool, was put up in the
garret of John Roberts. It was a joint stock adventure, and
willied for the whole town. 1871 Daily News 18 Aug.,
Cloth finishers, dressers, fettlers, and willeyers. /bio'.. The
cotton willeying-room. 1884 \V. S. B. M cLarf.n Spinning
(ed. 2)185 The wool must be freed from all dirt, etc., by
willeying and thorough washing, it must then be oiled and
again willeyed to spread the oil over all the fibres. 1907
Clapham Woollen $ Worsted Ind. 188 The willeying
machine must also have an efficient exhaust draft.

Willy, Willie (wi-Ii), sb? [Pet-form of the
name William.] Applied locallyto various animals;
e.g. the guillemot, = Willock ; also attrib., as in
willy-goat, a he-goat (= Billy-goat) ; willy-
wagtail, (a) the water wagtail

;
(b) in Australia, =»

Wagtail sb, 2 b. (See also Will-o'-the-wisp i c.)

1849 Zoologist VII. 2393 The common guillemot is a
'willy'. 1883 Sunday Mag. Aug. 528/1 Some birds flying
..over the vessel, .called willies.

1852 W. Wickf.ndkn Hunchback's Chest 82 You might
have broken the leg of the *willy.goat. 18x4 Mactaggaht
Giillovid. Encyct., *Wullie-\Vagtail. 1885 Mrs. C. Praed
Head Station (new ed.) 156 A brisk little willy-wagtail
hopping about on the gravel.

t Willy, a. Obs. Forms : 4-5 Willi, wylly,
(5 wille, wyle, wyly, 6 wylle), 4- willy, [f.

Will sb. 1 + -yl, prob. after ON. viljugr (MS*.
viliogher, Sw., Da. villig), corresp. to OS., (M)Du.
willig, OHG. willtg (MHG. willec, G. willitf).

But an OE. *willic may have existed; cf. next.]
1. Willing, eager.
rti3oo Cursor Af. 23073 pai.. willi war to d<\ and gladd,

J>at men of hali kirc bam badd. Ibid. 26351 Propre, sted-
fast, Ernexst, willi, buxum, sothfast. 13. . Gosp. Nicod. (G.)
161 pe men bat wight and willy ware said :

' to pi steuin we
stand", c 1400 Destr. Troy 17 75 Wisest of wordes and wille
berto. CX449 Pecock Repr. v. iii. 496 Porto make hem the
redier and the willier forto counceyle with leerned men.
1483 Caxtom Faytes 0/A. l.vi. Avijb, A prynce ought not
be byleued that therin shold be ouer wylly & courageous.

2. Well-disposed, benevolent.
With first quot. cf. Chaucer's ( welwilli planet {Troylus

in. 1208).

c 1403 Lvdc. Temple o/Glas 1348 Willi planet, O Esperus
so brht, pat woful hertes can appese. 1449 Pastcn Lett. I.

83, I fonde her never so wylly to noon as sche is to hym.
1483 Ca.'A. Angl. 41S/2 Willy, bencuolus.

3. ? Of the Will.

c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 96 And banne fallys to
hym a reale willy [orig. uoluntaria] vertu.

143

b. in parasynthetic compounds, Evil-willy,
Goodwilly, Ill-willy, Well-willy.
Hence fWiTlily adv., voluntarily, willingly.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 26942 Willili lok bat bou be scriuen,

Noghtwit strength bar-to be dnuen. C1400 Abbey Holy
Ghost in Hampole's Wks. (Horstman) I. 334 Make bame
arely to ryse and go be wyllylyere to baire seruysse.

tWilly, a^. Obs. Forms : 1 willice, 2-3 wille-
liche, 4 williche. [Late OE. willice *= OITG.
ivillico (MHG. williche) : see Will sb. 1 , -ly ~.

With the quadrisyllable forms cf. ON. viljanliga^\

Willingly, voluntarily.
c 1000 in Anglia XIII. 375/138 Obre ^ehwylce oa wyllice

we onfengon._ cnys Lamb. Horn. 41 $ef 3c lusten wuleo,
and 5e willeliche hit understonden. a 12*5 Ancr. R. 338
Schrift ouh to beon willes, bet is willeliche iureined and
r.out idrawen of be. Ibid. 396 Auh ure Louerd willeliche
totweamde his soule urom his bodie vorto ucien ure bo'^e
t l>gederes.

_
a 1300 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (1875) 8 J'o

dronk Marie al hire fulle Swibe williche of bat welle.

Willy, dial. f. Willow; obs. form of Wily.
Wi'llyart, a. Sc. and n. dial. Also 6 wil5art,

8 wjlart, 9 willyard, williard, willward. [Ob-
scurely f.Will a.- ; associated later with Will sbX\
1. Wild ; shy.

1590 Bukel in Watson Coll.Sc. Poems 11.(1709)19 Quhiles
wandring, quhiles dandring, Like royd and wifzait rais.

1786 Burns On Dining with Lo>d Daer iv, L'ut O for
Hogarth's magic pow'rToshow Sir Bardy's willyart glowr I

2. Self-willed, obstinate.

1791 Lfarmont Poems 26 Had ye Byng'd some wylart
bairns, It wad hae gien the laive mair harns. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xiii, Uh ! uh ! it's a hard-set willyard beast
this o' mine. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Wil/ward, self-willed.
1880 Antrim^- Daivn Gloss., Williard, cbstinate; self-willed.

Willy-coat, var. Wyliecoat Sc,

Willy-nilly (wHi ni*ii), adv. and a. Also 7
wille nille, S Willi nilhi. [= will /, nill I (lie,

ye) ' be I (he, ye) willing, be 1 (he, ye) unwilling':
see Will z>.i VI, Nill v.]

A. adv. Whether it be with or against the will of
the person or persons concerned ; whether one likes

it or not ; willingly or unwillingly, nolens volens.
1608 Middleton Trick to catch Old One 1. ii, Thou shalt

trust me spite of thy teeth, furnish me with some money
wille nille. 1797 Mrs. Berkeley Poems cf G. At. Berkeley
Pref. p. ccxxix, But her Ladyship would, willi nilhi, con-
stantly join the one who drank the waters every morning,
and converse with her. 1807 W. Irving Sabnag. ix. (1824)
145 He was sure, willy nilly, to be drenched with a deluge
of decoctions. x8i8 J. Brown Psyche 121 From whence it

follows, will y' nill y . The thought of your's is mighty silly.

1884 A.Griffiths Chrou. Ne^vgate II. vil. 306 He. .con-
ceived an idea of carrying her off and marrying her willy
nilly at Gretna Green. 1898 L. Stephen Stud. Biogr. II.

vii. 272 You are engaged in the game willy-nilly, and cannot
be a mere looker-on.

B. adj. 1. .That is such, or that takes place,

whether one will or no.
1877 Tennyson Harold v. I, And someone saw thy willy-

nilly nun Vying a tress against our golden fern. 1880 Com.
hill Alag. Feb. 1S2 All willy-nilly spinsters went to the
canine race to be consoled. 188a Tennyson Promise o/AIay
11. iiq If man be only A willy-nilly current of sensations.

H 2. erron. Undecided, shilly-shally.

1883 Galton Hum. Faculty 57 The willy-nilly disposition
of the female in matters of love is as apparent in the butter-
fly as in the man. 1898 Besant Orange Girl 11. vi, Let us
have no more shilly shally. willy nilly talk.

Willy-willy (wiliwiH). Also willi-willi.

[Native name.] In north-west Australia, a cyclonic

storm or tornado. Also attrib.

1894 Age (Melbourne) 20 Jan. 13/4 A .. report of a
1 Willy Willy ' in the north-we>t portion of West Australia.
190a Blackw. Af'tg. May 646 '2 The pools formed by the
willy-willy shower had evaporated.

tWilne, sb. Obs. rare. [f. next.] Desire.
^1400 Destr. Troy 13763 All the pure Troiens ..Were

deli ner t yche lede, & lause at hor will.ie.

t Wilne, v. Obs. Also 3 welne, 4-6 wylne,
5 willne, wol(l)ne. [OE. wilm'an, f. wil-, stem of
Will sb. 1

,Will v.1 + -«- formative + -ian -y ^. Cf.

ON. vilna to favour, red. to hope (cf. oruilnask to

despair).] To desire, a. trans, with simple obj.
(in OE, gen. or ace).
Beowulf"i83 Drihten secean, and to faeder fa;bmum freoSo

wilnian. c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. $4 £if ou amisne mon
Sesihst wilnian Sa^s 3e he naefj. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Ne
wilne bu o3res monnes wif. cxso5 Lav. 1073 5ef us ^t we
wilniatS. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6301 Ichabbe quab knout
ywilned hi kinedom ar bis, & nou wet more ban pi Iond |;i

sulue ich wilni ywis. a 1300 Leg. Rood ii. (1871) 20 Ich
wijny muche my deb. C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P443 Thy
neighebore artow holden for to loue and wilne hym alle
goodnesse. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3996 Of wemen werkes
wilnet ho none. ? 1464 Paston Lett. II. 171 To. .wilne vow
goode wylle and trewe hert.

{b) with clause or ace. and inf.

C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xix. 141 Se bi'5. .Codes
Rewinna se se r>e wilna3 5a:t lie lubbe 3a weorounga. ,3e
God habban sceolde.

_
c 1050 O. E. Chron. (M.S. C) an. 977

He wilnode baet liis lie rajst sceolde beon aet Cridiantune,
an his bisceop stole. C1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 121, I
not nat what ?e wilne bat I seye. c 1384 — //. Fame 111. 4
Nat that I wilne, for maistrye, Here Art poetical be shewed.
C1449 I'ecock Rcpr. 11. ix. 196 Wherbi is excludid and
wilned of Crist to be removed, that eny man schulde wor-
schipe God hi eny outward ymagis. c 1475 Partenay 3178
Wilnyng you to come hastly thys instaunce. c 1540 /'//-

gryms T. 10S in Thynne's Animadv. (1875) 80 What rekia

WILSOME.
them, the sayng of paull, Which wylnith ' to men we shall
not call '?

(c) with inf. (with or without to).
c SB8 JElfhed Boeth. xxiv. §a /Elc mod wilnao" so<5es godes

to be-;itanne. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiii. 8 He wilnode
hine jeseon. c 1205 Lav. 1892 Heora eiber wilnada oder
[c i»75 aiber wilnede ober] to wailden. a 1300 Leg. Rood ii.

(1S71) 20 Of is lif he was anuyd, he wilnede be of dawe.
1377 Lancu P. PI. U. xvin. 4 Tyl I wex wery of be worlde,
and wylned eft to slepe. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 99 In
good praiers boumuste wake, And neueie wilne to do a-mys.
1447 Bekynton Corr. (Rolls) II. 341, I. .suppose that.. ye
wold.. wilne exhortc.al tho to whom [etc), c 1450 Mirk's
Fcstial 2S5 3if3e wollnoth to haue mercy of God.

b. intr,\ simply or const, after, for, to; also
with ellipsis of inf.

a 1000 Andreas 283 (Gr.) pu. wilnast nu ofer widne mere,
ciioo Moral Ode 319 (Trim Coll. MS.*, We wilnie,} after
wercideswele. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 213 Hire bcoo wo
bat hie sal ber-inne wunien, and )erc-fore wilne3 ut. c 1205
Lav. 2626 Heo wilneden [c 1275 welnede]after woire. c 1230
Hali Meid. (Titus) 125 Ne barf be bute wilnen, & lete
godd wurchen. c 1350 Will.Palcme 3563 As redili ara'^ed
as any rmk >ort wilne. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. iv. 387 pei
wilnen and wolde as best were for hem-selue. la 1400
Morte Arth. 2224, I watte be thi wauerynge thow willnez
aftyre sorowe. Ibid. 3479 Wliedire wilnez thowe, wye,
walkand thyne onne? c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 111. iv. 295 That
Crist schulde wilne and bidde in lijk maner to eny other man.

f Wilnesful, a. Obs. rare. [f. gen. of Wilne
sb. + -ful. Cf. willesfull] Vhr.jbr wilnesful (see

For pref1 10) : because of obstinacy or perversity.
13. . E, E. Allit. P. Ii. 231 Ne neuer wolde, for wylnesful,

his wor by god knawe.

tWi'lnilig, vbl.sb. Obs. Also 4 willenyug.
[OE. ivi!mmg,i. luilnian : see above and -ing ! 1.]

Desire.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiii. § 5 Twa bara jecynda habba3

netenu swa same .swa men ; uiVr bara is wilnung, o3or is

irsung. (11225 Ancr, R.zjS Prude is wilnunge of wur.V
scbipe. 13.. Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 1546, I wolde yowre wyl-
nyng worche at my my~,t. C1350 Will. Paleme 39^3 To
wiilne swiche willenyug bat wol nou^t a-sente. 1357 Lay
lolks' Cate-ch. (T.) 506 A wrangwise wilnyng Or yernyng
to hafe any kynsgode that us augh no^ht. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. y. ix. 533 With the lasse good kunnyng, the bs^e
gode wilnyngis, and purposis.

So -f Wiliiingfpl. a., voluntary ; also quasi-advb.;
whence f Wilning-ly adv., willingly.
The survival of tiie \b. wilne in wilningly, if genuine, is

remarkable.
aiaij Ancr. R. 1S2 Vorte beon martlrs efning, buiuh

a wiininde wo. 138a Wvclik Num. xxxv. 15 To hem, the
which not wilnynge [13SS wilfuli; Vulg. nolens] sliedith
blood. — Ecclus. xiv. 7 Vnwitendely, and net wilnende
[13S8 not wilfuli ; Vulg. ignoranier et non volens] he doth.
1597 Return fr. Parnnss. II. i. 618 (M.S. Rawl. D. 398, If.

211 b) We haue yelded to her conqueringe hande And
wilninglie goe captiues in her bande.
Wilowe, rare obs. var. Wallow v.-, to fade.
a 1340 Havpolk Psalter lxxii. 17 When bair flour welkes

[v. r. wilowesj & wytes awaye.
fWilrone. Sc. Obs. Also wolroun, -ronu.

[?f. ON. vilr Will a. + runi boar.] A wild boar.
Used chiefly as a term of abuse.
i5o8_Dt,NBAR Tua Afariit Wt-men 90 A walstit wolroun.

1508 Kknneoie Flytlng w. Dunbar 432 Wnhonest wayis
all, wolronm, that thou wirkis. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) xxxiv. 106 The bich the curtyk fannis; The wolf
the wilrone vsis. a 1568 BannatyneAlS. (Hunter. Club) 385
This wyld wilroun wich thanie widlit sa and wareit,

Wilsfully : see after Willesful.
Wilsome (wrlsiSm), a 1 Obs. cxc. Se. Forms:

4-5 wilsom, -wylsom(e, -sum, 4-7 wUsome,
-sum, 5 wyld-, wel(d)som(e, whylsum, 6 weil-
sum, wildsome, wolsome, volsum, (6-; wile-
some), 9 wullsome, wullsum. [a. ON. villusamr
erroneous, false (Sw. villsam perplexing, embar-
rassing, in MSw. also, gone astray, Da. vildsom
perplexed, intricate), f. villr wild, Will a. + ~samr
-some. Sometimes assimilated in spelling to wild.]
1. Chiefly of a way or path : Leading astray as

through wild and desolate regions ; hence, desert,

lonely and wild ; dreary. (A conventional epithet

of ME. poetry.)

13.. Evang. Nicod. 1604 in Herrig's Archiv LIU. 421 pai
wend no wilsom way. 13.. Gaw.

<J-
Gr. Knt. 689 Mony

wylsum way he rode, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5565 A wilsom
wast& a wild. 1470-85 Malory A rthur vn. xxii. 247 Lynet
the damoysel that had ryden with hym many wylsome
wayes. c 1480 Hknrvson Two Alice 143 Tillhir hart straike
mony wilsome stound. c 1480 — Orpheus 128 To seke
his wyf. .our mony wilsum wane Wyth outyn jp'de. *S*3
Douglas sEneis xi. xi. 26 He. .socht onto the wilsum hoTtis

hair. 156a W1K5ET Cert. Tractatis i. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 9 In
the wyldsum way of this daingerous lyfe. 1578 H. Wotton
Courtlie Control'. 129 Nor wildsome wood or deserts.

1584-7 Greene Carde of Fancie Wks. (Grosart) IV. 139
The wildsome woods were his wished walkes. 163* Lith-
gow Trav. vi. 294 We imbraced our wilsome and fastidious

Way. 1806 R. Ja.mikson Pop. Ballads I. 244 He blew, till

a" the wullsome waste Kebellowin' echoed lound.

2. Lrring, wandering, straying ; bewildered, per-

plexed ; doubtful, uncertain {cf).

Thr. zvilsome ofwane = Will a. 3 a,

c 1350 Will. Paleme 5394 J>us was be kowberd out of kare
kindeliholpen, He & his wilsum wifwel to liuenforeuer. 1387
Tkevisa Higden (Polls) VII. 95 Hym self in be mene tyme
ful wilsom [oTtg. naviter oberrans] at be Ileof Wight halow.
ede Cristemasse. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 867 They namyd the
chylde s>t Degrabelle, That welsome was of wone [read
wane], £1440 York Afyst. xxviL 92 So wilsom wightis as



WILSOME.

we, Was neuere in worlde walkand in wede. c 1440 Promp.

Parv. 528/2 Wylsome, or dowtefulle, dubius, fluctuant.

C1450 Holland Hmvlat 41 Wa is me, wretche in thrswarld,

wilsome of wane ! c 1460 Townelcy Myst. xxvii. 204 Wilsom

of hart, ye ar vnabyll, And outt of the right way. 1500-10

Dunbar Poems ix. 29 To hungre meit, nor drynk to thnsty

gaif, ..Harbreit the woisome, nor naikit cled att all. 1513

Douglas Mneis III iii. 105 Wncertanlie we went Thre dais

wilsum throu the mysty streme. 1S3S Stewart Cron. Sco..

(Rolls) III. 44 Werie forwrocht, and richt weilsum of wane.
;

£1550 Rolland Crt. Venus III. 526 Wilsum of ane glide reid.
'

1554 Knox Let. in Ausw. Jesuit Tyrie F lv b, God shall

tuyde the footesteppes of him that is wilsome. c 1590 J.

tewart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 35 Vandring as ane volsum

vagabound. 1614 Lithgow Trav. L 2, If it had not been for

a Christian Amaronite, who accidently encountred with v<,

in our wilsum [163a, 190 wilesome] wandnng_, wee had beene

miserably lost. 1808 Jamieson, Wilsum, in a wandering

state, implying the ideas of dreariness, and of ignorance ot

one's course, S. pron. witllsum.

Hence Wilsomely ado.1, errmgly, perversely;

wanderingly, at random ; Wi'lsomeness 1
,
error,

perverseness ; donbt, uncertainty.

13 . Evang. Nicod. 1365 in Herrig's A rchiv LIII. 417 Fro

waves of wiisomnes..he has bam taken. 1:1420 Sir Ama-
dace (Camden) xxxv, To somun alle tho, That wilsumly ar

wente me fro. C1440 Prom/: Pa?-'. 528/2 Wylsomenesse,

or dowtefulnesse. C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 17 As y
wandered weldsomly in-to be lawnd bat was so grene.

Wilsome, willsome, «. a 06s. exc. dial.

[?orig. a use of Wilsome a. 1
, later associated with

WillA1 There appears to be no connexion with

OE. wilsum, wilsumlic ' desiderabilis', 'volun-

tarius', ' devotus ', wilsumlice 'sponte', 'volun-

tarie '.] Wilful, obstinate, stubborn.

13 . Cursor M. 9633 (G8tt.) It was his aun wilsum [Colt,

wilful] sinne, fat did vs all fra him to tuynne. c 1440 Promp.

Parv 52S 2 Wylsome, or fohvynge only hys owne wylle,

effrenus 1590 Cooler Canterb. 3 He was wide and wild-

someinthebrest. 1818 Todd, Wilsome, obstinate ; stubborn.

A forgotten old word, but as proper as Ivimoursome, and

the like. 1826 Hor. Smith Tor Hill I. 26 Within stone walls

he is ever willsome and upon the fret, a 1835 Hogg Poems,

Spirit of the Glen xxvii, Marjorie smiled a willsome smile.

Hence •Wilsomely adv.*, wilfully; Wi'lsome-

ness 2
, wilfulness, frowardness.

1382 Wvclif Ecclus. xxxi. 40 The wilsumnesse [Vulg.

animositas] of drunkenhed. C1440 Promp. Pan: 528/2

Wylsomenesse, or froward wylle, e/fremtas, vet proprie

voluntatis sequela, a 1835 Hogg Poems, Connel 0/ Dee

xvi, His sins were like crimson—all bent and uneven, I he

path he hed wilesomely trod.

tWilt,^-1 06s. [Origin obscure.] = WILE si.

Hence t Wiltful a., wily.

a 1230 St. Kath. 891 fe wrenchfule feont, burh onden, wi9

his wiles IMS. Royal wiltes] weorp him ut. a 1250 A ncr. R.

MS C.C C.C. 402, If. 61 Hu 3e schulen witen ow wiS pes

deofles wiltes. Ibid. 73 b, Hit bringeS to noht al bes deofles

wiheles nawt ane his strengoes & his strange turnes ah dej

his wiltfule [so also HIS. Caius 234, If. /j6b; MS.Cott.

Nero wihtful, Titus wilfule] crokes & his wrenchfule wicche.

creftes. _ _,
Wilt (wilt), s6. 2 [f. next.] The action or an

act of wilting ; spec, (also will disease) any fungous

disease of plants which is characterized by wilting.

1855 Ainslie Laud of Burns (1892) 315 To stiffen the wilt

that this wilderness Has brought on this bosom and brain.

191S Q. Rev. Oct. 357 Rusts, smuts, wilts, and insect-attacks

were calamities to be patiently endured.

Wilt (wilt), v. [Of dial, origin (in early 19th c.

largely U.S.), having a widespread variant welt

(Welt v?) ; perh. alteration of wilk, Welk v.]

1. intr. Of plants or their parts: To become

limp or flaccid, through heat or drought.

1601 Ray N. C. Words (ed. 2) 80 To Wilt, for wither,

spoken of green Herbs or Flowers, is a general word. 1779

Projects in Ann. Reg. 10S/1 Let it remain exposed to the

sun throughout the day, or until the leaves are entirely

wilted, as it is termed in America. Ibid. 108/2 If the sun

does not appear for several days,.. they [sc. leaves of the

tobacco-plant) must remain to wilt. 1790 Grose Prov. Gloss.

(ed. 2) S.V., These flowers are all wilted. 1807 W. Irving

Salnmg. xvii. (1824) 315 A Cabbage leaf wilting before

a hot fire. 1815 [see b]. a 1864 Cesser Coal, Petrol., etc.

(1865) 36 [They] wilted down like leaves when the forest is

on fire. 1887 A mer. Naturalist XXI. 506 The tissues of the

flower begin to soften and wilt very soon after separation

from the plant. 1897 T. H. Warren By Severn Sea 27

Magic bowers never wilting.

D. transf. and gen. To become limp ; to lose

energy or vigour ; to become dispirited or nerveless.

1787 Abigail Adams Lett. (1848) 333 Mrs. Crancb..is

wilted just enough to last to perpetuity. 1825 J. Neal
Bro Jonathan xvii. II. 109 Look o' the major !.. pale as

death ; and wiltin' away, like a cabbage leaf, in the hot sun.

1857 in Harper's Mag. Dec. (1883) J65 My. .ruffles wilted to

the consistency . . ofan after-dinner napkin. 1862 Lowell Big-

low P 11. iii. 200 Poems 1800 II. 291 They. .wilt right down

ez debtors will thet stumble on a dun. 1890 Henty With

Lee in Virg. xv, The man is as hard as a rock... He wilted

a little when you were telling your story, but [etc.]. 1920

Times Lit. Suppl. 22 Jan. 1/2 The old aristocracy seemed as

if it was going to wiltbefore this new commonwealth of wits.

2. trans. To cause to become limp ; to deprive

of stiffness, energy, vigour, or spirit.

1809 T. Dwigiit Theol. (1819) IV. 165 Despots, .have wilted

the human race into sloth and imbecility. 1854 J. b. C.

Abbott Napoleon (xZ^ II. xix. 349 They had secured for his

cause no monarchical friends, but had wilted the enthusiasm

of the people. 1888 Deland John Ward 233 The full blaze

of sunshine, was wilting the dish of violets.

Hence WHted ppl. a. ; Wi'lting vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

144

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. 111. vii. (1812) I. 185 Fanciful

festoons of wilted peaches and dried apples. 1830 Examiner
35/1 A wilted, sinew-shrunk old hunks. 1867 Lowell Lett.

(1894) I. 378 Some flowers will not bear to be handled without

wilting. 1883 G. Allen in Knowledge 3 Aug. 65/1 It is

a tall wilted-looking thing, this broomrape. 1884 Century

Mag. Jan. 356/2 Wilting flowers are hardly appropriate to

a steamship.

Wilt : see Will v. Wilt, obs. f. Quilt sb.

Wilter (wi-ltsi), v. dial. [f. Wilt v. + -er 5.]

= Wilt v.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), To wilt, or wilter, to

wither. 1888 Lees & Clutterbuck B. C. 1SS7 xxxiii, ' He
just wiltered '

. . What is wiltering? How did he do it?

1916CU1.LUM Menwho Wrought ix, The tide of the Prince's

anger was too swift for the youthful Prussian's armour of

official effrontery. He came near to wiltering before it,

Wiltful : see Wilt sb. 1

Wilton (wi'ltan). Name of a town in the

south of Wiltshire, noted since the reign of Queen

Elizabeth for the manufacture of carpets : applied

to f (a) a kind of cloth, (6) a carpet of which the

manufacture resembles that of Brussels carpet but

differing in having the rib cut so as to produce

a velvet pile.

'773 Pennsylv. Gaz. 2t Apr. 1/1 Fine broadcloths, cassi.

mers, saggathies, and Wiltons. 1774 Ibid. 10 Aug. Suppl.

2/2 Wilton and Scotch carpets. 1776 Pennsylv. Even.

Post 21 May 256/2 A brick coloured Wilton coattee. 1889

Conan Doyle Micah Clarke xxiii, As soft and velvety as

a Wilton carpet. 1904 Bradbury Carpet Manuf. i. 43 The
difference in shade was greatest in Wilton and Velvet pile

structures. Ibid. iv. 127 The wire used for Wilton is usually

deeper and therefore produces a loftier pile than Brussels.

Wiltshire (wi-ltjaj). Name of an English

county, applied to (a) a breed of sheep, (b) a kind of

' smoked ' bacon, (e) a kind of cheese (also Wills).

1794 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 22 The Wiltshire Horned

Sheep. Ibid., A flock of Wiltshire ewes. Ibid. 29 The old

Wiltshire bacon. 1805 Luccock Wool 279 The sheep most

commonly met with [in Buckinghamshire] are derived from

the blood of the Dorset, the Wiltshire, and from a mongrel

kind. 1813 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 17 A smoky taste

..such as that we find in Wiltshire bacon. 1837 Youatt

Sheep 245 These Wiltshires have now passed quite away.

1881 Sheldon Dairy Farming 246 Different-sized cheeses,

from flat Wilts to 'truckles' and Cheddars. 1894 Oliver

Milk, Cheese, etc. 255 The small cylindrical cheeses known
as 'Wiltshire loaves'. 191a Times 19 Dec. 20/4 Bacon...

Canadian was steadier, with Wiltshires is. dearer.

Wiluol, obs. form of Wilful.

Wily (warli), a. (sb., adv.) Forms: 4 wili,

wyli, 4-5 wyle, 4-6 wyly, (4, 6 wely), 5 wilye,

(whily, 5-6 wylly, 5, 7 willy). 5~7 ( 8 &•) wylie,

6 wylye, (whyly, Sc. vylie), 6-7 wilie, 8 wiley,

4- wily. [f. Wile s6. + -Y 1.1

1. Full of or characterized by wiles ; crafty, cun-

ning, sly, artful, a. Of a person or animal (or

fig. of a thing personified).

Rarely in a good sense : Astute, clever.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1807 pis herods . . bat wili [Fairfl wely]

wolf, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9849 He was

bope wyly & sley. 13. . Gaw. f, Gr. Knt. 1728 So reniarde

was wyle. C1386 Chaucer Monk's Pro/. 52 No poure

cloystrer ne no Novys Bot a gouernour wily and wys. —
Pars. T. T252 The serpent that was moost wily of alle

othere beestes. 1470-85 Malory Arthur lv. xxvi. 155 And
there he was in grete peryl, for the gyant was a wyly

fyghter. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. vil. Bj b, Be he.,

wyly to deffende hym fro theym, & wysely to assaille them.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 60 Lyke as y« sparowe

the wyly byrde escheweth all pantera & snares. 1581 A.

Hall Iliad II. 23 To finde the wilie Vlysses straight downe

she tooke hir walke. 1639 J. Clarke Param. 2S5 As willy

as a foxe. 1662 R. Mathew Lint. Alch. 177 The wily

spirits of the Armoniack. 1729 Savage Wanderer 1. 95

Mark ! wiley Fowlers meditate their Doom. 1807 Crabbe

Library 243 Here wily Jesuits simple Quakers meet. 1878

Bavne Pnrit. Rev. li. 49 The brilliant wily Welshman

found himself sharply repelled. 1905 Treves Other Side of

Lantern in. viii. (1906) 225 In the. .night the wily tide will

glide a shoal across the fairway.

b. Of personal attributes, actions, etc.

1:1400 Beryn 444 Tapsters, & oper such, bat hath wyly

wittis To pik mennys pursis. c 1407 Lydg. Rcson % Sens.

2758 Hercules.. by his whily sleyght Bar away the ryche

fruyt. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy Soc.) 139

She had him caught in suche a wyly snare. 1551 T. Wilson

Logic C iv b, The wily vsyng of wordes that in sence haue

double meanyng. 1613 Purciias Pilgrimage iv. iii. 298

Ventidius. .by a wily Stratageme, counterfeiting flight and

feare. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. E 4l The wily suttleties

and refluxes of mans thoughts. 1711 Ramsay Prospect of

Plenty 33 Artfu' Nets, and Fishers' wylie Skill. 1850

Kingsi ey Alton Locke xxxvii, Judas'savei ted and wily face.

1905 Times Lit. Suppl. 11 Feb. 45/3 An imaginary line.,

offered no real obstacle to a determined and wilyadvance.

•j- 2. ellipt. as s6. A wily person or animal ; m
qnot. c 1460 as proper name (cf. 4). Obs.

13. . Gaw. f; Gr. Knt. 1905 pay fel on hym alle, & woried

me bis wyly wyth a wrath noyse. c 1460 Wisdom 607 in

Macro Flays 55 Yt ys clepyde wysdom :
' ware pat ! quod

Wyly.

f3. as adv. Craftily, cunningly: -Wililt. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1452 Apel vessel, pat wyth so

curious a crafte coruen was wyly. 1567 Harman Caveat

Aij, All these.. rabblement of rakehelles, that. .do. .gayne

great almes in all places where they wyly wander. 1574

Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 59 Thocht for thair tyme sum
wylie winkit. 1613 Cockeram, Wily, craftily.

4. Special Collocations and Combinations, f a.

Wily-man,wily-pie [Pie rf.i],wily-wat[WATi],

WIMBLE.

appellations for a crafty or cunning fellow (the

first as a proper name). Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. v. 27 Then waryn wysman and
wyly-man his felawe Fayn were to folwen hem. C1450
Chance ofDice 147 in Engl. Studien LIX. 9 Lorde verrely

ye ben a wyly pye. 1542-79 [see Pie sl>.
1
2]. 1550 Bale

Apol. 73 Ye are a wyly watte in the kyngdome of crafte

and generacion offalshede. c 1550

—

K. Johan (Camden)

3 Ye are a wylly wat, & wander here full warelye. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 244 b, Osorius is a wylypye,

and will not be destitute ofa starting hoale. [1587 Harrison
England It. iii. 149/1 Oh madam (saith he) the wiliest pie

of all, these are no pies but soules in purgatorie that craue

releefe.]

f b. "Wily beguile, also freq. in jingling form

wily beguily (and similar expressions) : orig. in

phr. toflay wily beguile oneself (also later in various

corrupt forms), to act wilily in such a way as to be

oneself beguiled, to be entrapped by one's own
craftiness ; hence wily beguily (rarely wily beguile,

gilie, guile) as sb. phr. (a) a person who acts thus,

or (simply) who acts wilily or craftily
; {6) an act of

this kind, or (simply) a wily act or action, a crafty

trick, cunning trickery ; rarely as adj., an emphatic

extension of wily. 06s.

'555 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem. (i72t) III. App.

xxxvi. 103 Let men beware that they play not wytye begile

themselves, as I feare me they do that go to masse. Ibid.,

Thus they play wyly, beguylyng them selves. 156a J.

Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 103 To whiche smart

mocke, and wyly begylyng, Hc.saide [etc.]. 1570 Foxe

A. tr M. (ed. 2) 193/2 While they thinke to deceaue the

simple, these wylye begely most of all deceaue them selues.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 303b Sufficiently

instructed in those your wyly beguilye and.. to well ac-

quainted with your ambitious hawtynes. 1589 [? Nashe]

A Imondfor Parrot 17 b, The wicked .. being so full of their

wilie gilies. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas II. iv. Magnificence

684 Smiles, Wylie-Guiles, queint witty-pretty Toyes. 1618

Breton Courtier ft Countryman C4I). What is the end of

all wily beguily ? seeking to deceiue other, deceiu'd himselfe

most of all. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 137 It shall go

hard, but our wily.beguily Wits, will one way or other finde

an euasion. 1625 J. Robinson Observ. xv. 102 Such wily-

beguilies may for a time. .get the opinion of prudent, and

politick persons. 1639 J. Clarke Param, 101 Wilie be-

guilie deceives himself. ... j 1
c. Com6. (of the adj. or adv.), as wily-headed,

wily-witty adjs.

1596 Spenser Slate Irel. Wks. (Globe) 619/1 They are.,

soe cautelous and wylye-headed. 1624 Gee Foot out of

Snare App. 108, I shall begin to recant my opinion of his

wily-witty worth.

Wim, v. s.w. dial. Forms : 5 (?) -6 wym, 7

wimme, 7, 9 wimb, 7- wim (9 whim). [Of

obscure origin ; cf. Wimble z>. 2] To winnow.

Form and meaning in first quot. are doubtful.

1455 Churchw. Ace, Vatlou (Som. Rec. Soc.) 58 For j man

to helpe to wymmynge the malte to the mylle..ij d
. 1681

Ootes Well Thresht 2 They are thresh't.and wimbd. 1691

Ray .?. * E. C. Words (ed. 2I, To Wimme; Suss. Dial. 1. e.

Winnow. 1886 W. Som. Word-bk. s.v., Our volks be all

busy wimin o' barley.

b. Comb.: t wimsheet, a winnowing-sheet.

Also Wl'mming vbl. sb. in Comb, wimming-

dust, -sheet. .

1532 in Weaver Wells Wills (iBgo)m One whit wymshete.

1535 Hid- 116 To Pascowe Lethall, a wymeshit and bushell

of rye. 1681 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 61 Some have strain d

a Wimsheet athwart a Barns Floor about the middle thereot,

and with a Scoop or Shovel cast their Wheat against the

upper part of the Sheet. 1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. IV.

Eng., Wimsheet, Wimmin-sheet, a sheet upon which corn

is winnowed. Wimmin-dust, chaff.

Wim, var. Whim s6. 1 in sense 4.

1802 Mawe Min. Derbysh. Gloss.w*7/«, an engine or

machine to draw ore, worked by horses.

Wiman, obs. form of Woman.
Wimbeame, var. Wind-beam 1 06s.

Wimble (wi-mb'l), s6. Now dial, or techn.

Forms: 3-7 wymble, 4-5 wymbul, -il (5 -el,

-ulle), 5-6 -yl(l,-lle, wymel(l (5 -ulle, 6 wyem-

blye), 5-7 womell (5 -yll), womble, (5 wommil,

6 -ill'.womyl, -He, wombill, wembel,whymble),

8 wimple, 8-9 whimble, 4- wimble (9 Sc. and

north. wum/m)il, wummle, wimmel, etc.). [a.

AF. *wim6!e {yar. of *guim6le, represented by rare

13th c. gymble, and the dim. Gimlet), ad. MLG.

wiemel, (also Flan.) wemel (whence OSw. wimla,

Da. vimmel), MDu. wimpl.]

1. A gimlet.

,295 Ace. Exch. K. R. 5/8 m. 4 (P.R.O.) Et iiij.d. ob.

in Wymbles emptis. [1296 Ibid. 5/20 m. 5.In tr.bus Gymblis

ferri emptis . . vj. d.J c 1325 Gloss. W. de BM*sw. in Wright

Vol 1 o
P
Terere Igloss wimble (nauger)]. U"*f»<f%'

Rec. II. 86, j. parvum wymble, jd. C1440 I'allad. on Huso.

XI. 85 Vnto the pith a ffrensh wymbul inbore. c 1440 ' r°'"f-

Parv. 528/2 Wymbyl, or persowre, terebellnm. 1555 Lden

Decades (Arb.) r 54 So eaten with woormes, as though they

had byn bored through with wimbles. 1577 Goooe /teres

bach's Husb. II. io7 b, The haftesand handles of W ymbles

and Augurs. 1636 Featly Cleat, Ag*'-**"-3"gj%
wimble bores a hole for the auger. 1662 Gurnall Chr. <«

Arm. ill. xxvi. § 1. 222 The little Wimble once enlrd.ft

Workman can then drive a great Nail. C .78. G. White

Selborne, To Barring/on (1789) 275 The second_[fieM""' ^*!
nibbles a hole with his teeth, so regular as if drilled witn

a wimble.

b. transf. and fig. _, „„,„
«i633 G. Herbert Jacula Prudentum 955 Gifts enter



WIMBLE.
every where without a wimble. 1719 D'Urff.y Pills IV. 8t

Joan 's a Piece for a Man to bore, With his Wimble. 1781
Barbut Gen. Insect. 287 The Gad-fly. .. From the hinder
part of their body, issues a whimble of wonderful structure.
1805 Phisc. Wakkfikld Dom. Recreat. iv. 62 The whimble
is of an admirable structure, and consists of three pieces ;..

It is the most easily seen in the long whimbled fly.

2. An anger; also, a brace.
?i36a Duritam Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 565 Wilio Couper ad

reparacionem duorum Wymbles, quia fracta in opere Prioris,
x\\d. 1489 Caxtos Faytcs i>fA. II. xxxix. Lij, Men. .with
grete wymellis and awgours shal perce the ship undreneth.
150a Arnolds Chron. (1811) 165 Perce y« tree thorugh wyth
a percer crosse wyse or wyth a wymble. 1573 XUSSBR
Husb. xvii. (1878) 36 Cart ladder and wimble, with percer
and pod. 1583 Jewel Serm. Paul's Crosse D j b, That part
of the Carpenters wimble, which turneth about, goeth
rounde, and by li tie and litle draweth in the iron, or Steele
bit. 1611 Shuttleiuorths' Ace. (Clietham Soc.) 24S P'd for
layinge 3 wimbles, vj*. 1625 Markham Fare'v. Husb. II.

vi. O638) 32 A great Augure or wimble of Iron made to
receive many bits one longer than another. 1677 MoxoN
Mcch. Exerc. iii. 53 The other end of the Shank must be
fitted into the square Socket of the Wimble. 1789 Trans.
Soc. Arts I. 38 Hinges, Wimble, and Jack for Ship-Builders.
1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Wummle, an auger, a wimble.
3. An instrument for boring in soft ground, or for

extracting rubbish from a bore-hole in mining.
1692 Ray Disc. (1693) 41 They bore this Earth or Soil with

along Wimble. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 12 [He]
puts or screws on the Wimble, or Scoop which takes up the
cut stuff. 1789 Brand Hist. Heme. II. 678 The chisel is

screwed off [the boring rod], and the wimple or scoop put
on. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Wimble, a shell-auger
used for boring in soft ground.
4. attrib. and Comb., as wimble-bit, -bore, -hole,

-like adj., -stock; f wimble-cook, a wimble-bit.
1583 Shuttle-.oorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 9 For towe

broste *wyemblye bittes and a nale percell bitte, ij
d
. 1628

Poke (Kent) Estate Ace. (MS.) If. 118 For 5 wimble bitts.

[13.. Cbildh. Jesus 411 in Archiv neu. S/>r. LXX1V. 332
With his fyngere he plukede hym owte Att a full littille

*wymbilles bore.] 1808 Jamieson, Wimblebore, a hole in the
throat, which prevents one-from speaking distinctly, S. in
allusion to a hole bored by a wimble. 1607 B. Barnes
Divils Charter in. v. F 3, If I lye, call me thy *Wimble.
cock. 1585 Hioins Junius' Nomencl. 215/1 Foramen re-
tundum,. .a "wimble hole. 1613 Markham Eng. Husband-
man I. iv. 14 Take a board, .which shalbe bored full of large
wimble holes. 1683 J. Reid Scots Gardner (1907) 83 Bore
them [se. wooden cases] full of auger or wimble-holes. 1845
S. Judd Margaret II. viii. (1871) 283 Margaret pressed her.
self into the porch; * wimble-like, she pierced the stacks of
men and women that filled the hall. 1601 Holland Pliny
xvi. xliii. I. 493 [Wood] excellent good for awgre-handles
and *wimble-stocks. 1648-9 in Swayne Church™. Ace.
Sarum (1896) 219 A wymble stock and'Nayles is. 4d.

Wimble (wrmb'l), a. dial, (and obs. arch.)
Also 6 wymble. [app. a northern word taken up
by Spenser ; recorded in mod. dial, use from York-
shire and Lancashire. The immediate source is

unknown. (Scand. words of appropriate form, e. g.
Norw. vimmel giddy, confused, have not the re-
quired sense.)] Active, nimble.
1579 SrENSER Sheph. Cat. Mar. gt He was so wimble, and

so wight [gloss Quicke and deliuer]. 1579 Hake Newes
out tyfPowles (\Sji) Bj, I spyde a pretie wvmble lad. 1603
Marston Ant. f, Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 40 Buckle thy spirits
up, put all thy wits In wimble action. 1614 J. Davies
(Heref.) Sheph. Pipe, Eel. G 5, Then nought can be atchieu'd
with witty shewes, Sith griefe of Elde accloyen wimble wit.
1
7.4

8_58 Mendez Sor. Dames I. 1. xxvii, Man throws the
wimble bait, and greedy woman bites.

Hence Wi-mbly adv., nimbly.
'594 W. Percy Coelia (1877) 9 Upon my foot, her tender

foot alighted, With that she pluckt it off full wimbely.
Wi-mble, v. x Obs. exc. dial. [f. Wimble sb."\

1. trans. To pierce with or as with a wimble;
to make (a hole) with a wimble.
c 1440 Promp. Parti. 528/2 Wymbelyn, or wymmelyn,

lerebro. 164a Fuller Holy % Pro/. St. iv. ix. 279 To use
force first before people are fairly taught the truth, is to
knock a nail into a board, without wimbling a hole for it.

16S3 Sir T. Herbert Mem. Chas. I (1702) 142 A Foot.
Soldier.. wimbled a hole into the Coffin that was largest.
1713 C'tess Winchm.sea Misc. Poems 127 A Nutshell,
wimbl'd by a Worm. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xxm. 232, I
wimbled, next, The frame throughout.

b. trans/. ^Cf. Wimble sb. i b, quot. 17 19.)
1656 R. Fletcher tr. Martial vn. lxxiv, Wouldst thou be

wimbled gratis when thou art A wrinkled wretch deformed
in every part? <ri670 Roxb. Ball. (1891) VII. 486 And well
he could dissemble, when wenches he would wimble.
2. intr. To bore into; chiefly//, {intr. and rejl.),

to penetrate or insinuate oneself into.
1601 W. Leigh Christians Watch (1605) 17 How this

spirit hath entred and wimbled into your soules..I know
not. a 1641 Spelman Dial. Coin Relin. S. (169S) 210 In this
latter age we have wimbl'd even into the bowels of Plutus's
Treasury. 1671 CosiN in Northumbrian Dccts. (Surtees)
240 Hee would fain wimble himselfe into some employment
under mee. 1830 Galt Laiurie T. In. ii. 189 Charley, .felt

something like a man's finger wimbling in under his neck.
1839 New Monthly Mag. LVI. 61 Wimbling deeper and
deeper still, till he has shattered the remains of your nerves
to atoms.

Hence Wimbling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1623 Cockeram, Terebration, a wimbli >g. 1637 Whiting

Albino f, Hellama 59 We men . . in our silent beds of earth
Will court Theslender-wasled wormes, and with them sport,
..and vow their wimbling busse Is full as sweet as womens
was to us. 1648 Hehrick Htso., Kisses Loathsome, Those
lips please me which are plac't Close, but not too strictly
lac't: Yeilding I wo'd have them; yet Not a wimbling
Tongue admit.
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t Wimble,!'. 2 Obs. rare. [f.Wmz/. Cf.WiND
v.1, Windle v.'l ~\ To winnow.
1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 20/2 A trey or shawlde to

wynowe or wymble corne with.

Wi'mbled,//>/. a. [f. Wimble vA or sb. + -ed.]

1. Pierced, bored.
1582 Stanyiiurst SEneis 11. (Arb.) 38 Warding long wym-

beled etitryes.

2. Furnished with a ' wimble '.

1805 [see Wimble sb. 1 b].

t Wimblet. Obs. Also 7 wimlet. [f. Wimble
sb. after Gimlet.] A gimlet or auger.
1670 Short Relat. Sujf. Quakers 62 They got a Wimlet,

and bored a hole in the Mault-Fluor. aiyn Ken Anodynes
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 440 Saw, Bodkin, Fish-hook, Wimblet,
Dart, To stab, tear, jag, or gore each part.

t Wimbrekin. [Alteration of OF. vibrequin,
vil{e)-,virebrequin, after Wimble sb.~\ A wimble.
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. I. xiv. C iij, Sawis, axes, nayles,

wymbrekyns [orig. tarrieres] and. .al other ferrementis.

Wim(m)ick, z/. dial. [Imitative.] (Seequots.)
1850 Dickens David Copp. Ii, ' Wen Mrs. Gummidge takes

to wimicking',—our old county word for crying,—'she's
liable to be considered to be . . peevish-like.' 1865 H. Kings-
ley Hillyars fy Burtons xxi, Three times had that child
wimmicked at its aunt as she knelt there.

Wiminan, -en, -on, obs. ff. Woman.
fWimount. Obs. [perh. the personal name
Wimound, OE. JVi°mund.~\ A name of the hare.
c- 1280 Names 0/ Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 The wimount,

the babbart.

Wimple (wi-mp'l), sb. Forms: I, 3-6 wim-
Pe l) 3-5 wympel, 4-6 wymple (1, 3 winpel,
3 wempel, 4 whympel, 5 wim-, wym-, win-,
wyn-, -pil, -pill, -pal, -pulle, -pyl, -pylle, Sc,
wompyll, 6 wympyll, Sc. womple, 7 wimpell,
9 whimplo), 4- wimple. [Late OE. wimpel =
(M)LG., (M)Du. wimpel, OHG. wimpal veil,

banner (MHG., G. wimpel streamer, pennon),
ON. vimpill (Sw., Da. vimpel from LG.), whence
OF. guimple (mod. F. gtiimpe), of which the
variant wimple coincided with the native form.
Ultimate origin uncertain.

It is doubtful whether the senses provisionally
placed together here and under the vb. belong all

to the same word. In branch II there may be an
onomatopoeic element ; for formation and meaning
cf. dimple, rimple, rumple, wrimple."]

I. 1. A garment of linen or silk formerly worn
by women, so folded as to envelop the head, chin,
sides of the face, and neck : now retained in the
dress of nuns. Also gen. a veil.

Used loosely in early glossaries as a rendering of L. anabola,
Cyclas, peplum, rieinum.
a woo A Idhelm Gloss. 1. 4296 (Napier 112) Cyclade, J. ueste,

wimple, a 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 107/37 Rieinum,
winpel uel orl. Ibid. 125/8 Analiola, winpel. cizooTrin.
Coll. Horn. 163 Hire winpel wit ooer maked Jeleu mid
saffran. CI140 Ancr. R. 420 (MS. C), Sum seir5 ba=t hit
limpeo to ene wummon cundeliche forte were wimpel.
CI150 Meid. Maregrete xlvii, Doru be mitte of ihn christ,
wid her wempel ho htn bond.

_ 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6941
Hire bodi wib a mantel, a wimpel [v.r. whympel] aboute
hire heued. C1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. no Do a-woy
3oure wimpil & schew }oure face bare. £1386 — Prol. 151
Ful semylyhir wympul pynched was. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 601/43 Peplum, a wynpul. C1415 Wyntoun Cron.
IX. xxv. 2992 Hyre hayre in wompyll arayande. C1440
Gesta Rom. lxix. 317 The emperesse hydde hire face witha
wympill, for she wolde not ben y-knowe. 13x3 Douglas
AZneis I. vii. 115 To ask supple, with thaim ane womple
hair thai, With handis betand ther breistis by the way.
c 1530 Crt. Love 1102 And eke the nonnes, with vaile and
wimple plight. 1560 Bible (Gencv.) Isa. iii. 22 The costelie
apparel and the vailes, and the wimpels, and the crisping
pmnes. j8oj Scott Last Minstr. v. xvii, White was her
whimple, and her veil. 1819 — Ivanhoe xlii, Her flowing
wimple of black cypress. 1879 Waleord Londoniana II.

247 Three nuns with veils and whimples.
trans/. 2615 Crooke Body 0/Man 123 A certaine smooth

and slippery veyle or wimple is substrated. 1861 A. Austin
in Temple Bar III. 472 Graves are the sheltering wimples
Against Life's rain.

Ii 2. A flag, streamer. [An alien sense.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Wimple, .a Streamer or Flag.
II. 3. A fold or wrinkle ; a turn, winding, or

twist ; a ripple or rippling in a stream.
_ 1513 Douglas sEneis 11. iv. 30 Bot thai about him lowpit
in wympillis [orig. xjt|>l»] threw. 1593 Nashe Christ's T.
74 b, Be not more curious of a wimple or spot in thy vesture,
then thou art of spotting and thorow-siayning thy deere
bought Spyrit.
1818 Hogg Broiunic 0/ Bodsbeck xii. I. 225 A shepherd .

.

hates the wimples, as he calls them, of a turnpike. Ibid.
xiv. II. 22 He had as mony links an' wimples in his tail as
an eel. 1845 Eliza Cook Waters i, Waters, bright Waters,
. .your wimple just lullelh the minnow to sleep 1 1878
Stevenson Will o' Mill, Parson's Mar/., The river ran
between the stepping-stones with a pretty wimple.
4. A crafty turn or twist ; a wile. Se.
1638^Sir A. Johnston Diary(S.U.S.) 320 Notwithstanding

al wjies, wimples, offers, motions, and uther letts. 1753
R. Forbes Ajax's Sp. 24 The gouden helmet will sae
glance, An blink wi' skyrin brinns, That a' his wimples
they'll find out Fan i' the mark he sheens. 1818 Scorr
Hrt. Midi, xxiv, There is aye a wimple in a lawyer's clew.
Hence Wimple-less a., not wearing a wimple.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 420 5if 3e inuwen beon wimpel-leas, beoc.

bi warme keppen.

WIMPLER.
Wrmple, v. Forms : see prec. ; also Sc. 6
wumpil, 7 wo o)mple. [f. Wimple sb. ; cf. LG.
wimpelen.]

1. 1. trans. To envelop in a wimple
; loosely,

to veil (f occas. pass, to take the veil).

c 1240 Ancr. A*. 420 (MS. C) Wrihen, he seiS, naut wim-
plin. Ibid., Al !>eo ^u i-wimplet. C1374 Chauckr Boetk.
11. pr. 1. (iS63) 31 She ^at 311 couere|> hir and wymple}* [orig.
velai\ hir to o^er folk hafc- shewed hir euerydel to \>e. c 1386— Prol. 470 Ywympled wel, and on hir heed an hat. c 1407
Ladc. Reson

-J- Sens, 2837 Wympled but in symple guyse.
143074°— Bochasu. xxviii. (1554)64 Rhea.. Entered into
religion, For to be wympled in that holy house, Sacred to
Uesta. C1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 9933 Wympled she was
both cheke and chin. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur x. Ixviii.

531 Al wayes she was wympeid that no man m\3t see her
vysage. 1592 Lylv Midas i. i. Iustice her selfe, that suteth
wimpled about the eyes. 1615 W. Hi ll Mirr. Majestie Zi
They wimpled those eyes. 1616 J. Lane Contin. Star's T.
vti. 91 note, Ne Titan on woold putt his golden rlize, ISut
wimpled fast his nielancholie eies. 182a Scorr ^V/V^/Introd.
Ep., His figure was so clo>ely veiled and wimpled, either
with a mantle, morning-gown or some such loose gaib. 1870
Rock Text. Fabr. 1. 30 A female, crowned and wimpled,
fb. intr. for pass. To be veiled. Obs. rare.
1591 Percivall S/>. Diet., RebQ$ar

%
to wimple, to go with

the face bidden, caput inuoluere.

2. fig. To veil, cover.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. xiv. (Skeat) 1. 25 With fayre

honyed wordes heretykes and misnieninge people skleieu
and wimplen their errours. Ibid. in. ix. 1. 76 In this boke
be many privy thinges wimpled and folde. 1620 Hist.
Reynard the Fox xviii, He that cannot wimple falshood in
truths kerchiffe, hath neither Art nor cunning. 1898 At-
lantic Monthly Apr. 503/2 He will gaze tenderly into the
white faces of his cauliflowers, as. with pinned leaves lie

wimples them from the sun.

t 3. trans/, and jig. To enfold, enwrap, wrap tip.

1513 Douglas sEneis vi. iv. 93 Wymplit and buskit [orig.
inncxa\ in a bludy bend. Ibid. vn. xii. 61 His body wym.
piit [orig. inipe.xuin\ in A felloun bustuus and gret lyoun
skyn. Ibid. x. xilj. 134 The fatale sisteris tho in deyd
Had wymplyt vp [orig. Uguut] this Lawsus lattyr thr^id.
a 1578 LlNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.'I'.S.) I. 61
Ane body of ane zoung chyld. .wumpillit upoun sandell.

1594 R. Cakew Tasso (1S81J 80 Her sparing looke a coy
regard doth beare, And loues treasures, and hers vp wym-
pelled. a 1600 Monigomekie Misc. Poems v. 2 No wonder
thoght I waill and weip, That womplit am in w^es. 1607
li. Barnes Dizils Charter iv. iii. H i, I perceiue a liitie

nuelitig Aboue my for-head but I wimple it Either with
iewels or a lock of haire. 1616 Rollcck's Lcct. Passion
Ep. Ued. r 2 b, He will thirst to be woompled in the wounds
of Iesus. a 1670 Spalding Troitb. Chas. I (Bannatyne
Club) I. 20S Whilk charge so wrytten was wompled about
ane arrow head, syne shott up over the castle walls., wber
Ruthven might find the same.

4. pass, and intr. To fall in folds.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. 1. 4 A vele, that wimpled was full

low. 1751 R. Lloyd Progr. Envy \iii. Poems (1762) 210
Her mantle wimpled low. 1859-60 Jas. Hamilton Moses
xviii. {1871) 283 Curtains of delicate texture, all wimpling
with the golden wings of cherubim.

5. pass. To be stretched like a wimple or veil.
1868 E. R. Sill Poems, Evening i, The Sun is gone: those

glorious chariot-wheels Have.. left Thin rosy films wimpled
across the West.

II. 6. intr. Of a stream : To meander, twist
and turn ; also, to ripple. Chiefly Sc,
1721 Ramsay Poet's Wish i, Tay and Tweed's smooth

Streams..quietly.. wimple to the Seas. 1785 Burns Hal-
loiveen ii, Amang the bonie, winding bunks, Where Doon
rins, wimplin, clear. 1848 Eliza Cook Bonnie green bough
iv, Streamlets, ye are pleasant things, Whimpling as ye
glide. 1849 Aytoun Poems, Refusal of Charon iii, Or
near some sparkling fountain, Where the waters wimple
down I 1879 Stevknson Trav. Cevennes 19 You may hear
it wimpling over the stones, an amiable stripling of a river.

transf. 1896 Ckockett Grey Man i, A dark train of horse-
men . . Their line wimpled like a sei pent.

7. To move shiftily or unsteadily.
1819 J. R. Drake Culprit Fay xix, They struck her keel

with jerk and blow, . .She wimpled about, in the pale moon-
beam, like a feather. 1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties etc
(iS83) 73 When comes the licht That wimples on his face?
Wimple, occas. var. Wimble.
Wimpled (wi-mp'ld), ppl. a. Also 9 Sc.
whumplet. [f. Wimple v. or sb. + -ed.]

1. Enveloped in or wearing a wimple ; hence,
veiled, occas. blindfolded.

1579 Hake Nevtes out of Powles (1872) G ij, Which all

doth spring from wimpled B : and old deceitfull Bawde.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. in, i. 181 This wimpled, whyning,
purblinde waiward Boy. 1839 Loncf. Hyperion in. iii,

Neither wimpled nun nor cowled monk. 1874 L. Morris
Gilbert Beckett xix, The wimpled maid, demurely shy.

2. Arranged or falling in folds like a wimple;
hence, wrinkled; rippled.

1599 T. Stoker Life $ D. Wolsey E 1, A wimpled scarfe

bedew'd with hearers teares. x8i> Cary Dante, Purg.wn.
74 Since she has changed the white and wimpled folds.

1909 'Q' True Tilda xv, She. .could read nothing of his

faith in the wimpled surface [of the stream].

3. Jig. Involved, intricate. Sc.

a 172a Fountainhall in M. P. Brown Suppl. Diet. Decis.

(1826) III. 329 This was thoughtan odd and wimpled inter-

locutor. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. in. ii, The wimpled
Meaning of your unco Tale. 1768 Ross Helenore Introd.,

Sick wimpl'd wark would crack a pow like thine. 1823

Galt A*. Gilhaizt lxvii, There was no difficulty in reading

the whumplet meaning of this couthtness anent the reeking

o* the chamber.

Wi'mpler ]
. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. Wimple sb. +

-ER 1
.] A maker of wimples.
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WIMPLER.
X260 Husting Roll City of London 2 (169) (MS.) Isabella

uxor Thome le Wimpler. 1*84 Ibid. 15 (34) Alicia la Wym-
plere reticta quondam Henrici le Wympler. 134a Ibid. 6)

(106-7) Aviciafilia Henrici le Wimpler. 1887 Giluat Forest
Outlaws 295 The booths of the vintners, the fletchers, the

plumiers, and wymplers.

So *f*
Wi'mplester, a female wimpler.

1379 in Bardsley Surnames, Crystiana, Wympylster.

Wimpler 2
. rare. [f. Wimple v. + -er*.]

'A waving lock of hair* (Jam.).
1724 Ramsay Vision v, Doun his braid back, frae his

qunyt heid, The silver wympler's grew.

Wimpling, vbh sb. In 3 wimlunge. [f.

Wimple V. + -ING ]
.]

+ 1. The wearing of a wimple. Obs.

c 1240 Ancr. R. 420 (MS. C) Ancren, sume sungi5 in hare

wimlunge na lesse bene lefdi.

2. The winding or meandering of a stream ; also,

rippling.

1729 Ramsay 2ndA nsw.Somerville 3olts-w\mp\\ngs [IVks.

1851 III. 94 whimplings] led by Nature's hand. 1863 Le
Fanu House by Churchy, lxxix*, Those, .pleasant dimples,

like the wimpling of a well. 1893 Jos. Thomson in Biogr,

(1896) 288 The wimpling of the burns over stony beds.

Wrmpling, ///. a. [f. Wimple v, + -nra 2
.]

1. Veiling, concealing.

1747 Ridley Psyche xi, That wimpling Slough shall fall

like Filth away. 1817 Scott Harold \u ii, Where wimpling
tissue from the gaze The form half hides.

2. Winding, meandering (esp. of streams) ; also,

rippling.

1721 Ramsay Ricky * Sandy 28 Wimpling Waters which
in Latium flow. 1785 Burns Scotch Drink ii, Guid auld

Scotch Drink! Whether thro' wimpHn' worms thou jink,

Or, 'richly brown, ream owre the brink.
_
1827 W, G. S.

Excurs. Village Curate 50 Theold brook with its whimpling
current. 1847 Longf. Ev. ii. ii. 18 Along the wimpling
waves of their margin,, .flocks of pelicans waded. 1861

Smiles Engineers II, vm. i. 294 The solitude.. is only
broken by the wimplingsoundof the bums. 1894 Crockett
Lilac Sunbonnet 1, The wimpling lane.

Win (win), sbA Forms : r-3 winn, (3 pi. wun-
nen), 4-5 wiune, wynne, wyn(e, 3- win. [OE.
win(n) labour, strife, conflict (cf. MG. Vfin\ more
frequently gewinn : see I-win sb. The modern
senses are from Win zv1

]

I. f 1. Strife, contention, conflict ; tumult, dis-

turbance, agitation. Obs.

a 1000 CxdmotCsGen.-zy} He. .ongan himwinnupahebban
wi5 bone heh-uan heofnes wealdend. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 161 Hwile lat te deuel hem. . & wecche5 among hem
flite & win. a 1250 O'.fl <$ Night. 670 He mot gon to al

mid gynne Hwan be horte beob on winne. c 1250 Gen. fy

Ex. 598 Do oe tende mone5 cam in, So wur3 dra^en oe
watres win. c 1275 Lav. 9044 pat heold fiht and win [earlier

text iwin].

1 2. Gain, acquisition, profit ; also, advantage,

benefit. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 6118 J?e birrb bin rihhte swinnkess winn

TJpponn 3uw alle nittenn. a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 805 (Camb.
MS.) Ac floriz nolde for no winne ; Leuere hitn were wib
his kinne. c 1440 Pallad. en Husb. in. 5 Ek newer, gretter

wynne Is to the gresse. 1495 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 409/1

J>e said tend penny of all wynnis pertenyn to our souerane
lord, a 1500 Bernard, de cura ret/am. 1. 180 Eftyr bi wyne
with worschipe, clethyng wer. a 1500 Thrie Priests Pebtis

619 Quhan thay ar full of sic wrang win. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xvii. 16 Thir merchantis takis vnlesum win. 1535
Lyndesay Satyri 3507 In pryde, invy, in ire, and lechene,

In covetice, or ony extreme win.

fb. Possessions, riches, wealth. Obs.

For the phr. worldes zvin{ne see Win sb. 1 2.

r 1205 Lay. 3099 Ic hem jeue al ba winne be ich aem
waldinge ouer. Ibid. 22663 Wif & mine weden and alle

mine wunnen. a 1300 Cursor M, 7879 Bot oft be weliest o
win Riue-liest bai fal in sin. c 1460 Towneley Myst. i. 185
To walk here in this worthely wone, In all this welthly wyn.

XL 3. A victory in a game or contest, colloq.

1862 Illustr. Lend. News 10 May 492/3 The opposition .

.

gathered strength after this slovenly win. 1866 Daily Tel*

3 Nov., Pineapple, .won the first race, it being his eighth
win since he was sold. 1894 Astley Fifty Yrs.Life II. 78,

I was real pleased with the win, for lots of my pals had
backed Actea.

4. A gain ;
pi. gains, winnings, colloq.

x8gi Nat Gould Double Event ii, His gambling wins
would have been enough for that. 1893 Kennel Caz. Aug.,
Although the Shows might not be affected, their wins would
be. 1897 T. R. Williams Serm. on ' Just as I am * 3 Every
mental win on your part is a draw upon universal truth.

+ Win, sb'1 Obs. Forms : 1 wynu, (1 wnnn,
wenn), 3wnne,wonne, (also 7) wun, 3-4 winne,
(also 7) wunne, 3-5, 7 win, 4-5 wyn, wenne,
4-6 wynne, 5 wyne. [OE. wyn(n

t
corresp. to OS.

wannia, OHG. wannja, wanna str. f., wnnni f.

and wuntio wk. masc. (MHG. wunne, wunne, G.
wonne); f. Teut. wan-, found also in OE. gewun,
wunian (see Wont), wyscan (:— *wnnskjan) to

Wish, and related to wen- (see Ween sb. and v.)

and Wine sb. 2 f
friend. Cf. Winsome.]

1. Joy, pleasure, delight, bliss ; a source of joy,

a delight.

Beowulf'2262 Hearpan wyn, gomen gleobeames. c 1*05
Lay. 0071 Jesu Crist .. aire worulde wunne. Ibid. 22732
Nemihtenaueremoncunnenanswamuchel wunne. a 1225
Ancr. R. 192 Alle beo ilke uondunges .. buncheS wouh, &
nout wunne, auh heo wendeo7

efterward to weole and to

eche blisse. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. 1. 183 Ihesu mi
weole, ml wunne. c 1275 Lay, 25569 Louerd drihtene crist .

.
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middilerbes win, a X310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 47 Away is

al my wunne. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14908
Fair folk ys bere-inne ! per faces to se, hit ys gret wynne 1

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 54 Wyn, wo, or chaungynge of
complexion, c 1425 Cast. Persev. 204 in Macro Plays 83
Belyal. In woo is al my wenne. C1700 Kennett Lansd.
MS. /OJjlf. 450b, Wunsome, pleasant, .a wuntie gaudium,
whence a wun to see, a pleasure or satisfaction to see.

b. In vague commendatory sense, and often in

phr. with (or mid) win. which, orig. intensive,

freq. becomes a mere tag.

c 1205 Lay. i 1474 penne ma}e we libben. .& a to ure Hue
witenureleodenmid winne& mid wuroscipe. C1300 Havclok
660 Slep sone, with michel winne. Ibid. 2965. 13. . Caw. <fr

Gr. Knt. 15 On mony bonkkes ful brode Bretayn he settez,

wyth wynne. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9617
per com bey to \>e toun wyb wyn. a 1400 Sqr. lozve Degre
263 Wyth wehh and wynne to were the crowne. c 14,00

Destr. Troy 13346 Penolope, .. pat had keppit hir full

cloise as a cleane lady, With myche worship & wyn. 14..
Poem to Virgin in Rel. Ant. II. 213 Swete lady, full of
wynne, Full of grace and gode within, c 1440 Syr Gowghter
51 in Utterson E, P. P. I. 163 The worthi duk and ducheese
They levid togeder with wenne, C1460 Towneley Myst.
xxiv. 153 For I may swere with mekill wyn I am the most
shrew in all myn kyn. c 1475 Rai<f Coiljear 925 Wed ar,e

worthie to wyfe, and weild her with win.

C. In benedictory phrases.
C1400 Vwaine fy Gaw. 1113 Sho said smertly, Do lat me

her, Cumes he sone, als have thou wyn. Ibid. 2219 So have
i wyn, Mi lyoun and i sal noght twyn. c 1425 Seven Sag.
(P.) 1373 So God almyghty gyf me wyne, Thou ne schalt to

come hyre-ine. a 1500 Sir Beues (Pynson) 2453 There was
a wel, so haue I wynne, And Beuys stumbled ryght therin.

1553 Bradford Serm. Repentance F viijb, Thoughea great
whyle he laye a slepe (as many do now a dayes, god geue
them wynne waking) [ed. 1574 G ij by a misunderstanding
reads good waking], 1640 M. Parker King fy poore
North. Man Ixxx, Man, with thy money God give thee win.

2. Worldcs winne (earlier woreld winne. OE.
worolde wynn), also worldly winne : worldly de-

light or pleasure; later, by association with Win
sb,\ worldly wealth or possessions.
Beowulf 1080 paer heo zer maeste heold worolde wynne.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 147 On twa wise Mon mei foilete world
winne. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 195 Erest he strepteof him
his shep, be waren his woreld winne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 196
Worldes weole, Si wunne, & wurschipe. c 1230 Halt Meid.
(MS. Titus) 90 For worldliche wunne bat tu wendes to

bi3eten. C1325 Metr. Horn, 15 For rifli gers werldes win
Thir fair wimmen fal in sin. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi.

(Magdalena) 56 pat mychty ware & of gret kyne, & mykil
had of warldis wyne. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. VernonMS.
337/341 Alle worldes winne He sendep, whon he wile. 1535
Lyndesay Satyre 3535 Covetice of warldlie win.

Win, *M slang. Also 6-7 wyn, 9whinn,winn,
wing. [Origin obscure; quot. 1812 suggests that

it may he short for Winchester^ A penny.
1567 Harman Caveat 85 A flagge, a wyn, and a make.

1608 Dekker Lanth. <$ Candle Lt. \. C2D, If we ., nip
a boung that has but a win. 16x8 [see Make sb$). a 1693
Urquhari's Rabelais nr. xli. 341 They had not a Win in

their Fab. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flask Diet., Win or Win*
Chester, a penny. 1823 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf, Scuddick, .

.

* not a scuddick '—not any brads, not a whinn, empty dies.

1859 Slang Diet., Winn, a penny. 1900 Flvnt Tramping
241 Just go and get a shave now. Jim. I'll give you a wing
(penny), if you will, for the doin o' 't.

fWin,«. Obs. Forms: 3wn-, 4wunne, wynne,
5 wyn. [Only in ME. alliterative verse ; adj. use

of WiN.r<5.2, derived from OE. poetical compounds
such as wynbeam tree of joy, wynland pleasant

land.] Delightful, pleasant; goodly, fine
;
good.

c 1205 Lay, 1385 per he mihte burh-wunian mid bis

wnfolke [later text gode folke], a 1310 Lenten ys come 35
This wunne weole y wole forgon, Ant wyht in wode be
fleme. 13.. Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 1032 pere he dra^ez hym
on-dry^e, & derely hym bonkkez, Of be wynne worschip pat

[MS. &.] he hym wayued hade. Ibid. 2430 pat wyl I welde
wyth good wylle, not for be wynne golde. f3. . E. E. A Hit.

P. A. 154 Euer me bojt I schulde not wonde For wo, ber

welez so wynne wore, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4265 A faire

temple.. With wallis vp wroght, wyn to beholde.

Win (win), v.1 Pa. t. and pple. won (wz?n).

Forms : Inf. a. 1-2 winnan, (1 wynnan), 3
winnen, (Orr/t.) -enn, 3-6 wynne, (3-5 -en),

3-7 winne, 3-8 winn, (4 whyn, *S"t-. vyn(e), 4-6
wine, wyne, wynn, wyn, (5 wenne), 4- win.
0. (chiefly Sc.) 5, 7-8 wone, 6-9 won, 7 wonne,
9 wun. Pa. t. a. 1,4 wann, 1-7 (8-9 dial, and
arch.) wan, (4-5 whan(ne), 4-6 wane, {Sc. van),

4—7 wanne, (6 Sc. vane). 0. 1. 2nd pers. sing.

wunne
;

pi. 1 wunnon, 1, 5 wunnun, 3 {firm.)
-enn, 3-5 wonne(n, 4-5 -yn, 5 wonen, -yn

;

4-6 wunne, 6-7 wun. 7. I wonn, 4-7 wonne,
(5 whonne), 6-7 woon, 1— won. 5. 6 winned,
7 wined. Pa.pple. a. 3-4 wunnen, (3 Orm.
-enn), 4-5 wunne, 4 (6 Sc.) wun, (5 north, vun,
6 Sc. wvne) ; 4 (5 Sc.) woun, 5 Sc. wown,
(woung). £1. 4 wonnun, (Sc. wonone, vonnyn,
vonyng), 4-5 wonnin, -ene, -yn(e, wonen(e,
-yn(e, 4-6 wonnen, 5 wonun, (Sc. wonnyng).
# 2

. 3-4 iwonne, 3-5 ywonne, 4ywon, 5 ywone,
ywonnen, e-wonne. $$. 4-7 wonne, (8 Sc.)

wone, 5-7 wonn, 4- won ; 6-7 woon(e, (6

woonne). 7. 4-7 wan, 6 wanne. 5. Sc. 5 winin,
(wyn(n)ynge) ; 6 winn, wyn, wyne, 6-8 win,

7 winne, wynn. (Cf. Win ppl. a.) e. 1 wind.

WIN.

[Com. Teut. str. yd. : OE. winnan, (wann, wun-
nen), also gewinnan I-win v. = OFris. ivinna to

obtain, OS. winnan to suffer, win, giwinnan to

obtain, (MLG., MDu. winnen to till the ground,

obtain, acquire), OHG. winnan (MHG. winnen)
to be excited, rage, contend, exert oneself, also

gawinnan to gain as by labour or exertion (MHG.f

G. gewinnen), ON. vinna to labour, bring about,

gain (Sw. vinna. Da. vinde), Goth. (ga)winnan

to suffer: ulterior relations are uncertain; forms

of cognate meaning are Goih. winno, winna. wunns
suffering, OHG. wintui conflict, MHG. winm pain,

ON. vinna labour; see also Withebwin (OE.

wiperwinna, OHG. widarzoinno) .

The senses run parallel to a considerable extent

with those of Gain v.^ and Get v.]

•f 1. intr. To work, labour (OE.) ; to strive, con-

tend, fight. Obs.

Beowulfy& Eart \?a se Eeowulf, se be wi5 Erecan wunne?
r888 Alfred Boeth. xxxv. § 4 Nis nan ^esceaft be- tiohhie

\>xt hio scyle winnan wi3 hire scippendes willan. c^ootr.
Baeda's Hist. iv. UL (1890) 264 He by nia mid his hondum
wonn & worhte ba bing. be nydbearfleco wseron. a 1000 in

Wr.-Wiilcker 202/41 Pugnaui, ic wan. a 112a 0. E. Chron,

(Laud MS.) an. 685 Her ongan Ceadwala winnan aefterrice.

c 1200 Ormin 3488 Forr batt menn sholidenn. .winnenn swa
to cumenn upp till heofennrichess blisse. c iaoo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 51 Ierusalem and babilonie be3 two buries, and flite5

cure, and winneS bitwinen hem. Ibid. 187 lob.. wan wi3

be burse, c 1220 Bestiary 521 Til it cumed oe time Bat
storm stireS al 3e se, Danne sumer and winter winnen.

t 2. trans. To conquer, subdue, overcome, de-

feat, vanquish, ' beat '. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 136 Alle bes kinges were bo, ac

bote on nov ber nis; Vor be king of westsex alle be obere

wan iwis. 01300 Cursor M. 14832 He has vs wonnen
[c 1375 Fairf. MS. wonnin] wit maistri. 13. . Guy Warw.
(A.) 889 Wel mani kni3tes Gij wan bat day. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xii. 47 He thoucht that he suld weiil lichtly Vyn hym,
and haf hym at his will, c \y]±Sc. Leg. Saints \\\.{Jacobus

Minor) 752 Quhene \>?x tytus Ierusalem bad wonone. c 1400

Ragman Roll 168 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 76 Or that ye be

conqueryd and e-wonne. c 1420 Avenu. Arth. xxii, thus

hase he wonun Kay on werre. c 1470 Got. fy Gaw, 1198

Wourschipful Wavane had wonnin him on weir. 1470-85

Malory Arthur vn, xxiii. 250 He wanne me in playne

bataille hande for band. 1513 Life Hen. V. (1911) 108 He
deliberated by proces of time to wynn them by hunger and
thirst. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 84 How that

Reuthar .. faucht with Cecelus .. and wan him. 1577 T.

Kendall Flowers Epigr. 38 b, Here sensuall pleasure doeth

assault to winne me by her might. 1610 Heywood Gold.

Age v. i, Creet thou bast wonne My thirty thousand Soul-

diers, and my Sonne.

fig. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 1 But whiles it [sc. the

adamant] is inuincible or can not be woonne that way [sc.

by fire]: yet .. with the .. freshe bloud of the Goate, it

breaketh..in sunder. 1575 A. F. Virg.Bucol. vii. 22 Phillis

louesthe Hazils well, ..The Myrtle shall them neuer wynne,

nor Phoebus Bay trees tall.

3. To be victorious in (a contest of any kind, as

a battle, game, race, action at law, etc). Also/o

win the day, the field. (Cf. to xvin the victory, 6 b.)

Formerly used with a wider range of obj. (e.g. conquest,

exploit).

a 1300 Cursor M. 7793 Dauid had gin him batail kene;

Wit godds grace be fetid he wan. 1338 R. Brunne Chron,

(1810) 24 Tuo & i.tuenty batailes he wanne be first sere.

c 1400 Beryn 1747 The meyne [viz. chessmen] were I-setvp;

they gon to pleye fast : Beryn wan the first, be second, & pe

pird. 1474 Caxton Chesse n. iii. (1883) 38 The tonges of

aduocates .. must be had yf thou wylt wynne thy cause.

1489 Barbour s Bruce xi. title, The battaleof Bannokburne,
strykyne & vonyng be gud kyng Robert the Bruce, a 1533

Ld. Berners Huon lib. 177 How kynge Iuoryn caused his

doughter play at the chesse with Huon, ..and how Huon
wan the game, c 1590 Marlowe Faustus 1029 Wks. (1910)

180 Howe they had wonne by prowesse such exploits. 159 1

Shaks. / Hen. VI, 1. vi. 17 'lis Ioane, not we, by whom the

day is wonne. 1594 R. Carew Tasso (1881) 15 Conquests

he winned. 1600 Holland Livy 1. ii. 3 The Aborigines and

Trojanes wan indeed the field, but lost their Captaine

Latinus. 01650 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 263

' Prove that, and wonne the plea 1
' said Lethington. 1653

Holcroft Procopius, Pers. Wars 1. 22 He wanne this

battell. 17*8 Ramsay Monk& Millers Wife 233 His courage

wan the day. 1781 [see Race sbA 10]. 1837 Dickens
Piikw. vii, Won the toss—first innings—seven o'clock a.m.

1878 H. Gibbs Ombrt (ed. 2) 26 If either of the adversaries

win the game. 1908 [Eliz. Fowler] Betw. Trent if An-
cholme 380 About that time, Waterloo was won.

4. absol. or intr. To overcome one's adversary,

opponent, or competitor ; to be victorious, gain

the victory (now chiefly in sports or games of

skill)
; Jig. to prevail.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4688 Hii worrede norbward &
wonne ver & ner. 13.. Cursor M. 20004 (Edin.) Werande

on be wrang ]>&i wan. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 373 *n

pun3eis is oft bapnyneQuhill for to vyne, and quhill totyne-

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxiv. 288 Haue mercieonme, let mercie

wyn 1 14. . Audelay Poems (Percy Soc.) Introd. p. ix, Oure

faders in Frawns had won beforne. 1*1440 Alphabet of

Tales cxviii. 83 How..ij men played at be dyce, and when

be tane of bairn began to lose, he began to. .flite with God

for bat he wan nott. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 10 He
laughth that wynth. 1551 Edw. VI Jrnl. in Lit. Rent.

(Roxb.) II. 312, 1 lost..atroundes, and wane at rovers. 1597

Shaks. 3 Hen: IV, 1. i. 132 The summe of all, Is, that the

King hath wonne. 1607 Markham Cavel. vi. iv. 15 Nor

haue 1 seene anye horse winne, but I haue seene many
Horses loose, which haue beene kept with such dyett. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 127 Obstinately bent to win or dye.

1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv. cxl, He is gone, Ere ceased the



WIN.
inhuman shout which hail'd the wretch who won. 1837
Dickens Pickw. ii, That [advice] which bystanders in-

variably give to the smallest boy in a street fight, namely,
' Go in and win '. 184a Tennyson Godiva 35 The passions
of her mind . . Made war upon each other for an hour, Till

pity won. 1871 Farrar Witn. Hist. Hi. 100 Yet, unaided
by any, opposed by all, Christianity won. 1880 \V. Day
Racehorse in Training; xviii. 169 If an owner runs two
horses in a race, he has a right to declare with which of

the two he will win. 1884 Munch. Exam. 21 May 4/7 The
M.C.C. winning by an innings and four runs.

5. trans. To subdue and take possession of; to

seize, capture, take (a place), arch, (now associ-

ated with 6).

ME. phr. to win to or into one's hand or will,

aim O. E. Chron. an. 1070 (Laud MS.), Hi wendon ba^t

hi sceoldon winnon eall bat land, c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn.
51 pe king..bilai be burh forte hat hit [= he it] wan. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1033 Engelondabibe mid strengbeiwonne.
Ibid. 3859 King howel wib is poer wan sone peyto AI to king
arthures wille. Ibid. 7878 Ar is fader wonne engelond.
a 1300 Leg. Rood ii. 219 He ouercom is fon And. .al is lond
won. a 1300 Cursor M. 9202 In his time was be Iuen land
Wonnen [Fair/, wonnyn] into be sarzins hand. 13. . E. E.
Aliit. P. B. 1305 Nov he be kyng has conquest & be kyth
wunnen. 13.. Coer de L. 1348 The toun of Acres he has
wunne. 1387 Thevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 9 Whanne AU-
saundre hadde i-wonne alle be e>t londes. c 14*5 Wyntoun
Cron. xx. 36 Sic assawtis bare lie maid That neire be tovne
he wonyn [v. r. wonnynge] hade. Ibid. clxx. 4816 Quhen
be wardanc.of bat land Had wonnyn gret part till his

hand, c 14*5 Engl. Cong. Irel. Ivii. 136 He come ynto
Irland, & whan the lond. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas ix. 2134
Whan the saide cite was first wonne. C1440 Gesta Rom.
Ivii. 240 (Harl. MS.) pey entrid into be citee, & whonne hit.

C1470 Henry Wallace vn. 1007 Ramsay and Graym the
turat jet has wown. Ibid. x. 959 Schynnoun thai tuk, at
Wallace fyrst had woun [ed. 1570 wininj. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. vii. 44 Arthur wan alle the north Scotland, a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. V 39b, He that will Fraunce wynne
must with Scotlande firste begyn. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars
(Camden) 21 Tbys yere the towne dech was new cast.. .And
the towne of Barwyke wanne. 1578 H. Wotton Cotirtlie

Controv. 145 As men say, the Towne wonne, the Castell
yeeldeth. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892I 47 A greate
parte thereof was woon from them by the Englishmen. 1613
T. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 34 There land, which they
had wone with there swordes. 1697 Dryden AEneis x.

493 On either Hand, These fight to keep, and those to win
the Land._ 1791 Cowper Iliad w. 495 Should the Greeks.

.

win imperial 1 roy, The glory shall be his. 1836 Thirlwall
Greece xxv. III. 387 He advised that they should, .endeavour
first to win Messana. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. IV.
xviii. 155 In the eyes of William it was a means by which
Exeter might be won.

b. To seize, capture, take as spoil ; to catch
(fish, a bird) ; to capture, take captive (a person).
Obs. exc. in euphemistic slang, to steal.
a 1300 K.Hom 1144 (Harl.) 5ef eny fyssh is berinne per of

bou shalt wynne. 1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 8S Schir Thomas
Randale than, .the fcyngjs baner van. c 1400 Destr. Troy
4803 The souerain..deuidet Tho godes to his gomes. .bat
horn wan with woundes before And put horn in perell. 1481
Caxton Reynard iu. (Arb.) 6 That pudyng was myne ffor
I hadde wonne _it by nyghte in a mylle. a 1533 Ld. Ber-
ners Huon cxlii. 527 A ryche shyp, the whiche was wonne
vpon the sowdans men. 1560 Rolland Seven Sages (Bann.
Club) 1 Thay war sa repleit of all riches Win into weiris be
martiallbesynes.^ 1567 Gude <V Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 112 Lyke
toane bird taine in ane net, ..Sa is our lyfe weill win away.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S ) I. 42 Nocht
sa mekle_ fishe thay with nettis, as with skepis, or long
kreihs, win with wickeris in the forme of a hose sa round
wouen. 1628 Feltham Resolves n. [1.] lxxi. 205 The Spoyles
he wanne from Cowards, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
To Win, to Steal. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. 1919
Athenaeum 8 Aug, 727/2 Everyone will have heard of
'strafing* and also ' souvenir ', the latter usually meaning
anything stolen, or * won '.

t c. fig. To reclaim (land) as for cultivation.
1531-1 Act 23 Hen. VIII c. s§ 1 Marsshegroundes. .wonne

and made profitable for the greate common welthe of this
Realme. 1541 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 554/1 To win and rife

out the saidis landis with the Eisly hillis of the samin.
1573-80 Tusser Husb. (187S) 114 The fen and the quamire,
so marrish be kind, And are to be drained, now wine [later
tdd. win] to thy mind.

fd. Of the sea: To gain on (the land): cf. 10 a.

1639 G. Plattes Discov. Subterr. Treas. xl 52 The sea.

.

perpetually winning land in one place, and losing in another.
6. Cards, (a) {fig. from 2) To be of higher

value than, to l beat ' (another card, hand, or suit)
;

also ittlr. with of(c(. 10a); (b) to gain possession
of, take (a trick).

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester vii. 71 He that can win five
Tricks of the nine hath a sure Game. Ibid. x. 83 A Ten
wins a Nine if not Trumps. 1778 Hoyle's Games Impr. 63
A.. wins two Tricks...The first Hand wins of the second.
189a 'Cavendish' B/zigue 4 The highest card of the suit
led wins the trick.. .Trumps win other suits. 1910 Dalton
' Saturday' Bridge 41 This is an undoubted NoTrump call
for the dealer, although in itself it will not win many tricks.

6. To get, obtain, acquire; esp. to get as some-
thing profitable or desired ; to gain, procure, a.
with concrete (material) obj. Obs. or arch. exc. in

specific uses : see 7.
citooOrmin_6iii, & tuss bu mihht te weorelldbing Wibb-

Godess lefe winnenn. Ibid. 7S90, & 511! }ho wass summ
waedle wif batt lamb ne mihhte winnenn. triaao Bestiary
411 De rauen is swirte redi, Wened flat 3e rotied, And o^re
fules hire fallen bi For to winnen fode. c 1290 Beket 1439
in 5. Eng. Leg. 147 His men he bro^te In seruise heore
mete to wynne here. 13.. Cursor M. 4376 (G">tt.) And
leuere me es be pouer and lele, pan falsli to winne catele.
136* Langl. P. PI. A. v. 237 Al bra I wikkedliche won
sebhe I wit hade, c 1400 Gamelyn 283 (Corpus MS.) Thus

147

wan Gamely be Ram and be Ryng. 1430 Reg. Mag. Sig.
Scot. 38/2 The tnnehalf of the sayd to "be wonnyn fra the
sayd Andro be the law. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 111. xix. 409
If y be riche and haue wunne more good than is neces-
sarie to me. 1526 Tindale Luke ix. 25 For what shall itt

avauntage a man, to wyn the whole worlde yff he loose hym
silfe? 1549 Compl. Scot. xx. 172 The inglis men van neuyr
na thing at 3our handis. 1553 Becon Reliques of Rome
^563) 247 b, Euery winning lefully wonnen in merchaun*
dise. 1563 Homilies 11. Matrimony T 13 He tylleth it [sc.

the ground], and so wynneth fruite thereof. 1616 T. Scot
Philomythie 13 b, Till th'one his topsaile fairely doth ad-
uance To win the winde. 1670 W, Walker Idiomat.
Anglo-Lat. 549, I will win the horse, or lose the saddle.
1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xii, Right English all, they rush'd to
blows, With nought to win, and all to lose. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par. (1870) I. n. 556 A certain man Who from
being poor great riches wan.

b. with abstract (immaterial) obj., or gen.
Still in regular current use in reference to something

gained by merit or the like, as confidence, esteem, fame,
favour, honour, love, praise, respect, etc. ; also with consent,
obedience, etc. ; to win the (or a) victory, to be victorious
(cf. 3); to win one's way, to make or find one's way, 'get
along ', succeed in getting somewhere (also fig.). In other

< connexions ordinarily replaced by gain or obtain.
c 1000 Passio S. Mare, in Cockayne Narratiuncula? (1861)

\ 49 Eadi^ eart bu. .for pon be bu wunne reste a ob ende mid
1
halgum faemnum. ci2oo Okmin Ded. 313 To winnenn.. Att

I Crist sob sawle berrhless. a 1300 Cursor M. 17497 If we ne
! soth said, quat suld we win ? For-soth nanober thing bot sin.

j

Ibid. 20056 pair beniscun ban bes not wan. 13. . Coerde L.
\

1884 The galyes came unto the citie, And had nigh won
1

entrie. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 2769 Na mede in heven
I to wyn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 560 J>at bu
j

mycht..of bi cristis lawis blyne, pat bu mycht oure frend-
scnepe vyne. la 1400 Morte Arth. 22 How they whanne

I

..wyrchippis many, c 1400 Rom. Rose 2316 In armes also
if thou konne, Pursue to thou a name hast wonne. 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. Ux. 513 W'hanne they wend best to haue

1 wonne worship they loste hit. la 1500 Chester PL xii. 91
But ever he wynnes the victory, a 1548 Hall Chron.

,

j

Edw. IV 203b, To destroy the Realme, and wynne the
,

hatred & malice of all the nacion. 1567 Gude <y Godlie B.
(S.T.S.) 59 He..spol5eit Sathan, hell and sin, And heuinlie
gloir to vs hes win. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. US" iv b,To wyn

!

due and common credit, a 1586 Sidney Ps. xxxi. v, O Lord,

I

of thee, lett me still mercy wynne. 1617 Moryson Itin. u.

I
166 In defending this fort [they] woon great reputation by
their valour. ,1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 18 He
snapped me on this hand and he on that, that the doctour
had mikle a doe to win me room for a syllogisme. 1754
Gray Progr. Poesy 39 In gliding state she wins her easy
way. i; 1796 Burns 'As I stood by yon roofless tozuer',

Like fortune's favours, tint as win. 1853 Dickens Bleak
Ho. xiii, I am glad to have won your confidence. 1866
Geo. Eliot E. Holt i, Winning small triumphs in bargains
and personal economies. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. lxxiii.

II. 596 They failed to win obedience. 1910 A. Lang in
Encycl. Brit. X. 135/1 Fairies naturally won their way into
the poetry of the middle ages.

f c. absol. or intr. : in early use esp. to get gain,

make profit ; spec, in Sc. legal use, in such phrases
as able to tine or win, i.e. having means sufficient

to aim at profit or risk loss. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19574 To win wit-all he wend it bij.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1457 Now we wyn, now we tyn.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 153 pau} 3e ben trewe of tonge and
treweliche winne, And eke as chast as a child. C1386
Chaucer Pard. T. 133 A moral tale yet I yow telle kan
Which I am wont to preche for to wynne. 14x4 26 Pol.
Poems xiii. 155 Wib fi3t ;e wynne, wib trete 5e lese. 1421
Ibid, xviii. 138 By3e no thyng to selle and wynne. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 159 To wyn or to lese. X476 Acta Audit.
(1839) 47/i '*'o defend be said causs of Errour..with ful

powere to tyne and wynne. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 53 Be
his procuratour constitute be him, in his place, to tine or to
wone in the cause. 1699 in Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot.
(1880) IV. 281 Ane person that.. can tin and win in all ther
affairs.

7. In various specific uses, f &• To beget : =
Get v. 26. Obs.

13. . E. E, Altit. P. B. 112 Hit weren not alle on wyuez
sunez, wonen with on fader, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 587 pe
twa pat I wan on myne obire wyfe bat I wedd first,

f b. To get for immediate use, procure; hence,

contextually, to fetch, bring (cf, 14 c). Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2S52 pe werwolf went wi3tly & whan

hem mete & drink. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 617, I schal
wynne yow, wy3t

t of water a lyttel. CX470 Henry Wallace
v. 865 The Scottis wan hors, becaus thair awne couth fa. ill.

c. To obtain (a woman) as a wife or * lady' by
action or effort of some kind : usually with impli-
cation of gaining her affection and consent (cf. 9).
To win and wear: see Wkar 7'.

1 8 b.

c 1310 Sir Tristr. 1913 Wib bine harp bou wonne hir bat
tide. CX374 Chaucer Anel. $ Arc. 100 Ful mychell besy-
nesse had he or bat he myght his lady wynne. 1470-85
Malory Arthur vm. xxvi. 312 Sythen I am ladyles I wil
wyn thy lady. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 91 After al his
strife hee [sc. Menelaus] wan but a strumpet. 1639 J.
Clarke Paraem.40 Faint heart never won faire lady. 1668
Sedlev Mutberry Gard. iv. i. 49 There had been More hope
of winning a Widow at her Husbands Funeral, then of any
favour for her now. 1789 Burns To Dr. Blacklock viii, And
let us mind, faint heart ne'er wan A lady fair. X847 Tenny-
son Princess Vrol. 220 Take Lilia, then, for heroine. .and be
you The Prince to win her 1 1885 'Mrs. Alexander'
Valerie's Fate v, Valerie, will you let me try to win you?

d. To gain by effort or competition, as a prize
or reward, or iu gaming or betting, as a wager,
etc. Also absol.

To win one's t shoes, spurs : see Shoe sb. 2 i, Spur sb. 1
3 a.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 340 Tristrem wan \>sx day Of him an
hundred pounde. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

449 Iasan. .Whan be Ram wyb gilden flees, c 1400 Destr,

WIN.
Troy 172 And wo this wethur shuld wyn bude wirke as
I say. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 818 pis renke & his rounsy,
bai reche vp a croune, As gome at has be garland. .Wonn.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vii. 169 For to assaye our
horses for to wynne the pryce that the kyng hath set vpon.
a XS33 [see Wagkr sb. 2

2]. 1549 Compl. Scot. \\. 64 Iason
van the goldin fleice. x6io B. Jonson Alch. 1. i, He would
haue.. a familiar To rifle with, at horses, and winne cups.
x6zi T. Granger Expos. Eccles. vii. 7. 166 Our first Parents
for an apple lost Paradise, and woon hell. 1645 Vane Lost
Sheepe 35 Haueing woone the prize in the Pythian games.
X704 Norris Ideal World n. xii. 484 A man would be ridicu-
lous that should go to prove by mere reason, that such a
one won the plate at a horse-race. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Mr. Waikins Tattle \, Frank took dummy j and I won six-

pence. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixiv, The Rev. Mr.
Muff,, .of whom she won large sums at ecarte. 1885 Law
Rep. Weekly Notes 145/2 The defendant. .having won on
those bets received the winnings from the persons with
whom he had betted.

e. To get by labour, to earn (now dial.)
; f to

get as profit, to gain (obs.). Also absol.
tiiooORMiN 10175 pe^ [sc. publicans], .wunnenn mikell

to be king, & mare till hemm sellfenn. 1340-70 Alex, -y

Dind. 450 Wib us schineb euery schalk in schippus for to
saile, For to winne on be watur wordliche fode. C1386
Chaucer Prol. 715 He moste preche and wel affile his tonge
To wynne siluer. 1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 360/2 Yai wil .

.

receive for paiement. .nobles,, .ye which, .yai leede.Jnto
oyer straunge Cuntrees, where hit is chaunged to yair
encresce, and forped into oyer coygnes, so yat yai wynne in

ye alay of ech noble xx d. (21500 Ratis Raving 520 The
gudis bat he has with his trew labore wynynge. 1530 in

Maitl. Club Misc. II. 103 Honest and labonus personis
abill to wyne thar lifting. 1531 Dial, on Laws of Eng. tr.

xxxix. 79 If a preest haue wonne moche by sayenge of
masse, c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 54 Win little

and win oft .. Makes merchands rich. 1623 J. Taylor
(Water P.) New Discov. A 5, I am a Fisherman Who many
yeares my liuing thus haue wan. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.
Misc. (1733^ I. 87 Wi' cauk and keel I'll win your bread.
1819 Scott Noble Moringer xxii, Of him I held the little mill
which wins me living free. 1823 — Quentin D. xiv, Every-
one wins his bread in this country. 1893 Snowden Tales
Yorksh. Wolds 1S8 Then Aw can win sumniat, cannot Aw ?

f. To get, gather (crops or other produce); to

gather in, harvest. Now dial.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 189 Syndri cornys that thai hair
Woxe rype to wyn to mannys fude. Ibid. 193 Thai of
the peill hact vonnyn hay. Ibid. 219 To vyn thair harvist.

149X Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 205/2 The cornez..sall be
led and wonnync.and stakkit. 15.. Battle of Otterburn
t, Yt fell abowght the Lamasse tyde, Whan husbondes
Wynnes ther haye. 1549 D. Monro Descr. W. Isles (1773)
46 The place quhar he winnes his peitts this zier, ther he
sawis his come the next zeire. 1565 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 402 The comis..ar nocht sa weill win as neid wer.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 50
[They] micht nocht saw nor wine thair cornis. 1683 J.
R-eid Scots Gard'uerdgoy) 137 Peas. .When ripe, you may
easily win some for seed, a 1791 Gkose Olio (1792) no
W. He is gone to the field to his workmen. C. Hey.
W. Just so; to try to win his hay. 1834 Southey Doctor
vi. {1848) 20 If they had fine weather for winning their hay
or shearing their corn, they thanked God for it. 1891 A.
Lang Angling Sk. 101 On a hillside.. the countryfolk were
winning their hay.

g. To get or extract (coal, stone, or other
mineral) from the mine, pit, or quarry ; also, to

sink a shaft or make an excavation so as to reach
(a seam of coal or vein of ore) and prepare it for

working, as by drainage, etc. (cf. 1
1
). See also

Winning vbl. sb. 5, 5 b.

1447 in Reg,, Mag. Sig. Scot, /jjr 106/1 With lefe. .for to
wyn colis and stanis within the saide landis. 1456-70 in
Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 27/2 Eecaus of his colys and
fuelL.to be woung in tyme of 5eir. 1497 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 380 The man that jeid to vesy to se gif he
could wyn sclait. X509 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 284/1 Fre.
dome to wyn and fyne lede ure within the ilis. 1614 in

Cochran-Patrick Early Rec. Mining Scot. (1878) 163 The
minerallis..to be wroght and wynn at the saidis mynes.
1630 Burgh Rec. Glasgcnv (1876) I. 374 To won alsmony
lymstanes in the lyme craig atthe Channown mos as he
can. 1648 Ibid. II. 132 Alsmanie stones to be. .win as may
serve the building of the midwall. Ibid. 151 To the end
alse manie staines may be wind furthe therof as [etc. J. 1708

J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 10 You tell me you have hopes
to win a Colliery in my grounds. 1725 Rep. MSS. Dk.
PorttandVl. (Hist, MSS. Comm. 1901)106 When they have
sunk it isc. the pit] till they come at the bed of coals, they
are then said to have won the colliery. 1789 J. Williams
Min. Kingd. I. 168 Coals are so far wasted near water
carriage in the neighbourhood of Newcastle, that they aie
become already very difficult and expensive to winn. 1839
Ure Diet. Artstf& Of fitting or winning a coal-field. 1869
Law Rep.,Ck. App.'V. 111, I conceive that coal is won when
it is put in a state in which continuous working can go for-

ward in the ordinary way. X885 Law Times LXXIX. 153/2
The trustees-. . had power to win the minerals lying under
their land. 1886 J. Harrowmax Sc. Mining Terms 73 A seam
is said to be won when a pit is sunk, or a mine driven to it,

and the pit or mine is said to wirrall to the rise of the level,

t h. To gain (ground) upon {of) ; to gain (time).

c 1400 Beryn 2384 Beryn. .gan to turn a-side, on-to be see

stronde, And the cripill aftir, &. wan oppon hym londe.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 656 Thus erthe on hym he wane.

1471 Caxton Recuy ell^(Sominer) 230 We muste nedes wynne
vpon Amphitrion on this way a nyght and a day. 1577
Holinshed Chron. I. 131/1 They dayly wanne grounde
vpon the Brytons. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. it. iv. 9 Your
way is shorter, ..you'le win two dayes vpon me. 1611 —
Cymb. in. iv. 112. 1717 PorE Iliad x. 409 Yet let him pass,

and win a little Space.

f 8. To regain, recover (something lost) ; hence,

to make up for (loss, waste); to rescue, deliver;

in religious use, to redeem : often with again. Obs.
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c isao Bestiary 768 Ful wel he taunede his luue to man
Wan he 8ur3 holi spel him wan. 15S1 Langl. P. PI. A. V.

25 He bad wastors go worche what pel best coupe, And wynne
bat bei wasteden [1377 B. v. 25 wynnen his wastyng]. 137S

Barbour Bruce 11. m Throw hym I trow my land to wyn,

Magre the Clyflfurd and his kyn. 1:1380 in Pol. Poems

(Rolls) I. 264 By God, that al this world wan. C1400 Rule

St. Bcnet (verse) 1306 How a hird.man A febil schepe

warcst & wane, c 1440 York Myst. xi. 405 Now ar we

wonne fra waa, and saued oute of pe see. 1450-1530 Myrr.

cur'Ladye 11. 253 Saye we endelesse thankes to god that

hathe wonne vs ageyne. a 1533 Lo. Berners Colli. Bk.

M. Aurel. (1546) Fvij, The losse of the father by euyll

children, is wonne by vertuouse sonnes in lawe. 1562

Child-Marriages 14 To wyne all the tenement together

againe. 1567 Guile !, Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 18 Giue thow thy

self thy saull culd win, In vaine I deit for thy sin. Ibid. 39

He was losle, and now is win. 1633 P. Fletcke* Purple

III. v. Ixi, Thus Orpheus wanne his lost Eurydice.

9. To overcome the unwillingness or indifference

of; with various shades of meaning: to attract,

allure, entice; to prevail upon, persuade, induce;

to gain the affection or allegiance of ; to bring over

to one's side, party, or cause, to convert. Also

absol. or inlr. (see also Winning///, a. 3).
_

Some of the applications are now more usual with the

constructions illustrated in b. ....
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter vii. 2 pe detiel bat sekis how he

myght wynn mennys saule. c 1400 Cursor M. 28000 (Cott.

Galba) If pou..wowid hir with wordes sleghe,..And bar-

thurgh so has won hir will. 1474 Caxton Cheat II. IV. (1883)

51 They Wynne wyth yeftes the hertes of the goddes and of

men. 1535 Covehdale Prim. xi. 30 A wyse man also wyn-

neth mens soules. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 141 Meanyng
hereby too woonne the myndes of the other kynges. 1567

Jewel Def. Afol. 417 The Embassadoure of so N oble a Com-

mon Wealthe, was soone, and easily, and willingly woonne.

1576 T. Fortescue Forest of Hist. (ed. 2) 141 He wun the

harts of theCitisens. a 1589 in Puttenham Engl. Poesie III.

xix. (Arb.) 217 His wealth wan many friends. 1591 Shaks.

Two Gent. m. i. 80 Win her with gifts, if she respect not

wo:ds. 1629 Sir W. Murk 7Vi« Crir«/C 592 Hee.. With this

soft speech.. Doth wound, not wonne, the traytor's heart

of stone. 1653 Austen Fruit Trees 1. (1657) 31 The worst

temper of minds are wonne. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India

f, P. 269 How far.. a Graceful Mein,and Innocent Discourse,

wins among more refined Christians. 1784 Cowper 7 ask IV.

694 Slighted as it is,. .the country wins me still. 1871

Tennyson Last Tourn. 703 For courtesy wins woman all as

well As valour may. 1874 Longf. Hanging 0/ Crane iii,

The ways that win, the arts that please. 1914 Tollinton

Clem. Alex. I. vii. 236 The missionary goes to win and to

save souls. .

b. with adv. or prep, {away, over ;from, to. etc.).

1303 R. Bhunne Handl. Synne 6606 5yf ton to drun-

kenes widest hym Wynne, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xv.

{Barnabas) 128 Paule to he treulht wonnyn was. c 1386

Chaucer Doctors T. 132 pat he by slyghte The mayden to

his purpos wynne myghte. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840)

269 The presidente . . in as moche as in her is . . owethe to

wynne al to God. 1542 Udall in Lift. Lit. Men (Camden)

5 Thei have thereby woonne to goodnes innumerable persons.

1594 in Maitl. Club Misc. I. 67 That the said ladie may be

winn to God. 1603 Daniel Def. Rytne Pref. A 2, To hold

him from being wonne from vs. 1631 Sanderson Strut., Ad
Pop iv 407 If our Inclinations cannot be wonne over to that

course. 1637 Gillespie Engl. Pop. Cerent. 111. viii. 187 He is

already winne to repentance. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. I. iii. 11 The Priests of Elder time.. winning their credu-

lilies unto the literall and downe-right adorement of Cats,

Lizards, and Beetles. 166a Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends

Ser. 11. (1911) is' All the Acts of a most gracious Prince.,

can not winne them . . from these . . rebellious Courses. 1761

Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulph II. 33° She has won me
toher party. 1796-7 Jane Austen Pride tf Prej.x\. She could

not win him, however, to any conversation. 1821 Scott

Kenilvl. xxiv, She can sing and play 0' the lute, would win

the fish out o' the stream. i88» J. H. Blunt Kef. Ch. Eng.

II. 205 To win her over to an ultramontane policy.

O. with to and inf. arch.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. ii. I ivb, How moch Philautus

..hath wonne me holely..tobehis. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.

ill. i. 67. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.I.S.)

I 323 Thay conspyre, and winnis him with money quyethe

to putt doune the king. 1640 T. Carew Poems, Disdain

returned iii, No tearcs, Celi.i, now shall win, My resolvd

heart, to returne. 1664 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 210 So

much fre kindnes as wold winn any creture to admierlL

1725 Pope Odyss. xil 53 Unblest the man, whom music wins

to stay Nigh the curst shore. 181a J. Wilson Isle ofPalms

1 1. 17 Gleam'st thou, as if delighted with the strain, And won

by it the pious bark to keep In joy for ever ? .

10. intr. with upon, on, + of. -f a. To gain an

advantage over, get the better of; to gain or en-

croach upon ; rarely, to overcome, subdue. Obs.

c 1440 Pallatt. on Husb. m. 4 As Luna gynneth wexe &
wynne Vppon the nyght. 1590 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.,

Var Coll IV. 284 Where the sea daiiie wynnethe of the

land' againste this Towne. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixiv. 7

When I haue seene the hungry Ocean game Aduantage on

the Kingdome of the shoare, And the firme soile win of the

watry maine. .607 - Cor. I. i. 223 The rabble ...will in time

Win vpon power. .611 - Cymb. 1. 1. m So in our trifles

I still winne of you. 16.3 J.
Hayward Lives 3 Normans

21 Henry did many other times.. inuade his Countrey;

sometimes with purpose to winne vpon him, and sometimes

to keepe him from winning vpon others 1685 Drvden

Thrcn Aug. iv, Thus, at half Ebb, a rowling Sea Returns,

and wins upon the shoar. i7S4 Siiebbeare Matrimony

(,766) II. 33 This young Gentleman used every Art. to win

on the Resentment which the Baronet had enter alned

against him. 1791 Mrs. Radclifpk Rom. Forest (1820) 1.

ilr So much did passion win upon ber judgement, by time

and indulgence. . , * m. .

b. To gain influence over, to prevail with (often

implying 'to gain increasing influence over, to

prevail more and more with ') ; to gain the favour

148

or engage the affections of (esp. gradually or in-

creasingly). Also with affection, esteem, regard,

or the like as obj.

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster To Rdr. 87, 1 at last . . Thought,

I would try, if shame could winne vpon 'hem. a 1616

Eeaum. & Fletcher Cust. Country 11. i, The courage they

exprest . . And their contempt of death wan more upon me
Than all they did. <i 1665 Digbv Priv. Mem._ (1827) 205

Her excessive beauty and gracefulness did so win upon his

senses. 1749 Fielding Tout Jones xiv. viii, Ey the Force

of the true Catholic Faith, St. Anthony won upon the Fishes.

1755 J. Shebbeare Lydia (1769) I. 438 The pleasing coun-

tenance of Lydia won on this woman's opinion. 1796

Coleridge Let. to T. Poole 24 Sept., Charles Lloyd wins

upon me hourly. 184a Dickens Amer. Notcsxvm, I never

was so won upon, as by this class. 1884 Church Bacon vi.

124 He had won greatly on the confidence of the King,

f c. To prevail upon {to do something). Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ft Sell: 183 As some of the upper,

most seat of Philosophers.. have themselves thought, and

wonne upon others to think so too. 1698 Fryer A cc. E.

India $ P. 217, 1 was easily won upon to embark on the

Scipio African. 1802 H. Martin Helen ofGlenrossll. 217

Who shall I win upon to aid me in my future views?

11. trans. To reach, attain, arrive at : = Gain k. 2

7 ; occas. to get at, get hold of (an object) ; to over-

take (a person) ; to be in time for, '
- arch.' catch

1471 Ca'xton Rccuyell (Sommer) 211 Yf he had not wonne

a roche vpon "whiche he gate vp with grete payne. c 1480

Henrvson Fox, Wolf> Cadger 137 Bot all for nocht, he

wan his hoill that day. 1517 Torkington Pilgr. (1884) 61

The wynde enforcyd So myche. ., that our governor Saw it

was not possible for to wyne the porte. 159s Spenser P. (J.

vi i 23 But Calidore did follow him so fast, That euen in

the Porch he him did win. 1697 Drvden Virg. Fast. viii.

56 Then scarce the bending Branches I cou d win [orig. lam
fragilis potcram ab terra contingere ramos]. 1768 Ross

Helenore 1. 58 Yet wi' what pith she had, she takes the gate,

An' wan the burn. 1808 Scott Marm. 111. i, The stony path

By which the naked peak they wan. 18*1 Hodgson in

Raine Mem. (1857) I. 339 Having got your letter late in the

day, I am compelled to be brief to win the post. 184a

Macaulay Lays, Horatius xxvi, And if they once may win

the bridge, What hope to save the town? 1848 Rossetti

Poems, Last Confess. 253 As when a bird files low Between

the water and the willow-leaves, And the shade quivers till

he wins the light. 1892 Rider Haggard Nada xxv, Ihe

Halakazi were worsted in the field, but many lived to win

the great cave.

t b. To get across, to cross ; to get through,

accomplish. Obs. rare.

.426 Lydg. De Cuil. Pilgr. 903 To chyldre that be yotige

of age. And offter han thys ryver wonne 1 han folk that ben

on age ronne. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (.878) 124 Thry fallow-

ing won, Get compassing don. a 1585 Montgomery Cliernc

t, Sloe 645 Fra we get our voyage wun.

12. intr. To make or find one's way ;
also in

weakened sense, to arrive at or come to some

place, etc. ; in early use often a mere synonym of

come' or 'go': = Get v. 31. With various

preps, and advs., sometimes in specialized senses,:

cf. corresponding uses of get s.v. Get v. VI, V II.

Formerly chiefly Sc. and n. dial.

This use depends on that of ON. vinna.

mjoo Cursor M. 996 A firin wall bar es a-bute, Mai nan

win in bat es wit-oute. Ibid. 2499 Pe fine gaue bak to wine

a-way. H'id. IOS92 Quils pai locked bam biside, Sec. was

won to be heist stride, c 1330 R- Brunne Chron Mace

(Rolls) S457 Vnepes to Gloucestre y wan. 13.. £ L. Attn.

P B 1777 pay .Lyfte laddres..& vpon lofte wonen. 13..

Caw. A Or. Knt. 461 Neuermore ben Pay wyste fram quePen

he was wonnen. 137S Barbour Bruce xv. 221 [ I hai] slow

all that thai mycht to vyn. a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 3438 ben

I wan in-to be werld. c.400 Destr. Troy 649 B«I wakond

ar.dwarly; wyn tomy chamber. 0420 Liber Coccrum (.1&62)

10 And cover hit bat no hete oute wynne. CI45° &*.
/lyst., Purification 43 To jherusalem ffast now wynne.

CI47S RaufCoilvar 625 Say thow art not worthy to Wy-

mond to win. isoSKe^zdie Flyting w. Dunbar^ 3 Thou

may not pas Mount Barnard for wild bestis, Not wyn throw

Mount Scarpre for the snawe. 154* W yatt Declar. Wks.

1816 II. 281 This, me-thought, was so gladsome unto me to

win to the King., that all my policy, .was clean forgotten

with me. 1585 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Set. I. U'-.743

He at last wan to his said hous. 1643 in Boyd Zwn s

Flowers (.855) App. 4-/2 That^none win to 1*« Sessions

loft till the Sessioners be placed. 1652 Earl Monm. tr.

Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. 10 Full of channels and rivers,

and very bard to be wonn into. 1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843)

II 262, I hope to win off beginning of next week. 1714

E. Ersktne Sent. Wks. (179O "° Christ is in heaven,

how shall I win at him? 1813 Byron Bnde Abydos II.

xxv, Had Selim won.. To where the strand and billows

met 1816 Scott Antio. xv, And how am I to win name!

1816 — Old Mort. xl, Whiles the tear wan into my e e.

c .830 Hogg Tales * Si. (1837) "'• =°5, I canna won sae

wed through the snaw. 1865 G. MACnONALD^/.r Forbes

xii, Whan I was na bigger than you, Annie, I cou d win

cot at a less hole than that. 1892 Kipling barrack-room

Ballads, East * West 21 The Colonel s son to the Fort has

won 1893 Stevenson Catriona xv, When we won in by

the pier. 1923 Edith Thompson Hist. Eng. xlvi. 437 Ihe

Germans never won through to the Channel ports.

(b) To -win tip: to get up ', to get up on one's feet, to rise

;

to get on horseback, mount. So to win upon.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15760 pai fell bairn don vn-tobegrund

all vp bai siben wan. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 435 His men3he

all War wonnyn vp apon the wall, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 165

Iason..and Ioly knightes moo,. .Wonen vp wynly vppon

wale horses. Ibid. H938 Whan he wackont of wo, he wan

vpo fote. ^1460 Towneley Myst. xxiii. 114 And wyn apon

youre palfray sone. c 1801 Jellen Grame in Child Ballads

II 303/2 'Win up, my bonny boy,' he says, 'As quick as

e'er you may.' 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) I. I. 41

And now we set ourselves in haste to win Up to that

WIN.

mountain's top. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xxx, Just let me
win upon my horse 1

b. absol. without prep, or adv. : To get to the

place implied {Sc. and dial.) ; to come, go.

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 216 Bettyr hyt ys . . Owt of yowre londe

sche be flemyd . . And faste ye schalle hur comawnde to

wynne. a 1670 Spalding Trow. Chas. I (Bann. Club) I. 99

The marquess wrote back his excuse, saying, he could not

win. 1894 P. H. Hunter James Inwickv. 70 There was

a by-ordinar congregation that day ; a'body that could win

was there.

fc. In static sense : To 'come', reach. Obs.

(11578 Linoesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 258

Reid sallow hair, .quhilk wan doune to his schoulderis.

d. In reference to a desired end, a condition,

experience, proceeding, etc. : with various preps,

and advs., often in specialized senses: = Get».

31 b and various uses in VI and VII (see also

below). Formerly chiefly Sc. and «. dial.

Win by... (By prep. 16 b), to escape, avoid, t Win of

eld, to ' come of age '. Win out or through, to come out

successfully, succeed in attaining one's end. Win to, to

begin eating, 'set to', 'fall to' (= Get v. 69). _

a 1300 Cursor M. 25363 Oft be men pat er rightwis Thoru

faanding win bai to |?air pris. c 1300 Havelok 174 Til pat

she mowe winan of helde. 13. . Northern Passion (1913) I.

153/330* He hopid forto win fra wogh. c 1400 Destr. Troy

9212 He his wit cast, For to wyn to his will, a 1400-50

Wars Alex. 3986 Quen he wan to wax.., Thre cubettis fra

pe croune doun his cors had a lenghte. c 1440 Pallad. on

Husb. v. 67 The growyng of hem into oon heed wole wynne.

a 1585 Montgomerie Chcrrie tr Slae 280 Ay houping, throu

looping, To win to liberty. C1635 Rutherford Lett., to

Marion M'Knaught III. xxiv. (1675) 190, I look not to

win away to my home, without wounds and blood. 1644

Baillie Lett. (1841) II. 211 There is so much matter yet

! before us, as we cannot winn through for a long time after

our common pace. 1709 M. Bruce Soul Confirm. 15 Soul-

confirmation.. is not easilie wone at,.. you that keeps only

your old Job-troot, . . you will not wone at Soul-confirmation.

1721 Ramsay Horace to Virgil 21 The Man wha cou'd sic

Rubs win o'er. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xiv, We got some

water-broo and bannocks ; and mony a weary grace they said,

. . or they wad let me win to. Ibid, xxxv, The job is how-

we are to win by hanging, a 1850 Rossetti Dante f, Circle

I. (1874) 94 The anguish, .that we must bow Beneath, until

we win out of this life. 1919 Max Beerboiim Seven Men

103, I wish he could have won out, as I did, into a great

and lasting felicity.

e. with adj. as compl. : = Get v. 33.

1886 R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 82 note, He

labours to win free from every form and observance. 1902

London Mag. June 452/2 Smiling to see him struggle when

he thought he could win clear.

13. inlr. with to and inf. : To succeed in doing

(what is denoted by the vb.) ; to contrive, manage

to do something. Now only Sc. and dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26816 For mai naman wit quern to winn

To serue at ans lauerds tuin. c 1300 K. Horn 1 1 12 (Laud)

Myste he nowt Wynne For to come per inne. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 3145 O nowise may we wyn pat woman to gete. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. 121 b/2 That y» mayst. . wynne to spare

the tormentes that ben yet to come, a 1600 Montgomerie

Misc. Poems xxvii. 32 Thee to imbrace once, God ! ll 1

micht win 1 <ri655 Roxb. Ball. (1866) VI. 209 The Repul-

sive Maid, Who Once took a young-man, but now cannot

win To open the door, and let him come in. 173° 1 •
Boston

in Morrison Mem. (1899) 137. I am habitually cast down,

and cannot win to get my heart lifted up in the ways of trie

Lord. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xv, As sune as I can win

to stand on my twa feet we'll be afT this craig o' Sawtan.

14. trans, with prep, or adv. of place : a. To

succeed in bringing, putting, etc. : = Get v. 37 a.

Obs. or arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8219 Sua depe pair rote pai samen kest,

pat moght pam naman pepen win. c 135° Will. I'alerne 94

pere walked he a-boute pe walks to winne in sijt. C1374

Chaucer And. .y Arc. 20 And do that I my shippe to haven

wynne. c 1400 Destr. Troy xl. 4772 pai. .Kobbit the Riches

And wonnyn it wightly the walliswithoute. c 1400 J wame

%C,aw. 1803 Bot yit his clathes on he wan. 14.. Tundales

Vis 939 Whan the vermyn wold have owt crepon At the

holys that thei made opon Thei myght not w-yn owt hor

taylys 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acostas Hist. Indies

in x 152 They gave over the enterprize to win the red sea

into Nile, a 1636 Marmion Antiquary m. 1, 1 hat I should

owe my life to her 1 which way, I wonder? something

depends on this, I must win out. 1825 Scott Betrothedxx,

Her kind attendant, .tried softly to win the spear from her

lady's giasp. 1904 Daily Chron. 3 Nov 3/3 His sweet and

level-headed wife wins him through his difficulties.

fb. To put, set, take (expressing merely the

act without implication, as in a, of overcoming

difficulty or hindrance). Win out, to take or draw

out, extract. Win up, {a) to open (a door or

gate) ; {b) to take up, pick up, lift. Obs.

z3 ..SirBeueslA.) 4364 1" haste Pe dore he gan vp winne

.62 Langl. /'. PI. A. vl. 92 To wynne vp pe wiket-jat pat
136;

pe ,-ey schu'tte.' <• 1400-50 Wars Alex. 837 pan Alexander
' vnfaire, Wynnes him_ vp a ward

at bis knyjt ang rs vnfaire, Wynnes mm vp a w«u.»-
*,£» *»L( O. 463 Rowlande ow.e his swerde wanne

.,,, Acc Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 24 Io ane masone pi

the laid of Sefeilfis quhilk wan the alloring to the said

place of Inchegarvy, xxx. „•..„>
+ o To bring, take, move (a person somewhere;.

,, Caw. * Cr. Kut. 831 Alle hasped in his lie) wede to

hafle Pay^ym wonnen. 'c .4.0 Avow. Arth. xxxvi... J«

wynnunhimno^teowtcofhis way.

T"d. rejl. Tobetake oneself: - 12. (Or. UK
V
\V Gaw *Gr Knt. 402, I schal ware alle my wyt to

wynne me^peder. Y&ffisir. Troy ..38 [WeJ Wyn vs to

the wallis, wacche pere vndur.
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15. Comb, in sense 'one who or that which wins

. . .', as win-ally win-penny.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tang, Gaigne-denier, a porter,

a winne-penny. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xlvi. 107 One
the whine-all, another the lose-all.

t Win, v.'1 Sc. and north, dial. Obs. Forms :

4 vyn, wine, 5-6 wynn(e, 6 wyn(e, winne,
6-9 win, 8 winn. [Variant of won, wonn(e : see

"Won" v.] inir. To dwell, reside.

C 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 60.0 pat I ma pa To jhesu

Criste,. .With hym to wine in-to his blise. Ibid. xv\. (Magda-
lena) 816 Fra be place, Quhare be magdelane vynnand vas.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. xxvii. 7S9 pe Yrischery, That wynnis
in Irland to bis day. c 1480 Henryson Two Mice 4 The
eldest dwelt in ane Borrous toun, The vther wynnit Upon-
land [v.rr. vp on land, apon land]. 1513 Douglas Auneis
vn. xii. 138 Thai that in Flavynia feyldis duell, Or that

wynnis besyd the laik or well Of Cymynus. 1560 Rolland
Seven Sages (Rami. Club) 52 Into ane Realme thair wynnit
ane vai^eant knicht. 17*1 Ramsay Prospect cf Plenty 81

Alake we winn o'er far frae King and Court ! a 1824 G.
Beattie John o

% Arnkd etc. (1826) 88 An ancient town.,
where, tradition says, A housekeeper winned in other days.

1846 Bkockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 3).

Win, v.3 Sc. and north, dial. Also 6 wyn,
7 wind, 8 winn, (9 won). Pa. pple. 8 winned,
Sc. win(n), 6, 9 won, 8 wun. [?Wnf t^.

1 with

specialized development from sense 7 f, but associ-

ated also with Wind z\ 2 2.] trans. To dry (hay,

seed, turf, wood, etc.) by exposure to the air, or to

the heat of the sun or a fire. Also intr. for pass.

x557 b!eg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 271/2 Tertiam partem 24 dieta-

rum feni lie won hay. 1588 Exch. Rolls Scot. XXI. 412
For making of 36 dawnrkis of hay. .and for wynning and
putting of the samyn in tramp ruckis. 1641 Peebles Burgh
Charters (iBj 2) 107 To cast and wind peites, turres, fewall

letc.]. 1733 P, Lindsay Interest Scot. 154 So much of his

Lint as he intends for his best Seed, he builds up In a Stack
like Corn, after it is thoroughly win. 1765 Museum Rust.
IV. cvi. 455 Scots seed, when well winned and kept. 1794
Statist. Ace. Scot. XI. 268 Cutting, winning, and carrying
home their peats, however, consumes a great deal of time.
1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Hush. Scot. 1. 396 The sun and
air gradually win it [sc. hay]. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
II. 259 Feathers may be hung up in bags against the wall
behind the fire, and there they will soon win. Ibid. III. 009
[The skin for rennet] is then hung stretched over a stick

near the fire to dry and won. Ibid. 978 By the afternoon
the hay is so dry and won as to be fit to be stacked. 1884
Whitby Gaz. 9 Aug, 1/2 A Stack of well won Hay.

+ Win, ppl.a. j$e. Obs. Also 5 wyn, wyn-
nynge. [Sc. pa. pplc. of Win #.*, cj.v. (Forms,
pa. pple. 5.)] «= Won*/1//. a.\ evil win, ill-gotten.

Of stone, etc.: Worked, quarried.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. i\\ xviii. 17 12 Eftyr. .syndry wyn.

nynge wictoryis. c 1475 Rauf Coil-car 921 That is full

euill wyn land To haue quhill thow ar leuand, Sine at thine

end hell. 1583 Leg. BP. St. Androis 372 Ane carling of the

Quene of Phareis, That ewill win geir to elphyne careis.

1609 Burgh Ree. Glasgow (1876) I. 307 That the tirrit

quarrell and craig thairof and the win werk lyand in the
same can nocht be wrocht.

Win, obs. f. Ween v., Whin 1
, Wine.

Winable, obs. form of Winnable.
+ Winage. Obs. rare. [ad. F. vinage (f. vin

wine + -age ; cf. med.L. vinagium), assimilated to

Wine sbA] A seignorial due derived from vineyards.

1523 Ld. Bfrners Froiss. I. xxix. 18 He leuyed the rentes,

wynages [orig. vinages], and rightes, that pertayned to therle

through out all Flanders.

Winam,Winare,Winberi, Winberry: see

Ven*om, Winer, Wineberuy, Whimbebrt.
+ WinbrOW. Obs. Also 5 wyn-. [ad. MLG.
winbrd, corresp. to OHG. wintbrdwa (MHG.
wintbrdwe, -brd, G. wimper eyelash), f. wint
Wind sbA + Brow jjj An eyebrow.
1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 542 Neptolonyus was

grete, black heer and grete eyen,..his wynbrowes Ioyned.
1485 — Chas. Gt. 26 He had the eyen like a lyon. .his wyn-
browes grete. t6og Hf.ywood Brit. Troy x. xl, His hairy
win-browes meet. [Cf. quot. 1471.]

Wince (wins), sb.i [f. Wince t/.
1
] An act of

wincing.

1. A kick. Now dial.

1612 Shelton Quix. 1. 11. i. (1620) 66 [The Mule] within
two or three winces, ouerthrew him to the ground. 1638 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Bull, Beare <* Horse E 1 b, And as I fell,

his hoofe bestow'd a wince, Upon my pate. 1840 Thackeray
Cox's Diary Jan., Our respective patients gave a wince out.

2. An involuntary shrinking movement (see

Wince v.* 2).

1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. nt. x\\, She looked up with a
wince. 1891 Conan Doyle White Company ix, The villein

took the cruel blow without wince or cry.

Wince (wins),.r3.2 [Variant of Winch sb.1 But
cf. LG. wirt(n)s small capstan, Du. wins winch.]
1. «= Winch sb* 1, 3.
1688 Holme Armoury m. v. 272/1 When the Spinner hath

drawn out his Rope Yarn . . , then it is taken from the Wheele
Spindle, and Wound upon the Wince. 18*9 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 3) IV. 52 The human frame is, hence, a barrel-

organ . . and life is the music. . , So long as either the vital or the
mechanical instrument is duly wound up by a regular supply
of food or of the wince, so long the music will continue.

1837 Kirkbiide Northern Angler 66 The wince of the reel.

2. Dyeing. A reel or roller placed over the
division between two vats so that a fabric spread
upon it may be let down into one or the other.

Also altrib.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 227 After 48 hours suspension [the

calico] is to be washed in water at 170 containing some
chalk, by the wince apparatus. 185a Abridgm. Specif.

Patents, Bleaching, etc. (1859) 374 Tnc fa °r'c may be caused
to pass several times round these winces before it leaves the

cistern. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 8777/1 ^ ^e tanks are
wince-pots.

Wince (wins), vA Forms : 3 wynci, 4-5
wynse, (5 wynce, wyncy, 6 wins, 6-7 winze),

6-7 winse, 5- wince, [a. AF. *wencir or *wcncier,
=* OF. guencir or -ier, dial, variants of guenchir
or -ier Winch vX\

I. 1. intr. To kick restlessly from impatience

or pain. Now dial.

[^1290: see b] C1380 Wyclif Set. ir&r. III. 231 A horce
unrubbed, hat haves a sore back, wynses when he is o^ht
touched or rubbed on his rugge. 138* — 2 Sam. vL 6 Uza
strau5te out the hoond to the arke of God, and heelde it, for

the oxen wynseden, and boweden it. c 1386 Chai cer
Miltt-r's T. 77 Wynsynge she was as is a ioly colt. 1493
[H. Parkkr] Dives <y Pauper (W. de W. 1496) x. v. 376/2
Whan he begynneth to wexe proude & wynsynce & kykyng
ayenst his mayster. ?«i55o Schole-kouse Worn. 1014 in

Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 145 Rub a scald horse vpon the gall,

And he wil bite, wins and went. 1598 Florio, Reca/eitrare,
to kicke or strike or winze with ones heeles againe. 1600

J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa ix. 340 They bray out a loude,
kicking and wincing with their heeles. 1663 BuTLER Hud.
1. ii. 847 The angry Beast.. Begun to kick, and fling, and
wince. 1717 Prior Alma 1. 275 Before the child can crawl,

He learns to kick, and wince, and sprawl, c 1750 Johnson
in Boswcll (1793) I. 236 note, A fly, Sir, may sting a stately
horse and make him wince. 178a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes
iv. Wks. 1812 I. 22 As for poor St, Legerand Prince, Had I

their places I should wince, Thus to be gibbeted for weeks
on high. 1890 Glouc. Gloss., Wincing, used of a horse
kicking out behind.

b. In fig. and allusive phr. , e. p. to ivince against

the prick (cf. Kick v. 1 1 c and Prick sb, 13) ;

hence gen. to be recalcitrant or impatient.
c 1290 St. Paul 23 in .S". F.ng. Leg. 190 To wynci a^eln be

piicke swibe strong it is he. 1388 Wyclif Ac's Prol., Poul
.., whom the Lord hadde chosun, that long tyme wynside
a5en the pricke. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. v. 22 It is be wone
of wil to wynse and to kyke. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilg>:
14196 Off verray surquedy and pryde, I smyte and wynse on
euery syde. Ibid. 14531 For to wynse and dysobeye, And
to tourne A-nother weye. C1449 Pecock Re/r. n. xvii. 254
Thou; %z wolde wyncy and repugne a^ens the clergie. 1560
Becon New Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 508 Not to winse, kick &
spurn against their sayinges. 1603 Shaks. Ham. III. ii. 255
(Qo. 1) Let the galld iade wince [other edd. winch], 164a
Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. IL ix. 81, I should suspect his

preaching had no salt in it, if no gald horse did winse.

(1:677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 III. 65 What boots it to
winse and kick against fortune? a 1764 Lloyd Poet 21 The
fancies of our rambling wits, Who wince and kick at all

oppression. 1814 Cary Dante, Farad. Xvii. 124 Let them
wince, who have their withers wrung.

f C. trans/. To dartfrom place to place, {rare.)

e 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 61 15 Fro stide to stide aboute he
wynces, He slees kynges, dukes, & princes.

2. To start or make an involuntary shrinking

movement in consequence of or in order to avoid

pain, or when alarmed or suddenly affected.

a 1748 Watts Imf>rov. Mind 11, v, Perhaps the gamester
shrugs and winces, turns and twists the argument every
way, but he cannot fairly answer it. 1781 Cowfer Con-
versat. 325 Some fretful tempers wince at ev'ry touch.

1831 Lytton Godolphin xix, Why, man, you wince at the
word 'marry I' 184a Tennyson Walking to Mail 63 You
should have seen him wince As from a venomous thing.

1890 Besant Demoniac vi, In your strong frame already
beats the heart of a coward.. .When I told you this once
before, you winced : now you laugh.

Wince, z>.
2 Dyeing, [f. Wince sb. 2

] trans.

To immerse in or pass through a vat by means of

a wince. Also absol. Hence Wincing vbl. sb. ;

altrib. in wincing-machine = Wince sb.% 2.

1839 Ure Did. Arts 224 They are winced for a few
minutes in a weak solution of chloride of lime. Ibid. 1300
Wincing'trmckine,\s the English name of the dyer's reel,

which he suspends horizontally, ..over the edge of his vat.

1875 Lire's Diet. Arts, etc. (ed. 7) I. 660 Wince again five

times. Ibid., 2 pieces of 30 yards of velvet are put in and
winced backwards and forwards five times.

"Wince, obs. form of Quince.

Wincer 1 (wi'nsaA Now rare. [f. Wince v.'1 +
-er 1

.] A kicker. In quot. 164a Jig.
e 1440 Promp. Parv. 530 1 Wynsare, calcitrator, catci-

t[r]atrix. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr, Tong, Regimleur, a
winser. 1611 Cotcr., Rueur, a kicker, striker, winser. 1641
Milton Apol. Smect. 19 Is it blasphemy, .for me to answer
a slovenly wincer of a confutation, that [etc.]?

Wincer X Dyeing, [f. Wince sb. 2 + -er *.]

One who tends a wince.
1881 Inslr. Census Clerks (1E85) 69 Cotton, Calico, Printer.

. . Hooker. Wincer. Steamer.

Wincey (wi*nsi). Also winsey, -ie. PI. -eys,

occas. -iea. [orig. Sc. ; app. alteration of woolsey
in Linsey-woolsey, through the medium of the

assimilated form *linsey-winsey.] A very durable
cloth having a linen warp and a woollen weft.

(occas. A garment made of this.) Also altrib.
1808 Jamieson, Winsey. adj. Of or belonging to wool..

Cotton-winsey denotes what is made of cotton and wool

;

Linen-winsey, of linen and wool, linsey-woolsey. 1810
Jas. Duff Poems (1816) 2 Her winsies war made by sweet
Modesty's rule. 1858 E. B. Ramsay Remin. v. (1859) 161
A striped wincey apron. 186a Cornh. Mag. Nov. 695 Some
wincey and a number of pieces of coburg. 186a Catal.
Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4032, Dress wincies. 1893

Mrs. C. Pfaed Outlaw fy Lawmaker xi, All varieties, from
the honest brown and grey wincey to the Pai k turn-out.
1907 Mrs. C. Kehnahan Fraud iv. 29 She. .wore a brown
winsey dress.

Winch, (winf), sb. 1 Forms : 1 wince, 4-7 (9)
wynch, (3-5 wenche, 4-6 wynche, 6 winche, 7
wintch, 9 winsh), 7- winch, [Late OE. wince
:— OTeut. *wiykjo- :— *weyk/o-

1
f. Indo-Eur. root

weng., repr. also by Wink vA (Cf. Wink sb.-}]

1. A reel, roller, or pulley.
C1050 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 416/6 Gigrulus [ = girgillus],

wince. 129s Ace. Exclu K. R. 5/ 7 (P.R.U.) In vno vela-
mine empto ,vj. IL iiij. d. In Wenches ernptis ad idem, iiij s.

vj. d. 1384 For. Ace. 20 C dorso (P.R.O), j wynche ferri
pro vna petra vertibili. Ibid., j gross[a] wvnche ferri pro
factura cordarum. 1511-n Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 That
the byer of Wollen clothes, .shall not.. cause to be drawen
in lenght .. the same clothes .. by teynto r or wynche or by
eny other meane. 1563 Goi.ding Cxsar vn. (j sf 5) 232 With
slinges that went wyth wynches [orig.yWtfj lib> it/bus). .&
wyth pellets, they put the Galles in feare. 1611 Cotgk.,
Tournoir,. .the vice, or winch of a Presse.

b. spec. An angler's reel.

1662 R. Venables Fxper. Angler iv. 44 You may buy
your Trowle ready made,, .onely let it have a winch to wind
it up withall. 1760 Sir J. Hawkins Walton's Angler 135
note, The winch must be screwed on to the butt of your rod.

1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling \. 13 Your winch should hold
forty or fifty yards of fine line.

C. Kant. A small machine used for making ropes
and spnn-yarn

; fthe quantity of yarn so made.
1640 in Birch Charters of London (1BS7) 220 For a winch

of cable yarn ..oj. A,d. 1772-84, etc. [see Stun-yarn 2]. 1794
Rigging /fr

Seamanship I. go Winch, to make or twist spun-
yarn with is made of 8 spokes, 4 at each end, and 4 wooden
pins 15 inches long driven through the end of them.

1 2. A well-wheel (turned by a crank); hence,

a well. Obs. (Cf. dial, winch-well a deep well,

and Wink sb.^, quot. 1SS6.)

^1440 Pallad. on Itusb. 1. 426 In stede of welle or wenche
[orig. fons. .aut puteus] haue a sUterne. Ibid. in. 854 The
water deer Of dsterne or of wynche. Ibid. ix. 120 The
wynchis when we delue [orig. in fodiendis puteis). 1556
Withals Diet. (i5?2) 47 b 1 The wynch or wheele of the
well. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Jong. La trienle,. .the

beame or rounde wood whereabout the cord of a well is

winded, some do call it a winch. 1632 J. Hayward tr.

Biondi's Eromcna 195 An old well or deepe wintch. . boild
all the night long.

3. The cranked handle by means of which the

axis of a revolvinp; machine is turned.
1660 R. D'Acres Water-drawing 11 Winches or Cranks

of Wood or Iron are., fit ted to mens hands, thereby to make
around motion. 1683 Moxos Mech, Exerc., Printing xi.

r 16 On the Square Pin is fitted a Winch somewhat in form
like a Jack- winch. 1774 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 300 After about
ninety or an hundred turns of the winch. 1787 Imison Treat.
Mech. Powers 46 The wheel is turned by means of a winch
fix'd on the axle of a trundle. 1801 Stkutt Sports <y Past.
m. v. 209 One of them turned the winch of an organ which
he carried at his back. 1834 Fearnsii>e Tombteson''s Thames
31 l!y Pinkie Lock and Weir,, .it is necessary for the aquatic
tourist to be provided with a winch to open the gates. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVII. 436/1 Winch and axle is a machine
constituting a small windlass. 1874 Hardy Far fr. Mad.
Crowd xx, I'll turn the winch of the grindstone.

4. A hoisting or hauling apparatus consisting

essentially of a horizontal drum round which a rope
passes and a crank by which it is turned.

1577 G00GF.tr. Heresbaclts Husb. n b. The smaller sort [of
husbandry necessaries]. . Hammers, Chippe Axes, Winches,
Pulleys, Wheeles [etc,]. 1674 Plount Glcssogr. (ed. 4),
Winch, a pulling or skrewing Kngin. 1688 Holme Armoury
lit. xviii. (Roxb.) 139/2 A Hand screw, or screw engine : or
Ghynne or Wynch. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Winches,
a kind of Engine to draw P.arges, &c. up a River against
the Stream. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17761, Winch,
a cylindrical piece of timber, furnished with an axis...
turned about by means of an handle resembling that of a
draw-well. 1820 Scokesdy Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 233 An
apparatus called a ' winch ',.. for heaving the lines into

the boat after the fish is.. killed. 1838 f. M. Wilson's
'Tales Borders IV. 253/2 By the assistance of the wynch,
the jib again rose to its former place. 1905 Times Lit.
Suppl. 25 Aug. 26S/1 The value of steam applied to winches
and capstans.

b. In the navigation of the river Thames, a

revolving apparatus at the river-side, round which
a rope was wound to haul craft through difficult

places; a toll levied for the nse of this (abolished

by the Thames Conservancy Act of i£66).
1623 Act 21 Jas. I, c. 32 § 5 For that the sayd passage

fiom Pircot aforesayd, to the sayd Citie of Oxford, is again-t

the streame, the Harges. .must.. bee haled vp by strength

of men, horses, winches [etc.]. 1694 Act 6^ 7 Will. <y Mary
c. 16 Preamble, For the. .convenience of the Navigation [of

the Thames and Isis] there.. are diverse Lockes Weares,

Buckes Winches.. and other Engines. 1754 Extr. Navig.
Rolls Thames (1772) 19 The Owner of every Winch, be-

longing to every Lock below Reading. 1795 ymts. Ho.
Comm. L. 125/1 Tolls. -payable at the Old Locks, Weirs,

and Winches. 1864 Thames Navig, Tables of Tolls July z

Tables of Tolls (Including Old Lock Dues and Winches),

which will be taken on and from July i, 1864.

5. Dyeing. «= Wince sb* 2.

1791 Hamilton RerthollcCs Dyeing I. \. n. ii. 159 For the

pieces of stuff, a winch or reel is used. J799 G. Smith
Laboratory I. 385 Stir it well about, and. .put in your

stuffs:.. turn it on a winch, till you see the colour is to your
mind. x8m Imison's Sci. * Art II. 185 The stuffs.. are

drawn through them [sc. the baths) by a winch, or reel.

1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 688/1 Mounted on a strong frame-

work over the trough [of the dye vat] is the winch. ., which



WINCH.

by its revolutions.. keeps the cloth moving down and up

continuously into and out of the trough,

6. attrib.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., * Winch-bitls, the supports

near their ends. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 28 Feb. 10/3 Kemp was

standing against the winch-bit. 1875 Knight Diet. Mecn.,

'Winch-capstan, a combination in which wmcli-heads are

arranged on top of the capstan. 1881 E. Matheson Aid.

Bk. 11. 362 The lifting power in a crane is generally obtained

by ordinary *winch-gear. 1823 J. Nicholson Oper.Mech.

=20 So that the power must act in like manner as if it were

applied at a "winch-handle. 1894 Bottonf. Electr. Instr

171 It is mounted upon an iron spindle. .at one end ot which

is a winch-handle. 1847 T. T. Stoddart Anglers Com/.

44 The triple gut casting-line. .is intended, .to be appended

immediately to the *wincb-line, by the trout-fisher. 1882

Standard 26 Aug. 3/7 A man should have watched the case

and given orders to the gangwayman, who, in turn, ought

to have given orders to the *winchman. 1894 Timet 5 * eh.

%H The winchman and the bullrope man. .in assisting to

unload the vessel. 1883 W. C. Russell Sea Queen II. 11.

30 The tiny clink of *winch-paw!s. 1902 How to make use-

ful things 10/1 A few inches from the lower end of the butt

a recess is made sufficiently large to take the jvinch.plate.

1831-3 Encycl Metre*. (1S45) VIII. 528/2 When one or

more pieces of goods are to be dyed the *winch-reel is

employed. _. ___ ...

t Winch, sb* Obs. rare. [f. WlHOH v.1]

1. A ' turn ' or ' twist ' in argument.

1549 Gardiner in Foxe A. <r M. (1363) 804/1, I thmke

there was nener man had more playne euident matter to

alledge, then I haue, without winches or arguments or

deuises of wit.

2. = Wdick sb.1 2.

c 1738 J. Skinner Christmas Ba'ing xix, Poor Peine gae

a weary winch.

Winch (winj), v.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3

wenche, 4-6 wynche, 6 winche, (7 whinch,

9 dial, winsh), 6- winch, [a. AF. *wenchier,

"wenchir = OF. punchier, -ir intr. to turn aside,

trans, to avoid, a. Teut. *wenkjan (OHG., MHG.
weaken, OS. wenkeari) :- *wankjan, f. wank-

(whence O'UG.wanli side movement, return,OHG.,

G. wanken, ON. vakka, OE. wancol \Yankle a.)

: werjk- (whence Winch sb. 1 ,
Wink).]

1. intr. To start back or away, recoil, flinch;

to wince

150

U WUICC _

a IMS Ancr. R. 9 S Auh for alle onsweres, wendeo ou

ant wencheS frommard him. ?al40o Morte ArtK mo*
Qwarelles qwayntly swapper thorowe knyghtez \\ ith iryrie

so wekyrly, that wynche they neuer. ? a is°o Peblis to the

Play xiii, He stert till ane broggit stauf, W uicheand as he

war woode. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. Biv, Thou

begynnest to wynche or to startle on this facion. 1553

Re'tuHica I. iii. 284 He that ones wincheth shall fele the

waite of my fate. iS95 Shaks. John n.lU. I will, not

stirre, nor winch, nor speake a word. 1&28 A»*/« Good-

fellow (1841) 41 Sluts and slovens I doe pinch, And make

them in their beds to winch. 1634 W. Wood to Eng

Prosp. 11. viii, Beate them, whip them, pinch them, punch

them, if they resolve not to whinch for it, they will, not.

1687 Drvden Hindi, P. in. 133 Yet seem'd she not to winch,

though shrewdly pain'd. 1718 Cibber Non-juror v, You

must not winch nor stir too soon, at any Freedom you

observe me take with him. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Winsh,

t ta. fig. To recoil in fear or disgust (at). Obs.

1605 Marston Dutch Courtezan lit. i, He must nere

winch, that would or thriue, or saue, To be cald Nigard,

cuckold, Cut-throat, Knaue. 1637 Heylin Antid. Lincoln.

Pref A 6 b, A long studied discourse in maintenance ot

sitting at the holy Sacrament, which good Master burton

never winched at. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 23 They

shall, severely rule them, so that they shall not be able

to whinch but at their own peril. 1709 Steele latter

No 76 r 8 A general Representation of an Action, either

ridiculous or enormous, may make those winch who find too

much Similitude in the Character with themselves to plead

Not Guilty. . .

f2. Of a horse: To kick restlessly or impatiently;

= Wince v\ i. Obs.

1483 Cath. An<;l. 420/1 To Wynche, calcitrare. 1510

Stasbkidge Vocabula (W. de W.) C v, Recatcitro, to

wynche agayne, or kyke. a 1529 Skelton Col. Cloute 182

Let se who that dare Sho the mockysshe mare ; They make

her wynche and keke. 157s G.xscoigne Weedes, Green

Knt 87 He winched still alwayes, and whisked with his

taile' 1591 Greene Farew. Folly B 3 b, Sylenus asse neuer

sawe a wine bottle but he would winch. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), To Wince or Winch,.. properly to throw out

the hinder Feet, as a Horse does.

b. In allusive and proverbial phr., esp. with

reference to the ' wincing' of a 'galled ' horse.

1493 Festivall (W. de W. 15,5) 173 b . A * a galled horse

whiche is touched on the sore he wyncheth & wryeth.

c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2023 Remembre the tourne of For.

tunes whele, That wantonly can wynke.and wynche with

her h-le 1548 Udai.l Erasm. Par. Ep. Ded. «[ 2, Who so

wyncheth and kicketh at the ghospell. a11386 R. Edwards

Damon I, Pithias (157O B i» 1>, \
k"ow 'he

,
gal^?

h°rs=™
soonest winche. 1366 Drant Horace, Sat. v. D 2 b, Synce

you agaynst these churchly rites so longe and sore dyd

wynche. 1613 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 109 Yet.do not

winch (good iade) when thou art ga I'd 1626 W. Fenner

Hid. Manna Ep. Ded., The will of it self, the more reason

it hath to be turned, the more it is wilful, It lunches and

winches, and snuffes against it. 1693 Congreve Old Bach

v. xiii, Aram. Bless me! What have you done to him?

Belin. Only touch'd a gall'd beast till he winch d. 1718

Cibber Non-juror I., i, Sir, you cannot conceive the wonder-

ful use of Clamour, 'tis so teizing to a Ministry, it makes

them winch and fret.

+ c. trans. To kick (a person) cut of. rare.

1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in Mill 11. 1, A galled

Jennet that will winch him out o' the Saddle.

Hence Wi-nching vbl. sb.1 and ppl. a.1

1523 Stanbridge's Vocabula (W. de W.) Cvb, Slernax,

a wynchynge horse. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 205

A certaine shamefull winching & repining. 1393 G. Harvey
Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 246 Not such a powting

waspe in Ramme-ally, or such a winching iade in Smith-

field. 1631 [Mabbe] Cclestina m. 40 [Women] are all of

them ticklish, and skittish ; the whole generation of them

is given to winching and flinging. 1664 H. More Myst.

Jniq. 101 That they might, without any ones whinchmg,

decree., what-ever would tend to the encrease of their own

honour and wealth.

Winch, v? [f. Winch sb.1']

1. trans. To hoist or draw up, etc with or as

with a winch.

1529 Duumow Churchw.Acc. If. 10 (MS.) To fett a gabult

to wynche up the tymber. 153° Palsgr. 408 b/2, I wynche

or wynde vp with a wyndlasse or a crane. . . You shall neuer

get this stryng in to the nocke but you wynche it vp. 1599

Hakluyt Voy. II. I. 128 He., was winched vpin that cbatre,

and fastened vnto the maineyard of a galley. 1633J. Fishkr

Fuimus Trees II. ii, Tie winch vp thy estate. 1909 E.

Suffolk Gaz. 12 Jan. 3/7 All slack line must be winched in.

1913 Conrad Within the Tides, etc. (1915) 219 It was she

who winched up that infernal machine, and it was she too

who lowered it that night.

2. Dyeing. = Wince vX
1831-3 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 514 The silk should

be winched through a copper of water at the heat of 160 .

1855 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Bleaching, etc. (1859) 565,

I keep the liquor to the boiling point for about one hour

and twenty minutes, during which time the cloth should be

winched as before. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop Rec. 11.

40 '1 For ungumming, the piece is simply winched back-

wards and forwards.

Hence Wi'nching vbl. sb.2 and ///. as
187s H. R. Robertson Life Upper Thames 19 The

tightening of the bolts before tying them is called winching

• two stout pieces of wood are used which are called the

levers and are connected by a strong cord passed round the

bolt. 1902 Daily Record I, Mail 6 Aug. 3 The wincnng-

I away men and sweepers and screwers.

Winchester (wi-n,tJestM). [Proper name.]

I. The name of a city in Hampshire, the capital

of YVessex and later of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom :

used attrib. in specific designations.

1. (a) Winchester measure : dry and liquid mea-

sures the standards of which were orig. deposited

at Winchester. Also/,?-. So (b) Winchester bushel,

gallon, quart, for which (c) Winchester is used for

short (in druggists' use - Winchester quart).

(a) c 1550 Skelton's Ghost 23 in S.'s Wks. (1843! 11.154™l
Winchester gage We had in that age. 1670 Act 31 Chas. II,

c 8 « 1 The Standard marked in his MajestyesExchequer

commonly called the Winchester Measure containing Eight

Gallons to the Bushell. 1680 Alsop Misch Inifos. xili. 94

The Advice to those in Communion with the Church, w'as

short and sweet, but the Dissenters shall now have it by
.

Winchester measure. i 3aWARBU«TOM//«r.Gi«rf«o'('8'">

114 The Guernsey bushel, great measure, contains about

6 gallons, Winchester measure. 1688 Holme.Armoury in.

,,7/2 An Halfe Peck, of old it contained 5 Quarts, but by

Winchester Measure to which by the Statute of the Land

all others now conforme, is but 4 Quarts and a Pint. 1846

M'Cl-lloch Ace. Brit. Empire (.854) I. 2.5 An acre has

been known to yield 300 bushels (Wmchester measure) of

early potatoes for the first crop, i860.A 11 I ear Round

No. 70. 479 A runlet (two gallons, Winchester measure)
.

(« (1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire vn. (1891) 55 Theire

bushell beinge more then doble Winchester.] 170a Act I

Anne Stat 2 c. 3 S 6 A Bushel according to the Stan-

dards remaining in the Custody of the Chamberlains of Her

Majesties Exchequer commonly called . by the Name of

the Winchester Bushel. _
i737 Act ,0 Ceo. II, c. 30 § » All

Ovsters which shalL.be imported from France.., shall.. be

rated at seven Pence per Bushel strike Measure, according

to the Winchester Corn BusheL 1768 Ann. Reg., fhron.92

The lords of the manor of Tetbury. .were convicted, for

not using in the public market a brass Winchester bushel.

cYt^o Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. .02/2, 268-8 cubic inches to

,he\Vinchester gallon. 183S Acts & 6 Will. IV, c 63 § 6

Be it enacted, That from and after the passing of this

Act the Measure called the Winchester Bushel, and the

Lineal Measure called the Scotch Ell shall be aboished^

1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Pa/iermaker 65 rill a Winchester

quart ' bottle with this test acid.

M 1702 T. Brown Lett.fr. Dead 11. (1707) 68 Seal d

Winchesters of Three-penny Guzzle. ,722 E. Ward Wand
«jmi 67 (They) Call'd for full Winchester s of Stout. 17S8£ullkk Cornw. 87 Bay-salt., is sold to the

husbandman from four-pence to six-pence a Winchester

Ibid. 88 Each bushel three Winchesters, or twenty-four

eallons 1880 J. Dunbar Pract. Papermaker 66 ihe

^Winchester' is

J
duly labelled 1903 Wastell & Bayley

Hand Camera 145 note, A ' Winchester ', or Winchester

Quart ', is a bottle holding eighty ounces.

f 2. Winchester goose : see Goose sb. 3.

II. 3. The name of Oliver F. Winchester (\%\o-

1S80), an American manufacturer, used as the

designation of a breech-loading rifle having a

tubular magazine under the barrel and a horizontal

bolt operated by a lever on the underside of the

stock. . ,
. ,

1871 Standard i Feb., The arms . .
being the Remington

and the Chassepot, with some few Winchesters. 1891 C.

Roberts Adrift Amer. 163 He rushed over to his house and

brought out a 17-shot Winchester. 1897 Hinde Congo

Arabs xi. 185 About fifteen Winchester expresses, and the

same number of ordinary Winchesters.

Hence + Winclie'strian a. (see sense 2).

a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods, Execr. Vulcan 142 And

this a Sparkle of that fire let loose That was lock d up in the

Winchestrian Goose.

WIND.

Wincing (wi-nsirj), vbl.sb.1 [f. Wince mX*
-ing!.] The action of Wince v.x

;
kicking; flinch-

ing or recoiling as from pain.

1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr. 12002 So that no mater off

wyiisyng Ys ffounde in hym in fllessh nor bon, . .
Gruchchyng,

nor rebellioun, Nor no contradiccioun. c 144? Pecock A epr.

1 xx 129 Thei schulden be aschamed..of her wyncing in

witt, and of her hopping bisidis witt. 1530 Palsgr. 75/2

Wynsyng of an horse, regibement. 1598 Marston Sco.

Villanie in. x, The Asse must be kindly whipped for winsing.

1841 Livingstone in Blaikie Life iii. (1881) 51 They are

excellent patients too besides. There is no wincing ;
every,

thing prescribed is done iustanter. 1858 O. W. Holmes

Aut. Breakf-t. ii. (.859) 32 There is not a clerk who could

raise the money to hire a saddle with an old hack under it

that can sit down on his office-stool the next day without

wincing. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxvm. 382 He bade

goodbye to both of them without wincing.

Wincing, vbl. sb? : see Wince r.'

Wi-ncing, ppl.a. [f. Wince v.1 + -ing 2.]

That winces ; f restive (lit. and fig.) ;
recoiling,

flinching. . . ,,. ,

.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 12 Winsing asse, Kicking

colt, and such like nick-names. 1639 Torriano, Cavallma-

donna, a skittish, or winzing woman. 1756 Mbs.Calder-

wood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 234 The Fran-

ciscans .. were a set of poor whinsing-like bodies. 1842

Dickens Amer. Notes x!v, The scruples of such wincing

Landlords. .876 Daily News 27 Oct. j/s Outsiders are sure

to conclude that the wincing jade « galled. >?*J"ckw
Mag. Jan. 84/2 He dug his. .spurred boot-heel against the

wincing flank of the sweating . .
mare.

Hence Wincingly adv.

1883 Miss Broughton Belinda 1. x, Belinda .
.
shrinks

wincingly away. 1801 Meredith One 0/our Cong. 1. vm.

131 She remembered it.. wincingly, insurgently.

Winck(e, obs. forms of Wink.

"Winoopipe, obs. form of Wink-a-peep.

Wind (wtod, poet, also waind), sb.1 Forms

:

I- wind," 3-6 wynd, (4 wint, wynt, whynde,

wend, Se. vend), 4-6 wynde, Se. vynd, 4-7

winde, fg wende, wyind.wrjnd.wyynd; ic.b-'j

wound, 6-8 win, 9 win', wun). [OE. wind'

-

OFris., OS., (M)LG., (M)Du. wind
,
OHG.,

MHG. wint, wind- (G. wind), ON. vtndr (Sw.,

Da. vind), Goth, winds :- OTeut. »windaz:-

pre-Teut. *wentos, cognate with L. ventus, W.

givynt, Breton guent ; orig. a pres. ppl. formation

(*wento-) f. root we- of OE. wchoan (see WOVB),

OHG. vidian (G. wehen), Goth, waian to blow,

waft, Lith. vkas wind, OS1. vijati blows, vitru

wind, OU./elh air, Gr. Api (:- *afv<") blows
>

drirns wind, Skr. rati blows, vala wind.

The normal pronunciation would be (wsind,, as in

behind, bind, find, grind, hind, mind rind etc.,

and this pronunciation remains dialectally ana

in ordinary poetical usage. The pronunciation

(wind) became current in polite speech during the

,8th c. ; it has been used occas. by poets, but the

paucity of appropriate rhyming words (such M
sinned, thinned, dinned) and the ' thinness of the

sound are against its general use m verse. Ihe

short vowel of (wind) is presumably due to the

influence of the derivatives windmill, windy, in

which (i) is normal.
'

,747 Johnson Plan of Engl. Diet. » To fix the pro-

nunciation of monosyllables, by placing with then
,
wo ds of

correspondent sound . . so that the words ":",!"uiJ^j""f'
as they are now frequently pronounced, will not rhyme to

5

The foliowTng quots. contain examples of the pronunciation

(wind) in modern poets:— . „, . ,

1853 Lynch Rivulet lxxxi. {Jerusalem) 111, She hath

sinned ; Like ashes now her scattered sons I ly on the
:

wind

,866 Swinburne Poems, A Litany V, ^ the treses and

lings of the wind Are scattered and shaken, I wdl seatier

all them that have sinned. 1885 Tennyson Wreck yn,

When her orphan wail came borne in the shriek of a growing

Wtoi And a voice rang out in the thunders of Ocean and

Heaven ' Thou hast sinn'd '. 1913 Bridges La Clone de

"ottalre 94 When sickening Fiance adulterously sinned

With Virtue, and went mad conceiving wind.)

I The literal sense, in various applications.

1 Air in motion ; a state of movement 111 the air

;

a current of air, of any degree of force perceptible

to the senses, occurring naturally in the atmosphere,

usually parallel to the surface of the ground.

a In "eneral or collective sense.

In the collective sense now always with the definite article.

Flent^1272 Winde jel ccost, bonne he..hlud astijea. 97«

ESfiRm. 65 "£»»«55 £WS^S
Zewenn. c .200 Vices I,^"^JJ^zn™ oe bero dust
wiSuten eadmodnesse, .. he 's 'u

^J°J'jl , 667 Hat and
amidewardeoe winde. al

^9:^rislr 372 pe wawes
cald and rain and wind, c %3» fir J

""f-Jj / wh
were so wode Wib winde. 1340-70 A lex. I, V'"*-**™*

^aundev: iii.U.9)
J.
"in-S^ tVufcfl (TomS

as the dust before the wynde - Amos .v. »3 He maketh

the mountaynes, he ordeneth the wynde 1394 g"'»^
C 2, Let our winged coursers tread the winde. ,609 Uekker



WIND.
Ravens Aim. G, He seemed so chary ouer her, that it

grieued him the winde should blowe on her. 1624 Quarles
yob Milit, ix. 4 A storme of wind. 1667 Milton P. L. I,

231 As when the force Of subterranean wind transports

a Hill Torn from Pelorus. 1697 Dryden AKneis I. 438 Bare
were her Knees, and knots her Garments bind ; Loose was
her Hair, and wanton'd in the Wind. 1794 Vancouver
Agrtc. Cambridge 177 Water engines that go by wind.

1849 James Woodman\'\\\, Not a breath of wind crossed the
heavens. 1887 Field 10 Dec. B97 [He] kicked off. .against

both wind and sun. 1893 Law Times XCV, 104/a A gust
of wind blew the plaintiff's mackintosh coat against the
fence.

(b) pi. t8ag Vesp. Psalter xvii[i]. n [10] Volavit super
pinnas ventorum, fle£ ofcr fi5ru wtnda. 971 Blickl. Horn.
51 pas windas & basregnassyndon ealle his. a i%ooCursor
M. 22630 Windes on ilk side sal rise. *3go Gower Con/, I.

34 Right now the hyhe wyndes blowe. c 1460 Metham
trkt. (1916) 157 £I]flT Crystemesdayfalle vp-on Moneday, yt

schuld be a gret wyntyr, and fulle off wyundys. ^1593
Marlowe Ovid's Elegies II, xi. Hither the winds blow, here
the spring-tide roar. 4x1614 J. Melvill Autob. <$• Diary
(Wodrow Soc.) 261 The Lord of Armies, wha ryddes upon
the winges of the wound es. 1638-56 Cowley Davideis I,

Notes, Wks. 1710 I. 357 The Matter of Winds is an Exhala-
tion arising out of the Concavities of the Earth. 1748
Gray Alliance 43 Command the Winds, and tame th' un-
willing Deep. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Mem. 14 The dew.
impearled winds of dawn, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. viii. 263
The lighter debris is scattered by the winds far and wide
over the glacier.

b. In particularized use (see also 2).

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1 1 1. 56 Baern eal to somne on 5a healfe

5e se wind sy. c 1150 Gen. <y Ex. 3087 £>is wind hem brojte

8e skipperes. 13. . Cursor M. 18919 (Gott.) par cornea sune
vte of pt air., Wid a wend at come wid-all And..fild all bat

hall, c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 52'An hote wende.
(1:533 Ld. Bernrrs Huon xiv. 39 A small rayne abatyth
a grete wynd. 1681 Drydf.n Medal 252 The Climate, vex't

with various Winds. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. v. y, And
soon I heard a roaring wind. 1837 Dickens Picfau. xxviii,

There was just such a wind and just such a fall of snow,
a good many years back. 1880 Sutherland Tales ofGold'
fields 1 Hot winds and floods destroyed the crops. 1895
Stoi'F. Brooke in Jacks Life Sf Lett. (1917) II. 520 A low
wind wandered about like a fairy.

C. A symbolical representation of the wind. (Cf.

F. teles de vents.)

1848 Dickens Dombey xxxi, A cherub on a monument,
with cheeks like a young Wind.

d. fig- (sometimes = ( rage
'
) : cf. Whirlwind 2.

c 1485 Dig-by Myst. 1. 45 Sle them all either for ffoo or
ffrende : thus he commautidid in his furious wynde. 1787
Beckford Italy (1S34) II. 248 The wind is up in the arch-
bishop's brain just at this moment, and by the least con-
tradiction more would become a hurricane. 1876 Hardy
Ethelberta xi, Lady Petherwin crashed out of the room in

a wind of indignation.

2. With specific reference to the direction from
which it blows ; usually qualified by the name of

a point of the compass, or in //. by a numeral,

esp.four (hence sometimes transf. m points of the

compass, directions).

c 7*5- [see South a. 3]. r888 Alfred Boetk. vi. § 1 Se su8-
erna wind hwilum mid miclum storme gedrefeo1

ha sae. a 1000
Boeth. Metr. xii. 14 Jif hine lytic aer stormas fcestonda^
& se stearca wind, norSan & eastan. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.
III. 274 Das feower heafodwindas habba5 betweox him on
ymbhwyrfte oSre eahta windas. C1340- [see North a. 3].

1361 Lancl. P. PI. A. v. 14 pis soub-Westerne wynt. c 1374
Chaucer Boeth. 1. met. iii. (1868) 9 pe wynde hat hy3t bonas.
1377- [see South-west C. i]. 1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. /<?.

No. I. lib. 1. c. 4 If. 12 b, The four wyndes, & thayre 8 wyndes,
138* Wyclif Ezek. xxxvii. 9 Fro four wyndys cum, thou
spirit, c 14*5 MS. Digby 233 If. 224 b/a Est wynde .. hath
tweyne syde wyndes ober quarter wyndes. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 61 The marynalis. .hes. .discnuit thretty tua sortis

of vyndis. 160a Shaks. Ham. n. ii. 397 When the Winde is

Southerly. 1610 — Temp. i. ii. 254 To run vpon the sharpe
winde of the North. 1615 N. Carpenter Gcog. Del. 1. vi.

( 1635) I 5 I ne Rhumbe answers to two coasts or windes.
1651 T. Barker Art ofAngling (1820) 2 The Winde in the
South, then that blows the Flie in the Trouts mouth. 1659
Twysden S. Foster's Miscell. xiv. v. 27 Project these Azi-
muths or winds into the horizontal line. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 516 Toward the four winds four speedy Cherubim
Put to tlur mouths the sounding Alchymie. 1819 Shelley
Ode to West Wind i. 1 O, wild West Wind, thou breath of
Autumn's being. 1849 Lever Con Cregan xviii, The wind
was a nor'-wester. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxviii, The
cousins disperse to the four winds of heaven.

3. In reference to navigation, as the means of
propulsion of a sailing vessel.

Beowulf 217 Jewat ba ofer wa^holm winde xefysed flota

famiheals. 1900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. i, To pon oaette..
Xesyndje windas. .usic a;t lande gebrohte. c 1*05 Lay. 236
He bonene iurrtte for5 a^ein mid ban winde. 1197 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 6827 pe wind horn paide wel & to be se hii come.
13.. Propr. Sanct. in Herrig's Archiv LXXXI. 112/83
ye wynt wox bo contrarious. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi.

{Thomas) 44 pan vent bat to be se .. & .. gud vend bai
had. C1415 Engl. Conq. Irel. xxxiii. 80 As thay wer
wynd abydynge. i543"4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII.
249 The saidis boittis witht artal^e, quhilkis war seperat
be ane grct wound. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 Afoir the
vynd. 1617M0RYSON /tin. I. 209 We sayled commonly
with a fore wind, the winds being more constant in that sea.
a 1615 Maswaryng Seaman's Diet. (1644) s. v. Ride, To
Ride betwixt wind and tide, is when the wind and tyde
have equall power. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Provid.
xxlii, The windes, who think they rule the manner, Are
rul'd by him, and taught to serve his trade. 1691 Sir J.
Ashby's Ace. Engagem. 15 If the Wind had stood, we
should have had more fighting. 17*6 Swift Gulliver m. i,

I set up my sail, the wind being fair. 179a Mrs. P. L.
Powys Passages fr. Diaries (1899) 268 [Wel set off in our
vessel for Ryde, with wind and tide both against us. 1879
[see Fair a, 13].
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b. Naut. in various expressions referring to the
direction or position of the wind in relation to the
ship : hence also allusively.

e. g. To gain, get, or take the wind of, \0 get to windward
of (another ship) so as to intercept the wind, to get the
weather gage of: so to give, have the wind of. To keep
one's {the, a good) wind, to keep close to the wind without
falling away to leeward. To take the wind out ofthe sails

of (fig.), to deprive of one's means of progress, put a check
upon the action of, put at a disadvantage. To turn {the)
wind, to turn so as to get on the other side of the wind.
(For other phrases, as to haul one's wind, to hold a good
wind, etc. see the verbs.)

14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc.) 13 Byturnyng wynde
at an est south of the moone. 1563 Gresham in Burgon
Life (1839) II. 41 They did all they colde to tacke the
wynde of us. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 19S All the three
Biskainers made toward our ship, which was not carelesse
to get the winde of them nil. 1600 Dallam in Early Voy.
Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 97 We havinge the wynde of the
Spanishe ships. i6ag Wadsworth Pilgr. ii. 7 We.. made
all haste possible to gaine the winde of him. 1666 Lond.
Gaz.No. 74/2 The Zealand Admiral kept his wind, the
Admiral of the Blew, with eight or ten more standing after
him. a 1687 Petty Treat. Naval Philos. 1. iii, What
makes her [sc. a ship] Leeward or keep a good Wind. 1696
tr. Du Mont's Voy. Lciant xxvi. 350 They are oblig'd to
take theWind of us. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4054/1 The
Wind shifted . .to the Westward, which gave the Enemy the
Wind of us. 1805 Nelson 6 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (1846)
VII. 82 To keep the wind under three topsails and fore-
sail for the night. x8aa Scott Nigel ix, He would take the
wind out of the sail of every gallant, a 1828 Young Allan
vi. in Child Ballads VIII. 379 My master has a coal-carrier
Will take the wind frae thee. She will gae out under the
leaf, Come in under the lee, And nine times in a winter
night Shell turn the wind wi thee. 1849 Blackw. Mag.
LXV. 333, I felt the ship bring her wind a-quarter. 1883
Harpers Mag. Feb. 339/2 A young upstart of a rival,

Llanelly. .which has taken a great deal of the wind out of
the sails of its older neighbor.

4. As conveying scent, esp. the scent of a person
or animal in hunting, etc. : in various phr., lit.

and fig.
To take, have, get, gain the wind of, to scent or detect by

or as by the wind ; hence occas. to keep under observation.
Conversely, to give (an animal) one's wind. To keep the
wind, to keep the game on the windward side so as to scent
it, or so that it does not scent one. fOn one's wind, on
one's trail or track, f To the wind, to windward. Within
wind of near enough to be detected by.

£1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 7956 pis sei5en be sexten bousinde
& comen swibe on our winde. c X470 Henry Wallace vn.
469 The stynk scalyt off ded bodyis.., The Scottis abhord
ner hand for to byd ; Jeid to the wynd. 1530 Palscr. 751/1,
I take the wynde, as a dere dothe of a person. ..Let hym
take good hede that they take nat the wynde of him. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 133 My sonne and I will haue the
winde of you. 1593 —3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 14 Hee knowes
the Game, how true hee keepes the winde ? 1601 — All's
Well v. ii. 10 Clo. Truely, Fortunes displeasure is but
sluttish if \t smell so strongly as thou speak'st of. . Prethee
alow the winde. Par. Nay you neede not to stop your nose
sir : I spake but by a Metaphor. x6oa — Ham. in. ii. 362
Why do you go about to recouer the winde of mee, as if you
would driue me into a toyle? 1606 Marston Farasit. 11.

D i, Peace the woolfes eare takes the winde of vs. Ibid. in.
F i b, .We 'can take the winde, And smell you out. 1697
Dampier Voy. I. 301 We could smell them out in the thick
Woods if we had but the wind of them. 1850 R. G. Clm-
ming Hunter's Life S. Afr. xviii, I gave the large herd my
wind, upon which they instantly tossed their trunks aloft.

1865 Cari.yle Fredk. Gt. xvm. ii. V. 36 For here are the
Prussians within wind of us 1 1883 Stevenson Treas. Is:'.

x, We had run up the trades to get the wind of the island we
were after.

_ 1887 Field 19 Feb. 251/3 A small troop of four
rhebok, which had.. got our wind shortly before. 1890 S.W.
Bakek Wild Beasts II. 92, 1 have myself been hunted out of
the jungle by two rhinoceroses which thus gained our wind.

5. In alliterative conjunction with weather : most
freq., now always, wind and weather ; formerly

also weather and wind, also with the, or with one
or both sbs. in pi.

t(<*) orig. connotingstormy inclement weather (cf.Weather
sb. 1 g, h) j {b) later, in neutral sense, atmospheric conditions
as favourable or unfavourable for travelling ; (tr) now chiefly

with reference to exposure to weathering influences.
a 1225 Juliana 72 BuldeS ower boldes uppon treowe

sta5ele bat ne drede5 na wind ne na weder nowSer. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 444 Where be wynde & be weder warpen
hit wolde, Hit sailed, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. {Magda-
len) 320 Bo[t) tholyt al bat haly rowte In wynd & wedyre
ly bare-owt Of bare tempil. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vm. 41
Like to be grete wawes, pat as wyndes and wederes walweth
aboute. a 1400 Octouian 1237 Good wynd and wedyr bay
hadde at wylle. 1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 335/1 At the next
Wynde and Wedder that wille serve theym. 1513 Sir E.
Howard in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 150 If wynde and
wedour will serve. »587 MaiHand Club Misc. (1840) II. 356
That he sould keip his hour wind and weddar servand. 1601
Shaks. Tzvel. N. 1. v. 255 Tis in graine sir, 'twill endure
winde and weather, c X630 Kisdon Surv. Devon § 330
(1810) 341 Wind (and weather were ever against him, a
proverb applied to the unfortunate. 1654 Bkamhall Just
Find. iv. (1661) 56 With what art.. the Papacy.. was tacked
into the Church contrary to wind and weather. 1667 Well-
shure in Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742) 293 If it should be my
fortune to meet with prizes, I shall bring them here, if wind
and weather will permit me. 171a Swift Jrtil, to Stella

17 June, If it did not come in due time, can 1 help wind and
weather? 1848 Dickens Dombey Hx, It is a great house
still, proof against wind and weather.

6. As a thing devoid of sense or perception, or

that is unaffected by what one does to it : in phrases
usually expressing futile action or effort, as to beat

the wind (see Beat v. 1 i c), to speak to the wind.
c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 7072, xii hundred ogain fourti bou«

WIND.
sinde Ferd, so smoke ogam be winde. xsa6 Pilgr. Pcrf
(W. de W. 1531) 90 b, In so doynge, it may not be sayd that
we bete the wynde. 1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes 261 He
spake to the winde. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. G iij,

I see I swimme agaynst the streame, I kicke against a
gode, I caste a stone against the winde. 1599 pEELE/^az'/ViT
<5" Bethsiibe B iij b, He.. makes their weapons wound the
sencelesse winds. 1614 J. Cooke Greene's Tu Qucque G 3,

To strike Ayres, or buffet with the Winde, That playes
vpon vs. i6aa J. Taylor (Water P.) Shilling C4, Like
throwing feathers 'gainst the winde. 1697 Dkyden /Eneis
v. 595 Entellus wasts his Forces on the Wind. 1713 Swift
Jrnl. to Stella 10 Apr., This I tell her, but talk to the
winds. :86o Miss Vonge Hopes <y Fears I. 201 ' Have you
spoken to her ? * ' As well speak to the wind. 1

7. In comparisons, as a type of violence or fury

(f phr. wroth as {the) wind), swiftness, freedom or

unrestrainable character, mutability or fickleness,

lightness or emptiness (cf. 14).
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 410 He wex as wroth as be wynde

towarde oure lorde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 350, ' I may
no lenger lette', quod he, ..And went away as wynde.
c 1470 Got. .V Gaw. 770 Schir Golograse for greif his gray
ene brynt, Wod wraith as the wynd. 1500-20 Dlnb.-.r
Poems Ixvt. 27 Purpois dois change as wynd or rane. 1526
Pilgr. Perf.{\\. de W. 1531) 7b, All dependeth ofa thynge
that is more lyght than U the wynde. c 1585 [K. Browne]
Ausw. Cartwright S3 A man of the winde, and fahe fellowe.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 94 About the wood, goe swifter

then the winde. 159a — Rom. $ Jul, 1. iv. 100 Vaine phan-
ta--ie..more inconstant then the wind. 1606— Tr. 4- Cr.
1. iii. 253 Speake frankely as the winde. 1610 — Temp. 1.

ii. 4Q9 Thou shalt be as free As niountaine windes. 1785
C. WiLKiNS tr. Bhagi-at'Gceta vi. 66, I esteem it as difficult

to restrain as the wind. 1855 Longf. My lost Youth \, A
verse ofa Lapland song.. 'A boy's will is the wind's will '.

II. Transferred senses. i^See also 1 c, 2.)

+ 8. Air in general, as a substance or ( clement '.

Obs. exc as in b.

To take wind : to become tainted or corrupted by exposure
to or access of air ; also^-.
c 1250 Hymn in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 258 pu sscope eld

& wind & water, be molde is bet feorbe. 1393 Langl. P. PL
C. x. 56 Witt and water, wynd and fuyr. c 1400 26 Pol.
Poems 101/19 In heuene, wib angels, aboue be wynde.
c 1420 Liter Cocorum (1862) 34 Do hit in a bare! benne ;.

.

Stop wele bo hede for wynde. 1562 J. Hkywood Prov. <y

Epigr.{iZ6-j) 1S3 It hath tar.e to much wynde in the poudryng
tubbe. ^1586 C'tfss Pembroke Ps. lv. ii, Then say I, O
might I but cutt the wind Borne on the wings the fearfull

dove doth beare. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 82 Whither are
they vanish'd ? Macb. Into the Ayre : and what beem'd cor*

porall, Melted, as breath into the Winde. a 1610 Healey
Theophrastus To Rdr. (1616) I 2, By powring it out of the
Latin into the vulgar, .it cannot but (by my vnskilfulnesse) it

hath taken some wind. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 998 The Sword
it selfe must be Wrapped vp Close, as farre as the Ointment
goeth, that ittaketh no Wind. 1685 J.ChamberlayneCc^**'*,
Tea, etc. 44 If it [sc. tea] takes wind, 'tis spoiled, and has no
more strength then dead leven. 171a J. Jami-s tr. Le Blonds
Gardening 180 Settle the Ground about the Plants, lest the
Roots take Wind.

b. Wind and water, (a) in phr. between (or

betwixt) wind and water (Naut.), referring to that

part of a ship's side which is sometimes above
water and sometimes submerged, in which part

a shot is peculiarly dangerous ; hence in fig. phr.

expressing serious injury or attack, {b) attrib.

and comb., as wind and water tine, the part of

a ship's side between wind and water ; also trans/.

(see quot. 1S76 1
); fzoind and water tight adj.,

proof against wind and rain or flood.

a 1550 Hye Way to\Spiitel Hous 615 in Hazl. E. P. P.
IV. 52 Landlordes.that do noreparacyons, But leuc.Theyr
housyng vnkept wynd and water tyght. 1588 Cert. Advert.
Losses Sp. Navie Irel. B 2, One of the shot was betweene
the winde and the water, whereof they thought she would
haue sonke. 1614 T. Herode in W. Foster Lett. E. Ind.
Co. (1897) II. 94 His ship had been long out and very
much eaten between wind and water, a 165a A. Wilson
Inconstant Ladie in. iv, Now they haue crackt mee betwixt
wind and water A'most past cure. Stay, let me feele my
selfe. 1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. x. ii. § 10 The good old man
was shot between Wind and Water, and his consent was
assaulted in a dangerous joincture of time to give any
deniall. 1691 Satyr agst. F'rench 27 These Female Frigats

did more Mischiefs scatter, By their low tire of Guns 'twixt

wind and water. i7a6 Adv.Capt. R. Boyle (17 6B>) 260 They
..had receiv'd a Shot between Wind and Water, and the

Ship leak'd very much. 1876 Preecb Telegraphy 161 The
ground line, or, as it is more frequently termed, the wind
and water line. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. ix. 426 The
' Congress*, .was hulled twelve times, and hit seven times
between wiud and water.

9. Compressed or confined air; air that inflates

or is contained within some body. Now rare (and

superseded by air) exc. as in 10, 12 (6). (With

quot. 1689 cf. Windage i.)

a iaas Ancr. R. 2S2 A bleddre ibollen ful of winde. Ibid.,

A nelde prikiunge worpe5 al ut bene wind. »45°- I53°
Myrr. our Laiiye 1. v. 17 As a blather full of wynde. 1560

B. Gooce tr. Patinzcnius' Zodiac 1. (1561) A vij, A blather

full implete wyth wynde. 1615 Markiiam Country Con-

tentm. 1. viii. 109 A great ball of double leather fild with

winde. x68o Binning Light to Art of Gunnery xiii. 42 How
to Extract the Wind from the Bore ofa Peece Geometrically,

and thereby to know a fit Ball for the same.

10. * Air' or gas in the stomach or intestines (or,

according to early notions, in other parts of the

body); flatus. fAlso//.
To break wind, to discharge flatus from the stomach or

boweU (see Break r. 47); tof a remedy, to cure or dispel

flatulence.
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c iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 224 ?if sio wamb bib windes full,

bonne cym3 baet of wlacre waetan. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. v. xxxvii. (Bodl. MS.) Crete ventosite and winde
bat stoppith be weye of be breeb. a 1400-50 Stockholm
ATcd. MS. 151 For wynd in be hed. C1400 Seer. Seer.,
Gov. Lordsh. 70 It sterys hete to be body, and destroyes
wyndes. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxix. (1870) 292 Make no
restryctyon of wynde and water, nor seege that nature
wolde expelle. 155a- [see Break v. 47]. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. xxi.§ 76 An ouer-iuuch quantity of a confection
to breake winde from ofF his stomacke. 1630 Venner Via
Recta v. 89 The vse of milke is very hurtfull vnto them that
are subiect to winde. 1637 Milton Lycidas 126 The hungry
Sheep.. swoln with wind. 1661 Pkpvs Diary 14 Aug., His
pain {which was wind got into the muscles of his right side).

170* J. Purcell Cholick (1714) 65 When the Pain spreads
itself all over the Belly, 'tis oceasion'd for the most part by
Winds. 1707 Flovf.r Physic. Pulse-Watch 378 That the
Liver produces a Wind in the Heart, that is, the Rarifaction
of Humours. 1851 Mayhew Lend. Labour I. 206/1, I can
dispel wind in two minutes. 1855 Leech Pict. Life fy Char.
1, Domestic Bliss, [speaking of a babyl That is not taking
notice; it's only the wind. 1897 Atlbutt's Syst. Med. II.

911 Even respectable people take the ether.., pretending
that it is useful for ' the wind in the stomach *.

b. To get the wind up (slang) : to get into a
state of alarm or * funk '. So to put the wind up
(a person).

1916 P. Gibbs Battles ofSomme xxii. 172 It was obvious
that the blinking Boche had got the wind up. 1922 C.
Aungton Straintd Relations viii. nS, I tell you you've
absolutely put the wind up Uncle Bob and Peter ! They're
scared to death of your finding them out.

11. Air inhaled and exhaled by the lungs : =
Breath so. 3, Obs. exc. as coloured by d below.
a 1000 Riddles xv. 14 Ic [sc. a horn] winde sceal sincfag

swelsan of sumes bosme. 13 . K. Alls. 6415 (Laud MS.),
A litel hole in her chyn Where her wynde goob out & in.

13.. Cursor AT. 531 (Gott.) pis wind [Cott. aand] bat men
drausoft Bitakinswind batblauison loft, c 1400 Maundbv,
\Roxb.) xxii. 99 pe preste. .castez a clath on his mouth and
stoppez his wynde. 1535 Goodly Primer Q ij b, I begynne
to waxe faynte, and scarcely able to drawe my wynde.
1601 Holland Pliny xiv. xxii. I. 427 His wind he never
tooke while the cup was at his mouth, but justly observed
the rule of drinking with one breath. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr,
in. ii. 33 She does so blush, & fetches her winde so short, as
if she were fraid witli a sprite. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xxxi. 19
And he fetcheth not his wind short vpon his bed [marg.
Or, and lieth not puffing and blowing], 1865 Field 4 Mar.
1*1/2 Which seemed to knock all the wind out of him. 1918
H. Laudkr Minstrel in France x\*. 174, I had precious
little wind left to breathe with.

b. Breath as used in speaking ; hence transf.

speech,tal k (esp. in such phr. as to waste ones wind)

.

Obs. or arch. (exc. as implied in Long-winded 2).

a 1330 Otuel 216 pat wind bou hauest i-lore. £1400 Destr.

Troy 9788 All baire word is bai wast, & baire wynd alse.

c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 97 Do way. mercy, bou spillist

myche winde. C1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 795 Ye
noye me sore, in wastyng all bis wynde. c 1520 Skelton
Garl. Laurel 565, Let vs wast no wynde For ydle iangelers

haue but lytill braine. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. ii. 53 Stop
in your winde sir, tell me this I pray. 1603 — Ham. iv. vii.

67 For his death no winde of blame shall breath. 1616
Withals Diet. 573 Os ofiprime, keepe your wind to coole

your pottage. 1722 W. Hamilton IVallace 216 The Earl
Buchan, tender but, and Young He did obtain for the wind
of his Tongue.

c. Breathing as a vital process ; hence trans/.

life : = Breath sb. 5. Obs. exc. in low slang.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 226 My wynde is stoppyd,

fon is my brethe. c 1530 Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.b.) 93
Tow deth is vnkynd ; For he seyth :

' Man ! stop thy
wynde \ 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. L 8 The Scythians.

.

swore by winde and sword, that is, by life and death. 181a

J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Wind, a man transported for his

natural life, is said to be lag*d for his ivind. i860 Slang
Diet. (ed. 2) 247 To slip one's wind, coarse expression
meaning to die.

d. Easy or regular breathing; power or capacity

of breathing ; condition with regard to respiration :

= Breath sb. 7. Now only in sporting phrases.
Second wind, a condition of regular breathing regained

after breathlessness during long-continued exertion. Wind
and limb, limb and wind: see Limb sb. x 2d.
c 1330 A rth. <t Merl. 8456 What for sorwe & eke for paine,

Scheles winde & ek alaine. Ibid. 9226 per whiles Merlin
..Dede his out wende, to take be winde. c 1440 York
Myst. xxxv. 204 pis bargayne will noght bee, For certis me
wantis wynde. c x44oCapgrave Life St. Kath. 11. 1465 She
was lyfted vp and comforted newe a-gayn. And at the Taste,

whan she had caute wynde, 'Alias,' she seyde. 7 1529-30
Wolskv in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 27 My brethe and
wynde by sything was so short that [etc.]. 1579 E. K.
Gloss in Spenser s Sheph. Cat. Apr. 50 He was almost out

of wind [other edd. winds]. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, n. ii.

14 If I trauell but foure foot by the squire further a foote,

I shall breake my winde. 1606 Chapman Gently Usher 11. i.

27, I never was more sound of winde and limbe. 1607

Markham Cavel. in. 8 By the many stops and stayes which
are made therein, the horse recouers his winde. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 1. i. 9 Blow till thou burst thy winde. 1630 B. Dis-
colliminium 39 Reformation of Religion has come, .in such
post-haste, that it hath broke its owne winde. 1686 Jevon
Devil of a Wife u 6 Ay and he holds out the Note of one
Verse till the Clark begins to sing the .next, he has a pure

Wind. 1735 Somerville Chase L 252 His round Cat Foot,

strait Hams, and wide-spread Thighs, And his low-dropping

Chest, confess his Speed, His Strength, his Wind. 1813

Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 18 After sparring for wind in

which the Black was deficient. 1830 Hood Fpping Hunt
Advt. to 2nd ed., I am much gratified to learn from you,

that the Epping Hunt has had such a run, that it is quite

exhausted, and that you intend therefore to give the work
what may be called * second wind', by a new impression.

1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxii, You had better get your

wind now, and change your clothes. 1843 J. Wilson Chr.
North I. 19 Schoolboys are generally in prime wind. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown I. v, Three-quarters of an hour are
gone; first winds are failing, and weight and numbers are
beginning to tell. Ibid. 11. v, Tom. .hits two heavy body
blows, and gets away again before theSlogger can catch his
wind. 1893 Lvdekker Horns fy Hoofs 147 A bull., if allowed
to get its ' second wind ' . . will go on almost for ever.

\b) in reference to diseased or disordered breath-
ing in horses : see Broken wind.
[1533- : implied in Broken-winded]. 1615 J. Taylor

(Water P.i Urania xlix. C 2, When hee's [i.e. the horse is]

broken in his winde. 1746 Francis tr. Hor., Epist. 1. i. 14
Loose from the rapid Car your aged Horse, Lest in the
Race. . He drag his jaded Limbs, and burst his Wind. 1777
Thicknesse Journ. France (1789) I. iS A very handsome
English coach-horse (a little touched in the wind). 1918
Act <$$ Geo. V c. 1 3 § 3 On the ground only of the stallion
being affected in its wind.

e. transf. {Pugilistic slang). That part of the

body in front of the stomach a blow upon which
takes away the breath by checking the action of

the diaphragm.
1823 in H. D. Miles Pugilistica (1906) II. 206 Ward made

El
ay—whack on the head at both sides, then at the wind. 1853
>ickens Bleak Ho. xxvi, Judy .. pokes him .. particularly

in that part which the science of self-defence would call his

I wind. 1898 Daily Nnvs 24 Nov. 7/3 Sharkey came back
with his right, delivering several smashes on Corbett's wind.

12. Air as used for ' blowing* or sounding a
. musical instrument {wind-instrument) such as a
horn, trumpet, flute, etc, or an organ-pipe : either

' {a) the blast or stream of air thus used, furnished

by the breath of the player or by bellows ; (<£) the

;
supply of air from which this is obtained, usually

1 under compression (cf. 9), as in the wind-chest of

an organ ; or (<:) the body of air within the instru-

ment, whose vibration produces the sound.
spec, in Hunting, A blast or series of blasts on a horn

, blown at one breath.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 443 J>er is noon Instrument
! Delicious borugh wynd or louche or corde [etc.]. C1500 in

! Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 Immoderate wyndes in a Clarion
causith it for to rage. 1596 Gryndall Hawking tic. G iij b,

i When you goe into the field, blow with one wind one
short, one long, and a longer. 1667 Milton P. L. I. 708

j
As in an Organ from one blast of wind To many a row o(

i Pipes the sound-board breaths. 1700 Dryden Flower «y

i
Leaf 357 Their Instruments were various in their kind,

Some for the Bow, and some for breathing Wind. 1788
Crowe Levesdon Hill 27 Instruments of wind and string.

1873 Hamekton lutetl. Life 1. iii. 21 The wind in the pipes

of an organ. 1915 G. B. Shaw Androcles Prol. stage dir.,

Heaving a long sigh, like wind in a trombone, he goes to sleep.

b. transf. The wind-instruments of an orchestra

(or their players) collectively, as distinguished from
the * strings * and ' percussion \
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Woodwind,

or Wood wind-band, the flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons,
and instruments of their nature, in an orchestra. 1880
Rockstro in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 561/2 An Orchestra con-
sisting of thirty Stringed Instruments, with a full comple-
ment of Wind. 1904 Daily News 25 Feb. 8/5 The wind and
percussion are prominent members of London orchestras.

13. A blast of air artificially produced, e.g. by
bellows (see also 12); the rush of air caused by
a rapidly moving body. Const, of.

1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 48 The wynde of the belowes.

1594 Marlowe & Nashh Dido 11. t, Hc.whiskt his sword
about, And with the wind thereof the King fell downe.
1603 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 495 With the whifle and winde of
his fell Sword, Th' vnnerued Father fals. 1636 Peeke Three
to One Bib, The last Shotte flying so close by Captaine
Portar, that with the winde of the Bullet his very Hands
had almost lost the Sence of feeling. 1804 Naval Chron.
XII- 247 He was knocked down by the wind of the shell.

1888 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery under Arms III. v. 75 The
bullet went so close that the wind of it half turned him
round.

III. Figurative and allusive uses. (See also

id, 3b, 4, 8, 8b, 10 b, and phrases in IV.)

14. Applied to something empty, vain, trifling,

or unsubstantial, a. Empty talk, vain or ineffectual

speech, mere * breath* (cf. lib); \ occas. empty
fame (obs.).

c 1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 2S9 Word nis a^ein hire bote wind.
1413-30 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 240 It \sc. what you say] is

but wynde, no binge for to leue. 1413 26 Pot. Poems 52/50
For word of wynd lityl trespase ; Non harm nys don,
pou^ word be spoken, c 1480 Henrvson Cock .V Jewel 159
(Makculloch NIS.) Of bis mater to speik it wair bot wynd.
1364 Becon Wks. I. Pref. $7ff C iv, When such as are yet

weakein knowledge of Christ, .see nothyngin the Preachers
but wynde & words. 1667 Milton P. L. vi, 282 Nor think

thou with wind Of airie threats to aw whom yet with deeds
Thou canst not. 1798 Coleridge Three Graves 194 A curse

is wind. 1823 Scott Quentm D. xix, Hard words, or kind
one*, ..are but wind,

b. Vain imagination or conceit (with which one
is puffed up ' : cf. 9) ; also wind in the head{y/\\.)\

allusion to 10).

1484 Caxton Chivalry 86 A knyght that . . byleucth in

deuynaylles. -hath gretter fayth and hope in the wynde of
his hede.. and the deuynours than in god. 1526 Pilgr.Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 103 Pryde . . bloweth & fylleth a man
or woman full of wynde & vayne glory. 1591 Savile
Tacitus^ Hist. iv. xxxix. 198 When Mutianus had filled with
these windes of hope and desire his empty vainglorious
minde. 1603 Holland Plutarch's ATor. 311 Many..puiTe
up their owne conceits with nothing els but winde. 1634
S. R. Noble Soldier in. 1. E 1, Fellowes which swell bigge
with the wind of praise. 1779 J. Brown in R. Mackenzie

Life (1918) 146, I hope the Lord has let some of the wind
out of you, that I thought was in you when first I knew
you. ^ 1918 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 765/1 He has probably got
wind in the head through living in that gorgeous Gothic
pagoda.

c. gen.
138a Wyclif Job vii. 7 Haue mynde, for wind is my lif

[Coverdale, my life is but a wynde]. 1539 Bible (Great)
Isa. xxvi. i3 Wee haue bene w* chylde, .. as though we
had brought forth winde. 1560 — (Genev.) Hosea xii, 1

Ephraim is fed with the winde. 1687 P. Ay res Lyric Poems
(1906) 306 Plough water, sow on rocks, and reap the wind.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 575 Then all his Frauds will

vanish into Wind, 1831 James Philip A^ug. xxi, But, in the
mean time, we are disputing about wind. 1850 Carlyle
Latter'Day Pamik. v. 25 Is Society become wholly a bag
of wind, then, ballasted by guineas?
15. In various proverbial and other expressions,

figuring or denoting a force, agency, or influence

that drives or carries one (or something) along,

or that strikes upon one (or something), or to

which one (or something) is exposed.
esp. in phrases (with variations: see quots.) What wind

blows you here?; + All this ivind shakes no corn (obs.)

;

It's an ill wind that blows nobody good (orig. f to good:
cf. 3). To raise the wind: see Raise v. 7. To sow the
wind and reap the whirlwind : see Whirlwind 2.

(a) in neutral or favourable sense.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1104 What maner wyndes
fydeth yow now here? 1546 J. Hkywood Prov. (1867) 20
V'hat wynde blowth ye hyther? Ibid. 30 To take wynde
and tyde with me, and spede theiby. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1595) 996 (Antonius) To tell him what wind
brought him thither. 1539 Shaks. Hen. V, 111. iii. 30. 1639
Mayne City Atatch 1. iii. All this is possible. And in the

starres and windes. 1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxvii.

(1687) 309 When we have the Wind and Tyde of these plea-

sures to help us forward. 1859 Meredith A*. Feverel xxii,

A good wind of laughter had relieved him of much of the

blight of self-deception, and oddness, and extravagance.

1877 Dowden Shaks. Prim. v. 54 Shakspeie is not yet caught
up in the passionate wind of his own imagination.

(b) in unfavourable sense.

c 897 jElfred Gregory's Past. C. xlii. 306 Ne laete ge
eow aslcre lare wind aweeggan. [Eph. iv. 14.J a 1300
Cursor AT. 26995 Quat es mans iijf bot ..a rek bat ..skailles

wit a windes blast ? 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xix. 32 The worlde
is a wykkede wynde to hem bat wolde treuthe. c 1450 Cast.
Persev. 2542 It is good, whon-so be wynde blowe, A man to

haue sum-whatof his owe. c 1480 HenrysonC«:^4- Fox 211

This wikkit wind of adulatioun. 1536 Tindale Eph. iv. 14
Waverynge and caryed with every wynde of doctryne. 1546

J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 30 All this winde shakis no come.
Ibid. 77 An yll wynde that blowth no man to good, men say.

1573~8<J Tusser Husb. (1878) 29 It is an ill winde turnes

none to good. 1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. (1590) 1 All this

wind shakes none of my Corne. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,

Affliction (1st), Thus thinne and lean without a fence or

friend, I was blown through with ev*ry storm and winde.

< 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Aiem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 19

They. . may let loose the winds of passion to bring in a flood

of sorrow. 1693 Congreve Old Bach. 11. i, Tis an ill Wind
that blows no body good. 1768 [see Temper v. 2L 1776
Hume Hist. Eng., Life (1778) I. p. xiii, This variety of

winds and seasons to which my writings had been exposed.

1815 Wordsw. Sonn., * Weak is the will of Alan ', Wreaths
that endure affliction's heaviest shower, And do not shrink

from sorrow's keenest wind. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh.
Bound 1152 Such a wind of pride Impelled thee of yore full

sail upon these rocks.

b. In expressions referring to a tendency, turn,

or condition of affairs :

e. g. to know which %vay the wind blows ; the wind has
changed; fisthewind in that corner or door ? (see Corner
sb} 8, Door 6 c); to sail with every (shift of) wind, to turn

every change of circumstance to one's advantage ; f to have
thewindat wilt, to have circumstances or conditions favour-

able for one's purpose.
c 1400 Gamelyn 703 To telle him tydynges how the wind

was went. 1470-1668 [see Door 6 c]. 1546 J. Heywood
Prov. (1867) 75, I ..knew, which waie the winde blewe. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Covtm. 334 b, The Byshoppes ofGermany
hauynge the wynde at wyll, restore the same. 1563 Bul-
lingham in Foxe A. 4- M. (1563) 1541/1 Wei Palmer (sayd I)

is the wind in that coiner with you ? I warrant you it wyl
blow you to litle ease at thend. 1615 Swetnam Arraignm.
Worn. To Rdr. A 3, You may perceiue the winde is changed
into another dore. 1673 W. Walker Patcem. 9 To have the

wind with one. 1695 Congreve Love for L. iv. xiii, The
Wind's chang'd? 1710 R. G. SacheverelTs Def 7 We see

the Dissenters can Sail with every Wind. 1818 Scott Br.

Lamm.xxv,' Have I heard ! 1 J'said Caleb (who now found

how the wind set). 1859 Farrar J. Home iv, Miss Sprong

.., seeing how the wind lay, had tried to drop little mali-

cious hints against the favourite nephew.

16. a. To get or take wind : to be revealed or

divulged, become known, transpire. Now rare.

1667 Dryden & Dk. Newc Sir M. Mar-all iv. i, Keep
this Wooing secret; if it takes the least wind, old Moody
will be sure to hinder it. 1683 Newsfr. France 15 So the

thing got wind, and was lookt on as a great impiety. 1711

Swift Jml. to Stella 30 Dec, Masham's being a lord begins

to take wind : nothing at Court can be kept a secret. 1808

Scott Let. to Ellis 23 Dec. in Lockhart, Do you know the

Review begins to get wind here ? 1855 Prescott Philip II,

1. 11. vi. 401 Long before that time, the project had taken

wind, and created a general sensation through the country.

b. To get wind of \ to receive information or a

hint of, to come to know (cf. 4). Also with clause.

Hence, in recent use, wind = a hint or slight

intimation {of). (Cf. F. avoir le vent de, Cotgr.)

1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. vii. P3 The corregidor .. got

wind of our correspondence. 1866 P'cess Alice Mem. (1884)

133 They retreated again, when they got wind that troops

were assembling. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow iv. iv,

Some wind of the disaster seemed to find its way. .even to

the chamber where the ringers were leaping on their ropes.
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1917 T. R. Glover From Pericles to Philip xii. 378 It may
be that the Spartan government had some wind of this.

IV. Phrases with prepositions.

Before the wind : see Before B. i b.

17. By the (fa) wind {Naut.)\ as near as

possible to the direction from which the wind is

blowing (see By prep. 9).

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholayy

s Voy. I. xvii. 19 Hauing
stroke our sayles, we did nothing but lie by the winde.
a 1618 J. Melville Celeusma Nattt. (MS.), With chearfull

schowt and inirrie plesant sounde Scho saild fast be ye
winde. 16*7 J. Smith Sea Gram. ix. 42 All your Sheats,

Erases, and Tackes are trimmed by a Winde. 1697 Land.
Can. No. 3315/1 The best Sailer I ever met with by a Wind.
1794 Rigging <r Seamanship 247*. 1806 Moore Steers-

man s Song ii, When by the wind close-hauled we go.

18. Down (the) wind. a. In the direction in

which the wind is blowing; along the course of

the wind. Also down-wind (attrib.), situated in

this direction, Mee\
1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 262 I'ld whistle her off, and let

her downe the winde, To prey at Fortune. 1674 N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. i. (1677) 93 The Hare ..will, .run upon a
side or down the Wind. 1780 Cowper Frogr. Err. 333
Down the wind she swims, and sails away. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 235, I have had a hundred trimmers
floating down the wind. 1855 Kingsley Westiv. Ho. xxxii,

The Spaniard fell off again, and went away dead down
j

wind. 1885 Ld. Waisingham Shooting 141 (Badm. Libr.)

It is best to 'give the dogs the wind ' at the beginning of

the day—that is, to start down wind and gradually to work
the ground in the direction from which it blows. .1895 C. J.
Cornish Wild England 184 We., found that, .the birds had
all run to the edge. Here we made the mistake of working
the down-wind side first.

+ b. fig. Towards decay or ruin ; into or (com-

monly) in a depressed or unfortunate condition, in

evil plight ; to go d(nvn the wind, to 'go down
',

decline. Obs.
1600 Holland Livy XXXIV. xxili. When they saw him

downe the wind and fortune to frowne upon him. 1671 tr.

MachiaveltPs Marr. Belphcgor 141 Though [he] was of one
of the noblest Families.., yet he was look'd upon as down
the winde [orig. poverissimo]. 1673 Cave Prim. Chr, n. vi.

147 In the time of Constantine when Paganism began to

go down the wind. 1683 — Ecclesiastici Inlrod. p. lxvi,

The Gentile- Temples, with all their Pomp and Retinue,

went down the wind apace. 18*7 Scott Jrnl. 25 Apr., The
old Tory party is down the wind.

f 19. In wind {fig. from lid): ready or fit for

action of some kind. Obs.

1768 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn <y Contemp. (1843)

II. 356 The shops are all as fine as if they expected you,
and the people belonging to them all in wind to answer
your questions. 1777 Burke Let. to Sheriffs of Bristol

Wks. 1842 I. 217 In order to keep power in wind, it was
necessary, .to exert it in those very points in which it was
most likely to be resisted.

20. In the wind. a. In (or into) the direction

from which the wind is blowing ; to windward :

(a) in reference to something which can be scented

or perceived by means of the wind blowing from
where it is (cf. 4, and see also b below)

; (6) in

nautical use ; also all in the wind (see quot. 1769).
e 1410 [see 26]. 1580 in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 474 Wee had

a ledge of rockes in the winde of vs. 158a N. Lichf.field
tr. Castankeda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. Ixiv. 130 He cut and made
his course into the Sea, to bring himselfe in the winde of
those Sayles. 1634 Massingkr Very Woman in. v. Oh !

how she holds her nose up, like a jennet In the wind of
a gra«s-mare ! 1678 Drvden All for Love Pref., The
tyrants were suspicious, as they had reason, that their sub-
jects had 'em in the wind. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3262/3 It

blowing fresh, and they bringing their Ship in the Wind,
carried away their Foretop-mast. 1700 T. Brown tr.

Fresny's Amusem. 3 Like a heated Stallion that had a
Mare in the Wind. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),

All in the Wind, the state of a ship's sails when they are
parallel to the direction of the wind, so as to shake and
shiver. 1834 Marrvat P. Simple xv'i, We threw up in the
wind, and raked them.

b. fig. So ns to be * scented * or perceived (or so

as to ' scent * or perceive something) ; to have in

the windy to ' scent f
, to detect or discover the

presence of ; sometimes, to be on the scent or trail

of, be in search of.

1540 Palsgr. Aeolastus 11. iii. I-j, Where we can get any
meate in the wynde, th)*ther wylle we resorte. X599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 230 Of him and none but
him who in valuation is wocrth 18 huge Argosees .. haue
I took sent or come in the wind of. 1601 Shaks, All's Welt
III. vi. 122, I sent to her By this same Coxcombe that we
haue i'th winde Tokens and Letters, which she did resend.
16x4 Sanderson Serpn., t Tim. iv. 4 (1674) I. 248 The Cour-
tiers and Officers lie in the wind for them. 1771 Smollett
Humphry CI. II. 10 June Let. i, The first was noted for

having a seaman's eye, when a bailiff was in the wind. 1826

J. F. Cooper Last of Mohicans xiii. The Mohicans hear an
enemy!..They scent danger in the wind ! 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuzz. xxv, Mrs. Gamp, .scenting no more rum in

the wind {for the bottle was locked up again) rose to take

her departure.

O. predicatively: Happening or ready to happen;

astir, afoot, *up*; (of a person or thing) as the

subject of what is going on, 'in the business '

:

usually with implication of being suspected or

indistinctly apprehended (cf. b).

e 1535 Sir F. Bygoo Treat. Impropriations Dj, A thynge
there is in the wynde.. which I trust in God wyl one day
come tolyght. 01566 R. Edwards Damon .y Pithias{i^-jj)
Biij h, There is sumwhat in the winde : Hislookesbewrayes
bis inwarde troubled mynde, 1681 Dryden Span. Friar iu.

Vol. X.

i. 32 Where are you, Gentlewoman ? there's something in

the wind I'm sure. 1748 Richardson Clarissa II. xliv. 304
She thought something was in the wind, when my Brother
came into my dining here so readily. 1826 Disraeli Viv.
Grey v. xiv, There must be something in the wind, perhaps
a war. 1855 Kingsley Westtv. No! iv, There's a woman
in the wind.. .I'll lay my life on it. 1891 Kipling Light that
Failed vi. He'd have told us if there was a horse in the
wind. It's a girl.

d. To hang in the wind: to remain in suspense

or indecision.

c 1536 Starkfy Let. to Cromwell in England (1878)

p. xxxix, You schal fynd me. .to be no sterter, wauerar, nor
hengar in the wynd. 1555 J. Proctor Hist. Wyat's Rebell.

42 b, Such of those partes as honge in the wind, as neuters.

1640 J. D. Knave in Grain it. i. D 2 b, Hang not ith' winde,
(delay does torture). 1881 [see Hang v. 17 J.

+ e. To cast in the wind : to * fling to the winds*.
1652 H. Bell Luther's Colloq. iii. 66 Otherwise, wee had

cast in the winde, and scorned to.. consider of that which
now wee have plainly expressed in the Scriptures. Ibid. xi.

178 It regarded them not, but casteth them in the winde.

f. Horsemanship. (See quot.)

1805 C. James Milit. Did. (ed. 2) s. v., A horse that carries

in the wind, is one that tosses his nose as high as his ears,

and does not carry handsomely.

g. Naut. slang (predicatively). Intoxicated
;

the worse for liquor: usually with qualification,

esp. three sheets in the wind. (Cf. all in the

wind in a (b) above.)
1821*1883 [see Sheet sb. 2

2]. 1835 C°uyt Mag, VI. 197/2
The anger of those who were what is termed ' a little in the
wind ', was now roused. 1840 Marrvat Poor Jack xlvii,

I'm not in the wind, at all events, for you see I'm perfectly
sober.

21. Into the wind : into or towards the direc-

tion from which the wind is blowing ; so as to fate

the wind.
1918 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 294/2 You [in an aeroplane] are

tempted to turn into the wind and land.

22. Wear the wind: nearly in the direction !

from which the wind is blowing ; hence fig* nearly

up to the possible or permissible limit ; about as

far as is safe, justifiable, or decent.

1560 W. Honnvng in Wright Q. Eliz. (1838) I. 44, I went
so near the winde with the keper, that I told hym your"
Lordshippe knewe I wolde in reason respecte the game as
fully as he. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, He'll go as
near the Wind as another, live as thrifty and wary as any
one. 1837 Wellington in Davey's Catal. (1895) 35 It is

impossible for me to attempt to go too near the Wind.
1883 [see Sail?'. 1 ic].

23. Off the (t a) wind (Aaut.) : away from
the wind ; the opposite of on or near the wind,
1813 Examiner 4 Jan. 6/1 The enemy keeping two points

off the wind. 1836 Marryat Pirate xiv, The Enterprise
was again steered more off the wind. 1846 Raikes Life of
Brenton 332 The Spartan was off the wind. 186a ' Vander-
decken' Yacht Sailor 144 Running off the wind with a
quarterly sea will test your powers to the utmost.

24. On a (less commonly the) wind (Araut.)

:

towards or close to the direction from which the

wind is blowing; (of the ship) sailing or heading
in this direction.

[1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3315 ft, I crouded Sail to Leeward
to him, trimming my Sails on a Wind tho' I went before it,

that he should not discover my square Yards. 1748 Anson's
Voy. in. v. 342 The proas, .sailing most excellently on a
wind. 1798 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. p. cliv,

The Swiftsure and Alexander standing towards us with all

sail on a wind. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast iv, Clippers
are fastest on the wind. 1897 Ft> T. Bullen Cruise cf
'Cachalot' 377 We, being *on the wind, close hauled', were
bound by the ' rule of the road at sea ' to keep our course
when meeting a ship running free.

25. To the wind. a. Naut. Towards the

direction from which the wind is blowing; so as

to be on the wind (see 24). Close to the wind,
very nearly in this direction : a.\sofig. (see Sailt/.I

1 c, and cf. 22).

1795 Nelson 14 Mar. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 15 Signal
for the Fleet to come to the wind on the larboard tack.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xviii, Gascoigne went to the
helm, [and] brought the boat np to the wind.

b. Tofling, give, throw, etc. to the winds (fig.)

:

to cast away, reject utterly. So to go to the winds :

to be cast away or aside, to vanish utterly.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. g8o And fear of Death deliver to
the Windes. *739_J- Wesley Hymn, * Commit thou all
thy Griefs ' (tr. P. Gerhardt * Befiehl* du deine Wege *) ix,

Give to the Winds thy Fears. 1801 Marvellous Love-
Story II. 319 The specious cant of subtilty and self-interest

she always, .'gave to the winds'. 1884 ' Edna Lyall' We
7Wiii, Science went to the winds. 1885' Mrs. Alexander'
At Bay ii, You must throw your fears to the winds.

28. Under the wind \ on the side away from
the wind ; on one's lee, to leeward ; spec, in a
position of shelter from the wind ; under the lee

of something. Chiefly Naut. and dial.

c 1410 Master ofGame xxvi. (1904) 83 If bei may se hym
and bei be in be wynde bei ought to wibdrawe hym in be
softest maner..and ban gopreuyli to bei bevndir be wynde.
1598 Florio, Sottouento, vnder the lee or winde. 1603
Lodge Treat. Plague iv. (Hunter. CI.) 23 The healthfull

ought to keepe themselues vnder, not oner the winde. 1698
Froger Voy. 42 They kept their word, so that the Portu-
gueses conveyed the vessel under the wind into a creek.

1787 Best Anglingied. 2) 131 Always pitch your boat under
the wind. i8a<5 SAMOUELLE/?rV«r. Collect. Insectsfy Crust.

46 The most successful places for mothing are the skirts of

woods under the wind. 1893 Sixoi's Trav. S. E. Africa

92 As he had come up under the wind, the dogs had not
scented him.

27. Up (the) wind: in the direction contrary

to that in which the wind is blowing; against the

wind : the opposite of down {the) wind, 18 a.

i6ir- [see Urpre/. 2 4I 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. sr. 2/2
Rabits when they go a grazing in the Night go up the
Wind. 1719 D'Urfey Pills III. 269 The Fox has broke
Covert,, .she runs up the Wind. 1838 [see Up-wind adv.).

1859 Sporting Mag. Jan. 5 Passing over the earths, he came
away directly, with his head up wind. 1874 Kennel Club
Stud Bk. 128 Rake and Romp went off merrily, but flushed
some birds up wind.

28. Upon a wind {Naut.) = 24.
a 1687 Petty Treat. Naval Philos. 1. ii, The line unto

which she stoops upon a Wind of either side. 1708 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4422/7 They clapp'd again upon a Wind and left

us. 1810 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) Il.vii. 276, I would
..endeavour to go, as the jailors express it, upon a wind,
and make use of it to carry me my own way. 1846 Raikes
Mem. Brenton 328 Every ship.. made all the sail she could
carry upon a wind.

29. With the wind: in the direction in which
the wind is blowing.

1577 Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb. 41b, In reapyng, you
must regarde to goe with the wynde. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts 136 He betaketh himselfe to his lieeles againe, run-

ning still with the wind. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. ir.

ii. 48 A gallant Stag. .Came running with the winde. 1722
1>e Fof. Col Jack (1S40) 298 We went spooning away large

with the wind for one of the islands.

V. 30. Obvious combinations, a. attrib. Of,

pertaining to, consisting of, produced or effected by
(the) wind, as wind-action,-blast, -current, -erosion,

•gust, -movement, -power (Power sb. 1 13), -pres-

sure, -puff, -storm, -supply (sense 12); serving for

the passage of wind, as wind-passage ; for defence

against the wind, as wind-guard, -shield.

1883 Science II. 142/2 This in combination with the "wind-
action, .has added nearly one hundred square miles of low-

land. 158a Stanyhurst SEncis I. (Arb.) 19 A great burly
burlye the "wyndblasts. 190a F. Thompson Cecil Rhodes 82

Tike to a smouldering fire by wind-blasts swirled. 1866 A.
Steinmetz li'eathercasts 53 Two constant principal "wind-
currents— North-east and South-west. 1901 Athenaeum
7 Dec. 778/2 The study of "wind-erosion of snow. 1862

Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 12 The following designs in

terra cotta chimney tops have proved themselves the most
efficient "wind guards introduced. 1820 Clare Poems,
Crazy Nell x, A "wind-gust blew high. 1853 Kane Grin-
nell Exp. xxxv. (1856) 319 The apparent *\s*ind.movements
of our exhibitions [of aurora] in Lancaster Sound, 1900

Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Apr. 155 I he average monthly
wind movement at Denver is two thousand miles less than

at New York. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 303 In the

"wind-passage of the fanners. 1903 Daily Chron. 14 Jan.
5/2 "Wind-power, water-power, and solar-power are running
to waste. 189a Chambers's Encycl. X. 677/2 The British

Association Committee on "Wind-pressure have reported

cases of 80 and 90 lb. to the square foot. 158a Stanyhurst
sEneis iv. (Arb.) 121 Foorth with her heat fading, her liefe

too "windpuf auoyded. 190a Encycl. Brit. (ed. 10) XXVII.
327/1 A motor . .driven at a rate which the cyclist can follow

with the protection of a "wind-shield. 1398 Trf.visa Barth.
De P. R. XVII. cxvii. (Rodl. MS.), pe vincwibstondeb bi

helpe berof "winde stormes. 1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk
Broads xxxiv. (1884) 263 In a country as open as the sea,

wind-storms are frequent and heavy. 1879 Organ Voicing 6
If the holes in the upper-board, .pinch the "wind-supply.

b. objective, as wind-gatkerer, -seller ; wind-
making, -spilling (SriLL v. 13 b); wind-obeying,

•outspeeding, -raising (Raise v. 7) adjs. ; indirect

objective = to (the) wind, as wind-exposed, -like

adj. and adv.; « from or against (the) wind, as

wind-proof adj.

c x6n Chapman Iliadwx. 323 "Winde-exposed IHon. i6»r

T. Granger Eccles. vi. 16. 130 The "wind-gatherer feeleth

the winde, but graspeth naught. 1638 Cowley Love's
Piddle iv. i, I am not satisfied with *wind-like promises
Which only touch the lips. iSao Shelley Prometh. Unb.
in. ii. 45 Behold the Nereids under the green sea, Their
wavering limbs borne on the wind-like stream. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. 1. i. 64 The alwaies "winde-obeying deepe. x8ao
Shelley Hymn Merc. xcivt Their "wjnd-outspeeding wings.
1616 Chapman Odyss. vi. 341 A shore, "wind-proofe, and full

of shade. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. xxvii. 355, I have
some eight sledge-loads more to collect before our little

home can be called wind-proof. 18^0 Thackeray Pendennis
v, The #wind-raising conspiracies in which he engages with
heroes as unfortunate as himself. 1600 S. Nicholson Aeo-
lastus (1876) 28 Idle words, .."wind-wasting arbitrators.

C. instrumental, locative, etc. By, in, or with

(the) wind, as xvind-beaten, -built, -ehapped, -clipped,

-dispersed, -fanned, -fertilized, + -grown, -parted,

-puffed, -rent, -scattered, -struck, -stuffed, -swept,

•swung, -tossed, -waved, -whipped, -worn adjs.

;

windflowing, -wandering, etc. adjs.; wind-waving
sb. and adj. ; wind-winnow vb.
158a Stanyhurst JEneiswx. (Arb.) 89 A *windbeaten hard

shrimp. i6aa Bacon Hen. VII, 188 The Casual! and Wind-
beaten Discouerie . . of a Spanish Pilot. 1800 Campbell
Exile of Erin 4 To wander alone by the wind-beaten hill.

1646 Quarles Sheph. Oracles v. 52 "Wind-blazing Tapours

hurry to and fro. 1820 Shelley Cloud 55 When I widen the

rent in my "wind-built tent. 16*9 QuarliiS Argalus $ P. m.

3 Aprills gentle show'rs are slidden downe To close the #wind-

chapt earth. 1855 Kingsley Westiv. Ho ! xxviii, The row

of "wind-dipt trees, 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xiii, The
water of the kennels, 'wind-dispersed, flew about in drops like

rain. i6«a Tivo Noble IC.v.i. 146 Pure As*windefand Snow.

1879 I.l-dbock Sci. Lect.'i. 9 "Wind-fertilised flowers produce

much more pollen than those which are fertilised by insects.

1820 Shellky Prometh. Unb. iv. 222 The "wind-flowing

20
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folds Of its white robe. 1660 T. Gentleman Best Way 11

In distresse of *wind-grown Sea. 18*7 Hood Hero ft

Leander x, Like trees, -wind-parted, that embrace anon.
159a Nashk P. Penilesse 40 Those -wind puft bladders.
1591-6 Greene Crfla/ra/.WiV Wks. (Grosart) XII. 145 Wind,
puft wrath. 1788 Coleridge Sonn. to Autumnal Moon 7
The *wind.rent cloud. 1833 Tennyson Dream Fair Women
viii, White surf *wind-scatter'd over sails and masts. 1880
Swinburne Songs bef. Sunrise, Christmas Antiphones III.

64 Though man's vain desire Hang faith's *wind-struck lyre

Out in tuneless air. 1617 May Lucan in. 1 Now had the
*wind-stuffde sailes brought out the Fleet. x8u Tennant
Anster Fair II. Ixix, From Cellardyke to "wind-swept
Pittenweem. 1877 Black Green Past, xxxiv, The wind-
swept waters. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. I. xiv, The groan
of the *wind-swung oak. i860 Miss Yonge Hvpes fy Fears
I. 340 Lucilla. .before the glass, arranging her *wind-tossed
hair. 1887 Bowen Virg. sEneid vi, 335 Over the wind-
tossed waters. 1820 Shelley Witch Atl. I. 6 Some *wind-
wandering Fragment of inky thunder-stroke. 1809 R. Kerr
Agric. Sum. Berwick 233 In years of peculiarly windy
weather, the stem, where it enters the earth, is often blown
about, in a whirling manner.. .This is provincially called

*wind-waved. 1799 W. Nicol Pract. Planter i. 13 *Wind-
waving .. by loosening the old, and .. breaking the new
fibres, contributes to stint tbe whole tree in growth, c 1300
Metr. Horn. (Small) 36 To se a "wind waiuande rede. 1848
Buckley Iliad 406 The wind-waving fig-tree. 1873 B.
Harte Fiddletoivn 28 There was a fierce unrest in the
"wind-whipped streets. 1710 Hilman Tusser R ediv. Sept.

(1744) 116 A Cart Nave I suppose is to stand up upon when
they "Wind-winnow. 1816 Byron Ch. liar. 111. xxxii, The
ruin'd wall Stands when its "wind-worn battlements are gone.

d. similative and parasynthetici in epithets

(chiefly poetic) expressing swiftness, as wind-foot,

-fooled, -swift, -winged adjs.

1598 Chapman Iliad vn. [xi.] 178 The "wind-foote swift

Thaumantia obayde. 1848 Buckley Ilioiti-]-! "Wind-footed,
swift Iris. C1280 Names 0/ Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 pe
"wint swifft. 159a Shaks. Rom. A> Jul. u. v. 8 Therefore
hath the wind-swift Cupid wings. 1883 Bridges Prometh.
530 Meteors, .ever on their windswift course, c 1595 T.

Dickenson Shefih. Compl. (1878) n The "wind-wing d
Naiads. 1817 Shelley Re--.'. Islam ix. xxii, O Spring, of
. .love, and youth, and gladness Wind-winged emblem.
31. Special combinations: f wind-balk, (a) =
Wind-beam 1 (see Balk sb. n); (*) = Windrow.^.
(cf. Balk sb. II) ; wind-bar, the back of the

wind-chest of an organ; + wind-barge, a slab

placed along the edge of a roof as a protection

from the wind (cf. Water-barge)
; + wind-bed,

an air-bed ; wind-belt, a belt of trees planted for

protection from the wind; wind-bill Se. (cf. 14),
an accommodation-bill; f wind-bladder, (a) an
inflated bladder

;
(b) the air-bladder of a fish ;

wind-blown a., blown up or inflated; blown along
or about ; blown upon by (the) wind ; wind-bore,
the suction-pipe of a pump, or the lower end of

this; wind-box = wind-chest; wind-braoe, a
diagonal brace (Brace sb. 2 17) connecting the

rafters of a roof; wind-bracing, a similar struc-

ture in a cantilever ; t wind-breaker (cf. 10), a

drug that expels flatulence, a carminative; so

twind-breaking a., carminative; fwind-broach
[cf. Broach sb. 1 2], a name for a hurdy-gurdy

;

f wind-cane = Wind-gun
; t wind-catch, a

squall of wind ; wind-changing a., changing like

the wind, inconstant ; wind-chest, an air-tight

chest or box in an organ or similar instrument,

which is filled with wind from the bellows, and
from which the wind is admitted to the pipes or

reeds; wind-cistern = prec. ; wind-cock, f(a)
= wind-mow ; (b) a weathercock ; wind-colie,
colic caused by flatulence ; wind-contusion, an
internal injury without any external mark of vio-

lence, formerly supposed to be caused by the

'wind' (see 13) of a cannon-ball, shell, or other
projectile; wind-dial, adial showing the direction

of the wind by means of a pointer connected with
a wind-vane ; also fig. (cf. 15b); f wind-dis-
cusser ^wind-breaker; wind-dog [Dog sb. 10 a],

name for a fragment of rainbow, supposed to

presage wind ; f wind-dropsy = Tympanites,
Ttmpany i ; wind-engine, a machine driven by
the wind, as a windmill

; f wind-fan, a winnowing-
fan; wind-fanner (-vanner) local, the kestrel;

wind-fast a. = Wind-tight i; f wind-fill v.,

trans, to fill up gaps or cavities in (a wall, etc.) so

as to keep the wind out (cf. Filling vbl. sb. 2)

;

t wind-flaucht a. or adv. Sc. [Flaught adv.'],

sprawling, as if overthrown by the wind; wind-
furnace, a furnace in which the draught is obtained

by means of a (high or narrow) chimney without the

aid of bellows or other mechanical blower as in

a blastfurnace ; wind-gap (see Gap sb.1 5 b) ;

f wind-glass (see quot.) ; wind-god, a deity pie-

siding over the winds ; •) wind-gout, gout supposed

to be caused by 'wind' (see 10) ; wind-grass, a

name for Agrostis Spica-venti; f wind-hand, the

side towards the wind; wind-harp, an ^Eolian

harp (also allusively) ; 'wind-hole, f (a) the

opening at the top of the windpipe, the glottis ;

(i) an opening in brickwork for the passage of air

;
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I
{c) the hole in the lower board of a pair of bellows

;

,

(a") a ventilating shaft in a mine ; (<r) each of the

i

openings in the sound-board of an organ, through
which wind is admitted to the pipes ; wind-jam-
mer U. S. slang, (a) a loquacious person

;
(b) a sail-

,
ing vessel; wind-knot, a knot tied on a rope,
supposed magically to ensure a favourable wind

;

f wind-lap, the tongue or reed of a wind-instru-
ment; wind-lipper Aaut. [Lipper **.'], a rip-

pling or ruffling of the surface of the water caused
by the first rising of a breeze ; wind-list [List
sb. 3 4], -logged a. [cf.Water-logged] (seequots.);

f wind-loft Naut., ? = wind-taut sb. ; wind-
machine, a machine driven by the wind, or one
for producing a ' wind ' or blast of air ; wind-
motor [Motor 3], a machine deriving its motive
power from the force of the wind ; esp. of the form
of a windmill ; wind-mow dial. [Mow sb.1 ], one
of a number of small ricks in which hay or corn is

temporarily stacked in showery weather to be dried

by exposure to the wind; f wind-music, music
played on wind-instruments ; also such instruments
themselves, or a company of players on them (cf.

Music sb. 5, 6) ; f wind-musket - Wind-gun
;

wind-pinning [cf. Pin v. 1 3 c, Pinning 1 a, 2 a],

the filling up of interstices in masonry to keep out

the wind; wind-pole [Pole sb.2], each of two
opposite points of the compass taken as the stan-

dard ones in relation to the direction of the wind
;

wind-porch, a chamber constructed on the inner

side of a doorway to keep the wind out ; wind-
pox, chicken-pox (Billings Med. Diet. 1890);
wind-pump, f(a) an air-pump

;
(b) a pump

driven by a wind-wheel (Knight Vict. Mech. 1875);

f wind-raes [Rese sb.], a storm of wind
;

+-sv-iricl-

rake, ? the raking up of windfalls, or the right to

do this; wind-road, [a) a track or course habitually

taken by the wind (nonce-use)
;

(b) a passage for

ventilation inamine(Gresley Gloss. 1883) ; wind-
rode, also f -road (see Ride v. A. 3 7), a., Naut.,
swung by the wind, as a ship riding at anchor
(opp. to tide-rode : see Tide sb. 16 b) ; also as

sb., the position of a ship so riding ; wind-screen,
' a screen for protection from the wind, now esp.

in front of the driver's seat on a motor-car

;

wind-shaft, the shaft that carries the sails in

a windmill ; wind-stroke, a stroke or injury

caused or supposed to be caused by the wind (see

quots.) ; wind-swell, a form of swell in an organ
operated by a valve in the wind-trunk ; wind-
taut a., Aaut. [from phr. to hold wind taut] : see

: quots. ; also as sb. = condition of being wind-

taut ; wind-throstle, -thrush, the redwing

;

: wind-tie = wind-brace ; wind-trunk, a large

tube (usually of wood) in an organ or similar

instrument, through which the wind passes from
the bellows to the wind-chest ; wind-vane, (a)

!
the sail of a windmill ( = Vane 3 a) ;

(b) a weather-

! cock ( = Vane 1) ; wind-vanner s lee wind-fan-

|
ner above

; f wind-vent = Suspiral 2 ; wind-
way, (a) a ventilating passage in a mine, an

1 air-way
;

(b) the narrow slit in an organ-pipe

through which the wind strikes upon the lip so as

to make the pipe speak
;

(c) access of the wind
to a sailing vessel so as to give her freedom of

passage (cf. Wat sb.1 6) ; wind-wheel, a wheel

turned by the wind to drive some mechanism, as in

a windmill or wind-pump ; •(•wind-work (cf. tl),

the process or function of respiration.

1532-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 173 Pro sarracione

1 J rod in "wyndbalks, stoys, pouynchys, 4s. 8d. 1611 Cotgr.
s.v. Roue, Mettre le foin en roue, viz. in wind-baulkes, or

wind-rowes. Z894 Northumbld. Gloss., Wind-balk, a wind-
beam or collar-beam ; a beam stretching across the upper
part of two roof principals. (Obs.) 1881 W. E. Dickson
Organ-Build, v. 60 The back of the chest, called the ' "wind-
bar ',.. should be of strong and sound stuff. 1603 G.Owen
Pembrokeshire (1892) 79 Arches, Coinestones, waterberges,
and "wynd berges or any other hewen worke. 1576 Tun.
BERV. Venerie 194 Some vse to carrie a "Windbed which is

made of leather strongly sowed on all foure sides, and hauing
a pype at one of the corners to blow it, ..and when it is

blowen full of wind, to stoppe it vp and lie vpon it on the
grounde. 1903 C. Bald Indian Tea x. (1917) 123 This
characteristic [sc. evergreen foliage] makes the several varie-

ties of Dalbergia very suitable for planting as *windbe!ts.

1813 Headrick Agric. Sicrv. Forfarshire 589 If they [sc.

bank notes] be not convertible into specie at the option of
the holder, there is a strong temptation to issue them on
what are called "wind bills, where there is no corresponding
value of commodities in existence. i8ai Scott Pirate iv,

He would have got a bank-credit, manoeuvred with wind-
bills. 1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. To Rdr., If theychance but
on a moate or a "wind bladder, they neuer haue done with
it, till they haue cleane. .tost it out of sight. 169a Ray
Creation I. (ed. 2) r4r As for Fishes. .The Wind.bladder,
wherewith most of them are furnished, serves to poise their

Bodies. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 72 What is beauty more
then a "wind.blowne bladder ? 1600 Rowlands Letting of
Humours Blood Sat. vii. 83 More light and toyish than the
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wind-blown chaffe. 1638 Brathwait Bamabees yrni. l
(i8i3) 17 A wind-blowne house. 1876 M. Collins in F.
Collins Lett. $• Friendsh. (,877) II. 158 Wind-blown daffo-

dils. 1S88 F. Cowper Cxdwalta i. 6 A low island, covered
with bushes and a few wind-blown trees. 1797 Curr Coal
Viewer 53 The "Wind Bores. . May be cast 8 feet long with
a plain or egg bottom. 1838 Civil Eng. <£ Arch. Jrnl. I.

iSq/i. 185a Seidel Organ 38 A square box, called the
"wind-box. 1889 Cath. Household 30 Nov. 4 Traceried
*windbraces. 2890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 51 The "wind-
bracing was fitted in its long diamonds of lattice. 1694
Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713J 620/1 The sugared oily Car-
minative, or 'Wind-breaker. 1609 Rowley Search for
Money (Percy Soc.) 17 Good holsome "windebreaking pip.
pins.

^ 1653 Urquhart Rabelais n. xxx. 198 A.. player on
that instrument which is called a "windbroach. 170a T.
Brown Lett. fr. Dead Wks. 1730 II. 234 To fumble out a
fine sonata upon a wind-bruach. 1723 E. Stone tr. Bion's
Math, lustrum, in. ii. (1758) 95 The Construction of the
"Wind-Cane. 1610 Folkingham Feudigraphia 10 Sweeping
or floating Waters, which flit and fleete to and fro with
*wind-catches.

(

1665 W. Dodson Designe Draining Gt.
Level Fens 13 Those Banks I did not make for Sea Banks,
..but laid them near to avoid a Winde-catch. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, v, i. 57 "Wind-changing Warwicke now can
change no more,_ 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 487/2
(Organ) IK.K.K. is the "wind-chest, which is a square box
fitted close to the under side of the lower board. 1852
Seidel Organ 52 The length of the wind-chest depends on
the compass of the key-board. 1880 E.J. Hopkins in Grove
Diet. Mus, II, 605/1 The "wind-cisterns or wind-chests.
1610 R. Vaughan Water- Workes M 4 b, Vou mow one day,
you ted an other, you spend one in gathering it into *winde-
cockes. 1920 Masefield Right Royal 5 Spires of churches
Gleaming with swinging wind-cocks on their perches. 1593
Nashe Christ's T. 45 b, Euery part of thee [shall] be wrunge
as with the *wind-chollick. 1654 Gatakeh Disc. Apol. 57,
I came home, arrested with a sharp fit of the Wind-Colick.
1731 Fielding Tom Thumb 1. iii, I feel a sudden Pain
within my Breast, Nor know I whether it arise from Love,
Oronlythe Wind-Cholick. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) I.

239 The oppressive distention of wind-colic. 1857 Dunglison
Med. Lex., Wind of a ball, a term applied to the compres-
sion of air, supposed to be produced by the passage of a ball

near a part of the body, so as to occasion what has been
called a ""ivind contusion. 1877 Longmore Gunshot Injuries

95 The true explanation of the phenomena observed in cases
of so-called ' wind contusions ' is to be found in the peculiar
direction, the degree of obliquity, with which the missile has
happened to impinge against the elastic skin. 1706 in

Ashton Soc. Life Reign Q. Anne (1882) II. 56 Tbe "Wind
Dial, lately set up at Grigsby's Coffee. .House,. .being of

Constant use to those that are in any wise Concerned in

Navigation. 1761 Ld. Hardwicke in Life (1847) 111. xiv.

2 57 A great change was made in the political wind-dial
before you left us. 1676 J. Cooke Mellif. Chirurg. Alpb.
Table, * Wind-discussers, i860 Fitz-Roy in Merc. Marine
Mag. VI I. 344 ' "Wind dogs ', and the rainbow, are more or

less significant of increasing wind. 1607 Topsell Four-f.
Beasts 386 The Timpany, which.. may be called in English
the "wind dropsie. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1829) V. 451
Making an artificial opening into the cavity of the abdomen
in the case of wind-dropsy, as well as in th.it of water-dropsy.
1669 Woklidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 21 note, *Wind-Engines
for the raising of Water. C975 Rushw. Gosp. Luke iii. 17
H is . . *wind fone in honda his. 1761 Descr. S. Carolina 7
Afterwards it is .. winnowed, which was formerly a very
tedious Operation, but it is now performed . . by a very simple
Machine, a Wind-Fan. i668Charleton Onomasi. 64 Ac*
cipiter Tinnuncuius,.. the *Wind-vanner. a 1836 Johnes
in Mrs. Bray Tamar<y Tavy (1879) I. 301 The kestrel, called

here the 'wind-fanner' and 'windhover', from its motion
when hovering over the same spot in search of its quarry.
164.8 in J. Davidson Inverarie (1878) 302 To keep the kirk

"wind-fast and water-tight. 1601 Stanford Churchu: Ace.
in Antiquary (1888) May 213 To John Rayner for "wind-
filiinge tbe Church wall ij\ 1513 Douglas AZneis v. vi. 86

He.. Maid hym lycht "windflaucht [orig. revolutus] on the

ground vnclene. 165: French Distill, vi. 100 Put those cakes
. . into a *Winde Furnace. 1683 K. Digby s Chym+Secr. 1 32

Put them in a Wind-Furnace to Calcine. 1704 J. Hakris
Lex. Techn. L s.v. Furnace, A Wind Furnace, or Furnace for

Fusions, which is so called, because the Wind comes forcibly

to blow the Coals, in order to Melt or Fuse the Matter
in the Crucible or Coppel. 1763 W. Lewis Comm. Philos.-

Techn. n A Wind-Furnace, for the fusion of metals. 1869
Roscok Etent. Chem. (1871) 240 The oldest method of

manufacturing wrought iron was to reduce it at once from
the ore by heating in a wind-furnace with charcoal or coal.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., IVind-furnace, a furnace in which
a strong heat is obtained.. by means of a powerful draft,

depending on a narrow flue or chimney of considerable ele-

vation, 1884 Ibid. Supples/ 2 Wind Furnace (Metallurgy),
one depending upon the draft of a chimney, as distinguished
from a blast furnace. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 262/1
Cucurbitula,..a, "wind glasse, cupping glasse, or boxing
glasse. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. 1, The "Wind-god
warring now with Fate. 1803 H. K. White Rem., To Herb
Rosemary iii, The wind-god, as he flies, Moans hollow in

the Forest trees. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 144 A man
near fourteen years, afflicted.. with the "Wind-Gout in his

hands. 1847 Leichhardt Jrnl. xi. 339 The dry "wind-
grass of the plains north of the Staaten. 1884 Miller
Flant-n., Apera (Agrostis) Spica-venti, Corn-grass, Wind-
grass. 1670 Nye Gunnery 11. 12 When you come to your
Peece, set your Boudge barrel on the *wind-hand thereof.

1813 Hogg Queen's Wake (1814) 109 When. .*wind-harp at

thy window swells. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Nature Wks.
(Bohn) I. 225 The musical steaming odorous south wind,

which converts all trees to wind-haips. 13.. Gazv. ty Gr.

Knt. 1336 pay .. graybely departed pe wesaunt fro be

*wynt-hole. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xviil

f 2 Lay the ends of each Brick about three Inches off

each other, to serve for Wind-holes. x688 Holme Armoury
in. xiv. (Roxb.) 7/1 The wind hole, a square hole in the

middle of the under board [of a pair of bellowsj. 1802

Mawk Miu. Derbysh. Gloss., Wind-holes, shafts or sumps
sunk to convey wind or air. 1881 W. E. Dickson Organ-
Build, ix. 122 Let us be sure that the flow of wind to that

pipe is not interrupted.. by a chip in the wind-hole. 1893

Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 7 Aug., The few workers present
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are effectually playing the part of *windjammers and many
rumors are afloat. 1899 11armswortk's Mag. Mar. 102 A
large three-masted wind-jammer was caught by the gale and
disabled. 1909 AtJunxum 31 July 121/3 It deals with the
homeward passage of a big steel 'windjammer' from Cal-
cutta—a typical chapter from the life of merchant-service

Jack. 1868-9 Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 367 The witches
of Lapland sold * *wind-knots ' tied on a rope to their sea-

faring customers, 1570 Levins Manip, 27/29 Ye *\Vynd-
lappe, lingula, 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts II. aio We can do
nothing with the guns when there is any swell, or *wind
Upper. 1815 W. Scoresby in Mem, Wernerian Soc. II. 324
note, The first effects of a breeze of wind on smooth water
is by seamen called wind-Upper. 1898 Miss Yonge jf.

Keble's Parishes 173 *Windlist, white streak of faint cloud
across a blue sky, showing the direction of the wind, a 1687
Petty Treat. Naval Philos. r. it, The next enquiry must be,

what extent of Sail our Vessel must carry, . .and from thence
the *Wind-Ioft. 1829 R. Stuart Anecd. Steam Eng. I. 149
Air remained in the cylinder, and prevented, .the fall of the
piston. . : from this cause alone, (and which was afterwards
known by the term of *wind-logged) this engine must have
soon ceased its motion. 1745 in 6th Rep. Defi. Kpr. App.
11. 122 A self-regulating *Wind Machine. 1799 Hull Adver-
tiser 7 Sept. 4/2 These wind machines, .species of gigantic
bellows. 1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Hush. Scot. I. 341 The
annual expence of repairs, .will not much exceed that of
a wind machine. 1881 Sir \V. Thomson in Nature 8 Sept.

434/2 It is must probable that windmills or *wind-motors
in some form will again be in the ascendant. 1813 T. Davis
Agric. Wilts. 265 *]Vind Mows, cocks of a waggon-load
or more, into which hay is sometimes put previous to ricking

in catching weather. 1650 Bulwer Anthropj/nel. (1653)

274 *Wind-Musique doth not deform the Visage. 1661 [see

Music sb. 6J. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 21 Dec. 1662, Instead
of the.. solemn wind musiq accompanying the organ, was
introduced a concert of 24 violins. 1700 J. Brome Trav.
127 The Statues of two Men playing on Wind-Musick.
1795 Life John Metcalf 109 There being at that time no
music in the army except Colonel Howard's, (the Old Buffs)

and which being wind music were unaccustomed to country
dances. 1661 [T. Powell] Hum. Industry 34 "Wind-
muskets that some have devised to shoot bullets withal.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 234 To do all the *wind-
pinnings (filling in the angle between the wall-plate and
the roof). 1863 Fitzroy Weather Bk. 173 Taking, with
Dove

-

, north-east and south-west {true) as the ' "wind-
poles'. 1899 Committee's Appeal for Hexham Abbey 6
The old internal *wind porch, now used as a press in the
vestry. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.-Mech. Proem 6 The
*\Vind-Pump. .is so contriv'd, that to evacuate the Vessel
there is requir'd the. .labor of two.. men. £950 Lindisf.
Gasp. Mark iv. 37 *Wind-raes. .michelo windes. CX205 Lay,
9244 Mid ban wind-raesen al heo gunnen to-reosen. 1622
N. Riding Rec. (N. S.) II. 4 Every Towen or lorshippthat
of reighte haith any "winderake for there goodes in the
forrest. i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xii. § 551 There are
two '*wind-roads ', crossing this sea. 1902 Daily Chron.
10 Sept. 5/7 Being in the wind road we got a little air.

c 1635 Capt. N. Boteler Dial. Sea Services (1685) 136 To
Ride "Wind-rode, is when the Wind hath more power over
her in her Riding than the Tide hath. 1635 Voy. Foxe <y

James to N. W. (Hakl. Soc.) II. 379 The Ship came not to
wind-road._ 1794 Rigging ty Seamanship II. 302 The ship
becomes windroad. 1841 R. II. Dana Seaman's Man. 80 To
get^under Way wind-rode, with a Weather Tide ; that is, a
tide setting to windward. lyo^ComhillMag. Oct. 574 Peer-
ing over the canvas *wind-screen of the bridge [of a yacht].

1905 Westm.Gaz. 18 Nov. 9 T With its hood and wind-screen,
[the car] is well fitted for the use of the general practitioner.

1908 Animal Managem. 150 Wind screens maybe, .made of
turf walls or tall, wattled hurdles, placed to windward of the
Unes._ 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 123 The other method
of bringing the *wind-shaft and sails into a position proper
for receiving the impression of the wind, c 1400 Sege Jerus.
(E.E.T.S.)4oSub went to be walleon be*wynde syde, &alle
abrod on be burwe blewen be powder. x6ox Holland Piiny
xvii. xxyiii. I, 547 Some content themselves to perfume Vines
onely with the smoke of this composition, so as it bee done on
the wind-side, that it may carie the fume directly to them.
1727 Bradley's Family Did. s.v. Blighty To provide large
Heaps of Weeds, Chaff, and other combustible Matter on the
Wind-side of their Orchards. 1656 Beale Heref Orchards
(1657) 47 The clay-land binds the tree faster from "wind-
strokes, the sandy-land hasteneth the growth more. 1890
Billings Med. Diet., Wind-stroke, acute spinal paralysis m
the horse. 19x3 D. Bray Life-Hist. Brahui v. 109 Men well
stricken in years often suffer from wind-stroke, ,. a woman
sometimes quits her bed after childbirth lamed by the wind in

one leg. 185a Seidel Organ 27 The "Wind swell. Here the
trunk is provided with a valve of velvet. 4x1625 Manwayring
Sea-man's Diet. (1644) s.v., Any thing that holds wind aloft,

which may prejudice the ship saileing or riding, is said to
be 'wind-taught (as too much rigging high roapes, and the
like 1) Also when we ride in any great stresse, we bring our
yards alongst ships, strike downe our top-masts and the
like: because they hold wind taught, that is, they hold
wind stiffely. 1674 Petty Disc. Duf>l, Proportion 31 Where
the Masts, Yarc!s,_ Sails, and Rigging are great, the Wind-
taupht of the Ship will correspond, and will require pro-
portionable Cables. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v..

Too much Rigging,, .or anything catching or holding Wind
aloft, is said to hold a Ship Wind-taught. 1826 Sporting
Mag. (U.S.) XVII. 199 The *wind-throstle or whindle..
travels out of the North with the febfare. 1668 Charleton
Onomast. 83 Tnrdus IHas .. the "Wind-Thrush. 1706
Pim-i.irs fed. Kersey) s.v. Thrush, Wind- Thrush, a. Bird
so call'd because it comes in high Wmdl into England, in
the beginning of Winter. 1873 '1'. Cargill Strains Bridge
Girders 186 Roofs, if they be thoitmghly well secured by
*wtnd-ties. X858 J, Baron Scudamort Organs 61 The
essential parts of an organ are a set of keys,. .a bellows, a
*windtrunk, a windchest with its soundboard, and the pipes.

1725 Bradley's Earn. Diet. s.v. Wind-mil, That it may,
swivel-like, turn any way, as you turn your "wind Vanes. 1858
Froude Hist, Eng. IV. xx. 228 The imbecile Arran could
play no part but that of the wind-vane marking the chances
m the air-currents. £-1450 in Archxologia (190?) LVI1I.
302 The firste "wynde went closid in ston. 1562 [see Su-
spiral 2]. 1875 Knicht Diet. Mech., * Wind-way {Mining),
a passage for air. 1876 Hills Catech. Organ iv (1878) 24

' Between the language and the lips [of an organ-pipe] is

a narrow slit or wind-way for the current of air to pass from
the foot to the body of the pipe. 1887 Daily News 28 Sept.

3/1 Leaving the water very choppy for the Thistle and stop-
ping her wind-way. 1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barry iii. 76
A horizontal *wind-wheel for raising water. 1908 Hardy
Dynasts in. in. iii, A fire is lit Near to the Thonberg wind-
wheel. 1581 Mui-Caster/Vj77*V«.tx. (1S88) 56 The exercise
of the voice.. aidetb... and comforteth the lunges in his
"windworke.

Wind (wsind), sb.% [Partly a. MDu., MLG.
winde windlass, convolvulus, etc. = OHG. wintd
(MIIG., G. windet), ON. vinda hank of yam (Sw.
vinda bindweed, Da. vinde pulley, windlass, from
LG.) ; cf. OE. gewind spiral, tendril, winding path,
-winde in geamwinde reel, wi/>owinde bindweed,
ON. vindr winding : f. windan Wind^z/. 1 Partly

a direct formation on the vb.]

1. An apparatus for winding (see Wind f.l 19),
a winch or windlass. Obs, exc. dial,

X399 Ace. Exch. K. R. 473/11 m. 2 dorso (P. R.O.) Reddit
compotum de vna Machina vocata Wynde [etc.]. 1538-9 in
Archaeologia (1871) XL1II. 211, j olde wynde for stone.

%S6S in Coventry Corpus Chr. PI. App, 11. 101 Paydforacord
for the wynde ijs. vjd. 1651 T. Barker Art of Angling
(1653) 9 Within two foot of the bottomeof the Rod there was
a hole made, for to put in a winde, to turne with a barrell, to
gather up his Line, and loose at his pleasure. 1790 W. H.
Marshall Rural Econ. Midi. Co. (1756) II. Gloss. (E.D.S.)
Wind. ., a winch, or wince. 1851 Sternberg Dial. North-
avipt., Wynd, a winch. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining,
Wind. 1. A hand-windlass or jack-roll. . .4. A steam-engine
used purposely for lowering and raising men in an engine
pit or pumping-shaft.

+ 2. A twining plant, e.g. convolvulus. Obs,

1538 Turner Libellus, Conuoluulus, dioscorid.r clematis,
altera, est aliquibus liliastrum, auglis autem, The comon
bynde, aut The lytell wynde. 156a — Herbal n. 14: Of
the smooth Smilax or great arbor wynde. Ibid., I neuer
sawe anye kinde of wynde, or wyth winde, or arbor winde,
haue anye suche cod. 1576 Lobel Plant. Hist. 340.

3. An act or instance of winding ; curved or

twisted form; techn. bend or twist (cf. Wind v. 1

5 b), esp. in phr. out of wind, not twisted.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 586 If the two edges and
his eye be not in one plane, the upper parts are planed
down until the piece is said to be out of wind. 1859 Capern
Ball. <y Songs 137 The vermeil-beaded bryony, In many a
graceful wind. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Twist.., the
wind of the bed-joint of each course of voussoirs in a skew
arch. 1883 Hantpshire Gloss, s.v. Wynd, On the wynd =
warped or twisted. Applied to boards or planks. 1896
Archacol, Jrnl. LI 1 1. 52 There is never any trace of wind
on them \sc. Danish knife-blades], although occasionally
they may not lie quite flat.

Wind (waind), v.l Pa. t. and pple. wound
(wound). Forms : 1 windan, 3 winden, 3-7
winde, 4-7 wynde, 4-9 wynd, (4 vynd(e,
5 wy y^ndyn, 6 Sc. veynd(e), 4- wind

;
yd

sing, contr, 1-3 wint, (1 wient), 4 wynt. Pa. t.

1-5 wond, 1—6 (-9 dial.) wand, 4-6 wonde,
wounde, (5 woonde, 7 woon'd), 6- wound;
pi. 1 wundon, -an, 3 wunden; also wk. 6 Sc*

vindit, 6-9 winded, 8 Sc, win't. Pa. pple. 1-3
wunden, (3 Orm, wundenn), 4 wondin, -yn,

-ene, (wnden), 4-5 wonden, woundyn, 4-6
wounden

, (5 wonddyn, 6 windin)
;
4-6 wounde,

5—7 wonde, woond, (5 won, 7 wown), 6- wound

;

2 iwunde(n, 4 ywonde(n, ywounde(n, i-

wounde ; also wk. 5 Sc, woundit, 6 wynded,
Sc. -it, 6-9 winded. [OE. windan str. vb. =
OFris. winda, OS. windan, OHG. wintan, windan

t

(M)LG., (M)Du., (M)IIG. winden, ON. vinda,

(Sw. vinda. Da. vinde), Goth. *windan in diwindan,
dugawindan, uswindan

:

— OTzul*wendan, related

to wand- in Wander v., Wend v.
t
Wonde v.

In many senses coupled with turn vb.

In ME. often graphically confused with Wend v., q.v.

etym. y-forms.]

I. f 1. inlr. Used to express various kinds of

rapid or forcible motion, as of water flowing,

missiles flying through the air, sparks flying up-

wards, and the like; hence gen, to pass. Also with
about, adown, away. Obs.

Beowulf 212 Streamas wundon, sund wi5 sande. Ibid.

1119 Wand to wolcnum wxlfyra mxst. ^897 Alfred
Gregory's Past, C. xx\. 167 Sio aecs wient of oa^tn hielfe.

993 Battle cfMaldon 322 Oft he gar forlet waelspere windan
on ba wicingas. a 1000 yudit/t no Sloh 3a eornoste ides
ellenrof obre sioe bone hiedenan hund, ban him \>stt heafod
wand fortS on 6a flore.

^ c x«>5 Lav. 27461 Stanes heo letten
seo'd5en sturnliche winden. Ibid. 28049 tlch] smart of
Modred is hafd bat hit wond a beneueld. a 1225 Ancr. R.
296 pe sparke bet wint up ne bringeS nout anonnht bet hus
al o fure, auh H5&kecche5 more fur. 13.. Guy Warw, (A.)

3096 Bobe bifore Sc eke bihinde, pe blod gan out fast winde.
c 1330 Arth, fy Merl, 6320 pe launce.-ran burch be hors
bihinde ; King & hors adoun gan winde, 13. . Gaw. <$ Gr.
Knt. 530, & bus vrnez be aere in ajsterdaycz mony, & wynter
wyndez aaayn, as be worlde askez. c 1375 Cursor M. 8968
(Kairf.) Prophecy., ho talde . . of domys-day How al bis
werlde sal winde a-way.

f2. Of living things : To go on one's way, take
oneself; to proceed, go. Also^f^". Obs,
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxiv. 10 Meahtes ofer rodorum jere-

clice fe<5erum lacan, feor up ofer wolcnu windan. c 1205
Lay. 20818 {>at we mosten ouer s^e winden [later text wendej
mid seile. Ibid. 25541 Ankeres heo up dro3en.. Wunden

into widen sat. C1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4136 His bodi was
biried wid angeles hond, Der non man si5en it ne fond,
In to lef reste his sowle wond. c 1330 Art/u fy Merl. 9152
Hors wel gode chepe pai founde & anon in be sadel wounde.
a 1400-50 Wars AUx. 3325 (Ashm. MS.) Vp to be souerayne
sege with Septour he wyndis. c 1400 Rem, Rose 2056 For
thee so sore I wole now bynde, That thou away ne shall
not wynde. a 1500 Coventry Corpus Chr. PI. \. 168 Now
to Bediem must I wynde. 15x9 InterL Pour Elem. B ij b,

With huffa galand synge tyrll on the bery, And let the
wyde worlde wynde. 1555 Bradford in Foxe A. 4- M.
(1570) 1813/2 Such as walke in theyr wickednes and wind
on with the world. 1579 Hake Newes out ofPowlcs (1872)
Avij, And houghing Curs that barck and winde away.
1587 A. Day Daphnis $ Chloe {1890) 123 Phcebe being by
this Time wounde into the highest Skies. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. 111. iii. 104 But winde away, bee gone I say. 1608
Topsell Serpents 266 Least she [sc. the spider] should wind
downe in vaine.

f b. rejl. in same sense ; also fig, Obs.
C1330 R. Brunse Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15S43 He . . So

queyntelyaboute hym wond, pe kynges court at 501k he fond.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3645 Into the tent he him wond.
C1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2340 Wynde you from Wanhope
and aquaynte you with me. c 1580 Bugbears iv. iv. in Archiv
Stud. iieu. Spr. (1897) XCIX. 39 Then best I stand not thus
. .and tel a tale to the wynd, but wynd me streight about it.

+ C. inlr. Of a way : To ' go ' somewhere. Obs.

1555 Bradiord in Foxe A. iy M. (1570) 1816/2 The
multitude goeth the wideway which windeth to woe.

3. trans, a. To wield (a weapon, an implement).

Obs. or dial.

993 Battle ofMaldon 43 Byrhtno<S. .bord hafenode, wand
wacne ssc. c 1480 Henryson Swall. fy other Birds xv,

Sum .the pleuch can wynd. 1607 J. Cartentlr Plaine
Mans Plough xx. 138 The Handle. .011 the which the

Plough-man holding his hand by winding and wilding the

same, turneth the Soole. 1627 W. Hawkins Apollo Shroi'ing
in. i. 38 How to winde it [se. a rapier] about when I salute.

1632 G. Hughes Saints Losse 46 Thou canst not hand
before the enemy, nor wind a weapon for thy defence. 1845

J.
Keegan Leg, <y Poems (1907) 250 Raising aloft the heavy

iron spade, I wound it with all my strength.

f b. To haul, hoist, lift. Obs,

c 1400 Sege "jerus. (1891) 281 Fresch water & wyn wounden
bu faste 6: stof of alle maner store. 1577 Han.mek Anc.
Eccl. Hist., Socr, 1. xvi. 241 By the deume prouidence of

God the pilloure is winded vp in the ayer, ouer the fuunda-
cion. 1633 C. Farewell E. -India Colatiou 45 [The Ele-

phant] taking his meat with the end thereof, and winding
it vp, (or vnder rather) to his mouth, so eatts it. 1681 Grew
Musaeum Pref., The Proboscis of an Elephant, whereby he
..winds the Grass id great quantities, .into his Mouih.

4. intr. To turn this way and that j to writhe,

wriggle. Obs, exc. dial.

In OE. app. only contextual use of 1.

exooo /Elfric Horn. I. 414 He wand ba swa swa wurm.
C1205 Lay. 5715 Do5 [heom] up and [=on] waritreo, ber

on heo scullen winden. C1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 246
Thou art so loothly and so oold also .. That litel wonder
is thogh I walwe and wynde. 1421 Hoccleve Lerne to Dye
509 In peynes sharpe y walwe & wynde. 1666 Bunyan
Grace Abound. § 165 Thus did I wind and twine and shrink
under the burthen. 1887 Kentish Gloss, s.v., I had a terrible

poor night surely, I did turn and wind so.

"b5. trans. To put into a curved or twisted form

or state ; to bend ; to twist; to wring. Obs,
For earlier quots. see Wounden///.*.
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. ill. xviiL (1495) d vb/i A

gristylbone set in y9 eere [*".*. the cochlea], ..wounde [01 ig.

tortuosum) & wrapped as a wyspe. Ibid. v. xxv. (Bodl.

MS.), Ueestes bl foldeb and windep ham silfe rounde as a
rynghaue none neckedistingued frame be body. 1422 Yonge
tr.Secr. Seer, xxvii. 161 Whyle an hooke [= oak] is a yonge
Spyre, hit may be wonde into a wyth. X538 Elyot Diet.

s.v. Topiarium, Lyke trees or thornes that be flexible, or
wyll be wounden. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 330 Growing vpon
small stalkes that are winded or turned two or three tymes.
158X Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 126 They
would winde her neck behinde her, like a chicken [orig. le

torcerebbono il collo\. 1610 Guillim Heraldry vu v. 269
An ancient ornament of the head, [called] a Torce..: Nempe
quia torquetur, because it is wound [cd. 1632 wo6nd] or
twisted. 1624 Wotton Archit. 11. 111 The figure of a
sturdie woman, washing and winding of liunen clothes.

b. intr. To take or have a bent form ; now only

dial, or techn. of a board, door, etc., to be twisted.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus I. 257 The yerde is bet bat bowen
wole and wynde pan bat bat brest. 1538 Elyot Diet.,

I 'itnen, roddes, whn_h wyll wynde lyghtly, wherof baskettes
are made. X7XX W. Sutherland Shipbuitd. Assist. 165
Winding, when the Plank or Timber's Side or Edge is not

upon a direct Plan, but seemingly twists. X736 Pegge
Kenticisms (E.D.S.) s.v. Wind, A board shrunk or swell'd,

so as to be uneven, is said to wind j and when it is brought
straight again, it is said to be out of winding. 1875 Sir T.
Seaton hret Cutting 82 A board is said to wind or wynd,
when the two opposite corners . . are lower than the other two.

6. a. refl, « 7 a, b. arch.

(1x300, etc. [see Turn v. 64 a]. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.

3631 (Ashm. MS.) pat [sc. elephants] wend pai ware wees &
wyndis baim agayn. 1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes 26 When
the Ele [ = eel] had led the Dolphin into shallow places she

wound, bir selfe into the mudde. 160X Holland Pliny

xxxv. x. II. 541 A little infant winding it selfe and making
prettie means to creepe unto the mothers pap. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 206 It posted away with such speed, and turn d

and winded it self so quick, that I should presently lose

sight of it. 1690 C.^esse O. % N. Test. I. 42 The serpent

is a slippery creature, soon winding himself in and out.

1700 J. Brome Trav. 104 Abington, to which the River Isis,

after it hath winded it self a long way about in a crooked

Channel, makes its near approaches. 1723 Watebland 2nd
Vind. Christ's Div. Pref. 14 He endeavors to wind and
turn Himself every way to evade its Force. 1821 Clare
I'M, Minstrel I, no Glad I wind me down the lane.

20-a
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b. trans. To turn ; to cause to move in a curve.

Also absol. arch.

13. . Somer Soneday v. in Ret. Ant. II. 8 With a wonder-
ful whel that worthi wyth wond. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 529/1
Wyndyn', or turnyn* a-bowte, giro, verto. 1483 Caxton G.
tie la Tour aviij b, The tortuse [and] the crane, .which.,
wynde their hede here and there as a vane. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IV, iv. i. 109 As if an Angeli dropt downe from the
Clouds, To turne and winde a fierie Pegasus. 1614 D. Dyke
Myst. SclfDeceiv. (1630) 187 Let the Serpent but wind in

his head. 1638 \V. Lisle Heliodorus x. 177 As Camell..
Doth eu'rie way his small head nimbly winde. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 199 Having so small.. a body. .upon such long
ieggs, it is quickly able so to wind, and turn it, as to see
any thing distinct. 1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 462 Or where the
Lune or Coker wind their streams, 1760-71 H. Buooke
Fool of Quad. (1809) III. 92 The young nobles, .turning
and winding their fiery horses.

7. a. intr. To move in a curve ; to turn, esp. in

a specified direction. Obs. exc. as implied in b, c.

CX385 Chauceh L. G. W. 8x8 Thisbe, Whan that this

lyonesse hath dronke hire fille, A-boute the welle gan sche
for to wynde. 1398 Trevisa Garth. De P. R. 11. v. (1495)
b iij b/r As a whele wyndetb abowte [orig. in se volvitur et
revolvitur] and mouyth alwaye abowte in compaas, Soo
angels . . moeue abowte y8 thynge that longyth to god. 1601
Shaks. Jul. C. iv. i. 32 It is a Creature that I teach to fight,

To winde, to stop, to run directly on. 1607 Topsell Four-
f Beasts 174 To. .gallop and amble, to run a race, to wind
in compasse, and so foorth. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Benti-
voglio's Wars Flanders 326 Winding about [orig. torcendo]
on the left hand towards the gates Cantimper and Selle, he
came before them. 1725 De Foe Voy, round World (1840)
260 We went winding now from the south-east to the left,

till our course looked east by north.

b. To move along in a sinuous course ; to go or
travel along, up, down, etc. a path or road which
turns this way and that.

a 1681 Sir T. Browne Tracts x. (1683) 165 How the
Jordan passed or winded, ..is a point too old for Geography
to determine. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. VII. 15 Here wanton
Mincius windes along the Meads, And shades his happy
Banks with bending Reeds. 1715 Desaguliers Fires fwir.
102 The External Air. .will go winding thro" the Cavities.

1750 Gray Elegy i, The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the
lea. 1789 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 15 Sept., It made me.,
tired to wind up the flight of stairs. 1859 Green Oxford
Studies (O.H.S.) 24 Long processions of pilgrims wound
past the Jewry to the shrine of Saint Fndeswide. 1863
Reade Hard Cash xxx, Making a sudden turn, [he] dived
into a street, then into a passage, and so winded and doubled
till he got to a small public-house. 1905 Sir F. Treves
Other Side of Lantern u. ii. (1906) 36 A train of donkeys
winding along among the hansoms,

c. transf. Of a line, road, or the like : To have
a curved (esp. a sinuous) course; to lie or extend
in a curve or succession of curves. + Formerly also
of an object : To have a curved or sinuous form.
IS55 'n Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 18+ Garded with

a gard of oken leaves gold and greene sylke wyndinge lyke
a wrethe embrodred vpon redd silke. 1585 Higins Junius*
Nomenct, 345^2 Lituus, ..a writhen or crooked trumpet
winding in and out. 1613 Puhchas Pilgrimage 1. xi. (ed. 2)

58 The passage to mount vp was very wide and great,
winding about on the outside. 1635 Jackson Creed vm,
xxviii. § 4 The crooked paths which winde to cursednesse
and malediction. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 545 A Rock Of
Alabaster, pil'd up to the Clouds,, .winding with one ascent
Accessible from Earth. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. v,

Where this valley winded out, below, The murmuring main
was heard.. to flow. 1850 Tennyson In Mem, xxvi, Still

onward winds the dreary way. 1896 Baring-Gould Broom*
Squire xvii, The path winded in and out among the grave-
stones.

d. with advb. ace, or trans, with obj. (one's or
its) way, etc.

1667 Milton P. L. in. 563 He.. windes.. his oblique way
Amongst innumerable Starrs. 1794 Mrs. Rauclipfe Afyst.
Udotpho i, A rivulet that . . wound its silent way beneath the
shades it reflected. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxxti, The mole
..winds not his dark subterraneous path beneath our feet
the less certainly. 1857 Livingstone Trav. v. 101 The slow
pace at which we wound our way through the colony. 1887
L. Oliphant Episodes 281 A funeral procession, winding its

sojemn way to the cemetery. 193a Housman LaU Poetns
xli, Content.. to wind the measures [= dances],

e. trans. To traverse in a curved or sinuous
course ; also transf. of a path, as in c. arch.
1648 Gage West hid. 90 We had not winded the mountain

upwards much above a mile. 1697 Dryden jEneis ix. 533
He winds the Wood. 1743 Francis tr. Nor., Odes 1. xxxiiL
22 Though fiercer she than waves that roar, Winding the
rough Calabrian shore. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstrel F. 202
Sweet it is to wind the rill, Sweet with thee to climb the
hill. 1906 Daily Chron. 20 Aug. 4/4 Wherever a river
winds a valley.

8. JVaut. a. intr. Of a ship: To turn in some
direction ; e. g: to swing round when at anchor ; to

lie with her head towards a particular point of the

compass (esp. in phr. How windyou? How does the

ship wind?), b. trans. To turn (a vessel) about
(About A. 6b) or in some particular direction.

See also 19 b (b)
t
22 g.

App. a substitution for Wend, q.v. (i d, 6c).

1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 44 She came to an
anckor so neare ahead of vs as we could scarse wynd cleare
one of the other. 1613 (Sept. 10) Admiralty Crt. Exam.
44 (MS.) She was not quicke of steeridge nor easye to be
turned or winded, a 1625 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet.

(1644) 115 When they are under saile, they use to aske, how
winds the shin, that is, vpon what point of the Compasse
doth she lie with her head. 1627 J. Smith Sea Gram. vi.

27 Winde the Boat is to bring her head the other way.
a 1668 Davenant Song, Winter Storms ii. Wks. (1673) 292
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Alee, or we sink I Does no man know to wind her I 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 18 How Wind you? N.N.E.
thus werr no more ; no near, keep her full. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1776) French Sea-Tertns s.v. Cap, Ou est le
Cap ? how is the head ? how does the ship wind ? 1798 P.
Revere in Collect. Massachusetts Hist. Soc. (1816) V. 107
It was then young flood, the ship was winding, and the
moon was rising. 1830 Marryat King's Own xxxi, One of
the cutters has winded . . ; she's stretching out for the shore.
1836 — Midsh. Easy xii'i, Mr. Sawbridge. .winded the boats
with their heads the same way. 1856 Olmsted Slave States
607 We backed out, winded round head up.
9. trans, and intr. In the management of horses

in the yoke : To turn to the left, or towards the
driver : opp. to Hap vA, Hup v. Sc.
a '745. 1794 [see Bap v.*]. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xxiii,
A feckless loon. .had catched twa dragoon naigs and he
could neither gar them hup nor wind. 1851 Jrni. R. Agric.
Soc. XII. 1. 125 To plough three i2.yard ridges by winding,
or turning to the left hand. Ibid., By laying two ridges
(24 yards) together at each of these, marking and winding
out the intermediate spaces, there will only be one open
furrow every 60 yards.

T 10. To draw or pull out with a twisting move-
ment. Also intr. 06s,
C1400 Rom. i?o.«i8ioButeuere the heed was leftbihynde

For ought I couthe pulle or wynde. a 1513 Fabyan Chron.
ccix. (1543) 257 By cruell deathe, as windynge theyr guttes
out of theyr bodyes. 1600 Fairfax Tassa xi. Ixviii, He
stroue in haste the weapon out to winde, And broke the
reed, but left the head behinde.

11. In immaterial sense : To turn or deflect in a
certain direction ; esp. to turn or lead (a person)
according to one's will ; also to turn and zvind
(see Turn v. 64 b). Now rare or Obs.
t To wind up and down : to revolve in the mind, t To

ivindojf: to turn aside. To wind about ; to use circumlocu-
tion with (cf. 12).

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 601 Criseyde. .euery word gan
vp and down to wynde That he hadde seyd as it come here
to mynde. c X385 — L. G. W. Prol. 85 She is the clerenesse
and the verray lyght That in this derke worlde me wynt
and ledyth. 1586 A. Day Engl. Secretorie \. (1625) 136
That by your timely looking to those matters, you may
winde him from that. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. lii. 5 7 To
be speculatiue into another man, to the end to know how to
worke him, or winde him, or gouerne him. 1606, X673 [see
turn and wind, Turn v. 64 b]. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv.

298 Socrates windes off" his Audience from the curiose prying
into the Nature. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre Busie Body 11. i,

These flattering fops imagine they can wind, Turn and decoy
to love all woman-kind. 1713 Tickell Prol. Univ. Oxford
34 To wind the Passions, and command the Heart. 1753
Richardson Grandison I. xxxvi. 258 He winds one about,
and about, yet seems not to have more curiosity than one
would wish him to have. 1777 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale
29 Sept., There was not time for many questions, and no
opportunity of winding and winding them, as Mr. Richard.
son has it, so as to get truth without questions. i8n Scott
Kenilw. vii, He can wind the proud Earl to his will. 1827
Caklyle Germ. Rom. I. 235 Love, which had once for all

taken root in her heart, now dexterously winded and turned
the matter.

fb. To draw, bring, or involve (a person) in,

attract into, by alluring or enticing methods. Obs.
1538 Elyot Did. Addit., Lacio. ., to brynge into a snare,

or to wynde one in to deceyue him. 1571 Golding Calvin
on Ps. xxxvi. 4 Hee doth not simply fynd fault with the
vngodly for winding in other folkes with their wyles and
fetches. 1577 Holinsheu Chron. II. 1847/1 A subtile prac-
tise (as was thought) intended to wynde him wythin daunger.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. xxvi. (1912) 504 Which winded
heragaine into the former maze of perplexitie. x6o8Topsell
Serpents 48 A certaine man.., being trecherously wound in
and intrapped, by the craftie wilines of a certaine woman.
1635 Quarles Embl. 11. Epigr. iv. 79 If ev'r it winds thee
Into a loosenesse once, take heed. 1653 H. More Antid.
Ath. 1. iv. § 2 You will be wound into the most notorious
absurdities. 1655 R. Younge Agsi. Drunkards 7 It is

admirable how they will winde men in, and draw men on
by drinking first a health to such a man.

+ 0. To bring (a thing) in by insinuating

methods. Obs.

1570 Drant Serm. C vij, This is the fine force of Sanders
most fine witte, in finding out fetches, and winding in stuffe

to strengthen and fortifye Antichristianisme. c 1650 Brad-
ford Plymouth Plant. (1S56) 301 He with his former deal-

ings had wound in what money he had in ye partnership
into his owne hands. 1674 Govt. Tongue ix. 160 Tis pleasant
to see what little Arts and dexterities they have to wind in

such things into discourse,

f d. With out : To draw out, extricate, dis-

entangle. Obs.
c 1535 W. Roper Life Sir T. More vl (1729) 40 To wynde

suche quarrells out of the Cardinall's head. 1577 tr. But-
linger's Decades 309 Iacob and Ioseph being wrapped in

sundrje tribulations, were by their merciful God woond out
and rid from all [orig. explicantur]. 1577 S.Aug. Manual
T v b. Wynde me out [orig. evolve), & unloade me, that
the pit shut not his mouth upon me. 1601 F. Godwin Bps-
ofEng, 121 By and by he ouertopped the Archbishop, and
quickly wound him out of all authority. 1607 Toukneur
Rev. Trag. in. i. (1608) E3, Weele haue some trick and
wile, To winde our yonger brother out of prison,

+ e. To circulate, put in circulation (money or
merchandise): usually in phr. turn and wind. Obs.
1598, 1686 [see Turn v. 64 c]. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia

iv. 157 Tobacco .. passes there as current Siluer, and by the
oft turning and winding it, some grow rich, but many poore,
c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. xli, There is no state that winds the
penny more nimbly and makes quicker returns. 1678 But-
ler Hud. in. 11. 1450 Whence turning of Religion s made
The means to turn and wind a Trade.

12. intr. (also \rejl., and with it.) To pursue

a devious, circuitous, or intricate course in argu-
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ment, statement, or conduct; (fesp. with about
adv. or prep.) to use circumlocution or subtle terms
of argument (arch.).
c 1386 Chaucer Cati. Yeom. Prol. <$ T. 427 For in hise

termes, so he wolde hym wynde And speke hise wordes in so
sly a kynde. Whanne he commune shal with any wight
That he wol make hym doten anon right. 1528 More
Dyaloge 1. Wks. 173/! Truly quod he ye wynde it well
about. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. L i 54 You know me well,
and herein spend but time To winde about my loue with
circumstance. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman Hater 11. i, You
must not talk to him as you doe to an ordinary man, honest
plain sence, but you must wind about him. 1680 Aubrey
in Lett. Eminent Persons (1S13) III. 612 He turned, and
winded, and compounded in philosophy, politiques etc. as
if he had been at mathematical! work. 1686 Jevon Devil
ofa Wife 1. 14 He has a mind to wind about, but this shan't
serve his turn. 1753 Richardson Grandison I. xxxvi 258,
I have winded and winded about him, as he has done about
me

; but alt to no purpose. 1800 Maria Edgeworth The
IVilln, I winded and winded,.. till, at the last, out comes
the truth. 1838 Lvtton Leila iv. v, Why dost thou wind
and turn, good Ximen r . . thou knowest well what my words
drive at. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser.in. vii. 93 He did not
adroitly wind through the dangerous forms of eviL 1881
Jowett Thucyd. I. Intiod. p. xii, In winding through the
long notes . . we have sometimes a difficulty in separating his
own view from that of others whom he is confuting.

fl3. intr. and refl. a. With out: To extricate
or disentangle oneself from a state of confinement
or embarrassment. Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2207 Love in his lawes often

schulde erre, And wynden out of honestees cheyne. a 1569
Kingesmyll Man's Est. vi. {1580) 34 As the birde taken in
the nette, we lie fast fettered, our owne eyes not servyng us
to espie any waie to winde out. 1599 Hayward 1st Pt.
Hen. IV, 83 To wind out of these intricate troubles. 1608
P. Golding Sleidane's Epit. Frossard 168 Not able .. to
winde out of the linnen which entangled him. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 659 Long strugling underneath, ere they could
wind Out of such prison.

1530 Palsgr. 782/1, I am tangled in busynesse, and can
nat tell howe I may wynde me out. 1538 Elyot Diet.
Addit., Euoluere se turba

t to wynde hym selfe oute of
trouble. 1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer Z ij b, He..
struggled the more to winde himself out of their handes.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixviii. 9 8 They make it.. more
easie for such kinde of persons to winde themselues out of
the law. 1635 Jackson Creed vm. vii. § 2 Hee could not
wound himselfe out of those bonds of servitude wherein his
lusts had insnared him. 1647 tr. Wishart's Hist. Kings
Affairs Scott, under Montrose \\\. 25 Assoon as he had
wound himself out of that present danger. 1653 H. Mohe
Antid. Ath. 1. i. heading, To wind themselves from under
the Awe of Superstition. [1865 Carlyle Frtdk. Gt. xix. ii.

(1872) VIII. 121 Soltikof.. winded himself out of Posen one
day, veiled by Cossacks. (Cf. G. sich auswina'en.)}

b. With in, into : To insinuate oneself.

1548 Udall, etc, Erasm. Par. John L 1 That being so
knowen by the wonderfulnes of his moste fayre workeman-
ship, he mighte wind himself into our inwaide mocions. 1607
Shaks. Cor. in. Hi. 64 To winde Yourselfe intoa power tyran-

nicall. 1640 Rutherford Let. to Lady Fingask 27 Mar.,
I f ye can wynd-in in his love . . what a second heaven's para-
dise . . is it, to be . . burned with fevers of love sickness for him.
1646 Saltmarshe Some Drops ii. 57 This is the old way to

winde in under the wing of Authority. 1690 C\ Nessec?. <$ N.
Test. I. 15 The old serpent easily winded himself into his

heart. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxix, Of your having basked
at my brother's fireside, like a serpent, and wound yourself,

through me, almost into his confidence. 1886 C. Bigg Chr.
Platonists Alex. iv. 130 Origen does not wind himself into

the heart. He has not the blithe geniality of Clement.

14. trans. To turn or pass (something) around

something else so as to encircle or enclose it and

be in contact with it ; to twine, twist, fold, or wrap
(something) about, round, or upon something else.

Also occas. to put around something so as to encircle it

without contact.

1303 R. Brunne Haudi. Synne S055 Aboute be body
a rope hey wonde. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 359 He, which
hadde ofnothing doute, Hire wympel wond aboutehis cheke.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 126 Hur lady, his modyr, wonde hyr
kerchef about hym. c 1460 Towntley Myst. xxi. 391 When
it is well won knyt a knot fast. X593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI% v.

i. 54 This Hand, fast wound about thy coale-black hayre.

1618 Gainsfohd Glory Eng. 1. xvii. 151 They weare linnen

rowles about their heads, .in Vlster carelesly wonde about.

X655 tr. Sorefs Com. Hist. Francion v. 8 Instead of a Nigljt

Cap he had winded the Linings of his Breeches about his

head. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 215 Whether to wind The
Woodbine round this Arbour, or direct The clasping Ivie

where to climb. 1680 Moxon Meek. Exerc. x. 189 Upon
the thin end of the Pole is wound a considerable Bundle of

Siring. 1819 Shelley Faust 11. 320 When she winds them
[sc. her locks] round a young man's neck. 184a Browning
Count Gismond x, Wind the penance-sheet About herl

1866 Lvtton Lost Pates Miletus, Secret Iv'ay 25 As hunters

round the wild beasts in their lair Marked for the javelin,

wind a belt of fire. 1870 Rock Text. Fabr. Introd. L

p. xxii, [A] bandage to be winded and kept about the

fatient's arm. x8o6 Housman Shropsh. Lad v, Suppose

wound my arm right round. 19x6 J. J. Bell Little Grey

Ships, Patrol 18 [HeJ began to wind about his neck a dark

blue mufiler.

\>. fig.\ esp. in phr. to wind (a person, etc.)

round ones tittle finger (cf. Fikgeb sb. 3, and

sense 11 above).
X698 Collier lmmor. Stage 279 To play People out of

their Senses,.. and wind their Passions about their Fingers

as they list. x8x8 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, I am told the

mother can wind them both round her little finger. X854

Milman Lat. Christ, iv. viii. (1864) II. 396 Irene wound her

toils with consummate skill around her ill fated victim.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard m. i. 96 My life being wound
about you as it is.
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15. To put (thread, tape, or the like) in coils or

convolutions around something, as a reel, or upon
itself (either by passing the thread, etc. round and

round, or by turning the reel or other object round
and round), so as to form it into a compact mass
(hank, skein, ball, etc.). (Also in fig. phrases : cf.

Pirn sb.2 i b.) Also withfrom or off, (o undo the

coils of (thread, etc.) by rotating the object on

which they are wound ; to unwind. (See also

wind up, 22 c.)

c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 157 E vostre

filoe la wudez \gloss wynde tht yarn]. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

B. v. 525 He bare a burdoun ybounde wiih a brode liste, In

a withewyndes wise ywounden abouie. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 359 pe iuge axlcid ather of bairn whar-of be bothom
at be clew was won on was. 1483 Catlu Augl. 419/1 To
Wynde spules, deuoluere. 1530 Palsgr. 7S2/1 This yerne
is so tangled that I can nat wynde it. 1577 Grange Golden
Aphrod. D iv b, If she wanted a bottome whereon to winde
hyr silke. 1590 Barrough Meth. Phisick in. xviii. (1639)
131 It seemeth wounden together like a string. 1601 Shaks.
Alts Welt u iii. iSS If it be so, you haue wound a goodly
clewe. 1767 Bickerstaffe Love in the City 1. i. stage-dir.,

One seated and holding a skain of silk, while the other
winds it off on a ball. 1787 Mme. D'Arblay Diary Mar.,
Miss Planta left the room while I was winding some silk.

1827 Carlvle Germ. Rom. I. 21 The long threads which.,
she winded daily from her spindle. x86o Slang Diet. (ed. 2)

247 I'll wind your cotton, i. e. I will give you some trouble.

1889 F. C. Beach in Harper's Mag. Jan. 292/2 To operate
the instrument it is only necessary to snap the shutter and
wind off the paper.
absol. 1377 Langl. P. PL B, v. 555, I weue an I wynde

and do what treuthe hoteth. 1581 A. Hall Iliad vi. 119
Do passe the time to winde and reele, & with your maids
to spinne. X785 Burns Halloween xii, An* aye she win't,

an' ay she swat. 1818 Min. Evid. Committee Ribbon
Weavers 154 Just according to how many looms they wind
for. 1870 Inquiry Yorksh. Deaffy Dumb i3 She .. winds
for journeymen weavers,

fb. To roll or fold up. Obs,

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 52 Let the wol be well folden or
wounden with a woll-wynder. 1549 Coverdai.e, etc. Erasm.
Par. Heb. L 10-14 As a vesture shall thou winde them aboute.

16. To encircle with or enclose in something
passed round and in contact ; fto wrap up ; + to

embrace, enfold in the arms ; now, in ordinary
prose use, only of binding a thing routtd with tape,

wire, or the like.

£1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 He wes iwunde mid wine and
smirede mid oli. Ibid. 127 He wes imacad to monne ilicnesse

and iwunden mid flesce al swa mon. c 1200 Ormin 3320
& tser 3ho barr Alltnahhti3 Godd .. & wand himin sone i

winndeclut. c 1250 Gen. ^-^x.2597 In an fetles,. .Dis child
wunden 3he wulde don. c 1290 Mary Magdalene 383 in

•S". Eng. Leg. 473 Huy nomen ^eQuiene and hire child and
wounden in a mantel, a 1300 Cursor M. 1672 First bind it

wele wit balk and band. And wind it siben well wit wand.
C1300 llavelok 546 Hwan grim him hauede faste bounden,
And siben in an eld cloth wnden. 13. . Gaw. <V Gr. Knt. 215
pe stele of a stif staf. .pat was wounden wyth yrn. ^1374
Chaucer Troylus in. 1232 Gan eche of hem in amies oper
wynde. nyiPaston Lett. Suppl.i4oSche byd that ytschuld
be woond in a canivasse for brochyng of the caryars. 1483
Caxton Gold, Leg. 229 b/2 A yong child that lay wounden
in smale clowtes in hys moders lappe. ?ci5oo Clariodus
v. 1917 Glaider war never Sir Troylus. . ,When he had Cressed
in his arms windin. 1535 Coverdale Isa, xxviii. 20 The
coueringe to smalt, that a man niaye not wynde him self

therin. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, VIII, 8 b, Their
scaberdes wounde about with satyne. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 197 This hielandman..
tuik the samyn [crown] and wand it in his playd. 1593
Rites ofDurham (Surtees 1907! 51 And so to wynde hime
in his cowle and habett. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 13 Some-
time am I All wound with Adders, who with clouen tongues
Poe hisse ine into madnesse. 1611 Beaum. & Ft, Maids
Trag. 11, Let me wind thee in these arms, Till I have
banisht sickness. x66a Atwell Faithf. Snrveyour 106 If
they, .winde their hurdles on two sides with broome. a 1722
Lisle Husb. [1757) 294 Drench the beast, and then wind
him up warm in hay. 1851 Meredith Love in Valley xiv,

iasmine winds the porch with stars two and three. 1853
Iickens Bleak Ho. xxi, Such is Judy. And her twin-

brother couldn't wind up a top for his life. 1859 Sala Gas-
light ff D. xxi, There, are tops wound, and marbles gambled
for. 1885 Tennyson Ancient Sage 97 And wind the front
of youth with flowers. 1918 Blaikw. Mag. Apr. 491/1 The
corner-posts were paddecf and wound with many layers of
red and blue bunting.

b. spec. To wrap (a corpse) in a shroud or
winding-sheet; to shroud. Obs. exc. dial.
c 1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 2448 First .ix. ni3t [men] Se liches

beoen, And smeren, and winden, and bi-queoen. 13..
Cursor M. 17288+118 (Cott.) pe clothez f»at iesus was
wonden in. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius) 503
Ypolyt tuk be cors away, & wand It in clatbis fyne. 1*1425
Wvntoun Cron. v. xcv, 4003 (MS. W.) To se pe quyk be
dede dispute Quhen he is woundit in his schete. 1526
Tindale John xix. 39 Then toke they the body of Jesu and
wonde it in lynnen clothes. 1605 London Prodigal 1. i.

170 Yes, truly, syr, your father is dead, these bands of mine
holpe to winde him. 1660 Rutherford Let. to Mrs. Craig
4 Aug., The mother.. possibly, cannot get leave to wind the
son, nor to weep over his grave, 1719 D'Urffv Pills III.

335 Vowing he'll not conform, before The Old-Wives wind
their dead in Wollen. i860 W. Collins Worn, in White
ii. Nat r. i. II. 349 That she had winded a many of them
in her time.

f(b) nonce-use. To carry out in a winding-sheet.
1604 Meeting of Gallants B i b, Tenne wound out of one

house, must for shame carry fiue payre of sheetes with them.
o. Chiefly in pa. pple. arid fig. : To involve,

entangle
; f occas. to wrap up (in fair words).

£1315 Shorf.ham Poems 1. 913 Ne wynd bou naut by
senne ine selke Ac telle out al bat rou3e. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 2811 My warke, bat I am in wonden. c 1425

Cast. Persev. 703 in Macro Plays 98 Worthy World, in

welthys wonde. c 1485 Digby Myst. in. 23, I am wonddyn
in welth from all woo. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh.
Bound Poet. Wks. (1904) 160/2 In the great net of Ate,

whence none cometh out, Ye are wound and undone ! 1863

Cowden Clarke Shales. Char. i. 27 Then they wound him
in their devil's web. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. ii. 72 But,

ere he reached, in death the babe was wound.

17. intr. To turn so as to enciicle and lie in

contact with something else ; to twist or coil itself,

or be or become twisted or coiled, about, around,

or ttpon something. So to wind off, to become
uncoiled from something, to unwind,

1575 Gascoigne Kenelworth AVks. 1910 II. 126 What tree

soever it [sc. ivy] ryse by, it never leaveth to wynde about it.

1577 Googe Heresbachs Husb. 1. 38 It wyndeth about, and
killeshis neighbours as the luie dooth. 1677 Moxon Meek.
Exerc. ii. 35 If your spindle is to have three or four Worms
winding about it. 1686 Jevon Devilcfa Wife I. 2 Go home
and Spin, or else my Strap will wind about thy Ribs. 1759
Phil. Trans. LI. 55 The single thread winded off the pod m
the same manner as that of the common silk-worm. 1825

J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 113 The leather shuttle winds
upon, it as it descends, or unwinds from it as it ascends.

f 18. trans, a. To form or construct by twining

or plaiting; to plait, wreathe, weave. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 23 Hic.wundan beajr, of bornum & him
setton on heafod for cynehelme. (11300 Cursor AT. 1670

Quen bi timber es festend wele pou wind be sides ilk dele.

c 1330 Assump. Virg. (B.M. MS.) 795 A seynt.. Off silk and
gold wounden in pal. 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvit.

clii. (W. de W.) T vjb/a Wrethes wouen & wounden of
thornes & roddes. 1526 Tindale John xix. 2 The suudiers

wonde a croune off thornes. 1590 Spknsf.k P. (J. 11. xii. 82

That same net so cunningly was wound, That neither guile

nor force might it distraine. 1601 Holland Pliny VI.

xxii. I. 129 The boates..were made and wound of papyr
reeds.

f(b) spec. To make or repair (a wall) with
* windings' (see Winding vb/.sb. 1 10). Obs.
cgooJElfbed Solil.Prc(.,p!cthe . .^efeSrigehyswsenasmid

fegrum *erdum, bat he ma^e windan mani^ne smicerne wah.
1474-5 [see Winding vbl.sb.l 10]. 1550 Ludlow Churchw.
Ace. (Camden) 70 Paid for 3 burthen of roodes to wynde
the wals of the store howse. 1574 Surrey <y Kent Servers
Comm. (L.C.C. iooq) 19^ To wind with roddes & to fill vp
the walle against his Mille banck. 1618 Gainsfokh Glory
Eng. 147 Their houses wonde with rods and couered with
turn's. 1649 Order Bk. Hartlebury Gram. School (1904) 73
To a man to studd and winde walls.

fb. To twine or plait together, to intertwine;

fig. to associate. Obs.

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 345 pey. .wonede vnder
bowes and twigges i-wounde to gidres. 1393 Langl. P. I'l.

C. xx. 169 As wexe and weke if bei were wounde to-gederes.

1523 Fitzherh. Husb. § 127 Wrappe and wynde theym to-

gether. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 111. lxxxvii. 440 Stringes, inter-

laced, woven, and winded one in another. 1618 Gainsfohd
Glory Eng. 1. xvii. 144 And so intricately winde them, or
lay them, that they shall be a strong barricado. 1646 A.
Henderson in Charles Ps Wks. (1662) 172, 1 wind together
Diotrephes and the Mystery of Iniquity.

19. To haul or hoist by turning a winch, wind-

lass, or the like, around which a rope or chain is

passed, a. gen.
c 1440 Protnp. Part/. 529/1 Wyndyn' 'wythe a wyndlas.

1900 Law Rep., Af-p. Cas. 407 The head-line of the net is

then wound in by means of the windlass.

b. jYaut. i* (a) To hoist (sail)
;

(d) to move or

warp (the ship), by hauling, as on a capstan or wind-
lass. Also absol. or intr. (Cf. 8.) See also 22 g.
Cf. ON. vinda segl to hoist sail.

c 1205 [see 22 a], 1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 100 In
potu dato diversis auxiliantibus pro ii[s]dem exaltand. et

wyndand. 3d. c 1470 Henry Wallace x, S72 He. . Bad wynd
the saill in all the haist thai may. c 1515 Cocke Loreifs B.
(Percy Soc.) 12 Some wounde at y* capstayne. 1535
Stewart Cron. Set. (Rolls) II, 607 The Danis ..Wand
saill to top. 1549 Compl. Scot, vu 40 The maister ,. bald
the marynalis lay the cabil to the cabilstok, to veynde and
veye. Than the marynalis began to veynd the cabil. X570-1
(Feb. 17) Admiralty Crt. Exam. iS (MS.) Layde an ancre
right astern.. to winde her out of the dock. 1598 Florio
Diet. To Rdr., I was but one to turne and winde the sailes,

to vse the oare [etc.]. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 490 We cut
our cables, wound off our ships, and presently fought with
them. Ibid., Cutting our cables in the halse, and winding
off by our sternefast. 1633 (July 18) A dmiralty Crt. Exam.
50 (MS.) The Delight was thwart the river and wynding
down. 17*9 Capt. W. Wkiglesworth MS. Log-bk. ofthe
*Lyetl' 17 Oct., Unmoared the Ship, and got all things in
a readiness for Winding her head down. 1853 Kane Arctic
Exfil. (1856) I. vii. 71 We dropped our heaviest anchor with
the desperate hope of winding the brig.

O. Mining. To hoist (coal, etc.) to the surface

by means of a winding-engine.
1883GRESLEV Gloss. Coal-mining, Wind. 1887 P.M°Neill

Bla-.vearie 186 To get their coals wiaded. to the pithead.

20. trans, f a. To tighten the strings of a
musical instrument by turning the pins or pegs
around which they are passed. (With the pins or
the strings as obj.) See also 22 e [b\ Obs,
1607-ia Bacon Ess., Empire (Arb.) 298 In gouernement

sometymes he vsed to wynd the pynnes to highe, and some-
tymes to let them downe to lowe. a 1700 Prior To C'tess of
Exeter^i Your Lute may wind it's Strings but little higher,
To tune their Notes to that immortal Quire,

b. To set (a watch, clock, or other mechanism)
in order for going by turning an axis with a key or

similar device so as to coil the spring tighter or

draw up the weights.
Usually wind up (see 22 e); occas. wind down, to cause

to stop.

1601, etc. [see 22 e]. a 1648 Ess. on Death in Bacon's Re-
tnaines (1648) 10 Wooing the remorseless Sisters to wind
down the watch of their life, and to break them off before
the hour. 1760 Winthrop in Phil. Trans. LII. 14 Ke was
winding his watch at that time. 1880 Hardy Trumpet-
Major \\\, When he wound his clock on Sunday nights the
whirr of that monitor reminded the widow to wind hers.

C. fig. To exalt or ' screw up ' to a certain pitch.

Now with up (see 22 f).

a 1635 Sibhes Confer. Christ cy Mary (1656) 5 Like Jonah,
..when he rejoyces, his joy is wound to the highest pitch.

1823 Scott Quen tin D. Introd., He at length wound himself
to such a pitch of resolution, as to invite me to dine. 1827
K.KHI.B Chr. Y., Morning xiii, We need not. .strive to wind
ourselves too high For sinful man beneath the sky.

II. In combination with advs. (See also prec.

;
senses and the advs.)

21. Wind off. a. See simple senses and Off.
I -h t>. intr. and trans. To close, conclude, termi-

I nate : = wind up, 22 d (b), (d). Obs. rare.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. i. 60 (J that all differences between
brethren might winde off, in so welcome a conclusion. 1675

' Templb Lett. (1701) III. 160 The Prince continues to say
he talks to him no further than is necessary to wind off such
Businesses as were left in his hands.

22. "Wind up. a. trans. To draw up or hoist

I

with a winch or the like : cf. 19.

c 1205 Lay. 30607 Heo wunden up seiles to coppe. 13..

I

Ooerde L. 3955 The Sarezyr.es. . Her brygges wounden up
in haste. £1330 R. Bkunnb Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14564
Crosses, belles, men haue founden, In welles, in watres, vp

l haue wounden. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour viii. (1906' 11 fr'olke

come to feche and wynde up water at that well, c 1477
Caxton Jason 67 b, He., went to the see and made to

winde up the sayle. 1530 Palsgr. 7S2 a Wynde up the
crane faster. 1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt's Voy. (15S9) 470
We brought a cable vnder her sterne, and with our capstaine
did winde vp her sterne. 1612 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb 11.

ii, Let me see thy hand, this was ne'er made to wash, or
wind up water. 1793 (Eahl Dunuonalii] Descr. Estate of
Culross 55 The adoption of. . Steam Engines to wind up the
Coals from the pits. 1825 J. Nicholson Oder. Mech. 124
A rope wrapped about it to wind up the sacks of corn.
absol. 2846 Bentleys Misc. Dec. 555 Walk down stream

with him and wind up as fast as you can. He's a fine fish,

and shows excellent sport.

b. *j-To bind or wrap up {obs.) ; see also 16

(quot. 185:0.
C1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 948 To wynde up,

housser. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek. xxx. 21 Behold it is nut
wound up, that health might be restored to it. 1611 Bible
Acts v. 6. 1616 W, Browne Brit. Past. It. iii. 67 The Sea-
Nimphes.. Learning of EUher-men to knit a net, Wherein
to wynde vp their disheuel'd hayres. 1627 J. Smith Sea
Gram. xiii. 61 Winde vp the slaine, with each a.. bullet at
their heads and feet to make them sinke. 1657 J. Watts
Dipper Sprinkled 72 The spider doth winde up, and trusj

up the Fly, being come into its cobweb.

f (b) fig. To involve, implicate. Cf. 16 c. Obs.
In quot. 1651 app. = 'to have included in one's nature';

so in quot. 1674 s intr. for pass. = ' to be included '.

1590 Shaks. Hen. V,n: i. 296 Winding vpDayeswith toyle,

and Nights with sleepe. 1651 Cleveland Poems, Rupe*.
tismus 73 Whatever man winds up, that Rupert hath. 1674
N. Fairfax Bulk <fr Selv. 127 Well may one motion, of one
sort, after sinking into its spring, or being wownupin it, be..
brought on again to a kind of quickness. Ibid. 187 So little

of boundedness to winde up in. 1784 A'ezv Spectator No. 13
My happiness is wound up in thine. 1819 Keais Ot/10 i.ii,

I am wound up in deep astonishment I iBig W. S. Rose
Lett. N. Italy II. 96 [They] imagined that her life was
wound up in his. 1841 Alison Hist. Eur. lxix. IX. 138
His political existence was thenceforth wound up with the
success of Russia in the German war.

c. f (a) To coil, roll, or fold up; to furl : cf.

15 b. Obs. exc. as in {b).

1590 Spenser E. Q. l xi. 11 His huge long tayle wound
vp in hundred foldes. xsgs Shaks. John v. v. 7 After such
bloody toile, wc.woon'd our tott'ring colours clearly vp.

1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) IV. 111. 26 ) He.. wound up
his Hair with his Hands, and put on a White Cap. 1759
R. Bhown Compl. Parmer 35 See that the wool be well
wound up.

(b) To coil (thread, etc.) into a compact mass
(cf. 15) : chiefly in phr. + to wind up a bottom or

one's bottoms (Bottom sb. 15), usually ^/Tg-. to sum
up, conclude (cf. d).

1631 Anchoran Cotuenius' Gate Tongues 99 Off a reele
clewes or bottomes of threads are winded vp and web is

made. 1639 J. Clarke Para>m. 46 Wind up your bottome.
1652 Peyton Catastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731) 64, I have ravelled
out the Pieces to wind up this Bottom. 1749 Lavington
Enthus. Meth. ft Papists 11. (1754) Pref. p. xxxii, But, to
wind up my Bottoms [etc]. (11766 Mrs. F. Sheridan
Sidney Bidutph IV. 27 That would be tipping the spire and
winding up her bottoms with a witness. 1770 Dibdin
Deserter 1. i, I'll give you while I wind up this bottom and
another, and you shan't find it out.

^- ft* t id) To gather up the points of (a dis-

course) in a compact statement by way of conclu-

sion ; to sum up. Obs.

1583 Melbancke Phihtimus X iij b, To winde vp all in a
short conclusion, {etcj. 1630 Pkynne Anti-Armin. 137 To
winde vp all in briefe. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. vi. iii.

186 Be pleas'd to dispense with the prolixity of this Discours,

for I could not wind it up closer, nor on a lesser bottom.

1692 R. L*Estbance Fables Pref. B 1 b, I shall now Wind
up what I have to say. 1791 Bl-hke Th. French Aff. Wks.
1842 I. 580, I wind up all i.i a full conviction within my
own breast, ..that [etc.].



WIND.

(b) +To make up as the conclusion or final

scene (obs.) ; to bring to a close or conclusion ;

to form the conclusion of, be the final event in.

1740 Richardson Pamela II. 17, 1 shall be better directed

in what manner to wind up the Catastrophe of the pretty

NoveL 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy I. xii, To wind up the last

scene of thy tragedy, Cruelty and Cowardice.. shall strike

together at all thy infirmities and mistakes. 1821 Scott
Dryden's Wks. VIII. 454 The moral, by which the whole

Masque is winded up, was sadly true. X833 T. Hook Par-

son's Dan. 1. vii, Her ladyship was winding up the day with

her accustomed bottle of soda-water. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Pair xliv, Sobs and tears wound up the sentence in a storm.

191a World 7 May 685/1 Aneyening party on Saturday

wound up the season's entertaining.

(c) To put in order and settle (an affair) with

the view of bringing it to an end ; to bring to a

final settlement ; spec, to arrange and adjust the

affairs of (a company or business concern) on its

dissolution; also absol.

1780 Mirror No. 97 F 7 Some company concerns to be

wound up, or some bottomry-accompt to be adjusted. 1794

Govr. Morris in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) II. 458, I have

some affairs in London which I wish to wind up. 1848

Dickens DombeyWm, It was understood that the affairs of

the House were 10 be wound up as they best could be. 1875

Economist 30 Jan. 131/2 The Master of the Rolls has made
an order to wind-up, and has appointed Mr. John Smith.

.

official liquidator. 1893 Sarah O. Jewett Deephaven 213

He was trading up to Parsonsfield, and business run down,

so he wound up there, and thought he'd make a new start.

1924 Mackail in Prop. Class. Assoc. 13 The Association was
never formally wound up and still technically existed.

(d) absol. or intr. To bring the proceeding to

a close; to come to a close; to conclude with

something.
1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion $ Princ. x. III. 185

And a dish of maccaroni to wind up with, 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Astley's, One of the little boys wound up by
expressing his opinion, that ' George began to think him-

self quite a man now '. 1855 — Lett. (i8£o) I. 396, I want

to wind up with that popular farce. 1882 E. O'Donovan
Merv Oasis I. 329 An extreme amount of fever, winding up
with delirium on the fifth day.

e. In reference to a watch, etc. : see 20 b.

1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. II. v. 66, I frowne the while, and
perchance winde vp my watch. 1639 Crabtree Led. 41

Gladly he would have interrupted her,, .but the Jacke was
woond up, and downe it must. 1648 Wilkins Math. Magick
l xix. (1707) 80 These Mathematical Engines cannot be so

easily and speedily wound up, and so certainly levelled as

the other may. 1674 X. Fairfax Bulk $c Selv. 125 A Watch
or a Jack, by being only wown up [etc.]. 1712 Budgell
Sped. No. 277 P 17 Another Puppet, which by the Help of

several little Springs to be wound up within it, could move
all its Limbs. 176a Churchill Poems, Night 83 Wound up
at twelve at noon, his clock goes right, Mine better goes,

wound up at twelve at night. 1883 Ritchie Bk. Sibyls ii.

148 Climbing a ladder to wind up an old clock.

f (b) In reference to the strings of a musical

instrument (see 20 a) ', fig. to put in tune.

1605 Shaks. Lear tv. vii. 16 Th'vntun'd and iarring senses,

O winde vp, Of this childe-changed Father. 1645 Waller
Chloris % Hilas i. Poems 157 Winde up the slack'ned

strings of thy Lute.

f, fig. To set in readiness for action ; to raise

(feeling) to a high degree ; now usually, to put

into a state of tension or intensity of feeling, etc.
;

to excite ; to brace up ; in Racing slangy to put

(a race-horse) into fit condition for running.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. Hi, Straine all your wits,

winde up invention Unto his highest bent. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. iii. 37 Peace, the Charme's wound vp. 1609 B.

Jonson Sil. Worn. v. 1, His knights reformadoes are wound
up as high and insolent as ever they were. _

1660 F. Brooke
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 269 Having wound him up with good
chear. 1665 J. Spencer Prodigies ii. (ed. 2) 136 These blind

..Powers must be.. perpetually woond up by an Hand of

Power and Counsel. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) VII.

20 My passions are so wound up, that I am obliged either

to laugh or cry. 1759 Goldsm. Voltaire Wks. (1889) 489/2
Voltaire seemed wound up to no other pursuit than that of

poetry. Ibid. 500/1 Our poet was at last wound up to the

height of expectation. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. II. vii. 176

He had wound himself up to the last pitch of expectation.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxiii. 294 Ladies of

fashion use it constantly to wind themselves up, when re-

duced to a little below par, 1864 Newman Apol. iv. (1904)

126/2 It is not at all easy (humanly speaking) to wind up
an Englishman to a dogmatic level. 1871 ' M. Legrand'
Cambr. Freshvi. 197 There's one that's what we call wound
up : going to run next week in a big handicap. 1880 A. H.
Huth Buckle II. 257 Mr. Buckles interjections come in

very usefully to help Mr. Glennie along, and wind him up
;:gatn, as it were, when he has run down.

f g. Naut. intr. and trans. See quots., and cf.

8, i 9 b(£). Obs.
a 1625 Manwayring Sea-mans Did. (1644) TI 5 The ship

winds-up, that is, when she comes to ride by her Anchor.

1633 T. James Voy. 10 This Anker had neuer bin able to

winde vp the Ship. 1639 [see Winding vbl. sb. 1
1 b]. 169:

T. H[ale] A cc.New Invent, p. 1 v, Ships . . have Water enough

to wind up with the Tide of flood. 1711 Milit. <y Sea Did.

led. 4).

Wind (wind, w3ind),^. 2 Pa.t. and pple.Winded.
Forms: 5 wynde, 6-S winde, 6- wind. Pa. i. and

pple. 6- winded; 8-9 wound (see sense 3). [f.

Wind sbA In ordinary prose use the pronunciation

is (wind) except in sense 3, where it is (waind).]

I. From Wind sbA I.

1. trans. To get the wind of (Wind sb.1 4) ;

158

to perceive (an animal, a person, or thing) by the 1

scent conveyed by the wind.
t Occas. with obj. clause and absol. In quot. 1607, to per-

ceive (a sound) conveyed by the wind, to hear.

c 1410 Master ofCame (MS. Digby :E2) vi, pe wolfe is so

maliciouse, when he seeth hir comme withoute fedynge, hat

he goth wynde at hir musel. And if he wynde bere she

hath brought any thynge, hebiteth her. Ibid., Somme
men seith pat she bateth . .hir heede, because bat the wolfe

shulde wynde nothyng of hir fedynge whan she cometh
agayne. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 394 Vou might.. haue
tourned the Hare you winded, and caught the game you
coursed. 1583 Golijinc Calvin on Dcut. xxiii. 6. 807/1 As
a swyne when he hath once winded his meat, runnes on
to swash himself in it. 1601 Holland Pliny xii. xxii.

I. 375 A man may wind the sent of it presently a great way
off. x6oa 2nd Pt. Return fr. Pamass. IV. ii, Any sensible

snout may winde M. Amoretto and his Pomander. 1607

Topsell Four-f Beasts 5S4 The greedy beast winding the

voice of the Dogge. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodiesxxvii. § 7. 248

He could att a great distance wind by his nose, where whole-

some fruites or rootes did grow. 1726 Pope Odyss. xvn. 38s
His scent how true, To winde the vapour in the tainted

dew. 1850 R. G. Camming Hunter's Life S. Afr. xxii. II.

126 Soon after fourteen buffaloes came; but .. they got

an alarm .. They had winded two lions. 1880 Carnegie
Prod. Trap. 32 A good terrier, one which will wind, and,

if necessary, fight a fox. 189a Field 7 May 695/1 Deuce
dropped to birds that got up as we entered, and Dulcimer

ran into a pair that she just winded before they rose.

b. intr. Of an animal : To sniff in order to scent

or on scenting something.
(-14:0 [see above], 1607 Topsrll Four-f. Beasts 125

When a hart pricketh vp his eares he windetn sharpe. 184a

J. W. Carleton Sporting Sk. Bk. 29 Palatine. .suddenly

raised his head, winded high in the air, sprung over the

bushes, winced again, then leaped again.

C. fig. {trans.) To perceive by some subtle

indication ; to get wind of, to smell or nose out.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Q iij, Philotimus winding

Aurelia to haue munched on this carrion.. trotted to her

lodging once or twise, where she would not be sene. 1596

Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 25 Talus, that could like a limehound

winde her. x6ix L. Barry Ram Alley 11. i, No nose to

smell, and winde out all your tricks. 1640 C. Harvey1

Synagogue, Search ii, My senses are too weake to wind

him. a 1641 Finett Observ. (1656) 13. 1 winding the cause

to be some new buz, gotten into his Braine. 1779-81

Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 51 A cat, hunted for his

musk, is, according to Pope's account, but the emblem of

a wit winded by booksellers. 1829 Landor Imag. Conv.

Ser. 11. I. Chaucer, Boccaccio, <fr
Pdrarca 226, 1 never knew

a priest at a fault, whatever he winded.

II. From Wind sb> II.

2. trans. To expose to the wind or air; to dry

by such exposure, to air.

c 1440 Pro/np.tParv. 529/1 Wyyndyd, ventilatus, vel venio

et aure expositus. 1585 Higins Junius'1 Nomencl. 385/ 2

Offringitur ager
t . .the land is winded, fallowed, cr twise

laboured ouer. 187a Smyth Mining Stat. 64 As Mr. Spear

says, 'he leaves the air to wind the ground the other 16

hours '.

b. intr. To 'take wind', become tainted by ex-

posure to air ; trans, to taint by such exposure, dial.

184a J. Aiton Do/n. Econ. (1857) 222 A handful of salt

shaken on the top of it, which keeps it from turning mouldy

or winding. 1844 H. Stephens i?£. Farm III. 905 If the

least cell of air be left in its mass... it will wind the butter.

3. trans. To sound by forcing the breath through,

to blow (a wind-instrument, esp. a horn).

In this sense often with pa. t, and pple. wound, by con-

fusion with Wind v. 1

, perh. due to vague suggestion from

the curved form of a horn or bugle.

1586 [? J. Case] Praise Mus. i. 17 Minerua was delighted

with her pipe, and vsed euen in the assemblie of^the gods

very much to winde it. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. L

iii, Boy, winde thy cornet. 1706 Swift To Earl of Peter-

borough 16 The Post-boy winds his Horn. 1746 Collins

Ode Evening 11 Where the Beetle winds His small but

sullen Horn. 1789 G. Keate Peleiv 1st. 33 Theboatswain

called all hands out to work by winding his pipe. 1790

Pennant London 243 Hunters who wound their horns.

1810 Scott Lady ofL. I. xvii. But scarce again his horn he

wound. 1814— Ld. ofIsles iv. xviii, That blast was winded

by the King! 1859 Tennyson Pelleas $ Ettarre 371

Gawain . .raised a bugle hanging from his neck, And winded

it. 1859 — Elaine 169 Thither he made and wound the

gateway horn.

b. To blow (a blast, call, or note) on a horn, etc.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 243 But that I will haue

a rechate winded in my forehead. 1735 Somerville Chase

! 11. 292 With Cheeks full-blown they wind Her solemn Dirge.

1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1776), IVinding a Call, the

act of blowing or piping upon a boatswain's whistle. 1888

Stevenson Black Arrow v. vt, He raised a little tucket to

his mouth and wound a rousing call.

o. absol. or intr. To blow a blast on a wind-

:
instrument.
1600 Holland Livy 11. lxiv. 86 Quintius. .caused certaine

cometiers. .to wind and sound before the trench.

d. trans. To supply (an organ-pipe) with wind

at a particular pressure.

1879 Organ Voicing 28 They must be winded to match
i those below in strength.

f4. trans. To blow (a fire, etc.). Obs. rare.

1605 Timme Quersit. 11. vii, The fire.. the which he had
spread abroad, and winded or bellowsed in vaine. a 1660

Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archajol. Soc.) I. 69 The freshe

lime shaken and winded, filled the place with its smoke.

5. To deprive of 'wind* or breath, put out of

i
breath, 'blow', 'puff'.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 18 Parkes was very faint,

1 and apparently quite winded. 184s Lover Handy Andy
: iii, 'Two to one on Dick—he's closing.' 'Done! Andy
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will wind him yet.' 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liv. ii. 9
A country.. where there was no hill steep enough to wind

a horse in good condition. 1888 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery

under A rms xx, He can't hardly keep from barking till he's

hoarse, and rushing through and over everything till he's

winded and done up.

Wind, vJ dial. Also 5-6 wynd, 8 Sc. winn.
[Perh. a us* of Wind v.* ; cf. OHG. winton (M HG.,
G. winden), Goth, diswinpjan to scatter like chaff

(cf. ivinfiskauro and OHG. tuinta winnowing-fan).

Late Northumb.7t'/W«*^, rare var. of winnung, wynnung,
appears to be unconnected, and winden in After. R. (ed.

Morton) 270 is prob. an error for wiudwen.]

To winnow. Chiefly in vbl. sb. {atlrib.).

a 1500 'Promp. Parv. 529/1 Wynewynge, wythe wyynd
(K.,P. wyndynge), vcntilacio. xs&Abcrd. Reg. XVI. (Jam.

1825), And see the same bair wyndit & dycht. 1548, etc.

[see Winding-cloth 2J. 1578 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 783/1

The beir granell, malt barne and windinhous. x688 Holme
Armoury 111. 74/1 Winnowing, Winding or Haveing. 1733

Budgell Bee No. 7. I. 293 Their Mother coming home
presently after from winding of Corn, affrighted at this

tragical Scene, threw the winding Cloth which she had in

her Hand into the Cradle where the youngest Child was

asleep, and smother'd it unawares. 1785 Burns Halloween

xx i, Meg fain wad to the barn gaen To winn three wechts

o'naething. 1847 Halliwell, Wind.. la winnow corn.

Devon. 1869 Peacock Lonsdole Gloss. 1891 Hartland
Gloss, s.v. Wind, Although winnin' or windin' by hand is

nearly obsolete, some farms have still a Windin -place, a

spot of high ground where it was performed. 1919 Chope
Some Old Farm Impl. 24 [Devonshire] the ' machine fan ',

or winding-van.

Wind, obs. var. 'Wend ; obs. pa. pple. of Win
v.1 ; var.WiNt/.2; obs. Sc. f.WoCND sb. ; var.WTND.

Wind- 1
, the stem of Wind v. 1 in combination,

in a few obsolete compounds : + -wind-clout (in

Ormin winndeclut), a swaddling-band ; f wind-
hatch [Hatch sb. 1 5 b], an opening to a mine, at

which a winding appaiatus is fixed ; f wind-lift,

a windlass (in quot. Jig.) ; + wind-rope, a rope

for winding or hoisting, used with a windlass.

cueo Ormin 3320 & taer 3I10 barr Allmahhti3 Godd..&
wand himm sone 1 ^winndeclut. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2t04

A Winder with two Keebles (great buckets made like a

barrel with iron hoops, placed just over the then termed

•Wind Hatch), a 1734 North ILvam. It. v. I 64 (1740) 354

The Author intends no Good in all this, but brings h in as

a *Wind-lift to heave up a gross Scandal. 1359 in Pipe

Roll jS Edm. Ill m. 47 (P. R. O.) In diuersis Cabuhs,

*Wyndropes, Caggyngcables. 1402 Ace. Bxch. K. R. 43/6

m. 7 In ij hausers emptis pro j Wyndrope ct j boltrope

li xs. vj.d.

Wind- 2
, the stem of Wind v. ?> in combination

= winnowing-, as in mind-cloth, -screen, -sheet.

1500 Ortus Vocab. (W. de W.) PP vj, V,ntilairuin,..z.

wynde clothe. 1565 Inv. in Trans. Cumb. <V West. Arch.

Soc. X. 32 Husbanure gerc.vii steckes, one wyndcloylhe.

1763 M ills Pract. Husb. 1 1 1. 125 After passing twice through

the wind screen, that objection was entirely removed. 1891

Hartland Gloss., IVin-shet, a winnowing-sheet.

Windabout (yaJ*Bd|iboat), sb. and a. nonce-

wd. [f. Wind vA + About adv.] fa. sb. Sug-

gested name for a circumflex accent, b. adj. That

winds about, meandering.

1589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie II. vi. (Arb.) 02 We might

very properly call him the (windabout) for so is the Greek

word [MjlUBlipMMwI J889 Gretton Memory's Hatkback
3* r The erratic, windabout stream.

Windage (wi-ndedj). [f. Wind sb.l + -age.]

1. An allowance of space (for expansion of gas

in firing) between the inner wall of a fire-arm and

the shot or shell with which it is charged : mea-

sured by the difference of the diameters of the bore

and the shot.

1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II. 1778 Hutton in Phil.

Trans. LXVIII. 84 It would also be an improvement to

diminish the windage ; for by so doing, one third or more

of the quantity cf powder might be saved, i860 Abp.

Thomson Laws Th. § 117. 238 The windage of a loose ball

in the barrel of the piece.

2. Allowance made (esp. in shooting) for deflec-

tion from the direct course by the wind; such

deflection itself.

1867 Morning Star 30 July 6 At half-past nine the firing

commenced .. but with a breeze almost too strong for accurate

aiming, and considerable ' windage ' was required. 1891

Conan Dovlk White Company iv, ' Seven yards windage,

Hal,' said one. 1897 Pemuerton Compute Cyclist 78 This

will.. save a good deal of windage. 1898 Westnt. Gas.

26 May 4/1 [Yachts in which] an innovation is made.,

giving a maximum of head room with a minimum of windage.

3. = Wind sb. 1 13 ; also, the friction of the air

upon a moving part of a machine.

1889 Buck's HatMk. Med. Sci. VIII. 11/1 To support

the idea of injuries from the 'windage 'of balls. 1903 Nature

29 Oct. 635/1 The power wasted by the windage of fly-wheel

and dynamo armatures,

Windar, var. Winder sb.*, widgeon.

+ Windas. Obs. Forms: 3-6 wynda,s (3-5

-ase, 4 -az, 4-6 -ace, 5 -asse, 5-6 -es, 6 -esse,

-ys, -ais), 4-7 windas, (6 -is, -ose, -eous, Sc.

-ois, 6-7 -es, 7 -us, -owes) ; 5 weyndas,
wendess. [a. AF. windas = OF. guindas (latin-

ized wind-, guindasium, -agium), a. ON. vindass

(whence MLG., MDu., Du. windas), f. vinda

Wind v.l + dss (*= Goth, ans) pole]

1. = Windlass sb. 1 1.

[cuBa in Materials Hist. Thos. Becket (Rolls) I. 300



WIND-BAG. 159 WINDEK.
Ligno quod nauts windasium vocant caput rudentis circum-
posuere.] M Ace. Exch. K. R. 5 '2 m. 2 (P.R.O.), Maere-
mium..pro Wyndase ct Wyndase Stockez. 1295 Ibid. 5/8
m. 13, xix.d. in quodamWyndas empto. .adgaleam. C1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 120S7 Somme aforced be wyn-
das, Somme be loof, somme be bytas. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C.

103 Wirt at be wyndas \ve3en her ankres. c 1386 Chaucer
Sqr.'s T. 184 Ther may no man out of the place it dryue
For noon engyn of wyndas ne polyue, c 1440 Partonope
4604 Goo hye yow fast to the wyndase [v. r. wyndace] And
pull the Ankre vp in hast. 1515 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. V. 17 Making of crane and wyndais for fourtene pecis

of artal^ery. 1578 Harl. MS. 847, If. 53 b, Wi mioses for the
defence of ordinaunce. 1609 in Cochran-Patrick Early
Rec. Mining Scot. (1878) 149 Helping to mak and sett the
windes over the somp and drawing the watter out of it.

1609 Churckw. Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 155 For
bringinge the windowes and roopes from the Colledge.
1617 Capt. J. Smith's Seaman's Gram. ii. 8 A windas
is a square peece of timber, like a Role before the fore
Castle in small ships, and forced about with handspikes for

the same vse as is the Capstaine.

b. A winch-like contrivance used for bending a

cross-bow.

1443 Bekynton's Corr. (Rolls) II. 235 Ibidatuserat 1 arcus
de Wyndas. ? 1449 Paston Lett. I. 82, L.preyjw to gete
som crosse bowis, and wyndacs to bynd them with. 1506
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 204 For..grathing of the
Kingis corsbowand windes. 1511-ia Ibid. IV. 327, vij pair
wyndasis cordis. [1888 Stevenson Black Arrow 1. iv,

Richard had unslung his cross-bow, and held ready in one
hand the windac, or grappling-iron that he used to bend it.]

2 . attrib. , as windas cord [ = OF. corde a guindas\
man, rule ; wind&s-stock, a windlass-bitt.

1504 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 466, iij pair *wyndes
cordis for corsbowis. 1608 in Cochran-Patrick Early Rec.
Mining Scot. (1878) 149 To cover the *windes men fra the
injurie of the wedder. 1641 Sc. Acts Chas. /. (1817) V. 509
Wattermen and windusmen. 15.. Debate Carp. Tools 163
in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 85 What, ser, seyd the "wyndas rewle,

Me thinke thou arte bot a fole. 1*93 ''Wyndase Stockez
(see 1]. 1404 Customs Ace. 180/1 (P. R.O.) 1 weyndas et
weyndestok.

Wind-bag, windbag (wi-ndboeg). £f. Wind
sb? + Bag sbj]

1. A bag containing ( wind* or air. a. The bel-

lows of an organ (obs.) or bag of a bagpipe.
1470-3 Rec. Andover 15 For amendyng of the wyndbagge

of the organys vi 1
. 1606 [implied in ivind.bagged: see

below]. 1838 G. F. Graham Mus. Comp. App. 50 Possibly
the anatomical structure of the sonorous organs of these
Cicoilx did not exactly resemble the wind-bag, and reed, and
pipe of our biped bagpipers.

b. The lungs (also//.) ; the chest or body con-
sidered as a receptacle of breath. Now onlyjocular.
155* H uloet, Wynde bagge of a man out of the which the

winde passeth, and commeth forthe. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
11. s.v. Anaxarchus, He doubled these woordes worthy of
remembraunce : Beate on, beate on Anaxarchus wynde
bag: for Anaxarchus thou beatest not: accomptinge his
body but a bagge full of wynde. i860 W. W. Reads
Liberty Halt I. i. 10 The dubious condition of his wind*
bags occasioned him considerable, .distress.

c. An inflated bag used as a charm to ensure a
favourable wind.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 202 From witch-wives

have I bought ere now Wind-bags indeed, but yet did trow
Nothing therein.

2. fig. {contemptuous). An empty pretender, or
something pretentious but unsubstantial; esp. a
voluble and senseless talker. (Cf. Wind sb?
lib, 14.)
i8»7 Carlvle Misc., Richler{iB6g) 10 Consigned.. to the

Limbo appointed for all such windbags and deceptions.
1894 Sala London up to date ,11. xxii, 343 He is at best
a noisy wind-bag and braggart.

Hence Wind-bagged a., furnished with a wind-
bag (sense 1 a) ; Windbagg'ery, inflated talk.
1606 J. Reynolds Dolarnys Primerose (1880) 118 There

might be heard, the hollowe *wind bag'd droan's, with dire-
full roaring. 1859 Sala Tiv. round Clock (1S61) 396 Irre-
mediably pin.perforated "windbaggery. 1920 Sat. Westm.
Gaz. 2i May 4/2 The stunt press, which greatly prides itself
on its inexhaustible windbaggery on this subject.

Wind-ball (wi-ndb§l). [f. Wind ja.i + Bai.l
sb. 1] An inflated ball ; a game played with such
a ball by striking it with the fist.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 264 Diuers sortes of
pastimes, as the Windball, the barre, fencing [Cf. Yver
(*599) *56b, comme de Pallemaille, de barre, d'escrime].
1585 Higins Junius" Nomencl. iqb/r Foltis,..* wind ball
beaten with the fists to and fro in play. 1601 W. Percy
Cuckqueanes <y Cuckolds Errants v. iv. (Roxb.) 70 Els
will wee make this thy Heda wind Ball, toour fistes, straite.

+ Wind-band 1
, Obs. [f Wind v? + Band sb.*]

A band which is wound * or put around some-
thing, as the nave-band or tire of a wheeL
13.13-14 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 512 In Hurtures,

Wwdbandes, et Doules empt., i)s. 1350-1 /bid. 551 Cum
Wyndbandis factis de proprio ferro pro rotis molend. de
Wystone. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 287 For iijc

nalis to the wyndbandis. 1545 Ibid. VIII. 391 Ane wynd
band of irne to ane of the quhelis. 1616 Churehw. Ace.
Pittington, etc (Surtees) 72 Thre gudgions and thre vrters
and a windband. 1825 Jamieson, Wund-baJid.

Wind-band 2
, [f. Wind sb? + Band thf\

A band of wind-instruments, as a military band

;

the wind of an orchestra.
1876 (see Wind sb} 12 b]. 1894 Kappey Mi/it. Mus. 87

The introduction of the clarinet into wind-bands. Ibid. 88
The event which had the greatest influence upon the pro-
gress of wind-bands was the French Revolution.

t Wind-beam 1
. Obs. Forms : see Wind sb?

and Beam sb? ; also 5 wynbeme, 7 wimbeame.
[f. Wind sb? + Beam sb. 1 Cf. G. windtatte, sturtn-

latte, slur/riband.] A cross-beam tying the rafters

of a roof: — Collar-beam i.

1374 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18S6) I. 238 Wytidbems
suchlates Asthelers Corbels. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 529/1
Wyyndbeme, of a roof, lacunar, vel laouear. 1448 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge U3S6) II. 9 All the wynbemes
shull conteyne In brede squar vj inches. 1579 Ibid. I. 310
Fyve windbeames to the principals eche windbeame xvij

foote long ix vnche sqware. 1617 Ibid. 205 Principall sparrs,

dooble purlinges and wimbeames. 1615 Chapman Odyss.
xxn. 292 The wind-beame, that along did ron The smoaky
roofe. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 286.

t Wind-beam -. Obs. [f. Wind v? + Beam
sb?~\ A capstan ; a windlass.

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 300/1 Ergata,..a. cap-
stand, or windbeame, or drawbeame. 161 1 Cotcr. s. v.

Ergate. 1659 HooLEtr. Comenitts' I'is. World (1672) 135
A Wind-]jeam is a post which is turned by g>ing about it.

Wind-berry, obs. f. winberry, Whimbeuuy.
Wind-bound, a. [/.Wind sb? + Bound///.**. 2

]

Detained by contrary or stormy winds.
1588 Hunsdon in A rcharologia XXX. 169 Having been.

.

soe wind-bound, as he could by no meanes gett out of the

haven, c 1645 Howkll Lett. h. Ix. (1800) 475 being now
wind-bound for Africk. a 1718 Prior Mercury fy Cupid 46
No Matter tho'This Fleet be lost; OrThat lie wind-bound
on the Coast. 1854 H. Miller Sch. fy Schm. i. 9 Next
mormng the wind-bound vessels were crowding the harbour
of refuge as before. 1875 Zoologist Ser. 11. X. 4712 As to

swallows or martins being wind-bound ..I cannot entertain

the idea. 1899 Bridges Xezu P., Summer-ho. Mound 35
Brigs and barques that windbound ride At their taut cables
heading to the tide.

T"b. Stopped or rendered inaccessible by con-

trary winds. Obs. rare.

1614 Gorges Lucan v. 187 He findes the hauens mouth
winde-bound [orig. clausas ventis brumalibus uudas].

C. Jig. or in fig. context.

1646 Fuller Wounded Const, ix. 62 Though thou beest
water-bound, be not wind-bound also. 1658-9 in Burton's
Diary (182S) IV. 30 They, being now in possession, may be
admitted, de bene esse*, else you are wind-bound. You
cannot do aught without them. 1675 Cocker Morals 66
Wind-bound in the port of Sorrow. 171 1 Addison Sped.
No. 211 F9 When I sit still without doing any thing, his

Affairs forsooth are Wind-bound. 1779 in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 408 That the papers. .he wants, lye wind-bound
at Sir James Harris's. 1901 C. M. Masterman Folia Dis-
persa 17 My Soul, windbound, in her dull haven lies I

Wi'nd-break, sb. [f. "Wind $bl + Break so".*]

1. Something, esp. a row of trees, used to break
the force of the wind, or serving as a protection

against it. Chiefly [f.S.

1868 Rep. U.S.Comm. Agrt'c. (1869) 196 Among evergreen
plants the Norway spruce {Abies excelsd) is the most
valuable where ahigh, strong wind-break is necessary. 1883
W. H. Bishop in Harpers Mag. Mar. 502/1 A young
orchard. ., sheltered by a wind-break of three rows of ash-
trees. 1894 Chamb. Jml. 7 July 425 The margin of virgin
hummock left standing to act as a wind-break.

2. A rippling change of colour produced by the
wind passing over foliage, nonce-use.
189a Stevenson Across the Plains 205 The silver wind-

breaks run among the olives.

Wi*nd-break, v. rare. [f. Wind sb\ 1 1 d +
Break v. i 2 b.] trans. To break the wind of,

render broken-winded.
1638 Ford Fancies It. ii, 'Twould wind-breake a moyle, or

a ring'd mare, to vie burthens with her.

So Wind-broken, a. -» Broken-winded.
X603 Florio Montaigne D. xvii. 373 A restie and wind-

broken jade. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 545 A wind-broken
Dog or Horse. 1708 Lond. Gaz. Ho. 4453/4 Stoln.., one
large black Mare,..Wind broken, 1803 C. James Milit.
Diet. (ed. 2). 1851 Mavne Rt.id Scalp Hunters xx'iii, She
[sc. the marejm badly wind-broken.

Wind-cutter (wi-ndk^:t3j). [f. Wind sb.l +
Cutter sb. 1

] One who or that which cuts the
wind, in various senses, fa. (See quot. 161 1.)

b. slang. A broad-brimmed hat. C. The lip of
an organ-pipe, against which the wind strikes so
as to make it sound (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).
161 1 Cotgr., Taille-vent, a wind-cutter; an idle, or fond

swaggerer, c 18*3 Surtees in Mem. (Surtees Soc.) 250 The
ghost of a prebendary would be nothing without a wind-
cutter and rose. 1886 Dowden Shelley I. L 21 His face.

.

surmounted by the venerable 'wind-cutter', or cocked-hat.
Wind-door, f wind-dore. Pseudo-etymolo-

gizing of Window sb. Cf. Windore.
1606 J. Davies (Heref.) Bien Venu ii, Ope those wind-

dores. 1650 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 317 When so
many wind-dores are open, the cold air.. is ready to enter.
[1671 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Antf., Window, Fenestra,
melius efferunt Line, agri incoUe lr'indore,q. d. Venti Janua,
v. Wind & Dore.] 1828 Craven Gloss.

t
Winder, a window.

Our Craven corruption approaches much nearer the pre-
sumed etymology, ivind-door. 1836 Smart Diet* Window,
a wind door or aperture to admit air into the building.

Wind-drift, rare. [f. Wind j£.i + Drifts.]
A drift or current of wind.
1887 Morris Odyssey xu 400 With the wind-drift stirred

against thee, and the whirl-blast laden with woe. 1921
Discovery Apr. 89 '2 The drifts of vessels in the ice., show.,
a wind-drift which can be paralleled in all the other oceans.

Wind-dri ven,///.<J. AIso4-dryve,-drive.
[f. Wind sb± + Driven.] Driven, carried, im-
pelled, or propelled by the wind.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 137 Seyllynge in be see
he was wynd dryven into Affrica. 1390 GtiwtR Con/. III.

49 Wynddrive he was al soudeinly Upon the strondes of
Cilly. C1595 Capt. Wvatt R. Dudleys Voy. W. hid.
(Hakl. Soc.) 16 Huge mountaines of windediiven sandes.
a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Del. (1809) 174 Certaine tall ships of
theirs were wind-driven thither. 1619 H. Bl-rton Truth's
Tri. 345 St. lames compares the faithle^se man to the winde-
driuen waue. a 1680 Butler Rem., Rejl. MilfordHaven
(1759) I. 412 That Enemy, that would invade it, and were
wind-driven on the British Coast. 1787 Burns Extemp >re

in Crt. Sess. ii, Like wind-driv'n hail, it did assail. 1859
H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xliv, The harbour was a sheet ot

wind-driven foam. 1900 H. Sutcuffe Shameless Wayne
i, To brush away a cobweb, wind-driven against her check.
1906 Cornfoko Defenceless Islands 75 Ships, coal-driven
instead of wind-driven.

Winded (wi-nded), a. [f. Wind sb?- + -ed -.]

Having wind, i.e. (usually) breath, of a specified

kind or in a specified condition: chiefly in para-
synthetic combinations, as Broken-winded, Long-
winded, Shout-winded; also + calm-winded =
in which the wind, i.e. the air, is calm.
c 1440 Pallad. en Husb. 1. 49 The longis hool and wynded

with the best. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Iviit. 512 The
clenest my;ted man and the best wynded of his age that
was on lyue. Ibid. Ixii. 521 At the last sir Palomydes waxed
bygge and better wynded. 1577 Grange Golden Apkrod.
Nj b, Making as heauenly a noyse as doth an atbor ot

Nightingales in a calme winded night. 1736 Bracken
Farriery (1757) II. 15 A Sign of a good winded Horse.

Winded, ppl. a? [f. Wind v.* + -ed '.]

1. (wi'nded) Exposed to wind or air ; spec, spoilt

or tainted by exposure to air.

«S9Sfse« Windedness]. 1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Winded,
dry. 1840 Civil Eng. § Arch. Jnil. III. 63/2 The same
changes are sometimes produced by other causes, when the
coal is said to be winded. 1847 Halliwei.l, Winded, said of
meat hung up when it becomes puffed and rancid. 1887
Jamieson s Sc. Diet. Suppl.

2. (wai'nded) Sounded with the breath, blown,
as a wind-instrument.
1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi. 320 His fellowes winded
Home not one of them but knew. 1805 Scott Last Minstr.
IV. xii, Little care we for thy winded horn. 1820 — Abbot
iii, A winded bugle.

3. (wi-nded ; Put out of breath, breathless,
' blown ',

( puffed \
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 596/1 My pursuers., imparted

a prodigious lashing to their winded mustangs. 1919 Chamb.
Jrnl, Aug. 520/2 A ten-foot leap, easy enough on the flat,

but with a difficult ' take oft" ' for a winded man.
Hence Wi'ndedness, tainted condition (see i).

1595 Duncan App. Etym. (E.D.S.) 73/1 Rancor, vitium
earn is, windednes.

Winded (wai -nded), ///.fl.2 rare, [wk.pa.pple,
of Wind v?) Wound up.
1641 H. Moke Song of Sotdi. 11. Iv, My fairly winded up

concl usion.

Wind-egg (wi-nd,eg). [f. Wind sb? + Egg
sb. Cf. G., LG., Du. ivindci.'] An imperfect or
unproductive egg, esp. one with a soft shell, such
as may be laid by hens and other domestic birds.
1398 Tre visa Barth. De P. A'.xix. lxxix. (Add. MS. 27944),

Wynde eyren beb litel and vnsauory. .. And suche eyren beb
yfounde in hennes & gees. 1577 Goocb Hensbach's Husb.
169 The Hennes wyl treade one the others, but theyr Egges
neuer come to good, but aie wind Egges. 1611 CorcR.,
Horde,, .an egge laied with a soft skin, or film* (about it) in
stead of a shell; a soft-sheld egge; a wind egge. 1741 J.
Martvn Virg. Georg. in. 273 note, Varro affirms it as a
certain truth, that about Lisbon some mares conceive by the
wind, at a certain season, as hens conceive what is called a
wind egg. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 721 Hens will
lay what are called wind eggs, that is, eggs without a
hardened shell. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 198 Want of
calcareous food may explain the soft-shelled or ' wind ' eggs.

h.fig.
ai6i6 Bsaum. & Fl. Wit without M. r. i, Other men

with all their delicates, and healthfull diets, can get but
winde egges. 1645 Milton Colast. 3 From such a wind-egg
of definition as this, they who expect any of his other argu-
ments to bee well hatcht [etc.]. 1661 Stilunufl. henicum
11. vi. § 2. 237 The pretended division of Piovinces so early
among the Apostles, is only the wind-egge of a working
fancy, that wants shell of reason to cover it. 1826 Heddoes
Let. to T. F. Kelsall 5 Oct., Here is a Dr. Raupach who
lays a tragedy or two in the year—mostly windeggs.
Windell, obs. form of Windle.
Winder (wai-ndaj), sb? [f. Wind v? + -er 1

.

(14th c. AF. had gyndour, gwyndcr in senses 1

and 2, Later Fr. had guindre * a reele, or wheel
to wind silke on', Cotgr.)] A person or thing
that winds, in various senses.

I. Senses denoting persons.

1. One who turns or manages a winch or windlass,
esp. at a mine; a windlass-man.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. K iij b, Upon the Stoblade

which the Winder stands to draw at, there is a Hole bored
through, just below the Spindle. 1809 Ann. Reg. (1821) 867
The miners in the work, and the winders at the mouth of the
pit. 1899 Edin. Rev. Jan. T24 Coalowners cannot work their

mines without hewers and winders.

2. An operative employed in winding wool, etc
155a Huloet, Wynder of thread or yaine. 1599 T.

M[oufet] Siikzvormes 69 What neede I count how many
winders Hue, How many twisters eke, and weauers thriue

Vppon this trade? z66a Act j4 Chas. II, c. 15 § 5 Whereas
there is a necessity lying upon the Silke throwers to deliver
to theire Winders or Doublers considerable quantities of
silke. 1751 Decking Nottingham 72 Almo>t every Seamer,
Sizer, and Winder, will have her Tea. 18x8 Min. Evid.



WINDER. 160 WINDHOVER.
Committee Ribbon Weavers 7 What can a common winder
earn 7— Three shillings. What a quill winder?— Four
shillings. i8«8 T. Allen York 11. 312 If they take away
their work from carders and spinners, they return it them
back ten-fold as winders, warpers, weavers. 1879 Cassell's

Techn. Educ, virt. 128/2 The winders, who put the silk,

cotton, or thread on the bobbins.

3. One who winds a clock or other mechanism.
1813 Mrs. Smyth in J. A. Heraud Voy. «y Mem. Midship-

man viii. (1837) 128 William aspired sometime ago to the

honour of winding up the chronometers, when Mr. Graves,

the regular winder, happened to be absent. s88i Instr.

Census Clerks (1885) 46 Jobber and Winder (Clock).

IL Senses denoting things.

+ 4. a. A tendril of a climbing plant, b. A
twining plant. Obs.

1577 Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb. 33 b, The one sort [of

Pease].. runneth vp vppon st'ickes, to whiche with little

wynders he bindeth hym selfe. 1626 Bacon Sylva §536
Winders, and Creepers; As Iuy, Briony, Hops, Woodbine.
1673-4 Grew Anat. PI. (1682) 136 The Wood of all Con-
volvula's [sic] or Winders.

5. An apparatus (of various kinds) for winding

something, or upon which something is wound or

coiled ; e.g. a winch or windlass, or the crank or

handle of one ; a reel or spool, or a stick or strip

of something serving as a substitute.

1585 Higins Junius Nomenct. 300/2 Succula,.. a winder
or rather the ouerthwart barrel turned with leauers. X657

T. Barker Art of Angling (1659) 25 You must have your
winder within two foot of the bottom to goe_ on your
[salmon-]rod made in this manner, with a spring. 1677
Moxom Mech. Exerc. iii. 37 The Winch, or Winder, or

Handle, the Iron part is the Winder, the Wood the Handle.

1773 W. Emerson Princ. Mech. (ed. 3)224 Winder, a winch
or handle to wind about. 18*5 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech.

309 The reel or winder being now withdrawn, the coil of

paper is cut on both sides. 1843 Civil Eng. 9e Arch. Jml.
VI. 213/2 Attached to the heads of these posts are a number
of winders for stretching the wires.

6. A key for winding a jack, clock, or other

mechanism. Also at/rib. in winder-hole, the

hole through which the key is passed in winding.

1606 Chapman Gentl. Usher in. ii. 25 Even as in that

queint engine you have seene A little man in shreds stand

at the winder. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 387 The coard /', that

is wound round the wheel k, by a key or winder applyed to

the Axis /. 1729 Swift Direct. Serv. ii. (1745) 4* Always
leave the Winder sticking on the Tack. 1837 Barham Ingal.

Le%. Ser. 1. Look at the Clock, The two little winder-holes

turned into eyes, 1884 Britten Watch <$ Clockm. 293
Clock keys are often spoken of as winders.

7. A winding step in a staircase : usually in//.,

opp. to flyers (see Flyer 4 b).

1667 fsee Flyer 4 b]. 1808 P. Nicholson Carpenter's

Nnv Guide (ed. 2) PI. 53 A dogleg Stair Case with Winders.

xr« — Pract. Builder 185 When the treads of the steps

diminish in breadth toward the well-hole, the steps are

called winders. 1838 Loudon Suburban Card. 45 The best

staircases are those without winders.

III. 8. Winder-tip : + (a) something that con-

cludes an argument; (b, one who winds up a

business.

1795 Paine Age of Reason It 78 The lying imposition of

Isaiah to Ahaz..has been perverted, and made to serve as

a winder-up. igtx W. de Morgan Old Man's Youth xviii,

I heard the expression * men of straw' used more than once

by winders-up, or victims.

Wi*nder, sb.% [f. Wnro v. 2 + -er 1J
1. (warndai) One who blows a wind-instrument.
1611 Florio, Cornettdro

t a Cornet-maker or winder.

1818 Keats Endym. 1. 281 Winder of the horn. When
snouted v/ild-boan routing tender corn Anger our hunts-

men.

2. (wi'ndai) Something that takes one's breath

away; a blow that ' knocks the wind' out of one ;

a run, climb, or other exertion that puts one out of

breath, colloq.

x8*5 C. M. Westmacott Engl. Spy (190;) 1. 158, 1 did give

her UK a mare] a winder,.. to be sure, only one day's
hunting, though, a good hard run over Somerset range.

1828 Blacfnv. Mag. XXIV. zr2 Do you put it [sc. your
hand J across your breast in case ofan unexpected winder from
your apparently peaceable acquaintance? 1861 Dickens
Gt. Expect, v, It was a run indeed now, and what Joe called,

in the only two words he spoke all the time, 'a Winder'.
1866 C. Brooke 10 Yrs. Sarawak I. 246 We had to ascend
a hill of 500 feet high... This was a winder.

Winder, *M rare. [f. Wind z».3 + -er*.] A
winnower.
1570 Drant Serm. D vij b, Mowers, threshers, winders and

grinders. .

Winder (wi'ndai), sbA dial. Also 7 whinder,

9 windar. [a. early Flem. winder, wender * anas

mas ' (Kilian).] A widgeon.

154* in Househ. Ord. (1790) 223 Item, Winders, the doz.

2s. 4d. i668CHARLETONt?«i>w<xj/. ico Boscas . .the whinder.

167a Brasenose Coll. Oxf Bills 23. 130 (MS.), Pulitz,

3 whinder 2s. gd. 1719 D'Urfev Pills III. 322 But
George he cut the Dragon up, as 't had bin Duck or Winder.

1803-4 in Col. Hawker Diary (1S03) II. 358 Windar (i. e.

wigeon diver or dunbird). 1887 Kentish Gloss.

Winder (wi'ndsi), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7

whinder. [Origin unknown. Cf. Windlk z'. 3]

1. intr. To wither ; to pine or waste away.
1600 Holland Livy 11. xxiii. 58 Until at length his bodie

also began to winder away in a consumption. 1601 —
Pliny vii. ii. I. 155-

t 2. trans. To crush into fragments. Obs.

16x0 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 154 By the fall of a

towre [he] was crushed and whindred to death [orig. MM
Pressus <$• comminutus'].

Winder, "Winderous : see Window, Wonder,
"Wondrous.

t Wrndermost, a. Obs. [f. "Wind jM, after

Windermost, innermost, etc.] Furthest to windward.
i5z2 R. Hawkins Voy, S. Sea {1847) 202 For that the

windermost shippe, by opening her sayle, may be upon the
other before shee be looked for. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3838/1
The Fire of the Cannon began at the Windermost Fort at
Nevis. 1707 Treas. Papers CAW. 212 b (P.R.O.)This being
the windermost, best, and Richest Island, tis most likely they
will attack this first.

Windes, Windewe : see Windas, Window.
Windfall (wi'ndfpl). Forms : see Wind sbl

and Fall sbl ; also 5 wynfall, 6 wyndefale,
wind faulle. [perh. of foreign origin ; cf. MHG.
tvintval (G. windfall) : see Wind sb. l

t
Fall sb. 1]

1. Something blown down by the wind, or the

fall of something so blown down : a. a tree or

branch, or a number of trees or branches ; spec.

(chiefly U.S.) a heap or tract of fallen trees blown
down by a tornado. Also in fig. context.

1464 Rolls of ParIt. V. 540/2 Trees Boghes and Woode
called Wyndfalles. 01552 Leland /tin. (1769) V. 91 How
or when thes Trees cam doune other be Cutting or Wind
Faulle no Manne ther can telle. 1582 Stanyhukst sEneis
II. (Arb.) 53 Downe tears yt wyndfals, and thick woods
sturdelye tumbleth. 1602 in G. P. Scrope Castle Con/be
(1852) 334 Les mortuos arbores, Anglice the starveling trees

and wyndfalls. 1625 Bacon Ess., Greatness Kingd. (Arb.)

479 The Spartans., when they did spread, and their Boughs
were becommen too great, for their Stem, they became
a Windfall vpon the suddaine. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xxxii.

109 That no unnecessary Imbezelment be made by pretences

of Repair of Paling, Lodges, Browse for Deer, &c. Wind-
falls, Root-falls. 177a Forster in Phil. Trans. LXII. 376
They do not burrow under ground, but live.. under wind-
falls and roots of trees. 1784 Belknap in Belknap Papers
(1877) II. 177 We kept one man before, with an ax, to cut
away windfalls. 1830 Galt Laivrie '/'. in. v, Through the
windfalls and the openings of the settlement, the rising sun
was beginning to silver the leave*. 1866 R. L>. Craig Trees

fy Woods 123 If the windfall be of trees which are not timber

in their nature. 187a Builder-] Dec. 964/2 The village con-
stable, .charged her with picking up a few rotten windfalls

from the trees.

b. fruit from a tree or bush {rarely flowers).

a 1592 Greene Orpharion (1599) 49 If Roses be not
gathered in the bud, they either wither or proue windfalls.

1604 N. F. Fruiterers Seer. 12 They which fall before the

time of gathering, as wind-falles. 1661 M. Stevenson
Twelve Moneths 42 The wind begins to bluster among the

Apples,, .and the wind-falls are gathered to fill the Pies for

the houshold. 1705 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. 11. 17 The grizly

Boar is hunting round; To see what Windfals maybe found.

1768 Pennant Brit. ZooI. I. 42 They will reject the fruit

that has lain but a few hours on the ground, and continue

on the watch . . for a fresh wind-fall. 180a W. Forsyth Fruit
Trees vii. 99 When the men numbered the Pears, there was
near a barrowful of wind-falls at the bottom of the old tree.

1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate x. 197 Heaps of the windfalls

collected there to wait for the cider-mill.

2. fig. A casual or unexpected acquisition or

advantage.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 321 b, After beeyng come to

agoodwyndefallofinhentaunce. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 1237 This man .. who otherwise before-time was but

poore and needy, by these windfalles and unexpected cheats

became very wealthy. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1.

xvi. 50 Where ever neighbouring Princes of their own
Nation watched for the windfals of Crowns. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey), Windfall, ..some Estate or Profit unex-

pectedly come to one. 180a Mafia Edgeworth Moral T.,

Forester xix. Where he.. kept little windfalls, that came to

him by the negligence of customer*— .. loose silver, odd
gloves, &c. iSaa Hazlitt Table~t.Str.il. iv. 7o_These and
many more wind-falls of character he gave us in thought,

word, and action. 1897 Mrs. Oliphant Blackiv. A- Sons
xix. II. 256 Mr. Langford.. was a most unusual windfall to

drop thus casually into the new concern.

3. attrib. (from 1): That is a windfall; blown

down by the wind : m next. Also fig. (from 2) :

Casual, 'chance'.

1465 Marc. Paston in P. Lett. II. 176 Ther is wynfall

wod at the maner that is of noo gret valewe. 1589 Shuttle-

worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 93 For barke of a wyndfolle

trie at Smytheles vj*. 1594. Marlowe & Nashe Dido x.

You shall haue leaues and windfall bowes enow. 176a in

Sixth Rep. Defi. Kpr. App. 11. 132 The Wood called Brows-

ings, Windfall Wood, and Dead Wood. 1845 S. Judd
Margaret 11. i, All wind*fall comers here seem to be without

names, i860 All Year Round No. 74. 560 The windfall

fruit in his uncle's garden. 188a Besant All Sorts xii,

Early August apples, and windfall pears.

Wind-fallen, a. [f. as prec. + Fallen- ///.<?.]

Blown down by the wind.
x6ia Drayton Poly-olb. xiii. 182 To gather wlnd-falne

sticks, a 1678 in Evelyns Pomona 406 That the Fruit be

carefully gather 'd, not windfall 'n norbruis'd. 179a Belknap
Hist. New Hatnpsh. III. 155 They take advantage of wind-

fallen trees. 1836 Mrs. C. P. Traill Backiv. Canada 201

Some of the stumps of these wind-fallen trees.

fig- 1563 WinJet tr. Vincent. Lirin. Ded., Wks. II. 10

Ane of our windfallin brethir, laitlie snapperit in the cum-
merance of Caluin. 1660 Tatham Rump XL, i. 18 Lady
Bertlam. 'Twill get her nothing, She beats against the

Wind. Prissitla. She's Wind fall 'n.

Wind-flower. [Turner's rendering of L.

anemone, Gr. avcfiuvrj ; see Anemone. Cf. MHG.,
G. windblume.] The wood-anemone (Anemone
nemorosd), or any plant or flower of the genus

Anemone.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. C v b, Anemone hath the name in

Grekeof wynde, because the floure neuer openeth it selfe,

but when the wynde bloweth..: it may be called wynde
floure. i6so[W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 8 The wood Anemone
or Windfloure. x714.tr. JouteCs Jml. Voy. Mexico (1719) 66

A Sort of purple wind Flowers. i8ao Shelley Sensit. PI.

L i7.The pied wind-flowers and the tulip tall. 185a Whittier
April 5 Where wind-flower and violet.. On south-sloping

brooksides should smile in the light. 1898 A. Austin
Lamia's Winter Quarters 69 The Apennine windflower.

b. A name tor species of gentian. (Cf. lung-

flower, Lung 7.)

1866 in Treas. Bot.

t Windfucker. Obs. [Cf. 1 Fuekwind, a species

of hawk. North: (Halliwell).]

1. A name for the kestrel : cf. Windhover.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 49 The kistrillesor windfucker*

that filling themselues with winde, fly against the winde
euermore.

2. fig. as a term of opprobrium.
160a Narcissus MS. RawL Poet. 212, If. 80, I tell you, my

little windfuckers, had not a certaine melancholye ingendred

with a nippinge dolour overshadowed the sunne shine of

my mirthe, I had beene I pre, sequor, one of your consorte.

1609 B, Jonson Silent Worn. i. iv. (1620) C 3 b, Did you
euer heart such a Wind-fucker, as this? ci6ii Chapman
/Had Pref. A 4, There is a certaine enuious Windfucker,

that houers- vp and downe, laboriously ingrossing al the air

with his luxurious ambition, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl, Wit
without M. iv. i, Husbands for Whores and Bawdes, away
you wind-suckers [sic ed. 1639I.

Windgall 1 (wi-ndg^l). Forms : see Wind
sb. 1 and Gall sb.*; also 7 -gaul. A soft tumour

on either side of a horse's leg just above the fet-

lock, caused by distension of the synovial bursa.

I523"34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 99 Wyndgalles is a lyghte

sorance, and commeth of great labour. 1596 Shaks. J am.
Shr. in. ii. 53 Full of Windegalls, sped with Spauins.

_
1607

Markham Cavel. vii. 78 Windgalls are little blebs raisd vp
byextreame trauel on each side the horses Fetlockes. 1690

Ijryden Don Sebastian 1. i, Feel his Legs, Master, neither

Splint, Spavin, nor Wind gall. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5195/4
Windgalls on both Heels of her hinder Feet. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar W. xiv, A third perceived he had a windgall, and
would bid no money. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 448 Wind-galls of the knee-joint.

Hence Windgalled (-g§ld) a.
t
affected with a

windgall or windgalls.
1665 Bratrwajt Comm. Two Tales 36 The Love of his

dear Alyson.. quickens his wind-gall'd feet. 1674 Lond.
Gaz. No. 926/4 Her off Leg before Wind-gaulled. 1705
Ibid. 4159/4 A black Gelding,. .Wind-gall'd in all his Legs.

1805 C. James Milit. Diet. [ed. 2) s.v. Wind-gall, Long-
jointed horses are apt to be wind-galled.

Wind-gall-. [Cf. G. windgalle, -gelle, and

\Yatek-gall, Weather-gall.] A fragment of a

rainbow or of a prismatically-coloured halo, sup-

posed topresage windy weather: = Weather-gall.
1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 3 We noticed the

phenomenon named by nautical men a 'wind-gall '.. or
* sun-dog '. i860 Fitz-Koy in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 344.

Wind-gauge f -gage. [iWnrojfcl + Gauge.]

I. f 1. = Weather-gage : see Weather sb. 8

and Gauge sb. 5 a. Obs. rare.

165a French Occurrences 29 Nov. -6 Dec. 2r4 They were
got up neer the N ess-point, ours keeping still the wind-gage.

II. 2. m Anemometer i.

1774 Phil. Trans. LXIV. 426 To which may be added,

the rain-gage, wind-gage, &c. 18x5 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. <r Art II. 38 The Anemometer, or Wind-Gauge. 1883

Gheslev Gloss. Coal-m., Wind-gauge, an anemometer for

testing the velocity of the wind in mines.

3. A graduated attachment to the sights of a

gun, to enable allowance to be made for the effect

of the wind on the projectile. Also attrib.

186a Catal. Intemat. Exhib. II. xi. 7 Small bore, -451

rirle with wind gauge sight and movable shade. 1909

Stacpoole Pools of Silence iv, His telescopic sights and
wind-gauges are second to none in the world.

4. = Anemometer 2.

1876 [see Anemometer 2]. 1881 W. E. Dickson Organ*
Build, ix. 121.

t Wind-gun. Obs. [f. Wind sby + Gun sb.]

A gun for shooting a missile by the force of com-

pressed air : = Air-gun.
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xii. §6. 104 The experience of

windgunnes assureth vs that ayre duly applyed is able to

giue greater motion vnto heauy bodies then vnto light ones.

1728 Pope Dune. 1. 181 As, fore'd from wind-guns, lead itself

can fly. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 399 That air compressed

to one tenth in a wind gun possesses a power not much
short of gunpowder. 1800 Sporting Mag. XVI. 273 It will

not be out of place here to add some remarks on wind-guns.

fig. 1663 Cowley Cutter Coleman St. Prol., They [sc.

critics] shoot, alas, with Wind gunns, charg'd with Air.

1680 Collect. Poems 190, I am one of those that have been

shot at by Wind-Guns, which have prejudiced my Reputa-

tion. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 274 His whisper'd theme,

dilated and at large, Proves after all a wind-gun's airy

charge.

Windhover (wrndh^vw, -h»:v3i). Also 7

windover. [f. Wind sb.1 + Hover v."\ A name for

the kestrel, from its habit of hovering or hanging

in the air with its head to the wind. Also attrib.

1674 Ray Collect., Engl. Birds 82 The Kestrell or Stannel,

in some places the Windover. 1738 Aldin Nat. Hist. Birds

III. s The Windhover Cock. 1778 G. White Selbome%
To

Barrington 7 Aug., The kestrel, or windhover, has a pecu-

liar mode of hanging in the air in one place, his wings all

the while being briskly agitated. 1864 Tennyson Aylmers

Field 321 For about as long As the wind-hover hangs in
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balance. 1884 19th Cent. Aug. 331 The windhover hawk
poising at mid-distance above his quarry.

t Windi, a. Obs. Also wundi. [perh. related

to the stem of Wend v. ; cf. OHG. wm^(MHG.
wcndic, -ec) devoid (of), exempt (from).] Devoid

of; quit of.

a 1225 /,<£-. Kath, 376 Ha beo3 al witlese, & windi [i/.r.

wundi] of wisdom, a 1235 Juliana 10 3ef bu wull leauen be

lahen bat tu list in . .ichulle wel neomen be ; 3ef bu nult no,

bu art wundi [v.r, windi] of me.

Windic, var. Wendic.
Windill, obs. form of Windle v.1

Windily (wrndili), adv. [f. Windy a. + -ly 2.]

In a windy manner ; as if driven or agitated by the

wind ; alsoy?^.
1866 R. Buchanan Poems, In londonW, For the world rolls

on with air and ocean Wetly and windily round and round.
1880 \V. Clark Russell Sailor's Sivcetk. iv, The stars were
glittering windily even before this crimson melted out of the

east. 1890 — Marriage at Sea iii, The Cape Gris Nez
lantern windily flashing on high from its shoulder of land.

1901 Athenxnm 21 Sept. 379/3 The young lady who writes

stories and windily reviles the world that will not accept
them .

Windiness (wi'ndineV). [f.Windy a. +-NESS.]
The quality or condition of being windy.

1. Windy condition of the atmosphere
;
prevalence

of windy weather.
a 1687 Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 51 The windiness of the

same Month was at Dublin 20 and at London but 17.

Mod. The windiness of March and the showeriness of April

are proverbial.

f 2. Air as an 'element
1

: = Wind sb.1 S. rare.

1587 Golding De Momay xv. 266 Neither is there any
moysture, any wyndinesse [ong. /labile], or any firy matter
in them.

3. Hatulence ; concr. = Wind sbX 10. Now rare,

c 1450 Burgh Secrecs 1932 Wyn moost Reed. .Take out of
mesure. .reyseth wyndynesse. 154S RayhaLOB Byrth Man-
kyndew. vii. (1552) 100 b.Todiscusse Si, vanquyshe ventosyte
and wyndynesse. 1590 Barhough Meik. Phisick 1. I. (1596)
a Sometime it [sc. headache] commeth. .through windinesse
ingendred in some part of the head, being weake. 1725
Fam. Diet, s v. Honey F3, Raw Honey, by Reason of its

Acrimony, loosens the Body, and causes Windiness. 1897
Atlbutt's Syst. Med. III. 506 A temporary windiness.

b. Quality of causing or tendency to cause
1 wind ' : = Flatulence 2 b. Now rare.

1576 [T. Twyne] Schoolemaster m. xii. N ij, Beanes are
naturally more windy then barly,..for that beanes are of a

. .morc.grosse substance then barly, which is light and
houer, and is sooner discharged of the windines. 1664
Taylor in Evelyn Pomona 50 People labour to correct that

windiness which they fancy to be in it [sc. cider). 1707
Mortimer Husb. 594 Ginger renders it [sc. cider] brisk, and
corrects its Windiness.

4. Resemblance to, or admixture of, the sound of

the wind.
1879 Organ Voicing 17 Windiness. If the conveyances and

wind chest holes are sound, blame attaches solely to the pipe.

5. fig. 'Airiness', emptiness, want of substance
;

inflated or verbose style.

1614 Brerewood Lang. <y Relig. Pref. % b, His modest,
and humble charity (venues which rarely cohabite with the

swelling windenesse of much knowledge). 1649 E. Rey-
nolds Hosea v. 35 Full of vanity, windinesse, vexation,
disappointment. 1866 Sat. Rev. 19 May 584/1 The feeble-

ness and windiness of bad poets.

Winding (wai-ndirj), vbl. sb.1 [f. Wind v.1 +
-IN'G !.

OE. had ivindung only in concr. sense, ' plecta ' Du.
winding coil, convolution, OHG., early MHG. ivinting,

winding ' fascia ',
' fasciola ', stocking, ON. vindingr hose.]

I. The action of Wind v.\ or the resulting con-
dition. (See also 10.)

1. Motion in a curve ; turning this way and that

in one's course ; sinuous progress or movement

;

•f* formerly also, revolution, rotation; undulating

motion.
In first quot. of doubtful meaning ; ? = Tropic sb. 1 a.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. iii. (Skeat) 1. 39 To travayle
and see the wyndingof theerthe in that tyme of winter. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. iii. (Add. MS. 27944), A 3ere is

be fulle cours and passinge and windinge aboute of be Sonne.

1530 Palsgr. 289/1 Wyndyng, uolubiliti. 155a Latimer
Serm., Luke xxi. (1562) 133 How he stretcheth out all his

membres, what a winding is there, so that all his body
commeth out of frame ! 1573 Barf.t Alv. W 233 The wind-
inges of serpentes. 1620 Melton Astrolog. 70 Birds, and
Fowles, with their Motions Chatterings, Croakings, Wind-
ing. i6»3 J. Taylor (Water P.) New Dt'scov. Cab, For
there hath he..vsed such a deale of intricate Setting,
Grafting, Planting . .turning, winding, and returning circular
[etc.]. 1679 Moxon Meek. Exerc. ix. 151 These [stairs],

because they sometimes wind, and sometimes fly off from
that winding, take therefore the more room up in the Stair-

Case. 1709 T. Robinson I'ind. Mos. Syst. 101 These
[Plants]. .in their Windings, always follow the Motion of
the Sun. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qua! (1800) IV. 37
That graceful winding of person. 1770 W. Gilpin /^>* (1782)
32 The winding of the river. 1834 Newman Par. Serm. I.

xviii. 274 They wish to arrive at the heights of Mount Zion
without winding round its base. 1844 Kinclake Eothen
xii,With very little of devious winding, it [sc. Jordan] carries
the shining waters of Galilee., into the solitudes of the Dead
Sea. 1869 Fitzwygram Horses <r Stables 5 931 Winding
of the fore-foot is also very objectionable.

b. Kant, (see Wind z>.i 8, 19 b, 23 g).
c 1635 Capt. N. Boteler Dial. Sea Sendees (1685), Wind-

ing ofa Ship. i639(Oct. 18) Admir. Crt. Exam. 5s(P.R.O.)
It being upon wyndeinge upp of the tide. [Cf. quoL 1691
s.v. Wind v. 1 22 g.]

Vol. X.

2. fig. Turning this way and that in thought
or conduct ; nearly always pi. devious or intricate

motions, tortuous or crooked ways or dealings.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. 111. 404 Hearts ease, I can-
not compasse with all my carefuil windings, & running in

& out. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts $ Mon. v. (1642) 395 The
boughts and windings ofa deceitfull heart. 1658-9 Burton's
Diary (1828) IV. 19 All this winding to me, in plainness,

seems an aiming at no House, a 1677 Barkow Serm.
Eph. v. 4 Wks. 1687 I. 195 The numberless rovings of fancy
and windings of language. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xx,

The subtle lawyer, accustomed .. to trace human nature
through all her windings, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxiii. V. 114 To trace all the windings of the negotiation

would be tedious. 1870 Disraeli Lothair 1, We are friends

and can speak without windings.

t b. Mus. A melodic alternation or variation.

1667 C. Simpson Compend. Pract. Mus. 85 These little

windings and bindings with Discords and Imperfect Con-
cords after them, do very much delight the Ear. 1667
Playfohd Skill Mus. 1. 41 Those long windings and turn-

ings of the Voyce are iii used. 1706 A. Bedford Temple
Mus. iv, 75 Which he performs with various turnings and
windings of the Voice.

3. Carpentry, etc. Condition of being twisted

;

chiefly in phr. oul ofwinding= out of wind (Wind
sb.% 3); in winding, twisted.

1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 46 To make the

side Lines and middle Lines of the Decks out of winding
one with another. 1721 J. Perry Daggenham Breach 60
Such Piles.. could be brought by a straight Line.. to meet
in the middle of the Breach, and be out of winding, . . in the
same continued Line as first drove down. 184a GwiLT
Arckit. § 1911 A stone is taken out of winding principally

with points. 1880 J. Lomas Alkali Trade 328 The tiles

themselves must be of good quality—Dutch preferred—and
of faultless * winding *.

4. The action of twining a flexible object round
another or itself, esp. the coiling or twining of

thread, silk, etc. ; wrapping in a shroud (now dial.).

With quot. c 1336 cf. sense 8.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P343 The cost of. .barrynge,
owndynge, . . wyndynge or bendynge. c 1440 Promp. Pari',

530 (Winch. MS.) Wyn[d]yng, or twynynge of threde, tor-

tura, . . uel torsura. 1463-4 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 503/2 Crete
disceit, in wyndyng, foldyng, and niakyng of tlecez of
Wolle. 155a Huloet, Wyndynge of sylke, or thread. 1579
Aldeburgh Rec. in Ar

. $ Q. 12th Ser. VII. 328/2 To myles
harrisons witTe and Ales gillion for wyndinge of mother Hue
..vi*. 1619 in Poster Engl. Factories India (1906] I. 116
Bengala silke..iu cleare windinge. c 1796 Burns The
Cantin' o't 6 The cardin o't, the spinnin' o't; The warpin'
o't, the winnin' o't. 1831-3 Encycl. Metro/. (1845) VIII.
716/2 The winding requires the unwearied attention of
children to mend the threads that break. 1834 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Steam Excws., A vast deal ofscrewing, and tightening,
and winding, and tuning, during which Mrs Briggs expa-
tiated to those near her on the immense difficulty of playing
a guitar. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. i. 37 The process
of winding ' is that by which the weft is transferred from
the bobbins to the shuttle. 1910 S. P. Thompson Life Ld.
Kelvin II. 754 The zigzag winding for alternators.

b. With advs. on, out, up ; also attrib.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 421 Each spinner, .fixes

the end of the piece that is spun to a winding-up reel. 1835
Ure Philos. Manuf. 301 Till the stretch and winding-on
were once more completed. 1839 — Diet. Arts, etc. 1110
A winding-on bobbin. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. ii. 63
The ' winding-on room' where the cloth is wound uniformly
round a thick beam or roller preparatory to the printing.

1873 Si'ON Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 201/2 The spools for

winding up and winding out should be of the same weight.

X883 Yorksh. Textile Direct. 58 Patent Crabbing or Wind-
ing-on Machine. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxxiii. 517
A system of managing guinea worm cases which bids fair

to . . obviate the serious risks of the old winding out system,

5. Hoisting or hauling by means of a winch,

windlass, or the like. Also with up.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 529 (Winch. MS.) Wyyndyng with

wyndas, obvolucio. Ibid. 530 Wyndynge vp of thyngis bat
bene heuy, euolucio. C1575 Ship Lawis in Balfour's
Practicks (1754) 620 Gif ane tun or pype be tint in the
winding or heising, in fault of the cordis. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Winding, hoisting with a rope and drum.
1883 Gkesley Glass. Coal-mining, Winding, the operation
of raising by means of a steam-engine, with ropes and cages,
the produce of the mine.

8. Usually with up, of a clock or other mecha-
nism : see Wind v. 1 20 b, 22 e. Also Jig.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) World runs on Wheels Wks.
11. 234/1 The new found Instrument that goes by winding
vp like a Iacke. 1728 Young Love Fame 1. 282 Is there
a tongue, like Delia's o'er her cup, That runs for ages
without winding-up? 1737 Gentl. Mag. Feb. 68/1 So that
no Time is lost in winding. 183a Babbage Eeo/t. Manuf.
v. (ed. 3) 38 The half minute which we daily devote to the

winding-up of our watches. 2884 St. James s Gaz. 28 Mar,
6/1 The unfortunate thing about spirit-drinking is. .that the

drinker requires more and more ' winding-up ' as he goes on.

7. Winding up : conclusion, finish (see Wind v. 1

22 d); now usually, the bringing to an end the

activities ofa business concern ; also attrib.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 64 b, How vnfortunate..
hath bene the successe and wyndyng vp of commotioners
[orig. seditiosorum exitus]. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb.
Kent (1596) 481 Crafty counseiles.. be hard in the handeling,
and wofull in the winding vp [orig. euentu trislia]. 1576
Fleming tr. Cains* Dogs(i&&o) t In the wynding vp of your
Letter written and directed to Doctour Turner. Ibid. 44
The winding vp of this worke, called the Supplement, &c
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 879 If they would but expect
the winding up of things, and stay till the last Close. 170s
R. Ckomwell Let. in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII. 123

The winding up of your bottom will be more pleasing.

178a in Mme. D'Arblay's Diary (19,04) II. 97 My warm

approbation of the whole work ['Cecilia'] together:, .the
winding up beyond all compare, more happy, [etc.]. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias iv. vi. F15 She. .detailed the progress of
the plot to the winding up of the catastrophe. 1834 Lady
Granville Lett. (1S94) I. 271 The Hague season is nearly
over, and a ball on Thursday is almost the winding up.
1834 Ds Quincey Autob. Sk. ix. Wks. 1853 I. 240 The year
1782 brought that war to its winding up. 1858 SlMMONDS
Did. Trade, Winding-up Act. 1875 Economist 30 Jan.
131/2 The shareholders are asked to oppose the projected
winding-up. 1895 limes 19 Jan. 15/6 A winding-up order
having recently been made against this company.

II. That which winds or is wound.
8. An object that winds or is wound round ; a

coil or coiled object; fa curved, circular, or
twining pattern, ornament, piece of material, etc.

c 1050 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 505/24 Plecta, windonge. [Cf.

471/1 Plectas, Rewind.] 1356 in Pipe Roll 32 Edzo. Ill,
m. 33/2 (P.R.O.), ij. Exeronges, xxiiij. Wyndynges, ij.

naues, ij. lynces. 1382 Wyclip / Kings vii. 29 Betwix the
litil crownes and wyndyngis, liouns, and oxen, i486 Not-
tingham Rec. III.244, iij. wyndynges of iren aboute a ledder.

I5SS >n Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary(igi^) .'83 Wroughte with
white partye payned barwyse wyndinge winch was taken
owte of the borders of hanginges. 1612 T. Taylor Comtn.
Titus i. 7 (1619) 151 Those who are alreadie clasped in the
windings of this sinne. c 1633 Milton Arcades tf To nurse
the Saplings tall, and curl the grove With Kinglets quaint,
and wanton windings wove. 1699 T. Baker Rejl. Learn, ix.

102 A Man must see the folds and windings ofa knot before
he can unty it. 1764 J. Ferguson Lect. iii. 43 The winch.,
must turn the cylinder once round before the weight or re-

sistance, .can be moved from one spiral winding to another.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia s.v., In Suffolk the flannel,

which is wound round a corpse, is called a winding.

9. A curved, sinuous, or meandering line, path,

passage, or the like ; esp. pi. meandei in^s, twists

and turns.

1387 Trevisa Higden (RJIs) I. 9 pis math, as laborintus,
Dedalus hous, haj> many , .wyndynges and wrynkelynges.
1398 — Barth. De P. R. xm. vi. (1495) C v b/i Tygris..
passith hi to y* redde see after many turnynges & wynd-
ynges. 155a Huloet, Wyndynges and turnynges, amfrac-
tits. 1601 Holland Pliny v. v. I. 94 Berenice Standeth upon
the utmost winding and nouke of Syitis. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. IV. 10S4 The wards, or windings of the key. 1631
Widdowes Nat. Philos. 50 A little skin in the lowest wind-
ing, or turning of the eare. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 9 June
1654, The Mount, to which we ascended by windings for

neere halfe a mile. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)
192 Fetching several compasses and windings. 1788C0WPER
Dog fy Water-Lily 28, I.. follow 'd long The windings of
the stream. 1801 Solthev Thalaba v. xxv, A loud shriek,

That shook along the windings of the cave. 1847 W* C. L.
Martin Ox 134/2 That action by which the aliments are
carried through the windings of the intestinal canal. 1873
Maxwell Electr. fy Magu. II. 277 The number of windings
of the wire between any two small circles.

10. A flexible rod or withy {obs. or dial.)
; + esp.

{collect, sing, or //.) the rods or withies used in

making or repairing walls; hence, the process in-

volving their use.
1405-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 222 Cariantibus

stramen ad tectuiam, 2s. It. pro adquisicione de wyndyng,
i$d. X474-5 Ibtd. 289 In le dalbyng et le wyndyng inter-

close wallez, sydewallez, gawellez. 1523 34 Fitzherq, Husb.
§ 126 With the wyndynge of the edderynges thou doost leuse
thy stakes. 1550 Ludloiu Churchiv. Ace. (Camden) 44 Item,

to John James for wyndynge and dawbynge ther..viijd.

1599 Order Bk. Harttebury Gram. School (1904) 24 It'm.

.

for windinge and dawbinge of the church howse. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny xm. iv. I, 387 To make windings to bind vines.

Ibid. xxxv. xiv. II. 555 The manner of making walls, by
dawbing windings and hurdles with mud and clay. 1649
Order Bk. Hartlebury Gram. School (1904) 72 For poules
for studds ease poules and windings and carriadge of them
060. 1674 Ray S. .5- E. C. Words, Vritk, Eththerings or
windings of hedges. 1688 Holme Armoury m. xiv. (Roxb.)
19/2 Thatchers Termes... Windings, twigs that will bend.
1852 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. II. 281 Farmers find posts
and rails cheaper . . than the old system of ' stake and rice '.

Note. Called ' cock-guard ' in some parts ; in others ' wind-
ing '. 1887 6*. Chesh. Gloss., Weindins, the boughs which
are interwoven with the stakes used to shore up the bank of

a stream.

III. 11. attrib. and Co/nb.,zts (sense 4) winding
•fb/ade (Blade sb. 10 c), -loft, -machine 9 machinery,
master, room, \ stool (Stool sb. 6) ;

(sense 5, esp.

in nautical and mining use) winding accident,f baly

(app. m Bail sb.$, bucket), engine {-engineman),
-gear, f hawser, hour, + iron, pit', + -pulley, -rope,

shaft, tackle, time, wheel
;
(sense 6) winding button,

hole, pinion, square, wheel
; + winding band

[Band j£. 2 5], a bandage; winding sticks, strips,

two equal pieces of wood with straight parallel

edges used to determine whether a surface is tiue

(cf- 3)-
. .

1895 Catk. Ncivs 14 Sept. 3 Two terrible 'winding acci-

dents occurred in mines in Rboudda Valley. 1336 Ace.

Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 5 (P-R.O.) In .ij. *WyndiIn]gbalies

emptis ad eandem [galeamj. . . Et in ij petris corde de canabo

emptis pro Wyndyngrop. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) John xi. 44
Bound feete and handes with "winding bandes. 1585

Higins Junius' Nomencl. 262/2 Fascia, ..a. swathing cloth

or winding band to., tye vp wounds. 1530 Palsgr. 184 Vnes
tourneites, a payre of *wyndynge blades to wynde yarne

upon. 1881 Britten Watch $ Clockm. 71 A contrate wheel

squared on to the stem of the "winding button. 1858 Sim-

wonds Diet. Trade,* Winding-engine, an engine fordrawing

up buckets, etc. from a well or shaft. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Winding engine, ..a. hoisting steam-engine. 1883

GreslkyC/^u. Coat-mining, Winding Engine. 1904 Daily
Chron. 23 Apr. 6, 4 A terrible calamity was averted at the

Navigation Colliery .. by the heroism .. of the "winding

21



WINDING. 162 WINDLASS.
engineman. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., * Winding-gear, an
English term for the winding-machine for mines. 1417 in For.

Ace. 8 Hen. V D/2 (P.R.O.), j *Wyndyng hauncer. 1485
Naval A cc. Hen. VII (1896) 36SmalIe Warps,. .Hawsers,.

.

Wyndyng hausers. 1688 Holme Armoury m xx. (Roxb.)

240/1 On[e] thick gut string, which is played upon with a long

Bow or Base Viol stick at the head of it a little below the

*winding hole. 1893 Daily News 4 May 2/1 In South Wales
the 'winding hours were 9

1 to 10 hours on four days in the

week. 1420 in For. Ace. 3 Hen. VI F/2 dorso (P.R.O.),

*Wyndyng [ijrone. 1846 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf Ser. vt. 197
The tarred haul then passes into the ' *winding-Ioft ', where it

is wound . . upon bobbins. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 422
The two *wmding-machines may also be driven by the end-

less rope. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci.fnorg. Nat. 248 Disarrange-

ment of the "winding machinery. i88x Instr. Census Clerks

(1S85) 68 Cotton Mill : . . Winding Room. . . 'Winding Master.
1

1885' C. G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 337/1 Examine
the "winding-pinion depth, to see that it is neither too deep
norshallow. 14:7 in Far. Ace. 8 Hen. KD/i dorso (P. R.O.),

;

j Ketille j Fane et *W>-ndyngpoley. 1890 W. J. Gordon .

Foundry 165 The "winding room, where the women sit some
|

twenty deep in rank after rank by the side of the benches.

1913 Times 7 Aug. 4/4 [He] denied that he ever smoked
in the 'winding' or operating rooms. 1336 *Wyndyngrop
[see wtuding-baly], 1424 For. Ace. 59 m. 22 dorso (P. R.O.),

j

j hausere pro wyndyngrope. 1883 Gresi.ey Gloss. Coal-min-
ing, Winding Ropes, the ropes by which a cage, chair, . . &c, I

are raised and lowered in a pit-shaft. Ibid., * Winding Shaft
or Pit, the pit-shaft used chiefly for winding purposes. 1884
Britten Watch <$• Clockm. 35 During the going of the

j

clock the shutter, .stood in front of the "winding square,
j

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 255 "Winding Sticks are
always used in pairs. 1530 Palsgr. 289/1 "Wyndyng stole,

toumelle. a 1625 MAHWAVRmo Sea-mans Diet, s.v., The
'winding tackle is thus fitted : a great double block with

\

three shivers in it, which is fast seized to the end of a small

cable, which is brought about the head of the mast and so

serves for a pendant [etc.]. c 1635 Caft. N. Boteler Dial, .

Sea Services (1685) 116 Winding Tackle blocks. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Winding-tackle pendant, a strong rope
made fast to the lower mast-head, and forming the support
of the winding-tackle. 1908 Daily Chron. 10 Dec. 5/7 Both
"winding times are to be excluded from the calculation of

ei?ht hours. 1675 in Jeaffreson Middx. County Rec.UZq?)
\

IV. 61 Unam rotam Harpedon anglice vocatam a "winding i

wheele. 1884 Britten Watch <y Clockm. 240 The operation I

of th rowing the winding wheels out of action.

Winding (wi-ndirj, wsi'ndir)), vbl. sb% [f.WlND
v.2 + -ixg 1.] The action of blowing or making
a blast, chiefly of horns.
C1500 in Grose Antic. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 Tomyche wynd- !

inge of the pipis is not the best. 1605 Timme Quersit. it.

vii. 138 That renumg is to be attributed to the fire—the

outward ventilation or winding comming between as the

instrument. 1615 G» Sandys Trav. 58 At the winding of a
home. 1670 Caveat to Conventiclers 2 This dreadful ap-

pearance ._. was ushered in by the winding of Homes. 1732
Berkeley Atciphr. v. § 1 A confused Noise of the opening
of Hounds, the winding of Horns [etc.]. 1826 Scott Woodst.
x, The winding of horns and the galloping of horse.

Winding, vhL sb.3 : see Wind v?
Winding (waindin), ppl.al [f. Wind v.l +

-ing 2
.] That winds, in various senses.

1. That follows a sinuous course, takes or has

a curvilinear form, or is full of bends and turns.

a. Of a staircase : Spiral. Chiefly in winding
stairs (sometimes hyphened).
1530 Palsgr. 158 Vne vis, a wyndingstayre. 1580 Holly-

band Treas. Fr. Tong s.v. Noyau, A paire of winding
staires. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxv. 141 A
round Tribunal, whereunto one ascended by fifteen winding
stairs. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 153 These Winding
steps are made about a solid Newel. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thevenofs Trav. I. 22 You may go up to the top by a
winding staircase that is within it. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
20 July 1654, A paire of artificial winding-stayres of stone.

1823 P. Nicholson Praet. Builder 191 Having finished the

first flight of steps, fix the top o.f the first bearer for the
winding-tread. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop liii, She left

the chapel,.. and coming to a low door, which plainly led

into the tower, opened it, and climbed the winding stair.

b. Of plants or their parts, lines or figures, etc.

1538 Elyot, Vimineus, wyckers, wyndynge roddes,_ or
osyars. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 164 A payre of wind.
ynge prickes. 1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw, VI (ign)
137 Wynding plate abowte hedd peces, 1577G00GE Heres.
back's Huso. 34 The stalke is sclender, wyndyng, with
claspes about such plantes as are next hym. 1607 Topsell
Four./. Beasts 78 If his necke be winding and weake (as if

it were broken). 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 193 It was ordained,

that this Winding- Iuie of a Plan tagenet, should kill the true

Tree it selfe. 1697 Dryden Virg. George iv. 184 The wind-
ing Trail Of Bears-foot.

_ 1726 Leoni Albert?* Archil. I. 9
Of involved winding Lines it is not necessary to speak.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 16 Thus you may mark a
winding figure with a thread on a rocket. 1822 J. Parkin-
son Outl. Oryctol. 163 The chambers separated by winding
septa. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 330/2 Many of the sheep have
upright winding horns.

O. Of the course or outline of natural features,

roads, passages, etc.

1555 Eden Decades 303 h, Saylynge alonge by the coaste

of a wyndynge and bendynge shore. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 11. vii. 31 And so by many winding nookes he strates.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 618 Wy with a crooked

and winding streame rolleth downe by Whitney. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. n. 691 A winding Vally. — AEneis

in. 905 Megara's winding Bay. 1791 Cowper Four Ages 8

Taking my lonely winding walk, I mus*d. 1794 Mrs.
Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxi, The winding mountains

at length shut Udolpho from her view. 1878 J.
Bcller

40 Yrs. N. Z. 1. ii. 27 The river is winding in its course.

1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xiii, He could rattle

five horses and a loaded coach in and out of the creeks and
winding bush tracks.

d. Of animals or their movements.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. v. 20 He windes himselfe
into this winding Beast, disposing the Serpents tongue to

speake to the woman. 1631 Quarles Samson iv. 20 The
suck-egge Weasell, and the Winding Swallow. 1697 Dryden
A^neis n. 288 Twice round his waste their [sc. the serpents']

winding Volumes rowl'd. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1810)

III. xii. 79 Thou, .dost not know the joys of a chase, and in

pursuing a winding game. 1820 Clare Poems Rural Life
118 Swallows check their winding flight.

T e. Pliant, bending. Obs. rare.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcel/. 192 Feathers and delicat
winding beds [orig. pluma fyflexilcs fectuli].^

2- fig* t a. Tortuous, crooked, wily. Obs.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits 204 A man doubtlesse
winding and craftie. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 241 For
all his winding wit and wrangling about this place. 1655
Stanley Hist. Philos. in. 76 Old, winding, bragging, testy,

crafty fox. 1693 J. Edwards Author. O. fy N. Test. I. 245
Jupiter.. was represented Homed, because of his Winding
Oracles.

b. Of a narrative : Circuitous, rambling.
[a 1596 Sir T. More iv. v. 37 The winding laborinth of thy

straunge discourse Will nere haue end.] 1887 Bowen Virg.
ASneid 1. 341 The grief is a winding story and long. 1923
Times Lit. Suppl. 4 Jan. 9/2 The long and winding narrative.

Hence Windingly adv., in a winding manner,

circuitously, with twists and turns ; Wi'nding-
ness, circuitous or meandering form.

1576 Baker Gesners J&vcll of Health 215 b, The pype.

.

doth ascende right up, and not as in the others, *windingly.
1626 T. H[awkins] Caussins Holy Crt. 47 A riuer, that

windingly creepeth with many wauy turnings. 1817 Byron
Beppo xiii, Where the green alleys windingly allure. 1877
Blackmore Erema xiv, The long descent into the depth of

winter is. .taken, .gently, and softly, and windingly, with

a great many glimpses batk at the summer. 1730 Bailey
(fol.), Tortuousness, *Windingness or the Turning in and
out. i86x Macm. Mag. IV. 134/1 There should be good in

the stream's wmdingness.

Winding (wi*ndirj, in sense i wsi'ndirj), ppl. a.-

[f. Wind v* + -ing *.]

1. Of a horn : That is winded.

1735 Someryille Chase in. 402 The winding Horn, and
Huntsman's Voice, Let loose the genral Chorus.

2. That 'winds' one; taking one's breath away.
1842 Lover Handy Andy ix, The drunken man at least

gave some tokens of returning consciousness by making
several winding blows at his benefactors.

t Winding-cloth 1
. Obs. [f. Winding vbl.

sb. 1 + Cloth sb.] = Winding-sheet i.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14354 ln windingclath als he was
wonden, Bath fete and hand bar was he bunden. 1439 in

Ancestor (1004) July 18, I gife my modir the best pece of

lynnyn cloth that I have over that that beleveth over my
wyndyng cloth. £-1440 Alphabet of Tales 43 pis ffurst

frend is werldly possessions, whilkbat when we dye giffis

vs bod a wyndyng clothe to lap vs in.

t Winding-cloth 2
. Obs. [f. Winding vbl.

sb.%\ = Winnow-, Winnowing-cloth.
1548 Burgk Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 136 Ane bathsket with

windinciaith syf ryddill sek and peyk. 1588 Lane. Wills

(Chetham Soc. 1893) 150 Sacks windinge clothes pocks.

if33 [see Wind p.*j.

Winding-sheet (warndinj/t). [f. Winding
vbl. sb. 1 + Sheet sb."1 ]

1. A sheet in which a corpse is wrapped for

burial; a shroud.
c 1420 7 Lvdg. Assembly of Gods 420 As he had bene a

goste came in wyndyng shete. 1547 in Feuillerat Revels

Ediv. VI (19T4) 21 One wyndyng shite of IncaniacionLawnd
strypida with crossis Crymson satten. 15.. Doun by ane
Rever 54 in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 306 Thy windene
scheit is nocht in weir. 1603 Dekker Wond. Year C3VJ,

A thousand Coarses, some standing bolt vpright in their

knotted winding sheetes. 1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia n.

35 They..rowle them in mats for their winding sheets.

1723-4 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1889) II. 357 A coffine. .and a
winning sheet, 1746 Hlrvey Medil. (1767) I. 72 Your Nobil-

ity arrayed in a Winding-sheet ; your Grandeur mouldering

inanUrn. 1869T0ZER Highl. Turkey 1 1. 92 The spectre had
sworn by his winding-sheet, .that he would do him no harm.

Comb. 1603 Dekker Wond. Year D 2 b, These winding-

sheete-weauers.

b. trans/, and fig.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. v. 114 These armes of mine
shall be thy winding sheet : My heart (iweet Boy) shall be

thy Sepulcher. 1623 Baco* Ess., Viciss. Things (Arb.) 569
The great Winding-sheets, that burieall Things in Obiiuion,

are two; Deluges, and Earth-quakes. 1669 J. Owes Serm.

5 Sam. xxiii. 5 Wks. 1851 IX. 414 Let us. .be content to

see all our comforts in their winding-sheet every day. 1757

Gray Bard 50 Weave the warp, and weave the woof, The
winding-sheet of Edward's race. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam

ix. xxii, Disturbing not the leaves which are her winding-

sheet. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 147 Dead cedars, in

winding-sheets of long gray moss. 1875 Manning Mission

Holy Ghost ii. 53 He raised you from death, and loosed you
from your winding-sheet of habitual sin.

2. A mass of solidified drippings of grease cling-

ing to the side of a candle, resembling a sheet

folded in creases, and regarded in popular super-

stition as an omen of death or calamity.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 17. 2/1 Letters, Winding Sheets, &c.

in a Candle. 1819 Keats Party of Lovers 16 There's a

large cauliflower in each candle. A winding sheet. 1824

Miss Mitkord Village Ser. 1. Aunt Martha, She. .sees.,

gifts in her finger-nails, letters and winding-sheets in the

candle. 1882 Century Mag. Nov. 113/iThe candles.,

burned dim, with long winding-sheets clinging to them.

Wi'nd-rnstrument. (Often as two words.)

1. A musical instrument played by means of

'wind 1 (Wind sb. 1 12), supplied either by the

breath of the player or by bellows : most com-

monly applied to portable instruments of this kind,

such as those used in an orchestra.
Strictly, one whose sounds are produced by vibration of

air in a pipe or tube (as the flute, trumpet, etc.) or in a
number of pipes (as the organ) ; but usually also including
those sounding by vibration of reeds (as ihe clarinet, har-
monium, and concertina).

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castankedd's Conq. E. Ind.ulxxv].
155 He had also with him certeine wind instruments. 1628
Ford Lover's Mel. 1. ii, Cucul. Was thy father a Piper,
saist thou ? Grill. A sounder of some such wind-mstrument
forsooth. 1777 Thicknesse Journ. France (1789) II. 202
During the supper, a good band of music played ; but it

was all wind instruments. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, ii,

Two or three violins and a wind instrument from the Opera
band. 1880 F. Taylor in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 5/2 The Har-
monium., although played by wind, is not strictly a wind-
instrument.
Comb. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. V. iv. vii. 364 The

younger Stanesby, the wind-instrument-maker.

b. fig. or allusively.

1604 Shaks. Oth. m. i. 10. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier iv. i.

F 3, Bal. What Instrument playd she upon? Cor. A wind
instrument, she did nothing but sigh.

1 2. A machine or contrivance driven by the wind,

as a windmill. Obs. rare.
1601 Holland Pliny vn. xxxvii. I. 175 Ctesibius also was

much accounted of for devising wind-instruments : and by
the meanes of certaine engines to draw and send water to

any place.

Hence Wi:nd-instrume*ntala. ; Wi:nd-instru-
mentalist.
1869 J. Ella Mus. Sk. I. 344, I know of no other example

of wirtd-instrumentalists acquiring an independance by
orchestra] employment in London. 1894 J. A. Katpey (title)

Military Music A history of wind-instrumental bands.

Windish, var. Wendish.
Windister, var. Wixnowster Obs.

Windlass (wi-ndlas), sb.1 Forms : 5 wyn-
las(s)e, wyndelas, 5-6 wyndlas, 6 -lass©, wyn-
las, 6-7 windlesse, -lasse, "wyndles(se

T
(also 9)

windlace, 6-8 windlas, windles, 7 wyndeles,
7-8 windless, winlace, 8 winlass, 7- windlass.
[prob. alteration of Wikdas, of obscure origin.

The alleged Icel. rindildss is not authentic.]

1. A mechanical contrivance working on the

principle of the wheel and axle, on a horizontal

axis (thus distinguished from a capstan) ; con-

sisting of a roller or beam, resting on supports,

round which a rope or chain is wound ; used for

various purposes, esp. on board ship for weighing

the anchor or hauling upon a purchase, at the head

of a mine-shaft for hoisting coal or other mineral,

or for raising a bucket from a well.

Chinese or Differential windlass : see Chinese a. 2, and cf.

Diffekential a. 4 b. Spanish windlass : see Spanish a. 7.

c-1400 Land Troy Bk. 12652 The schippes were sone on a
blase, Thei brende bothe mast & wynlase. c 1440 Promfi.

Parv. 529 Wyndynge, wythe wynde\as[Winck.MS. wyndas],

obvolucio. 1526 Vunmorv Churchw. Ace. If. 5 b(MS.), Item

to John Harvyand Wylyem barcar for a brayde to helpe to

make the wynlas, iii.rf. 1538 Elyot, Tractorium, a wind-

las to draw vp heuy thingis. 1552 in Glasscock Rec. St.

Michaels, Bp.s Stortford (1882) 137 A wyndles for the pix.

1585 Shuttle-ivorths" Ace. (Chetham Soc) 25 A grete roppe

for the wyndlas in the slayhter housse. 1603 G. Owem
Pembrokeshire (1892) 89 With a wyndeles turned by fowre

men they drawe vpp the coales. 1608 Relat. Trav. W. Busk
B2D, She had twooe stronge Cables.. strayned by wynd-
lesses. 1616 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 342 Ane wyndles
for heising vp of stanes. 1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakluyt Soc.) 143 Carrying out an Anchor a stemewith
the Winlace. 1743 Woodkoofe in Hanway Trav. (1762) I.

11. xxiit. 101 A great sea obliged us to cut the cable at the

windlass. 1789 Trans. Soc. ArtsVU. 218 Anchor-stocks.,

supplying the place of the upper gudgeon; and in a merchant-

ship the clamps of her windles. 1800 Weems Washington

x. (1877) 129 Some seizing the ready handspikes, vault high

upon the windlasses. 1822 Imisotfs Set. $ Art I. 56 If two

men work at(the end of a roller, or windlass, as in drawing

up coals or ore from a mine, or water from a well. 1836

Thirlwall Greece xxvi. III. 427 A great vessel of burthen

..to cover the operations of a number of parties in boats,

which, .forced up the piles by means of cranes or windlaces.

p The form windles taken as pi. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxvi. xv. II. 586 To force the water

..with devise of engines and windles up to the top of the

hill. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1526/4 The Adventure Pink,.,

two Decks, with a Pall where the Windles stand.

t 2. Applied to various smaller contrivances of

a similar kind : a winch used in discharging a

cross-bow (= Windas 1 b) or a pistol (' dag ') ; a

reel on an angler's rod, or for winding yarn (
=

Windle sb.3). Obs.

1481-90 Howard Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) 273, ix. cross-

bowes, wyndlas. 1587 Holinshed Chron. III. 1099/2 With

the windlace of his dag hanging thereon. 1588 Lane. Wills

(Chetham Soc. 1861) 12 My crosbowe with the windlesse.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (16S1) 258 A very long Line

wound up at the handle of your Rod on a small Winch or

Windlace. 1737 Ozell Rabelais III. 236 note, A Reel or

Yarn-Windless. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxviii, Two arblasts

..with windlaces and quarrells.

3. attrib.
t
as windlass axle, -end, -head, -pawl,

rope ; windlass-bar, any of a set of bars inserted

in holes in a ship's windlass, by which it is turned

;

windlass-bitt, -chock, each of the supports of a

ship's windlass ; windlass-jack, windlass-lining

(see quots.) ; windlass-man, a man employed to

turn a windlass.



WINDLASS.

1843 Loudon Suburban Hort. 157 Two *windlass axles are

supported on four props. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.
s.v., The cables [of the windlass] have three turns round
this main-piece..: holes are cut for the *windlass-bars in

each eighth of the squared sides. 1846 A. Young Naut.
Did. 369 Iron spindles working in collars or bushes inserted

in the *Windlass-bitts. Ibid.,* Windlass-chocks, fore-and-

aft pieces of oak fitted on the deck and bolted to the beams
immediately before the windlass. Ibid., * Windlass-ends .

.

are two horizontal pieces forming a continuation of the

windlass outside these bitts. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk., Windlass.. is composed of the carrick-heads or *wind-

lass-heads. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,* Windlass-jack, a

form of lifting-jack having a winch-handle for turning the

pinion which gears into the crown-wheel. 1846 A. Young
Naut Diet. 369 Pieces of hard wood, called the '"Windlass-

lining, fitted and bolted round it to preserve it from being

chafed. 1851 Carlvle Sterling ill. iii, Both shouted vehe-

mently to the coadjutor at the windlass, both sprang at the

basket; the "windlass man could not move it with them
both. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., Amidships it is

supported by chocks, where it is also furnished with a course

of *windlass-pawls. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xtl. 8 1
|

By a "Windless Rope, and weight to sink it, he may first let

down the weight.

+ Windlass, sbl1 Obs. Forms: 6 wynd(eV)
winlesse, windlas(se, (-laies?), "wyndlas(s)e,

-lace, 6-7 windlace, -lesse, 7 -lass, wiude-lase,

(8 windlatch). [Alteration of Wanlace, by asso-

ciation with Wind z/.l and perh. with prec. sb.]

1. A circuit made to intercept the game in hunting

(= Wanlace i); gen. a circuit, circuitous move-
ment : esp. in phi. to fetch a windlass, to make a

circuit, go round about, ' fetch a compass \
1530 Palsgr. 231 Hewar that fetteth the wyndelesse in

huntyng. 1563 Golding C&sarwi. (1565} 206 Bidding them
fetche a windlasse a great waye about, and to make al to.

ward one place. 1567 — Ovid's Met. vii. 93 b, He runnes
not forth directly out, Nor makes a windlass© ouer all the
champion fieldes about. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 270,
I now fetching a windlesse, that I myght better haue a
shoote, was preuented with ready game. 1600 Fairfax
Tassoxiv. xxxiv, The beauies faire of Shepheards daughters
bold, With wanton winde laies ronne, turne, play and pas.

1602 R. Carew Cornwall 75 Sometimes a foote-man. .wilt

carry the same quite backwards, and so, at last, get to the
goale by a windlace.

2. fig. A circuitous course of action ; a round-

about proceeding; a crafty device (=» Wallace 3).
a 1569 Kingesmyll Man's Est., Godly Adz: (1574) I vij,

With suche winlesses some are dryuen into the net. 1575
Laneham Let. (1871)55 And heer iz my windlesse, lyke yoor
coorse as pleaz ye. J575 Mirr. Mag., Humfrey Dk. Glouc.
xlvi, Which by slye driftes, and wyndlaces aloofe. They
brought about. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 65. 1617 Collins
Def. Bp. Ely n. viii. 317 These were the trances, and the
windlaces of the first Iesuites. 1631 [Mabbe] Celestinaw.
54 What a wind-lace hast thou fetch t, with what words hast
thou come upon me? 1x1734 North Exam. n. iv. §143.
(1740) 307 The former are brought forth, by a Windlatch of
a Trial, to charge the latter with the foulest of Crimes.

t Windlass, v.1 Obs. [f. Windlass sb, 2] a.

trans. {Jig.) To decoy or ensnare, b. intr. To
* fetch a windlass ', make a circuit

; fig. to act cir-

cuitously or craftily. Hence Windlassing vbl. sb. 1

a 1586 Sidney A str.fy Stella xxi, My young mind. ., whom
Loue doth windlas so ; That mineowne writings, .show My
wits quicke in vaine thoughts, in vertue lame, a 1660 Ham-
mond Serm., Ezek. xvi.30 (1664) 12 She is not at so much
leasure as to windlace, or use craft to satisfie them; she
goes downright a woing. Ibid., Luke xziii. 11 131 A skil-

ful woods-man, that by wmd-lassing presently gets a shoot.

Windlass, v.- [f. Windlass sbX\ trans.

To hoist or haul with a windlass. Hence Wind-
lassing vbl. sb*
1834 Maria Edgkwobth //Wfc,«,xiv

I
None of our windlass-

ing will ever bring her[ir. the truth] up. 1870 Daily News
20 Jan., Ho was hauled into the barn and windlassed clear

of the floor. 1897 Kiri-isa Capt. Cour. ix. 203 As though
the words were being windlassed out of him,

Windle (wi'nd'l), sb.1 Now dial, or local.

Forms: 1-3 windel,( I -il), 3-6 wyndel, 6 wyndle,
-dille, dell, 8-9 dial, winnel, 6- windle. [OE.
windd str. m., ' cartellus ',

( hscella % l canistrum
',

* corbis ', f. windan to plait, Wind v.1 : see -le i.

Parallel in formation are OHG. wintild (MHO., G. win-
del) swaddling-clothes, ON. vindill wisp.]

1. A basket. Now only dial, (see quot. 1879):
app. associated or confused with Wixdle sb.*

C715 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 10 Cartellus, windil. ciooo
JE.v.?n\c Gen. xl. 16 Ic seseah swefn, b^t is, 5a:t ic haefde ftry

windlas mid melewe ofer min heafod. c 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 17073 Thei did brynge the kiddis drye. .And colis also
In bollis & wyndel. 1879 Norfolk Archxol. VIII. 174
Windle, a basket used in winnowing corn.

2. A measure of corn and other commodities,
varying in different localities

; of wheat, usually
about 3 bushels, local (north.).

[1268, 128a in Rogers Agric. fy Prices I. xviii. 428 [Nuts]
are purchased in Cumberland by the windle.] 1281-2 Ing,
post mortem Edw. I 31/3 (P.R.O.), Et sciendum quod que-
libet eskeppa continet sexdecim Windellos, et illi sexdecim
Windelli faciunt quarterium Londinienseet dimidium. 1309
Crt. Rolls Wakefield (1006) II. 194 One wvnd[el ?] of barley
and a quarter of oats. 1521 Pleadings Duchy Lancaster
(1896) 106 [Dealing of corn by] mettes and wyndilles.
«S»5 'Pest. Ebor, (Surtees) V. 216 To everichon of the same
Orders a wyndle of wheate, or the price therof. 1566 in
Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 86 One wyndle con-
tatning 56 quarts of wine measure up heaped shall, .be the
tight and just standard. 1636 Earington Papers (Chetham
Soc, 1856) 13, 8 windles of wheat Lane' measure. 1729 P.

163

Walk-den Diary (1866) 62 Spent the day wholly at home
in winnowing my bailey, and I measured a windle and an
awkendale for going to the malt-kilns. 1790 Grose Prov.

Gloss, (ed. 2), Windle, or Winnel, a bushel. 1849 Jrnl. R.
Agric.Soc. X. I. 18 The cost [of limestone] at the kiln is

11 d a windle, and two windles are equal to 3 cwt. 1881

Daily News 17 Jan. 3/4 Preston. Jan. 15.. .Wheat 19s. to

22 s. per windle.

3. A bundle or band (of straw or hay). Sc.

1823 Jamieson, Winnie, the same with Windlen, a bottle

of straw. 1893 Mackintosh Around the Orkney Peat Fires

(1905) 207 [He] had the kegs tied up in windles of straw.

f Wrndle,-^. 2 Obs. Forms: 3 {firm.) winn-
dell, 4 wyndel, 5 -dylle, -die, 6 windle. [f. stem

of OE. windwian Winnow v.+ -le i. Cf. Wind
z\3] A winnowing-fan.
1:1200 Ormin 104S3 Himm shollde brinngenn inn hissbannd

Hiss winndell forr to winndwenn. <t 1400 N. 7". (Paues) Matt.
iii. 12 Whos wyndel is in his honde, & he schal dense fully

his korne. ^1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 664/7 H°c ***nti-

labrum, wyndylle. 1550 Coverdale Spir, Perle vii. 65
When the come is threshed, the kernel lyeth mixed among
the chaf, and afterwarde are they disseuered a sunder wyth
the fanne or wyndle.

Windle (wi'ndT), sb.% Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

8-9 Sc. winnel, win(n)le, 7- windle. [The
second element of Garnwindle, Yarnwindle, q.v.

for earlier examples.] An appliance for winding

yarn or thread.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Did. n, Windles, or Blades to wind

Yarn on, vn Det'idoir. 17.. Loving Lass in Ramsay'

s

Tea-t. Misc. (1762) 172 My hanks of yarn, my rock and reel,

My winnels and my spinning-wheel. 1791 Alex. Wilson
in Poems % Lit. Prose (1876) II. 45 Jennock turn't the
winles' blade An* waft in lapfu's left ber. 1845 S. Judd
Margaret \\. (1S71) 5 From a windle the thread is conducted
to the quills,

Wi'ndle,^.4 local. Alsowhindle. [?f. Wind
sbX\ The redwing (Turdus iliacus), also called

wind-thrush^ 'throstle,

1674 N. Cox Gcntl. Recr. in. (1677) 63 The Wind-throstle
(or Whindlc). a 1698 C. Morton Enquiry in Hart. Misc.

(1744) II. 558/2 The.. Wind-Thrush (or the Redwing, Whee-
nerd, Whindle; for so many Names it has in divers Coun-
ties). 177a Rutty Nat. Hist. Dublin I. 342. 1885 Swainson
Prov. Names Birds 5 Redwing.., Winnard (Cornwall).
Windle (Devon).

Wi"ndle, vJ- "Sow dial. Forms: 4 Sc. pr.pple.

wynland, vyndland, 6 windill, 6— windle, (9
dial, winnle). [f. Wind v 1 + -le 3. With sense 2

cf. MDtu, MHG., G.windeln to swathe, swaddle.]

1. intr. To move circularly or sinuously ; to turn

over and over, or round and round ; to whirl ; to

meander : = Wind v -
1 7 b. Hence Wrndling

vbl. sb. and ppl, a 1

1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 721 Sum dede, sum dosnyt,
come doun vyndland. 1623 Lisle AEi/ric on O. fy N. 'Pest.

To Rdr. p. xxviii, The one hoodwinked with his tmplicite

faith, as with a bumble on his head, thinkes he goes forth-

right, when he windles in a mill. 1802 Mrs. Radcliffe
Gaston, de Blondeville iv. (1826) 140 Beside some windling
brook. 1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston 730 Windling^
snow-drifting. 1905 Engl. Dial. Did. s.v. (Lincolnsh.), The
Snow windles under the tiles.

2. trans. To wind (thread, etc.} ; also absol.

:

m Wind v.1 15. Also Sc. (see quot. iSoS, and cf.

Windle^. 1
3, Windling sb.).

1587 W. Fowler Wks. (S.T.S.) 1. 117/132 Than did I spye
Chrysippus.. with a large and brodest roll his threid &
webbs to windill. 1599 T. M[oufetJ Silkivormes 1 These
flocks as white as milke, That make, and spinne, and die,

and windle silke. 1808 Jamieson, Windle, to make up
(straw or hay) into bottles. 1859 A. Whitehead Leg.
Westmld. 14 (E.D.D.) The sarvant lasses they'd begun To
winnle, wind, and spin.

t Windle, v.'1 Obs. rare. [f. as'WiNDLE sb.2 +
-LE 3. Cf. Wimble v.2] trans. To winnow.
14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 696/23 Hoc ventilabrum, a

wyndyllynge. [The Englishglossappears to be incomplete.]

1550 Coveruale Spir. Perle vii. 65 When they are fanned
or wyndled, and when the wynde of trouble and afnyecion
begynneth once a litle to blowe. 1887 Jamieson s Sc, Did.
Suppl., Winnet-ctaith, v. Windin<laith.

Windle, v.^ Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 -winele,

6 windell. [? Back-formation from Wixdlestr.vw;
but cf. Winder v.] intr. To lose strength or

vigour ; to wither, waste away, dwindle. Hence
"Windling/)//. a. 2

c 1325 GIjss. if. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 161 To ay la
mayn si estomye [gloss so acomeled, v.r. winded]. 1579
Wi Wilkinson Con/ut. Earn. Love 31 b, The fruite thereof
for want of moysture begynneth to windell. 1620 Gataker
Davids Instruct. 6 Tender plants.. are in danger else to
windle and wither away. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Windle, v.

to dwindle. . . Windling, adj., feeble, delicate.

Windles, obs. form of Windlass sb.T-

Windless (wi*nd,les), a. [f.WiNDj<M + -less.]

1. Breathless, out of breath. Now rare.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1271 Sa waike & so wyndles & wery

for-fosten. 1570 Foxk A. $ M. (ed. 2) 2126/1 His accuser.

.

came . . in such post speede, that in a maner be was wyndlesse
entryng into the Bishops chamber. 1609 Holland Amm.
Marcell. 114 With all the speed I could make I returned all

windlesse for hast. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen, xlix. 27 Panting
and windless as a tired Woolf. 1894 J. A. Steuart In Day
0/ Battle i, He was stupefied and windless before the smile
of disdain had time to leave his face.

2. Free from wind ; not exposed to or stirred by
the wind, in or upon which no wind blows.

WINDLING.
In first quot. applied to wi;:d supposed to be pent under-

ground and to cause earthquakes : = not causing any move-
ment in the atmosphere.
1591 Sylvester DuBartasx. iii. 4:0When steeples stagger,

and huge mountains tremble With wind-less wind [orig. Le
vent sans /aire vent]. 1802 MawB Min. Dtrkysh. Gloss.
(E.D.S.) s.v., A place in a mine where the air is bad or
short. .is then said to be windless. 1818 Shelley Rosal. fy

Helen 1106 The windless sky. 1843 Rlskin Mod. Paint. 11.

Hi. iv, § 35. 251 Colder and more quiet than a windless sea
under the moon of midnight. 1855 M. Arnold New Sirens
146 In some windless valley.

f3. Not causing flatulence. Obs. rare.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 85 b, PhasioIus..of Dioscorides is

wyndy.., & y e other mjlaiuum expertes y* is windlesse.

Hence Wi-ndlessly adv. ; Wi'ndlessness.
1897 Edin. Rev.Oct. 3S7 The dawn broke mindlessly over

the dark mountain pass. 1916 E. F. Benson David Biaize
x, The sea slept in the windlessness of this August weather.

Windlesse, obs. form of Windlass.
Windlestraw (wrnd'^strj). Sc. and dial.

Forms: 1 windelstreaw, -streow, 6 .5V. "wyud-,
windilstray, 7 windle-strawe, S-9 Sc, winle-
strae, 9 dial, windle-, winnelstrae, -stray, etc.,

7- windlestraw. [OE. windelstreaw
' ?Uwindel

Windle sb.1 + striaw Straw sb.]

1. A dry thin withered stalk of grass, such as is

left standing after the flower or seed is shed.
In north, dial, shortened to windle.
a 1000 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 273/23 Cal»;u»i, windcl-

streow. 1513 Douglas sEneis vn. Prol. 1^,4 With hyrstis

harsk of waggand wyndilstrays. a 1585 Montgomerib
Ckerrie $ Sloe 303, I stakkerit at the wtndilstrayis. a 1598
13. Fkrgusson Scot. Prov. (1641) 323 He that is redd for

windlestrawes, should not sleep in lees. 1641 Best Farm,
Bks. (Surtees) 76 If the weather bee harde and sharpe, and
the hey shorte and good, they [sc. sheep] will not leave soe

much as a pile of grasse or a windle-strawe. a 1722 in M. P.

Brown Suppl. Did. Decis, (1826) IV. 793 To restrict him to
the fifth part of the rent, was to send him to lift the rest of
his stipend from wind lestraws and sandy laverocks, c 173a
Ramsay Fables xix. 67 They'll start at winlestraes. 1815
Shelley Alastor 523 Tall spires of winulestrae Threw their

thin shadows down the rugged slope. 1821 Scott Pirate
iv, The air is close, ..and the clay so calm, that not a windle-
straw moves on the heath. 1865 Carlvle Frtdk. Gt. xxi.

ii. VI. 350 Think what a fine figure of rye and barley, instead
of mere windlestraws, beggary and desolation, was realised

by that act alone. 1872 Drowning Fifim ix, Thistle Huffs

and bearded windlestraws.

2. A name for various long-stalked species of

grass, as Cynosurns cristatus (dog's-tail ^rass),

Lolium perenne (rye-grass), and Agrostis Spica~

venti. Also windlestrawgrass.
c 1000 'Sax. Leechd. II. 4+ Wib earwicgan, ^enim baet

miclegreatewindel streaw twyecge. 1636 J ounson Gerarde"1

s

Herbal r. iii. 6 Keed-grasse .. in Latine .. Spica venti
agrorum.. .Some. ., much agreeable to the Latine name,
call these, Wi;:dle-strawes. 1775 J. Andkrson Ess. Agric.
41S The crested dogs-tail-grass, Cynosurus crystatus, com-
monly known in Scotland by the name of Windlestiaw-
grass. 1801 Levden Elfin-King xiii, The windlestrae, so
limber and grey [note, Rye-grass]. 1862 Mrs. Norton;
Lady ofLa Garaye Piob 112 The pale tufts of the windle-
strae grass Hang like locks of dry dead hair.

3. fig, a. Applied to something (material or

immaterial) light, trifling, or flimsy; occas. con-
temptuously to a spear or lance.

1637 Rutherford Lett. 6 Jan. (1671)414 No windle-straws,
no bits of clay, no temptations.. will then be able to with-
stand you._ 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xi, Not one has the courage
to throw bis windlestraw while he perceives that of another
pointed against himself. 1895 Crockett Men of Moss-
Hags xl, He grippit me with one hand and drew his windle-
strae of a sword wi" the other. 1905 Times Lit. Suppl.
25 Aug. 267/3 Her. .blank verse and other heavy, .things.,
have none of the life and sweetness of her windlestraw.

b. Applied to a thin lanky person, or one of
feeble health or character.
1818 Miss Ferrier Marriage xxxiv, A wheen puir feckless

!
windlestraes

;
1836 J. M. Wilson Tales II. 214/2 D'ye

;
ken that this winnle-straw o' a lassie. .has won the kirn?
[ 1845 Carlyle Schiller 1. 30 An honest man you may form of

I windle-straws ; but, to make a rascal, you must have grist-]

1907 ' Q ' Poison hi. xxxi, A thin, windlestraw of a man.
Windling (wrndlirj), sb. Forms: 3-4 wyne-

lynge, 5 wenelyng(e
; 7 winling, 8 wiudlen,

wonlyne, 9 winlin, windlin, windling. [? f.

Wind v,1 + -ling 1 2. But perhaps two distinct
1 words.

The word in sense 1 seems to be synonj'mous with wyn{e)-

I

wes, wynwys in 1304 Ace. Exch. K. R. 12/6 m. 3, 1336

(

Ibid. 19/31 m. 5, 1420 For, Ace. 3 Hen. VI G/2.J

+1. collect, sing, orpi. ? Small ropes or cords. Obs.

1295 Ace. Exch. K. R. 5/7 m. 1 (P.R.O.) In Wynelyngges
emptis ad nauem ix. s. v.d. 1356 in Pipe Rolljz Edw. Ill

I

m. 33/r (P.R.O.) In CCC. lb. de towe, vj«. fassibus strami-

: nis, xviij Millibus de Wynelynge emptis. 140a Ace. Exch.
I K. R. 43/6 m. 4 In iiij" petris de Wenelyng..in factura

dicte balengere expenditis. 140^ Ibid. 44/n (1) m. 3 In
iij. libris de Wenelynge emptis. .iij.d,

2. A bundle of straw or hay. Sc,

1645 in J. Davidson Inverurie (1878) 206 Twa winlingis of
I stray. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Proz\ (1750) 4* He stumbles at a

I
strae and lowps o'er a wonlyne. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.

' Farm II. 125 The cattle-man resumes his labours by bunch-

|
ing up windlings of straw, which are small bundles having

a twisted form, of 10 lb, weight, or more each. 1845 New
Statist. Ace. Scot. XV. Caithness 146 The tenants of each
penny-land. .had. .to furnish a certain number cf winlins to

thatch the mains' stacks. 186a Hislop Prov. Scot.ZZ He
Starts at straes, and lets windlins gae.

Windling, ppl. a. : see Windle vj- and v.3
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WINDMILL 164 WINDOW.
Windmill (wi*ndmil, wi'nmil), sb. (Formerly

also as two words.) [f. Wind j£.1 + Mill sb. 1
;

cf. MHG. wintmul
f
G. wind?niihle, LG., Dn,

windmolen
}
and F. moulin a vent (from 13th c.).]

1, A mill the machinery of which is driven by the

wind acting upon sails, used (chiefly in flat districts)

for grinding corn, pumping water, etc. The older

and most characteristic European form consists of

a conical mill-house with a dome or ' cap ' carrying

(usually) four sails; the modern American type

consists of a disk of sails mounted on a framework
of girders, and is used chiefly for pumping or sawing.
The sails (Sail sb} 5) are turned by the force of the wind

around an axis or wind-shaft, usually nearly horizontal and
having some contrivance (now often automatic) for turning it

in any direction to enable the sails to catch the wind.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 113S3 pe king of alemaine was in

a windmulle inome. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. igo, Y
saugh him carien a wyndmelle Vnder a walsh note shale.

a 1400 Gloss in Rel. Ant. I. 7 Vcntagilc, a wyndmylne.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 63 His winde-mille bat stondit vppon
hoge wib-oute he towne of doninton. 15.. Ladye Bessie

(Percy Soc.) 77 He went up unto a wynde mylne, And stoode
upon a hyll soe hye. 1546 Yks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees

1S94) ii The rente of a wynde mylle there, xxs. 1596
Shaks. / Hen. IF, in. i. 162, I had rather liue With Cheese
and Garlick in a Windmill. 1630 R. Johnson*s Kingd. ty

Commw. 644 At no time there bloweth so much wind as
will move a windmill. 1759 Smeaton in Phil, Trans. LI.
159 Windmills, such as the different species for raising water
for drainage, Sc 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 21 If

we look upon the sails of a windmill moving, at a distance,

they appear to go very slow. 1841 T. A. Troli.ope Western
France I. xii. 212 behind the town is a high bluff, .entirely

covered with windmills. 1885 Law Rep. 10 App. Cas. 411
Some spars and canvas were sacrificed in order to erect a
windmill to assist in working the pumps. 1888 Eneycl.
Brit, XXIV. 599/9 American windmills generally have the
sails arranged in an annulus or disk.

2. A figure of a windmill ; a sign or character

resembling this, as a cross or asterisk. Also attrib.

Now rare or Obs.

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 57, I know not an a from the
wynd-mylne. 1581 Campion in Confer, ti. (1583) I ij, A note
is a marke that maybe remoued, that teacheth toturne. .by
this crosse, or by that windmill or marke. 1898 Morris
Austral Engl.., Windmill f-P, f

expression formerly used
in New South Wales for any J. P. who was ill-educated

and supposed to sign his name with a cross x.

3. a. A model of a windmill, b. A toy con-

sisting of a cross-shaped piece of card or other

light substance fixed at the end of a slick so as to

revolve like the sails of a windmill when moved
through the air.

1557 Will of F. Fettinger (Somerset Ho.), I giue. .to my
vncle..my wyndemylle whych hangeth in my hall. 1598
Florio, Ventariltoy . .a piece of a card or paper cut like a
crosse, and with a pin put in at the end of a sticke, which
running against the wind doth twirle about, our English
children call it a wind-mill. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Vtrolct. 1836
[Hooton] Bilberry Thurland I. v. 113 I.ast week,.. I sold

windmills and lambs for children. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho,
xiv, I so conciliated Peepy's affections by buying him a
windmill and two flour-sacks, that [etc.].

4. Jig. and allusively, 7 a. A fanciful notion, a

crotchet ; a visionary scheme or project. Obs,
1612 Webster White Devil n. \\. 12 Others that raise up

their confederate spirits, 'Bout wind-mils. 162a Massinger
& Dekker Virg. Mart. 11. ii, Thy head is full of Winde-
mils. 1639 J. Clarke Paraim, 158 He hath wind-milnes
in's head. 1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iii. 39 You have a
windmill upon your pate. 1728 Eari. of Ailesburv Mem.
(1890) 576 Frize, who had a windmill in her head like her
husband. 1749 Lavington Enthus. Meth. <$• Papists (1820)

18 The wind-mill is indeed la all their heads.

b. In allusions to the story of Don Quixote (see

Quixote) tilting at windmills under the delusion

that they were giants.

1644 Cleveland Char, Lond. Diurnall 3 The Quixotes of
this Age fight with the Wind-mills of their owne Heads.
1646 Lluelyn Men-Miracles etc. 84 No doubly Don
Quixote, like those

t

that fight, With Warlike Wind mill,

and then rise up Knight, a 1656 R. Cox Actseon § Diana
30 The Barber.. vows to make you the windmill, whilest
he plays Don Quixot against you furiously, a X658 [see
Quixote], 176a Miss Burney Cecilia ix, iii, Our giants
may indeed be only windmills. 1869 Le Fanu Wyvern
Myst. III. 105 What have I to do wi* other folk's windmills?
1894 Farrar Christ 84 note. Dr. Edersheim is again—so far

as I am concerned—fighting a windmill.

c. Tofling {throw) one's cap over the windmill
Tm V. jeter son bonnet far-dessus les moulins'] :

to act recklessly and defiantly, fly in the face of

convention.
1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. KirklandxiW, A wild out-

ward kind of young fellow, who had enjoyed his youth too
freely and flung his cap too far over the windmill. 1920
Locke House of Baltazar xxii, You're going to make a bolt

with Godfrey and throw your cap over the windmills. 1923
F. H. Kitchin Divers. Dawson 305 Throwing their caps
over the windmill under the stimulus of war patriotism.

f & fig' (fr°m Wind sb. 1 10). A cause of ' wind \
1616 Draxb Bibl. Scholast. 80 A full stomacke is a winde-

milL

6. attrib. and Comb. (See also 2.) a. attrib., as

windmill country, hill, sail; moving like* wind-
mill-sails, as w. arms; having a radiating form like

windmill-sails, as \w. battle (see quot.). b. Comb.,
as windmill-like, -studded adjs. ; -windmill-cap,
the upper story of a windmill when made movable

so as to turn the sails to the wind (Knight~Z>*V/.

Mech.x^^); windmill-grass, an Australian grass,

Chloris truncata, with longspreading flower-spikes

;

windmill plant = Telegraph-//^/; windmill-
pump, a pump worked by a windmill, a wind-
pump

; f windmillward, = MlLLWAMX
1891 Kipling City Dreadf. Nt. £3 The *windmill arms

and the angry eyes fall, 1639 Markham Soldier's Grant.
11. 65 This.. forme of Battaile following, which is called by
the name of the "Wind-Mill Battaile,. .standeth every way
ready prepared to entertaine fight. 1887 Hissey Holiday
on Road 83 Approaching Mayfield, we entered upon the
heart of a *windmill country. 1889 Maiden Useful PI.
Australia 80 Chloris truncate, *\Vindmill Grass. 1440
Extr, Abend. Reg. (1844) I. 395 In quodam ludo de ly Hali-
bludeludendoapud ly *Wyndmylhill. 1568 Grafton Chron,
II. 275 A little windemill hill heard by. 1577 Leigh Surv,
I ij b, The most notable knowen markes, ..as. . Marlepittes,

. . Brokes,. .Windmill hilles, etc. 1587 Engl. Misc. {Surtees

1890)91 The oulde walles of thetoune from the castell-bridge

alongeste the *wyndmylle hole. 1848 tr. Hoffmeister
l

s

Trav. Ceylon, etc. vii. 277 Their *wind-mil!-like wings. 1891
C. Roberts Adrift Avier. 149 A kind of patent *windmill-
pump. 1583 Stubbfs Anat. Abus. 1. (1879) 71 Sometimes
they [sc. ruffs] are suffered to hang ouer their shoulders, like

*windmil sayles fluttering in the winde. 1759 Smeaton in

Phil. Trans. LI, 138 In trying experiments on windmill-
sails, the wind itself is too uncertain to answer the purpose.
1864 Kingsley Let, from Biarritz in Life xxi. (1879) II.

169 The vulture [in the courtyard] has been ..expanding
concave wings as big as windmill sails. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain II. 585^2 Corrales under its *windmill.studded hill.

1314-15 Cat. Rolul. Chartarum (1803) 241 Will'us *Wynd-
milward.

f C. qwasi-adj. (fig.) : Variable, flighty. Obs.
a 1644 Quari.es New Distemper Wks. (Grosart) I. 151/1

Your windmill fancies. 1657 J, Sergeant Schism DispacK't

134 Your vertible and wind-mill uncertainty.

Hence + Windmill v., intr. to turn or change
direction like a windmill (obs. twnce-wd.) ; Wind-
mi Her [cf. G. windmuller\, the keeper of a wirfd-

mill; Wi'ndmilly #., abounding in windmills.

1694 N. H. Ladies Diet. 230/2 Not many days had passed
ere this extraordinary Passion *Wind-miH'd about to the
contrary point of the Compass. (2x530 J. Heywood Wether
(Brandl) 509, I am a *wynd myller as many mo be. 1654
Vilvain Theorem. Theol. iii. 113 Like Wind-millers, they
make every wind serv their turns. 1705 Loud, Gaz. No.
4170/4 John Childs,.. a Wind-Miller by Trade. 1865 W.
White East. Ettg. II. iii. 40 It ' blew hard enough to winner
taters', as a windmiller in Warwickshire once said to a friend

of mine. 1863 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxvii, A *wind-
milly country this.

Wiado(e, -dok, obs. ff. Window, Winnock.

t Wi'ndolet. Obs. [f. Window sb. + -let.]

A small window. Alsojfy.
1592 R. D. HyPnerotomachia 9 The same loopes or windo-

lets in diverse places, .dispersed and set. 1596 R. L[inche]
Diella (1877) 31 When leaden-harted sleepe had shut mine
eyes, and close o'redrawn their windolets of light. 1597
Middletom Wisd. Sol. viL 10 The heart-strong health is

the soules brightest eye, The heart-sick body heal'd by
beauties wealth, Two sunnie windolets of eithers skie.

fWindolf. Obs, (E. Anglia.) In 5 wyn-
dol£f(e. [Obscure. The second syllable is prob.

related to Dew 1
, Delve v. ; cf. E. Anglian del/,

a drain, ditch.] ? A refuse pit.

14. . Bk. Bronte (i836) 162 5e shall enquere 5ef ony mane
, make ony wyndolsse [sic], and ley oney dong in the comyne
i

wey. 1440 Crt.-roll Gt. Waltham (Essex) Manor 19 May
: (MS.), Andreas Longe de Plecy fodit regiam viam,.et inde

\
fecit unum wyndolff ad nocumentum.

Wi'ndore. Obs. or dial. Also 6 wyndoor(e,

!
7-9 windoor, windor, 8 windeoor, vindore.

[Altered form of Window sb. by association with

Door sb. : cf. Wind-door.] A window.
154a Udall Erasm. Atoph. 245 b, The other without any

more bones cast me the Vjyrde . . out at the wyndoore. 158a

Stanvhurst ALneis in. (Arb.) 75 At thee wyndoors, where
moonshyne brimlye dyd enter. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone \, v,

Neuer do's come abroad, neuer takes ayre, But at a windore.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. 11. 214 Knowing they were of doubtful

gender, And that they came in at a Windore. a 1687 Petty
Pol. Anat. (1691) 14 Stone-wall Houses, with Chimneys,
Doors, Windores, Gardens and Orchards. 1712 in Rutland

I Gloss. (1891), The North Weste windeoor. 1771 Smollett
Humphry CI. in. 18 July, One Issabel, a painted harlot, that

1 was thrown out of a vindore. 1825 Jennings Obs, Dial, W.
Eng.

%
Winder, a window.

Windostar, var. Winnowster Obs.

Window (wrndtfu), sb. Forms : 3 windo5e,

j

-ohe, -ewe(?), wyndouwe, 3-4windou, 4 wyn-
dew, wondowe, wyntdouwe, //. windos, Sc*

vyndow, 4-6 wyndow(e, -ou, wyndo, 5-6 wyn-
doe, 6 -00, wendo, windoe,//. wyndose, wyen-
dos, vynndovs, wendoyes, Sc. vindo, wondow,
6-7 windo, -owe, 4- window. [ME. windore, a.

ON. vindauga
y

f. vindr Wind sb. 1 + auga Eye sb.1

(See also Wind-door, Windore, Windown, Win-
nock.) The Scand. word replaced and finally

superseded OE. iarpyrel Etethurl, ia^duru, but
the French-derived Fenester was in concurrent

use down to the beginning of the modern period.]

1. An opening in a wall or side of a building,

ship, or carriage, to admit light or air, or both,

and to afford a view of what is outside or inside.

In ancient buildings it was either left entirely open, fur-

nished with shutters or curtains, or (sometimes) glazed j in

modern buildings or vehicles for human occupation, it is

usually fitted with sheets of glass, horn, mica, etc., a frame
containing a pane or panes of glass, or glazed sashes, the
whole framework being known as the window.
It has been suggested that widezven in Lay, 30822 is a

miswriting for vtdeiven — ivindeiven ' windows '.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 pe leste baet 5e euer muwen luuieS our
buries, al beon heo lutle, be parluris lest & nerewest [Titus
MS. windohes, al beon ho lutle, be pailure windohe beo
least & narewest]. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 602 Fowerti dais after
Sis, Arches windo3e undon it is. c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg. I.

241/35 To a derne wyndouwe softeliche seint Nicholas gan
gon. a 1300 Cursor M. 15035 O walles and windos als pair
hefdes ouer bai hang. 13.. K. Alls. 6164 (Laud MS.),Wyn-
dewes closed by on gynne. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 52
per nis noubur Wyndou ne Auter, pat I ne schulde maken
obur mende and my nome write. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxii. (Laurentius) 725 His vyndow opnyt he in hy. c 1380
Sir Fcrumb. 1362 Atte wondowe sche lynede out. c 1450
Merlin x. 140 Merlin, .opened the two wyndowes towarde
the gardyn, for he wolde that thei hadde lyght ther.ynne.

1530 Palscr. 2S0/1 Wyndowes that be in a house toppe,
lucarne. 154a Boorde Regyment viii. Ejb, In the nyght
let the wyndowes of your howse, spec3-allye of your chambre
bee closed. is+gCompl. Scot. xvii. 148 In }our glasyn vindois.

1566 in Peacock Engl. Ch. Furniture (1866) 98 The roode
lofte—taken downe and sold.. to harrie walwyn..wch he
doth mynd to make windoes of. a 1578 LiNDESAY(Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 177 The earle Bothwell. .come out
at ane wondow [f.r. windok] be ane tow. 1592 Shaks. Rom.
Sf Jul. 11. ii. 2 But soft, what light through yonder window
breaks? 163a Milton Penseroso 159 Stoiied Windows
richly dight. 1667 — /\ L. iv. 191 As a Thief. . In at the

window climbes. 1781 CowrER Retirement 498 Trees are to

be seen From ev'ry window. 1837 Dickens Pickw. Ii,

The windows were looked out of often enough to justify the
imposition of an additional dutyupon them, 1853— Bleak
Ho. xx, Mr. Guppy has been lolling out of window all the

morning. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 507 A window, .of per-

forated zinc, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xxiii. 162 Against some
of the windows.. the snow was also piled, obscuring more
than half their light. 1864 Lewiss H. M. Mails 201 [At
the last stroke of] six, when all the windows fall like so

many swords of Damocles.

b. With qualification denoting (a) the building,

room, vehicle, etc. to which the window belongs, as

carriage, church, door-, lobby, office, farlour, steeple,

stove window^ Shop-window, or {b) the form or

material, as double-, drop-, French, wheel-window,
Bay-, Bow-, Glass-, Rose-window.
a 1235 [see above]. 1428 [see Bay-window]. 1447-8 [see

Gahle sb. 1
4]. 1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 182/2 A Gavill Wyn-

dowe over a Cloyster, 1485 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 20 All

the glass wyndowes in the saide place. V 1:1495 Ibid. 102

Church wyndowis, the vestry wyndowis. 1560, 1680 [see

Stove sb} 6]. 1581 Burne in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) no
At the tolbuith vindo. 1583 Exchequer Rolls Scot. XXI.
556 At the chekker hous windo. 1616 [see Door sb. 8].

1854 Directory Bath, Wells, etc. p. ix, When the Letter-

box is closed for the despatch of any Mail, . .an extra box is

opened in the Lobby Window. 187s Knight Diet. Mech.,
Double-ivindo-,v, one having two sets of sash, inclosing a
body of air as a non-conductor of heat and to deaden noise.

2. transf. A window space or opening ; esp. in

phr. in the window, now chiefly with reference to

the exhibition of notices, advertisements, etc., or

the display of goods (as in a shop-window).
To dress a window : cf. window-dresser, -dressing in 5 d.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxi. 91 In a wyndou ther we
stod, we custe us fyfty sythe. c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xlv.

(Cristiue) 19 Incense laid in a wyndo by. 138a Wvclif
Acts xx. 9 Sum 3ong man, Euticus bi name, sittinge on the

wyndow Wulg. super fenestram; eiri ifjs Bvpi&os ; 1526

Tindale in a wyndowe], 1543 Galway Arch, in 10th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comnt, App. v. 410 No man.. shall have no
kynd of merchandiz in ther houssis shopis or wyndou s to be

sold to strangers. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. n. i. 36 Searching

the Window for a Flint, I found This Paper. 1648 Bp. Hall
Breathings Devout Soul x\x. 29 Whiles I have but a spider

in my window, or a bee in my garden, or a worm under my
feet. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vi. § 46 At Fotheringhay-

Castle I have read written by Her in a window, with a
pointed Diamond [etc.]. 1757 Hist. Two Mod. Adventurers

II. 195 The Sashes were thrown up, and they were all

sitting in the Windows. 1813 Scott Queutin D, xix, An
old romaunt.. which lay beside him in the window. 1835

Dickens Sk. Boz, Pawnbroker's Shop, The articles of stock

which are displayed in some profusion in the window. 1861

Brit. Postal Guide 1 Jan. 26 A list of the addresses is fixed

in the window of the Post Office to which they may have

been sent. 1905 Wells KiPPs 1. ii. § 2 Carshot, the window-
dresser, .nagged persistently, .until the window was done.

b. Goldsmith's window (Gold-mining colloq.)

:

a rich working in which the gold shows abundantly.

1890 'R. Boldrewood' Miner's Rt. xiv, This.. was after

we had worked out our 'goldsmith's window', as the ad-

jacent diggers christened it.

3. Applied to openings resembling or likened to

a window in shape or function.

e.g. t An opening in the side of a vessel, as a salt-cellar, a

censer, and the like; fan opening or gap; t a blank space

left in a writing ; a shutter, valve, door, or similar opening

;

//. a pattern of squares made with sugar on bread and

butter ; soap-bubbles blown between the finger and thumb.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) x. 38 pat tabernacle has na wyn-

dowes. la 1400 Morte Arth. 911 The vesare, the aventaile,

enarmede so faire, Voyde with-owttyne vice, with wyndowes
ofsyluer. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 470, j saltsaler.. with many
wyndowes. 1517 in Archaeologia LXI. 84 A tabernacle of

golde with vij wyndowes of birell for the sacrament, c 1530

in Gutch Coll.Cur. (1781) II. 311 Oone Sensour parcell gilte

withe Windowes gilte and thoppar Boolls. 1533 ^RANN
J

ER

Let. in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) 249'I'hat your said coliatipn

have a window expedient to set what name I will therein.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly N j, How many wyndowes
[orig. noetos] they muste make to theyr shooes. 1576 Baker
Gesner's Jewell ofHealth 162 An apt hole., which may one

whyles shutte, and another whyles open, . . through the helpe



WINDOW.
of a certayne plate or wyndowe of yron. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. vu. 317 Euery House openeth their Cistcrne window,
and receiueth as much water, as is able to suffice them till the
next Inundation. ^1700 Evelyn Diary jo Sept. 1644, In
the piers of the arches are windowes as it were, to receive

the water when it is high and full. 1708 W. King Cookery
(1709) 8r The Fav'rite Child.. makes great clutter, Till he
has Windows on his Bread and Butter. 1832 L. Hunt
Lines written in May 15 The merry sap has run up in the

bowers, And burst the windows of the buds in flowers. 1859
H. Kingsley 67. Hamlyn-xxxn, Putting the fore-finger and
thumb ofeach hand together, as if he was making 'windows'
with soap-suds. 189* Photogr. Ann. II. 476 A large, well-

made lamp, having side windows. 1894 Bottone Electr.
Instr. Making (ed. 6) 52 The.. finished fixed sheet, with its

' windows', central aperture, and side strips.

b. Windows of heaven : openings in the firma-

ment through which rain was thought to pour.
A literalism from Heb. D^S^iT fOlK , which is rendered

in the LXX by Karappajtrai Toy ovpavov, in the Vulgate by
cataractae exit — ' the floodgates of heaven ' (Douay ver-
sion); in the early Wyclirfite version 'the goteris of heuene'

:

cf. Cataract i.

1388 Wyclif Gen. vii. ir The wyndowis of heuene weren
opened, and reyn was maad on erthe. c 1420 Prymer 67
[Ps. xlii. 7] Depbe clepib dep?e, in be vois of bi wyndowis.
1611 Cotch., P'enlailles du del, the windowes, or floud.
gates, of heauen. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 849 The deep,
who now had stopt His Sluces, as the Heav'n his windows
shut. x866 Macdonald/J ntt.Q. Neighb. xxx, The rain was
worse than ever,.. the wind was not cold, but the windows
of heaven were opened. 1869 Goulburn Purs. Holiness i.

1 [Elijah] shut up the windows of the sky by his prayers,
and by his prayers re-opened them.

o. Anat. m Fenestra i.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 603 Betwixt these two windows
aboue the lower hole is there a little knub or protuberation.
1683 Snape Anat. Horse in. xiv. (1686) 139 The third is
called the Stirrop,..and is fixed.. round that passage that is
called the oval window. 1718 J. Chambeklayne Relic
Philos. I. xiii. § 7. 249 There are yet two Openings in. the
Drum [of the ear): the first of 'em are called the Oval
Window. ..The other is called the Round Window. 1879
Calderwood Mind fy Br. 71.

4. Jig. Applied to the senses or organs of sense,
esp. the eyes, regarded as inlets or outlets to or
from the mind or soul (also transj. in Shales.,
applied to the eyelids).
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxv'm. 37 We syn wib oure eghen

when we couayte the bynge bat we see, and swa ded cum-
mys in at be wyndous of oure wittes. c 1386 Chaucer
Melib. P456 Thou hast suffred hern entre in to thyn herte
wilfully by the wyndowes of thy body. 1481 Caxton Rey.
nard xl. (Arb.) 109 Whan ye here after slepe ye nede not to
shette but one wyndowe where another muste shette two
1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1553) Bviij, The eyes.. are the
windowes of the minde, for bothe ioye and anger, .are seen
. .through them. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 848 Behold the
window of my heart, mine eie. 159a — Ven. <r Ad. 482 Her
two blew windowes faintly she vpheaueth. 1594 — Rich. Ill
V. iii. 116 Ere I let fall the windowes of mine eyes. '165a
Benlowes Throph. 111. xxx, Those Lights, the radiant Win-
dows of her Minde. i860 Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Windows,
the eyes, or 'peepers'. 1889 Rider Haggard Cleopatra
(II. 111.) in lllustr. Lend. News 23 Feb. 236/3 She. .opened
the windows of her eyes.

b. fig. and in allusive or proverbial expressions.
To open a window to: to give an opportunity or occasion

for (after Terence lleaut. m. i. 72 [481] quantam fenestram
ad nequitiem patefeceris). To throw the house out at (the)
window [ = F.Jeter la maison far la /entire] : to make a
great commotion, turn everything topsy.turvy. To come in
by the window [= F. entrer far la JenJtre], to come in
stealthily.

c 1420 Prymer 12 pou art maad wyndowe of heuene, bat
•oreufu! men entre as sterris. 14.. /•„/. Rel. <$. L. Poems
(1903) 187 Loke owt at the wyndows of kyndnesse. 1522
[Cove.daliJ Old God (1534) G, Whan Pipine .. sawe so
great a wyndowe opened, and so great an occasyon gyuen
to hym self, for to inuade the realme. 1551 Crowley
fleas, ff Payne 350 And youe were gladde to take them
in, Bycause you knewe that they dyd knowe That youe
came in by the wyndowe. £1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps.
exxxix. 1, Yea closest closett of my thought Hath open
windowes to thine eyes. 1589 Naske Countercuffe Wks.
(Grosart) I. 128 To open such a windowe to the deuill
as they were presently giuen ouer as a pray to the iawes of
hell. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 129 For such a fault
as this, which of us here would not have cried out that the
walles should have burst withall, and beene readie to have
throwen the house out of window? 1611, 1844 [see House
i*.'_i8J, 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard
73 Sometimes shee is all for belly cheare and banquettines
and as we say, throwes the house out at the windowes 1620
J. Clark. Pa,a,n. 28 Love creeps in at window, but goesout at doore. 2687 Boyle Marlyrd. Theodora vi. no Thewounds that we quietly suffer to pierce our Breasts, would
open you

1

Windows into our hearts. 1809 Malk.n Gil Bias
v,l. xi. r 6 The enraged marquis ,. pounding Uura's fair face
to a jelly with his fist, and turning her whole house out atwindow. .879 Farrar St. Paul II. 90 His Second Epistle
to the Corinthians opens a window into the very emotions of
bis heart.

5. atirib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as win-
dow-arck, f-ba,ui (Basd j*.i

3), -blind (Blind
sb. 2), f carpet (Cabpkt sb. 1), -casement, -clasp
-curiam, -cushion, -floiver, -frame (Frame sb.

11), -glass (Glass sbA 1, 7), .grate, -hanging^,
-head, -hole, -jamb, -leaves (pi.; Leap sb. 12b)
t -»««/, -opening, -recess, -sash (Sash sb.2 1), -shade
-shelf, \slab, strap, f stuff, -ticket, -tracery, -void
(VOID sb.l 3 a), b. Objective, as window-breaiinp
(in quots. attrib.), -smashing, -veiling; windenv-
mender, -smasher, -surveyor. c. Adverbial, as
wmdow-liroken adj.

; f window-gazer.
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1835 R. Willis Archil. Mid. Ages vi. 57 The. . "window,
arch side. 1419 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 145 In iiij par.
de dorbandes, j "wyndoband. 1551 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. X. 34, xl pair of wyndo bandis. 1730 Fielding Tom
Thumb 11. ii, Ha 1_ the *Window-Blinds are gone, A Country
Dance of Joys isin your Face. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.wx.
ii, The yellow window-blind of Pubsey and Co. was drawn
down upon the day's' work. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 228 His
wild excursions/window-breaking feats. 1861 Agnes Strick-
land Old Friends Ser. 11. 71 'the notorious young outlaw.,
of window-breaking fame. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser.
H. I. n "Window.broken, rat-deserted, .houses. 1575 in
Archaeologia XXX. 10, v "windowe carpetts of Bramage.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing x. rio The Fore-end
of the Tympan is made of Iron., .'this Iron is somewhat
thinner and narrower than an ordinary "Window-Case-
ment. 11865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives $ Dau. xxxiv. (i£6 7 )

339 The "window-clasp was unused and stilT. 1600 in
W. F. Shaw Mem. Easiry (1870) 225 Three "window cur.
taines. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 49 r 8 My Couches,
Beds,and Window-Curtains are of Irish Stuff. 1870 Dickens
Edwin Drood i, Through the ragged window.curtain, the
light of early day steals in from a miserable court. 1617 in
W. F. Shaw Mem. Eastryt, 1870)227 Fowre "window cushens.
1818 Keats Endymion 11. 28 Juliet leaning Amid her "win-
dow.flowers. 1703 "Window-frame [see Window-sill]. 1804
W. L. Bowles Spir. Discov. v. 51 When winds of winter
shake the window.frame. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xi, A tear
trembled on his sentimental eyelid like a rain-drop on a win-
dow-frame. 1574 Hellowes Gucnaras Fain. p.p. (1577)
304 Her sonnes gluttonous, her daughters "windowgare'rs.
1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 89 The glass-works,
where is made 'window-glass. 1709 l.ond. Gaz. No 4538/4
60 Cases of White Normandy Window-Glass. 1844 Dickfns
Mart. Chuz. xn, [He] let down the window-glass. 1847Mary Houitt Ballads 6 The ivy creeps o'er the window-
glass.

_
1892 'H. S. Mehriman' Slazie 0/ Lamp xvi, That

super-innocent old man with the white hair who wears win-
dow.glass spectacles... They struck me as window-glass—
quite flat. 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xix. A wicket "window,
grate. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop lii, The tattered "win-
dow-hanguigs. 1730 T. Boston Mem. viii. (1899) 169, I
espied above the "window-head two little old books. 1835
R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages vi. 65 A row of small sunk
pannels upon the space between the dripstone and the
window head. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 558 There
are a mass of black heads sticking through the""window
hole. 17.7 E. Laurence Duly of Steward 158 Door-
Jaumes and *\\ indow-Jaumes. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
IV. Ii. 302 The slit-deal lining of the window-jambs. 1466
Churchw. Ace, Yatton (Som. Rec. Soc.) 104 For angyng
of "wyndow-levys in the treser-howse vjd. 1547 Inv 0/
Guarderobes (MS. HarL 1419, If. 5 81, Twoo wyndow^
leves. 1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Coruw. 57 In the Smith's
shop the window-leaves shook, and the slating of the house
cracked. 1350 in Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 262, 2,600
de "wyndounail,. .23,000 de rofnail. 1502-3 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. II. 355 For xij<= windo nales quhilk Jeid
to the wrlchtis in Cambusnethane. a 1878 Sir G. Scott
Led. Archit. (1879) I. 136 The walls, .are replaced by "win-
dow-openings decorated with stained glass. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxxvi, Oliver talked into the "window-recess.
1806 J. Ts*RKSfoHDMiserieslIxm. Li/ex. §61 Themachinery
of the "window-sash abruptly striking work. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxxvi, Throwing up the window-sash. 1810 Hull
Improv. Ad 55 Any .. "window.shades, blinds, or other
projections. 1884 Black Jud. Shakespeare iii, Did I leave
it on the "window-shelf? 1769-91 P. Whalley North,
amptonshtre II. 185/1 Chimney pieces and "window slabs
of this stone, ioog Daily Chron. 15 Dec. 7/7 The police
state that the "window smashers were not local men.
1907 Westm. Gaz. 12 Dec. 9/4 Much "window.smashing
took place. 1888 Barrie When a Man's single v, As he
drew near his destination his hands fidgetted with the
"window strap [of a carriage). 1591 in Archaeologia LXI
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369 Hewinge and woorckinge of ix foots of playne "windoe
stuffe for the stayres. 1750 in Jrnl. Friends Hist. Soc.
(1918) 23 The "Window Surveyor came. 1881 Instr. Census
Clerks (1885) 20 "Window Ticket-Maker, a 1878 Sir G
Scott Led. Archit. (1879) I. 276 The development and pro^
gressive changes in "wmdow-tracery. 1828 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. III. My Godmothers, She seemed to consider
this "window.veihng as a point of propriety. 1844 H
Stephens Bi. Farm I. 213 The sink, .should be of polished
free-stone, made to fit tiie "window-void.

d. Special combs. : window-bar, (a) any of a
set of bars fitted in a window to prevent ingress
and egress or accidental fall (in quot. 1607 Jig. in
reference to open work in a dress)

;
(b) a bar to

secure window-shutters when closed; (c) a mullion;
window-board, (a) a shutter

; (b) a wooden win-
dow-ledge

; window-box, a box placed outside a
window, in which ornamental plants are cultivated •

window case [Case sb* 5], a window-frame;
wmdow-oleaner (see quot. 1S5S); windowolerk,
m window-man (a) ; f window-clothes, window-
curtains

; window-dresser, one whose business
it is to arrange and display goods to the best
advantage in a shop-window ; also fig. (see next, c)
window-dressing, f (a) the fittings and ornaments
of a window

; (b) the dressing (Dbess v. 8) of
a window with goods attractively displayed ; (c)
fig. a display made in such a manner as to give
a falsely favourable impression of the facts ; est.
the arrangement of a balance-sheet so as to suggest
that the business concerned is more prosperous
than it is; t window-dropper, one who drops
(.stealthily) from a window

; window-envelope
an envelope with an opening or transparent ' panel

'

in the front through which the address is visible
;t window fine, ?a fine exacted from non-burgesses

lor exposing goods for sale in their windows;
window gardening, the cultivation ol plants in

WINDOW.
window spaces or on window-sills ; window-
jack, ' a scaffold for carpenters, painters, or
cleaners, enabling them to reach the outside of
the window' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1S75); window-
lodge, = Window-sill; f window-lid [Lid sb.

1 b], a window-shutter; window-lights//. [Light
sb. 16], window-panes, esp. as the subject of tax;
the tax itself; t window-look, a look or glance
through a window ; window-man, {a) a man
formerly employed at a post-office to attend at the
window to receive packets and answer inquiries

;

(b) a salesman who sells from the window (not
from the counter)

; window-martin, = window
swallow

; window-mirror, a mirror fixed outside
a window and adjustable so as to reflect the image
of objects in the street (Knight 1S75)

; fwiudow-
money, = window-tax ; window-mount v., to
fix in a mount in the manner of panes of glass in

a window ; window-oyster, an oyster of the
family Placitnidx, so called from its translucent
shell ; window-pane, (a) see Tank sb.1 6

;
(b)

U.S., see quot. 1S73; window-peeper, a sur-
veyor whose duty it was to inspect the assessment
of window-tax; + window-post, any of the ver-
tical parts of a window architrave ; window-
screen, an ornamental device of any kind for
filling a window-opening, e.g. lattice-work or
stained glass ; window-seat, a seat fixed under
a window or windows, in a room usually in a
recess or bay, often upholstered

; f window-set
pa.pple., set or furnished with windows ; window-
shell, <= window-oyster; f window-shut •= win-
dow-shutter, a shutter used to darken or secure
a window-opening

; f window-song, a serenade
;

window-stone, a stone window-sill ; window-
stool [Stool sb. 9] = Window-sill ; window
swallow, the house martin ; window-tax, a
duty levied upon windows, imposed in 1695 and
abolished in 1851; f window work, lattice-work
used to screen window-openings (in quot. Jig. of
open lace-work); the structure of a window (in
quot. Jig. of that of the eye)

; f window yeld
[Yield sty\, see quot.
1607 Shaks. Timon IV. iii. 116 Those Milke pappes That

through the "window Barne [sic] bore at mens eyes. 1677
Moxon Mech. Excrc. i. 14 Only fit for sleight uses, as
YV indow-Bais, Brewers-Bars, Fire- Bars, &c. 1833 Tennyson
MayQucen m.x. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. lii. The massive
iron window-bars and iron-bound door. 1628 Maitl. Club
Misc. III. 372 The "window brodis hie and low to be layit
over. 1683 G. M[eriton] Ycrks. Dial. S Nan steeke'ih
winder-board, and mack it darke. 17. . Dainty Davie ii. in
Herd's Scott. Songs (1776) II. 215 It was in and through the
window-broads, And a' the tirlie wiriies o'd. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 91 Eight window-boards, and
shelves and work to pantries. 1823 Joanna Baillie's Coll.
Poems 295 The seam'd window-board betrays Interior light.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 30 Aug. 1/3 V'ou are worthy of a sort
of "window-box cultivation. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 44 Well
proportioned "window-cases. 1766 Entick London IV. 185
With window-cases, handsomely ornamented. 1807 \V.
Irving Salmag. No. 5 (1811) I. 107 And can it be this book
so base Is laid on every window-case? 1884 [see Facing
vbl.sb.6by 1858S1MMONDS.D/C/. Trade," Window-cleaner,
a frame for placing outside of a window, to sit or stand on
when cleaning the window-panes ; a person who contracts
for cleaning windows. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 52
Painter. Glazier. .. Window Cleaner. 1864 LswiNl H. M.
Mails 239 In. larger towns where one clerk is specially re-
tained for these duties, he is known as the ' "window clerk ',

asitdevolves upon him to answer all. .inquiries. 1584-5 Sir
R-Sadlero/. PapersU&og) III. 247 Some dornix to make.,
•wmdow clothes for her chambre. 1865 General Advertiser
(Dublin) 9 Dec, Wanted for the Drapery, a first-class, pushing
Sales-woman; mustbeagood'windowdresser. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 22 July B/l The London and Westminster Bank is not
one of the window-dressers. 1790 Ad 30 Gee. Ill, c. 53
§ 58 Copings, Cornices, Facies, Door, and "Window Dress-
ings. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib.U. x. 13 These shutters
may be fixed at small cost, and without interfering with the
existent window dressings. 1895 Daily Neus 17 Oct. 5/4
Prizes are to be given to tradesmen for the best display of
what is called window dressing. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 24 Sept.
6 '" P'l« finances of Chili] are., in a chaotic state despite all
the elegant window-dressing. 1909 Ibid, a Mar. a/i The
promise of high duties against other countries deceives
nobody: it is only political window-dressing. 1753-4
Richardson Grandison VI. 65 The hedge and ditch-leapers,
the river.forders, the "window-droppers. 1923 Glasgow
Herald 7 Apr. 14 The use of ' "window * envelopes for the
transmission of medical records. 1529 Nottingham Rec.
III. 180, xiiij d. pro le "wyndow fyne. 1824 Loudon Green.
house Comp. 1. 256 Those who wish further details as to
plants in rooms, or what the French and Germans call

"window gardening. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Hospital
Patient, The miserable shadow of a man. .which crouches
beneath a "window-ledge, to sleep where there is some
shelter from the rain, a 1697 Aubrey in Thorns Anecd.
(1839) 06 Whereas his former phvsitian shutt up his windows,
. .he did open his "window hds, and let in the light. 1711
l.ond. Gaz. No. 4876/3 'Window Lights stopped up after
Michaejmas last., are subject to tbe Duty on Window
Lights." 1774 Foote Cozeners 1. (1778) 10 The collector of
the window-lights in Falkland's Island. 1801 T. Peck
Nonvich Directory 4 Surveyor of the Window. Lights, &c
for Yarmouth District a 1586 Sidney Ec/oguesi. Wks. 1922
II. 217 These shepheards two .. Whose mettall stiff he \sc.
Cupid] knew he could not bende With hear-say, pictures
or a "window looke. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.



WINDOW.
ii. in. (ed. 22) 714 Officers of the Inland-Office .. *Window-
Man, 60/. 1718 Ibid. (ed. 25) 165 A List of the Officers of
the General-Post-Office in Lombard-Street. . . Window-Man
for the By-Days. 1850 Q. Rev. June 113 1'he Postmaster-
General, by printed 'Notices', .remonstrated with the public;
his recommendations, however, were not only unheeded, but
the window-men, who .. repeated them, were .. insulted.

1887 Daily News 6 July 8/7 Cheesemongers.—Wanted,
by Advertiser, Situation as Manager, Windowman, or Scales-
man. i860 Tristram Gt. Sahara vi. 100 The swallow and
the *window-martin thread the lanes. 1700 O. Heywood
Diaries U8S5) IV. 223 Naylor Hopkin came for *window.
mony, 5 sh. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy I. xxiii, If the fixture
of Momus's glass in the human breast, .had taken place,..

This foolish consequence would certainly have followed,
—That the very wisest, .of us alt. .must have paid -window-
money every day of our lives. 1900 jgth Century Apr. 619
Many years later we had them [sc. drawings] "window-
mounted with great care. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man.
Nat. Hist. 159 *\Vindow-Oysters (Placunidse). 1819 Keats
Eve of St. Mark 49 With forehead 'gainst the *window-
pane. 1873 T - Gill Catal. Fishes E. Coast N. A liter.

17 Lophopsetta metadata. .. Spotted turbot ; window-pane
(New Jersey); sand flounder (New York). 1876 Bridges
Growth 0/ Love xlv, And hope behind the dusty window-
pane Watches the days go by. c 1735 in J. D, Leader
Rec. Sheffield (1S97) 362 Paid Mr. John Smith for the
presents of knives, &c, made to the ^window peeper,
ioj. 6d. 1828 Craven Gloss. 1688 Holme Armoury m.
450/1 *\Vindow Posts, Pnck Posts, the sides of the Win-
dow. 1745 Wesley Wks. (1872) VIII. 211 They, .broke the
window-posts, and threw them into the house. 1850 Inkers-
ley Ing. Styles Archil. Fratics 338 Below the *window-
screen extends a suite of projecting canopies. 1890 C. H.
Moore Gothic Archil, ix. 304 Chartres [cathedral]. .singu-
larly fortunate in retaining its magnificent jewel-like win-
dow-screens. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina (1791) II. xxxi.

194 Looking on the * window-seat, she presently found the
books. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. iii, We were sitting in the
window-seat. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 443 This palatiat
cloyster is quadrangled foure stories high, the vppermost
whereof, is *window-set in the blew tecture. 186 1 P. P.
Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Inst. iSoo, 271 Family
Placunida^. (*Window-Shelis.) 1649 J. Ellistone tr. Ben-
meii's Epist. xxxv. 213 My Wife need not cause any "Win-
dow-shuts to be made. 1694 Merton Reg. II. 610 Quod Ly
window-Shuts de opere tabulato in istis sociorum caineris,

ubi deerunt, fabricentur. 1729 Swift Direct. Serv. viii.

(1745) 78 When you bar the Window-shuts of your Lady's
Bed-cHamber. 1796 Phil. Trans. LXXXVI.237 Placing a
piece of paper round the hole in the window-shut. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 171 A masterly piece of the
sufferings of Christ., on two *window-shutters, done by
Holbein. 1871 tr. Schellen's Spectrum Anal. § iS. 60 If a
ray of sun-shine be allowed to pass through a small hole in

a window-shutter of a darkened room. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Dulnesse v, Where are my lines then? my ap-
?roaches? views? Where are my 'window-songs? 1822 \V.
rving Braceb. Hall I. Stud. Salamanca 259 Flowers

standing on the *window-stone. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
27 Oct. 1664, Laying it on the *window-stool, he with his
own hands design'd to me the plot for the future building
of Whitehall. 1867 Le Fash Tenants of Malory lxii,

Cleve went on knocking and ringing, and the head of the
Rev. Isaac Dixie appeared high in the air over the window-
stool. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds I. 255 The Martin. Mart-
let, Martinet, or *Window-swallow. ^1735 Arbuthnot
Misc. Wks. (1751) II. 160 Considering, .that they are excused
the Charges of House- Rent, House-keeping, and the •Win-
dow-Tax.

_
1850 Miss Martineau Hist. Peace iv. xi. II.

147 The window-tax is a duty upon fresh air, sunshine, and
health. 1586 T. B. La. Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 487
When [women] make great *window-works before their
dugs. 1619 Purchas Microcosmus viii. 89 Nor will I speake
of. .the Chrystalline, Glassie, and Waterie Humors; the
Optike and Mouing Nerues;.. with other these curious
Window-workes. 1348 Cal. Inquis. Post Mortem Edw. Ill
IX. 4i [A custom called] ' Buchellyeld ' [and] ' *Wyndowe«
yeld '.

t Window, v. Obs. run. [f. prec]
1. trans. To furnish with windows (see Win-
dowed t) or window-like openings.
a 1639 Wotton Panegyr. K. Charles in Reliq. (1651) 133

If Nature her self (the first Architectress) had (to use an
expression of Vitruvius) windowed your brest. 1728 Pope
Dune. n. 43 She form'd this image of well-body'd air ; With
pert flat eyes she window'd well its head.
2. To place in a window.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <$- CI. iv. xiv. 72 Would'st thou be win-

dow'd in great Rome, and see Thy Master thus. . ?

"Window, obs. or dial. var. Winnow.
Windowed (wi-nd<?ud), ppl.a. [f. Window

sb. + -ED 2, partly after OF. fenestra.]

1. Furnished with or having windows. Also with
prefixed word in comb.
c 1483 Caxton Dialogues^ The hous well ordeyned Ought

to be well wyndowed Of diverse wyndowes. ifiix Cotch.,
Fenestri, windowed, hauing windowes. 1634 Wotton
Archil. 76 The whole Roome was windowed round about.
1636 Peacham Coach Sf Sedan A iv b, Windowed before and
behind with Isen-glasse. 171a Steele Sped. No. 276 r 3
A strange windowed House, . . which is so built that no one
can look out of -any of the Apartments. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVIII. 869/1 Some of the principal buildings we may
reasonably suppose to have been windowed in a^ superior
manner, 1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. xxiii, Within a window'd
niche of that high hall. 1819 Crabbe T. of Hall xvm. 131
She built a room all window'd to the west. 1866 Geo.Ei.iot
F. Holt iii, Tall-windowed brick houses. 1881 World
28 Dec, The disproportioned, ill-windowed, and pretentious

palace at Kensington. 1883 Standard 3 Aug. 5/7 The win-
dowed side of the new building.

2. I laving decorative openings (seeWtindowj3. 3).
1483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 366/1 A crowneofgold wyndowed.

1849 Rock Ch. Fathers II. 246 They had, like Chaucer's
layman parish-clerk, black windowed shoes, which let the
scarlet stockings be seen from beneath. 1873 Browning
Red Cott. Nt.-cap 69 Palace-panes Pinholed athwart their

166

windowed filagree By twinklings sobered from the sun
outside.

3. Full of holes. (In later use echoing Shaks.)
1605 Shaks. Lear in. iv. 31 Your lop'd, and window'd

raggednesse. 1755 Hay Epigr. Martial iil xxxviii, In
window'd hose, and garments twice convey'd. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 6 Oct. 2/1 When we sat with sadly windowed clothes
on the not very extensive summit of the Crystalline

uWindowful (wrndouful). [f. Window sb. +
-ful.] As much as fills or will fill a window or
the space which a window gives a view of.

1878 Mrs. Ouphant Primrose Path iv, That windowfull
of sky had darkened, it was almost night. x886 Rosa Mcl-
holland Marcella Grace xxi, In poorer homes on the out-
skirts of the city, . .one sees windowfuls of flowers.

t Windowing. Obs. [f.W
TlNDOW sb. + -ing T

.]

The fittings or furniture of a window.
161a Sturtevant Metallica 85 To make windowing of the

pure mettle of Venice-glasse. Ibid. g5 Windowing and
Monyons for windowes, which may be made and cast of
white clay. 1659 Torriano, Balcondta, any windowing.

Windowless ^i'naMes), a. [f. Window sb.

+ -LESS,] Not having or furnished with windows.
1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 125 Naked

walls and windowless rooms. 1836 Sterling in Carlyle Life
11. iv, One would think he had spent his whole life in the
Younger Pliny's windowless study. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
I. xiv, 249 The windowless vans which are used for the
transport of felons. 1887 Rider Hagcard Allan Quater.
main xvi, The moon, .threw great, .patches of light through
the high windowless openings in the walls.

Hence Wi'ndowlessness.
1917 A. K. Cook About Winchester Coll. 22S The com-

parative windowlessness, and the positive ugliness, of the
back of School.

tWindown. Obs. Also 4-5 wyndown, 9
dial, windon. Obscure var. Window sb.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (i83o) 8 3if pei drawen be peple. .by
coryouste of gaye wyndownes. c 1450 Capgrave Life St.
Aug. xxiii. 32 As his moder and he stood lenyng out at
a wyndown. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 211 The bordes had
ben good for wyndownes and dores. a 1825 Forby Voc. E.
Anglia, Windon, a window. 1838 W. Hollowkv Provinc.
190 Windon, a window. Norf.

Wrndow-sill. = Sill sby 2.

1703 T. N. City <$• C. Purchaser 241 Window.sells, (some-
times call'd Window soils.) winch are the bottom pieces in

a Window-frame. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v. iii, Till on the
mossy window-sill Their track effaced the green. 1819
Crabbe T. of'Hallwi. 495 The curtains fell Half down, and
rested on the window-sill. 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades
(1842) 325 {Mason), He also constructs and lays the window
cells of all buildings. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop viii,

The little flower-pots which always stood on the window-
sill outside.. 1850 Inkerslev Inq. Styles Archil. France
311 The string-course below the window-cill. 1886 Steven-
son Kidnapped ii, I heard the blunderbuss rattle on the
window-sill. ^
Window-sole, dial. [boLE ^.*4a.] * prec.
1570-80 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 118 For

lyme for the masons to sett the wyndowe sole with, i6d.
1591 in Archaeologia LXIV. 370, in midell peecesof windo
sole. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. Ded., May never a window-
sole. .be without them. 1828 Moir Mansie Wauck xxii.

326 Sharp frosty nights that left all the window-soles white-
washed over with frost-rind in the mornings. 1847 H.
Miller First Impr. Eng. vi. too In fashioning the soft red
sandstone into door-pieces, and window-soles.

t Wi'ndowy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Window sb. +
-T !.] Full of * windows ' or openings.
a 1631 Donne Bait 20 Or treacherously poore fish beset,

With strangling snare, or windowie net.

Windpipe (wi-ndpsip, warndpaip). [f. Wind
sb.l + Fife sb.l Cf. Du. \windpijpe (Kilian).]

1. The tube which leads from the throat and
(dividing into the two bronchi) conveys air to and
from the lungs in breathing : = Trachea i a.

t Formerly also //. = the trachea and bronchi

collectively.

1530 Palsgr. 2S9/1 Wyndpype, sijfflet de gosier. 1538
Bale God's Promises in. C ij, Stoppe not my wynde pypes,
but geue them lyberte, To sounde to thy name. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Arteria, AsPera arteria, the wine
pipe [sic].^ 1581 Mulcaster Positions xv. (1888) 70 The
cowgh which commeth of some cold distemperature in the
windepipes. 166a J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 12
Their heads, with the livers and lungs hanging by the wine-
pipes [sic\ 1791 Boswell Johnson 19Sept.au. 1777, When
one considers what variety of sounds can be uttered by
the windpipe, in the compass of a very small aperture.

1866 Ballantyne Shifting Winds ii, There was only just
sufficient opening in the wind-pipe to permit of her breath
passing.. through her.. mouth. 1874 Coues Birds N..W.
531 The Whooping Crane has a windpipe between four and
five feet long—quite as long as the bird itself.

2. An artificial pipe or tube for conducting a
blast of air. rare.

1688 Holme Armoury m. v. 259/1 A Pair of Bellows.. ;

the Wind Pipe erected. 1689 Burnet Tracts I. 94 A hole
[let into a hill] which all the Summer long blows a fre^h
Air into the Cellar, .but this Wind-pipe did not blow when
I was there.

3. attrib. and Comb. : windpipe-stretcher,/"<?<;K-
lar> a hangman; windpipe sweetbread, the thy-

roid gland (of a calf) used as food.

1617 J. Tavlor (Water P.) Three Weekes Observ. B4D,
Our Wapping windpipe-stretcher. a 1756 Eliza Haywood
Netv Present (177 1) 19 The fore-quarter [of veal] contains
the shoulder, neck, and breast, the throat sweet-bread, and
the windpipe sweetbread.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Windpipe v., trans, to utter

WIND-SHAKE.
through the windpipe, to 'pipe'; Wi'ndpiped
(-paipt) a. t supplied with pipes figured as windpipes.
i860 Holmes Prof Breakf.t. x, A city, water-veined and

gas windpiped. 1895 Meredith Amazing Marr. xlv, The
three guardian ladies.. headed over the. .town., windpiping
these and similar Solan notes.

t Wi-ndress. Obs. rare. Also -eresse. [f.

Winder + -ess.] A woman who winds (silk, etc.).
1598 Florio, Diuidatrice, a silke winderesse. Ibid., Nas-

paince, a reeler, or windresse of thrid, silke or yarne.

t "Wi-ndring,^//.a. ?mispr.for Windingppla.
1610 Shaks- Temj>. iv. i. 12S You Nimphs cald Nayades

of ye windring brooks.

Wind-rose (wi-ndjT^z). [f. Wind sb± + Rose
sb. ; in sense 2 after G. windrose (cf. Rose j£. 14 c).]
1. Name for several papaveraceous plants, or

their flowers : a. the ' bastard wild poppy ', Arge-
mone mexicana, or the common wild poppy,
Papaver A'kaas; b. the violet horned poppy,
Rameria hybrida.

. 1597 Gerarde Herbalu. lxx. 301 The bastard wilde Poppie
is called.. in.English winde Rose, and bastarde wilde Poppie.
1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl., Rose, Wind, Romeria hybrida.
2. Meteorol. A diagram indicating the relative

frequency, force, etc. of (or the temperature, etc.

accompanying) the winds from the various points
of the compass at some given place.
1846 Sabine tr. Humboldt's Cosmos I. 310 Tables of

atmospheric pressure accompanying different winds, which
have received the name of barometric windroses. 1883
R. H. Scott Elem. Meteorol. ix. 166 The best mode of
publishing the records for different stations is the construc-
tion of 'wind-roses '. Ibid. xiv. 278 Dr. Hann .. has cal-
culated the prevalent winds and the thermal windroses for
a great number of stations.

Windrow (wi*ndir<?u), sb. Forms and etym.

:

see Wind sb. 1 and Row sb. 1 (also 8-9 winrow).
A row in which mown grass or hay is laid before
being made up into heaps or cocks, in which sods,
peats, or sheaves of corn are set up to be dried by
exposure to the wind, or in which dead branches,
etc. are gathered to be burnt.
Also collect, or abstr. in phr. into or out of-windrow.

. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 25 On the nexte daye, tourne
it agayne before none, and towarde nyght make it in wynd-
rowes, and than in smal hey-cockes. 1641 Best Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 54 Others,, .when barley is loggery, and full

ofgreenes,wiilsetteit windrowestooke. 1691 Rav.V. $ E.C.
Words, A Wind.ro-M, the Greens or Borders of a Field
dug up, in order to the carrying the Earth on to the Land
to mend it. It is called Windrow because it is laid in rows,
and exposed to the Wind. 1726 [see UpcangerJ. 1764
Museum Rust. III. lxv. 297 A machine for raking hay-
grass into wind-row, drawn by a horse. 1802 Sibbald
Citron. Scot. Poetry IV. Gloss., Winraw, hay or peats put
together in long thin heaps for the purpose of being more
easily dried. 1830 Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1858) II. 176
They are also leading much of their hay out of windrow.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 967 After the second
2 ridges have been thus cleared, the third ridge being in the
middle, contains the grass of 5 ridges, which is called
a windrow. 188a Howclls Modern Instance xxxix, The
farmers were, .heaping into vast winrows for burning the
winter-worn stalks of the last year's crop.

b. trans/, of similar rows of various things,

e.g. of trees blown down (cf. Windfall i) or of
dust heaped up by the wind.
\Z6& Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 176 Logs of all sizes

lie in winrows. i88x Scribner's Mag. Aug. 529/2 The river

[Hudson] is divided into long lanes and fields of smooth
ice by windrows crossing in every direction. 1901 'Lucas
Malet ' Sir Richard Calmady 1. x, The blue of the upper
sky was crossed by curved winrows of flaky, opalescent cloud.

Wi"ndr0W, ^. Also wirarow. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To lay or set in windrows.
1729 P. Walkden Diary (1866) 28 This afternoon, son

Thomas went and winrowed our turf o' th* Black Moss.
1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., To windro7u

% to rake the mown
grass into rows, called windrows. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farnt III. 968 The grass which had been tedded in the
forenoon is windrowed and put into grass-cocks. 1889
Doughty Friesland Meres viii. 173 Women were wind,
rowing hay, with rakes different to ours.

Hence Windrowed ppl. a. (in transf. sense).

1893 W. H. Hudson Idle Days in Patag. viii. 115 The
desolate shiftings of the windrowed snows of prairies.

Winds, var. Winze.
Windsail (wradml), [f.Wind sb.i + Sail sb*]
1. Naut. A long wide tube or funnel of sail-cloth

used for ventilating a ship.

1741 Phil. Trans. XLII. 65 The Wind-Sails... are usually
between 25 and 30 Foot long, according to the Size of the
Ship. 1835 MaRrvat Olla Podr. iii, I trimmed my ear like

a windsaiTin the tropics. 1842 Dickens in Forster Life
(1S72) L 321 From the roof, a couple of windsails dangled
and drooped, limp and useless.

2. A sail of a windmill.

1725 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. II. isr Here are some
wonderful Engines for throwing up Water, .. one.. goes by
Wind-Sails, 12 Wings or Sails to a Mill. 1843 Penny Cycl.

XXVII. 450/2. 1883 Meredith Poems, Sense <$- Spirit 8

We go distraught, At best but circle-windsails of a mill.

Wind-Shake (wi-ndpik), sb. Also 9 dial.

-shack, [f. Wind sb. 1 + Shake sb.l 9 a.] A flaw

or crack in timber, supposed to be due to a strain

caused by the force of the wind.
1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 114 Not marred with knot,

gaule, wyndeshake, wem. iZz+Caxyi Craven Gloss., Wind-
shacks, cracks in wood, occasioned, it is supposed by the

wind. 1866 Treas. Bot., Wind-shake. See Anemosis.
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+ Wi'ndshake, v. Obs. rare"1
, [f. as prec. +

Shakh v.] trans. To shake as with a violent

wind ; to inflict a severe shock upon.
16:4 Buddejj tr. sErodius' Disc. Parents Hon. 156 To

windshake all that commerce and societie, which is between
man & man, euen from the very ground plot, and foundation.

tWind-shaked, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [f. Wind
sb. 1 + shaked, wk.pa. pple. of Shaken.] = next, 1.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 13 The winde-shak'd Surge. 1624
Ql'arles Job Milit. medit. iv. 41, 1 quake, Like wind-shakt
Reeds.

Wind-shaken (wi-ndjfrk'n), ppi. a. [f. Wind
shy + shaken, str. pa. pple. of Shake v.]

1. Shaken or agitated by the wind.
c 1550 Cheke Matt, xi, 7 A windschaken reed. :553

Rcspublica (Brandl) v. x. 28 Baggs tottering looce abought
me like wmdshaken rags. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 117 The
Oake not to be winde-shaken. 1644 Prerog. Anatomized 7
AM the trees were wind-shaken, and those that were not fast

rooted, fell. 1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. lviii, The
wind-shaken foliage. 1876 Swinburne Poems fy Bail. Ser.

11. Forsaken Garden iii, The weeds wind-shaken.

2. Of timber: Affected with wind-shake. Alsoy%\
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Rima, To be wyndeshaken

as tymber is. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xlv. 5 God doo
often tymes tumble them downe from their wyndsbaken and
rotten seeges. 1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Gi>

I

H, Some poore winde-shaken gallant. 1668 Clarendon
Find. Tracts (1727) 33 The middle of every piece was wind-
shaken and rotten. 1707 Mortimer flush. 3S7 The dis-

charging Trees of unthrifty broken wind-shaken Boughs.
1866 Treas. Bat, Auemosis, the condition known in timber
by the name of wind shaken.

Wind-shock (wi*ndj^k). [f. Wind sb 1 +
Shock sb.%]

fl. =» Wind-shake sb. Also attrib. = prec. 2.

1664 Evelyn Sylva xxx. 94, 1 have seen Wind-shock-timber
so exquisitely closed, as not to be discerned where the

defects were, 167c; Ibid, xxvii. (ed. 3) 143 The Wind-shock
is a bruise, and shiver throughout the Tree. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 868/2. 1805 Pike Sources Mississ.

(1810) 37 One of them \s£. canoes] sunk, in which was the
ammunition and my baggage; this was occasioned by what
is called a wind-shock.

2. A shock or disturbance of equilibrium caused

by a violent gust of wind.
1913 Daily News 7 Mar. 1 England must have got a bad

windshock, and the machine [an aeroplane] fell like a stone.

Wind-shook, ppl. a. rarer- 1
, [f. Wind sb. 1 +

shook, pa. pple. of Shake v.] m Wind-shaken 2 ;

In quot. trans/, having internal cavities like wind-
shaken timber.

1784 Twamley Dairying Exempt. 51 The cause of joint-

ing or wind-shook Cheese, is from a small quantity of Slip-

Curd being much broke, so as not sufficient, to form Eyes
in the Cheese.

Windsor (wi'nzai). Name of a town in Berk-

shire, on the right bank of the Thames, at which
is Windsor Castle, a royal residence.

L attrib. in names of various things now or

originally obtained, made, cultivated, etc. at or

near Windsor, or of persons connected with Wind-
sor Castle. "Windsor bean, the common broad
bean ; "Windsor brick, a kind of red fire-resisting

brick formerly made at Hedgerley, near Windsor;
Windsor chair, + (a) a kind of low-wheeled

carriage (obs.)
;

(b) a kind of wooden chair with

the back formed of upright rod-like pieces sur-

mounted by a cross-piece, and often with arms
;

"Windsor herald, an officer whose duties are now
performed by Garter King of Arms ; Windsor
knight, one of a body of military pensioners re-

siding within the precincts of Windsor Castle ;

"Windsor loam, the earth from which Windsor
bricks were made ; Windsor soap, a kind of

scented (usually brown) soap ; Windsor tick (Tick

sb. 1 2), app. a small variety of Windsor bean;
Windsor tub (see quot.) ; Windsor uniform, a

uniform introduced by King George III, consisting

of a blue coat with red collar and cuffs, and a blue

or white waistcoat, worn on certain occasions at

Windsor Castle by members of the royal house-

hold, and by royal or other distinguished guests

by permission of the sovereign.

17U tr. Pomets Hist. Drugs I. 133 Fruit in Pods, of the
Size of our "Windsor Beans, 1848 Johns Week at Lmard
300 [The Buck-bean's] leaves closely resemble those of the

Windsor Bean. 1701 Savebv Miner's Friend 26 The Fur-
nace being made of Sturbridge or *Windsor-Brick. 18*5

J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 535 Red bricks . .which will

stand the greatest heat.. called Windsor bricks. 17*4 in

Amherst Gardening (1895) 234 My wife was carry 'd in a
•Windsor chair like those at Versailles. 1740 C'tess Hart-
ford Corr. (1805) II. 4 A tolerably large circle, with Wind-
sor chairs round it. 1766 Jackson's Oxf. Jml. 29 Nov.,

The Bodleian Library has most confessedly been very much
improved by the Introduction of Windsor-Chairs, so ad-
mirably calculated for Ornament and Repose. 1867 Trol-
lops Chron. Barset iv, There was one arm-chair in the
room,-ra Windsor-chair, as such used to be called. 1473-4
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 53 For *Wyndissoris heraldis

expensis qtihen he come again for the renewyne of his con-

duct. 1517-18 in Archaeotogia XLVII. 310 Wyndesore
Harald at Armes. 1631 Weevek Anc. Funeral Mon.
To Rdr., Augustine Vincent, Esquire, Windsor Herald, &
keeper of the Records in the Tower. 1747 Phil. Trans.
Xi.IV. 458 Hedgerley, the Place where there is dug an

Earth commonly call'd *\Vindsor Loam. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. xviii. (1842) 484 Windsor loam : obtained at

Hampstead, &c. ..is frequently used for the lining of fur-

naces. 1826 MS. Accounts (D. Dewar, St. Andrew's),
To *Windsor Soap, 3*. 1837 Morier Abel A Unitit xxvii,

A. .Iamb. .which she.. kept.. washed with the best brown
Windsor soap. 1797 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 58 The little

common horse-bean, ticks, and "Windsor ticks, are the sorts

generally cultivated. 1800 Alves Banks of Esk 166 Old
Port pipes or casks, laid open at one side with conical tops,

and seats placed at the ordinary height from the bottom,

—

which turn round upon perpendicular axis, denominated
*Windsor Tubs, from their having been first introduced
there. 1805 Ann, Reg. (Rivington's ed.), Chron. 12* The
geatlemen [at a fete at Windsor Castle] were dressed in the
full "Windsor uniform, except those who wore the military

habit of their respective regiments. 1823 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. n. Doubts fy F. i, I he hotel., was a. .red brick building,

edging the blue wave of the ocean, as the collar of the Wind-
sor uniform garnishes the coat.

2. Short for Windsor bean, brick, soap.

1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. Feb. 32 A full crop of

long-pods,Windsor's, .. or other broad kinds. 1840 Thackeray
Barber Cox Sept., My dearest girl now turned from red to

be as pale as white Windsor. 1841 Civil Fng. fy Arch.
Jrnl. IV. 342/1 The red sandy bricks called Windsors. 1859
Habits of Gd. Society \\. (new ed.) 124 The old brown Wind-
sor being still, .far the best for the skin. 1884 ' H. Colling-
wood ' Under Meteor Flag xii, As thorough an ablution as

was possible in the absence of my cake of old brown Windsor.

Windster (wsi-ndstsj). 7 Obs. Also 5 wyn-
stere. [f. YVixd v. 1 + -stek.] A person (orig. a
woman) engaged in winding silk, etc.

14. . Langl. P. PI. A. v. 129 (MS. T) My wyf was a wyn-
stere [B.

<fr C. texts webbe] & Woliene clop mace, ciyoo
Douce prints S. g fol. 2 b, Comber. Dyer. Throwster. Wind-
ster. Spinster. vpe^Lond. Gas. No.6187/4 Eleanor Brown,
. .Silk-Windster. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. Customs 1S5 Husks
and Nubs are the refuse, which is thrown aside by the
windster, during the process of winding the Silk from the

cocoons. 1825 Hew Monthly Mag. XIV. 259 Your warpers,

your windsters, your weavers.

Wind-SUCk (wi*nds»k), v. [Back-formation

from next (sense 2).] intr. Of a horse : To have
the vice of noisily drawing in and swallowing air

(often associated with crib-biting). Also Wi'nd-
su=cking vbl. sb. and ppl. a*

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 228 Wind-sucking con-
sists in swallowing air, without fixing the mouth. Ibid. 229
He continued to crib-bite or wind-suck. 1875 Knight Diet,
Mech., Crib'Strap, a neck-throttler for crib-biting and wind-
sucking horses. 1908 Animal Manager/:. 81 Indigestion

and colic .result from, windsucking and crib-biting.

"Wind-sucker (wrndsr:k3j). [f. Wind sb. 1 +
Sucker.]

1 1. The valve of a pair of bellows. Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury 111. xiv. (Roxb.) 7/2 The wind sucker,

a flap of strong Leather set ouer the wind hole within the
belly.

2. A horse addicted to wind-sucking.

1825 Jamieson. 1853 R. S. Subtees Sponge's Sp. Tour x,

Whose horse had a cough, whose was a wind-sucker, whose
was lame after hunting. 1908 Animal Managem. 127 Wind-
muckers and crib-biters should, .be fed apart from the rest.

Wind-sucker : see Windfccker 2.

1880 Swinburne Study Shaks. 54 The veriest wind-sucker

among commentators.

Wind-tight (wi-ndtait), a. [IWihd sb.1 +
Tight a.]

1. Solidly constructed so as to keep out wind :

chiefly of a building; also of a vessel = Air-tight.

1507 [see Tight a. 2 a]. 15x4, etc. [see Watertight il

1623 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 383 The grammar schole

..is.natherwatterthicht nor wyndthicht to the great hinder-

ance of the studentis within the same. 1647 N. Ward
Simple Cobler 33 For England, however, the upper Stones

are shroadlyshattred ; yet the foundations and frame being

good or mendable by the Architectors now at worke, there

is good hope, when peace is setled, people shall dwell more
wind-tight and Water-tight than formerly. 1718 Chamber-
I-ayne Relig. Philos. If. xvii. § 10, I . .took a Tin Tube, .but

found.. that it was not compleatly Wind-tight. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-tk., Wind-tight, a cask or vessel to contain

water is said to be wind-tight and water-tight.

f2. Naut. = Wind-taut (see W'isd sb. 1 31). Obs.

1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts n. (1704) 301/1 They
..cut down. .Things over-head, which makes them wind
l ite and liurthensome.

Wind-up (wai'nditrp), sb. and a. [f. the phr.

to wind up. Wind v 1 22.]

A. sb. The action of < winding up *, or some-

thing that 'winds up' or concludes a course of

action, story, etc. ; close, conclusion, finish, denoue-

ment ; final settlement ; closing act or proceeding.

+ Also formerly wind-up-all.
1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 47 Whitch was the

Epipnonema and as it were the windupal of that meting.

1588 T. Harvey Disc. Probl. 74 Doth not the diuel, I say, in

the winde-vpall, and in fine, oftner play wilie beguile him
selfe? 1665 BuNYAs/r

r
i7/)'C/V(V{i66q)266ThisNewjerusalem

shall be the wind-up of the world. 1683 — Greatn. Soul
(1691) 56 So the wind-up of the whole will be this, They
shall have like for like. 1816 Jane Austen Emma xxii,

That was the wind-up of the history. 1844 Alb. Smith
Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxiv. (18S6) 75 Getting through a few..

quadrilles,, .and Sir Rofjer de Coverley as a wind-up. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii, To take myself well to task, and
have a regular wind-up of this business now. 1869 Olselky
Counterp. Canon <y Fugue xxiii. 181 The dominant pedal

always announces the termination, or ' wind-up ', of a fugue.

B. adj. 1. Constructed to be wound up.

1784 Morn. Chron. 21 Apr. 4/3 Advt., A wind up range.

1 2. Forming the ' wind-up * or conclusion of some-
\
thing; concluding, closing.
1843 Mozley Ess. (1873) I. 25 Strafiord determined not to

j

be wanting to himself at the wind-up scene. 1900 ' Mark
;
Twain ' Man that corrupted etc. 153 We had a wind-up
champagne supper.

Windward (wi*nd,woid),quasi-.r^. in phr., a.
y

! and adv. Also 6 Sc. wyndwart. vynduait, 7
win-ward, 9 win'ard. [f. Wind sb.i + -ward. {In
all senses the opposite of Leeward.)]
A. Phr. io {the) windward (also formerly with

other preps.) : to the windward side or direction.

*549 Compt. Scot. vi. 42 The said galiasse in schort tyme
cam on vynduait of the tothir schip. 1562 Winjet Cat,
Traciatis i. Wks. (3.T.S.) I. 4 To !at down ane grete dele
thair hie sail is, and hald to wyndwart. 1626 Capt. J. Smith
Accid. Yng. Seamen i3 A sayle, how stands she, to wind-
ward or leyward. 1666 Monk Let. (in Quaritch's Rough
List, No. 202 (1900) Oct.) Sir William Berkeley kept his

\ course, at which a gun was fired at winward of him. 1687
A. Lovell tr. Thevcnot's Trav. 1. z3i About Noon he was
pot to the Windward. 1719 L)''- Foe Crusoe II. (Globe) 329
The Sound coming from the Windward. 1833 Hi. Mar-
TINEAU Charmed Sea iv. 53 The heavens were grey, and
there was a very dark line to windward. 1876 Miss Rraddon

I J. Haggards Dan. \. 27 Before Joshua could reach him,
' the first of those giant masses of water Struck on tiie rock to
windward of him.

b. Itijig: phrases, such as to get io windward of,

i to gain an advantage over (cf. Wind sb. 1 3 b) ; to

;
keep to windward of] to keep out of the reach of

' (cf. WlNDT 2 d) ; to cast an anchor to -windward,

to adopt measures for security.

1783 Cowfer Let. to J. Newton 7 Mar., That my vanity

I

may not get too much to windward. 188s V>v. Wisdt
1 Equator 12 His intention of 'getting to windward of those

;
" Maylays" '. 1888 Rider Haggard Mr. Mccsons Will vi,

' If I happen to have got to windward of the young woman,
why, so much the better for me. 1890 [see Leewabdly].
1919 tgth Cent. I )ec. 1152 This policy was based on a desire

to keep an anchor to the windward, to secure the United
States for a friend.

B. adj.

1. Having a direction towards, i.e. opposite to

that of, the wind ; moving against the wind.
i6j7Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. x. 47 You say. .a windward

Tide when the Tide runnes against the wind. 1739 (title)

A Description of the Windward Passage and Gulf of Florida.

c 1850 Rwditfi. A'avzg. 56 Windward Great Circle Sailing.

b. Of or in reference to a sailing vessel, ex-

pressing ability to sail close to the wind : =
I

Weathkrly 2.

1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 382/1 She is so slender and
graceful that one is prone to wonder that such prettii.ess is

consistent with windward power. 1901 Daily Chron. 27 Sept.

5/7 A better windward boat than the Columbia.

2. Situated towards the direction from which the

wind blows; facing the wind.
a 1687 fsee Leeward A. 2]. 1725 De Foe Engl. Trades-

man iii. (1732) I. 21 His windward leg being hurt by a bruise.

1731 M iller'jGard. Dt\ t. s.v. Blight, On the Wind-ward Side
of the Trees. 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaVs Hist. Indies V.

5 Those that lie nearest the East, have been called the Wind-
ward Islands ; the others the Leeward, on account of the
wind's blowing generally from the eastern point in those

quarters. i8siB Kkoude Hist. Eng. IV. xxii. 424 The vessel

laying slightly over, the windward tier slipped across the deck,

C. adv. Towards the wind, to windward.
1690 in 14th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 243 The

fleet that came from Plymouth, .were plying windward of

that place. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 833 Tacking
about, and so getting Windward of them, they..gain'd a
great Advantage.

Hence Wi'ndwardly a. «= B. 1 b, 2 ; Wind-
wardmost a., furthest to windward ; Wi'nd-
wardness, * windward ' or weathcrly quality.

1657 R. I.icon Barbadoes (1673) 23 The most *windwardly
Island of all the Caiibbies. a 1734 North Z.i7'« (1826) III.

92 The characters of the several vessels,, some windwardly,
some not stay well, some slugs. 190a Fdin. Rev. Oct. 422

The island is the most windwardly of the whole Caribbean

Archipelago, a 1625 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. (1644)

s.v. Weather Bow, Any thing that is to the 'wind-ward-
most-side, we say, it is the weather-part, or a-weather. 1777
S-tmmarv Ace. Tobago 7& A mile from the windwardmost
point of Minster- Hay. a 1618 Raleigh Invention of Ship-

Ping (1650) 29 By reason of their ready staying and turning,

by reason of their *windwardnesse.

Windwards(wrnd,w§idz). Also 7 win-wards,

[t. Wind sb. 1 + -wards.] = Windward A.
1589 Hakluyt V'oy. 525 [He] appointed 24. of the lustiest

rowers in the great boate, to rowe to windwards. i6a» R.
Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea xxvi, 57 We saw a Shippe turning to

Windwards. 1625 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1909)

III. 100 Four Portugall galliones.. though to winwards of

them, came noe neerer then to descrye their cullours. 1631

Pellham Gods Power 8 Wee found the winde. .so fiercely

blowing, that we could not possibly row to Wind-wards.

+ Wi-ndweed. Obs. rare. [f. Wnw.1 + Weed
sb. 1

] = Bindweed.
1578 Lyte Dodoens in. Iv. 396 The leaues and fruite of

sharpe Windeweede. Ibid. v. vii. 555 Amongst those kinds

of plantes called Windweeds, or bmdweede*.

Windwen, obs. form of Winnow v.

Windy (wi-ndi), a. Forms: 1 windis, I, 4
windi, 4-5 wyndi, 4-6 wyndy, 6 -die, -dye,

windye, Sc. vyndie, wondie, 6-7 windie, 5-

windy. [OE. windig; see Wind sb. 1 and -Y*.

Cf. MHG. windie
y
G. windig]

I. Literal and directly connected senses.
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1. Consisting of wind ; of or pertaining to (the)

wind ; having the command of the winds, as a

heathen deity; indicating or suggesting wind.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke vUl* 23 E>a com windi yst. 1390
Gower Con/. III. 313 The wyndy Storm began to skarse.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. viil. 48 As when a windy tempest
bloweth hye. 1x593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies n. xvi, If

stern Neptune's windy power prevail. 1602 W. Basse
Three Past. Elegies ii. (1893) 49 March, departed with his

windy rage. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Three Weekes
Observ. Ep. Ded., All the watery, windy, earthly, and
drinking Deities. 1781 Cowper Retirement 432 While
morning kindles with a windy red. 1873 Black Pr. Thule
vi. 89 The sea that lay beyond . . was of a windy green.

b. Produced, or actuated, by 'wind or com-
pressed air: said of music played on wind-instru-

ments, or of a wind-instrument.
184X Thackeray Mem. Gormandising Wks. 1900 XIII.

576 Music, whether windy or wiry. 1871 Lomgf. Wayside
Inn 11. Cobbler ofHagenatt 45 Two angels carved in wood,
That by the windy organ stood.

2. a. Of places, etc. : Full of, exposed to, blown

upon or through by the wind.
Beowulf 1 358 Windi^e naessas. ciooo .Clfric Horn. II.

322 Heora wyrtruma bi'5 swa-swa windige ysla. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 419/1 Wyndy, ventosus, ventuosus. 155a Huloet,
Wyndy houses, or places. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 279
A coulde and wyndy clime. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxix. 350 Then wes he worsland our ane wondie swyre.

a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido I. i, Iuno. .MadeHebe to

direct her ayrie wheeles Into the windie countrie of the

clowdes. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 440 On this windie Sea of

Land, the Fiend Walk'd up and down. 1833 Tennyson
May Queen, New Year's Eve v, The building rook 'ill caw
from the windy tall elm-tree. X864 Lowell Fireside Tray.

191 As he paces the windy deck. 1873 Longf. Wayside
Inn. Monk of Casal-Maggiore 84 My wretched lodging in

a windy shed.

b. Of times, conditions, etc. : Characterized by

wind, in which wind is frequent or prevalent

;

accompanied by (much) wind.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 162 Wlndig lengten & renig

sumer. 143: Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 2 Toward the

ende of wyndy Februarie. 1579 J. Dee Diary (Camden) 5

A moyst Marche and not wyndy. x6oo SurflET Country
Farm v. viii. 671 Windie drouthes. 1685 in Verney Mem.
(1904} II. 382 The wettest & the windiest day that I have
seene. 1749 Fielding Tom J'ones 1. iii, It is a good Night,

only a little rainy and windy. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 69

A windy day soon dries a wet pavement. 1904 \V. E.

Hodgson Trout Fishing 210 Meanwhile the rain goes on ;

no longer a slight windy spray.

C. Stirred by or wavering in the wind ; moving

so as to produce a wind or current of air.

C1450 tr. De Imitatione II. vii. 47 Truste not ner leene not

upon a windy rede. 1590 Spenser F. Q. in. xii. 8 He. .in

his hand a windy fan did beare. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey
vi. i, Hans quivered like a windy reed.

d. Situated towards the wind, windVard: in

phr. on the windy side of (fig.), so as not to be
* scented ' and attacked by (cf. Wind sb.1 4), out

of the reach of; away from, clear of.

In modern use echoing Shaks.

1599 Shaks. Much Adj II. i. 327 Pedro. Infaith Lady you
haue a merry heart. Beatr. Yea my Lord I thanke it, poore

foole it keepes on the windy side of Care. x6ox — Twel. N.
in. iv. x8i Still you keepe o'th windie side of the Law: good.

1814 Scott Wav. xii, He had just so much solidity as kept

on the windy side of insanity. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks.

Char. vii. 190 You cut off his resources; while you yourself

keep on the windy side of assassination and murder.

3. Resembling the wind in storminess, quality of

sound, swiftness, f changefulness, etc
ciooo /Elfric Horn. II. 388 peah beos woruld wede, and

windije ehtnysseastyrise on?;ean CristesgelaSunge. C1374
Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. viii. (1S6S) 6 The amyable fortune

maysthowsen alwey wyndy[MS. wyndynge; uentosant}smd
flowynge and euere mysknowynge of hir self. 159a Shaks.
Ven. (f Ad. 51 Then with her windie sighes, and golden
heares. To fan, and blow them drie againe she seekes. 1595
— John ii. i. 477 Zeale now melted by the windie breath

Of soft petitions. 1614 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. y. (ed. 2)

756 The windy inconstancy of some of the compante. 1670
Dryden Tyr. Love 11. i, A fire which every windy passion

blows. 1697 — sEneis xii. 1227 Indu'd with windowings
to flit in Air. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xviii. (1870)

185 Polly gave a sudden windy dart from the room. 1883

R. Ritchie Bk. Sibyls i. 5 The sweet windy drone of the

organ. 1915 Chamb. JrnI.2o Mar. 245/1 Singing the lines

in a high, windy voice.

4. a. Characterized by, arising from, or affected

with 'wind* (Wind sb. 1 10) in the stomach or

bowels (for other parts): = Flatulent 4.

c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 214 Wib ba bing be windigne

aebm on men wyrcen. 1563 T. Gale Antidot. n. 30 In all

cold and wyndye infirmities of the brayne. 1598 Marston
Pygmal, Sat. iv. 151 The windie-chollicke strm'd to haue
some vent. 1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 185 \Vaterish and
impure stomacks, by reason of windie crudities, wherewith

they abound. 1799 Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I.

56 A costive and windy state of the bowels. 1879 St.

George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 348 After some windy eructations.

1889 in J. Hutchinson Archives Surg. (1898) IX. 121 When
well I am generally very windy.

b. Of food or drink : Causing or liable to cause

1 wind ' : = Flatulent 3.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. clxxxvi. (Add. MS.
27944), Newe muste is ful wyndy & smoky. X533 Elyot
Cast. Helthe (1541) 28 Nauews do not nouryshe so moche as

rapes, but they be euen as wyndye. 1617 Moryson Vr7«. n 1.

xox They . . feede on bread very black, heauy and windy.

1698 Flovf.r Asthma ii. (1717) 25 When the Meat is crude,

slimy, windy, acerb. X897 Allbutt's Syst. Med, III. 494
If the food be poor and windy.

II. Figurative senses. (See also 2 d, 3.)

5. Having 'nothing in it', 'airy', intangible,

empty, unsubstantial, flimsy, vain, frivolous, trilling,

worthless. (Often passing into other senses; see

below.) Similarly of persons {rare).

1593 G. Harvey New Let. B 1, A wan, or windy Hope, is

a notable breake-necke vnto itselfe. X598 Barret Theor.
IVarres v. v. 165 There is nothing more vniust then to make
men to Hue by windy words & ayre. 1601 [see 6 a]. 1650
Milton Tenure of Kings (ed. 2) 47 Neither is Caesar to

make Warras head of Christ'ndom, Protector of the Church,
Defender of the Faith; these Titles being fals and Windie.

1693 Dryden tr. Juvenal x. 219 Exchanging solid Quiet,

to obtain The Windy satisfaction of the Brain, a 1700 H. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Windy-felloiv, without Sense or Reason.

1830 Carlyle Ess., Richter (1840) II. 340 What a hollow,

windy vacuity of internal character this indicates. 1854 De
Quincey War Wks. 1862 IV. 371 The windiest of levities.

x86x Thackeray Four Georges iv*. (1862) 193 The Prince of
Wales had some windy projects of encouraging literature,

science, and the arts. 1877 Carlyle in Mrs. CarlyWs Lett.

II. 116 note, Sending windy gossip to the newspapers.

6. a. Of speech or discourse, with various shades

of meaning : Verbose, long-winded ; violent, vehe-

ment; empty and high-sounding, inflated, bom-
bastic ; exaggerated, extravagant.
138a Wyci.ii' Job xvi. 3 Whethir windi woordis [Vulg.

verba ventosa] shut not nan ende? X590 J. Davidson in

Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 5*7 Notwithstanding all the

windye volumes written by them. 1601 B. Jo.nson Poetaster

v. iii. (1602) M 3 b, Tibullus. O. terrible, windy words 1

Callus. A signe of a windy Braine. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 209 Windie and unmeasurable babbling was not

long since brought to Athens out of Asia. x66o Fuller
Mixt Contempt, xii. 19 By such windy particulars [he] did
blow up his losses to the summe by him nominated. 18:0

Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 379 To what purpose then
this windy declamation about John Calvin? 1868 M. Patti-

son Acatiem.Org. v. 245 Ava^ueand windy rhetoric has sup-

planted solid acquisition. 1886 Illustr. Loud. News 21 Aug.

194/1 The windy speeches made at public political meetings.

b. Of a speaker or writer : Full of talk or

verbiage, talkative, loquacious, long-winded ; vio-

lent or extravagant in utterance, * blustering '

;

bragging, boastful (cf. 7 b).

1513 Douglas /Eneis xi. viii. 33 Quhidder, gif tbi marcial

deidis, as thai war ay, Into thy wyndy clattryng toung sal

be. 1581 J. Hamilton Cath. Traict. in Cath. Tract.

(S. T. S.) 85 Ane vyndie sophist. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,

iv. iv. 127 Windy Atturnies to their Clients Woes. 1648

Milton Observ. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 566 There will

not need more words to this Windy Railer, convicted.. of

all those Crimes which he . . charges upon others. 1834

Scott Redgauntlet ch. x, He is a windy body when he gets

on his. .stories. 1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss., Windy,nohy,
verbose, marvellous in narration. 1855 Motlky Dutch Rep.

vi. ii. Ill, 450 The windy demagogue, who had filled half

Flanders with his sound and fury.

7. a. That 'puffs one up'; inducing pride or

vain-glory. Obs, or merged in other senses.

1590 Nashe Pasquils Ai>ol. D 4 b, Let witte, which is

windie obtaine the lesse, that Charitie which edifieth may
gaine the more. [Cf. / Cor. viii. i.) 1597 J. Payne Royal
Exch. 43 Puffed vp wth wynd[i]e knowledge. [1693 Penn
Fruits Sol. 11. ex. Wks. 1782 V. 181 We may be too easily

swelled beyond our just proportion, by the windy com-
pliments of men. 1784 Cowper Task v. 269 Inflated and
astrut with self-conceit, He gulps the windy diet.]

b. 'Puffed up'; inflated with, or showing, pride

or vain conceit ; vain-glorious, proud. Now *SV.

colloq. (const, of).

1603 [see windy-headed in g]. 16*5 T. Adams Five Serm.,

Job xlii.6 (1626) 10 After these blustring insolencies, and
windie ostentations. 169s Dryden tr. Dufresnoys Art
Paint. 63 He who has a windy Head, and flatters himself

with the empty hope of deserving the praise of the common
people. 1888 Barrie AuldLicht Idylls ix, I'm thinkinghe

was windier of the cock.

8. Apt to *get the wind up' ; 'funky
1

, slang.

1916 Hankey Student in Arms vii. (1917) 130 The antici-

pation of danger makes many men 'windy*.

9. advb. and Comb., as windy-blowing, clear,

-fooled (cf. 3), -headed (cf. 6, 7 b), -looking adjs.

(11629 Goffe Orestes 11. iii, With a North gale of *winrly

blowing sighs. 1899 T. S. Moore Vinedresser, Duet ill,

Cloudless eves, blue eyes so *windy clear, c 1611 Chapman
Iliad xv. 163 The *windie-footed Dame. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 81 The great, .applause of the *windie

headed people. 1879 Stevenson Tray. Cevennes 26 The
sun had gone down into a *windy-looking mist.

Wine (wain), so. 1 Forms: 1-4 win, (2-3 uin),

3-6 wyn, 4-6 (7 Sc.) wyne (4 wyin, vyn, 4-5
wijn(e, 4, 6 5c.vyne, 5 wynne,wyen(e, wyyn(e,
wiyn, whyne, whyene, 6 Sc. -wynn, vine), 4-
wine. [OE. win = OFris., OS., MLG., MDu.
win (Du. wijh), OHG., MHG. win (G. wcin),

ON. vin (S\v., Da. vin), Goth, wein :— OTeut.

*winow
7
a. L. vinum, the source also of the Balto-

Slavic (OS1. vino, Lith. vpnas) and Celtic words

(Jr. fin, W.givin).
h.vlnum is primitively related to Gr. fotcos, otcoswine,

olvij vine, wine, Alb. vine, Arm. gittt, which according to

some scholars are all derived from a common Mediterranean
source, while according to others prim. Arm. *woiniyo (Arm.
gini) is the immediate origin of the Gr., Lat., and Alb. words

;

the nature of the connexion of the Indo-Eur. words with
the Semitic (Arab., Ethiopia wain, Hebrew yayin, Assyrian

tnn) is disputed.]

1. The fermented juice of the grape used as a

beverage.
It is essentially a dilute solution of alcohol, on the pro-

portion of which in its composition depend its stimulating

and intoxicating properties. Wines are classed as red or

white, dry or sweet, still or sparkling.

Beowulf^162 Byrelas sealdon win of wunderfatum. 805-

31 in Sweet O. E. Texts 444 Selle mon . . mittan fulne

hunises o6£a tuegen uuines. 971 Blickl. Horn. 165 Ne
drincb he win ne ealu. axi» 0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1012 Waron hi eac swySe druncene, forbam bar was
gebroht win su5an. a ny$.Cott. Horn. 229 He a.wende

water to uine. CI205 LAV - 1 4 299 Ane guldenebolle i-uulled

mid wine. 1x1300 Cursor M. 180 How bat haly drightin

Turned watur in to vyn. Ibid. 12679 He dranc neuer cisar

ne wine, Ne wered neuer clath o line. 13.. Seuyn Sag.

(W.J 211 Other ich am of wine dronke, Other the firmament

is i-sonke. c 1350 Will. Paletne 3259 pan asked bei be win
& went to bedde after. £1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 13

Dilicious ale and spisid and hei^e wynes. c 1386 Chalckr
Prot. 334 Wei loued he by the morwe a sope in wyn. c 1440

Gesta Rom:, xxi. 339 But man contrarious aunswerelh, The
wyne is over myghty, it is not good, c 1450 Brut n. 422

The cite faste did encrese of bredde and wyn, fisshe and
flesshe. 1535 Covekdale Ps. ciii[i]. 15 Wyne to make glad

y 8 herte of man. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb.i^Z Old
Cheese wyl become new in taste, yf you lay them in Time,

Vineger, or in Wine. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 502 The Sons

Of Belial, flown with insolence and wine, a 1718 Prioe

Epitaph 29 Their Beer was strong; Their Wine was Port.

1781 Cowper Conversat. 263 When wine has giv'n indecent

language birth. 1837 Dickens Pickw. viii, 'It wasn't the

wine,' murmured Mr. Snodgrass,..*It was the salmon.
(Somehow or other, it never is the wine, in these cases.)

b. As one of the elements in the Eucharist.

c 1005 in Wright Biogr. Brit. Lit., A.S. Period (1842) 498

Se Drihten..cwa;b£sehlaf ware his ajen lichama, & f win

waere witodlice his blod. cnoo Gloss, in Wr.-Wtilcker

128/32 Infertum uinum, messewin. c 1200 Vices 9f Virtues

51 Notied oat }e isieo bread and win wiouten, and on jeure

ibanke ilieue3 Sat 3e naht ne ^esied. C1400 26 Pol. Toems
xxiii. 37 So dede crist..By holyordynaunce tau^t vs to lere,

Halwe bred and wyn. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 251 In be

chalys ysbut wyn& water. 1531 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)VI. 23

He to fynde the brede and wyne. 1552, 1886 [see Bread sb.

adj. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 17 His blude to

drink, in forme of wyne. 158* N. LichefielD tr. Castan-

heda's Cong. E. Ind. 1. xxxix. 92 They consecrate w l leuencd

bread and with wine made of raisons. 1781 Cowper Expost.

%-jj The Saviour's feast, his own blest bread and wine.

C. With qualifying word denoting colour, place

of origin, etc., as Alicant wine, Claret wine,

Port-wine, red wine (Red a. 16), Sherry wine,

White wine, wine seek (Sack sb.'$),

a 1300 Cursor M. 4678 Wines, quite and red. c X430

Two Cookery-bks. 35 Take Datys, an do a-way be stonys, &
sethe in swete Wyne. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy 53 in Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 160 Wyne bastarde. 1623 Markham Engl.

Housew. 1. 148 The Wines of the hie countries, and which is

called Hie-country wine, are made some thirtie or fortie

miles beyond Burdeaux. 163a Lithgow Trav. in. 7S Best

Maluasy, Muscadine and Leaticke wines. 1746 Francis tr.

Hor., Sat. 11. viii. 12 The lees of Coan wine.

d. Regarded as the usual accompaniment of

dessert ; see also quot. 1843.
1824, 1833 [see Walnut 1 i b]. 1843 Lyttom Last Bar. 1.

vi, Madge appeared with the final refreshment called ' the

Wines', consisting of spiced hippocras and confections.

1859 M. Thomson Story ofCawnpore ix. 151 In their wine-

and-walnut arguments.

e. fig. or in fig. context.

aiyto Cursor M. 21294 pe stile omatheu, water it was, And
win >e letter o lucas. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 154

Allegyng .. the dignytees of theyr oyle & wyneof con-

templacyon. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxix. L. ii, I like

a smoked bottle am become, And yet the wine of thy corn,

mandments hold. 1605 Shaks. Matb. 11. iii. 100 The Wine

of Life is drawne, and the meere Lees Is left this Vault, to

brag of. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. Introd. 181 The wine of life

is on the lees, 1823 Byron Island 1. iii, Unless he drain

the wine of passion—rage. X825 Carlyle in Froude Life

(1882)1. xvi. 27 1 Literature is the wine of life. 1865 Kingsley

Herew. I. Prel. 19 Cheered by the keen wine of that dry

and bracing frost. 1875 Ste\ i-nsqn Lett. (1899) I. 94 The

look of his face was a wine to me.

f. Phrases.

t To drink wine ape (cf. F. avoir vin de singe), to be

merry in one's cups, t Wine ofheight :
* a former perquisite

of seamen on getting safely through a particular navigation

(Smyth Sailors Word.bk.). Wine of honour (= F. vin

tChonneur): wine presented by municipal officers to great

personages on their entry into a town. In wine (see In

prep. 10 b ; cf. F. dans le vin) : in a state of intoxication

with wine ; in one's cups, t To give wine : to draw blood

(cf. Claret sb. % 2). To take wine: to drink wine with

another person in a ceremonial manner, esp. as a token of

friendship or regard.

c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 44 Me thynketh ye been

wel yshape. I trowe that ye dronken han wyn Ape. 1518

Sel. PL Star Chamb. (Selden) II. 134 He seyd vyolently on

to hym I shall gyve the a quart of Wyne. 1594 m <«//.

J. Smith's Virginia (Arb.) 633 The Pilots, .demanded of

the Captaine their Wine of hight as out of all danger. 1600

Shaks. A. V. L. in. v. 73, I am falser then vowes made in

wine. 1706 Lond. Caz. No. 4276/3 The Magistrates waited

on his Grace. .and presented him with what they call the

Wine of Honour. 174a Richardson Pamela III. 190, 1 am

not sure.. whether I should not have Reason to wish you

were brought home in Wine, rather than to come home so

sober as you do. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, ' Glass of wine,

sir?' 'With pleasure,' said Mr. Pickwick ; and the stranger

took wine, first with him,, .and then with the whole
;

party

together. 1856 Emerson Engl. Traits, Relig.Wks. (Bohn)

II. 102 If a Bishop meets an intelligent gentleman, ana

reads fatal interrogations in his eyes, he has no resource but

to take wine with him. 1904 Sir A. Geikie Scott. Remin.

xi. 318 One still meets with old-fashioned gentlemen,

especially at public dinners, who ' take wine with you .

(b) Proverbs and proverbial phrases.

New wine in old bottles (see Matt. ix. 17). To look on the

wine when it is reditu Prov. xxiii. 31). Good wine needs
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mo {ivy)bush (in also Bush sb. 1

5 c, I vv.bush). When ivine

is in, ivit (or truth) is out. Wine and women (Ecclus. xix.

heading, A. V.).

1420-22 Lvdg. Thebes 1732 Wyn and wymmen ben ek set

a-syde. a 153a Rem, Love xxxvii. Chaucer's Wks. 367/1
Wyne and women in to apostasy Cause wyse men to fal.

153S Coverdale Prov. xxiii. 31 Loke not thou vpon the
wyne, how reed it is. 1546 J. Hf.vwood Prov. (1867) 23 Ye
praise the wyne, before ye tast ofthe grape. 1616 T. Wind-
ham Commend. Poem in J. Lane Contin. Sq-r.'s T. 7 The ivie

needes not, wheare theare is good wine. 1616 Draxe Bib/.
Schotast. 235 When the wine is in, the wit is out. i6«
Burton Aiiat. Mel. 1. U. 111. xiii. 160 Those two maine
plagues and common dotages of humane kind, Wine &
Women. 1727 Gay Begg. Op. n. i, Women and Wine should
Life employ. 1755 B. Franklin Poor Richard (1890) 241
When the Wine enters, out goes the Truth. 1819 Byron
Juan 11, clxxviii, Let us have wine and women, mirth and
laughter, Sermons and soda-water the day after, 1862
Thackhray Philip vii, As Doctor Luther sang, Who loves
not wine, woman, and song, He is a fool his whole life long.

g. In collocation with other words, as wine and
water (hence wine-and-watery adj.), wineis) and
spiritif) (also attrib.), cake and wine ; see also d.

1819 Byron Juan 11. Ivii, The same cause.. Left him so
drunk, he jump'd into the wave, .. And so he found a
wine-and-watery grave. 1828 Wine fy Spirit Adulterators
Unmasked 12 The spurious Brandy, which generally com-
prises the stock of the Advertising Wine and Spirit Mer-
chant. 1843 Penny CycL XXVI I. 467/1 Wine and Spirit
Trade. 1867 H. Latham Black <y White in Able to pro-
duce the cake and wine of hospitality.

2. In wider use, usually with qualifying word : A
fermented liquor made from the juice of other

fruits, or from grain, flowers, the sap of various
trees (e. g. birch and palm), etc. : sometimes called

made wine (Made ppl. a. 3).
The wine <*fthe country {=. F. le vin de Pays) : properly,

the wine made in a particular locality for local consumption;
usually trauf. the alcoholic beverage most drunk in a par-
ticular country, or regarded as peculiar to it.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxvii. (Add. MS.
27944)1 Wyne ymade is ymade by crafte of good spicery &
heroes. And it fareb of be wyn bat hatte Sahnacum& of be
wyn bat hatte rosatum&Gariofilatum. 1542 \Ioorde Dyetary
x. (1870) 254 All maner of wynes be made of grapes, excepte
respyse, the whiche is made of a bery. 1613 [see Palm sb, 1

7]. 1694 Worlidce Two Treatises 102 Peaches also and
Apricocks, by some are made to yield pleasant Wines. 1710
in Swift's Lett. (1767) III. 29, I spent the evening with
Wortley Mountague and Mr. Addison, over a bottle of Irish
wine, 171a Addison Sped. No. 328 That detestable Cata-
logue of counterfeit Wines, which derive their Names from
the Fruits, Herbs or Trees of whose Juices they are chiefly
compounded. 1746 Warton Progr. Discontent 84 And tho'
she boasts no charms divine, Yet she can carve and make
birch wine. 1750 {title) Oifo* Kpiflii-o*, a Dissertation
concerning the Origin and Antiquity of Barley Wine. 1803
J. Borney Discov. S. Sea 1. iii. 88 The wine of rice. 1842
Loudon Suburban Hart, 561 The gooseberry.. .Wines and
brandies are made from the green fruit. 1888 Churchward
Blaekbirding 102 What they called the wine of the country

—

square gin.

3. Pharmacy. A solution of a medicinal sub-
stance (denoted by a qualifying word) in wine; a
medicated wine.
1652,1900 [see Steel sb.

1
12]. 1728 Chambers CycL II.

s. v. Wine, Chalybeate, or Steel Wine, is prepared of steel
filings. x8zi A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1815) 655 The
solutions thus formed have been denominated Medicated
Wines. Ibid. 656 Wine of Ipecacuanha. 1866 Aitken
Pract. Med. II. 51 The wine of the root of colcbicum.

4. A wine-partv, esp. of undergraduates.
i860 W. W. Kead'e Liberty Haiti, viii. 130 When I go

out to a wine I always bring my own straws. 1862 Kingsley
Alton Locke xiii. (new ed.) 123 The interval being taken up
..in 'wines', and an hour of billiards. 1885 M. Pattison
Mem. 144 Oh the icy coldness, the dreary Egyptian blank-
ness of that ' wine '.

5. Spirits) of wine, alcohol, rectified spirit; oil

of wine, cenanthic ester; also, a heavy oily liquid
{heavy oil of wine) consisting of etherin, etherol,

and ethyl sulphate, called also ethereal oil. See
also Low-wines.
[Cf. quot. 1626 s.v. Roscid a.] 1646 Sir T. Browne

Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 161 An evaparation of spirits of wine
and Camphm 01648 Digby Chym. Seer. (1682) 172 An
excellent Spirit of wine, fit to draw Tinctures. 1741 Com-
plete Fam.-Piece 1. jv. 246 Pour on it a Pint of the ordinary
Spirit of Wine, that of twelve-pence a Quart. 1807 1.
Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 411 A peculiar kind of oil known
by the name of sweet oil of wine. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts I.

43 Raymond Lully was acquainted with 'spirits of wine
',

which he called aqua ardens. 1882 Watts Diet. Chem. II.

507 Heavy oil of ivine,. .according to Liebig, an ethyl-
suiphate of etherol.

6. //. Short for : Wine-glasses.
1848 Thackeray Little Dinner at Timmins's iii, It was

calculated that . . a dozen or so tumblers, four or five dozen
wines, eight water-bottles.. were requisite.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. (a) Of,
made of or with, wine, as wine alcohol, -draff,
-drast, -dregs^-harvest (also attrib.), -marc, -mother,
-must, -offering, -posset', -sauce, \-shench (also

attrib.), -sillabub, -stain.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cili. ii [civ. 15] Heortan manna must

and windnnc myclum bh'ssao. c 1205 Lav. 3529 Heo iward
reode on hire benche, swilche hit were of wine scenche.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 186 t>eron schulen be dissolued
wijndrastis brent, c 1440 Paltad. on Husb. in. 162 Wyndraf
is good also commyxt with donge. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
529/2 Wyne dreggys, or lye. 15S0 Hollyband Treas. Fr.
Tong. Grappage, grape-gathering, wyne haruest. Ibid.,
Vendangeur, a Wine-haruest man, 1597 A. M. tr. Guttle-

Vol. X.

uicaus Fr. Chimrg. 21 b/i The wine mother or dregge.
1601 Holland Pliny xxm. i. II. 147 As many as have lien

among wine-Marc. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 21 With large
Wine-offerings pour'd. 1701 S.Sewall Diary 2 June (1879)
1 1. 36 Treated them with bread, Beer, wine Sillibub. 1794-6
E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) IV. 424 He gradually takes more
custard every day, ..and takes wine syllabub. 1809-12
Maria Edceworth Absentee vi, The wine-sauce for the
hare was spilt by their collision. 1818 Dk. Sussex in Lady
Morgan Autobiogr. (1859) 19 You did not expect me to have
stayed for the wine-posset ? 1838 Dickkns O. Twist xlviii,

Wine-stains, fruit-stains, beer-stains. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts
I. 155 The fermentation of wine-must. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem., Org. (1862) i. § 2. 29 Wood spirit and fousel oil..

are termed homologues of wine alcohol.

(/>) Of, for, or connected with the production,

sale, storing, or use of wine, as wine-barrel, 'bin,

-bottle, -bozul, -butt, -can, -cask, -country, -cup (also

fig.), -decanter, -flask, -horn (OK.), far, -land,

-merchant, -office, -pipe, -shop, -store, -tavern (hence
\-taverner), -trade, -trough, -tun, -vessel.

f 950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xxi. 33 Monti, .se^e^esette none
win^eard. .& dalf in 5aer win-trog, c 1000 Rule o/Chrode*
gang vi, Xif hwa on bam winlandum. .win wylle forgan.
c 1000 in Thorpe Anc. Laws (1840) II. 354 Ne he ne drince
a:t wintunnum. c 1205 Lay. 30677 He hafde on his uore
wtniunnen inoje. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 2673 Sextene fot

a was a lingbe ; His bodi ase a wintonne. 1382 Wyclif
Josh. ix. 4 Rent wyn hotels. — Job xxxii. 19 Must .. that
breketh newe litle win vesselys. 1401 Close Roll 2 Hen. IV,
II. m. 10 dorso (P. R.O.) Thomas Nightgale wyntaverner.
c 1449 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 223 The Water. Bowge and the
Wyne-Botelle. 1530 Palsgr. If. 17S, I Broche a wyne vessell.

153S Coverdale Hos, iii. 1 They..loue the wyne kannes.
1538 Et.YOT, Oenopolinm, a wyne tauerne. 1580 Holly-
basd Treas. Fr. Tong, I'n verdun, a wine troughe. 1597
A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 41 b/i Ashes which
are burned of the inveterate sydes of a wyne pipe. 1622

J. Taylor (Water P.) Shilling B 6, Erom thence vnto the
Wine-Marchant I went. 1635 Heywood Philocoth. 46
Flagons, Tankards, Beere-cups, Wine-bowles. 1636 Bulke-
ley Gospel Covt. iv. 306 The heart. . having beene as a Wine-
vessel!, which hath had no vent. 1684 Invent, in Archaeol.
Cambr., Orig. Doc. {1877)9 *» the Sellar..two wine casks.
X714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1723) I. 81 That multitude of
Wine-Merchants, Vintners, Coopers. 1736 Gentl. Mag. VI.
340/1 Portugal, and other Wine-Countries. 1766 Entick
London IV. 351 The freemen., have the privilege of retailing

wine without a licence from the Wine-office. 1780 T. Davies
Mem. Garrick ii. (1781) 16 He engaged for some time in the
wine trade, a 1800 Fair Annie xxvii. in Child Ballads
(1885) in. 70/2 Has your wine barrels cast the girds? 1816
Scorr Old Mort. x.xxiv, Thou.. hast partaken of the wine-
cup of fury. 1821 — Kenilw. xviii, He. .took another lung
pull at the wine flask. 182s Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I.

345 The 'Squire had many wine-decanters. 1833 Moore
Mem. (1853) I. 2 My father kept a small wine store in John-
son's Court. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rtv. 1. v. v, Fat are your
larders; over-generous your wine-bins. Ibid. 11. VI. viii,

Wine-bottles were broken, wine-butts were staved in and
drunk. 1848 Dickens Dombey lv, A troubled vision.. of
wine-shops, water-carriers, great crowds of people. 1853 —
Bleak IL>. v, Pickle bottles, wine bottles, ink bottles. 1855
Kingsley Heroes, Argon, vi. 189 Heracles opened the fatal

wine-jar. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 319 Wine-barrels
would burst if the bung were not sometimes opened to give
them air. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts III. 1142 HeYauIt is the
most important wine country in the south of France.

(r) With reference to the colour of wine, as wine
colour sb., and predicatively as adj., tint ; wine-
black, -bright, -coloured, -red adjs., -yellow (after

G. weingelb) adj., also as sb. ; wine-tint vb.
1805 T. Weavkr Werner's Ext. Charact. Fossils 57 Wine-

yellow is a pale reddish- yellow colour. 1831 Brewster
Optics xliii. 369 All achromatic telescopes .. exhibit the
secondary colours, viz. the wine-coloured and the green
fringes. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 402 The
wine-red substance which remains in solution in the car-

bonate of ammonia. 184a Johnston in Proc. Benv. Nat.
Club II. No. 10. 36 The foot of the snail is a wine-yellow.

1855 Milman Lat. Christ. XIV. x. VI. 606 In the East, the
Christ is. .of delicate complexion, dark beard (it is sometimes
called wine-coloured beard). 1857 Millek Elem. Chem., Org.
(1862) viii. 621 A wine-red amorphous precipitate. 1863 T.W.
Hicginson Army Life (1870) 57 He is jet-black, or rather,
1 should say, wine-black. 1876 Swinburne Erechtheus 114
His wine-bright waves. 1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 644/2
Cairngorm,, .a wine-yellow or brown variety of rock-crystal.

1893 Daily A'e-Jvs 14 Feb. 2/3 Wine tints. 1895 S. Crane
Red Batige iii, A glaring fire wine-tinted the waters of the
river. 1902 R. \\ . Chambers Maids Parad. xxii, 381 The
twigs on the peach-trees had turned wine-colour.

b. Objective, as wine-bottler, Conner, + -crier,

-lover, -maker, -seller, -spitler, f -sucker, f -supper,

t -tapper, \-tunner, -vendor, -worshipper ; wine-
drinking, -producing, -selling, -swilling, -yielding,

vbl. sbs. and ppl. adjs. ; also wine-like adj.
riooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 19 Her ys ettul mann & win-

drincende. anoo Atdhelm Gloss. 1. 2652 (Napier 72/1)
Cauponibus, i. negotiatoribus, winta:pperum. 138a Wyclif
2 Kings xxv. 12 Wyne makers, and erthtiliers. 1398 Wyne
drinkinge [see Untemperately adv.\ 14.. Now. in Wr.-
Wi'ilcker 697/20 Hie vinitor, a wynmaker. c 1483 Caxton
Dialogues 35/23 Frederik the wyn criar. 1535 Cover-
dale Joel 1. 5 Mourne all ye wyne suppers, because of
youre swete wyne. 1550 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1880)
II. 76 Wyne selling, or ony vther mercheandice. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Vendimiador, a wine maker. 1598
Stow Surv. 192 The successors of those Uintners and wine
Drawers, .were all incorporated by (he name of wine tunners,
in the 15. of Henry the sixt. i6ci Dolman La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. III. 329 A wine-like iuyce. 1604 Meeting of
Gallants at Ordir.arie C 1 b, This strange Wine-sucker.
1607 G. Wilkins Miseries Enforced Marr. m. D 4, Scrape-
trencher, .. Wine-spiller. 1611 [see Conner 'J. 1639 Junius
Sinne Stigmatiz'd 313 These wine-worshippers will be at it

I on their knees. 1676 Worlidge Vinetum Brit. 41 Wine
yielding-fruits. 1748 Richardson Clarissa I. 267 My.,
aunt Hervey had.. given us to apprehend much disagree-
able evil.. from a wine-lover. 1825 Scott Talisnt. xxi, Ye
beef-devouring, wine-swilling English mastiffs. 1835 Lvtton

\ Rienzi x. vii, An honest wine.vender. 1855 Pusey Doctr.
' Real Presence Note S. 473 Some consecrated virgins pleaded

for their wine-drinking that it was the element used in the
Sacrament. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 1136'rhegreat wine-
producing district of Burgundy. i&g$ Comh. Mag. Nov. 506
As early as 1141 we hear of the «ine criers .. being an
organised body in France. 1900 J. Hutchinson Archives
Surg. XI. 206 A robust-looking man, by occupation a
wine- bottler.

C. Instrumental, as wine-crowned, -drabbled,

-driven, +- heat, -heated, -inspired, -shaken, -stuffed;

also wine-hardy, -red, -wise adjs.

a 1000 Judith 71 Weras winsade. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hon:.
213 Idele lehtres and winrede bruwes [at dnnche]. c 1563
Jack Juggler (facs.) C4, Wine shakin pilorye pcepours.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas II. ii. 1. Ark 137 His wine-
stuft stomack wrung with wind he feels. 1611 J. Davies
Commend. Poems Wks. (Grosart) II. 15/1 Their wine-driv'n
brains, involv'd in fo'.lie's cloud. 1612 Bbaum. & Fl. Cox-
comb 1. i, The Gentleman is Wine-wise. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. in. 200 Their wine-heat bloud. Ibid. xvtn. 481 For
feare can get no state In your wine-hardy stomacke. 1677
Mrs. Behn Rover 11, i, The Wine Inspir'd Bullies of the
Town. 1835 Dickkns Sk. Boz, Pari. Sk., The playful
exuberance of their wine-inspired fancies. 185a Thackfray
Esmond 1. Imrod., Such a wine-drabbled divinity. 1859
Tennyson Gcraint fy Enid 1200 Wine-heated from the feast.

1867 Morris Jason v. 217 A wine-crowned golden cup.

8. Special combs. : wine apple [cf. G. wein-
apfel, Du. wijnappel\, a large red apple with a winy
flavour; twine ball = wine-stone

; + wine-belly
a., with a belly full of wine ; wine-biscuit, a
small light biscuit served with wine

; f wine-
brewer (see quot.) ; f wine-bush = Bi'SH sbX 5 ;

wine-cake, a cake of which wine was an ingre-

dient ; wine-card [ = G. wcinkarte'], a list of the

wines that may be obtained at a restaurant
; wine-

cart, a cart in \\ Inch wine is conveyed, esp. for sale

;

wine-cave, a cave in which wine is kept to mature;
wine-cooler, a vessel in which bottles of wine
can be immersed in ice or iced liquid ; zhofg. ;

wine-cooper — Cooper sl.^ 2 ; wine-crust (see

Ckust sb. 5 b) ; wine-dark a., of the colour of

deep-red wine ; used esp. to render Gr. otvo-<p as an
epithet of the sea

; f wine-drawer, (a) a carrier or
seller of wine

;
{b) one who draws wine from the

cask for customers ; wine-farmer, a vine-grower
;

wine-fly, any ily (as of the genus Piophild>, the
larva of which lives in wine or other fermented
liquor; wine-gallon, the standard gallon by which
wine is measured (see quot. 1706); f wine gar-
land, a tavern sign in the form of a garland or
bush of ivy; f wine-gnat, app. = wine-fly ; wine-
god, a or the god of wine, esp. Bacchus, Dionysus

;

wine-grower, one who cultivates vines for the pro-
duction of wine; so wine-growing vbl.sb. and
ppl. a.; twine-knight, one who drinks valiantly;

wine label, a label hung round the neck of a
decanter to indicate what wine it holds; twine law
[Law sb. 2 ; cf. Lawing^.], payment for one's share
of wine

; wine-measure, the standard of liquid

measure used for wine ; wine-palm, any palm
from which palm-wine is obtained; wine-party,
a party, esp. of undergraduates, the chief object of
which is to drink wine ; wine-piercer (see quot.)

;

wine-pint
(-quart (cf. wine-gal'Ion); wine-porter,

one whose business it is to carry wine, esp. to

deposit it in cellars ; wine-roping, the develop-
ment of ropiness in wine; twine-sack, a sack
used for straining wine; wine-sap, a large red
American winter apple ; wine-shades (see Shade
sb. 10); wine-shed, the ' shedding J or pouring
out of wine (a facetious formation after bloodshed)

;

wine-skin, a wine-vessel made of an animal's skin
;

fig. one who ' fills his skin' with wine, a tippler;

wine-sop, f (a) a sop in wine ; f {b) and (c) =
Sops-in-wine 1,2; (d) winesop black, a salmon fly

;

winesour, a small acid variety of plum ; wine-
spirit, spirit of wine ; twine-sprung a., intoxi-

cated ; wine-stone, the deposit of crude tartar or

argol found in wine-casks (cf. G. weinsteiti); wine-
taster, (a) one who judges the quality of wine by
tasting; (b) an instrument for drawing a small

sample of wine from a cask ; wine-vault(s, (a)

a vault in which wine is stored (Vault sb. 2 b)

;

(Jb) a pretentious name for a public-house ; wine-

vinegar (cf. G. weinessig), vinegar made from wine,

as opposed to mall vinegar; wine-wagon, (a) —
wine-eart; (b) a carriage on which bottles of wine

are brought into a room ; wine-warrant, a war-

rant authorizing the delivery of wine from bond;

t wine-washing a.,
l washing * or swilling as

wine; wine-whey, whey made by curdling milk
with wine (see Whey sb. 1 b).

1803 G. V. Sampson Statist. Surv. Londonderry 438
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^Wine-apple ; from its dark red colour, c 1440 Promp.
Farv. 529/2 *Wyyne ballys. ., pilatert'e, vel pile tartaree.

1603 Dekker & Chettle Grissit 2560 Dost thou not see

our *wine-bellie drunkards reele? 1835 C. F. Hoffman
Winter in West II. 100 A tray of *wine-biscuits and a
fragrant Ohio cheese. 1709 Tatler No. 131 Pi A. .fra-

ternity of chymical operators, who. .can. .draw Champagne
from an Apple. . . These adepts are known among one
another by the name of *Wine-Brewers. 1638 Brathwait
Barnabees Jrnl. Dd viij, The Poets "wine-bush, which they
use to prate on. a 1661 Holydav Juvenal (1673) 95 Why
loose thy feast and *'wine-cakes [orig. mustacea], when
thy friends Half-cloy'd depart? 1837 Wheelwright tr.

Aristophanes I. 58 The wine-cake [oifOUTTac], honey, figs,

whate'er 'tis right For Mercury to eat. 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunters ii, Whenever I took up a ^wine-card or a
>encil, these articles were snatched out of my lingers. X837
tV. H. Adams Carriages i. 25 A * wine cart, or rather waggon.
1908 Daily Chron. 20 Mar. 4/6 Wine-carts used to go round
the streets of Edinburgh dispensing the ' lairds' drink ' to

jug-customers. 1845 Dodo Brit. Manuf. 82 The *wine-
caves of Epernay. 1815 Scott Guy flf, xiii, Dominie, take

the key of the *wine-cooler, . .the gentleman will surely take

something. 1828 Lyttom Disozuued xl, Borodaile's looks

are the best wine coolers in the world. 1635 Canterbury
Marr. Licences Ser. ll. (1894) 1079/1 Edward Orlcocke of

the city of London, "wine-cooper. 1765 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 528 Brewing poisonous liquors in a wine-cooper's
vaults. 1837 [see Cooper sb.

1
2]. 187a Symosds Dante 213

Mildew is now where the *wine-crust used to be. 1855
Kingsley Westw. Ho I vi, The *wine-dark depths of the
crystal. 1863 Miss Braddon Sir Jaspers T. xxvi, The..
Marquise, in her wine-dark violet dress. 1879 Butcher &
Lang Odyssey 7 Sailing over the wine-dark sea. 1415 York
Myst. Introd. p. xxvi, * Wyndrawers. 1468 Mann, fy Househ.
Exp. (Roxb.) 522 Of Reynold the wynedrawer vij. pipz.

1536 Rent. Sedition 18 b, If a tapster or a wyne drawer
recken a peny or two more than his duetie. 1583 Foxe
A. fy M. 16,0/2 He desired the wine drawer that he might
hatie a pinte of malmesy & a loafe. 1705 tr. Bosnian's
Guinea ix. 120 The Commonalty, such as Wine-Drawers,
Fishermen, and such like. 179a A. Young Trav. France
I. 133 The greatest *wine-farmer in all Champagne. 1909
Westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 5/1 The very wine-farmers appear to

have agreed to drop.. their agitation for the repeal of the
Excise. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 73/1 Ephemera,..
a day flie, liuing not aboue a dayes space, or *wineflies.

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 949 The Fly Bibio
. .called, .in the English, Wine Fly. 1753 Chambers' CycJ.
Suppl. s.v. Wine, Wine-Fly, . . a small black fly, found in

empty Wine.casks, and about Wine-lees. 1657 Partridge
Double Scale Prop. (1671) 68 So many *Wine-galIons are in

that vessel. 1706 Act 6 Anne c. 27 § 22 Any round Vessel

. .having an even Bottom and being Seven Inches Diameter
throughout and Six Inches deep from the Top of the Inside

to the Bottom or any Vessel containing Two hundred thirty

one cubical Inches and no more shall be deemed, .to be a
lawful Wine Gallon. 1533 More Antw, Pays. Bk. Wks.
1138/1 Likening them to "wine garlandes and ale poles.

1668 Chablf.ton Onomast. 43 Vinacei {quia ex vinifxcibus
gigni creduntur) *Wine-gnats. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
31 Agray, a City first built by * Wine-god Bacchus. 1640

J. Gower Ovid's Pest. lit. 759 The Wine-God laughs. 1891
Meredith One ofour Cong. iv. (1892) 27 You shall not take

the Winegod on board to entertain him as a simple pas-

senger. 1859 Habits o/Gd. Society xi. 311 A famous *wine-
grower at Epernay. 1846 Keightley Notes Virg., Gtorg.
II. 89 The different kinds now cultivated in *wine-growing
countries. 1601 Holland Pliny xxi. xx. I. 105 Our *wine-
Jaiights [Fr. yurongnes) when they purpose to sit square at

the taverne and carouse lustily, if they drinke Saffron, never
feare surfeit. 1848 H. R. Forster Stowe Catal. 113 Seven
*wine-labels. ,1488 Cety Papers (Camden) 173 For your
*wyene lawgh at tabull iiij* iiij d . 1728-51 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Measure,That eight pounds troy of wheat, gathered from
the middle of the ear, and well dried, should weigh a gallon
of *wine measure. 1771 EncycL Brit. (1773) I. 313/2, 80
English quarts, wine measure. 1681 Grew Musseum 11. 1.

i. 184 The Country- People tap the "Wine-Palm about two
feet above the ground. 1870 Kingsley At Last v, Leaves
(as in the wine-palm) like Venus's hair fern. 1829 Goivns-
man 10 Dec. 37 *Wine Party, a meeting of individuals of an
unlimited number, for the purpose of conversation, in which
the topics are invariably the same, viz. the ladies, wine,
proctors, and examinations. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at
Ox/, iv, An Oxford undergraduate's room, set out for a
wine-party, c 1828 Berry EncycL Her. I. Gloss., *Wine-
Piercer, an instrument to tap, or bore, holes in wine-casks.

1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 220 One drop of tincture of galls

gave a rosy purple colour to a ^wine-pint of this water.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Er. Tong, Az'allage, *wine porters
wages when they do lay wine into the seller. 1622 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Shilling 64 b, When in the Celler it is laid, The
Carmen, and Wine-Porters must be paid. 1669 E. Chamber-
layne Pres. St. Eng. 261 [In the Royal Household] Wine-
Porters, 8. 1831 Lincoln Herald 1 July 1/6 Mr. Hunt pre-
sented a petition from the wine-porters of Dublin, praying for

the repeal of the union. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Meek.
Proem 9, 30 *Wine Quarts, each of them containing near
two pound., of water. cxwx EncycL Brit. (1797) VII. 684/1
A Paris pint is 48 cubical Paris inches, and is nearly equal
to an English wine-quart. 1704 Diet. Rust. (1726), * Wine-
Roping: To alter this take a coarse Linen-Cloth [etc. J.

1623 T. Godwin Moses <$ Aaron 1. vii. 38 The *Winesacke,
through which wine is so drained from the dregges. 1826

Lond. I/ort. Soc. Catal. Fruits 151 [Apples] *VVine-Sap
t

American. 189a Amelie Rives Barbara Dering xxv, Great
crackling bites from a crisp, wine-sap apple. 1879 1". H. S.

Escott England 1. 161 *\Vine-shades, bodegas, and saloons.

1771 Smollett Humphry CI. II. 8 Aug., She is become a
toast .., and has already been the occasion of much *wine
shed. 181a Byron Harold 11. xii. note, We had such ink-

shed, and wine-shed, which almost ended in bloodshed 1

1821 Scott Kenilw. xxix, This fellow can appear before
him drunk as a *wineskin, and yet meet no rebuke. 1825
— TalisM. xi, You have been dining with the Teutonic
wineskin. 1828 Lytton Pelham xlviii, That persons who
have been converting their 'solid flesh* into wine skins,

cannot stick so close to one another as when they are
sober. 1881 N. f\ (R.V.) Mark ii. 22 No man putteth new
wine Into old wine-skins. 14., Now. ia Wr.-Wulcker

742 /5 Hecvipa, a *wynsope. 158a Stanyhurst AKneis m.
(Arb.) 91 With chufle cliaffe wynesops lyke a gourd bour-
rachoe replennisht. 1586 W\ Webbe English Poctrie I iv,

Let vs haue the Wynesops,With the Cornation. 1826 Lond.
Hort. Soc. Catal. Fruits 151. [Apples] Wine-Sop, Winter.
1880 F. Francis Bk. Angling xii. (ed. 5) 450 The Winesop
Black.—Mr. Ramsbottom says this is 'a real old Ribble
favourite *. 1836 Loudon EncycL Plants 423 Several sorts
of plums found wild,. .such as the bullace, damson, muscle,
and *winesour. 1846 Mrs. Gore Engl. Char. I. 320 Com-
putes of wine-sours. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Wine,
The phrase * Wine-spirit is used to express a very clean and
fine spirit, of the ordinary proof strength, and made in
England from Wines of foreign growth. 1909 Daily Chron.
25 Mar. 3/3 Pure wine spirit brandies. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Ch. Porch vii, Shall I, to please anothers *wine-
sprung minde, Lose all mine own ? 1658 Gurnall Ckr. in
Arm. verse 14. x. §2. 113 Who when he is wine-sprung
thinks (as they say he can skip over the Moone). 1526 Great
Herbal (1529) Table, Tartarus, wyne lyes or "wyne stone.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1305, 1632 Shi:rwood, A *Winetaster,
or Wine-broker (for Marchants). 1679 E. Chamberlayne
Pres. St. Eng. ir. {ed. 12) 218 Mr. Henry Potkins, Wine-
Taster. 1835 Macav lay Ess., Milton r 19 Johnson, .was as
ill qualified to judge between two Latin styles as a habitual
drunkard to set up for a wine-taster. i8s8Lardnkr Hand-
bk. Nat. Phil. 193 Wine taster.—When it is desired to draw
a small sample of wine from a cask, a little instrument.,
is used [etc.]. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Making a Night
of r/, They went into a * wine-vaults, to get materials for
assisting them in making a night. 1893 Hodges Elem.
J'hotogr. (1907) 148 A wine-vault in the City, a 1617 Bayne
Led. (1634) 300 Toasts sowred in *wine vineger. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. I'inegar, Infuse this powder in

the strongest wine-Vinegar. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 3 Genuine
wine or raisin vinegar. 1837 *Wine waggon [see wine-cart].
1848 H. R. Forster Stowe Catal. 112 A pair of double
wine-wagons. 1906 Blaclczv. Mag. Nov. 660/2 We rattle

past a wine-waggon. 1857 Trollope Bare/tester T. xix,
With * wine-warrants and orders for dozens of dressing-cases.
1592-6 Greene Groat's W, Wit Wks. (Grosart) XII. 136
These honest men., whose wisedome. .gaue light to the Iury
what power *wine-washing poyson had. 1603 H. Crosse
I'ertue's Comnnu. (1873) 141 This wine-washing licour giueth
such..libertie to the tongue, as it rowleth vp and downe.

^1 In OJ£. there are several compounds of win in

which the word is equivalent to ( vine ' or * grapes ',

as winbeam vine-pole, winclysier bunch of grapes,

winleaf vine-leaf, wingeard vineyard, WlHYAKD,
From the 14th century onwards instances of wine
= ' vine ' occur in various texts in which w is not
normally written for v (as in Scottish texts: see

Vine sb. 1 b/3).

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 847 3« telle vs bat $e tende nauht
to tulye be erbe, . .no plaunte winus. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
3667 Gilden wynes with grapis of gracious stanes. 1456 Sir
G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 114 Knychtis ar nouthir
ordanyt to labour cornis, na grouve the wynis. Ibid., A
knycht aw nocht to by ..wynis, croftis, na heretagis. 1471
Caxton Recuyetl (Sommer) 308 In suche wise as the yonge
wyne .. groweth in heighte. 163a Lithgow Trav. I. 14
Round about Rome, there are neither Comes, nor Wines,
nor Village.

b. attrib. and Comb, (a) wine-man, a vine-

dresser; (b) in reproduction of Ger. compounds,
in Coverdale's version of the Bible, rendering

Luther's language, as wine-garden, -gardener,

gathering, harvest, kernel, stock, after G. wein-
garten, -gartner, -emte, -kern, -stock*, (c) in mod.
use, wineberg, wine-hill, after G. Weinberg, -hiigel

vineyard.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 239 Labouraris of
the erde,asplewmen, harowmen, wyne men. c 1483 Caxton
Dialogues 46/37 Ysaac le vig-neron, Ysaac the wyneman.
1535 Coverdale Num. vi. 4 From the wyne cornels vnto
the hulle. — z Chron. xxvi. 10 He had. .wynegardeners on
the mountaynes, — Isa. xxiv. 13 Like as when a man.,
seketh after grapes, when the wyne gatheringe is out. —
Ezek. xv. 2 What commeth of the vyne amonge all other

trees7 and of the wyne stocke, amonge all other tymbre of
the groaue? 1870 Daily News 7 Dec, The Tirailleurs.,

scrambled up through the winebergs. 1885 tr. Hehtt's Wand.
Plants «fr

Anim. 70 The Calydonian legend of the wine-man
[orig. Weinmann] as given by Homer. xoo6 Academy 6 Jan.

14/1 Matins, sung High in these wine-hills, wakened me.

t Wine, s&-2 Obs. [OE. wine OFris. winne,

MLG. wine, OS., OHG. wini (MHG. wine,win),

ON. vinr.] A friend. Also attrib. wine raai

[OE. winem&i\, a kinsman.
Beowulf2,0 penden wordum weold wine Scyldmga. Ibid.

65 pa waes Hro3gare heresped fcyferi*. .hset him his wine-
magas jeorne hyrdon. anaa O. £. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 975, Eadgar.. West-Seaxena wine, c 1200 Moral Ode
223 (Trin. Coll. MS.) Werse he doS his gode wines ban his

fiendes. c 1205 Lay. 17601 Her wit sculien wel wreken
unker wine-mxies. (1220 Bestiary 374 Eurilc luuen o5er,

Also he were his broder, WurSen stedefast his wine. [1481

Caxton Reynard xxix. (Arb.) 74 He hath nether kyn ne
wyn ne frende that wylle enterprise to helpe hym.]

Wine (wain), v. [f- Wine sb.1]

+ 1. trans, {nottce-uses.) a. with out, to spend
in drinking wine.
C1624 [see Wench v\
b. To furnish (a cellar) with wine.

C1645 Howell Lett. n. liv. (1890) 4^6 Tho1
it be inter-

dicted to wine the King's Cellar with it, in respect of the
corrosiveness it carries with it.

2. intr. To take wine, esp. at an undergraduates*

wine-party, colloq.

1829C Wordsworth Ann. (1891) 70 Dined with Twisleton
at Trin. : wined with Payne at BaL 1875 My First * Wine

'

5 ' Mr. Topthorne's compliments, and will you wine with
him to-night? ' Such were the words addressed to me by

a scout in Hall. 1877 Blackmore Cripps xxxiii, He had
dined and wined, once or twice, in a not ignoble college.

3. trans. To entertain to wine : usually in the
jingling phr. dine and wine, colloq.

1863 Illustr. Loud. News 5 July 18/2 An esteemed friend
.
;
who had just been admitted to the Bar.. and..' wined 'his

friends on the night of his call. 1&67 Standard 29 Apr., He
has dined and wined everybody who has had anything to do
with Ins success. 1916 Times 13 Oct. 4/3 He was motored
and wined and dined through the conquered country under
the watchful chaperonage of German officers.

Winebeny(w3i'nberi). Forms: 1 winber(i)se,
3 -winberi, erron. wind-, 6 wynberry. 0. 6
wyneber(r)y, 7- wineberry. [OE. winberige =
OS. winberi, OHG. winberi (MHG. -ber[e, G.
weinbeere), ON. vinber (cf. Goth, weinabasi) : see
WlHB sb. 1

, Bebuy sb. * M K. winberi normally repre-

sents the OE. word ; wineberry isa new formation.]

1 1. A grape. Obs.
tiooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 16 Cwyst bu, gaderaS man

winberian of bornum? c 1050 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 451/2
Medus, winber^e te hunige awylled. a 1225 Ancr. R. 276
Of te drute sprintles bereo winberien? Ibid. 296 pet beo<5
be erest prokunges bet sturied be win^eardes, be sei5, ure
Louerd, bet beoo^ ure soulen, bet mot muche tilunge to uorte
bt-ren windberien. 171300 Cursor M. 4468 Me-thoght i

sagh a wintre,..0 bis tre apon iik bogh Me-thoght hang
winberis inogh. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 142 b, Smouth lyke
a grape or wynberry.
p. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras ix. 21 A wynebery of the

grapes. [1783 LxMOM Engl. Etymol. Pref. p. vi. note, Our
Saxon ancestors had Grapes ; but, having no name for them,
they were obliged to call them Wine-berries.]
attrib. c\2&$ Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 558/20 Om-

ficium, i. winberi stones.

2. Applied formerly or now locally to various

berries.

e.g. +The bilberry or whortleberry; dial, the currant,
the gooseberry ; Austral, {a) — Toot sbS, Tutu, {b) Poly-
csma cunninghamiii a raspberry of China and Japan,
Rubus pha>nicolasius.
14.. True Thomas in R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806)

II. 20 The darte, and also the damsyn tre. The fygge, and
also the wynne bery. 1597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl., Wyne.
berries is Vaccinia. 1612 Shuttlcworths' Ace. (Chetham
Soc.) 201 Wineberies ij

1
. 1622 in Burton Hist. Scot. lxvi.

(1S70) VI. 67 Gooseberries, Strawberries, . .and a kind of red
wineberry. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray (E.D.S.), Wine-
berries,.. -not grapes, but gooseberries. 1824 Carr Craven
Gloss. 1866 Treas. Bot., Wineberry... Ribes rubrum. —

,

New Zealand, a name given by the colonists to Coriaria
sarmentosa. 1889 Maiden Useful PL Australia 590 Poly-
csma Cunninghamii, Wineberry, and Featlier-wood in

Southern New South Wales. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 14 Aug.
8/2, I have grown the Japanese wineberry for some years.

Wine-bibber ^wai-nbiibaj). Also 6 wyne
bobber, [f. Wjne sb. 1 + Bibber sb. Invented by
Coverdale to render Luther's saufcr, wein$anfe>\\
1. A tippler, a drunkard. Now literary^and arch.

1535 Coverdale Prov. xxiii. 20 Kepe no company with
wyne bebbers and ryotous eaters of flesh. — Matt. xi. 19.

1609 Dekker Gulfs Hem-bk. Proem. B2 b, An honest red-

nosed wine bibber, a 170^ T. Brown Char. Jacobite Clergy
Wks. 1 71 1 IV. 266 Look into their Conversation and you'll

find them Wine-bibbers to the highest Excess. 1778 [W.
Marshall] Minutes Agric, Digest 8 He commences wine-
bibber at Fair and at Market. 1807 W. Irving Saltnag.
xvi. (1824)300 When the guzzlers, the gormandizers, and the

wine-bibbers meet together. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 1. 13
Wine-bibber, with the foi ehead of a dog And a deer's heart.

f 2. A name for the African genet {Genetla

pardind). Obs,

1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea xiv. 252 The Negroes call it

Berbe, and the Europeans Wine-bibber, because 'tis very
greedy of Palm-Wine. 1771 Pennant Syn. Quadr. ^yj.

So "Wrne-bi:bbirjg vbl. sb. (also attrib.) and
ppl. a. ; also Wi'ne-bLbbery, wine-bibbing.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. I Pet. iv. 1-7 Nowe in

stedde of outragious lu*te, chastitie is pleasaunte :. .for

wynnebybbyng, sobrietie. a 1593 Makluwe Ovid's Elegies
in. i, Wine-bibbing banquets. 1603 H. Crosse Vettue's

Commw. (1878) 140 O what lamentable Tragedies is by this

Vice acted among wine-bibbing companions. 1816 Scott
Old Mori, v, To. .close your evening with wine-bibbing in

public houses and market-towns. 1832 J. Wilson Noctes

Ambros. in Blackw. Mag. Sept. 398 The secret antiquities

and private history of royal wine-bibbery. 1873 H. Mokley
1st Sk. Engl. Lit. ii. 25 Wine-bibbing monks.

Wi ne-cellar. Also 6 erron. windseller. [f.

Wine sb. 1 + Cellar sb. Cf. MLG. winkelder,

MHG. wbikeller, ON. vinkjallari.] A cellar used

for storing wine. AXsoflg.
1371 Close Roll 45 Edw. HI m. 4 dorso (P.R.O.) Vnam

magnam Cameram vocatam la Whit Chambre cum vno
celariosub dicta camera vocata le Wyn celer. 1375 Barbour
Bruce v. 399 All the vittale, outakin salt,.. In the vyne-

sellar gert he bryng. 14.. I'atlad. on Husb. (Bodl. MS.)
If. 1, Cisterne celar for oyles, wyne celar, and columbary.

1538 Elyot, Canabus, a wyne sellar. 1577 Googe tr. Heres-

lach's Husb, nb, I wyll shewe you.. Pipes, Tonnels, ..

when you come to the Brewhouse, and Windseller. 1647 T.

Calvert Heart Salve To Rdr., The soule. .is led into the

Winecellar of Gods promises. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
IV. 189 The council's wine-cellar is so spacious, that a coach

and six may turn about in it. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1303

Wine-cellars ought to be dry at bottom.

Wined (wsind), ppl. a. [f.WlNE sb. 1 or v. + -ED.]

1. Mingled with wine; coloured or flavoured

with wine.
1604 F. Hering Mod. Defence 24 Hee did [call] a cuppe of

drinke mixed by his friend, .wined water, and not watred

wine. 1884 R. V. French iq Cent. Drink 2tt8 Gin—spiced
and wined.



WINE-DRUNK. 171 win a.

2. That has taken wine, esp. in abundance.
1640 J. D. Knave in Gr. 1. i. 03 b, We'le pledge, we'Ie

pledge: Victual'd and Win'd already. 1898 J. M«Cabe
Life Mod. Monastery vi. 1 53 He invariably returned . . well

wined and nourished.

t Wine-drunk(en, a. Obs. [OE. windruncen
« Du. wijndroncken (Kilian), G. weintrunken,

ON", vfndrukkinn.] Drunk (with wine). Hence

f Winedrankenness.
a 1000 Daniel 753 Windruncen fcewit. e 1205 Lay. 8126

pa drihliche gumen weoren win drunken, a 1250 Prov.

Alfred 270 in 0. E. Misc. 11B Ne wurb bu neuer so wod
ne so wyn-drunke pat euere segge bine wife alle bine wille,

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) HI. 357 [Polemius] was wyn-
dronke. Ibid. VI. 39 He hated wyn dronkenes. 1390

Gowf.r Conf. III. 19 That man mai wel noght longe stonde

Which is wyndrurike of comun us. <: 144.0 Fromp. Parv.

529/2 Wyyne drunkon. 1549 CovERDALE,etc. Erasm. Par.

1 Thess. v. 7 Those that are wynedrunken, are drunken in

the night.

Wine-fat : see Wine-vat.
Wine-glass, [f. Wine sbA + Glass sb.1 Cf.

(M)LG., MUG. wing/as, (Du. wijnglas, G. ivein-

glas), etc.] A small drinking-glass for wine. Also
= wineglassful.
Wine-glasses, which are characterized by having a stem and

a foot, vary in shape (and, in some cases, in colour) accord.

ing to the wine for which they are intended, and are dis-

tinguished as champagne glass, claret glass, port glass, etc.

1709 Land, Gaz. No. 4595/4 Wine and Water Tumblers,
Beer and Wine Glasses with Covers. 1856 Kane Arctic
Expl. II. ii. 37, I am dealing these out to them by the wine-
glass. 188a Flover Unex/l. Baluch. 331 We began with
minute wine-glasses of raki, red wine, purple wine.

b. attrib. Resembling a wine-glass in shape.

C. Comb., as wineglass- cooler, -shaped &<$.].

1851 Redding Wines (ed. 3) 370 Wine-glass coolers, .should

be laid on the table and the glasses reversed In them. 1884
Howeli.s Silas Latham i, A smooth piece of interval, with
half a dozen good-sized, wine-glass elms in it, 1907 M. C. F.

Morris Nunbnrnholme 78 The.. smaller bell, which was
long and wineglass-shaped. 1908 Essex Rev. XVII. 6 An
old-fashioned wine-glass pulpit, with reading-desk below.

Hence Wi'nefflassful, the contents of a full

wine-glass; the amount that a wine-glass will

hold, usually reckoned as 2 fluid ounces.
1824 Scott St. Ronans vii, My venerated instructor, .took

a wine-glassful of old rum. .every day after his dinner. 1884
M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 352 A wineglassful
of spirits of turpentine.

Wi*ne-grape. [f. Wine j&1 + Grape sb.1]

+ 1. A cluster or bunch of grapes. Obs.
r 1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 3710 Des .xii. order hem hauen brojt,

. . An win-grape on an cuuel-staf.

2. A grape from which wine is made. U. S.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 356/2 The fruit of several other

species of vitis, natives of America, possess some merit as
wine-grapes. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Pot. 149 He has
traced the northern limit of the wine-grape, where the mean
annual temperature is about 50 . 1868 Rep. U. S. Comtn.
Agric. (1869) 212 What varieties are in highest repute as
wine grapes?

Wi*ne-house. [OE. w/n/uis = MLG.,MDu.,
MUG. winhils (Du, wijnhttis, G. wei?ihaus)

i
ON.

vInk its.]

1. A public house where wine is drunk. Now
chiefly Hist, or with particular local reference.

1607 Dekker & Webster Westiv. Hoe IL i, From him
come I, to intreate you. .to meet him this afternoon at the
Rhenesh-wine-house ith Stillyard. 162 1 in Foster Engl.
Factories Ind. (1906) 355 Our warehowse roome, dyninge
roome, and wyne howse. 1655 Vauchan Silex Scint.,

Agreement 19 Thou [sc. the Bible] art the oyl and the wine-
house. 1660 Pepys Diary 24 Nov., Creed and Shepley and
I to the Rhenish winehouse, and there I did give them two
3uarts of Wormwood wine, and so we broke up. 1805 C.
ames MUit, Diet. (ed. 2), Wine-houses, certain places of

resort in the garrison of Gibraltar, from which the governor
has been accustomed to derive a pecuniary profit. 1816
Keatinge Trav. 1. 50 [In Spain] It is disgraceful to be seen
entering a wine-house. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 30 Apr. 5/3 The
wine-house known as the W bite Hart in the Euston-road.

2. A house that deals in wine ; a firm of wine-
merchants.
1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding-ho. ii, A clerk in a wine-

house. 187S Ure's Diet. Arts HI. 1140 No natural Sherry
comes to this country ; no wine house will send it.

Wine-lees. [f. Wine *M + pl. of Lee sb.%]

The sediment deposited in a vessel containing wine.

AUofg.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 60 Aischis of wiyn lies. 1483

Cath. Angl. 419/2 Wyne lees. ., tartarum, vinacium. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomencl. 95/2 Fex vini vsta, . . wine leeze.

1642-4 Vicars God in Mount 40 The wine-lees of poysoning
Popish fopperies. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) 1. 103
Their faces smeared over with winelees. 1765 Ster.se Tr.
Shandy VII. xxi, The under-gardener dressed the muleteer's
hat in hot wine-lees. 1859 Dickfns T. Two Cities u v,

One tall joker.. scrawled upon a wall with his finger dipped
in muddy wine lees— Blood.
attrib. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xviii. 202 A

matter of a wine lees colour.

Wineless (warnles), a. [f. Wine sb.'1 + -less.]

1. Lacking or destitute of wine.
1436 Libel Engl. Pol. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 183 What

nedeth a garlande, whyche is made of ivye. Shew a tavern
wynelesse, also thryve I. 1891 Daily JVavs 2 Feb. 5 6
Invitations to wineless dinners. 1910 Expositor Max. 284
Altars at which only wineless offerings were made.

f2. Lacking the characteristic qualities of wine.
Obs. nonce-use.

I 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 684 A winelesse weake
wine as one may say [<xoivu> ottin].

Wine-pot. [f. Wine jfcl + Pot sb* Cf. ON.
vinpottr.] A * pot* or flagon for holding wine.

14.. Voc.'m Wr.-Wulcker 619/29 Vt'ni/erum, a. wynpot.
c 1450 Mirk's Fesiial 108 Why ber stondyth a wyne-potte
and a lyly bytwyx our ladyand Gabyrellat hur salutacyon.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. tv. 81 By the olde order it is

vnlawfull to bryng winepots to the borde. 1585 Higins
Junius' Nomencl. 235/1 Epichysis,.. a wine pot or wine
vessel. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, v, W7 hen the wine-pot.,
hath brought thee on occasion into something of a scrape.

1848 Clough Amours de Voy. \. 39 Rome. .is- .Merely a
marvellous mass of broken and castaway wine-pots.

b. attrib. : f wine-pot herb, the foxglove.

1552 Huloet, Wyne pot herb, other do call it oure ladies

gloues, asdrabacca.

Wine-press. [f.\ViNEj£.1 + Press j<M n. Cf.

MLG. wttiperse, MHG. winpresse (G. weinpresse).]
' A press in which the juice is extracted from the

grapes in the manufacture of wine. Also Jig., esp.

with ref. to Isa. lxiii. 3, Rev. xiv. 19, 20, xix. 15.

1526 Tindale Matt. xxi. 33 [He] set a vyneyarde, and
hedged it rounde about, and made a wynpresse in it. 1584

J. Melvill Autob. (Wodrow Soc.) 177 They hailf cast down
the dyk, cutted the hedge, demolished the towre brokin the

wyne-pres. 1611 Donne Ess. Div. (1651) 24 To put him
[sc. Moses] in a wine-presse, and squeeze out Philosophy
and particular Chiistianitie, is a degree of that injustice,

which all laws forbid. 1671 Mii.ton /'. R. iv. 16 As a swarm
of flies. .About the wine-press where sweet moust is powr'd.

1712 Bi'dgki.l Sped. No. 425 f 3 The succeeding Month
[sc. October] was all soiled with the Juice of Grapes, as if

he had just come from the Wine-Press. 1813 Shelley Q.
Mab vii. 218 Drunk from the winepress of the Almighty's
wrath. 1849 Fkoudk Ne/n. Faith 107 He must tread the

wine-press alone, calling no God-fearing man his friend.

1875 lire's Did. Arts III. 1140 In the United States the

wine-press is constructed much on the same principle as the

ordinary screw cider-prtss. 1910 E. Harkfk in Encycl. Brit.

VII. 524/2 [The Crusader] might butcher all day,, .and then

at nightfall kneel, .at the altar of the Sepulchre— for was he
not red from the winepress of the Lord ?

Hence fWine-presser.
1632 Sherwood, A Wine-presser, pressurcur.

Winer (warns-i). [f. Wine sby or v. + -eh 1
.]

1. A vintner. ? Obs.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 395/2 God thanke you
maister winer for your good wyne. 1548 Al-erd. Reg. XX.
(Jam.) The wiuans of the same gat. 1886 Boston (Mass.)

JrnL 1 Dec. 1/9 You gather a few tons of grapes and cast

them to a winer and are told that it is a bad year for selling

grapes.

2. One who drinks wine, colloq.

1906 Furnivall in Lydgate's Chnm. Troy (1906) I. 309
utarg., A winer is an unreasonable beast. 1908 Daily
Chron. 1 Oct. a/a The diners and the wincrs ofthose spacious
days of conviviality.

Winery (w^rnori). orig. U. S. [f. Wine sb.1

+ -EKY.] An establishment for making wine.
1882 Harper's Mag. Dec. 55/1 The road to the large sub-

stantial buildings of the winery was bordered by a deep
orchard of oranges. 1885 Advance (Chicago) 8 Jan. 885
Wine grapes and wineries are on the rapid increase. 1912

Times 22 Apr. 24/4 As the result of this legislation the

British wine-makers have not shut up their wineries.

Wine-tree. Obs. or dial. [OE. wintriow =
ON. vifilrtfj Goth, weitiatriu : see WlKB sbA and

TB1B sb.] A vine.

Also a local name for blackthorn and mountain ash.

<T95o Lindisf. Gosp. John xv. 5 Ic am bait wintreo, jie 5a
tuiggo Bint. C1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 2059 Me drempte, ic stod

at a win-tre, Dat adde waxen bu3es 5re. 13.. Cursor M.
7159 (Gott), pair olyues wid bair wyn tres [Cott. vintres].

1637 Ruthrrford Lett., to Lady Kdconquhair 13 Sept.

(1671) 151 A land of olives and wine-trees. 1857 Wright
Diet. Prov. Eng., Wine-tree, a vine. Nor/.

Wi'ne-vat, arch, -fat. [f. Wine sbA + Vat,
Fat sb.* Cf. (M)LG. win/at, MHG. wtnvat, (G.

weinfass\ ON. v'mfat, etc.] A vat in which the

grapes are pressed in wine-making; a wine-press.
~
1526 Tindale Rev. xix. 15 He trode the wynefatt of fears-

nes. 1596 Spenser /''. Q. VII, vii. 39 The must, Which he
was treading in the wine-fats see. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone
v. iv, You should ha' some would swell, now, like a wine-fat,

With such an Autumne. x6*x Bible Mark xii. 1 A certaine

man planted a vineyard, and set an hedge about it, and
digged a place for the wine fat. a 1746 Holdsworth Rem.
Virgil (i-jt%) 22 In this dance, he flung himself into different

postures, as if he was gathering the bunches of grapes,

,
..flinging them into the wine-vat ;. .and drinking the must.

1879 Cassetts Techn. Educ. iv. 214/2 The grapes are..

emptied into a tub with holes at the bottom... This tub is

placed over another much larger, named the wine-vat. 1881

Christina. Rossetti Poems, Prodigal Son iii, The purple
wine-fat froths with foam.

Winey: see Winy.
Wine3arde, obs. Sc. f. Vineyard.

t Winful, a.* Obs. rare, [t Win sb.* + -ful.]

Laborious.
1443-9 Pecock Donet 11. vi. (tgai) 128 Al seruile werk, bat

is to seie, al worldly wynful werk.

t Winfttl, a:1 Obs % rare. [f. Win sb.% + -ful.]

Pleasant.

1438 Bk. AlexanderGt. (Bann.^ 107 And burgeons of thare

brancheis bredis, And woddis winnis thare winfull wedis.

Wing (,witj), sb. Forms : Plural, a. 2 wenge ;

$. 3 wengen, winguene, wynguene, whingeu,
hwingen, 4 wingen, wyngen, -yn, -on ; 7. 3-5

wenges, (3 Orm. -ess), 4 weengus, 4—5 wengis,

4, 6 weyng^s, 5 wengya, -ez, weingis, wengges ;

4 wyenges, wingges, whin'ges, 4-6 wyngis, -es,

5 -ys, whyngis, -ys, 5-6 whynges, 5, 6-7 .Sir.

wingis, 6-7 -es, 6- wings. Sing. 4-5 wenge,
5 weng, whenge, weynge, 5-6 Sc. weyng, 6 St*

weing; 4-6 wynge, 4-7 winge, 5-6 wyng,
whyng(e, 6 whing, wynke, 6- wing. [ME., first

in pi. forms wenge, wengen, wenges, a. ON. vxngir,
ace. vsengi, pi. of vsengr (Sw., Da. vinge) wing of

a bird, aisle, etc. ; replacing OE. fefra wings, pi.

oifefier, and fiPere (see Featheh sb. 3).]

I. 1. Each of the organs of flight of any flying

animal, as a bird, bat, or insect.

In birds the wings are specially modified fore-limbs; in

bats (and the extinct pterodactyls, etc.), extensions of the
skin attached to modified parts of the fore-limbs (see Bat
sb. 1

1) f in insects, membranous expansions attached to the
thorax in addition to the limbs. In a few birds the wings
are rudimentary, and either functionless (as in the Apteryx)
or used only to assist in swimming or walking (as in Pen
guins).

Occas. loosely applied to the enlarged fins of flying-fishes
and to the appendages of flying squirrels, etc, which serve
for movements resembling flight.

Bastard oxfalse wing (Ornith.) = WlNGLET 2 b.

Ciiy&Lamo. Horn. 81 A vuhel coin flon from houene into
Of&e ; her he uette feber-home and wenge. c 1205 Lay. 29263
pat alleheore [sc. sparrows'] whingen noht awemmed neoren.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 130 Ase brid hwon hit wule vleon sture?
his hwingen. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 64/356 He jifht eov. .wyn-
guene for-to fleo, And feberene to beren eov up-on bei}. Ibid.

230/388 pedrem of is winguene murie was. 13. . A". A lis. 485
Him thoughte a goshauk with gret flyght . . yenith and sprad
abrod his wyngyn. 1390 Gower Cm/. I. 173 The Schame-
budes kinde, Of whos nature this I finde, That in the hoteste
of the dai, . . He sprat his wynge and up hefleth. a 1400 Leg.
Rood 22i pe Egle is frikest fowle in flye, Ouer all fowles
to wawe hys wenge. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2196 The byrde
. .bylle undyr wynge layede. 1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr.

18521 Wonder hyghthersateakro we, His whynges splayynge
to and ffro. c 1440 Pro)iip. Parv. 522/1 Wenge, of a fowle
or bryde. c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 7 On fute and weynge
ascendand to the hycht. 1513 Bk. Keruyngc in Babees
Bk. 278 That all maner of fowle that hath hole fete sholde
be reysed vnder the wynge, and not aboue. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens vi.lxx.vi. 762 The fruile [of the maple tree) is long,

flat, and thinne, almost lyke to a feather of a small birde, or
lyke the whing of a grashopper. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
in. vi. § 12 'there are Fishes that have Wings. 1725, 1807
[see Bat sbA il 1857 Hlgiiks Tom Brown \. iii, The
beautiful little blue butterfly with golden spots on his wings.

1867 W. S. Dallas tr. Nitzsch's Pterylogr. 27 The false

wing (ala notha) described by Muhring. 1888 Goode
Amcr. Fishes 304 The genus Prionotus., resembles Dady-
lopterus in general form, but the wings are much smaller.

191a S. E. White Land 0/ Footprints xiv. 193 Spreading
wide their wings at the last moment to check their speed.

b. The wing of a bird, used as food. Also, the

shoulder of a hare or rabbit.

c 1470 Noble Bk, Cookry (1S82) 64 Cony rost. A cony tak

and drawe hym,..rost hym and lard hym then raise his

leggs and hys winges. a 1530 Frerc fy Boye (Ritson) 154
His fader tokea capons wynge, . . And badde hym ete apace.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. iv. 29 A pestle of a Larke, or Plouers
wing. 1656 Osborn Adv. Son iv. (ed. 4) 124 A Carver at

Court, .. who being laughed at.. for saying The wing 0/
a Rabbet, maintained it as congruous, as the fore-legge of

a Capon, a phrase used in Scotland. 1746 Francis tr. Hor.
t

Sat. 11. iv. 56 Wise palates choose the wings of pregnant
hare. 1820 Byron Blues 11. 42 Miss Lilac, permit me to

help you ;—a wing? 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xlvi,

Something light for supper—the wing of a roasted fowl.

1841 ' Nimrod ' in Sporting Oracle 48 The most vulnerable

part of the rabbit is about its neck and wings, as the

shoulders of this animal are called.

O. The wing of a bird (usually of a hen, goose,

or turkey) used as a brush : cf. next, 7«

1573-80 Tusser Husb, (1878) 35 Husbandlie furniture..

Wing, cartnaue and bushel. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Sur-

tees) 67 Then are the two women to have each of them
a cleane bowle to wringe the honey into, and the man is to

stande ready with a winge in his bande. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. 243/2 Broom, Wing, Winnow sheet, and Sack
with a Band. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Sept. (1744) 116

A Straw-fork and Rake to turn the Straw off from the

thresh'd Corn, a Fan and Wing to clean it.

d. A figure or imitation of a wing (e.g. on an

image of a bird, etc., or on an angler's artificial fly).

1551-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edtv. VI (1914) 94 Cupide
a small boye. .with apayre of winges of gold. 1584 Kenitw.
Inz\ in Scott Kenilw. Note K, 6 rowlers and ij wings for

the spreade eagle. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Easter
Wings [title of a poem in the form of two pairs of wings].

1681 Dryden Mac-Fl. 207 Chuse for thy Command Some
peaceful Province in Acrostick Land ; There thou may'st

Wings display, and Altars raise, And torture one poor Word
ten thousand Ways. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 58 r 4, 6.

1853 J. Jackson Prod. Ely-Fisher (1880J 10 To make
a winged Fly... Wings; a piece of feather, stripped from

a Snipe's quill.
.

fe. With qualification {goose-wing, Jty s wing)

used as a type of something of no value. Obs.

1377, 1549 [see Goose-wing il c 1450 Mankind 783 in

Macro Plays 29 Tysche 1 a flyes weynge I

2. a. Attributed to supernatural beings, as angels,

demons, etc., and to fabulous creatures, as dragons,

griffins, etc.

c 1200 Ormin 8024 patt all batt halbjhegenge, batt borr;henn

iss burrh marrtirdom, Flaeb upp wibb twe^enn wengess,

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 2675 Whan hit schon be brijte sonne,

His wingges schon so be glas. 1382 Wyclif Isa. vi. a,

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 236 And aungellych hyse

wengis gan he sprede. C1386 — A'nt.'s T. 1106 Biforn hire

stood hir sone Cupido, Vp on his shuldres wynges hadde he

two. 14.. Sir Beues (Pynson) 2527 Beuys..hyt the dragon
22-2
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vnder the wynge. 1513 Douglas Aineis EH. iv. 34 The
Harpyes on ws fell, With huge faird of weingis and mony
?ell. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 582 A fiery Globe Of Angels
on full sail of wing flew nigh. 1815 Byron Desir. Sen-
nacherib hi, The Angel of Death spread his wings on the

blast. i8ax Wordsw. EccUs. Sonn. lit, v, 4 The feather,

whence the pen Was shaped that traced the lives of these

good men, Dropped from an Angel's wing.
_ 1885 Hardy

Changed Man, Mere Interlude (1913) 269 Since my poor
husband left me to wear his wings.

b. Attributed to inanimate or* abstract things

represented as flying, or as carrying one swiftly

along (esp. in phr. on the wings of).

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. ii. i. (Add. MS. 27944) In
olde tyme poetes peyntide be winde wib wynges. c 1510
More/YciwEj b, Whyngesof the loueof God. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps. ciii'i]. 3 Thou makest the cloudes thy charet, and
goest vpon the wynges of the wynde. — Ps. cxxxviii[ij. 9
Yf I take the wynges of the mornynge. — Proa, xxiii. 5
Riches make them selues wynges. 1594 Shaks. Rich, fj

1

r

,v.

iii. 106 When I should mount with wings of Victory. 1598—
Merry W. 11. ii. 209, I haue pursu'd her, as Loue hath pur-
sued mee, which hath beene on the wing of all occasions.

1608 [Tofte] Ariosto's Sat. 1. (1611) 11 With inke 'To giue
his fame large wings. 1611 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems iv.

8 Deceau'd by loues alluiring wingis. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Rejl. 1. i, 7 When a pious Soul is once got upon the wing
of Contemplation. 1704 Prior Celia to Damon 40 Upon
the Wings of 'lime born swift away. 1709 Watts Hymn,
Give me the Wings of Faith, to rise Within the Veil. 1829
Scott Rob Roy Jntrod. 2nd half, A cold north-east wind,
with frost on its wing. 1837 W. Irving Or//. Bonneville II.

xix. 35 Where the foe ..seems to come and go on the wings
of the wind. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. lxxii. 307 [The
Scots in 1640] seemed to be, indeed, carried forward on the
wings of destiny.

3. transf. andySg*. a. Power or means of flight,

or of action figured as flight ; action or manner
of flying, flight, (a) in reference to literal flying.

'377 Langl. P. PI. B. xii. 263 pe larke, bat is..wel awey
of wenge [v.rr. wynge, whenge] swifter ban be pecok.
1390 Gower Con/. II. 328 A Swalwe swift of winge. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 316 The self same place where hee First
lighted from his Wing. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen v, Up-
ward the Noble Bird directs his Wing. 1709 T. Robinson
Nat. Hist. Westmld. x. 60 As soon as the young Brood
gets wing. 1877 Conder Basis 0/ Faith v. 225 The bird of
strongest wing may be driven out to sea by the tempest.

(6) fig. in various connexions. (See also III.)

a 1225 After, R. 132 Auh be treowe ancren bet we efneS
to briddes. .Heo spreded' borehwingen, ant makieS a creoiz
of ham suluen. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter" exxxviii, 7 Take
twa wenges of charite. £1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)473 He
ordeynede godis of vertu wyngis to men to fle to heuene,
1418 26 Pol. Poems xiv. 47 To fli^e to hy^e, treste not by
wyng. 1590 Nashe Pasquits Apologie C 4, Other excellent
points I could.. pinch him with to the like purpose, were I

not contented to strike the winge, and come downe to his
capacitie. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 79 Knowledge
the Wing wherewith we flye to heauen. 1596— / Hen. iP*,

III. ii. 30 Thy affections which doe hold a wing Quite from
the flight of all thy ancestors. 1648 G. Daniel Eclog. i.

120 You have a wing of Strength, might toure into The
purest Region fancie breaths. 1670 Dryden /si Pt. Conq.
Granada v. ii, Give wing to your desires, and let 'em fly.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias x. x. (1816) 307/2 Every thing they
said to me seemed to lend me wings to run away. 1830
Scott Monast. Introd,, When the peculiar kind of folly

keeps the wing no longer. 1849 J. Hare Serin, II. iv. 80
In old times,, .many stories got wing.

b. In biblical and derived expressions referring

to a mother bird's use of her wings for the pro-

tection of her young (cf. esp. Matt, xxiii. 37) ; thus

virtually = protecting care. (See also 15 a.)

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvi[i]. 8 Hile me under schadou of bi

wenges twa. 1535 Coverhale Ps. lxiii. 7 Vnder the shadowe
of thy wynges wil I reioyse. 1567 Gude <$• GodUe B. (S.T.S.)

107 His [sc. God's] wingis ar thy weirlie weid, His pennis ar
thy Strang defence. 1719 Young Revenge iv, i, Why did I

leave my tender father's wing, And venture into love ? 1883
D. C. Murray Hearts xxxiii, Azubah, once more under the
shelter cf her aunt's wing.

4. trans/, a. In phr. of (such-and-such) wing,
used, like feather m kind or description of bird

(usuallyfg.). Obs. exc. in echoes of Ezek. xvii. 23.
1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Plwrmio 1. v, All alike:

all feathered of one whig [orig. omnes congruent); knowe
one, and know all. x6oi Shaks. Phoenix iii, From this
Session interdict Euery foule of tyrant wing, Saue the
Eagle feath'red King. 1608 Dekker Belman 0/ London
(ed. 2) D 2, Of all the mad Rascalls (that are of this wing)
the Abraham-man is the most fantastick. 1608 D. T[uvill)
Ess. Pol. fy Mor. 90 b, A prying eye, a listm'ng eare, and
a prating tongue, are all birds of one wing. 1611 Bible
Ezek. xvii. 23 All foule of euery wing. 1630 Pathomachia
iv. iii. 35 Here is another Bird of the same Wing I beleeue.

b. Qualified by a restrictive word, or in technical

phr., = bird or birds.

1601 Shaks. Phoenix \, Let the bird of lowdest lay ..

Herauld sad and trumpet be : To whose sound chaste wings
obay. 1725 Pope Odyss, n. 188 The Prince of Augurs, -drew
A sure presage from ev'ry wing that flew. 1840 Bkemker
Excurs. Denmark, etc. I. 293 We did not wonder to see

scarcely a single wing of game in a whole day's journey.

1874 Kennel Club Stud Bk. p. xii, He does not lose one
[point] for each fault, providing it is simply not dropping to

wing or shot.

C. A flock (of plover).

1805 A. Mackintosh DriffieldAngler 294 Wing of plover.

II. 5. An appliance or appendage resembling

or analogous to a wing in form or function.

a. An artificial apparatus attached to the human arms or
shoulders, (a) according to early accounts, for flying through
the air, (b) for assistance in swimming. D. One of the floats

of a water-wheel or sails of a windmill, c. Poetically or

rhetorically applied to the sails of a ship. (See also white
wings s.v. White a. 11 e.) d. Various: see quots. : spec.

one of the planes of an aeroplane ; also trans/. {pi.) in the
Royal Air Force, a certificate of ability to pilot an aero-
plane, indicated by the addition to the uniform of a badge
representing a pair of wings.
a. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 671 Vor bat men ssolde is

enchantement se, He let him makie wengen [v.rr. wyngon,
wingen, wynges, whyngys] an hei vor to fle. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints 1. (Petrus) 562 [Symon Magus] passit vpe, and
his weyngis dycht, . .And flaw, as he a foule had bene. 1390
Gower Con/. II. 37 This Dedalus. .Hath mad to fle diverse
wynges For him and for his Sone also. 1742 Pope Dune.
iv. 452 The head that turns at super-lunar things, Pois'd
with a tail, may steer on Wilkins' wings. 1908 Daily Chron.
29 July 5/6 Being unable to swim he had made use of a
pair of swimming wings.
b. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/ AZsop v. x, For the swyftnesse

of the water he must nedes passe vnder the whele of the
mylle, And god wote yf the wynges of the mylle bete hym
wel or not. 158s T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy, 11. x.

44b, Windmilles, hauing euery one of them 10. wings. 1609
W. Biddulph in Lavenders I rav. 15 There are very many
wind milles there, hauing ten wings a piece. 1681 Owen
Inq. cone. Evang. Ch. ii. 16 To render the Gospel-Church-
State a Machin..to be turned unto any Interest like the
Wings of a Mill unto the Wind, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creu; Sails,. .Windmill-wings. 1773 W. Emerson Princ.
Mech. (ed. 3) 284 Wing,.. as the hands in a water wheel;
a part of a sail, &c. a 1866 C. W. Hatfield Hist. Notices
Doncaster Ser. 1. 203 The wings of some of these [wind-
mills] describe a circuit of 100 feet diameter,
C 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. i.i. 14 Your Argosies with portly

saile. .As they flye by them with their wouen wings, 1735
Somerville Chase 11. 222 All their Canvass Wings. 181a
Byron Ch. Har. 1. xiii, While flew the vessel on her snowy
wing. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound 543 The sea-

man's chariots, wandering on the brine With linen wings.
1878 Joaquim Miller Songs 0/ Italy 29 The yellow wide
wings of a bark.

d. 1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 3), Pair 0/ Wings,
oars. Cant. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 17 There are
rockets made without sticks. Fix to the small ones. .four
wings, in the nature of arrow-feathers. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. <r Art II. 159 The use of wings, rudders,
oars, ..to direct the course of a balloon. 1823 Egan Grose*s
Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Wings, arms. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., lying.. 2. A vane of a rotating fan... 10. {Milling.)

A strip, commonly of leather, attached to the skirt of the
runner to sweep the meal into the spout. 1910 R. Ferris
How it Flies 17 Aeroplanes are those forms of flying
machines which depend for their support in the air upon
the spread of surfaces which are variously called wings,
sails, or planes. 1918 J. T. B. McCldden^ Yrs. R. F.C. 1

Having qualified for his R. F. C. wings in July of 1912.

6. A lateral part or appendage : in various con-
nexions. (See also senses 7- 11.)

a. A lateral or outlying portion of a space or region.

b. Something forming a lateral boundary, as the side wall
of a dock, sluice, chimney, etc. ; also, a lateral component,
extension, or complement of a structure, etc., e. g. either of
the retaining walls at the ends of a bridge. C. A side piece
(usually projecting), a lateral projection or member (in

various tools, pieces of mechanism, or other structures: see
quots.) ; spec, the part of a ploughshare which extends side-

ways and cuts the bottom of the furrow, d. A projecting
part of a fishing-net on one side of the main or central

part. e. In a carriage, each of a pair of curved pieces
extending over the wheels to provide protection from the
splashing of mud; the mudguard of a motor vehicle.

f. Each of two side pieces at the top of an arm-chair against
which the head may be rested.

a. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1051 An-other wynge of be
werld. 1794 Morse Amer, Geog. 491 On the north end it

subsides gradually into extensive pasture grounds; while
on the south it slopes more steeply in a shorter distance...
On either wing is a thick grove of. .forest trees. 1864 Car-
lvle Fredk. Gt. xi. it. (1873) ' V. 36 Konigsberg, Preussen, the
easternmost outlying wing of his long straggling Dominions.
1874 Blackie Lett, to Wife (1909) 228 The Hill of Howih,
forming the north wing of the bay of Dublin. 1920 Westm.
Gaz. 16 June 10/1 His fore-hand return across court off the
service into the right-hand wing of his opponent's base line.

b. c 1482 J. Kav tr. CaoursitCs Siege 0/ Rhodes p 10 (1870),

A place. .by the weste banke of Rhodes: which maked
with her walles and wynges a pleasaunt hauen..and ys
called the tour of Seynt Nycholas. 1531 Lett, fy Pap.
Hen. VIII, V. 180 Settyng the wynkes of the said slewse
new made. 1663 Charleton Chorea Gigantum 24 The
outward Circle or wing of stones [of Stonehenge]. 1703
T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 107 An apt falling-back of the

Back, and convenient gathering of the Wings, and Brest of

the Chimney. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 128 You may
on each side [of the chimney] raise a Wing of Plaister.

1721 Leoni Palladio's Archit. I. 67 The Wings (that is, the
spaces between the Wall and the Columns, which is not
comprehended in the breadth of the Atrium). 1726 —
Alberti's Arc/iit. I. 14 All this Wing of Wall.. is exposed
as a Butt to the.. Blasts of the North-East. 1821 Rich
Joum. Persepolis 27 Aug., The mountains, .form a wing of
stupendous perpendicular cliffs. 1850 Parker Gloss. Archit.
(ed. 5) I. 206 Fillet,, .a small flat face or band used princi-

pally between mouldings, to separate them from each other
in classical arch itecture. . . When this appendage is . . attached
to the sides [of the moulding, it is called] its wings. 1851
B'ham <V Midi. Gardeners 1 Mag. Apr. 38 Many fine trees
which have. .become unsightly.. by losing whole wings at
a time. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Wing. .A lateral exten-
sion of an abutment... A leaf of a gate or double door. ..A
side dam on a river shore to contract the channel. 1895
Daily News 14 Mar. 3/5 Tribune, the winner of the Beau-
desert Steeplechase, was objected to for jumping the wing of
one of the fences.

C. «577 Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb. 1. 21 They haue a
litle wyng on the ryght syde of the Coulter, whiche wyng is

to be remooued to whiche syde you list. 1597 A. 14, tr.

Guitlemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 15 b/i The winges of the Trepane,
which delicatelye and easilye cut. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. 286/2 The Feathersor Fly, or Wing [of a spinning-wheel]
1$ that which the crooked Wyres are set in. 1707 Mor.

I timer Husb. 42 Some place on the right side of the Coulter
I
a small Wing or Finn. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts etc. 346 The

j

wings or vanes revolve from 120 to 150 times in the minute.
! 1842 J. Aiton Dom. Ecou. (1857) 166 This second spade is

provided with an iron wing upon its shaft, by which the
I digger . .

forces it with his foot into the ground. 1875 Knight
! Diet. Mech., Sinker .. (Knitting-machine). A wheel with

thin plates or projections, called wings, .

.

used to depress
I (sink) the yarn between the needles. 1902 P. Marshall
! Metal Working Tools 13 The legs [of wing compasses] ..

!

when opened to the required width are secured by means
1 of the thumb-screw which binds on to the projecting wing.

d. 1678 Act 30 Chas. It c. 9 § 1 Above Fifty yards in
. length and Six yards in breadth or depth in the wing of the

j

Nett. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 295 A Tench Weel
without wings.. An Eel Weel, with loose pits and wings.
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. s. v. Stake.net, The sal-

: mon, swimming up the current, come in contact with the

j

bar-net, and turning to pass around it, find themselves
opposed by the wing.
e. 1783 Morn. Chron. 14 Mar. 4/2 Advt., A new roomy

Gig, with head to take off, wings, and new harness. 1754
W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 204 Wings are fixed to the
sides or elbows of the chaise bodies. .; their use is to form
a. rest for the arm, and shelter the passenger from the

j
dirt which splashes from the wheels. 1881 J. W. Bukgkss

i Coach-btdg. v. 50 The wings.. sometimes still are of wood,
j

in which case they are hooped to the perch by iron hoops.
f. 1907 G. O. Wheeler Old Engl. Furniture 190 The

wings formed by the arm enclosures were padded. 1911
F. M. Crawford Uncanny Tales, Deadly Smile ii, A great
old leathern arm-chair with wings.

7. Either of the two divisions {right wing, left

wing) on each side of the main body or centre of

an army or fleet in battle array ; also, each of the

two divisions of a regiment or an air force.

c 1400 Brut cexxiii. 283 pe Scottis*TJomen ferseliche in iiij

wengus. Ibid, 28= \>o hade euery Englisshe bataile ij

wenges of pris Archiers. c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. vin. xvi.

2520 A nobir weynge bai saw cum sone Off Inglis men. c 1500
Melusine 230 Anthony.. ordeyned archers & crosbowes to
be vnder the wynges of hys batayll. 1523 Lo. Bernf.rs
F'roiss. I. exxx. 64/2 Theile of Northampton & therle of
Arundell with the second batell were on a wyng in good
order. 1535 Coverdale / Mace. ix. 16 When they which
were of the lefte wynge, sawe that the right side was dis-

comfited. 1622 Mabbk tr. Aleman's Guzman dAl/. 11. 333
Wee did presently battell-wise cast our selues into a Wing,
as if we had been the Turkish Gallies. 1667 Milton P. L.
1. 617 Their doubl'd Ranks they bend From Wing to Wing.
c 1720 De Foe Mem. Cavalier 11. 294 The Armies coming
close up, the Wings engaged first. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1776) s.v.,Wings are also the skirts or extremities of
a fleet when it is ranged into a line a-breast. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India III. 149 The European divisions were
directed severally against the left and right wings. 1868
Queen's Reg. ty Ord. Army r 300 When the Service Com-
panies of a Regiment happen to be divided into Wings, the

head Quarter wing will assign a due proportion of the Mess
necessaries for the use of the other wing. 1915 C. G. Grey
Tales ofFlying Services 71 One of the chief duties of this
* wing ..was to look out for Zeppelins.

b. In football and similar games : The position

of the forwards on either side of the centre; a

player or players occupying this position.

1889 Field 5 Jan. 29/3 [Hockey] The left wings played to

each other well, and the backs.. were seen at their best.

1898 J. Goodall Assoc. Football 38 Suddenly there will be
a swift clear side-kick to the other wing.

c. A section of a political or other party, holding

views deviating in one direction or the other from

those generally held (often distinguished as left or

right).

[Cf. quot. 1670 s. v. Right a. 18.]

1879 Kkoude Cxsar xiii. 186 There is always a dis-

reputable wing to the radical party. 1884 Christian Com.
tnoniv. 21 Feb. 449/1 The democratic wing of the Tory

fiarty, of which Lord Randolph Churchill aspires to be the

eader. 1898 [see Left a. 3 b].

8. One of a pair of lateral projecting pieces of a

garment on or near the shoulder, as of a doublet

;

also, a side-flap of a cap, etc. ; in military uniform,

a kind of epaulette (now worn by bandsmen) which

stands out from the seam at the top of the shoulder.

1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy ill. 67 ]>er wer . . Vauntbras
with wynges, & rerebras bcr-to. 1557 in Dugdale Orig.

Jui id. Ixx. (1C66) 310 That none of the Companions except

Knights or Uenchers. .wear.. Wings in their Gowns. 1604
Dekker Meeting 0/ Gallants B 2, There is as much perill

betweene the wings and the skirts of one of their Doublets,

as in all the liberties of Lundon. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

94/2 The Wings, are Welts or peeces set over the place on
the top of the Shoulders, where the Body and Sleeves are

set together. 1703 Rules oj Civility 56 If short Sleeves be

worn, she [who pushes fashion to an extreme] will have

nothing but Wings. 1810 Army Gen. Order 19 Feb., Field

Officers, .are to wear Wings in addition to their Epaulettes.

1834 L. Ritchie Wand. Seine 139 A linen cap with large

wings which concealed the face. 1844 Queens Regul. %
Ord. Artny 152 The whole of the remaining Clothing (with

the exception of the wings and fringe). 1869 Blackie Lett,

to Wi/e (1909) 181 A sort of spencer open in the middle,

with two wings, one on each breast.

fb. //. The armpits, nonce-use. (Cf.L.a/a.)

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 470 He tooke hir

with both his armes by the wings [orig. les aisselles],

9. a. A subordinate part of a building on one

side of the main or central part.

spec, in Fortification: see quot. 1704.

1523 Wolsey in St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 209 Who
with nis armye was. .loged in the countrey in thre wardes
and sundry winges. 1613-3? L Jones in Leoni Palladio's

Archit. (1742HI.46 This Edifice., has., two Wings, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 10 Oct. 1683, The Court at entrie, and wings

for officers seeme too neere the streete. 1704 J. Harris
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Lex. Techn. I, Wings, in Fortification, are the large Sides
of Horn-works, Crown-works, Tenailles, and the like Out-
works. 1767 G. Whitefield/.*/. (1768) 12 Allowing another
thousand for repairing the house, and building the two
intended wings. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 61 {Christ'
tnas Eve) It was an irregular building of some magnitude.
..One wing was evidently very ancient, with heavy stone-
shafted bow windows.

b. Naut. {a) That part of the hold or space
between decks which is next the ship's side, (b)

In a steamer (see quot. 1846). (c) In a canal-
boat or barge (see quot. 1906).
1730 Wriclesworth MS. LogM. of the ' LyelV 25 Sept.,

Levelled the Hold from the Fore-hatchway clear aft, . . and
picked out the Large Stones to lay in the Wings. 1805 in

Naval Chron. XV. 34 He. .was carried down into one of the
wings. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 370 The term wing is

also applied to the projecting part of a steam-vessel's deck
before and abaft each of the paddle-boxes ; this is bounded
by a thick plank called the sponsing-rimor wing-wale which
extends from the extremity of the paddle-beam to the ship's
side. 1906 Daily Chron. ig Feb. 10 5 If the tunnel is too
wide, boards projecting over the boat's side, termed 'wings ',

are brought into use for them [sc. ' leggers 'J to lie on.

o. Theatr. Each of the side-scenes on the stage
;

also/V. (occas. sing.} the space at each side of the
stage where these stand.

1790 Malone Shaks. Wks. I. 11. Ace. Stage 83 The tech-
nical modern term, ivings, or side scenes. 1807 Director 1 1.

330 The turning of one single wheel effects at on«:e..the
simultaneous retreat of the entire assemblage of wings and
drops and flat. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Private Theatres,
The little space there is between the wings and the wall,
and one wing_ and another. 1847 Brodkrip Zool. Recr.
320 The frantic stage-manager in the wing. 1885 Mabel
Collins Prettiest Woman i, She had known her maintain
that cold sternness to the very wings, and then bound on to
the stage.

10. Anat. A lateral part or projection (usually,

one of a pair) of some organ or structure; e.g.

each of the lateral cartilages of the nose, a lateral

process of a bone(esp. of the sphenoid) : =Ala i.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. vii. (1653) 118 That beauty
which so manifestly appears in the wings of the Nose. 1663
Bayfield Treat. De Morb. Capitis 100 The Haw, nail, or
little wing (as they term it) of the eye. 1693 tr. BlancanVs
Phys. Diet. {ed. 2), Pinna Auris, the upper and broader
part of the Ear, called the Wing. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Dran*s
Observ.Surg. (1771)31 The Wing of the right Nostril. 1831
R. Knox Cloquct's Anat. 289 The great wing of the sphenoid
bone. xZyi A Jibuti*s Sytt, Med. III. 570 When one wing
[of the diaphragm] is much raised, as by a collection of gas.

11. BoU
t a. The axil of a leaf:- Ala 2 a. Obs. + b. Each of the

lateral divisions or leaflets of a pinnate leaf, (Cf. Winged
1.3a.) Obs. c. Eachof the two lateral petals of a papilio-
naceous flower: = Ala ab. d. A thin membranous appen-
dage of a seed or fruit, serving for its dispersal by the wind;
a thin lateral projection extending along a stem; any thin
appendage, as on some part of a flower. (Cf. Winged «. 3 b.)

a. 1763 Mills Syst. Pract. Husb. IV. 402 The flowers
..are produced, .from the wings of the leaves.

b. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants 651 Fern. Filix mas. .

.

Leaves doubly winged ; wings blunt.

C. 1776 I.. Lee Introd. Hot. Gloss., Ala, a Wing, the
Side Petals of a papilionaceous Blossom, or a Membrane
added to a Seed, Stalk, &c 1796 Withering Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) I. 307 Wings are 2equal petals. 1870 Hooker Stuti.
Fhra 85 Genista. .Wings oblong.
4.1776 [seec]. 1787 Limmuf Fam. Plants 183 Fruit

egg'd, encompass'd with a wing striated on both sides. 1911
W. S. Furneaux Field $ Woodl. Plants iii. 37 In the
Narrow-leaved Everlasting Pea.. the 'wings' of the stem
and petioles.

III. Phrases. * with prepositions.

12. In (the) wing, f a. In wing of; in course
or process of, engaged in. Obs. rare.
c 1482 J. Kay tr. Caonrstny

s Siege of Rhodes T 7 Whenne
thay were in wyng of these werkys [Dum hzc.agercntur],
fb. In the wing of: ?in the overshadowing

presence of. Obs. rare.

iS79 W. Wilkinson Cottfut. Fam. Love 39 b, Our owne
Newtralisme and Lukwarmenes shall in the wyng cf Gods
sonne vtterly condemne vs.

13. On or upon the wing or tone's wing,
f on wing ; also A-wino. a. lit. Flying, in flight.
i486 Bk. St. Albans djb, When she is on wyng and

cornyth low bi the giounde. 1616 Kli- tchkr Hum. Lirut.
1. i, The roiall Eagle When she hath tri'd her young ones
gainst the Sun,, .next teacheth 'em to prey. How to com.
mand on wing. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 332 They heard, and
were abasht, and up they sprung Upon the wing. Ibid.
345 So numberless were those bad Angels seen Hovering on
wing under the Cope of Hell. 174a Gray Spring 25 The
insect youth are on the wing. 1831 Audubon Ornith Biog.
I. 137 It is seldom that one of these birds is on wing, .with-
out uttering its cry. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iv, The
old birds were too strong on the wing for our young marks-
men. 1859 E. FitzGerald Omar vii. The bird of Time
has but a little way To fly—and Lo I the Bird is on the
Wing. 1881 Blackie Lett, to Wife (1909) 209, 1 have been
as happy as a bird on the wing.

b. Jig. (a) Moving or travelling swiftly or
briskly ; astir, active, on the move.
1508 Dunbar Poems vii. 50 Throw Scotland, Ingland,

France, and Lumbardy, Fleys on weyng thi fame, and thi
renoune. x6oa Shaks. Ham. n. li. 132 When I had seene
this hot

.
loue on the wing. 1616 Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 1.

I, Tis time his fortune be a wing [v.rr. o' wing, o' th' wing],
high time sir. 164a D. Rockrs Naaman To Kdr. b 3 b, So
long as we can keep sound Doctrine on wing, we shall hope
to kill.. Ml three [evilsj. 1655 Ld. Norwich in Nicholas
Papers (Camden) III. 217 With what impatience his good
subiects. .expect to heare y* his Ma*/ were uppon his wing.

1759 Johnson Rasselas xiii, The prince, whose thoughts
were always on the wing. 1839 Longf. Hyperion 1. iii,

Nobody is on the wing; hardly a single traveller. 1871
Mrs. H. Wood Dene Hollow xxxix, Captain.. Clanwaring
was on the wing early.

{b) l Taking flight
', going off or away, starting,

departing; ready to start or depart.
1622 Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman d'Alf. it. To Rdr. **a

Hauing beene too prodigall in communicating my papers, .

.

they caught me when I was vpon my wings. 1668 Dkyden
Even. Love 1. i, Look you, they are on the wing already,

1675 — Aurengz. iv. C1676) 55 He's wild, and soon on wing,
if watchful eyes come near. 1721-2 Pope Let. to After-
bury 8 Feb., When I went last to town, and was on wing
for the Dcanry. 1861 Mrs. H. Wood East Lynne in. xx,
She fell on her knees, .in prayer for the departing spirit, on
its wing. 1898 Punch 20 Aug. S1/2 The Courts are up, and
the members of the four Innsare supposed to be on the wing.

14. On wings : (going) with light steps as one
in a joyously exalted mood.
1859 Meredith R. Feverelxx, Now the young gentleman

was off and out every night, and seemed to be on wings.
1861 Reade Cloister fy H. vi, They sealed the promise with
a long loving kiss, and Gerard went home on wings.

On the wings of ... : see 2 b.

15. Under (. .) wing. a. Under the wing of,

tinder *s wiug(j- wings) : under the protection,

care, or patronage of. (Cf. 3 b.)

c 1230 Hali Meid. (1922) 66 ^ef bit wel wrist te under godes
wengen. a 1300 Cursor M. 17638, I blisce be, lauerd, bou
me has gett And sauf vnder bi wenges sett, a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 1769 Turne be, trechoure, . . And drawe a-gayn
to hi f]en vndire bi dam wingis [v. r. wengez]. 1453 Rolls
ofParlt. V. 281/2 Such as abide and kepe theim self undre
the wynge of your Mageste Roiall. 1503 Hawes Examfi.
Virtue vii. 87 And vnder the wynge of my proteccyon All
rebels brought be to subieccyon. 1540 Pai.sgr, Acolastus 11.

i. H iij b, I h;iue euer be brought vp at home i. vnder my
mothers wynge. 1669 H. More Exp. 7 Epist. Ep, Ded.
Ash, If I bad not taken this opportunity.. of doing that
right to the Truth I here professe as to put it under the
wings of so fit and able a Patron. 1765 Foote Commissary
in. 47 There liv'd Miss Cicely. .under the wing of an old
maiden aunt. 1879 FrOUDS Cmsar xxt. 353 They fled for
their lives to find safety under Pompey's wing in Capua.

i*b. 7o keep one's bill under wing: to remain
quiet or inactive (like a sleeping bird). Obs. rare.
[Cf. quot. e 1425 in 1.] a 1548 Hall Chron.

t
Hen. VI, 174

After this. .the duke of Yorke .. thought it mete neither
lenger to dissimule, nor farther to kepe bis bill vnder wyng.

C. Hit under the wing (slang) : intoxicated.

1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury iv, He being..' hit
under the wing '.

** with verbs. (For other phrases, as clip the

wings, see the vbs.)

1 16. To hang the wing (cf. Hang v. 4 c): to

hesitate, show timidity. Obs.
a 1601 North Plutarch, Epamin. (1612) 1 122 Afraid onely

of the name and reputation of Epaminondas, and hanging
the wing, as they say. a 1624 lip. Smyth Serm. (1632) 40 If

Saint Peter . . had hanged the_wing, as they speake, or let

fall his Crest.

17. To make wing (cf. 3 a and Make z>.l 59) :

to make one's way by flying, to fly. ? Obs.
1605 Shaks. Macb. in. iL 51 Light thickens, And the Crow

makes Wing to th' Rookie Wood. 1650 Fuller Pisgah it.

xiii. 281 Hence he made wing, taking a long and strong
flight to Mizpab. 1666 Dkyden Ann. Mirab. lxxxvii, The
dastard Crow that to the Wood made wing. 1856 Bryant
Winds 17 The weary fowls of heaven make wing in vain, To
escape your wrath.

18. a. To take to wing (Take v. 74 b): m b. ? Obs.
1693 J. Prydf.n, jun. yuvenal xiv. 99 Soon as e'er to Wing

they take. 1870 N. F. Hele Aldeburgh vii. 84 It was
within ten yards of me when it took to wing.

b. To take (fits, etc.) wing (Take v. 24c);
(a) Of a bird, etc. : To take flight, begin flying.

1807 Wordsw. Song at Feast ofBrougham Castle 130 He
knew the rocks which Angels haunt . . He hath kenned them
taking wing. i8xa Col. Hawker Diary (1803) I. 62 They
will instantly take wing and give you a beautiful shot. 1890
C. Dixon Stray Feathers i. 6 The King Doves, startled at
this, took wing.

{b) fig. To take flight', take one's departure,
make off, flee.

1704 Land. Caz. No. 4056/5 Success, like Fame, has taken
Wing. 1715 Bentley Sertn. Pof>e>y 24 The weary Soul.

.

ready to leave the Carcase, and yet not sufler'd to take it's

Wing. 1806-7 J* Beresforo Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv,

Introd., I lately changed my lodgings... I took wing at
a moment's warning. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Sulherl. (Colburn) 32 As he touched the lock, they took
wing like a covey of partridges. 1876 Geo. Kliot Dan.
Der. xxxvi, I found a fellow who. .knew this Mrs Glasher
before she took wing.

***19. Wing-and-wing (JVaut.)'. (of a ship)
sailing directly before the wind, with the foresail

hauled over on one side and the mainsail on the
other.

1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 135, 1893 Kipling Seven
Seas, Coastttise Lights 13 We greet the clippers, wing-and-
wing, that race the Southern wool.

IV. Attributive uses and Combinations.
20. a. Simple attrib. : (a) in sense 1 (in reference

to parts, structure, or function), as wing area*
feather,flight, membrane, tteuration, patch,pattern^
pinion, power, quill, ray, shoulder, vein

;
(b) in

sense I d
; (c) in sense 6 or 9 (= side, lateral), as

wing boiler, cabin, room, walk; (d) in sense 7, as
wing adjutant, commander, officer; in sense 7 b,

as wingforward, half, man, player ; {e) = having
wings or side appendages (6, 8;, as wing bonnet,

cap, chair, gudgeon, nut.
(o.) 1582 Stanvhurst sEneis vs. (Arb.) iot Furth she

quicklye galops, with wingflight swallolyke hastning. 1675
Hannah W001.1.EY Gcntteiv. Camp. 114 Put under the wing-
Pinions on each side the long slices of flesh which you did

cut from the P.reast-bone. 1704 Petivi.r Gazophyi. iii. 23
Its Heliy, Wing-shoulders, Collar, and about the Eyes
white. 1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 343 The exterior wing.
feathers are black. 1815 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX.
1. 3 Interior wing-quills externally margined. 1826 SamoU-
ELLE Direct. Collect. Insects fy Crust. 37 The Plci igoslia or

wing-bones, hairy. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 25 1 It [sc. a

bat] hybernates .. snugly wrapped up in the wing-mem-
branes. 1856 Zoologist Ser. 1. XIV. 5157 The wing-veins
of insects. Ibid. 5195 The Wing-rays of Insects. 1872
Coles Ar

. Amer. Birds 100 Wing-patch resolved into two
bars. Ibid, 174 When very young, the wing-markings more
fulvous. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 269 Those, .which can
soar are mostly large birds, with a relatively large wing-
area. 190a Spectator 26 July 112 The wing-power of the

dragon-ffies. 1910 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 432/1 Orthopteroid
wing-neuration, 1911 It-id. XVI. 469/1 The darkening of

wing-patterns in many species of Lepidoptera.
(b) 1897 Lanchester Acrodoneticsiiqoi) 353 The reaction

of the air on the upper and under wing surfaces. 1910 R.
Ferris Hoiu it Flies 474. Wing Plan, the outline of the

wing or main plane surface as viewed fiom above.

(c) a 1697 Aubrey Lives, Bacon (1898) I. 79 In the middle-
most three coaches may passe abreast : in the wing-walkes
two may. 1838 Civil Eng. <$• Arch. Jrnl. I. 284 2 The
furnaces in the wing boilers. 1877 L. Jewitt HalfHours
Engl. Antiq. 112 The s!ee\ed suicoat ; the ailettes or wing-
pieces, behind the shoulders. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-
milling 291 // 'ing-bore . .a side or flank bore-hole. 1889/W/
Mall Gaz. 20 Aug. 2, 1 The wing cabin at the foot of the

companion. 1893 T. N. Pack Ote Virginia 194 The great

chamber was given up to the baby, the Colonel going to the

wing room. 1923 J. C. Rogers Engl. Furnit. 64 The
back, .fitted with forward winy-pieces.

("0 1734 in 10th Rep. Hist. MS.S. Comm. A pp. 1. 192,

I sent a pinnace and brought the Velt Marshall's Wing
Adjutant to me. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet.

(ed. 3) 470/2 Wing Officer, an officer of the Indian army
attached to a wing of a native infantry regiment. 1882

CasseWs Bk. Sports 40 Wing players should be good
dribblers. 1898 J. Goodall Assoc. Football 30 The wing
game—that is to say, the two pairs playing together, leaving

the centre-forward waiting ft r something to turn up. Ibid.

78 Wing-halves should keep their eyeson the wing'forwards.
1918 W. T. Ijlake K. F. C. in War vii. 42 The Wing Head-
quarters.

M I 775 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary 28 Feb., She bad
on a large dirty wing cap, made of muslin. 1817 Maria
Koceworth Harrington xiii, Then at the top of the mount
of hair and horsehair. . there was sometimes a fly-cap, or
a wing-cap, or a pouf. 1883 Longman's Mag. July 257 The
wing bonnet like the tilt of a waggon. 1891 Anthony's
PAotogr. Bull. IV. 121 Put a { inch bolt with awing thumb
nut, through. 1907 G. O. Wheeler Old Engl. Furniture
190 The ordinary English ' wing ' or ' grandfather ' chair.

b. Instrumental, adverbial, parasynthetic, etc.,

as wing-broken, -clipped, -hoofed, 'like, 'limed,

-shaped, -wide adjs.

et 1793 G. White Naturalist's Cat. etc (1795) 96 As
a person was lately pursuing a pheasant that was •wing-
broken. 1874 J. W. Long A mer. U ild-foivl iii. 71 Rather
a cruel method, perhaps, but one attended with great

success in wild-goose shooting, is, on securing a wing-broken
one, to fasten it to a stake a short distance from the blind.

1892 Pall Mall Gaz. 24 Mar. 2/1 Some of the birds can fly,

..but the *wing-clipped ones. .are., shot down. 1615 Chap-
man Odyss. XXIII. 377 Who th'extended night With-held in

long date; nor would let the light Her "wing-hoou'd horse
ioyne. 1848 Dl'nglison Med. Lex.,Alaria ossa, the "wing-
like processes of the sphenoid bone. 1606 Sylvfster D/t
Bartas ii. iv. n. Magni/iccnce 428 Why the wilde Fen-
Goose. .as Hving-lima, cannot fly. 1829 Loudon Encycl.
Plants (1836) 598 Leaves ..*wing-shaped. 1818 Keats
Walking in Scot. 19 Eagles may seem to sleep * wing-wide
upon the air.

21. Special Combs. : wing-band = next, (b) ;

wing-bar, (a) a lateral bar in a scufiling-plou^h ;

(b) a bar or band of colour on the feathers of a

bud's wing, spec, one formed by distinctive colora-

tion of tlie greater or median coverts or both

;

(c) in an aeroplane: see quot. 1910; wing-bay,
a marking on a bird's wing formed by distinctive

coloration of the secondaries, in certain game-cocks
characteristically of a bay colour ; wing-bow, a
marking on the shoulder or bend of the wing formed
by distinctive coloration of the lesser coverts

;

wing-case, each of ihe structures (modified fore-

wings) which cover the functional wings in certain

insects, as the elytra of beetles and the legmina of

Orthoptera ; wing-chick, a young chicken still

under the protection of its mother's wing ; t wing-
cleft a., Bot. - Pinnatifii) (cf. nb); wing-
compass, a compass having one leg fitted with an

arc-shaped * wing ' or projecting piece which passes

through the other leg and may be clamped in any

required position (Knight Diet. A/ec/i. 1875);

wing cover = wing-case; wing-covert [Covert

sb. 5], any one of the small feathers overlying the

flight-feathers of a bird's wing ; wing-dam sb., a

dam or barrier built into a stream to deflect the

current; hence wing-dam v., trans, to furnish

with a wing-dam ; wing-deck = sense 9 b (b) ;

wing-elm = winged elm (see WiNGKD a. 3 c);

t wing-fashion a. or adv., in the form of wings ;
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wing-fish, (a) = Pterichthys

; (p) a flying-fish,

esp. of the genus Prionotus\ wing-footed a.
t

having winged feet, swiftly-moving ; wing-game,
game-birds collectively, as distinguished from
ground-game (Ground sb. 18) ; +wing-laid a.,

? = wing-and-wing (see 19); f wing-leaved a.,

Bot. having pinnate leaves (cf. lib); wing-net,
(a) a 'wing * in a fishing-net (= 6d), or a fishing-
net with wings

; (b) a net at the side of a tennis-
court ; wing- passage, a passage along the side of
a ship's hold ; see 9 b {a) ; also attrib.

; f wing-
post, nonce-wd. [I'ost sb.2 2], a carrier pigeon

;

wing-rail = Guard-rail 2 (Knight Diet. Mech.
1875); wing rib, the end rib of a loin of beef;
wing-sail, ?a sail abaft the main course ; wing-
sheath = wing-case', wing-shell, f{a) the wing-
sheath of an insect

;
(b) any of several kinds of

molluscs having the shell or some part of it resem-
bling a wing, as the genus Pinna ( = Sea-wing 2)

;

also, a wing-snail ; wing-shooting, the practice
of shooting birds 'on the wing', i.e. when flying;

wing-shot sb., (a) a shot aimed at a flying bird;
(b) a person skilled in wing-shooting ; adj. shot
while flying, or in the wing ; wing-snail = Pte-
ROPOD; wing-stopper [Stoppek sb. 9], a cable-
stopper formerly used in the wings of a ship

;

wing-tip, {a) the tip of the wing of a bird, bat,

or insect; {b) the outer end of the 'wing' of an
aeroplane ; wing-tipped (-tipt) ppl. a., (of a
bird) having the tips of the wings clipped so as
to prevent it from flying ; wing-transom, the
uppermost and longest of the transoms in the stern-

frame of a ship ; wing-wader, an Australian
wading bird having a spur or claw on each wing

;

wing-wale (see quot. 1846 in 9 b); wing-wall,
a lateral wall forming a support to an abutment
and to the adjacent earth.

1872 Coues N. Amer. Birds 101 "Wing-bands generally
fused into one large patch. 1844 H. Stephen's Bk. Farm\\\.
959 The ends of the *wing-bars having a mortise formed to
receive the quadrant, are moved upon this to any required
width. 1855 Poultry Chmn. III. 348/2 They are light blue
on the coloured parts and have no wing bars. 1910 R.
Ferris How it Flies 474 Wing Bar, the larger construction
members of a wing, running from the body outward to the
tips. The ribs are attached to the wing bars, usually at
right angles. 1867 Tecetmeier Poultry Bk. 338 "Wing
Bow.—Rich dark red. 1661 Lovell Ilist. Anim. % Min.,
Isagoge c 2 b, Some [Insects] have *wing-cases, as beetles,
and cantharides. 1815 Kirby & Sp. KntomoL iii. (1818) I.

64 Two wings, and two wing-cases, ornamented with yellow
bands. 1885 Meredith Diana xxviii, A young poet.. is

not the same kind of "wing-chick as a young actress. 1796
Withering Brit, Plants (ed. 3) II. 294 Leaves winged;
leafits "wing-cleft. 1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 120 More
properly twice wing-cleft than twice pinnate. 1816 Kirby
& Sp. Entcmol. xxiii. (1818) II. 350 In the next order
{Orthoptcra), the Tegmiua, or *wing-covers. .assist them in

flying. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 500 The
fore wings may be converted into wing covers for the hind
wings. 1815 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX, 1. 3
Greater "wing-coverts tipped with crimson. 1882 Rep.
Free. Metals U. S. 102 By sinking a shaft and drifting
preparatory to building a *wing-dam. 1857 J. D. Borth-
wick Three Yrs. California xvh. 265 A company of fifteen

or twenty white men would have *wing-dammed this claim.
1889 Century Mag. July 374/1 {Steamboat Decoration) More
of this glass gives a desirable touch of color in the lights
above the *wing-decks at each end. 1547 in Feuillerat
Revels Ediv. VI (1914) 14, vij peyre of Sieves *wyng
ffasshion. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Inorg. Nat. 80 The Pte-
richthys (*wing-fish). 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 304 ( Fishes
of the genus Prionotus\ are eaten.. only in the vicinity of
Hartford, Conn., where they are known as ' Wing-fish '.

1591 Spenser Ruins of Time 666 *Wing footed Mercuric
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. x. 322 Wing-footed Time. 1658
Rowland tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 923 Hail the daughters of
the wing-footed steed. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. Co.
vii, The neighbouring squire takes the pick of the *wing-
game. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 502 The *wing-layd Galley,
with her factious o.^res. 1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 119
*Wing.leaved Fig Wort, or Dog's Rue. 1884 Knight Diet.
Mech. Suppl. s.v. Stake-net, At from 30' to 40' down stream
another row of stakes is set, each opposite a stake in the
bar-net, and between these stakes a *wing-net is stretched.
X884 Marshall's Tennis Cuts 96 A gentleman, . . in a fit of
passion at some coup manque", flung his racket high in air,

and it lodged on the ledge above the tambour, behind the
wing-net. 1869 E. J. Reed Shipbuitd. vi. 101 The *wing
passages of wooden ships of war. 1879 Casselfs Techn.
Fduc. IV. 364/1 The ' wing-passage-bulkhead ' as a pro-
tection against under-water attacks such as ramming or
torpedoes, a t66t Fuller Worthies, Northamptonshire
(1662) 11. 279 Such practices, by these *Wing-posts, would
spoil many a Foot-post. 1883 ' Annik Thomas 'Mod. House-
ivife iv. 48 A seven or eight pound piece of *w*ing rib or sir-

loin of beef. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 135 *Wingsail
for Ketches. This sail is quadrilateral, and similar to the
mizen-course of a ship. It. .bends abaft the mainmast to

hoops which encircle 1 he mast. 1874 Garrod& Baxter Mat.
Med. 411 The elytra or 'wing-sheaths are long. x68i Grew
Musmum 1. § vii. ii. 164 The *Wing-shells almost square,
knobed on each side before. Ibi'd.,The Long-Shell'd Goat-
Chafer . . is above an inch long, and the Wing-shells of them-
selves an inch. 1835 Kirby Had. <§ Inst. Anim. I. viii. 252
The wing-shell belonging to the unimuscular section. 1854
Woodward Mollusca 11. 260 The wing-shells, or pearl-
oysters. 1881 Greener Gun 58 These guns, .were probably
intended for *wing-shooting. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 493/2
Last season, I shot with the best *wing-shot I ever hunted
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with. 1892 Greener Breech Loader 253 The contest for
the American Field Champion Wing-Sbot Cup. 1895 G. J.
Manson Sporting Diet., Wing-shot, .. hit on the wing.
1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 176 Dog-stoppers are used
as additional securities, .to ease the deck-stoppers. *Wing-
stoppers are used for the same purpose. 1872 Coues N
Amer. Birds 175 The *wing-tip projects only about £ an
inch beyond the secondaries. 1890 Darwin Desc. Man u.

xi. (ed. 2) 322 The female of Anthocharis cardamines does
not possess the beautiful orange wing. tips of the male.
1909 Daily Chron. 2 Feb. 5/6 He. .hesitated a second to
see that the man at the wing tip was ready. 1849 D, J.
Browne Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 236 Being *wing-tipped
and unable to fly, he caught it and brought it home alive.

1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuitd. Assist. 70 The *Wing
Transom to have a long arm'd Knee. 1815 Burney Fal-
coners Diet. Marine s.v. Transoms, The arms of the tran-
soms, being gradually closer in proportion to their distance
from the wing transom downwards. 1867 Pitt-Rivers
Evol. Culture, Prim. Warfare 1. (1906) 71 The *wing-
wader of Australia. 1791 Rep. Navig. Thames <$• /sis
Estimate 5 Taking down the Side- Walls of Godstow Lock,
re-building them, strengthening the * Wing-Walls, and finish-

ing. jC4S°- I 84« Civil Eng. <y Arch. Jrnl. V. 95/1 Retaining
walls were generally introduced at the ends of bridges, to
connect the abutments of the bridge with the natural ground;
but in these cases they were called ' wing walls '.

Wing, v. Forms: see prec. ; also pa.pple. 5
wyngged, y-whyngged. [f. prec. sb.]

I. Senses derived from senses 1-5 of the sb.

+ 1. trans. To carve (a quail or partridge). Obs.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f vij b, A Quayle wyngged. c 1500

[see Ele z: 2
]. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. 265. 1598

Bp. Hall Sat. iv. ii. 44 Him list not spend his idle meales
In tjuinsing Plouers, or in winging [printed winning]
Quailes. 1694 N. H. Laities Diet. 415 (bis), a 1756 Mrs.
Heywood New Present (1771) 269. 1804 Farley London
Art ofCookery fed. 10) 292 Partridges and quails. To wing
either of these birds, nothing more is to be done than to
raise the legs and wings.

2. intr. (f occas. refi.) To use one's wings, take

flight, fly ; occas. trans/, to sail
; Jig. to ' fly ', pass

swiftly, speed, poet, or rhetorical.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. iii. 133, I (an old Turtle) Will
wing me to some wither'd bough. 1623 ' Jack Dawe ' Vox
Graculi 51 It will lie better going by Land.. then to wing
against winde and tide without a tift-CIoath. 1628 Feltham
Resolves il.[l.] xxxn. 101 Iuvenat does tell vs, how Life wings
away ! 1688 Crowne Darius v. 62 He wings along the Air
in Clouds of Dust, And does not inarch, but fly. 1726
Adv. Capt. R. Boyle (1768) 268, I had nothing else to do
but to Wing to the Place where the Joy of my Life did once
reside. 18a: W. Hutton Life (1816) 238 The year winged
away in feasting upon a pleasure to come. 1816 Scott
Antiq. vii, Many of these wild tribes. .were now winging
towards their nests. 1844 Hood Haunted Ho. m. v, In
the upper gloom The bat—or something in its shape—was
winging. 1879 ' E. Garrett' House by Works xv, He
was dead before the telegram, winging over sea and land,

announced his danger to his son.

b. In pa.pple. = flying, on the wing. Obs. or arch.

1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, iv. vii. 21 Thou antique Death,..
Two Talbots winged through the lither Skie, In thy despight
shall scape Mortahtie. 1611 — Cymb. iv. ii. 348, I saw
Ioues Bird, the Roman Eagle, wing'd From the spungy
South to this part of the West. 1737 H. Brooke tr. Tasso
111. (1738) 10 Far wing'd before his Squadron Tancred came.
1844K1NGLAKE Eothenvi, Brave thoughts winged on Grecian
words gained their natural mastery over Terror.

3. trans, a. To fly through, upon, or across

;

to traverse by flying.

1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 13 The Crowes and Choughes,
that wing the midway ayre. 1667 Milton /*. L. iv. 936,
I alone first undertook To wing the desolate Abyss. 1733
Pope Ess. Man 111. 120 All that roam the wood, Or wing
the sky, or roll along the flood. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool

of Quad. (1809) III. 26 Thoughts that wing infinity, appre-
hensions that reach through eternity. 1820 Shelley Sky-
lark ii, The blue deep thou wingest, And singing still dost
soar, and soaring ever singest. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles,

Oedipus Colouus 108 1 Oh that I were a dove, that I might
wing the wind With pinion swift and strong.

b. with cognate obj. {flight, way).
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 14 New ways I must

attempt, my groveling Name To raise aloft, and wing my
flight to Fame. 1698 Congreve Semele n. i. 2 From Samos
have I wing'd my Way. 1790 Alex. Wilson To David
Brodie Poet. Wks. (1846) 7 The parting year prepares to

wing its way. 1848 Dickens Dombcy xxx, The week fled

faster. It had nearly winged its flight away. 1893 Sir R.
Ball Story of Sun xvii. 320 If we were able to wing our
way from this Earth into the depths of space.

4. To put wings upon, furnish or fit with wings

for flying; to feather (an arrow) ; also poet, in ref.

to the sails of a ship.

a 1616 B. Jonson Barriers 41 Marriage Loves obiect is;.

.

For her, he wings his shoulders. 1661 Boyle Style Script.

90 The Feathers that wing our Arrows. 1725 Pope Odyss.
iv. 785 With sails we wing the masts. 1757 Dyer Fleece n.

296 Nimbly they wing'd the bark. 1867 F. Francis Bk.
A ngling xiii. 399 The nicest operation of all, . . that of wing-
ing the fly.

b. fig. (or in fig. context) : To 'give wings to*

;

to enable to * fly ' or ' soar ' ; to give speed or swift

motion to; to speed, hasten.

1599 Peele Davidfy Bethsabe C j b, Cast as was Eua from
that glorious soile (Where al delights sat bating wingd with
thoughts, Ready to nestle in her naked breasts). 16. . Lust's
Dentin. 1. iii. {1657) B 8, Ambition wings his spirit, keep
him down._ a 1625 Fletcher Bloody Brother 111. i, Gis.
Tyrant, twill haste thy owne death. RoL Let it wing it.

1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Cor. vii. 5 (1656) 673 Fasting-days are
soul-fatting days: prayer is edged and winged thereby.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 175 The Thunder, Wing'd with red
Lightning and impetuous rage. 1781 Cowper Catharina
50 With her book, and her voice, and her lyre, To wing all

WINGED.
her moments at home. 18x4 Cary Dante, Parad. xx. 102
Lively hope, that wing'd The prayers [of St. Gregory] sent
up to God for his release. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiv, The
hours glided on,.. whether winged with joy or laden with
affliction. 1835 Lytton Rienzi vi. v, The Convent was at
some distance, but.. fear would wing her steps. 1849 M.
Arnold Soun. to G. Cruikshank, Artist, whose hand, with
horror wing'd, hath torn From the rank life of towns this leaf.

5. To convey by or as by means of wings ; * to
transport by flight ' (J.) ; to carry through the air
as if flying, to waft (also fig.).
1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [1.] xlvii. 139 It is these two

only [sc. water and earth], that seeme to make the body,
while the two purer, Fire and Ayre, are wing'd away.
1682 Otway Venice Preserved 111. it. 37 First, let's embrace,
Heav'n knows who next shall thus Wing ye together. 1807
J. Barlow Columb, 11. 126 When future gales shall wing
them o'er the tide. 1820 Clare Poems Rural Life 174
Sad was the day when my Willy did leave me, Sad were the
moments that wing'd him away. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. xiii, There was enough breeze . . to wing the shadow of
a cloud across the soft grey downs.
6. To send flying, let fly (as a missile) ; to send

off swiftly, to tiart.

1718 Pope Iliad xm. 832 With his full Strength he bent
his angry Bow, And wing'd the feather'd Vengeance at the
Foe. 1831 James Philip Aug. iii, Whether any of his train
could draw a good bow, and wing a shaft well home. 1880
Meredith Tragic Com. viii, The desire to wing a telegram
to her he thought it wise to repress. 1887 Morris Odyss.
xi. 396 And therewith I bespake him and winged a word for
his ears [en-eot mfpotvTa npo<rrjvStuv].

I. To brush with a bird's wing : cf. prec. 1 c.

1669 Stl-rmy Mariner's Mag. vn. xxxiv. 49 WT

ith Blew
Smalts_ strew very thick the Border while it is wet; and
when it is diy, wing that which is loose off. 1866 [see
Winged///, a. 2].

8. To shoot (a bird) in the wing, so as to disable
it from flying without killing it ; trans/, to wound
(a person) with a shot in the arm or shoulder, or

some other not vital part ; to injure or disable
(something) by a shot. Also, to pluck off the
wings of (an insect).

1802 G. Colman PoorGentl. v. iii. 77 We are on the ground
first.. What are the odds now, that he doesn't wing me?
1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 365 Snatched at, like flies

by children, to be winged and let go. 1826 F. Reynolds
Life $ Times I. 82 Though I regularly fired,. . I never even
winged a tomtit. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, Be steady, and
wing him. 1884 ' H. Collingwood ' Under Meteor Flagv,
Tompion was.. bid do his best to 'wing' the Frenchman
[sc. a ship]. 1914 Times 28 Oct. 9/6 One aeroplane was
winged by the Russian soldiery.

II. Senses derived from senses 6-9 of the sb.

9. fa. Alii. To furnish (a force) with additional

troops on the wings ; also of such troops, to form
the wings of. (occas. absoi.) Obs.
1591 Garrard's Art Warre 202 This squadron is.. flanked

with Musket., and winged with horsemen. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, v. iii. 300 In the maine Battel), whose puissance
on either side Shall be well-winged with our cheefest Horse.
1622 F. Markham Bk. War in. i. 82 They [sc. cavalry
armed with petronels] wing the Launces or Pistolleirs.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. § 248 Having winged his

Foot with his Horse and Dragoons. 1677 W. Hlbbard
Pres. St. Nnv-Eng. 125 We asked him what they intended
who promised to wing us. 1699 Relat. Sir T. Morgan's
Progr. France 6 We were forced to march up in four Lines
(for we had not room enough to Wing).

b. To furnish with side parts or projections, as

a building, etc.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 31 Aug. 1654, Two courts!.. wing'd
with cloisters. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 56 A new pair
of flood-gates, winged with stone-walls, a 1830 Edin.
Encycl. XIV. 349/1 If the pillars are to be winged after-

wards, they must be left of an extra strength. 1882 C A.
Young Sun vi. 198 The hydrogen is in such a state that the
lines of its spectrum are widened and ' winged '.

10. Naut. To carry up (ballast) in the wings of

a ship.

1794 Rigging <$ Seamanship II. 2S6 The iron ballast. .is

winged up 3 or more pigs above the floor-heads. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 735 To Wing up ballast, to carry
the dead weight from the bottom as high as consistent with
the stability of a ship.

II. Theatrical slang. To study (a part) in or

about the wings, having undertaken it at short

notice.

1886 Stage Gossip 70 In the event of an artiste being
suddenly called upon to play a part of which he knows
nothing, .he frequently has to ' wing * the part.

f 12. intr. To incline to a particular wing, side,

or party. Obs. nonce-use.

1617 R. Fenton Treat. Ch. Rome 52 This made the people
wing on that side.

"Wing, vnr. Win sb$ {slang), a penny.

Winged (wi*rjed, less /req. wirjd), a. Forms:
see Wing sb. ; also 5 venged(e, 6 Sc. vengit.

[f. Wing sb. + -ed ^.]

1. Having wings, as a bird, bat, insect, super-

natural or mythical being, etc. ; represented or

figured with wings.
Her. Having the wings of a specified tincture.

Also in numerous parasynthetic compounds, as long-

winged, strong-winged, siv/ft-winged, white-winged, etc,

q. v. in their alphabetical places.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 527 The wynged god Mercuric
1426 Lydg. De Guil. PUgr. 22816 Toward the henene sche

took hir fflyght ; For. .Sche was whynged, ffor to file. 1513

Douglas Mneis 1. x. 13 The vengit god of luif. 157a Bosse*

well Armorie 11. in b, An Harpie, Vert, Wynged de Or.



WINGED. 175 WINK.

c

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 235 Loue lookes not with the

eyes, but with the minde, And therefore is wing'd Cupid
-tainted blinde. 1599 — Hen. V% 11. Chorus 7 With winged
leeles, as English Mercuries. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 55 One
shap'd and wtng'd like one of those from Heav'n By us oft

seen. 1708 Prior Turtle fy Sparrow 172 Our winged Friends

thro' all the Grove. 1819 Keats Hyperion 1. 197 His
winged minions in close clusters stood. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agrt'c. (ed. 4) 1.66 This insect becomes winged
in the month of August. 1854 Tennyson Marr. Geraint

275 Tits, wrens, and all wing'd nothings peck him dead 1

1873 E. Balfour Cycl. India (ed. 2) V, Winged Sea-horses.

1891 Farrar Da>kn. <$• Dawn xv, The stop which regulated

the play of the water was formed into the winged figure of

a child moulded in silver.

b. poet. Applied to a ship with sails set.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cvn. viii, How many mounting
winged tree For trafhque leave retiring land. 1614 W.
Browne Inntr Temple Mas'/ue 1. Syrens' Song 1 Steere
hither, steere, your winged pines, All beaten mariners.

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 34 Why.. doe those winged
vessels cut the water? 1725 Pope Odyss. vm. 550 From the

shores the winged navy flies. 181a Byron Ch. Hat: n.
xxviii, Sailors.. Coop'd in their winged sea-girt citadel.

f c. Full of wings ; crowded with flying birds.

poet. Obs.

1634 Milton Comus 730 Th' earth cumber'd, and the
wing id air dark't with plumes.

2. Furnished with or having a wing or wings,

i.e. lateral part(s), appenrtage(s), or projection (s).

1597 A. M. tr. Guilleineau's Fr. Chirurg. 13/1 Ther forme,
which we cal Terrebcllum alatum, the winged trepane.

1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. iv. ii. 178 Sometimes they
would make a winged army, so that the mat tie body thereof
should be in the middle, & on each side a lesser company.
1620-55 !• Jones Stone- Hengyt Dipteros Hypxthros, which
is double winged about uncovered. 1780 A. Young Tour
Irel. II. 198 Mr. Wyse ploughed lightly with a winged
plough. 1844 H. Stephens Bh. Farm II. 520 Winged
grass-seed harrows. 1859 Reeve Brittany 176 A well-to-do

peasant father and son with the embroidered gaiter, winged
leather boot, many-buttoned waistcoat. i86» Cattit. Internat.

Exhib., Brit. II. No. 5728, A winged wardrobe, with circular

ends. 1881 J. Evans Anc. Bronze Implem. 71 The winged
celts may be generally described as those in which the flanges

are short and have a great amount of lateral extension.

19*3 J- C. Rogers Engl. Fur»it. fig. 33 A fine example of
a winged armchair upholstered in damask.

3. In special scientific applications.

t a. Bot. — Pinnate i a. Also winged clefts, the divisions

of a pinnatifid leaf (cf. wing-cleft, Wing so. 21). Obs. (An
inexact rendering of L. pinnatus, in this case intended to
mean 'feathered or 'feather-shaped '.) b. Bot., etc. Having
wings, i. e. lateral processes or appendages, as a stem, seed,

fruit, shell, etc. C. Bot. in names of plants distinguished
by having pinnate leaves {obs.), or winged stems or other
parts. Winged elm, a small N. American species of elm
\Utmus alata) with corky winged branches. Winged pea,
a plant of the S. European genus Tetragonolobus (now
included in Lotus), having four-winged pods (see Pea* 3).

a. 1668 Wilkins Peal Char. 84 Winged leaves ; like those
of Tansy. 1721 Mortimer Husb, (ed. 5) II. 214 Many
winged Leaves like those of the Ash. 1776 Withering Brit.

Plants Gloss., Winged-Leaves, when an undivided leaf-

stalk hath many little leaves growing from each side ; as

in . . Ash and Pea. Ibid., Winged-Clefts. 1796 Ibid. (ed. 3)
III. 772 Leaf triply-winged.
b. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants Gloss., Winged-Leaf-

stalk : one that is not cylindrical, but flattish, with a thin
leafy border at each edge. 1787 tr. Linnxus* Earn. Plants
I. 383 The seeds pedtcel'd pendulous three-side-winged.

182a J. Parkinson Outl. Qryctol. 203 Trigonal, with angular,
winged, membranaceous processes. 1866 Trtas. Bot. 1135/1
Tetragonolobus, a genus of leguminous plants allied to
Lotus, from which they are well distinguished by their

quadrangular winged pods.

C. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 31 Corallina pennata
longior. Inter Scopulos. Winged Coralline. 1665 Lovell
Herball (ed. 2) 470 Winged wind weed. 1739 Miller Gard.
Diet. II, Ochrus, Winged Pea. 183a Veg. Subst. Food of
Man 168 The Winged Yam. 1858 A. Gray Man. Bot, U.S.
(i860) 396 Ulmus alata.. (Winged Elm).

4. fig, (or in fig. context) : Capable of or per-

forming some movement or action figured as flight,

* flying'; flying or passing swiftly, swift, rapid.

1513 Douglas AEneis ix. viii. 30 The weyngit messengeir,
Fame. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. I'I, in. iii. 16 Combe downe his
haire ; looke, looke, it stands vpright Like Lime-twigs set

to catch my winged soule. 1596 — / Hen. It', iv. iv. 2

lieare this sealed Briefe With winged haste to the Lord
Marshall. x6oo — A. V. L. iv. i. 142 Eos... A Womans
thought runs before her actions. Ort. So do all thoughts,
they are wing*d. 16.. Lust's Domin. 1. ii. (1657) 13 5b, Old
time ric.be a foot-boy to thy winged hours. 1638 P. Vin-
cent True Retat. in Mass. Hist. Coll. (1837) Ser. m. VI. 39
Divers loopholes, through which they let fly their winged
messengers [/. e. arrows]. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. vii.

(1640) 180 Which race [sc. the Spanish Rennet], for their
winged speed, the Poets feigned to be begot of the wind. 165*— etc. Abel Rediv., Ramus 327 He was belov'd of all that
lov'd the fame of learning; for he had a winged name. [Cf.
Cicero, nomen nostrum votitare et vagari.] 1697 Drvden
Virg, Georg. 1. 508 The winged Thunder takes his way
From the cold North. 1709 Prior Henry fy Emma 333
And winged Deaths in whistling Arrows fly. 1799 Camp-
bell Pleas. Hope 11. 377 What though my winged hours of
bliss have been, Like angel-visits, few and far between.
1821 Clare Vilt. Minstrel I. 175 With double speed the
wing'd hour gallops by. 1824 Mrs. Grant Mem. $ Corr.
(1844) HI* 65 The dear old friends with whom I passed
that winded week. 1866 Lowell At Comm. Dinner, A
kind of winged prose that could fly if it would. 1877 Mrs.
Forrester Mignon viii, Oswald leaves her with winged
heels to make his arrangements. 1877 Tennvson Harold
hi. ii, Wing'd souls flying Beyond all change and m the
eternal distance To settle on the Truth.

b. esp. of words or speech (rendering or imi-
tating the Homeric phrase tw<a vTtpo€vray,

1616 Chai'Man Odyss. x. 488 Circe.. Bowing her neare me,
these wing'd words did vse. 1697 Drvden Mneis iv. 388
Then thus, with winged Words, the God began. 1791
Cowpf.r Iliad xxii. 92 His mother .. Then in wing'd ac-
cents, weeping, him bespake. 1813 Dvv.ox Br. Abydos i.viii,

Through her ears Those winged words like arrows sped.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxxvi, When our own winged
words seem to be hovering around us.

5. Comb. , as (in sense 4) winged-footed, -heeled,

f (in sense 3 a) -leaved adjs.

1869 Ruskin(?. ofAir i. § 26 There, .is born the shepherd
of the clouds, *winged-footed, and deceiving. 1590*Winged
heeld [see Wingv a. 4, quot. 1596]. 1808 Cobuett Weekly
Reg. 25 June 1001 If. .such a winged-heeled gentleman.,
should be to be found in their country. 1824 Loudon
Green-house Cotnp. 1. 88 Lotusjacolxus, . . A . . pea-flower, on
a delicate * winged-leaved plant.

Hence Wingredly (wrrjedli) adv.\ Wingredness
(wi-iji-dnus).

1651 Davenant Gondiberi 1. n. lxvii, (So *wingedly he
wheeles) No one could catch, what all with trouble finde.
171a R. Ward Life H. More 146 So lightly and wingedly
did he pass through it. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 813 Nor
with aught else can our souls interknit So wingedly. 1787
Bixkford Italy (1834) II. 325 Such a palpable manifesta-
tion of archangelic beauty and *wingedness.

Winged (wind), ppl. a. [f. Wjng v. -r -ed *.]

1. Shot or wounded in the wing.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 149 Winged, wounded, or

dead birds. 1865 Meredith Rhoda Fleming xix, He like
a winged eagle, striving to raise himself from time to time.

2. flushed with a bird's wing (Wing v. 7).
1866 Whittiek Snow-bound 156 We sat the clean-winged

hearth about.

"Winger (wi*rpj). [f. Wing sb. + -erA]
1. Naut. A small cask or tank stowed in the

wing of a ship's hold (Wing sb. 9 b (a)).

1794 Rigging fy Seamanship II. 286 Thesides are filled-In

with wingers of [? or] small casks. 1815 Burnev Falconer's
Diet. Marine.
2. Football, A player in the (right or left) wing

;

in the Rugby game, a forward whose place is on
the ' wing ' in the back row of the scrum.
1896 Boot le Times 18 Jan. 3/2 Dow making pretty head-

way and then passing to the left winger. 1903 P. Trevor
R- U. Football 44 The danger.. is that a race of mere
* shovers' will succeed a race of ' wingers'.

Hence "Wi-nging- vbl. sb. (Rugby Football).
192a J. M. B. Scott Rugby Football 72 *Winging '. .is

the mo>t scientific game a forward can play.

Wingless (wi-rjles). a. [f. Wing sb. + -less.]
Having no wings; destitute of wings.
Also applied by extension to birds having rudimentary

wings not used for flight.

1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. v. 808 Mamuques..Food-
less they live;.. Wing-less, they fly. 1668 Charlkton Ono-
mast. 50 A nihrenus,. .the win-less Hornet. 1704 Petiver
Gazofhyl. ii. 13, This wingless Wasp I have had from
Virginia. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 235 They differ

from Bignoniaces in their wingless seeds. 1835 Wordsw.
Athens

<J-
Atiica xiv, The Statue of Victory in this temple,

was sculptured wingless. 1855 Orr's Che. Sci., Inorg.Nat.
125 The apteryx .. a New Zealand wingless bird. 1910
Encycl. Brit. II. 233/1 Many wingless insects—such as
lice, fleas and certain earwigs and cockroaches.

J*.g* '598 Bastard Chrestol. iv. vi. 80 As if my thoughtes.

.

Winglesse & footelesse, now like snailes did creepe. 174a
Young Nt. Th. 11. 343 Our freedom chain'd ; quite wingless
our desire. 1820 Shhllev Prometh. Unb. 1. 48 The wing-
less, crawling hours. 1827 Hood Retrospective Rev. v,

My joys are wingless all and dead. 1873 C. E. Norton
Lett. (1913) I. 460, I have had to read of Lte some wingless
verse, and it was a delightful refreshment to find in your
sonnet poetry that soared.

Hence Winglessness.
1890 Universal Rev. Apr. 536 The winglessness of the

Madeira beetles.

Winglet (wi-rjlet). [f. Wing sb. + -let.]

1. A little wing ; also trans/, something re-

sembling a little wing, as a petal.

1611 [see 3]. 1800 Moore Anacreon iv. 19 And flights of
loves, in wanton ringlets. Flit around on golden winglets.
1851 Meredith Poetry of Shelley 1 See'st thou a Skylark
whose glistening winglets ascending Quiver like pulses
beneath the melodious dawn ? 1855 Allingham Day fy Nt.
Songs Ser. 11. The Choice iii, Pea-bloom winglets.

2. a. Entom. A small appendage at the base of
each wing or wing-sheath, as in certain flies and
beetles, or on each side of the rostrum in certain

weevils, b. Ornith. A process on the terminal

joint of a bird's wing, clothed with small and
somewhat stiff feathers: also called bastard or

false wing.
1816 Kirbv & Sp. Enlomol. xxiiL (1818) II. 348 The

winglets are small concavo-convex scales, of a stiff mem-
branaceous substance. 186a C. A. Johns Brit. Birds 263
The Jay. .winglet and greater coverts barred with black,
white, and bright blue.

3. A small wing-like appendage on some part of
dress.

1611 FloriOj Talare, ..certaine shooes with winglets as
Mercury is famed toweare on his feet. 1870 C. C. Black
tr. Demmin's Weapons of War 43 The small winglets that
were attached to the shoulder-pieces of the earlier coats of
leather and . . were sorts of escutcheons.

4. A small projecting part in a piece of mecha-
nism : see quot.
1835 Urk Phil. Manuf. 227 L is the winglet, which in

turning along with the spindle, has the power of making it

traverse and distribute the thread evenly over the surface of
the bobbin.

Wingmanship (wi'rjmanjip). [f.WiNG sb, after

:
such words as oarsmanship

,
penmanship (see -ship

2 b), the meaning of the element -man- being lost
1 sight of.] Skill in the use of the wings; flying

regarded as an art or accomplishment.
1867 Dk. Argyll Reign of Law 46 To stand still in

the air is not . .impossible to a flying bird,., but it is one
i of the most difficult feats of wingmanship. 1923 Times Lit.

Suppl. 30 Aug. 564/4 In sheer wingmanship, the peregrine
has no peer among lirkish birds.

f Wing-thrush. Obs. [? Arising from a mis-

understanding of LG. *wingaardsvogel
',
weingart-

drossel,i,wingaard vineyard,Winyakd + rogelbixd,

drossel thrush. Perhaps never current ; cf. WlK-
;

WARD,] The redwing, Tardus iliacus.

1544 Turner Avium Prxcip. I 7, Tertium genus [Tur«
1 dorum] ab Anglis a wyngthrushe, et a Germanis eyn wein-

gaeidsuoegel nuncupatur. Hie turdus .. niaculas ha! et

latiusculas lubras. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Litorne, a birde of the bignesse of a blacke bird called

a wing thrushe. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Litorne.

t Wingwise, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Wing sb. +
-wise.] In the manner of wings : used in quots.

in reference to opposite (as distinguished from
alternate) leaves.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. K ij b, They [sc. leaves of Cicer]
stand not wyngewyse, that is one ryglu against another.

1568 Ibid. in. 33 Gratiola. .'! he leaues growe wingwise by
copies one again-*t an other.

Wingy (wrrji), a. [f. Wing sb, + -y 1
.]

1 1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling a wing or

wings; wing-like. Obs.
1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iv. 66 The lower leaf

[of leguminous plants] closely involving the rmliniental Cod,
and the alary or wingy divisions embracing or hanging
over it. 1694 Addison Ovid's Met. it. Phaeton 183 \\ ith

wingy speed [they] outstrip the eastern wind.

2. Having wings, winged {poet.) ; having large

or conspicuous wings (cf. legg)').

1596 [s^e 4]. 1718 Rowk \v.Lutan v. 1029 If some rushing
Storm the Journey cruss, The wingy Leaders all are at

a loss. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 588 With tar Prevent the wingy
]
swarm and scorching heat. 1892 ' Michael Field ' Sight <$•

]

Song 1 The Indifle'rent. Watteau. The Louvre.. . He dances
I on ; the world is his,The sunshine and his wingy hat. 1918

[A. G. Gardiner] Leaves in Wind 2 Those wingy, nippy,
i intrepid insects that we call, vaguely, mosquitoes.

3. fig. Capable of 'flight
1

, soaring, asphing;
! soating out of reach, eluding giasp 01 cornpre-

, hension.

1643 Sir T. Bkowne Relig. Med. 1. § 9 Those wingy
mysteries in Divinity, and airy subtleties in Religion. Ibid.

§ 3a The noble Soule. .Whose wingy nature ever doth
aspire, To reach a place whence first it tooke its fire. 1678
Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 792 That this [etherial vehicle],

being made Light, and Alate or Wingy, might no way hinder
the bouls Ascent upward. 1760 Beattie Ode to Hope 11. i,

Youth's gallant trophies, .invite His wingy nerves to climb.

1855 Singleton Ain. 11. 1121 The phantom-form, .a match
For wanton winds, and likest wingy [orig. volucri] sleep.

4. Comb., as wing-footed, -heeled adjs. (cf. wing-
! footed, Wing sb. 21).

1596 Spenser F. Q. (ed. 2) lit. xii. 12 [Fear] fast away did
fly, As ashes pale of hew, and wingyheeld [1590 winged
heeld]. 1716 Rowe Ode for 1716 iii. 16 Wingy-footed was
he Born. 1740 Somerville Hobbittol. 1. 304 Thus on the
slackeii'd Rope The wingy-footed Artist. .Stands tott'ring.

t Wining, sb. Obs. In white-wining [app. i.

j

White wine + -ingS], a variety of apple.
1676 Worlidge I'inetum Brit. etc. 161 The White-Win-

ing, is a small white Apple;.. the fruit juicy and pleasant,
but soon perishing.

Wining (^vsi'nirj), vbl. sb. Also -wineing. [f.

,

Wine v. + -ing *.] The drinking of wine in com-
pany. Also attrib.

1847 Mrs. Gore Castles xiii. I. 287 Hampden's rooms [at

Cambridge], where one of our so-called wining parties was
prepared. 1891 Daily Ne:vs 2 Oct. 5/1 At the wining, he
finished his reply to the toast of the evening with a happy
conceit. 1917 Morning Post 16 Feb. 4/2 Lunching, dining,
and wincing with English members.. made them the dupes
of the Liberal party.

So Wining1

///. a., wine-drinking.
?I755 [E. Thompson] Meretruiad (1765) 13 When sep'rate

!

you enjoy 'd the wining man, What could resist a well-laid

bedded plan ?

"W"ining(e, obs. forms of Winning vbl.sb,

Winish (warnij), a. Now rare. Also 6 wyn-
! yshe, -isC^he. [f. Wine^. 1 + -ish 1

.] Having
; the quality or nature of wine ; resembling wine.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus nt. iv. Qiij, I neuer that wot of,

j
haue I dronk wyne more wynyshe. or purer from any water
put vnto it. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. Cvb, A wynisshe

myce. 1665 Havers P. delta Failed Ttav. E. India 70
Ananas, .the whole Fruit is. .held to be hot and good to

promote digestion, having in my opinion, somewhat of a

i

winish taste and strength. 1741 Compl. lam.-Piece 1. i. 43
Use no Wine, or winish Possets.

Wink (wirjk), sb.l Forms : see Wink v.* ; also

'. 7 whinke. [f. Wink v.1]
1. A closing of the eyes for sleep ; a (short) spell

\
of sleep, a nap. rare exc as in b, c.

In Shaks. in phr. referring to death.

136a Langl. /'. /'/. A. v. 3 penne Wakede I of my wink.

, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Maehor) 1204 Till bai be
1 sendee all had mad, pat to sic deide men suld parteyne. Or
ony wink come in )>ar eyne. C1450 Coz'. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.)

343 Here I Aske To go to taske A wynke. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 11. i. 285 Whiles you doing thus To the perpetuall

!

winke for aye might put This ancient mor^ell. 1611 —



WINK.
Wint. T. !. ii. 317 Thou, .might'st be-spice a Cup, To giue

|

mine Enemy a lasting Winke. 1M9 Mrs. A. Whitney
We Girls vi, ' What is it, dear? ' asked Mrs. Hobart, rousing

from a little arm-chair wink.

ta. Phr. {not) to sleep a or one wink, {not) a wink

of sleep, etc.

1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 9146 pey. . Ne mete ete, ne

drank drynke, Ne slepte onely a-lepy wynke._ £13*5 Mctr.

Horn. 79 That might he nouther ete ne drink, Ne have

nisht rest, ne slepe no wynk. 1508 Dunbar Poems vi. 14

This night I myght nocht skip a wink. 1513 Douglas
SEneis IV. x. 15 For neuir mair may scho sleip a wynk.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 316 marg., Reuilus a vigilaunte

consul, for he neuer slept wynke in his consulship. 1611

Shaks. Cymb. in. iv. 103 Since I receiu'd command to do

this businesse, I haue not slept one winke. 1682 N.O.
Boileau's Lutrin IL 22 My aking head can get no wink

of Sleep! 1740 Richardson Pamela II. 167, I will go

to-bed j but not one Wink, I fear, shall I get this Night.

1840 Dickens OldC. Shop v, Whether Mr. Quilp took any
sleep by snatches of a few winks at a time. 1883 Miss

Broughton Belinda 1. ix, He has slept no wink all night.

1891 Kipling Light that Failed xiii, 1 can't sleep a wink

with you at the window.

c. Forty winks : a very brief sleep, a short nap.

colloq.

1828 Egan Finish to Tom 4 Jerry iii. (1871) 87 The <

uncommonly big gentleman, told out, taking forty winks.

1851 Westm. /lev. July 326 His quiet 'forty winks' after

dinner. 1890 J. Hatton By order of Czar II. iv, 'Well,

I declare, Dolly, you are going to sleep !' ' I am very tired J

only forty winks. Is there time?'

2. A glance or significant movement of the eye

(often accompanied by a nod) expressing command,
assent, invitation, or the like. Obs. exc. in the

proverb A nod's as good as a wink to a blind

horse (see also Nod si. 1
1), and phr. to tip, give, or

get the wink (now apprehended as sense 5).

1500-20 Dunijar Poems\xxx\v. 35 3itt women Sould. .Thair

vertewis all inak of na availlis, lie subtill winkis, and thair

desaitfull talis. 1540 Elyot Image Gov. xxxviil. (1341) 94

Of a mayster sturdyland fierce, a lyttell wynke to his ser-

uant is a fearefull commaundement. 1583 Melbancke
Philolimus Sib, I am not so blind, that thou canst make
me beleue with a winke, it is midnight at noone day. 1591

Sylvester Du Bartas I. v. 24 Thou eternall Father, at

whose wink The wrathfull Ocean's swelling pride doth sink.

1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 11. a 1631 Doxne Poems, Swine
Rising 13 Thy beames, so reverend and strong Why shouldst

thou thinke? I co.sld eclipse and cloud them with a winke.

1676 Etheredge Man ofMode I. i, I only tip him the wink,

he knows an Ale-house from a Hovel. 1710 S. Palmer

Proverbs 100 A nod and a wink are very often treacherous

and false. 1756-7 tr. Kcysler's Trav. (1760) III. 313 At

last. .he gave him the wink. 1760-72 H. Brooke loot of
Qual. (1809) III. 139 Harry, upon a wink, stepped out.

ii 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarrons Com. Romance (1775) 1! - 2 *>2

The surgeon, who had previously got the wink, confined

him to his bed. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias IV. v.pn Don I'ehx

thinks a wink as good as a nod. 1818 Scott Hrl. Midi.

xvi, A wink's as gude as a nod to a blind horse. 1832 Ht.

Martineau Each ft All v. 69 On this, the wink went round,

and the neighbours dropped off. 1872 C. Gibbon For the

King xvii, He gave me the wink that the lady was a friend

b. A glance or glimpse. (Cf. Blink sb.2 2.)
_

[1598-1868: see Eye-wink a.] 1848 Dickens Domhey xii,

A trifle of orthography, a glance at ancient history, a wink

or two at modern ditto.

3. trans/, a. A moment of time, as being that

occupied by a glance of the eyes ;
phr. in a wink

(t with or at a wink), in a trice. (Cf. Eye-wink b.)

1585 Montgomerie Son*, xiii. 4 Bright Apollo.. Quhais

glorious glance jit stoutly skaillis the skyis, Quhen with a

wink we won.ier vhair they war. 1596 Dalkymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 206 How..radie to do the

king pleisour, at a wink quhen he wald charge. 1633 Earl

Manch. At Mondo (1636) 31 Man is only a winke of life.

1658 J. Robinson Endoxa 33 The rest.. were coexisting

with their first Being; or, upon the least Wink of Oppor-

tunity, prest to be drawn forth. X693 Southerne Maids
last Prayer in. ii, The company will be here in a wink, as

a body may say. 1790 D. Morlson Poems 7 Then aff a'

wallop in a wink. 1826 Hood / Remember 5 He [se. the

sun) never came a wink too soon. 1859 Tennyson Vivien

701 For in a wink the false love turns to hate. 1893 Steven-

son Catriona xxx. 362 The next wink of time their blades

clashed together.

b. {Not) a wink : (not) the slightest amount

;

esp. in not to see a wink.

150 Nashe Saffron Walden S 3, Hath he. .exprest in his

countenaunce the least wincke of dislike of them? 16:0

Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 242 Ambition cannot pierce a winke

beyond. 1621 Molle Camerar. Liv. L.ibr. 11. xiii. 117 He
was shut into a hole where he saw not a whinke. 1706

Estcourt Fair Example v. i, Whims. Look up, 1 say...

Sym. . . In Sincerity, Sir, I can't seea Wink. 1841 Thackeray

Gt. Hoggarly Diamond v, At least in my bed-room..I

could not see a wink.

4. A nictitation of the eyelid ; a blink.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. ii. 119 Euery winke of an Eye,

some new Grace will be borne. 1825 Scott Talism. xvii,

Mark me the smallest twitch of the features, or wink of the

eyelid. 1848 Thackehay Van. Fair xi, Sir Giles Wapshot

had a particularly noisy manner of imbibing his soup, and

her ladyship a wink of the left eye.

5. An act of winking (see Wink v.1 8).

1837 Dickens Pickw. ix, Jingle, .then, .added, with a

knowing wink, and a jerk of the thumb towards the interior

of the chaise [etc.]. Ibid, lvi, He had been much struck with

Mary's appearance! having, in fact, bestowed several very

unfatherly winks upon her, already. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Fair xiv, ' That is, if you're not on duty to that pretty Miss

Sedlcy,' Crawley said, with a knowing wink. 1851 D.

Jerrold St. Giles vii. 60 [He] gave a saucy wink to the

servant, and bounded, .up stairs. 1891 Earl Rosebery / itt

176

xiii. 227 Facts of this kind can of course be always dismissed
|

by a knowing wink or a sarcastic smile.

6. atlrib. and Comb.
1708 Cibber Lady's Last Stake I. i. 9 Tea !.. Heart-open-

ing, Wink-tipping Cordial. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin.

Ixxiv. (1783) III. 51 Upon mention of the wink money, he
was driving off as fast as he could. 1902 Monkshood &
Gamble Kipling 191 One of Mr. Kipling's jaunty,, .wink-

tipping sketches. X903 Hardy Dynasts I. vi. 1, Should
issues stand at pause But for a wink-while.

Wink, sb.- s.w. dial. Var. Winch sb.1

1847 Halliwell, Wink.. (2) A winch, or crank. West.

1873 Williams & Jones Gloss. Sow., Wink, an excavated or

sunken well. 1878 D. Kemp Yacht ty Boat Sailing 3S0 Wink,
a west country term for a kind of winch used in the bow of

a boat by fishermen to raise the anchor. 1886 Elworthy
W. Som. Word-Ik., Wink, a well from which the water is

drawn by a winch, chain, and bucket. 1919 Chope Some Old
Farm Implem. 23 The apparatus for spinning rope was
known as a wink (winch) or spinner.

Wink, sbfi slang. Short for Winkle sb.

1851 Mayiiew Loud. Labour I. 76/1 The ' wink ' men, as

these periwinkle sellers are called. Ibid. 479/2 Salt (or

fresh) herrings, winks, or shrimps.

Wink (wirjk), v.x Forms: I winoian, 3

winken, 4-6 wynk/e, 4-7 winke, winek, 6-7

wincke, (4 Se. vynk, 5 wynkyn, pa. t. wanke,
wonk, 6 wynck(e, 9 pa. t. and pa. pple. wunk),
4- wink. [OE. wincian wk. vb. = OS. wincon

to nod, MLG., MDu. winken, related to OHG.
winchan str. vb. (MHG., G. winken) to move
sideways, stagger, nod ; cf. OHG. winch (MHG.
wine, G. wink) m. nod, OE. wince Winch sb.1 :

f. Tent, wink-, older wetji- :— Indo-Eur. weng-.

Other formations on the base witjk- (wenh-) : wank- :—

weng- : inong-, to move sideways or from side to side, are

OHG. wane, wanch, MHG. ivanc turning, return, insta.

bility,0S.,OHG. wankbn (MLG., MDu., MHG. wanien);

OHG. wenkan, OS. wenkcan to waver, vacillate (MLG.,
M Du. , 1 )u. wcnktnlo nod), whence OF. gucnchirWlscHV.' i

Lith. vingiu to do unwillingly, avoid, vanghs inactive,

vlngis m. bend, curve, Albanian vank {vang.) felloe. See

also Wankle a., Wenchel.
Examples of a strong conjugation in English (pa. t. wank,

wonk) are very rare. The modern pa. t. and pa. pple. wunk
are jocular.]

f 1. intr. To close one's eyes. (Also in fig. con-

text : cf. 5, 6.) Obs.

C897 ^Eli-red Gregory's Past. C. xxxix. 287 Se sta^pfi foro"

mid Sam fotum & wincab mid 5a;m ea^um [orig. oculos

claudi/]. c 1000 iELFRic Gram. xxvi. (Z.) 156 Ic wincije,

conniueo. 111225 Ancr. R. 2S8 Hwon be bcorte draweo

lust into hire, ase ping bet wereamased, & fo'd on ase to

winken & forte leten bene ueond iwurcSen. c X374 Chaucer
Troylusm. 1537 Al for nought he may wel lyggeand wynke
But slep ne may bere in his herte synke. c 1386 — Nun's
Pr. T. 486 He wolde so peyne hym, that with bothe hise

eyen He moste wynke, so loude he wolde cryen. Ibid. 611

For he that wynketh whan he sholde see, Al wilfully god

lat him neuere thee. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 54 For ofte, who
that hiede toke, Betre is to winke than to loke. c 1480

Henkyson Two Mice 333 Quhylis wald he lat Mr rln vnder

thestra; Quylis wald he wink, and play with hir buk heid.

C1500 in Ret. Ant. I. 289 Sore me for-thinked, that I so

moche wynked, For had I never more nede than nowe for

to loke. a 1542 Wyatt in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 57 For

cause your self do wink, Ye iudge all other blinde. 1562

[see Winking//*/, a.i]. i&+l.\-i.v Campasptv.lv. ^Though
I winke, I sleepe not. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 19^ 'Ihere

are none want eyes, to direct them the way I am going, but

such as winke, and will not vse them. 1621 in Kempe
Losely MSS. (1836) 454 When you see y"» [sc. the nuns]

they must winke and not speak e to you. a 1631 Donne
Serm., John x. 10 (1640) 70 That man that is blinde, or that

will winke, shall see no more sunne upon S. Barnahies day,

then upon S. Lucies. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Collar 26

Good cable, to enforce and draw, And be thy law, While thou

didst wink and wouldst not see. 1664 Tii.lotson Wisdom

ofbeing religious 44 Men are not blind, but they wink, and

shut their eyes; they can understand, and wil[ not. 1700

S. L. tr. Fryke's Vay. E. Ind. 236, I open'd my Eyes, .and

[tbey] said, it was high time for me to open 'em ; for if I had

winck'd but a little longer, over I had gone. 1784 Cowper
Tiroc. 255 To follow foolish precedents, and wink With both

our eyes, is easier than to think. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf v,

I thought I saw him still, though I winked as close as ever

Winking/i/-. pple.: with the eyes shut (or blindfolded)."

c 1375 Cursor M. 23462 (Fairf.) Als wele ben sallow se

Wincandeals wibopin eye. 1390 Gower Conf. II. i8s>Thoas

.Whan Anthenor this Juel tok, Wynkende caste awei his

iok. 1538 Elyot Diet. Addit., Andabate, certayne men
that faughte with swordes wynkynge. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,

v. ii. 332 Burg. They are then excus'd, my Lord, when they

see not what they doe. King. Then good my Lord, teach

your Cousin to consent winking.

fb. Said of the eyes, occas. trans/, of other

things : To close. Obs. or rare arch.

In quots. 1598, 1898, said of the closing of the day.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4970 In als short whyle als hert

may thynk, Or mans eghe may open or wynk. 1576

Gascoigne Steele Glas 683 That one eye winks, as though

it were but blynd. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I ij, Yet

coulde he not perswade himselfe whether he dreamed.,

(although he knew of a certentie his eyes winked not).

1598 Mucedorus iv. i. 38 The christall eye of Heauen shall

not thrise wincke, . . Till we salute the Aragoman King.

1642 H. More Song of Soul II. I. II. i, While the Evening

keen With sharper air doth make his pores to wink. 1649

Davenant Love A> Hon. III. iv. 44 Where shadows vanish

when the world's eye wincks Behind a cloud. 1898 Mere-
: dith Odes Fr. Hist. 69 The sister Hours . . Are gone on

flowwith the day that winked, With the night that spanned

at golden gates. »«__».
•f o. In association with drinking off at a draught.

1548 Elyot Diet, Amystis, a .. drynke, which the Thra-

WINK.
cians vsed to drynke vp at one draughte, wynkyng. 15.,

Wyf °f Anchtirmwchty 76 in Bannatytu MS. (Hunter.
Club) 344 Ay scho winkit and scho drank. 1692 Kent ley
Boyle Led. ii. 37 And yet these same cautious and quick-
sighted Gentlemen can wink and swallow down this sottish

Opinion about Percipient Atoms.
2. To open and shut one's eyes momentarily and

involuntarily; to biink, nictitate.

a 1300 Cursor M. 341 All his comament was don, Suiftliker

ben nee may wink. £1440 Promp. Parv. 530/1 Wynkyn,
idem quod twynkelyn. 111450 Knt, de la Tour xii, She
loked smal and wynked ofte,..euer beting her eyelyddes
togedre. c 1500 Lancelot 1058 When that he felt the vatter

that vas cold, He wonk, and gan about hyme to behold.

1582 STANYHUKSTy2s?/m iv. (Arb.) 10S At my tears showring
dyd he sigh? dyd he winck with his eyelyd ? 1649 J ER -

Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Disc. ix. 122 It is impossible to pre-

vent them. .any more than we can refuse to winke with our
eye when a sudden blow is offered at it. 1703 Lond. Caz.
No. 3892/4 Robert Stephens, ..Stammering Speech, winks
on the left Eye. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 631 Dare not to

breathe, Or spit, or e'en wink, lest ye wake the monster.

1842 Dickks's Amer. Notes iii, The white wooden houses
(so white that it makes one wink to look at them). 1853 —
Bleak Ho. xxi, He. .adjusts his skull-cap with such a rub,

that the old man winks with both eyes for a minute after-

wards. 1916 Q. Rev. July 227 When there is a loud report

close at hand we instinctively wink.

b. Said of the eyes or eyelids : To blink. Also

occas. of other things : To open and shut quickly.

Now rare.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$- ftlin. Isagoge b 3, Amongst
Birds. .The eyes, are as those of other creatures,, .but they
winke, a membrane passing from the angle. 1668 Cul-
pepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. IL. vii. m The trebble-

pointed valves do not only wink, but they are close shut by
the blood distending the Heart. 1710 J. Clarke tr. Rohaulfs
Nat. Philos. 1. xxxv, When we look upon a lighted Candle
at a little Distance with our Eyes winking. 1814 Scott
Ld. of Isles vi. xv, The eye-lid scarce had time to wink.

1905 A. T. SheppakdAW CVazxi* 1. ii. 24 The eyes winked-

to again and closed for ever.

c. Of a light, a burning or glowing object, etc.:

To emit quick intermittent Hashes ; to twinkle.

(Now associated with sense 8.)

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 665 Like as a coal, that

winkt [orig. quidort] On a stick's end (and seemed quite

extinct), a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 81 [The Light of

Nature] is no Stane indeed, but a Candle: and.. it winkes

in the Socket too. 1707 E. Smith Phaedra <$• Hipp. lL 5
Feed with new Oil the wasting Lamp of Life, That winks

and trembles, now, just now expiring. 1802 Wordsw, Sonn.,
* Fair star ofevening'' y

Thou., shouldst wink, Bright Star !

with laughter on her banners. 1820 Keats To a Nightin-

tate ii, A beaker.. With beaded bubbles winking at the

rim. 1848 Thackeray Lett. Nov., The candles are just

winking out. 1851 Meredith Love in Valley xvii, A rill

where on sand the minnows wink. 1876 Miss Braddon

J. Haggard's Dau. x, The polished grate winking and
twinkling in the red light from a neat little fire. 1883

Hardy Wessex Tales (18S8) I. 16 Beyond all this winked a

few bleared lamplights through the beating drops.

T 3. To have the eyes closed in sleep ; to sleep
;

sometimes, to doze, slumber. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 182 The kyng than vynkit a litill

we. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 2384 Ofte he waketh

whan he sholde winke. c 1430 How It ise Man Tau^t his

Sonne 72 in Baoees Bk. 50 And go to bedde bi tymes, &
wynke. C1480 Henryson Want of IVyse Men 22 Eor

warldly wyn sik walkis, quhen wysar wynkis. 1535 Goodly

Primer L ij b {Ps. exxi. 4), Loo, neyther wyll he slepe, nor

yet ons wynke, that kepeth Israeli. 1553 Respublica 1135

Repose yourselfe, Madame, a while & winke. 1602 Ful-

becke 1st Pt. Parall. 19 Yes, our law in this case hath not

either slumbred or winked. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 216

Thou let'bt thy fortune sleepe: die rather: wink'st Whiles

thou art waking. 1616 T. Scot Philomythie B 6 b, When
others soundly sleep, he must but winke. 1649 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Wand. Wonders West 8 Wearinesse.. began to

inforce sleep upon me, so that. . 1 began to winke.

f 4. To close one eye, as in aiming at a target

;

hence, to aim : usually to wink with the one or the

other eye. Obs.

c 1340 Nominale (Skeat) 180 Homme doite dune, M[an]

with ee wynkyth. c 1460 Prere $ Boye (Ritson) 89 Yf

thou shote and wynke, The prycke thow shalt hytte.

ci48o Henryson Trial ifFox 559 His Hude he drew laich

attour his Ene, And, winkand with ane Eye, furth he wend.

1530 Palsgr. 782/2 He that wynketh with one eye and

loketh with the tother, I wyll nat trust hym and he were my
brother. 1538 Elyot Did., Coltimare, to wynke with one

eye. 1594 Blundevil Exerc, Navig. xxii. (1597) 329 Mooue
the Transame. .vntil you may see with the one eye (* inking

with y
e other) the one end of the transame to nieete iust

with the centre. .of the Sun. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

(ed. 2) 20 The Arimaspi (who from wincking when they

shoot are said to be Monoculi). a 1680 Butler Rem., Satyr

Imperfect. Hum. Learn. 1. 55 As Men, that wink with one

Eye, see more true, And take their Aim much better, than

with two.

5. To 'shut one's eyes' to something faulty,

wrong, or improper; to be complaisant. (Now
rare exc. as in 6.)

c 1480 Henryson Cock * Fox 571, I wes vnwyse that

winkit at thy will. 1562 Cooper Answ. Def Truth 61 b,

Some learned and holy men for the time did winke and

beare with suche thinges. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Miscrie

xi, And yet as though he knew it not, His knowledge wiiiks

and lets his humours reigne. 1781 Cowper Expos,
J.

256 Too

just to wink, or speak the guilty clear. 1859 ^
E
£
NV

^°.
N

Vivien 630 Is he man at all, who knows and winks? 1861

Reade Cloister $ H. xlvi, Many is the time I have winked

and wouldn't see too much.

b. Phr. To wink hard. Now rare ox Obs.

1620 Quarles Feast for Wormes iii. Med. iii. 38 Hard

must he winke, that shuts Ids eyes from heau'n. 1790 Burks
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WINK.
Pro!. Suthld. 40 And aiblins when they winna stand the
test, Wink hard and say, the folks hae dune their best !

1831 Scott Ct. Robt. ii, The Emperor, who will rather wink
hard than see disagreements. 1866 Geo. Eliot P. Holt ii,

Jermyn must be his [elcction-]agent; Harold must wink
hard till he found himself safely returned.

6. a. To wink at. (a) To ' shut one's eyes to ' (an
offence, fault, defect, impropriety, or irregularity)

;

to connive at
1537 Cromwell in Merriman Life t; Lett. (1902) II. J08

Persons that. .by. .wynkynjjat his preparacions. .encoraged
hym to be the bolder. 1540 Elyot Image Gov. xxxiii. (1541)
76b, Yesecretelywinkyngatthesayd faultes. J644M1LTON
Judgm. Bucer xlvii. 24 When as all kind of unchastity is

tolerated, fornications and adulteries winkt at. a 1708 T.
Ward Eng. Kef. 1. (1710) 112 If I this saucyness in you,
Shou'd se<-m to wink-at or allow. 1775 Sheridan Rival's
in. iii, Suppose you were to wink at her corresponding with
him for a little time. 181s Scott Guy /!/. xxxiv, You had
the price of half a cargo for winking at our job. 1861
Troi.lope La Strata I. ix. 250 A very evident tendency, .to
wink at the shortcomings of their friends.

{/') To disregard, overlook, pass unnoticed (a
fact or occurrence). Now rare or Obs.
»535 Jove Apol. Tinclale (Arb.) 32 He stretched forth his
enne agenst me as farre as he dirst, . .at the whiche chaleng
winked. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Acts xvii. 30 And the

tyme of this ignoraunce God wyncked at. (11656 lir. Hall
Rem. IVks. (1660) 371 We do willingly wink at the rest of
the differences of like nature. 169: Wcesils Postscr. 13
Some, who, ..either wink at, or absolutely forget her
admirable, tho plain Principles. 1848 Schomburck Ralegh's
Discov. Guiana (Hakl. Soc.) 172 It is.. evident that they
winked at consequences which they must have foreseen.

f(V) To be complaisant with (an offending or
contumacious person) ; to connive at the doings of.

1567 R'g. Privy Council Scot. I. 516 Seing the saidis
rebellis ourlukit and winkit at be sic as duellis maist ewcst
to thame. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iv. 52 Let not Light see
my black anddeepe desires: The Eye winke at the Hand.
1674 Jackson s Recantation C 2, My other two Comerades
[in thievingj lay in an Inn where they, .were winkt at by
the Master of the House. 1703 Da Foe More Reform. 37Thou art blam'd for Winking at a L - - d Whose Rapes and
Vices stand upon Record.

fb. (a) To wink on, upon: = a (a), above. Obs.
'54* J- Hevwood Prc-v. (1867) 19 She can wynke on the

yew, and wery the lam. 159! Shaks. Two Gent. II. iv. 98
Vr/on a homely obiect, Lone can winke. 1634 Milton
Comus 401 You may as well

. . bid me hope Danger will wink
on Opportunity. 1824 Landor Imag. Com'. I. Cromwell/,
Noble 59, I acknowledge his weaknesses, and cannot wink
upon his crimes. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1. v, Justice must
never wink upon great offenders.

t (b) To wink against : = a (b), above. Obs.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. xv. § 4 He that denies this

seems to me wilfully to wink against the light of Nature.
1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. i. (1786) 21 Having asserted
his former opinions in a most confident manner, he is tempted
now to wink a little against the truth.

fc. trans, m a (a), above. Obs. rare.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xviii. 58 Trow Je . . that God

omnipotent Will wynk vnsene sic wickitnes and wrang?
1695 Kennett Par. Antic*, ix. 301 This cheat was winkt in
the times of ignorance.

1 7. intr. To give a significant glance, as of
command, direction, or invitation : usually const.
on, upon, later to, at. Obs.

_
ciioo Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 118/15 Annicto uel annul.-
K"»j« »3-. Minor Poems of I ernon MS. xxxvii. 680
Whon bei comen togedere, ei)ser on ober wynkeb. 1377
LsSGL. P. PI. B. IV. 152, I sei?e mede in the moot-halle on
men of lawe wynke, And bei lawghyng lope to hire. Ibid.
xin. 85 Pacience perceyued what I thou;t, and wynked on
me to \x stille. c 1386 Chaucer Sfr.'i T. 340 The Norice
of digestioun the sleepe Gan on hem wynke. c 1400 Gamelyn
453 Whan I wynke on the loke for to gone. 14. . K. Edw.
t, Shepherd in Hartshorne Metr. T. (1829) 79 Oure kyng on
the schepherde wanke, Priuely with his eye. c ijao Skei.ton
Magnyf. 2023 Syr, remembre the tourne of Fortunes whele,
lhat wantonly can wynke, and wynche with her hele.
1530 Palsgr. 782/2 He hath wynked upon me thrise, what
so ever he meaneth. 155a Hui.oet, Wyncke at one, adnicto.
1590 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 333, I will winke on her to con.
sent, my Lord. 1613 Midoleton More Dissemblers m. i,

Then cast she up Her pretty eye and wink'd. 1640 tr.
Verdere s Rom. of Rom. II. xxxiii. 124 She winked to him,
whereupon he approaching with a great deal of respect unto
the Queen [etc.). 1671 Caryl Sir Salomon 11. 30 Why could
not you tell me on't? Single. I wincked, and wincked upon
you, and did all that I could. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 57
P 7, I winked upon my Friend to take his Leave. 1781Mme. D Arblay Diary 4 Nov., Mrs. Thrale winked at him
to give up the place. •819 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) IV. 236
Davis winked to his friends lhat it was all rizht i8ai
Moncrieff Tom f, Jerry 1,. iii. 43 Winking at me not to
take any notice. 1835 Dickens Sk. £oz, Astley's, Ma
having first nodded and winked to the governess to pull the
girls' frocks a little more off their shoulders.

t b. ? To ' give the tip '. Obs. rare.
c 146a Towneley Myst. xii. 244 Haue good aylle of hely ;

bewar new, I wynk, For and thou drynk drely, in thy polle
wylle it synk.

fc. trans/. To make a sign. Obs. rare.
1738 [G. Smith] Curious Rclat. II. 337 The Image of

Sichzus which stands on the Altar, winks with its Hand.
fd. trans. To bring into a specified state by

a glance or nod. Obs.
1633 G. Herbert Temple, Home vii, What is this woman-

kinde, which I can winke Into a blacknesse and distaste!
1728 Swift Jrnl. Mod. Lady 193 They. .Convey a Libel in
a t rown, Or wink a Reputation down.

te. phr. Wink all kid [see Hide r.l 1 e, and cf.
OF. c!ignemusset\ : hide-and-seek. Obs.
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1609 J. Davif.s Humour's Heaven 11. iv, So that he did
Driue them from dancing vnto Winck-allhid.
8. intr. To close one eye momentarily, in a flip-

pant or frivolous manner, esp. to convey intimate
information or to express good-humoured interest.
1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxiii, Mr. Weller .. winked so

indefatigably..that Sam began to think he must have got
the tic doloureux in his right eye-lid. 1838 — Nich. Kick.
xvi, He winked towards Nicholas with a degree of familiarity
which he, no doubt, intended for a rather flattering com-
pliment. 1886 Kipling Dcpartm. Ditties etc. (188S) 73 An'
Jock he sniggered, an' Jock he smiled, An' ower the card,
brim wunk. 191a G. B. Shaw Pygmalion 11. 142 He winks
at Higgtns.

0. trans. To close (an eye, the eyes) for a moment,
either voluntarily (sense 8) or involuntarily (sense 3).
Colloq. phr. To wink the other eye, to treat what has

been said with flippant disregard.
1838 Buckstonb Shocking Events 11 Hollo! hollo! he's

winking his eye at my maid. 1846 James Step-mother liv.

111.8,1 shouldn't have winked an eye all night if you hadn't
been here. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxvfi). Lady Cover-
ing, giving the young gentleman a delighted tap with her
fan, winked her black eyes at him. 187a Earl Pembroke
& G. H. Kingsley S. Sea Bubbles viii. 228 There was my
princess .

.
winking winks that ought never to have been

wunk. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xiv, Lording's eyes
tingled with tears. He winked both eyes together and blew
his nose with violence. 1898 'H. S. Merriman' Rcdcn's
Corner xxxn, The lighthouse winked a glaring eye that
seemed to stare over their heads far out to sea.

b. To wink away : to remove (tears) by blinking
one's eyes.

1876 Miss BrouGHTON Joan II. i, Joan, trying to smile,
and to wink away the two large tear* that have rushed to
her eyes. 1891 Mas. S. Batson Park I. v. 105 She winked
away a few hot tears of shame that rose to her eyes.

c. To move swiftly, cause to flicker like an
eyelid.

1883 Vrukzs Prometheus 1464 Like butterflies, that, .upon
» w-all Winking their idle fans at pleasure sit. 1897 S.
Crane Third Violet xxviii. 190 He told me you swore like
a drill-sergeant if the model winked a finger.

d. To give (a signal), express (a message), etc.

by means of flashlights.

1918 Glasgow Herald 22 Nov. 5 Their flagship's great.

.

eye of flame winking out a message. 1919 Ibid. 21 Apr. 7H.M.S. Glory. .winked us welcome from the mast-head.

tWink, v.* Obs. rare. [var. WlNCH vA Cf.
Wink s/>.-] intr. To shrink, wince.
1508 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 1. Eden 145 That boistrous

Adam's body did not shrink For Northren Windes, nor for
the Southren wink. 1677 [see Winking vbl.sb. 2

].

Wink, obs. form of Winnock. Sc., window.
Wink-a-peep (wi-rjkap/p). Also 7 wink-

apipe, wineopipe. [f. Wink vA +P&SS sb.]

1 1. //. The eyes. Obs.
Cf. Devon dial, wink-a-peeps 'drowsiness'.
1S15 Brathwait Strappado 4 Those wink-apipes of thine, '

those ferret eies. Ibid. 116 Awake for shame, open thy
wink-a-peeps 1

2. dial. The pimpernel, Anagallis aniensis.
1616 Bacon Sylva § 827 There is a Small Red Flower in

the Stubble-Fields, which Country People call the Wineo-
pipe. 1886 Cheshire Gloss. 1897 OutTtig (U.S.) Mar. 593,

1

The wincopipes are opening, sefior.

Winked (winkt), ///. a. [f. Wink p.l + -ed 1.]

Winked-at, -on, connived at, tolerated.
163a Brome Northern Lasse v. viii, [He] has been a loose

Liver, ..at.. most of the winkt at houses about the Town.
|

1810 Crabbe Borough iv. 352 Plays, Put out by heathens in
the wink'don days.

II Winkel (vi-ijk'l). Also winkle. [Du.] A
store or general shop in South Africa. Hence
Wi nkler, a store-keeper.
1839 W. C. Harris Wild Sports S. Afr. xxxvii. 332 We

lost not a moment in opening a winkel, or shop. 1853
W. R. King Campaign. Kajftrland vi. 139 ' Winkel wag-
gons ' had come out to the camp, and the ' winklers ', or
private traders, sold everything they had. 190a Blackw.
Mag. Feb. 169/1 Richmond Road is not a township.. .It
boasts of one winkel adjoining the railway buildings.

Winker (wi-rjkar). [f. Wink vA + -XBl.]
1. One who winks (in various senses), rare.
1549 Latimer 3rd Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 94 He was

no gyfte taker, he was no wynker, he was no bywalker.
I

1550 Bale Image Both Ch. 11. xiii. fsij, That franticke i

papist lohn Eckius, and our wvnehester the wynker of 1

wyles.
^
e 1500 in Collect. B. L. Ballads (1867) 254 Cat will I

after kind. All winkers are not blind. 1649 Bulwer Patho-
myot. 11. iv. 164 True Cowards who are of the worse Sect
Of winkers an went to shut their Eyes. X715 Pore Let. to
Craggs 15 July, A sett of nodders, winkers, and whisperers.
i8»o J. Chambers Illustr. Wore. 539 ' Are you a gentleman
and wink at whist?' This was too much for the winker.
190a Sat. Rev. 19 July 77/1 Self-conscious winkers and
gigglers over their own misconduct.
2. Chiefly //. applied to the eyes or the eye- 1

lashes. Now dial, or slang.
1734 in Mrs. Delany Aulobiogr. (1861) I. 519 As soon as

my winkers are opened I am always blessed with one of
your epistles. 1808 Jamieson, Winkers, the eyelashes. S.
1893 Boy's Own Taper Jan. 157/3 Here, youngster, clap
your winker to this glass. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxvl
226 Curling upward like the winkers of an old man's eye.

b. The nictitating membrane of a bird's eye.
1884 Coues .V. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 180.

3. //. (rarely sing.) - Blinker 2 b ; also attrib.

tW^ofig. or allusively.

1583 Fclkf. Def, Confut. Papists 32 He is the common
packhorse of the Papistes, ..he weareth a paire of winkers
ouer his eyes like a milhorse. 1746-7 Mrs. Delany in

WINKING.
Auiobiogr. (1S61) II. 449 Most people wear vast winkers to
their heads. 1755 J. Shebbeare Lydia (1769) II. 29 Her
cap standing beyond her eyes like a coach-horse's winktrs.
X794 Fklton Carriages (180:) II. 136. 1859 Carriage
Builders' Art Jrnl. I. 43/1 The winker-check is cut eiyht
inches from buckle to buckle. 1883 J. PhiUPSON Harness
18 Hogskin is utilized for the pads, winkers, &c. of brown
harness.

Comb. 1845 Bkowning in Lett, R. B. % Eliz. B. Barrett
(1809) I. 79. I ai" set guing with a hand, winker-wise, on
each side of iny head.

b. transf. Spectacles, rare.
1816 ' Quiz ' Grand Master 1. 11 A patent pair of goggle

winkers, Conceal'd from public view his blinkers.

Winkey, vari.int of WlHKT.
Winking (wiTjkirj), vbL sl>} [f. Wink v> +

-IHG !.] The action of Wink v.^

1 1. Closing the eyes in sleep; dozing, slumber-
ing ; also, a doze, a nap. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Hem. 145 J'er seal beon . .lokinge wio-uten

I
winkunge, song wiS-uten lisse. 1377 Lancx. /'. PL B. v. 3
t'anne waked I of my wynkynge and wo was with-alle,
|>at I ne hadde sleped sadder. 1393 Jhid. C. xu. 167 In
a wynkynge ich worth and wonderliche i-.b mette.
attrib. 1625 Fletcher & Shirley Nt.- Walker iv. i, So,

so, he's fast; Fast as a fish ith' net, he has winking powder
Shall worke upon him to our wish.

b. The taking of * forty winks'.
1862 Smiles Engineers III. xii. 239 Stephenson, .would

occasionally refresli himself, .by a short doze, which. .he
would never admit had exceeded the limits of'' winking ', to
us? his own term.

2. The shutting of the eyes, as in blinking, as

a gesture of aversion or connivance, and now esp.

as a flippant indication of intimate knowledge or

amused interest, f Also, a significant glance or

movement of the eyes ; with at, connivance.
c 1440 I'romp. Farv, 530/1 Wynkkynge, of the eye (S. with

the eye), nictitacio, .. nidus, .. conguinicw, . . connuencia.
C1460 J._ Russell Bk. Nurture 282 Glowtynge ne twynke-
lynge with your y^e.. Watery wynkynge ne droppynge but
of sight clerc. 1538 Elyot Diet., Aictus, a wynkynge, as
whan one doth sygnifie his mynde to an other by loking.
1564-78 Blllein Vial. agst. Jest. (iESS) 20 What meaneth
bee by winkyng like a Goose in the raine? 157a Instruc-
tions Earl Wore, in Digges Ccm/l. Ambass. 11655) 31S To
suffer no permission or winking at of any other Religion
then that which .. our Realm hath always held. 1595
Shaks. John iv. ii. 211 On the winking of Amhoritie To
vnderstand a Law. i6oz — Ham. 11. ii. 137 If I had. .giuen
my heart a winking, mute and dumbe. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T.u. 152 Ureaches of charity, .by the winckiiig
and scorning of our eyes. 1664 Tillotson Wisdom ofbeing
religious 33 If there be a God, a man cannot by an obstinate
dis-belief of him make him cease to be, any more then a man
can put out the Sun by winking. 1684 Howe Redeemer s
Tears Wks. 1724 II. 15 Men may indeed, by resolved, stiff,

winking, create to themselves adarknehS amidst the clearest
Light. 1693 Locke Educ. § 138 If. .any one. .should.

.

make them think there is any difference between being in
the dark and winking, you must get it out of their Minds.
1783 O'Keeffe Birth-Day 2S Sly winking and blinking, As
leeiing and jeering. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Aunaliue
I. 206 What.. is all this winking and smirking about? 1831
Scott Ct. Rolt. xiv, It is the misfortune of the weaker on
such occasions, .to be obliged to take the petty part of
winking hard, as if not able to see what they cannot avenge.
1837 Dickens I'icktv. xxviii, The fat boy swallowed a glass
of liquor without so much as winking.

3. The rapid alternating motion of an object
;

the intermittent flashing o! light.

1859 L Brown Rab <$• F\ 16 The mobility.. of that bud
[of a tail], ..its expressive twinklings and winkings, .were of
the oddest and swiftest. [1899 F. T. Bullem Way Navy 28
The flagship keeps breaking out into rapid winkings of
lofty electric eyes.] 1908 C. W. Wallace Children Chapel
Blackfrtars II The modern signal bell of the German
theatre, .when an act is ready to begin ;—a signal reduced
in American theatres to the winking of the lights.

4. Like winking : in a flash, in a twinkling, very
rapidly or suddenly; also, with vigour or per-
sistency, ' like one o'clock ', like anything \ So,
as easy as winking.
1827 Hood Sailor's Apol. 71 Both my legs began to bend

like winkin. 1841 Marrvat Poacher xxii, He's a regular
scholar, and can sum up like winkin. 1871 * Alipk Ciieem '

(Yeldham) Lays 0/ Ind (1876) 85 But [we] cry ' pray grow
your opium! Because it pays like winking. 1907 H.
Wvndham Flare ofFootlights xxxv, She'll, .make a hundred
and fifty a week as easy as winking.

t Wrnking, vbl. sb.- [See Wink v.%] Wincing.
1677 W. Hughes Man 0/ Sin u. \. 7 What a Desperate

Cause is this;. .Is not this meer winking to avoid a blow ?

Winking (wimkirj), ppl.a. [f. Wink vA -*-

•ING 2
.] That winks.

1. That shuts the eyes or one eye intermittently

or for an instant ; blinking
; f slumbering, sleepy

;

in OE. as sb. = the blind.

Used to render the specific name conuivens of certain birds.

a 1000 Sal. <v Sat. 77 Lamena he is l«ece, leoht winceudra
[v.r. winciendraj. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. xi. 4 po wepte
I fur wo and wratth of her speche, And in a wynkyng wratth

wex I astepe. 156a J. Heywood Prov. <5r
Epigr. (1B67) 162

Smalle holes keepe small mise, from wily winkyng cats. 1611

Shaks. Cymb. n. iv. 89 Her Andirons, .were two winking

Cupids Of Siluer. 1630 Br. Hall Occas. Medit. xxL 53
Wee are wont to salute it \sc the light] ;«t the first comming
in, with winking, or closed eyes 1693 Dryden Ovid's

Met. 1. 900 The Keeper's winking Eyes began to fail. 1784
Cowper Task it. 773 Blame we most the nurslings or the

nurse? The children,.. deform'd, Through want of care ; or

her, whose winking eye And slumb'ring oscitancy mars the

brood? 1801 Latham Synopsis, Sufipl. II. 53 Winking Fal-

con [Falco connivens]. It has a wonderful faculty of con-
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tracting and dilating the iris. 1810 Crabbe Borough x. 243
And prosing topers rub their winking eyes, 1855 Poultry
Chron, III. 381 The nictitating (winking) muscles. i85o
Patmore Faithful For Ever 11. ii. 109 And I, contented,.. !

idly stroke The winking cat, or watch the fire. 1870 Dis-
raeli Lothair liv, Starveling saints and winking madonnas.

f b. Characterized by shutting of the eyes or

averted looks ; conniving, Obs.
1577-81 Breton Floorish upon Fancie Wks. (Grosart) I.

37/1 Some finely vse a winking kinde of wile, Some looke
alofte, and some doo still looke downe. 1579 Hake Newes
out of Powles (1872) F viij b, See, see, what wyly winking
shiftes, by ciifFe browde beasts are made. 1605-6 Earl
Northampton in Crt. <$ Times Jos. I (1848) I. 55 The
winking course which I am forced to take daily in the

ports, .hath, .tired me with struggling between both parts.

2. Iransf. That opens and shuts ; often, by exten-

sion, applied to intermittent light, the flashing of

lamps, the twinkling of a reflexion, or the like.

'595 Shaks. John n. i. 215 All preparation for a bloody
sledge, And merciles proceeding,. .Confronts your Citties

eies, your winking gates. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii.25(Song)

And winking Mary-buds begin to ope their Golden eyes.

1681 Dryden Span. Friar 111. ii, A dim winking Lamp.
1789 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Subj. for Painters Wks. 1812 II.

142 A winking Light of paltry Rush. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Shop xxviii, These [houses] had very little winking win-
dows, and low-arched doors. 1904 Hichens Garden Allah
xx, The first glass of blithely winking champagne.
3. Comb., as f winking-eyed a., blind (fig.').
1621 Eng. Prot. Plea for Eng. Preists <$• Papists 60 The

councell could not be so winking eyed, but they would haue
found foorth some one or other culpable.

Hence Wi'nkingly adv., with winking eyes;

f with a casual look ; with a wink or winks.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 13 b, Whose pleasing face he
had scarce winkingly glanst on [etc.]. x6ia Peacham Gentl.

Exerc. 111. (1634) 138 If any one beholdelh ..some very white
object, he vieweth it winkingly. 1868 N. Brit. Rev. Dec.
429 The left eye of Raff, .asks winkingly, 'What do you
bring to-day?' 1897 Blackmore Dariel xlix. 437 Looking
out winkingly in all directions,. . I beheld a company of
little rocks.

Winkle (wi-rjk'l),^. Also 6 winele, 7 winckle.
Shortened f. Periwinkle 2 (cf. wig from periwig).
1585 Higins Junius Nomencl. 65/'2 Cochlea,, .a Winele:

a periwincle or cockle. 1601 Holland Pliny vm. xxxix. I.

218 Lisards, (deadly enemies to the Snailes or Winkles above
named). 1610 — Camden's Brit. (1637) 727 Stones like

unto sea winkles or cockles and other sea fish. 1615 Crooke
Body of Man 601 It is called Concha, .because it is like

a Winkle or Periwinkle. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxi,

The very winkle of your country in his shelly lair, 1899
Whiteing No. j John St. vii. 60 A typical family.. lives

before the public on a nutriment of winkles and gin.

attrib. 1845 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 256 The
'winklemen were on the mud all day. 1881 Instr. Census
Clerks (1885) 39 Winkle Gatherer. 1903 Times 13 Aug. 13/2

A shilling used to be charged for a winkle license, which
lasted during the winkle season.

Hence Wi'nkler, one who gathers winkles
;

Wi*nklint? gerund.
1889 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames 58 Eel-trawlers and ' w'mk-

lers'. 1898 Punch 20 Aug. 77/2 D'year as
fow old Bob

Osborne 'ave give up Shrimpin' an' took ter Winklin'?

Winkle 'wi*nVl),z/. dial. [f. Wink v. 1 + -le 3.]

inir. To emit light intermittently; to twinkle.

1791 Learmont Poems 37 In vain the starry winkling
gleam. 1807 Hogg Mountain Bard 63 What though she
has twa little winkling een ? They're better than nane. 1905
Mrs. Barnks-Grundy Vacil. Hazel 198 The stars and
planets twinkled and winkled, and sparkled and glittered.

WinkleSS(wi'nk,les), a. [f.WlNK sb.1 + -LESS.]

Without a wink, unwinking.
1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 93 The upturned gaze of winkless

scores [of artificial eyes]. 1867 K H. Ludlow Brace of
Boys 255 Sat bolt upright in the pew. winkless as a deacon.

tWinklot. Sc. Obs. [Obscure; for the ending

cf- giglol, Giglet.] A wench.
15.. Peblis to Play 73 in Maitland Fol. MS. (S.T.S.) 178

Ane winklot fell and hir taill vp. Ibid. 233, 182 Quhen the
wink lottis and the wawaris twynnit.

Winky (wi-nki). Also-ey. [f.WiNKzj. 1 +-y<3.]

Only in slang phr. Like winky, Mike winking'.
1830 Lvtton P. Clifford xxxi[ii], The parson forks him out

ten shiners, preaching all the while like winkey. 1838 Mrs.
Smythies Fitzherbert ix, We'll be back like winky. 190J
Begbie Sir J. Sparrow iit. 33 She kicks like winky.
"Wirxle, Sc. form of Windle sb.%

+ Winly, a. Obs. Forms: 1 wynlic, wenlic,

3 wunlic, wun-, wund-, wane-, wonliche, 4
wynly, -lichee, -wynnelych, 5 wynlyche, winli.

[OE. wynlic, f. wyn(n joy, Win sb.% + -lie, -ly *.]

Pleasant, agreeable
;

goodly, splendid, beautiful.

(Often merely a vague epithet of commendation.)
a 1000 Phoenix 34 Sunbearo lixeo", wuduholt wynlic. c 1000

Ags. Horn. (Assmann) ix. 205 Heo wa^s swioe wliti^ and
wenlices hiwes. £1205 Lay. 8090 Waes at foren ban waefde
imaked an wunlic fur. Ibid. 10000 Stod be wundliche
[c 1275 wonliche] wude amidden ane waelde. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter xxiii[i], 3 Wha sal stegh in hille of lauerd winli?

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1411 Some of bo wynly
wones Were peynted with precyus stones, a 1400 Pistill of
Susan 99 With wardons winlich and walshe notes newe.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 181 Ther-to wylde to wale, and wyn-
lyche bryddes.

t Winly, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 wynlice, 3
wunliche, 4 wynli, -lyche, wynn-, wynely,
4-5 wynly, 5 winly. [OE. wynlice, f. wynlic :

see prec. and -ly 2
.] Pleasantly, agreeably ; finely,

splendidly. (Often vague in alliterative verse.)

I c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cvii[i]. 2 pset ic wynlice on psalterio 1

pe singan mote, c 1205 Lay. 3605 Sone wer5 be aide king
wunliche iaedeled. CX350 Will. Palerne 749 A gardin euene,

I ..wynli wib heie wal was closed al a-boute. C1400 Sc.
! Trojan War (Horstm.) 1. 225 The stretis ware strautht &

wynly maide. a 1^00-50 Wars Alex. 5545 In at a wicket
he went & wynly it speris. C1440 York Myst. xlv. 103
What ayles yow women, for wo bus wynly to wepe? c 1450

1 Holland Hoxulat 660 The Pape and the patriarkis . . Wei-
cummit thaim wynly.

Winn, obs. form of Win.
"Winna. Sc. = will not ' : see Will v.1 A.6b0.
Wiimable (wi'nab'l), a. Also 6 wyn(n)able,

7 winneable, 8-9 (erron.) winable. [f. Wixz>.l

+ -able.] Capable of being won, in various senses.

1544 Betham Precepts War 1. v. Bivb, All cyties..be
more wynable on the one syde, then on the other. 161

1

i

Cotgr., Gaignable, gettable, winnable, gaineable. 1747
Hooson Miner's Diet. L 3 b, When Work is Soft, Kind, and
Winable enough without any Hardship. 1807 Anna M.
Porter Hungarian Bro. xi. (1832) 131 The best proof I can
have of her heart's being winable only by a brave and
upright man. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Feb. 8/1 All the rest

are winnable exactly as Southwark was won.

"Winnackew, -acoe, obs. var. Guanaco.
x 729 J-

Wood Voy. 86 Here is Plenty of Winnackews, or
Spanish sheep.

Winnaill, obs. Sc. form of Vennel.
Winnard (wi'najd). Also 7 wheenerd. [app.

I a. LG. weingartdrossel, -vogel (see Wing-thrush),

I

with the second element dropped.] A local name

j

of the redwing, Turdtis iliacus.

a 1698 [see Windle sb.*]. 1758 Borlase Nat. Hist.

,
Cornw. xxi. 245. 1880 E. Cornzvall Gloss.

Winne, obs. form of Win.
"Winnel, dial, form of Windle.
"Winner (wi-nsi). [f. Win v. 1 + -er 1

.] One
1 who or that which wins, in various senses.

1. One who gains something, esp. by effort or
! merit ; spec, one who gets (a living) by labour, an
earner (obs. or dial. exc. in Bread-winner) ; f one
who makes profit, as by trading

;
+one who 'wins'

(corn), a harvester, reaper (fig.)-
135a [see Waster sb. 1

1]. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii.

{Machor) 860 Of goddis corne wynnare to be. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. 1. 222 Webbesters and walkers and wynners with

,
handen. £1456 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 235 Robberys now
rewle ry3twysenesse, And wynnerys with her sothe sawe.

1483 Cath. Angl. 420/1 A Wynner, lucrificus. 1523-34
Fitzherb. Huso. § 36 He that byeth grosse sale, and re-

I

tayleth, muste nedes be a wynner. 1556 J. Heywood
Spider <5- F. lxxiii. 21 No file therby winner, the worth of

a straw. 1593 Extr. Aberd. Reg.{iZ^Z) II. 85 Knawin..
to be wynneris of thair leving be sum honest moyen. 1630
R. N. tr. Camden"s Hist. Eliz. iv. 173 Whereas Religion is

the greatest winner of mens affections. 1836 Hor. Smith
Tin Trump. I. 257 The winner of a title generally deserves

it. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvii, The Major was
disengaged too, and swore he would be the winner of her.

1876 Sir C. Dilke in Life (1917) I. xiii. 197 Holker..
a great winner of verdicts from juries, was one of the dullest

men. 191 1 'G. A. Birmingham' Lighter Side Irish Life
i. 6 A woman, a careless winner of the hearts of men.

2. One who is victorious in a contest ; a victor

;

esp. one who wins a game, a race, a prize, etc.

;

spec, a horse, dog, etc. that wins a race ; in games
of skill, the * piece 7 that is nearest to a certain

point, a winning shot, etc. ; in recent slang, a thing

that scores a success.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 74 [If he] has tynt

the bataill, tharfore he had the wrang, and the wynnar the

rycht. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. x. (1867) 24 Be they
wynners or loosers, Folke sa'iealwaie, beggers should be no
choosers. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 156 The verie Romanis selfes, victorious winneris. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 187 'Twas I wonne the wager,

though you hit the white, And being a winner, God giue

you good night. 1598 — Hen. V, in. vi. 120 When Lenitie

and Crueltie play for a Kingdome, The gentler Gamester is

the soonest winner. i6u — Cymb. in. v. 15 Sir, the Euent
Is yet to name the winner. 1667 Leathermore : Advice
cone. Gaming (1668) 10 It is not deny'd but most Gamesters
have at one time or other a considerable run of winning,

but.. I could never hear of the Man that gave over a
winner, (I mean to give over, as never to play again). 1710

Actq Anne c. 19 § 2 It shall, .be lawful., for any Person.._to

. .recover the same [money], ..with Costs, .against such Win-
ner. 1789 D. Davidson Seasons 167 A leal shot ettled at

the cock, Which shov'd the winner by. 1811 Ace. Game
Curling 9 The storlPhearest the tee . , is called the winner.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxx, At length the play came to

an end, and Mr. Isaac List rose the only winner. 1854
Poultry Chron. I. 371 Winners of the First Prizes. 1859 H.
Kingsley G. Hamlyn xix, I'd ridden seven great winners
before I was eighteen. 1874 J. D. Heath Croquet-Player 83
It is.. unfair to the winner, to tell him that he won only
because you ' had a bad mallet'. 1876 Coursing Calendar ig

In a scrambling course, run partlyout ofsight, the early points

of Moonshine doubtless landed her the winner. 1913 Play
Pictorial No. 131 p. iv/i The Alhambra has also found
a winner in its curiously named ['revue'] '8d. a mile*.

Winning (wi'nirj), vbl. sbl Forms: see Win
v. 1 [f. Win v. 1 + -ing 1.] The action of Win v}

;

concr. something won.
1. Conquest, capture, taking (of a place); also,

in early use, conquered territory (=* Conquest
sb. 4). Obs. or arch.

c 1320 Sir Tristr.qo.% Rohandhe left king Oueral his wining
bare. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 296 Dritti reames men
tolde, bat kyng Arthur wan. He parted his wynnyng title

his men largely. 1419 in Documents Francois (1847) I. 227

Thei have wonne the forsaid toun by assaulte.. thorough!
the whiche wynninge my forsaid lord hath passage to Paiys.
c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 577 Thow was gret caus off wyn-
nyng off Scotland. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 34/2 Caius
lulius Cesar, .determined to assay y« winning of Britain.

162a Peacham Compt. Gent. xv. (1906) 184 Knighted at the
winning of Edenburgh in Scotland, a 1660 Contemp. Hist.
Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 280 This noble warrior was soe
eager for the wininge of that place. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Conq. IV. xvii. 80 While the land which sent forth such
goodly stores was in winning.

2. The action of gaining, getting, or obtaining ;

acquisition; fgain (in general, as opp. to loss);

victory in a game or contest.
With various shades of meaning, in later use restricted as

in the vb.

c 1320 Sir Tristr, 3006 In wining and in tin Trewe to ben
ay. 136a Langu P. PI. A. v. 94 Of his leosinge I lauhwe.

.

Ac for his wynnynge I wepe. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1.

199 Swych labour as folk han yn wynnynge Of loue.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 111, xviii. 403 Bi biyng or bi wynnyng
in waiouring or bi sum other fre maner of geting. 1508
Dunbar Flyiing 19 It is nowthir wynning nor rewaird, Bot
tinsale [etc.]. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. James i.

1-12 To counte lo^se of goodes, for the richeste wynnynge.
1610 Shaks, Temp. 1. ii. 451 Least too light winning Make
the prize light. i6ix — Cymb. n. in. 8 Winning will put
any man into courage. 1616 Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MbS.
(Jomm.) I. 183 Your Honour may guess that winning of
time is their chiefest aim. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt.
Eater Kent Wks. 1. 145/2 The vnexpected winning of the
wager. 1667 [see Winner 2]. 1813 Scott Rokely in. xxx,
AUen-a-Dale has no fleece for the spinning, Yet Allen.a-Dale
has red gold for the winning, i860 Lowenthal Morphy"s
Catties Chess 140 Ensuring the advance of the Queen's
Pawn, which is almost equivalent to the winning of the
game. 1885-94 Bridges Eros $ Psyche Dec. ix, And in

one winning all her woes redeem.

f b. Getting of money or wealth
;
gain, profit

;

money-making. Obs. as a specific sense.

a 1300 Cursor M, 25803 Man bou has ben to couetus Abote
werlds wining fuus. c 1382 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 252 Mony
for wynnyng wold bitraye Father and moder. a 1450 Myrc
Par. Pr. (1868) 22/705 Vsureres that by cause of wynnyng
lene her catall to her eine cristen. c 1480 Hfnrvson Want
of Wyse Men 22 (Bannatyne MS.) For warldly wonyng sic

walkis, quhen wysar winkis. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Uk.
M. Aurel. (1546) N vij, Of the vnlawful winnyng of the

fathers, there folowethe the iuste loss to theyr children.

2536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xxiv, To thair gret

proffct and winning, c 1730 Ramsay Mailman iii, He may
crack of his winning, When he clears scores with me.

0. Getting by labour, earning. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1400 Rule St. Beuet (verse) 2058 If ony woman can oght
do pat ony wining falles vnto. 1545 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

J546, 7571'1 Concerning the wynning of thair leving.

fd. Profit (in general), advantage. Obs,

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. yNinian) 1151 Quhat wynnyng
had 3e, \>a 3e had mycht to sla me 7 1477 Eari, Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 6 b, Yf ye do soall your lyf, it shalbe to you
a grete prouffitable wynnyng. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 37 Regairding our awin prevat

wining mair nor the weillfair of the reahne.

3. concr. That which is won ; a thing or amount
obtained or gained

;
gain, profit (as acquired)

;

*t*in early use occas. spoil, booty; emolument,
earnings. Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 4.

a 1300 Cursor M. 968 O bi winning giue me \>e tend.

£1330 Arth. <r Merl. 8393 Whar jje schiil win wining, }e

nold it }eue for no bing ! c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 275 Hise
resons he spak ful solempnely Sownynge alway thencrees of

his wynnyng. c 1400 zO Pol. Poems xix. 77 \>y wrong wyn-
nyng a3en restore. 14.. Sc. Acts Parlt. (1814) I. 736/2 And
bat of all his wynnying . . he sal nocht halde bot .ij. d. c 1450
Merlin xiv. 224 Ther was founde grete wynnynge ; and the

kynge made it to be . . presented to the sowdiours. 1488

Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1869) I. 55 And thai to dele thairvpoun
vyning and tynsell. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Polys (1874) II.

83 Eche of them askyth Lucre and wynnynge. 1546 J.
Heywood Prov. (1867) 34, I might put my winnyng in mine
eye. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 321/2 Branium,. .the

price or winning giuen to one that ouercommeth in plaies

and games, i860 Pusey Mitt. Froph. 281 ' Keep the win-

ning, keep the sinning.'..We cannot keep the gain, and
escape the loss.

4. //. : usually concr., as pi. of 3 (mostly in

collective sense), Things or sums gained, gains,

profits ; earnings (obs. or dial.) ; in mod. use chiefly

applied to money won by gaming or betting ; more
rarely in abstract sense, as pi. of a, Acts oi gaining,

gains as opp. to losses.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. n Defaute in al bis coinib of

ypocrisye of prelatis, bat sbulden teche pleynly Goddis lawe

and not her erbly wvnnynges, c 1449 Pecock Bepr. m.
xvii. 391 Tithis going out fro her wynnyngis. 1557 Tusser
joo Points Husb. xiii, But chopping and chaungeing, may
make such a breck, That gone is thy winninges, for sauing

thy neck. 1616 Draxe Bibl. Scholast. 78 Hee may put his

winnings into his eye, and see neuer the worse. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. Ded. ^] 2 b, One loss may be of more

consequence to htm, than all his former winnings. 1716

Addison Freeholder No. 40 p 3 A Buttering-Gamester, that

stakes all his Winnings upon every Cast. 1715 J. Glanvill

Poems 63 When hapless France shall meet with no Repair

From Losings here, by healing Winnings there. 1838

Dickens O. Twist xxxix, Mr. Toby Crackit swept up his

winnings [at cribbage], and crammed them into his waist-

coat pocket. 1885 Law Rep. Weekly Notes 145/2 The
defendant, .having won on those bets received the winnings

from the persons with whom he had betted.

5. spec. Getting, gathering, taking (of produce,

fish, coal, stone, etc.) ; also, in Mining, the process

of excavation and other preparation for working a

bed of coal or other mineral : see Win v. 1
7 h S*

1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 19a To mak ma
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tenandis for wenyng and laboryng of the ground. 1501

Reg, Privy Seal Scot. I. 100/1 To sustene ony skaith in the

wynnyng of the saidis fischingis. 1506 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. III. 67 To Andro Matheson, to the colheuch

wynnyng in Faukland v li. i553~4 Burgh Rec. Edin.

(1871) II. 286 To Denne Morisoun for wynnyng of thre

lintellis to the saids yeittis. 1630 Burgh Rec* Glasgoiv

(1876) 374 For the wyning and leiding of certane stonis for

mending of the commoun loche. c 1790 Encycl. Brit. (1797)

V. 99/1 Where a level can be drove. .to drain a sufficient

tract of coal, it is then the most eligible method of winning.

1825 E. Mackenzie View Northumbld. (ed. 2) I. 87 The
winning of a colliery is the draining of a field of coal, so as

to render the several seams accessible. i88t Nature 27 Jan.

308 Deep winning of coal in South Wales. z89i77w/ t\rio Oct.,

The winning of oats in the northern parts of England.

b. concr. {Mining.) A shaft or pit together

with the associated apparatus for * winning' the

coal or other mineral ; a portion of a coal-field or

mine laid out for working.
1708 J. C Compl. Collier (1845) 42 How much to allow

for a Winning. 1768 Ann. Reg., Chron. 62 The vast quantity

of water expected in this new winning. 1865 Pall Mall
Gaz. 26 Sept. 7/2 The construction of new winnings, the

colliery population, and the production of coal Ijave con-

siderably augmented.

6. Gaining of a person's affection or allegiance

;

gaining of an adherent or convert ; also with over,

c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxxiii. {George) 864 For of a martyre
be pynynge Of a thousand wes wynnynge. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 93 pei loue more here owen worldly wynnynge
..ban wynnynge of soulis to blisse. (71586 Sidney Af>ol,

Poetrie (Arb.) 40 The winning of the mind from wickednesse
to vertue. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 2 The great

labour that then was with the people, .for the winning and
perswading of them. 1643 Milton Divorce \\\\. Wks. 1851
IV, 47 The uncertain winning of an obdur'd heretick. 1899
Heddle Marget at Manse 91, I had forgotten all about
Andrew and his proposed winning-over. 1918 Nation
(N.Y.) 7 Feb. 134/1 All the sordid details that counted in

the winning over of Italy.

+ 7. Deliverance, redemption : cf.Wix vA 8. Obs,

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxiv. 281 In helle is no wynnyng, Ne
non as,eynbyynge to pes.

8. The action of making one's way or getting

somewhere. Sc. and dial,

1651 Sir A. Johnston Diary (S.H. S.) II. 89 [It] might
prevent, .his wining to my wyfe. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xiii, Ye'll find it's easier wunnin in than wunnin out here.

0. attrib. Pertaining to or connected with winning,

or at which something is won (sometimes practically

coincident with Winning ppl. a, 2, q.v.) : win-
ning-chair, the umpire's seat at the goal of a

race-course (cf. winning-post) \ winning-gallery
{Tennis)^ the last gallery on the hazard-side of a
tennis-court ; winning headway {Coal-mining),

see quots., and cf. sense 5 and Win v. 1 7g; so

-winning mine, pit ; winning opening {Tennis),

see quots. ; winning-post, a post set up at the

goal of a race-course, the racer who first passes it

being the winner.
1856 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Shorts 11. 1. x. § 4. 358/1 They

will not leave their horses when called upon, in order to pass
the *winning-chair first. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liv.
iv, His horse.. came down heavily into the ditch of the
*winnlng field. 1878 *Winning-gallery [see Gallery sb. o\.

1891 [see Hazard sb. 6], c 1790 Encycl. Brit. (1797) V,
101/1 The first working or excavation made from the coal-

pit, commonly called the winning mine or "winning headway.
1846 Urockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 3), Winning head-ways,
two parallel excavations. . .The principal exploring drifts of
a colliery, for opening out the seams for the daily supply.

1878 J. Marshall Ann. Tennis 160 * Winning-openings,
the dedans, winning-gallery, and grille. Ibid. 163 ( Laws § 20)

Either player wins a chase if he serve or return the ball so
that it enter a winning opening. 1895 Daily Tel. 12 Nov.
6/7 A *winning pit of the lilackwell Colliery Company.
1820 Combe Syntax xx. 164 In learned labours some pro-
ceed, But I prefer the racing steed : . . Others some pow rful

station boast; But let me gain the "winning-post. 1824
Scott St. Ronan's x, The best horse ever started may slip

a shoulder before he get to the winning-post. 1886 C. E.
Pascoe London of To-day xviii. (ed. 3) 170 The starting-
poi nt a t Putney Bridge, ..the winning-post at Mortlake.

tWilining,-vbl. sb* Sc. Obs. [f. Win* ».* +
-ing *.] Dwelling, habitation. Also attrib,

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Nint'an) 1101 Ilkane a sere gat
held away, Til bai come til bare wynny[n]g-p!ace. c 1425
WyntounCV***. xxvi.665 His wynnyng bare hethochttoma.
c 1475"R aufCoil\ear 227 Quhair is thy maist wynning ? 1513
Douglas AEneis v. iv. 103 Als swift lie as the dowarTrait dottfi

fie Furth of hir hole, and ryclit darn wynning wane, c 1575
Balfour's Practicks (1754)541 His awin proper house, quhair
he has his winning, rising, and lying day and nicht.

Winning, vbl. sb.^ Sc. and dial, [f. Win z/,3

+ -inc. !.] The action of Win z*,3

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 242 Better it do that than
become again damp after only a partial winning, when the
meat loses much of its flavour.

Winning, ///. a. [f. Win v.* + -ing K ] That
wins, in various senses.

1 1. Gaining, or by which one gains, money or
wealth ; profitable, lucrative. Obs.

M35 Misyn Fire of Love I. xi. 24 Full hard treuly it is

a wynnynge craft or office to haue & not to be couetus.
1530 Palsgr. 329/2 Wynnyng, gaynyng, questueux.
2. Gaining, or resulting in, victory or superiority

in a contest or competition ; victorious. Jl'inning
hazard-, see Ha7,ard sb, 7b. Winning stroke, a
stroke that gains a point in a game, or one by
which the game is won.

1591 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. in. ii. 12 Learne me how to
loose a winning match. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 290
Contemning that Emperour who everie where in civile

wane went away on the winning hand. 1822 Scott Nigel
Introd. Epist., I am not displeased to find tiie game a
winning one. 1855 Poultry Chron. II. 486 Neither should
I have given the first place to the winning Dorking cock.
i860 Luwenthal Morphys Games Chess 56 The winning
move. 1884 Marshall's Tennis Cuts inln playing against
a fine player, it is imperative to go for a winning-stroke
whenever there is a fair opening.

3. Persuasive (now rare or obs.) ; alluring, attrac-

tive, ' taking ', f Also advb., winningly.
1596 Edward III, 1. ii. 140 What needs a tongue to such

a speaking eie, That more perswads then winning Oratorie?
c 1620 Fletcher False One in. ii, Eyes that are the win-
nings! Orators. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 470 Less faire, Less
winning soft, less amiable milde. 1700 T. Bbown Avtusem.
Ser. 3- Com. Wks. 1720 III, 54 The Winning Air, the Be-
witching Glance, the Amorous Smirk. 1713 Addison Cato
l. iv, While winning Mildness and attractive Smiles Dwell
in her Looks. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. xii. r6 You have
very winning ways with you

; you make me do just what-
ever you please. 1880 'Mark Twain' Tramp Abr. xviii,

There is a friendly something about the German character
which is very winning.

Hence (in sense 3) Wi'nniagly adv.. Wi-nning'-
ness.
1663 Cowley Cutter Colman St. iv. i, I know thou canst

speak "* winningly. 1803 Jane Austen Susan \\. (1879) 213
Her voice and manner winningly mild. 1727 Bailey vol. II,

Insinuatingness .

.

insinuating Nature,. . *VVinningness. 1796
Mme. D'Arblay Camilla 1. ii, I think Camilla's [face] so
much prettier ; I mean in point of winningness. 1864 Pcsey
Daniel viii. 541 Error has no intrinsic winningness for man.

f Wi-nninghead. Obs. rare. In4wynnyng-
hede. [f. Winning ///. a. + -head.] Disposition
to get gain ; covetousness.
c 1315 Shoreham hi. 286 Al hys befte pat man tejt Myd

wy l of wynnynghede.

[]
Winninish, also winin(n)ish, -anishe, win-

noriish, -iche, wen-, wan (n)anishe, -oniche,
etc., anglicized forms of the native name of the

Labrador fresh-water salmon : see Ouananiche.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 160 a Winnoniche.

1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 445 In the Saguenay the Winni-
nish has easy . . access to the sea.

Winnie, Sc. and dial, form of Windle.
Winnock (wrnsk). Sc, Forms : 5 wyndok,

6 vyud-, windok, vind-, wyndak, vindock,
wink (7 windick, 9 windock), 6- winnock.
[Sc. development of windoje. Window sb. ; cf.

elbock for *elbo$c, Elbow sb., and Warlock. Cf.

Gael, uinneag, \t.fuinneog.] A window.
1492 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 200 Gevin . . for Estland

burdis to durris and wyndokis..v li. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) III, 477 To ane windok of the presoun scho
a,eid. ,158a in Campbell Church of Kirkaldy vii. (1904) 63
Yat William Crosby mak ye kirk and glaissen winkes clean
ilk Setterday. 1596 Dalhymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Seot.
(S.T.S.) II. 436 A gret cannoun Bullat ..cam in at the
Kirk winnock. 1682 Rec. Burgh Lanark (1893) 210 That
furthwith ther be ports provydit for four ports., with
windicks. c 1730 Ramsay To AEolus 6 To fuff at winnocks
and cry ' Wow 1

* 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxv, Mony a time
I hae helped Jenny Dennison out o' the winnock. 1819
W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 132 The windocks
scarce wi' beams did lauff, Whan bangit up Sir TullidarT.

b. attrib,. as winnock-bunker [Hunker i], -nail,

•pane, -sole (* Window-sole) ; winnock-bred,
-brod [IiitED sb., Erod sb.*], a window-shutter.
1513 Reutale Dunketdense (S. H. S. 1915) 281,60 He windok

naile. 1546 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 453 For glew
to the wyndak breddis. 1790 A. Wilson 2nd Kp. to fas,
Kennedy Poet. Wks. (1846) 118 And Natures' winnock-
brods are closin' Across the lift. 1790 Burns Tarn 0'

Shanter 119 A winnock-bunker in the east. 1896 Crockett
Grey Man 1. 10 Put the Uible for a keepsake in your win-
nock sole.

Winnow (wi-n^u), sb. Also 6 -owe. [f. next.]

1. A contrivance for winnowing grain, etc. ; a
winnowing-fan or the like.

1580 H. F, Pelegrom. Syn. Sylva 126 A Fan or a Winnowe.
1766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Threshing, The casting-shovel is

much more expeditious than..the common winnow with sails.

1818 R. P. Knight Symb. Lang. 132 Osiris has the winnow
in one hand, and the hook of attraction in the other. 1890
Stf. Amer. 14 June 374/2 [Leaves of Palmyra palm] largely
employed for making pans, bags, winnows [etc.].

2. An act of winnowing or a motion resembling
it, as the swing of a pendent mass, the sweep of
wings.
1802 Coleridge Picture 148 How solemnly the pendent

ivy-mass Swings in its winnow. 1829 Gooifs Study Med.
(ed. 3) III. 454 Some degree of humidity, .which should be
swept away by the winnow of a stirring breeze. 11851
Moik Birth 0/Flowers v, From every winnow of her wings.

Winnow (wi'n(?a)
(
2;. Forms: a. 1 windwian,

3 windwin, 3 -en, Orm. winndwenn, 4 wyn-,
windewe, wyndwe, 4-5 wyndowe, 4-7 win-
dowe, 5 wyndou, -oe, 5-6 wyndo, (6 wyendo,
•wyondo, Sc. vyndou, wando), 5- (now north,
dial. ) window (9 winder) . @, 4-5 wynwe

,

wynnewe, 4-6 wynewe, 5 wynou, wenowe,
5-6 wynowe, 6 wynew, wynnow(e, winowe,
Sc. wonnow, 6-7 winnowe, (8 dial, winner), 6-
winnow. [OE. windwian, f. wind Wind sbA

;

cf. OE. windwigceafchaft, windwigsife winnowing-
sieve. Other verbal formations of the same meaning

are Goth, diswinfjan to scatter like chaff, ON. vinza

(;— ^windisbj'an), and L. ventilare {(. ventus wind).

See also Wind t/.3]

1. trans. To expose (grain or other substances)

to the wind or to a current of air so that the lighter

particles (as chaff or other refuse matter; are

separated or blown away ; to clear of refuse

material by this method.
a. a goo O.E. Martyrot.f Mar. 36 He., corn baersc & } a;t

windwode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 85 In pe deie of liureisim

hwense god almihtin wule windwln )>et er wes ibor[--]chen.

c 1200 Okmin 1530 pa winndwesst tu bin brosshenn corn.

ai225 Ancr. R. 270 Ane wummon..bet windwede hweate.
c 1400 Maundf.v. xiii. (1919) I. 71 He. .let wyndwe the
askes in the wynd. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 7 ptn
wyndo hit wele, nede bou mot. 1469 PlumPton Corr.
(Camden) 21 Also that you gar the malt be windowd. 1549
Rec. Eight (New Spald. CI. 1903) I. 96 Quhatsumever per-

sonn was apprehendit wandoand corne in the hie gett. 1579
Nottingham Rec. IV. 190 No mann shall wyndo aneycorne
in the sirettes. 1614 Manchester Crt. Leet Rec. (ic.85) II.

296 Inconvenience by ye often vsinse to Windowe. . Corne
in the Streets. 1729 P. Waikuen Diary{iBC6) 45 Windowed
my wheat the chaff out of it.

£. 1382 Wyclif Ruth iii. 2 In this ny;t he wynnewith the
flore of his 1 arlT. C1440 Fromp. Parv. 530 1 Wynuyn'
(/'. wynowin), ventilo. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 1S5 Then
made he to take vp be bonys,.and bren horn, and afiyr

wynou ham yn be wynde. 1523-34 Fiizherb. I/usb. §35
In some countreys. .they do fan theyr corne,. .if it be well
wynowed or fande, it wyll be solde the derer. 1573-80
Tusser Hush, (1S78) 125 More often ye turne, more pease
ye out spurne, Vet winnow them in, er carrege begin. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 400 And in the Sun your golden
Grain display, And thrash it out, and winnow it by Day,
1825 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 216 It [sc. the coffee-berry] is then
winnowed, and goes into the hands of the pickers. 1855 E.
Forbi-is Lit. Papers ix. 231 The tea is afterwards winnowed
and sifted, so as to free it from impurities. 1893 Bridges
// 'innowers v, A steady muffled din, By which we Knew that
threshed corn Was winnowing.

b. fig. To subject to a process likened to the

winnowing of giain, in order to separate the various

parts or elements, esp. the good from the bad
;

hence, to clear of woithless or inferior elements.
1382 Wyclif Jer. li. 2 Y shal sende in to Habilon wynew-

eres [13S8 wyndeweris] and thei shul wynewe [1388 wyn.
dewe] it. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 15-18 He
shall, .there winnowe euery creature, triyng them with the
wynde of the crosse and of afflictions. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
llr, iv. i. 194. 1613 — Hen. Villi v. i. 1:1. 1646 J,
Whitaker Uzziah Ded. A 3 b, His [sc. Satan's] desire is to

winnow you; if be can ruin you he knows he ruins the
Kingdom. 1681 Dryden Abs, # Achit. i. 112 That Plot,

;
.Not weigh'd or winnow'd by the Multitude, But swallow'd

in the Mass. 1699 Benti.ey Thai. 407, I cannot abuse my
Reader's Patience in winnowing and sifting it, since the
whole is nothing but Chaff. 1829 Solthey Sir T, More
(1831) I. 33s, I wish it had been deemed advisable to have
winnowed the Kalendar. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
III. 456 After winnowing the list and excluding those who
were considered not entitled to vote. 1875 Mekivale Gen.
Hist. Rome Ixix. 563 The storm had no doubt the effect of
winnowing the multitude of professing disciples.

O. absol, or intr.

£1200 Okmin 10483 pat ure Laferrd Iesu Crist. ..Himm
shollde brinngenn inn hiss hannd hiss winndell forr to
winndwenn. 1388 Wyclif Ecclus. v. 11 Wyndewe thee
not in to ech wynd, 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 56 Some
vseth to winnow, some vseth to fan. 1621 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Superbix Flagellum C 1 b, Plant, graft, hedg,
ditch, thresh, winnow, buy & sel. 1647 Fuller Good Tk. in
Worse Times 92 He would Pan, as he doth winnow. 1825
Yorks. Garland etc. 16 Ah can milk, kern, fotber, beeak,
brew, sheear, winder. 185a Mks. E. M. Pitman Mission
Life in Greece (1S81) 145 To help them so to winnow that
they cast not away the wheat with the chaff.

2. trans, (with that which is separated as obj.)

a. To separate or drive off (lighter or refuse par-
ticles) by the process described in 1 ; fig. to separate

(the worthless part from the valuable) ; to get rid

of, clear away, eliminate (something undesirable).
In the earliest quots. a literalism from L. ventilare.
C825 Vesp. Psalter xliii. 6 (xliv. 5] In 3e fiond ure we

windwiafl. 138a Wyclif Deut. xxxiii. 17 In hem he shal
wyndowe gentilys, vnto the teermes of the tithe. 1381 —
Jer.xY\x. 36 Y shal wynewe [1388 wyndewe] them in to alle

these windus. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 341 pey..
wynewede be askes awey with be wynde. c 1390 Form of
Cuty in Warner Antiq. Culiu. (1791) 4 Hule hem wele, and
windewe out the hulkes. 1606 Shaks. Tr.

<J-
Cr. 1. iii. 28

Distinction with a lowd and powrefull fan, Puffing at alt,

winnowes the light away. 1642 Milton Apol. S/uect. xii.

53 Do but winnow their chaffe from their wheat, ye shall

see their great heape shrink. 1781 Cowper Hope 4 (7 Your
office is to winnow false from true. 1869 Lowell Under
the Willows 229 And lets the kind breeze, with its delicate

fan, Winnow the heat from out his dank grey hair. 1884
Tennyson Becket 1. i. 84 And all my doubts I fling from me
like dust, Winnow and scatter all scruples to the wind. 1893
Liddon, etc Pusey I. xvi. 359 The appointment .. win-

nowed out the merely sentimental element from among
adherents of the young Movement.

b. To separate (the valuable part from the

worthless) ; (now esp. with out) to extract, select,

or obtain (something desirable) by such separation.

x6ix Shaks. Cymb, v. v. 134 Giue answer to this Boy, and
do it freely, Or.. bitter torture shall Winnow the truth from
falshood. 1647 ^ AY Hist. Parlt. 1. vii. 73 These inventions

were but sives, made of purpose to winnow the best men. 1685
Baxter Parapkr. N. T. Matt. iii. 12 He will winnow and
throughly separate the wheat from the Chaff, the Faithful
from the Rebellious. «i797 H. Walpole Geo. II (1847) II.

vii. 244, 1 live too near the times. .to be able. .to winnow
the truth from such a variety of interested . . relations. 1827

23-a



WINNOW-CLOTH.
Scott Chron. CanongaU Introd., In winnowing out the
few grains of truth which are contained in this mass of
empty fiction. 1843 Carlyle Past ,y Pr. n. viii, To winnow
out the man that is to govern them. 1897 AltbutCs Syst.
Med. II. 905 Such persons are probably many, but there is

no means of winnowing them out.

C. To waft, diffuse, poet.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 132 While sea-born gales their gelid
wings expand To winnow fragrance round the smiling land.
18*1 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 22 The woolly clouds. . Keep
winnowing down their drifting sleet and snows. 1871 B.
Taylor Faust I, i. 23 With wings that winnow blessing
From Heaven through Earth I see them pressing.

3. In various transf. uses (cf. L. ventilare and
Fan v. 3-5) : a. f To brandish or flourish {obs.)

;

to beat (the air) with or as with wings ; to flap

(the wings), to wave (the fins) ; also intr. or with
cognate obj., to follow a course with flapping wings,
or the like.

1579 Gossom Sch. Abuse Apol. (Arb.) 75 Players haue
chosen such a Champion, as when I giue the Allarm, win-
nowes his weapon. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 270 He..Sai!es
between worlds & worlds, with steddie wing Now on the
polar windes, then with quick Fann Winnows the buxom
Air. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 745 Their self-taught wings
Winnow the waving element. 1793 [see Winnowing ppl. a.\
1795 Burns ' Now spring has clad the groves in green ' iv,

The waken'd lav'rock. .Winnowing blythe her dewy wings
In morning's rosy eye. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 11. i.

27 Her sea-green plumes Winnowing the crimson dawn.
1844, 1856 [see Winnowing vbl. sb. 2). 1852 Mrs. C. Mere-
dith My Home in Tasmania II. xviii. 252 Their [sc. owls'J
ghostly shapes winnowing silently around in the twilight.
1865 [see Winnowing ppl. a.]. 1873 Geikie Geol. Sketches
iv. (1S82) 7? In winnowing the air with his arms, he had
struck against a waggon standing on the roadway. 1887
Newton in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 200/1 After .. reaching a
height at which it appears a mere speck, where it winnows
a random zigzag course, it. .shoots downwards.

b. Of the air, etc. : trans. To fan with a breeze.
intr. To blow fitfully or in gusts.
1796 Campbell Caroline 11. ix, Where, winnowed by the

gentle air, Her silken tresses darkly flow. 1820 [see Win-
nowing ppl. a.]. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cal. 7 Falling snows
that winnow by. 189a Ameue Rives Barbara Bering xxvii,
Here upon this great crest a purer air came winnowing in.

Winnow-cloth. Forms : see Winnow v. and
Cloth. A winnowing-sheet.
a. 1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 398, 1 wyndowclath.

1547 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 20/2 note, Ane windo clath
contenand 12 ellis. 1599 in Antiquary XXXII. 243 One
window cloth. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Winda-claith,
winnowing cloth ; now called a barn-sheet.
3. iS5* Huloet, Wynew cloth, ventilabrum. 1588-9

Extr, Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 129, Item, ane wonnow
clayth, ane self, ane sek, ane nddill, price xls. 1608 Top-
sell Serpents 262 Vnder her head a hard Oken-logge, with
the Winnow-cloth, and the one end of an old Hop-bagge,
cast ouer in steed of a Couerlet. 1790 Grose Prov. Gloss.
(ed. 2), Winner-cloth, a large cloth on which corn is dighted
or winnowed.

Winnowed (wi-n^md), ppl. a. [f. Winnow v.

+ -ED 1.] In various senses of the verb.
The interpretation of quot. 1602 has been much disputed;

the passage is perh. corrupt.
160s Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 201 The most fond and winnowed

opinions. 1606 — TV. <\ Cr. in. ii. 174 Such a winnowed
puritiein loue. i6n Florio. Ago,., tho chaffe comming
from winnowed or bolted come. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
in. 217 When. . winnow 1

d Chaff, by western winds is blown.
1791 Cowper Iliad v. 229 Their steeds, .eating winnowed
grain. 1900 Morley Crtmnoell 11. v. 183 Faith that the
God of Battles was on their side nerved its chosen and
winnowed ranks with stern confidence.

Winnower (wi tv-tax). [f. Winnow v. + -er 1
.]

!• One who winnows ; a person engaged in win-
nowing; also/g-. (cf. next 1 b).

1382 [see Winnow v. 1 bj. 1538 Elyot, Ventilator, a
vanner or wynnower of corne. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par.
Luke Pref. B ij b, As a wynnower pourgeth the chaffe from
the corne. c 1611 Chapman Iliad v. 497 As in sacred floores
of barnes, vpon corne-winnowers flies The chaffe. 1765
Museum Rust. IV. 209 The seed carried into an heap near
the winnowers is shook up a little by a caver. 1849 Whittier
Leg. St. Mark xiv, Scattered.. Like chaff before the win-
nower's fan. 1871 R. IJ. Vaughan .V. Thomas ofAquin II.

646 He did not take for granted, like the Sophist. . . He was
a winnower^ and a sifter. 1915 F. S. Oliver Ordeal by
Battle 11. vii. 176 [War] is a great winnower of true men
from shams.

2. An apparatus for winnowing ; a winnowing-
m a chine.
1605-6 in Archdeaconry ofStow Wills 1603-6 If. no CMS.)

To my sonne Thomas Collinsonne my wyndyers w th the
best of my tooles. 186a J. Wilson Farming 164 The win-
nowers used in such cases do not differ in construction from
those worked by hand. 1883 CassctTs Fam. Mag. Aug.
528/1 The beans [of coffee are] then put through a win-
nower. 1890 Engineer 12 Dec. 472/1 Threshing machines
are popular here, because the grain does not have to run
through a winnower.

Winnowing (wi'iwuin), vbl. sb. [f. Winnow v.

+ -ING 1
.]

1. The process described s.v. Winnow v. I.
a MMg Ancr. R. 270 Recabes sunen..ifunden be wummon

astunt of hire windwunge & iueollen aslepe. X435 Misyn
Eire ofLove 1. ix. 18 Inpe wyndouynge be caff is oute cast.

1538 Elyot, V'entilatio, a fannynge or wynnowynge. 1586
Shuttle-worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 25 Wyndoinge of barlie.

1695 Rector's Bk. Clayworth (1910) 113 We look'd in to y°
wheat.. & upon winnowing in order to sale, found it in
good condition. 1755 in 6th Rep. Dtp. Kpr. Rec. App. 11. 128
[A machine] for the Dressing, Winnowing, and Cleansing of
Flax. 1866 Rogers Agric. $ Prices I. xv. 261 The win.
nowing was done by women.

180

b. fig. : see WrNNOW v. i b.
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxiii. 437 Whon )>e

wynewyng schal be-ginne To parte euel from good. 163S
T. Goodwin Child ofLight 44 In these commotions & win.
nowings of spirit.

_ 1679 'n Jrnl. Friends Hist. Soc. (1919)
XVI. 146 This being a time of Trying & winnowing dolh
onely blow away the chaffe. 1851 Gallenga Italy v. 303
Instead of undergoing a thorough sifting and winnowing,
the free corps fell every day into a more deplorable state of
disorder. 1913 Athcnxum 7 June 609/1 He has. .subjected
the correspondence, .to a rigorous winnowing.
2. Of wings, etc. : see Winnow v. 3. Chiefly poet.
1844 Mhs. Browning Rhyme 0/ Duchess May Concl. iv,

Angel-wings, with their holy winnowings. 1856 Kingsley
Glaucus (cd. 3) 120 Small cuttlefish, .put into a jar, will
hover and dart in the water, .by rapid winnowings of their
glassy side-fins. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems 52 The
wings Hear I not in prsvenient winnowings Of coming
songs, that lift my hair and stir it ?

3. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 1), as winnowing
operation, place; esp. in names of appliances for
winnowing, as winnowing-basket

', -cloth, -fan (see

Fan sbA i), -macliine, -mill, -sheet, -shovel.
1375 Doc. Doune Manor, Wandsworth (Westm. Chapter

Munim.), i wyndwyngschete debilis. 1378 Ibid., 1 Wynfyn.
schete de Canabis. 138a Wyclif Matt. iii. 12 Whos wynw.
ing cloth [is] in his hond. 138a — Luke iii. 17 Whos
wynewyng tool in his hond. 1388 — Jcr. xv. 7 A wyndew.
ynge instrument. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke iii.

15-18 He shall make clene the Moore of his winnowyng
place. 1710 O. Sanson Acc Life 3s They took away my
Winnowing-Fan, which was worth 8s. 1773 Pennsylv. Gaz.
3 Feb. Suppl. 2/3 A winnowing-mill. 1780 Edmondson
Her. II. Gloss, s.v. Basket, A Winnowing- Basket. 1805
R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 31 Winnowing-Machines.
Machines of this sort are in pretty general use, where
thrashing mills, .are not erected. 1862 Ramsay Remin. vi.
(ed. 8) 243 The.. man surceased his winnowing operations.
1879 B. Taylor Germ. Lit. viii. 253 The winnowing-mill of
Time makes sad havoc with works considered immortal in
their day. 1886 S. IV. Line. Gloss, s.v., A windering sheet.

Winnowing, ppl. a. [f. as prec, + -ing a.]

That winnows, in various senses of the verb.
1651 J. Reading Guide to Holy City 347 Tentation only

burneth out the drosse: it is as a winnowing winde. 1651
Rutherford Let. to Lady Kenmure 28 Sept., We are fallen
in winnowing & trying times. 1793 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Ode to Innoc. Wks. 1812 III. 223 The winnowing Butterfly
with painted wing. 1820 Keats Autumn ii, Thy hair soft-

lifted by the winnowing wind. 1865 Swinburne Poems <y

Ball., Faustine 110 After change of soaring feather And
winnowing fin.

Hence Wi'nnowingly adv.
1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 265 The wing of the

slow-sailing owl flitted winnowingly across.

t Winnow-sheet. Obs. [f. Winnow v.] A
winnowing-sheet.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 435 His wijf walked him wib. .In a

cutted cote .. Wrapped m a wynwe schete to weren hire fro

weders. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 618/38 Ventilabrum..,
a wynuo[printed Wynne] shete. 1577 in H. Hall Soc. Eliz.
Age (x886) App. 1. t$4j 16 sacks & two window sheets. 1688
Holmk Armoury ui. iii. 74/x To make Wind with a Winnow
sheet. 1808 Sporting Mag. XXXI. 113 Covered with a
winnow-sheet.

t Winnowster. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 4
wynewestere ; Sc. 6 vyndoustar, windoatar, 7
windister; 9 winnister. [f.Winnow v. + -stek.]
-• Winnowkb (orig. applied to a woman).
C13XS Gl<:ss. W, de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 148 Par ven-

tresse [gloss a wynewestere] en ventre Payn de furment
entre. 1505 Exchequer Rolls Scot. XII. 673 Item to the
vyndoustaris iiij bollis aids. 1508 Renlale Dunkeldense
(S.H.S. 1915) 25 1 For the windostaris, 2 tyolls]. 1618 in A. L.
Ritchie Churches St. Batdred (1880) 170 That some women
.. being ye Ladies windisteris, did spred muick ye last

Sabbothe at efternoone. i8a5 Jamieson, Winnoiuster, win-
nister, sb., a machine for winnowing corn. Aberd.
Winny, obs. or dial. var. Whinny.
Winraw, winrow : see Windbow.
Winsome (wi-nstfm), a. Forms: i, 5 wyn-
sum, 2-3 wuri8um, 2, 4 •winsum, 3 wonsorn,
4 winsom, wonaum

; 7-9 «. dial, wuiisome, 8-
(in 8 only Sc.) winsome. [OE. wynsum = OS.
wtmsam, OHG. wttnnisam (SlHG. wun(ne)sam)

,

f. wyn{n Win sb.1 + -sum -some. Sense 3 came into

the literary language from northern dialects.]

I. OE. and ME. senses.

+ 1. Pleasant, delightful, agreeable. Obs.
Beowulf 612 Dser wecs ha;leba hleahtor, hlyn swynsode,

word wjeron wynsume. 41900 O.E. Martyrol. 3 May, pa;r

com upp of baere eori^an wynsumes stences rec. a 1000
Phoenix 13 paH is wynsum Wong, wealdas grene. CI175
Lamb. Horn. 35 Hit wal5 me bunchen bet softeste be5, and
bet wunsemeste bet ic efre ibad. £1205 Lay. 1 187 He makede
bi bon weofede aswi3e wunsum [4:1275 wonsom] fur. 4x1225
yuliana 70 Hit colede anan ant warS hire as wunsum as
euer eni wlech weter. a 1300 Cursor At. 5792 A wonsun [sic]

thede, A land rinnand bath honi and milk.

t2. Kindly, gracious; merciful. Obs. rare.
cgoo tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xxii. (1890) 472 He was se

swetesta lareow & se wynsumesta [L. suavissimus], c 1205
Lay. 153 Feier wes be wimmon & wunsum hire monnen.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ci[i]. 3 pat winsom es to alle bine
wickenesses.

II. Modern senses.

3. Pleasing or attractive in appearance, hand-
some, comely; of attractive nature or disposition,

of winning character or manners.
1677 W. Nicolson in Trans, R, Soc. Lit. (1870) Ser. II.

IX. 322 Wunsome, neat, pleasant. X724 W. Hamilton
Braes cf Yarrow i, Busk ye, busk ye, my bony bony bride ;

WINTEB.

I **V?K ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow. 175a Burns My
Wife's a winsome wee thing i, She i* a winsome wee thing,
She is a handsome wee thing, She is a bonnie wee thing.
18:8 Scott Br. Lamm, xiv, If the young folk liked ane
anither, they wad make a winsome couple. 1833 H. Cole-
ridge Poems, Sonn. viii, The rugged root that bare the
winsome flower Is weak and wither'd. 1843 Lytion Last
Bar. iv. viii, I know thou art fair and winsome. 1873
Dixon Two Queens v. vi. I. 276 Henry broke into his win-
some laugh. 1889 Buchanan Heir ofLinne xix, She looked
very winsome in her plain black dress.

4. Cheerful, joyous, gay. dial.

1787 Grose Prov. Class., Wunsome, smart, trimly dressed
lively, joyous. N. 18*5 Brockett N. C. Gloss., Winsome,
wunsome, lively, cheerful, gay.

Hence Winsomely adv., Winsomeuess in

senses 3 and 4 of the adj. (OE. wynsumllce, wyn-
sumnes did not survive.)

17. . Jock o the Side xxv. in Child Ballads vi. 480 O Jock,
sae winsomely 's ye ride, Wi baith your feet upo ae side !

1825 Jamieson, Winsomelie, in a cheerful and engaging
way. Winsomeness, cheerfulness and engaging sweetness.
1875 Mrs. Randolph Wild Hyacinth i, She could not have
been called beautiful, but there was a winsomeness in
Hyacinth Ettrick's face that rendered criticism a hard and
ungracious task. 1883 Mrs. Bishop in Leisure Hour 83/1
Who came forward and most winsomely shook hands with us.

Wint, obs. f. Wind sb> ; obs. 3 sing, of Wind v>
Winter (wintsi), sb* Forms : Sing. 1- win-

ter
; 3 Orm. winnterr, 3-7 -wynter, (4 weinter,

Sc* vyntir), 4-5 wintur, wintre, wyntre, wyn-
tir, -ur, -yr(e, (4-6 vynter, St* vintir), 5 wintir,
(wintare, winttur.whynter, vyntyr, 6 vintter).
Plural. 1 wintru {gen. wintra), 2-5 wintre, 4-5
wyntre ; dat. 1 wintrum, 2 wintron, 2-3 -en

;

1-6 winter, (3 Orm. winnterr, 4 vynter, etc. as in

sing.), 4-6 wynter ; 1 wintras, 3-5 wintres, 4-5
wyntres, (4 winteria, -es, etc.), 4- winters;
4-5 wyntren. [OE. winter str. m. = OFris. win-
ter, OS. winter (MLG-, MDu., LG., Du. winter),
OHG. wintar (MHG., G. winter), ON. vetr,

earlier vettr, vittr (Sw., Da. vinter, from LG.)
(

Goth, winlrus :— *wentrus, prob. f. nasalized form
of the Indo-Eur. base wed-, wad-, ud~ to be wet,
found in Wet a., Water, sb., Ottbr.
Originally a w-stem, OE. winter had regularly gen. (rare)

and dat. sing, in -a; but the ordinary gen. sing, in -es, dat.
sing, in -e, and nom. pi. in -as, in -u, and without inflection,
show general assimilation to other declensions.]

1. The fourth and coldest season of the year,
coming between autumn and spring ; reckoned
astronomically from the winter soUtice to the
vernal equinox, i. e. in the northern hemisphere
from the 22nd of December to the 20th of March

;

in popular use comprising the months of December,
January, and February (or, according to some,
November, December, and January) ; also often in

contradistinction to summer, the colder half of the
year (cf. Midwinter). In the southern hemisphere
corresponding in time to the northern summer.
(a) In general use. (Also personified.)
c888 Mlfrkd Boeth. xxi. § 1 On sumera hit bi5 wearm,

& on wintra ceald. a 1000, c iaoo, a 1215 [see Summer si>}

1 (a)], a 1150 Owl $ Night. 458 Ne recche ich nouht of
wintres teone. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 326 As men may
se in wyntre Ysekeles in eueses borw hete of be sonne,
Mclteth in a mynut while. 1382 Wyclif Isa. xviii. 6 Alle
the bestes of erthe vp on hym shul dwelle al wynter. c 1450
Capgrave Life St. Gilbert (1910)70 He wered no mo clothis
in Wyntir bann in Somyr. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture
766 Wyntur with his lokkys grey febille & old. c 1530
Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 133 Wynter etythe, that soiner
getith. 153*3 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 192 In
agestamento unius equi in vynter,.. i6d. 1551 Records
Cast. Knowl. (1556) 32 Haruest. .continueth till the twelft

day of December, and then doth the Son entre into Capri-
corn, & Winter beginneth. 1600 Shaks. A. K. L. v. iv. 142
You and you, are sure together, As the Winter to fowle
Weather. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Bathing in River 28 When
rig'orous Winter binds you up with Frost. 1719 [see Sum-
mer J& 1

1 (a)]. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 192 Thro' winter's
cauld, or simmer's heat. 1820 Sheli ey Sensit. PI. in. 86
Winter came: the wind was his whip: One choppy linger

was on his lip. 1824 Loudon Encycl. Gardening (ed. 2)

893 The season called winter by the natives of South
America, lasting from May to November. 1840 Dickens
Old C. ShopYn, Store of fire-wood for the winter.

{b) In particularized use, esp. with qualification, or as
denoting this season in a certain year.

Beowulf 1128 Hengest 3a gyt wa^lfagne winter wunode
mid Finn. 971 Blickl. Horn. 213 Waes se winter eac by
jeare tobass grim }>aet manig man his feorh . . ^esealde. c 1205
Lay. 6034 Auere ,alche wintre inne Wales heo wuneden.
1375 Bakbour Bruce iv. 338 In Rauchryne. .[he] Lay till the
vyntir neir wes gane. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xm. 198 After
an hard wynter. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. iv.

(Add. MS. 27944) If ^e,wintir tofore honde was as springinge
tyme hote and moyst. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. m. ii. 100, I

warrant, her ragges and the Tallow in them, will burne
a Poland Winter. 2634 Laud Diary Oct.-Dec, God bless

us in the spring, after this green winter. 1740 C'tess Pom*
frbt in C'tess Hartford's Corr. (1805) II. 161 Mr. Walpole
and Mr. Dashwood stay the winter. 18:0 Ckabbk Borough
xxii. 232 A winter pass'd since Peter saw the town, And
summer-lodgers were again come down,

(c) Phr. winter and summer \ see Summer so. 1 1 (c).

b. With reference to the chilling or injurious

effect of winter, esp. on plants; transf a period

resembling winter, wintry or cold weather.
c 1000 Sax, Leechd. HI. 274 Se wind [zephirus] towyrpSSc



WINTER. 181 WINTER.
(JawaS relcne winter. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl, Soc.) 84 This day we had bothe wynter and somer.

1607 Shaks. Timon in. vi. 33 The Swallow foltowes not

Summer more willing, then we your Lordship. Tim. Nor
more willingly leaues Winter, such Summer Birds are men.

1697 Drvdes^wu ix. 913 When, .bellowing Clouds., with

an armed Winter strew the Ground. 1757 [Burke] Europ.
Settlent, Amer. vn. xxii. II. 241 The second sort, which.

.

bears the winter better, is a more tall and vigorous plant.

1801 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 467 They stood the Winter well.

e. In fig. and allusive use, esp. in reference to ohl

age, or to a time or state of affliction or distress.

1590 Greene Never too Late (1600) D 1, I am driuen in

the win:er of my yeares to abide the brunt of all stormes.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. i. 1 Now is the Winter of our
Discontent, Made glorious Summer by this Son of Yorke.
1606 — Tr. £ Cr. iv. v. 24. x668 R. Steele Husbandman's
Calling iii. {1672) 35 Prosperity . .nourisheth so many weeds,

that the winter of affliction hath much ado to master them.
W^tShMMTOMB Somgf Winter 16 When will relenting Delia
chase The winter of my soul? 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. x. 296
What has been done is not lost ; the seed sown may spring up,

even after a century of winter. 1849 Froude Nem. Faith
vii. (ed. 2) 48 It is night and day. .with ail of us, if we want
to keep in health. To be sure, now and then there will

come a North Pole winter. 1869 Tennyson Passing of
Arthur 4 When the man was.. In the white winter of his age.

2. Put for ' year '
: nearly always pi. with a

numeral ; often in expressions referring to a per-

son's age.
In early use as a mere synonym of ' year'; later poet, or

rhet., chiefly in reference to advanced age or to a protracted
period of hardship or misfortune (cf. 1 c,and Summer *<M 2).

See also Thrinter, Twister.
Beotvulf 2209 SySSan Ueowulfe braede rice on hand

Xehwearf; he jeheold tela fiftij wintru. a 900 Saxon
Geneal. in O.E. Texts 179 Da wses agati his eldo xxiii wintra.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John ii. 20 pis tempel waes jetimbrod on
six & feowerti^on wintron [llattou wintren]. 1154 O.E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, & Set Iastede ha xix wintre
wile Stephne was king, a 1200 Moral Ode 4 in Lamb, Horn,
159 pah ich bo a wintre aid to }ung ich em on rede, c 1305
Lay. 902S Tou and twenti wintre J>is lond he iwalde. Ibid.

9695 Ah al o<5er hit iwar3 inne ban twam wintren. £1275
Passion ofour Lord 132 in O. E. Misc. 41 Vele wintre hit

is ago be prophete hit seyde. 1377 Langl, P. PL B. XII. 3,
I haue folwed be in feithe bis fyue and fourty wyntre.
C893 Aran Oros. 1. xiv, pa Laecedemonia besaetan ba

burx Maes[ian]e x winter, a 1000 Be monna ivyrdum 9
God ana wat hwaet him weaxendum winter bringaS. £1200
Ormjn 15594 Fowwerrti^ winnterr jedenn forb & a,et taer

tekenn sexe. C1250 Gen. 9r Ex. 919 Loth was fifti winter
hold. 13.. Northern Passion 935fCamb. Gg. 5. 31) pis thre
vynter. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 69 Fully twenty wynter
yeer by yeere He hadde of Israel the gouernance. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (prose) Ixx. 46 Til bai be o fiftene winter
elde. 14.. Pol. Rel. 9r L. Poems (1903) i28'i75 The elder
brober hade a Sonne to clerke, Well of fyftene wynter of
age. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 42 An hundreth
wynter [ed. 1570 winters]. 1522 World fy Child tf&cs.) A iij b,

Now I am .xix. wynter olde.
£-1250 Gen, fy Ex. 121 1 Wintres forfVwexen on ysaac.

13.. Cursor M. 20832 (Edin.) pis leiiedi. .liuid hot wi uteris
.vij. and .ix. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 502 Holy Kirke
hafs ben in erroure mony hundred wynters. C1400 St.
Alexius (Cotton) 261 A gayne xvij wyntersende. 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. xxxiii. 467 Thus Anglydes endured
yeres and wynters tyl Alysander was bygge and slronge.

'593 Shaks. Rich. If, 1. iii. 260 What is sixe Winters, they
are quickely gone? 1612 Two Noble K. v. i. 114, I knew
a man Of eightie winters. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 210 Ere
sixteen winters old. 1833 Tennyson Palace ofArt 139 A
hundred winters snowed upon his breast.

c 1400 St. Jer. /j- Tokens 22 In bilkage he schal arise bat
god was inne ded, Of litel more ban xxx» wyntren.
sing. ci^ia Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 5217 The ryot bat

hab ben with-in bis lande. .many a wyntres space, c 1460
Metham Wks, (1916) 84 Jon Metham..tranlatyd yt in-to
Englysch the xxv« wyntyr off hys age.

3. attrib. passing into adj. a. = Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of winter ; adapted or appropriate
to, used or occupied in, winter; existing, appearing,
active, flourishing, or performed in winter.
(a) of natural phenomena, animals, plants, etc.

a 1000 Phcenix 18 Ne wearm weder ne winterscur. 1390
Gower Conf. I. 35 Thestormy wynter shoures. cuooLaud
Troy Bk. 3576 Wyntir-wedur. 157677 Wills ,y hw. Dur.
ham (Surtees) II. 318, v whyes, of iiij yeres olde, vj winter
whies, 18/. 1585 Hicins Junius" Xomencl. 55/2 Atcedo,
alcyon,..* winter birde commonly called the kinqs fisher.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. no Thou Flea, thou Nit,
thou winter cricket thou. 1600 Knaresb. Wilts (Surtees) I.

223, I geve to Anne..one old winter stocke of bees. 1600
Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 174 Mlow, blow, thou winter winde.
1637 Rutherford Let. to R. Stuart 17 June, The winter.
well willgoe dry again in summer. 1639 J. Clarke Barttm.
263 Winter thunder, is old mens wonder. 1653 Walton
Angler To Rdr. A 7, Winter-flies, all Anglers know,.. are as
useful as an Almanack out of date. 1717 Pope Iliad x. 507
His Coursers. .white as Winter-Snow. 1717 Prior Alma
11. 534 Cast your Eye By Ni^ht upon a Winter-Sky. 1751
Yoong Nt. Th. vii. 34 Repelling Winter Blasts with Mud
and Straw. 1773 G. White Selborne, To Pennant 9 Nov.,
The. .stock-dove.. seldom appearing till towards the end of
November; is usually the latest winter-bird of passage.
1813 Scott Rokeby 111. xxviii, The rose.. shall bloom in
winter snow, Ere we two meet again. 1850 Beck's Florist
115 A pleasing and interesting winter-tree is the Glastonbury
Thorn. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. xx. 244 The most solid
winter-ice is open here and there. 1869 Tozer Highl.
Turkey II. 136 A. .bridge, .across the bed of a winter
torrent. 1869 Tennvson Passingof Arthur %i\ The winter
moon, Brightening the skirts of a long cloud.
(6) of clothing, provisions, etc., accommodation (also Wis.

ter-hou5e, Winter quarters); of localities in their winter
state and things serviceable in winter.
C893 Alfred Oros. iv. viii, p«t he buton sor*e mehte on

ba:m wintersetle jewunian. a 1000 Phcenix 250 Forst &

snaw .
. eorban becca<5 winter^ewaedum. c 1000 Rectitudlnes

ix. (Liebermann 450', vin puud cornes to mete, i sceap
oi!.5e in p.* to wintersutle. 1395 Cartnlar. Abb. de Whiteby
(Surtees 1881) II. 563 De wynterfare. .xxvij. De lentynfare

. .xi li. xs. iid. De halfarcxviii s. 1c 1400 Lyl>c. sE sop's

Fab. iii. 98 The laws dide hym compelle .. his wynter
flees to selle. £1440 Ballad, on flusb. 1. 331 The wintir
wonyng. 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. iS3
Pasture .. reseruyt to the abbay, safe the wynter pastur.

1483 Cath. Attgl. 420/1 A Wyntir haule, hibemium, hiber-
naculum. 1538 Elyot Diet., Tabltnum, was a wynter
parlour, wherein were painted tables and bokes of stories.

1568 Knollys in Cal. Scott. Pap. (1900) II. 513 Unprovided
ofsufficient wynter garments. 1575 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (Sur-
tees 1835) I. 406 Another Close for Winter ground. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 1218 As winter meads when sun doth melt
their snow. 1638 May Virg. Georg. 1. 15 Some sit up late

at winter-fires. 1653 Walton Angler xii. 222 A winter bait

for a Roch. 1675 Hannah Wooli.ey Gentletv. Comp. 215
Provide your Winter-Butter and Cheese in the Summer.
1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxiv. 102 Have some winter
Boots made of it, they'le never take in a drop of Water.
1713 C'tkss Winchilsea Misc. Poems 36 Birds have dropt
their Winter-plumes. 17*7 Gay Begg. Op. m. vi. 46 Black
Velvet Scarfs, .are a handsome Winter-wear. 1729 Fenton
in Waller's Wks. Observ. p. xxxiv, When the Sun retir'd..

to the six Winter-Sic;ns of the Zodiac; short'ning the days.

1735 Somervii.le Chase iii. 07 So Ships in Winter-Seas.,
defy the Storm. 1760, 1791 Winter-lodge [see IIiuernaculum
3, Hidernacle]. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi, Sic as folk tell

ower at a winter-in^Ie. 1819 Keats Eve if St. Mark 77
The warm angled winter-screen. 1842 W. F. Ainswohth
Trav. Asia Minor II. 394 The winter road.. takes the
longer portion of valley. 1842 Loudon Suburban Hort.
677 [Celery] ts .. cultivated as a winter salad. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 484 To harrow it before cross-

ploughing the winter-furrow. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox
35/2 After being kept on winter-fodder, they are turned out
to graze in the spring. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxx, 1'he
winds. .We heard them sweep the winter land. 1855 Orr's
Circ. Sci.

r
fnorg. Nat. 38 A glacier, -is the outlet of. .vast

reservoirs of snow, being a prolongation of the winter-world
above. 1894 Armatage Horse v. 73 A horse with his natural
winter coat. 1904 Bridges Demeter 1. 282, I think he
watch'd a summer-butterfly Creep out all crumpled from
his winter-case. 1911 J. Ward Roman Era Brit. iv. 77
There was a 'winter-room* on the south side.

(c) of times and seasons. (See also Winter-day, -tide,

-time.)

a loooGenesis 370, & moste [ic] ane tid ute weorban, wesan
ane winterstunde. 1390 Gowf.r Conf. I. 81 The blake
wynter nyht. c 1400 Brut 1. 194 He wolde nou^t abide in

Scotland in wynter seson. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen
77 The lang winter nicht. 1559 W. Cuningham Cosmogr.
Glasse 34 The wynter tropike or circle of retorning from the
South. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Hush. r. 11 Thinges doone
..in the Winter morninges. Ibid. 41 The Male [Hemp] ,.

is made vp in bundels to be knockt and shaled in Winter
euenynges. 1707 Freind Peterbormv t

s Cond. Sp. 223
Marching in the stony Mountains, and in a Winter-season.
1825 Hook Sayings Ser. 11. I. Man of many F'riends 156
The rosy May, though fashionably a winter month, led on
the smiling summer of nature, and June, .was fast approach-
ing. 1869 Lowell {title cfpoem), A Winter Evening Hymn
to my Fire.

(d) of actions or conditions.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xYu. 43 A-way is huere wynter
wo. 1616 Surfl. & Markh, Country Farm v. xviii. 555 In
October you shall giue it the fourth ardor or earing, which
is called Winter-ridging. 1615 Bacon Ess. t Prophecies (Arb.)

537 They ought.. to serue, but for Winter Talke, by the
Fire side. 1677 Hubbard Pres. St. New-Eng. (1865) 1. 165
Some of the stoutest of the Narhagansets that had escaped
the Winter-brunt, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 14 Nov. 1666, I

went my winter circle thro* my district. 1711 Swift Cond.
Allies 52 Eight Thousand Men, for whose Winter Campaign
the Queen was willing to give forty Thousand Pounds. 1725
Winter pruning [see Summer sb. x

4 a(*)]. X726-46 Thomson
Winter 573 Thus in some deep retirement would I pass The
winter-gloums with friends of pliant soul. 1809 Phil. Trans.
XCIX. 317 That very common.. disease of our climate, the
winter cough. 1836-9 M. Hall in TodiCs Cycl. Anat. II.

768/2 The winter-sleep and the summer-sleep of hibernating
animals. 18421 Dickens Amer. Notes xv, [The emigrants]
bad had a long winter-passage out.

(e) with agent-nouns or other descriptive designations.

1654 G. Goddakd in T. Burton's Diary (1828) I. Introd.

p. lxxviii, Some part of the sea-forces were already struck
off, and the winter-guard reduced. 1709 T. Robinson Vind,
MosaickSyst. 89 Those [creatures] that are Winter-Sleepers,
when the Summer warmth abates,. .draw to.. Winter-Quar-
ters. 1783 Craobe Village 1. 20: When he tends the sheep,
His winter-charge. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 363 The Cochins
. . proved themselves the best possible ' winter-layers \

t>. The possessive winters is similarly used,

chiefly with day, night, morning, evening. Win-
ter s tale\ see winter-tale in 5.

835 Charter in O. E. Texts 449 £if hi wintres de?j sie.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 327 Schc.halt hir clos the wyntres
day. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 212 The coold
wynterys nyght. 1577 Harrison England 1. xiii. 37 b/2 in

f/otinshed, Blewe claye. .(which hardlye drinketh vppe the
winters water in long season). 11593 Marlowe Sc Nashe
Dido in. iii, Who would not vndergoe all kind of toyle, To
be well stor'd with such a winter's tale? 1593 Shaks.
S Hen. VI, v. v. 25 Let j*Esop fable in a Winters Night.
1600 — A. V. L. it. i. 7 The .. churlish chiding of the
winters winde. 1605— Macb. in. \v. 65 O, these flawes and
starts, .would well become A womans story, at a Winters
fire. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 300 A pretty upshot of all

ambitious Dcsignes. .to be made at length a Winters Tale,
and Chimney-corner Discourse. 1795 Cowper Pairing Time
Anticipated <j It chanced then on a winter's day. But warm,
and bright, and calm as May. 1796 Grose Did. Vulgar
T. (ed. 3) s.v., He is like a winter's day, short and dirty.

C. Applied to autumn-sown crops that stand
through the winter ; also to fruits that ripen late,

or keep well until or during winter ; spec, in names
of late-ripening apples, pears, etc (See also 5 b.)

1398TREVISA Earth. DeP.R. xvn. cxv. (Add. MS. 27944V,
Barliche hatte Ordcum..pis corn we clepith wynter here.

1398 Winter seede [;*ee Summer sb.
l
4 c], 1530 Palsgr. 289/2

Wynter frute,y>-«jV deyuer. 1573-80 Tlsser Husb. (1878)
40 Winter fruit gather when Mihel is past. 1577 Googe
Heresbach's Husb. I. 28 Winter Barley., is to be sowed in
September. 1609 Dekkf.r Ravens Almanack B 3 b, When
whiter plomes are ripe and ready to be gathered. 1676
Worliuge Cyder 170 Bings-pear, Winter-Poppering, Thorn-
pear [etc.] are all very good Winter-pears. 1697 Drydkn
Virg. Georg. 1. 300 When Astrea's Ballance, hung on high,
Betwixt the Nights and Days divides the Sky, Then. .sow
your Winter Grain. 1707 Mortimer Hush., Kalendar Jan.,
Apples. ..Winter Queenings, ..Winter Pearmain. .. Pears.
Winter Musk, . . Winur Norwich, . .Winter Burgamot, Win-
ter Bon-Chrestien. 176a Mills Syst. Bract, flusb. I. 466
The gray and other large winter peas. 1844 H. Stephkns
Bk.Furm II. 514 The state of the winter-wheat depends
entirely on the sort of weather it had to encounter in winter
and early spring. 1870 Yeats N~at. Hist. Comm. 63 In
Egypt, wheat is a winter crop.

d. In figurative applications (cf. ic); f in

quots. 1593, 16S2 = old, aged.
1593 Shaks. z Hen. VI, v. iii. 2 Salisbury,. .That Winter

Lyon, who in rage forgets Aged contusions. 1651 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. i. 6 '1 he worst of his fate was, to live to
his Winter age. 1682 Oi way Venice Preserved in. ii. 34
That mortify 'd old uither'd Winter Rigue. 1709 Pope
fan. <y May 104 The tasteless, diy embrace Of a stale

virgin with a winter face. 1745 Young Nt. Th. ix. 410 The
Crown of Manhood is a Winttr-Joy; An Evergreen, that
. .blossoms in the Rigour of our Pate.

4. Comb. : objective, as winter-boding, -loving
adjs. ; indirect objective, as winter-like, -proof,

-verging adjs. ; instrtimentnl, as xvinter-bcaten^

-blasted, -bound, -chilled, -shaken, -starved, -swollen,

-thin, -wasted, -withered, -worn pa. pples. and adjs.;

similative, as winter-chill, -seeming, -visaged adjs.

;

* in or during winter*, as ivintcr-blooming, -fattened,

-felled, -flowering, -made, -pruned, -sown, -standing
pples. and adjs. ; winter-cut vb.

1579 Spenser Shep/t. Cal. Jan., Argt., He compareth his
carefull case to the sadde season of the yeare,. and to his
owne *w"interbeaten flocke. 1827 Clark Sheph. Cal. 23
Crab, hip and "winter-bitten sloe. 1597 Drayton Heroic.
Ep., Rosamond 40 The cold badge of 'winter-blasted haires.

163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 71 A roofe to my Winter-blasted
lodging.^ a 1847 Eliza Cook Song of Dying Old Man vi,

The spring-flower clinging round the *winter-blighted tree.

1855 Poultry Chron. 111. 303 Cyclamen (especially the
*winter-blooming kind) may be sheltered. 1892 W. Watson
Poems, Autumn 36 And spectral seem thy "winter-boding
trees. 1791 Burns Lovely Davt'es ii, As the wretch looks
o'er Siberia's shore, When * winter-bound the wave is. 1904
Phillips Oppenheim Betrayal xxi. 179 A country silent and
winterbound. 1605 Sylvester Du Partus 11. iii. iv. Captains
482 My flesh (too-*Winter-chill) My spirit. 's small sparkles
doth extinguish still. 1669 Woulidge Syst. Agric. vi. 72
In the Spring yielding a reviving Cordial to your •Winter-
chilled spirit. 1784 G. White Selborne, To Pennant ix,

A very large fall of timber, consisting of about one thousand
oaks, has been cut.. .These trees, .were "winter-cut, viz. in

Februaryand March. 1840 Buel Farmer's Comp.164 English
beef and mutton, .is mostly "winter-fattened, .upon roots
and straw. 1804 Phil. Trans. XCV. 89 This superiority in

'winter-felled wood. 1871 Routledge^s F,v. Boy's Ann.
101/2 "Winter-flowering plants, 161 1 Spei;d Theat. Gt.
Brit. xli. 79 *Winter-!ike dispositions of weather. 1740 T.
Smith Jml, (1849) 268, 1 believe no man ever knew so winter-
like a spell so early in the year. x8oo Ht.'KDis Fav. Village

134 The *winter-loving moss. 1830 Cumbld. Farm Rep. 58 in

Libr. Usef Knowl.,Hnsb. Ill, The manure made in summer
..is always of better quality than *winter-made dung. 1830
Doyle in W.J. Fitz-Patrick Life (1880) II. 221, I., hope I

am now *winter-proof. 184s Loudon Suburban Hort. 453
Canes "winter-pruned, or cut back, a 1631 Donne Loves
Alchymie 12 A "winter-seeming summers night. 1605
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. 1. Vocation 483 Peasants
*Winter-shaken. 1605 R. R. Commend. Poem in Sylvester's
Wks., Winter-shaken Leaues. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 316
'Winter sown Seed. 1598 Grknlwey Tacitus, Ann. u.

vi. (1622) 40 The souldiers were brought backe to their

"winter-standing camps. 1581 Sidney Apd. Poetrie (Arb.)
63 Figures and flowers, extreamelie "winter-starued. 1597
Drayton Heroic. Ep., Henry to Rosamond 101 The hungry
winter-starued earth. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues Ccmmw.
(1878) 92 A number of poore winterstarued people. 1849
Rock Ch. Fathers II. 465 Did the good man.. wade through
the "winter-swollen brook? 1820 Kfats Fancy 57 The snake
all *winter-thin Cast on sunny bank its skin. 1824 Fenbv
To a Redbreast v,The *winter-verging autumn morn. 1898
Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 87 The maimed, Torn, tortured,
"winter-visaged. 1885 H. Tennyson in Macm. Mag. Mar.
315 As we fare .. forth .. From out our "winter-wasted
Northern Isle. 1906 Hardy Dynasts 11. 1. vi, *Winter-
whitened bones. 1592 Danikl Delia xxx[viii], Her glas..

then presents her "winter-withered hew. 187a Geo. Eliot
Middlem. xxxvii, The common jealousy of a "winter-worn
husband. 0x560 Phaer sEncid viu. (1562) Bbiij, Three
"winter-wrested showres.

5. Special Combs.: winter bud Zoo/,, a stato-

blast (formed at the approach of, or quiescent

during, winter) ; winter-clad a., clothed warmly
for the winter; f winter-close v., trans, to shut

close against the cold of winter; winter count,

a pictorial record or chronicle of the events of a

year, kept by a N. American Indian tribe ; winter

eggs = winter ova ; winter garden, {a) a garden

of plants that flourish in winter, as evergreens;

{b) a greenhouse or conservatory in which plants

are kept flourishing in winter ; winter-hained

a. [HaIN I'.*], of pasture, preserved from grazing

during the winter; so winter-haining vbl. sb»
;

winter-killed pa. pple. and a. (tV. .5*.), killed or



WINTER.
blasted by the cold of winter : said esp. of grain or

other crops ; so winter-killing; winter-long a.,

ns (tediously) long as winter ; adv., through a

whole winter ; winter-love, cold or conventional

love; winter-old a., that has lasted since the

beginning of winter ; winter ova, eggs produced

by certain invertebrates at the approach of winter

(cf. summer ova s.v. Summer sb.1 6); winter-

piece [Piece sb. 17 b, d], a picture or description

of a winter scene ; winter-pride, the condition of

being winter-proud ; winter-proud a., (of wheat

or other crops) too luxuriant in winter ; winter-

rig v. (now dial.), trans, to plough (land) in ridges

and lay it fallow for the winter (cf. Winter-fal-

low); winter-rot [Rot sb. 1 2], a disease incident

to sheep in the winter; f winter-stall, a hive in

which bees are kept during the winter; f winter

story, tale, an idle tale (also winter's tale : see 3b).

1888 R01.LF.STON& Jackson Auint. Life 709 The Phylacto-

laemata [among Polyzoa] also reproduce by statoblasts or

•winter buds. 1847 Tennyson Princess II* 105 The man;
Tattoo'd or woaded, *winter-clad in skins, c 1440 Pallad.

on Husb. 1. 507 'Winter close hit al To holde out colde.

1895 Hoffman Beginnings of Writing 35 These chrono-

logical records are designated '"winter counts', as each
event covers that period of time between the end of one
summer and the beginning of the next. 1872 H. C. Bastian
Begin. Life II. 514 The so-called '•winter-eggs' of the

beautiful.. Rotifer. .Hydatina senta. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 477 f 1 A *YVinter Garden, which would consist of such

Trees only as never cast their Leaves. 176a Kames Flem.
Crit. xxiv. (1774) 448 In a cold country, the capital object

should be a winter-garden, open to the sun, sheltered from
wind, dry under foot, and having the appearance of summer
by variety of evergreens. 1889 Gunter That Frenchman
xvi. 197 The great conservatory, or winter garden, as it is

called in that country, and without which no grand Russian

house is complete. 1896 Ward <V Lock's Itlustr. Guide
Bournemouth etc. 22 Not far from the pier entrance is the

Winter Garden and Pavilion. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming
86 To have in' reserve a *winter-hained old pasture, which
the ewes and lambs can fall back on. 1667-8 Act iQ-20

Chtts. //, c. 8 § 10 The time of the *Winter heyning (that is

to say) from the Eleventh day of November to the Three
and twentieth day of Aprill. 1743 R. Maxwell Set. Trans.

Agric. Scot. 37 'I he Dung of these [sheep] in Summer, with

Winter-haining, will keep the Ground in good Heart. 1868

Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 405 The White Mediter-

ranean and Sandomirka wheats were badly *winter-killed.

Ibid. 17 The early reports, .were generally favorable, and
noted by the absence of * winter-killing. C1325 Lai le Freine

143 Al the *winter-long night. 1876 Morris sEneids iv.

193 How winter-long between them there the sweets of

sloth they nursed. 1636 R. Jonson Discov., Jactura 7>itae
t

What a deale of cold busines doth a man mis-spend the

better part of life in ! in scattering complements, tendring

visits, . . making a little *winter-love in a darke corner.

1897 tr. JVnnsen's Farthest North II. v. 194 Ice which
can hardly be *winter-old, or at any rate has been formed
since last summer. 1852 Zoologist X. 3406 He pointed out

the difference between the ordinary ova and those called
' *winter ova', which last he proposed to call ephippial

ova. 1877 [see summer ova s.v. Summer sb.
1

6]. 1888

Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 634 The ova [of Roti-

fers] are of three kinds, small male ova, thin*shelled sum-
mer ova, and thick-shelled winter or, better, resting ova.

1666 Pepys Diary 17 July, To agree with. .(the Dutch
paynter. .) for a "winter piece of snow. 1697 Addison Ess.

Virgil's Georgics F12 The Scythian Winter-piece appears

so very cold and bleak to the Eye, that a Man can scarce

look on it without shivering. 1797 Holcroft tr. Stolberg's

Trav. (ed. 2) II. xlii. 70 The third [painting] is a winter

piece, a 172* Lisle Husb. (1757) 03 Sowold wheat at the

first and earliest sowing, if you fear "winter-pride. 1601

Holland Pliny xvn. ii. I. 501 When either come is "winter-

prowd, or other plants put forth and bud too earely, by reason
of the mild and warme aire. 1799 J. Robertson Agric.

Perth 146 When the wheat is winter-proud, which com-
monly happens after a mild season. .,' that luxuriance.,

ought to be checked by eating it down with sheep. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 397 There is danger of

the crop running to straw, or becoming what is called winter-

proud. 1661 M. Stevenson Twelve Months 39 At theend
of this moneth [August] begin to "winter-rig all

_
fruitful

soyls. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. nr. 140 Against the

•winter rotte, or hunger rotte, you must prouide to feede

them [sc. sheep] at home in Cratches, c 1275 xi Pains of
Hell 40 in O. E. Misc. 148 pickure hi honge}>..pan don
been in *wynterstal. 1587-8 Wills $ Inv. Durh. (Surtees)

II. 312, iij wynter stales of bees. 1824 [see Stall sb.*]. 1659

Bp. Walton Consid. Considered 239 A mere *winter-story

without any ground or reason. 1556 Olde Antichrist 7

According to olde w'mes fables and "winter tales. 1637 C.

Dow Ansiv. to H. Burton 120 b, Such winter tales as it were

too great a mispence of time and words to refute them.

b. In names of animals and plants that are active

or flourish in winter or in the winter half of the

year (often rendering L. hiemalis as a specific

name), or of late-ripening fruits (cf. 3 c) : winter-

bloom, (a) a late-flowering species of Azalea
;

(b) the American witch-hazel, Ilamamelis vir-

ginica
%
which blossoms late in autumn and ripens

its fruit the following year ; winter bunting, the

snow bunting (see Hunting sb.1 I ) ; winter clover,

the partridge-berry, Mitchella repens ; winter
daffodil, a late-blooming yellow-flowered amaryl-

lid, Sternbergia tulea, cultivated in gardens ; win-

ter duck, (a) the pintail duck (see Pintail 2)

;

(b) in U. S.j the long-tailed duck, Harclda glad-

alts ; winter falcon, the young of the red-

shouldered buzzard, Buteo lineatus ; winter finch,

182

a N. American species of finch (see qnot.) ; win-
ter flounder (see quot.) ; winter-flower, (a) gen.

a flower blooming in winter ; [b) spec, the early-

blooming Japan allspice, Chimonanthus fragrans
[a rendering of the generic name] ; t winter gilly-

flower, the wallflower (see quot. 1597); winter
grape, an American species of grape-vine, Vitis

cordifolia ; winter-gull, any species of gull which
appears in winter in a particular locality, as the

common gull, the black-headed gull, or the herring-

gull ; winter hawk, the red-shouldered buzzard
1 (cf. winter falcon) ; winter heath (see quot.)

;

winter-mew = winter-gull ; winter midge (see

quot.) ; winter-moth, any of various geometer
moths which come forth in winter, esp. Cheima-
tobia irumata; winter-pick [? Pick v. 1 5], a local

name for the sloe when mellowed by frost, used
I for making a rustic wine; winter queening, a

late-ripening variety of apple, which keeps well

through the winter ; winter redbird local, the

cardinal grosbeak, Cardinalis virginianus, which
winters in some parts of N. America (cf. summer
redbird s.v. Summer sb. 1 6 b) ; winter rocket,

the common winter-cress, Barbarea vulgaris (see

;
Rocket sb. 2 3); winter rose, (a) a rose blooming
in winter ; (b) ? the Christmas rose, Helleborus

' niger ; winter-shad, the mud-shad, Dorosoma
copedianum ; winter snipe, the purple sandpiper

i or rock-snipe, Tringa striata or maritima (cf. sum-
mer snipe s.v. Summeii sb. 1 6b); winter squash,

a species of pumpkin, Cncurbita maxima (cf.

summer squash s.v. Summer sb. 1 6 b); winter
strawberry, the strawberry-tree = Arbutus ; win-
ter-sweet = Winter Sweet Marjoram (see Mar-

: joram) ; winter teal, the green-winged teal (see

Teal 2) : cf. summer teal s.v. Summer sb.1 6 b
;

1 winter-thorn, a late-ripening variety of pear;

winter-weed, any one of various small weeds

which survive and flourish in winter ; esp. the ivy-

leaved and field speedwells, Veronica hederirfolia

and V. agrestis. See also winter Aconite, Helio-

!
trope, Hellebore, Hemp,Marjobam,Rafe (sb. 5),

;
Savory, Wagtail, Wren.
1760 J. Lee Introd. But. App. 332 "Winter Bloom. Azalea.

1884 Miller Planl-n., Hamamelis virginica, American
Witch-Hazel,.. Winter-bloom. 1813 Stephens in Shaw's

Gen. Zool. IX. 367 "Winter Bunting (Emberiza hyemalis).

1884 Miller Plant-n., Mitchella repens, Chequer-berry,

Partridge-berry, . . 'Winter Clover. Ibid., Sternbergia Intea,

Winter Daffodil. 1804 Bewick Brit. Bints II. 360 Pintail

Duck. Sea Pheasant, Cracker, or "Winter Duck. 1785

Pennant Arctic Zool. II. 209 "Winter Falcon. ..With a

black bill J yellow cere :.. appears at approach of winter,

and retires in the spring. 1783 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds

III. 274 "Winter Finch.. .Found at New York, in the winter.

1809 Edmondston Zetland 1st. I. 240 Ling, .are known by
the name of "winter fish. 1873 T. Gill Catal. Fishes E.

Coast N. Amer. 16 Pseudopleuroncctes amcricanus. . . Com-
mon flounder j "winter-flounder; mud dab. 1733 Pope Let.

to Richardson 10 June, I hope to see you.. before this

"Winter-flower is faded. I will defer her Interment till

Tomorrow Night. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cxiii. 371 The
people in Cheshire do call ihem "Winter Gilloflowers. 1615

W. Lawson Orch.fr Gard. vi. (1623) 12 Wall-flowers, com-
monly called Bee-flowers, or winter Gilly-flowers. 1814

Pursh Flora Amer. Septeutr. 1. 169 Vitis cordifolia.. com-

monly called "Winter-grape or Chicken-grape. 1804 Bewick
Brit. Birds II. 221 "Winter Gull. Winter Mew, or Coddy
Moddy. 1831 Audubon Ornithol. Biog. 1. 364 The "Winter

Hawk. Falco hyemalis, Gmel. 1881 Garden 14 Jan. 17, 1

The "Winter Heath (E\r!cd\ carina) asja low-growing.

.

shrub is one of the best of all winter blooming plants. 1678

Rav IVillughby's Ornith. 350 The "Winter-Mew, called in

Cambridge-shire the Coddy-.Moddy. 1854 J. Hogg Microsc.

11. ii. 288 The appearance of gnats. The first that appear

are called "winter midges (Trichocera hyemalis). 1819

Samouf.lle Entomol. Compend.y,q Smcrinthus brumaria.

The "Winter Moth. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 106

The Winter Moth (Chimatobia brumata). 186a W. S.

Coleman Woodlands 118 '"Winterpick-wine ' lakes the

place«cf port in the rustic 'cellar'. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort. Jan. (1669) 21 Apples.. Holland-pepin, John-apple,

"Winter-Queening. 1714 J. Lawson Carolina io3 Winter
Queening is a durable Apple, and makes good Cider. 1889

Science-Gossip XXV. 146/1 Our lively cardinal grosbeak.

.

is known as the '"winter red bird'* because .. more of a
songster in December than in June, 174a Yocng Nt. Th.

11. 240 The "winter Rose must blow, the Sun put on A
brighter Beam in Leo. 1891 Kipling Life's Handicap iy. 88

Clumps of winter-roses lay between the silver candlesticks.

1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 409 In the Chesapeake region it

is known as the 'Mud-Shad ,
' "Winter-Shad ', or 'Stink

Shad '. 1809 Kendall Trav. III. lxx. 109 The vine of a
species of pompion called by the colonists "winter squash.

a 1746 Holdsworth Remarks on Virgil (1768) 29 The
Arbutus cannot here mean the "Winter-Strawberry. 1840

Paxton Bot. />/c/.,*Winter sweet, Origanum heracleoticum.

J766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Pear 5 Y 4/2 The "winter-thorn.

Wi'nter, sbfi [Origin uncertain.

Perhaps originating as a jocular antithesis to the summer
or upper rail or cross-bar of the hand-printing press (Summer
sb. 2 3e). Connexion with nortb. dial, winter = trivet is

uncertain.]

In a hand-printing press, a block of wood about

nine inches broad by nine deep, supporting the

carriage and having a tenon at each end to fit into

corresponding mortices in the cheeks.

WINTEEBOLTRNE.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing x. r 4 The Length

of the Winter besides the Tennants, is one Foot nine Inches.
1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 298. 1888 Jacobi Printers'
I'oc. 156.

Winter, v. [f. Winter sb.1 after L. hiemare
(in senses 1, 2), hibemare (in sense 1) ; cf. MHG.,
MLG., Du. winteren (G. wintem), ON. vetra.]

1. intr. To pass or spend the winter ; to stay or
reside (at a specified place) during the winter

;

(of animals) to find, or be provided with, food and
shelter in the winter.
138a Wyclif Acts xxvii. 12 If on ony maner thei my3ten

come to Fenyce, for to wynterne in the hauene of Crete.
1526 Tindale Acts xxvii. 12 The haven was nott commodius
to wynter in. 1535 Coverdale /so. xviii. 6 The beastes of
the earth wyntered there. 1668 Dryden Even. Love II. i,

Birds that breed in one Countrie, and goe to winter in

another. 1726 Swift Gulliver II. i, Discovering a Leak we
unshipped our Goods and winter'd there. 1801 A. Mackenzie
Voy. Montreal Fur Trade p. xxvii, About a third of these
[middlemen] went to winter, and had more than double the
above wages. 1826 Lamb Ella Ser. 11. Pop. Faltacies xv,
What savage unsocial nights must our ancestors have spent,
wintering in caves and unillumined fastnesses ! 1828 Dar-
vill Engl. Race Horse Introd. p. ix, Mr. Crooke had a farm
at Redland, in Gloucestershire, at which place his horses
usually wintered. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. ii. 46 The
heathen men wintered for the first time in the IsleofSheppey.
Jig. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Parish in, The Miss Willises.

.

seemed to have no separate existence, but to have made up
their minds just to winter through life together.

2. trans. To keep or maintain during winter

;

esp. to provide (animals) with food and shelter in

winter. (Also said of the food, or of the land.)

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 530/1 Wyntryn', or kepe a thynge al

the wyntyr, yemo. 1550-1 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 306 To
wynter theme [sc. two oxtwinters] unto such tyineas thei be
able to drawe. 1570-1 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

III.594 For vppyngye Swannes and wynteryng lhem..xxiij*.

1580 Knareib. Wills (Surtees) I. 139 To..iny wief a cowe
and asmoche haie as will wynter hir. 1607 Topsell Four-f.
Beasts 605 They summered them [sc. sheep] in Apulia, they
wintered them in Samnius. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv.
Oct. (1744) 135 If I keep more Sheep than I can Winter.
1824 Loudon Green-house Comp. i. 15 The sickly condition
of plants wintered in such of these houses as still exist. 1881

Garden 18 Mar. 187/3, 1 have given up wintering Cauliflower

plants. 1883 Standard 3 Apr. 3/5 It should be the aim of

the grass-land farmer to summer as many and winter as few
animals as possible.

T b. fig. To maintain (an opinion) through a

period of trial. (Cf. to summer and winter s.v.

Summer v.1 3 b.) Obs. rare.

1608 Bp. Hall Charac. n. 108 The Vnconstant. .what he
will be next, as yet he knoweth not ; but ere hee haue
Wintred his opinion, it will be manifest. 1618 T. Adams
Serm. Heb. xiii. e?Wks. (1629) 853 To winter an opinion is

too tedious : hee hath beene many things ; what hee will

bee, vou shall scarce know, till hee is nothing.

t 8. intr. To be or become wintry. Obs. rare.

1483 Cath. Angl. 420/1 To Wyntyr, brumare, brumescere.

1 4. pa. pple. Detained by winter weather, winter-

bound. Obs. rare.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 251 They sayled to the .49.

degree and a halfe vnder the pole Antartyke; where beinge

wyntered, they were inforced to remayne.

5. trans. To affect like winter, subject to wintry
; conditions; to make wintry; to chill, freeze.

Chiefly jig. (cf. Winter sb. 1 1 c).

1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sir G. Nonsence Wks. (1630) 11.

3/2 Time that now summers him, wil one day winter him.

1628 Ford Lovers Mel. iv. iii, I am so . . wintred with the

tempests of affliction. 1797 Anna Seward Lett. (18x1) IV.

355 Experience has wintered the aspect of the future. 1857

Meredith Farina (1894) 304 They uttered noises that win-

tered the blood.

Winterage (wintaredg). local. Also -idge.

[f. Winter v. + -age.] The action of wintering

cattle ; food or pasture for cattle in winter.

1828 Craven Gloss., Winieridge . . the same as average.

1888 Times 8 Nov. 5/6 [In Galway] ' Winterage ' is land

hired to place cattle on in the winter months.

+ Winteran. Obs. In Winteran bark [tr.

mod.L. cortex PVinleranus], erron. bark of IVin-

' teran = Winter's bark.
1651 French Distill, ii. 58 Of the bark of Winteran half

a pound. 1694 Pechey Compl. Herbal 348 Winteranbark.

Winterberry (wrntaibeiri). Any of several

; N. American species of holly {Ilex, formerly PH-
< nos) with berries, usually scarlet, which persist

through the winter; esp. Ilex vcrticillata (also

called Black Alder) and /. laevigata (Smooth Win-

terberry). Also, the fruit of any of these.

1759 Miller Gard. Diet. (ed. 7), Priuos. Winterberry.

1770 J. R. Forster a.Xalm't Trav. A*. Amer. I. 67 I'rinos

verticillatus, the winterberry tree in swamps. 183JJ.BREE

St Herbert's Isle 147 Brambled paths, where winter-berries

hang. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 1 7 1 A vigorous growth of

i
winler'-berry, laden with its crimson fruit.

Winterbourne(wi"nt3jb6»an). [OE. winter-

buma, f. Winter sb. 1 + burna, Bourn(e si. 1 ,
Burn

sb. 1 As a place-name Winterbourne is distributed

!
over Wiltshire and Dorset together with s.w. Berks

I and s.w. Gloucestershire ; there is also a iVinter-

! burn in Yorkshire. The mod. use of the word as a

common name has not been satisfactorily accounted

! for.] An intermittent stream, such as those found

j

in chalk and limestone districts, which flows only

j
in winter or at long intervals.



WINTER CHERRY. 183 WINTERING.
930 in Birch Cariul. Sax. II. 348 [Gloucestershire] In

winterburnan. . swa on oftaerne winterburnan. cq$q Lindi.f.
Gosp. John xviii. 1 Ofer bat burnarr/ uinterburna [L. trans
torrentem],

[1774 J. Hittchins Hist. Dorset I, Introd. p. lxxv, Winter-
born N. rises at Winterborn Howton...This rivulet seldom
runs farther than Clenston in the summer, and thus answers
to its Saxon name Wintreburn.]
1851 Kincslev Yeast i, One of those noble springs known

as winter-bournes in the chalk ranges. 1884 Jukes- Browne
Phys. Geol. 86 The nailbournes [see Evleboukn] and winter-

bournes of the south of England are caused by a gradual
rise in the line of saturation under the chalk-hiils till the
water reaches a level at which there is free egress into some
valley or depression. 1895SAINTSBURY Ess. Engl. Lit. Ser.

n. 79 The flashing of the winterbournes as they spring from
the t urf where they have lain hid.

Winter cherry.
1. Name for several plants of the nightshade tribe

(N. O. Soianacex) with cherry-like fruit which is

ripe in winter ; also, the fruit itself, a. The com-
mon English name ofAlkekengi, a European herb
bearing a round scarlet fruit inclosed in a red

bladder-like envelope formed of the enlarged calyx;
also of other species of Physalis, as the Cape
Gooseberry, P. edulis.

1548 Turnkr Names ofHerles (E.D.S.) 75 Solatium vest-

carium.. in englishe Alcakeng or wynter cheries. 1575 J.
Banister Chyturg. 96 b, Alcakengi, Winter cherie, a kynde
of nightshade. 1640 Pahkinson Theat. Bot. 462 Hal.-
cacabum sive Alkakengi. Winter Cherries. 1721 Mortimer
Husb. II. 178 Winter Cherries are increased from the Roots
by Sprouts or Runners. 1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v.
Alkckengi, The common medicinal Winter-Cherry. 1840
F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 328 Physalis edulis—
Cape Gooseberry or Winter Cherry.

D. Applied to species of Solatium with cherry-

like fruit, as S, Pseudo-capsicum, also called

Jerusalem Cherry.
1629 Parkinson Farad. 431 Amonum Plini/ seu Pseudo-

capsicum. Tree Night shade or the Winter Cherry tree.

1731 Miller Card. Diet. s. v. Solatium. 1850 G. Glennv
Handbk. Flower-Garden 129 Sotanum pseudo-ca/sicum is

the Winter Cherry, a greenhouse bush, grown fcr its red
cherry-like berries in winter.

2. Applied to species of Cardiospermum or Heart-
seed (N. O. Sapindacex), having fruit inclosed in

an inflated calyx like that of Physalis (see 1) ; esp.

C. /falicacabum, also called Balloon Vine.
1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. lii. § 2. 270 The blacke winter

Cheirie hath weake and slender stalkes somewhat crested,

and like vnto the tendrels of the Vine. 1866 [see heart-

pea. Heart sb. 56 b].

Winter corn. [Cf. Du. winterkoren, G. win*
terkom.] Corn sown in winter, or in autumn and
remaining in the ground through the winter.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 351 On halfe acre of wyntur corne.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 8 If thou sowe it with winter-
corne, as whete or ry. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1.

35 b, The Winter Corne when it is sowed before Winter,
appeareth aboue the ground somtimes within a seuennight
after. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 113 Our wheate and
rie, which wee call winter come. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 60
These Lands are very subject to worms which destroys
both the Corn and the Grass very much, especially the
Winter-corn. 1^64 Museum Rust. IV. 7 If it U to be winter
coin, one ploughing more, which is the third only, makes it

in fine order for the seed.

attrib, and Comb, a 1450 Mankind 54 in Macro Plays 3
A wyntur corn-threscher. 1611 in G. A. Carthew Huna.
Lau 11ditch ill. (1879) 26 In the tyme of wyntercorne harvest.

Wi'nter-cress. [After Du. zuititerkers.] Any
of the cruciferous herbs of the genus Parbarea, the

leaves of which were formerly used as a winter
salad; esp. H. vulgaris (Winter Rocket,Yellow R.).

1548 Turner Names 0/Herbes(K.D.S.) 44 liio. -in englishe
wyntercres.se. 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lxi.626. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11. viii. 189 The seede of winter Cresse. .helpeth the
strangurie. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 14 Barbarea,
Pseudobunias, . .Winter Cresses. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot.
xxiii. (1794) 323 Winter Cress with lyrate leaves ,. and
spikes of yellow flowers, growing by ditch-sides. 1858 Hogg
Veg. Kingd. 63.

Winter day. [OE. winlerdv£ ~ MLG., MDu.
winterdach, -dagh (Du. winterdag, G. ivintertag),

ON. velrardagr.] A day in winter. (More com-
monly winter s day : see Winter sb. 1 3 b.)

c 888 Alfred Boeth. iv. § 1 {>u be 5am winterda^um selest

scorte tida. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. {Margaret) 345
Eftyre sown be bind fel Alsclere of hyre as of a wel As dois
watir one wynur day. 1711 Mortimkr Husb. II. 116 To
expose them to the Sun in such Winter-days as prove clear.

17*6-46 Thomson Winter 692 Behold, the joyous winter-
days Frosty succeed. 184a IJickens Amer. Notes vi, The
darkest winter-day that ever glimmered, a 1876 Aird Poet,
Witt, (1878) 145 On gurly winter days.

Winterden, corrupt form of Witereden.
Wintered (wi'ntairl), a. Forms: (1 sewin-

tred), 3 wintred, (Orm.) winntredd, 6-9 win-
tred, 6- wintered. [OE. gewintred, f. ge- Y- +
wittier Winter sb.1 + -ed, -ed.]

+ 1. Having lived through or experienced many
winters or years (cf. Winter sb 1

2) ; aged

;

veteran. In OE. also = ' of age \ grown up. Obs.
The meaning in the last quot. is doubtful.
6S8-95 Laws cf Ine xxxviii. (Liebermann), Healden ba

rmegasbune frumstol, 03 3aet hit [sc. the child] gewintred
sie. C&93 yEi.FRKi) Oros.vu xxx'i. $ 1 Hi hiene nieddon to
leornun^a, beh he gewintred ware, c iaoo Ormin 746
Sannt Johan wass streonedd ta purrh faderr & burrh
mod err, patt time batt te^ watrenn ba Winntrede menn &

aide. 1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. i, Backt With wintered soul-

diers vs'd to conquering [Gamier vne artnee, De feres
legions a v<iincre accoustumee]. 1599 Nashk Lenten Stuffe
66 The action is entred, the complaint of her [sc. a turbot's]

wintered browes presented.

2. Exposed to the influence of winter ; subjected

to wintry conditions ; chilled or blasted by winter.

c iao5 Lay. 101 pa scipen foren wide :jeon bare wintrede
sae. 1556 J. Heywood Slider fy E. i. 4 In field so florishing

That wintered withered stalks stand in couart. 1596 Lodge
Marg, Amer. 21 First shall the sunne be scene without his

flame, The wintred mountaines without frost or ice. 1804

Ansa Seward Mem. Dantitt 293 The late and wintered
period of Autumn. 1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbic III. xv,

241 Something like a Hash of cold moonlight on wintred
water gleamed over.. his poor fccusless eyes. 1889 Mrs.
Lynn Linton Thro' Long Night 11. xx, He would welcome
her as the wintered earth welcomes the fresh young spring.

+ 3. Adapted for or used in winter. Obs. rare~ l

.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. hi. ii. in Wintred garments must
be linde.

Winterer (wi-ntsrai). [f. Winter v. (or sb. 1
)

+ -er !.] One who winters, in various senses.

1. One who spends the winter in a specified place;

a winter visitor or resident ; spec, a servant of the

Hudson's Bay Company who was employed in the
far interior of X. America. Also applied to birds

{spec, the jerfalcon : see quot. 1831).
xSoi A. Mackenzie I'oy. Montreal Fur Trade p. xxviii.

Those are called North Men or Winterers. 1831 Swainson
& Richardson Fauna Bcr.-Amer. II. 27 The Jerfalcon is

a constant resident in the Hudson's Bay territories, where it

is known by the name of the ' Speckled Partridge Hawk ',

or by that of the ' Winterer '. 1876 Fortn. Rev. Mar. 363
Davos, with its five hundred winterers. 1882 Standard
14 Apr. 6 Doubtless, the winterers in Smith's Sound.. will

have a curious tnle to tell. 1923 Titties Lit. Suppl. 15 Mar.
176/3 The whinchat hardly deserves to be ranked as a
regular winterer, even in Cornwall.

b. spec. An animal, as a horse, ox, or sheep,
* kept to feed in a particular place during winter

'

(Jam.). Sc,

179S G. Robertson Agric* Surv. Mid-Lothian 41 In
farms where no winterers are kept, the dunghill is placed
behind the stables, out of view. 1801 F'artucrs Mag. Aug.
251 Winterers, or straw-yard cattle, intended for next sum-
mer's grass. 1827 Scott Two Drovers ii, If you let me
have six stots for winterers.

2. One who tends animals during winter.
1832 Boston Her. 8 May 3/5 Graziers and winterers of stock.

Winter-faHow, sb. [Cf. MLG. wmtervalli-
gen, G. wititerfalgeti.'] A lying fallow, or land
that lies fallow, during the winter. So Wi'nter-
fallow v., Irans. to lay (land) fallow during the
winter ; hence Wi'nter-fadlowing vbl. sb.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 45 The rougher it lies for a Winter
fallow the better. Ibid. 47 In Staffordshire they often give
their Lands a Winter fallowing, besides the three summer
fallowings, a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 54 Spring-corn, for

which last three they winter-fallow only. 1763 Museum
Rust. I. 33 Let the land be then Winter-fallowed. 1813
Vancouver Agric. Devon 166 The wheat-stubbles are..
winter-fallowed.

Winter-feed, v. trans. To feed or maintain
(animals, etc.) during winter. Hence Wi'nter-
fee:ding vbl. sb. ; also Wi/nter-feed sb., food sup-
plied to animals during winter.

1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iii. iv. Captains 947 The
wide-straddling Mower; That.. Cuts-cross the swathes to
winter-feed his Farm. 01722 Lisle Husb, (1757) 276, I was
saying that I had winter-feed, .for more beasts than I had.
1762 Mills Syst. Tract. Husb. I. 373 In Leicestershire,
where they absurdly winter.feed their wheat by consent.
1765 Museum Rust. IV. 400 Deduct for the ewes winter-
feed.^ 8 o. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. II. 221 Stall or
winter-feeding of cattle or sheep. 1887 Rogers Agric. fy
Prices V, 180 In 1595-6, peas and beans .. were generally
purchased for winter feed in the stable.

Wintergreen (wi*nt3J|grm). [After Du.
wintergroen, G. wintergriin!\

1. Name for various plants of low growth or
creeping habit whose leaves remain green in winter.

a. Any plant of the genus Pyroia, esp. P. minor,
a woodland plant with roundish drooping white
flowers. Also applied to plants of the allied genus
Chimaphila, as C\ (P.) maculata (Spotted W.),
and C. {P.) nmbcllata (Pipsissewa or Prince's Pine).
Also in pi. as a collective name for the order Pyrolacex =

the suborder Pyrolex of Ericaceae.
1548 Turner Names of Herbes (E.D.S.) 43 Littionium

named of the Herbaries Pyroia, is named in duch winter-
growen... It maye be called in englishe wyntergrene. 1640
Parkinson Theat. Bot. 508 Pyroia nostra vulgaris. Our
ordinary Winter greene. ..Pyroia tenerior. Slender Winter
greene. 1771 J. R. Forstm Flora A mcr. Septentr, 20 Pyroia
rotundifolia. Winter.green, round-leaved. Virginia. 1814
Pl*rsh Flora A titer. Septentr.X. 300 Chimaphila maculata.
..C. corymbosa. .. Both si>ecies are handsome evergreens,
and known by the name of Winter-green. 1861 S. Thomson
Wild Fl. in. (ed. 4) 222 The Pyrolas, or winter-greens.
187a Macmillan True Vine vii. 285 The winter-green and
the palmy shield-fern creep into the solitude of the pine-
wood.

b. The N. American plant Gaultheria pro-
cumbens (Aromatic, Creeping, or Spring W.),
bearing drooping white flowers and edible scarlet

berries ; also called Checkerberry, Partridge-berry,

Tea-berry, etc.

Oil of vjintergreen
t wintergreen oil, a heavy volatile oil

obtained from the leaves of this plant, used medicinally as
an aromatic stimulant, and for flavouring confectionery, etc.

1778 J. Carvek Trav. N. Amer. xix. 509 Winter Green.

.

is an ever-green .. found on dry heaths;, .in the winter it is

full of red berries about the size of a sloe. « 184: Bryant
Strange Lady 31 Where cornels arch their cool dark boughs
o'er beds of winter green. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot.
121 Among these oils are those uf the orange, ..peppermint,
and wintergreen. 1866 Odling Anim. them. 87 Wood-
spirit is a constituent residue of the essential oil of winter-
green. 1909 Chem. $ Druggist 20 Feb. 315/1 I he methyl
salicylate in tiie winlergreen oil.

C. Chickweed "Wintergreen, either species of
Trientalis {T, europxa or america/ta), woodland
plants of high latitudes or altitudes.

I7^o J.,Lee Introd. Bot. App. 332 Winter Green, with
Chickweed Flowers. 1789 Aiton Hortus Kew. I. 493 Com-
mon Trientalis, or Chickweed Winter.green. 1840 Bkemner
Excurs. Denmark etc. I. 370 The Wiiiteigreen (Trientalis
Kut opajai, the loveliest of all the flowers of the northern flora.

d. Flowering Winter-green, theFiinged Milk-
wort of N. America, Polygala paztcifolia.
1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. U.S. (iSco) 88.

2. Usually //. (with hyphen, or as two words..
An evergreen. Also Jig. ? Obs.
1681 Cotton Wond. Peak 83 For Winter-Greens the Yew,

Holly, and liox. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 383 The b?st time
for tlieremoving of all Trees, except Winter Greens. .is

either in October or February. 1729 Savage Wanderer
I. 196 Thick on this Tupo'ergrown for Walks are seen Grey,
leafless Wood, and winter Greens between ! 1850 Haw-
thorne Scarlet Let. Introd. (1S83) 33 This Inspector . .was
..one of the most wonderful specimens of wintergreen that
you would be likely to discover in a Hfe-time's search.

3. (As two words or hyphened.) Greens for

winter use.

1846 J. IUxter Libr. Ptact. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 149 Winter
greens comprise those varieties of the Brassica tribe, which
authors are in the habit of describing as Colew >i ts, Borecole,
Savoys, Scotch Kale, Sprouts, &c. 1886 Hakuy Wood-
landers iv, Rabbits that had been eating the winter-greens
in the gardens.

Winter-ground, v.

Assumed by G. Steevens (ed. of Shakspere. 1773, IX. 257)
in Cymb. iv. ii. 229, where the 1st Folio has * the Raddocke
would.. bring thee all this, Yea, and furr'd Mosse besides.
When Fluwres are none To winter-ground thy Coarse
Gui. Prythee haue dune ', and explained by him as meaning

:

'To protect (a plant) from the inclemency of the winter-
season, by straw, dung, &c. laid over it.' (Hence in Diets.
from Worcester, i36o, onwards.)

Wrnter-hotrse. [OE. winterhus. Cf. G.
winterhaus.'] A house for winter occupation.
(Cf. Summer-house i.)

triooo JElvrig Saints' Lives xxxvi. 98 Winterhus and
sumorhus and wynsume buras. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 530/1
Wyntyr howse, or halle. .hibernaculutn. 1539 Bible (Great)
Ecclus. xxii. 17-18 A fayre playstred wall in a wynter house.
161 1 Bible Jer. xxxvi. 22 The king sate in the winter house,
..& there was a fire on the hearth burning before him.
1688 IjOYLE FinalCauses \v. 173 Heaveis..lay these together
so as to build themselves strong winter-houses. 1771 Blrney
Pres. St. Mus. France fy Italy 256 He has a winter-house
in Florence, 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 392 These circles
were at first supposed to be the remains of winter-houses.

So f Winter-housing, rare.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. Tab. iS BUdynge of wyntir

housynge.

Winteridge : see Wintkkage.
"Wintering ^vi-ntsriij.}, vbl. sb. [f. Winter v.

or sb. 1 + -ing tj

I. The action of Winter v. in various senses.

1. The keeping or tending of cattle, etc. during
winter

; provision of food and shelter for animals
in winter.

1477 [see Summkring vbl. sb.* 1]. 1504 Nottingham Rec.
III. 320 For wynttering of the commond bull' iij s. viij d.

1583 ShuttU-ivorths' Wor.(Chetham Soc.) 15 The wynterynge
and sommerynge of a styrke. 1617 Ibid. 253 Winteringe of
a mare at Copthurst, x*. 1707 Mohiimer Husb. 171 Young,
lean Cattel, .may by their growth pay for their Wintering.
1855 Poultry Chron. II. 415 The successful wintering of
bees. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farming 123 Ihe wintering of

hill sheep.

f b. trans/, or gen. Provision of food, clothing,

or shelter for persons in winter. Obs.
1586 Fernk Blaz. Centric 1^8 If thou hast a shrewd wyfe,

giue her as shrewde a wintring, and turne her off to hard
meat, c 1590 T?ag. Rich. II. (1870) 43 We haue all need of
some kynd winteringe. We are besett..with manystormes.

t 2. Winter weather (of a certain kind), nonce-use.

1545 Ravnalhe Byrth Mankynde 89 When so euer the
wynter is hole & moyst,. .when that such wintering chauns-
eth, the hote & moyste whether heateth and moysteth the
womans body.

3. The action of passing the winter in a par-

ticular place ; a stay or residence during winter.

a 1593 Marlowe tr. Lucan 1. 303 Our wintering Vnder the

Alpes. 1621 in Foster Engl, Factories Ind. (1906) 240 The
Red Sea intended for our sbipps wintering, a 1674 Milton
Hist. Moscovia v. Wks. 1851 VIII. 505 Thir two years win-

trine in Lapland. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxiii.

276 Whose heart is set upon the hope of her wintering with

us in town. 1861 J. H. Bennet Shores Mediterr.y vi. (1875)

155. I had not seen the good results from wintering abroad
that I have since experienced. 1887 Spectator 8 Oct. 1340
In the Arctic seas, the art of wintering on the ice is so well

understood.

II. Concrete senses.

4. « Winterling. (See Winter sb. 1 2, and cl
Summering vb/.sb. 1 3c) .Sir.

Cf. ON. vetrungr.



WINTERING.
1717 Forfeited Estates Papers (S. H. S. 1909) Introd.

?.
xxix, Winterings, 30 at as. tjid. per Wintering. 1835

AMIESOS', Wintering Winterling.

5. An animal that is wintered in a particular place.
1901 Scotsman 1 Apr. 9/2 To add to the anxieties of sheep.

owners, the winterings are on the way from the low countries.

III. 6. allrib., as (in sense 3) wintering-ground,

f -harbour (Harbour sb.^2), 'house, -place, -region,

-station', (in sense 1) f wintering-meat'(Meat sb.\\
c 1520 Barclay Jugurth xxxviii. 52 h, Worthy men of his

army. .to be called togyder . .from their wyntring places.
1600 Holland Livy v. ii. 180 The Romanecaptaines. .began
to build wintring harbours. 1606-7 ^ ci 4 7<iS- t c. 11 § 1

The Oxen and Kyne .. must be sold awaye for wante of
winteringe Meats. 16:1 in Voy. L. Foxe fy Janus (Hakl.
Soc) II. 630 The certaine tyme of the Ship's comming owte
of the wintring port, he remembreth not. 1619 Le Grvs
tr . Barclay s Argent's 291 As in perpetuall wintering stations.

1780 Coxe Russ. Discov. 254 This wintering place was
observed to lie in 53 29' North latitude. 1817 J. Bradbury
Trav. Amer. 51, I set out.. at sunrise, for the wintering
house. 1841 Catkin* ^V. Amer. Ind. 1 1, lii. 149 The winter-
ing post of Colonel Kearney.

Wintering, ppl a. [f. Winter v. + -inq K]
That winters, in various senses.

1. Passing the winter in a particular place: spec.

of cattle, etc. that are being tended in the winter.
1808 1. C. Curwes Feeding Stock 55 Feeding the wintering

Highland cattle with them [sc, turnipsl. 1876 'Ouioa*
Winter City vii, The wintering-swallows had never been so
fluttered. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 Feb. 5/2 Competent
scientific men . . would be taken on board and left with the
wintering party.

2. poet, used vaguely for 'wintry'.
i85s Swinburne Atalanta 263 As a windy and wintering

moon Seen through blown cloud. 1876 — F.rechtheus 732
Tnicker set with fence of thorn-edged spears Than sands are
whirled about the wintering beach.

Winterish. (wrntarijj, a, [f. Winter sb. 1 +
-ish !.] t a. Belonging to winter, b. Having a
quality of winter ; (somewhat) winterly or wintry.
1530 I

>ai.sgr.329'
,

2 Wynterysshe,. .yvernal. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1.220 In winter it may .. be called, a winterish
region so wet. .it is. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 199/1 Gray
and winterish as it [sc. a barberry bush] had been on her
approach, when she looked at it from the other side it

seemed to be glowing with rubies.

Winterless, a, [f. as prec. + -less.] Having
no winter; free from or not experiencing winter.

1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 193 Such dew as gemmed the
everduring blooms Of Eden winterless. 1869 Ruskin Q.of
Air% 8S Glossy surfaces [of leaves], green witii pure strength,
and winterless delight. 1883 Century Mag. June 200/2
The sunny, delicious, winterless Californian sky.

Wi"nterling. [f. as prec. + -ling.] An ox,

sheep, or other animal of a year old ; a yearling.

182s [see Wintering vbl. sb. 4 J. 1881 Sir G. W. Cox
Compar. Mythol. 156 A Chimaira is thus, strictly, a winter-
ling, that is, a yearling.

Winterly (wrntajli), a. [OE. winletlic «
OHG. wintarlxh (G. wintcrlich), ON. vetrligr,

etc., f. Winter sbA + -ly !
; but in modern use

a new formation (cf. summerly).']

1. Of, belonging to, or occurring in winter. (Not
always distinguishable from sense 2.)

c 1000 jElfric Saints' Lives xt. 144 On bam timan wses
swipe hefigtime wynter..and se winterlica wind wan mid
bam forste.

1559 W. Cuningham Cosmngr. Glasse 34 Into whtche
[sc. tropic of winter] whan he [sc. the sun] doth enter, he
maketh his wynterly retorne backwarde. 1622 Wither Faire*
Virtue, etc. O 7 b, Those tresses of Haire, which thy youth
doe adorne, Will looke like the Meads in a Winterly morne.
i6z8 Venner Baths Advt. 13 For them., that are subiectto.

.

cold winterlydiseases. 1665 Manlev Grotius' LowC. Wars
in. 307 The Winterly Waters, and frequent shoures. 1822 T.
Taylor Aputeius 215 The winterly frosts of Capricorn. 1889
Mrs. Oi.iphant Poor Gentleman I.x'ii. 222 Even the winterly
birds in the trees. . were silent to-day.

2. Having the character of, or characteristic of,

winter ; resembling winter or that of winter ; cold

and cheerless ; wintry.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Somerset (1662) 17 The Earth

[of Somerset] in winter is as winterly, deep and dirty, as
any in England. 1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eltz. (ed. 3) 500
The Air growing more winterly in the Month of Aprill.

1703 S. Sewall Diary 16 Mar., All things look horribly
winterly by reason of a great storm of Snow. 1816 Kirbv &
Sp. Entomot, xviii. (1818) II, 112 Though the summer has
been so wet, and one may almost say winterly. 1858 Mrs.
Oliphant Laird of Norlaiv II. 223 The winterly brown
aspect of the trees. 1876 J. Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 11. v.

191 The fields wear a winterly face.

b.fcg.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. iv. 13 If't be Summer Newes Smile

too't before: if Winterly, thou need'st But keepe that

count'nance stil. 1680 Ai.sop MischiefImpos. vi. 40 Incen-

diaries who.. will suffer none to be cool that are in them-
selves of a more winterly temper. 1798 Mary Wollstonecr.
Pijsth. Wks. IV. 76 Your note, .produced a kind of winterly

smile. 1864 W. J. Linton Clarihel 1. iii, Let thy sweet

spring smile Shine on me through this winterly contempt.

Hence Wi'nterliness.
1891 W. Sharp in Mem. (1910) 174 With all the sunlit but

yet sombre w'mterliness around.

Winter quarters. (Also with hyphen.)

[See Quarter sb. 15.]

1. The place of stay, or lodgings, occupied by

troops, or by the members of an expedition, during

the winter (between two campaigns or periods of

activity or travel).

184

[1641 Evelyn Diary 8 Sept., Seedam, where was at that time
Coll. Goring's winter-quarters.] 1650 Stapylton Strada's
L<nv C. Wars vm. 8 The like, .was done. .by the Nervians,
when they besieged the winter-quarters of Quintus Cicero.
1769 Lond. Chrort. 9-1 1 Nov. 456/1 According to advices
from the Russian Army, .it will soon go into winter quarters
in the centre of the kingdom. 1777 R. Watson Philip II
(1839) 423 His troops were no sooner distributed into winter-
quarters, than Leicester returned with his army towards
Zutphen.

_
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Winter-quarters,

..in Arctic parlance, the spot where ships are to remain
housed during the winter months—from the 1st October to
the 1st July or August. 1878 A. H. Markham Gt. Frozen
Sea xiii. 154 Altogether the neighbourhood of our winter
quarters had the appearance of a young thriving settlement,

fb. trans/. The interval of time during which
troops are in winter quarters. Obs.
1706 Phillips s. v. Quarters, Winter-Quarters, ..the

Space of Time between two Campaigns. 1734 tr. Rollins
Rom. Hist. III. 402 Which he divides into campaigns and
winter-quarters. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV. 751.

2. The place in which certain animals find shelter
during the winter. (Rarely of plants.)
1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. iv. 357 Lazy Drones, ..In

Winter Quarters fee, devour the Gain. 1709 T. Robinson
Vind. Mosaick Syst. 89, I saw infinite Numbers of Frogs
coming out of their Winter-Quarters, which was a vast heap
of loose Stones. 1856 Delamer Fl.Gard. (i£6i) 165 Remove
dahlia-roots from their winter quarters. 1890 Science -Gossip
XXVI. 34 A frost of several days' duration, .sent most of
these snails into winter-quarters.

Hence Winter-quarter v., intr. to go into or
reside in winter quarters, rare.
1706 Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) VI. 90, 25000 of the

allies are to winter quarter in Brabant.

"Winter's bark, [ = mod.L. cortex Winter-
anus (see Wistekan), named from its discoverer
Captain William IFinter, who accompanied Francis
Drake to the Magellan Straits in 1578 (Clusius).]

a. The pungent aromatic bark of Drimys Winteri,
a magnoliaccons tree of the mountainous parts of
western America fromMexico southwards ; used as a
stimulant tonic and antiscorbutic; also called "Win-
ter's cinnamon, from its flavour, b. Kxtended
to other medicinal barks, as that of the W. Indian
whitewood or wild cinnamon, Canella alba (False
"Winter's bark), c. Any of the trees themselves.
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xxxvi £8 A learned Coun-

try-man of ours, Doctor Turner, hath written of it, by the
name of Winters barke. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1662
Captaine Winters Cinamon. 1679 Trai'ham Disc. Health
Jamaica 38 Our Winter Bark or West Indian Cinnamon
Tree. 171a tr. Pomelos Hist. Drugs iv. I. 74 White Cina-
mon, to which some give the Name.. Winter's Bark, or
Winter's Cinamon. 1776 Med. Obscrr. $ Inq. V. 46 The
Winter's Bark-tree, ll'interana. Aromatica. 1830 Lindi.ey
Nat. Syst. Bot. 121 The false Winter's Bark, a good tonic
and stimulant, not much known.

Winter solstice. The time at which the

sun reaches the winter tropic, i. e. in the northern

hemisphere the tropic of Capricorn, in the southern

the tropic of Cancer ; the middle of the winter

half of the year, midway between the autumnal
and vernal equinoxes.
a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 4a This night [sc. Christmas]

was shortly after the Winter Solstice; when Night giowes
shorter, and Day longer. 1658 Sin T. Browne Gard. Cyrus
iii. 48 Even the Autumnal buds, which await the return of

the Sun, do after the winter solstice multiply their calicular

leaves. 1729 Fenton in Walters Wks. Observ. p. xvi, At
the time of their breeding (which is about the winter-
solstice,) the sea is calm. 1843 fenny CycL XXVTI. 471/2
Winter begins at the winter solstice.

Wi 'liter-tide. Now somewhat arch. [OE.
wintertid (Winter *M, Tide sb.) : cf. OHG.
winterztt (G. winterzeit), MLG., MDu. wintertit

(Du, wintertijd), ON. velrartid, etc. ; in modern
use a new formation (cf. summer-tide).'] = next.

c 900 tr. Bmdas Hist. 11. xiii. (1890) 134 Swylc swa Su set

swsesendum sitte mid cunum ealdormannum ond de^num on
wintertide, and sie fyr ona?la:d. exooo ^Elfric Saints'
Lives iv. 35 Hit is wintertid nu, and ic wundrie bearle

hwanon bes wyrtbrxS bus wynsumlice steme. 1338 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 240 In Wales it is fulle strong to

werre in Winter tide. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 1 Quhen
vyiuir tyde Vith his blastis..Wes ourdrifftn. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 634 The trees that ware In wynter-tyde naked &
bare. 1590 Greene Neuer too late Wks. (Grosart) VIII.
227 The daies growes short, then hasts the winter tide.

1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory 19 Earliest snoots Of
orient green, . .Which in wintertide shall star The black
earth with brilliance rare. 1904 A. Griffiths jo Yrs.
Public Service xii. 167, I shall never forget those church

parades in the dull grey light of wintertide.

Winter-time. [Cf. ON. vetrartimi.] The
season of winter.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xiii. 189 With forste[s] With wyndes
ne with wederes as in wynter-tyme. c 1400 Brut cexxiv.

291 He wente a;en into Scotland in be wynter tyme. 1523-

34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 16 Yf the lande be falowed in wynter
tyme, it is farre the worse. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

631 All Winter time almost it is continually cloudy and
misty weather. 1716 [VArbuthnot] Petit. Colliers Swift's

Misc. 1732 III. 73 Warming of Cellars and Dressing of
Suppers in the Winter-time. 1835 Dickf.ns Sk. Boz, Parish
v, If it's winter time, theyjust give you fire enough to make
you think you'd like more. 1896 Baden-Powell Matabele
Campaign xiii, A pair of skates, .which, .came in useful

when he got up to Kandahar in the winter-time.

Wi nterward(s, adv. [f. Winter sb. 1
: see

-Ward(s.] Towards winter.

WINX.
1891 Advance (Chicago) 9 Apr., Winterward [see Summer-

ward]. 1906 E. F. Benson Challoners xii, Till to-day all
had been grey and brown, all still pointed backwards,
winter,wards.

"Wintery : see Wintry.
Wintle (wi-nt'l), v. Sc. Also 9 wuntle. [a.

early Flem. windteten, wend(t)elen 'voluere, volu-
tare' (Kilian), f. winden Wind v. 1

]
1. intr. To roll or swing from side to side.
1786 Burns To Auld Mare vii, Tho' now ye dow but

hoyte and hoble, An' wintle like a saumont-coble. 1790 —
Verses to J. Rankine 8 From him that wears the star and
garter, To him that wintles in a halter. 1819 W. Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 173 And wi' his prickin' gude
pyk-starT Made them rebound and wintle aff.

2. To tumble, capsize, be upset.
1367 J. K. Hunter Retrosp. Artist's Life xxx. (1912) 315,

I,,wintied over beyond him in the bed. 1890 Service
Thir Notandums v. 28 At the whilk observe of mine, I

thocht that his Lordship would have wuntled aff his cheyre.

Hence Wi'ntle sb.,a rolling or staggering move-
ment.
1785 Buuns Halletvecn xix, He by his shouther gae a

keek, An' tumbl'd wi' a wintle. z88z Jas. Walker Se,
Poems 127 With rocking wintle near the shipping quay The
Granton steamboat at our service lay.

f Wintrous, a. Obs. rare-1 , [f. Winter sb. 1

+ -ous.] = next.

1629 Z. Bovd Last Baitell 283 The more wintrous the
Season of the life hath beeue, look to the fairer Summer of

pleasures for evermore.

Wintry (wrutri), a. Also 7 winterie, 9 -y.

[OE. winlrig, = OHG. wintirig, etc., f. Winter
sb.* + -Y 1 ; but in modern use a new formation.]

1. Of or pertaining to winter; occurring, existing,

or found in winter ; adapted or suitable for winter.

Now rare or merged in 2. being replaced by
'winter' attrib. (Winter sbA 3).
<r888 Muni) Boeth. v. § 2 Swa de8 eac se fie winfre^um

wedeium wile blostman secan. ^"893 — Oros. 1. i. 12 On
bae.n wintrejum tidum.
1611 Cotgr., Hyiernal, winterie, winterlie. C1630 Milton

Passion 6 In Wintry solstice like the sliortn'd light Soon
swallow'd up in dark and long out-living night. 1697
Drvdf.n Virg. Georg. 1. 271 The wise Ant her wintry Store
provides. 1697 — Jfena's VI. 298 The wintry Misleto. 1770
Goldsm. Des. Vill. 133 'I'o pick her wintry faggot from the
thorn. 1795 Cowier Needless Alarm 20 Her berries red,

With which the fieldfare, wint'ry guest, is fed. i860 Tyn-
Dall Glac. 1. v. 40 Where the wintry edifices had fallen.

2. Having the quality of winter ; of such a kind

as occurs in winter ; characteristic of winter.

1590 Stenser F. Q. 1. xi.21 When wintry stormehis wrath-
full wreck does threat. 1713 Rowe Jane Shore it. 24 The
Wintry Sky Descends in Storms, c 1781 Burns /' inter i,The
wintry west extends his blast. 1825 Scott Betrothed ii, A
barbed horse and his rider will fear to stem the wintry flood.

1830 Lvei.l Princ. Geol. 1. 120 At this period, the climate of

equinoctial lands might resemble that of the present tem-
perate zone, or perhaps be far more wintery. 1856 Kane
Arctic Expl. I. xxvii. 355 This mossing.. is a frightfully

wintry operation. 1876 C. K. Hall Polar Exped. 415 Great
ice-crysials. .gave the vessel a wintery appearance.

3. Kxposed or subject to the tflect or influence

of winter; chilled or blasted by winter.

1697 Dryden sEncts iv. 205 When he leaves the frost Of
wintry Xanthus. 1803 Heber Palestine 56 The wintry top

of giant Lebanon. 1817 Sheu.f.v Rev. Islam vi. xxviii, The
wintry loneliness Of those dead leaves. 1853 Dickens Bleak
Ho. xii, Endless avenues and cross-avenues of wintry trees.

19x8 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 464/2 You saw nothing but a field

or two of bleached wintry grass.

4. fig. with various shades of meaning ; esp.

(a) Aged, infirm or withered from age
;
(of hair)

while with age, 'snowy'; (b) devoid of fervour

or affection, 'cold 1
,

* chilling '
; (c) destitute of

warmth or brightness, dismal, dreary, cheerless.

1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. vn. L Cold, wintry, wither'd

Tithon. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Ivi. (1768) Hi. 281 Nod-
ding at each other in opposite chimney-corners in a winter-

evening, and over a wintry Love. 1822 Shelley S.ettesfr,

Faustxx. 15 Nothing of such an influence do 1 feci. Mybody
is all wintry. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Fr. IMrcy xWn, A faint

wintry kind of hope. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi. 310 So
she, and turn'd askance a wintry eye. 1876 Bksant & Rice
Golden Butterfly vi, Her cold fact shone.. with the wintry

light of a forced smile. 1895 Pall Mail Gaz. 5 Oct. 3/3 His
latest work met with a somewhat wintry welcome. 1902

W. Adamson Life Jos. Parker xv. ig2 The.. wintry locks

of wisdom.

5. Used advb. qualifying another aHj. poet.

1892 W. Watson Poems 9 Thine.. Is wintry chill.

Hence Wrntrify (-fai) v., trans, to make wintry

(rare) ; Wintrily adv., in a wintry manner {/it,

and Jig.) ;
Wi'ntrinesB, wintry quality or con-

dition (/it. and Jig).
1855 Lynch Lett, to Scattered vi. 88 Wise divine Love.,

re-imparting to a world which hate had *wintrified the

summer warmth of life. ciSzz Hkddoes Poems, Pygmalion

159 Thou.. dost shiver "Wintrily sad. 1867-8 J. Thomson
In the Room ii, Flies, .now slept wintrily abashed. 1884

Haiper^s Mag. Sept. 613/1 She. began .. 10 smile wintrily.

1824 in Spirit Pubt. Jmls. (1825) 512 With all this *» intery-

ness, he is still a boy. 1853 Kane Grintu-ll Exp. xxxii.

(1856) 277 To the east and west there is no such interception

to our winteryness. 1916 spectator 18 Mar. 383/1 On some
morning when the harvest's done, And autumn its first

wintriness reveals,

t Winx, v. Obs. [Cf. dial, wkink to bark,

yelp, whinnock to whine, neigh, whinny.] intr.

To bray as an ass.



WINY. 185 WIPE.

14.. Horius Vccab. (MS. Harl. 2257), Mugio, to lowe as

a oxe. Mugilo, to wynx as a asse.

Winy, winey (warni), a. Also 4, 6-7 wyny,
6 wynie, 6-7 winie. [f. Wine jM + -y *.]

1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of wine

;

having the nature or properties (taste, colour, etc.)

of wine; occas. producing wine ; vinous.

1390 Govts Con/. III. 371 The wyny grape. 1570 Levins

Manip. 102/43 Wynie, vinosus. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. iv.

660 Ful of a reticle wynie sappe or iuyce. a 1586 Sidney

Ps. lxxv. iv, A troubled cupp. .Where wine and wyny lees

compounded stand. 1586 Bright Melatich. 159 This waye
melancholic carrying a winie and aromaticall spirit... may
procure an harty laughter. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 4E6 'lake

Cucumbers .. and set them .. amongst Muske-Melons, and
see whether the Melons will not be more Winy, and better

tasted. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxxviii. § 2. 328 It is said

that sufficient tartar putt at the roote of a tree, will make
the fruite haue a winy tast. 1660 tr. Paracelsus' Archi-

doxis 1. vi. 92 There are Two Substances . . in Wine ; the one
is Winey, in which the Spirit of the Wine is . . ; the other is

Phlegmatick. 1710 T. Fuller Pharmacopeia (1719) 1

Middling Ale. .that.. is of Age just to leave its Malty Taste

[and] grow Winey, 1795 Pope Odyss. xix. 143 A winy vapour
melting in a tear. 1817 L. Hunt On Avon Poems (i£6o)

357 The rich orchards in their sunniest robes Are pouting

thick with all their winy globes. 1909 R. W. Chambers
Cardigan ix, I knew the risk . ., but the hazard had a winy
flavour withal. 1918 Bart Kennedy in Chamb. Jml. Sept.

593/1 His winey face took on a still deeper and more
winey tinge.

2. a. Accompanied by the drinking of wine. rare,

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ir. xxvii. (1912I 322 There was no
matter their eares had ever heard of that grew not to be
a subject of their winie conference.

b. Affected by or due to (excessive) consump-
tion of wine.

1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. To Rdr., If their winy wits must
needs be working. 1840 Lady C. Bury Hist. Flirt xxi,

A man who is perhaps a little winey. 1853 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Jour xlvi, Ere he thought he had got rid of

as much of his winy headache as fitful sleep would carry

off. 1873 Leland Egypt. Skttch-Bk. 61 When the old

gentlemen were comfortably fed and amiably winey.

tWinyard. Obs. Forms: 1-2 winjeard, 2

•winiserd, 3 win3eard, -yard, -yherde, wyn-
yarde, 4 wine-y\h)erd, wineierd, -yerd, wyn-
}ard, -}ord. [OE. win^eard — OS. wingardo (Du.

wijngaard), OHG. wtngart, ON. vingardr, Goth.
weinagards : see Wine sb. 1 and Yard sb.'1] =
Vineyard {lit. and _/%;)•
c888 i*Ei.FBED Boeth. xxxii. §3 Ealle men witon Yxt hit

bier ne weax5 be ma Se gimmas weaxatS on winj^eardum.
971 tJliekt, Horn. 51 Ure hwiete, & ure win^eardas, & ealle

ure eorban waestmas. 1154 O. E. Chron. {Laud MS.) an.
1 1 37 Hemakede manie munekes& plantede winiaerd. a 1225
Ancr, R. 394 pet beoft be erest prokunges bet sturieS |e
win^eardes,. .bet beoft ure soulen. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in

O. E, Misc. 34 Se winyard be-tockneb be seruise of ure
lorde. a 1310 m Wright Lyric P. xii. 41 Tho he the wynyird
whrohte. 1331 MS. ChapterActs Lincoln If. 33 b, Quamdam
placeam clausam quae vocatur le Wineierd. a 1400 Minor
Poemsfr. Vernon MS, 456/186 Mi deore wyn^ard.

Winze l (winz). Mining, Also 8 winds. [The
earliest recorded spelling suggests derivation from
Wind sb.-] A shaft or an inclined passage sunk
from one level to another, but not rising to the
surface.

1757 Borlasr in Phil. Trans. L. 503 The stage-boards of
the little winds or shafts 20 fathoms deep were perceived to
move. 1778 Pkyce Min. Comub. 164 The under-ground
Shaft or Winds, is worked by hand, with a windlass only.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 344/3 The common windlass., is

much used.. in sinking winzes. 1871 Daily News 23 Sept.,
The footway winze leading from the 70 to the 80 has been
completed. 1889 C. G. W. Lock Gold-Mining 383 A winze
or an incline, the winze being preferable, is made through
the bed-rock to the gravel.

Winze 2 (winz). Se, [a. early Flem. ivensch
* imprecatio' (Kilian) : see Win v."\ An impreca-
tion, a curse.

1785 Burns Halloween xxiii, He. .loot a winze, an' drew
a stroke. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm d (1837) 186
Wi' hitter winze and ban.

Winze 3, Cornwall. Also winz. Altered f.

Winch sbA Also attrib.

1839 De la Beche Rep. Cecl. Cornwall, etc. xv. 529 The
miners were., taken up m a stirrup by two men, who wound
the rope, probably over a winze. 1855 Lkipchild Cornwall
36 Upon this platform was fixed a winz for four men. 187s
J. H. Collins Metal Mining 7/4 The small kibbles used
with the tackle are called ' winze-kibbles',

Wip, obs. pa. t. of Weep v. ; Sc. and dial, form
of Whip v. ; obs. f. Wipe v.

f Wipard. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Wipe v. + -aiu>.]

An article for wiping.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xv. 107 A good wiper, who in
wiping continually, wipeth with his wipard [orig. rtiouchet].

Wipe (waip), sb. Also 6-; wype. [f. Wipe v.]

1. An act of wiping (in senses 1-3 of Wipe v.).
In first quot. in fig. phr. : see Wipe v. 9 a.

164a Fuller Holy s, Pro/. St. v. vii. 388 That which hath
sharpned the pens ofmany against him, is his giving so many
cleanly wipes to the foul noses of the Pope and Italian
Prelacy. 1849 Cltples Green Hand x, Here the worthy
man took off his large spectacles gave them a wipe, and
put them on again. 1859 Househ. Eticycl. II. 401/3 If the
spit is carefully wiped after roasting, ..it will require nothing
more than a wipe before using. 1885 J. B.Gouch Platform
Echoes 69 He had been in the mine, and had evidently given
himself a splash and a wipe. 1888 J. W. Clarkp. Mod.
Plumbing Pract. (1914) I. 168 Some men can take longer

Vol. X.

'wipes' than others, but the wipes should always be done
as quickly as possible.

b. With advs., in various lit. *x\'\fig. senses.
1822 [? Egan] Real Li/e Land. I. 323 A brush to give the

getnman a wipe down. 1884 D. Kemp Yacht <$- Boat Sailing
(ed. 4) 165 Do not wait until her bowsprit is over your quarter
before you luff, but take a wipe out across her when she is

fifty yards off or so. 1894 H. Nisdet Bush Girts Rom. 138
Those more particular gave them [sc. the tin platters]

a rough wipe-out with a piece of paper. 191a D. Crawford
Thinking Black xviii. 371 This vile fly means sleeping sick-

ness, and sleeping sickness means a w:pc-out.

2. A slashing blow, a sweeping cut, a swipe;
a\soJig. (in early use esp. in phraseological expres-

sions, e. g. a wipe over the shins ; also, a * blow of

Fortune', a stroke of misfortune).

1550 Hm.k Image Both Ch. 11. 66 b, He [sc. the Eeast] had
a greuouse wype with the sworde (which is the lyuynge
worde of the lorde) whan he lost his monks [etc.], 1568
T. Howell Newe Sonets (1879) 1S 7 When cruell fate them
cleane cut of, at one most soden wipe. 1574 Hellowes
Gueuard's Bam. Ep. ''1577)235 Tho beginners of quarcls do
sometime catch a wipe. 1589 Marprel. Eptt. 15, He hath
giuen the cause sicken a wipe in his bricke, . . that the cause
will be the warmer .. for it. 1590 PasquiVs Afiol. 1. Cij,
The second venue the Welch-man hath bestowed vpon vs, is

a wipe oner the shinnes of the Kon Residents. 1635 Prome
Sparagus Garden iv. x. So much for single Rapier: now
for your secret wipe at Pack-sword. 1644 Bp. Hall Ser$n.

%

/'ph. iv. 30 Rem. Wks. (1660) if 7 The least wipe of the eye
troubles us more then a hard streak upon the back. 1785
Grose Did. Vulgar T. s. v., That story gave him a fine

wipe. 1788 Thicknesse Sk. Li/e Gainsborough 43 When
a certain Duchess sent to know the reason why her picture
was not sent home? he gave it a wipe in the fate with his

back-ground-brush. 1808 Sir J. Moore in Jas. C. Moore
Narr. Campaign (1E09) 297 It will be very agreeable to give

a wipe to such acorp-. 1851 Mayhew/.w;^. Labour I. 39/1
Tiie cove used to fetch me a wipe over the knuckles with
his stick. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed vi. 100 There's
the scar of the wipe he got when he was cut ever.

t b. iransf. A mark as of a blow or lash; a
scar or brand, poet. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 537 The blemish.. Worse then a slauish
wipe or birth howrs blot,

f C. eolloq. An act ofdrinking : cf. Swipe sb.'- 3.

1600 Rowlands Lett, Humours Blood Sat. vi. E 6 b, We
gaue the Brewers Diet-drir.ke a wipe.

3. fig. A cutting remark ; a sarcastic reproof or

rebuff; a jeer, jibe.

In quots. 159,6 in colourless seme, = 'remark'.
1596 Dalrvmpi e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 39

This as a wype be the way [orig. /// hoc obiter dlcam}.
Ibid. 363. 1606 Proc. agst. Late 'J renters 2S6 For his labour
[he] receives a wipe at the hands of Dellarmine. 1653 A.
Wilson' James /, 96 The Lord Treasurer gave him a wipe,
for suffering his Coachman to ride bare before him in the
streets. 1659 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 333 It was an ill

wipe to Mr. Grove who brought in the Declaration. 1705
Vanbrugii Con/edcracy v. ii, So, that's a wipe for me now,
because I did not give her a New-Years-Gift last time. X733
Swift On Poetry 95 To statesmen would you give a wipe,
You print it in Italic type. 182* Galt Provost xxxi, I did
not much like this bantering of Mr. M'Queerie. . I said,
* Come, come, neighbour, none of your wipes." 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 25 Oct. 2/2, The extraordinary 'wipe (there is no
other word for it) which the staid old Quarterly administers
..to the Poet Laureate.

4. slang. A handkerchief. (Superseding the

earlier Wiper 2.) Also in comb.
X789 G. Parker Li/e's Painter (ed. a) 136, I only napt

a couple of birds eye wipes. 1800 Sporting Mag. XVI. 26
Three boys brought 'in for prigging of wipes. 1800 in

Spirit Publ. yrnls. IV. 254 The wipe-nabbers made a
tolerable gleaning. 1838 Dickens O. Twist viii, ' Is Fagin
upstairs ? ' Yes, he's a sortin' the wipes.' 1859 Sala Tw.
round Clock 125 The 'case 1 of wipes', as an irreverent
bystander called the//w« of the pickpocket.

5. = Wiper 5. Also attrib.

[1873 Maxwell Electr. tf Magu. II. 375 A piece of mech-
anism (commonly called a Commutator, or wt'ppe^.] 1884
W. H. Grfenwood Steel .y Iron xvi. 308 The cam.. is a
revolving wheel with twelve or fourteen projecting teeth or
wipes. 1905 Motor Year-bk. 221 The wipe commutator is

placed inside the bonnet projecting upwards.

Wipe (waip), v. Pa. t. and pple. wiped (waipt).

Forms : 1 wipian, 3-6 wype, (4 whype, 5 whipe,
wyp, 6 wip), 2- wipe. 0, 4-5 wepe, 5 weype,
7 weipe, weepe. Pa. t. 1 wipode, 3-4 wipede,
wypede, 4-7 wyped (etc.), 3- wiped. 0. 4
wipped, wyppit, 4-5 wipto, 5-6 wypt, 5-7
wipt. 7. 4 wepod, 5 weput. Pa. pple. 2-4 i-

wipet, 3-4 i-wyped
; 5-7 wyped (5 weyped),

6- wiped. 0. 4 wipped, wypped, 5-6 wypt,
6-7 wipt(e, wip't. [OE. wlpian ~ OHG. wtfOH
(MUG. wij'en) to wind round, Goth, weipan to
crown; further related to OHG, waif bandage,
ON. veipr head-coveiing, Goth, waips wreath, and
the forms enumerated s.v. Whip : f. the base wib-,

as in L. vibrdre to brandish, shake.]

1. trans. To rub (something) gently with a soft

cloth or the like, or on something, so as to clear

its surface of dust, dirt, moisture, etc. ; to clean or
dry in this way. Also with compl.
^960 jEthelwold Rule St. Benet (Schroer 1885) xxxv. 59

Wa:tercla5as . . be hy heora handa and fet mid wipedan.
c 1000 AlPUC Horn. I. 426 Ic fceseo Godes engel standende
actforan 8e mid hand-cla^e, and wipab oine swatigan limu.
c isoo Voices $ Virtues 125 Wassce and wipe wol clane ?a
ei^ene. e 1*05 Lay. 23389 H*® wipeden hors Icoue mid
linnene claSe. a 1300 Cursor J\f. 15300 And wit his tueil

efterward J'air fete he weped clcne. Ibid. 17683 Quen he

wipped had mi face, c 1300 K. Horn 622 (Laud MS.)
Horn gan hys swerd gripe And on his arm hyt wipe. 1361
Langl. P. PI, A. v. 195 I-wipet with a wtsp cf Firsen.

1375 Harbour Bruce V. 647 Quhen the king saw thai war
ded,. .he wyppit his brand, c 1400 Mauxdev. xxvii. [xxiii.]

(1919) 165 Whan bei han eten, bei wypen hire hondes
vpon hire skirted, i486 Bk. St. A/bans Ovuj, She bekyih
when she sewith : that is to say she wypith hir beke.

C1500 Young Children's /<£. 105 in Babees Bk. 23 Wype
thi mouthe when )>ou wyll drinke. 1508 StaNBRIDCB Vul-
garia (W. de W.) R iij, Wype thy nose. 1509 HaWES
Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy Soc.) 136 Whan she lacketh

cloutes, without any fayle She wyped her disshes wyth her
dogges tayle. 1600 Shaks. A. V. I.. 11. vii. 122 We haue..
sat at good mens feasts, and wip'd our eies Of drops, that

sacred pity hath engendred. 1610 Shuttteworths* Ace.
(Chctham Soc ) 191 To a boie that wyped bootes, iij

J
. 1781

Cowper E.xpost. 385 Though a bishi p toil to cleanse the

stain, He wipes and scours the silver cup in vain. 1806

J. Carr Stranger in Ireland 269 A large Newfoundland
dog.. walks round the table for the guests to wipe their

fingers upon. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, xiii, Wiping his

lips, after having finished his draught. 1848 Dickens Tom-
ley WW, Stopping on the mat to wipe Ins shoes all round.

1859 if. Kikcslby G. Ilamlyn xxH, The Major had swum
out and was standing on the rock wiping himself.

absol. 1614 Earl Stirling Domesday m. xcix, Thus waters
wash, winds wipe, and both conspire, That th' earth (so

purg'd) may be prepar'd for fire,

fb. To rub, stroke. Obs.

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. v. 212 penne he wakede of his wynk
and wypede his eisen. ^1375 Joseph A rim. 30 Thenne he
toke me by the hande frome tiie grounde and wyped my face

with a rose and kyssed me. c 1450 Mirk's Bestial 26$ Then
toke Iude be lettyr bat Cryst send to be kyng befor, and
weput be kyng; s forhede beiwyth.
2. To remove or clear away (moisture, dust, etc.)

from something by the action described in 1. Often

with away, off, up.

Also formerly in extended sense, e.g. of a cleansing sub-

stance.
c 1000 .SVr.r. Leechd. III. 4 Le~e on huni^ ?reo niht, nim

bonne & wipa pact huniz. of. a 1240 Saw/a Warde in O. E.
Horn. I. 261 pat hauelS alle teares iwipet of hare ehnen.
a 1300 A". Horn 1203 (Camb.) He wipede pat blake cf his

swere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3380 Whipe vp bi tet is. c 1450
Mirk's Bestial 188 He had a cloth .

.
, forto wepen away be

terys. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xxv. 8 The Lorde God shal

wipe awaye the teares from all faces. 1583 Hollyband
Campo di Fior 375 Hairing first wipt of the «iust well. 1590
SpenserT7. Q. hi. i, 38 TheGoddesse. .With her soft garment
wipes away the gore. 1646 Crashaw Sospetto d'I/erode

xlix, With her soft wing wipt from the browesof men Pay's
sweat. 176* Sterne Tr. Shandy VI. ii, They should have
wiped it up, said my uncle Toby, and said no more about it.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxviii, Now lie took courage to

wipe off the perspiration which had been trickling over his

ncse. 188a Besant All Sot ts xx, She groaned and wiped
away a tear.

•fb. (with fltt/ay, out) To obliterate, efface,

erase. Obs. as a specific sense.

1535 Coverdale Ps. lxvni[i]. 28 Let them be wyped out cf

y boke of the liuynge. 154a Udall Erasm. Ap<ph. 232 b,

Augustus had writen a tragedie entitleed Aiax, and ye same
tragedie. .(because it myslyked hym) he wyped out with a
spounge. 1587 Golding De Mornay xiii. 217 If ye meane
fortune as she is peynted by the Poets,, it is as easie to

wype her away as to paynt her. 1698 Fryer Ace. E, India

•J-
P. 112 They are allowed a Board plastered over, which

with Cotton they wipe out, when full, as we do from Slates.

1826 Landor Imag. Conv., Emp. Alex. .}- Capo D'Is.'ria

I. 447 Your Majesty has wiped away with the soft part of

the pen, what the British Minister thought he had written

so deeply.

J* o. transf. and gen. To remove, clear away or

off (something deleterious or offensive"'. Obs.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P, JR. XIII. 1.(1495) L ij b, 1 Water
..wypeth of fylthe and wasshyth awaye synnes. 1590
Spenser F. Q. II. v. 30 Whiles creeping slomber made him
to forget His former pame, and wypt away his toylsom
sweat. 1600 SURPLBT Country Farm II, xxxiv. 243 That
turncps. .wipe away the spots of the face. 1633 I*. Fletcher
Purple 1st. xi. xi, Till coldest aire.. And heav'ns cleare

forehead now wipes off her former lowres. 1641 Milton
Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 246 Wipe your fat corpulencies

out of our light, a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archxul.
Sec.) III. 39 To weepe off this manchinge staine.

3. To apply or spread a soft or liquid substance

over the surface of a body by rubbing it on with a

cloth, pad, or the like (with the substance or the

body as obj.) ; spec, in Plumbing, to apply solder

by this method so as to unite and finish off a joint.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 98 With this liquid wipe
over your gilding. 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk. Trades (1842)

287 (Gun'fnaker) Nitrous acid, which contains gas, and is

slightly .wiped on in stripes. 1888 J. W. Clakke Mod.
Plumbing Pract. (1914) I. 100 If the cloths are of a good
thickness the joints can be wiped much truer.

4. fig. (from 1.) To clear, cleanse {from or of
something) ; in the biblical passage, to empty
completely, lay waste.
e 1400 Pety Job 211 in 26 Pol. Poems 127 Thus with wepyng

haue I wypt My soulc.from decly synne. 1535 Cover-

dale 2 Kings xxi. 13, I.. wyll wype out Ierusalem, euen as

one wypeth a platter U560 (Geneva), I wil wipe Ierusalem,

as a man wipeth a dish]. 1899 ¥. T. BoLLSH Way Navy
94 The happy.. faculty of wiping their minds clear of

harassing thought.

+ 5. To deprive, rob, cheat, defraud, do out of

some possession or advantage. Const, beside (Be-

side 11. 4 c), of; rarely for (For prep. 2$d),from.
1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. James \. 1-12 He shall

. .bee wyped besydes al hisgoodes. 1577-82 Rreton Floorish

upon Fanc-e Wks. (Grosart) I. 30/1 My I-adies M aides will

wipe the Page, Alwayesof such an heritage. 159A 1?Greene1
Selimus E 2, To wipe me c'.eane for euer being kinz. Ibid.
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WIPE,

F 2 b, Hath he not wip't me from the Turkish crowne? 1596 I

Spensf.r State Iret. Wks. (Globe) 612/1 The English, which
they thinke lye still in wayte to wipe them out of theyr

1

landes. i6aa Fletcher Span. Cur. IV, v, You fool us of our

moneys.., in every Quiddit wipe us. X678 Donna Olimpia

84 Seeing her self clearly wiped of that Interest. 1746
Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 1. x. 56 The wily Harlot, and the

Slave, who join To wipe the Miser of l«s darling Coin.

6. (from 2.) To clear away, remove : most com-
monly with adv. (away, off, cut), a. To take

away, put away (something figured as a stain or
1

defilement) ; to remove the guilt, blame, or dis-
|

honour of; to clear a person, or oneself, of (a
|

charge or imputation).

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 131 Whanne be mes-

cheef of his takyn^e was i-wyped of. C1410 Hoccleve i

Mother of God 31 O blessid lady,., pat by prayere wypest !

eleene away The filthes of our synflll wikkidnesse. 1526

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1331) 42 The good lyfe. .wypeth
awaye the synnes. 1S91 Shaks. / Hen. VI, n. iv. 117 This

blot that they obiect against yo;ir House, Shall b« wiped
\Fol. whip'.] out in the next Parliament. i6o5 G. W[oor>.

cocke] Hist. Justine xxxvi. 114 To the entent to wipe that
.

spjt of cowardice wherewith hee had blemished Ins reput.-i-

ttoti. 1649 Milton Eikon. xv. 140 To wipe off jealousies

and scandals, the best way had bin by clear Actions. 1725

De Foe Voy. round World (i3ro) 61 By his fidelity to wipe

out all that was past. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. 'India II.

149 One of those chiefs, indignant at the imputation, deter-

mined, .to wipe it off at any risk. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cong. I. v. 431 There died Godwine, .. wiping out, by a

valiant death, the errors of an earlier stage of his lire.

t b. To take away completely, as by theft or

fraud ; to make off w'ith. (Cf. 5.) Obs.

c 1293 5. Eng. Leg. 236 '296 Al bat ich habbe i-wonne

a-day.., I-wyped it is al clene a-wey ase it neuere nere.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus IV. iii. S iv b, That he maye wype
awaye all the money of this man. 1556 Olde Antichrist

74 They deceatfully & fraudulently wyped their money •

from them. 1599 Sir J. Hayw \rd 1st Pt. Hen. IV 55 Hee
wiped away from the people such heapes of money as [etc.],

1648 Gage West Ind. 151 The Priest, .wipes away to his

chamber all that which the poor. .Indians had offered.

o. To destroy the trace of, obliterate, efface ; to

destroy the effect or value of, bring to noujht.

1564 Brief Exam. *iij b, I must nedes wype a great many
out of their brotherhood. IS97 Shaks. t Hen. IV, L L yilj

I knew of this before. But.. This present greefe had wip'd

it from my minde. 1611 — Wint. T. IV. ii. n As thou lou'st

me(Camillo)wipenot out the rest of thy seruices, by leaning

me now. 1704 C. Leslie IVolf Stript 50 But all they have

done before, is wip'd clean off! 1875 Whitney Life Lang.
vii. 125 Every period of linguistic life, .wipes out a partof

the intermediates which connect a derived element with its

original. 1898 ' H. S. Mf.rriman' Roden's Corner v. 47

'The anxiety wiped away from his face as if by magic. 1901

Scotsman 1 Mar. 7/4 Last week the questions reached a

total which had never before been known. This afternoon

that record was wiped out, and another established.

d. To do away with, put an end to, abolish,

annihilate. Now always with out.

1538 Starkey England (1878) rp4 The tyrannycal .
.insty-

tutyonys..left here among vs, whych al schold be wypt
away by the receyuyng of thys wych we cal the veray cyuyle

law. 15S7 Jewel Def Apol. 468 If yce had not vtterly

wypte al shame from your faces. 1579 Spenser Sheph.

Cal. Dec 108 My harueit wast, my hope away dyd wipe.

1841 Browning Pippa Passes 11. 212 And wipe with the

first lunge My foe's whole life out, like a sponge, a 1842

Arnold in Stanley Life (1845) I. iv. 237 So completely

wiping a man out of existence. 1903 Athenaeum 17 Jan. 71/3

The competition of railways, which has wiped out the

steamers of the Mississippi.

e. spec. To put all to death, destroy completely,

exterminate (a body of parsons). Usually with out.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 105/2 Tiie Chananiles were

wiped away bycause of their incest.

i8ca Jrnl. Discourses (1862) IX. 112 Many of the officers

went away saying, ' We will come by-and-by and wipe you
out.' 1865 Swinburne Poems <i Hall., Hymn to Proserpine

14 O Gods dethroned and deceased, cast forth, wiped out

in a day. 1889 Kipling Willie Winkle, Drums of Fore (
Aft 103 But for want of fresh troops, the Afghans would

have been wiped off the earth. 1898 Century Mag. Apr.

925^2 A tragedy which wiped out an entire crew.

f. (with off rarely foul) To cancel (an account

or score) ; to discharge, pay off (a debt).

1667 Dryden & Dk. Newc Sir M. Mar-all 11. ii, All this

is since the last reckoning was wip'd out. x668 Drydf.m

Even. Love 111. i, For this time I wipe off your score, till

you are caught tripping in some new amour. 1748 Richard-

son ClarissaW. xxi. 133 Lovelace.. like an absolved con-

fessionaire, wipes off, as he goes along, one score, to begin

another. 1831 James Philip Aug. xliii, Many an old score

of rebellion not yet wiped off between himself and the king.

1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 187 A sura which has to go

to wipe off a few of your most pressing mortgages.

+ g. (with off) To get quit or clear of (an un-

pleasant task). Obs. rare.

1655 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 13, I am glad that you

have wipt off that dirty & wett journey so fairely without

prejudice to yor health.
.

7. To strike, beat, or attack (with blows, or with

mockery, sarcasm, rebuke, or the like). Now dial.

or slang.

1523 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. lxxxvi. hijb/i They wolde

come to the walles, and wype them in derysion, sayeng [etc. J.

c 1550 Thersytes (facs.) D j b, Thorn tombler of tewxbury

turninge at a tryce Wyll wype wylliam waterman if he be

n A wyse. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Pen. (1593) 22 You K«my
quarter staffe. ..A washing blow of this., can wipe a fellow

ouer the thumbs. 1610 1. C. Two Merry Milk-maids iv.

i, Cal. Something crost my Nose. Kan. A Dore, a Dore,

the fields are full of Ihem... There was another wipt me
in the same place. 01615 Fletcher Woman's Prize 1. 1,

186

Tra. You have wip'd him now. Soph. So will he never the 1

wench, I hope. 1643 Milton Divorce It. x. Wks. 1S51 IV.

88 That such a hainous fault, .should be onely wipt with an

implicit and oblique touch. 1663 Lamont Diary (Maitl.

Club) 164 [He] found them out i;i bed togiiher, wher he
abused his brother for such a lewd prancke, and did weipe

hir with his rodde. 1846 Bentley's Misc. Oct. 366 If you
don't shell out on the minute I'll wipe your throat with my
bowy-knife. 188a Jamieson's Sc. Diet., Wipe, to strike, to

whip. Clydes.

t b. (with away, off) To strike off, cut off at

a blow. Obs. rare.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 27 Her Lions clawes he from her

feete away did wipe. 167a Marvkll Reh. Transp. I. 130

Nor that a Nonconformists head must be wip'd off as oft as

your nose drivles.

8. intr. for pass. {lit. or fig. : see 2, 6).

a xyxiCursor M. 8952 If bat ani vertu be Of halines wit-in

bat tie, Wit sinful mens fett. .On ganging it sal wipe a-wau

1426 Audelay Poems 21 Al the worchyp of this word hit

wyl wype sone away, Hit fallus and fadys forth. 1827

Pollok Course T. vm. 138 He had on his hands The blood

of soulSj that would not wipe away. Mod. colloq. The spots

will easily wipe off.

9. Phrases (with various nouns as obj.). a. To

wipe a person's nose : f (a) see Nose sb. 10, 10 b

(cf. sense 5 above) ; occas., to treat with contempt

or indignity ; {b) in mod. use = d (a). + b. To

wipe the mouth of: to exonerate, prove or assert

the innocence of: cf. Trov. xxx. 20. C. To wipe

one's hands of'
— to wash one's hands of (Wash v.

3 e). Similarly to wipe one's lips of. d. To wipe

a person's eye (slang or colloq.) : (a) Sporting, etc.

(see qnot. 1823) ; hence, to get the better of, ' score

off
' ;

(b) to ' give a black eye to ' . e. To wipe one's

boots on : to inflict the utmost indignity upon. To

wipe the floor with : to ' bring to the ground

'

utterly, inflict a crushing defeat upon.

a. 1437- [see Nose sb. ic]. 1568 tr. Gonsalvius' Inquis.

13 The party must..seeke to wipe their noses by shaping

them a shorte aunswere. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 323/2

Hee deuised a shifte howe to wype the Byshoppes nose of

some of his Golde. 1598-1721 [see Nose si. 10 b]. 1599-1600

Minutes Archdeaconry cf Colchester Jan. If. 247 (MS.) Her
husband, .dyd saye that ' I will wype the noses of you all '.

184a Asiatic Jrnl. XXXVII. I. 235 He once or twice, to

borrow a not very delicate sporting phrase, ' wiped my
nose ' in a very off-hand manner. 1850 R. S. Surtees

Sponge's Sp. Tour lvii, 'I could have wiped your nose',

exclaimed Mr. Sponge, covering the hare with a hedge

stake placed to his shoulder like a gun.

b. 1687 Good Advice 8, I know she flatters herself, .she is

a Bulwark against Popery; and with that,, .wipes her Mouth
of all old scores. 1690 C. Nlsse O. $ N. Test. I. 95 This is

alledged by the Romanists to wipe the mouth of the pope

from being called the Antichrist.

c. 1785 Trusler Mod. Times III. 98, 1 was determined to

wipe my hands of it. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xvi, With

a late and hesitating virtue, they wiped their lips of the

murderer's malt, and consented to believe him very bad

indeed. 1855 Trollope Warden x, That he could..wipe

his hands altogether of so sorrow-stirring a concern.

d. i8a3 Moor Suffolk Words s.v., In shooting, if one miss

the bird, and a companion, firing after, kill it, the lucky, or

more skilful gunner, is said to wipe the eye of his dis-

appointed friend, i860 W. W. Reade Liberty Hall II.

207 If there is anything, ..you shoot first, old boy, as its

your find: I'll stand by and wipe your eye. 1869 A thetueum

14 Aug. 214/1 The personal question between the Society

and its agents, of what is due from the latter to the former

when its eye is to be wiped in the fashion above told. 1874

R. H. Belcher Cramleigh Coll. I. 89 Hullo ! Cheeky 1 it's

Sunday, or else I'd wipe your eye for you. 1899 Spectator

18 Mar. 3S5 Never so well-pleased as when be is wiping the

eye of the professional burglar.

e. 1899 Mackail Morris II. 346 Though he often wiped

his boots on a man, he never showed him the more stinging

insolence of condescension. 1905 ' G. Thorne ' Lest Cause

ix, His only grief was that he was not allowed to 'wipe the

floor with that there Hamlyn '. 1918 ' G. A. Birmingham

Is/and Myst. xxiv. 231 He was so infernally certain that

the Emperor would wipe the floor with us.

Hence "Wiped (wsipt) ///. a. (see sense 3).

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Wiped Joint {Plumb-

ing), one made by placing the parts in the required juxta-

position and covering the joint with a mass of solder.

"Wipe, obs. f. Weep v. ; var. Wype, lapwing.

Wiper (wsi-psi). Also 6 (9 in sense 5) wyper.

[f. Wipe v. + -eh 1
.]

1. A person who wipes ; spec, in various industries,

a workman employed in wiping something clean

or dry. Also with adv., as aivay, out.

1552 Huloet, Wyper a waye of fylth from a mans body.

184a Browning Pied Piper xv, Let me and you be wipers

Of scores out with all men. 1875 Dora Gheenwell Liber

Humanitatis 141 A wiper away of the tears that none other

but he and God behold. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885)80

Glass Manufacture. .Wiper-out. 1888 J. W. Clarke Mod.

Plumbing Pract. (1914) I. 99 So that when wiping the joint

the solder will not burn the little finger of the wiper s hand.

1889 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 220/2 (Locomotive) For wipers

and watchmen.
.

2. A cloth or other appliance used for wiping
;

in slang use, a handkerchief (later replaced by

Wipe sb. 4).

1587 Ace. Mary Q. Scots (Camden) 59 For v ells canvas for

butter clothes and wipers, iiij s. i6a6 B. Jonson Masque of

Owls 127 'The wipers for their noses. 1685 Phil. Trans.

XV. 1158 The fifth he calls the Wiper, supposing that

by it they wipe off the honie from the flowers, a 1700

B E Diet. Cant. Crew, Wiper, a Handkerchief. 1841

Catlin N. Amer. Did. xli. II. 63, I rolled it up with my
wiper. 1870 Daily News 23 Sept., The women in Holland

WIRBLE.
clean their steps with an appliance combining the brush and
wiper. 1890 Sci. Amer, 8 Nov. 297/1 Another movement
[of a soldering machine] carries the can body across the
wiper, which removes the superfluous solder.

b. = Wiping-rod': see Wiping vbl. sb. 3.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
3. One who or that which strikes or assails ; in

quots. applied to weapons, slang.
1611 Bealm. & Ft, Philastcr v. iv, I could hulk your

Grace, and hang you up cross-leg 'd, Like a Hare at a
Poulters, and do this with this wiper. 1890 Conan Doyle
Sign ofFour vii. 85, I have a wiper in this bag, an' I'll drop
it on your 'ead if you don't hook it !.. Stand clear, for when
I say ' three ': down goes the wiper.

4. ( A severe blow ; also, a sharp rejoinder or
taunt ' (Jam. 1882): = Wipe sb. 2,3. slang or colloq.

1846 James Step-mother lxv. III. 144, I say, Jack, that
was a wiper you gave me between the eyes.

5. In machinery, a projecting piece fixed on a

rotating or oscillating part, as an axle or wheel,

and periodically communicating movement by a

rubbing action to some other part; a cam, eccen-

tric, or tappet ; csp. one serving to lift a hammer,
stamper, valve-rod, etc. which in the intervals falls

by its own weight.
1796 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Weaving (i860 31 The

treadles are worked by ' wipers' fastened on the main shaft.

x8o6 O. Gregory Treat. Mechanics II. 11 A great forge,

where the engineer, .formed the wipers into spirals, which
communicated motion to the hammer almost without any
jolt whatever. 1859 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Weaving
969 Over these treadles is a shaft carrying four double
wypers containing two segments each.

attrib. 1835 Uke Philos. Manuf. 152 The upper roller is

furnished with wiper-wings. 1839 — Did. Arts 367 The
wooden wiper-roller* covered with flannel. 1844 H.Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 314 The steam is admitted both above and
below the piston, by moving the slide with the handle of

the wiper-shaft.

Wiping (wsi-pin). vbl. sb. ff. Wipe v. + -ing V]
1. The action of the verb Wipe, q.v. {lit. or fig.,)

Also with advs.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xvi. lxxx. (1495} Lviij/i

Wyih wypynge & clensynge this vnclennes of leed may be
taken away, c 1440 Promp. Pan: 530/1 Wypynge, of

handys .., tersura. 1448-9 Metham Amoryus <j- CI. 1632

This lyoun..in hys weheryng Made alle blody Cleopes

ken.hyff in hys wypyng. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 4 b, The
Confutacion, is a dissoluyng or wipyng awaie, of all suche

reasons as make against vs. 1815 j. Smith Panorama Sci.

<$• Art II. 207 When they require wiping, a warm piece of

silk.. is the most suitable material to use. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Cong. 1 1.x. 499 This Gemdt was meant to be a wiping

out of old scores. 1890 Jacobi Printing 232 Packing the

rollers.—This is sometimes necessary to avoid the ' wiping
'

of the roller on the extreme edges of the type, which causes

an excess of ink.

2. concr. {pi,): see quot. 1888.

1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc. 156 Wipings, cotton refuse used

for wiping up and cleansing machinery. 1905 Daity News
4 Mar. 6 There is sometimes spontaneous combustion.. in

the ink and wipings at a printer s.

3. attrib. and Comb. Used for wiping, as wipitig-

handekerchief, -towel ; wiping-bar {Class-Making),

see quot. ; wiping-cloth {spec, in Plumbing: see

W; ipe v. 3) ; wiping-rod, -stick, a rod fitted with

a piece of cloth or tow for cleaning out the bore

of a gun.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 590 {Glass-making) The *wiping bar

..wrapped in linen, to remove dust. 1591 Percivall Sp.

Diet., Almayzar, a *wiping cloth of haire. 1888 J. W.
Clarke Mod. Plumbing Tract. (1914) I. 58 The wiping-cloth

following the iron so as to pull or push the solder upwards
as it runs downwards on being heated. 1647 Trapp Comm.
James v. 1 (1656) 913 Better weep here, where there are

*wiping-handkerchiefs in the hand of Christ, then to have

your eyes wh'ipt out in hell. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

s.v. Rod, The . .*wiping-rod,. .used by gun-smiths. 1817 J.

Bradbury Trav. Amer. 167 They often take from them the

furs they have collected, and beat them severely with their

* wiping sticks. 1848 Blackw. Mag, July 18/1 Pete was in

the act of forcing down the ball with his long hickory

wiping-stick. 1582 Stanyhurst Mneis \. (Arb.) 40 Thee
vaytingseruaunts. .doe carrye..*wyping towels. 1911 Kate
D. Wic-gin Mother Carey x\i\, She., gave the wiping towels

to Julia.

Wi'ping, ppl.a. [f. as prec.-r-iNG 2
.] That

wipes, in various senses: see the verb.

1483 Cath. Angl. 420/1 Wypynge, tergosus. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 1. lxxv. 114 A certaine wiping, cleansing, and

attracting facultie. 1599 Marston Sco. Yillanie m. xi,

The quick change, with wiping mandriUa. 190a Engineering

Mag. XIX. 758/1 A wiping-out electromagnet, which re-

moves all traces of the record.

Wipiti : see Wapiti.

Wippe, obs. pa. t. of Wt
eep v. ; obs. f. Whip.

Wipped, wipt(ef
obs. pa. t. and pple. of Wjpe v.

"Wips, obs. form of Wisp.

WirbleCwoub'l),^. (Individual.) Alsowirbel.

[ad. G. wirbeln.'] intr. To turn round and round
;

to whirl ; to eddy. So WiTble sb., whirl.

1848 Lytton Harold iv. ii, I was girt round with dead

men's bones; and the bones moved round me, undulating,

as the dry leaves that wirble round in the winds of the

winter. Ibid. ix. vii, The gibe and the wirble of the dead

men's bones. 1849 — A'. Arthur xn. cxv, And here and

there, and wirbelling to and fro,, .pale thousands spread the

plain, i860 Ld. Lytton Lucile 1. iv. §6. 9 The waters went

wirbling above and around.

Wirch,-er, etc., obs. ff. Wobk, Worker, etc.

Wirchep, -ip, obs. 0. Worship.



WIRE.

Wird : see Weird, Wered, Word, Worth.
Wire (wai»j), sb. Forms: 1-4 wir, 4-5, 7 Sc.

wyr, 4-7 wyre, 5-7 wyer, (5 were, whir, 6

wyere, wheire, wiar; St. 6 wyir, 7 vyr, weyer),
6-7 wier, wyar, 5- wire {Sc. 8 weyr, 9 weir).
[OE. wir, corresp. to MLG. wire (LG. wjV), ON.
*virr \n viravirki filigree work, related further to

OHG. wiara (MHG. wiere) finest gold, ornament
of this : referred to the base wi- of L. viere to

plait, weave, etc. (cf. Withe sb.).]

I. Denoting the substance.

I. Metal wrought into the form of a slender rod
or thread, formerly by hammering, now by the
operation of wire-drawing, a. of precious metal,
esp. gold, used chiefly in ornamentation.
From the :3th to the 16th century golden hair was freq.

poetically likened to gold wire.

a 1000 Riddles xxvii. 14 Wnet lie weorc smiba wire bi-

fongen. c 1*05 gold wir [see Gold l 8a]. 1377 Langl. P.
PL B. n. 11 Fetislich hir fyngres were fretted with gokle
wyre, And bere-on red rubyes. ^1400 Ywaine fy Gaw. 2967
Alany maidens tliar he sese, Wirkand silk and gold wir.
c 1420 ? Lvnc. Assembly ofGods 373 Dame Venus. . Whoos
long here shone as wyre of goold bryght. 14*3 Jas. I

Kingis Q. i. In Aquary, Cinthia the clcre, Rynsid hir tressis

like the goldin wyre. 1618 in Archaeclogia XLI. 254 All
his silver made up in wyer. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu
Let. to Mrs. Thistlethwayle 1 Apr., [The] cushions, .are
generally brocade, or embroidery of gold wire upon satin.

1879 S. C. Baktlett Egypt to Pal. iv. 73 Silver wire is

thirty-three hundred years old, and gold wire six hundred
years older.

b. of any metal, esp. iron, brass, or copper,
drawn out into a rod or thread.

1348 Aec. Exch. K. R. 470/18 m. 6 (P.R.O.) In WiremP t[o]

pro fistula conduct! mundanda iiij.d. 1387-8 [see Wirk-
drawer 1 J, 1435 Cov. Leet Bk. 182 And yif the cardwirc
drawer were ones or twies disseyued withe ontrewe wire h«
wolde be warre. 148s York Myst. Introd. 40 [Pynnersand
Wyredrawers] makes pynnesor draweth wyre. 1497 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 100 Wire for prymers. 1508 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. IV. 113 Item.. for wyir to thepottarof
Strivelin to bind the gun muld vs. 1573111 Feuillerat Revels

?. Eliz. (190S) 159, ij lb of draweti wyer—iijj. i:\jd. 1600
airfax Tasso n. xxvi, They, .bound her tender armes in

twisted wire. 1677 Moxos* Mech. E.rerc.i. 14 Iron used for

making of Wyer, which of all other sorts is the softest and
toughest. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. <* Art II. 7E6 The
parts are then to be joined properly together, and kept in that
state, by means of wire. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 95$ A pin is a
small bit of wire, commonly brass, with a point at one end,
and a spherical head at the other. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
615/5 The metals suitable *°r w 're

»
possessing almost equal

ductility, are platinum, silver, iron, copper, and gold.

C. with qualification denoting (a) the metal, as
brass, copper, iron, magnesium, platinum wire,
(b) the form or colour, as black, small, while wire,
(c) its use, as binding, electric, fuse, joint, pinion
wire ; also lapland wire (see quot. 1755).
14. . in Wr.-Wulcker 582 '48 Ferriflum, wyre of yre. 1435

Cov. Leet Bk. 183 Ne Cardwyre ne mystermannes wyre.
1463 Act 3 Edw. lV,c. 4. §4 Ulanc file de ferre vulgare-
ment nornme whitewyre. 1530 Palscr. 288/2 Wyar of
brasse, fit darcal, /it de laton. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv.

15 [He] Shakt his long lockes, colourd like copper-wire.
1669 Stuimy Mariner's Mag., Penalties <$ Forfeitures 2
Iron Wyre, or whited Wyre, are forfeited if any such be
Imported. 1755 Diet. Arts * Sci. s.v. IFire, iFire ofLap-
land, .called, .lapland-wire. It is made of the sinews of the
reindeer..spun into a sort of thread, .covered with tin.

1837 Hebert Engin. % Meek. Encycl. II. 906 Rolled or
'black wire,' (as it is sometimes called, to distinguish it

from the bright, or drawn-wire). 1843 Holtzapfkel Turn-
ing I. 429 The drawn tube called joint-wire,, .used by the
silversmiths, for hinges and joints. Ibid. 433 In hard-solder-
ing, it is.. necessary to bind the works together in their
respective positions j this is done with soft iron binding-wire,

fd. as the material of a lash or scourge. Obs.
1606 Shak5. Ant. ,T CI. ir. v. 65 Thou shalt be whipt with

Wyer. 1633 Middle-ton & Rowley Changeling 1. ii, Alib.
Peace, peace, or the wyer comes. 1648 Gage West Ind.
xiii. 70 Disciplines of wyar, rods of iron, haire-cloths,

e. used for fencing
; esp. barbed (earlier barb)

wire, later often simply wire : a fencing wire com-
posed of two or more strands twisted together,
with barbs or short sprkes fastened a few inches
apart in the strands ; also, the fencing; or defence
so constructed ; also allrib.

1876 Field 16 Dec. 714/2, I was in hopes that a country
like the Bicester (where every farmer seems to enjoy the
chase) would be free of such an enemy as wire. 1883 J.
Scott Farm Roads, etc. 83 Barb wire fencing should con-
sist of at least two barbs, used in connection with two wires
twisted together. Ibid. 89 With cattle the great advantage
of barbed wire is that it keeps them in ; with sheep, it keeps
their enemies out.^ 1900 Kinnrar Modder River xi. 93
The mere automatic discharging of their guns at the hust-
ling crowd of human deer implied upon Cronje's wicked
barbed wire. 1915 Daily News6 Jan. 4 Four German snipers
were shot on our wire. 1917 H. Gibson Diplom. Diary i63
Tremendous barbed wire entanglements form a broad barrier,

II. Denoting an individual object.
* 2. A piece, length, or line of wire used for

various purposes (see quots. ; some early uses are
obsolete).

Be.wulj 24U Se [eortfsele] wxs innan full wratta and
wira. e 1374 Chaucer Troytus 111. 1636 For worldly Ioye
halt not but by a wir; That preueth wel it brest alday so
ofte

; For-bi nedeis to werke wib it softe. c 1385 L.G.W.
1205 Dido, Vp on a courser, stertelynge as the fyr, Men
myghte turne hym with a litil wyr, Sit Enyas. c 1391 —

187

Astrol. 11. §38. 46 In centre of the compas stike an euene
pyn or a whir vp-riht. 14367 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 63
First payd for the sepulcre for diuers nay) is & wyres & glu
ixd. 1469 Rolls of Parit. VI. 232 A Image of lede. .broken
in the myddes, and made fast with a Wyre. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VIII 5?, I haue distroyed Rycharde Hun...
I put a wyre 111 his nose. 1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz.
(1908) 159 Greate wyers that went crosse the hall. 1581 W.
Borough Disc. Var. Cumpas ii. B ij, The Flye of the Cum-
pas cf Variation, is so turned by vertue of the Magnet icall

wiers, that the North poinct thereof doeth shew the Pole of
the Magnes. 1583 [see SoppORTASSeJ. 1585 Higins Junius'
Nomencl. 7/2 Grafihium,. .a writing wyer, or a Steele where-
with to write. 1616 A. Rathborne Surveyor 126 On the
head or top of which shorter sight, must be placed a wyer
or brasse pin. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. x. 179 Through
this Button should be fastned an Iron Wyer. 1695 J.
Edwards Author. O. ty N. Test. III. 244 Round Wires of
Gold put into the Ears. 1753 Mrs. Delany Let. 17 Feb.
in Autobiogr. (1S61) III. 206 Mr. Maddo.v, who does sur-
prising feats of activity on a wire. 1811 Bk. Trades ill.

fed, 4) 67 The mould, which the paper-maker has in his
hand, is composed of many wires set in a frame close
together. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xvi, (1842) 425 The
open limb is afterwards to be wiped clean. .with a wire and
tow. 1840 Lardner Geom. xv. 103 One of these cylindrical
cards, which, as it revolves, carries away the wool spread
upon the points of its wires. 1857 Miller Elcm. Chem.,
Org. (1862) iv. § 1. 27J [The soap] is cut up with wires into
bars._ 1880 R. Ward .Sportsman's Handbk. 62 [In setting
up birds] the leg wires should be half as stout again as the
body wire. 1897 Times i3 Sept. 8/2 The [wireless] messages
being transmitted from a vertical wire carried up a pole.

b. spec. One of the fine platinum cross-wires

fixed horizontally and vertically at the focus of a
telescope : see Collimator r.

1774 M. Mackenzie Marine Sun: 1. (i8it) 52 If, while
the vertical wire runs along the pole, the horizontal wire
runs exactly along. .the cross-piece [0:1 the pole].., the
quadrant and telescope are right. 1873 Abnev Phctegr.
xxxvL 294 Securing a sharp image of the sua together with
that of the cross-wires or ruled gratings.

C. connecting a bell with the bell-pull or -push.
1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxvt, 'There ain't a bell, is there,

ma'am ?'..' It's only a handle*, said Mrs. Dowler ; 'the
wire's broken.' 1883 Miss I!rolghton Belinda ill. ix, The
door-bell may ring itself off its wire.

3. A line of wire used as a conductor of electric

current.

Live wire, a wire charged with electricity ; Jfg. {colicq.)

an energetic or vigorously active person.

1747 Jsee Electrize p. J. 1796 ImisotCsSch. Arls(td. 4)

91 When the shocks are to be given with this apparatus.

.

two slender and pliable wires .. are to be fastened [etc.].

1807 Crabbb Par. Reg. n. 380 So two cold Hmbs, touch'd by
Galvani's wire, Move with new life. 1817 Byron Mazepfa
vi, ir Conveying, as the electric wire, We know not how,
the absorbing tire. 1886 A. A. C. Swinton Etem. Prine.
Electr. Lighting 26 The conducting wires for electric light-
ing are almost invariably made of copper. .

.'1 hey are usually
covered with an insulating coat of india-rubber and tape.
1890 live electric wire [see Live a. 4].

Jig. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dercnda. xlviii, Political and social
movements touched him only through the wire of his rental.

b. spec. The line of wire connecting the trans-

mitting and receiving instruments of a telegraph or
telephone.
1854 telegraphic wires [see Telegraphic a. ib]. i860

G. Prescott Electr. Telegr. Pief. p. vi, The wires., are
creeping over the Rocky Mountains, and erelong we shall
have momentary advices from the Pacific States,

c. trans/. The telegraphic system. By wire
(formerly by the wires) : by means of a telegraphic

message. Hence (colloq.) a telegraphic message,
a telegram.

1859 LBVKB Dav. Dunn xlix, He then telegraphed to his
man of business, . .to ascertain, .the latest accounts of Lord
Lackington's health, and answer 'by wire*, x86o Troi.-
lope Pramley P. xviii, You had belter come up yourself;
but say the word ' Yes ', or * No ', by the wires. 1876 ' E.
Pinto ' Ye outside Fools ! 76 Gusher, of the Bellowgraphic,
may have a wire from his sub-editor. 1883 Harpers Mag.
July 255/1 The forte of the Flnquirer is its voluminous
correspondence, both by wire and mail. 1889 Conan Doyle
Sign of'Four viU, We pulled up at the Great Peter Street
post-office, and Holmes dispatched his wire.

** Senses used mainly in pi. or collect, sing.

4. Metallic strings (of a musical instrument).
1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) I. 355 Irische men beeb>

connyng. .in harpe and tymbre hat is t-armed wib wire and
wib strenges of bras. 1599 Peele David .$• Bethsabe Bj,
When his consecrated fingers strooke The golden wiers of
his rauishing harpe. Ibid. E iij» His haire is lyke the wyer
of Dauids Harpe. 1628 Miltov Vac. Exerc. 38 Apollo
sings To th' touch of golden wires. 111718 Prior Power
656 They breath the Flute, or strike the vocal Wire. 1780
Cowper Progr. Err. 126 When he has pray'd and preach'd
the sabbath down, With wire and catgut he concludes the
day.

^
1818 Byron Ck. Har. iv. xxxviti, His country's

creaking lyre, That whetstone of the teeth—monotony in
wire ! _

18:8 Shelley RosaI. <y Helen 1164 From thetwink-
Hns wires among, My languid fingers drew and flung Circles
of life-dissolving sound. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 112/2 In the
violin and in the pianoforte, the lower notes are obtained
from wires formed of denser material.

5. Metallic bars (of a cage).
1656 Bealb Here/. Orchards (1657) S A constant aviary of

sweet singers, which are here retained without the charge
or violence of the Italian Wiers. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
ill. Ixxv. 348 It {sc. a captive bird] beats and bruises itself

against its wires. 1848 Dickens Dombey vii, A new cage
with gilded wires.

6. Croquet. The iron hoops or arches through
which the balls are driven. Now rare.

1868 Chambers's Encycl. X. 483/i The implements u>ed in

WIRE.
croquet are mallets, ball«, posts for sticks), and hoops [which
are called indifferently hoops, wires, or arc'i'-ess). 1904 E. F.
Benson Challoncrs i, Martin .. stuck wildly in the hopes of
an impossible cannon off the wire.

7. Knitting needles. Sc.

a 1774 Fercusson Hallow/air Potms (1845) 14, 1 wyt they
are as pretty hose As come frae weyr or leem. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. {cd. 3) XVII. 805/1 The method of knitting stockings
by wires or need Its. 1827 Scott Chron. Canongate v,

Knitting her stocking systematically, as if she meant every
twist of her thread, and inclination of the wires, to bear
burden to the cadence of my voice, a 1878 in D. H.Edwards
Mod. Scott. Poets (18S0J j. 39 She's handy an' quick wi' her
weirs an' her needles.

8. The metallic lints by which puppets are worked.
Chieflyy^*. in the phrase to pull {pt move) the -vires

(see WlRE-PULLEIt\
1607 Bbaum. & Fl. Woman Hater in. i, Like dead motions

moving upon wyers. <zi68o Glanvill Saddueismus 11.

(1631)35 [Miracles] were so easy to be done, .by Wiers and
Juggling. 6:1704 T. Brown Walk Land. % Westm. Wks.
1720 III. 2S5 A Guide that. .can do no more for them, than
the Wire in the Finger of the Poppet- Mayer. 1826 Mass.
Spy 12 Apr. 2/6 Mr. McDuffie said. .that he was perfectly
aware, .who was the skulking manager who moved the wires.

1834 S. Rogers Let. to Ld. Holland 2S Oct. in Pearson's
76th Catal. (1S94) 51 Lord Durham appears to be pulling at

3 wires at the same time— not that the 3 papers— the Times,
Examiner and Spectator are his puppets, but they speak his

opinions. 186a Eraser's Mag. July 2S To chaige him, in

the technical language of his party, with 'pulling wires',

find ' laying pipes ' fur the Presidency. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commw. v. xciv. III. 321 A demagogue of greater talent

..may practically pull the wires of a President whom he bus
put into the chair.

b. To be {all) on wires (fig.), to be in a state of

nervous excitement or 'jumpiness \

1869 Chamb. Jrnl. 2 Oct. 639/1 Here's another for T. P.;
a man this time, all on wires.

III. Network or framework of wire.

0. Wirework ; now usually, wire netting.

1547 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. V/(jgn) 12 Twoo hattes..
the Turffes of wyer couerid with clothe of golde. 1617
Moryson I tin. I. in Also there is a delicate cage of birds,

wrought about with thick wyer. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
23 Apr. i6.j6, In the middle of this garden was a cupola
made of wyre, supported by slender pillars of brick. 1716
Hearnb Collect. I.O.H.S) V. 260 It is pity the Windows of
Fairford are not secured with Wire. 1833 Loudon Emyd.
Archit, § £53 Ihe dairy, the pantiy, and the store room to
have fly wire (wirecloth to exclude flies) inside of the win-
dows. 1854 Poultry Qhron% II. 303 birds .. in new and
commodious pens, with galvanised wire fronts.

fb. A frame of wire [a] to support the hair;

(b) to support the ruff, = Supporter 3l>, £ur-
PORTASSE. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 67 Least it [sc. the hair] should
fall down it is vnder propped with fork«, wyers, ai.d I can
not tel what. 1595 Gossor* Pleas. Quips (Percy Soc.) 5
These flaming heads with staring haire, these wyers turnc'.e

like hornts of ram. 1603 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS, Comm.
App. I, 31 For anecorhiit wyr to vtr en my haed, x s. Ibid.,

For ane vyr to ver with ane French rouf vs. ; item, for thri

vyrs to uervith Inglich roufs iiix. 1607, 1612 [see Ke-
bato c]. 1619 Fletcher Knt. Malta 1. i, Uu fledge 'em of
their tyres, Their wires,.. pins, and Periwigs, And they
appear like bald cootes, in the nest. 1690 D'Obfey Collin's
Walk Lend. nr. 115 Like buxom La*>s, that trips Curanto
With ..Wire*, Comodes, and Topknots flaring. 1690 M,
Evelyn Fcp-Dict., Palisade, a Wire sustaining the Hair
next to the Duchess, or first Knot. [1893 Gforctana Hill
Hist. Entl. Dress I. iii. 197 In nddiii. n to the starch, wires
were used to stiffen tie ruff. The wires were covered with
silk or gold and silver thread, and came round the neck
under the ruff.]

C. Paper-making. "Woven brass wire-cloth.
(X1700 EVELYN Diary 24 Aug. 1678,011 this [frame] they

take up the papp, the superfluous water draining thro' the
wyre... The mark we find on the sheets is formed in the
wyre. 1881 Spans' Encycl. Industr. Arts iv. 1497 The
'wire ' isa:i endless cloth made of veiy fine wire.. .The me:>h
varies frum Co to 70 and even more threads to the inch.

d. A snare for hares or rabbits.

1749 Fii:lding 'Tom yot:cs vi. xii, He himself had passed
through that Field, in order to lay Wires for Hares. 1813
Sporting Mag. XLV. 109 IIa:es are caught.. in purse-nets
or wires. iBig Ibid. (N. S.) IV. 210 F« here and there a
large bush, .and close to each bush two ' wires '.

IV. Transferred and miscellaneous uses.

10. Something resembling wire or a wire ; e. g.

a long thin plant-stem, as a strawberry runner

;

fa branch-like appendage of a star- stone; a cylin-

diical piece of native silver.

1601, 1879 strawberry wire [see Strawberry 8]. 1696 Phil.
Trans. XIX. 294 Capillaries.. creeping on.. the Ground,
with Wires afttr the manmr of Strawberries. 1711 tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 36 Cinquefoil. .produces its Leaves
..on a Stem, or Wire, .11728 Woodward Nat. Hist.

P'ossils (1729) I. 11. 81 Several [Asteriar], with some of those

Tranches that are went to arise from them, cali'd, by some,
Wires. 1793 J. Lodce Introd. 7'opogr. Hist. ILref. 37
That when the wires or vines [of hops] spring up, they may
not be too far separated to run up the poles. 1805 K. W.
Dickson Tract. Agric. II. 603 It is only in such as possess

a . . good carbonic earthy matter, that they [sc. potatoes] are

enabled to propagate their subterraneous wires or root-buds.

1859 W. S. Coli man Woodlands (1866) 128 There may they

be seen knee-deep in the wires or clambering over the

broken grey rocks. i88a Rep. Tree. Metals U. S. 200 The
quartz shows much free gold and silver. The latter is in the

form of nuggets and wires. 1897 H. Clifford In Court fy

Kamporgta The bristling wires of whisker, the long cruel

teeth [of a tiger J.

11. //. Applied to hairs, or rays, as resembling

shining wires (cf. 1 a\ poet, and rhet. Now rare.
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WIRE.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 79 Apollo.. Cut off his

lockes, and left them on her head, And said ; I plant these
wires in Natures scorne. 1590 — Never too late 49 {bis)

The golden wyers that checkers in the day, Inferiour to the
tresses of her Inure, [e 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxx, If haires

be wiers, black wiersgrow on her head.] 1876 Hardy Ethel-
berta xv, The sun was peeping out just previous to departure,
and sent gold wires of light across the glades.

+ 12. City wire : a ' city wife ' who wears wires

(sense 9 b) in her hair or ruff : used opprobriously.
1609 R. Jonson Silent Worn. Prol. 23 Some [cates] for

lords, knights, squires, Some for your waiting wench, and
citie-wires. 1632 Marmion Holland's Leaguer 11. iii, All

the City wires, And Summer birds in Towne, that once
a yeare Come up to moulter.

13. slang. A pickpocket.
So called from the practice of extracting handkerchiefs

from pockets with a piece of wire.

1851 Maybsw Lond. Labour I. Introd. 25 'Wires', or
those who pick ladies' pockets. i86z Cornh. Mag. Nov.
644 The boy has now become a single-handed street wire,

igai Ckaftto. Jrnl. June 410/1 When the ' wire ' (that is, the
man who actually picks the pocket) has helped himself he
passes the ' swag ' to his confederate.

14. Short for: a. Wire rope or cable.

1882 Nakes Seamanship fed. 6) 26 Steel wire is made of
six strands, with a hemp heart in the centre. 1883 Gresley
Gloss. Coal-mining^ Wire (W.), a hauling rope,

b. Wire-haired fox terrier.

1892 Brit. Fancier 19 Feb. 79/2 Mr. F. H. Field judged
the Wires.

V. altrib. and Comb. 15. a. Simple attrib.

:

made of wire or wirework, as wire blind, bolter,

cable, cage, cloth, fence, fencing, gauze, grate,

guard, lattice, mattress, net, netting, network,

fiddle, riggings rope, shirt, sieve, spring, staple,

trap, web, whip', concerned with wire-drawing, as

wire-gauge, -manufactory, manufacture, -manu-
facturer, 'mill; supported or running on wire, as

wire railway, tramway. b. Parasynthetic and
i nst rumen t al, as wire-caged, -guarded, -hung,

-mended, -netted, -saftd, -sewn adjs. c. Objective,

with agent-nouns (applied to persons or to appli-

ances) and vbl. sbs., as wire-cutter, -cutting,

•monger, -tapper (see Tap vA 2 c), -weaver ; also

wire-like adj.

1833 Loudon* Enycl. Archil. § 560 With *wire blinds, the
heat and great part of the light might be excluded. x8ot
Farmers Mag. Apr. 216 The flour mill., had received
a most valuable addition of a "wire boulter, i860 lire's

Diet. Arts II. 113 The Atlantic telegraph cable, .is a single

"wire cable. 1772 T. Simpson Vermin- Killer 5 Let the
wire-maker make a "wire cage. 1858 Greener Gunnery
Advt. 14 [In the wire cartridge] the shot is packed within
a wire cage. 1871 G. Macdonald Roadside Poems, A
Manchester Poem xiv. 17 The dark bird.. which hangs
*wire-caged. 1798 'Wire Cloth [see Ci.oth sb. 9 b], 1833
[see 9]. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 224/2 This [mouldj con-
sists of a framework of fine wtrecloth with a 'deckle' or
movable frame of wood all round it. 183a W. S. Gilpin
Landscape Card. vi. 205, I have lately seen . .a *wire fence,
which appears to me likely to reconcile the contending
objects of beauty and expense. 1854 Poultry Ckron. I. 540
Patent *Wire Fencing, strong enough to keep out Sheep,
&C, and close enough for Dogs, Rabbits, Poultry, &c. 1833
Holland Manuf. Metal II. xiv. 327 Stub's *wire gauges.
1888 LockivoocTs Diet. Terms Mech. Engin., Wire Gauge,
a notched plate having a series of gauged slots, numbered
according to the sizes of wire and sheet metal manufactured.
1816 Sir H. Daw in Phit. Trans. CVI. 23 A lighted lamp
or candle screwed into a ring soldered to a cylinder of
*wire gauze. 1877 Raymond Statist. Alines <$• Mining 430
The ore-bed, formed of wire-gauze tubes, which are set in a
frame a short distance apart, thus allowing the ore to descend
between them. iSi$RF.EsCycl.* Wire-Grates, . .contrivances
formed of fine wire-work, and used for keeping various kinds
oflargeinsectsout of vineries,, .and such places. 1841 Lytton
Nt, <$- Morn. v. xii, Just looking into the parlour .. to con-
vince herself that.. the "wire-guard was on the fire. 1907
H. Wyndham Flare 0/ Footlights vi, * Wire-guarded gas
brackets. 1836 H. H. Dixon Post $ Paddock ii. 38 That
springy * wire-hung action, which, .distinguishes the stock of
the great ' RawclifTe Horse '. 1736 Swift Gulliver n. viii,

He. .observed my Windows.and *wireLetticesthatdefended
them. 1787 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) 1 1. S57 Branches
reddish, and "wire-like at the base. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.
Mech. 349 The "wire manufactory, .situated at L/Aigle,..

is one of the most considerable to France. 1818 Matheivs's
Bristol Directory 67 "Wire manufacturer. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., * Wire-mattress, one having a web of wire-

cloth or chain stretched in a frame for supporting a bed.

1891 Scribner's Mag. Sept. 31S/1 A padlock with a *wire-

mended chain. 18*5 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 346 Three
of these machines.. are, in general, employed in a *wire-
mill. 1479 in H. Stewart Co. Gold fy Silver Wyre-drawers
(1891) 16 The petition of the Wyre-drawers, and Chape-
makers that they may be made into one Company, and called

*Wyre-mongers. 1871 Man. Field Fortif. § 177 Gabions of
galvanized iron *wire net. 1910 Daily Chron. 11 Mar. 6/4
Then why could not the coverts be "wiro-netted from March
to October? 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 468 Ordinary *Wire
Netting, from 2$d. per yard, 2 feet wide. 1843 Penny Cycl.

XXVI 1. 478/2*Wire net-work formerlyemployed for screens.

1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 12 We see a *wire railway to

the left, or rather—for the wires are invisible—the trucks go
floating through the air like rectangular balloons. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 281 A barley *wire-riddle answers
for beans. 1883 Alan. SeamanshipforBoys 1 1 1 In turning a
dead-eye, in *wire rigging, what seizings do you use ? 1841
Penny Cycl. XX. 156/2 Iron is the material usually employed
for *wire ropes. 1859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Pract. Geol.

(ed. 2) 273 A flat Wire Rope Pulley, c 1824 L. Hunt World
oj Bks., My Bks. (1899) 20 With books all in Museum order,

especially *wire-safed. 1888 Tacoiu Printers' Vocab., * Wire
se^v/i, books sewn with wire instead of thread. 1869 Brown-
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IMG Ring 4r Bk. ix. 1207 For the warm arms, were wont
enfold thy flesh, Let *wire-shirt plough, and whip-cord
discipline. 1665-76 J. Rea Flora 126 The earth being first

sifted through a *wyer seive. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit.
§ 665 "Wire Springs for stuffing are nothing more than
spiral coils of wire. 1884 ' Edna Lyall ' We Two v, Tom..
says I am made on wire springs like a twelfth-cake butter,
fly. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 440 A long "Wire-staple. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 171 Which Strings we call False, being
bigger in one Place than in another ; And therefore "Wire-
strings are neuer False. 4x700 Evelyn Diary 20 Nov. 1679,
The viol tfamore of 5 wyre-strings plated on with a bow.
1887 Sci. Awer. 19 Feb. 121/1 The zither .. having 24 wire
strings. 1894 Columbus (Ohio) Disf 5 Jan., An attempt to
tap the wires and ' work 'the bookmakers . . has been foiled. .

.

The "wire tappers escaped. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. I.

105 One that was seduced into a *wire-trap, by placing its

brood in it. 1818 Mathews's Bristol Directory 52 Coulsting
John, "Wire-weaver and Worker. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII.
209/1 The "wire-web moves forward with a motion so regu-
lated, as„to determine the thickness of the paper. 1909
Westni. Gaz. 9 Feb. 4/ 2 The Humber detachable wire wheel
..is said to be 50 per cent, stronger than wood. 4x627 H.
Shirley Mart. Souldier lit. ii. (1638) E3, *Wyer-whips
shall drive you.

16. Special comb. : wire bar, a bar of copper
cast into a suitable form for drawing into wire

;

f wire-boil, a metal bar or rod used for producing
a bell-like sound when struck ; wire-bird, a Ringed
Plover, Aigialitis saticlse-htleme, found only on
the wire-grass plains of St. Helena ; wire bridge,
(a) a suspension bridge supported by wires ; {If)

a kind of electric bridge furnished with a wire
and a graduated scale

; + wire candle, = wired
candle (see Wired ppl. a. I, quot 141 3); wire-
cartridge (see quot. 1858) ; wire-cut (brick), a
machine-made brick cut by means of a steam power
wire-cutter ; wire-cutter, (a) nippers or pliers for

cutting wire ; also, a man employed to cut a wire
or wires, e, g. in war operations ; (b~) an appliance
for cutting bricks with wire in brick-making ; so
wire-cutting (also atlrib.)

; + wire-dancer, one
who dances or performs acrobatic feats on a wire
rope; so f wire-dancing; wire edge, the turned-

over strip of metal produced on the edge of a cutting

tool by faulty grinding or honing ; alsoyff. ; wire-
edged a., having a wire edge ; also applied to a
class of picotees having a line of deeper colour

round the edge of the petals ; wire entanglement
Mil., an abatis of (barbed) wire stretched over the

ground in order to impede the advance of an enemy;
wire-feed, -feeding, used attrib. in the names of

machines with apparatus for maintaining a ' feed

'

or continuous supply of wire; wire-finder, an
instrument for testing the insulation of electric

wires
; wire-glass, sheet glass in which wire net-

ting is embedded ; wire ground (see quot.); wire
grub = Wirewohm ; wire gun, a wire-wound
gun ; wire-hair, short for ' wire-haired terrier '

;

wire-haired a., having a rough coat of a hard
and wiry texture, esp. designating a kind of fox-

terrier as distinguished from the smooth-haired
variety ; wire heel, contracted quarters of the
heel, a defect incident to the feet of horses and
cattle ; wire instrument, + (a) a musical instru-

ment with wire strings; (/1) see quot. 1884; wire
iron, rod iron for the manufacture of wire ; wire
line = wire-mark (a) ; wire-mark Paper-making,
(a) pi., the faint lines made by the impression of

the wires of the mould in the substance of laid

paper; (6) = Watek-mabk 5; wire micrometer,
one with horizontal and vertical wiresacross the field;

wire money A'nmism. (see quot.) ; wire nail, a
nail circular insection, not tapering but pointed, and
having a thin circular swaged head ; wire-nailing
(see quot.) ; wire pliers, pliers for shaping wire

into curves and loops (see quot.) ; wire puzzle,
a toy consisting of two or more wire patterns

joined together in such a way as to puzzle one's

ingenuity in disentangling them; wire saw, a
kind of saw of which the cutting part is made of
wire ; wire silver, native silver found in wire-

shaped pieces ; wire-tailed a., having wire-shafted

tail-quills ; wire-twist, a composition of iron and
steel welded together and rolled into rods, used for

gun-barrels ; wire-walker, an acrobat who per-

forms feats on a wire rope; so wire-walking;
wire-wound a. , wound or encircled with wire.

1868 Joynson Metals 99 The copper, when at the proper
state of refining, is ca.st into 'ingots', 'tiles', or "wire
bars '. 1668 [STOMAS*] Tintiunalogia (i67r) 3 Let him
learn onsome Instrument, or *Wyer-I3ells, toknow a Third,
Fifth, and Eighth, which are the principal Concords. 1873
J. E. Haeting in Ibis July 260 The St.-Helena bird, popu-
larly known in the island as the '*\Vire.bird\ X816 Port-
folio (Philad.) June 521 The "wire bridge near Philadelphia

. . is supported by six wires each 3-8ths ofan inch in diameter.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. ^34/1 Another wire bridge. .was
built in 1817, across the Tweed. 180X Cent. Diet. s. v.

Wire, Wire hidge, in elect., a kind of Wheatstone bridge
in which two adjacent resistances are formed by a wire.

1419 Churchwardens' Ace. St. Michael's Church, Oxford

WIRE.
(MS.), "Wyrecandel ante crucem ad Lux Fuigebit. 1858
Greener's Gunnery Advt. 14 The advantages to be derived
from the use of the "Wire Cartridge, in the pursuit of
..game. ..The shot is packed within a wire cage, which is

constructed so as to allow them to escape from it gradually
while the charge is in motion. 189a Labour Commission
Gloss., ''Wire-cut Brick. 1910 Encycl. Brit. IV. 519/2 In
all cases bricks thus made are known as ' wire-cuts'. 1873
Knight Diet. Mech., * Wire-cutter, a nippers for cutting off
wire. 1905 H. G. Wells Kipps 1. vi. § 4 Pearce, the dog !

had a wire-cutter in his pocket-knife. 192a Encycl. Brit.
XXXII. 919/1 Detachments of wire-cutters, and pioneers,
about 50 strong. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,* Wire-Cutting
Plyers. 1895 Westvt. Gaz. 24 Jan. 5/2 The Tramway
Strike at Brooklyn. ..The militia are now using search-
lights to detect wire-cutting. 1728 Baker Birgr. Dram.
(1782) I. 88 Mr. Maddox, thecelebrated "wire-dancer. 1768
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 362 The application of the pick-
pocket, the wire-dancer, and the balance-master, to become
expert in their several arts. 1801 Strutt Sports $ Past.
iil v. § 22. 175 *Wire-dancing . . consists rather of various
feats of balancing. .upon the wire. [i6Q&Phil. Trans. XX.
418 The Edge being whet away to a *Wire, as they term
it.] 1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 496 Lastly, the flat

face of the [plane-] iron is laid quite flat on the oilstone, to
remove the wire edge. 1847 Brownson Two Brothers
Wks. VI. 246 Time had hardly worn off the wire-edge of his
grief. 1861 Campin Pract. Hand-turning ii. 41 The tool.

.

should.. be so held that the grindstone is driven from the
edge towards the handle.. otherwise it will discover a great
liability to become *wire-edged. 1898 Gardener's Mag.
3 Sept. 571/2 Time was when there was a distinct section of
wire-edged yellow-ground picotees. 1876 Voyle & Steven-
son Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 470/2 *Wire Entanglement. 1879
Hensman Afghan War\{iZZi) 215 Wire entanglements,
made with telegraph wire and tent-pegs. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., * Wire-feed Screw-machine, a machine for

making screws from a continuous length of wire. 1884
Ibid. SuppL 950/1 A screw machine... It has an adjust-
able chuck and "wire-feeding apparatus. 1877 JrnL Soc.
Telegr. Engineers VI. 522 A new *wire-finder. 1900 En-
gineering Mug. XIX. 761/1 Mr. Murphy proposes .. to
have a section of the roof made of "wire-glass, 18S2 Caul-
FE1LD& Saward Diet. Needlework,* Wireground . .is some-
times u -ed in Brussels Lace ; it is made of silk, with its net-

patterned meshes partly raised and arched, and is worked
separately from the design, a 1846 Loudon (Wore.) *Wire
grub. 189s Daily News 1 Feb. 3/1 The Majestic will

probably be the first ship to be fitted with the new i2-inoh
*wire guns. 1884 Live Stock Jrnl. 5 Sept. 227/2 Heather,
another *wire-hair, came second. 1801 Sporting Mag.
XVIII. 85 The rough "wire-haired hound. 1818 Ibid.

(N. S.) I. 157 Scotch terriers, rough, wire-haired, with long
backs and short legs. 1881 V. Shaw Bk. Dog 299 Some
excellent wire-haired Fox-terriers. 1819 Rees Cycl., *\Vire-
Heels. 1654 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 190 John Trap of
Trinity, [who played] on theciterne ; and Georg Mason. .on
another *wyer instrument. 1884 Knight Diet, Mech. Suppl.,
Wire Instruments .. for manipulating wire in surgical

practice. 1858 Simmosds Diet. Trade, * Wire-iron, black

rod iron made in South Staffordshire, and used for drawing
out into wire. 1858 Sotheby^s Principia Tyjfogr. III. 105
Owing to the leaves having been backed, the *wire*lines could
not be traced. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <t Art II. 697
The kind of paper most proper, .is. .yellow wove, as the
*wire-marks which are in the other sort, are an impediment
to the point of the pencil. 1840 fenny Cycl. XVII. 209/2
Various wire-marks, or water-marks, as they are called. 1813
D. Brewster Neiv Philos. Instrum. 5 The * wire micrometer.

1853 H. N. Humphreys Coin-cell. Man. II. 492 A small issue

of shillings, sixpences, and Maundy money, took place in

1797 and 1798... They are known among collectors as the

"wire money, from the very slender numerals on the Maundy
pieces. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Wire-nail. Ibid.,
* Wire-nailing Machine, a machine for closing shoes with
wire. 1888 Locfavood's Diet. Terms Mech. Engin., *Wire
Pliers, pliers in which a pair of smooth jaws, circular in

section and tapered lengthways, are substituted for the

ordinary flat and roughened jaws. 1898 ' H. S. Merri-
man ' Koden's Comer vii. 69 It happened to be a "wire-

puzzle winter, and Cornish had the best collection of rings

on impossible wire mazes. 1688 Holme Armoury 501

"Wyer Saw. 1901 Nature 28 Nov. 84/2 Thehelicoidal wire

saw has been employed for quarrying marble in Belgium and
in Italy for some years. 188a Pep. Prec. Metals U.S. 177
Well-defined veins, carrying ruby silver, black sulphuret,..

and "wire silver. 1823 Latham Gen. Hist. Birds VII. 309
* Wire-tailed Swallow.. . Inhabits India. 1835 Greener Gun
ii. 14 Damascus being a variety or mixture, made from the

composition named "wire-twist iron. Ibid., The making of

wire-twist barrels. 176a Goldsm. Cit. IV. lxxxv, Stage-

Clayers,
fire-eaters, singing women, dancing dogs, wild

easts, and *wiie-walkers. 1895 Pall Mall Gaz. 1 Feb. 4/2
Miss Virginia Aragon is the most finished wire-walker that

we can remember. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 22 Jan. 4/3 These
*wire-wound guns have been approved of, and are supposed
to be nearly 40 per cent, stronger than the present type of

heavy ordnance. 1910 H. M. Hobart Diet. Electr. Engin.
I. 32/1 Wire-wound Armature, the armature of an electric

generator or motor which is wound with wire, in contra-

distinction to one of which the winding consists of bars.

b. In the names of various plants with slender

wiry stems (see quots. and Wire-grass).
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 126 The small Wire-rush. The

larger Wire-rush. Both these little plants are very frequent

in the swamps of Jamaica. 1797 J. Bailey & Culley
Agric. Northumbld. 127 Nardus stricta. Wirebent. 1827

in' Bischoff Van Diet/ten's Land (1832) 167 We were several

hours struggling through thick scrub and wirewecd. a 1850

Bromfield Flora Vect. (1856) 434 Polygonum aviculare..

Wire-weed. 1866 Treas. Bot., Wire-bent.

% From the 15th to the 17th century examples of

wire occur app. with the sense ' iron ', ? by con-

fusion with the old form ire. (Cf. "Wiry ^.)
1406 York Wills (Surtees) I. 343 Lego Roberto Brid j

wyrehatt cum j Carlele ax. 1455 in Archaeologia XVI. 126

A Wyre hatt garnysshed y* bordour Serkyll. 1567 Aide-

burgh Pec. in N. <r Q. 12th Ser. VII. 142^2 Makynge
wheire gudgyons. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedas
Cong. E. Ind. 42 A wether cock, made likewise of wier



WIRE.

[orig. di bronzo). 1630 Maiden {Essex) Docts. Bundle 217.

No. 22 (MS.), iiii. Wyer candlesticks, S</. 1682 in IF. More
Con in. Remark. Stories 63 That a Wier-Candlestick.. might
be turned into Brass.

Wire (waUx), v. [f. Wire sb.]

fl. a. To adorn with (gold) wire. Obs. rare.

13.. R~. Al/s. 203 (MS. Laud) Her }elewe her was faire

atired, Mid riche strenges of golde wyred.

t b. To entwine. Obs. rare.

c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. xiv. (1650) 1. 23 As the Vine her
lovely Elm doth wire.

fc. intr. To wind or twist about. Obs. rare.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Id. iv. xxi, In small streams
(through all the Inland wiring).

2. trans. To furnish with a wire or wires, a. To
fasten, join, or fit with wire or wires ; spec, to secure

(the cork of a bottle, the bottle itself) with wire.

1435 Churchw. Ace. St. Michael's, Oxford (MS.) i lib. of
talow candell y-wyrede to the rode soler. 1551-2 in Feuil-
lerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 73 For vj mouldcs for ser.

pentes for the same hedpeces— ij*. and for wyeryng of ,\j of
those serpentes at viij 4 the pece—vij\ in}1

. 1683 Lorkain
tr. Muret's Rites Funeral To Rdr. A 4 b, A Skeleton how
neatly soever hun-j and wir'd together, is not an Object .s

)

entertaining as a Venus, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 24 Aug. 1678,
They, .then put it [sc. pulp] into a vessell of water, in which
they dip a frame closely wyred with wy-re as small as a haire.

1706 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 226 One of the Sceleton's
in y fl Anatomy Schoole was wired by one Wells a Smith.
1828-3* Weuster, Wire,.. to apply wire to, as in bottling
liquors. 1830 M. Donovan Do//:. Econ. I. 205 The bottles
should be wired down, and laid on their sides. 1837 Miss
Mitford Country Stories (1850)124 He had written the label
and wired the root. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 377
Jaw retained in position by wiring the fragments together.

b. To furnish with a wire support ; to stiffen

with wire.

1834 Planche Brit. Costume 274 The ruff was. .starched
and .wired 'as usual. 1882 J. Ashton Soc. Life Reign Q.
Anne I. xiii. 151 In 1711 the coats used to be wired to make
them stick out. 1891 Daily News 29 Apr. 7/1 Even ribbon
loops are wired for hat and bonnet trimming.

C. To fence with wire: chiefly to wire in, to

enclose with a wire fence.

169: J. Gibson in Arckxologla XII. 134 The enclosure
wired-in for white pheasants and partridges. 1851 Kuskin
Stones Venice I. viii. § 17. 9^ They will look as if they
were meant to keep the central shaft together by wiring or
caging it in ; like iron rods set round a supple cylinder.

1854 Poultty Chron. II. 60 A range of tables, the under
part of which was wired in to form pens for the geese.

d. To strengthen or protect with (barbed) wire.
x88i Mrs. P. O'Donoghue Ladies on Horseback 181 Wire

the fences if necessary; but at the commencement of the
hunting season, cut away, say twenty yards of the wiring.
1917 Blackw. Mag. May 737/2 Every night parties sallied
forth, some to wire, others to repair the parapet.

e. To furnish with electric wires.

1892 A. Fahie House Lighting by Eleetr. 7 7 The. .cost of
wiring houses of different sizes. 1898 Daily News 27 Aug.
6 -'4 Nearly every street of importance had been wired.

3. To catch or trap in a wire snare. Aho fig.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones in. x, He said that George had

wired Hares, 1771 in Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 207
Court. A sturdy beggar ! We must find out some means of
wiring that fellow! 2798 Southey Engl. Eel., Sailor's
Mother no But he was caught In wiring hares at last. 1836
Haijburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xx, Why, if he aint snared,
Sam ; he is properly wired, I declare. 1851 Newland Erne
v. 136, I recollect wiring a great lumping chubb once.
I caught him asleep.

4. pass, and intr. (also with in) Of a horse's foot

:

To be contracted in the heel ; to be affected with
1 wire heel ' ; also trans. , to cause to be ( wired \
1614, etc. [see Wired ppt. a. 4]. 1753 J. Bartlet Centl.

Farriery (1754) 305 This turns them narrow above, wires
their heels, and dries.. the frog. 1831 Vouatt Horse 293
Many persons reject a horse . . if the quarters are wiring in.

5. Croquet. To place one's own or an opponent's
ball so that a hoop intervenes between it and its

object : with ball or player as obj. Chiefly pass.
1866 Croquet-. Implements

<fr Laws 10 A ball is Wired
when it cannot effect the stroke desired on account of the
leg of a hoop (wire) intervening. 1868 W. J. Whmmore
Croquet Tactics 21 To be wired is to have your ball in such
a position that you cannot hit some other ball, or get
through your hoop, because of a wire intervening. 1874
J. D. Heath Croquet-player £4 It is useless to wire a ball
from the player, if another ball, at which he would be more
likely to shoot, is left unwired or 'open'. Ibid. 71 Red.,
has wired the player for all the balls. 1904 E. F. Benson
Challo/ters i, Helen was standing close by her brother in
the proud calm consciousness of having wired him with
complete success.

0. To send (a message) * over the wires', to tele-

graph
; also absoh or intr. ; trans/, to send a

telegraph message to; = Telegraph v. I. eolloq.

1859 Edin. Rev. Apr. 378 Another party, who are striving
to debase the language by introducing the verb ' to wire

',

instead of the word hitherto used, ' to telegraph '. 1863
Dicky Federal St. I. 247 No intelligence could be' wired',
according to the American phrase. 1876 ' E. Pinto ' Ye
outside Fools I 17, I am going to wire my broker fellow to
buy a couple of thousand Bs and Cs. 1883 D. C. Murray
Hearts xii, I want you to wire to Tom and demand the
truth about the matter. 1883 Leisure Hour 7B2/2 The
relief train came up, news of the difficulty having been
wired on. 1891 'Annie Thomas' That Affair x, He was
wired for to go and look at a pony.
7. intr. To wire in (rarely away), to get to work

with a will, to apply oneself energetically to some-
thing

; to wire into (a meal, etc.), to set about it

with avidity, eolloq. or slang.
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Origin uncertain; cf. quot. 1870 and Slung Diet., 1874,
where it ii said that tlie orig. phr. is 'wire in and get your
name up ', an invitation to enter the ring for a contest.
1855 Slang Diet, (ed. 3), Wire-in, a London street phrase

in geneiid use at the present time. 1870 Daily News
16 Apr., We were politely told by Sandy to 'wire in'

—

digger's phraseology for an invitation to commence. 1883
Fortn. Rev. Jan. 93 In one fashion or another he 'keeps
wiring away \ 1891 ' R. Boldrewood ' Sydney-suit Saxon
vi, I asked for work at the fust station I came to, and
though I was strange to it, I wired in with a will. 1894
Astlicy Fifty^ Yrs. Life II. 252 After wiring into a leg of
mutton and rice-pudding, [I] turned into a. .welcome bed.

Wire, var. Yip.e si.% Obs., virus.

Wired (waLid),///. a. [f.WlBEj£. or v. + -ed.]
1. Supported, strengthened, or stiffened with wire.
1413 Churchw. Ace. St. Michael's, Oxford (MS.) Pro xiiii

libris de wyred candel iis. xi.d. 1480 in Berks, Bucks /,

Oxon Arcliaeol. Jml. (1913) Oct. 85 Paied y» same John
for wyred candell at Cristmas v*. 1654 Webster Appius f,-

Virg. v. ii, He that would tame a 1.ion, doth not use the
goad or wierd whip, but a sweet voice. 1844 Isoad Elec-
tricity (ed. 2) 88 The box contains a reel round which the
wired string is wound. 1885 ' Mks. Alexander ' Valerie's
Fate iv, A lovely bouquet came for me— not a nasty wired
affair, but just a lot of loose flowers. 1908 Rosenhain
Class Maiivf.ij In wired plate glass.. an entire layer of
wire netting is interposed between two layers of glass.

2. Furnished with or consisting of .1 wire fence
or netting for confinement or protection.
1748 Richardson Clarissa III. lxxv. 348 It [sc. a captive

bird]., with meditating eyes, first surveys, and then attempts,
ns wired canopy. i8i6inj. Scott Km. Paris XV. (ed.5) 237
The lower shelves only are protected by doors and wired
frames. 1820 Shelley Witch Atl. xvi, As bats at the wired
window of a dairy, They beat their vans. 1855 J'oultry
Chron. III. 508 A moveable house and wired-in run which.,
is tenanted by a pair of Bantams. 1880 CaKhecie Pract.
Trap. 43 Traps.. placed round a wired pheasant inclosure
ought to be effective. 1903 T. F. Dale Fox-hunting in
Shires 21 A hunting crowd meits away, .when the country
is open. A wired district, however, will soon bring them
together again. 1918 Daily Hail 12 Aug. 2/6 The troops
. . held up by deep gullies and wired woods. '

1919 BlacLiv.
Mag. June 831/1 The wired-over, sandy road.
3. Fastened or secured with wire.
Wired on, designating a kind of tyre which is secured to

the wheel-rim by means of wire.
In first quot., Contained in a bottle having a wired cork.
1798 Lady Hunter in SirM. Hunter's frnl, 19 Sept. (1S94)

119 Had Majors Wemyss and Gordon to eat cold tongue
and drink wired porter . .at twelve. 1850 H. Melville White
Jacket II. xlvi. 308 The Surgeon stalked over the side, the
wired skeleton carried in his wake by his cot-boy. 1865
Athenxumq Dec. 803/1 Birch wine, . . the native impetuosity
of which had to be restrained by wired corks. 1897 Pem.
berton Complete Cyclist 82 The most suitable rim for any
kind of wired-on tyre.

4. Of a horse's foot (see Wire v. 4).
1614 Markham Cheap Hush. 1. i. 3 Chuse him [i. e. a horse]

that is.. strong ioynted, and hollow houes, of which the
long is best, if they be not wierd. 169S Lont. C.az. No.
3211/4 A Chesnut Mare Colt, two years old,, .the hind feet
and one before white, wired behind. 1864 E. MayhkwHorse
Managem. 463 Where the heels have become ' wired in '.

5. Croquet. (See Wike v. 5.)
1868 Chamb. Encycl. X. 485/2 A Wired Ball is one which

cannot be croqued, by reason of the leg of the hoop inter-
vening.

Wired, obs. form of Weird sb.

Wire-draw (wsi.Mdrg), v. Now rare. [Back-
formation from Wire-drawer.]
1. trans. To draw out (metal) into wire : see
Wire-drawing vbl. sb. i. rare.
1666 Boyle Orig. Formes /, Qual. 96 Though out of a

wedge of Gold one cannot immediately make a Ring, yet
by ..Wyre-drawing that Wedge by degrees,. .That thing
may easily be effected. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To
Wire-draw, to draw out Gold or Silver-Thread. 1755
Johnson, 'To Wiredraw. 1. To spin into wire. 1828-32
Webster.
2. trans/. To draw out (a material thing) to an

elongated form ; to stretch, elongate.
1598 Florio, Stringare . . to wyre-draw a thing. 1648

Hunting 0/ Fox 23 To tug and wire-draw as Shoe-makers
ordinarily do their leather between their hands and their
teeth. i6j6 Flecknoe Diarium 86 Such an art ns his,Who
wire-draw d Simon to Simonides. Ibid. 92 But loath I am
to stretch mine eares so far, As if they wire-drawn, or ten-
ter'd were. 1656 F. Hawkins Youths Behav. (1661) 51
Perforations, through which Nature is wont to wyer draw
spare humors into a fine spun excrescency [sc. hair J. a 1658
Cleveland London Lady 49 He wire-drnws up his Jaws,
and snuffs and grins, a 1701 Maundkell Journ. Jerus.
(1721) 42 He never desisted from pulling his Beard, till he
had wiredrawn it down to his Feet. 1849 D. J. Browne
Amer Poultry Yd. (1855) 163 The bird, .has been actually
wire-drawn. It has grown all the hours you have neglected
it, without anything to grow from.

b. To cause (steam or water) to pass through a
small aperture, thereby diminishing its pressure.
1744 Dksagvuehs Course Ex/cr. Phitos. II. 522 It must

not be taken for a general Rule, that Wiredrawing the
\\ater, as it is call'd, is always a Fault. 1787 M. Boulton
Let. to Jas. Watt 1 Oct, Briggan always expanded the
steam, great l'oldice wiredraws it, as the valve opens very
little indeed. 180J Specif. Trevethick's Patent No. 2599. 2
this passage has a throttle valve, .to wiredraw the steam.
o. fig. a. To draw or prolong to an inordinate

length
; to protract excessively, spin out.

1598 Florio, Puntare,.. to wyre-draw any matter. 1611
Cotgr., Tardiver, to linger, foreslow, slacke, delay, wire-
draw it. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. 11. i. iv. i. 209 As an
hungry Surgeon often doth prolong & wierdraw his cure so
long as there is any hope of pay. 1641 J Jackson True

WIRE-DRAWER.
I-.rang. T. I. 40 His torments were so lengthened, and wire-
drawne, to the end Christians might feele themselves dye.
a 1693 UrquharCs Rabelais ill. xl. 332, I prorogate,, .wyre-
draw, and shift off the 'lime. 178a Miss Burnhy C 'eciiia 1.

iii, They may contrive to fill up the middle and end of the
evening by wire-drawing the comments afforded by the
beginning. 1785 in Grose Diet. Vulgar T.

b. To draw out to an extreme tenuity ; to reduce
to a subtle fineness; to attenuate.
1660 Gal-den G^s Ct. Demonstr. i3 The superfluity of

mans wit ai.d eloquence glories to find out many inventions,
definitions and distinctions, even in plain things; wire-
drawing religion into fine threads. 1683 (Javh Eeclesiastici
313 Having wiredrawn the Article concerning the Son of
Clod into infinite Controversies and Disputes. 1796 Lamb
Let. to Coleridge 13 June, Sonnets and all, they won't
make a thousand lines as I propose completing 'em, and
the substance must be wiredrawn. 1864 Lowkll Bigloiv
P. Introd., Poems 1890 II. 161 '1 he school of Tope in verse
ended by wire drawing its phrase to such thinness that it

could bear no weight of meaning whatever.

C. To strain, force, or wrest by subtle argument
or the like.

1610 Carleton Jurisd. 288 Such as would proue this Juris-
diction from certaine texts of Scripture, as \..oraui pro te

Retre, fyc. And such like wliich are wire-diawen to coun-
tenance this 1'apall Iurisdiction. 1653 Gaudkn Hierasp. 530
He needes nut wirediaw his conscience, till it fits every
State passage. 1663 South Serm. (1717) V. 59 Nur am I fur

forcing, or wiredrawing the Sense of the Text. 1687 Good
Advice 59 For while a man is out of Office, he is Test-free,
but the hour he is chosen to any station, .lie must wyredraw
his Conscience to hold it. 1700 Dryden Fables I'ref. *A 2,

Where 1 have been wrongfully accus'd, and my Sense wire-
drawn into lUasphemy or Bawdry, 1765 Wesley Let.
14 May, Do not wrest, and wirediaw, and colour my words.
1812-29 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 155 If our old
divines .. wire-drew their text, in the anxiety to evolve out
of the words the fulness of tfie meaning. 1873 H. Rouf.ks

i O/ig. Bible iii. 115 Questions, .which only tend to wiredraw
the judgment.
absol. 1831 Emerson Jml. 25 Dec. (1909) II. 440 The

: rough and tumble old fellows, Bacons, Miltons, and Burkes
I

don't wire-draw.

t d. To draw, bring, get, induce, extract, intro-

I

duce, etc. by some subtle device. Obs.

1633 Marmion Fine Ccmp. in. i, Although her husband
be penurious, .. Yet she can make him malleable, and

J

worke him, And turne, and hammer him, and wire-draw
him. 1650 Stapvlton tr. Str&ia's Low C. Wars n. 46 The
Prince of Orange,., to wyer draw the whole business out of
the King, takes upon him to have been privy to the plot.
a 1662 Heylin Laud (1668J 482 It was no hard matter for

the Houses of Parliament to wire-draw him by degrees to

j

such Condescensions. 1703 in Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col.

\

Ch. (1870) I. 173 Among M r
. Comm7'» 5 Arguments, .is wire*

\

drawn in a Sly ill look't insinuation, a 1734 North Exam.
I. iii. § 26. (1740) 138, I grant that Matter very fit to be

I

taken Notice of in the History of that Time; but then..
! truly, as it was, and not only, as here is done, to wire-draw

a Reflection from it. 1748 Richardson Clarissa I. xliii.

;
303 If. .1. .suspected, that she sought only to gain time, in

order to wire-draw me into a consent.

f e. To draw or spin out into (also with colour-
ing from c). Obs.
1648 Heylin Relat. $ Obserz: 1. 13^ In conclusion, after

a tedious debate, the desires of the Citizens were referred to
a Committee of the House to be wyer-drawne into an

,

Ordinance. 1756 Connoisseur No. 118 P 8 [He] wiie-drawed
the books of Moses into a complete system of Natural
Philosophy.

ff. intr. To be penurious or stingy; traits, to

be overreaching or extortionate with. Obs.
1610 P.eaum. & Fl. Scornf. Lady v. i, Thou hadst land

and thousands, thou spendst, and flungst away, and yet it

flows in double; 1 purchased, wrung, and wierdraw'd, for
my wealth, lost, and wascozen'd. 164a D. Rogkrs Naaman
\bi Seeing us wire-draw and castabout every way, rather
then we will part with anything, a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant.
Crew , Wire-draw, to screw, over-reach, or deal hard with.

Wire-drawer (waie-jdrj-w). [f. Wire sb. +
DllAWEK.]
1. One who draws metal into wire ; one who

practises or is skilled in wire-drawing.
1165 in C. W. Batdsley Diet. Surnames, Robert le Wyr-

draere. 13*0 in Cat. l.etter.bk. E London (1003) 136 [Emma,
daughter of WilliamJ le Wirdrawiere. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.
Love 111. vii. (Skeat) 1. 103 The even draught of the wyr-
drawer maketh the wyr to ben even and supple- werchinge.
1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 121 RaufT Vnderwood
wyre-drawer for iij lb. and a quarteron of wyre of hen. 1589
[? LylyJ Pappe iv. Hatchet 27 O, what a braue state of the
Church it would be for all Ecclesiasticall causes to come
before Weauers and Wierdrawers. 1656 T. Violet Pro-
posats 52 Not to suffer either Refiner, Goldsmith or Wyer-
drawer to melt the Coyn or Plate of the Nation, to make
Gold or Silver Wyer. 170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3810/8 The
Master, Wardens, and Assistants cf the Company of Gold
and Silver Wire-Drawers. 1768 Tucker Lt. AW. {1834) I.

499 Like a wire-drawer, who takes a little bar of silver, ..and
by driving it successively through smaller and smaller holes,

brings it to a fineness fit for winding round a thread of silk.

1833 J. Holland Mauuf. Metal II. 346 It has all requisite

qualities given to it in the workshop of the wire-drawer.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks 44 Wire Drawers' Plate Maker.

f2. In allusive phr. (to go to the wire-drawer s,

etc.) or directly^., applied to one who spins out

a matter to extreme length or draws it fine. Obs.

1566 Q. Eiiz. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 226 note, Are
my wordes like lawiers bokes which nowe a dayes go to

the wiar drawers to make subtall doings more plain ? 1579
Lyly Euphucs (Arb.J 106 Shec.will either shut me out for

a Wrangler, or cast mee off for a Wiredrawer. 1584 — Alex.

<V Camp. v. iii, I meane to inioy the world, and to draw out
my life at the wiredrawers, not to curtail it offat the Cutte-
leri. 1609 [Br. W. Barlow] Answ. Nameless Cath. 309 For



WIRE-DRAWING. 190 WIRING.
Tortus, according to his name, plaies ttie wire-drawer, and
will needs stretch the resemblance, into an identity. 1623
Websteii Duchess Mal/i 1. ii, You play the wiie-drawer with

her commendations. 1805 \V. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III.

649/1 The arts of amplification and illustration they cul-

tivate in various manners ; but they are stiil wire-drawers.

f3. One who plays on a stringed instrument.

jocular nonce-use.
16. . Middleton, etc. Old La-.v iv. i, Clowne. Is there no

Musick in the house? Drawer, Yes sir, heere are sweet
wire drawers.

4. dial. (See quot. and cf. Wirk-draw 3 f.)

1828 Craven Gloss., Wire-drawer, a covetous person, a
penurious wretch.

5. Cowb.y as wirc-drawer-like adv. (cf. 2).

x6n Cotgr. s.v. Petit. Petit it petit, faire and softly, now
one and then one, wiredrawer-like.

Wire-draw ing (
vbl. sb. [f. Wire-drawer :

see -1NG 1.]

1. The action or operation of making wire by
drawing a piece of ductile metal through a series

of holes, successively decreasing in diameter, in a

steel plate called a draw-plate. Also attrib.

171* Arbuthnot John Bull in. viii. 33 Such Fellows are

like your Wire-drawing Mills; if they get hold of a Man's
Finger, they will pull in his whole Body at last. 1797 W,
Johnston tr. Beckmanns Invent. II. 23^ The invention of

the drawing-iron or proper wiredrawing. 1840 Lardnek
Geotn. xv, 177 The process of wire-drawing.. in which a

cylindrical form., is required to be imparted to the metal of

which the wire is made. 1876 Rock Text, Fabr. 22 The first

use of a wire-drawing machine seems to have been about
the year 1360, at Nuremberg.

2. trans/. (See quots. and Wire-draw v. 2 b.)

1660 D'Acres Water*Drawing 35 The forceing & crowd-
ing of the water contrary to its own natural porousness?,

and as I may properly term it (as it were) a wyer-draw-
ing of the water. 1875 R. F. Martin Havrez 1 Winding
Mack. 90 Wire drawing of the steam from passing through
a contracted orifice. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 487/1 Wire-
drawing of steam is. .a case of imperfectly-resisted expansion.

3. fig. (see Wirk-draw v. 3).

1640 Digbv in Lismore Papers Ser. u. (1888) IV. 139, I am
sorry to see thmges gotten by wyre drauing, which one may
be sure before hand must be granted. 1648 C. Walker
Hist. Independ. i. 54 At length after much wyer-drawing
of the businesse, one Warrant was shewn to Master Baynton.

173a Berkeley Alciphr. vn. § r2 What Footsteps are there

in the Holy Scripture to make us think, that the wiredrawing

of abstract Ideas was a Task Enjoined either Jews or Chris-

tians? 1831 Carlyi.e Sart. Kes. in. x, We have often

blamed him for a habit of wire-drawing and over-refining.

1877 Condek Basis Faith ii, 63 To refine this discussion

into the wire-drawing of verbal controversy.

So Wire-drawing" ppl. a. in fig. senses.

1741 Richardson Pamela. IV. vi. 37, I know the pretty

wire-drawing ways of your Sex, 1756 Burke Viud. Nat.
Sec. Wks, iqo6 I. 12 the history, .does not afford matter

enough to fill ten pages, though it should be spun out by
the wire-drawing amplification of a Guicciardini himself.

1831 Caklyle Sart. Res. I. vi, An idle wire-drawing spirit

. . is too clearly discernible.

Wire-drawn (w9i»*idrgn), ppl. a. [pa.pple.

of Wire-draw v.]

1. Drawn out to a great length or with subtle

ingenuity ; fine-spun ; elaborately subtle, ingenious,

or refined,

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxvii. 96 A subject, common,
bare-worne, and wyer-drawne [orig. tracasse\ in a thousand
bookes. i6io B. Jonson Alc/i. 111. ii, To. .shorten so your
eares, against the hearing Of the next wire-drawne grace.

1642 D. Rogers IVaaman 138 The. .more subtill and wire-

drawne selfe hath beene in deceiving the soule, the more the

soule may abhorre her. 1662 Hibdert Syntagma Theol. 1.

196 There is no more certain signe of a bad cause than ex-
tended testimonies and wire-drawn arguments. 1715 PsLTOM
On the Classics (1718) T37 What they call Improvement, is

generally, .spinning out their Author's Sense, till 'tis wire-

drawn, that is, weak and slender. 173a Berkeley Atciphr.
v. §24 The. .wire-drawn distinctions., of the Schoolmen.
1817 Diddin Bibliogr. Decant. I. 380 A very long note
might grow out of this observation, but there is no necessity

to be outrageously wire-drawn upon it. 1851 Carlyle Ster-
ling ill. v, Courtly delicate manners, verging towards the

wiredrawn and elaborate. 1873 Helps Anim. fy Mast. iv.

1 10 What a relief it is to come from the wiredrawn nonsense
of Seneca, Thomas Aquinas, and Descartes, to the broad
common sense of this thoughtful Scotchman [sc. Hume].

2. Of steam, water : see Wire-draw v. 2 b.

1744 Desagulif.rs Course Exper. Philos. II. 522 Unless
this wire-drawn water goes faster than at the Rate of four

Feet in a Second, the Motion is not too swift. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Wire-drawn. ., the condition of steam when
the pipes or ports leading to the cylinder have not sufficient

carrying capacity. 1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop^ Rec.

Ser. iv. ior/2 When the suction-^ or delivery-pipe is too

small,, .the water is then called 'wire-drawn'.

3. Of a metal : Drawn into wire. rare.

1826 Adamson Rail-Roads-j The under part will approach
nearer to the condition of wiredrawn iron.

4. nonce-uses. Attenuated; 'weak'; 'thin'.

1856 Delameh Fl. Card. (1861) 12 A difficulty in town
gardens is to keep things from being wire-drawn. 1876

Hardy Eihelbcrta xni, 'I—am glad to see you!' Chris*

topher stammered, with a wire-drawn, radically different

smile from the one he had intended. 1897 Crockett Lad's
Love iii, The keen, thin, wire-drawn voice of Peter Chrystie.

Wire-grass. [
f. Wire sb. + Grass sb.] A

name for various grasses or grass-like plants having

wiry stems.

1. U. S. The British flat-stemmed meadow-grass

Poa compressa, or the annual grass Eleusine indica,

naturalized in North America,

1793 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (i£88) II. 294 Wire-grass,
whicu is Poa compressa. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 341
The wire-grass, which grew among the trees the previous
year, is frequently set on fire.. in the spring. 1856 Gray
Man. Bot. (i860) 554 Eleusine Indica. Dogs-tail or Wire
Grass. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 710/2 The wire-grass had
been roughly plaited into a little mat.

2. One of several other plants, as the West Indian

Paspalum filifiorme, the Australian Teirarrhena
(or Ehrharta)juncea, the Nortli American Sporo-

bolus junceus and species of Aristida.
1824 ISurchell Trav. II. 5 The Wire-grass of the island

of St. Helena. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Isi. 789
Wire-grass, Paspalumfiliforme. 1883 E. M. Curr Recoil.

Squatting Victoria viii. 81 The wire-grass, however, largely

predominating over the kangaroo grass.

Wireless (wai»\iles), a. {sb.) [f. Wire sb. +
-less.] Without a wire or wires; spec. Eleetr.

dispensing with the use of a conducting wire.
Wireless telegraphy, a system of telegraphy (as that

patented by Guglielmo Marconi in 1897) in which no con-
ducting wire is used between the transmitting and receiving

stations, the signals or messages being transmitted through
space by means of electric waves. So wireless telegraph,

telephone, telephony.

1894 Wcstm. (Jaz. 22 Feb. 8/1 Not only may man be able
some day to communicate by wireless telephone with the
planets, but [etc.]. 1897 Times 18 Sept. 8/2 An electric bell

was rung at the lighthouse by means of the wireless current.

1898 Electrical Rev. 20 May 688/2 The first installation of
Marconi's wireless telegraph system in Ireland for business
purposes was made. .last week. Ibid. 22 July 129/2 The
wireless messages were sent from a steam tug, which
followed the races. 1904 Act 4 Edw. VII c. 24 {title) An
Act to provide for the regulation of Wireless Telegraphy.

b. as sb. Short for wireless telegraphy, message,

apparatus. Also attrib. and Comb.
1904 Times 15 June 4/1 The country is full of wireless.

1905 Daily News 2S Aug. 7 M. Witte admitted that my
' wireless ' was correct. 1906 Daily Chion. 21 Aug. 4/3 The
captain was absorbed in the ' wireless ' room. . . As he him-
self said, he was 'so occupied with the wireless operations'.

1910 D. II. Bernard Signalling 33 He. .requested the wire-

less operator to ascertain the reason of the strange pro-

cedure. 1920 Conquest May 328/1 Regular messages..
from wireless-equipped vessels out in the Atlantic.

Hence Wi'reless v. intr. to send a message by

wireless; trans, to send (a message) or inform (a

person) by wireless; Wi'relesaly adv., by wireless.

1898 Electrical Rev. 17 June 834/2 The first news of the

resolution, .was conveyed wirelessly to St. Thomas's Hos-
pital. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz. 6 Apr. 8/1 Touters may soon be

able to wireless .. from pole to pole. 1915 Morning Post
10 Apr. 9/5 A French man of war, which had left on Sunday,
was wirelessed to come back. 1916 Times 14 Feb. 4/5 The
watching British cruiser saw the manoeuvre, but before it

could wireless the news.. the following order flashed out.

Wireman (waUurn&n). [f.WiJUtsd. + Manj^]
f 1. One who makes or works in wire. Obs.

1547-8 in Feuiilerat Revels Edw. VI (1914} 31 To Iohn

west wyerman for ixlb of wyer. 1616 B. Josson Masques,

Love restored, Fortie other deuices I had, of Wyre. men.

1668 Churchw. Ace. St. Margaret's^ Westminster (Nichols

1797) 70 To Christopher Davison, wyreman, for covering

the vestry windows with wyre.

2. A workman who fixes and attends to the con-

ducting wires of an electric service.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 47 Telegraph Fitter,

Wireman. 190a F. C. Raphael ' The Electrician Wire-
man's Pocket Bk. Ed. Note, Such . , Memoranda as would
be useful to the Electric Light Wireman in his work.

t Wiren, a. Obs. In 6 Sc. wyrin. [f. Wire
sb. + -en *.] Gold wiren, of gold wire.

1513 Douglas sEneis iv. iv. igHir brycht tressis envolupit

warand wound I mill a kuafe of fyne gold wyrin threid.

Wi 're-pilll, v. [Back-formation from next.]

trans. To actuate or promote by wire-pulling.

Hence Wire-pulled ppl. a.

1883 St. James's Gaz. 2R Dec. 3/1 The whole company of

wire-pulling and wire-pulled Radicals. 1888 Engl. Hist.

Rev. Oct. 739 The King was but the crank by which Wild-

man wire-pulled the English loyalists. 1896 Sir W. Har-
court in Westm. Gaz. 8 May 7/1 They knew that the

agitation was conducted, wire-pulled,and financed from the

office of the Chartered Company in Capetown.

Wire-puller (woUupivtoj). fang. U. S. ; see

Wire sb. Sand Pull w. 7.] One who 'pulls the wires';

one who works secretly to further the interests of

a person or party; esp. a politician or political

agent who privately influences and directs others.

1848 N. Y. Mirror 5 June (Bartlett) Already that city

[Philadelphia! is filled with wire-pullers, . .and the whole
brood of political make-shifts. 1859 Green Oxf. Stud. iv.

(O. H. S.) 263 This youth breaks out . . in a passionate

loyalty to academical wire-pullers. 1898 G. W. E. Russei r.

Coll. % Recoil, iii. 35 The type of politician who is" the

despair of the official wire-puller.

So Wi're-pTvlling; vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1847 Congressional Globe 26 Jan. 262/3 Neither by demon-
strations here, nor by figuring and wire-pulling at home, am
I engaged to the support of this bill. 1876 ' E. Pinto Ye
outside Fools ! 36 Let your clients try their best against the
wire-pulling usurers. 1878 N". Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 9
Wretched, wire-pulling demagogues. 1887 Sat. Rev. 14 May
705/2 Literary wire-pulling and bargaining with publishers.

Wirer (woia-roi). [f. Wire v. or sb. + -KB 1
.]

One who wires (in various senses of the vb.) ; also

{slang), one who picks pockets with a wire.

1857 Ducange Anclicus Vulgar '/'. 24 Wirer, pickpocket.

i8'J4Ti-:NNYSON./iy/Wr'j Field 490 The nightly wirer of their

innocent hare. i83x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 74 Straw
Hat and Bonnet Making : .. Presser, Liner, Wirer. 1901

I Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 9/1 Mineral Water Trade.—Wanted
. .wirers, and bottlers. 1916 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 264/1 Then
the « hers, .began.. to panic terribly, in code.

Wirework (ww'iwftik).
1. 'The making of wire; woik done in or with

wire ; fabrics or objects made of wire.
1587 la Feuiilerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1508) 380 Edmond

(

liurchall wierdrauer for wierworke. 1674 Ray Coll. Words
132 The manner of the Wire-work at Tintern in Monmoth-

|

shire. 1690 M. Evelyn Fop-Diet. 18 Ft I-grain'd, dressing-
l Boxes, Baskets, or whatever else is made of Silver Wire-
j

work. 1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 322 Observe to clean the
rails and wireworks, in the water-courses, of the weeds and
grass. 1849 Kelly's Builders Trice Bk. 157 Brass trellis

wire-work, for bookcases. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 348 Wire
work.. to enclose poultry. 1908 Act 8 Edw. VII c 28
Sched. 1 Erection of wireworks in hop gardens.
attrib. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa xxviii. 611

Flower-stands, .with wire-work legs.

2. pi. An establishment where wire is made or

where wire goods are manufactured.
1598 Acts Privy Counc. (N.S.) XXVIII. 594 That the said

Hanbery.. should. .deliver. .at the said wycrwoorkes the
nomber of 150 tonnes of..mallyable iron.

Wire-worker (waiajwSukaa).

1. An artisan who works in wire.

1670 [Charter of Wire-workers of London]. 1791 tfeiv

Bath Directory 24 Painter, Glazier, & Wire-worker. 1814 W.
Johnston Beckmanns Invent, (ed. 2) IV. 309 Wire-workers,
and other artists who use wire. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit.
Empire (1854) I. 748 The paper manufacture creates a con-
siderable demand for the labour of .. wire-workers.

2. One who pulls the wires of a puppet-show.

In quot. fig.
a 1843 Southey Cotnm.-Fl. Bk. (1851) IV. 260 Milton has

not used machinery—for the supernatural powers are the
characters of his poems, the agents themselves, not the

wire- workers.

b. U. S. An earlier synonym of Wire-puller.
1835 Col. Crockett's Tour (Phila.) 172 He is the wire-

worker, the very mover and organ of all those high-handed
and lawless measures. 1842 Congressional Globe App. 319/1
Should this be a party move, . . I tell the ' wire* workers of

that party that they are raising a storm of indignation.

So "Wi're-working" vbl. sb. (a) the making of

wire
;

{b) wire-pulling.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 6* Rope-making and wire-

working. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Feb. 2/2 Reducing to a
minimum the. .wire-working that would follow, if details as

to the schedules were permitted to leak out piecemeal,

Wireworm (wsi»*iwfom)-

1. The slender hard-skinned larva of any of the

click-beetles (family Elateridm),which is destructive

to the roots of plants; also applied to similar

larvee, esp. the leather-jacket grub of the crane-fly.

1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 302 The person who shall

discover to the Society an effectual method . . of destroying

the insect called the Wire-Worm. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Ento-
viol. I. vi. 181 The wire-worm.. destroying indiscriminately

wheat, rye, oats, and grass. 1882 Garden i3 Mar. 189/3,

I . . found the crop quite eaten up with wireworm.

2. A myriapod, esp. one belonging to the genus

lulus ; a millepede.

1875 Melliss St. Helena 202 Jutus pulchellus, Leach.

—

The Wire Worm, well known as one of th-e most destructive

insects in the Island to all root-crops.

Wi're-WOVe, ppl. a. (occas. -woven.) [f.WiRE

sb. + Wove, pa. pple. of Weave v.]

1. Denoting a very fine kind of paper used chiefly

for letter-paper. (See Wove.)
1799 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. III. 65 The splendours of gold

leaf, wire-wove paper, and Morocco leather. 1808 [W.
Gifford] Heroic Epist. Winsor Advt. to Rdr., I intend to

print the Text upon a fine wire-woven hot-pressed paper. 1877

S. Redgrave Descr. fatal. Water-Col. Paintings 17 The
papers., were chiefly cf the description termed wire- wove.

2. Made of woven wire.

188S Builder 3 Nov. 326/2 The roof of the Aquarium was

being covered. .with..' Patent Wire Wove Routing'. 1897

Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 169 A horse-hair mattress.. sup-

ported on a chain or wire-wove under-mattress.

Wirey, obs. form of Wiky a.

Wirgine, -yne, obs. Sc. ff. Virgin.

Wirie, obs. form of Worry.
Wirily (wai^rili), adv. [f. Wiry a. + -ly 2.]

In a wiry manner, like wire.

1846 Landor Imag. Conv., Q. Eliz. % Dk. Anjou Wks.

II. 175/2 My grandfather, albeit spare, was wirily elastic.

1853 C. Crontb Villctte xxii, A composite feeling.. wound
itse.f wirily round my heart.

WirinesS (waia-rines). [f- Wiry a. + -HSM.J

The quality or condition of being wiry.

i8ox Med. Jml. V. 210 Notwithstanding the rapidity of

the circulation, and the apparent wiriness of tLe pulse.

1824-9 Good Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 46 Hardness and soft-

ness of the pulse, together with that vibratory thrill which

has been called wiriness. 1831 Examiner 242/1 There is

no marked change in her voice, except the absence of the

w iriness and tremulousness which characterized it last year.

a 1870 SXXJBM Led. Eur. Hist, I. xi. 135 There was., more

wiriness lhan tenderness about his conscience. 1883 Miss

M. IIetham-Euwards Disarmed \ i, You look wiriness itself.

Wiring (wsU-iin), vbl. sb. [tWnw v. + -ino *.]

L The action of the verb Wirk in various senses.

1809 Svo. Smith Charac. Fox Wks, 1859 L 153/2 All the

decretals of our ancestors respecting the wiring of hares.

1S31 Youatt Horse 294 Lameness, .does not always exist

when the wiring in is slow or of long standing. 1872

Punch 29 June 260/2 Unless he telegraphs, whxh, when

once you've started him at what he calls 'wiring, he

generally does three or four times a day. 1874 J. D, Heath



WIRLING. 191 WISDOM.
Croquet-player 7 \ Red, instead of playing thus,., complete?
the wiring, remaining near the hoop as before. 1890 Pall
Mall Gax. 29 Sept. ^/i It discouraged scamped contract
work in the [electric light] wiring of houses.

2. concr. Wires collectively ; wirework.
1809 Scott Poacher 7^ Cordage for toils, and wiring for

the snare. 1881 [see Wire v. 2d]. 1897 S. Crane Third
Violet xxv. 171 The cashier of the Gamin office looked
under his respectable brass wiring and said [etc.]. 1915
Sci. Amer. 30 Jan. 95/2 A complicated 8-cylinder machine
with its multiplication of wiring.

b. (See quot.)

1878 D. Kemp Yacht fy Boat Sailing380 Wiring, a stringer
or ledge running fore and aft in a boat to support the thwarts.

3. allrib., as wiring machine, system ; Mil. con-
cerned with barbed-wire operations, zswiringparty.
1875 Knight Diet, Mech., Wiring-machine, . .a machine

turning the edge of a tin-pan over a stifTening-wire. 1887
Manch. Exhib. Catal. 126 Complete Plants for the Manu-
facture of Aerated Waters, ..Wiring Machine, [etc.]. 1902
W. C. Clinton Electric Wiring iii. 52 Wiring Systems.
1916 Blackiv. Mag. May 705/2 Four nights previously
Angus had been sent out 111 charge of a wiring-party.

Wirk(e, obs. forms of Wokk.
Wirken, dial. f. Quekken v.; obs. f. Work v.

Wirling (woulin). Now Sc. or dial. Forms :

4-6 wyrling, 5-6 wirling, (5 wirlyng, wyr-
lyng(e, worling, 6 worlin, 9 Se, wurlyon). See
also Ubling 2

. [Origin unknown.] A term of

abuse = * wretch'; in mod. dial, use, a dwarfish

or puny creature.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's ArchivLVll.
170 Crist, his sone, God wolde not spare To beo fondet..
And si)>en slen him as wyrling. 01400-50 Wars Alex,
1706 A wirling, a wayryngle, a wawil-e^id shrewe. Ibid.

1733 A selly nounbre Of wrichis & wirlingis. 1436 Libel
Engl. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 187 God furbede that

a wyldc Yrishe wyrlynge Shulde be chosene for to be there
Uynge. 1508 Dunbar Flyti'ig 191 Forworthin wirling.

a 1585 Montgomkrie Flyting 446 Sauing, nixt, how the
nunnes that worlin sould name. 1587 Harkison Descr.
Brit. 111. xiv. in Ho/inshed, The fridaie being commonlie
called among the vulgar sort either king or worling, bicause
it is either t lie fairest or foulest of the seauen [days]. [1691-:
see (Jkling 3

.] 1819 [Rennie] St. Patrick II, xvi. 313 Haud
abye ! ye scruntet like wurlyon o' the pit.

Wirlyk, Wirm, Wiroans, obs. forms of War-
like, Worm, Werowance.
Wirra (wrrs), int. Irish. Also wurrah,

whirra. [Preceded by oh, ~ Ir. a muire.~\ An
exclamation of sorrow or lament. So Wirrasthrn
(wirasbn?-) [Ir. a muire is truaige],

1839 Cari.kton Fardorougha xii, Oh, wurrah, wurrah, this

night ! 184a Lover Handy Andy xxii, And what was it at

all? an upset, was it? oh, wirra! and wasn't it lucky he
wasn't killed? 1891 T. E. Brown Lett. (1900) I. 158 He..
rushed forth to catch the train,.. with some wild wirrasthru

of farewell. 1908 Weyman Wild Geese xxiii. 366 'Oh,
whtrra, whirra, what'll I do?' the Irishman exclaimed,
helplessly wringing his hands.

Wirrangle, Wirricow, Wirrie : see Wari-
ANGLB, WORRICOW, WORRY.
Wirrock (wrrak). Sc. Also 6 wyrok, virrok,

9 wesrock. [a. early Flem. weerooghe * chalaza,

chalazion' (Kilian), f. weer callosity (see Warre)
+ ooghe Etej^. 1

] A corn on the foot. Also atlrib.

1500-10 Dunbar Poetns xxviii. iS A flyrok, That hes vpoun
his feit a wyrok. Ibid. lx. 54 With his wawill-fcitt and
virrok taiss. 1801 Leyden Compl. Scot. Gloss. 380 Virrok
[in Dunbar], .signifies a corn, or bony excrescence on the
feet. It is in common use, and pronounced hvirrok. 1839
W. M cDowall Poems 154 (E.D.D.) Mary Hay, Wha had a
weerock on each tae As big's a plum.

|| Wirrwarr (vi'rvar). [G. zvimvarr.] A welter.

1865 J. Grotb Moral Ideals (1876) 3)2 The wirrwarr of
the Newtonian or true view of the material universe, iqii
Expositor May 439 The strange and arid prejudice that

history is only a wirr-warr of beings, happenings, relations.

Wirs(s)at, -et/WirscliepjWirsle, wirstill,

Wirst, Wirsum : see Worsted, Worship,
Wrestle, Wrist, Worsum (06s.

y
pus).

"Wirt, obs. var. Wherret.
1612 North's Plutarch, Brutus 994 Cassius. .gaue him

two good wirts on the care.

Wirt,Wirtin/Wirth, -y, Wirwe, obs. forms

of Writ, Written, Worth, Worthy, Worry.
Wiry (wai*Ti), a. Also 6-7 wy(e)rie, wiery,

8-9 wirey. [f. Wire sb. + -Y *.]

1. Made or consisting of wire; in the form of wire.

1588 T. D[ei.oney] Ballet Whips Spaniards in Roxb.
Ballads (1S89) VI. 3S7 One sorte of whips they had for

men, ..The strings whereof with wyerie knots like rowels
they did frame. 1591 Spenser Ruins cf Time 10 Her
yeolow locks, like wyrie golde, About her shoulders careleslie

downe trailing. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 11.

Babylon 350 Jayes, that in their wyerie gail Can ask for

victuals, and unvictual'd rail, a 1631 Donne Eleg. xix. 15

Off with that wyerie Coronet and shew The haiery Diademe
which on you doth grow. 17*0 Gay Ep. to P. Mcthuen 95
My song confines me to the wiry cage. 1816 Hyron Ch.
Ifar. in. xv, The barr'd up bird will beat His breast and
beak against his wiry dome. 1834 Landor Exam. Shaks.
Wks. 1846 II. 372/1 To slit an ear or two, or inflict a wiry
scourging. (See Wire sb. 1 d.]

2. Resembling wire in form and consistence;

tough and flexible : said esp. of hair (hence of a

dog's coat), grass, sterna of plants.

1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 64 O what loue I note In the

faire multitude of those her haires ; Where but by chance
a siluer drop hath falne, Euen to that drop ten thousand

wiery friends Doe glew themselues in sociable griefe. 1807
Crabde Birth of Flattery 30S The wiry moss, that whitens
all the hill. 1812 — Tales x. 120 Here on its wiry stem, in

rigid bloom, Grows the salt lavender that lacks perfume.

1834 W. H. Ainsworth Rookzvood 1. i, A strange super-

annuated terrier, with a wiry back. 1844 frnl. K. Agric.
Soc.V.i. 114 Clods of couch and wiry turf. 1880 Ulack-
mohe Alary Anerley xxv, While he was rubbing his wiry
head with irritation.

b. trans/, nxi&fig.

1770 Armstkong Misc. I. 199 Your solid wirey nerves are

asleep it would seem to the lute. 1809 W. Blake Descr.
Catal. 63 The more distinct, sharp, and wirey the bounding
line, the more perfect the work of art. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Set. <y Art II. 773 In the common method of
etching., .those so tinted, .always present a wiry hard effect.

1830 Lyiton Paul Clifford'iv, ' Knock him down '. There
is something peculiarly harsh and stunning in those three,

hard—wirey—sturdy—stubborn monosyllables.

c. Med. of the pulse : Small and tense.

1801 [implied in Wiriness]. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 621 The pulse becomes small, sharp, wiry or thready.

3. Of sound : Produced by or as by the plucking

or vibration of a wire ; sometimes, of music, played

on string instruments ; of a voice, thin and metallic.

1819 [H. Busk] Vestriad iv. 767 Stridulous guitar with
wiry twang. 1830 Examiner 388/1 He has. .softened his

I voice, the tones of which were sharp and wiry. 1840 Penny
Cycl, XVIII. I40/1 The tone of this piano-forte was thin and
ivtry. 1841 [see Windy a. 1 b], 1883 in Royal Acad. Catal.
222 Willi thy sweet fingers when thou gently sway'st The
wiry concord.

4. Of a person or animal : Lean, tough, and

,
sinewy. Hence fig. of personal attributes.

1808 Scott Marm. v. Introd. n Wiry terrier, rough and
grim. 1848 Dickens Dotnbey xi, Mrs. Illimber. . was a lady
of great suavity, and a wiry figure, a 1870 Stuubs Lect.

Eur. Hist. 1. xi. 138 A wiry pertinacity was the distinctive

feature of Charles's character. 1878 Black Green Past.
xiii, The wiry little pony he rode.

5. Comb, (chiefly in sense 2', as wiry-coated,

j
-haired, -leaved, -looking adjs.

183a Carlyle Remin. (18S1) I. 30 A slightish, wiry-looking

old man. 1835 C. F. Hoffman Winter in West I. 155 A
brindled, wiry-haired dog. 1854 R. S. Surtses Handley
Cr. i, A wiry-looking bay mare. 1880 J. Buchanan Indig.
Grasses N. Z. PI. xxxi, Danthonia Austratis, .. Wiry-
leaved Oat Grass.

tf Used for : Made of iron : cf.WiHEsb. U (at end).

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas II, i. iv. Handie-Crafts 567
Wiery Cymbals [orig. Des Cimbales lefer).

Wiry, Wirykow : see "Worry, Wokkicow.
fWis, sb. Obs. Also 4 wys. [Usually in inflected

form wisse, wysse : absol. use of OE. wis{s adj.

certain, in advb. phr. (see below). Cf. Iwis C]
Phr. to wis{se), OE. t6 wissum (for */J (£e)wissuw

pinge), mid wisse, occas. in wis : of a certainty,

for certain. (Cf. Wia adv.)
c 1000 JElfric Saints' Lives xv'u. 174 Ac wite je to wissan

haet se warlhreowa deofol ne ma^s inannum deriau. a 1100

Aldhelm Gloss. 1. 420 (Napier 13/1) Praesertim, i. maxime,
vel to wissan. /bid. 1051 (29/1) Profecto, i. omnino, to

wissum. a i«oo Moral Ode 230 Nute hi hweber horn deb
wurs mid \_v.r. to] neure nane wisse. c uoo Ormin 8460

Godess enngell comm himm to & se3sde himm ba to wisse

Whillc ende off Issraseless land He shollde banne sekenn.

c 1200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 25 Ac sunderlepes he is here fader

mid wisse. c 1250 Gen.
fy
Ex. 1515 Oc god him sente reed in

wis ©at he bilef in gerasis. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 120 Y knowe
him wel to wisse. /bid. 3763 Ther is non of 30W bat wot to

wys Wather he ys quyke or ded.

t Wis, v?- Obs. Forms : 1 wissian, 2-3 wis-

sien, (2 -ine), 3 wissi(u, wyssye, 3-5 wisse(u,

4 wiss, 4-5 wyssen, wis, 4-6 wys(se, 5 wyss.

0. 5 wissh(e, wysshe, wysh, wish (wyoh), 5-6

wyshe, 6 Sc. wische. [OE. ivissian, f. wis cer-

tain (cf. Wis sb.) + -ian, -y 2
: a late formation on

the model of the synonymous ivisian Wise v,^\

1. trans. To make known, give information of,

indicate ; esp. to show, point out (the way).

ciooo >ElfricO«. xxxiii. 15 Ic hidde '6e bast ou nyme J»e

ladmenn of minum jeferum oa:t J>e WtXM wission. a 1250
: Prov. Alfred 29 in O. E. Misc. 104 He ou wolde wyssye

wisliche binges, a 1300 Cursor M. 25447 Lauerd . .wiss me
waies )>are pare santes has pair sell sete. 1362 I.angl.

P. PI. A. vi. 24 Const bou wissen \-s be wey wher hat he

dwelleb? CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxviii. (Adrian) 619,

I sal wis 30U pe rycht way. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 689
' Is 03t pi werid to |>e wissid [v.r. wist]? /bid. 4997 And
I
quat bou will of bairn to wete wis in hi saghe. c 1440 Cap-

! cjravk Life St. Kath. v. 1929 J>at she may vs wisse A stede-

! fast lore fortoamende oure mysse. 1460 Fasten Lett. I. 518

If my feodaryes..may ought wisse therin,lete them se it.

p. C1400 Beryn 3290 Met I nevir creature bat me coude
wissh or say Reedynes of my ffadir, dede othir a-lyve.

£•1460 TiTvneley Myst. xv, 156 He that this warld began,

wysh vs the way ! 1535 Iandesay Satyre 1929 Wische me
,

the richt way till Sanct-Androes.

b. Const, dependent interrog. clause.

c 1000 iEi.FRic Saints' Lives v. 253 Se craeft sceolde wissian

/sewisslice be steorrum hw*t gehwilcum menn jelunipe on
his lifes endebyrdnysse. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 He is iset

bi-twihan god almihtin and he for be wissine hu bit scalt et

god seolf habben hine sunne for^euene. C1325 Spec. Gy
Wartv. in What it is i wole be wisse. 136a Langl. P. PL
A. xii. 40 She wolde me wisse wher pe toun were, c 1412

Hocci.eve De Reg. Princ. 1245 Wisseth me how to gete a

golden salue. C1450.S7. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2633 }»ou may
me wysse How lang be kjmgdome sail be hyss.

2. To show the way to (a person) ; to direct,

guide; to lead, conduct {lit. or fig.). Also absol.

ciooo ^Elfric Horn. I. 324 ^Ices niannes weorc cy3a0

hwile gast hine wissao\ a 1023 Wui.fstan Horn. xix. (1883)
io3 pa 3e him betaehte sindon tor gode to wissianne. c 1175
Lamb. /tout. 89 (jodes jite us wissao" [/Klfsic Horn. I. 312
^ewissaS] to his willen. c 1290 ^'. Eng. Leg. I. 350/41 God
. .us leuc.oie lif so wisse Pat wc.comen to heouetie blisse.

1340 Hampoi.e Pr, Consc. 9304 God.-Jiat t»am gun wysse
Til niekenes. 1340-70 Alisaunder 806 Anion be grete God
..Schall pee wisse fro wo. 13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 739 ]'e

kuyjt. .To Mary made his mone, pat ho. . wysse hym to sum
wone. c 1425 Engl. Conq. /rtland 95 He wissed the hois
sydlynge ayeynes the watyr asquynt. c 1425 Seven Sag.
(P.t 2366 Thy seven Clerkya, That wyssys the to wykkyd
werkys. ^1430 Pistil! of Susan 213 (Colt. MS.) Wylyly
hyr wenches .she wyssed a-way. c 1440 Yc>k Myst. i. 157
To all 1 sail wirke be 3he wysshyng. c 1530 Songs, Carols,
etc. (E.E.T.S.) 51, & vertuosly me wysse to godward ! c 1550
Wevrk Lusty Juvenilis (facs. Awdelyj A ij b, I pray you
wjshe me thether, For I am going to seeke them,

b. To manage, rule, govern, control.

c iooo./Elfjuc in Morris (
'. E, Horn. I. 302 Rex we cwsebafi

cyning, )>a;t is gecweden wi-si^end, fjipam pe he sceal

wissigan mid wisdome his folcc. c 1205 Lav. 52S0 pe si-ulden

witen pat lond & wissien |>a leoden. ("1290 Beket 1059 in

5*. Eng. Leg. 1 f> Vnnepe lie uii^te with is hondene beos pre

pingus do; blessi pat folk and here pe croiz and lsbridel
wisse. a 1300 Cursor M. 5292 pe lauerd-lied of al his land
To wiss and ledd. a 1470 Harding Chron. cxx. xxii. (181 2)

232 He made duke Harold protectoure Of his cousyne, to

gouerne and to wysse Edgar Athelyng.

3. with person as obj. (orig, dat.) and (freq.)

inf. with to : To give directions or instructions to;

to direct, order ; to instruct, show how fodo some-

thing); also gen. to tench, instruct.

riooo /EiFRic Num. xxiii. 8 He witegode pa, swa him
wissode god. c 1200 Ti in. Coll. /lorn. 7 He . . wissep us to

leden lire lif on clennesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 17201 If puu
wil were als i pe wiss. /bid. 20536 Thritti winter and sumdei
mare, I lenged man to wiss in lare. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
1. 622 Thowkoudest neuere yn loue pyn seluen wysse. 1399
I.angl. Rich. Redeles I'rol. 31 For to written him a wntte
to wissen him better, ''.a 1400 Morte Atth 9 And wysse me
to werpe owte some worde. i486 Bk. St. Allans eiv, And
ye srjeke of the Uucke the fyrst yere he is A fawne sowkyng
on his dam say, as I yow wis.

Wis (wis), z-'.
2 pseudo-arch. Also 7 (3 pers.

sing.) wisses, 9 wiss. Orig. in J wis = Iwisadv.

(q.v.) erron. taken as = ' I know '
; hence occas. as

a synonym of 'know* in other parts of the verb, l.cing

apprehended as the present oizvisl, pa. t. of Wit z'. 1

[The following show various stages of corruption of r.fis :—

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemcn 37 Ane wes ane wedow,
I wist. /bid. 414 Now am I a wedow, I wise. 1591 Shaks.

/ Hen. V/
%

iv. i 1E0 And if I wish he did. But let it rest.

16:4 W. Browne Sheph. /'ipc C 6, Better cannot l.e I wist,

Descant on it he that list. 1615 Bkathwait Strappado 115

Strange the Pioiect was I wish Of this Metamorphosis. 1798
Coleriuck Ane. Mar. in. ii, It moved and moved, and
took at last A certain shape, I wist. 1818 JSykon To Mr.
Murray v, Tours, Travels, Essays, too, 1 wist, And Sermon^
to thy mill bring grist. 1893 F. THOMPSON Poems 15 Wings,

I wist, Whose amethyst Trepidations have forgone me.]

1606 Lyly's Euphues (i6i3)V 1 b, You gall nice more with

these tearmes then you wisse [ed. 1580 wist, 1597 wish],

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. 13 Where my morning haunts

are he wisses not. [Cf. 1642 [? J. Hall] Modest Confut. To
Rdr. Aiijb, Where his morning haunts are 1 wist not.)

1662 A. Cootkr Stratologia II. 47 Morgan more valotous

than hee wis'd or wil'd. 1803 W. S. Rose Amadis 31 Full

well I wiss To serve your princely will were perfect bliss.

c 1830 Coleridge Alice /)u Clos 77 And, bonny boy, you wis,

Lord Julian is a hasty man. 1844 Mrs. Browning Romauut
of I 'age xxiii, In the dark chambere, if the bride was fair,

Ye wis, I could not see.

fWis, adv. Obs. Also 3-4 wiss, 4-5 wys, 6

wusse. [Aphetic form of IwiS, q.v. (cf. Wis sb.)*]

Certainly, assuredly.

c 1200 Ormin 2866 Wiss to sobe. /bid. 7410 pe33 undenn
wiss hundess & swin putrh pe33re lape sinness. a 1225

Ancr. R. 38 Alse wis ase ioen like flesche pet he nom of pe

nes neuer sunne (etc.). a 1300 Cursor ./!/. 1S63 pat mighti

king, ful son and wi*s, Did turn pair baret in-to blis. c 1330

Amis <$ Amil. 1292 The steward swore the pople among,
As wis as he seyd no wrong, God help him at his nede !

(-1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 742 God helpe me so as wys

This is to muche. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 276 Als so wiss

mot I be schrive. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6433 God so wys be

mysocour [orig. si m'aist Diex\. 1598 B. Jonson Ev.

Man in Hum. 1. i, K'no. Why, I hope you will not a hawking

now, will you? St*. No wusse.

Wis, obs. f. Wise ; obs. Sc. f. Wish. Wisage,
obs. Sc. f. Visage, Wisall, obs. var. of Wizle

dial. "Wisard, obs. f. Wi/akd. "Wxsch(e,obs.

Sc pa. t. ofWash v. ; var. Wis vA ; obs. f. Wish sb.

and v. Wischcraft, Wischeaf, Wischeall,

Obs. Sc.ff. WlTCHCKAFT, VOUCHSAFE, VESSEL.

Wisdom (wizdam). Forms: 1- wisdom; 3

(Orm.) wissdom, (wistom), 3-5 wysdom, wis-

dam, 3-7 wisedom, wisdome, 4 wisdame,

(wijsdam), 4-6 wysdome, (Sc. visdome), 4-7

wisedome, 5 wisedam, wysdam(e, wysedom,

wijsdom, wysedomme, wiesdom, vysdome,

whysdom\ 5-6 wyaedome, (6 wisdoume,

-dum^e, wisz-, wyszdome, 7 Se. wosdome;.

[OE. wisdom m OFris., OS. wisdom, MDu. Wfjs*

dom
}
OHG., MHG. wistuom (G. weistum legal

sentence, precedent), ON. visdSmr (Sw., Da. vis-

dom); see Wise a. and -dom.] The quality or

character of being wise, or something in which

this is exhibited.

1. Capacity of judging rightly in matters relating



WISDOM.

to life and conduct ; soundness of judgement in the l

choice of means and ends ; sometimes
3
less strictly,

sound sense, esp. in practical affairs : opp. tofolly.

Beo7vuI/i^S9 O^a. waes. .wide xeweorSod, wisdome heold

e$el sinne. c iooo Inst. Polity ii. in Thorpe Laws II. 306

Durh cynincges wisdom folc wyro ^eseeli?;, sesundful, &
si^efEest. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 123 pet wit and bene wisdom

,

be ure drihten us sende. c 1200 Ormin 8974 Hire sune wex

& braf i wissdom& inn elde. a 1225 After. R. 6 He mai be 1

vttre riwle chaungen, efter wisdom, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 4S5

Ichulle fordon be wisdom of beos wise worldmen. a 1300

Cursor 31. 6857 Godd ne had him sli wisdom Giuen, als he

gaf salamon. 1340-70 Alex. % Diud. 102 ^if god sente

enery gome . .Wordhche wisdam & wttttis iliche. a 1375

Cato 409 in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 587 Forbure bi

wille wib wisdam. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems x. 21 At be tre of

wysdom, foly bou sou^t. 1450-153° Myrr. our Ladye II* 183 I

The mooste wyse wysdome of god. 1513 More Edw. Fin
Hall Chron., Edw. V (1548) 2 b, Vf grace tin ne hym to wise-

dome. 1535 Covkrdai.e Prov. ix. 10 The feare of the Lorde

is the begynnynge of wysdome. 1563 Homilies, Rogation

Wk. in. Rrrrj, thys wisdome can not be atteyned, but by

the direction of the spirite of God, and therefore it is 1

called spirituall wisdome. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. vii.

16 Your Discipline in War re, Wisdome in Peace. 1597

Hooker Eccl. Pot. v. Ivi. § 5 That which tnoueth God to

worke is goodnes, arid that which ordereth his worke is wise-

dome. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Providence xvi, Each
creature hath a wisdome for his good. 1640 Wilkins Disc.

Netv Planet ix, 204 Wee allow every Watch-maker so much
wisdome as not to put any motion in his Instrument, which

is superfluous, a 1708 Beveridge Thes. Theol. (1711) III.

28 By wisdom, I mean that attribute in God, whereby He
orders and manages whatsoever He takes in hand, by the

best means, in the best manner and to the best end. 1784

Cowper Task vi. S3 Knowledge and Wisdom, far from being

one, Have ofttimes no connexion. 1875 Manning Mission

Holy Ghost xiv. -,85 Illumination of the intellect, together

with chanty inflaming the heart, constitute the gift of

wisdom.

b. personified (almost always as feminine).

«r838 /Elfred Boeth. iii. §1 fa com ba:r gan in to me
heofencund Wisdom, c 1000 Ags. Cosp. Matt. xi. 19 Wis-

dom ys serihtwisud fram heora bearnum. 1362 Langl.

P. Pi. A. iv. 87 He h;ib wag-:t me a-mendes as wisdam him
tauhte. 1535 Coverdale Prov. vili. 1 Doth not wysdome
crie? doth not vnderstondinge put forth hir voyce? 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. viii. § 1 To prescribe the order of

doing.. is a peculiar prerogaliue which Wisedome hath, as

Queene or souerai^ne commandresse oner other vertues.
;

1611 Bible Transl. Pref. F4 Loue the Scriptures, and wise-

dome will loue thee. 1742 Gray Adversity 25 Wisdom in

sable garb array'd Immers'd in raptVous thought profoun 1.

1784 Cowpek Task vi. 97 Knowledge is proud that he

has learned so much, Wisdom is humble that he knows
no more. 180a Wordsw. '/ grieved for Buonaparte 9
Wisdom doth live with children round her knees. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. cxiv. 22 For she \sc. Knowledge] is

earthly of the mind, Put Wisdom heavenly of the soul.

c. as one of the manifestations of the divine
''

nature in Jesus Christ (cf. 1 Cor. i. 24, 30, etc.) ; j

hence used as a title of the second person of the

Trinity (the Wisdom of the Father) ; also occas.

applied to God or the Trinity.

l 888 Alfred Boeth. xli. § 4 Se wisdom mseg us eaHunga
on^itan swylce swylce we sint. . forftasm se wisdom is God.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 purh his wisdom (se sune) heo }e-

worhte alle bing. c 1200 Vices <S- Virtues 25 De sune of

tie fader akenned, al swa his wisedom. a 1225 Ancr. R. 26

Almihti God, Feder, & Sune, & soSfest Holi Gost, also }e

breo beoft o God, & o mihte, o wisdom, & o luue. a 1300
Cursor M. 9730. 1402 Jacke Upland'in Pol. Poems (Rolls)

1 1. 36 Christ, that is the wisedome of God the Father. 1587
Golding De Mornay v. (1592) 53 We call him also the wise-

dome of the Father, yea, and euen meerely and simply wise-

dome. 1833 Newman Aiians 11. iii. (1876) 169 It would
appear that our Lord is called the Word or Wisdom in two
respects ; first, to denote His essential presence in the Father
..: secondly, His mediatorship. 1855 Lynch Lett, to Scat-

terediu (1872) 52 Wisdom is alive : it is not a thing or quality.

It js God. It is God and Man, for it is Christ.

d. Contextually, usually predicative with fol-

lowing inf. : = a wise thing to do ; also with a

and pi., a piece of wisdom ; a wise action or pro-

ceeding. (Opp. to Folly sb.1 1 c.) arch.

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vn. 201 Here nou . . and holde hit

for wisdam. C1420 Hoccleve Afin. Poems xxiv. 215 Is it

wysdam as bat it seemeth yow, Were it on your fyngir con-
tinuelly? 1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 87 Hyt wylbe whys,
doin to be sewyr of mo. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 60

Till then, 'tis wisdome to conceale our meaning, a 1628

F. Grevil Sidney (1652) 2 Had I grounded my ends upon
active Wisedomes of the present. 1764 Priestley Led,
Hist., Ess. Edtic. (1788) p. xv, It is certainly our wisdom
to contrive that the studies of youth should tend to fit them
for the business of manhood. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xviii, It

is wisdom to choose a better protector. 1884 Helen Jack-
son Ramona 1, If she had ever said anything about herself,

which she never did—one of her many wisdoms.

e. //. as attribute of a number of persons; hence,

with possessive, as a title of dignity or respect,

esp. for the members of a deliberative assembly
;

also jocularly or ironically. Similarly, without

possessive, as in the best wisdoms — the wisest men.

1432 Rolls 0/Parit. IV. 403/2 To the right wyse and dis-

crete Commens of this present Parlement. . . Please hit unto

youre worthyand noble wisdoms and discretions [etc.]. M47"8
5/i/#zV^r^i>.'MCaiTiden)io8Ashitapperethofrecarde
the whiche they remytte to your wysedomys. 1536 Ckomwell
in Merriman Lifefy Lett. (1902) II. 2 As by your wisedomes

ye shall thinke may best seme for the kh.ges highnes pur-

pose. 1587 D. Fenner Def. Ministers 60 It may please

their wisedomes, who are to be Iudges, to consider. 1619

J. Denison Heav. Banquet etc. 317, I will leaue that to

their wisedomes who haue place of gouernment. 1631

192

Markham Country Contentm. 1. xix. (ed. 4) 103 Many of 1

the best wisedomes of our Nation. 1794 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
j

Ode to Tyrants Wks. 1812 III. 253 Even Folly, .freely on
,

your Wisdoms cracks her jokes.
(b) Less commonly in sing, of a single person.

1447-8 Shillingford's Lett. (Camden) 42 Not likely by
that inene to be ended lightly, as your wysedom knowyth
well. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. Ep. Ded. f 3 The chiefe motiues
which induced his princely wisedome hereunto. 1612 J.
Cotta Disc. Dang. Pract. Phys. 1. ix. 72 The parents, .sent
for a wisewoman, & her wisedome came vnto them, a 1652
A. Wilson in Peck Desid. Curiosa (1735) II. xn. 24 The
Maior's Wisdom said, hee knew not my Lord's Hand. 1831
Scott Ct. Rob. viii, Can your wisdom possibly entertain

a wish to converse with me?
2. Knowledge (esp. of a high or abstruse kind)

;

enlightenment, learning, erudition ; in early use

often = philosophy, science. f Also, practical

knowledge or understanding, expertness in an art.

Now only Hist.
C950 Lindisf. Cosp. Luke xi. 52 Tulistis clauem scicntiae,

^ie nomon ca;so wisdomes. 1382 Wyclif 1 Cor. ii. 13 Not
in tau^t wordis of mannis wysdom. but in doctryne of the
spirit. £1386 Chaucer Prol. 575 The wisdom of an heepe
of lerned men Of maistres hadde he mo than thries ten.

1460-70 Bk. Quinte Essence 1 pe wijsdom and be science of

bis book schuldc.be. .presented. 1526 Tindale Acts vii.

22 Moses was learned in al! manner off wisdom of the
'

Egipciar.s. 1557 in Lodge lllustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 276
The Queue's Ma lle

, knowing the wysdome and skyll of John
Brende, Esquier, in the leading and ordering of footemen.
i66z J. Chanijler Van Helmont's Oriat. 163 This.. was
Zoosophie or the wisdom of keeping living Creatures to-

|

gether. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 130/1 What
was then called wisdom, which consisted in a knowledge of
the arts of government, and the practical part of political

pr;ide:ice. 1875 Lightfoot Comm. Coloss. 99 * Wisdom ' in

Gnostic teaching was the exclusive possession of the few.

b. pi. Kinds of learning, branches of know-
ledge, rare.

c888 /Elfred Boeth. vii. §3 Mine beowas sindon wis-

domas & crasftas & so'^e welan. a 1300 Cursor M. 84E2 Of
all wisdoms [Solomon] had i-nogh. 1853 F. W. Faber All
for Jesus (1854) 130 The Corinthians could not come near

us in the variety of our wisdoms and our gifts.

C. \\\ renderings of med.L. names of substances

prepared or used by the alchemists, as lute of wis-

dom (see Ll-te sb.% 1), salt ofwisdom - Alembroth. ;

(Cf. Philosopher 4, 5 b, Philosophical 4.)

1460-70 [see Lute sb. 2 ij. 1576 Ijaker Gesner's Jewell of \

Health 37 The Lute of Wysedome, which resistetli the fire

marveylously. x8oo tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 23 Alembroth,
Salt of the Art, Salt of Wisdom.
3. Wise discourse or teaching ; with a and //.,

a wise saying or precept. Now rare or arch.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 125 Imong ban muchela wisdoma he
ure drihten lerde his apostles, c 1205 Lay. 25628 A*Ac bi his

witte wisdom sa;iden, c 1250 Gen. <x Ex. 462 On two tables

of ti^el and bras Wrot he Sat wistom. 1303 R. LJrunne
Handl. Synne 1179 Anober wysdom a clerk vs telleb. C1400

Lydg. Chorle 9f Bird 274 Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 189 To
here a wisdom thyn eres been half deef. 1493 [H. Parker]
Dives <V Pauper (1496) ix. iv. 350/2, I shall teche the thre

wysedomes whiche yf thoukepe them well they shall do the

moche proufyte. 1531 EtYOT Goi'. in. xxv, In his fables

the foxe, the hare, and the wolfe, though they neuer«spoke,

do teache many good wysedomes. i860 Sala Badd. Peer.

I. vii. 127 Listen then, to the wisdom of Pollybank.

b. In the titles of two books of the Apocrypha,

viz. The Wisdom ofSolomon (often abbrev. Wisdom
or The Book of Wisdom), and The Wisdom of

Jesus the son of Sirach (commonly called Ecclesi-

asticus). Cf. also Wisdom literature, etc. in 5.

1430-40 IVyclffite Bible Wisd. {heading) Heer gynneth
the prolog in the booc of Wisdam. 1611 Bible {title) The
Wisedome of Solomon. Ibid, (title) The Wisdome of Iesus

the sonne of Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus. 1875 Plumptre in

Expositor J. 336 Those [words] which are found in Philo

and in the Epistle, but not in Wisdom. 1912 E. C. Selwyn
Oracles AT. T. iit. 78 The fact that Wisdom also contains an
anticipation of one of the three Temptations of Christ.

t~4. Sanity, ' reason \ (Cf. WiSErt. 4.) Obs. rare,

1603 Shaks. Afeas. for M, iv. iv. 5 Pray heauen his wise-

dome bee not tainted.

6. Comb. a. attrib., as wisdom-book, -lecture, etc.;

Wisdom literature
}
a collective term for the biblical

books of Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, "Wisdom of

Solomon, and Ecclesiasticus, and the Epistle of

James ; so Wisdom books, poetry, versification.

(See also Wisdom tooth.) b. instrumental, ob-

jective, etc., as wisdom-bred, -giving, -seasoned,

-seeming, -working adjs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 187 Of be strengSe )>c ure drihten

us to munegeS spec<5 *wisdom boc and sei5, Foriitudo sirn-

pllcis uia domini. 1887 Cheyse Job <y Solomon 180 The
Wisdom-books of the Old Testament proper. 1832 Tenny-
son (Enone 121 Power..; *wisdom-bred And throned of

wisdom. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 670 O Sacred, Wise, and
*Wisdom-giving Plant, Mother of Science, a 1644 Quarles

, Sol. Recant, ch. xii. 9 Because his true repentant soul was
wise, He read this *wisdome-lecture, 1887 Cheyne Job $
Solomon 180 The book now before us—the largest and most
comprehensive in the *Wisdom-literature. ^

1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend {&1S) III. 112 The title of sophist,. .a*wisdom-

i monger, in the same sense as we say, an iron-monger. 1895
;

R. G. MouLTON/V<n/*r<5.r 169 The metres of * Wisdom poetry.

i
a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant. Sol. xi. 1 Thy * wisdome-seasoned

: brest. 1826 E. Irving Babylon I. it. 74 A *wisdom-seeming
ignorance. 1816 Shelley Sunset 36 To make hard hearts

Dissolve away in *wisdcm-working grief.

Hence Wi'sdomftil a., full of wisdom
; + Wi'S-

domhood, wisdom ; Wi sdomlesa a., destitute of

wisdom ; + Wi'sdomnestj, {a) contained wisdom,

WISE.

wise signification or implication ; (b) affected or

spurious wisdom ; Wi'sdomship, (with posses-

sive) as a title of (ironical) respect (cf. I e).

1845 Btackw. Mag. Feb. 156/2 Its wondrous ' wisdotnful

speech. xjS.Wyclie Sel. IVks. III. 99 As Seynt Poul
seyb, In him beb alle tresoures of kunnyng and of *wys-
domhud. 1608 Machin Dumb Knt. iv. i, I am mad, ..all

wit-stung. *wisdom!esse. 1589 Marprel Spit, (1843) 21 It

is a hard matter.. to conceiue all the *wisdomnes of this

syllogisme. 1668 E. Kemp Reas. Use Ch. Prayers in Pub-
lick 14 So impertinent a piece of gravity, so unseasonable a
piece of wisdomness. 1692 Vindication Pref. A 2, Their
cool *Wisdomships can be as Hot as their Neighbours in

their own Concerns.

Wisdom tooth.. [Usually pi. ; orig. teeth of
wisdom, rendering mod.L. denies sapientix, = Arab.

adrdsn Uhikmi (f. dirs tooth, hikm wisdom), after

Or. coxppoviaTTJpfs (Hippocrates^ : so called as not

appearing till the attainment of years of discretion.]

The hindmost molar tooth on each side of both

upper and lower jaws in man, usually cut* about

the age of twenty. Often in phr. to cut one's

wisdom teeth, to attain to wisdom or discretion.

[1668 CuLrEPPER & Cole Barthol Anat. Man. iv. xiii.

349 The two last are termed Denies Sapieniim, the Teeth of

Wisedcm. 1771 J. S. tr. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (ed. 4)

Diet. Cc8b, Sophronesteres, the.. Teeth of Wisdom. 1809

Malkin Gil Bias x. x. p 32 The gamester, finding that I bad
cut my teeth of wisdom sooner than suited his puipose.]

1848 Quaiii's Elem. Anat. (ed. 5) II. 971 The last molar
in each range, owing to its late appearance through the

gums, is called the wisdom-tooth. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell
Sylvia's L. xxi, He's noane cut his wisdom-teeth yet. 1868

Whyte-Melville White Rose III. 205 It seems, .they're all

born with their wisdom-teeth cut and their whiskers growed.

1872 L. P. Meredith Teeth (1878) 49 The wisdom teeth

occasionally erupt as late as the fortieth or fiftieth year.

Wise (waiz), sb. 1 arch. Forms: 1- wise, 1,

3-4 (5~6 Sc.)wia
t 1, 3-6 wyse, (3-4 wisse, 4

wice, Sc. visa, vijs, vyijs, vyise), 4-5 wys, {Sc.

wiss, vyse, vice, 4-6 Sc. wyis (6 -iss), 5 wyesse,

whyse, 5-6 Sc. -wyss(e, vise, 6 wize, weysse).

[OE. wise wk. fern, (rarely wis sir. fern.) manner,

mode, condition, thing, affair, cause, reason,

(occas.) song = OFris. wis, OS. w'xsa wk. and str.

(MLG. wise, wis, MDu. wize, wi/s, Du. wijze),

OHG. wisa, and wis manner, custom, tune (MHG.
wise, G. weise), ON. visa wk. fem. stanza, *vis

manner in odruvis otherwise (Sw. visa, Da. vise

song; also Sw., Da. vis way, manner) :— OTeut.

*wTson-, *wiso : f. wit- Wit v. 1 (for the sense cf. the

cognate Gr. <(oos form, shape, kind, slate of things,

course of action).]

I. f 1. Manner, mode, fashion, style ; spec.

habitual manner of action, habit, custom (cf. Way
sb. 2 2). Obs. (in later use Se.) : see also IJ.

971 Blickt. Horn. 55 Manijes mannes wise bi3 baet he

wile symle to his nehstan sprecan ba word be be wenb baet

him leofoste syn to gehyrenne. c 1205 Lay. 25426 An
hundred busende iwepnede beines ohte on heore londes

wise. CI220 Bestiary 468 De spinnere. . werpeo 8us hire

web, and weued on hire wise, a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1029

For heom ne may halter ne bridel Bringe from here wode
wyse. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1213 pat folc verst in is wise,

To her godes as hii wolde, dude hor tacrefice. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. xx. 263 pis is be worste wise bat eny wight myghte

Synegen a3ens pe seynt espirit. c 1400 Maundev. (1919) xi.

49, & 3it bei ben in moomynge in the wise bat bei maden
here lamentacioun for him the firste tyme. c 1470 Henky
Wallace 11. 25 Our all ye toune rewlyng on thair awne wis,

1578 Salir. Poems Reform, xxxtv. 3 Quho list to mark the

Scottisch gyse. .Sail weill persave thair craftie wyse,

-j*b. phr. To do, make one's wise : to do what one

can. In wise of: after the fashion of ; in respect

of. In wise that : in such a manner that, so that.

c 1290 Beket 1279 in S. £»g. Leg. 143 V° hc hadde al is

tale itold and imaked is grete wise [v. r. al his wise], He sat

adoun. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 64 This Troylus, yn

wyse of curtaste,..rod and dide here compaynye. 1454

Paston Lett. I. 297 Ledam wulde a do hys wyse to a mad
a complent to Pryothe in the scher-howse of yow. c 1470

Henry Wallace vi. 565 All Wallace folk in wys oflfwer was

gud. 1561 Hoby tr. Castigtione's Courtyer in. (1577J P v
i

W'yth the wayes whyche she ordeined, those Realmes are

still ruled, in wise that albeit hir life wanteth, yet hir

authoritie liueth.

T 2. Song, melody. Obs.

a 1000 Menolcgium 70 Wrecan wordum forS, wise [MS.

wisse] jesingan. ^1250 Owl /r Night. 519 So sone so >u

sittest a brode pu forleost al bine wise.

II. OE. wise manner, fashion, like the cognate

forms in other Germanic languages (see the re-

spective sections below), was used in various kinds

of advb. expressions meaning * in such-and-such a

manner, way, or respect ', in which it was qualified

by an adj. or a sb. with or without a governing

preposition. Several of these expressions, with

others formed on their pattern in later periods,

have survived as simple words, e.g. anywise, cross-

wise, leastwise, likewise, nowise, otherwise, slant-

wise, in which -wise has the appearance of a suffix,

and, in so far as it could or can still be freely

combined with an adj. or a sb. (as in 1 b, 3 b), it

has actually performed the function of a suffix.

The free use of the various forms, i. e. apart from

the established simple words, is now only archaic.



WISE.

1. a. With demonstrative, interrogative, or indefi-

nite adj. in an oblique case. (+ rarely//.)
In OE. dZre tutsan varies with on $Sre wisan (see Other-

wise), but most later expressions of this form, e. g. LIKEWISE,
Thiswise, What-wise, resulted from ellipsis of the prep, in

expressions of the type in 2 a. Thuswise is an analogical
combination with an adv.

Cf. OFris. hudSne wis, OS. kit wis(e, OHG. andar wts,
einic ivts, MHG. neheine wts, der selben wts, vtanegc{n
wts.

971 Blickl. Horn. 177 J>e lass be o5re wisan senix man leo^e.
c izos Lav. 32018 Wulchere wise he mihte wi3 ASelstane
fihte. a 1300 Cursor M. 17473 All fals sal far bat ilk wise.
/T1300 [see What-wise]. 13.. Bonaveutura's Medit. 154
pat he to hys treytur dyd pe same wyse. «3-.-i53o this
wise [see Thiswise]. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 78 His men^e
. . That vs dispytis mony vis. c 137S, 1556 suche wise
[see SuchwiseJ. c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of Gods 158
Syth that hit woll none other wyse be. c 1450 Cursor M.
9896 (Laud) This castelle..is feyror many wyse [Colt, on
niani wise] Then tong can telle. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xix. 1 How sowld I rewill me, orquhat wyiss. Ibid. Ixxviii.

15 It will nocht walkin me no wise. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
vi. x. 93 And as thai flokkit about Enee, als tyte Sic vise
ontil thaim carpis Sibilla. 1513 quhat wyse [see What-
wise). 1524 in Strype Bed. Mem. (1721) I. App. xiii. 30 The
delaying, .of this matier may do moche harme, and pre-
judice sundry wises. 1530 Ibid. III. App. x. 20, I haue
prayed no other wysse then the trewth. 1538 Starkey
England (1878) 16 Thys law. .must, .be referryd, non other
wyse then the conclusyonys of artys mathematical are euer
referryd to theyr pryncypullys. 1560 Abst. Protocols Town
Clerks ofGlasgow (1896) II. 84 All reicht. .qubilk he had or
ony wyis mycht haif. 1649 C. WaSE Sophocles, Electra 12
Whilst things stand- this wise with me. 1693 Evelyn De
La Quint, Compl. Gard. I. 36 The Houses, that can no wise
afford above one Garden. 1799 Underwood Dis, Childh.
(ed. 4) II. 242 A bougie, .would be every wise as proper.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh in. 810 No wise beautiful
Wa* Marian Erie. 1883 L. Oliphant Altiora Peto xviii,

He did it this wise.

b. With general adjs., often forming an equiva-
lent of -LY 2

, as f humble wise = humbly, desfile-

/«/-ww/ = despitefuUy: in later use hyphened or as
one word.
Cf. MHG. gltcher wise (G. gleicherweise), G. gtucklichcr.

weise, irrtiimlicherweise, tb'richterweise, zufhltigcrweise,
etc.; normaler weise, etc.

Beowulf 1865 Ic ba leode wat..fceste geworhte, aeshwses
untaele ealde wisan. a 1300 Cursor M. 21277 Pe queles er
draun diuerse wise, c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 480 The
nyghtes longe Encressen double wise the peynes stronge.
1475 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 129/1 Service, the which the seid
Galiard

. .had doon dyvers wise to your goode grace, c 1475
Rauf Coil^enr 929 Thus may thow, and thow will, wirk the
best wise.

^ isgz Constable Diana 1. i. 2 Humble wise To
thee my sighes in verse I sacrifice. 1635 J. Hayward tr.

Biondfs Banish'd Virg. 157 It was formed hooked-wise.
1866 Church <r State Rev. 11 May 298/2 It is no dull good-
boy book, to be taken teetotalwise. 1876 Siedman Vict.
Poets vi. 220 ' The Princess ' and ' The Idylls of the King ',

are written Dorian-wise. 1903 Kipling Five Nations, S.
Africa vi, She.. Treated them despiteful-wise.

2. a. With prep. (orig. on, arch, since 16th cent.

;

OE. also of\ from 14th cent, in) and demonstrative,
interrogative, or indefinite adj., as on ndne wisan
in no way, Nowise, of fisse wisan in this war,
Thiswise. (Cf. 1 a.) Sometimes illogically written
as one word or with hyphen.
Cf. OS. an negana wtsa, MLG. in wat wts(e, OHG. in

thesa, alia, managa, zwei wts, ze dero, andrero, welero wts,
etc., G. auf andere, solche, welche weise, etc.
c888/Elfreu #<WA.xvi.§2 0nnanewisan. cgoo tr. Bxda's

Hist. 1. xxvii. (1890) 72 Ne meaht bu on oSre wisan biscop
halgian buton oSrum biscopum. £950 I.indisf. Gosp. Luke
xv. 10 Ita, on 3a wisa. 971 Blickt. Horn. 31 pas cybnesse
Drihten nam of bisse wisan. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
341/26 Aliter, on senile o5re wisan. cny$ Lamb. Horn.
109 On monie wisen mon mei wurchen elmessan. c 1*00
Trin. Coll. Horn. 203 Alle he Ia5e5 ech a sume wise to
endelese blisse. c 1200 Ormin 2534 Herrsunim onn alle
wise. C1350 in what wise [see What-wise]. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 8440 Andromaca..prayet the prinsc.On nowise in
thys world the walles to passe, c 1400 Rom. Rose 5940 Ben
thanne siche marchauntz wise, No, but fooles in euery wise.
C1440 Generydes 102, I am come here, in lyke wyse as ye
see. 1471, 1563 in any wise [see Anywise]. 15*6 Tindalk
Rom. 111. 9 Are we better then they? No in no wyse. 1581
Burne Disput. in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 112 Thay..vil in
nauyse suffer onie man to. .preache aganis the same. 1639
Rouse Heav. Univ. Advt. (1702) a One who was in no wise
averse to that common Learning. 1732 Lediard Sethos II.
ix. 269 Provided, however, it were in no-wise an obstacle.
1800 Med. Jml. IV. 318 The abdominal rim; is in nowise
concerned in the disease. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby iv. vii,
In this wise, affairs had gone on for a month. 1848, 1865 in
somewise [see Somewise). 1879 M. Arnold Mixed Ess.,
Milton 238 Whoever comes 10 the Essay on Milton.. wiil
feel that the essay in nowise helps him. 1905 in what-'\\L,e
[see What-wise],

(b) with a or a numeral, or pi.
a 1000 Colloa. AKlfric in Wright Voc. (1857) I. 7 On feala

wisan ic beswice fuselas. c 1000 >Elfric Gram, xxxviii
(Z. ) 237 Bifartam, on twa wisan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 77 pe
fader is me be sune on bre wise, c xaoo Trin. Coll Horn. 9Te^enes ure emenstene we sulle laden ure lif edmodeliche
on two wi^e. a imS Ancr. R. 6 Alle ne muwe nout ..
holden on one wise ne vtture riwle. a 1300 Cursor M. 29506UttmjnwijsMai cursing be tald on right wijs. 1340 Ayenb
62 pe dyeuel..him chongeb in uele wysen j>et uolk uor to
gyly 13.. E. E Altit. P. B. 1805 pus vpon brynne wyses
1 haf yow bro schewed, J>at vnclannes to cleues in corage
dere. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 99, & In a vice
to-gyddyr fede & in ane aray in bak & bede. 14*0-40
Lydg. hochas ix. 11. (1554) 197/s Disceiuable in many sondryWJ ;'449 PECOCK^/r.v xii ^SBimanyewijsis. 15,0
Rolls ofPartt. V. 437/1 In other divers manere of wyses!
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[
b. With general adjs. : cf. lb. (occas. illogically

as one word or with hyphen.)
Cf. in likewise (Likewise i), and OFris. to likere wts {and).

971 Blickl. Horn. 189 pa cwteb Neron, On 'oa betstan wisan
bu demest. a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss. \. 1252 (Napier 34)
Mirum in modum, on wunderlicum £emete [/« another
hand wise], c 1205 Lav. 27834 Wes be kaiserc of-sla^3en a
seolcu3e wisen. a 1300 Cursor M, 10948 Als lagb was ban
on aid wise. 13.. E. E. Allit. P, A. 1095 So sodanly on a
wonder wyse, I was war of a prosessyoun. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 20 In euery skylful wyse. c 1400 Cursor M. 28028
(Cotton Galba) 3e oft sithes on wonderwi.se Biswikes bam.
1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xcvii, That coude his office doon In
connyng wise. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 153
Thareto I ansuere in double wis. 1470-83 Malory Arthur
xi. vii. 580, I will.. that ye be wel bisene in the ryuhest
wyse. 1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 29 In as lovynge why.se
as harte cone thynke. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxv. 3 We
. .To 30W that ar in purgatory Commendis ws on ourbairtly
wyiss. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 2, 1 shall praye for

you in lyke wyse. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 87 You take
a discord for the first part, & not in binding wise. 1600
W. Watson Dccacordon (1602) 360 Some in scoffing manner

;

others in malicious wise. 1610 1

1

ollakd Camden s Brit. 1. 98
These letters in scattering wise, Caeratic. 1684 Bunvan
PUgr. 11. Introd., By all means in all Loving-wise, them
greet. 1782 Trumbull M^Fingal \\\ (1795)94 In mournful
wise. 1865 Swinburne Chasie'lard 1. i. (1894) 13 You praise
her in too lover-like a wise. 1870 .Morris Earthly Par. II.

ill. 46 A while in gentle wuse they went.

3. With prep, (see 2) and sb. in (non-syntactical)

combination with wise, e.g. OE. on siipwisan in

the manner of a ship, like a ship.
Cf. OS. an kuningiv1sa{n like a king, MHG. in hriuzc:i-fs,

MSw. i korsvts crosswise.

£890 W.crferth tr. Gregorys Dial, (tqoo) 343 Twp^en
ofiacthlafas on bea^wisan nbacene. a 950 (7;*//;/ac; ii. (Prose)
107 Mid bam be seo yld com bxt hit spr^can mihte a:fter

cnihtwisan. c iooo/Elfkic Saints' Lii'es vi. 247 On munuc-
wisanjescryd. c 1070 in Thorpe Charters { 1865) 430 Mycel
Englisc boc.on leoowisan £eworht. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xix. 138 Kulleden hym on-ciosse-wyse. 1393 Ibid. C.
vm. 163 In a weythwynde wyse ywryj>e al aboute. C1400
Destr. Troy 175 Ayre vp the erthe on ardagh wise. Hid.
476-2 The grekes. .At wyndous on yche syde-wise a wondur-
full nombur. c 1407 Lydg. Resort fy Sens, 5245 In karol
wise I saugh hem goon. 149s Acta Dovt. Cone. ( 1 83c) 427/2
In Indenture wise. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxv. 20
By the clifts of the earth wee may in metaphorwyse vnder-
stande^ miserable men. .broken and maymed. 1589 in bal-
lade wise [see ballad-wise s.v. Ballad sb. 6]. 1596 Edw. Ill,
v. 137 Heere twise as many pikes in quadrant wise. 1606
W. Crashaw Rem. Forgeries To Rdr. D 4 b, The reuerend
Master Iohn Ferus. .did in Sermon-wise explane the bookes
of lob vnto the Citizens. 1622 Mabbe tr.A leviatC's Guzman
cTAlf. 11. 333 The points of the Homes meeting, .in a kinde
of circle-wise. 1800 Coleridge Christabel it. 573 GeraMine,
in maiden wise, ..turned her from Sir Leoline. 1916 H.E.G.
Rote Relig. Attcilla 54 We trod the pilgrim road in pilgrim
wise.

b. without prep, (variously written).
Cf. MLG. critcetvts, Du. kniiswijs, MHG. kriuzewtse, G.

kreuzweise, pfandweise, etc.

'398 [see Crosswise i]. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 475 A
goune . . with side slevis, slrples wise. 1474 [see Cornerwise].

!
CI.53° Crt. of Love 1354 Within a temple shapen hauthorn
wise. 1530 [see Lozencewise]. 1545-1616 compass-wise
[see Compass sb. 1 D]. 1577 Googe HcrcsbacICs Husb. \. 37
To order it garden wyse, castyng it into beddes. 1591
Savile Tacitus, Hist. 1. Iv. 32 No man presumed to make
any solemne oration assembly-wise [L. in modum condom's].
1625 Antheme-wise [see Anthem sb. 4]. 1631 in Courridge
Ye Olde Strcete of Pavement (<ri89o) 177/1 Let them
tie upon a stick, posie wise, a little piece of sponge. 1657
Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 100 Then the Priest Col-
lect.wise makes a Prayer. 1677 W. Hughes Man cf Sin
in. iii. 61 Let us try once more to argue Cardinalwise. 1725
Earn. Diet. s.v. Cutting, They do at other Times cut sloap-
ing, and.Hind-foot-wise. 1743 Shenstone Let. to Graves
23 Dec, The sides [of an alcove] ornamented with sheeps-

, bones, jaws, sculls, &c. festoon-wise. 1876 [O. H. B.] White
Cross xlviii, 'Oh, only in a brotherly way.'..' Timothy or
Titus-wise, you know.'

c. with prep, and sb. in the genitive.

_
Cf. OFris. thiaveswtse like a thief, M LG. (in) dicves wise,

in pelegrimes wise, gastes wise as a guest, OHG. in cseles
wis like an ass, MHG. in kriuzes wis crosswise, ze gesellen
ivts like comrades.
c 1250 Gen.

<J-
Ex. 2961 It was on fendes wise wro}t.

a 1300 K. Horn 360 On a squieres wise. 1362 Langl. P.
PI. A. 11. 148 On Palfreis wyse. Ibid. vi. 9 In A webe-
bondes wyse I-wriben aboute [cf. quot.1393 in 3]. Ibid.vu.
53 In pilgrimes wyse. 1423 Jas. I KingisQ. cxvii, In thaire
flouris wise. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. iii. (1894) 46
On peaceable men's wise.

fd. with formations in -kin(s, manner. Obs.
c moo Vices <5- Virtues 25 On alles kennes wisen. a 1300

CursorM. 7984 On quatkin wise. Ibid. 9486 He ne mai be fre
on nakins wis [v.r. nan-kin wise], c 1350 Wilt. Palerne 4380 '

.
In nomaner wice. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix. Wertholomeus)

j

129 Onefoure-kine wise, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 91 On mani
i
maner wis. c 1520 Skelton Garl. I^aure1 647 In lykemaner

!
of wyse. 1523 Ln. Berneks Eroiss. I. ccccviii. 287 b/! In

j

some maner awyse. 1535 Goodly Primer Ps. cxix, In no
maner wyse. 1563 P. Whitehorne Onosandro Platan. 31
In no maner of wyse.

4. The synonymy of -wise and -ways in such
!

advs. as Ukeways, likewise^ noways, nowise, led to

I

their interchange and consequently the illogical

I
use of -wise for -ways : see -ways 3.

j Wise, sb.% Obs. exc. dial. Also wyse. [OE.
j

wise
; cf. ON. visir : ultimate relations doubtful.]

j

The stalk or stem of a plant ; esp. a trailing stem
j
or runner, as of the strawberry.
a 1000 Riddles Ixvi. 4 ^ghwa mec reafa<5, ..min heafod

j

scireb, bited mec on ba:r lie, briced mine wisan. c 1000 Sax.

WISE.
Leechd. II. 36 Stieawberjean wise, c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 415/34 Gesce, eall hwite wysan. c 1425 Pol. Ret. %
L. Poems (1903) 310 Tak an handful of Bugyl, an ober of
strawebery wyse. c 1440 MS. Lincoln A. i. j? If. 280
(Halliw.), Take the wyse of tormetitile, and bray it. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 531/1 Wyse, of strawbery (P. or pesyn),/>a-
gus. c 145a [see strawberry wise, Strawberry 8].

Wise (wsiz), a. (sb.--, adv.) Forms : 1-5 (6 Sc.)
w

|f > 3-5 (6 &*) 'WT'S; 4-7 "wyse, 4- wise ; also 3-5
wiis, 4 wiys, wyys, wyese, -esse, weysse, Sc.
viss, vyijs, 4-5 wijs, wyes, wiss, 4-5 (6 Si.)
wyss, wice, 4-6 Sc. vyise, 4, 7 -wiese,^ wijse,
wies, weise, wiesse, wisse, wysse, vise, vice,
viese, Sc. vyis, 5 (6 Sc.) wyis, wyce, vyse, 6 Sc.
wisz, wyise, -ice, -iss, vyiss, vyce. [OE wis
-OKris., OS., OIK;. (MLG., MIm.

:
MHG. wis,

(Du. wijs, G. wet's in phr. einen wet's macken),
ON. viss (Sw., Da. vis), Goth, wets (in com-
pounds) :— OTeut. *wisaz :— pre-Tent. *wittos, f.

Indo-Eur. wcid- (see Wit vA
. +ppl. suffix -to-.

OHG. wtsi (MHG. wise, G. weise) is from a parallel
formation with /-suffix.

The standard pronunciation with voiced s(/) is presumably
derived from the oblique cases. The normal representative
of OE. wis with (s), as in ice (OE. is), survives in some
northern dialects; the regular Sc. pronunciation is (we/s).J

1. Having or exercising sound judgement or dis-

cernment ; capable of judging truly concerning
what is right or fitting, and disposed to act accord-
ingly ; having the ability to .perceive and adopt the
best means for accomplishing an end ; character-
ized by good sen^e and prudence. Opp. to foolish.
(See also Wise max i.)

In ME. often in collocation with Ware a.

Beozvulf 1845 Mtc^enes Strang and on mode frod, wis
wordewida. <riooo Rule cfChrodegangYw, Preostassceolon
fcemunan ba;t his ne synt ..wisran honne Salomon, a nzz
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656 Theodorus, swtfie god man
& wis. CIZ05 Lay. 6303 Heo wes swine uis of wordliche dome.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 90 Salomon be wise, a 1250 Owl fy Night.
192 He is wis and war of worde. 1297 R. Gi.ovc. (Rolls)

5388 King alfred was wisost king bat longe was biuore.

2375 Barbour Bruce ix. 327 The viss king, that ves vicht
and bald, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 68 Though bat he were
worthy he was wys. Ibid. 309 A Sergeant of the Lawe war
and wys. £-1400 Destr. Troy 1463 A man witty & wise,
wight, wildisi in armes. 1434 MiSYN Mending Life iv. 113
In meet & drynke be bow scars & wisse. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 526/1 Wyce, in werkynge and ware. ., discretus,p>o-
vidus. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx'ix. 39 And quha can
reive vthir menis rowmis. . Is now ane active man and wyice.
1508 — Tua mariit wemen 294 As wis woman ay I \s rought
& not as wod fule. 1526 Pilgr. Pe>f. (W. de W. 1531) 131
We sholde also be wele ware or wyse, as is ye serpent. 1526
Tindalk Matt. xxv. 2 Fyve of them were folysshe, and fyve
were wyse. 1599 Smaks. Much Ado 11. iii. 167 Claudia. And
she is exceeding wise. Prince. In euery thing, but in louing
Benedicke. 1639 J. Taylor (Water V.)Pt. Summers Trav.
42 To tempt and draw the wisest men to folly, a 173a Gay
Fables 11. v. i That man must daily wiser grow, Whose
search is bent himself to know. 1798 Southry Well of
St. Keyne 51 She had been wiser than me, For she took a
bottle to Church. 1818 Coleridge Friend II. i. 23 The first

duty of a wise advocate is to convince his opponents, that
he understands their arguments and sympathizes with their
just feelings. 1872 Tennyson In Childr. Hosp. vi, 'If I,'

said the wise little Annie, ' was you, I should cry to the
dear Lord Jesus to help me.' 1875 Manning Mission Holy
Ghost xiv. 383 The wisest of all the sons of men before
the Incarnation of the Son of God was Solomon, king of
Israel.

{b) of God.
c 1250 Gen. .5- Ex. 260 Ihesus, god and man so wis. c 1400

tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 92 God ys wys and conynge.
1526 Tindale Jude 25 To God oure saveour, whyche only
ys wyse [i6tx to the onely wise God our Sauiour], be glory,
maiestie, dominion, and power. 1606 Shaks. Ant. A CI. 11.

i. 6 We ignorant of our selues, Begge often our owne harmes,
which the wise Powres Deny vs for our good. 1719 Watts
Ps. lxiii. (L. M.) ii, Thou Great and Good, thou Just and
Wise, Thou art my Father and my God 1

(c) of animals.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xviii. 5 Sio wilde beo, beah wis sie

[etc.]. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Prov. xxx, 24 These be foure smal
things.., yet theiare wiseandful of wisdome. 1697 Dkydkn
Virg.Georg. 1. 271 The wise Ant her wintry Store provides.
1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. ii, The wise dog took them over
the moor.
(d) of superhuman beings and personifications.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4621 Resouu Discrete and wijs and full

pleasaunt. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 367 He. .hath vpon
him still that naturall stampe : It was wise Natures end .

.

To be his euidence now. 1647 H. More Song of Soul 11.

Infin. Worlds cv, Wise preventing Destinie. 1796 H.
Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Study Nat. (1709) I. 382 Wise
Nature, in giving so much force to early habits, intended
that our happiness should depend on those who are most
concerned to promote it. 1833 Tennyson Dream Fair
Worn, xxiv, No one can be more wise than destiny.

(e) const, to (withsb. or inf.), unto. arch.

aijoo Cursor M. 8544 Was neuer nan wiser lagb to lede.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. i. 420 Hem that made hem silf

seme wijse forto condempne mennis lawe. 1526 Tindalb
Rom. xvi. 10, I wolde have you wyse vnto that which is

good. And to be innocent as concernynge evyll. — 2 'Tim.

iii. 15 Which is able to make the wyse vnto health. 1560

Bible (Genev.) Jer. iv. 22 The! are wise to do euil, but to do
wel thei haue no knowledge. 1583 Melbancke/V//7(;^/«/k5
Kivb, It makes my harte bleede to see thee so wise to

wickednes. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 193 Wise to frustrate all

our plots and wiles. 1781 Cowper Charity 87 Wise to pro-
mote whatever end he means, God opens fruitful nature's
various scenes.

(_/) in proverbs and proverbial sayings. (See also 6 c.)

1303 R. Brunne Hatttll. Synne 9884 Wyys ys bat ware

25
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ys. 1526 Tindale Luke xvi. 8 The chyldren of this worlde,
are in their kynde [161 1 generation] wyser then the chyldren
off light. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. 18 He is in vayne
wyse y* is not wyse for hym selfe. [See Prov. ix. 12.]

1562 J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 132 Who wedih ere

he be wise, shall die ere he thriue. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V.

11. ii. 83 It is a wise Father that knowes his owne childe.

1617 B. Rich Irish Hubbub 16 We were wont to say, it was
a wise childe that did know the owne Father. X717 Wodrow
Con; (1843) II. 319 The proverb of being wise behind the

time. 1745 B. Franklin Poor Richard (1890) 157 Fools
make feasts and wise men eat them. 1879 Dixon Windsor
II. xix. 204 Men who are wise are wise in time. 1881

Saintsbury Drydenx. 10 Sir Gilbert Pickering, .was wiser
in his generation.

b. Of action, speech, personal attributes, etc.

:

Proceeding from, indicating, or suggesting sound
judgement or good sense; 'becoming a wise man*

(J.); sage.
a 900 Cynewui.f Crist 922 pam be hafafi wisne ^eboht.

a 1225 Ancr. P. 198 So bet non wisure read ne mci bringen
hire ut of hire note. Ibid. 33S Of be axunge mei uallen
vuel bute 3'if be axunge beo be wisre. 1362 Langl. P. PI.

A. x. 71 Vche wi^t in bis world bat hab wys vnderstondinge.
1422 Vonge tr. Seer. Seer. 134 Anothyr yewyth a vyse con-
sail. C1480 Hf.nrvson Fables ProL 17 (Makculloch MS.),
A doctryne wiss anewch, and ful of fruyt. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, v. i. 84 It is certaine, that either wise bearing, or

ignorant Carriage is caught, as men take diseases, one of
another. 1600 — A. V. L. 11. vii. 156 Full of wise sawes,
and moderne instances. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 666 One.,
eminent In wise deport, spake much of Right and Wrong.
a 1672 Wilkins Nat. Relig. \. vi. (1675) 84 It must be a
Wise Being that is the Cause of those Wise Effects. 1753-4
Richardson Grandison II.xxiiL 166 My father also thought
fit (perhaps for wise reasons) to acquaint us, that be designed
for us but small fortunes. 1821 Scott Kenihv. xvi, Teach
your affection to see with a wiser eye. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng, vi. II. 89 By a wise dispensation of Providence.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 71 He thought it wise not to
attempt the ascent farther.

ironically. 1535 Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 28 S. Paule (by
this wyse reason) playd bo peep wythe hys pistle to the
hebrews. 1822 Shelley Scenes fr. Faust ii. 227 'Twere a
wise feat indeed to wander out Into the Brocken upon May-
day night.

t 2. Having practical understanding and ability;

skilful, clever; skilled, expert (const, of). Obs.
aqoo Cynewulf Elene 592 Wordcra?ftes wis. CX300 Ilave-

lok 282 Of alle bewes was she wis, pat gode weren. C1320
Sir Tris'.r. 1270 In warld was non so wiis Of craft bat men
knewe. la 1400 Merit Arth. 2745, I rede ;e wyrke aft yre

witte, as wyesse men of armes. C1400 Destr. Troy 1530
Wise wrightis to wale, werkys to caste. 1508 Dunbar Tuet

mariit wemen 462 }it am I wise in sic werk. (1x548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VII 32 b, He secretly sent wise espialles..

to searche & prye oute of what progeny thys. .Rycharde
was dissended.

b. spec. Skilled in magic or hidden arts. Now
only dial., as in wise wife. Wise man 3, Wise
WOMAN I.

a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1655) 383 Agnes
Samson (commonly called the wise wife of Keith) was..

a

woman not of the base and ignorant sort of Witches. 1653
H. More Antid. Ath. m. vi. § 6 (1712) 102 While be wish'd

to himself that some wise body would help him to his.,

money again there appeared unto him a Spirit.

3. Having knowledge, well-informed ; instructed,

learned {in, earlier of, upon). Obs. exc. as in b.

(See also Wise man 2 a, Wise woman i.)

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 146 Laicas laerdon, ba be wisoste

waeron, b^t nan man on bam monbe ne drenc ne drunce.

C1250 Gen. fy Ex. 331 Sone je it 5or of hauen eten,..3e

..sulen..ben so wise alle euene So So 5e wunen a-buuen
in heuone. 13.. Gaw. <$- Gr. Knt. 1605 Wys vpon wod-
craftez. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 61 In al

science at dewyce, par mycht na woman wysare be. C1400
Rule St. Benet (prose) lxiv. 42 Sho a;ht at be wise in goddis
law. 0505 (title) Here begynneth thystorye of y* .vii.

Wyse Maysters of rome. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11, iv. 18

But in these nice sharpe Quillets of the Law, Good faith I

am no wiser then a Daw. 1651 Honnv.s Leviathan 11. xxx.

179 Wiser and better learned in cases of Law, . .than them-
selves. 1742 Gray Eton 100 Where ignorance is bliss, 'Tis

folly to be wise.

b. Informed or aware ^something specified or

implied. Now only in such phrases as none the

wiser, as wise as before = knowing no more than

before (i.e., usually, nothing") about the matter.

c 1200 Ormin 2279 Forrbi wollde 3I10 ben wis off balt burrh
Godess enngell. c 1220 Bestiary 799 In water }e is wis of

heuekes come, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. {Paulus) 424 [>at

god wyss bame wald make Peteris banis qubilk war of pai,

And qubilk war paulis banis alsa. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x.

372 pis is a longe lessoun,..and litel am I be wyser. c 1470
Henry Wallace vm. 580 Thai maid him wys off all that

suttell cace. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V iv. i. 206. 1616 Withals'

Diet. 574 Obscurum per obscurius, I am as wise as I was
before. 1635 D. Dickson Hebr. viii. 8. 156 The Church was
made wyse of the imperfection of the Olde Covenant. 1712-

13 Swift Jml. to Stella 2 Mar., I went into the city to see

Pat Rolt, who lodges with a city cousin, a daughter of

cousin Cleve (you are much the wiser). 1714 — Let. to

Miss Vanomrigh 8 June, The pretender, or duke of Cam-
bridge, may both be landed, and I never the wiser. 1838
Dickens O. Twist xxxi, Messrs. Blathersand Duffcame back
again as wise as they went. 1889 Century Mag. July 343A
Not one whit the wiser of the world than when he left home.

(b) V. S. colloq. To be (or get) wise to, to be

(or become) aware of; to put (one) wise (to), to

inform one (of), enlighten one (concerning).

1901 H. M cHi?gh John Henry 69 When I hear a pool-

room comedian speaking lines about getting seasick on the

B. & O., I'm wise to the fact that he dtps in the Farmers'
Almanac for his comedy stuff. 1918 Bindloss Agatha's

Fortune xvii. 158, I suppose it was because the drummer
put you wise that you went to Miss Strange? 1923 F. H.
Kitchin Divers. Dawson 103 There would be the very devil

to pay if Crutchley. .got wise to their existence.

4. In one's right mind, sane. Now Sc. and dial.

So Du. wijs. Cf. Wisdom 4.

Cf. Beowulf'3094 wis and Kewittis (= fully conscious).
c 1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 412 Here men mi^hten iseo Hon he

plei^ez with bis }ongue brid ; be ne m'i3hte noujt wys beo.
a 1400, 1481 [implied in Unwise 3]. a 1598 D. Fergusson
Scot. Prov. (S.T.S.) 8 Anes wood, never wise. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. iv. 1. 245 Oth. Fire, and brimestone. Des. My Lord.
Oth. Are you wise 1..Des. My Lord? Oth. I am glad to

see you mad. 1881 ' Sarah Tytler ' Three Frights (1882) 9
They were each, according to a significant old Scotch phrase,
' wise (pronounced tvice, and meaning rather rational than
sagacious) and warld-like'.

o. fa. To make it wise (see Make v.1 68b):
to deliberate, hesitate. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 785 Vs thoughte it was noght worth

to make it wys And graunted hym wit outen moore auys.

b. To make wise (see Make f. 1 69) : to behave
as if one were ' wise ' about a matter ; to pretend,
* make as if. .

.' Obs. exc. dial.

1447 Shii.lingford Lett. (Camden) 14 Hengston seide but
li tell therto, but made wyse as thogh hit were yes. 1561
Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer n. (1577) M vj, The two
.. wente to bed darkelong, laughing and making wise to

beleeue that hee wente about to mocke them. 1589 Pctten-
ham Engl. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 265 He makes wise, as if

he had not bene a man learned in some of the mathe-
matickes. 1604 Hieron PreacJiers Plea Wks. 1614 I. 511
Hee.. made wise, as if he could hatie tolde great tydings.

1834 Mrs. Bray Warleighx, Whether she really felt desirous

to take this opportunity of gaining repose, or whether, to

use a Devonshire phrase, she only ' made wise ' to do so.

8. absol. or as sb. f &. sing, usually with def.

article or demonstrative : A or the wise man ; spec.

a sage. Obs.
C897 j'Ei.frfd Gregory's Past. C. xxxiii. 220 Se dyseja..

all his in^etfonc he ^eypt, ac se wisa bit ieldcaS. a 1250
Oml # Night. 176 Wei fyht bat wel flyhb, seyb be wise.

c 1374 Chaucer Troyhis 1. 79 pis forknowyng wyse. 1390
Gower Cony. I. 268 Upon the fol, upon the wise Siknesse
and hele entrecomune. 1401 26 Pol. Poems iii. 12 Do euene
lawe to fooll and wyse. £1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 484 pe
wise sayd vnto hym :

' bis way is bothe fayr & gude 1
.

b. pi. Wise men or persons : now always with

the ; f formerly also with demonstrative, pos-

sessive, etc.

exooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 25 f>u be behyddyst bas bing
fram wisun & gleawun. c 1205 Lay. 16817 He bi-heold..

wulc of wiisen serest spa^ken wolden. ^11300 Cursor M.
20794 Disput, he sais, es na mister, Bitnix te wis in swilk

a wer. 1340-70 Alex, <y Dind. 973 Dindimus be dere king,

thedocktour of wise. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 1 Som rnatiere,

Essampled of these olde wyse. Ibid. -26 The wiseste of

Caldee Ne cowthen wite what it mente. 1x400 z6 Pol.

Poems \. 167 Fie fro fooles, and folwe wise. 1535 Cover-
dale Isa. xxix. 14, I wil destroye the wisdome of their wise.

1670 Drydf.n 1st Pt. Conq. Granada n. (1672) 21 The bold

are but the Instruments o th' wise. 1784 Cowter_ Task in.

562 The learn'd and wise Sarcastic would exclaim. 1833
Tennyson Pal. A rt 105 O silent faces of the Great and Wise.

C. A word to the wise (is enough) : =» Verbuji

sap. Also t Few words to the wise suffice, etc.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xv. 24 Few wordis may serve the

wyis. 1562 Mountgomerv in Archaeologta XLVII. 241

Feawe woordes to the wise doeth suffice. 1639 J. Clarke
Parwm. 51 Few words to the wise suffice. Verbumsapieuti
sat est. A word to the wise. 1754 Richardson Grandison
I. xix. 127 Nay, if she can withstand him—But a word to

the wise, Mr. Reeves 1 Hem !

d. The comp. wiser as sb. (with pi. wisers) :

One who is wiser ; usually with possessive, (one's)

superior in wisdom. Now rare.

{Cf. Better A. 7, Elder sb.* 2, Greater C b.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 26180 Ga til a wijser to sceu \>t wond.

C1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 2634 Hypermnestra, And werke

aftyr thyn wisere euere mo. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys v.

292 And of bi wysers lern bettyr gouernaunce. c 1480

Henryson Want of Wise Men 22 For warldly wyn sik

walkis, quhen wysar wynkis. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, i.

Since it is well known these Delilahs seduce my wisers and

my betters. 1838 Hare Guesses Ser.^ 1. (1847) \bi All

writers who feel an itching.. to be carping at their wisers

and betters. 1843 Cari.yle Past % Pr. MS. xiii, If thou

really art my Senior, Seigneur, my Elder,.. if thou art in

very deed my Wiser.

7. Used as adv. = Wisely. In later use only in

comparative, rare.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvii. 52 Thou vroncht bas vis, That

thou discouerit first till me. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. iv.

58 Thou speak 'st wiser then thou art ware of. 1797 Mrs. M.
Robinson Walsingham IV. 153, I cannot act wiser than to

take the little Welsh girl off the hands of her dragon.

8. Comb. a. advb. with adj. or pple., as wise-

bold, -hardy (opp. to Foolhardy), -valiant ; wise-

framed, -judging, -refecting, -said. b. attrib. with

sb., as wisebones sb. (humorous appellation for a

wiseacre), wise-heart adj. (= wise-hearted). c.

parasynthetic, as wise-hearted, -lipped, -worded

(ME. wis iworded).
1600 Tourneur Trans/. Melam. liv, With a *wise-bold

heed. 1894 Alma-Tadema Wings of Icarus v. 26 There you
go, old "wisebones ! Here's a storm in a tea-cup ! 1642

H. More Song of Soul 111. n. xli, *Wise framed questions.

1575 Lanf.ham Let. (1871) 44 Valiant, & *wizehardy. 1587

Hoi.inshed Chron. III. 583/2 Of courage inuincible, . .wise-

hardie alwaies. 1887 Morris Odyssey vm. 327 The cunning

of *wise-heart Hephaestus' snare. 1535 Coverdale Exod.

xxxv. 26 Soch wemen as were *wyse herted. 1867 Morris

Jason 11. 86a Men there are Wise-hearted. 1644 Milton

Divorce n. xvii. (ed. 2) 66 Why men so disesteem this
*wise judging Law of God. 1821 Scott Kenilw. vii, Many
wise-judging men. 1818 Milman Sa/nor 1. 384 *Wise-lipp'd
chief. 1848 Buckley Iliad vi. no By no means could she
persuade just-minded, *wise-reflecting Bellerophon. 1597
Pilgr. Parnass. 1. 113 Youre *wise-said says Keepe mee from
devious, .wayes ! a 1586 Sidney Astr. <y Stella Ixxv, He
could young wise, *wise valliant frame His Syies revenge.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 Sum is so wel ilered, o3er se *wis
iworded [etc.].

Wise (wsiz), z\l Obs. exc. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : I wisian, 3 wisie, 4-6 (8-9 Sc. and dial.)

wyse, (5 vyse, 6 pa.pple. wizde), 7 (9 dial.)

wize, 3-7 (9 dial.) wise, 9 Sc. weise, weize.
[OE. wisian to show the way = OFris. wisa, OS.
tvhian, MLG., MDu. wtsen (Du. wijzen), OHG.
wisan (MHG. wtsen, G. weisen, now conjugated as

a str. vb.), ON. visa (Sw. visa, Da. vise), Goth.

fulla-weisjan veiSttv : f. OTeut. *wisaz Wise a.

(Cf. Wis z/.l)]

1. trans. To show the way to (a person) ; to

guide, direct ; + hence, to direct or manage the

affairs of, govern, rule (obs.) ; also in mod. dial., to

induce, entice away, from . . . ; to instruct, inform.

Beowulf 320 Strait waes stanfah, stfc wisode gumum
setgsedere. c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxxv. 5 Iacob ferde ba mid
ealre bis hiwra^dene, swa him god wisode. c 1205 Lay.
1200 Wiseuii & witere. . whuder ich m;ei U5an. aiz$oOwlfy
Night. 973 pu. .seist b 11 uisest [v.r. wisest] mankunne pat hi

biwepen hore sunne. C1250 Prayer to Our Lady 2 in

O. E. Misc. 192 pu wisie me nube for ich eom eirede. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10755 Sire steuene of segraue was imad
bo hei iustise In sire hubertes stude de boru but lond wel to

wise. 13. . Cursor M. 17931 (Gott.) Quen i be gan wis To
be 3atis of paradis. c 1320 Cast. Love 297 Wib-oute whom
he ne mai His kindom wib pees wysen. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 2988 Alexander, .trottis him to be trod-gate, as him
be torche wyssis [Dubl. vysys]. c 1400 Song Roland 303
' Now wise vs crist

!

' quod Roulond. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. ix. 122 Mahowne he wyse the on thi way. 1575
Turoerv. Faulconrie iso.Alwayes wysing and making
your hawke to leane in vpon you. 1594 Carew Tasso 11.

xli, To be wizde what cause her thither drew. 1604 H.

Broughton Advt. Corrupt. Relig. E 3 b, Tremelius might

haue wised M. Liuely. 1606 N. B[axter] Sydney's On.
rania D 2, She [sc. the Moon] wizeth Surgeons when to ope

a veine. 1610 H. Broughton Job xxxv. 11 Who doth teach

us more than the beasts of the earth : and wiseih us above

the foules of the heaven. 1657 Trapp Comm. Ezra viii. 16

Being themselves wise, and willing to wise others, a 1810

Tannahill Song, Dear Highland Laddie ii, The Laird's

wys'd awa' my braw Highland laddie, O. 1821 Galt Ann.
Parish xxxviii. 310 She.. took me by the hand, and wised

me to go back. 1825 Brockf.tt N. C. Gloss., Wise, to shew
or direct. ' Wise him in.' ' Wise him out.'

2. To direct the course or movement of ; to move
in some direction or into some position ; to convey,

conduct ; to turn (in various connexions : see

quots.) ; also fg.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21272 A. .wain men wit four quells wises.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Waee (Rolls) 13698 His bors on

hym [sc. Bokkus] bis bridel wysed. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.

it. 78 The forgh is best, ille humour out to wise. 1606

N. Baxter Sidney's Ourania C 3, Planets . . Knowne to

each Figure-flinger..That wize from thence many an vn-

couth-tale. 1816 Scott Antiq. vii, Now, weize yoursell

a wee easel-ward—a wee mair yet to that ither stane. 1825

Bhockett A^. C. Gloss, s.v., Wise off that rope there, a 1827

in Scott Jml. 2 Aug., Stuff with moss, and clog with clay,

And that will weize the water away. 1830 Galt Lawrie

T. iv. x. (1849) 179 Mr. Bell quietly wised the conversation

upon juvenile indiscretions. 1862 Smiles Engineers III.

113 Wise on the Hydrogen, Nicbol! 1862 Hislop Prov.

Scot. 58 Every miller wad weise the water to his ain mill.

1867 J. K. Hunter Retrospect Artist's Life xiv. (1912) 135

The little fish rushed to the shore before him, as he quietly

wysed them shoreward.

b. To direct, aim, 'send', shoot (a missile)

(Sc.) ; \fig. to utter.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24103 Quen i wend word to wise. 1721

Ramsay Ode to Ph— ii, Fowk wysing a Jee The Byass Bouls

on Tamson's Green. 1814 Scott Wav. Iviii, Mony o' them

wadna mind a bawbee the weising a ball through the Prince

himsell.

C. intr. for refl. To direct ones course, make

one's way, betake oneself, go.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10956 Vnto ber

contres he bad bem wyse. 1721 Ramsay Richy$ Sandy 69

But see the Sheep are wysing to the Cleugh.

3. trans. To show, point out (the way), f Also,

to cause to be seen, show, reveal (obs.).

13 . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1135 A wounde ful wydc.con
wyseAn-ende hys hert bun hyde to-rente. c 1400 Rule St.

Bcnet (verse) 138 Wysand vs be way to heucn. C1450 Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 226 The printe of a palsy wiMth the thy

way. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxiii, I'M bae somebody waiting

to weise ye the gate to the place.

Wise (waiz), v. 2 [f. Wise a. 3 b (*).] To wise up

(U. S. slang) : to 'get wise '
; to ' put wise '.

1019 J. Buchan Mr. Standfast iii. 7° You've got to wtse

up about Gresson with the whole forces of the Bntish State

arrayed crucially against you. 1922 P- G. Wouf.mousi: Girl

on Boat I. 25 You won't wise him up that I threw a spanner

into the machinery?

"Wise : see Vaisya.
1665 Sir T. Hfrcf.rt Trav. (1677) 53 The last Sector Cast

of Gentiles are the Wises.

"Wise, obs. f. Vice sbA and 2
, Vise v.

-wise : see Wise sh.i II.

Wiseacre (warz^kai)." Forms: 6-7 wise-

-aker, 7 wiseaker, wisacre, 7-S wise acre,



WISEACRED.

7— wise-acre, wiseacre, [ad. (with unexplained

assimilation to acre) MDu. wijsseggher (y/avsz&gzr)

soothsayer, app. ad. OHG. Tvi^ago, MHG. wi^age

( = OE. tvite^a Witie sb.), with assimilation to

wijs Wise a. and segghcr SaTXB.]
1. One who thinks himself, or wishes to be

thought, wise ; a pretender to wisdom ; a foolish

person with an air or affectation of wisdom.
1595 Enq. Tripe-wife (rS8i) 146 Shall he run vp and

downe the town,, .accompanied with some such wise-akers

as himselfe. 1609 Dekkkr Gulls Horn-bk. Proemium 5
Thou Lady of Clownes and Carters, Schoolemistres of
fooles and wisacres. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 47 Syrupe
of Poppy, (tliat edged Tool in the hands ofsuch Doctor Wise-
akers). 1711 Steele Sped. No. 138 p 6 This Wiseacre was
reckoned by the Parish, who did not understand him, a most
excellent Preacher. 1810 Scott Fa»i. Lett. 31 Dec. (1894)

I. vi. 202 This wise-acre thinks he should have a finger in

every man's pie. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. xiii, I have
heard politicians and coffee-house wise-acres talking over
the newspaper. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches
115 The architect, .is lectured on his own art by wiseacres,
whose whole stock of knowledge is got up from 'Parker's
Glossary '.

•fb. Used in pi. form of a single person; some-
times as a quasi-proper name. Obs.
?i6i3 J. Taylor (Water P.) Laugh $ befat Wks. (1630)

II. 71/1 A learned wiseakers. 1615 Tofte i'archis Blazon
Jealousie 24 note, Wiseakers her Husband, neuer so much
as once doubting or dreaming of any such matter. 1673
S'too him Bares 9 When he has done (like a wise-acres) lie

makes nothing of it.

*|C. With allusion to acres as =' lands'; in first

quot. app. applied to a landed estate.

1608 Yorksk. Trag. 1. iii, Is the rubbish sold, those wise-

akers your lands? (11734 North Exam. 11. v. § 128 (1740)

394 If wise by their Acres, or, in a word Wiseacres, it was
expected the Guineys should come out, for the Uses of
Mobbing.
2. A wise or learned person, a sage. (Usually

contemptuous.)
1753 in Gentl. Mag. XXIII. 417 (spuriously archaic)

Pythagoras lerned muche—becomming a myghtye wyse*
acre. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 271 The concourse of
wiseacres .. was truly astonishing. 1842 Thackeray Fits*
Boodle's Con/. Pref., It requires no great wiseacre to know
that. 1902 Sat. Rev. 29 Nov. 677/2 The stoic paradox that
the cobbler who has got wisdom is the universal wiseacre.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Wi*sea :cred(-9id) a., having
the character of a wiseacre (in quot. with allusion

to acre : cf. ic above), whence wi'seacredness
;

Wiseacredom, the realm of wiseacres, wiseacres

collectively ; Wi sea creish (-arij) a., like or

characteristic of a wiseacre (whence wiseacreish-

ness) ; Wiseaxreism (-ariz'm), Wi'seaxrery
(-&rri)j something characteristic of a wiseacre

;

pretension to or affectation of wisdom, or a remark
exhibiting this.

1603 Dkkker Wonderful Year B 3, Each *wise-acred
Landlord. 1848 Earl Northbrook in Mallet Mem. (1908)

39 The conceited phraseology and would-be *wiseacredness
of its professors. 1885 A. Douson Don Quix. in Sign of
Lyre 93 To make "Wiseacredom, both high and low, Rub
purblind eyes. 1834 J. Wilson in Btackw. Mag. XXXVI.
415 He. .then perpends, in a *wiseacreish pause, to consider
if they are all to be found. 1895 Saintsbury Corrected
Impr. ii. 12 Ex post facto *wiseacre-ishness. 1861 T. L.
Peacock Gryll Grange xxiii, Whist is more consentaneous
to modern solemnity: there is more *wiseacre-ism about it.

1917 Saintsbury Hist. Fr. Novel I. 371 Interrupting his

vizier and the other tale-tellers with *wiseacreries.

Wisedain, -doru(e, obs. fif. Wisdom.
Wi.seh.ead (waiv.hed). [f. Wise a. + Head sb.]

One who has a wise head ; always in ironical

sense, One who fancies himself wise, a wiseacre.

[1378 Poll Tax Yorks 158 in Bardsley Surnames, Johannes
Wysehede.] 1756 Monitor No. 64. II. 123 The wise-heads.

.

have been a good deal troubled to invent proper subjects for

this purpose. 1862 Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxxvi, The
wiseheadsof the servants' hall, 1875 H. James Rod. Hudson
iii. 94 There were naturally a great many wiseheads who
smifed at his precipitancy.

tWisehede. Obs. rare. In 4-5 wys-. [f.

Wise a. + -hede, -head. Cf. OFris. ivishid, Du.
wijshetd, G. weis/ieil.] Wisdom.
1340 Ayenb. 63 Zuyche uolke bet wyllep him benyme his

lhordssip and his wyshede. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxviii.

( Arb. ) 68 The ouerest wysehede.

Wise-like (w3i'z,loik. rtVa/.wai's-.werslaik), a.

(adv.) Sc. and dial. [f. Wise a. + -like 2.]

1. Reasonable, rational.

1816 Scott Old Mort, xiv, It wad hae been lang or my
Leddy Margaret . . wad hae fund out sic a wise-like doctrine
in the Bible ! 1818 Susan Fekrier. Marriage t. xii, It wad
set her better to be carrying a wise-like wean in her arms,
than trailing aboot wi' thae confoonded dougs an* paurits.

1803-4 Nortkumbld. Gloss, s. v., That's a wise-like dog o'yors.

2. Becoming, seemly, respectable, proper: esp. in

appearance.
1820 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 148 Talking.. o thrashing ripe

rigs wi' the west wind . . may look very wiselike in rhyme.
1842 J. Aitoh Dom. Econ. (1857) 123 Make it something
'wise like

1 and substantial, that it may remain as a monument
of your own liberality and good sense. 1881 Academy
15 Oct. 239/3 Jane ..wice-like rather than pretty. 1804
Blackw. Mag. June 754/1 He was considered by.. many
ladies of the parish to be a very personable man, comely..,
and altogether a wyss-like man.

B. as adv. Fittingly, becomingly, respectably.
1822 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 315 They ought to hire a chaise,

195

and gang in till Edinburgh wiselike. 1841 Eraser's Mag.
Jan. 109/2 Dinna gang ramstarn in, saying, 'Janet, here's
meal ; and Janet, here's butter ';. .slip cannily and wiselike in.

Wiseling (wsi'zlirj). Now rare. [f. Wise a.

+ -ling 1 2.] A pretender to wisdom ; a wiseacre.
1633 J. Done Hist. Scptuagint 214 These wiselings, that

shew themselues fooles in so speaking, and discoursing with-
out Discourse. 1649 J. Ellistohe tr. BehiuetCs Episl. (1886)

3 Those Luciferian wiselings that thought none could teach
them anything. 1765 Law Bellmen's Myst. Magnum xxxix.

I

222 Let Master SopMsteror Wiseling of Babel Took us right
in the Face. 1914 Nellen & Craig tr. Ozanam's Francisc.
Poets Italy v. 245 He praises the wisdom which shrinks

I from the wiselings.

Wisell, var. Wizle, stalk, etc.

+ Wisely, a. Obs. rare. Forms: 1 wislic,

3 wislich, 4 camp, wislier, 5 wysely. 6 wysley,
7 wisely. [OE. wislic: see Wise a. and -LY 1

.]

= Wise a. 1.

C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. it, xiii. (1890) 134 Me byncetS wislic,
: gif bu Keseo pa ping beteran,. . baet we bam onfon. a 1023

!

Wllfstan Horn. i. (1833) 4 Donne is eac wislic r?ed, beet
manna Rehwylc jeornlice smeage. a 1300 Cursor M. 281 16

I
Wit wislier bat i wasamang Haue i striued oft-sithes wrang.
1436 Libel Engl. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 1S3 Yf

I

men were wysely, the Frenshmen and Flemmynge Shulde
: here no state in see by werrynge. 1556 J. de Flares'
I

Aurelio <V Isab. E8, Vnto howre wysley wordes.

Wisely (wot'zli), adv. Forms : see Wise a.

and -ly -; also 5 wisily, vi-, vysilie, 5-6 wys(e)-.
wyislie, 6 wyslye, wislie. [OE. wlslice = OS.
wisltco, MLG., MDu. tvislik (Du. wijzelijk), OHG.
wislicho (MHG. wis/iche), ON. visliga (in the sense
of vissnliga certainly) : f. Wise a, + -ly 2

.] In a
wise manner.

1. With wisdom, sound judgement, or sagacity.
I Also more widely, with good sense or discretion.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xviii. § 1 Se be wile wislice & ?;corn.
lice Be fter bam hlisan spyrian. c8gj — Gregory's Past. C.
xviii. 131 Dact he meahte 6a;t folc 3y wislicor & Syraedlicor
Iseran. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 pet mon wisliche spene ba
bing be him god lene on pisse Hue to brukene. cizoo
Ormin 2109 ?ho toe wislia to fra^nenn himm whatt itt

bitacnenn mihhte. CX250 Gen. $ Ex. 1091 Loth hem war-
nede, wislike and wel, Oc he ne troweden him neuere a del.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18852 Clerli spak he bat he wald, And al

his skil wiseli he tald. £1374 Chaucer Troybus 1. 956
He hasteb wel bat wysly kan a-byde. c 1400 Lanfranc'

s

Cirurg. £0 Allepese j'ingis I haue told, bat he bat redibhem
mai be visiloker [v. r. wyslocor] in semblablecausis worchen.
a 1450 Le Morte Art/i. 1156 Thou ne woste not Ryght wise-
liche What harme hathe falle. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon xxv. 539 See that ye revenge yourself wysly. 1551
Robin-son tr. More's Utopia 1. (1895) 113 Thys I suppose is

the chiefe cause whie theyr common wealthes be wyselyere
gouerned. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. {1922) 78 Young
men, who thinke, then they speake wiseliest, when they
cannot understand themselves, 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 344
One that lou'd not wisely, but too well. 1610 — Temp. 11. i.

21 Gon. ..You haue spoken truer then you purpos'd. Seb.
You haue taken it wiselier then I meant you should. 1667
Milton/*. L. x. 1023 Doubt not but God Hath wiselier
arm*d his vengeful ire then so To be forestall'd. 1765 A.
Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 63 This method of conveying
the vegetable food from the earth to the air, and from the
air to the earth, is wisely established, for making a just
distribution of it upon all parts of the earth. 1829 Southev
Sir T. Afore I. 280 Men judge wiseliest, when they judge
most charitably. 1847 Helps Friends in C. 1. v. 85 From
a genial, wisely-developed man, good things radiate. 1925
E. Phillpotts Voice from Dark xvi. 199 He would have
done wiselier to be home before it came.

b. With an air or assumption ofwisdom ; sagely,

knowingly.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xiii. 126 b,

[I asked him . . what religion he kept, wherupon wisely he
gaue me to vnderstand that fete.]. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. n.
vii. 22 He.. looking on it, with lacke-lustre eye, Sayes, very
wisely, it is ten a clocke. 1888 'J. S. Winter' Bootle's
Childr. iv, 'Ah I but there's very few Captain Ferrers
about,

1

said Lassie wisely.

1 2. Attentively, carefully, heedfully. Obs.
nooo Inst. Polity x. in Thorpe Laws II. 318 Bebencan
heora da:da wislice & wa^rlice. a 1225 Ancr. R. 104 pe
heorte is wel iloked }if rnu5 & eien & earen wisliche bco5
ilokene. a 1225 Leg. Kath 82 Ha heold hire aldrene hird
wisliche & warliche. 1377 Langl. P. PI. 13. xm. 343,
I wayted wisloker. la 1400 Morte Arth. 1613 That they be
weisely wachede and in warde holdene. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxvi. 123 Qwhen pai ga to were, bai hafe bam ri3t

warly and wysely. c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 587, I raid on full

richt, Towatchewyselie the wayis. 1558 Warde tr. Alexis 1

Seer, in Powre the said water fynely and wisely into some
other vessel that is cleane. 1594 Plat Jewell-bio. in. 28 If
you holde the same [glass] wisely, .you shall see the wine
ascendein the forme of a clowd.

t 3. Skilfully, cleverly, ingeniously
; cunningly.

a 1000 Cxdmoris Gen. 456 05 r\at he Adam on eorSrice,
godes handsesceaft gearone funde, wislice ^eworht, & his
wif somed. a 1000 Boeth. Mctr. xx. 15 pu be unstilla ajna
fcesceafta to 3inum willan wislice astyrest. c 1250 Gen. <$•

**'• 3°3° God it ta^te al ear moysen Wislike hu it wro^t
sulde hep. 1300 Cower Conf I. 255 With his wordes slyhe
and queinte, The whiche he cowthe wysly peinte. c 1430
Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. Ixxiv. (1869) 44 Shewoldeit were so
wysliche moolded and so subtylHche that hi seemynge it

were litel. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia Eel. ii. (1922) 231 The
hives of wisely painfull Bees. 1601 Shaks. 7VW. A'. 1. v. 33
Here comes my Lady : make your excuse wisely, you were

,
best.

J
Wise man. (Formerly often as one word, or

with hyphen ; cf. the surname Wiseman?)
1. gen. A man who is wise; a man of good

WISE MAW.
judgement or discernment ; a discreet or prudent
man. (Often opposed to fool.)

Worldly iviseman- see Worldly.
c888 /Elfrkd Boeth. xl. § 3 Forfty ne scyle nan wis mon

forhi^an ne to swide ymb pact gnornian, to hwjem his wise
weoiiV. ciooo ^-Elkric Saints' Lives xiii. 116 Ne sceal se
wise mann beon but an godum weorcum. ^1225 Ancr. A". 214
Wel understond euerich wis mon ^»is. C1300 Hare/ok 180
Wis man of red, wis man of dede. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 46
It myhte make a wisman madd. C1400 A" ule St. Benf7(piose)

15 pe wyse man musters hym wid fa wordis &. welle sitande.
1481 Caxton Godfrey xxv. 57 There ben more fooles than
wysemen. ^1548 Hall Chron., Ed:<: J T 207 This manage
semed very straunge to wise men. 1549 Com/l. Scot. Prol.
16, I hope that vyise men vil reput my ignorance for anc
mortifeit prudens. a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 1. xiv. § 3.

(1622) 150 Wisemen indeed haue euer reputed them, for no
better then mad-men. 1702 II. Dodwell Apol. § 1-5 in

S. Parker Cicero's D'e Fin/bus, He took Cato ior a perfect
Stoick, and for a Wiseman, in the Sense of the I'bilosi.phers.

1770 Bridges Burlesque Transl. Homer n. 26 < Hd Xe^tor,
..Who always counted was a Wise-man. 1853 Lynch Self
Improvem. \. 2 He is a wise man who has an instructed
mind and a regulated choice. 1859 Geo. Ei.ioi Adam Bede
xix, A fool 'nil hit on't sometimes when a wise man misses.

b. Ironically applied to a fool or simpleton, as

in Ihe wise men of Gotha?n (see Gotham i).

[1471 Fasten Lett. III. 32 Vonge Wyseman othyrwy[s]e
callyd Foole.] 1526, c 1560 [see Gotham i]. 1596 Raleigh
Discov. Guiana 5 Who like Wise men in the absence of
their Captaine followed the Indians. 1711 Countrey-Mar.s
Lett, to Curate 32 It were. .too Churlish to grudge these
talkers the Character of the only Wisemen of G .

2. spec. a. A man deeply versed in some subject

of study, or in studies generally ; a learned man,
scholar, philosopher, sage. Now rare or arch.
The seven wise men — the seven sages : see Sage sb. z 1.

a 1000 CxdniotCs Exo<i. 377 Wise men wordum secga5,
bait from Noe nigocia wasre faxier Abrahames on folctale.

1338 R. ISrcnne Chron. (1S10) 114 Wis man in pe lawe.

1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. ig 1. 1. iv. If. 1 Iff h" will wysman
be in demyng of vryn. 1387 Thevisa Higden (Rolls)

III. 63 Tales Miilesus..be iirste of ):e seuene wise men.
1450-80 tr. Seer. Seer. iii. 6 His philesofris and grete wise-
men of clergie. 1588 Kyd Househ, Ihilos. Index, Thales
one of the seauen wise men of Greece. 1655 Stanley Hist.
Philos. Pref. (1687) 2 Henmppus in his Treatise of the seven
wise Men saith, they were in all seventeen, of which seven
were variously named. 1656 Blount Glos^ogr., So/on, one
of the seven wisemen of Greece. 1842 W. C. Taylor Anc
Hist. ix. § 5 (ed. 3) 240 Periander, who is sometimes ranked
among the Seven Wise Men of Greece. 1850 Ld. Kelvin
in S. P. Thompson Life (1910) I. v. 223 The steamer appeared
about 4 p.m.—contrary to the expectation of the nautical
wise men about the harbour.

b. A man who utters wise sayings or maxims
;

esp. as a title for any of the writers of the Jewish
( Wisdom Literature \
a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 }-'c wise mon [sc. Solomon] aske5 in his

boc hweoer [etc.]. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 121 And wys men
sayis he is happy, That be othir will him chasty. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (verse) 1080 ]'us be wisman sais perbi. 1542
Boorde Dyetary ix. (1870) 251 The wyse man sayth, that
surfetes do kyll many men. 1587 T. Newton Herbal for
Bible 1. 274 So doth the Wiseman [marg. Eccle. i. 24] vse it,

whereby he promiseth felicitie . , to him that-.embiaceth
Wisedom. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. P 3 There is no new
thing vnder the Sunne, saith the wiseman. 1649 Wilkins
Beauty Provid. 92 Like snow in Harvest (as the Wiseman
speaks). 1659 Gentl. Calling v. § 13 The wise-man hath
assured us this, Prov. 11. 4. Riches profit not in the day of

wrath. ^1705 Pope Jan. tf May 153 Vet you pursue sage
Solomon's advice, . .But, with the Wisemans leave, I must
protest. £"1750 AVtu WholeDuty ofAlan viii.The threatening
of the Wise-man, who. .declares, that the eye that mocketh
his father, . . the ravens of the valley shall pick it out.

f c. One of a body of men chosen for their

sagacity as advisers in matters of state ; a councillor.

Obs. as a specific sense.

By i6th-iSth century historians used in pi. to render Witan.
c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 2649 De king wi5-stod & an wisman, He

seide, 'oe child doSalshe can*. 1488 Cely Papers (Camden)
169 That eueryche of thes contreys doo send, .serten wyse-
men w' full auctorytc.for to coomen ,.w* the Gauntnen^e.
1502 Arnoi.de Chron. (181 1) p. xx, This yere wer chosen
be wise men of the cite, xxxv men. .. sworne to mayntene
the Assisis. 1591 Lambarde Archeion (1635) 256 All the
Acts are said to passe from the King, and his Wise-men
both of the Clergie and Laitie. 1648 Prynne Plea for
Lords 3 Lordes and Peeres; anciently stiled Aldermen,
Heretockes, Senators, Wisemen, . . by our Historians. 1714
Fortescue-Aland Pref Forlescue's Abs. fy Lim. A/on. 18

King Alfred.. with the Thought, i.e. Advice of Ins Wise-
men, or Parliament.

3. A rrian versed or skilled in hidden arts, as

magic, witchcraft, and the like ; a magician, wizard

;

spec, applied in biblical versions and allusions to

the threeOriental astrologers or Magi (seeMAGUS 2)

who came to worship the infant Jesus. In general

sense now dial, or vulgar (cf. Wise woman i).

1382 Wyclif Mail. ii. 1 When Jhesus was born in Eethlem

..loo! kyngis, or wijs men [1388 astronomyenes; Vulg.

Magi], camen fro the eest. 1553 Latimer Serm. Lines, v.

(1562) 100 b, Whan we be in trouble, or sicknes, or lose any
thing: we runne hither and thither to wyssardes, or sorcerers,

whome we call wyse men. 1561 S. Wvthkrs tr. Calvin's

Treat. Relics G iv b, Y« wysmen which came to worshipe

our lord Iesus after bis natiuitie. 1573 Twvne ACneid.
t Life

Virgil A 3, That he was at the first couenaunt seruant w*
a traueilinge wyseman. 1595 Pekle Old Wives T. (facs.)

Ci b, I pray you tell where the wise man the Coniurer dwells?

1613 Cotta Discov. Dang. Pract. Pkys. 1. ix. 71 A sort of
practitioners, whom our custome. .doth call wisemen and
wisewomen, reputed a kind of good .. harmles witches or
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wisards, who by good words, .promise to allay, .diuels,

practises of other witches, and the forces of many dis-

eases. 1731 Flying Post 29 Apr. 2/1 George Raunsforth,

. .a reputed Conjurer, or (as the Country People call him)
a Wise Man. 1802 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 39 The wise

man lives nit far frae this,. .He telt Nan Dobson whee she'd

wed. 1839 [see Magus 2].

"Wisen, obs. form of Wizen v.

WiseneSS (wsi'znes). rare. [f. Wise a. +
-NESS. Cf. OE. uiiwisiies."] The quality of being

wise ; wisdom ; occas. ironical.

c 1320 Cast. Love 292 To vchone sunderlyng He ;af a dole

of . . Ids wysnesse. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Loz>e n. vi. (Skeat)

I. 119 For his goodnesseand wysnesse wolt thou nat do him
worship ? 1579 E. K. Dcd. to Spenser's Slteph. Cal. § 1

His morall wisenesse. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. I. 286 Vet haue
I something in me dangerous, Which let thy wisenesse

feare. 1634 Massinger Very Woman 111. ii, Your wives

wonderful wiseness. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla yu.
viii, Which is a wiseness that does honour to her education.

1820 Coleridge in Blackw. Mag. Sept. 629 This chilly,

doubting, qualifying -wiseness. 1907 Sat. Rev. 8 June 702/2

This report.. is full of touches that illustrate his wiseness.

If Right wiseness, erron. division of rightvoiseness

,

Righteousness.
1447 Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 134 Of your grete right

wisnesse and speciall grace. 1493 Fesiivall (W. de W. 1515)

49 Come to this byleve by doynge of werkes of ryght
wysenes. 15. . New Notbroune Mayd 172 in Hazl. E. P. P.

III. 8 Byryght wysenes. \6-rfi Dial.on Laws ofEng.x. xv.

26 b, Truth in his word, & right wisenes in his deed.

Wisent (wfssent). Antiq. [a. G. wisent (OHG.
uiisunt) : see Bison.] The aurochs.
1866 J. E. Lee tr. F. Keller's Lake Dwellings 356 The

urus..as well as the bison (or wisent). .are found to have
been the most abundant animals in the forests of the stone

age. 1889 I. Taylor Orig. Aryans iii. 152. 1893 Lydekker
Morris It Hoofs 31 The true, or European, bison. .also

known as the wisent or zubr.

Wise woman. (For the general sense ' a

woman who is wise ' see Wise a. i.)

1. A woman skilled in magic or hidden arts ; a

female magician, soothsayer, etc. ; a witch, sor-

ceress ; tsp. a harmless or beneficent one, who
deals in charms against disease, misfortune, or

malignant witchcraft. Now dial, or arch.

1382 Wyclif a Sam. xiv. 2 Joab. .sente to Thekuam, and
took thensa wise womman. 1552 Huloet, Wise woman that

telleth fortune. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. IV, v. 27 Was't not
thcWise-womanofBrainford? 1601 W. Percy Cucloueanes
ff Cuckolds Erranls v. vi. (Roxb.) 74, I haue haunted a wise

woman of our Parish in Maldon, hath taught mee the spell

of euryeachof them. i6i2[see W1SEMAN3]. 1653H.M0RE
Antid. Atk. in. vii. § 8 (1712) 107 The help and skill of the

Witch or Wise-woman. 1828 Hone Table Bk.W. 777 An old

woman., who was., accounted a wise woman, and a practiser

of the 'art that none may name'. 1875 in Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Folk-lore (1883) 146, I asked him if Mrs. P
was a witch? He answered, she was a wise woman, and
only used her knowledge to stop others doing wrong. 1885

A. H.liuLLENin Diet. Nat. Biog. I. 112/2 In his extremity

he sought the assistance of a wisewoman, Alison Pearson,

who treated him sosuccessfully that he completelyrecovered.

His enemies ascribed his cure to witchcraft.

2. A midwife ( = F. sage-femme) : cf. Sage a. l b.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xxiv, O, what, you have got the

wise woman, then? ' said Varney.

Wish, (wif), sb.1 [f. Wish v., q.v. for forms.]

L An instance of wishing; a feeling in the mind

directed towards something which one believes

would give satisfaction if attained, possessed, or

realized. (With const, as in Wish v. i (b), (c), (d).)

Most commonly denoting a desire for something not

attainable by one's own effort, felt in the mind but not

impelling to action ; a passive or inactive desire.

The ordinary word for this affection of the mind ; less

emphatic than craving, longing, or yearning, but including

these as particular cases.

1390 GowerOm/C III. 254 Bot if mi wisshes myhte availe,

I wolde it were a groundles pet. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 535/1
Wusche, or wuschynge, exoptacio. c 1480 Henryson Pr-ais

ofAige 6 My wys Of al bis warld to mak me lord & kyng.

1530 Palsgr. 289^2 Wysshe desyre, souhait. 1591SHAKS.
Two Gent. 1. iii. 62 As one relying on your Lordships will,

And not depending on his friendly wish. 1597— jf Hen. IV,
IV. v. 93 Thy wish was Father (Harry) to that thought.

1600 Dekker Old Fortnnatus D 2 b, This Hat. .clapt vpon

my head, I (onely with a wish) am through the ayre, Trans-

ported in a moment oner Seas. 1648 Fanshawe // Pastor
Fido II. iv. 64 Fortune beyond my wish hath favoured me.

1694 ATTERBUnY Serm., Trov. xiv.6 (1726) I. 191 He conies

with strong Wishes that he may find it all a Mistake. 1750

Gray Elegy 74 Their sober wishes never learn'd to stray.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 178 P 12 The whole world is

put in motion by the wish for riches, and the_ dread of

poverty. 1825 Scott Betrothed v, Form but a wish for her

advantage, and it shall be fulfilled. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
LV. 1 The wish, that of the living whole No life may fail

beyond the grave. Ibid. xc. 24, I find not yet one lonely

thought That cries against my wish for thee. 1850 G. C.

Lewis Lett. (1870) 223 He.. has no wish to be a Church

dignitary. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Serin, xi. 213 The power of

prayer, .is., the power of strong wishes.

Proverbs. 1665 Wither Lords Prayer 50 If (as the Pro-

verb is) wishes were Thrushes, we might all eat Birds.

1670 Ray Prov. 157 If wishes would bide, beggers would

ride. 1721 Kklly Sc. Prov. 178 If Wishes were Horses.

Beggars would ride. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com. (1881)

89 He had a saying : Two wishes make a will.

fb. iii generalized use : Desire. Obs. rare.

£1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 62 Pride. .5,eueb but woo &
wyssche to wage, a 1716 South Serm., Matt. xxvi. 41

(1717) VI. 416 Prayer.. was never designed to supply the

room of Watchfulness, or to make Wish instead of En-
deavour,

C. In phrases with prepositions, f With or upon
one's wish or wishes, fat wish, according to one's

wish, just as one wishes ; in readiness for one as

one wishes, at one's disposal ( = at will, Will sbA
15 b, c). f At high wish, at the height of the fulfil-

ment of one's wishes. To (one's) wish (rarely

wishes'), as one wishes ; esp. to the full extent of

one's desire, as much as one wishes. (Now rare

or 06s.) To a wish (Sc), f I'll & wish, just as one
would wish, perfectly, exactly.

13. . Cursor M. 23412 All bat wit-stand.ind )>e es Thoru
sal bou thril it wit pi wiss [Colt. Thoru sal bou thril wid bi

suiftnes]. 1390 Gower Corf. I. 330, 1 have hen ofte moeved
so, That with my wisshes if I myhte, .. I hadde storven in a
day. Ibid. II. 39 He ne wol no travail take To ryde for his

ladi sake, Bot liveth al upon his wisshes. c 1450 Holland
Howlat 847 All thus thir hathillis in hall heiriy remanit,
With all welthis at wiss. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn i.v.

37 Well syttyng on horsbacke, and tyl a wysshe wel shapen
of alle membres. a 1542 Wyatt Poems, * Unstable Dream '

13 Where it was at wysshe it could not remain, a 1568
Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 40 Though a child haue all the

giftes of nature at wislie. 1586 Whitney Choice Emblems
144 [He] to bis wishe, of pilottes made his choise. 1601
Shaks. Jul. C. III. ii. 271 He comes vpon a wish. 1607

—

Timon IV. iii. 245 The one is filling still, neuer compleat

;

The other, at high wish. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 423 When
to his wish, Beyond his hope, Eve separate he spies, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. vm. § 153 Though the relief of
Banbury succeeded to wish, yet the King paid dear for it

soon after. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 56 The people,

who assisted us so opportunely, were rewarded to their

wish. 1787U. BzATTlE]Seot!Cisms 106 Every thingsucceeds
to a wish. 1823 Byron Juan xv. Ixviii, A dish Of which
perhaps the cookery rather varies, So every one may dress

it to his wish.

2. A desire expressed in words, or the expression

of such ; sometimes nearly = ' request ' : = Desire
sb. 4. (Cf. Wt

ish v. 3-5.)
1513 Douglas AZneis vm. ix. 31 The wyssis and avowis..

By women and the matronys doublit were. <*I533 Ld.
Berners Huon lxxxiv. 264 He sayd ' I wysshe them here

on this table '. He had no sooner made his wysshe but they
were set on the table. 1598 J. Melvill Autob. <y Diary
(Wodrow Soc.) 443 My opinioun and wis was, ther sould be
na generall meittings. 1714 Pope Let. to fervas 3j Aug.,

I admire your whig principles of resistance exceedingly, in

the spirit of the Barcelonians ; I join in your wish for them.

1819 Shelley Cenci 1. iii. 27 One supplication, one desire,

one hope, That he would grant a wish for his two sons.

1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert xxvi. 339 At Anthony's wish she

wore the Cuthbert diamonds.

b. spec. An expression of desire for another's

welfare : often as a farewell greeting. Usually,

now always, in //.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, I. iii. 94 Take from my mouth, the

wish of happy yeares. 1601 — All's Well 1. i. 68 Maddam
I desire your holie wishes. 1627 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Armado Ep. Ded., With my best wishes for the perpetuity

of your.. felicity. 1735 Pore Let. Sept.,Wks. 1741 II. 148

Pray tell him my best wishes for bis health and long life.

i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xxv. 177 We quitted Chamouni, bear,

ing with us the good wishes of a portion of its inhabitants.

1883 D. C. Murray Hearts v, I know nothing about it,

Tom, . .but you have my best wishes.

c. An imprecation, a malediction. Obs. or dial.

1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. in. ii. 91 Blister'd be thy tongue

For such a wish, he was not borne to shame. 1594 —
Rich. Ill, iv. L 72 This was my Wish : Be thou (quoth I)

accurst. 1820 Marmaiden of Clyde x. in Ediru Mag. VI.

423, I flang the renyie on his neck With a wiss that sould

nae been. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss, s.v., ' He
took a many wishes', was an expression used by a witness

in the Sessions Court at Northampton.

3. trans/. An object of desire; what one wishes

or wishes for : = Desire sb. 5.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10406 |'ai bat stad er in pair blis, Wit"
vten want has alle bair wis. C1400 Maundev. xvii. [xiii.]

(1910)97 pat faire lady schal jeuen him. .the first wyssche

bat he wil wyssche of erthely thinges. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. iv. ii. 93 Sil. What's your will ? Pro. That I may
compasse yours. Sit. You haue your wish.

_
1611 — Cymb.

in. v. 20 Your valiant Britaines haue their wishes in it.

1667 Milton P. L. vm. 451 Thy fit help, thy other self, Thy
wish, exactly to thy hearts desire. 1713 Addison Cato iv.

iii. 80 My joy ! my best belov'd 1 my only wish 1 [1761

Foote Lyar\. ii. (17S6) 15 Surely, the wish of every decent

woman is to be unnotie'd in public. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Ertg. v. I. 566 The wish of the government was that he

should be executed in England.]

4. Comb. : wish-bone = Merrythought (q. v.

for reason of the name) ; wish-wife [after ON.
oskmxr (see Wishmay)], a light woman.
i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), *Wish-Bone. 1884

Roe Nat. Ser. Story vi, If I bring you a canvas-back

[duck], Amy, will you put the wish-bone over the door?

1886 Corbett Fall of Asgard I. 227 Her wouldst thou

profane as though she were some "wish-wife.

Wish (wif), sb. 2 local (now Sussex). [OE. wise,

corresp. to OLG. wise (in place-names), (M)LG.
wisch(e,wisk(e, repr. OTe\xt.*wIsko-, f. wais- : zvls-,

whence OE. wds Oozk, G. wiese meadow.] A piece

ofmeadow, now of marshy meadow ; a piece of flat

ground lying in the bend of a river and thus liable

to be flooded.

898 in Birch Cart. Sax. II. 219 Concedo..terram..in loco

qui dicitur Fearnleas & an miclan wisce vi acceres made.

c 1 150 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 175 To stucan wise ait oame
mearcbeorh. 1516-17 Ledger Bi. Battle Abbey in Trans.

Philol. Soc. 1895-8542 Menewyssh. . Borderswyssh. -Hodis-

daliswyssh. a 1600 in Sussex Archxot. Collect. (1851) IV. 306

A true & certeine note how y" Drinker dooth faule to every-

mans lande or yard wishe in the parishe of Kingston, nigh

Lewis, at y* time of trading of y e wishe. 1651 Ibid. (1872)
XXIV. 282 Lands settled vpon her by the name of Marshland,
called Castle Wish als Colbrands lying within the parish of
Westham. 1696-7 Ibid. (1849) II. 121 Y» two acres croppe
in y e Northwish. 1850 Ibid. IV. 305 In both these parishes
[sc. Lewesand Southease] were particular brooks [i.(. marshes]
called Wishes, and in each also there was a small piece of
brookland called the Drinker. 1857 Ibid.'lX. 156 'The
Wish ' in East Bourn, close to the sea.

Wish, a. (dial.) : see Wisht.
Wish (wif), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. wished

(wift). Forms: a. 1 wysean, wiscan, 3-5 wusshe,
4-5 wysehe, (7 Sc.) wische, 4-6 wisshe, 5-6
wys(s)he, (3 wusse, wisse, 4 wussche,whusshe,
wiehe, wesche, wesse, 5 wusche, wiesshe,
wosshe, weesshe, 6 wys(c)h, wishe, whysshe,
wyszhe), 6- wish. 0. St. (and north.) 4-6 wisse,

wis, 4-9 wiss, 6 wys(s, whiss, 6-7 visa, 7 wosse,

9 wusa. Pa. t. 1 wyscte, wisete, 5 wyst, weste,

6 (9) wisht; 3 wissede, etc., 4-6 wisshed, 5-6

Sc. wissit, etc., 6- wished. Pa. pple. 3 iwist, 6

wysht, 6-8 wisht; 4-6 wisshed, etc., 6- wished.
[OE. wysean = OHG. wunsien (MHG., G.

wiinschen), ON. askja (MSw. yskia, Sw. bnska.

Da. bnske) :— OTeut. *wunskjan, f. *wunska-, -sio-

(represented by OE. wtise, OHG. wunsc, MHG.,
G.wunsch, ON. isk)\ cf. Skr. vaiichd :— *wanskd-

:

f. base wen- to hold dear, love, desire, whence also

Wink sbJ, Win sb. 2, Ween sb. and v., Wone.
Another form of the stem appears in (M)Du. wensch : see

Winze 2
.]

1. trans. To have or feel a wish for ; to desire.

The ordinary word for this ; now always less emphatic

than the synonyms covet, crave, long {for), yearn {for) ; in

earlier use occas. in the sense of these. Sometimes softened

by could or should (would) : cf. Can i'.' 7, Shall v. 19 c,

Willi*. 1 40 bj or strengthened before a dependent clause

{b, c) by such phrases as to God, to goodness, to heaven.

(a) with simple obj. (in OE. usually in the geni-

tive). Now dial. ; superseded in standard English

by wish/or (see 2), or colloq. in certain contexts by

want (Want v. 5).
C897 Alfred Gregorys Past. C. i. 29 Ne cuseS he 8a:t

for3y5e he a^nexum men Sees wyscte oooe wilnode. 971
Blickl.Hom. 103 [Hiejhistocymeswyscton. £ 1000 .tElfric

Horn. I. 594 Ic sceal his rode sixor swibor wiscan oonne

ondraedan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 De sune wussher)

be fader dear), ar his dai cume. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 14

Ofte haf I wayted wyschande bat wele. c 1470 Henry
Wallace ix. 1413 Sum wald haiff had Boyd at the

suerdis lenth ; Sum wyst [ed. 1570 wissit) Lundy. c 1489

Caxton Serines of Aymon xxiii. 496 Now have I that I

desired and wysshed soo longe. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart
II. 3 [He] wantis nocht in warld, that he wald wis. 1567

Gude te Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 9 Thy nychtbouris wyfe..Tbow
couet not to the, nor wis His hors, his oxe. [etc.] 1597 MoR.
ley Introd. Mus. 116 Causing you thinke the night long

and wish the daylight. 1610 Shaks. Temp. at. i. 54. 1 would

not wish Any Companion in the world but you. 1651

Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii. 159 Not as wishing liberty of

private revenges. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. lxxxiii. 305,

I charge you,, .as you wish my peace, not to say any.thing

of a letter you have from me. 1816 Scott BI. Dwarf 1,

' Wussing your health, sirs,' said the shepherd. 1819 Shel-

1 EY Cenci I. ii. 40 You know My zeal for all you wish, sweet

Beatrice. 1854 Dickens Hard T. 11. i, Would you wish a

little more hot water, ma'am ? 1901 W R. H. Trowbridge

Lett, her Mother to Eliz. xxix. 144 [The maid] flew into a

rage, and wanted to know if 1 wished a month's notice.

(b) with obj. clause with may or (formerly)

pres. subj., occas. indie. : expressing a desire that

the event may happen or that the fact may prove

to be so, and often implying some want of con-

fidence or fear of the opposite (now commonly

expressed by hope : see Hope v. 3 b). Also ex-

pressing a request (see 5).

a 1000 Deor 25 Secg monij. .wyscte geneahhe Mat baes

cynerices ofercumen waere. c loco .tElfric Gen. xvu. 18 Ic

wisce bast Ismahel lybbe aMforan '6e. a 1586 Sidney A rcadia

11. x. (1912) 208, I wish that it may not prove ominous fore-

token of misfortune. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. B. 41,

I wish all good befortune you. 1649 in Spalding Club

Misc. (1852) V. 381, I heartellie wosse that anie that lowes

religione . . keepe themselwes free of anie accessione .
.
to

swche wnhape men. 1661 P. Henry Diaries $ Lett . (1882)

86, I wish I suffer no prejudice by it. 1691 Shadwell

Sccrwrers iv, I wish the house is not robb'd. 1715 Addison

Drummer II. i, He say's he's a Conjurer, but he looks very

suspicious! I wish he ben't a Jesuit. 1756 Monitor ho. 35.

I 325 He is certainly bewitched : I wish the old hag upon

the green has done him no mischief. 1808 Jane Austen

Lett (1884) II. 6 She hears that Miss Bigg is to be married

in a fortnight. I wish it may be so. 1823 Scott Qventin D.

xxi, I wish we have not got King Stork, instead of King

Log i860 Emily Eden Semi-attached Couple xn, Mis.

Tomkinson wished to goodness there might soon be., a

little staying company ' in the house. 1872 Geo. fcLiOT in

J. W. Crossli>(t88 5 ) III. 157. 1 wish tbat you may happen

to know her.

(c) with obj. clause with past subj. (or indie,

e. g. was for were) : expressing an unrealized or

unrealizable desire (see also Will *.i 46), or in

mod. use sometimes a mild request (cf. 5).

97, Blickl. Horn. 93 Hie..wysca^ ba:t hie naefre najron

acennede from fasder ne from meder. c 1000 iELFRic Deut.

xxxii 20 Ic wisce Saet hi wiston & under?eaton .
.
nyia

ende [Vulg. utinam saperent]. 1340 Ayenb. 56 Hi wessep

bet hi hedden nykken of crane and won.be of cou. 1362

I ANr-L /' PI A. v. 92 Penne I wussche hit weore myn.

c ,38s Chaucer L. G. Iv. 755 Thisbe, Thys wall they woldyn
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threte And wysshe to god hyt were doun ybete. 1476
Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 11 Wherfore I wyst fulle hertly

dyuerse tymez bat 3e hadde ben here, a 1562 G. Cavendish
Poems (1825) II. 40 Therfor my frayltie I may both curse

and ban, Whissyng to God I had never known man. 1579
Lyly Euphues 31, I wish my wish were as effectually

ended as it is heartely looked for. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. v.

26 That which rather thou do'.st feare to doe, Then wishest

should be vndone. 1624 Ussher Lett. (1686) 115, I could

wish that Mr. Lisle would take some pains in translating

the Saxon Annals into our English Tongue. 168 r in

10th Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 133, Ihaiue gotten

a tasch upon me that I wisch from my hart it was well of

my handes to your satisfaction. 171 1 I could wish [see Can
v. x

7 J. 1817 Byron Let. to Moore 25 Mar., Heigh ho ! I wish
I was drunk—but I have nothing but this damned barley-

water before me. 1833 Tennyson May Queen, A'ezu Year's

Eve iv, I wish the snow would ruelt.. .1 long to see a flower

so. 1885 ' F. Anstey ' Tinted Venus ii. 24, ' 1 wish to heaven
I did,' cried the manager. 1890 [see Goodness 5],

(d) with inf. as obj. (usually, now always, with to).

Occas. with admixture of the idea of intention or request
for permission (cf. 5), as ' I wish to say a few words'.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1060 He wisten him bergen fro 5e dead.

1390 Gowkr Con/. I. 149 Sche wissheth forto ben unbore.
c 1450 Merlin vii. 113 So that the moste hardy of hem.,
sholde wiesshe to be at home in his owne contree. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems liii. 33, I wissitt to be The grytast erle, or

duik, in France. 1513 Douglas sEncis xii. xiv. 17 Wys
now to fle vp to the starnis on hycht. 1560 Bible (Geneva)
Jonah iv. 8 lonah fainted, and wished in his heart to dye.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 123, I neuer wish'd to see you
sorry, now I trust I shall. 1630 Milton On Shakespear 16

Kings for such a Tomb would wish to die. 1776 Trial 0/
Nundocomar 23/2 Any body that wishes to see him may.
1850 Miss Mulock Olive xxv, I wish to talk to you. 1876
Mozlev Univ. Serin, xi. 213 If men really wish to be good,
they will become good. 1893 Law Times XCV. 305/2 If

she wished to be sure of her income she should of all things
avoid dabbling in the shares of new companies.

(e) with ace. and inf., or in pass, with inf.

(usually, now always, with to).

Sometimes expressing a request : see 5 b.

1538 Starkky England 11. 1. (1878) 176 Aftur a maner..the
wych I wold wysch to be put in vse wyth vs. < 1560 A.
Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xv. 39 Away I went,. .Wissing all

luvaris leill to haif sic chance. ? 1567 [M. Parker] Whole
Psalter ex. vii, Pursued to death, and wysht to sinke.

a 1586 Sidney Astr. fy Stella x, I rather wish thee climbe
the Muses hill. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. iv.iii. 138 If you
can pace your wisdome, In that good path that I would
wish it go. 1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 406, 1 love

the Presbyterians so well as not to wish them renounce
their reason. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison I. xix. 130
[He said that] every man who saw me must wish me to
be his. 1891 Farrar Darkn. fy Dawn xv, Nero.. wished
Junia Silana and Calvia Crispinilla to be of the party.

(_/") with obj. and compl. (sb,, adj., pple., advb.
phrase) : now chiefly in imprecations or the like.

14.. How Plowman learned Paternoster 152 in Hazl.
E . P. P. I. 215 He wysshed them at the devyll therfore.

1477 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 22, I thank you hertely

bat hyt plesyd you to wyshe me with you. ^1520 Skelton
MagnyJ. 2306, I se well there is no better rede, Cut sygh,
and sorowe, and wysshe my selfe dede. 1532 Tindalb Exp.
Matt. v~vii vii. (? 1550) 88b, Who is so wel beloued..but
that ther be ynow..that woulde, for hys good, wishe him
to hel? a 1533 [see Wish sb. 1

2]. 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 70, I wyshed my selfe heere. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 1. i. 14 Wish me partaker in thy happinesse, When
thou do'st meet good hap. 1605 — Macb. v. v'ui. 49 Had
I as many Sonnes, as I haue haires, I would not wish
them to a fairer death. 1621 [see Further adv. 4 b]. 1711

Steele Sped. No. 27 p 2 We every day wish ourselves dis-

engaged from its allurements. 1724 Ramsay Vision ix,

Mailpayers wiss it to the devil. 1797 Jane Austen Sense ft

Sensib. xxxvii, We all wish her extremely happy. 1819
Crabbe T. of Hall xvii. 364 Perch that were wish'd to

salmon for her sake. 1823 Lamb Let. to Sonthey 21 Nov.,
I wished both magazine and review at the bottom of the
sea. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxii, Let us remember James
by name, and wish him happy. 190a ' Violet Jacob ! Sheep-
Stealers xi, She could only move uneasily on her seat, and
wish him miles away.

{g) after as or than : often ellipt. (so also with
rel.) for various constructions, esp. (c), (rf), {e).

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxiv. 83/1 The aduentures of
amours and of war, are more fortunate and maruelous, than
any man canne thynke or wysshe. 1530 Palsgr. 783/1,
I am as well nowe, I thanke God, as I coulde wysshe. 1560
Bible (Geneva) Ps. Ixxiii. 7 They haue more then heart can
wish. 1698 Collier Immor. Stage 227 He. .goes off as like

a Town Spark as you would wish. 1750 Gray Elegy Ep. 8

He gain'd from Heav'n ('twas all he wish'd) a friend. 1866
Geo. Eliot Felix Holt \, Nothing had come just as she had
wished. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women xiii, You
should do just what your grandfather wishes.

(h) in passive : esp. in predicative phr. to be

wished ~* desirable.

1531 Elyot Gov. 11. ix, It is to be wisshed, that they,
whiche . . haue any autoritie, maye be like to the lawes.whiche
in correctynge be ladde only by equitie. 1597 Morley
Introd. Mus. Ded., More to be wished and much more
durable. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in, i. 64 'Tis a consummation
Deuoutly to be wish'd. 1697 De Foe Ess. Projects 232
Twere to be wish'd our Gentry were so much Lovers of
Learning, that Birth might always be join'd with Capacity.

178Q Clara Reeve Exiles II. 124 At length the day so long
wished and expected came. 1876 Jrnl. Soc. Arts 2 June
708/1 The returns from the Cheltenham district were not so
complete as might be wished. 1918 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 June
8/1 The first venture.. was not, perhaps, as successful as
could have been wished.

tt>. fig. of a thing: To 'require* : = Desire z>. 3.

1600 Abbot Jonah 599, I do not find that expositors speake
so fully to the matter of this wind, as me seemeth this text

doth wish.

2. intr. To have or feel a wish ; in early use

often, to long, yearn, a. with after (obs.), for

:

« 1 (a); also indir. pass. = 1 (h).

(-1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 Men.. wisten 5erne after ure

lauerd ihesu cristes tocunie. Ibid. 135 [Hi hauest longe
iwist after strene, and god haued herd bine bede. 13..

Cursor M. 23548 (Edinb.) Ilk man sal haf tit his, AI bat he
wil eftir wis. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 107 The deth wold they
haue and weesshe after it incessantly. 1526 Tindai.e Ads
xx vii. 29 They cast iiij. ancresoutof the Sterne; and wysshed
for the daye. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 69 By so much the

more you are welcome, by how much the more you were
wished for. 1740 Richardson Pamela II. 163, I can only
wish for more worthiness. 1757 Eliz. Griffith Lett. Henry
<Y Frances (1767) I. 84, I wished for you. .in vain all night,

the life-long night. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz% Boarding-ho. ii,

Having nothing to do and nothing to wish for, she naturally

imagined she must be very ill. 1867 Spedding Publ. fy

Authors 75 Buy the volumes as they come out, if you wish
for them.

b. absol.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 50 Better to haue then
wishe. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 185 Than war I fane,

bot all in vane, To wis and will nocht be. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 228 Quha can wiss aboue
thir thrie? 1601 Shaks. All's Well I. iii. 218 If your selfe..

Did euer, in so true a flame of liking, Wish chastly, and loue

dearely. 1850 Miss Mulock Olive xxi, It had been one of

her childish superstitions always ' to wish at the new moon'.
1904 W. W. Jacobs Dialstont Lane iii, 37, ' I could see it

at any time I wished ', she said sharply. ' Well, wish now ',

entreated Mr. Tredgold.

C. trans, with cognate obj.

c 1400 [see Wish sb. 1

3). 1588 Shaks. /,. L. L. it. i. 179
Thy own wish wish I thee, in euery place. 1849 Mrs.
GASKELL Lizzie Leigh, etc. (1913) 426 Wishing allmanner
of idle wishes. 1914 ' Ian Hay' Knt. on Wheels xi, If you
wish a wish and then feel in my pocket, old lady, you may
find something.

3. trans. To express a wish for ; to say that one

wishes . . . (with various const, as in 1) ; spec, to

imprecate, invoke (an evil or curse).

c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. II. 308 Alexander 5a wiscte :
( Ea!a

%\{ 3u waere hund I

1

1476 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 149,

I wysshed to hym that he and I hadde been at Norwyche.
i$a6 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 7 Than he cryeth °u * ^nd
wyssheth that he neuer had had eyes to se. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) Job xxxL 30 Nether haue I suffred my mouth to

sinne, by wishing a cursse vnto his soule. ^ 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 218 If Heauen haue any grleuous plague
in store, Exceeding those that I can wish vpon thee. 1673
Cave Prim. Chr. in. i. 221 He was consumed by such a
disease as he had wished upon himself. 1715 Atterburv
Serm., Matt, xxvii. 25 (1734) I. 134 The profane Folly, .of

wishing that Damnation to ourselves, which we otherways
but too well deserve. 1724 Ramsay Vision xxvii, He.,
wischt I happyness micht bruke. 1781 in Jrnl. Friends
Hist. Soc. (1918) 72 She was senceable to the last.. often

wished she might be like her..D[ea]r Grandmother.

4. spec, (with to or simple object) To desire

(something, usually good) for or on behalf of a
person, etc.: esp. in formulae of greeting or ex-

pressions of goodwill; hence as in 3, to express

such a wish for, esp. as a formal greeting :

e.g. to wish (one) good morning, good-bye (= Bid v} o),

a merry Christmas, a happy Ni":o Year, many happy
returns 0/ the day (see Return sb. 2b), etc.; also intr. in

to wish (one) well (see Well adv. ad), and intr. or trans,

(usually with neg.) in to wish (one) ill (where ill may be
taken as adv. or sb.). To wish {one)joy o/: see Joy sb. 9 d.

cgoo Laws At/red Introd. xlix. §3 Da apostolas & ba
eldran broo"or haelo eow wysca?. £1374 Chaucer Troylus
11. 406, I bidde wisshe yow no more scrwe. 1393 Langl.
/*. PI. C xx. 328 per ne is syk ne sory..Pat he ne may.,
bobe wusshen and wylnen Alle manere of men mercy and
for-;euenesse. 1516 State Papers Hen. VIM, VI. 50 Not
to thintent he schulde have hys parte off thys intolerable

troble.., for I wolde not wysche itt to a dogge. 1535
Coverdale Ps. exxix. 8 We wish you good lucke in the

name of the Lorde. — Job xxxL 30, I neuer suffred my
mouth to do soch a sinne, as to wysh him euell. 155a

Huloet, Wyshe ille to any thinge, /ascino. 1579 Lyly
Euphues (Arb.) 97, I would neither wish thee a greater

plague, nor him a deadlyer poyson. a 1586 Sidney Afiot.

Poetrie (Arb.) 72, I will not wish vnto you. .to be rimed to

death. 1596 Dalrympi.e tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) 1 1.

359 To salute thame baith, wisse thame gude morne. 1610

5 iaks. Temp. v. i. 215 Let griefe and sorrow still embrace
his heart, That doth not wish you ioy. 1633 Heminge&
Condell Shahs. Whs. To Rdrs., And such Readers we wish
him. c 1720 De Foe Mem. Cavalier 1. 39 They wished
the Swedes Success. 18x6 Jane Austen Emma x, I wish

Jane Fairfax very well ; but she tires me to death. 1821

Scott Kenilw. vii, I have been prayed for, and wished well

to, in your congregations. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 345/2
[He] wished the officials good night, and left the room.

b. To desire, or express a desire for, the welfare

or misfortune of (a person) ; only in evil wished,

Ill-wish v., Well-wished.
1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron. 325 All three were so

euil wished in the Common wealth, that the least euill which
they would them, .was but death. 1604 BoDLEYin Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 48, I leave you both as well

wished, as if you were to enjoy the best wishes bestowed
this new year's day in England.

5. In expressions of desire for something to be
done by another, thus conveying a request ; hence,

to request, entreat ; formerly sometimes, to bid,

command : a. a thing or action (with various const,

as in 1) : cf. Desire v. 5.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon IxxxiiL 259 He came to Huon
6 wysshyd y« fetters fro all there fete (orig. soubhaita leurs

/ers hors de leurs iambes]. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 38 To
wishe of God to purge oure hartes from all filthines and
vngodlie dealtnge. 1596 Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

ix. (S.T.S.) II. 236, I wisse rather ..that in hope of barnes

he take Margaret rather than Magdalen for his bedt'allow.

1596 ISacon Max. Com. Law ix. (1636) 36 The Statute of
27. H. 8. of uses, that wisheth that the cestui que use shall
have the possession in quality and degree as bee bad the
use. 1671 .Milton Samson 1414 Brethren farewel, your
company along I will not wish. ^1674 Clarendon Hist.
Feb. viii. § 272 To confer with lord Di^by, who. .should find
the best way to make the earl of Antrim to communicate
the affair to him, and to wish his assistance. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes xiv, Whatever we wished done was done with
great civility and readiness. 1875 Jowltt Plato (ed. 2) I.

429, I wish that you would tell me about his death.

b. a person to do something : cf. Desike v. 6.

15^3 Stockf.r Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 55 [The] Captaine
. .wished them quietly departe, whhoutthei liktd to be saluted
w'th Cannon shotte. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. v. i. 79 Duk.
You were not bid to speake. Luc. No,. . Nor wish'd to hold
my peace. 1604 Dekker & Middlkton Honest Wh. 1.

C 2 b, Hie to the Constable, And in all calme order wish
him to attach them. 1716 Swift Poems, Phyllis 35 The
Gioom was wish'd to saddle Crop. 1854 Dickkns Hard T.

11. i, Would you wish the gentleman to be shewn in, ma'am?
1859 Ruskin Two Paths i. § 35 There is another thing

I wish you to notice specially in these statues.

fO. To invite, 'bid' (a person to a place]).

Obs. rare.

a T 533 I-°- Berners Huon Ixxxiii. 259 Hc.causyd them
to syt downe at his owne table that he had wysshyd thether

[orig. cut/ait venir],

6. To recommend (a person) to another, or to a

place, etc. Obs. or dial.

orig. prob. belonging to Wis v. 1

2, to direct.

1596 Shaks. lam. Shr. 1. i. 113 If I can by any mear.es
light on a tit man to teach her that wherein she delights,

I will wish him to her father. 1610 B. Jonson ALh. \. iii,

I was wish'd to your worship, by a gentleman,. .That say's

you know mens planets. 1633 Rowley Match at Mid-n.
iv. i, He sayes he was wisht to [a] very wealthy Widdow, but
of you he has heard much Histories, that he will marry you.
1751 Eliza Heywood Betsy Thoughtless I. xvi. 196 Now I

have been wished to several fine women, but my fancy gives

the preference to you. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxiii, She
passed that interval of time in the lodging of a woman, an
acquaintance of that person who bad wished her to that
place. 1846 Brockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 3) s. v., Can you
wish me to a customer?

7. To influence in a magical or occult way by
wishing; to bewitch byadesire or imprecation, dial.

i8d8 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton vii, We mun get him
away from his mother. He cannot die while she's wi>hmg
him. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. vi. 134 When he hears

that he has been * wished,' he. .takes to his bed at once.

IT / wish, corrupt form of iwis : see Wis v.z

"Wish, var. Wis v. 1 Obs.

Wishable (wi-Jab'l), a. rare. [f. Wish v. +
-able.] That may be wished for ; desirable.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 20-24 The glad &
wishable tidynges of saluacion. 161 1 Cotgk., Souhaitable,
..wishable, desirable. 1905 W. A. Ellis A'. Wagner to

M. Wcsendonck 165 Wisdom is so excellent and wishable.

"Wishe, obs. pa. t. of Wash v. ; obs. f. Wish.

Wished (wift, poet, also wi'jed), ppl.a. [f.

Wish v. +-ED 1
.]

1. That is the object of a wish ; desired, longed-

for. Now rare exc. as in b.

13.. Fickle Estate 0/ Our Vncertayn Lyfe (MS. Rawl.
poet. 112, If. 10b), What if a day or A moneth or a yeare

Crowne thy delightes with a thowsand wisht contentinges?

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. etc. P iv b, So friendly Venus
is, so friendly Cupid wa>, That fancie brought hir soone,

vnto my wisshed passe. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus Cc iij,

My wished frend, and welcomde guest. 1602 Marston
Antonio's Rev. ill, ii, We touch the shore Of wisht revenge.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 208 While Night Invests the Sea,

and wished Morn delayes. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VII.

lxii. 221 At length., every thing is in the wished train. 181

1

W. R. Spencer Poems 17 Oh ! why so late thy wish'd re-

turn ? iSizCaky Dante, Par.xxm. 4 The bird. .With her

sweet brood ; impatient to descry Their wished looks. 1006

Charl. Mansfield <»'/>/£ C7..V& xxvii. Psyche, .held out her

hand in token of a wished farewell.

b. with for: cf. Wish v. 2 a.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 1 The wished-for

newes of peace. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Shefih. in. iv, When
wished-for pleasures rise tike morning light. 1812 Byron
Ch. Har. 1. xiv, Yet is she free— the spoiler's wish'd-for

prey ! 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. i. 32 [They]

declared their inability to render America the wished for

assistance.

2. Entertained as a wish : cf. Wish v. 1 c. rare.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 467 Hauing thus made ech other

prime to our wished desires.

Wishedly (wijedli), adv. Now rare or Obs.

[f. Wished ppl. a. + -ly '*.] As is or was wished

;

according to desire.

1573 Twyne Mneid. x. Ee3, Like as wisshedly when

winds in sommer season blowe. 1603 Ksoli.f.s ///>'. Turks

(1621) 620 What could have happened unto him more

wishedly? 1624 Capt. J. Smith J itginia v. 174 Sir George

Somers..most wishedly and happily descried land. 1633

Heywood Eng. Trav. iv. G 4 *>, Of all my friends to me
Most wishedly, you are welcome.

Wisher (wi-JVi). Now rare. [f. Wish v. +

-eb 1
.] One who wishes.

+ Wishers and woulders \ see Woixder.

15 Pari. Byrdes 91 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 171 ^ysshers

want wyll. <x 1586 Sidney Arcouiia in. (1922) 15 Many
times he wished himself the back of an A-se, . .(an unfortunate

wisher for if he had as well wished the head, it had bene

graunted him>. 1606 Shaks. Ant. «y CI. iv. xv. 37 Wishers

were euer Fooles. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 1 o Rdr.,

I am., only an honest and hearty wisher, that the best

of our clergy might forever continue as they are. 1760

Sternb Tr. Sluindy III. i, The safest way. .to take off the
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force of the wish, is.. to.. wish the wisher something in
'

return. 1846 Denham Prov. (Percy Soc.) 31 A March wisher

is never a good fisher. 1905 Flor. Mavbrick My Fifteen

Lost Yrs. 133 If a prisoner has any complaint to make or

wishes to seek advice, she asks to have her name put down
,

to see the governor. She is then termed a 'wisher' and
is 'seen' by him in his office in the presence of the chief

matron.

b. qualified by evil, ill, well (see Ill-wisher,
|

Well-wisher).
1656 Earl Mon.m. tr. Boccalints Advts.fi: Pamass. n.

lxxxviii. (1674) 241 To take an evii wishers life away. 1746

H. Walpoi-e Let. to Mann 1 Aug., When the Peers were

going to vote Lord Foley withdrew as too well a wisher.

Wishful (wi-Jful), a. [f. Wish s&A + -ful.]

+ 1. Such as is, or is to be, wished; desirable;

desired, longed-for. (Cf. Desirous 5.) Obs.

1523 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1002) I. 31 This

so glorious, so profyttable and so wysshefull an enterpryse.

1565 Stapletos tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. no We haue

receiued your excellencies wiihefull letters. 1596 Spenser

F. Q. vi. xi. 50 The ioyous light, Whereofshe long had lackt

the wishful! sight, c 1616 Chapman Homer's Hymn Hermes
185 Many a field Pleasant and wishful. C1645 Howell
Lett. I. vi. 4 Having so wishful an Opportunity.. I could

not but send you this Friendly Salute.

2. a. Of the eye or look, tone, feeling, etc. :

Full of desire ; longing, yearning, wistful. (Cf.
I

3^)esirous 2.) Obs. or dial.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI
t
in. i. 14 To greet mineowne Land

with my wishful, sight. 1711 Spectator No. 250 f S You
can't behold a covetous Spirit walk by a Goldsmith's Shop
without casting a wishful Eye at the Heaps upon the

Counter. 1739 C. Wesley Hymn, Hail the Day that sees

Him rise, Ravish 'd from our wishful Eyes. i8to E. D.
;

Clarke Trmo. Russia (1839) 5/1 It has probably happened
to others, as to myself, to cast an eye of wishful curiosity

towards the eastern boundaries of Europe. 1827 C. Bridges I

Exp. Ps. cxix. verse 67. 173 The forlorn wandering child
;

casting a wishful, penitent look towards his Father's house.

h. Of a person : Possessed by a wish for some-
1

thing specified or implied ; wishing, desirous. Now
rare in literary prose.

1733 Whitehead St. Dunces Poems (1777^18 Lo ! o'er
j

yon flood H—e casts his low'ring eyes, And wishful sees the

rev'rend turrets rise. 1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. hi.

ii. 236 Wishful to see how he worked, I allowed him to take

possession. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xiii, I was wishful to

say a word to you, sir. 1867 Morris Jason 1. 314, I am but

Jason, whodwell here alone. .Wishful for happy days. 1873

Browsing Aristoph. A$ol. 1703 Wishful from my soul That
truth should triumph. 1888 V>\k\qk Amer. Corntnw. I. 165

A second chamber well qualified for the duty of revision,

and wishful to discharge it.

Wishfully (vvi-ffuli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

I. In a wishful manner; with desire; longingly.

Most commonly qualifying lock or equivalent ; sometimes

app. associated with wistfully.

1598 Chapman Iliad iv. [vm.] 497 All did wishfullie expect

the siluer-throned morne. 1722 Da Foe Col. Jack u, Well,

young gentleman, ..you look wishfully. 1773 Boswell. Tour
Hear. {1785) 98, I was weary of this day, and began to think

wishfully of being again in motion. 1791 Burns Bonis
Wee Thing 5 Wishfully I look and languish In that bonie

face o' thine. 1831 Southot in Corr, iv. C. Bowles (1881)

272, I am looking daily and wishfully for your little book.

1878 Mrs. Stqwe Poganuc P. i, Dolly still hung about wish-

fully.

f 2. According to wish or desire. Obs.

X602 Middleton, etc. Phcenix in. i. G 2 b, I doubt now
We shall not gaine accesse vnto your loue or she to vs. Fid.

Most wishfully here she comes.

So Wi'slifulness.
1801 Southey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) ** 37 1

*

I expect with some wishfulness your remarks on the second
volume. 1863 Trollope Rachel Ray I. 170 The longing

loving wishfulness which used to make so many of her ques-

tions sweet to her mother's ears. 1892 Sat. Rev. 8 Oct. 422/1
A sweet wishfulness to please.

Wish-hounds,^.//. Also whished, whisht,
wished. [Wisht a. 2.] Local name for a ghostly

pack of hounds popularly believed to hunt over

Dartmoor (Devon) by night. So Wi'sh-hunt,
Wi'sh-hunter.
1847 Athenaeum 27 Mar. 334/2 The Abbot's Way . . is the

especial haunt of the Wish, or Wisked [j/c] Hounds. 1865 R.
Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 1. Introd. p. xix, Wistman's
Wood, .is the very home of the Wish hounds, which hunt

so fiercely over the Moor. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 202

On Dartmoor, .the [Wild Huntsman's] chase continues: it

is called the Wisht hunt. 1865 — Were-zuolves viii, On
Heathfield, near Tavistock, the wild huntsman rides by; full

moon with his * wush hounds '. 1897 — Guavas xiv, Tis no
Wish Hunter's gold.

Wishill, obs. form of Wtssel.

Wishing (wi-Jig), vbl. sb. [f. Wish v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the verb Wish ; desire ; sometimes

spec. + {a) evil desire, concupiscence ; (b) impre-

cation.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 Ne wrec bu be mid wussinge

ne mid warienge. c 1220 Bestiary 334 Golsipe and ?iscing,

giuernesse and wissing. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 319 He set

the herte in jeupartie With wihssinge and with fantasie.

c 1500 Melusine 177 Our desyre and wysshyng is brought to

effect. 1525 Ld. Bersers Froiss. II. lxxviii. [Ixxiv.l oob/i

Theyr horses serued them at theyr wysshyng. 1590 Stock-

wood Rules Constr. 3 Some aduerhe of wishing, as viinam.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 329, I cannot be a man with

wishing, therfore I will die a woman with grieuing.
_
174"

Young Nt. Th. iv. 71 Wishing, of all employments, is the

worst. 1842 Newman Par. Serm. VI. xii. 154 Wishing will

not serve instead of coming. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey

II. 264 The power of obtaining anything by wishing.

198

b. An instance of this, a wish ; formerly some- I

times passing into the sense ' a request, petition '
:

cf. Wish sb. 1 2, v. 5.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 90 In wedes and in wisshynges

and with ydel thou^tes. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 6231

My desyr & my wysshynges Resten fully in thys thynges.

1548 Udall Erasin. Par. Pref. to Edw. VI, aij, Our daily

wysshingesand praiers. zs6irloRYtr.Castiglione'sCourtycr

I, (1577) Fvb, A wishing for that hee thought he had not.

X648 Fanshawe // Pastor Fido n. iv. 64 They . . Who not

with wishings onely seek her favour. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I.

(Glohe) roi'Such were these earnest Wishings.
_ 1877 Mere-

dith Gen. Ople viii, Our young barbarians ..interest us in

their wishings, their weepings, and. .their kissings.

f O. Wishingf and woulding(s : see Woulding.
d. attrib. and Comb, in many designations of

objects supposed to be capable of magically con-

ferring the fulfilment of one's wishes, as wishing-

bone (= wish-bone, Wish sb. 1 4), -cap, -gate, -hat,

-purse, -rod, -stone, -tree, -well.

i860 Barti.ett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), »Wishing-Bone. 1600

Dekker Old Fortunalus E 4 b, Hauing this mint [sc. the

purse] about me, I shall want no "wishing Cap. a 1674

Traherne Chr. Ethies (1675) 436 The fools wishing cap and
the philosophers stone are but trifles. 1825 Scott Jrnl.

27 Dec, I have worn a wishing-cap, the power of which has

been to divert present griefs. 1828 Wordsw. Wishing-gatc

18 The rustic *Wishing-gate. 1600 Dekker Old Forlunatus
H 1, He steale his "wishing Hat. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep.

VI. i. III. 396 The *wishing purse in his hand. 1850 Lett-

som Fall Nibelungers mclx. 197 The *wishing-rod of gold.

1908 Daily Chrou. 20 Oct. 1/3 A *wishing-stone. 111586

Sidney Arcadia III. (1922) 22 That she might have the first

possession of the "wishing tree. 179a J. Moore Monast.

Fein. 2 The "wishing wells still remain. 1891 Atkinson
Moorland Par. 235 One of these now unsuspected., wishing-

wells or halikelds.

Wrshing, ppl. a. [f. Wish v. + -ing 2.] That

wishes, longing, desirous; expressing a wish.

t Wishing and woulding (quot. 1620) : cf. prec. c.

1530 Palsgr. 329/2 Wysshynge, oplatif. 1579-80 North
Plutarch, Solon fy Puilicola (1595) 121 In wishing manner,

he would his end should be lamented to his praise. 1620

J. King Serm. 24 Mar. 3 It is not a wishing and woulding

mercy, but a preuailing, speeding, releeuing mercy. 1662

Howell New Engl. Gram. 62 The Optatif or wishing

Mood. 1703 Rowk Ulysses I. i, The wishing Warmth of

Youth. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. III. iv, Return 'd to

cheer his wishing tenant's sight, 1819 Shelley Peter Bell

3rd v. vi, Now Peter.. Would.. balk Some wishing guest

of knife or fork.

Hence Wi'shingly adv., desirously, longingly ;

in quot. 1571, optatively.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxxii. 2. 269 b, Some reade it

wishingly; Othersome reteine the future tence, so as it

should bee a prophesie. 1731 Bailey (ed. 5), Desirously,

wishingly.

Wishless (wrfles), a. rare. [f. Wish sb. 1 +
-less.] Having no wishes; void of or free from

desire.

1820 Coleridge in Blackw. Mag. VII. 629 What a heart-

less, hopeless, almost wishless barrenness of spirit ! a 1893

CliR. G. Rossetti New Jerus. Poet. Wks. (1904) 208/1

Where we shall be.. Wishless in the sanctuary of Christ s

embrace.

tWi-shly.ff. Obs. rare. [?f. next.] ? Steadfast.

1578 T. Procter Corg. Gallery Invent. H ij, Vlisses wife

shall mate the sore, whose wishly troth doth shine.

Wishly (wi'jli), adv. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6

wysh(e)-, wishe-, 7 wishtly. [? Alteration of

WlSTLT adv. influenced by misi.] Steadfastly,

fixedly, intently; occas. longingly. (Almost always

qualifying look or some equivalent : cf. wistfully.)

1530 Palsgr. fol. 183, I cast my syght vpon a thyng to

beholde it wyshely. Ibid., And sodaynly he caste his syght

wyshely vpon me. 1533 More Answ. Poysoned Bk. v. 11.

Wks. 1134/2 Causing hym to putte on his spectacles, and

pore better and more wishely with his oldeeyen vpon saynt

Iohns ghospell. c 1611 Chapman Iliadxi. 522 ^Eacides, that

wishly did intend.. how deepe the skirmish drew Amongst

the Greeks. 1622 J. Abernethy Chr. Treat. Physick Soule

v. 73 Thou must bee wishly exstimulate in thy conscience.

1647 Tkafp Comm. Matt. vi. 4. 186 He looketh wishtly,

fixedly, steddily. 1660 S. Ford Loyal Subj. Exult. 21

Those thousands of loyall Subjects, who. .had looked wishtly

towards the royall Palace. 1680 R. L'Estrange Erasm.

Colloq. xiii. 186 Looking wishly up into the Air [ong. intenlis

in caelum oculis]. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastic! App. 27 Woman,
said he, tell me why dost thee so wishly behold me ? a 1825

I'orby Voc. E. Anglia, Wishly, earnestly; wishfully; with

longing... 'The children eyed the plum.puddrng wishly.'

1901 Longman's Mag. Nov. 40, I seed him yesterday a-

cranen' over th' wall and eyen' on her wishly.

Wishmay (wi-Jm«i). [transl. ON. 6skmxr, f.

Ssk wish (see Wish v.) + mser maiden, May .rf.
1
]

A Valkyrie.
18S3 W. K. Kelly Curios. Indo-Eurof. Tradit. 216 The

Wishmays or Valkyries. 1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Ryd-

berg's Teut. Mythol. 156 A giantess who had been adopted

in Asgard as Odin's ' wish-may '.

Wish.t(wijt),a. Chiefly s.w.dial. Also whisht,

whished, w(h)ish, whist, wist, weist, weest.

[Of obscure origin.]

1. Dreary, dismal ; melancholy, wretched.

1829 T. Moore Hist. Devon I. 510 Wish, inapt, bad, unfit,

as ' wish weather '. 1849 Kemble Saxons in Eng. I. 346 In

Devonshire, .a bad or unfortunate day is a wisht day. 1893
* Q ' Delect. Duchy 306 Ah, the poor body ! his was a wisht

case.

2. Uncanny, eerie, weird. (Cf. Wish-hounds.)

C1800 [implied in Wishtness]. 1872 Mrs. Lynn Linton

•Joshua Davidson iii. 33 A wild whisht country that does not

WISKAJON.
invite much night walking. 1891 Atkinson Last ofGiant,
killers 165 Their steps and hushed voices sounding very
hollow and wisht all the time.

3. Sickly, wan.
1868 ' Holme Lee ' B. Godfrey lxvii, She is very whist and

white. 1884 Fenn Sweet Mace III. xiii. 217 ' I don't quite

like the old woman to be burnt. How wist she looks 1

'

Hence Wishtness, melancholy ; something un-

canny or supernatural.

c 1800 Poi.whele Wislifnl Swain of Devon in R. Hunt
Pop. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 1. (1865) 150 He sought the dark,
green lane, ..Sighing. .'Wishness ! oh, wishness, walketh
here*. 1839 Mrs. Palmer's Devon. Dial. Gloss., Wishness,
melancholy. 1849 Kemble Saxons in Eng. I. 346 In Devon-
shire to this day all magical or supernatural dealings go
under the common name of Wishtness.

Wishtly, obs. form of Wishly adv.

Wishtonwish. (wrjtanwif). Also wiston-.

[Imitative, from the cry of the animal.] Native

name for the Prairie-dog of N. America.
Used by Fenimore Cooper for whip-poor-will.

^

1806 Pike Sources Mississ. (1811)207 Some prairie squirrels,

or wish-ton-wishes. 1826 J. F. Coofer Last ofMohicans
xxii, ' 'Tis a pleasing bird, . . and has a soft and melancholy

note.'. .' He speaks of the wish- ton-wish '.said the scout. 1829

J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amer. 1. 154 The Wistonwish.

Wish-wash (wi-J,wgJ), sb. [Reduplicated

formation from Wash sb. (cf. sense 1 1 s.v.).]

1. A contemptuous name for weak, insipid, or

unsubstantial drink (or liquid food). Also attrib.

or adj. = Wishy-washy i.

1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. II. 36 The
fish was ill-dressed, the soup mere wishwash. 1803 Mary
Charlton Wife ft Mistress IV. 50, I an't been used to her

wish-washes, and her Cocoa. 18. . in Smyth Sailor's Word,
bk. (1867) 736 His drink a wish-wash of six-water grog.

1896 Baring-Gould Broom-Squire xvi. 120 He must have

ale, not wish-wash tea.

2. fig. Wishy-washy talk or writing.

1842 Howitt Rur. <V Doiu. Life Germany 479 You also

find the trashiest wish-wash of Lady Blessington ..just as

much in vogue. 188s Stopf. Brooke in Jacks Life (1917)

II. 378, I talked sense, and was grimly resolved to give the

exact opposite of 's wish-wash.

t Wish-washy, a. Obs. [f. Wish-wash sb.

+ .yi.] = Wishy-washy a.

a 1814 Sixteen Sr Sixty 1. ii. in New Brit. Theatre II. 3S5

First he tuold I that losing a leg or awing Were considered

but wish-washy matters. 181S Scott Let. in Lockhart

(1837) IV. i. 27 There are two tales, .the first is wish-washy

enough. 1821 Black-.v. Mag. IX. 60 None ever throve on

the wish-washy draughts of the Muses.

Wishy-washy (wi-Ji|Wg:Jl), a. (int.,sb.) [Re-

duplicated formation on Washy a. (sense 2) ; cf.

the earlier Swish-swash (wishy-washy drink).]

1. Of drink (or liquid food) : Weak and insipid

;

sloppy. Also dial, as sb. (see quot. 1824).

1791 Massachusetts Spy^12 May 2/1 He. .looked at the broth

_and <j d it for wishy washy stuff. 1824 Mactaggart

Gallovid. Encycl. 481 Wishie-washie, (mall drink 1 ale with,

out foam; whisky without bells. 1854 R. S. Slrtees

Handley Cr. xxvii, None of your flagon-ofale and round-

of-beef breakfasts nowadays—slip-slop, wishy-washy, milk-

and-water, effeminate stuff. 1898 A. Balfour To Arms vii,

Their wishy-washy, watery wine.

2. fig. a. Feeble or poor in constitution, con-

dition, or aspect ; weakly, sickly, ' washed-out '.

Now rare or Obs.

1703 Steele Tender Hush. 1. (1705) 12 Pray, Brother,

observe his Make, none of your Lath-back'd wishy washy

Breed. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxiv, A good seaman

he is . ; none of your guinea pigs,—nor your fresh-water,

wishy-washy, fair-weather fowls. 1838 Lady Granville

Lett. (1894) II. 261, 1 am quite well now, only rather wishy-

washy. 1856 Hawthorne EngL Note-bks. (1870) II. 163 A
wishy-washy woman's face.

b. Feeble or poor in quality or character; trifling,

unsubstantial, trashy, ' milk-and-watery '. f Also

rarely as int. = pish ! tush !

a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais Hi. xxxvi. 298 Pan. \\ ishy,

washy; Trolly, trolly [orig. Tarabin, tarabas I\ 1797 G.

Colman Heir at Law 11. ii, A lord without money be but

a foolish, wishy washy kind of a thing a ter all. 1801

T Dibdin // Bondocani 111. ii, None of your wishy washy

sparks that mince their steps. 1867 Trollope Chron.Barset

I vii 55 A weak, wishy-washy man. who had hardly any

mind of his own to speak of. 1865 M'ss Braddon Doctors

Wife iii, Isabel painted wishy-washy looking flowers on

Bristol-board from Nature. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 9 Feb.

106/3 A silly, wishy-washy, inconclusive.. style of writing.

Hence Wishy-wa:shiness.
1891 Lounsburv Studies Chaucer III. vn. 193 He had.

every.. personal inducement to go on diluting his original

to the utmost limit of wishi-washiness.

Wisie, obs. form of Vizy v. Sc.

t Wisify (wai'zifai), v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. VN ISE

a. + -(i)fy.] trans. To make wise.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. Author's Prol. A 3 b, The World

therefore, wisifying it self [orig. en sagissanl], shall no longer

dread the Blossoms of Beans every coming bpnng.

Wisigoth, -lo, var. Visigoth, -ic.

1006 W. H. Hutton Ch. * Barbarians vi. 73 The Wisi-

goths identified their heresy with their nationality. Ibid.

75 The Wisigothic possessions.

Wisioun, Wisit, obs. ff. Vision, Visit.

Wisk, obs. form of Whisk.
Wiskajon, var. Whisky john.

1012 E. T. Seton Arctic Prairies 301 Each morning.,

gray Wiskajon and his mate . . came wailing through the

woods.
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Wisker, obs. form of Whisker.

Wisket, whisket (wi-sket, hw-). dial. Also

6 wysket(e, -cet, wiskyt, wiscat, f~8 wiskett,

9 w(h)iskit, whiskett. [orig. and mainly north.

dial. ; ? derived (with -et) from the stem repre-

sented by the Scand. forms quoted s.v. "Whisk sbX\

Local name for a basket, of various kinds and uses.

1542 in Lane. Wills (Chetham S001S57) 81, iiij stone and
a half in ij grete wyscettis of wole; in another wisket xxx
pond. .; in another wisket xx1 ' pound. 1570 Levins Manip.
87/23 A Wysket, sportnla. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 53
A Whisket, a Basket, a skuttle, or shallow Ped. 1688 Holme
Armoury n. 173/2 A Wisket, or Straw-basket, in which
Provender is given Cows or Oxen. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Diet. E 2, Poor people . . that go daily to the Mines, carry

a small Wiskett and a Hammer along with them. 1828

Craven Gloss. , Whisket, a small clothes basket. 1838 R.
Owen in Life (1894) I. iv. 139 A wisket of lovely grapes.

1897 ' O. Rhoscomyl' White Rose Arnoii,^ They'll tumble
up from below like whelps from a wisket.

Comb, 1621 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 248 To
the wiskett maker, . .lij".

Wisling, -yng : see Wissel v.

tWi'Sly, #• Obs. Forms: 1 wislic, 3 (Orm.)
wisslik. [OE. wislic^ f. wis{s adj. (see Wis sb.) +
•lie, -ly 1

.] Certain.
Phr. wt'sslikess pingess (gen. sing.), of a certainty, certainly.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) lxxii[ij. 3 [4] Ne heora wites bi3

wislic trymnes [orig. nee estJirmatuentitiu in plaga eorum\.
e 1200 Ormin 3186 Wisslikess bingess Godess hannd was
wibb batt child.

tWi'Sly, a*lv. Obs. Forms: 1 wis(s)lice,

2-4 wisliche, 4-5 wisly, wissely, (3 wysslych,
Orm. wissliij, -like, 4 wislike, -lich, -li, wissly,

wysly, 5 wisselich, wysslie, wischli). [OK.
wislice, f. wis's adj. (see Wis sb.) + -lice, -ly '^.]

Certainly, surely ; assuredly; verily.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) K-iii[i]. 13 Hi wisslice witon.

Ibid. xcix. 2 [c. 3I Witao wislice, bset [etc.]. £1175 Lamb.
Horn. 63 pe luste nulled besne red, wisliche he seal wur-
Sen ded. t 1200 Trim, Coll. Horn. 189 pe holi man.. on
ofter stede wisluker berof spec5. e 1200 Ormin 928 He
fallebb wisslij forr batt gillt i Godess wrabbe & wraeche.

1340-70 Alex. <$• Dtnd. 844 Many wondurful wonus wisli

we known, c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's P. 74 Men wenden
wisly that he sholde dye. — Frankl. T. 61 She to hym ful

wisly gan to swere That neuere sholde ther be defaute in

here. ^1400 Destr. Troy 3567 Vnto bat worthy he went
wisly anon.

b. esp. with as {alse, also) or so in asseverations.

c 1200 J'rin. Coll. Horn. 167 Vre lafdi Seinte Marie, alse

wisliche alse hie bis dai was houen in to heuene, bere ure
arende to ure louerd ihesu crist. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 9673 As wysly as he become a chylde. la 13,66

Chaucer Rom. Rose 632 Now also wisly god me blesse.

14.. Pol. Rel. <V L. Poems (1903) 79/104 For as wischli as

euer y cum too blisse, My will is goode. c 1470 Henry
Wallace iv. 63 Als wisly God me sawe.

"Wisment,Sc. var.ViSEMENT Obs., consideration.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. v. 988 He askyt thre dayis to

wismen t.

t Wi'Smuth. Obs. Also [6 wisemute], 7 wis-

mut, wismodt. = Bismuth.
[1587 Harrison England in. xi. 238/2 in Holinsked, A

meitall..the verie same which Encelius calleth Plumbum
cinereum, the Germans wisemute, mithan, & counterfeie.]

1650 J. F[rench] Chym. Diet-, Wismodt is [printed in]

Tin that is foule and immalleable, and cannot be wrought
upon. 1651 French Distill, v. 168 Common copper makes
a sea-green ; Wismut common blew. 1783 Phil. Trans.
LXX 1 1 1. 83 Wismuth forms a slight precipitate in the nitrous

solution of arsenic.

Wisnand, -nyt : see Wizened.
Wisome. dial. Also 8 wissum, 9 wysan. [f.

Wise sb. 2 , after Risom.] = Wt

izle.

1688 [see Wizi.e]. C1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888)

136 The greenes they [sc. the country people] Call WUsurns
and on these wissums the Deer Brouse in y e winter. 1888

H. Wedgwood in N.fy Q. 7th Ser. VI. 314 In North Stafford-

shire . . the labouring man would speak of cranberry-wysans,
bilberry-wysans. The runners of strawberries would be
strawberry-wysans, and potato-halms were potato-wysans.

Wisp (wisp), sb}- Forms : 4-5, 8-9 dial, wips,
weps (5 wyps), 8-9 dial, whips; 4-5 (6, 8 Sc.)

wysp, 4-6 wyspe, 4-7 wispe, (6 wysppe), 5-6
Sc. wosp, wasp, 6-9 whisp, 4- wisp. [Of un-

certain origin
;

perh. an unrecorded OE. *wips t

*wisp :— *wi/>isa-, f. base wip~ in the sense ' wind
or bind round ', for derivatives of which see Whip v.

Cf. WFris. ivi$p wisp, twig, handful of straw. For the
forms current in other Germ, langs. see Wuisic sb}\

1. A handful, bunch, or small bundle (of hny,

straw, grass, etc.).

13. . in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875) 91 per inne oure ledi

him woud and bond him wib aliste, And leide him on awisp
of hei [y. r. a wips of heye], c 1460 Totuneley Myst. ii. 438
Ycy, gif don, thyne hors, a wisp of hay. 1577 tr. Bullt'nger's

Decades (159a) 579 These champions, .bringing foorth a
speare made of a wrapt vp wisp of hay. 1639 J. Clarkk
Paraem. 215 All's alike at th* latter day, a bag of gold and
wispe of bay. 1779 G. Keate Sketches fr. Nat. (ed. 2) I.

4a But why do we stop ? . . Only to give the horses a pail of
water, replies the postillion.. .Nay, prithee boy, says my
friend, add a whisp of hay to it. 1858 Cari.ylk Fredk. Gt.
v. viiL (1873) II. 132 As if we were a starved coach-horse,
to be quickened along by a wisp of hay put upon the coach-
pole close ahead of us always! 1879 J. Kekrbohm Pata-
gonia iv. 53 Made soft for the young chicks by a few wisps
of grass.

b. used to wipe something dry or clean ; now
chiefly to rub down a horse.

In quot. 15^9 with allusion to banging.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 195 Alle bat herde be horn heolden

heore neose after, And weschte bat hit weore I-wipet with a
wesp [v.rr. wips, wysp(e] of Firsen [C. vn. 402 Wips [v.r.

weps] of breres]. c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182)

xx, penne kembe euery hounde after ober and wype hem
with a gret wyspe of strawe. 14.. in Wr.-Wiilcker 595 35
Mempirium [= anitergium], a wyps. 1508 Dunbar Flyting
64 For wit and wisdome ane wisp fra the may rub. 1589
(?Lyly] Pappe w. Hatchet Lyly's Wks. III. 404 If he
driuell so at the mouth and nose, weele haue him wipte
[= wiped] with a hempen wispe. 1596 Nashe Saffron
Walden S j, A maulkin or wispe to wype her shooes with.
1600 Surfi.et Country Farm \u. xxii. 840 For lice.. wash
them [sc. dogs] and rub them with a wispe. 1611 Cotgr.,
Torehe-enl, a wispe for the tayle. 1660 Bonds Scut. Reg.
214 There you shall burn like wisps, which have done scour-
ing the better vessels. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Embro-
cation, Take the Soldiers Ointment,, .and anoint the Part
affected therewith, being first well rubbed with soft Whtsps
of Hay. 1864 E. MAYHEW Horse Managcm. 378 The curry-
comb is abolished ; but the generality of grooms also require
to be cautioned concerning the use of the whisp and the
brush, igoi Fitzwyram Horses $ Stables vi.

c. in various special uses, e. g. as an ale-house

sign
;
hung outside a house as a sign of the plague

;

as a plug, strainer, or wad
;
(of herbs) as a perfume

or deodorant.
1508 Dunbar Tua Maritt Wemen 335 }it tuk I neuir the

wosp dene out of my wyde throte, Quhill I oucht wantit of

my will. 1508 — Test. Andre Kennedy no, I wi!l..na
bellis for me ring, ..But a bag pipe to play a spVyng, Et
unum ail wosp ante me. 1518 in SV. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford (1880) 18 The inhabitants of thos howses that be.,
infectyd shall kepe in, pott owt wyspes and her whyt roddys.
1596 Nashb Saffron Walden N 3, His Muse, from the first

peeping foorth, hath stood at Liuery at an Ale-house wispe.
a 1598 D. Fergusson Scot. Prov. (S.T.S.) 34 Good wine
needs not a wispe. 1626 13acon Sylva § 934 The same Man
vsed to haue continually, a great Wispe of Herbes, that he
smelled on. 1650 Stapylton Stradas Loiu-C. Wars ix. 41
[He] put forth, .a wisp of straw, upon the end of a white Rod,
as if he would, according to the custome of the Countrey,
give notice.. that the house was visited with the plague.
1658 tr. Porta s Nat. Magic v. ix. 176 Strain the vinegar
through a wisp. 1688 Holme Armoury \u. xviii. (Roxb.)
141/1 A wisp or wad, is either hay or straw to put in after

the powder. 1855 Delamer Kitck, Card. (1E61) 25 If the
potatoes are moist,, .it will be well to leave a wisp of straw
sticking out at the top [of the ridge]. 1901 Rhys Celtic
Folklore I, iv. 399 He gave them herbs.. and.. sold them
wisps to place under their pillows.

T d. in proverbial phr. as wise as a wisp. Obs.

1550 Bale Engl. Votaries 11. 84 Than as wyse as ij wyspes,
and as godly as ij goselynges, they examined her what her
beleue was in the sacrament. 1655 H. More Second Lash
218 When we say that one is as wise as a wisp, does that
imply the wisp is wise? 168a — Annot. GlanvilCs Lux O.

35 They would have rose out of their sleep no more wise
than a Wisp.

2. A twisted band, esp. of hay or straw ; a ring

or wreath of twisted material, used as a pad.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. m. xviii. (1495) D v b/i

[The] gristylboncin y« eere..is wound & wrapped as a
wyspe, leest the spyrite of heringe were, .hurt by sodayn.

.

smytynge. c 1440 Promp. Parv, 530/2 Wyspe, torques,.,
torquillus. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. *y$fi [They] mocked
hym .. and bond behynd hym wyspes of strawe. 1607
Markham Cavel. iv. ix. 48 As you rid him with the tramels,
so you shall ride him with these wispes [sc. thick 'thumb-
ropes'of hayround his pasterns]. 1611 Cotgr., Torche,..t\ie
wreathed clovvt, wispe, or wad of straw, layed by wenches
betweene their heads, and the things which they carrie on
them. 1735 Pope Odyss. x. 194 An ell in length the pliant
wisp I weaved, And the huge body on my shoulders heaved.
1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. i. 10 His mother tied him firmly to

the table leg with a thick wisp of thrums. 1908 J. Gunn's
Orkney Book 394 ' Wisps ' (the local name for great rolls of
heather 'simmons', or ropes, used in thatching houses).

fb. A twist or figure of straw for a scold to

rail at. Obs.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xv. ar He writhed a Utell wipse of

strawe, and sette it afore her, and saide, Iadi, yef that ye
will chide more, chide with that straw. 1566 Drant Horace,
Sat. vit. D 7b, Women ..Whose tatling tongues, bad won
a wispe. 1593 Shaks.3 Hen. VI, n. ii. 144. 1626 H. Parrot
Cures for the Itch Bsb, Theres nothing mads.. her [sc. a
scold] more.. then but the very naming of a wispe. 1698
[R. Fergusson] Vieiv Feci. 27 As a Wisp.. Is a Theame
copious enough to engage an Harangue for an hour long to

a well studied Scold.

3. A bunch or twisted bundle of hay or straw,

used for burning as a torch, etc.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 4984 pei faren as a wisp
a-fire : Whanne it brenneb bri^test in his blase, Sodeinly it

wasteb. 15. . Wyf of Auchtirmuchty 29 (IJannatyne MS.)
Yeis lay ane soft wisp to the kill. 1572 Mascall Plant. <$•

Graff. (1592) 49 Ye shall. . with a wispe on a Poles ende, set

fire on all. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1688/4 Some rascally Boys
..who made some wisps of Straw, and burnt them in the
daik night. 1806 [J. Black] Falls of Clyde 169 Fie light

a wisp, and look below the bed ! 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 268 It should be put into the oven,
moderately heated with a few wisps of straw.

b. A marsh-fire, Will-o'-the-wisp ; also the
light supposed to be carried by the sprite. In
more recent use poet,
[1608-: see Will-o'-the-wisp.] 1618 Br. H all Contempl.,

N. T. 1. Sages and Star, Philosophy without the star, is

but the wispe of error. 1650 in H . Cary Mem. Gt. Civ. War
(1832) II. 226 It is the saints' minimum quoddam naturale;
a Nol with the wisp. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstrel vii,
( Jack-a-lantern ' with his wisp alight. 1822 Byron Vis.

judgem. c v. Light as an elf, Or wisp that flits o'er a
morass. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 339 We did not know
the real light, but chased The wisp that flickers where no
foot can tread.

4. A bundle or parcel containing a definite

quantity (of certain commodities: see quots.). Sc.

and north. (Presumably so named from being orig.

tied in a bundle with a wisp or wisps of straw or

hay : cf. "\Yiddy 3, and the analogous Sheaf sb.

2 a, b, c.) a. of steel and glass.

1470 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 73 Pro j les

wy>p vitri rubii, i6d. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. I.

292 Item, .for vij wosp of stcil to pykkisand mattokkis xiiijs.

1511-12 laid. IV. 273 Ane wisp of Lambart steile, price iiij s.

15. . Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Ane wosp of gias. 1612 Sc. Bk.
Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 330 Wisp steill the
wisp, xs. 1621 in Reg. Privy Council ScotI. (1895) XII. 439
Thay fand that the..caissis of the said glasse cont<-iiis

fyfteene wispis and that in everie wisp thair is three tabiis.

1657 [see wisP-stect in 6].

b. of other things, e.g. fish.

1521 Aberdeen Reg. XI. (Jam.), Four wospe of malt. 1557
Rec. Inverness (New Spalding Club) I. S This is the pricis

[o( fish] : for the gret w;isp iij s., the small wasp xxx d. 1910
Aberd. Jml. Notes <y Q. III. 150/2 Wees/, a quantity of
fish ;

' I hae naething bit a weesp o' eels ' as the result of my
fishing—Moray.

c. trans/. A flock (of birds, esp. snipe).

1806 P. Neill Tour Orkney etc. 59 The sportsman, .will

not pass a marsh without starting several wisps of snipe.

c 1810 A. Mackintosh Driffield Angler 294 Wisp, or whisp,
of snipes. 1886 P. Robinson Teetotum irees 159 A barrel-

ful of shot emptied into a wisp of larks.

5. In various transferred and allusive senses.

a. A twist of paper, b. A heap or bundle (of clothes).

C. (See quot.) d. A thin, narrow, filmy, or slight piece,

fragment, or portion (<y"sometliing) ; a mere shred or 'slip'

of. e. A small broom; a whisk.

a. 1597 Return fr. Parnass. v. i. 1434 What, you sai'.cye

groome, are you bringinge mee such paper wisps? 1800 in

Spirit Pnbl. Jrnls. IV. 264 And soar like a wisp to the tail

of his kite. 1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing 24 If you
have a fire-place, would you cram it up. .with a great wisp
of brown paper? 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiii, The bare-
armed Hob, leading the way with a flaming wisp of paper,
b. 1736 Pm.ge Kenticisms (K. D. S.) s.v. Wips, 'The

cloaths lie in a whips', i.e. tumbl'd in disorder. 1784 tr.

BeckfonVs Vathek (1786) 106 At last, he was drawn forth,

almost smothered, from the wisp of linen. 1810T. William.
son E. Ind. Vade Mecum I. 245 [The clothes] are folded up
into whisps, or bundles.
c. 1787 W. H. Marshall Rur. Econ. Norfolk (1795) II.

391 Wisp, a vowel, or seton.

d. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Vauxhall-Gardens, A ru>ty

black neckerchief with a red border, tied in a narrow wisp
round his neck. 1836 Mks. Somkhvtlle Connex. t'liys.Sci.

xxxvi. (ed. 3) 398 Some [nebulae] cling to stars like wisps of
cloud. 1848 Ihackerav Our Street 14 She had a large

casque with a red horse-hair plume (I thought it had been
a wisp of her brother's beard at first). 1883 Century Mug.
Sept. 719/1 Tufted with ferns and brambles and wisps of

delicate long grass. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 22 That
great mountain . . weaving vapours, wisp after wisp growing,
trembling, fleeting, and fading in the blue. 1889 Conan
Doyle Micah CLtrke xii, As we approached this lonely

gibbet, we saw that adried-up wisp of a thing, .was dangling
from the centre of it. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xxviii, The
sun had gone down, a little wisp of a new moon was follow-

ing it. 1919 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 244/1 Dawson pointed to

a thin wisp of smoke on the horizon.

e. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Wisp, a besom, a small
broom. 1908 Rider Haggard Ghost Kings xv. 209 A fly

wisp made of the tip of an elephant's tail shrunk on to a
handle of rhinoceros horn.

6. Comb. j as wisp-like adj.; wisp bacillus (see

quot. 191 6) ; wisp-light, a will-o'-the-wisp

;

T wisp-steel, steel sold in wisps.

1915 Lancet 18 Sept. 639/1 The nonsporing bacteria of
fsecal origin—e. g., strepto-cocci, B. pro^eus, ' * wisp ' bacilli,

&c. 1916 Ibid. 8 Jan. 75/1 The so-called ' wisp bacillus '..

is the B. ramosus or a member of its group, a 1847 Eliza
Cook To the Spirit ofSong iv, When "wisp-lights dance on
the moor and fen. 1883 Savili.e-Kent in Fisheries Bahamas
36 A twisted *wisp-like bundle of long silicious spicules.

1612 "wispstetll [see sense 4 a]. 1617 Rates of Marchandizes
L 2, Steele vocat. Long-steele, Wisp-steele [etc.]. 1657 Acts
Interregn. (1911) II. 1220 Steel called Steel Wisp or Long.

Wisp (wisp), sb.2 dial. Also 6 wyspe, 8-9
whisp. [Of doubtful origin

; perh. a use of prec.]

a. A disease in cattle, causing lameness or sore-

ness near the hoof. (Cf. Angi.ebekry, Foul sb. 2.)

1577 Googr Heresbach's Husb. in. 132 This disease, as I

take it, the countrey people call the Fowle, or the Wyspe.
1684 I. S. Profit ff Pleas. United 24. 1696 Aubrey Misc.

109 lo Cure a Bullock, that hath the Wisp, (that is) Lame
between the Clees. 1847 Haliiwell, U hisp.. Wisp.

b. = Sty sb* (Cf. earlier and dial. West sb?
and dial, wish.")

1789 A. C. Bower Diaries cj- Corr. (1903) 57, I am blind m
one Lye nearly from a Whisp on the Eye lid. 1888 Berksh.

Gloss., Stye, a ' wisp * on the eye.

Wisp (wisp), sb.3 [f. Wisp vJ] An act of wisp-

ing, A wisp dotvn, a rub down with a wisp.

1844 H - Stephens Bk. Farm II. i£o They should give the

horses a slight wisp down.

Wisp (wisp), v. Also 7, 9 whisp. [f.Wisr sb. 1
]

1. trans. To rub (an animal, esp. ahorse) dtnvn

or over with a wisp.
a 1598 D. Fergusson Scot. Prov. (S.T.S.) 6 A fair bryde

is soon buskt, and a short horse soone wispt. 1834 New
Monthly Mag. XLII. 436 Wisp her and curry her, feet} her

and train her !, .and what is she after all but a mule ! 1844 H.

Stephens Bk. Farm 1 1. 217 The whole body .should then be

wisped down with straw. Ibid., Of wisping and brushing,

wisping is the more beneficial to the legs, where the hair

is short. 1844 Queens Regul. $ Ord. Army 351 They are

to remain saddled.., time being allowed for wisping them
over. 1856 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports H. 1. xi. § 1. 361/1



WISPEN.

Beginning with the head, which should be first brushed
j

over, then well wbisped with a handful of hay.

+ 2. To put a twisted band of hay upon (the legs

of a horse). Also with up. Obs.

1607 Markham Cavel. IV. ix. 48 Hauing thus wispt al his

foure le^s,.. you shall then mount vpon him [etc.]. 1639

T. de Gkf.y Compl. Horsem. 32 Whisp him up round witn

small whisps.

3. To twist into or as a wisp ; dial, to rumple.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty v. 28 The very same head of

hair, wisp'd, and matted together, would make the most

disagreeable figure. 1823 E. Moon Suffolk Words 487 Wisp

is used with us, in the farther sense of rudely handling any
delicate thing—'Dont wisp it'. 1870 'Ouida' Puck yi,

1 YeV wispin' tha ribbon, ma dear,1 said Dick. 1880 Daily

Tel. 2 Mar. 5/2 A cloth, degenerating into a rag, is wisped

round his head.

4. intr. To pass away, as a wisp of vapour.

1883 Meredith Poems Voy of Earth 12 Whish 1 the

phantom wisps awav. 1898 G. W. Steevens With Kitchener

to Khartum 278 Magically the rifles hushed, the stinging

powder smoke wisped away.

t "Wispen, a. Obs. rare. [f. Wisp sb.1 + -en 4
.]

Made of a wisp or wisps.

1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. 145 She hath already put-

on her wispen garland ouer her powting Cros-cloth.

Wisper, obs. form of Whisper.

Wispisll (wi-spij), a. [f. Wisp sb. 1 + -ish!.]

Of the nature of or resembling a wisp.

1896 Sara J. Duncan His Honor <r a Lady xi, Involun-

tarily she put a wispish curl in its place. 1923 E, Bramah
Eyes of Max Carrados iii. 113 With ungainly movements
of her long, wispish arms. 1925 Chamb. Jrnl. Jan. 53/1

A small man. .with a wispish tawny beard.

"Wispy (wi-spi), a. [f. Wisp sb. 1 + -y 1
.] Con-

sisting of or resembling a wisp or wisps.

In early quots. with allusion to will-o'-the -wisp.

111717 Parnell Fairy Tale xxvii, Will, who hears the

wispy fire To trail the swains among the mire. 1830 Aird
Demoniac iii. 31 Miriam saw white wispy fires dance. 1830

— Captive 0/ Fez III. ii. 6 The skirring moon.. from her

horn-tips tossed the wispy rack. 1839 J. Wilson in J.

Hamilton Mem. vi. (1859) 2o8 These [cribs of the Came-
lejpards] are.. filled with a dry wispy-looking plant, neither

hay nor clover. 1888 F. Cowper Caedwallan 141 A few

locks of wispy hair hung down over the forehead. 1894

Athenxum 24 Nov. 719 Nebulous matter, which, .attaches

itself to the . . stars and is of a wispy and streaky nature.

Wiss, var. Wis vA and * ; obs. f. Wise ; obs. or

Sc. f. Wish. Wissard.obs.f.Wizard. Wissch^e,
obs. ff. pa. t. of Wash. "Wisse, obs. f. Vice sb.1 ;

var. Wis v. 1 Obs. ; obs. f. Wise si.1 and a., Wish v.

Wissel(wi's'l),r(5. Chiefly Sc. Forms: see next.

[a.MLG. wissele, 7vessele (M)Du. wisse/, corresp. to

OFris. wix(e)le, OHG. wehsal (MHO. wehsel, G.

wechsel), ON. vixl : see next.]

+ 1. = Exchange sb. 10. Obs.

1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 104 The Kyng..wylle hawe
iij whystylles whon at Bregys another at Callez the thyrd at

London. 1498 Halyburton Ledger (1867) 173 Said tham
[sc. xv lycht crounis] in the Wissil off Brugis for 3 li. 6s. 5.

2. Change for an amount of money; esp. in phr.

to gel the wissel of one's groal, fig. to be ' paid out '.

1721 Ramsay Prosp. Plenty 134 Nor can we wyt them,

since they had our Vote ; But now they'se get the Wistle of

their Groat. 1721 W. Hamilton Wallace 36 Wallace

quickly brought the Culzeon back, And there gave him the

Whissle of his Plack. 178S Burns Ep. John Rankine ix,

I.. gat the whissle o' my groat, An pay't the fee. 1808

Jamieson s. v. Quhisse!, ' Gie me my wissel '.

Wissel (wi-s'l), v. Sc. and north. Forms : 4
wesle, wisle, 4-5 vissill, 5 w(h)ystyll, wys(s)yll,

whystel, 5-6 wyssil(l, wissle, wishill, rjuhissel,

5-7 wissil, 7 -ell, wyschell, wirsle, 6-7, 9
wissel, 8 w(h)istle, 8-9 whissle, 9 wissle. [a.

MLG. (MDu.) wisselen, wesselen, weslen, cor-

resp. to OFris. wixlia, OS. wehslon, OHG. wehsWn
(MHG. wehscln, wihseln, G. wechselii), ON. vixla

:— OTeut. *wixslojan, i. wfk- (cf. Week j*., Wire)
+ suffix -sla-.~\

+ 1. trans. To exchange for something else. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce XII. 580 Mony men of gret valour

With speris, macys, and with knyvis, And othir vapnys

vissill [v. r. wysyllyt] thair lyvis. 1513 Douglas sEncis ix.

iv. 92 Heyr is. .A forcy spreit-.Quhilk reputtis fayr to

wyssill, apon sik wys Wyth this honour thou thus pretendis

to wyn, This mortale stait and life that we bene in. a 1583

Montgomerie Flyting 578 Appardon mee, poets, to alter

my style, And wissle my verse, for fyling the aire.

b. To exchange (words) with a person.

1571 A. Stewart Let. in Baunatyne's Memorials (Bann.

Club) 152 Thow scames in the beeyning to schaw thy vn-

willinsnes to wissil [ed. 1806 wishill] wordis in our querall.

la 1603 Moysie Mem. (Bannatyne Club) 131 Some wordis

wer wissellit at the first betuix the eric of Mar and lord

Lyndsay. 1819 [Alex. Balfour] Campbell I. xvm. 332

He. .sware a gryte aith, that he wad never wissle words »l

him till he changed his mind.

2. To change (money).

1483 Acta Audit, in Acta Dam. Cone. II. Introd. 130

The some of viij Henre nobles quhilk .. Issabell atlegit.. was

wissilit and changit be the said Johne and nocht laid wed.

1666 nespauterii Cramm. Instit. v. (1677) G vij b,Cambio,

to wissel or change money, c 1700 Kennett MS. Lansd.

1033 If. 432 b, Wirsle, to exchange, or change, Northumb.

in Wirsle me this half-crcivn. 1721 Ramsay Poems Gloss.,

Wistle, to exchange (Money).

\ Wisseler. Obs. Also 5 whysteler, wes-

telur, wislare, 6 wisler, quhysselar, etc. [f.

200

prec. + -er 1
, ad. or after MLG., MDu. wissclere,

wesselere, weslere.] A money-changer ; also, a

retailer.

In the prose Merlin c 1450 (E.E.T.S.) 168 [A] regrater and
a wyssher [so MS.], ? read wyssler.

1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 74 God . . pwt hyt in yowr
mynd to have the c xxx li howt of the whystelers handys ..

at Bregys. 1487 Sc. Acts Jas. III. (1814) II. 182/2 That
his hienes deput . . ane vthir to be wislare & changeour.

1573 Baret Alv. H654 An Huckster, a regrater: a seller

by retaile : a wifler {read wisler]. propola.

So t'Wi-sseling' vbl.sb. Sc. Obs. [- MDu.
wisseling'ne"\, exchange
0375 6Y. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) 164 Al he gold..Hegaf

to pure, & his clething He gaf fore ware in weslyng. 1463
Extr. Aberdeen Regr. (1844) I. 405, vs. vid. the quhilk he
tuke fra him in wisling of a farthing of an Inghs nobill.

1540 Sc. Acts Jas. V, II. 373/2 Sindry personis havand
quhite siluir will not change for gold hot takkis bairfor xij d
or mair for wissilling of be samine. 1629 Reg.^ Privy Council
Scot. Ser. n. III. 20 That nane . . ressave anie of tb.e_ saidis

dollours in payment of debts nor in exchange or wissilling.

Wissened, obs. Sc. f. Wizened.
"Wissentide, obs. f. Whitsuntide.

t Wi'SSer. Obs. In 5 -are. [f. Wis v. 1 + -er 1
.]

A leader, director, guide.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 530/1 Wyssare, or ledare.

"Wissh(e, obs. pa. t. of Wash v. ; var. Wis v.1

Obs. ; obs. f. Wish.

t Wi'ssing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Wis v.1 + -ing ]
.]

The action of Wis v.1 , in various senses.

1. Guidance, direction, instruction.

c 1000 jtLlfric Pastoral Epist. xx. in Ags. Laws (Thorpe)
II. 370 Hi ealle ha lare be we leorniaS on bocum awriton

and gesetton be Codes a^enre wissunge. cltoo'Trin. Coll.

Hom.gs Pe man be.sheweo" preste hissinnes. .nimeo berof

god wissinge. Ibid. 99 Bi shriftes wissenge. £I20o0rmin
11830 Uss birrb sone pannkenn himm Hiss wissinng & hiss

lare. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 58 By wissynge of bis

wenche I wrou^te. C1400 Destr. Troy 8151 This wot I full

well, tburgh wisshyng of horn. 1493 [H. Parker] Dives <y

Pauper 1. xviii. li viij '2 To gouerne them selfe . . by the

lyght and wyssynge of tyme. 1670 Narborough Jrnl. in

Ace. Sev. Late Voy. I. (1604) 70, I called them The Islands

0/ Direction; tbeyare good wishing to fall with the Mouth
of the Streight.

b. Leading astray, enticement. (Cf. Wise v.1 I.)

1357 Lay Folks Calech. (T.) 542 Idelnesse is., witter

wissyng and wai till alkyns vices.

c. Conduction, conveyance. Also (oncr.a conduit.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11942 pe water wissing gan he ditt, pat

water to be lak broght. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1606 The water

by wisshyng went vnder houses.

2. Command, ordinance ; rule, government.
c 1000 jEi.fric in Assmann Ags. Horn. (1889) 39 pa munecas,

be .
.
gode beowia<5 under abbodes wissungeaefter barn resole.

(TII75 Lamb. Horn. 73 Hit wes iloked bi godes wissunge

ine halie chirche. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 190 As al be world is

iwald burh his wissunge. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3256 pe

wyssyng of be wale god bat wist all before.

Wissit, obs. Sc. pa. t. of Visit v.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. x. 1887 pis lady wowit gret pil-

gramage, . . And wissit hir goddis, ane and ane.

Wissonday, obs. f. Whit Sunday.

Wist (wist), sb. local. [In Anglo-Latin wista,

tvysta; ?ause of OE. wist provision, sustenance,

applied orig. to an area which provided sustenance

for a community of a certain size.] A Sussex land

measure of area, the extent of which has been

variously computed (see quots. and J. Tout in Engl.

Hist. Rev. XVIII. 705 ft".).

c 1180 Chron. Monast. de Bella (1846) n Octo itaque vir.

gatae unam hidam faciunt. Wista vero quatuor virgatis

i constat. Ibid. 17 Dividitur igitur leuga per wistas, qua;
; aliis in locis virgatae vocantur. Ibid. 19 In Petlee est una
i wista in dominio. ..Ista enim quadraginta viii. acris constat.

c 1300 in Custumals Battle Abbey (Camden) 26 Radulphus
Bedellus tenet j wistam. Idemtenet j magnani wistam. C1312

Ibid. 100 Virgata seu wysta est sextadecima pars unius feodi

militis. Quatuor virgatse seu wystse faciunt unam hydam.

C1650 inSussex Archxol. Collect. (1853) VI. 236, I dooallowe

]
tithe free, to my Parishioners, for cuery Wist of land that they

1

till, one oxe pasture upon the lease. 1799 Book ofSurveys

\ ofD. of Dorset's lands in Sussex (MS), under ' Lullington ',

1 Upon this Tenant Down the D. of Dorset has a right to

stock for two Wists & a half of land sixty sheep for each
: Wist. 1853 Sussex Archxol. Collect. VI. 236 A ' wist 'in

;
Berwick, according to . . the Rev. John Hawes, was ordinarily

1 16 acres ; but he afterwards found that in some of the farms

;
it was 18 acres. In Saxon limes the wist was 4 virgates

j

or 60 acres. 1892 Vinogradofp Villainage in Eng. 255.

tWist, a. Obs. rare. [app. back-formation

1
from WlSTLY adv.] Attentive, intent.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 550 Motus Tonicvs, wee in our
I Language cal it a Set or wist-looke.

Wist, v. pseudo-arch. [Partly from / wist,

' corrupt form of iwis (see Wis v?) ;
partly erron.

' use of pa. t. wist of Wit h. 1
] To know ; in quot.

j
1594 m pa.pple. = caused to know, informed.

[1508, 1614, 1798, 1893 : see Wis v."] 1580 Lyi.y Eu/hues

98 b, You gall mee more with these tearmes, then you wist

[ed. 1597 wish, 1606 wisse]. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam.
Wits 255 Samuel now wisted [orig. como ya estaua attuer-

tido], that a great stature was no sure token, caused him to

be sent for. 1858 Buckle Inft. Women Progr. Kno-uil.

Misc. Wks. 1B85 I. 68 Though he [sc. Hamlet] wists not of

, this, he is moved.., and he, like Gothe, takes up a skull,

I and bis speculative faculties begin to work.

"Wist, var. Wisht a.
;
pa. t. and pple. of Wit v.1 ;

j
erron. f. wi/t, var. of Withe.

WISTLY.

Wistaria (wisteVria). Also wisteria ; erron.

wysteria, westeria. [mod.L., f. name of Caspar
Wistar (or Wisler) 1 761-18 1 8, American anatomist;
named by T. Nuttall in iStS : see -ia 1.] Any plant

of the genus Wistaria (N. O. Leguminosx), native

to N. America, Japan, and China, the species of

which are hardy, climbing, deciduous shrubs bear-

ing racemes of blue-lilac papilionaceous flowers,

the best known being W. sinensis (or chinensis),

formerly Glycine chinensis.
1842 Loudon Suburban Horl. 376 Vines, roses, Wistarias,

or other luxuriant climbers. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII.
486/1 Wistaria frutescens, Shrubby Wistaria. .. W. Chi-

nensis, Chinese Wistaria. 1876 Black Madcap^ Violet vii.

59 The pale purple blossoms of the wysteria hanging in front

of the sunlit walls. 1878 Susan Phillus On Seaboard 173
The great Westeria's purple blooms.
attrib. 1888J.C. Harris Free Joe 199 A wisteria yine run-

ning helter-skelter across the roof of the little cabin._ 1895
A. DoRsoti At Convent Gate i. in Story ofRositta 97 Wistaria

blossoms trail and fall Above the length of barrier wall.

Wistful (wi-stful), a. [app. f. Wistly adv.

(where cf. quot. 1 61 3-16) + -FUL, with reminiscence

of wishful. In early use mainly poetical.]

f 1. Closely attentive, intent. Obs.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. ii. 544 A Christall

Riuer. .chid The artlesse Songsters, that their Musicke still

Should charme the sweet Dale, and the wistfull Hill. 1711

Steele Spect. No. 113 r 3 [She] bore the Whispers of all

around the Court with such a pretty Uneasiness, . .and then

recovered her self from one Kye to another, 'till she was
perfectly confused by meeting something so wistful in all

she encountered.

2. Expectantly or yearningly eager, watchful, or

intent ; mournfully expectant or longing. (Chiefly

in reference to the look.)

1714 Gay Sheph. Week v. 1 Why, Grubbinol, dost thou so

wistful seem t There's Sorrow in thy Look, if right I deem.

1725 PorE Odyss. x. 484 My sad companions on the beach

I found, Their wistful eyes in floods of sorrow drown'd.

1726 Sw ift Gulliver 11. viii, I . . lifting up one of my Sashes,

cast many a wistful melancholy Look towards the Sea.

1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope 1. 88 His faithful dog . . Points

to his master's eyes (where'er they roam) His wistful face,

and whines a welcome home. 1878 Black Green Past, xxi,

For a moment she hesitated, eager, disappointed and wistful.

Comb. 1873 Black Pr. Thule iii, This fair-haired, wistful-

eyed girl. 1880 Conan Doyle Micah Clarke xxiii, The
wistful-eyed red Somerset kine.

advb. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc I. 258 His eyes gazed

wistful round. 1848 Lytton Harold I. i, The terror that

seized the girl as she gazed long and wistful upon the knight.

Wistfully (wi-stfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

1 1. With close attention, intently ; with an in-

quiring look. Obs.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. 111. 464 With that he fell again tc

pry Through Perspective more wistfully. 1713 Arjmsou
Guardian No. 139 f 2 [The lion] after having regarded him

[sc. Androcles] a little wistfully, fell to the ground, and crepl

towards his feet. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy II. xii, Brothei

Shandy, answered my uncle Toby, looking wistfully in his

face,—you are much mistaken. 1833 Ht. Martjneau Mauch
Strike x. 115 Martha looked wistfully from one to the other,

not understanding the grounds of the dispute.

2. With expectant or yearning eagerness; with

mournful expectancy or longing.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. in. 191 Eccho..His doleful wailing!

did resound, More wistfully by many times, Than in smal

Poets splay-foot Rhimes. 1758 Goldsm. Mem. Frot. (1895:

I. 256 Two of the Grenadiers passing by. .and looking wist

fully at the House ; said one to the other, Comrade, let u:

halt, and take a little drop of Dram. 1760-72 H. Brooks

Foot of Qual. (1809) III. 90 Sore and shackled as I was

I got. .on deck, and looked wist fully out at sea. 1823 BvRO^

Island m. vi, He.. strode to where young Torquil stood,..

Seized his band wistfully, but did not press. 1858 Froudi

Hist. En*. IV. xviii. 53 The Catholic league gazed wistfull)

from Flanders at their intended prey. 1883 Ruskin For;

Clav. xc. 165 The girl wandered about wistfully a year 01

two longer, then died.

So Wistfalness.
1775 Ash. 1847 Flor. Nightingale in Sir E. Cook Lif

(1013) I. 1. v. 71 There is an uncertainty, a wislfulness ir

her eyes. 1887 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1. ii, The luceni

eyes were full of a dewy wislfulness.

Wistiti (wistiti). Also ouistiti(s. [ad. F

ouisliti (imitative) ; named by Buffon {Hist. Nat.

1767 XV. 96) from the cry of the animal.] A

S. American monkey of the family Hapalidx ; a mar.

moset.esp. the Common Marmoset, Hapalejacchus

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 237 Of the sagoins witr.

feeble tails, there are six kinds. ..Trie third is the Wistiti

remarkable for the large tufts of hair upon its face, and it!

annulated tail. 1834 M^Murtrie Cuvier's Amm. Kmgd.

49 Simla jacchus, Linnaeus; the Common Ouistltis..
.
lni!

species is found in Paraguay, and nearly every part o:

South America. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anal. IV. 212/1 Inn

general resemblance to the human skull is still greater ir

the Ouistitis. „ # __ .

tWi'Stless,a./«^. Obs. [irreg. f.Wistly adv

or Wistful + -less.] Inattentive, unobservant.

1747 [G. Ridley] Psyche xix. in Museum III. 86 So or(

Avernus, or the Lucrine Lake, The wistless bird ptirsueshi:

purpos'd Flight. 179S Southey Joan of Arc I. 405, I helc

it And, wistless what I did.half from the sheath Drew th<

well-temper'd blade. Ibid. iv. 61 Wistless that every ey(

dwelt on her form, With stately step she paced. 1814 Cari

Dante, Farad, xi. 10 One, moiling, lay Tangled in net o

sensual delicht; And one to wistless indolence resigned.

t Wi'Stly, adv. Obs. Forms : 6 wystly

wistle, wistlie, 6-9 wistly. [Origin doubtful



"WIT.

perh. a variant of Whistly,WhI8htly advs. silently,

hushcdly.] With close attention ; intently.

Occas. with implication of Wistfully 2.

a 1500 Gest of Robyn Hode ccccx, Robyn behelde our
comly kynge Wystly in the face. 1583 Melbancke Phito-
timus Oj, With that Castibula looking wistly vpon him, in

furious rage flange hastil ye from him. 1596 Edw. Ill, in.

v. 109 Now lies it on an vpshot; therefore strike, And
wistlie follow, whiles the games on foote. 1600 Holland
Livy ix. xxxii. 337 For a good while they stood on both
sides, wistly looking, & waiting that the shout and charge
should begin from the adverse part. 1613-16 W. Browne
Brit. Fast. 11. v. 435 What time the new-cloath'd trees by
gusts of winde Vnmou'd, stand wistly listning to those layes.

1641 H. L'Estkange God's Sabbatk 23 If you look wistly

upon Calvines words, you shall find him not repugnant to

what I have here delivered. 1675 N. Lee Nero Hi. 1. 23 Do
you know me, Sir? Look wistly on me. 17*4 S. Knight
Life y. Colet 54 He look'd wistly upon me, to observe
whether I spoke in jest, or earnest. 1730 'J'. Boston View
World (1799) 281 In your, .wrestling with temptations, have
ye not sometimes looked wistly for death's relief?

Wistonwish, var. Wishtoxwish.
Wisy, obs. f. Vizy v. Sc.

Wit (wit), sb. Forms: 1- wit, 3-6 wyt, 3
(Orm.), 4-8 witt, 4-6 wytt, wyto, 4-7 witte,
wytte, (4 witt, wijt, whit, 4, 6 wite, Sc. vit, vyt,

5 whytt, wette, 6 Sc. wott, 7 weet). [OE. wit
neut., more commonly ^ewitit I-WIT sb., corresp. to

OFris. wit, OS., (M)LG. wit, OHG. wizzi (MHG.
witz{e, G. witz), ON. vit (Sw. vet, Da. vid), Goth.
ztn-witi d<f}poavvrj, dyvola: f. wit- (see Wit f. 1

).]

I. Denoting a faculty (or the person possessing it).

fl. The seat of consciousness or thought, the

mind: sometimes connoting one of its functions,

as memory or attention. Obs.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. viii. 45 Deos sitsunc hafafl gumena
gehwelces mod amerred,. .ac hit on witte weallende byrnfl.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 71 3if us eni ufel bitit ponkewe gode in

ure wit. a 1300 Cursor M. 324 First in his witte he all

purueid His were, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor)
338 [He] in his hart wele held It, Ay retentywe he had
a wyt. a 1400 N. T. (Paues) Eph. iv. 17 Mysbylefed men,
bat walkeb in vanyte of hure wyt. C1449 Pecock Repr.
111. iv. 295 His ouer greet trust which in his witt he bisettid

upon hem. 1513 Douglas /Encis xn. i. 67 And sammyn
prent thir sawis in thy wyt. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Ordering ofPriests, O holy ghoste into oure wittes, sende
downe tnyne heauenly lyght. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871)

35 A ! stay a while I see a short wit : by my trooth I had
almost forgot. 161a Bacon Ess., Studies (Arb.) 13 Ifa mans
wit be wandring, let him study the Mathematiks. a 1660
Contenip. Hist. fret. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I. no Our Catho-
Ucke General did now examen the secret retirements of his

witte, to be enformed what best to doe in this extreamitie.

2. The faculty of thinking and reasoning in

general ; mental capacity, understanding, intellect,

reason, arch, (now esp. in phr. the wit of man «
human understanding).
For the corresponding pregnant uses see 5 and 6.

Beoivulf 580 paes bu in helle scealt werh<5o dreojan,
beah bin wit duje. c 1*30 Hali Meid. (1922) 21 Hwil bi wit
atstond & chastierS bi wil..ne harmeo" hit te nawiht. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9389 Is brayn & wit is so feble, bat ber
nit of him no drede. c 1505 St. Renclm 220 in E. E. P.
(1862) 53 A dombe best wiboute witte. c 1375 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. (MS. B) 343 My lyue, my lymmes bou has me
lent, My right witt bou has me sent. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

xx. 266 Kynde witte me telleth, It is wikked to wage ^ow.

c 1400 Pety Job 184 in 26 Pol. Poems 127 To goueme mo
thow yaue me wyt. c 1470 Henrv Wallace XL 481 To
mychty God,., sen I had wit off man, Befor my werk, to
5eild me I began. 1526 Tindale / Cor. xiv. 20 Brethren
be not children in witte. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 193 He
was verie pregnant and had an excellent wyt. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. iV. iv. 1. 211, I had a dreame, past the wit of man, to

say, what dreame it was. 1665 Qumu Scepsis Set. 99
A good will, help'd by a good wit, can find Truth any
where. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. vm. 167 God were not
God, if mans shallow wit could comprehend him. 175a Popb
Epitaph Gay, Of Manners gentle, of Affections mild; In
wit, a Man; Simplicity, a Child. 184a R. S. Wilbkrforce
Rutilius <$• Lucius 139 We profess not to discover the truth
by our own wit. 1879 M cCarthy O-tyn Times xx. II. 98
The wit of man could suggest nothing satisfactory. 1879
E. Arnold Lt. Asia vm. 23a Shun drugs and drinks which
work the wit abuse.

b. In plural, in reference to a number of persons.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21759 Crist[es] help sal be us ner, His

helpes and vr wittes eke. 1463 Bury It ills (Camden) 27 To
fynde remydyes and weyes as by there wittes may be
fowunde moost sewr. 1526 Tindale Luke xxiv. 45 Then
openned he their wyttes, that they myght vnderstond the
sciiptures. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Agricola 242 That militare
wittes are not refined to that sharpenesse and suttelty, that is

practised in..courtes of iustice. 1664 Powkr Exp. Philos.
Pref. b 2, Herein we can see what the illustrious wits of the
AtomicalandCorpuscularian Philosophersdurst but imagine.
1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. 7 Some Men can
never be brought to write correctly in this Age, till they
have formed their Wits upon the Ancients.

O. Often denoting indifferently the faculty or the

person possessing it, and hence sometimes used
definitely for the person in respect of this faculty.

Almost always in plural, of a number of persons,

and commonly with qualifying adj. arch.
For the corresponding pregnant uses see 9 and 10.

1536 Act 27 lien. VIII c. 42 § 1 In his Unyversities
of Oxforde and Cambridge, .where yowth and good wyttes
be educate. 154aUnALL.Zfra.rw. Ap^ph. Pref. +*vb, Asence
not comen for euerie witte to picke out. 1x1568 Ascham
Schoiem. Pref. (Arb.) 19 Many yong wittes be drhien to
bato learninge, before they know what learninge is. 1610

Vol. X.

201

Holland Camden's Brit. i. 274 Gods-Hill, in which Iohn
Worsley erected a schole for the training up of young wits.

'75° Johnson Rambler No. 94 r 7 The great Praise of
Socrates is, that he drew the Wits of Greece . . from the vain
Pursuit of natural Philosophy to moral Inquiries. 1874
Blackie Self-Cult. 58 The rock, on which great wits are often
wrecked for want of a little kindly culture of unselfishness.

d. Phr. At one's wit's end (occas. ends) ; utterly

perplexed ; at a loss what to think or what to do.
So to bring {drive, or put) to one's wit's end: to

perplex utterly.

Now commonly taken as 2 c, the word being written as
gen. pi. (wits') even in ref. to a single person.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 363 Astrymyanes also aren at
her wittes ende. c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of Gods 1665
When they were dreuyn to her wyttes ende. 1535 Covek-
dale Isa. xx. 5 They shalbe also at their wittes ende, and
ashamed one of another. 1550 Respublica 1. Hi. 240 & she
att hir wittes endes what for to s.tie or doe. 1598 R.
Bernard tr. Terence, Andria 11. iv, You bring him to his

wits end. 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace Jii. 54 What shall we
do? is the doleful cry of men at their wils end. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 311 p i, I am at my Wits End for fear
of any sudden Surprize. 178a Miss Bukney Cecilia ix.

iv, Two ladies.. are quite, as one may say, at their wit's
ends. 18*6 Galt Last of Lairds xl. 360 The old Laird..
fairly finding

;
himself dri\ en to his wit's-end. 1853 Kingsley

Hypatia xiii, Raphael, utterly at his wits' end.

f e. Wit, whither wilt thou ? : phr. addressed to a

person who is letting his tongue run away with him.
1600 Shaks. A, V. L. iv. i. 167 A man that had a wife

with such a wit, he might say, wit whether wil't? [Ibid.

1. ii. 60 How now Witte, whether wander you?] 1602
Dekkkr Satirom. 1. i, Thlart within a haire of it, my sweet
Wit whether wilt thou? my delicate Poetical! Furie. 1617
Greenes Groat's IV. Wit Pref. A 2, This olde Ballad made
in Hell : Ingenioperij, qui miser ipse meo: Wit, whither
wilt thou? woe is me. 1633 Middleton More Dissemblers
iv. i, Cap. Wit whether wilt thou? Donrf. Marry to the next
pocket I can come at. 1637 Hkywood Royail King 1. i. C 2,

Cap. Wit: is the word strange to you, wit? Bon. Whither
wilt thou?

T f. Wit and reason : name of an old card-game.
1680 Cotton Comfl. Gamester xv'i. (ed. 2) 97 Wit and

Reason, .is a Game something like one and thirty.

f 3. Any one of certain particular faculties of

perception, classified as outer {outward) or bodily,

and inner {inward) or ghostly, and commonly
reckoned as five of each kind (see b) : = Sense sb.

J, 7 (see also Inwit 2 b). Also common wit =•

Common sense i. (In early use occas. loosely

extended to include other bodily faculties, as speech
and locomotion.) Obs. exc. as in b and c.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 pis is nu inouh of bisse witte [sc. sight],

a\yx>Cursor M, 23999 O wijttesall me wantid might, Gang,
and steyuen,and tung, and sight. 1340 Ayenb. 251 pe wyttes
of be zaule. 1387 Tbevisa Higden (RolIs> III. 467 Nesche
is i-knowe by meny wittes, for it is knowe bobe by gropynge
and by si}t. 1422 Yomgk tr. Seer. Seer. 242 AI the wittis

and meuynges of the body, c 1449 Pecock Repr.v, vii. 519
Inward sensityue wittis and outward lensityue wittis. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas, xxiv, ii. (Percy Soc.) 108 These are the

.v. wyttes remeuing inwardly: Fyrst, commyn wytte, and
than ymaginacyon, Fantasy, and estymacyon truely, And
memory. 1541 Copland GuydoiCs Quest. Cyrurg. Ejb,
In whiche of the ventryclesisthe wyt ofsmellynge founded ?

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 11. iv. 77 Thou hast more of the
Wild.Goose in one of thy wits, then I am sure I haue in my
whole fiue.

b. Five wits : usually, the five (bodily) senses

;

often vaguely, the perceptions or mental faculties

generally, ^ wits (in sense 3 c or 4 b). Also
(jocularly) fifteen wits. Obs. or rare arch.

c 1200 Vices fir I 't'rtues ij Da fif wittes 3e god me betahte

to lokin of mine wrecche lichame. a 1300 Cursor M. 17018
Hering, sight, smelling and fele, cheuing, er wittes five.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 117 py fyve wyttys, be uttyr

and be ynnyr. c 1460 Wisdom 163 in Macro Plays 41 pe v.

wyttis of my sowll with-inne. c 1515 Interl. Four Elent.

(Percy Soc.) 19, I comforte the wyttes fyve, The tastyng,

smellyng, and herynge; I refresh the syght and felynge To
all creaturs alyve. 153a Tindalb Expos. r-vii.Matt. vii.

98b, There is no breade in the sacrament, nor wine, though
the five wittes saye all ye. 1570 Foxk A. <y M. (ed. 2) 960
The v. wittes bodely and ghostlye. 1570 Blchanam Ad-
monhioun Wks. iS.T.S.) 33 Quhen yai bendit all yair fyve

wittis to stop ye regent. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe v. i, Haue
you no pittie in your villanous iests, but runne a man quite

from his fifteene wittsT 1610 A. Cooke Pope Joan 113

Though men.. had bene.. bewitched and distract of their

fiue wits. 1830 Tknsvsos G"wl 1. 6 Alone and warming his

five wits, The white owl in the belfry sits. 1878 Morley
Diderot I. iv. 86 Everybody now has learnt that morality
depends not merely on the five wits, but on the mental con-
stitution within, and on the social conditions without.

O. //. Mental faculties, intellectual powers (of

a single person or a number of persons: cf. a b)

;

often practically equivalent to the sing, in sense 2.

To have one's -wits about one: to have one's mental
powers in full exercise, to be mentally alert. To live by
one's wits: to get one's living by clever or (now esp.) crafty

devices, without any settled occupation.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 515, I se wel bat hit is sothe, bat
alle mannez wytter To vn-thryfie arn alle brawen. 136a
Lakgl. /'. Ft. A. 1. 129 pou dotest daffe,. .Dulle are bi

wittes. 1450-1530 Myrr. our I.adye 1. vii. 21 To be full

besy in all the wyttes and mightes of youre soulle. 1533
Gau Richt Vay 87 Quhen our hart and vittis are ful of
sorow. 1576 I1 i.F.MiNG Panopl. Epist. 14 So soone as I

gathered my wits together. 1612 B. Jonson Alch. in. iv,

How doe tlieyliue by their wits, there, that haue vented
Sixe times your fortunes? 162a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Gut-
man ifA If. 11. 09, I had my wits about me ; and a hand that

was able to iinde me worke. 1681 Dryden Abs. A Achit.

WIT.

1. 163 Great Wits are sure to Madness near alli'd. 1748
Richardson Clarissa VII. 326 That my wits may not be
sent a wooll-gatheiing. 1809 Malkis Gil Bias v. i. p 18
Have all your wits about you, ..you are nuridng a viper
in your bosom. 1820 h. Hunt Indicator No. 14. I. in
That letter touched her kind wits. 1840 Dickens Old Cur.
Shop lxxiii, Living by his wits—which means by the abuse
of every faculty that worthily employed raises man above
the beasts. 1883 Stkvknson Silverado Sq. 146 This ex-
pression . .at last penetrated his obdurate wits.

f d. sing, and pi. Consciousness; sensation : cf.

Sense sb. 3, 6. Obs. rare.

c 1290 St. Brendan 12 in .V. Eng. Leg. 220 Seint brendan .

.

cride on himal for-lo is wit him cam. 13. . Gaw. .\ Gr. Knt.
1755 He keuered his wyttes, Swenges out of be swenenes.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1815 Lucrece, Sche loste at onys
bothe wit & breth, And in a swo she lay. c 1450 St. Cutkbert
(Surtees) 6047 Withouten witt he was ligyng.

4. The understanding or mental faculties in respect

of their condition; chieHy = 'rightmind*, *ieason',

'senses', sanity. fa. sing.: esp. in phrases in

(onr's right) wit, sane, of sound mind ; chiefly out

of {by. from, cf) wit or one's wit, insane, mad,
out of one's mind; also out of wit advb., madly,
furiously. Obs. (or dial.).

c 1000 ^Elfric Saints' Lives xv. 7 W.de he Reliable and
on witte gebrohte. c 1205 Lay. 1661 Swa swi^e wa him was
bat al his wit he for-la;s. c 1290 St. Dunstan 600 in S. Eng.
Leg. 19 Heo iwerth a-non out t,f hire witte, and feci a-doun
ml ber. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10872 He made him as hi

wit. a 1300 Cursor M. 37168 Man in wilt Or man mai falle

was vie of itt. £1350 //';/'. Pa/erne 14S3 Neijh wod of
witte. c 1374 Chalter Artel, fy Arc. 102 Arcyte. .swore he
wold dey. .Or from his witte he wold twynne. 1425 E. E.
Wills (1882) 66 Wib witte and good mende. 1470-85 Maloky
Arthur 1. xi. 50 They were wrothe out of wyt. c 1489 Cax-
ton Blanchardyn x\s\. 178 Arte thou now dronke, 01 fulyshe,

or from thy witte? 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. 207
As no man in his right wit wil graunt. a 1619 Fothekby
Athcom. 1. xiv. § 3(1622) 151 It is a thing so euident, that
there is a God ; that whosoeuer denieth it, is (surely) out of
his wit. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) 1.86 Ihe wife
was wood, and out o' her wit.

b. //. — Sense sb. 10 : esp. in phr. in or out of
ones wits.

1340 Hamioi.e Pr. Consc. 785 His wyttes fayles, and he
ofte dotes. 1431 E. E. Wills (1882) 87 Beyng yn goode
heale and yn my full wittes. c 1450 Capgrave Life St. A ug.

xxiii. 32 For a tyuie it had a-wey hir wittis. 1526 Tindale
/ Cor. xiv. 23 Will they not saye that ye are out oft" youre
wittes? 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 107 Such a one as lacketh
his right wittes. 1601 Shaks. Twet. N. iv. ii. 95, I am as
well in my wits (foole) as thou art. 1604 Dkkker Honest
Wh. 1. xiii. (1635) 1 4, How fell he from his wits? 162a
Bacon Hen. VII, 226 loan.. was vnablc.to beare the
Griefe of his Decease, and fell distracted of her Wittes.
«i66i Fuller Worthies, York 111.(1662) 228 Seeing his wits
is nearer and dearer to any man then his wealth. 1736 Bitler
Anal. Diss. i. 306 Nor is ,it possible for a Person in his

wits, to alter his Conduct, . .from a Suspicion, that [etc.].

1840 MacauLAY Ess., Ctive (1880) 518 'Ihe governor, .was
frightened out of his wits.

f}S- x598 Shaks. Merry W. II, i. 143 Heeie's a fellow

frights English out of his wits. 1656 R. Short Drinking
Water 62 Our small beer, or water skared out of its wits.

II. Denoting a quality (or the possessor of it).

* 5. Good or great mental capacity ; intellectual

ability; genius, talent, cleverness; mental quick-

ness or sharpness, acumen, arch.
The earliest quots. may belong to other senses, e. g. 6 or n.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 10812 po .. he vnderstod of is wit,

& of is wisdom, Him bo^te it was a gret lere to al is kine-
doin. a 1300 Cursor M. 8543 Salamon..was a borli bache-
lere,..0 wijt o wisdom Was neuer nan wiser. C1320 Cast.
Love 1080 Ofwhom and hou comeb hit, Such reson and such
wit, pat bou..darst nymen )>e Forte dispute a^eynes me?
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) vii. 78 Nyghe that Aw tier is a place
..where the Holy Croys was founden, be the Wytt of Seynte
Elyne. c 1450 Mirk's Festialv? pay began to dyspute wyth
hytn ; but., bay haden no wytte ne no powste forto ^eyne-
stonde hym. 1526 Tindale Rev. xiii. 18 Let hym that bath
wytt count the nombre off the beest. 1603 Shaks. Meas.fcr
M. II. i. 282 Are there not men in your Ward sufficient to

seme it? Elb. Faith sir, few of any wit in such matters.

1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. fi, Commtv. 13 The weake con-
stitutions of the Southerne Nations are supplied by the
extraordinarie gifts of the minde : terme them what you
please, either wit, or subtiltie. 1709 Pops Ess. Crit. 17

Authors are partial to their wit, 'lis true, But are not Ciitics

to their judgment too? 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xi, Where was
the wit of the sharp-sighted men of sound mind? Where the

dexterity of the lawyers? 1874 Maurice Friendsh. Bks. vi.

163 The blessing of wit and foresight.

+ b. Practical talent or cleverness : constructive

or mechanical ability ; ingenuity, skill. Obs. as a

specific sense.

c 1335 Spec. Gy Wariv. ?ia God. .^eueb wit in alle craftes.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1632 A pales gert make. .
Full wot thely

wroght & by wit caste. 1500 Spenser F. Q. U iv. 5 It was

a goodly heape for to behould, And spake the praises of the

uorkmans wit. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche (1702) xi. xxv,

Those Engins which so strangely spit Deaths multiply d

and deadlyer made by Wit. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 4

The best Telescopes that could possibly be invented or

polished by the Wit and Hand of an Angel. 17*6 I.eoni

Alberti's Arckit. Pref. 4 The Enemy was oftener overcome

. .by the Architect's Wit, without the Captain's Arms, than

by the Captain's Arms without the Architect's Wit.

fo. Of animals: Intelligence, sagacity. Obs.

£1400 26 Pot. Poems ii. 61 pere [i.e. the drones') wit is

wane To strode the hony. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb.

in. 145 The witte of this beast Nutianus reporteth, he once

had experience of. 1607 Topseli. Fourf. Beasts 658 The
admirable witte of this beast nppeareth in her swimming or

26
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passing ouer the Waters. 1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xii.

122 The Fox is full of wit.

6. Wisdom, good judgement, discretion, prudence

:

= Sense sb. II. Obs. exc. in phr. like to have the

wit to, which combines the notions of intelligence

and good sense. .... ,

The phr. in quot. 1602 has become proverbial, though com-

monly taken in sense 8.

C1200 Ormin 3040 Godess Sune. .iss..Godess word, &
Godess witt. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9391 Vor wat he ab

Manliche bigonne he it ab bileued Wommanliche as vor

defaute of wit in his heued. a 1300 Cursor AT. 285 pat he

ordaind wit his witte He multiplis and gouerns itte. Ibid.
:

3079 Quen [ysmael]was of age and witte A wijf he spused

of egipte. Ibid. =9^°4 P= E'ft o Wljt of ynder-standing, O
c msail, strenght, o gode dreding, O conand-sc.pe, and o pile

c .43o Hymns Virgin (1867) 5 Hell welle of wilt and of
,

merci ' issa T Wilson Logic (ed. 2) 22 As vertue is con.

trarie vnto vice, witte vnto folie, manhode vnto Cosvardise.

,56. T. Hf.vwood Prov. t, Epigr. (1867) -53 When ale is in,

wvt is out. When ale is out, wyt is in. 1602 Sham. Ham.

,,/ii. oo Since Breuitie is the Soule of Wit, And tedious,

nesse/the limbes and outward flourishes, I will be breefe.

.681 Drydem Abs. r, Achit. 1. 386 I or Lavish Grants suppose

a Monarch tame And more his Goodness than his Wit pro-

claim. 1701 Swift Contests Athens « kemew Misc.Ojn)

26 But, however, they had the Wit to recal him if. Aristides].

1725 Dk Foe Voy. round World (1840) 326 But they were

taught more wit, to their cost, in two or three days. 1886

RUSKIN Frmterita I. xi. 376 One piece of good fortune, of

which I had the wit to take advantage. 1926 b. Baldwin in

Morn. Post 8 Oct. 15/3 Men .. who .. had formed his

Majesty's Government, .and who had the wit to understand

what the challenge meant.
_

fb. Contextuallyin predicative use: A piece ot

wisdom or prudence, a wise thing to do; also,

something demanding or showing wisdom, a matter

of practical wisdom. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 344 To fenyhe foly quhile is wyt.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet ("erse) 1609 parfor es wit, to lest &
mast, Wine or aile softly to last. 1421-2 HoccLEVE Mm.
Poems xx. us Whane that a man is in prosperite, 1 o drede

a fall comvnge it is a wit. 1562 in A rchacologia XLV I 1.

229 Gettinge ys a chaunce and keapinge a witte.

f c. A prudent measure or proceeding ; an in-

genious plan or device. Obs.

The uses exemplified by the quots. are prob. of various or

m
i340 Aymi. 257 pe ilke eddre ous tekb a wel grat wyt bet

we ne hyere na3 t ),anecharmere. <ri385 Chaucer /.. G. IV.

1423 Hytsip. * Medea, To syndyn hym into sum fer cuntre

Here as this lason may distroyed be. 1 his was his wit.

c 1440 Gcsta Ron,, vi. 16, I shall shew be a goode wit ID bis

casi and if bou wolt do after my consul* bou shall not

repente. 1607 Dekker & Webster Nortkw. Ho* v. 1, Was t

not a pritty wit of mine, .to haue had him rod into Puck,

ridge, with a home before him ?

7 Quickness of intellect or liveliness of fancy,

with capacity of apt expression ; talent for saying

brilliant or sparkling things, esp. in an amusing

way. arch. (Cf. sense 8.)

Formerly sometimes opp. to wisdom or judgement; often

distinguished from humour (see quots., and note s.v.

,579 Lyly £«/>£«« (Arb.) 61 As the Bee is oftentimes hurt

with fair owne Honny, so is witte not seldome plagued with

his owne conceipt. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. 11. 11 Men of

all sorts take a pride to gird at mee : .1 am not onely witty

in mv selfe, but the cause that wit is in other men. 1650

Davenant Gondibert Pref. (165.) 27 Wit is not onb/ the luck

and labour, but also the dexterity of thought. 1665
i

Boyle

Occas. Rett. I. HI. iii. 37 That nimble and acceptable Faculty

of the Mind, whereby some Men have a readiness, and sub-

tiltv, in conceiving things, and a quickness, and neatness,

in expressing them, all which the custom of speaking com-

prehends under the name of Wit. .704 YaUMP Sir W
Aston 187 His flowing wit, with solid judgment join d.

Talents united rarely in a mind, Had all the graces and

engaging art, That charm the ear and captivate the heart.

1765 Chksterf. Lett, to Godson (.890) 180 If you have real

wit it will flow spontaneously and you need not aim at it..

.

Wit is so shining a quality, that everybody admires Upmost

people aim at it, all people fear it, and few love it unless in

themselves 1777 M. Morgann Ess. Dram. Char, -alstajy

163 It being very possible, 1 suppose, to be a man of humour

without wit ; hut I think not a man of wit without humour.

1781 Cowper Gilpin 169 Now Gilpin had a pleasant wit And

lov'd a timely joke.

8. That quality of speech or writing which consists

in the apt association of thought and expression,

calculated to surprise and delight by its unexpected-

ness (for particular applications in 17th and 18th

century criticism see esp. quots. 1650, 1677, 1685,

1690, 1704, 1709) ; later always with reference to

the utterance of brilliant or sparkling things in an

amusing way.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. Pref. **yij b, Neither dooe

I estemeitathyng worthie blame, .with laughter to refreshe

the mynde. ., so that the matier to laugh at bee pure witte

and honeste [orig. mode risus sit argutus ac liberahs]

1590 Shaks. Much Ado I. i. 64 1 hey neuer meet, but

there's a skirmish of wit between them. 1606 Chapman

Monsieur VOlive 1. i, Critickes, Essayists, Linguists, Poets,

and other professors of that facultie of wit. 1633 U.Her-
bert Temple, Ch.-Porch xxxix, Laugh not too much: the

wittiemanlaughsleast: For wit is newes onely to ignorance.

Sso Davenant Gondibert Pref. (1651) 26 Wit is the labori-

ous, and the lucky resultances of thought having towards

its excellence., as well a happinesse, as care. 1664. I leck-

HOE Short Disc. Engl. Stage G6, Comparing him [Jonson]

with Shakespear, you shall see the difference betwixt Nature

and Art; and with Fletcher, the difference betwixt Wit and

Judgement. 1677 Dryden Stale Innoc, AM. Her. Poetry

c 2 b, The definition of Wit., is only this: That it is a pro-
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priety of Thoughts and Words ; or in other terms, Thought
|

and Words, elegantly adapted to the Subject. 1684 Wood ,

Life (O. H.S.) III. 16 Apr., Lord Chief Justice asked him
' if .it were Oxford Wit ', that also ' he should say that if

Magna Charta would not do it Longa Sparta should do the

busfnes'. 1685 Duvden Sylvm Pref. A 6, 1 drew my definl-

tion of Poetical Wit from my particular consideration of

him [Vircil]. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xi. § 2 Wit lying

most in the assemblage of Ideas, and putting those together

with quickness and variety. 1693 Dennis Misc. Pref. a 2 b,

A true description of Wit ; which is a just mixture of Reason

and Extravagance. 1697 Dryden /Ends Ded. (e) 3 b, Les

Petits Esprits :. .whoYikc nothing but the Husk and Rhind

of Wit ; preferr a Quibble, a Conceit, an Epigram, before

solid Sense and Elegant Expression. 1704 Pope Let. to

Wycherley 26 Dec, True Wit, 1 believe, maybe defined a

justness of thought, and a facility of expression. 1709 —
Ess. Crit. 297 True Wit is Nature to advantage dress d,

What oft was thought, but ne'er so well express'd. 1711

Addison Sped. No. 62 r 2 Mr. Lock's Account of Wit, with

this short Explanation, comprehends most of the Species

of Wit, as Metaphors, Similitudes, Allegories, ^Enigmas,

Mottos, Parables, Fables, Dreams, Visions, dramatick Writ-

ings, Burlesque, and all the Methods of Allusion. 1744

Corbyn Thomas {title) An Essay Towards Fixing the True

Standards of Wit, Humour, Raillery, Satire, and Ridicule.

1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Breakf.-t. iii. 19 We get beautiful

effects from wit,— all the prismatic colours,—but never the

object as it is in fair daylight, a 1859 Leigh Hunt in Jrnl.
,

Educ. (1884) 1 Feb. 79 Wit consists in the arbitrary juxta.
]

position of dissimilar ideas for some lively purpose of assimi-

lation or contrast, generally of both. 1900 Hammerton

J. M. Barrie /, his Bks._ 78 There is more ' heart 'in

humour, and more ' head ' in wit.

b. With qualification (see quots. and sheer wit

s.v. Sheer a. 8 b).

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch.-Porch xi, When thou dost

tell anothers jest, therein Omit the oathes, which true wit

cannot need. 1653 Flecknoe Misc., Disc. Lang. 100 Jests,

Clenches, Quibbles, Bulls, &c, ..which although properly

they be not Wit (excepting Jests onely, which is a kind of

sportive and wanton wit). 1682 Sheffield (Dk. Bucklim.)

Ess. Poetry 12 True Wit is everlasting, like the Sun. 1693

Dennis Misc. Pref. mb, Scarron's Burlesque has nothing

of a Gentleman in it, little of good Sense, and consequently

little of true Wit. 1711 Gay I'res. St. Wit in Arb. Garner

VI. 511 The Spectator, whom we regard as our Shelter from

that flood of false wit and impertinence. 1717 Addison

Ovid's Met. III. v. note, Wks. 1721 I. 243 As True wit It

nothing else but a similitude in Ideas, so is False wit the

similitude in Words. Ibid. 244 Ovid, who is the greatest

admirer of this mixed wit of all the Ancients, as our Cowley

is among the Moderns. 1765 Chesterf. Lett, to Godson

(1890) 182 There is a species of minor wit, which is much

used,.. I mean Raillery. 1779 Johnson I.. P., Coivley (1868)

20 These conceits Addison calls mixed wit ; that is,wit which

consists of thoughts true in one sense of the expression, and

false in the other. 1792 D. Stewart Elem. Philos. Hum.
Mind v. I. 305 note, I speak here of pure and unmixed wit, -

and not of wit, blended, as is most commonly, with some

degree of humour.

+ c. A witty saying or story ; ajeu desprit
:
in

the collocation Wits, fits, andfancies. Obs.

1595 *• Qopley] {title) Wits, Fines and Fancies. Fronted

and entermedled with Presidentes of Honour and Wisdome.

1626 W. Vaughan Golden Fleece 1. 12 Except you season

your Auisoes with some light passages with wits, Ills, t;

fancies. 1S32 Brome Northern Lasse 1. li. B2b, Hee.

.

breakes as many good iests as all the Wits, Fits, and I ancies

about the Towne. .

** 9. (trans/, from 5.) A person of great mental

ability; a learned, clever, or intellectual person ; a

man of talent or intellect ; a genius, arch, or Hist.

C1470 Got. 4 Gaiv. 1137 Wourschipfull Wawane, the wit of

our were. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vil. 185 Quhair is

the wittis wont to reule Scotland? 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1. v. 60 You divine wits of elder Dayes, from whom
The deep Invention of rare Works hath com. c 1600 Shaks.

Sonn. lix. 13 The wits of former daies, To subiects worse

haue giuen admiring praise. 1638 Brathwait Spir. Spicerte

432 There goes an Author 1 One of the Wits ! 1653 H.

More Amid. Ath. m. xi. (1712) "4 Cartesius that ^stu-

pendious Mechanical Wit. 1698 Fryer Ace. F India » I

.

181 There are a sort ofsublimated Wits that will own neither

God nor Devil. 1779 Johnson L. P., Milton Wks. II. 131

Milton, the scholar and the wit. 1806 Wolcot (P. Pindar)

Tristia 20 The world.. Makes wits of fools, and sanctifies

a sinner 1 1842 I.ytton Zanoni 1. vi, One evening, at I aris,

there was a reunion of some of the most eminent wits ot

the time. 1867 ' Ou.da ' Cecil Castlemaine's Gage 2 A circle

of wits gathered ' within the steam of the coffee-pot at

Will's. . _ , ,
10. (trans/, from 7.) A person of lively fancy,

who has the faculty of saying smart or brilliant

things, now always so as to amuse ; a witty person.

169a R. L'Estrange Fables ccclxxi. 343 Intemperate Wits

will spare neither Friend nor Foe. I727 Gay-Fables I. x,

Wits are game-cocks to one another. 1824 W. Irving J.

Trav. I. 180 There is no character that succeeds so well

among wits as that of a good listener. 1835 1,'' c
'l
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Boz, Lond. Recreations, Uncle Bill, .is evidently the wit of

the party. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvm, Go on joking,

Ann. You're the wit of the family.

III. Senses, chiefly obsolete, corresponding to

those of L. scientia and senteniia.

11. fa- Knowledge; learning ;
pi. departments

of knowledge, sciences. Obs.

1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 4818 pebissopeshimansuerede. .Al

wib grete reysons & wit of hor boc. 13. . Cursor M. 18940

1 (Arundel MS.) pe holy goost 3af hem. .Of alle wittis to

touche and last. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. 11. (Skeat) 43

Poore clerkes, for witte of schole, I sette in churches, and

made suche persones to preche. 1565 Creation of Eve in

Non-Cycle Myst. Plays (1909) 15 The tre is pleasante to

gett wysedome & wytt.

fb. The fact of knowing, knowledge, awareness.

WIT.

13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 799 No,..bi mine wite, Y no herd

ber.of neuer jete. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. x. 1936 God
has reserwit til hym all pe wit of bat bat is to fal. 1483 in

Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 32/1 Be counsaile command
wit or consent of his hienez. [1648 Hexham, Mijns tuetens

niet, not with My weet, or knowledge.]
j

0. Knowledge communicated, 'intelligence .in-

formation, esp. in phr. to get wit 0/ Sc. and north.

1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 443 The lord Dowglas..Gat wit

of thair enbuschement. c 1470 Henry Wallace IV. 515 In

the toun no wit of this had thai. Ibid. XI. 1032 Quhill

witt tharoff is in till Ingland gane. 1504-5 Ace. Ld. High

Treas. Scot.W. 474 The men that cersit and sought and gat

wit of the silver disch that wes stollin. a 1578 Lindesay

(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 188 Bot on nowayis

could they gett wott of him. 1633 M. P. King * Poor

Northern Man 123 Belike the King of me has gotten some

weet. a 1700 Laidley Worm of Sfiudleston Heughs xiv. in

Child Ballads I. 312 The Child of Wynd got wit of it. 1825

Brockett N. C. Gloss. s.v., ' He got wit '—he obtained intelli-

gence.

tl2. Meaning, signification: = Sense sb. 19-21.

01340 Hampole Psalter ii. 5 And is )>\s be wit. 1340

Ayenb. 96 pe bo3es of bo traue ine one wytte bye)) alle pe

ychosene bet euere were. 13.. E. E. Alllt. P.B. 1630, I

fayn wolde Wyt be wytte of be wryt. c 1380 Wyclif Set.

Wks. II. 277 pe secounde witt is allegoryke.

fl3. Way of thinking, opinion, judgement : =

Mind sb.1 8, 9, Sense sb. 18. Obs.

C1374 Chvucer Troylns iv. 1425 And verrayhch hym

semed bat he hadde The same wit. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.

1640 Pan were bay alle in wittes tweyne. c 1386 Chaucer

Sors T. 195 As many heddes, as manye wittes ther been.

Cii86 — Frankl. T. 147 It doolh no good to my wit, but

anoyeth. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8135 What is joure wit?

how thenke 30W ? 1555 Phaer JEnad 11. (1558) Civ, lhe

comons into sondry wittes diuided wer and stood. 1581

J. Bell Haddons Answ. Osor. 282 The old Proverbe..:

so many heades, so many wittes.

rV. 14. Combinations. a. attnb., as wii-

baltle, -combat, -contest, -pride, -sally, -shaft,

-sponge, -trap, -work. b. objective, as wit-earner,

-gathering, -stealer; wit-writing; wit-assailing,

-cherishing, -gracing, -in/using, -oppressing adjs.

o. instrumental, as wit-abused, -beaten, -drawn,

-/raught{ed, -pointed adjs. d. adverbial (= in, or

with respect to, the wit or witsN
, as wii-/oundered,

i
-starved, -stung, -wondrous, -worn adjs. e. Special

Combs. : wit-crack, the ' cracking ' of a joke (cf.

! Cback v. 5), a brisk witticism ; so wit-cracker, one

who makes witty or sarcastic remarks ; wit-craft,

I f (a) the art of using one's 'wit' or intellect in

reasoning, logic ;
(b) exercise of one's wits

;
wit-

'
jar, an imaginary vessel humorously feigned to

contain the wits or senses (in allusion to Anosto s

Orlando Furioso^ xxxix. lvii) ; f wit-lost a., having

lost wit, senseless, foolish; wit-monger, a 'dealer

in wit, an utterer of witty sayings (contemptuous) ;

+ wit-rack nonce-wd., a faculty of eliciting speech

by wit (as a rackelicitsa confession) ; t wit-snapper

= wit-cracker ; + wit-stand, in phr. at a wit-stand

(cf. Stand sb. 1 6), = at one's wit's end (see 2 d)

;

f wit-state, state of being in one's wits, condition

of sanity ; f wit-tooth = Wisdom tooth ; f wit-

wanton a., making a wanton use of the 'wit or

understanding; also as sb.; t wit-wanton v. mtr.

(with it), to exercise the understanding wantonly;

also, to indulge in wanton wit ;
twit-worm, one

who has developed into a wit (like a ' worm or

caterpillaremerEingfromtheegg);+wit-worship,

worship devised by human ' wit' or intellect with-

out divine authority or sanction (cf.WlLL-woRSHip)

;

twit-would, twit-would-be, a pretender to wit,

a would-be wit ; t wit-wright, a maker of wit,

an author of witty sayings.

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos 40 The will wit

abus'd 1601 Chester Love's Mart. (.878) 106 lhe wit-

assailing Frenzie. 1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded (1697) P-lxxn,

The 'Wit-battel of the two Buffoons. 1599 Porter Angry

Worn. Abinglon (Percy Soc) 50 Sheele persecute lhe poore

*wit beaten man. 1702 Engl. Theofhrastus 7 •Wlt-Carrm*,

whose business is, to export the fine Things they hear. 1594

Nashe Unfort. Trav. D 4, That k.nde »wlt.chemhing

climate. « 1661 Fuller Worthies, Warwickshire in.
,

(1662)

126 Many were the "wit-combates betwixt him \_sc. Sliaks-

pere) and Ben Johnson. 1892 Child Ballads Mil. 439/'

HVit-contests in verse. 1662 Gurnall Chrtn Arm. m.

xxx ? 2 . 2s6 Satan budges not for a thousand such Squibs

and' "Wit-cracks. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 102 A

Colledge of "wilte-crackers cannot flout mee out ot my

humour, dost thou think 1 care for a Satyre or an Epigram (

.MR- Lever 'title) The Arte of Reason, rightly termed,

*Witcraft. 1605. Camden Rem., Rebus 146 He was no

body that coulde not hammer out of his name an invention

by this wit-craft. 1903 Hardy Dynasts .. .. .... A wit craft

marked by nothing more of weight I ban ignorant irregu.

i larity! 1681 W. Robertson Phraseot Gen. 3** »
drawn, wire-drawn curiosities. 1613 Bo™ ^Y^f,,^'
Ps (161O 7 The «wit-foundred drunkard. 1623 L. D'C-c-ES

InShals. hi Folio, Thy 'wit-fraught Booke. .603 Dee le

Commend. Poems in J. Davies (Heref) Microcosmos^Oo 2 b.

His 'witt-fraughted workes. 1893 .Max Pembertoi. Iron

Pirate iii, I sat up in bed, uncertain 111 lhe effor of wit

gathering if night had not given me a dream rather than

in exDerience 1S01 Sylvester Du Bartas I. ir. 34 > our

?w"g?aSng Skill' .603 J. Davies (Heref.) M'croc'smos

65 "Wit-infusing Mercury. .748 Richardson Clarissa VI11.

lxxxviii. 3*6 I>- Hale.. was my good Astolfo (you read

Ariosto, Jack) and has brought me back my "wit-jar. 1599
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Porter Angry Warn. Abington (Percy Soc) 13 111 report

doth like a bailiffe stand, 'lo pound the straying and the

*wit-lost tongue. i6ao Shklton 2nd Pt. Don Quix. xxxi,

203 The Prater and *Wit-monger. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II. 620 [He] was. .cried up as the main witmonger sur-

viving to the fanatical party. 1601 Chester Love's Mart,
(187S) 102 * Wit-oppressing Drunkennesse. 1869 Rout*
ledge*s Ev. Boy's Ann. 546 The butt of their *wit-pointed
pencils. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 1151 All the
golden *Wit-prule of Humanity, Wherewith men burnish
their erroneous vanity. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. iv.

vi. 26g He had a pretty *wit-rack in himself,.. to draw
speech out of the most sullen and silent guest. 1549 Chalo-
ner Erasm. on Polly 'Vuj, A certain passion muche lyke to

madnesse or 'witrauyng. 1907 Raleigh Shakespeare 174
The *wit-sallies of Beatrice and Rosalind. 1881 Swinburne
Mary Stuart 1. iii. 64 Our keeper's *wit*shaft is too

keen for ours To match with pointless iron. 1596 Shaks.
Merck. V. in. v. 54 What a *whte-snapper are you. 1632
Bromr Crt. Beggar n. i. (165$) 6b, This humorous wity
Lady is a ^wit-sponge, that suckes up wit from some, and
holds as her own. a 1670 HacKBT Abp. Williams I, (1693)
188 They were at a *wit-stand. 1828-32 Webster, *

\V,it-

starved, barren of wit ; destitute of genius. Examiner,
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7237 Sho lost hir *witt state;

1886 Corbett Fall of Asgard xxxv, Surely is ale a great
*wit-stealer. 1608 Mac 11 in Dumb Knt. iv. i, Fie I am mad,
Sham'd and disgrac't, all *wit-stung, wisdomlesse. 1601
Holland Pliny xi. xxxvii. I. 338 The farthest cheek-teeth
in a mans head, which be called Genuini, (/. the * Wit-
teeth). 1750 Fielding Author's Farce t. vi, Nor was it

cram'd with a pack of *Wit-traps, like Congreve and
Wycherly, where every one knows when the joke was
coming. 1612 Sylvester Lachr. Lachr.ag Epicures/Wit.
wantons, Atheists. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. iv. § 4. 62
How dangerous it is for wit-wanton Men, to dance with
their nice Distinctions, on such Mystical] Precipices. 1642
— Holy # Pro/. St. m. ii. 155 More dangerous it is to
*wit-wanton it with the Majestic of God. 1795 Southey
Joan 0/ Arc ix. 268 Wretched Maid ! .. England's in-

human Chiefs Shall.. black thy spotless fame, Wit-wanton
it with lewd barbarity. 1398 Sylvkstek Dh Bartas It. ii. 11.

Babylon 584 *Wit-wondrous Salomon. 163a B. Jonsoh
Magn. Lady 1. i, You'are sure to have lesse-*wit-worke,
gentle brother. 1611 — Catiline u. i, What hast thou done
With thy poore innocent selfe?.. Thus to come forth, so
sodainly, a *wit-worme? 1647 C. Harvey Schola Cordis
(1778) 153 That which worldly wit-worms call nonsense.
1617 Greene's Groat's W. Wit Pref. A 2, So many *Witworn
Ideots. a 1629 Hinde J. Bruen xxx. (1641) 93 That such
service unto Saints, is but *witt-worslup, will-worship, and
Idol-service. 1641 Sanderson Serm., Ad Clerum (1681)
II. 4 God will not approve of, nor accept any Wit-worship,
or Will-worship, forged or devised by man. 1700 Congrevb
Way of World Ded., This Play had been Acted two or
three Days, before some of these hasty Judges cou'd find

the leisure to distinguish betwixt the Character of a *Wit-
•woud and a Truewit. a 1763 Shenstone Ess. Men <y Man-
ners lxxxvi. Wks. 1765 II. 225 A wit-would cannot afford
to discard a frivolous conceit. 1771 Sheridan in Rival
Beauties 16 Then grinning Witwould—tho' no Teague—
Who more successful in intrigue? i68x H. More Let. 15
in Glanvill Sadducismus, Our professed "Wit-would-be's of
this present Age. 1655 Strode Floating 1st. Ded. A 2 b,

If . . wit-wrights Poets be. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab.
Pref., Ess. (iqoj) I. 14 Wit in the poet, or *Wit writing,
(if you will give me leave to use a school-distinction).

fWit, pron. Obs. Also 1 wyt, 3 wet, {firm.)
witt. [OK. wit = OFris. *wit (NFris. wat, wxt)

t

OS. Wtt. ON. (MSw.) vit, Goth, wit : f. unstressed

form of We pron. with obscure dental element.]

We two.
Beowulf $$$ Wit baet ?cecwsedon enihtwesende. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 22 Mage gyt drincan bone calic oe ic

to drincenne haebbe? pa cwaidon hig : Wyt magon. C1175
Lamb, Horn. 33 ^if-.wit beon anes lauerdes men. cizoo
Ormin 201 Witt sinndenn off switle elde nu batt witt ne
mu^henii taemenn. c 1205 Lay. 23653 Wit tweie. Ibid. 23663
Fehten wetscullen uncseoluen. Ibid, 26263 fare wit [c 1275
we two] to uihte. c 1250 Gen. .y Ex. 1775 Frend sule wit
ben. And trew5e pli^t nu urn: bi-twen.

Wit, z>. 1 arch. exc. in legal use: see ioc(£).
Pres. t. wot (Sc. and north, dial, wat) ; pa. t. and
pple. wist. Forms : see below. [A Com. Tent,
preterite-present verb: OE. witan, 1st and 3rd
sing. pres. ind. wdt, 2nd pcrs. wast, pi. witon,

pa. t. wisse, wiste, pa. pple. zewiten, OFris. wita,
wH, *wast,*witon, witcn and witalh, wiste (mod.
Fris. dialects have various analogical forms, e. g.
pa, pple. wist, wust), OS. witan, wet, wC-st, witun,
wissa (MLG., MDu. w?ten, wat, weets, weten,
wiste, gheweten, LG., Du. weten), OHG. wi/gan,
wizetn, weit>, wizJf^umH, wi$(r)un, wissa, zvista,

(gi)wiran (MHG. wi^en, MUST, wi^en, wisse
t

wiste, wesse, weste, waste, gewiz^en, gewist, G.
wissen, weiss, weisst, wissen, wusste, gewttsst), ON.
vita, veil, veizt

t vitum, vissa, vitaftr, (Sw. veta t vett

visste, vetat, Da. vide, ved
t

vidste, vidst), Goth.
witan, wait, waist, witutn, wissa : f. OTeut.
wait-, wit- :— Irulo-Eur. woid-, weid-, wid- to see

(? orig. to find), also found in OE. adj. wis see Wis
sb.)

t
Wise sb. 1

, Wise a., Wite.
The OE. preterite-pres. wat, wdst, witon, and their

equivalents in the other Germanic langs. (= pro-
perly, I have seen, hence, I know), correspond to
Skr. vida, vittha, vidmd, Gr. olSa, oTo0a

t
oTSe,

iSfxcv [ivfAcv), OS1. vidt, vlsi, etc., OPruss. and
sing, waisei, 1st pi. waidimai, and are based on
Indo-Eur. woid-, wid-, OE. 2nd pers. sing, wAst
(see A. 2 b below) is an altered form of *wds by
analogy with ineaht (2nd sing, pres, of Mat zj.

1
).

Similarly OE. wiste is an altered form of earlier

wisse after regular weak forms in -te.

Indo-Eur. woid-, weid-, wid- is represented also by Skr.
veda knowledge (see Veda), vitta- known, vittd- found, Gr.
el5o9 appearance, shape, idea form, tl&ov (:— *efiSou) 1 saw,
a«t'5«Ao« invisible, «f£eVat to know, i&elv to see, guotq? un-
seen, unknown, L. videre to see, Olr. fiad 'coram ', fiadu
witness, adfiadat they relate, rofetar I know, fiss know-
ledge, W. gwydd presence, gwyddom we know, OS1. viditt
to see, vZdHi to know, Lith. veidas face, Arm. gitem I know,
egit he found j and (with nasal infix) Skr. vinddti finds, Gr.
ivSaWtaitai to appear, Qlr. /intuiim I find out.

The original conjugation, typically represented by
to wit or wete, pres. / and he wot, thou wost, we,

ye, and they wite, pa.t. wist, pa. pple. witen, pre-

sented many appaient anomalies, and various

attempts at normalization were made by means of

analogical formations and irregular extension of

the use of certain forms, with the result that new
infinitive and present-stem forms came into existence

which it is necessary to treat separately : see Wis
vA

t
Wist v., Wot v., and the archaistic Weet v.1

(For forms combined with prefixed negative ne see

Nete, Nist, Niten, Nost, Not v.2 , Nute.)]
A. Inflexional Forms.

1. Infinitive, a 1
. 1 witan (witenne, -an(n)e,

-on(n)e), 2-5 witen, 3-5 wyten, wite, 4-5
wytene, (whyte, wiet), 4-6 wyt(e, wytte,
witte, Sc. vit, (1 wiotan, wietan, Northtimb.
wuta, 3 witene, Orm. witenn, 4 witin, witten,
wijt, wyete, Sc, vyt, -e, 5 wiete, whitte), 4-7
witt, 5-6 wytt, 4- wit. a -. 4-6 wet, wette,
(4.5V. vet), 5 wetten. 0. 4-5 wetyn, 4-6 weit(e,

4-7 wete, 5 weten(e, 5-7 weete, (8-9 arch!)

weet, (6 arch, weeten). (See also Weet #.1,Wot.)
a 1

, c 888 Alfred Boeth. vii. § 1 5if bu bonne heora beawas
witan wilt. ^897 — Gregory's Past. C. Pref. 7 Da fie

niedbeSearfosta sien eallum monnum to wiotonne. Ibid.
xv. 92 Mare to wietenne Sonne eow fiearf sie. c 1 roo O. E.
Chron. an. 1050 (MS. D) Hit is earfoo" to witane bara
biscopa be basrtocomon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 5ef. .me hit

mihte witen. c 1205 Lay. 26607 Heo wolden wite bat soSe
ofWalwain. 1:1290 St. Clement 128 in S, Eng. Leg. 326
He wilnede muche to wyten of god. a 1300 Cursor M. E301
pou sal wijt on quatkin wise [etc.]. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Cohsc. 3763 Na man . . may wytte Whether [etc.]. 1340
Ayenb. 1 pet is to wytene. 13.. Cursor M. 12204 (Gott.)

Hu sal he witt quat tav mat be? Ibid. 19779 (Edin.) pat
petir mo^te witte quat sco were. Ibid. 23635 If bai oht
mat witin [v. r, witten] }>ar. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt, 131 Vch
wy?e may wel wit. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 27 pat bou
miht wyte. .whuche bei ben. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xix.
{Cristofore) 401 Gyf bu vit wil myn cunctre. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1367 To whyte what hure wille were. 101400
Morte Art/'i. 420 Late hyme wiet. .1 salle. .take leue. 1426
Lydg. DcGuil. Pilgr. 4492 To wyten whether.. Myn hamer
hem touchyd. c 1450 Merlin 82 She wolde gladly witen
what a-mendes the kynge wolde do. ? 1475 Stonor Papers
(Camden) I. 156, I lett you whitte I am grette with the
Kyng. c 1500 Three Kings' Sons i63 There be none.. but
wold be glad to wite me do wele. 1526 XlNOAUt Matt.
xxiii. 8 One ys youre master, that is to wytt Christ. 1533
Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 55 Desir notht to vit. 1577 Fulke
Confut. Purg. 393 You must witte. 1580 wytte [seejS. 1531]. '

1628 Digby Voy. Mediterr. (Camden) 31 To witt. 1793 wit
j

[see B. 3 c],

a 3
. 13.. Cursor M. 22556 (Edin.) Quen nan sal wet quar

ham to nest, c 1375 Sc, Leg, Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 404
God has send me.. pi lyfo, be stat, al bal to vet. ? 1x1400
Morte Art/t.g^S To wette of the warlawe, whare that he
lengez. c 1460 Play Sacram. 188 in Non-Cycle Myst. PI.
63 Off yower welfare fayn wet wold we. 1510 Sir R.
Grksham in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 234 Yt may pleasse
your Grace to wette I have [etc.].

fi. a 1300 Cursor M. 1875 (Cott.) How sal we o bis waters
weit [Fairf. wete] Quedir bai be fulli fallen yeit? 13..
Northern Passion (MS. I) 648 a Wele maye we alle wetyn
and se pat it myghte neuyr so be. r 1400 Anturs Arth.
?yj (Douce MS.) Yit wetene I wolde What wrathede god
moste. c 1400 Metayne 120 He dose* b* wele to weite.
c 1423 Noah's Ark 131 in Non-Cycle Myst. PI. 23 How
Thou shalt weet all his will. £1440 Prcmp. Parv, 531/1
Wytyn', or wetyn', or knowyn'. 1475 Sir J. Paston in P.
Lett. III. 130 It pleasyd yow to weete of myn heele. 1531
Elyot Gov. 1. ix, Lettinge you weete [ed. 1580 wytte] that
we haue a sonne borne. 1596 weeten [see B. 10 c (/')]. 1600
weete [see B. 9 b]. 1610 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec.
(1883) I. i2i You shall. .do the Maior..to wete thereof.

1748, 1819 weet [see B. 10 c (a)].

2. Indicative Present, a. 1st and },rd pers. sing.

a. 1-6 (8-9 Sc) wat, 1, 4-6 watt, (1 uat, 1, 3
wset, 3 what, want, 4 north, waite, wayte,
quat, -e, St. vat), 4-5 watte, 4-7 (8 Sc.) wate,
5-9 Se. and n. dial, wait (6 vait). 0. 3-9 wot,
(3 wod, 4 woth), 4-5 woot, (whot, 5 whotte,
wout), 4-6, 8 wote, 5-6 woote, wotte, 5-7 wott.
Also in 1st pers. combined with prefixed pronoun
(iehot, chote) : see I pron. A. $ 2 anci Ch pron.
a. C950 Lindisf.Gosp. John via. 55 Ic. .conn velv/za [^975

Rushw. Gosp. watt] hine. c iaoo Vices
<fr

Virtues 21 He hit
wat oe wat alle bing. (1105 Lay. 7262 Wel ich hit wa;t
what Bruttis w;cs. Ibid. 28088 Ich what..agan is al mi
bhsse. a 1300 Cursor M. 5060 Mi fader . . fars well, i watte.
13.. Ibid. 12219 (Gott.) Fire i quat him mai noght brin.
13.. Northern Passion (Camb. Gg. 5. 31) 356, I hafe done
I ne wate what. Ibid. 1654 Onone pilate a lettyr he wrate,
So says saynt Iohne bat wele wayte. f 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. cxviii. 1987 (MS. W.) Quheber it sa were .. I wait
nocht. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 172, I watt now what
the propheit menis. 1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 129
Wtle I wate. 17*4 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 25 And

that's an unco faut I wate. 1783 Burns Halloween xii,

I wat she made Dae jaukin. 1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss.,
Wait, wot.

^. <z 1223 Ancr. R. 52 peo . . wot betere ben ich wot.
a 1250 Owl fy A'ight, 1190 Ich.. wod al pat to kumen is.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8298 Wil i wote al pi yerning. 13. . Ibid.
2378 (Gutt.) His catel wele i woth [Trin. I woot]. 13. . Guy
Warw. (A.) 500 Ichot for sobe he wil me sle. c 1380 Wyci.if
Wks. (1880)77 No prelat whot where he schal be dampnyd.
^1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1359 Dido, Wel I woot hit is al

in vaj ne. c 1400 Desir. Troy 11359, I wotte hit full wele-
1426 Audelay Poems 15 He whot never hou sone Gol\ u yl

here his bone. 1526 Tindalk Luke xv]. 4, I woote what to
do. 1600 Holland Livy 1. i, Neither wote I well, nor if

I wist, dare I advouch. 1775 J. Tait Land of Liberty 1.

xlv. 23 Here oft, I wote, dame Ignorance was seen. 1862
H. A. Kennedy Waifs ) Strays 137, I well wot.

b. 2nd pers. sing. a. 1-4 wast, (1 weest, uast,

3 Orm. wasst), 3-5 wost, 4-5 woost, wostc.
Also combined with foil. pron. : 1 wastu, 3 wostu,
4-5 wostow(e. £. See Wot v. y. 4 Sc. vittis.
a. (1900 Andreas 1186 W'aest he b?eles cwealm hatne in

helle? ^975 Rushw.^ Gosp. John iii. 8 Ne wastu hwona
cymec) & hwider gaS. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xiii. 7 J'u

nast nu bict ic do, ac bu wast syS^an. 1:1205 Lay. 15836
Nu bu hit wost. a 1250 Owl 15- Night. 716 Wostu to wan
man was ibore ? a 1300 Cursor M. 25477 Vnworthi am i,

wel bou wast, c 1380 Wyclif Serm, Sel. Wks. II. 79 \ ou
woost wel bat Fariseis. .ben sclaundrid. c 1400 Rom. Rose
6075, I Lidde thee teche hem, wostowe howe. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 12^/2 Thou woste not what thou sayest.

7- c x375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 508 Bot-gyf bu will

hertly trow, pu vittis nocht bu speris now \tiunquam tu ad
iviaginem hujus veriiatis attingvs],

C. Plural* a 1
. 1 witon, weotan, uutu(u,-on,

wut(t)on, 2 witan, 2-5 witen (3 Orm. -enn,
wuten), 3-5 wyten (3 wuyten, 4 whiten, 5
wittin)

; 3-5 wite, 4 witte, 5 wyte, wytte
;

4 weten, -in, 5 wet, weet, wete. a^. 1 wutab,
witajj, wittetS, wutas, 3 wutez, 3-4 wutej), 3-5
witep (4 -yb, wytej?, wtef», wites, 5 white]?,
wittis

; 5 weteb, -iJ), -yp). &. See Wot v.

a 1
. 1:900 tr. Barda's Hist. u. v, We weotan i'Kt we ba;s

bearfe nabbaS. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 22 Ne uutu^e
liua:t j,e ^iwas. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xvi. 30 Nu we
witon baet bu wast ealle oing. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud)
Introd. 3 We witan ober egland. 11175 Lamb. Horn. 19
Nusten heo nawiht swa muchel of him swa we witen. c 1200
Ormin 7932 patt witenn menu ino^he. C1200 Trin. Cell.

Horn. 161 Hie wuten. .wuderward hie sullen weie holden.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 390 Adam and eue it wite ful ^are. c 1275
Passion our Lord 261 in 0. E. Misc. 44 Hwat ich to heom
seyde, wel wyten heo. c 1290 Deket 1025 in S. Eng. Leg.
136 >e wuyten wel. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1SS0) 77 Sib pre-
latis witte not where here preiere be acceptable. 1387-8
T. Usk Test. Love 1. viii. (Skeat) 1. 80 Ye weten wel. .that

. . I defouled never my conscience, c 1400 26 Tot. Poems
iii. ior Lordis wet neuere what comouns greues. c 1400
Pride ofLife 483 in Non-Cycle Myst. PI. 104 }e wittin wel
|>at he is king. 1402 Jack Upland in Pot. Poems (Rolls)

II. 17 These wretches weet never where to been. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 5528 Ye wyte wel.
a 2

. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark ii. 10 pastte . . wutaG [Rushw.
witab] $ie 3aette he maeht hafeS sunn monnes. Ibid. x. 41
Scitis, wi!tas?;ie [c 1000 Ags. Gosp. wite je]. — Luke xxi.

30 Witle5 [Rushiv. wutadj gie (>a:tte neli is Se summer.
C97S Rus/av. Gosp. John iv. 22 We wor3ii,a5 batte we wutun.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 252 To wel we hit wuteo. c 1290 Bektt
1005 in S. Eng. Leg. 135 Wel we wutez. a 1300 Leg. Rood
18 As 3e witefj wel. a 1340 Hampole Psalter iv. 4 }e seke
vanytes: and wites that it is vayne that }e luf. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 89 Men wityb neuere what it meneb.
a 1400-40 A'. Glonc. Chron. (Rolls) 122 3 e wyteb [v.rr.
weteb, wetyth, whiteb]. 1409 in Exch. Rolls Scot. IV.
Pref. 209 Gif ony of the foresaide lordis wittis. .ony maner
of grefcapperand til other.

3. Subjunctive Present. 1-5 wite (pi. witen),
(1 wiete, Korthuvib. witto, -e, -u, 3 wute, 4 wijt,
witte, vit), 4-5 wyt, 46 wit, wyte, wete, 5
weete.
C897 yELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxviii. 191 Sua sua hie

selfe wieten. .oaet hi hit for Gode don. C950 Lindisf. Gosp.
Luke i, 18 Unde hoc sciam, huona Sis witto? c 1000 Rut*
St. Benet (1888) 16 He wite bast he. .iaicie hine to gescead
a^eldenne. c 1200 Ormin 5710 patt tu ne wite nan. a 1225
Ancr. R. 250 God hit wute & he hit wot. 13.. in Sir W.
Pole Old Evui. (?i8.fo) 1 Vit alle men bat his skrite heris
and ses. 1340 Ayenb. 5 pis hoc is ywrite uor englisse men,
bet hi wyte hou hi ssolle ham-zelue ssnue. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 372 Wete lordis well bat [etc.]. c 1400 Gamelyn
644 It is good that we witen what men they be. a 1425
Cursor M. 14348 (Trin.), I wol bat alle witen. 1447 Boken-
ham Seyulys (Roxb.) 33, I wil ye wete Two precyous
relykys I her have wyth me. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi.

viii. 195, I wyl that thou wete and knowe that I am Launcelot
du lake. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 145 Awaye or a
man wite. 1596 Dai.rymplf. tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vm.
(S.T.S.) II. 104 To defend him selfe, that..tha steil him
nocht doune or he wit.

4. Past tense (indie, ami sttbj.). a. 1 wisse, 1-6

wiste, (1,3 Orm. wisste), 3-6 wyste, 4-6 wyst,

(4 wijst, Se, viste, 4-6 Sc. vist, vyst, 5 wyaste),

4- wist. Also in 3rd pets. pi. combined with foil.

pron. 4 wistey, wystey. 0. 1 //. westan, 4-6
west (4-5 weste 1, 6 Sc. weist. 7. 1 wyste, 3-5

wuste, (3 wste), 4-6 wust. 5. 4-5 wost(e.

«. 4 Se, wyttyt.
a. Beowulf \Z\ Ne wiston hie drihten god. Ibid. 246 Ne

£e leafuesword guSfremmendra s*arwe ne wisson. Ibid.

2519 £if ic wi>te. ^950 Lindisf, Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 18 He
wi>se for?ion )?&t Serh a-fist saldon hine. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 19 Heo wisten..bet he wes hali. c 1200 Ormin 5s 1

Illc an.. Wisste full wel. ^1275 I'assiou our Lord 160 in

O. E. Misc. 42 He wyste bat be Gywes hyne bouhte spille.

26-

a



WIT. 204 WIT.

1300 Cursor M. 15953 pan wijst he cummen his maister ,

word. Ibid. 16054 Sir pilatc.Wist pam was leif to lei.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVaci (Rolls) 5068 Bettere wistey

nought what for to do. Ibid. 8021 wystey. (I1351M1NOT
Poems (ed. Hall) iii. 52 Men .

. pat wist both of wele and wo.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 152 He ne wyst on worde what he

warp schulde. 13. . Gaw. e\ Gr. Knt. 461 Neuer more ben

pay wyste fram quepen he was wonnen. 1375 Barbour
Bruce lv. 771 Quhethir scho ..Wenit, or vist it vitterly.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 1327 Hc.vyst it

was scho. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13839 All wiston tho wise..

Heshuld duly beded. c 1450 Merlin 25 When these, .men
J

wisten that Vortiger sholde be kynge. 1537 Q. Margaret
in St. Papers Hen. VII I, V. 120 And. .thys Raulme vyst

i

that Ze void be dvsplesyd. 1556 Aurelio A- Isab. (1608) B v,
|

She shewed., all that she wiste. 1576 R. Peterson G. delta 1

Casa's Galateo 12 The Count . . neuer wyst of his fault.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. ii. 200 And that, God wot,

1 wist not. i

/3. a 1000 Judith 207 Westan be-$en paet [etc.]. 1340 Aycnh.

72 pet hi westen beharewylle. 1539 St. Papers Hen. I'll/,

VIII. 172 He west not, whether [etc.]. a 1585 Montgomery
Cherrie a> Slae 178, I . . weist not what it meind.

_

v. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cvi. 29 Swa he hira willan wyste '

fyrmest. c 1205 Lay. 525 He-.wuste, pat pe king..for3

sculde iwenden. Ibid. 1167 His sae-monnen, be. .pa lawen
wusten. a I2$o0zult- Night. 10 Eiperseide of operescuste

pat alere worste bat hi wuste. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 2025

J'o he wste wat he was. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. III. 52 Wust
I pat, ..per nis noupur Wyndou ne Auter, pat I ne schulde

maken opur mende. C1400 St. Alexius (Vernon) 326 He
wuste he scholde hepen wende. 1555 Phaer JEneid. 11.

(1558) D iij b, Nor what to do I wust.

S. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 55 Me wost not

where me my^te mete hem. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 6

Whanne her fader wost she was with childe. 1492 Acta
Don. Cone. (1839) 274/2 Robert.. maid faith he wost nocht
quhare It wes.
' '375 Barbour Bruce xll. 156 He wyttyt [v.r. askit] at

I

thaim of thair far.

b. 2nd pers. sing. 1, 4, 6 wistest (1 wistes,

subj. wiase, wiste), 4 wystest, (vistas), wiste,

4-5 wyste, wist, 6 wyst.
c888 JElfrkd Boeth. v. § 3 Ic wolde paet pu me saedest I

hwaeber Su wisse hwaet pu self waere. C950 Lindisf. Gosp.

John i. 48 Huona..mec wistes ou? c 1000 Ags.Gosp. Matt.

xxv. 26 Du wistest paet ic rype pser ic ne sawe. 13.. K,
Horn 240 (Harl.) Tech him alle be listes pat pou euer

WTStest [Laud MS. vistes]. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love I.

viii. (Skeat) I. 31 In as fer as thou hem wistest false. 1423

Jas. I Kingis Q. xiv, Wist thou thy payne to cum ..wele

myght thou wepe. c 1430 Chtv. Assigne 186 If pou here

dome wyste. c 1500 Melusine 24 Yf thou wyst and knew
the grette meruaylles. 1587 Goluing De Mornay ii. (1592)

21 If thou wistest how to vse them.

5. Imperative. Stem as in I; endings: sing. 1-6

-e; occas. combined with foil. pron. 4 witow; //.

1 -ap, 1-5 -e (in wite }e), 1, 4-5 -ep, 4-5 -eth,

5 -ip, -yp ; north. 1 -as, 4 -s, 5 -is, -ys ; also sing,

and (4- )
pi. without ending.

0900 Cynewulf EUne 94s Wite ou pe jtearwor paet ou..

anforletc.lufan dryhtnes. C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. IV. viii,

Witao se paet hit swa nis. 971 Blickl. Hem. 183 Wit pu

ponne paet ic eom dry. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) iv. 4 [3] Wite

je [scitote] paet God xemyclade his cone sehaljodan. c 117s

Lamb. Horn. 9 Wite 3e hwet wes sinagoge on pam aide

la3e. e 1200 Ormin 205 Witt tu patt ice amm Gabriael. citnt,

wite pu [see B. 5]. a 1300 Cursor M. 4727 Wijt [Gd'lt. wit]

yee wel. Ibid. 20275 Has na dred, hot wijts it wele. 13..

Bonaventura's Medit. 254 Wetep pat he me hated ar 30W.

c 1325 Spec. Gy Wanv. 312 Wete pu wel. c 1350 Will.

PalernebZ A gladere wommon . .no mi3t go on erpe. .witow

for sope. c 1400 Maundev. vi. [v.] (1919) I. 23 And wyte jee

wel pat [etc.]. 0400 Destr. Troy 2775 Wetys hit all wele

..pat be dayens you derit. 1441 in Keg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

1450, 69/2 Wittis me to hafe gevin [etc.]. 1450-80 tr. Seer.

Seer. Prol. 3 Width welle that AristotiUe made, .many won.
dres. C1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvii. 396 Syr, wyte

that Charlemagne is come wyth his oost. 1508 Dunbak
Gold. Targe 177 Wit ye thay did thair baner hye display.

6. Present Participle, a. 1, 4 witende, (i

wittende, weotende), 4 «. dial, witand, wetand
(Sc. vittand), 4-6 Sc. wittand

;
4-6 witing,

wyt-, etc., 5-6 weting, -yng(e, 6- witting.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. I. xxvii. (ed. Schipper) 95/1 No
witende [orig. nesciens]. Ibid. IV. iii. (1890) 270 Ne weoten-

dum [orig. nescientibus]. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John, Introd.

2 Scienti, uitend. a 1340 H ampole Psalter x. 4 Witand his

priuytes. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. {Johannes) 86 Wittand
na wa. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2714 Noon..wetyng
what sche ment. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. N. T. Pref. 8

Well wetyng that [etc.]. 1867 Bailey Universal Hymn 8

Witting nought.

7. Past Participle, a. 1-5 witen, (2 wy-, 4
-in), 4-5 witten, 5 wytene, wetyn, -un, -en(e,

Sc. 5 witting, 5-6 -in, witne, 6 Sc. wyttin,

8 (?) wit. j8. 3, s west, 4 weste, 4-6 wyst,

5 wyste, wiste, 4- wist.
a. ciaao Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 2 Nis nan ping..behydd

paet ne sy witeu [Hatton Gosp. gewyten]. a 1300 Cursor M.
6996 In his time war pe fabus written, pat yeit er thoru pe

bokes witten [Gott. witin, Trin. witen). a 1400 Morte Arth.

869 Hade 1 wytene of this, c 1400 Vwaine 9f Gaw. 1810

Sho lete als sho him noght had sene, Ne wetyn that he thar

had bene. ci4»S Wyntoun Cron. exxxviii. 435 Gif pal had

witting, herd, or sene. c 1470 Harding Chron. lxxvi. v,To

be written . . euer to be knowen and weten. c 1475 Rauf
Coiljear 604 And I had wittin. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) ii. 32, I wald pat it wer wittin. 1596 Dalrymple

tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 444 Gif the peple had

witne. 17. . Jamie_ Douglas ii. in Child Ballads IV. 98 An
I had wit what I wit now.

fl. a 1300 Cursor M. 18130 Als he had wist it noght.

c 1300 Harrow. Hell 33 (Digby MS.) Suppen haul poled

and west [Harl. MS. wyst] Bopechele, hounger and purst.

a 1320 K. Horn 1484 (Harl.) Knyhtes of be beste pat he euer

hede of weste. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 1, xiii. 67 Y haue wiste
suche men. \ 1482 Cety Papers (Camden) 131 And y had
west that }e would a taked so sor. 1526 wyst [see Had-1-
wist]. 1792 [see B. 7]. 1844 wist [see B. 1 dj.

B. Signification.

I. Simple senses.

1. trans. To have cognizance or knowledge of;

to be aware of ; to know (as a fact or an existing

thing), a. with simple obj. : = Know v. 8, ii f.

971 Blickl. Horn. 117 Frunan maran pinges ponne senses
mannes semet waere her on eoroan, paet hit witan lnihte,

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iv. 10 5if pu wistest godes Syfe, &
hwaet se is pe cwio to pe, syle me drincan. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 35 Nis nan sunne pet he [sc. the priest] ne con ; ooer
he heo wat ourh, pet he heo dude him seolf. 11200 Moral
Ode 112 in O. E. Horn. I. 167 pe 3e lest wat biseiS ofte

mest, pe hit al wat is stilie. r 1200 Ormin 11259 Piss wast
tu wel to sope. c X250 Hymn to God 12 in Trin. Coll. Horn.
App. 258 pu pe wost al uie poucht, louerd drau} us neor pe.

13.. E. E. Aliit. P. C. 129 pe welder of wyt, pat wot alle

pynges. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 638 A bettere kni3t wot y non.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 389 For aught I woot, he was of

Dertemouthe. Ibid. 595 Wel wiste he by the dro^hte, and
by the reyn, The yeldynge of his seed, and of his greyn.
c 1420 Sir Amaiiace (Camden) xxix, The trauthe fulle litulle

thay wote. c 1460 Play Sacram. 679 The best Counsayle
that I now wott. c 1500 Lancelot 225 None wist his nome.
1530 Tindale Lev. v. 17 Though he wist it not, he hath
yet offended. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 105 If yehad wist

the cause of our comming. 1590 Spenskr I<\ Q. I. i. 13 The
perill of this place I better wot then you. 1642 H. More
Song of Soul 11. liii, You are Heavens Privy-Counsellour,

I understond, Which I wist not before. 1753 Richardson
Grandison III. xxxi. 347 Wot ye not the indelicacy of an
early present, which you are not obliged to make ? 1821

Scott Kenilw. xxix, I wot that but too well.

b. with dependent statement (sometimes antici-

pated by a pronoun (it, this) as obj., -which in the

pass, const, becomes the subj.) : = Know v. ii a.

Beowulf 821 Grendel.. wiste be geornor paet his aldres

waes ende gegongen. 971 Blickl. Horn. 121 Hie wiston

bset heora epel .. sceolde .. seseted weorpan mid hal^um
sawlum. c 1000 JElfric Gen. xv. 8 Hu maeg ic witan paet

ic hyt a^an sceal ? c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 24 Ic wat
paet 5u cart heard matin, c J200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 147 He
wiste siker pat hit wuroen solde. 01250 Owl Ar Night. 61

Ich wot pat pu art vnMilde Wi^> heom pat ne Muwe from

pe schilde. c 1250 Gen. tr Ex. 3054 Nu ic wot we haue
mis-don. c 1300 Havelok 1345, I wot, he wilen pe nonth

werne. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 5151 Hit

hap ofte be wyst & sen, pat wrape bytwyxte kynde hap
ben. 1375 Barbour Bruce I. 509, I will blythly apon me ta

The state, for I wate that I have rycht. a 1400 Hymns
I'irg. (1867) 87 pou woost not to-day pat pou schalt lyue to-

morowe. 1426 Lydg. De Gust. Pilgr. 8776, I wot my sylff

yt ys nat so. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 22

Efter Leoun, was chosin a woman pape nocht wittand that

scho was a woman. 111516 More K ich. ///Wks. 37/1 Whose
death kyng Edwarde ..when he wist it was done, pitiously

bewailed. 1530 Tindale Gen. xx. 6, I wot it well that thou

dydest it in purenesse of thi herte. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI,

11. v. 16 As witting I no other comfort haue. 1724 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 8, I wat on him she did na gloom.

1816 Scott Old Mort. v, Well wot I thou hast not heard the

call of a true preacher. lSggCentury Mag. Dec. 300/2 They
. .witting little that the tide has long since turned.

C. with dependent question (also cllipt.') :
=

Know v. i i b.

See also WuKTpron. 8 b (quots. a 1000, c 1560, 1568, 1570,

1603) and Watna-what.
Beowulf2519 Nolde ic sweord beran,..£if ic wiste hu wio

Sam ajlaecean elles meatlte Kylpe wiSgripan. c 950 Lindisf.

Gosp. John viii. 14 Ic uat huona ic cuom & huidder ic

jeonge. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Wel ic wat hwer ic sceal

milcien. a 1225 Ancr. R. 96 Ne schalt tu neuer more eft

witen hu me stont. a 1250 O'ot f Night. 1201 Ich wot ;ef

treon schule blowe ; Ich wat 3ef conies schule growe. (11300

Cursor M. 64 Wydur to wende ne wat he noght. 1340

Ayenb. 9 To yelde pet he hep of opre manne kueadliche,

ef he wot to huam. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 12 pat

. was in A Wildernesse, wuste I neuer where, c 1380 Wyclif
Sel. IVks. III. 452 It is reservyd to God, to wete wiche [sin]

is dedly and which is venyal. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

6646 At Rypoun hostelere he was, I ne wate how many 5ere.

1544 St. Papers Hen. VIII, X. 138 Forbicause. .that two of

!
his servauntes wer sick, he wist not wherof [etc.]. 1818

Scott Rob Roy xxvi, Whether they speak Gaelic or no I

:
wotna. 1842 Macaulay Battle ofLake Regillus xix, And
none wist where he lay.

d. with obj. and compl., or ace. and inf. :
=

Know v. i i c.

Beowulf 1309 Syopan he aldorpesn unlyfixendne, pone

I

deorestan deadne wisse. c888 jElfred Boeth, xxvu. §1
ForSaem he bine wiste swiSe un^esceadwisne. aiooa Ccllotf.

! sE/fric in Wr.-Wulcker 00/2 We witan pe bilcwitne wesan.

c 1205 Lay. 15060 Anan swa heo me per witen, awaei heo

wulle5 wenden. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1905 Maxencius bo

he wste him come he adde of him gret doute. 13.. K.

Horn 1372 (Harl.) Of ioie hue ne miste, O lyue ?ef hue pe

wiste c 1400 Destr. Troy 629, I wot me vnworthy pis

wirdis to flail. £1462 Paston Lett. II. 87 In faith, my
Lorde dyd quyte hym als curageously as ever I wist man

do. 1551 Lyndesay Monarche 3698, I haue wyttin gud

wemen passe fra hame. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)

xxii. 10 It dois 30W ay delyt To wit me in distress. 1571

Campion Hist. Irel. vi. (1633) 15 Hee never wist the matter

to bee haynous. 1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue vi. 376

Judith.. Whom now the Murdress of his Lord hee wist.

1844 Mrs. Browning Lay of Broivn Rosary I. iv/I'he grey

border-stone that is wist To dilate and assume a wild shape

in the misL

e. absol., or in parenthetic phrases (see also 11) :

= Know v. ii e. (See also Had-I-wist.)

Iwot (occas. / wit), dial, awat [awyte), is often equivalent

virtually to / wis (see Wis v.').

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxxi[i). 5 Ne onseatan hi, ne seara

wistan. a 1300 Cursor M. 13607 ' Hu es it sua pat he seis

I

nu?' ' We ne wat, bot ask him-seluenhu." a 1300, 1724 [see

A. 2 a], c X300 Havelok 2708 pou wost ful wel, yif pu wilt

wite, pat apelwold pe dide site On knes. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

867 pou lext, ich vnder stand AnS wot ! c 1386 Chaucer
Sompu. T. 182 Elye, wel ye witen In mount Oreb..He
fasted longe. c 1400 Beryn 509 What dogg is pat?.. wost
pou ere? c 1450 Holland Hoivlat 4,29, I wryt as I wait.

c 1475 RaufCoillear 262 Als far as I wait, the nicht is furth

gane. 1590 Stenser F. Q. 1. viii. 44 Them to renew, I wote,
breeds no delight. 1602 Warner Alb. Eug. xi. lxiii. 275
But, well I wot, Loue is a Lordly Feast. 1748 Thomson
Cast. Indol. I. lxxiv, He led, I wot, the softest way to death.

01774 I wyt [see Wire sb. 7]. 1775 [see A. 2 fi], 1830
Tennyson Second Song Owl, Thytuwhits are lull'd, I wot.

f(/>) in subjunctive in phr. Cod ox Crist wite.

Cf. MHG. wirle Crist, etc.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Eft, wite crist, heo is ful biter to

betene. 01225 After. R. 250 God hit wute & he hit wot
[etc.]. c 1300 Havelok 517 God it wite, he shal ben ded.

2. intr. with of: To be aware of (as existing,

or as happening or having happened) ; to know of

(Know v. 18 b). With negative, (a) to have no
idea of, not to suspect

;
(b) to be unaware or

unconscious of.

In later use chiefly in the phr. that I. you (etc.) wot of.

c 1205 Lay. 17174 Ich what a waerc mid wundere bi-stonde.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 88 5are hit is pet ich wuste herof. C1385

Chaucer L. G. W. 7 Non.. may of it non othere weyis

wytyn But as he hath herd seyd or founde it wrytyn. c 1400

Apcl. Loll. 40 He pat presumip and wenip to wete verily of

aping. C1460 Emare 579 He.. wyste of no treson. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur 1. x. 49, I wold I had wyst of hem, they

shold not haue escaped so. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) II. 286 Our folk.. met with thame..

be chance the ane not witting of the vther. 1607 T. Rogers

31} Art. Pref. (1625) HU 1 We not weeting, nor. .dreaming of

any such matter. 1801 Wobdsw. Prioress' T. xxvi, Those

bad Jews.. That of this murder wist. 1866 Alger Solit.

Nat. 11. 58 Inspired by a splendid hope,.. he wist not of

hunger or of sneers. 1876 Whitney Sights s. Insights II.

iii. 363 We wit well of many things that we would never

prove.

•Pb. To have experience of: cf. Know v. 18 a.

13.. Cursor M. 20508 (Gott.), I sal fare pat i sal neuer

witt of care, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 3270 Gode lete hem
never wete of wool 1433 Jas. I Kingis Q. xliv, A. .prisoner

..That. .wote of noght bot wo. 1436 Audelay Poems 2

His soul never schal ponyschyd be, ne never wyt of wo.

f 3. Passing into the sense : To become aware of,

gain knowledge of, get or come to know ; to find

oat, ascertain, discover ; to be informed of, learn,

' hear ' (at or of a person), esp. in answer to inquiry

;

hence sometimes virtually equivalent to ' inquire,

ask '. Cf. Know v. 8, 18 b (obs. uses). Obs.

Often not distinguishable from the simple sense 'know

'

(i or 2), esp. with will or would (— wish, would like), or

with ere, or ( = before).

a. trans, with simple obj., or in passive.

c jooo [see A. 7 a
J.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 563 ?ef ha pe 3et

wule, pen ha wat hire woh, wiostonden a^ein us. a 1300

K. Horn^iS (Camb.) To speke wip Rymenhild..& witen

hure wille. 1340-70 Alex, tr Dind. 4 To oridrace. .alixandre

wendus, pere wilde contre was wist & wondurful peple.

^1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 615 Haimes myghte foIwen..If

it were wyst. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 427 Nero.

.

wolde wite..pe nombre of lewes pat were at Ierusalem.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 134S6 pai . . Made hym wise of pe werke,

pat pal wiste hade. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 111 They. .sent

in to me to weten if thei myt3 speken with me. 1483

Caxton Gold. Leg. 197 h/i Anone as she wyste the comyng

of the holy virgyne she wente to hir. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre

391 Of my name wald 3e w it the veritie, Forsuith, thay call

me Sensualitie. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) iii. 19 Lat

non knaw 50' intends; Be verry war or that thay wit 30'

myndis.

b. with dependent statement or question or obj.

and compl. (as in 1 b, c).

1131 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), pa wiste pe king Sat he

feorde mid suicdom. CI17S Lamb. Horn. 41 Jif hwa wule

witen hwa crest bi-won reste pam wrecche saulc.ic eow

segge. C1305 Lay. 271 Witen he wolde purh pa wiper-

craftes wat ping hit were. 1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1185 pe

pikes smite horn boru out ar hii wuste wat hit were, a 1300

Cursor M. 13083 Iohn bigan at pam to wijt Quer iesus crist

. .yeitt Bigan wit werckes him to kipe. c 1350 Will. Palerne

145 Whanne pis witty werwolf wiste him so schaped. c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints xi. [Simon fr Judas) 366, & bad pe duk

pat Pat suld vyte quhat he wes pat [pal] had done. 1377

Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 313 Now wolde I witen of pe what

were pe best, c 1430 Chev. Assigne 35 Whenne he wysste

her with chylde. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 136 He
began to caste his eyen vpon his peple.. for to wete how

they were of nombre. 1530 Tindai.k Gen. ix. 24 As soone

as Noe was awaked.. and wyst what his yongest Sonne had

done. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 1. xvi. 38, I wolde wytte

whether the partie shal be also dischargyd in the common
lawe. 1535 Coverdale Exod. ii. 4 His sister stode a farre

of, to wete what wolde come of him. 1616 R. C. Times

Whistle v. 2094 Diligent enquirie made, they wist At length

what was become of him. 1690 W. Walker Idwmat.

Auglo-Lat. 524 He stood to wit what would be done.

c. absol. or intr. with of.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 680 Alle pre he bro;te pe dojtren

bi vore him to witen of hor po3le. a 1300 Cursor M. 20194

Quatestiname..? Gladli par-ofwijt wald 1. 1375 [see A. 4A
01400-50 Wars Alex. 509 pis egg, or pe kyng wyst, to be

erth fallis. c 1400 2b Pol. Poems 1. 49 And ;e wole wyte, thus

mowe ;e lere. o 1450 Horn Merch. dyd II yfe betray 103 in

Hazl. E. P. P. I. 201 Yf he wylle algatys wytt, Say in my
chaumbyr y lye sore syke. c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 22

Where wonnys Welthe, and a man wolde wyt? Ibid. 1654,

I speke the softlyer, because he sholde not wete. 1570 Satir.

Poems Reform, x. 379 He come hame agane or euer thay

wist. 1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635) 53 On a sudden

(ere any wist) there rusht among the people the Emperors
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aimed Horsemen. 1793 Burns '0 Lassie' 2 O Lassie, are

ye sleepin yet, Or are ye waukin, I wad wit?

f4. trans. To have praclical knowledge of; to

be conversant with or versed in : <= Know v. 9. Obs.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 445 He. .wi'ste. .sprxca fela. a 1250
Owl fy Night. 195 He wot insist in eche songe Wo singet

wel, wo singet wronge. 0:1300 Cursor AT. 18938 For wel
bai all langage wist, c 1330 R. Hrunne Chron. H ace (Rolls)

7166 'i'ak & lef as bou sest skyle, . . Bettere ban y bou wost
be dede. 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 516 Swiche maner lorus,

|?at bou miht..be beste lawe kenne. Whan bou hit wisliche

wost, wilne hit in herte.

b. with to and inf.: To know how, be able:

= Know v. 12.

1340-70 Ahx. Sf Dind. 09 Sin we wetin hur wil to worchen

. .We mowe be sobliche isaid hur seruauntus. c 1440 Gene-
rydes 53 He wyste not them to fynde. 1576 Foxe A. <y Af,

(ed. 3) I. 14/2 He either wist not, or lyste not to shew his

cunnyng therin. 1594 Carew Huarie's Exam. Wits v.

(1596) 58 No Philosopher as yet wist to giue to euery differ-

ence of wit determinatly that which was his. 1893 F.

Thompson Hound 0/ Heaven 24 Fear wist not to evade, as
Love wist to pursue.

f5. In imperative = * be assured', 'you may be

certain ', and later in monitory formulae and polite

phrases (e. g. ye shall wit, please ityou to wit) =
1 you must know ',

' let me tell you ',
' allow me to

inform you*. Obs.
agoo-iooo [see A. 5]. CI205 Lav. 15090 Wite bu..}>at

dead is Voi timer. ^1275 Passion our Lord 356 in O. E.
Misc. 47 Yf Mi kyneriche were ine worlde bisse, Mine men
wolde wybstonde, wite bu myd iwisse. a 1300 Cursor AI.

10185 Was neuer nan for-soth wijt yee Men of sua mikel
cherite. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 60 Hit when and wit.

nessen bat woneb vppon eorbe, J?at I, Fauuel [etc.]. c 1400
Rom. Rose 4782 Wite thou this, If thou fle it, it shal
flee thee, c 1400 Maundev. vi. (v.] (1919) I. 26 Wyteth
wel bat the rewme of Arabye is a full gret contree. 1417
Hen. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. I. 61 We grete yow
wel, and wol ye wite that thambassiatours . . have been
here. 1415 Paston Lett. I. 21 Preyeng yow to wite that
I have resceyved yowr goodly lettres. e 1450 Merlin 13
Wite well that god shall helpe yow. 1456 Sir G. Have
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 15 >e sail wut that the sevyn angelis
signifyis the sevin partis of the tyme. c 1470 Got. <$• Gaw.
98 Thow sail rew in thi ruse, wit thow but wene. 1476
Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 2 Pies it you to wete, this

same day I depart to Cales wardes. 1539 Cromwell in
Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 196 Please it your excel*
lente Maiestie to witte that [etc.]. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, x. 57 First thow sail wit, he was sone natural To
James the Fyft. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. iv. 31 Please you
wit : The Epitaph is for Marina writ.

f 6. with to and inf. : To be certain or confident,

feel sure, expect confidently. (Cf. Know v. 10.) Obs.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 2057 He was glad, uor he wuste

wel to winne al is wille. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 224 He was
an esy man to yeue penaunce Ther as he wiste to haue a
good pitaunce. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems vii. 41 %tf he wiste to
heuene to go. c 1440 Jacob*s Well 177 My conscyens telde
me, bat W I had wyst to haue lyued, I wolde no5t have
soi'wyd for my synnes.

f7. To experience : = Know v. s, c. Obs. rare.
a 1450 Lt-Aforte Arth.8 Oure eldris. .That mykell wiste

of wo and wele. a 1510 Douglas A". Hart 1. 86 This cumlie
court. .No wandreth wait, ay wenis welth endure. 179a A.
Wilson Watty fy Meg iiSMeg. .Sicachangehad never wist.

8. To recognize; to distinguish, discern, detect

:

= Know v. I, 1 b, 4. Obs. or rare arch.
a 1300 Cursor AI. 781 O wityng bath god and ill 5ee suld

be lauerds at ^our will. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 1002 Men
han wit for to wite be wikke & be gode. a 135J Minot
Poems (fid. Hall) iy, 44 In bat morning fell amyst, And when
oure Ingliss men it wist, It changed all Jiaire cheie. 1555
Piiaer AEneid. 1. (1558) B ij, Whan he his mother wist, He
folowed fast and cald (alas) what mean you, thus to list In
fayned shapps .. to apeare? 184a Mrs. Browning Grk.
Chr. Poets (1863) 98 If by chance an Attic voice be wist.

II. Phrases.

9. fa. Do to wit, also without to (Do v. 22 c) :

to cause (a person) to know, make known to,

inform. Also (rarely) give to wit (Give v. 29 c).

Const, as in 1 and 2. Obs.
c i»s Lav. 3163 Ich do be wel to witene,. . bat mi drihliche

lond atwa ich habbe ideled. Ibid. 27150 ArSur hafde his
hauwares. .and sone duden him to witen whuder he wolde
wenden. C1250 Gen. A Ex. 1302 He sa^t oe stede De god
him witen in herte dede. c 1330 R. Brunnk Chron. Wact
(Rolls) 14782 Seint Bede dob vs to wyten Whilk were gode,
whilke were elles.

^ 1377 Langl. P. PL B. vnt. 13, I..
preyed hem. .If bei knewe any contre. .Where bat dowel
dwelleth, doth me to wytene. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
iii. 8, I do ;ow to wit bat Constantinople e-t rijt a faire
citee. 1470-85 Malory Arthur \\\, xxvi. 253 Ye myght haue
done me to wete of his comynge. 1524 in Hakluyt Voy.
(1599) II. 77 Wee giue you to weet, that we haue receiued
your letters. 1516 Tindale / Cor. xv. 2, I do you to witt
[1611 I declare vntoyou) after what maner I preached vnto
you. 1600 Holland Livy xxix. xxtv, He did them to
weete and understand, that bee intended. .to conduct his
armada to Lilybaeum. a 1604 Hanmkr Chron. Irel, (1633)
193 We doe you wit, that such a Law and Custome is in
England. 1674 [see Do v. 22 c].

b. Let wit, rarely \ let to wit (Let v\ 12, 13) :

to let (a person) know (a thing) : (a) to inform
(one), or to make (something) known ( = a) ; (A} to
allow (one) to know, or (something) to be known,
to disclose, reveal ; f (e) occas. to show, exhibit.

Const, as in a. Obs. exc. dial.
ciao5 [see Let r. 1

13J. 1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9788 j>e
point of is suerd . . at canterbury be monekes lateb wite, Vor
honour of be holi man. C1340 Ham pole Prose Treat. 4
Helett rne wyetc.bat he ne is fundene in be lande of softly
lyfande. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3145 Thou art wel worthy to
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haue maugree To late hym of the Roser wite. ^1440
Generydes 4153 If ye knowe wher that I may hym fynde,

Now lete me wete, I prae yow. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold.

Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) C, I lette the to witte, that the Rodyan
peopleare curteis. (71547 Surrey in Tottet's Misc. (Arb.) 219,

I let the wete thou shalt not play with me. 1592 Kyd Sp.
Trag. iv. iv, Solyman saluteth thee, And lets thee wit by
me his highnes will. 1600 FAIRFAX 'Passo v. Ixxxvi, From
Egypt come they all, this lets thee weete [time fleet e].

1794 [see Let p. 1

13J.
1825 Brockbtt N. C. Gloss, s.v.,

'I'll ne'er let wit', I'll not inform, or I'll keep it secret.

1890 Hall Caine Bondman 11, i, [He] never let wit of his

intention.

10. To wit. t a- It m to wit (also to witting) :

it is to be observed, noted, or ascertained ; so it

were to wit, it needs investigation, one ought to

know. Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Love 783 Of be middel heu^ is to wite J>e

swetnesse and be feirschjpe. c 1330 R. Brunnk Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 431 Hit were to witen Whi be batailie of

Troye was smiten. c 1380 Wyclif Stmt. Sel. Wks, I. 114
It were to wite be moral sense of bese wordis. c 1380—
Wks. (i88j) 328 It were to witc.wheber priue confession

made to prestis be nedeful. 1398 Trevisa Harth. De P. R.
in. ii. (Tollem. MS.), Firste it is to wetynge what binge
the soule is. Ibid. xvn. ii. (Add. MS. 27044), It is to

wytynge [ed. 1495 wyte] hat a sraffe. .chaungeb be. .qualile

of be stok in to his owne. .qualite. c 1449 Pecock Repr. It.

xiii. 223 For the more cleering of this present answere, it is

to wite that a thing is holi in three maners. 1456 Sir G.
Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 246 Bot quheihir his awin legis

ar behaldyn to kepe his assuraunce, in that poynt it is to

wit. 1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 47 It is to wyt that

the Holy Londe. .in parte, .was called y'- kyngdome of Jude.
1628 Coke On Litt. 16 And it is to wit, that this word
{inheritance) is not only intended where a man hath Lands
or Tenements by discent of inheritage. [Comm.] Et est

ascauoire. This kinde of speech is vsed. .oftentimes by our
Authour, .and euerteacheth vs some rule of Law, orgenerall
or sure leading point.

f b. That is to wit (also to witting) = AF.
cestasavoir literally ' that is to know ' : that is to

say, that is, namely ' = L. scilicet, videlicet {viz.)
;

occas. = id est {ue.). Obs. replaced by the simple
to wit

y
c (b).

1340 Ayenb. 1 Tuaye lettres of be abece, |>et is to wytene
A. and b. C1375 Se, Leg: Saints i. (Petrus) 403 Twa sub-
stance, bat is to wyt, Of devel and man, to-gyddir knete.
a 1400 Engl. Gilds (1870) 349 pese ben be olde vsages of be
Cite of Wynchestre..pat is to wetynge, bat [etc.]. 1440 in

3rd Rep. Hist. AISS. Comm. ^60/2 £eldynge there of by the
3ere to the forseyde Johan, that ys to wetynge, the furste

3ere [6s. 8<£] and every ^ere after [13J. ^d.\ 1484 Caxton
Eables of Poge v, The whiche parte was iumelle that is to
wete double.

^ 1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing h j, Your har-
nays. That is to wyte your rodde : your lynes. 1526
Tindale Afatt. xxiii. 8 For one ys youre master, that is to
wytt Christ. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 75 Where of we haue
hearde a grete wonder, that is to wete, that that same kynde
dieth & lyueth agayn. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Theseus
(iS95) S Vpon conditions agreed betweene them : that is to
wit, that the Athenians should furnish them with a shippe.

c. To wit : (a) * To be sure ', as one may know,
truly, indeed. Obs, or rare arch.
c 1400 Song 0/ Roland 850 Ther fell.. A straung wedur.
A gret derk myst in the myd-day-tym, ..the erthe dynnyd
doillfully to wet. C1400 Afelayne 222 pay. .bade hym come
owte with bam to fyghte, To witt with owtten wene. C1400
Destr. Troy 14002 The worthiest to wete, bat in wer deghit.
1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 1G6 No fault so great to wit, Which
at the prayer of fail! tie folkes the Gods do not remit. 1748
Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. xxv, He was, to weet, a little

roguish Page. 1819 Keats On Charles Armitage Brown \,

He is to weet a melancholy carle.

(b) That is, namely, scilicet.

In former law practice used to indicate (and placed after
I the name of) the venue of a trial.

1577 .Wolton Cast% Christians Bviijb, That common
;

saying.., that the beginning of vertue is of Nature, to wyt
I of Perfect Nature. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Earn. Love
j

Bj, The same testimonye that ye alledge, to weete, that

I

they had Moses and the Prophets. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v.

I
x. 1 SomeCIarkes doe doubt. .Whether this heauenly thing,

[ whereof I treat, To weeten Mercie, be of lust ice part. 1608

J. King Serm. 24 Alar. 12 He.. reigned long, to weete,
fourty years. x6ax T. Granger Pedes, vi, 3. 137 An abor-
tiue child, to wit, one that is borne before his time, and
dyeth in his birth. 1657 Stvle Reg. Pract. 351 Incertain
words In the Count or Declaration, may be made good . .by

. a plea in Car. Hill 22 Car, B, r. To wit, by the Defendants
taking notice of the meaning of them in his plea. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 43 P Accounting for what we frequently
see, to wit, that dull Fellows prove very good Men of Busi-
ness. 1756 C. Lucas Est. Waters I. 39 In certain degrees
of heat, to wit, in thirty three of Fahrenheit's thermometer,

;

and upwards, water is always fluid. 1765 G. Wilson Ray-
1 Mend's Entries III. 168 Allen against Harris.. . Kent, (to

wit). i8»3 Broadsheet (Bodl. G. A. Oxon. b. 112, If. 80),
Oxfordshire to Wit. Sentences of the Prisoners, Who were
tried at the Summer Assizes at Oxford. 183a Bingham
Rep. Comm. Pleas VIII. 235 At Martinmas 1830, to wit, on
the 23d of November 1830. 185a Oxford Chron. 3 July 1/5
advt., Oxfordshire Election. Proclamation for a Special
County Court. Oxfordshire to wit. 1875 Maine Hist. Instil.
iv. 114 Thrice nine ridges.., to wit, nine of bog, nine of
smooth and nine of wood.
11. God wot (also f God it wot ; f Godwot, God

ote, Goddot) : God knows, a. Used to emphasize
the truth of a statement, arch. So f Wot Christ.
01235 Ancr. R. 54 God hit wot,. .more wunder ilomp.

Ibid. 330 Wat Crist hit is god riht bet us scheome biuoren
inonne. c 1300 Havelok 2527 For he it made, god it woth !

a 1300 1859 [see God sb. 10 al c 1400 Anturs Arth. 547
(Ireland MS.) 'Greselle \ quod Gauan, ' gone is, God ote!'
1865 [see A. 4a]. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda 111. 83
She has good reasons enough, God wot ! 1893 T. E. Brown

j Old John etc. 177 A garden is a lovesome thing, God wot !
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fb. With dependent interrogative or absol., im-

plying that the thing spoken of is utterly unknown.
1390 Gower Con/. I. 3 What schal befalle hierafterward

Goct wot. c 1400 Beryn 1201, I am I-weddit ! 3e, God woot
beste, in what maner & howe ! ^1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)

xii. 53, I wate no^t ; God wate. a 1500 Peblis to the Play 7

God wait bai wald bai do bat stound. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xiii. 134 God wait gif ,e be Jaip.s 10 bald in stoir.

1646 [see God sb. 10 b J.

fl2. 'Jo 7i'it (a person) to say: to inform or

instruct him. Obs.
?A misuse due to confusion with ivitere, Witter v. (cf.

the reading of later text in quot. c 1205 s. v.).

a 1400-so Wars Alex. 241 f'ai semely qwene Ai of Egipt
erd enquirid if he were,, .scho wetis if he wald wete hire to

say. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11467 He shuld..spir at horn

specially of hor spede fer; If bai hade wille to J»e werke,

wete bom to say,..glose hit not lengur. Ibid. 135S0 He
fraynet at )>e freke.., Wat whe bat he was, wete hym to say.

fWit,z'.- Obs. Also 5 wyte. 5-6wyt(t f
Gwitt(e;

5/(7./. wytte ; 6 pa.pple. witte. [app. inferred

from WlTWOBD testament, bequest. Cf. bewitit

(1436 and 1587), by-forms of Bequeathe by con-

tamination with this.] trans. To bequeath. Hence

f "Witting vbl.sb., bequest.

1393 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 104, I wyte and I commend
my saule to all myghty God & to our lady s> me Mary.

1406 E. E. Wills (1862) 12.V wyt 10 the person of myparyssh
vj s. viij d. c 1420 Lay Polks Alass Bk. 86 He wytte his

saul to his fadyr. c 1450 Ibid. 71 All. .bat. .in testment

wytes any gode in mayntenyng of bis kirk. 1483 Cath.

Atigl. 421/1 To Wytt gude, tegare. 1504 Will in Ripon
Ch. Acts (Surtees) 295 The residue of my gude nott witte.

1547 Test. Ebor. (SurtcesJ VI. 257, I give and wit my soule

unto Almighty God.

Wit, v.'-> [f. Wit sb.] a. ititr. with it : To play

the wit j to make witty remarks, b. trans, as a

meaningless repetition of the word just used, by
way of a vague threat. C Jrans, To call (a person)

a wit, attribute wit to. (All nonce-uses.)

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes ill. v. 92 They beginne to be

wanton, and to wit it one upon another, n 166a Hevlin
Laud (1668) 260 Others, .impute the Republishing of this

Declaration to the new Archbishop, . .after he took possession

of h\sGraceshipt BS Burton doth pretend to wit it in his Pulpit

Libell. 1679 Shadwbll True li 'idew 11. 30 Set.. . I think they

are all out of their wits.. .Prig. Prithee Stanmore be my
Second, I'll wit him with a Pox to him. 1778 Mmb.
D'AuBLAY/Vao'-oSept., Dr. Johnson. 'Why, did Dr. Jebb
forbid her wine '(

' F. B. ' Yes, sir.' Dr. Johnson. ' Well, he

was in the right ; he knows how apt wits are to transgress

that way...' In this sort of ridiculous manner he wits me
eternally.

Wit : see Whit, White, Wight, Wite, With.
Wital(l,Witaldrie : see Wittol, Wittoldby.
"Witale, obs. Sc. form of Victual.

Witan (wi-tan). Hist. [OE., pi. oiwita Wite
sbX\ The members of the national council in

Anglo-Saxon times ; the council itself, the Witex-
AOEMOT. Also trans/.

1807 S. Tl'rnkr Hist. Anglo-Saxons x. iv. II. 226 The
treaty. .is said to have been made by the king and his

witan. 1839 Keightlev Hist. Eng. I. 36 Edward, the

Elder, ..was chosen by the Witan to succeed his father,

Alfred. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. § 1. 4 Their homesteads
clustered round a moot-hill.. Here, too, the 'witan', the
Wise Men of the village, met to settle questions of peace
and war. 1877 Tennyson Harold 11. ii, William. Good,
good, and thou wilt help me to the crown. Harold. Ay..
if the Witan will consent to this.

Witan, variant of Whitten.
Witand, -ly: see Witting///, a., Wittingly.

Witch (witj) r sb.1 Now only dial. Forms: 1

wicca, wyeca, 3-6 wiche, etc. (as next). [OE.
•wicca wk. masc. (see next).] A man who practises

witchcraft or magic; a magician, sorcerer, wizard.

See also White witch.
c 8qo Laivs ofsEl/rcdxxx, Da faemnan, be sewuniaS onfon

xealdorcraeftix,an
t &. scinlaecan, & wiccan. . 1100 Gloss, in

Wr.-Wulcker 183/51 Augur uel ariolus, wicca. a 1225

Juliana 41 Ich hit am bat spec burh simunes mu3 be
wicche. e 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3028 De wicches hidden hem
for-San, Bi-foren pharaun nolden he ben. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxi. {Clement) 532 Sayand he was ane enchantore,
A wech and a trigetouyre. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvm. 46
' Crucifige ', quod a cacchepolle ' I warante hym a wicche I

'

c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 84 pe paynyms . . cleped bes

iij kyngis Atagos, )>at is to seye wiccnis. 1470-85 Mai.ory
Arthur 1. viii. 45 Som of hem lough hym [sc. Merlin] to

scorne, ..and mo other called hym a wytche. £1533 More
Anszv. Poys. Bk. Wks. 1063/2 The turning of Aarous rod.

.

into suche a serpent as deuourcd vp all y
e serpentes of y«

Egipciane witches. 1563 WinJet Vincent. Lirin. xxx. Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 63/7 Simon the weche, quha wes strukin be the

Apostolis cursing. 1627 R. Bernard Guide Grand-Jury
Men 240 The examination of that grand Witch, Lewis Gau-
fredy, before noble Commissioners. 1668 Kolle Abridg-
ment 1. 44 Home dit que I. S. Is a Witch, and I will prove

him so. 171a Swift Jrnl. to Stella 17 June, Am I a Lap-

lander? am I witch? ..can I make easterly winds? 1828

Carr Craven Gloss., Witch, this word.. is frequently used

for wizard, or fortune teller. 1913 in Expositor (1914) Jan.

20 [Near Criccietb] there lives a long-haired, haggard old

man whom the people about speak of as a * witch*.

\>.flg.
1831 Carlyle Misc., Borwclts Johnson (1857) III. 51 The

Editor is clearly no witch at a riddle. 1840 Hauburton
Clockm. Ser. ill. viii. And she keeps a-sayin'—Well, he 's a

witch ! Well, how strange I

Witch (wit/), sb.- Forms : 1-2 wiooe, wycoe,
3-6 wioohe, 3 wiohohe, 3-4 wyohche, 3-5
wyoohe, 3-6 wicho, 4-5 vryohe, wech, 4-6
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wich, wytche, wych, 4-7 witche, 5-6 weche,
(4 wecch, SCm wesch-, wisch-, 4, 6 which(e, 5
whitche, wheche, 6 wytch, Sc. vytche, vyche,
weyche), 6- witch. [OE. wicce fem., correspond-
ing to wicca Witch sb. 1 , both of which, are app.
derivatives oiwiccian Witch v.]

1. A female magician, sorceress ; in later use esp.

a woman supposed to have dealings with the devil

or evil spirits and to be able by their co-operation to

perform supernatural acts. See also White witch.
riooo ^Elfric Saints' Lives vii. 209 Anima<5. . ba reflan

wiccan, Sao be ous awent burh wiccecraeft manna mod.
a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss. 1. 1926 (Napier 52/1) P(h)i/onissam,
,L diuinatricem, helbrunan, wiccan. c 1290 St. Kaih. 279 in

S. Eng. Leg. 100 Taste 3e schulle be wychche bhide,. .And
smitez of hire heued a-non. 1303 R, Brunne Ilandl. Synne
439 Lo here a tale of a wycche, pat Ieued no better ban
a bycche. C137S Sc Leg. Saints 1. (Kalerine) 1088 [He]
gert bis katrine till hyme feite, & sad hir: ' bu wikide
wiche, Quhat wenis bu ws lang to preche?' c 1400 Destr.
Troy 111S2 The worthy, bat wicche hase wastid to dethe.

1440 Wyrcestbr in Wars Eng. in Fr. (Rolls) II. 11. 763
Alia mulier magica, vocata vulgariier Wyche of Eye,.,
capta est.., et apnd Smythfeld cremata. 1471 Caxton
Recuye It (SommerJ 243 Iuno the false wycche and sorceresse.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxv. 3, Jonet the weido on ane
bussome rydand. Off" wichiss with ane windir garesoun.
1591 Shaks. x Hen. VI, v, iii. 34 See how the vgly Witch
doth bend her hrowes, As if with Circe, she would change
my shape. 1656 W. Coles Art of Simpiing 67 Leaves of
Elder.. which to disappoint the Charmes of Witches, they
had affixed to their Doores and Windowes. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 117 Pio When an old Woman begins to doat, and
grow chargeable to a Parish, she is generally turned into a
Witch. 1790 Burns Tarn 0' Skanter 200 The witches follow,
Wi' mony an eldritch skriech and hollo. 1868 Tennyson
Lucretius 15 She ..Dreaming some rival, sought and found
a witch Who brew'd the philtre, xoox Rhys Celtic Folklore
iv. 294, I have heard of one old witch changing herself into
a pigeon.

b. With masculine prefix.

1601 Strange Rep. Sixe Notorious Witches B ij, Men-
Witches. 1653 Gataker find. Annot. Jer. 108 No pure
Astrologer, but a meer Magitian in plain English, an He-
witch.

c. A witch of Endor (in allusion to 1 Sam.
xxviii. 7) : a fanciful term for (a) a bewitching
person

;
(b) a medium.

1819 C'tess Spencer Let. 15 Nov. in Sarah, Lady Lyttle-
ton's Corr. (19 12) viii. 217 That witch of Endor, the Duchess
of Devon, has been doing mischief of another kind. 1919
R. R. Marett in Q. Rev. Apr. 458 In the West End a
siance with a Witch of Endor is doubtless to be obtained
for a suitable fee.

d. Phrases. The witch is in it : it is bewitched.

As nervous as a witch : a New England phrase,

applied to a very restless person.
a 1654 Selden Table-talk (Arb.) 82 When a Country-wench

cannot get her Butter to come, she says, The Witch is in her
Churn. 1885 Howjclls Silas Lapham xvii. 325 She rose
from her struggle with the problem, and said aloud to her-
self, ' Well, the witch is in it'. 1911 F. M. Crawford Un-
canny Tales, Man Overboard (1917) 132 She's been as
nervous as a witch all day. 1918 Eleanor H. Porter Oh,
Money I Money! xvii, He's nervous as a witch. He can't
keep still a minute.

f 2. trans/. The nightmare. 06s.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 526/2 Wytche, clepyd nyghte mare. .,

epialtes. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 4-27/1 Incubus,
ephialtex,, .a kinde of disease called the night mare or witch.

[Cf. 1847 Halliwell, Riding ofthe Witch, a popular phrase
for the nightmare, still in use.]

3- fig- a. gen.
1659 W. Brough Sacr. Princ. 240 Save me from vain

pleasures, the great witches of the world, 1708 Brit* Apollo
I. Quarterly Paper No. 2. 8/1 The Four of Clubs [is] call'd

Wibling's Witch .. from one James Wibling, who in the
Reign of. .James the First, grew Rich by.. Gaming, and
was commonly observ'd to have the Card.. in his Hand.
1820 Shelley Gishorne 132 The quaint witch Memory sees,

In vacant chairs, your absent images,

b. {a) A young woman or girl of bewitching
aspect or manners.
1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxiv. 37 Mrs. Jervis,

said he, take the little witch from me. 1800 T. D.Whitaker
Whalley 1. 184 note, In.. 1634 was acted.. a play entitled
The Witches ofLancaster.

.

. The term has since been trans-
ferred to a gentler species of fascination, which my fair

countrywomen still continue to exert in full force. 1834
Lvtton Pompeii 1. ii, For my part I find every woman a
witch. 1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Whiteboy ix. 69, 1 own I have
abused Miss Ellen, and good right I had—a young witch,
driving the world through heaven's windows. 1888 'J. S.
Winter ' Booties' Childr. vii, She who had been the blithest
little witch he had ever known.

(b) Old witch : a contemptuous appellation for

a malevolent or repulsive-looking old woman.
1x430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 168 A lust! galaunt

that weddithe an olde wiche. a 1536 Calisto <$• Melib. 825
Thow old which thou bryngyst me in grete dole. 1831
Coleridge Table- 1. 7 July, Tr.ere are only three classes into

which all the women past seventy that ever I knew were to
be divided :— 1. That dear old soul: 2. That old woman:
3. That old witch. 1884 F. M. Crawford Roman Singer i,

Mariuccia is an old witch.

4. Applied to various animals and objects.

a. The stormy petrel, b. A West Indian name for Crcto-
phaga ani, a black bird of the cuckoo family, c. A kind of
snail. d. In a loom: = Dobbv 3. e. Witch of Agnesi
(Math.) : a plane curve named after M, G. Agnesi (1718-99)
of the university of Bologna.
a. 1784 Pennant Arctic Zool. (1792) II. 255 Stormy Petrel.

..hated hy the sailors, who call them Witches, imagining
they forebode a storm. 1885 Swainson Prov, Names Birds
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' 211 Storm-Petrel... Witch, or Watei-witch. b. 1884 Cours
N. Amer. Birds 472 Black Witch. Savanna Blackbird.
C. i8ii Burrow Elem. Conchol. 204 Helix Scarab&us,
Witch or Cockchafer, d. 1883 Almondbury fy Hudders-
field Gloss., Witch, a machine which stands on the top of
a loom, and was used previously to the jacquard machine
for the purpose of figuring the cloth. 1909 Century Diet.
Suppl., Witch, . . a dobby or index-machine, e. 1875 B.
Williamson Integral Calculus vii. 173 Find the area be-
tween the witch of Agnesi xy2 = 4 a2

<a a—x) and its asymp-
i

tote. 1901 A. B. Basset Elem. Cubic fy Quartic Curves 96
j

Then the locus of P is a cubic called the witch of Agnesi.

i 5. attrib. and Comb. a. General combs. : simple
!

attrib., ^switch-act (Act sb. 5), gang, -legion, -lore,

-plot, -pupil, -trial; with the meaning 'used in
I
witchcraft or by witches in their enchantments

',

as witch-broth, -charming, -ointment, -sabbath
(Sabbath 3), -salve, thing; appositive, as witch-
bird (Bird sb. 4), -bride, carline, cummer, -hag,
-hare, -huntress, -maid, -maiden, -people, -wife,
•wolf, -woman; objective, etc., as witch-advocate,
-burner, -pricker (Pricker i), -searcher, -seeker,

-trier; also witch-like adj. and adv. ; instrumental,
as witch-held, -ridden, -stricken adjs. ; similative,

as witch-wise adj. b. Special combs. : witch-
balls (see quot.) ; witch-bell(s, Sc, a name for
the harebell, Campanula rotundifolia ; witch
broom, butter = witches* broom, butter (see c
below) ; witch cake, a preparation used to test a
supposed witch, or made by a witch for purposes of
incantation ; witch-chap dial. =plough-witch (see
Plough sb* 8); witch-fire = Corposant ; witch
gowau (see Gwan 2); witch-grass If. S., (a)

Panicum capillare, a weed-grass found through-
out the U. S., also called old-witch grass

; (b)

couch-grass, Triticum {Agropyruni) repens ; witch-
hat, a hat with a conical crown and flat brim,
represented as worn by witches; witch-hunter =
Witch-finder ; so witch-hunting; witch-lock =
Witch-knot 1; also transf.; witoh-loom (see 4d
above) ; witch-man, (a) a wizard ; (b) dial. «*

witch-chap ; witch-mania, a mania or craze for

witches and witchcraft ; witch-mark, a mark on
the body, supposed by witch-finders to denote
that its possessor was a witch ; witch-meal =
Lycopodium 2 ; witoh-meeting = witches* meeting
(see c below) ; witch-pap (see quots.) ; witch-
riding, the nightmare ; witch stitch (see quot.)

;

witch-stone, a flat stone with a natural perfora-

tion, used as a charm against witchcraft
; fwitch-

water, contemptuous name for holy water; witch-
weed S. Afr., a parasitic plant, Striga lutea ;

witchwork, witchcraft.

1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. App. 319 The 'Witch-Act. .was
not repealed till the Year 1736. a 1680 Glanvill Saddu-
cismus ir. (1681) o, I have, .almost spoiled all Mr. Webster's
. .and the other *Witch-Advocate Books. 1815 Scott Guy
M. xi, Witch-advocates, atheists, and mis-believers of all

kinds. t866 Treas. BoL, *Witch-balls, interwoven roller-

masses of the stems of herbaceous plants, often met with
in the steppes of Tartary. 1808 Jamieson, * Witch-bell,
round-leaved Bell-flower, Campanula rotundifolia. 1826
Hogg Love's Jubilee 112 The witch-bell blue. 1698 PresU
wick Kirk Sess. Rec. (MS.), Margaret Hood accused of
calling Agnes Cuthbertson a ' *witch-bird '. 1817 Scott
Harold \ 1. vi, There of the *witch -bridt-s lay each skeleton.

1849 H. Mayo Pop. Superst. 125 The witches .. by "witch-
broths., would induce in themselves and in their pupils a '

heavy stupor. 1894 Advance (Chicago) 26 Apr., Do we ever
j

hear of Episcopalians as *witch burners? 1849 H. Mayo
I

Pop. Superst. 126 The so-called *witch-butter found in the
,

fields.^ 1693 I. Mather Cases Consc. 52 Many . .Magical
experiments have been used to try witches by. Of this sort \

is that of..makinga*witch-cake with that urine. 18 10 R. H.
'

Cromek NithsdaU fy Gailo7vay Song 282 The baking of the
' Witch Cake', with its pernicious virtues, is a curious process.

1535 "Witch* Carling [see Carline j bl, x8»7Clare 1S'^^/A.

Cat. 156 ' Keep secrets, Sim ', she said, ' I need them now,
The *witch-chapscome\ 7x6.. in P. H. Waddell Old Kirk
Chrou. (1893) 70 Such treatment was condemned by the
Session under the head of ' "witch-charming '. 1818 Scott
Br. Lamm, xxiv, Her ain *witch cummers would soon
whirl her out of her shroud. 1893 Kipling Sez'en Seas,
Merchantmen 55 The *witch-fire climbed our channels, And
flared on vane and truck. 1693 C. Mather Wand. Invis.
World 43 Some of the *Witch Gang have been fairly Exe-

,

cuted. 1840 Buel Farmer's Comp. 232 The qtiack, switch,

or *witch grass, a variety of the norin, is highly nutritious,

roots and all. 1853 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 269 That witch-
grass which is the pest of all child-gardens. 1826 Hor. Smith
Tor Hill (1838) I. 131 During the reign of the *witch-bag
all the herbs around the cave were blighted. 1884 Folk-
Lore Jrnl. II. 258 A dog cannot catch a "witch hare. 1898
R. Blakebohough Wit, C/tar. X, Riding 160 One of the
houses was suspected of being *witch-held, and every thing
about the place witch-stricken. 1819 Shelley Faust ii. 209
*Witch-legions thicken around and around. 17*3 Black-
wore Alfred xii. 101 Rebellion's *Witch-like Charms the
Senses bind. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiii, She was. .the same
witch-like figure as when we first introduced her. 1880 L.
Wallace Ben-Hur 412 Nor was it possible to have told
which was mother, which daughter; both alike seemed
witch-like old. xG8a H. More Cont. Remark. Stories 41
This Magical matting of the Daughter's hair into a *Witch-
lock. 1914 ' Amelie Rives ' WorltVs-End xvii, Wild witch-
locks of ravelled cloud. 1898 Posselt Rec. Impr. Textile
Mach. 1. 44 Box-motion for "Witch Looms. 1891 Atkinson
Moorl.md Parish (ed. a) 87 The copious *witcb-lore of the
district. X855 Kingsley Heroes^ Argon, iv, This is your |
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doing, false *witch-maid ! Ibid., Medeia the #witch-maiden.
1851 T. Sternberg Dial <$• Folk-Lore Northampt., "Witch-
men, guisers who go about on Plough-Monday. 1882 in
Folk-Lore Jrnl. (1883) I. 91 A farmer, having a horse taken
ill, sent for a well-known witchman. 1855 Smedley Occult
Sci. 169 Scotland was sunk into barbarism and ignorance.
Never did the *witch-mania enter a nation better suited for
its reception. 1677 J. Webster Displ. Witchcraft v. 82
Now if all these [sc. warts, etc.] were *Witch-marks, then
few would go free. 1903 F. W. H. Myers Hum. Pers. I.

164 Patches of anaesthesia found upon hysterical subjects—
the 'witch-marks' of our ancestors. 179a Phil. Trans.
LXXXII. 66 Semen lycopodii, commonly called "witch-
meal. 1693 C. Mather Wond. Invis. World 82 She con-
fessed, that the Devil carry'd them on a pole, to a •Witch-
meeting. 1853 Dickkns Bleak Ho. xi. The iron gate, on
which the poisoned air deposits its *witch.oimment slimy
to the touch! 1871 Tvlor Prim. Cult. II. xviii. 37a The
mediaeval witch-ointments which brought visionary beings
into the presence of the patient. 1664 in Hale Coll. Mod.
Relai. 1. (1693) 58, I have, I confess, a *Witch-pap, which
is Sucked by theUnclean Spirit. 1886 Cheshire Gloss,, Witch-
Pap, a mole which hangs or projects from the skin. 1895
Kitling 2nd Jungle Bk. 163 Spirits, goblins, and *witch-
people. 1693 C. Mather Invis. World, Enchantments
Encountered 7 Which may perhaps prove no small part of
tbe*Witch-Plot in the issue. 1899 Crockett Black Douglas
vii. 50 Malise MacKim, a *witch pricker !..Will he go.,
peering into ladies' eyes for sorceries? X621 *witch-ridden
[see Incubus 2]. 1795 W. Hutton Hist. Derby 226 That
weak and witch-ridden monarch, James the First. 1821
Lamb Elm Ser. 1. Witches <$• other nightfears, I durst not
.. enter the chamber . . without my face turned . . aversely
from the bed where my witch-ridden pillow was. 1704
Athenian Oracle (ed. 2) I. 292 Q. Whether there's any such
thing as aHag, which the Common People fancy to be
*Witch-riding, when they are in their Bed in the Night
time? 1841 W. Spalding Italy III. 253 In the South, the
*witchsabbaths are believed to be held around the Sacred
Walnut-tree of Benevento. i860 R. A. Vaughan Mystics 1 1.

256 They fare like Lucius.. to whom Fotis has given the
wrong *witch-salve. 1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 5-6 This
suspition, though it bee but late,. .yet is it enough to send
for the "Witch-searchers, or *witch-seekers. 1882 Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needlework, *'Witch stitch, the name given
to Herringbone when used in Fancy Embroidery. 1870
1 Ouida ' Puck vi, The old soul have a bit of belief like in
*witch-stones, and alius sets one aside her spinnin' jenny.
1851 Mrs.Siowe Uncle Tcm'sC. xxxv, ' It's a "witch thing,
mas'r

!

' 'A what?' 'Something that niggers gets from
witches '. 1830 Pitcairn Crim. Trials (1833) HI. n. 603
note, This symbolical mode of taking the. .produce of land,
&c, is frequently alluded to in 'Witch-Trials. 1649 White-
lockk Mem. 13 Dec. (1853) III. 128 That the *witch-trier
taking a pin, and thrusting it into the skin in many parts of
their bodies, they were insensible of it. 1659 Baxter Key
Cath. xxix. 186 The Priest exorcised him . . washing him with
Holy water, ''Witch water. 1904 Times 25 July 12/3 Com-
plaints, .were constantly being received.. of damage done
..to the mealiccrop by. .rooi-bloomor*witch weed. 1804
R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 79 The *witch weyfe begg'd in
our backseyde. 1867 Morris Jason v. 139 As poisonous
herbs.. Are pounded by some witch-wife on the shore Of
Pontus. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper II. 139 The
Nabob.. had as constitutional an aversion to cold iron, as
*witch-wise Solomon. X609 Healev Discov. New World m.
iv. 155 Here shall you haue your *Witch-wo!ues in abound-
ance. a 1765 ' Northumbld. beirayd by Dowglas' xxvi. in

Child Ballads (1889) III. 412/2 My mother, shee was a
*witch woman. 1897 Edin. Rev. Oct. 394^ Lapland witch-
women. 1859 H' Kingsley G. Hamlyn xiii, I suppose you
keep him [sc. a black tom-cat] for some of your *witch*ork.

C. Combs, with witch's, witches' : witch's bells,

the foxglove (cf. witch-bell in b above) ; witches'
besom, broom, .1 bushy tuft developed on the

branches of trees by a fungus (see quots.) ; witches'
bridle, an iron collar and gag formerly used as

an instrument of torture in Scottish witch-trials

;

witches' butter, a popular name for certain gela-

tinous algce and fungi, esp. Trcmella Nostoc

;

witches' coral, witch's cradle (see quots.)

;

witch's elm « Wych elm; witch's horse,
witches' horses (see quots.); witches' knot =
Witch-knot 2 ; witch's murk = witch-mark (see

b) ; witches' meat = witched butter ; witches'

meeting = witches'* Sabbath ; witches' night (see

quot.); witches'prayer(seequot.i7ii); witches'

Sabbath = Sabbath 3; witches' thimble, a local

name for various plants with tubular flowers.

1884 R. Folkard Plant Lore 345 The witches are popu-
larly supposed to have.. decorated their fingers with its [sc.

the foxglove's] largest bells, thence called ' 'Witches' Bells '.

1866 Treas. Boi., *Witches' besoms, this name is given to

the tufted bunches of branches, . .developed on the Silver

Fir in consequence of the attack of Peridermium elatinum.

1887 W. Phillips Brit. Discomycetts 401 Exoascus de-

formans . . Sadebeck says that this species produces the
' witches' besoms ' on [species of] Prunus. 1829 Pitcairn
Crim. Trials (1833) I. 11. 50 Iron collars, or "'Witches

bridles', are still preserved in various parts of Scotland.

1881 Eleanor A. Ormekod Man. Inj. Insects 179 'Witch
Knots ' or ' ^Witches' Brooms ' are caused by this Gall-mite.

1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 332 The formation of 'witches-

brooms ' in Firs by the growth of sEcidium elatinum. 1836

Berkeley Fungi 218 Exidiaglandulosa. ("Witches'Butter.)

1861 H. Macmillan Footn. Page Nat. 288 The wrinkled,

quaking, gelatinous mass of the witches' butter. 1842

Dickens Amer. Notes xiv,Where poisonous fungus, .sprouts

like "witches' coral, from the crevices in the cabin wall and
floor. 1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss.,* Witch's cradle, a. Lias

fossil, Gryphea inewva. 1821 Scott Kenilw. ix, 1 have

sewn a sprig of *witch's elm in the neck of un's doublet.

1865 Kingslev Herew.xx, The silence was broken by a long

wild cry from the forest.. . It was the howl of a wolf. ' Hatk.

to the 'witch's horse !
' 1894 Harper's Mag. Feb. 456 fThe

walking stick insect] which the country people near Salem,
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Massachusetts .. call ' *witches' horses'. 1825 Jamieson,

!

*Witclies knots, a sort of matted hunches, resembling the
nests of birds, frequently seen on stunted thorns or birches.
1627 R. Bernard Guide Grand-Jury Men 218 The Witch
thus in league, .with the Deuill, is conuicted. .1. By a
Witches marke. ..This is insensible, and being pricked
will not bleede. 1867 Chamb. Encycl. IX. 531/2 Tretnella
..Several species are found in Britain. In some places,
they receive such popular names as "Witches' Meat and
Witches' Butter, a 1676 Hale Coll. Mod. Relat. (1693) I.

29 This Love of hers had. .carried her at Nights to the
* Witches Meetings in great Castles. 1767 Hutchinson Hist.
Mass. (1795) II. 3S. 1686-7 Aubrey Rem. Gentilism (1881)

'

133 'Tis Midsommer-night or Midsommer-eve (St. Jo. Bap-
tist) is counted or called the ^Witches night. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. iii. 344 He that gets her by heart must say her

!

The back-way, like a "Witches Prayer. X711 Addison .

Sped. No. 61 f 5 To which I must.. add a little Epigram
called the Witches Prayer, that fell into Verse when it was
read either backward or forward, excepting only that it

Cursed one way and Blessed the other. 1864 G. A. Law-
rence Maurice Bering II. 218 My good wishes of late have
been fearfully like witches' prayers, 'a 1676 Hai.eG?//. Mod.
Relat. (1693) 1. 29 The *\Viiches Sabbaths or Assemblies,
which were held in the Night. 18S3 Dickens Blenk Ho.
viii, Such, .as was never dreamed of in the wildest visions
of a Witch's Sabbath. 1820 Edin. Mag. Apr. 344/1 The
mother.. pulled some "witches thimbles, or foxglove. 1853
G. Johnston Bot. E. Borders 40 S[ilene\ maritima,..
Witches'-Thimbles. 1866 Soweiibv Etig. Bot. VI. 13 Cam.
panula rotundifolia.. . Hare-bell. . .A common rustic name
for them is ' witches' thimbles '. 1886 Britten & Holland
Plant-n., Witches' Thimble. .4 Centaurea Cyanus.

d. allrib. passing into adj. Magic, magical.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 93 p>ei bat..tenden to wiche falsnes

[ L. magicisfalsitatilms] in hailes or tempest is. 1535 Cover-
dale Judges ix. 37 One bond-: of men commeth by the waye
to y» witch Oke. 1801 Scorr Glenftnlas lvi, And, bending
o 'er h is harp, he flung His wildest witch-notes on the wind.

Witch, wych. (wit/), sb.3 Forms : 1 wice,
wio, wye, 5-7 wyche, 6-8 wich, (6 wi(t)che,
wiech, wech(e, weaoh, 7 weeoh), 6- wych,
witch. [OI£. wice and wic ; app. f. Teut. wik-
to bend (see Wire, Week sb., Weak a.).] Applied '

generally or vaguely to various trees having pliant
branches : esp. f a. the Wych elm, L'lmus tnontana
(of which bows were made) ; b. (now dial.') the

:

mountain ash, Pyrus aucuparia. Also aitrib.
;

witch alder, a witch hazel with alder-like leaves,
Fothcrgilla alnifolia, native to Virginia and North
Carolina. (See also Witch hazel.)
C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 106 Caris.us, cuicbeam,

uuice. a 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 200/20 Cariscus, .

.

wic, uel cwicbeam. c 1000 Sax. Leeclid. II. 86 Senim cwic-
beam rinde. .wir, wice, ac,[etc.]. c 1440 Promfi.Parv. 526/1
Wyche, tre, ulmus. 1534 Star Chamber Cases (Selden
Soc.) II. 308 Mulso .. wrongfully fellid xxvij trees of asche
and wyche. 1537 St. Papers Hen. I'm, II. 483 That 3
or 4000 wyche bowes .. be brought hyther. 1548 Turner
Names Heries (1881) 81 Vlmus is called.. in cnglishe an
Elme tree, or a Wich tree. 1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 23/2
A witche tree, opulus. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June 20
Nor holybush, nor brere, nor winding witche. 1613 [Stan-
dish] New Direct. Planting n As of Elme, so of Wyche,
being a wood as apt to grow speedily as any other wood.
1616 T. Scot Pkilomythie n. 64 b, The cursed Eldar and
the fatall Yewe, With Witch, and Nightshade i.i their
shadowes grew. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln f.ect. Bot. App.
103 Fothergilla alnifolia (witch-alder). 1861 D. H. Haigh
Cono. Brit. 78 The mountain-ash, rown, or witch. 1868
Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.. Witch-wood, the mountain ash
or rowan-tree. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss^ Witch-wawi, a twig
of the mountain ash, once used to find minerals.

Witch, (witj), sb.* local. Also whitch. [prob.
a use of Witch sb.*, the name being given on
account of the uncanny appearance of the fish ; cf.
uses of L. saga, F. sorciire, It. Strega."] The flat-
fish Plearonecles cynoglossus, resembling the lemon
sole ; applied also to similar fishes.

1879 Satciieli. Provis. Index Fish Names 9 Pl/uronectes
microcephalia

. . Lemon-Dab, Lemon-Sole.
. . Witch. Hippo-

glossoides limandoid.-s, . . Long- Fleuk,
. . Witch. 1882 Aca-

demy 14 Oct. 280 Whitcbe*.—These fish, well known in
Grimsby and Manchester,. .The term is used., to denote.,
the crai^-fluke (Pleuronecles cyiioflossns, Lin.), a kind of
dab, which is taken in considerable numbers in the North
Sea .

. these fish are sometimes called white soles 1903
'Junes 21 Feb. 17 3 Plaice, witches, smelts, and herrings.

Witch (witj),w. Forms: 1 wiocian,4wicc(h)e,
(4 witche, Sc. weohe, 4-5 wiche, wyche, 5
wyc(o)hyn, wyashyn), 5-6 wytche, 6- witch.
[OK.wiccian, corresp. to MG., LG. wiiken, widen,
of obscure origin. In the senses arising in ME. and
later prob. aphetic from bewitch]
1 1. intr. To practise witchcraft ; to use sorcery

or enchantment. Obs.
(MM Pa-nit. Ecgbert xviii. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

» »6 o Z" ,".
<
;?.'?

e 5'mbe avii^es mannes lufe. 0.300
E. E. Psalter vn[ij. 5 A neddre def..pat noght sal here be
steuen of w.cchand c 1350 Will, fa/erne 2539 Were bei
bob* here, pel schuld wicche wel 5if hei a-wei went. 1623T Scott Projector

3o Hath not Iesabell painted, and
whored, and plotted, and witched, and wadVd through blood?
A. trans. To affect (a person) with witchcraft or

sorcery; to put a spell upon ; = Kewitch I.

,.?
3
'i fV-"^- Nic°d- "$ in Herrig's Archiv LIII. 395Wyched (,1 wyf has he. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4427 pat

neuer man vpon mold mi^t it fir, the ring] him on haue, ne
schuld he with wicchecraft be wicched neuer-more. C1375
• L

LeJT- S«'nts 11.. (Andreas) 64 pan- hat -,on:r manis kvne
in hy Sad. he was wechyt. sekyrly ! ri4oo Rowland * Otuel
1151 Foully there thou wichede was. 1525 I.d. Birnkrs
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Froiss. II. cexx. [cexvi.] 282 b/r They..sayd, that the
duchesse Ualentyne of Orlyaunce, doughter to the duke of

Myllayn, hadde witched the kynge. 1596 in Spalding Club
Misc. I. 87 His wyiff was wltchit be his narrest nychtbour.
1605 London Prodigal 1. ii. 63, I thinke I am sure crossed, or
witcht with an owle. 1647 J. March Actions for Slaunder
15 Thou art a Witch, .and diddest procure Mother Hale to

witcli the Cattell of J. S. 1883 Folk-Lore Jrnl. I. 354
A servant . . told me when her mother was confined a man in

the village ' witched her ', so that she could not move in bed.

1884 Tennyson Becket 111. ii, Our woodland Circe that hath
witch'd the King. 1884 Mark Twain /luck. Finn xxxiv,

He said the witches was pestering him.. and he didn't

believe he was ever witched so long, before, in his life.

b. (with prep, or adv.) To bring, draw, put, or

change by witchcraft.

'597 J A s. VI Daemonol. 11. i. 28 If Witches had such power
of Witching of folkes to death {as they say they haue). 1608
Chapman Byron's Trag. iv. i. O2, O that in mine eyes
Were all the Sorcerous poyson of my woes, That I might
witch ye headlong from your height. 1693 I. Mather Cases
Cofisc. z6 See if you can Witch them into a Fit, ..and..
Witch them well again. 1855 Meredith Shav. Shagpat
(1909) 223 He's witched there for an ill purpose. 1871 Tvlor
Prim. Cult. I. iv. 103 Hindus settled in Chotn-Nagpur .

.

believe that the Mundas..can witcli away tiie lives of
man and beast. 1892 Northall Eng. Folk-Rhymes 59
People say that the remarkable stones at Rollwright..are
a regiment of soldiers witched into stones.

3. fig. To influence as by witchcraft ; to enchant,
charm ; = Bewitch 2. Also with prep, or adv.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 10 Thy, .pleasing charmes, With

which weake men thou witchest, to attend. 1592 Greene
Groat's W. Wit (1617) 10 [Loue] Witching chast eares with
trothlesse tongs of men. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. II

r
, iv. i. no

As if an Angell dropt downe from the Clouds, To. .witch
the World with Noble Horsemanship. 1611 Beaum. & Fi..

King fy No K. ill, With her eyes She witches people. 1812
Cary Dante., Purg. xiv. 112 The ladies and the knights,
the toils and ease, That witch'd us into love and courtesy.
1824 Campbell Theodn'c 30 Her fingers witch'd the chords
they passed along. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 1. iv, Her
witching the world with her grace on horseback.

b. intr. To use enchanting wiles; to practise

fascination.

1580 Lvly Eufihnes (Arb.) 407 Applied to those that
witch with the eyes, not to those that wooe with their eyes.

1824 Byron Juan xvi. xcv, Adeline was.. watching, witch-
ing, condescending.

Witchaff, obs. Sc, ^Vouchsafe.
1596 J. Melvill Autob. ff Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 367 The

doctrine quhilk God.. sail witchaff to grant.

Witchcraft (wrt/ikroft). Forms : see Witch
sb.1. [OE. wiccecrveft) f, wicca

}
wicce Witch sd. 1

and 2 + crueft Craft sb.']

1. The practices of a witch or witches; the exer-

cise of supernatural power supposed to be possessed
by persons in league with the devil or evil spirits.
nooo [see Witch sb? 1]. a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss. 1. 4055
(Napier 107/2) Necrotnaniia^ .i. demonum inuocatio, ^aldre,
wiccecrajfte. a 1250 0W <% Night. 1301 |>u yelpestof selliche
wisdome ; J?u nustest hwenne hit be come Bute hit of
wicchecrafte were, a zyxtCursor M. 28310, I. .folud wiche-
crafte and frete^ And charmyng. c 1350 Wilt. Palerne 4044
His wif with wichecraft to a wolf him schaped. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints xxi. {Clement) 705 He. .wend [}>at] he begabbit
had bene Be wesch-crafte. c 1449 Pecock AV/r. v. xv. 563
Whiche sacramentis and her vsis summe of the lay peple
holden to be pointis of wicche craft and blindingis. 1533
Gau Rickt ray (S. T. S.) 12 Thay sine aganis this [first]

command quhilk wsis wich craft. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
1. ii. 7 As for Witches, I think not that their witchcraft is

any reall power. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. xxv. 51 The
Sickness is more than natural, and Witchcraft is to be
feared. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 117 ? 2, I cannot forbear
thinking that there is such an Intercourse and Commerce with
Evil Spirits, as that which we express hy the Name of Witch-
craft. 1769 Blackstone Comtn. IV. iv. 60 To deny the
possibility, nay, actual existence, of witchcraft and sorcery,
is. .to contradict the revealed word of God. 01862 Buckle
Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 425 There are few superstitions which
have been so universal as a belief in witchcraft.

b. pi. Acts or instances of this; magic arts;
also foccas. with a, a kind of magic.
C 93S Laws ofAthelstan 1. vi, We cwaedon be bam wicce-

crEeftum & 1* Hblacum [etc.], c 1200 Ormin 7077 Drjjmenn,
weppmenn & wifmenn ec, patt fol^henn wicche crafftess.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 Hit bringeft to nout alle bes deofles
wieles, . . his wrenchfule wicchecreftes. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xviii. Ix. (Bodl. MS.), Wicches also vse be herte
and bee lyuoureof bis beeste in many wicchecraft es. c 1400
A£ol.Loll.t)3 Wit berwichecraftisandenchauntingis. 01500
Hist. K. Boccus fy Sydracke (?isio) D iv b, Us thou hast
now forsakyn And to a wychcrafte the takyn. 1569 in loth
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 43 Scho will confess no
wytchcreftis nor gilt. 1617 Moryson /tin. in. 45 All these
witchcrafts ceased after the comming of Christ. 1670 R. T.
Opinion 0/ Witchcraft Vind. 43 Killing of Men or Beasts
by Witchcrafts. 1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. II. i. 49c2mr"15sioners..were appointed for the trial of witchcrafts.
2. fig. Power or influence like that of a magician;

bewitching or fascinating attraction or charm.
1599 Shaks Hen. Vy v. ii. 301 You haue Witch-craft in

your [.tppes, Kate. 161 3 - Hen. VIIf, m. ii. 18 He hath
a Witchcraft Ouer the King in's Tongue. 1647 Cowley
Mrstr., ram Love 1 What new-found Witchcraft was in thee,
\Vith thine own Cold to kindle Me? 01674 Clarendon
Hist Reb. x. § 126 Whether the raising this spirit [of the
LevehersJ was a piece of Cromwell's ordinary witchcraft, in
order to some of his designs, or whether [etc.]. 1747
Richardson Clarissa I. viii. 47, I tell you, I see thro* your
•witchcrafts—that was her strange word. 1818 Shelley
Rosal. t\ Helen 652 The subtle witchcraft of his tongue Un-
locked the hearts of those who keep Gold. 1844 Kinglake
Eothen iii, By some unfailing witchcraft she [sc. the sea]
entices the breezes to follow her.

WITCHERY.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 265 His Blindnesse and In-

fidelity betrayeth him to this Stupidity, and Witchciaft-
adha=sion to the Creature. 1796 G. M. Woodward Eccentric
Excurs. 135 Among the most approved witchcraft remedies,
we find nailing hor>e shoes at the thresholds of doors. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)X VIII. 877/ iThe latest witchcraft frenzy
was in New England, about 1692. 1897 Mary Kincsi.ey
W. Africa 452 Human sacrifice is very rare in Congo
Francais, the killing of people being nine times in ten
a witchcraft palaver.

Hence f Witchcraftical a. {nonce-wd.^.
1676 Dcctrine of Devils 84 Away with whchcraftical

Doctors, away with the doctrine of Devils.

Wi*tch-d.O :ctor. One who professes to cure
disease and to counteract witchcraft hy mngic arts.

1718 F. Hutchinson Witchcraft \\\\. uoTh'esnid Dorothy
Durent, having been with a Wiich-Doctor, acknowledges.

.

that [etc.], 1901 Lancet 19 Oct. 10^5 2 He was considered
to be a 'witch doctor ' and. .farmers and females went to
him to have the 'evil eye' removed.

b. A magician among African tribes, esp. Kaffirs,

whose business it is to detect witche?, and to counter-
act the effects of magic. (Cf. medicine-man.'"
1836 R. M. Martin Hist. S. Africa 1. iv. 168 So infatuated

[are the Kaffirs] in a belief cf the infallibility of the wizard
or witch doctor. 1897 Mary Kingslev W. Africa 445 One
witch doctor may have, .particular influence over one class
of spirit and another over another class.

So Wi"tch-do:ctress.
1892 Rider Haggard Nada vii, The most famous witch.

doctress . .a woman whose scent was as keen as a dog's.

1- Wi-tchdom. Obs. rare. [OK. wicceddm : see
Witch .^.1 and 2 and -dom.] Witchcraft,
a 1050 in Assmann Ags. Ho/u. 143 Ne on wighinge ne on

wiccedome. c 1425 Seven Sages (MS. Cantab. \'L ii. $
Q

. If.

146 b) So they lad hym wyth trecherye Wyth wychdome &
wyth sorcerye.

"Witched (witj*t,^/.wi*tj0d),///. a. [f. Witch
v. + -ed 1

.] Influenced by witchcraft; that is under
a magic spell; nlso, possessed of mngic power;
full of witchery.
1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (161 1) 66 False dreamer,

perish with thy witched newes. a 1618 Svlvestkr Simile
xviii. Wks. (Grosart) 1 1. 254 Wee (wretched, witched Elves'.
1633 Marmion Antiquary \\. (1641) E 2, That never such a
witched passion [as love] should arise in any human brest
again. 1886 Jerome Idle Thoughts 83 They hear the weird,
witched music, and must follow.

Hence fWitchedly adv.
y
with witchcraft.

1650 A. B. Muiatus Polemo 34 We have not a people so
witchedly besotted.

"Witch elm : see Wych elm.

Witchen(wi-tjen). Nowfl'/fl/. Also7whitchen,
[f. Witch sb.^ + -en 4

,]

1. IniwWwiUhenelm: =Wvchei.m. Also attrib.

1594 Plat Jcwell-ho. 11. 53 Another tree, that somewhat
resembkth our Witchen Klines. 1615 Makkha.m Country
Conientm. 1. viii. 10S The best bowe is either Spanish or
English yewe, and the worst of Witchen or Elme. 1621 —
Hungers Prevention^ A- very good stiffe young growne
Plant of Hazell, Elme, or Witchen. 1820 Clark Rural
Life (ed. 3) 53 And the witchen.branches nigh, O'er my
snug box towering high. 1821 — VUl. Minstrel II. 121
The rooks, where yonder witchens spread, Quawk clamorous
to the spring's approach.

2. The mountain ash, Pyras aucuparia. Cf.
Quicken sb.* {whicketi), Whitten.
1664 Evelyn Sylva xiv. 31 The Quick-beam [Ornus] or

(as others term it) the Whkchen [1676 Witchen] 1676 M.
Cook Forest-Trees xxii. 75 The Quickbeam, Whitchen, or
Wild-ash, ..is pretty plentifull in some parts of the North.
1861 Miss Pratt Ficnver. PL II. 262 Pyrus aucuparia
(Mountain Ash) .. This tree has also the old names of
Quicken-tree, .and Witchen-tree.

Witchering. nonce-wd. [Formed on next
with -ING 1

.] A deed of witchcraft.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xl, Hast no done mischief enow

already, wi' thy murders and thy witcherings!

Witchery (wi-tjsri). [f.WiTCH j£.2 rr>. + -EHY.]
1. The use or practice of witchcraft.
1546 Bale Engl. Votaries 1. 35 b, Besydes the art Magyck,

Sortilege . . Geomancye, and witcherye, that was taught
there also. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. m.x. 57 She sawe
not anie one carrieng a faggot to the fier, but she would saie
it was to make a fier to hurne hir for witcherie. 1637 B.
Jonson Sad Shepherd 11. vi, Cia, What devil's pater noster
mumbles she? Alk. Stay, you will heare more of her
witcherie. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic I. i. (1840) 32 There is

a manifest difference between magic, which is wisdom and
supernatural knowledge, and the witchery and conjuring by
which we now understand the word. 1810 Southey Kehama
iv. iii, While young and old assembled round, Listened, as
if by witchery bound. 1854 Milman Lat. Christ. II. 338
No one answering the citation to accuse the Empress of
adultery or witchery.
attrib. 1637 R. Bernard Guide Grand-Jury Men 19 The

parents, .sent for a wise woman, who played her witchery
trickes. 1650 A. B. Mutatus Polemo 12 Like the blacke
Prince of the ayre in his witchery Apparitions. 1906 Daily
Chron. 28 Aug. 6/2 Prisoner burnt some candles over the
fire,, .and used some witchery words.

b. pi. Deeds of witchcraft.

1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Hechitos, witcheries, witch-
craft. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vii. vii. 575 The Heathens
in those parts are giuen to Auguries and Witcheries. 1634
Milton Comus 523 Great Comus, Deep skill'd in all his

mothers witcheries. 1781 CowrRR Expost. 494 As dark as
witch'ries ofthe night. 1819 Scott Ivan/jwxxxvii, Rebecca,
daughter of Isaac of York—a woman infamous for sortileges

and for witcheries. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal. Ind. Art
S. Kens. Mus. App. 306 Spells, enchantments, and witch-
erics are supposed to be incessantly at work.
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2. fig- Charming or fascinating power or influence.

158a G. Harvey Marginalia (19x3) 191 Y« sweet bayte, &
lure ofcurtesy: The cunningist and most intellectual witchery
of all other, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Ps. c.xix. 60 Wks. 1686

III. 194 If we can disengage our selves from the witcheries

of present allurement. 1798 Wordsw. P. Bell 1.265 He never
felt The witcheryof thesoft bluesky I 1834 A. Cunningham
Bums' Wks. I. Life 355 The witchery of his conversation, and
the magic of his songs, were too powerful for the resolution of
some.

t

1844 Kinglake Eothen v, A beautiful Greek woman .

.

soothing htm with the witchery of her guitar.

b. jocular. A body of bewitching women.
1777 T. Twining in Recreat. <y Stud. (1S82) 54 Remember

me to Mrs. B. and the whole witchery.

Witcket (wi-tjet). local. [?repr. a variant

*wicliet of AF. wikct Wicket.] A wide 'head*
or working-place in a coal mine; = Wicket 5 b.

1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 895 A Witchet or Cave was driven

out in the middle of it upon a level for gaining of room to

work. 1883 Grf-Si.ey Gloss. Coal-mining, IVichet (N[orth]
\V[ales]>, a working place in the shape of a wide heading
or board, sometimes 60 or 70 feet in width.

Witclietty (wi'tjeti). Austral. [Native name.]
The larva of some species of longicorn beetles,

eaten as a food by Australian natives. Also attrib.

1891 Stirling in Trans. Roy. Soc. South. Australia XIV.
158. 1894 R. Lyde:kkf.r Marsupialia 191 The Marsupial
Mole . .was fed on the ' witchetty '.

Wi'tch-fLnder. One formerly employed to

search for and obtain evidence against witches.
1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 6 To save the trouble and Charges

of the witch-finder, they will undertake to try the Witch of

themselves. 1647 M. Hopkins (title) The Discovery of

Witches, .now published by Matthew Hopkins, Witchfinder.
For the Benefit of the whole Kingdome. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVII 1. 876/1 Want of tears was, by the witch-finders,

..considered as a very substantial proof of guilt. 1855
Smedi.ky Occult Sciences 169 Dr. Harsnett . .exposed the pre-

tensions of the celebrated exorcist and witch-finder, Darrel.

b. An African witch-doctor.
1892 Rider Haggard Nada ii, I saw that the witch-finders

and the medicine-men were feared in the land.

So Wi'tch-fi:nclingr.

1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 63 Oft times he marries them.,
by the Book of Common Prayer (as a pretender to witch-
finding lately told me).

Witch hazel, wych hazel. [Witch sb.z]

1. = WlTOH sb.z a. Also, the hornbeam.
1541-2 Act 33 Hen. VIII c. 9 § 3 That everie bowyer. .for

every bowe that he maketh of Ewe, make fower other bowes
. .of Elme, wyche hasill, ashe, or other Wood. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, 0bier,..2. Wych hasell, as some
thinke. 1588 Harriot Brief Rep. Virginia 04 b, Maple,
and also Wich-hazle, wherof the inhabitants vse to make
their bowes. 1597 Gerarde Herbal ill. cix. 1296 Called..
Hornbeame, Hardbeame, Yoke Elme, and in some places

Witch hasell. 1633 T. Johnson Gerarde's Herbal in. cxvi.

1481 Vlmus folio latissimo scabro. Witch Hasell, or the

broadest leaued Elme.. .This hath little affinitie with Car-
pinus, which in Essex is called Witch Hasell. £1767 G.
White Selborne, To Pennant ii, In the court of Norton
farmhouse, .stood within these twenty years a broad-leaved
elm, or wych hazel. 1830 Strutt Sylva Brit. 66 The Wych
Elm, or Wych Hazel, as it is sometimes called. 1855 Bailey
Mystic 85 Wych-hazel, for divining treasures used.
attrib. 1886 A. Winchell Geol. Talks 137 Some men.,

even resorted to the witch-hazel fork in quest of knowledge
on which capital might venture investment.

2. A North American shrub, Hamamelis vir-

ginica ; also, an extract of the leaves and bark of

this shrub, used as an astringent remedy.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 332 Witch Hazel, Hama-

melis. 1778 J. Carver Trav. JV. Atner. xix. 508 The
Witch Hazle. ..It has been said, that it is possessed of the

power of attracting gold or silver, and that twigs of it are
made use of to discover where the veins of these metals lie

hid. 1824 Longf. Autumn 36 The purple finch, .pecks by
the witch-hazel. 1908 R. W. Chambers Firing Line viii,

'Sentiment 7 Yes,* she said; 'but oh 1 it's the kind that

offers witch-hazel and hot-water bottles to the best beloved 1

'

Witching (wi'tjiti), vbl. sb. [OE. wiccung,
vbl. n. oi wiccian Witch v. : see -ing 1

.]

1. The use or practice of witchcraft.
c 1000 Confess. Ecgberti xxix. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

154 ISf hwyle wif wiccunga bega. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
213 Wicching & swikedom stale & leo<5 & lesiug & refloc, &
alle be luoere lastes be man hafeS purch deules lore, c 1290
St. Lucy 116 in .9. Eng. Leg. 104 pou art strong wichche, .

.

Mine cleikes and mine enchauntours, bi-nime schullen hi

wichchingue. 1382 Wvclif Acts viii. n Moche tyme he
hadde maad hem mad,.. with his wicchingis [1388 witche
craftis], 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. Ixxxi. 121 All the enchant-
ments or witchings of Circe. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr.
1. iii. 8 Bodin himselfe confesseth, that not aboue two in a
hundred of their witchings or wishings take effect. 1603
Harsnet Pop. Impost. 137 Geoffry Chaucer, . .spying that

all these brainlesse imaginations, of witchings, possessings,

house-hanting, and the rest, were the forgeries, .of craftie

priests. 1896 Gratiana Chanter Witch of Wi/kyford viii.

86 Why be the folks always telling of witches and witching 7

1914 J. Mackay Ch. in High/, iv. 152 Witching and charm-
ing were severely punished [in 17th c.].

2. fig. Enchantment, fascination.

1827-44 N. P. Willis Contempt. 26 Life had been like the

witching of a dream. 1882 ' F. Anstev' Vice Versa iii, He
felt far from hungry, and was conscious that his palate would
require the adroitest witching.

Witching (wi'tjin), ppl.a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

1. That casts a spell ; enchanting, bewitching.

In quot. 1387 wyechen is of uncertain origin.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 187 In Affrica beeb

meyneys bat haueb wyechen [v.r. wicching] lor\%va[linguas

fascinantes\ tc r6oo Distr. Emperor 11. i. in Bullen Old PL
(1884) III. 185 Nor her wytchinge eic.Can challendge any

share in my disgrace. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. v. 5

Her witching eye the boy, and boat hath charm'd. 1747
W. Dunkin in Francis tr. Hor.. Ep. 11. ii. 317 Witching Imps
of Hell.

2. transf. Of or belonging to witchcraft ; "con-

cerned with the practice of witchcraft or sorcery.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. v. vii. 104 But they haue
Iesse reason that build vpon..the supernaturall frame of
transubstantiation ; as almost all our witching writers doo.
Ibid. xil. vii. 228 They burst the snakes with witching
words. 1713 Rows Jane Shore iv. i, Those damnable Con-
trivers, Who shall with Potions, Charms, and witching
Drugs, Practise against our Person and our Life.

h. spec. Of time : Belonging or appropriate to

the deeds of witches and witchcraft, and hence to

supposed supernatural occurrences.
In later use echoing Shaks.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. ii. 406 'Tis now the verie witching

time of night, When Churchyards yawne. and Hell it selfe

breaths out Contagion to this world. 1742 Blair Grave 55
Such Tales their Chear, at Wake or Gossiping, When it

draws near to Witching Time of Night. 1835 Lytton
Rienzii. xii, It was now the witching hour consecrated to

ghost and spirit, 1849 — A". Arthur vi. Ixvii, Just as the

witching night begins to fall.

3. fig.
i Bewitching', fascinating.

la 1600 in Lyly's Wks. (1902) III. 497 Witching Tobacco,
I will fly to thee. 1607 Dekker Whore of Babylon Ga, On
my modest cheekes, No witching smiles doe dwell. 1787
Burns 'A Prayer, in Prospect of Death' 11 List'mng to

their witching voice Has often led me wrong. 1812 Byron
Ch. Har. 1. Ivii, Yet are Spain's maids. . form'd for all the
witching arts of love. 1890 Spectator 7 June 799/2 The
spell of the witching land and its people grows on us.

b. advb. Bewitchingly.
1821 Clark Viii, Minstrel I. 144 She only answer'd with

a look, But it was 'witching sweet.

Hence WitchingTy adv., bewitchingly.

1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. vi, The soft delights, that

witchingly Instil a wanton sweetness through the breast.

*xi868 Lowell Nomades \\\\, So witchingly her finger-tips

To Wisdom.. She kisses. 1878 Tiusley's Mag.XXlU. 518
She was about twenty-four, with a witchingly sweet face.

Witch knot.
1. A tangled knot of hair supposed to be made by

witches : = Elf-lock.
1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep., El. Cobham 112 O that I were

a Witch..! I would.. knit whole ropes of witchknots in her

hayre. 17.. Willie's Lady xxxiv. in Child Ballads I. 87

Oh wha has loosed the nine witch knots That was amo that

ladie's locks?

2. A bushy tuft of twigs on a tree : = witches'1

besom (see Witch sb.2 5 c).

1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 51 The simple boy. . Mistakes
the witch-knots for the cushat's nest. 1880 F. P. Pascoe
Zool. Classified. 2) 96 The 'witch-knot 'found on the birch,

and resembling a great mass of twigs like a bird's nest, is

an abnormal growth ..caused by Phytopti.

Witchmonger (wrtjm»:nrrai). [f. Witch sb*

+ Monger *.] One who has dealings with witches,

or who believes in witchcraft.

1584 R.Scot (title) The discouerie of witchcraft, Wherein
the lewde dealing of witches and witchmongers is notablie

detected. 1677 J. Webster Displ. Witchcraft i. 17^ To
attribute these stupendous effects (as the Vulgar and Witch-
mongers use to do) unto the Devil. 1868 Lowell A mongmy
Bks., Witchcraft (1870) no The witchmongers were put to

strange shifts by way of accounting for it. 1903 Sat. Rev.

24 Jan. 110/2 Mr. Podmore. .traces its pedigree through

Rosicrucians, witchmongers, . .and Swedenborg.

Witchy(wi*tji),«. rare. [f. Witch sb* + -x V]
Having the nature of or resembling a witch.

1666 Third Advice to a Painter 18 When he with Earthy
Hounds, and Horn of Air, Pursues in Fountebleau the

witchy Hare. 1903 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 331 Thiers, .looked

not a m an, but a witchy old woman in man's clothes.

I Wite, sb\ Obs. Forms: i wita, wiota, weota,

wuta, 3 weote, wite, 4 wete ; 8 pi. (Hist.) wites.

[OE. wita wk. masc. (also ^ewita witness) - OFris.

wita, OS. gi-wito (MLG. wete) witness, OHG.
wiz.o (giwizo witness), Goth, -wita (in fullawita,

unwita) :— OTeut. *witon- : see Wit v.1]

1. A wise man, sage; a councillor; spec, one of

the Witax, q.v.

C900 tr. Bxdas Hist. v. xix. (1890) 454 To freondscipe.

.

Bonefatius archidiacones, se waes eac swylce wita & je-

beahtere baes apostolican papan. C950 Lindisf.C.osp. Luke
vii. 30 Legisperiti, xs wuto. c 1000 /Elfric Saints' Lives

xiii. 131 Ne bi5 se na wita be unwisltche leofa5. c\zao
Ormin 8672 All bilammp batt widdwe ba swa summ be wite

se^de. c 1315 Shoreham 1. 631 Wet hys mystyke ne mey
non wete Be no bynge a-founde.

1701 Coivers Interpr., Wites, Witen, the Title among our

Saxon Ancestors for their chief Lords or Thanes, their wise

and their noble Men. 176a Hume Hist. Eng., Jul. C. to

Hen. VI/, I. App. i. 144 Besides the prelates and aldermen,

there is also mention of the wites or wise men.

2. A witness.

cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. Pref, Nalaes mid anes mannes ?,e-

beahte ac mid gesaesene unrim ^eleaffulra witena. ^950
Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 60 Lycce witnesa 7r/_wutu.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 Beon waite [v.r. weote] & witnesse

berof.

Wite, Wyte (wait), sb* Obs. exc. Hist, and
dial. Forms: i-wite; also 3, 5 wijt, 4-6 witte,

4. 6-7 wyt, 3-4, 6, 8 wit (4 -wr5te, witt, wijtte,

5 wijte, wytte, 5-6 wyght, 6 wyit, wyorit,

wight, quhyt, 7 weit, wayt, waite, 7-8 white),

4- wyte. [OE. wite = OFris. wfte, OS. witt

(MLG. wite, Du. wijte), OHG. wi^i (MHG.
wit/), ON. viti : see With vX\

+ 1. a. Punishment; penalty; pain inflicted in

punishment or torture, esp. the torments of hell.

(Cf. OE. helle-wite, etc.) Obs.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxxviii. 11 Awend from me witu r3in.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxvii. §3 Ne bearf nainne wisne mon
tweo^an ba^t c)a. yflan na^bben eac ecu edlean hiora yfles;

bffit bi5 ece wite. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 2542 pa ic sendan
?;efraesn. .sweartneli^ werum to wite, weallende fyr. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 219 ['a wile 3earcode se almihti sceappende him
and hisiferen helle wite. c 1200 Okmin 3295 Swa katt he 3am
be Kaserrking ne felle nohht i wite. a 1225 Ancr. R. 202 pe
Vox of ^iscunge haue5 beos hweolpes : Tricherie & Gile,

beofSe, Reflac, Wite, & Herrure strencoV a 1300 Cursor
M. 6714 pis heists lauerd ban sal bi quit Of alkin oncall, and
ober wijt. Ibid. 15802 He bat smitand es wit suerd, O suerd

sal ha l'-c wite.

b. In Anglo-Saxon law, a fine imposed for certain

offences or privileges ; often as second element in

compounds, as Bloodwite, fierdwite (see Ferd^. 1

4),_/j/^/7£//?£ (see Fights. 7),Lairwite. Now ///>/.

C890 Laws /Elfred ix, Sie ban wite lx scill. c 1305 Lay.

5118 pat al comen to Lundene uppe wite of feowerti punden.
i387Trevisa//;^<t*c» (Rolls) II. 95 Fightynge wyte, amerse-

ment for fightynge. ?i473 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 130

That they schol no3t pay no ale wytys to me.

1614 Seldsn Titles Hon. 262. 1628 Coke On Lilt. 137.

1872 E.W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 11. vi.64 The lesserwite or

ordinary fine of the Hundred-Court. 1897 Maiti.an-d Domes-
day Bk. <y Beyond 102 In any case their lord is to have their

wites.

2. Blame, reproach ; blameworthiness, fault.

Now Sc. and north, dial.

Phr. to have the wite, toput the wife in, to put (a person)

in icite, to give (one) the wite {of), to lay the wite on.

a 1225 Ancr. A*. 4 Cleaneschir inwit, wiSute wite of sunne.

c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 2035 De wite is hise, 6e right is hire.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5667 He said til him pat bare be wite,
' How dare bou sua pi brober smite 1' c 1386 Chaucer
Can. Yeom. Prol. «$ T. 400 And but I do, lat me han the

wite. — Wife's Prol. 806 That I haue doon it is thy self to

wyte. C1400 Melayne 555 P* wyte is all in the. C1403

Lydg. Temple of Glas 166 Some also pat putten ful grete

wite On double louers. c 1440 Generydes E69 What cause

haue ye to putte me in this witte? c 1449 Pecock Repr.

111. xvi. 386 Sithen bise successouris ben not 3it founde

in wijte or defaute. Ibid. 515 This gouernaunce deserueth

not bi hir wijt to be kut away, c 1450 Holland Hoivlat

68, I se be my schadowe my schape has the wyte. 1470-85

Malory Arthur 11. x. 88 Kynge Pellinore bare the wytte of

the deth of kynge Lott. 1528 Moke Draloge Heresyes iv.

xii. (1529) 116 b> Our mother Eue layd the wyght of her

synne to the serpent. 1550 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 104

The witte salbe imputt to him asaccordis. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 157 They gif 30W the

haill quhyt. .that theyar persewit be thequene. 1583 Leg.

Bp. St. Androis 1063 George Gipsones lskie bae Had all

the wyte he womit sae. 1596 Spenser /'. Q. vi. iii. 16 Sith

his own thought he knew most cleare from wite. 1600

Holland Livy viii. xxxiv. 306 The posteritie hereafter

should lay the waite and blame.. in the Tribunes. 1637-50

Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 409 The Bishop,, .crying

to the people, That he had no wyt of the matter. 1674 Ray
N. C. Words 53 You lean all the white off your sell. 172a

Ramsay Ttva Cut-purses 34 Ye canna lay the Wyte on me.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss. s.v. White, You lean all the white

off yourself. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxii, This is a' your

wyte, Miss Jeanie Deans. 1823 Gai.t R. Gilhaize xii, About

seven months after he left the town wamisfortunate creatures

gave him the wyte of their bairns. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped
xix.Butnow it s done, Alan ; and who's to bear the wyte of it ?

f b. The source or origin of blame ; the person

or thing that is to blame. Sc. Obs.

1513 Douglas sEneid 1. Prol. 366 Quhilk in sum part is

the taus and the wite, Quhy that of Vir^illis vers the ornate

bewtie Intillourtoungmay nocht obseruit be. 1560R0LLAND

Seven Sages (Bann. Club) 75, I am the wite now of hir deid

doutles. C1560 A. Scott Poemsi 1902) 94 5our twa fair ene is

wycht of all my wo. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Shepk. iv. i, She
abusing first, was a' the wyte Of what has happen'd.

+ 3. transf. Offence, trespass; wrong. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Ne do he be neure swa muchelne

teone ne wite on pisse Hue ne beo bu nefre ene wrao ber

fore, a 1300 Cursor M. 4586 pou sal god office haue ful

tite, And all forgiuen be |>i wijtte.
_
Ibid. 10393 Iesu crist

was tan, And don on rode for our wite. 13.. Guy Warw.
(A.) 304 He wald anon mine heued of smite,. .for that wite.

1390 Gower Conf II. 89 Of tomoche or of tolyte Ther is

algate founde a wyte. £14:2 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

3720 pat hap I-do pe tres-pase, or the wyte.

4. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1 b) wile-exacting,

-free adjs.

1897 Maitland Domesday Bk. <V Beyond 87 A tract over

whicha lord has. .a *wite-exacting power. 1205 Rot. Chart.

(1837) 153/2 Wrecfri et *witefii et lestagefri. 1278 [see Love-

cop], i395[seeLASTAGEfA7]. ityzCowel's luterpr. , Wite. ..

Hence Witeor Wifree,one of the terms of Priviledge granted

to our Portsmen.

"Wite, wyte (wait), v.1 Obs. exc. Sc. and north,

dial. Forms : 1 witan, 2-4 witen, 2-7 wite,

3
_
5
(6<zn^.)wyten,4-7,8-9.5V.wyte (3 hwite?,

4 wytte, pa. t. and pa.pple. wijt, wit(t, 4-6 wit,

4-7 white, 4-8 chiefly St. wyt, 5 wytt, wiyte,

wijte, wyet, wyth, 6 wiht, Sc. wyit, veit, vyit,

7 Sc. pa. t. wate). [OK. witan, pa. t. *wdt, witon

(superseded by weak inflexions in ME.), also set-

witan (-wdt, -witon, pa.pple. -witen, ME. pa. t.

atwiste, pa. pple. atwist) Atwite v. l ,edwilan (pa.

pi. -witon, and wk. -witte, Vesp. Ps.) Edwite v. X

m OS. witan, MLG., MD. witen (Du. wijten),

OHG. wtzan (MHG. wizen, G. verweissen to re-

proach), Goth, -weitan in fraweitan to avenge ;
f.

Teut. wit-i see Wit v.1 The sense-development



WITE.

is paralleled in L.' animadvertere to observe, con-

sider, censure, blame, punish.]

1. trans. To impute the guilt or lay the blame
of (something) to or upon a person (his action,

conduct, or character) or a thing, condition, or

event (orig. dat, later also with to, on, upon).
Beowulf 2741 For 5am me witan ne oearf waldend fira

mortVorbealo ma^a. ^893 /Elfred Oros. vi. iv, Romane
witan Claudiuse j?one hunger, a 1225 After, R. 304 3if bu
witest eni Jung bine sunne bute bi suluen, bu ne schriuest

be nout. a 1250 Oivl # Night, 1249 Schal he his mishap
wite me? 13.. K. Alts. 1725 Thou konst no gode ; Y wyt
hit all thy yonge blode. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 369 Her sorwen
and her care pai witt bat frely fode. c 1386 Chaucer
Monk's T. 456 Alias Fortune..Thy false wheel my wo al

may I wyte. — Miller's ProL 32 If that I mysspeke or
seye Wyte it the Ale of Southwerk. a 1400 Leg. Rood (187 1)

13* His wo I wyte hit sinne. c 1400 Beryn 2016, I may wit

it pe, bat I have lost my sijte. 14.. Sir Bates (M.) 1893
Thou sholdiste on me be awreke And not wite on hym the

gilte. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 35 Y wiyte my silf myne
owne wool C1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 148 White thi

owne falsnes alle thi myschance. 1481 Caxton Godfrey xx,

51 This felonnye that this fewe dyde was wyted alle the
hoost. £1500 Melusine 308 It shal not be wytted me to

haue a brother of myn a monke. 1571 Golding Calvin on
Ps. xl. 9 After the miseries which he abydeth are wyted
vppon his owne fault. 1587 — De Mornay xii, (1592) 181

They, .reteine the faultines of that first fault, and cannot wit

it vpon any other than the first Man. 1826 Galt Last of
Lairds xxx. 268 He wyted it a' on the liberty and equality

speerit o' the times.

+ b. To impute as guilt ; also in neutral sense:

To impute. Obs.

1381 Wvclif Judges iv. 9 In this while victory shal not b«
witid to thee [Vulg. non reputabitur tibi] 1382 — Rom. v.

13 Synne was not wyitid, [gloss] or rettid, whanne lawe was
not. c 1460 Towneley Myst. x. 332 Wyte thou no wyrkyng
of Werkys wast, She hase consauyd the holy gast. 1533 tr,

Erasm. Playne Expos. Com. Crede 31 b, Vnto it is to be
wihted or imputed what so euer thynge..hathe ben done.,
vertuosly.

2. To impute the guilt or fault to, blame (a

person).
a ioqo A5Ifred's Boeih. Proem, (>aet he. .him ne wite fcifhe

hit rihtHcor onjite bonne he mihte. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
67 He[sc. Christ] setted besynfulleon hislifihalf, and witeS
hem bat hie bi here lif da3es ne wolden him quemen. 01300
Cursor M, 17445 If ani man yow witte, We sal yow saue
and mak yow quite, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 619 pe porter gan
him wite And seyd :

—
' Cherl I go oway \ c 1386 Chaucer

Merch. T. 933 And though bat I be Ialous, wyte me noght.

C1400 26 Pol. Poems xvii. 119 And bou be lost, whom
wiltow wyte? < 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. i. 5 The errouris..bi

which holding thei vniustly. .wijten and blamen theclergie.

1469 Paston Lett. II. 348 And they myght pulle downe the
howse on our hedys, 1 wyet hem not. £-1500 Melusine 310
He. .blamed & wytted hym self. 1530 Palsgr. 783/1 Why
wyte you me, and 1 am nat to blame ? 1590 Spenser F. Q.
11. xii. 16 Scoffing at h'nn, that did her iustly wite. 1721
Ramsay Prospect of Plenty 133 Nor can we wyt them, since

they had our Vote. 1721 Kkllv Sc. Prov. 357 Wite your
self if your Wife be with Bairn. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy xxvi,

It wasna my faut; he canna wyte me. 1826 Gai.t Last of
Lairds xviii. 161 She had got an injury and wyted me.
absol. 1340 Ayenb. 69 Zuo hit is huanne god his. .chasteb,

and maugre hy wytep. c 1430 Chev. Mssigne 136 Moche
mone was therfore but no man wyte moste.

t b. Const, obj. and inf. (see To prep. B. 8) :

To blame a person for doing so-and-so. Obs.

C1449 Pecock Repr. 11. iv. 155 Wijting..vsers of ymagis
to be gilti of vntrewe feith. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxiv.

20 Quha sould thame wyte To serue thair beistlie lust?

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xi. 51 To lufe ^our ladeis

quho can wyt 30W? 01585 Montcomerib Cherrie <$ Sloe

759 Quhat tyme he wytit Will To be maist cause of his
mischeif.

c. Const, of, later fory
with, that in respect of

which blame is incurred.

c 1290 Beket 2087 in S. Eng. Leg. 166 Non obur gulti nis

of bat 3e witez me. a 1300 Cursor Af. 17772 He o mani
plight was wijt [Gott. wittj. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C 501
Wyte not me for be werk bat I hit wolde help, c 1374
Chaucer Anel. <$• Arc. no Ther nas no lacke with wichc he
myght her wite. 1481 Caxton Reynard viii. (Arb.) 17 None
shal wyte me therof. 1533 Gau Richl Vay (S.T.S.) 90 Lat
vsz noth veit the deu'iL.of ony aduersite quhilk cumis to
vsr. 1549 Coverdai.e, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. xx. 19-26
Nothyng had Pharao to wyte God withal, c 1550 Holland
Crt. Venus Prol. 197 Thay say it is fals destenie And wyitis
Fortoun of thair misgouernance. 17.. Gil Morrice xxv.
in Child Ballads II. 273 Neir wyte a man for violence That
neir wate ye wi nane. 1816 Scott BI. Dwarf ix, A' the
wrang he can wyte me wi.

3. To lay the fault or blame upon (a thing).

f Also with const, as in 2 c.

01300 Cursor M. 27769 He wites werd [MS. wend] and
waris his time, c 1520 Skelton Magnyf 3304 Alasse, my
wyckydnesse, that may I wyte ! 1528 Iindale Obed. Chr.
Man Prol. 22 To wite Gods worde and the true preachers
of all the mischeve which their lying doctrine is the very
cause of. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 64 Allace i vyit $our tua
fayr ene, 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 57 Albe he earst did
wyte His wauering mind. 01598 I». Fergusson Scot.
Prov. (S.T.S.) 12 All thing wytes that well not faires. 1603
Fhilotus clxx, Wyte ignorance that I did not invent.

4. To wite was freq. used predicatively in senses

2 and 3 = to blame, blameworthy, in fault, culpable.
01300 Floris 9f Bl. (Camb. MS.) 723 Of al bis gilt ihc am

to wite. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 76 More to wyte is her
wrange, pen any wylle gentyl. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 116
Hafol, how thou art forto wyte. 01425 Cursor M. 876
(Trin.) pat bou hast bus don Jns mis J?i seluen is to wite
[Cott. biself bou wite J?i wa]. ^1480 Henrvson Test. Cress.

134 O fals Cupide, is nane to wyte bot thow.
Vol. X.

209

Hence Witer, "Witing vbl. sbA
c 1449 Pecock Repr. n. ii. 143 Alle such ouerhastie iugers

and wijters God amende. Ibid. n. iv. 155 Thilk doom and
thilk wijting. .is vntrewe. 1825 Jamieson, Witer, one who
blames another, Clydesd.

fWite, v. 2 Obs. Forms: 1 witan, 2-4 wite

(3 witte, imper. wit), 3-4 wyte (4 white)
;
pres.

^rd sing. 2-3 wit; 3 wat, wot; pa. t. 2-4 wiste,

3-4 wuste (4 wist, wust, wste)
;
pa. pple. 3-4

iwust, 4 iwist. [OK. ivitan, usually in compound
bewitan (pres. -wdt, pa. t. -wiste) BnviT v. ; cf.

OFris. wila, OIIG. wizx^ in giwizz,en, irwiftfn
to be observant, watch, Goth, wilan (pa. t. witada);

f. Teut. wit' : see Wit z>.1 In ME. dialects where
the inf. ending -ie{n is not preserved, this verb is

indistinguishable from Witie v. 2 Some ME. forms
point to OE. witan.']

1. trans. To keep, keep safe, guard, preserve,

defend. Also refl.

cioooSax. Lecchd. III. 154 pat bi3 god swefen, wite bu
baet seorne on binre heortan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 [He]
brohte him to an hors huse, and bitahte hine be hors horde
to witene. Ibid. 85 Meiden bet hire meiden-hat wit. a 1200

Moral Ode 84 in O. E. Horn. I. i6<s He wit and waldeS alle

bing. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Witte wel hwat bu hanest.

Ibid. 31 Herdes..wittende here oref. Ibid. 137 To witen
him of alle flesliche lustes. c 1205 Lay. 21302 Nu him is al

swa bere gat ber he bene hul wat [c 1275 wot], c 1230 Hali
Meid.(ig22) 16 5ef ha wit hire wiSute bruche. c 1*75 Passion
our Lord 18 in O. E. Misc. 37 Yf we vs wyteb from heutd-
sunne. a 1300 X Commandm. 34 in E. E. P. (1S62) 16 Wit
be fram lichen, a 1300 Floris fy Bl. (Camb. MS.) 756 His
engin whan bu hit wite, pe betere wib^ obere bu mi3t be
wite. c 1320 Cast. Lore i63 Two lawen Adam scholde i-wis

Witen and holden in paradis. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 67
Bote bei witen hem from wantounesse, whil ^at bei ben
Jonge. a 1400 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems 255 Ley jiou \>\ fet to

my pappe, And wite be from be colde. c 1430 Lydg. Mitt.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 33 Voydyng slaundre, wyte the of
gelousye. c 1440 Pallad. on liusb. 1. 546 This wol from the
wesel wite hem well.

Illustration of pa. t. and pa. pple.

^1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 An meiden .. bet wel wiste hire

licome in alle clenesse. c 1205 Lav. 1603 Brutus, .hine wel
wuste. a 1225 Ancr. R. 48 Wite wel bine heorte, uor soule

lif is in hire, vS. heo is wel iwusL 13.. St, Alexins (Trin.

MS.) 102 Hy po3te on crist day and ny3t And wiste [Laud
MS. kepte] here fro senne. a 1325 MS, Rawl. B.J20 If. 32
That eueriche contreie. .ben so i wuste bat [etc.]. ^1350
Will. Palerne 172 Jhe wist it as wel or bet as ji( it were
hire owne.

2. Const, clause : To take care, see {that).

a 1000 Sec Laws Cnui Ixxv, Wite se ooer . . baet he hit

bete, c iooa .Stf.*-. Leechd. III. 154 Wite bat pin gebanc
ne losise. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 11 Wite }e bet }e 3emen
benne halie sunnedei. Ibid. 53 WiteS eow bet 3c ne beo
noht be foa3e neddre.

3. To see, observe. Also intr. to look on.

c 1320 Cast. Love 1256 Hose w* be swerd smite, Two
kuynden he m"i3te sen and wite [rime smite], c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15860 pat non ne scholde
hemse ne wite [rime lite]. 13.. Gaiv. 4- Gr. Knt. 2050 pe
wy^e wynnez hym to, & wytez on his lyre.

Hence + Witing vbLsb.l, keeping, custody.
a. 1225 Ancr. Rt 418 Of swuche witunge is i-kumen muchel

vuel.

tWite, v'^ Obs. Forms: 1 witan, 2-5 wite,

4 wit(t, 4-5 wyte, 5 witte. Pa. t. 3 wot, 4-5
wat

; 4 wited, 5 wyted, wit. Pa. pple. 3 Orm.
witenn, 4 wite. [OE. witan (rare), usually £<;-

witan I-witk v.2
,

q.v.] intr. To go, go away,
depart ; to perish, vanish away.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxiv. 52 Nylle ic aefre hionan ut

witan, a 1175 Cott. Horn. 239 WiteO into ece fer. c 120a
Ormin 8222 AfFterr batt Herode king wass witenn ut off

life, c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 109 Abacuc, be wunede on bis

weorlde and eft berof wot. Ibid. 123 Hider he cumeS on
wowe and heden wit on wowe. a 1300 Cursor M. 8968 Hu
all |>is werld sal wite awai. Ibid. 10551 Quen J>is angel
a-wai was wite. Ibid. 1126a pir angels wited pam ewai.

a 1340 Hampolb Psalter Prol,, All gladnes & delite of erth
..wytes til noght. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. {Justin)

229 As a reke away he wat. 1 a 1400 Morte Art/i. 708,
I may noghte wit of this woo. C1400 St. Alexius (Laud
622) 191 pe kni^ttes waten on & on To her owen cuntre.
1*1420 Prose Life Alex. 90 Bi pe son settynge bay wyted
a-way in-to pe erthe agayne. c 1425 Wyntoum Cron. cxii.

1187 Quhen pis wes said he wit away, cxqxs Thomas
Erceld. 327 Whene a tree rote es dede The leues fadis pane
& wytts a-waye. c 1480 Henryson in Poems Gray MS. vL
65 (S.T.S.) 56 Full oft Is sene thir emotis in ane hillok ay
Rinnand oute befor bin ene; with litill we it pai wit away.
Wite, obs. f. Wight, Wit v. 1 Wite3e» var.

Witie. Witel, obs. f. Whittle sb. 1

t Wi-teless, a. Se. (and north.) ? Obs. [f.WiTK
sb. 2 + -LES3.] lilameless.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages (Bann. Club) 18 Scho was
wyteless, howbeit storme thame opprest. ^1575 Dt'urn.
Occurr. (Bann. Club) 240 Wyteles of the halding thairof.

1579 Stenser Sheph. Cat. Aug. 136 Ne can Willye wite the
witelesse herdgroome. 1617 in A. I. Ritchie Churches St.
Baldred (18S0) 162 Alexander Daviesone did draw his
quhinger also, and so suld not be altoeidder wytless. 1721
Kelly Sc. Prov. 202 If all be well, I*s be wyteless. 1737
Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1750) 102 They wyte you and you no
wytless.

tWi-ten,f. Obs. rare. Also4witteru [f-^'iTE

v.1 + -EN 5.] trans, a. To impute, b. To blame.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3462 But holli williams werkes pel

wittened it alle. 1589 Peele Egl, Grat, B j, Least worthily,

I moughten witned bee.

WITH.

Witenagemot (wrtenagemiwt, popularly

witcns-gemi-t). Hist. Also 3 witene imot; 6

wytena gemote, 7 weidenagamoot, 7-9 wit-

teua-gemot(e, (9 witana-). [OE. wilena gemdl

assembly of wise men : see Witan, Wite sd. 1 , and

Gemot(e, Moot sd. 1
] The assembly of the Witan,

the national council of Anglo-Saxon times ; trans/.

of modern parliaments or other deliberative assem-

blies.

[C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. v, On gemote libra witena.]

c 1000 iEu-Rlc Gram. viii. (Z.) ^o Hacc srtiocius, bis witena

gemot. 1050 O. E. Chron. (MS. C), pa hsefde Eadwerd cing

witena gemot on Lunden to midlencten. c 1205 Lay. 11545

pet hustings wes god, hit wes witene-imot.

1591 Lambardb Archeion (1635) 252 The word Witena..

doth include the Nobilitic and Commons, because they be

Counsellors of the Realme, ..in respect whereof the assem-

bling of them, was of some called Wytena Gemote. 1614

Selden Titles Hon. 226 Their Wittenagemots or Mikel

Synods. 1656 Harrington Oceana 35 marg., Weidenaga-
moots. 1660 Waterhouse Arms fr Arm. 181 The Wittena-

gemote and great Councel of our wisdom, in the preamble

to the Statute of 43 Kliz. c. 12. acknowledgeth it to have

been the policy of this Realm. 1769 BlacKSTOnI Comm.
IV. xxxiii. 405 The wittena-gemote, or commune concilium

of the antient Germans. 1785 Cowper Let. to jt. Hill

22 Jan., Shall I derive no other advantage from the great

Witteua-Gemot of the nation, than merely to read their

debates? 1833 Southev Lett. (1856) IV. 348 Having occasion

to write to Sir T. Acland while he is attending the Witena-

gemot at Cambridge, 1 sent him a fact for the geologists.

1855 Browning Old Pict. in Florence xxxiii, A kind of sober

Witana-gemot [rime bag 'em hot]. 1859 Sir M. Foster
Presiti. Addr. Brit. Assoc. 22 The first select Witena*
gemote of the science of the world.

Witenonfa, var. Wedinonfa'. Oh.
Witer : see after Wite v.1 ; var. Witteb.

Wi'tereden. Hist. Also corruptly winter-,

wynter-, wit(t)erden(e, witeredden. [OE. wite-

rseden (used in Bset/a's Hist. III. viii. in the gen.

sense of punishment), f. wite Wite sbl + rkdcn

-bed.] A fine (erron. explained by antiquaries as

a royal imposition or aid).

688-95 Laws Inc § 50 Nah lie ba:r nane witeraedenne. 855
(MS. 12th cent.) Grant 0/ Ethelwul/'m Birch Cartul.Sax.

II. 84 Ut sit tuta..ab omnibus secularibus servitutibns,

necnon regalibus tributis majoribus et mtnoribus, sive taxa-

tionibus quod nos dicimus Witereden \v.rr. Winterden,

Witeredden].
1650 Elderfield Civil Right 0/ Tytkes 72 [transl. quot.

855] No secular service, nor tribute., nor Winterdene (or

Witterdene, a kind of imposition). 1672 CoweVs Intcrpr.,

H'iterden..^ kind of Taxation among the W'est-Saxons.

1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes iv. 177 note, Written variously

Witerden, Wynterden and Witeredden. It was a Tax or

Royal ayd. 1861 Miall Title Deeds Ch. Eng. 19 note,

[com ment on prec.].

Witesafe, obs. form of Vouchsafe.
Witeson(e, etc., obs. forms of Whitsun.
Wit-ess. nonce-wd. [f. Wit sb. + -ess.] A

female wit.

1781 Han. More in Hem. (1855) I. 206 All the pride of

London,—every wit, and every wit-ess.

Witeword, var. Witword.
Witful (wrtful), a. [In ME. aphetic for *iwit-

ful, OE. *gcwitfull, inferred from ungewitfull (f.

un^cwitt madness, folly) ; in mod.E. a new forma-

tion on Wit sb. and -ful.]

f"l. Wise, sagacious. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 911 Membricius..wes..wys & witful. Ibid.

9095 purh his wit-faint craefte. X340 Ayenb. 150 He makeb
man wytuol and wys. 1544 BCTHAM tr. Purlilia's Precepts

War\. exxx. Givb, A wytfull capitayne wyll sende some of

hys souldyours that be subtyle & wyltye, to.. tempt the

mynde of his enemies. 1587 Golding De Mornay v. (1592)

58 That is the marke of the witfull action, (that is to say, of

the euerlasting word or conceit whereby God made them).

1614 Chapman MasqueInns ofCourt C 2, Tis passing miracu-

lous, that your dul and blind worship should so sodainly

tume both sightfull, and witfull.

2. Full of wit (in modern senses), rare.

1765 J. Brown Chr, yrnt, Summer Day 174 The poems
of lofty Milton, witful Cowley, elegant Pope. 1871 Daily
News 31 July, M. Thiers' utterances snap with wilful

shrewdness.

With (wip), sb. Also 8 wyth, width, wieth,

8- withe. [? Corrnption of Width.] A partition

between flues in a chimney stack : locally termed

mid-feather.
1708 Act 7 Anne c. 17 5 10 All Withs the Inside of such

Chimniesshall beFour Inchesandan Half in Breadth. I7I7V -

Mandev Meltl/lcium Mensionis (1727) 382 The Breasts and

Wings, and Wieths [of the chimneys]. 1734 Builders Diet.

s.v. Chimney, If they [sc. the Chimney-Shafts] be wrought

nine Inches thick, . . then you must account your Thickness

one Brick and half, in consideration ofWylhs and Pargetting,

and Trouble in ScarTolding. 1736 R. N evk Budderj Zhct.

siderat(ed. 3) s.v. Chimney, In Consideration of the Widths, Par.

geting, and Scaffolding. 1748 B. Lancliv Lond. Prices

327 The Widths of Chimneys. 1844 Act 7 f, 8 V ,ct.c. 84

Sched. (F)The Breast of every Chimney, and the front,

Back, Withe, or Partition of every Flue, must be at the

least Four Inches in Thickness of sound Bricks. 1905 Pract.

Brichvork (ed. P. N. Hasluck) xii. 100 It will be necessary

to tie in the withs on the stretching course.

With (wi'S; chiefly north, wip), prep., {adv.,

eon;.). Forms : 1-3 wi«, 1-5 wip, 3-5 wyp, wit,

wid, 4-5 wyt, 4-6 wyth(t, withe, (3 wyd, wiz,

wih', Orm. wipp, 3-5 wiht, 4Witt,wijt(h,wyht,

wyjt, whip, St. vith, 4-5 whit, 5 wyt(t)he,
2*



WITH.

whyt(h, -whith, witj, wep, Sc. wygh(e, wyghte, !

wycht, 6 'wight, witht, Se. vitht, quhit, wutht,

7-9 n. dial, wild, 8-9 St. and n. dial, wi', 9 dial.

wiv, way), 2- with ; abbreviated 4-7 w', 5-7 i

wth (6 wth). [OE. wiS = OFris. with, OS. wid,

ON. viS (Sw. otV/, Da. z»£i/) : app. a shortening

(peculiar to the Anglo-Frisian and Scandinavian

areas) of the Com. Teut. *wider- (see s.v. Wither
a. and adv. and Wither-!), perh. taking place orig.

in compounds (cf. With- and the parallelism of

OE. wipclosan and wiperciosan to reject, wif-
slandan and wiferstandan to withstand, etc.).

As an adv., with occurs as the second element in

composition with other advs. denoting direction,

motion, or extension : Fobwith (Forouth, For-

kow), Forthwith, Inwith, Odtwith (Utodth),

downwith, upwith.]
The prevailing senses of this prep, in the earliest

periods are those of opposition ('against') and of

motion or rest in proximity (' towards ',
' along-

side '), which are now current only in certain tra-

ditional collocations or specific applications. These

notions readily pass into fig. uses denoting various

kinds of relations, among which those implying

reciprocity are at first prominent. The most re-

markable development in the signification of with
consists in its having taken over in the ME. period

the chief senses belonging properly to OE. mid Mid
prepy (cognate with Gr. utra. with). These senses

are mainly those denoting association, combina-

tion or union, instrumentality or means, and
attendant circumstance. These are all important

senses of ON. viS, to which fact their currency and

ultimate predominance in the English word are

partly due. The last important stage was the ex-

tension of with from the instrument to the agent, in

which use it was current for different periods along

with ofand through, and later with by, which finally

superseded the other three. The range of meanings

in general has no doubt been enlarged by associa-

tion with L. cum. The interaction of senses and

sense-groups has been such that the position of a

particular sense in the order of development is often

difficult to determine.

In common with other preps, with can be post-

poned to the end of an interrogative or relative

clause introduced by its regimen ; but in ME. it

was freq. placed immediately after the verb in

relative clauses, e.g. J>es rentis }>at be fend ha]>

dowed wip clerkis = these revenues with which

the Devil has endowed clerics. In postposition it

was for a long period extensively replaced by
Withal (q.v. B).

I. Denoting opposition and derived notions

(separation ; motion towards).

f 1. In a position opposite to ; over against : =
Against i. Chiefly in advb. phrases with re-

peated sb., as/ace withface, where to is now used.

c 893 jElfred Oros. 1. i. § 31 Be nor3an is se sse, be aesber

is xe nearo xe hreoh, wi5 Italia bam lande. cgso Lindisf.

Gosp. Mark xii. 41 Sa:tt se haelend wi5. .Aaes dores. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 61 Cristes wille bo us bitwon neb wi5 neb for

him to son. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 His wise wordes

be he wio hem spec muo wi5 mude. £1205 Lay. 1874
Breoste wi<S breoste banes ber crakeden. a 1300 [see Face
si. ad).

b. In exchange, return, or payment for : =»

Against 14, For 6. 06s. exc. dial.

The related senses ' in compensation for ', ' in comparison
with ' are only OE.
^893 Alfred Oros. iv. xiii. § 1 Hit Scipia nolde him

aliefan wi5 nanum obrum binge butan hie him ealle hiera
wsepeno axeafen. 993 Battle of Maldon 35 We \viila5 wi5
bam golde gri5 fasstnian. c 1000 ^Elfric Exod. xxi. 24
Eaxe wi5 eaxan, tob wib te5. 1442 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.

1444 64/1 The landis of..Pettendrech, the quhilkis war
changeit with the landis of Dunottir. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. I. (Arb.) 27 If the childe inisse, either in forgetting

a worde, or in chaunging a good with a worse. 1570 in

Shropsh. Par. Doc. (1903) 63 Rec. at the chaunge of the

cupp wth the challeis vii5
. iid . 1637 Rutherford Lett, to

M. Mowat 7 Sept. (1671) 165 We might barter or niffer our
lazie ease with a profitable cross.

2. Of conflict, antagonism, dispute, injury, re-

proof, competition, rivalry, and the like : In oppo-

sition to, adversely to : = Against 12, 12 b, 12 d.

Still the normal prep, with such words as battle, chide,

compete, conflict, contend, dispute, fight, quarr-el, strive,

struggle, vie, war, and phrases like go to law, at odds, but

now associated with or merged in 8, 13 b,_ or 20.

Beowulf 152 Grendel wan hwile wio Hrobgar. 12900

Cynewulf Elene 836 Hie wiS Codes bearne ni3 ahofup.

900-30 O. E. Chron. an. 853 (Parker MS.), Ealhere mid
Cantwarum, & Huda mid Subrixium xefuhton on Tenet

wib haebnum herixe. a 1000 Gnomic Verses 11. 187 Werij
scealc wib winde roweb. c X175 Lamb. Horn. 19 pet he

ne misdude wi6 oderne. Ibid. 129 Of ban icompe be ure

drihten hefde wi5 bene feond. ciaoo Ormin 16981 5irT ba

mihhtenn witenn itt batt haffdenn nib w'bb Criste. 1338

R. Brcnne Chron. (1810) 57 He praied him for his nauy to

help him with summ. £1440 Alphabet cf Tales 124 pis

knight askid hym if he kend oght with hym selfe. 1590 [sea

210

Conflict sb. i]. 1596 Edw. Ill, n. ii, Poore shipskin, how
it braules with him that beatethit ! 1611 Shaks. Wint. T.

I. ii. 355 One, Who in Rebellion withhimselfe, will haueAll
that are his, so too. 1668 Walton Angler iv. (ed.4) 66 He
[sc. the trout] may justly contend with all fresh-water- Fish,
as the Mullet may with all Sea-Fish. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
II. (Globe) 357 Let us go and have t'other Brush with them.
1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 334/1 Let the Boys be set a running,
as it were, with one another, in getting without Book. 1851
Newman Pres. Pos. Cath. vi. § 7 Invention cannot run with
prejudice. Prejudice wins. 1909 Dublin Rev. Jan. 128
Amazons at handgrips with a long-suffering police.

*J*3. Of resistance, defence; protection, warning,

caution: = Against 13, 13b. Obs.
Beotvulf 540 Wit unc wi5 hronfixas werian bohton. 971

Blickl. Horn. 171 pa woldan hie on ecnesse hsele & trume
wi5 deofla nibum & helle witum. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II.

130 Wib bryne ^enim finules nibeweardes. C1040 Bidding
Prayer in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 62 J>a;t hy us ^ehealdan &
gescyldan wiS ealra feonda costnunga. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

53 pe feder and be sune and be halie gast iscilde us..wi5
alle sunnen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 224 Hu je schulen witen ou
wi5 bes deofles wieles. c 1320 Cast. Love 826 pe seue berbi-

cans abouten,. .witeb bis Castel so wel Wib arwe and wij>

qwarel. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. {Sytnon fy ludas) 203
For bat bu suld mar vnwar be Vith bi fais.

+ 4. Of separation or deliverance: = Feom 6,

6 b. Obs. (See also 19 c.)

Beowulf 2423 Sundur $edaelan lif wi5 lice, a 1000 Csed.

mon's Gen. 1-27 pa ^esundrode sijora waldend. .leoht wi5
beostrum, sceade wi5 sciman. a 1250 Owl <$• Night. 610
Me is lof to cristes huse To clansi hit wib fule muse.

5. f a. Towards, in the direction of: = AGAINST
5. (OnlyOE.) Obs.
Beowulf 213 Streamas wundon sund wiS sande. Ibid.

1880 Ac him on hrebre hy^ebendum fa;st asfter deorum men
dyme langaS beorn wi5 blode. 900-30 O. E. Chron. an. 894
(Parker MS.), pa wende he hine west wi<5 Exanceastres.
«iooo Riddles iv. 43 ponne scearp cymeS sceo wib obrum,
ecg wiS ecge. c 1000 ^Elfric Saints' Lives xxvi. 204 Sum
we^farende man ferde wi3 bone feld.

b. Near or close to, against, alongside. Now
only Naut. with words denoting proximity and
consequently belonging more properly to 18.

Beotvulf^326 Setton. .rondas regnhearde wi5 bas recedes

weal. Ibid. 2566 Sti5mod ^estod wid steapne rond winia

bealdor. 900-30 O. E. Chron. an. 878 (Parker MS.), MX
Aire, & bset is wib ^belingga ei^e. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke
viii. 5 pa he )>mx. seow sum feoll wi5 bsene weg. c 1050 Voc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 447/25 Muroteuus, wi<5 5one weall. 13..

Gazv. $ Gr. Knt. 113 Bischop Bawdewyn abof bi-ginez be

table, & Ywan, Vryn son, ette wit hymseluen. 14. . Sailing
Directions (Hakl. Soc.) 12 Than go your cours with the

horse shoo south southwest. Ibid. 13 Fro Seint Margret
steyers and ye will go with Dengenes, your best way is

south south west. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Theseus (1595)

10 By force of weather driven with the coast of Sicile. 1591

Raleigh Last Eight Rev. (Arb.) 24 A fourth ranne her selfe

with the shore to saue her men. 1623 Pvrchas Pilgrims
II. 1133 An houre after Sunne rising, we were with a very

long and faire point. 1708- [see In adv. 9 b]. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 11. vii. 212 One of our prizes was ordered to stand

close in with it [sc. the land]. 1788 I. White Jrnl. Voy.

N. S. Wales (1790) 108 As we run in with the land, . . we were
surprised to see . . some small patches of snow. 1849 O'Bybns
Naval Biogr. Diet. 661/2 At the cutting out, close in with

the enemy's batteries of La Guipe privateer. 1860 Dickens
Uncomm. Trav. ii, A man . . saw . . some dark troubled

object close in with the land.

C. Into the presence or immediate proximity of

(and in derived fig. uses) : following such verbs as

encounter,fall in, ??ieet
f
etc, q.v. (Now associated

with 19.)

f6. Governing a demonstrative pronoun, form-

ing conjunctive phrases : with than [the
y
that),

with that, with thi {that), wifii, wyfy, rarely with

this {that) [see Than dem. pron., That conj. 1 c,

Thy adv.] : a. On condition that, provided that, if.

c 1000 jElfric Saints* Lives xii. 118 Nolde he syllan ealle

his aihta b^ah be he weli; wa5re, wi5 ban be he libban moste,

a 1200 Moral Ode 152 in O. E. Horn. I. 169 E ure he walde
her inne wawe and ine wene wunien WiS pet he mihte helle

pine bi-flien. c 1105 Lay. 8253 Al pine wille he wule don,

wi5 b°n be bu hi"1 ?eue STl ^- a 13°° S'riz 192 lc ** wi'e

geve the riche mede With that hit be so. a 1300 St. Thomas
184 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 22 Grete bewtes to him
he bed. .Withi he wold dwell with him still, c 1300 Havelok

532, 1 shal maken b« fre»- .With-pan pu wilt bis childe take.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 493 With-thi 3e giff me all the land,

That 3e haiff now in-till ?our hand, c 1400 Beryn 3972 To-
morow I woll be redy his hest to fulfill, With this I have
save condit. 1473 Paston Lett. III. 100, I wolde he had it

for vij. yeer, with thys that my moodre be agreable to the

same. 1497 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901)353, I will that

Isabell my doughter, shal haue all suche stuffe [etc.] whit

that she marie by thaduyce ofmy executours. c 1500 Lancelot

960, I grant yow leif, withthy Your name to me that ^e wil

specify, c 1500 Crow <$ Pie v. in Child Ballads II. 478
Haue ye thys, mydere swetyng, With that yewylbe lemman
myn.

+ b. With the intention that, in order that, to

the end that. Obs.
cBS8 Alfred Boeth. xxxiii. §2 Hc.forlaet maenixne

weoruldlust wiS peem be he bone welan be^ete & sehealde.

Ibid. xl. § 5 Me wasre leofre piet ic onette wio pses )>set ic be
moste gelastan pset ic pe aer ?.ehet. a 1225 Juliana 3 Pe
liflade of a meiden b^t is of latin iturnd to englische leode,

wi5 bon Pat teos hali leafdi in heouene luuie us be mare.

II. Denoting personal relation, agreement, asso-

ciation, connexion, union, addition.
* Senses denoting primarily activity towards or

influence upon a person or thing.

7. After words denoting speech or other verbal

WITH.

communication between persons (with the person

asobj.); properly of mutual communication, but
formerly sometimes merely = to, as in quot. 1480.
Beowulf'365 Hy benan synt ba=t hie . , wi<5 be moton wordum

wrixlan. a 1000 Riddles xl. 12 Ne hafao" hio fot ne folm,..

ne mu5 hafab ne wib monnum sprxc. C1205 Lay. 14069
He wolde wio ban kinge holden runinge. C1300 Harrow.
Hell 123 Y shal speke be wyht Ant do betoholdegryht. C1386
Chaucer Melib. p 755, I prey yow lat me speke with youre
Aduersaries in priuee place, cx^zq Prose Life Alex. 14 He
went.. for to consaile wit a godd bat P3 }' called Amon.
1470-1760 [see Question v. 2]. c 1480 Henryson Bludy
Serk 106 Scho said nay, With men but, wald hir wed. 1500-

20 Dunbar Poems xiii. 15 Sum with his fallow rownis. 1555-
[see Conference 4]. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 230_ White
handed Mistris, one sweet word with thee. 1670 in 12th
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 16 Give me leave to be
ingennuous with your Honour, that manufacture grows
worse daylie. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 9 Feb. 1665, I had
much discourse with his Lordship. 1753-4 Richardson
Grandison III. viii. 109 But, unseasonably, as the event

shewed, Father Marescotti, being talked with, was earnest

to be allowed to visit her. 1884 Conway Bound Together
I. 181 For many years Mrs. Blatchford had held little com-
munication with her family.

b. Followed by refl. pron., in reference to soli-

loquy, consideration, determination, etc. arch.

1530 Palsgr. 514/2 Whan I determyne with my selfe to do
a thyng. 1553 [see Weigh v. 1 12 c]. 1564 Harding Ansiv.

Jewel 180 Saye this with thy selfe. 1580 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 443 Bicause you are braue, disdaine not those that

are base, thinke with your selues that russet coates haue
their Chiistendome. a 1592 Greene Alphonsus iv. mil*

Remember with your selues. 1707 Curios. Husb. $ Gard.
201, I imagin'd with my self. .that, .we might multiply., the

very same curious Plants. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind \. \.

§ 1 (1786) 5 Think seriously with yourselves how many follies

and sorrows you had escaped.

f C. After communicate, impart (information),

orig. = ' share* (cf. 20). Obs. (now replaced by to).

1559, 1704 [see Communicate v. 2]. IS7 1 lsee Impart v. a).

1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 4 More readic.to impart your
experiments with me. 1623 Bingham Xenoplion 65 He..
communicated his dream with him.

8. a. After words expressing transaction or

dealing between persons (with the person as obj.).

Beowulf 155 Grendel.. sibbe ne wolde wi5 manna hwone
mae^enes Deniga. c 893 ^Ei.fred Oros. m. v, iEfter baem

pe Perse frtS genaman wid Romanum. a 1300 Cursor M.
5848 (Gott.) Wid be eldest folk of israel, Wid pharao psu

went to dele. ?ci36o Alexius 123 (MS. Ashmol. 42) in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 177 He..chaungid..his riche

wede Wib a beggar, a 1400-50- [see Covenant sb. 1 y\.

c 1450- [see Treaty sb. 2, 3]. 1481 Cely Papers (Camden)

72 Yeschallreceyve..a lytyll fardell of felles that ys alowyd
for iij felles with the costomer. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in.

i. 3 What's your will with me? 1637 Rutherford Lett., to

A. Colvill 19 Feb. (1671) 194, 1 will neither borrow nor lend

with it [*<:. this world]. 1659 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1920) Apr.

254, I will keepe my dayes with you as long as I am able.

1661 in Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. EI. (19") J39

Such of his Maiesties freindes as euer had occasion with

me. 1780 Mirror No. no T 1 To do justice to those with

whom they have had dealings. 1838 Thirlwall Hist. Greece

xl. V.i 15 To give audience to all who had business to trans-

act with him. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 41 During

Edward's wars our commerce with France was wholly

broken off,

b. After words expressing conduct or feeling

towards (a person, etc.).

In some cases now replaced by other prepositions, e. g.

envious of. In expressions of hostile action or feeling, thil

coincides with 2.

c888 vElfred Boeth. vii. § 3 Hwi murcnast 3u wio min 7

aooo jElfric Gen. xii. 18 Hwi dydest 3u swa witS me?
<rii75 Lamb. Horn. 27 3if H C1"t swioe for-gult wio bme
eorQliche lauerd. a 1200 Moral Ode 216 in O. E. Horn. I.

J73 Ac helle king is are-les with ba be he mei binden.
_
a 1250

Owl 4- Night. 62 Ich wot bat b" art unmilde Wib hom
pat ne mu3e from be schilde. c 1300 Havelok 3705 Godrich,

wat is be pat pou fare bus with me? c 1400 Brut 1. 18

Cornell his eldest doubter.. was so annoyed wi> him and

wib nis peple. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xxvii. 457

Thenne was kyng Arthur wroth with kynge Marke. 1526

Tindale Matt, xviii. 29 Have pacience with me, and I will

paye the all. 1577- in love with [see Love sb. 7 d]. 1599

B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. 11. vi, I am come to haue you

Slay the Alchymist with me. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. n. v. 162

e opposite with a kinsman, surly with seruants. 1601 —
Jul. C. in. i. 2^O pardon me..That I am meeke and gentle

with these Butchers. 1636 Bk. Com. Prayer, Catechism, To
..be in charity with all men. 1677 Earl Essex in Essex

Papers (Camden) II. 108 Ye soldier being very rough with

ye Corporall, and refusing to pay. 1709 Addison Tatter

No. 108 p 3 Out of Humour with [see Humour sb. 8 aj.

I?36_ vexed with [see Vex v. 4 b]. 1889 T. K. Jerome Three

Men in Boat 172, 1 . .lost my temper with him.

9. Expressing a general relation to a person or

thing, usually as affected in some way by the action,

etc. spoken of: In the matter of, in regard to,

towards, to, at, upon, about, concerning ; in regard

to the condition or fortune of.

Sometimes approaching the instrumental use, 37 ; or (with

personal obj.) 8 b. «%__«
C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxix. 200 Dsem Seowan

is to cyoonne 5set he wieteoset he nis freohwidhis hlaford.

c 1205 Lay. 19057 pe king hire wende to..& hsefde him to

done wiS leofuest wimmonne. c 1300 Havelok 901 pan men
haueden holpen him doun With be birbene of his croun.

c 1394 P. PI- Crede 742 Y mi?t tymen bo troiflardes to toilen

wib fe erbe. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems iv. 8 How it is wi> hym,

y kan not say. 14 . . Tundale's Vis. 2366 (MS. A.) How pet

schuld be with don as Godus wyll wold. 1503 Plumpton

Corr. (Camden) 164 There was a servant of yours, .wasmys-

chevously made away with. 1595 Shaks. John v. vii. in
Let vs pay the time but needful! woe, Since it hath beene



WITH. 211 WITH.
before hand with our greefes. 1595- [see Beforehand icJ.
1596- [see Behind adv. 5 b]. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. I.

i. 33 Heauen doth with vs, as we, with Torches doe. 1610
B. Joxsox Alch. 1. iii, You shall deale much with mineralls.

1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia 1. 16 We tooke more Cod then
we knew what to doe with. 1660 South Serm., Matt,
xiii. J2 (1^27) IV. 27 When the Rooters and Through-
Reformers made clean Work with the Church, a 1715
Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 557 He told me, it was not
decent to be merry with such a matter. 1715- [see Matter
sb. 1 25 b]. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison 11, xv. 116
Things,.. that we have no business with. 1755 Connoisseur
No. 100 P 5 All these indignities I very patiently put up
with. 1799 G. S. Carey Balnea (ed. 2) 159 The walks.,
have been taken a great deal of pains with. 180* Maria
Edgeworth Moral 7*., Prussian Vase (1816) I. 211 What
do you want with me ? 1814 Wordsw. Excurs, vn. 194 The
..Master's hand Was busier with his task. 1816 Lady
Granville Lett. (1894) I. 101 His manner is brusque and
short, and I got on but little with him, 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xxxviii, He knows how to manage with her. 18*3
Scoresby Jrnl. 391 This anxiety with myself. 1841 Brown-
ing Pippa Passes 1. 228 God's in his heaven—All's right
with the world ! 1865 Kingsley Ifemu. viii, He surpassed
Ptolemy with the astrolabe. 1873 H. E. Roscok in Owens
Coll. Ess. <5* Addr. (1874) 56 Experiments on the properties
of vanadium . . made with much larger quantities than it fell

to the lot of the Swedish chemist to work with. 1887 Lewis
Carroll Game of Logic iv. 95 She is perhaps a little over-
doing it, in the way of lessons, with her children. 1923
Times Lit. Suppl. 18 Jan. 34/3 Getting through with work
as quickly as possible.

{b) 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. vi. r 4 Get along with you, and
go to bed. J897 go along with you [see Go v. 72 a).

t>. After an adv. or phr. with ellipsis of or
equivalent to a verb, usually imperative : e. g. away
with it » ' take it away ', down with it « ' put or
throw it down ', etc
c 1377 in Minor Poems Vernon MS. 718/99, I ou Rede.

.

pat vch a Mon vp wib be hede, And Mayntene him bobe
hei^e and lowe. c 1388 in Wyclif^s Set. IVks. III. 472 His
proude clerkis schal downe v/'ip ber pride. 1477 Sir J.
Paston in P. Lett. III. 199 My charges be gretter than 1

maye a weye with. 1528 Impeachm. Wolsey in Furniv.
Ballads from MSS. I, 360 Down with thy tayle, and of
with thy goldyn shone, 1535- [see Down adv. 25 b]. 1598
Shaks. Merry W% iv. ii. 239 Come, to the Forge with it.

1603 — Meas. for M. v. i. 121 To prison with her. Ibid.

313 To th' racke with him. 1708 [see In adv. icj. 1843
Blackw. Mag. LI V. 75 To the foul fiend with Rosley Castle!

+ c. In case of, in the event of. Obs. rare.

1625 Purchas Pilgrims II. 1140 A good Hauen with all

weathers. 1751 R. Pai.tock P. Wilkins (1884) II. 209,
I don't know what we should do with fires ; we see the
dread of them sufficiently.

d. In phr. with reference, regard, respect to : see

Reference sb. 3 b, Regard sb. 13, REsrECT sb, 7.

So f with (now in) comparison to.

1669 Hist. Pope's Nephews (1673) 1. 38 When once he had
put on the habit of a Priest, he could hardly. .know himself
with comparison to what he was before.

10. In the opinion, view, or estimation of; ' in

the sight of.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 507 Nu bu..haefst be wiS drihten

dyrne ^eworhtne. c 1000 /Elfkic Saints' Lives xxvii. 171
Scyldt^ wi<5 god. a 1300 Cursor M. 9521 He had an anlepe
son, pat wit nis fader was sa wele pat [be] wist his wisdom
ilk dele, c 1430 Life St. Kath. (18S4) 92 He was so gret
wyth be Etnperour. 1474 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 149
Remembryng how grettely in consette ye stonde. .with a
fentylwoman. 1571 Treat, of 7 reasons agst. Q. Eliz. 61 b,

'o discredite those Noble persons with the people. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 56 To slay men, to inuade the dominions
of other people, and to rifle their goods . . are with them no
offences at all. 1608- go down with [see Go v. 78 gl i6n
Bible 1 Pet. ii. 20 This is acceptable with God. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. Table Gg3/2 Cycala- Bassa . .is out of credit
with the Grand Signior. c 1646 Milton New Forcers Consc,
10 Men whose Life, Learning, Faith and pure intent Would
have been held in high esteem with Paul. 1681 Drydem
Abs. <$• AcAit. 1. 558 Every man with him was God or DeviL
1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 33S Most by Numbers judge a Poet's
song; And smooth or rough, with them is right or wrong.
x8«3 Byron Juan xm. xxiv, Juan stood well both with
Ins and Outs. 1841 Browning Pippa Passes ad fin., All
service is the same with God.
11. In the practice or experience of, in the life or

conduct of, in (one's) case ; sometimes spec, in the

language or statement of, according to. (With pL
obj. = Among A. 6.)
a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 He is coral y-cud with

cayser ant knyht. a 135a Minot Poems (ed. Hall) iii. 69
pan with bam was none ober gle. ? 1478 Stonor Papers
(Camden) II. 35 Scliepe was neuer so der with vs. 15*6
Tindale Matt. xix. 26 With men this is vnpossyble, but with
God all thinges are possyble. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. i. 3a
It is an accustom 'd action with her, to seeme thus washing
her hands. 1615 T. Maxfield in CatA. Rec. Soc. PubY.
(1906) III. 51 Julie the 16, w*h y« 26. 1676 Drydkh A urengz.
in. i, 'lis not with me as with a private Man. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 32. 516 This notion was so familiar

with these Pagans. 1796-7 Jane Austen Pride
«J-

Pre/,

xliii, 'And this is always the way with him ', she added.
1841 Fitzgerald Lett. (1889) I. 77 These fits of exaltation

are not very common with me. 1864 Mrs. H. Wood Trevlyn
Hold xli, ' Were the ricks insured ? ' ' No. There's the

smart with Chattaway.' 1881 Russell Haigs xiv. 426 With
the rough-riding men on both sides of the frontier to meet
was to fight. 1900 Bywater Aristotle on Art Poetry 17a
IIoAiTntrj ts with him the practical wisdom of the statesman.

1910 Bolland Eyre of Kent (Selden Soc.) I. Introd. 9s
These omissions would be impossible with a copyist who
read over what he had copied.

b. After words expressing influence or the like :

sometimes replaceable by over or upon.
1573-80 Barkt Atv. P 696 With whom when the could

nothing preuaile. 1631 Weever Auc. Funeral Mon. 51a
His all-potencie with the King. 171a P. Metcalfe Life
S. Winefride (1917) 16 He had great Power and Authority
with them. 1814 Jane Austen Mansf. Park xiii, She has
no influence with., my sisters that could be of any use. 1865
Ruskin Sesame i. § 4 Most honest men ..would., acknow-
ledge its leading power with them as a motive.
' ** Senses relating to agreement (or disagreement)

in some respect.
Senses 16 and 18 are closely allied to those under ***, in-

volving the idea of proximity or accompaniment in space or
time.

12. Following wordsexpressing comparison, like-

ness, equality, or identity.

In some cases varying with or now replaced by to, e.g. after

compare, comparison, equal, resemblance*, after same, as is

more usual ; but with is still regular after some derived sbs.,

as equality, sameness, and also after even adj., identical,

identity, level adj., one adj., rank vb., etc. See the various
words.
c 888 Alfred Boeih. xvi. § 2 Hu micle mare is Sonne \>xs

monnes lichoma to metenne wi5 bset mod bonne seo mus
wi5 5one mon. £1200 Ormin 3090 patt wass inoh all an
wibb batt batt Godess enngell se33de. Ibid. 7931 |'e3^re

sang iss lie wibb- wop. 1387Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 259
Of )?e same age wib be kyngdom of Assiiics. C1450 Merlin
xx. 317 Thei ben so fewe that thei may not compare with
hem. 1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 47/1 Wave [= weigh] the
good that they dooe, with the hurte that commeth of them.
1526 Tindale Phil. ii. 6 Which beynge in the shape off god,
and thought it not robbery to be equall with god. 1677-
[see Identical 2]. 1710 Hearne Collect. 24 Feb. (O.H.S.)
II. 348 A sniveling Gentleman of not half the sense with the
late poor spirited Dick Cromwell. 1836 Macallay Z,£/i fy

Lett. (1833J I. 456 His style affects me in something the
same way with that of Gibbon. 1879 Whitney Sanskrit
Gram. 337 Some of the apparent roots, .with sibilant final

are akin with the desiderattves. i$&$Act 48$ 4<)Vict. c. 58
§ r This Act shall be read as one with the Telegraph Acts,

1863 to 1878.

13. Following words expressing agreement, con-

formity, sympathy, and the like.

C893 ^Elfred Oros. iv. viii, For bon hie on symbel wH
Romanum sibbe heoldon. a 1000 Guthlac 382 pa;t frift

wi5 hy ^efreobad wiere. 1113 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

1120 Se arceb[iscop] Turstein..wear5 burh bone papan wiS
bone cyng acordad. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 Hie ben
penne sahtnede wio* be heuenliche fader. 1390 Gower
Conf I. 6 At his commandement, With whom myn herte is

ofaccord. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvi. xliv. (1495)
L ij/2 Yren hath agrement with the stone Adamas. c 1430
Hymns Virgin (1867) 13 God wib man is maade at oone.

'535 Joye ApoL 7
t

indals(Arb.)n Henrichus Bullyngerus.

.

consenteth with me in the sii;nificacion of this worde. 1605
B. Jonson Volpone in. iv, There was but one sole man.

.

With whom I ere could sympathise. i6n Shaks. Cymb.
in. iii. 31 Hap'Iy this life is best.. Well corresponding With
your stifle Age. 164a- fall in with [see Fall v. 90 b-e],

1662- [see Sympathy 3 b], 1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney
BidutpA II. 310 How ill does the vanity of pomp suit with
a house of mourning I 1796 Ann. Reg., Hist. 115 Spain
was.. on friendly terms with France. 1821 Shelley Hellas
537 The ti^er leagues not with the stag at bay Against the
hunter. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1. I. 107 He declared
his determination to govern in harmony with the Commons.
1913 W. M.Ramsay TeachingofPaul 158 His heart became
..more. .sympathetic with their trials.

b. By extension, after words expressing dis-

agreement.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. viii. 30 It containeth

impossibilities and things inconsistent with truth. 1735-8
Bolingbroke On Parties 81 They [sc. the Tories] had only
differ 'd with the Whigs about the Degree of Oppression.
I79I-i823D'Israf.li Ck^.ZjV. (1866) 208 Every edition varies

with the preceding ones. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi i.

(1870) 16 Testimony, .in no case discordant with that of the
Iliad.

14. On the side or party of; in favour of; on
behalfof ; 'for' : opp.toAGAixsTi2. (Seealsoaac.)
C1200 Ormin 4675 Swa forrwerrpesst tu bin Godd, &

haldesst wibb batt ahhte. c 1300 Havctok 2308 He swore,
pat lie sholde with himhalde Bobe ageynes stille and bolde.

138a Wyclif Matt. xii. 30 He that is nat with me, is acinus
me. C14SO Lydg. Assembly of Gods 1058 Vertu was full

heuy, when he sy Frewyll Take part with Vyce. 1478 Acta
Audit. (1839) 66/2 Ilk baroun and freehaldare bat.,geve
voce with j>e said dome, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon
ix. 238 Nevertheles he came, and helde syde wyth his broder.

1509 Fisher Serm. Wks. (1876) 277 What sentence he shal

gyue wheder with me or ayenst me. i$^Star CAamber
Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 317 They were at issue and by a
substancyali Juiy..Founde with the seid mulsho. 158a

N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xiv. 4 Certaine of them, .were with the

Jewes, but certaine with the Apostles. 1600 Hoi.LANp Livy
xxix. vi. 713 The citie of Locn-.had sided also with the

Carthaginians. 1633 Earl Manch. At Mondo (1636) 171
When a man comes to be judged ; his life.. shal give the
evidence with, or against him. 1653 Cromwell Sp. 4 July
in Carlyle, He hath appeared with them. 1697 Dryden
AKneis xii. 827 Jove is with us. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I.

xlix. 492 There being with the bill 60, against it 75. 1841
Dickens Amer. Notes xv, The soldiers rather laughed at

this blade than with him. 1845 Browning Lost Leader 14
Shakespeare was of us, Milton was for us, Burns, Shelley,

were with us. 1886 MaticA, Exam. 9 Jan. 5/3 M. Granet,
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, has usually voted with
M. Clemenceau.

b. In reference to wind, tide, etc. : Favourable
to, in a favourable direction for.

1647 Sanderson Serm. (1674) 1 1 . 218 As a Boat that (having
wind and tide with it) runneth glib and merrily down the
stream, 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 378 They had.,
the Flood-Tide with them.

15. In the same way as ; as— does or did, is or

was, etc. ; like. (Cf. 17.)
c 1340 Medit. in Hampole's liks. (1895) I. 94 So bat boru bi

mere! and grace we moun repente of oure. .mys.dedis with
seint Petir. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. vm. 71 He is Fals with be
Fend, c 1400 Rule St. Betut (pruse) n Of mekenes spekis
sain benet..& sais with hali scripture: 'Omnis qui se
exaltat &c' 1433 Lydg. S. Edmund $ Fremund 1034-6 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (18S1) 395 Hc.Hadue with Nestor
manly auysynesse ;. .With Tideus he hadde eek hardynesse.
1$%$}$ash*. Retume I'asq w/Y/Wk^. (Grosart)I.i2i A crooked
generation, that loues to swym side-long with the Crabbe.
1600 — Summer's Last Will Prol. 73 Luery man cannot,
with Archimedes, make a heauen of Lrasse. 1634 Rainbow
Labour (1635) 35 With stomackefull children we hawle for

Rattles. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 227 p 5, I must cry out
with Dido. .'Ah! cruel Heaven, that made no Cure for Love 1'

1809 Hyson Bards fy Rev. 102 Better to err with Pcpe,than
shine with Pye, 1861 I'aley /Esc/tylus (ed. 2) 7 agst. Thebes
759 note, Hermann gives aAnav with one of the most recent
MSS. 1905 Cm:sTEUiON Heretics 37 Whether we should
love everybody with Tolstoy, or spare nobody with N ietzsche.

b. Followed by the and a superlative used absol.

:

As well or thoroughly as
;

(as) one of, ' among ',
1 of J

: forming adverbial (or f predicative) phrases

denoting 'to the full or fullest extent', '(nearly)

as— as nny or as possible \ ' very— ', ' highly— '

:

e. g. with the best == among the best, as well as

any, very well ; with the first, as one of the first,

very early, chiefly, especially (see First 6 c) ; with
the hast — at the lowest estimate

; f with the most

inclined = highly inclined. Obs. or arch.

a 1300 K. Horn n 19 (Harl.) pou shen[c]h vs wib be vtirste.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (\V.) 1656 The king..kep the leuedi with

the best. 1445 in Angtia XXVIII. 281 Why is not he redde
with the worthiest ? 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. lxviii. 531
Soo that nyghte they were lodged with the best. 1477
Paston Lett. III. 183, I wuld have hym [sc. a horse] sum-
what large, not with the larRest. a 1533 Ld. Ueknkrs Huon
tlxii. 634 Thyne armure is good and thy sworde is with the

best. 1553 Grimai.de Cicero's Offices 1. (1556) 41 b, If th«r

be anie somewhat with the moste enclined to pleasures.

1573-80 Tlsser Husb. (187S) 51 Who pescods delighteth to

haue with the furst, If now he do sowe them, I thinke it-not

wurst. 1577 Gooce tr. I/eresbach's Husb. 45 Not to mawe
your Grasse with the latest, but before the seede be ripe.

a 159a Gkf.kse J'as. IV, 1. ii, A young stripling.. that can
sleep with the soundest, eate with the hungiiest. 1629

Gaule Pract. Theories 376 Of all the difficulties of Truth
and faith, the Article of Christs Resurrection is with the

formost. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 494 There was no
year, wherein he did not gain a thousand Duckats, to speak
with the least. 1826 Priestley's Rudiw. 55 The preposition

with is. .sometimes used in conversation, to express a degree

..something less than the greatest; as ' They are with the

widest.' 1859 Tennyson Grandnt. 20 At your age, Annie,

I could have wept with the best.

16. Expressing simultaneous occurrence and

association (cf. 25), often also implying causal

connexion (cf. 39). a. At the same time as ; at

the time or instant of; on the occurrence of (often

with implication 'and because of') ; at, on, upon.

(a) Followed by a sb. (often qualified).

Before occasion, opportunity, now replaced by on or (less

usually) at,

13.. Cursor M. 10462 (Gott.) Vtayne wid bis word gan
tene. 1456 Sir G. Have Law A rms (S.T.S.) 145 The pay-
ment cessis with the impossibilitee of the service. 159a

Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 900. 1655 Theofhania 89 With a resolu-

tion to hire a ship,., and with the first occasion to follow her

into Sicily. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 273 Nor ends
theirWorkjbutwnhdecliningDay. 1719 PniLiprstr.7^;Vrj'-

four Conferences 338 He hath promised to send you a Copy
with the first Opportunity. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indcl. n.

x, Sometimes With early morn, he mounted gay The hunter-

steed. 1822 T. L. Peacock Maid Marian x, John.. was
determining to take possession with the first light of morn-
ing. 1870 Lowelu Study Wind, (1S71) 157 Browning ..

draws nearer to the all-for-point fashion of the concettisti,

with every poem he writes. 1926 Times 15 Mar., With his

death, his younger brother, .becomes heir to the barony.

(b) Followed by a demonstrative pron. : with

that (fthan), when (and, often, because) that

occurred, thereupon; fat that instant, just then

(obs.) ; saying or having just said that ; with this,

hereupon. Cf. Herewith 3, Therewith 2 c,

Wherewith 4 b.

1:1250 Gen, <$ Ex. 1409 Laban and his moder wi5-Fan
Fa3neden wel 9is sondere man. a 13,00 Cursor M. 1203 Wit
bis [Trin. Here aftir] was born an hall child, Seth batmeke
was and mild. Ibid. 3368 And bof sco scamful was, i-wiss,

Sco tint na contenance wit bis. 1375 Barbour Bruce xv.

168 Syne. .[The] myddis of thetoune he tais, With that neir

cummand war his fais. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. 1. v. 203 A
child.. said, he saw a dere. Wib bat be takill wp he

drew. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvr. xvi. 687 With that

Bors lyfte vp his hand & wold haue smyten his broder.

159a Shaks. Ven. % Ad. 25. 1603 in Cath, Rec, Soc. Pubt,

(1906) II. 218 And with this I byd you most hartely fare-

well. 1681 Dryden Abs. $ Achit. 1. 7*7 'Take then my
tears ' (with that he wiped his Eyes). 1779 Mirror No. 35

P ii * Who shall decide when doctors disagree?' And, with

that, he made one of the finest bows in the world. 1847

Tennyson Princess n. 290 ' Our mother, is she well 7 With

that she kiss'd His forehead.

b. Followed byasb. or pron., forming a phrase

equivalent to a clause with xvhen, in which the sb.

or pron. is the subj. (or obj.), and the vb. is

identical with that in the principal clause ; e. g.

our hopes died with him, i.e. when (and because)

he died ; to rise with the /ark, i. e. when the lark

rises ( - early in the morning) : see Lark sb, 1 1 b*

fFormerly also with vbs. of durative meaning : — contem-

poraneously with.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 497 But mony abusions
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WITH.

comme from Boemia into Englonde with this qwene. 159a

Shaks. Ven. t,- Ad. 1019 He being dead, with him is beautie

slaine. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World ill. v. § 8. 57 Where the

Persians, so many of them as lost not their wits with their

courage [etc.]. 1697 Dryden Virg. Gearg. IV. 673 His Griefs

with Day begun. 174a Middleton Cicero (ed. 3) II. vi. 31

Lentulus and Metellus, whose consulship expired with the

year. 1791 Boswell Johnson 10 Apr. an. 1775, What was

said by Johnson, or other eminent persons who lived with

him. i8iz Crabbe Tales xi. 376 With virtue, prudence

fled. 1891 Farrar Darin, t, Dawn xliii, I hear rumours

that another large vessel.. foundered at sea. I expect that

some of the accusers of Paulus perished with her.

C. In the course or duration of, in process of,

in' (time, etc.); often with admixture of the

instrumental sense : By, or in consequence of, the

passage or lapse of (cf. 37, 39). .

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 329 With a few yens pal war

passand riche men. 1560 Whitehorne tr. Macchiavelh s

Arte 0/ Warre 87 All other thyng..maie with tyme be

ouercome, this onely with tyme ouercometh thee. 1610

Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 164 Come with a thought. 1611 Fenton

Usurie 11. xiii. 95 Mans labours and skill wil faile with

yeeres. 1627 W. D. tr. Andiguier's Lisander 15 To render

you more signal offices, which, with time, I hope to performe.

1784 in B. Ward Dawn Cath. Revival (1009) I. iv. 81

[Prejudices] will die away with time. 1855 Tennyson Will

ii, Bettering not with time. 1875 M. Arnold God $ Bible

p. xxviii, Christianity's admixture of popular legend and

illusion was sure to be cleared away with time. 1884 W. C.

Smith Kildrostan 74 Unripe fruit . . mellows with the months.

d. After words denoting change or variation :

At the same rate as; at a rate, or in a manner,

corresponding to that of ; in proportion to, accord-

ing to. ...
1697 DRYDEN'FiVy. Georg. in. 322 His stout Stomach with

his Food will grow. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles S, Comm.
iii, Their Insolence and Power encreased with their Number.

1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 1. v. His Spirits rose and fell

with the Weather-glass. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab.

140 The probability of an error diminishes with its magni-

tude. 1839-47 Todds Cycl. Anat. III. 516/2 The diameter

of the capillaries of muscle varies . . with the size of the

blood-particles of the animal. 1857 Buckle Civitiz. I. 11. 58

The rate of wages fluctuates with the population. 1910 H. A.

Dallas Mors Janua Vita! 1 17 Her conviction as to the

importance of the script naturally increased with the evidence

for its veridical character.

17. Expressing agreement or accordance, esp. in

opinion or statement. To be with, to be of the

same opinion as, to agree with. (See also 15.)

1456 Sir G. Hayk Gov. Princis (S.T.S.) 99 Thai speke

quhilum with the and othir quhilis aganis the. 1563 Allen

De/. Pitrg. xi. r°4, I am not afrade to vse the word Satisfac-

tion, with Cyprian, Origen, Ambrose, Augustin. 1611

Tourneur Ath. Trag. iv. iv. 1 4^
b, Enter the Watch.

Belfo. The Watch? Met with my wish. 1625- run with [see

you, or, I am of your opinion. 1796 in B. Edwards Maroon ,

Negroes 20, 1 am perfectly with you, that the pin ought not

to receive another screw. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl.xxix,

Ah, it's a fine dance—I'm with you there. 1886 W. S. Blunt
Diary 22 Apr. in Land War Irel. (1912) ii. 79 Morris is

with me about Ireland. 1916 J. R. Mozley Dm. Aspect

Hist. I. ix. 235 It was heart beating with heart.

18. In the same direction as ; along the course

of: opp. to Against 9: esp. in such phrases as

with the grain, with the hair, with the stream,

with the tide, with the wind.

c 1489- [see Stream sb. 2 fj. 1577- [see Wind sb.1 29].

IS97 Bacon Coulers Good tr Euill Ess. (Arb.) 154 If it

be with the streame or with the hill. 1651 H. More
Enthus. Tri. (1712) 37 With thankfulness* and reverence

he doth receive whatever Divine Providence brings upon

him, be it sweet or sour, with the hair, or against it.

1678 Moxon Meek. Exerc. iv. 66 As well upon the Traverse

..as with the Grain of the wood. 1688 [see Metal sb. 7].

C1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 75 The Gardens runns

down a great way, you descend with them by severall

stepps. 171a with the tide [see Swim v. 1 cj. <zi774

Goldsm. Sun. Exj>. Philos. (1776) II. 386 A field pf corn,

viewed with the wind, is of a different shade from the same

field viewed against the wind. 1786, 1816 [see Stroke v. 1

1 dj. 1810 Crabbe Borough xviii. 183 The black footway

winding with the wall. 1840 with the tide [see Drop v.,8].

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bi., With the sun, ropes coiled

from the left hand towards the right ; but where the sun

passes the meridian north of the observer, it is of course the

reverse. 1891 with the tide [see Go v. 85 f].

*** Senses expressing accompaniment or addition.

19. Following words expressing such meanings

as are indicated above, as accompany (see note s.v.),

ally, alternate, associate, blend, combine, confront,

connect, couple, entangle, incorporate, join, link,

marry, mix, partake, share, unite, wed (etc) vbs.

(and deiived sbs., as association, connexion, etc.)

;

communion, company, contact, intercourse (etc.)

sbs. ; together adv. : see the various words. See

also Along adv. 3. .,_•»- ,

Beowulf10W pact hie healfre seweald wiS Eotena beam
axan moston. cS83 Alfred Boetli. xxxvi. § 8 Se yfla willa

ntcfS namne xeferscipe wiS ha xesajlSa. aooo Cynewulf

Elene 307 Swa 7,c modblinde mengan ongunnon hje wiO

sooe. <iia4o Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 201 Hwoa so

euer wule habben lot wi5 be of bine blisse, he mot delen

wiS be of bine pine on eorSe. 13.. Cursor M. 18019

(Goti.) Aisel haue i blend wid gall, c J400 Lanfranc s

Cirurg. 201 pel ben maad fast wib be botme of be stomac.

jS57 Dunfermline Reg.(\ixan. Club) 400 To pay. .Twelf

caponis to giddir wutht hariage careage and due serwice.

1665 Walton Hooker Introd., About forty years past..

I

began a happy affinity with William Cranmer. 1671 Milton

P.R, IV. 41a Fierce rain with lightning mixt, water with

212

fire In mine reconcile. 1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 4 r> 6, 1 was

once determined to throw off all connexions with taste.^ 1785

Reid Infill. Powtrs 11. xiv. 214 A kind of feeling, or im»
diate perception of things present, and in contact with the

percipient. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xvi. (1838) 1 1. 345 1 he

Lacedaemonians, whose force, together with the Tegeans

and forty thousand light troops, amounted to upwards of

fifty thousand men. 1889 Swinburne Study B. Jonson 87

The collocation of such names, .as those of Aglamour and

Earine with such others as March and Maudlin.

b. Following words expressing acquaintance or

familiarity. (After accustomed, known, now re-

placed by to.)

ciaao Bestiary 113 His mu3 is }et wel unkuS wi3 pater

noster and crede. a i»s Juliana 14 Ne icli neuer pat'eh

wite nes wi3 him icnawen. 1338 R. Brunnf. Chron. (1810)

225 pan went bis Ottobone borghout be cuntre, & quaynted

him with ilkone. c 1369 Chaucer Delhe of Blaunche 532,

I gan me anueynt With hym. C1386— Prol.iib Famuher

was he With frankeleyns ouer al in his contree. 1535

Coverdale Ecclus. xxiii. 9 Let not thy mouth be accustomed

with swearinge. 1611 Bible Isa. liii. 3 He is.. a man of

sorrows, and acquainted with griefe. 1719 in 10th hep.

Hist. MSS. Coittm. App. 1. 197 They could not .
.undergo*

the fatigue that the natives were accustomed with. 1880

L. Stephen Pope iii. 61 Pope was not disinclined to pride

himself upon his familiarity with the great.

c. By extension, following words expressing

separation : e.g. to break with = to break off con-

nexion with (Break v. 34); to part with to cease

to be with or to have with one (1'art v. 6 c).

(After take leave now replaced by of.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 1702a Kynd na saul suffers ar to part

wit man o-liue. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1883) III. 102 O ye

good fathyr of grete degre, thus to departe with your

ryches. i486 Bi. St. Albans E iij b, In iij. degrees he hem

berith or he with hem twyn. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 48

It cannot be The Voices dare breake with vs. a 1629 Hinde

J. Bruin lxvii. (1641) 224 My wife.. and my selfe, came to

take leave with him. 1808 Southey Lett. (1856) II. up
For more than a year, Scott has cut with the Edinburgh

Review. msMancli. Exam. 28 Mar. 5/5 The imminence

of a rupture with Russia.

20. Expressing association or participation in

some act, proceeding, or experience ;
spec. = acting

on the same side as (another lawyer) in an action

at law.
ciigo-Isee Sin o. it], a 1300- teee Play v. 10]. c 1440

Jacob's Well 201 5if bou be partenere in dede of thefte, .
.
or

of ony ober wronges, pat is for to seyne, in folowynge wytri

suche doers. 1526 Tindale Rom. xii. 15 Be mery with them

that are mery. wepe with them that wepe. 1533 [see Adul-

tery 1]. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. 36, 1 will buy with you,

sell withyou, talke with you, walke with you.and so following

:

but I will not eate with you, drinke with you, nor pray with

you. 17.1 Steele Sped. No. 53 r 7. I »"Uj f°r «he futl
!:.
e

be merry with the Vulgar. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxvni,

My lot is cast with Evandale, and with him I am resolved

to bear it. 1837 Dickens Piciw. xxxiv, 'I am for the

plaintiff, my Lord,' said Mr. Serjeant Buzfuz. ' Who h with

you, brother Buzfuz J 'said the judge. 1848 - Dombey

xxxviii, Rob.. ran sniggering off to get change, and tossed

it away with a pieman. 1883 Manchester Exam. 7 Nov.

5/2 A new weekly mail service with Australia.

21. a. (with such vbs. as bring, take, come, go)

Followed by a sb. or (most commonly) pron.

denoting the person (vessel, etc.) that leads, con-

veys, or carries a person or thing, thus having it in

charge (cf. 23, of which this use is the converse).

Msofg. after take: see Take v. 59K*
c 1200 St. Matthew 9 in 5. Eng. Leg. 77 He bi-lefde bo is

weork, and wiz ore louerd eode. c 1290 Blket 1213 ibid.

141 With him a-morewe he nam his oste. a 1300 Cursor m.

5207 To mi lauerd yee com wit me, I sal yow do a-quentid be.

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 133 INilus] makethe the londe

plentuous thro slyeche that hit drawethe with hit. c 147S

RaufCoiliear 6 Thay past vnto Paris . . With mony Prelatis

and Princis. 159' Shaks. Two Gent. IV. •• 74 pome, goe

with vs, we'll bring thee to our Crewes. a 1596 Sir T.More

1. ii. 28 Ten poundes . . To carie in your pursse about with ye.

1697 Dryden Virg. Glorg. 111. 53* ™* Shepherd last

appears, And with him all his Patrimony bears. 1776 Tnal

of Nwldocomar 68/1 My uncle used frequently to go to

Maha Rajah's: when I was little I used to go with him.

,812 Jefferson Writ. (.830) IV. 178 The truth
,

. .that

we brought with us the rights of men. 1869 Freeman

Norm. Conq. III. xi. 6. They took with them no force

capable of controlling . . the country.

b. In the possession, keeping, care, or charge ot

(a person) ; in the hands of. (//'/. and Jig.)

«f3oc Cursor M. 4403 His mantel es bi-left wit me. 1340-

70 Alex. * Dind. 32 Whan no vyordhche wele is wfp us

founde. 15.8 in Pocock Ric. Ref. (1870) 1. 81 Leaving with

the master of the Rolls such things as might., instruct h.m.

i That . . commissionary
1649 Bp. Hall Coses Consent, ix. 341

authority, which is by Christ entrusted with them. £1710

W. Hamilton Discr. Lanarkf Rinfrcil, (Mattl. Club .831)

64 Douglass parish, .continued with the Earles of Douglass

untill their Lall forfeiture. I77« Trial of Nundocoinar

68/1 You have for a long time had my money, it shall

remain no longer with you. i8?S _
Jefferson Autobio^.

Wks. .859 I- 6 The committee, .left It in charge with their

chairman to forward them by express 1828 Whately KM.
(1850) 1. iii. § 2 The ' burden of proof.' lies with the accusers.

1896 Conan Doyle Expl. Cirard in. 121 The deal lay with

hirrL 1911 Act it, 2 G10. V c 46 8 17 The ownership of an

author's manuscript after his death.. shall be prima facie

proof of the copyright being with the owner of the manu-

SC

'c. In the nature or character of; as a quality or

attribute of. Now chiefly after way : see Way sb.1

22 d. (The converse of 31.)

14 Tundale's Vis. 31 With hym was no charyte. 1553

Douglas' sEntis IX. Prol. marg., Vertue..has euer this

WITH,

rewill with hyr: do as thou wald be done to. 1S50 Trapp
Comm. Gen. xxv. 30 This hunter hath no ho with him. 1678

Dryden Kind Kieper 1. i, She has a notable Smack with

her 1 1711 R. Martin in E. H. Burton Lift Bp. Challonir

(1909) I. iii. 33 He had such an honest way with him. 1848

Newman Loss t, Gain 11. xx. (1904) 254 What a way those

fellows have with them 1

22. In the company, society, or presence of.

Fact toface ivifh : see Face sb. 2 d. With God, in heaven

:

see God 5 c With <wi«^Adial.) : by oneself.

a 1300 K. Horn 363 (Camb.) He schal wip me bileue 'I il

hit beo nir eue. a 1300 Cursor M. 5706 pat fot moyses ful

skete, And wit be preist raguel he etc. 13. . Gosp. Nicod.

(S.) 1579 Withe me pis ilk day be pou sail, With me in

heuenryke. 1377 Langl, P. PI. B. v. 234 Ones I was her-

berwed..with an hep of chapmen, a 1400-50 Wars Alex.

1613 pan Wer pair common whit hym kyngez. c 1450 Mirk s

Fesfial 61 Then sate scho done all othyr wyth. 1516 Tin-

dale John xii. 8 The poore all wayes shall ye have with

you, butt me shall ye nott all wayes have. 1553 Dioc. Reg.

Glasgmu (1875) I. 209 The said contrak. .subscrivit wyth

Schir J hone Alaine, notair publik. 1709 Steele Taller

No. 26 r 1 1 This Gentleman who has arrived with you is a

fool of his own making. 1791 Boswell Johnson June 1763

(1904) I. 267, I begged I might be allowed to pass an

evening with him there soon, a 1814 Sailors' Ret. 1. 1. in

New Brit. Theatre II. 313 This whipper-snapper of mine.

.

sets off with himself, and no one knows where. i8ao Keats

St. Agnes xvi, Alone with her good angels, far apart I rom

wicked men like thee. 1857 M. Arnold Rugby Chapel

25 I . think Of bygone autumns with thee. 1891 parrar

Darin, t, Dawn lviii, He found Nero sitting with Poppasa

and Tigellinus. 1914 ' Ian Hay ' Knt. on Wheels xvn,

I don't go very often. . . Perhaps it is because I have no one

to go with.

b. spec. At the house of, or in the same house

or meeting-place as ; in the household, retinue, or

service of, attending upon ; on a visit to, being the

guest of (hence be with sometimes » ' visit ',
' call

upon ').

c 1250 Gen. ly Ex. 466 Sella wuneS oc lamech wiO. c H7S
Lay. 6 He wonede at Ernleie wid pan gode empte. c 1386

Chaucer Prol. 65 This ilke worthy knyght hadde been also

Somtyme with the lord of Palatye Agayn another hethen in

Turkye. a 1400 in Halliwell Early Hist. Freemasonry

(1840) 20 He most love.. his mayster also, that he ys wyth.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 171 When sho had hgen pus many

day sho dyed,& no body with hur. C1440 Jacob s Well 286

pei..weryn harberwyd wyth a rj'3' good man. C1465

Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 71 Squier for be body with

Kynge H. 148a Cely Papers (Camden) 121, I thank yow

of the grette cher that ye dydde me at my laste beyng

wytthe yow. 1551 Robinson tr. Mare's Utopia 11. viu.

(1805) 253 For ihem, whomewyth they be in wayges, they

fyghte hardelye. 1583 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 38

Somtyme Apprentice with oon M' Bannester of Preston.

1651 Cromwell Let. 12 Apr. in Carlyle, If Dick Cromwell

and his Wife be with you, my dear love to them, nil U
Swift Jrnl. to Stella 22 Jan., He was glad to find I was

not with James Broad. 1715 C'tess Cowper Diary (1864)

44 This Day Madame Selnave was with me to thank me for

her Affair being ended, a 175a in Jrnl. Friends Hist. Soc.

(1918) 21 Went.. to Yealand ScooL.to learn Wrighting and

Arithmatick with Michael Jenkinson. 1803 T Jefferson

Let Writ 1854 IV. 470 He will be with you in Philadelphia

in two or three weeks. 1878 Hardy Ret. Native V. vi, Have

you heard that Eustacia is not with me now ?

0. Jig. in reference to an abstract thing : to be

with, to accompany, ' attend '. Also in reference to

God, combining the ideas ofpresence or companion-

ship and favour, assistance, or the like (cf. 14).

Cf.Godbewithjyou.Coon-KYE. ,,...„.. ,

12 . . Gosp. Nicod. (G.) 1020 Goddes bhscing be all his puple

with. 138a Wyclif Judges vi. 12 The Lord with thee,

moost stroong of men. c 1400 Maundev (Roxb.) uu 10

Godd be with pe, for Godd es with vs. 15*6 I indale Eph.

vi 31 Grace be with all them which love oure lorde Jesus

Christ. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 7 This calrae and

immoderate heate continued with vs seuen dayes. 1788

Burns ' Ofa' the Airts • t, Day and night my fancy s flight

Is ever wi' my Jean. 1815 Brockett N. C. Gloss. s.v. Wud,

'God be wud
J
her'-God rest her soul. 1896 Housman

ShroPsh. Lad xxxvii, Luck, my lads, be with you still.

1897 Kipling Recess. 1, Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet.

d. The phrase to be with, used in menace, etc.

= to be avenged on, chastise, be even with (cf. 12),

perh. belongs here (cf. Visit v. 3), but has affinities

with other senses.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. m. ». 403, I *'« ,
**

,
w".h

,

th«
straight. .59' - *'««• * *»* "' iv

' l\
WaS

.
J W '%XS

there for the Goose ? 1596 - Tam.Shr. iv. 1. !?° What,

do you grumble? He be with you straight. 1825 Jamieson

S.V. With, ' I'll be wi" him for that yet ,
Roxb.

23. Having in one's hold, keeping, or charge;

having within its compass, limits, area, etc. ;
lead-

ing, bringing, conveying, carrying, wearing, con-

taining, etc. . ,_ , ,

With bag and baggage: see Bag si. 19. (Found or taken)

with the mainour {.manner): see Mainour I.

C1300 Havehi 52 panne micthe chapmen fare puruth

engfond wit here ware. ,11400 Pist. Susan 5 His tanes and

his orchardus were with a dep dich <:i4o? Ywa,Jû P"^
759 A pot with riche wine. <ri4oo Destr. Troy 5564 V^ll;
don . . presit into hauyn, .. With xxx" shippes full shene, shot

full Jpepull. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 23 A pore *?™™;:
Withe two chylderen her by-fore. 1488 Ace. Ld. Hi£h

Treas Scot. I. 80 A poik of canwes with demyis contenand

aucht hundrethane les. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. Lcogtrt.

123 b/i The erle..toke hym a flagon with wy.ne, wherof he

hatl dronke. 1539 Bible (Great) 2 Sam. xviiu 2;
r
H

:
1

;

a

good man, and commeth with good tydmges. IS9« Shaks.

Merch. V. 11. ii. (stage-direction) Enter old Gobbo with a

Basket. 1722 Lond.Gaz. No. 6054/2 A tall.. Man, with

Raffles and a light bag Wig 1849 Macaulay H's'.fng

v 1. 609 He ordered Grey to lead the way with the cavalry.



WITH. 213 WITH.
1888 Barbie Auld Licht Idylls iv. 105 The crowd.. was
back in a moment with a handful of small change.

b. In phr. with child, with youngs etc., said of

a pregnant woman or animal (also in fig. phr. from
these).

See Child sb. 17, Egg sb. 4, Foal sb, 1 b, Whelp sb, 1 b,

Young B. 2c; also Big a. 4, 5, Great a. 3, Pregnant a. 2

1, 2 b, 4, 5 (where the sense approaches 39); Beget v. 2 c,

Conceive v. 3, Get v. 27 c, Go v. 7.

c 1200 Oruin 2455 pu best wibb childe off Hali; Gast.
a 1300 Cursor M, 10572 Anna wit child was of a mai.
c 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 391 pe childe mett a cowe
with'calfe. 1491 Acta Audit. (1839) i48/i,xxxij ^owis with
lamb. 1504 Lincoln Wills (1914) I. 21 If my wyfe be wyth
a sonne. ? 1556 Wills fy Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) I. 152,
IX whies calved and w* calve. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie
269 When hawkes fall to laying egges, and to be with egge
in the mewe. 1585 Knaresb. Wilts (Surtees) I. 149 The
childe my wief is now conceyvid with. 1633 G- Herbert
Temple, Ch. Porch vi, He that is drunken, may his mother
kill Bigge with his sister, a 1756 Eliza Haywood New
Present (1771) 23 If they are with egg, their vents will be
open, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 388, I have also to inform
you, that I am with child, and if Heaven so much favours
me as to give me a son [etc.].

f c. In ownership of, as owner of, having in

possession. Sc, Obs.
1406 in Reg, Mag. Sig. Scot. 1427 17/2 Quhyl we remane

wyth the said landis. 1483 Acta Audit, in Acta Dom,
Cone. II. Introd. 114 The said Thomas sail remain with the
said land and tenement.

d. In phr. with costs, with damages (in a law-

suit) : in early rise said in ref. to the winning
party = ' in possession of*,

( having as awarded '

;

later, in ref. to the verdict = * accompanied by an
order to the losing party to pay* (cf. 32).
1466 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 76 Richard, .prayeth bat

he may be dismissed out of this Courte with his costes and
damages. 1775 G. Wilson Cases Comm. Pleas III. 319
A verdict was given for the plaintiff, with one pound eleven
shillings and sixpence damages. 1830 Barne\vall& Cress-
well Rep. K. B. IX. 528 They, .recovered 25/. penalty,
together with taxed costs. 1866 Scott. Law Reporter III.

81 The defender [was] assoilzied with expenses.
' 24. Accompanied by ; having as an addition

;

having in one's company. Often connecting the

two sbs. or prons. : = 'and in addition', 'and
besides *, or simply ( and \ Occas. in compound
place-names : = Cum. f With the mare (Sc. obs.)

:

«* and more, and something over: see More B. 4c!.

c 1200 Ormin 14792 Faraon wibb all hiss ferd comm arTterr*

wand, a 1300 E. E. Psalterciii. 27 [civ. 25] Bestes smaller
with be mare. 1370-80 Visions St. Paul 247 in O. E, Misc.
230 per as was wepyng wib muche vnseebe. c 1380 Wvclif
Set. Wks. I. 205 pe Sixte, wib Clementyns, done myche
harm to Goddis lawe, and enfeblen bileve. 1431-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) I. 367 The water was so habundante that
hit pereschede be woman with here childe. 1494 Acta
Audit. (1839) 205/2 Alexander.. tuk fra him out of lnsmaling
vM of }owis with the may. 150a Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I.

112/2 Haifa sere, with the mare, befor the date hereof.

1563 T. Wilson Logic 54 Beauuis with Alexander are com-
prehended vnder manne, as their kinde and speciall. a 1706
Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 410 The permitting female
slaves to be corrupted by their masters, with the like. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 296 We readily agreed to follow

him, as did also twelve other Gentlemen, with their Ser-
vants. 1859 'Geo. Eliot' Adam Bede xviii, These grey
pews, with the buff-washed walls, gave a very pleasing tone
to this shabby interior. 1911 Act 1 it 2 Geo. V c 6 § 1 Im-
prisonment with or without hard labour.
in attrib. phr. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 17 May 8/1 To inaugu-

rate some with-proht scheme.

b. Comprising in the whole number or total

;

including.
c 1250 Gen.

<J-
Ex. 86 Til ihesus crist fro helle nam His

quemed wid eue and adam. 1836 Dickens Sk. Box, Tuggs"s
at Ramsgate, ' What's the terms?'. .' Five guineaj a week,
ma'am, with attendance.' Mod. ' How many were there in
the party ?

' 'I should say about twenty, with the children.'

c. Accompanied by (favourable wind, weather,
etc.) ; having the advantage of.

1536 in Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 58 Goyng
from the porte of London at a full see with a full wynde.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xv. xlv, This evening (if you make good
speed) To that hils foote with day-light might you passe.
1686 tr. C/iardin's Trav. Persia 75 We put again to Sea
with fair Weather.

25. Expressing association, conjunction, or con-
nexion in thought, action, or condition.
One {day, etc.) with another: see One 17 b.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 91 And so isCornewayle

acounted wib be opere schires, 147a Stonor Papers (Cam-
den) I. 124 For the certente what my cosen shall have with
her, yf God provide for them that they shall go throwe in
mariage. 1678 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 64 Livy may be
read with him [sc. Dionysius of Halicarnassus]. 1784 l/tt.

fortunate Sensibility II. 7 One week with another she
earned about half-a-crown. ? 1807-8 Wordsw. Somnambu-
list 162 And thou, in lovers' hearts forgiven, Shalt take thy
place with Yarrow ! 1820 Shelley To a Skylark xvi, With
thy clear keen joyance Languor cannot be. 1834 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Boarding-ho. i, He was to his wife what the o is

in 90—he was of some importance with her—he was nothing
without her. 1918 Act SGeo. Vc. 4 § 6 This Act. .may be
cited with the Irustee Savings Banks Acts 1863 to 1904.
26. Expressing collocation in space.
1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 54 Aull iij sortes lyes togyd-

dyr whon wt anothyr. 1480 Ada Dom. Cone. (1839) 47/1
pe castin of petis in a mosse merchand with be landis of
Dalruskane. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Atubass.
21 We thought it enough to put it [sc. a paper] in with that
of the Suedish Ambassadors. 1664 J. Webb Stone-Heng
(1725) 105 The most conspicuous [entrance] .. into the

Work it self lyeth North- East, whereby it fronteth rightly
with the publick or high Road. 1815 Wellington in Gurw.
Desp. (1838) ¥11. 484, I send with this dispatch three
eagles, taken by the troops in this action. 1831 Scott
Cast. Dang, i. The bonnet usually worn with this showy
dress. 1849 Ruskin Samuel Prout (1870) 8 The angle formed
by St. Mark's Church with the Doge's palace. 1914 F.
GniBBLE Francis Joseph xxxi. 331 The aristocracy dare not
ask the professors to dinner for fear lest.. they should wear
green ties with their dress clothes.

b. Expressing mixture or combination ofmaterial

substances.
c 1400 Lanfranc*s Cirurg. 199 ^eue him tiriaca maior wib

a Htil musco. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 13 'lake gode Mylke
of Almaundys, an drawe it wyth Wyne. c 1440 Pal/ad. on
Husb. in. 829 Take peres right mature, And with hool salt

hem trede. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 194 Potherbs..
Which, .bruis'd with Vervain, were his frugal Fare. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Lime P3 They work up the
chalk rubbish into a sort of stiff paste with water. 1841
Penny Cycl. XX. 354/2 When hydrate of salicyle is heated
with potash, an acid is formed.

(b) ellipt. in slang use, in ref. to liquor = mixed
with sugar, having sugar added ; usually in phr.

hot (warm) or cold with.
1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Miss Evans % Eagle, Two glasses

of rum-and-water ' warm with— '. 1854 Surtees Handley
Cr. xiv, Fatch me up a glass of cold sherry with. Ibid.
xxiv, ' Take a glass of brandy,' said she. .

.' 'Ot with ? or cold
without?'

T 27. In addition to, besides ; with neg., except.
c 1303 St. Edward 8 in E. E. P. (1862) 106 He nadd nea,

him nobing For to ?yue bis pore man wib a goldene ring.

c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. v. x. 2252 Thre }here and monethis
twa, And ful ellewyn dayis withe bai. 1436 Lydg. De Guil.
Pitgr. 8703 A myghty kyng, ..And wyth al thys, a famous
knyht. c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 43 With that thai war a
gudly cumpany Offwaillit men. 1530 Tindale Exod. xx. 23
Ye shal not make therfore with me goddes of syluer nor
goddes of golde. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Agis fy Cleom.
( J 595) 484 Very wise, ..and with his wisdome. .very valiant.

1599 Thynne Animadv. 11 All whiche make xxx persons
with Chaucer.

28. After a sb., in a qualifying phrase indicating

a characteristic or distinctive part or adjunct :

Having, possessing ; having in or upon it, con-

taining, bearing (cf. 23).
In this and sense 31 the phr. is sometimes equivalent to

a descriptive adj.: e.g. with corners =* ' angular '; with
four wheels = ' four-wheeled '.

c 1300 Havelok 701 Shep wit wolle, neth wit horn, ..and
gate wit herd. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 16 Hire robe..
With ribanes of red golde. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvii. cxlv. (1495) T v/i Haide stalkes wyth corners.
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 626 His Innes &
his orchardus were with a dep dich. c 1400 Maundev.
xxvi. [xxii.] (1919) I. 159 A charett with .iiij. wbeles.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. App. 497 Schoone with
longe pykes. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Hv. 5 My ladye with
the mekle lippis. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. 1. 15 With a
good iegge,.,and money enough.., such a man would
winne any woman in the world. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 28
Stone with Sandy veines. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 86 F 2

A Man with a sour rivell'd face. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXII.
429/2 The consonants are conveniently classed into those
with and those without voice. 1848 Thackeray Lett.
28 July (1887) 9 A paper-knife with a mother ofpearl blade.
1892 Speaker^ Sept. 289/2 The high road, with its shrieking
steam-tram.

29. Indicating a quality or attribute of the action

spoken of: forming phrases equivalent to adverbs,

e. g. with one a£cord or consent » unanimously,
with care = carefully, with ease = easily, with im-
punity = L. impune, with severity => severely, etc.

(Sometimes closely approaching the instrumental

use 37, esp. in such phrases as with a curious eye,

with ail one's heart, etc) Similarly after an adj.,

in phr. expressing a particular kind or degree of
the quality denoted by the adj.

c 1200 Ormin 1395 Enngless haffdenn heoffness aerd forr.

lorenn all wibb nhhte. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1598 Fro bersabe
he ferde wiS sped. Ibid. 1668 Aske it wi3 skil and Su salt

hauen, a 1300 Cursor M. 4430 Now es ioseph in prisun
Strang Don. .wijt wrang. 13.. Northern Passion (1913) I.

5/16 pe Iewys..sayd he ferid all wyth foly. 13.. K. Horn
1353 (Harl.) He louede horn wib mihte & he him wib ryhte.
ci35o Will. Pa/erne 163 Alle wi;th on hoi hert. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (prose) 45 Whit mekenes sal sho muster to
babbes hir sekenes. 1528 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc)
II. 174 To get hys money with crafte and suttully. 1535
Covbrdale Deut. vi. 5 Thou shalt loue the Lorde thy God
with all thy hart, with all thy soule, & with all thy mighte.
1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 300, I look'd vpon her with a
souldiers eie. 1660 R. Coke Po^ver $ Subj. 45 This un-
limited power of doing anything with impunity. 1671
Milton P. R. 1. 319 Who first with curious eye Perus'd
him. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 208 P8 He replied with a
very angry Tone. 1760-72 H. Brooke Foot o/QuaHiBog)
III. 116 A little stage was erected .. that the spectators
might see with the better advantage. 1771 Goldsm. Hist.
Eng. III. 351 He always travelled with hurry. 1780 Cowper
Frogr. Err. 562 They sidle to the goal with awkward pace.
1848 Dickens Dombey xxxviii, Polly, who, with a woman's
tact, understood this at once. 1656 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II.
269 To-day I walked with effort one little mile. 1875
Jevons Money (1878) 25 We use a great many words with
a total disregard of logical precision.

30. Indicating a feeling, purpose, or other mental
state accompanying the action spoken of: e.g.
with approval, awe, horror, indifference, pleasure,
regret, (due) respect, etc. ; with (a, the, etc.) deter-

mination, hope, intention, view, etc. : see also

the sbs.

The phrase thus formed is often equivalent to an adv., as
in 29, from which this use is not always distingui-.hable.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 128 God . . bliscede it wid milde mood.
c 1330 Spec. Gy de Warw. 93 To don penaunce Wid sorwe
at bin herte rote. C1350 Libeaus Desc. (Kaluza) 1029 Sir
Giffroun. .Was bore horn on his scheld Wib care ar.d rufull

roun. 1382 Wyclik Phil. ii. 12 Worche }e with drede and
tremblinge 3oure heelthe. 1526 Tindale Heb. xii. 28 Grace,
wherby we maye serve god .. with reverence and godly
feare. 1581 Rich Farew. D ij b, With this resolution he
began to relate [etc.]. 1601 Holland Pliny n. cv. I. 47 Shee
approched neeie to the altars, with purpose to sacrifice.

1714 in Jrul. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1918) 28 We left New
England with peace of mind. 1748 Anson's I'oy. \\. xiv. 285
They still remember, with the utmost horror, the sacking
of their cities. 1786 tr. Beck/ord's Vathek (1868) 51 Vathek
applied his ear with the hope of catching the sound of some
latent runnel. 1798 Southey Pious Painter 1. i, Still on his

Madonnas the curious may gaze With applause and with
pleasure. 1820 Keats Lamia it. 100 If, as now it seems,
your vision vests With any pleasure on me. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. F.ng. vii. II. 1S3 A land of exile, visited with re-

luctance and quitted with delight. 1885 Law Rep. 29
Chanc. Div. 482 It is wholly immaterial with what object
the lie is told.

b. In expressions of devotion, affection, or grati-

tude accompanying what is said or written, esp. by
way of greeting, as in a message or the conclusion
of a letter.

1454 Paston Lett. I. 273 Right wurshipfuil and myn
especiall good maister, I lecomaund me to you with all

service and prayer to my power, 1521 in Acts Parlt. Scot.

(1875) XII. 40/1 3oure humile oratouris and servandis with
all lauchfull service. 1679 in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc.
(1912) IX. 191 G. F[ox] ordered me to signifie thus to thee
with his deare Love. 1685 Pett in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1920)

Jan. 114 Two Dorsetshire regiments, .were dismissed. .with
thanks for their good service. 1744 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. 1. 283 Laying the an r before my Ld Harrington
with my best complim18 desiring the fav* of him just to sound
the Count upon it. 1789 [see Remembrance sb. 4 d], 1793
[see Love sb. 1 e], 1835 [see Recakd sb. 10 c]. 1898 G. 1!.

Shaw Mrs. Warren's Prof. 11, Here: take George his hat
and stick with my compliments.

31. Indicating an attribute, quality, or condition

of the person or thing spoken of : Having, pos-
sessing, characterized by. (Often scarcely dis-

tinguishable from 28 or 29.)
c 1450 Holland Hoiilat 18 The land lowne was and le,

with lyking and luf. 1587 Holinshed Hist. Scot, lifti*

The Englishmen (with the number of 1500, vnder the
conduct, .of Talbot). 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 105 What
meanes this passionate discourse? This peroration with
such circumstance. 1610 — Temp. 11. ii. 52 She had a tongue
with a tang. 1671 Milton Samson 271 Bondage with ease.

1702 De Foe Shortest Way w. Dissenters 28 Why shou'd
the Papist with his Seven Sacraments be worse than the
Quaker with no Sacraments at all? 1712 Steele Sped.
No. 438 f 4 A very learned Man with an erect Solemn Air.

X776 'Trial of Nundocomar 32/2 He was then in a cool
sweat, with a low pulse. 1812 Ckabbf. Tales xi. 385 Retiring
late, at early hour to rise, With shrunken features, and with
bloodshot eyes. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's Field 387. 1883
Law Times 22 Sept. 356/1 A colony with a constitution like

that of the Cape Colony. 1893 Atalanta Jan. 269 Many
another man with less heart and less imagination.

b. With special implications: (a) Still having;
without loss of or detriment to ; so as to keep or

retain ; consistently with.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 25 He vnnethts gatt away with

his life. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 224 He could not long
continue in the setuice of princes with the sauetie of bis

lyfe. 1600 in J. Morris Troubles Cath. Foref. (1872) Ser. I.

iv. 195 Another gentleman . . was beaten down from his horse
and .hardly escaped with life. 1615 in Buccleuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 163 The King's letter was, that he
..could not with his greatness answer the proposition. 1654
in J. Morris Troubles Cath. Foref (1872) Ser. 1. vi. 307 He
said she could not pass the next winter with life, if she took
not this remedy. 1865 Ruskin Sesame i. §31 A nation..
cannot with impunity, . . cannot with existence . . go on . . con-
Centrating its soul on Pence.

(J>)
Though having ; notwithstanding, in spite of.

(Usually followed by all qualifying the sb. ; ct
ion prep. 23 a, b.)

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 1105 Jet wib pan Ichauede be leuer to
me lemman,..pan al be gold bat Crist hab maked. 1557
North Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1582) 409 All these things
notwithstanding they are dishonest are sometimes tollerable

..,-wy 1 with these faults they would be diligent to dispatch
men. 1561 Hoby tr. Castigtione's Courtyer 11. (1577) K j b,

He hath suche straunge conceites..,that with ally6 painting
he hath he can not paint them. 1693 Dhyden Juvenal
Sat. Ded. (1697) p. lxxxv, Ancient Words.. which, with all

their Rusticity, had somewhat of Venerable in them. 1779
A/irror'So. 34 F9LT mphravilIe

I
with all bisdignity, his abili-

ties, and his knowledge, felt himself uneasy and ridiculous.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 206 England, with all thy faults, I

love thee still. 1881 Stevenson Vi>g. Puerisone Ded., But,

with the best will, no man can be twenty-five for ever. 1908

R. Bagot A. Cutkbert vi. 50 With all her apparent rough-

ness of disposition . . she was by no means a heartless woman.

32. Indicating an accompanying or attendant

circumstance, or a result following from the action

expressed by the verb.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1S51 pe werwolf. . went to him euene,

Wib a rude roring. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems viii. 3 Thou
may complain with sighis lamentable The death of Bernard
Stewart. 1563 Foxe A. <y M. 621/3 To passe it ouer with

sylence. i6»x Lady M. Wroth Urania 459, I looked vpon
him, and with teares told him, his censure was harder, then

the Prince his. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. \. 10 Afterwards
smooth it with a Blood red Heat. 1703 Rows Fair Penit.

x. i, She, with Looks averse, and Eyes that froze me, Sadly
reply'd. 1703 Smeaton Edysione L. § 265 Our men went
out with a declaration that they would not return till they
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had found the moorings. 2806-7 J- Berespord Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) vii. 13 The frosty silence.. with which it

is received by the different auditors. 1&09 Malkin Gil
Bias 1. xvii. p 11, I do not in the least doubt it, interrupted
Fabricio with a horse-laugh. 1872 Morley Voltaire (1886)
I With as far-spreading and invincible an effect. 1912 Engl,
Hist. Rev. Oct. 672 The value of a papal dispensation is

considered, with the conclusion that it is valid in some cases
but not in all.

b. (after find, take, etc.) In the actual com-
mission of (a crime or misdemeanour). Obs. ox arch,
e 1430 Syr Tiyam. 185 Y trowed in hur no false-hedd,

Tylle y fonde them with the dede. 1510 Reg. Privy Seal
Scot. I. 314/2 Taken in redehand with any crime. 1530-
1611 [see Mainour 2]. 1572 R. H. tr. Lauaterus' Ghostes

(1596) 40 Albeit they were .. almost taken tardy with the

deede doing. 1386 T. B. La Frimaud. Fr. Acad. I. 227
His Sonne being taken with the fact, . . Zaleucus would never
suffer the punishment to be. .lessened.

33. Indicating something granted, received, or

assumed : often with conditional implication, as in

with your leave (or permission) m (
if you will

allow me*.
13.. Gaw. Sf Gr. /Cut. 971 Wyth leue la^t of be lorde he

went hem a5aynes. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 70 Wep be lefe or

conferming of be kirk, swilk manage is rate. 1436 in Rep.
Hist. AfSS. Comm., Var. Coll. IV. 199 To caste this land
oute of alle reputacion. .yf sofalle, as with oure Lord mercy
it never shal falle. 1539 Bible (Great) 2 Chron. xviii. 12 The
wordes of the prophetes speake good to the kyng with one
assent. — Ps. xviii. 29 W*t the helpe of my God I shall

leape ouer the wall. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. i, Madame,
with your pardon, I kisse your vesture. 1648-9 in Engl.
Hist. Rev. (1917) Oct. 570 Hee. .had alsoe the Keyes of the
Castle (but not with Thompson's good will). 1660 Act 13
Chas. II c. 19 Bee it Enacted by the Kings most Excellent
Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
and Commons.. That [etc.].

_ 1779 Mirror No. 33 r\ We
were accordingly married with the universal approbation
of my friends. 1794 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. (ed. 10)

87 With the course and distance find the difference of
latitude and departure. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xv,
Another gentleman comes and collars that glass of punch,
without a * with your leave ', or ' by your leave '. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. I. i. 77 So the law of England re-

mained .. with the deliberate approval of both the great

parties. 1879 E. Waterton Pietas Mariana Brit. 226
With these general data, I now proceed to examine some
of the details.

34. Followed by a sb. denoting some alteration

or modification, or something imposed in the way
of a demand or requirement : e. g. change, condi-

tion, exception, loss, proviso, qualification, etc.

(Before condition now replaced by on.)

c 1450 Merlin xiv. 203 We be come to serue yow, with this

condicion, that ye desire not to knowe oure names. 1489 in

Trevelyan Papers (Camden) 93 With the same condicions
and provisoes. 1626 W, Sclater Exp. 2 Tkess. (1629) 210
With exception of the ciosse. 1629 Hobbes Thucyd. x. 59
The Athenians. .made peace, with condition to haue their

Prisoners released. 1779 Mirror No. 7 f 2 With these quali-

fications, Sir, I am held in considerable estimation by the
wits of both sexes. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 165 Such
a body.. is composed, with scarcely an exception, of sincere

persons. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 44 With the
exception of a dwelling-house.., the remainder of the area
was covered with warehouses.

35. a. Followed by a sb. denoting misfortune or

evil, in imprecations and intensive phrases : also

with a Wanion, with a witness (see Witness sb,

14). Now chiefly in with a vengeance (in inten-

sive sense : see Vengeance sb, 4).
«i30o K. Horn 326 (Camb.) Went [= go] vt of my bur

Wib muchel mesauentur. £1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol,
II Is that a Cook of London, with meschance? (71529
Skelton E. Rummyng 346 As thou, wyth shamfull deth 1

X538-[see Mischief sb. 9a]. 16. . Middleton, etc. OtdLaw
m. ii, Ly, I will send it through you with a powder. Sim,
Let come, with a Pox 1 1663 Drvdes Wild Gallant 1. ii,

I'll put you out of your Pater Nosters, with a sorrow to you.

b. Introducing a refrain (often meaningless) in a
poem or ballad.
[13. . Coer de L.?$-22 They rowede hard, and sungge ther

too, With heuelow and rumbeloo.] C1400 Pety Job 96 in

26 Pot. Poems 124 Nowe yeue me mercy, and say nat nay,
Wyth Parce michi, domine. 15..- [see Hey-ho]. 1519
[see Hey int. 2]. a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 289 Wyth
Hey and wyth howe. 1633, 1672 [see Fading sb.]. 1665,

a x8oo [see Fa-la a]. 1780 British. Grenadiers, With a tow,

row, row, row, row.

36. In various preceding senses, followed by
object and complement (phr. with prep., pple.,

adj., adv., or inf. with to),

c 1290 Beket 1169 in S. Eng. Leg. 140 With one haltre ope
be mere forth rod bis holi man. 1375 Barbour Bruce vni.

48 Thai saw in battale cum arayit The vaward with baner

displayit. £1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 211 With fadres

pitee stikynge thurgh his herte. I443_5° in W". P. Baildon

Set. Cases Chanc. (1896) 134 His purse with xxv. s. of money
therin. £1482 Paston Lett. III. 295 Fayne she wold be
redde of it with hyr onowr savyd. 1527 Test. Ebor. (Sur-

tees) VI. 13 The lesse leede with the hole in the bothom,

1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. 111. xix, (1553) Rvij, The.,
pneste. .that had..vsed to say Dominus with the seconde

sillable long. 16x1 Shaks. Cymb. 11. i. 26 You crow Cock,

with your combe on. 1630 Pagitt Christianogr. I. iii. (1636)

133 Standing..with their armes foulded. 1745 Pococke
Descr. East II. 11. 231 There are six youths in each room,

with a master over them. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. W, Ixxi, He
sat with rapture in his eye. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, xiv,

The shield represented an owl with its wings spread. 184a

Tennyson Lady Clare xv, She went by dale, and she went

by down, With a single rose in her hair. 1842 Browning
Through the Metidja to Abd-el-Kadr i, As I ride, as I ride,

With a full heart for my guide. 1848 Dickens Dombey v,

An iron-grey autumnal day, with a shrewd east wind blow-
ing. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xviii, They.. stood with
their hats off. 1866 Ruskin Let. 10 May, Joan has written
another long letter to you with something about me in it.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. in. 455 Life seemed not so cursed
With this to think of.

III. Denoting instrumentality, causation, or

agency.

37. Indicating the means or instrument (material

I

or immaterial) of any kind of action : By means
of, by the use of.

cizoo Ormin 5524 !>e bodi*. forr to plnenn wibb swinnc.
c 1220 Bestiary 9 He . . Dra^eo dust wi3 his stert. Ibid.

627 He ne hauen no lio" Dat he mu;jen risen wHS. a 1250
Prov. Alfred 90 in 0. E. Misc, 108 For to werie bat lond
wib hunger and wib herivnge. ci2$oGen.fy Ex. 44 Al was
oat firme orosing in ni^t, Til he wit hise word made li^t.

a 1300 K. Horn 459 (Camb.) Wib seluer & wib golde Hit
wurb him wel i^olde. Ibid. 514 pin armes he hab & scheld

To fi^te wib vpon be feld. a 1300 Cursor M. 14427 pat he
suld flexstake o bair kin, For toranscun wit adam sin. 13.

.

E. E. Allit. P. Ii. 1438 He with keyes vncloses kystes ful

mony. 1382 Wyclif Mark xiv. 58, 1 schal vndo this temple
maad with hondis. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 1 Whan that

Aprille with hise shoures soote The droghte of March hath

fierced to the roote. c 1400 Maundev. (igig^xxvii. 165 A
ytille whippe in hire hondes for to chacen with hire hors.

1413 E. E. Wills (1882) 22 The residue of my gode, y be-

quethe tho Amys my wyf, an my son, to kepe hem bob wyt.

1479 Cely Papers (Camden) j8, vc or vj c baras canvase for

to packe woll wyt. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
1495) 11. 247/2 Oonly as moche as sufTysed to bye with bis

brede cotydyan. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxxvi. 123/1

He lost euer after y* syght with that eye. 1526 Tindale
Matt. xx. 22 Are ye able.. to be baptised with the baptism
that y shalbe baptised with ? — Mark ix. 49 Every sacry.

fyse shalbe seasoned with saltt, J591 Spenser Virg. Gnat
432 Allslaine with darts. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 145
They build with vnburnt clay. 1671 Milton Samson 1621

The people with a shout Rifted the Air. 1748 Anson'sVoy.
1. i. 9 The ships were disappointed of provisions for want of

a cargo to truck with. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W
%

iii, We
lightened the fatigues of the road with philosophical dis-

putes. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 44 Some acts

whichln the citizen are punished with fine or imprisonment
must in the soldier be punished with death. 1877 Ruskin
St. Mark's Rest i. § 18 There is nothing like a little work
with the fingers for teaching the eyes. 1890 law Times'

Rep. LXI1I. 691/2 A publican runs a greater risk of being
cheated with false money than other tradesmen.

t (b) Through the medium of (a person), rare.

ciooo ^Elfric Gen. xxxviii. 20 ludas sende an ticcen wift

hys Odolamitiscean hyrde. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 274 He wald
send me word wit be. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. {Mar-
garet) 135 Tyne nocht my sawle with fellone mene. 1590

Shaks. Com. Err. v. L 230 He did arrest me with an Officer.

b. Formerly used in many cases where by (Bt

prep, 30, 32) is now the usual or only construction
;

e. g. with obj. a person, or an action (esp. when
expressed by a gerund or vbl. sb. in -ing).

#1300 Cursor M. 882 Sco has me fild wit hir sin. 13..

Guy War:a. (A.) 129 He wald do nimen him anon, & wib
strengbe him nim wolde. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 521 Wes
nocht all Troy with tresoune tane..? C1386 Chaucer
Doctor's T. 217 To dyen with a swerd or with a knyf. C1430
tr. De Imitation* 11. xii. 57 It sbal not lye in by power to be

esid ner delyuered wib no remedy ner no solace.
^
£1450

Capgravk Life St. Aug. 112 pou wer led in-to }>is place

wit3 be handis of many men. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge
1. 2461 And it to confyrme. . With charters and dedes. 1523

Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccciii. 183 b/i The towne was taken

with assaute, and robbed. 1539 Bible (Great) 1 Kings vi. 8

Men went vp with windyng steares into the myddle chambre.

1571 Digges Pantom. xv. vi. Xj, If by the second rule ye

diuide 100 with 24, the quotient is 4J. 1667 Dryden tr. Life
S. Francis Xavier\i. 667 Many sick persons, .were cur'd

with only seeing it. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I.

409 With all this the King was convinced. 1750J011NSON
Rambler No. 43 F io Distant countries are united with

canals. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. iii, Will you oblige us with

proceeding with what you were going to relate? 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Bede xvi, I don't believe there's anything you
can't prevail on people to do with kindness.

O. Used where other prepositions are now usual,

as at (a charge or cost), in (a receptacle or some-

thing figured as such), of (a material or con-

stituent, after make), on or upon (food, etc.);

a 1300 Cursor M. 11 109 Ion..liued wit rotes and witgress,

Wit honi o be wildernes. C1450 Godstovj Reg. 530 The
forsaid Adam shold susteyn the said mese. .with his owne
costis. 1564 Harding Ansiv. Jewel ip S. Augustine vttereth

the same thinge almost with the same wordes. a 1586 Sidney

Astr. ff Stella Sonn. xcix, When farre spent night perswades

each mortal eie . . To laye his then marke wanting shaftes of

sight, Clos'd with their quivers in Sleeps armorie. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. 1. i. 303 You shall fast aWeeke with Branneand water.

1598 Grenewky Tacitus
t
Ann. 1. xv. (1622) 29 Germanicus.

.

furnished the rest with bis owne charges. 1617 Moryson Itin,

in. 83 They dine with dried pork. 1633 J. Clarke Two-fold

Praxis, I lived.. with sevenpence a day. 1709 Strype Ann.

Ref. I. xi. 410 That she would wrap up all such matters

with oblivion, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Phitos. (1776)

II. 239 Burning instruments of this kind are usually made
with glass. 1785 Cumberland Nat. Son \. i, When he shall

see what frippery a woman is made up with, 1801 Strutt
Sports fy Past. in. vi. 221 Diminutive imitations of muskets

made with wood. 1840 Pereira Elem. Mat. Med. 11. 1269

A sinapism made with flour.

fd. In reference to procreation, with obj. either

the male or the female parent : = By prep. 32 c.

c 1450 Merlin 20 Thow wast with childe with hym._ 1593
in Maitl. Club Misc. I. 56 The barne gottin be him with the

said Margaret Steyne. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. ii. 143

Shee speakes, and 'tis such sence That my Sence breeds

with it. a 1709 J. Lister Autobiog. (1842)51, 1 had but two

children with my wife.

e. After begin or end and words of like sense, in

various shades of meaning : indicating (a) that

which constitutes the beginning or end, i.e. the

initial or final part, element, stage, proceeding,

etc. (after a personal subj. and before a gerund

now by, as in b above)
;

(b) a person or thing acted

upon or treated first or last (coinciding with 9)

;

(c) (after begin, originate, etc.) the agent or source

from which something takes its rise (allied to 11).

Phr. (with ellipsis of obj.) to begin with : to take what is

mentioned or indicated as one's starting-point.

1412-20 h\DG. Chron. Troyx. 2414 For my behest with deth
I schal conclude, c 1550 Bale K. Johan (Camden) 47 Fyrst

to begyne with, we shall interdyte the lond. 1570 Foxe
A. fy M. (ed. 2) I. 494/2 First begynnyng with that godly

man., the autor of the boke. a 1619 in S. Atkinson
Gold Mynes Scot. (Bann. Club) 2 It is true that * say well

and doe well ends both with one letter '. 1677 in Essex
Papers (Camden) II. no The Commoners.. take distaste

that anything which relates to mony, should, .begin with

the Lords. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 642 Drawing
towards a Conclusion of this Treatise, I shall put a period

thereto with some unvulgar Considerations of the Nature
of Sounds and Melody. 1713 Berkeley Guardian No. 69

p 2 He has ended his Discourse with a Prayer. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Journ. II. 51 (Le Patisser) He finish'd the scene with

winning my esteem. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke^ Farm
I. 6, 1 must begin my lecture with you. 1843 Eraser's Mag.
XXVIII. 657 The evening generally closed with music.

1861 T. L. Peacock Grylt Grange xxix,. I will be bound
every one of this company could . . find a quotation in point.

—Miss Gryll, to begin with. 1879 Ruskin St. Maries Rest

iv. § 56 We may close her national history with the seven-

teenth century. 1887 ' L. Carroll' Game of Logic i. § 2. 22

'Middle' begins with' m '. 1918 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1919)

July 442 Newcastle's response.. did not stop with sending

Warren for the defence of the Northern Colonies.

38. After words of furnishing, filling, covering,

adorning, and the like. (Alliedjo II. ***, in-

volving the notion of addition.)

Afterfull now replaced by of.

tfiaoo Ormin 994 Bulltedd bra:d . . smeredd wel wibb
elesxw. C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 384/256 For-to..crouni him

with golde. a 1300 Cursor M. 852 God..fild bis werld al

wit his grace. Ibid. 1046 Wit gress and leues his he clad.

a 1310 in Wright Lytic P. xxxiv. 96 To presente hyre sone

With myrre, gold, ant encenz. 7^1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 1076 It [sc. a robe] ful well With Orfrays leyd was
euerydeell. c 1394 P. PL Crede 116 Clob to coveren wib our

bones, c 1425 Engl. Conq. Ire/. 130 Encombret whyth syn.

1445 in An^iia XXVIII. 277 Histirlonde he plantith with

vyne. 1506 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 285 The third chain-

ber was hanged with a very rich arras. 0511 1st Engl.

Bk.Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 Ledder to kyuer theyr mem-
bers with. 1526- [see Endow v. 3 b. J. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.
II. i. 131 Her wombe then rich with my yong squire. 1590

Spensic r F. Q. in. iii. 4 That doest ennoble with immortall

name The warlike Worthies. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 154

Infused with a fortitude from heauen. Ibid. 283 Then was

this Island.. not honour'd with A humane shape. 1621

Lady M. Wroth Urania 229 As full of spite and ill nature

as a Spider with poyson. 1633 J. Clarke Twofold Praxis

63 It is very expedient for us scholars to be instructed with

good manners. C1646 Milton New Forcers Consc. 7 To
force our Consciences . . And ride us with a classic H lerarchy.

1712- [see Litter v. 5, 6 %\ 1734 Sale Koran Prelim. Disc.

§ 1 3 A stony and barren valley, surrounded on all sides

with mountains. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. vi. (1866) 99

Christianity. .permeates all evil with good. 1878 Hardy

Ret, Native vi. i, Wreathing it [sc. a pole] with wild,

flowers. 1884 W.C. Smith Kildrostan 86 A. .breeze. .Tip-

ping the waves with foam.

39. Indicating the cause or reason : In conse-

quence of, as a result of, by the action of; because

of, by reason of, on account of; from, through, by.

In some cases now replaced by of (e. g. after Come v. j k) ;

in others of and with are used with distinction of meaning

(see e. g. Die v} i b( 7 c, Weary a. 1 c, 2).

13.. Cursor M. 1058 (Gott.) For-bi was he witt bat for

lorn 13 A". Alls. 030 Mony a baner. .rotled with the

wynde. Yatioo Arthur 466 And deyde wyb strokis M
beyhente. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 161 I ame somewhatt

erased, what with the see and what wythe thys dyet heer.

iSQi Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 69 Hart sick with thought.

^o, _ 3 //en. VI, xv. vi'i. in, I feele remorse in my selfe

with his words. 1596- Tarn. Shr. xii. U. 243 Went they

not quickly, I should die with laughing. 1600 G. Abbot

Exp. Jonah 54 These did perish in their owne sinne

although they perished with his fault. 1601 Shaks. Twel.

N. m.iv. 366 This comes with seeking you. a 1604 Hanmer

Chron. Irel. (1633) 202 The Lord lames Audley dyed with

the fall of a horse. 1671 in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 23 She was so ill with wearing a paire of perfumed

botlyes that she was forced to goe to bed. 1682 Wood Life

(O.H.S.) III. 12 July, Sir Jonas Moore. .died with
1

a fad

from his horse. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 833 Hushd mth

drunk'ness. 1816 Byron Pris. Chillon 1 My hair is grey,

but not with years. 1837 Hawthorne,
Twice-told P., &t.

Carbuncle, The.. branches, .mossy with age. 1889 J- *
Jerome Three Men in Boat 4 Zymosis I had evidently

teen suffering with from boyhood. Mod. colloq. Harry Wood

is in the Cottage Hospital with his knee.

b. After a trans, vb. (usually m pass.), or a pa.

pple. or ppl-adj., indicating the immediate cause

or ground of the action or state spoken of
:
often

approaching or coinciding with 37 or 40 b.

After certain pples., as pleased, surprised, etc., varying

with or now replaced by at. After trouble vb. sometimes

T^oS,% Ex, 3690 Dor wur5 5he Sanne wi3 Iepre

smiten. a 1300 Cursor M. 4076 fai soght him at to greue

wit wrang. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 149 pe

pepil was i-plesed wib his faire speche. c 1400 how. Rose

5628 Contente with his pouerte. cx^o Gcnerydcs
;

2221

With tho wordes the kyng liked full ill. 14- . m Guilhm s



*

WITH.

Heraldry iv. vii. (1632) 296 Worne wud Age. 1535 Cover-
dale Prov. vi. 25 Lest thou be taken with hir fayre lokes.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 115 b, Because I haue balfe weried the

reader. ., I willharten him agayne wyth amerye tale. 1603-

[see Spent 3 b]. 1652 WADSwoRTHtr. Sandoval's Civ. Wars
Spain 342 Hugging himself with that small victorie. 1655-
1768 [see Surprise v. 5]. a 1745 Swift Ess. Faculties Mind
Ded., Wks. 1841 II. 284/2 To suppose you would be very
much obliged with anything that was new. 179a Jefferson
Writ. (1859) III. 494, I am rejoiced with the account he
gives me. 1807 Earl Malmesbury Diaries fy Corr. III.

163, 1 am. .not surprised with the opintativeness of Lord
jrenville. 1839 Thirlwall Greece X\. VI. 243 His men and
horses were now nearly spent with toil. 1891 Conan Doyle
White Company xx, A face which was distorted with rage.

C. After an intr. (rarely a trans.) vb. or an adj.,

combining the sense 'by reason of with 28 (' having
in or upon it*) or 38 (' filled, covered, etc. with').

Also more vaguely, indicating a substance (esp. a
liquid) which is the logical subject of the vb.

:

e. g. it is pouring with rain = rain is pouring

;

(flowers) dripping with dew m having dew drip-

ping from them.
1388 Wvclif Rxod. iii. 8 A lond that flownh with milk and

hony. 1390 Gowmr Conf. I. 98 Hire chekes ben with teres

wet. e 1400 Y'ivaine .$• Gaiv. 1397 The castel and cete rang
With mynstralsi and nobil sang, c 1450 Holland Hoxvlat 5
With alkyn herbes..The feldis flurist. 1508 Dunbar Gold.
Targe 28 Doun throu the ryce a rymr ran wyth stremys.

1513 Douglas sEneis vn. viii. 93 Hir figoure sa grisly gret

aboundis, Wyth glowand ene birnand of flawmis blak. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Manantia vlcera, sores runnyng with
matter. 1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. 1. iii. 45 Our Italy, Shines
o 're with ciuill Swords. 1621- [see Heavy a. 4]. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 605 Now glow'd the Firmament With
living Saphirs. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 235 Th' Al-
burnian Groves, with Holly green. Ibid. 559 The Garment,
stiff with Ice, at Hearths is thaw'd. 1746 Smollett Re-
proof 1% Hallowed be the mouth That teems with moral
zeal and dauntless truth I 1798 Coleridge Kubla Khan 8

Gardens bright with sinuous rills. 1799 Wordsw. Fountain
viii, My eyes are dim with childish tears. 1849 [see Pour v.

6 b]. 1899 T. S. Moore Vinedresser 6 Banks more soft with
moss than any bed.

d. Following words of blame or the like (after

charge orig, fig. from 38) ; also after credit vb.

:

indicating the ground of the charge, etc.

After accuse, suspect, now replaced by of.

£-1440 A /ph. Tales 318 pis preste. .tolde hur cowncell, &
vpbrayed hur bcrwith. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence 1. 7
To charge me with offence. 1579-80 North Plutarch,
Demetrius (1595) 946 Hee..was most detected witli this

vice of lechery. 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John i. 147 A Man,
Whom he accuseth with adulterie. 1665 Dryden Ind.
Emperor m. ii, None shall tax me with base Perjury. 1670
Stubbe Reply II. More (1671) 75 The World will condemn
you with Blasphemy for that comparison. 1715 De Foe
Fam. Instruct. (1841) II. I. i. 10 The blot with which I re-

proach myself. 1814 Mrs. J. West Alicia de Lacy IV. 298
There seems no just cause for accusing the King with the
premature fate of this nobleman. 1877 Froude Short Stud.
(1883) IV. 1. iii. 27 To credit him with a desire to reform
the Church.

40. After a passive verb or participle, indicating

the principal agent : = By prep. 33. a. (a person
or animal). Obs. exc. dial.

c 1300 Havelok 2489 He was wit be prestes shriue. 13.

.

Cursor M. 15908 (Gott.) Sare he dred bat syden fell Wid
bairn he suld be slaine. 13.. Gaw. # Gr. Knt. 1229 Your
honour. .is hendely praysed With lordez, wyth ladyes, with
alle bat lyf bere. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvm. 128 And be
the armys led wes he With twa men. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) vi. 19 pis same sowdan..was slayne with hisawen
seruands. 1456 Sir G. Haye Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 38 The
first quhete that ever was sawin with man. c 1489 Caxton
Scnnes of Aymon i. 52 They all were eten wyth bores and
of lions. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 56 So awful
rumour.. Wes neuir hard with no man in this erd. 1579
Lvi.y Euphues (Arb.) no There was a Towne in Spayne
vndermined with Connyes, in Thessalia with Mowles, with
Frogges in Fraunce. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. ii. 68 He
was torne to pieces with a Beare. 163a Lithcow Trav. in.

86 It was miserably sacked, and burned with Turkes. 1670
Dryden Cong. Granada in. i, As I were stung with some
tarantula. 1707 Mortimer Hush. 165 If the As*, you design
to breed on, be suckled with a Mare, a 1715 Burnet Otvn
Time (1724) I. 250 He rode thro

1 London, accompanied with
the most popular men of his Court. 1727 Philip Quarll
(1816) 19 This island is inhabited .. with monkies and
myself. 1735 J. Hughes tr. Fontenelle's Dial, l viii. (ed. 3)

2, I went attended with a numerous train. Mod. dial.

'ou never hear of horses being bit with snakes.

pb. (a thing, material or immaterial). Obs.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x'n. {Mathias) 65 With wawls
castine to be land. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 295
Awaked wip crienge of gandres. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Sur-
tees) 5866 In to eland war bai kest with' a flowyng fiode.

1571 Digces Pantom. I. xxxi. R. j, Intercepted with the
perpendicular lyne. 1634 SittT. Herhf.rt 'Trav. 94 Hyr-
cania. .is limited on the North with the Caspian Sea. 1739
Law Serious C. x\x. 354 Her other entrails were much hurt
by being crush'd together with her stays. 1760 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer U. 2 Overflowed with rivers or land-floods.

B. adv.

+ 1. With it (me, them, etc.); in collocation,

company, or association; together; occas., at the

same time, simultaneously. Obs.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xvi. §3 Hit nis nauht gecynde. .baet

senis widerweard ping bion fcemenged witS o5rum wiSer-
weardum, o33e aenixe fceferraedenne wiS habban. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. II. 54 Meng bonne hwitcwudu wib. c 1440
Pa/tad. on Hush. 1, 711 Ley nettelys vndir with. Ibid. vi.

10 Al doubil seed, as benes,..And other puis, a xl dayes
floure, And greteth with [orig. sintulque grandescunt\.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* m, Ixiv. 150 Defende and kepe be

3
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soule of by . . seruaunt .. and, by grace goyng wib [orig.

comitante gratia), dyrecte hym by be wey of pes.

f b. With also : nonce-substitute for Withal
(= 'also'). Obs. rare.

1586 G. Whetstone Engl. Mirr. i. xv. 95 Frauncis the
second . . beeing both very young, and with also married to
the Queene of Scots,

f2. With and with : a. Immediately, forthwith

(= By and by 3) ; b. From time to time, again
and again, every now and then. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 5628 Ice wile wibb & wibb ba seofThe seollbess

shsewenn. c 1203 Lay. 20747 We sende<5 wi3 and wio and
Seornen Aroures grid\ lbitt. 30177 Adwine ..seide auere
wio and wi5: ich wulte makien un-frio. 4:1440 Pallad. on
Hush. xt. T75 Delue hit ofte, and..Ay with and with lycour
on hit to trete.

t3. With that, or with which ; therewith, where-
with : = Withal adv. 2. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 936 God mad bam kyrtels ban of hide,

And cled bar nexs wit for to hide, a 1425 [bid. 8597 (Trin.)

Her modris.-had no cradles ne wib to by. 1566 in Picton
L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 48 The said earl . . had a couple
of partridges, and to drink with of his lordships cost.

f C. conj. a. To the time that, until. (Only
OE.) b. During or at the time that ; while

;

when. (Cf. sense 16 of the prep.) Obs. rare.

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. n Der wunas wi5 %<t oona
T^eonga. 1375 Barbouk Bruce XVII. 455 Itwesnocht eyth
till ta The tonne, with [v.rr. quhill ; ed. 1570 while] sic

defens wes maid, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1685 With
bir thinges were done.

D. Comb., as with-worker (nonce-ivd. after G.
mitwerker), a fellow-worker, co-worker.
1884 R. F. Burton Camoens, Lyricks I. 4, I have been

aided by a host of ' with.workers '.

"With. : see Withe.
With, obs. form of White, Wight.
With.-, representing OE. wifi- (see With /rep.)

used as a prefix to verbs (and derived sbs.) with

the meanings: (1) away, back, as in OE. wij>-

bldwan to blow away, wipfaran to escape, wipgdn
to disappear, wiplion to withdraw; so Withdraw,
Withhold ; a few modern words come under this

heading, which are formed by substituting with- for

re-, as withcall
; (2) away from one, as in several

OE. verbs meaning ' reject ',
' refuse ', wipecosan,

wipewepan, wiphogian, wiplecgan, wipsacan With-
sake v., wipweorpan; (3) against, in opposition,

as in OE. wipfeohtend adversary, wiphabban to

resist, wipiicgan to oppose, wipsprecan to contra-

dict, wipslandan Withstand v. ; (4) together, in

withjoin.
The following is a list of the less Important verbal forma-

tions (transitive verbs except where otherwise marked)

;

mostly obs. (see quots.).

+Withbere[BEAR w. 1
], to carry away; see also b;

f withbojt pa.pple. [Buy ».] redeemed; f with-
brast/a.^. [Bl'rstz\] intr. burst asunder; fwith-
breide \0\L.wipbre^dan, Braid vX\, to withdraw;

f withbuwe [Bow vX\, to avoid; withcall, to

recall; f withclepe, to recall, revoke, repeal;

+ withdrive, to drive away, repel ; f withhuho
[OE. wiphotian\, to despise; )• withjoin, to join

together, conjoin (intr. and trans.) ; fwithleft/a.
pple. left behind ; +withlosen pa. pple. [Lekse],

lost; •fwithnay [Nay v. ; cf. Renay], to deny,

refuse; fwitlinim [= L. reprehendere ; see Nisi

p.J, to reprove, rebuke; f withpass, to escape the

lips of; "f withquethe, to deny, contradict, refuse
;

)• withscapo, to escape; •f'withschadowid pa.
pple., darkened

;
fwithschild [Shield^.], in God

w., God forbid; f withscore, to cut away, de-

tach ; t withshonte [Shunt v.], intr. to shrink

back ; f withslip, to escape J f withso^t pa. t.

[Seek v.], pursued, persecuted ;
fwithsperre v.

Spar ».i], to bar (the way)
;

fwithstad, -sted

pa.pple. [Stead v.], beset; + withstarte [Start
v. 6], intr. to escape ; withstay [Stay v.'1 ill], to

hold back, oppose, withstand ; (•withstew [Stew
v. 1

], to check ; withstrain, t (a) to constrict

;

(b) to restrain; fwithtee [Tek ».l], to with-

draw ; rep?, and intr. to abstain
; f withtelle, to

gainsay ; + withturn, to avert.

c 1500 Melusine ro6 Other thing ye shal not haue ne *with.
bere fro me. 1340 Ayenb. 1S6 Alle we byeb #wibbo3t of one
zeluepris. 1448-9 Vlkthk-h Ainoryus fyCl. i52oThedragon
. . *with brast in be myddys. c 890 W^rferth tr. Gregory's
Dial. (1900) 303 para oore se cniht *wi5braed..& ba oore
brohte to oam Codes men. c 1000 j^lfric Horn. I. 88 Dset
hi heora handa fram oam blodes gyte ne wiobrudon. c 1230
Hali Meid. (1922) 11 In wunne stude bu hauest her one
hellej & bute bu wio-breide be, bredes te bat ooer. a 1225
Ancr. R. 116 Uorte *wiftbuwen sunne. c X830 Hali Meid.
(1922) 52 Hwase bencherS on al bis, . . & nule wiobuhe bet
bing bet hit al of awakened. 1901 J. Prior Forest Folk x. 105
Do yo #witbcall them saving tears shed years and years
agoo, Sister Morris ? 1904 • H. S. Merriman ' Flotsam xiv.
I59_ The troops were withcalled. 13.. K. Alls. 1301 Y
•withclepe and withstonde Theo truage of Grece londe.

1340 Ayenb. 189 Uor alle time y-confermed ne neure in none
time wybcleped. Ibid. 215 per me ssel wyb-clepie his herte
to him. X387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 267 He., wib.
cleped al bat was i-doo by his predecessour. c 1440 Fromf.

WITHAL.
Parv, 530/a Wythe clepyn*, or reuokyn. 1617 Holvokk
Rider's Diet., To Withclepe, revoco. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.)
xciii[i]. 13 [14] Naefre *widdrifeft Drihten ure his a?;en folc.

1527 Andrfw Brunsityke's Distytl. Waters 11. ii. A 1J/2
The same [Soreli] water withdryueth impetigines. a 1000
Csedmons den. 2864 Nalles nersendes lisese *wi(Mio3ode.
c 1230 Halt Meid. (1922) 53 Nule wi3huhe bat bing bat hit

al of awakeneS. C1450 Merlin 2S2 Holde we vs to-geder
cloos and make semblaunte as we wulde *with Ioyne. 1630

J. Hayward Edw. IT, 10 It liad bin agreed, .they should
withjoyne forces. ^1375 Cursor M. 4403 (Fairf.) Hys
mantel ys *wibleft \Cott. bileft] wib me. a 1300 Ibid. 10855
(Cott.J Ne sal be naw'ight be "wit-losen pe niaidenhed bat
bou hast cliosen. Ibid. 14109 pe better lott has man chosen,
pat hir mai nngat be witlosin. 13.. E. F. Allit. P. A. 915
As bou art gloryous with-ouien galle, "Whh-nay bou neuer
my ruful bone, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb, 111. 1151 If thai

withnay Her fruit, t 1450 Brut 11. 480 Then she withneyed
and withseyd all the poyntez bat were put. c 1315 Shore-
ham Poems vii. 308 Uy ry3tte he my^tte be *wyb-nome
Ry5t

t
ase a qued. 13.. S. F. Leg. (MS. I'odl. 779) in

Herrig's Archiv LXXXII. 374/297 Ic am a-knowe bat ic

whyl-er be wit-nom amys. 3340 Ayenb. 17 pe more pet me
him wy[plnimb and blamep. . pe more he him wrebeb. Ibid.

66 Efter pan comeb pe wypnymyn^e~, .. huanne me atwyt
ane man oper his zennes. c 1340 Nominate (Sk<. at) 290
Woman thretith and withnemyth. a 1340 Hampole Psalter
xxxviii. 2 pat nane reprouabil word "withpassid me. c888
i^LFRFD Boeth. x. § 1 Ne mre^ ic na *widcwt.-t5an ne andsa-
cigan pa^t pe pu me a;r sa:dest. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
137 He wio-qua'.} and sede Non sunt ego christus. a 1300
Cursor M. 20726 *\Vitscbap schovs, we sal ha blam. a 1400
Sir Degrev. (Line. MS.) 1180 (Luick) Withscapid nane hym
fra. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. vin. xl. (Tollem. MS.),
[Light] puttep nou^t it selfe deep into a body pat is *with-

schadowid [orig. umlnosi\ a 1300 Cursor M. 2893 Godd
*wit schild 3e do )>at sin. 13.. Ibid. 5011 (Gutt.). 1340
Ayenb. 254 *Wypscore [MS. Bodl. 283 fol. 17S kit a we>ej
and wypdr.13 pine willes and zete ane brydel to pine couay-
tises. a 1400 Tisiiil ofSusan 231 (Cott. MS.) Sche "withe-
shonte for no shame, a 1300 Cursor M. 12900 Moglit it

nangat pe *witslip pat he-self said o pi wirscip. ^>37S
Ibid. 16196 (Fairf.) Herode.. asked him,.Quypai him squa
*wipso3t [Colt. bi-.oght]. c 1330 R. Brunnf. Citron, il'ace

(Rolls) 15660 Toward pe southe he wolde haue fled, But
Edwyn his weye *wyp-sperd. Ibid. 13503 pat weye pey
haue vs *wyp-sted pat y scholde 50W haue inne y-led. 14.

.

TundaWs I'is. 1628 (MS. A.) In grett povertte was he
*wipstadde. c 1460 Pot. Rel. <y L. Poems (1903) 204, I knowe
wele I may nat *with-starte. I have so doone, I ought to

dreede. 1854 S. Dobell Balder iii, Death, careful of my
learning, hath *withstayed His final presence. 1885-94
R. Bridges Eros <y Psyche May v, It fill'd the passage
of the tiding glade, And there withstay'd the sun in dazzling

sheen. Ibid. July xix, There was no repentance coud atone
For her dishonour, nor her fate withstay_. ni75 Lamb.Hout.

15 HeoreuuelpeheodoS pua3esttohetieneand *wiiVstewen.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 65 pat poudre *wipstreyneb
[orig. constfingit] pe blood. 1904 Rvle Holy Script. $
Crlt. 122 With difficulty is the multitude withstrained from
doing sacrifice. C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxvi.

254Balaham. .wolde feran5aer hiene mon ba^d, achis estful-

nesse *wi3teah se esol pe'he onuppan sset« c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 143 Pa pe heom wiS-teoS of flesliche lustes. c 1200

Trin, Coll. Horn. 63 pe lichames festing is wiSti^ing of
estmetes. Ibid. 79 pat he us wissie to wio-tien of alle fles-

liche lustes. £1275 Lay. 13242 Nas par neuere man so bold

pat pis wolde *wip-telle. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Hastings
Jxxxvii, God of Justyce had *withturnd that fate.

b. In the earlier version of the Wycliffite Bible

it is used in nonce-formations modelled upon L.

compounds of eon-, co- : see quots.
Withhee^ing [Hie v.

t
to hasten] is an erron. rendering of

L. cumfestinatione with haste. Withhilden covered over
[Hillz>.'] represents a L. compound of ob:
138a Wyclif Iso. Ixii. 9 Tnei . . that *with bern [com-

fortant] it, shul drinken in myn hoeli porches. Rectus, xii.

19 Many thingus grucchendeli whistrende shal "with chaunge
[commutabtt] his chere. Ibid. i. 24 Kunnyng and vnder-
stonding of prudence wisdam shal *wjth departen [com-
Parlietur). Ps. xxxi[i]. 4, I am turned in my myseise, whil

*with ficchid [confgitur] is the thorn. Gen. xxiv. 59 The
*withfolweris [comites] of hyr. Ps. lxxviifi]. 53 The ^eeris

of hem [failiden] in *withhee3
-

ing. Pref. Ep. vii. 70 Micheas
of Moraschym, the *witheire [coheres] of Crist. Gen. vii. 24
Thewatrisof the flood . . *with hilden [obtinuerunt] the erthe.

Gen. xxi. 6 Who so euer shal here shal *with lawe to me
[corridebit tnihi], Ecclus. Ii. 15, I shal preisen thi name
bysyly, and I shal *withpreisen \colloudabo\ it in confessioun.

Gen. xxii. 3 Abraham on the ny3t *with rysynge [con-

surgens], dhte his asse.

Wit&al (wiSg'l), flafe. and prep. arch. [Properly

two words, orig. with al{le (see With prep, and
All A. 9 e) ; in the earliest instances predominantly

northern ; ultimately superseding the older mid alle

(see Mid/zt/. 1 7 a). The spelling withall con-

tinued till nearly 1 800.]

A. adv. 1. Along with the rest; in addition;

besides; moreover; likewise; as well. Often in

the collocations and withal (so-and-so), ami (so-

and-so) withal. See also Forthwithal.
cxjoo Ormim 2572 Ne nan ne beop..batt mu^hctredenn

dun pe deofless mahht swa summ ?ho tradd wipp alle.

Ibid. 2997 patt Godess Cast iss sobfasst Godd & Allmahhti3

wipb alle. Ibid. 4203 He beob all unnbeshorenn pa swa

Jjwerrt ut wel wippalle. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7012 Seint

edward held at windelsore a uair feste wip alle. a 1300

Cursor M. 349: He bat was rugh was rede wit-al. 13.. K.
Horn 424 (Harl.) Ich am ybore pral, py fader fundlyng wib

al. 13. . Guy Warzv. (A.) 0984 Romiraunt com forp snelle

A Sarrazin a strong wip elle. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 143

The constable of pat castel . . Is a wys knyght with-alle.

^1470 Henry Wallace iv. 540 A bow he bair..And anrous

als, bath lang and scharpe with aw. 1528 More DyaL-ge m.
Wks. 224/1 Thereupon they burne up the booke and some-
time the good manne withall 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph.

35 Meryly spoken & nippyngly withall. x6n Bible Acts



WITHAL. 216 WITHDRAW.
xxv. 27 It seemeth to me vnreasonable, to send a prisoner,

and not withall to sigmfie the crimes laid against him. 1643
Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. n. § 2. 139 He that shall consider
how many thousand seveiall words have beene . . composed
out of 24. Letters j withall how many hundred lines there are

to be drawn in the fabrick of one man ; shall [etc]. 1671
Milton P. R. iv. 128, I shall, thou say'st, expel A brutish
monster: what if I withal Expel a Devil who first made
him such? 1771 Franklin Auiobiog. Wks. 1840 1. 11 When
he played and sung withal, it was extremely agreeable to

hear. 1808 Scott Mann. 1. xxviii, Nor lord nor knight
was there more tall Or had a statelier step withal. 1837
Southey Let. to Wynn 24 May, Withal I have not often read
a book that interested me so much. 1883 D. C. Murray
Hearts viii, She . . was so sweet and kind, and withal seemed
..so dependent on him. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
266 Of such peculiar suppleness that you could wind it

round anything,, .and as strong withal as a hawser.

b. Contextually : ' At the same time ' ; in spite

of all ; notwithstanding, nevertheless.

1596 Danett tr. Comities Vilt v. 326 Yet is it verie trouble-

some for horsemen, bicause it is full of ditches like to

Flaunders, ..but withall it is much pleasanter. 1654 Bp.
Bramhall Just Vind. vi. (1661) 124 St. Gregory, .disliked

the Law, but withall according to his duty published it,

1794 Southey Let. to G. C. Bedford 11 May, They have
shown me that happiness is attainable; but, withal, taught
me by repeated disappointments never to build on so sandy
a foundation. 180a Wordsw. To the Small Celandint 17
Modest, yet withal an Elf Bold, and lavish of thyself. 1859
Lang Wand. India 161 He confessed that his master was
rather severe, but withal a very good man. 1880 Academy
23 Oct. 299/2 This.

-

; impressive, though withal faulty, work.

2. = Therewith 2, 3.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12318 Iesus. .bar it ham als in a ball,

And present ban hismoder wit-all. 1389 in Engl. Gilds {1870)
101 Ye Denschalgedren yeforseyde hafpenys,andbywyht-at
breed. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 83 Lok thou dele noght withal.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 29/33 Yef any es tan wid-al.

1535 Coverdale 1 Mace. iv. 44 He toke aduysement, what
he might do withall. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
1. 301 A Philosopher. . taking a lanterne and a candle lighted

at midday., was demanded what he ment to do withall.

1605 A. Wotton Ansiu. to late Popish Articles 78 We are
not ashamed of our small nomber : though the Papists

twight vs with all, in comparison of their huge multitudes.

1657 Sanderson Serm. Pref. § 4 The Papists,.. escaping in

the mean while Scot-free, seldome or never meddled withall

in any of their Sermons. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh.
Bound 92 Having spoiled the gods Of honours, crown
withal thy mortal men Who live a whole day out.

To begin ivithal : see With prep. 37 e.

1531 Tindale Expos. 1 John v. (1538) 83 And to begynne
wythall, they sayde Confteor. 1553 Bradford Serm. Repen-
tance (1574) B vij b, I wyll (to begyn withal) shew you what
repentance is. 1590 Marlowe and Pt. Tamburl. v. i, Then
have at him, to begin withal.

fb. I cannot do withal: I cannot help it.

1470-1611 [see Do v. 54].

B. prep. Substituted for With prep, in post-

position, esp. at the end of a relative clause or

its equivalent or of a direct or indirect question,

governing a relative (expressed or implied) or an

interrogative ; t occas. = Wherewithal 2 b.

The relative may be either expressed (e.g. that, .ivithal =
with whom or which ; as after such, etc.) or not expressed

(freq. in the inf. construction, e. g. a rod to be beaten
withal = a rod with which to be beaten).

The advs. hercivithal, therewithal, wherenvithal, were
modelled upon the earlier herewith, therewith, wherewith.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6374 Bot tel yew of his suinc i sail, He

drou pat fraward folk wit-all. £1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)

xxvi. 122 f>ai giffe a grete soume of monee for to bye oute
paire penaunce withall. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes

7 Leste ye resemble hym that seketh a rod to be betyn with

all. 1517 in Glasscock Rec. St. MichaeCs, Bp.'s Stort/ord

(1882) 35 A skeyn to kefer w* alle the same booke. 1523
Ld. Berners Proiss. I. cxlvi, 71 b/2 And we be so sore

strayned that we haue nat to lyue withall. 1526 Tindale
Matt. xvi. 26 What shall a man geve to redeme hys soule

agayne with all? 1531 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 25 Suche
tithes as I was behind withall. 1555 R. Pownall Musculus"
Temporiser i. B vj b, Yonder commeth he that I haue dyuers
tymes desyred to talke withall. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L,
in. ii. 328 Ros. He tel you who Time ambles withall, who
Time trots withal, ..and who he stands stil withall. OrI,

I prethee, who doth he trot withal? a 1628 Preston
Breastpl, Faith (1630) 30 Whatsoever you part withall, you
ihall have a hundred fold in this life. 1665 in Extr. St.

Papers rel. Friends Ser. m. (1912) 236 P. J...tooke one
Rebecah who he Hues withall as his wife. 1703 Moxos
Mech. Exerc. 238 Which sort of Bricks, is commonly used.

,

to pave Yards or Stables withal, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv.
Exp. Philos. (1776) I.365 Though we took the best telescope

to observe him withal. 1821 Scott Kenihv. iv, But for

hurting a man I have drunk my morning's draught withal,

'tis clean against my conscience. 1884 Lowell Democr.
(1887) 6 Such eyes and ears as Nature had been pleased to

endow me withal.

fb. in other cases, esp. with indirect passive.

1556 in Lodge Illustr. Brit. Hist, (1701) I. 215 Notwith-

standing ther layt brags and doings, wherin they have ben

somwhat met wthall. #1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.)

45 Will in children, wiselie wrought withall, maie easehe

be won. 164a Tasman Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694)

141 From that time they were better to be spoken withal.

1680 Allen Peace <r Unity Pref. p. xv, If such were in-

dulgently dealt withal and tolerated. c\68$ Roxb. Ball.

(1891) VII. 477 Full six legs she travels withal. 1700

T. Brown tr. Fresnfs Amusem. 28 The Devil's Broker may
be spoken withal every Sunday.

Witham (wrtsm). Also 6 wyttam, wittam,

wittome, 7 wittham. The name of certain villages

in Lincolnshire and Essex. Little (orsmall) Witham
was used proverbially (with pun on Wit sb.) for a

place of which the inhabitants were remarkable for

stupidity. Hence (app.), without qualification,

used for : A witless person, a fool.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes B ij, Small wyttam be your'spede,

1562 J. Hevwood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 182 Whens come
great breeches? from little wittam. 1589 Nashe Anat.
Absurditie 03 b, Who so snatcbeth vp follies too greedilie

..may happes proue a wittome whiles he fisheth for finer

witte. 1589 Martins Months Minde G2b, I appoynt..
to each of them an Aduouson : To the former of small
Wittam : and to the other of little Brainford. 1589 Almond
for Parrat D 4, G. W. of Wig. house, in the land of little

Wittam, chosen to the place and function of a pastor.

«i6<5i Fuller Worthies, Lines. (1662) 153 Lincojneshire ..

Proverbs. He was born at Little Wittham. ..It is applyed
to such people as are not overstock'd witii acutenesse.

Withainite (wi-fomsit). Mitt. [f. the name
of its discoverer, H. Witham : see -ite *.] A red

or reddish-yellow variety of epidote, found at

Glencoe in Scotland.
1825D . Brewster in Edin, Jrnl. Set. II. 218.

+ Wi'thbind. Obs. rare. Forms : 1 weobo-
bend, 4 webebond, withbinde. [OE. *wipobendt

weopobend (cf. OLG. widebinde ligustrum '), f.

wip- in Withe 4- bend Bend sb* (Cf. Bindwith,
Bendwith.)] A name for certain plants having
pliant stems.
ciooo Sax, Leeehd. II. 312 Nim has wyrte, safenan &

mersc mealwan. . & weobobend. 1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vi.

9 He bar a bordun I-bounde wib a brod lyste, In A webe-
bondes [7/. r. wodebyndes] wyse I-wriben aboute. [1551 :

see Weedbind.) 1648-58 Hexham, Mondt-hout,. .Privet,

Prime-print, or White-withbinde.

fWith-child, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [With prep.

23 b.] trans. To ' get with child ', make pregnant.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 390 The lusty Heav'n

with Earth doth company: And with afruitfullseed.. With-
childes..his own lawfull wife. 1598 Ibid. 11. ii, iv. 355.

WithdratLglit. Obs. exc. arch. Forms: see

With prep, and Dkaught sb. ; also 5 wedraught,
6 wyddra(u)ght, -drought, weydraught, wid-
drawte, 6-7 (8-90^.) wydraught, 7 widraught.
[f. With- + Draught sb., after withdraw.]

1. Withdrawal.
1340 Ayenb. 240 pe castel of be wombe .. ne may_ him

hyealde aye bane gost banne he is asterued be uestinges

and be wybdrajbes. 1437 Ko^s °f f^rtt. IV - 508/2 The.

.

hurtes..doone..to you. .in withdraught of your due Cus-
tumes. 144a Ibid. V. 64/2 Withoute fraude, embeselyng or

withdraught therof in eny wise, c 1475 Partenay 5927
Thys knight saw hir come, with-draught wold not gette.

1623 T. Adams Peace-offering (1624) 42 May not a with-

draught of all Gods fauours.. be., foreseen?

b. spec. Withdrawal from an action in court

(n= Retraxit) ; a fine or fee imposed for this.

Cf. Withdraw sh., quot. 1444.

[?i402, 145s: see Essex Rev. (1907) XVI. 128, 133.] 1600

Maldon {Essex) Docts. Bundle 162 If. 3 (MS.)Withdraughts.
Item, they are charged with xxxiiiis. by them receyved for

lycenses of concord in accions personalis. 1635 Maldon
{Essex) Borough Deeds Bundle 80 No. 2 (MS.) Allowance
to the said seriants for collectinge of withdrafts behind.

+ 2. A place of retirement or retreat; a retreat; a

private chamber, retiring-room ; a closet or recess.

1480 Caxton Myrr. in. xxi. 175 He that hath none other

wythdraughte ne other dwellyng place. 1481 Botoner
Tulle on Old Age (Caxton) bvj, [He] fled by the with-

draught into the toure of the same castelle. 1509 WillEarl

of Oxford (Prerog. Crt. Cant.), ij peces of Rede Worstede
vsed to be in the Wydraught of my Chamber. 1530 Palsgr,

288/2 Wydraught, basse ckambre; ortraict; retraict.

3. A privy ; a sewer : Draught sb. 45, 46.

Survives locally in leases.

1493-4 Leicester Borough Rec. (1901) II. 344 For borde &
tymbre for the wedraught. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vi. cciv.

(1811) 215 Whan the Kynge was at the withdraught to

purge nature. £1516" in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886)

II. 245 A Hows for the comyn wyddrowght of the said

College. 1559 Soke Presidentes 26 The sayde mesuage..

with thappurtenances with the pauementes/andwydraughtes
of the same. 1671 in Birch Hist. Charters (1884) 247 That
no man shall make or continue any widraughts, seat or

seats, for houses of easement. 170a J. K. New Eng. Diet.,

A Wy-draught, a Water-course, or Water-passage. 1846

(25 Aug.) Lease (Surrey), Privies, sinks, sewers, wydraughts,

drains and houses of office. 1896 Lease, Fences, pavements,

gutters, pipes, drains, wydraughts.

Withdraw, tk rare. [f. Withdraw v.] With-

drawal, removal ; spec. = Withdraught i b.

1444 Maldon (Essex) Docts. liber 'A' If. 32b (MS.) For

a defaute, or a withdrawe of courte, a freman shall be

amerced at iii d. 1693 C. Mather Wonders Invis. World
64 One of these Witnesses was over-perswaded by some

Persons, to be out of the way upon G. B.'s Tryal j but he

came afterwards with Sorrow for his withdraw. 1720 S.

Sewall Diary n Nov. (1882) III. 276 Went not to Mm-
Winthrop's. This is the 2d Withdraw. 1727 C. Mather
(title) Christian Loyalty, Or, some Suitable Sentiments On
the Withdraw of King George the First, . . and the Access of

King George the Second.

Withdraw (wi&dr§- , wi>-) , v. Pa. t.withdrew
(wiSdrw-) ; pa. pple. withdrawn (wiSdrg'n).

Forms : see With prep, and Draw v. ; also 4 *wid-

draw ; pa. t. 4 wid-drogh, widrouh ;
pa, pple, 5

othedraw, 6 withdrawed. [f. With- (i) + Draw
v. (Cf. L. retrahere to Retract, Retray, F. retirer

to Retire.)]

I. trans* 1. To take back or away (something

that has been given, granted, allowed, possessed,

enjoyed, or experienced).

ai*2$Ancr. R. 230 Ure Louerd. .wi3drawe5hi« grace, &
his cumfort. c 1315 Shoreham Poems vn. 490 Ich mey
gyuen, and eke wyb-dia^e, Al bat myn hys. 13.. Guy
Warw. (A.) 332 pat he no may his loue haue, Grete strengbe

him dob wip-drawe. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 91 Licb unto
the greene tree, If that men toke his rote aweie, Riht so myn
herte scbolde deie, If that mi love be withdrawe. 01400
Prymer (1891) 41 The sonne with drow? his li3t. c 1400
Pugr, Sowte (Caxton 1483) iv. xx. 65 Now the from me
withdraweth bytter deth. 1535 Coverdale / Chron. xvii[i].

13, I wyl not withdrawe my mercy from him. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol, v. Iv. § 3 Impossible it is that God should with-

drawe his presence from any thing. 1602 Marston Ant. $
Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 L 23 My mistresse .. withdrewe her
gratious aspect even now. 161 x Bible Transl. Pref. ? 1

Those noursing fathers and mothers., that withdraw from
them who hang vpon their breasts . . liuelyhood and support,

1815 Shelley Alastor 16 Withdraw No portion of your
wonted favour. 1833 Tennyson Two Voices 145 When Life

her light withdraws. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr.

xxxvi. (1901) I. 288 They .. said they'd withdraw their sub-

scriptions from the hounds. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 8.

105 The office of sheriff was withdrawn from the great

nobles of tlie shire. 1898 *H. S. Merriman ' Roden's Corner
xiv, Then you are not disposed to withdraw your name from

the concern?

f b. To subtract (arithmetically). Obs.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 45 Vnder that nombere [1400I

I wrote a 1397 ; ban withdrowe I the laste nombere owte of

bat, and ban fond I be residue was 3 3ere. c 1400 Pilgr.

Sowle (Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) 81 Where that it nedeth

oughte to adden, or withdrawen. c 1430 Art 0/ Nombryng
(E.E.T.S.) 6 The figures that thow hast withdraw, adde

them ayene to the omyst figures.

T C. To cause to decline, decrease, or disappear.

c 1450 Capgrave St. Augustine xxxv. 45 pat Je schuld..

not be lettyd with no cold whech schuld withdrawe 30ur

deuocion. 1546 Gassar's Proguost. b viij, The heat of Sum-
mer shalbegynne to be wythdrawne by rayne. 1563 Shute
A rchit. B ij b, It hath ben withdrawen and hidden (as almost

al other knowlages. .bath bene) through ignoraunce.

2. To draw back, take away, remove (a thing)

from its place or position.

c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 3803 Aaron . .Sis fier blessede and wiS-

dro}. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. 8f T. 870 Withdraw-

eth the fir, lest it to faste brenne. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
Ii. v. (Skeat) L 129 Whan the see ebbeth and withdraweth

the gravel, c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 70 Reubard

. . withdrawys pe fleume fro be mouth of be stomake. c 1400

Maundev. (Roxb.) vi. 21 Syrus .. withdrew be water and
destruyd be citee. 142a Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 241 Whan a

man sittyth atte mette he sbolde wythdrawe his honde afor

that he be y-fillit. ^1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xiv.

352/12 Whan charlemagne sawethat reyuawde had wyth-

drawe his baner, he was glad of it. 1648 Gage West Ind.

176, I withdrew my foot a little. 1671 Milton Samson 192

In prosperous days They swarm, but in adverse withdraw

their head. 1834 Hook Gilbert Gurney iii, This speech.,

induced me suddenly to withdraw my head. 184a Loudon
Suburban Hart. 463 So as to admit of withdrawing, and
reintroducing the vines without injuring them. 1848 Dickens
Dombey lviii, Harriet was withdrawing her band to open

the book, when Alicedetained it for a moment. 1854 Ronalds
& Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 168 The most

appropriate spot for withdrawing the gases from this fur-

nace. 1898 ' H. S. Merriman ' Roden's Comer xxv, As he

spoke he had withdrawn from his pocket a folded paper.

b. To take (one's eyes, etc.) off something.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Z?/V/*j 5 He is happy that with-

drawethhisere&hiseye from alle vylethinges. 154* Elyot,

Oculorum remission withdrawyng of the loke. 1836 Dick-

ens Sh Boz, Tuggs's at Ramsgate, As her eve caught that

of Mr. Cymon Tuggs, she withdrew it from his features in

bashful confusion. 1838 — O. 'I wist xxxviii, Till even she,

who was not easily cowed, was fain to withdraw her eyes,

and turn them towards the ground.

C. To remove (money) from capital, or from

a bank or other place of deposit.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. ii. iii. I. 4<>3 That part is, from

that moment, withdrawn from his capital. 1828 Act Q
Geo. IV c. 92 § 38 After having withdrawn any Sum or

Sums of Money from or out of any Savings Banks. 1861

Act 24 Vict. c. 14 § 4 The Officers of the Postmaster General

.. shall not disclose the Name of any Depositor nor the

Amount deposited or withdrawn.

d. To draw (a veil, curtain, etc.) back or aside ;

to draw back (a bolt). Now rare.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xi, The veil was at length

withdrawn. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand. Loire 170 The sound

of opening doors, withdrawing bolts, and hoarse voices

hallooing from tower to tower. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge

ix Withdrawing the little window curtain, she gazed out.

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 106 Here's the veil withdrawn

from landscape.

3, fig, f a. To retract, revoke, rescind. Obs.

c 1290 Beket 1829 in S. Eng. Leg. 159 3i* >oyn
we

^.
st
r

*el

for-to do, with-drau? bine dede sone. C1290 St. Nicholas

265 ibid. 248 With-drau^ bi red, ich be rede, c 1400 Ywazne

&Gaw. 3459 The king withdrogh his jugement. C1480

Henryson Test. Cress. 327 Withdraw thy sentence, and be

gracious. ...
t>. To remove from the scope of an inquiry,

from a particular category, or the like.

1725 Broome Notes Pope's Odyss. vi. 331 Nausicaa .
.
is

withdrawn, and a whole nation introduced for a more

France. 1848 H. R. Forster Stovit Latal 236il he next

two lots were withdrawn. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey 11.

250 The marvellous element .. withdraws the narrative.,

from the course of ordinary occurrences. 1895 Law Iwn
Rep. LXXIII. 637/2 It was not a case which should have

been withdrawn from the jury.

C. To take back, retract (one's words, an ex-

pression). Often absol. in imper., in parliamentary



WITHDRAW.
procedure, to demand the withdrawal by a member
of an expression or a statement.

1793 in Ld. Auckland\r Corr. (1862) III. 37 Burke got up
twice, but the House was so satisfied, that it would hear
nothing, and nothing was heard but Withdraw, withdraw,
1837 Dickens Pickw. \, The Chairman was quite sure the
hon. Pickwickian would withdraw the expression he had
just made use of. 1880 Hansard's Pari. Deb. 20 Aug. 1756,
I call upon the hon. Member to withdraw the word * offen-
sive '.. .(Cries of ' Withdraw I')

d. To refrain from proceeding with or prosecut-

ing (a course of action, a proposal, etc.) ; to cease
to support or present (a candidate, etc.).

1781 Blackstone Rep. II. 1028 The Court allowed the
Plaintiff to withdraw his Demurrer. 1834 Dickens Sk.Boz,
Steam Excurs., Mr. Alexander Briggs moved as an amend-
ment, that [etc.]. .; but after some debate consented to with-
draw his opposition. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 555
The latter proposition was withdrawn. 1880 HansanVs
Pari. Deb. 20 Aug. 1739 Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
2891 Fakkar Darkn. <y Dawn xxiii, Nero, .neither repeated
nor withdrew his command. 1913 Act ? <y 4 Geo. V, c. 6 § 1

If the candidate is withdrawn or deemed to be withdrawn.

4. f a. To keep back or hold (one's hand) ; also,

to withhold (a blow). Obs.
a 1300 K. Horn 859 (Camb.) His dent he gan wib-dra^e,

For UMN lie} asla3e. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 369 Achilles
tho withdrowh his hond. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov.
Lordsk. 52 Whanne kynges. .witlidrawes her hondys frome
be. .poscessiouns of her subgitz.

•f*b. To keep back, withhold (something due,
customary, or necessary) ; hence gen. to withhold.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21906 pai serue him all apon pair wise,

And man wit-draus his seruise. C1386 Chaucer Wife's
Prol. 617, I koude noght withdrawe My chambre of Venus
from a good felawe. c 1450 Godstow Reg.-^t They haue
preuyd bat bey with-drowe no dewete bat was wonyd 8c

vsyd. 1510 in Leadam Sel. Cases Star Chamber (Seidell

Soc.) II. 70 The seid priour.. withdraweth suche dueties as
they of Right owght to take. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 6 b, Whan god withdraweth Ins rayne, .. than shall
there be neyther oxe ne cowe. 1580 [see Withdrawer],

tc. To keep back, restrain (a person, his

desires, etc.). Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 254 pe guode man and be wyse wybdra3ep
hare wyl and hare lostes .. be temperance. 1390 Gower
Con/. II. 393 Withdrawh thi lust and hold the stille. £1450
Mirk's Festial 96 Forto wythdraw all men of such opes
and wordys Seynt Poule. .forbedyth yche cristen man not
tospeke all maner ydull speche. 1450-1530 /J/jvr. our Ladye
I. xix. 51 Vf yt happe. .that any. .be dystracte from saynge
. .eny.. verse.. and may not say yt, but yf he withdrawe his
voyce from syngynge. 1530 Palsgr. 781/3 Let him go whan
he wyll, he shall nat be withdrawen for me.

5. To draw away, deflect, divert (a person, his

mind, etc.) from an object, pursuit, line of conduct,
etc. ; f also, to draw, attract; todistract. NoWfWtf.

fOccas. const, inf. : To divert from doing something.
1340 Ayenb. 58 pet hi myjten his. .uram be guode bet hi

habeb y-conceyued wybdra3e. Ibid., Yef bou be bine tonge
wybdrajst ane man ober a child wel to done, c 1380 Wyclif
Set. IVks. II. 215 pat man leve no worldly goodis bat wib-
drawib his wille fro God. ? 1477 Stonor Papers (Camden)
II. 34 Parauenture more chargeful besynes hathe othedraw
yower mynde. 1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. 1. xxix. Fiv,
Withdrawe toward ys the, the hertes of straungers by yeftes.

1542 Elyot, Auocamentum, ..recreation, that withdraweth
the mynde from heuynes or melancholy. 1563 Golding
Caesar in. (1565) 76 Those sorte of rascals whom hope of
spoile. .had wythdrawen from husbandryeand daylye labor,
a 1592 Greene Jas.IV, n. ii, With how contrarious thoughts
am I withdrawne ! Why linger I twixt hope and doubtfull
feare? 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. v. iv. 23 Aduantagious care
Withdrew me from the oddes of multitude. 1606 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. (1885) VII. 181 To alienat and with-
draw thaim from thair due obedience to his Majestic 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 1. viii. 33 Whatsoever is new, or great,.,
withdrawes a man . . from the intended way of his discourse.
1667 Mii.ton P. L. vn. 612 They thought Thee to diminish,
and from thee withdraw The number of thy worshippers.
1841 Elphinstone Hist. India I. 593 It would have been
happy if he had never been withdrawn from those pursuits.
1859 W. Collins Q. 0/Hearts i. The circumstances which
have withdrawn us from the world for the rest of our days.

6. To remove (a person) from a position; to
cause to retire or recede; +occas. to take aside;
spec, to cause (a force, troops) to retire from a
position; to draw oftfrom an engagement.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 107 Mani that haue be

withdrawe oute of abbeyes, for thaire londes. 1471 Caxton
Recuye It (Sommer) 149 Saturne wythdrowe his peple on that
oon syde. a 1548 Hall C/iron., Edw. IV 206 His onely
sauegarde and comforte, were to withdrawe hym and his
compaignie into Fraunce. a 1592 Greene Jos. IV% in.
iii, A shining blade Withdrawes a coward theefe that would
inuade. 1615 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

160, I presently did withdraw him.. until I had discovered
that which I aesired. 1621 Ei.sing Debates Ho. Lords (Cam-
den) 87 The prisoner withdrawen. 1805 C. James Mt'lit. Did.
(ed. a). To withdraw, to call back ; to make to retire. 1821
Shelley W(i^«a/>xlii, Where'er that Power may move Which
has withdrawn his being 10 its own. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
ix, A sounder, .had. .withdrawn in pursuit of him all the
dogs. .and the greater part of the huntsmen. 1836 Thirl*
wall Greece xxi. III. 175 She would be compelled to with-
draw her forces from Lesbos. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
Ix, Walter Scape was withdrawn from Eton, and put into
a merchant's house. 1891 Farrar Darkn. fy Dawn xx, She
has withdrawn her spies.

b. Law. To remove (a juror) from the panel in

order to put an end to the proceedings.
a 1676 Hale De Jure Maris 1. vi. (1787) 36 The court

and the king's attorney-generall .. were so well satisfied
with the defendant's title, that they moved the defendant
to consent to withdraw a juror. 1789 New Land. Mag.
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Sept. 458/2 And Mrs. Phillips agreed on her part that a
Jurorshould be withdrawn. 1866 Foster & Finlason Nisi
Prius Cases IV. 942 The plaintiff's counsel proposed to

withdraw a juror, which was assented to. 1881 Odgers
Libel fy Slander 550 Actions of defamation are often com-
promised before the judge comes to sum up the evidence.
A juror is often withdrawn, sometimes at the suggestion
of the judge.

*f7. = withdrawfrom in various senses. Obs. rare.

1340-70 Alex. <§- Dind. 895 Sin 3e maugray }our mint mote
hit wib-drawe. c 1400 Beryn 1257 Yff bow wolt drawe the to
wit, & rebawdry withdrawe. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 304 He
with-drow the forsaid court, by the mean of a frendly accorde.

II. refl. 8. To remove oneself from a place or

position ; = 12. Now rare or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19175 pai badd bat bai bam suld wit-

drau Quils pai samen spak a thraii. 13.. Ibid. 21654
(Edinb.) Adam quen he \vr03t hauid W03 Vindir )>is tre he
him \vib-dr03. 1390 Gower Con/ I. 73 He him withdrowh
So prively that sche ne wiste Wher he becom. c 1410
Master ofGame xxvi. (1904) 83 Pet ought to wibdrawe hym
in be softest maner.. and ban go preuyli to bei be vndir be
wynde. c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. 39/19 He wepte,
and with-drow him, 1483 Rolls of Par It. VI. 314/1 The
said William had withdrawn him out of thys Lande. 1530
Palsgr. 783/1 He hath withdrawen him selfe in some corner.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. iii. 28 Withdraw your seines, and
leaue vs here alone. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 627
Vortigern had withdrawen himselfe into these parts. 1718
Atterbury Scrm., Acts 7.3 (1734) I. 177 It was requisite
that he should not withdraw himself from their Sight, at
once. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 103 The King disguised
himself, and., withdrew himself from the midst of his troops.

"f b. Of combatants, troops, etc. : = 12 b. Obs.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3253 pe brutons horn wibdrowe, &

be saxons horn reste. c 1300 K. Horn S86 (Laud MS.) Hys
feren gonnenhem wyt drawe. 1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
III. 169 Cirus. .feyned hym to flee and wibdrow3 hym.

•f c. Of water : «= 1 2 c. Obs.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiv. in pe see, bat before bette

apon be mount, withdrewe it. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer.
196 The See meveth and hym wyth-drawyth aftyr the
mewynge. .of the mone.

9. To remove oneself from a condition, sphere,

society, etc. ; =13. Now rare or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28136 Oft als haue i me wit-draun Til

vncuthpryst, andframynaun. 1553 Eden Treat. Ncwe Ind.
Gj b, Voyces of deuyls. .withdrawing them from the right
waye. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 102 b, It is also to
be feared lest suche as would haue ioyned them selues vnto
this league, wyll be aflrayde nowe of this, and withdrawe
them selues. 1612 Sir J. Digby Let. 10 Oct. in 10th Rep.
Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. 1. 609 Some of the beste of them
have withdrawen themselves from their trade. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 24 Let our Imagination therefore among
multitudes of people, .withdraw it selfe to some secrecie.

1663 Sc.Acts Chas. II (1820) VII. 455/2 All.. persons who
shafL. wilfully withdraw and absent themselflfs from the
ordinary meitings of divine worship. 1770 Junius Lett.
xxxix, He cannot withdraw himself from the Complaints.,
of his Subjects. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) 448 Every
man may.. have the redress of withdrawing himself from
the club. 1812 Belsham Mem. Lindsey 348 Withdrawing
himself from an office the duties of which he was so fully

competent to discharge. 1865 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 233,
I am withdrawing myself from engagements of all kinds.

flO. To cease, refrain; =14. Obs.
c 1290 St. James 159 in 5. Eng. Leg. 38 Of is lubere bou3t

bat he bou^te for drede he him witli drov3. 1297 R. Glolc.
(Rolls) 10221 pe kinjr of alimayne sendc.To king Ion, pat
he wibdrowe him of is wou. 1303 R. Brunne 11audi. Synne
10872 Of bat man hyt ys grete drede, pat wybdraghb hym
fro gode dede. 1340 Ayenb. 52 Huanne hi wyb-dra^eb to do
wel. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 243 He that is custumet to
ette two tymes in the day, yf he wythdrawe hym sodaynly,
anone he may grevaunce take.

f 11. To contract. Obs. rare.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 497 His synewis shronke
and withdrewe them.

III. intr. 12. To go away, depart, or retire

from a place or position,from some one's presence,

to another room or a private place, etc.
; f to

draw back or turn aside.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3983 If Sin asse ne were wi3-dra3en,
Her suldes <5u nu wur3en sla3en, [P'ulg. nisi asina decli-
nasset de via..te occidissem, Num. xxii. 33.] 1398 Trevisa
Bank. De P. R. vm. xxii. [xi.J (Tollem. MS.), Nou^t with-
drawinge towarde be lyfte side, ober towarde be ryjt side.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 170 He made hismarouners
to saylle and rowe with alle diligence for to withdrawe fro
the porte. Ibid. 239 Whan she was a lytill withdrawen fro
the temple. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 302/2 The people
with their goodes and Cattell being fled and withdrawen into
the Wooddesand Mountaynes. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. iv.

100 Madam, withdraw, the Prince, .and all the gallants of the
towne are come to fetch you to Church. 1600 istPt.Sir J.
Otdcastlev.x.43, 1 will withdraw into some other roome. 1691
Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 711 Who was there, but withdrawn
under a hedge with the Prince and Duke. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Past. viii. 19 Scarce from our upper World the Shades
withdrew. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 108 p6 Upon with-
drawing into my Room after Dinner. 1712 Ibid. 536 n
She delivered the remaining part of her Message, and with-
drew. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvm. xiii, Sophia now
took the first Opportunity of withdrawing with the Ladies.
178: Cowper Retirem. 447 A man. .Mfho comes when call'd,
and at a word withdraws. 1810 Scott La*iy of L. n. xxxvii,
The Minstrel.. from the shore withdrew. 1828 Lvtton Pel.
ham III. iii, I bowed slightly, and she withdrew to the
countess, i860 Tyndall Glac. l xxvii. 209 The men. .with-
drew from me, and approached the eastern boundary of the
glacier. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. §3. 127 By the treaty
of Lambeih, Lewis promised to withdraw from England.

b. Of combatants, troops, etc : To retire from
the field of battle or any contest, or from an
advanced position.

WITHDRAWAL.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3681 Prest a3en him he was & slou

of horn to grounde, so bat hii gonne wib drawe. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12746 Lenger to iuste myght
bey nought stande, But bera defended al wybdrawande.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2015, I ..will at bou knaw bat for na
drede I with-draw. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 401
Whan the two oostes were withdrawen. a 1533 Ld. Befneks
Huon lix. 203 Cause your men to withdraw fro the batayle.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iv. 8 Withdraw my Lord, lie

helpe you to a Horse. 1697 Dryden yEneis xi. 559, I beg
your Greatness, .beaten, tu withdraw. 1709 Steklf. Tatler
No. 83 Pio The Confederates are preparing to withdraw
into Winter Quarters. 1880 Hensman Afghan /K«r(i83i)

449 The Amir's troops.. only withdrew at daylight,

f c. Of water : To subside, ebb. Obs.
^1250 Gen. fy Ex. 596 In armenie Sat arche stod, Do was

wi3-dra;en 5at ile flod. Ibid. 5^9 Dunes wexen, 5e flod

wi5-dro3. a 1300 A". Horn 1399 (Camb.) Whanne pe se wib
dro3e. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2co3 The wodenes of waghes
wightly with droghe. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommei) 260
Whan the see was withdrawen & ferre ebbed. 1525 Ld.
Berners Froiss. II. Iiii. [Hi]. 76/2 They founde y e ryuers
withdrawen. 1618 Bolton Floras in, x. (1636) 199 The Tide
withdrawing upon course.

13. To draw aw ay from a person ; to remove one-

self or retire from a society or community, from
publicity, etc. ; to retire from participation in or

I pursuit of something ; fto resign.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IK 257 [33r] Thow..makyst wise folk

I

fro me withdrawe. 1540 Bible (Uranmer) Prov. xix. 7 Hys

I

awne frendes withdrawe from him. 1667 Marvell Corr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 227 A large petition from the Earle
of Clarindon, intimating that he was withdrawn. 1677

: Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. m. (1912) V. 120 Withdrawing
[ from the publik ordinances in their owne paroch kirkes.

1697 Dryden sEncis xn. 757 [He] wisely from th' infec-

I tious World withdrew. 1715 Pope Iliad n. 443 Now
j

great Achilles from our aid withdraws. 1746 Heryey
I

Medit. ( 1 3 1 Sj 108 Wisely they withdrew from that immense
1

multiplicity of learning. 1798 Ferriar Iliustr. Sterne iii.

! 63 An ideal world, into which we can withdraw at pleasure.

1849 A. Scratchley Build. Societies 100 Desirous of with*
; drawing from the society. 1853 Newman Hist. Sk. (1873)
I II. 1. iv, 174 Clashes and ranks withdraw from each other more
and more. 1870 J. K. T. Rogers Hist. Glean. Ser. II. 23
Wiklif withdrew from his political and social projects. 1892
Gladstone in Daily News 4 Nov. 5/4, I have.. withdrawn
from all attendance at public banquets. 1911 Marhtt
Anthropology ix. 237 No one has a chance of withdrawing
into his own soul.

*t*b. Of an immaterial thing, a condition, etc. :

To depart, disappear.

1297 R. Glouc. ( Rolls) 6583 [He] biheld toward be water, &
is gr<-*te herte wibdrou. Hid, 9189 pe verste tuo 5er god

\
cas & hap inou. .com to king steuene, ac subbe it wib drou.

j
13.. Cursor AJ'. 4698 (Gutt.) Bot alkines wellh bigan wid-
drau. 1426 Aldelay Poems 25 Dredles deuocioun hit is

j

with draw. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye n. 151 Then grace
withdrawyth and the fende enteryth.

+ 14. Const, of ov inf. To cease or refrain from,

or from doing, something. Obs.

1297 R. Glocc. (Rolls) 10S93 Seint edmond .. ofte him
bisou3te pat he wibdrowe of is dede. 1340 Ayenb. 53 Ich
wille bet P°u loki and wybdra3e. c 1375 Cato Major 523
in Minor Poems fr. I'emon MS. 598 f'ou most with-drawe
of diuers metes, And vse no glotenie. 1450-80 tr. Seer.
Seer. v. 8 Whan he withdrawkh forto take the goodis and
possessiones of his sugetis.

Withdrawable (wiSdrg-ab'l), a. [f. prec. +
-able.] Capable of being withdrawn.
1850 Herschel Ess. (1857) 392 Its deposits being with-

drawable only at a market value. 1876 Gladstone in Con-
temp. Rev. June 6 All other rights. .are called rights only
by way of accommodation, for they are withdrawable at
will. 1903 in Q. Rev. (1905) Jan. 67 Half, .had to be in-

vested in stock and the other half was withdrawable.

Withdrawal (witfdrg-al). [f. as prec. +-al.
(Superseding Withdrawment, which took the place

of the earlier Withdraught and Withdraw sb.)]

1. The act of taking back or away what has been
held, occupied, or enjoyed.
1839 I.ane Arab. Nts. I. 80 Thou deservest..the with-

drawal of protection from thee. 1860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv.
189 The cold, resulting from the withdrawal of the sunbeams.

b. The removal of money or securities from a
bank or other place of deposit.
1861 Regulations P. O. Savings Banks § 15 If any person

shall fraudulently represent himself to be a Depositor, and
by forwarding the proper notice of withdrawal,, .shall obtain
any sum of money. 1884 Manch. Exam. 28 May 5/3 The
bank was in difficulties through large withdrawals.

2. The act of withdrawing a person or thingy>-<?/«

a place or position, esp. the removal of troops by
way of retreat.

1838 Meeson & Welby Cases Exch. II. 36 It was no part

of the agreement between the parties that the withdrawal of

a juror should put an end to the suit at all events. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 480 He urged the withdrawal
of the British officers, as their presence was^ no longer

necessary. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 37 The artificial with-

drawal ofwater to feed the canal. 189a Hardy Iv'ell-beloved

1. v, Their application for admission led to the withdrawal

of a bolt

3. The retractation of a statement, proposal, etc.

1835 T, Hook G. Gurttey xiv, I thought perhaps the news
..might have induced you to retract ; and that you might
have considered it a perfect justification of your withdrawal.

1885 Law Times LXXVTII. 384/2 In_ consequence of his

resignation, and notwithstanding his withdrawal of it.

4. The act of retiring or retreating from a place

or position.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. I. 190 Perhaps, indeed,

Joel's rapid improvement might be one cause of William's
withdrawal. 1836 Act 6 $ 7 Will. IV, c 32 $ t The With-
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WITHDRAWEB.
drawal of such Member [from a society]. 1848 Dickens

Dombeyxxxvi, It was a sight to see her lord, .hold the door

open for the withdrawal of the ladies. 1884 Brvce in Han-
sard's Pari. Deb. 15 Mar. 1716 A vote which.. would accele-

rate., the withdrawal of England from Egypt. 1891 Law
Times Rep. LXV. 603/1 Desertion implies an active with,

drawal from a cohabitation that exists.

Withdrawer (wioYirg'Sj). [f. as prec. + -er 1.]

One who withdraws, in various senses of the vb.

;

spec, in Sc. Church Hist., one who did not con-

form to the established church in the 17th century.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 46 Sethe that none suche were

never sene withdrawers or fleers frome batailes. 1580

Outred tr. M. Cope's Expos. Prov. 192 b, Joseph . .
was not

a withdrawer of the corne, but a seller. 1606 in J. Forbes

Cert. Rec. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 519 Contempners of his

Majesties lawes, withdrawers and corrupters ofhis Majesties

subjects hearts from his obedience, c 1639 Baillie in Boyd
Zion's Flowers (1855) Introd. 43 They are. .withdrawers of

their hands. 1677 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 111. (1912)

V. I2i Constant withdrawers and keepers of conventicles.

1823 J. Brown Hist. Brit. Ch. (new ed.) II. 312 Parliament

..enacted [in 1663] That.. all with-drawers from the con-

form incumbents of their own parish, be punished.

Withdrawing (wiSdr§-in), vbl. sb. [f.With-
draw v. + -ing 1.] The action of the vb. With-
draw in various senses.

C1315 Shoreham iv. 344 pon cheste and mysdoynge And
wyb-drawynge of god. C1340 Hampole Prose Treat, n
All manere of withdraweynge of ober men thynges wrang-

wysely agaynes baire wyll. 1340 Ayenb. 205 Be wyb-

dra3inges of mete and of drinlce. £1380 Wyclif Sel. Wis.

III. 348 pei maken londis bareyne for wibdrawyng of werk-

men. 1:1430 Art Nombryng (E.E.T.S.) 4 In wiihdrawyng

.2. nombres ben necessary. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)

262 At the departyng hercules passelh lightly the witli-

drawyng & departyng of alle hem that were there. 1561 T.

Norton tr. Calvin's Inst. II. iii. 22 Euen they that are well

minded, are subiecte to so many withdrawynges of minde,

that they easily, .fal awaye. a 1651 C. Love Combat Flesh

t Spirit (1654) 6 A double withdrawing of Gods Spirit.

1689 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (187?) XII. 65/1 The fyneing

husbands for the wifes withdrawing from the church is con-

trair to Law. 1748 Anson's Voy. II. xi. 250 The withdrawing

of the guard from the harbour's mouth. 1817 Coleridge

in Athenxuin (1894) 8 Dec, 791/2 The quiet withdrawing

from any further connection with him. x86z Trench Mirac.

v. (ed. 7) 177 A withdrawing of the meaner thing, to make,

receptive of the better.

b. attrib. (also Withdrawing-chamber, -room).

1570 Lamdarde Pcramb. Kent (1576) 378 A certaine with-

drawing house, called Otforde. a 1693 Urnuharfs Rabelais

III. ii. 31 Withdrawing Corners anrj Refuges to Robbers.

1803 Mary Charlton Wife f, Mistress IV. 263 Miss Win.

teram..soon made her withdrawing curtsy. 1821 Scott

Kenilw. vi, They went to the withdrawing apartment. 1898

Century Mag. Jan. 456/1 This withdrawing-ground..was

within the garden inclosure.

Withdrawing, fpl.a. [f. Withdraw v. +
-inq *.] That withdraws (usually in intr. senses) ;

drawing back, retiring, receding.

1611 Biblt Neh. ix. 29 They .. withdrew the shoulder

[marg. gaue a withdrawing shoulder), a 1748 Thomson
Hymn Solitude 23 Amid the long withdrawing vale, a 1846

Haydon Autob. (1853) I. 179 'That I can't tell you, said

he, with a cold, withdrawing air. 1847 H. Miller First

Impr. Eng. ii. 27 By some long withdrawing arm of the sea.

1889 Ruskin Prxterita III. iv. 152 Sands which the sunset

gilded with its withdrawing glow.
t

Hence Withdrawingness, retiring disposition.

1795 yemiuia 1. 207 To shake off all this shyness and with,

drawingness from your friends.

t Withdrawing-chamber. Obs. [f. prec.

vbl. sb.] = next.

1392-3 Rolls Parlt. III. 300/2 Triours des Petitions.,

tendront lour place en la Chapelle de la Wiihdrawyng
Chambre. 1444 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 102 Item lego

eidem j. burded-bedd in le withdrawynchambre. 1589

Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 73 Saniela . . flung away to her

withdrawing chamber in a dissembled rage, a 1670 Hacket
Abp. Williams 11. (1693) 119 The Bishop being in a with-

drawing Cbamber.read over the Order so often, that. .he

got it by heart verbatim.

Jig. 1621 Up. Mountacu Diatribz 7 In the Lararijs, and
withd rawing chambers of your History ofTithes.

Withdraw ing-roo m. arch, or Hist. [f. as

prec] Aroomtowithdrawto; = Drawing-boom 1 1.

1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 204 He was .. had into

a with-drawinge roem, where many of the lords wear. 1611

L. Barry Ram Alley v. i, He waite in the with-drawing

roome, Vntillyou call. 1661 Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742)

37 Whilst we were in the withdrawing room, making pre-

parations to go into the house of lords. 1748 Richardson

Clarissa IH.xxxvi. 185 The apartments she has to let are.,

a withdrawing-room, two or three handsome bed-chambers.

1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Fr. Darcy xxxii, Hesat by her in the

large withdrawing room, where she was at work. 1885

Payn Talk 0/ Town I. no It was William Henry's hal>it

to quietly withdraw and seek Margaret in the withdrawing-

room. v

Withdrawment (wiSdrg-ment). Now rare.

[f. Withdraw v. + -ment.] = Withdrawal in

various senses; formerly spec, the withdrawal of

divine illumination.

1640 O. Sedgwick Christl Counsell 79 All the wrath of

God, and the withdrawments of his love. 1666 G. Alsof

Char. Prov. Mary-Land (1869) 64, I am certainly con-

fident, that England would as soon feel her feebleness

by withdrawment of so great an upholder. 1677 Gilpin

Dxmonol. in. xxiii. 19s An apparent withdrawment from

Obedience, a 1709 J. Lister Autobiog. (1842) 52 He would

sometimes say to me in the times of God's withdrawments,
' O 1 son, I am not able to bear under God's absence . 1754

Edwards Freed. Will 11. iii. 41 The Withdrawment or

Absence of the Sun. 1817 Chalmers in Edin. Rev. Mar. 4

218

A great withdrawment of wealth from its former channels

of distribution. 1883 Manch. Exam. 16 Sept. 5/2 The im-

mediate withdrawment from an. .expensive colonial policy.

Withdrawn (wiSdrg'n), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of

Withdraw v.] In various senses of the vb. ; some-

times in a purely static sense, secluded; also of

mental state, detached.

1615 Chapman Odyss. vt. 477 Where abide My Mother,

with her withdrawne housewiferies. Ibid, xxiii. 8 Wake,

Leaue this withdrawne roome. a 1S51 Sir J. Skeffington

Heroe 0/ Lorenzo (1652) 13 She shut her self up in.. the

most withdrawn chamber of the Palace. 1713 Ctess
Winchilsea Misc. Poems 94 The withdrawn, the absent

Mind. 1723 Pope Let. to Swift 12 Jan., Your withdrawn

and separate state. 1849 A. Scratchley Build. Societies

100 Withdrawn shares (not wholly subscribed for). 1858

Thoreau Maine Woods ii. (1918) 157 The stream was so

withdrawn., that my companions, .concluded to go farther

up it. 1895 Wcslm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 7/1 The withdrawn lot

[of horses] includes Stowmarket and Indian Queen.

Withe, with (wi}>, wttf, wai'3), sb. Forms : I, 3

wiOTe, wippe, 4-9 wyth, 5-6 wythe, (4 withthe,

wyppe, 5-6 wythth(e, 5 witthe, whythe, 6

wethe, 7'wieth, Angto-Ir. whitt ; dial. 5 wyffe,

6 wifte, wyft, 7, 9 wift, 9 wiff, weef, wef), 6-

with.withe. [OE.w/^^corresp.toOFris.ifiV/iM,;,

wille, MDu. ivisse (WElem. wisse, Du. wis, wisch),

MLG., LG. wedde, OHG. with, widh, wit (MHG.
wit), OHG. withi, widi, (MHG. wide), also in

OHG. khunawithi (cf. OE. cynewifpe), ON. vid

(gen. vitSjar),vidja (Sw. vidja, Da.vidje) :— OTeut.

*wi}jSn-, *wip~i-. Other Teut. variants are repre-

sented by MLG. wide, OHG. wida (MHG. wide,

G. weide) willow, Goth, wida in kitnawida chain,

ON. vidir willow, OE. wtfit Withy, q.v. (The

variant forms with/are mainly Kentish.)

Outside Germanic cognate words of similar meaning from

Indo-Eur, weit; wit- are -.—Zend valti- willow. Gk. iTea

willow (:—*ce iT»/ra), Itvs felloe, L. litis vine, Lith. vytis

wand, OPruss. witwan willow, OSlav. vetvl branch, Olr.

ffith 'fibra' (•.—'weiti). According to a widely accepted

view weit- is a derivative of wi-, which is represented also

by L. viere to plait, Wire sb., and perh. Wough, wall.]

1. A band, tie, or shackle consisting of a tough

flexible twig or branch, or of several twisted to-

gether ; such a twig or branch, as of willow or

osier, used for binding or tying, and sometimes for

plaiting.

c 1000 ^lfric Horn. I. 594 Egeas..behead 3am cwellerum

Sset hi bine mid wioSurn handum and fotum on Saere rode

jebundon. ciiooin Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 105/9 Circus, uel

circulus, wiSJje. Funiculus, uel funis, rap. Ibid. 183/16

Loramentum, uel tormentitm,w'\$<Se. C1200ORMIN 158131

5 pe Laferrd wrohhte an swepe pair all alls itt wire off

wipbess, To tacnenn batt hemm 3arrkedd wass stranng

pine i defless wipbess. c 1205 Lay. 25973 pat weore twaelf

swine iteied to-somne Mid widen swi'oegrete y-wnoen al to-

gadere. a 1400 Sir Perc. 423 Brydille hase he righte nane ;

. . Bot a wythe hase he tane, And keuylles his stede.

C1440 Promp. Pari). 531/1 Wythe honie.. boia. 1510 MS.
Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canlcrb., Paed for wyft & RoddlS

for the [lhacker] vd. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 15 The
fote-teame shall be fastened . . with a shakyll, or a withe to

drawe by. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. Cij, Vnbndeled

hauinge neither withe nor coller aboute theyr neckes.

1555_ Decattes 27 1 Theyr shyppes . .are tide togyther . .
with

cordes and wythtb.es. 1570 Foxe A. Sf M. (ed. 2) 2165 I hey

found., a casket locked with a padlocke, and so cutting the

wifte (printed wiste] thereof, opened it. 159a Nashe P.

Penilesse 16 Two Calues..that were coupled together by

the neckes with an Oken With. 1600 Hakluyt V oy.Yil.

192 The manner of their hanging vp of their fish and flesh

with withes to dry. 1611 Bible Judges xvi. 7 Ifjliey binde

me with seuen greene witbs [Great Bible withes], that

were neuer dried, then shall I be weake. 1617 Moryson

Itiu. 111. 181 These Rogues, .girding their swords to them

by a with. 162 . Toke (Kent) Estate Accts. (MS.) For 300

of wifts. 1639 T. DE Grey Compl. Horsem. 271 lhey

haue taken a withe and put it through the hole pf the

said stone, a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archieol. Soc.)

I 241 Tyinge rope and whitts to either end thereof. 1693

Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. 166 We tie up first

with Osier withs, and afterwards, .we. .wrap up with long

Litter..some Spanish Cardons. 1712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea

270 For making of these Bridges, they twist Withes together,

like Ropes. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agnc. II. 674

Proper wytlis for tying them together. 1844 H. Stephens

Bk Farm II. 2S1 In fir rims, the wooden withes of the

bottom are passed through splits. 1863 KingsleyWater-
Bab, v. 180 A round cage of green withes. 1876 \ ovle &
Stevenson Milit. Diet., Withes, twisted rods for securing

the web of a gabion. 1877 W. Jones I' inger.nug 383 A .

.

massive gold mourning-ring formed of two knotted withes

twisted together. 1881 Leics. Gloss., Wiff, var. pron. ot

'withe ',
' willow-wilTs '. 1885 M. Ross & Stonehewer-

Cooper Highl. Cantabria 335 Rounded stones .
.
with

grooves around them, where the withe would have been

twisted, to form a handle for its manipulation. 1887 Kentish

Gloss, s. v. Wiff, The large kind of fagot, which went by the

name of kiln-bush, was bound with two wiffs.

b. gen. A pliant twig or bough.

1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India 11. vi. I. 245 As he rises from

sleep, a Brahmen must rub his teeth with a proper withe.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xii, The fork of the tree, from

which the withe depended. 1881 Mrs.C. Praed Policy <$•

P. vii, A trailing withe of orange begonia.

+ 0. A willow wand or garland carried into the

sovereign's or a nobleman's house at Easter; hence,

the ceremony or festivity itself. Obs.

1465 Mann. Ii Househ. Ext. (Roxb.) 509 Item, on Ester

day my master gaff to John Kooke to the wythe, xxd. 1467

Ibid. 393 Item, on Estyr day, my mastyr gaffe to the wyffe

WITHEN.
in the Kenges bowse, vj. s. viij. d. 1537 Privy Purse Exp.
Princ. Mary (1831) 24 Geuen to the Kinges Cookes to thayr

wythe at East'..xls. 1559 MS. Ace. Bk. Butchers Co.

London, Payd for xii men for y« brynging in of >•• Quynes
wythe. 1598 Stow Sun'. 72 In the weeke before Easter had
yee great shewes made for the fetching in of a twisted Tree,

or With, ..out of the woodes into the kinges house.

d. With allusion to the story of Samson in

Judges xvi. 7 (see sense 1, quot. 1611).

1835 Faber Lett. (1869) 39 My soul arose.. and cracked in

scorn the chains of darkness, like the green withs of the

strong man. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <$ Dau. xiv, I

know that if I choose to exert myself, I can break through

the withes of green flax with which they try to bind me.

1876 Blackie Songs Retig. 29 Strong by thee, like feeble

withes he snapt The bonds of custom,

f 2. A halter, properly one made with withes. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 22833 Doo wiooe an his sweore & draper) hine

to ane more. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 11551 Aboute

)>y nekke hanggeb a wybbe, pat hab be departed fro

Goddys grybpe. 1340 Ayenb. 135 pe MB., yproued and
y-nome and mid mo banne an hondred misdedes bet heb

nie3 be wybbe ine be nykke. 1583 Golding Calvin on

Dent, xviii. 21-22. 681/2 Who walked about the streetes

as it were with a with about his necke. 1612 Beaum. &
Fl. Coxcomb ill. i, A wyth take him. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Custom 4- Educ. (Arb.) 371 That he might be hanged

in a With, and not in a Halter, because it had beene

so vsed, with former Rebels. 1675 T. Brooks Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 441 [He] was condemned to the fire with

others, only he should have the favour of going to the

stake without a wyth. 1694 S. Johnson Notes Past. Let.

Bp. Burnet 1. I If the Highest Censures will not do it, we
must do as is done in like Cases, we must Take a Wyth.

3. A willow. Now dial.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 671 Wyth, brome, and quincetre.

1569 Surrey fj- Kent Sewers Comm. (L. C. C. 1909I 31 To
Cut vppe the Wythes by the Banck syde. 157a Ibid. 130

To cut vp his wethes & share his bankes throw his groundes.

1696-1864 Isee Water-withe]. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Ptece II.

ii. 330 A Rod. .made of Red Sallow, Withe or Hazle. 1777

Robertson Hist. Amer. iv. I. 328 The root of the curare,

a species of withe.

b. The creeping plant Heliotropium fruticosum,

of Jamaica, the stems of which are used for making

baskets.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 87 Worse then all weeds, Withs,

which are of a stronger grouth then the Canes. 1740 New
Hist. Jamaica (ed. 2) 316. 1847 Gosse Birds Jamaica 373

The gradual predominance of marsh plants, sagittana, .

.

bulrush, and black-withe.

4. technical. (See quots.)

1688 Holme Armoury 111. 360/2 A Glovers With. .is a

square lion, writhen (as it were) like a Wreath..: Upon
this they do use to rub and fret their Leather Skins to make

them soft and plump ; which kind of work from the name of

the Instrument, they term Withing. 1867 Smyth Sailors

Word-bk. 736 With, an iron instrument fitted to the end of a

boom or mast, with a ring to it, through which another boom

or mast is rigged out and secured. Also, in mechanics, the

elastic withe handles of cold chisels, set-tools, &c, which

Stevent a jar to the assistant's wrist. 1880 Encycl. Brit.

II, 437/3 A blacksmith's chisel held in a hazel withe, and

used for hot iron. 189a Labour Commission Gloss., Withes,

iron hoops or bands used for binding bales of cotton or rags.

5. attrib. and Comb.
1839 T. T. Stoddart Songs f, P. 21 The withe.woven

pannier. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. viii. 199 Axes made

by grinding the edge of a suitable pebble, and fixing it in

a withe handle. 1866 Treat. Bot. 1235/2 Withe-rod, Vibur-

num nudum. 1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 85, I once

turned out a dozen water-hens, a brown owl, a woodcock,

and a water-rail, from one little withe patch.

Withe, v. Now dial, and U. S. Also 4 wype,

5 wepe, 8 wyttte, 9 with. [f. prec]

1. trans. To twist like a withe. Also Jig.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxliv. (MS. Add.

27944) peybreketh noujt but bey beeb ymade strengere with

wyb'i-ge [Bodl. MS. we|>ing] and wyndynge as breede is

with twynynge. 1523 Fiiziierb. Husb. § 15 The horses

must haue . . holmes withed about theyr neckes. 1809 J.

Barlow Columb. ix. 621 Bacon. .Withes Proteus Matter in

his arms of might.

2. To bind with a withe or withes ; U. 5, to take

(deer) with a noose made of withes.

C1630 Br. Hall Def. Cruelty Wks. 1634 II. 424 Stay but a

while, and yee shall see himwith'd, and haltcr'd, and stak t,

and baited to death. 1732 Ellis Pract. Farmer 133 Others.

.

will drive in one Stake, and wythe it about the 1 ree. 1836

Haliburion Clockm. Ser. I. xvi, If their fences., am t

[good], they ought to stake 'em up, and with them well.

1829 Hoffman Wild Scenes I. xix, What, Linus, you are

not a-going to withe the deer? 1841 J. F.Cooper Deer-

slayer vi, Isn't it enough that I'm withed like a saw-log,

that ye must choke too?

3. technical. (See prec. 4, quot. 1688.)

Withe, var. With sb.

"Withele, var. Weothele Obs.

Withen(wi"Sen,w3i-Sen). Obs. exc. dial. (w.

midl. ) Also 4 wythone, withiene, 5, 9 wythen,

6withyn, 7-8 within, 9 wythin, withing. [prob.

orig adj., f. Withe sb. or Withy sb. + -en 4
,
after

aspen, beechen, etc. The west-midland place-name

Withington is app. f. this word.] A withy or

willow. Also attrib. or adj.

For other uses see Eng. Dial. Diet.
, ...

czz3oAucr. R. MS. C.C.C.C.lf. 22 b, He is as be w 8.n

be spruteS lit be betere bet me hine croppeS ofte [Cf. quot.

"1225 s.v. Withy sb. ..] 01360 in ,oth Rep. Hist.MSS.

Comm. App. v. 246Gayneth me no garlond o ^greene Bot hit

ben of wythones [/>>7»rWwylhoues] ywroght. 138a Wyclif

Jobxl 17 Withiene trees [Vulg. salices] of ihe strem. c 145°

Mirk's Feslial .74/13 He come by a^^-^'^,^f

f

berofa goode 3erde. 1569 Brasenose Coll. Muniments (Mb.),



WITHES.
Adichequicksetted with thornesand Withyns. 1602 in Lanes.

\

Q. Sess. Rec. (Chetham Soc) 1. 145 [John Sorocolcle entered
[

a close.. and cut and took thence] withins. 1635 Brlreton
Trav. (Chetham Soc.) I. 172, I observed most part of the

ground, .planted with withens. 1688 Holme Armoury in.

295/2 The Hoop Twigs are Withcn Twigs Cloven. 1788

Trans. Soc. Arts\l. 162 That I should attempt making
of Paper from the liark of Withius. 1788 Ann. Reg., Pro-
jects 96 The bark or peel of within twigs. 1886 Cheshire
Gloss., Withen or Withy* a willow.

t Wither, sbA Obs. [OE. wipre (once), f.

wiper Wither a.~\ Opposition, hostility; adversity.

On wiffere, adversely.

Beowulf 2953 [He] wi3res ne truwode, baet he saemannum
onsacan mihte. £1205 Lay. 1418 f>e heowolden mid wiSera
pan kinge \vi5-stonden. Ibid. 28S4 pe wind him com on
wide re. Ibid. 4678 f>at ich wes i wide sse wiSer com tojenes.

Wither Jwi-Bw), sb% Also 8 wether, [f.

Wither z/.2]

f 1. A disease of cows. Obs.
1652 W. Poole Country Farrier 48 A Cow that hath the

Wither, a 1722 Lisle Observ. Husb. (1757) 294 The wether
that comes forth either before or after calving. [Cf. 1750
Ellis Cy. Housewife 359 That fatal Malady that some call

Withering, that is to say, her Bearing comes out behind.]

2. Tea-manuf. The process of withering (see

Wither z/.2 4 c).

1897 D. Crole Tea vii. 114 Should.. the weather not be
propitious for a natural wither, none of this leaf would be
ready for rolling. 1903 C. Bald Indian Tea xv. (1917) 225

j

Leaf is ready for rolling when it has become absolutely soft
j

and flaccid, without being in any sense dried up [marg. 1

Good wither].

"Wither, sb.z, occas. sing, of Withers.
Wi'ther, a. and adv. Obs. or dial. Also r, 3

wi}>er, witter, 3 Orm. wiperr, 4-5 wyjjer, 5 !

wethire, whiter, wythyr. [OE. wifer adv. or ;

adj. (rare),Velated to wiper prep. = OFris. wither,
|

OS. withar (MLG. weder, wedder, MDu., Du.
\

weder, weer), OHG. widar (MHG. wider, G. wider
prep, and wieder adv.), ON. vi6r, Goth. wipra\ I

OE. has also w/p(e)re prep. = ONKris. withere

(MDu. wMere), OHG. widari (MHG. widere):

f. Indo-Eur. wi- denoting separation or division |

+ comp. suffix -tero- (cf. Skr. vitardm further).
]

See also Wither- 1.]

A. adj. 1. Hostile, adverse ; fierce.

\c 1000 Gloss in Gcrmania (N. S.) XI. 394/366 Infensus,

wiper.] c 1200 Ormin 11389 Ga, wiberr gast, o bacch fra me.
c 1205 Lay. 9287 per he iseeh Wi5e[r] king be wi5er wes an
compe. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) I. 275 Sicambri were
afterward i-cleped Franci, as it were feranci, bat is wither
and sterne. c 1746 J. Collif.r (Tim Bobbin) View Lane.
Dial. Wks. {1862)600 lusty wither Tyke. [Cf. 1847 Halli-
well, Wither., a strong fellow. Yorksh. ..Withering, (1)

strong; lusty. Chesh.]

2. Contrary, opposite ; wrong (side).

c 1305 Lav. 11972 Pa aras heom a wind a here wi<3er side.

13. . E. E. AlUt. P. A. 230 On wyber half water com doun
be schore. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3355 pat he wirke no^t on
pc wethire halfe.

fB. adv. Hostilely; perversely; fiercely. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 Men bien swo wi.'lerfulle, bat

swo he 5erenluker clepeo
1 hem to him, swo hie wiftere turneS

froward him. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3386 Amalech folc fa3t hard
and wioer.

Hence Wi'therly a., contrary, perverse; adv.,

fiercely, violently. Obs. or dial.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 198 Neuer 3d in no boke breued

I herde pat euer he wrek so wyberly on werk bat he made.
Ibid. C. 74 Al he wrathed in his wyt & wyberly he 0031.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Witherly, wilful, contrary.

1847 H alliwkll, Witherly, hastily; violently. Devon.

t Wither, v\ Obs. [OE. wiferian = MDu.
wedderen, OHG. widardn (MHG. wider{e)n) : f.

wiper (see prec.).] intr. To be hostile; to offer

resistance, fight, struggle.
<- 1000 ./Elfric Horn. I. 552 For 5i synd 3a sesibsuman

Godes beam, forSan 3e nan ding on him ne wifferab ongean
God. c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 Jif we wi3erid on dede
and on speche t03er.es ure chirche. c 1220 Bestiary 475 Til

5at 3er flejes faren and fallen 3er-inne, wi3eren in 3at web,
and wilen ut wenden. a xa»s St. Marker. 14 Wrestlin ha
moten ant wi3erin wi3 ham seoluen. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
C. 48 penne is me l>'3tloker hit lykcpenne wyber wyth &
be wroth.

Wither (wi'tJai),^. 2 Forms: a. 4-6 wydder,
widder, (5 widre, 6 wyddre, weder). &. 6
wyther, (6-7 whither, 7 weather), 6— wither.
See also Withered, [app. var. of \Veather v.

ultimately differentiated for certain senses.]

1. intr. Of a plant : To become dry and shrivel

up. Often in fig. context or in comparisons. Also
with ad vs.

«u 13.. E. E.AlUt. AC. 468, & wydderedwasbewodbynde
bi bat be wy^e wakned. c 1400 26 Pol. Pocinf v. 5 Ri^t as hay,
bey mon widre. 1483 Caxiom Gold. Leg. 378 b/i They shal

neuer fade ne wydder ne lose theyr sauour. 1508 Fisher
7 Pen:'/. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 146 Saynt lames compareth the
vanyte of this lyfe to the vapoure and sayth it shall perysshe
and weder awaye as a floure in the hey season. 1521 —
Serm. agst. Luther ibid. 323 Trees whan they be wydred
and theyr leues shaken from them. 1516 Tindalb Matt.
xxi. 19 The fygge tree wyddered awaye. 11533 I-U- Berners
Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Bbvij b, The grenenes of youthe
shall waste and wydder in age.

|8. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 54 Such short lm'd wits do
wither as they grow. 1593 — Rich. II, v. i. 8 See, or rather

doe not see, My f.iire Rose wither. 1634 Milton Comus
744 Like a neglected rose It withers on the stalk with

219

languish't head. 1668 J. Owen Indwelling-Sin xiii. 914

He melts down the lusts of men, causeth them to wither at

the root. 1763 Mills Syst. Pract. Husb. IV. 32 Before

their necks are withered off, the bulbs should be taken up.

1788 Gibbon Decl. <V F. xliii. IV. 331 The harvest and the

vintage withered on the ground. 1807 Crabbs Par. Reg.
in. 948 Like flowers we wither, and like leaves we fall.

1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. xxxii, The tree will wither long

before it fall. 184a Tfnny.son Lecksley Hall 190 Now for

me the woods may wither, now for me the roof-tree fall.

1838 Bryce Atner. Commit), cxiv. III. 643 After a year or

two of bloom, a town wilts and withers.

2. Of other animate things : To become dried up
or shrivelled ; to lose vigour from lack of animal

moisture; to pine or fade away with age, disease,

decay, etc.

a. c 1400 Desir. Troy 5301 pe fre kyng Teutra Wex weike
of his wound & widrit to dethe. C1460 Townetey Myst.
iii. 63 Now I wax old,. .As muk apon mold I widder away.

0, 1581 JV. T. (Khem.)Markix. 18 lie fometh.andgn.isheth
with the teeth, and withereth. 1748 R. James Diss. Fevers

(1778) 157 When the eruptions begin to subside and wither.

1817 Shfllf.y Rev. Islam vi. xlix, All lips which I have
kissed must surely wither, But Death's. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xv, Do a kindness to the sweet dear that is withering

away. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fttg. v. I. 652 Those more un-
fortunate men who were withering under the tropical sun.

1898 J. Hutchinson in Archives Surg. IX. 309 Many of the

nodules are distinctly withering.

3. fig. Of persons, or of inanimate and imma-
terial things : To lose vigour or freshness, to

languish, decline, pine away, fade, fall into decay.

a. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 147 Vnderstand-
ynge wyll and reason.. be so vtterly wedred and dryed vp,

that no maner of moysture of deuocyon is in them. 1523
[Coverdale] Old God * New (1534) B, Y» .. doest not

widder & dry vp w* ydelnes. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Edw. IV,
v, As vanity to nought all is wyddred away.
p. 1535 Coverdale Rectus, x. 17 He hath caused them to

wyther awaye, he hath brought them to naught. 1625
Sanderson Serm., Ad Magistr, iii. (1632) 248 Men that.,

are now arrived at the haven of their businesse, to wither

[later edd. weather] for their pasports. a 1647 Hamnc.ton
Surv. Worcestershire (1S95) I. 70 An honest gentellman
witheringe in pouerty. a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) 123

An hope of excellent things, .which, .for want of cherishing

fades and withers away. 1688 Addr.fr. Winchester in

Land. Gaz. No. 2350/1 This Ancient City, which is now
again weathering by their Absence, which began to Flourish

..from being blessed with their Presence. 1725 Pors Odyss.

xix. 246 Withering at heart to see the weeping Fair. 1781

Cowper Expost. 324 States thrive or wither, as moons wax
and wane. 1812 Crabbe Tales xvi. 268 A hue like this

the western sky displays, That glows awhile, and withers as

we gaze. X830 Galt Lawrie T. in. ii. (1849) 87 My heart
withered as I contemplated the scene. 1850 Maurice Mor.
<$• Met. Philos. (ed. 2) 155 When that sense [of national

union] is weakened it withers. 1874 St t,;bbs Const. Hist. I.

i. 8 Christianity.. withered under Frank patronage. 1901
Scotsman 6 Nov. 9/4 It would he absurd to expect Consols
..to stand.. at a high level, when all other securities are
withering in price.

f4. a. intr. and pass. Of a crop : To be dried,

to dry. Obs.
15*3 Fitzherb, Husb. § 25 Hey,. .whan it is wel wyddred

on the ouersyde and drye, than turne it. Ibid. § 31 Pees
and beanes. .wrythen togyder, and wyde benethe, that they
maye the better wyddre. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. {1878) 131

Come being had downe .. should wither as needeth, for

burning in mow.

f b. trans. To air: Weathers. 1 b. Obs.

1544 Phaer Pestilence (1553) Lvij, Nor weare any of their

apparell, excepte they be well sunned, or wythered in the

clean ayre. 01613 Overbury A Wife, etc._(i638) 180 He
withers his clothes on a stage as a Sale-man inforc't to does
his sutesin Birchin-lane.

C. Tea-manitf. To dry (tea leaf) before roasting.

Also absol. Also intr. of the leaf.

1753 F. Pigou Of Tea *m A. Dalrymple OrientalRepertory

(1797) II. 288 [Bobea-tea] is gathered, then put in Sieves, or
Baskets, . .and those put in the air, till the leaves wither, or
give. Ibid., Youngshaw. .says, that the leaves of Souchon
. .are beat with fiat sticks,.. after they have been withered,

by the Sun, or Air. 1870 E. Money Tea xxiv. (1878) 108

Why wither at all? I made Tea.. of ist, totally un withered
leaves ; 2nd, of leaves but little withered. 189a J. M. Walsh
'Tea (Philad.) 104 Two leaves only being picked at a time
and * withered ' in the open air.

f d. intr. - Weather v. a b. Obs. rare.

Cf. G. verwittem.
1796 Kirwam Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 924 [Wacken] withers

by exposure to the atmosphere, and then becomes more
grey. [1834 L. Ritchie Wand. Seine 97 The deserted pile

withered away stone by stone beneath the breath of heaven.]

5. trans. To cause (a plant, flower, etc.) to dry

up and shrivel. Also in fig. context.

155S Eden Decades 292, L.sawe the braunches of frute-

full trees wythyred by the coulde. 1596 Edw. Ill, 11.

L 390 The Sunne, that withers heye, doth nourish grasse.

1668 J. Owen Indwelling-Sin xv. 253 He makes their lives

. .unfruitful to others, in weakening their root, nnd withering
their fruit through his poisoning temptations. 1765 Goldsm.
Double Transform. 76 That dire disease, whose ruthless

power Withers the beauty's transient flower. 183* James
Philip Aug. xxiv, On whose rosy cheek the touch of care
had withered not a flower. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlvi,

Where a factory planted among fields withered the space
about it, like a burning mountain. 1885 Cloud Myths <$

Dr. 1. iii. 41 The fierce neat that withered the approaching
harvest.

6. To cause (the body or the physical powers) to

become wasted or decayed; to cause to shrink,

become wrinkled, or lose freshness.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 13 [They] haue notwitbred vp
their handes in signing and subscribing to their requests.

WITHERED.
1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. u. ii. 240 Age cannot wither her.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. nr. x. 149 They.. attenuate

our bodies, dry them, wither them. 1667 Milton /*. L. VI.

850 Every eye., shot forth pernicious fire Among th' accurst,

that witherd all thir strength. 1740 Dveh Ruins Rome 477
Enfeebling vice Withers each nerve. 1827 Scott Ilighl.

Widow v, May the tongue that tells me of his death.. be
withered in thy mouth.

7. fig. To destroy the vitality or vigour of; to

cause to decline, decay, or waste ; now somewhat
rare exc. in hyperbolical use, to blight or paralyse

with a look of scorn or the like. Also with foul.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 7 Like to a Step-dame, or a

Dowager, Long withering out a yor.g mans reuennew. 1608

Yorksh. Tretg. iii. 11 Himselfe withered with debts. 1700
Dryden Pal. <5- Arc. in. 303 Wild Amazement flur.g From
out thy Chariot, withers ev*n the Strong. 1725 PorE Odyss.

viii. 120 Like Mars terrilic, . .When clad in wrath he withers

hosts of foes. 1816 J. Wilson City ofPlagut II. iii, Repent

!

before the red-eyed Wrath Wither you to ghosts. 1837

Dickens Fichu, iii. Dr. Slammer, .said nothing, but con-

tented himself by withering the company with a look. 1854

J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. xxx. 462 The historian .

.

would have been withered by the frowns which w;ould have

darkened upon him from the saloons of Versailles [etc.].

1887 A, Jessopp Arceuiy 172 The world is getting quite too

much for us—withering us, in fact.

Wither, var. Witteb sb.~

Wither- l
, prefix, repr. OE. voijter-, OFris.

wither-, OS. withar-, OHG. widar- (MHG., G.
wider-), = the adv. wifer (see Wither a.) nsed

with sbs., adjs., and verbs (cf. With- 3), chiefly

in the sense (1) against, in opposition or hostility,

as in OE. wipercrist antichrist, wipercwide contra-

diction, resistance, wipersaca Withebsake, wifer-

xvinna Witberwin ; less commonly in the senses

(2) in return or compensation, counter-, as in OE.
wi)crlean recompense, wiperlihtle countercharge;

and (3) in the opposite direction, back.

f 1. In sense (1 ), used (esp. by Layamon) in com-

pounds denoting hostile acts or contests, as wiper-

blenoh, -ded [Heed si.}, -gome [Gasie si.], -hap,

-ueht [Fight si.], wiperstrenej) resistance ; also

in the derived sense ' adverse, evil ', as wipercraft,

-la3e [Law si. 1
], and (in personal designations)

wif>erla3e [cf. OFris. witherlaga opponent] per-

secutor, wiferpeod [TnEDE] enemy people ; occas.

with verbs, as wiferhalde [Hold v.] to hold out

against, oppose. (Often indistinguishable from

Wither a.) Ois.

c 1100 Ormin 6905 5'ifT he Mte waxenn bxr awihht off

wiberrstrenncbe Onn^en hiss a3henn oferrking. Ibid. 10227

To fihhtenn forr be leode, To werenn heinm wibb wiberr-

beod. c 1205 Lay. 272 Witen he wolde burh ba wiher-craftes

{later text wise craftes] wat bing hit were.
_
Ibid. 405 Par

aros wale & win & wiSer-heppes feola. Ibid. 9175 p'.i he
king wolde wi5 heom wider-heolden. Ibid. 10968 be naefde

burn his wlSer-Uvjen muchel of June cunne of-s!a3en. Ibid.

163:8 Cu3 hit is wide of ure wi5er-deden. Ibid. 24700

Summe heo wrasstleden and wi5er-gome makeden. Ibid.

28669 Pa weoren wide to-flo3en: ut of ban wioer-uehte.

a 1225 St. Marker. 5 he awaride wi5erlahen leiden swa,

Iu5er!iche on hire leofliche lich, bet hit brec oueral. c 1250

Long Life 12 in O. B. Misc. 156 Nis non so strong. . pat mai
ago deabes wiber-blench.

2. In sense (a), t witherwe^e v. trans., to weigh

again ; witherweight Sc. (also tvodderweght), a
counterbalancing weight. Cf. Withernam.
1340 Ayenb. 137 To..wibnyme his dedes..and telle, and

we3c, and *wyberwe3e. 1642 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) p. xx, A "wodderweght to our bell to mak it ring the

better. 1808 Jamieson, \Vithenvcight,..(ivilherwechi),\\iz

weight thrown into one scale, to counterbalance the paper,

or vessel, in the opposite scale, which contains the goods
bought. i8ao Hogg IVint. Even. T. I. 270 She's nae
wother-weight nouther.

3. In sense (3), f witherhoked a., barbed [cf.

MHG. wiJerhdke barb, G. -haken, EFris. w'erhake]
;

f witherwise adv. Sc. [WiSErf.l 11], = Wither-
shins.
c 1330 Arih. <r Merl. 5666 pis dragoun hadde a long taile

pat was *wibberhoked. 1643 in Dalyell Darker Superst.

Scot. x. (1834) 459 Shoe turnit hirselfif thrie severall tyme»
round 'witherwys, about the fyre.

Wither- 2 (fare), = Wither v. 2 used in comb,

in sense ' withered', as wither-toned, -faced adjs.

159a Nashe Strange Nerves Wks. (Grosart) II. 227 The
wither-fae'd weather-beaten Mariner. 1821 Milman I'atio

9 Like some dry wither-boned anatomy.

Withered (wiSsid), ///. a. Forms : j-6

wyddred {Sc. 5 wydderit, 5-6 widderit), 6

wydred, widdered, wydderad, wyddurde,
(wedred, Sc. vidthrid), wyth(e)red, withred

(wethered),6-7 witherd, 6-wither'd, withered,

[f. Wither v. 2 + -ed 1.]

1. Of a plant, fruit, etc. : Shrivelled or shrunken

through lack of moisture, and so deprived of its

natural colour, freshness, or bloom ; hence, of fields,

or stretches of country, and gen. : Dried up, arid.

CI470 Henry Wallace vm. 1037 Thar awld bulwerk I se

off wydderyt ayk. C1480 Henryson T:vo Mice 222 Ihir

widderit pels and nuttis, . .Will brek my teith. — Fox, Wolf,

ft Husb. xix, It will not win Jow worth ane widderit neip.

1508 Fisher 7 I'enil. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 148 Wedred
frasse or hey. 1549 Cotnpl. Scot. vii. 70 The vidthrid

arran feildis. a 1560 Becon Jewel of Joy Pref., Wks. 1564

II. 2 A pece of grosse smokye bacon or saulte withered
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WITHEREDLY. 220 WITHEBSAKE.
byefe. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. m. xxi.

no Manye desartes, sandye, wythered, vnfruitefull. 1609

Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 463 Wither'd roots. 1637 Rutherford
Lett., to M. Mowat 7 Sept. (1671) 166 Our Lord, .shall water

with his dew the withered hill of mount Zion in Scotland.

1682 Drvden & Lee Dk. Guise 1. i, To the bare Commons
of the wither'd Field. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4777/4 A tall

thin Man, with withered Hair. 1781 Cowper Convcrsat. 51

Wither'd stumps disgrace the sylvan scene. 1813 Scott
Trierm. I. v,The wither'd leaves, That drop when no winds
blow. j86i Mrs. Browning Natnre*s Remorses x,\\'ithered

immortelles, long ago cut. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 676 But
narrow breadth. .Of wither'd holt or tilth.

2. Of men and animals : Physically shrunken,

shrivelled, wasted, or decayed ; deprived of animal

vitality or vigour.
a 1500-34 Cov. Corpus Christi PL i. 839 Sey ye, wyddurde

wyvis, whydder are ye a-wey ? 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.

xxix. (Percy Soc.) 143 An olde wydred wiche. 1526 Tindale
John v. 3 A greate multitude off sicke folke, off blynde,

halt, and wyddered. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. IV. in. 242 A
withered Hermite, fiue-score winters worne. 1641 Milton
Animadv. xiii. Wks. 1851 III. 233 They may as well sue
for Nunneries, that they may have some convenient stowage
for their wither'd daughters. 1700 Rowe Amb. Step-Mother
in. i, Marks which Years set on the wither'd Sage. 1868

J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 421 A poor withered skeleton

of humanity.

b. Of the body, or parts of it : Shrivelled or

shrunken, esp. by the wasting of disease or age.

Formerly, and now colloq. or dial. }
often applied

to a paralysed limb.

1513 [see Wearish a. 2]. 1526 Tindale Mark Hi. 1 There
was a man which had a widdred honde. 1697 Dryden
jEneis v. 644 Take the last Gift my wither'd Arms can yield.

1795-6 Woudsw. Borderers 11. 890 Twice did I spring to

frasp his withered throat. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel
ntrod. 3 His wither'd cheek, and tresses gray. 1813 J.
Thomson Led. Injlam. 539 The part affected became at

fust insensible and cold, and, in the progress of the disorder,

dry, hard, and withered. 1877 Dgwden Shaks. Primer vi.

79 So.. fierce a human energy as that of Richard con-
centrated within one withered and distorted body. 1920
H. G. Wells Outl. Hist. 552/2 The figure of the new
monarch [William II of Germany].. with a withered left

arm ingeniously minimized.

3. Jig. in immaterial sense: Deprived of or having
lost vigour, freshness, or ' bloom '

; shrunken and
decayed

; j formerly sometimes, reduced to poverty.
1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 11. Y iij, In my

withered reasoninges. 1596 Raleigh Discov. Guiana A 3 b,

I am returned a begger, and withered. 1637 Rutherford
Let. to Parishioners 13 July, The Lord will.. make this

withered Kirk, to bud again like a rose. 1782 J. Brown in

R. Mackenzie Life (1918) 237 Our sacrament is on the 5th
Sabbath of June. Pray for our withered corner. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. iv. xiii, Lay on him the curse of the wither'd
heart. 1819 Keats Fall ofHyperion 1. 288 The pale Omega
of a wither'd race, i860 Smiles SelfHelp xi. 285 The blasi
youth turns from his withered pleasures. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 11. xv, A grey dusty withered evening in London.

f 4. a. Worn out, ragged. Obs. rare.

C1480 Henryson Test. Cress, 165 His widderit weid fra

him the wind out woir.

fb. = Weathered i. Obs. rare.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 348 Withered gneiss

has sometimes the appearance of a grey slaty mortar.

c. Tea-manuf. (see Wither t\ 2 4 c).

1897 D. Crole Tea vii. 117 Trolly loads of withered leaf.

5. Comb. , as wilhered-looking adj.

1849 Ekstwick. Dry Leaves 17Q His beard, .stunted, tawny,
and withered-looking.

Hence Wi'theredly adv., in a withered manner

;

Wi'theredness, the condition of being withered
;

rarely concr. a withered part.
X53S Coverdale Isa. iii. 24 And for their bewty wythred-

nesse and sonneburnynge. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goularfs
Wise Vieiilard 24 Old age .. the unweldinesse or withered-
nesse of the body. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz' Surg. m. xxi'n. 293
That witheredness caused by a fall . . I have annointed twice a
day. 1659 Toi!riano, Witheredly, seccamente. 1722 J.Wil-
lison Five Sacr. Serm. Wks. (1852) 313/2 There usually
follows, on God's withdrawing, great witheredness and
barrenness on the souls of his people. 1883 G. Macdonald
Princess fy Curdie iii, Every trace of the decrepitude and
witheredness she showed.. had vanished.

Witherer (wrSsrai). rare. [f. Wither v.2 +
-ER *.] One who or that which withers.
1828 Landor Imag. Conv., Engl. $ Flor. Vis. III. 427

Gifford is the Harriet Wilson of our literary world ; the
witherer of young_ names. 'tf 1851 Mom Miner of Peru

',

Blancher of the hair, And witherer of the strength,

t Witherful, a. Obs. [f. Wither s&J- + -fdl.]

a. Hostile; wicked, evil. b. Bold, valiant. Hence
f Wi'therfulness, wickedness.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 Hise wiSerfulle hine, bo ben
deules on helle. Ibid. 63 Dissoluere colligaciones impie-
tatis..)>at unbinde5 be bendes of wifterfulnesse. c 1205
Lav. 21520 To ban scipen wenden wiSer-fulle cheorles.

Ibid. 25264 Ardur his writ nom an honden mid wioer-fulle

worden.

Withering (wi-Ssrirj), vbl sb. [f. Wither v?
+ -ING 1.]

1. The action of Wither v. 2
,
q.v.

1523 Fitzherb. flusb, § 23 The yonger and the grener that

the grasse is, the softer and the sweter it wyll be whan
it is hey, but it wyll haue the more wyddrynge. #1614
Donne BiafJaearos (1644) 131 These enormous witherings of

our bodies are allowable. 1658 A. Fox Wtirtz' Surg. in.

xxiii. 289 A Withering, is a Symptom which is incident to
joints wounded. 1796 in J. Robertson Agric. Perth (1799)

517 What fell off from the whins, broom, firs, &c. in the

course of their withering. 1848 S. Ball Tea viii. 157 The
peculiar red appearance of this tea is produced . . by tossing
the leaves on trays .. to promote the withering. 1853
Maurice Proph. <$• Kings vii. 115 The withering of a hand
which was cured again. 1862 Helps Organization in Daily
Life 5 The waste of time, and the withering-up of enjoy-
ment. 1866 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. 25 The remaining
withering-away of the N in Scandinavia is in the infinitive.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 845 Spontaneous withering
or retrogression of certain of the tumours. 1903 C. Bald
Indian Tea xv. (1917) 218 Withering in the sun is fatal to
fine quality.

b. atlrib.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 267 After the Malt has lain on the
withering Floors about twelve or fourteen days. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xix, The learned gentleman who does
the withering business, and who blights all opponents with
his gloomy sarcasm. 1897 D. Crole Tea vii. 114 A withering-
house 100 yards long. .will, .accommodate about i4omaunds
of leaf.

2. concr. Withered branches or brushwood, used
in making fences, etc.

1852 C. \V. Hoskyns Taipa 46 A man-made barrier of
stakes and ' witherings \ 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr.
xiv. (1901) I. 104 The rotten stakes and witherings of a low
ill-made-up gap.

Withering", ppl. a. [f. Wither z>. 2 + -ing 2
.]

That withers, in various senses.

1. Fading;, decaying, lit. and fig.

1599 Alex. Hume Hymns vn. 226 Widdring weids.
_
1621

T. Williamson tr. Go?dart's Wise Vieiilard 2 This wither-
ing and transitory life. 1668 J. Owen Indwelling-Sin xiv.

235 There may be a withering member in the body. 1680
Otway Orphan iv. viii, Desire shall languish like a withering
flower. 1783CRABBE Village 1. 185 The bare arms broken
from the withering tree. 1784 Cowper Taskvt, 938 There
he fights, And there obtains fresh triumphs o'er himself, And
never with'ring wreaths. 1821 Shelley Adonais xxxii, On
the withering flower The killing sun smiles brightly.

2. Causing to fade or decay {lit. and Jig.) ; esp.

causing decay of vigour or paralysis of effort

;

blasting, blighting; often applied to the 'para-

lysing ' effect of scornful looks, criticism, and the

like, and to destructive gun-fire.

1579 E. K. in Spenser s Sheph. Cat. Feb. Arg., A dry and
withering cold. 1599 Daniel Musophilus 167 Whereas he
came planted in the Spring, . . We, set in th' Autumne, in the

withering And sullen season ofa cold defect, Must [etc.], 16.

.

?Breton C'tess Penbrook's Pass, xlviii. (Grosart)6/i Wether-
ing Winter gives her chillinge cheare. 1747 Collins Ode
Passions 42 With a with'nng Look. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas.
Mem. 11. no A withering scowl she wore. 1810 Southey
Kehama xi. iv, Oh ! hide him from that Witch's withering
sight ! 1813 Byron Corsair 11. x, The withering sense of

evil unreveal'd. 1849 Aytoun Lays Scott. Cav. 114 Vainly
sped the withering volley 'Mongst the foremost of our band.

1857 Kingsley 'Two V. Ago xv, E!sley..cast on him a look

which he intended to have been withering, a 1859 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xxiv. V. 135 A blighting and withering dominion.
1884 Colborne With Hicks Pasha in Soudan 174 Our
withering fire knocked the poor fellows over and over.

Hence "Wi'theringrly adv. {lit. andyff.).

1815 Byron Hebr. Mel., Wild Gazelle iv, We must wander
witheringly, In other lands to die. 1819 Wiffen Aonian
Hours (1820) 64 The gathered flower droops witheringly

away. 1835 M. Scott in Blaekw. Mag. XXXVII. 452 My
uncle . . looked so witheringly at him. 1905 R. Bagot Pass-
port xiii. 116 ' Then, may I ask, what is the use of sending

me on a fool's errand ? ' the professor retorted, witheringly.

Witherite (wi-forait). Min. [Named by Wer-
ner after W. Withering, who first described and
analysed it in 1 784 : see -ite x 2 b.] Native barium

carbonate.

1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 41S, I could not discover

any regular crystallized shape, like the witherite.

t Wi'therling K Obs. [OE. wiperling, f. wiper

Wither a. and adv. + -LING 1 .] An adversary.

c 1000 Cant. Ps. Exod. xv. 7 fu forbiiccest wiberlingas.

c 1300 K. Horn 156 (Laud) pat hebene king Ihesu cristes

wi perling.

fWi"therling 2
. Obs. [T.Witherz'.2-i--ling1.]

A withered branch ; a shrivelled or stunted person.

1528 Moke Dyaloge 11. Wks. 186/1 All these braunches of

heritikes. .seme thei neuerso freshe& grene, bee yet indede
but witherlinges y l wyther, & shal drye vp. a 1624 Chap-
man Crcnvn of Homer's Wks. 30 No forspoke Dwarfe, nor

downeward witherling.

Withernam (wi'o^jnam). Law. Now Hist.

Also 4-6 wyther-, (4 -ir-), 5-6 wether-, wider-,

4-7 -name. [Law-French (in Eritton wythemani),

presumably a. ON. viftrnam recorded only in the

sense ' resistance ' (but cf. early Da. vedcmatn

pledge), f. vidr- Wither- 1 + nam Naam. The
etymological meaning is ' reprisal '.] In an action

of replevin, the reprisal of other goods in lieu of

those taken by a first distress and eloigned ; also,

the writ (called capias in withernam) commanding
the sheriff to take the reprisal.

1292 Britton 1. xxviii. § 3 Si les bestes soint..chacez hors

del counte", ou si le baillifautre desturbaunce troeffe, tauntost

face prendre des bestes del deforceour a la double value cum
wythernam. 1534 Retur?ia breuium 418 De returno in re-

plegiare lou le pleintyfe auera vne withernam. 1542-3 Act34
$ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 29 The Shinef shall have, .for the

making of Replegias twelvepence, and withernam upon the

same twelve pence. 1543 tr. Act 13 Ediv. I, c 2 [A] courte,

hauynge power to holde pleas of wythernam. 1579 Expos.
Terms Lazv 72 b, The party vpon y

e returne of the sherife

shall haue a writte of Withernam, directed to the Sherif,

that he take as many of hys beastes. . tyll y* hee hath made
deliuerance of ye first distres. 1599 Life of Sir T. More in

Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 102 Whether chattell taken

[In] withername may be replevied. 1618 J. Wilkinson
Treat. Off. Coroners 11. 153 b, Then the plaintife may have
a Withernam, which must be made in this maner. 01625
Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 354 In a repleuin in the Countie
Court, . . if the goods be conueyed away, so as at the Tenants
suite they cannot be restored, . . processe of withernam lyeth.
1656 tr. Noy's Rep. 50 A Withernam was awarded, and
executed, and now comes the Plaintiff and prays to declare,
and prays a deliverance of the Withernam. 1767 Blackstonb
Comm, III. ix. 149 Goods taken in withernam cannot be
replevied, till the original distress is forthcoming.

b. A process of distress (or arrest) for debt,
formerly current in the Cinque Ports (and other

towns).
1314-15 Cal. Letter-bks. Lond. E. (1503) 42 [The sum of

40^. which had been taken by way of] Withernam [from]
Thomas de Grantham de Dyvelyn. 1352 Borough Customs
(SeldenSoc.) I. 122 Al sute du dit playntif, ci deit le bailif

par assignement des jnres prendre une Wythirname sur
qicomque vienge de la ditevile ou cite*. 1461-83 Ibid.l. 125
Bayle and jurates may take a wytheiname agaynst all his

tenauntes. 1529 Ibid. I. 125 Yf eny man have take toll or
custum of eny freman of Cawnterbery, he that ys grevid
may have a widername at Caunterbury therfore. 1574 Acts
Privy Council (N. S.) VIII. 313 A letter to the Mayour of
Dover, .touching complaintes made against him by Flem-
inges for the arrest made by widernams. 1576 Ibid. IX. 215
Whereas Andrew Muller..of Hamborougbe was arrested at

Dover by a writt of withernam.

c. Reprisals taken at sea by letters of marque.
1714 Fortfscue-Aland Pref. Fortescue's Abs. $ Lim.

Lion. 50 This Word Withernam also signifies Reprisals
taken at Sea, by Letters of Mart-ships.

Withers (wi-oajz), sb.pl., occas. sing. witTier.

Also 7 weather-, [app. a reduced form of zvider-

some or -sone (see quots. 1541-2, 1547), f. ivider-

= Wither- ! + an obscure element; cf. G. wider-

rist withers, f. wider- Wither- 1 + rist' Wrist.]
In a horse, The highest part of the back, lying

between the shoulder-blades. Also, the corre-

sponding part in some other animals, as the ox or

the sheep. Often in fig. context, esp. after Shaks,

(quot. 1602), with allusion to the 'wringing' of a
horse's withers.
1541-2 Act33 Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 1 Every horse. .to be. .in

heyght xiiij handfulles.. measured from the nether parte of

the here of the houghe unto the upper part of the Wyder-
somes, That is to saye, the upper parte of the Shulders.

1547 Salesbury Diet. Engl. Welsh, Yskwydd gudun, the

wyder sone.

1580 Lyly Enphues (Arb.) 249 Wring not a horse on the

withers, with a false saddle. 1594 Blundkvil Exerc. iv. xix.

(1597) 221 b, In his [sc. the Bull's] necke toward the Withers

are 7 starres. 1596 Nashe Saffron Waldcn P4, That
wrung him on the withers worse th:in all the rest. 1602

Shaks. Ham. 111. EL 252 Let the gall'd iade winch: our
withers are vnrung. 1607 Dkkker & Webster Westw.
Hoe v. i. H 2 b, Never were three innocent Citizens, .so

abhominably wrung vnder the withers. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccxlvii, Though the chaine ofTyrranye

..gall'd the withers of their will. 1729 Swift Direct. Serv.

v, Contrive that the Saddle may pinch the Beast in his

Withers. 1838 Lytton Alice v. iii, 'Tell me now', said

Caroline pressing on the wrung withers, [etc.]. 1839 Darwin
Voy. Nat. ii. 25 The Vampire bat is often the cause of

much trouble, by biting the horses on their withers. 1867

S. Baker Nile Trib. xviii. 475 The shoulders [of the sable

antelope], .are extremely high at the withers. 1886 Symonds
Reuaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898) VII. xi. 179 There is not

a city of Italy which Tassoni did not wring in the withers

of its self-conceit.

sing. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 597 The wither of the

beast, I meane the top of his shoulder next to his necke.

1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3096/4 A black Gelding,, .the Hair

dipt on his Wither. 1770 G. White Selbome, To Pennant
Mar., I measured it [sc. the moose-deerl, as they do an horse,

and found that, from the ground to the wither, it was just

five feet four inches. 1850 ' H. Hieover ' Tract. Horseman-

ship 118 The saddle, pressing on the off side of the wither,

would pinch the horse. 1908 Animal Mauagem. 160 A wide

wither is nearly as troublesome as a high one.

b. transj. The part of a saddle which comes

over the withers.

1764 T. Wallis Farrier's Diet. s.v. Bcnvs ofa Saddle, The
withers is the arch that rises two or three fingers over the

horse's withers.

e. attrib. and Comb.
t

as wither-gall, -strap;

witherband, -lock (see quots.) ; witherwrung a.,

injured in the withers.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccatinVs Advts.fr. Pamass.i.

xxxi. 54 A three-wheel'd Charret. .drawn by lean weather-

wrung-Jades. 1764 T. Wallis Farrier's Diet. s.v. Bands

if a Saddle, Besides these two great bands, the fore-bow

has a small one called the wither-band, and a crescent to

keep up the wither arch. Ibid., Witherband,,.*. band or

piece of iron, laid underneath a saddle, about four fingers

above the withers of the horse, to keep tight the two pieces

of wood that form the bow. 1767 S. Paterson Another

Trav II v. 57 A., broken-winded., wither-wrung. .
horse.

1704 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. Gloss., Wither Strap,

a part of the harness, which goes round the withers of the

horse to hold up the collar. 1825 Jamieson, Uitherlock,

that lock of hair in the mane, ofwhich one takes hold when

mounting on horseback. 1886 Comh. Mag. Sept. 299 Many
of them had open kidney-sores and wither-galls.

tWi'thersake. Obs. \OK.wipersaca~OYx\%.

withirseka, OS. widarsako, OHG. widarsahho

(MHG. widersache, MHO., G. widersacher): f.

wiper- Wither- 1 + -saca, agent-n. f. stem sak- of

Sake sb.] An adversary, enemy.
In OE., simply and in phr. Codes wi/ersaca, often =

a
?96o ^Ethelwold Rule St. Benet (Schroer 1885) Uii. UB
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Ne beo he na sacerd fceteald ac Godes wifiersaca. c iooo

Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 14 ludas se wipersaca. c 1205 Lay.
1808 Geomagog^. .bat was be heihste Godes wider-saka.

ibid. 12620 pat is goddes wioer-sake.

Withershins, widdershins (wi'oai-,

wrcforjinz), adv. dial, (chiefly Sc.). Forms : 6-

widder-, 7- wither-, (6 widdir-, weddir-, wod-
(d)er-, 6, 9 wooder-) ; 6-9 -sins, 6- -shins, (6

-syns, -shynes, -shynnis, -son(n)is, 6, 9 -sinnis,

-sones, 7 -shines, 9 -schynnes). [a. MLG. wedder-

sin{ne)s (cf. wedersins 'contrario modo', Kilian),

a. MHG. widersinnes, f. wider- Witheb- 1 -*- gen.

of sin (esp. MG.) = sind, sint way, direction (see

Sithe sbX) : cf. MHG. widersinncn to return. In

sense 2 associated with son, Sun sb.]

fl. In a direction opposite to the usual; the

wrong way ; to stand or start withershins, (of the

hair) to ' stand on end '. Obs.

1513 Douglas sEneis it. xii. 26 Abaisit I wolx, and
widdersyns start my hair. Ibid. Directioun of Buik 29
And on the bak half writis widdirsinnis Plentie of lesyngis.

1570 R. Bannatvne Mem. (Bannatyne CI.) 11 That will gar

thair hartis trumbill, and thair hair stand widdirshynes.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 704 Ane porter.. to the bischop

his blissing gave, Betuixt the schoulders a royall route,

Turning him wodderschins about.
^ a 1583 Montgomf.kie

Flyting 580 Hairis blavin widdersins abauk. a 1600 —
Sonn. xxxiii. 6 Sho. .straikit bakuard wodershins my hair.

1685 G. Sinclair Safaris invis. World 211 His hair standing
Widdershins in his head. 1721 Ramsay til never leave v,

The Starns shall gang withershins e'er I deceive thee.

2, In a direction contrary to the apparent course of

the sun (considered as unlucky or causing disaster).

1545 Rec. Elgin (New Spalding Club 1903) I. 84 Sayand
the said Margarat BafTour vas ane huyr and ane wyclie and
that sche 5eid widersonnis about mennis bous sark alane.

a 1583 Montgomerie Flyting 418 Thir venerabill virginis

quhome 3e wald call wiches. .nynetymes, wirdersones, about
the thorne raid. 1596 Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 96, I

find it wilbe ane deir yeir; the bled of the come growis
withersones ; and quhan it growis sone^atis about, it wilbe
ane gude chaip yeir. 1397 ibid. 190 He is indyttit. .to haue
taine ane bime of the corne on his bak, and careit it thrie

tymmis woodersonis abowe the kill. 1685 G. Sinclair
Safaris invis. World 25 [In a witch-dance] the men turned
nine times Widder-shines about, and the Women six times.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 11. ii, Mausy.-Rtns withershins
about the Hemlock Low. 1825 Scott Talism, xxviii,While
the challenger rode around the lists in the course of the sun
..the defender made the same circuit widdersins. 1840
Ne-v Statist. Ace. Scot. (1845) XV. 141 The fishermen,
when about to proceed to the fishing, think they would have
bad luck, if they were to row the boat * withershins ' about.

1903 Kipling hive Nations 10 So, widdershins circling the
bridebed of death, Each fleereth her neighbour.

f Wi'therward, a. Obs. Also 5 witer-ward.
[OE wiferiveard (cf. OHG. widarwart

t
'Wert,

Goth, wiprawairps), f. ?w^r-, Wither- 1 + -weard,
-ward.] Hostile, inimical.

c888 AffB Boeth. xi. § i peah hit nu hefis sie & wi5er-
weard. 971 Blickl. Horn, 223 Him ba hseftnan men wiber-
wearde wsron. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 25 AL\c ceaster
o53e bus, be by3 wiberweard onjen hyt sylf, hyt ne stent.

c izoo Ormin 9667 Wiperrwarrd onn^aeness Godd. c 1205
Lay. 6875 Wi5 al folc he wes widerward. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex.
2935 Dis king him his wel wioer-ward Agen Sis folc. 13.

.

A. Davy Dreams 20 No strook ne jaf he a^einward To pillc

bat hym weren wiperward.

b. absoL (Cf. OE. wiperweard adversary.)
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4297 }>ou wirkis hot on pa witer-

ward t & worthis bairn ouire.

Hence f Witherwardness, hostility, enmity.

C897 Am Gregory's Past. C. iii. 36 He wearS eft

sws un^emetlice graedig Saes godan dea5es, butan aelcre
scylde & adcre wi5erweardnesse wi3 hine. AI175 Cott.
Horn. 233 Hatrede and widerwardnesse.

f Witherwards, adv. Se. Obs. rare. [f.

Wither- 1 + -wards.] = Withershins.
1624 Orkney Witch Trial in Abbots/ord Club Misc. I. 144

To . . gang thryse woderwardis about the kow, and straik hir

in the left syd. 1643 in Dalyell Superst. of Scot. (1834) 459
[He] yeid about his nous twys or thrys witherwardis.

tWitherwin. Obs. Forms: 1-3 wiper-,
wiUer-, 3-4 wither-, wyper-, (4 weper-, wipir-,
withere-y-yTe-jWipper-^uiper^wider-jWyder-,
widdir-, whydyre-), 4-5 wedir-, wethir-, 5
witer-; 1-2 -winna, 2-4 -wine, 3-4 -win, 3-5
-Wynne, 5 -wyn, (-un), 4-5 -wyne. [OE. wiper-
winna m OHG. widarwimio (MHG. -wi/mej, f.

wij/er- Wither- 1 + agent-n. of winnan Win vX\
An enemy, adversary; spec* the Adversary, the
Devil.

£897 Alfred Gregory 1

s Past. C. xix. 146 Dylaes he sie

onjieten Sset he sie widerwinna..fta:$ pe he bi5 gesewen
Seow on his Sejnunge. c 1000 ./Elfric Horn. (Assmann) 1.

320 Ure wiiWwinna is witodlice se deofol. c 1205 Lav.
27326 Ha3ene hundes, goddes wiSer-iwinnen [c 1275 wiper-
wynnes]. ai*z$Ancr, R. 196 Vre wifferwines beo5 breo

:

be ueond, be world, & ure owune vleshs. 1297 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 6648 po bis quene was of londe ydriue boru hire
wiberwine. a iyxt Cursor M. 6284 His folk he basal sauued
sund, pair_ wiberwins er broght to grund. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xvi {Magdalcna) 246 How pe ded he tholyt syne,
To safe ws fra be wethirwyne. ? a 1400 Jiforte Art ft. 2215
Wrothely he..\Voundes these whydyrewyns, werrayede
knyghttes, c 1400 Melayne 695 Nowe arte pan werre ban
any Sarazene, Goddis awenn wedirwyne. c 1450 Lovelich
Grail xlvii, 42 Thike day Convertyd was. .A thowsend &
Fyfty Sarrazines that to fore tyme weren wethir-wyi.es.
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Withery (wi-f5ari), a. rare. [f. Wither v. +
-Y !.] Inclined to wither ; wilting.

* 1621 R. Banister Treat. 113 Dis. Eye Breviary (1622)

(b3b), Eyes darke, withery, and cloudy, presage death.

1861 Gkken Lett. (1901) 11. 82 All else are waxing pale and
withery under the Tartarian heat.

Withey, variant of WlTHY.
tWithfall. Obs. rare. [f.WiTHa^. + Fallj*.,

after late L. symptoma, Gr. (rv^irTQjfta Symptom.]
A chance, casualty, accident ; a symptom.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 46 b, The vnrype apples eaten with

theyr sede bryng dedely withfalles. 1572 J. Jones Bathes
Ayde in. 22 Accident is that, which the Greekes call Symp-
torria, and wee properly in English, to fall and with fall.

t Wi'thgang, sb. 1 Sc. Obs. [a. ON.vidgangr
increase.] Success; advantage, profit. So Wrth-
yate l S(. [Gate s&2]
1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 171 Wikkit men has

oft tymes tn this warld welth.and withgang. c 1480 Henry-
son Wolf fy Wether xxii, Thay haif withgang, wehh, and
cherising. 1510 in Rec. Earldom Orkney (S.H.S. 1914) S6

Vitht al profetis and vtgang [?; printed vgang] sene Schir

Dauit deit. 1823 Jamieson s.v. With-gale, To get the with'
gate, to gain the advantage.

t Withgang, sb.% Se. Obs. [a. ON. vid-

ganga access, admission.] Free course ; unlimited

permission, licence, toleration. Also j Withgang"
z>., trans, to give licence to, tolerate.

a 1500 Ratis Raving 420, I gaif my hart euer withgange
of al plesans. Ibid. 3747 Gyf men thaim withgang wantonly,
Than wyll thai cowet the maistry. 1808 Jamieson, With-
garig

}
toleration, permission to pass with impunity. Skene.

So f Wi-thg-ate 2. Sc. [Gate s6.*}

1599 Se. Acts Jas. VI (1816) IV. 187/1 The wiihgait and
libertie quhilk sindry avaricious.

.
persones hes tane to exact

..sik exorbitant . .profTite. 1606 Ibid. 284'! Ane terror to

the ewill disposit to give withgait to thair Inclinatioun.

Ibid. 616/2 The wiihgait and libertie grantit vnto Suche
shameful 1 scafferie and extorsioun.

tWithgO", v. Obs. [f. With- + Go v. ; in

sense I OE. wipgdn.]

1. trans. To go against, act in opposition to,

oppose ; in pa. pple. opposed (to).

743-5 in Thorpe Charters (1865) 29 Ond njefre ic ne mine
lastweardas . . ^e'oristlaecen baet heo hit lsc. a grant] onwenden
o35e bon wi?ig3en. a 1300 Cursor M. 27986 It [sc. lechery]

es suagreif and god witgan pat [etc.]. C1350 Leg, Rood iii.

152 pe sin of vs twa allane Was so grete and god withgane.

2. intr. To pass away
;

pa. pple. '/passed on
their way.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5085 Mi wret es me now al witgan [Gott.

ouer-gan]. 14.. in Tundate's Vis. (1843) 158, I fared me
furthe yn that frythe; I mett three comely kyngis with gone.

3. pass. To be possessed with.
c J375 Cursor M. 8915 (Fairf.) Ho is wode & wib be deuel

withgane.

4. intr. To go with something else.

1608 Sylvester Mem. Mortalitie 11. xxxvii, Th' band
bindeth not except the heart with-go.

5. trans. To forgo.
a 1677 Barrow 2nd Serm. Ps. xc. 12 Wks. 1686 III. 174
Who for one. .mess of Pottage.. did withgo his birthright.

Withheld (wiShe-ld), ppl.a. [pa. pple. of

Withhold v.] Kept or held back.
1753-4 Richardson Grandison III, xxviii. 177 My with-

held breath raised my complexion, and swelled my features.

1914 Amelie Rives World's~End x\. His face had a curious,

withheld look as he stooped to kiss her.

Withhold (wi(5h<?u-ld), v. Forms and etym.

:

see With- and Hold v.
; 3-7 occas. as two words,

6-8 freq. with hyphen ; also 3 -wToealden, 4
withald, 5-6 -aide, 5-8 withold

;
pa. t. 3

wrCeld, 5 without, 6 pseudo-arch, with hault

;

pa, pple. 4-5 witholde, 5-8 witholden (wil/f

holden was still freq. in the 19th century).

1. trans. To keepfrom doing something ; to keep
in check or under restraint ; to hold back, restrain.

Formerly also const, inf. = from doing a thing.

cisoo Vices $ Virtues 107 Alle unwilles Se cumeS of Se
manne, 5ies hes atemprefl, & wicjhalt te misdon. Ibid. 143
Godd..wi5eld alle reines brie hier & six moncbes. c 1190
Beket 1254 in S. Eng. Leg. 142 The teres fullen out of isAm he ne mi^te with-holden heom nou^t. 13.. E. E.
Allit. P. B. 740, I schal..wyth-halde my honde for hortyng
on lede. 1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. 19. No. I. 1. iv. If. nb, It

..letteth & withholdeth the colre froo his kind decoccion.

1390 Gowkr Conf. II. 240 Jason .. Ne mihte noght with-

holde his lok, Bot so good hiede on hire he tok, That [etc.].

Ibid. 384 To be withholde ayein largesse, c 1400 tr. Seer.
Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 113 Y withdrew me, & ouercome my
self, for to withholde my couetyse. 1535 Coverdalk *fob

xvii. 4 Thou hast with holden their hertes from vnder-
stondinge. 11548 Hall Chron.

y
Hen. V 70 Forasmuche

as our saied father is witholden with diuerse sicknes, in

such maner as he maie not intende in his owne persone.

1595 Shaks. John v, vi. 37 With hold thine indignation,
mighty heauen. 1601 — Jul. C. m. ii. 108 What cause with-
holds you then to mourne for him? 1696 Tate & Bradv
Ps. xl. 9 Nor did [IJ.my L'ps with -hold, 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 237 So I withheld my Passion, though
1 was indeed enrag'd to the highest Degree. 174a Johnson
Sydenham Wks. 1787 IV. 493 He was with-held from the
university by the commencement of the war. 1741 Fielding
J. Andrews 11. v, Had not some awe of the company.,
withheld his rage. 1749— Tom Jones v. ii, From serenading
his Patient every Hunting Morning with the Horn.., it was
impossible to withhold him. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Thrale 8 May, Such is the call for your presence: what is

there to withhold you? 1868 Lynch Rivulet cxvw. i, While
darkness yet withheld the dawn. 1873 J. G. Holland
A. Bonnie, ii, I longed to go nearer it, but the prohibition

WITHHOLD.
withheld me. 191a Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan. 53 Walpole..
withheld Great Britain from giving support, .to. . Frederick
William.
absol. 138a Wvclif 2 Thess. ii. 6 Now what withholdith,

3e witen, that he be scbewid in his tyme. 1560 Bible

(Genev.) 2 Thess. ii. 7 He which now withholdeth, shal let

til he be taken out of the waye.

b. rejl. To restrain oneself.

c izoo Vices A- Virtues 135 De mann be him wifihalt..of

ates & of drenches, a 1225 After. R. 348 Ich hnlsie ou ..

)>et 5c wi'oholden ou from vlesliche lustes. 1303 R. BltUNNE
Handl. Synne 12623 >°w to withholde Fro }>e syiuies bat

byfore are tolde. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxii. 99 If it be
swa bat any man. .withheld him fra bis feste. c 1400 tr.

Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 73 With-holde \>c from latynge of

blood. Ibid. 116 He |>at with-oldyshim tosterrc Ins hondes.

a 1619 Fotherby Atkeom, 11. viii. § 2 (1622) 2S3 He prayeih

to God, to withhold him ; because hee could not withhold

himselfe. 1897 Warung Tales Old Rigime^ 246 Blake,..

though tempted, yet withheld himself from yielding.

+ c. intr. To refrain from ; occas. const, inf.,

or trans, with gerund. Obs.

1650 II. More Obscrz\ in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 103

You could not with-hold from telling us that you are but

a young man. c 1650 Bradi-ord Plymouth Plant. (1856)

104 They withheld and did no more hurte. 1711 Addison
Speit. No. 123 p 5 He could no longer withhold making
himself known to him. 1807 [?W. H. Ireland] Mod. Ship

ofFools 118 note, No man should withhold from extending
his hand to support the falling. Ibid. 275 note, The fools

will carefully withhold from the mention of their own
fooleries. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India v. iv. II. 453 He was
incapable of giving, or capable of withholding to give.. an
opinion.

f d. trans. To keep away or off, ward off. Obs.

13. .K. Alis. 2302 Glitoun . .pulte forth astelenescheld, Ny-
gusars dunt withhuld. 1560 1st Bk. Viscipt. Ch.Scot. (1621)

66 Every Kirk must havcthack able to with-hold mine.

te. To hinder, prevent. (With dir. obj., clause,

or ace. and inf.) Obs.

c 1400 tr. Seer. Sec?:, Gov. Lordsh. 93 Vnderstandynge,,
ys luge wirkand, and withhaldand bat bat vndoynge by-
comes. 1486 Bk. St. Allans cvj b, It is anoyus sekenes..

and with holdeth hir strengthe. 1674 N. Fairfax Tu/k %
Sell', 39 Nothing with-hold s, but that bom an infinite tale

of finites there may at length arise an infinite. 1754 Richard-
son Grandison II. iii. 22 Nothing with-holds my wishes to

be released, but my desire of seeing the darling, .happy.

f. To keep away or separated front, rare.

1513 Douglas JEneis iv. vi. 150 Quham of the realm of

I tail I defraud, And fra the ground to him piomist withhad.

1854 Patmoee Angel in Ho., Betrothal 140 Like a ship

frost-bound and far Withheld in ice from the ocean's roar.

t g. To defer, postpone. Obs. rare.

1725 Pope Odyss. xxn. 258 She . . willing longer to survey
The sire and son's great acts, with-held the day.

2. To keep back ; to keep in one's possession

(what belongs to, is due to, or is desired by another)
;

to refrain from giving, granting, or allowing,

f Formerly with dat. of person. (The current sense.)

c 1200 Vices <$- Virtues 139 Da binges 3e ne sculen ben
iaiuen, ba bieft to wiSealden mid michele skele. C1250
Gctt. A> ax. 914 Wid-held he flor-of neuere on del, Oc al Sat
euere fel him to, Sac-les he let liin welden it so. a 1300
Cursor M. 28427 Gains godd i haue bene vn-hende, pat i

wit-halden ha my tende. 13,62 Langl. P. PI. A. vi. 42 He
with-balt non hyne his huire. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 5620

?*

,eld me be relyqts vp agayn, bat tou with-halst of myne.

1449 Paston Lett. Suppl. (icoi) 22 The Pryore and Con-
vent of Norwyche have wythhalden certeyn rent for landes
that they halden of me. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xii.

480 A knyghte that hyght Goneryes that withhelde her
alle her landes. 1493 Pluvipion Corr. (Camden) 105 That
ye without your duty belonging to the sayd Mr. Lee.

a 1548 Hall Chrcu., Edit). IV 232 Your old rightes &
possessions, which wer from you. .wrongfully with Ik Iden.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xi. 9 Soone as Titan gan his head
exault, And soone againe as he his light with hault. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 186 Blessings, .not with-held from
Pagan people. 1728 Pole Dune. in. 276 These Fate
reserv'd to grace thy reign divine, Foreseen by me. but ah I

withheld from mine. 1794 K.J. Svlivan Vieiv Nat. I. 4E0
From such an inference, I must ..withhold my assent. 1848
Dickens Dotubey xlvi, Perch the messenger, .could not
withhold the tribute of his admiration fiom this zealous con-

duct. 1861 Buovcham Brit. Const, xiii. 178 [Parliament's]

acknowledged power to give or to withhold supplies. 1874
S. Wn berforce .£Yr. I. 381 The other branches of ihe Chuich
Catholic, with which.. communion was. .withholden from
us. 1883 Tylor in Encycl. Brit. XV. 199/1 Such divine

beings as can. .give or withhold the rain. 191 1 Act I fy 2
Geo. V. c 46 § 4 That by reason of such refusal [to republish]

the work is withheld from the public.

absol. 1781 Covin Hope 331 He will give freely, or he
will withhold. 1859 WhittiivR My Psalm 43 All as God
wills, who wisely heeds To give or to withhold.

+ 3. To detain; to keep in bondage, in custody,

or under control. Alsojig. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 301a He [sc. Pharaoh ]wi5-held hem, and,

al-so he [«. Moses] it bead, Al Se erf of egipt wuro" dead.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 597 It is no shame vnto 30W,.

.

Hire to with-holden bat ye loueth most. 1390 Gower Conf.

I. 308 If thou art on of alle, 'I hat with this vice hast ben

withholde. 1422 Yoncr tr. Seer. Seer. 161 Vente in this

dayes is wyth-holde, bonde, and prisoner. C1520 Skeltom
Garl. Laurell, etc., Wks. 1841 I. 427 The twayne last [se.

Right and Reason] Be withholde so fast With mony, as men
sayne, They can not come agayne. 1590 Shaks Mtds. N.

if. i. 26 She (perforce) with holds the loued boy
;

x6u
Tourneur Atk. Trag. 1. ii. Your favour had by his duty

beene preuented, If we had not with-held him in the way.

1714 Orig. Canto Spenser xxxvi, The Strughng Fly he

firmly doth withhold. [Cf. quot. 1854 in 1 f]

+ 4. To keep in use or possession ;
rarely, to

keep in place; to retain; esp. to retain in the

memory ; occas. to reserve to oneself. Obs.



WITHHOLDABLE.
cizoo Vices <$ Virtues 27 Hit is al gedwoll, and of haSe*

nesse 3iet widhealden. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi.

(1868) i3g He wolde for-leten perauenture to continue inno-
cence, by be whiche he ne may nat wibholden fortune.
c 1386 — Pars. T. f 967 iThe Pater noster] is short,, .for to
withholden it the mooreesily in herte. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.
Love 11. viii. (Skeat) 1. 121 Al-though it be a whyle swete,
it may not be with-holde. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
v. u. (ToIIem. MS.), J?e heed is sumdel comynge narow and
hyse, and bat to with holde be bagge of be brayne. c 1400
tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 78 Study, .to kepe and witholde
kyndly hete. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhcde 1. xv. (1869) 10 He
hath with holde to him alle vengeaunces. 1483 Caxton
G. de In Tour li. eij, I wold ye couthe and wel withheld
the example of a knyght that had tine wyues.

*|* b. To keep attached to one's person or engaged
in one's service ; to retain for one's pleasure or
profit, keep on one's side. Obs.
c 1300 Havelok 2356 A thusand knihtes ful wel o bon

With-held be king, with him to lede. C1380 Antccrist in

Todd Three Treat. Wycltf (1851) 150 Crist wibhelde no
men of lawe ne pleders at be barr for robes and fees. C1400
Maundev. (1919) xxvi. 157 All the mynstrelles bat comen
before hym..ben withholden with him as of his houshold.
c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1250 With-holde hir on bi

side. 1423 Acts Privy Council III. 90 He has bene with-
holde and of retenue for a yere wyt the. .noble Kyng Henry.
1424 Paston Lett. I, 17 [He] never wasservaunt to the. .Due
. .ne wythhaldvn in hese service, c 1500 Three Kings Sons
22 My lorde withhelde him for his seiuaunt.

t 5. To keep, maintain, preserve, Obs.
c X200 Vices & Virtues 71 Dat tu hes kunne wel }ecnawen
& mid godes fultume wiShealden. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth,
iv. pr. vi. (1S68) 142 God. .hastib towibhalden be binges bat
he haj? maked in to hys semblaunce. c X386 — Prol. 511
To seken hym a chauntrie for soules, Or with a bretherhed to
been withholde. 1390 Gower Con/. I, 7 Knyhthode .

.

Wherof the wyde worldes fame Write in Cronique is yit

withholde. C1418 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 244 Hem nedethe
nether spere ne shulde, Ne in no castel to be withholde.

f 6. a. To hold. b. To hold up, sustain. Obs. rare.

1513 Douglas AVtieis vm. xi. 44 In thair hand wythhald-
and, enery knyclit, Twa javillingsperis. 1760-72 H. Brooke
Foot 0/ Qual. (1809) II. 159 [He] cut the hair that with-
held me in twain ; so down I thought I fell.

+ 7. inlr. To hold or adhere to. Obs. rare.
a 1450 Kn!, de la 'Pour Prol. 4 Forto flee euelle and with-

holde the good. Ibid. 54 Alle these men that kepithe hem
selffdene . . haue free hert to witholde good ensaumplesof lyff.

Hence Witnholdable a., liable to be or capable
of being withheld.
1810 Bentham Packing (1Z21) 248 The habitual, but ever

withholdable bribes, with which they are fed.

"Withholden (wiShfJu-ldan),///. «. arch. [pa.

pple. of Withhold z'.] -> Withheld ppl. a.

c 1430 Pol. Rel. <V L. Poems 213/340 With-holden hire
a;en be rijt Of \n seruanntis vpon pee crye. 1802-12
Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 97 The fallaciously

offered and really withholden remedy. 1884 Tennyson
Cup 1. i. 48 The long-withholden tribute.

"Withholder (witttufe'ldai). [f. Withhold v.

+ -SB *.] One who withholds.
1483 Acta Audit, in Acta Dam. Cone. II. In trod, 107

That scho haue hir accioun agane the withaldaris of thanie.

1516 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. 1. 4x8/1 To compell the withhald-
aris and intromettouris thairwith to deliuer the samyn to
thaim. 1548 Act 2 <y3 Edw. VI, c. 13 § 13 Yt shall not be
laufull. .to. .sue snche wit holder of tithes., before any other
Judge then ecclesiastical!, si 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII
(1683) 117 If either Prince haue an intention to recouer any
other Rights, against other with-holders. a 1674 Traherne
Chr. Ethics (1675) 555 He hath more Withholders to keep
him from Sin. 1866 J. G. Murphy Comm, Exod. xxii. 28
Whether he [sc. God] be regarded as thewithholder of pros-
perity or the restrainer of crime. 1917 Outhwaite Land
or Revol. iii. 21 To compel the urban land withholders to
use or part with the land.

Withholding(wi?Sh<?u-]dirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the verb Withhold : re-

tention, restraint, keeping back, etc.

C1386 Chaucer Melib. p 267 How I shal gouerne me in
the chesynge and in the withholdynge of my conseillours.
c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 116 Broodnesse of
brest, and greetnesse of sholdres. .by-tokyns.. hardynesse,
with witholdynge of wyt, and vndyrstondynge. C1430
Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. Iii. (1869) 96 So is to me an hevy
blok thebodi.and agret withholdings 1440-1 Privy Counc.
Proc. (P.R.O.), Thendentures of his withholdyng bitwix
the Kyng and him, c 1450 Godstow Reg. 351 That they
shulde receyue the tythys .. with-out ony with-holdynge.
1454 Rolls of Parlt. V. 254/1 That a notable some of
monneye bee to me delivered . . for the witholding and con-
tenting of such Souldeours. 1536 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I.

518/2 Thair tressonable assegeing, taking and withhalding
of the Kingis castell. a 1651 C. Love Combat Flesh $ Spirit
(1654) 41 The withholdings of the Spirit. 1705 Stanhope
Parafhr. II. 350 His very Withholdings and Delays are
kindly meant. 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. i. 18 The with-
holding of the avowal, a 1861 Clough Poems, Uranus 3
The . . blank profound, Which . . holds All knowledge, ever by
withholding holds. 1884 Law Times Rep. (N.S.) LI. 242/2
If a party, .obtains the sanction of the court by withholding
information which is material, .such withholding amounts
to fraud.

So Withholding ///. a., that withholds.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xiii. (1869) 183 With-

holdinge, and ful of cley, and..glewy is bilke. 1898 Fortn.
Rev. Aug. 305 The eternal duel between the desiring flesh

and the withholding spirit,

Withho'ldment. rare. [f. Withhold v. +
-ment.] = Withholding vbl. sb.

1640 O. Sedgwick Christ's Counsell 183 An avocation or

withholdment from errours, 1851 W. Anderson Exposure
ofPopery (1878) 73 There . . is an important withholdment
made in the communication.
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Withi, var. with thi : see With prep. 6.

Within (wioVn), adv., prep., (adj.). Forms (2-5
written as one or as two words) ; a. 1 wibinnan,
wiUinnan, 2-4 wro*inne(n, 3—5 wibinne, etc. (see

With and Ikne adv.) ; also 3 wip ine(u, Orm,
wipbinnenn, 3-4 widine, 4-5 withine. p. 3
wio*in, 4-5 wipin, etc. (see With and In adv.

;

abbreviated 4-6 w'in, 7 wlhin), 4- within. [Late
OE. wipitman, f. wip With prep. +innan Inne,
the second element being assimilated to In adv.

in ME. OE. wijdnnan^ wiptrftan behind, wipforatt

before, wijtgeondan beyond, wipkindan behind, wij>-

ufan above, and wipiitan Without, form a group
of words peculiar to English, corresp. to and perh.

partly modelled on the synonymous group bea-ftan,

b&ftan Baft adv., beforan Before, begeottdan Be-
yond, behindan Behind, beinnan, binnan Bin
adv., *bcufan, bufan Bove adv., bettlan, bdlan
Bout adv., of which nearly all have cognates in

West Germanic. Cf. the blended forms Bythinne,
Bythout.]
A. adv. (In most senses opp. to Without adv.)

1. In the inner part or interior, or on the inner

side (of a receptacle or other material thing)

;

inside, internally.

c 1000 ./Elfric Gen. vi. 14 3Du wyrcst wununga binnan Sam
arce & claemst wiSinnan & wioutan mid tyrwan. c 1250
Gen. <£ Ex. 640 De rede wid-innen toknet on Wreche Sat sal

5et wurtSen sent, a 1300 Cursor ill. 523 His heued with in

has eien tuin, J-'e lift has son and mon wit-in. 1398 Tkevisa
Barth. De P. R. iv. iv, (1495)0 vij, By heete werkyngealwaye
wythin and wythoute bodyes ben consumyd and waasted.
C1430 Two Cookery.bfcs.4% liake on an ovyn, &coloure with-
ynne & wyth-oute. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 105 Set a
deepe glasse of Rehnsh-wine on the contrary Casket, for if

the diuell be within, and that temptation without, I know he
will choose it. 1796 Stf.dman Surinam II. xviii. 51 Small
annulated black spots, which are white within* 1797 Cole-
ridge Christabell. 127 The gate that was ironed within and
without. 1815 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. I. 42 At
the bend of the wing, just within, is a horn-coloured spine.

1827 Faraday Chcm. Manip. ix.248 The instrument may be
removed, and the fluid within transferred to any convenient
vessel. x866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxxiiL The tradesmen.,
locked their doors and barricaded their windows within.

b. In the interior of the body or some part of it.

ri220 Bestiary 318 Wi^innen he hauetS brenning. 1387
Trevisa Higden I. 59 Iletynge of veynes is bettre l-knowe
in be vttre parties of bodies pan ynward and in be myddel
wipynne. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye II. 246 How al hys
glorious body muste be tormented, .wythin and wythoute,
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. i. 83 Why should a man whose
bloud is warme within, Sit like his Grandsire, cut in Ala-
blaster? a 1639 Carf.w Poems, My Mistress commanding
me to return her Letters 68 Though the skin Be clos'd

without, the wound festers within. [1843 Macaulay Hora-
tius lxii, But his limbs were borne up bravely By the brave
heart within.] 1844 Mrs. Browning Lay of Brmim Rosa>y
111. xvi, The maidens' lips trembled from smiles shut within.

O. In this writing or document ; herein. Obs.

exc. in technical use.

1387 Trkvisa Higden II. 35 As hit isi-saide wi)> ynne.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 368 As is I-write with-yn. 1498-1844
[see D, aj. 1519 Indenture belto, Pynsoit and Horman in

Trans, Phi'lol, Soc. (1867) 365 The parties wythin namede.
165X tr. A'itchin's Jurisd. (1653) 550 We A* B. and C. D.
Coroners., do certme the Justices within written, .that we
have searched the Rolles.

fd. (with verb of motion) So as to go in or

be inside: » In prep. 1. Obs. rare.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7951 Hii wibinne turnde a^en &_hom
allenome. c 1420 Liber Cocorum(iS62) 19 Poure hit withinne.

2. a. In the limits of, or in the inner part of, a

space or region, esp. a city or country ; in the place

or realm.
a xi3J O. E. Chron. (Laud) an. 1048 [Hi] ofslojon as^Ser

je widinnan je wioutan ma panne .xx. manna._ c 1*05 Lay.
18300 Vtheres cnihtes. .wereden bene tun wid innen. 1390
Gower Conf. III. 382 If a kyng wol justifie His lond and
hem that beth withynne. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iv. (1883)

53 Scylla that was Due of the Romayns wyth oute had
many fayr victoyresagaynst the Romayns wyth Inne

;
1697

Dryden AKneis ix. 1034 But whom they fear'd without,

they found within. 1849 Grote Greece n. xliv, V. 359
Traitors within, as well as exiles without. 1914 Engl.
Hist. Rev. Oct. 751 Support for the royal power against the

barons within and the papacy without.

b. In (or into) the house or dwelling, indoors :

ca In adv. 5 ; also, in the inner part of the house,

in an inner chamber; Theatr. (esp. in stage-

directions), behind the scenes.

C1275 Lay. 642 Hc.brettede ban castle and bat folk wid
ine. ^1290 Beket 1175 in S. Eng. Leg. 140 Al with-Inne
seten is men as bei he lowest were, c 1430 Syr 'Tryam. 531
To mete as they were sett in halle, Syr Marrok was there

ferre withynne y-wys. 1546 J. Heywood Proz: (1867) 32
She was within, but he was yet abrode. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. iv. i. 143 stage dir.

f
Shout "within, they all start

VP.- 'SJJS — John iv. 1. 85 Go stand within : let me alone
with him. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage n. xiv, 159 The
mother keepeth within, six weeks. 1771 Wesley Jrnl.
26 May (1827) III, 419 The rain obliged me to preach
within. 1815 Jane Austen Emma xxxii, Not being within
when he called the other day. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand.
Loire 131 ' Within, there ! ho 1' shouted the traveller. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xxxlv, Apartments furnished for a single

gentleman. Inquire within. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxi. IV. 559 A messenger went with the summons to the
house of the Duke of Leeds, and was there informed that

the Swiss was not within.

WITHIN.

c. trans/. In the number or membership of a
class or community. (Cf. B. I e.) rare.
1526 [see Without adv. 2 b],

3. fig. In the inward being ; in the mind, soul, or
heart (sometimes implying ' in one's true character
as opposed to outward appearance ') ; inwardly.
c 1000 >Elfric Gen. vi. 6 Jehrepod mid heortan samysse

wioinnan. c 1000 — Horn. I. 604 We beo5 fram Gode
?;esewene sender £e widutan ge wiomnan. £1x75 Lamb.
Horn. 95 5if be halia gast ne leard pes monnes heorte and
his mod wift-innan. c 1200 Ormin 5751 ^iff biss hal^he
gribb iss wel wibbinnenn i bin herrte. a 1225 Ancr. R. 4
Vorto riwlen be heorte widinnen. 1340 Ayenb. 10 pe zixte
heste uorbyet be dede wyb-oute, ac bis uorbyet be grant-
inge wybinne. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 87 Be we neuer
so vicious with-Inne We wol been holden wise. 1421
26 Pol, Poems xviii. n3 Re suche wib-ynne, as 3e outward
seme. ,i 1548 Hall Chron., 22 Hen. VIII, 187 b, His graces
sight was so quike . . that he saw him, ye and saw through
him, both within, and without. 1617 Fletcher Valentinian
iv. iv, Think not the worse ...I shed not teares, Great
griefes lament within, 1676 Dryden Aurengz. iv. 1, I ,,

Stood firm collected in my Strength within. 1690 Norris
Beatitudes (1692) 159 Look within, for within is the Fountain
of Good. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxiii, Thou, that
countest reason ripe In holding by the law within.

4. Preceded byfrom {fout of), in various senses.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xv. 357 Ye shall not goo
oute of wythin, wythout my leve. 1645 Gataker God's
Eye on Israel 52 Nor any helper..; as no power from
within, so no ayd from without. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 64
Other Powers.. Fell not, but stand unshak'n, from within
Or from without. 18x0 Wordsw. Sonn. ' Overweening
Statesmen', From xvithin proceedsa Nation's health. 1837
P. Keith Bot, Lex. 273 When the impression from without,
or the stimulus from within,, .excites the organs. 1896 J.
Davidson P'teet St. Eclogues Ser. 11. 38 Be your own star,

for strength is from within.

f 5. Below the number or amount mentioned

;

less. (Cf. B. 7.) Obs.

c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxxvi. {Baj>tista) 997 Al barms. .Of
twa ^ere elde & withine. 11x425 Cursor AL 11567 (Trim)
Of two 3eer or wibynne bus [Cott. Tua yeir or less]. 1450
Boston Lett. I. 155 To bye it at the some of C. mark or
wythynne. 1509 Reg, Privy Seal Scot. I. 286/2 To the
nowmer of xii personis or within.

f 6, In possession or occupation. Obs. rare.

1573 in Hone Man. <$- Manor. Rec. (1906) 191 Aforesaid
Agnes survived him, and kept herself within, and was, and
still is, seised thereof for term of her life.

B. prep.

1. In the inner part or interior of, inside of, in

(a space, region, receptacle, etc.). (a) as a mere
synonym of Ix prep. 1. arch.
The use with gen. in ' bat wi'dinnan ys calicys '(Ags. Gosp.

Matt, xxiii. 26) is a literalism of translation (Vulg. quod
intus est calicis m 70 ewbf tou ttottjpi'ouJ.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. Sg pa weren ber igedered wiSinne here
buruh of ierusalem trowfeste men. 121240 Ureisim 49 in

O. E. Horn. 1. 193 Wi5-inne paradise, c 1250 Gen, <y Ex. 348
Vn-welde woren..Here owen limes hem wi3-in. Ibid. 555
Do wex a fiod 'ois werlde wid-hin. a 1300 Cursor M. 2678
}»ou and bi childer. .And bat wons bi house whin. X388 m
Arclueologia LII. 213 W lin the said westre. c 1400 Anturs
Arth. 136 Sei me..whi bou walkest l>es wayes be wodes
with-in? £-1489 Caxton Blanchardyn viii. heading, To
passe ouer the ryuere wythin a bote. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
vn. Prol. 116 Wythin my bed I waikynnit quhair I lay.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 94 Schoolemasters will I keepe
within my house. 1611 Bible Ps, ci. 2, I will walke within

my house with a perfect heart. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

in. 810 The Viper dead, within her Hole is found. 1768

Sterne Sent. Journ., Moulines, Her head leaning on one
side within her hand. 1820 Keats Isabella xxxviii, It shall

comfort me within the tomb. 1867 Morris Jason 1. 86 The
bath within the pool of some green rill.

(b) with emphasis on the restriction or confine-

ment by limits or boundaries : In the limits of,

not outside or beyond. Opp. to Without prep. I.

(The current use.)

1 131 O. E. Chron. (Laud), Ealle ba Sing ba waeron wioinne

mynstre & wiSuten. c 1200 Ormin 1084 He..3ede upp to

J>att allterr batt wass wibbinnenn wa3herifft. c X300 K.
Horn 256 (Laud), Wit hinne be curt and wit oute. 1390

Gower Conf. III. 307 Every thing which was honeste With-

innen house and ek withoute. c 1400 Maundev. (1919) L 5

The water of the see is fressch & huldeth his swetness .xx.

myle within the see. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 665 In weyes

and pathes.. with-in huigh and with-out burgh. 1539 Bible

(Great) 1 Kings vi. 23 Within the Oracle he made two
Cherubims*of Oliue tree. 1551 Crowley Pleas. <y Paynt
no Tyll all the good and fruitful! grounde Were hedged in

whythin your mownde. 1585 T. Washington^. Nicholay's

Voy. 1. xiv. 15 Many small houses very aunciently builded

within the grounde [ = underground], 17x1 Steele Sped.

No. 91 F 1 Within the Liberties of the City of Westminster.

1794 Act 34 Geo. Ill, c. 93 § 63 The Mines and Minerals

lying and being within or under the said Lands. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. II. 437 Privileged districts, within

which the Papal government had no more power than

within the Louvre or the Escurial.

b. In (an inclosure or inclosing boundary) ; so

as to be included, contained, surrounded, or con-

fined by. Also \Xifig. context (cf. 9).

Within board (Naut.), in the inside of a ship: see Board
sb. 12. Within the lists : see List sb.s 9.

J387-8 T. Usk Test. Love t. iii. (Skeat) 1. 54 These

broughten me within-borde of this shippe of 'J'raveyle.

a 1400 Pistill of Susan 10 Wib I ntrn the sercle of sees Of

Erberi and Alees. 43x400-50 Wars Alex. 211 With-in be

merrisof Messedoyn. 1559 W. Cuningham Cosmo^r. Glasse

17 A Circle is a plaine and flat figure comprehended within

one line, which is called a circumference. 1596 Dalrymple

tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 9 Scotlande .
.
is hail

w4o the sey, excepte that parte quhair it lyes to Ingland.
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1598 Stow Surv. 242 First to speake of that part within

the gate. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac s Lett, (vol. II.) 5 To gain
beleefe, one must keepe himselfe within the bounds of
likelihood. 172s Watts Logic 1. vi. § 5 To leave Obscurities

in the Sentence, by confining it within too narrow Limits.

I779 Mirror No. 10 P11 A man who has confined his turn for

enjoyment within the bounds pointed out by nature. 1831
Carlyle Sort, Res. r. iii, The proud Grandee .. reposes

within damask Curtains. 1849 Macau lav Hist, ling. ii. I.

221 Whether the Declaration of Indulgence lay within or
without the limit was the question. Ibid. v. 614 Five hundred
prisoners had been crowded into the parish church of Weston
Zoyland ;..five expired within the consecrated walls. 1871
R. H. Hutton Tkeol. Ess. (1888) i. 7 Those within the circle

of its influence.

(6) Appended to names of places lying within

a certain boundary or area, as Bishopsgate Within
(i.e. within the walls of London), Hensington
Within (i.e. within the borough of Woodstock).
1598 Stow Surv, 85 Aldersgate ward within and without.

Ibid. 248 Faringdon Warde, Infra, or within. 1657 Howell
Londinop. 87 We will . . take a Survey of Bridge Ward
within, so called of London-Bridge. 1745 Kent's Lond.
Directory 93 Ware Nathaniel, Grocer, Bishopsgate within.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xlv, The united parishes of Saint
Simon Without, and Saint Walker Within. 1899 Kelly s
Direct. Oxon gn/l Hensington Within is a civil parish,

formed.. from the portion of the old parish in Woodstock
municipal borough.

+ 0. Within land x in the interior of the country,

at a distance from the coast or other boundary

:

~ Inland C. Obs.
1614 Purchas Pilgrimage ix. iv. (ed. 2) 840 The Pories

dwell an hundred miles within Land. 1617 Moryson Itin.

in. 141 Coventry, .at this day is the fairest City within-Iand.
1793 Smeaton Edysione L. § 206 Though there is plenty of
the same kind of stone to be found in Strata within land

;

yet.. the lime-burners can procure.. sufficient quantity from
the shelving sea-shore. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiv, It was
too far within land, and I might have been scented.

d. On the inner (esp. landward) side of ; further

in than. (Cf. Without B. i c.) ? Obs.

1743 Bulkelby & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 120 The Cutter,
being on the Beam, and four Miles within us. 1766 Goldsm.
Vicar W. iv, Three other apartments, one for my wife and
me, another for our two daughters, within our own. 1793
Sm baton Edystone L. § 336 At 116 yards within high-water
mark, c 1804 Jane Austen The Watsons in Mem. (1871)

321 The tea-room was a small room within the card-room.

e. trans/. In the membership of (a class, society,

etc.); (in predicate) included in, forming apart
of. (Cf. In prep. 7.)

^ 1697 Jos. Woodward Relif. Soc. v'u (1701) 124 It is ob-
jected.. That this is a Society within a Society, and a
Refining upon a Reformed Church. 1799 Monthly Rev.
XXX. 471 Compositions which maybe arranged within this
class. 1885 Law Times Rep. (N.S.) LII. 319/2 Criminal
informations are within the mischief intended to be guarded
against.

2. To the interior of; into. Also with the

boundary as obj., as in I b. (Cf. In prep. 30.)

Obs. or arch.
c'izos Lay. 5812 Belin & Brennes bu^en heom fram ban

fuhte win innen are muchele die. C1250 Gen, $ Ex. 3775
Alle he sunken 5e eroe widin. 13. . Cursor AT. 2303 (Gott.)

Feindes crepe |>as ymagis wid-in. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 80
This Hors-.Was broght withinne the Cite. 1413 Jas. I.

Kingis Q. lxxvii, I was anon In broght Within a chamber.
C1480 Henryson Wolf tf Wether 51 Was nouther Uolf,
Uildcat, nor ^it Tod Durst cum within thay boundis all

about. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 92 Full lustily thir ladyes
. .Enterit within this park. 158a N. LiciiEFiELDtr. Castan-
heda's Conq. E. Inn. 1. v. 13 b, Going upon the friday
within a certein harbour. x6io Shaks. Temp.i. ii. 11, 1 would
Hauesuncke the Sea within the Earth. 1844 Lingard/Iw^/o
Saxon Ch. (1858) I. vii. 291 Admission within the fold.

f 3. In or into the midst of, among, with ; spec.

in the house of; hence, in the hands or possession of.

a 1*40 Ureisun 26 in O. E. Horn. I. 191 Biuoren Sine leoue
sune wioMnnen seraphine. c 1425 Engl, Conq, Irel. 52 Whan
thay myght nat wyth streynth spede, thay bethoght ham that
wyth falshed & wyth treyson they wold come wyth-yn ham.
1428 EngL Misc. (Surtees) 2 To serche what osmundes he
had with in hym at yat tyme. C1450 Capgravk Life St.
Gilbert xx. 92 So wer bese chanones fer sette fro be nunnes
bat bei schuld not come with-inne be nunnes . . but only for
ministracion of be sacramemis. 1474 Cov. Leet Bk. 399 Yf
he kepe any Bawdery withinne bym bis fyne is at euery
tyme vj s. viij d. 148a in Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1910) 122
Heshalle byndeand repayre alle bookes needefulle wythine
vs. 1490 Will y. Baker (Somerset Ho.), Elisabeth., dwelling
within me. 1493 Mirk's Festyuall 151/2 Some, .men yl had
copyes of this bokis within hem at home. 1570 Foxk A. fy
M. (ed. 2) 2124/2 A woman that dwelleth within vs. 1609
Tourneur FuneralPoemSir F. Vere,When occasion did pre-
sent His observation with some accident Within the enemie,
that did invite The side he served in to attempt a fight.

4. Various trans/, uses, chiefly with reflexive pro-
noun. + a. In the limits of (not beyond or out-

side) the body, community, or collection of. Within
themselvcs{purselves,etc): among themselves (etc.),

independently of others. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 1914 Wit-in heir auen kind to brede.

1484 Cov. Leet Bk. 522 Hit shal-be determyned & orderyd
by all the Mairys withyn them selff. 1496 Rolls of ParIt.

VI. 516/3 They, within theymselfe, shall make Colleccion
of such Somes of Money as shall be assessed, .to be levyed.

1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, iv. i. 140 If they perceyue dissention
in our lookes, And that within our selues we disagree. 1654
Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglios Wars Flanders 180 They
differed within themselves in their votes. 1737 [S. Bering-
ton] C di Luccds Mem. (1738) 113 Living entirely within
themselves, free from all Mixture and Commerce with other
People.

b. Within oneself {itself, etc.) : (a) so as to be
self-contained or independent, without external

connexion (now dial.)] f(b) in self-command or

self-control, not * beside oneself
;

(c) in the limits

of one's own belongings or resources, without ex-

ternal supply or aid (now dial.) ; (d) not beyond
one's normal capacity of exertion ; without strain,

or waste of energy or effort.

(a) 1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 136 He
seid. .that my lord of I'eturburghwas lord and Kyng wythin
hym self vnder the Kyng. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 772
A world within itself, Disdaining all assault. 1815 Scott

,

Guy M. xxxvi, Some efforts . . towards building houses within
j

themselves, as they are emphatically termed,

(b) 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. Ii. v. 75 Good Madam, keepe
your selfe within your selfe.

(0 1738 Earl Oxford in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) VI. 171 The several officers have all within them-
selves for their use, cook, butler, housekeeper, wash house,

laundry, brew house. 1757 [Blrke] Europ. Settle":. Amer.
VII. xxl II. 239 They drive a great many cattle from North
Carolina, .into Virginia, to be slaughtered there; and they

kill and salt some beef, and.. pork, for the West Indies,

within themselves. 1801 Farmers Mag. Aug. 309 They,
for the most part, live entirely upon the produce of the farm,

and think they do well when they can, (in their own words)
'live within themselves'; that is to say, . .without buying
any thing. 1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Withi/i-oursells, in

our possession, without purchase.

(d) 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 148 The Sweat
will not. .appear so plentiful, provided he [re. the horse]

is quite run within himself, i860 Whyte-Melville Mkt.
Hard. x. 76 [The horse] going well on his haunches, and
quite within himself. 1878 Month Aug. 463 They are

rowing quite within themselves, in very good time, and have
the race in hand.

5. fig. In the (inner) being, soul, or mind of.

Within oneself, spec, (after say, think, etc.) = in

thought, mentally, without outward expression.

C 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) cii[i]. 1 Ealle 5a 5e wiornnan me
synd [Vulg. intra me sunt}, a 1240 Lofsong in 0. E. Horn.
I. 211 f'i passiun acwenche be passiun of sunnen bet WunictS
wi5 inne me. a 1300 Cursor M. 807 ]>e find .. said wit

hin his sari thoght, Ic haue him don to Buinc for noght.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 326 J>e holy goste ys be
withynne. 1340 Ayenb. 153 Huanne bise tuo 2iden of j'c

herte byeb acorded..bet is be scele and bet wyl banne is

be man ordine wyb-inne him-zelue. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind.
338 To ouyr-comen enemis bat am be wib-inne. 1382 Wv.
clif Matt. ix. 21 She saide with ynne hir self, )if I touche
bonly the clothis of hym, I shal be saaf. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems \x\x, 22 Hald Hoip and Treuthe within the fast.

1526 Tindale Luke xxiv. 32 Did not oure hertes burne
wyth in vs, why II he talked with vs? 1600 Shaks. A. Y.L.
1. i. 24 The spirit of my Father, which I thinke is within
mee, begins to mutinie against this seruitude. a 1668

Lassels Voy, Italy 11. (1698) 118 Laughing within him-
self. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) VI. 217 They will

be moved on the slightest occasions, whether those offer

from within or without them. 1836 Lytton Duchess de La
Valliire in. iii, How sinks my heart within me I 1853 Rock
Ch, lathers EL xii. (1903) IV. 179 The priest prayed—by
name, but within himself—for the then pope [etc.]._ i860
Hawthorne Marble Faun vii. (1865) 55 It irks my brain and
heart to think of her, all shut up within herself. 1896 Hous-
man Shropsh. Lad xxx, And fire and ice within me fight

Beneath the suffocating night.

6. Jn the limits of (a period of time) ; most usually,

before the end of, after not more than ; also, since

the beginning of, not more than . . . ago; or gen.

between the beginning and end of, in the course of,

during. So f within a word » as soon as a word
was uttered, at a word.
£Xi75 E. E. (Vesp.) Horn. 89 WiSinnen feower wucan

comen [hi] to him. c xaojj Lay. 4955 Wi3 innen a lut geren

Brennes hine bi-^ohte. c iaoo Bcket 1500 in S. E/tg. Leg.
149 Kuerech Abbod of greie Monekes to bulke chapitle cam
With-inne bre 3er. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7047
Sone aftyrward, with-yn a lytyl. 1377 Langl. F. PI. B. x.

149 He hath wedded a wyf with-inne bis syx monethes.

C 1383 Chaucer L. G. W. 103, I fel a-slepe with-inne an our
or two. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 119 He schall hafe
worde within a day and a nyght. 1535 Coverdale Acts
1. 5 Ye shal be baptysed with y

6 holy goost, & that within
this few dayes. 1548 Patten Exped, Scot. Pref. b v b, How
many meanes and weys hath my lord Protectours grace,

within his tyme of gouernaunce. .attempted. .to_ shonne
these warres. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. To King § 15
Things. .which may be done in succession of ages, though
not within the houre-glasse of one mans life. 1651 tr.

Kite/tin's yurisd. (1653) 79 If the Owner do not come within

a year and a day. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry .$•

Frances (1767) IV. 247, I am, within these three Days,
recovering Spirits and Appetite. 182a Acts Geo. IV c. 39
§ 1 Within Twenty one Days after the Execution of such
Warrant of Attorney. 1869 'Mark Twain' Ne~.u Pilgr.
Progr. xi. (1870)85 The cry went abroad of 'Ten minutes
to dress for breakfast I*. . I was dressed within the ten
minutes, 1871 Freeman Norm, Conq. xix. IV. 361 One of
which was standing within the present generation. 1918
ActSGco. Vc. 2 (//##), The Hours within which Marriages
may be lawfully solemnized.

+ b. Within night x after nightfall. Obs.
C1400 Laud Troy l>k. 7894 The day was gon, thei badde

no lyght, For it was wel with-inne nyght. 15*3 Ld. Berners
P'roiss. (1812) I. cccxl. 533 About two houres within night
they armed them. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 14a The last
bowre of Prayer, is alwayes two or three howres within
night. 1685 W. Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 206 We.,
arrived, .a little within night.

t c. (without reference to limits) At some time
during: = In prep. 18. Obs.
1471 Acta Audit. (1839) 16/1 pe last court quhen .. be dome

was gevin was within feryale tyme onne gude Wednisday in

passloun woulk. 1551-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI
(1914) 74 Boughte of him within y 8 moneth of december.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 60 King Pharamond. .died within
the yeere of our Redemption, Foure hundred twentie six.

1651 tr. Kitchiu's yurisd. (1653) 79 He to whom the property
is, may take him within the year. [1850 Tennyson In Mem,
xcii, Tho' it spake and bared to view A fact within the
coming year]

7. Not beyond or above fa specified or implied

amount or degree); at, in, or of less than or not

more than ; so as not to exceed or surpass ; esp.

(b) in expressions of a small difference or margin of

error from a larger amount : = with a difference of

not more than (so much) above or, usually, below.
1388 Wyclif j Chron. xxvii. 23 Dauid nolde noumhre hem

with ynne twenti 5eer [13S2 fro twenty $eer and benethen].

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 137 Faire damysellz within
be elde of XV. 5ere. c 1450 Mirk s Festial 2 ?o Wether bd
ben cosynnes wythinne degre of manage or no. 1489 Acta
Audit. (1839) 131/2 pe sereffis quhilkis prisit his gudi.s haid
prisit bairn gretly within be avale of bairn. 1512 Act 4
Hen. VIII c. 20 Preamble., Beyng of kyn..unto the said

John.. within the second and third degree. 1727 Swift
Let. to very young Lady Misc. II. 337, I think you ought
to be well informed how much your Husband's Revenue
amounts to, and be so good a Computer as to keep within it.

1783 Ld. Percy in G. Rose's Diaries (1S60) I. 58 Being.,
determined to live within my income. 1851, 1887 [see Mark
sb, 1 12 cb 1885 Laiv Rep. 29 Chanc. Div, 453 The actions
were commenced within a few days of each other.

(£) 1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. lxxvi. 28 Thousands., are

gone.. Till all: within for tie, weare flowne quight awaie;
i6ox Holland Pliny xm, xv. I. 395 The. .diametre. .was
foure foot within three quarters of an inch, 1606 Shaks.
Tr. <£ Cr. 1. ii. 126 He is very vong, and yet will he within
three pound lift as much as his brother Hector. 17:1 Steele
Sped, No. 91 P 1 She has a tall Daughter within a Fortnight
of Fifteen. 1886 K.C.Robins Ten.pie Sol. (1887) 15 The ex-

treme length of Solomon's Temple., is made (in his restora-

tion of it) to agree with that of the Temple of Paestum
within 2 inches. 1920 Conquest Apr. 168 The unit of electrical

current.. was obtained.. to within one point in 20,000.

f b. Within age «= of less than full age, under

age. Obs.

C1400 Pilgr. Solvit (Caxton) iv. xxxviii. (1859) 64 They.,
gouerne hym, ryght as he were to yonge within age. 1450-
i$yt Myrr, our Latfye in. 317 Chykiren. . that dye wythin
age vncrystened. 1525 Ld. Berneks Froiss. (1812) II. ci.

[xcvii.] 295 When kynge Rycharde was crowned. .he was
within age, and a kynge ought nat to gouerne a royalme
tyll he be xxi. yeres of age. 1596 Bacon Use Com. Law
iii. (1630) 35 Leauing their heire within age, a Male within

21. and a female within 14. yeares.

C. Not beyond or outside (a specified distance)

;

at or to a distance of less, or not more, than
;

nearer or not farther away than.
Often in fig. phrases, as within an ace, a hair's breadth of.

C1440 Genetydes 3044 As sone as Ermones..Sawe that he
was withynne his wepona length, Anon he smote Att hym.
1537 Layton in Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 157 Other
doctor Lee or I have famiher acqwayntance within x. or xij.

mylles of hit. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 25 [We] came
within foure degrees of the Equinoctial). 1700 T. Brown
tr. Fresuy's Amusem. 23 The least false Step brings them
within an Ace of Death. 1726, 1839 [see Inch sb. 1

2]. 1755,
1767 [see Hair's-breadth, Hairbreadth]. 1794 Act 34
Geo. Ill c. 93 § 64 Within the Distance of Ten Yards. 181a

Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 178 Almost within striking dis-

tance of each other. 1863 Whytk-Melville Gladiators
xxxvii, The German would not permit Esca to approach
within spear's-Iength of his post. 1865 A. Trollopk Belton
Estate xiii, Keeping within a few yards of his sister's chair.

8. In expressions referring to the physical range

of some action or perception : Not beyond, not

farther than the extent of: as within call, near

enough to hear a call ; within reach, near enough
to reach, or to be reached ; within sight, or hearings

near enough to see or hear, to be seen or heard ; etc.

Often const. ^/\the agent or percipient, or the object

of the action or perception). Cf. In prep. 9d.
a '533 L°* Eernf.rs Huon lv. 188 He slewe . . all that

came within his stroke, a 1533- [see Sight sb, 1

4 e]. 1580-

[see Cannon-shot 3]. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv.

1. (1586) 35 Shoote not at every bird, but onely at those that

are within reach to be bit. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv.

127 Come not within the measure of my wrath. 1607- [see

Earshot). 16J3 Massinger Dk. Milan iv. iii, Be within

call. 1687 Prior Hind ff P. Transv. 5 Stand off and come
not within my Swords point. 171a Addison Sped. No. ni
f 4 A Man. .talking loud within her Hearing. 1766, tS6z

[see Hearing vbl. sb. 1 bj. 1826 J. F. Cooper Last ofMohi-
cans xv, There is also a powerful force within a few hours'

march of us. 1856 Mrs.Carlyi.b Lett. II. 280, I will never

be ' within wind of Scotsbrig without going to see Jamie.

b. Inside the guard, defence, or point of; near

enough to come to grips with ; Fencing, on the

inside of (one's sword, arm, etc.). Also^. Now
rare or Obs.

156. Robin Hood, Play (ed. W. Copland) H ij b, Well I

wote the horeson lepte within me And fro me he toke my
purse. 1589 P. Ive Fortif. 105 The Spanyards with their

Targets entred within our Switzers, under their Pikes, and

constrained them to forsake their Pikes. 159° Shaks. Com.

Err. v. i. 34 Some get within him, take his sword away,

a 1697 South Serm., Rom. i. 32 LI. 2 5 fi W hen by such

Insinuations they have once got within him, and are able jo

diill him on from one Lewdness to another. 1707 Sir W.
Hope New Method Fencing 99 The Single Feint within and

above the Sword, called in the Schools Volte Coupi, 17x1

Steele Sped. No. :oo r 3 He came within the Target of the

Gentleman who rode against him. 1809 Roland Fencing

34 When, upon joining blades wit\ your adversary, you
find your sword in a line between his_ sword-arm and the

left side of his body.. it is termed being within the arm.



WITHIN-DOOR.
1876 R. F. Burton New Syst. Sword Exerc. 52 When the
point is passed well under and within the sword-arm.
9. fg. In the extent of (something abstract figured

as a region, or as having extension) ; esp. in, or not
beyond, the scope or sphere of action of (authority,
power, knowledge, a law, etc.). Cf. Is prep. 8, 9d.
1493 Acta Dom.Conc. (1839) 272/2 He wes within our

souerane lordis warde. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII c. 2 § 1 Suche
as ben within holy orders only excepte. 1560 Daus tr.

Shijane's Comm. 3S Wythin hys jurisdiction. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, 1. ii. 289 But this lyes all within the wil of God.
1610 B. Jon-son AleA. r. i, You will bring him in Within the
statute? 1643 [see Sphere sb. 6b]. a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. VIII (1683) 357 That none should have the benefit of
this recourse to the Ordinary, but those who were within
holy Orders, a 1654 Selden Table-t. (Arb.) S8 Eat within
your Stomack, act within your Commission. X710 Steele
Tatler No. 201 f 1 As they live within Rules, and as they
transgress them. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. xxviii. 365
Within the benefit of clergy. 1820 Broderip <y Bingham's
Rep. I. 436 Whether the party was a trader within the
bankrupt laws. 1823 Scott Quentm D. viii, Who , . will
assert that, .their place of retirement is within my know-
ledge? 1862 Spencer First Princ. 1. ii. §14. 43 Even..
Atheism comes within the definition. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Conq. xiih III. 2S8 Did they deem the enterprise within his
power? 1891 Laiv Tunes Rep. LXIII. 776/1 The contract
and the label together constituted a written warranty within
the meaning of the above section.

C. adj. That is within
; f (of a letter or docu-

ment) enclosed, rare.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (176S) III. 258 This is a favour
you'll see by the within Letter, a 1766 Mrs. F. Sheridan
Sidney Bidulph IV. 233 Give him the within letter, 1794
BloomfteUVs Rep. 11 Agreeably to the command of the
within Writ. 1806 Gen. Wilkinson in Coues Fxped. Z. M.
P(ke

m
{1895) II. 574 You will not fail, in addition to the

within talk, to enhance our paternal regard for this nation.
D. Comb. a. of the adv. ; in quots. in sense 1 c,

as f within-bottnden, within-named adjs. b. of
the prep. : within-bound a. (iionce-wd.) , confined
or experienced within bounds (in a school).
1498 Cov, Lett Bk. 593 The condicion of his obligacion is

such._th.at whereas certayn trauers is dependyng betwixt be
withinbounden Maire & Cominalte on the on partie and be
priour & Couent..on be ober partie [etc.]. 1570 in G. F.
Townsend Leominster (n.d.) 300 The wthin-named John
Ingle._ 1706 De Foe True Relat. Pref.,Wks. (1S89) 436 The
house in which the within-named Mrs. Bargrave lived. 1708
Rec. Stitchill (S. II. S. 1905) 159 The within-designed George
Hamilton. 1834 Chitty Forms 165 As well the within-
named plaintiff as the within-named defendant. 1839 W.
How itt Boy's Country-Bk. xvi. 227 What are all their
within-bound enjoyments, .to their monthly rural walks?
1844 A. B. Corner Forms 0/ Writs, etc. 43 To he indorsed
' By Rule of Court,'(if so). At the instance of the within-
named Appellants (or Respondents).

t Withi n-door, adv. phr. {a.) Obs. [See
Doou j£. 5.] = next.
Speak within door; 'do not clamour so as to be heard

beyond the house* (J.).

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 31 Him. .that hath a Con-
duite within doore, and fetcheth water without. 1604 Shaks.
Oth.iv.ii. 144 Speake within doore. 1625 Bacon Ess.,Greatn.
Kingd. (Arb.) 481 Sedentary, and Within-doore [ed. 1612
whhin-doores] Arts. 1649 C. Wase Sophocles, Electra 4 Me-
thinks within door, ..I seemd to heare One of the maidens
keep a groaning. 1821 Lamb EUa Ser. 1. Old Benchers,
I suspect he had his within-door reasons for the preference.

Withrn(-)doo :rs, adv. phr. {adj., sb.) arch.
In (or into) the house : = Indoors.
1581 Mulcaster Positions viii. (1888) 53 One to be vsed

within dores, and the other abroade, a 1690 in Somers
Tracts (1748) I. 264 It seems.. odd. .that [he] should., make
his final Appeal to the People, before he had tried the Force
of one of Ins Reasons within-doors. 1789 S. Shaw Tour IV.
Exg* 459 R*iu confined us within doors several hours. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes iii, All within-doors is very plain and
simple. 1858 Hawthokne Fr. fy It. Jrnls. (1871) II. 266
An English coal-fire, if we could see its honest face within
doors, would compensate for all the unamiableness of the
outside atmosphere. 1884 Black Jud. Shakespeare vi,
Judith's father would have no serving-men..come within-
doors. 1895 Hardy Jude the Obscure 1. ii, An animated
conversation in progress within-doors.

b. (with hyphen) fatlrib. or as adj. » Indoor I

;

also as sb. that which is, or those who are, indoors.
1612 [see prec, quot. 1625]. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <r

Comrnw. 29 That there be more addicted to arts manly,
than unto sedentary and within-doores occupations. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Note-bks. 1 1. 286 All the within-doors
of the village empties itself there.

t Withi nforth, adv. Obs. Also with hyphen,
or as two words (variously divided), or as three.

[f. Within adv. + Forth adv. Cf. withoutforth.']

Properly, Everywhere within, internally throughout
(see Forth adv. 2 b) ; but in use a mere synonym
of within : = Within adv. 1, 2, 3.
C1374 Chaucer Boetk. v. pr. v. (1868) 168 pe passioun of

he body. ,moeueb..be formes bat resten wib in forbe. 1383
Wvclif Ezek. ii. 9 A hoke. .writen withinforth and without-
forth. 1:1425 St. Mary of O'tgnxes IE i. in Anglia VIII.
151 /3 Wib how mykel dyuerste of vertues she was arayed..
wib-mforbe. 1467 in Engl. Gilds (1870) 373 That no citezen
sewe another in a foreyn courte vnto the tyme he take his
accyon w^nforth. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. xxii. 836
They withinforth kepte theyr walles, & deffended them
whan nede was. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 78 b,

Wene you.. that it is with me withinforth, as it appereth
outwardly? 1545 Ravnalde Byrth Mankynde 135 It is so
harde to cause a chylde to take any thyng within furth.

1548 Uuall Erasm. Par. Luke xi. 43 Ye outwardely heare
a shewe of holynesse, yet. .withlnfoorth swell in ambicion.
1601 Holland Pliny xxi. xiv. II. 95 The.. lid.. ought to,.

224

have libertle to play up and downe behind, that it may bee
let downe farre wuhin-forth. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 102
The Romanes. .when they were about to found.. cities..
yoked on the right hand a Bull, and within forth a Cow.
Withi nside, adv., prep., (sb.). Now arch, or

dial. (Also with hyphen, or rarely as two words.)
[f. Within + Side &A9

after inside.] A. adv.

1. On the inner side: « Inside adv. 1, Within
adv. 1 (in part). Also const, of.
a X595 Southwell Hundred Medit. ( 1 873) 70 The windows

..were wider .. withinside than without. 1651 French
Distill, i. 38 The salt.. which adheres to the neck of the
Retort withinside. 1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Green,
house, Within-side of the Windows, .you should have good
strongShutters. 1772 Graves Spir. Quix. iv. xii, A small
oval picture,.. fixed in a pannel, within-side of the door.
1800 T. Grj:en Diary Lozer Lit. (1810) -204 He employs.

.

the illustration of a man withinside, and another withoutside,
of a sphere, disputing on its convexity or concavity, c 1850
Rndim. Navig. (Weale) 154 String, one or two planks
withinside, next under the gunwale, answering to the sheer-
strakes withoutside.

2. In (or to) the inner part or interior (of) : »
Inside adv. 2, Within adv. 1 (in part), ib, id.
Also, indoors: = Within adv. 2 b.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. i. 126 Cauallero, or a mount
withinside distant from the curtine. 1713 Steele Sped,
No. 533 fa What passes .. within-side of those Vehicles.
a 1723 Sir C. Wren in Lucy Phillhnore Mem. (1881) 347 A
Basis of squar'd stone fifty foot high, .so contrived within-
side as to form a very intricate Labyrinth, a 1774 Goldsm.
Surv. Exp Philos. (1776) I. 389 The diver.. sate upon a
small seat within-side. 1774 — Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vr. xi.

464 The porcupine's quill is within-side spongy. 1801 Maria
Edgeworth Irish Bulls vn. The imprudence of firing at the
door of a house^without having previously examined whether
any one was withinside. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem. (1807)
II. 153 An edifice, that requires a day to examine it within
side and without Ibid. 397 A gaudy equipage will attract
notice, though it shall carry a dull company withinside of
it. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett, xxxvii. (1808) II. 78 We
meant . . to have forsaken the roof and taken our seats within-
side. 1889 Stevenson Master of Ballantrae x. 260 My
gentleman sat*withinside tailor-wise and busily stitching.

3. fig. Within the limits of.

1856 J. Grote in Cambr. Ess. 104 The classical range is

restricted withinside of Greek and Latin literature.

B. prep, m Inside prep.
1. On the inner side of: *= Within prep. 1 b, d.

1760-73 II. Brooke FoolofQual, (1809) III. 99 The stake
. .they run up withinside the spinal bone, a 1766 Mrs. F.
Sheridan Nourjahad (1767) 25 It was within-side the walls
of the temple. 1851 Borrow Lavengro xcix. (1893) 398
Various evolutions withinside the pale. 185a Thackeray
Esmond \. '\x, Holiday music from within-side a prison wall.

2. In the inner part of: = Within/^, i.

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 198 Why may not these imperfect
Metalls. .grow, .withoutside the stalks of Gorse, as well as
the perfect both without and withinside other plants? 178a
Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman II. 200 Permit her to stay
within-side the house. 1815 Jane Austen Emma I. x,

Harriet.. had never.. been within side the Vicarage. 1849
De Quincey Engl. Mail Coach Wks. 1863 IV. 348 note,
Graves within-side the cathedrals.

fC. sb. The inner side: = Inside sb.x. Obs. rare.
a 1814 Bandit 11, in New Brit. Theatre I. 409 She fastens

the within-side.

So Withi nsides adv. arch, or dial.

1891 Stevenson Island Nts.' Entert., Bottle Imp (1893)

154 Withinsides something obscurely moved, a 1894 —
Fables xviii. Touchstone, His soul withinsides was as little

as a pea. 1910 Kipling Rewards fy Fairies 74 That thought
shrivelled me withinsides.

Withi'inward, -wards, advs. nonce-wds. [f.

Within + -ward, -wards.} Towards the interior.

x6ix Florio
(
Adintra, from within, withinward [Torriano

(1659) from within-ward]. 1865 J. Grote Explor. Philos. 1.

8 The communication being only witbinwards from without,

and not . . withoutwards from within.

Withlich, obs. form of Wightly adv.

Withnay: see With-.
"Withness(wi'ones). nonce-wd. [f. With prep.

+ -NES3.] The fact of being with some one or

something ; collocation, association.

1907 W. James Pragmatism iv. 156 The lowest grade of

universe would he a world of mere ivithness. 191a Contemp.
Rev. Jan. 99 This Withness, Together-withness, association,

..brings us into the interior of the plan of the creation.

"Withnim : see With-
Witliout (widau't), adv., prep., conj. Forms

(2-5 written as one or as two words) : a. wiUS-,

wijmtan, 2-4 wij>-, withuten, 3-5 wiJ?outen,
etc. (see With and Outen adv.), 4-6, 7-9 arch.

withouten ; also 3 -utene, -utin, 4-5 -owtten(e,

5 -oughten, -owghten, -outene, -yn(e, etc.

;

abbreviated 5 wtouton, w^wtyn, p. 2-4 wi}>-

ute, 3-4 witute, 3-6 withoute, (3 widh. wute,
wijj houte, 4 wit out(t)e, 5 witheoute), etc. (cf.

Oute adv.); abbreviated 4, 6 wl oute, 5 wlowte,
wtou5te. 7, 3 wip vt, 4-5 wijjout, etc. (see

With and Out adv.), 4- without; abbreviated

5-6 wlout, 5 wtou5t,wtwt, 6, 8 wout, 7 wIhout.

[Late OE, wij>4tan, f. wip With prep. + utan
Outen adv. : see Within.] A. adv.

I. Outside, in various senses : opp. to Within
adv. Now only literary and somewhat arch.
For instances of the ellipsis of the object of the prep., in

which without has the appearance of an adv., and may be
so construed, see B. 4 and 14.

WITHOUT.
1. On the outside or outer surface (of a material

thing) ; externally.

c 1000 jElfric Horn. I. 86 His lichama barn wioutan mid
langsumere haetan. c 1250 Gen.

<J-
Ex. 3828 On a wond

Wi3-uten 60 wrot he wi3 hond De twelfte names of Sat kin.
1340 Hampole Pr.C0nsc.%047 A vesselle dypped..In water
.. Has water bath with-in and with-out. 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P.R.xvn. vii. (1495) N vj/a A Rede.. is. .smothe
wythout & holow within. 1419 in Proc. Privy Council
(1834) II. 247 They were endosid wiboutyn to suche persones
as us Hste assigne. a 1425 Cursor M. 17347 (Trin.) pei..
shutte be dores at be last Wipinne & wijoute loken so.
14. . Why I can't be a Nun 180 in E. E. P. (1862) 143 Hyt
schyned wythe-owte so fayre and clere. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.
Shr. iv. i. 53 Be the Iackes faire within, the Gils faire with-
out? 1611 Corvat Crudities 85 The Dukes Palace seemeth
to be faire, but I was not in it, onely I saw it without. 1621
'I'. Williamson U.Goulart's Wise Vieillard 82 The Images
called Silenes, which a farre off, and without appeared to
bee_ grossely carued. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 505 It is an
ordinary Curiosity, to Forme Trees and Shrubs. . into Sundry
Shapes ; which is done by Moulding them within, and Cut-
ting them without. 1797 [see Within A. 1].

2. Outside (or out of) the place mentioned or im-
plied; esp. outside the house or room ; out of doors.
ocxioo in Assmann Ags. Horn, xvi. 126 past 5air £e!amp,

baet big ealle in on pa burh foron, baet c^er nan byng ba;s
folces wySutan belyfen nses. c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. F.)
an. 992 Man scolde fandian £if man mihte betra^ppan bane
here ahwar wibutan. £1205 Lav. 12562 Bruttes weoren
wi5 innen. .& Melga win vten. a 1300 CursorM. 996 Afirin
wall bar es a-bute, Mai nan win in bat es wit-oute. Ibid.
15082 ' Welcum be bou lauerd ', said bai, * Duell bou noght
wit-vte.' C1380 Sir Ferumb. 2240 Naymes banne with-oute
?ede & hadde he kyng wib-inne. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
v. 17 Fra bis citee til a hill withoute bare Sampson.. he
gates of J>e citee. 1526 Tindale Matt. xii. 47 Behold thy
moder and thy brethren stond without. 1535 Covlrdale
2 Kings x. 24 Whan they came in to orTe,rsacrifyces. ., Iehu
appoynted him foure score men without. 1654 Sir A, John-
ston (Ld. Wariston) Diary (S.H.S.) II. 300 They wer al
sett in the feilds, but M. J. L. absolutely refused to preach
without, 1684 Bunvan Pilgr. n. (1900) 175 AH this time
poor Mercy did stand without, trembling and crying for
fear that she was rejected. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. iii,

There is a Footman without with the Horses. 1768 Goldsm.
Goodn. Man v, Jar. ..I'll go hasten things without. 1849
Macaulav IHst.Eng.x. II. 562 Meanwhile the throng with-
out was. .becoming more numerous and more savage. 1890
Bridges Spring 11. viii, When winds without make moan,
I love my own fireside. 1892 Zangwill Childr. Ghetto 1. xv,
Pinchas. .betook himself unceremoniously without,

b. transf Outside of a class, body, or com-
munity ; not in the number or membership ; in an
alien or foreign community. J^hose (that are) with-
out — ' outsiders'. Now only in echoes of iCor.v. 12.

1297 R« Glouc. (Rolls) 3024 pe king . . let rere up chirchen
& to al bat lond ahoute, & bissopes dude in hor poer, )>at er
wereal wiboute. ? (11300 in 0.ii. Misc. 146/34, xxxij. schiren
syndan on engelonde. And Norbhumbre is wib-vtan And
loSen and westmaralond and Cumberlond Ahd Cornwale.
1525 Ld. Berners F'roiss. (1812) II. lxxiv. [Ixx.] 224 The
pryse was gyuen of them without, to syr Johne Holande.
1526 Tindale 1 Cor. v. 12 What have I to do to iudge them
that are with out? Do ye not itidge them that are with in?

1535 Coverdale Deut. xxv. 5 'then shall not y« wife of the
deed take a straunge man without, but hir kynsman shal ..

take her to wyfe. 1676 W. Allen Addr. Nonconf. 67 The
breaking the Churches Peace., and the bad effects of it, both
among themselves and in reference to them without. 1846
Mrs. A. Marsh F'r. Darcy xxxix, The secrets of my trade.,

are not to be iightly communicated to those who are without.

1864 Pusey Daniel (1876) 300 To win those without to live

according to the law.

3. fig. and gen. Outside of the inward being, soul,

or mind ; with regard to external actions or cir-

cumstances ; in relation to others or to something
other than the self; sometimes, in outward appear-

ance as opposed to inward reality ; outwardly.
c 1000 ./F.i.fric Horn. II. 404 Swa sind je eac aeteowode

wi5utan rihtwise on manna jesihSum. a 1225 Ancr. R. 4
pe o5er riwle is al wi5uten, & riwle3 be Hcome & Hcomliche
deden. 1340 Ayenb. 25 Ypocnsycis a zenne bet mukeb to

ssewy be guod wyboute bet ne is najt wybinne. a 1400
Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1914) 54 How bay sail bere
j>am with-owtten and with-in ; howe to God, how to man.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 123 Ne bare schuld na man
luffe a creature for be bewtee withouten. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de W.) I. iii, Some thynges they make in opera-

cyon wythout all onely, the whiche thynges are not in the

soule materyally. 1560 Bible (Geneva) 3 Cor. vii. 5 We
were troubled on euerie side, fightings without, & terrours

within. 1607 Grimestone tr. Goulart's Athnir. Hist. 392
Rage .. may .. haue inward beginnings, without any acci-

dentall cuntagion without. 1653 Bogan Medit. Mirth Chr,

Life 209 When (for ought a man can see) by his countenance

without, a godly man may be sad, and melancholick, and
perplexed. 169a E. Walker tr. Epictetus" Mor. xxvi, An
injury To something else without, 'tis none to thee. 1832

Ht. Martineau ///// # Valley v. 84 Then you will he at

ease without and at peace within. 1855 G. Macdonald
{title) Within and Without ; a dramatic poem,

4. Preceded byfrom, in above senses.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex, 1032 ' >e Calodoyns*,..be callis fra

with-oute. 1645- [see Within adv, 4]. 17" Wollaston
Relig. Nat. ix. 190 The hints I received from without. 1768

Goldsm. Good-nat. Man v, He who seeks only for applause

from without, has all his happiness in another's keeping.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxxvi, Doors opened smartly from

without. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 548 An inde-

pendent state, jealous of all interference from without. 1898

Illingworth Div. Imman. vi. 137 The man loses his power
of self-determination,.. and is. .determined from without.

B. prep.

I. Outside of, beyond (in various senses) : opp.

to Within prep. Now only literary or arch.



WITHOUT. 225 WITHOUT.

1. Outside of, on or at the outside of, in the space

external to (a space, region, place, receptacle,

inclosing boundary, etc.).

Without board (Naut,): see Board sb. 12. See also

Without door(s below.

£893 ./Elfked Oros. 11. iv. § 7 WiSutan )>a^m dice is £e-

worht twe^ea elna heah weall. a 1123 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1079 Se cyng Willelm sefeaht tojeancs his sunu
Rotbearde wio"utan Normandise. c 1205 [see Board sb. 12].

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1367 At a welle wi3-uten oe tun. c 1375
Cursor Ma 8196 (Fairf.) Ilkan to sette baire pauylion. .wib-

out [Colt, vtewit] be toun. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 31

Obied wid-vten pe kirke dore to be vre be suugen. 1410

E. E. Wills (1ZZ2) 16 The Chcrch of seynt Clcmentis wyth-
owtyn Temptebarr. a 1425 Cursor M. 10989 (Trin.) pe folke

pat were be chirche wiboute Woudride what he was aboute.

1426 Cov. Leet Bk. 111 As well withoute house as within.

1496 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 176 To pyche the said

shipp without borde. 1497 Ibid. 250 Abourde the Regent
withoute Portesmouth haven. 1571 Jkwei. Def. Apol. 711
No Bishop maie geeue orders without his owne Diocese.

a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 205 Thare fell a schour

of rane, ..so vehement, that no man mycht abyd without a
house. 1632 Lithgow Trav. 111. 94 A little Chappell a mile

without the Village, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig, Man. 1. i.

(1677) 20 We cannot know, .whether there be any Worlds
without thecompassof this. 1717 Berkeley Jrnl. Tour Italy

Wks. 1871 IV. 530 The church of S l - Agnes without the City.

1745 Kent's Lond. Directory 83 Snow Thomas & Comp.
Bankers, without Temple-bar. 1827 Hali.am Const. Hist.

xviii. II. 727 The Irish language was universally spoken
without the pale. 1869 Tyndall Notes Led. Light § 292

The rays of greatest heat. lie entirely without the visible

spectrum. 1885 Act 48 Vict. c. 15. Sched. 11. 2 A parish .

.

situate partly within and partly without the boundary.

b. (with verb of motion) So as to he outside of,

to the outside of, out of. Obs. or arch.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxi. 39 Da nauion hij & ofslo^on

hyne& awurpon wuVutan bone win-jeard. C1290 Beket 2226

in S. Eng. Leg. 170 With-oute be }ates ne cam he nou^t. 1387
Trevisa Higden III. 91 Nabugodonosor..slow3 alle the

strong men,, .and brewe hem wib outen be walks vnbui ied.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 45 She yede without her place

crieng on God. 1464-5 in Acts Pari. Scot. (1874) XII. 30/2

Sendand woll. .fra quhatsumeuir port, .within pe Realme of
Scotland wtw* he samyn Realme, 1889 Stevenson Master
of Ballantrae xii. 317 He led me without the camp.

c. On the outer side of; further out than
; (in or

to the space) beyond. (Cf. Within B. i d.)

1623 Bingham Xenophon 1 8 All the middest of his battel! .

.

was extended without the left Wing of Cyrus his Troopes.
171a W, Rogers Voy. (171%) 5 When I came without the Spit-

end, I saluted the Hastings. 1777 \V. Dalrymple Trav.Sp.
$ Port, xliii, The rest of the court form in a second circle

without the ambassadors. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea
122 Off the rock of Sipsapa, are three spots of breakers,.

.

one without another. 186^ Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 736
Without* outside, as, studding-sail without studding-sail.

•j* d. At more than, beyond (a specified distance).

1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6290/3 To begin to Work without

70 Yards Distance from the Shoar.

2. trans/. nnAJif, Outside of, not in the limits

of, external(ly) to.

1028-60 Larvs Northumb. Priests §61 pat nan man ne

wifigfl on neahsibban men bonne wiSutan pain inc. cneowe.

1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (T.) 105 Withouten halikirke nis

na saule hele. c 1375 Cursor M. 13166 (Fairf.) Nauber I

• aske be hous ne lande Ne nane ober bing wib-oute resoun

[Cott. wit vnresun]. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (most) 17 like

sunday wid-uten lentin sal be cantikils be said, c 1450 Cap-
crave Life St. Gilbert vii, Whan he was vexed with ony
materis, eythir with-oute be religion or with-Inne. 1538
Knox First Blast (Arb.) 45 It was forbidden vnto them to

marie without their owne tribe. 1618 Wither Motto, Nee
Curo Juvenilia (1633) 544 He that beares an honest heart

about him, Needs never feare what changes be without

him. 1694 Stanhope Epictetus' Morals i. 11 The Object
that moves our Affection, is without us. 1705 — Parapkr. II.

138 Some [reasons] are without the compass of my present

design. 1877 Sparrow Serin, xiv. 190 One whose sources of

happiness are without him.

+ b. So as to exceed ; beyond. Obs.

The phr. without measure ( = F. sans or outre mesure), ' im-
moderately) ', ' excessive(ly) ', belongs here or under 10 a.

c 1400 [see Measure sb. 12 b]. c 1520 Skelton Magnyf.
1895 Somtyme without Measure he trusted in golde ; And
now without Measure he shal haue hunger and colde. t:i6io

Women Saints (1886) 63 Beating and bouncing her without
all measure.

f 3. Beyond the extent of, outside the range of

(some action or perception) ; beyond the scope or

sphere of action of. Obs.
For without comparison, etc. see 10 d.

a 1548 [see Reach sb. 1
5 bj. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. Prol.

A ij b, He l>eynge without the danger of gonne shot. 1577
Googe Heresbach's Husb. m. 151 b, Though it be without
my commission to meddle with them, 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 11. xxii. §3 Two thynges are without ourcommaund:
Poyntes of Nature, and pointes of Fortune, a 1676 Hals
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iii. (1677) 91 Conjectures of things
without our knowledge. 1770 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. nL
(1876) 33a Beauties in our art that seem, -to He without the
reach of precept. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. vii. 70 The
happy consequences, .are without description. 1809 Levity
if Sorrow II. 221 To witness the elements jarring from above,
and without their reach.

+ b. Beyond the capacity or comprehension of

(= Beyond B. 5 b) ; outside the province of. Obs.
* 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. iv, Oh, now I apprehend
you; your phrase was without me before. 1603 — Sejanus
If. t, The ages that succeede ..shall admire And reckon it

an act, without your Sexe.

4. Used absol. by ellipsis of obj., in opposition to

within (or in) prep., where it has the appearance

of an adv.

Vol. X.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5033 Bath in huses and wit-vte. c 1300

K. Horn 256 (Laud) Wit hinne be curt and wit oute. 1480

in Cov. Leet Bk. 446 Placez within the shire of Couentre &
withoute. 1587 A. Fleming Contn. Holinsked III. 1300/1

Aliances either in Italie or without. 1830 Carlyle Misc.

Ess., Rickter again (1S72) III. n Is not God's Universe

within our head, whether there be a torn skullcap or a king's

diadem without?

II. Senses intermediate between I. and III.

+ 5. In addition to, or with the addition of;

besides. Obs.
C1205 Lay. 366 We habbecS seoue busund of gode cnihten,

wi5 outen wifmen. IZ97R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4107 An hondied
bousend hors..Wib oute votmen bat were so vale bat ber

nas of non ende. 1338 R. Brunne Chron, (1810) 54 With-
outen alle bisahundreth knyghtes he toke. ti386 Chaucer
Prol. 46 1 Housbondes..she hadde fyue Withouten oother

compaignye in youthe. 1387 Trevisa Higden VI. 93 Wib
oute be ful service he wolde every day seie he sawter. 1436
in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Collect. IV. 1^7 There vs

redy. . iiij c shippes of forstage wythoute other smal shipes.

1535 Coverdale Isa. xiv, 14 God (with out whom there is

none other God).

t 6. Exclusive of, not including, except. Obs.

c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. I. 378 Nim..ba wyrtaa wa.rma, alia

wiSutan sauina. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 557 A flod . .ouer-flow^ed

men & deres kin, Wi5-vten noe and hise ore sunen. C1300
Havelok 425 Godard was. .be moste swike, pat eure in erbe

shaped was, With-uten on, be wike Iudas. £1320 in Rel,

Ant. I. 119 He wes the fayrest mon, With-outen Absolon,

That seththe wes ant tho.

III. Expressing absence, privation, or nega-

tion: With or involving the absence or want of;

in a state of not having, or so as not to have ; so,

or such, that there is no . . . Opp. to With prep.

II***. (The ordinary current use.)

7. a. (with obj. a thing, material or immaterial)

With absence of ; not with the presence or addition

of; not having with it or with one; not accom-
panied by ; not combined or associated with ; not

having in one's charge; not carrying or wearing.
c 1200 Ormin 997 Brsed all beorrf wibfnitenn berrme. 12..

Proz>. Alfred 119 Wybvte wysdome is weole wel vnwurb,
1x1352 Minot i'oems (ed. Hall) v'il 138 Bisschoppes. .pat

songen all withouten stole. 1382 Wyclif Luke xxii. 35
VVhanne I sente 30U with oute sachel and scrip, and schoon.

1393 Langl. P. i'l. C. xxr. 10 Barfot on an asse back, booties

..With-oute spores ober spere. 1426 Audelay Poems 15

Wele withoutyn woo. 1546 J. Hevwooo Prov. 11. v. (1867)

57 There is no fyre without some smoke. 1565 Golding
Ovid's Met. in. (1593) 68 A spring withouten mud as silver

cleere. 1600 Nashe Summer's Last Will 16, I . .vse to go
without money, without garters, without girdle. 1744 Hkrkk-
ley Siris § 196 Phosphorus burns equally, with and without
air. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xvi. (1875) 276 A bar-

"barism which had inherited all the vices of civilization

without any of its virtues.

t {b) Less, minus (a certain amount). Obs.

£1450 Godstow Reg. 435 In brede xiiij. einys with out
ynche.

b. (with obj. a person) In the absence of; in a

state of absence from ; not with the companionship
or attendance of.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 969 Dido, Forth they gon . . His
fere & he with-outyn any gyde. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 11.

viii. 48 What may be worlde auaile be wiboute ihesu? 1491
Cartul. S. Nicholai Aberdon. (New Spald. CI.) I. 256 Nay
mess sathesongit Withoutin xij personisand yeprest. a 1548
Hall Chron., 14 Hen. VII, 49 He. .began secretly to corn-

men without any witnesses or arbitrers nere hond with the
bishop alone. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos., Plato 33 He
counsel'd Dionysius to give over the Tyranny, and live with-

out a Guard. 1685 Lady R. Russell Lett. (1853) I. 165
Doubtless he is at rest, though I find none without him.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 6 P 11 Those to whom he has
formerly been known will very patiently support his absence
when they have tried a little to live without him. 1877 Mrs.
Argles Phyllis xxvii. (1890) 337 If you can live without me,
..I would rather ten thousand times be dead, than exist

without you.

8. In a state of not possessing; not having (as

a possession of any kind, a part, an advantage,

etc) ; in want of, destitute of, lacking.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)99i Wanne man wiboute eir of him
sulue to debe were ibro^t His moder kun was is eir.

_
c 1300

Havelok 2860 J>e erl of cestre,.. pat was yung knith wit-

uten wif. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 343 With oute bake mete
was neuere his hous. 1459 I'aston Lett. I. 476, j. hood of
russet fetwet withougt a typpet. 1526 Tindale Acts ix. 9
And he was nj. dayes wyth out sight. Ibid. xiv. 17 He lefte

not hym silfe with outen witnes. 1548 Udall Erastn. Par.
Luke i. 11-12 The grief and pensifnesse of beeng without
issue, 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. xxii. (1653) 426 The
shin-bone exposed to all encounters without any defence at
all. 1667 Dryden & Dk. Newc. Sir M. Mar-all in. (1668)

32, I hate him worse than foul weather without a Coach,
1754 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 48 Deceased .. w'out
issue of hts body. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xxi, Without
cross or coin to bless yourself with ! 1871 Geo. Eliot
Middlem. xxxv. II. 212, 1 do believe you are better without
the money. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 407/2 Preventing..

a

litigant without a case from wantonly harassing his opponent.

b. Not with (something that might be given,
granted, or obtained); not getting or receiving, or
having got or received.
c 1200 Vices -r Virtues n Dat we sculen bHSeliche ^iuen..,

wio-uten erSliche mede, alle 3e niede habbe<\ a 122s
Ancr. R. 230 Lo hu heo \sc. the devils] ne muhten nout
widuten leaue swenchen fule swin. 1390 Gower Couf. HI.
377 Y was left with outen helpe. c 1420 Prose Life A lex. 41
He commanded bat he schulde wende hame to his felawes
wit-owtten any harme. c 1450 Merlin iv. 69 Thus departed
the messagers with-outen other ansuere. 1548-1765 [see

Licence so. ij. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 735 The

Victim Ox.. Sunk of himself, without the Gods Command:
Preventing the slow Sacriftcer's Hand. X707 Watts Hymn
1 How beauteous are their feet ' iv, Prophets and kings
desir'd it long, But dy'd without the sight. 1723 Dk.
Wharton True Briton No. 3. I. 19 They are all Guilty of
Felony, without Benefit of the Clergy. 1842 Tennyson
Ld. Burleigh 10 He to lips, that fondly falter, Presses bis
without reproof. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 623 He
would as soon die without their absolution as with it.

c. In the construction of certain verbs : see Do
v. 41, Go v. 68. Also colloq. with ellipsis.

>4S8- [see Go v. 68]. 1713- [see Do v. 41]. 1899 R.
Whiteing^ John St. 75 His one principle of conduct is

to do without.

9. a. With no use, employment, or action of (an
instrument, means, etc.) ; not using, or not being
acted upon by.
Witlwut book; see Book sb. 14: hence (with hyphen)

attrib. or as adj., recited without b^ok 01 from memory.
«ii22 O. E. Chron. (Laud M.S.J an. 10S6 He haefde

Yrlande mid hiswerscipe ^ewunnon & wiSutan a;lcon wsp-
non. c 1200 Ormis' 11329 Wipbuteun mete & drinnch heold
Crist hiss fasste baare fowwerrti3 da3hess. 1471 Riiley
Comp. Alch. VI. iv. in Ashin. (1652) 1O2 So that hyt lyke
wax wyll melt . . Wythou ten blast. 1597 Shaks. Rom. \Jul.
1. iv. 7 (Qo.) Weele haue. .no withoutbooke Prologue faintly

spoke After the Prompter, for our entrance, c 1615 Bacon
Advice to Sir G. Villiers Wks. 1879 I. 519 1 The excess of
diet, .would be avoided ; wise men will do it without a law.

1673 E. Browne Traz>. 130 Two sorts of Virgin Mercury;
the one running out and discovering it self without labour,

the other requiring some way of extraction and separation.

1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd. 21 To pass the
Evening without Cards. 1797 Colkridge Christabel \. 177
The moon shines dim .. But they without its light can see

The chamber carved so curiously. 1798 — Anc. Mar. 169
Withouten wind, withouten tide, She steddies with upright
keel. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i- I. 150 The new parlia-

ment, which, having been called without the royal writ, is

more accurately described as a convention. 1857 [see Get
7'. 63 h]. 1865 Swisbl'kne Masque oj Queen Bersabe 02
[The rushes] Grew wet withouten foot of men.

b. With no action or agency of (a person) ; esp.

with no co operation of, or support from.

1340 HaMPOLE Tr. Consc. Prol. 44 Alle thyng thurgh his

myght made he, For with-outen hym myght nathing be.

1382 Wyclif John xv. 5 For with outen me 3e mown no
thing do. c 1450 Merlin ii. 36 A childe born withouten
fader. 1476 Stonor Papers {Camden) II. 19, I . .saide . . That
..I coulde not answere that mateer without yow. 1535
Coverdale 2 Kings xviii. 25 Thinkest thou that I came vp
hither without y* Lorde to destroye these cities? 1592 in

}. Morris Troubles Cath. Forefathers (1877) 28 Imprisoned
for burying a Catholic without a minister. 1598 in Hariug-
tons Xugx Ant. (1804) I. 176 To make peace withouten
his allyes and friends. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 70
Without thee nothing lofty can I sing. 1712 Swift Jml.
to Stella 13 Dec, We shall have a peace very soon; the

Dutch are almost entirely agreed, and if they stop we shall

make it without them. 1875 [see Get v. 63 b]. Mod. Come
and help me with this job; I can't do it without you.

10. (with obj. an abstract thing, as a quality,

attribute, action, condition, etc.): a. (depending

on or referring to a verb) With absence or lack of,

or freedom from ; so that there is no ... ; often

forming phrases equivalent to negative adveibs,

e. g. without end — endlessly, without fail = un-
failingly, withoutfear = fearlessly, without success

— unsuccessfully, etc.

Frequent in ME. in intensive or expletive phrases, as-

withoutien dread, tease (sb.1;, leasing, let, letting, tie (sb.
1

),

miss (sb.
1

), strife, etc. See also the various sbs.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 143 Iwarpen ine eche pine, wibuten
alesinge, and wi3-uten milce. c 1220 Bestiary 412 For to

winnen fode, derflike wiSuten died, a 1250 Oivlfy Night. 183
Wit-ute cheste and bute fi^te. c J275- [see Delay sb. 3 a].

1297- [see Fail sb. 2
1]. ^1300 Cursor M. 10407 pai bat

stad er in pair blis, Wit-vten want.., Wit-vten seke, wit-

vten sare. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3429 Swa parfitely

may nane lyf here, With-outen venielsyns sere. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. B. xiv. 237 He is neuere murie, Withoute mornynge
amonge, and mischief to bote. 1390 Gowfr Conf. I. 2S1

Sche seith me nay withouten oth. a 1450 Mvrc Par. Pr.

34 Say by serues wybowten hast, c 1450 Merlin 129 With-
outen cause ye be not come hider. 1549 Compl. Scot. 5
Quhen he purchessis pace ande concord, vytht out diminu-
tione of his rycht. a 1553 Udall Royster D. iv. vii. (Arb.)

74, I will take the lawe on hir withouten grace. 1614
Gorges Lucan vi. 219 Then Pompey's men withouten stop,

Do mount vpon the trenches top. 1633 Earl Manch. At
Mondo (1636) 162 It is just. .that they who live without
repentance, should dye without comfort. 1721 Ramsay Lucky
Spence x, Nane gathers gear withoutten care. 1779 Mirror
No. 57 r6, I hope I may say it without vanity. 1812 Byron
Ch. Har. \. xxxi, Far as the eye discerns,withouten end. 1820

Maddock Rep. V.-C. Crt. V. 35 Stating.. 'that the estates

were to be sold without reserve.' 1834 Newman Par.Serm.

(1837) I. 101 Men can without trouble be brought to confess

that they sin. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 540 Great

doubt has been thrown on his integrity, but without sufficient

reason. 1862 Law Jml. Rep. 31 Ch. 676 Prima facie, a

party writing a letter, and using the expression 'without

prejudice', means that he is not to be prejudiced. 1881

Mtss Bkaddon Asphodel III. 265 He. .then let her go with-

out a word. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Last Rhyme True

'Thomas 130, I do well To love my love withouten fear.

b. (depending on or referring to a sb.) Cha-

racterized by absence of, lacking or free from, not

having : often forming phrases equivalent to nega-

tive adjs., e. g. without end= endless, ivithoutfcar^

fearless, without number (fta/e) -= innumerable, etc

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 95 He de5 ba he beorS bilehwhe and

wio-utan ufelnesse. c 1230 Hali Meid. 15 He is ieoflukest

ping & wiSuten eauer euch bruche. a 1250 Owl
<fr

Night.

863 For nys no mon wibvteu sunne. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)



WITHOUT. 226 WITHOUT DOORS.

8903 pi louerd ssal abbe an namcvair wiboute blame.

a 1300 Cursor M. 102 Mild and mek, witouten gail. C1380
Sit" Ferumb. 4 112 Neuere ne was he with-oute strif, Bot

ay wykkeliche lyuede ys lyf. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 45 To
grounde I was withoute breth. 14. . Tundale's Vis. 32 He
was a man withoute pyte. 1509 Fisher Funeral Serm.
C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 309 Be not sad. .as men with-

outen hope, 1626 Bacon Sylva § 499 It is obserued by
some, that there is a vertuous Bezoar, and another without

vertue. 1690 Locke Hunt. Und. 1 iv. § 1 There was a time,

when the Mind was without those Principles. 1719 De Foe
Cnesoe 11. (Globe) 422 All sorts of Tools and Iron-work,
they had without Tale. 1758 Hume Ess., Eloquence 66

'Tis vehement reasoning, without any appearance of art.

1859 Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Jrnls. (1871} II. 284 It resembled
an unspeakably bad dough nut, without any sweetening.

1869 RuskIN Q.o/Air § 77 They are white, without purity;

. . massive, without strength ; and slender, without grace.

c. With no possibility of; so, or such, as not

to admit of; so, or such, that there can be no . . .

a 1300 Cursor M. 25821 For hair wanhopping pai fall wit-

vten vp-couering. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 1T3 Our men
was slayne with outyn redemptioune. Ibid. 226 With out
reskew he stekyt him to dede. 1530 Palsgr. 329 '2 Without
remedy, irremediable. 1670 [see Clergy 6]. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 174 I" 14 These wounds . . are without cure.

1762 Hume Hist. Eng., Jul C. to lien, I'll, I. App. I. 151
The great lords and abbots among the Anglo-Saxons . . could
punish without appeal any thieves.. they caught. 1766 [see

Remedy sb. 3].

d. In such phrases as without comparison, con-

troversy, doubt
, fnay, etc. the meaning app.

varies between * beyond ' (sense 2 or 3) and ( in-

volving the absence of, 'not admitting of*, 'so

that there is or can be no . .
.'.

a 1300- [see Doubt sb. 1 46], 1340-1578 [see Comparison
sb. 2 b]. 1547-1777 [see Controversy sb. 1 c]. 1557 A' 7*.

(Geneva) Heb. vii. 7 Without all nay, he which is lesse,

receaueth blessyng of hym which is greater. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn, 11. xix. §3 These things are without Contradic-
tion, and could not otherwise be. 1621-1709 [see Compare
sb. 1 al

f e. Without day = Sine die. Obs.

1607 Cowel Interfr. s.v. Day, To be dismissed with out
day, is to be finally discharged the court. 1713 Mod. Cases
VI. 262 He doubted of the Effect of a Nolle Pros'. .if it

discharged the Indictment, or only put the Defendant with-

out Day.

11. Followed by a gerund or vbl. sb. in -tng :

equivalent to ' so as not to' or c and not* with the

corresponding vb., or * not ' with the pres. pple.

;

e.g. to pass by without seeing = i to pass by so as

not to see ',
' to pass by and not see *, * to pass by,

not seeing \
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2620 Tristrem is went oway Wib outen

coming 03am. 1377 Langl. P. Pt. B, xi. 144 Hc.wilned
me were graunted Grace, wyth-outen any bede-byddynge.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2992 Tite, withoutyn tariyng, atiiit

were all. 1515 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 407/1 To pas and
repas als oft as thai pies, .without ony. .aresting. a 1548
Hall Citron., 14 Edw. IV, 235 The Frenche kyng. .callyng
for water, washed and rose without any answere makyng.
1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus* Adtnir. Events To Rdr.
a vij, Drones which do but humme about flowers, without
gathering any honey from them. 1734 Berkeley Let. Wks.
187 1 IV. 217, I can hardly stir abroad without catching cold.

1779 Mirror Ho. 2 Pi No child ever heard from its nurse
the story of Jack the Giant Killer's cap of darkness, without
envying the pleasures of invisibility. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Shops <y Tenants, We never passed at night without seeing
the eldest girl at work. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I.

169 He was a slave without being a dupe. 1877 Ruskin
St. Maries Rest iv. §51 A solemn piece of old Venetian
wall.. which you might pass under twenty times without
seeing. 1883 Lazu Times LXXIX. 119/2 No person was..
to blast coal without the charge having been inspected by
the underlooker.

+b. Governingan infinitive with to. [After Fr., etc.]

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon xxii. 470 That we maye
retourneagen hole and sounde. . wythoutetobedyshonoured.
1556 J- de Ftores' Aurelio fy Isab. F 6, Without to see it

whiche is written.

c. By ellipsis of the gerund : Not counting,
leaving out of account, colloq.

1871 Geo. Eliot Middlem. xxxv. II. 212 My father has
enough to do to keep the rest, without me.

+ 12. Without mo or more : in various senses (see

Mo B. 3 c, More a. B. 4 c). Often used as a tag.
c 1290, etc. [see Mo, More, as above], c 1350 Will. Palerne

2573 pe werwolf., went wi3tly a-wei wit-oute any more.
c 1350 Leg. Rood iii. 148 By j?at ilk way went we twa, pi
moder and I with-outen ma. 14. . Guy Warw, (Camb. MS.)
719 Wythowytyn more forthe they rode. C1470 Henry
Wallace 1. 61 Till Noram kirk he come with outyn mar,
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiv. 89 The Deuill said then,
withouttin mair, ' Renunce 3our God, and cum to me.'

13. In senses 7-1 1 often with conditional impli-

cation (mostly with negative, expressed or implied)

:

If one have (or had) not, if there be (or were) not,

unless one have or there be, in the absence of, in de-

fault of, 'supposing the negation or omission of '(J.).
01300 Cursor M. 126 Na were may stand Wit-outen

grundwall to be lastand. 1387 Trevisa Higden III. i6r

Nober man ne womman schulde be punsched wib oute gilt.

£•1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. 99 pat swech bingis myte
not be do wit3-outen vertuous lyuyng. 1526 Tindale Heb.
xi. 6 With out faith it is vnpossihle to please him. 1661

Godolphin View Adm. Jurisd. Introd. a 6, The Mariner..
may not sail without one Cat or more in his Vessel. 1748
Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. 1, Withouten that would come an
heavyer bale. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xv, What is genius or
courage without an heart? 1834 Marryat Peter Simple
xxxvii, Without a sense of your fault, how can repentance

and amendment be expected ? 1857 Buckle Civilt'z. I. x. 617
The people believed that without the nobles there was no
safety; the nobles believed that without the crown there
was no honour.

14. With ellipsis of the obj. (cf. 4). Now colloq.

(except in contrast with with).
In negative contexts, as in quots. 1733, 1898, virtually =

otherwise ; this use is further extended in unstudied speech,
e.g. :

' You can go, if you can find somebody to go with,—
not without *.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 16 pe nihend-ferbe salme wid
be antefen oubir wid-vten. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Covipl. 98
Smal shew of man was yet vpon his chinne. .Yet. .nice
affections wauering stood in doubt If best were as it was, or
best without. 1654 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 233 Here
is a ring :. .'tis indifferent whether there be any word in't or
not; only 'tis as well without. 1672 Wiseman Wounds 1.

viii. 70 We threw out our Tent, and by Sarcoticks cured
this wound without. i68t T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens
No. 27 (1713) I. 178 Come, it is a great while since we had
a Pindarick ; have you never a one in your Budget ? Earn.
I am seldom without. 1720 Lady B. Germaine in C'tess
Suffolk's Lett. (1024) I. 73 Though you should take the four
[thousand pounds], still I shall have enough without. 1733
Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. vii. 26 All the former Roots being
broken off at the Ends in taking up (for 'tis impossible to do
it without). 1741 Richardson Pamela III. 27 Pray don't

!

You'll have enough on your hands without. 1800 Mrs.
Hervfy Mouriray Fam. IV. 57 Well, promise nothing,
Mr. Chowles ; but do it without. 1834 Newman Lett. (1891)
II. 48 [He] was afraid to tell ine, and left Oxford without.
1878 E. A. Freeman Let. in W. R. W. Stephens Life % Lett.
(1895) II. 161, 1 don't get any worship here; but I am better
without. 1898 W. W. Jacobs Sea Urchins, Grey Parrot
(1906) 208 You must have given him some encouragement. ..

A man wouldn't offer to lend a lady his opera-glasses without.

b. slang, in reference to liquor : Not mixed with
suo;ar : cf. With prep. 26 b (b).

'835 Dickens Sic. Boz, River, Glasses of brandy-and-water
cold without. 1837 Barham Ingot. Leg., Execution 71 There
is 'punch,' 'cold without, 1

'hot with,' 'heavy wet.' 1854
[see With prep. 26 b (£)].

15. Qualified by a negative : not without = not
lacking, with or having some (implying or suggest-

ing a somewhat slight or not very great amount).
Cf. not with negative adj. or adv. (Not adv. 10 c).

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 42
Sa sure a havin .. that nocht w*out cause the historio-
graphours named it, the Porte of saifgairdand saiftie. 1605
Shaks. Macl\ 1. v. 20 Thou would'st be great; Art not
without Ambition. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. iv, Nor were
we without guests. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett, xxxvii.
(1800) II. 71, I looked back upon Birmingham not without
satisfaction at thinking I should never enter it again. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 113 Many, .were not without
hopes that mild and liberal counsels might prevail. 1879
McCarthy Donna Q. I. 61 She remembered not without a
pang that [etc].

C. conj. (or in conj. phr,)
1. The prep, governing a clause introduced by

that, so that without that becomes a conjunctional

phr. : f & (a) Except that, {b) In addition to the

fact that. Obs. rare,
c 1200 Okmin 1022 patt wa^herifft wass henngedd ta^r, forr

batt itt hidenn shollde AH batt tatt tasr wib^innenn wass
..Wibbutenn batt te bisscopp sellf..paer shollde cumenn o
be 3er annsibe, & all himmane. 1489.^0:. Ld.I/igli Treas.
Scot. I. 145 Laide downe in redy siluer for rybbanis to the

King,, .withowte at the Master of the Wardrop hes boycht
v dussane of rybbanis..summa iij

n
.

b. (in sense B. 10) Without its being the case

that : now expressed by the construction with
gerund (B. 11), with or without poss.,e. g. without
that you shall need « without your needing '

;

without that he ted me — 'without leading me'.

Now rare or Obs.
C1450 in W.T.Barbour Hist. Contract (1914) 201 Withoute

bat ever eny accord.. were made or had bitwene be seid

John Mercer and John Halsnoth. 1471 Fortescue Wks.
(1869) 525 Sainte Edwarde reyned..peseably. .with oute eny
clayme made vppon him, by hyr, or by her husbande, and
with outen that eny of ther heirs have claymed this londe.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxvi. 560 The speres flew

in peces wythout that ony of theym felle to the grounde.

1594 R. Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (1596) 203 Him-
selfe will deliuer them into your hands, without that you
shall need to conquer them. 1596 Danett tr. Comines
(1614) 86, The captaine at the castell gate..offred me a cup
of wine, without that he led mee into the castell as he was
accustomed, a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 162

This seemed to be done, without that the King was fully

informed thereof. Ibid.230 Your Actions (without that I or

any else speak of them) make you a lyar. 1853 C. Bronte
Villeite xii, It was next to impossible that acasket could be
thrown into her garden, .without.. that she should have
caught intimation [etc].

f o. (with conditional implication as in B. 13)
If it be or were not the case that, unless : = 2. Obs.
c 1440 Generydes 475 Withoute that she myght have his

loue ageyn, She were on don for euere in certayne, C1450
Capgrave Life St. Aug. ii. 4 This myth not be do with-
outen bat J>ei had substauns of possession. 1523 Q. Marc
in M. A. E. Green Lett. Royal Ladies (1846) I. 266 (MS.)
The lordes wilbe. .ferd to Ieve the governours wayes, with-
out that they may fynd some suyrtie to take ther partt.

fd. Without that (or this) that: legal phr. intro-

ducing an exception, spec, in pleading [tr. law-L.
absque hoc quod, law-Fr. sans ceo que], a form, obso-
lete since 1852, whereby a defendant asserted special

matter of exception or justification against the plain-

tiff 's claim while reserving his denial of the whole
cause of action.

1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 150 That all

the said mesuages and londes shuld be in the rule., of the
Chamberleyne. .Without that that the said mesuages and
londes extend to the yerely value of cxl li. 1592 B. N. C.
{Ox(.)Docts. B237 (MS.) Without that, that H. P. was never
properly enfeoffed. 1601 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 72 b, The
Elaintife replyed, that.. the defendant, .assaulted him and
eate him.. and the defendant reioined that.. by their

common accorde they played together, without that that he
beate him in other maner. 1651 tr. Kitchiris Jurisd.
(1653) 422 Conspiracy, he is alive, with out that, that he is

dead. Ibid. 423 Where one pleads out of his Fee, the other
saith within, without that, that it was out in manner and
forme. 1824 H. J. Stephen Treat. Princ. Pleading ii. 211
The defendants delivered their petition to the common
council, complaining of an undue election ; 7vithout this that
the jurisdiction, .belonged to the court of the mayor and
aldermen.

2. Hence, by omission of that, simply as a con-
junction : If . . not, except, unless.

Formerly common in literary use, most frequently with verb
in subjunctive ; later colloq. ('not in use, except in conversa-
tion 'J. 1755) or arch., and now chiefly illiterate. Often
replaceable by the const, with gerund (B. 11*, e. g. without
he be compelled = 'without being compelled'; csp. with
clause referring to an attendant circumstance or result rather

than a condition, as in quot. 1467.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. v. 176 Quath conscience to be
kynge with-oute be comune help, Hit is ful bard .

,

ber-to hit to brynge. 1467 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. II.

308 If I wer ther withought I had the mor. .wurchepfull
persones abought me.. it shuld be to me but a vylney. 1477
Stonor Pafers (Camden) II. 28 She is displeside and I

know nat whereffore, with owte hir olde sekenes be fallen on
hir agayn. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. (1812) I. xii. 12 All

the moost parte of the realme were right joyouse, withoute
it were a fewe parsones. .fauourable to syr Hewe Spencer.

1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. 1. xii. (1553) C iij b, Good
workes to godwarde woorketh no man without god woorke
with him. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 410 [He] will

nocht deliver, .the said hors without he be compellit. 1591
Shaks. Com. Err. m. ii. 92 Such a one, as a man may not
speake of, without he say sir reuerence. a 1643 J. Shute
Judgem. fy Mercy (1645) 129 He may barke, but he cannot
bite without a man come within his reach. 1695 Congreve
Love /or L. iv. i, If he can't be cur'd without I suck the

Poyson from his Wounds. 1754 Shebbeare Matrimony
(1766) I. 143 Do not think of marrying this young Lady,
without j'ou are convinced you can love her. 1787 Bf.attie
Scoticisms 101. I will not go without I am paid for it.

Scottish and obsolete and vulgar English. 1802 Mks. E.
Parsons Myst. Visit III. 5T, I shall never intrude without
you invite me. a 1814 Fam. Politics 11. Lin New Brit.

Theatre II. 207 I'm but a working woman, and cannot live

without I gets my due. 1834 T. Arnold Lei. 14 Apr.
in Stanley Life (1898) I. vii. 328 Not allowing God's seal,

without it be countersigned by one of their own forging.

1859 Tennvson Elaine 1411 Not without She wills it.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xv. (1891) 211, I know these

people. . ,so as all the science in the world can't know them,
without it takes time about it. 1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch.
Eng. I. 437 No canons were to become law without they
were assented to. .by the crown. 1887 Daily News i\ Nov.
2/7 Without a great change takes place the meeting is sure

to commence to-morrow.

D. sb. That which is external ; the outside.

nonce-use.

1899 C. F. D'Arcy Ideal. $ T/ieol. Introd. 22 Necessity is

determination from without, determination by the not-self.

It belongs therefore to whatever has a 'without.'

"Without, obs. pa. t. of Withhold v.

tWitllOTl'td0O :r, adv. phr. (adj.) Obs. =next.
c 1205 Lay. 2382 pat neuer ne ferde heo wi5 uten dore.

1570 Levins Alanip. 22i)/8 Wythout dore, exira,/oris. 1621

in Foster Engl. Factories Ind. (1906) 28oAstorme of. .rayne

..that wett these bales which weare without doare_ in the

street. 1649 C. Wase Sophocles, Electra 30 Enter in, and
let her without door Her own distresses, and her friends

deplore. 1739 Johnson Boerhaave in GentI. Mag. IX. 174/1

His . . Friend , . found him sitting without Door.

"b. attrib. or as adj. (with hyphen). = Out-door
a. ; in quot. trans/, or Jig. relating to the outer

world, outward, external.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 69 Prayse her but for this her
without-dore- Forme.

WithoU't doors, adv. phr. {adj.) Obs. or rare

arch. (Also with hyphen,) [See \Vithout prep.

I. and Dooe 5.]

1. Out of doors, outside the house, in the open air.

1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 63 Our meat we bought our selues,

. .and we fetched our beere without doores. 1663 Gerbier
Counsel 27 At the latter end of the year.. no brick-work

without doores ought to be laid. 1695 A. Telfair New
Con/ut. Sadd. (1696) 4 The Family being all without-doors.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 83 P 1 When the Weather hinders

me from taking my Diversions without Doors. 1796 Morse
Amer.Geog. II. 621 Without doors they use a kind ofwooden
patten. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shoi xxviii, The prepara-

tions without doors had not been neglected.

2. trans/. and_/?^. Outside the community (family,

nation, etc.) ; f spec, outside Parliament (= Oct-
OF-DOOR, -DOORS A. 2 a).

1697 C. Davenant Ess. E. India Trade Wks. 1771 I. 96
Some persons (without doors), .profess themselves open
enemies to the traffic in general. 1709 Swift Adv. Relig.

Misc. (1711) 224 Senates are like to have little Regard for

any Proposals that come from without Doors. 1723 Dk,
Wharton True Briton No. 5. 1. 43 Those who are Without-

Doors should do their Duty by supporting such Patriots.

1769 Junius Lett. xvii. (1S12) 1. 181 It will not be necessary.,

to take the troubleof answering . . the quotation from a speech

without doors. 1792 Burke Sp. 11 May (1816) IV. 51 The
House was untainted . . by those false principles which had
been so amply circulated without doors. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. xiv, He who beat all enemies without doors,

found a fair foe who could belabour him within.



WITHOUTFORTH.
3. attrib. or as cuij. — prec. h.

2654 Fuller Comm. Ruth 139 The Daughters of Sarah,
whom the meeknesse of their Sex hath priviledged from
following without doors affairs.

+ Withoutforth, adv. Obs. (or rare arch.)

Also with hyphen, or as two words,, or as three.

[f. Without adv. + Forth adv.] Properly, Every-
where without or outside (see Forth adv. 2 b)

;

but in use a mere synonym of without. (Opp. to

Withinforth.) a. = WITHOUT adv. I.

C1380 WyclifSW. Wks. II.384 Woo worbe3ou,..ypocritis,
bat clensen wibout-forj? of be cuppe and of be dishe. c 1380— Wks. (1880) 46 pei weren apeled wib o cote or kirtil

with-ynne forbe & withoute forb. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 72
When bay wern alle in, God closud be dore aftyr horn
wythout-forth. 1474 in Lift. Cantuar. (Rolls) III. 272
Yowre powche and key-band with the keverynge ; on the
which are. .set ij. porses with owteforth. 1511 GuyIforders
Pytgr. (Camden) 23 Withoute forthe by fore the entre into this

Temple. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. vi. II. 528 The peecesof
this earth, if a man doe breake, shew the own naturall colour
which is not mixt : without-fbrth they be spotted. 1894
F. S. Ellis Reynard the Fox 247 Withoutforth of the ring
. . A stone , . of colours three.

b. = Without adv. 2,2 b.

1383 Wyclif Matt. xii. 46 His modir and his bretheren
stoden with outeforth [1388 withouteforth]. 1388 — Acts v.

34 Gamaliel, .comaundide the men to be put without forth.

1467 in Engl. Gilds (1870) 373 That euery citezein . . wtout-
forth paye alle maner chargs as citezens do that dwelle
w lynforth. 1470-83 Malory Arthur xx. xxii. 836 They
. .kepte the syege wyth lytel warre withoutforth. 1530
Tindale Deut. xxxii. 25 Without forth, the swerde shall
robbe them off theirechildern. 1600 Holland Livy vie. xxi,
All was quiet withoutforth. 1609 — Amm. Marcell. 132
The space, .between the wall and the heape of earth cast
up withoutforth.

c. = Without adv. 3.

1357 Lay Folks Calech. (L.) 758 Thou schalt not do
leccherye nober in consent in hert ne spekynge ne in coun-
tenaunce withowte-forb. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iv.

(1868) 164 pe wit comprehendib fro wib outen furbe be
figure of be body of be man. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr.
(1907) 123 The schame that sche hadde of lur synne was so
grete withynneforth that sche format al schame and reproue
withouteforth. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495)
1. i. 4 b/2 Faynynge wythoute fourthe by theyr couuert
maners and symple habyllemens to be Innocentes. 1530
Palsgr. Introd. 34 The verbes actyves betokyng some acte
to passe from the doer without forth.

d. quasi -sb. (preceded by of) : That which is

without; external region or action.

1474 Caxton Chesse m. iv. (1883) "4 Hyt befelle that a
marchant of withoute forth herd the,. fame of this man.
2491 — Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 277 b/2 That the
werkes of withoutforth be fyist withinforth ruled after the
lugement of right & reason.

e. attrib. or as adj. Outside, external.
c 1500 in Amolde Chron. (181 1) 9 The wythoutforth landys

and tenementis.

Withou'tside, adv. and prep. Now rare or

Obs. (Also with hyphen, or as two words.) [f.

Without + Side sb., after outside.'} Opp. to
Withinside or Within. A. adv.

1. On the outer side or surface : = Outside adv.

1 (in part), Without adv. 1.

2578 Lyte Dodoens 1. v. n The roote is..blacke without-
side. 2668 H. More Div. Dial. 11. v. (1713) 97 Nor do we
our selves grow by being liquored without side, but within.
2695 Congreve Lave for L. iv. i, Why does that Lawyer
wear black?—Does he carry his Conscience without side?
*7a7

_38 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Mould, The Moulds. .are of
wax, supported within-side by what they call a core, and
covered without-side with a cap or case. 2794 C Smith
Wand. Warwick \q Barricading the cabin door withoutside.
2849 Chr. G. Rossetti Testimony 20 Poet. Wks, (1904) 119
We build our houses on the sand Comely withoutside and
within, c 2850 [see Withinside A. 1].

2. In (or toj the place or space without : «= Out-
ride adv. 1 (in part), 2, Without adv. 2.

a 2700 Evelyn Diary 21 Sept. 1644, The Cathedrall,. .full

of sepulchres without-side. 2706 E. Wahd Hud. Rediv.
(1707) II. vi. 4 Without side warm, within side merry. 1710
Mrs. Centlivre Marplot 11. Wks. 2760 II. 147 When I came
withoutside, I saw nobody there. 2800 Ann. Reg., Chron.
414 Within this temple is an altar, and without-side, near
the entrance, another. 1831 Trelawny Adv. 1'ounger Son
I. xx. 148 A wild shout from without-side.

3. Withoutside of, prep. p/ir. m outside of,

Outside adv. 3 a.

2638 in Collect. Mass. Hist. Soc. Ser. in. VI. 23 Placing
the Indians, .without side of our soldiers in a ring battalia.
1712 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 169 A very
narrow bridge, . . without-side of the gate. 2751 R. Paltock
P. IVilkinsUQS*) II. xi. 108 Without-side of these mountains,
it was scarce darker than at my arkoe. 1769 J. liusH Hiber.
nia Curioia 163 Wearing their shirts withoutside of their
cloaths. 2865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia I. 345 All the world
withoutside of Nejed.

B. prep. - A. 3, Outside prep. 1, a, Without
prep. 1, 1 b.

1686 [see Withinside B. 2). 11760 Impostors Detected
I. iv. I. 31 The monk's sandals which he had left without
side the door, a 2774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776)
II. 176 Succeeding each other, one without side the other,
like circles in disturbed water. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 133
A fire was made without side the cabin, in the open air.

1831 T. Hope Ess. Origin Man 1. 8 Modifications existing
withoutside my person.

t Withouttake, prep. Obs. rare. [I With-
out adv. after Out-take pp/e.

t
prep.] Except.

141a Vonge tr. Seer. Seer. 185 With al the Princes and men
of value of the lande, wythout-take the Pepill of Vllystere.

227

1
Withou twards, adv. nonce-wd. [f. Without

j

+ -wards.] Towards the exterior.

2865 [see WlTHINWABDSJ.

Withpraise, etc. : see With- b.

Withaafe, -saif, obs. ff. Vouchsafe.
+ Withsake, v. Obs. Forms : 1 wipsacan,

3 -saken
;
pa. t. 3 -soc(k, pa.pple. 4 -saken.

[OE. tvipsacan, f. With- + sacan to contend, dis-

pute, deny; cf. MHO. widersachen.] — Withsay
v. 1, 2. 3.

972 Blickl. Horn. 53 Wibsacab mi bam leasum welum,
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 33 Se be me wiSsxcS hefoian
mannun, & ic wibsace hyne beforan minum fasder. £1205
Lay. 10898 pa wiSsaken wolde cristmdom he dude his marker)
him on. Ibid. 13000 Imong ban eorlen he stod & fasrliche
hit wio-soc. 11225 After. R. 88 Ich hit ne mei nout wi5-
saken. 11375 Joseph Arim. 178 His grete folk J at him
wib-saken hedde.

f "Withsave, obs. f. Vouchsafe, used by Wyatt
in the sense : To preserve.
a 154a Wyatt ' Syns love ys suche ' 20 Hencefurthe my

fredome to withsave [rime have], — ' Now must I /erne*
22 Now must I seke som other ways Myself for to withsave.

tWithsaw. Obs. [f. With- + Saw sb. *, after

Withsay v.] — Withsayixg.
a 1225 After. R.2S8 Hwon be delit i5e luste is igon so

oueruord bet ter nis non witVsigginge [v.r. wiSsahe]. 11300
Cursor flf, 58*77 Now wald bai male bam a witsau Fra bair
warkes for to drau. a 1325 MS. Rawl. B.J20, If. 28 Mame
lordes of wastes, .hahbez i ben desturbed boru with sawe of
hoere ne^eburs [orig. per contradiccionetn vicinorum],

t Withsay, sb. Cbs. [f. next.] = prec.
c 1315 Shobeham vii. 369 per nere stryf ne contekynge,

Ne no wyb-sey.

t Withsay, V. Obs. [OE. (rare Northumb.)
widsxega : see With- and Say v. 1 Cf. OFris.
withsedza.]

1. trans. To renounce, rare.
('960 Ritual? Dunetm. (Surtees) 34 Terrena drsideria

respuentes, eardlico lvsto wiosaecgende. c 1386 Chaucer
Sec. Nun's T. 447 Euery cristen wight shal han penaunce
Hut if that he his cristendom withseye. Ibid. 457 We that
knowen thilke name [of Christian] so For vertuous, we may
it nat withseye.

2. a. To afiirm the contrary of, contradict, deny
(a fact or statement) ; also, to deny the existence of.

a 2225 A ncr. R. 86 3ifa moil . . de3 so much mis bat hit beo so
open sunne bat he hit ne mei nonesweis allelunge wiSsiggen,
2297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2309 To londone he gan him bringe,
& sede he was purost eyr to be ici ouned to tinge. Nomon
ne mhte it wel wib segge. 1303 R. Brunne I/andl. Synne
9800 Syker ys, bat yn rolleys leyde, For \>a.n may hytneuer
be wybseyde. 2387 Trf.visa Iligden (Rolls) 1. 19 Sawes bat
wibseib nou^t oure byleiie. 2443-50 in W. P. Baildon Set.
Cases Chanc. (1896) 136 He withseieth not the matter con-
teigned in the seid biile of complainte. 1493 Ccv. Lcet Bk.
57 To which the Recordour. .seid that he withseith not be
ffraunchis of Couentre, nor the allowance berof had at
Bristoll. 1530 Palsgr. 783/2 Sythe I have sayd it, 1 wyll
never withsay it. 1567 1'urberv. Ovid's Ep. 236 That Dian
witnesde thou canst not withsaye.

b. To contradict, denythe statement of (a person).
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10349 Wan bou seist,quab be king,

}>at bat was mi bou^t, So gret louerd as bou art, Ine wibsegge
be noujt. 2387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. (Skeat) 1. 184 To
withsaye thilke men that of thee speken otherwysethan the
sothe. 2426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 5594, I ne may SutTre . .

!

But that I muste yow wkh-seyn. 2530 Rastell Bk. Purgat.
1. vii, As beyng and not beynge be two contraryauntys [etc.]

the one alway doth denye and with saye the other.

c. intr. To make denial or contradiction ; to
speak in opposition to ; also trans, to utter by way
of contradiction.
a 1300 CursorJi/.1 j2S8 + 12 In witnesfni ros with him, .. For

be lews suld not with-say pat gart to ded him bring. 2382
Wyclif Job xvi. 9 The false Kiere is rered vp aaeu my face,
withseiende to me, — Judith i. n To alle these Nabu-

\

godonosor..sente messageres ; the whiche alle with o wil
wjthseiden^ 2390 Gower Couf. I. 341 Whan Nestor hath
his tale seid, Ayein him was no word wkhseid. 1x1400
Engl, Gilds (1870) 355 Pat cuerych bakere habbe hys seal '

y knowe vpon hys loft, pat he ne mowe wib*segge 5if he is
i

of take ober ban week c 2430 Pflgr» LyfManhode 1. lxxiii.

(1869) 48, 1 may not to that of no thing wel withseye. 1463
Cases bef. King's Council (Sclden) 115 b, Forasmoch as they
withsey not by dedez and actez of their factours.

3. trans. To speak or act against, oppose, resist;
|

Gainsay v. 3 ; occas. to say (a thing) in oppo-
sition. Also, to disallow, forbid. Also absol.
£-2200 Okmin 17826 Fele bede modili^ wibModenn i &

wjbbse33denn . , herTness lihht. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hem. 239
;

Bt boda^es hr.iede herodes..his broker wif, and binam hire
htm, and Seint Iohan hit wi<5 seide. a 2225 A ncr. R. 204
Hwonne be schil & te heorte ne wiSsiggeS nout. C2275
Passion our Lord 422 in O. E. Misc. 49 Eueruych mon bat,

'

makeb hym king.. He wyb-seyb cesare. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1S80) 160 pat no man dar wib-seie hem in "here wrong.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 805 Who so wole my Iuggement with-
seye. 1390 Gower Couf. I. 312 Ther mat noman his happ
withsein. 2472 Caxton Recuyelt (Sommer) 88 That ther 1

be not oon man that is so hardy to withsaye ony thynge
contrarye to my will. 1483 — G. de la Tour xxix. c vj, He
was. .patron of the patysshe and the parson durst not with-
saye hym. Ibid, exxxui. mij b. I defende and withsaye to
them ihe kyssyng. 2523 Ld. Bkrners Froiss. I. eclxxxiv.
174/2, I may nat nor dare nat withsay yor noble pleasure.
a 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 395 Moloc, that mawmett, there
darre no man withsay.

4. a. To refuse to do or perform. Also absol.
a 1225 Ancr. R, 238 peo. . wiftsegged bc graunt berof m>d

unwille heorte. a 2225 Juliana 26 ?ct tu maht 5«f b" wu,t
burhen be seoluen, ant Jef bu mare wi5setst [etcj. 2197 R.

WITHSTAND.
Glouc (Rolls) 7689 To horn bat wolde is willc do debone;e
he was & inilde & to horn bat wibsede strong tirant ii wilde.

c 2385 Chaucer L.G. W. Prol. 367 Or hym was bodyn make
thilke tweye Of sum persone & durste it not with-seye.

2485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 49 Gladly he wold haue doo the
bataylle yf he had not wythsayed it . . whan he was requyred.

b. To decline to give, grant, or allow ; to refuse.

Also withdat. ofperson (sometimes without dir. obj.).

2297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4920 + 6 pe byssop yt nolde grante
ac outlych yt wyb seyde. 23.. A'. A lis. 2905 (Laud MS.)
Homage nolde hym non wipsaye. 1402 Hoccleve Let.
Cupid io3 She. .So lybcral ys, she wol no wyght wiih-sty.
ci43oLyi>g. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) 32 She. . Halsethe
and kissethe and wol hym not with-seyne. C1450 Merlin
xiv. 204, I will in no wise withsey that ye requere. ("2475
PartenayZt No man shall ther-of you werne ne withsay.
1531 Dial, on Laws Bng. \. vi. 10 b, I wyll nat withsay tliy

desyre. 2545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 165 Tlianke youi selfe,

whiche woulde haue me rather faulte. .than, .withsay your
request. 26. . Eger $ Grine 590 in Furniv. & Hales Percy
Folio I. 372 Soe he desired that sword soe bright That shee
was loth to with-say that Knight. 2661-85 in Househ. Ord.
(1790) 372 This is in noe wise to bee withsaid, for it is the
King's honour.

Hence + Withsayer, a gainsayer, opponent.
c 1420 Wycliffite Bible Pref. Ep. iii. 63 The withscieris to

withstonde [orig. contradicentes rci'inc€re\. c X4$o(^>dsfiZi'

Reg. 267 All withseyers and attemptours to breke this
writyng.

t Withsay ing, vhl. sb. Obs. [f. w ithsat v.

+ -IKQ l.J Contradiction, gainsaying, opposition.
1x2225 [see Withsaw]. 1340 Ayenb. 233 pou sselt louye

god. .mid ale l>ine wylle wyb-oute wyj^ziggiii^e. 1387 The-
visa Higden (Rolls) I. 71 Fame of Paiadys liab i-dured
wiboute wibseienge sexe 1'owsand 5ere and more, c 1450
Godstoiu Reg. 194 To distreyne aftir their owne wil, without
ony withseiyngof them or ther successours. cx^^Partenay
482, I shal do With all my hole hert, without withsatng, Al
that.which ye wyll be me commauuding.

t With.se t, v. Obi. [OK. wipscttan : see

With- and Set v.]

1. trans. To resist, oppose, withstand. Also occas.

const, inf. : To prevent from doing something.
c 1000 LambethPs. xvi[ij. Jescyld me fram ansyne arleasra

ba be me geswenctun z'</wi6settun. c 1000 in As>i:i;mn Ags.
Horn. vii. 1S6 Donne sende he heom fultum Surh sumnc
deman, 5e wi3sette heorae feondum. c 2275 Lamb. Horn.
213 Dens superbis resistit . .Drihten widsct ban piudan.
a 1330 Roland $ V. 834 No hadde ben be bacinet, pat
be strok wib sett, c 2330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

2921 Hauen to aryue bey hym wybsette. 2393 Langl. P. PI.

C. 1. 174 My^te we with eny wyt hus wil with-sette, We
my3te he lordes aloft, a 1430 Pol. Ret. <$• L. Poems (1903)

215/394 Holi write, pat cleerii schewib bee goostli li^t, How
bou schuldist deedli synne with-sett. t 2430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 4518 Gencrides and his feres to lute, And here entre

to withsett. c 2440 /'romp. Parv. 530/2 Wythe st-ttyn',

obsto, obsisto. c 1450 Cov. Afyst, (Shaks. Soc.) 212 If thou
with-sett the deuyl in his deede.

2. To beset (a way, etc.) so as to prevent a per-

son from passing. (In early use withdat. of person.)
a 2300 Cursor Al. 23727 Ded has vs wit-sett vr strete, Nil

we, wil we, we sal mete. 2338 R. I'.kinne Chron. (1810) 337
Als be l fro kirke cam, per way he bam withsette. 2375
Barbour Bruce xiv. 207 Twa of thame. . Withset ane place
in- till his way. .With twa thousand of men. c 2400 Vwaine
<y- Gaiv. 1921 Sir Ywayne sone with-set the yate, That the
eril myght noght in tharate. 2426 Lydg. De Guil, Pilgr.

10527 Thys .iii. confederat, Gausen. .aperillous mortal stryff

To pylgryines. .Ther weyes, when they ha wyth-set.

3. To seize in compensation for a debt, etc.

2445 Paston Lett. I. 58 He bathe suffrid the corne to ben
withsette for viijx. of rcntte. .wich yowre fadrepaide nevere.

2477 Ibid. III. 211 Mastras Cleie hath sen down hyr men,
and with set alle the stuff and wrekke.

Hence fWithse*tting vbl. sb.

2340 Ayenb. 39 pe ualse yulemde bet..zecheb wy*|»set-

ti[n]gges and respit uor to bynime obreii hare o^en. c 2440
Promp. Parv. 530/2 Wythe settynge, obsistencia.

t Withsit, v. Obs. [f. With- + Sit v.]

1. trans. To oppose, resist, withstand. Also, to

prevent ; to ward off

c 2300 Havelok 1683 Hauelokne durste. .Nouth withsitten

bat ubbe bad. <*i330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8138
3yf 3,e ne conne nought do hym wyte What be fallyng may
wyb-syt. c 1330 Arth. % Merl. 9055 King Rion wibsat bat
dent. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. viii. (Skeat) 1. 87 This
rightfulnesse .. helpeth the spirit to wlthsitte the Ieude
lustes of flesshly lykinge. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xix. 251
Ich with-sat nat hus heste. 2412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy
1. 3003 To with^sitte be force of sorcecye. c 1425 Sn-en Sag.
(P.) 518 None durste wyth-sytte hys heste, Nouthir the

lest no the moste. c 2430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode n. liii. (2869)

96 He shulde not mown with sitte thee ne ayens stonde thee.

2. intr. To fail. rare.

c 2330 Arth. ff Merl. 8457 Hirei^en turned, hir voice wibsat.

Hence + Withsi'tting vbl. sb., opposition.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. vii. (Skeat) 1. 242 The fleshly

body of a man, over whiche have oftentyme flyes,. .mokel

might in grevaunce..withoutenany witbsittinge.

Withstand (wiffstarnd), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

withstood. (Also $pa. t. wipstonded.) [OE.

wifstandan, = OFris. withstonda, ON. vidstanda

:

see With- and Stand v. Cf. OS. wiQarstandan

(MLG. weddenst&n), OHG. zvidarstdn. For the

separable form stand with see Stand v. 79 a.]

1. trans. To stand or maintain one's or its posi-

tion against ; to offer resistance to, resist, oppose :

often with implication that the resistance is suc-

cessful or effectual.

(a) a person, his will, desire, power, etc
e 888 ,<Elfred Boeth, vi. J t Swa do5 nu 5a beostro binre

29-a



WITHSTAND. 228 WITHY.
^edrefednesse wiSstandan minum leohtum larum. 971
Blichl. Horn. 161 Hi cyningum & yfelum ricum ealdorman-
num wibstandan mihtan. c 1000 itLFRie Horn. 1 1. 434 N is

nan Sing be his mihte wiSstande. a 112a O.E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) Introd. 3 JjCif hwa eow wiftstent, we cow ful-

tumiaS. c 1200 Ormin 16143 & tatt all forr to cwemenn
Godd & defell to wibbstanndenn. a 1225 Aticr. R. 264 pet
we muhten widstonden bes deofles ferde, bet is so strong
uppon vs. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 156 Myjte we wij?

any wittehis wille withstonde. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's Prol,

32, 1 dar hire \sc. my wife] nat withstonde For she is bigg
in Armes. 1434 in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. rn To with-
stand your enemyes in tyme of nede. c 1450 Brut 432 She
withstode the Duke d Burgoyne and alle his malice. 1530
Palsgr. 783/2 All the woilde can nat withstande the wyll uf
God. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anszo. Osor. 212 Seeing that
not their willes, hut Gods predestination withstandeth them
so, that they cannot be able to come. 1592SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

%

iv. v. 4 They haue wonne the Bridge, Killing all those that
withstand them. 1642 J. Taylok (Water P.) Mad Fashions
3 Thou Lord of Hosts,. .Thy foes (Thine Anti-christian foes)

withstand. 1708 Prior Turtle y Sparrow 106 Grim Pluto
will not be withstood By Force or Craft. 1857 Buckle
Civiliz. I. vi. 296 His might nothing was able to withstand.
1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal v, You have not the will to
withstand your aunt.

(b) a blow, force, attack, impulse; a destructive,

oppressive, or hostile agency or influence.

a 1000 Wanderer 15 Ne mae^ weri^ mod wyrde wiftstondan.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 236 [isse adle eac wibstandeb tosni-

denre hieabemuse blod. a 1300 Cursor Uf. 10105 Yur sin
witstand, bat yee mai rise Wit bat parti bat es rightwise.

13.. Ibid. 10523 (Gutt.) Ioseph..bat styward was,..wele
widstodepe hunger bategipt ouer-3ode. 1390G0WER Con/. I.

68 He wasnoght of such myht The strengthe of love to with-
stonde. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vim. vii. (1558) 4b, The stroke
offor tune withstantnocreatures. 1558PHAER Mneid.v. Nijb,
And sturdy strokes he did withstand. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

1. i. 173 Rage must be withstood. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 509 It valiantly withstood the siege. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 253 Such destruction to withstand He hasted. 1741
Bvilf.r Semi. Wlcs. 1874 II. 264 The love of liberty, .carries
us to_ withstand tyranny. 184a Dickfns Awer. Notes viii,

Having withstood such strong attacks upon my fortitude.

1852 Malpas Builder's Pocket-hk. 56 The pressure is . .with-
stood by the abutments, i860 TyndallC7/<zc. I. xi. 76 Ground
to mud by an agency which the hardest rocks cannot with-
stand. 1912 Sphere 28 Dec. 326/2 Armour to withstand the
terrific hitting power of the latest naval gun.

(c) a material thing.
a 1400 Octouian 1120 He ne fond neuer boon ne lyre Hys

ax withstent. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 11. 22 Yet they our
Machins haue withstoode. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients
209 An oxe doth withstand the yoke, and a horse doth with-
stand the bridle. 1697 Dryden A^neis vtn. 396 Nor thy
resistless Arm the Bull withstood. 1721 Prior Predestina-
tion 332 A Casual Fabric built upon the sand Which can
nor wind 1

; nor falling rains withstand. 1870 Bryant Iliad I.

iv. 133 Their limbs Are not of stone or iron to withstand
The trenchant steel ye wield.

f b. To oppose in statement; to controvert, con-
tradict, deny. Obs.

iS T 3 Thomas Ld. Howard in Ellis Ortg. Lett. Ser. in. 1. 160
Trustyng that ye woll. .withstonde all ill reports undeserved
made of me. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 66 b, To
withstande andstoppe the tonges of them that, .sclaundreth
them. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 170 b, 'This
withstandeth our disputation of Necessitie nothyng at all.

c. To resist the attraction, influence, or cogency
of; occas. to abstain from (doing something).
1725 De Foe Voy. round IVorld (1840) 292 A curiosity

that I could scarce withstand. 1781 Cowper Charity 31
The wretch that slighted or withstood The tender argu-
ment of kindred blood. 1798 Ferriak Hlustr. Sterne ii.

25 Religious disputes were subjects of ridicule too tempt,
ing to be withstood. 1852 Disraeli Bentinck 18 He could
scarcely have withstood contemplating what might perhaps
have been his own position. 1877 Freeman Norm. Cona;
(ed. 3) I. App. 753 It seems impossible to withstand this
evidence.

f 2. a. To refuse to allow (a person) the posses-
sion of (something). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24772 (Edin.) [William] sloh be king bat

Harald hiht pat born was of be danis blod For qui be land
he him wit stod.

t b. Const, inf. or clause : To prevent. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6973 pai fand Strang folk. .pat. . wit-stode

bam be land to win. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3807 He myght not
his tunge withstonde Worse to reporte than he fonde. 154a
Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. 278 marg. % What ..Caesar saied vnto
Metellus withstanding that he should not take any money
out of the treasourie [Mefello obsistenti ne petunias ab
zerario tolleret]. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 177 b,
Nothyng withstandeth truely, but that both may bee true.

fc. To keep off or away, withhold, withdraw.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.), He

hap hondes and obstacles to withstonde & lette be poudre.
c 1485 Digby Myst. in. 284 Lord, with-stond bis duresse !

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 82 He may
noo more withdrawe from them the hemes of his grace.,
than the sonne may withstande his bemes out of wyndowes
whan they be open.

d. To stand in the way of; to oppose or hinder
the performance, operation, or progress of. Obs. or

merged in I.

c 1385 Chaucer L.G. W. 11Z3 Dido, Hyresystir Anne as she
that coude hire good Seyde as hire thoughte & sumdel it

with stod. a 1425 tr. Ardcme's Treat. Fistfela,etc. 51 When
ber gro\ved..anysuperflue flesch. ., I withstode it or metteit
with poudre of creoferoboron. a is^H\ll Chron.

t
Edw. F,

t b, He spared no mannes deathe, whose life withstode his
purpose. 1584 Cogan Haven Health cix. (1636) iro Ray-
sons .. concoct raw humors, and withstand putrifaction.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. v. (1626)90 His sword withstood
Their re-ascent. ci68o Roxb. Ball. (1891) VII. 358 Then
prethee I.ove make no delay, let's not oi;r precious time
withstand. 1697 Drydkn sEneis it. 155 The Wintry Seas,

and Southern Winds, Withstood their passage home. 1737
Glover Leonidas 1. 228 Leonidas awake 1 Shall these
withstand The public safety? Lo ! thy country calls. 174a
Fielding J. Andrews If. iv, I hope you will not withstand
your own preferment. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles Ml. iv, His
frantic mood Was scarcely by the news withstood, That
Moray shared his sister's flight. 1825 — Talism. xvii, The
entrance of Queen Berengaria . . was withstood .. by the
chamberlains.

3. intr. To offer resistance or opposition.
£950 Lindis/. Gasp. Luke xi. 53 Ongunnun 3a a=ldu ..

hefixlice wiostonda. a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.
1070 pa utla^a. , woldon into bam mynstre, & ba munecas wid-
sioden baet hi na mihton in cumen. £1175 Lamb. Horn, 131
Ne mihte ber [in hell] nan wi<5stonden, ne propbete ne pati i-

arche. £1200 Vices $ Virtues 39 Strengpe to wiSstanden
a3eanes dieules fondinges. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 2649 De king
w|6-stod. 13.. K. Alls. 2062 (Laud MS.), pise shulden
wibstonde hard And sauen al be forme ward. 1340 Ayenb.
aa Huanne be man wy bstant to alle ham bet guod him wolde.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 456 Quhar God helpys, quhat may
withstand? la 1400 Morte Arth. 1747 5ife we in the stour
withstondene the better. 1530 Palsgr. 781/2 Agaynst the
wyll of God no man may withstande. 1618 Bolton F'lorus

(1636) 183 The City was encouraged to withstand upon the
news of Lucullus his approach. 1667 Milton P.L. 11, 610
They. .wish, .to reach 1 he. .stream,. .But fate withstands.

1676 S. Sewall Diary (1876) I. 31 He was here with Mr.
Broughton earnestly urging [etc.]... Mr. Broughton with-
stood. 1874 Grken Short Hist. iii. § 2. 122 Langton prepared
to withstand and rescue his country from the tyranny ofJohn.
*b4. To come to a stand, halt, stop. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3646 Dre da^es and ni^tes faren it gan

And wicS-stod in Sedeserd pharan. C1330R. BrunneCA/w/.
IVace (Rolls) 12780 pey come & passed to be wodes side,

& [ere wybstode for to abyde. c 1430 Pistill of Susan 285
(Cott . MS.) Alle were a-stonyed and with-stood.

Withsta'nder. [f. Withstand v. + -eu *.]

One who withstands; a resistcr, opponent.
a 1325 MS* Rawl. B.jzo If. 25b, J>e schirreue. .sal. .chas-

tise be withstondei es boru b e prison. 1382 Wyclif Num.
xxii. 33 3yuynge stede to the withstonder. 1550 Bale Engl.
Votaries \\. 49 To terryfye their withstanders. 1567 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 569 A withstandar of his Hienes
authoritie. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 6 Proud prelates,

intolerable withstanders of reformation, a 1618 Raleigh
Judic. ff Sel. Ess. n. (1650) 1 War.. may be defined the
exercise of violence under Soveraigne Command, against
withstanders force. 1745 Dodsley Rex et Ponti/cx Misc. I.

155 Silence every bold withstander That shall dare to dis-
obey. 1820 Examiner No. 645. 530/1 It has seen him with-
stand the withstanders of those despotisms. 1877 Mori.ey
Crit. Misc. Ser. u. 109 Obstinate withstanders of all novelty.

Withstandiug", vbl. sb. [f. Withstand v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb Withstand;

opposition, resistance.

13. . K. Alls. 2168 (Laud MS.), Stif wibstondyng & wi3th
fleijeyng. 1303 K. Brunne Haudl. Synne 12049 P>' w>'b-

stondyng hah hym rafte Of hys temptyng alle [>e crafte. 1340
Ayenb. 29 Wy[b]stondinge, bet is hardnesse of hei te. 1493
[H. Parkkr] Dives <y Pauper in. xiii. U496) 148/2 They shall

haue sotylte of bodye without ony withstandynge, for ther
shal no thynge withstande them. 1525 Ld. Berners Eroiss.
II. vi. 6b/i The first went with ladders in to the dykes.
They founde no withstandyng. 1650 Trapp Comm. Deut.
xii. 3 Notwithstanding the withstandings of the rude rabble.

1696 Aubrey Misc. ii. 28 To make several withstandings
against the Shock of Fortune. 184a Newman Corr. (1917)

174 No one can tell how much there is in sympathy, over
and above the influence one may have in withstanding.

So 'Withstandiufir />/>/. a., that withstands.
1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. Misc. 1. ii. 15 The tumid

Bladder.., bursts the withstanding Casements.

+ Withsta* 11ding, prep, ic&nj.) Obs. (Only
in Caxton.) [pr. pple. of Withstand used as a
prep, (conj.) in imitation of OF. obstant {que). Cf.

Notwithstanding (= F. non obstant),.] Having
regard to, on account of; seeing that.

C1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon xxvi. 566 Why dyde ye
calle my fader of treyson, wythstandyng that men know well
that he is one of the trueste knyghtes of the worlde? 1490— Eneydos xvi. 65 Thynkyng in hymselfe to be in daunger
of his persone ..wythstandyng the inuectyue monycyons
doon to hym. 1491 — Vitas Patr.(\V,de W. 1495) n. 186 b/2
The marchaunt . . wolde not by it withstandynge this that he
knewe not how moche it myght well be worth.

Withstart to Withstrain : see With-.

t Withta'ke, v. Obs. [f. With- + Take v. Cf.

ON. vidtaka resistance.]

1. trans. To ' take up ', reprove, rebuke.
a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xlix. 9 Noght in bi sacrifice i sail

wi)>take be [Vulg. arguam te], c 1340 — Prose Treat. 8
pay ere m trauayle. .withtakand ydillmene. (.1400 Titus fy

Vesp. (Roxb.) 1403 For he withtoke hem in her lawe pei
wratthede hem sore with his sawe.

2. ? To rescue. ,

< 1400 Destr. Troy 11036 Phylmen be freke, bat fuersly
withtakon, . . Lut to be lady.

3. To keep back, retain, or withhold unlawfully.
14. . Siege Jerus. (E.E.T.S.) 48 His tribute. . bat bey with-

take wolde. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. (1902) 1185 Hast bow
werkemen oght wyth-tan Ofany bynge bat bey schulde han?
Hence +Withta"ker, a rebuker, reprover.
a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter ix, 24 pat thynge has man delite

to doe in be whilk bai hafe sum louere & nan with takere.

t"Withward,/»^/. Obs. [f.WlTH adv. -*- -waud,
after toward.] ? Along with.

_
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1983 pis pinfule gin wes o swuch wise

iginet, net te twa turnden eiSer whWard o3er.

Wi'thweed. Obs. or dial. [A blending of
Witiiwind and Bindweed.] — next.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 34 Bindweede, of some With,
weede. 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Bindweed P 2/1, I had
a very good crop of wheat; but a with-weed came up to

every plant. [Reproducing Lisle Husb. (1737) 393, which,
however, has withwind.]

Withwind ^vrbwaind). Now dial. Forms :

I wipo-, wipewinde, 2 wipwinde, 4 wepe-
winde, withe-, wythe-, weythwynde, 6 with-,
wythwynde, 6-7 withwinde, 6- withwind.
[OE. wipowinde, wipe-, later wipwinde , f. wipo-.
wipe- (related to Withe) + winde Wind sb.% ; cor-

resp. to OS. withewind ' caprifolium ', M LG., MDu.
wedewinde 'caprifolium', 'periclymena', 'hedera',

'ligustrurn* ; for the first element cf. OE. weopo-
bend Withbind, for the second, OE. widuwinde
ivy, convolvulus; see also With ywind.] Bindweed,
Convolvulus arvensis or C. septum ; also C. Solda-
nella (Sea Withwind: see Sea sb. 23 f). Applied
also, like Bindweed, to other climbing plants,

e.g. dodder, smilax, traveller's joy.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 34 Wib eajece jenim wibowindan

twiju. Ibid. 122 Wibewindan twi^ foreweard. c 1050 / 'cc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 428/36 Inuoluco
>
wibewinde. c 1100 Gloss, ibid.

138/28 Uiticella. wibwinde. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. v. 525
In a withewyndes wise ywounclen ahoute. 1398 Trkvisa
Barth. De P. R. XVIII. xxix. (Bodl. MS.}, A tree bat is bi-

clipped w* yuye ober wib webewinde. 1533 Elyot Cast.
Ilelthe (1541) 11b, Thynges g< od for the Lyuer: Worme-
wode: Wyth wynde. 1548TUHNEK NamesHerics (K.D.S.)
30 Conuoluulus. .called of the herbaries Volubilis.in english
wythwynde or byndeweede. 155a IIuloet, Withwinde
herbe, cassutha, cascuta. cissampdos, conuoluulus. 1580
T, Newton Approved Medicines 20 b, Smilax hortensis,
Gardein withwinde. a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 382 Giving
their lands a second tillage, perhaps to destroy the withwind.
1899 R. Bridges Idle Flowers xiv, Thro' the hedgerow peer
Withwind and Snapdragon.
attn'b. 1891 Hardy Noble Dames u. 90 One of those

sweet-pea or wilh-wind natures which require a twig of
stouter fibre than its own to hang upon and bloom.

Withy (wi'Ci)| sb. Forms : 1 wifcis, 3 wlKi,

4 wij>ie, wij>ge, (w(h)itheye, wytie, wepie),

4, 6-7 (9 Sc.) withie, 5-6 wythy, 5-7 withye,
wythie, 6 wythye, 6-7 withee (5 withi, wethei,
-ie, //. wetheis, wethiss, 5-6 wethy, w^hythy,
6 wethye, //. wythiese), 7, 9 withey, 6- withy.
[OE. wlpig (= L. vitex. viiie- Agnus Castus), for

the connexions of which see Withe. Cf. Widdt.]
1. A willow of any species : sometimes spec, the

osier willow, Salix viminalis.
961 in Birch Cartul. Sax. III. 289 On bone haran wiSfo.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 86 He is ase )>e wiW bet sprutted ut M
betere bet me hine ofte croppe5. 1325 in Kennett/^wr/^V*/
Antiq. (1695) 395 Tres acrae apud le Whitheyes, Ibid. 400
A quo quidem piato dimidia roda jacet atte Witheyes juxta
pratuin Prioris. c 1325 Gloss. IV. de Biblesiu. in Wright Voc.

163 Sauzf^'jj^wytie iwilwe)]. 138a Wyclif Lev. xxiii. 40
jeshulen take to }ow. .withies of the rennynge water. 1398
Tpevisa Barth. De P.R.xiu. xi. (Bodl. MS.), In som partie

of his brymme he hab plente of wibges and of se>:ge as it

is scide. 1523 Imtziierb. Husb. § 24 The rakes . . be moste
comynly made of hasel and withe [ed. 1534 witheej. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 111. lxii. 403 [Polypody] growing vppon olde
wythiese. .1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 123 To
be a bendinge withy, not a stubborne Oke. 1661 Boyle
Style Script. 180 Withees, whilst they are sound grow Unre-

farded Trees; but when they once are Rotten, Shine in the
light. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery I. 64 The withy, or

salix/j agiiis, is the most inconsiderable of it's tribe. 1866
Blackmorb Cradock Nenvell 1, The witheys were gloved
with silver and gold. 1889 Conan Doyle Micah Clarke
xxix, The moaning of the breeze among the withies,

b. With qualification, applied to vaiious species

of willow; also to other plants, as the laseiwort,

Laserpitium Siler : see quots.
Hoop withy: see Hoop sb. 1 13b. fRose withy =

Willow-herb 2.

14 . . M^etr. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 629/9 Wythy, ciler. 1523-

34 1'iTziiFRB. Husb. § 130 Whyte wethy.. wyll not grow
in maisshe ground. 1585 Higins Junius' Novtencl. 153/

1

Siler.. . spei t withie, ozier withie, or small withie. 1612 R. Ch.
Olde Thri/t newly revived 49 The Withie, of which are said

to be 4 kinds, that is, the white withy, blacke Withie, and
red Withie, osier Withie. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 27
Chnmamerion sive Epilobium.. Rosebay willow-herb, Rose
withy, or Willow-flower. 1733 W. Ellis Chilicm <V Vale
Fartn. 191 This Withy often arrives to a large Stature,

especially the red Sort, i860 Wartlr Sea-board 1 1. 35 The
yellow withy which lived on the moisture in the hollow.

x866 Treas. Bot. 1235/2 Withy, Laserpitium Siler :..--#

Hoop, Rivina octandra.

2. A flexible branch of a willow, esp. as used

for tying or binding, as a halter (cf. Widdy 2),

etc. ; any similar flexible branch or twig ; a leash,

hoop, or the like made of a withy.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 444 Therto his mere he bande With the

withy. < 1425 Wyntoun Cron. VII. ix. 2874 Withe rapis

and wetheis about bar hals. (1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle

Dame 186 With grene wythies ybounden. 1564 Buli ein

Dial. agst. Pest. (1573) 6, I had better be hangad in a
withie or in a cowtaile, then be a rowfooted Scot. 1587
Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1348/2 Which tempest.,

rent up manie great trees,. .or woond them like withies.

1658 N, Riding Rec. VI. 34 He is a rogue and deserves

a withy. 17*7 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Indies II. xlv.

149 A Rattan Withy to lift them by. 1787 W. Hutton
Courts 0/ Requests ^24 The ties of honour.. are as easily

broken through, as Sampson's withies. 1790 Grosk Prov.

Gloss, (ed. 2), IVithy, a round hoop of osier. 1803 Southey
Madoc 1. v, Canes and withies formed the walls and roof.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, vii, In order to save himself from

the withte. 1865 W.G. Palcrave Arabia II. 219 Palm-huts
unroofed, despite of their strong lacings and withies. 1893
Conan Doyle Re/ugees xxxiv, They were lashed to low posts

with willow withies.



WITHY. 229 WITNESS.

b. coll. sing. Withies as a material.

1833 Ht. Maktineau Brooke Farm viii. 95 The harness

was made of withy. 1915 Q. Rev. July 4 Pots of withy or

of stout netting, .are used for crabs.

f3. - \VlI)I>Y 3. Obs.

1438 Exch. Rolls Scot. V. 58 Pro fabric* septem wethyis

erri. 1456 Ibid. VI. 278. 1484 Ibid. IX. 239.

4. atlrib. and Comb.., as withy band, basket, bed,

blossom, bough, cutting, holt, labyrinth, leaf, pol-

lard, pot, prison, rope, shoot, tree, twig, wood, etc.;

withy-bound adj. ;
fwithy-cole, ?charcoal made

of willow wood; +withy-cragged[Cbagged a.'*],

see quots. ; withy-fly, an artilicial fly used in

angling ; + withy-herb, purple loosestrife :
=

Willow-herb i.

a i688STRAnnNc5^»w. (1692) 176 Those Shackles, .which

could no more hold him. than the *\vithy bands could Samp-
son. 1820 Shei.lev Hymn Merc, lxix, He. .bound Stiff withy
bands the infant's wrote around. 1891 Hardy '/'ess xlix, She
. .packed up as many of her belongings as would go into

a *withy basket. 956 in IJirch Cartul. Sax. III. 96 On
<5aet *wi(\i* bed. 1420 Chertscy Cartulary 41b (P.R.O.),

Duas acras terre et dimidiatn super le Whythybed. 1583

in Wadley Notes Wilts Bristol (1886) 237 The withie

Bedd or twigg bedd. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons $ IV.

xxxix, And now, sir, do you push on to that corner of this

withy-bed. 1898 J. A. Gibbs Cotswold Village 106 When
November frosts begin to attract snipes to the withybeds.

1707 Mortimer Husb. 203 As soon as the Willow or "Withy
Blossoms appear, c 1440 Palliid. on Husb. in. 412 An arm
gret *withi bough. 1862 W. Barnes Hwomely Rhymes II.

85 Grey-leav'd withy-boughs. 1898 A. Austin Lamia's
Winter Quarters 8 The "withy-bound flask of ruby wine.

1657 Reeve Cod's Plea 254 Fumigations of Storax, . .Nem-
phar, Dragagant, *Withy-cole. 1607 Markmam Cavel. HI.

11. 14 His necke straight, .and. .of one peece with bis

bodie, and not (as my countrey-men say) *withie craggd,

which is loose and plyant. 1766 Complete Farmer s.v.

Stable 7 B 1/1 The continual lifting up of the head tofeed
out of the rack.. makes him, as they express it, withy,

cragged. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 137 Two rows of

*withy or sallow cuttings. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II,

298 Alder-fly, "withy-fly, or bastard-caddis. 1578 Lvtb
Dodoens 1. li. 75 Red Lysimachus, or *wythie herbe. 1856

Mrs. Tennyson in Mem. Ld. Tennyson (1S97) I. 412 Went
to our "withy holt. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. lv,

When a fisher-swain.. hath spi'd A big-grown Pike, . He sets

a "withy Labyrinth beside. £1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture
995 "Withy leves, grene otes boyled in fere fulle soft. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1. li. 72 The leaues be. .like willow, or wythie
leaues. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. iii, The great "withy
pollard which hangs over the backwater, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 9 Feb. 1665, "Withy-potts or nests for the wild fowbs

to lay their eggs in. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 111. ii,

Thirsil from "withy prison. .Lets out his flock. 1815 Si.monii

TourCt, Brit. II. 240 The "withy rope lasts good two years.

a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 375, I gathered "withy-shoots over
which the cart-wheel had run. 1398 I'Mvisa Barth. DeP.R.
xvii. cxliv. (Bodl. MS.), perfor it [is] nou^t seker to slepe vnder
be*webie tree. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xxix.82,A. .Withy-tree

..which is increased to a most stupendious bulk. 1820

Shelley Hymn Merc, xiii. He. .bound them in a lump with
"withy twigs. 1523 Fitziierd. Husb. §24 Than maye he.,

tothe the rakes with drye 'weihy wode.

Wi'thy, a. rare. Also -ey. [f. Withe sb. +
-T l

.] Resembling a withe or withy in flexibility.

1598 VuoMOyVencido, tractable, yeeldinge,..plyable, withie.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 244 A strong withey shrub. 1822

W. Irving Braceb. Hall xxxvii. (1845) 229 The long withy
ends of the branches.

Withywind(wi-o"iw^ind). 'Now dial. [Altera-

tion of Withwind, after Withy sb.] = Witiiwind.
1578 Lyte Dodoens in. Hi. 391 Of smothe Bindweede, or

Withiwinde. The great white Bindeweede or soft whhi-
winde. Hid. liii. 393 Of blacke Withiwinde, or Bindeweede.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Campanula ye?-va, withie winde,

Stnilax. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. tit. ii. 111. 610 Whiter
Galat then the white withy-wind. 1658 tr. Portas Nat.
Magic in. xix. 105 The seed of withy-winde being planted
neer to Basil, [etc. J. 1825 J>.nnings Is. Dial. \V . Eng. t

Wtthy-wine, the plant bindweed. 1839 J. L. Ks Arp Jml.
Nat. 114 The clematis, the 'withy-wind' of our peasantry.

1878 Hardy Ret. Native 1. x. You could twist him to your
will like withywind, if you only had the mind.

t Wi tie, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 wit(e)sa, -isa,

(2 wit$e, -63a), 2-3 witi3e, -e$e, witie, (3 witeie,

witti(e, -y). [OE. zvil{e)^a, -i*a =* OHG. wiz-

(X)aS°i a l tered (by association with wis Wise a.

and sagen Say vA) to wissago (MUG. wissage,

•ag), ON. vitke : f. wit- : see WIS v. 1
] A prophet.

Also adj., prophetic.
C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxli. 213 Ne eow. .ne

ondradaS for nanes monnes wordum, ne for nanes witjan
gasste. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark i. 2 Sua; awritten is in

esaia done wit^o. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Of pas pinan
spekeo dauid be halie wite-,e. ctzoo 'Prin. Coll. Horn, 83
Salemon and alle wise witete. Ibid. 127 J>is childes witi^e

gost. c 1205 Lay. 15877 To pan kinge was ibroht Joram be

witie [C1175 witty], a 1225 Juliana 39 pen muchele witti

witeie ysaie.

t Wi tie, ».' Obs. In I wit(e)sian, 2-3 wite-

}en. [OE. wit{e)iian =* OFris. witgia (MLG.
wittigen), OHG. wi^agSn (MHG. wlssagen, G.
weissagen) ; f. witeza Wins sb.] To prophesy.

£930 Lindisf. Gcsp. Matt. xxvi. 63 Witga us, enst, hua is

se oe flee of-sloj. c 1000 iELFRic Num. xi. 27 Da hi witejo-

don on wicstowe. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pis he wite^ede bi

drihtene burh bene halie g.ist. c 1200 Tnn. Colt. Horn. 127

Hie wite^ede . . of ure louerd ihesu cristes to cume,

t Wi'tie, M Obs. Forms : 3 wite$en, -i;e,

•ion, -ye, wete (?), 3-4 witi(e, wytie, 4 -ye,

wetye; pa.t. 4 wited. [OE. *witian, as in be-

witian Biwitie.] trans. To keep, guard, protect

:

= With v.2

c 1205 Lay. 2753 Heo bijeten men be lieom cu5en when
[c 1275 witie]. Ibid. 23738 pat he, .mid his riht honde witeie

me wi5 sconde. Ibid. 32155 pe pape hatte Sergius, he weteo
Petereshus. a 1290 St. Eustace 92 in Horstm. /iltengl. Leg.
(1881) 213 Wendef . .godes way, Wytieb onre soule ni}t and
day. c 1290 St. Brendan 299 in S. Eng. Leg. 227 pat euerech

Here of pat him leuez witiei to is soper. 1297 K. Olouc.
(Rolls) 9875 Saladin..let witie )je sepub.re bat no cristine ne
com ber. 1340 Aycnb. \ii pe baylifs bet gouerneb and
wytyeb be kingriche. C1350 Will. Palerne J76 pis litel

barn..coube. .kepe alle here bestes, . .& wited hem so wisly.

(11400 Engl. Gilds (1870) 357 And pat scluer. .be y-take to

sexe godemen..for be Commune assent, and treweleche
wetye, and trewleche spemle.

Hence 1 Witier, protector, guardian ; •fWi'tiing'

vbl. sb., guarding.
1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 678 [BacusJ wis witiere of win bat

alle won bryngus. 13.. Pol. Ret. <$• L. Iyoems (1903) 268

Ofvr vife wittes a wet witiynge.

Witie, obs. form of Witty.

IWi'tieilg. Obs. Forms: 1 witesung,wit5iurig,
witseong, 2 wite5ung, 3 witieng, Orm. •wite3-

hunnge. [OK. witegzwg ( — OHG. wizag/tuga,

MHG. wissagunge), f. xvitegian Witie v. ljr-ung,

-ing V] Prophecy. Also attrib.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 14 Wit^iung cssaies. ctooo
jElkric S'liuts* Lives xxiv. 115 Hit is awriten be me on
wite?;ung bocum [etc.]. C1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 127 pis

cbildes witi3e go.st libte be moder gost of witienge. 11200
Okmin 15174 All patt wite^huimge wass purrh himm onn
erpe cwiddedd. Hid. 15188 All patt wite5hunngeboc patt

witess haffdenn cwiddedd.

Witin, obs. pa. pple. of Wit v.1

Witing, -liche, obs. ff. Witting, -ly.

Witless (wi-tles), a. Now only literary and
somewhat arch. [OK. witlias, also gewitUas : see

Wit sb., Iwit, and -less.]

1. Lacking wisdom or sense ; not guided by
reason; unreasonable, foolish, heedless.

[ft 1000 Boeth. Metr. xix. 46 WenaS ponne swa ^ewitlease

cSiEt hi pa soSan ?;esxb>a haebben.] c 1200 Okmin 6197 }iff

pin macche iss wis & god, & tu wittlaes & wicke. CJ290
S. Eng. Leg. 243/263 pov witlese wreebche. c 1400 26 Pol.

Poems iii. 90 Witteles wordes in ydel spoken, c 1400 Brut
ccxiii. 245 I.onge berde hei ties, peyntede Hode wiiles, Gay
cote graceles, makep Englissheman priftles. 1559 Mirr.
M^ag., Dk. Clarence xiii, I was willesse, wanton, fond,

and yong. 1581 BuftHfl in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 170
Ane .. confused rabil of vitles Bishopis. 1587 Turbrbv.
Trag. Tales 73b, O wilfull willesse acte, Which no man
well aduisde would do. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
(1677) 356 To keep in and regulate the extravagant and
witless Spirit of Man. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II.

149 Why did I, young witless maid Uelieve the flatt'ring

tale? 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 42 Intended (witless

and miserable precaution !) for the safeguards of the poor.

1803 Jane Porter Thattdeus xxxvi, This witless coxcomb,
i860 Motley Netkerl. v. (i863) I. 153 It was witless to

believe that Parma contemplated any such measure. 1879
Butcher & Lang Odyssey 25 Telemachus, even hereafter

thou shalt not be craven or witless. 1910 Times 13 July 12/3
Mr. Rolls, .had. .to drop suddenly to the ground, .owing to

some witless spectators running into his way.

2. Mentally deficient or deranged ; out of one's

wits, crazy, lunatic. *t*Also, stupefied, dazed.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 146 On pam fiftan monbe he [sc.

the foetus] hip cwica and weaxe5 and seo modnr lio witleas.

c 1290 Bckct 1906 in S. Eng. Leg. 161 He eode op and doun
ase witles. 1297 R. Glouc [Rous} 4414 He verde as a witles

mon, hit was deol to be him ney. c 1375 Se, Leg.Saints
xxix, (Ptacidas) 440 Sa king witlas stil he stud, Til pat

nere he dronyt in pat flud. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiil

1, I awaked pere-with, witles nerebande. £1470 Got. Of

Gaw. 573 Wraithly wroht, as tbei war witlese andwode,
1571 Goloing Ca'vln an I's. xxxiv. 1 The woord (witlesse)

. .will well agree, bycause Dauid feyned himself too bee out

of his wittes. 16. . Young Musgrave xix. in Child Ballads
1 1.249/2 She'll gae witless wud. 1900 H. Sutcliffe Shame-
less Wayne iii. (1905) 26 It would never do to leave this

witless body lo the night-rain and the cold.

+ 3. Devoid of understanding; having no intel-

lectual faculty ; irrational. Obs.

138a Wvclif Wisd. xv. 18 Thei most wrecchid herien

bestes; witles forsothe, comparLsouned to these, c 1395
Plenvman's 'P. II. 528 They, .liven wors than witles beestes.

1577 T. Kendall Flowers Epigr. 50 This Image. .Tongles
and witles. T587 Goldjng DeMornay xiv. 336 Sillie Soules

which go on still like witlesse Beastes.

4. Deficient in understanding; having undeveloped

or imperfect intellectual power; unintelligent, un-

discerning; stupid, dull-witted.

156a A. Brooke Romeus ff Jul. 3470 Euen from the hory
head vnto the witles childe She wan the hartes of all. 161a
WooDALL.Vttrg". Mate (1639) 6, 1 hold none so witlessewhich
cannot make use thereof, when they once see but the instru-

ment. 1625 PuRCiiAS/V/^r/w/j I L vi. i. 777 The Inhabitants

..are mo^t base and witlesse people. 1822 Phafd Lillian
i. 140 The witless Child grew up alone. 1855 M. Arnold
Balder Dead 1. 98 Of ignorant witless mind Thou barest me,
and unforeseeing soul.

b. Not understanding (something specified or

implied) ; inapprehensive.
1614 K. Wilkinson Paire Serm. 2 Witlesse to discerne

what he is himselfe. T637 Rutherford Lett., To Jas. Lind.
say 7 Sept. (1671) 138 A witless and lazie observer of the
Lord's way and working. 1855 Browning An Epistle 143
The man is witless of. .The value in proportion of all things.

1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics tit. iv. (i860) I. 85 The blue
aether, .at which to look up with smiles of witless wonder.

5. Not knowing; unaware, unconscious^/".
In quot. 1827, incapable of.

1584 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 691 Ignorant and wyt-
les of tiiair rysche and insolent behaviour. 1597 Uf-ahd
'Theatre God's Judgent. 1. ii. (1612) 232 Guiitlesse and wit-
lesse of the crime. 1827 Hood Mids. Fairies lxx.\i, His
prt-tty pouting mouth, witless of speech. T850 P. Crook
War ofHats 34 Witless of the storm Ins words excite. 187a
Blackie Lays Highl. Zi He lay all witltss of his doom.

6. Devoid of wit (Wit sb. 8;. rare.

1753 Richardson Grandison II. xxvi. 200 Repartee and
smartness ; the current wit of that witless place. 1859
Habits ofGd. Society 53 He can no longer claim exemption
from solemn dinners,, -and witless tea-parties.

Hence Wrtlessly adv., foolishly, stupidly
;

Wi'tlessness, senselessness, folly, stupidity.

a 1100 in Napier OE. (flosses (1902') 213 Sjc rdi<i, torfor,
dementia, witl-jasnes. 1598 FlorioTo Rdr. 7 Had not H.S.-

.

so witlessly prouoked me. 1599 Sandys Euripa Spec (1632)

173 Divine blessing, which accomp:uiieth good causes, where
\vicke<jnesse or wilfull uitlessenesse doth not barre against it.

1608 T. Morton Preamb. Encounter 72 Rather, accounted
lyingly witty, than witlesly rash. 1766 Kohdvci-: Serm. \ 'tig.

Women (1767) I. \ ii. 302 The admiration raised by ' a set of

features..', is often by the wit!e^.sntss of the possessor

thrown down in an instant. 1855 Annk Manning Old
Chelsea Bun-ho. xix. 317 Kverybody conceived themselves
safe, as witlessly as they bad previously held themselves to

be in Danger, i860 Plsly Min. Proph. 239 Wisdom was
turned into witlessness. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyssey
2S2 He kicked Odysseus on the hip in his witicssixss. 1910
Times Lit. Suppl, 10 Mar. 82 '3 An artist . .choosing to por-

tray., the havoc and witlessness of mankind.

Witling (\vi-tlin\ [i". Wit sb. + -ling l 2]
A petty wit (see \\ it sb. 9, 10) ; one who fancies

himself a wit; a pretender to wit (see Wit sb. 5,

7) ; one who utters light or feeble witticisms.

1693 Dryden Perslus Sat. I. Prol. 17 Let Gain, that gilded

Bait, be hung on high, The hungry Witlings have it in their

Eye. 170a Engl. Theophrastus 6 There are many imperti-

nent Witlings at Will's, 1712-14 Poke Rape ofLock v. =9

A Beau and Witling perish'd in the throng, One died in

metaphor, and one in song. 1807 W. Irving Sa.'mag. No. 2

T5 Docs any witling want to distress the company with

a miserable pun? 1876 MEREDITH BeaucJiamfs Career xx,

'What's in hand?'.. Luckily some Witting said, 'fours-in-

hand I
' and so drily that it passed for humour.

attrib. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, fed. 4) 228 The
miserable witling captiousnessof an opposition. 1845M1.MX
in Nonconf. V, 45 A witling poet.

[| Witloof (wi'tlttf). [Dti., lit. < white leaf.]

« Chicouy 1, Succory i. Also attrib.

1885 Bazaar 2 Jan. 7,2 Chicory, or witloof, as some (boose
to call it, is a useful winter salad plant. 1925 W. Watson
Card. Assist. I. 79 Witloof Chicory. .. Large lliussels (Wit-

loof).. has large leaves with wide midribs and stalks.

f "Wrtly, adv. Obs. Also 5 wittle. (Of doubt-

ful authenticity ; in some instances pcrh. a spelling

of w/Z/d"// "Wittily, in others oiioiht'y Wightly.)
c 1350 Will. Palerne 259 pe child witly panne wende wib-

oute ani more, c 1380 W^ci.if Set. \Yks, II. 275 Si > bis

martirdoom of Crist was so swtte bifore God, Paul clepib it

witly sidie anoffryng bifore God into smelling of swetnesse.

1426 AuDELAY Poems (Percy Soc.) 30 Wysele and wytle and
wittle the leud thai wyl here.

fWi'tne,^. Obs. Also"4-witt(e)ne,(wytheno).

[a. OX. vitna, related to vilni witness, f. wit'

Wit v.1 (Cf. etym. note s.v. Witness v.)]

1. trans. To bear witness to ; to attest, testify.

Also absol. or intr. to bear witness.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 30 pet ich burh hore bonen mote habben
be tweolf bowes net blowe5 of chvrite, ase seinte Po.vel

witne5. Ibid. 384 Seint Powel witne3 bet alle uttre htid-

schipes. .alisase nouta^ean luite. 1340 Hampole Pr.Cousc.

5355 A!s be buke wythenes. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2900
With slike a reryd ban it rynnes, be romance it witnts, pat,

qua so tuke it in bat tyme, tint ware for euiie. ,1400 A ule

St. Bcnet (verse) 753 For j>e wisman witnes & sais [etc.].

2. To invoke, entreat.

<ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 171 lob witnede ure drihten, bat

of bis dea3 him redde, on be carefuldai.

3. To impute, ascribe.

c 1350 //'///. Palerne 3462 HolH williamswerkes J>eiwittened

it alle, nade his dou^thi dedes be bei liade be dede alle.

Witne, obs. pa. pple. of Wit v.*

Witness (wi-tnes), sb. Forms : 1-7 witnes,

3-5 wittuesse, 3 Orm. , 6 wittness, 3-6 wittenes,

wytnesse, 3-7 witnesse, 4-5 witenes, 4-6 witt-

nes, wytnes^s, (2 witnys, 3 -nesce, 4 wijtnes,

wittenesse, 4-5 -whituea, 4, 6 vytnes, wet-

ness(e, witnese, (7 Sc.) vitnes, 5 wytt^e)nesse,

-(e)nes, witnesh, wetenesse, whetnesse, vit-

ne3s(e)), 5- witness. [OE. witnes, more freq.

tfwitnesi f. {ge)tvit Wit sb., Iwit + -ties -ness.

Cf. OHG. giwi'znessi, MDu.wetenisse. The passage

in sense from abstract to concrete is paralleled in

F. Umoin (:- L. testimonium). The unin fleeted

pi. was frequent in early use ; for separate illustra-

tion see sense 4.]

X.fl. Knowledge, understanding, wisdom. Obs.

cg$o Rituale Feci. Dunelm. (Surtees) 194 Fore wisdom

vet witnes oa:s biscop. .propter uicntiamepiscopi.^ c 1250

Gen.tfEt. 507 Me saL.wenden iewes..To oe wittenesse

of iesus crUt. c 1380 Wvclif SA Wit. 1 1. 225 Whanue a

symple man seib a treube, we trowen it not for he seib »,.

.

but Crist is man of greet witnesse. 138a — Frov. xm. 5

Vnderstondeth, ?ee htle childcr, witnesse [1388 wisdom;

Vulg. astutiam\ 1433 Rol.'s of Parlt. V. 435/1 The con-

nyng and witnes that restcn in his persone. 1481 Monk of
Evesham (At b.) 27 His owne seyng that he had tolde before

to a few persons of wytnesse [orig. perpaucis arbitris\



WITNESS. 230 WITNESS.

2. Attestation of a fact, event, or statement
;

|

testimony, evidence; f evidence given in a court
J

of justice. See also io.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xv. 19 Falsa tesiimonia, leasa
witnesa. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 23 Ne spec bu a^em bine '

nexta nane false witnesse. a xyxtCursor M. 16280 HTsaun
muth nu has him dempt, o wijtnes es na uede. 1340 Ayeub.
10 ]>ou ne sselt zigge none ualse wytnesse aye bine emcristen.

:

1483 Acta Audit, in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 108
:

The Lordis . . ordanis the witnes now takin to be closit.
]

1525 Ld. Berners Froi'ss. (1812) II. clxi. 446 If nede be I I

shall proue it by the wytnesse of hymselfe. 1526 Tindalk
Acts x. 43 'l'o hym geveth all the prophetes witnes. —
1 John v. g Yf we veceave the witnes of men, the witnes of

\

god is gietter. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. 100 An euill soule
j

producing holy witnesse, Is like a villains with a smiling

cheeke. 162 1 Bible Trans], Pref. f 6 That language [sc. the
Greek] was fittest to containe the Scriptures, both for the first

Preachers, .to appeale vnto for witnesse [etc.]. 1660 Trial
Regie. 157 It is not that I would invalidate his witness.

1739 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 221 They are to make
their choice, and abide by it: but which soever their choice
be, the gospel is equally a witness to them; and the purposes
of Providence are answered by this witness of the gospel.

1867 Dk. Argyll Reign cfLaw vii. 360 Nature is called as
a witness, and then the witness she gives is condemned.
1870 Lowell Study Wind. 11 There is the most trustworthy
witness to the imitative propensity of this bird. 1882 Jowett
Thucyd, I. 7 Agamemnon, .if the witness of Homer be
accepted, brought the greatest number of ships himself.

fb. The action or condition of being an ob-

server of an event. Obs
a 1225 Ancr. R. 63 WiStite witnesse of weopmen oSer of
wummon baet ou inuwe iheren, ne speke 3e mid none monne
ofte ne longe. C1400 Brut ccxxxii. 319 He was bound by
othe afor notaries i:i presence and witnes of tho kynges.

c. Applied to the inward testimony of the con-

science ; after 2 Cor. i. 12.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter v. 12 Witnes babe awn con-

sciens and accusand baim. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii.
,

(Egipciane) 175 Hafar.d his consciens vytnes How lie in pat
tyme liffand vas. 1^2450 tr. l)e Imitatione 11. vi. 46 The
ioye of a gode man is be witnes of a gode conscience. 2598
Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 220 May we with, .the witnesse of
a good conscience, pursue him with any further reuenge?

f d. In some versions of the Bible : — Testi- i

mont sb. 4. Obs.

1530 Tinuale F.xod. xxxviii. 22 This is the summe of the
habitacyon of witnesse. Ibid. 30 The tabernacle of wit-

nesse. 1535 Coverdalf. a Kings xi, 12 He...Ket a crowne
vpon his heade, and toke the witnes, and made him kynge.
Ibid, xxiii. 4 That they shulde walke after the Lorde, and
to kepe his commaundementes, witnesses, and ordinaunces.

3. Testimony by signature, oath, etc. Chiefly in

phr. in (rarely finlo) witness of, hereof i whereof,£lc.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 214 pe chartro was forth

brouht with wittnes enseled streit [orig. Lerays ..uietie sun
sel en testmoynaunce], 136a Langl, /'. PI. A. II. 75 In wit-

nesse of whuche ping wrong was be furste..In be Date
of be deuel \>e Deede was aselet. 1388 in J. H. Ramsay
Bamff Charters (1925) 22 In the wetness of the forsayd
partysyng Willame, Jon, [etc.]. 2420 in E. E. Wills (1882)

17 In wytnesse of bis dede I haue set bert0 me sel. c 1450
Godstozv Reg. 38 Into witnesse of tins he put to his scale.

,

Ibid. 48 To the whyche wryiynge hys seel 1-put to is wyt-
[

nes. 1515 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 22 In'wittenes whereof
. . I . .haith setto my seale. 1550 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus
(2880)76 In witnesof the qubilk to this present writ, subscriuit

with our handis. 2658 Sir R. Hutton s Yng. Clerks Guide i.
'

(ed. 8) 240 In witnesse whereof I have hereunto set my hand
and seal. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. IV. xvii. 27 The
land was received as a fresh grant, which needed the writ
and seal of King William as its witness.

4. One who gives evidence in relation to matters

of fact under inquiry ; spec, one who gives or is

legally qualified to give evidence upon oath or

affirmation in a court of justice or judicial inquiry. ;

Hostile witness, one who gives evidence adverse to the
party by whom he is called. Ultroneous witness, see Ultro-
neous b.

6-950 Lindhf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 60 Falsi testes, lease vel
lycee witnesa. a 2300 Cursor M. 20419 Tua wittnes fa's bai
bam puruaid, To tell he had o godd rmssaid. c 1380 Wvclif
Wks. (i&8q) 74 ]>ei wolen. .brynge many false witnesses &
notaries in his absence, & in presence speke no word, c 1400
Cato's Morals 1 in Cursor M. App. iv, If bou be made
wittenesse. For to say bat sofc> is, Saue bine honour Als mikil .

as bou mai fra blame, a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng.
11. xv. (2584) 61 Witnesses be sworne, & heard before them
[sc. the jury] .. openly. 1622 J. Tavi.or (Water P.) Sir
Gregory Nonsetice Wks. 2630 11. 4/2 Truth must be found, !

and witnesses produced. 1628 Coke On Litt. 6 b, When
a tryall is by witnesses, regularly the affirmative ought to
be proued by two or three witnesses. . . But when the tryall

is by verdict of 22. men, there the iudgement is not giuen
vpon witnesses. 2652 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi. 146 A Judge
..ought to take notice of the Fact, from none but the
Witnesses. 2718 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (1887) I. '240

'

False witnesses are much cheaper than in Christendom. 1814
Mrs. J. West Alicia de Lacy IV. 252 Many witnesses
attested that he had borne arms. 2827 Ryan & Moody
Cases Nisi Prius 32 marg., In an action by executors, a
paid legatee is a competent witness to increase the estate.

1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxxiv, How did you like

standing witness? Ar'n't them lawyers impudent things,

staring at one so? 2867 Wharton l.aw-L^ex. (ed. 4),

Hostile witness. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xii, It was
certainly an odd chance which would throw them together

in a police-court as banister and witness. 2885 Miss Brad-
don Wyllard's Weird 1,

l You can show that to the Coroner,'

he said ;
' of course, you will be a witness.' ' About the only

one necessary, I should think ', said the doctor. ' I saw her
fall.'

uninfected pi. c 1440 Generydes 1520 He bad hym goo.

.

To the Sowdon, and telle hym the processe, And he wold be
on of his cheff witnesse, 1483 Acta Audit, in Ada Dom.

Cone. II. Introd. 104 The Lordis .. ordanis him to have
letters to summond his witnes, and the party to here thame
suorn. 2533 Cranmer Let. Misc.Writ. (Parker Soc.) 253 (MS.)
That he hathe diuerse witnes, whiche culde make manyfeste
deposicions concernyng the mattir. 1535 in Lett. Suppr.

Monast. (Camden) 33 Your owne confession in thes lettres,

besides the wittnes which ar against you, wolbe sufficient to

condemne yow. 1713 Swift Cadenus fy Va?iessa 68 The
pleader, having spoke his best, Had witness ready to attest.

b. iransf. andj^Fjf.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxiv. 11 pai [sc. the prophets and
evangelists] ere witnes of his higbtynge. 2578 H. Wotton
Courtlie Controv. 213 If you doubt thereof histories and
fables with one voyce are witnes of my saying. 1588

Shaks. Tit. A. v. 1. 103 Well, let my Deeds be witnesse

of my worth. 1633 D. Dickson Hebr. xii. 2. 284 The
Examples of God's Saynctes in Scripture, should stand as

Witnesses agaynst vs, if wee run not as becommeth. 1667

Milton P. L. ix. 327 Why shouldst not thou ._. thy trial

choose With me, best witness of thy Vertue tri'd? 1781

Cowper Heroism 81 Sweet nature .. stands a witness at

truth's awful bar, To prove you, there, destroyers as ye are.

2853 Maurice Proph. <y Kings vi. 92 This prophet.. is a

true witness for the Lord God of Israel.

5. One who is called on, selected, or appointed

to be present at a transaction, so as to be able to

testify to its having taken place : spec, one who is

present at the execution of a document and sub-

scribes it in attestation thereof; more definitely,

attesting or subscribing witness.
Often in formulae corresponding to med.L. teste me ipso,

teste rege, his testibus, etc., AF. tesmoin...

["995 hi Thorpe Charters (1865) 288_ Her cyb on bysum
Rewrite hu Wynflaed gelaedde byre gewitnesse.] a uzzO. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656 Ic bidde be bro5er iEoelred

& mine swustre Cyneburh & Cynesuuith. .bet ge beon
witnesse & bxt &eo hit write mid iure fingre. Ibid. 675
Ic Theodorus a:rcebiscop of Cantwarbyrij am witnesse of

bas rewrite. 2258 Proclam. Hen. Ill in Trans. Philcl.

Soc. (2S6S) 21 Witnesse vs seluen [AF. Tesmoin Met'meis-

mes] set Lunden' bane E^tetenbe day on be Monbe of

Octobr'. c 2290 Beket 836 in S. Eng. Leg. 130 Ich was with
him er wel mov. .pare ne tok ich no witnesse of bat us was
bitweone. a 2450 Knt. de la Tour xxxiv, Ye are suoren to

God and to youre husbonde aite the chirche dore afore

witnesse that ye shalle neuer breke it. c 2450 Godilow Reg.
52 These beyng witnesse, Robert of Wytham, Sire waiter,

[etc.]. 1463 Irish Act 3 Edw. /F, c. 32 We have done to

be made these oure lettres patentes Oureself beying wit-

nesse. 1494 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. 1. 23^ Item, the
foure witnes [of the execution] expensis in Edinburgh, ..

xl s. 1525 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 23 Thies wittenesses,

Thomas Bcamont, [etc.]. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. m.ii, 205
Go too, a bargaine made: seale it... He be the witnesse.

2621 — Wint. T. iv. iv. 402 But come-on, Contract vs fore

these Witnesses. 1625 B. Jonson Staple cf News V. u, I

haue your Deed. , . Is't not A perfect Act ? and absolute in

Law ? Seal'd and deliuer'd before witnesses ? _ 2630 Prynnk
Auti-Armin. 139 Seuerall witnesses auerre it vnder their

hands and seales. 1664 in Extr. St. Papers ret. Friends
Ser, in. (2922) 228 This.. wee haue made bold to Ceitefie

Witnesse our hands this First day of December. C1696 in

W. M. Morison Vict. Decis. (1807) 26183 The communers
and witnesses present, who fortify and adminiculate the

same. 2710 O. Sansom Acc. Life 73 He. .threatned me
before Witness, That if I did not pay him, I must expect to

go to Prison. 2720 T. Innes Crit. Ess. (1879) 212 As it is

clear by many ancient charters, and chiefly by the donors
and witnesses in the chartularies of our monasteries. 2754
in Nairne Peerage F.vid. (187 4) 53 James Fullavton merchant
in Edinburgh and the s* John Strathie who also subscribe

as witnesses. 2754 in Vesey Reports (1793J I. n Whether
Testator's declaration before three witnesses, that it is his

will, is equivalent to signing it before them. 1837D1CKENS
Pickw. xvii, We find his name in the parish register as a
witness to the marriage of Maria Lobbs to her cousin. 2839
Lank Arab. N(s, I. i. 76 note, These words, ' I give myself to

thee ', uttered by a woman to a man, even without the

presence of witnesses,, .render her his lawful wife if [etc.].

1855 [see Slbsckibing/J//. a.\ 1858 Ld. St. Leonards
I)'andy-Bk. Prop. Laiu xviii. 241 The statute requires the

witnesses to attest aud subscribe the will.

fb. A sponsor or godparent at baptism. Obs.

orig. in Puritan use.

1597 Hookkr Eecl. Pol. v. lxiv. § 5 In the phrase of some
kinde of men they vse to be termed witnesses, as if they

came but to see and testifie what is done. It sauoureth
more of pietie to giue them their old accustomed name of

fathers and mothers in God. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair
1. iii, He was Witnesse, for Win, here, (they will not be

call'd God-fathers), and nam'd her Winne-t'he-fight. 1643
Sir T. Hope Diary (Bannatyne Club) i88_This day I wes
witness to ane barne of the Lord Balgonies, callit Agnes.

1653 H. More Antid. Atk. in. ix. §2 (2722) 115 Four days
before this mischance he being witness to a Child, said, that

that was the last he should be ever witness to. 1837 Dial.

in Devon Dial. Gloss., To Witness or to Stand Witness to,

to stand sponsor to a child in baptism.

6. One who is or was present and is able to

testify from personal observation ; one present as

a spectator or auditor. (Cf. Ear-witness, Eye-
witness.) Usually with of> occas. to.

a 2225 Ancr. R. 144 No bine nis witnesse ber of god bet
we beonne de5 bute God one. a 2300 Cursor M. 19004 Fra
ded to lijf nu risen es he, And bar-of wittnes all ar wee.

2382 Wvclif Heb. xii. 1 Forsothe and we hauynge so greet
a cloud of witnessis [Gr. vi<$>o<; juapTupwc, L. nubem testium]
put to. C1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 39 [They shall] make
]?aire peticiun, and bi-fore whitnes offir baire childir. c 1450
Cai-grave Life St. Gilbert xxxvi. 213 pe Pope sayde a.,

sermon of be holynesse and be myracles of Seynt Gilbert,

rehersing be witnes pere present. 1474 Caxton Chesse in.

iv. (1883) 213 This lyar coude not brynge no wytnessis. 1495
Act II Hen. VH, c. 10 § 2, ij witnesses or moo that woll
witnesse and testefie the seid payment, a 1533 Ld. Brrneks
Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (2546) Bvb, They were witnesse by
syght, and not by heryng of other, a 2548 Hall Chron.,

Hen, V 35 Because I was nether a witnes of the facte, nor
present at the deeds I ouerpasse that matter. 1548 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. John vi. 66-72 Speciall witnesses and
bruters abrode, of al the thynges that he wroughte. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidant's Comm. 360 b

t<
No man might haue

accesse to him, nor speake w* him without a witnesse. c 1590
Marlowe Faustus 209, 2. Scholar. Why, didst thou not say
thou knewst? Wagner. Haue you any witnesse on't?
I. Scholar. Yes sirra, I heard you. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI

t

II. iii. 9 Fame would mine eyes be witnesse with mine eares,

To giue their censure. 168a J. Norius Hieroctes 37 But
had they no witness? I omit God.. but had they not them-
selves, and the testimony of Conscience? 1694 Atterbury
Serm., Isa. Ix. 22 (1726) I. 252 Tho^e Miracles being per-
form'd in the Desart, without any Witnesses but what were
of that Nation. 1702 Pope Dryope 54, I saw, unhappy!
what I now relate, And stood the helpless witness of thy
fate. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 142 f 23 He is magnifi.
cent without witnesses, 1794 Paley Evid. n. ix. (1817) 235
It was the credit given to original witnesses appealing for

the truth of their accounts to what themselves had seen and
heard. 1797 Jane Austen Sense # Sensib. xxxv, Before
such witnesses he dared not say half what he really felt.

2824 W.Irving T. 'IVav. II. n.viii. 12, 1 will endeavour to act

as if she were witness of my actions. 2842 T. Wright Biogr.

Brit., Anglo-Sax. Per. 467 Turgar..in his youth had been

j

a witness of the destruction of the abbey, 2854 J. S. C.
Abbott Napoleon (2855) I. xxi'ii. 367, I have been twenty
times witness to the singular effect which the sound of a

!
bell had upon Napoleon, i860 F. W. Rohinson Grand-
mother's Money v, The inhabitants of Blackman's Gardens

i . .were witness to one of the. .scenes. 1862 Stanley Jewish
Ch. I. xviii. 392 ' He judged Israel all his life :' even after

the Monarchy had sprung up, he [sc. Samuel] was still a
witness of an earlier and more primitive state.

fig. 1780 Cowper Progr, Err. 274 Then to the dance, and
make the sober moon Witness of joys that shun the sight of
noon.

b. In asseverative formulae, in which a deity or

a human being is invoked as one who is cognizant

j

of a fact ; as God is my witness, Be my witness

: that .

.

. Most often in phr. to call or take to (tone's)

j

witness : to call upon or appeal to as one's surety

;

i to swear by.
[ciaoo Vices $ Virtues 73 ^if he godd haf5 to iwitnesse

• Sat he mid hlutter herte hit do3.] 2297 ^* ^ LOUC - (Rolls)

! 6934 Ich clupie god to witnesse.. J'at 3'if ich of eni gulti am
I bat ich mote pom bis fure Brenne . . & perissy. a 2300
', Cursor M. 27496 pat soth it es We tak drightin til vr witt-
' nes. £"1386 Chauceh Pard. T. 255 The hooly writ take I to
. my witnesse That luxurie is in wyn and dronkenesse. 14.

.

Hoccleve fllin. Poems xvi. 10 And so wolde I, god take I

I
to witnesse 1 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras ii. 5, I call vpon
the for a wytnesse ouer the mother of these children, which
wolde not kepe my couenaunt. a 2548 Hall Chron., Hen.

I VI 99, I take firste God to my witnesse, and afterwarde all

the woilde, that I haue been at all tymes..true man. 1555
. in Strype Eecl. Mem. (2722) III. App. xlv. 233 God is my

Wytnes, that my Harte wyll not suffer me, .to declare suche
vyle Reportes. 1581 A. Hall Iliad vn. 223 To which (if

so it needefull is) I loue to witnesse call. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. iv. ii. 239 Heauen be my witnesse you doe. ci6oo

1 —Sunn, exxiv, To this I witnes call the foles of time,Which

I

die for goodnes, who haue liu'd for crime. 1667 Milton
j

/'. L. 1. 635 For me, be witness all the Host of Heav'n, If

]
counsels different, or danger shun'd By me, have lost our

hopes. 2700 Dryden Sigismonda # G. 397 That I have
lov'd, I own; that still I love, I call to Witness all the

Pow'rs above. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom fy Lugger 11. i.

3 He had so often emphatically taken his neighbours to

witness that he was weaving. 2840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop
xxv, The tall boy., called those about him to witness that

he had only shouted in a whisper. 1852 Kingsi.ey Yeast

xiii, Though, God's my witness, there's no spite in me for

my own sake.

f o. Referring to, usually introducing, the desig-

nation of an authority for a statement. (Cf. 7 b.)

(2x300 Cursor M. 24792 Quarof was born be king datii,

pat es be tun of bethleem, J>e bok is wittnes for to tern.

c 2386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 274 They been deceyued that

seyn that they ne be nat tempted in hir body, witnesse on
[v.r. of] Seint lame the Apostel. c 1440 Sir Goxvther 227

The chylde throfe and.. The duk sent after other sex, As
wetnesse the storie. c 2460 Towneley Myst. xiv. 428 Lord,

this is sothe, securely, wytnes the profett Isay. 2486 in

Surtees Misc. (1890) 54 Shewing the rose to be principall

of all floures, as witnesh Barthilmew. 1567 Gudt $ GodlieB.

(S.T.S.) 42 [Jesus Christ] Sinnaris onlie Saluatioun, As wit-

nes is thy word in write.

7. Jig. Something that furnishes evidence or proof

of the thing or fact mentioned ; an evidential mark

or sign, a token.

c 2250 Gen. <r Ex. 3843 To sen gode witnesse fior-on, Dat
wond was in Sat arche don. c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III.

428 For freris. .suspect in b' s heresye, men schulden not

comyne wij? horn bifore hei schewid bo fayth by sufficyent

wittenes. 242426 Pol. Poems xiii. 94 Lete werk be witnes 3c

can 3oure Crede. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy.

11. iii. 33 For better witne-se of the antiquitie thereof, the

inhabitaunts. .doe. .call all these old ruines Paleopolys.

1594 W. Harbert in Shaks. Cent. Praise (1879) 12 Whose
death was witnesse of her spotlesse life. 2597 Hooker Eecl.

Pol. v. Ixviii. §3 Our kneeling.. is the gesture of pietie...

What doth better beseeme our bodies, .then to bee sensible

witnesses of minds vnfainedly humbled ? 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado n. iii. 48 It is the witnesse still of excellencie, To put

a strange face on his owne perfection. 2599 — Hen. V, IV,

iii. 97 Vpon the which [graves], I trust Shall witnesse hue in

Brasse of this dayes worke. 1602 Sir W. Cornwallis Ess.

11. xxvii. ?2, They., smelt of oyle, the witnesse of an vnman-

like effeminate nicenesse. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs

Advts. fr. Parnass. 11. xxii. (1674) 270 [He bade them]

remove away that unfortunate Witness of their ingratitude

from the eyes of the World. 2815 Scott Guy M. Ii, Now,
wipe these witnesses from your eyes. 1859 Hawthorne
Marble Faun xxvii, Italian asseverations .., however true

they may chance to be, have no witness of their truth in the

faces of those who utter them. 1872 Freeman Norm. Conq.



WITNESS. 231 WITNESS.

IV. xvii. 82 Gifts yet more costly were now the witness of

his personal presence.

b. Introducing a name, designation, phrase, or

clause denoting a person or thing that furnishes

evidence of the fact or exemplifies the statement.

Also as witness, and, in early use, f "witness on.

(After L. teste . . ., F. ttmoin . . .)

a 1300 Cursor M. 11788 Bot we ne wrick be wisliker, \>c

wark of him sua mai we dred, Als wittnes on vr eldres

dede. c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. z77\Vitnesse [L. testis

est] Tyburces and Cecilies shrifte. t 1386 — Wife's T. 95
Pardee we wommen konne* no thyng hele, Witnesse on
Myda, wol ye heere the tale, c 1394 P. PI. Crate 528
Wytnesse on WyclifF bat warned hem wib trewbe. c 1420

Lydg. Assembly of Gods 366 Ioyntly to her Mercurius tooke
hys see As came to hys course—wytnesse the zodyak. 1598
F. Merks Pailadis Tamia 281 b, The sweete wittie soule

of Ouid hues in mellifluous . . Shakespeare, witnes his

Venus and Adonis. 1616 Champnky l-'oc. Bps. 24 The
wisest, and greatest clarkes haue erred, as witnesse the lapa

of Tertullian, Origen, and Lucifer. 164a Fuller Holy <y

Prof. St. in. xv. 192 Nature oftentimes recompenceth de-

fonn'd bodies with excellent wits. Witnesse ,/Fsop. 1667 Mil-
ton /*..£. 1. 503 When Night Dai kens the Streets, then wander
forth the Sons Of Belial.. .Witness the Streets of Sodom.
1671 — Samson 906 Dal. In argument with men a woman
ever Goes by the worse.. .Sam. For want of words no doubt,

or lack of breath, Witness when I was worried with thy
peals. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 713 And novels (witness ev'ry

month's review) Belie their name, and offer nothing new.
185a Thackeray Esmond it. ii, The strange, barbarous
French which she and many other fine ladies of that time-
witness her Grace of Portsmouth—employed. 1868 T. H.
Key Philol. Ess. -zi,q What progress is visible there is chiefly

due to the energy of German, not French, scholarship, as
witness the valuable collection of Greek authors that has
proceeded from the press of Dldot.

c. spec. In textual criticism, a manuscript or an

early version which is regarded as evidence of

authority for the text. (Usually in//.)

1853 Scrivener Collation MSS. Holy Gospels Introd. i.

p. xiii, The very rough and unsatisfactory process of counting
the number of witnesses produced in behalf of each [reading].

1870 Urwick tr. IHeek's Introd. N. T. II. 305 By comparing
the received text with Greek MSS. of the N. T. and other
witnesses. 1926 Friedrichsen Gothic Vers. Gospels 194
Wherever the Codex [Argenteus] simulates the Vulgate text,

the majority of Old I-atin witnesses go with it.

d. Technical uses (see quots. ; cf. F. timoin).
1802 C. James Milit. Diet., Witnesses. In fortification.

(See Temoins.) [Temoins, Fr. In civil and military archi-

tecture, are pieces of earth left standing as marks or wit-

nesses in the fosses or places which the workmen are
emptying, that they may know.. how many cubical fathoms
of earth have been carried.] 1825 J. Nicholson O/er.
Meek. 763 If any silver be produced it must be de-

ducted from the assay. This is called the witness. x88o
Zaehnsdorp Bookbinding Gloss., Witness^ when a volume
is cut so as to show that it has not been so cut down, but
that some of the leaves have still rough edges. These uncut
leaves are called ' Witness 1

.

8. One who testifies for Christ or the Christian

faith, esp. by death ; a martyr. Obs. exc. as literal

rendering of Gr. \iaprv% Martyr.
The reference in Rev. xi. 3 is much disputed ; see, e. g. t

Vigouroux Diet, de la Bible s.v. Temoins.
1382 Wyclif Rev. xi. 3 And I shal ^iue to my two wit-

nesses, and thei shulen prophecie a thousynd dayes two
hundrid and sixty. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect Innoc.

Day, Whose prayse this day, the young innocentes thy
witnesses hath confessed, and shewed foorth..in dying.

1557 N. 'P. (Geneva) Acts xxii. 20 And when the bloud of

thy wytnes [marg. or, Martyr] Steuen was shed, I also stode

hy- 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 128 One of the softest

pillowes Christ hath, is laid under his witnesses head.
[a 1700 Evelyn Diary 26 Apr. 1689, My Lord St. Asaph
consider'd the killing of the two witnesses, to be the utter
destruction of the Cevennes Protestants.., and the other
the Waldenses and Pyrenean Christians.]

II. Phrases. (See also above.)

9. a. In -witness : as a testimony or piece of

evidence. Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 3.

cg$o Lindisf. Gosfi. Matt. viii. 4 In cydnisse vet witnessu
[exooo Ags. Gosf>. Lukeix. 5 (tonne ?,e of bane ceastre gaS,
asceacaS eower fota dust ofer his on witnesse.] a 1325 ATS.
Raivl. B.j20

t
If. 54 b, In witnesse of wclie binges we habbez

don maken pues oure opene lettres. 136a Langl. P. PI. A.
viii. 95 In two lynes hit lay. .And was I-writen riht pus In
witnesse of treube. 1390 Gowkr Con/. I. 34 In tokne and
in witnesse That ilke ymage bar liknesse Ofman and of non
other beste. 1528 Tindalf. Declar. Sacram. a ij b, They
cast vp an heape of stones in wytnesse & called it Gylyad

:

y* heape of wytnesse. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. hi. ii. 1 Hang
there my verse, in witnesse of my loue. 1657 Earl Monm.
tr. Parutrfs Pol. Disc. 113 Venice doth at this day enjoy
many great priviledges, in witness of her great worth and
singular merit.

t b. To stand in witness : to act as a witness.

Sc. Obs.

1516 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 422^ The king..rehablis
the said Johne and Johne to stand in preif and witnes.

10. To bear ivitness : (said properly of a person,

a book, etc.) to give oral or written testimony or

evidence; hence fig. to furnish or constitute evidence

or proof ; to testify, witness to (occas. of). To bear

(one) witness : to corroborate one's statement or be
a witness of one's action. (Cf, ON. bera vitni, OF.
porter temoin.)
C1200 Ormin 12616, I barr to j?e leode Wittness off himm,

batt he wass wiss Crist Godess Sune. c 1205 Lay. 13231 Ich
habbe his munekes..bat sculled witnesse beren eowe alle

biuoren. a 1300 Cursor M. 6820 Tak bou noght wit tunge
leier, Ne fals wittenes for felun ber. Ibid. 12582 Als lucas
vs sais be gospelere, pat wittnes lei es wont at here. 1303

R. Brunne Handt. Synne 2356 Certys befte ry^t wykked ys
Whan be dede bereb wytnes [Pus qe ceo tesmoine le mort\.

c 1323 Spec. Gy Wanv. 412 f>e godspel berof bereb witnesse.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3612 pus may sautes, als be buke
beres wytnes, P>y helpyd by way of rightwysnes. C1385
Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 527 Hire white corounberyth of it wit-

nesse. 1393 Langi- P. PI. C. xx. 29 pre persones parcel-mele

departable from ober, And alle bre bote o god ; thus abraam
beieb wittnesse. 1426 Anc. Deed A. 10383 (P.R.O.) This
endentur tripartitit beres wittenes that [etc.]. C1450 Caf-

gravk Life St. Gilbert xxxvi. 113 pearchbiscbopof Reymes
was here present, .and bare witnesse of be holy lyf of Seynt
Gilbert. 1500-20 Dt'NBAR Poems lxvi. 34 The pcpill so

wickit ar of feiris, The frutless erde all witness beiris.

1526 TisnALE John viii. 18, I am won that beare witnes

off my sylfe, and my father that sent me beareth witnes

off me. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 80 In veritie you
did, my bones beares witnesse, That since haue felt the vigor

of his rage. Ibid. 93 God and the Rope-maker beare me
witnesse, That I was sent for nothing but a rope. 1610 —
Temp. in. i. 68 O earth, beare witnes to this sound, And
crowne what I professe with kinde euent If I speake true.

1671 Milton Samson 2^9 In seeking just occasion to provoke
The Philistine . .Thou never wast remiss, I bear thee witness.

1773 Goi.dsm. Stoops to Conquer in, I can bear witness to

that. 1839 Kembi.e Resid. in Georgia (1863I 59 Her dress .

.

bore witness to a far more improved taste. 1841 Thackkray
Gt. Hosgarty Diant. x, To speak of heaven . . and to bring it

to bear witness to the He in his mouth. 1842 Tennyson St.

Sim. Sty/. 127 And I, in truth (thou wilt bear witness here)

Have nil in all endured as much. 1876 Meli.or Priesthood
ii. 59 The striking witness which he [sc. Judas] bore to the

innocence of the Lord,

f 11. To take witness by or of : to take example by.
c 1400 Anturs Arth. 165 (Thornton MS.1 Thus am I

lyke to Lurefere, takis witnes by mee. Ibid. 273 Takes
witnes by Fraunce. c 1480 Hlnryron Cock .y Fox 200
Tak witnes of the Feyndis Infernall, Quhilk houndit doun
wes fra that heuinlie hall To Hellis hole.

1 12. To bring, teem (Teem v.1 ) to witness : to

bring under examination. Obs.
c izoo Moral Ode 108 (Trin. Coll. MS.) F.lch man sal bar

biclepien himselfen and ec demen Hie [read his] o^en were
and his banc to witnesse he sal temen. c 1400 Aj>ol. Loll. 12

In how many gret casis may it be, bat now regmb in be kirk
synful marchondise ; bryng to witnes; examyn be sawis;
discusse be dedis.

f 13. To take witness of : to call or take to wit-

ness (see 6 b) ; to appeal to as an authority or

source of information. Obs.
c J375 Cursor M. 22583 (Fairf.), I take witnes of saint

austine pat tellis how bis werlde sal fine. 1390 GowKJt Conf.
I. 66 For this witnesse I take of god, that my enrage Hath
ben mor siek than my visage, a 1500 in Halliwell Nugse
Poeticge (1844) 38, I take wyttenesse of Davyd kyng and at

Salomon the wyse, That a woman for a litulle thyng ofte

change hir servyse. a is86 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxvii. (191 2)

322, I take witnes of the gods (who never leave perjuries

unpunished) that I often cried out against their impudency.

14. With a witness : with clear evidence, without

a doubt, 'with a vengeance', 'and no mistake*.

Obs. or rare arch
1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 98 French Camarlck

Ruffes, deepe with a witnesse, starched to the purpose. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 121 Here's packing with a witnesse
to deceiue vs all. 1609 J. Davif.s Triumphs Death Wks.
(Grosart) I. 49 1 For now wesinne(yea with a witnesse sinne,

Witnesse our conscience), a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <V

Mon. vi. (1642) 82 He was sent ; but with a witnesse, as the

saying is, to destroy. 1670 T. Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 198
That man is cursed with a witness that is cursed by Christ
himselfl 1690 Locke 2nd Let. Toleration Wks. 1727 II.

270 The French King requires all his Subjects to come to

Mass : Those who do not, are punished with a witness. 1717
Prior Alma U 444 Gall is bitter with a Witness. 1816
Hazlitt Pol. Ess. (1819) 105 Here's a levelling rogue for

you ! The world turned inside out, with a witness 1 1829
Scott Anne cf G. xxiii, To every other person about her
she plays countess and baroness with a witness. 1849
Cvpples Green Hand x. (1856) 90 At midnight, it blew great
guns, with a witness.

III. 15. attrib. and Comb., as witness-bearer,

-bearing sb. and adj. (see 10), -heap (cf. quot. 1528
in 9 a), -judge; witness action, an action in which
witnesses are summoned, as distinguished from one

in which only matters of law are argued ; witness-
box, an enclosed space in which a witness is placed

while giving evidence; witness chair, a seat for

witnesses at a court of inquiry ; witness-room, an
apartment in which witnesses assemble and remain
while not giving evidence; witness-stand C

r
.S.

t

the place where a witness is stationed while giving

evidence.
1892 Daily News 16 July 7/t Mr. Justice Kekewich..

ordered the motion to be set down as a *witness action.

c 1440 Promp
:
Parv. 531/1 "Wyttenesse berare, testis, testi-

ficator, testificatrix. C1440 Jacob's Well 59 Alle fals

wytnes-bererys. 1563 Foxe A. <$• M. 1250/1 These vi.

heauenly martyrs & witnes bearers of trutlie. 1553 M.
Wood tr. Gardiner"'s De Vera Obed. 35 b, I folow Tullies
meaning, who in the weightiimportaunce of *witnes bearing,
attributeth authorise vnto such as be wittie & welthy men.
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 8 The whole consent and
witnessebearing of the great congregation. 1616 Chapman
tr. Musxus C 1, The witnesse-bearing-light Of Loues, that
would not beare a humane sight. 1848 A. Thomson Orig.
of Secession Ch. hi. 96 Their resolute and unflinching wit.
new-bearing. 1889 Spectator 2 Feb. 166/1 A very real kind
of witness-bearing to what we call the supernatural. 1806

J. Carr Stranger Irel. 469, I was surprised to find.. that
they had no 'witness-box. The witness is hoisted upon the
table, 1859 Geo. Eliot A.Bede xliii, Mr. Irwine was in the
witness-box, telling of Hetty's unblemished character. 1897
Westm. Gas. 16 Feb. 7/2 The ex-Premier, .advanced to the
•witness chair. 15*8 Tindalk Declar. Sacram. aiij, And

ofal that couenant thei made that heape wytnesse, callenge
it y« *wetnessheppe. 1726 Pope Odyss. xix. 576 My own
experience shall their doom decide ; A * witness-judge pre-
cludes a long appeal. 1848 Mrs. Gaskei.l Mary Barton
xxxit, She took her place in the "witness-room, worn and
dispirited, but not anxious. 1896 Howelxs Impressions fy

E.\p. 71 A young man. .was called to the *witness*stand in

behalf of the prosecution.

Hence Wi'tnessdom see quot. and cf. 8 above).
1877 Ruskin Fort ClaT. lxxxii. VII. 330 Our act may have

the. .Virtue of Witness-dom, or :is we. .translate it Martyr-
dom.

Witness (wi-tnes), v. Forms : see prec. : also

4 witnis, 5 wythnesse, wittenessh, 6 witte-
nish. [f. prec. In some ME. texts forms of the

type wittnes (- witnesses) may be inflected forms
of Witne.]
1. trans. To bear witness to (a fact or statement)

;

to testify to, attest ; to furnish oral or written

evidence of. (a) with simple obj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13893 He and his lare will lasten ai, pis

will he self wittnes and sai. Ibid. 23820 pat wittnes us all

hali gosspelles. 1338 R. Brunne Ckron. i\Z\6\ £.2 William
of Malmesbirie witnesse it in his writte. 1377 Lancl. /'. PI.
B. Prol. 191 pat witnisscth holiwrite who-so wil it rccle.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6958 We purchace, thurqh oure flateryng,

. .Lettres, to witnesse oure botintc. 1474C.AXTON Chettew.
iii. [ii] (1883) 171 Sidrac wytlineivseth the same. 1509 Fisher
Funeral Serm. C'tsss Ri.hmond Wks. (1S761 308 She..
openly dyde wytne-se this same thynge at the houre of her
dethe. 1590 Shaks, Cc?>t. Err. v. i. 220 That Goldsmith
there, were he not paclc'd with her, Could witnesse it: for

he was with me then. 1653 H. Morf Antid. Ath m iii. § 2

(1712*91 Remigius writes that he had it witnessed to him by
the free confession of near two hundred men. 1729 T. Innes
Crit. Ess. (1879) 117 Thus we see the antiquity of the settle-

ment of the Scots in Britain witnessed by our own country
writers. 1920 Discovery Mar. 90/1 The records, .contain.

.

references to tlieir Royal founder, witnessing his continued
interest in the progress of Science.

{b) with obj. clause.

13. . Guy Wanv. (A.) 6609 Ichil be make messnnger. . Ichil

bat 1'ou wittnesse me pat be loue ste[delfa.st be. 1390 Gower
Conf. I. 263 Senec witnesseth openly How that Envie pro-

prety Is of the Court the cotnun wenche. c 1475 Partenay
1520, I witnesse you. .That he was A trew catholike person.

1563 Homilies tl. Prayer n. 126 b, He wytnesseth in another
place, the Martirs. .were wont, .to be remembred..of the
Priest at diuine seruice. 1596 Shaks. Alerch. V. v. i. 271
Lorenzo heere Shall witnesse I set forth as soone as you.

1633 Ford Lov^s Sacr. u. ii. E. Were not the party her selfe

aliue to witnesse that [etc.]. 1859 S. Wilberforce Sp.
Missions {iZj4) 186 To witness, .to the next generation, that
England can never be clear from the guilt.

*f (c) with complement (for ... or inf.). Obs.

13. . Cursor M. 12909 (Giitt.) And bar-of ts right no farlik,

Quen he-self ]>e wittnes for slik. 1545 Bale Image Both Ch.
1. 41, I will earnestly witnesse hym.. before my heauenly
father, .for one of myne, to haue the inheritaunce with mee.
1565 Shacki.ock tr. Hosius' Hatchet of Heresies 12 b,

Christ, whome the Scriptures wytnesse to haue bene in-

carnat. 1607 J. Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 26 Noah
was witnessed to be A man righteous and perfect. 1642
Fulli r Holy $ Prof St. v. vii. 3S7 Those that knew him
witnesse him to be of honest life.

(d) in imperative or subjunctive, as a form of

appeal. Now rare.

C1400 Destr. Troy 608 What-euer ye deme me to do,..

I

hete you full highly with hert to fulfille,.. wittenes our
goddes. Ibid. 1488 The fyftc.Was Troylus..That mykell
worship wan, witnes ye of story. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
v. i. 186 Ay me, it is my husband : witnesse you, That he is

borne about inuisible. 1591 — Two Gent. 11. vi. 25 And
Siluia (witnesse heauen that made her faire) Shewes Iulia

but a swarthy Ethiope. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vin. 28,

While I my Nisa's perjur'd Faith deplore; Witness ye
Pow'rs, by whom she falsly swore ! 1838 Dickens 0. Twist 1,

Witness you three—I'm not afraid of him.

b. transf. Of a document : To furnish formally

attested evidence of. Usually with obj. c!au?e.

1474 Anc. Deed C. 5555 (P.R.O.) This hylle shalle wyt-
nesse that I Thomas Ormond oweth to Hew Mathew
[3/. 6.r. 8<*.J. a 1475 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 155 2 Cokettes of
all such Clothes, .witnessyng the nombie of theym. 1503
Ibid. 527/2 This Indenture. .Wytnesseth That whereas [etc.].

1551 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 425 This byll, mad the
xvi. day of Apriil .. wittenishit that whereas [etc.]. 1658

Sir R. Huttotis Vug. Clerks Guide 1. (ed. 8) 1 This Inden.
ture. .witnesseth, That [etc.]. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy I.

xv, And this indenture farther witnesseth, That [etc.].

c. fig. To furnish evidence or proof of; to be a

sign or mark of, betoken. Also with obj. clause.

1377 Langi.. P. PI. B. xvm. 240 [pe] water witnessed bat

he was god, for he went [-walked] on it. 1450-1530 Myrr.
ourLadye 11. 253 The tremblynge of the erthe . .the darkynge
of the sonne wytnesse hym maker of all thynges. a 1586

Sidney Arcadia 1. vi. (1912) 41 All other tokens witnessed

them to be of the lowest calling. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.

iv. iv. 74 Thy face, and thy behauiour, Which. .Witnesse

food bringing vp. 1599 T. Stobkr Life $ D. Wotsey G 3,

he stones may witnesse shee was there, 1600 Sir w.
Cornwallis Ess.\. ii. C 5, The Director whose high erected

scituation witnesseth his prerogatiue. 1630 Randolph Arit'

tippus 12 You cannot ride to Ware or to Barkway, but your

Hackneyes sides must witnesse your iourneyes. 1653 H.

Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. iv. 8 As the wounds we have upon

tis can but too well witness. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of
Qual. (1792) III. 87 This tear will witness for me, that I do

not mean to insult you. X781 Cowper Hope 415 His shoul-

ders witnessing by many a shrug How much his feelings

suffcr'd. 1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont I. 259 The
gilding and carving, .witnessed the ex pence that had once

been lavished on it. 1813 Eustace Class. Tour (1821) I.

viii. 29a The banks of the river, for many a mile, witnessed

the rout of the Carthaginians. 1843 Macaulay Horatius
lxv, And there it stands unto this day To witness if I lie.



WITNESS.

f d. To give evidence of by one's behaviour ; to

make evident ; to evince. Obs.

1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 168 His kinred and the mother
chiefe did many a teare let fall Their woe to witnesse. a 1586
Sidney Ps. xxxv. vii, Even gnashing teeth, to witness more
their spight. .11625 Fletcher Laws of Candy in. i, To
finde occasion wherein I might witnesse My duty and obedi-
ence. 1660 Pkpys Diary 15 Apr., Captain Dekings, an
anabaptist, and one that had witnessed a great deal of dis-

content with the present proceedings. 1671 Milton P. R.
in. 107, I seek not mine, but his Who sent me, and thereby
witness whence I am. 1x1700 Drvden Cymon <y //•a. 112

Long mute he stood, and leaning on his Staff, His Wonder
witness'd with an Ideot laugh. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 105
(v. r.) He roll'd his eyes that witness'd huge dismay.

e. To show forth evidence of or as to (an object

of allegiance) by faithful speech or conduct; to be

a witness for. Also with cognate obj. Now rare

or Obs.

1526 Tindale 1 Tim. vi. 13 Iesus Christ whych vnder
Poncius Pilate witnessed a good witnessynge [1582 Rheims
and 161 1 Confession]. 1534 — John v. 32, 1 know that the

witnesse which he witnesseth of me, is true. 1659 South
Serm., Matt. x. 33 (1657) I. 117 To be a Martyr signifies

only to witness the truth of Christ. 1663 in Jrnl. Friends
Hist. Sac, XIX. 22 The glorious truth of God witnessed out
by those contemned Christiana which. .are called Quakers.
1680 C. Nesse Ch. Hist. (1S81) 333 John Baptist, who had
Witnessed him into the World. 1833 Tracts for Times
I. No. 10. 4 That very confirmation is another ordinance, in

which the Bishop witnesses Christ.

2. intr. To bear oral or written witness ; to testify.

Now usually with to or against.
a 1300 C'ursor M'. 11075 Forbi of him witnes [?witnessis]

bus Vr lauerd,. .' O wijf ', he said, * was neuer born nan A
gretter barn ban Rant iohan '. C1380 Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 268
pat, as ierome & anselm witness^,., here abitis ben ful of
lesyngis. C1380 — Sel, Wks. III. 436 At be day of dom..
Crist and hise lawe shal witnesse a^en 50U. a 1400 Pistill

ofSusan 363 pe pistel witnesseb wel Of pat profete. £1400
Maundev. ii. (1919) 7 As the storye of Noe witnesseth whan
pat tbeculuerbroughte thebrauncheofOlyue. £1450 Merlin
56 And as the boke witnessith, Vter venquysshed the bataile.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 131 As his vncles. .gaf & grauntid..to
be fore-seide minchons, as her charturs witnessin. 1486 Bk,
St. Albans, Her. aj, Many other notable.. thyngys to the

plesure of noble personys shall be shewyd as the werkys
folowyng witteneses. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 1056 Idlenes

hath ben cause of much wyckednes, As Ecclesiasticus doeth
playnely wytnes. 1595 Shaks. John IV. ii. 218 Oh, when
the last accompt twixt heauen & earth Is to be made, then
shall this hand and Scale Witnesse against vs to damnation.
1611 — IVint. T. iv. i. ix, I witnesse to The times that

brought them in. 1710 Addison Taller No. 259 r6 The
Prisoner brought several Persons of good Credit to witness

to her Reputation. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. IV. 5 He
avowed his innocence, called heaven to witness to his

veracity. 1870 Rogers Hist. Gleanings Ser. 11. 27 His
simplicity . . and earnestness are similarly witnessed to.

b. fig. (cf. IC).

1592 Greene Groat's IV. Wit F 2, Lette their owne
woiks serue to witnesse against their owne wickednesse.
1611 Bible Isa. iii. 9 The shew of their countenance doeth
witnesse against them. 1836 Newman Par. Serm. III.

vi. 93 Works of obedience witness to God's just claims

upon us. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bon-er xlvii, The
golden-hearted daisies Witnessed there..To the truth of

things. 1856 Aytoun Bothzuell v. xiv, How many churches,

wrapped in flames, Have witnessed to the spoilers' power !

i860 Mozi.ey Univ. Serm. vii. (1877) J 53 So subtle an hypo-
thesis . . witnesses to a curious phenomenon.

+ c. In pres. pple. absolute: Witnessing (so-

and-so) ;
= Witness sb. 7 b. Obs.

C1400 Maundev. Prol. (1S39) 2 [The Holy Land] is the

Herte and the myddes of all the World; wytnessynge the

Philosophere, that seythe thus; Vertus rerum in medio
consistit. c 1440 Gesta Rom. I. 4 To goo vndir the soke of

penance.. is not hard, witnessing be sauiour.., wher he
seithe..Lo! my }oke..is swete. 1526 Pilgr. Perfui. xii.

43 Our sayd lorde wytnessynge and sayeng. Who so euer

for my loue forsaketh fattier or mother [etc.].

3. trans, a. To give formal or sworn evidence of

(a fact, etc.) ; to depose in evidence. Now rare.

#13*5 MS.Rawl. B.520W. 65b, J>e avisurs of be siknesse

sullen ben destreined to comen to be curt to witnessen hoere
si3t. 1428 Munim. de Metros (Bann.) 519, I wes requeryt

..for to wytnes vndir wryt be thyng at wes determynyt
befor me in iugement. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Mark xv. 4
Answerest thou nothing? beholde how manie things thei

witnes against thee. 1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 172 The Aiax
hie and Heraults eke can witnesse well his minde,..they
heard the talke. 1601 Shaks. All's Well v. ill. 200 Me
thought you saide You saw one heere in Court could wit-

nesse It. 162s Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman cTAlf. I. 177

They did all of them witnesse one and the same thing ; That
I was the sonne of a principall Cavallero. a 1715 Btrnet
Oivh Time in. (1724) I. 586 If they would not witness

treasonable matter against Baillie.

b. To attest formally by signature ; to sign (a

document) as a witness of its execution. Also absol.

a 1335 MS. Rawl. B.J20, If. 54 b, Witnessinde vs sulf at

Gaunt be vifte dai of Octobre. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11.

131 To weende with hem to westmunster to Witnesse be

deede. 1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 32/2 Licence of the said

Chifteyne wittenessed undre his seall. c \s&>Godstmv Reg.

27 Thys wytnessyth Alysaunder, of lyncolne bysshop, and

many odyr. Ibid. 275 To this present writyng their com-

mune seale..they have put to, witnessyng theire Chapiter.

1668 Shadwell Sullen Lovers m. 46 Sir Pos. Come Sir, do

you Witness it. i Clerk. Ay Sir. //* sets his hand. 1718

Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. (1887) I. 240 A writing is drawn

and witnessed. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 102/1 Maha
Rajah said it was necessary to witness it to make it pukka.

1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth xviii, There ! that's what I call a

will; witnessed according to law, and all. 1871 Le Fanu
Rose <5- Key \\. 38 Lady Vernon, .sends for her secretary,

and seals, signs, and delivers it in his presence.. .And now
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he has duly 'witnessed' it. 191a Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan. 50
John Chishull witnesses as chancellor pretty constantly in
the roll of 53 Henry III.

C. To be formally present as a witness of (a

transaction).

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 60 Hit witen and witnessen hat
woneb vppon eorbe, ]>at I, Fauuel, Feffe Fals to bat May-
den Meede. 1849 Sir J. Stephen Eccl. Biog. (1850) I. 43
By his side, .sat Agnes the Empress-mother, brought there
to witness and to ratify the judgment to be pronounced on
her only child. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xiii, I would
be much obliged to you if you could step round to the..
Bank with me. I want you to witness what passes.

4. (Jransf. from 3 c.) To be a witness, spectator,

or auditor of (something of interest, importance,

or special concern) ; to experience by personal (esp.

ocular) observation ; to be present as an observer

at ; to see with one's own eyes. In early use said

mainly of the eyes or the ears. (In loose writing

often used merely as a synonym of ' see*.)

158Z ST.\NYnuRSTyS"«^/j ii. (Arb.) 43TheeTroians. . Whose
fatal miserymysi^ht hath wytnesed heauye. 1607 Dekker
& Webster Northw, Hoe ill. i, Take but that corner and
stand close, and thine eyes shall witnesse it. 1657 Cokaine
Obst. Lady v. iv, I will make known how much you are
her Servant, and what affection my ears have witnessed.
1606 G. \V[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xxxiii. 110 Others

enclustred about him to dispatch him of his life, more
enuious against him now, through his Noblenesse which
they witnessed. 1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy d'Atnbois IV.

H 3, I neuer witness'd a more noble loue, Nor a more
ruthfull sorrow. 1667 Milton P. /. in. 700 To witness
with thine eyes what some perhaps Contented with report
heare onely in heav'n. 1710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) I.

in. 1. ii. 175 There is nothing ever so trivial, .that he is not
desirous shou'd be witness'd by the Party, whose Grace..
he solicits. 1784 Cowpkr Task 1. 144 And witness, dear
companion of my walks,, .a joy that thou hast doubled long.

J 787 Generous Attachment I, 26, I witnessed the uneasiness
Mr. Melville endured. 179a G. Wakefield Mem. (1804)

I. 294, I met with an opportunity, .of witnessing a most
extraordinary venti iloqutst. 1796 Southey Lett.fr. Spain
xii. (1799) 164 Never did I witness a more melancholy
scene of devastation. 1827 Macaulay Ess., Machiavelti
(1843) I. 68 They witnessed the arrangement of the pullies,

and the manufacture of the thunders. 1836 Hints on
Etiquette (ed. 2) 30 Do not pick your teeth much at table,

as . . to witness it is not a pleasant thing. 1873 L. Stephen
Ess. Erecthinking 8 We are, however, passing through
a great change, of which no living man can expect to

witness the end. 1878 Morley Diderot I. iv. 79 As he could
not witness the experiment, he began to meditate^ on the

subject. 191a Times 19 Oct. 5/1 Large crowds witnessed
their departure, but no demonstration occurred,
cons!, clause. 1835 Scott Talhm. xxiii, Thou art wise

. .and generous. ..I have witnessed that thou art both.

absol. 1810 Wordsw. Descr. Lakes (1822) 12T The Lake of
Uri. .is disturbed from the bottom, as I was told, and indeed
as I witnessed, without any apparent commotion in the air.

b. fig. Of a place, time, etc. : To be associated

with (a fact or event) ; to be the scene or setting

of; to ' see '.

1785 Anna Seward Lett. (1811) I. 78 That immortal foun.

tain and valley, which had witnessed the beauty of Laura.
1810 Scott Lady of L. vi. i, What various scenes.. Are
witness'd by that red and struggling beam 1 1813 Eustace
Class. Tour (1821) III. iii. 104 These fertile plains.. once
witnessed the defeat and death of a Gothic monarch. 1825

Scott Betrothed iii, March and October have witnessed me
ever as they came round, for thirty years, deal with the best

barley in Shropshire. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Entp. xy.

(1866) 264 The thirteenth [century] witnessed the rapid

spread of the scholastic philosophy. 1881 Froude Short
Stud. (1883) IV. n. iii. 194 The scenes which those har-

bours had witnessed thousands of years ago.

Witnessable (wi'tnesab'l),^. rare. [f. Wit-
ness v. + -able.] That may be witnessed.

1870 Eng. Mech. 25 Feb. 580/1 If this be not a witnessable

fact, it is at any rate a self-evident one. 1891 Athenseum
30 May 710/2 In one. .a great improvement is witnessable.

Witnessed (wi-tnest),///.a. [f. Witness v.

-f-ED 1
.] a. Furnished with evidence or proof,

b. Attested by a witness or witnesses.

£1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxix. C iv, All my delight

Thy witnest will shall be. 1746 Francis tr. Hor.
t
Sat. 11. v.

no The son-in-law shall.. give the sire His witness'd will.

Witnesser (wrtnesa-t). Now rare. [f. Wit-
ness v. + -EK 1.] One who witnesses ; a witness.

c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. v. 53 Ye lyers for-

swerers and witnessers of falshede. CI449 Pecock Repr.

1. v. 26 Whanne a mater, .is witnessid_..bi a reuerend . .wit-

nesser or denouncer or remembrer (as is God, an Apostil, or

a Doctour). ^1450 Capgrave Life St. Gilbert xxxiv. no
poo cleped bei be witnesses, or witnesseres,. .mad hem to

swere bat bei schuld say soth in hat mater, a 1483 Liber

Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 55 They sitte with hym at the

bourd of doome. .as recorders and witnessers to the trouthe.

C1520 Dial. Creatures Moralised xxii. G iv, A false wit-

nesses 1554 T. Martin Traictise Marr. Priests Z iij, He
was nowe so well become a constaunte witnesser of the

passion of Christe, that, .he gaue an example of an heauenly

conuersation vnto all his subiectes. 1658 in Extr. St. Papers
ret. Friends Ser. 1. (1910) 42 Lyers, and false witnessers.

1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footing 19 An Eminent and Know,
ing Witnesser to Posterity of the Sence and Faith of the

Church, 1874 W. P. Mackav Grace % Truth 36 The blessed

Spirit, the witnesser of Christ.

tWi'tnessfully, adv. Obs. rare. [f. assumed

adj. *wilnessfut + -ly 2
.] Evidently, plainly.

^1374 Chaucer Boetk. iv. pr. v. (1868) 131 In bis wise

more clerely and more witnesfully [L. testatius, v.r. apertius]

is be office of wise men ytretid.

Witnessing (witnesirj), vbl. sb. [f. Witness
v. + -ing i.]

WITRYPP.

1. The action of bearing witness or giving testi-

mony. + In witnessing of, as a witness to ;
-\ to

bear witnessing., to bear witness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18894 O bis gadring be-houes us ban, In

witnesing to ches a man Vn-to be seruis of vr tale. Ibid.

27832 O couaitise..cums..fals wittnesing, . .and lesing. 1382
\Vyclif 2 Cor. i. 12 The witnessinge of oure conscience.
(-1385 ChauckrZ. G. ly. Prol. 299 To this flour.. Hire white
corowne beryth the witnessynge. 14x6 Lydg. in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 132 Gladly he chevith what so he begynne,. .The
fyne therof berith witnessing. 1474 Caxton Ckesse 111. viii.

(18S3) 150, I haue put on eche keye a bille & writynge In
witnessinge of the thynges abouesayd. 1526 Tindale Rev.
\. 9 Iohn. .was in the yle of Pathmos for the worde of god,
and for the witnessynge of Iesu Christe. 1563 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 254 Diverse personis wer summond. .to beir
witnessing in the said mater. 1659 South Serm. (1697) I.

117 The witnessing of the truth was then so generally
attended with this Event, that Martyrdom now signifies.,

to witness by death. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. xxviii, I have
it on the witnessing ofthese two madmen . . that you want me.

f b. In biblical use : = Witness sb. 2 d.

a 1340 HAMPOLE/'.Mi/tercxviiiti]. 2 Blisful bai bat ransakis
his witnessyngis. 1382 Wyclif Ps. xcviii[i], 7 Thei kepten
his witnessingus, and the heste that he 3af to hem.

f2. That which is uttered or stated in support

of a fact or statement ; evidence given. Obs.

1x1300 Cursor M. 16277 Vp bai ras and gaf a cri..Quat
mister es o witnessing Again him for to lede? ci330./!rM.

<y Merl. 1269 Telle ous now, what is bi name,.. pat we se

sum witnesseing Of hi dede. 1476 Acta A udit. (1839) 52/1
pe sadispartijs beand personaly present and hare allegations

and witnessingis. .herd. 1478 Acta Don. Cone. (1839) 20/2
Johncsall bring sicdocument and witnessing or testi-

moniale of his sesing ^at he has. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger
on Apoc. (1573) 260 b, The Apostles in the gospell are called

witnesses : and the Gospell, a testimony or witnessyng. 1587

Golding De Mornay Pref. p. viii, Vnto men we wil bring

the witnessings of men, euen the things that euerle man
readeth in his owne nature. 1616 W. Haig in J. Russell

Haigs\\\. 158 His habitude of lying, his noted perjury, [etc.]:

qualities for which any man's witnessing were to be repelled

in judgment.

3. Attestation (ofa document). Chiefly in phr. f*'«

or into {the) witnessing of =¥. en timoignage de.

1405 Rolls of Parlt. III. 605/2 In Witnessing of whilk

thyng, to thys presentes we have sette our forsaide Seal.

1422 in E. E. Wills (1882) 51 Into wytnessyng of which
thyng, to this my present testament I haue put to my seell.

1561 in Exch. Rolls Scot. XIX. 4S1 Robert Hammiltoun..
for the mare witnessing hes subscrivit this his obligatiotin

with his hand.

4. The fact of being present and observing some-

thing.

1855 in Cambr. Ess. 154 The witnessing of the scenes.

1872 P'cf.ss Alice Mem. {1884) 288 The witnessing of your
grief rent my heart so deeply.

So Wi-tnessing ppl.a. {spec, in witnessing part:

see quot. 1 844).
1844 Williams Real Prop. 143 The testatum, or witnessing

part, ' Now this Indenture witnesseth '. [See Witness v. 1 b.J

1855 C. Davidson Free. Convey, (ed. 2) I. 64 When the

instrument contains more than one witnessing part. 1859

Ruskin Tzvo Paths i. §4 Corruption festered to its loath-

somest in the midst of the witnessing presence ofa disciplined

civilisation.

fWitneSSman. north, and Se. Obs. Forms:

see Witness sb. [a. ON. vitnismatfr (f. vitnis,

gen. of vitni witness + madr Man sb. 1 ), accommo-

dated in form to Witness sb. and Man sb.*] a.

A witness, b. The (tenurial) duty of providing a

witness in court.

10.. in Reg. St. Bees Priory (Surtees) 527 Myd bode and

wytnesmann on thyylk stow. 1*78 Ibid. 374 Pro witnes-

man et summonitoribus inveniendis ad faciendum distne-

ciones. 139a Anc. Deed L. 458 (P. R. O.) [cf. Ibid. 374]

Quieti de secta facienda ad Curiam meum. .et de ISode et

de Wyttenesman..que seruicia quondam petiide predictis

Abbati et Conuentu. <ri375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias)

323 ?e sal of me be wytnes-mene In be towne of lerusalem.

1451 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I- 19 The quhiik assise ripely

avi^t, and the witnesmen examynit and herd in the cause.

1493 Ada Dom. Cone. (1839) 319/2 pe lard of Amisfelde sail

cause his officiare witht twa witnesmen. -to pynd apoun be

coinmoune bat is debatabile.

Witney (wi-tni). Also 8-9 "Whitney (8 -eye).

A heavy loose woollen material with a nap, manu-

factured and made up into blankets at Witney, a

town in Oxfordshire ; also, formerly, a kind of cloth

or coating made there. Also attrib. esp. in Witney

blanket (for which the simple Witney is occas. used).

The name has been applied to similar materials made else-

where, but in 1909 a decision of the Courts in an action

brought under the Merchandise Marks Act "plield the

restriction of the name to blankets produced by the Witney

manufacturers.
, , . . .

,

1716 Gay Trivia 1. 47 True Witney Broad-cloth with its

Shag unshorn, Unpierc'd is in the lasting Tempest worn.

1737 in Alice M. Earle Costume ofColonial Times (1894) 256

Fine Whitneye at 53s a yard, Coarse Whhneye at 28s a yard.

j76o Foote Minor 11. 50 Whitney blankets for exportation.

179a New Bath Directory 16 Whitney Blanket Warehouse.

x86o S. Tubb Shoddy-trade 45 Witneys have been made in

a variety of plain colours, mixtures, and fancy styles. 1866

Gronow Recoil. Ser. iv. 155 He. .wrapped himself up in

a large Witney blanket. 1880 Blackmork Mary Ancrley x\
t

Give him one of our new whitneys to go behind Ins saddle.

1883 Vorks. Textile Direct. 3 Presidents, naps, witneys &c.

1885 Mistletoe Bough 25/a A thick witney coat.

Witoten, witout(en, obs. ff. Without.

Witring, obs. form of Wittering.

f Witryff, a. Obs. [f. Wit sb. + ryff, Rife a.]

Abounding in cunning.



WITSHIP.

1598 SPaldi'/gClub Misc. (1B41) I. i22Thc crawls arwitryff

beastis, and the Devill will cum in thair liknes.

Witsafe, -saffe, -saufe, -save, -schaif, obs.

ff. Vouchsafe. Witaau, var. Withsaw Obs.

t Wi tship 1
. Obs. rare. In 1-2 witscipe, 3

Orm. wittshipe. [OE. (ge)witscipe — OFris. wit-

skipe, OS. giwitscepi (MLG. gewitschap), OHG.
giwi^scaf: see Iwit and -ship.] Witness, testi-

mony ; knowledge.
C900 tr. BsedeCs Hist. 1. xxvii. (1890) 72 pa be set biscopes

hal^unge in witscipe [v.r. tewitscype] stonde[n]. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 25 Gif he hit de5 in his witscipe. c iaoo Oi:min

5709 patt all bin herrte beo bwerrt ut att tin wittshipe clene.

Wrtship 2
. [f. Wit sb. + -ship.] With posses-

sive pron. used as a fanciful title for a witty person.

1636 Davenant Wits iv. i. H 2, A little to Increase your
witships allowance of aire.

Witson(e, -dai, -tyd, obs. ff. Whitsun", etc.

Wittail(e, -aill, -ale, etc., obs. ff. Victual.

Wittam : see Witham.
li Witteboom (vi'tabtfm). S. Afr. [Cape Du.

(rc/ito White «., boom Beamj^.1
)] «Silvkbtbbb i.

1818 Latrobe Jrnl. S.AJr. 35 The foot. .of. .Table-Moun-
tain is well clothed with witteboom (protea argentea).

Witted (wrted), a. Forms : see Wit sb.; also

4 ywittede, wyttet, 7 trron. wittied, witti'd,

[f. Wit sb. + -bd 2
.]

1. Having wit or wits (of a specified quality or

amount): with qualifying adv., as Well-witted,
etc. (obs.), or in parasynthetic comb, with an adj.,

as dull-, fine-, half, gross-, light-, quick-, sharp-,

slow-witted, etc. ; also in nonce-formations after

half-witted, as two-third-witted, wkole-witted.

t AUo (in form wittid, influenced by Witty a.) in comb.
wealth-wittCd 1? whose wits consist in wealth).

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x, 397 Wyse witted men and wel
ylettred clerkes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls! III. 409 pe
scharpest witted men. 1193 Langl. P. PL C. xn. 235 Ryght
wel ywittede men and wel lettred clerkes. i47o»-85 Malory
Arthur vii. xxvi. 253 He was merueillously wytted. 1528
More Dyalnge m. Wks. 213/2 Diuers yonge scolars. .pro-

perly witted, feately lerned. 153a — Confut. Barnes vm.
ibid. 749/2 Had he no learning at all, and wer witted but
right meanely. 1610 Healey 5/. Aug. Citie ofGod v. xxvi.

Vh>es 233 Claudian. .was. .elegantly wittied [1620 witted].

1624 A. Holland in J. Davies (Heref.) Scourge Paper-Per-
secutors 3 Wealth witti'd Loobies. 164a J. Eaton Honey-c.
Free Justif. 44 Conceiving it after a carnal I humane-witted
fashion. 1635 C. F. Hoffman Whiter in West II. 25
A forward, two-third witted fellow. 1904 A. C. Bradley
Shakesp. Trag. 313 A quick-witted though not whole-witted
lad.

f 2. Possessed of understanding or intelligence.

1528 Mork Dyaloge it. Wks. 201/1 Yet might a few witted

men deuise and fcine a thins of such a fashion that it would
b^: beleued. 1606 Marston Fawne v. I iv, Renowmed,
witted, Dulcimel.

f Wittee. Obs. nonet-wd. [irreg. f. Wittol: see

-ee.] A wife whose adultery was forced upon her

by her husband.
1654 Gayton Pteas. Notes iv. vi. & vii. 202 Such arts those

gamesters have, Their Wittals to their wit tees to enslave.

Margin. The Wittall prostitutes his wife to be Wittee.

"Wittely, obs. form of Wittily.
Witten, obs. inf. and pa. pple. of Wit v. 1

; var.

Witen v. Obs. ; Sc. f. Witting vbl. sb.1

Wittenes, -nesse, obs. ff. Witness.

Witter (wi'tai), sb* Sc. and north. Also 6

wittir, 9 waiter,wutter, wyttyr. [prob. of Scand.

origin : cf. Norw. vitr, vitring warning, sign (f.

vitra to warn ON. vitra to reveal), and Witter
(Z.I and v.]

1. Something that serves as a mark, sign, or token.

1513 Douglas jEneis v. iii. 52 A mark or wittir of MM
greyn aik tre. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot,

(S.T.S.) I. 272 Ane wysue wpoun ewerie speir heid to be ane
signe and witter to thame. 1644 D. Humk Hist. Douglas fy

Angus 98 He snatched away his spear with his guidon or
witter. 1798 J. Naismith Agric. Clydesdale 105 To leave

20 or 25 select trees, called reserves or witters
t

..at each
cutting. 1808 Jamiesom, Waiter, a token, a sign. 1894
Nortkumbld. Gloss., Wutter, the rod which is put in the
lithe stocks of corn.

2. Curling. The tee (Tek sb.?>) towards which
the stones are aimed.
1789 D. Davidson Seasons 166 Next Robin o' Mains, a

leader good, Close to the witter drew, 1811 Ace. Game
Curling 4 A.. witter, .is a small hole made in the ice, round
which two circles of different diameters are drawn, that the
relative distances of the stones from the tee may be calcu-
lated at sight.

3. attrib. : \ witter hole, a hole serving as a mark
in a witter stone ; witter length Curling, as far

as the tee ; so witter shot, a shot that sends the

stone exactly to the tee
; + witter stone, a boundary

stone, a 'march stone*.

1615 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 323 Ane great merche
stane, havand four "witter hollis. 1824 Mactaggart Gallo-
vid. Encycl. 65 Old wary curlers, .won't waste stones on
the guards. They sail them pa^t the sentinels, nigh *wutter
length. 1823 Jas. Kennedy Poems 29 Their outer, and
their inner wicks, And "witter shot. 1824 Mactaggart
Gallovid. Enevcl. 184 Draw a Wutter Shot, a curling
phrase, signifying to give the stone so much strength, that
it may slide the length of the mark, and no farther. 1615
Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 322 Ane great *witter stane in
the muir, merkit with four hollis. 1679 Sir J. Lauder Decis.

(1750) I. £6 The Lords.. Find.. that the stone called the
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witterstone is not a stone for the regulating thereof [sc. the
' regorging ' of water].

Witter (wi'Uj), sb. 2 Sc. and north. Also 8

wetter, 9 wither, w(h)utter, etc. (see E. D. D ).

[Of obscure origin ; cf., however, ME. wither-hoked

(Wither- 1
3) and dial, witter-huked (Lonsdale

Gloss. 1S69).] pi. The barbs of an arrow, fishing-

spear, fish-hook, or the like, (rare in sing.)

Hence "Wi'ttered a., barbed.

1775 H. Foord in Trans. Soc, Arts (1784) II. 197 The
other [whale] was lost,, .by the Wetters, or Feathers of the

Harpoon, giving way and bending. Ibid. 198 With one
Wetter towards the Fish's head, the other towards her tail.

1792 Archaeol. Scot. I. 392 In process of time, the lozenge

form fell into disuse, and the arrow head was formed with
two witters. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxvi, Fie deserved his

paiks for't — to put out the light when the fish was on ane's

witters ! 1820 ScORBSBY Ace. Arctic Regions II. 223 The
harpoon, .consists of three conjoined parts, called the

'socket ', 'shank \and 'mouth '; the latter of which includes

the barbs or 'withers', a 1824 in Mactaggart Gallovid.

Encycl. 6 They'd soon be darting in him Mony a witterd

oisonous stang. 1894 Norihumbld. Gloss., Wuttered,
irbed.

t Wi'tter, a. 1 Obs. Also 3-4 witer, 4 wyter,

4-5 wittur. [Late OE. or early ME., a. ON. vitr

wise, f. OTeut. wit- : see Wit z*. 1] Knowing, cun-

ning, wise. Also, cognizant, aware (cflWlSE a. 3 b).

ciioo O.E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1067 Se kyng. .wislice hine

bebohte swa he full witter waes, ^1205 Lay. 9600 Heo wes
witer, heo wes wis. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. i63 So made god wid
witter mijt, Al erue,. .and wilde tier. Ibid. 1308 Do wuriS 3e
child wittur and war Dat Sor sal offrende ben don. Ibid.

2330 Xe wiste 3e no,t Dat ic am o wol witter ffojt ? a 1300

Cursor M% 698 Ne be nedder was noght bittur pan, bowf
he was euer wittur. c 1320 Cast. Love 75 Ac whose is witer

and wys of wit. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 629 Sone wex he
witter & wyse.

Hence fWi'tterhed [-head], fWi-tteruess,
wisdom, prudence, knowledge.
C1250 Gen. 3- Ex. 3667 Ches 6e nu her seuenti Wise men

to stonden Oe bi, And ic sal hem geuen whter-hetl. a 1300
Cursor M. 9728 Fader, ..bi sun i es O bi strenght and bi

witer nes. Ibid. 23510 Godd, bat all wate bat es. . Vte of his

witernes be bai neuer.

t Wi'tter, <?. 2 Obs. Also 3 Orm. witerr.

[Back-formation from Wittbrly, or prec. adj. with

meaning transferred from the same : cf. MSw. vit-

terliker, (1) = ON. vitrligr wise, (2) manifest (so

also early Da. vilterlig).'] Clear, evident, certain.

c 1200 Ormin 3363 Her ice wile shaiwenn 3uw summ bing
to witerr takenn. ci2$oGen. fy Ex. 2903 Min mitche witter

name eley He knewen wel. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (T.)

542 Idelnesse is.. witter wissyng and wai till alkyns vices.

t Wi'tter, v. Obs. (cf. next). Forms : 3-4
witere, 4-5 wyter(e, wytter, 5 wyttyr(e, wit-
ter, [f. Witter a. 1 or 2 : cf. ON. vitra to reveal.]

trans. To inform, instruct; in some early quots.

perh. to make clear (to a person what to do).

£1205 Lay. 1200 He5e Diana. .wise me & witere [C1275
wittenie]. . whuder ichmseiHSan. a 1225 jtuliana 33(Bodl.)

Wite me & were & witere & wisse burh \n wisdom to wite me
wi3 sunne. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1552 To wayte be wryt
bat hit wolde « wyter hym to say. Ibid. 1587 When ho was
wytered bi wy^eswhat was be cause. 11375 Joseph Arim.
466 Ho has witered hire of (>is? la 1400 Morie Arth. 1239,
I witter be bc emperour es entirde m-to Fraunce. c 1425
WyntounOwx. vi. 2284 (Wemyss) pai thocht. .for to cum in

prevate One him or he suld witterit [Colt. MS. wyttride] be.

Wintering, vbl. sb. Sc. and north. Also 4
wit(e)ring, -iring, Sc. vittering, -yng. [f. prec.

+ -ING*.] Information, cognizance; mod. dial, a

sign, token (cf. Witter sb. 1 1), a hint.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21583 pat godd suld send hir witering

[Gd'tt. witring] sun, Quat he o pat cros wald ha don. 1375
Barbour Bruce v. 342 lames of Douglas of thare cummyng
..had vittering. ^1425 Wvntoun Cron, 1. 411 Noe first

send furb be rawin Till get wittering and knawlege Gif
|>at be flud begouth to suage, 1513 Douglas sEneis iv. iv.

79 And of thair cupling wittering schew the air. 17..

Broomfteld Hill viii. in Child Ballads I. 394 That was to

he wittering true That maiden she had gane. 1781 J.Huiton
Tour to Caves (E.D.S.), Wittering, an hint. 1828 Craven
Gloss., Wittering, a hint, a secret report. 1876 Mid-Yorks.
Gloss, s.v., I got a wittering o' 't from him.

t Wi'tterly, adv. Obs. Forms: 3-5 wit(t)er-,

wytter-, fj witerr-, 4 wyter-, wit(t)ir-, wyttir-,

witur-, weter-, Sc. vittir-, 5 wyt(t)ur-, -yr-,

wetir-, -ur-, witre-, (whiter-, wihtur-) ; 3-4
-like, -liche, 3-5 -li, etc. (-ly 2). [Of Scand.

origin (cf. MSw. vitierliga, early Da. vitter-, vider-

lige
f
corresp. to the respective adjs. MSw. vitter-

liker, chiefly neut. -likit, early Da. vitter-, viderlig

clear, manifest) : cf. Witter a. 2 and v.~] Clearly,

plainly, evidently ; certainly, for certain ; without

doubt, undoubtedly, truly.

Used esp. as a conventional addition in ME. verse, freq.

with the verb wit fto know).
c noo Ormin 785 & tatt wass witerrlike sob patt Godess

enngell se^de. Ibid. 1131 & witt tu wel batt Latin boc
Full witerrlike uss Hbebb, Whillc lac wass offredd forr be
preosL

^
Ibid. 3446 [The Magi] wisstenn witerrli} baerburrh

batt swillc new king wass awwnedd. CZ205 Lav. 17563 pu
miht ileue me inoh, for bis is witerlicheso<5. a 122$ A ncr. R.
358 Loke3 nu hu witterliche ure Louerd sulf hit witnecS.

c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 791 Egipte clerkes . . hem lerede, witteriike,

Astronomi^e and arsmetike, a 1300 Cursor M. 2005 pe
elleuend winter was, witerli, ber after. Ibid. 16259 Sai me
son quer b»t bou be godd *un or nan, bat i mai wijt it witerli.

WITTILY.

c 1350 Leg. Rood iii. 134 And pray him me to certify Of be
oile of mercy weterly. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1706 Wre3ande
hym ful weterly with a wroth noyse. 1375 Barbour Bruce
x. 350 Thai that 1 wat vittirly Kftir my wit reheis sail I.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 11 Al be welfe of j?is worlde &
be woo bobe, Wynkyng as it were wyterly ich saw hyt.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) x. 39 Helen wist no^t witerly
whilk was be crosse bat Criste was done apon. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 9180 Thies wordes, in his wo, witturly he said, Soberly
to hym-selfe. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5463 ['at ilk

place Whare be fische lay dry, J>at was cuthberts witterly.

a 1500 Ratis Raving 3453 Suppos thai wyst It wytterly,
Quhai suld that gold aw werraly,

Wittesontyde, obs. f. Whitsuntide.
Wittham: see Witham. "Witti, obs. f.Witty at.

Witticaster (witikoe-stsj). nonce-wd. [f. Wit
sb. or Witty a., after Criticasteh.] A petty or

inferior wit, a witling.
First in Latham's Diet., 1S72, where the following is quoted

as from Milton on the authority of 'Ord MS.':—The mention
of a nobleman seems quite sufficient to arouse the spleen of
our witticaster. Hence in later Diets.

Wittichenite ^wi-tikenak). Min. [ad. G.
witHchenit (Kcnngott, 1 S53), f. Wittichen in Baden,

where found ; see -ite *.] Native sulphide of bis-

muth and copper.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 98.

Witticism (wi'tisiz'm). Also 7 wittycisra.
[Coined by Dryden, f. WlTTY a., after criticism.']

A piece of wit ; a witty saying or remark ; a smart
joke. In earlier use often contemptuous ('a mean
attempt at wit ' J.), or applied esp. to a joke made
at another's expense, a jeer, a witty sarcasm.
1677 Dkydkn State Intioc, Af-el. Her. Poetry cib, A

mighty Wittycism, (if you will pardon a new wore! !) but
there is some difference between a Laugher and a Critique.

1683 — lind. Dk. Guise i3 Kor the sake of a silly Witti-
cism. 1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pcrdages Mystic Div. 15
What shal wee., think of Cramp-woids, or Criticisms, Joes,
or Witticisms, Railleries and Drolleries . . ? 1778 Miss Uun-
nev Evelina xlix. (1779) II. 161, I had many witticisms to

endure from the liranc;htons. 1802 Maria Edgkworth
Moral T., Good Fr. Gcrverness (1848) I. 2S6 Assailed, .by a
variety of. .maternal witticisms upon his uncouth appear-
ance. 1842 H. Rogers Ess. I. i. 22 The profane heartless

witticisms of thosewith whom nothing is sacred. 1874 Rck-
nand My Time xx, At this witticism, there was a burst of
laughter.

So Witticiae (wi'tissiz) v. intr., to utter witti-

cisms.

1773 Wesley Wks. 1872) X. 423 It lies therefore upon
Mr. Hill to answer Mr. Scllon before he witticizes upon me.
1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 429 The sketching and
witticising talent which characterizes so many of our modern
travellers. 1881 Dollar Instil. Mag. Dec. 1 While we
warble or wittidse.

Witti(e)d : see Witted.
Wi'ttified, ppl. a. 7ionce-wd. [f. Witty a. +

-fied (see -fy).] Possessed of wit.

a 1734 North Lives (1826) 1. 61 Tho-*e wittitied ladies who
were w illing to come into the order [of wits],

f Wi'ttiful, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. Witty
a. + -ful.] Full of * wit *, wise, sensible.

1590 Lodge EuShues* Golden Legacie (1592) I 2 b, Oh,
Rosader, then be tnou wittifull [rime pitifullj.

t Wi-ttihede. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Witty a. + -fade,

-head.] Wisdom, understanding.
c 1315 Shoreham Peems vii. 95 pe mytte hys fader. . Wys*

dom be sone, for wytti-hede bat he forb toke.

Wittily (wi'tili), adv. Forms : see Witty a.
;

also 4-6 wittely (4 -li, Sc. vittely), 5 wyttely.
[f. Witty a. + -ly 2.] In a witty manner.

f*l. Intelligently, cleverly, ingeniously. Obs.
Not always easily distinguishable from 2.

c 1350 Will. Palerue 2602 pat wittily tau^t hem be weies
whider bei wende scholde. 1361 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 4 Of
Erbe and Eir hit is mad I-medelet to-gedere, Wib wynt
and wib watur ful wittiliche I-Meint. c 1440 Promp. Pan:
531/1 Wyttyly, ingeniose. 154a Udall Erasm. Apeph.
Pref. **vj,With fables and tales preatyly and wittyly feigned.

1578 Lyte Dodoens Epist. to Queen *ij b, By their diligent

inquisition they wittily found out the vse of many [plants].

1611 T. Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise I'ieitlard 184 Those
women, who.. so cunningly and wittily twisted on your fine

skaines and clues. 1675 /• Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Ess.

Salyre 133 But is there any other Beast alive, Can his own
Harm so wittily contrive? 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor.
11. xii. (1716) 69 Of good natural parts,, .which did but arm
their bad inclinations, and make them wittily wicked.

f 2. Wisely, discreetly, sensibly. Obi.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 4142 Sende wittili to bi wif & warne
hire fore. 1375 Barbouk Bruce v. 264 Gude begynnyng..
And it be followit vittely, May [etc.]. Hid. xni. 571 Thai war
gouernit full wittely. 1465 Pastcn Lett. SuppI 91 Ye may
verely undirstand that it is not guided wittely nor discretly.

1470-35 Malory Arthur x. xxxvi. 472 Alysander fought

wyldly and not wyttely. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia

1. (1895)65 Whose lande is.. well and wyttelye gouerned.

1660 Sharrock Vegetables 107 Lord Bacon wittily advises

to sprinkle a little forrage seed on the strawberry bed.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 Feb. 1676, Dr. Pritchard. .preached

..very atlegorically according to his manner, yet veiy

gravely and wittily. 1701 C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. 11.

xxiii. 136 How Learnedly he now conveyed all the Liberal

Arts unto those that sat at his Feet; how Wittily he

moderated their Disputations. 18*5 Scott Betrothed vii.

Thou hast studied some small revenge on me., and..

I think thou hast taken it wittily enough.

3. In a manner characterized by wit (see WiT sb.

7, 8, Witty a. 7, 8) ; in a cleverly amusing way;
with smart jocosity.
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WITTINESS.

1553 T. Wilson Rhei. 11. 58 To beginne with some pleasaunt
talc or take an occasion to iest wittely. 1581 Pettie tr.

Guazxo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 75b, Hee..can give quip for

quip so wittilie that those which begin the skirmish with
him boldlie, are faine to retire shamefuHie. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia ir. xviii. § 5 In conversation wittily pleasant, and
pleasantly gamesome. 1691 Sir T. P. Blount Ess. i. 19
Therefore one wittily calls these Indulgences Emulgences.
I7S9 Goldsm. Pres. St. Pol. Learn, ix. Wks. (Globe) 440/1
When an unexpected similitude in two objects strikes the
imagination—in other words, when a thing is wittily ex-
pressed. 1869 Adam Smiths IV, N. 11. ii. I. 326 note. Free
trade in banking, it has been wisely and wittily said, is free
trade in swindling. 1878 A. H. Markham Gt. Frozen Sea
Si. 25 As one of our men wittily remarked on seeing his
first iceberg, it reminded him strongly of the isle of Wight
(white). 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay i, A good deal
more talk, partly business, partly wittily told scandal.

f 4. Knowingly, wittingly. Obs. rare.

1653 Whitfield Treat. Sin/. Men in. 5 That which he
willingly and wittily suffers to be done. 1654 Fuller Two
Serin. 36 Not willingly, wittily, or wilfully.

H 5. irreg. as adj. = Witty a. 4.
(-1400 Rule St. Bant (verse) 1079 pat we vs avise,..To

say our wil in wordes foune, And bat our wordes be wittely.

Wittin: see Wit v.\ Witting vbl.sb. 1

WittineSS (wi'tines). [f.WlTTY + -NESS,] The
quality or character of being witty; t intelligence,

s.igacity
; t cleverness, ingenuity; f wisdom, good

sense, etc. (see Wjtty a. 2-8).
X 533J' Heywood Dial. Witty Foily (Percy Sec.) 1 Ye show

some wytty wyttines. 1542 Rf.corde Gr. Artes Pref. aiv,
Wittynesseofbeastesand byrdes. i544liETHAMtr. Purlilias
Precepts War 1. clxxxviii. I iv, In which case the wittynes.se
of y fl capitayn& knowledge, is moch requyred. i6o8Topsei.l
Serpents 264 Theyr [sc. spiders'] wittinesse, pollicie, quick-
nesand sharpnesof sence. 1656 Trapf Comttt, Rom. viii,6.

635 To be carnally] The quintessence of the fleshes witti-

ness, or rather wickedness. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T.
Mark vii. 28 Not for the Wittiness of her saying, but for
her Faith and Importunity. Mod. The wittiness of his
remarks was refreshing after the dullness of the previous
speeches.

Witting (wi'tirj), vbt.sbA Obs. exc. dial. [Of
mixed origin ; in the forms 4 witand, wyttande,
5 wetand, a. ON. vitand consciousness, know-
ledge (f. vita Wrrr v.1) in phr. at minni7

vdrri, etc.

vitand to my, our, etc. knowledge; this type is app.
in part continued in Sc. 5 wyttyn, 5-6 (9 «. dial.)

wittin, 6, 9 witten (9 wittance, ? m wittens) ;

in Ayenbite (see quots. 1340) in pres. ppl. form
wytende, -inde ; otherwise f. Wit v.* + -INO *.]

1. The fact of knowing or being aware of some-
thing ; knowledge, cognizance.
Most commonly with prep, and possessive (or o/)

t
as at,

by, of, to one's witting (partly after OF. a son escient), to
or with one's knowledge, as one knows; as far as one
knows ; knowingly, wittingly j without one's witting, with-
out one's knowledge, so that one does not know; also but
witting, without its being known; with witting, wittingly.
a. a 1300 Cursor M, 29262 [He] mai noght bis cursing scape,

J?at com tins wit him bat be pape Cursd has at his witand.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx. ( Iilast us) 1 1 4 pane rase be chyld
6 a-va cane ga As he had wittine of na way. a 1400 Pistilt
of Susan 250, I wrabbed be neuere, at my witand. c 1440
York Myst. xlv. 72 A ! bredir, be my wetand and i-wisse so
wer we. 1466 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1471 214/2 To gif
us lele and trew counsale eftir thare wittin. 1474 Acta
Audit. (1839) 32/1 Be wittin of vmquhile William of Striue-
Hn. 1808 Jamieson s.v., Without my wittins, without my
knowledge. 18*4 Carr Crimen Gloss. 124 Bout my wittin,
without my knowledge. 1828 Mom MansU IVauck vii. 57
Neither word nor wittens of a family, to perpetuate our
name to future generations.

/3. 1340 Ayenb. 8 Huo bet onworbeb his uader and his
moder be his wytinde. .zenegeth dyadliche. Ibid. 37 Wyb-
oute hare wytende and wyb-oute hare wylle.

y. 1338 R. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 216 Withouten his con-
seile, or be kynges wittyng. 13. . Cursor M. 23510 (G'itt.)

Forgiuen er baijje. man's sins] and neuer be less. . Vteof his
[sc. Gods] witting [Cott. witernes, Fair/, witring] be }>ai

neuer. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus u. 236 Ye be the womman
in bis world lyuynge With-oute paramours to my wytynge
That I best loue. Ibid. iv. 991 That god .shuld han no
parfit cler witynge More ban we men, bat han doutous
wenynge. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 753 With oute wityng
of any oother wight. 1387-8 T. Usic Test. Love in. iv.

(Skeat) 1. 63 [God's] weting and his before-weting is al oon.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 66 pei. .pat are chargid to sey pe sobe to
ber witing. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. iv. 676 pe Grekys.

.

pe bodeis cast In til a cistern dep, qwhar pai Lay hid hut
wyttynge. 1445 tr. Claudiau in Auglia XXVIII. 267
Iustice moevith to preferre right.. & wronge nevir yive
with wetyng. a 1450 Myrc 397 That heo avow no maner
fiynge But hyt be at liys wytynge. c 1450 Merlin 12 Gode
ete me haue deiyueraunce yef euer man, my witynge,
hadde to do with me. Ibid. 18 The luges examyned the
gode hermyte yef it were so, and he seide, ' Ye", as by his
wetynge. 150a Ord. Crysfen Men (W. de W. 1506) 1. vii.

G vii b, Who so tiespasseth vnto his wyttynge ony of the
.x. commaundementes, is in deedly synne. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Q iiib, He went fro

Rome to Salon ., without the witting of any person. 1560
Acts Privy Counc. Irel. (Hist, MSS. Comm.) 99 Without
thassentes or witting of the saide freholders. 1574 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. II. 400 [If they be] sufTerit to
remane thairintill. .be our witting. 1587 .5V. Acts "/as. VI
(1814) III. 464/1 The cuntrie wherin the saidis guidis sal bo
ressett or remane for the space of tuelff hourisof his witting.
i6ai Hakewill David's Voiv ii. 46 As.. we have action
implied in the Verb : so have wee witting, and willing,

..implied in the Adverb. 1846 Brockett N. C. Gloss.
(ed, 3), Witting, knowledge, judgment, wit.

2. Knowledge obtained or (esp.) communicated
;

information, intelligence, tidings, news ; notice,

234

warning. (Cf. WlT vA 3.) Chiefly in to get or

have witting.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 359 We sail cum thair sa preuely,
That thai sail haff na persavyng, Na }eit witting of our
cummyng. Ibid. v. 54oQuhen men schupehym to betraiss,

He gat vitting tharof alwayis. 1417 in Rymer Foedera
(1710) IX. 427 Kepethis Matere. .secre.. that never Creature
have Wittyng thereof, c 1450 Merlin 14 When thow shake
be brought oute ageyn to Iugement lete me haue wetynge.
Ibid. 45 He merveyled..how merlin myght have witinge
ther-of. 1497 Merlon Coll. Rec. No. 1031, The same John
Wreyght shall gyve wetyng and warnyng vnto the fermour
thenbeyng. 11513 Fabyan Chron. vi. clx. (1811) 150 The
sonnis sent wittynge to the pope, .requyrynge hym of ayde
and counceylf. ^1529 Skelton Bouge 0/ Court 278 And
I knowe ony erthly thynge That is agayne you, ye shall

haue wetynge. a i6zs Purchas Pilgrims II. 1066 To giue
him witting thereof. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxii, What will

come o" ye gin the bailies suld come to get witting ? 1893
W. R. Mackintosh Around Orkney Peat Fires ii. (1905) 34
His scouts, .gave him 'wittance

1 of the. .scheme.

1] Used for the infin. in phr. ' to wit \
1398, a 1400, 1440 [see Wit v. 1 B. 10 a, b].

"Witting, vbLsb.K bequest : sec Wit v.2

1483 Cath. Angl. 431/1 Wyttinge, legacio.

Wi tting, ppl. a. Forms : see Wit v.* A. 6.

[f. WlT0.1+-ING».]
a. Chiefly in conjunction with wilfully or willing

(see Willing ppl. a, 2 f), advb. » Wittingly i.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 368 Lyeres. .bat were forsworen
ofte, Wytynge [7'. r. wytyngli] and willefully with be false

helden. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 138 pylke hat don a^eyne be
constytucyons of holy chyrche wytyng, he ys acurset tyll

he come to amendement. 1531 Iindale Expos. 1 John ii.

(1538) F viijb, He. .whyche wyttynge and wyllynge shutteth
hys eyes at the true lyght. 1538 Starkey England (1878)
66 No man wyttyng and wyllyng wyl hurt hymselfe. 158a
T. Watson Centurie o/Loue 1\', How he witting and wilfully
followeth his owne hurt. 1600 Holland Livy vr. xl. 245
We .. have practised nothing, witting and willing, .. pre-
judiciall to the Communaltie.

b. Chiefly predicative'ly. Aware, cognizant.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 138 Both witting and vnwitting

me. a 1586 Sidney Two Pastorels ii. 20 Seely shepheards
are not witting What in art of Loue is fitting, a 1629 Hindh
y. Bruen v, (1641) 19 Using men both witting and unwitting.
1894 F. S. Ellis Reynard Fox 201 Hither. . I ..came, To
make you witting of the same. 1906 Macm. Mag. Oct. 885
Scarcely witting, he ran forward.

c. Conscious as an ngent ; that is consciously

what the sb. denotes.

1678 Littleton Diet., Eug.-Lnt., A witwal or wittal, a
witting cuckold. 1872 J. G. Murphy Comm. on Lev. iv. 2
Witting and wilful transgressors. 1912 Ox/, fy Camb. Rev.
Nov. 48 [Synge] was a witting artist of marvellous skill.

d. iransj. of the action : Done consciously (and
so with responsibility), conscious ', deliberate :

often in conjunction with willing.

?553 Bradford Serm. Repentance (1574) H iij b, This
willing and witting offending & synning. 1581 Hanmer
Jesuites Banner 4 b, Wee are all by nature the children of
wrath, yet will you not confesse, that the corruption of
nature is voluntary and witting. 1613 Hoby Counter-
snarle 55 These his witting falsifications. 1629 H. Burton
Truth's Tri. 316 So.. fore-knowledge of God, is his witting
and willing act or decree. 1879 Maudsley Pathol. Mind
vi. 288 The notion of witting and wilful vice.

Witting, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Wit vA
Wittingite (wrtirjait). A/in. [ad. G. wittingit

(Nordenskibld, 1849), f. IVittingi in Finland,

where found : see -ite 1.] A variety of Neotocitb.
1868 Dana Min. 491. 1882 [see Neotocite].

Forms : see Wit
lso 4 wytindeliche.

[f. Witting ppl. a. + -lv 2.]

1. With knowledge or awareness of what one is

doing ; knowingly, consciously ; often implying
'designedly, deliberately, intentionally'. (In earlier

use freq. conjoined with wilfully or willingly?)

a 1340 HAMPOLE.P.s*z/^rxciv. n pai errein hert. .witandly
& wilfully. 1340 Ayenb. 8 pet we ne wrebbi uader ne
moder wytindeliche. a 1390 Wyclip Rom. Prol., Greuousli
to han trespassid, and witendely. c 1425 Audelay XI Pains
Hell 114 in O.E. Misc. 214 pai foreswere ham wettanly.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xc 21 Thow art nocht abill remis-

sioun for to get, Wittandlie and thow suld ane syn forget.

if/mjanAfoLTindmb (Arb.)23 Not willingly and wetingly
to slip ouer siche fautes. 1583 Stubhes Auat. A bus. n.

(1S82) 74 If it were proued that he killed him wittingly,

willingly and prepensedly. 160a Shaks. Ham. v. i. 13 She
drown'd her selfe wittingly. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1621) 524 Aftei^iim. .succeeded many valiant men.. whom
for breuitee I wittingly passe ouer. 1670 Act 22 Chas. II
c. 1 § 4 Every person who shall wittingly and willingly suffer

any such Conventicle, .in his.. House. 1713 Dermam Phys.-
Theol. v. ix. 347, 1 have endeavoured to say as little wittingly
as I could. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. m. ix. (1861) 109,
I would not wittingly dishonour my work by a single false-

hood, misrepresentation, or prejudice. 1851 Gloss. Cunt'
berld., Wittenly, wottenly; designedly. 187a Proctor Ess.
Astron. ii. 26, I would by no means desire to imply that
Sir John Herschel ..wittingly overlooked known facts.

187a Freeman Engl. Const, ii. 105 Wittingly or unwittingly,
much of our best modern legislation has.. been a case of
advancing by the process of going back.

+ 2. With knowledge; skilfully; wisely. Obs. rare.

1375 Barbour Bruce xt. 594 Emang thame that fechtand
weir, That thame defendit so vittandly. 1657 Narr. late
Partt. 28 As was learnedly & wittingly intimated by the
Speaker.

Wittol (wi*tal), sb. Obs. ox arch. Forms: 5-6
wetewold, 6-7 wittold, wittall, wit-wal, 6-8

Wittingly (wrtirjli), adv.

v.1 A. 6 and \Veetingly ; alsc

WITTY.

wittal, (6 wittole, -oil, -ale, -aid, witall, 7 "whit-
toll), 7-8 wital, 6- wittol. [Late ME. wetewold,
app. formed after cokewold, Cuckold, with substitu-
tion of wete, Wit v. 1 for the first part of the word.]
1. A man who is aware of and complaisant about

the infidelity of his wife ; a contented cuckold.
14. . ?Lydg. Assembly o/Gods 710 Wetewoldes that suffre

syn in hersyghtes. c 1520 Skelton Garl. Laurel 187 Some
carefull cokwoldes.. ; Some famous wetewoldis, and they
be moche wurs. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. vii, Fond wit-wal
that wouldst lode ttiy wit-lesse head With timely homes.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. w. ii. 313 But Cuckold, Wittoll,
Cuckold? the Diuell himselfe hath not such a name, 1614
W. Browne Inner Temple Masque ii, Come yee whose
homes the cuckold weares, The whittoll too, with asses
eares. 1736 Vaughan Voy. (1760) I. 136 [He] being a good-
humour'd easy Man, and a Wittol to boot, at their Tears
and Entreaties, forgave 'em both. 1818 Byron Juan 1.

xcix, A real husband [MS. wittol] always is suspicious. 1821
Scott Kenilw. xxxvi, She would not quit the estate and
title of the wittol who had wedded her.

b. transf. (?with pun on wit-all.) One who has
little sense ; a half-witted person ; a fool ; occas.

a witling.

1588 J.'Aske EUz. Triumphans To Rdr. A 3, They, .are
..accounted of as wittals, for spending their studies about

' such common deuises. 1599 T. M[oufetJ Silkwonues 34
j

To see great wittols little things despise. 1639 J. Clarke
Paroem. 151 He that's wicked is a witall [stultus]. 1721
Amherst Terrse-Filius xxxix. (1726) II. 211 Heaven was

I
crouded with religious punsters and witals. i8m Scott

j

Pirate xxxvi, He told them they should see what message
he was about to send to the wittols [sc. the Mayor and

1
Aldermen] of Kirkwall. 1866 Kingsley Herew. xxxiv,
Gospatric 1 the wittol ! the wood-cock 1

2. attrib. That is a wittol, pertaining to or char-

|
acteristic of a wittol ; trans/, half-wilted, senseless.

1604 Marston Malcontent iv. iii. F 2 b, And do I Hue to
be the skoffe of men, To be their wittall cuckold.. ? 1703

;
Rowe Fair Penit. 111. i, If thou wou'dst live, Without the

: Name of credulous, wittal Husband, Avoid thy Bride. 1780
! Burke Sf>. Ho. Comm. n Feb. 76 What sums the nursing of

that ill-thriven.. and ilbfavoured brat [sc. Nova Scotia], has
!

cost to this wittol nation 1 1796 — Regie. Peace iii. (1892J

j

193 There are cases in which we may pretend to sleep : but

j

the wittol rule has some sense in it, Non omnibus dormio.
18*0 Wirt in J. P. Kennedy Mem. (i860) I. xviii. 258 As

J

one of Congreve's wittol squires said.., it ' is a pleasure

\

I would as soon be without. 1869 Lowell Winter-evening
• Hymn to Fire iv, And thy down-trod instincts savage To
i stealthy insurrection creep, While thy wittol masters sleep.

Hence f Wittol v. trans., to make a wittol of.

1624 Davenport City Might-cap j. i, He would wittal me,
!
With a consent to my own Horns.

Wittolly (winali), a. Also 7 -wittally, wit-
toldly, 9 wittoly. [f. Wittol sb. + -Y 1 or -ly 1.]

Having the character, or characteristic, of a wittol.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 284 They say the iealous
wittolly-knaue hath masses of money. 1605 Chapman All
Fooles 11. i. E 1. No, let me still be. .thought A ielouse Asse,
and not a wittally Knaue. 1614 Purchas Pilgrimage in. x.
(ed. 2) 293 Her husband was hanged for his wittoldly per-
mission. ai6$z Brome City Wit iv. i, You are a Wittally
Cuckold I know. 1845 Ford Haudbk. Spain I. 83 Most of
this finger-talk, wittoly wit, as well as the figs [sc. 'a fig for

you', digitally represented], is confined to the lower classes.

fWi'ttolry. Obs. Also 7 witald-, wittoldrie.

[f. Wittol sb. + -ky.] Complaisant cuckoldry;
hence, extreme folly.

1593 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. 168 lust Guerdons
for Ambition . . For dastard Dotards, Wittolrie, and Harlots
nice. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Folie, En amour est /olie et sens,

in loue there is both wit and witaldrie. 1624 Heywood
Gunaik. v, 257 Cabbas, a Roman (worthie for ever to be
branded with base Wittoldrie).

Wittome : see Witham.
Witts (wits), sb.pl. Mining. Alsowhits. [Short

for linwitts: see Tin sb. 5.] Tin ore after the

first dressing : see quot. 1853.
1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 858 Tin witts. . .The clean

' witts ' contain native oxide of tin; black tin or resin tin,

and wolfram with iron and arsenical pyrites, generally con-
taining some copper. 1855 (Lkifchii d] Cornwall 208 This
mixture of metallic matter, named Witts.

Wittual, wittule, obs. ff. Victual.
Witty (vvi-ti), a. Forms : 1 wit(t)is, 3 "witi^,

"e3> 3~5 wytti, 3-6 witti, 4-6 wytty, wittye,

4-7 wittie, (4 witthi, Sc. vitty, 5 witte, 6

wyttie, -ye, Sc. (sup.) vittiast), 3- witty. [OE.
wit(t)ig (also gewittig) - MLG. wetig, OHG. wiz-

(z)ig (MHG. wizzic), ON. vilugr: f. Wit sb. + -Y 1.]

f 1. Having wisdom, a. Said of God or Christ

:

cf. Wise a. 1 (b). Obs.
Heowul/685 Witij god..halis dryhten. a 1000 Csedmon's

Exod.25 Hu bas woruld worhte witig drihten. 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 6280 Swa witty and myghty es he^ pat na-

thyng til hym impossibel may be. 1380 Lay Folks' Catech.

(L.) 531 This god is most my3ty byng bat may be. The most
wytty and most rfttfU. ^1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. i.

(1908) 18 The persone of the sone [is] al wyse and witty.

c 1480 Henhyson Swallow vi, God in all his werkis wittie is.

fb. Of human beings : Having good judgement

or discernment ; wise, sagacious, discreet, prudent,

sensible. Obs.
In quot. a 1562 advb. = wisely.

[1027-34 Laws Cnut Ixxvi, Hit wees xr byson, haet baet

cild be lsje, on cradele, . . ba gitseras letan efen scyldig & hit

gewittij wa:re.] 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 588, I hald a man
noght witty pat here es over-prowde and ioly. c 1380 Wycuf
Wks. (1880) 10 In bat bei seyn bat an hebene philosofre. .is

wittiere and trewerc ban a!my3ti god. £-1400 Dcstr. Troy
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3807 Wise in his wordys, witteof counsaille. c 1449 Pecock
Eepr. 1. v. 25 Ech witti man muste grauute that the first

principal conclusioun bifore sett is trewe. 1531 Elyot Gov.
1. ii, loynynge to hym counsailours Nestor and the witty

Ulisses. « 1562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 46 A..warnyng
to use thyself more wittier hereafter, a 1592 Greene Jas./V^
2022 To haue two meanes beseemes a wittie man. i6n
Bible Ecclus. xxi. 12 He that is not wise [marg. or, wittie],

will not be taught.

2. Having (good) intellectual ability ; intelli-

gent, clever, ingenious; skilful, expert, capable. Obs.

exc. dial.

[a 1000 Gifts of Men 74 Sum bi3 gewittig ast winbeje,
beorhyrde god.] a 1100 Aldhclm Gloss. 39 in Napier O. E.
Glosses 2/2 Per gymnosophislas, burh wittije pie^men vel
gleawe glijmen. C1205 Lav. 21134 He wes ihaten Wygar,
pe wite^e wurhte [c**7S be w i [tye wroh:e]. 136a Langl.
P. PL A. xr. 5 Wei artou witti, . .wisdom to telle To Fayturs
or to Foo'es. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 28

A gode lech and a witty, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xiv. 45 A wise

man, and witty in annys & in alle his werkys. 1553 Eden
Treat. Mewc hid. (Arb.) 24 In workeinanship and artesthey
are marueylous wyttie. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Wisd. viii. 19,

I was a wittie childe [R. V. a child of parts], a 1586 Sid-

ney Arcadia 11. xxiii. §8 He (no more wittie to frame,

then blinde to judge hopes). 161a Bacon- Ess., Of Judi.
caiure (Arb.) 451 Iudges ought to be more I.earnc-d, then
Wittie. 1617 Moryson /tin. in. 76 Witty Copernicus. ai6$6
Hales Golden Rem. (1673) 196 God who is. .TroAiirpon-o? ei?

(r<itri)nia.v ia/tp&wwwt .as Clemens speaks. .is witty in invent-

ing of means to bring us to him. 1709 Pkior Henry -$

Emma 82 In gentle Verse, the Witty told their Flame. 1725
Watts Logic 1. ii. §4 When we say the Boy is strong or
witty, these are proper or inherent Modes. 1784 Cowper
Task 1. 728 Now.. show this queen of cities [sc. London],
that so fair May yet be foul; so witty, yet not wise. 1886

Cheshire Gloss.

(b) Of animals: = Wi.se a. 1 (<r) : cf. Wit sb. 5 c.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVWI. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.),
Noping is more witty and besie banne houndc. 1600 J. Poky
tr. Leo's Africa ix. 336 This wittie beast [sc. the elephant]
keepcth in the woods. 1606 B. Jonson Hymen., Barriers
163 At her feet doe witty serpents moue. 1626 Bacon .S^/rvz

§ 978 The Ape also is a Witty Beast, and hath a Dry Braine.

f b. In unfavourable sense : Crafty, cunning,

wily, artful ; skilful in contriving evil ; also, fool-

ishly ingenious in devising something to one's own
hurt. Obs.
a 1485 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 30 pat any ober

witty man perceyuyng his werk mow vsurpe it to hymself.

1580 Vautroullikr Luther on Ep. Gal. 282 They are mar-
uelous witty and wily in finding fault with other mensdoings.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. ii.27 A maruellous witty fellow I

assure you, but I will goe about with him. 1608 lip. Hall
Char., Vnconstant in He is., wittie to wrong himselfe.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trap, (ed. 2) 19 As simple as they
see me, they are witty enough in craft, revenge, and \illany.

(11656 Hai.es Golden Rem. (1673) I23 They are unexpected-
ly, and. .wonderfully prompt and witty to villany and
wickedness a 1683 Oldham Passion ofByblis Wks. (1686)

125 How came I witty to my ruin thus ? a 1699 J. Beaumost
Psyche xxi. iv, Witty too in Self delusion. 1706 Mrs.
Cemtlivhe Love at a Venture Epil., You Men are grown
so witty in Deceit.

f3. a. Endowed with reason, rational, b. In

full possession of one's wits, of sound mind. rare.

c 1000 .'Ei.fric Saints' Lives \X\.$i% Wear5. .hissunawittix,.

c 1300 Kenelm 219 in E.E.P. (1862) 53 Whan no mannolde
bat witti was of him habbe munde A dombe best wiboute
witte hadde a;je cunde. c 1350 Will. Pahrne 158 pus was
bis witty best werwolf ferst maked. 167a Wiseman Wounds
1, x. 130 The Child returned to her friends perfectly in health,

is a witty Gii le, but it's doubted she will be but a dwarf.

f 4. Having knowledge, knowing, learned. Obs.

a izas Leg. Kath. 532 Ha somet seiden, bt wittiest ha
weren of alle be meistres. 1340-70 Alex,

ty
Dind. 1121 Wise

& wittie of lorus. 1388 YVyclif Deut. i. 13 Witti \"

gnaros] fa mennus thingis. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvn. 210

The wyttiour that eiy wight is ..The biterour he shal

a-bygge, bote yf he wel worche. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 79 Men that war symple and nocht witty of
perpetuate thingis.

+ 5. {transf. from 2.) Showing or demanding
intellectual ability ; (later, esp. of discourse) clever,

ingenious, or subtle in conception or expression.

Also ironically. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 4677 (Gott.) Ioseph. .comandid . .Depe
celers for to ddue, And thoru his aun witti rede Fild baim
wid wines, quite and rede. 1463 Stonor Papers (Camden) I.

62 It [sc. the matter] must have wyttygydyng. 1531 Records
PatAw. Knowl. Pref., Neuer was arte so wonderfull witty
..as is good Geometry. 1551 K. Robinson tr. Mores
Utopia Ep. Transl. (1895) 18 The wittie inuencion, and fine
..disposition of the matter, a 156a G. Cavendish Wolsey
('893) 5 A mete & apte person to be preferred to wytty
aflayers. 1581 Pkttie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 20
The wittie answeres which hee made touching this purpose.
1611 Bible Prov. viii. 1?, I wisedome dwell with prudence,
and find out knowledge of witty inuentions. 1633 G. Her-
bkrt Temple, Forerunners ii, If I please him, I write fine
and wittie. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 1. viii. § 2 (1712) 22
Th it's the witty fallacy his unwariness has intangled him
in. 1700 LOCKS Hum. Und. iv. xvii, § 4 (ed. 4) 409 The
Fallacies that are often concealed in florid, witty or involved
Discourses.

fh. Skilfully devised for an evil purpose; cun-
ning, crafty; (of torment, etc.) ingeniously con-
trived, 'exquisite*. Obs.
160a 2mt Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. 1. i. in Stale shines are

slain; now doth the world begin To take sole pleasure in a
witty sinne. 1619 Fletcher Knt. Malta v.'t, Expect a witty,
and a fell revenge ! x6a3 Massinger Dk. Milan v. ii, Let
me pronounce vpon this wretch all torture That witty cruelty
can inuent. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1, Disc. iv. 128
Some.. in witty torments excelled the cruelty of many of

their persecutors. £-1670 Hobbes Behemoth (1679) 254 He
call'd a Parliament, and gave it the Supreme Power, to

the end that they should give it to him again ; was not this

witty? 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) HI. 012 The most
witty and exquisite Torments.

f6. {transf. from 1 b.) Showing, or springing

from, good judgement or discernment ; wise, dis-

creet, sensible. Obs.
C1380 Wyclif Wis. (i83o) 220 ]>ei louen more.. be most

witti reulis of ihu crist ban be vnwitti constitutions of synful

. .men. a 1475 G. Ashby Active Policy 741 Your manly &
wytti diligence. 1553 M. Wood tr. Gardiner's De Vera
Oi>cd., Bonner's Pref. 3 b, What a witti part it is, for a man
to suspend his iudgement, and not to be rashe in geuing of
sentence, c 1560 Incelend Disob. Chill Peror. G iv, Here
ye maye learne a wyttie lesson, a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's
Elegies 1. viii, Trust me, to giue, it is a witty thing. 1656 R.
Fletcher tr. Martial ix. Epigr. vi, Thou very fain wouldst
Priscus wed, I wonder not, 'tis witty so to doc. 1710 Brit.

Apollo III. No. 79. 3 1 The Bold a-sert 'lis Witty to be
Brave, ..The Timerous Wittily decline all Strife.

7. Possessing wit (see WiT sb. 7) ; capable of or

given to saying (or writing) brilliant or sparkling

things, esp. in an amusing way ; smartly jocose or

facetious.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. i. no, I know a wench of ex-
cellent discourse, Prettie and wittie. 1653 Walton Angler
ii. 45 Viat. Is not mine Hoste a witty man? Pise. Sir, To
speak truly, he is not to me; for most of his conceits were
either Scripture-jests, or lascivious jests; for which I count
no man witty. 1684 W, WlSSTANLEY England's Worthies
345 Plautus,. .by his conversing with jocular Wits,, .became
so famously witty, or wittily famous, as.. he attained to an
extraordinary height in the Comique strain. 1731-8 Swift
Pol. Conversaf, Introd. 14 Whatever Person would aspire

to he completely witty, smart, humourous, and polite. 1849
Froude Kent. Faith (ed. 2) 103 We are witty if it be so, not
for applause but for affection. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz

596 Learned for the nonce as Gibbon, witty as wit's self

Voltaire.

fb. Sharply critical, censorious, sarcastic. Obs.

or merged in prec. sense.

1601 Shaks. All's Well n. iv. 32 Go too, thou art a wittie

foole. 163a G. Herbert Priest to Temple xxvi. (1652) 106

Being partiall to themselves and witty to others. 1712
Addison SPcct. No. 530 p 2 Will Honeycomb, who was so
unmercifully witty upon the Women. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) II. 75 My Mother, .says, I am too witty;
AngUce, too pert.

8. Of speech or writing : Characterized by or full

of wit (see Wit sb. 8) ; cleverly amusing, ' spark-

ling*, smartly facetious or jocular
; t sarcastic.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 4 Your reasons, .haue beene.

.

witty without affection, audacious without impudency. 1601
— 'J wel. W. 111. ii. 46 Be curst and briefe : it is no matter
how wittie, so it bee eloquent, and full of inuention. 1639
N. N. tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman 1. 30 The Melancholy
[humour], .is. .too grosse for witty conceits and apt replies.

1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. 152 Your Gentlemen
that speak sharp and witty Things. 170a Steele Funeral
11. 27 This is not one of your Tringham Trangham Witty
things, that your Poor Poets write. 1733 Swwv Apol. Lady
Carteret 146 The powder'd courtier's witty sneer. 1744
Corbyn Thomas Fss. Wit, l/umour, etc. 37 Satire is a
witty and severe Attack of mischievous Habits or Vices.

1829 Lvtton Devereux 1. i, He told the wittiest stories in

the world without omitting anything in them but the point.

1880 ' Ouida' Moths i, 'Of course! One always marries
girls; how stupid you are', said Lady Dolly. ..The coun-
sellor smiled grimly, ' And then you will be a grandmother

',

he said. .

.

' I suppose you think that witty ', said Lady Dolly.

9. Comb, (parasyntlietic and adverbial), n&witty-

brained, -conceited, -feigned, -paled, -pretty adjs.

(all in sense 2, and obs. or arch.).

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. vi. 746 Japhetus' witty-
fained Son. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 50 Some politique

delegatory Scipio, or witty pated Petito. 1600 Breton
Strange Fortunes 14 Nolesse witty conceited of her dreame,
then noting the cariage of her humor. 1606 Sylvester Du
Bar/as 11, iv. 11. Magnificence 684 Queint witty-pretty Toyes.
1818 Scott }/rt. Midi, xit, The smart witty.pated lawyers.
1810 — Monast. xv, A witty-brained, .and accomplished
courtier.

Wituper, Sc. var. Vituper sb. Obs.

Witute(n, obs. forms of Without.
Witwall(wi'twol). Now dial. Korms: 6-7 wit-

wol, 0-8 witwal, 8-9 whitwall, 6- witwall. [a.

early mod. G.^wittewnl'^e^also ^weidewal (Gtmtx),
now widezval, wiedewal\ = MLG. weddewale, early

Flem. luidewacl (Kilian). Cf. Woopwall.]
+ 1. The Golden Oriole, Oriolus galbida. Obs.

1544 Turner Avium Praecif. I 7, XA«pioi>, uireo, . . Anglicc
a uuituuol, Germanice eyn witwof, oder eyn weidwail. 1601,

1658, 1676 [see Loriot]. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 514
But one can hardly guess for what reason the. . Raven and
the Witwal [L. chlorio] . . hate one the other. 1678 Ray
Wiltughby's Ornith. 198 The Witwall, as it is by some
called, Gaibula sen Picus nidum suspendens.

2. The Green \Voodpecker(L7^/«//Jw*r;V/j)orthe
Greater Spotted Woodpecker (Dendrocopus major).
1668 Charleton Onomast. 86 Picus riridis . .the Hick-

wall, Witwall, or Green-Wood-pecker. 1678 Ray Willugh.
bys Ornith. 137 The greater spotted Woodpecker or Wit wall.

1844 Hood Haunted House \. 62 The ringing of the Whit-
wall's shrilly laughter.

tWi'tword. Obs. Chiefly north. Also4wite-,
4-6 wyt-, g wytte-, 6 witt-

; 4-5 -worde ; 6 wyt-
ward. [OE. witword contract, agreement, f. wit-

Wit z/.l + Word sb. ; later associated with Wit v.*]

A will or testament ; also, a covenant (in the

scriptural sense) : = Testament sb. I, 4.

?997 Laws Mthelrtd nt. § 3 Landcop & hlafordes Sifu..
& lahcop &: witword & gewitnes, b.xt bact stande, b^t hit

nan man neawende. ao&oCharter Will. / in Thorpe Char-
ters (1865) 439 Ofer b«em land urn 5e Ealdred aercebiscop
hsefSsiSban be~itan. .on witword o53eon caupland. a 1300
/-'. E. Psalter xxiv, [xxw] 10 To sekand his witeword. 1338
R. Brltnne Chron. (1810) 153 Fulfille 1 salle in dede pe
kynges witworde. 1393 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 1. 186 In kase
be that this wytword will nogbt perfurnysche, I will it be
abrydged. 1411 2b Pol. Poems x. 101 Man, how darst |jou

. .My wit word wib by moub tcche, And in by werkis bou
seyst hit nay? 1471 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) III. 180, I will

that bothe my 1* uyll and my wytword be fulfyld of the
hoole that is my propyr guddysat this tyme. i$$$Churchw.
Ace, !i 'igtoft, Line. (Nichols 1797) 199 Rec. for ye Wytword
of Willm Brygthe 1*.

•bWi-ty, a. Obs. rare. [f. Wite sb.* + -y 1.]

Blameworthy.
1530 Palsgr. 329/2 Wytye in faulte for a lhyng;,faulteux.

t Witzch.oura. Obs. [a. F, vitckottra, a.

Polish ivilczura wolf-skin coat, f. wilk Wolf sb.
-

]

A style of lady's mantle (see quots.) fashionable

c 1820-35. Also altrih.

1823 La Belle Assemblie Dec. 269/1 Witzchoura pelisse

of gros de Naples, . .trimmed with a very broad border of
swansdown. 1833 Ladies Pocket Mag. 1. 38 The tuttchoitra

is a very ample mantle, made with a very deep collar, and
cape, and long, loose sleeves. 1835 Court Mag. VI. p. v/i

[The mantle] is of the Witzchoura form, drawn close at the

back, with large Turkish sleeves, and a deep falling collar.

[1898 Lady M. Loyd tr. Ozanne's Fashion in Paris iii. 54
Witzchouras had not yet [c 1S06] come into vogue.]

Wiue, obs. form of Wife sb., Wive v.

Wiure Her., var. vivre (F. vivre :— L. vTpera

Vipeu), a barrulet or cotise dancctte.

1688 Holme Armoury r. ix. 90/2 He beareth Argent, a
Wiure, Xebule, counter Nebule, Sable. A Wiure is much
less than either Barrulett or Cotize. /bid. I. x. 102/1 A
Wiure nebulee between 2 Colizes. c 1828 Berry Encycl,
//er. I. Gloss., Wiure, Wyer, Viure, Viuree, and Viuiie.

Wive (woiv), v. Forms : 1 wifian, (3 -wifue),

3-6 wyue (-ve), 3-7 wiue, 7- wive. [OE.

wifian (= MLG., ^iDu. wiven), f. wffWlFR sb.]

1. intr. (f rarely rcfi.) To take a wife, get married,

marry. Const. \on (o) % with. Also occas. with it.

c883 jElfked Boeth. xi. § 1 Mamge habbao genoj Sfsxli-

lice gewifod. c 1000 .Elfric's Canons vii. in Thorpe Laws
(1840) II. 346 He ne moste on wydewum wifijan. a 1215

A tier. A*. 308 Judas., wiuede o Thamar. a 1225 Juliana 12

^ef (rat he. .ne schal wiuen on me, wiue J>er bis wil is. c 1250
Gen. Iff Ex. 1588 Quad rebecca to hire were, Esau wifuede us

to dere. 1297 R. Gi.ouc (Rolls) 6459 ]>o adde hii bobe
iwiued wel. C1320 Sir Tristr. 2896 To wiue on our kinde.

1340 Ayenb. 225 Zaynte paul..zayb to wodewon, 'huo pet

guod is, he him hyealde ine bet stat ; and yef hit him na^t ne
lykeb, he him wyui'. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 117 Ther
as myn herte is set tlier wol I wyue. c 1460 Wisdom 666 in

Macro Plays 57 Wndyrstondynge. We haue bat nedyt vs,

so thryve I ; Wyll. And yff bat I care, neuer wyve I. 1546

J. Heyvvood Prov. 1. xi. 28 It is harde to wiue and thryue
bothe in a yere. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 56, I haue
thrust my selfe into this maze, Happily to wiue and thriue,

as best I may. Ibid. 75, I come to wiue it wealthily in

Padua. 1606 Marston Parasit, v. H4, Goe thy waies &
wiue with whome thou wilt for my part. 1774 Johnson To
Mrs. Thrate 17 All who wisely wish to wive. 1817 Byron
Beppo xcil. With any other women did you wive? 1876

Hardy Kthelberta xxvii, Encouraging Neigh in his resolve

to wive.

2. To be a wife, act as a wife. Also with /'/. rare.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus Ej b, Were it not very ab-

surd., for maides being scaise borne, to begin to bride it,

and say in so doing they woulde learne to wiue it? 1639

[see Wiving ppl. a.]. 1891 C. E. Norton Dante's Hell i.xoo

Many are the animals with which she [sc. a she-wolf] wives

[orig. a cut sammoglia\
3. trans. To take to wife, make one's wife,

marry, wed (a woman)
;
pa.pple. made or become

a wife, married {to a man).
159a Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxv. 152 He wyu'd a Lady

passing faire. 1596 SnAK.s,JfercA. V. 1. ii. 145, 1 had rather

hee should shriue me then wiue me. 1676 Hobbes Odyssey
11. 203 Many other ladies we could wive. 1848-9 Lytton
A". Arthur 11. lxv, ' Wived to my son, the witch will soon be

steady!' 'Wived to your son?—she is a wife already 1' 186a

Meredith Modern Love xxxv, It is no vulgar nature I have
wived. 1898 E. P. Evans Evol. Ethics \. 52 The Magjans
continued to wive their sisters in conformity to ancient

usage.

4. To furnish with a wife, obtain a wife for ; to

marry to a wife : chiefly in pa.pple. married (of a

man). Obs. or arch.

1513 More Rich. /// (1883) 61 Smal pleasure taketh a man
of al that euer he hath beside, yf he bee wiued against his

appetite. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus X iij b, I hey are

euill horsed, and worse wiued, that ride on coltes & marrie

younge gighttes. 1597 Shaks. 2 //en. /\\\. ii.6i, I bought

him in Paules, and hee'l buy mee a horse in Smijhfield. If

I could get mee a wife in the Stewes.I were Mann'd, Horsd,

and Wiu'd. 1604 — Oth. R, i. 60 Mon. . . Is ycur General}

wiu'd? Casslo. Most fortunately : he hath atchieu d a Maid

That paragons description. 1608 — Per. v. 11. 10 He is

promisde to be wiued To faire Marina. 1670 Milton Hist.

Eng. 111.Wks.x851 V. 113 She., won so much upon Ins fancy,

though already wiv'd, as to demand her in manage. >«fi

Chabbe Flirtation 371 His craft contrived To get the Priest

with expedition wived. i8aoScorr^f*r«aj/. xxxvn, Iipromise

you that young Bennygask shall be richly wived. 1851

W. B. MkcCabk Berthalll. xiv. 376, 1 [Henry] can do more

strange things than unwive myself, and wive you.

fb. with it: To obtain a wife /or. Obs. rare.

1608 J. Day Humour out of Breath 1. i. B 3, c^r/...Ile

one day get A husband for thee. .. Fin.. .Wiue it for them
[sc. my brothers], you shall not husband me.

30-2



WIVEN.

5. To become the wife of, marry (a man; also

trans/, of an animal). Obs. or arch.

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's tret. IX. (1626) 175 So haue I seene

two Buls together close; The fairest Cow in all the pasture

chose To wiue the Victor. x8iaCRABBE TalesxW. 283 Served

by that Villain—by this Fury wived—What fate is mine !

6. fig. To 'wed', unite, couple, rare.

1886 Lowell Latest Lit. Ess., Gray (1891) 2 The thoughts,

wived with words above their own level.

Hence Wived (wsivd), ppl. a.

1633 Costlie Whore iv. end, He shalbe intombed with a

wived maid. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 293/2 Gregory VII..

determined., that no wived priest should celebrate or even

assist at the Mass.

Wivehood, -less, -ly : see Wifehood, etc.

Wivel(l, obs. forms of Weevil.

t Wi'Ven, a. Obs. Forms : 4 wyfyne, 4-5

wyuen(e. [f. wiv-, Wife sb. + -EN *. (In some

instances peril. \vk. gen. pi. of wife.)] a. Womanly,
feminine, b. Wifely.
1362 Langl. /'. rt. A. v. 29 To..fette horn Felice From

wyuene [v.r. wyuen] pyne. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi.

{Nicholas) 17S His body waikly lie fed, & wyfyne company
ay fled, c 1400 Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) VI. 213 panne be

queene byjede here housbonde wib benygne \v.rr. wyvene,

wyven] flaterynge [L. uxoriis deliramentis\.

Wiver ' (wai'vst). north, dial. Also 6 wywer.
[Identical with waver, -wafer, wefer, + waiver,

^wayver, f weaver, in Wavek sb.1 , Side-waver,

and Northumb.dial. inwaver, inwiver (in sense a).]

A long beam of wood. a. in the roof of a house ;

in f wiver-tree, Side-waver, lop wiver. b. in a

boat (see quot. 1894).
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbcsvu. in Wright Voe. 170 Amont

heceler mettez la poutrc [glossed the wiver-tre]. 1532 in

Priory 0/ Finchale (Surtees) 445/2 [Timber at Durham
sawn into] wywers, ryhbs, wynd balks. 1641 [see Side-

waver 1], 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 148 They will

sowe downe theire thatch in fower places, viz. ; first close

to the very wall plates, then two foote belowe the side

wivers, then two foote above the side wivers, and lastly

aboute a yarde or more belowe the rigge-tree. 1894 North-
umbld. Gloss., Wivere, a long beam. The top wivere is the

wind-balk or collar beam in a housetop. The side wivere

is the long beam on which frame-houses formerly rested.

(Obs.) [Misprinted winere.] Ibid., Wiver, one of the tim-

bers or wales of a boat on which the seats rest.

Wiver 2 (wai-vai). rare. [f. Wive v. + -er ».]

One who takes a wife.

1888 Doughty Trav. Arabia Deserta II. 214 The young
negro found the old wiver in the palms.

Wiver(e, Wivern(e: see Wyver, Wyvern.
"Wivers, obs. f. Yiveks. Wives, pi. (and obs.

gen. sing.) of Wife sb.

Wiving (wsi-virj) , vbl. sb. [f. Wive v. + -ixg 1.]

The action of the verb Wive ; taking a wife,

marrying, marriage.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5955 He bihojte him. .;if her mi;te

be eny red pom wiuingc.vor is wif was ded. 1377

Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 181 Whiles bow art Jonge . .Wreke

be with wyuynge 3if how wilt ben excused. 1398 Trkvisa

Barlh. De P./i. II. ii. (1495) h ij b '1 Angels, .for they ben

spyrytuall & bodylesse, they nede nother weddynge ne

wyuynge. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 78 He allowed

theim that wer towarde wiuyng, & yet wiued not. 1567

Tukbekv. Epit., etc. 73b, Let wyuing go, lyue single aye.

1591 H. Smith Prepar. Marr. 27 In wiuing and striuing,

a man should lake counsell of all the world. 1596 Shaks.

Merch. V. 1 1. ix. 83 The ancient saying . . Hanging and wiuing

goes by destinie. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. y. 1832 The
wirings of the wise King Solomon. 1756 Monitor No. 35.

I. 324 The consequence of so much wiving, was a numerous
progeny. 187a Jeaffreson Brides 9, Bridals II. 54 In a
priest the act of wiving was under no lawful circumstances

positively sinful. 1010 A. Hilliers Master-Girl vi. 152

Since the world and wiving began was there ever such a

woman ?

attrib. C1610 Miodleton, etc. Widow v. i. (1652) 59 [He]

Sayes I'm ordain'd for him;.. And that his wiving fate

speaks in me to him.

So Wiving' ppl. a.

1639 Glapthorne Wallenstein m. iii, The wiving Vine

that 'bout the friendly Elme, Twines ber soft limbes.

Wivish, obs. var. Wifish.
Wiwes, obs. pi. of Wife .r£.

Wiwi 1 (wi-wj). [Maori, = ' rushes ' (T. Kendall

Gram. & Vocab. N. Z. (1820) 228).] A New
Zealand rush used to make an outer covering for

the roof and walls of a house.

1842 W. R. Wade Journ. N. Isl. N. Z. iii. 61 The roof

[of the house] is usually completed with a thick covering of

wiwi (a small rush). 187s Treas. Bot. Suppl.

Wi-wi 2 (wf-wf). Austral, slang. Also wewi,
wee-wee, oui-oui. [ad. F. oui, oui yes, yes, taken

as typical of the Frencli language.] A Frenchman
;

also as //. the French.

1845 E. J. Wakefield Adv. N. Z. I. iv. 94 If I had sold

the land to the White missionaries, might they not have

sold it again to the Wiwi (Frenchmen) or Americans ? 1852

Motor Antipodes (1857) 180 Young chiefs. .who will, ..

like the ' Wi-wis' of Young France, indulge occasionally in

what that volatile people style 'revolutions intestines!'

1859 A. S. Thomson Story N. Z. I. 11. i. 236 The Wewis, as

the French are now called. 1872 Earl Pembroke & G. H.
Kingsley .V. Sea Bubbles i, Would that the imperious ' Om-
oui ' had never placed foot upon your sacred shores 1

Wiylde, Wiys, obs. forms of Wild, Wise.

Wizard (wi-zaid), sb. and a. Forms : 5 wy-
s »ard, -sar, 6 -sarde, -zard, wyssarde, wissard,

236

Sc, weser, 6-7 wisard, (7 wiseard, wizer), 7-S

wizzard, (vizard), 6- wizard. [lateME.w/jtf^rt',

f, wys, wis, zuissj SVise a. + -akd. The pronuncia-

tion with voiced s (z) follows wisdom and wise."]

A. sb.

f 1. A philosopher, sage: — Wise man 2. Often

contemptuous* Obs.
The second quot. may belong to sense 2.

£1440 Promp. Parv, 530/1 Wysard (A*, wysar), sagacnlus. I

? a 1500 Chester PL, Coming of Antichrist 371 Antechristus. \

Out on the [sc. Enoch], wyseard [v.rr. rasarde, roysarde],
\

with thy wylesl For falcsely my people thou begyles. 1547
Bauldwin Mor. Philos. 1. i. (1550) A ij, The Grecians, .haue

!

therin taken great paynes, naming it first Sophia, and suche
I

as therin were skilled Sophistesorwysardes. i594[Gkf.ene]
|

Selimus 214 Perhaps you thinke that now forsooth you sit 1

With some graue wisard in a pratling shade. 1596 Spenser I

F. Q. iv. xii. 2 'therefore the antique wisards well inuented,

That Venus of the fomy sea was bred. 1601 B. Jonson '

Poetaster tv. v. (1905) 82 AIM. I haue read in a booke, that

to play the foole wisely, is high wisdome. Gait. How now, !

Vulcan ! Will you be the first wizard? 1676 Doctrine of
j

Devils 56 The Politicians, the Philosophers, the Wizers of
|

the World. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg, iv. 571 First the wily
;

Wizard [sc. Proteus] must be caught, For unconstrain'd he
nothing tells for naught. 1841 W. Spalding ftaly II. 99 ;

Two young philosophers and wizards, called Phidias and
Praxiteles.

2. A man who is skilled in occult arts ; in later

use, a man who practises witchcraft (the masculine
\

correlative of Witch sb.2 ) : = Wise man 3.

fOccas. applied to a woman.
c 1550 Cheke Matt. ii. 1 When Jesus was boom in beeth-

leem. ., lo then y e wisards cam from th'est parties to Jeru- :

salem. 155a [see Wise man 3]. c 1574 G. Harvey Margi-
nalia (1913)163 Owr vulgar Astrologers, especially such, as

ar commonly termed Cunning men or Artsmen. Sum call

them wissards. 1596 in Spalding Club Misc. I. 84 Sche is
,

convick. .as a common weser and socerer, and ordint to be
j

brunt. 1606 Holland Sueton. 237 Yet to none was he more
1

spitefully bent than to wiseards and Astrologers. 1621 [see

White witch]. 1629 Milton Nativity 23 The Star-led
j

Wisards haste with odours sweet. 1674 Hobbes Odyssey 73, '

I was forc't to come T' inquire of th' Wizard, old Tiresias, i

What the Fates say about my going home. 1713 Swift
A uthor upon Himself? Clowns on Scholars as on Wizards

;

look, And take a Folio for a conj'ring Book. 1751 Tryal
T. Collet (ed. 3) 3 A large Mob. .at Tring. .declaring Re-

[

venge against Osborne and his Wife, as a Witch and a
\

Vizard. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 942 In July, 1825, 1

a man was 'swam for a wizard 1

, at Wickham-Skeith, in

Suffolk. 1851-61 Mayhbw Lond. Labour III. 107, I call

myself a wizard as well; but that's only the polite term

for conjurer; in fact, I should think that wizard meant an
astrologer, and more of a fortune-teller. 187a Hardwick I

Trad. Lane. 133 A wizard who had wrought sad havoc !

amongst his neighbour's cattle. 1897 F. Thompson Neiu •

Poems^113 To dower her, past an eastern wizard's dreams.

b. transf. nnd^/%*. : esp. a man who 'does won- ;

ders* in his profession : in recent use often trivially
j

applied to an expert.

The Wizard tfthe North, Sir Walter Scott.

1620 Shrlton 2nd Pt. Don Quix. xxxi. 201, I haue heard

my Master say, who is the very Wizard of Histories,, .when

lie came [etc.). 1817 Shelley Rev.Jslam vi. xxiii, The
choicest winds of Heaven, which are enchanted To music,

by the wand of Solitude, That wizard wild. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. 9f It. Note-bks. (1871) II. 35 Gerard Dow, and
other old Dutch wizards, who painted, .such earthern pots

that they will surely hold water. 1871 L. Stephen Hours
inLibr.^Scott {1874) 218 Some reason for suspecting that

the great * Wizard ' has lost some of hi5 magic power. 1903

IVestm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 7/2 The wizard of yacht-building.

c. A witch-doctor or medicine-man.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. x. (1879) 2 14 Each familyor tribe has

a wizard or conjuring doctor. 1889 Rider Haggard Allan's

Wife 28 This man.. had for some years occupied the posi-

tion of Wizard-in-chief to the tribe.

3. attrib. and Comb., as wizard-craft, -finder,

-man, -swarm ; wizard-woven adj.

1819 Shelley Faust ii. 210 Wizard-swarms cover the

heath all over. 1819 Keats Otho in. ii, If he flames longer

in this wise I shall believe in wizard-woven loves. 1876 H.

Bkooks Natal 334 The wizard-finder is not unfrequently

turned to account by the stronger men of a tribe. 1891

Kipling Life's Handicap 277 He went to Juseen Daze, the

wizard-man who keeps the 'lalking Monkey's Head. 1897

Folk-Lore Mar. 53 Wizardcraft has the same ultimate origin

as..the fairy belief.

B. adj. 1. Having the powers or properties of

a wizard; that practises wizardry; hence gen.

having magical or witching power or influence.

1579 Hake Neives out of Powles (1872) F iiij b, O wylie

wincking wyzard Wuolues. 1649 Hammond Serm. vi. Wks.
1684 IV. 506 That wizard flesh within us, that hath thus

bewitch'd us to its false pleasures. 1679 Dryden & Lke
(Edipus iv. i. 55 Thou blind old wizard Prophet. 1746 W.
Collins Ode to Liberty Antistr. 2 Beyond the Measure vast

of Thought, The Works, the Wizzard Time has wrought

!

, 747 __ Ode to Manners 11 Some Pow'r..At which the

Wizzard Passions fly. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udotpho

xlix, Or in some shadowy glen's romantic bower, Where
wizard forms their mystic charms prepare. xSao Shelley
Witch Atl. xxvi, All day the wizard lady sate aloof, Spell-

ing out scrolls of dread antiquity. 1835 Lytton Rienzi

in. ii, These wild and wizard extremes of life. 1897 Daily
Nctvs 14 June 5/3 The artificial production of diamonds by

the wizard chemist of to-day.

2. Of, pertaining to, or associated with wizards

or wizardry ; hence gen. magic, enchanted, be-

witched.
1638 Milton Lycidas 55 Nor on the shaggytop of Mona

high, Nor yet where Deva spreads her wisard stream.

c 1796 Roscoe in Currie Burns"s Wks. (1800) I. 343 And let

WIZEN.
Despair, with wizard light, Disclose the yawning gulfbelow.
1808 Scott Martnion m. xx, Lord Gifford . . tarried not his

garb to change. But, in his wizard habit strange, Came
forth. 1813— Trierm. m. xxv, The wizard song at distance

died| Asif in ether borne astray. 1817 Moork Lalla Rcokh,
Eire-worshippers 11. 221 Those tow'rs sublime, . .Were
sever'd from the haunts of men By a wide, deep, and wizard
glen, c 18*0 S. Rogers Italy, Interview 194 Tasso, Guarini,
waved their wizard-wands, Peopling the groves from Arcady.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. exxii, The wizard lightnings deeply
glow. 1918 N. Munko yaunty jfock ii. 20 It was like as
they were in some wizard fortress cut from rock.

3. Comb. : wizard-like a. = Wizahdlt a.

1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede v, I know you are fond of

queer, wLzard-like stories.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Wi'zardess, a female 'wizard,

witch j Wi'zardism, wizardry ; f Wizardizing
ppl. a., practising wizardry or witchcraft ; Wi'zard-
sliip, wizardry.

1789 H. Walpole Let. Hannah More 9 Aug., I wish my
Macbethian *wizardess would tell me 'that Cowslip Dale
should come to Strawberry Hill '. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar.

353 It was vaguely left to force the belief, thaton this

occasion our basket either carried a distinguished wizardess,

or..a wondrous medium. 1682 W. Richards Wallogr, 96
The study of * Wizzardism hath also been famous amongst
them. 1726 De Foe Hist, Devil it. ix, Whether VVizardism

made them ugly, that were rujt so before. 1603 Haksset
Pop. Impost, xxi. 135 *\Visardizing Augurs, impo^turizing

South.sayers. l88z Mabel Collins Cobiocbs II. 252 Vansit-

tart had learned the secrets of *\\ izardship during his travels.

Wizard (wi"*aid), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

+ 1. trans. To call ' wizard '. Obs. nonce-use.

j.603 Sir C. Heydon Jud, Astrol. iii. 111 If M. Chamber
had considered that Aristotle and the Grecians had their

chiefe knowledge from these nations that were Astrologers,

he could neuer (for shame) haue wisarded them. Ibid. vi. 179.

2. Topractisewizardryupon,to bewitch ; to drive

away as by magic.
1898 A. Austin Lamia's Winter-quarters 61 The last

lingering trails of mist were gradually wizarded away. 1900

Eo!k-Lore (1901) June 177 If yah be a wizard, wizard me.

So Wi'iarding vbl. sb., the practice of wizardry,

witchcraft, or magic art.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 337 Those, .cheating Arts of

Manteia or Wizarding, with which the world always hath

been, .abused. 1924 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 650/1 When the

people think that the wizard half of him is not sufficiently

potent in spells, they get to wizarding on their own account.

Wizarflly (wrzardli), a. Now rare. [f.

Wizard sb. + -LY '.] Of, pertaining to, character-

istic of, or resembling a wizard or wizardry.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 23 O wyzardly dreame of

dreames I 1596 Nashe Sajfrou Walden N 2 b, No wizardly

astronomer of them all ever dreamed of any such calcula-

tions. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. iv. 629 By wisardly

and deuillish practises to vp-hold his owr.e greatnesse.

,11648 I.D. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 404 Divers feigned

Miracles, accompanied with some Wisardly Unsooth say-

ings. 165a Galle Magastrom. 24, I count the Jewish

wizzardly fable not here worth the relating. 1893 Scribner s

Ma*. May 597/2 A power which seemed sometimes to have

a touch of the weird and wizardlyin it. 1913 James Hoope*
Souvenir of George Borro-.v Celebr. 14 Sergeant Bagge s

encounter with the wizardly creature.

Wizardry (wi-zajdri). [f. Wizakd sb. + -ev.J

I. The art or practice of a wizard or wizards

;

wizardly or magic skill ; witchery, witchcraft.

1583 Goldinc Calvin on Deut. cix. 671/1 If these [in-

chanters or witches] be forbidden; we must vnderstand..

y« all other kinds of Wisardrie are deadly crimes. 1663

Patrick Pilgrim vii. 23, I never used any other Wizzard[rly

to make my Land better than my neighbours, but what

you will find to lye in these Spades, Ploughs, and Oxen.

1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XX. 535 The Arabic

wizardry of the Italian, the elfen mythology of the German

poet, seemed to offer rival resources for a supernatural

machinery. 185s Browning Men If Women I. An Epistle

249 The learned leech Perished in a tumult many years ago,

i Accused.. of wizardry. 1861 S.Thomson Wild J- 1, in. (ed. 4)

£39 All the witcheries and wizardries that found home in

the imaginations of the people. 1877 Svmonds Renaiss. It.

'

vi. 343 As a physiognomist and diviner, he acquired a

reputation bordering on wizardry.

b. transf. Magic lore.

1876 E. Dowden Poems 196 There I w ill sit, and score rare

wisardry In characters vermilion, azure, gold.

2. fig.
' Magical ' or ' bewitching ' art, power, or

influence ;
' magic '.

1884 J. Parker Apost. Life II. 265 Time. .
works its won-

drous wizardry upon the mind. \?&t Aca.lany ?o h.\s%. 113/3

So fascinating a writer is Mr. Matthew Arnold, so all con-

quering is his own wizardry. 1901 ' L. Malet ' Caltnadrv v.

II, You have employed a certain wizardry in the furnishing

of that room.

Wize, obs. f. or var. Wise.

Wizen (wi-z'n), a. Also wizzen. [Clipped

f. Wizkxed, the resultant form suggesting a ppl.

adj. in -en."\ = Wizened 2.

1786 Mme. D'Arbhv Diary 16 Aug., A thin, little, wizen

old gentleman . . came up. 1837 Lett. fr. Madras (1843) 49

The ladies are all young and wizen, and the gentlemen are

all old and wizen. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barsct xxxvn, Her

little wizen face was as sharp as ever. 1880 F. G. Lee Ln.

under O. Eliz. II. 336 Her now drawn and wizen features.

Comb. 1837 Bahham Ingot. Leg., Spectre Tafpington ad

I fin., A dingy wizzen-faced portrait. 1888 Fergus Hume
Mme. Midas 1. ii, A small, wizen-looking little man.

Wizen (wi-z'n\ v. Also 5 wisen, 6 wisne,

8-9 wizzen. [OK. wisnian, weosnian (also dwts-

nian,forwisnian) - OHG. wesantn, -{c^nen, also

ar-, ir-, firwesenen, ON. visna (Sw. vissim, Da.

visne); cf. ON.othm (Sw., Da. vissen) withered,



WIZENED.

palsied: f. Tcut. wis-, whence also MHG. wesel

weak, perished ; cf. Lith. vysti to wither, L.

viescere to wither,W. gzvyw (:— *wiswo-) withered,

Qlr,feugitd ' marcor '.]

1. intr. Of plants : To dry up, shrivel, wither.

Also iransf, of persons, their features, etc. See
also Wizened.
C890 WjCRferth Gregory's Dial. 134 Ileo by 5 ^eswenced,

baet heo weornaS [ MS. O. weosna5] & brosnab in hire sylfre.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xv. 6 Jif huaelc in mec ne wunas
^esended bio buta sua:!ce tuigga & dry?;e<5 vel wisne'3. 97X
Blickl. Horn. 115 pa be [sc. the world] bus fae?;er wses . . pa
wisnode be on Cristes haligra heortum. c 1050 Voc. in ^\^r.-

Wiilcker 343 Arida, weosniendre,
a 1450 MS, Cantab. Ff. v. 4SM. 90 pe tre weloid & wisened

sone, & wex olde and dry.

1787 Gkose Prov. Gloss., IVizzcn, to wither. N. 1818
Todd, To Wizen, to wither; to become dry : ..Common in

several parts of the north of England. 1864 J. Gilbert
& G. C. Churchill Dolomite Mountains 493 After wizening
with cold for an hour, we ran down to the but for breakfast.

1883 1). C. Murray Hearts xxvi, His plump features

wizened, and his rosy cheeks grew white.

2. trans,. To cause to wither or shrivel. Sc,

1513 Douglas yEneis vi. xEi. 42 Tharfor thai sufhr panis
and turment,. .Sum stentit bene in wisnand windis wale.

01895 R. M C L. Calder Berw/cksh, Bard (1897) 223 Self

has gained the upper han', An' wizened up their hearts.

Wizen, Sc. and north, f. Weasand.
Wizened (wi*z'nd),tf. Forms: 6 wysnit, -yt,

8 wissen'd, S—9 wizen'd, 9wiz 'z)ened, wizzen'd,
wizend, wizzent, wuzzent. [orig. Sc. and north.

:

f. "Wi/.en v. + -ED*.]

1. Of plants, foliage, wood, etc. : Dried up,

withered, shrivelled.

1513 Douglas yEneis vn. Prol. 124 In beycb wysnit treis,

The soir gled qiibislis loud. 1721 Ramsay Prosp. Plenty 93
The antient Nations. .Maun studyc!oss..Aff a' the wissen'd
Leaves of Spite to .shake. 17*1 — Ode to Mr. F 7 The
Nags and Nowt hate wissen'd Strae, 1826 G. Beattie
John O' Arnha (ed. 5) 58 Their wizzent timbers stour'd like

sneishin 1 1853 Hawthorne Tangleivood 7'., Pomegranate
Seeds 196 He set down the golden salver, with the wizened
pomegranate upon it. 1880 IIowei.i.S Undiscov. Country
ix, The farmer bad ceased to coax his wizened crops from
the sterile soil. 1882 Garden 18 Mar. 183/3 There is some
excuse for eating wizened Muscats.

2. Of persons or animals, their features, etc.

:

Shrunken and dried up, thin and shrivelled, f Also
of the throat, parched.
1513 Douglas yEneis ix. ii. 70 [The wild wolf's] wysnyt

throt, Iiavand of blude sic thrist, Gendris of lang fast sic ane
appetyte. X728 Ramsay Last Sp, Miser iv, The wissen'd
beardless wights Wha herd the wives of eastern knights.

1785 Burns 1st Epist. Davie xi, I'll light now, and dight
now, His [sc. Pegasus's] sweaty, wizen'd hide. 1818 Scott
Heart Midi, xviii, Wadna I set my ten talents in your
wuzzent face for that very word? 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. xxx. (1878) 518 A little wizened creature,

with more wrinkles than hairs. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr,
Eur. (1894) x. 253 His.. wizened face had a strong resem-
blance to the features of good-humoured goblins. 1903
Meredith Lett. (1912) II. 559 Your visit will give you a
wizened old hen instead of the plump pullet you look for.

Comb, 1890 \V. A. Wallace Only a. Sister? xxxi, I'll

have a reckoning with the wizened-faced old rogue.

b. trans/.

186a Mrs. Browning Song Ragged Schools 28 In God's
liberal blue air Peter's dome itself looks wizened. 1895
Meredith Amazing Marr. I. xix. 209 Below the top bars
of a wizened grate was a chilly fire. 1905 Sir K. Treves
Other Side Lant. (1906) 11. xix. 123 A wizened old city
hidden among the hills.

Hence Wi zcnecUiess.
1887 Kipling Plain Tales, Bisara of Pooree (1924) 263 It

was his wizenedntss and worthlessness that made him fall.

.

in love with Miss Hollis.

Wize roy, Wizir, obs. ff. Viceroy, Vi/.iku.

Wizl© (wsi'z'l). dial («. iv. tnidl.) Forms : 7
wisall, -ell, 8-9 wyzle, 9 w(e)isle, wysle, wisle,
wizle. [Obscurely f. Wise j£. 2 Cf. Wisome, wizer

(Eng. Dial. Diet.).] The (green) top of a plant

having an edible root.

Hence +Wisalled a. Her., having the wizles of a speci-

fied tincture.

1688 Holms Armoury 11. iii. 55/1 The tops of Carrats and
Parsnips are by Gardinei s termed Wisalls.and some Wisomes,
so then according to the terms of Art, the Carrat is Or,
Wisalled Vert. Ibid. ix. 181/2 Grass, Roots, Wisells, Grains.
(•1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Gloss.
Wkf. (1775) K1/2 IVyzles, stalks of potatoes, turnips, etc.
1886 Cheshire Gloss., Wyztes, the stems of potatoes.

Wizzard, obs. f. Wizard. Wizzel(l, var,

Wjuxli Obs. Wizzen: see Weasano, Wizen.

t Wlaffe, v. Obs. [OE. wlaffian, of imitative

origin. Cf. ME. blaffere, blaffoordc 'traulus*

(Promp. Parv. 37).] intr. To stammer; to speak
indistinctly. Hence fWla'fifer, fWla-fflng vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. Also tWla-ffering vol. sb. (? erron.).

10*5-50 Rule Chrodegang lx. (1916) 74 Of bam deafia5 ba
earan & wleafTao' seo tuuge. a 1300 in Horstmann Altengh
Leg. (1875) 119 An old mon he fond, Bleryid & wlafiing.

* 13*5 Gloss. If', de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 173 A checun
mot l'un balbeye, gloss wlaffes. ty^oAyenb. 262 And beruore
icli ne ssolde by note a wlaffere ne zigge bing to be nolle.

C1340 Nominate (Skeat) 84 Man drauelith and wlaffyth.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 159 IJy comyxtioun. .wib
Danes and, .Normans, in meny \>e con tray longage is

apayred, and som vseb straunge wlaflferynge [Caxton
wlalTyn g].

tWlak, wlach, a. Obs. Forms : 1 wlaou, -o,
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wlsec, 3 wloc(c)h, wleach, 3-4 wlach, 4 wlak,

5 wlake. [OE. wlsec, ivlacu (an oiig. u-stem) ~
MLG. wlak lukewarm (whence wlacheit * tepor ')

;

cf. OS. wlakon, MLG. wla(c)ken to be tepid ; the

ulterior relations are doubtful. For the phonology

of the final consonant cf. Freck a. (ME. frek,

frech).] Lukewarm, tepid ; also fig. Also advb.

in wlach hot (cf. MLG. wlakwarm).
cBgy JS.LFRZD Gregory's Past. C. xxxvii. 269 Da ful oft

1
beo'd mid wlacum watre jelacnode. Ibid, lviii. 447 Se nonne

I

bi5 wearm, nalles wlaco, tie god ^eornlice ongind, Sc eac

geendaS. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 151 De wop be man
wepe'ii for his emcristenes wowe cumei of be wlache heorte.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 400 ForSi bet tu ert ase wlecli bitweonen
two, nouSer cold ne hot. C1290 S. Eng. Leg. 319/695 >if

bov nimst ri^t puyr hot watur and dost cold par-to, pov
mi;t it makien euene wlach [MS. Hart. wlak]. 1432-5° lr -

Higden (Rolls) VII. 522 In comparisoun to that [bote bren-

nyng] ly^e, oure fier is but as it were wlache hoot, c 1450
Bk. Hawking in Rel. Ant. I. 304 Kepe it with wlake wyn
unto the tyme.

Wlano^k, wlank(e, var. Wi.onk Obs.

t Wlappe, v. Obs. [app. blending of lappe, Lap
v.- with Wrap v.~\ trans. To wrap. Also^*.
C1380 Wyclif Whs. (iS3o) 97 Comunly bei ben..wlappid

in pride. Ibid. 123 Siche on is a dede careyne gon out or

bis sepulcre wlappid with clobis of mornynge. 1382 — Matt.
xxvii, 59. 1388— 2 Tint. ii. 4 No man holdinge kny^tliod to

God, wlappith [13S2 inwlappith] liym silf with world li nedis.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 111. v. 506 [Comin. a Tim. it. 4; see

piec. quot.] Forwlii grete lordis han lasse nede forto u lappe
hem silf in worldli nedis. [1829 J. Hunter Hallamshtre
Gloss. s.v., In wlapping there is more of folding over, placing
one layer over another, than in wrapping. We wrap up any
tiling in a silk handkerchief: the laundress wlaps up the
shirt which she has ironed.]

tWlat,^. Obs. [OE.wlH>tla, related to Wlate
v. Cf. MLG. wlate.] Nausea, loathing, disgust.

(•960 /Kthixwold Rule St. Benet (Schroer 1885) 68 ('elass

hc.hwylcne wleattan and so^eSan on his heortan ne
astyrige. ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 358 Wib spiwSan &
wlxttan. .jenim bares gelynde. a iz$o 0~fl <f Night. 1506
If \>\i bibenche^t hwo hire olligge p\x myht myd wlate be
este bn gge.

tWiat, a. Also 3 wlath. [f. prec. or next.]

Nauseous, loathsome. Hence *f* Wla"tness, nausea.
c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 3300 A welle he funde at marath, De

water was biter and al wlath. 1398 Trbvisa Bartk, De P. R.
xvn.lxx.(Tollem.MS.),Iuseberofcomforieb. . bestomak,and
abateb wlatnesse [Addit. MS. wlatenesse ; orig. nauseam],

t Wlate, v. Obs. Also 4 wlath, 5 wlatte.

[OE. wlatian ~ MLG. wlaten^\

1. intr. and impers. with dot. To feel disgust or

loathing.
tiooo^ELFKic Num. xxi.5 UswIatabnuforSisum eohtostan

mete, c tooo Sax, Leechd. II. 220 ponne hie mete bicgeaS
6 drincaS, bonne wlata't) hie. (21225 Ancr. R. S6 iif heo
hit [sc. the filth of flattery] stunken, ham wolde wlatien \>et

a^ean. Ibid. 400 For3i bet tu ert ase wlech..bu makest me
uorto wlatien. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 354 Ouerfulle makeb
wlatie. 1303 R. IjRL'nne Handl. Synne 3538 Swyche men
god almy^ty batys And with here foule synne hym wlatys.

Ibid. 9932 5yf ^ou hym louest, with synne boti wlates.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 305 With her vn.worbelych werk me
wlatez with-inne. C1450 Mirk's Eestiat 47 His hert wold
wlaton and be aschamed of hymselfe, to J>enk bat he wer
conceyuet of so fowle byng.

2. trans. To loathe, abhor.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter v. 7 Man of blodes & swikel

wlath sail lord. 138a Wyclif Eccl. ii. 18, I wlatede alle my
bisynesse, that . . most studiousli I trauailede. c 1395 Ptoiv-

man's T. III. 1098 To worship god men wolde wlate. 1493
[H. Parker] Dives fy Pauper (Pynson) VI. xvii. t viii, The
glose. .seyth that it is amaner of spech to do wlate auoutre
and shewynge that auoutrye is ful greuous.

J). To disgust.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. (Pelagia) 187 Now me wlatis

sa myn syne pat I for-sak it. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5634
It wald haue wlated any wee |>at welth to be-hald.

t Wlatfal, a. Obs. [f. Wlat sb. + -ful.]

1. Nauseous, loathsome.
C1230 Halt Meid. (1922) 35 (MS. Titus) Hit is wlateful

bing for to benke bron . & for to speke ber-of, 3d wlate-
fulre. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xiiL 2 Forbroken and wlatful
made bai are In bair thoghts. 1340 Ayenb. 241 [>e wordle
him hild uor uyl and uor wlatuol. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

47 fe sede J?at be ys conceyuet of, bat ys so fowle yn hym-
selfe and so wlatfull.

2. That has a loathing (^something), rare.

1387'I'KEvisA Higden (Rolls) II. 167 Ful vnpacient of pees
..and w latful of sleube [L. ctiutn nauseat],

tWlating,^/. sb. Obs. Forms: i~3wlatung
(i uulatunc), 3-5 wlating(e, -yng(e, (4 -iynge,
-iinge, wlath-, wlatt-). [OE. wlatung, I. wlatian
Wlate v.] Loathing, nausea; abhorrence, detesta-

tion; occas. an abomination.
£7*5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) N 5 Nausatio. uulatunc.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 80 Jenime we^brxdan..& b>'5e by;
Sonne mid micelre wlatunge Sewiteb bat sar on we£. a 1225
Ancr. R. 80 HabbeS wlatunge of be mu^e bet speoweft ut
atter. a 1300 E. E, Psatte^ lxxxvii. 9 }>ai set me wlatinge
to bam to be. £1315 Shorkham i. 697 Hydous hy^t wre to
be sy^te, And to be tast wlatynge And pyne. A1340 Ham-
pole/'salter Cant. 516 In baire wlathyngis bai mouyd [him]
till wreth. 1340 Ayenb. 192 God heb grat wlatiynge of
zuych sacrefice. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 98 f>at may be
kuowe by , . wlattynce, whenne bat a man ys fastynge. a 1450
Myrc 894 [782] Koghe bow not . . Lest heo suppose J>ow make
bat fare, For wlatynge bat bou herest bare [in confession].

So f Wla-tingness, abhorrence.
1383 Wvclif Dan. ix. n Cursse droppide on vs, and

wlatyngncsse [1383 wlatyng ; Vulg. detestatioV

WLONK.

!
fWla'tsoiue, a. Obs. Forms: 4 wlatsum,

! -som, wlatesome, Sc. vlatsum, 4-5 wlathsum,
I [f. Wlat sb. + -some.] Loathsome, detestable.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23229 Fell dragons and tades bath }'at

I ar apon to lok ful lath, Ful wlatsum on to lure or ae. 13.

.

E. E. Allit. P. 13. 541 Lo ! suche a wrakful wo for wlatsum
1

dedez. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. {Mathou) 484 His wlatsum

I

Infirmyte [sc. leprosy]. Ibid, xviii. (Egipciane) 418, I ?al

sa quhow myn saule vithine Is fylyt vith a vlatsum syne.
! C1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 634 tulwlatsom was the stynk

of his careyne. C1386 — Nun's Priest's 'P. 23-; Mordre is

j
so wlatsom and abhomynable To god. c 1430 Pol. Rel. <$- L.

)
Poems (1903) 203 Man is but wlatsum erbe and clay, c 1492,

1563 [see the erron. form Waltsom(f.].

Hence j Wla*tsomeness, loathing, disgust.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 351 ['e abbot. .Gat
! on his fete & stert l.ir fra, . . Hafand at hyr giet wlatsumnes.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. ll'ks. II. 195 Here sour dowa is savery
! bing bat^fordoib wlatsunnes.se [sic], 1398 [see Waltsom(e].

"Wlaunke, -ness : see Wlonk, -ness.

"Wleach, wlec(c)h, var. Wlak a. Obs.

t Wlencli, v. Obs. \0]L.gewlcncan, f. &- Y- +

]
*wlat\kjan (f. wlanc Wi.onk ; cf. OS. giwlenkid'.

Cf. FonwLENCH.] trans. To make proud ;
rejl. to

pride oneself.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 189 And on bis fdite is ech man
strong, be awelt is lichame, . and wlencd his soule. a 1225

Leg. Rath. 1010 Leaf bi lease wit pa:t tu wlenchest te in.

"Wlessche, obs. form of Flesh.
c 1315 Shorkham 1. 15S3 Ine wlessche ioyneb man and wj f,

Children to multeplyc.

Wlf, obs. f. W oi.r. Wlga(i)r, obs. ff. Vulgar a.

+ Wlisp, a. Obs. rare. Also 4 wlysp. [OE.

j
wtisp, whps 'bulbils', 'blscsus', related to*wlispian

j
to Lisp.] Lisping.
c 1370 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1. 185 Seduus, i. homo qui non

I potest bene dicere s., qui Anglice dicitur wlysp.

Wlisp(e, obs. ff. Lisi' v.

tWli'te, sb. Obs. [OE. wlite m., beauty, splen-

dour, appearance, form, corresp. to OFris. wlitt,

OS. wliti sheen, form. ON. litr colour, coun-

tenance (see Lit sb.), Goth, wills -npuGwirw, 6\pis
}

fiopipr} ; also in the compound OE. andwlite,

onwlite, beside andwlita (see Anleth).]

1. Ueauty ; splendour.
C825 Vesp. Ps. xxv[i]. 8 Ic lufade wlite huses Sines. 971

Blickl. Hem. 115 He[sc. the world] teah men to him bttih his

wlite & burh his faejernesse, cxzoo 'J fin. Coil. Horn. 19 J'e

fader is on he sune on brie wi>e, bat on is on westme, . .J>at

ofler is on wlite. .swo fair is ure louerd. .and be bridde is on
be we. C1205 Lay. 2934 Heowesba ^ungeste suster, a wlit«n

aire vairest. Ibid. 22844 Keruefl of hire neose & heoie wlite

ga to lose, a 1250 Owl $ Ni^ht. 439 pe lilie mid hire faire

wlite Wolcumeb me. c 1275 ServingChrist 68 in O. E. Misc.

92 per wereb vre wlite in uurmene won. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter xliv. 5 pi wlite and fairehed ilike.

2. Face, countenance.
C950 Lindisf. G(Sp. Matt. xxii. 16 WUt vel onsion monna

[Vu!g. personam hominum]. a 1225 [see WASTUM 2I C 1250

Gen. $ Ex. 2288 Sone he }ede ut and stille he gret, Dat al

bis wlite wur5 teres wet.

Hence fWU'ti a. [OE. wlitig], beautiful.

ciooo ^lfric Gen. vi. 2 Da xesawon Godes beam . .manna
dohtra, Saet hi wicron wlitige. a 1225 Leg. Rath. 313 He
awundrede liim of hire wliti westum.

t Wlite, v, Obs. [? Imitative ; cf. OE. writian

and WlUTELINQ.] intr. To pipe, chirp, warble.

C iaoo 'Priu. Coll. Horn. 215 ^if he wlite^ mid stefne for to

liken wimmannen. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xin. 43 'J his

foules singeth ferly fele, Ant wlyteth on huere wynter ['I read
wynne] wele.

tWlo. Obs, [OE. wUh = OS. wtih, MLG.,
MDu. vlo

t
ON. lo (Noiw., Sw. to, Da. lu) nap of

cloth.] A hem or fringe ; a nap on cloth.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 20 Eimbriam uestimenti
eius, fas neI wloh wedes his. c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 736 Somme
of hem walkeb Wib..clobes ful feble, Wei nei^ for-werd &
be wlon offe.

t "Wlonk, a. (sb.) Obs. Forms : 1-4 wlanc,
1-3 wlono, 2 wlong, 3-6 wlonk, 4 wlanck,
vlanck, wlanke, wlaunk, wlonke. 4-5 wlank.
[OE. wlanc, wlonc = OS. wlank : cf. \Vlekch v.]

1. Proud, haughty.
Beowulf 341 Ellenrof. .wlanc Wedera leod.. heard under

helme. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3^ He wesprud & wlonc. a 1225

Leg. Rath. 844 Nawt wiS wit ah wid wind of ane wlonke
wordes. a 1300 Cursor M. 63157 l>ir Iuus bat o will war
wlanck, pai cund him ai ful litell tbanck.

2. Rich, splendid, fine, magnificent ! in later use

esp. as a conventional epithet in alliterative verse.

Beenvulf 2833 MaSmxhta wlonc. a 1000 Phoenix 100

Fuxel fe>rum wlonc. c 1230 Hali Meid. (1922) 43 & tine

wide wahes wlonke & welefulle. a 1250 Owl ft Night. 489

Sumeres tide is alto wlonc. ci3*5 Song of Me>ct 3 in

E. E. P. (i8fi2> 118 Wlanke deor on grounde gan glide.

<:i35o Will. Pateme 1634 A while wol i stmte of *>ia
i

wlonke

murbe. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 122 Wod & water & wlonk

playnez. Ibid. 903, I schulde not temple by wyt so wlonc.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5089 A wort hi wedow & a wlonk.

c 1400 Anturs Arth, 347 Wlonkeht in week, fijso Hoi.! and

Ho-vlat 553 Archebald the honorable. .Weddit that wlonk

wicht. 15.. Tayis Bank 118 (Bum. MS.) Joy wes within

and joy without, Vnder that wlonkest waw.

b. Rich in moisture or sap ; rank ; lush.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xt. xi. (Tollem. MS.\ Snow
. .norischeb and fedeb good herbes and makeb hem wlonke

[orig. impinguit; ed. 1495 cranke ; ed. 1535 ranke]. c 144°

Pallad. on Husb. 111. 449 The potters cley, the wlonk
uliginosa], or sondy kne,..nys nought.
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B. as sb. A fair or beautiful one.

? ,11400 Morte Arth. 3338, I went to that wlonke, and
wynly hire gretU. a 1508 Dunbar Tua Marlit IVemeu 36

Of thir fair wlonkes, . . Ane wes ane wedow. Ibid, 150 The
wedo to the tothir wlonk warpit ther word is.

tWlonkfal, a, Obs, rare. [f. QE.wlonc pride

+ -ful.] = Wlonk.
c 1400 Sege Jerus, 394 In partyis four Of Hs wlonfulle

[w.r. wankille] worde.

So f Wlonkhede, -ness, pride.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Al sua his festen pe swioe ouerkimet

bes flesces wlongnesse. a 1250 Owl tjr F*i?ht. 1400 (Jesus

MS.) par (leys drahb nvmen to drunkenesse & to wlonkhede

& to golnesse. c 1335 Poem Times Edw. II. in Pol. Songs

(Camden) 330 Wlaunknesse of wele hem hath al ablent.

t WI0U3, wlouh, a. Obs. rare. [?OE. gewloh

adorned.] ? Opulent.
13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxvii.155 Jif-.pou

art riche mon and \vl0u3 Aid of richesse hast inoiih. Ibid.

464 Hou bou schalt . . riche mon bicome and wlouh.

Wit, Wluine, Wman : see Vult^Yolfen^.,

Woman.
"Win-, Wn- : see Um-, Un-.

"Wnden, obs. pa. pple. of Wind v.1

Wne, obs. So. form of Oven.
1596 in Spalding CI. Misc. I. S8 Rossui as in ane wne.

Wne, obs. form of Wone.
Wnse, obs. Sc form of Ounce s&A

1563 Aberd. Reg. (Jam.), In weycht of ten wnsiss.

Wnt, obs. Sc. form of Wont.
Wnys, obs. form of Once.
1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 123 Wnys or twyse.

Wo (w£a), int. [Variant of Who inf.]

1. In wo ho, wo ha, wo ho ho, wo hajio : a fal-

coner's call to a hawk ; also allusively.

1588 Marprel. Epistle (Arb.) 33 Wohuhow, brother Lon-

don, do you remember Thomas Allen? 1596SMAKS. Merck,
V. v. i. 39 Clo. Sola, sola: wo ha ho, sob, sola. 1599 T.

Cutwode ddtha Poet. (Ro.\b.) exxxvi, Come bird com.,

come to me, With so ho ho, and wo ho ho cries she. 1606

Chapman Gentl. Usher v. i, He rush vpon them With a most

hideous cry, the Duke, the Duke, the Duke, Ha, ha, ha,

wo ho, come againe, I say. 1829 Scott Anne o/G. xvii A
woodcock sprung from some bushes, and the young ladjr

threw off her merlin in pursuit. 'Sa ho—sa ho—wo ha 1

hollowed the falconer.

2. A call to a horse to stop (of. Who int.,Whoa,
Wo.v, and Way int.). Also used in conjunction

with other interjections, as wo-back, wo-ho, hait-xvo.

Also dial, in various combinations with special amplica-

tions ; cf. quoL 1891. .

1787 'G. Gambado' Acad. Horscm. (1809) 24 That he is

docile, and will stop short with a * Wohey . a 1800 PegGE
Anecd. (1814) 11 When our waggoners and carmen make
use of the terms ge and w to their horses. 1801 G. Colman
Poor Gentl. I, i. 1 Farmer Harrowby, without. Wo, ho 1

gently wi 'em 1 so there ! 1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words,

IVooh or Woo-e, an imperative to stop cart horses, a 1825

Hait-wo[see Haiti**.] 1834 \\'n\iv.i.\mLife^Corr.{i%66)

I. 247 It is stopping the Horse by a woo-ee instead of a

sharp pull of the curb. 1837 Dickens Pickw. v, *Wo-o 1

cried Mr. Pickwick, as the tall quadruped evinced a decided

inclination to back into the coffee-room window. 1838 —
Nukleby vi, 'Wo hoi' cried the guard,, .running to the

leaders' heads. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Mar., I pulled

very hard, and cried out, Wo! but he wouldn't: and on

I went galloping for the dear life. 1871 [see Gee int.]. 1879

TsmniBS Wild Life in S. Co. 142 The carter'slads shouting
' Woaght !

' to the horses as they steer through the gateway.

1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Wo, Wo-hay, a cartman's order to

his horse to stop or stand still. Wo-hi and Wo-hick, turn to

left or near side. Wo-hup or IVo-gee, turn to right or offside.

Hence Wo v. inlr., to call ' wo ' to a horse ; also

in vbl. sb, (also wohohing).
1883 Good Words 10 The wo-wo-ing of the ploughboy.

1885 RiD« Haggard Witch's Head xxxiii, Presently from

the stables there arose a sound of kicking, plunging, and
wohohing impossible to describe. 1889 T. E. BSOWM Manx
Witch 3 ' You're very late on the road,' he says—and wae'm

and worn.

Wo, obs. form of How.
1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 5, 1 cannat tell wo sone.

Wo, obs. or arch, form of Woe.
Woa (w<?<0, int. Also woah. [Variant of

Whoa.] = Wo int. 2. Hence Woa v., to stop

{trans, and intr.) with the call of ( woa \
1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xxxviii, Woa-a-a then, will

you! 1856 Putnam's Monthly Mag. Nov. 530/1 With a

loud 'woahl' the man stopped the beast [sc. ass]. 1870

S. Lanier Nine from eight 31, I woa'd my mules mighty

easy. 1871 M. Legrand Cambr. Freshm. 252 Woa, Princey,

woa! But Prince wouldn't 'woa.' 1892 Chevalier Wot
Cher! iv, * Woa 1 steady! Neddy Woa V
Woad (w^od), sb. l Forms : a. 1-2, 5-7, 9 dial.

wad, 2 waad, 5 St. waid, wayde, 5-7 wadde,

6 Sc. vad, 6-8 wade, 7 Sc. wadd. 0. 3-4 wod,

4-5 woda, 5-6 wood(e, 6 wo(a)dde, 6-8 woade

(7 waude), 6- woad/ 7. 5-6, 8 ode, 6-7 oade,

7 oad. [OE. wdd= OFris. wid, MLG., MDu. wet,

wide (Du. weede), OHG., MHG. weit, weid (G.

waid) :-*waido- (whence OF. waide, gaide. It.

guadd), by-frrm o(*waizdo- (whence med.L. waizda,

guaisdium, etc., KV.waisde,OY. guesde, F. guide

formerly also voide,voitede,voueide), related to Goth.

*wizdila (recorded in L. forms ouisdelem, etc.).

Ulterior connexion with OE. zueard, iverd ' sandix , and

(outside Germanic) with I,, vitrum, Gr. lo-ans is doubtful.

The hvpothesis of a primitive loan may account for the

remarkable phonological variations m pre-Germanicl

1. A blue dye-stuff prepared from the leaves of

/satis iinctona (see 2) powdered and fermented :

now generally superseded by indigo, in the pre-

paration of which it is still sometimes used.
ciooo /Elric Gram. ix. (Z.) 72 Hie sandyx, bis wad.

a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss. 1.1058 (Napier 29/2) Ex. .iacintho,

of wade, a 1200 / oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 544/46 Sandix,
wod. a 1250 Owl <$- Night. 76 \>'m e^ene boj? colblake &
brode Ri}t swo ho weren ipeint mid wode, c 1374 Chaucer
Former Age 17 No Madyr welde or wod no litestere Ne
knewh. 14. . De Artie. Inquir. in Sc. Acts (1844) 1. 6S2/2
Item de tynctoribua Burgensibus ponentibus mantis suas in

le wadde. 1436 Libel Engl. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls)

II. i3o The mad re and woode that dyers take on hr.nde.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII c. 10 Wood called Tolowse Wode.
1494 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 322, ij mesers of Ode.
1495 Halyblrton Ledger (1867) 45, 3 ton of waid. 1543
Fates of Custome Ho. dj,* Woad of goscoyne the pipe .iii.

pound vi.s. viit d. Woad of the He of Surrey the ballet x. s.

Woad of the lleof Assorns[- Azores] the ballet x.s. a 1548
Hall Chron.

t
Hen. VIII, 2co The Merchaunt siraungers

..daily brought Oade, Oyle, Sylke, . .avid other Merchaun-
dyse into this Realme. 1563 Golding Carsar (1565) 117

Al the Britons doe dye themselves wyth woade, which
setteth a blewish color uppon them. 1601 B. Jonson Foe-
taster 11. i. 59 lie that respects to get, must relish all com-
modities alike ; and admit no difference betwixt oade and
frankincense, a 1618 Rates ofMarchandizes ¥ 4b, Hand or
green Woad..Tholoze Woade. 1634 SirT. Herbert Trav,

224 Azores..They affoord much Oade, which has made them
most famous and best inriched them. 1715 Garth Clare-
mont 91 When Dress was monstrous, and Fig-leaves the
Mode, And Quality put on no Paint but Woade. 1800

Maria Edgeworth The Will iii, A gentleman who had set

up an apparatus for manufacturing woad. 1867 Morris
Jason vi. 327 Deep dyeing-earths, and woad and cinnabar.

1881 T. Smith Diet. Fop. Names Plants 441 Woad.. is

manufactured now only at Parsons Drove near Wisbech.
1894 Vickerman Woollen Spinning 102 The woad cut into

small pieces is cast into the vat, which is then filled with
water.

fig. 1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 42 This.. gives the

judgement a tincture, nay, a deep woad of intense dis-

pleasure.

f pl. 1598 Stow Survey x. 64 The Marchantsof Normandle
made fine for licence to harbor their woads, till it was
otherwise prouided. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 27 They
returne wine and Woades, for which i* alwaies paide ready
Golde. 162a Bacon Hen. VII, 75 The King.. ordained; That
wines and woads from . . Gascoigne and Languedocke, should

not be brought but in English bottomes.

2. The plant /satis tinctoriat formerly extensively

cultivated for the blue colouring matter furnished

by it (see 1). Sometimes called Dyer's or Garden
IVoad, and Dyer's weed. Also applied to other

species of the genus /satis,

t'xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 94 5emm wades croppan. 1538
Elyot, Glastum, an herbe lyke to plantayne,..some men
englyshe it woadde. 1538 Turner Libellus, Isatis^ sive

glastum,..uul-us herbam apgellat wad. 1548 — Names
Ilerbes (E.D.SO 40 Glastum is called, .in english wad, &
not Ode as some corrupters of the englishe tonge do nike.

name it. 156a — Herbal II. 11 The diers occupy the garden

wadde. .in dyenge of wull and clothe. 1585 Proel.agst.

sowing of woad 14 Oct,, That no maner of person or per-

sons. .shaL.breake vp..any maner of groundc.for the.,

purpose to sowe or plant woade in. x6oi Holland Pliny
xxii. i. II. 114 An hearbe.. Glastum, (/. Woad) with the

juice whereof the women of Brittaine. .annoint and die

their bodies all over. Ibid, xxxiil xiiL 484 These Axurs,

receive first a dye, and are boiled with a certaine hearbe..

called Oad, the colour and juice whereof Azur is apt to

drinke in and receive. 1633 Costlie Whore 1. ii. in Bullen

O. PI. IV, To . . make our land beare woad instead of wheate.

J739 Tuowell Treat, limb. etc. 33 Of Woad or Wade, the

be^t Land for it. 1778 Eug, Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Bedford-

shire, Woad, a plant used by dyers, is also cultivated here.

1856 Farmers Mag. Jan. 77 A long and explicit covenant

[in a lease] against growing pernicious weeds, such as flax,

hemp, woad.

b. "Wild "Woad, the plant Reseda Lutcola : m
Weld sbA 1. Bastard "Woad = Weld aM i b.

1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. xlvi. 66 There be two sortes of Woad

:

the one is of the garden... The other is wilde Woad. 1597

Gerarde Herbal 11. exxviii. 396 Of Sesamoides, or bastard

Weld or Woade. 1611 Cotgr., Gucsde sauvage, wild woad,

which growes of it selfe in grounds wherein th other hath

beene sowne ; and differs not much from it but in staulke.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants {zd. 3) II. 445 Reseda Luteola

..Wild Woad. Dyers-weed. i8ai Clare /"///. Minstr. t

Coitper Green iv, Thy wild-woad on each road we see.

3. attrib. and Comb. t
as woad-5/ue, -colour, -farm,

\-fat (= vat) -gore (G011E sb. 1 i), -house
%
-\-lead,

•man, -mark, -plant, -planter; -rose, -vat ; woad-

leaved, -painted adjs. + woad-nut, ? corruptly

-net, ?a ball of woad.
a 1667 Sir W. Petty in Sprat Hist. Royal Soc. 2S9 Nor is

Allum used in many Colours, viz. In no 'Woad or Indico

Blews. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's^ Theft. Ins. 96S The
outmost border of the innermost wings is sky or *woad-

colour. a 1667 in Sprat Hist. Royal Soc. 301 An intense

Woad-Colour is.. of a Damson-colour. 189a Daily News
23 July 5/4 There are now only four *woad farms and
factories in theentire kingdom. 1479 WillcfSwayne (MS.),

*Odefatis. 1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing h ij, Lete woode
your lieer in an woodefatte a ly^ht plunket colour. 1569

Bury Wills (Camden) 155 My woadfat coveryngs. 1778

D. Loch Tour Scot. 43 Adam Dickson, dyer and clothier,

..works two woad fats. 1856 Morton's Cycl. Agric. II.

1162 The hands. .weed the *woad-fields three times. 1419

LiberA ibus (RoWs) 1. 325 Qv nulle ne getteestreyin, poudre,

fyms, "wodegor, nautre vilenye. 1705 tr. Art of Hying

(1913) 350 Sheep should be put into the *Woad grounds to

eat up the Grass and Weeds. x8a9 [H. Best] Lit. Mem,
4^6 We rode over the farm to the *woad-houses. 1485-^6

Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 157, ij s. pro operacione lxxix

petr. plumbi operati in j
* Wadlede. x8aa Hortus Anglicus

II. 4i7*Woad-leaved Centaury. 14.. in York M'yst.lntioA.

ft,

xxvi, *\Vadmen. 1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 155 It

sc. the woad] becomes what the woadmen term.foxy. 1800

J. Haigii Dyer's Assist. 32 Woadman,..the name given to
the Journeyman Dyer, whose principal business is to con-

duct the woad. 1613 J. May Decl. Estate Cloth 30 Some
colours haue a slight ground of woad, but fane too weake
for the depth of that colour it beares, yet can set vp the
*woade marke, or *woade rose, which is vpon the piece at

a farre richer depth than the peice is woaded throughout.
J545 Rates of Custome Ho. c viij b, *Wodnuttes the C. Ii

vi. s. viii. d. Ibid, d ij, Wodenuttes. 1583 Ibid. F vij, Wood-
nets the c 164a Rates of Merchandizes 79 Woadnets the

hundred containing five score, 00 10 00. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. § Dawn xliv, But how could those *woad-painted
fighters withstand the skill.. of our legionaries? 1799 A.

YOUHG Agric. Lincoln 155 The colour resulting from the

*woad plant. Ibid. 197 'I he *woad-planter gives 4 or £s-
per acre per annum. 1800 J. Haigh Djer's Assist. 36 A
"woad vat may be set without the addition of indigo. 1865-

7a Watts Diet. Chem. III. 252 Woad-vat (Pastel vat).

t Woad, sb. 2 local. Obs. Also 7 oade. [Error

for ivoar, care. Ore 5, by confusion with prec]

Woad of the sea \ seaweed.
1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 55 Havinge lyme,

sand, woade of the sea and divers other principall helpes to

better the soile, where neede is. Ibid. 59 Oade of the sea.

Ibid. 75 The sea ore, or woad as some call yt, which is verye
weedes growinge vnder water in the sea.

Woad (w0"d), v. Also 7 wad, oad
; 5 pa. pple.

y-wooded. [f. Woad j^. 1
]

1. trans. To dye, colour, or stain with woad,

sometimes (in dyeing) as a ground for another

colour. Ohcnjig. or in fig. context (cf. double-dyed).

1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 562/1 Cork may be used in dying
uppon Wolle y wooded. 1549-50 Act 3 $ 4 Edw. VI, c. 2

§1 Nor that any person shall.. dye any Wooll to be con-

verted into Cloth called Russettes [etc.], unlesse the same
Wooll be perfectlie woaded boyled and maddered. 1603

Hahsnkt Pop. Impost. 132 His wit beeing deepe woaded
with that melancholick blacke dye. 1613 [see woad-viark,

Woad sb. 1
3]. c 1613 Overbury's Wife, etc. Elegies Wks.

(1856) 6 Some murdering hand, oaded in guiltlesse blood.

1651 Cleveland Poems, Upon Sir T. Martin 31 Tom
never oaded Squire, scarce Yeoman high, Is Tom twice

dipt Knight of a double dy? 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm.
D. 99 The hypocrite is not thus woaded with impudency, to

sinne at noonday. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt. 1. xlix.

76 It was never wet wadded, which giveth the fixation to

a colour, and setteth it in the cloth. 1678 Pol. Ballads

(i860) I. 206 Foul Error's moily vesture first Was oaded in

a Northern blue. i8ao Southev Wesley I. be 306 The
Picts were apparently an unconverted tribe of indigenous

savages, still tattooed and woaded. 1847 Tennyson Princess

n. 105 Tattoo'd or woaded, winter-clad in skins. 1894

Vickerman Woollen Spinning 98 A piece is sent to the

dyer with strict injunctions that it must be * woaded,' that

it must have a ground of indigo put upon it for making
the colour of the cloth or wool more durable.

b. To treat with woad, in dyeing.

[1579-1863; see Woaded.] 1705 Wlwle Art of Dying

(1913) 244 "lis above all of great importance to take care to

have a perfect Black, whether it be Madder'd or Woaded
only. 1737-38 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Dyeing, Bright green is

fin>t dyed blue,, .and lastly woaded.

fc. trans/, (fig.) To Ingrain like a dye or stain.

1647 TRAip'Comm. Matt. xxi. 37. 511 Sin had woaded
shamelesnes in their fore-heads. — Jude \. 2 Sin having

oaded an impudency in their faces. 1647 C. Hakvey Sckola

Cordis Ode xvii. (1674) 67 The stains of sin I see Are oaded

all, or di'd in grain.

2. To plant (land) with woad. rare.

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln 154 He has now between

two and three hundred acres of arable, on land he does not

woad, in a course of crops.

tWoa-d-a :slies,^.//. Obs. [f.\VoADj#.i + pl.

of Ash sb. 2 : corresp. to MLG. wed{e)asc/te, MDu.
weedassehe (weed-, weydasschen ' cineres clavellati

. . cineres smigmatici , Kilian), MHG. weidaschen

'sandix', 'clavellati cineres* (G. ivaidasche),

whence F. ve'dasse, + wedasse. Sense b is properly

wood-ash, but the formal similarity of woad and

wood, and the double use of the MDu. form, pro-

duced confusion.] a. The ashes of burnt wine-

lees, used by dyers: med.L. cineres clavati or

clavellati, OF. cendresclaveles, F. cendres gravelies.

b. The ashes of burnt wood used to make a lye.

a 1387 Sinon. Barth. 16 Cineres clavellate, an. woode

ashes. 1545 Rates ofCustome Ho. a ij, Asshes called woad

asshes the laste xx,s. 1561-3 Act 5 Sih. c. 4 § 23 The art

or occupation of a.. burner of Ore and woade ashes. 1583

Rates of Custome Ho. A iij b, Ashes called wood or sope

Ashes. 1663 Boyle Usef Exp. Nat. Phdos. 11.363 This

way was only to mingle exquisitly a quantity of Sal-Ar-

moniack, with about thrice its weight of strong Wood-ashes.

1705 tr. Art ofDying {1913) 113 A Perfect Description, of

Pot and Woad-Ashes. ^1756 Mrs. Haywood A ew Present

(1771) 267 Some persons at a great wash put ode, or pearl

ashes tied in a cloth, and let it lie in the water. 1780 Ac 20

Geo III, c 25 Preamble, Whereas Pot and Pearl Ashes,

Wood and Weed Ashes, are essentially necessary in the

whitening of Linen Cioth and Thread.

71 Forms representing the G. and LG. words are illustrated

in the following :

—

, , 4 _

.

, -, .

1705 tr. Art of Dying^1913) title-p., A Discourse of Pot

and Weyd Ashes, as well as several other Foreign Ingre-

dients used in Dying. Ibid. 136 Wayd.Ashes are prepared

in the same manner [as pot-ashes], from the Ashes of burnt

Wayd, that is Willow. 1708 Sewel Dutch-Eng. Diet.,

We.daseh, Weed-ashes. 1780 [see above].

Woaded (\v^*tled), ///. a. [t. Woad «#.» or

v. + -£!>•] a. Of a colour or dye : Having a basis



WOADER.
of, or treated with, woad. b. Of cloth, etc. : Dyed
with woad or woaded dye.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 85 As a deepe woded die,
which went to the bottome, and pearced into the tender wolle.
1580-1 Act 23 Eliz. c. 9 § 2 A. .perfitte couler of woaded
and mathered Blacke. 1613 J. May Decl. Estate Cloth 30
The d iers of London doe best obserue a true course in setting
a woaded seale vpon woaded colours. 1615 S. Ward Coal
fr. Altar 24 ''he set vp blewes haue made strangers loath
the rich oaded blewes. 1653 Blithe Engl. Improper luipr.
xxxv. (ed. 3) 227 Woad. .byes the foundation for the solidity
of very many colours more: A Woaded colour is free from
stayning. 1862 C. O'Neill Diet. Calico Printing etc. 212
The term woaded colours', still in common use for colours
which are supposed to be dyed upon a basis of woad blue.

1869 A. Macdosald Love, Lam $ Theol. iv. 66 The glossy
woaded blacks of the unique Webster, which usually adorn
the backs of youthful Sneakers. 1894 Times 14 May 4/3
Some good parcels of woaded wool serges.

So Woa*ding vbl. sb.

1613 J. May Decl. Estate Cloth 30 The ground of good
colours is substantiall woading, without which diuers colours
cannot be perfectly made, as blackes, russets,

, .and such
like. 1894V1CKERMAN Woollen Spinning- utThe 'woading*
of blacks in too many instances has oecome so much of
a formality, .that the old tests are no longer of any service.

Woader (w(TucIdj). rare, Also 5 woder. [f. as
prec. 4- -er 1.1 a. A dyer with woad. b. A culti-

vator of woad.
1415 Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV. 75/1 Deux Drapers, un Woder,

&un Tinctour. 14x4 Will of John Ronwe (Somerset Ho.)
Tinctor siue Woder. 16x6 Rich Cabinet 55 b, To goe afield
with victuals to his woaders or weeders. 1830 Witherin^'s
Brit. Plants {ed.-j) III. 752 note, The gangs of people called
Woaders, who make the culture of this herb their peculiar
employment. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (18S5) 67 Silk
Bleacher, Woader.
"Woad-waxen : see Woodwaxen. Woag(e,

obs.Sc.ff. Voyage. Woak, dial. f. Oak. Woald,
var. Weld sbA ; obs. f. Wold. Woan(e, var.

Woke. "Woant, obs. f. Want sb.i

Woar, variant of Ore 8, seaweed.
1586 J- Hooker Hist Irel. in Holinshed II. 43/1 The

woars of the seas.

Woar, obs. form of Wooer.
Woat, obs. form of Oat sb.

1673 G. Fox in Jml. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1914) July 98
Pease & barly & woats 2 shilens a bueshell.

Wob, Wobat: see Web sb.
y
Woubit.

Wobble, wabble (wo'b'l), sb. [f. next.] The
action or an act of wobbling; an unsteady rocking
motion or movement; also fig.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 286 That direction being nothing
but a certain wabble in the Earth's Motion. 1842 Francis
Diet. Arts etc., Wabble, a hobbling unequal motion. 1867
F. Francis Bk. Angling'iv. 89 The long, slow wobble of a
badly spinning bait. 1870 Steinmetz Gaming Table II. v.

1 54 The mouthfs] of the pockets., are easier of access; and the
chance of a wobble all but avoided. 1896 Wells Wheels 0/
Chance v, The bicycle, .began an absolutely unprecedented
wabble.

t

1911 Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 223/1 That is a quite
characteristic wobble on the part of Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

b. pi. (Austral.) A disease in cattle cansed by
eating the leaves of the palm-tree.
1895 Queenslander 7 Dec 1090 Rickets or Wobbles in

Cattle.

Wobble, wabble (wo-b'l), v. Also 8-9 Sc.
wauble. [Corresponds to Upper, Middle, and
Low G. wab(b)eln: cf. MUG. wabelen to move
restlessly, and ON. vafla (synonymous with vafra
Waver v.) : f. Teut. wa$- (seeWave v.). A parallel

Teut. wap- appears in LG. wappeln, ON. vappa to

waddle, OE. wapolian to bubble. (Cf. Swabble v.)]

1. intr. Of a person or animal : To move from
side to side unsteadily or with uncertain direction.
1657 [see Wobbling///, a.]. 1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitz-

lergen in Ace. Set: Late Voy. (1711) n. 91 This Bird is a
Diver.. They go wabbling from side to side. Ibid. 101
When thejr go to fly up they wabble a great way before
they can raise themselves upon the Wind. 1705 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4178/4 Advt., Wabbles in his walking. 1749 Mrs.
Delahy Ahtobiogr. (1861) II. 515 James came wabbling on
with the broken equipage, his Fribbleship much ruffled.

1786 Burns Auld Farmer's Salut. Mare vii, Ye. .ran them
'till they a'did wauble. Far, far, behin*. 1789 D. Davidson
Seasons 156 The snipe. .Starts frae the slimy drain ; and, to
the spring.. now waubles fast. 1833 Carlylf. Cagliostro
Ess. 1873 V. 73 'The two pinions on which History soars'

—

or flutters and wabbles. 1856 Whyte- Melville Kate Cov.
vi.69 Such a figure /never saw on a horse !. .bumping when
she trots, and wobbling when she canters. 1896 Wells
Wheels 0/ Chance viii, He resumed the treadles, . .jolted
over a stone, wabbled, recovered, and began riding faster.

b. Of a piece of mechanism, a top, a missile, etc.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iii. 45 The wheel.. would not

move perpendicularly, but wabble towards the Fore or
Backsides of the Jack frame. 1680 Ibid.xVu 215 If in going
about of your Work you find it Wabble, that is, that one
side of the Flat incline either to the Right or Left Hand.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Wabble, to wriggle about as
an Arrow sometimes does in the Air. 1806-7 I. Bebesford
Miseries Num. Life iv. xv, [AJ hat . . which . . wabbles
over your eyes and ears. 1828-32 Webster s.v., A top
wabbles, when it is in motion, and deviates from a perpen-
dicular direction; a spindle wabbles, when it moves one
way and the other. 1884 B. P. Roe in Harper's Mag. June
88/1 Well now, watch the floats. If you see one bob under
and wobble, a shad has struck the net near it. 1884 Sat.
Rev. 6 Sept. 320/2 A projectile from a smoothbore is apt to
' wobble ' and go wide.

O. To bubble ; to boil. Now dial.

1715 New Canting Dict.
t Wobble, to boil. The Pot

239

t wobbles, i. e. The Pot boils. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Passion <V Princ. xv. III. 397 Sir Frederick smoked his
chiltim. .and whiffed and 'wobbled', and wore away the
evening. 1854 Miss Haker Northampt. Gloss., Walble, to

1 boil fast.

d. To shake or quiver like a jelly or fleshy body.
1748 [see Wobbling ppl. a.). 1854 R- S. Suittees Hand-

ley Cr. xxxvi, Away Jorrocks went, wobbling like a great
shape ofred Noyeau jelly. 1875 Howells Foregone Con-
clus. xvii, Her chin wobbled pathetically. 1881 Harper s
Mag. Apr. 643 He wabbled with laughter at the delicious
absurdity of the reminiscence.

e. To move unsteadily from side to side or back-
wards and forwards (without progression). AUofig.
1858 H. Mayhew Upper Rhine iv. 214 From the mouth of

the.. figure a long tongue.. was made to wabble. 1865
Baring-Gould Werewolves xv. 264 You see it well in old

i
women: how the last teeth wobUe. 1878 Tysdall Fragin.
Sci.(iSjg) II. xiii. 307 The field of the microscope is crowded
with organisms, some wabbling slowly. 1895 S. Crane Red
Badge xiii, His knees wobbled. 1903 G. II. Lorimer Lett.
Self-made Merck, xi.v. 2:8 He. .shouted ' Hello 1

' in what
he tried to make a big, brave voice, but it wobbled a little

all the same.

2. fig. To hesitate or waver between different

opinions or courses of action; to be inclined to
favour first one side and then the other.
1884 Bath Herald 20 Sept. 3/1 The Standard. .has..

wobbled back to its old ways. 1885 DlLKE in Life (1917)
II. in The other members of the Cabinet either wobbled
backwards and forwards, or did not care. 1906 G. W. E.
Russell Social Silhouettes 161 If you wobble or rat or
play the Candid Friend, you are only too likely to find
yourself cast at the next election.

3. trans. To cause to move unsteadily from side

to side.

1831 T. Allen Hist. Co. York III. 41 The convex surface,
with its glass pieces, is then turned and wabbled in the con-
cave basin by steam power. 1881 P. M. Duncan in Academy
23 Apr. 468/3 One of the rigidly armoured Silurian fishes

:
which learned to snap at its prey and got more food by the

;
attempt to wobble its cranium.

4. Cf. S. To crumple tip.

1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls vi. (1874) 119 The dish-
towels dirty, and the dish-cloth all wabbled up in the sink.
1884 E. P. Roe in Harper's Mag. June 88/1 To keep the
net straight, and not all tangled and wobbled up.

5. Comb. : wobble-heat, a form of heat-energy

I

caused by vibration ; -wobble-saw, a circular saw
mounted askew on its spindle so as to cut a groove
wider than its own thickness.
1899 Lockver in Nature 20 Apr. 585/2 To get concrete

images of these effects we spoke of path-heat, spin-heat,and
"wobble-heat. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2717* Wabble-saw.
1917 II. W. Durham Sa-.vs 53 ' Drunken ' or ' Wobble ' saws.

Wobbler (wo'bbi). Also 8 wabler, 9 wabbler.
[f. Wobble v. + -er 1.] One who or that which
wobbles ; a person or animal that walks unsteadily

;

one who wavers or vacillates in opinion ; also spec.

(see quots. 1785, 1823, 1875).
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Wabler, foot wabler, a con-

temptuous term for a foot soldier, frequently used by those
ofthecavalry. 1823'Jo.N Br.s' Diet. Turf, Wabbler,abo\led
leg of mutton, alluding to the noise made in dressing it.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2717 Wabbler, an elliptical cutter,
head placed at such obliquity on the shaft as to revolve
in a circular path. Sometimes called a drunken cutter.
1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Aug. 1/1 Such a Government of
Wobblers. 1897 Ijarkere & Leland Diet. Slang, Wobbler,
. .a horse that swerves from side to side when trotting.

Wobbling (wo-bliij), vbl. sb. [f. Wobble v. +
-ing 1.] The action of the vb. Wobble.
1836 Haliburton Clocbm. Ser. 1. xxvii, No wabblin' of

his hind parts, but steady as a pump bolt, a 1848 N. Y.
Com. Adv. (Bartlett) Leverrier's calculations gave the mass
of the unknown planet, by which the ' wabblings ' of Her-

1 schell were to be set rigbl, at so much. 1861 Miss E. A.
Beaufort Egypt. Sepulchres II. xvi. 26 He nearly fell off
his mule with the excess of the wabbling. 1876 Voyle &
Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 31, Wobbling, the unsteady
motion of an elongated projectile through the air. 1907
Athenaeum 27 Apr. 513 2 Here, .is a slight wobbling in the
artist's intention.

Wobbling (wo-blin), ///. a. [f. Wobble v. +
HI! 2

.] That wobbles, in senses of the vb.
1657 Ligon Barbadoes62 Cockroches, a creature, .of a pure

hair-colour, which would set him off the better, if he had
not an ugly wabling gate. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI.

99 [An old man] Shaking his loose-flesh'd wabbling chaps.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 140 Its [sc. the bat's] evening

i
flight and its unsteady wabbling motion amuse the imagina-

,

tion. i8ji Clare Vill. Mins/r., Rustic Fishing 46 Still
wobbling curves keep wavering likeabite. 1883 Grove Diet.
Mas. III. 509/2 His whole singing was a bad wobbling trill.

1884 I. H. Walsh Mod. Sportsman's Gun II. 7 When dis-
charged from a smooth bore,. . an oscillating or 'wobbling'
flight is produced. 1898 Catholic News 21 May 8/4 It can-
notbe said that the constituency is a wobbling one.

Wobbly (wo'bli), a. Also wabbly, [f. Wobble
v. + -Y 1.] Inclined to wobble.
1851-41 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 149/1 The knees, 1

which at first is weak and wabbly, gets strong. 1871 Daily
Ncius 11 Apr. 6 A brigade can fight as well if its line be ,

slightly ' wobbly ' as if it were dressed to death. 1873 Miss
. I)RoUGHTONiV<i«rj'I. 279 ' Nancy 1

' cries Bobby, ..speaking
in a wobbly, quivering voice. 1878 Athenxum 13 July 42/1
His English . . is decidedly ' wobbly *.

Hence Wobbliness, the state of being wobbly.
1880 Miss Broughton Second Thoughts 1. ii, General

Tarlton is observing with chill misgiving a certain threaten,
ing wobbliness in the gait of his (top). 1881 J. Morley
Recoil. (1917) I. 174 A 'wobbliness' which nobody is more

;
conscious of or more disgusted by, than I am.

WOE.
Woe, var. Woke a. Obs. Woce, obs. Sc. f.

Voice. Woch;e: see Vouch,Which.Wow (wall).
Woch'e)safe, obs. ff. Vouchsafe. Wod, obs.
f. Wood sb. and a. ; obs. pa. t. of Wade v.
Wod, obs. So. form of Void v.

477 Lydgates Dietary 54^ in Makculloch MS. (S.T.S.)
31 Wod al dronkynness, leans & lechoiis.

Wod, obs. form of II00D.
'559 r"~'- (Warw.) in N. >t Q, 12th Ser. II. 502/1 A crest

cap and a wod to weyr upon his sholder iiijs.

Wodake, obs. f. Woodiiack (woodpecker).
Wodbill, -bin, -binde, -cok;ke, etc., obs. ff.

Woodbili., Woodbine, Woodcock. Wodd(e,
Wodden, obs. ff. Wood, Wooden. Wodder,
-ir, obs. ff. Weatheb. Wodderweglvt, obs. f.

Witheiuveight Si. Woddie, obs. var. Widdy,
Woody. Woddish, -y, obs. ff. Woodish, -y.

Woddram,wodrome, early forms of Widden/-
dbeam.
1644 in S. Hibbert Shell, /si. O822) 594 The said sickness

was taken off the said Marion and casten upon a young cow
of the said John's, which took wodrome. /bid., An uther
cow. .also died mad and in woddram.
Wode, obs. Sc. f. Void ; obs. pa. t. of Wade v.

;

obs. f. Woad, Wood. "Wodehouse: see Wood-
wose. Wodeland, -liehe, -ness

x
e : see Wood-

land, Woodly, WOODXLSS.
Wodenisin («<Ju-deniz'ni). rare. [f. Woden

(see Odin) +-18M.] Odinism.
1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. 236 Wodenisrn was so

completely vanquished that even the coining of the Danes
failed to revive it.

Wodensday, obs. f. Wednesday. Woder,
obs. f. Other, Weather. Woderof'e, -rove,
-rowe, obs. ff. Woodrbff. Wodershins, obs. f.

Witbershins. Wodeship, -sour, etc., -wale,
-ward : see Woodshii', etc. Wodewe, obs. f.

Widow. Wodewose : see Woodwose.
Wodge (wgdj). [? Vulgar alteration of wedge :

cf. Wedge sb. 4.] A lumpy protuberant object.

Hence Wo-dgy a., solid, bulky.
1907 Phyllis Dake From School to Stage v. 84 Not a

London thin-bread-and-butter tea, but a great wodgy, six-

sliced repast. 1922 Chambers's ftnl. Dec. 797/1 A ' wodge '

in his left breast-pocket.

"Wodhacke, obs. f. Woodiiack. Wodhed, var.

Woodhead. "Wodinsdai, obs. f. Wednesday.
"Wodky, variant of Vodka.
1875 R. H. R. Rambles in /stria 271 A glass of wodky.
Wodland, -liche, -ly : see Woodland,Woodly.
Wodmell, obs. form of Wadmal.
152a Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 154 A wodmell slope and

a pare of breche of the same.

Wodnes(s, var. Woodness. "Wodou, obs.

var. Woodoo. Wodowes, var. Woodwose.
"Wodowhod, obs. f. Widowhood. Wodrofe,
-roffe, -rove: see Woodruff. WodrorQe : see
WODDRAM. "Wodsohipe, var. Woonsiiir. mad-
ness. Wodaet(t, obs. ff. Wadset. Wodsore,
-sour : see Woodsour. "Wodur, obs. f. Other.
Wodwale, -ward, -wose : see Woodwale,
Woodward, Woodwose.
Woe (wo"), int., adv., sb., a. Forms: a. 1-6,

8-9 St. and north, wa, 3-5, 9 north, waa, (Sc. or
north. 4,6,9 way, sua, 7weay, 7-9 wea, S weea),
5- .Sir. wae

;
(with is) Sc. 4, 6 wais, 6 waiss, wayis,

7 waies,wayes,8 waes; (with isthe)Sc. and north.

7 wee'st, 8 wae'st, wa-ist, wazist, 9 wa(a)st,
waest

; 5 .Sir. sup. of adj. wast, wayest ; 1 A'orlh-

umb., iZay.ytes. B. 2- wo, (3 woa, wao, wuo, 4
who, 5 whoo, wooe, 6 Sc. voo, woi), 4-6 woo, 4-
woe. 7. 3 Orm. wajj, 2-3 wei, 3-4 wai, way,
4 weye, we. [Com. Indo-European interjection,

used as a natural exclamation of lament ; its forms
fall into types distinguished by variety of vocalism,
and reduplicated forms are characteristic of several

of the Germanic langs. ; most of these lant;s. have
developed a substantival use of the simple forms
(through such constructions as that in A. 6), and
English and German have developed an adj. use.

OE. wd, also ms, corresp. to OS., MLG. wf,
(M)Du. wee, OHG., MHG. wf (G. weh, also

wehe), ON. vet, vx (Sw., Da. ve), Goth, wai oiai,

and further to L. vse, Lett, wai, Olr. fi, W. gwae.

(Arm. vay and late Gr. ita, ova, oijai are new
formations.) Teut. *wai is the source of the ex-

clamations F. ouais, It. guai, Sp. guay.

The 7-forms are from ON. vei (cf. Wellaway).
The spelling wo has been long prevalent in excla-

matory use, and is still affected in poetry.

The forms properly substantival (as distinct from the

above forms, which belong primarily to the int. and adv.)

are:—OE. ivta, also the reduplicated wawa Wowe, MLG,
Wtwtt

OHG. tvi-wo m., ive^jva f. (MHG. lot, gen. whees
%.u.w.,ivHve, tvfhe wk. m„ str. and wk. f.) ; otherwise the

orig. interjectional forms are used as sbs.

OE. ivta entered into compounds in the sense of 'grievous,
evil, bad

'
; one of these, w/amdd rjeevish, survived into

ME., see Wemod ; so Gothic wai in waidedja AjjtrTiJs (f.



WOE.
*waidl}s = OE. wfadid crime), OHG. ml in whuurt evil

fate, misfortune ; cf. Lett, wajsch weak, ill.

Partially disguised compounds are Wellaway, Wellawo,
and Wail v.]

A. int. and adv.

I. 1. As an exclamation of grief or lamentation:

= Alas ! Often in combination with another int., as

ah, lo (see Wale int., Wellawo) ; cf. Waesucks.
arch.
(-715 Corpus Gloss. Int. 327 Ua, euwa [= eow+wa].
C1250 Death 167 in O. E. Misc. 178 Wai hwi noldestu er

of Hsse beon icnowe? 1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6446 Awey
[v.r. awai] seli 5onge binges, frendles were hii }>ere. c 1320

Cast. Love 188 A-wei, to sone he hit for-les. c 1330 R.

Brunse Chren. Wace (Rolls) 15879 Cried he neyber wo ne

way, But ded he was, & ber he lay.

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xxW. 366 Alias, oure synnes.
;
say,

'wo, wo. wo!' c 1470 Henry Wallace IV. 760 At hir he

speryt giff scho forthocht it sar, ' \Va, ya ', scho said. 1676

Dryden A urengz. v. 76 Ah wo, wo, wo ! the worst of woes I

find ! 1729 G. Adams tr. Sof>hocles, Antig. v. iv, Wo! and
wol Again, thouhastruinedanunhapoy Man. 1854 Patmore
Angel in Ho., Betrothal 126 And if, ah woe, she loves

alone.

f b. with following clause or phrase expressing

the object of the lament. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 O, sei5 bus be hoc, wei bet he eure

hit wule ibenche in his bonke. a 1250 Owl f,- Night. 120

Wai [v.r. way] bat hit nis barof bireued. c 1275 Lay. 8013

Wei bat ich nadde hi war. a 1400 in Mitiot's Poems (ed.

Hall) App. ii. 23 We for his Ending !

II. Construed with a dative (or, later, its equiva-

lent), with or without a verb of being or happening,

in sentences expressing the incidence of distress,

affliction, or grief.

2. In prophetic or denunciatory utterances of the

type of Oli. wd bi]> pxm mannum = affliction or

grief shall be the lot of the men ; woe be lo us = may
affliction or distress light upon us ; woe is him =
cursed is he. Obs. or arch.

Beowulf'183 Wa bi5 bae:n Se sceal burh sliftne nicS sawle

bescufan in fyres te\>m. 971 Blickl. Horn. 61 Wa bib bonne
b*em mannum be ne on^ytab i>isse worlde vrmba. a 1023

Wulfstan Horn. xxx. (1883) 146 Wa by3 Sam (>e |>a:r biS

?;eceohhod to. C1300 Harrow. Hell (Harl. MS.) 102 Wo
ya him bat be knowe ne shal ! 13. . Northern Passion 249
(Camb. Gg.) Who be bat man At bat treson fyrst began.

1390 Gowbr Con/. I. 98 Sche seide :
' Ha treson, wo thee

be', a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4564 Wailaway to wriches &
wa is 30W in erthe. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiii. 55 Wa
be to be, Bethsaida ! c 1450 Mirk's Festial 4 Then woo
schall be to horn bat schall here bys rebuke yn bat day.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 41 Heh alias !..and woo be the

tyme they saide, that ever we shulde put.. trust to the

Frenshe partie. 1533 Frith Mirr. ii. A vij, Woe be to them
that couple and ktiytte houses to gather. 1543 Boorde
Dyetary xvi. (1S70) 273 Bacon is good for carters and plow-

men, ..but & yf they liaue the stone,. .they shall synge,
' wo be the pye 1

' C1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxxiv.

151 Waiss 30W. 1567 Gude fr GoJlie B. (S.T.S.) 187 Way is

the Hirdis of Israeli. 1383 Stubbes Anal. Abus. II. (1882)

59 Woe were vs, if wee were at the rule and gouernement
of creatures. 1636 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (ed.3)i62 Woe
is him whose bed is made in hell. 1680 in Proc. Soc. Antiq.

Scot. XLV. 246 Woes us that we can nether shew nor receive

kindness without danger. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768)

V. 25 Wo be 10 the Villain, if he recollect not this I c i860

Faber Childs Death vi, Thou art welcome, thrice welcome :

—yet woe is the day I 1880 Blackmore Mary Anerley xi,

But woe is him, if a nasty foe., smite him to the quick.

3. In merely declaratory statements of the type

of OE. him biS or is wd = he will be or is dis-

tressed, afflicted, grieved, or sorrowful; ME. him
is (full) wo - he is (much) distressed or grieved.

Obs. exc. as in b.

C893 jElfred Ores. in. vii, paem folce wis aexbres waa,

,e ban hie bait mzeste yfe! forberan sceoldon, ge eac b<et

•ne his sciran ne dorstan. a 1000 Sal. ft Sat. 104 Huru him
bi5 set heartan wa Sonne he hangiende belle wisceO flies

engestan eoelrices. c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 149 Tedet

anima mea uite tnee. Wuo is mi soule bat ich bide here

swo longe. C1200 Ormin 11904 Himm wass wa33 & ange

Off batt he nohht ne wisste off Crist, c 1205 Lay. 1660 Swa
swioe wa him was bat al his wit he for-faes. a 1225 Ancr.

R. 96 Me is wo bet tu hit wost. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 882

pat beob her, wo is horn bes. a 1300 Cursor M. 3749 Me es

sua waa, almast i weede. £1380 Sir Ferumb. 209 Him was
ful wo pan on >s bo^t, & ofte sekede amonge. 1 a 1400

Morle Arth. 2684 Be alle the welthe of the werlde, so woo
was theme neuer 1 c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 816 Cuth-

bert sawe, him was full wa.

b. very freq. in Woe is me (occas. \ to, unto

me) : I am distressed, afflicted, unfortunate, grieved.

Now only arch, and dial.

c 1205 Lay. 28345 Wa is me bat ich was mon iboren. 1*1240

Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 185 Wa is me bet ic am swa
fremede wib be ! c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. {George) 146

Wais me, douchtir, for be. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3075
' Wa is me 1

' quod he, .

.

' wa is me vnhappy 1
' c 1400

Anturs Arth. 196 (Douce MS.) 'Wo is me for bl wol'

quod Waynour. c 1480 Henryson Swallow t, Other Birds

265 Now ar baj deid, and wo is me bail fore I 1513 Douglas

Atneis xl. i. 133 Bot netheles, quhat harm, full wayis me 1

1526 Tisdale I Cor. ix. 16 Wo is it vnto me [Wyclir wo
to me, Coverdale wo vnto me, 1611 Woe is vnto me] yf

I preache not the gospell. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept.

25 My sheepe bene wasted, (wae is me therefore). 1683 Q.

M(eriton] Yorks. Dial. 6 Waies is me Husband, our awd
Breads all gane. 1729 G. Adams tr. Sophocles, Antig. it. v.

Wo is me a Wretch 1 1785 Burns Death ft Dr. Hornbook

xxiii, Waes me for Johnie Ged's Hole now . . if that thae

news be true ! 1842 Tennyson MortetTArth. 120 To whom
replied King Arthur, much in wrath :

' Ah, miserable and

unkind, untrue, . . Woe is me ! ' 1893 Furnivall Hoccleve s

I

240

Minor Poems p. xliv, Lastly (woe is me !) I printed it in

1878 from (etc.].

4. Woe worth (in 16th and Ijth cent, sometimes
hyphened) : may evil befall or light upon ; a curse

upon; cursed be or shall be : often in phr. woe worth

the day {the while, the time), arch.

c 1205 Lay. 1562 Wa wroe auer bene smi5. c 1230 Hali
Meid. (1022) 37 Wa wuroe bat chaffere. c 1275 Lay. 801 i

Wo worpe onread [earlier text Wale wale vnraed]. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 7396 Cursed kaytif and wa worth pe.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 4118 And }if i wrong seie any word, wo
worb me euer. a 1400 Sir Perc. 139 ' Wo worthe wykkyde
armour!' Percyvelle may say. £1470 Henry Wallace iv.

744 Allace That I was inaide, wa worthe the coursit cas 1

a 1500 Chaucer s Dreme 1715 Alas my birth, wo worth my
life. 1549 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 34 Wo worth the,

O Deuyll, wo worth the, ..that thou haste made Englande
to worshyppe false Goddes. 1563 Homilies II. Passion II.

199 May we not iustly crye wo worth the tyme that euer we
synned? 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 66 Fall England, farewell

peace, woe-worth our Weale and tranquilhtie. 1683 G.
M[ehiton] Yorks. Dial. 16 Weayworth this Trash. 1684

Bunyan Pilgr. II. 7 Then they all wept again, and cryed

out : Oh, Wo worth the day. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week 1. 17

Woe worth the Tongue ! may Blisters sore it gall, That
names Buxoma, IJlouzelind withal. 1785 Burns Sc. Drink
xv, Wae worth that brandy, burnin trash ! 1810 Scott Lady
ofL. I. ix, Woe worth the chase, woe worth the day,. That
costs thy life, my gallant grey ! 1870 Lowell Study Wind.

244 Woe worth the hour that I beheld thee born.

jb. As an independent exclamation: = sense 1.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 1. 43 Wo worthe, thei are dedde.

1598 Marston Sco. Villanie 1. 23 Woe worth when trees

drop in their proper kinde I

II c. Woe worth me I used occas. loosely = Woe
is me.
1887 Swinburne Locrine v. ii, Estrild. Woe worth me !

Sabrina. Nay, woe worth Her wickedness 1891 Conan
Doyle White Company ix, Wo worth me when Agatha the

tire-woman sets eyes upon it

!

d. Similarly, Woe betide you (etc.). In mod.

use colloq. with weakened sense: You (etc.) will

get into trouble (if. . .). Also without obj.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. ii. 86 And ar bis weddyng beo

wrou}t wo be beo-tyde ! Ibid. 111. 116 Er Ich w_edde

such a wyf wo me bi-lyde ! 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 56

Now helpe, or woe betide thee euermore. 1808 [seeBETiDE

v. 1 c]. 18:9 Keats La belle Dame sans Merci ix, And
there I dream 'd, ah ! woe betide, The latest dream I ever

dream'd. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxvi[i], Go to the sick man's

chamber. .,* and woe betide you if you again quiMt without

my permission 1 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop vi, If you're

not sharp enough I'll creak the door, and wo betide you if

I have to creak it much. 1868 [see Betide v. 1 c).

5. Without verb. a. const, dative (or its equiva-

lent) = woe be, woe worth, woe betide, arch.

C897 MLFimDGregory's Past. C.xliv.328 Hit is secweden:

Wa eow be gadriao hus to huse. Ibid. x!ix. 378 Wa me
5ks ic swujode ! 971 Blickl. Horn. 25 Wa eow be nu
hli'-.ab. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 7 Wa bysum middan.

xearde burh swicdomas. C1200 Vices ft Virtues 19 Wahem
oatt hie ffiure iscapene waren. 1383 Wyclif Rev. viii. 13,

I . .herde the voys of an egle. .seiynge. .Wo ! wo ! wo ! to

the dwellings men in erthe. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 355 Wo
the while, he was a thief! c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr.

(1908) 139 Woo to vs 3if we wole folewe hym that wolde

sette his fete in thehille of lordschippe. c 1460 Play Sacram.

853 Woo the whyle that bargayn I dyd euer make. 1535

Coverdale / Cor. ix. 16 And wo vnto me [1611 woe is

vnto me], yff I preach not the Gospell. 1589 Greene
Mcnaphon (Arb.) S5 Then woe mine eyes vnlesse they

heautie see. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 15 O woe, the day.

1697 Drydf.n Virg. Georg. m. 389 Wo to him, that in the

desart Land Of Lybia travels. 1721 Ramsay Prospect 0/
Plenty 25 Wae to that band that dares . . Defile the stream.

1794 Burns Seng, Lovely Lass Inverness 13 Now wae to

thee, thou cruel lord, A bluidy man I trow thou be. 1829

Digby BroadStone Hon., Gode/ridus 205 But woe the while 1

our fathers' minds are dead. 1843 Lytton Zanoni I. ii,

Woe to thine ears hadst thou heard the barbiton that night

!

b. const, preps, on, for.

1823 Scott Quentin D. xxx, Some articles we will minute

down with which he shall comply, or wo on his head ! 1851

ChKLVLV. Sterling I. xlv, It has ended thus. Wo on it 1 1853

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxvi,Oh,woe for them. .when

they shall wake I

f 6. To do or work (a person) woe : to inflict

distress or trouble upon ; to afflict ; to do harm to.

Also without regimen. Obs.

Orig. wee is adv. in this phr., but later apprehended as sb,

(B. 1). (Cf. other langs., e.g. G. weh(e tun.)

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxviii. 138 pa me grame wairon

worda binra i
and me wa dydan. a 1300 Moral Ode 289 111

O. E. Horn. I. 177 Ac 3et ne deo" heom nout so wo in bo

lo'be biende bute bat hi witecS b»t heore pine ne seal neure

habben ende. a 1335 Ancr. R. 364 Is hit nu wisdom mon
to don so wo him suluen I c 1330 Hali Meid. (1922) 49 Hu
moni earnuien anan awakeneS ber.wiS, bat wurcheo be wa
inoh. c 1250 Gen. ft Ex. 880 Abram hem folwede and wro3te

woa. Ibid. 2100 Deden ut-comen .vii. neet, . .
And .vii. lene

after 00, De deden 3e .vii. fette wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 5531

Bot ai be mare bai did (b]am wa pis folk muhiplid ai maa.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera) 624 pe feynd, oure

fa, Cesit nocht to wirk hyr way. c 1400 zb Pol. Poems xA>i,

I do be wele, why dost me woo? £1435 Wyntoun Cron. I.

xvi. 1571 lubiter sulde noucht. . wyrk hym mar wa 11a dispyte.

a 1500 Bernard, de ctira rei/am. III. 55 He kest the stone

in be waiter, & bad it waa worghe. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.

xviii. (Percy Soc.) 86 It doth right well appere. .that love

hath done you wo. 1553 Respublica 1648 Theis ladies.,

prepare to weorke vs woo and doo vs all mischiefe.

B. sb. (See also A. 6.)

1. A condition of misery, affliction, or distress

;

misfortune, trouble
;
grievous or sorrowful state.

poet, or rhet.

WOE.
c 1200 Ormin 897 Ba^e hemm fell to bolenn wa Jmrrh ifell

wifess irre. Ibid. 4766 Tenn menu. . Forrl^es (>e gode Job
batt da35, ..& get bilammp bimm oberr wa. c 1250 Gen, if

Ex. 237 Issa was bire firste name . . Sioen 3be brocte us to

woa, Adam gaf hire name eua. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7770
pe king & ober ricbe men . . wolde euere abbe ynou wanne pe

pouere adde wo. (11300 Cursor M. 2196 Nembrot..pat in

bis time wroght mikel waa. 13 . . Ibid. 22472 (Edin.) Quar-to
sold we be born to-day, Quen al bing sal com to way ? c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {J'homas) 250 He vald firste qnyke bam
(la, & oryne bame syne in doile & va. c 1400 Rom. Rose
4951 Youthe hem putte in Iupardye, In perell and in mych
woo. c 1480 Henryson Prat's of Aige 12 Wrechitnes has
wrolit all welthis wele to wo. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

ccccxxxiv. 308 b/2 The capitayne. .had dayly great payne
and wo to defende their towne. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <$• jut.

v. iii. 309 For neuer was a Storie of more Wo, Then this

of Iuliet, and her Romeo. 1655 Milton Sonn. Massacre
Piedmont 14 From these may grow A hunder'd-fold, who
..Early may fly the Babylonian wo. 1667 — /*. L. I. 3 The
Fruit Of that Forbidden Tree, whose mortal tast Brought
Death into the World, and all our woe. 1770 Goldsm.
Des. Vilt. 160 Pleased with his guests, the good man learned

to glow, And quite forgot their vices in their woe. 1790
Coleridge Genevieve 8 Within your soul a voice there lives !

It bids you hear the tale of Woe. 1813 Byron Giaour 983
My days, though few, have pass'd below In much of joy,

but more of woe. 1814 — Lara \. ii, Lord of himself,—
that heritage of woe. 1821 Scoit Keuilw. xxii, A screech-

owl denouncing some deed of terror and of wo. 1837 Car-
lyle Fr. Rev. III. 11. viii, This scene of wo. 1848 Mrs.
Gaskell Mary Barton iii, Her giddiness, her lightness of

conduct, had wrought this woe.
Personified, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4995 With hir labour and

travaile Logged ben with sorwe and woo.

b. in conjunction with weal,

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 216 A fruit, 3e kenned wel and wo,

13.. K. A/is. 3449 There his folk come wel or weye, Him
tofore nys bote deth. a 1340 Hampole Psalter \. 2 Day &
nyght, p l is assiduelly, in wele & wa. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

xxxiii. {George) 235 Fore wele na way Of bis place sal I nocht

ga. 4:1385 Chaucer L.G. W. 687 C/eo^atra, ?e nere out of

myn Ileitis remembraunce For wel or wo for carole or for

daunce. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems v. 66 God hab lent 30W dis-

crecioun Bobe of wele and of woo. 1567 Gnde 4- Godtie B.

(S.T.S.) 182 Greit cause thay haif for till repent, Zot will

thay nocht do so, Nouther for weill nor wo. 1812 J.Wilson
Isle 0/Palms 1. 351 Whate'er betide of weal or woe. i860

Motley Netkerl. vi. I. 299 Two important commonwealths,
upon whose action.. the weal and wb of Christendom was
hanging.

e. In particularized use ; chiefly//., Misfortunes,

troubles, griefs.

1382 Wyclif Rev. ix. 12 Oo woo passidj and lo ! 3*it comen
two wos. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 155 All the wois

that Ouid in Ibin Into his pteity lytill bulk did wryte.

a 1568 Montgoaierik Misc. Poems iii. 9 That curst incon-

stant cative till accuse, Quhais variance of all my wois

I wyt. 1599 Drayton Heroic. Pp., Q. /sab. to Mortimer
16 One woe makes another woe seeme lesse. 1642 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Mad Fashions Ji 2 b, Those Rebells that doe

breed her [sc. Ireland's] woes!. 1697 Dryden JE?teis xn. 892

Latinus tears his Garments as he goes, Both for his publick,

and his private Woes. 1714 Young Force Relig. I- 258 Now
she revolves within her anxious mind, What woe still lingers

in resewe behind, a 1720 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I.

61 The Lord sent me to you, to warn you of the woes that

are coming upon you. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra I. xii. 152

Who has not been touched with the woes of his lovely and

gentle queen, subjected by him to a trial of life and death,

on a false charge of infidelity? 1920 Discovery May 146 The
most fundamental cause of all our present economic woes,

t d. transf. A cause of misfortune. Obs, rare.

C1400 Beryn 1176 My wele, my woo, my paradise, my
lyvis sustenaunce 1

f 2. Physical pain or distress ; disease or in-

firmity. Obs. or merged in sense 1.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 220 He lette ham bolien wo inouh—hunger

& biust, & muchet swine. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1918 He
was.. pur mesel bo, & he bicom in is baptizinge hoi of al is

wo. 13. . Northern Passion 49 (Camb. Gg.) pai. .dyd hym
tyll pyue and waa And euyr bai thoght hym for toslaa.

1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 1033 A litil wetinge of watur his wo
wol amende, a 1400-50 Wars A/ex. 539, I am all in aunter

sa akis me be wame, Of werke well ne I wede & slike wa
tholis. C1425 Hampole s Psalter Metr. Pref. 36 Thys holy

m:m..keuord mony of hur wo, the doumbe, the defe, and

other seke. [1783 Crabbe Village I. 227 Thus groan the old,

till, by disease oppress'd, They taste a final woe, and then

they rest.]

b. With reference to the pains of hell.

C 1200 Ormin Ded. 209 To takenn ut off helle wa ba gode

sawless alle. Ibid. 1400 Forr whatt te53 fellenn sone dun

off heofTne unntill helle Till eche wa, c 1290 St. J'antes tj

in S. Eug. Leg. 36 pou sendest us bare we gret wo ihelde

In gret torment and brenningue. c 1315 Shoreham vii. 534

pus be deuel ydampned hys, And wyb hym..Deuelen wel

mo;..Moche hys be pyne ^at hem eyleb, And eke be who.

C1400 26 Pol. Poems i. 108 The more he dwelleth theryn

long, To his soule he encresetb woo. 1781 Trans/. *rf?ra
-

phr. xli. 8 Who looks to him with lively faith is sav d from

endless woes. . .

1 3. Sorrow, grief, anguish (as a state of mind or

feeling). Obs. or merged in sense 1.

a 1300 K. Horn 263 Heo louede so horn child pat.. In

heorte heo hadde wo. c 1350 Will. Paleme 14S3 Ner,h wod

, of witte for woo of bat sawe. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Ant. 1717

With alle be wo on Iyue, To be wod he [sc the fox] went

away. C1400 Destr. Troy 1360 Mony wyues, for woo, of

here wit past, c 1410 Hoccleve Mother o/God 57 Tendrely

remembre on the wo & peyne, pat thow suuffndist in fail

passionn. c 1530 Crt. Love 256 ' For-soth ,
quod she, they

wailen of their wo.' c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxy. 21

My hairt, tak nowdir pane nor wa, For Meg, for Menory,

or vt Mawis. 1620 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent C 2,

The poore Curres. .stinke for woe for feare that another

Lent is come sodainely vpon them. [1709 Prior Htnry £
Emma 118 His down-cast Eye reveals his inward Woes.



WOE.
1719 Young Busiris 1. i, While the big Woe lies throbbing

at my Heart.]

•f*4. Lamentation, mourning. Chiefly in phr. to

make woe. Obs.

c 1300 Havelok 465 Godard herde here wa, Ther-offe yaf
he nouth a stra. 13.. K. Alts. 2360 (Laud MS.% Michel
woo & grete wailynges Was made, c X385 Chaucer L. G.

W. 1839 Lucrece, The woo to telle hyt were impossible,

That she and al hir frendes make attones. c 1412 Hoc-
cleve De Reg. Prime* 1057 For shame ! why makest bou al

this wo? 1508 Dunbar Tua Marit't Wemen 437, I naif a
water spunge for wa, within my wyde clokis, Than wring
I it full wylely, & wetis my chekis.

6. An utterance of the word ' woe ' in denuncia-

tion ; an anathema, curse.

c 1400 Afol. Loll. p. xi, Her enden the eighte woois that

God wishid to freris. Amen. 1546 Bale Engl. Votaries I.

75 He went fearcelye vpon them with wo vpon wo. 1637
Rutherford Let. to Ld. Craighall 10 Aug., There is a woe,
ivoe to him by whom offences come : This woe came out of

Christ's mouth. 1638 Penit. Co/if. vii. (1657) 146 A necessity

is laid upon us with a woe, ana an Anathema, if we come
not to confession. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxii, She bore a
male-child, under circumstances which added treble bitter-

ness to the wo denounced against our original mother. 1821

Mrs. Wheeler App. Cuntbid. Dial. 9 Here it was (a way
light on the pleace 1) At first I got a giiff o' Betty's feace.

1867 Ladv Herbert Cradle L. viii. 228 The woe .. pro-

nounced by the Saviour—that woe so literally fulfilled.

6. attrib. and Comb.', simple attrib., as woe-

hurricane, -mark, -trumpet (Rev. viii, ix) ; also

adj. *= woeful (cf. C), as ^woe-day, \-tking, f-zuord •

objective, as woe-beget'ting; -boding, -denouncing,

-foreboding, -revolving adjs. ; instrumental, as woe-

adumbred, -beseen, -bested, •cross-wounded (see

Cboss- B), -dejected, -delighted, -embroidered, -ex-

hausted, -fraught, -illumed, -infirmed, -stricken,

•struck, -surcharged, -tied, •wearied, -weary,

•whelmed, -worn adjs. ; woe-enwrap, -wrinkle vbs.

;

in other advb. relations, as woe-betrothed, -destined,

-sprung, -wedded adjs.
; +woe-heart [cf. C. 1 b, d],

an affliction ; also Wosith.
1609 J. Davies Holy Rootle I 1, Thy *Woe-adumbred

Front. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQuat. (1809) IV. 3 The
natural progeny of that

+ wo-begetting parent. 1390 Gower
Con/. III. 370 Al my face., So riveled and so *wo besein.

£1470 Harding Chron. xliii. ii, Full *wo bystad ..with

soroweand with care. C1510 Morb/Vckj Wks. 29 If thou be

neuer so wo bestad. c 1530 Crt. Love 845 Ye made me wo-
bestad. 1777 Potter AKschylus, Supplicants 75 My burst-

ing heart. . woe-betroth'd, fears e'en its friends. 1838 Eliza
Cook World iv, The raven., with its *woe-boding tone.

1609 J, Davies Holy Rootle F 2, Comfort. . Her *woe-crosse-

wounded Heart, c 1205 Lay. 8750 Nu is icumen bin *wa-
daei. C1346 Pot. Poems (Rolls) I. 48 Ipsis sit Waleway,
meschef tnstissima woday. a 1796 Burns Bannocks o" Bar-
ley, Wha in his wae-days Were loyal to Charlie? 1786 —
To Ruin 4 Thy cruel, *woe-delighced train. 1809 Campbell
Cert. Wyoming in. xvi, [He] smote his breast with •woe-

denouncing hand. 1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett. Hindoo
Rajah (1811) I. 86 The. .years, which might change the

abode of the souls of these tyrant whites into the frames of

*woe-destined negroes. 1729 Savage Wanderer u. 203 She
muses o'er her *woe-embroider'd Vest. 1593 Nashe Christ's

T. 26 Adams fall neuer so *woe-enwrapped the earth, as

the relation of them shall. 1797 Mrs. M. Robinson Wal-
singham III. 56 The *woe-exhausted poet. 1854 J. S. C.

Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. ii. 56 The beleaguered and woe-
exhausted city. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xxviii, Three banners

..The *woe-foreboding peasant sees. 1797 T. Park Sonn.

103 *Woe-fraught breast of kesar or of queen. 1818 Holder
Poems 69 From whose woe-fraught bosom break Those
dismal cries? 1639 Rutherford Let. to Useless. Kenmure
1 Oct., I hope that Christ, when lie married you, married

you and all the crosses and "wo hearts that follow you.

1818 Keats Erulym. iv. 527 *Woe-hurricanes beat ever at

the gate. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. i. 637, I.. see

more clear Thy works within my *woe-il!umed mind. 1593

Nashe Christ's T. Ep. Ded., My *woe-infirmed Witt*, con-

spired against me. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton ix,

The distress..which was crushing their lives out of them,

and stamping *woe-marks over the land. 1824 Symmons tr.

sEschylus, Agamemnon 65 Many a *woe-revo!ving year
[noKv9pv\vov aiC*v'\. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens* Lusiad 276
Their "woe-sprung tears shall sue. 1850 Thackeray Pen-
dennislvii, Arthurcouldnotseehow pallid and "woe-stricken

her face was. 1770 Hodson Ded Temple 0/ Solomon 5 The
Fury of the *Woe-struck King. 1828 Carlyle Misc., Werner
(1840) I. 169 A certain woestruck martyr zeal. 1615 Brath-
wait Strappado 97 A "Woe-surcharged heart. 1675 Cotton
Burlesque upon B. 6 What ! must I undergoe this *wo-thing,

And suffer thus for doing nothing? 1619 Drayton Bar.
Warsvi.xcv, Her*woe ty d Tongue. 1680C. NkssbCAkhcA-
Hist. 493 While the Church lay under the *Wo-Trumpets.
1826 E. Irving Babylon 111. I. 196 We expect the seventh
trumpet, the last of the three woe trumpets. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. xtx. 700 When all poore men. .Would . -get their "wo-
watcht pow'rs relieu'd. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 18

My "woe-wearied tongue, c 1350 Will. Paltrne 793 He slod

sli^U a-doun a-slepe ful harde, as a "wo wery weijh for-waked
to-fore. 1393 I,angl. P. PL C xxi. 1 Wo-werie and wet-

schod wente ich forth after. 1613 J. Davies Muses Teares

C 3, When thou. .Cam'st to espouse his Halfe ; *wo-wedded
now ! 1777 Potter AEschylus, Agamemnon 255 On its

woe-wedded [alvaKtKrpov] Paris' hated head. 1875 Browning
Aristoph. Apol., Heraktes 851 This.. I pondered, though
*woe-whelmed. 41225 Ancr. ^.306 Heren bat harde word,
bat *waword. 1601 Mary Magd. Lament, ii. 132 Poore
*wo-worn woman. 1799 Cupid fy Psyche 46 These wan and
woe-worn cheeks of mine. 1857 Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte
II. xiii. 324 She saw her husband's woe-worn face. 1871

Swinburne Songs be/. Sunrise, Halt be/. Rome 86 The
woe-worn people. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 29 Let me.,
waxe olde and 'woe-wnnckle my cheekes.

C. adj. (orig. and chiefly predicative),.
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This use has developed by a process common to the history

of impersonal expressions in which an original dative has

been converted into a nominative ; me is wo became / ant

wo, as me longeth became / long.

L Grieved, wretched, miserable, sorrowful. Obs.

exc. Sc. and north, dial.

The first instance, like many more in early ME., is doubt-

ful, because it is impossible to determine whether sancte

Paul is dative (see A. 3) or nominative.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 45 pa wes sancte paul swioe wa and
abeh him. .to his lauerdes fet. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 173

Danne stonde3 bo wreches alse bo be wo be5. a 1300

Cursor M. 14546 His disciplis ban war ful waa, pat hair

maister was hated sua. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1452

Now er men wele, now er men wa. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

iii. {Andreas) 799 pan was egeas wondir wa, pat saw hym-
self confundit sa. 1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 364 The swan
is ded; his make is woo. ^1470 Henry Wallace 1. 401

\ViIl3ham was wa he had na wappynis thar. 1470-85

Malory Arthur vim. xxxix. 334 Ful wo was la Beale Isoud.

1515 Let. in Douglas* Poet. Wks. (1874) I. Biogr. Introd.

p. xxiii, I am ryght sory and voo therfor. 1523-34 Fitzhkhb.

Husb. § 15 It is an olde saying, ' The oxe is neuer wo, tyll he

to the harowe goo '. 1535 Covekdalk Jer. xxii. 10 Mourne
not ouer the deed, and be not wo for them. 1567 Satir.

Poems Reform, iii. 10 My freind, quhat makis the sa way?
1632 Holland Cyrupaedia 130 Cyrus understanding that

Gadatas was long since full woe and even out of the world

for feare, 1637 Rutherford Lett., to T. Corbet (1671) 173

If it be not so, I will be woe to be a witness against them.

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. I'llI (16S3) 515 He was woe that

ever she came into England. 1700 Dryden Wife ofBath's
T. 108 Woe was the Knight at this severe Command ! 1721

Kelly Sc. Prov. 111, I am wae for your Skathe. 1816

Scott Bl. Dwarf \'n, I'm wae ye suld hae cause to say sae.

1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1883) I. 44 Poor Queen !.. I was
wae to look at her, wae to think of her. 1887 Hall Caine
Deemster xxxv, She had grown ' wae ' as folk said.

in comp. and sup. forms.
1375 Barbour Brucexvi. 245 Micht no man se ane vrather

[MS. E. waer] man. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2004^ And he

be waest [v.r. woest] of be werd. 14.. Chaucer s Compl.
Rite 3 (Phillipps MS.) In this worlde was no wight woer.

c 1450 Holland Howlat 963, I couth nocht won in to welth

wretch wast [v.r. wayest], c 1475 Partenay 2855 More
neuer ne f?he] was woer at no stounde Then off that, he

hade wrethed so Raymounde.
b. Said of the heart or soul, and in phr. woe in

heart, etc. ; esp. in north, dial. phr. wae's Vheart

(wast-/ieart
f
waeslart, etc.) = woe is me ! alas!

The earliest quots. are doubtful : cf. 1 above.

c 1205 Lay. 2260 Corineus wes un-efte & wa on his mode.

a 1300 A". Horn 275 pe stuaid war '... herte wo, For he nuste

what to do. c 1375 Cursor M. 12440 (Fairf.) For-sob myne
hertiswa. £1400 Gamelyn 335 Gamelyn in his hert was
ful woo. 4:1420 Chron. Vilod. 3446 He nas neuer ere so

sore aferde Ny neuer in hert half so wo. 1591 Drayton
Harmony Ch. (Roxb.) 26 Oh holy blessed Sion hill I my
heart is woe for thee. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602)

266 How woe my hart was. 1695 [see Wee'st heart]. 1703
Thoresby Let. to Ray Gloss. (E.D.S.), Wae'st heart, a

condolence to the same purport with tvac's me, woe is the

heart, &c. 1728 Ramsay Anacreontic on Love 11 With his

complaint my soul grew wae. 1773 Fergusson Ode Gowd-
spiuk 21 'Mangmen, wae's-heart 1 weaftenfind Thebrawest
drest want peace 0' mind. 1786 Burns Tiva Dogs 94 An'
monya time iny heart's been wae. 1829 J. Hunter Hal-
lamsh. Gloss., Wast-lteart-a-day, an expression of grief or

of commiseration. 1854^. *rQ. 1st Ser. IX. 349/2 Waestart,

a common expression of sorrow or condolence among the

lower classes, .around Leeds. 1894 R. Bridges A Robin iv,

She was not there, and my heart is woe.

J* c. In exclamations similar to those in A. 2, 3.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22105 Corozaim, ai be ye waa ! And sua

be ye beth[s]aida 1 ^1340 Hampole Wks. (Horstman) I.

165 Wo is he bat wotnot [etc.]. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii.

(Jacobus Minor) 332 Iervsalem, euir va bu be 1 c 1435 Torr.

Portugal* 1691 This Giaunt hym toke, wo he be ! 1520

Calisto * Melib. C ij b, A baudy wych Callyd celystyne that

wo myght she be.

d. In attrib. relation (cf. woe-day, etc. in B. 6).

Obs. or dial.

a 1670 Scalding Troub.Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 135

Some., left their lodgeings desolate,, .with wae and sorry

hearts. 1728 Theobald Double Falsehood iv. i, If he have

a Mother,, .she's a Woe-woman for him at this Hour. X778

H. Brooke Female Officer n. iii, I am a woe woman this

heavy day. 1913 N. Munro in Blackw. Mag. Dec 784/ 2

The wae wee chirrup of the yellow-yite.

+ 2. Of an event, situation, etc. : Woeful, miser-

able, 'sorry*. Obs.

1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 38 Then a'as, he was in a woe
case. x6ia Day Festivals vi. (1615) 155 Were il not for

Bread, it would be woe with Mankind. 1638 Heywood
Wise Woman m. i, I hope so, or else I were in a woe case.

1642 J. Eaton Honey-c. Free Justif 69 If he did, it would

soone bee woe with us all. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc vi.

256 Oh 1 woe it is to think So many men shall never see the

sun Go down 1

Woe-begOne (w^o-b/g^n), a. (sb.) [The con-

struction out of which this word arose is illustrated

by the quots. immediately following, in which an

objective pron. is governed by a compound tense

of Bego (q.v. sense 8) with "Woe sb. as subject

(Me is wo bigon — Woe has beset me) :

—

c 1330 Amis 4- A mil. 2150 Me nas neuer so woe bigon,

Yif thou it wost vnderstond I For.. almost ichaue him slon.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 588 Noght wolde I telle how me
is wo bigon But certes outlier moste I dye or pleyne.

Subsequently a change of construction took place,

parallel to the passing of me is woe into / am woe

(see Woe a.), woe and begone becoming conse-

quently so indivisibly associated as to form a

compound.

WOEFUL.
In the following quot. there seems to be a blend of the old

and new constructions:

1593 T. Watson Tears ofFancU xxxviii, My hart doth
whisper I am woe begone me.]

1. ' Beset with woe'; oppressed with misfortune,

distress, sorrow, or grief. Obs. or arch.

13. . Guy Warm. (A.) 312 He went and trent his bed opon,

So man bat is wo bigon. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 336 In

worlde nys wyght so harde of herte . . That nolde haue had
of her pyte So wo begone a thyng was she. 1390 Gower
Conf. II. 272 Hellen. ., Which of the See was wo bego, For
pure drede hire herte hath lore. 13.. Northern Passion

(1913) I. 140 Tyll anoynt with all his seke body pat wafull

was and wa began, c 1430 Pol. Pel. <r L. Poems (1903) 207

pou my5tist ban holpe }ong & oolde pat ben disesid and
woo-bigoon. c 1460 TowneUy Myst. xxiii. 257 Lleestys,

byrdys, al!e haue thay rest, when thay ar wo begon. c 1480
Henkyson Sheep .5- Dog 1291 Su is mony one Now in this

warld richt wo:itier wo be gone. 1513 IJouglas sEneis x.

xiii. 79 Sa wobegone becam this lusty man That salt teris

fast our his chekis ran. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. 11'
, 1. i. 71

Kuen such a man, so faint, so spiritlesse, So dull, so deaden
looke, so woe-be-gone. 1603 J. Daviks Microcoswos 192 To
succour one another woe-begon. 1615 BRATHWA1T Strap-

pado (1S78) 93 All wea-begane, thus liu'd the Shepheard
long. 1805-6 Cahv Dante, Inf. xvm. 83 That lofty shade,

who . . seems too woe-begone to drop a tear. [1852 Thackeray
Esmond in. ix, Poor Frank Castkwood, who Esmond
thought mi^ht be wobegone on account of parting with his

divine Clotilda.]

2. Of persons in respect of their looks, appear-

ance, or manner : Exhibiting or betraying a state

of distress, misery, anguish, or grief. Also trans/.

of inanimate objects.

The rise of this sense in the modem period was due to

an archaistic revival of the word, perhaps with special

reference to such contexts as that of quot. 1597 in sense 1.

i8o» Mrs, E. Parsons Myst. i'isit IV. 135 You have left

all your woe-begone looks behind. 1809 W. Ikying Knukerb.
11. v. (1849) 112 The wo-begone heroes .. eyed each other

with rueful countenances. 1825 Watkri on ii and. S. Anier.

iv. 275 St. John's is the capital of Antigua. ..At present it

appears sad and woe-begone. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. ii. 89

A poor mendicant approached, old and woebegone. 186a

Sala Accepted Addr. 153 It was the most woebegone ex-

cavation. . you ever saw. 1883 D. C. Mcrhay Hearts viii,

Remembering how sad and woe-begone the little man seemed
at leaving England. 1891 'J. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob xviii,

1 And I dare say I should ', she ended, laughing at this woe-
begone picture of herself.

Comb. 1844 KiNGLAKEiitf^Mii, Some woe-begone looking

fellows were, .laden with our baggage. 1858 R. S. Sum ees

Ask Mamma lxvi, A wretched, dilapidated woe-begone-

looking place.

b. as sb. A woe-begone creature.

1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia v. 117 Whom sadly eying spake

our Lord to one. Chief of the woe-begone*. 1893 Kinney
in The King's Business (New Haven, Ct.) 138 The streaming

tears of those woe-begones.

Hence Woe*-bego:neness, Woe -beg-onish a.

1826 LJ. Hall in Lockhart Scott (1837) VI. 316 His coun-

tenance .. a little woe-begonish. c 1863 J. Brown John
Leech etc, Thackeray's Death (1882) 187 A strange visage,

staring at him with an expression of comical woebeROneness.

1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 159 The inter-

mittent ' All'-il-allahs '—whose very woe-begoneness made
me smile.

Woed, obs. form of Wood a.

Woeful (w<?u-ful), a. Also woful. [f. Woe sb.

+ -fdl. (Revived or newly formed c 1750.)]

1. Of persons, their attributes, actions, etc. : Full

of woe; afflicted with sorrow, distress, or mis-

fortune ; sorrowful, mournful.
ai300 Cursor M. 11564 Ful waful made he mam wijfl

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 214 Wepynge with ful woful

chere. 1390 Gower Con/ III. 260 \Vher thei myhten se

The wofulleste upon this Molde. la 1400 Morte Arth. 950
A wery wafulle wedowe, wryngande hire handez. 1470-85
Malory Arthur iv. vi. 126 Herynge aboute hym many com-
playntes of woful knyghtes. 1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 68 It

aperit be hyr voful contenens, that sche vas in grite dout
ande dreddour. a 1557 Grimai.de in TotteCs Misc. (Arb.)

112 For Wilford felt the wayters wayfull wo. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks Introd. (1621) A 4, The infinite number of wofull

Christians (whose grieuous groanings vnder the heauic yoke
of infidelitie no tongue is able to expresse). 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. 1. v. § 14 They dispatch Petition after Petition,

Embassie on Embassie, representing their wofull estate.

1802 Leyden Lord Soulis xl, When Soulis thought on his

merriemen now, A woeful wight washe. 18*5 Macau lay Ess.,

Milton f45 The haggard and woful stare of the eye. 1885 E.

Arnold Secret 0/Death 10 lie sure that woeful father wept.

2. Of times, places, occurrences, etc.: traugnt

with woe, affliction, or misery ; miserable.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2882, I rede yow take Ensaumple bi bis

waful wrake. c 1400 Melayne 260 Oure knyghus one b«

gronde lyse With wondes wyde one wafull wyse. c 1480

Henryson Want of Wyse Men 7 This is a wofull werde.

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. iv. v. 49 O wo, O wofull, wofull,

wofull day. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 240 That

wofull war betweene the houses of Lancaster and Vorke.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <j- Commw. 554 I" ^is wofull

Towne dwell not above two or three hundred Inhabitants.

164^-3 Petit. Gen. Assembly 4 Jan. 1 In this wofull case,

and lamentable condition of your Majesties Dominions.

1777 Dalrymple Trav. St>. ff Port. Ivi. Many old palaces

going to ruins, the woeful memorials of antient splendour.

1803 Scott Gray Brother xx, A woful place was that, I

ween, As sorrow could desire. 1853 Hawthorne Tangle-

tvood T, Minotaur 28 The wofulest anniversary in the

whole year.

3. In weakened or trivial senses : Such as to

excite commiseration or dissatisfaction ;
* grievous \

4 sad ', unpleasant ; very bad, poor, or mean ;
' piti-

ful ', ' deplorable ', ' wretched \

SI



WOEFULLY.
1619 J. Taylor (Water P.) Kicksey Winsey B 5, These

mens honesties are like their states, At piteous, wofull, and

at low priz'd rates. 1647 in Vetney Mem. (1907) I. 496
Mun, pooie childe, is a woefull schollar. 1650 B. Discol-

liminium 2 It is a wofull while a coming. 1691 Mrs.
D'Anvers Accidentia 53 She's in a woful taking, When once

she comes to miss her Bacon. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 418

What woful stuff this madrigal would be. 1723 Chambers
tr. Le Clercs Archil. I. 117 Two Imposts over each other

wou'd have a woful Effect. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Cant, T.,

Young Lady's T. II. 546 [She] had many good qualities, but

was a woeful manager of children. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.
lxiii, He.. has a woful consciousness upon him of being a

scapegrace. 1863 W. C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting ii. 44, I had

to return to camp.. in a woful plight, minus my hat, and my
shirt torn to ribbons. 1905 Times Lit. Suppl. 2 June 176/3

Wild dogs have . . made woful havoc of the sambar and
spotted deer. 1920 Ibid. 2 Sept. 558/1 The woful results of

uncritical thinking.

4. In comb, with another adj., as woeful-wan

;

also advb. = Woefully.
1750 Gray Elegy 107 Now drooping, woeful-wan, like one

forlorn. 1794 Girlhood of M. J. liolroyd (1896) 259 His
others are woful bad. 1820 S. Rogers Hum. Life 282 One
woeful-wan, one merrier yet as mad.

Woefully (w<?u-fuii), adv. Also wofully. [f.

WOEFCL + -LY 2
.]

1. In a woeful manner or condition ; miserably,

grievously; mournfully, sadly, arch.

1390 Gowfr Conf. 1. 198, I am A womman wofully bestad.

Ibid. 267 Whan thei herde Hou wofully this cause ferde.

C1480 Hknryson Trial of Fox 275 The 3ow..Put out hir

playnt on this wyis wofullie. 1526 Piigr. Perf. (W. de W.
1 531) 302 b, As thou were so wofully arayed. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. v. 33 Where many soules sit wailing woefully. 16.

.

Middleton, etc. Old Laiv v. i, These that do lead this day
of jollity Doe march with Musick.. Those that doe follow

sad, and wofully. a 1656 Bp. Hall Specialities Life Rem.
Wks. (1660) 35 That wofully distracted Church. 1751 Smol-
lett Per. Pickle cxiii. [cv], I know, .what makes you laugh
so woefully. 1865 Troi.lopb Belton Estate xiii, ' I suppose
she thinks so of me,' said Belton wofully. 1876 Swinburne
Erechtheus 570 Wofully wed in a snow strewn bed.

2. So as to excite commiseration or dissatisfac-

tion ;
grievously, deplorably, ' sadly \

Occas. as a mere intensive : cf. awfully, terribly.

1648 Jenkvn Blind Guide Hi. 58 You say but very little.,

but in that little you wofully trifle. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W,
xxiv, Thou hast once wofully, irreparably deceived me.
1831 James Philip Aug. xix, Of defensive armour the supply
was wofully small. 1843 Peter Parley*s Ann. IV. 266 Mrs.
Clinker, who was wofully, as she termed it, fond of pigs.

1885 Truth 11 June 928/1 The other exhibits are.. wofully

bad, and deplorably uninteresting.

Woefulness (w^*iuines). orcli. [f. Woeful
+ -NESS.] Woeful condition ; sad misery

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge I. 3171 O dredefull dethe..
Takynge our heed from vs . . Hath brought vs to threaldome,
wofulnes and peyne. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1922)61
The harte stuffed up with wofulnes. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-
ser. Disc. 2 Their waedeum [marg. Wofulness] seem'd
vanish't 1867 Morris Jason xvn. 1118 He.. muttered low
for fear and woefulness,

Woele, obs. form of Wheel.

f Woe*less, a. Obs. rare. In 6 woles. [f.

Woe sb. + -less.] Free from woe.
C1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ni. 28 Petously complene

5o r woles pane.

Woemen, obs. pi. of Woman.
t Woe-ness. Obs. rare. In 6 Sc. wanes, [f.

Woe sb. + -Ness.] Grief, sorrow.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. So The wemen..tuke

sic melancoly, That sum for wanes lap into the se.

Woer,WoercVWoes: see Wooer,\Vord,Ooze.

"Woesome (w^'s^m), a. Also Se. waesome.
[f. Woe sb. +-somk] Woeful.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xliv. She kend her lot would be a

waesome ane. 1867 G. Macdonald Songs Summer Nts. 1.

iii, Tis not a flowing wind", I see—An ebbing woesome thing.

1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX. 356/1 The copper blade passed
through Lakanoo's breast-bone, cutting a woesome gash.

Wof, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Weave v.

Woff, var. Waff v.8

1570 Levins Manip. 156/40 To wofflike a dog, latrttare.

Woft, Sc. var. Weft sb. 1

"Wog, obs. Sc. f. Vogue sb.

c 1700 M'Alpie Cert. Cur. Poems (1828) 6 For we declair

it wnto yow, The man hes gott the wog.

Woggle (wp'g'l), v. Variant of Waggle v.

1648 Hexham, Loteren, to Wagge, or to Woggle, 1918
Blackiu. Mag. June 767/1, I woggle my machine [sc. an
aeroplane] from side to side. 1921 S. Graham Europe—
Whither bound ? 131 The miserable green waggons of open
horse-trams woggled along the main ways.

Wogue, obs. Sc. f. Vogue.

WogUl, VOgnl (w-,v^-gul). Also S Vogoul,

Wougoul, 9 Wogule, Vogule. [Russian BoryJTB,

G. Wogul, etc.] One of a tribe of the Ugrian stock

inhabiting Tobolsk and Perm. Hence fWognlian
(-olian) ; Wogrvlic a. [G. Wogulisch\

I1698 tr. Brand's Jml. Embassy 21 Wogultzoi.] 1780 W.
Tookk liussial. i57TheVogouls. 1796 MoRSzAmer. Geog.

II. 84 The Wogolians are rather below the middle stature.

Ibid., A Wougoul village is commonly composed of one
family. 1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 256 Classes . . of Languages. ..

Siberian, Permian. Wogul ic. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXI I. 8/2

The Voguls..on the eastern slopes of the Urals.

"Won, var.WoUGH,Wow sb. Obs. "Wohe, obs. f.

Woo. Wo hey, etc.: see Wo. Woice, obs. f.Voice.

"Woid(e, obs. Sc.ff.Void,Wood a. Woidie, var.
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Voisdie. "Woifen, obs. Sc. pa. pple. ofWeave v.

Wois, woise, obs. ff. Whose. Woitting, obs.

Sc. f. Voting. Woiwode, var. Voivode.

f Woke, a. Obs. Forms : a. 1-3 wac (1 waac,
infl. wake), 4 north, wak, 4-5 wake; &. 2-3 woe,
(3 wooc, infl. woke), 3-5 wok, 5 woke; 1 comp,
waccra, super/. 1 waccust,4wakkest. [Com.Teut.
(wanting in Goth, and Fris.) : OE. wac, corresp.

to OS., MLG. wtk, MDu. weec (Du. week), OHG.
weik (MUG., G. weich) yielding, soft, ON. veikr,

v&yk-r (Sw. vek, Da. veg soft, Norw. veik) weak :—
OTeut. *waikwo-

t
f. *waikw- : *vJikw- to yield,

give way: see Wike v. Cf. Weak a., a. ON. veikr.

The word died out in the 15th c, being superseded by
Weak; if it had survived, its form in mod.Eng. would have
been *-wook (wuk), the vowel being modified in quality by
the initial (w) and shortened by the final (k).]

= Weak a. in various senses, a. Pliant, flexible

(only OE.). b. Lacking in strength, vigour, en-

durance, or courage ; inferior physically or morally.

C. Lowly in status or degree ; insignificant.

C897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xiii. 306 Sua sua wac
hreod & idel, Se aelc hwiSa windes nueg aweeggan. axooo
Wanderer 67 Ne sceal no to hatheort ne to hraedwyrde ne
to wac wiga ne to wanhydi^. c 1000 jElfric Horn. I. 2 Ic

iElfric munuc and ma^ssepreost, swa beah waccre bonne
swilcum hadum gebyrige. c 1050 Suppl. sEl/ric's Gloss, in

Wr.-Wulcker 191/19 Lentus, waac. 1050-73 Charier in

Thorpe Charters (1865) 430, ii forealdode ra^dingbec swi5e
wake, and .i. wac msessereaf. c 1200 Ormin 18328 Ice amm
i me sellfenn wac & full off unntrummnesse. c 1205 Lay.
23593 Ah fehten ich wulle..wi6 ArSure kinge, whaler
unkere swa beo'5 bere wakere sone he bid be laSere. a 1225
Ancr. R, 12 Do wel & dem 3e suluen euer woe Ibid. 52
Ofte a ful hawur smi5 smeooiS a ful woe knif. c 1230 Halt
Meid. (1922) 9 Drehen se mom wa, for swa wac huire as te

world forfeit eauer at ten ende. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1197 3 ne
wurd wi5 child, on elde wac. a 1275 Prov. Alfred 581 in

O. E. Misc. 135 Min hew falewidb, and min wfite is wan,
and min herte woe. 13.. Gaiv, fy Gr. Knt. 354, I am be
wakkest, I wot, and of wyt feblest. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xvi. {Magdalene) 389 Fcr bu ait wak & gret with barne.

C1425 Engl. Cong. Ireland 146 The englysshe weren both
argh & woke to assayllen and to fyght, be Iresshe stronge
& bold to wythstonde. c 1450 Mir&s Festial 196 Then
callyd be norys to be modyr, and bade hur..helpe hur forto

folde be chyldys clobis ; for scho was to woke, and myght
not welde horn. 1457 Harding Chron. 1. in Engl. Hist. Rev.
(1912) Oct. 743 With incurable mayme thatmaketh me wake.

d. Wokefish [cf. G. weichflsch], dried cod, stock-

fish.

1386 in R. R. Sharpe Cal. Letter-bk. H Lond. (1907) 299
Stokfisshe [called] halfwoxefisshe [sic].

tWoke, v' O&s* Forms : 1 wacian, jwakien,
3-4 woke, wokie. [OE. W(kian

y
i. wdc Woke aJ]

1. intr. To grow or become weak, to weaken

;

to become less severe, be mitigated.

993 Battle of Maldon 10 pe bam man mihte oncnawan
ba;t se cniht noldewacian set bam wige. 1003 0. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.), Donne se hereto?,a wacao", bonne bi5 eall

t

se

liere swi5e ^ehindred. c 1205 Lay. 2938 pa seldede be king
& wakede an a3elan. Ibid. 13466 pa heoweore swa drunken
paet wakeden heore sconken. Ibid. 19798 His heorte gon to

wakien U1275 wokie]. C127S Signs of Death 2 in O. E.
Misc. ioi[H]wenne binheou blokeb And bistrengbe wokeb.

c 1374 [see Weak v. 2L

2. trans, a. To dilute, water, b. To soften (in

quot. Jig.), c. To soak in water : = Weak v. I b.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 332 As who so filled a tonne of

a fresshe ryuer, And went forth with bat water to woke
with themese. 1393 Ibid. C. xv. 25 Ac grace groweb nat til

goode wil gynne reyne, And wokie borwe good werkes
wikkede hertes. Ibid. xvit. 332 [He] with warme water of

hus eyen woke]> hit til hit white.

Hence f Woked ppl. a. , steeped.

1408-9 in R. R. Sharpe Cal. Letter-bk. I Lond. (1909) 71

[A proclamation forbidding the sale by retail of watered fish]

pessoun eawee [called in English] Wokedfyssh.

"Woke, obs. pa. t. of Ache v. ;
pa. t. and pple.

of Wake v. ; obs. form of Oak, Week.
tWo'kely, adv. Obs. [OE. wdcUce

}
f. w&e

Woke a. : see -ly 2
.] Weakly, feebly, poorly.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. v. 34 Ne eft to waclice geortreowe

anises godes. c toooJELFRtc Horn. I. 528 £eh warn sceamaS,

gif he gelaSod bi5 to woiuldlicum gyftum, Sa:t he waclice

^escrycfcume. ai22$ Ancr. R. 294 5**" bu..werest te erest

wocliche [MS. C. wachlichliche] & 3iuest be ueonde in^ong.

<;i23o Hali Meid (1922) 10 pe poure, )»e beo5 wacliche

i^euen and biset on vuele.

Wcken, ppl* a - rare. [pa. pple. of Wake v.]

Awakened.
1649 C. Wase Sophocles, Electra 2 Birds with chirping

Mattins call from bed The woken Suns already rising head.

1934 Serena Blandish vii. 120 Her newly woken spirit.

t WO'keneSS. Obs. [OE. wdenes, f. wac Woke
a. : see -ness.]

1. Weakness, debility
;

(in OE. also) lowliness,

inferiority.
6-1000 jElfric Horn. I. 68 Hi baedon 5aet <5a gymstanas

awendon to heora wacnysse. a xioo Aldkelm Gloss. 1. 1384
(Napier 37) Uilitas. abiectio, -wacnys. cixoo Ibices ty Virtues

83 j>u hafdest me imaked glad and bli5e ; ac ich hes haue
forloren for mine wocnesse. a ia»5 Ancr. R. 232 pet we
iknowen ure owune feblesce & ure owune muchele un-

strencSe, & ure owune wocnesse. a 1240 Wohunge in O. E.
Horn. I. 273 And te streng3e of be helpe mi muchele wac-

nesse. 1547 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 258 The debilitie and
wakenes of my bodie.

2. Moisture. (Cf. wakness s.v. Wak,)

WOLD.
1340 Ayenb. 95 Guod molde, wocnesse norissynde, and

renable bete.

t Wokethistle. Obs. [app. f. Woke v. (j c) +
Thistle si.'] The teasel (the upper leaves of which
form a cup, which is usually full of water).

a 1387 Sinon. Barttwl. (Anecd. Oxon.) 27 Labriim vemris,
an. wokethistel.

t Wol(e, woll, adv. Ois. Orig. unstressed form
of Well adv.
c 1.50 Gen. <V Ex. 1995 Putifar was wol riche man. 13 .

.

Coer de L. 1280 A wol bold baroun. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Recieles 1. 67 Woll wo beth be wones. a 1450 Songs fy Carols
(Warton Club) 75 My cause xal be wol i-doo. c 1460 Play
Sacram. 178 Datis wole dulcett for to dresse.

Wol(e : see While, Will, Wool.
Wolant, Wolbede, etc., Woloome, obs. ff.

VOLAKT a., WOUBIT, WELCOME.

Wold (wtfald). Forms : a. 1, 3, 4-6 Sc. wald, 5
walde, 7- dial, waud, 8 dial, wadd, 9 Se. wauld.
/3. 3- wold, 4-6 wolde, j-8 would, 7 wowld, //.

woles, 8 woald. 7. 6-7 old, 7 ould. See also

Weald. [Com. Teut. (not extant in Gothic) : OE.
(Anglian) wald (WS. weald: see Weald) str. masc.

forest, wooded country = OFris. wald forest, MDu.
wout, woud- (Du. woud), OS. wald forest, ? wilder-

ness (MLG., LG. wold), OHG. wald forest, wilder-

ness (MHG. wall, wald- forest, wood, timber, G.

wald forest), ON. vollr untilled field, plain (Sw.

vail pasture, Norw. voll grassy plain) :— OTeut.

*wal)>uz, of which the ulterior relations are doubt-

ful. (From Teut. is derived OF. gua{l)d woodland,

scrub, untilled land, whence gaudim bower, grove.)

After the early 16th cent., the word ceased to be

in general use and became restricted to localities

in which it entered into the proper designation of

characteristic tracts of country, probably at one

time thickly wooded ; thence arose the general

literary (esp. poetical) use defined in sense 3.]

tl. Forest, forest land ; wooded upland. Obs.

T&6 in Birch Cartul. Sax. (1885) I. 344 ln ,imen wero

wealdo, & in burh waro uualdo. a 1000 Judith 206 p<es

se hlanca jefeah wulf in walde. ai.15 St. Marker. 10

Wilde deor bet on beos wilde waldes wunieS. C1300 in

Stow Surv. Lond, (ed. Strype 1755) II. 280/2 mar?., Fabri

de Waldis. ?I3.. in Soniner Roman Ports t, Forts Kent
(1693) no Septem Dennas in sylva qua? vocatur Wald. Ibid.

113 Homines quoque de Walda debent unam domum sesti-

valem quod Anglice'dicitur Sumerhus, aut xx solidos dare.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3799 ^ai dro;e furth be dissert &
drinkles bai spill, Was nouthire waldis in bar walk, ne

water to fynde.

1 2. A hill, down. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 21530 Cbildric com sone ouer wald liSen [later

text ouer dounes wende]. Ibid. 25758 Na whit heo ne

funden quikes uppen wolden [later text vp ban hulle].

c 1250 Gen. A> Ex. 938 Dre der he toe, ile Sre jer hold, And
sacrede god on an wold, c 127s Passion our Lord 27 in

O. E. Misc. 38 t>e holy gost hyne ledde vp into be wolde

For to beon yuonded of sathanas. 1483 Cath. Angl. 406/2

Ye Walde, alpina. a 1500 Cov. Corpus Chr. Plays 15/4 36

Hereby apon a wolde Scheppardis wachyng there fold.

1513 Douglas /Eneis x. xiii. m The traveliour 3ond vnder

the wald Lurkand wythdrawis to sum sovir hald. [1590

Camdkn Britannia 279 Cotswold. . Montes enim & colles

Woulds olim dixerunt Angli, vnde Glossarium antiquum

Alpes Italia; T/ie Woulds ej Italic interpretatur.]

3. A piece of open country ; a plain ; in early

use (with tlie) sometimes = ' the plain ', the ground,

the earth ; in later use chiefly, an elevated tract of

open country or moorland ; also collect, pi. or sing.

rolling uplands. (Frequent since c 1600 in vague

poetical use.)

c 1205 Lav. ioooi Stod be wundliche wude amidden ane

wxlde [later text woUeJ. Ibid. 16461 Hengest bah a bene

wald [later text Hii wende in to >an felde]. Ibid. 20842

penne he bi5 baldest ufenan ban walde. c 12K) Bestiary

606 Elpes. .to-gaddre gon o wolde, So Sep oat cumen ut of

folde. Ibid. 757 Ilk der Se him hereS to him cumeS, And
fole3e3 him up one 5e wold. 137S Barbour Bruce xvm. 555

Thair fayis, vith thair mycht, noyand, Quhill to the wald

cummyn war thai. Syne northwarde tuk thai hame thar

way, And distroyit, in thair repair, The vale haly of Beau,

vare. 1425 in Rep. MSS. LA. Middleton (1911) 107 No
man with comyn herd ne with sched herd com on the wold

after gresse be mowen to it be maked and led away, c 1425

Cast. Fersev. 826 in Macro Plays 102 Whyl he walkyth in

worldly wolde, I, Bakbvter, am with hym holde. 1471

Hist. Arrivall Edw. IV (Camden 1838) 26 Aboute that

place was a great and a fayre large playne, called a would.

1513 Douglas /Eneis IX. xi. 13 Rane. .dois sinyte apon the

wald [orig. hiimuiii]. 1538 Starkey England (1878) 73 The

wast groundys (as hethys, forestys, parkys and oldys). 1587

Harrison England 11. xix. 206 in Holinshed, This may
suffice for the vse of the word Wald, which now diflereth

much from Wold. For as that signifieth a woodie soile, so

this betokeneth a soile without wood, or plaine champaine

countrie, without anie store of trees. 1605 Shaks. Lear in.

iv. 125 Swithold footed thrice the old. 1636 W. Dbnny in

Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 16 Faire fleec'd Sheepe, which

beautifie the Woulds. 1740 Somerville Hobbiuol. I. 237

On the bleak Woald the new-born' Infant lay, Expos d to

Winter Snows. 1810 Scorr Lady 0/ L. iv. xiii, Or who

may dare on wold to wear The fairies' fatal green ? i8u

Byron Ch. Har. 11. lxix, Till he .. from his further bank

^Etolia's wolds espied. 1832 Tennyson To J. S. 1. The

wind, that beats the mountain, blows More softly round the

open wold, a 1845 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. tit Blasphemer's

Warn 5 With broad lands, pasture, arable, woodland, and

wold. 186s Kingsley Herew. Prel., Between the forests
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were open wolds. 1905 A. C. Benson Thrrad of Gold iii,

Beyondall ran the long pure line of the rising wold.

Ok fig-
1633 G. Herbert Temple, Pilgrimage iii, That led me to

the wilde of passion, which Some call the wold. 12164a

Jackson Creed x. Notes to xxxi. 3141 Thougli I have cut

up in the Wolds of Gentilism, and layd together a Turf or

two. 1877 L. Morris Epic of Hades 11. 117 The thick-

leaved coverts deep And wind-worn wolds of life.

o. in alliterative conjunction with wood (occas.

with waste, wild).

1813 Scott Trierm. 1. xi, On vent'rous quest to ride,, .by

wood and wold. 1811 — Pirate xxvi, On they went, through

wild and over wold. 1847 Longf. Ev. 11. iv, The notes of

the robin .. Sounded sweet upon wold and in wood. 1896

J. Davidson Fleet St. Eclogues Ser. 11. 70 And waste and
wold Took heart and shone.

4. Used in the specific designations of certain hilly

tracts in England, viz. the hill country of the East

and North Ridings ( Yorkshire Wolds, \ York{e)s-

wold, t York-wolds), the Cotswold district, the

hilly districts of Leicestershire and Lincolnshire.

I47J-S Rolls ofParlt. VI. 157/2 Fell called Shorlyng and
Morlyng, growyng in Yorkeswold. 1548 N. Country Wills

(Surtees 1908) 202 My manor in Willoughby upon the

woldes. 1596 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (ed. 2) 408 Those
large champaignes of Yorkswold, and Cotswolde. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. I. 523 Part of it [sc. Leicester-

shire] is called the Wold, as being hilly without wood. 1622

Drayton Poly-old. xxvi. Argt., Tow'rds Lester then her

course she holds, And sailing o'er the pleasant Oulds, She
fetcheth Soare down from her springs. 1622 W. Burton
Leicestersh. 296 Waltbam on the Wouldes. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 28 Most of the grasse that groweth
on the landes, and especially on the leyes of the wolds, is a
small, span ie, and dry grasse. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1012

In some wooddy parts of the Woles in Lincoln-shire. 1697
Meriton Praise York-sh. Ale(ed. 3) 80 (East-Riding Yorks.)

For Wolds or Woulds [they say] Wauds. 1725 MSS. Dk.
Portland (Hat. MSS. Comm.) VI. 95 The Yorkshire Wolds,
called here the Wadds. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed, 2) s.v.

Yorkshire, A large tract called the York-Woulds. 1891

Scrivener Fields/^ Cities 20 The north of Lincolnshire is.

.

high and dry. It is called the ' Wold ' ; but that does not
mean big stones and heather. The Wold is not a moor ; it

is a succession of good turnip fields.

5. attrib. and Comb., as wold-dweller, -fire, -hill,

-land ; wold-like adj. ; wold-mouse, a vole

;

woldsrnan, a dweller in the wolds.
1907 M . C. F. Morris Nunburnholme 1 2 The early •Wold-

dwellers. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 11. (1814) 147 Like
*wold.fire, at midnight, that glares on the waste. 1850
' Svlvanus' Bye.lanes fy Dcr.vns Introd. p. ix, A view of
pastures, turnip and corn-fields, and "wold-hills, terminating
in a distant glimpse of the ocean. 1799 VieivAgric. Lincoln.
12 The "wold land about Louth. 1848 Lytton Harold I.

iii, Lands. .wild and #wold-like. 1892 Daily Ntivs 18 Nov.
5/1 Voles, or * "wold-mice '. 1765 Museum Rust. IV, xxx.
138, 1 am told by the experienced "woldsmen, that there is

as great difference as possible in the neatness of the making
up the sheaves. 1895 Naturalist 322 The Louth woldsmen
were in the habit of attending Lincoln [market].

Hence Welder in 1 orkshire wolder, an inhabitant

of the Yorkshire wolds.
1765 Museum Rust. IV. xxx. 139 The experience of our

Yorkshire wolders.

Wold, var. quold, pa. pple. of Quell, to kill.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 255 Til he was on oe rode wold, And
biried in 5e rocke cold. Ibid. 420 Abel an hundred }er was
hold, Dan he was of is brooer wold. Ibid. 526 Dor is writen
quat a}te awold, Dat 8is werld was water wold.

Wold(e, obs. IT. Old,Weld sb. 2 , Wield, Woold.
t Wolden-eijed, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [App. an
alteration of wald-eijed Wall-eyed a., due to the

influence of ME. *walden, OE. lewealdcn small.

Cf. Waldeneie.] ? = Wall-eyed a.

13.. K. Alis. 5174 (Laud MS.) Alle wolden-ei3ed hij [sc.

the Albanians] beep By nijth als a Catt hij seeb.

Wole, obs. f. Whole, Will, Wold, Wool,
Woold. "Wolen, obs. form of Woollek.
Wolf (wulf ), sb. PI. wolves (wulvz). Forms :

Sing. 1-6 wulf, 3-4 wlf (dat. -ue), 4-6 wulfe,
4-7 woulf(e, 4-8 wolfe, (1 uulf, 4 St, volf, 5
wife, wulff, Sc. wouff, 5-6 woLff(e, 5-8 woolf(e,
6 wolphe, Sc. vuolfe, volue, 6, 8 Sc. wowf,
7 wolph, in Comb, wolve, 8 Sc. wouf, 9 Sc.

woof), 3- wolf. Gen. 1 wulfes, 3 wulues, etc.,

4-6 wolfes, 5 wolfya, 6 woulfes, woluis, 6-7
woolfes, -ues, 7 wolues, 8 wolve 's, 7- wolf's.
PI. 1 wulfas, 3-4 wulues, 3-7 wolues, 4-6
woulfes, 4-7 wolfes, (4 woluys, -ez, wolwes,
Sc. w(o)lfls, 5 woluess, vulves, 6 woulves,
wolffes, wolfys, wulphes, Sc. woulfls, voulfls,
wolffls, volf(f is, voffls, voluis, vowis, wowes),
7 wolfs, 7-8 woolfs, 4- wolves. [Com. Teut.
and Indo-European: OE. if«^"=OFris. wolf,
OS., MLG. wulf, MDu. wolf, wulf {Da. wolf),
OHG., MHG., G. wolf, ON. ulfr (Sw. ulf Da.
ulv), Goth, wulfs :— OTeut. *wttlfaz. Feminine
formations in Germanic are OE. wylf, OHG. wulpa
(MHG. wiilpe), ON.ylgr.
Indo-Eur. *ivlgwo- is represented outside Germanic by

Skr. vrkas, Zend vjkrkS, Gr. Av«os, Alb. uTk. Arm. gait,
L. (dial.) lupus, OS1. vluku, OPruss. iviliis, Lith. vilias,
Lett, vllks, and the corresp. fern. *wla'

r
t- by Skr. vrki, Lith.

vllkl,^ Russ. volii^a.
Various details of these relationships have been much dis-

puted, and the proposed ultimate connexion with Gr. IKk,iv
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to draw, OS1. vlekq, Lith. velkii to tear, or L. vellere to

pluck (see Wool sb.) is problematical.]

1. A somewhat large canine animal {Cams lupus)

found in Europe, Asia, and N. America, hunting

in packs, and noted for its fierceness and rapacity.

Also applied, with or without defining word, to

various other species of Cam's resembling or allied

to this : see also Prairie-k'0# Timbek-zw^".

£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) L 332 Lupus, wulf. c 1000

Be manna ivyrdum 12 (Gr.), Sceal hine wulf etan, bar

hacSstapa. cizo$ Lay. 21305 penne coined be wlf wilde.

1297 R. Gt.ouc. (Rolls) 5774 King edgar..het bat he him
sende ech 3er..pre bousend of wolues in name of truage.

1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 1228 Lyons, libardes and wolwes

kene. 1362 Laxgl. P. PI. A. x. 207 Wandren as wolues, and

wasten }if bei mouwen. la 1400 Morie A rth. 3446 The wolfes

in the wode, and the whUde bestes. 1483 Caxton Cold. Leg.

16/2, 1 sought the, to thende that of the vulues neof theeuyll

bestes thou were not eten ne all to torne. 1500-20 Dunbar
i

Poems xxxii. 57 Throw hiddowis yowling of the wowf [rime
I

growf ]. 1516 AW. New Leg. En%. (Pynson) 5 b, Two wood
wulphes. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 66 Etine with vowis

1

lions and oder bestis. 1549 Compl. Scot. viii. 73 The beiris,

lyons, voluis, foxis, and dogts, 1552 Huloet, Wolfes denne,

lupanariu.tr. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,\. i. 242 The trembling

Lambe, inuironned with Wolues. 1607 Toisell Four-/.

Beasts 753 The laps or fillets of a Wolues Liuer. 1624 Capt.

Smith Virginia 11. 27 The Woolues [are] not much bigger

then our English Foxes, c 1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog.

(1824) go The Wolves, ..of which are found two sorts ;
the

Mastiff Wolf thick and short..; the Greyhound Wolf
long and swift. C1645 Howell Lett. I. ill, 120 Two huge
Woolfs. ^1718 Prior Power 306 The Wolve's Portion, or the

Vulture's Prey. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 395 Assembling
wolves in raging troops descend. 1730 Ramsay Ladles,

CondemnedAss 7 The wowf and tod. 18x4 Lewis & Clark
Trav. Missouri (1815) I. 206 We caught in a trap a large

gray wolf. 1855 Loncf. Hiaw. xv. 48 The wolves howled
from the prairies. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. 99 The
American wolf, Cam's [lupus) occidentalis. 1880 Huxley in

Proc. Zool, Soc. 278 The Indian Wolf, Lupus pal/ipes, .

.

approaches the Jackals. 1888 F. Cowper Caedwalla 55,

I have a wolfs snout hung about my neck, and no witch can

hurt me. 1890 Mivart /?<^.r, Jackals, etc. 6 The size and
proportions of the Wolf roughly resemble those of a large

mastiff. 1891 Flower & Lydekker Study of Mammals
548 The true Wolves are (excluding some varieties of the

domestic Dog) the largest members of the genus, and have

a wide geographical range. 1902 Nature 30 Oct. 661/1 The
South American maned wolf, .carrying its head very low.

b. In comparisons, with allusion to the fierce-

ness or rapacity of the beast ; often in contrast

with the meekness of the sheep or lamb.
c 950 Lindisf. Gos/>. Matt. x. 16 Heonu ic sendo iuih sua?

scip in middum r^/inmong uulfa. c 1205 Lay. 1545 Corineus
heom rasde to swa be rimie wulf. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 31

[He] Bigon anan ase wed wulf to weorrin hali chirche. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5680 No licchere is brober him nas bane
wolf is a lomb. C1330 ArtA. § Merl. 4047 Al so wolf be
schip gan driue, Arthour smot hem after swibe. c 1400
Destr. Troy 10207 He fore with his fos in his felle angur,
Asa wolfe in his wodenes with wethurs in fold. 1562 WinJet
Cert. Tractatis i. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 14 The reularis in the
middis of it ar lyke woulfis rauisching thair pray. 1605
Shaks. Lear in. iv. 96 Hog in sloth, Foxe in stealth, Wolfe
in greedinesse. 1795 Southey Joan ofA re 1. 176 Unhappy
France ! Fiercer than evening wolves thy bitter foes Rush
o'er the land. 1815 Bvrox Destr, Sennacherib 1 The Assyrian
came down like the wolf on the fold. 1660 All Year Pound
No. 63. 307 I'm as hungry as a wolf; run, or I shall eat thee 1

2. A figure or representation of a wolf.

1562 Legh Armory 97 b. The fielde is Azure, a wolfe

Saliaunte, Argent. 1610 Guillim Heraldry m. xv. 145
Hee beareth Gules, two Wolues passant, Argent. 1727
Colden Hist. Five Ind. Nations Introd. (1747) 1 Three
Tribes or Families, who distinguish themselves by three

different Arms or Ensigns, the Tortoise, the Bear, and the
Wolf. 1870 C. C. Black tr. Demmiris Weapons of War
548 Another very usual [armourers'] mark is a wolf 1885
E. Castle Sch. Fence Plate I, Grooved single-edged blade,

with ' wolf ' or ' fox ' mark.

b. Astron. The constellation Lupus (Lupus 2).

1551 Recorde Cast. Know I. iv. (1556) 270 This Centaure
with his righte hande dooth holde a Wolfe, whiche is

a seuerall constellation made of 19 starres. 1868 Lockyer
Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 334 One detached branch of the
Milky Way traverses the Wolf, and is lost in the Scorpion.

3. Applied to other animals in some way re-

sembling wolves, a. (a) In S. Africa, a hyena:
see also Aard-wolf, STRxau-wolf Tiger-woI/.

(p) A Tasmanian marsupial, Thylacinus cyno-

eephalus: see also Zkbra-uw^.
[ 1596 T. Johnson Cornucopia B 4, A certaine Wolfe called

Hyena.] 181a Anne Plumitre Lichtensteins S. Africa II.

15 The spotted hyena, hyaena crocuta, is here called simply
the wolf. 1891 Guide Zool. Gard., Melbourne (Morris) In
this cage are two marsupial wolves, Thylacinus cynocepha-
lus. or Tasmanian tigers as they are commonly called. 1908
Rider Haggard Ghost Kings iv. 53 She saw the hyenas,
two of them, wolves as they are called in South Africa.

b. A name for various voracious fishes (after Gr.
\vkos, L. lupus) : see also Sea-wolf 2, PTTTB WtJf
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 251 Woolues of the sea which

sum thynke to bee those fysshes that wee caule pikes. 1569
Blague Sch. Conceytes 153 The Cockatrice on a lime went
to the seaside in the clothing of a Monke, and called to him
the Wolf. .The Wolf fishe. .knowing what he was, sayde
[etc.]. 1634 [? Brathwait] Strange Metam. C3, The Pike
..is called the Wolfe of the water. 1653 Walton Angler
vii. 144 Pikes.. called the Tyrant of the Rivers, or the
Freshwater-wolf, by reason of his bold, greedy, devouring
disposition. 1808 Neii.l in Mem. Wernerian N. H. Soc.
(1811) I* ,539 Trigla Gurnardus. Grey Gurnard . .known.

.

as Captain, Hardhead, Goukmey, and Woof. 1896 West/ft.

Gas. 16 Sept. 3/3 This defence of the * wolf of the stream
'

WOLF.
will, we are afraid, be regarded in many quarters as nothing
short of rank heresy.

f c. = wolf-spider : see 10 e. Obs,

1608 Topsell Setpents 247 Spyders.. which by reason of

their rauenous gut . . haue purchased to themselues the names
of wolfes, and hunting Spyders,

d. A name for various destructive insect larvae,

esp. that of the wolf-moth, which infests granaries.

1682 Lister Godartius Of Insects 65 Live Wormes, which
our Dutch Boors call Woolves. 1694 A. van Leuwenhoek
in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 194 The Wolf is a small white
Worm armed with two red Sheers or Teeth, .wherewith it

bores and feeds on the Grains of Corn. 1743 H. Baker
Microscope 223. 1815 Kirisy & Sp. I'.ntomol. 11. (1818) I. 32
Leeuwenhoek's wolf {Tinea grauella).

4. A person or being having the character of

a wolf; one of a cruel, ferocious, or rapacious

disposition. In early use applied esp. to the Devil

or his agents {wolf of hell) ; later most freq., in

allusion to certain biblical passages (e.g. Matt. vii.

15, Acts xx. 29), to enemies or persecutors attack-

ing the ' flocks
1

of the faithful.

«9oo O.E. Martyrol. 24 Jan. 30 pu enrt deofles wulf.

agooCynewulf*sCr/st 256 Hafaoseawyrjdawulf tostenced,

deor daedscua, dryhten, bin eowde. c 1380 Wyclif Wks.
(1880) 149 Woluys of helle stranglen hem. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. 1 694 Asseith seint Augustyn, they been thedeueles
wolues that stranglen the sheepe of Ihesu crist. c 1450

Godstow Reg. 18 (Kalendar, June) Cyryce and Iulytte, kepe
us fro be wulfe. 1497 Bp. Alcock Mous Perfect. A iij, It

putteth from us the wu'lf the deuyll deuourer of mannes
soule. 1577 Kendall Flowers Epigr. 43 The feend the

woulfe of hell.

c 1205 Lay. 2x315 Ich am wulf & he is gat. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 120 Mon wroo is wulf, o5er leun, o3er unicorne. 13..

Cursor M. 20935 (Edin.), Paul . . Eftirwaid bicom prechure,

Schepe of wlue, meke of felle. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 513
[A priest] kepeth wel his folde So that the wolf ne made it

nat myscarie. C1450 Cov, Myst. vii. 102 From be wulf to

saue al shepe of his fiok. a 1529 Skelton Col. Cloute 153

The wolf from the dore To werryn and to kepe From theyr

goostly shepe. 1577 [see oj], a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv.

(1922) 134 Since such a slye wolfe was entred among them,

that could make justice the clo.ike of tirannye. 1637 Mil-
ton Lycidas 128 Besides what the grim Woolf with privy

paw Daily devours apace, 1722 Croxall Fables JEsop xlii.

79 If Wolves sometimes creep Into the Church in Sheep's

Cloathing. 1781 Cowper Charity 287 Let just restraint..

Chain up the wolves and tigers of mankind. 1847 Tennyson
Princess II, 173 Why who are these 1 a wolf within the fold !

A pack of wolves ! i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks.
(Bonn) II. 321 W:hat good, honest, generous men at home,
will be wolves and foxes on change !

fb. Applied to a person, etc. that should be

hunted down like a wolf. (Cf. Wolf's-head.) Obs.

[1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 470 To hunt hym out of the land,

With bund and horn, rycht as he were A volf.] ? 1554 W.
Turner (title) The Huntyngof the Romyshe Vuolfe. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen VI, "• iv. 13 Nay Warwicke, single out some
other Chace, For I my selfe will hunt tliis Wolfe to death.

1606 Dekker Seven Deadly Sins 9 Hunt these English
Wolues to death, a 1638 Brownlow Rep. 11. (1652) 1x3 He
is called the Oppresser of the Poore, and Fleta calls him
Woolfe which ought to be hunted from place to place.

5. As a type of a destructive or 'devouring*

agency, esp. hunger or famine ; often in such

phrases as to keep the wolffrom the door (now
always •= to ward off hunger or starvation).

c 1470 Harding Chron. xevm. xii. (1812) 1E1 Endowe hym
now, with noble sapience By whiche he maye the wolf werre
[v.r. bete] frome the gate. 1555 Instit. Genii. G ij, This
manne can litle skyL.to saue himself harmlesse from the
perilous accidentes of this world, keping y* wulf from the

doore (as they cal it), c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. Ix. (1650) I.

254 That Hee or Shee should have wherewith to support
both,, .at least to keep the Woolf from the door, otherwise
'twere a meer madnes to marry. 1670 J. Goodman Penit.
Pard. i. it (1713) 31 That hungry Wolf, want and necessity,

which now stands at his door. 1726 Lkoni A Ibert/'sA rekit.

I. 75/1 Poets call the Earth . . the Woolf of the Gods, because
it devours and consumes every thing. 1755 Mem. Capt. P.
Drake II. v, 176 Business began to flag, and the most I

could do was to keep the Wolf from the Door. 1858 [see

9a]. 1891 Herman His Angel 73 It makes a lot of differ-

ence to ., one's happiness if the wolf is not scratching at

the door.

b. Applied to a ravenous appetite or craving

for fowl.
X576 Baker Gesner's Jnoell of Health 66 b, The water

cureth that sore feeding, which most men name the Wolfe.
c 1600 G. Peele's Merrie Jests 18 Hauing as viilanous a
Wolfe in his belly as George. 1693 Humours Town 38
There is a monstrous Disease, .in Nature, which they, .call

the Wolf, which makes the distemper'd eat beyond Reason.
1823 Scott Quentin I), x, I know thine appetite is a wolf.

. .Canst thou yet hold out an hour without food ? 1848 M us.

Gaskell Mary Barton vi, There was no breakfast to lounge

over ; their lounge was taken in bed, to try . . to deaden the

gnawing wolf within.

6. A name for certain malignant or erosive

diseases in men and animals (see quots.) ; esp. «
Lupus 4. Obs. or dial,

1559 Morwyng Evonymus 86 Aqua vitae is commodious
and profitable, .against the disease called the Wulfe. 1572

T. Jones Bathes Buckstone 16b, Frettinge vlceres, wolues

in the brest, and many daungerous pustles. 1576 Turbkrv.
Venerie (1908) 230 The disease called the Wolfe, which is

a kernell or round bunch of flesh, which groweth..vntill it

kill the dogge. 1577 Googe Hereshach's Husb. IB. 131

A disease (in cattle] which they call the Woolfe, others the

Tayle [Tail**. 1 10]. 1589 Nottingham Rec. IV. 225 A poore
woman that had a woolfe in her legge. 1684 J* S. Profit fy

Pleas. United 207 (Horse), Wolf, or over-growing of the

Flesh. Ibid. 208 The Shee-Wolf, or Boyls and Knobs on
the Foot [of a horse]. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No, 2. 2/2

31-2
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What is call'd by. . Surgeons a Wolf, is a sort of Cancerous
Ulcer, more properly so called when in the Legs. 1741 [see

Tail sb.
1 10]. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 108 The common

people usually call a cancer in the breast a Wolf. 1801

Sporting Mag. XVII. 153 All sorts of cancers, wens, and
wolves.

T" b. - wolf*s-iootk : see iof. Obs.

1607 Markham Cavel. vu.xxxvii. 54 The woolfes..are two
sharp teeth more then nature allowes, growing out of the

vpper iawes, nexte to the great teeth.

7. A name for apparatus of various kinds, f a.

An ancient military engine with sharp teeth,

employed for grasping battering-rams nsed by

besiegers. Obs.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 11. xxxvi. Kvj, Men make
another engyn whiche is called wolffe that hath an yron

bowed with grete and sharp teeth whiche engyn is in suche

manere sette to the walle that hyt cometh and gropith the

maste of the mowton, and holdeth it so fast that hit can not

be drawe nother forward nor bakward. 1632 Hayward tr.

Biondi's Eromena 150 Nor had they as much as iron Wolves
[orig. lupi\ and Crows to graspethe Ram withall.

b. A kind of fishing-net : also wolf-net (see 10 e).
|

1725 Bradley's Family Diet., Wolf, the name of a Net
that is a great destroyer of Fish, as well in Rivers as in

Ponds. 1847 H ali.iwell. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,

Wolf, a kind of fishing-net.

c. Textile Manuf. A willow or willy (Willy
sb> 3). (Cf. G. wolf, Sw. vulf)

187s Knight Diet. Mech., Wolf a beating or opening
machine, for tearing apart the tussocks of cotton as delivered

in the bale.

8. Mus. a.
{ The harsh howling sound of certain

chords on keyed instruments, particularly the organ,

when tuned by any form of unequal temperament *

(Grove's Diet. Mus.); a chord or interval character-

ized by such a sound.
After G. wolf (Arnolt Schlick, Spiegel der Orgehnacher,

1788 in Abridgm. Specif Patents, Music (1871) 22 Bythis
means the temperature of all thirds and 'fifths' can be
highly improved, and what is called the ' wolfe ' is entirely

done away. 1889 Hipkins in Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 188

The Gff to the Eb, he [sc. Schlick] calls the ' wolf, and says

it is not used as a dominant chord to cadence CJJ. Ibid. 485
In the mean-tone system .. there is one fifth out of tune to

this extent [nearly half a semitone].. .There are also four

false thirds, which are sharp to about the same extent. . . All

chords into which any of these five intervals enter are in-

tolerable, and are ' wolves '.

b. In instruments of the viol class, a harsh sound

due to faulty vibration in certain notes.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms. 1884 Haweis
Mus. Life -21$ A slight mistake in position [of the sound-bar],

a looseness, an inequality or roughness of finish, will produce
that hollow teetb-on-edge growl called the 'wolf. 1901

Blackw. Mag. July 15/2 There's a hantle o* wolfs on my
father's strings.

9. Phrases, a. To cry 'wolf; to raise a false

alarm (in allusion to the fable of the shepherd boy

who deluded people with false cries of 'Wolf!*).

b. To keep the wolffrom the door : see 5. O. To
have or hold a wolf by the ears [ Gr. twv wtwv

(X€lV ™v ^vK0V
i
L. lupum auribus tenere~\ : to be

in a precarious situation or predicament (see quots.).

fd. A hair of the same wolf: cf. Dog sb. 15 c
+ e. To howl among wolves [ = F. Hurler avec les

loups] : to adapt oneself to one's company, though

one disapproves of it. f. A tvolf in a Iambus skin,

in sheep's clothing, etc. : a person who conceals

malicious intentions under an appearance of gentle-

ness or friendliness (in allusion to Matt. vii. 15").

+ g. To be in the wolfs mouth [cf. F. a la gueule

du loup] : to be in deadly peril, h. To see or have

seen a wolf [ — Gt.Xvkov iScf?, etc.]: to be tongue-

tied (from the old belief that a man on seeing a

wolf lost his voice), i. To wake a sleeping wolf:

to invite trouble or disturbance (cf. Dog sb, 15 k).

j. In various proverbial expressions.

a. [1692 R. L'Estrange Fables ccclx. 332 The Boy . . would
be Crying a Wolf, a Wolf when there was none, and then

could not be Believed when there was.] 1858 Mrs. Craik
Woman's Th. xii. 316 She begins to suspect she is 'not so
young as she used to be'; that after crying 'Wolf ever

since the respectable maturity of seventeen— . . the grim wolf,

old age, is actually showing his teeth in the distance. 1886

Barin'g-Gould Court I?oyat xxxv'm, This is Beavis' cry of

wolf, is it ?

C. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 425 The Bishop of

Rome, . .as the prouerbe is, helde the woulfe by both eares,

..he coueted to gratifie the kyng, and also feared them-
perours displeasure. 1631 Quarles Samson xi. 63, I have

a Wolfe by th' eares ; I dare be bold, Neither with safety,

to let goe, nor hold : What shall I doe ? 1884 Times 29 Oct.

9/3 These expressions come from a man who has a wolf by
the ears, whose task is well-nigh desperate.

d. 1614 B. Jonson Bart. Fair 1. Hi, 'Twas a hot night

with some of vs, last night, Iohn : shal we pluck a hayre o'

the same wolfe, to-day?

e. 1578 Timmk Calvin on Gen. vi. 181 This dinelishe pro-

uerbe.. we must howle among the Wolues. 1649 Bi*. Hall
Cases Consc. (1650) 187 What do you howling amongst
Wolves, if you be not one ?

£ [C1400 Rom. Rose 6260 Who-so toke a wethers skin.

And wrapped a gredy wolf therin.] C1460 Wisdom 490 in

Macro Plays 51 Ther ys a wolffe in a lombys skyn. 1533

More Debcll. Salem, xvi. 87 He wyl play the woulfe in a

lambes skynne. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, I. iii. 52 Thou
Wolfe in Sheepes array. 1718 Brkval Play is the Plot 1. i.

9 Mercy o' me 1 what have we here then ? a Wolf in Sheep's
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cloathing? 172a [see 4]. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks xiv,

Why had this tender lamb been allowed to wander out of
the fold, while a wolf in sheep's clothing was invited into

the pasture-ground?
g. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1S10) 42 pan was Eilred in be

wolfes mouth.
h. [(480 Caxton Mirrour n. xv. 100 Yf a wulf and a man

see that one that other fro ferre, he that is first seen becom-
eth anon aferd. 156a Legh Armory 98.] 1575 A. Fleming
Virg. Bucol. ix. 29 Moeris holdes his tounge, The wolfe hath
spide out Moeris fyrst. 1697 Drydem Virg. Past. ix. 75 My
Voice grows hoarse; I feel the Notes decay; As if the

Wolves had seen me first to Day. 1767 Fawkes tr. Idyll.

Theocritus xiv. 30 ' What are you mute ?
' I said—a waggish

guest, 'Perhaps she's seen a Wolf,' rejoin'd in jest. 1823
Scott Quentin D. xviii, Our young companion has seen

a wolf,, .and he has lost his tongue in consequence.

i. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, I. ii. 174 Since al is wel, keep it

so: wake not a sleeping Wolfe.

j. (-1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3064 A fflye folweb
the honye ; pe wolf, careyn. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580)

202 We saie whishte, the Woulfe is at hande, when the same
man cometh in the meane season, of whom we spake before.

[After L. lupus in fibula.'] 1577 Woltom Cast. Christians

B iiij b, Lyons, .doo not one encounter another, the Serpent
stingeth no Serpent: but Man is a Woolfe to Man. 1643

J. Taylor (Water P.) Let. sent to London 6 It is a hard
world when one Wolfe eates another. 1721 Kelly Scot.

Prov. Y 67 You have given the Wolf the Wedder to keep.

1784 Cowter Task iv. 103, I mourn the pride And av'rice

that make man a wolf to man. 1872 Browning Fifine ix,

If hunger, proverbs say, allures the wolf from wood.

10. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as wolf
bark, bite, chase, den, fur, growl, hair, hunt, kind,

pack, pest, tail, track, -trap ; appositive, as wolf
ancestry, bitch, burd{*= offspring), cub, dam, nurse,

whelp ; in connexion with belief in lycanthropy or

the association of human beings with wolves, as

wolf boy, brethren, charm, child, clan, dance, devil,

life, man, mask, people, race, totem, type, woman ;

also wolfbelt, -shirt, b. Objective, as wolf-catcher,

-hunter, -hunting, -rider, -scaring, -slaying, -spear-

ing sbs. and adjs. C. Agential or instrumental, as

wolfbegotten, -haunted, -moved adjs. d. Simi-

lative and parasynthetic, as wolf-coloured, -eyed,

-grey, -headed^ -shaped adjs. ; also wolf-like adj.

and adv.
i860 O. W, Holmes Elsie V. iii, The great cur showed his

teeth,—and the devilish instincts of his old *wolf-ancestry

looked out of his eyes. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ.
ix. 251 Was that the *wolf-bark of the Corsican dynasty?
1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Met. 73 The *wolf-begotten Nape.
1883 Stai.lybrass Grimm's Teut. Mythol. III. 1094 Our
oldest native notions make the assumption of wolf-shape

depend on arraying oneself in a *wolf-belt or wolf-shirt.

c 1410 MasterofGame (MS. Digby 182) vi, When be *wolfe

byeche hath hir whelpes. 1820 Scott Abbot xix, He who
speaks irreverently of the Holy Father.. is the cub of a
heretic wolf-bitch. 1873 Fayrkr Clin, Observ. India 261

*Wolf Bite of the Forearm. 1857 Dalton {title) The *Wolf-

Boy of China. 1892 Rider Haggard Nada xiv, As yet the

*Wolf-Brethren and their pack killed no men. 1827 Scott
Highl. Widow v, There shall never be.. dirge played, for

thee or thy bloody *wolf-burd. 1611 Cotgr., Louvetier,

a *Wolfe-catcher. 1644 Early Recs. Portsmouth, R. I.

(1901) 33 That the wolfe Catcher shall be payed out of

the tresuery. 1921 Chamb. Jrnl. July 473A ine *wolf-

charms he used. 183SC. F. Hoffman Winter in West I.

244 That most exciting of sports, a *woIf-chaseon_ horse-

back. 1859 Lang Wand. India 268 In this district.. 'a

*wolf child,' as the natives of India expressit, was found
some years ago. 1890 Frazf.r Golden Bough iv. II. 351 The
Indians of this part of America are divided into totem clans,

of which the *Wolf clan is one of the principal. 1779 For-

rest Voy. N. Guinea 135 The largest bird of Paradise. .The
breast.. is black, or "wolf-coloured. 1817 Scott Harold 1.

viii, A she-wolf, and her *wolf-cubs twain, i860 G. H. K.
Vac. Tour. 130 Five or six active wolf-cubs. 158a Stany-
burst /Ends 11. (Arb.) 55 Lyke rauen'ing *woolfdams vp-

soackt and gaunted in hunger. tqq& Sunset Mag. Apr. 566/1

A *wolf-dance [by] painted naked savages, c 1440 Alphabet

of Tales 307 pai fand in be wud a *wulfe den & her was
wulfe-whelpis berin, bod per dam was away. 1895 Kipling

2nd Jungle Bk. 70 We will teach them to shelter *Wolf-

devils ! x866 Lytton Lost Tales Miletus, Fate Catchas 86

A *wolf-eyed rover. 1883 ' Ouida' Wanda I. 15 The little

fierce half-naked boy who in frost was wrapped in *wolf-fur.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 118 Coarse "wolf grey hair.

189s Kipling ind Jungle Bk. 223 A deep *wo!f-growl that

silenced the curs. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves v. 59
When the *wolf-hair began to break out and his bodily

shape to change. 1865 Kingsley Herew. Prel., The dark
*wolf-haunted woods. 1898 Saga-Bk. Viking Club Jan. 3s
Two *wolf-headed serpents. 1835 C. F. Hoffman Winter
in West II. 12, I was on a *wolf-hunt by moonlight. 1841

Ir. Penny Jrnl. 8 May 355 He took the spear from the

•wolf-hunter's hand. 1690 Temple Misc. n. iv. 44 In his

*Wolf-Huntings. .when he used to be abroad in the Moun-
tains three or four Days together. 1731-2 Nonvich Mercury
19-26 Feb. 1/1 The King went a Wolf-hunting. 1841 Ir.

Penny Jrnl. 8 May 353 No particular breed of dogs was
ever kept for wolf-hunting in this country. 189a Rider
Haggard Nada xiv, Galazi asked him if he would.. rule

with him over the *wolf-kind. Ibid., The desire of this

* wolf-life. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Manger
Louvichement, to eate *Wolfe like. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth.

iv. pr. iii. 51 The violent robber of others goodes. .swellith

in cotieting, & [thou] mayst call him woolf lyke, feerce &
contentious. 1612 J. Davies Muses Saerif (Grosart) 82/2

Our Wolfe-like Appetites. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 513 Will

you.. wolf-like howl away the midnight hour? 1844 King-
lake Eothen i, Big wolf-like dogs. j6io Holland Camden's
Brit. H. (Ireland) 83 Some.. doe affirme, that certaine men
in this tract are yeerly turned into Wolves [marg. * Wolf-

men]. 1893 Rider Haggard Nada xiv, I have become
a wolf-man. For with the wolves I hunt and raven. 1913

Frazer Golden Bough xi. (ed. 3) II. 271 Indians dressed in
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wolf-skins and wearing "wolf-masks. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 11, 489 *Wolf-moved battered shields, O'er poor dead
corpses. 1887 Bowen Virg. AKneid 1. 275 The yellow skin
of his [sc. Romulus's] *wo!f-nurse. 1895 Sir H. Maxwell
Duke of Britain viii. 105 Supposing the *wolf-pack over-
whelmed you. 1892 Rider Haggard Nada xvi, That *wolf-
people of yours. 1872 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 680 We hear no
more of the "wolf-pest till the days of Queen Mary. 1911
A. Lang in Eneycl. Brit. XIX. 137/1 The.. totem of the
*wolf-race of men. 1848 Lytton Harold v. i, Belsta, and
Heidr.andHulla. .the*wolf-riders. 1804Campbell Soldier's
Dream 6 The *wolf-scaring faggot that guarded the slain.

1891 Hardwiek's Sci.Gossif 1 Oct. 233/1 The *wolf-shaped
Managarm. 1883 ^wolf-shirt [see ivo!fbeli\. 1649 C. Wase
Sophocles, Electra 1 [Apollo] the *wolf-slaying god. 1855
Macaulay///^/. Eng. xii. III. 136 note, In a poem published
as late as 1719, and entitled Macdermot,..wolfhunting and
*wolfspearing are represented as common sports in Munster.
(11674 Milton Hist. Moscovia i. Wks. 1851 VIII. 431 The
Russe of better sort goes.. on his Sled.. drawn with a horse
well deckt ; with many Fox or *Wolve-tails about his neck.

1911 J. A. MacCulloch Retig. Anc. Celts xiv. 218 An early

*wolf-totem. 1780 Edmondson Her. II, Gloss., * Wolf-Trap
is a German bearing. This trap is made of a stick, bent
like the head of a pick-ax, and having in the centre a ring,

whereto the collar is fixed. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st.

xxx, If we both get alive out of this wolf-trap, I'll do my
best to save you. c 1440 *wolf-whelp [see wolfden], 1823
Scott Quentin D. xvi, He was the imprisoned wolf-whelp,

which at the first opportunity broke his chain. 1863 W. K.
Kelly Curios. Indo-Europ. Tradit. 252 Mention is made
of a *wolfwoman in the Mabinogion.

e. Special Combs. : wolf-berry, a N. American
shrub, Symphoricarpus occidentalism allied to the

snowberry
; f wolf-claw = wolf's-claw (see f)

;

wolf-drum, a drum with head made of wolfskin

;

*r wolf-fly, a kind of large fly which preys upon
other insects ; wolf-greyhound, a greyhound used

in hunting wolves; f Wolfland, a former nick-

name for Ireland ; wolf-madness, a form of mania
in which a man imagines himself to be a wolf («
Lycanthropy i); wolf-moth, (see quot., and cf.

3 d) ; wolf-net = 7 b ; wolf-note «=8b; wolf-

platform Archseol., a hill-side embankment in the

form of a platform, suggested to have been nsed

as a means of defence against the wolves of the low-

lands; t wolf-sheep, a tribute of a sheep paid by
a tenant for protection against wolves ; wolf-spear,

a wolf-hunter's spear ; wolf-spider, a spider of the

family Lycosidx, which hunts after and springs upon
its prey; wolf-stone (cf. Dog-stone); f wolf-
thistle = wolfs-thistle (see f) ; wolf-tick, a tick

of the genus Ixodes infesting wolves and dogs

;

wolf-tooth = wolf
y

s-tooth (see f ). See also Wolf-
dog, etc.

1834 G. Don Gen. Syst. Card. III. 451 ^Wolf-berry. 1597
Gerarde Herbal m. clvii. 1374 *Woolfe claw Mosse. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. 1. in. Furies 107 At the sound of

*Wolf-Drum's rattling thunder Th'afTrighted Sheep-skin-

Drum doth rent in sunder. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufefs
Theat. Insectes 934 The first.. called in Latine, Lttpus, in

English, the *Wolf fly.. .feeds especially upon flies, if he

cannot come by these he preys upon other Insects. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Lupus. 1829 Glover's Hist.

Derly I. 177 Asilus, Wolf Fly. 1825 Scott Talism. vi,

Three alans, as they were then called (* wolf-greyhounds,

that is) of the largest size. 169a Advice to Painter 20 A
chilling Damp, And *Wolfe-land Howl, run thro' the rising

Camp. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 136 note, In

William's reign Ireland was sometimes called by the nick-

name of Wolf land. 166a Bayfield Treat de Morb. 49
Lupina insania, *Wolf-madness. 1854 Jrnl. Mental Set.

52 Lycanthropy or Wolfmadness. 1863 Wood Illustr. Nat.
Hist. III. 544 Another species . . ,

popularly called the *Wolf-

moth (Tinea granella),. .haunts granaries and malthouses,

and does great damage by feeding on the grains and fasten-

ing them together with its silken web. 1819 Rees Cycl.,

* Wolf-Net, .. a kind of net used in fishing, which takes

great numbers, and has its name from the destruction it

causes, 1915 Proc. Camb. Philos. Soc. XVIII. 85 On all

stringed instruments of the violin type a certain pitch can

be found which it is difficult . . to produce by bowing. This

note is called the ' *wolf-note '. 1906 Cornh. Mag. May 615

At [the] base [of the hill] the great *wolf platforms would be

set in a position where a conflict might be carried on without

stampeding the herds m the camp above. 1528 in Archaeo-

logia LIII. 381 He hath yerely..one shepe of the best

instedeof a tolle called the *"wolfe shepe, for the which.. he

ys bownde to hunt the wolfe. 1823 Mrs. Hemans Siege of
Valcnciasx.CidsBattleSong, That her sons., may., sharpen

the point of the red *wolf-spear. 1608 Topsell Serpents 270

One kind of Autumnall Lupi, or *Wolfe-Spyder. X7S3

Chambers* Cvcl. Suppl. s.v. Lupus, 1863 Wood lllustr.

Nat. Hist. III. 656 The Lycosidae, or Wolf-spiders,, .take

their prey in fair chase instead of catchingJt in nets. Ibid.

657 About sixteen or seventeen British species of Wolf-spider

are already known. i64oinEntick London (1766) \l. 1S1 For

a dog-stone, 2.6. For a "wolf-stone, 2.0, 1525 Grete Herbal

exxii. (1529) H ij, De cameleonta. *Wolfe thystle. 1579 Lang-

ham Card. Health (1635) 683 Wolfthistle. 1861 Hulme tr.

Mcquin-Tandon il vi. iv. 302 The Ticks, or Ixodes.. .In

France the two principal species are— 1, the *Wolf Tick; 2,

Reticulated Tick. i7$3Chambers
t Cycl.Suppl.*\Vo\{-Tooth.

f. Combinations with genitive, as wolfs-hide

(attrib.) : wolf's-claw, a name for club-moss

( - Ltcopoditjm 1) ; wolfs-foot
T f («) ? the sea-wolf,

Anarrichas lupus; (b) » wolf's- claw, + wolf's-

thistle, a species of carline thistle, CarUna acaulis\

wolf's-tooth, Farriery [cf. MUG. wolfzan, G.

wolfszahti] (see quots.); f wolf's-wort ^Wolf-
wobt a. See also Wolf's-bane, etc.

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. lxxi. 412 The fifth kinde of Mosse,
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called *WoIfes clawe. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Lyco/odium, The common wolf's claw moss. 1861 S.Thom-
son Wild Ft. hi. (ed. 4) 289 The..common club-moss, or

wolfs-claw, or 'stag's-horn.' 1443 in Bekynteris Corr.

(Rolls) II. 238 Chattok dedit piscem vocatum Pedulupum aut

*Wolfes-foote al. Luperius. 1597 Gebardk Herbal 111. clvii.

1374 Called.. in English Woolfes foote, or Wool fes clawe,

and likewise Club Mosse. 1859 H. KincsleyiT. Hamlyn vi,

Crowd close, little snipes, among the cup-moss and wolfs
foot. 1866 Lvtton Lost Tales Miletus 125 A *wolfs-hide

mantle for his robe of state, a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS.
179 *Wolfys thystyl: carnation. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
Suppl., Wooluisthistle is Chamgeleon. 1565-6 Blundevil
Horsemanship iv. xlvi. (1580) 19b, A horse. .hauing two
extraordinarie teeth called the * Woolfes teeth, which be two
little teeth growing in the vpper iawes, next vnto the great

grinding teeth. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 323
A Horse is said to have Wolves-Teeth, when his Teeth
grow either Outwards or Inwards so that their Points prick

and wound either the Tongue, or Gum when he eats. 1864

E. Mavhhw fllustr. Horse Management 146 At one year

old,.. frequently at birth, little nodules of^ bone, without
fangs, merely attached to the gums, appear In front of each
row of grinders. These are vulgarly denominated ' Wolves'
Teeth'. 1575 Banister Chyrurg. 95 Aconitum *wouIfes
wort.

Hence WoTfdom, the realm or domain of wolves,

wolves collectively ; Wo*lfhood, the state or con-

dition of being a wolf; Wolfkin, a young wolf;

Wo'lflesa a., free from wolves.
1851 Sun 21 Jan. 3/a Before the House of Hanover or

Stuart, ..Alfred or Boadicea, *Wolfdom was, and is and is to

be. 1889 J . J acobs Fables 0/A£sop I. 209 To him cunning was
foxiness,.. cruelty, * wolfhood. 1706MRS. Czstlivkk Basset-

j

Table v. 59 Oh ! thou * Wolfkin instead of Lambkin. 1864
Tennvson Boadicea 15 Make the carcase a skeleton;, .wolf
and wolfkin, from the wilderness, wallow in it. 1893 L.

Stephen in Contemp. Rev, Aug. 160 The sheep of a "wolfless

region.

"Wolf (wulf), v. [f. Wolf sb.]

1. trans. To eat like a wolf ; to devour ravenously.
x86a Sala Seven Sons III. xi. 272 [She] used to. .wolf her

food with her fingers. 1880 Spurgeon Ploughm. Fid. 105
Hungry dogs will wolf down any quantity of meat. 1903
Speaker 24 Jan. 419/1 The men., wolfing up meals of oyster
stew in an atmosphere of perpetual dyspepsia.

2. intr. with it : To behave like a wolf ; =*
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1865 W G. Palgrave Arabia I. 126 While 'Obeyd was
wolfing it in Kaseem.

3. trans. To delude with false alarms: cf.prec. 9a.
xgio Contemp. Rev. Jan. 55 Those whose interest it was

to wolf the credulous public out of their pence. 1917
' Contact' Airman's Outings 4 The dwellers in the blinking
hole, having been wolfed several times, are sceptical.

Wolfbane : see Wolf's-bane.
Wolf-dog. [Cf. G. wolfshund.]
1. Any of several large varieties of dog formerly

kept for hunting wolves, esp. the Irish greyhound
or wolf-hound.
165a Order Ir. Privy Council 27 Apr., Such great dogges as

are commonly called Wolfe dogges, . . which are useful for de-
stroying of wolves. (X1700 Evelyn Diary 16 June 1670, The
bulls did exceeding well, but the Irish wolfe-dog exceeded,
which was a tall greyhound. 1796 Morse Amer.Geog. II.

180 Wolf-dogs (once so useful and celebrated) were perhaps
peculiar to Ireland, but that species is now nearly extinct.

1840 C. H. Smith Dogs II. 139 The Great Wolf-dog is not
common in central Europe; and appears at present almost
confined to Spain. 1845 Youatt Dog 66 The Italian or
Pomeranian wolf-dog. 1884 Tennyson Becket ltd ii, When
that horn sounds, a score of wolf-dogs are let loose.

2. A cross of a domestic dog and a wolf; recently

in Alsatian wolf-dog, popular name of a dog pro-
duced by crossing the German sheep-dog with a
strain of wolf.

1736 Ainsworth, Lyct'sca, a dog tngendered of a wolf and
a bitch, or a shepherd's dog, a wolf dog. 1755 Johnson.
1910 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 377/1 The black wolfdogof Florida
resembles the black wolf of the same region. 1924 R.
Arundel Police Dogs 6 The German Sheep Dog (known in
this country as the Alsatian Wolf Dog).

Wolfdom : see after Wolf sb.

Wolfe, obs. ff. Wolf, Woof.

t Wo'lfen, sb. Obs. rare. Forms : 1 wylfen,
3 wuluene, wluine, 6 Sc. wolfyne. [OE. wylfen,
of which the normal representative would be *wil-

ven\ f. wulf Wolf sb. + -EN*. Cf. MHG.wiilvinne
(G. wo/Jin), MDu. wolvinne (Du. wolvin), Da.
ulvinde, etc.] A she-wolf.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 362 Jif he drinceo* wylfene meolc.

01115 Aucr. R. 120 Wummone wrorS is wuluene, & mon
wro5 is wulf. Ibid., peo bet is iwend te wuluene, i Godes
eien, & is ase wuluene stefne in his swete earen. £'1300
Havetok 573 Leoun or wlf, wluine or bere. 15.. Henry*
son's Trial 0/ Fox 107 (Bannatyne MS.), The .. wildcat,
& the wild wolfyne.

Wo-lfen, a. rare~ l
. [f. Wolf sb. + -en *.] Per-

taining to a wolf, wolfish.

1810 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 320 To wreathe
anew the bonds of love, Which strife with wolfen tooth No
more shall gnaw in twain.

Wolfer (wu'lfai). rare. [f. Wolf sb. and v. +
-erA Cf. Wolver.]
1. A wolf-hunter.
1877 Hai.lock Sportsman's Caz. 12 The * wolfers 'proceed

to gather up animals slain, carry them to camp [etc.]. 1888
Century Mag. Feb. 501/2 Trappers and wolfers, whose
business is to poison wolves.

2. One who * wolfs ' food or drink.
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1897 A. R. Marshall Pomes n3 (Farmer), The worn-out
whiskey wolfer calmly slumbered through it all.

Wolfess. rare. Also 5 woluesse, -as. [f.

Wolf sb. + -ess *.] A she-wolf.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 43 A wolfesse [z'.rr. wolv-

esse, woluas] bat hadde Most hirwhelpes. 1550 W. Lynne
Carion's Cron. 25 b, By chaunce came a wolfesse out of the
nexte mountaynes. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 560 note,

The wolf lives instinctively solitary.. so that even his con-
nection with the wolfess is but of short duration.

Wolffian (wu'lfian), a. Anal, and Zool. [f. the

name of the German embryologist K. F. Wolff

( r 733-94) + -ian.] In Wolffian body, the meso-
nephron or primitive kidney ; either of the two renal

organs of the embryo of vertebrates ; so Wolffian
duct.

1844 Hoslvn Diet. Med., Wolffian Bodies, false kidneys.

. .The substance by which the kidneys are preceded in the
embryo, and which was first remarked by WollT. 1859
Todd's Cycl. Anal. V. 594/1 The parovarium is formed out
of the Wolffian body. 1879 tr. Itaeckels Evol.Man II. 414
The earlier, primitive kidney duct is distinguished as the
1 Wolffian duct.'

WO If- fish.. [After L. lupus (see Wolf sb. 3 b).

Cf. G. wolfsfisch.] A large and voracious sea-fish,

Anarrhichas lupus, having numerous sharp teeth

and edible flesh ; also called sea-wolf. Also applied

to other fishes of the same genus.
1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes 153 Of the Cockatrice and

Seawolf. . .The Wolf fishe marking him well, .sayde [etc.].

1605 R. F. Dedekinds Sch. Slovenrie (1004) 77 As for the
Wolfe-fish, gluttons hold the taile to be the best. 1774
Phil. Trans. LXIV. 315 The mouth of the wolf-fish is

almost paved with teeth. 1855 Kingrley Glancus 64 In
Torbay.. where no wolf-fish {Anarrhicus lupus) or other
shell-crushing pairs ofjaws wander.

Wolfhood : see after Wt
olf sb.

Wolf-hound. = Wolf-dog.
1823 Scott Qnentin D. xxii, We have brought down the

game at last, quoth my lady's brach to the wolf-hound. 1871
M. Collins Marq. fy Merch. I. i. 27 An enormous Pyrenean
wolf-hound. 1899 Dogs, their Alanagem. <y Treatm. 20
The Irish wolfhound, as he is known to-day, will weigh as
much as one hundred and fifty pounds. 1923 Westm. Gaz.
22 Mar., It was discovered when the Show opened that
a valuable Alsatian wolf-hound had disappeared.

Wolfian (vfrlfian, wu-lfian), aA and sb. 1 Also
Wolffian, [f. the name of the German philoso-

pher Christian Wolf or Wolff(i6j<)-i7$4) + -l\'8.']

a. adj. Pertaining to the philosophical system of
Wolf, which was an eclectic adaptation of Leib-
nitzianism and scholasticism. b. sb. An ad-
herent of this system. Hence Wo'lfianism, the

philosophical system of Wolf; Wo-lfianize v.

,

trans, to render Wolfian.
1791 Enfield Brucker's Hist. Philos. IT. 572 Almost

every German university was inflamed with disputes on the
subject of liberty and necessity ; and the names of Wolfians
and Anti-Wolfians were every where heard. 1843 Eclectic
Rev. Feb. 163 The influence of the Wolfian philosophy.
Ibid. 164 It is undoubtedly to Wolfianism that we are to
trace, in great measure, that coldness and Hfelessness which
characterizes the sermons of the latter part of the preceding
century. Ibid. 165 The already Wolfianized mind of the
rising ministry. 1874 G. S. Morris tr. Uebenveg's Hist.
Philos. II. 116 Lange. .sought., to demonstrate the Spino-
zistic and atheistic character of the Wolffian doctrine.

So Wo-lfio-Leibnitzian a. t
characterized by a

combination of Wolfian and Leibnitzian views.
1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant 1. 150 The artificial harmonies

of the Wolffio-Leibnitzian philosophy.

Wolfian (v^rlfian, wudfian), a.2 and sb. 2 [f.

the name of the German philologist F. A. Wolf
( 1 759-1 8 24) + -IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

F. A. Wolf or his theory regarding the Homeric
poems (developed in his Prolegomena ad Ilotnerum,
1795). b. sb. One who accepts this theory.

1875 W.D.GEDDEsinO«/(rm/. Rev. July 234 The Wolfian
theory, .that the Homeric poems were a congeries of origi-

nally independent lays, .moulded into a unity in the time
of Pi'sistratus. Ibid. 235 Next to him [sc. G. Hermann] in

importance among the later Wolfians.. stands Lachmann.
wolfin, obs. Sc. form of Woven.
Wolfing (wu-lfiij), vbl. sb. [f. Wolf sb. +

-INO y Hunting for wolves. Also attrib.

1875 F. T. Buckland Log-Bk. 1 28 When the wolfing season
has commenced on the prairies, the hunter impregnates the
carcase of a buffalo, .with strychnine and places it in a likely
position. 1877 Hallock Sportsman's Gaz. 13 The stock
in trade of a party engaged in ' wolfing ' consists in flour,

bacon and strychnine.

Wolfish (wtvlfif), a. Also 8 woolf-. [f.WoLP
sb. + -ish K Cf. MHG. wolfisch, and Wolvish.]
1. Of or pertaining to a wolf or wolves.
1570 Levins Manip. 146 8 Wolfish, lupinus. 1687 Drvdbn

Hind gf P. 1. 160 The wolfish race, Appear with belly Gaunt,
and famish'd face. 1690 C. Nessk O. fy N. Test. I. 213 Ye
may beat a wolf, .yet all this will not drive away his wolfish
nature. 1868 Cornh. Mag. July 70 The bristles that orna-
mented him in his wolfish Mate. 1890 Temple Aw Nov. 355
So vigorously had the wolfish tribe been hunted down that
only one couple survived.

b. Abounding in wolves, nonce-use.
1747 Collins Ode Liberty 72 Where Orcas howls, his

wolfish mountains rounding.

2. Characteristic of, befitting, or resembling that
of, a wolf.

1674 Govt. Tongue viii. 146 All the wolfish designs walk
under this sheeps clothing. 1750 Lakdnek Wks. (1838) III.

WOLF'S-BANE.

79 His. .unsociable and wolfish disposition. 1842 Dickens
Atner. Notrs vi, Grope your way with me into this wolfish

den. 1848 Lvtton Harold vn. v, The eyes of the three

men, with a fierce and wolfish glare.

3. Resembling a wolf, wolf-like.

1775 Adair Atner. Indians 259 To keep the [Indian] wolf
from our own doors, by engaging him with his wolfish

neighbours. 1854 J- S. C Ahbott Napoleon (1855) II. xiv.

242 Swarms of Cossacks, on fleet and wolfish horses.

b. Ravenously hungry. U.S.coUoq.
[1842 Eraser's Mag. Dec. 652/2 My appetite was growing

decidedly wolfish.] 1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Wolfish,

savage, savagely hungry. 1894 Fenn In Alpine Valley II.

133 I'm wolfish.

4. Comb., as wolfish-faced, -looking, -visaged adjs.

c 1770.CRABBE Midnight 295 Avarice. . A Woolfish-Visatj'd

Fiend. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters xxvii, [The
animal] is wolfish-looking. 1894 Mrs. Choker Village Tales

(1896) 162 The wolfish-faced crowd had melted away.

Hence WoTfishly adv. ; Wo lfisnness.
1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 16 The Wolfishness of those

which, .ought to have been the Christian Pastors, but went
on scattering their Flocks, if not devouring. 1831 J. Wilson
in Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 703 The Red Rover yowls
wolfishly to the moon. 1842 1'okrow Bible in Spain xl,

Wolfishly eager for booty. 1890 J. Pulsford Loyalty to

Christ I. 205 Compare.. the consummate wolfishness 0/
Christian Europe with the simpler wolfishness of heathen
nations.

"Wolfkin, "Wolfless : see after Wolf sb.

Wolfling (wu'lflin). [f. Wolfj^. + -LING 1
.]

A young or little wolf. Alsofig.
13.. K. Alls. 6256 (Laud M.S.), Wulfiynges he bischette

also, Merueillous men ben boo. 1570 Foxt: Serm, Christ
Crucif.% If a mighty hunter, .happenyng vppon the Wolfes
denne, iindeth there the young Wolfelynges. 1746 W. Hors-
ley Fool (1748) I. 94 Wolflings the Lambs embrace. 1759
I. Downf.s in Tyerman John Wesley (1870) II. 342 Two
bold, though beardless divines, so young, that they might
rather he called wolflings than wolves. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. 1 1 1, v. iii, Young children were thrown in [the river],

their mothers vainly pleading: ' Wolflings,' answered the

Company of Marat, ' who would grow to be wolves.' 1895
Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 204 Thou art a man, Little Prother,

woltling of my watching.

Wolfram (wu'lfram, v^Hfram). [a. G. wolfram
{wolform in Mathesius, 1562, wo/ffiram in Ercker,

15S0, volfram in Wallerius, Mineralogia, 1 747),
of uncertain formation : generally assumed to be

an old miners' term f. wolfwoU+ ra/im cream (cf.

rahmerz foamy wad), and to be the source of

mod.L. Ittpi spuma (Agricola De Nat. Foss., 1546),

which corresponds, however, to G. wolfsschaum

;

but perh. f. MHG. Htm dirty mark, soot.

The variants of the G. word, e. g. wolffram

m

t wol/tf)erf,
ivol/art, ivol/rath, suggest association with proper names.
Since Agricola describes the luf>i spuma as a light 'stone ',

it is improbable that it was the mineral wolfram.]

1. Jllin. A native tungstate of iron and manganese.
1757 tr. Henckefs Pyritologia i.v. 132 Though this tin ore

be not easily separable from wolfram, a kind of mock-tin, or

an irony tin mineral. 1787 Groschkk tr. KlaprotJis Observ.
Fossils Corniu. 32 Wolfram of a foliated texture united to

quartz and clay, is brought from Poldice. 1849 D. Campbell
Inorg. Chevt. 292 Oxide of tungsten.. . Preparation.—The
mineral wolfram is reduced to the finest powder [etc.]. 1916
Lancet 8 Jan. 76/1 These electrodes are made.. from a
mixture of. .ores.., the chief one being a tungstate of iron

and manganese, known as wolfram.

2. The metal tungsten, obtained from this mineral.

1845 W. Gregory Qutl. Inorg. Chem. 197 Tungsten. . . Syn.
Wolfram—Occurs in nature, chiefly in the mineral wolfram.

1907 Proc. Soc. Antiquaries 2 May 456 Wolfram, or tung-
sten, a metal which is used as an alloy for hardening steel.

3. attrib. , as wolfram mine, ore ; wolfram lamp,
-steel = Tungsten lamp, -steel ; wolfram-ochre
= Tuxgstic ochre, Tungstite.
1862 wolfram-steel [see Tungsten 3J. 1868 Watts Did.

Chem. V. 903 Trioxide of Tungsten .. occurs native as

tungstic ochre, wolfram-ochre, or wolframine. 1907 Westm.
Gaz. 24 July 10/1 Dr. Auer.. claims that the light obtained
from the wolfram lamp is three or four times as brilliant as
that given by the ordinary carbon lamp with the same con-

sumption of electricity. 1914 Brit. Mus. Return 227 A
large specimen of hiibnente from Huara wolfram mine.
1916 Chamb. Jrnl. 9 Sept. 655/2 Quantities of wolfram ore

are also produced in Australia.

HenceWo'lframate, = Tungstate ; Wolframed
a., having wolfram added ; Wolfra'mic a., —
Tungstic ; Wo-lframlne, tungstic ochre, tung-

stite; Wo'lframite, *= Wolfram i.

1864 Q. Jrnl. S^ i. 1. 693 M. LeGuen has solicited attention

to what he calls *ivotframed pig-iron, i860 Maynk Expos.
Lex. s. v. Wolframiate, *Wolframic acid. 1854 Dana Min.
143 *Wolframine. 1868 Ibid. 601 *Wolframitc 1914 Brit.

Mus. Retumi-2.% Wolframite and smoky quartz, from Burma,

"Wolf's-bane (wu-lfsb^'n), fwolfbane. .[
f-

wolfs, gen. of Wolf sb. + Bane j*,*, rendering

mod.L* lycoctonum, a. Gr. Xvkoktuvov lit. 'wolf-

slayer'.] A plant of the genus Aconitum, esp.

A. lycoctonum, with dull yellow flowers, occurring

in mountainous regions in Europe. Also applied to

Arnica montana {winter wolf's-bane), and to the

winter aconite, Eranthis hyemalis.

1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 9 The other kynde
[of Aconitum] is called Lycoctonum, & in englisheit maye
be called wolfes bayne. But thi* kynde is deuided into two
other kyndes, of whiche. .the one may be called in englishe

monkes coule or blewe wolfdjaine. The other kindemay
be called in Englishe yelowe wolfesbayn. 1578, 1597 [see

Monk's-hood i). 16*9 Parkinson Parad. xxvi. 216 Most



WOLF'S-FIST. 246 WOMAN.
Herbftrists call it Aconitum hyemalc, and we in English
thereafter, Winters Wolfesbane. 1656 W. Coles Art of
Simpling 66 The Oyntment that Witches use is reported to

he made . . of the Juices of Smallage, Woolfsbaine and
Cinquefoyle. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 332. 1785
Martyn Lett. Bot. xxi. (1794) 298 Wholesome Wolfsbane
[Aconitum Anthora], .has five capsules, . .and the flowers

are sulphur-coloured. 1820 Keats Melancholy i, Go not to

Lethe, neither twist Wolf's-bane, tight-rooted, for its poi-

sonous wine. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 146 Aconitum
uncinatutn. American Wolf's- Bane. 1856-60 A. Gray Man.
Bot. N. U.S. 13 Aconitum reclinatum. Trailing Wolfsbane.
1866 Treas. Dot. 1235/2.

tWolf's-fist. Obs. In3wuluesflst,6woolfes
fistes, 7 wolues fyste ; also 6 wolfyst, 7 wool-
fist, [f. gen. of Wolf si. + Fist sb.'A , of which
Lycoperdon (Tournefort) is a translation.] The
puff ball, Lycoperdon Bovista. Also used as a term

of abuse.
c 1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/45 Fungus, wulues-

fist. 1530 Palsgr. 289/2 Wolfyst, uesse de hup. 1507
Gerarde Herbaluu clxii. 1386 Puffes Fistes, are commonly
called in Latine Lupi crepitus, or Woolfes Fistes. 1606

Wily Beguiled Prol., Out you soust gurnet, you Woolfist,

1611 Cotgr., Vesse de hup . . Wolues fyste.

Wolf's-head, wolf-head. Forms: see

Wolf si. and Head si.

1. The head of a wolf; a figure of this, e. g. as a

heraldic bearing.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 360 To sUepe, wulfes heafod le^e

under bone pyle. ? .11400 Merit Arth. 1093 Alle falterde

be flesche in his foule lyppys, like wrethe as a wolfe-hevede,

it wraythe owtt at ones ! 1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 230
Hugh the firste Earle of Chester, was surnamed de Loupe,
because he bare a Wolfes head in his shield. 1610 Gutllim
Heraldry in. xv. 145 Heebeareth Azure, two Barres, Argent,

on a Canton Sable, a Wolues head Errased of the second.

1875 F. T. Buckland Log-Bk. 5 A young man holding a
wolf's head high up in the air. 1891 Daily Tel. 16 Apr. 7/2
Minnesota spent last year twenty-five thousand dollars in

bounties on wolf-heads brought in.

2. Old English Law. A cry for the pursuit of

an outlaw as one to be hunted down like a wolf;

trans/, (orig. in phr. to cry wolf's head) an outlaw.
17th century law books have various corrupt forms, as

wolferfod, woolfesliered, woolferthfod, luolfetchsod.^

[c 1000 Laws Ediv. Con/, vi, I.upinum enim gerit caput

a die utlagationis sue, quod ab Anglis uulfesheued nomina-

tur.] 1c 1300 Mirr. justices IV. iv. (Selden Soc.) 125 E point

ne vient, qe des adunc le tiegne lem pur lou e est enable

Wolvesheved, pur ceo qe lou est beste haie de tote gent.

c 1400 Gamelyu 700 (Hail. MS.) Whan Gamelyn her lorde

wolues-beed was cryed & made. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas VII.

1261 Out of ther court banyshed was prudence, . . Cried

woluis hed was vertuous sobirnesse. c 1460 Towneley Myst.

xxi. 139 Now wols-hede and out-horne on the be tane !

1865 Kingsi.ky Hereto, i, By that time I shall be a wolf's

head, and out of the law. 1914 Blackvt. Mag. Jan. 95/2
Vengeance on these cruel wolf heads.

Wolfskin. The skin or pelt of a wolf; a

garment, etc. made of this. Also attrib.

C1410 Master 0/Game (MS. Digbyi82)vi, pe wolfe skynn
is hole forto make koffes or pylches. a 161a Harington
Sen. Saterne 11. (1624) 37 Garments.. of Martyn or Wolfe,

skinnes. 1734 Free Briton No. 255. 2/2 Multitudes believe

..that a Sheep-skin Drum bursts asunder at the beat of &

Wolf-skin Drum. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. ill. xvi, His

bugle-horn ..in a wolf-skin baldric tied. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 809 His battle-writhen arms and mighty hands Lay
naked on the wolfskin. 1918 Blackw. Mag. June 743/1
When our own ancestors were, .barbarians in wolfskins.

Wo-lf's-milk. [Cf. LG. wulfsmtlk, MHG.
wolfmilch, (G. wolfs-), Da. ulvemelk, etc.]

1. a. A spurge, esp. the sun-spurge, Euphorbia

Helioscopia ; so called from the acrid milky juice.

1575 Banister Chyrurg. ioi Esula, Woulfes milke. 1599

A. M. tr. Gaielnouer's Bk. Physicke 364/1 For the Felone

of the Finger. Take the herbe called Woluesmilcke, tye the

same with the Flowers on the Felon [etc.]. l86t Miss
Pratt Flower. PI. V. 5 Euphorbia helioscopia (Sun Spurge)

..Country people call it. . Wolf's-milk. 1897 R. N. Bain

tr. JdkaVs Pretty Michal xxv. 201 The witch took freshly

plucked wolf's-milk flowers.

b. The fungus Lycogala.
1861 H. Macmillan Footn. Page Nat. 288 The beautiful

round vermilion balls of the Lycogala, or Wolf's milk.

2. The milk of a wolf.

1847 Tennyson Princess vn. 115 Half the wolfs-milk

curdled in their veins. 1892 Rider Haggard Nada xvii,

They have drunk wolf's milk.

Wolfwort (vvu-lf|W»it). 1 Ois. [f. WoLFi*. +
Wort.] a. A plant of the genus Aconitum : ™
Wolf's-bane. b. A plant of the genus Periploca,

the juice of which was used for poisoning wolves.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Loup, Herbe tut hup, Wolues-bane, wolfe-

wort (a kind of Aconitum). 1658 (see Leopard's bane].

1773 J- Hi ix Vegetable Syst. IX. 43 Wolfwort. Periploca.

Wolfyst: see Wolf's-fist.

Wolhe.nolhe: see Will vA 50b. Wolken(e,
-in, obs. ff. Welkin. Woll : see Well, While,

Will, Wool, Woold.
Wollastonite (wu-bstansit). Min. [Named

by Lehman (18 18) after the chemist and physicist

W. H. Wollaston (1766-1828) : see -ITE l.] Native

metasilicate of calcium ;
tabular spar.

Applied also by T. Thomson to Pectolite.

1823 W. Phillips Introd. Min. (ed. 3) 211 Wollastonite...

This substance occurs in the lava of Capo di Bove, near

Rome, in small masses. 1836 T. Thomson Outl. Mm. etc.

I 131 This was the reason which led me to give the appella-

lion Wollastonite to the present species, which occurs..

near Kilsyth... It is related to table spar. 1888 Rutley
j

Rock-Forming Min. 183 Wollastonite. .occurs as a rock-
forming mineral chiefly in. .rod-like or platy crystals.

"Wolle : see Wall siA, Will vA, Wool.
"Wolle bode, obs.' var. Wot'BiT.

f Wolleyn, suggested by Lyte [a. .er Woollen,
q.v. TI] as an alternative for Mullein.
1578 Lyte Dodoens I. lxxxi. 118 Mulleyn (or rather Wol-

leyn). Ibid. 119 Mulleyne, or rather Wulleyn.

"Wollop, var. Wallop v.

'1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah vi. (1850) 52, I wollopped the
hoop around him. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped v, I have a
rope's end of my own to wollop 'em.

Wollow, obs. form of Wallow vA
1622-5 Essex Archdeaconries Dtpos. Bk. If. 129 (MS.) She

was drunck and lay wollowing in the durt.

Wollyn, obs. form of Woollen.
"Wolp, obs. form of Wit v. Sc.

Wolron, var. Wilrone Ois.

a 1851 in R. Chambers Pop. Rhymes Scot. (1870) 70 In
place o' her ain bonny bairn, she fand a withered wolron.

Wolsome, var. Wilsome a. 1

Wolsted, obs. form of Worsted.
Wolt, obs. pa. t. of Wield. Wolt(e, obs. var.

Vault si. 1
; see Will vA A. 3. "Woltou, -towe =

wilt thou : see Will vA A. 6 a. Wolum, obs.

Sc. f. Volume. 'Wolunte, var. Voluntt Ois.

Wolve(wulv),z>. [f. inflexional stem ofWolf si.]

1. intr. (also with it). To behave like a wolf,

play the wolf.

1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. hi. 187/2 If any Seducers
were let loose to wolve it among the good people of Rox-
bury. a 1909 E. Thompson Seton Billy i. (C. D. Suppl.) A
Wolf was wolving ' on the east side of Sentinel Mountain.

2. Of an organ : To give forth a hollow wailing

sound like the howl of a wolf, from deficient wind-

supply.
1864 Le Fanu Uncle Silas I. xxv. 325 What an awful

storm ! . . Don't you like the sound ? What they used to call

' wolving' in the old organ at Dorminster 1 1919 M. R.James
ThinGhost 130 The organ wolved—you knowwhat I mean:
the wind died.

fWo-lveling. Ois. rare—'1 . [f. wolv-, in-

flexional stem ofWolf si. + -linqI.] = Wolflino.
1798 W. Roscoe tr. Tansillo's Nurse I. (1800) 23 Whilst

ten young wolvelings shelter find.

Wolver (wu-lvai). rare. Also 6-7 wooluer.
|

[f.WoLYEP. or inflexional stem ofWolf si. + -ER1
.]

1. One who behaves like a wolf; a ravenous or

savage creature.

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 147 Three meales of a
Lazarello, make the fourth a Woolner [sic]. 1604 T. M.
Black Bk. Epistle to Rdr., Scylla and Charibdis, those two
Cormorants and Woolners [sic] of the Sea. 1883 Cornh.

Mag. Feb. 184 Jelly-fish, fierce little ' wolvers ' throwing out

their., stings.

2. One who searches or hunts for wolves.

a 1909 E. Thompson Seton Billy i. (C. D. Suppl.) As the

wolver rode down an adjoining cafion, he saw a Wolf come
out of a hole. 1921 Chambers's Jrnl. July 473/1 The wolver,

exploring unsurveyed territory.

Wolverene, -ine (wulvarj-n). Forms: 6-9

wolvering, 8— wolverene, -ine (6 wool-, ulver-

ing(e, 7 woolverin(e, Sc. voluering). [app. f.

wolv-, inflexional stem of Wolf si., but the forma-

tion is obscure.]

1. The glutton (Gulo luscus), now esp. the North

American variety : see Glutton A. 4.

1574 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 236 Furres of

woolveringes for pedlers capps. 1591 G. Fletcher Russe
Commw. (HakL Soc.) 14 Their beasts. .are the losh,..the

beare, the wolvering or wood dogge. 1619 Miduleton
LoveQAutif. Di, Beastsbearing Furr, . . Racoone,Moashye,

Woluerine. 1747 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds 11. 103 The
Quick- Hatch, or Wolverene. 1812 J.

Smyth Pracl. Customs

(1821) 225 Wolvering is a large animal, almost equal in size

to the wolf. 1820 Harmon Jrnl. Voy. N. A mer. 426 The
carcajou or wolverine, in shape and the colour of the hair,

greatly resembles the skunk. 1855 Loncf. Hiaw. xvi. 40

How the Wolverine, uprising, Made him ready for the

encounter. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Song ofDcadZ Where
the wolverine tumbles their packs from the camp.

2. The far of the wolverene.

1596 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc. 1861) 2 A cassocke of

frogran edged wth ulveringe. x6ia Sc. Bk. Rates in Haly-

urtons Ledger (1867) 307 Furres called. .Volueringis the

peice, vili. 1833 Act 3 <t 4 Will. IV, c. 56 Wolverings,

undressed. 1890 Daily News 28 Jan. 7/1 It is already

prophesied that wolverine is to be the favourite fur next

winter. 1895 Kipling 2nd jungle Bk. 158 The long

wolverine-fur fringe of her ermine hood.

3. A nickname for an inhabitant of Michigan.

So Wolverine State, Michigan.

1835 C. F. Hoffman Winter in Far West I. 207 The
genuine wolverine, or naturalized Michiganian. 1847 Con-

gressional Globe 5 Feb. 332/2 A great Government bank—
..a full-grown .. Wolverine wild-cat. 1875 Charnb. Jrnl.

13 Mar. 171/2 Michigan is Lake State or Wolverine State.

Wolvin, obs. Sc. form of Woven.
tWo-lvish, a. Ois. Also 5-6 wolw-, 6

woulu-, wollw-, Sc. volw-, 6-7 wo(o)lu-, 7-9

woolv-. [f. wolv-, inflexional stem of Wolf si.

+ -ish'.]

1. = Wolfish 2, 3.

C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 174 Among wolvys

be wolvysshe of corage. 15.. Six Ballads with Burdens

(Percy Soc.) 5 This wollwysshe shepe. 1540-7 Coverdai.e

Fruitful Less. I (1593) M 1, Iudas .. hauing woluish con-

ditions vnder sheepes cloathing. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v.

(1922) 191 This woolvish sheepheard. l6o^Supplic. Masse-
priests, Ans. K2, The wooluish cruelty of popish Inquisi-

tors. 1605 Shaks. Lear I. iv. 330 With her nailes Shee '1

flea thy Woluish visage. 1632 Massinger & Field Fatal
Dtrury 11. i. D 3 b, Out you wooluish mungrells 1 1692 R.
L'EsTiiANGE/^rt^f I. clvi. 141 These Wolvish Back-Friends.
1817 Coceridge Biog. Lit. I. x. 181 If superstition and
despotism have been suffered to let in their woolvish sheep.

2. = Wolfish i.

1565 Satir. Poems Reform, i. 133, I sawe the ffrendlie

man wounde in a volwyshe weede. 1577 T. Kendall
Flowers Epigr. 87 The founder of the same [sc. Rome]
with Wouluishe milke was fedde. 1793 Blake Songs Ex-
per., Little Girl Found 51 Nor fear the wolvish howl Nor
the lions' growL

Hence j Wcrlvishly adv.
; j Wolvishness.

1538 Bale Three Lawes 1211 Thy woluysshnesse by thre

crownes wyll I hyde making the a pope. 1628 Wither Brit.

Rememb. iv. 663 Some, wolvishly, did prey upon the quick.

So f Wo'lvy a. Ois. rare-0.

16x1 Cotgr., Louvier, Woluie, Wolfe-like.

"Wolward, obs. f. Woolward. 'Wolwat, obs.

f. Velvet. Wolx, obs. pa. t. of Wax v.

Worn, obs. form of Whom.
Woman (wu-man), si. PI. women (wi-men).

Forms (case-inflexions in OE. and early ME. as in

Man sb. 1
) : Sing. a. 1-5 wifmau, 2-3 -mon, 2-4

wimman, (3 wim(m)on, wyman), 3-4 wym-
man, 3-5 wymmon (4 wyfman). /3. 3 wum-
mon, 3-5 wumman. 7. 3-5 wornman, wom-
mon, 4-6 voman, 5 vomman, woman(n)e, 5-6

wommane, 7 whoman, (also 9 dial.) woomsn,
3- woman. 5. 5 oman, 6 owman(?), 7 Anglo-

Welsh o'man, 7-9 uman, 9 'ooman, umman. PI.

a. 1-4 wifmen, 1-4, 8 wimmen, 3-5 wymmen,
(4 wyfmen, wimen, wemmen, 4-5 wymen, 5

vymmen, 7 Anglo-Welsh ymen). 0. 3-4 wum-
men. 7. 3-5 wommen, 5 womerte, vommen,
woymen, 6-7 woemen, 4- women. 8. 4 Sc. ve-

mene, 4-7 wemen, 5wemyn,whemen,weymen,
5—7 weomen, 6 vemen, 6-7 weemen, 7 weamen.
[OE. wifmon{n, -man{n masc., later fern., pi. wif-

mcn{n, f. wlf woman, Wife si. + monin,—

(

1
human being, Man sb. 1 A formation peculiar to

English, and not extant in the earliest period of

OE., the ancient word being Wife.
The regular ME. descendants of OE. w/fmau, -men, viz.

wimman,wimmen (cf. OE. hofman, ME. lemman, Leman)
continued in use until the 15th century. By C1200 the

rounding of wi- to wu- is clearly established, and is at that

time characteristic of western ME. texts. The form worn,

man appears in the late 13th cenlury (first in western texts),

and the corresponding pi. wommen in the late 14th. The
simplification of mm in wounuan, -en and wimman, -en,

and the consequent conversion of the first syllable into an

open syllable gave rise to forms with o and e, which, con-

tinuing to the early modern period, provided the occasion

for punning analyses of woman and wemen (see 1 k below).

From c 1400 woman and women became regular spellings

for sing, and pi., and have been retained as a properly cor-

responding pair to man and men ; but in the standard

speech the pronunciation (wu-) was ultimately appropriated

to the sing, and (wi-) to the pi., probably through the

associative influence of pairs likefoot andfeet.

From at least the 16th century, the only variety in the

pronunciation of the pi. has been in respect of the quantity

of the first vowel, which was either short or long in the 16th

and 17th centuries ; but in the same period no less than five

pronunciations of the sing, are recognized byorthoepists,

viz. wu"mitn, WK'man, wo'man, and u'miin, fman, of which

all but the fust have now sunk to vulgar or dialectal status.

I Examples of the 5-forms of the sing., without initial w,

follow here ; for illustration of the more normal forms see

sense 1. ,

'1455 Paston Lett. I. 343 Youre pore bede oman and

cosyn, Alice Crane. 1558 Charnock Bk. Aslron. Title of

Chapter (MS.) Is the theffe man or owman or bothe? 1623

Shaks. Merry W. iv. i. 52 Eua. Leaue your prables (o'man) .

.

Eua. O'man, forbeare. 1632 Nadbes Cov. Card. v. 11, Your

Ladiships uman. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. x, When
her Laship was so veri kind as to offer to mak met hur one

Uman. 1808 Jamieson, Uman, the pron. of woman. 1837

Dickens Pickw. xiii, Putting on his spectacles to look at

a married 'ooman ! 1838 Jas. Grant Sk. Lond. 69 Bad

luck to the 'ooman I 1898 G. W. E. Russell Coll. * Recoil.

14 Like other high-bred people of his tune, he [*:. Lordjonn

Russell], .called a woman an ' 'ooman '.]

I. L, An adult female human being. (The con-

text may or may not have special reference to sex

or to adult age: cf. Man stA 4 a, c, d.)

IMan or (or and) woman used appositionally = male or

(and) female. ..»,-.• 1. .. „
sin' a. C893 /Elfred Oros. in. vi. §2 Minutia hatte an

wifmon, be on heora wisan sceolde nunne beon. c 1000

><Elfric Gen. ii. 23 God . .
jeworhte flaet rib, Se he senam of

Adame, to anum wifmen. ^- Judges iv. 22 Da clipode seo

wimman cu3lice him to. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 15 ,if pa la3e

weren nu, nalde na mon mis-don wi3 oflre, ne wepmon ne

wifmon ne meiden. c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 133 [>e hf holi

wimman sarra. a 1250 Owl * Night. 1357 If wymmon
bencheb luuye derne. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 486/53 Com agejn

& bring this swyn a-now To this pore wifman. C1300

Have/ok 1 1 56 pe fayrestwymman under mone. 13 . . K. Horn

552 (Harl. MS.) Er ne he eny wyf take Ober wyb wymmon
forewart make. 1340 Ayeub. 31 He. .zayb to be manne and

to be wyfmanne [etc.], „

B a 1225 Ancr. R. 12 Hwarse wummon hueo ooer mon

bi him one. Ibid. 58 pis is a swu3e dredlich word to wum.

men bet scheaweo hire to wepmones eien. a 1240 Urcisun

in O. E. Horn. I. 191 Nis no wummon lboren >et oe beo



WOMAN. 247 WOMAN.
iliche. 13.. Coer de L. 3863 Man, wumman, every Sarasyn.

1499 Promfi. Parv. 534/2 (ed. Pynson), Wumman.
y. c 1275 Lay, 2237 Womman [^1205 wifmon] bou hart

hende. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 211 Al vor a woman pat
heleine was lcluped bisbataile verst bigan. a 1300 Cursor At.

9000 Foluand a wicked womman will. Ibid. 20285 Quils
scho spac bus, bat suet woman, ..saint ioban..com. 136a
Langl. P. PL A. vin. 74 pei weddeb no wommon bat pei

with deleb. 14. . in Ret. Ant. I. 275 To onpreyse womene
yt were a shame, For a womane was thy dame, 1476 Slonor
Papers (Camden) II. 7 And yflf ye wold be a good etter off

your mete allwaye, that ye myght waxe and grow ffast to
be a woman. 1546 in J. Bulloch Pyuours (18S7) 63 Euery
pynour baytht man and voman. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv.

1. 125 One. .that was a woman when Queene Guinotier of
Brittaine was a little wench. 1591 — Two Cent. n*. iv. 165
Our youth got me to play the womans part, And I was
trim'd in Madam Iulias gowne. 1667DRYDEN & Dk. Nf.wc.
Sir AT. Mar-ail'111.(1668) 26 A Woman's in a sad condition,

that has nothing to trust to, but a Perriwig above, and a
well-trim'd shoe below. 1697 Concreve Mourn. Bride in.

ad fin., Heav'n has no Rage, like Love to Hatred turnYl,
Nor Hell a Fury, like a Woman scorn'd. 1735 Pope £p.
Lady 2 16 Men, some to Bus'ness, some to Pleasure take;
But every Woman is at heart a Rake. 1780 J. Brown
Toleration (1803) 81 No ecclesiastical power can reside in
a heathen, a woman, or a child. 1804 Wokdsw. ' She was
a Phantom ' 27 A perfect Woman, nobly planned, To warn,
to comfort, and command. 1818 Byron Juan 1. hi, Her
stature tall— I hate a dumpy woman. 1835 Hook G. Gurney
vii. in New Mo. Mag. XLIV. 18 A girl of seventeen is

a woman, when a man of seventeen is a boy. 1867 Act30
<r 3t Vict, c. 130 §3 In this Act. .'Woman' shall mean
a Female of the Age of Eighteen Years or upwards. 1887
Act50 $51 Vict.c. 58 § 75 In this Act.. 1 Woman' means
a female of the age of sixteen years or upwards. 1889 'J. S.
Winter ' Mrs. Bob v, A girl she was not, but a woman of
at least nine and twenty.
pt.a, c 900 tr. Pxdd's Hist, in. v. (1890) 162 £e wsepnedmen
Se wimmen. c 1000 Christ's Descent 48 Wifmonna breat,

fela facmnena. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 pa
nainen hi.. carl-men and wimmen & diden heom in prisun.
c 1200 Trin. Coll, Horn. 215 5'f he hodede wlite<5 mid stefne

for to liken wimmannea c 1290 John 196 in S. Eng. Leg.
408 Twelf bousend Men..With-oute children and wimmen.
1297 R. Glooc. (Rolls) 2753 Ofte in wimmen \v.rr. wim-
mane, wommannes, wommanys, wommensjfourmehiicomeb
to menal so. a 1300 Cursor J/. 7044 Zamazims..pe wimmen
land wit-outen man. a 1300 K. Horn 67 Of alle wymmane
[v.r, wimmenne] Wurst wasgodhild banne. 13.. CursorM.
24644 (Edin.) Wit obir wimen bat him soht. 1340 Ayenb.
10 To habbe uela^rede ulesslich mid wyfmen. £1375 Cursor
M. 8583 heading^ How ij. wemmen ware iugged for a childe
be tane slogh in hirbedde. 1470-83 Mm-ory Arthur 11. vii.

83 For her sake I shal owe al wymmen the better loue. c 1500
God speed the plough 87 Wymen commeth weping on the
same Maner. c ifiao Welsh Embass.w. 1509 (Malone Soc.)
Our valliant Comragues..so fright the ymen that [etc.],

1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmid. Dial. 60 What iscumamang
Wimmen an Lasses E this Parish?
0. C1205 Lay. 11718 ^Ec heo nomen wummen wunder ane

monie. 01240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 191 pu ert briht
and blisful ouer alle wummen. 13.. Cursor At. 25451 (Gott.)

Man [has] gret liking . . On wummen fair for to bihald.

y. 1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 1016 3<>ure fingrus of fin gold 5e
fullen wib ryngus, As is wommenus wone for wordliche glose.

e 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 91 Of alle wommen good womman
foond I neuere. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 58 Of body botheand
of visage Lik unto wommen ofyong age. £1400 Maundev.
(1839) xiii. 143 Amazoyne, that is the Lond of Femynye,
where that no man is, but only alle Wommen. c 1430 Lydg.
A/in. Poems (Percy Soc.) 46 Heregynneth a dyte of women-
his hornys. C1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xx. 119 Bi wering of
wommennys couercheefis. C1450 AHrE's Eestial 22 All

good men and woymen. £-1450 Cursor Af. 10528 (Laud)
>uyr alle women to bere croun. 1553 Respublica 1454. Men

shouldekysse woomen. 1573 L. Lloyd Pilgr. Princes (1586)

55 b, The fiftie virgins, .certaine. .baites being set of pur-
pose by the gentlemen of Messena for their virginities, and
now readie.. being then maides, to bee made women that
night. 1596 Dalrymi'le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. (S.T.S.)
I. 290 Woemen quha had vowet chastitie. x6n Coryat
Crudities 247 {Venice), I saw women acte, a thing that
I neuer saw before. 1753-4 Richardson Grand/son II.

viii. 51 Girls are said to be sooner women than boys are
men. 1818 Shelley Julian 592 Like one of Shakespeare's
women. 1874 Hardy Farfr. Mad. Crowd xxv, They were
already loading hay, the women raking it into cocks and
windrows. 1904, Max Pemberton Red Atom viii, The
women first, and one by one.. . If any man goes out of his
turn, I will shoot him like a dog.

8. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 734 Men mycht her wemcn
hejy cry. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. (Afathou) 347 Mariage
. .To cople men & vemene. 1x400 Destr. Troy 8056 Hit is

a propertie apreuit . . To all wemen in the world . . To be vn«
stable. Ibid. 10904 The wemyn . . welt horn to ground with
swappis of hor swordes. 1456 Cov. Leet Bk. 288 Most ex-
cellent minces of weymen mortall. 1503-4 Rec. St. Alary
at Hill (1904) 252 For the makkyng of the nev vemens
pevys. 151a Wriothesley Chron. (Camden) I. 8 Servantes,
premises, weomen, and all other to pay 4d. a peece. 1553
Respublica 1462 Thei bee weemen and perchaunce maye
bee faced owte. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 168 The French
Liberty of the Weomen makes the Italians judge them
without shame. 1641 {title) The Petition of the Weamen of
Middlesex, a 1690 Lady A. Halkett Autobiog. (Camden)
22, I dresed him in the wemen's habitt that was prepared,
wck fitted his Highnese very well.

b. Generically without article : The female
human being ; the female pait of the human race,

the female sex. Hence gen. woman's = womanly,
female, feminine.
c950 L indisf. Gosp. Matt xix. 4 Afasculum elfeminamfecit

eos, woepen-monn & wifmonn geworhte hia. c 1000 /Elfric
Deut. xxii. 5 Ne scryde nan wif hi mid waepmannes reafe,

ne waepman mid wifmannes reafe. a 1250 Prov. Alfred 281
in O. E. AUsc. 118 Wymmon is word-wob and haueb tunge
to swift, c 1290 S. Eug. Leg. 29 pe beste bern..pat euere
of womman was i-hore, c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 142 What
is better than wisedoom ? womman. And what is bettre than

a good womman? no thyng. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
^O 27* D

i
for in man as man is no assurance, & moche

lesse in woman. 1697 Dryden JEncis iv. 820 Woman's
a various and a changeful Thing ! 1753-4 Richardson
Grandison III. xvii. 133 Woman is the glory of all created
existence :— But you, madam, are more than woman 1 1766
Goldsm. Vicar JV. xxiv. Song, When lovely woman stoops

to folly. 1808 Scott Alarmion VI. xxx. 1 O Woman ! in our
hours of ease, Uncertain, coy, and hard to please. 1823 —
Quentin D. xiv, Get thee gone with thy woman's ware ! 1849
Froude Nem. Faith 224 All that woman's care or woman's
affection could do to soften off her end was done. 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xiv, ' But Wooman, lovely Wooman,'
said Mr. Turveydrop, . .'what a sex you are !

' 1855 Kings-
ley in Ltfe(iSy-j) I, 453 Woman's heart is alike in all ranks.
1894' Max O'Rell' JohnButlfyCo. 284 Of all the domestic
animals invented for the service of man in South Africa,

the most useful is woman.

c. pL in pregnant use with reference to (irregu-

lar) intercourse with women.
C1200 Vices § Virtues 127 He..sei3 bat for ates ne for

drinches ne for wifmamie. .ne seal man naure ben forloren.

1420-22, a 1532, 1621, 1727, 1819 [see Wine sb. 1 1 f{b)]. 1535
Cover dale / Sam. xxi. 4 Yt the yonge men haue onely
refrained them selues from wemen. 1577 Frampton Joyful
News 15 Aboue all thynges let hym keepe liym self from
Women.

d. As a mode of address. (CfAiANr&^e.) Now
(except dial, and in renderings of foreign modes of

speech) used chiefly derogatorily or jocularly.
c 1230 Halt Meid. (1922) 42 Wummon, ^ef bu hauest were

after pi wil. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 189 Helpe
me.. marie, moder and maiden, deorwurb wimmon. c 1250
Kent. Serrn, in O. E, Misc. 29 Ure louerd . .sede to hire, Wat
be-longeth hit to me ober to be, wyman ? a 1300 Cursor M.
16651 Wimmen, wimmen, dos a-wai ! wepe yee noght for

me. 1377 Langl, P. PL B. 111. 105 Vnwittily, womman !

wrou^t hastow oft. 138a Wyclif Afatt. xv. 28 O thou wom-
man, thi feith is grete. £1440 York Myst. ix. 93 O ! woman,
arte bou woode? 1607 Shaks. Cor. rv. i. 12 Virg. Oh
heauensl O heauens ! Corio. Nay, I prythee woman. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 343 O Woman, best are all things as the
will Of God ordaind them. 1726 R. West Hecuba iv. 24
Oh Woman 1 thy Calamities are great. 1842 Lover Handy
Andy ix, Arrah, woman, don't be talkin' your balderdash
to me. i860 Sala Badd. Peer. I. iii. 63 ' Will you hold your
tongue, woman? her husband, .cried out. .'Woman ! hold
my tongue ! This language to me I' 1901 S. Macnaughtan
Fortune ofChristina APXab i, ' Woman, you are ju-^t per-
fect ', responded Colin, 'but you have not got the English
tone.'

e. With allusion to qualities generally attributed

to the female sex, as mutability, capriciousness,

proneness to tears ; also to their position of in-

feriority or subjection (phr. to make a woman of,

to bring into submission).
C1400 Beryn 872 She had done a vommans dede. £1400

Anturs Arth. 107 Hit waned, hit wayment as a womane.
c 1515 Inierl. F"our Elem. (Percy Soc.) 23 Then know I a
lyghter mete than that. ..It is evyn a womans tounge, For
that is ever sterynge ! a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII
185 b, This peace was called the womennes peace, for because
that notwithstanding this conclusion, yet neither the Em-
peroure trusted the Frenche kyng, nor he neither trusted
nor loued hym. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. ii. 23 lul. Your
reason? Lu. I haue no other but a womans reason : I thinke
him so, because I thinke him so. 1593 Passionate Morrice
(1876) 79 At last, with a resolution, she played the woman,
falling intosokinde a vaine of scoulding,as she had charged
him with a thousand discourtesies. 1595 Shaks. John v. vi.

22. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 36. 1596 — / Hen. IV, 11.

iii. 112. 160a— Ham. 1. ii. 146 Frailty, thy name is woman.
1605 1st Pt. Jtronitno 1. ii. 62 Be woman in all partes, saue
in thyeies. 161a FiELD(rV//f) A WomanisaWeather-cocke.
1677 W. Hughes Alan of Sin 11. viii. 125 O what great Bar-
gains are these 1 and cheap enough in any Womans Con-
science I 174a Col. Rec. Pennsylv. IV. 579 We conquer'd
You, we made Women of you. 1836 W. Irving Astoria xxi.

II. 40, I have seen your husband carrying wood into his

lodge to make the fire. Where was his squaw, that he should
be obliged to make a woman of himself? 1850 Smedley
E. Fairlegh xxvii, Don't make such a fuss; you're as bad
as a woman. 1851 Kincsley Thre$ Fishers 5 For men must
work, and women must weep.

f. (Now always with the.) The essential quali-

ties of a woman; womanly characteristics; that

which makes a woman what she is ; womanliness;
occas* the feminine side or aspect; fpredicatively
= feminine, womanish.
i6ix Beaum. & Fl. King <$• No K. iv, iv, But that my eyes

Have more of woman in 'em than my heart, I would not
weep. 1637 N. Whiting Albino <y Bellama 18 Not In a
fit of woman cry and whine. 1661 Evelyn Tyrannus 25
It is not possible to say which is the more Woman of the
two Coated Sardanapalus's. 1676 Dryden Aureugz. v. 80
All the Woman work'd within your mind. 1771 Mackenzie
Alan Feel. xxi. (1803) 28 Take away that girl,., she has
woman about her, already. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xiv, It

might be .. said, that the Earl of Sussex had been most
serviceable to the Queen, while Leicester was most dear to
the woman. 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artevelde 1. 11. iii, Teach
her to subdue The woman in her nature. 1844 Eraser's
Afag. XX3C. 532/2 Liddy was really taking the woman
upon her in earnest. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander' At Bay vii,

She knew that all the woman in her somewhat masculine
nature had gone out, in maternal affection to her husband's
nephew. 1894 'G. Egerton ' Keynotes 188 To get at the
woman under that infernal corset.

t g. One's own woman : mistress of oneself,

independent. (After Man sb?- ± 1.) Obs.
1605 Marston Dutch Courtezan m. 1, 1 assure you ile nere

marry. . . Marry God forfend . . ile liue my owne woman.
h. In contrast, explicit or implicit, with Mady'

(see Ladt sb, 4).
1788 Weshy Whs. (1872) VII. 34 Hunting, shooting, fish-

|
ing, wherein not many women (I should say ladies) are

I concerned. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxii, 'You are such an
unreasonable woman, 1 remonstrated Mr. Benjamin Ailen.
1
I beg your parding, young man,' said Mrs. Raddle,..' but

who do you call a woman? ' 1847 Athcnxum 30 Oct. 1128/1
Defendant pleaded, .that the person described as a woman
was in fact a lady. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell North $ South
xxxix, So that was the lady you spoke of as a woman?..
You might have told me who she was.

i. With qualification denoting status, occupa-
tion, or character, woman enters into many com-
pounds or collocations more or less permanent,
corresponding to those of man (Man sbA 4p) but

much less numerous : see the various qualifying

words and Bondwoman, Charwoman, Country-
woman, Gentlewoman, Housewoman, Man-
woman, Needlewoman, Old woman, Tihe-woman,
Townswoman, YVisk woman, Young woman, etc.

t Woman bond, nonce-inversion of Bondwoman. First
woman = Prima donna. Little woman; a female child,

girl (cf. little man, Man sb. 1

4 f ) ; also, an affectionate or
playful form of address to a girl or young woman, esp.

one in whom womanly qualities art conspicuous. New
woman: a woman of 'advanced ' views, advocating the in-

dependence of her sex and defying convention ; hence ntiv-

womatidom, new-womanish adj.

1675 HouiiF.s Odyssey iv. 12 The second wedding was
his son's, Whom on a woman bond he had begot. 1817
Earl Mount-Edgcltmbe Mus. Remin. fed. 2) 47 At one of
the smaller theatres, however, the part of first woman in an
intermezzo, .was filled by a very promising singer,.. who
became in time one of the best first men. 1868 Louisa M.
Alcott {title) Little Women ; or Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy.
1880 [see Prima donna]. 1894 Sarah Gkand in N. Amer.
Rev. March 271 Both the cow-woman and the scum-woman
are well within the range of the comprehension of the Bawl-
ing Brotherhood, but the new woman is a little above him.
1894 ' Ouida ' Ibid. May 616 The elegant epithet of Cow-
woman implies the contempt with which maternity is viewed
by the New Woman. 1894 Granta 8 Dec. 122 The Alexandra
(Dublin) ladies, .are models of new womandom. 1896 Har-
per's Afag. XC11I. 32 1 She is not at all of an unsenti-

mental nature— only fractious— new-womanish, perhaps.

1897 'Olida ' Alassarenes iv,They were pretty babies, dear
little men and women. •

j. In phraseological collocations cotresp. to those

s.v. Man sbA 18, as woman of all work, business,

colourfashion, honour, letters, livelihood, pleasure,

property, sense, the town, the world', see also

these sbs.

1484 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 1 1 1. 257 Or ellis to marye hym
till a woman of livelod to his degre. 1697 Dk Fob Ess.
Projects 303 A Woman of Sense and Breeding. 1705 Van-
brugh Country.ho. It, You must behave yourself like a
woman of honour, and keep your word. 174a Fielding

J. Andrews 1. vii, She resolved to preserve all the dignity
of the woman of fashion to her servant. 1837 DlCKENS
Pickw. xxxii, The young woman of all work. 1838 — O.
Twist xlviii, 'Coming,' ..'Ah, and SO*a the young'ooman of
property that's going to take a fancy to me.' 1847 L. Hunt
Alcn, IVomen fy B. (1876) 316 Our little woman of letters [sc.

Lady Mary W. Montagu] read all the books she could lay her
hands on. 1849 Lvell 2nd I 'isit U.S. 11. 11 The. .pleasant
expression of countenance of a young woman of colour.

fk. In the 16th and 17th centuries freq. with
play on a pseudo-etymological association with

woe; also, less freq., between weemen (*= women)
and we men. Obs.

V ax500 Chester Plays, Creat. 259 Woman,, .soothe said I

in prophesie when thou wast taken of my body, mans woe
thou woldest be witHe, therfore thou wast so named. 1534
More Comf. agst. Trib. To Rdr., Man himselfe borne of a
woman, is in deede a wo man, that is, ful of wo and miserie.

1546 J. Hkywood Prov. II. vii, A woman I As who saith,

woe to the man I 1589 Puttknham Engl. Poesie II. xviii.

(Arb.) 147 Not money: nor many, Nor any : but any, Not
weemen, but weemen beare the bell. 1601 in Bullen Afore
Lyrics (1888) 143 Women, what are they?. .We men, what
are we? 1616 R. C. 'Times' Whistle v. 1962 Woemen when
they will Can weep. 1653 Flkcknok Alisc. 70 She/. Woe
has end, when 'tis alone : But in woman never none. Nim.
Say of Woman worst ye can, What prolongs their woe, but
man?

1. Proverbs.
c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2650 in Alacro Plays 156 per wymmen

am, are many word ys. c 1440 Alphabet oj Tales 396 Socrates
..sayd bat womman, ay be mor sho was bett, be wars was
sho. 1520 Calisto <$• Melib. Aiijb, Yt is an old sayeng
That women be the dyuells netts and hed of syn. 1541
Schote-h. Women 690 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 131 Women and
dogges cause much strife. 1545 Taverner Erasm. Prot>.

31b, Fyre, See, Woman, threeuyls. 1589 Puttenham Engl,
Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 239 It.. may be likened to the maner
of women, who as the common saying is, will say pay and
take it. Ibid. xxiv. 297 A woman will weep* for pitie_ to see

a gosling goe barefoote. 1594 Afirr. Policy (1599) X ij, Is it

not an old Prouerbe. That Women and Shippes are neuer

so perfect but still there is somewhat to bee amended. 1599

Sandys Europm Spec. (1629) 194 Seeing as the Proverbe is,

a dead woman will haue foure to cary her forth. 1639 J.

Clarke Paraem. 117 A woman, asse, and walnut-tree, the

more you beat the better be. 1659 N. R.Proterbs no'ihre«
Women make a Market. Ibid. 120 Women laugh when
they can, weep when they will. 1670 Ray Prov. 50 A womans
work is never at an end. Ibid. 54 England is the Paradise

of women, c 1825 Mrs. Cameron The Cradle^ 12 You know
they say ' A woman's business is never done.

% A female servant, esp. a lady's maid or per-

sonal attendant. Often //. (f also « Womenfolk).
^766 Panit. Abp. Ecgbert iv. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

182 ?if hwyle wif. . hire wifman swingo. c xooo AIlfric Gen.
xx. 18 God fcewitnode ea lle hys wimmen. 1340 Ayenb. 67
pis zenne is ine uele maneres ase ine sergons aye hire lhord-

mges ine wyfmen aye hare leuedis. c 1450 Aferlin v. go,

I.. require that as soone as it is born that ye take it to 00a
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of youre moste secrete woman. 1565 Cat. Scott. Papers
(1900) II. 142 To play a partie at a playe theie call the biles,

my mestres Beton and I agaynste the Quene and my lord
Darlye—the women to have the gayne of the wynninges.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. iv. 93 Sir Thomas Bullens
Daughter, . .One of her Highnesse women. 1663 Drydkn
Rival Latiies 1. ii, A Note put privately into my hand By
Angellina's Woman. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. viii,

In Town I visit none but the Women of Women of Quality.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. ix. fRtldg.) 360 Another coacli and
four, with Serapliina's women. 1893 ' Leslie Keith ' Lis-
Beth iii, I wonder ye dare put such an affront on me before
the women ! 1898 Hichens Londoners*, From Mrs. Crouch,
ma'am, her Grace's woman.
3. fa. A lady-love, mistress. Obs. b. A kept

mistress, paramour.
13.. K. Alls. 7567 They toke and slowe Hirkan And yolde

Kindeleke his woman. 1561 Hoby tr. Castt'gUone's Courtyer
in. (1577) Qvj, A feruent Dialogue full of the affection of a
louer with his womanne. 1639 J. S. Clidamas 25 Agree to
bee my woman, and I will consent to bee thy man. 1666
Pepvs Diary 13 Oct., The Duke of York, .leaves off care of
business, what with his woman, my Lady Denham, and his
hunting three times a week. 1719 De FoECrusoe n. (Globe)
384 If any of you take any of these Women, as a Woman or
Wife, .. he shall take but one. 1924 Galsworthy White
Monkey hi. vii, They tell me Elderson keeps two women.
4. A wife. Now only dial, and U.S.
Cf. Old woman iband thecorresp. useofw/a« (Man si. 1

8).

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7041 A night be his woman
[cum uxore] he lay. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 305 See
the hell of hauing a false woman : my bed shall be abus'd.
a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour 11. i, A man can in his life-

time make but one woman, But he can make his fifty

Queanes a month. 1693 Drydf.n Juvenal \\. 295 Prepare
thy Neck and put u in the Yoke : But for no mercy from
thy Woman look. 1765 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 416 My poor little woman has been in the droop,
ing mood for two or three days. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hog-
garty Diam. x, Gates and his woman thought that they
should come for'ard..to help the kindest master and missus
ever was. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II. 103, I persisted
in them to the last, as did my woman. 1897 Kipling Capt.
Cour. vii. 147 He married my woman's aunt.

fb. The female mate of an animal. Obs. rare.

1577 Googe Heresbactis llusb. in. 144 b, The hee Goate,
..by a certayne instinct of nature,, .goeth alwayes before
his woman.
5. The reverse of a coin ; in reference to the figure

of Britannia (q.v.) upon it. (Cf. Man sb.^- 17.)
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. s.v. Harp, Harp . . is also the

Irish expression for woman, or tail, used in tossing up in
Ireland. 1835 Marryat Olla Podr., Ill-Will ill, Thos. Here
goes—heads or tails? John. Woman for ever. 1888 ' R.
Boldrkwood' Robbery under Arms xi, I pulled out a
shilling. 'If it's head we go, Jim; if it's woman, we stay
here.*

II. allrib. and Comb.
6. a. Simple attrib. = ' of or characteristic of a
woman or women, feminine, womanly*.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoplu 29 The woman sexe is no lesse

apte to learne al maner thynges then menne are. 1621 Lady
M. Wroth Urania 104 Woman modestie kept her silent.

1612 Fletcher Prophetess in. iii, You'll find it but a woman-
fit to try ye. 1631 Heywood 1st Pt. Fair Maid of West
in. i. 31 In this woman shape He cudgell thee. 1726 Pope
Odyss. xix. 82 Into the woman-state asquint to pry. 1810
Scott Latiy 0/ L. v. xxvi, The only man, in whom a foe My
woman-mercy would not know. 1845 Clough Poems, 'O
0«b? fxera <rov 7, I shall see thy soft brown eyes dilate to
wakening woman thought. 1846 Mrs. Carlyle in Jane
Welsh Carlyle (1924) 278 What a contrast I often think
betwixt that woman and Geraldine 1 the opposite poles of
woman-nature ! 1883 Browsing Jock. Hakkadosh 3 10 The
woman-nature—the soft sway Of undefinable omnipotence
O'er our strong male-stuff. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 346/2
The next moment he had taken the fair woman face between
his hands. 1895 Cath. Mag, Dec. 453 Her shrewd woman-wit.
1897 ' H. S. Merriman ' In Kedar's Tents xxvi. heading.
Woman craft.

b. appos. (a) — i female *, esp. with designations
of occupation or profession.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29420 If bou wit bi woman frend Find

clerk be doand dede vn-hende. 1382 Wyclif i Kings xvii.

9 A womman widowe. CX400 Three Kings Cologne (1886)

33 A womman-paynym pat was his moder. 14. . Lat.-Eng.
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 600/47 Sacerdotissa patrina, a worn-
mangossyb. 1530 Palsgr. 289/2 Woman coke, cuisiniere.
1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 258 The famous woman poet Sapho.
1632 Brome Court Beggar v. ii. (1653) S 3b, What Woman
Monster's this? 1659 D. Pell Improv. Sea Ep. Ded. d j,

Wee are so wise now, that wee have our woman Politicians.

1675 T. Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 442 A woman-
martyr who. .offered herself to martyrdom. 1680 Shadwell
{title) The Woman-Captain. 1693 Dryoen Juvenal v\. Note
31 A Woman-Grammarian, who corrects her Husband for
speaking false Latin. 1697— sEneisxi. 996 [1016] A Woman
Warrior was too strong for thee. 1706 Prior Ode to Queen
xxvi, The Woman Chief is Master of the War. 1717 Pope
Iliad ix. 756 One Woman-Slave was ravish'd from thy Arms.
1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. II. 54 A woman-shearer,
through the harvest, is reckoned equal to the rent of a
cottage and yard. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 540 The
Princess with her monstrous woman-guard. 1859 Ceo. Eliot
Adam Bede I, Lisbeth's obstinate refusal to have any woman-
helper in the house. 1877 Black Green Past, i, With
scarcely a woman-friend in the world.

+ (b) — i having the character of a woman, femi-

nine, womanly; effeminate'. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m. xxv. (1912) 497 Rather then

onelyshew her selfe a woman-lover in fruitles lamentations.

1635-56 Cowley Davideis 1. 319, I have been a pious fool,

a Woman-King.
(c) With names of animals, forming designations

of creatures having the qualities or properties of

a woman and of the particular animal.

a 1625 Fletcher Womans Prize iv. iv, I.. know her To
be a Woman-wolfe by transmigration. 1673 Lady's Calling
1. iii. § 23 Nothing can be more unnatural, more odious, then
a woman-tiger. 1889 Rider Haggard Allans Wife xi,

The brutes, acting under the direction of that woman-
monkey. 1893 Rodway Hand-bk. Brit. Guiana 67 How
such an unwieldy creature [as the manatee], .could ever
have been figured as a woman-fish can hardly be understood
by anyone who has seen it.

c. objective, as woman-follower, -killer; f-quel-
ler, -scorner, -slayer, -spiter, -ivorskip, -worshipper,

-wronger; also woman-bearing, -churching, -de-

grading, -despising, -flogging, -murdering, -{-quel-

ling adjs. : similative and parasynthetic, as woman-
faced, 'fair, -headed, -hearled, -proud, -vesied adjs.

;

instrumental, as woman-bred, -built, -conquered,

-daunted, -governed, -made, -ridden, -tended adjs.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxvhi, The boy grew up
delicate, sensitive, imperious, *woman-bred. 1847 Tennyson
Princess iv. 466 A new-world Babel, *woman-built. a 1693
Urquharfs Rabelais m. xIL 336 An uprising or *Woman
Churching Treatment. 1847 Tennyson Princess ill. 333
*Woman-conquer'd [stood] there The bearded Victor of ten-

thousand hymns. 1598 Rowlands Betraying Christ, etc.

D iv, * Woman-daunted Peter. 1895 G. Allen Woman
who did (1906) 84 Their own vile *woman-degrading and
prostituting morality. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod
686 Ausonius makes her \sc. the Sphinx]. . *woman-faced.
1866 Lytton Lost Tales Miletus 96 Beside him sate An
image *woman-fair. 1794 Socthey Coleridge's Fall of
Robespierre m. 181 The *woman-govern'd Roland. 1902
iqth Cent. Dec. 989 The *woman-headed serpent. 1813
H. G. Knight Alashtar in. xiii, Well may the mild, the
*woman-hearted fail. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxix,
Having a firm conviction in his own mind that he was a
*woman-killer and destined to conquer. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, 11. i. 58 Thou art.. a Man-queller, and a *woman-queb
ler. 16x1 J. Davies Sco. Folly (Grosart) 10/iBossus the
woman-queller. 185a Thackeray Esmond 11. iv, A weak
priest-ridden, 'woman-ridden man. 1591 Harington Orl.
Fur. xxix. xxxii, He had prou'd him selfe a *woman- slayre.

1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in Air v, A perpetual sense of

aggression had converted me, not into a woman-hater, but
a *woman-spiter. 1857 Ld. Dufferin Lett. High Lat. vL 36
The elegance and comfort of a *woman-tended home. 1847
Tennyson Princess iv. 163 'Woman-vested as I was. 1848
Kingsley Saint's Trag. Introd. p. xviii, The "woman-wor-
ship of chivalry. 1856 Reade Never too Late ix, Next
Lady-day, as the *woman-worshipper calls it. J596 Spenser
F. Q. vi. vii. 7 Foule *womanwronger.

7. Special comb.: +woman-actor, {a) an actress;

(b) an actor who takes women's parts ; woman-
boat = women's boat (10) ; woman-body dial.,

a person of the female sex, woman ; woman-born
a., born of woman; woman-dangler, one who
dangles after women

; +woman-errant, one who
goes after women; woman-grown a., that has

become a woman ; fwoman-house .SV., a laundry:

see also women-house (9 c); jf woman-keeper,
a female nurse

; f woman-louper Sc.
t
a whore-

monger ; woman-mad a., mad after women

;

woman-man, an effeminate man, or one who in

some way resembles a woman ; woman-market,
a place for the sale {lit, or Jig.) ofwomen ; woman-
movement, the movement for the emancipation of

women, or the recognition and extension of women's
rights; woman-palaver African, illicit commerce
with a woman or women ; woman-physician, (a)

a woman's doctor
;

{b) a woman-doctor ; woman-
post, a female messenger or courier ; woman-
raving a. m woman-mad; + woman-reputation,
reputation with women

; f woman-shoemaker, a

maker of women's shoes ; woman-slaughter, the

killing of a woman by a human being ; woman-
suffrage, the right of women to vote in public

affairs ; hence woman-suffragist, an advocate of

wornan-suffrage
; + wornan-surgeon, one who

beautifies women by the aid of paints, washes, etc.

;

t woman-tired a. [Tire z>. 2 2], hen-pecked

;

f (on) woman-ways, -wise advs., after the man-
ner of a woman or women.
1739 Cibber Apol. (1756) II. 146 (Dial, old Plays) Alexander

Goffe, the "woman-actor at Blackfriers . . used to be the
jackall. 1895 Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 146 Big skin '*woman-
boats *, when the dogs and the babies lay among the feet

of the rowers. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, x, It was an awkward
thing for a *woman-body to be standing among bundles o'

barkened leather her lane
;
selling saddles and bridles. 1887

Hall Caine Deemster xii, The young woman-body is dead
in child-bed. 1781 Cowper Cltarity 181 Canst thou.. Buy
what is *woman-born, and feel no shame? 184a J. Wilson
Chr. North (1857) I. 217 Nor in those days needed he [sc.

Burns] help from woman-born. 1850 Eraser's Mag. Nov.
508/2 That when his back is turned the Senecas may not
call him a thief as well as a *woman-dang!er. 1628 Shirley
Witty Fair One 11. ii, What make you here, my *woman
errant? 1785 Burns Cotters Sat. Nt. iv, Their Jenny,
*woman-grown, In youthfu* bloom. 1864 Tennyson Ayl-
nter's F. 108 The maiden woman-grown. 1616 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 555/2 Cameram lie *woman-hous. 1754 State of
Process, Mrs. Forbes v. D. Scot (Jam.) Water lying on the
floors of the woman-house and kitchen. 155a Wriothesley
Chron. (Camden) II. 80 Betwene euery xx children [of
Christ's Hospital] [there was] one *woman keeper. 1630
?Dekker Blacke Rod (1925) 217 No Women-keepers to rob
you of your Goods, or to hasten you to your End. a 1568 in

Bannaiyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 419 A *woman lowpar,
landless. 1848 Buckley Iliad 249 Accursed Paris, *woman.
mad, seducer. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iii. 1. Voca-

tion 344 May one hope. .In *Woman-Men a manly Con-
stancy? ifiat J.Taylor (Water P.) Superbix Flagellum
C6, The Woman-man, Man-woman, chuse you whether,
The Female-male, Male-female, both, yet neither. 1889
Tennyson On one who affected an effeminate manner 4
But friend, man-woman is not woman-man. 1760-72 H.
Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) III. 103 Another lady then
demanded, if we had not a *woman-market. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 348 He never yet bad set his daughter forth

Here in the woman-markets of the west. 1898 Daily News
14 Dec. 5/1 It is in educational affairs that the *Woman
Movement appears to be making the most progress. 1897
Hinde Congo Arabs 32 What every African traveller knows
as ' *woman-palaver . 1533 MSS. Dk. Rutland (Hist.

MSS. Comm.) IV. 274 To a *woman phisician ..iijj. W'iyd.

1591 H. Smith Prepar, Marr. 76 To helpe him in his sick-

nesse, like a woman Phisition. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur, n. vi.

85 Much lesse then the ignorant Empiricke, the peticoate or
woman•physitian. 1595 Shaks. John i. i. 218 But who comes
in such haste in riding robes? What 'woman post is this ?

1626 RaleigJCs Ghost in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 547 How
he[£(T.Gondomar]. .answered the expectation.. of.. the king
..shall be declared upon the next return of the woman-post,
which passeth betwixt the English and the Spanish Jesuits.

1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 357 A woman-post in flying rai-

ment. 1848 Buckley Iliad 50 Cursed Paris, thou *woman-
raving seducer. ^1641 Bp. Mountacu ActstyMon. vii. (1642)

395 To which popular credit and *woman-reputation they
attained . . by their saint-seeming sanctity. 1704 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4003/4 Robert Fleetwood, a *Woman Shoemaker. 1639

J. Taylor (Water P.) Crabtree Lect. 82 Least there should
be man-slaughter, or *woman-slaughter committed. 1720
T. Gordon Humourist I. 169 But only be deem'd Woman-
slaughter. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons $ W. \x. They had
never heard of a verdict of woman-slaughter in their lives.

1867 Times n Apr. 12/1 *\Voman Suffrage. [Text of two
petitions.] 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 26 Jan. 10/1 The sunflower
badge.. has been adopted by the Iowa 'woman suffragists.

1628 Ford Lover's Mel. 1. ii, Pet. My nurse was a 'woman-
surgeon. . . Rhe. A she-surgeon, which is in effect a meere
matter of colours. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii. 74 Thou
dotard, thou art *woman-tyr'd : vnroosted By thy dame
Partlet heere. a 1568 Bannatyue MS. (Hunter. Club) 174
With welwet bordour abowt his threidbair coit, On 'woman-
wayis weill toyit abowt his west. 1865 Swinburne Aialanta
2308 This man Died *woman-wise.

8. Comb, with woman's, as woman's fpoet,

tailor; woman's boat = women's boat (see 10);

woman'sman,alady*sman,agallant; fwoman's*
meadwort = Meadwort 2.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776) s.v. Canoe, Umiak,
the 'woman's-boat. 1599 Breton WitofWit (Grosart) 57/1,
I tbinke it better to bee thought a good 'womans man than
an ill mans woman. 1693 Concbeve Old Bach. iv. xiii,

Kailing is the best qualification in a woman's man. 1711
Steele Spect. No. 156 f 1 The Woman's Man is a Person in

his Air and Behaviour quite different from the rest of our
Species. 1729 T.Cooke Tales,etc. 93 And him the Women
call'd a Woman's Man. 1818 Fessenden Ladies'' Monitor
31 Nor will I sanction any plan T'annihilate your pretty

woman's man. a 1400-50 Stockholm Med. MS. If. 209
Freynch cresseor 'wymmannysmedewourth. 1620 B.Jon-
son Masque, News Jr. New World (164 1) 42 Chro. Is he
a Mans Poet, or a * Womans Poet I pray you? 2 He. Is

there any such difference? Fac. Many, as betwixt your
mans Taylor, and your womans Taylor. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, in. ii. 161 What Trade art thou Feeble? Feeble. A
'Womans Taylor sir.

9. Comb, with women', a. appos., serving as

plurals of combs, with woman (see 6 b, 7).

»£.. Cursor M. 2672 (Gott.) pat ilke lym quar-with J>at

bai er kend fra wimmen kith. 138a Wyclif 2 Sam. xix. 35,
I may here., the voisofmen syngersandofwymmen syngers.

1494 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 125 The woemen officers for to

receave it in the chamber. 1577 tr. Butlinger's Decades
(1592) 1044 There is in the Church an order of women
ministers called women-deacons. 1588 Kyd Househ. Phil.

Wks. (1901) 273 Homer, who. .brought Penelope and Circes

in the number of women weauers. 1600 J . Poky tr. Leo's

Africa in. 148 The third kinde of diuiners are women-
witches, c 1610 Women Saints (1886)30 The moste famous
women saints. 1614 Plbchas Pilgrimage v. xvii. (ed. 2) 542
Tenwomen-slaues. x6*apEACHAMC<w///.6*>«/Xi. n Women
Doctors (of whom for the most part there is more danger,
then of the worst disease it selfe). 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. 1.

i. 8 By the aduice of her women-gossips. 163a Brome Court
Beggar v. ii.( 1653) S 2 b,Women-Actors now grow in request.

1661 Walton Angler xviii. (ed. 3) 233 A Sticklebag..isgood

. . only to make sport for boyes and women-Anglers. 1771

T. Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) III. 226 A parcel of

women-relations. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xiii, These
poor silly women-things. 1893 Diet. Nat. Biogr. XXXIV.
200 A procession, chiefly of women- workers. 1898 Daily
News 2 Dec. 5/1 The Guild of Women-Binders.

b. objective, etc. synonymous with the corresp.

combs, with woman (see 6 c, *f).

1748 Richaudson Clarissa (1768) IV. 159 As Daughters
will (when women-grown especially). 1753-4 — Grandison
IV. xiii. 81 These women-frightening heroes. 1856 'C. Bide'
Tales 0/Coll. Life, Long-Vac. Vigil x, The Morning Post

. .devoted, .half a column to these women-absorbing topics.

1896 Daily News 26 Dec. 2/2 A nation of women-supported
men.

c. Special comb. : women-house Sc, a build-

ing set apart for women only ; t women-matters
//., matters relating to women ;

women-men pi.

(see woman-man, 7); + women-sleepers pi.,

female nurses (cf. woman-keeper in sense 7) *

f women-strikers //. [Striker sb. 2d], prosti-

tutes; women-suffrage = woman-suffrage (see 7)>

179a Statist. Ace. Scot. II. 149 Atthese [bleach-] fields,.,

there are a number ofwomen not having families, nor residing

in families, but in *wornen-houses, so called, erected on
purpose. ri86s J. Shaw in R. Wallace Country ScJwolm.

(1899) 154 Large central buildings of the public works called
4 women-houses \ 163a B. Jonson Magn* Lady iv. ii, Keep-
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these *women-matters, .in our own verge. 1864 Meredith
Emilia xxxvi, Are there men-women and *women men?..
have we changed parts to-night? i63o?Dekker London
looks back (1925) 190 When the Bell hath ceast tolling for

thee, and thy * Women-sleepers leaue Raping for thy Linnen.
1665 Needham Med. Medicinal 73 [Zacutus] hardly grants
any possibility of *Women-strikers escaping [pox]. 1867
Times 4 War. 6/4 Mr. Mill upon *Woinen Suffrage.

10. Comb, with women's : womenVboat,a boat
to be used by women only = Oomiak ; women's
courses, fevil = Catamenia; + women's-kins,
of the female sex; women's men, pi. of woman's
man (see 8) ; women's suffrage= woman-suffrage
(see 7).
1823 Scoresby Jrnl. p. xxx, They had made a three years

excursion along the eastern coast in a *women's-l>oat. 1615
Crooke Body ofAlan 62 Where wee apply cupping glasses
to bring down Vomens courses, 1379 MS. Glouc. Cathedr.
19, 1. iv. ab, Menstrua. In Englyssh "wymmensyvell. 1534
Will of Sir W. Butler (Somerset Ho.), Euerye of my ser-

uauntes aswell menskynes as *womenskynnes. 1712 Addison
Sped. No. 536 f 2 That part of Mankind who are known
by the Name of the *Womens-Men or Beaus. 1781 R.
King Mod. Loud. Spy 59 We now drank our tea, which,
to what are called women's men, is at that time of the
evening generally very agreeable. 1868 Times n May 10/4
A branch of the National Society for 'Women's Suffrage.

Woman (wu'man), v. [f. prec]

+ 1. Karly nonce-uses. a. intr. To become
woman-like; with it, to behave as a woman, be
womanly, b. trans. To make like a woman in

weakness or subservience. C. pa.pple. Accom-
panied by a woman, d. To make *a woman* of,

deprive of virginity.

1595 T. Edwards Cephalus (1878) 55 Her courage waseuen
then a womanning. x6ox Shaks. All s Well in.il. 53, 1 haue
felt so many quirkes ofioyand greefe, That the first face of
neither on the start Can woman me vntoo't. 1604 — Oth.
in. iv. 195, L.thinke it no addition nor my wish To haue
him see me woman'd. x6n Hevwood Golden Age in. i.

G 1 b, I woman'd first Calisto, and made thee A grand-
father. X613 Daniel Hymen 's Tri. in. ii, This day I should
Haue seene my daughter Siluia how she would Haue
womand it.

2. trans. To furnish or provide with women; to

equip with a staff of women. (After Man z>.)

1706 Mrs. Centlivkb Basset-Table Epil., The Ship's well
mann'd,and not ill Woman'd neither. 1830 Wheaton Jrnl.
271 The tons of the houses were manned and womaned for

many a square. 1865 Burritt Walk to Land's End 108
A sea-boat womanned by a set of Grace Darlings. 1894
Daily Tel. 7 Aug. 5 >i Our hospitals,, .not manned, but
womanned, with intelligent nurses.

3. To address as * woman *
: see prec. I d.

So to dear MMNMb to address as ' dear woman \
1740 Richardson Pamela II. 269 She call'd her another

time Fat-face and woman'd her most violently. 1822 Blackw.
Mag. XI. 399 Whom call you woman ? Dare to woman me 1

1883 D. Cook Paul Foster's Dau. iii, Don't come dear
womaning of me.

Wo-man-child, arch. PL wo-men-chidd-
ren. [Woman 1

sb. 6 b.] A female child.

1558 T. Watson 7 Sacram. iii. 15 If it be a woman childe,

than let the christener say thus, [etc. J. X560 Becon New
Cateck. vi. Wks. 1564 I. 537 It is expedient, y*. .scholes for

women children be erected. X625 K. Long tr. Barclay's
Argents iv. viii. 265 The women, by stealth, put a woman-
child into the Princes cradle. X765 Blackstone Comtn. I.

xvii. 449 The father might, .assignaguardian to any woman-
child under theage of sixteen. 1815 J.NKAL^ro. Jonathan
1. 183 Such a temper—in one so young— ..a child—a woman-
child. 1866 Lyttqn Lost Tales Miletus 108 An aged king,

to whom the fates had spared But one fair woman-child.

Womandom (wu*mandam). [f. Woman sb. +
-dom.] The realm of women ; womankind.
1838 New Monthly Atag. LIII.452 The whole womandom

of the rooms is up in arms. 1891 Pictorial World 31 Oct.

19/1, I had a special brief for Fashion in the High Court of
Womandom.

Womanfnlly (wu-manfuli), adv. [f. Woman
sb. after manfully.] With womanly courage or
perseverance ; like a woman of spirit.

182a Blackiv. Mag. XII. 660 Do all manfully and woman-
fully, good ladies and gentlemen, without let or gainsay.
1824 Southey Let. to John May 29 Aug. in Life (1849) I.

140 This she resisted most woman fully. 1870 Tyndall,
Imag. Sci. 25 You will manfully and woman fully prolong

your investigations.

Woman-hater. Also (in pi.) women-. One
who hates women ; a misogynist.
X607 [ Fletcher] {title) The Woman Hater. 1629 Massin.

cer Picture II. ii, Surely, madam, I am no woman-hater.
1698 Collier Iminor. Stage iv. 171 This Coarseness [toward
women] does not alwaies come from Clowns, and Women-
haters. 17j8 Swift Jrnl. Mod. La*iy 8 Against the sex to
write a satire, And brand me for a woman-hater. 1877 *Rita'
Vivienne 1. i, I should scarcely think that the sudden intro-

duction of a young and beautiful woman., into your domestic
life was quite welcome to such a woman-hater as yourself.

tWomanhead. Obs. or rare arch. Forms
and etym. : see Woman sb. and -head. = next.

c X374 Chauckr Anel. <y Arc. 299 (Fairf. MS.) And shal I

prey, and weyve womanhede? c 1386 — Knt.'s T. 890 The
queene anon for verray wommanhede Gan for to wepe.
^1386 — Man ofLarts T. 753 Thow glorie of womman-
hede, thow faire may. c 1448 Hoccleve Min. Poems (1892)
50 To recommande me. .To hir benigne& humble womman-
hede. C1470 Henry Wallace v. 691 Fra Inglismen to saiff

my womanneid. 1496-7 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 136 She
is amyable and good, with great wysdome and womanhead.
1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 160 Suete Womanhede I saw
cum in presence. 1570 Drant Sertn. D viij b, The Church
of Christ is a woman, and hath womanhead towardes her

Vol. X.

beloued. 1597 in J. MelvilVs Autob. <$• Diary (Wodrow
Soc.) 432 Deir damiselles 1 leave af your dreirie mean, And
grow in godlines to womanhead. 1627 Drayton Moon-calf
Agincourt etc. 165 When I sawe her rampant to transcend
All womenhead [sic], a 1631 Donne Rclique 3 Graves have
learn'd that woman-head To be to more then one a Bed.
1894 J. Davidson Ballads <y Songs 3 Now you surely know
The wrongs of womanhead At last are fairly dead.

Womanhood (wu'manhud). Forms and etym.:

see Woman sb. and -hood.

1. The state or condition of being a woman.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 2S3 Alle here lymes so wel

answerynge Weren to womanhode. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 545 She. .,contrarie to Gods lawe, and the honest estate
of womanhood, was clothed in mans apparell. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. iv. ii. 220 May we with the warrant of woman-
hood., pursue him with any further reuenge? X823 Byron
Juan IX. lxxi, Her womanhood In its meridian. 1859TENNY-
son Marr, Geraint 176 She. .with all grace Of womanhood
and queenhood, answer'd him, i860 Hawthorne Marble
Faun v, Her first conception of the stern Jewess had. .been
that of perfect womanhood.

b. The state of being a grown woman; the period
of life succeeding to girlhood.
1608 Willet Ilexapla Exod. 470 Si appareant in ea

signa pubertatis, if the signes of her womanhood appeared.
171a STEELS Sped. No. 534 r 1 This has been my State,
till I came toward Years of Womanhood. 1784 Cowper
Task iv. 227 Misses, .assume the dress Of womanhood.
1848 Dickkns Dombey xlvii. The change from childhood to
womanhood. 1893 Crockktt Stt'ckit Minister 40 Janet
grew to womanhood without a sweetheart.

(b) attrib. in womanhood suffrage, formerly freq.

used (after Manhood 7) for woman-suffrage
(Woman sb. 7).
189a Daily News 28 Apr. 3/2 A future system of manhood

and womanhood SLiffrage.

2. The disposition, character, or qualities natural

to a woman or womankind ; womanliness.
c 1385 Chauckr L.G. W. 1041 Dido, If that god. .Woldehan

a loue for beaute& goodnesse And womanhod [v.r. woman-
hede) & trouthe. 1552 Huloet, Womanhode, muliebritas.
1590 Greene Never too late 1. (1600) E 2, Courage isknowne
in extremities, womanhood in distresse. 1596 Shaks. / Hen.
IV, in. iii. 125 There's ney t her Faith/l'ruth, nor Woman-hood
in me else. x6zt Brathwait Nat. Embassie 160 To trans-
gresse the bounds of womanhood. 1755 Johnson, Woman-
hood, Womanhead, the character and collective qualities of
a woman. Obsolete. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xxxiii,

Miss Brass's maiden modesty and gentle womanhood. 1886
Ruskin Praeterita I. viii. 255 My mother. .had sympathy
with every passion of true womanhood.
3. Women collectively, womankind.
1533 Skelton Garl. Laurel 992 Maydenly demure, Of

womanhode the lure. 1718 Freethinker No. 39 They con-
tribute to make this kind of Womanhood more universal,
than it would otherwise be. 1858 Miss Mulock Woman's
Th. 71 The infinite wrongs, errors, and sufferings of this
mass of womanhood. 1889 Skkine Mem. Thring 203 Up-
pingham womanhood must next be taught to cook.

Womanish (wu-manij'), a. [-ishI 2.]

L Of or belonging to a woman or women; a
woman's ; used or done by women. Now rare.
1390G0WER CV/yCI.58 With soswete astevene Lik to the

melodie of hevene In wommanysshe vois thei singe. 1555
Lady Vane in Foxe A.fy A I. (1563) 1 445/1, 1, .doe prepare.,
mywomanishe backe to their burthens of reproufe. 1610
A. Cooke Pope Joan 100 They might haue pretended that
they would not be subket to a womanish and an whorish
gouernment. 1624 Hevwood Gunaik. in. 130 Spinning,
weaving, and the like womanish chares. <zi66x Holyday
Juvenal'n. Notes {1673) 25 That this was a Womanish wear
may be seen by the same Authors 97. Ep. of his x. L. 1678
Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 342 Pcplum is properly a
womanish Pall or Veil. 1896 F. Harrison in jgth Cent.
Mar. 501 A_ separate degree-conferring and exclusively
womanish university.

2. Characteristic of or proper to a woman or
women ; womanly, feminine.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 694 Tho wordes and bo wom-

mannyssh [v.r. womanliche] bynges. 1390 Gowlr Conf. I.

72 Wherof in wommanysshe drede Sche wok and nyste what
to rede. Ibid. HI. 304 Sche wolde hire goode name kepe
For feere of wommanysshe schame. 15x3 More Rich. Ill
Wks. 46/1 The mothers drede and womannishe feare. a 1568
Ascham Scholem. 1. (Aib.) 39 A voice, not softe, weake,
piping, womannishe, but audible, stronge, and manlike. x6o6
G. Woodcock Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine K k 4, Her
priuat matters she had DHM able to gouerne easily by her
owne womannish wisedome. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's
Trag. 1, She has a brother.. Like her, a face as womanish as
hers. 1706 Kennett Hist. Eng. III. 784 He had a particu-
lar Averseness to Dancing, and all Womanish Exercises.
171a Aooison Sped. No. 363 I* 9 Eve's Complaint, .is won-
derfully beautiful: The sentiments . .have something In them
particularly soft and womanish. 1740 Richardson Pamela
I. 203 Nothing, said she, but Womanish Curiosity. 1844
Kinglake Eothen xvii, To love her [sc. the camel] for the
sake of her gentle and womanish ways. 1866 Mrs. H.
Wood St. Martin's Eve xix, The pale features, regular to a
fault, were of almost womanish beauty.

b. In derogatory use.

1390 Gowf.r Conf II. 229 As he which hath himself re-
streigned..Out of the manure of a man, And tok his worn.
mannysshe chiere. 153a More Confut. Barnes vim. Wks.
760/2 Her questions .. wer like to be but friuolous &
womannish. 1534 — Comf. agst. Trib. n. vi. (1553) Gj,
Weping for our sinnes..they reckyn shame almost and
womanyshe peuishnes. 159a A. Day Engl. Secrdorie 11.

(1625) 46 Womanish encountrings, vnseemely lyings and
childish threatenings. 1685 Drydkn Thren. August, viii, So
weak, so womanish a woe. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II.

207 She betrayed neither weakness, nor womanish submis*
sion. 1813 E. S. Barrett Heroine x. (1909) 57, I do not
like . .his pencilled eyebrows and curled locks, they look so
womanish. 1889 Sat. Rev. 6 Apr. 402/2 He must have been

under the influence of fears which it would be an excess
of flattery to call womanish.

3. Resembling a woman, womanlike : in later use
chiefly derogatory; also of a girl, Like a grown
woman in her ways.
1390 GOWEB Conf. I. 93 He syh wher sat a creature, A

lothly wommannysch figure, c X470 Harding Chron. lx. ii,

Elyne .. was .. More Angelyke then womannyshe of hewe.
1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 2. 167 If muskke can make
warriers womanish. 1788 Wesley Jrnl. 10 June, This girl.,
being then between fourteen and fifteen years old. But she
was then quite a womanish girl. 1891 Farrar Da>kn. $
Daivn rxv, Lascivious Otho, gluttonous Vitellius, savage
Domitian, womanish Elagabalus.

f 4. Having a great inclination or liking for

women. Obs. rare.

1529 More Dyaloge 1. xii. 18/1 A freer wylbe womanysh
loke the holy horeson neuersosayntly. X579-80 [implied in
Womanishness].

5. Comb.
138a Wvcuf / Kings xv. 12 He took awey the wommann-

ysh maad men [ej/eminatos] of the loond. a 1623 Fletcher
Love's Cure 111. ii, One so full ofchildish fear, And womanish-
hearted.

Hence f WoTnanish v. trans., to render woman-
ish, to womanize.
1561 T. Hony tr. Castiglione's Courtycr \. I ij, Men . . who

ought not with stiche delicacies [as music] to womannishe
their mindes. a 1586 SiDtiKYArcadia 1. xii. § 5 This effemi-
nate love of a woman, doth so womanish [so eJ. 1590 ; edd.
I 593_I ^74 womanize] a man, that (if he yeeld to it) it will..
make him. .a launder, a distaff-spinner.

Womanishly (wumanifli), adv. [f. Woman-
ish a. + -LY 2

.] In a womanish manner or style.

'573 Baret Alv. W 319 Womannishly, faintly, fearfully,

muliebriter. 1579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune n. Ixvi. 242
When as she womanishly lamented that he should die an
innocent. 1663 Brathwait Comtn, Two Tales (1901) 13 To
have his hair curled, and so womanishly disheveled. 1731
G. Jeffreys Merofie 1. i. 2 Are we sunk so womanishly low,
That we can only mourn, and rail, and pray ? a 1845 T. O.
Davis Life Curran (1S46) 69 They had.. the same inipas-

sionate, womanishly sensitive hearts, i860 Sir T. Martin
Horace 1. xxxvii. 65 A woman, yet not womanishly weak.
So Womanishness (wu*mfinijhes), the quality or

state of being womanish.
*545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 41 The minstrelsie of lutes

. .is farre more fitte for the womannishnesse of it to dwell in
the courte among ladies. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Theseus
# Romulus (1595) 43 That his womantshenes was rather to
satisfie lust, then of any great loue. 1607 Makkiiam Covet.
I. 25 Such as out of their flemye womanislinesse seeke for

such secrets. 1664 H. More Exp. J E/ist. Pref. c vj b, The
more-then-ordinary Womanishness of the Church of Rome
in that Intervall. 1858 Househ. WordeXVllI. 414/1 There
was no nonsense about Katie; no .silly afTectat ion of boyish-
ness, no still sillier affectation of premature womanishness.
x86o Sat, Rev, 7 Jan. 12/2 The clergyman's acquired
womanishness. 1883 J. Hawthorne Dust I. 207 A certain
softness or womanishness in his nature, which his masculine
taste condemned.

Womanism (wumaniz'm). [f. Woman sb. +
-ism.] Advocacy of or enthusiasm for the rights,

achievements, etc. of women.
1863 Ld. W. P. Lennox Biogr. Remin. I. 2S6 It became

quite the rage to quote the ambiguous passages of her worst
productions, .as reflecting the strong-minded womanism of
the nineteenth century. 1880 Blackmore Mary Ancrley
xxvii. II. 165 That the mother of his daughter, .should now
turn round and take her part, fromdownright womanism, in
the teeth of all reason.

t Wo*manist. Obs. rare. [f. Woman sb. : see

-1ST.] A womanizer.
1608 Day Law-Tricks v. I 2 b, Hee's a sweet womamst.

Womanity(wum?c*nTti). humorous. [f.WoMAN
sb. + -ity, after humanity.] The normal disposi-

tion or character of womankind.
1843 Mrs. Browning Lett. R. H.Heme (1877) I. xviii. 81,

I willbe secret beyond womanity, if you are frank beyond
discretion. 1868 Hllps Realmak 1. vi. 115 Mrs. Mitverton
andLady Ellesmere are very like ordinary women. Woman-
ity is strong in them. 189a M.C. Salaman Woman 6 Each
fresh experience of love .. increases one's knowledge of
•Womanity*— if I may be allowed the term. 1896 Daily
Tel. 4 Mar. 7/3 What will it profit a woman to gain an
Oxford degree and lose her womanity?

Womanize (wu-manaiz), v, [f. Woman sb. +
-IZE.]

1. trans. To make a woman of (a man) ; gen. to

render effeminate, to emasculate.
s593 tsee Womanish v., quot. a 1586], 164? Torshell

Case Cause. 9 Wee may not now suffer the thoughts of safety
elsewhere to womanize our spirits. 1647 Stapvlton Juvenal
19 margin, The Roman Sardinapali, men womanized. 1755
Johnson, Womanise, toemasculate; toeffeminate; to soften.

Proper, but not used. 178a V. Knox Em, No. 156 r 5 To
vitiate their morals, to womanize their spirits. 1853 Lytton
in Lett. Robt. 1st Earl Lytton (1906) I. 40 Don't let Italy

womanise you. 1881 Meredith Tragic Com. I. vii. 146 Men
who have the woman in them without being womanized.

1 2. intr. To become womanlike ; to behave

like a woman. Obs.

1604 Earl Stirling Croesus in. ii. F3, From the height of

Honour to digresset To womanize with courtly vaine

delights. 16:3 Wither Abuses 11. Juvenilia (1633) 23a Such
as can So much degenerate themselves from Man, In tyre

and gesture both to womanize. 1736 Bailey (fob).

3. To consort illicitly with women, colloq.

1893 Farmer & Henlfy Slang, Goose, .to go wenching :

to womanize. 19x4 C Mackenzie Sinister St. m. xii. The
Bad Men went up to London and womanized.

Hence Womaniaed///. a., in senses of the verb

;



WOMANIZER.
also, rendered womanly ; Wo*manizing vbl. sb.

and ppl, a. ; Womanization ; Womanizer, one

who goes after or consorts illicitly with women.
1624 Gf.e Foot out of Snare 6a Fit. .to act a womanized

Chaerea in Terence his Eunuchus. 1633 Dru.mm. of Hawth.
Entert. K. Chas. iv. 31 Gorgeous rayments, womamsing
toyes. 1634 T. Johnson Party's Chirurg. 1, x'u (1678) 17

These are some womanizing or womanish men. 177S Ash,
Womanizing^ the act of softening down to the qualities of

a woman. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland New Home xviii. 121 The
womanized tone of the proud and happy mother. 1878 M. C.

Jackson Chaperon's Cares Hi, She is a womanized likeness

of poor Edward. 1914 A. Harrison Kaiser's War v. 141

The growing softness of life beyond the Fatherland—the
world's general womanization, as they [sc Germans] called it.

1924 Galsworthy White Monkey 11. ix, Somehow. . I feel

he's a womaniser.

f Wcrrnankin. Obs. In 3 (Orm.) wifmann-,
wirnmannkinn. [f. Woman sb. + Kin sb.*- : cf.

Maxkin 1
.] = next, 1.

ci2oo0rmin 2334 Wei 3(10 sahh..batt $ho wassacdi; wim-
mann an all wimmannkinn bitwenenn. Ibid. 3058 Till wepp.
niann & till wifmannkinn.

Womankind (wvrmankaind). [f. Woman sb. +
Kind sb. Cf. Womenkind.]
1. The female part of the human race ; the female

sex; women in general.

c 1375 Cursor M. 9024 (Fairf.) For al!e we come of worn-

man kinde. 1387 Tkkvisa Higden (Rolls) II. 317 Pharao
. .heelde wotnman kynde ful feble to be rebel, a 1400
Prymer (1891) 21 Byseche for the deuowte wommankynde
\Prymer (1895) 6 wommans kynde]. C1450 Bk. Curtasye

259 in Babees Bk.
t
Speke neuer vnhonestly of woman kynde.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxiv. 4 The foul delyte Off
woman-kynd that dreidts for na schame. 1535 Covekdale
Lev. xviii. 22 Thou shalt not lye with mankynde as with
womankynde 1590 Spenser /•'. Q. III. v. 52 In gentle

Ladies brest, and bounteous race Of woman kind. #1670
Hacket Abp. Williams II. (1692) 35 Tins man would suffer

no woman-kind to do any service within his gates. 1760-72
H. Brookk Fool ofQual. (1809) III. 9 In womankind, I can
love nothing but you. 1782 Cowfer Gilpin v, I do admire
Of womankind but one. 1822 Byron Juan vi. xxvii, My
wish is. .That womankind had but one rosy mouth, To kiss

them all at once from North to South. 1847 Tennyson
Princess vi. 290 The soft and milky rabble of womankind.

*|*b. appositively or predicatively : Female. Obs,

C1570 R. Coxe injunctions, Their chyldren and seruauntes
both mankinde and womankinde. 1577 Bp. Aylmek Articles

to be enquired of As, b, Any of his parish, .eyther mankind
or womankinde. 1614 R. Tailor Hog hath lost Pearl II,

D 2 b, Did I but only know her to be woman kind, I thinke
it were sufficient.

2. The women of a family, household, company,
country, etc. J female relatives and friends (some-

times also servants)
;
(one's) women-folk.

1573 L. Li.oyd Pilgr. Princes (1586) 8 Agreeing that the
womankinde should passe away that night. 1825 Southey
Lett. (1856) III. 518 My womankind join in kind regards.

1850 Thackeray Pendennis lvi, Pen, chafing under the per-

secution which his womankind had inflicted upon him. 1862
Kingston Three Midshipmen viii, All the womankind in

and out of the house, for a long way round.

f3. A female human being; a woman. Obs.
a 1685 Warn. Married Women xxviii. in Child Ballads

(1892) IV. 363/2 Since that time the woman-kind Was never
seen no more. 1711 Acts <y Laws Massachusetts (1724)270
Whosoever shall be convicted of Assaulting . . any Woman or
Woman-kind. 1816 Scott Antiq. ix,

4 Where's the younger
womankind ?'. /Indeed, brother, . .Maria, .set away to the
Halket Craig-head— I wonder ye didna see her. * 1823 Byron
in Trelawny Shelley (1887) 213 If we had a womankind on
hoard, she would set us all at loggerheads.

f4. Womanhood. (Cf. Mankind A. 2.) Obs. rare.

1549 Covkrdale, etc. Erastn. Par. j Peter Hi. 7 Let your
wisdome succour the frailtie of their womankynde.

Womanless (wu"manles), a. [f. Woman sb.

+ -LES8.] Without a woman or women; having
or containing no women.
1846 in Worcester. 1859 Athenaeum 10 Dec. 771/2 It is

a strange arena, the womanless world of cassocks. 187a M.
Collins P'cess Clarice I. xvi. 254 Arthur Swingate found
himself womanless. 1913 Engl. Rev. June 494 A womanless
play called The New Sin.

Womanlike (wu-manbik), a. and adv. [f.

Woman sb. + -like.] A. adj. Like, resembling,
or characteristic of a woman or women; in deroga-
tory use, womanish, effeminate.
c 1440 Promp. Pant. 154/2 Femynyne, or woman lyke,

muliebris. 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 315 Fingered
ladies, whose womanlike behauiour.. ought to be a liglite to
al women. 1561 T. Norton tr. Calvin's Inst. iv. xix. 156 b,

Clerkes were commaunded. .tosheare their head., that they
should not beare any shewe of womanlyke trimming. 1597
Drayton Heroical pp., Isab. to Mortimer Notes 20b, His
behauiour and attire euer so womanlike, to please the eye
of his lasciuious Prince. 1624 Capt. J. Smith Virginia 31
Scorning to he MM in any woman-like exercise. 1647
Hexham i, Womanlike, delicate and tender. 1825 Scott
Talis/u. xiv, Ashamed at being surprised in a womanlike
expression of sorrow, Sir Kenneth dashed his tears indig-

nantly aside. 1878 Content/*, Rev. Feb. 521 Trees were
credited with woman-like inhabitants capable of doing good
and ill. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 516 'Die tearful woman-
like face of the Christ.

B. adv. In a manner characteristic of women ;

after the fashion of women; like a woman.
c 1440 Alphabet 0/"Pales 365 Sho was not ferd for swerd

nor wownd, nor wepid wommanlyke. 1556 Phaer AUneid.
IV. (1558) 1 iv b, This pranking Paris fyne . .With grekishe
wymple pynkyd, womanlyke. 1635 Life Long Meg of
Westm. (1872) 43 She. .dressed him full womanlike. 1743
Francis tr. Nor., Odes u xxjcvii. 28 But she a nobler fate

250

explored, Nor woman-like beheld the deathful sword. 1857
W. Collins Vend Secret v. iv. (1861) 221 * Of course ', cried

Rosamond, looking, womanlike, straight on to the purpose
she had in view. 1898 ' H. S. Meriuman * Roden's Corner
xxix. 303 He would not, it appeared, sit down without her
permission. And, womanlike, she gave it.

Womanliness (wirmanlines). [f.Womanly a.

4- -ness.] The quality of being womanly ; womanly
character; i* effeminateness.

1538 Elyot Vict., Moll'tcies, ei mollicia, . .womanlynesse.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erosm. Par. 1 Pet. iii. 1-6 The entier

vpryghtnes, godlynes, womanlynes,. .and sufferaunce of the
wyfe, 1S96 Dalrymi'Le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. (S.T.S.)

I. 214 Throuch the negligence of King Constantine, and his

womanlines. 1647 Hexham i, Womanlienesse, vrouwach.
iigheydt. 1864 Reader 30 Apr. 564/2 The Portia of Mrs.
Vezin is endued with the grace and womanliness that cha-

racterize all her performances. 1876 J. Parker Parael.x.

xvi. 259 The womanliness of the Divine nature, its infinite

grace and pathos. 1881 G. Meredith Trag. Com, I. vii. 146

The choicest women are those who yield not a feather of

their womanliness for some amount of manlike strength.

f Wcvmanlish, a. Obs. rare. [Blending of

Womanish and Womanly a.] Womanlike, effemi-

nate. Wo'manlishly adv. , Wo*manlishness.
1579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 11. xii. 1S1 Womanlyshly

glorying [she] shewed her her most precious and fayre

Iewelles. 1647 Hexham i, Womanlish or effeminate, vrou-

ivachtigh. Womanlishly, vrouwachtighiitk. 1648 ibid, II,

Wij'flickheydt, Womanlishnesse, or ElTeminatenesse.

Womanly(wu-manli),a. [f.Woman sb. + -ly*.]

I. Possessing the attributes proper to a woman ;

having the qualities (as of gentleness, devotion,

fearfulness, etc.) characteristic of women ; also said

of these qualities or of actions which exhibit them.
c 1374 Chalxer Troytus in. 106 .0. wommanlyche wyf.

Ibid. iv. 694 (Camb. MS.) po wordis & bo womanliche
byngis Sche herde ri^t nou5t bow sche bere were, c 1385 —
L. G. W. 175 So womanly so benygne & so meke. c 1386
— Knt.'s T. 222$ Youre wommanly pitee. 1387-8 T. Usk
Test. Love n. xii. (Skeat) 1. 114 So precious perl e, as a
womanly woman in her kynde, 1421 Hoccleve Jereslaus*s

Wife 466 A lady the womanlyeste Of cheere. C1485 Digby
Myst. in. 525 Your person, ittis so womanly. ^1548 Hall
Chrou., Hen. VI 115 b, Where was her womanly pitie? >579
Lyly Enphues (Arb.) 69 She coulde scarcely conteine hir

selfe from embracing him, h.id not womanly snamefastnes..

stayed hir wisedome. 1614 H. Jonson Barth. Fair 1. iii, Be
womanly, Win ; make an outcry to your mother, Win ! 1676
Dryoicn Aurengz. iv. 54 Rage choaks my words: 'tis

Womanly to weep. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 272 f 1 One who
was growing up to the same womanly Virtues which shine to

Perfection in her. 1805 Southey ./l/W^ci. xvii. 132 Womanly
sobs were heard, and manly cheeks Were wet with silent

tears. 1852 Miss Mitford in L'Lstrange Life (1870) III.

235 Lady Goldsmid (that impersonation of all that is

womanly and motherly). 1874 GKEBN Short Hist. vii. §3.
368 Whatever womanly tenderness she [sc. Elizabeth] had,

wrapt itself around Leicester.

b. In derogatory use, with reference to the bad
qualities attributed to women ; j (of men) effemi-

nate, womanish.
a 1225 A na: R.SJ4. pet nis nout iwar ne wakernenis nout

monlich, auh is wummonlich. 138* Wyclif i Kings xiv. 24

Men maad wommanlich weren 111 the loond. a 1400 New
Test. (Paues) 1 Pet. iii. 7 Departynge to hem worschupe, as

to a wommanlyche vessel bat is more febel ban 3e beb. 1519
Horman Vulg. 228 b, Nyce aray, and new fangled gar-

menus, welthy fare andydelnes: make men to be womanly.

1538 Llyot DicLs.y. Mollis^ Mollis homo, a man effemy-

nate, or womanlye. 1x1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V$jh, For
very womanly malice, she set in the highest authoritie aboute

the kyng her hushand. 1558 Knox First Blast (Arb.) 21

Lest that again she slide and fall by womanlie facilitie. 1615

G. Sandys Trav. 23 Burning with a womanly spleen. 1716

Ladv M.W. Montagu Lett., to LadyX— 1 Oct. (1887) 1 . 1 28

The womanly spirit ofcontradiction. 1830 James DeL'Orme
xvii, Senor, are you a man? I would not, for very shame,
have anyone see you look so womanly. 186a MissBraddon
Lady Audley xix, Has she baffled me by some piece of

womanly jugglery?

2. Having the character of, befitting or character-

istic of, a woman as contrasted with a girl.

1709 Steele Taller No. 15 F2 The Girl was very proud of

the Womanly Employment of a Nurse. 1732 Arbuthnot
Aliments, Rules of Diet (1736)408 Young Persons undera
womanly Age. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison II. xxxvi.

279 The girl begins to be womanly. 1848 Dickens Dombey
iii, A short, brown, womanly girl of fourteen. 1853 — Bleak
Ho. xv, A very little girl, .wearing a womanly sort of bonnet

much too large for her.

3. Belonging or proper to the female sex.

1863 Geo. Eliot Ro/uolaxlW, Her early training bad kept

her aloof from such womanly labours, a 1873 Lytton Pau-
sanias (i876)9oCleonice. .had enjoyed those advantages of

womanly education wholly unknown at that time to the

freeborn ladies of Greece. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) HI.
146 Many types of manly and womanly beauty.

Wcmanly, adv. Obs. or arch. [f. as prec. : see

-ly -.] Jn a womanly manner ; like a woman.
1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 9391 Wat he ab Manliche bigonne,

be it ab bileued Wommanliche, as vor defaute of wit in his

heued. C1400 Destr. Troy 3994 Cassandra, .was a Clene
Maydon,. . Womonly wroght. 1476 Stonor Papers (Camden)
II. 7 Where as ye, ffull womanly and lyke a lofTer, re-

membre me with inanyfTolde recommendacion in dyuersse

maners. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 496 To euery
man in speciall speke I sum wordis, So wisly, and so womanly,
quhill warmys ther bertis. 1575 Gascoignk Flowers, Lulla-

bie ofLover 4 And lullaby can I sing to, As womanly as can
the best. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 2 (1619) 578 For
how womanly haue many behaued themselues. 1723 Briton
No. 7 {1724) 28 You,. then very Womanly expect a Con-
sideration, for the Trouble we put you to in Swearing. 1844
Mrs. Browning Rom. Page xxvii, Oh, womanly, she prayed

in tent, When none beside did wake \

WOMB.
Womanness (wu*mannes). rare, [f. Woman

sb. + -ness.] Womanliness.
1845 Mks. Carlyle in Jane Welsh Carlyte{ig24) 230 The

only chance of my getting any ri^ht good of him was to

make him forget my womanness. x8&i Biackw. Mag.Oct.433
Ahoye . . all stood her feminineness, her thorough womanness.

Woman-servant. PL women-servants.
A female servant,

1529 Set. Cases Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 43 Other
wymen and wymen seruands. 1539 Bible (Great) Gen. xx.

14 Men seruauntes & wemenseruauntes [1560 Geneva women
seruantes]. 1589 Rider Bibt. Schol. 1670 A woman seruant.

1779-81 Johnson L.P., FopeW'ks. 1787 IV. 15 She bribed

a woman-servant to procure her a sword. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xxxiv, At this, the two women-servants lifted up
their hands and eyes. 185s Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 263 A
dirty woman-servant opened the door.

Wo-manship. nonce-wd. [f.WoMAN^. + -SHip.]

Her wo?nanship : jocular title for a woman.
1609 Healey Discov. New World 11. ii. 99, I. .told her

"Womanship that for my part I bad [etc. J.

Wo'manshire. nonce-wd. [f. Woman sb. +
Shire sb.~\ The domain or sphere of women.
1606 Wily Beguiled 73 Thou bast got the merriest woer in

a ll Womanshire.

Woman's rights. Also women's rights.

The rights claimed for women of equal privileges

and opportunities with men. Also attrib.

[1799 the rights of woman : see Right sb. 10.]

1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story \y, One may sym-
pathise with the advocates of woman's rights who point out
this monstrous wrong. 1850 (title) Women's Rights Con-
vention. 1864 'Annie Thomas' D. Donne III. 33 Even
though Stephanie Foidyce was no woman's rights girl. 1883

F. M. Ckawford Dr. Claudius v
%
We have seen something

of the ' woman's rights ' question in America.

Hence Woman's (women's) righter, a believer

in or supporter of woman's rights.

1885 Pall Mall Gaz. 23 Feb. 3/2 Women's righters in

Germany. 1894 Le Gallienne Retrosp. Rev .(1896) II. 179
May she be saved from being a. .woman's-righter 1

Womar, var. Woomera.
Womb (w/7m), sb. Forms : a. 1-2, 4 wamb,
4-5 wambe; see also Wame. 0. 1- womb; 1

uommb, 3-7 wombe, 5 north, vombe, 6 Sc.

voyme, voymbe. [Com. Teut. : OE. wamb, womb
str. fern. = (M)LG., MDu. wamme (Du. warn),

OHG. wamba, wampa (MHG. wamme, wampe,
G. wamme, dial, wampe), ON. vgmb (MSw, vamb),

Goth, wamba Koi\ia
3

'yaorrjp : ulterior relations

obscure.
For a Romance dertv. of the Teut. word see Gambeson.]

fl. = Belly, a. The abdomen. Obs.

C825 Vesp. Ps. xliii[i]- 25 Adhesit in terra venter noster,

aetfalh in eor3an womb ur. a 1000 Riddles xxxvii. 3 Ic wiht

jeseah on we^e feran, seo. .haefde feowere fet under wombe.
C1205 Lay. 19800 His neb bigon to blakien, bis wombe gon
toswellcn. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10794 Wan richard be mar-

schal . . toward is fan in be feld hab is wombe xwent, Ssold he

turne horn is rugh? C1305 yudaslsc. 141 in E. E. P. (186 .•) in
His wombe to-beisteamidde atuo. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat)

66 Inwyth the wombe of man.. Is herte lyuer and longes.

13.. Gaw, fy Or. Knt. 144 His wombe &. his wast were
worthily smale. 1390 Gowek Couf. 1. 24 Tharmes, The
womhe and al douu to the kne, Of bras thei were. Ibid. III.

215 What man that..wery is to swinke, Upon his wombe
and lith to diinke, Forsak. a 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

635/33 Hie uertter, wambe. c 1430 Two Cockery.bks. 39
Take be Wombe of A luce, & sebe here wyl. c 1440 Paltad.

on iiusb. 1. 53 Her womhis [L. venter, aid viscera], sidis,

reynys, swelle or ake. i486 Bk. St. A Ibans e iij b. All thyng

with in the wombe saue onli the gall. 1509 Barclay Shyf
of Folys (1874) I. 12 If he haue a great wombe, and his

Cofers ful. 1526 R. Whytfokd Martiloge 100 They were
racked, . . than were they r wombes or belyes flayne the skynne

of. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 25 And I had but a belly

of any indifferencie, I were simply the most actiue fellow in

Europe: my wombe, my wombe, my wombe vndoes mee.

163a LiTHGOw Trav. x. 462 The Tormentor.. drew violently

with his hands, making my Wombe support the force of his

feete. 1684 J. S. Profit $ Pleas. United 35 As for your

Mare ; let her have a compleat Body, Indifferent Long with

a large Womb.
f b. The stomach (as the receptacle of food).

£7950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xv. 17 Ne oncnauas jie forSon

ejhuelc baH in mud inngaas in womb gaas? a 1100 Gloss,

in Wr.-Wiilcker 159/27 Atuits, rif uelseo inre wamb. c 1160

Hatton Gosp. Luke xv. 16 Da gewilnede he his wambe
fellen of bam heancoddan be ba swin aHen. a 1200 Moral
Ode 145 in O. E. Horn. 1. 169 Ful wombe mei lihtliche speken

of hunger & of festen. c 1200 Vices <f Virtues 137 Of here

wombe hie makieS here godd. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37

pe fule man be fole3e6 his wombes wil.
_
13.. Cursor M.

536 (Gdtt.) Manes wambe all licur drinkis. 1340 Aye/ib.

53 panne ssolle we betuene be porse and be wombe of be

glotoune habbe a uayr strif. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. TO. 162

Hongur.. wrong him so be be wombe, bat bobe his e3en

watreden. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 462 Hc.Fallez on be

foule flesch & fyllez his wombe. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T.

147 Thanne sholde nat hunger in my wombe crepe. 4:1430

,ydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 170 Withe ful wombe they

preche of abstynence. c 1430 Two Cookerydks. 39 Do m
be grete wombe of be Schepe, bat is, the mawe. 1515 Bar-

clay Egloges iv. (1570) Ciijb/2 When ye be mery and

stuffed is your wombe. .Thenlaudeyesonges. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxvi. viii. II. 248 The wombe. .oftentimes in a day

calleth unto us for victuals. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Micro-

cosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 58 2 If nought from without come

in the wombe The Body needes must die. 1756 PoorRobin

June Bib, Who makes a swill tub of his womb, Is but a

speaking, prattling tomb.

f o. The bowels. Obs.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 186 Se sebijeda mete hefe^ab bone

ma^an & he bone sammeltan burn oa wambe utsent. c 1400



WOMB.
Maundkv. (1919) xviii. ior Men putten it in medicynes. .to

make the Wombe lax. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh.

70 A potage nesshe and laxatyue to be wombe. c 1400

Lanfranc's Cirurg, 51 If bat he be feblc.voide be fecis of

his wombe bi clisterie. C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11.

xxxiv. (1869)88 I?ou berest him topriueechambres..to voide

his wombe. 1544 Phaf.r Regim. Lyfe (1560) M ij, It is hol-

some for you, every day once to procure the duety of the

wombe.

fd. The belly-piece of a hide or skin. Obs.

1434 WillofRuddok (Somerset Ho.) Calabir wombis. 1483
in Antiq. Rep. (1807) I. 32 A greete bordure and purfile of
ermyne wombes. 1531 Dunmoiv Churchiv. MS. If. 11 b,

Item, for a payer of wombs tande.., vi</ob. i$$i-z Act

5 fy 6 Edw. VI c 15 § 3 Everie Girdler. .maycsell.

.

Neckes, Wombes and Shreddes of tanned Leather. 159a

Greene Upst. Courtirr Wks. (Grosart) XI. 269 Whereas
you should only put the backs of skinnes into facing, you
taw the wombs. 161a Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburions Ledger
(1867) 305 Beaver bellies or wombes the peice, iritis*

if (a) In translations of the Vulgate rendering

venter in the sense of * heart, soul '.

c 815 Vesp. Hymns vi. 3r Expamt venter mens, forhtade
womb min. 1382 Wvclif Ecclus. li. 29 My wombe {later

version soule] is disturbed in sechyng it.

(b) tr. L. ventricutus Ventricle i.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. v. xxxvi (1495) ivijb/2

Theherte hath two holownesses. . Andtbisetwo holowncsses
ben callyd the wombes of the herte [I,, ventriculi cordis\

Ibid. 1 viij'/i In the wombe of the hert is a pyece shappe as
an eere wythout.

2. The uterus.

C825 Vesp. Ps. exxvifi], jEructus vintris. western wombe.
C9S0 Lindisf Gosp.huke xxiii. 29 Ead?,o bi'Sonftaunberendo

& oa worn bo oaSe ne acendon. c 1200 / 'ices fy Virtues 87
Hv mat oat moder foncten ?at child oe hie bar in hire

wombe? £"1205 Lay. 199 Heuede Lauine |-»a quene kine-

bearn on wombe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3460 Childir ttiin pat

lai per moder wamb wit-in. c 1400 Beryt 859 A child gan
stere in hir vombe. c X440 Alphabet of Tales 63 What
wommans wambe myght here so eretealight? a 1548 Hail
Chron., Hen. VI 134 They were his bretherne of one wombe
descended. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 94 Birds, that are shaped
without the Females Wombe, haue in the Ecge.. Matter of
Nourishment. 1718 Prior Solomon in. 115 Naked from the

Womb We yesterday came forth. 1820 Shelley Cloud 83
Like a child from the womb. 184a Tennyson Day-dream 28

Like hints and echoes of the world To spirits folded 111 the

womb.
3. trans/. A hollow space or cavity, or something

conceived as such {e.g. the depth of night); falso,

a belly-shaped object or part.

969 in Birch Cart. Sax. III. 53a paet swa on east crofte

baet swa ondlong bsere he^e raewe bast on ondoncilles wombe.
a 1000 Riddles iv. 48 [Clouds] feallan UetaS sweart sumsendu
seaw of bosme, wxtan of wombe. Ibid, xxxviii. 1 Ic ba
wibte xe^eah; womb waes on hindan bribum abrinten. 138a

Wycuf Isa. xix. 7 Nakened shal be the flod wombe [alveus

rivi]. £1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 3 The moder of thin

Astrelabie is be thikkeste plate, perced with a large hole,

bat resseyuyth in hir wombe the thynne plates. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (Sommer) 56, I had moche leuer that the erthe

wold opene and swalwe me in to his wombe. 1588 Shaks.
Tit. A. 11. iii. 2^9, I may be pluckt into the swallowing

wombe, Of this deepe pit, poore Bassianus graue. 159a —
Rom, % Jul. v. i, 65 As violently, as hastie powder (ier'd

Doth hurry from the fatall Canons wombe. 160a Marston
Antonio's Rev. 111. v, Yee sootie coursers of the night,

Hurrie your chariot into hels black wombe. 1615 Chapman
Odyss. x. 471 The fourth brought water, and made fuel

shine In ruddy fires beneath a womb of brass. 1616 T. Scot
Philomythie 13 b, And both these rudely enter The strong

ships wombe. 1661 Childrey Brit. Baconica 141 When the

wind is gathered into that hole, and tossed to and fro in the

womb of it, there is to be heard as it were a musicall sound.

1697 Drvden AKueis xii. 1278 What Earth will open her

devouring Womb, To rest a weary Goddess in the Tomb?
1715 tr. Pancirollus' Mem. Things II. x. 334 There was
seen at Mecklin fifteen Pair of Dice.. in the Womb of a
Cherry-Stone. 172a Swift Stella's Birthday 68 As you raise

it [sc. the bottle] from its Tomb, It drags behind a spacious

Womb. 1797 J. Cukr Coat Viewer 45 Inclosing it [sc. the

boiler] with a circular wall 10 inches thick, as high as the

womb of the boiler. 1837 Keble Chr. }\ Palm Sunday
iii, Stones in earth's dark womb that rest. 1857 B. Taylor
Northern Trav. xxx. (1858) 315 You can. .watch, through
the vortex of whirling spray in its tortured womb, the starry

coruscations which radiate from the bottom of the fall. 1863
— Poems, Poet's Jml.* 2nd Eve in Winter, Wait in the

womb of the snow. 1887 Ian Hamilton Ballad ofHadji
14 Then through the womb Of night I galloped.

4. fig. (from 2) A place or medium of concep-

tion and development; a place or point of origin

and growth; sometimes spec, as "f" the matrix of

metals, etc
1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. 1. 51 This England, This Nurse,

this teeming wombe of Royall Kings. Ibid, ii, 10 Some
vnborne sorrow, ripe in fortunes wombe, 1604 — Ot/t. 1. iii.

377 There are many Euents in the Wombe of Time, which
wilbe deliuered. x6aa J. Taylor (Water P.) Shilling C6 b,

Siluer. .from the wombe of vaust America. 1631 Widdowes
Nat. Philos. 15 Elements are simple essences, .and are the

wombs of mixed things. 1665 J. Spencer Vulg. Pro/h. 8

There is not a more fruitful womb of seditions and confusions

in States than the Opinion of such predictions is. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 673 Undoubted sign That in his womb was
hid metallic Ore, The work of Sulphur, a 1708 Bevkridge
Thes. Theol. (1711) III. 29 The empty Womb of Nothing
delivered itself of that Lump and confuted Chaos, which..

God.. digested into that..Order we now see it in. 1757
[Burke] Europ. Settlem. Amer. vn. xxix. If. 282 The cold
womb of the earth is incapable ofany better production than
some miserable shrubs. 1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. Explan.
Terms 306 Pericarp/urn, the Womb of the Plant big with

No. 22F8 The various unforeseen Events that are ripening

in the womb of the Future. 1866 Veness El Dorado ix. 95
The fulfilment of her destiny is in the womb of time.

251

5. attrib. and Comb., as womb part, passage,

-pipe, side; womb-enclosed, 'lodged adjs.
;
7womb

acho, belly-ache, stomach-ache; fwomb brother,

a uterine brother; f womb-cake = Placenta I

;

f womb^ate, [Gate sb. 1
], = Vulva i ; womb-

grain [tr. G. muttcrkorfi], ergot of rye (Dunglison

Med. Lex. 1S48); f womb-infant, an unborn

child; f womb-joy, gratification of the appetite,

luxurious fare, belly-cheer; fwomb-HveT = womb~
cake ; j womb-pancake = womb-cake

; f womb-
rope, a belly-band of rope ; womb-stone, a
calcined fibroid tumour of the womb (Billings

Med. Diet. 1890) ; womb-syringe, a uterine

syringe; t womb syrup (see quot.)
; f womb-

tack [cf. Tack sb.\ v.1 ] = Womb-tie
; fwonib-

trumpet [cf. G. multerlrompele],a Fallopian tube,

oviduct.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvi. xlviii. (1495) f lij b./x

Gete. .swagyth * wombe ache. 1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Thess.
ii. 1 Brethren, "womb brethren, as near in nature as is

possible, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Hartfordshire (1662)11.

19 Son to Que<-n Katherine by Owen Theodor, her second
husband, womb-brother to King Henry the Sixth. i663
Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anal. Introd., The Navit-vein,
receiving blood out of the 'Womb-cake. '743 R« P001.E
Journ. France etc (1744) I. 132 The Placenta or Womb
Cake, a 1593 Marlowe Ovias Elegies il xiv. 8 Thy
'wombe-inclo-sed olT-spring. 1379 Gloucester Cath. MS.
19 l'ress No. 1 'lentigo ys ycallcd paries vulue Anglice the
'Wombe^ates walL Or elles lingula vulue Anglice the
Wombe^ates tunge. x6n Cotgr., Vrayue, the pipe or
passage whereby a *wombe-inf.uits vrine is canied from it.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (i83o)63 Prelatis..sillen. .treu-e prech-
ynge for. .worKUi lordschipe, 8: "wombe ioie and idelnes^e.

1388 Songs $ Poems on Costume (Percy Soc.) 4^ Unthrifte
and wombe-joye, steriles et luxuriosi. 1398 Trevisa Bartk.
De P. R. vi. vi. (Tollem. MS.) [Children] bibinke)> only in

wombe ioye, and knoweb not be mesure of here owen
wombe. 1668 Culpei'I'ER& Cor.E Barthol. Ana!. I. xxxvi.

80 That same round mass is called Placenta Uteri, the Womb-
pancake..; also the *Womb-liver. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc.
Comfit. 11. 2 On the seventh day she. .voided the placenta
(or womb liver). i6n Cotgr. s.v. Agnetiere, A 'wombe-
lodged infant. 1668 *Womb-pancake [see ivomb-liver],

1598 Florio, Vulva,

,

. the *wombe part or *womb passage,
i86oMAYSE.Z;.r/(?j.Z.(u:., Womb-Passage,, .commonterm for

the Vagina. 1611 Cotgr., Vulve, the *woml>e-pipe. or priuie

passage. £1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 168

Ke parte a. dos une dossere [gloss rige-leyther], E au ventre

une venter [gloss a *wombe-rop], C1340 Nominate (Skeat)

882 Sele coter etventrere, Sadul hamborwe and womberope.
£1391 Chaucer Astrol, n. §29 The lyne Meridional on the
*wombe-side. c 1450 Tivo Cookerybks. ioi Ley the pike m
A charger, the wombe side vpward. 1694 Salmon Bate's
Dispens. (1713) 5/1 This Water is to be injected into, .the

Womb with a *Womb-Syringe. Ibid. 609 1 Synt/us Uie-
rinus, i.e. Carannx, The *Womb Syrup, or Syrup of Gum
Caranna. 1729 P. Walkoes Diary (i860) 16 Henry Charnley
viewed the horse, with packsaddle and *woontak, at £-2 10s.

1703 Etmullerus Abridged 596 The Egg thus influenced,

falls off into one of the *Womb-Trumpets.

Womb (\v«m), v. [f. Womb sb.]

1. trans. To enclose as in a womb.
1557 Toilet's Misc. (Arb.) 239 The hidden harme. . Wombed

within ourwallesand realme about, As Grekes in Troy were
in the Grekish beast. 1611 Shaks. Wini. T. iv. iv. 501 Not
..for all the Sun sees, or The close earth wombes,. .will I

breake my oath. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 113 In this from
out another tree A bud they womb. 1871 G. Macdonald
Somnium Myst. v. 30 A world that lay Wombed in its sun.

+ 2. To cause to swell out: BSLLYtM, nonce-use.
1628 Feltham Resolves 1. [11.] Ix!. 57 Once lanched forth,

hee may. .find the blast, to wombe out his sailes more fully.

3. pa.pple. Impregnated with, nonce-use.

1786 J. Courtenay Poet. Rev. Char. Johnson 16 As
womb'd with fire the cloud electiick flies.

Wombat (w^'mbxt). Alsowomat, wombach,
wo(o)mback. [Native Australian name.] Any
of the burrowing marsupials of the genus Phaseo-

lomys, native to South Australia and Tasmania,
characterized by a thick heavy body, short legs,

and a general resemblance to a small bear.

1798 Flinders in Voy. Terra Australis (1814) Introd.

p. exxviii, Point Womat, a rocky projection of Cape-Barren
Island, where a number of the new animals, called ivomat,
were seen. [Ibid. p. exxxv, Called by the natives, -.vomat,

tvombat, or womback, according to the different dialects, or

ferhaps to the different rendering of the wood rangers who
rough t the information.] 1827 in Bischoff Van Diemen's

Land(\8yz) 175 The dogs had caught them three kangaroos,
and two badgers or woombacks. 1852 J. West Hist. Tas-
mania I. 324 The Wombat, commonly called in the colony
Badger. 1896^ Gossk Critical Kit-Kats 267 Pater has often
reminded me of some such armadillo or wombat.
attrib. and Comb. 1847 G. F. Angas Savage Life I. 66

Wombat burrows. 1859 C. G. Kossetti Goblin Market x\ ii,

Cat-like and rat-like, Ratel- and wombat. like. 1870 Gordon
Bush Ballads, From the Wreck 24 Look out for the holes
On the wombat hills,

t Wombclout. Obs. Forms : 4 wombe*
cloute, 5 wamclowte, -womclotte. [f. Womb
sb. + Clout sbA] The omentum ; tripe. (Cf.
paunch-ctout

',
Paunch sb. 1 3.^

x377 Langl, P. PI. B. jciii. 63 He eet many sondry metes
mortrewesandpuddynges,Wombe-cloutesandwyldebraune.
c 1440 Prom/. Parv. 503/1 Trype (or pawncheclowt,. . or
wamclowte. .), scrutum. c 1475 Pict. I 'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker
789 'ig Hoc omentum, a womclotte.

Wombed (w/Jmd), a. [f. Womb sb. + -ed 2
.]

Having a womb or belly (of a specified kind);
also (quot. CI430), great-bellied.

WON.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7731 Suibe bikke mon he was & of

grete strengbe, Gret wombede & ballede. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode 11. cvi. (1869) 115 Swollen and wombed thanne j

bicome. X602 Marston Ant. fy Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 32

This hollow wombed masse shall inly grone. 1791 Cqwfer
Odyss. viii. 533 O'er the fire A tripod ample-womb'd.

tWcmbful, sb. Obs. [f. Womb sb. + -ful.]

As much as will fill the womb or the stomach.

1387 Trevisa Ht'gden (Roll*) III. 437 Scbe Ieved bere

tbnttenedayes in lle.scbeliche likyng, and haddeher wombe-
fill, and went hir wey [L. imjtleto utero abscessit]. 1637

Rutherford Lett., to Parishioners 13 July (1664) 7 The earth

worme, who can never get bis wombfull of clay. 1637— Let.

to A. Gordon 234, I would break the door and be in upon
him , to get a wombfull of love; fori am an hungered, .soul.

tWonibful, a. Obs. rare. [f. Womb sb. +
Full a.] Having a full stomach.
1450-80 tr. Seer. Seer. x\ix. 30 He that lythe with women

wombe fulle [cf. ante with fulle wombe].

"Wombill, womble, obs. ff. Wimble.
"vV"omble,Wombly,var. ff.Wamble,Wam BLYfl.

tWo'mbling f -long, adv. Obs. rare. [f.WoMB
sb. + -LING, -long.] With the belly on the ground

or along a surface.

i3..A'.^/«.565S(LaudMS.)peAddres..to-cleucbwombe.
lyng. C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 451 Lay your cony
womhelonge vebe side to be chyne.

t Womb-tie, -tow. Obs. In 5 wom'e)tye,
wombtye, 6 womtoe. [f. WOMB sb. + TlE sb.,

Tow sb.2 Cf. Wame-tow, Waktv.] A girth or

belly-band.
1481-3 Ace. Exch. K. R. 496. No. 26 (P.R.O.) Bely girthez

Wometyes. 1485 in Compotus Roils Obedientiaries St.

Swithnn's, Winch. (1892) 383 Et in corda empta ad faci-

endum lez Wombtyes liijrf. 1587 Wills <r Inv. Durham
(Surtees) 1 1. 150, ij load saddles, a womtoe and a halter.

Womby (ww-mi), a. rare. [f. Womb sb. + -y '.]

Having a womb-like cavity; hollow.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iv. 124 Caues and Wombie Vault-

ages of France. 1858 Singleton Virgil II. 536 To hide

thee in the womby earth [orig. cava, .terra].

"Woine, obs. form of Whom.
Womell, obs. form of Wimble.

Womenfolk (wi'mOnfJuk). Also diat. -folks,

[f. women, pi. of Woman sb. + Folk.] a. Women
collectively, womankind. Now dial. b. The
women of a household, a party, or the like : dial.

the female servants.

1833 T. Hook Parsm's Dau. 1. vii, You have been snubbed
—the women-folk, as I call them, have driven you away.

1849 K. E. Napier Excurs. S. Afr. II. 389 Making your
appearance in such a fashion, ami that too, when you know
there are women-folk in the bouse. 1877 Black Green Past.

i, There was a stir among ourwomen-foik. 1879 BURROUGHS
Locusts $ Wild Honey 131 We could gain no information

from the ' women-folks', .nor from the nun who had just

come in. 1896 R ideal [title) Charles Dickens's Heroines

and Women- Folk. 1911 Times 2 Aug. 3/2 Foreign residents

have sent their women-folk by train to Mexico City.

fWoTJienkin. Obs. [f. women, pi. of Woman
sb. + Kin sb. 1 '] = next, I.

W"j
wommen kyn [see Men-kind].

omenkiud (wi'menkaind). [f. as prec. +

Kind sb. Cf. Men-kind.] 1. — Womankind i.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 335 pis pope is nou^t

i-rekened in be book of poopes for he was of wommen kyiule.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. Fij, I can not for thy sake

but say and thinke well of all womenkinde. 1611 Bkaum. &
Fu Phi/aster m. L 'lis the truth that all womenkind is

false. 165a H. L'Estrangk Amer. no Jeives 26 A curse

entailed upon Eve, and all women kind ever since. 1694

Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1699) 599/2 It.. cures the Green-

sickness in Virgins, and most Diseases of the Womb in

Women-kind.
1880 lii.ACKMORE Mary Amrtey xxxvi. II. 300 The women-

kind always do think that. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 539/ r

The .. foot-warmers .. used by all womenkind in Dutch
churches. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennard Landing a Prize \. (1891)

j This behaviour disgusted Mr. Bousfield with womenkind.

*f b. « Womankind i b. Obs.

1571 Grindal Injunct., Laity § 10 Their children and
seruaunts both menkinde and womenkinde. 1588 in Wadley
Notes Wills Bristol (1886) 255 [Every servant] bothe men
kinde and wemen kinde. 1506 Dalrvmi-le tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. 11. (S.T.S.) 1. 133 Gif the king left successione behind him
vndirxiiii wiris in menkynd, and xii aeiris in womenkynd.

2. = Womankind 3.

1648 Josselin Diary{Camden 1908) 59 Some of the women-
kinde of the parrish. 1674 [see Men-kind]. 185a Miss
Mui.ock Agatha's Husb. xiii. (1875) 159 The old gentleman

evidently took a secret pride in his womenkind. 1905 W. B.

Boulton Gainsborough 328 The patronage of gentlemen

and their womenkind alone enabled him to live.

Woment, var. Wa yment v. "Womet, -it, obs.

Sc ff. Vomit. Wommal, var. Warnel dial.

Wommil, -ill, obs. ff. Wimble. Wommle, var.

Wamble. Wompam, wompom, obs. ff. Wam-
pum. Womple, wompyll, obs. Sc. ff. Wimple.

Womward(e," obs. forms of Homeward adv.

1507 in Leadam Set. Caset Star Chamber (Selden Soc.)

I. 249 They..returnyd womward.

Womyl, -ylle, obs. forms of Wimble.

Won, wone (wm, wJun), z\ Obs. exc. Se. and

norths and arch. Forms: I wunian, (j-2 uni-),

2-3 wnien, wunen, 3 wunie(n, wunye(n, wnne,

Ormin wunerm, 3-4 wne; 2-4 wonien, 3Woniu,

4 wonen, woni3e(n, wonge, wonie, -y, 4-5 -ye

;

4-8 wonne, 4-9 won(n, wone, 5 wonon, -yn,

(5-7 woon, 7 woone) ; Sc. and north. 4 vone,
32-a



WON.
vonne, 5-9 wun, 9 woan(e. woon, wonne,
wunn. Pa.t. 1 wunode, 2 wnede, 3 wunede;
4 wonid, wonyed, wonde, Sc. wonnyt, 4-8
wond, 5 wonyd, vonnyt, 6 woond, {pseudo-

arch, wonne), Sc* wonnit., 4- wonned, wonn'd,
woned, won'd. Pa. pple. \ see Wont pa. pple.

\

also 5 wunte. See also Win z>. 2 [OE. wunian,
corresp. to OFris. wunia. wonia to dwell, OS.
wunbn, wondn. (M)LG., (M)Du. wonen, OHG.
won$n(JS\.YlG.ivonen.G.wohnen) tobeaccnstomed,
remain, dwell, ON. una to rejoice, Goth. *wunan
in unwunands troubled :— *wundjan, -aefan. f.

Tent, wun-y for further relations of which see

Wean v., Win sb.% etc.]

I. 1. intr. To stay habitually, dwell, live (in a

place or with some one).

Beowulf 112% Hengest.. wunode mid Finn. 1:725 Corpus
Gloss. 1 140 Inmoratur, wunat. 971 Blickl. Horn. 57 Seo
fse^ernes bxre saule be on ecnessc wunab on heofena rices

£efean. Ibid. 105 Ac j»a^r wunian mot [he], .mid englasibbe
on ecean wutdre. cioooAgs. Gosp. John i. 39 H15 comon
& ?;esawon hwar he wunode, & mid him wunodon on 3am
dae^e. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 231 His under- beoden . .on hiscyne
rice wuneden. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 51 per wunieS fower
cunnes wurmesinne bet fordo5nu'oeal beosmidelerd, £1205
Lav. 17681 pene bezste lsche be wunede an a^i londe. c 1220
Bestiary 517 Dis fis [sc. whale] wuneS wift oe se grund.
c 1250 Gun. .y Ex. 2j\-2 Raguel Ietro oat riche man, Was
wuniende in madian. a 1300 Cursor M. 2678 J>ou and bi

childer it sal bigin And J>at wons bi house wit in. 1338 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 17 He com his earn to socour fro fer

ber he gan wonne. 1377 Langl. P.Fl. B. 11. 232 He.. is

welcome whan he wil and woneth wyth hem oft. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 54, I hafe wunte with bis knyght bis xjiij

yere. 1513 Douglas JEntis xi. xi. 82 In maner of byrdis in

fa;«urage. On wild montanis he wonnit all his age. 1557
'haer A^neid. vn. (1558) S iv, What people dwells hereby,

what townes they keepe, and where they wonne. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. i. 88 Wheresoever the Romane
winneth. .there he woneth, and inhabiteth. 1614 Gorges
Lucan vi. 240 Dis that woonneth still below. 1621 Brath-
wait Nat. Etnb.. etc. N 2, Simple and meane's the cottage
where I won. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 457 Out of the ground
up rose As from his Laire the wilde Beast where he wonns
In Forrest wilde. 1728 Ramsay Monk <y Milter s Wife 5
An honest Miller wond in Fife. C1746 J. Collifr (Tim
Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 46 There's o Gentle-
mon ot wooans abeawt three Mile off. 1810 Scott Lady
ofL. iv. xiii, Up spoke the moody Elfin king, Who won'd
within the hill. 1827 Hood Jl/ids. Fairies Hi, Neither in
forest haunts love I to won. 1848 H. Miller First Lnpr.
Eng. v. (1857) 85 There wons a barber in Dudley, .of whom
I purchased several fine tritobites. 1867 Jean Ingelow
Gladys 563 The wizard that wonned.. underground.

b. trans/. nnd_/?£".

Beowulf 2242 Beorh eal^earo wunode on wonge. 971
Blickl. Horn, in We sceolan. .bone rihtan jeleafan f*este

staoelian onurumheortum bxt he oaer wunian ma^ge. c iooo
Phoenix 82 f>ser se halxa stenc wunab £eond wynlond.
c **.•]$ Lamb. Horn. 7 }if w« bis do5 benne wunet god
almihti in us. C1250 Prov. Alfred 391 in O. E. Misc. 126
peyh o mon wolde al be worlde And at be wunne be ^ar-inne
wunyeh. a 1300 Cursor M. 9666 For pes mai nourquar
abide par hate wons, or werr, or pride, c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(prose) 2 He dos all to noht be sinne bat wnis in his boht.
a 1529 Skelton Col. Cloute 141 They haue. .ryght sklender
connyng Within theyr heedes wonnyng. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
hi. L 3 Wasteful, wayes, Where daungers dwelt, and perils
most Sid wonne. a 1592 Greene Jas. IVX

1. iii, Thy sight
hath cleerd my thoughts Of many banefull troubles that
there woond. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xix. 17 For in that
happy soil, doth pleasure ever wonne. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu
Acts <\ Mon. i. (1642) 56 And if it be blasphemy or Heresie,
let them looke unto it, where it wonneth so familiarly with
so many men. 1828 Hood ' Oh I well may poets make a
fuss'%\ Where are ye, London meads. .And gardens redolent
of flow'rs Wherein the Zephyr wons? ^1839 Lady Flora
Hastings Poems, Lay ofBell 222 Ever within those sashless
walls Sorrow woneth. 1852 Bailey F'esius (ed. 5) 504 That
Wisdom yet might wonn with them again.

f 2. To continue to be, remain (in a certain state,

condition, or way of life) ; to have existence, live.

Beowulf 1735 Wuna<5 he on wiste, no hine wiht dweleS
adl ne yldo. 971 Blickl. Horn. 155, & heo wees faemne aer
hire beorbre & heo wunab faemne aefter hire beorbre. c 1000
JElfric Saints' Lives iii. 595 Se lasce. .cwa;5 bat he gelyfan
wolde.. jif he wunode of[er] mid-dae^. CH75 Lamb. Horn.
63 3ife us • bet he . . mid his halie gast us lihte and in cherite
to wnien mne. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 3 Men be waren
wunende on elche of bese brie times. Ibid. 179 Viuimus
in labore,.. on swunche we here wunien. 1340 Ayenb. 54
f>0 bet libbeb be be goste byeb bo bet ine be loue of god
wonyeb. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bi. App. iv. 205 5'f pou
wol wone in weole, Prey for be prest. c 1450 Holland
Howlat 963, I couth nocht won in to welth wretch wast, I

was so wantoun of will. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 39 How
might that bee, And he the stoutest knight, that euer wonne ?

1595 — Col. Clout 307 Like as in this same world where we
do wone. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. vn. xxvii, Fancie,

a lad that all in feathers wons.

+ 3. To remain (in a place); to stay. Obs.

c 1000 i*Et.FRic Saints' Lives ix. 146 Seo eadija lucia on
baere ylcan stowe wunode J>e heo ofsla^en wass OfSbaet

sacerdas coman. £1430 How Good Wife taught Datf.83 in

Babees Bk. (1868) 40 Wone at horn, dou^tir.

f4. trans. To dwell in, inhabit. Obs.

ifa?w«£/'"i26oGrendIesmodor..se be waetere^esan wunian
scolde, cealde streamas. a 1000 Pha'nix 172 Daer he heanne

beam on holtwuda wunaS. 1563 Golding Ovid's Met. n.

(i593) 39 The nre he ay dotl] snon
>
And c^o°set^ hi™ the

contrary continually to won. 01586 Sidney Arcadia iir.

(1922) 75 When all this Earth. .Was onely won'd with such

as beastes begot. 1600 Fairfax Tasso XXL xxv, The toure

wherein she lay enclos'd, Was with her damsels onely wond
and mee.

252

II. f 5. intr. To be accustomed or used to do

something. Obs. To be wont: see Wont pa. pple.

The regular form in this sense in OE. was geiuunian.

c 1000 ./Elfric Gram. xli. (Z.) 247 Soleo ic sewunije [v.rr.

iwunie, wuni^e], solens wuni?;ende. £1440 Protffp. Parv.

532/1 Wonon*, or vse custummably, usito. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cal. Feb. 119 And thereto aye wonned to repayre

The shepheards daughters. 1590 — E. Q. in. ix. 21 Her
well plighted frock, which she did won To tucke about her

short, when she did ryde. 164a H. More Song of'Soul 1. 1.

xxxii, These parts that won To drag in dirty earth.

f 6. trans. To accustom (a person to something) ;

refl. to accustom oneself, become or be accustomed.

c 1200 Ormin 19541 He wass sennd to fullhtnenn, To
wunenn swa be folic baerto, forr batt te}} sholldenn ^ernenn

AfTterr be Laferrd Jesu Crist. 01300 Cursor M. 12088 If

bou..wald luue bi sun, Til ober thues bou suld him won.
c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 532/1 Wonon', or make to be cus-

tummyd or vsyd .
.

, assuefacio. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 423/1 To
Wonne, assuefacere.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hovt. 85 Seint nicholas be on his chil-

hode wunede him to fasten, a 1225 Ancr. R. 412 WunieS
ou to lutel drunch. a 1250 Prov. Alfred 367 in O. E. Misc.
124 From lesynge bu be wune. 1340 Ayenb. 7 pe ilke bet

mest him woneb to zuerie mest zene^eb. 1387 Trevisa
I/igden (Rolls) II. 167 pey woneb hem to glotonye. e 1400
Rule St. Benet (prose) 10 Ye sal wne yu til strate gate.

c 1449 Pecock Rtpr. v. xiv. 559 For to sette thee and wone
thee to not loue money.

"Won (won),///, a. Also 6 wonne. Pa. pple. of

Win vA, in various senses of the vb.
1500-20 Ill-won [see III- 7]. 1553 Becon Reliques ofRome

(1563) T55 b, An holy nation, a wonne people. 1598 Bernard
tr. Terence., Plwrmio r. v, Whatsoeuer may happen vnlooked
for, account that as wonne good. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau.
v, A won battle, i860 Lowenthal Morphy's Games Chess
56 A won game. 1883 Mem. Sam. Miller iv. 108 Rendering
at last to God His own won heritage.

"Won, obs. form of One, Wan a., When
;

pa.t.

and pple. of Win z/.l and 3 ; obs. pa. pple. of

Wind v.1 ; var. Wone.
"Wonable a., Sc. var. of Winnable (see Win v.1

Forms Inf. 0).
ci6ioSir J.MelvilA/^w.(i683) 125 So many ofthe King's

Servants, as were thought to be most wonable.

"Wonce, obs. form of Once.
1599 Harington in N7(gseAnt.{zZo4,) I. 272 The rebell

wonce in Rorie O More shewed himselfe.

fWond, sb.1 Obs. rare. [a. ON", vdndr bad,

wicked (Sw., Da. ond% Norw. vond, mod. I eel.

vondr).'] The evil one, the devil. (So Da. denonde.)
c 1250 Death 112 in O. E. Misc. 174 Nu bu schalt in be

putte wunie wid be wonde.

fWond, sb.% Obs. rare. In 4 wa(a)nd. [f.

Wonde v.] Hesitation.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8465 Man it clepes ecclesiastes, pat
spekes mast wit-vten waand, Hu fals bis werld es for to

faand. Ibid. 11517 pat bai faand, wit-vten wand pai tok,

"Wond, south. ME. var. Fond v. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9600 King henri wondede muche
to abbe men in offis..bat of conseil were. .wis.

"Wond, south. ME. \a.T,fond, pa.t. of Find v.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 561 He astore wel is lond Wib
homber klnges god bat me of his wond. Ibid. 3726 He.,
wan it [sc. Ireland] al clene to him & al bat he vonde [v.r.

wond ],

Wond(e: see Wand, Wind, Wone, Wont,
Wound.
t Wonde f

v- Forms: 1-2 vrandian, 4-5
•wand(e, wond(e, (4 waand, want, 5 whonde,
wound(e, woonde ; Sc. 5 waynd(e, 5-6 waind).
[OE. wandian to shrink, hesitate, refrain, spare,

corresp. to ON. vanda to make elaborately, make
difficulties, find fault (cf. vandr difficult, etc.,

vandi difficulty, etc.) : app. f. wand-, wend- to

turn (see Wand sb.
t
Wend v.

y
Wind v.1 ; and cf.

Wandis z».).]

1. intr. To shrink or flinch for fear ; to hesitate

(esp. const, inf.) ; to refrain.

C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xx. 149 Oft mon bio"

sui3e wandijende xt aslcnm weorce & suifte la^tra^de. 971
Blickl. Horn. 43 [Sin*] swibe unsyferlice bset se man wandfab
bast he hi aefre aseegge. c 1000 >Elfric Gram, xxvii. (Z.)
162 Uereor ic anSracige odde ic wandi^e. a 1122 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1052 Ac he ne wandode na him
metes to tylienne. a 1300 Cursor M. 4334 How seo broght
him to be fand, Forth to tell wil 1 noght waand. Ibid. 5293
For-bi, leue fader, want bou noght, Al bi will it sal be
wroght. 1303 R. Brunne IIandI. Synne 1693 Also shal be
womman wonde To take (in marriage] here godmodrys
husbonde. c 1330 King of Tars 898 The soudan tok the
prest bi the honde, And bad him go and nothing wonde.
c 1350 Will. Palcrne 4071 For drede of duresse nor of deth
in erbe, nel i wonde in no wise what i bou3t to seie. c 1385
Chaucer L.G. W.i\Z-j Dido, Loue wtl loue,forno thing wele
it wande. c 1400 Destr. Troy 500, I wole . . Do my deuer yf
I dar, & for no dethe wonde. Ibid. 3380 Wond of f>i weping,
whipe vp bi teris. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. 3961 (MS. W.)
Scho wayndit nocht bare feit to wesche. c 1470 Henry
Wallaces 198 Quhar he fand ane..To cutt his throit, or
steik hym sodanlye, He wayndyt nocht. c 1500 Melusine
219 Rut the due Anthony wanded. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart
1. 91 Richt as the rose vpspringis fro the rute,..Nor waindis
nocht the levis to outschute.

2. trans. To refrain from ; to shrink from, avoid,

shun ; to refuse.

13.. Cursor M. 8361 (Gott.) He. .bad hir say, ne wond it

noght, Quat war best as hir thoght. C1315 Shoreham
Poems 1. 2031 Ne hy ne wondeb messeday, Ne none holy
tyde. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 268 This worthi kniht with

swerd on honde His weic made, and thei him wonde. c 1430

WONDER.
Syr Tryam. 1526 My ryght name schalle y not wande.
C1450 Erie Tolous 1155 Soche wordes y rede thou wonde.
la 1500 Cluster Plays (E.E.T.S.) xxiii. 29 His wickednes he
would not wonde [v.r. wound], Till he was taken and pult
in Band.

Hence fWonding vbl. si., flinching, hesitation.

c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 77 Nowe will we lere, Full warely
to were 30U fro alle wandynge.

Wonde, irreg. pa. t. of Win v. 1

1571 Fortescue Forest ofHist. 65 Who so wonde [ed. 1576
wan] then the price.

Wonder (wo-ncbi), si. Forms: 1 wundor,
2-5 wunder, (3 wnder, Orm. wunnderr, 4 won-
dere, wonper), 4-5 wondre, wondur, wondire,
-yr(e, wundyr, 4-6 wundir, wroundir, -er, Sc.

vounder, vondir, 4-6, 8 Sc. wondir, (5 wundur,
wonther, wonpur, 6 Sc. winder, -ir), 6-7 woon-
der, S-9 Sc. wormer, 3- wonder. [OE. wundor
nent = OFris. wunder, OS. wundar, (M)Du. won-
der, OHG. wuntar (MHG., G. wunder), ON. undr
(Sw., Da. under) : of unknown origin.]

I. Something that causes astonishment.

1. A marvellous object ; a marvel, prodigy.
Tke seven wonders of the 7vorld (= I., septeyn intra, tnira-

ctila, or sficctacula), the seven monuments regarded as the

most remarkable structures of ancient times. Nine days'

wonder, and allusive uses : see Nine a. 3 a and 4 b.

Beowulf^840 Ferdon folctojan. .seond widwegas wundor
sceawian, labes lastas. C700 Ccdmon Hymn 3 Sue he

uundra £ihuaes..or astelidse. a 1000 Sal. fy Sat. 281 Ac
hwait is oast wundor oe seond oas worold fxreo, styrnenga

g2e3? ci»o5 Lay. 21738 pa.. gunnen to fleonnen.. into ban
watere, ber wunderes beoo ino^e. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

151 Mirabilia Anglie. pre wondres be]> in engelond,. -pat

water of babe is bat on, bat euere is iliche hot. Ibid. 155

Vpe be plein of salesbury j>at ober wonder is fat ston heng
is icluped. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 43 For bey

schulde.. write and certifie be senatoures where and what
wondres were i-founde. 1391 Shaks. Two Gent. I. i. 6,

I rather would entreat thy company, To see the wonders of

the world abroad. 1591 — Rom. A> Jul. in. iii. 36 Carrion

Flies.. may seaze On the white wonder of deare luliets

hand. 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 1. 194, 1 doo esteem

it [sc. the idol] to be bigger then that at Roads, which was
taken for t of the 7 wonders of the world. 1681 [see Peak
sb> 3]. 1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 1. 142 The fair.. Repairs

her smiles,.. And calls forth all the wonders of her face.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 267 All the wonders of

the Mediterranean sea are described in much higher colours

than they merit. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 71 We must

have our journey marge Ample for the wayside wonders.

t>. Marvellous character or quality ; wonderful-

ness ; marvels collectively. (Cf. Marvel si. 2 c.)

cn» Bestiary 266 5et is wunder of ois wirm [sc. the ant]

More 6anne man wene5. 1605 Shaks. Macb. I. v. 6 Whiles

I stood rapt in the wonder of it, came Missiues from the

King. 1610 — Temp. v. i. 181 Mir. O wonder 1 How many
goodly creatures are there heere ? 1613— Hen. VIII, v. v.

41 As when The Bird of Wonder dyes, the Mayden Phoenix,

Her Ashes new create another Heyre. 1667 Milton P. L.

vn. 70 Great things, and full of wonder in our eares. 1738

Gray Tasso 35 Great things and full of wonder in your ears

I shall unfold. i8ox ' Monk ' Lewis (title) Tales of Wonder.

1842 Tennyson l.ocksley Hall 16 When I dipt into the

future . Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonder that

would be. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton ix. 129 We went out

into the bright wonder of the moonlight.

C. {trans/, from 7.) The object of astonishment

(usually implying profound admiration) for a par-

ticular country, people, age, or the like.

Worlds wonder: the Marvel of Peru. Wonder of the

world, the ginseng, Panax Shinseng (Treas. Bot. 1866).

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 48 Hack their bones

assunder, Whose life was Englands glory, Gallia's wonder.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xi. § 1 The bewtie whereof, .was

such, that euen this was. .the wonder of the whole world.

1607 Ld. Coke's Sp. * Charge F, This Sea-Inuyrond-Iland,

the beauty, and wonder of the world. 1639 Maynk City

Match I. iv, She's the wonder of the Court, And talke oth

Towne. 1671 Milton P. R. in. 280 Babylon the wonder of

all tongues. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Marvel of Peru, a

kind of Night-shade, .with Flowers of such Variety that it

is also call'd The Worlds Wonder. 1733 Pope Ep. Cobham
180 Wharton, the scorn and wonder of our days. 1831

E. Burton Eccles. Hist. vii. 205 In Ephesus this feeling

found an additional vent in the pride of having their temple

considered the wonder of the world.

d. A marvellous specimen or example (of some-

thing) ; in Sc. used contemptuously.

1721 Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 182 In this Wonder
of a Garden there is neither Grass-work nor Gravel. 1786

Burns Twa Dogs 65 Our Whipper-in, wee blastit wonner,

Poor worthless elf. 1855 Kingslf.y Westw. Ho 1 xxm, But

surely she was a very wonder of beauty ! 1898 Atlantic

Monthly LXXXII. 409/2 It was a wonder of beauty,. .the

fairest piece of earth my eye ever rested upon.

e. U. S. A kind of cake.; - Ciwi.i.er.

1848 Drake Pioneer Life in Kentucky (1870) 97 Other

dainties awaited us as the result of killing hogs. 1 hey were

'dough-nuts "and 'wonders'. 1859 Mrs. Stowe Ministers

Wooing iv. 34 A plate of crullers or wonders, as a sort of

sweet fried cake was commonly called.

2. A deed performed or an event brought about

by miraculous or supernatural power ; a miracle.

To do or work wonders, to perform miracles, arch.

c 950 Lindisf. Cosp. John ii. 11 Dis uorhte frumma Sara

uundra se ha;lend in 5ser byri*. 971 Blickl. Horn. 15 Eal

bset folc be bis wundor xeseah, his noman tnyccledon. c xaoo

Ormin 9499 Crist, .wrohhte wunndre miccle ma bann ice

guw ma33 nu tellenn. c X275 Passion our Lord 60 jn O.E.
Misc. 39 Hi seyden. . Alle his wndres bat he dob is burch

bene vend. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 125 By
wyechecraft he schal wirche wondres. c 1400 Maundev.



WONDER.
(Roxb.) xi. 43 With bat ilke ?erde Moyses..didd many
wonders, c 1450 Holland Hmvlat 785 He couth werk
woundens quhat way that he wald. 1526 Pilgr, Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 3 For they se hym in his great myracles &
wonders. 156a WinJet Cert. Tractatis ii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I.

17 He send His Apostolis and seuinty-twa Discipuhs..
geuand thaim also power to wyrk wounderis.^ 1591 Shaks.

/ Hen. VI, v. iv. 48 You iudge it straight a thing impossible

To compasse Wonders, but by helpe of diuds. 1662 Stil-

lingfl. Orig: Sacrae 11. iii. § 6 That doctrine which was
confirmed by undoubted miracles, hath assured us of the

coming of lying wonders. 1781 Cowper Expost. 155 They
saw distemper heal'd, and life restor'd, .. Confess'd the

wonder. 1846 Trench Mirac.6 The healing of the paralytic

. .was a wonder, for ' they were all amazed '.

1 +b. An extraordinary natural occurrence, esp.

when regarded as supernatural or taken as an omen
or portent. Chiefly />/. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8612 Wanne me sede him of suche
wondres hat god on erbe sende pat it was vor is lubernesse

to trufie he it wende. 1340 Hampole Pr, Come. 4004 For
wonders bat shuld falle, als I trow, Agayn be worldes hende
er sene now. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11827 When he wist of

thies wondres, thies wordes he said :
' Yonder towne wilbe

takon in a tyme short.' 1513 Douglas AZncis vm. viii. 36
We haue bot sobir pissance, and no wonder, To help in

battale. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidam*s Comiu. 43a He rekened
vp the wonders that went before his death. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 13 Mony sygnes
be God war schawne and wonndiris. 1655 Stanley Hist.

Philos. 11. iii. (1687) 66 1 Of the Wonder [sc. a meteor] Aris-

totle gives a very slight account. 1681 Dryden Abs. <$• Ac/iit.

1. 320 My Father Governs with unquestion'd Right ;. .And
Heav'n by Wonders has espous'd his Cause.

3. A marvellous act or achievement. To work,

do, ox perform wonders : to do marvellous acts or

bring about marvellous results; hence gen. to do
surprising things.

c iaao Bestiary 398 ListneS nu a wunder, Dat tis der [sc.

the fox] dofi for hunger. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 5 This bok
schal afterward ben ended Of love, which doth many a
wonder. Ibid. 136 With strengthe he [sc. Nebuchadnezzar]
putte kinges under, And wroghte of Pride many a wonder.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 378 In this bataill hercules

dide wondres & meruailles. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 1. i. 122
Where valiant Talbot. .Enacted wonders with his Sword
and Lance. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 295 Don
Sebastian did wonders in his own person, but overpowred
with number, he [etc.]. 1727 E. Laurence Duty ofSteward
207 Lay on Twenty Loads of Chalk alone upon an Acre, and
it will perform wonders. 1731 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. 1. 270 The Millypedes or Wood-lice have a
sulphureous spirit in them w°n I have known do wonders on
weak constitutions. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 23 For her the

fancy, roving unconfin'd,. .Works magic wonders. 1784 —
Task iv. 87 Katterfelto, with his hair on endAt his own
wonders. 1827 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. vi, Inspired by your
Ladyship's approbation, my steward has reallydone wonders.

1834 L. Ritchie Wand. Seine 192 Habit effects wonders.

Cam, An astonishing occurrence, event, or fact

;

a surprising incident ; a wonderful thing.

To near, read, speak, talk wonders, to bear, etc., surprising

accounts.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 319 A temple hii vovnde vair inou

& a maumet amidde pat ofte tolde wonder gret & }wat
men bitidde. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 67 Who that wolde
ensample take.. Of many a wondre Mere he mihte. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlvi'ii. (1495) L iij b/i Gete..

is kyndled in water and quenchid in oyle : and that is

wonder. 11425 Cursor Jr. n (Trin.) Man ^ernen . . ro-

maunce rede. .Of kyng Arthour..Of wondris bat hiskny5tes

felle. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 47b, I ought. .not turne my
tale to talke of Robbyn Hoode,..or to speake wounders of

the man in the Mone. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. i. 13 Bee
you in the Parke about midnight, at Hernes-Oake, and you
shall see wonders. 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist.

Indies in. xvi. 171 Some of these Lakes be very hole, which
is another wonder. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster 11. i, The
love of boyes unto their Lords is strange, I have read won-
ders of it. 1686 tr. Chardin's Tra7>. Persia 136 They talk

Wonders of her Beauty. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 563 The
chilling tale Of midnight murder was a wonder.. told to

frighten babes. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xix, Why should
you make a wonder of my wearing the badge of mycompany?
1890 Hartland Science ofFairy Tales i. (1891) 1 The weary
hunters beguile the long^ilence of a desert night with the
mirth and wonders of a tale.

t b. app. = Miracle sb. 4. Obs.

1435 Misyn Fire of Lore 5 Nojt standyng in ydilnes, nor
to plays no wondyrs rynnynge.

1 5. a. Evil or shameful action ; evil ; //. evil

or horrible deeds. Obs,
1154 O. E. Ckrofu (Laud MS.) an. 1137, I ne can ne \ ne

mai tellen alle be wunder ne alle be pines o«et hi diden
wrecce men on his land, c laoo Vices <y Virtues 15 Ic ne
mai rimen-.alle fto sennes,..ne alle So wundren (5e ich,

wrecche senfulle, habbe idon. a 1225 Ancr. R. 72 Moni mon
weneS to don wel hat he deo" alto cweade [MS. C. wunder].
1 1250 Gen. <fr Ex. 69 Pride made angel deuel dwale, Dat
madc.euerilc wunder, and euerilc wo. Ibid. 3588. a 1300
K. Horn 1440 (Cott.) Fykenild me^ab gon vnder Ant do
rymenild sum wonder.

fb. Destruction, disaster. Obs.

e 1205 Lav. 7855 pa scipen wenden to wundre ofler half

hundred. Ibid. 12500 Heo sloven her muchel wunder, twa
& fifti hundred. 13.. Gaiv.* Gr. Knt. 16 Bretayn. .Where
werre, & wrake, & wonder Bi sybez has wont ber-inne.

+ C. Great distress or grief. Obs,

1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 5262 Yn be put . . He sagh
so moche sorowe and wundyr, Of fendes fele pat here wore.

1c 1430 Syr Tryam. 190 (Percy Fo.)(
Of this. . I haue great

wonder; for sorrow my hart will breake assunder. a 1600
Northumberland Betrayed by Douglas ii. in Child Bail.

III. 411 As woe and wonder be them amonge 1

6. Phraseological uses, f a. To wonder : dread-

fully, horribly, terribly. (Cf sense 5.) Obs.

253

£1000 ^lfric Saints' Lives xxiii. 654 Ealle men hine

fram stowe to stowe brudon and to wundre tawedon. c 1230

Haii Meid. (1022) 23 Leccherie sei5 ' schome be menske of

bi meidenhad, & tukeS hire to wundre [v.r. al to wundre].

a 1300 Cursor M, 22606 Heuen he sal se part in sundre, And
he sal here it cri to wonder.

b. To a wonder, in early use also + to wonder
[after F. h merveilU], marvellously, wonderfully,

marvellously well. Obs. or arch.

i66iGlanvill Van.Dogm. 1751'heunparallelM Des-Cartes

hath unridled their dark Physiology, and to wonder solv'd

their Motions. 1698 Crowne Caligula iv, Y'are to a wonder
fair, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 Jan. 165S, Sentences in Latin

and Greeke, which on occasion he would produce even to

wonder. 1751 Female Foundling II. 11 He is better to a
Wonder. 1792 Cowper Let. to Canvardine 11 June, His
motives were not, nor could be, of the amorous kind, for

she was ugly to a wonder. 1828 Lvtton Pelkam xxxi, I

have flattered him to a wonder 1 1843 Thackeray Mr. <$•

Mrs. Berry ii, He ties his white neckcloth to a wonder.

to. To think [Think v.^~\ wonder (const, dative

of person) : to seem a matter of astonishment (to)

;

hence, of the person, to be astonished, to marvel,

wonder. So, rarely, to think [Think z\'-'] it won-
der, to be amazed at it. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 33 ponne ne pinch us bast nan wundor.
riooo /Klfric Horn. II. 4S4 Wundor me fiinco" eower
Singraeden. c 1200 Ormin 218 All be folic, .buhhte mikell

wurmderr forrwhi be preost swa lannge wass..att Godess
allterr. a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 5if him puncheo" wunder & selkud
ofswuchonswere. 1340 Hampole Pr.Consc. 1786 Of he dede
here men may thynk wonder, For alle thyng it brestes in

sonder. 136a Langu P. PL A. in. 176 Whi bou wrabbest
be now wonder me binkeb. a 1586 MONTGOMERIE Misc.
Poems xl. 54 Quhat Natur works, we may not think it

wonder.

d. // (or fthat) is {was, were, etc.) no wonder

:

it is (etc.) not surprising ; usually with dependent

that- or z/*-clause. Similarly, it is f great, little,

small wonder) it is very, not very surprising ; it is

{a) wonder, wonder it is, it is wonderful.
\A wonder is to speak, it is surprising to tell., t Make it

no wonder, do not be surprised at it.

a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1016 Forbon nis sem^ wundor hu
him woruldmonna seo unckene gecynd cearum sor?;ende

hearde ondrede. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 Hit nis nan wunder
J>ah mon sune^ie otter hwile unwaldes, ah hit is muchele
mare wunder ;if he mile nefre swiken. c 1200 Ormin 0327
& tatt nass wunnderr bwerrt ut nan halt he wass wis o fare.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 378, & lute wonder it was pat strange

men in is owe lond dude a such trespas. 13.. Cursor M.
746 (Gott.) Wonber was hu be bider wan. c xyzoSir Tristr.

2215 Sore him greued his vene, As it no wonder nes. 136a

Langl. P. PL A. v. 102 5if schrift schulde hit henne swopen
out, a gret wonder hit were. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 382
Though god his grace caste aweie No wondir is. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 811 pare slike wirschip he wan ware wonder to

tell, c 1400 Brut 1. t f>ere bey lyved in ioy and merthe
y-now, that it was wonder to wete. c 1520 Skelton Magnjf.
85 And it is wonder that your wylde Insolence Can be con-

tent with Measure presence. C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Engl.
Hist. (Camden No. 20)50 He went, .to the duke of Eedforde,

whose arrival!, a wonder is to speake, howmuch it encouraged
his owne frendes. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 167

For he affeird, it wes na winder, His cursour suld him cast.

1579 W. Fui.kk Heskins' Pari. 168 It was a woonder, howe
the corporall nature passed through the impenetrable body.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. S/tr. m, ii. 193, I must away to day
before night come, Make it no wonder. 1600 E. Blount tr.

Conestaggio 268 It was therefore no woonder, if without the

kings consent.. he attempted many things. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. m. xxxv. 219 It were a wonder there is no greater

notice taken of it. 167$ Vinegar $ Mustard (1873) 19 That's

a wonder you have none of your trollops with you. 1706

E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 100 If he has a Rever-

sion clear of Incumbrances, it's a Wonder. 1741 Warburton
Div. Legal, vi. vi. II. 639 It is no Wonder his Arguments
should look asquint, 1749 Fielding Tom Jones in. iv, * No
Man is wise at all Hours'; it is therefore no Wonder that a
Roy is not so. i860 Thackeray Lovel ii, You consume more
tea than all my family,.. and as much sugar and butter

—

well, it's no wonder you are bilious 1

e. Without verb, esp. in No wonder that, if, or

though ; similarly. Small wonder that (etc.), what
wonder if. , ? Also interjectionally in {and) no
wonder !, and what wonder I

Cf. L. nimirum, Gr. ou Oavfia, 9avfia oi/Sty.

1390 Gower Conf I. ioo No wonder thogh he siketh ofte.

a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 201 And heo wepte for wo, no won-

der, I wene. c 1400 T. Chestrh Launfal 204 No wonther
dough me smerte. £1440 Promf>. Par-if. 360/1 Nowundyr,
{P. nowonder>, nimirum. 1513 Douglas Aineis in. viii. 103

Na wondir, this is the selcouth Caribdis. 1611 Shaks. Cymb.
in. vi. :i Will poore Folkes lye. .? Yes; no wonder, When
Rich ones scarse tell true. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 606 What
wonder then if fields and regions here Breathe forth Elixir

pure. 1795-6 Wordsw. Borderers 11.812 Her. 1 was alarmed.

Mar. No wonder ; this is a place That well may put some
fears into your heart. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. iv, Pa's

miserable, and no wonder! 1862 H. Kingsley Ravenskoe
xviii. She has given her honest little heart away—and what
wonder ! 1891 Farrar Darkn. <£ Dawn xxxix, No wonder
Nero loves her better than that pale sad lady who sits among
the six Vestals. 1913 H. L. Jackson Eschatol. Jesus 6 If
' the great authorities differ ' small wonder that weaker minds
are in doubt.

f. The wonder is . ., what is surprising is . . .

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 316 Edg. He is eon indeed.

Kent. The wonder is, he hath endur'd so long. 1841

Dickens Amer. Notes xi, The wonder is, not that there

should be so many fatal accidents, but that any journey

should be safely made. 1856 Miss Yongb Daisy Chain 1.

iv, The only wonder was, that it had not happened sooner.

g. For a wonder : as an instance of a surprising

fact ; strange to say.

WONDER.
I 1856 Reade Never too Late xxxvi, For a wonder he was

not sea-sick. 1881 Saintsbiry Dryden vii. 145 For a wonder

J

Dryden resists.. his unhappy tendency to exaggerate the

;
coarseness of his subjects.

h. In the name of wonder : used with an inter-

rogative word to give emphasis to a question
;

I also colloq. or dial, shortened to the wonder.
1626 Massinger Roman Actor iv. ii, In the name of

' wonder, What's Caesar's purpose? 1716 Addison Freeholder
I No. 9 r 12 What in the name of wonder do you mean? i86z

j

Mrs. II. Wood Mrs. Haltib. xxxv, How the wonder do you
!
manage it ? 1889 R. Bhidces Feast ofBacchus in. 814 Who

i in the name of wonder are these queer foreigners?

II. 7. The emotion excited by the perception

I

of something novel and unexpected, or inexplicable;

astonishment mingled with perplexity or bewildered
curiosity. Also, the state of mind in which this

emotion exists; fan instance of this, a fit of won-
derment.
C1290 St. Dunstan 8 in S. Eng. Leg. 19 pat folk stod al in

gret wonder. 1382 Wvclif Luke v. 26 And greet wondir
took alle men, and thei magnyfieden God. c 1450 Mirk's
Fcstial 18 When Thomas had soo ydo, anon he criet for

wondyr and for fere. 1561 Hory tr. Cast/g/ione's Courtyer
II. (1577) K vij b, Then he turning about, and beholding
him.. with a wonder [orig. con marauiglia] stayed a while
wythout any word. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, n. iv. 135 You'le
find a difference, As we his Subiects haue in wonder found.

1611 Bible Acts iii. 10 They were filled with wonder and
amazement at that which had happened vnto him, 1659
Vuig. Err. Cens. 31 Galen was husht into a wonder by some
anatomical 1 observations. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 542 Satan
..Looks down with wonder at tbe sudden view Of all this

World at once, a 1700 EvELVN Diary 23 Nov. 1^90, Lord
Godolphin, now resuming the commission of the Treasury
to tbe wonder of all his friends. 1738 Grav Tasso 25 Fix'd

in wonder stood the warlike pair. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Viii.

215 And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew, That
one small head could carry all he knew. 1814 Cary Dante,
Parad. XXXI. 31 The grim brood.. Stood in mute wonder
'mid the works of Rome. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair\xv,
Max and Fritz were at the door listening with wonder to

Mrs. Becky's sobs and cries. 1870 Lowell Among my
Books Ser. I. 143 The faculty of wonder is not defunct, but
is only getting more and more emancipated from the un-
natural service of terror.

f b. To have wonder, to be greatly surprised;

to marvel : = Wonder v.i, 2. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 171 It was our Iordez ordinans,

for-bi no wonder has. 1375 Barboi.'R Bruce ill. 485 And
quhen he hard sa blaw& cry, He had wondir quhat it mycht
be. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. IMathou) 121 All bat harde
hyme, gald or 5ynge, Had wondyre hat sik grace suld be

In ony manne. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xiv. 55 Thenne
syre Arthur dyd so merueillously in amies that all men had
wondyr. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems lxxxi. 37 Thay saw that

I nocht glaidder wax of cheir, And thairof had thai winder.

+ c. Profound admiration. Obs.

a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetry (Arb.) 19 To so vnbeleeued a
poynt hee proceeded, as that no earthly thing bred such
wonder to a Prince, as to be a good horseman. 1588 Shaks.
L. L, L.iv.Vu 117 All ignorant that soule. that sees thee

without wonder. 1605 — Macb. 1. iii. 92 His Wonders and
his Prayses doe contend, Which should be thine, or his.

1607 Bp. Hall Holy Observ. 1. xx. (1609) 32 No man hath
beene so exquisite, but some haue detracted from him. euen
in those quallities which haue seemed most worthy of
wonder to others.

8. [f. Wonder v. 2.] A state of wondering
{whether, etc.). rare.

1853 Mrs. Gaskei.l Ruth xix, Many profound secrets.,

most of which related to their wonders if Jemima and Mr.
Farquhar would ever he married. 1889 'J. S. Winter*
Airs. Bob iv. (1891) 45 Haunted by. .a wonder whether he
would find his way to St. Eve's.

III. attrib. and Comb.
9. Simple attrib. (sometimes passing into adj.).

a. = 'that is a wonder, marvel, or prodigy *, as won-
der-avenue

y
-child (after G. wunderkind), -flower,

-night, -sight (after G. wundergesicht), -treasure.

1838 Loncf. in Life (1891) I. 293 The great wonder-flowers
bloom but once in a lifetime ; as marriage and death. 1845

J. C. Mangan German Anthol. I. 185 nut, lo ! a wonder-
sight !—Ere long Rose, blooming,.. The fairest lily ever

seen. 1866 Howells Venetian Life viii. 120 That wonder-
avenue of palaces [the Grand Canal]. 1890 ' R. Hoi ore-

wood ' Miner's Right xli, You. .discover so many wonder-
treasures, .that you will never consent to return. 1890 —
Col. Reformer xviii, A Pharos, a wonder-sign, an exemplar
throughout all the civilised world. 1896 Catholic Mag.
May 258 Hermann Cohen, by reason of his marvellous

piano-playing, was looked upon as a ' wonder-child '.

b. = *of wonder or wonders*, as wonder-hook,

-city, -literature, -story, -tale, -world (cf. G. wun-

dcrwclt).

1851 Hawthorne (title) A Wonder-Book for Girl* and

Boys, {including ' Tanglewood Tales'). 1851 H. Melville

Whale i. 7 The great flood-gates of the wonder-world

swung open. 1854 Zoologist XII. 4487 A k.nd of wonder-

story in zoology. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. vt 144 »•
native wonder-tales must only be told in the winter. 1881

— Anthropel. 380 It is known to be only a version of the

..wonder-tale told by Herodotus. 1896 Tablet 15 Feb

2C7 That Asiatic wonder-world, the Indian Empire. 1896

J Davidson Fleet St. Eel. Ser. n. 78 To wonder-worlds

of old romance Our aching thoughts for solace run. 1905

Roosevelt Outdoor Pastimes xi. 339 To read and enjoy the

wonder-book of nature. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 14 Sept. 6/2 All

our wonder-literature. Ibid. 20 Sept. 2/1 Everything in that

wonder-city [sc. Fez] was so like a half-remembered dream.

O. = ' miraculous, magic, magical ', as wonder-

offspring, -staff (cf. G. wunderstab magic wand),

-stroke.



WONDER.
1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. iv. § 3. 46 By a mighty wonder-

stroke of grace the polarity in the man is shifted. Ibid, xxix.

421 note, Sometimes [in early Christian an] he [ic. Jesus]

is touching with his wonder-staff the head of Lazarus. 1907

N. b Q- 10th Ser. VIII. 2o3 2 The belief in such wonder-

offspring was once as common in Europe.

10. Objective and obj. genitive, as wonder-bearing,

-exciting, -hiding, -laving, -promising, -raising,

-seeking, -stirring, -writing acljs. ; f wonders-doing

adj. ; wonder-Aider, -seeker; wonder-worth, -worthy

adjs. ; instrumental, as wonder-dumb, -fed, -smit,

-stricken, -struck, \-strucken, -wounded adjs. ; won-

der-beaming, -striking, -teeming, -waiting adjs.
;

t wonder-rap [Rap v. 3], -strike vbs.

1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope I. 130 Wilt thou, with him

[sc. Newton], . . watch the shrine wiih *wonder-beaming eye ?

1552 Huloet, 'Wonders doynge, mirificus. 1898 Hardy

Wessex Poems 167 Shy birds stood Watching us, 'wonder-

dumb. 1855 Milman I. at. Christ, xiv. ii. (1864) IX. 77 lhis

•wonder-fed and wonder-seeking worship. 1831 Carlyle

Sart. Res. ill. viii, The deceptions, and *wonder-hiding

stupefactions, which Space practises on us. i8jr Zoologist

IX. 3167 The 'wonder-loving and credulous Northmen. 1817

Coleridge Biog. Lit. viii. (Bohn) 64 The 'wonder-promising

Matter, that was to perform all these marvels. 1813 —
Remorse Epil. 28 Saintly hermits' 'wonder-raising acts.

1612 J. Davies Muses Sacri/ Wks. (Grosart) II. 27 '2 O sight

of force to "wonder.rap all Eyes 1 1791 Cowpeb Odyssey

VL 199 "Wonder.rapt I gaze. 1599 T. M[oueet] Silk-

wormes 53 Then list a while, you 'wonder-seekers great.

1856 Frouoe Hist. Bng. I. iv. 296 The phenomena known to

modern wonder-seekers as those of somnambulism or clair-

voyance. 1855 'Wonder-seeking (see iuonder-/ed\.
%

1615

Sylvester Job Triumph. 111. 99 Therefore, before Him, am
I 'wonJer-smit. 1799' Cupid t, Psyche 33 He'll tell the

•wonder-stirring tales. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 51 At

whose lay 'wonder-stricken were the pards. 1856 Haw-
thorne Engl. Nole-bks. (1S70) II. 63 The. .mysterious plan

|

which perplexes and 'wonder-strikes me in most cathedrals.

1644 Vicars God in Mount 4 The memorable and 'wonder-
|

striking Parliamentarie-mercies. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas

11. ii. I, .Voah 597 Ashamed, 'wonder-strook. 1638-56 Cow-

ley Davideis iv. 855 If wonder-strook I at your words

appear, Mv wonder yet is Innocent of Fear. 1796 Mme.
Ti'Kmuct' Camilla 11. xiii, [She] seemed wonder-struck,

|

without knowing whv. 1817 Malthus Popul. II. 210

Great and astonishing as this difference is, we ought not to

be so wonder-struck at it. 1628 Mure Doomesday 562

'Wonder-strucken wights. 1798 Southey Blenheim v, With

•wonder-waiting eyes. 1864 Browning Dram. Pers., Alt

Vogler 44 Had I painted the whole, Why, there it had

stood, to see, nor the process so*wonder-%vorth. 1622 Middle-

ton Honour f, Virtue Wks. (Bullen) VII. 361 Which is not

the least 'wonder-worthy note. 1905 G. Blount Rustic

Renaiss. i. to [This] is in itself a wonder-worthy paradox.

1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 2S0 Like 'wonder.wounded hearers.

1603 in J. Davies Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) 1. 103/1 His

"wonder-writing Hand.

b. advb., - ' wonderfully '. (After G. wunder-

gross, wunderschbn, etc. ; cf. Wonder adv.)

1872 J. Payne Songs Life *, Death 214 Oh, wonder-lovely

maidens were the seven ! 1903 IVestm. Caz. 14 Feb. 2/1

Oh, how wonder.beautiful 1 1904 Ibid. 11 Feb. 2/3 Delicate

wonder-white crystals.

11. Special comb. : wonder-bag, a negro amulet,

=. Oiseah 1 ; wonder-horn, (a) a cornucopia of

marvels ; (b) a magical horn ; wonder-man, a

wonder-worker ; f wonder-master, a magician
;

+ wonder-maze v. intr. and trans., to be amazed,

or to amaze, with wonder.

1793 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ep. the Pope Wks. 1812 III. 209

Quako. .full of negro faith in conjuration, Loaded his jackass

deep with *wonder-bags Of Monkeys' teeth, glass, horsehair,

and red rags. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 1 78 Their world

was a huge *wonder-horn. 1906 Edin. Rev. Jan. 231 Was
it that the wonder-horn was still echoing from the far-off,

summoning the man. .to the soul-roads? 1883 Stallybrass

tr. Grimm's Teut. Mythol. III. 1232 He was the greatest

magician or *wonder-man of them all. 1901 Daily News
9 Feb. 6/1 Cornelius Drebbel, ' the wonder-man of Alkmaar'.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 57 This foule "wonder-maister

is too full of wonders euer to be good. 1603 in J. Davies

Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 7/2 Men did 'wonder-maze,

Which wonderment, this later worke of thine (Not by de-

tracting from it) doth deface, a 1618 J. Davies Wit's Pilgr.

ibid. If. 51/1 Hee taught. .Rights Ruines to repaire. .with

Words, that wonder-mazed men.

tWonder, a. Obs. Forms: seeprec. [repr.OE.

wundor Wonder sb. in compounds, as wnndor-

crxft marvellous skill orpower, wundordsedmiracle,

wundortacen wondrous sign, miracle, prodigy (so

OS. wundarqudla extreme torment, OHG. wuntar-

siht 'spectaculum', MHG., G. wundertat miracle,

ON. undrsj6n spectacle, etc.; see also Wonder
thing) ; cf. the similar origin of Main a., and see

Wonders a] Wonderful, wondrous, marvellous.

On or in (a) wonder wise, wonderfully (cf. MLG.
wunderwts{e adv.). See also Wonder thing,

Wonder-work.
* 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 He cweo a wunder word to par

sawle M ba witie ysaiam. 1:1205 Lay. 1147 Heo dude

wnder crai.es. 12,7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6,» Pat folc com

pikke amorwe to se bis wonder dede. /*«< 8503 P« a*
3er per com also a wel wonder cas. C13S0 Will.Palerne

1873 So wonder a wilde best bat weldes no mynde. 13..

E.E. Allit. P. A. 1095 So sodanly on a wonder wyse, I

was war of a prosessyoun. C1374 Chaucer Troylus I.

how bei fullen. a 1400 Hymns Virg. (18951 46 Wiyn
1

of

watir he makib blyue, And doob manye a wondir dede

1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 130 About that tyme, befel a

254

wonder aduentur yn a wodde of Myth, c 1425 Seven Sag.

(P ) 2643 Thou schalt telle me of that cas ; Hyt hys the

wounderest that ever I herde. 1470-85 Malory Arthur

XVII. i. 689 He passed by a Castel where was a wonder

turnement. a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 73 With clothes

vpon her hed . . Wrythen in wonder wyse. After the

Sarasyns gyse. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxxii. 24 And he

prayed vnto the Lorde, which made him promes, and gaue

him a wonder-token, c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon iv. 58 And,

wonder Vandermast, welcome to me.

Wonder (wzrndai), v. Forms: 1 wundrian,

3-4 wondri, 4-5 woundre, 4-6 wondre, wondir,

(3 wundren, wundre, wndre, wundrie, won-
dry, Orm. wunndrenn, 4 wondur, 5 wondyT,

wundur, wunderon, wonderyn), 5-6 wunder,
wounder, -ir, 6-7 woonder, 4- wonder. [OE.

wundrian = OS. wundrSn, (M)Dn. wonderen,

OHG. wunlarb'n(MHG.,G.wundern),0~X.undra

(Sw. undra, Da. undre) : f. Wonder sb.]

1. intr. To feel or be affected with wonder ; to

be struck with surprise or astonishment, to marvel.

Also occas. to express wonder in speech, a. in OE.

const, genitive of the object of wonder, also with

preps., now nearly always at, occas. over, formerly

also on. upon, of.

c888 /Elkred Booth, xxx'iv. 1 10, Hwa msts ]>xt he ne

wundrie swelcra jesceafta ures scyppendes? 971 Btickl.

Horn. 33 Nis pset to wundri^enne.. p«et he acweald beon

wolde. Ibid. 153 He xehyrde heora prowunga & he ba

wundrode a:fter pajre J^esihpe. <ziooo Phoenix 331 Donne
wundrian weras ofer eorhan wlite & wxstma. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. Mark vi. 2 Maneje *ehyrdon & wundrodon on his

lare. 1:1200 Ormin 7633 Josa;p..& Mar3e. .wundredenn

babe off all batt hemmwasscwiddedd taireoff Criste. 111250

Owl f, Night. 228 pu flijst a nijt and noit a-dai, par-of ich

wndri. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3716 Jetenisse men ben in ebron,

Quilc men mai Jet wundren on. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

53=3 In lepes & in coufles so moche viss hii ssollep horn

bringe, pat ech mon ssal wondry of so gret cacchinge. a 1300

Cursor M. 18774 Godmen o galilee, apon quat thing sa

wonder yee ? c 1386 Chaucer Sfr.'t T. 217 Somme of hem
wondred on the Mirour..Hou men myghte in it swiche

thynges se. c njpSyrGencr. (Roxb.) 7599 Mirabel wondred

of hir woo, Whi hir ladie ferd soo. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

125 b/i All the peple drewe to hym and wondred on hym.

1529 More Dyaloge x. i6b/2 We nothyng wonder at the

ebbyng and flowyng of the see. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N . iv. 1.

136, I wonder of this being heere together, a 1600 Mont-

gomerie Misc. Poems xxiv. 16 0, wareit be my weird, For

wondring on a deitie divyne. 1667 Milton P. L. IX. 856

Hast thou not wonderd, Adam, at my stay S 1753 Richard-

son Grandison (1754) IV. 191, 1 wonder at you. 1780C0WPER

Progr. Err. 191 Rufillus.. Wonders at Clodios follies, in a

tone As tragical, as others at his own. 1818 J. W. Croker

Jrnl. 7 Dec. in C. Papers (1884) I. iv. 123, I cannot but

wonder at her living here and bearding the Prince in a way
so indelicate. 1844 Emerson Led. Nem Eug. Re/. Wks.

(Bohn) I. 273 The unwise, .wonders at what is unusual, the

wise man wonders at the usual. 1919 B. Capes Sket. Key xvn.

213 His benevolent truthfulness wasa thing to wonder over.

b. with clause expressing the motive or object

of wonder.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 21 pan folc wa» zachanam

Seanbidiende, & wundrodon pact he on |>am temple last

wais. c 1386, c 1430 [see »1 1553 RespuUica 602 Nowe
I doe lesse woonder that lost men, life to save, rerre

from landc dooe Laboure againste the roring wave. 1596

Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 36 This

causes men meruellouslie to wondir, that vndir that earth

ar fund gret stokis..of wondirful akes and vthir tries. 1599

Shaks. Much Ado I. i. ir 7 , I wonder that you will still

be talking, signior Benedicke. no body markes you. 1671

Milton Samson 21s, I oft have heard men wonder Why
thou shouldst wed Philistian women rather 1 hen of thine

own Tribe fairer. 1676 in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS.Comm.
App. V. 33, I wonder my father would not ease himselfe from

his Haddon inquietudes by staying at lielvoire. 1708 Swift

BicterstaffDetected 5 A Third Rogue tips me by the Elbow,

and wonders how I have the Conscience to sneak abroad.

1846 Greener Sci. Gunnery 133 We wonder the parties did

not take a patent for the discovery. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander

At Bay vil, I wonder he is not more confidential with you.

c. const, to with inf. (usually = at with gerund).

1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acostas Hist. Indies m. xix.

183 When wee goe. .to the Indies, wee woonder to see the

land so. pleasant, greene and fresh. 1711 Addison Sped

No. 34 r 4 He wondered to hear a Man of his Sense talk

after that Manner. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne, etc. 222

We cannot wonder to find a joint occasionally added to us

part 1840 Thackeray Pictorial Rhapsody Concl., Wks.

1900X III. 334 The drawing is executed in a manner so loose

and slovenly that one wonders to behold it.

d. in indirect passive (now only in to be won-

dered at as adj. or pred. phr.).

1532 More Confitt. Barnes vm. Wks. 741/2 He had so

monstrouslye dressed himself because he would be wondred

on. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. xii. 16-19

That to hymself . .he seme a stoute felow and one to be

wondered at. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 266 Are these the

breed of wits so wondered at ? a 1701 Maundrell Journ.

Jerus. (1732) 28 Nor is this ignorance to be much wondred
at. 1825 Scott Talism. xi, It cannot be wondered at if he

took such opportunities as offered.

e. Without construction. Now rare.

£1205 Lay. 473 >if heo wlleo frescipe bi-winnen ne wndre
bou nawiht ber fore. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 11409 A sterre

..bat comete icluped is Aros..pat ech man mi3te wondri

^at he sterre isei. c 1380 Wyclip Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 306

Herfore bei alle abaishiden and woundriden. 1390 Gower
Con/. 1. 185 Wherof thei merveile everychon, Bot Elda won.

dreth most of alle. 1533 Frith Answ. More (1548) Dvj b,

They-.vnderstoode not the Spirituallwordesof our Sauioure

Christe. and therfore wondered and murmured. 1567 Gude

A Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 100 Quhen men sail se this haistie

suddand change, Than sail thay wunder. 1611 Shake.

WONDER.
Cymb. 1. vi. 81, Whil'st I am bound to wonder, I am bound
To pitty too.

f. pass, (obs.) and refl. (obs. or dial.) in the same

sense. Also f impers. {me wondrcth = I wonder).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 376 Ne wundrie heo hire nowiht, aif heo
nis nout Marie, a 1300 Ftoriz ^ Bl. 354 Muche he wule
bonki he And of besupe iwundred beo. a 1330 Reland Sr V.

161 Me wondreb . . pat bou comest nou}t to do batayl. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 4295 Vs wondreh at jowre

nurture of pris, pat swylke vilenie in pe now lys. c 1400

Destr. Troy 9821 pof bow wylne to he wer, wonders vs

noght. a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 2856 pai ware so woundird

of hat werke. c 1430 Pilgr. I.yfManhode 1. iv. (1869) 3 Yit

more j wundrede me of a thing that j seygh. 1533 Tindale
Supper 0/ Lord B vj b, I wonder me, that hys scholemaister

here fayled him so conynge as he maketh hymselfe therin.

g. /shouldn't wonder (colloq.): 1 should not be

surprised (if, etc.).

1836 Dickens St. Boz, Gt. Winglebury Duel, 'Do you

think you could manage to leave a letter there 1
' interrogated

Trott. ' Shouldn't wonder,' responded boots. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 19, I should not wonder if he who said this

did not understand what he was saying. 1913 Edith Whar-
ton Custom o/County 1. iii. 35 Saying. .'I wouldn't wonder

when she thought any one was trying to astonish her.

2. Usually witli clause : To ask oneself in won-

derment; to feel some doubt or curiosity {how,

whether, why,etc); to be desirous to know or learn.

/ tuonder is often placed after a question which expresses

the object of curiosity or doubt j e.g. 'How can that be,

I wonder?' = I wonder how that can be. Also / wonder I,

colloq. exclamation expressing doubt, incredulity, or reserve

ofjudgement
, , ,

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 160 pe stones stondeb )>ere so grete

..& obere liggeb heie aboue..pat eche man wondry may
bou hii were feVst arered. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B, xix. 109,

I wondred what hat was 1390 Gower Con/ I. 210 ihei

wondren what sche wolde mene, And riden after softe pas.

a 1425 ir. Anionic's Treat. Fistula etc. 6 |Jif the pacient

considere or wondre or a^ke why that he putte hym so long

a tvme of curyng. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 111. 11. 1, I wonder

iffilaniabeawak't. 1611— Hint. T. in. iii.71 Vvhathaue we

heere ? Mercy ou's, a Barne ! . . A boy, or a Chllde I wonder .'

1651 Hobbes Leviatk. 11. xxvi. 139 A man may wonder from

whence proceed such opinions. 1681 Evelyn Let. to Pepys

6 Dec., P.'s Diary 1879 VI. 138, I know it has been wondered

upon what pretence I should have sought to sit at the Navy
Board. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 43 T 1 One would

wonder how any Person endow'd with . .ordinary. .
Prudence

. .. should fete.]. 1782 Cowier John Gilpin 96 His horse

What thing upon his hack had got Did wonder more and

more. 1784 — Task 1. 469 The heart . . finds no music in the

song,. .and wonders why. 1847 Tennyson in Ld. Tennyson

Mem. (1897) I. 244, I wonder whether you can read this

scrawl. 1853 Dickens Bleat Ho. iv, 1 still remained before

thefire.wonderingand wondering about Bleak House. 1858

Punch XXXIV. 2 Well, I'm sure 1 What next, 1 wonder 1

1864 Mrs. H. Wood Ld. Oatburiis Dau. xvn, but what

is it all to me ? ' wondered the captain. 1885-94 R. Bridges

Eros /f Psyche Feb. v, Wondering of her wiles, and what the

charge Shut in the dark obsidian pyx might be. 1898 J. K.

J i ROME 2nd Thoughts o/Idle Fellow' 5 She wonders would

they change it, if she went hack. 1922 Stoker Clouston £«-

natic at largeagain 1. vi. 70 ' Oh, it was entirely his own idea.

Mr. Mason threw him a curious look. 'I wonder 1 said he.

f 3. trans. To regard with wonder ; to marvel at

:

often implying profound admiration (cf. Wonder

sb. 7 c). Obs. .

153S Coverdale Ecclus. ix. 8 Many a man wondennge

the bewtye of a straunge woman, haue bene cast out. 1567

Painter Pal. Pleas. II. T 56b, That which was more to be

wondred in hym. 1593 K. Barnes Parthcnophil xxvl in

Arber's Garner V. 354 If She be silent, every man in place

With silence, wonders her 1 1631 H eywood 2ml Pt..Fair

Maid West 1. C 2, Goodl. You wonder me. Mull. JNo,

thou art dull, or fearfull, fare thee well. 1821 Lamb Etta

Ser. 1. My first Play, 1 knew nothing, understood nothing,

1 discriminated nothing. I felt all, loved all, wondered all.

b. impers. pass. zV is to be wondered = it is to

be wondered at (1 d). Now rare or Obs.

1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Wars /• landers 2 You

shall see ihem so favour'd..as it is not to be wondred if

they have made so long opposition. 1771 Goldsm. Hist.

Eng I. 350 It is not then to be wondered, that there were

many complaints. 1827 IVestm. Rev. Apr. 284 If it is

wondered that they abused what was in their power. 18B0

Symonds Renaiss. It., Cath. Reaction 11. 434 » »ot g be

wondered that., a mournful discouragement should have

descended on the age.

1 4. To affect or strike with wonder ; to cause to

marvel, amaze, astound. (See also 1 f.) Obs.

T5S8 G. Cavendish Poems (1825) II. 123 Bl" h2w tl,ey

duFst presume it wonders me therefore. 16.7 W. Sclater

Expos. 2 Thess. (.629) 187 It wonders me to hear the desper-

ate inference. i6#-Serm. Experimentally Of all passages

in the story of Job, that one thing wonders me. 1788 Mme.

D'Arblay Diary 25 Oct., She alarms me sometimes for

herself, at other limes she has a sedateness that wonders me

still more.

5. intr. To perform wonders, nonce-use.

,784 Cowper Task IV. 87 Katterfelto, with his hair on end

At his own wonders, wond'ring for his bread.

Wo-nder, cuiv. Obs. or arch, (in later use Se.).

Forms : see Wonder sb. [Partly OE. wundor

Wonder sb. in compounds, as wundorcignefen won-

derfully carved (so in OFris. wundergrdt wonder-

fully great, OHG. wunterwas very sharp, MHl_r.

wunderschatne very beautiful); partly OE. wun-

drum, advb. dative pi. of wundor (cf. MHO.ot«-
dernalt very old, etc, and the similar use of gen.

pi. of ON. undr in undrcuiigr, -hdr wondrously

big, high, etc.).] Wondrously, marvellously, sur-

prisingly ; exceedingly, very.



WONDERCLOUT.
C1200 Ormin 7284 Wunnderr mikell shame wass till

Issraaele bede. c 1205 Lav. 1154 pa wnder creftie men.
Ibid. 1744 pat feht wes wnder strong. 13.. Cursor M.
444S (Gcitt.) pe king wid bairn was wonder wrath. C1369
Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 452 (Fairf.) Than founde I sitte

even vpryght A wonder wel farynge knyght. <- 1420 Prose
Life A lex. 46 This prynce was a wyghte man. .& wonder
trewe tiU Alexander, c 1420 Liber Cocorvm 23 Wasshe hom
and hew hom wondnr smalle. 1536 Cranmer Let. in Misc.
Writ. (Parker Soc.) 322 Wherein I would wonder fain break
my mind unto you. a 1550 Freiris Bervjik 167 in Dunbar's
Poems (S.T.S.) 290 With that scho smylit woundir lustely.

1596 Dalrvmfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. it. (S.T.S.) I. 169
Hadrian heiringthis, was woundir discontent. 1725 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. 11. iv, Now I believe ye like me wonder weel.

t Wo'nderclout. Obs. rare. [f. Wonder sb.

+ Clout sbl] ? Something showy but worthless.

1570 Levins Manip. 228/46 A Wonderclout, blabbe, garru*
lus, Unguax. 1593 Harvey Piercers Super. Z 1 b, O wretched
Atheisme, Hell but a scarecrow, and Heauen but a woonder-
clout in their doctrine. Ibid. Ff 4, Her meritorious worke,
a Wonderclowte.

Wondered (wzrndaid), ppl. a. [f. Wonder sb

or v. + -ED.]

fl. Wonderful, marvellous. Obs.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. xcvi. ii, Of his actes the won-
dred story Paint unto each people forth. Ibid. cvi. ix, God
..Preserv'd them soe by miracles of might,.. And wondred
works. 161a Drayton Poly-olb. viii. 448 Into what sundry
gyres her wondered self she throws.

2. Wondered-at : see Wonder v. i a, d.

c 161 1 Chapman Iliad xxiv. 420 A great time Achilles gaz'd
ypon His wonderd-at approch. 1615 — Odyss. xi. 242 My
rather.. vsde no sumptuous beds, Wonderd at furnitures.

1637 Rutherford Lett. 8 Aug. (1881) 96 My. .never-enough-
wondered-at Lord Jesus.

^1 In the following, wondred is virtually in parasynthetic
comb. (' performing such rare wonders ').

1610 Shaks. Temp, iv, i. 123 So rare a wondred Father.

tWo'nderel. Obs, rare. In 5 wunderelle,
wundrel. [Of Scand. origin (cf. MDa. underls) :

see Wonder v. and -els (cf. -le i b).] A won-
der, marvel.
1:1440 Promp. Parv. 534/2 Wunderelle (AT. wundrel..),

Prodigium.
Wonderer 1 (wzrndsrai). [f. Wonder v. +

-er !.] One who wonders at something.
1573 Baret Alv. W 323 A Wonderer : a marueler, mirator.

[1589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 233 Para-
doxon, or the Wondrer.] 160a Chettle Hoffman 111.(1631)

Fib, That giddy wonderers may amazed stand. 1648 Gage
West hid. 1 To advance that crackt-brain head in the con-
ceits of his European wonderers. 1734 J. Richardson
Milton's Par. Lost p. xciii, Had the Bishop known This
Story.. he would not have been One of the Wonderers at
Milton's Escape. 1797 Jane Austen Sense fy Sensib. xiv,

She was a great wonderer, as every one must be who takes
a very lively interest in all the comings and goings of all

their acquaintance. 185a R. B. Mansfield Log Water.
Lily 19 At our start, crowds of wonderers hung over the
bridge. 1865 De Morgan in Athenaeum 25 Nov. 730/1 His
backers and his quizzers, bis admirers and his wonderers.

tWo-nderer2. Obs. rare. [f. Wonder sb, +
-ER 1.] A wonder-worker.
1647 Trapp Comm, Rev. xiii. 4 The Pope can doe whatso-

ever Christ can doe ; yea and more too, it should seem by
these wise wonderers.

Wonderful (wtfTidajful), a. t (sb.)
t
and adv.

[late OE. wunderfull, f. Wonder sb. +-fdl; cf.

MLG. wonderfully MSw. under{s)fulder^\ A. adj.

1. Full of wonder; such as to excite wonder or

astonishment; marvellous; sometimes used trivially

= surprisingly large, fine, excellent, etc.

a 1 100 Aldhehn Gloss. 1. 2757 (Napier 74/2) Stupendo, ,i.

tniraudo, mid wundeifulre, spectaculo, waefersyne. c iaoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 Wunderliche ben be sae ut sondes,
and wunderful is ure louerd on beunesse. c "75 Lav. 280
Hii fundepat }e mid one sone was wonderfol to telle.

xaoj R. Gt.ouc (Rolls) 8575 God sende uor is lubernesse
moni deoluol cas In b>is lond & wonderuol. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 6404 Of pe day of dome . . And of be wondirful
takens many, pat salle falle byfor bat day. £1400 Destr.
Troy 1355 There were wemen to wale, A wondurfull nowm-
bur. a 1425 Cursor M. 9314 (Trin.) Men shul him calle

nomes sere Wondirful & counsellere. C1450 Mirk's Festial
20 per God worcheth mony wondyrfull myracles for hym.
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 451 Wise women has..
wonderfull gydingis,. .to beiaip ther ielyus husbandis. 1555
Eden Decades (Aid.) 49 The wonderfull and sumptuous
woorke of the sepulcher whiche Artemisia made. 1596 J.
Smythe in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 91 Whereof ensued
unto me. .a wonderfull payne in my stomacke. x6n Bible
Prov. xxx. 18 There be three things which are too wonder-
full for me ; yea foure, which I know not. 163a Lithgow
Tran. iv. 134 They made a wonderfull massacre of poore
afflicted Christians. 1779 Mrs. Delany Lei. to Mrs. Port
17 Apr., Give him the juice of clivers or goose grass, which
is wonderfull, pounded with a little cold water. 1837 Car-
LYle Misc., Richter(i&?2) I. n The unhappy man persuades
himself that he has. .become a new creature, of the wonder-
fule-st symmetry. 1834 Dickkns Sk. Box, Boarding-ho. ii,

Mr. Tomkins . . had a wonderful eye for the picturesque.
1840 Faber Hymn, My God, how wonderful Thou art !

l83o Blackmore Maty Anerley xxxvi. II. 303 Every Sunday
morning, he trimmed his whiskers, and put on a wonderful
waistcoat. 1884 Ruskin Pleas. Eng. iii.§ 78 Robert Guiscard,
the most wonderful soldier of that or any other time.

b. The wonderful : that which is wonderful.

*t" Also sb.pl. wonderful things.

1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840) 75 This temper of
the people, .drove the magicians., to a confederacy with the
Devil for a supply of wonderfuls to delude the people. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vni. i, Every Writer may be permitted
to deal as much in the Wonderful as he pleases. 1815 W. H.

255

Ireland Scribbleomania 20 One unvarying predilection for

the wonderful runs through the whole series of his poems.

t 2. Killed with wonder or admiration. Obs. rare.
£-1380 Wyclif Wks. (18S0) 308 Makinge persones wondir-

ful bl cause of here wynnyng. 155a Huloet, Wonderfull,
.

,

admirabundus. 1583 Haksnet Scrm. Ezek. in R. Stuart's
Serm. etc. (1658) 132 The H[oly] Fathers are wonderfull in
the contemplation of mans excellency at the first.

B. adv. = Wonderfully i. Now dial.
c 1400 RozvlandA- O. 50 Now come bam,, wondirfull hasty

tythande. 14.. Sir Beues (M.) 3S66 A wonderffull gret
route. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. xi. (1883) I. 79 Cosmographie is

to all noble men, nat only pleasant, but. .wonderfull neces-
sary. 1635 Bacon Est., Boldness (Arb.) 518 Wonderfull like
is the Ca.se of BoMnesse, in Ciuill Businesse. 1722 Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) VII. 381 Being full of wooden Cults, wch
makes the Book wonderfull curious. 1786 Burns Twa
Dogs 84 They're maistly wonderfu' contented. 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander ' At Bay ix, She was wonderful fond of Elsie.

Wonderfully (wtf-ndaifuli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly ^.] In a wonderful manner.
1. So as to excite wonder; f miraculously ; to a

wonderful degree or extent; marvellously, astonish-
ingly, surprisingly : often passing into a mere in-

tensive — amazingly well or much ; extraordinarily,

exceedingly.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliv. [xlvl 6 py pouste shal laden

be wonderfulliuhe. 13.. Cursor M. 11424 (Gott.) pe stern
went forwid bat baim lead, And wonberfulii [Cott. ferlilic,

Fairf., Trin. wondirly] ban war bai fedd. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter xcvii. 1 God..J?at wondirfully made man and won-

dirfullyere boght him. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 35 He was
boren wonderfulliche of a mayde. a 1425 tr. Ardertie's

Treat. Fistula etc. 69 Ane emplastre of (>e white of ane
rawe ey and oile..is seid wonderfully for to be mitigatiue.
^11513 Fabvan Chron. vi. cc. (1533) 123^/2 He arrered
excedynge imposycyons of the people, and greued them
wonderfully. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv.

(S.T.S.) I. 237 Eugenie had ane onlie dauchtir, . . quha
wounderfullie was . . mouet with effectione of a religious
lyfe. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 813 A chappell won-
derfully built out of a rocke hewen hollow. 1617 Moryson
Itin. in. 23 'J'he conversation of the English abroad, is

wonderfullie pleasing unto strangers. 1642 Cald-well Papers
(Maitl. Club) I. 94, I pray God send her safe hither; wee
wonderfully want her. 1719 De Foe Crusoe u. (Globe) 336,
I wonderfully lik'd the Man. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 258
The seed being exceeding small, and to be sown wonder.
fully thin. 1789 Mks. Piozzr Journ. France 1. 149 Their won-
derfully-situated metropolis [sc. Venice]. 1839 Thackeray
Fatal Boots Jan., It got through the measles wonderfully.
1885 ' Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's Fate iv, It was a capital
play, too, and so wonderfully acted.

j*2. With wonder or admiration. Obs. rare.
c 1450 Merlin xiii. 200 Ther dide Gawein soche merveiles in

armes that wondirfully was he be-holdeti of hem of logres.

*57° J- D=E Math. Pref *j, How Immaterial! . . Number is,

who doth not perceaue ? yea, who doth not wonderfully
wonder at it? i8ai Clare Vill. Minstrel I. 35 The crowd
that wonderfully stares, To hear him talk of things in foreign
land.

Wonclerfulness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or condition of being wonderful.

fl. Thestateofbeingfilledwith wonder. Obs. rare.
1387-S T. Usk Test. Lo7>e 1. ii. (Skeat) I. 14 Angels ben

adradde, not by ferdnes of drede, ..[but] as [by] affeccion of
wonderfulnesse and by service of obedience.

2. Wonderful character, marvellousness.
1574 tr. Marlorat's Apoc. 3 He called the Wyze men by

a strange starre, .. the Gentiles by the wonderfulnesse of
Miracles. 1579 Twyne Phisicke agst. Fortune 1. xxx. 41
What by the wonderfulnesse and number of the woorkes,
there was nothyng in all the whole world to be wondred at,

but Rome. 165a French Yorksh. Spavj iii. 32 The wonder-
fulnes of the waters that I shall mention, consists.. in the
strangeness of their colours, lasts, [etc.]. 1674 Allen Danger
Enthus. 100 The wonderfulness of his Birth of a Virgin.

1714 Dehham Astro-Theol. iv. ii. (1769) 101 The wonderful-
ness of the things of the heavens or the earth. 1870 Max
Muller-SV/. Relig. (1873) 27 The Buddhist, .miracles, which
in wonderfulness certainly surpass the miracles of any other
religion. 189a Henley Song ofSword, Loud. Voluntaries
1. 39 Dispossessed of wonderfulness, they stand Beggared
and common. 1908 Athenaeum 22 Aug. 205, 1 A knowledge
of the wonderfulness of life.

Wondering (wzrndsrin,), vbl.sb. [f. Wonder
V. + -INQ 1

.]

1. The action of the verb Wonder.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 89 Hwzt is beos wundrung be fce

wafiaG ? c 1000 ^lfric Saints' Lives xxiii. 627 J?a ba he on
baere micclan his modes wundrunge ba?r ^estod. a 1300
Cursor M. 11453 pan bai gedir bam to-gedir, And spak hir-

of wit gret wondring. 138a Wyclif Acts iii. 10 And thei
weren fulfillid with wondryng, and exstaste. C1386 Chaucer
Sqr."s '/'. 300 Swich wondryng was ther on this hors of bras.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. lix. 139 He desirib-.to do suche
binges wherof preisinge & wondring rm^t arise. 1471
Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 44 Whan he had herd their
reasons & had seen their wondringes. a 1500 in Kingsford
Chrort^Lond. (1905) 221 Perkyn was conueyd ayen thorwth
Candylwyke strete .. with many a curse and wonderyng
Inowth._ 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L m. ii. 181 But didst thou
heare without wondering, how thy name should be hang'd
and carued vpon these trees? 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks.
1851 IV. 145 It may save the wondring why En this age
many are so opposite both to human and to Christian liberty.

1848 Dickfns Dombey xxiii, Into her mind ..there had stolen
solemn wonderings and hopes. 1858 J. Maftineau Stud.
Christ. 291 The infinite wonderings of the religious life.

+ 2. An object of wonder; a wonder, marvel,
prodigy. 0!>s. rare.
a 1100 Atdhelm Gloss. \. 4370 (Napier 114/2) Spectacult\

wiindrunge, wa;fersyne. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. iv. 93
Witles Discord, that woundring maist crewell.

3. at't'rib. , as wonderingrfood, stock (Stock sb.* 59)

WONDERLY.
£-155° G. Walker Dice-Play (Percy Soc. 1850) 36 The

poor boy. .continued ..a wondering-stock 10 all the house.
1570 Foxe A. fy M. 72 2 Thus were the bodies of the
Martyrs made a wondering stocke. 1571 Golding Calvin
on Ps. Ixxi. 7 He had. .bin. .counted as a wonderingstocke
by reason of his miserable affliction. 1819 Keats Otho \. H.
in Let me no longer be the wonucring food Of all these eyes.

Wondering, ppl. a. [f. Wonders. +-ing K]
That wonders.
1592 Timme Ten E>tgi. Lepers A 2, The woondring Queene

of Sheba.
.
presented the most wise Salomon with the golde

of Opliyr. 1667 .Milton /'. L. vn 1.257 Strait toward Heav'n
my wondring Eyes I turnd. 1715 PorE Iliad 1. 524 Then.

.

the Monster Titan came,.. Thro' wondring Skies enormous
stalk'd along. i8io_Scott Lady of L. 1. iii, The falcon,
from her cairn on high, Cast on the rout a wondering eye.
1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xiii, 'Where in the devil's
name are theygune?' said the wonderi:.g Dick. 1846 JIns.
A. Maksh Fr. Darcy xxxvi, The two priests could only
look on him with a sort of wondering astonishment. 187a
Moklhy Voltaire 8 The. .sinister method of assault upon
religion which we of a later daywatch with wondering eyes.
Comb. 1895 Mrs. K. T. Hinkson Miracle Plays Proem,

Thy little one arid wondcring-tyed.

Wonderingly _(wzriHhrirjli), adv. [(. prec. 4

-LY 2.] In a wondering manner; in or with wonder.
JS56 .J- Heywood Spider % F. lxii. 33 Two flies togither

wondringHe. . In talke betwene them stlues, as folowiili did
saie. 1602 Warnlk Alb. Ene: xi. lxii. (1612) 272 They,
seeing vncouth Men, and Shippes, weare wondringly ag.iste.

a 1736 in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. exxvi. 1 They were
looking on each other wonderin'^ly, like sleepers on an
empty dream. 1847 C. Bronte 'jane Eyre xv, 1 meditated
wonderingly on this incid' nt. 1881 Stf-VENSON Virg. I'uer-

isque, Some Portraits by A'ae/um, The little child who looks
wonderingly on bis grandfather's watch.

Wonderland (wzmdailcend). (Also occas.

with hyphen.) [f. Wonder sb. +Land sb. Cf. G.
wunderland.~\ a. An imaginary realm of wonder
and faery, b. A country, realm, or domain which
is full of wonders or marvels.

1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Compl. F.p. James Bruce 332
Wks. 181 2 II. 368 Where other trav'lers, fraught with terror,

roam, Lo ! Bruce in Wonder-land U quite at home. 1866
' Lfwis Carroll ' {.title) Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.

1894 Outing 'U. S.) Apr. 66/1 Every mile of my journey
opened to me anew, .the SAirprisesof this wonder-land. 190a

Ivestnt. Gaz. 24 May 9 1 That wonderland of the world,

Egypt. 1903 Agnes M. Clerke Probl. Astrophysics 6 The
wonderland of molecular physics.

Wo-nderless, a. rare. [f.Wonder sb. + -less.]

Destitute of wonder.
1601 Deacon & Walker Aksvj. Darel 47 A very world of

wonderles wonders.

t "Wo-nderling. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Wonder
sb. + -IJNG.] A wonderful being.

1658 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. II. 190 This made Job such a

wonderling to his wife.

t Wo'nderly, a. Obs. Forms : see Wondeu
sb. ; also 6 Sc. wnderlie, vnderlie. [OE. wundor"
lie = OS. wundarlic (MDu. , MLG. wunderlik, I)u.

wonderItjk), OHG. wuntarlih (MHG., G. wunder-
/iV//),ON. undrligr ( Sw., Da. underlig) : f.WoNDER
sb. + -LY 1.] Wonderful.
c 893 ^Elfred Oros. it. iv. § 8 Nu seo burg swelc is be ser

wis ealra weorca .. wunderlecast & maerast. 971 Blickt.

Hom. 181 pa fxringa coman bar humlas forb on wundor-
licre mycelnesse. 11^4 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137
He maket. . wunderhce & manifieldlice miracles, ciaoo
Ormin 15645 patt Godess Sune fff heffne stall |>urrh wunn-
derrli^ mecnesse. 1387 'I'revisa Higden (Rolls) I. 427 There
is a roche wel wonderly. CI475 Partenay 1241 The fyfte

child . . had on ey and no mo, . . wonderly to se. 1481 Caxton
Reynard xwn. (Arb.) 61 Dame said the foxe, thauenture of
the world is wonderly, it goth otherwhylc by wenyng. 1533
Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 29 The vnderlie secret thyngis of
God. Ibid. 40 His nayme sal be callit wnderlie consalour.

t Wcnderly, adv. Obs. Forms : see Wonder
sb. ; also 5 wondarly. [OE. wunderlice « OS.
wundarlicoX^ALG.f MDu. wunderttke),OHG. wun-
tarlihho (MHG. wunderliche) ; f. Wtonder sb. +
-ly 2

.] = Wonderfully i. a. In a wonderful

manner; marvellously.
<r897 ^Elfred Gregorys Past. C. liv. 423 Swa wundorlice

hit todaslS-.se godcunda wisdom be hira aesfleres seear.

nungum. c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 194 Wundurlice heo ha^leb.

c iaos Lav. 28627 Twa wimmen. .wunderliche idihte. 1897

R, Glouc (Rolls) 10043 Pat water suhhe heye aros .. & mo
ban ten bousend men wonderliche adrencte, c 1350 Will.

Palerne 2535 Wonderli a werwolf Yesterday hem saued.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 207 Som tyme burbes beeb

i-bore wonderliche and wonderliche i-schape. c 140026 Pol.

Poems xxiv. 374 Wib byblod principal, Wonderly bou haste

vs bo^t. c 1500 Melustne \. 5 Wherfore he punywshed them

so secretly& so wounderly. a ijag Skelton BougeofCourt

283 Anone ther mette with him,.. A man, but wonderly

besene was he. a 156a G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 3a The

court.. was wonderly furnysshed with noblemen and gentil-

men.

b. To a wonderful extent or degree.

c 1000 Mi.fric Saints' Lives xxiii. 616 paerwearSba xegade-

rod wundorlice micel folc. c iaos Lay. 7320 He wes wunder-

liche wrah [=wrabk ci*7S Ibid. 2677 He . .
one neuwe

borli makede .. wonderliche [<:i205 imerliche] fair. 1340

Ayenb. 267 pe profetes . . and \>e patriarkes wonderlyche

glediynde ine bhsse. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 84 Wonderly

detyuereand of greet strengthe. c\i,\% Hoccleve De Reg.

Princ. 5»o His garnamentes..hym becam wonderly wel.

?i48a J. Watton Speculum Christiani 46b, Thair sence

[= incense] was wonderly wrought With riche spices. 1556

J. Heywood Spider 4- F. Ixxxvii. 198 His hart wunderlie

ifaynted.



WONDERMENT. 256 WONE.
Wonderment(\v»-nd3.iment). Chiefly literary.

[f. Wonder v. + -ment.]

1. The or a state of wonder ; = Wonder sb. 7.

1535 in Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 78 After most
shaniefull rumors raysed uppe to tbeyre dyffamacion, with
slaunderouse wonderment of the towne. 1569 Goldinc tr.

Heminge's Postill 30 Wee must with holy wonderment
embrace the heauenly Oracles. 1571 — Calvin en Ps. viii.

Contents, Dauid bethinking himself of Gods fatherly bounti-
fulnesse towards mankinde . . is rauished into a wonderment
of it. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. xii. 9 Whom all admired, as
from heauen sent, And gazd vpon with gaping wonderment.
1688 Bunyan Sol. Temple xxii. 52 That which added to

their adornment, was the wonderment of a Queen. 1787
Mme. D'Arblay Diary 19 Feb., The wonderment with which
they heard a proposal so new was diverting. 1799 Coler.
idge ' Nor coltt, nor stern, my soul!' 8 They gape for

wonderment. 1815 Wordsw. Prose IVks. (1S76) II. 119
Much of what his biographer deemed genuine admiration
must in fact have been blind wonderment. 1879 Lewes
Study Psychol, viii. 155 The mind passes from wonderment
at the miraculous to the discernment of order.

b. An expression of wonder : chiefly in to make
a wonderment, to express wonder.

J 553 M* Wood tr. Gardiner's True Obed. 54 b, Her
parentes. .would make suche a lyke wonderment, as these
men seme to vse against me. a 1565 R. Turner in Marbeck
Bk. Notes (1581) 243 A great outcrie & wonderment was
made against the Deacons & Priests of Constantinople.

1630 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 11. 2 (an. 1570) Much talke
there was.. of the murther of the Regent, many making a
wonderment at vaine things, as his mothers dreame. 1681
R. L'Estrange Tully's Offices 1 to What a wonderment is

made of it. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (176S) III. 71 Why,
Jack, thou needest not make such a wonderment, as the
girls say. 1838 Hentley's Misc. III. 331 After the usual
wonderments, and mutual applauses of our marvellous good
looks. 1840 Mrs. Trollope Widow Married xxiv, What
wonderments you do make about nothing.

2. An object of or a matter for wonder ; a wonder-
ful thing ; = Wonder sb. 1-4.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 70 b, The games called Dio-
nysiaca, ..he called the greate woondrementes & gazynges
of fooles. 1563 Foxe A. <V M. 50

7
2 This obstinate and

stoburn rebellion of tharchbishop stirred vp much anger..,
that almost he was alone a wonderment to al the realme,
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 213 marg.. Sir Hugh Spencer the
yonger lead about for wonderment, lyke a beast. 1584 Con-
stable Diana vn. i, A flouring fielde, the world's sole won-
derment. 1591 Spenser Ruins 0/Rome 28 Seuen Romane
Hils, the worlds 7. wonderments. 1618 Rowlands Sacred
Mem. 8 Therefore in Heathens Images be spake, Wrought
wonderments, and wrought them so from grace. 1628
Prynne Love-lockes 33 They turne themselues into .. so
many Monsters, and wonderments of the World. 1643
Trapp Comm. Gen. xxxv. r Deliverances, commonly, are
hut nine days wonderment, at utmost. 1757 Foote Author
Prol., 'Tis Wonderment, them Boobies ben't asham'd. 1841

J. F. Cooper Deerslayer xv, It's a wonderment to me.. how
you got us off. 1859 Reeve Brittany 87 A shop with all

sorts of household wonderments exposed for sale. 1915 H.
James Sense 0/ the Past (1917) 150 To determine wonder-
ments that should be beyond answering.

b. A wonderful example or instance (of some-
thing) : = Wonder sb. 1 d.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine v. 25 But vpon Ald-
biades they threw down a wonderment of welcoms. 1607
Beaum. & Fl. Woman Hater iv. i, How many. .have dedi-
cated grave Works to Ladies, toothless, [etc], and have
call'd them., the patterns of perfection, and the wonderment
of Women. 1917 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 253 The untended
orchards are arrayed in a wonderment of blossom.

3. Wonderful quality : = Wonder sb* 1 b.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 20 That strange Dame, whose

beauties wonderment She lesse esteem'd, then th' others
vertuous gouernment. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. nu
xxxii, How should I . Jimme forth her vertues wonderment ?
1647 N - Bacoh Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lxxL 313 That King will be
looked upon as a King of wonderment. 1801 Surr Splendid
Misery III. 251 As a climax of wonderment, the Jacobin
Winterton has succeeded with Lady Amelia. 1871 Smiles
Ckarac. ii. (1876) 33 The child, .opens his eyes upon things
all of which are full of novelty and wonderment.

Wonder-mo nger. [f.Wonder^. + Monger!
2.] One who deals in wonders ; a wonder-worker,
or relater of wonders.
161* Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. iv. iv, How are the great

wonder-mongers of ^Egypt abashed. 1651 Wittik tr. Prim-
rose's Pop. Err. 436 Those Wondermongers cannot take
away the Kings evill. 1745 Eliza Haywood Female Sped.
No. 18(1748) III. 281 Invention ! cried our wonder-monger,
do I not tell you, sir,., that I saw it with my own eyes!
1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth. <V Papists m. (1754) Pref.,
The God Proteus .. famous for being a juggling Wonder-
monger. .and turning himself into all Shapes. 1851 New-
man Pres. Pos. Cath. 231 Future story-tellers and wonder-
mongers. 1863 De Morgan Pref. in Front Matter to
Spirit p. xii, Tnat some tricky wonder-monger had stuck
the bill of a duck upon the neck of a quadruped. 1867
Swinburne Blake (1868) 94 No wonder-monger of the low
sort need here have hoped for a pupil.

Hence Wo*nder-mo:ngering.
1886 Gurnky, etc. Phantasms of Living I. 128 Another

instinct which tends directly to discourage wonder-monger-
ing. 1911 W. De Morgan Likely Story \y. 112 That.. class

of persons which, when its attention turns towards wonder-
mongering, ..loses its head promptly.

t Wonderness. Obs. rarp. In 3 wunder-
nesse. [f. Wonder sb. + -ness,] A wonder.
c 1*75 Worn. Samaria 40 in O. E. Misc. 85 Bi-twene bis

twain volke me buncheb a wundernesse.

t "Wo-ndernize, v. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. Won-
der + -ize.] trans. To make a wonder or marvel of.

1599 Porter A ngry Worn. Abingt. F i, Some iudgements

. .wondernize the birth of common wit.

I

tWo'nderS, ^. and adv. Obs. Also 6 5V. woun-
deris. [gen. of Wonder sb. ; a Scand. idiom : cf.

MSw. unders, gen. of under Wonder sb. in unders

miraculum, teken, thing marvel, miracle, prodigy.

Cf. lives alive (Life sb. 15). See also Wondrous.]
A. adj. = Wondrous a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1529 paa pat ba wonders [GotI. wonber]
werkes wroght. .Tua pilers ba mad. a 1500 Sir Beucs 1469
(ChethamMS.) A wonders thinge[i3. . MS. .^wonder-binqj
'e may here. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxvi. (1555) z ij b,

t was a wonders case. C1511 1st Engl. Bk. Amer. (Arb.)

Introd. 29/1 Many dyuers maner and wonders bestes. c 1520
Skelton Magnyf. 89 A, ye be wonders men ! C1530 Ld.
Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. xxxv. (1814) in Whan the duke
sawe these thre knyghtes do suche wonders meruayles in

armes..he*was..dyspleased. 160a W. Basse Three Past.
Elegies i. (1893) 44 An luory boxe of wonders cost.

B. adv. = Wondrous adv.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love n. in. (Skeat) L 45 Ye.. let light

of that thing whiche firste ye maked to you wonders dere.
c 1395 Plowman's Tale 699 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 324
These folkes be wonders stout, c 1520 Everyman 7 Tnis
matter is wonders precyous. 1551 Robinson tr. Morels
Utopia 11. (1S95) 220 Hym they receyue and interteyne
wonders gentyilye. 1567 Gude <y Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 207 In
danger of deith, . . Do weill is harnessit, and wourrderis
bauld. la 1600 Dialogue in Verse in Marlowe's Wks. 1850
III, 304 But a' dances wonders well.

Hence f Wondersly adv. wondrously.
1489 Skelton DcthcErie Northumb. 193 Operlese Prince.. 1

Which to thy resemblaunce wondersly hast wrought All
mankynd. 1556 J. Heywood Spider § F. xiv. 5 Be ye sure
it doth wondersly well.

Wondersome, a. rare. [f. Wtondee sb. +
-some.] Wonderful.
1774 Dibdin Waterman 1. i, I have often-times thought to

myself, that it was a wondersome kind of thing, how it came
to pass, that you two agree so badly.

t Wonder thing*. Obs. (Also as one word.)

[f. Wonder sb. or a. Cf. G. wunderding, MSw.
unders thing (see Wonders a.).] A wonderful
thing, wonder, marvel.
c 1290 St. Brendan 677 in S. Eng. Leg. 238 A wonder

ping it was to seo..A so gret best a-boute wiende. 13..
Sir Beues (A.) 1527 A wonder-bing now^e may here, a 1340
Hampole Psalter cxviii[i]. 18, I sail bihalde wondlrthyngis
[Vulg. mlrabilia] of pi laghe. £1435 Torr. Portugalc 53
He sware..Ther wase told hym a wondyr-thyng In hys
chambyr to nyght. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxii. 2 This
hindir nycht..To me wes tawld ane windir thing. 1546 J.
Heywood Prov. (1867) 27 A wonder thing what thingts
these olde thinges tell.

WO'nder-WOrk. [OE.
f
wundorzveorc = WFris.

zvondenvirk, MHG. wunderwerc (G. -werk), MDa.
undervserkj etc., f. Wonder sb. +\York sb. In

ME. treated as two words (cf.Wonder a.); in the

modem period, a new formation.]

1. A marvellous or miraculous act; « Miracle 1.

Also^if«. a wonderful achievement.
971 Blickl. Horn. 161 Hicwundorweorcum swibe wuldor-

liceascinon. a 1000Andreas 705 Swylce he[.rc.Christ]o(5erra

unrim cySde wundorworca on wera ?;esyh5e, 13. . Evang,
Nicod. 39 in Herrig's Archiv LIII. 392 pan wirkes he
wonder werkes new. 13.. Cursor M. 1529 (Gott.) pai bat

bir wonber werkes wroght. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii.

(Machar) 30 In bis land we ken hym nocht, Quhare he won-
dir werkis wrocht. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. Aj, By sundry
meanes, this Wonderworke is wrought.

^

1846 Trench Mirac. 60 While the Christians,.. on account
of a few insignificant wonder-works, proclaim their Jesus
for a god. 1889 Jas. Gibbons Our Chr. Heritage 242 Saint

John referring to the wonder-works of Christ.

2. A wonderful work or structure.

c 127s Lay. 17376 po gonnen hii wende..to ban hulle..

war stod bat wonder wore. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VI. 275 He bygan to bulde Seynt Albons his grete chirche
from the foundement of a wonder werk of brend tyle.

1816 Byron Ck. Har. in. x, Fit speculation; such as
..He found in wonder-works of God and Nature's hand.
1887 Wallies Throne of Fislierman 150 Forums which
should surpass Trajan's wonderwork. 1895 Outing (U.S.)
XXVII. 238/1 These wonder works of the sea are broken
..into the most fantastic forms. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct.

2/3 The hotel is, like everything else here, a wonder-work.
3. Marvellous work or workmanship.
(11513 Fabyan Chron. v. exxxiii. (1811) 116 A beer of

wonder warke, standuh . . ouer yl graue.
1863 Pilgrimage over Prairies II. 265 Impassive spirits

..whom the daily wonderwork of nature, her glorious dis-
plays of the solemn, the lovely and the wild, seem never..
to affect. 1883 in Spurgeon Treas.Dav. Ps. qxxxvL 4 God
was alone in the wonderwork of Creation.

Wonder-wo rker. [T.Wonderj£. + Worker.]
One who performs wonders or marvellous things;
esp. a worker of miracles; a thaumaturge.
1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 169 Some of their better

Prelates have removed, .an image of our Lady, upon the
broaching of a report that it discovered it selfe for a Won-
der-worker. 16^1 S. Fawcet Seasonable Sertn. 17 The
praying generation are the wonder-workers of the world.
1668 II. More Div. Dial. in. xix. 427 That he may be
accounted a stupendious Wonder-worker, a Creatour of his
Creatour. 1718 ATTE«BURY^rm.,/4c/j xxvi. 26(1734) 1. 18
In China and Japan these Wonder-workers may pretend to
have done as many Miracles as they please. 1856 Miss
Yonge Daisy Chain II. xviii. (1879) 546 A wonderworker in
cloth. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 375 Hannibal. .taking
his place., among the great wall-builders and wonder-
workers of Eastern history and legend. 1895 Fr. Marianus
St. Anthony of Ptulua 145 The saintly Friar, the Wonder-
worker filled with love and sympathy.

So Wo-nder-wo:rkingr ppl. a.

1594 Selimus 284 Your wisedomes ouerflowing wit, Digs

deepe with learnings wonder-working spade. 1644 Vicars
God in Mount 190 To the high honour of our great and
wonder-working God. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 18 They fall down
before this wonder-working Image. 1710 Uroome Paraphr,
Habakkuk Hi. iii, Waving his Wonder-working Wand. 1776
Burney Hist. Mus. 1. 194 The music of Orpheus, Amphion,
and such wonder-working bards. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.
I._ii.(i86i) ioThe wonder-working sword of Harlequin. 1847
Keble Senn. x. 270 In the mysterious and wonder-working
Prayer of Consecration. 1893 Catholic Mag. Aug. 228
There came, .the wonder-working body of St. Cuthbert.
Wonderwyse : see Wonder a.

fWcndlich, a. Obs. rare. In 3 wandlich.
[app. a. ON. vdndsligr bad, wicked, evil, f. vdndr:
see Wond sb.* and -lt *.] app. Bad, evil.

c 1205 Lay. 6358 He hauede bi bare wimman enne swi<5e
wandliche s»ne [later text ohte man].

WondrOUS (w»-ndras), a. and adv. literary.

Also 6-9 wonderous, 6 wond(e)rouse, wo(u)n-
derus, woundrous, 6-7 woonderous, 7-9 won-
d'rous. [Alteration of Wonders a. by substitution

of suffix -ous, after marvellous^ Wonderful.
a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1808 The sede wex grene, And

on the dry herse gan spring Which me thought a wondrous
thing. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. (1555) C iiij, The won-
derous serpente Of the seuen metals, made by enchaunt-
ment. 153s Coverdalk Ps. cxix. 18, & so shal I spie out
wonderous thinges in thy lawe. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii.

viii. 5 A faire young man, Of wondrous beautie. a 1656
Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) 7 The Grecians, till barbarism
began to steal in upon them, were men of wonderous
subtlety of wit. 1667 Milton P.L. vn. 483 Some of Serpent
kinde Wondrous in length and corpulence. 1709 Watts
Hymn, When I survey the wondrous cross On which the
Prince of glory dy'd. 1781 Cowper Hope 155 Hope.. has
the wondrous virtue to educe From emptiness itself a real

use. 1844 Kinglake Eothen viii, For hours, and hours, this

wondrous white woman poured forth her speech. 1864
Ervce Holy Rom. Emp. xix. (1875) 357 The German mind,
just beginning to put forth the blossoms of its wondrous
literature.

B. adv. = next. arch.
a 1557 Mrs. M. Basset tr, More*s Treat. Passion M.'s

Wks. 1391/2 An vrgent and woonderous necessarye cause.

1632 Lithcow Trav. v. 229 We found this auncient Well so
wondrous deepe, that scarcely all our ropes could sinke our
bucket in the water. 1678 Hobbes Decant, vii. 77 As he
made some Bodies wondrous great, so he made others
wondrous little. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxiii.

35 They tell me she is grown wondrous pretty. 1781 Cowper
Anti-ThelyPhth. 38 Some she would teach (for she was
wondrous wise). 1843 James Forest Days vi, This horse

eats so wondrous slow. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh
ii . 428 Lady, thou art wondrous fair.

Wondrously (wzrndrasli), adv. literary, [f.

prec. + -LT a
.] In a wondrous manner ; to a won-

derful degree ; wonderfully, marvellously.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxi. 12 Thane thocht I thus, this

is ane felloun phary, Or ellis my wittrycht woundrouslie
dois varie. 1535 Coverdale Wisd. xvii. 3 They were, .put

to horrible feare & wonderously vexed. CX586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. lxxiv. xiv, Tliou wondrously didst cause..

From thirsty flynt a fountayne flow. 1607 Shaks. Timon
in. iv. 71 My Lord leanes wondrously to discontent. 1667

Milton P. L. hi. 587 So wondrously was set his Station

bright, 1807 W. Irving Salmag. N0.17 (1824) 319 So
wonderously adroit in pedestrian exercises. 1905 Treves
Other Side Lantern 11. lx. (1906) 83 The walls of the main
building are wondrously carved.

So Wo'ndrousness.
1851 Nichol Arc/tit. Heav. 240 Because of the very won-

d10usness of this universe.

tWondsome, a. Obs. rare. [Of Scand. origin

(cf. MSw. vandsamr difficult, troublesome; Norw.
vandsam difficult to please) : see Wonde v. and

-some.] Beset with difficulty; in quot. quasi-sb.

(see For prep. 10). So f Wondsomely (wand-
somdly) a. [cf. MSw. vandsamliker\.
1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 3836 And for wondsome and wille

alle his wit failede. Ibid. 4012 The waye vnto Wynchestre
thay wente. . Wery and wandsomdly.

t Wone, sb.l Obs. Forms : 3-4 wune, 3-6

wone, 4-7 won, 4-8 wonne, (5 wne, woone,
6 wun). [ME. wune, wone, aphetic f. I-wunk,

i-wone, OE. lewuna = OS. giwono (MDu. ghewone,

MDa., (M)LG. wone), OHG. giwona (MHG. ge-

won{e), related to MHG. gewan. ON. vane, which

represent another grade : f. Teut. ga- Y- + wun-
%

Won, wone ».]

I. [See Won v. II.] Habit, custom.

1. Habitual action or conduct (of a person) ;

(one's) habits or practices collectively.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 266 [Heo] dude hit eft & eft, & feol so

into ful wune bet heo lei & rotede berinne. c 1*73 Lav.

14017 pe Peutes dude hire wone \c 1 205 lwune}. 13 . . Guy W.
(A.) 230 Artow . . Suward sone, pat of al godenes hab be wone ?

C1320 Cast. Love 278 pis kyng hedde a sone, Of such wit

and of such wone.. As was his fader. £1386 Chaucer
Prol. 335 To lyuen in delit was euere his wone, For he was

Epicurus owene sone. c xqaa Rule St. Bcnet (prose)6 Chasti

bairn fra iuil wne, als be fadir dos his sune. ^14*5 EnSt-
Conq. Irel. 66 Mych horynesse or oryble synnes that . .

weren

amendet, & yn better wonne I-bro^th. ^1440 York Myst.

xxix. 252 His wonne was to wirke mefcill woo. 1450-80

tr. Seer. Seer, xl 26 He vsith not his custome [of eating

twice a day] for be stomak is out of his wone.

b. In particularized use ;
pi. habits.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 85 Seint nicholas be on his child-

hode wunede him to fasten, and bat wune heold to his hues
ende. ai*soOwl$ Night.272 Hit is min hi^te.hit is mi wune,
pat ich me draje to mine cunde, 13.. A'. Alts. 2715 (Laud



WONE. 257 WONESOME.
MS.), He was pe Emperoures sone, Wei to juste was his
wone. 136a LANcr- P. PI. A. vm. 29 Treubcliad hem ..

wikkede wones wihtly to amende, c 1450 Mirk's Fcstial

79 He was wont before to stele, and cowbe not leue his old
wone. a 1500 Asiemb. Ladies 5 In a gardyn, about twayn
after noon, Ther were ladyes walking, as was her wone.

2. Established usage or custom (of a people,

country, etc.).

c moo Trin. Coll. Horn. 105 Stint iacob..nam ^emeofpe
wune pe weren po, and »et hien mid mannen. c 1220 Bestiary
368 Dis wune he [sc. harts] hauen hem bi-twen, D05 he an
hundred to-giddre ben. C1250 Gen. fy Ex, 1681 Quat laban,
' long wune is her driuen, Firmest on etde, first ben giuen '.

Ibid. 3137 Danne he lereden hem newewunen. c 1290 St.

Edward 12 in S. Eng. Leg. 47 Seiut Edward, .is sone Aftur
him was king j-mad,ase lawe was and wone. a 1300 Cursor
M. 109 15 pe lauerd esnu bicummen threll, pe doghter moder
again al won. c 13.85 Chaucer L. G. W. 714 'ihisbe, There
was but a ston wal hem be-tweene, As ofte in grete tounnys
is the wone. c 1425 Engl. Couq. Irel. 3 1 Thay ne hadden no
wone of warytres; & perfor pey..drent ham. c 1450 Aliroar
Saluadoun (i883) 163 Dedc mens bodyes to byrye with
mirre was the olde woune.

3. Phr. In ivone : ns a matter of custom, cus-

tomarily. To have in wone : to be accustomed
to do something ; to practise habitually ; so to be

in wone, to have ivone. To be ofcommon wone : to

be common custom. By or with wone : as a matter
of custom ; used as a tag (also in good wone).
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 47:8 Hii dude horn vorbere in his

loncf b&n hii were in wone. a 1300 Cursor if. 21237 Marc
was gospellere wit won. c 1330 Assumf>. I Hrg. (B. M. M.S.)
20 He callide to hym seynt Iohan . . And seide, ' womman, lo,

here bi sone, And, man, take hure to moder in good wone '.

1390 Gowkr Con/. I. 284 Of comuil wone In chambre thei
togedre wone. Ibid. II. 143 At horn if that a man wol
wone, This Fievere [sc. jealousy] is thanne of comun wone
Most grevous in a mannesyhe. £1400 Titus $ l'csp.(Roxb.)
505S Aftur hym regnede Titus his sone, The Emperour most
curteys by wone. e 1425 Wyntoin Cron. vm. 3292 (Cott.)

He.. had in won, By his win", oftsyis to ly Opir syndry
women by. 14 . . Guy War-.v. (C.) 2 30 ' Bee ye ', she seide,
' Sywardes sone, That all goodnesse hath in wone ?

' c 1436
Libel Engl. Pot. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 196 In somere
tide wolde he have in wone, And in custome, to be fulle redy
sone, Wyth multitude of men. c 1460 Toivneley Myst.'w.
116 All the good thou has in wone Of godis grace is bot a
lone. 1562 Turner Herbal \\. 31 They that vse to eat of it

loke much more freshly then they had won to do.

II. [See Won v. I.] The action of staying or
remaining ; place of dwelling.

4. Phr. Withouten wone, without delay. Cf.

withonten hone (Hone sb.%).

c 1440 Bone Flor. 215 And yf thou sende hur not soone,
Hastelye, wythowten wone, Thenryseth therastryfe. c 1596
King \ Backer in Hazl. E. P.P. I. 5 Gramercy, felow,
seyde owr kyng, withowtyn eney wone.

5. A dwelling-place, abode ; spec, this world :

<= Wone sb. 2 1, 3 b.

c 1205 Lay. 13492 Ne miei i noht for muchele scome habben
here besne wone. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 513 Or enoch wente
fro werldes wune Matusale was boren is sune, a 1300 XV
Signa 164 in E. E. P. (1862) 12 Wei artist be faire to lede
Wile bou art in his wreche wone [rime mone]. 1340-70
Alisaunder 5)8 Of any wightes in wonne wysest i-holde.

a 1450 Le Morte Art/1.3377 Sythe bretayne owte of troy
was sought And made in bretayne hys owne wonne. 1563
Sackvillk Induct. Mirr. Mug. xxiii, Howe she telde Both
what she was, and wlrere her wun she helde. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. in. iii. 7 There the wise Merlin whylome wont (they
say) To make his wonne. 1608 Topsell Serpents 269 She
..from the Center draweth a thred like wool! to lye vpon
While double worke on euery part doth fortifie her wone.
1642 H. More Song ofSoul 1. 11. xxu, That free light hath
given a free wonne [rimes sun, shone, begun] To this
dependent ray. Ibut xxiii, Flocks of souls . . that have their
won Where they list most to graze. 1685 — Parmlip.
Prophet. Pref. p. xxvi, The Wilderness the Won of Spirits
and Ghosts. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11. viii, With all

the gods that love the iural wonne [rimes run, son, undone].

t Wone, JM Obs. Chiefly poet. Forms : 3
woan, 3-4 won, 4-5 woon, wone. [Midland
and Southern variant (with 9) of Wane sb.2 , which
is probably a. ON. vdn hope, expectation, and
therefore identical with Wone sh.^ The germ of
the sense of ' dwelling-place' is to be seen in ON.
examples such as fid er altar vdnir vSni rami-
saka6ar when all the expected places ' (places
where it might be expected to be) were searched

;

cf. Norw. von place where one expects to find

something, fishing-place, hunting-ground. Associa-
tion with Won v. assisted the establishing and
further development of the sense in ME. ; cf. also
Wone j^. 1 II. The allocation of meaning in par-
ticular instances is often doubtful.]
1. A place of habitation or abode, dwelling-place.
c i«7S Serving Christ 63 in O. E. Misc. 92 Me graueb bis

gode, in greote and in ston, per wereb vre wlite in wuimene
won. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiv. 46 So wyde in world
ys huere won, In uch a toune untrewe is on. C1320 Sir
Tristr. 2456 No hadde pai no won to wille Bot he wode so
grene. 14.. Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 85/116 Pray we
hat byrde so bright as bon..pat owr dwellyng maybe in
her wone, With hym that for owr sake was slone.

2. sing, and pi. A dwelling-house, dwelling,
habitation : freq. applied to a palace.
01235 Ancr. R. 418 WiSinnen ower woanes ne lete ?e

nenne mon slepen. c 1350 Athelston 755 Hope in-same bey
rod To Westemynstyr wone. 13.. E. E.Allit. P. B, 140H0V
wan bou into his won in wedez so fowle ? 13. . Gaxu. % Gr.
Knt. 2400 5e scbal in bis nwe 3er a^ayn to my wonez. c 1394

Vol. X.

P. PI. Crede 172 A woon wonderlic well y-beld, Wib arches
on eueriche half, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 18361 Thei caste

al doiin thes worthi wones, Led & tyle, sclat & stones, c 1430
Pol. Pel. <$- L. Poems (1903) 207 And al pe welbe withinne
bi woon To susteine bee and bin households 1501 Douglas
Pal. Hon. 1. xxxiv, Reparrellit was that godlike plesand
wone. 15. . Flodden F. lxxvii. in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 332
He tooke me from my father deere & keeped me within his

woone. 1570 Levins Manip. 168/11 A Wone, habitatio.

b. //. Rooms, chambers, apartments.
c 1325 Orfeo 351 Amyd the launde a enstel he sye. .Within

were wyde wonys. 13.. E. K. A Hit. P. A. 017 Haf ,e no
wonez in castel waller c 1440 Paltad, on Hush. 1. 331 The
wyntcr wones on the sonny side. 14- . Tunda/e's J is. i6i>3

Large and rownde were tho wones, pe flore was paved with
preciouse stones.

C sing, and pi. (with sing, concord). A city.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 2472 Thay had wonne that wone be
theire awene strcn^hc ! c 1400 Destr. Troy 9S57 Yonder
won [sc. Troy] for to wyn. c 1440 Cait.ravk Life St. Kath.
\. 141 For the grete welthe bat was in bat wonys [sc. the city

of Alexandria].

d. In or within oneV wones : in one's possession.
1390 Gowfr Con/. II. 76 He that slant to day alofte And

al the world hath in hise wones. Ibid. 134 Thogh a man at
ones Of al the world withinne his wones The tresor niyhte
have everydel.

3. sing, and pi. An inhabited place ; a country,

realm, territory, domain
;
gen. a place. Phr. within

woneSy in ivone (freq. as a tag) — everywhere,
anywhere.
C1330 R. Brunnf. Chrou. Wace (Rulls) 8951 Passent cal-

an^ed his fad er wones, pe kyng for robberye of be stones. 1338— Chron. (1B10) 75 [He] fulle bare mas many wone, Of gode
men er non left, c 1386 Cmauckr Sir Thopas co He so longe
hadde riden and goon That he foond in a pryue woon The
contree of Fairye So wilde. 1390O0WER Con/. III. 205 Ther
was ynowh withinne wones Of wepinge and of sorghe tho.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 18 Deb, as ich lyuede, Wonede in

ho wo:ies, and wyckede spiritus. 1399 — P. Kedeies 11. 1S0
Wher so heyflferde be fTryth or he wones, a 1400 Leg. Rood
viii. 3.(7 Fadi es and Modres bat walken in won. c 1400 2b Pol.
Poems xxiii. 8 Prestes are lanterne hem to wysse pe wise
weyes to heuene wones. 14x2 Hid. xi. 94 Hem thar not
drede, where bey go, Here wele and worschip, in euery won.
ci44oCapgrave Life St. Kath. 1. 26 A noble man,. .Gracious
in feld, peisible in wones. c 1450 Lovelich Grail Hii. 126
'Twelve the wysest Of Al that won. 14. . How Good Wife
taught Dau. 44 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 45 Ne fayre wordes brake
neucr bone, Ne neuer schall in no wone.

b. Applied to this world (esp. in worthly or

worldly wone) ; also to heaven (cf. also quots.

14 , . in 1 and C1400 in 3). Phr, worthly oxworthy
in wone, distinguished in the world or in this life.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 51 In al this wurhliche
won,.. Never ^ete y nuste non lussomore in londe. #1375
Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. IV. 637 From his blisse we schal
be flemed Out of (>at worbli won. a 1400 List ill ofSusan
54 t>o bou^te be wrerches to bewile bat worly [??.rr. worbi,
wrthi] in wone. Ibid. 134 With wordus hei worshipe
bat worliche in wone. (-1400 Melayne 168 pose worthely
men in wone. £1400 Anturs Arth. xiii, Welcum, Waynor,
i-wys wurlok in wone. 14.. T. Chkstrk Lautfal 933 To
wonye yn worldly wone. C1460 Towntley Myst. i. 184 To
walk here in this worthely wone.

t Wone, sb.z Obs. poet. Forms: 3-5 won,
3-7 wone, 4 whon, 4-5 woon, wonne, 5 von,
woone; 5 oon, one ; Sc, and north. 3-4 wan, 3—6
wane, 4-6 wayn(e, (4 vayn, 6 vaine). [ME.
wpn, app. a. ON. vdn (see Wone sb.l), but the

earliest form with prefixed z- (Y-), viz. 1-won (q.v.),

is remarkable in a word of Scand. origin.]

I. 1. Hope or expectation of a favourable issue
;

choice of alternative; hence, resource, expedient,

course. Often in phr. to have, know, see, etc. no
other (or better) wone.
c 1290.V. Eng. Leg. I. 7/226 pobe nuste nonobur won[v.rrt

whon,iwon], 1197 R.Glouc (Rolls) 442 pis gode folcoftroye
. .flowe in to hor castles, vor hii nadde ober won. Ibid. 191

5

He him vnderstod of be beste won. Ibid. 6540 He bo3te
of luber won, Vor to sle bis god wine. Ibid. 10749 He of
scapede to churche, as him po^te best won. a 1300 Cursor M.
5679 Moyses sagh na better wan Bot fled he m-to madian.
c 1400 St. Alexius (Vernon) 247 Whon he sau3 non obur
won, He bi-bou^te him sone Anon, Wher him was best to be.

c 1410 Sir Clegos 313 Sir Cleges scy non other von ; Thereto
he grauntyd sone anon, c 14*5 Wvstoun Cron. m. vi. 874
Sen obir succoure haf }he nane, Na 3he can se na bettyr
wayne. c 1435 Torr. Portugale 1295 The theff couth no
better wonne, In to the see rennyth he sone. c 1450 St.
Cuthbert (Surtees) 7770 He wist no^t whilk was better wane,
To dye in fire, or els be slane. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot,
(Rolls) 1. 191 FHe mycht tha nocht, thair wes na vther wane.
I583 Leg. Pp. St. Androis 85 Than, when he had na vther
vaine, He maid him for the kirk againe.

b. phr. (north.) Will [Will a.] of wane (less

freq. wone), occas. witsome of wane : at a loss, in

bewilderment, without resource.
13.. Cursor M. 305i_(Gfltt.) Nou gas bat wreche wille of

wane Wandrand in wildernes alane. 1375 Barbour Bruce
vii. 2 The kyng toward the vod is gane, Wery for-swat and
vill of vayn. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12823 AH W1 'l of his wone
his werdis to laite. c 14*0 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxxiv,
Nowe may wise men sitte atte home, Quen folus may walke
full willeof wone. c 1450 Holland Hcnvlat 43 Wa is me,
wretche in this warld, wilsome of wane 1 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 496 Preist or clerk that tyme tha sparit
nane ; Full mony one tha maid rycht will of wane.
2. Opinion, belief. (Cf. Ween sb. 1.) "

C1300 Havelok 1711 More he louede hauelolc one, J'an al

denemark, bi mine wone ! Ibid. 1972. 1370-80 Visions of
St. Paul 207 in O. E. Misc. 229 Hose leeuep not in wone J>at

lesu crist, Godus sone, Tok Flesch and blod. c 137S Sc.

Leg. Saints xlx. (Cristoforc) 89 Trowand in wane, forowt
wene, pat bu be maste master had bene.

II. Resources ; abundance.

3. Phr. (full) good wone, {full) great wonex a
good number, a great quantity ; used either in appo-
sition (often following the sb. qualified), or with
dependent of. Also advb., more or less vaguely,

but chiefly with reference to the exercise of great

force or -speed. So evil wone, scarcity, dearth.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 17 Engelonde is vol ino? of frut &

ek of tren. .Of stel uf yre & of bras, of god corn gret won.
Ibid. 5359 His vissares. .so gret won of fisse him brojte, pat
wonder it was. a 1300 Cursor M. 7921 O seep he had ful

mikel wan. c 1300 Havelok 1907 He leyden on heuedes, ful

god won. e 1330 King of Tars 635 Whon thei weore bete
ful good won. £1350 Leg. Rood iii. 447 We .sail t;ett water
grete wane Here out of his hard stane. 1377 I.ANr.L. /'. PI.

B. xx. 170 Lyf. .gaf hym guide, good wuun, l>at ghidded
his herte. a 1400 Rclig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1 ^14] 102

J'ou gafe thaym welthe mare wone J'an |>ay ener hadde.
14. .

'1'. CutsTRE I.auvfal 360 He. .keste her well good won.
14.. Sir Bates (W.) 1344 Bred ne corne he ete none, But
water had he good one. 14.. Guy Wat -iu, (Cambr. MS.)
103^9 Of harnes bou haste here g<>de oon. 1:1470 Henry
// ailace \\\\. 948 Thir wermen tuk off venysoune gud wayn.
? a 1500 Chester PL, Balaam 125 Yea, looke, thou het hym
gold great wone [T.r. one], And riches for to lyve upon.
c 1530 in JV. <y C>. 3rd Ser. XI. 7 2 Fruytes and cornu shal
fayle, gret woone, 1570 Levins Manip, it; 1-4 Good wone,
abundaniia. Euil wone, inopia.

4. Abundance, plenty. In wone: in abundance,
plentifully.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2876 Thoru brennyng of f>e brinstane,
Quare-of \>3.r es sa mikel wan. 13. . Ibid. 641 iG6:t.) pis is

a stede of welthful wone, Of ioye ne blis ne waulis nane.
Ibid. 4353 Worldes welth to wekie in wone. 1340-70 Ale.x.

fy Dind. 499 {'ere won walleb of watur in be wellc-springus.

c 1470 Got. fy Caw, 37 All thair vittalis war gone, That thay
weildit in wone.

5. Fortune, wealth, riches, possessions.

a 1300 Florice .5- BI. (C.) 386 pe ne faileb non Gold ne
seluer ne riche won. c 1300 I'roi: Heading xxvi, 5tf bou
haue Inn oune won. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 24 1 his

worldes won. 13.. A". Alts, 5658 Hy ben y-clothed in alle

wones. 13. . Gatv. <$- Gr. Knt. 1169 Were I worth al |>e wone
of wymmen alyue. c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. 11. 1370
That ye shuld parte al this welthe and wone. a 1500 Flower
fy Leaf'201 The large wones Of Trester John, ne al his tresor

y

Might not unneth have bought the tenth party.

t Wone, «• Obs. Forms: a. 1-2 sewuna, 4
ywon(e, 5 iwone ; /3. 3 wune, 4-5 won, wonne,
wone. [OK. gewuna — OS. giwono (MDu

.

ghewSne,
Du. giwoon), OHG. giwonx f. $e-, Y- + wun-,
Won v.]

1. Accustomed, used, wont (to do something).
a. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x. 1 Sicut consueierat, sua:

ba;ttehe£ewunawa:s. auzzO.E.C/iron. (Laud MS. Jan. 1006
Dydon call swa hi a:r gewuna wa;ron. c 1330 Arth. $ Mcrl.
176 Why he nold with hem come, So he tofore was ywone.
13.. Guy IVanv. (A.) 1S8 perl a gret fest held At Warwike
in (*at cite, pat ban was y-won to be. c 1400 Soivdoue Bab.
358 For ever he was thereto I-wone, TodoCristen men grete
pyne.

j9. C1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3569 And Iosu cam him a-gen, AIs he
was lie dai wune to don. .r 1300 Cursor M. 13S4 pe pine to

here a frut es won. Ibid. 2861 par baa fme cites war won
to be Es noght now bot a stink and see. c 1300 Havelok 215

1

He. .was here king, pat was hem wone Wei to yeme. 1375
Barbour Bruce iv. 246 [Satan] as he all tyme wes wone,
In-to dissat maid his ansuer. ( 1425 Wvntoun Cron. vm.
xxxii. 5516 Folk, pat was noucbt wone To se sic awant..
Abayssit of pat siuht bai war. C1450 t ArGRAVE Life St. Aug.
23 pe heruest dayes wer ny whan skole is wone to cese.

a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus \ Sydracke (?i5io) U iij b, And
hayle tliat to fal is wone The eyght daye of the mone.

2. Customary, usual, rare.

This is a doubtful sense assumed from such phrases as as it

is wone, where ivone is orig. and prob. always Wone sb. 1
(cf.

quot. c 1290 in sense 2).

c 1205 Lay. 11184 He dude alse hit is wune, he streonede
hire on enne sone. 1338 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 83 Roberd
Courthose his Bonne he gaf all Normundie, To hold, as it

was wonne, als heyie of ancestrie.

Wone, pA : see AYox v.

+Wone,f.2 Obs. Forms: 1 wanian, 3 wanenn
(Ormin), wony, -ie, wone, 3-4 wane. [OE.
wanian «= OFris. wenia, MLG. wincn, OHG.
weindn (MHG., G.weinen)

t ON. veina :— OTeut
*wainq/an, f. wai~ \Voe.]

1. trans. To bewail, bemoan.
Beowulf'787 para J>e. .*ehyrdon..sar waniAean hellehzf-

ton. a 900 Cynewui.f Juliana 538 Sidfat seofian, sar

cwanian, wyrd wanian. c 1205 Lay. 25847 pa fond he ber

ane queue, .wanede hire sioes bat heo wss on liues.

2. intr. To lament, moan. Also transf
a 900 Cvnewulf Crist 992 Beornas greta?V, wepafl wanende

wergum stefnum. c 1200 (^r.min 5653 pe pridde seollpe dop
pe mann wepenn wibp skill & wanenn. .forr hiss a^henn

sinne. a 1250 Owt A- Night. 975 Solde euch mon wonie and

crede, Ri^t suich hi weren unlede. ^1275 Lay. 25827 po

ihorde he weape and wony \e 1205 weinen] reuliche beares.

c 1275 XI Pains ofHell 187 in OF. Misc. 152 Heo woneb
and gronebdayand nyht c 1375 Cursor M. 12196 (Kiirf.),

I likkin ham to a brasin belle pat . . wanis forp wip-out resoun.

Wone: see Wane. Woned: see Wont pa.pple.

Wonene, var. Whenne Obs., whence.

Woner : see Wonner.
tWo'neSOme, a. Obs. In 3 wunsum. [f.

Won v. or Wone sb.1 + -some.] Customary, usual.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 Ac wowe beo wunsum peih

hit ne bte naht lefsum. Ibid. 203.
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WONG. 258 WONT.

Wong. Obs. exc. in place-names. Also wang.
[OE. wang, wong = OS. wang, OHG. wang, only

in holzwangd 'campi nemorei ' and in place-names,

(G. dial, wang mountain slope), ON. vangr (Sw.

dial, vang, Da. vang), Goth, waggs irapaducos. (See

Wang 1
.)] A plain, field ; a piece of meadow land ;

spec, a portion of unenclosed land under the open-

field system : now surviving locally in the proper

designations of certain fields or common lands.

Beo7uulf2242 Beorh ealjearo wunode on wonge wseteryoum
neah. 971 Blickl. Horn. 105 Seobban heofonas tohHdon, &
seo hea miht on bysne wang astaj. a xooo Phoenix 13 paet

is wynsum wong. c 1300 Havelok 1444 Borwes, tunes,

wodes and wonges. ?i3.. in Spelman Gloss. Arch. (1664),

Tres acra? terrse jacentes in lez wongs. 1371 in Cat. Close

Rolls 351 [A third part of a furlong called the] Loud-
medewong. .[a third part of a furlong called] Londwong.
c 1440 Promp. Pari>, 532/1 Wonge of londe, territorium,

1525 in Lincoln Wills (Li-ic. Rec. Soc. V) I. 157, ij acres

landes lying in burgh callyd schothorne wang. 1528 Ibid.

II.97 Acerteyn lande callyd Bawdwynwang. a 1825 For by
Voc. E. Anglia, Wong, an agricultural division or district

of some uninclosed parishes.. . In the parish of Horningtoft,

in Norfolk, for instance, there is the How-wong, q.d. the

wong by the hill. 1856 N. <y Q. and Ser. II. 79 At Tickhill

[Yorks] are lands, all or mostly meadow, called the North
Wongs, Soutk Wongs, Saffron Wongs, and Church Wongs.
1877 N. W. Line. Gloss. s,v., At Horncastle there is a piece of

common land near the town called The Wong.
Wong, obs, form of Wang \ cheek.

II Wonga-wonga (w^-rjg&Wfrngi). Austral.

Alsowanga-wauga. [Nativename.] AnAustralian

pigeon, Leucosarcia picata. Also wonga{-wonga)
pigeon.
1827 P. Cunningham Two Yrs. N.S.W. I. xvii, 321 A large

pigeon named xSwvoanga-ivanga, of the size and appearance
of the ringdove. 1846 J. L. Stokes Discov. Australia I. x.

374 At Captain King's table I tasted the wonga-wonga
pigeon. 1887 W. S. S. Tyrwhitt New Chum in Queens-
land Bush viii. 149 An occasional plain or scrub turkey, and
wonga or squatter pigeons.

Wongen, variant of Wangjjn\
1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 132 We.. took possession of

a deserted wangen, in which to cook and eat our dinner.

"Wonger e, var. ff. Wangek Obs.

Wongge tooth, obs. var. Wang-tooth.
Woning, vbl. sb. 1 : see Wonning.

f Woning, vbl.sb. 2 Obs. Forms: 1 wanung,
2-3 waning, 3-5 woning(e, -yng(e, 5 wowenyng.
[OE. wanung, f. wdnian Wone z>.a + -ing *.]

Moaning, lamentation.

^950 Lindisf. Gasp. Mark v. 38 Jesaeh bat wanung. ciooo
jElfric Saints 1 Lives xxiii. 104 La .. hweet iraes beon
geomrung and wanung xyf l>set naes se fulla a^oTes? CI17S
Lamb. Horn. 33 In belle.. ber is waning and graining and
toben grisbating. c iioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 Danne hauen
wanspedie men on heorte wowe and on muoe woninge,
a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 311 pu..tellest bat ich ne can nouht
singe Ac al my reorde is wonyng. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
15454 Achilles ligges .. Ded In Troye In gret wowenyng.
c 1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 144 In al places was weylynge &
wonynge, yollynge & crynge.

Wonly, obs. f. Only. Wonn(e, obs. ff. Onb,
Wan a., Whbn.
Wo 'liner, WO*ner. arch. Also 4 wonere,
wonyer. [f. Won v. + -er1

. Cf. G. bewohner,
einwoknerJ] A dweller, an inhabitant.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter, Song ofMoses 506 All be woners

of chanaan wex starke. 1381 Wyci.if Ps. cxviii[i]. 19 A come-
Ung wonere I am in the erthe. 1387 Tkrvisa Higden (Rolls)

VII. 33 pat is DM)t pUsynge to God, bat graunted be place
to be olde wonyer. 1x1513 Fabyan Chron. vi. exevi. (181 1)

aoi Wonner [citing Trevisa]. 1885 Jeak Ingelow Sleep of
Sigismund xxviLThe shy wood-wonners . ., bright-eyed furry
thing*.

Wonning, woning, vbl. sb\ Obs., dial., or
arch. Forms: 1 wunung, 2-3 -ing, -ieng, (3
-(i)ung9, -i^inge, wun(n)ing, woniinge, 4
-y^ing, -enge, -(e)yinge, -iing, Sc. wonnyne),
4-5 wonyng(e, -inge, -iynge, 4-6 wonnyng(e,
(5 wunnyng(e, vonyng, 6 arch, woonning,
9 dial, wunning, wunnen), 4- wonning, wo-
ning. \0)L. wunung, i.wtmian: see Won, Wone
v. and -ing !.]

I. 1. The action or state of dwelling or abiding.

To make one's woning, to take up one's abode, to

dwell.
C960 ^thelwold Rule St. Benet (1885) 109 5'f be eft on

seni^ne timan hine sylfne to mynstres wununge gefastnian

wiie. 971 Blickl. Horn. 13 We bass ^elefaS . . bat swa hwyle
man swa mildheortnesse nafaft, ne bib bar Cristes.. wunung
on j>a?re heortan. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 perefore he

makede his wunienge in be wilderne. a 1225 Ancr.R. 190

Mi cume & mi wuniunge, bauh hit bunche attri, hit is bauh
healuwinde. 1397 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2604 In is stepmoder

herte is woniinge he [sc. the Devil] nom. a 1300 Cursor M.
?I4 In womman sal ini wonning be. Ibid. 6157 pair wonning

ar. . Four hundreth yere to ban had bene, a 1340 Hampole
Psalter \xxvi\. 66 His wonnynge is ainange men that has

dene thoghtis. c 137S Se. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 761

Sum cristine bare wonnyne mais, pat bar propire kirkis hase.

1407 Scogah Mar. Balade 86 Let hem {we. vices] have no

wonning In your soules. c 1440 York MysU iv. 3 The place

That I haue graunte you . .To haue your wonnyng in. c 144°

Promp. Parv. 532/1 Wonynge, or dwellynge, tnansio.

2. A place of habitation, dwelling-place.

c 1000 i^LFRic Saints' Lives xxx. 315 Wxs seo wunung
baer swybe wynsum on to wicenne. c xooo Ags. Horn, f Ass-

mann) iii. 454 Se hxlend sasde bset on his feeder huse syn-

don maneja wununga. c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 pole me
louerd alitelwan bat ich bimurne mi sor, er ich wite to )j>e

bestere wunienge. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5572-3 To certein

woniinge he horn bro3te bobe lowe & heye, So bat hor woniinge

were al bi weste weye. 1340 Ayenb. 1 49 J>e ert>e is won'iynge of

bestes and of men. 1398 Trevtsa Barih. De P. R. vm. iv.

(Tollem. MS.), pe..hy3est heuen,..cuntrey and wonynge of

blisful men. c 1400 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. HI. 123 His

soule bat is be wonyinge of crist. c 1430 Hymns Virgin

(1867) 28 Ihesu ! me brynge to bi woniynge. CX470 HENitY
Wallace ix. 442 In Gyan land full baistely couth ryd,

Raissyt feill fyr, and waistyt wonnyngis wid. 159a Greene
Groat's W. Wit (1617) 3 When I came first to this Cittie,

my whole wardrope was onely a sute of white sheepe skins,

..my woonning, the wide world. 1602 W. Basse Three
Past. Elegies ii. (1S93) 66 My wonning is in yonder stall.

3. A dwelling-house or dwelling-room, dwelling,

habitation.
c 1000 jElfric Gen. vi. 14 Wyrc (Se nu anne arc..& 5u

wyrcst wununga binnan 3am arce. a X225 Ancr. R. 74
Habitatio eorum non kabet Januam .. Hore wunnunge
naueS no 3et 1297; R. Glouc. (Rolls) 594 He made hire

vnder erbe a woniinge .. & huld hire pere .. priueliche.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 921 Nov walle pe a wonnyng
bat be warisch Riy^t. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 177 The lady
hir leif has tane, And went hyr hame to hir wonnyng.
c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Gilbert xlii. 28 Whan he say
veryly bat he was hool he took leue and walkith on-to

his wonyng. a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 94 Her name
Is Elynour Rummynge, At home in her wonnynge. 1824-8

Craven Gloss., Wunnen, Wunning, a dwelling. In some
parts of Craven this word is nearly extinct. When a cottage

is divided into two parts, or habitations, it is called a house
with two wunnings. 1901 G. Meredith Reading of Life,

etc. 115 Clouds of them [sc. flies], under some herdsman's
wonning, where there are the milk-pails.

II. 4. Custom, usage, habit, rare.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 534/2 Wunnynge, or vsynge of cus-

toms, frequentacio. 1624 in Cosin's Corr. (Surtees) 1. 23
He knoweth my woning, le;t me se what he can say.

III. 5. attrib.: won(nang-place,-stede(STEAD
sb.)

t
-wane (Wane sb.% ; cf. winning-wane, Win-

ning vbl. sb.%), a dwelling-place.

1303 R. Bkunnr Handl. Synne 1404 Here *wonynge placys

yn joye were dyghte. 13. . Cursor M. 1076 (Giitt.) Bi me
au pu [sc. Cain] noght to duell, pi woning place es made in

hell. C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 18358 In helle mot be her
wonyng-plas 1 a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 847 in Babees Bk. 327
Of alle oure synnes cryst be oure leche, And bryng vs to his

vonyng place ! a 1547 Surrey Atneis 11. 842 For if the Gods
my life wold haue proroged, They had reserued for me
this wonning place, a 1300 Cursor AT. 5375, I glue him
*woningsted to wale For euermare. 1338 R. BrunneCA«w.
(1810)76 So grete vengeance he nam. .Fro 5ork vnto Durhem
no wonyng stede was. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3734 Oure
werkis & of oure wonynge-stede, if 3e wald knawe, I sal de-
clare 30W be cas. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <$- Sydracke {? 1510)

H iij, Where hath y8 sowle. . In mannys body his wonnyng-
stede, C1400 Anturs Arth. 316 (l'h. MS.), For me buse
wende one my waye, ..Vn.to my *wonnynge wane, c 1500
Gest Robyn Hode cxlviii. in Child Ballads III. 63/2 Where
is thy wonynge wane?
Wonryde, var. Wandreth Obs. "Wons, obs. f.

Once. Wonsom, obs. f. Winsome a. "Wonsped,
var. Wanspeed Obs.

Wont (w^unt ; tww chiefly If. S. w»nt), sb. arch.

Also 6woont(e,wonte, Sc.wount. [Earlyhistory

and origin doubtful
;
perh. arose from a conflation of

two synonymous constructions, it is my wonc(V?ONE
sb.) to . ., and V" am wont (Wont pa.pple.) to . .,

whence it is my wont to . . (In view of the textual

variants in the quot. from 'Cursor Mundi ', this must
be considered a dubious instance.) Johnson marks
this word as * out of use \] Habitual or custom-

ary usage, custom, habit. Use and wont : see Use
sb. 9b; of (fin) wont, customary, usual.

13.. Cursor M. 13693 (Gott.) For biber3ode he at vmstunt,
par to prai ofte was his wont [other texts was he wont].

1530 Palsgr. 290/1 Wont or custome to an yvell thyng,
amorse. 1543 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1880) II. 24
Payand zeirly..the sowm of xx'j1 bollis. . with all-.vther

dewseruice, vse and wont, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen, VIII
196 b, After our old wont, we came together vpon our othe
in the churche of S. Maturyne. 1548 Geste Agst. Priv,
Masse L iv, It was fyrst in wont that al the togethers
assembled persones in y« church did communicat eche day.
1550 Latimer Semi, preached at Stamford B ij, They [sc.

the Pharisees] wolde be ordred by olde wont, customes,
forfathers. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, m. i. 2 "Tis not his
wont to be the hindmost man. 1602 — Ham. 1. iv. 6 Then
it drawes neere the season, Wherein the Spirit held his
wont to walke. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman Hater in. iv,

She shall come in a white wastcoat, And—..And perhaps
torn stockings, she hath left her old wont else. 1667-8
Pepys Diary 10 Mar., As merry as that fellow Joyce could
make us with his mad talking, after the old wont. x8i8
Shelley Julian <$ Maddalo 13 A narrow space of level sand
. .Where 'twas our wont to ride. 182a Scott Nigel x'i, Her
lodger . . gave her, contrary to his wont, a signal to leave
the room. 1848 Lowell Fable for Critics liii, His wont Is
to say very sharp things and do very blunt. 1850 New-
man Serm. Var. Occas. xii. (18S1) 199 His commemora-
tion is of daily wont in this neighbourhood, a 1866 Whe*
well in Life (1881) 563 Can I forget that this for thee too
is Christmas, Christmas not as of wont—Christmas not of
the earth? 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 385 They were.. liable
beyond the common wont of mobs to sudden gusts of feeling
and impulse. 1903 Times 14 July 11/2 Bosnian use and
wont and Oriental ideas were taken into full consideration.
1906 Athenaeum 24 Nov. 665/2 The story is extravagant
beyond the author's wont.

transf. 1581 A. Hall Iliad vi. 118 My heart to alter from
his wont it also doth disdaine. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. u
iii. § 5 When things natura.ll in that regard forget their

ordinary naturall woont. 1637 C. Dow AnsTv. to H. Burton

128 Envy her selfe. .would have lost her wont, a 1854 H.
Reed Led. Brit. Poets ix. (1857) 312 It is the wont of hol-
low things to echo.

b. in particularized use.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 135 b, Diogenes of a custom-
able woonte_ auouched to bee a thynge muche more daunger-
ous to falle in the handes of flaterers. .then to lighte emong
crowes. 1556 M. Parker Psalter lxxviii. 226 To theyr old
wontes they dyd retyre, as sturdy bow in bent. 161a T.
Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 3. 597 He is a foole still, he leaneth
not his old wonts. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$- Selv. 1 Who-
ever.. betakes himself to the scanning of bodies,.. either
as to their kinds of being or wonts of working. 1854 S.
Dobell Balder xxiii. 103 She [sc. Morn] won of God That
ever when she walketh in the world It shall be Eden ; and
around her come The happy wonts of early Paradise.

Wont (wJant ; now chiefly U. S. wtmt), v. arch.

Forms : 5 wunte, -on, wontyn, 6 wonte, wount,
Sc. pa. t. vont, 6-7 woont, 6- wont ; pa. I. 6-
wonted, wont. [f. Wont pa.pple. or back-forma-

tion f. Wonted.]
1. trans. To make (a person, etc.) accustomed or

used to (occas. with) ; = Accustom 3, Use v. 18.

c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 228 pat he mott wunte paim &
make bairn perfite in wirkyng of wull. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
534/2 Wunton, or gretely to jeue an other vse and custome
(P. wontyn or greatly to vse and custom), assurfacio, ustlo.

1535 Goodly Primer Ps. xxv, Wont me to thy paths. 1544
Betham tr. Purlilia's Precepts War 11. xxxn. Kv, It shal not
be vnprofitable to acquaynten and wount your horses.. to

suffer thesytter whyche is a gunner. 1600 Slrflet Countrie
Forme vn. xlvii. 882 And so offring her such meat as is

most easie, you shall woont her to eate of the said hart.

1606 Pkacham Art of Drawing 12 Before you .. have
woonted and made your hand ready in proportions of
all sorts. 1656 J. Owen Mort if. Sin (1668) 108 Wont thy
Heart to thoughts hereof. £1682 in Verney Mem. (1907J

II. 312 When I have visited her and a little wonted her to

the place, I'll come home. 1916 Contemp. Rev. June 689
The various defence and relief committees, .have wonted
people to the notion of organising the community.

~b. refl. (rarely intr. for refl.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1213 Hc.woonteth him-
selfe to keepe farre from any unjust and unlawfull taking of

money. 1614 T. Adams Sinners Passing Bell Wks. (1629)

268 So these, that in youth haue wonted themselues to the

load of lesse sinnes. 165a H. L'Estrange Amer. no Jezves

18 To wont and accustome to the waters, they practising

very much swimming. 1699 R. L'Estrange Erasm. Colloq.

(1725)83 It is the best Course we can take to wont ourselves

to that which is good. 1856 Emerson Engl. Traits xvi.

275 We walked round the stones.. to wont ourselves with

their strange aspect.

f 2. trans. To use habitually. Obs. rare.

1530 Palsgr. 784/1 It is no wysdome to wont a thyng that

is nat honest

3. intr. To be wont or accustomed ; to be in the

habit of (doing that which is expressed by the inf.).

Chiefly in pa. t. = used (Use v. 20).

a 1547 Surrky Poem in Add. MS. 17492 in Anglia XXIX.
337 Helpe to be walle the woffulle casse ..off" me that

wontede to rejoyes the ffortwne offe my pleassante chyes.

a 1578 Lindcsay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 29
Flatteraris. .spurit him to grettar tyrannie and oppressioun

nor ony man vont to do befoir. 1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, r.

ii, 14 Talbot is taken, whom we wont to feare. 159a Nashe
P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 31b, He determined .. to poyson the

streame, where this iotly Forester wonted to drink. 1632 Lith-

cow Trav. Ded. A 4, And how often wont your euer blessed

Father, graciously to peruse Lines of mine. 1671 Milton
Samson 1487 Sons wont to nurse thir Parents in old age.

Thou in old age car'st how to nurse thy Son. a 1700 Sedley
Poet. Pieces Wks. 1722 II. 10 To bouze old Wine, mad
Pindar wonted, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Luke ii. 45 Had
he not wonted to converse formerly with them, he had not

now been sought amongst them. 1771 Beattie Minstr. 1.

xxxv, Where Fays of yore their revels wont to keep. 1837

Wordsw. Cuckoo at Lavema 60 With beast and bird . . He
wont to hold companionship so free, a 1851 Moir Sonn.,

Scottish Sabbath v, With those he loved. . He wont on Sab-

bath morn to cross the plain !

transf 1599 Thynne Animadv. Ded. (1875) 2 Not degene-

ratinge from youre former curtesye wontinge toaccompanye
all youre actions. 1640 R. UMLUECauterb.Selfconvict. Pref.

13 England wont not. .to bee so scant of faithfull witnesses.

1726 Pope Odyss. xxx. 1 1 His arms deform the roof they wont

adorn. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835) II. vii. 46 I» as

far as this wont to consist of potatoes or grain. 1884 W. C.

Smith Kildrostan 43 He never can Bring back the glory

that wont to be. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros $ Psyche Sept. 1

2

The merry pipe, That wont to cheer the harvesting, is mute.

b. absoL (without inf.)

1585 Lambarde in Camden's Lett. {1691) 28 Sorrowing

that I may not now, as I wonted, dwell in the meditation of

the same things. 1590 Si'enser F. Q. n. xi. 26 The villein

turn'd his face, (As wonts the Tartar . .When as the Russian

him in fight does chace). 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 40,

I beare it on my shoulders, as a beg?er woont her brat.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 28 The Earth left to be so fruitfull

as it wont. 1594 R. C[arew] Godfrey of Bvlloigne^(1881)

109 And with a semblant hraue and nobellest, (As lightning

wonts) he in his armour shines. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas

11. i. 1. Eden 461 lie not exact hard fines (as men shall woont).

1836 Ruskin Marcolini 11. iii. Wks. 1903 II. 494 Peace, he is

here—Lo you, he comes not forward as he wont.

f5. To dwell habitually, have its habitat. Obs.

1691 R. L'Estrange Fables 1. clxvii. 140 The Kingfisher

is a Solitary Bird, that Wonts commonly by the Water-side.

Wont (w<?unt; now chiefly U.S. w»nt), pa.pple.

andppl.a. I'orms : a. 1 sewunod, -ad, -ed, 3-3

iwuned, 2-5 iwoned, 3-4 ywoned, 4-5 ywond(e

(5 i-,ywonyd) ; 3 wuned, 4 wonde, 4-5 woned,
-yd, 5 woond, 7 won'd, wond, wouned. $. 3
iwuiiet, iwonet, 4-5 iwont (4 iwonte, ywont,
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5 ywonet) ;
4-6 wunt, wount, wonte, (4 wonnt,

won}), Sc, vont, 4-5 wnt, 5 won(n)et, w(o)unte,

6 wante), 5-7 woont(e, 4- wont. [OE. gewunod,

pa. pple. ofgewunian Won v.]

A. pa. pple. fl. Accustomed, used to, familiar

with (a thing, practice, or condition). Obs.

c888 Alfred Bocih. \, His mod-. to bam woruldsselbum

gewunod w,ts. ciooo £lpric Horn. II. 278 Nses bast

Israhela folc xewunod to hreawum flassce. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 181 Ac hwanne hit [sc. the child] beo barto wuned,hit

wepeo he lasse. a 1300 Cursor Af. 28462 Til tauerne huse

my-seluen was wont, c 1374 Chaucer Batik, iv. pr. iv.

(1868J 128 fei han hire eyen so wont to derkenesse of erbely

hinges. C1386 — Clerk's T. 2S3 She neuere was to swiche

testes woned. a 1400 Theophilus xxi. in Engl. Studun
XXXII. 8 For I was wont to noble fare Among prynces of

londes. c 1450 Holland Howlat 164 Cardinalis. . With red

hattis on hed, in haile takynning Off that deir dignite, with

worschipe ay wont, c 1520 Barclay Jugurth Ivii. 83 From
his youth lie was euer wont with hardnesse, hunger, thyrst,

and labour.

2. Conjugated with the verb * to be ', and const,

inf. (with or less freq. without to) : Accustomed,

used ; in the habit of (doing something).
o. CXX75 Lamb. Horn. 143 Vre diihten wile cumen..and

wile for-berne alle his fon and heom bet beo5 iwunede uuel

to done, cxaoo Ormin 12635 -^ r wass he wunedd oiTte To
cumenn till be flumm till himm. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

1431 Gwider vr king of his lond is truage athuld sone Of
rome hat iseldorewere iwoned [r/.rr. yuond, ywonte, wonnte,

wonte] to done. 13. . Sir Bates (A.) 3776 Whan wer we woned
be by-hinde? x^oAyenb. 106 Al bet me wesywoned byuore
to louie. £1384 Chaucer H. Fame lit. 486 His clarioun .

.

With which he wonde is to hiraude Hem that me list preised

be. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vil. 143 Among wyues and
wodewes ich am ywoned [v.rr. wonet to, wont to] sitte

Yparroked in puwes, c 1450 GoJstow Reg. 106 Iohn Waleys
and Alice his wyf. .quyteclaymed. .ij. d. of yerely rente, the

which they were I-wonyd to haue. 1483 Caxton Gold.

Leg. iii/i Lyke as he was woond to telle and reherce. 1489
— FaytesofA. ill. xiii. 196 Of suche thynges men are woned
to vse.

0. a 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn, I. 257 Ant al hat
hird bat ha wes i wunet to dreaien efter hire, c 1290 Beket
347 in S. Eng. Leg. 113 With more nobleie he rod i-nou^

bane he was i-wonet to do. a 1300 Cursor M. 3022 A godd
..pe quilk hat he was wonnt nnure. Ibid. 4452 Tocomforth
ham wel was he wont. Ibid. iZii^ My breth it wald be
til vnhoue pat many man was wonto droue. 13.. Bona-
ventnra's Medit. 975 Sone, y was wunt be swetly to wrappe.

137S Barbour Bruce I. 220 That folk, that euir wes fre,

And in fredome wount for to be. . 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales
292 He forgatt hur,..nor did hur nott wurshup as he was
wunte to doo. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 1353 Art bow I-wont
at lychwake Any pl*yes for to make 1 c 1470 Stenor
Papers (Camden) I. 110 Servantes be not so delygent as

bei were wonto bee. c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 1890 He
was wonte to boste, brage, and to brace. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. i. 16 Ay wont in desert darknesse to remaine. 1664
Butler Hud. IL in. 599 Your Ancient Conjurers were
wont To make her from her Sphere dismount. 1741-2
Gray Agrip. 108 Legions, wont to stem With stubborn
nerves the tide. 1810 Scott Lady of L. vi. xxiv, The lark

was wont my matins ring. 1814 Jane Austen Mans/.
Park xli, He might have more good qualities than she had
been wont to suppose. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. viii, Every
pleasant spot In which we two were wont to meet. 1869
Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 350 The poet is wont to ignore the

rivers when it suits his convenience to do so.

{b) predicated of things.

a 1200 MoralOde 57 Vre swine and ure tilbe is ofte iwoned
\v.rr. iwuned, wuned] to swinden. 1303 R. Brunne HandI,

Synne 9:4 And so. grete tempest secede al, pat on be>T

frutys was wnt to fal. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 85
Parthia. .was i-woned to conteyne al be lond of foure con.

trees, of Assyria, of Media, of Persida, and of Carmania.
c 1400 Maundev. i. (1919) I. 5 Constantynoble hat was wont
to be clept Bezanzon. 1444 Rolls of Farlt. V. 114/1 Al
manere of Wynes.. were woned and used to pass through a
vesseil. 1566 S'hampton Crt. Leet Rec. (1905) I. i. 44 Where
theBacke was wante to stonde. 1647111 Verney Mem.(igoj) I.

359 The longer your letters were the more they were woont
to please mee. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 123 Those looks That
wont to he more chearful and serene. 1794 Paley Evid. m.
viii. (1817) 373 The prejudices which are wont to arise in our
minds. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. viL 127 Such a distinction

is wont to be termed ' inorganic .

b. Conjugated with the verb * to have ' : in had
wont, had been accustomed. Now rare.

1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 15 b, One of his good
dames. .who nad wont to bestow the best roomc.in her
house on htm. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xliv.

137 A narrow path, where cattel had wont to go through.
1655 tr. Sorefs Com. Hist. Francion 1. 16 My Couch had
wont to be upon curious Satin Quilts. 1682 Bunyan Holy
War 239 The love-feasts that had wont to be between their

Prince and them. 1870 J. Bruce Life of Gideon viL 120 He
who had wont to come to the patriarchs . . had actually come
to him.

c. without inf.

c 1000 AlVBC Horn. II. 13S pes.-hal^a wer waes gewunod
bset he wolde pan on niht to sae. a 1300 Cursor M. 3520
Esau went for till hunt, A day, sum he was oft wunt. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints x. {Mathou) 68 pai cuth..Ger serpentis
strik men ful sare, As befor-tyme wechis vont ware, c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 321 }if lif of pise newe ordris be more
medeful hen mannes lif was woned. c 1470 Henry Wallace
xi. 349 Inglismen thocht he tuk mar boundandly Than he
was wount at ony tym befor. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxviii[i].

149 Quycken me acordinge as thou art wont. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts. fr. Pamass. 11. xv. (1674) 164
He found her not to have that Grace and Majesty which
she had wont. 17:9 Young Revenge v. i, He fought as he
was wont, and four he slew. 1812 Cary Dante, Farad.
xvii. 52 The common cry, Will, as 'tis ever wont, affix the
blame Unto the party injur'd. 1848 Dickbns Dombey xli,

All is going on as it was wont.

f B. ppl a. = Wonted B. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Jer. xlviii. 33 The tredeie of the grape the

wont myrie song shal not synge. 14.. Hoccleve Min.
Poems 70/107 Lady ! Of thy wont bontee, keepe alway the

cours ! c 1450 tr. De Imitations in. vii. 73 pou.-turnest
anoon ayen to be wont iapes of byne herte. 1535 Jove
Apot. Tindate (Arb.) 17 Aftir his wont disdaynful maner.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iii. 1 So comes it now to Florimell by
toume,. .To tast of ioy, and to wont pleasures to retourne.

b. Ought and wont (Sc.) : due and customaiy.

(Cf. used and wont s.v. Used///, a. 2 b.)

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 258 Yeldyng therof yerely to the chief

lordis dewe and woned rentis, 1477 in Exch. Rolls Scot.

IX. 102 All uthir dew service aucht and wount. 1535 Keg.
Privy Seal Scot. II. 261,2 With uther service and dewiteis
auciit and wonit alanerlie.

Wont : see Want, Ween v.

Won't (wJrnit), colloq. contraction of'woll not =
will not (see Will v.1 A. 6 b). Also (cf. Don't,
Shan't) as sb. = refusal.

1902 Monthly Rev. Aug. 168 Already he was beginning to

know the just value of a woman's won't, so he gave up the

contest. 1911 B. Holland Life Dk. Devonshire I. xiii. 293
Hartington's ' won't ' was stronger than his ' will '.

b. In hyphened comb, with inlins., forming sbs.

(occas. adjs.), e.g. worft-learn, one who refuses to

learn; won t-work ; worit-zvait, that won't wait.

1857 R. M, BalLANTYME Coral Islands xxiv, People, .who
are sich born drivellm' won't-believers that they think [etc.].

1868 Furnivall Babees Book 200 John Russell lets off

his won't-learns very easily. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 20 Feb. 7/1

The 'unemployables ' and the ' won't works' are the reci-

pients of most of the relief. 1909 Daily Citron. 8 Apr. 1/7

Won't-wait agitators.

Wonted (wanted ; now chiefly U.S. w»*nted),

pa.pple. and///, a. [Either f. Wont sb. + -ED, or an

extension of XsOTXT pa.pple., apprehended later as

pa. pple. of Wont v.]

A. pa. pple. +1. m Wqxt pa.pple. 2. Obs.

a 1413 Chancers Troylus V. 277 (Campsall MS.) And
whiten gan the Orisonte shene Al Estward as it wonted is

to done [v.rr. Al Esturwarde as it wonte is to done; Al est-

ward as it was wone to done], c 1450 Lovelich Merlin

6779 Lo, Sire, Merlyne Js comen to Jow here, That ^e Weren
Wonted to loven so Wel. 1557 Phaer sEneid. v. (155S)

N ij h, Syr Erix wonted was to giue combat. 1566 Acts
Privy Coutic. I'd. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 152 Omagher to

contribute to Occarrall, as hath been wonted, the thirde

parte of the said bonnaght. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warrcs
Lowe C. r. 15 A great Image. .which was wonted to be set

vp. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xxxil. 109 Being
enticed with the sweeteness of the prey as men wonted to

Hue together vpon the spoiie. 1612 R. Sheldon Scrm.
preached at S. Martins in the Fields 15 O theefe, wonted
with violence to violate men.

2. = Wont pa. pple. i. Now U.S.
1610 C. Hampton Ser/n. 2 He prouided . .a tent, whereu-nto

it had beene wonted. 1614 Sylvester Pari. Verities Royall
1305 The Angell, wonted to Heav'n's Blisse-full Hall, Made
little stay in this unholesome Stall. 1637 Earl Monm. tr.

MalvezzCs Romulus <V Tarquin 295 The Romanes were.,

accustomed to war, wonted to victory. 1692 R. L'Kstrahgb
Fables 1. clxv. 138 She was wonted to the Place, she said,

and would not Remove. 1847 Emkrson Refir. Men, Shake-
speare Wks. (Bonn) I. 364 Dramatic materials to which the

people were already wonted. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sen.

Gables v. (1904) 98 Hepzihah had fully satisfied^ herself of

the impossibility of ever becoming wonted to this, .obstre-

perous little bell. 1878 Scribner's Monthly XVI. 56/2 After-

ward we grew wonted to their beauty. 1893 Harper's Mag,
LXXXVI. 855/1 He became wonted to his new station.

b. absol. Made familiar with one's environment.

Now U.S.
1610 Markham Masterp. 1. Ixxvi. 159 Others vse to leade

the horse to a. .sheepe-pen, where great store of sheepe are

wonted. 1641 [see Wonting cl 1870 Lowell Study IViud.

I. 14, I had crows... They grew so wonted as. .to tolerate

my near approach. 1874 — Lett. 1 1. 138, 1 long to get back,

and yet am just beginning to get wonted (as they say of

babies and new cows) over here.

B. ppl. a. Accustomed, customary, usual. Now
arch, or U.S.
1408 m Hakl. Voy. (1599) I.177 According to their woonted

maner. 1553 Ascham AY//. Germany A iij, Letters, .full of

your wontea good will towardes me. 1574111 Hist. Fam.
Fortescue (1869) II. 234 Savage did send into the grounds,

with the hounds, but the wonted boy, with 2 keepers. 1576

in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford

{

1880)384 The wonted
streamc.ys.. taken awaye. 16*4 Capt. J. Smith Virginia

T. 199 It being growne past the wonted season of the com-
ming in of ships. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 449 Out of the

wood he starts in wonted shape. 1710 Berkeley Princ.

Hum. KnowL §3 Wks. 1871 I. 138 The wonted indulgent

methods of Providence. 1750 Gray £t<gy 92 E'en in our
Ashes live their wonted Fires. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
xxvt. The King.., in a threadbare cloak, with nis wonted
old high-crowned hat stuck full of images. 1848 Lowell
Fable for Critics Hi, Archaeologians. . Have tried to make
out, with a zeal more than wonted, 'T was a kind of wild

swine that our ancestors hunted. 1850 Tennyson In Atem.
ci. 23 As year by year the labourer tills His wonted glebe.

i860 Mauky Phys. Geog. xii. §539- 299 Which obstructions

may prevent the winds from, taking up.. their wonted sup-

plies of moisture.
absol. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. v. i, The Wonted

tumbles down j by imitation, by invention, the Unwonted
h astil y builds itself up.

Wo'ntedly, adv. Now rare or Obs. [f. prec

+ -LT^.] Customarily, habitually, usually.

1567 Painter Pal. Pleas. (1575) "• l82 tHer J han <*s

wontedly were so cold both in Wyntcr and Sommer as the

Mountayne ice. i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ii. § 25. 425

Wontedly the Land was defended by dint of Swords. 16*5

Jackson Creed v. L 449 Oftimes more then wontedly pam-

pering their wonted greene desires, vnder the shelter of a
sable suite. 1653 R. Sanders Pkysiogn. 189 If the sight
appear not as furmerly or wontedly it did.

Wo/ntednesS. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Aecustomedness, habituation.
1648 Eikon Bas. xvii. 92, 1 might suspect my Judgement to

be biassed, .with some Prejudice and wontedness of Opinion.
1656 Arttf. Handsom, 173 Wontednesse makes even lilacka.

mores seem handsome to one another. 1868 A. D. T. Whit-
ney Patience Strong's Outings iii,We shaded ofifuur wonted-
ness from one [carpet] into the other.

"Wonter, var. Wantkr 2
, mole-catcher.

1657 in Giles Hampton (1S47) Suppl. 3 Within these two
meadows are several Hams of meadow, viz. the Hull Ham,
..the Worden Ham, the Wonter's Ham [etc.].

Wonti^e, ob*. forms of Want v.

Wo'nting", vbl.sb. [f. Wont v. + -ing *.] The
action of the verb Wont. a. The accustoming (oi

a person to something).
1692 R. L'Estrakge Fables Pref. A 2, The Wonting of us

to the Use and Liking of these Levities, Leads.. us to a
Mi.s-understanding of Things,

b. Custom, wont.
1667 Cotton Scarron. iv. 78 /Eneas ar.d the Queen have

made.. A match to go, after her wonting, Into the Woods
a Squirrel hunting.

c. altrib.: f wonting penny, wages paid to a

cattle-herd for keeping beasts in a place until they

are accustomed to it (cf. Wontkd pa. pple. 2 b).

1641 Best Farm. Bis. iSurtees) 12a The nowt heard hath
for everie beast one pennie, which is called a wontinge
pennte; hee . . keepeth them ..till they bee wonted and
banted to^eather.

Wo'ntless, a. poet. Obs. or arch. [f. Wont
sb. + -LESS.] Unaccustomed, unwonted, unusual.

1587 T. Hughes Misfort. Arthur 1. ii, That both my hart

and marrow quite be burnt, And synewes dried with force

of woontlesse (lames. 1506 SPENSER Hymn Hon. Beauty 2

What wontlesse fury dost thou now inspire Into my feeble

breast? 1628 Mure Fancies Farewell i. 12 Mounted on
wings of immortalitie, 1 feele my brest warmde with a
wountless fire. 1795 South ey Joan ofArc vi. 349 He,, .all

astonish'd at their force And wontless valour, rages round
the field. 1855 Singleton Virgil vi. 21 Daedalus. .Along
a wontless region floated off To th'icy Bears.

f Wo-ntlike, a. Obs. rare. In 7 woont-. [f.

Wont sb. or ppl. a. + -like.] Wonted, accustomed.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Comnvw. 64 He stirred not,

neither with woontlike disdaine once offered to reuenge so

great an indignitie.

f "Wcntly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Wont ///. a. +
-ly 2

.] According to custom, usually.

1654 VlLVAIN Enchir. F.pigr. v. Ii, Hot Fume .. Which
Wind And Earthquake wontly breeds. Ibid. 191 b.

f Wo-ntsorrieness. Obs. rare. [f. \\ ont sb. +
-someness (see -home 1 ).] Custom, habit.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. Ixx. 2124 Alkyne tame best. .ran..

To woddis and to wildemes, Leiffand thare avne wont-
sumnes [MS. Cott. awlde hamlynes],

Worms, obs. form of Once.

Woo (w/7), v. Now literary. Forms : I wosian,

3 wohe, 3-4 wo3e(n, wowen, 3-6 wowe, (4
wouwe, 5 wowyn, wogh), 5-7 wow, wooe,
6-7 wo, 6-8 woe, 6- woo. [Late OE. wdgian
(also dwSgian in trans, sense), oi obscure origin.]

I. intr. (or absol.) 1. To solicit or sue a woman
in love ; to court, make love.

a 1050 Liber Scintill. xiii. (1889) 68 Beam worulde bissere

wogia^ & hi beo3 ^esealde to gyftuni. Ibid., Ne hi ne
wo?aad ne hi ne lredaO wif. Ibid. 70 Naht frama'd flaesc

habban maiden jif on £ebance aenis wo^ari. 0:1225 Ancr.
R. 388 Ase a mon b et woweo [MS. Titus wohes]—ase a
king bet luuede one lefdt of feorrene londe. a 1300 A'.

Horn 793 (Camb.) Whan bu farst to \v05e, Tak him bine

gloue. 1338 K. Brunne Chron. (1810) 40 Unto be duke
of Normundie he went for to wouwe. 1390 Cower Conf.

II. 7 Wher a womman is al one, It makth a man.
;
The

more hardi forto wowe. 1500*20 Dunbar Pcems xiii. 44
Religious men of diuerss placis Cumis thair to wow and
se fair fads. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L.v. ii. 3 Is't possible,

that.. but seeing, you should loue her? And lotiing woo?
and wooing, she should graunt ? 1670 Ray Prov. 30 To wo
is a pleasure in a young man, a fault in an old. 179a Burns
Duncan Gray i, Duncan Gray came here to woo. 182a

Campbell Maid's Remonstr. i, Never wedding, ever wooing,

Still a love-lorn heart pursuing, ..Wed, or cease to woo.

1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 442 A creatuie_wholly given

to brawls and wine, Drunk even when he woo'd.

b. Of animals.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 44 Wowes this wilde drakes.

//•/*/., Wormes woweth under cloude. 1398 Trevisa Barth.

De P. R. xii. i. (1495) A ij/i Males [of birds] drawe to com-

pany of females, .and wowe wyth heckes & voyce.

c. in fig. context.

«i225 Ancr. R. 400 Lo ! bus ure Louerd woweS
:
ms heo

to herd i-heorted )>et a swuch woware ne mei turnen hire

luue to him. 1390 Cower Conf II. 78 In loves court. .The

povere vertu schal noght spiede, Wher that the nche vice

woweth. C1400 26 Pol. Poems xx. 120 He [sc, Christ] is

worby be loued, bat so dede wowe.

2. To make solicitation or entreaty; to suefor;

to ' invite \ call '. Also const, clause.

1615 BRATHWAiT.SVra/J'/W.? (1878) 143 Th'Maide.. Wooing

with teares..That loue would giue this Monster th ouer-

throw. 1634 Br. Hall Contempt., M. T. tv. xv, Even after

an ill harvest we must sow, and after denials we must woo
for God. 1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Cor. iv. 5 (1656) yn We are

Christs Paranymphs, or spokesmen, and must woo for him.

1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 222 So poor George wooes

and prays and pleads in vain. 1896 A. E. Housman Skrepsh.

Ladiv, Towns and countries woo together.

33-2
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II. trans. 3. To sue to or solicit (a woman) in

love, esp. with a view to marriage ; to pay court

to, court.

[c xooo ^lfric Saints' Lives vii. 14 p.\ 5a heo gewende of
scole, oa awojode hi sumcniht. a 10*0 in Thorpe Charters
(1865) 312 pa foreward de Godwine worhte wid Byrhtric ba
he his dohter awogode.]
c 1290 5"/. Matthew 84 in S. Eng. Leg. 80 A king. . wolde

ire habbe to his spouse and wowede hire wel faste. a 1300
K. Horn 546 (Camb.> Ischal..mi kni^thod proue, Ar lhc

be ginne to wo^e. a 1300 Cursor M. 27998 If bou man nedd
be euer bar-till At force womman . . Or woud hir wit wordes
slight. ^1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1247 Dido, He.. wowede
byre to han hire as his wyf. r 1440 Generydes 4442 Ther is

a knyght hir wowith euery owre, Not for to wedde butt

for his paramour. 1530 Palsgr. 783/2 Thou arte but a
foole to wo her, she is nat for the. 1580 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 307 Wooe hir, win hir, and weare hir. 1589 Warner
Alb. Eng. VI. xxix. (1612) 146 Thus wowde he her, thus

wonne he her, thus wowde and wonne hee sped. 1590
Spenser F. Q. in. vii. 59 Long thus I woo'd her with dew
obseruance, In hope vnto my pleasure to haue won. 1714
T. Lucas Mem. Gamesters (ed. 2) 41 He presum'd to woe
a great Lady, who was a Widow. 184a Tennyson* Dora 37
He woo'd and wed A labourer's daughter. 1861 Geo. Eliot
Silas M. iii, For four years he had thought of Nancy
Lammeter, and wooed her with tacit patient worship.

b. Of animals.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvin. i. {1495) X vj b/2 The
males woweth & plesyth the females. 1684 J. S, Pro/it $
Pleas, United 35 If she [sc. the Mare] refuse him. .you may
put a small Stone Nag to wooe her. 1855 Poultry Chron.
II. 412 [We] heard their loud gobbling on a sunny spring

morning when wooing their mates.

f c. Said of the female : To solicit the love of.

c 1425 Wyntoum Cron. 11. v. 344 Scho .. Said losephe
walde haf lyin hyr by, Qwhar to scho wowit hym besely.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xix. viii. 784 [She] wowed hym to

haue layne by hym.
d. in tig. context.

a 1225 A ncr. R. 390 Iesu Crist . . bet al o bisse wise
wowude ure soule. <zi24o Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 187
A swete ihesu. .hwine con ich be wo^e [later text wowen
be] wib swete luue. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 69 In
"jougbe whanne y was wilde & stronge, Pe fals world fair

dide me wowe, 1601 Shaks. Alts Well 11. i. 15 See that

you come Not to wooe honour, but to wed it. 167a Dryden
2nd Ft. Conq. Granada in. 113 In gaining him, I gain that
Fortune too Which he has Wedded, and which I but Wooe.
1784 Cowper Task in. 126 They are lost In chase of fancied

happiness, still woo'd And never won. 1844 Kinglake
Eothen iii, Venice, .in old timt_-s would send forth the Chief
of the State to woo and wed the reluctant sea,

4. To move or invite by alluring means ; to

entreat or solicit alluringly. (Said properly of

persons, fig. of things.) a. const, obj. and inf.

c 1400 Song Roland 546 His bugle to blow, they hym
wowid. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 4 He.. wooed them (with

many fayie promises) to repent. 1604 Shaks. Oth, in. iii.

293 My wayward Husband hath a hundred times Woo'd me
to steale it. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 81

He was wood to consent to the patent of Inns. 1629 Milton
Nativity 38 Only with speeches fair She [sc. Nature] woo's
the gentle Air To hide her guilty front with innocent Snow.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 1036 Then forth he walks,. .and
wooes the bird of eve To mingle woes with his. 1791 Cow-
per Iliad 1. 217 Begone !— I woo thee not to stay. 1820 W.
Irving Sketch Bk. II. 175 A mild air. .wooing every bud
and flower to burst forth into .. beauty. 1864 Tennyson
Aylmer's F. 487 Him they lured Into their net.., wooing
him to woo.

b. const, obj. and advb. phr. (or simple adv.).

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 91 pey heo were, .bysy-
lych ywowed to cosses and clippynge. .; 3U sche lefte clene
mayde. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster 11. ii, This gentlewoman
is wooing Hermogenes for a song. 1612 Two Noble Kins-
men 11. ii. 109 All those pleasures That wooe the wils of
men to vanity. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. xxv. 272 With
the oratorie of so pious a project to woo money out of
peoples purses. 1682 Burton Admirable Curiosities (1684)
23 To little purpose he woed the King and Queen for

Reparation. 1703 Rowe Ulysses 1. i, Well might you hope
to woe me to your Wishes. 1781 Cowper Expost. 627
Those truths .. Invite thee, woo thee, to the bliss they
share. 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. iv. i. 17, I .. will woo my
pillow For thoughts more tranquil. 1830 Tennyson Owl
11. ii, Thee to woo to thy tuwhit. 1875 M cLaken Servt.
Ser. 11. vii. i2t In spite of every silvery voice that woos
him aside. 188a T. G. Bowles Flotsam <y Jetsam 8 A splen-

did summer day, wooing the very coat ofFyour back.

5. To sue for or solicit the possession or achieve-

ment of; hence fig. to * court ',
* invite ',

' tempt'.
£-1440 Promp. Parv. 533/1 Wowyn', proco, procito. 1570

Levins Manip. 180/1 To wowe, procare, ambire. a 158s
Montgomekie Cherrie .5- Sloe 140 ' Male choice then of those

then, Or of a thousand things';. .With that I wowd his

wings. 2600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 10 What a life is this

That your poore friends must woe your companie. 1613 —
Hen. VII7, v. i. 140 You take a Precepit for no leape of

danger, And woe your owne destruction. 1623 Bacon Ess.,

Honour $ Reputation (Arb.) 67/2 Some in their Actions, doe
Wooe and affect Honour, and Reputation. 1639 Fuller
Holy War 1. iv. 5 Some, .rather wooed then waited for their

own deaths. 1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 90 Their Bones were

drubb'd so sore They durst not wooe one Combat more.

1781 Cowper Expost. 4 1
3 All fasting else. . Is wooing mercy

by renew'd offence. 1781 — Hope 420 They that woo pre-

ferment. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. \. 14 Whose hollow

turret wooes the whistling breeze. 1820 Bvron Juan iv.

xliii, Pale, statue-like, and stern, she woo'd the blow. 1882

W. Ballantine Exper. xxiii. 224 A theatre which for years

before had wooed in vain the patronage of the public. 1883

R. Bridges Prometheus 935^ She fled Into the sea, pre-

ferring there to woo The choking waters.

Hence Wooatole(wK*ab'l) a., suitable to be wooed.

1903 Zangwill Grey Wig, Merely Mary Ann 262 She
was well-nigh of wooable age.

I "Woo, var. Whoo tnt.

a 1658 Cleveland Content Poems, etc. (1742) 248 The
chattring Sembriefs of her [sc. the owl's] Woo hoo, hoo. 1851

Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters xviii, An owl hovered around
our heads uttering its doleful woo-hoo-a.

"Woo, dial. f.Wo z>//. Woo, woo', dial. ff. Wool.
"Wooe, Wooch, var. Woke a. Obs., Woosh.
"Wood (wud), sb.1 Forms : 1 widu, wiodu,
wudu, 2-3 wude, 3-6 (7 Sc.) wode, 4-6 wodd,
woode, (ySc.) wod, wodde, (3 wd(d)e, 4uud,.SV.

vod, woud, voud, 5 woyd, whode, vode, voode,

6 woodde, wud), 5-6 Sc, wid(d, 5- wood, (9 Sc.

wudd). [OE. widu, wiodu, later wudu str. m. =*

OIIG. wilu, wito (MHG. wile, wit), ON. vidr

(Sw., Da. ved) :- OTent. *widuz (cf. Olr./^tree,

wood, Gael, fwdh timber, wood, wilderness, W.
gwfdd trees :— *widu-).]

I. f I- A tree. Obs.
Beo7uulf 1364 Wudu wyrtum fsest. £725 Corpus Gloss.

P 420 Pinus, furhwudu. a 1000 Pkornt'x 37 Wi'ntres &
sumeres wudu bio* ^elice bledum gehongen. c 1220 Bestiary

245 Ilkines sed Booen of wude and of wed. Ibid. 326 He
werped er hise homes In wude er in Somes. [1526 Tindalk
Rev. xxii. 2 Off ether syde off the ryver was there wode
[Or. £uAor] off lyfe : which bare xij manner offfrutes;. .and
the leves off the wodde served to heale the people with all.]

t b. trans/, applied to objects made from trees

,

or their branches, e. g. a ship (in OE. freq.), a

spear, the Cross. (Cf. Tree sb. 3-6.) Obs.
In mod. arch, use associated with sense 7.

a 1000 Dream of Rood 27 Ongan sprecan wudu st-lesta.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 798 So sare was be semble bire seggis
be-twene, pat al to-wraistebnl bar wode & werpis in-sondire.

1866 Neale Sequences <$• Hymns 46 His precious Body..
broken on The Wood,

2. A collection of trees growing more or less

thickly together (esp. naturally, as distinguished

from s. plantation), of considerable extent, usually

larger than a. grove or copse (but including these),

[

and smaller than a forest ; a piece of ground

;

covered with trees, with or without undergrowth.

+ Honey ofthe wood: — wood-honey (sense 10).

^825 I'esp. Psalter c\\\. 20 Onines bestiae silvarum, alle

wilddeor wuda. 858 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 101

Butan oem wioda 6e to oein sealtern limpft. c 1000 ^lfkic
Saints' Lives xxx. 31 He..rxsde into bam wudu baer he
biccost waes. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1112 Dis
waes swifie god ^ear & swi(5e wistfull on wudan & on feldan.

a 1200 Moral Ode 344 in O. E. Horn. I. 181 Hi muwen liht-

liche gon.,.Durh ane godliese wude in-to ane bare felde.

c 1290 Kenelm 150 in S. Eng. Leg. 349 He[o] wende to be
wode of clent. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3887 In be ober half

beb grete wodes, lese & inede al so. a 1300 Cursor M. 8785
Man) wodds ha hai thoru gan, Bot suitk a tre ne fand ^ai

nan, c 1380 Wyclif Sermon Sel. Wks. II. 4 Hony of be

woode. c 1385 Chaucer L. G.W. 806 Thisbe,There comyth a
wilde lyonesOut of the wode. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1350 Ouer
hilles & hethes into holte woddes. 14. . Stat. King's Forests

(Douce MS. 335 fol. 73) As touching the kinges veert that is

to say the kinges wodes. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 11606

;

Gladly ffolkys I conveyc.To ward the voode, to gadie

ffiours. c 1480 Henrvson Robene fy Makyne 11 Nathing of

lufe I knaw, Bot keipis my scheip vndir 3one wid. 1535
Coverdals Ps. lxxix. 1 3 The wilde bore out of the wod hath
wrutt it vp. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest viii. 41 Where
the trees do grow scattering here and there one, so that those

i
trees do not one of them touch an other, such places are

I called woods, but they are not properly to be called couerts.

c 1614 Mure Dido fy Apneas 11. 216 Then are those lovers

j

two A hunting in the woddes resolv'd to goe. 1617 Moryson
1

/tin. 1. 203 Hils. .adorned with some pleasant woods (which

1

in higher Germany are of firre). 1754 Gray Poesy 66
Woods, that wave o'er Delphi's steep. 1847 Tennvson

; Princess iv. 180, 1., push d alone on foot. .Across the woods.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv. 177 We proceeded slowly up-
wards, through woods of pine. 1880 Stevenson Across the

1

Plains ii. (1892) 81 All woods lure a rambler onwards.

b. IFoods and Forests, more fully Woods, Forests^

and Land Revenues, a department of the Civil

]

Service (see quot. 1810).
1803 Lond. Gaz. No. 15547. 34/1 Surveyor-General of His

Majesty's Woods, Oaks, Forests, and Chaces. 1810 Actjo
Geo. Ill c 65 § 1 Such Commissioners so to be appointed,

i shall be and be called * The Commissioners of His Majesty's
Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues '. 1812 1st Rep. Comm.

I

Woods, F'orests, etc. 18 Department of Woods and Forests.
1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. vii. (1858) 247 But as to
Statues, I really think the Woods-and- Forests ought to
interfere. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xii, You can't offer him
the Presidency of the Council, .. You can't put him in the
Woods and Forests.

3. Without article, in general or collective sense:
Wooded country, woodland ; trees collectively

,

(growing together). Now rare exc. as in Bbush-
]
WOOD 2, COP8EWOOD 2, UXDEEWOOD,
c&97 >Ei.fred Gregory** Past. C, xxi. 167 To wuda we gaff

;
mid urum freondum. aitoo Gerefa in Anglia IX. 259 $e

i on dune, ^e on wuda, *e on watere. c 1200 Okmin 14568
Wude, & feld, & dale, & dun, all wass \ waterr sunnkenn.
C1300 K. Horn 661 (Laud) pe king rod on huntingge. To

' wode he gan wende. c 1450 Godsto^o Reg. 33 In toftis in

\

croftis, in wode and mede. 1557 Lane. Wills (1884) 58

I

Towe hundreth Acres of Pasture xxu acres of woodde.
' 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 89 High land.. : full of tall wood.

1686 tr. Chardi'n's Trav. Persia 199 Luarzab. .shut up the
Passages by felling an infinite number of Wood. 1737

I Daily Gazetteer 21 Feb. 2/2 Advt., To be Sold. A very
large Quantity of all Sorts of Wood, with or without the
Estate on which it stands. 1767 A. Young Farmers Lett.

to People 149 The real interest of the country requires that

none but the worst lands be covered with wood. 18x0 Scott

Lady ofL. in. vi, Whole nights he spent oy moon-light pale.
To wood and stream his hap to wail.

4. transf. and fig. A collection or crowd of
spears or the like (suggesting the trees of a wood)

;

gen. a collection, crowd, 'lot*, 'forest*. (After

L. siha.) Now rare or Obs.

1584 Hudson Du Bartas* Judith v. 500 Though my
buckler bore a wood of darts. 1610 B. Jonson A Ich. m. ii.

The whole family, or wood of you. [1664 H. More Myst.
Iniq. 331, 1 might, .observe what is answerable in the Church
of Rome to the Vinalia, Robigalia, Terminalia, Paren-
talia, Proserpinalia, and other Feasts of the Gentiles; but
this wood is so wide, lhat I may easilier lose my self in it

then get through it.] 1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals in. 111.328

Cardinal SavelU. .having discover'd his natural infirmities..,

the whole Wood of his other good qualities were not sufficient

to ballance them. 1670 Dryden /st Pt. Conq. Granada
11. (1672) 14 A wood of Launces. a 1674 Milton Hist.

Moscovia Pref., Wks. 1851 VIII. 469 In such a wood of
words. 1704 Norris Ideal World 11. ii. 79 What a wood of
difficulties and objections this side of the question is incom-
passed with. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wielands Oberon (1826) I. 2

A wood of threat'ning lances.

5. Phrases and Proverbs. + a. In a wood : in

a difficulty, trouble, or perplexity ; at a loss. So
b. Out ofthe wood (U.S. woods). (Cf. quot. 1664 in

sense 4.) c. To go to the woods : to lose social

status, be banished from society, d. Man of the

woods : = Orans-outang. e. A bird in the hand
is better than two in the wood (and similar phrases ;

now usually with substitution of bushy Bush s&.l

1 c) : a smaller actual advantage is preferable to

the mere chance of a larger one. ff. To have an
eye to the wood : to be on the look-out for some
advantage, g. A'ol to see the wood (fjw wood) for

the trees (ffor trees) : to lose the view of the whole

in the multitude of details, fh. More ways to the

wood than otte : different methods of attaining the

same result (and similar phrases).

a. 1658-9 Burtons Diary (1828) III. 4i5 f I am afraid we
are in a wood. No wonder the nation is puzzled, when the

wisdom of the nation is puzzled in this place. 1700 T.Brown
tr. Fresny's Amusem. 115, I am in a Wood, there are so

many of them [sc. coffee-houses] I know not which to enter.

1786 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 28 Nov., I assured him I was
quite in a wood, and begged him to be more explicit.

t>. 179* Mme. D'Arblay Let. 20 Dec, Mr. Windham says

we are not yet out of the wood, though we see the path

through it. 1801 [see Halloo v. 2 b], a 1849 Poe X-inga
Paragrab, Dxn't crxw..befxre yxu're xut xf the wxxds
1887 77mtf* (weekly ed.)2i Oct. 8/3 It remains to be seen yet

whether the Germans are not shouting before they are out of

the wood. 1889 ' Edna Lyall ' Derrick Vaughan i. 12 In

a few months, . . I noticed a fresh sign that he was out of the

wood. 1890 Boston (Mass.) frnl. 21 Nov. 2/2 The people of

North Dakota seem not to be out of the woods in the matter

of prohibition. 1902 Wister Virginian xxix, When a patient

reaches this stage [of convalescence], he is out of the woods.

C. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 June 2/1 Two other gamblers

whose social position was at least equal to Sir William's have

gone .

.

' to the woods '.

d. 1755 Hist. Descr. Tower Loud. 25 You are.. shewn in

this Yard a Man of the Wood. 1774, 1836 [see Orang-

outang). 1851 Ross tr. Humboldt's 'Prav. II. xx. 270 The
hairy man of the woods.
e. c 1530 [see Bird sb. 6J. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. xi.

(1867) 30 Better one byrde in hande than ten in the wood,

1621 T. Granger Eccles. xi. 5. 297 A bkd in the hand is far

better then two in the wood.
f. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 292 The Damoysell

making a signe to hir supplyante [printed supply oute]

(who had alwayes an eie to the wood).

%. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. \u iv. (1867) 51 Plentie is no

deintie, ye see not your owne ease. I see, ye can notsee

the wood for trees. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus S ij b,

Thou canst not or wilt not see wood for trees. 1640 Howell
Dodona's Gr. 217 He could not have beene able as hee went

along tohave seene the Wood for Trees. 1751 Affect. Narr.

H.M.S. Wager 92 This was like, not seeing the Wood for

Trees. 1888 Pater Ess.fr. Guardian (1896) 95 Garrick .

.

bears no very distinct figure. One hardly sees the wood for

the trees.

h. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. n. ix. (1867) 75 Ye tooke The
wrong way to wood. Ibid. 77 There be mo waies to the

wood than one. 1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes 64 Couetous

men, which studie all the wayes to the wood to saue their

money. 1597 T. Mori.ey Introd. Mus. 74 There bee (as the

Prouerbe sayeth) more wayes to the Wood then one.

II. 6. The substance of which the roots, trunks,

and branches of trees or shrubs consist; trunks or

other parts of trees collectively (whether growing or

cut down ready for use).

Also with qualification, as Brushwood i.Talwood; small

•wood, young wood.
c 897 Alfred Gregory s Past. C. xxi. 167 Se se oe unwaer-

lice none wuda hiew5, & sua his freond ofsliehS. a 1000

Gnomic Verses ii. no Wuda and wstres nytta'6. ri2og

Lay. 8700 Heo bi-gunnen bene wude feollen. c 1400 tr. Seer.

Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 97 Hewynge of wode. £144° Lydg.

Hors, Shepe <V G. 121 The hors is nedeful wode & stuff to

carie. 14.. Stat. King's Forests (Douce MS. 335 fol. 73)

If ther be ony man that, .caryeth a way ony smal wode.

? 1479 Engl. Gilds (1870* 425 That no wodde there be solde

vntil the price be sett vpon it by the saide maire. 1482

Slonor Papers (Camden) II. 141 That non young vode

be stryyd. 1547 Boorde Introd. Knowl. (1S70) 121 In

dyuers places in England there is wood the which doth turne

into stone. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 40 Fruit gathred

too timely wil taste of the wood. 161X Cotgr., Bois de brin,

round, or vncleft-smalUwood. 1642 Fuller Holy <r Prof.

St. v. xiv. 414 The wood will pay for the ground. 1756

C Lucas Ess. Waters I II. 64 This stone I took to be wood
petrified. 1828 L. Kennedy & Grainger Tenancy ofLand
151 Timber elm grows more commonly than any other kind
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of wood excepting beech. 1855 T. F. Hardwich Phot. Chem.
(ed. 2) 289 Acetic Acid is. .produced.. by heating wood in

close vessels.

b. as prepared for and used in arts and crafts.

In predicative use sometimes = wooden. (OE. regularly

used treow Trek (sb. B. 2) in this sense.)

a 1300 Cursor M% 125^ Wodd and wall al dun sal drau.

1551-a in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI (1914) 80 Ye scabharde

of wood turned. 1577 Gooce tr. Hcrcslac/is Husb. 46
Sythes we vse to sharpe with Whetstones or instruments

of Wood. 1591 Shaks. / Hen. VI, v. iii. 90 He talkes of

wood: It is some Carpenter. 162a J. Taylor (Water P.)

Merry WJierry.Ferry Voy. Wks. (1630) II. 15 Edwin.,
pluck'd the Minster down that then was wood, And made it

stone. 166. Petty in Sprat Hist. Roy. Soc. (1667) 285
Colouring of Wood and Leather by Lime, Salt, and Liquors.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 22 The model of the

Mosque in wood, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 4 Sept. 1677, The
gates are wood, .plated over with iron. 171 1 Admsox Sped.
No. 37 P 1 Other Counterfeit Books upon the upper Shelves
. . were carved in Wood. 1776 Gibbom Decl. <5- F. \\. (1782)

I. 56 No wood, except cedar, very curiously carved, was
employed in any part of the budding. 1781 Crabbr Library
502 Bibles bound in wood. 1816 W. Y. Ottley Hist. En*
graving I. i. 5 The Origin of Engraving in Wood. 185a

R. A. Wn.LMorr Fleas. Lit. (ed. 2) vii. 40 All the classic

authors—in wood, with bright backs.

c. as used for fuel ; Firewood.
t Occas. coil. sing, faggots ; locally, small coal (quot. 1805).

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxix. §4 ^Er he hi bewail mid
wuda utan ik forbaernde ba mid fyre. atzz$ Ancr. R. 40a
Gedereft wude berto, mid be poure wuminon of Sarepte.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3189 Als wodde brinnes, bat es
sadde and hevy. c 1435 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 657/15 Hoc
focale, wode to the fyre. 1480 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.)
'18 Thei have received opon making of the iij. M. wode
xiiij.s. viij.d. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 224, cc wode
xij4 & iiij candell vf 1560 Bible (Geneva) Ezek. xxiv. 10
Heape on muche wood : kindle the fyre. a 1568 in Banna-
iyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 35 As fyre the wid we se Dois
burne.

_ 1639 J. Taylor (Water P.) Part Summer s Trav. 44
The miserable Stipend or Hireling wages will hardly buy
wood to make a fire for him. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot.
III. 511 The small coal used to heat the salt-pans is univer-
sally called wood by the sailers on the eastern coast of
Scotland. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. Introd. 1 Heap on more
wood !—the wind is chill.

d. Hort, The substance forming the head of a
tree or shrub ; branch-wood ; also, branches col-

lectively ; in a fruit tree, primarily leaf-bearing, as
distinguished from fruit-bearing, branches. (Cf.

wood-bad, -branch in 10.)
I5»3~34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 130 [Withies] be trees that wyll

soone be nourysshed, and they wyll beare moche woodde.
157* Mascall Plant. ^ Graff. 46 If there \>i in your trees
certain branches of superfluous wood that ye will cut of.

1658 Evelyn Pr. Gant. (1675) 32 Every Bud which hath
but a single leaf produces only wood. I7ai Mortimer
Husb. II. 302 A Peach, the more it runs to Wood,.. the
better it will bear. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 705 Gar-
deners, when pruning for wood, cut farther back than when
pruning for fruit. 1858 Glenny Card. Every-day Bk. 211/1
When a Heath has done blooming, and before it makes its

new wood, is the time for pruning it into shape.

e. As the material of an idol or image. (Biblical.)

'535 Coverdale Ezek. xx. 32 Wod & stone wil we worshipe.
1567 Gude -y Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 236 Bewar, I am ane Ielous
God, I am na Image, stock nor wod. x68a Letany for
S. Omers 11. ix, All Adorers of the Mass, Who bow to Wood,
and Stone, and Brass. 1819 Heber Hymn, 'From Green-
lands icy Mountains', The Heathen, in his blindness, Bows
down to wood and stone 1

f. spec. {Hort. and Bot.) The hard compact
fibrous substance lying between the bark outside
and the pith within.
1600 Surflet Country Farm in. xiv. 449 It is vsuall to

graft betwixt the wood and the barke, when trees begin to
put vp their sap. 1673-4 Grew Auat. PI. (1682) 113 The
next general Part of a Branch, is the Wood ; jdiich lyeth
betwixt the Barque and the Pith. 1875 L \slk-^tPiruber 20
A drying up or wasting away of the wood immediately sur-
rounding the pith. 1877 A. W. Bjjnnett Thome's Bot. 333
In the anatomical structure of the wood Gymnosperms re-
semb'.e Dicotyledons in all essential particulars.

g. A particular kind of wood ; freq. pi. kinds of
wood. In Pharmacy formerly applied to particular
kinds used medicinally : see quots.
Phr. iTo tell what wood the ship is made 0/, to be seasick.
1580 Lyly Enphues (Arb.) 248 Philautus not accustomed

to these narrow Seas, was more redy to tell what wood the
ship was made of, then to aunswer to Euphues discourse.
1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 73 A wood full fit to forge the trolling
wheeles Of chariots. 160a W. S. Thomas Ld. Cromwell 11.

ii, To my victtualles went the Sailers, and thinking me to
bee a man of better experience then any in the shippe, asked
mee what Woode the shippe was made of. [1608 Armim
Nest Ninn. C 1 b, lemy stood fearefull of euery calme billow,
where it was no boote to bid him tell what the ship was
made of, for he did it deuoutly.] 1661 Culpepper & Cole
Pharm. Lond. 7/3 Cypress. This Wood laid amongst
ctoaths, secures them from Moths. 1687 Blome Pres. St.
Amer. 14 Woods for the use of Dyers. . .Sweet smelling and
curious Woods. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 63 The
Nephritic Wood is thick, without Knots, a 1774 Goldsm.
Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776) I. 292 To ascertain how much
friction some woods have more than other woods. 1829
Loudon Encyct. Plants 604 Many of the red Indian woods
tra[n]sude a blood red juice. 1875 Laslett Timber 27 The
hard and strong woods used for architectural purposes.
,177a Macbride Th. * Tract. Physic 635 A pint of decoo
tion of the sudorific woods. 1709 Underwood Dis. Cnild-
hood(cd.4)H. 15 A decoction of the woods. 1848 Dunglison
Med. Lex^ Woods, Sudorific.. 'X\k\% term is applied, collec-
tively, to the guaiacum, sassafras, china, and sarsaparillaj
which are often used together to form the sudorific decoction.
1890 Billings Med. Diet., Woods, the, those formerly in
repute as antisyphilittcs.

h. transf. A hard substance found in the head
of an elephant.
1829 C. Rose Four Yrs. S. Africa 236, I sat on one

[elephant] while they searched for the wood in his head. It

lies about an inch beneath the skin imbedded in fat, just

above the eye, and has the appearance of a thorn, or a small
piece of twig broken off.

i. In echoes of the L. proverb which appears in

Erasmus's Adagia II. v. xlvii in the form Ke e

qttovis ligno Meratrius fiat (see quot. c 1594, and
cf. A. Otto Sprichworter derKomer 220); hence, the
( material * or ' stuff ' of which a person is * made '.

Cf. similar uses of Gr. v\r\, F. bois.

[1588 Shaks. L. L. L. tv. iii. 249 Is Ebonie like her?
O word divine? A wife of such wood were felicitie.] ^1504
Bacon Promus of Formularies # Elegancies (1898) 19
A mercury cannot be made of every wood (bvt priapus may).
x594 — Let. to Ld. Puckering in Spedding Lett, fy Life
(1S61) I, 293, 1 hope you will think I am no unlikely piece of
wood to shape you a true servant of. 1626 T. H[awkins]
tr. Caussin's Holy Crt. 5 Vertue isla merueylous worke-
woman, who can make Mercury of any wood. 1826 Disraeli
Viz; Grey iv. i, I know better than most men of what wood
a minister is made. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, v, The wood
of which a knight is made, and that is a squire.

7. Something made of wood : spec, a. The wooden
part of something, as the shaft of a spear, b. A
block of wood used for engraving or printing, as

distinguished from a metal plate or type. c. The
cask or barrel as a receptacle for liquor, as dis-

tinguished from the bottle, d. slang. The pulpit.

e. The wooden wind-instruments in an orchestra col-

lectively (also called the woodwind', see 10 below).

f. Each of the bowls in the game of bowls.
a. 1683 Moxon Mech. Fxerc., Printing xv. r 9 A long

piece of. .Wyer. . fastned into the Wood of the under half of
the Mold. 1697 Drvden /Ends xi. 1191 The Wood [of the
javelin] she draws, the steely Point remains.
b. 1839 J. Jackson Wood Engraving viiL 720 Wood en-

graving is necessarily confined, by the size of the wood, to
the execution of subjects of. .small dimensions. 1856 in

Ruskin Rossetti (1899) 137 An engraving on wood of my
fiicture. .there is an objection to sending ' the wood ' travel-

ing.

C. i8a6 J. Wilson Nodes Ambr, Wks. 1S55 I. 174 When
the speerit's been years in the wudd. 1882 J. Ashton Social
Life Reign Q. Anne I. 199 Ordinary clarets from the wood.
d. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes xi, They say he's a pleasant

fellow out of the wood. 1886 Sat. Rev. 10 July 45/2 Mr.
Beecher's activity has not been altogether confined to what
irreverent people call ' the wood ', 1897 Rvr Norfolk Songs
129 You are very g<x>d in flannel, Sir. Ill come on Sunday,
and see if you are as gnod in wood,
e. 1879 E. Prout Instrum. 77 The brass instruments, used

..in combination with strings or wood. 1901 W.J. Hen-
derson Orchestra 81 Tire ' wood', .in the modern orchestra
consists of flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons.

f. 1884 Doherty N. Barlcnu viii. 49 Here ancient fogies .

.

tried To better aim their wandering' woods' to guide. 191a
J.A.Manson Compi. Bcnvler 194 The skip may. .summon a
player from the mat to look at the He of the ' woods ' before
delivering his bowl.

8. Phrases, fa. Against the wood': ' against the

grain' (Grain sb.l 16 b). +b. A piece of wood :

a contemptuous appellation for a stupid person

;

a blockhead, c. Woodand wood', see quots. d. To
take in wood (local U.S. colloq.) : see quot. e. In
names of certain trees: Wood of Jerusalem, a
variety of pear; Wood of life =* Lignum vit^ i.

a. 111568 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 35 Such a wittc.well
hancHed by the mother, . . and wrought as it should, not ouer-
thwartlie, and against the wood, by the scholemaster.
b. 1691 New Disc. Old Intreagut xxv, Next him Sir

Ralph, . . a very piece of Wood.
C. a 1625 Manwayring Seaman's Diet., Wood and IVood,

that is when two timbers are let into each other so close

that the wood of the one doth join close to the other. 1688
Holme Armoury in. 337/2 A straight Hoard, with a Staffe

in the side, to draw over Corn in measureing, .. Which
measureing is termed Wood and Wood. 1805 Shiprvrighfs
Vade-m. 142 Wood and Wood. This term implies that

when a treenail, &c. is driven through, its point is directly

even with the inside surface, whether plank or timber.

d. 1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser.i. II. 230 In the West,
where steam-navigation is so abundant, when they ask you
to drink they say, ' Stranger, will you take in wood ?

'

C 1597 Gkrarde Herbal in. cxviii. 1309 Italian Lignum
vitae, or woode of Life, groweth to a faire and beautiful tree.

x6oo Surflet Country Farm ill. xlix. 537 Peares, such as
..the wood of Hierusalem. 1688 Holme Armoury n. 79/1
The Lignum V'ite, or wood of Life, hath a smooth leaf. 1760

J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 332.

III. attrib. and Comb.
9. General : a. attrib. or as adj. Made or con-

sisting of wood, wooden.
>S38 Test. Fbor. (Surtees) VI. 76 All wodde implementes.

1545 Rates ofCustomc Ho. dj, Wod crosses for bedes. 1578
Knaresb. Wilts fSurtees) I. 133 Fower woodd bottels, one
lether botle. a 1674 Milton Hist. Moscovia. i. Wks. 1851
VIII. 471 The. .Sap of thir Wood-fewel burning on the fire.

1770 Ixckomre_ Hist, Printing 316 This Wood Handle
with long working often grows loose. 1846 Mrs. Gore
Engl. Char. (1852) 3 Smooth as glass,—level as wood pave-
ment. 1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 16 A wood match
red immediately rekindles when dipped into a jar of
[oxygen]. 1863 A. Young Naut. Diet. (ed. 2) 448 Wood-
sheathing is used most generally for covering a vessel's

bottom that has been partially wormed. 1879 E. Prout
Instrum. 57 The 'wood instruments' in ordinary use in the
orchestra. 1897 Mary Kincsley W. Africa 378 To store

enough wood to go twenty miles you had to have wood
billets everywhere; all over the deck,. .&c. 1901 % Black's
Carp. 4. Build., Home Handier. 61 Tarsia .was a spec-es

of wood inlay or mosaic. 191a T. D. Atkinsos Cathedrals
180 The nave was covered with a wood ceiling.

b. attrib. {a) in sense 2 or 3, as wood country,

f -dike, f -eaves, -edge, -end (End sb. 2), -ground,
-music, -path, -pathway, -ride, -h -rim, scenery,
-shai/ow, -song, -stream, -top, -walk, -xvay , -world

\

dwelling in or haunting a wood or woods, sylvan,

as wood-bird, \ -burgess (fig.), chorister (fig.),

•demon, folk, fowl, -god, -goddess, -knight, -tike
;

growing in woods, as wood-moss, root, -weed; {b) in

sense 6, as wood-bole (Hoot j£.1 5 b), -cell ;Cei.l
sb.l 12), charcoal, -fibre, fire, reek, rick, shide,

smoke, stack ;
in sense 6 d, as wood-shoot ; used for

storing or conveying wood, as wood barge, boat,

box, cart, cellar, hoy, loft, shed, sled. c. objective,

etc., {a) in sense 2 or 3, as wood-keeper, -o-wner
;

ib) in sense 6, as ivood-bearer, -broker, -carrier,

-carter, -chapman, -chopper, -cleaver, -eater, -feller,

'grower, -seller, -turner, -worshipper ; jvood-carting,

-chopping, -eating, -hewing, -luruingsb*. and adjs.

;

wood-like adj. d. locative, as (sense 2), wofid-

creeper, -dweller, -rover ; wood-born, -bred, -em-
bosomed adjs. e. instrumental and parasynthetic,

{a) in sense 2 or 3, ns wood-crowned, -encumbered,
fringed, -girt, -skirted adjs.

;
{b) in sense 6, as

wood-built, -cased, -faced, -hooped, -keyed, -panelled,

-paved, -roofed, -sheathed, -walled adjs. ; wood-
pave vb.

1538 Klvot Diet., Ratarix naues, lyghters, or *woode
barges. 1568 in Marsden Set. Picas Court Adniir. (Selden)
II. 139 A woodharge alias the Woolfe of Dorney. c 1440
ProHi/>. Parv. 531/2 *Wodeberare, or caryare of fowayl,
i536-7 Prtty Purse Exp. P'cess Mary (1831) 10 My ladys
grace wodberer. 1684 E. Cmambfrlayne Pres, St. Eng. 1.

(ed. 15) 159 Wood-bearer, one. 1550 Shaks. Mids. N. iv.

i. 145 Ilegin these "wood birds but to couple now? 1709
T. Rohinson Vitid, Mosaick Syst. 97 The Wood-ISirds feed
upon the Fruits of Trees. 1839 Emerson Poems, Problem
25 Yon woodbird's ne.^t Of leaves, and feathers. 1458 in wtk
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comttt, App. v. 299 Maistres of *wudbotes.
1691 Andros Tracts I. 142 Shallops and Wood-boats. 1883
'Mark Twain ' Life on Mississippi xvi. 166 Tho?« boats
never halt a moment, .except, .to hitch thirty-cord wood-
boats alongside. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. 1. vi. 16 The *wood-
borne people, .worship her as Goddesse of the wood. 1746
Francis tr. Hor., Art P. 347 The Wood-born Satyr. i88j
T. F. S. Gordon Hist. Moray III. 87 A forest, in which the
burgesses had the privilege of *wood-bote granted to them.
1893 Outing (U.S.) XXII. 135. 1, 1 IcoUed for a place to
rest, but there was nothing but a large *wood-box, with an
old hemp sack to lie on. c 1586 Ci ess Pkmbkoke Ps. lxxx.
iv, The "woodbred swine. 1597 in Feuillerat Re- els Q. Eliz.

(1908) 417 Thomas J hones woodbroker. 1861 Thackeray
Four Georges i, A very humble *\vood-built place, c 1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. civ. ix, *Wood-burgesses .. Lions
I meane. 1541 Old Ways (1852) 71 He see a *wod-carier
come, c 1330 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 51S In 6. Coleris
pro equisdel " Wodecartes. 1377-8 It id. 516. 1898 Atlantic
Monthly Apr. 4^62/1 The *wood-carter answering them in a
neighbourly spirit. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood * Miner's Right
(1899) 58 Amos Burton., at present does "wood carting. 1907
Install. News Dec. 21/1 The board.. is a D.P. Fuse and
S.P. Switch *wood-cased type. 1861 Pentley Man. Bot. 13
In the "wood-cells of some trees we find their walls present
..large circular dots or discs which encircle them. 1875
Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 98 To the Vascular forms
belong the ducts and the vascular wood-cells or Tracheites.
1833 Louuon Encyct. Cottage Archit. § 712 The coal and
*wood cellar, a 172a Lislk Hush. (1757) 368 The •wood-
chapmen did not care to have their wood faggotted so early.

1857 Miller litem. Chem., Org. (1862) xiv. §2. 89a The
specific heat of *wood charcoal. 1841 Emerson Led., Man
the Reformer Wks. (Bohn) II. 239 My *wood-chopper, my
ploughman,, .have some sort of self-sufficiency. 1897 Henty
On the Inawaddy 163 The sound of "wood-chopping. 164s
H. More Song- ofSoul 1. n. Ix, There the "wood-queristers
sat on a row. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Fere. (1590) 1 The med-
ling Ape^ that like a tall "wood cleauer, assaying to rend
a.. billet in two peeces, did wedge in his pettitoes. 1657
Trapp Comm.Ps. cxli. 7. 918 As wood-cleavers make the
shivers flye hither and thither. 1533-34 Fitzherb. Husl:
§ 124 Gette thy quyckesettes in the 'woode-countreye. 1570
Foxe A. $ M. (ed. 2) 188/1 A certayne wood countrey in
Somersetshire, called Etheling. C1580 Bugbears in. iii. 50
Som are c.aS\<z&fotlctti,f0raboscki,forasiepi, that ys "wood-
crepers, hedg crepers, & the whyte & red fearye. 1717-46
Thomson Summer 559 The "wood-crowned hill. 1820 W.
Irving Sk. Bk., Spectre Bridegroom (1821) I. 297 Some
talked of mountain sprites, of *wood-demons. 1591 Exch.
Rolls Scot. XXI [. 135 For uphalding of the "woddikis of
Falkland. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 404 The abode
of some stout "wood-dweller. 1693 S. Dale Pharmacol.

539 Teredo.. The *Wood-Eater. 1844 Zoologist II. 410 It

is hard to attribute carnivorous propensities to so harmless
a wood-eater as Hylobius. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat.
Hist. 202* Wood-eating Snout^Beetles. c 1325 "wode-hevese
[see Eaves i b]. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3376 Cho wente to

the welle by be wode euis. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 475 He
sei} vnder a "wode-egge.. Fyue nondred men of Armes.
1888 Stevenson Black Arrcnv 8 There was a stout fellow

yonder in the wood-edge. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. ix,

Highover Borthwick'smountain-flood His*wood-embosom 'd

mansion stood, 1817 Lady Morgan France (181 8) II. 300

The Chateau, .so lonely, so wood-embosomed. x8o8 Scott
Marm. in. ix, Kentucky's "wood-encumber'd brake. 1583

Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. 1 1 1. 592 H ir duelling houss

in the "Wodend callit Daveschaw. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives
Bcrkelcys (1883) I. 331 Lands in Wixstowe at the woodend
of Hill. 1840 Civil Eng. * Arch. Jrnl. III. 402/1 The
improved metallic wheel with "wood-faced tyre. 14. . Nom.
in Wr.-Wulcker 697/17 Hicfrondator, a "wodfeller. 1569
Blague Sch. Conceytes 54 As a Woodfeller was cuttyng
wood neere a riuer side, he lost his axe. 1786 tr. Bedford's
Vathek (1868) 90 The wood-fellers who directed their route.



WOOD.
1873 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 100 Whether *wood-
fibres occur in CryPtogams is at least doubtful. 1493
Festivall (W. de W.) 131 b, A *wode fyre, for peple to syt
&wake|herby. 1794 Mrs. Radcmffe Myst. Udolpho xlii[i],

The dying embers of a wood fire still glimmered on the
hearth. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 185 Bugs never
infest houses.. in which wood-fires only are used. 1867
Morris Jason 1. 262 All about The *wood-folk gathered.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. i. (Bodl. MS.), "Wood
fonles. .dwellep in woodes and in bikke coppes of treen.
1787 Burns ' Admiring Nature in her ivitdest grace* 13
The lawns *wood-frin^'d in Nature's native taste. 1828
G. W. Bridges Ann. Jamaica II. xv. 227 Surprised to find
their *wood-girt town surrounded by an armed force. 1590
Shenser F. Q. i. vi, 9 The wyld *woodgods. 1610 Fletcher
Faith/, Sheph. 1. i, No Goblin, Wood-god, Fairy, Elfe, or
Fiend. i8zo Keats Lamia 1. 34 Full of painful jealousies
Of the Wood-Gods, and even the very trees, c 1843 Carlyle
Hist. Sketches (1898) 270 The wood-goddes-, with her
nymphs. 1581 Cov. Leet Ilk. 824 & so followe the broke into
another "wood^round. i6n Cotcr., Late, Wood-ground, by
measure, or quantitie of A rpens. 1835 Uke Philos. Mann/.
258 [He] has to pay. .more for his timber, to protect the
* wood-grower. 1851 MaYKB Reid Scalp-Hunters vi. 48 The
uater-drawing, *wood-hewing pueblos. 1891 Hardy Tess
xxvii, The "wood-hooped pails .. hung .. ready .. for the
evening milking. 1537 *Wood hoy [see Wend v. 6 cj. 1483
Cath. Angl. 423/1 A *Wodde keper, lucarius. 1519 Pres.
Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 32 That noo wode kyeper
take no swyn into the woddys for akecornes. 1868 ' Holms
Lee' B. Godfrey xvii. 95 He is woodkeeper to Squire Gis-
borne. 1874 Thearle Naval Arc/tit. 27 The pieces of
which it is composed are connected by *wood-keyed hook
scarphs. 1845 Brownisg Flight 0/ Duchess xvii. 78 Like
Orsjn the "wood-knight. 1548 Thomas Ital. Did. (1550),
Seluaggio, wilde, or *wooddelike. 1713 Phil. Trans.
XXVIII. 224 A sort of sullen greenish Wood-like rust.
i?85 Cowper Let. to Newton 19 Mar., We. .have, .more
than two waggon loads of them in our *wood-loft. 1796
T. Townshend Poems 104 For many a long and languid
day Upon the *wood-moss laid. .31586 Sidney Arcadia
111. (1922) II. 74 The Nightingale *woodmusi<]iies King. 1757
Rejl. Importation Bar-Iron 17 The *\Vood-Owner. .divides
his Wood into a Number of Cuts. 1833 Gentl. Mag. CII.
1. 573 2 The *wood panneled ceiling. 1827-35 N". P. Willis
Idleness 60 'Woodpath or stream, or slope by hill or vale,
1856 Vaugman Mystics (i860) I. 139 These *wood -pathways
..led up a steep hill. 1842 Civil Eng, % Arch. Jrnl. V.
281/1 To *wood-pave ail the turnpike roads. 1887 Pall
Mall Gaz. 14 Nov. 2/1 The *wood-paved part of the Space.
BeowulJ'3144 *Wudu«rec astah. [1895 W. Morris Beowulf
109 The wood-reek went up.] 1898 Pall Mall Mag. May
87 That the blue wood-reek might chase away the flies.

1869 Blackmore Loma D. x, The bark from the •wood-
ricks [being] washed down the gutters. 1827 Clare Sheph.
Cat. 9 Beside the *woodride's lonely gate. 969 Lease in
Birch Cartul. Sax. III. 528 Of swepelan streame west be
*wudu riman. c 1205 Lay. 739, I bon wode rime. 1837 Civil
Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. I. 24/1 The 'wood-roofed house. C1205
Lay. 467 Leouere heom his to libben bi ban *wode-roten.
1825 Hazlitt Spirit of Age i. Wks. 1902 IV. 198 Wreaths
of snow under which the wild *wood-rovers bury themselves
..in winter. 1817 Lady Morgan France (1818) II. 309 Our
celebrated landscape-painter, Robert, . .assisted me in laying
out the grounds, and disposing of my "wood scenery. 1479
in Engl. Gilds (1870) 425 Prouydid.. that the *woddesillers
leve not the bak..bare of wodde. 1554 in Wadley Notes
Wills Bristol (1886) 189 Wodseller and Citesin of the Citie
of Bristowe. 1755 Johnson, Woodn/onger, a woodseller.
1828 Mrs. Hemans Peasant Girl Phone 16 Sad and slow,
Through the *wood-shadows, moved the knightly train.
1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 9 *Wood-sheathed Ships.
1844 Louisa S. Costello Beam <y Pyrenees I. 282 We were
glad to take shelter in a *wood-shed. c 1440 Protup. Pan;
531/2 *Wodeschyde.., teda. 1577 in J. R. Boyle Hedon
(1875) 65 For nailes and wodshiddes and two skottells vjd.
1842 J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 299 Take the *wood-shoots
close by their roots, so that the bark may grow over the
wound. 182a Home Fatal Discov. in, On the *wood-skirted
lawn. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/. -t. ix. (1891) 211
The creaking of the *wood-sleds, bringing their loads of oak
and walnut. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in Air vii. (1857) 48
Smelling of fresh straw in summer, and *wood-smoke in
winter. 1601 Death of Robt. Earl of•Huntington D 2, Fall
to your *wod-songs therefore, yeomen bold. 1834 Mrs.
Hemans Poems, Happy Hour 7 The sweet wood-son"'s
penetrating flow. 1538 Elvot Diet., Lignile, fuell, or°a
"'wodde stacke. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 379 The size of
Faggots and Wood Stacks, .differs in most Countries. 1913
* Q

' Hetty Wesley 11. v, The wood stack hid her from the
Parsonage windows, c 1820 Mrs. Hemans Tale 14th C. 322
The *wood -stream's plaintive harmony. a 1583 Mont-
gomery; Flyling 737 *Woodtyk, hoodpyk, ay like to Hue in
lacke ! 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxi[i], The
passing gleam fell on the *wood-tops below. 1839 in In-/uiry,
Yorksh. Deaf.f Dumb (1870] 22 William . . Sedgwick, *wood-
turner. 1901 Scotsman 5 Apr. 7/2 *Wood-tuming tools.

1791 Charlotte Smith Celestina (ed. 2) I. 228 Birds, who
found food and shelter amid the shrubberies and *wood-
walks. 1595 Markham Trag. Sir R. Grinuile (Arb.) 46
The *wood-walled Cittizens at sea. £1325 in Kennett Par.
Antiq. (1818) I. 566 Du£e acrae..juxta le "wode wey. 1906
S. W. Mitchell Pearl 19 The beauty of those wood-ways
green. 1850 Household Words I. 29/1 *Wood-weeds, river-

weeds, and other weeds, a 1887 Jekferies Field <$ Hedge-
row (1889I 331 The humble-bee the wide *wood-world may
roam. 1579 Fulke Conf. Sanders 587 To proue them
*woode worshippers and idolaters.

f. In ME. poetry, in combs, wood bough, lay

(Lea sb.1 ) m ? glade or grove, lind (= tree), rise

(Rice 1
, small branch), esp. in phr. under wood

bough, etc = in the woods, in the leafy shade

:

sometimes with allusion to secret love-making.
Cf. J. Hall's ed. of King Horn 1227 note.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 96 Euer is be eie to be wude leie [v.r.

wodele^e], berinne is bet ich luuie. a 1290 S. Eustace 20 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 212 pe hert wes muchel. .ber

ke wes ounder wode linde. Ibid. 32 pere he wes ounder
wode leye. Ibid. 76 [He] wes ounder wode-bowe. 13.. K,

262

Horn 1160 (Harl.) 5ef bou horn euer se3e vnder wode le3e.

f 1320 Sir Tristr. 2485 Vnder wode bou3 Pai knewen day
and ni^t. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 4734
Wylde walkande by wode lyndes. X387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
III. vii. (Skeat ) 1. 53 Beware of thy Iyfe, that thou no wodelay
use, as in asking of thinges that strecchen in-to shame

!

C1400 Gamelyn 633 Adam loked tho vndir wode bough.
Ibid. 676 As men that ben . . hard be-stad vnder wode lynde.
c 1470 Gol. ej- Gaw. 1344 Rachis can ryn vndir the wod rise.

g. attrib. uses and comb, of pi. (sense 2). U. S.

1849 r - Douglas Life 59, I stopped my oxen to open the
woods gate. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 391 Any

I
land. .may be improved by the addition of vegetable matter,

I such as wo^ds litter. 1880 S. Lanier Hymns of Marshes,
j

6"w«>-/^47The woods-smell. 1902 S.E. VJnnv. Blazed Trail
j

v, Bands of woods-creatures. 1904 — Forest xiv, He was.

.

comparatively inexperienced in woods-walking. Ibid., A
good woods-walker progresses without apparent hurry. 1908— Riverman vii, Still lingering at the woods camps,.. five

hundred woods-weary men.

10. Special Combs. : wood-acid = wood-vinegar;
wood-agate, agatized wood {Cent. Bit/.) ; wood-
alcohol = Wood-spirit 2 ; wood-axe, an axe for

hewing wood or felling trees ; wood-block, a block
of wood, esp. one on which a design is cut for print-

ing from (cf. wood-engraving, Woodcut) ; wood-
block v., to pave with wood-blocks; + wood-
bone [Boon sd. 1 6], ? a boon-day for wood-cutting

;

wood-borer, something that bores wood ; esp.

any one of certain insects and other invertebrates
which make perforations in wood ; so wood-
boring a. ; wood-bound a., (a) bound or fastened
with wood ; (6) of land, encumbered with woody
hedges or trees

; (c) enclosed by woodland
; (</) see

quot. 1S92 ; wood-branch, a branch of a fruit tree

kept primarily for growtli of wood (6 d) ; wood
brick, a block of wood cut to the size and shape of
a brick, inserted in the interior walls of a building
as a hold for joinery (Gwilt) ; wood-bud, a bud
forming the rudiment of a wood-branch

; f wood-
bush 1 [Buss si.^j, a vessel for conveying wood, a
wood-barge

; wood-bush 2 [Bush si. 1 9], name of
a wooded region in S. Africa ; wood-butcher
U.S. slang, an inexperienced carpenter; wood-
carpet, (a) a floor-carpet made of thin pieces of
wood arranged in patterns (Knight Did. Afech.

l &lh) i (^) the geometer moth Melanippe rivata

(E. Newman, 1 869) ; f wood-carriage, a tenurial

obligation to carry wood ; wood-carving, the orna-

mental carving of wooden utensils, furniture, etc.

;

concr. a piece of such carving; hence wood-carved
a., -carver; f wood-cast [Cast sb. 13], a pile or

stack of wood ; wood-colour, the colour ofwood

;

a pigment of such a colour; wood-copper, a
wood-brown fibrous variety of olivenite; wood-
corn, ' some quantity of Oats or other Grain, paid
by Customary Tenants to the Lord, for liberty

to pick up dead or broken Wood* {Cowel's In-
terpr. 1701); wood-draughtsman, one whodraws
for wood-engraving ; so wood-drawing ; wood-
dried a., dried by the heat of burning wood ;

wood-drink, a decoction of some medicinal wood
(cf. 6 g) ; wood-engraver, (a) one who engraves

on wood, an artist who does wood-engraving

;

(£) a name for various species of N. American
wood- boring beetles, esp. Xyleborus cxlatus

;

wood-engraving, the process or art of engraving
on wood or of making wood-cuts; concr. a design

so cut upon a wood-block or obtained by impres-

sion from it, a woodcut ; woodfall, a felling of

trees for their wood, a cutting of timber; wood-
farm, (a) a farm on which trees are grown for

timber; f{6) an office in the Port of London, which
dealt with the delivery of wood and other goods
discharged ; wood-farmer (see quot.) ; wood-
flour, (a) a substance obtained by grinding wood
containing starchy matter, proposed as a substitute

for flour
;

(d) a very fine sawdust obtained from
pine-wood, used as an absorbent surgical dressing

;

t wood-fold, a wood-yard ; wood-forester Sc,
one who has charge of woods

; + wood-free a.

[cf. Free a. 27 b], entitled to take wood gratis
;

wood-fretter (cf. wood-borer) ; wood-fungus, a
fungus that infests wood ; fwood-garth = Wood-
yard

; wood-gas, gas for illumination obtained
from wood ; f wood-geld [Geld sb.], money paid
for the privilege of cutting or gathering wood in a
forest ; also (according to 1 7th c. legal writers),
the privilege of immunity from such payment

;

wood-gum = Xylan
; f wood-hag [Hag sb.-i~\,

the right to cut wood
; f wood-hagger, a wood-

cutter, wood-hewer ; wood-hanging, ' thin veneer
on a paper backing, to be used as wall-paper

'

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; wood-hewer, (a) one
who hews wood, a wood-cutter

; (A) a bird of the
family Dendrocolaptidse, a South American tree-

creeper; + wood-hire, payment or outrent for
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wood ; wood-hole, a hole or recess in which
wood is stored for fuel (cf. coal-hole)

; f wood-
honey [0E. wuduhunii = L - *"*/ silveslre, Gr.
M<At aypiov], wild honey ; wood-hook, a hook for
cutting off pieces ofwood from trees ; wood-horse
£/..£, (a)asawing-horse; (b) the walking-stick insect
{Cent. Diet.); wood-hung a., bordered with hang-
ing woods

; f wood-iron, ? iron smelted by means
of wood; fwood-leave (Sc. -lei/, -lief, -leive), leave
or permission to cut or procure wood; trans/.
a duty charged for this ; wood-lock Nout., a
piece of hard wood sheathed with copper, fitted

closely beneath the pintle of a rudder to prevent
the latter from rising; hence wood-locked a.,

secured by a wood-lock
; f wood-lode, the car-

riage or conveyance of wood ; the right or privi-

lege of carrying wood; wood-lot C'.S. [Lot sb. 6 a],

a plot of land containing or consisting of wood-
land ; wood-maid, -maiden, a mythical female
being dwelling in or haunting woods ;

•) wood-
maker = Woodman 2 ; wood-master, now Hist.
the master or overseer of a wood ; wood-meal, {a)

a kind of flour, resembling sawdust in appearance,
prepared from the root of the manioc or cassava-
plant; {b) the powderedwood produced by thewood-
worm; wood-money (seequot.) ; wood-mote,now
Hist., a court for determining cases in forest law,
later called court ofattachments (Attachment 3)

;

wood-mould, mould consisting of decayed wood ;

wood naphtha = Wood-spirit 2 ; wood-note,
a natural untrained musical note or song like that
of a wild bird in a wood (in later quots. echoing
Milton) ; wood offering, an offering of wood to

be burnt in sacrifice ; wood-opal [G. holzopal],

opal formed by petrifaction of wood, opalized or
silicified wood ; wood-paper, paper made from
wood-pulp; wood-peat, peat formed from decayed
wood \Cent. Diet.) ; f wood-penny, (3) ? = wood-
silver; cf. woodland penny; {b) Paul's betony,
Veronica officinalis ; wood-piercer, -piercing a.

^wood-borer, -boring; wood-pile, a pile or stack

of wood, esp. for fuel ; wood-plant, {a) a plant

with woody stem and branches
;

{b) a plant that

grows in woods, a woodland plant
; f wood-plea

court, ? = wood-mote
; fwood-pleck [Pleck],

? an enclosure in which wood is stored ; wood
post, a station where wood is procured ; wood
powder, {a) powder made by disintegration of

wood, as sawdust ; {b) a kind of gunpowder made
from light porous wood ; wood-print, a print

from an engraved wood-block, a woodcut ; wood-
pulp, a pulp made by mechanical or chemical
disintegration of wood-fibre, and used for making
paper; also attrib. ; wood-ranger U.S., one who
ranges woods; a scout or sharpshooter in Ameri-
can armies (cf. Ranueu 1 3) ; + wood-rent, ?

wood-silver; wood-rock, a compact variety of

asbestos resembling dry wood, also called moun-
tain wood (Cent. Diet.); wood-saw, a saw for

cutting wood, as a buck-saw (Knight 1875); wood-
sawyer, {a) a man employed in sawing wood ;

{b) the larva of a wood-boring beetle or other

insect, which cuts off twigs, etc. {Cent. Diet.);

i
1 wood-scathe [Scathe sb. 1], a fiend or monster
of the wood ; wood-screw, a metallic screw

specially adapted for fastening together parts of

woodwork or wood and metal ; wood-service,
service as a wood-ranger ; f wood-silver, ? a pay-

ment made in lieu of a supply of wood ; cf. wood-
land silver ; wood-skin, a light canoe made of

bark, used by native tribes in Guiana ; wood-soot,
the soot of burnt wood, formerly recognized in

the British Pharmacopoeia asfuligo ligni, and used

in dyeing; f wood-speech [Speech sb. 1 10 b],

a kind of wood-mote ; wood-still, a still for

distilling tar or turpentine from pine-wood (Knight

Diet. Mech. 1875) ; wood-stone, petrified wood,
esp. a form of quartz consisting of silicified wood ;

wood-stove, a stove adapted for burning wood
(Knight 1875) ; wood-sugar = Xylose {Cent.

Diet. Suppl.)
; f wood-tale, a quantity of wood

supplied as a due ; wood-tar, a bituminous liquid

obtained m the destructive distillation of pines and

other trees ; wood-tin [G. holzzimi], a variety of

cassiterite or tin-stone of brownish colour and

fibrous structure, resembling dry wood ; wood-
vessel, {a) a vessel carrying a cargo of wood

;

{b) Bot. a sap-conducting vessel in the woody tissue

of a plant ; wood-vinegar, vinegar or crude acetic

acid obtained by distillation of wood, also called

pyroligneous acid; f wood-waste (meaning un-

known) ; wood-wharf, a wharf at which cargoes

of wood are landed or shipped; &owood-wharfing;
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twood-whistle,? the bishop's weed, Ammimajus

;

wood-wind, the wooden wind-instruments in an
orchestra collectively (cf. 7 e above, and Wind sb.l

12b); wood-wool, f (a) cotton; (b) fine shavings

of wood, usually pine-wood, used as a surgical

dressing and for various other purposes ; wood-
wright, a worker in wood, as a carpenter.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Wood-acid, an inferior pyro-
ligneous acid, distilled from oak, beech, ash, &c. 1861 "Wood
alcohol [see Pyroligneous]. C1356 Durham Ace. Rolls

557 In factura unius "Wodeax. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 454 With ane wod-ax thair tha straik of his heid. 1625
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 300/* Lie schaft of the wode aix.

1900 K. W. Chambers Cardigan xxix, I , . unslungmy wood-
axe. He drew his hatchet. 1837 Hebert Engirt. <$- Mech.
Encycl. II. 825 Two specimens of *wood- blocks, cut by
Mr. Wightman. 1877 H* Law & D. K. Clark Consfr.
Roads 17 Following the experience of stone-set paving, the

wood blocks of narrower dimensions answered better. 1883
Builder 24 Nov. 704/2 'Die prejudice against the use of
good elm for purposes such as wood-block floors. 1908
Westm. Gas. n Aug. 4/2 The road leading from Shepherd's
Bush to Ux bridge, . .the major part of which was *wood-
blocked by the United Tramways Company. 1524 Cow-
Potus 0/ monastic property in Cottingham, NortJiants
(MS.), Vnu' "Wodbone in autumpno, vnam GalHnam ad
Natale D*ni, et decern oua ad Pascha. 1850 A. White List
Crustacea B. Mus. 56 Chelura terebrans. Sea "Wood-
Borer. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. viii. (1818) I. 240 The
little "wood-boring beel\es..{Anobium pertinax and stri.

ettum\ also attack books. 187s Knight Diet. Mech. 2275/1
Spiral Bit, a wood boring tool.. made of a twisted bar of

metal. 1570 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 229 Two paire of
*wood boune wheills. 1710 Hilman Tusser Rediv. Mar.
(1744) 35 Where it fronts the Sea, pois'nous Marshes,Wood-
bound, over-shelter'd by Woods, and the like. 1796 Mar-
shall Planting I. 56 High Hedges, and low Pollards, are
the bane of corn fields, .in Norfolk, lands thus encumbered
are.. said to be wood-bound. 1876 Hardy Hand of Ethel-
berta xv, Ethelberta and Christopher stood within the wood-
bound circle alone. 1892 Labour CommissionGloss., Wood-
bound Trade, in the coopering industry making packing
casks in which to put bottles for export from breweries.

1706 London & Wise Retired Gardner I, n. iii. in The
"Wood- Branches are those that form the Shape of the Tree.
184a "Wood Bricks [see Noes*. 1

]. 1763 Mills Syst, Pi-act.

Husb. IV. 249 Care should.. be taken to cut them a little

sloping behind a "wood bud, which may be easily dis-

tinguished from the blossom buds. 1840 PennyCycl. XVII.
46/1 The flower-buds are plump and roundish; the wood-
>uds are more oblong and pointed. 1587 A". A*. Mem. Roll

3Q2 Mich. v. 3 Navis Angl' voc* "woodbushe. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 14 Sept. 2/3 Majajie, the mystical Queen of the *Wood-
bush tribes. 1903 J. Buchan Afr. Colony 114 A delight in

the Wood Bush is apt to spoil a man for other scenery. 1890
in Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang s.v., Counting carpenters

and "wood-butchers together, it is estimated that about
20,000 men make their living in London as carpenters and
joiners. 1557 Acts Privy Counc. fret. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
39 The freholders. .hathe been accustomed.. to pay. .certain

"woodd cariages and other duties. 1885 Halliwell Life
Shaks*(ed. 5) 521 The elegant * wood-carved roof. 1859 W.S.
Coleman Woodlands (1862) 62 The wood [of the alder], .is

a favourite material for many purposes of the turner and the
"wood-carver. 1847 Ld. Lindsay Chr. Art I. p.ccix, Artists

in "wood-carving. 186a Catal. Internal. Exhib.
t Brit. II.

No. 57«3, Book-case, wood-carvings, stone-sculpture. 1483
Cath. Angl. 423/1 A "Wodde caste, strues. 1613 N. Riding-
Rec. (1884) I. 259 Chr. Wright.. [presented] for building his

wood-cast and laying his tymber in the Kinges street

whereby the people . . cannot conveniently passe. i6sa
Peacham Compl. Gent. xii. 1 16 Your "Wood coloursare com-
pounded either of Vmber and White, Char-coale and White
[etc.]. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 507 The
sap-wood .. has a light whitish or yellowish wood-colour.
1823 W. Phillips Introd. Min. (ed. 3) 320 Haematitic Arse-
mate. "Wood Copper. 1*35-53 Rental/a Glaston. (Somerset
Rec. See) 76 Facit easdem consuetudines sicut Robertus
de Stodlegh' preter "Wdecorn unum ferdellum. 1894 Her-
komer in Daily Netvs 28 Apr. 6/7 Nearly all the "wood-
draughtsmen of my time have become painters of eminence.
Ibid., He watches over the welfare of the artists now as
much as he did in my *wood-drawings days. 1577 Harrison
England 111. 1,96/1 The*woode dryed maul t.. doth, .annoye
the heade ofhim that is not vsed thereto because ofthe smoke.
1591 R. Hitchcock in Atb.Garner II. 216 Wood-dried malt
will make unsavoury drink. 161 x Flokio, Pigliare il legno,
to take the "wood^ or dyet drinke for the pox. 1696 Floyer
Humours 190 Drinking Wine, and two parts of Water, or
Wood- Drinks. 1816 Ottley Hist. Engraving I. 97 It ap-
pears that the old German "wood engravers manufactured
prodigious quantities of these religious cuts. Ibid. 31 The
professors of "wood engraving. Ibid. 3a Another large wood
engraving, representing the Madonna. 1588 Walsingham
in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 230 Yearely "woodfals in Middlesex.
1619 T. Clay Chorol. Disc. 25 To see that the Woodfalls be
made at seasonable times. 1767 A. Young Fanner's Lett,
to People (1771) I. iii. 153 note, 'Wood-farms, .not being
very common. rSia J. Smyth Tract. Customs (1821) 388
The business of the Woodfarm or River Office in the Port
of London. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 2) 1123 "Wood-
farmers, such as rent woodlands, to be periodically cut for
fuel [etc.]. 1845 Dodd Brit. Manuf. Ser. v. 18 The wood is

next dried.., and is afterwards ground repeatedly, till it

assumes the form of a rough flour. The "wood-flour is then
formed into small flat cakes by the addition of water. 1885
Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. I. 265/2 Wood-wool and wood-
flour, the latter the finest, are made from pine wood. 1570
Levies Manip. 219/20 A "Wodfould, lignarium. 1865
Q. Victoria More Leaves (1884) 32 The Duke's head "wood-
forester. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy 175 Kit's uncle Rob,
the wood forester. 1554 Charters rel. Glasgow (1906) II.

513 Archinbaldesalbe "wod fre and querell fre to the big-
ging..of the saidis mylne and hir dame. 1611 Cotgr.,
Tavelliere, the little worme called a "Wood-fretter. 1876
Prkece Telegraphy \d\ Dry-rot.. is due to a species of
"wood-fungus—the Merulius lachrymaus—which destroys
the tensile and cohesive power of the wood, and gradually
reduces it to.. a fine powder. 1343 Durham Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) 39 Lapidespropaviamentodel 'Wodegarthe. 1570
Levins Manip. 34/5 Y e Wodgarth, lig\u]ariunt. < 1865

Letheby in Circ. Sci. I. 125/2 The.. city of Heilbronn has
recently been lighted up with "wood-gas. 1220 in Spelman
Gloss. Archxol. f 1664) 260 Et sint quieti, .de omnibus geldis,

& danegeldis, & "vodegeldis. 1334 in N. Riding Record
Soc. N.S. III. 108 Quod ipse et homines sui sint quieti de
omnibus geldis. . Et de wodegeldis. 1594 Cromiton Jurisd.

197 Woodgeld, is properly to be discharged of gathering
within the forest, for the behoofe of the foresters, and other

ministers there. i6a8 Coke On Lift. 233 Pudzeld {i.e. )>ud-

£eld] or Woodgeld is to be free from payment of money for

taking of Wood in any Forest. 1894 Muir & Mori.ey
Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. S68/1 Tree gum. *Wood gum.
1569 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1580, 810 Cum. .lapicid'iis,

silvis, nemoribus cum lie "wode hage. 1569 Charters Cros-
raguel Abbey (1S86) I. 195 Cum earundem silvis et nemori-
bus cum lie Wodhag. lags Ace. Exch.K.R. 5 8m.2(P.R.O.)
In stipendiis Walteri Le "Wodhagger pro meretnio proster-

nendo in bosco de Stagholme. 1624 Capt. J. Smith Vir-
ginia in. vii. 69 Let no man thinke that, .these gentlemen
spent their times as common wood-h.ig^crs at felling of
trees. 1868 Rep. U.S. Comm. Agrt'e.( 1869) 15 The American
"wood-hanging, .has been applied for the finish of the suite

of rooms, c 1000 /Ei.hhic Dent, xxix. 11 Butnn *wudu-
heawerum & 5am 5e waiter berafi. 1300 Rolls 0/ ParIt. I.

255/1 Roberto le Wodehyewere. 1483 Cath. Angl. 423 1

A Wodde hewer, Ugnarius. 1867 Scla tek & Salvin Exotic
Oritith. (1869) 7 1 Xiphocolaptes major. ( Rusty Wood-hewer).
1361 in Blount Fragm. Am it/. (1S15) 368 Pro*wodehyre ob\
1438-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 74 Pro Wod hi re apud
Aldyngrige, Brome, et Rylley, hoc anno, iiijrf. 1511-12
Ibid. (MS.), Pro Wodhire in Aldyngryge ct Rylley, iijd. ob.

1668 Ktheredge She Wou'd if she Con'd 1. i, Creep into

the "Wood-hole here. 1703 J- Philips Splendid Shilling

44 Confounded, to the dark recess I fly Of wood-hole. C950
iTindisf. Gosp. Mark i. 6 Mel siluestrae, "wudu hunig. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P.R.xwi. lxiii. (1495! Pvj/a Beenhaunte
the floures [of beech] and gadre wode hony 111 holowe trees.

C1450 Mirk's Festial 184/30 Saynt Ion ete leues, brod and
rownd and whyt,..and when bay byn frotude.. th;iy byn
swete as hony. .and byn callyd wod-hony. C1440 /'romp.
Parv. 531/2 "Wodehoke, or wedehoke, sarculus. 1598
Barret Theor. Warres v. iii. 134, 1500 wood hookes, and
tooles to make faggots. 1849 F. Douglas Life 116 Mr.
Johnson kindly let me have his "wood horse and saw. 1745
Warton Pleas. Melanch. 315 "Wood-hung Menai, stream of
druids old. 1536-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 694 Et in

4« petr. ferri de stauro dni Prioris pro le "Wodyron ad +d.
t

26s. 8d. 1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 283 Payit be
the said Robert for* wod leif in France, xviij frankis. i6ioin
Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) II. 300 Dewteisforgrund-
lieve and woodlieve. 1805 Shipwright's Vade-m. 142 * Wood-
lock, a piece of elm or oak, . . in the throating or score of the

pintle, near the load-water line. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wcrd-
bk. 529 The pintles are hooks which enter the braces, and
the rudder is then "wood-locked. 1263 Cal. Inquis. p. M.
Hen. Ill (1904) 563, 15 s. 4d. "wodelode. 1377 in Somerset
$ Dorset N. ff Q. (1911) Dec. 34a Johannes Purdy tenet
unam virgatam. .reddet per annum vijs- vj d. pro Wodelode
iiijd. 174a in W. M. Sargent Maine Wills (1887) 473 A
third part of a "Wood Lott for Cutting of y* wood or for

feeding. 1866 Lowell Among my Bks., Lessing (1870) 304
He would soon be driven to the cutting of green stuff from
his own wood-lot, more rich in smoke than fire. 16x6
MS. Ace. St. Johns Hosp., Canterb., For bread and drink
to the teners and "wood makers. 15.. in Blount Anc.
Tenures (1679) 168 The "Woodmaster and Kepers of
Needwoode shale every yere mete at..Birkeley Lodgge
. . one Seynt Laurence dey ; at which dey and place
a Woodmoote shal be kept. x8a6 Hok. Smith Tor Hill \.

292 A Woodmote having been held on the same day, ..the
wood-master and his men came to swell the procession.
1760-72 J. Adams tr. Juan <v Wlloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 324
The common food of the inhabitants.. throughout Brazil, is

the farina de Pau or * wood-meal, which is universally eaten
instead of bread. 185a J. J. Seidel Organ 121 Pipes.. so
completely eaten by the wood-worm, that the wind blows
out the dust or wood-meal through all the holes. 189a
Labour Comm. Gloss, s.v. Money, Some yards in the barge-
building industry allowthe men to take home. .small pieces
of wood: others allow -id. per day in lieu of wood ; this is

termed "wood money. 15.. , 1826 * Wood-mote [see ivood-

vtaster]. a 1610 Manwood Laives Forest xxii. $1 (1615)

207 The said Court of attachments then called the Wood-
mote Court. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. vi. 71 The
court of attachments, wood-mote, or forty days court, is to
be held before the verderors of the forest once in every forty
days. 1868 Rep. U. S. Ccmm. Agric. (1869) 424 A small
portion of the field was manured with a compost of night-soil

and "wood-mold. 184a "wood-naphtha [see Wood-spirit 2].

1632 Milton L*Allegro 134 If. .sweetest Shakespear fancies

childe, Warble his native 'Wood-notes wiWe. X789 Burns
Let. to M lAuley- 4 June, Mrs. Burns, .has a glorious * wood-
note wild *at either old song or psalmody. 1887 S. Colvin
Keats v. 105 Wild wood-notes of Celtic imagination. x6xx
Bible Neh. x. 34 We cast the lots among the priests, the
Leuites, and the people, for the "wood offering.. to burne
vpon the altar. 1816 R.Jameson Syst. Min. I. 246 "Wood-
Opal. 1800 Koops Hist. Ace. Inv. Paper 88 The substance
of the "Wood Paper on which these lines are printed. 1261
Cal. Inquis. p. M. Hen. Ill (1904) 502, 2d, "Wudepanies.
1570 Levins Manip. 102/29 Wodpenie, betonica Pauli.
X713 Petiver Aquat. Anim. Amboinse Tab. 19/8 Plwlas

Lignorum . .*Wood Peircer. 1802 Bingley Anim. Biog.

(1813) III. 279 The "Wood-Piercing Bee. 1553 Huloet,
"Woode pyte, strues. 1696 Aubrey Misc. vi. 68 The Cook
Maid, going to the Wood-pile to fetch Wood to dress Supper.
X699 Damtier Voy. II. 1. 107 They built a Town and fenced

it round about with a kind of Wood-pile, or Wall of great

Timber Trees. 1883 'Mark Twain Life on Mississippi

xxi. 222 The seldomest spectacle on the Mississippi to-day

is a wood-ptle. X773 Holme on Spaldingntoor /net. Act 18

Banks, "Wood-Plants, Quicksets, or Fences. 1908 [Eliz.

Fowler] Betw. Trent $ Anckolme 19 Wood-plants flourish

about this border. 167a CoivePs Interfr., *Woodplea-
Court

x
is a Court held twice in the year in the Forest .of

Clun in Con. Salop,, .and perhaps was anciently the same
with Woodmote-Court. xsax Cov. Leet Bk. 668 That no
inhabitant . . make eny gardeyn or "wodpleck within xl t! fote

[of the town wall]. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 66a

Leisha "wood post is on the bank of the river surrounded
by forests. 1870 in Boorde's Introd. Kuowl. 99 "Wood-
powder, Boorde's remedy for Excoriation. 1881 Greenkr
Gun 322 In combustion wood powder is far more rapid than
black. 1816 W, Y. Otti.ey Hist. Engrai ing I. 91 The very
early *wood-prints of Germany. 1908 Dublin Rev. July2i6
The book is adorned with charming wood-prints. 1866
Patents, Abridgm. Specif. Manuf. Paper 11, (1876)427 Im-
provements in preparing, .'wood pulp for the manufacture
of paper. 1757 [Burkk] Europ. Settlem. Amer. vn. xxvii.

II. 270 A company of 'wood rangers, -to scour the country
near our settlements. 1896 Harper's Mag. XCII. 712/1 The
white wood-rangers were as ruthless as their red foes. 1774
T. West Antiq. Furness 109 These [iron forges] were
destroyed.. at the request of the customary tenants, who
charged themselves with paying the rent of 20. 1, by a rate

which is now called "Woodrent or Bloomsmithy re:;t. 1844
Emerson Kciv Eng. Reform. Wks. (Bohn) I. 260 The labour
of the porter and *wood-sawyt_-r. £"1275 Lay. 2585) Wola
bat be *wode-scabe h;meb he (nis for-fare. 1733 Tull
Horse-hocing Husb. xxiv. 402 Wrhat is meant by 'Wood
Screws, are taper Screws made with Iron, having very deep
Threads, whereby they hold fast when screw'd into Wood.
1868 Rep. to Govt. U. S. Munitions War 222 These plaies

..are attached to the ship's side by a plentiful supply of
wood-screws, screwed into the timber backing. 1757 R.
Roc;ers Jrnls. (1769J 52 Volunteers in the regular troops
to be trained to the ranging, or 'wood-service, e 1245 in

Lysons Environs Loud. (1796) IV. 131 [In this survey
two payments are mentioned called] "wodeselver [and]

averselver [a composition for labour]. '355-6 Abingdon
Obedientiars Ace. (Cnmden) 5 De redditu de wodeseluer
x li. iij s. 1510-11 in Eyton Antiq, Shropsh. (1S5C) III. 325.

1825 VVaterton Wand. S. Amer. 1. (1903) 3^ There is

neither curial nor canoe, nor purple-heart tree i:i the neigh-
bourhood to make a "wood-skin to carry you over. 166.
Sir W. Petty in Sprat Hist, Roy. Soc. (1667) 296 In Cloth
Dying 'wood-soot is of good use. 1728 CnA.\irit:i:s Cycl. s.v.

Dy(e)iug, Wood-soot, containing not only a colour, but a salt,

needs nothing to. . make it strike on the stuff. 1770 Cook's
Voy. round World 111. viii. (1773) 632 Of the colour of wood
soot, or what is commonly called a chocolate colour. 1222-3
in Dugdale Mnast. Angl. (1825) V. 2^3 1 In curiis nostris.

.

shiris, halemotis, et "Avodespeches. 1796 Kikwan Eletn. Mitt.

(ed. 2) I. 315 'Woodstone. .is commonly. .the substance of
petrified wood. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 647 Hoinstone occurs
under three modifications; splintery hornstone, conchoidal
hornstone, and woodstone. X235-52 Rentaiia Glaston. (Som.
Rec. Soc.) 83 Et debet habere "wdetale contra Natale, scil.

unum truncum [etc.]. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org, iv,

§6. 198 Eupione, which Reichenbach obtained during the

rectification of the products from *wood-tar. 1787 Groschke
tr. KlaprotKs Observ. E'ossils Corniv. 1 3 The most re-

markable species of stream-tin is a tin-ore like haematites,

or what is called * Wood-tin. 1855 Leifchild Comivali 201

The famous wood-tin, so called fiom the woody appearance
of some of the pebbles, was formerly found in the Loth
stream works in abundance. 1796 Nelson 26 July in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 220 Not a "Wood-Vessel bound to

Piombino would go out of the Port. 1883 M cNab Pot.,

Morphol. <r ThysioL ii. 42 The xylem. .con>i>ts. .of three

sets of cells, viz. the wood vessels, the wood prosenchyma,
and the wood parenchyma. 1837 Hebert Engin. 4- Meek.
Encycl. II. 849 There are four principal kinds: namely,
wine vinegar, malt vinegar, sugar vinegar, and "wood vine-

gar. 1235-53 Rentaiia Glaston. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 135 Et
debet carinre bladum cum careta sua per j diem et debet
auxiliari ad "wddewaste. 1279 Liter Lust. (Rolls) 150 Qil
serra lie au pilier qi estet en Tamise a "Wodehwarfe. 1594
Nordks Spec. Brit., Essex (Camden) 10 Places wher they take

in wcod.. .wch places are called vpon the Thames, westward,
hawsorwoodwharfes. 17x700 Evelyn Diary 5 Sept. 1666, The
coale and wood wharfes. 1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames
212 A tug was taking a couple of deal-loaded barges to a
woodwharf. 1840 Evid. Hull Docks Comm. 136, I propose
what in the neighbourhood of Hull is called * wood-whar ring.

a 1400 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 8 Ameos agrcste, similis

fraxinarie, anglice, "wodewhisgle [v.r. wodewhistle]. 1876
*Wood wind [see Wind sb.l 12 b]. 1901 W. J. Henderson
Orchestra 19 Next in importance to the strings is the wood-
wind, which is divided into three families— flutes, oboes,

and clarinets. 1559 Morwyng Evouymus 323 With a little

"wode woul dipte therein rub the teethe. 1885 [see -wood-

flour], 1887 Advance (Chicago) 7 July 431 In workshops,

the wood-wool is even replacing cotton waste for cleaning

machinery. 1867 Morris Jason UL 75 All who chanced to

know The "woodwright's craft. 1883 J. Parker Tyne
Chytde 6 At a wood-wright's door, where I stood on a large

block of old oak.

b. In names of animals, chiefly birds and insects :

(i) that live in woods, as wood bee
y fly, gnat, hornet

\

moth ; esp. in designations of particular species or

groups, as wood Argus (Akgus 3), dormouse, flyt

lady (Lady sb, 9), mite, rattlesnake, red-bird, sand-

piper, sxvift (Swift s6.* 4), tattler, tiger (TlGElt sb.

1 1 ), wagtail (see quots.) ; wood Mouse, Pkweb, Pib

(jM 3 b), Swallow {sbl 2 b); (ii) that live, bore,

or burrow in wood ; e.g. in local names of species

of woodpecker, as wood-Jobber, -knacker, -tapper,

and in wood-borer, -fretter, -piercer, -sawyer in 10;

wood-ant, (a) a large ant, Formica rufa, living

in woods ; (b) a termite or white ant, which bur-

rows in wood; wood baboon « Drill sb.2;

wood-beetle, a wood-boring beetle; wood bison,

wood bulTalo, a variety of American bison (Bison

bison at/tabascas) found in the wooded parts of the

west of Canada ; wood-bug, an insect of the genus

Fentotoma ; wood-cat, t (a) a fanciful name for

the hare
;

(b) a wild cat living in woods, spec, the

S. American species Felt's geoffroyi ; wood-cracker

dial., the nuthatch, Sitta csesia ; wood-cricket, a

species of cricket found in woods, as Nemobius
sylvestris ; wood-culver - Wood-pigkon ; wood-
deer = wood-goat\ wood-digger, a West Indian
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insect (see quot.) ; wood-drake, the male of the

wood-duck ; wood-duck, a species of duck inhabit-

ing woods, esp. the N. American summer duck, AZx
sponsa, and the Australian Berniclajubata ; •wood-
frog, a species of frog found in woods, as the N.
American Kana sylvalica ; wood-goat, a S. African

species of antelope, AntHope sytvatica ; wood-
grouse, (a) the capercailye Tetrao urogallus (see

Grouse sb. i); (b) the spotted Canada grouse,

Canace(Detidragupits) canadensis, or allied species;

wood-ibis, a stork of the subfamily Tantalinx,

esp. Tantalus loculator, which inhabits wooded
swamps in southern U. S. ; a wood-stork ; wood-
kingfisher, a name for birds allied to the king-

fisher, living in woods : = king-hunter (King sb.

13 b) ; wood-leopard [moth), a species of spotted

moth (Zcuzera pyrina), the larva of which boreg

into the wood of trees ; wood-owl, any species of

owl living in woods, as the tawny or brown owl,

Syrnium aluco ; wood-partridge — wood-grouse ;

wood-pelican = wood-ibis ; wood-pheasant, (a)

= wood-grouse (a) ;
(b) in Zanzibar (see quot. 1892);

wood-quail, any bird of the genus Rollulus, of the

Malay archipelago; wood-rabbit, the common
rabbit of U.S., Lepus sylvaticus, also called cotton-

tail
'

; also, any rabbit living in a wood ; wood-rat,
any rat of the American genus Neotoma ; wood-
robin, a local name of the American wood-thrush

;

wood-shrike, (a) = Woodchat ; (p) an African

shrike of the genus Prionops ; wood-shrimp, a
crustacean of the family Cheluridm, as Chelura tere-

brans, which bores in submerged wood ; wood-
slave, a West Indian lizard of the species Mabouya

;

wood-snail, any species of snail inhabiting woods,
esp. Helix nemoralis; wood-snake, a snake that

lives in woods, as those of the family Dryophidx
;

wood-snipe, -snite, names for the woodcock
(British or American) ; wood-star, a name for

several species of humming-birds, as those of the

genus Calothorax and the Bahama sheartail, Doricha
evelynx; wood-stork = wood-ibis; wood-swine,
a swine living in woods; spec, the bosch-vark, a
ferocious wild swine of S. and E. Africa ; wood-
tantalus = wood-ibis; wood-thrush, (a) a species

of thrush of the eastern U.S., Turdus {Hylocichla)

mustelinus, noted for its beautiful coloration and
sweet song ; (b) a local name of the missel-thrush,

T. viscivorus ; wood-tick [Tick si. 1'], a tick of
the family Ixodidx, found upon plants ; wood-
warbler, (a) the wood-wren, Phylloscopus sibila-

trix; (b) a general name for the American warblers
(Warbler 2 b), esp. those of the genus Dendraca;
wood-wasp, (a) a wasp that lives in woods, as

Vespa sylveslris
; (b) a wasp that burrows in rotten

wood, as some species of Crabronidse, or a wasp-
like insect whose larvae bore in wood, as the horn-
tails ; wood-worm, an insect larva or other inverte-

brate, as the ship-worm (see Teredo), which bores
in wood (also Jig.) ; wood-wren, 'a) a species of
warbler, Phylloscopus sibilatrix, or its congener the
willow-wren, P. trochilus. See also Woodcock, etc.

1709 T. Robisson Vind. Mosaick Syst. 90 The *Wood-Ant
feeds upon Leaves. 1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 140 In the
West Indies, [they are called] Wood Lice, Wood Ants, or
White Ants. 1889 Scicnce-Gossip XXV. 33 Length of the
wood-ant {F. ru/it) three-eighths of an inch. 1781 Pennant
Hist. Quadrup. 1. 176 "Wood Baboon. .. Inhabits Guinea.
1308 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xii. (Bodl. MS.), Some
bep feelde been and some beb "wood been. 1609 C. Butler
Fein. Mon. H 5 b, The wood-pecker, .doth more harme to
wood-bees then garden-bees. 1795 Wintkrbotha.m View US.
IV. 413 * Wood-beetle, Leptura. 1835 R. T. Gore Blumen-
bach's Nat. Hist. 190 Leptura.. 1. Aquatica. ..The Wood-
beetle. . . On aquatic plants of all kinds. 1843 Johnston in
Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. xi. 78 As thoroughly drilled as
..a piece of wood that has been eaten with the maggot of the
wood-beetles. 1895 C. W. Whitney in Harper's Mag. Dec.
10/2 To hunt -wood-bison, ..now become the rarest game
in the world. 189a W. Pike Barren Ground N. Canada
143 These animals go by the name of *wood buffalo. 1836
Redding Hist. Mod. Wines iii. (ed. 2) 47 A nauseous odour
..from a vast number of *wood bugs which had been.,
crushed in the Iwine] press, c ia8o Names of Hare in Ret.

Ant. I. 133 The frendlese, the *wodecat. 189a W.H. Hudson
Nat. La Plata 15 It is called wood-cat, and. .is an intruder

from wooded districts north of the pampas.
_
1898 Stanley

J. Weyman Shrewsbury xxvi, Speak, you viper, and don't

stand there glowering like a wood-cat ! 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh.

175 A little Bird, somtimes seen, but oftner beard in the Park
at Woodstock, from the noise that it makes, commonly
called the *Wood.cracker. 1774 Goldsmith Nat.^ Hist.

VII. 350 The *wood-cricket is the most timorous animal in

nature, a 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 131/32 Palumbus,
•wudeculfre. 1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541) '5 Meates
and drynkes makynge good juyce. .. Wodde culvers. 166a

J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 201 Mice, Dormice,

and Swine do sooner perish with hunger, than they do eat

of a Ring-Doveor Wood-Culver. 181a Plumtre l.ichten-

stein's S. Africa I. 194 Large animals, such as buffalos,

•wood-deer (antilope sytvatica). 1838 W. P. Hunter tr.

Azara's Nat. Hist. Paraguay I. 145 Laborde says that his

first species is called red deer and wood deer {Cierba roxay
cicrba de Bosques) in Cayenne, being always met with in

264

I

woods. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 433 The *Wood-Digger.

j

This insect . . digs frequently into soft places of timber, where
1 it keeps a throbbing noise, not unlike our death-watches in

\
Europe, x8oi Shaw G*n. Zool. II. 166 *Wood Dormouse.
Myoxus Dryas.

. . It is said to be a native of Russia, Georgia,
i &c. inhabiting woods, &c. 1814 A. Wilson Amer. Orttith.

VIII. 97 Summer Duck, or *Wood Duck. Anas sponsa.

1847 Leichhardt Jrnl. v. 147 The wood-duck (Bernicla
1 jubata) abounded on the larger water-holes. 1827 Clare

Sheplu Col. 54 Green *wood-fly, and blossom-haunting

I

bee. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 258 Wood-Flies
I (Platypezidae). 1698 M. Lister Journ. Paris 73 Very
;

large * Wood-Frog, with the extremity of the Toes webbed.

I

1895 Swettenham Malay Sketches 288 The fitful and plain-

|
tive croak of a wood-frog. 1882 CasselCs Nat. Hist. VI. 77
The ^Wood Gnat {Culex nemorosus) frequents woods and

;
does not come into houses. 1785 G. Forster tr. Sparr-

1
man's Voy. Cape Gd. Hope vii. I. 276 This *wood-goat, or,

1 as it is called, bosch-bok. 1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. (ed. 4)

j
I. 223 *Wood Grous...It inhabits wooded and mountanous
countries. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 928 The

j

*wood or wilde Hornet (saith Pliny) live in hollow trees all
'. the winter. 1785 Latham Gen. Syu. Birds V. 104 *Wood
j

Ibis. ..found in Carolina, and in various parts of South
America. 1875-84 Layard's Birds S. Afr. 735 Pseudo-
tantalus ibis. African Wood-Ibis. 1856 Knight's Eng.

j

Cycl., Nat. Hist. IV. 1276 Zeuzera Msculi, the *Wood-
j

Leopard, is a rare species, of a white colour, with numerous
steel-blue spots. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist.

277 *Wood-Mites (Orbitida^). a 1678 Marvell Appieton
Ho. 542 The hewel . . Doth from the bark the 'wood-
moths glean. 1601 Holland Pliny xxx. viii. II. 384
If the seat be galled, it is thought that the ashes of the

! *wood-Mouse tempered with honey, cureth the same. 1834
Mary Howitt in Tail's Mag. I. 445/2, I saw a little Wood-
mouse. .Sit under a mushroom tall. 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool.
VII. 253 *Wood Owl... As the bird seems to be the only

I British species. .more particularly found in woody than in

other situations, the title of Wood Owl seems best adapted
to its nature. 1772 Phil. Trans. LXI I. 389 * Woodpartridge.
1830 Gai.t Laivrie T. vin. v. (1849) 370, I heard the wood-
partridge drumming on a neighbouring tree. 1754 Catfsby
Carolina I. pi. 81 Pelicanus Sylvaticus. The *Wood
Pelican. 1810 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith. II. 81 *Wood
Pewee Fly-catcher. Muscicapa rapax. 1705 tr. Sir J.
Ware's Antiq. Irel. viL 20 The Cock of the Wood, which
Giraldus Cambrensis calls the *Wood Pheasant. 1892
Pall MallGaz. \2 Nov. 3/1 What is called the 'wood-
pheasant ' is a big long-tailed bush cuckoo. 1891 Cent.

I Diet. s.v. Rollulus, The red-crested *wood-quail is R* cris-

iatus or roulroul. Ibid., *Wood-rabbit. 190a Cornish
Naturalist Thames 73 These wood-rabbits differ in their

!
way of life from those in the open warren outside. 1766 J.
Bartram Jml. 10 Jan. 30 We found a great nest of a*wood-
rat, built of long pieces of dry sticks. 1879 W. L. Lindsay

!
Mind in Loiver Animals II. xi. 151 The Californian wood-

1 rat. 1802 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 335 *Wood Rattle-Snake.
Crotalus Dryinas. 1805 Mitchell & Miller Med. Repos.

j

122 Fire-bird or *wood red-bird with blue wings. 1808

I

A. Wilson Amer. Ornitk. I. 29 Wood Thrush. Turdus
melodus. .It is called by some the *Wood Robin. 1882

j

Garden 11 Nov. 425/1 The chief bird friend and com-
i panion of the wanderer in the New Zealand bush is the

j

wood robin. 1784 Pennant Arctic Zool. II. 482 'Wood.

.

;

Sandpiper. . . Tringa Glareola.

.

. Inhabits the moist woods of
Sweden. 1824 [see Sandpiper i]. 1875-84 Layard's Birds

j

S. Afr, 401 Bradyornis mariquetisis. Mariqua *Wood-
Shnke. 1725 Sloane Jamaica II. iSs, I saw one of these

! Spiders eat a small lizard call'd a *Wood-slave. 1864 N.
Brit. Rev. Dec. 404 The baleful race of woodslave and

' slippery-back, those hideous brown and yellow lizards of the

I
West Indies. 1831 Audubon Ornith. Biog. I. 19 They now

J

and then descend, .to pick up a*wood-snail or a beetle. 1865
Gosse Landtf Sea (1874) 118 The pretty banded wood-snail

1
{.Helix nemoralis). 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 75/2

I

Coluber,..^ landsnake or *woodsnake. 1887 St. James's
,
Gaz. 14 Mar. 6/1 It would seem that in times past the
1 *woodsnipe* was considered a stupid bird, c 1050 Voc. in

Wr.-Wi'tlcker 363/27 Cardt'olus, *wudusnite. 1655 Moufet
& Bennet Health's Improv. xi. 96 There is a kind ofWood-
Snite in Devonshire, greater than the common Snite, 1859-62
Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) I. 3x1 The
Short-tailed *Woodstar {Calothorax macrums) . .is one of
the most diminutive even in the family of dwarfs, measuring
rather less than two inches and a half in length. 1884 Coues
N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 653 American *Wood Stork. 1854
A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 37 *Wood-Swallows {Aria-
viidae). 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 19 The *Wood Swift
(Hepialus syhinus). c 1480 Henryson Trial 0/ Fox 894
The Uild *wod Swyne. 1785 G. Forster tr. Spamnan^s

\ Voy.CapcGd. Hopex. 1 1. 23, 1 saw., a herd of bosch-varkenst

j

or, as they are likewise called, ivilde-varkens, (wood-swine,

I

or wild-swine). 1834 [see bosch-vark s.v. Bosch '] "824
Stephens in Shaws Gen. Zool. XII. 3 *Wood Tantalus.

;
{Tantalus loculator.) 1852 M*cgillivray Brit. Birds IV.

,
346 Totanus Glareola. *Wood Tatler. 1791 W. Bartram
Trav. N. <y S. Carolina (1792) 179 The shrill tuneful songs

:
of the *wood-thrush ! 1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool.
X. 179 Wood Thrush. {Turdus melodes.) 1841 W. C
Bryant Earth's Children 11 Wks. 44 Dark maples where
the wood-thrush sings. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 49
Rtcinus .. the *Wood Teek, or, Dogs Teek. 1819 D. B.
Warden Acc United States II. 180 The wood tick.,
resembles a bug, and lives upon trees and rushes. 1869
E. Newman Brit. Moths 32 The *\Vood Tiger. .{Chelonia
Plantagims). 1868 J. Burroughs Wake-robin v. (1884) 207
The well-known gold en-crowned thrush {Sciurus auro-
capillus) or *wood-wagiaiI. Ibid. viii. 296 [see Wagtail 2 aj.
1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. X. 748 "Wood Warbler.
{Sylvia Sylvicota.) 1868 Rep. U.S. Cotnm. Agric (i860)
3ioThe wood-wasps. .are often seen resting on leaves in
thesunshine. 1871 Staveley Brit. Insects 203 The second
division of the predaceous stinging Hymenoptera, known as
Fossores or diggers, consists of the Sand-wasps and Wood-
wasps. 1895 Rider Haggard Heart 0/ World x. (1S99) J35
Tiny grey flies, wood-wasps, and ants.. tormented us with
their bites and stings. 1540 Septem Ling. Diet. D vj, Teredo
. .a *woodworme. 1607 B. Barnes Divils Charter (ed.
McKerrow) 1376 Now skelder yee scounderels,..you wood-
wormes. 17*5 Swift Wood an Insect 17 An Inject we call

a Wood^Worm, That lies in old Wood like a Hare in her
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Form. 1855 Browning Mesmerism 7 At night, when.. the
wood-worm picks, And the death-watch ticks. 1792 T. Lamb
in Trans. Linuean Soc. (1794) II. 245 A New Species of
Warbler, called the *Wood Wren... It. .comes with the rest
of the summer warblers. 1839 Macgillivray Brit. Birds
II. 371 Phylhpneuste Trochilus. The Willow Wood wren.

C. In names of plants or their products (usually
designating particular species) growing in woods,
as wood ca/amint,fern, germander; horsetail^ hya-
cinth^ liverwort, pea^ pimpernel, rasp, reed, rose,

sedge, violet, etc. (see quots. and Calamint, etc.)
;

wood-almond, a West Indian shrub, Hippocratea
comosa, producing edible seeds like almonds

;

wood-anemone, the common wild anemone, A.
nemorosa, abundant in woods, and blossoming in

early spring ; also applied to other species ; wood-
apple, {a) a wild apple, crab-apple

; (6) the fruit

of Feroniaelephanhtm
t
2tXi Kast Indian gum-yielding

tree allied to the orange, or the tree itself; also

called elephant-apple ; wood betony, the common
betony, Stachys Betonica ; wood crab = wood-
apple (a) ; wood cranesbill, Geranium sylvati-

ciim, a wild species with light purple flowers
;

wood-grass, any species of grass growing in

woods; wood-lily, t (a) ?the meadow-saffron,

Cohhicum autumnale\ (&) the lily-of-the-valley,

Convallaria majalis; (c) the common winter-green,

Pyrola minor
;
(d) any plant of the N. American

genus Trillium, grown here as a spring-flowering

perennial ; + wood-march [OE. wtidutnerce : see

March sd. 1
], the common or wood sanicle, Sani-

culaeuropxa
; + wood-mint, pennyroyal, Mentha

Pulegium
; fwood-nep [Nep sb^ or ^j, see quots.

;

wood nut (tree), the hazel, Corylus avellana;

wood-spurge, a species of spurge, Euphorbia
amygdaloides, with greenish-yellow flowers ; wood
strawberry, the common wild strawberry, /Vc-
garia vesca ; wood-vetch, any species of vetch

growing in woods, esp. Vieia sylvatiea, with pink

or white flowers streaked with purple ; wood-vine,
(a) the bryony, Bryonia dioica ; (b) yellow wood-

vine, a species of mulberry, Mo/us Calcar-galli.

See also main words.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ccxci, The *Wood Anemone

or Wind-flower. 1816-20 T. Green Univ. Herbal I. 100

Anemone R anunculoides ; Yellow Wood Anemone.^ c 1000

Sax. Leechd. II. 190 Jesodene *wudu aepla. 1430 in Engl.
Hist. Rev. (1899) July 514 Ooke, esshe, holyn, wodapiltre

andcrabtre. i858Simmonds/?*V/. Trade, Vellanga,Yelauga,
vernacular Indian names for the wood-apple, Feronia
Flephantum. 1859 Miss Pratt Brit.Grasses 121 Hordeum
sylvaticum (Lyme-grass, or *Wood Barley). 1657 S. Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. \. xv. 92 Bees gather not of flowers which
have deep sockets, as . .

*Wood-bettony. 1747 Wesley
Prim. Physick (1762) 117 Apply Wood Betony bruised. 1712

J. James tr. Le BtotuTs Gardening 152 The Box proper for

planting Palisades, is the "Wood-Box. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-
Wulcker 715/38 Hec arbitus, "wodcrabtre. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 423/1 A Wodde crab, acroma. 1525 Greie Herbal
eclxxxiii. (1529) Qij, Wood crabbes, or wyldynges. 1796

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 603 Geranium batra-

choides alterum... *Wood Cranesbill. 1863 Baring-Gould
Iceland 214 A hill purpled with wood cranesbill. 1884

Miller Plant-n., Aspidium nevadense, Nevada "Wood-
fern. Ibid., Polypodium vulgare, Adder's Fern, Common
Polypody, ..Wood Fern. 1844 Whittier Pumpkin 26 When
*wood-grapes were purpling. 1597 Gerahde Herbal 1. vi. 7
*Wood grasse hath many thicke and threadie rootes. Ibid.

8 Gramen sylvaticum. .is called in our toong Wood grasse

or Shadow grasse. 188a Proc. Berw. Nat. Club IX. No. iii.

475 Listera ovata was plentiful, as well as Calamintha
Clinopodium, and several wood-grasses. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal D. ccccxlii. 957 *Wood Horse taile. 1871 Ruskin
Fors Clav. vi. 7 The *wood-hyacinth is the best English

representative of the tribe of flowers which the Greeks

called 'Asphodel*. 0x400 Stockholm Med. MS. ii. 517 in

AngUa XVIII. 320 *Wode-lilie with.. Bio purpre flowres,

no lefe on stele. 1579 Lansham Card. Health 679 Wood-
lillie, or Lillie conuaile. 1882 Garden 20 May 352/1 The
Virginian Cowslip, .attains true development in semi-shady

spots . . and so does the large white Wood Lily. 1884 M 1
ller

Plantn., Pyrola minor, Common Winter-green, Wood
Lily. Ibid., Trillium, American Wood-lily, c 1000 Sax.

Leechd. II. 22 5enim..*wudumerce. c 1265 I'oc. Plants m
Wr.-Wulcker 554/8 Saniculum, i. sanicle, i. wudemerch.

a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. {Anecd. Oxon.) 38 Sanicula, L wode-

meiche. 1597 Gerabde Herbal Suppl., Wood March is

Sanickle. ^1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 557/20 Ori-

ganum, i. puliol real, i. *w«le-minte. 15*5 Crete Herbal

xlviii. (1529) Cvb, Ameos, *woodnep, or penywort. 1599

Gerarde Catal. in horto 19 Shon. Wood Nep. 1597 —
Herbal 11. lviii. 279 The later Herbarists haue named this

plant Dulcamara, Amarodulcis, and Amaradulcis ..we

call it Bitter sweete, and *Woodnightshade. 1578 *Wood
Nut tree [see Hazel 1

i]. 1634 T. Johnson Merc. Bet.

24 Astragalus sylvaticus. *Wood-pease, or Heath-pease.

1820 Hogg Tales, Bridal of Polmood (1836) II. 82 Gather-

ing *wood-rasps for a delicate preserve. 1816-20 T. Green
Univ. Herbal I. 129 Arundo Calamagrostis. Wood
Reed-grass, ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 90 ?emm *wudu

rosan. 1614 Markham Cheap Hush. Table Hard Words,

Woodrose or wilde- Eglantine. 1705 tr. Cowley s Plants

Wks. 1711 III. 363 Nought by Experience than the Wood-

Rose found, Better to cure a mad Dog's poisonous Wound.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xvi. 20 *Wood Rushie grasse. 1816-

20 T, Green Univ. Herbal I. 256 Carex Sytvatica ;
*Wood

Sedge. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. exxxii. 403 Sweete wood

Spurge... Vnsauorie wood Spurge. 1707 Curios. Husb. $
Card. 154 Spurges of Different Kinds.. the Wood-Spurge,

the Cipress-Spurge, and the Mirtle-Spurge. a 1869 Rossetti
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Songs, Woodspurge 12 Among those few.. The woodspurge
flowered, three cups in one. 1731 Miller Card, Diet.,

Fragaria vulgaris. Common or *Wood-Strawberry. 1766
Complete Farmer s.v. Pulse 6 G 1/2 Dr. Lister, .recommends
for the improvement of sandy, light ground, ..all plants of
the. .pea kind, and particularly, .the *wood vetch. 1813
Scott Rokeby iv. ii, Where profuse the wood-vetch clings

Round ash and elm,.. Its pale and azure-pencill'd flower

Should canopy Titania's bower. 1861 Mtss Pratt Flower.
PL II. 312 This Bryony is commonly called also Wild Vine,
or *Wood-vine. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v., Woodvine, Yellow,
Morus calcar galli.

Wood, a. {sb. 2 , adv.) Obs. exc. dial, or rare
arch. Forms: 1-6 (9 Sc.) wod, 3-7 (9 arch.)

wode, (4 Sc. vode), 4-5 woed, 4-6 woode,
woud(e, wodde, (5 ode, oothe, Sc. woide, void,

5-7 Sc. woid), 6 wodd, (oode, wyd, Sc. vod,
wuid), 6-7 woodde, {6, 9 Sc. wid, 7 would, 8-
Sc. and dial, wud), 4- wood. [OK. w6d= OHG.
wuot (in fsrwuot raging, frantic), ON. ddr, Goth.
wSd-, *wops possessed (cf. OHG., MHG. wuot, G.
wut rage) ; f. Teut. woi- (to which belong also OE.
w6p song, sound, ON. idr poetry, and Woden) :—
Indo-Eur. wdl-, represented by L. votes seer, poet,

Olr. faith poet, W. gwawd song of praise, the
fundamental meaning being * to be excited or in-

spired'. From the mutated stem are OE. wede
mad, wedan Wede v., wtden in Wedenonfa',
Widdendream. The form oothe is from Scand.
Compounds are Brain-wood, Red-wood a.~\

1. Out of one's mind, insane, lunatic: =Mad«. i,

C7«5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E 249 Epilenticus, woda.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John x. 21 Ne synt na bis wodes mannes
word, c 1200 Ormin 15506 He draf ut off wode menn
Defless. 1303 R. Brunne Ilandl. Synne 11026 A wode
man touched on hys bere, . . And a-none he hadde botenyng.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 554 5if i told him treuli my tene . . He
wold wene i were wod. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 46
Woode men, he ?eue> hem ber mynde, And makib mesels
hool. c 1440 York Myst. xl 334 His folke sail no ferre Yf
he go welland woode. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 332/2 Oothe,
or woode, aniens. 1540 Hvrdk tr. Vives' Instr.Ckr. Worn.
(T592) G, They bee bitten of the wood dog the devil, & be
fallen wood themselves. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxviii.
101 Anis wod and ay the war. 1590 Spenser F'. Q. i. iv. 34
Through vnaduized rashnesse woxen wood. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj. 82 b, Gif any man is Lunatick, woodde, or furious,
with space of manifest wit and judgement betwix ilk time.
1627 J. Taylor (Water P.)Arrnaito Dib, In the North patts
of England, . . when they thinke that a man is distracted or
frenzy, they will say the man is Wood. 1724 Ramsay Tea-l.
Misc. C1733) I. 86 The wife was wood, and out o' her wit.
c 1730 — Betty *r Kate iv, That 's like to put us wood.
1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxvii, Some folk say, that pride and
anger hae driven him clean wud. 1828 Craven Gloss.

,

Wood, mad, rhyming with food. This word is rarely used.
1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. ix, Am I dement t Stark wode ?

b. Of a dog or other beast : Rabid : = Mad a. 6.
c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. I. 4 Wi5 woden hundes slite. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. iv. (Tollcm. MS.), [Honey]
heleb be bitynge of a wood hounde. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xviii. (Arb.) 44 Ye sawe neuer wood dogges do more harme.
1549 Coirtpl. Scot. vi. 57 Quhen it [sc. the dog -star] ringis in
our hemispere, than dogis ar in dangeir to ryn vod. 1551
Turner Herbal \. B v, Garlyke. .is good agaynst thebitinges
of madd or weod beastes. 1608 Melrose Regality Rec.
(S.H.S.1914) 60 Scho [sc. a mare] ran woid and drouneit
hirself in Tueid. 1610 Fletcher Faithf. Shcph. u, Bitten
by a wood- Dogs venom'd tooth. 1733 Culross Town Rec.
(MS.), There has been some wood dogs going through the
town. 1856 G. Henderson Pop. Rhymes 58 The bull ran
wud. a 1869 Spence Braes of Carse (1898) 181 The dog ran
wud that barkit at her.

O. In par. of comparison, often expressing fury
or violence (cf. 3) : e.g. as {if) he (etc.) were
wood ; as or like wood (cf. Mad a. 1 c).
c iaao Bestiary 338 We brennen in mod, And wuroen so

we weren wod. ^1300 Havehk 508 Starinde als he were
wod. 1340 Ayenli. 140 Hi yerneb hi lheapeb ase wode.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3859 He cryedde & rorede as baw ho
were wode. 01450 Knt. de la Tour x xviii, They.. beganne
to crye lyke wode folke. c 1460 Play Sacram. 403 in Non-
Cycle Myst. Plays (1909) 70 Yt bledyth as yt were woode.
I wys. a 1510 Douglas A'. Hart 1. 224 Thai preik, that
prance, as princis that war woude. 1568 T. Howell Newt
Sonets (1879) 121 From me he fled as woode. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. lr. iii. 30 Like a would-woman. 1647 H. More
Song of Soul 1. 11. xciii, Thou..rav'st as thou wert wood.
1711 Ramsay To Earl Dalkousie 13 Some like to. .gar the
Courser rin like wood.

d. With qualification, as half, near (nigh), worse
than, etc., the combined phrase becoming virtually
equivalent to one of the derived senses below.
i»97 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 3840 He was ney uor wrabbe wod.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 36 He gan to berke on bat barn, pat
it wax nerjof his witt wod for fere. 14.. Childh. Jesns 133
in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 113 Frawdys was wrobe &
nydel ode \v.r. nerehande wode]. c 1440 Ges.'a Rom. xxvi.
99 fe knight was halfe woode for wo. c 1470 Henry Wal.
%' VI

;
4

.

lS In Pr°pyr ire he wox ner wode for teyne.
2. Going beyond all reasonable bounds ; utterly

senseless ; extremely rash or reckless, wild ; vehe-
mently excited : = Mad a. 2, 4, 7.
fooo JElvrko Solil. August. (1922)25 Hwaisswawod ban

he dyne cweSan ba;t God ne se scce ! c 1205 Lay. 1714 Swawod he was to fehte. a 1115 Ancr. R. 120 pet tu schalt
demen bt suluen wod, bo bu ber touward bouhlest. 1340Hampole /V. Consc. 99 pat man may be halden wode, pat
cheses be ille and leves be gude. ?o 1366 Chauckr Rom.
Rose 203 Coueitise is euere wode, To gripen other folkis
gode. imciGo»erC«/ I. 164 Aweie he fledde..As he that
was for love wod. t 1400 Pride of Life 499 in NonCrcle
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Myst. Plays 104 Be he so hardy or so wode In his londe to
aryue, He wol se his herte Mode, c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 76 A woode wisdom, and a wise woodenesse.
1435 Misyn Fire of Love II, viii. 89 Wode luste, made lufe.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 116 Whiche of theyr
myndes ar so blynde and wode And so reted in theyr errour
and foly. 1579 Spknser Sheph. Cal. Mar. 55 Thelf was so
wanton and so wood. 1584 Mirr. Mag. 26 b, Incontinent
desire maketh him wood of their societie. 1617 Collins
Def. Bp. Ely 11. x. 413 Vnles you wil be so wood now, as to
adde brutish Ubiquitisme, to your barbarous Cyclopisme.
a 1708 T. Ward Eng. Ref, 14 What sees he in her, he's so
wood, for? 1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, The folk in Lunnun
are a' clean wud about this bit job. 1895 Crockett Men 0/
Moss./fags liv. 382 The lassie's gane wud 1 There's nae
reason in her.

Tib. Used inaccurately to render L.fttria/is.
1387 Trevisa Higcien (Rolls) I. 197 In hat loud is a lake

wonderful and wood [L.furialis], for who bat drynkeb berof
he scbal brenne in woodnesse of leccherie.

^
3. a. Extremely fierce or violent, ferocious

;

irascible, passionate.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 Monie cumeo\.ischrud mid lombes

fleose, & beotS wode wulues. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2224
Als wode lyons bai sal ban fare. 1435 Misyn Eire of Love
11. viii. 89 A scheep cled in foxis skyn, & a dowe wodar ben
any wode best, c 1480 Henryson Cock <\ Fox 195 A nyce
proud man, void and vaneglorious. 1538 Starkey England
(1878) 12 Ther ys no best.. so wyld, oode, or cruel, but to
man by wysdom he ys subduyd. 1556 Lauder Tractate of
Kyngis 286 ^e sulde nocht chuse vnto that cure Ane Vino-
lent nor wod Pasture. 1590 Barrough Meth. Phisick I.

xxvii. (1596) 44 They that haue this disease [sc. mania] be
wood & vnruly like wilde beasts. 1747 Upton Ac-a> Canto
Spenssrs E. Q. xxvi, Guileful Dissimulation, and pale Fear,
And Discoid wood.

b. Violently angry or irritated; enraged, furious,
ciaos Lay. 2189 Humber wes swa su'iiV wod for al bat

lond on him stod. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5979 Suan..bo
he hurde of \>'\s cas Made him wrob & wod ynou. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880)25 pei. .ben wode ;ifmenspekentreuly
a^enst here cursed synnes. 142a Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 229
Tho that haue a brandynge colure like the lye of fyre,
lightly wexen woode. 1481 Caxton Godfrey Ixvii. 112 The
gretestedes..becamallearaged and wood for thurst. 01540
Barnes Whs* (1573) 282 Y« more it is preached the more
they grudge, and the woodder bee they. 01578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) 1. 146 To quhome scho turnit
about witht ane wode and furieous contienance. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. If. 11. i. 192 Heere am I, and wood within this wood,
Because I cannot "meet my Hermia. 1654 Gayton Pleas.
Notes iv. xix. 267 Be not thou wood too, nor a jot inraged.
168a Shadwi:llZ.««c. Witches 1, Pray now do not say ought
to my Lady, by th' Mass who*l be e'en stark wood an who
hears on't. 1786 Burns Sc, Drink xili, When neebors anger
at a plea, An' just as wud as wud can be. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xlii, Now he 's anes wud and aye waur, and roars for
revenge. 1858 Kingsley Red King 23 King William sterte
up wroth and wood.

c. transf, of rage, pain, etc. (Cf. Mad a. 5.)
1397 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4415 In is wod rage he wende Vor

to awreke is vnele deb. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. m. met.
ii. (1868) 68 pe woode wrabbes of hem. 1390 Gower Conf.
I.287 In this wilde wode peine, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1 168
par is na wa in be werd to be wode hunger, c 1500 Lance-
lot 2695 Thar was the batell furyous and woud. 1607 J.
Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 193 To execute.. against
them (in his wood furie) whatsoever he listeth.

d. Jig. of inanimate things, as the sea, wind,
fire: Violently agitated ;

( furious ',
' raging \ (Cf.

Mad a. 7 b.)

cruoo O. E. Chron, an. 1075 (MS. D) Seo wode sa: & se
stranga wind hi on baet land awearp. c 1320 Si* Tristr. 371
pe wawes were so wode Wib winde. c 1386 Chaucer
Millers T, 331 A reyn..so wilde and wood That half so
greet was neuere Noees flood, c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud
622) 593 Wynde aroos wib wood rage. 1477 Norton Ord.
Alch. vi, in Ashm. (1652) 98 Flames brenning fierce and
woode. 1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 39 Temppestes horrible
of the woode see. a 1510 Douglas A . Hart 1. 75 About the
wall thair ran ane water void, Blak, stinkand, sowr, and
salt as is the sey. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. 1. met. iv. 7 Wood
Vesevus. .that burstz out his smoky fires.

*t"B. quasw£. (a) madness; (£) in phr. for wood
(see For- pre/}- 10), < like mad ', madly, furiously.
c i»75 xi Pains ofHell 48 in O. E. Misc. 148 Snaken and

neddren stingeb for wod. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6201 per-
uore hii flowe vor wod. 7 a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 276
She.. hath such wo, whan folk doth good, That nygh stve

meltith for pure wood, c 1384 — H. Fame in. 657 Lat vs.

.

seine. .That wommen louen vs for wode. 1390 Gower Conf.
I. 286 Betwen the waweof wod and wroth Into hisdowhtres
chambre he goth. < 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 5777 Out of
witt he was for wode.

t C. adv. Madly, frantically, furiously (chiefly

in wod wroth). Obs.
1297 R. Glouc (Roils) 6109 pe king knout wib horn was

bo so wod wrob. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 5 5if bei..
haten and ben woode wrob with men bat trewly dispisen
synne. c 1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. xxxviii. 94 The knyght..
bytwene twe perylle : on on halue, be wode-yernynge watyr
so grysly; on other halue, hys fomen. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 4913 The king of kinges quooke woode That any
shuld be hold..bettre than him self were, a 1513 Fadvan
Chron. vn. (1811) 515 The more the Kynge spake for the
Englysshe men, the more woder were they dysposyd agayne
them.^ 15x3 Douglas Mneis xir. vii. 9 Wod wroth he
worthis, fordysdeneand dysnyteThat he ne mycht his feris
succur. 1535 Coverdale Hosca vii. 5 They begynne to be
woode droncken thorow wyne. 1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes
94 The pacient hearing this. .was wood angrie, and com-
maunded all y« Phisitians to be put out of doores. i6ox
Drnt /"aMw. Heaven(\Z-$\) 142 They are so extraordinarily
enamoured., and are so wood-mad of it, that they will have it.

D. Comb. : f wood-like a. = Woodly a. ;

f woodsek [Sick a.], mad. See also Woodman 2
.

1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery O iv b, Wherwith distrest

WOODBINE.
with *woodlike rage, thefse] words he out abrade, c 890
W^rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. (1900) 135 pa wis selseded
se *wodseoca \v.r. wedendseoca] man to. . Benedicte. 14..
in Wr.-WiUcker 595/25 Meger, wode sek.

tWood, &. 1 Obs. Also 4-5 wode. [f. prec]
intr. To go mad ; to rave, rage (alsoyf^.).
c X374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. iii. (186S) 123 pou^ bei ne

anoye nat be body, 5itte vices wooden to distroien men by
wounde of bou^t. c 1386 — Sec. Nuns T. 467 He stareth
and he woodeth in his Aduertence. 1390 Gowkk Ccnf I.

282 Whan I ne may my Iadi se, The more I am redy to
wraththe,..! wode as doth the wylde Se. c 1430 PUgr.
LyfManhode 1. cxvi. (1869) 61 Deth is a beste so wylde that
who so seeth it he woodeth. c 1440 ipotnydon 1144 The
kynge. .began to wode, That his knyghtesboie downe were.

Wood (wud), z>.2 [f. Wood shl (Cf. OE.
wudian to fell wood.)]

I. + 1. trans. To surround with or inclose in

a wood or trees ; refl, and intr. to hide or take
refuge in a wood. Obs.
1538111 Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 195 The howse..

ys metely wodeyd in hege rowys. a 1589 R. Lane in
Hakluyfs Viy. 741 The Sauages. .betooke themselues to
flight: we.. followed for a smal time after thrm, who had
wooded themselues we know not where. 1645 City Alarum
13 We should not tread those Mazes of fortune, wherein we
have often wooded.

2. trans. To cover (land) with wood, as trees ; to
plant with trees, convert into woodland.
In this sense a back-formation from Wooded ppt. a., q.v.

for earlier quots, ; cf. also Wooding 2.

1807 Southey Esprietla's Lett, xxxiv. (1S08) II. 36, I was
delighted with the fine pear-trees which wooded the country.
1828STEUART Planter's Guide (ed. 2) 10 Transplanting could
do this;.. an entire Park could he thus wooded at once.
1896 Howells Impressions $ Exp. 6 The primeval forests
densely wooding the vast levels.

II. 3. a. trans. To supply with wood for fuel

;

to load (a vessel) with wood.
1628 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1909) III. 260 Wee

woodded and ballasted our shipps. 1712 E. Cooke V'oy. S.
Sea 117 This Island where we careen'd, wooded, water'd,
and fitted our Ships. 1748 Anson's V'oy. 1. v. 42 Our next
employment was wooding and watering our squadron. 1804
Nelson 22 Mar. in Nicolas Dis.p. (1845) V. 471 Seahorse
being in want of wood, to be ordered. .to the Island of
Asinara, to cut wood, for which purpose she may remain
forty-eight hours. In much le*s time the Victory could be
wooded. 190a Lennox James Cfuilmers x. 72 The people
helped in wooding the vessel.

b. intr. To procure or take in a supply of wood
for fuel. Also (in mod. use) with up.
1630 Capt. J. Smith Trav. <$• Adv. ii. 57 In this little He

of Mevis,..I have remained, .to wod and water and refresh
my men. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 76 In this

river 1 imagined we might wood and water. 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 369 Soon after leaving, we passed the Zephyr,
wooding-up: an hour later, our own boat was run to the
bank, . .and we also commenced wooding. 1891 C. Roberts
Adrift Amer. 220 We went on down the river, ..stopping.

.

occasionally to 'wood up', as taking in fuel was termed.
192 1 W. P. Livingstone Laws cfLivingstonia 56 The vessel
was wooding, .with rosemary and ebony logs.

4. Bowls. To be wooded: see quot.
1897 Encycl. Sport 1.

1 30/2 The jack is said to be ' wooded

'

when surrounded by bowls.

6. trans. To furnish with a wooden support ; to

prop with wood.
1918 Glasgow Her. 14 June 6 Simpson wooded the place [in

a coal-mine] temporarily, in order., to prevent a further fall.

Wood, obs. form of Woad.
f Woodage. Obs. rare. [f. Wood sbA + -age.]
1611 Cotgr., Lignade, wooddage; prouision of wood.

Woo d-ash,//.-ashes. [Wood^.i, Aausb*]
The ash or ashes of burnt wood.
1748 Anson's Voy. n. ii. 135 This oil served ...when mixed

with wood-ashes, to supply the use of tallow. 1836 C
Wordsworth Athens v. (1855) 26 Kneading some cakes to
be placed among the wood-ashes of the fire, and baked.
1884 LittelCs Living Age 659 Natives who had rubbed
themselves with wood-ash until their complexions were 'the
color of slate-pencil '.

U See Woad-ashes.
Wood-bill (wu'dbil). [OE. wudubil{l\ see

Wood sb. 1 and Bill j^. 1
] An implement used for

cutting wood, pruning, etc. : = Bill s&A 4.

cjz$ Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) F 48 Ealcastrum, wudubil.

1:890 W^rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. (1900) 113 Sume daex,e

sealde he him irenjeloman, baet is haten wudubil!. 1356 in

Riley Mem. Lomi. (1868) 284, 3 twybilles, 3 wodbilles. 1485
in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 373, j wodbill. 1660 Blount
Boscobel 1. (1680) 44 His Name was agreed to be Wil-Jones,

and His arms a wood-Bill. 1788 Cowpkr Let. 28 July, The
axe and the woodbill. .have, .been constantly employed.

Woodbine (wu-dboin), woodbind (-teind).

Forms: see Wood sb. 1
: a. 1 -bind, -bend, 1-6

-binde, 4-7 -bynde, 5 -bende, 5-6 -bynd, 6-

woodbind; £. 6-byne,-bin,(9fl'/W.wid(d)biii),

6- woodbine. (Also with hyphen, formerly occas.

as two words.) [OE. wudttbind, -binde, also -bend,

i. wndu Wood sbl + root of Bind v. {bend-, band-);

cf. Da. vedbende ivy, and, for the second element,

Withbind. For the loss of final d cf. line for

lind, rine for rind.
Similar formations are OE. widuwinde ' volvola \

' edera \

•vibuma*, 'convolvulus', ividubindte 'involuco', ON. viS-

z'indill ivy, Norw. vi{d)vendel, vivendel, vibendel 'capri-

folium'.)

1. A name for various plants of a climbing habit

;

in early use (later only dial.), convolvulus and ivy

;
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WOODBINED.

now chiefly {l/.S.) the Virginia Creeper Ampe-
lopsis quinquefolia, and the West Indian Ifomcea
ttcberosa (Spanish Woodbine).
a. c 875 Erfurt Gloss. 1059 Volvola, uuidubindae. Ibid.

1082 Viburnum, uuidubindae. £950 Lindisf. Gos/>. Mark
i, 6 Wudu huni;; ba^t wxxes on wudu binde [Rushzv. wude-
bendum]. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 302 Jenim bysse wyrte
wyrttruman be man capparis & oprum naman wudubend
hate5. Ibid. II. 34 Wyrc eajsealfe wudubindes leaf, c 1050
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 418/25 Hedera nigra, wudubind,
eorbifij. cz4Z$tr.Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc 30 Recipe

—

be Iuyse of smalache or merch, wormode,. .petite consoude,
wodbynd. 1525 Crete Herbal cccclxvii. (1529) Aaivb, De
Votubilis. Woodbynde. 1562 Pii.kington Expos. Abdyas
Pref. Aaiij, The woodbinde. .climbes vp & spreades it selfe

ouer all the branches, vnto it haue ouergrowen and kylled
the hole tree. 156a Bui.lf.in Bulwark, Bk. Simples (1579)
21 b, This is called Helxine, Swilax, or Campenella, or the
Bell Wodbinde. 1570 Buchanan Chamxleon Wks. (S.T.S.)

44 As ye wod bind clymeth on ye oik and syne with tyme
distroyis ye tre. 1597 Gekardb Herbal Table Eng. Names,
Blew Woodbind, or ladies bower. 162^ Capt. J. Smith Vir*
giuia v. 170 A kindeof Wood-bind., which runnes vpon trees,

twining it selfe like a Vine: the fruit.. eaten worketh..in
the nature of a purge. 1625 Gordon Pharmaco-pinax 11
Baccm Hederae. Berries of Wood- bind. 1760 J. Lee lutrod.
Bot. App. 332 Woodbind, Spanish, ipomoea.
$. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 97 Necessarie herbes to growe

in the garden for Physick. .. 23 Stitchwort. 24 Valerian.
25 Woodbine. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 212 Ampe-
lo/sis quinquefolia. .has long been cultivated as a covering
for walls, and is best known by the name of Woodbine.

2. esp. The common honeysuckle, Lonicera Peri

-

clymenum, a climbing shrub with pale yellow fra-

grant flowers ; also extended to other species, as

the N. American Z. grata.
a. c 1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 556/39 ./1/arVr silua, i.

ckeucfoil, i. wudebi[n]de. C1374 Chaucer Troyhts in. 1231
Asabowtea trc.wrybe thesoote wode bynde. (11387 Sinon.
Barth. (Anecd. Oxon.) 14 Capri/oliutn, wodebinde. 1562
Turner Herbal 11. 82 Wodbynde or Honysucklc.windeth
it self about busshes. 1624-5 Shirley Sch. Complement II.

(1631) 18 The Honey Wood-bind, Circling a withered Bryer.
1776 R.Graves Eupkrosyne 1. 159 See! how that woodbind
round the door And lattice blooms ! 1785 Maktyn Lett. Bot.
xvi. (1794) 204 The Woodbind has . .slender trailing branches,
twining round the boughs of trees.

fa 1548 Elvot, Periclymenon, an herbe called woodbyne,
whiche beareth the honysuckle. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11.

i. 251, I know a banke where the wilde time blowes, ..Quite
ouer-canoped with luscious woodbine. 1637 Milton Lycidas
146 The Musk-rose, and the well attir'd Woodbine. 1718
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Abbe Conti 19 May, The
walls are in the nature of lattices; and, on the outside of
them, vines and woodbines planted. 1847-60 Darlington
Amer. Weeds 160 Agreeable Lonicera. Wild Honeysuckle.
American Woodbine. 1856 Miss lAvi.ocK.yohH Halifax \x.

There was a yellow jasmine over the porch at one front
door, and a woodbine at the other.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1588 Spenser Virgils Gnat 82 Others, .bronze the wood-

bine twigges. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado m. i. 30 Beatrice..
Is couched in the wood-bine couerture. 1599 Cutwodk
Caltha Poet. Ixxxiv. C 6 b, She commeth to the woodbind
tree. Ibid. cxvi. E 8, She goes vnto the Woodbine Tree.
1704 Pope Spring 97 Haste to yonder woodbine bow'rs.
1713 Guardian No. 125 To taste the odours of the wood-
bine grove. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 461 In the gelid
caverns, woodbine-wrought. 1845 J. E. Carpenter Poems
4r Lyrics 93 The cottage. .With porch—all woodbine-clad.
1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xxn. i, The woodbine spices are
wafted abroad. 1895 R. W. Chambers King in Yellozv,
Street of Our Lady of Fields ii. (1900) 232 A white house
and woodbine-covered piazza. 1908 [Euz. Fowleb] Aft*.
Trent 9f Ancholme 141 Across a woodbine hedge.
Hence Woo'dbined (-baind) a.

t overgrown or
adorned with woodbine.
179S Southey Joan of Arc v. 104 The woodbined wall.

1895 'Cotswold Isys ' Lyra Piscat. 109 Those woodbined
oriels.

Woo*d-brown. Also 3 wudebrune, 4 wode-
bron, 4-5-broun, 6 (perron.) woodbroney. [f.

Wood sb.1 6 + Brown.]
1 1. The herb bugle, Ajuga reptans

t
in reference to

the brownish tint of the leaves. Obs.
c 1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-WQlcker 554/7 Buglosa, i. bugle,

i. wudebrune.
^
a 1387 Sinon, Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 13

Bugla, bugle, i. uodebroun.

"[1 Glossing h.Jraxinus ash-tree.

a 1400 Stockh. Med. MS. 188 Hertwourt or wodebroun,
^[/[axinus. 1597GERARDE Herbal SuppL, Woodbroney is

Fraxinus.

2. [partly after G. holzbraun.] The brown colour

characteristic ofwood (see quot. 1805). Also as adj.

1805 T. Weaver Werner's Ext. Charact. Fossils 63 Wood-
brown is a very pale colour, being a mixture of yellowish-

brown and much ashes-grey. 1839 Macgillivray Brit.

Birds II. 367 The wings and tail wood-brown. 1866 Mrs.
Whitney Leslie Goldthwaite ii, The loveliest balmoral I

ever saw in my life !. .Why, you'lt look like a hamadryad,
all in these wood-browns !

Woodbury (wirdbari). The name of Walter

Bentley Woodbury (1834-1885), inventor of many
contrivances connected with photography, used

attrib. in designations of processes invented by

him, as Woodbury-gravure, -process ; esp. Wood-
burytype (wu*dbarit3i:p) [see -type], a process

in which a design on a film of gelatine, obtained

from a photographic negative, is transferred by

heavy pressure to a metal plate from which it may
be printed ; a print thus produced ; also attrib.

1869 Photogr. JrnU 16 Jan. 218/2 The Woodbury Type
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Company. 187a Woodbury Patent Specif. 4 Dec, in Ure^s
Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. 565 The ordinary Woodbury printing-
press. 1875 tr. Vogefs Chem. Light xv. 245 Woodbury
printing. 1878 Absey Treat. Photogr. 174 The Woodbury-
type process. 1881 Athenaeum 22 Jan. 134/1 This book. .is

illustrated by Woodburytype reproductions of contemporary
views of the Tower of London. 1881 Nation (N.Y.) XXXI I.

219 A two-page Woodburytype of a Caxton eaten..by book-
worms. 189a HazelCs Annual 559 It is an improvement
upon the well known Woodbury process, and has been given
the name of Woodbury-gravure.
"Wood-carne, -eerne, obs. ft. Wood-kkrn.
Woodchat (wu'd^fet). [First found in a post-

humous work of Ray's (see first quot.), where it

appears to be for *wood-cat, a literal rendering of

G. waldkatze (Naumann) or waldkater (Brehm) :

thus not connected with Chat sb. 2 "] A species of
shrike, Lanius rulilus {rufus, or auriculatus), a
rare summer visitor to England; also called

woodehat-shrike.
01705 Ray Synops. Meth. Av. (1713) 19 The lesser Ash-

coloured Uutcher-bird with a white Spot on each Shoulder:
The Wood-chat. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. V. 136 The wood-
chat resembles the [red backed butcher-bird] except in the
colour of the back, which is brown) and not red as in the
other. 1781 Latham Syn. Birds 1. 1. 169 Wood chat shrike.
La Pie-griesche rousse. 186a Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. II.

376 The Woodchat Shrike has occasionally but very rarely
been found in England. 1894 Newton Diet. Birds 845 The
Woodchat, . . with a bright bay crown and nape, and the rest
of its plumage black, grey and white.

Woodclruck (wu -

d,tjz>k). [Alteration, by asso-

ciation with Wood sb. 1
, of American Indian name:

cf. Cree «/«<:&z£(\Vatkins), otchock{]. Richardson),
Wejack.] A common N. American species of mar-
mot, Arctomys monax, of a large stout form, which
burrows in the ground, and hibernates in winter.
1689 in Hist. Coll. Essex Inst. (Mass.) IV. 236/1 A parcel!

of meadow commonly called Woodchuck meadow. 1778

J. Carver Trav. N. Amer. xviiL 454 The Woodchuck is a
ground animal of the fur kind, about the size of a martin.
1819 Warden Ace. U. S. I. 225 Marmot of Maryland,
Arctomys monax,. .known by the names of woodchuck and
ground hog. 1855 Longf. Hiazu. vi. 125 O'er these logs we
cannot clamber ; Not a woodchuck could get through them.
a 1864 Hawthorne Septimius (1883) 230 Caverns which they
had dug out for their shelter, like swallows and woodchucka.

Wood-coal.
L Charcoal obtained from wood ; with//., a piece

of this : = Coal sb. 4. arch, or Hist.
i<>53 [see Coal sb. 4]. 1727 [Dorrington] Philip Quarll

(1816) 14 In both.. places appeared to have been fire made
..by wood coals. 1855 Browning Fra Lippo 38 It's not
your chance to have a bit of chalk, A wood-coal or the like ?

2. = Lignite.
1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 348 Coal.. .is often. .found under

basalt 1—Wood coal is sometimes found under both. 1830
Herschel Study Nat. Phil. 1. iii. (1851) 45 Thin seams, .of

fossil-wood and wood-coal.

Hence fWood-coa:ler, -collier, a maker of or

dealer in ( wood-coal* (sense 1) : = Collier i, a.

i5oo West Riding Sessions Rolls (Yorks. Rec. Ser. III.)

216 Robertus Scoorer nuper de Emley. . wooddcolHer. 1659
in Marshall Edwinstow Reg. (1801) 32 Elizabeth Childe
wood coallers wife. 1708 Lond. Cm. No. 4447/4 Richard
Badi ly, a Wood-Collier.

Woodcock (wu'dk^k), sb. Forms : see Wood
sb. 1 and Cock sb.1 ; also 2-3 wide cok, 4-5 wode-
koc, 5 -kok, wodkoke, 6 wodkoce, Sc. widcoik.
[Late OK wudu-, wudecoc{c, f. Wood sb. 1 and
Cock sb.1 Appears in OF. as kuitecox, witecos,

videcos, etc., and in Norman dial, as videcoq.]

1. A migratory bird, Scotopax rusticula, allied

to the snipe, common in Europe and the British

Islands, having a long bill, large eyes, and varie-

gated plumage, and much esteemed as food. Also,

the allied Philohela minor of N. America, similar

in appearance and habits but smaller.
Properly denoting the male bird, but commonly applied

to both sexes; cf. Wood-hen i. In sportsman's use with
collective pi. woodcock ; cf. grouse, snipe, teal, etc.

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 258/5 Acega, wuducoc a 1 100

Gloss, ibid. 132/20 Aceta, snite, uel wudecocc. U73 Liber
Cust. (Rolls) 82, ii wodecokes pro iii obolis. 1311 Ibid. 304
Le bonwidecoke pur t denier, c 13*5 Gloss. W.de Bibbesiv.

in Wright Voc. 164 Un arscye [gloss a wode-kocj. Ibid. 174
Assez [gloss wodekok]. 1347 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

41, ix pluuers, ij Wodekokes. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862)

35 \>o crane schallc.be. .Dntjna at bo syde as wodcockis.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking d i, The wodecok is com-
borous to sle: bot if ther be crafte. 1533 Elvot Cast.
Helthe (1539) 30 Woodcockes, are of a good temperaunce,
and metely lyghte in dygestion. 1538 Burgh Rec. Edinb.
(1871) II. 92 A mure fowle viij d, a widcoik viijd. 1658 in
10th Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 58 Send to the fouller
and sie if he can get moor fowles or phvers or partridges or
woodcokis, 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's A musem. 28 Mayors
and Woodcocks come in about Michaelmas. 1768 Pennant
Brit.Zool. II. 348 Woodcocks generally arrive here in flocks.

1819 Byron Juan 11. lxvii, He cannot live, like woodcocks,
upon suction. 187a Coues N. Amer. Birds 249 In wood-
cock and true snipe . . the eye. .is placed far back and high
up. 1901 Buchan Watcher by Threshold 152 The wood-
cock are notoriously late.

b. Applied to other birds.

(a) Local name for the pileated woodpecker of N. America,
also called log-cock, (b) Little woodcock: — woodcock-
snipe (see 4). (t) Sea woodcock : see Sea sb. 23 c.

a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters Poet. Wks. (1846) 228 Crested
wood-cocks hammer from on high. 1885 Swainson Prov.
Names Birds 191 Great Snipe {Gallinago major) .. Little
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woodcock, Woodcock snipe (Ireland). 1888 G. Tri/Mbull
Bird Names 151.

2. In allusive use (from the ease with which the
woodcock is taken in a snare or net), in reference
to capture by some trickery, or as a type of gulli-
bility or folly ; hence applied to a person : a fool,

simpleton, dupe. Obs. or arch.
c 1430 Lvdc. in Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems (1903) 48 With wod-

cokkes, lerne for to dare, a 1500-34 Cov. Corp. Christi PI.
ii. 432 For, dame, woll I neuer vast my wyttis, To wayte or
pry where the wodkoce syttis. 1533 More Debell. Salem
Wks. 958/2 As though he trusted that all the worlde wer
woodcockes sane himselfe. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse Apol.
(Arb.) 72 Cupide sets vpp a Springe for Woodcockes, which
are entangled ere they descrie the line. 1601 Shaks. Twel.
N. 11. v. 92 Now is the Woodcocke neere the gin. 1645
Milton Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 376 This most incogitant
woodcock. 1654 T. Washbourne Div. Poems 1 Or like the
Wood-cock hide their heads, and then, 'Cause they see
none, think none sees them agen. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 25
What have the wise Woodcocks of the Council to do with
our Affairs? 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 3. 2/2 That he shou'd
not, In his own Trade appear a Woodcock. 1828 Scott
P.M. Perth xxxii, Poor woodcock, thou art snared ! 1877
Tennyson Harold 11. ii, We hold our Saxon woodcock in
the springe, But he begins to flutter.

3. Various transferred uses. a. = woodcock-shell

(see 4) ; more fully thorny woodcock, b. A variety of

apple, c. e= woodcock soil (see 4). d. Scotch wood-
cock : fancy name for a savoury dish : see quot.
a. 1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 157 Woodcock,

Murex Haustellum. 1815 Burrow Elem. Conchol. «o2
Murex Tribulus, Thorny Woodcock or Venus Comb.
b. 1700 Nourse Disc. Benefits Husb. x. 148 The Wood-

cock is a fair large Apple, and produces an excellent Cyder.
1803 Trans. Soc. Arts XX1.262The old pauson, woodcock,
and red musk, are generally large apples.

c. 1764 Museum Rust. III. xlvii. 197 Our soils are, in
general, either a loam, brick earth, or woodcock, and under
them clay.

d. 1879 Birmingham Weekly Post 24 May 1/4 ' Scotch
Woodcock '..consists of hard boiled eggs chopped up, mixed
with . . anchovy sauce, and then laid on slices of hot buttered
toast.

4. attrib. and Comb., as woodcock-pie, -shooting;

woodcock clay = woodcock soil; woodcock-eye,
= Snap-hook 2; woodcock-fish = Snipe-fish i ;

woodcock-fly, a fly used by anglers (see quot.) ;

woodcock gun, a gun used for shooting wood-
cocks ; woodcock owl, a local name for the short-

eared owl ; woodcockes) pilot, a local name for

the golden-crested wren (see quot. 1893); wood-
cock-shell, one of several species ofMurex having
a long spout resembling a woodcock's bill ; wood-
cock-snipe, the gieatsnipejSco/opaxmafor; wood-
cock soil, a loose soil consisting of a mixture of
clay and gravel ; woodcock wing, (a) the wing
of a woodcock ; (b) = woodcock-fly.
1780 Young Tour Irel. II. 8 A hill., which is wet *wood-

cock clay. 1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) II. 155 Having
the trace-rings, .made with a screw, whereby they may be
changed, and *woodcock eyes substituted in their place.

1880-4 DAY Fishes Gt. Brit. <$- Irel. L 250 Centriscus scolo-

/<r.r..The trumpet, bellows-fish, "woodcock or snipe-fish.

1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 24 Oakfly, Ash-fly, or 'Wood-
cock-fly, found on the body of an Oak or Ash . . is a brownish
fly and is taken from the beginning of May_ till the end of

August. 1858 Grkener Gunnery 205 If making *woodcock
guns, less elevation is required, the distance of shooting

being shorter. 1840 Macgiluveay Brit. Birds III. 461
Asia brachyotos. The Streaked Tufted-Owl... "Woodcock
Owl. Mouse-hawk. 1598 Mucedorus v. ii. 86 Now wee
maie goe to breakefast with a*woodcoke pie. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 24 Dec. 11/1 Woodcock-pic is.. a famous Christmas
dish at the Palace. 1871 East Anglian IV. 112 '* Wood-
cock Pilot '. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 36S The bird [*«:.

Golden-crested Wren] in autumn visits the east coast in

enormous flocks, . . they are well known to the fishermen as
* Woodcock's Pilots,' from their generally preceding by a
few days the advent of those regular immigrants. 1907
A thenxum 1 1 May 570/2 The most interesting of these local

terms is that of ' woodcock pilot ', by which the goldcrest is

known to all the wild fowlers. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's

Life S. Afr. (1902)98/1 Taking my breakfast, .with as much
indifference as if I were going "woodcock-shooting. 1885

"Woodcock snipe [see 1 b]. 1764 Young in Museum Rust.

III. Ixiii. 2B4 Loose, *woodcock, brick-earth soils. 1775
N. Kent Hints to Gentl. 14 Woodcock-soil generally consists

of yellow, or white clay, with a mixture of gravel ; is seldom

fruitful. 1535 Lvndesay Satyre 3528 Except God make me
lichter nor ane fedder, Or send me doun gude *Widcok
wing'is to flie. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 7 Apr. 6/1 A bull trout

..succumbs to the woodcock wing.

Hence {twnce-wds.) "Woodcock v., intr. to act

like a woodcock (see quot., and cf. quot. 1654 in 2

above); Woo'dcockize v., trans, to make a 'wood-

cock of, to befool.

1817 Maria Edgkworth Ormond vi, Like all cunning

people, he *woodcocks—hides his head, and forgets his body

can be seen. 1611 Cotgr., Beccass^ gulled, abused, 'wood-

cockised, made a woodcocke.

Woodcraft (wu-dkraft). (Also U. S. woods-
craft : see Wood sb?- 9 g.) [f. Wood sb?- +
Craft sb!\

1. Skill in, or skilled practice of, matters per-

taining to woods or forests, esp. (in early use) to

the chase ; now (chiefly in U. S. and Colonial use)

applied esp. to such knowledge of forest conditions

as enables one tomamtain oneselfor make one's way.
13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1605 A wyje bat was wys vpon wod
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craftez To vnlace bis bor lufly bigynnez. C1386 Chaucer
Prol. no Of woodecraft wel koude he al the vsagc.A
Forster was he.

1823 Scott Qitentin D. ix, Thou hast begun thy woodcraft
well. 1835 Wi Irving Tour Prairies xxxiv, One or two
other leaders of the camp, versed in woodcraft, examined
with learned eye the trees. 1870 Bret Harts /dyl ofRed
Gulch Wks.(i872) 58 When he had built a (ire against a tree,

and had shown them other mysteries of wood-craft. 1890
' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer xi, The. .steering straight

in a country without a landmark, was likely to bear hard
upon his woodcraft. 1902 S. E. White Blazed Trail xviii,

He was full of delight over everything that savored of the

woods or woodscraft.

2. Skill in woodwork, or in constructing some-
thing of wood.
1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound 525 They.. Nor

knew to build a house. .With wicketed sides, nor any wood-
craft knew. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendan I. viii. 127 The
chief carpenter [has] some good books on woodcraft.

Woodcut (wu*dkz?t). [f. Wood sbA + Cut sb?>

a I.] A design cut in relief on a block of wood,
for printing from ; a print or impression obtained

from this; a wood-engraving. (Formerly more
freq. called wooden cut: see Wooden a. 4.)
166a Evelyn Chalcogr. 84 All those excellent Wood Cuts

of Hans Schirstyn and Adam Altorf. 1816 Ottley Hist,
Engraving- 1. 102 The wood-cuts, which constitute what are
termed the old block-books. 1833 Dickens Let. to Miss
Hogarth^ A new publication. .each number to contain four
woodcuts. 1857 H. Spencer in IVestm. Rev, Apr. 460 The
woodcuts of the Illustrated London News.
attrib. 1865 Way Promp. Parv. p. xlv, The well-known

wood-cut device used by Wynkyn de Worde. 1887 R. R.
Bowker in Harpers Mag, July 182/1 Charles Knight's

popu lar illustrated books. .again revived wood-cut work.

Wood-cutter (wu'dk^tw).
1. One who cuts wood ; one who cuts down or

fells trees, or cuts off their branches, for the wood;
a wood-hewer.
1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 14 Dec. Suppl. 2/3 Cross-cut, pit,

hand, woodcutters, tennon, and a variety of other saws.

1775 Lynch in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. {1853) I. 84 Will
it be right to keep your heroes for wood-cutters? 1837-43
Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) II. ix. 129 The axe of the
woodcutter echoes .. in the forest. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chun, xxiii, The huts of the wood-cutters, where the vessel
stopped for fuel.

2. A maker of woodcuts, a wood-engraver.
1821 T. G. Wainewkight Ess. <$- Crit. (1880) 104 Our his-

torical wood-cutters have thought it much to follow, .those
lines ready-pencilled by the inventor on the blocks. 1024
Times Lit. Suppl. 12 June 365/2 Mr. Maudslay Interpreting
the stone carvings, and the woodcutters interpreting Mr.
Maudslay.

Wood-cutting, sb.

L Wood-engraving. Also attrib.m Heames Collect. (O.H.S.) VII. 381 Wood-cutting
being not so much used since ingraving came up. 1871
Alabaster Wheel of Law liv, The arts of printing and
woodcutting have, in China and Japan, made books very
cheap. 1890 Athenaeum 1 Mar. 281/2 Many inequalities.

.

observed in the output of woodcutting botteghe.

2. The action or employment of cutting down
trees for wood, or of cutting wood with saws or
other appliances. Also attrib.

187a J. Richards Wood-working Machines 32 Wood-
cutting Machines. 1893 RoDWAf Hand-bk. Brit. Guiana
49 Wood-cutting grants are obtainable. 1899 — Guiana
Wijds 19 Now and again he did a little wood-cutting.

Wooddie, -y, -ish, obs. ff. Woody, Woodish.
Wood-dove. [Cf. Da, hotitdui/

y G. holztaube.]

= Wood-pigeon. Also applied to certain S.African
birds allied to this (see quot. 1875-84).
c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 59 The wodedowue vpon a

spray She sang ful loude and eleere. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
531/2 Wode Dowe, or stokk dowe, palumba. c 1530 Songs,
Carols, etc. (E. E.T. S.) 114 Whan, .curlews cary clothes,..
& woddowes were wodknyffis, theves to kyll,..Than put in
a woman your trust fie confidence. 17*9 Savage Wanderer
v. 92 While the soft-murm'ring, am'rous Wood-Dove cooes.
1837 Macciluvray Hist. Brit. Birds I. 287 Columbas
(Enas.

.

.Stock Dove. Wood Dove, c 1843 Carlyle Hist.
Sk. Jos. I <$• Chas, I (1898) 74 Melodious as the voice of
wood-doves. 1875-84 I.ayareCs Birds S. Afr. 564 Hap/o-
Pelia larvnta. Rufous-breasted Wood-Dove. /bid. 570
Chalcopelia afro. Emerald-spotted Wood Dove. Ibid. 571
Tymfanistria tympamstria. White-breasted Wood Dove.
Woode, obs. form of Woad, Wood.
Wooded (wuded), ///. a. [f. Wood sb.l or v.2

+ -ED.] Furnished with wood or woods ; covered
with growing trees; abounding in woods or forests.

(a) predicative, in ppl. construction
; in later use

giving rise to sense a of Wood v. 2, of which it

may be taken as the pa. pple. Usually with adv.
1605 Camden Rem. 1 Isle of Britaine. .aboundant in pas-

ture, ..plentifully wooded. 1625 Massincer New Way iv.
i. It is well wooded, and well watered,—the acres Fertile
and rich, a 1700 Evn.m Diary Introd., His estate was.,
well wooded and full of timber. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.
1. 141 The land is flat, marshy and wooded with pines, birch,
larch and willows. 1855 Macaui.ay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 137The neighbourhood of Kenmare was then richly wooded.
fig. a 1616 Heaum. & Fl. Bonduca 1. ii, The hills are
wooded with their partizans. And all the valleys overgrown
with darts. As moors are with rank rushes.

(b) in attrib. construction, preceding the sb.
178a Pennant Journ. Chester to Lond. 293 Some pretty

fieces of water, winding along a fine wooded dell. i8ax
cott Kenihv. iii, In a wooded park.. was situated the

ancient mansion. XQavBlackw. Mag.J^.107/3 The. .Ganges
Canal.. runs straight as a die between its wooded banks.

Wooden (wu'd'n), a. Also 6-7 wodden, wood-
den, 6-8 woden. [f. Wood sb. 1 + -en 4

.]

I. 1. Made or consisting of wood.
1538 Elyot Did., Durateus, wodden. 1577 Gooce Heres-

bach's Husb. 1. 37 Raking them with woodden Rakes.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades II. ii. (1592) 121 To fall downe
prostrate before a wooden ldoll. 1611 Cokyat Crudities 34
The images ofmany of the French Kings, set in certain wod-
den [ed. 1776 woden] cupbords. 1683 Moxon Meek. Ejcerc.,

Printing xxiv. p 1 If the Joyner performed his Work well

in making the Wooden-work. 1683 J, Rkid Scots Gardner
(1907) 40 Beat every two or three rows of turf, while moist,

with the wooden-beater. 1726 Swift Gulliver II, vii, A kind
of wooden Machine. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xv, A massive
wooden stooL i860 Tynlmll Glac. 1. xxvii. 197, I reached
a wooden hut. 1898 A. Austin Lamia's Winter Quarters
69 The slowly-rolling wheels ofa wooden wain., with wooden
wheels, wooden pole, and wooden yoke.

b. transf. in various occas. senses : Made or

produced by means of wood ; dull or dead, as the

sound of wood when struck ; relating to or occu-
pied with wood; full of objects made of wood;
hard and stiff like wood.
x6o6 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. 1. iii. 155 Like a strutting Player..

To heare the woodden Dialogue and sound Twixt his
stretcht footing, and the Scanolage. 1610 —. Temp. in. i.

62, I., would no more endure This wodden slauerie \sc.

piling logs]. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 699 Secure from
Wooden Blow. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iii. 57 Put the
whole lump into a wooden Fire. 1703 T. N. City <y C. Pur.
chaser 261 Trees, .useful for the Carpenter, Joyner, or other
wooden Tradesman to work upon. 1897 Howells Landlord
at Lion's Head 442 In the woodenest outskirts of North
Cambridge. 1897 Atlbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 762 A feeling as
if the throat were ' wooden '. 1899 J. Hutchinson in

Archives Surg. X. No. 38 Descr. Plate xvii, The fingers
have, .become slender, pale and wooden.

2. fig. Having some quality likened to the hard
dry consistence of wood, or to its inferior value

as compared with precious metal or the like.

a. Lacking grace, liveliness, interest, or the like
;

expressionless, spiritless ; dull and inert; stiff and
lifeless.

a 1566 R.Edwards Damon fy Pithias (1571) Bsb, He
wyll neuer blush, he hath a wodden face. 1623 Bacon Ess.,
Boldness (Arb.) 519 When a Bold Fellow is out of Counten-
ance;., that puts bis Face into a most Shruncken, and
woodden Posture. 1813 R. H. in Examiner 17 May 315/2
The drawing and character are. ,in some parts feeble and
wooden. 1863 Kinhlake Crimea I. xiv. 215 The seeming
poverty of his intellect, his blank wooden looks. 1887
Saintsbuhy /list. Elizab. Lit. iv. (1890) 130 This earlier
and woodener matter [of poetry]. 1899 Athenaeum 29 Apr.
526/1 A dryasdust antiquary of the most wooden type.

b. Of persons or their attributes: Mentally dull

;

insensitive, inapprehensive; unintelligent, blockish.
a 1586 Sidney Astr. ff Stella Sonn. vii, Who have so

leaden eyes, as not to see sweete Beauties showe : Or seeing,
have so wooden wits as not that worth to knowe. 1591
Shaks. xHen. VI, v. iii. 89 He win this Lady Margaret. For
whom? Why for my King: Tush, that's a woodden thing.

X659 S. Lee Temple of Solomon 194 Their lying wonders.

.

so often recited in their wodden Legends, a 1697 Aubrey
Lett. Eminent Persons (1813} II. 453 note, The Runipe of

a House, 'twas the wooden invention of Generall Browne
(a woodmonger). 3698 Christ Exalted 40 To talk of a Law
that admits of Sin, is to make the Maker of such a wooden
Law to be little better than a wooden God. 1805 Moore
To Lady Heathcote 51 Those fops. .With heads as wooden
as thy ware, And, Heaven knows ! not half so polish'd.

1830 Galt Lawrie T. iv. ii. (1849) 150 The sight of that
wooden old man, as I had often spoken of him. .weeping
like a woman, .surprised me. 1833 Carlyi.e Ess., Diderot
(1872) V. 7 Withal, however, he is wooden; thoroughly
mechanical. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede v, He's got a
bad ear for music. ..When people have wooden heads.. it

can't be helped. 1871 Earle Pkilol, Engl. Tongue iv. 178
The wooden notion that it is an inherent quality in a word
to be of this or that part of speech.

to. Of inferior character, poor, worthless.
159a Lyi.y Gallathea 11. iii, I shall haue but wodden lucke.

C1630 Risdon Sut-v. Devon § 104 (1810) 100 In old time
were golden prelates, and wooden chalices, but in this time,
wooden prelates and golden chalices. [Cf. Chalice 2 y,
quot. 1528.] 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 119 Making a
wooden Spade..; but this did my Work in but a wooden
manner.

f 3. Belonging to the woods, sylvan. Obs. rare.
1606 Chapman Genii. Usher 1. B2bt

Syluanus . . this

woodden god. 1843 Carlton New Purchase 50 Our wooden
country'smightyrough.. for some folks. Ibid. 115 Religious
meetings in the wooden world.

II. Special Collocations, f 4. Wooden cut:
«* Woodcot. So wooden picture, print. Obs.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. Printing 1 Cutting their

Letters upon Blocks in whole Pages or Forms, as among us
our Wooden Pictures are Cut. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I.

1 Printed from a Wooden Cut the Picture of a Bear baited
iy six Dogs. 1706 Hearne Collect. 25 Feb. (O.H.S.) 1. 194
Raphael, a Wooden Print. 1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing
92 Elegant initial letters, and fine wooden cuts. 1837
Hallam Lit. Eur. 1. 1. ix. § 18. 4706110 Bremfels of Stras-
burg. .published a., work in three volumes folio, with 238
wooden cuts of plants. [1848 Lowell Fab. Critics 1596 note,

Cuts rightly called wooden, as all must admit.]

5. Wooden horse, a. [cf. L. equus ligneus.]

A designation for a ship. Obs. or arch.

"599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 29 They are glad on their

wodden horses to post after [the herring]. 1639 Fuller Holy
JVarv.xxi. (1647) 264 The Low-countreys, the best stable of
woodden horses, and most potent in Shipping. 18*4 Scott
Redgauntlet ch. xv, [He] saw nothing in this worse than
an ordinary fit of sea-sickness. . . He assured his passenger.

.

I

that he hoped to drink a can ..with him. ., for all that he felt

a little out of the way for riding the wooden horse.

b. An instrument of punishment, chiefly mili-

tary, formerly in use (= Horse sb. 6 b) : see quot.

1 688. Hist.
1629 Lex Scripta Isle of Man (1819) 103 The Offender

[for theft], .under the Value [of 6£d.] to be whipped, or sett

upon a Wooden Horse ordained for such Offenders. 1648
in Rushw. Hist. Coil, IV. II. J369 Henry Matthews and
Robert Rowe were. .tried by Couit Marshal and sentenced
to ride the Wooden-Horse at the Royal Exchange. 1678
Butler Hud. in. iii. 212 Worse Than mannaging a Wooden
Horse, 1688 Hoi.me Armoury Hi. xix. (Roxb.) 220/1
Moderne punishments used among the Souldiery. .. Ridding
the wooden horse; setting him on an horse made of wood
with a sharp rigged back, his hands tyed behind him, and
Musketts or weights hung at his feet. C1700 J. Lewis
Mem. Pr. William Henry (17S9) 11 The Duke bid his boys
..put the taylor on the wooden horse, which stood in the

presence-room for the punishment of offenders, as is usual

in martial law. 1760 Cautions <y Advices to Officers of
Army 44 Punishments, .inflicted by Officers without the

Sentence of a Court-Martial,. . Picketting— tying neck and
heels, and riding the wooden horse. 1899 Baldock Cram,
well 360 Two soldiers of Dean's regiment rode the ' wooden
horse ' for an hour.

*t*
c. A name for the scaffold or gallows ; also

for an instrument of torture: = Horse j^. 24. Obs.

1642 [see Horse sb. 24]. 1731 Chandler tr. Limborch's
Hist. Inouis. II. 222 A Wooden Bench, which they call the

Wooden Horse [described at length].

d. The wooden figure of a horse (i'-mros Zovpa~

T6or, Odyssey VIII. 492, 512) in which the Greek
invaders were concealed at the siege of Troy.

Hence + "Wooden-horse v. (nonce-wd.)
t
trans, to

capture hy means of this.

1622 J, Taylor (Water P.) Sir Gregory Nonseuce Wks.
(1630) 11. 3/2 Vntill the Woodden Horse of trusty Synon,
Foald a whole litter of mad Colts in Harnesse. 1666 Third
Advice to fainter 32 Hark to Cassandraes Song, e're Fate
destroy, By their own Navyes; Wooden hoise thy Troy.

1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vi. 226 Epeus was celebrated as
the builder of the wooden horse in which the heroes were
concealed.

e. A wooden structure in a gymnasium, for

vaulting exercise : = Horse sb. 6 c.

1854 G. Roland Gymnastics 27 The wooden horse, .inter-

esting from the number of exercises practised upon it.

6. "Wooden shoe: a shoe made of wood, as the

French Sabot; in the 18th c. popularly taken as

typical of the miserable condition of the French
peasantry.

1607 [see Sabot it 1701 De Foe Trueborn Eng. I.

268 Two hundred Thousand Pair of Wooden Shooes, Who
God be thanked, had nothing left to lose. 1715 Addison
Drummer I'rol. 8 Round-heads and Wooden-shoes are

standing Jokes. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar W. xix, What ! give

up liberty, property, and, as the Gazetteer says, lie down
to be saddled with wooden shoes! 1807-8 Syd. Smith
Plytuley's Lett. iii. (1852) 29 He calls all hands on deck;
talks to them of king, country, glory, sweethearts, gin, French
prison, wooden shoes, Old England, and hearts of oak. 1818

Scott Rob Roy ix, King William. .our immortal deliverer

from papists and pretenders, and wooden shoes and warming
pans, 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1862) 62 In France
great numbers of the peculiar wooden shoes, called ' sabots',

are made of Alder.

7. Wooden spoon: a spoon made of wood ; spec.

one presented by custom at Cambridge to the last

of the Junior Optimes, i.e. the lowest of those

taking honours in the Mathematical Tripos ; hence,

this position in the examination, or the person who
takes it. Also in extended use, referring to the

lowest of a list or set in other connexions.
* At Yale, formerly, the student who took the last appoint-

ment in the Junior Exhibition; later, the most popular
student in a class ' {Cent. Diet.).

1803 Gradus ad Cantab, 137 Wooden Spoon, for wooden
heads:.. the lowest of the Junior Optimes. 1820 Byron
ruan in. ex, Sure my invention must be down at zero. And

grown one of many ' wooden spoons ' Of verse (the name
with which we Cantabs please To dub the last of honours in

degrees). 1858 Earl Malmesdury Mem. (1884) II. 127 The
' wooden spoon * which is given to the Minister in the House
of Commons who has been in the fewest divisions. 1883 in

Standard 20 June 2/7 There was no opposition to the

presentation of the time-honoured * Wooden Spoon '. 1900

Westm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 8/2 The international matches., haye
now all been played,.. Ireland, who won the championship
last year.. have only 1 point, and take the 'wooden spoon .

8. Wooden walls (after (v\ivov rtixos, Herodotus

vii. 141) : ships or shipping as a defensive force.

(Rarely in sing.)

1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten To Rdr., Our Wodden
Walles (as Themistocles called the Ships of Athens). 159*

Stow Sure. 468 [484] Ships.. bee the wodden walles for

defence of our Realme. 16*5 Sanderson Serm., Ad Mag.

iii. (1681) 129 Our carnal confidence and security in the

strength of our wooden and watry walls, c 1645 in Wood's

Life, etc. (O.H.S.) II. 55 Your stone and wooden wall Shall

not defend you, but shall then Begin to sink and fall. 1750

Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 248 Our wooden walls are our

bulwarks and redoubts, to which we owe our safety. 1849

Longf. Building ofShip 69 Every climate, every soil, Must
bring its tribute, great or small, And help to build the

wooden wall ! 186a Gen. P. Thompson in BradfordAdver.
User 26 Apr. 6/1 Your wooden walls wherein was your trust,

have become fit only for firewood, or at most for transports.

9. In various special collocations : \ wooden
bridle, a fanciful name for a rudder; f wooden
casement, cravat, slang or jocular names for the

pillory (cf. hempen cravat s.v. Cbavat sb. I b)

;
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WOODEN.
+ wooden dagger, the dagger of lath worn by
Vice in the old moralities; f wooden doublet
jocular, a coffin; wooden island (see quot.);

wooden isle, a rhetorical designation for a ship
;

wooden leg, an artificial leg made of wood ; also

fig. \ wooden mare = wooden horse, 5 b ; wooden
pear, an Australian tree, Xylomelum pyriforme,
bearing hard inversely pear-shaped seed-vessels

;

f wooden ruff = wooden cravat (see Ruff sbJ2, 4)

;

wooden svatox\.t slang, = wooden doublet; wooden
tongue, an infectious disease of cattle and horses,

in which the tongue is enlarged and hardened

;

wooden ware, articles, esp. household utensils,

made of wood (sometimes written with hyphen or
as one word; c£ earthenware) ; wooden wedding
U.S., the fifth anniversary of one's wedding, on
which it is appropriate to give presents made of

wood ; wooden wedge Cambridge Univ. (see quot.

and Wbdge sb. 8).

1614 Sylvester Part. Vertues Royall 705 A skilfull Pilot,

..Her winged manage rightly to command With hempen
Rains, and "wooden Bridle. 1685 Roxb.Ball. (1885) V. 606
To be pelted with Eggs thro' a lewd *wooden-casement.
1676 Poor Robin's Intett. 4-1 1 Apr. 2/1 We hear of none
this bout that are to wear the *Wooden Crevat. 1589 Nashe
Martins Months MindeWks. (Grosart) I. i8iThe*woodden
dagger may not bee worne at the backe, where S. Paules
sword, hangs by the side. 1599SHAKS. Hen. K,iv.iv. 77 This
roaring diuell i'th olde play [sc. Pistol], that euerie one may
payre his nayles with a woodden dagger. 41625 Fletcher
Nobte Gentl. v, i. According to his merits he should wear,
A guarded coat, and a great wooden dagger. 1761 [F.
Forrest] Ways to kill Care Ded. p. ii, Where to find a
guardian for the bawling brat, in case papa., should suddenly
tumble into his "wooden doublet. 1808 Ashe Trav. Amer.
HI. 310 "Wooden Islands, are places, where, .large quanti-
ties of drift-wood have. .been arrested and matted together
in different parts of the river. 1603 Chettle Eug. Mourn.
Garm. E 3, The inhabitants of those "wooden lies, are
worthy Sea-men. 158a Aldeburgh Rec. in N. <$ Q. 12th
Ser. VII. 366/2 P* to ye Joyner for a "wooden Legge. .xviiid .

a 1663 Ktlligrew Parson's Wedd. 1. iii. (1664) 81 She hates
a man with all his Limbs; a Wooden-leg, a Crutch, .wins
her heart. 1668 R. Steele Husbandman's Calling i. (1672)

7 Every man should be ot some use in the body politick.,
else he is but an artificial member, a meer wooden leg. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 48 r 2, 1 was the old Soldier who. .pre-
tended that I had broken my Wooden-Leg. 1887 Besant
The World went ii, His right leg had been lost in action,
and was replaced by a wooden leg. 1819 "Wooden mare [see
Mare '2 b]. 1829 Scott Old Mart. ix. note, The punish-
ment of riding the wooden mare was. .one of the. .cruel
modes of enforcing military discipline. 1889 Maiden Use/.
PI. Australia 615 Xylomelum pyriforme . . Native Pear.
"Wooden Pear. 1865 Slang Diet., * Wooden surtout, a coffin,

generally spoken ofas a wooden surtout with nails for buttons.
1884 Klein Micro-organisms $ His. xvi. 148 In cattle the
disease [actinomycosis] manifests itself by firm tumours in
the jaw, . .and particularly bya great enlargement and indura-
tion of the tongue—"wooden tongue. 19.14 Christian World
12 Mar. 3/2 A Haverfordwest saddler has died from the
disease known as 'wooden tongue'. It occurs occasionally
among horses, but is extremely rare in human beings. 1727
Earbery tr. Burnet's St. Dead 20 If a Man should build a
fine and magnificent Seat, and fill the Inside thereof, .with
.."Wooden-wareand the most sordid Furniture. 1884 Sar.
gent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 495 Large quantities of..
woodenware, handles, spools, bobbins, etc. 1888 Girl's Own
Paper 24 Mar. 407/3 In America, too, the fifth anniversary of
the marriage ceremony.is known as the '"wooden-wedding".
i860 Slang Diet. (ed. 2), * Wooden wedge, the last name in
the classical honours list at Cambridge.

III. 10. Combinations, as (in sense 1) wooden-
barred, -hooped, -hulled, -legged, -pinned, -seated,
-shoed, -soled, -walled adjs.; (in sense 2 a) wooden-
faced, -featured adjs. ; also + wooden-footed a.

t

wooden-shoed
; woodenhead, a stupid person, a

blockhead; wooden-headed a., having a * wooden
head 1

, stupid (hence wooden-headedness); wooden-
weary a.

t
stupefied with weariness.

1854 Poultry Chron. II. 23/1 Every one of our pens was
made with an open "wooden-barred back. 1605 Camden
Rem. 78 By this name [sc. Dorcas], the Amorous Knights
were wont to salute freckled . . "wodden-faced wenches. 1863
Miss Uraddon Eleanor's Vict, xxx, His nieces, .. whose
wooden-faced stolidity had . . something . . suggestive of being
listened to and stared at by two Dutch clocks. 1848 Dickens
Dombey vu, A "wooden-featured . . Major. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals 1. 1. 12, I heard a certain "wooden footed
[orig. zoccolante] Frier Preach. 1831 Carlvle Let. to Wife
8 Sept., I. .saw the coronation procession, which seventy or
eighty thousand "woodenheads besides were looking at. 1906

J. Oxenham Giant Circumstance x. 140 Is it true that that
woodenhead placed you under arrest? 1865 Sat. Rev. 4
Feb. 143/1 That still more "wooden-headed creature, a man
who fails to appreciate his value. 1850 Dickens Let. to

Mrs. Watson 14 Dec., For which "wooden-headedness the
Child shall be taken to task. 1906 Macm. Mag. Apr. 454
A large "wooden-hooped net. 1883 Whitaker^s Aim. 445/1
Of the "wooden-hulled vessels the largest isthe Lissa, 1840
Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story i, A stout old "wooden-
legged Scotch regimental surgeon. 1895 Kipling 2nd
Jungle Bk.y Undertakers 86 Square-sailed, "wooden-pinned
barges. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer xxv, The
"wooden-seated American chairs. 1800 "Wooden shoed
[see Sabot \\ 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk., Cartouche,

Virtue. .may exist among wooden-shoed Papists as well as

honest Church-of-England'men. 18x0 Mil.man in Biogr. Sk.

i. (1900) 18 "Wooden-soled shoes. 1910 Crockett Dew of
Youth 1. ii. 10 Tramp of wooden-soled clogs. 1891 C. James
Rom. Rigmarole 23, 1 walked on between the tall, straight

stems. . . A sudden turn in the "wooden-walled alley . . brought

me face to face with a great, still lake. 1888 Doughty

Trav. Arabia Deserta I. 427 Hounds .. "wooden-weary
with long watch.

Hence (chiefly fig.) Woo'den, Woodenize vbs.

(nonce-wds.), trans, to render wooden ; Woo'denly
adv., in a wooden manner ; Woo'denness, wooden
quality or style ; Woo*deny a., of a wooden quality.

1641 Milton Animadv.'Wks. 1851 111,239 How little wee
neede feare that the unguilding of our Prelates will prove
the "woodening of our Priests. 1877 Sinclair Mount 235
When the poetic vigour was enfeebled and "woodenised by
age. 1653 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 63 You would
have both pitied and laughed at me if you could have seen
how "woodenly I entertained the ,widow. a 1734 North
Lives (1826) I. 361 To have some sport in seeing how
woodenly he would excuse himself. 1881 D. C. Murray
Joseph's Coat I. xi. 262 Sitting by the fireside, ..looking
woodenly respectable as of old. 1894 W. C. Russell Good
Ship ' Mohock* i. 15 The mechanical hireling, .who- does bis
duty woodenly. 187a Daily News 30 July, "Woodenness..
cannot with truth be said to be banished from the handling
of the Aldershot force. 1886 Spectator 6 Nov., Lit. Suppl.
1505 The book is. .readable, notwithstanding faults of
woodenness, which are inevitable whenever authors do not
make their studies from life. 1888 Sweet Hist. Eng. Sounds
p. xi, The ' woodenness' which then characterized German
philology. 1864 Morning Star 19 Sept., Some of the horses
..are "woodeny old screws without a pace in them beyond
the regulation amble. 1885 C. L. Pirkis Lady Lovelace 111.

xxxviii. 19 Making. .hard woodeny angles against the.,
leaden sky. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xn. -210 Woodeny
hardness [of the heart-muscle]. 1905 Sat. Rev. 1 Apr. 415/2
The capercailzie . . gives vent to . . several hard woodeny clicks.

Wood-end. Shipbuilding. hood-end (Hood
sb. 8). Cf. whooding, Hooding (sense 3, 1627).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

twooder (wu'dai). Obs. [OE. wudere, f.

wudian to cut wood ; later directly f. Wood z/.2

or sb.1 + -er 1
. Cf. Woodyer.] = Woodman * 2.

c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 371/5 Calones, wuderas. 1275
Rot. Hundr. II. 210 Andreas le Wodere. 1307 Cat. Close
Rolls 35 Edw. 7484 Matthew le Woder. 1767 Wallis's Voy.
in Hawkesworth Voy. (1773) I. 468, I ordered that no man,
except the wooders and waterers, with their guard, should
be permitted to go on shore. 1773 Gentl. Mag, XLIII. 419
They.. sent wooders to fell timber.

Woo*d-e vil. [? f. Wood a. + Evil sb.] Local
name for dysentery or a similar disease in sheep
and cattle ; also called moor-evil or black-legs.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 50 A sickenes among shepe..
called the wode euyll..cometh in the sprynge of the yere,
..and maketh them to halt, and to holde theyr necke awry.
1614 Markham Cheap fy Good Husb. in. xix. 75 The wood-
euill or Crampc.isa weakenesse or strayningof the sinewes
got by colds andsurfets. a 172a Lisle Husb. 11757) 295 They
have a distemper in Leicestershire frequent amongst the
calves, which in that country they call the black-legs; but..
in Staffordshire, .the wood-evil. 1741 Compt. Earn. Piece ill.

495 The Wood-evil is seldom or never found among Sheep
that have their Pasture in low Grounds. 1749 [see moor-.

evil
%
Moor sb.

1
6). 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 151/2 Wood-

evil, moor-ill, or panias..is brought on in cattle by their

devouring the aend buds of trees, by bad winter provision,

by impure water, and similar causes.

f woo-dful, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Wood a. +
-ful.] Mad, furious.

158a Stanyhurst JEneis n. (Arb.) 56 This sight foule
freighted with woodful phrensye Chorcebus.

Woodhack (wu'dhsek). Obs. (or dial.) Forms:

5 wodehake, wodake, 6 wo(o)dhacke, 9 wood-
hack. [f. Wood sb. 1 + stem of Hack v.1 (Cf.

notehake, Nuthatch.)] A woodpecker.
CX440 Promp. Pan\ 531/2 Wodehake, or reyne fowle.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 763/1 Hie icter, a wodake.
11529 Skelton P. Sparowe 418 The woodhacke, that
syngeth cbur Horsly, as he had the mur. 1530 Palsgr.
289/2 Wodhacke a byrde. 1885 Swainson Pro7>. Names
Birds 100 Green woodpecker {Gecinus viridis)..Wood hack
(Lincoln).

So f Woo*clha:cker (rare).

1548 Thomas Hal. Diet. (1550), Picchio, a woodhacker or
a wood wall.

tWoodhede. Obs. Forms: 3 wod(h)ed, 4
wod(e)hede. [f. Wood a. + -hede, -head.] Mad-
ness, extreme folly.

c 1250 Gen. j£ Ex. 533 Wimmen. .swile woded wenten on,
Golhed hunkinde he gunnen don. Ibid, 3539 Swilc wod-hed
ois folc cam on, Dat he seiden to aaraon, ' Mac vs godes
foren us to gon \ 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9017
Twelue folys a karolle dW ; Yn wodehed, as hyt were yn
cuntek. 1340 Aycnb. 18 pe ober ontreube ]pet com> of prede
is wodhede.

Wood-hen. [f. Wood sb.1 + Hen sb.]

1. A female woodcock. Now rare.
Formerly, like the woodcock, often rendered as a tenant's

due.
1281-2 Yorkshire Inquis. (Yorks. Rec. Soc. 1892) I. 248

[One fowl at Christmas, called! le Wodehen. 1343 in
Blount Eragm. Antiq. (1815) 358 Reddendo, .et unam Wed-
henne. 1371 Close Roll m. 4 dorso, Tercia pars gallinarum
illarum que erunt leuate infra dominium de Groby que
vocantur le Wodehennes. c 1520 Dial. Creatures Moralised
lxxi. AAiij, Ornix the wodehenne espyed the eggis of a
Pecocke. 1612 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 280/2 Cum silvarum
galhnis he wode-hennis. 1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph.,
Clouds iv. iv, I will not pay one groat to anyone, Who's ass
enough to misname woodhens 'woodcocks'. 1901 Rhys
Celtic Eolklore i. 55 The wife then flew away like a wood-
hen, .into the lake.

2. Any flightless rail of the genus Ocydromus
t of

New Zealand and other Pacific islands : - Weka.
'77? Cook Voy. South Pole i.iv. {1777) I. 73 In the bottom
f this arm or cove [of Dusky BayJ we found man;of

wood hens, and other wild fowl.
y ducks,

1845, 1873 [see Weka].

WOOD-KERN.
Wood-house (wu-dhaus). [House sb. 1 3.] A

-house, shed, or room in which wood is stored.
[1274 Close Roll 2 Edw. I m. 10 De wodehusis videlicet

Johanne Heruy pro quatuor acris & dimidis terre quatuor
solid.] 1356-7 Abingdon Rolls (Camden) 13 In., emen-
dacione ostij de le Wodehous, v s. viij d. c 1450 Godstow
Reg. 318 In the which mese is I-conteyned :—j halle, with
ij. celers

; j kechyn, . .j doffe hous
; j wodehous. 1570 Levins

Manip. 225/16 A Wodhouse, lignarium. 1674 T. Flatman
Poems, To Mr. Austin 14 Thus a black velvet Casket hides
a Jewel ; And a dark woodhouse, wholesome winter fuel.
ai'jzi Prior Dial. Locke <y Montaigne Wks. 1907 II. 243
To the Coal hole or woodhouse? 1833 Loudon Encycl.
Cottage Archit. § 721 The Coal-house and the Wood-house
should always be adjoining the kitchen. 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain I. viii, They claimed him for a good game at
play in the wood-house.

Woodhouse, var. Woodwose.
Woodie, var. Widdy ; obs. f. Woody.
Woodiness (wvrdines). [f. Woody + -ness.]
The quality or condition of being woody.
1. Woody texture, consistence, or appearance.
1601 Holland Pliny xv.xxviii. I. 450 Some fruits,.. neither

without in shell, nor within-forth in kernell, have any of this
woodinesse. 1670 Evelyn Sylva xxx. {ed. 2) 149 The
Vatican Ilex, the Vine which was grown to that bulk and
Woodinesse, as to make Columns in Juno's Temple. 1760
Ellis in Phil. Trans. LI. 933 It promises, from the thick-
ness and woodiness of its stem, . . to become a shrub of six or
seven feet high. 1850 Nichol Archit. Heavens i. 17 Until
individual trees could no longer be distinguished, and the
view terminated in a..vague appearance, which I maybe
permitted to call a diffused woodiness. i860 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. V. vi. viii. § 10. 71 A very characteristic example of
two faults in tree-drawing; namely, the loss not only of
grace and spring, but of woodiness.

2. The condition of being full of woods or forests

;

prevalence or abundance of woodland; concr.v/oody

growth.
1796 Marshall Planting I. 119 By Woody Waste [is

meant] grass land over-run with rough woodiness. 1799
Stuart in Owen Wellesley's Desp. (1877) 114 Their move-
ments were so well concealed by the woodiness of the
country. 1869 Blackik Lett, to Wife (1909) 180 The rich-

sloping . . woodiness that you remember on the Rhine.

Wooding (wu^dirj), vbl. sb. [OE. wudung, f.

wtidian : see Wood v. 2 and -ING \]
1. The action of procuring or taking in wood for

fuel, esp. on board a vessel ; also, feeding a fire

with wood.
c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. II. 222 pact Israhela folc ge8afode

baet sume 5ahas5enanon heoraSeowte leofodon, to wudunge
and to waeterunge.

1613 J. Saris Voy. Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 69, 1 gaue leaue to

as manye as would to gne ashoare, hauing done watring
and wooding. 1745 P. Thomas Jrtil. Anson's Voy. 116

Besides our constant Employment in Wooding and Water-
ing. 1866 Howells Venetian Life 35 By dint of constant
wooding I contiived to warm mine [sc. stove]. 1875 Bed-
ford Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 145 Notice any convenient
creeks or rivers for wooding or watering.
attrib. 1789 Portlock Voy. 314 At this island I would

advise the watering and wooding business to be done. 1804
Gillespie in A. Duncan Nelson (1806) 222 The wooding
and watering parties. 1863 Russell Diary North $ South
I. 269 The scenery and the scenes were just the same as

yesterday's— high banks, cotton-slides, wooding stations.

2. The action of planting ground with trees;

concr. a plantation or collection of trees. Sc.

1788 Picken Poems 76 The mantlan ivy clings To wooding
in the grove. 1790 A. Wilson in Poems Sf Lit. Prose

(1876) II. 106 Deep in lanely woodings lost. 1827 Steuart
Planters G. (1828) 355 The wooding of two acres of ground
. . as a Close Plantation. 1875 W. McIlwraith Guide Wig.
toivnshire 103 Much of the wooding which gives variety

. .to the landscape.

Woodish. (wu-dij), a. Now rare. Also 6

wodd-, 6-7 woodd-. [f. Wood sb.1 + -ish 1.]

1. Having the nature, quality, or consistence of

wood ; (somewhat) woody.
156a Turner Herbal el 40 b, The braunches [of Lithosper-

mon] are. .strong ..and woddishe. Ibid. 87 A..woddisb
torche or fyrebrande. 16*0 Venner Via Recta vii. 115

Quince-Peares are of a verie hard and wooddish substance.

1711 Mortimer Husb. II. 214 Bastard-bittany .. having

many brown woodish Stalks.

f 2. Belonging to or characteristic of the woods

or wooded country ; sylvan. Obs.

1588 T. Thomas Lat. Diet. (1615), Faunicus .. wilde, wood-

dish, rude. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb.xi. 116 Wanton woodish

sports. 1630 Capt. J. Smith Trav. <y Adv. 2 He retired

himselfe into a little wooddie pasture.. .Here. .he built a

Pavillion of boughes... His friends perswaded one Seignior

Theadora Polaloga . . to insinuate into his wooddish acquain-

tances.

fWoO'dist. Obs. nonce-wd. In 7 -wooddist.

[f. as prec. + -1ST.] = Woodwose, Woodman 1 4.

1613 T. Campion Relat. Royal Entert. B 1, Such musick

as the wilde Wooddists shall bee ashamed to heare the

repor t of iL

Wood-kern, -kerne. Hist. Also 6 -karne,

7 -came, -cerne. [tr. Ir. ceithearnach coille

[ceitheam Kern sb 1
, coill wood).] An Irish out-

law or robber haunting woods or wild country;

such outlaws collectively.

Used by Holland to render L. latro.

1548 State Papers, Irel., Edw. VI, I. 84 (MS.) The
kynd of peopull which we call outlawes & wodkerne.

1581 Dehricke {title) The Image of Irelande. with a Dis-

coverie of Woodkarne, wherein is.. expressed, the Nature
..of the.. Wilde Irisbe Woodkarne, their notable aptnesse

celeritie and pronesse to Rebellion. 1600 Holland Ltvy



WOOD-KNIFE.
XL. ix. 1065 The same is said unto me.. which were more
beseeming to speake unto a wood-kerne and robber by the
high-way side. 1617 Moryson //in. 11. 101 Cormacke
O Neale. .was of a mild honest disposition., yet.. little lesse

barberous then the better sort of wood kern. 163a Lithgow
Trav. v. 210 The Lawlcsse Wood Carnes in Ireland. 1656
in P. H, Hore Hist. Wexford {1911) VI. 516 Mount Leinster
..which by reason of the great adjoining woods hath always
beene haunted with Irish Toryes or Woodcernes. 1843
Petrie Ecel. Archit. Ire I. 96 At the close of the sixteenth
century, these Towers became the receptacles of thieves and
wood-kerne.

Wood-knife.
1. A dagger or short sword (Knife sb. I b) used

by huntsmen for cutting up the game, or generally

as a weapon, arch, or Hist.
fi4«5 E. E. Wills (1882) 76 A swerd hamesed, a wodeknyf

harnesed, and a Dagger. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvm.
xxi. 764 They were shoters, and coude wel kylle a dere..
and they dayly bare bowes and arowes, homes & wood
knyues. 1568 Fui.well Like Will to Like E ij h, Come no
neer me you knaues for your life. Lest I stick you bothe
with this woodknife. 16x1 Cotgr., Malcus, a Fauchion,
Hangar, Wood-knife. a 1650 Boy fy Mantle xxxviii. in
Child Ballads I. 273/2 He pulld forth a wood kniffe,..He
brought in the bores head. 1721 Strype Eccl. Mem. III.
xxvi. 212 He drew his woodknife and hit the priest on the
head. i8zi Scott Kenilw. xxxiv, The gay baldric, which
sustained a bugle-horn, and a wood-knife instead of a sword.
1867 Morris Jason 1. 83 The wood-knife at the side.

2. A large knife for cutting off branches or twigs. '•

1880 C. R. Markham Pentv. Bark vii. 54 The cateador..
conducted the party for hours through the tangled brush*
wood, . .using the woodknife at every step.

Woodland (wu'dlsend). Forms : see Wood
sb. 1 and Land sb. Land covered with wood, i.e.

with trees; a wooded region or piece of ground.
869 in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 141 ./E^ber £e etelond se eyr3

\

lond je eac wudulond. c 1*05 Lay. 1699 Wenne hundes hine
bistoudeo i bon wode-londe. a 1400 Sir Perc. 208 In that
wodde land. 1456 Sir G. Haye Gov. Princes Wks. (3.T.S.)

!

II. 137 Cow or calf, .in wodland upbrocht. 1536 IJenkse :

Meas. LandA ij, Woodlande and fyldelande be not measured
with perches of lyke and equale length. 1573TLSSER Husb. <

(1878) 31 What champion vseth, That woodland refuseth.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 567 In the mids of this
Woodland standeth Coven trey. 1622 Selden Illustr.
Drayton's Poly-olb. xiii. 15 What is now the Woodland in I

Warwickshire, was heretofore part of a larger Weald or i

Forest, called Arden. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) !

88 There's no Field Champion-Land of that yearly value
for either Corn or Pasture, as is the Wood-land. 1709 Prior
Henry fy Emma 307 She to the Wood-land with an Exile
ran. 1763 W. Roberts Nat. Hist. Florida 34 The number

j

of marshes and woodlands prevented the horse from pur-
suing them. 1793 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (i388f II. 276
Tracts of woodland never yet cleared, but kept inclosed for
a supply of fuel and timber. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. 11. iv.

I. 214 A hunting-seat of Queen Elizabeth,, .when the neigh-
bourhood was all woodland. 1867 ' Ouida' Cecil Casttemaine
i, The morning was fair and cloudless, its sunbeams piercing

j

through the darkest glades in the woodlands.

b. attrib. Of or pertaining to woodland; used,
!

situated, dwelling, or growing in woodland; con-
sisting of or containing woodland; belonging to or

,

characteristic of woodland ; sylvan.
^Woodlandpenny, silver = wood-penny, -silver: see Wood i

sb. 1 10.

1351-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 552, vij li. iij s. 1 d. de '

Wodeland penys ad festum Nat. beau Joh. Hap. 1396-7
Ibid. 136 Ep'o pro Wodlandsiluer, vjd. 1536-7 Ibid. 674
Pro Wodlandpennez ejusdem vilte. 1536 Hknese Meas.
Land A ij, Two maner of perches, the woodlande perche
and the fyldeland perche.. .The woodlande perche is com-
munely .xviii. foote in length. Hut in some places it is

longer. 1577 Harrison England in. xii. nib/i in Holin-
sited, Adders.. are found only in our woodland countryes
and highest groundes. 1601 Shaks. All's Well iv. v. 49, |

I am a woodland fellow sir, that alwaies loued a great fire. !

1610 Hopton Baculum Geodaet. vi. Hi. 264 The woodland '

measure of 18 feete in the pole, 1697 Drvden Virg. Ceorg. '

iv. 783 Adore the Woodland Pow'rs with Pray'r. J715 Pope
Odyss. ix. 178 Rows'd by the woodland nymphs. .The
mountain goats came bounding o'er the lawn. 1798 Wordsw.
Tables TurnedWi, Come, hear the woodland linnet. — We
are Seven iii, She had a rustic, woodland air. 1805 Scott
Last Minstrel 111. xiii, They came to a woodland brook, i

1831 — Quentin D. Introd., In the more woodland districts

of Flanders. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot xxv, Garments
..rather the worse for a fortnight's woodland travel. 1855
Tennyson Maud i. xn. ii, Gathering woodland lilies. 1877
Black Green Past, i, The secrecy and silence of the still

woodland ways. 1879 Casscifs Nat. Hist. III. 68 The
Woodland Caribou and the Barren-ground Caribou are the
names given to a larger and a smaller breed in Canada.
1901 Cornish Naturalist Thames 76 The [grey] partridge

,

is becoming a woodland bird.

Hence Woo'dlander, an inhabitant of the wood-
land ; occas. an animal that lives in woodland.

1774^ T. West Antiq. Furness (1805) 40 The woodlanders
of High Furness were charged with the care of the flocks
and herds. 1810 Wordsw. Prose Wks. (1876) II. 259 A few
vassals following the employment of shepherds or wood,
landers. 1887 Hardy {title) The Woodlanders. 1889 F. A.
Knight By Leafy Ways 61 Another much calumniated
woodlander, the badger.

Woodlark (wudlajk). Forms and etym.: see
Wood sb.1 and Lark sb. 1 A species of lark
(Alauda arbored) which perches on trees ; dis-

tinguished from the skylark by having a shorter
tail, more variegated plumage, and a different song.
^'3*5 Gloss. W. de Bibberw. in Wright Voc. 164 La

calaundre [gloss wode-larkej. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 808
Esperuer tele et chalaundre and wodelarke. 1544 Turner
Avium Praecip. E 1 b, Superest tertium galeiitae genus,

269

\
Germanis copera. Marg. a uuodlerck. 1686 [see Skylark
sb. 1]. 1769 G. White Selborne (1789) 69 In hot summer
nights woodlarks soar to a prodigious height and hang
singing in the air. 1818 Keats Walking in Scotland 14
Wood-lark may sing from sandy fern. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par., Man born to be King 1496 Mid them [sc. yew-trees]
did the woodlark flit, Or sang well sheltered from the wind.

Woodless (wu-dles), a. [f. Wood sb. 1 + -less.]
Destitute of wood or woods ; treeless.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. Pij, Our heth groweth in playnes
..and vpon sum wodles hylles. a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
Norfolk (1662) 246 Here are Fensand Heaths, . . and Meddows
and Pasture, and Arable and Woody, and (generally) wood-
less land. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 141 The coasts are
..rocky, .and woodless. 1835 J. Duncan Beetles (Nat. Lib.)

96 Travellers across the woodless pampas sometimes make
their fire of a dead horse. 1881 Morgan Contrib. Amer.
Ethnol. 106 The woodless plains of the Sacramento.

Woodlet (wu'dlet). rare. [f. Wood sb. 1 +
-let.] A little wood.
1821 Fosbroke Berkeley MSS. 226 This elegant woodlet.

1890 An Australian Girl II. v. 57 Groves and woodlets.

Wood-louse (wu-dluus; . PI. wood-lice (-bis).
[f. Wood sb 1 + Louse sb.]

1. A small isopod crustacean of the genus Oniscus
or family Oniscid;? ; esp. the common species 0.
asellus, found in old wood, under stones, etc., and
having the property of rolling itself up into a ball;

also called fcheeseh'p, hog-louse, slater, sow-bug,t\t.
x6n Cotgr. s.v. Anthoine, The vermine called, a Ches-lop,

or Wood-lou--e. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. 154
Those vile Insects commonly called in English, Wood-lice,
or Sows. 172s Swift Wood an Insect 3 An Insect they call

a Wood-Louse, That folds up itself in itself for a House.
1844 Hood Haunted House 177 The wood-louse dropped
and rolled into a ball. 1869 Mrs. I. L. Bishop Notes on
Old Edinb. n The walls were black and rotten, and alive
with woodlice.

2. Locally or occas. applied to various other
small invertebrates found in woodwork or in

woods, or resembling the crustacean described in 1.

a. A white ant or termite, b. A species of infusorian.
C. One or more species of mite or other parasite, d. Various
insects of the family Psocidjf, as the book-louse and death-
watch, e. A milleped of the family Glomeridae ; a pill-

milleped.

1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 140 A kind of Ant.,
bred of rotten wood, and thence some call them Wood-lice.
1769 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LIX. 150 The volvox oniscus,
or wood-louse. 1770 J. R. Forster tr. Nairn's Trav. N.
Amer.{i-j-j2)\l. 133 Wood-lice {Acarus Americanus, Linn.)
abound here. 1781 [see wood-ant, Wood sb. 1 10 b]. 1819
D. B. Warden Ace. U. S. I. 496 Musquitoes and wood-lice
{note, Acarus Americanus] are most troublesome in thickly
wooded vallies. Ibid. II. 525 The wood louse, or Chigo, or
Bete Rouge {Acarus sanguinis). 1825 Jamieson, Wood-
louse, a book-worm. 1863 Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. III.
631 The Great Sea-slater or Sea-woodlouse. Ibid. 632 The
well-known Pilbwoodlouse.

3. attrib.

1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxv. 234 The. .bird, which.

.

the negroes called woodo-touso-foiulo, from its feeding on
wood-lice. Ibid. (Illustration), The Yellow Woodpecker or
Wood-louse fowl. 1817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxni. (1818)
II. 307 The woodlouse tribe (Oniscidse). 1854 A. Adams, etc.

Man. Nat. Hist. 267 Woodlouse-Millipedes (Glomeridae).
1859 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil, (i860)
207 Chitonidae or Woodlouse shells.

t WoO'dly, a. Obs. rare. [C)E. wSdlic : see
Wood a. and -ly *.] Mad, frantic, furious.
c iooo^lfric//<?w. II. 182 Sa eadiRa Benedictus. .manode

bone reiSan ehtere pa=t he o^ere wodlican reonysse ?;eswice.
C14Z2 Hoccleve Learn to Die 700 The fyry flaumbes..In
which the soules brenne in woodly wyse. 1513 Bhadshaw
St. Werburge 11. 789 Roryng and yellyng his outragious
trespase, [he] Ture his tonge a-sonder in wodely violence.

Woo'dly, adv. Obs. or dial. Forms : see Wood
a. [OE. wodlice : see Wood a. and -ly 2

.] Madly,
ferociously, furiously, wildly, passionately.
c 1000i/Elfric Horn, II. 230 Hi waeron . . mid deofle afyllede,

3aSa hi swa wodlice to ftam welwillendan Ha=lende spra;con.
c 1000 tr. BasiVs Admon. vi. (Norman 1849) 46 Dam wulfe
gelic 3e wodlice abited 5a..sceap. c 1000 in Assmann
Horn. (1889) 6/145 pam unSeawfxstum, 5e wodlice drincaS
and heora jewitt amyrraS. c 1205 Lay. 3201 He mochul a
ba wodeloker wilnede peos macidenes. c 1330 Arth. <y Uteri.

9426 King Margaras. .Ban asailed wodelicne. . 1350 Will.
Paleme 550 pat i wrou^t so wodly & wold to him speke.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1752 Lucrece, Desyr That in his
herte brende as any fer So wodly that his wit is al forgetyn.
? a 1400 Aforle Arth. 2827 Wyes..appone wyght horsez,
Walopande wodely. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3694 The wyndes
full wodely wackont anon, a 1500 Hist. A'. Boccus <$

Sydracke (? 1510) P iv b, Yf he loue one wodly. i«6 Olde
Antichrist 163 Antichrist layeth about him so woodly. 1630
J. Taylor (Water P.) Anagr. $ Sonn. Wks. n. 251/1 He rose
. . And frantickly ran woodly through the wood. 1725 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. v. iii, They skelpit me when woodly fleid.

Woodman 1 (wu-dm&n). PI. woodmen.
Forms and etym. : see Wood sb 1 and Man sbA
(Cf. Woodsman.)
The meaning in the following is uncertain :—97a in Birch

Cartul. Sax, III. 603 Fram hwitingho to wudemannes tune.
1275 Rot. Hundr. II. 19 Johanni Wodeman.
1. One who hunts game in a wood or forest ; a

huntsman. Obs. or arch.
C1410 Master 0/ Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxiii, As of be

manere howe he shulde be vndo y passe ouere lightly, for

per is no wodemann nor good hunter in Inglonde, but pel
cann do it wele ynowgh. 1555 Instil. Gentl. H v, Ther is

,

a saying emonge hunters that he cannot be a gentleman
which loueth not hawkyng and huntine, whicne I haue
heard olde woodmen wel allowe. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. I

WOODMONGER.
I v. v. 30 Am I a Woodman, ha? Speake I like Heme the
I

Hunter ? 1616 Boys Expos. Proper Ps. xlvii. 9 Wks. (1629)
935 Woodmen say that Deere are most circumspect in fat
pasture. 1676 Shadwell Virtuoso 111, I have taken more
Pains to single you out, than ever Wood-man did for a Deer.
1805 Scott Last Minstrel' vi. vii, Conrad.. Was by a wood-
man's lyme-dog found. [1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies xi.

85 He looked down with contempt upon the rangers, as.

.

,
inexperienced woodmen, but little skilled in hunting lore.]

b. fig. or allusively.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 47 He was not.. so ill

a Woodman to giue ouer the chace at the first default. 1603
Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. iii. 170. 1618 Flktchkr Chances
1. ix, I see ye are a wood-man, and can chuse Your dear.
1673 Drvden Marr. a la Mode 11. i. i3 Has the old Cupid,
your Father, chosen well for you ? is he a good Woodman ?

2. One who looks after the trees in a wood or
forest ; one who fells or lops trees for timber or
fuel ; also, one who provides or purveys wood.
1426 Lydg. De Guil. PUgr. 17745 Her ys a woode oft' lytel

prys, Wych a woodeman sellcth me. 1530 Pai.sgr. 289 2
Wodman that lyveth by fellyng wotle, bocquillon. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomencl, 519 '2 Dendrophori, .. woodemen
or such as carrie wood about streetes to be sold. 1634
Milton Comus 4S4 Kither som one like us night-founJer'd
here, Or els som neighbour Wood-man. 1726 J. LalhlnceNew Syst. Agric. 229 Of the Aspen Tree our Woodmen
make Hoops, Firewood, and Coals. 1800 Camibell Beech-
Tree's Petition 2 Spare, woodman, spare the beeclien tree.

1856 Kane Arctic Expl. II. vii. 83 Bonsall and Petersen
are now woodmen, preparing our daily fuel. 1875 Bfdi-okd
Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 250 Each half company pro-
viding 2 woodmen, 2 watermen. 1903 Maud S. Rawson
Apprentice 141 The oldest woodmen say that it takes a
hundred years to grow a perfect oak for an English ship.

+ 3. A forester having charge of the king's woods.
1594 Crompton Jurisd. 146 b, Auant que sera perfect

Forest, le Roy couient appointer cei taine officers, come vn
keeper, Forester, Woodmen, Regarders, Agistors. 1604
Manwood Laives Forest xxi. (1615) 19; The foresters &
woodmen did take no good regard to the forests.

t 4. An inhabitant of the woods, a wild man,
a savage ; a person representing one in a pageant,
or a figure of one in heraldry : m Wooihvose. Obs,
1442 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 9 The fleschowares sal

fynd [for a play], twa or four wodmen. 1566 in J. Nicholl
Comp. Ironmongers (1S66) 85 They shall fynde us two wood-
men, wt clubbes, squibbes and powder. 1601 in Moryson
Itin. n. (1617) 106 To march, .into Colrane. .to have brought
into subjection all the woodmen. 1660 J. Tatham Royal
Oake 10 Several persons in the habit of Wood-men and
Wood-Nymphs. 1780 Ed.mondson Heraldry II. Gloss.,
Woodman, a name given by several Writers to the wild
man, or savage.

5. A workman who makes something of wood,
esp. the woodwork of a carriage.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 175/1 When the body is

finished from the hands of the woodman, it passes into the
hands of the currier. 1908 Advt., Wanted Coach Builders
and Wheelwrights.—Good woodman.
Hence Woodman(s)craft, Woo'dmanship, the

business or skill of a woodman
; f Woo-dmanlike,

f Woodmanly advs., in the manner of or befitting

a woodman.
cx^xo Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxxiii, If be lorde

will haue be deere vndone, he pat he biddeth. .shulde vndo
hym be moste wodemanly and clenly pat he cann. And
wonderth ye nought, pough y say wod manly, for it is a
poynte of wodemancrafte. 14^79 [see Woodsai.e]. 1575
Gascoigne Hearbes 156 Gascoignes woodmanship written
to the L. Grey of Wilton. 1627 J. Taylor (Water P.\Armado
Ep. Ded. A 3 b, You know what belongs to the Wood-man-
ship, the Wardship, and Stewardship, a 1650 Marr. Sir
Gaivaine in Furniv.& Hales Percy Folio 1. 106 The kyng in
hys hand toke a bowe, And wodmanly he stowpy'd lowe.
1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xxix, It were bad woodmanship to
raise the hollo upon the game, ere it had been driven within
compass of the nets. 1881 Sat. Rev. 23 July 122/1 Colonel
Fraser's political sagacity hardly seems on a par with his
woodmanscraft. 1911 A. C. Benson Ruskin v. 180 He was
fond of woodmanship. His. .hedging-gloves and his chopper
were very characteristic signs of his presence.

f Woodman 2
. Obs. Forms and etym. : see

Wood a. and Man sb. 1 A madman, lunatic, maniac.
1297 R.Glouc. (Rolls) 3338 Hii verde as wodemen ; hii

wende hii were ynome. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon
4- Iudas)4i2 Wodmen.. In quhame be feyndis ban can dwel.
Ibid. xix. {Cristo/ore) 285 pe Iugis,. .Fore a wodman demyt
hym. c 1400 Btryu 135! He trampelid fast with his feet, &
al to. tare his ere And his visage both, ry;t as a woodman.
1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xii. 432 Cryenge and rateynge
hym as a wood man. 15x2 J. Parfre Candlemas-Day in

Marriott Miracle-Plays (1838) 300 Like as a wodman he
ganto fray.

Woodmonger (wu'dm^rjgsj). Now rare exc.

Hist. Forms and etym. : see Wood sb. 1 and
Monger sb. A dealer in wood ; a timber-merchant,
or {esp.) a seller of wood for fuel.

1260-1 Cat. Witts Crt. Husting, Lond. 1. (1889) 8 Robert
le Wudemongere. 1372 Ibid. 11. 147 William Wodemongere.
1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 567/2 Carpenters, Woodemongers
and Colemakers. 1567 XwArchaeologia XXXVI. 51 Paide
to Mr. Fermer, wodemonger, for a M and iii qrs. of
billetts, xviij s. viij d. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. t. 69. 1609
Dekker Ravens Aim. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 186 Winter,., the
friend to none but Colliers and Woodmongers. 1632 Mas-
singer City Madam 11. i, Though The dishes were raised one
upon another. As woodmongers do billets. 1667 Lond. Gaz.
No, 215/4 The many great abuses committed by the Com-
pany of Woodmongers in the Sale.. of Fuel. 1720 Strvpe
Stoxu's Surv. II. vi. v. 76/1 Two Woodmongers Wharfs for

the Sale of Fuel. 1722 De Foe Plague (1754) 254 Vessels,

such as the Wood-mongers, that is the Wharf Keepers, or
Coal-Sellers furnished. 182 1 Scott Keniliu. iii, These sturdy
oaks had long since become the property of some honest



WOODNESS.
woodmonger. 1908 W. G. Collikgwood Scandinavian
Britain 111 'Six score to the hundred' is still familiar to
Lake District gardeners and wood-mongers.

WoO'dneSS. Obs. exc. dial, or arch. Forms :

see Wood a. [OE. wrfdnes: seeWood «. and-NE88.]
1. Mental derangement, insanity, mania, frenzy,

lunacy, craziness: =* Madness i.

iiooo JElfric Horn. I. 458 J>a £eaxode se cyning Polimius
be 5am witseocum menn, hu se apostol hine fram Saere
wodnysse ahredde. 138a Wyclif Acts xxvi. 24 Poul, thou
maddist.. ; manye lettris turnen thee to woodnesse. 1493
H. Parker Dh>es fy Pauper v. xviii. (W. de W. 1496) 220/1
Yf a man in his woodness & rauynge slee man & woman or
childe. 1565 Goluing Ovid's Met. in. (1593) 72 Drunken
woodnes wrought by wine. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell.

(1634) 238 Wee yet retayne in some parts of England the
word wodnes for furiousnesse or madnesse. 1657 Thornley
tr. Long-its Daphnis <$• Chloe 60 Their minds were struck
with a kind of Woodnesse. 1803 W. S. Rose Amadis 128
Wrapt in imagin'd flames to woodness stung Deep in a
roaring stream, she headlong sprung.

2. Extravagant folly or recklessness ; vehemence
of passion or desire ; wildness, infatuation. Cf.

Madness 2.

ciooo in Assmann Horn. (1889) 60/212 J>a saet hc.tzelende
hone hrelend..His wodnys wear A ^ewrecen swa burh god.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus Hi. 1382 They callen loue a wood-
nesse or folye. 1387 [see Wood a. 2bJ. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 76 A woode wisdom, and a wise woode-
nesse. 1435 Misyn Fire of Love 11. viii. 90 Here is lufe

with-outen meyknes, wodnes ful likynge. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofAuian vi, Nowjperceyue I wel thy foly and grete
wodenesse. 1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catec/i. 11. i viij, It

is extreme vodnes to doubt quhither thay ar to be kept
haly or nocht. 1615 Crookk Body ofMan 284 When their
genitalles are full of seede they grow into woodnesse and
rage of lust.

3. Violent anger, wrath, fury, rage; extreme fierce-

ness, ferocity, savageness, cruelty. Cf. Madness 3.
ciooo ^lfric Horn. II. 30 J>aet earme wif selyfde his

waelhreowum sefleahte, and wear5 mid maran wodnysse
astyrod. a 1340 Hami-oi.e Psalter vi. 1 Lord in thi wodnes
argu me noght. _ Ibid., Wodness or ire is a stirynge of
mannys will, excitand to vengaunce. ^1375 Sc.Leg. Saints
ii. {Paulas) 704 Nero wes brocht In sa mekill wodnes of
thocht, pat he his awne modir gert sla. c 1400 St. Alexius
(Vernon) 474 Heo ter hir clobus al in sunder, in a gret wood-
nesse. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 237 la her wodnes
thei kyllid the bUchop of Cauntirbiry. 01533 Ld. Berners
Gold. Bk. M. AureL (1546) Rviij, You haue chased the
bulle, and scaped his woodnes. 1550 Hale Engl. Votaries
II. Q j, He fretted for wodenes, and was angry with himselfe.

1577 Hanmer Ahc.EccI. Hist. (1663) 166 He proceeding in
cruelty, and daily increasing his savage woodness against
the Saints of God. 1600 Holland Livy xxvi. xiii. 593
Wild and savage beasts, .madded, .with blind rage and
woodnesse against one. 1825 J. Wilson Noct. A?nbr. Wks.
1856 I. 12 Whiles I just girn out-by yonner, wi'perfect wud-
ness when I think o' you..rinning down me, and ither rnen
of genius. 1906 Doughty Daivn in Britain xni. IV. 36 So
woodness kindles his great heart, gainst Romans.

b. fig. Excessive violence or severity, * fury ' (of
pain, or of inanimate things, as wind, fire, etc.).

01400 Stockholm Med. MS. 11. 704 in Anglia XVIII. 324
It doth noth awey all be pyne, But all be wodnesse for be
tyme. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2008 }>e fuerse wyndes. And the
wodenes of waghes. c 1425 Found. Si. Bartholomew's
(E.E. T.S.) 21 His kechyn was a-fyre sodenly, and likly to
perissh with wooddenes of fyre. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 11. 189 Fayre flowres wherof the nynte parte faded
by the wodnesse of the northe. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe
229 The Lord of Wyndis, wyth wodenes, God Eolus, bis
bugill blew. 1557 Totlcl's Misc. (Arh.) 127 No rage of
drenching sea, nor woodenesse of the winde.

Wood-nymph.
1. A nymph of the woods ; a superhuman being

imagined as a beautiful maiden inhabiting woods

;

a dryad or hamadryad.
1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. M ijb, The Woodnymphes

likewise followed moste nicely tripping. 1634 Milton
Comus i2o By dimpled Brook, and Fountain brim, The
Wood-Nymphs deckt with Daisies trim, Their merry wakes
and pastimes keep. 1667

—

P.L. ix. 386 Shclikea Wood-
Nymph light Oread or Dryad .. Betook her to the Groves.
1794 Mrs. Kaocliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxvii, Marble statues
of wood-nymphs. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxvii, She possessed
the form and hue of a wood-nymph, with the beauty of a
sylph. 1867 Morris Jason 1. 92 Then mayst thou find, In
some fair grassy place, the wood-nymphs kind.

b. trans/, (cf. Dkyad 2 a, Nymph 2).

1780 Mrs. Cowlky Beliefs Stratagem 11. i, The maxims
you learnt among the wood-nymphs, in Shropshire, won't
pass current here.

2. a. Name for certain species of humming-bird,
esp. of the genus Thalurania (Gould), b. Col-
lectors' name for moths of the genus Eudryas.
1861 Gould Trochilidne II. Plates 99-109. 1885 Riverside

Nat. Hist. (1888,1 II. 462 The beautiful wood-nymph, Eu-
dryas grata.

Woo*d-oil. A name for several oils or oily

substances obtained from various trees : (a) from
the East Indian Dipterocarpus alatits and other

species (= Gurjun balsam or oil)
;

(b) from the

East Indian Satinwood, Chloroxylon Swietenia\

(c) from the seeds of the Chinese Oil-tree or Var-

nish-tree, Aleurites cordata (also called lung-oil,

from Chinese yu-fung or fung-tzii-shu, native

names of the tree), used chiefly for varnishing

woodwork. Also attrib.

1759 in A, Dalrymple Oriental Repertory (1793) I. 109 The
Buraghmah Dominions yield Gold,.. Earth-Oil, and Wood-
Oil. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 95/1. 1841 W.
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Robinson Assam 62 The Dipterocarpus levis. .yields the
thin liquid balsam commonly known by the name of wood
oil', and which is much used m painting. 1857 Henfrky
Bot. § 438 Chloroxylon Swietenia furnishes East Indian
Satin-wood, and an oil called Wood-oil is obtained from it.

1881 Spons"1 Encyct. Manuf. IV. 141 1 Tung-, Tree-, or Wood-
oil . .is a product of the so-called ' oil-tree ' of China, Cochin
China, and Japan. 1890 Hosie Three Yrs. W. China 18
The wood-oil tree, .was scattered about among the fields.

II Woodoo (w«d«-). Also 8 wodou, 9 wazzoo,
wuzu. [Turkish wazit.] The minor ablution of

the Mohammedans. Cf. Abdest.
1794 P. Russell A. Russell's Hist. Aleppo I. 19+ The

ordinary preparation for prayer, consists in washing the face,

hands, and feet, and is termed Wodou. 1813 J. Forbes
Oriental Mem. III. 124 Ablutions, called the wazzoo, pre-
paratory to the namauz, or prayer. 1836 Lane Mod. Egypt.
I. ii. 67 The father usually teaches his son to perform
the vjcodoo' and other ablutions. 1855 Burton Meccah <$•

Medinah (1879) 56 The first thing on rising is to perform
the Wuzu, or lesser ablution.

Woodos(e, -owes, var, Woodwose.
tWoO'dpeck. Obs. Also 6 -pyke. [app.

alteration of Woodspeck after next.] = next, 1.

1552 Huloet, Woodepyke byrde, picus. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 224 Certeyne byrdes..lyke vnto those which
we caule woodwaules or woodpeckts. 1601 Holland Pliny
x. xx'ix. I. 285 Men say that in the territorie of Tarentum
there be no wood-pecks or tree-jobbers. 1694 Addison
Poems, Virgil's 4th Georg, 19 Nor Wood-pecks, nor the
Swallow harbour near. 1706 Gardiner tr. Rapin's Gardens
( 1728 ) 197 Wood-pecks, and various birds the trees invade.

Woodpecker (wu*dpe:k3j). Also 7 -picker,
[f. Wood sb. 1 + Peck v.1 + -zr\ (Cf. the Gr.
names Spv(o)fco\.dtrTi]Sy Upvotcokaip, Spvo/cunos, f. Spvs

tree + KoX&irrttv to peck, kott- to strike.)]

1. A bird of the family Picidse, esp. of the sub-
family Picinx, comprising very numerous genera
and species found in most parts of the world

;

usually having variegated plumage of bright con-

trasted colours with various markings ; character-

ized by their habit of pecking holes in the trunks

and branches of trees.

1530 Palsgr, 289/2 Woodpecker a byrde, espec. 1591
Sylvester Du Bartas I. v. 228 As the Wood-pecker, his

long tongue doth lill Out of the clov'n pipe of his horny bill,

To catch the Emeis. 1604 Drayton Owle 191 The Wood-
pecker, whose hardned beake hath..piercM the heart of
many a sollid Oke. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 171
Numbers of small Birds. .Wood-pickers. 1778 J. Carver
Trav. N. Amer. xviii. 471 The Woodpecker, .is a very
beautiful bird ; there is one sort whose feathers are a mixture
of various colours; and another that is brown all over the

body, except the head and neck, which are of a fine red.

1806 Moore Ballad Stanzas ii, I heard not a sound P.ut

the woodpecker tapping the hollow beech-tree. 1859 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. vi. (i860) 184 In North America there are

woodpeckers which feed largely on fruit. 1862 — Orchids
iii. 127 As a woodpecker, .climbs up a tree in search of

insects. 187a Coues N. Amer. Birds 191 Woodpeckers
nest in holes in trees.

b. \Yithdefiningwords,denotingvarious species.

The three British species are the Green Woodpecker
{Gccinus viridis), the Pied or Greater Spotted Woodpecker
(Dendrocopus major), and the Barred or Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker (D. minor). Others are the Great Black
Woodpecker (i'icus or Dryocopus martius) of the northern
parts of Europe and Asia, and many N. American species,

as the Downy W. (Picus or Dendrocopus Pubescens), the
Golden-winged W. (Colaptes aurafus), the Hairy W. (Picus
or Dendrocopus villosus), the Pileated W. (Hylotomus or
Dryotomus pilealus), etc. Several of these are locally

known by special names, as Flicker, Hickwall, l\on\-bi/l,

Log-cocA, Poi'INJAV, SAV-SUcher, Witwall, Woodspite,
Yaffle, etc. (see these words).
1668 Charleton Onomast. 86 Picus Martius . .the great

Wood-pecker. 1731 Catesby Nat. Hist. Carolina (1754) I.

31 Picus varius minor, ventre luteo. The yellow belly'd

Wood-pecker. 178a Latham Gen. Syn. Birds I. 558 Red-
necked woodpecker. The whole head and neck., are

crimson. Ibid. II. 591 Yellow Woodpecker. .less than our
green Woodpecker: being only nine inches in length.. is

common at Cayenne. 1782-1890 [see Spotted ///. a. 4 b].

1803 Binglf.y Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 129 The Black Wood-
pecker subsists on insects, which it catches on the bark of
trees... It is able to pierce. .hard trees, as the oak and
hornbeam. 1808 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith. I. 142 His
tri-colored plumage .. is so striking .. that almost every
child is acquainted with the Red-headed Woodpecker. 1884
Harper's Mag. Mar. 622/2 The golden-winged, and the
yellow-bellied woodpeckers.. are also with us. 1898 Maria
R. Audubon Audubon $ Jrnls. II. 51 Harris and Bell had
gone shooting and returned with several birds, among which
was a female Red-patched Woodpecker.
+ 2. Cant. At gaming, a bystander who encourages

novices by putting up small stakes. Obs.
1608 Dekker Lanth. $ Candle Lt. iii. D 2, He that winnes

all, is the Eagle. He that stands by and Ventures, is the
Woodpecker, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.
Woo*d-J)i:geon. Any of the species of pigeon

that live in woods, as the stock-dove, Columba
anas, and (now esp.) the ring-dove, C.palumbus.
1668 Charleton Onomast. 77 Colnmbae Cavemalis

.

.the
Stock-dove, or Wood Pidgeon. 1743 Shenstone Pastoral
Ballad 11. v, I have found out a gift for my fair; I have
found where the wood-pigeons breed. 1780 G. White Sel-

borne, Let. to Pennant 30 Nov., As to the wild wood-pigeon,
the oenas, or vinago, of Ray, I . .see no reason for making it

the origin of the common house-dove ; but suppose those
that have advanced that opinion may have been misled by
another appellation, often given to the oenas, which is that
of stock-dove. 1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 217 Knots or
bunches, .formed by means of a plexus of young shoots,.,
apt to be mistaken . . for a wood-pigeon's nest, a 1887

WOOBSALE.
Jefferies Field <r Hedgerow 303 The forest is not vacant.

.

Wood-pigeons and turtle-doves abound.

Wood-quest, -quist, -queest. Now dial.

Also 6-7 -quyst(e, -coyst, 7 -quiste, -coist. [f.

Wood sb.1 + quest, quist, Queest.] = prec.
1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. m. X vi. 109/2 Grated

bread in the broth of a woodquyste. 1580 T. Newton
Approved Medicines 85 b, Ye stockdooue, or Woodquist.
1582 Batman Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xn. vi. 181/1 The
Stock-doue or Wood-coyst. 1623 tr. Favine's Theat. Hon.
11. xiii. 231 Ring-doues, or Wood-coysts. 1761 Jackson's
Oxf. Jrnl. 12 Dec. 2 Two Brothers being out a shooting
Wood-quists. 1806 J. N. White Poems 18 The wood-quest
wild. 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. IV. Eng., Wood-quist.
1877 Hon. Miss Ferrardll. ii. 173 The woodquests' cooing
formed a melodious bass.

Woo d-reeve. Also 6 -ryfe, 7 -reefe, 8 -reef.

[f. Wood sb.l 2 + Reeve sb.1 2.] The steward or
overseer of a wood or forest.

1579 Twvne Phisicke agst. Fort. \. xlvii. 70 What is he
now other then a Woodryfe, or Woodman ? 1643 MS. Ace.
St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Spent vpon our woodreefe for
coming to giue vs notice of sume abuses done to our wood.
1795 Trans. Soc. Arts XIII. 218 Those [trees] that fail to
form so desirable a shape as in the opinion of a judicious
wood-reef is necessary. 1866 Mom. Star 6 Mar. 6/5 The case
was proved by Wm. Goodhew, woodreeve to Miss Hayes.
1913 Daily Neivs 15 Aug. 5 We are mostly shepherds and
wood -reeves and thackers and foresters here.

+ Woo'd-row^el. Obs. [f. Wood sb.1 + Rowel
sb.

t
in reference to the whorled leaves.] = next.

1568 Turner Herbal hi. 24 Of wood rofe or wood rowell.

1579 Langham Gard. Health 683 Woodrowell ..is a good
healer vp of wounds. 1905 Engl. Dial. Diet., IVood-roiuell,
sb. Obsol. Yks. The sweet woodruff, Asperula odorata.

Woodruff (wu*drz?f). Forms: 1 wiidu-, wude-
rofe, -rife, 3 wuderoue, 4 woderowe, 4-5
-rove, 5 -rofe, wodrove, -roffe, -ruffe, 5-6 -rofe,

6 woodroue, -rowe, -rofe, -roof(f)e, 7 -rof,

-rough, 7—roof, (8 -rooff), 9 woodruff, (Sc.

-riff, arch, wooderoofe, wood-ruffe). [OE. wudu-
rofe, I. wudu Wood sb. 1 + *rofe, *rifc, of unknown
meaning.] A low-growing herb {Asperula odorata,

N. O. Rubiactae) found in woods in Britain and
Europe generally, with clusters of small white
flowers, and strongly sweet-scented leaves in whorls

;

also descriptively or distinctively called sweet wood-

ruff. Also attrib.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 18 Herha astula regia baet is wudu
rofe. Ibid. II. 64 Wib ba;re winestran sidan sare wudurifan
jecnuwa on eced. c 1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 558/10
Hastula regt'a, i. vtugc de bois, i. wuderoue. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. xiii. 43 A-way is huere wynter wo, when
woderove springeth. a 1400 Stockiwtm Med. MS. 191
Woderowe, hastilogia. 14. . in Wr.-Witlcker 566/20 Astu-
la regia, woderofe. 1477-9 &ec. St. Mary at Hill (1905)
81 Rose-garlondis and wodrove-garlondis. 1525 Grete
Herbal xli. (1529) Civ, De astula regia. Woodroue. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 11. ccccxlvii. 966 In English WoodroorTe,
Woodrowe, and Woodrowell. 1785 Martyn Lett. Bot. xv.

(1794) 164 Sherardia and woodroof have funnel-shaped

corollas. 1824 Hogg 'Tales $ Sk., Priv. Mem. Fanatic
(1837) V. 83 Murder will out, though the Almighty should
lend hearing to the ears of the willow, and speech to the

seven tongues of the woodriff. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton
xix. 263 As a hunch of woodruff will sweeten a lumber-room.

D. Extended to other species of Asperula.

1597 Gkrarde Herbal 11. ccccxlvii. 965 There is another
sort of WoodroofTe called Asperula Cx>~ulea, or blew Wood-
rooffe. 1688 Holme Armoury n. 98/2 Woodroof.. .Some
have blew, others purple coloured flowers. 1841 Catlin
N. A mer. hui. 1 1. App. A. 260 Woodroof, a species of * .adder

used as a red dye. 1865 Soiverby's Engl. Bot. ( j. 3) IV.

231 Asperula Ar-vensis.. .Blue Field Woodruff. 1866 Treas.

Bot. 1236 Woodroof, or Woodruff.., Quinsy, Asperula
cynanchica.

Woo'd-rush. [Rush sb.1] Any plant of the

genus Luzu/a, comprising grass-like herbs allied to

the rushes, with clusters of chaffy brown flowers.

The name belongs properly to the sylvan species, as L.
sylvatica (Great Wood-rush, also called wood-grass) ; the

common species L. campestris (Field Wood-rush) is better

called field-rush.

*Tj6 Withering Bot. Arrangem. 213 Small hairy Wood-
rush. 1857 Miss PrattFlower. Pl.V.vqq L[uztda] sylvatica
(Great Hairy Wood Rush). 1861 S. Thomson Wild Ft. nt.

(ed. 4) 170 The broad-leaved wood-rush, with its hairy leaves,

may.. be gathered in woods. 1889 ScienccGossip XXV.
188 Luzula albida. .is a very graceful woodrush of a peculiar

shade of light green.

W00"d-sage. [Sage sb.1] A common name
for Wood Germander {Jeucrium Scorodonid), a

labiate herb with dull greenish-yellow flowers, and

leaves having a heavy aromatic smell like sage

and a bitter flavour like hops.

1570 Pena & Lobel Slirp. Advers. nova (1576) 210 Scor-

dium alteruin Plinij. ..Wood sage. 1597 [see Sage sb. 1
3).

1758 Boblask Nat. Hist. Cornzv. 229 Wood-sage, Salvia

a^restis sett scorodonia,..nt St. Michael's Mount. 1796

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 5'9- 1880 Jefferies

Gt. Estate 91.

t Woo'dsale. Obs. [Sale sb. 2-] A periodical

sale of wood or timber from an estate.

1479 in Catal. Anc. Deeds (1915) VI. 168 The said beches

to be drawen on the saide grounde wodmanlyke after the

custume of wodsale. 154° Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 46 % 10

The said Maistre of the Wardes . . shalhave auctoritie .

.

to make wood sales to the Kinges use of al underwooddis.

1562 I.kigh Surv. (1577) D iv, Profiles of woodsale, is where
sometymes the Lord ofa Mannour doeth make a yerely sale

of his woodes. c 1617 Bacon Memorial Wks, 1819 V. 485



WOOD-SEAR.
What course shall be taken for the rest of the years with
the wood sales for supply of this 25,000/. yearly. 1786 in

frnls. Ho. Comm. XLI1I. 622 Warrants for raising ^2,000
. . by Wood Sales in Dean Forest.

attrib. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas II. iii. iv. Captains 243
A sort of lusty bil-men set In wood-sale time to sell a cops.

Wood-sear, -seer, -sere (wu'dsl»j). Also 9
erron. -sour. Obs. or dial. [? f.WooD sb. 1 + Sere #.]

1. A frothy exudation on plants, produced by an

insect : = Cuckoo-spit 2 1 ; also, the insect itself.

1585 Hiciss Junius' Nomencl. 72/1 Attelabus, .. the
smallest sort of locustes that be wingless : ye woodseare.

1589 [? Lylv] Pappe w. Hatchet B ij, Such a warming, as
shall make all his deuices as like wood, as his spittle is like

wood-sere. 1600 Surflet Country Fafln 1. viii. 39 Spiders,

wormes, woodseere and other such like vermine. 1664
Power Exp. Philos. 1. 28 That spumeous froth or dew
(which here in the North we call Cuckow-Spittle, and, in

the South, Woodsear..) looks like a heap of glass-bubbles.

1821 Clare Vill. Minstrel 1. 135 Insects of mysterious birth

..Hid in knots of spittle white. .'Wood seers ' call'd, that
wet declare, So the knowing shepherds say. 1825 Hone
Every-day Bk. I. 535 The abundance of woodseare and
honey dew on herbs indicates fine weather.
attrib. 1,599 Cutwode Caltlta Poet, lviii. C 2 b, I will not

{as the creeping canker) waste thee, nor as the worm in
wodsear time bespew thee.

2. The season in which a tree or shrub will decay
or die if its wood be cut.

Erroneously explained as ' the season for cutting wood '.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1S78) in From Maie til October leaue
cropping, for why? In wood sere, whatsoeuer thou croppest
wil dy. Ibid. 119 The bushes and thornc.In woodsere or
sommer cut downe to destroy. 1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud.
Asirol. ii. 43 If wood be cutte after the sunne decline from
vs till he come to the equinoctiall, (which time they call

woodsere) it will neuer growe againe. 1610 Folkingham
Feudigr. I. ix. 22 All sappie weedes cut downe in Wood-
scare, and often mowne againe.., their roots will putiifie

and rotte. 1851 Gloss. Essex 14 \Voodsere% decayed or hollow
pollard, also the season for felling wood.

3. attrib. or adj. Applied to Moose, spungy
ground ' (Lisle). Hence Wood-sea^ry a., in same
sense.

1670 Aubrey in Miscell. Cur.Subf. (1714) 24 Let us imagine
..what Kind of Country this was . . by the Nature of the
Soil, which is a Soure, Woodsere Land, very natural for the
Production of Oaks especially, aijzz Lisle Husb.(ij$j)
27 Chalk fills up the vacuities of sandy, or wood-seary
ground. Ibid. 79 Cold, loose, hollow, wood-sear land. 1759
tr. DuhameCs Husb. 1. viii. (1762) 37 Chalk laid on sandy
or wood-seary ground. 1811 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 112
The red strong land on the high level parts of the Downs,
which was once woodland, and sometimes expressly called
1 wood -sour land '.

t Wood-shaw. Obs. Forms and etym. : see

Wood sb. 1 and Shaw sb. 1 ; also with gen. 4 wodes-
schawe. A thicket : = Shaw sb.1 1 b.

c 1205 Lay. 21561 Halden ut of wude scaje scalkes swi5e
kene. a 1300 Thrush * Night. 179 in Hazl. E. P. P. (1S64)

I. 57 Fowel, for thi false sawe, For bedd i the this wode
shawe; Thou fare into the filde. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 339
Whan sche under the wodesscbawe Hire child behield.
a 1400 Isuntbras 73 And als he weute by a wodschawe [v.r.

came by a lytell schawe] pare mett he with a lyttill knaue.
(1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7618 Then men myjt se swordes
drawe Thikkere then trees by wode-scbawe. 1470-85
Malory Arthur ix. xii. 356 Sir lamorak..rode vnto the
forest, and there he mette with two knyghtes houynge vnder
the wood shawe. 1313 Douglas /Eneis 1. vi. 10 His navy
derneamang the thik wod schaw.

t WoO'dship. Obs, [OE. wSdscipe : see Wood
a. and -ship.] Madness ; - Woodness.
c 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 245/12 F'uria, insania,

amentia-, wodscipe, rebnes. a 1225 Ancr. R, 120 Irafuror
brevis est : wreofie is a wodschipe. a 1240 Lofsong in O. E.
Horn. I. 211 Leste bu wreoke ham on me i wodschipe of
bine wreS3e. 0:1325 Prose Psalter xxxvi[i]. 8 Ende fram
ire, and forsak wodeship. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode \,

cxx. (1869) 62 Glotonye hath double woodshipe; woodshipe
of savouring, and woodshipe of outrageous spekinge.

WoOdshock (wu'dfck). [app. popular altera-

tion of a native form of Woodchuck (see Wejack).]
A North American species of marten or its fur : «
Kishek 2 b, Pkkan.
1829 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amcr. I. 52 Mustela

Canadensis (Lin.) The Pekan or Fisher.. .Its skins arc.,
imported into England, .under the names of Woodshocks
or Fishers.

Woodside (wvrdsaid). Forms and etym. : see
Wood sb- 1 and Side sb. ; also with gen. 4 wodes-
syde, 6 woodessyde. The side or edge of a wood.
Chiefly in phr. with prep., as by or under the or a wood-

side = beside a wood ; cf. Uedside, Roadside, Wayside.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5734 Iii a wildrin wod side, a 1300

K. Horn 1024 (Camb.) His folk he dude abide Vnder wude
side. 1375 Bakbour Bruce ix. 13$ Thai that in the wodsyde
weir. C1400 Farce Michi^iZi in 26 Pol. Poems 148 By
dale, by doune, by wodes syde. c 1430 Lydc. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) no So that ye wylle goo thys tyde Dowen
to the chapylle under the wood syde. 1530 Palscr. 290/1
Woodessyde, oriere du boys, a 1533 Ld. Bernkrs Huon
vm 18 They came to a lytyll wootUyde. 1658 Cromwell
Sp. 4 freb. in Carlyle, I would have been glad to have
lived under my woodside, to have kept a flock of
sheep, rather than undertaken such a government as this.
1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. ccxlviii, Thus to some desert
Plain, or old Wood-side, Dire Night-hags come. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 11 A buck, or male hare, is known
by its.. feeding farther from the wood-sides. 1818 Hazlitt
Eng. Poets ii. (1870) 47 You see a little withered old man by
a wood-side opening a wicket. 1853 G. Johnston Nat.
Hist. E. Bord. I. 253 The woodside on the south is very
swampy. 1865 Kisgm.iv Hereiv. xxxv, It will be as well
for some of us to remain here ; and, spreading our men along
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the wood-side, prevent the escape of the villains. 1695
Atlantic Monthly Mar. 425 The snow may be gone, .except
..along fences and woodsides.
attrib. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 402 Like

a babbling woodside brook. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 68
I n the wood-side field.

Woodsman (wu-dzm&n). Fl. woodsmen.
(Chiefly U.S.) [f. wood's gen. sing, or woods pi.

of Wood sb.1 + Man sb.1 ; cf. Backwoodsman.]
A man who inhabits, frequents, or ranges the
woods, as a huntsman, sportsman, wood-cutter,
etc. (cf. Woodman 1 i, 2, 4) ; one acquainted with
or accustomed to the woods.
1688 Clayton Virginia in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 122 There

are abundance of brave Red Deer, so that a good Woods-
man, as they call them, will keep a House with Venison.
1699 Dampikr Voy. II. 11. 86 The Captain, .told him.. that
he was but a sorry Woodsman, and that he would swing
him but twice round and he should not guess the way out
again. 1755 R. Rogers Jrnls. (1769) 9 One cpmpany of
woodsmen or rangers., to make excursions towards the
enemy's forts. 1797 F. Baily Jrnl. Tour N. Amer. (1856)
358 My companion, .was an excellent woodsman; and I..

trusted myself to his guidance, well knowing that he would
not easily mistake the track. 1817 Scott Harold 11. xiv,

A woodsman thou and hast a spear. And couldst thou such
an insult bear? 1825 — 7V*//jw. xxii,The low wail ot a dog,
..which, as an experienced woodsman, he had no hesitaiion
in recognising to be that of his own faithful hound. 1827
Hood Plea Mids. Fairies xlvi, A merry Woodsman, clad in
green, Stept vanward from his mates. 1875 Whyte-Melville
Katerfelto xvi, Rube was far too practical a woodsman to
pass such a slot without inquiry. 1896 N. Y. Weekly Witness
30 Dec. 13/1 The woodsmen were going for the opposite
party. 190a S. E. White Blazed Trail vi, A veteran woods-
man who had come to swamping in his old age.

W00'd-S0 :rrel. [Englishing of sorrel de boys,

superseding Woodsouk : see Wood sb. 1 and Sorrel
j*.1(3 a) : so called from the sour taste of the leaves,

resembling that of sorrel.] The common name of
Oxalis Aeetosella, a low-growing woodland plant
having delicate trifoliate leaves and small white
flowers streaked with purple, appearing in spring.

*5*5 Crete Herball 1. (1529) C vj, Alleluya, wood sorell or
cocowes meate. 1578 Lyte Dotioens iv. xliii. 502 Woode
Sorrel is a lowe or base herbe, without stalkes. 1634-5
Bbereton Trap. (Chetham Soc.) 192,1 took a good quantity
of mithridate and wood-sorrel. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
III. 166 Wood sorrel,, .being boiled up with [milk], and
coagulating, the whole is put into casks..and kept under
ground to be eaten in winter [in Lapland]. 1888 T. W. Reid
Life W. E. Forsier (ed. 2) I. ii. 42 The first appearance of
cuckoo or swallow, of wood sorrel or anemone. 1899 R.
Bridges Idle Flowers vii, Woodsorrel's pencilled veil.

b. Applied with defining words to other species

of Oxalis ; also in the West Indies to species of
Begonia.
1770 J. R. Forster tr. Nairn*s Trav.N. Amer. I. 301 The

yellow wood sorrel, or Oxalis comiculata. 1855 Dei.amer
Kitch. Gard. (1861) 49 The Oxalis crenata, or Notched
Wood-sorrel, a tuberous-rooted esculent, cultivated in Peru
under the name of Oca. 1858 A. Irvine Handbk. Brit,
Plants 754 Oxalis stricta,.. Upright Yellow Wood-sorrel.
1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. 1st. 787/2 Sorrel, wood,
Begonia acutifolia.

tWoO'd-SOUr. Obs. Forms: see Wood sb. 1
;

4-6 -sour, 5 -sowr, -soure, -soour, 6 -sore,

-sower, [f. Wood sb. 1 + Sour sb., corresp. to ON.
skdgarsura {skSg Scogh, wood, sura sorrel), Da.
skovsyre. Cf. ( = sorrel) MDu. suerkruyd, suerick,

Du. zuring, WFris. stirblSdden pi., G. sauerampfery

etc., and ( = wood-sorrel) G. saucrklee, sauerkraut)

Da. surklever, etc.] «= prec.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 10 Alleluia, \.

wodesour. a 1435 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. 68
Panis cuculi alleluya, i. wodsour, is a treyfole growyng
vnder buschez and bereb white flourez, is a ful sour herbe.

1538 Turner Libellus, Oxys..a latinis dicitur trifolium
acetosuut, ab officinis Alleluya, uulgus etiam uocat Allelu-
ya wodsore, & cuckowes meat. 1561 — Herbal 11. 74 Oxys
..shuld be called wod sour or sorell. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
iv. xliii. 503 This herbe is called. .in English Woodsorel.,
and Woodsower. i597GERARDE/rVr&i/Suppl., Woodsower
i&Qxys.

Wood-sour, erron. form of Wood-seak.
Woodspeck (wvrdspek). dial- Also 6 -spike,

9 -spack. [See Wood sb 1 and Speck sb.z Cf.

WooDsriTE ] A woodpecker.
15.. Woodspecke [see Speck sb. 1

]. 156a Turner Herbal
11. 25 Euery sucbe leafe or pricke [of Juniper] is very like

vnto y" ende of the tonge of an hueholl or wodspike. 1567
Goloing Ovid's Met. xiv. (1593) 330 On the head thereof
were garlands store, And eke a woodspecke. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxx. xvi. II. 399 As many as have about them the
bill of a woodspeck when they come to take hony out of the
hive, shall not be stung by bees. 1847 Halliwell, Wood-
spack, a woodpecker. 1885 [see Wooospite].

t WoO'd-spell K Obs. [f. Wood sb 1 + Spell
sb 1 3.] A spell or charm against danger in passing

through a wood or forest.

1579 [see Spell sb. 1
3]. 161a J. Mason Anal. Sore. 63.

Wood-Spell -. U. S. [f.WooD sb.1 + Spell
sb. 3 2. ] A spell or tun; of work at piling or storing

wood for fuel.

1864 Webster, Spell.. 2. A gratuitous helping forward of
another's work ; as, a wood-spell. (U. S.) 1869 Mrs. Stowe
Oldtown Folks xxxvii, It was in the winter of this next year
that the minister's' wood-spell 'was announced... There was
a certain day set apart in the winter,.. when every par-

ishioner brought the minister a sled-load of wood. 1878 —
Poganuc P. ii. 12 The great wood-pile in the back yard,

WOODWARD.
where, at the yearly ' wood-spell ', th« farmers deposited the
fuel needed for the long.. winters.

"Woo'd-spirit. [f.WooD5^.i + SpiRiT^.3,2i.]
1. Myth. A spirit or imaginary being, fabled to

dwell in or haunt woods.
1845 [C. H. J. Anderson] Swedish Brothers 4 The Nipen,

or wood-spirit was.. said to haunt these woods. 1877 J. E.
Carpenter tr. Tide's Hist. Relig. 184 The wood-spirits,
Lyeshie, bear most resemblance in conception and character
to I'an and the Satyrs. 191 1 W. W. Fowlfr Relig. Expcr.
Roman People x. 235 Diana was a wood-spirit, a tree-spirit.

2. Crude methyl alcohol obtained from wood by
destructive distillation.

1842 in Ure Revenue in Jeof-ardy (1843) 11 A sample of
crude naphtha, .the unrectified combustible liquid obtained
from the distillation of wood,, .imported from Scotland under
the name of naphtha or wood-naphtba...It is named in

Chemistry wood-spirit or pyroxylic spirit. 1854 Ron \lds&
Richardson Chew. Technol. (ed.2) I. 367 Wood-spirit is used
to some extent.. in place of alcohol, in spirit-lamps. 1887
Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. IV. 751/1 Methylic alcohol,..

more popularly known under the several names of pyrolig-

neons spirit, pyroxylic spirit, wood spirit, wood alcohol, and
wood naphtha.

Woodspite (wrrdspait). Now dial. Al>o 6

-specht, 7 -speight, -spight. [f. Wood sb. 1 +
Speight.] A woodpecker ; esp. the Green Wood-
pecker, Cecinus viridis.

1555 Gesner Hist. Anim. m. Avium 6S0 Primum pici

genus Angli specbtam & wod^pechtam. .nominant. 1601
Holland Pliny xxvu, x. II. 2S2 The roots must bee digged
up in the night season, for feare that the Wood-speicrht or
Hickway should see them: for in the daytime the said bird
would flie in their faces that carie it away, and be ready to

job out their eyes. 1606 N. 1![axter] Sydney's Onrania
H 2, The coloured Woodspite runs along the trees. 1618
Reyck Brev. Suffolk'(1902) 45 Others, whose notes I cannott
commend,., as the Cookcow, the Jay, the wood spight, the
owle. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. V. 249 The Green Wood-
spite or Wood-pecker is called the Rain-Fowl in some parts

of the country. 1885 Swainson Pro~'. Names Birds 99
Green Woodpecker... Wood spile (Norfolk). Wood spack
(Norfolk ; Suffolk).

Woodsy (wu'dzi), a. U.S. Also -ey. [irreg.

f. woods, pi. of Wood sb.1 (see 9 g) + -Y 1
; formed

thus for distinction from woody.] Of, pertaining to,

characteristic or suggestive of the woods ; sylvan.

1861 WiiiTTiKR Cobbler Keezars Vision vi, Woodsy and
wild and lonesome, The swift stream wound away. 1869
Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks xxxvii, [We] ran.. about the

piles of wood., with a joyous satisfaction. How fresh and
spicy and woodsy it smelt I 1883 Longm, Mag. II. 7S Their
songs have the delicacy and wildnessof most woodsey forms.

1900 ' Mark Twain' Man that corrupted etc. 367 There
was a deep, woodsy stillness everywhere.

Woodwall (wirdwol). Now dial. Forms : 3
wude-, 3-5 wodewale, = -woll, wodwale, 6
wode-, woodw(h)ale, -waule, -weele, 7 -wal,
woodhall, 6— woodwall. See also Ettg. Vial.
Diet. [ME, wodewaiej ad. or cogn. w. MLG.
wedewale (early Klem. widewael i oriolus ') f. wede
Wood sb. 1 + *wa!e of obscure origin. (Cf. Wit-
wall, and, for sense 2, Hickwall.)]

+ 1. A singing bird : in early quots. of uncertain

identity, but prob. (as later) the Golden Oriole,

Oriolusgalbula, which has a loud flute-like whistle

:

= Witwall t. Obs.
ai*$o Owl $ Night. 1659 (Cott. MS.) prusche & brostle

& wudewale [fesus MS. wodewale] An fuheles bobe grete

& smale. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 The wilde laveroc
ant wolc ant the wodewale. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in

Wright Voc. 166 Escoter la note de i'oiiol [gloss a. wodewalej.
?ai366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 658 In many places were
nyghtyngales, Alpes, fynches, and wodewales, That in her
swete song deliten. Ibid. 914 With popyniay, with nyghtyn-
gale, With Chalaundre, and with wodewale. ^1430 Lvug.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 23 On fresh braunches syngith the
wodwale. a 1600 Robin Hood ii. in Child Ballads 111. pi
The woodweele sang, and wold not cease, Amongst the
leaues a lyne. a 1650 Lger fy Grine 923 in Furniv. & Hales
Percy Folio I. 383 The throstlecocke, the Nightingale, The
laueracke & the wild woodhall. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's
Disp. 24 That Bird which Holerius calls Galbula, that is

Woodwall. 111667 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angt. (1671),

Witwall vel Woodwall,.,galbula.

2. A woodpecker; esp. the Green Woodpecker,
Gecinus viridis : « Witwall 2.

In quot. 1489 tr. OF. bruhier buzzard.
£-1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xliv. 173 But men saye in

a comyn langage that * neuer noo wodewoll dyde brede a
sperhawke '. 155s Eden Decades (Arb.) 224 Byrdes. .sume-

what lyke vnto those which we caule woodwaules, or wood-

peckes. 1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 15 §2 For the Head of eveiie

Woodwall Pye Jaye Raven or Kyte, one peny. 1815 Shaw's
Gen. Zool. IX. 185 [The Green WoodpeckerJ is called in

different parts of England by the various names of Wood-
spite,. .Woodwall, and Poppinjay. 1916 J. R. Harris in

Contemp. Rev. Feb. 212 In Devonshire a common name for

the bird is Woodall.

Woodward (wudw^id),^. Hist- Forms: see

Woodj^. 1
; also 6 wodwarte, 7 wooddard. [Late

OE.wuduweard,Woor>sb. 1 + Ward^. 1 Survives

as a surname in the forms Woodward'and IVoodard.]

The keeper of a wood ; an officer of a wood or

forest, having charge of the growing timber.

c 1050 Rect. Sing. Pers. \ 19 (Liebermann 452) Wuduwearde
*ebyre5 a:Ic windfylled treow. 1290 Rolls of Parit. I. 26/1

Wodewardos & proprios Foreslar' ac Ministros Boscorum
suorum predictorum. 13*4-5 Ibid. 422/2 Le Wodeward
Sire Johan de Brakenbery. c 1440 Prom/. Pan: 531/2
Wodewarde, or walkare in a wode for kepynge, lucarius-



WOODWARD.
1495 Rolls 0/ Parlt. VI. 466/1 The Office of Woodwarde
within the Countie of Caernarvan. 1563 Bp. Sandys In

Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. xxxv. 356 [He] is now my tenant
and my bailiff and woodward of my manour. 1570 Levins
Manip. 33/43 A Wodwarte, saltuarius. 1619 T. Clay
Chord, Disc. 25 The Wood-ward is. .an Officer of Charge,
vnto whose care and trust, the custodie of the Lords Woods,
and Receipt of the profits arising out of the same, are chiefly
committed. 1638 Whiting Albino <$ Bellama 109 The
wooddards greene with Tyrian dye was dight. a 1647
Habington Surv. Wore. (Wore. Hist. Soc. Proc.) I. 454
Heerevppon dyd the Byshop of Worcester appoynt hys
servant to bee hys woodward in Wenlond, and within the
chase of Maluern. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 119. 4/1
James Worseley, Esq. ; is made Woodward of the New
Forest, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 361 My woodward
assures me, that windy weather makes the sap rise much
sooner in trees than it would otherwise do. 1791 W. Gilpin
Forest Scenery II. 20 The first officer [of the New Forest],

under the lord-warden, is the woodward. .Under the wood-
ward are twelve regarders. 1871 Daily News 21 Sept., The
under-keeper of the Loughton and Theydon Walks, gave
evidence, .that the.. Lord of the Manor of Loughton had
enclosed a thousand acres of the public land,, .and that his
woodward, .had cut down several thousand trees.

TI Used for Woodwose.
1488 Ace. Ld. H. Treas. Scot. I. 82 A wodward of gold

with a diamant. 155a Elyofs Diet., Ccepus, a beast in face
like a Satyre, or woodward. 1566 in J. Nicholl Comp.
Ironmongers (1866) 90 Hewe Watts and .Xpofer Beckes,
Wadwardes, or Ivemen.

b. As the title of an officer of the ' Ancient
Order of Foresters \
1886 Rules Court No. 2QQ1 Foresters No. 22 The Wood-

wards shall visit the sick members, .once a week.

Hence "f/Woodwardship, the office of woodward.
1418 in 41st Dep. Kpr.'s Rep. 700 [The] Wodewardships

[of the commotes of Penthlyn and Thalepont, Merioneth-
shire]. 1485 Rolls 0/ Parlt. VI. 379/1 The Office of Keping
of the Parke of Haseley, with the Wodewardship, 1586-7
in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age (1886) 242 Mr. Inkpen. .sold him
the woodwardship of that manor for 33/4. 1640 in Jrnls.
Ho. Comm. XLIII. 583/1 The. .best Ship Timber there
within the Wood-Wardship of Cesar Robert, Esquire.

"Woodward, -wards (wu'dw§id(z), adv. rare.

[f. Wood sb. 1 + -wabd(s.] Towards or to the wood.

t From the woodward 1 away from the wood.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 238 An other Lady.. run-

ning from the Wood-ward, a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems
(1859) 371 Rury rode woodwards. 1893 N. Gkub, Country
Muse Ser. 11. 9When the hush . .brings the pigeons woodward.
Woo-dwarden, rare. [f. Wood sb 1 + Warden

sbX\ = Woodward sb.

1748 in Trans. Cumb. <\ Westm. Archseol. Soc. (1903) III.

205 That some of the Woodwardens go and view y« wood
blown down.

Woodware (wu'dwe»i). [f.Wood sb.1 + Ware
sb.$] Articles made of wood, collectively.

1859 CornwallisNew World\. 326 Ironmongery,matches,
. . hatchets, woodware, and nails. 1894 J. Davidson Random
/tin. 49 'And what is there at Chesham?' * Woodware.
They make chairs, and bats, and., toy spades.'

Woodwax (wrrdwseks). ? Obs. Also 6 wod-
wesse, -wosse, 9 dial, woodwish, etc. [OE.
wuduweaxe, f. wudu Wood sb.1 + *weaxe> pre-

sumably f. Teut. wa\s* to grow, Wax v.1] m
Woodwaxen.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1 1. 66 Wudu weaxe & he^erife jecnuwa

ba togsedere. 1570 Levins Manip. 85/35 Wodwesse, glas~
turn. Ibid. 175/37 Wodwosse, glastum. a 1667 Sir W,
Petty in Sprat Hist. Royal Soc. 296 The Yellows are Weld,
Wood-wax, and old Fustick. a 1691 Aubrey Nat. Hist.
Wilts (1847) 4g In Bradon Forest growes very plentifully
rank wood-wax. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 241 Green-weed or
Wood- wax, 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 486
Wudwise, a yellow flower, which grows on bad land, and
has a bitter taste. 1845 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. n. 435 The
wood-wax and gorse are very abundant.

Hence Woo'dwaxer, one who gathers woodwax.
1829 J. L. Knapp Jrnl. Nat. 77 Our poorer people.. used

to collect it by cart loads . . ; and the season of ' woodwaxen *

was a little harvest to them :. .the old woodwaxers tell me
that [eta].

Woodwaxen (wtrdwse&san). Forms : 4-5
wodewexen, 6-9 woodwaxen, 9 woad-waxen.
[app. oblique case of OE. form of Woodwax
{wtuiuweaxan) taken as nom. The form woad'
waxen is due to association with Woad.] The
plant dyer's broom or greenweed, Genista tinctoria.

1367 Close Roll 41 Ediv. Ill, m. 9 dorso, Tercia pars tocius

comoditatis. .tarn in denariis quam de subbosco &; wode-
wexen. a 1400 Old Usages Winchester in Engl. Gilds

(1870) 358 Euerych a cart y-lade w* mader, bl comep to selle,

twey pans;.. Also, y cart y-lade w* wodewexen_ to sale,

fowre pans. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 51 The Marigolde of

Manardus is called Lysimachia. . . Woodwaxen }jLglastum\..

groweth in Medowes and Pastures like to Brome. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens vi. viii. 667 Of base Broome or Woodwaxen. 1650

[W. Howe) Phytol. Brit. 46. 1829 [see Woodwaxer abovej.

1861 S. Thomson Wild Fl. EH. (ed. 4) 236.

Woodwork, wood-work (wu'dwwk).

1. +a. A piece of work in wood ; an article made

of wood, or such articles collectively. Obs.

1650 Bury Wills (Camden) 226, I give vnto my Sonne

Edmund Bacon all my plate,., hangings, wood worke, hous-

hold stuffe, and furniture. 1681 Grew Musxum 11. i.u. 192

With these, all the turn'd Wood-Works in India and China

are wrought and burnished. 1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 57

Wood-works, such as Pater-Nosters, Button-Molds, Toys,

&c. c 179a Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 342/2 The acknowledged

skill of her ancient artizans in wood-works.

b. (without //.) Work in wood ; esp. those parts

or details of a manufactured object or artificial

272

structure which are made of wood; the wooden
part ^something.
1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth L 205 If we could suppose this

mill to have a power.. of repairing all the parts that were
worn away, whether of the wood-work or of the stone. 1725
Font, Diet, s.v. Plough, This depends much upon the Truth
of the Iron Work, and therefore it is best the Plough should
rather be accommodated to the Irons,. .the Wood-work
being easily alter'd. 1837 Civil Eng. $ Arch. yrnl. I. 6/1
A groin is a frame ofwood-work, constructed across a beach.
185a Thackeray Esmond m. vii, That long cupboard over
the woodwork of the mantelpiece. 1880 McCarthy Own
Times III. xxxviii. 178 Some of the woodwork of the
benches was.. torn from its place.

+ 2. A grove or plantation artificially laid out.

171a J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 28 A large Wood-
work cut into a Star, with a circular Alley.

3. a. Work done at cutting wood, nonee~use.
a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open Air xii, (1863) 94 We.

.

chopped at the woods for fuel. Speaking for myself, I

should say that our wood-work was ill done.

b. Work done in wood, as carpentry.
' 1913 Board Educ Rep. Pract, Work Secondary Sch. 84
Syllabus of wood-work for country or small isolated Schools.

So Woo'dwo=rker, (a) a worker in wood, one
who makes things of wood ; (b) a machine for

working in wood ( — Joiner sb. 3) ; Woodwork-
ing", the action of working in wood, the manu-
facture of wooden articles (also attrib.)

; f Woo*d-
workman = woodworker (a).

1659 in Marshall Edwtnstow Reg. (1891) 32 Geo. Wight-
man, .a woodworkman. 187a J. Richards (title) A Treatise
on the construction, .of Wood-working Machines. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech. 418/ 1 Cabinet-Jile, a smooth, single-

cut file, used in wood-working. Ibid. 2813/2 Wood-worker,
a machine-tool having various attachments and adjustments
for different kinds of work. 1890 \V. J. Gordon Foundry 71
We stroll through the woodworking-shops, where nothing
is done by hand that can be done by machine. 189a Labour
Commission Gloss. s.v., In the coach-making trade wood
workers consist of wheel-makers, body-makers .

.
, and

carriage-makers.

t Woodwose, woo'dhouse, sb. Obs. (exc.

Hist.'). Forms: 1 waidewasa,4wodwos,(-wysse),
4-5 wodewese, 4-6 wodewose, 5 wodwose,
(-wous(e, -woys, -wosh(e, -wyssh(e, wode-
wyse), 5-6 woodwose, -wyss, 6 -woss, pi.

wodys, vodys. &. 5 woodowes, 6 wodowes,
woodos(e, wodehouse, -howse, wood(e)hous(e.
[Late OE. wudeiudsa, f. wudu Wood sb. 1 + *wdsa
(of obscure origin).] A wild man of the woods;
a savage; a satyr, faun ; a person dressed to repre-

sent such a being in a pageant.
Sometimes taken for or construed as//.
a 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 108/22 Saliri, vetjhuni,..

uelfauni Jicarii, unfile men, wudewasan, unfasfe wihtu.

13.. Gaiv. <$ Gr. Knt. 721 Sumwhyle wyth wormez he
werrez, . . Sumwhyle wyth wodwos, bat woned in be knarrez.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv LVII.
261 pis Breusteresdouhtur..tolde [»e folk as wodewose wilde

Who gat on hire bis forseyde childe. 1398 Trevisa Barth.

De P. R. xv. xix. (Tollem. MS.) perin [sc. in Africa] ben
satires, wodewoses, tigris, and ober horrible bestes. t a 1400

Morte Arth. 3817 Alls vnwyse wodewyse he wente at be

gayneste. c 1440 Partonope 7691 [4737 J in Anglia XII. 616

Partanope hath now forsake The wodwous {v.rr. wodwoys,
wodwose, wodwouse] lyfe. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls)

257 The Kyng of Frauns daunsed in his halle with 1111 knites,

and was arayed lich a wodwous. 1484 Caxton Fables of
A uian xxii, A wodewose named Satyre. 1519 Horman hdK
109 Woode wosis be vpward nostrelde, Satyri sunt silt.

1555 Machyn Diary (Camden) 96 Men lyke wodys alle in

gren. 1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 15 A wodewose, satyrus.

p. ax$°S ^ Kingsford Chron. Lond. (1905) 251 Fourthly

came, .the Erie of Essex. .w l a woodhous precedyng, and
beryng a Sere tre. ? isas Fitzherb. Husb. Colophon, Em-
prynted at London in Southwarke, at the sygne of the

wodowes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 9 b, These
beastes were led with certayne men appareiled like wilde

men, or woodhouses. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. Pref, AJij,

Some wente naked, some romed lyke woodoses, none did

anye thing by reason. [183a Aspin Auc. Customs etc.

English 251 The savage men, or wodehouses, as they are

sometimes called, frequently made their appearance in the

public shows. 1866 J. Nicholl Comp. Ironmongers 86 note.

The engravings, .represent ivy-men or wood-wards, charac-

ters introduced in the pageants.. of that period [£1515].
They were sometimes called woodhouses.]

b. A figure of such a being, as a decoration,

a heraldic bearing or supporter, etc.

*355 >" Rep. MSS. Ld Middleton (1911) 465 Item j. botoner
de roses, pns x\s. Item j. botoner de wodewoses, pris cs.
1381 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 121 Lectum..broudatum cum
signis de wodewese. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1540 A vestoure
. .\Vr03t full of wodwose & ober wild bestis. 1498 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) IV. 133 Sex cocliaria optima argfentea] cum
wodwoshes.
0. 1493 Will o/Feld (Somerset Ho.), Dosen spones of siluer

with woodowes on thende. 1513 in Archaeologia LXVI.
347 A Counterpoint of woodehouse lyned w* canvas. 1531
Rec. St. Mary at Hill(igo^) 49, vj Sponys with woodos gylt.

[1910 F. Bond Misericords 16 The wodehouse is a very
common supporter in heraldry. 1920 Archaeologia Ser. 11.

XIX, 81 Three woodhouses; between crosses.]

Hence f Woodwose v. intr., to run wild.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv LVII.
274 Ho is wodore ben bat mon pat muche skile and resun
con . . And gob si ben wod wosande ?

Woody (wu'di), a. Forms : 4 wodi. 4, 6
woddy, 6 woddye, wood(d)ye, 6-7 woddie,
wood(d)ie, 6-S wooddy, 6- woody, [f. Wood
^.1 + -Tl.]

WOOD-YARD.
I. 1. Covered or overgrown with wood ; having

a growth of trees or shrubs ; full of or abounding
in woods or forests ; wooded.
1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 492 In a woddy glen. 1383

Wyclif Num. xtii. 20 The erthe, fat, or bareyn, wodi, or
with outen trees. 1545 Brinklow Compl. iv. (1874) 17
Such heathy, woddy, and moory ground, as is vnfruteful
for come or pasture. 1590 Spenser F. Q. n. x. 33 Whence
as he to those woodie hils did flie. a 167a Wood Life
(O.H.S.) II. 134 The said mannour was in antient time,
when 'twas wooddy, a stall or den for wild boares. 1788
Gibbon Decl. q F. xliu IV. 250 A small woody island.

1790 [.see Woodiness 2]. 183s Thirlwall Greece viii. I. 305
The woody mountain tracts. 184s Howitt Rur. fy Dom.
Life Germany 251 As we approached, the hills .. became
wilder and woodier. 1867 Morris Jason xvu. 7 The rose,
hung lanes of woody Kent,

lib. Bushy.
1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Kings xvii. 10 They made them

statues, .under everie thicke woddie tree [\u\g. om/te tig*

num. nemorosum\

f2. Belonging to, inhabiting, or growing in

woods or woodland ; sylvan. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 1 8 The wooddy Nymphes, faire

Hamadryades. 1599 T. M[oufet] Siikwormcs 14 The
beards of woody outlawes fell. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's
Vict. Earth vii, A grassie hillock. .With woodie primroses
befreckeled. 1655 J. S. Bonarelli's Filli di Sciro 1. v. 20
Some woody Deity.

b. Of, pertaining to, or situated in a wood.
a 1711 Prior Cetin's Mistakes i, To Wimpole's woody

Shade his Way he sped. 1809 Coleridce Three Graves

495 Deep in a woody dell, a 1840 Joanna Baillie Verses

Kirtled Spring 17 The woody nook where bells of brighter

blue Have clothed the ground. 1911 Mrs. H. Ward Case
Rich. Meynell xiv. 288 As they neared the end of the woody
path, he looked up again.

II. f 3. Made of wood, wooden. Obs. rare.

a 1540 Barnes Images Wks. (1573) 346/1 Stony &
wooddy Images. l^Mirr. Alag., Hastings xx, In pryson

pent, whose woddye walles to passe Of no lesse peryll than

the dying was.

4. Of the nature of or consisting of wood ; of or

belonging to the wood as a constituent part of the

plant ; ligneous.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xvL § 2. 17 Salt Marsh Spike

grasse hath a wooddie tough thicke roote. a 1704 Locke
Elem. Nat. Philos. ix. (1754I 33 Herbs are those plants,

whose stalks are soft, and have nothing woody in them.

1776 Withering Bat. Arrangetn. 804 Shrubby, somewhat
woody, as the stems of the Rose. 1846 Zoologist IV. 1282

The small roots of rose-bushes. . sometimes produce rounded,

warty, and woody knobs, inhabited by . . gall-insects. 1859

Dawson in Q. Jrnl. Gcol. Soc. XV. 630 Leaves . .strengthened

by nerves . . composed of scalariform and woody tissue. 1908

Animal Managem. 87 Fibrous and woody elements, .exist

in varying proportions in all vegetable foods.

b. Of a plant : Of which wood is a constituent

part ; forming wood ; having the stem and branches

of wood ; woody plant, a tree or shrub, as dis-

tinguished from a herb ; spec, in distinctive names

of particular species, as woody nightshade.

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. Mi. 398 Some Herboristes of

Fraunce do cal it Solanum lignosum, that is to say, Wooddy
Nightshade. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 48

Hardly to be called herbaceous; it is rather hard and

wooddy. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 99 The most northern

woody plant..known is a kind of Willow, Salix arctica.

1883 Longm. Mag. July 307 Cinquefoil, grown woodier.,

from its. .upland situation.

o. Resembling wood ; having the texture or

consistence of wood.
1791 W. Bartram Carolina 468 The fruit is a large, round,

dry, woody apple, .with dry woody cuneiform seed. 1840

Civil Eng. * Arch. yrnl. III. 68/2 The coal is. .rendered

tougher, or, in the language of the colliers, mere ' woody '.

1871 Yng. Gentleman's Mag. Mar. 132 An immense woody

shell as large as a baby's head . . hanging on one 0/ tbe lower

branches of the very tree on which I was sitting.

5. Pertaining to or characteristic of wood ; re-

sembling that of wood ; having some quality {e.g.

the smell) of wood.
1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 46 A piece of oak, .

.
which,

exposed to the sun and rains for a century,.. yet smells

woody, i860 W. White tVrehin xi. 100 Apples. .. 1 heir

substance is as hard as their flavour is woody and sour.

1876 Morris A^neids xn. 782 The gripping woody bite [of

an arrow]. 1900 ' H. S. Merkiman ' Isle 0/ Unrest ix,

Clean woody odours.

b. Having a dull sound like that of wood when

struck.

187S K. H. R. Rambles in /stria 50 A good campanile.,

with two sweetly toned bells—why is it that ours are always

so unmusical and woody 1 1877 Hon. Miss Ferrard I. vu.

241 A little cottage piano, woody and dull of tone.

Woody, variant of Widdt.

WoO'd-yard. Forms and etym. : see Wood
sbA and Vard sb.1 A yard or inclosure in which

wood is chopped, sawn, or stored, esp. for use as

fuel. Also trans/, (quot. 1774).
1309-10 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 7 In j secun empt.

pro le Wodyard, xjd. 1537-8 Privy Purse Exp. P cess

Mary (1831) 54 Item to the Squillary, vjs. Item to tne

Woodyerde, vij s. vj d. 1541-1 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 12 5 3

The sergeant of the Woodyarde. 1627 Caft. J. Smith Sea

Gram. i. 1 To those Docks .. belongs their wood-yards, witb

saw.pits. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 Sept. 1676. Over against

his Majesties wood yard. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 166

Their wood.yards are larger or smaller, in proportion to the

number in family; and., the usual stock of timber.for the

accommodation of ten beavers, consists of about thirty feet

in a square surface, and ten in depth. 18*5 Longf. in Life



WOODYER.
(1891) I. v, 62 There is no wood to be had from the College
woodyard. 1859 Jephson & Reeve Brittany 268 We begged
permission of the buxom proprietress of a woodyard, to pitch
our ten t among her heaps of timber.

tWoodyer. Obs. Inswodyere. [OE.wudi-
{&)ere, f. ivudian to cut wood : see -iek. Cf.

Wooder.] m Woodman 1 2.

anoo Gloss, in Wr.-WClicker 139/32 Calones, wudieras.
Ibid. 1 50/3 r Calones, wudi^eras. c 1430 I'ilgr. LyfManhcde
in. H. (1869) 146 A wodyere that solde mc.wode in his
foreste. 1801 Sussex Weekly Advert. 29 Nov. in N. <$- Q.
(1910) nth Ser. II. 529 To Be Sold Eight acres, .of Under-
wood. ..Apply to James Wratton..the woodyer, who will

shew the wood.

Wooed (wfid), ppl. a. [f. Woo v. + -ED*.] That
is courted by a lover. Also absol.

158a Bentley Mon. Matrones Pief. B 1 b, The wooed
woman not to be by anie meanes cosined or abustd in

marriage. 1891 Le Galliennh Retrosp. Rev. (1896) I. 13
A wooer at a certain hot moment entreats the wooed:
' Will you, I ask once more, show your belief in me by
letting me encircle you with my arm?'

Wooer (wff9i). Forms : 1 wosere, 3, 5
woware, 4-5 wowere (4wouwere), 4-6 wower,
5-6 chiefly Sc. wowar, 5 woar, Sc. woweir, 6 Sc.

wawar, 6-8 woer, 6- wooer. [OE. wdgere, f.

Woo v. + -ER !.] One who woos a woman, esp.

with a view to marriage, a suitor; rarely a, woman
who woos a man. Also in fig. context.

•' 1000 .^Elfric Saints'" Lives xvii. 157 Sume hi wyrca3
heora wo^erum drencas. . baet hi hi to wife habbon. c 1025-
50 Rule of Chrodegang liL (1916) 64 ponne wite bu bxt hi
beo<5 wogeras swifior j>onne preostas. a 1225 Ancr. R. 90
Ich am woware scheomeful. Ich nulle nouware biclnppe
mine leofmon bute ine stude derne. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.
xi. 71 }e faren lyke bise woweres, pat wedde none wydwes
but forto welde here godis. a 1395 Hylton Scala Per/.
(W. de W. 1494) 11. xliv, That it myglite come to theffecte

of true spousage lie hathe suche gracyous spekynges this

inaner of a wower to a chosen soule. 1513 Douglas sEneis
iv. Prol. 196 Traist nocht all talis that wantoun woweris
tellis. 1546 J. Hkvwood Prov. (1867) 73 He vnto hir a
goodly tale began, More like a wooer, than a wedded man.
1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory 88 He compares God to a
Woer, the Angetl to a sollicitour, and Mary to the beloved.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 8 Now, Woer, quoth he,
wou'd ye light down I'll gie ye my doghter's love to win.
1828 Scott F. M. Perth v, She were fittest Valentine in

Perth for so craven a wooer. 1854 Dickens Hard T. i.xvi,

Mr. Bounderby went ..to Stone Lodge as an accepted
wooer. 1869 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xviii. 44 ' Love at
first sight ' is no uncommon thing when Jesus is the wooer.

b. transf. of the lower animals.
1577 Googb Heresbach's Husb. 126 b, If shee haue not

been horsed before, she wil so beate her woer, y* [etc.].

1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 236 It is not always the males
[sc. butterflies] who are the wooers.

c. Comb.
1513 Douglas AKneis xn. Prol. 300 To crowd In amorus

voce and wowar soundis lowd. 1785 Burns Halloween iii,

The lads sae trig, wi' wooer-babs. 1825 Jamieson, Wooer-
bab,..\.\x»t garter knotted below the knee with a couple of
loops, formerly worn by a young man who was too sheepish
to announce in plain terms the purpose of his visit.

Woof (w»f), s&.1 Forms : a. 1 owef, 3 of, 4-5
oof, 4, 6 ofe, 5 ofife, 6 owfe, 7 oufe. 0. 6-7
woofe, wouf(e, (6 wolfe, wowfe, 7 //. woovis),
7-8 wooff, (8 wooft, whoof), 7- woof. [OE.
6wef (later dwef\ f. 6- + wefan to Weave. (Cf.

the later parallel formation dweb, dweb Abb.)
ME. *owf oof became woof partly by association

with Warp sb. in warp and {w)oof or with Weft.]
1. The threads that cross from side to side of a

web, at right angles to the warp: <= Weft sb.^ 1.

a, C"7«S Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C467 Cladica, wefl uel
owef. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 364/23 Cladica, wefl,

oS3e owef, o5oe claudica. c 1200 MS. Bodl. yjo If. 145/1
Subtemen, of. 1382 Wyclif Lev. xiii. 47 A wullun clooth,

or lynnen, that hath a lepre in the oof, or in the werpe.
1398 Trrvisa, Barth. De P. R. xvm. xi. (1495) aa ivb/i
'Ihe spynner. .begynnyih fro the mydyll poynt & gooth
rounde abawte the ofe. 14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
628/1 Subtegmen, [gloss warpe], sic guoque stamen,
[gloss ofFe). C1440 Promp. Parv. 362/1 Oof, threde for

webbynge, trama. 1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 35D/2 The
warpe, stamen. The ofe, subtegmen. 1599 Minsheu Sf>.

Diet. s.v. Lizos. The owfe or thread of linntm. 1603 Hol-
land Plutarch's Mor. 337 To spoole, winde quils, lay his
warpe, shoot oufe.

|3. 1530 Tindalk Lev. xiii. 48 Whether it be in the warpe
or wolfe of the lynen or of the wollen. 1570 Levins Manip.
'57/25 Ye Woofe of a web, subtegmen. 1626 Bacon Sylva
I 846 As it is in the Warpe, and the Woofe, of Textiles. 1657
Trapp Comm. Ps. xv. 2 Such, as through whose whole lives

godliness runneth, as the Woof doth through the Warp.
1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 188 The Workmen shall not make Use,
neither in the Warp or the Woof, .. of any Yarn of a
different Quality. 1780 A. Young Tour frel. I. 324 Threads
thrown across by the shuttle are called the wooft. 1802
Joanna Baillie 1st Pt. Ethwald m. iv, But tell them,
British matrons cross the woof With coarser hands than
theirs. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 76 In a web the warp
is stronger than the woof.

b. fig. and in fig. context, often in collocation

with warp,
1583 Mklbakcke Philotimus I j, To. .wrappe vp his life-

warpes woofe with so euill a liste. 1596 Nashe Saffron
Walden M 2, The proces of that Oration, was of the same
woofe and thrid with the beginning. 1627 W. Hawkins
Apollo Shroving i, i. 8 Where euery English thread is ouer-
cast with a thicke woollen woofe of stiange wordes. 1757
Grav Bard 11. i, Weave the warp, and weave the woof, The
winding sheet of Edward's race. 1849 [see Warp sb. 1

1 bl.

Vol. X.
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1863 Geo. Eliot Romola x\x, That commerce of feigned
and preposterous admiration which.. made the woof of all

learned intercourse. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II. 19
The woof of self-interest is so cunningly interwoven with
the warp of righteous feeling that very few of us can tell

where the threads cross,

2. Thread used to make the woof; also in vague
poetical use.

1540 Hykde tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. 1. iii. (1541) 3 b,

To warpe, or els wynd spindels in a case, for to throw wofe
of. 1598 R. Bernakd tr. Terence, Heautontiiu, \\. iii, The
old wife shee spun the woufe. 1634 Milton Comus 83 First
I must put off These my skie robes spun out of Iris WoofF.
1638 Bufgk Rec. Glasgow (1876) 388 Thair suld be no
woovis wovin of townis folkis thairin. 1667 Milton P.L.
XI. 244 Iris had dipt the wooff. 1892 RlDER Haggard A'ada
xi, Did I weave these visions from the woof of my madne.ss?

3. A woven fabric, esp. as being of a particular

texture; = Weft sbA 3; also, the texture of a
fabric. Often transf. ox fig.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <r Selv. 74 That woof and plight

that the whole ticklish frame of worldly beings are wheel'd
into at such a tide of day [viz. dawn]. Ibid. 74 That we
can sometimes force bodies to close with the woof or tenor
of the whole. 1725 Pope Odvss. iv. 164 To spread the pall
beneath the regal chair Of softest woof. 1757 Dyer Fleece
HI. 40 Curious woofs of beauteous hue. 1790C0WPKK Odyss.
xix. 173 A robe., of subtlest woof. 181 1 Scott Don Roderick
II. x.\iv, Flames dart their ylare o'er midnight's sable woof.
1820 Kkats Lamia u. 232 There was an awful rainbow once
in heaven: We know her woof, her texture. 1826 Joanna
Bah,lie Martyr ir. ii, The very spider through his circled
cage Of wiry woof,. .Scarce seems a lothly thing. 1838
Lytton Alice v. v, That girl's thread of life has been the
dark line in my woof. 1846 — Lucrctia 11. xviii, The Parcie
closed the abrupt woof, and lifted the impending shears.
1866 — Lost Tales Miletus, Secret Way 4 'Ihe woofs of
Phrygian looms. 1871 Bryant Odyss. v. 416 Receive this
veil, and bind its heavenly woof Beneath thy breast.

f 4. The action of weaving. Obs. rare.
1700 Drvdkn Ceyx <$- Ale. 237 Alcyone, .hastens in the

Woof the Robes he was to wear.

"Woof (wf/f), v.1 rare. [f.WooFj^.1 Cf.'WoOFED.]
trans. To arrange (threads) so as to form a woof;
to weave. Also transf.
1894 Alice C. Macdonell in Lyra Celttca (1896) 252 Woof

welt the cross threads, To make the colours shine. 1922
Black-zu. Mag. July 6/2 The fearful tangle of vegetation,
warped and woofed together by lianas and creeping plants.

"Woof (wuf), int., sb^y and v? Also wouf,
wowrT. Imitation of a gruff abrupt bark of a dog

;

also transf. (Cf. Whoof.)
1804 Tarhas Poems 59 (Jam.) Curs began to wouff an'

bark. 1839 J. Ballantine in Whuth-Binkie Ser. 11. 26
The wowff o* the colley. 1859 H. Kingslf.y G. Hamlyn
x.w, Every now and then, .he [sc. a dog] would discharge a
'Woof, like a minute-gun at sea. 1885 Rider Hagcard
K. Sol. Mines iv, Presently, .came a loud 'woof, woof!'
* That's a lion ', said I. 1918 B. Caiilk Air Men o* War 14
The hoarse ' woof of a bursting anti-aircraft shell.

"Woof, obs. pa. t. of Weave v.

Woofed (waft, poet, w/7-fed), ppl. a. [f. Woop
sb.1 + -ed. (Cf.Woof z/. 1 )] Woven

; fig. intricate.
1820 Keats Ez't St. Agnes xxxii, So mus'd awhile, en-

toild in woofed phantasies.

Woofy (w»-fi), a. rare. [f. Woof sb.1 + -y 1.]

Resembling a woof or woven fabric; of dense
texture.

1826 Joan-na Baillie Martyr 11. 1, Close round us hung,
the vapours of the night Had form'd a woofy curtain.

Wooing (w«*irj), vbl. sb. Forms: 1 wo^ung,
3 wouhinge, wowunge, 4-6 wowyng, -ing, 6
woynge, "wooyng, 7-S woing, 7- wooing, [f.

Wr

oo v. + -ing 1.] The action of the verb Woo;
amorous solicitation, courtship : in ME. often with
dyslogistic implication.
c 1000 jElfric Saints' Lives vii. 301 WearS J>a se casere

for ba^re wowunge astyrod. a 1225 Ancr, R. 204 Mid
wouhinge, mid togginge, o5er mid eni tollunge. a 1310 in
Wright Lyric P. vi. 28 Icham for wowyng al for-wake,
wery so water in wore. 13.. Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 2361 Now
know I wel by cosses, & by costes als, & be wowyng of my
wyf. c 1385 Chaucer /,. G. W. 1553 HyJ>sip. <fr

Medea, As
wolde god I leyser hadde & tyme By proces al his wowyng
for to ryme. c 1440 Jacob's Well 164 Caste out. .leccherous
woordys, wowynges, leccherous sy3tes. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Edw. IV, 195 Hys vnaduised wowyng, hasty louyng and to
spedy mariage. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 884 Our woing
doth not end like an old Play : Iacke hath not Gill. 1645 Ful-
ler Good Th. in Bad T. (1646) 106, 1 do not like the wooing,
that you should fetch a Bride with Fire and Sword. 1721
Ramsay * The Last Time I came o'er the Moor* i, I met
betimes my lovely Maid, In fit Retreats for wooing. 1792
Burns Song, Duncan Gray, Duncan Gray cam* here to woo,
Ha, ha, the wooing o't. 1867 Tennyson Windcnu 166 Here
is the golden close of love, All my wooing is done. 1882
Besant All Sorts xxvii, No girl likes to do her own wooing ;

she must be courted.
Proverbs. [1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. L 75 Pet. I would

faine be doing. Gre. I doubt it not sir. But you will curse
Your wooing.] 1659 N. R. Proverbs 24 Courting and wooing
brings dallying and doing. 1670 Ray Prov. 48 Happy is

the woing, that is not long in doing.

b. freq. in to go, come, tide a (or + on) wooing.
c 1460 Metham Wis. (igi6) 150 Yt ys spedeful that day to

go a wowyng. 1595 K'n.tresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 201 His
short gowne.. which he had lente to Tho. Atkinson foriij
dayes to ride on woweinge with. 1604 Shaks. Oth. m. iii.

71 What? Michael Cassio, That came a woing with you?
aifiit in T. Ravenscroft Melismata Fib, The Frogge
would a woing ride. 1690 Locke Govt. 1. xi. § 135 His Ser-
vant whom he sent a wooing for his Son. 1711 Addisom
Spcct. No. 129 r 10 When they go a wooing . . they generally

WOOL.
put on a red Coat. 1841 Dickkns I>arn. Fudge iii, He went
out to-day a wooing.

o-fig-
a\zx$ Ancr. R. 116 |>is is wowunge efter Codes grome, &

tollunge of his vuel. a 1240 O.E. Hont, I. 269 Her biginnes
be wohunge of ure laueid. c 1440 Promp. Ta>v. 53^/1
Wowyngc./r^ac/V. 1596 Drayton Leg. Kobt. Dk. Norm.

I xxvj, Except in Peril], thou do'st not appeare ; Yet scarcely
' then, but with Intrcats and Wooing. 1613 W. Bkowne
I

Brit. Past. 1. ii. (1616) 41 My Maiden-Muse flies the las-

1 ciuious Swaines, ..Will not dilate. . His curious searches, his

J

respectlesse wooings. 1856 Grindon Life xviii. (1875) 218
Work is the wooing by which happiness is won.

d. attrib. and Comb., as wooing act, dance, day,
!

language, mind, suit.

1704 Phil, Trans. XXIV". 1589 (2), I have plainly shewed
tl^ir Ticking noKe to Le a *wooing Ac:. 1596 Shaks. 'Jam.
Shr. 1. ii. 68 As wealth is burthen of my *woing dance. 156a

J. Heywoou Prov. <y Epigr. <i£6;) 130 In loue is no lacke,
no in no "wooyng day. 1878 Gibbon For the King iii, The

I ardour of our wooing days. 1612 Drayton Poly-olh. To Rdr.
(end), To Gentlewomen and their Loves is consecrated all

, the *Wooing Language . .feigned by the Muse amongst
Hills and Rivers. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L.\. ii. 412 Henceforth
my'woing minde shall be exprest In russet yens, and honest
kersie noes. 1622 Bucclcuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

210 He comes upon a "wooing suit for the Infanta.

Wooing" (ww'irj), ppl. a. [f. YVoo v. + -ing2.]

,
That woos. a. That solicits in love ; courting, as

a lover; f wanton.
1382 Wyclif Prov. vii. 13 The ca^te 3unge man she

kisseth ; and with wowende [1388 wowynge] chere she
,

flatereth. 1387 Trf.visa Higdat (Rolls) VII. 409 [He]or-
deyned wommen to serven hem., bat semede wowynge
gigelottes in cloblng, face, and semblnnt. c 1440 Jacob's
Well 163 Whan bou, wyth wowyng woordys, styrest o|>ere

to bi lust, it is dedly synne. 1746 Dunkin in Francis tr.

Hor.,Sat. 11. v. n The wooing Tribe, in Revelliugsemploy'd,
My Stores have lavish "d.

b. Jig. Alluring, enticing;.

1549 Covehdale, etc. Erasm. Par. James iv. 1-6 He maye
i not abyde the wowynge worlde to bee loued. c 1620 Z. Boyd

Zion's Flowers (1855) 73 They.. step back, or forward, in
their wooeing wise. 1838 Lytton Alice xi. iv, The letter

was most courteous, most complimentary, most wooing.
1838 Mangan Poems (1903) 204 F.ach wooing Zephyr that
goes, At will from flower to flower a-maying. 1878 Ii. Taylor
Deukalion II. iv, lie thou a wooing breeze.

Comb, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal (1673) 95 No Hasmus or
soft Carpophorus appears More wooing-voie'd.

Wooingly (wz?inli), adv. [f. Wooing ppl. a.

+ -ly -.] In a wooing manner.

+ 1. Wantonly, impudently. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Prov. xxi. 29 The vnpitous man wowcnddi

[1388 vnschamefastli, Vulg. procaciter] stablith his chere.

1552 Hulokt, Wowingly, procaciter.

2. Enticingly, alluringly.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vl 6 The Heauens breath Smells
wooingly here. 1824 Miss Fkkhier Inker. lx.\xi, I perhaps
did not go so wooingly to work as some one more designing
would have done. 1849 Miss Mulock. Ogilvics xl, It came
over her senses wooingly. 1884 Mrs. C. Praed Zero viii,

The air kissed wooingly.

3. Like a wooer; with amatory speeches.
1868 Holme Lee B. Godfrey xvi, He was. . whispering.

.

wooingly.

Wook(e, obs. pa. t. of Wake v., obs. f. Week.
Wool (wul), sb. Forms: I, 5-6 wul, wull,

3-6 woll, 4-5 wulle, wolle, 4-6 wole, woolle,
5-6 Se. vol, (1 uul, 3,6 wol, 5 who(o)ll, whowl,
Se. woyll, voyll, wo, 6 woull(e), 5-7 Sc. wow,
6-8 wooll,(8owL, S-dia/. woo, 00', 00), 6- wool.
[Com. Teut. and Indo-Eur. : OE. wull, str. f. =
OFris. wolle, ulle, (M)LG. wut/e, MDu. wolle

t

wulle(T)\i. wol)
t
OHG. wolla (MHG. wolle, wulle,

G. wolle), ON. ull (S\v. ull, Da. uld),^Goih. wulla
:— OTeut. *wul/o :— pre-Teut. *wlna.
Cognate are Skr. urna, Zend rarjna-, OSlav. vluna, Lith.

vilna thread of wool, pi. vilnos wool, OPruss. wiinis coat,
Russ. vdlna fleece, wool, Gr. Aj)i/o« (Dor. Aayos) wool, oSAos
(:
—*foAf05) woolly, curly, Lat. vellus (:

—

*welnos) fleece,

lana (:

—

*ivlana) wool, Ir. olann, Welsh g-ailan. The ulti-

mate etymology is doubtful.)

1. The fine soft curly hair forming the fleecy coat

of the domesticated sheep (and similar animals),

characterized by its property of felting (due to the

imbricated surface of the filaments) and used chiefly

in a prepared state for making cloth ; freq., the

material in a prepared state as a commodity.
Spanish or oriental wool, wool treated with a dye, used as

a cosmetic
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) L 84 Lana, uul. c 1000 Sax.

Leechd. I. 356 Blacu rammes wul on waetere gedyfed.

e 1 100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 190/25 Unawa^scen wull. c 1290

Kath. 246 in S. Eng. Leg. 09 Also man draweth with combes
wolle. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10033 Greve monekes bat

newe come & pouere bo were, 5eue al nor wolle berto

of one sere. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 168 pe mene
folk..doand him seruise, [>at bles woule & wyne. 136a

Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 18 Hit beo cardet with Couetise,

as clobers dot &eor wolle. £-1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1721

Lucrece, Sofle wolle. .she wroughte To kepe hire from

slouthe & Idilnesse. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy inPoJ. Poems
(Rolls) II. 161 Oure Englysshe coinmodytees, Wolle and

tynne. 1480 Cety Papers (Camden) 33 Howr father wyll

schype the remenand of good whooll of thys sorte. 1506

Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 249 Item, for woll to the

schuldcris of it [sc. a gown], xvj>. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings
iii. 4 Mesa ye kynge of the Moabites.. payed tribute vnto

the kynge of Israel with the woll of an hundreth thousande

lambes. 1634 Milton Comus 751 To tei2e the rmswifes

wooll. 1678 Spanish wool [see Spanish a. 7J. 171a J. Morton
35



WOOL. •

Norihampt. 451 Wool wrought together and compacted as

closely, as Wool is by the Workman's Hands, in the making

a Hat. 1755 Connoisseur No. 65 f2, 1 am ashamed to tell

you that we are indebted to Spanish Wool for many of our

masculine ruddy complexions. 1757 Dver Fleece 11. 72 In

the same Fleece diversity of wool Grows intermingled. 1826

J. Rennie New Suppl. Phamt. 292 Oriental Wool. This

coloured wool comes from China in large round loose cakes.

..The finest of these gives a most lovely and agreeable

blush to the cheek. 183a Tennyson CEnone 246, I hear

Dead sounds at night.. Like footsteps upon wool. 1871

W. Reid Sheep 82 An increased supply of mutton and wool.

b. The fleece or complete woolly covering of a

sheep, etc. ; out of the wool, shorn.

C1400 Destr. Troy 161 This whethur and be wole were

wonderly keppit By .
.Mars. 1550 in Ph'illipps Wills ic 1830)

180 Threescore Sheep, to be delivered unto him out of their

wool. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 42 To bring the

woll, the skin, and hyde To Edinburgh Towne. 1841 Sarah,

Ladv Lyttblton in G"^(i9i2) 310 Lord S.. .left town. .'to

see the sheep just out of the wool after shearing.'

c. The short soft under-hair or down forming

part of the coat of certain hairy or furry animals.

1605 Ehaks. Macb. iv. i. 15 Eye* of Newt, and Toe of

Frogge, Wooll of Bat, and Tongue of Dogge. 1607 Topsei.l

Four-/. Beasts 274 The powder of the wooll of a Hare
burned.. fasteneth the haire from falling off. 1615 Mark-
ham Country Conientm. 1. 103 After your dogge hath courst,

..first cleanse his mouth and chaps from the wool of the

Hare. 1623 B. Jonson Underwoods, Cehbr. Charis iv. 25

Ha" you felt the wooll of Bever? 1757 R*fi. Importation

of Bar-Iron 13 The American bought the Beaver Wool
(the raw Material [of a hat]) at a much cheaper Rate. 1837

Youatt Sheep iii. 57 The camel has, at the base of its long

hair, a quantity of wool. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 208.

f d. As the material of the thread spun and cut

off by the Fates. Obs.

160B B. Jonson Hue <V Cry after Cupid Wks. (1616) 939
That was reseru*d, vntill the Parca; spunne Their whitest

wooll; and then, his thred begun. 1648 Hekrick Hesfer.,

Epithal. 162 Let bounteous Fate your spindles full Fill, and
winde up with whitest wool.

e. With qualifying word. See also fell-wool

(Fell sb.* 4), goafs-wool (Goat 4 c), Lamb's-

wool, skin-wool Skin sb. 13), etc.

1495 Nottingham Rec. Ill .42 Centum stones de flesse wolle

etskyn wolle. 1498 Halybvrtos Ledger (1867) 219 A pokof
lam vol. C1541 Tenours Indentures igCotiswold woileof the
grovvynge of this present yere. 1698-9 Act JI Will. III., c. 20

§ 1 Manufactures., made of Sheeps Wooll or Coney Wooll.

f. In comparisons, e.g. as soft, white as wool.

C825 Vesp. Psalter cxlvii. 16 Se sele'5 snawesweswe wulle.

c 1290 S. ling. Leg. I. 265 Hire her was hor and swibe Jwifet

as bei it were wolle. 138a Wyclif Rev. i. 14 The heed of

him and heeres weren white, as whijt wulle. c 1386 Chaucer
Miller's T. 63 Softer than the wolle is of a wether. £-1480

Henryson Two Mice 359 Als warme as woll. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 63 Giff }our sinnis be.. reid as purpur
neuthertheles yai sal be quhit as wow. 1742 R. Forbes Ajax
etc. Shop Bill (1755) 38 Some are cotton, That's safter far

na' ony woo, that grows on mutton. 1839 Longf. Wreck of
Hesperus xviii, She struck where the white and fleecy waves
Looked soft as carded wool.

g. Phrases and proverbial sayings, (a) Against
the wool : contrary to the direction in which wool
naturally lies, the wrong way. (b) To draw (or

pull) the wool over (a person's) eyes : to make blind

to facts, to hoodwink, to deceive. U. S. (c) To dye
in the wool : to dye the wool before spinning

; fig.

in pass, to be thoroughly imbued ; dyed in the wool
(chiefly U. S.), thoroughgoing, out-and-out (cf.

wool-dyed in 5 d). f(d) To gather wool: see Wool-
gathering a. {e) Great {much) cry and little wool
(etc.) : much talk or clamour with insignificant

results (see CrtY sb. 16). (/) Miscellaneous.
(a) 1531 Tisdale Expos. 1 John iv. Wks. (1573) 415/1 He

wrestetn all the Scriptures & setteth them clean agaynst the
woll, to destroy this article. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. xi.

(1867) 30 What should your face thus agayne the woll be
shorne For one fall ? 1599 Breton Wit of Wit (Grosart)

60/2 But begging is a vile life in the meane time. Patience.
Then worke. Anger, That goes against the wooll. a 1693
Urquhart's Rabelais in. xxxvi. 298 Let us. .brush our for-

mer Words against the Wool.
{b) 1855 Frances M. Whitcher Widow Bedott xv. (1883)

55 He ain't so big a fool as to have the wool drawd over his

eyes in that way. a 1859 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 517
They think they find a prize, If they can only pull their

wool o'er other people's eyes. 1884 Howells Silas Lapham
vii, I don't propose he shall pull the wool over my eyes.

(c) 1579-80, 1679 [see Dyew. i c\ 1597 Hooker Eccl.Pol.

v. lxxii. § 18 Children as it were in the Wooll of their infancie

died with hardnesse may neuer afterwards change colour.

1830 D. Webster Sp. in Mass. Spy 10 Feb. (Thornton) In

half an hour [he can] come out an original democrat, dyed
in the wool. 1840 J. P. Kennedy Quodlibet ii. 52 As
patent a dyed-in-the-wool Democrat as Theodore Fog him-

self. 1871 College Courant 21 Jan. (Scheie de Vere Amer.)
A drenching rain has washed the indigo from his new suit

dyed in the wool at home, into his skin. 1885 Hummel
Dyeing Textile Fabrics 289 If in any dyed woollen fabric the

colour has been imparted to it while it was yet in the state of

unspun wool, it is said to be wool-dyed, or to have been dyed

in the wool. 1900 Century Mag. Feb. 503/2 Socialists dyed

in the wool. 1903 Smart Set IX. 23/2 The governor of

Alleghenia is a dyed-in-the-wool scoundrel.

\d) 1577 T. Kendall Flowers Epigr^ Trifles 15 The
Papist praies with mouth, his minde on gathering woolle

doeth goe. 1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett. 11. (1633) 83

For their wits, if they loose not their owne fleeces, let them
gather Wool where they can.

(e) ^1460 Fortescue Abs. 4- Lim. Mon. x. (1885) 132 His

hyghnes shall haue beroff, but as hadd be man pat sherid is

hogge, muche crye and liul woll. 1579 Gosson Sch, Abuse

274

(Arb.) 28 Here is . . as one said at the shearing of hogs, great

cry and litle wool. 1644 Prynne Falsities $ Forgeries a

Here is a great cry indeed, but little wool. 1721 Kelly
Sc. Prov. 165 Humph, quoth the Dee'l when he clip'd

the Sow, A great Cry, and little Woo. a 1734 North
Life Ld. Kfr. North (1742) 170 For Matter of Title he
thought there was more Squeak than Wool. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias v. i. (Rtldg.) 201 At first, there was much cry but

little wool. 1862 Hislop Prov. Scot. 142 ' Mair whistle than

woo', quo' the souter when he sheared the sow.

if) *393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 264 Thyne sheep ar ner al

shabbyd, J>e wolf shiteb woolle. 1583 Howard Defensatiue

Aj b, Wooll driuethbacke the Cannon shotte. i62oShelton
Don Quix. 11. lxvii. 455, I would not haue her come for

wool!, and returne shorne. 1680 C. Blount tr. Pftilostratus

243 It is ill Wooll that will take no Dye. 1825 Wateuton
Wand. S. Amer. iii. 242 Sancho Panza. .says, ..many go for

wool, and come home shorn. 1864 Browning Mr. Sludge
630 If such as came for wool, sir, went home shorn; Where
is the wrong I did them f

2. Applied to substances resembling sheep's wool.

a. A downy substance or fibre found on certain

trees and plants; also, the thick furry hair of some
insects or larvse. Cf. Cotton-wool i.

c 1400 Mauhdev. {'1839) xxvi. 263 In that Lond ben Trees,
that beren Wolle, as thogh it were of Scheep j where of men
maken Clothes, and alle thing that may ben made of Wolle.

1567 Mapi.et Gr. Forest 59 b, His Apple or fruite is all ouer
apparailed with a certaine kinde of wooll called Cotton.

1578 Lvte Dodoens I. Ixxxi. 118 The other white Mulieyne
..hath white leaues frysed with a soft wooll or Cotton.

1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 108 Sacks of Wool made of
Trees. 1731 Miller Card. Dict.s.v. Nylon, Seeds., wrapped
within that soft ductile Wool, commonly known by the Name
of Cotton. 1827-8 R. Sweet Flora Austral. 15 Leaves.,
thickly clothed with white wool. 1831 Don Dichiamydeous
PL I. 513 The wool contained in the fruit is called Samauma
in Brazil, with which the natives stuff pillows and bolsters.

1840 Cuvier's Anitn. Kingd.611 The Noctu&lites... The
body is generally clothed with scales rather than with wool.

1885 Tennyson Spinsters Sweet-Arts xii, The wool of a
thistle a-flyin'. 1895 Oliver tr. Kernels Nat. Hist. PI. I.

354 Horse-chestnut leaves, when they make their way
through the.. bud-scales, are thickly covered with wool.

b. Any fine fibrous substance naturally or arti-

ficially produced. + Also {poet.) applied to ice.

Philosophical, Philosophers' wool: see Philosopher 5 b.

[1596 T. Johnson Cornucopia; C 3 b, A stone named Abeston
.., which hath, .a kinde of Wooll growing about it.l 1599
M[oufet] SUkwormes 74 The smel..of silken wool that's

new. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 1. Trofheis 751
As the rigour of long Cold congeals To harsh hard Wool the
running Water-Rils. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer*s Chym. I. 94
Into this form may the whole substance of the Zinc be con-
verted. Several names have been given to these flowers,

such as Pompholix, Philosophic Wool. 1850 C.
J.
Hempel

Homoeopathic Pharm. 275 Flowers of Zinc, Philosophical

Wool. C1865 Philosophers' wool [see Philosopher 5 b].

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Wool..a slag of iron blown by
steam into a fibrous form. Known as slag-wool, or silicate

cotton. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec, Ser. m. 439/2 Slag-wool.

. .The wool, .is principally usedfor covering boilers or steam-
pipes. 1885 [see Glass sb. 1 16].

C. The short crisp curly hair of a negro. Also
gen. (jocularly), the hair of the head.

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3256/4 Run away. ., a Negro Boy .

.

the Wooll off the right side of his Head about the breadth
of a Crown Piece. 1730 Southall Bugs 6 Meeting with an
uncommon Negro, the Hair or (rather) Wooll on his Head,
Beard, and Breast being as white as Snow. 1767 Carteret
in Hawkesw. Voy. (1773) I. 599 The people are.. woolly-
headed, like Negroes . . the hair, or rather the wool upon their

heads, was very abundantly powdered, a 1853 in ' C. Bede

'

Verdant Green 1. ix, He'd got no wool on the top of his

head,—just the place where the wool ought to grow, you
know. 1884 Sir S.St. John Hayti iv. 146 The principal

trouble to the female negro mind is her unfortunate wool.
slangphr. 1830 R. Lower Tom Cladfole's Jurn. exxxvi,

Dat rais'd ma wool. 1890 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang
S-v., ' Keep your wool on/ don't get angry.

3. "Woollen clothing or material ; Sc. phr. amang
the woo 1

, in the blankets.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11112 He. .Ne wered nober wol ne line.

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1272/2 How proude is

many a man ouer his neighbour, because the wull of hys
gowne is fyner? ££1625 Fletcher Noble Genii. 1. i, A
Countrey Fool, good to . . eate course bread, weare the worst
Wooll. 1818 J. Kennedy Poet. Wks. 44 (E.D.D.) They..
den amang the woo, Fu* quiet that night. 1882 Edith
A. Barnett Common-sense Clothing 28 Wear wool in hot
weather ; do as you please in cold.

b. The nap of a woollen fabric.

1563 Fulkb Meteors (1571) 14 Garmentes, whose woll is

hyghe, as fryese mantels, and suche lyke. 1577 Harbison
England 11. i. (1877) 1. 34 Such patrons doo scrape the
wooll from our [the parsons'] clokes. 1836 H. Manwaring
Tailors' New Guide 16 First open the cloth with the wool to
go with the back seam. 189a N. Gale Country Muse 32 How
his Pilot Jacket shows Ghosts of snowballs on the wool

!

C. Twisted woollen yarn used for knitting and
mending garments.
1840 Mrs. Gaugain Lady's Assist. Knitting I. 2a The Cap

requires eight penny skeins of coloured Berlin wool, and six
of white. Ibid. 27 Work., with white, . .never breaking off
the wools till the whole is finished. 1849 Esther Copley
Compr. Knitting-bk. 4 Embroidery Wool is about the size
of the thinnest Lady Betty. Ibid., Shetland Wool.. is in
use for shawls, handkerchiefs, and scarfs. 1885 Bazaar
30 Mar. 332 Stocking . . knitted with German fingering wool
4. A quantity or supply, or a particular kind or

class, of wool. Chiefly in pi.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 11 Whane be countis were
caste with be custum of wull us. c 1400 Contin. Brut cexxv.
(1908) 293 pe King askeb be vif part of alle be meble goodez
of Engelond, and be wolles. 14.. Chaucer's Pard. T.
58a (Corp. MS.) Comeb vp, 3e wyues, offreb 3oure wullcs.

WOOL.
; 7^1470 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 283 The marchauntes
comme oure wollys for to bye. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's
Comm. 1 1 8 b, They followe . . but one kynde of marchaundyse
as Woulles or Sylkes. 1586 A. Day Engl. Secretorie 11.

(1625) 61 Wools are as yet at high rate, but I thinke shortly
they will fall. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D Acosta's Hist. Indies
iv. xxxiii. 299 If they could make profite of their woolls by
sending them into Europe, 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4288/3
The Wools to be seen at Leathersellers Hall. 1835 Ure
Philos. Manuf. 124 Wools have been distinguished in com-
merce into two classes; fleece wools and dead wools. 1859
E. B. Ramsay Remin. Scott. Life 3- Char. (ed. 5) 67 Cus. A'
ae 00 ? Shop. Ay, a' ae 00 [ = Aye, all one wool j.

5. allrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as wool-

dale, -blanket, -dob (Bob sb.l 6), -clip, -coat, -crop,

-hat, -import , -lock, -mattress
', -produce, -production,

-sheet, -side, -tax, -top (Top sb. 1 2) ;
» relating to

or concerned with the manufacture, storage, trans-

port, or commercial handling of wool or woollen
goods, as wool-bill, -boat, f chamber, -dray, duty,

-fair, -hall, -loft, -market, quay, -room, -sale, f -ship,

-store, f -tool, trade, -wain, warehouse, weight,

-wharf, h. objective, etc. esp. in terms denoting

operatives or machines concerned with the manu-
facture of wool or woollen goods, as wool-breaker

(Break v. 2c),f-brogger, -broker, -burler, -buyer,

\-chapman, -cleaner, -cutter, -dealer, -dresser, -drier,

-duster, -dyer, -factor, -farmer, -gleaner, -grower,

-holder, -jobber, -maker, -merchant, -monger, -moter,

-oiler, -picker, -printer, -puller, -roller, -scourer,

-scribbler (Scuibblek 2
;, -scutcher, -seller, -slubber,

-washer, -wearer, -weaver, f -webster, -weigher

;

wool-bearing, -broking, -bundling, -burring, -class-

ing, -cleaning, -growing, -picking, -printing, -pro-

ducing, -pulling, -rearing, -scouring, -washing sbs.

andadjs. C. instrumental, similative, and parasyn-

thetic, as wool-backed, -fringed, -laden, -lined, -over-

burdened, -white, -woofed adjs. ; also wool-like adj.

1907 Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 13/2 Soft *wool-backed satin.

185a Mundv Antipoaes (1857)31 Long caravans of drays.

.

. laden with *wool-bales, hides, &c. 179a A. Young Trav.
France I. 74 Our woollen manufacturers, .when suing for

their *wool-bill, of infamous memory, bringing one Thomas
Wilkinson from Dunkirk quay .. to swear that wool passes

i

from Dunkirk without entry, duty, or any thing being
required. 1519 Registr. Aberdon. (Maitl. Club) II. 174 Ane
payr of dowbill 'woll blankatis. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV.

Africa 570 It is not that wool-blanket, smothering affair

1
that we were wrapped in down by Buana. 1898 Dublin

,

Rev. Tuly 171 The journey was continued in a flat-bottomed

•wool-boat. 1891 Miss Dowie Girt in Karp. 101 The lads

of the village bad. .coloured "wool-bobs., in their black felt

i hats. 01691 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847) no Mr. Lud-
lowc.and his predecessours have been *wooll-breakers 80

or 90 yeares. a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 427 Wool-breakers
. .separate the fleeces by themselves that run most of a sort.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 219 Gill-machines of the ordinary

I construction as represented in the wool-breaker. 1714

!
[Blanch] Beaux Merchant in. 42 The *Wooll -brogger buys

1 his Wooll in the Summer, and sells out the greatest part in

the Winter. 185a T. Bainks Hist. Liverpool 756 note, Mr.
Thomas Southey, "wool-broker, London. 1871 W. Reid

' SheeP Contents p. vii, * Woolbroking advantageous to the

Grower. 1875 Knight Dict.Mech.*Wool-bundling Machine.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Wool-burlers, women who
remove the little knots or extraneous matters from wool, and
from the surface of woollen cloth. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
* Wool-burring Machine, a machine for picking the burs

from wool. 1641 D. Fergusson's Scot. Prov. (S.T.S.) 8

I
A woole seller kens a *woole buyer. 1775 W. Donaldson
Agric. no The rich grazier, who can. compel the wool-

buyers to his own terms. 1876 J. S. Blackie Lett. (1909)245
We took dinner.. with the big sheep lairds, the wooLbuyers
and wool-brokers. 1603 in Gage Hengrave (1822) 22 Y*
graneries ;

y" "woole chamber. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa
in. 157 The feete and the skin they sell vnto the *wool-

chapmen. 1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer xi, A
natural aptitude for *wool-cla->sing. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., * Wool-cleaner, a machine for cleaning dust, burs,

and other foreign matters from wool. Ibid., Fig. 7345 "Wool-
cleaning machine. 1893 Times 18 July 2/6 The "wool-clip

1 of the year throughout Australia. 1904 M cCabe Haeckel's

Evol. Man I. 107 The embryonic *wool-coat usually, in the

case of the human embryo, covers the whole body. 1884

Helen Jackson Ramona i, You could reckon up the "wool-

crop to a pound while it was on the sheep's back. 1723

Lond. Gaz. No. 6192/9 Mary LoufT.., Coney "Wooll-Cutter.

i8i9ReesO'c/.s.v. Wool, The English *wool-dealers. 1845

D. Mackenzie Emigr. Guide Australia 91 Of these bales,

..one of our ordinary "wool-drays, drawn by eight bullocks,

will carry to Sydney from 15 to 20. 1727 Arbuthnot Tables

Anc. Coins etc. 300 Struthium. .is a Root us'd by the

*Wool-dressers. 1867 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl.,*'Wool-

drier, a workman who dries wool after washing. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., Wool-dryer, a machine for removing

the moisture from wool after washing, dyeing, or what not.

Ibid., * Wool-duster, a machine for mechanically removing

the coarser impurities from wool. 1673-4 Earl Lssex

,
Papers (Camden) I. 172, I cannot learn that any more then

i 50Qld t
orat most 2ooc ld a year, was ever made for "wooll

dutys to y8 chief Go^rnr
. 1858 E. Baines in T. Baines

Vorks. (1875) I. 648 *\Vool dyers. 1801 T. Peck Norwich

\

Direct. 10 Coulsen Ralph, *Wool-Factor. 1806 Monthly

I
Mag. June 481/1 At a recent meeting of. .wool growers

j

of Glamorganshire, resolutions were adopted for establishing

a "wool-fair in that county. 174a Jarvis 2nd Ft. Quix. in.

xvii. II.258 Pedro Perez the "wool-farmer. 1834 M.Scott
Cruise Midge xviii, The heavy clouds,. had.. settled down
in a black, "wool-fringed bank. 1899 H. Johnston Chron.
Glenbuckie xxii. 255 Her profession was that of a "wool-

gleaner. 1806 "wool growers [see wool-fair]. 1847-54
Webster, * Wool-growing, a., producing sheep and wool.

x868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 42 "Wool-growing
would be profitable if it were not for ravenous dogs.



WOOL. 275 WOOL-BEABEH.
1751 Engl. Gazetteer I. s.v. Buckingham, This Town was
many years a wool-staple, and many of its *wool-hal!s are
yet standing. 1856 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XI. 240/2 *Wool
hats are made entirely of coarse native wool and hair
stiffened with glue. Before the emancipation act these hats
were largely exported for negroes' wear. 184s Bischoff
Woollen Manuf II. 57 Another meeting of foreign "wool
holders. 1919 Glasgaiv Herald 27 June 7 A congestion of
"wool imports at the docks. 1775 Ash, * Wool-jobber, one
who buys up small parcels of wool and sells them again.

1890 ' R. Boldrewood'CV. Reformer xii, The teams *wool-
laden departed. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II.

159 The straight hairs on the leaves disappear by cultiva-

tion, but the *wool-like hairs continue on the stem. 1880

C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 251 Dense bodies of white
wool-like exhalations fill the deeper valleys. 1891 C. Roberts
Adrift Amer. 43 He then told me to put on my *wool-iined

rubber boots. 138a Wvclif Wisd. v. 15 The hope of the
vnpitous is as a *wlle loke, or thistil-doun. c 1422 Hocci.eve
Lerne to Dye 219 Myn hope is as it were a wolle-loke Which
the wynd vp reisiih for his lightnesse. c 1440 I'romp. Parv,
534/2 Wullok, villus. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. P'll (1896)

245, xix newe cabulles owte of the *WoIlofte at Southamp-
ton. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 8S7 The wool-loft bears
evidence that sheep form a part of the live stock. 1483
Cath.A"gl- 4 23A A *Wolle maker, lanifex. 1886 C.Scott
Sheep-farming 192 It will take a long time to cause such
a demand for woollen goods as appreciably to affect the
* wool-markets. 1899 Daily News n Sept. 2/6 A mattress
invoiced as a '*wool mattress*. 1836 Pigot -V Co's Lond.
Commerc. Direct. 11. 315 *Wool merchants and warehouses.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11173 [TheyJ be porters bede To
late in tueie *wolmongers, hor chaffare in to lede. a 1400
Old Usages Winch. in Engl. Gilds (1870) 353 No wollemon-
gerc.ne may habbe no stal in be heye-stret. 1697 View
Penal Laws 257 Wool and Woolmongers. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVII. 551/2 Impurities. .are afterwards picked out
by boys or women, called "wool-moaters ', or 'wool-pick-
ers '. 1654 Blount Acad. Eloq. 47 The *WooI-ore-burthened
sheep. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., ''Wool-oiler, .a. device
for attachment to the first breaker over the feed-apron, and
immediately in front of the feed-rolls of the carding-inachine.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII c. 4 § x Weauers, tuckers, spinners,
diers, and *wulpikers . . haue ben . . without worke. 1843 [see
wool-moter). 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Wool-picker, a
machine for burring wool. 1817 M. Birkbeck Notes
yourn. Amer.(i%i%) 56 The wife was at a neighbour's on
a ' *woo!-picking frolic,' which is a merry-meeting of
gossips, .to pick the year's wool and prepare it for carding.
1867 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., *Wool- printer. 1853
Earp Gold Col. Austr. 3 The *wool produce of Australia.
1886 C. Scott SJieep-jarming 186 A *wool-producing
breed. 1903 Flemming Pract. Tanning 1 The first opera-
tion to which sheepskins are subjected by the tanner or
"wool-puller is soaking. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 278/2
A high duty on wool makes it cheaper to have the
1 *wool-pul)ing ' done in England, and let the skins come
to us as our raw material. 1376 Rolls of Parlt. II,

351/1 Charges sur les Laynes..al *Wolkey en la Port de
Londres- 1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 5 The ij

pokets woll, beynge at the Wollkey. 1721 Act 8 Geo. I
c. 31 All that Piece or Parcel of Ground, .called or known
by the Name of Woo 11 Key, situate.. in the Parish of All
Saints Barking in the City of London. 1901 Westm. Gaz.
ig Feb. 10/1 A large *wool-rearing district. 1890 Melbourne
Argus 20 Sept. 13/7 The fleece he carries to the 'skirting

table,' where the ' *wool roller' stands. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archit. § 779 The granary and the *'wool-room are
both seven feet high. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Wool-
sale, a periodical public sale, in London or Liverpool, for

the disposal of large quantities of wool. 1890 ' R. Boldre-
wood ' Co I. Reformer xii, The reputation of the Garrandilla
clip in the forthcoming wool sales. 1858 E. Bunks in T.
Baines Yorks. (1875) 1. 652 "Wool Scourers, Driers, &c. i860

J ubb S/toddy-trade 60 "Wool-scouring, .has become general,
as regards tine foreign and colonial wools, c 1830 in Southey
Comm.-Pl. Bh. (1851) IV. 491 Mr. Taylor, "wool-scribbler,

. .City Road. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Wool-scribblers,
machines for combing.. wool into thin downy translucent
layers. 1884 Spectator 26 Apr. 548 An ideal *wool-scutcher,
with more tearing-power than any other combination of
iron teeth. 1641 *woo!e seller [see wool-buyer]. 1858 Sim-
monds Diet. Trade, *Wool-s/teet, a packing-wrapper for

bales of wool. 1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 80, I undyrstond
be yowr letter that aull the *whowlschypys ar cwm to Calles.

1903 Flemming Pract. Tanning 65 By which all fleshy par-
ticles are removed from the inner or flesh side and the loose
dirt removed from the *wool side [of the pelt]. 1835 Urk
Philos. Manuf. 9 The *wool slubber, . . after a visit to the beer-

shop, resumes his task with violence. 1828-43 Tytler Hist,
Scot. (1864) 1.241 The "wool-tax fell heavily upon the inhabi-
tants. 1842 Bischofp Woollen Manuf 1 1. 2 Deputies from the
manufacturing districts, anxious for the repeal of the wool
tax. 1578 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 282 Studills, wheles,
card and all *wooll toiles. 14.. in Wr.-Wiilcker 588/31 Icarda,
a "wolletoppe. 1775 Ash, * Wooltrade, the trade of buying
and selling wool. 1906 Kipling Puck ofPook's Hillv'ui. 242
They go over to Rye o' Thursday in the *wool-wains. 1808
W. Wilson Hist. Diss. Ch. I. 397 The meeting-house in
Gravel-lane, was afterwards occupied as a "wool-warehouse.
1884 W. S. B. N cL\rex Spinning (ed. 2) 51 No "wool-washer
ought to allow his suds to run away in the form they leave
the bowls. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 955/2 ' Smith's

'

wool washer. 1884 W. S. B. M cLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 38
So much has been heard., of the superior "wool-washing in
Verviers. 1553 W. Turner in Strype Eecl, Mem. (1721)
III. iv. 49 Whereas there sitteth but seven or eight linnen-
wearing bishops.. in the convocation-house, if there be
threescore pastors and elders, they are 'woolwearers. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomencl. 506/2 Lanarius, . . a *wooll
weauer. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ProL 219 "Wollewebsteres
and weueres of lynnen. a 1661 Holvday Juvenal vi. (1673)
123 (Illustr.) The word.. is by the Scholiast expounded so,
by Lani-f-endia (a "wool-weigher). 1858 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, * Wool weight. The following are the subdivisions
used in weighing wool. 1326 Cat. Wilts Crt. Hustings
Loud. 1. (18B9) 319 Le * Wollewharf. 1423 -Ibid. 11. (1890) 433.
1818 Shelley Rosal. >f Helen 1092 The hissing frankincense,
Whose smoke, "wool-white as ocean foam, Hung in dense
flocks beneath the dome. 1848 Tennyson in Mem. (1897) I.

281 Thick wool-white fog. 1821 Keats Lamia iu 179

A sacred tripod.. Whose slender feet wide-swerv'd upon the
soft *Wbol-woofed carpets.

d. Special comb. : wool-ball (see quot.)

;

+wool-battery, a battery faced with wool-packs
built up as a breast-work ; wool-bird slang, a
lamb; f wool-bow (see quot. and Bow j^.l 13);

f wool-butter, butter used to salve the wool of

sheep
; f wool-craft, wool manufacture ; wool-

driver, one who buys wool from a sheep-owner to

sell it in the market or to manufacturers ; wool-
dyed a., dyed 'in the wool ' (see 1 g (cf) ; wool-fat
(a) m Sown? ; (b) = Lanolin; wool-flock, coarse,

inferior wool; f wool-folder = Wool-winder;
f wool-gatherer, one who collects wool from the

flockmasters
; f wool-graither, one who prepares

wool for the manufacturer ; wool-grass, name for

various grasses or grass-like plants having woolly
spikelets, as the American Scirpus cyperinus (S,

erz'ophorum) and the European Erianthus ravenna';

wool-grease = Suint ; wool-hole Printing, also

Printers^ slang (see quot.); f wool-hurdle, a
sheep-fold; wool-mark = Sheep-mark

; fwool-
master,an owner ofwool-producing sheep; awool-
producer; wool-mill = Willy sb. 1 3; wool-moth,
the clothes-moth, Tinea sarcitella ; wool-needle,
a blunt needle used for wool-work ; wool-nipping,
a portion of wool nipped off a sheep in branding

;

wool-oil; f(tz) oil used to salve the wool of sheep ;

(b) ~ Lanolin ; wool-owner, a sheep-owner

;

wool-pated a., woolly-headed ; wool-plant, ? =
Mullein; wool-press, a press used in packing
wool; wool-scour Austral., a large shed where
wool is washed ; wool-screw, a wool-press; wool-
shear, now only//, -shears, shears used for shearing

sheep; also f wool-shearers; wool-shed Austral.,

the large building at a sheep-station in which the

shearing and wool-packing are done ; wool-sorter,
a sorter of wool ; wool-sorters* disease, anthrax, also

known as splenic fever \ so wool-sorting; wool-
spinner, (a) a workman who spins wool ; {b) a
species of mussel (see quot. 1815) ; so wool-spin-
ning; wool-sponge U.S., a variety of bath-
sponge; wool-stock, a heavy wooden hammer used

in fulling cloth ; wool-thistle => woolly-headed
thistle (see Woolly-headed a) ; wool-tree, any
species of Eriodendron; wool-weed, any species of
Eriocaulon (pipewort)

; fwool-weight. [Weigh
sbA 2], scales for weighing wool; j wool-weigh a.,

that weighs out wool for spinning ; wool-wheel,
a wheel for spinning wool ; wool-witted a.,

woolly-minded ; wool-yarn, yarn spun from wool;
spec, (see quot. 1863).
1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., *Wool-balls,. .masses of

Wool compacted into firm and hard balls, and found in the
stomachs of sheep. 185a Cot.. Hawker Diary (1S93) II. 341
A large model of my wheel-barrow stanchion gun artillery,

with *wool battery, for raking a close column of infantry.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Engl. Spy I. 156 The wing of a
•wool bird [ — shoulder of lamb]. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. 291/1 * W,ool-Bow, .. an Instrument by which Wool is rent
and torn and beaten very fine, . . before it can be worked into

Hats. 1600 Reg. Mag, Sig. Scot. 352/2 Reddendo, .barrel-

lam butiri He *wollbutter. 1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) II.

297 Pallas. . fonde vp meny craftes,and specialliche *wo!craft
[h.tani/icium]. 1398— Bartlu De P. R. xv. xliv. (1495) Giij,

This londe [sc. Cos] was fyrste endowed wyth wolle crafte.

*555 A& 2 & 3 Ehil. fy Mary c. 13 Yf..the said *WoolU
dryver shall sell his sayd Woolles at any other place forthe

. .of Halyfaxe. 1775 W. Donaldson Agric, in The wool-
drivers, or owlers, are the only persons who profit by
their necessities. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. iii. 97 The
distinction between * *wooI-dyed ' cloth and 'piece-dyed'
cloth. 1891 Jrnl. Soc.Chem. Industry X. 709/1 An Improved
Manufacture of Saponifiable Fatty Matter from "Wool-Fat.
"555 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 451 A newe charter.. by
the whiche they have the forfaictures of *woll flocks. i66»

Act 14 Charles II c. 18 § 1 Whereas .. great quantities of
Wooll Woolfels . . Yarn made of Wool Woolflocks . . are
secretly exported. 1904 Daily Chron. 27 Aug. 7/2 We
would not object if Parliament forbade the sale of wool-flock

as bedding material. 1550 Proctam. Winding of'Wools.23
May 2 No grower., or gatherer of any wolles. .shall., set

a worke any *wollefolder,or wollewynder to folde or wynde
his. .wolle or wolles, vnlesse (etc.], 148a Cely Papers (Cam-
den) 102 Aull *wholl getherars wher sent for be wryt.
1551-a Act 5 9f 6 Edw. VI c. 7 § 1 The corrupt practises

of diverse. . Woolgatherers and Regrators. c 1420 Pref Ep.
Jerome vi. in Wyeliffite Bible (1850) I. 6^ *Wulle graithers
and fullers. 1854 Thoreau IValden xvii. (1863) 331 The
arching and sheaf-like top of the *wool-grass. 1856 A. Gray
Man. Hot. U.S. (i860) 501 Scirpus Eriophorum, Michx.
(Wool-Grass.) 1891 Jrnl. Soc. Chem. Imiustry X. 709/1
Acids generally used in the recovery of *wool grease from
the waste water from wool washing and combing factories.

1841 Savage Did. Printing 814 * Wool hole, a place boxed
off sometimes under a stair case, or in any situation where
the dust will not affect the press room, ..in which the wool
is carded wherewith to make the balls. Ibid., Wool hole,

the workhouse. When a compositor or pressman isreduced
by age or illness to take refuge in the workhouse, it is said

he is in the Wool Hole. 1586 [? J. Case] Praise Mus. vi. 76
When he hears his maids either at y« *woolhurd!e, or the

milking pail. 1844 H. Stephens Bh. Farm II. 93 It is in

your power to follow your strayed stock, and claim it any-

where by the "wool-mark. 1550-3 Decay Eng. in Supplic.

(E.E.T.S. 1871) ioi Refusyng none, but only them that hath

al this aboundance, that is to saye, shepe or "wollmasters,
and inclosers. a 1691 Aubrkv Nat. Hist. Wilts (1S47) no
Our cloatliiers combine ag;iinst the wooll-masters, and keep
their spinners but ju-,t alive. 1905 New Mills Cloth Manu-
factory Introd. p. lxxx, The woolmasters secured a small
advantage. 1819 Rees Cycl, XXXVIII. 403b, The wool
for coarse goods is passed several times through the *wool-
mill. 1830 Bouchek Analyt. Diet. 176 The Woolmill, (com-
monly called the Devil). 1844 H.Stephens Bk. E'arm III.

83; The "wool-moth then takes up its residence, in summer,
amongst such fleeces. 1882 Caulfem.d & Sawakd Diet.
Needlework 522 "Wool Needles.. zxz short and thick, with
blunt points, and long eyes, like those of darning needles.
1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (16S1) 83 Course 'Wool-nip-
pings and Tarry Pitch-marks .. having great virtue in them.
1760 R. Brown Compl. Farmer 11. 63 Wool-nippings. .are
beneficial for lands. 1545 Rates ofCustcme Ho. d j, "Woll
oyle called trane the tonne, a 1585 in Engl. Hist. Rev.
(1914) XXIX. 519 All our wolle oyles and swete oyles. 1894
H. Nisbet Bush Girl s Rom. 225 Wildrake came down with
Mr. Craven and the other "wool owners. 1703 Dampiek
Voy, III. 1. 27 The Inhabitants of this Island. .are all

Negro's, "Wool-pated like their African neighbours. 1883
Browning Jock. Hakkadosh 18 Hairs silk-soft, silver white,

Such as the "wool-plant's. 1859 H. Kingsi.eyC Hamlyn
xxxiv, I dreamed . .that the devil had got me under the
*wool-press, screwing me down as hard as he could. 1911
Bean ' Dreadnought' ofthe Darling xi. 101 The wool . .goes
on to be washed by machinery in a second big shed, the
"wool-scour, so as to get the grease and dirt, out of it. 1828
P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 82 Wooden "wool-
screw. 1643 Orkney Witch Trial'in Abbotsford Club Misc.
I. 184, 1 tooK ane seif and. .set ane cogge full of water in the
seive, and then laid ane *woll schcir on the coggis mouth.
1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 2) 373 The wool-shears are
..worked with one hand. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 414 A Lad
. .was wounded in the abdomen by a pair of "wool-shearers.

1850 Clutterbuck Port Phillip II. 23 In some instances
the flood has swept away the "wool-sheds. 1859 H. Kings-
ley G. Hamlyn xxiii, Backed by huts, sheep-yards, a wooU
shed, and the usual concomitants of a flourishing Australian
sheep station. 1834 Tait's Mag. 1. 411/2 Merchants in

Sydney, some of whom employ "wool-sorters of their own
to assort and repack it for the London market. 1844 G. Dodd
Textile Manuf iii. 97 If the wool-sorter be out of practice
for any considerable time, his fingers lose the delicacy of
touch indispensable to his occupation. 1880 Daily Tel. 10
Dec. 3/8 Henry Slater has died here from ' woolsorter's

disease'. 1858 E. Baines in 1'. Baines Yorks. (1875) I. 653
The "wool sorting done by the proprietors themselves. 1815
S. Brookes Conchol. 157 "Woolspinner, Myiilus discors.

1848 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 208 In pro) onion, however, to his

taciturnity was the loquaciousness of a woolspinner. 1821

Galt Ann. Parish xii. (1S95) £5 Superintending, .a great

"wool-spinning we then had. 1879 Simmonds Commerc.
Products Sea 159 The [American] grades are glove sponge
..*wool sponge, .and yellow and hard head. 1858 — Diet.

Trade, * U'ro/stocks, heavy wooden hammers for milling

cloth; or driving the threads of the web together. 1769

J. Hill Herb. Brit.,*Wool- thistle. 1831 Don Dichlamydeous
PI. I. 512 Eriodendron leiantke 7 urn . . Smooth-anthered
"Wool-tree. 177a J. Hill Veg. Syst. X. 26 "Wooliweed.
Eriocaulon. c 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 148/21 Campana,
*wutwae5a. 1333 E-xtr. Aberd. Reg. (18441 I. 451 Ane pair

of woll weyiss, ane pair of ballendis of brass, [etc.]. a x66i

Holyday Juvenal \\. (1673)100 Illustr. 123 Wo to the "Wool-
weigh-maide. 1630 in Ramsay Bat/iff Charters (1915) 223
Ane "woll qwheill. a 1806 Jas. Thomson Poems (1894) 233
A gude woo' wheel, my wife to spin on. 1865 Mrs. Gaskell
Sylvia's Lovers iv, A woman stands at the great wool-
wheel, one arm extended, the other holding the thread.

1905 A. T. Sheppard RedCravat 1. i. 12 A belated Mastodon,
stumbling from some old German forest . . would have caused
little more sensation among the "wool-witted villagers. 1429
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 360/2 Grete quantite of fyne "Wolle
yerne. 1556 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 88 To Jenet my
doghter, all my wolle and wolle yarne. 1863 J. Watson
Weaving 39 Wool yarn is spun from the short fibres of the
fleece .

.
, and Worsted yarn from the long staple.

Wool (wul),f. [f. Wool sb. (Cf. OE. wullian
to wipe with wool.)]

1. trans, fa. To coat or line with wool. Obs.
1660 in N. % Q. 7th Ser. XII. 67 2 One Richard Bailey,

who.. is also very skilfull in the Art of Oyling of Linnen
Cloath or Taffaty, or Woolling of either, so as to make it

Impenetrable.

b. To stuff up with wool.
1883 ' Ouida* Wanda viii, I fi

woolled up my ears.

2. U, S. slang, a. To pull the * wool ' or hair of

(a person) in sport or (esp.) in anger.

1854 in Congressional Globe July 1690 iThornton\ I regret

very much to see these two gentlemen from Illinois wooling

each other in the most approved fashion. 1869 Le Fanu
Wyvern Myst. I. 163 The more you and the old boy wool

each other the better for Hal. 1894 H. Gardener Unoff.

Patriot 315 Wool little Margaret's curly pate for me.

b. To * pull the wool over the eyes of ' : see quot

1890 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slaitg, Wool, to (common),

to get the better of, to discomfit.

f Woo -1age. Obs. rare. In 7 wollage. [T.

Wool sb. +-age, after obs. F. lanage.] (See quot:)

161 x Cotgr., Lanage, wollage; the trade of wooll, or game

thats made thereof.

Woolant, obs. form of Volant a*
1503 in Meyrick Ant. Armour (1824) IU. 238 Woolant

piece over the head.

Wool-beard, -bed : see Woubit.

Wool-bearer. An animal that bears wool,

esp. a sheep.

1483 Cath. Angl. 413/1 A Wolle bcrere, lattigtr. 1607

•Topsell Four-/. Blasts 631 The Epithets of this beast are,

horne-bearer, .. wool-bearer [etc.]. ci6n Chapman Iliad

xxiv. 134 A huge wooll-bearer, slaughterd there, 1651

Barksdale Wympka Lib. . xlv. 45 The trembling Wool-

bearer. 1837 Youatt Sheep iii. 05 Many an animal that had

not been dreamtd of as a wool-bearer. 1891 C. Roberts
85-3



WOOL-BEARING.
Adrift Artier. 245 To maunder on behind the slow and
harmless wool-bearers.

So Wool-beaming' a.

1830 Booth Analyt. Diet. 186 The Sheep, or Woolbearing
animal (Ovis aries).

t Wool-blade. Obs. [ad. MDu. wolblad, i.

wolle Wool sb. + blad Blade sb.] Mullein.
1385 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 138/1 Verbascum, . .wool-

blade : loongwoort. 1606 Holycke s Rider's Vict., Etymol.
11. Kkkiij/3 Candelaria, torch-hearbe, wooll-blade, long-
wort. 1858 Lady Wilkinson Weeds $ Wild Eloivers 59.

Woo'1-card. [Cf. LG. wull{e)karten, MOa.
uldkard, etc.] An instrument (see Card sb.1 2)

used in carding wool. Also in comb.
1564 Knaresb. Wilis (Surtees) 1. 96, iij paire of woll cardes.

1587 Mascall Bk. Cattell 1. (1596J 71 Ye shall therefore vse
to kembe them with wool! cards or horse combe, as some do.

1629 Leather 10 Woll-Card makers. 1630 i'roclam. in

Rymer Foedera (1732) XIX. 164 English Wyer..for the

making of good Wooll Cardes. 1750 in 6th Rep. Dep. Kpr.
App. 11. 125 For pricking the Leathers of Woo!, Silk, Cotton,

or any other Cards. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II.

231 The works [at Barnsley] were long famous for the manu-
facture or wool-cards.

So Wool-ca:rder, one who cards wool ; Wool-
ca rding" vbl, sb. and ppl. a.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Cardeur de iaine, a
wooll carder. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 166 The wool-card-

ing engine. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola \, Streets.. noisy with
the., broad jests of wool-carders in the cloth-producing

quarters.

Wool-COmb. [OE. ivulhamb m OHG.wol/a-
kampd (MHG. wollechampe , wollekam, G. woll-

kamm), ON. ull{ar)hambr (Sw. idlkam, Da. uld-

kani) : see Comb sbA] The toothed instrument used

in carding wool by hand ; later also, a machine to

perform the same operation.
a 1100 Gerefa in Anglia (1886) IX. 263 Wulcamb,cip, amb.

1418 Bury Wills (Camden) 3, j. par de wollecomhes. 1533
Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 451 Ane par of woll camis. 1613
in Trans. Sac. Antiq. Scot. (1792) I. 173 An heckell with a
pair of clatting wool cammis. 1780 Edmondson Her. II.

Alph. Arms, Bromley, Sa. three wool-combs ar. 1797 W,
Taylor in Monthly Mag. III. 125 Bishop Blaze, to whom
their traditions ascribe the beneficial invention of the wool-
comb. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. xv, Just as if I'd

had it teased with a pair of wool-combs. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv, n 1 Withal the wool-comb's sound
within the fleece Began and grew.

Woo 1-C0 :mber. [Cf. MLG. wulkemmer,
(M)Du. wolkammer, G. wollkdmmer.~\
1. One who combs or cards wool.
1702 Loud. Gaz. No. 3820/4 Philip Adams, ..aged 25, a

Woollcomber. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. I, x. I. 156 Haifa
dozen wool-combers perhaps are necessary to keep a thousand
spinners and weavers at work. 1835 Uke Philos, Manuf.
144 The wool is not carded in the factory, but is given out
to the wool-combers, who comb it by hand. 1889 J. Burnley
Hist. Wool etc. 210 The term ' woolcomber ' had completely
changed its significance. In 1825 it indicated a member of
the operative classes; in 1873 it was only used in regard to
a class of employers. 1913 Times 9 Aug. 17/2 An outbreak
[of fire] at a Bradford woolcomber's.

2. = Wool-comb, rare,

1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cr. 1, I should sit on pins

—

on woolcombers—with nothin' but summer drawers on, till

the account appeared.

So Woo'l-co:mbing vbl.sb. (also at/rib.).

1723 Abridg. Specif. Fatents, Spinning (1866) 3 Two in-

struments of iron, to be used in the said trade of wooll
kembing and pressing. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 387
The woolcombing business was formerly carried on.. at
Chumleigh. 1837 Hebkrt Engin. Encycl. II. 013 Wool-
combing by machinery has now almost superseded the work
by hand. 1841 Civil Eng. <$• Arch. Jrnl. IV. 440/1 A new
wool-combing apparatus.

Woold (w«ld), sb. Forms : 7 wolde, would,
9 woold. [Related to next.] a. Naut. =: Woold-
iyG. b. attrib. in woold cord, rope (cf. WFlem.
oelkorde) : binding cord or rope.
1628 Toke (Kent) Estate Accts. If. 115 (MS.) For making

16 lbs of hempe into a wolde rope. 4/-. 1639 Ibid. If. 202
A payer of would ropps. 1688 Holme Armoury m. xv.
(Roxb.) 43/1 The Would or wouldings of the mast or yard:
is the ropes about them to keep on a fish. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Prat. Agric. II. 775 [Bundles of weld phints] are
tied up by a string made for the purpose, and sold under
the title of woold cord.

Woold (wwld), v. Forms : a. 7 woll {pa. t. and
/#.//&. wolled, woolled), 9 wool ; £. 7- would,
8- woold (9 wowld, wold). [The late appear-

ance of this word suggests that it is a back-forma-

tion from W00LDING (q.v.), but it was probably

a late ME. adoption of MLG. wolen, wolen (LG.
wolen, pa. pple. wold), MDu. woelen 'premere . .

constringere, torquere' (Kilian), Da. woelen to

woold (whence G. wuhlen, wulen, Da. vide), also

Du. bewoelen (G. bewuhlen), Flem. woeln, oelin

to bind round with cord or rope, W7

Fris. woelje to

wind. (Further relations are uncertain.) The infini-

tive forms tvould, woold appear to be due to the

influence of the pa. t. and pa. pple.] trans. {Naut.)

To wind rope or chain round (a mast or the like)

to strengthen it where it is broken or where (being

made of two or more pieces) it is fished or scarfed.

Also said of the rope.

a. 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 96 The master sent

hym to tell me the mast was wolled. 162a R. Hawkins
Voy. S. Sea xxxvi. 88 Wee woolled the two byghtes to the
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shanke. Ibid. lxi. 147 In fishing and wolling our mastes
and yards. 1674 Josselyn Tivo Voy. 5 We found the head
of our mainmast, .shivered and the fore-top-mast crackt

;

So they wolled them both.

0. a 1625 Manwayring Sea-man's Diet. (1644) 116 To
Would: or Woulding is to bind Roapes about any Mast, yard,

or the like, to keepe on a fish, or somewhat to strengthen It.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 35 With her whole Body
woulded about with Hawsers for preventing her very sides

falling out. 1730 W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-bk. of the
1 Lytfl* 30 Oct., Yesterday in the afternoon stowed the

Lazaretta.and this morning Woolded the Main Mast. 1750
[see Wooldikg i b]. 1804 Nelson 27 Aug. in Nicolas Disp.

(1S46) VI. 172 You will use every dispatch in woolding and
securing the foremast. 1837 Makryat Perc. Keene xx, Our
main-mast had received so many shots, that we were obliged

to wold it for its support.

b. gen. To wrap or bind round.

1775 Romans Florida App. 65 Keeping your lead going,
till you corne on soundings so soft that the lead will bring
none of the mud up, unless it be woolded with canvas. 1823
[see Woolder]. 1833 Marryat Peter Simple xliii, A car-

ronade, well woulded up. 1837 E. Howard Old Commodore
xiv, This love of a sail was woulded, with studied accuracy,
by brilliant, black, and very narrow ribbon. 1847 Halli-
well, Wool. .(2) To twist a chain round a refractory horse
to render him obedient. Kent. 1890 W. C. Russell Nelson
62 Her hull was kept together by cables, which frapped or
woolded the fabric from stem to stern.

Woold, obs. form of Weld sb.l

Woolder (wwddai). Also 6 woller, 8 wooler,

9 wolder, woulder. [f. Woold v. + -er 1.] f a.

Naut. A woold rope. Obs. b. Rope-making. A
stick used as a lever in woolding ; also, a workman
operating this. By extension applied also to other

similar levers (see quots. 1863, 1875). c. dial,

A rolled bandrtge.

1548 Acts Privy Council (1800) II. 177 Six coyle of rope
for wollers. 1750 Blanckley Nav. Expositor 190 Woolers,
Double, Single, Hand—used at the Rope Yard, and the
Men that work with them, are a great Help to those that
heave at the Hooks in laying or closing Cables. 1794 Rig-
ging $ Seamanship I. 59 Woolders, single and double
handed, are sticks about three feet long and four inches in

circumference, with strops of rope-yarn made fast, to fix on
the rope and assist the men at the hooks in closing the rope.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 487/1 (Rope-making), The
woolders should keep their eye on the men at the crank, and
make their motion correspond with his. 1823 Moor Suffolk
Words 497 Woulders, bandages. 'Teent quite well, I'm
forced to keep the woulders on.* Wowld is also used as

a verb, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Wolder, a rolled

bandage. 1863 A. Young Naut. Diet. (ed. 2) 360 Spanish
Windlass, a wooden roller having a rope wound round it,

through the bight of which rope an iron bolt called a woolder
is inserted as a lever for heaving it round. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. 1981/1 The three [strands] are placed in the
three grooves of a conical wooden block termed a top,

through which is passed a transverse stick forming the
handles or woolders.

Woolding (ww'ldirj), vbl.sb. Forms: a. 5
wolling, 5-6 wolyng(e, 6 wooling(e. 0. 5 wold-
ynge, 7 //. wouldens, 7-8 woulding, 7- woold-
ing (9 wolding). [late ME. wol{l)ingy prob. ad.

MLG. *woling, MDu. *woeling (Du. woeling,

whence G. wuhling, ivuling, Da. vuling, cf. Sw.
vulning), f. MLG. wolen, etc. Woold v.]

1. The action of binding an object tightly with

cord ; esp. Naut, the action of winding rope or

chain round a mast or yard, to support it where it

is fished or broken. Also attrib.

c 1440 Fromp. Farv. 532/1 Wolynge, orstrongebyyndynge
(K. woldynge, S., W. worlynge), Provolucio, frostriccio
{perstriuctio). 1495 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 207 A
cabelette of cc weight occupied & spent Abought the wollyng
of the mayne yerde. 15. . in Meyrick Ant. A rtnour (1824)

III. 290 Ropis of hempe for wolyng and brechyng. 1548
Acts Privy Council (1890) II. 174 Wooling ropes, xij

coyles. 1670 in Cat. St. Pap., Col., Amer. (1889) 50 It is

a common thing amongst the [W. Indian] pnvateers,._.

to cut a man in pieces,. .sometimes tying a cord about bis

head, and with a stick twisting it till the eyes start out,

which is called 'woolding.' 1677 W. Hubbard Fres. St.
Neiv-Eng. 59 He would owne nothing but what was forced
out of his mouth, by the woolding of his head with a cord.
1750 Blancklf.y Nav. Expositor \io Nails, Woolding, drove
through the Ropes that Woold the Ship's Masts. 1804
Larwood No Gun Boats 14 Such masts require no splicing,

no wolding, no fishing. 1883 W. D. Clr20N Manuf. Indus-
tries Worcs. 76 For Harge and Ship Builders, barge nails,.,
scupper and woolding and lap nails.

2. concr. a. A wrapping, swathing (in first quot.
glossing L. pero a rustic boot) ; esp. Naut. (often

//.) the rope or chain used in woolding a band or
wrapping of rope wound round a mast, spar, etc.
C1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 656/9 Hie pero, -ri, wolyng.

1558 in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 123 The Tyger sprong the
woolings of her boltspreete. a 1625 M anwayring Sea-man's
Diet, (1644) 117 Also those Roapes, which come from the
beake-head, over thebolt-spritt, and Lashes it fast downe
from rising off the pillow are called the Wouldings of the
bolt-spritt. 1626 Capt. J. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 12
Coates and wouldings, for all masts and yeards. 1699 T.
Allison Voy. Archangel 36 We. .got two Wouldens on our
Rudder Head. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery v. 388 Sew up
your Cloth, and reinforce it throughout with a Woulding of
Marline. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. v. 54 The main-mast was
sprung at the upper woulding. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) s.v. Yard, They [sc. the lateen yards] are..composed
of several pieces fastened together by wooldings. 1788 A.
Cochrane Direct. Using Coal Tar 11. 1837 E. Howard
Old Commodore xiii, The immense wolding of flannel and
swathing around his right leg.

WOOLLED.
Woolf(e, obs. forms of Wolf sb.

Wool-fell. Hist. [Fell sb?\ = Wool-skin.
1422 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 173/2 All sakkes of Wolle and

Wolle felle yshipped by Marchants Knglissh. 1543 tr.

Stat. Staple 27 Ediv. HI c. 1 The staple of wolle*, lether,
wolfelles, and leade growynge and commyng forth within
our sayd realme. 1612 Daviks Why Ireland, etc. 41 Wooll
and Wooll-fels were euer of little value in this Kingdome.
1675 Hobbes Odyssey xvi. 39 To which [seat] Eumseus a
Wool-fell apply'd With Rushes under it. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. viii. 304 The duties on wool, sheep-skins, or wool-
fells, and leather, exported, were called custuma antiqua
sive magna. 1829 R. Thomson Magna Charta 389 A half
mark upon every 300 wool-fells, or undressed sheep-skins.
1888 Duwden Transcripts 196 Chaucer loved the woolfells
and leather of the Petty Customs only because they helped
to save his purse from getting light.

Woolfist, var. Wolf's-fist.

Wool-ga :th.ering, vbl. sb. and gerund.
1. The action of gathering fragments of wool

torn from sheep by bushes, etc.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ausw. Osor. 424 b, Your Diuinitie
raungeth very much at randon,as if it were strayed and
runnyng in some wildernes a wollgatheryng. 1878 E. Pea-
cock in Archaeotogia XLVI. 384 Wool-gathering yet goes
on in many places even on enclosed lands. 1889 H.Johnston
Chron. Gtettbuckie xxii. 261, 1 got it by working for it—hard
'oo'-gathering and hard spinning.

2. In fig. phr. to go {run, be) wool-gathering,

formerly always a (or f on, f of) wool-gathering:
to Indulge in wandering fancies or purposeless
thinking; to be in a dreamy or absent-minded
state: said esp. of 'the wits', etc. Similarly, to

send or set {a) wool-gathering.

*553 T. Wilson Rhet. 11. 59 Hackyng & hemmyng as
though our wittes and our senses were a woll gatheryng.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 652 Their m'mdes goe
a wool-gathering. 1579 Gosso« Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 42 To
busy the wittes of his people, for running a woolgathering;.
1601 W. Percy Cuckqueanes <$• Cuckolds Errants iv. L
(Roxb.) 46 My Husband, .[had] so drawne mee, after him,
on woole-gathering, in search of him, as now you see mee.
1607 R. C[arew] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders xxxix.

349 This gentle Frier (whose wit was not gone of wool-
gathering). 1625 Bp. Mountacu App. Caesar 23 If you read
them, but marked them not, your wits went on wooll-gather-
ingat that instant. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 41 He. .sends
his father-in-law almost a wooll-gathering. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa VII. 326 That my wits may not be sent a wooll-

gathering. 1796 Girth. M. J. Holroyd(i8g6) 386, 1 suppose
you thought my Brains were Wool gathering ! 1845 Car-
lyle Cromwell (1S73) I. i. 7 Sacred Poets have.. gone a
woolgathering after * Ideals ' and suchlike. 1890 J. Hatton
By Order ofCzar \\.x\\,\om are wool-gathering a little, eh?

b. Hence, Indulgence in idle imagining or aim-
less speculation.

1607 Middleton Earn. Lffne v. iii, Ha' you summoned
your wits from wool-gathering? 1824 Lady Granville
Lett. (1894) I. 279 A great deal of wool-gathering about
what it will bring. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxvii,

There never was such a chap for wool-gathering. 1893
Patmore Religio Foetx (1898) 90 The crazy wool-gathering
which is ordinarily regarded as thought.

So W00T-gathering' a., indulging in wandering
thoughts or idle fancies.

1850 Mrs. Stowe in Life (1889) 140 If my wits are some-
what wool-gathering and unsettled. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam
Bede i, It was Seth Bede, as was allays a wool-fathering
chap. 1893 E. H. Barker Wand. Southern Waters 259
At those moments when the wool-gathering mind has to be
hurried back and fixed upon the sacredness of the ritual.

tWoo-1-liOUse. Obs. [House sb* 3.] A
building for the storage (or manufacture) of wool.

1295 Cal. Wills Crt. Husting, Land. I. (1889) 122 [House
called] Wolhous [in] Sporiereslane. 1340 Durham Acc.
Rolls (Surtees) 540 Et in planks sarrandis pro le Wollehous

de Pytingdon, 6s. fi47S Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 804/12

Hoc lanifisium, a wulhowse. 1497 Naval Acc. Hen. VII
(1896)249 Havyngowte the cordage owteofthe Wollehouse.

1541 Lane. JJ7//j (Chetham Soc. 1857) 1. 81 In ye wullhouse

a pyle of wole. 1646 Inv. in Milton Papers (Camden) 02

In the wooll-hou.se, hoppes at 200. 1783 Berkjdce Wks.
(1864) 430 Mr. John Raymond's great house, with his wool-

house., and two thousand pounds worth of wool.

Woolled (wuld), a. Forms: 5-6 wolled, Sc,

wollit (6 vollit), 6- woolled, 8- (now l7. S.)

wooled. [f. Wool sb. + -ed 2.]

1. Bearing wool, covered with wool; having the

wool still on, unshorn.

1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 292/2 Many, .personnel Ieeden

oute of the Royaume. .grete nombre of Shepe wolled into

Elaundres. 1489 Acta Do?n. Cone. (1839) II 7/ I i v aulde

wollit scheip. 1513 Douglas A£neis 111. x. 9 The wollit

scheip him followand at the bak. 1550 Rec. Elgin (New
Spald.Cl. 1903) I. 104 The said vollit skynnis. 1552 Hulokt,
Wolled or wrapped in wolle, ianatus. 1890 Comh. Mag.
Oct. 385 At times we find a * woolled one ' on the fell after

a shepherds' meeting, then we just shear it. 1898 Westnt.

Gaz. 21 Sept. 6/3 Bales of woolled sheepskins.

2. Having wool of a specified kind.

1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. 137 b, Looke, that your
Ewe haue a large body, deepe woolled. 1611 Cotgr. s.v.

Houssu, Mouton houssu, a sheepe well woolled. 1778 D.
Loch Tour Scot. 20 Well adapted for.. feeding the best

wooled sheep. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 883/2 The
best breeds of fine-woolled sheep. 1801 Farmers Mag. Jan.

74 A good long-wooled skin. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming
183 The original sheep in most countries where improved
species are now found, were invariably fine wooled.

t b. Of cloth: Having a (good) nap. Obs.
1600 Surflf.t Country Farm il liii. 381 You must then

couer such chafe with thicke new cloath being well woolled
[Fr. bien lainu\.
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Woollen (wu-len), a. and sb. Forms: I, 5
wullen, 4-6 wolen, 4-7 wollen, (4 -ene, wolyn,
wullun, 4-5 wollin, 5 -yn, wolland, -on, 6
wolan, wotilne, Sc. volene, woone, 7 wollan,
8-9 north, woon, woun), 6- woollen, (now U.S.)

woolen. [Late OE. wullen, i. wall Wool sb. +
-EN 4

, replacing the mutated form wyllen ( = OIIG.,
MHG.wulffn). Cf. (M)LG.wutfen,(M)D\i. wollen,

Fris., G. wollen.'] A. adj.

1. Made of or manufactured from wool.
1046 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 107 Ic je-an sancte JESel-

Sry'fteanes wullenan kyrtles. 13.. K. Ait's. 4445 (Laud MS.),
pe spere carf borou} out As l>orou3 a wollene clout. 1376
Rolls ofParIt. II. 353/1 File de Layn appelle Wolyn-yerne.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. v, 215 My wyf was a webbe and
wollen cloth made, c 1430 Two Cookery-Iks. 1. 32 pen take

a quantyte of wollen cloj>e. 1556 Extr. Aberd. Regr. (1844)
I.300 Scottis wairis sic as claith, lynning and woone. 1575
A. Fleming Virg. Bucol. in, 9 Nowe doth the Ram, and
other sheepe tlieyr wollen garments drye. 1674 Essex
Papers (Camden) I. 2^8 Woollen Varne being within y"
prohibition of y e aforsaid Acts. 1776 Adam Smith W. N.
1. i. I. 13 The woollen coat.. which covers the day-labourer.

1799 Med. yrnl. I. 41 Coarse woollen stockings. 1815
Klphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842) 1. 1S3 In winter, the people
are all clad in woollen garments. 1858 Lardner Hand-Ik.
Nat. Phil. 403 A woollen carpet is a non-conductor of heat.

1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning 60 A woollen yarn.. is

a thread spun from wool in which the fibres are arranged
so as to He in every direction.

fb. Covered with (a fleece of) wool. Obs. rare.

148a in Charters $c. Edin. (1871) 169 Of the hundreth
skynnis, wollin, calfis, gaittis, [etc]

fc. fig. Silent, as if padded with wool : said of

the feet or footsteps. Obs.
After L. pedes ianeos or lanatos habere, ' to have woollen

feet", to walk silently, to move unperceived.

1597 J. King On Jonas (1618) 173 Following with wollen
feet, but smiting with an nrme of iron. 1617 Collins De/.
Bp. Ely 11. ix. 362 You shall find.. woollen pace and iron
vengeance.

IT The allusion in the foil. quot. is uncertain.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. t. 56 There is no firme reason.

.

Why he cannot abide a gaping Pigge?..Why he a woollen
bag-pipe. [See 1876 Stainer& Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms
43/2 s.v. Bagpipe.)

t 2. Wearing woollen clothing, (a) as a mark of

penance (cf. Woolward a.), {b) as a mark of poor
or lowly status. Obs.
1481 Caxton Godfrey cci. 293 By comyn acord of the

bisshoppes they cam wullen and barfote in the chirche of
our lord. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. ii. 9, I muse my Mother
Do's not approue me further, who was wont To call them
Wollen Vassailes, things created To buy and sell with Groats.

B. sb. Cloth or other fabric made of wool or

chiefly of wool. Now rare.

t To He in the ivoollen : to sleep with a blanket next to
one. To be buried in woollen : to have a woollen shroud, as
required by the Act of 18 & 19 Chas. II for the encourage-
ment of the woollen manufacture.
a 1300 Fragm. 7 Sins 16 in E. E.P. (1862) 19 Linin, wollin,

glouis and schone. 1362 Langl, P. PI. A. 1. 18 He bihte be
eorbe to seruen ow vchone Of wollene, Of linnene. a 1425
Cursor M. 11112 (Trin.) He wered nouber wollen ny lynne.

1459 Paston Lett. I. 457 Vesselys or vestmentes of sylke,

lynen, or wollyn. 1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. 122 In
Winter, they would be clothed with Wollen for taking of
cold. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado \u i. 33, I could not endure
a husband with a beard on his face, I had rather lie in the

woollen. 1663 Bi'tlkk Hud. I. i. 309 His Breeches were of
rugged Woollen. 1666 Act 18$ iq Chas. II c. 4 {title) An
Act for Burying in Woollen onely. 1719 D'Urfey Pills
III. 187 Let 'em damn us to Woolen, I'll never repine At
my Lodging when Dead. 1778 D. Loch Tour Scot. 14
There are several looms employed here.. for linens and
coarse woolen, adapted for country use. 1791 A. Macaulay
Hist. Claybrook 116 An affidavit was sent.. of the body
having been buried in woolen in Saint Pancras church-yard.
1836 C. Wordsworth Athens v. (1855) 27 Over which is a
shorter vest of woollen. 1885 AdaS. Ballin Set. Dress 128
Woollen should be worn not only in winter but in summer
also. 1908 Animal Managem. 73 Knee caps, .are made of
stout woollen or kersey.

b. //. Woollen cloths or clothes.
1800 Stuart in Owen Wt&nt/ftDt&*U&ffl STJ A great

quantity of English goods, particularly woollens, found their
way into that country. 1816 Tuckey Narr. Exped. R.
Zaire ii. (1818) 52 Instead of melting under an equinoctial
sun in the lightest cloathing, ..they were glad to resume
their woolens. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 53 They
grew small sallad by means of woollens, in which the seeds
were sown. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. III. iv. 358 The
exportation of Irish woollens to the colonies and to foreign
countries was prohibited.

H A proposed name for the Mullein, I'erbascum Thapsus,
formed by substituting wult, ivoll Wool sb. for the first

syllable (but cf. MLG. ivutlene '? verbascum').
IS78 [see Wollevn]. 1597 Geraroe Herbal 11. eclvi. 630

Mullein is called.. in English Mullein, or rather Woolen.
1866 Treas. Bet., Woollen. I'erbascum Thapsus.

C. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly of the sb.) : a.
simple attrib., as woollen f-card

t
district, -loom,

manufacture i -mill, -trade, -weaving; b. ob-
jective, as woollen-dyer

t
-manufacturer, scribbler

(Scribbler 2), -spinner, \ -webster, -worker-, c.

instrumental and parasynthetic, as woollen-clad,

-frocked, -stockinged adjs. ; d. Special comb. :

"Woollen Act, the act of 18 & 19 Chas. II

prescribing burial in woollen; f woollen-going
vbl. sb. *» woolward going (see Woolward b);

T woollen-head, a thick-headed or dull person (in

quot. attrib.)-, f wooLien-witted a., = Woolly-

headed c; woollen-work, f (a) woollen manu-
facture

;
{b) *= wool-work. Also Woollen-draper.

1678 Drydes CEdtpus Brol. 36 Record it,. .The first Play
bury'd since the * Wollen Act. 161a Sc. Bk. Rates in Italy-

burton's Ledger (1867) 294 Cardes called "wollen c;trdes.

1890 W.J. Gordon Foundry 162 The *woollen-c!ad soldiers

of Alexander, c 1890 Casmev Ventilation 14 In the *wooWen
districts. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 461 1/4 James Ford of Bow,
. ,*Woollen-dyer. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. x. (1866)

175 An imperial penitent, standing barefoot and "woollen-

frocked on the snow. 1493 [H. Parker] Dives fy Pauper
1. xxxvi. (W. de W. 1496J 76/1 All they that vse.. masses
syngynge, fastynges,. .*wullen goeynge, and such other in

theyr wytchecrafte. 1756 Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans III.

31 Proving to that *woollen-head justice, that we are

neither felons nor vagrants, tho' he was disposed to call us
so. 1538 Nottingham Rec. III. 200 Unum "wollenlome.

1565 Burgh Rec. Prestwich 15 Oct. (Maitl. Club) 69 Ane
volene lwyme. 1666 Act 18 <$• iq Chas. II c. 4 Forthe
Encouragement of the *Woollen Manufactures of this King-
dom.. Be it enacted [etc.]. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1. viii.

1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Emp. (1854) I. 277 Various
branches of the woollen manufacture have been introduced

into Roxburghshire. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 2 Other
manufacturers, as well as the "woollen. 1802 Ann. Reg.,

Chron. 67 The woollen-manufacturers are incensed at t Ue

introduction of new machinery. 183s Ure Philos. Manuf.
72 At Bannockburn and Stirling, are a few "woollen-mills.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade* Woollen-scribblers, . . machines
for combing or preparing wool into thin downy translucent

layers. 1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning (cd. 2) 61 The
object of the "woollen-spinner will always be to have yarn
in which [etc.] 1907 Daily Chron. 7 Dec. 4/4 Women,
thick-booted, "woollen-stockinged, fiannel-petticoated. 1735
Berkeley Querist § 89 Our hankering after the "Woollen-
Trade. 184a Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 68 The wool
and woollen trade. 1588 Kyd llouseh. Phil. Wks. (1901)

272 [A wife's] principall care should be of Lynnen or of

*wollen weauing. 1630 tr. Camden s Hist. Eliz. 1. 119 Other
such like stuffes of linnen and woollen weauing. 1362
Langl. P. PL A. Prol. 99 (MS. T.) 'Wollene websteris and
weueris of lynen. 1638 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 170,

I, Richard Umpelbie of Linelandes, wollan webster. ? 1622

Fletcher Love's Cure 11. i, Thou *Woollen-witted Hose-
heeler. 1635 Shirley Lady Pleas, ill. (1637) Gi, Course
woollen witted fellowes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 423/1 *Wolland
warke.., laniftcium. 1866 All Year Round XV. 189 '2

Four young ladies, carrying baskets of woollen-work. 1872
Yeats Growth Comm. 287 The arrival from the Spanish
Netherlands of *woollen-workers.

Woollen-draper. Now Hist. [f. prec. sb.

+ Draper sb.] A dealer in woollen goods.

1554 Act 1 $2 Phil, fy Mary c. 7. § 1 Lynnen Drapers,
Woollen Drapers, Haberdashers and Grocers. 1619 Purchas
Microcosfnus Iv. 521 The Woollen Draper hath belonging to

him, the Dier, Coitoner, Sherman, Fuller [etc.]. 1641 Karl
Monm. tr, BioJidi's Civil Wars VI. 24 The Company of
Wollen-drapers kept a Store-house in Calleis, from whence
the Low-countries, and all Germany were furnished. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xi. v, 1 can neither live on Hopes or

Promises, nor will my Woollen-draper take any such in

Payment. 1815 Jane Austen Emma x.\i, Ford's was the

principal woollen-draper, linen-draper, and haberdasher's

shop united. 1890 Gross Gild Merch. II. 55 The trades of
clothiers, weavers, woollen-drapers.

So Woo'llen-dra^ery, woollen goods ; also, a

shop for the sale of these.

1688 Lond. Gaz, No. 2322/4 All sorts of Woollen Drapery.
1766 Entick London IV. 40 Dealers in upholstery,, .woollen
drapery. 1919 Jrnl. Friends Hist. Soc. XVI. 141 Daniel
Dunbabin, of Warrington, of a substantial woollen-drapery.

Woollenette (wulene't). U.S. Also woole-
net. [f. Woollen sb. + -ette.] A thin woollen

stuff.

1825 Motley Corr. (1889) I. 3, 1 wish you would send me
up some nankeen pantaloons, as my woolenet ones are so

tight that they are uncomfortable. 1846 Worcester, Woolle*
nelte, a thin woollen stuff.

tWoO'ller. Obs. rare. Also 5 woller. [f.

Wool sb. +-ER 1
.] A wool-carrying ship.

1482 Cely Papers (Camden) in Yowre oder stuffe I schall

Send, .unto yowre masterschypp be on of the wollers. 1693
Ho. Lords MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 384 The Bill.. gives

but half to the privateers of all Owlers and Woollers.

Woolliness(wu'lines). [f.Woolly a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being woolly, in various

senses; also concr. a woolly substance.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. eclix. 634 Leaues. .like vnto those
of Hygtaper, but far whiter, softer, thicker, & fuller of
woollinesse, which wooll is so long, that one may with his

fingers pull the same from the leaues. 1721 Mortimer
Husb. II. 210 The Seed with its Woolliness, beginning a
little to rise of its self at the lower-end of the Head. 1785
Martyn Lett. Bot. xiil. (1794) 142 The woollyness of the
flowers in the Reed. 1824 Examiner 307/2 Mr. Fielding's

execution is. .soft without woolliness. 1856 Mem. W. Yarrell
p. xvii, He \sc. Yarrell] said that though pretty well he felt

a ' wooliness ' in the brain. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting
198 A 4 muzzy \ feeble, unpleasant appearance, . . technically
called ' woolliness '. 1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii 344 The hair

is black and waving... Its curl is perfectly free from the
woolliness of the African. 1883 Hardivich's Phot. Chem.
(ed. 9) 152 In attempting to coat a large plate, a wavy
appearance, often known as woolliness of the film, is seen
at the lower corner. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda iv. v,

That state of numb woolliness to which yesterday a less

portion of labour had brought her. 1894 H. O. Forbks
Primates 1. 204 The woolliness of their under-fur.

TWoo'lling,^/.^. Obs. [f.WooLj*. + -ING 1
.]

1. Combing wool ; only in woolling comb.
'599 '* Antiquary XXXII. 243 One p' of woullinge combes.

2. Coating or lining with wool.
1660 (see Wool v. i a).

3. Carrying of wool, esp. illicitly (« Owlino).
1665 Sir J. Lauder Jrnl. (1900) 3 The great number we

meit of souldiers all the way begat in us great fears of

wooling, yet it pleased God to bring us most safely to
Paris. 1764 A. Andehson Hist. % Chron. Deduction (1787)
II. 4S0 The mischievous practice of wooling, as it is vulgarly
termed, that is, the running of our English and Irish wool
into France.

4. = Wool-gathering 2.

1705 E. Wahd Hud. Rediv. 1. i. 6 When these the Sons of
Knipperdoling, Let all their Senses run a wooling.

tWoo-llish, a. Obs. [f. Wool sb, + -ish l.]

Resembling wool, woolly.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 65 The fruit [of oleander], .when

as it opentlh sheweth a wollyshe nature lyke an thystel
down. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. lxxi. 750 '1 lie leaues,. be

I

neither white, smooth, nor wollish.

Woolly (wu-li), a. (sb.) Also 6 woolley, 7
wolly, 7,9 wooly, S Sc. ooy. [f. Wool sb. + -Y *.

Cf. (M)LG. wullig, Du., G. woltig.]

1. Consisting of wool. Also irausf. relating to

j

wool ; containing wool (or sheep).
i5gi Spenser M. Hubberd 302 Giuing accompt of th"

I
annuall increace Both of their lambes, and of their woolley

j

fleece. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' I'oy. Ambass. 165 He
had upon his upper Garment, some black Sheep-skin, the

I
woolly side out. 1697 Dryuen P'irg, Gcorg. iv. 493 Thus
while she sings, the Sisters turn the Wheel, Empty the

[ wooly Rock, and fill the Reel. 1700 — Ovid's Met. xv.
Pythag. Phil. 171 The Sheep. .A patient, useful Creature,
born to bear The warm and woolly Fleece, that cloath'd

her Murderer. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes i, Silent was the
flock in woolly fold. 1891 M. Muriel Uowie Girl i?t Karp.
214 The high perfection of all woolly occupations.

2. Of the nature, texture, or appearance of wool

;

resembling wool ; wool-like.
c 1586 C'ti ss Pembroke Ps. cxlvii. v, Snowes woolly locks

by him wide scatt'red are. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 34
My fleece of Woolly haire. 1597 Gerakde Herbal 1. Ixxiii.

100 Called . . in Latine Lanifcrus, bicausc of his abundance
of woolly flockes, wherewith the whole plant is in euerie

part full fraughted. 1652 BenloWES 'i'heophila in. iii, The
woolly-curdled Clouds, a 1700 Evelyn Diary t3 June 1657,
Its haire was woolly like a lamb. 1708 J. Philips Cyder u.

1S6 O, may'st Thou often see Thy Furrows whiten'd by the
woolly Rain [cf. i>&wp tpituits], Nutricious ! 1726 Pope
Odyss. xix. 280 Short woolly curls o'erfleec'd his bending
head. 1801 Smaw Gen. Zool. II. 91 Its fur. . is of a woolly
nature. 1840 R. H. I>ana Bef. the Mast xiii. 31 Coarse
black hair, but not wooly, like tne negroes. 1856 Geo. Eliot
Scenes Cler. Life, A. Barton ii, The sky had the white woolly
look that portends snow. 1902 Words of Eye-witness 53
A puff of woolly smoke in the air.

b. Having a soft and clinging texture ; said esp.

of edible things which are consequently unpleasant

to the palate ; also of the surface of a road.

1687 A. Lovkll tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 117 The Fruit. .is

pretty sweet but uoolly [orig. cotonneu.r], 1829 Sporting
Mag. XXIII. 416 He. .has a pair of leaders ready when the

roads run uoolly. 1849 D. J. Browne Atuer. Poultry Yd.
(1855)207 Barley, .is apt to render the flesh [of poultry] in-

sipid, and woolly. 1854 Poultry Chron. I. 619 She has found
the eggs of Spanish fowls eat woolly. 186a Whvte-Melville
Inside Bar I ix. 345 Time's short, . .roads woolly, and whip-
cord scarce. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining- 407
The pulp soon assumes a spongy appearance, technically

known as 'woolly'. 1882 Garden 18 Mar. 176/2 Turnips
have become all tops, and . . are just getting into the woolly
stage.

3. Having a natural covering of wool, wool-

bearing.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. £4 When the worke of genera,

tion was Betweene these woolly breeders in the act. 1697
Dijyden sEncis 111. 844 Like him in Caves they shut their

woolly Sheep. 17*5 Pope Odyss. XI 1. 319 Then suddenly
was heard.. To low the ox, to bleat the woolly train. 1788
Pickkn Poems 104 Twall score o' sheep.. sal be thine, O' ooy
sheep, the fattest o' the plain, i860 G. H. Kincsley in Galton
Vac. Tour. 139 [The colly dog] is jumping from one woolly
back to another, intent on singling out the one which has
been indicated to him.

b. Having hair resembling wool : applied esp.

to negroes (= woolly-haired ox -headed).

1767 Carteret in Hawkesw. I'oy. (1773) I. 568 Two of the

natives, .were black, with woolly heads. 1812 Mrs. Bar-
bauld 181 1, 166 Streets, where the turban'd Moslem, bearded
Tew, And woolly Afric, met the brown Hindu. x88i Miss
Braddon Asphodel xxiv, He had eaten pemmican, and
ridden a woolly horse. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe 351
It was a large, woolly poodle, snowy white.

C. In specific names of animals, often rendering

L. lanatus, laniger.

Woolly bear colloq. (esp. children's), also dial, woolly
boy, a large hairy caterpillar, esp. the larva of the tiger-

moth.
1781 Pennant Hist. Quadr. I. 213 Woolly Maucauco. 1793

Ibid. (ed. 3) II. 196 Woolly Rat. 1805 Dorothy Words-
worth Jrnl. 7 Nov., Like an immense caterpillar, such as,

when we were children, we used to call Woolly Boys, from

their hairy coat. 184a Loudon Suburban Hart. 551 The

pear. .is seldom affected with the woollyaphis. 1863 Wood
Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 535 *« [so. the Tiger-moth 1] cater-

pillar is.. familiar under the name of Woolly Lear. Itta.

so8 Fig , Woolly crab, Dorippe tanata. 1877 CasselCs A at.

Hist. I. 171 The Woolly Monkeys, Lagothnx. Ibid. 221

The Woolly Lemur—The Avahi. Indris Lxntger. 1878 Ibid.

II. ,33 Rhinoceros triehorhiuus, or the Woolly Rhinoceros.

d. Wild and woolly^ orig. applied to the Far

West (West sb.1 3 b) of the United States of America

on account of its rude and uncivilized character

;

hence gen. barbarous, lacking culture.

1891 A.WELCKER Tales of tlie * Wild \ Woolly West'

Publishers' Note, Woolly.. seems to refer to the uncivilized

—untamed—hair outside—wool still in the sheepskin coat-

condition of the Western Bioneers. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 30

Aug. a/i How many Indians did you kill? Now, Cappen,

I want something wild and woolly.



WOOLLYER.
t e. = Woollen a. i c. Obs. rare.

1631 Dekker Match Mee 11. D i b, Thankes vengeance

;

thou at last art come (Tho with wolly feet).

4. Of parts of plants : Covered with a pubescence
resembling wool ; downy, Ianate, tomentose.
1578 Lyte Dodoens I. lxxxiv. 124 Aethiopis hath great

brode woolly leaues. 1616 B. JoNSON^rfst'w. The blushing
Apricot, and_ woolly Peach. 1697 Drvden rEueis xn.
611 Rough is the Stem, which woolly Leafs surround.
1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Abutilon, The large-leav'd
American Abutilon, with woolly Stalks. 184s Browning
Lost Mistr. ii, The leaf-buds on the Vine are woolly. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 53 Githago sege turn.. Calyx woolly.

b. In specific names of plants, often rendering
L. lanalus or tonuntosus.
Woolly butt [Butt sb.3

4], an Australian name for species
of Eucalyptus, esp. E. longifolia.

1597 Glrarde Herbal \. lxxiii. 106 Bit/bus Eriophorus,
Woolly Iacint. Ibid. II. eclix. 634 We may call it Mullein
of /Ethiopia, or woolly Mullein. 1650 [W. Howe] Phytol.
Brit. 61 Hypericum tomentosum,..Lobeils Woolly S. lohns-
wort. 1830 J. D. Mavcock Flora Barbadensis 294 Phaseolus
Mungo. . Woolly- Pyroe. 1857 Anne Pratt Floiver. PI. V.
in Salix lanata .. Woolly Broad-leaved Willow. 1862
Internal. Exhib., Catal. Products Queensld. 25 Eucalyptus
sp... Woolly Butt. 1889 J. H. Maiden Use/. PL Australia
524' Woolly Gum ' of Berrima. .'1'his is the smooth-barked
variety of Eucalyptus Stuartiana. 1912 Contemp. Rev.
Aug. 247 Giant woolly-butt forests.

5. gen. Having a wool-like texture, surface, or
covering.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 27 The nativo [nitre]
is generally acicular or woolly. 1914 C. Mackenzie
Sinister St. 111. xv, The golf-bag .. woolly now with the
accumulated mildew of neglect.

6. transf. and fig. Lacking in definiteness or
incisiveness

; 'muzzy'; (of the mind, etc.) confused
and hazy

; (of painting, etc.) lacking in clearness
or definition

;
(of sound, etc.) dull and indistinct.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 54 It [sc. a picture] looks
woolly, undecided in shapes. 1839 Chatto & Jackson
Wood Engraving jit Some of the chiaro-scuros..seem too
soft and woolly. 1864 Yates Broken to Harness I. viii. 146
The daughter of old DunkeL.was a little woolly. 1865
Hawker in Life (1005) 51S Pusey's woolly mind appears
to cling to him [sc. Gladstone]. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middtem.
xxxv. II. 195, ' I suppose you know..' said Mrs. Waule, in
the lowest of her woolly tones. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud.
Gwynru v, The farm-servants. . lost in woolly wonder. 1878
Lockver Stargazing 354 Except on the finest of nights the
stars, .appear woolly. 1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie xix,
'That is not a bad remark, Joseph,' replied the laird, with
woolly condescension. 1881 Stevenson Virg. Pnerisque,
Some Portraits by Raeburn (1905) 142 Dugald Stewart's
woolly and evasive periods. 1884 Bazaar 26 Dec. 681/3
A drawing to look into, but rather woolly at a few paces ofi.

189s Mary Kingslev W. Africa 572 The performance.,
growing woollier and woollier in tone, and then dying out in
sleep. 1897 Graphic Christmas No. 9 The stiff woolly piano.

7.
_
Comb., as woolly-butted (Butt sb.3 4), -coated,

-haired, -leaved, -looking, -minded (hence minded-
ness), -paled, -tailed adjs.

1843 J. Backhouse Narr. Visit Austral. Col. 445 The
Gum-trees.. are of several species. One called here, the
Woolly-butted Gum, seems identical with the Black.butted
Gum of Tasmania. 1852 R. S. Surtees Sponges Sp. Tour
('893) 341 A lank, "woolly-coated weed [sc. a horse]. 1791
Boswell Johnson 3 June an. 1781, Lord Monboddo's notion,
that the ancient Egyptians .. were not only black, but
woolly-haired. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xii, Miss

Swartz, the woolly-haired young heiress from St. Kitt's.
1868 Lyell Pnnc. Geol. 111. xlvii. (ed. 10) II. 563 The
woolly-haired rhinoceros. 1822 Hortus Anglicus II 380
Inula Suaveolens. nVoolIy-leaved Inula. 1859 W S Co'ie-
man Woodlands (1862) 128 The Woolly-leaved Rose (Rosa
tomenlosa). 1881 Cassell's Encycl. Diet., Breislakite ..,
a woolly-looking variety of aluminous pyroxene. 1898
Daily News 8 Nov. 5/4 There are plenty of such *woolly.
minded men in high places. 1923 Blackw. Mag. May 598/2The Don, with much alacrity and "woolly-mindedness,
proceeded to ransack all the lockers. 1698 Fryer Ace. E.
i^,'",^

Fm l8 A comely wc" Limb'd Person, though a
*Woolly-pated Coffery. 1848 tr. Hoffmeister's Trav. Ceylon
etc. x. 362 *Woolly-tailed Yak ox.

B. sb. A woollen garment or covering ; now esp.
pi., garments or wraps knitted of (fleecy) wool.
1865 Slang Diet., Woolly, a blanket. 1899 iqth Cent.

Aug. 283 ' Granny the Thimbleman '
. . knits woollies for the

' quality '. 1916 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 514 note. Flannel shirts '

..and woollies of all sons for the wounded soldiers. 1919
Blackw. Mag. Feb. 148/2 Some thin underclothing and a
' woolley ' in addition to the spare shirt and socks.

Woollyer, Wooll(e)ying,var. forms ofWiLL-
YEK, WlLLYING vbl. sb. (s.v. WlLLY sb. 1 ).

1828 T. Allen Co. York 11. 302 Teasing, or as it is some-
times called, woolleying, is done upon a large cylindrical
machine. 1875 Baines Yorks. I. 670 Woollyers.

WoO'lly-head. A person with woolly hair,

esp. a negro ; hence, a nickname for an abolitionist

in America.
1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Woolly-heads, a term

applied in the first place to negroes, and then to anti-slavery
politicians. 1864 Daily Tel. 20 Sept, I must do the Ameri-
can press the justice to say that . . I get it quite as hot from
the Woollyheads as from the Copperheads. 1884 IQt/i Cent.
June 993 Our friends the ' woolly heads ' [sc. Arabs] are

peeping at us from amongst the bushes.

WoO'lly-hea'ded (stress variable), a. Having
a woolly head : a. in specific names of plants

;

b. Woolly-haired ; c.fig. Dull-witted.
a. 1650 [\V. Howe] Phytol. Brit. 22 Carduus eriocephalus

.. Wolly-headed Thistle. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) III. 701 Carduus eriophorus . . Woolly-headed Thistle.
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1857 Anne Pratt Flower. PL III. 237 Cnicus eriophorus..
(Woolly-headed Plume-thistle). 1889 J. H. Maiden Use/.
PL A ustraiia 72 A ndropogon bombycinus. .

.

' Woolly-headed
Grass.'

b. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 5. 2/1 The Blacks in Guinea are
Woolly-headed. 1813 Prichakd Phys. Hist. Man vi. §6.
307 Most of them resembled the woolly-headed Papuas.
1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile xvi. 435 Abyssinians
and Nubians,.. flat-nosed, and wooly-headed.
c. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda iv. iv, She has taken.

.

the Borrowdale road, walks along it for same distance con-
fused and woolly-headed. 1883 J/arpcr's Mag. Oct. 708/2
This, too, not by silly, woolly-headed people, but by practi-
cal, hard-headed men of business.

WooUyisll(wu-li|iJ"),<7. rare. [f. Woolly a. +
-ISH 1

.] Somewhat woolly.
1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. (1796), Woollyish,. .sublanatits.

Woo Inian. Now chiefly Hist. [f. Wool sb. +
Man sb.1 : cf. MDu. wolman l lanarius \] A dealer
in wool, a wool-merchant.
1390 York Memorandum Bk. (Surtees) I. 43 John de

Gysburn, wolleman. 1424 Cov. Lect Bk. 84 Joh. Deyster,
woleman. 1458 in Hearne's Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 256 Hie
jacent Johannes Townsende, quondam .. Wolman istius
villae[etc.J. tssoProclam. Winding 0/Wools 21 May 1 The
Masters & wardens of the company, and felowshippe of the
wolmen of the Cytie of London. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 27 Woolmen dislike and find greate fait with woll
that hath much salve or tarre in it. a X722 Lisle Husb. (1757)
425 When the wool-man was weighing my wool, he shewed
me the difference of some fleeces in goodness. 1761 Lond. fy
Environs VI. 363 Woolmen, a company probably of great
antiquity, though they have no charter,and are a community
only by prescription. 1912 J. S. M. Ward Brasses 20 The
brasses of the woolmen are the finest. 1920 Glasgow Herald
21 Oct. 7 Woolmen, bankers, and journalists were consulted.
tWoo-lner. Obs. rare. In 7 wollner. [f.

Woollen + -er *.] A dealer in woollen goods.
1619 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1906) 87 To publish

unto the brokers and wollners of the towneyour intente to
sett them a worke in the makinge of broade baftaes.

Wool-pack, [f. Wool sb. + Pack sb.*]

1. A large bag into which a quantity of wool or
of fleeces is packed for carriage or sale.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11171 [They] Ride vpe tueye wol-
pakces, chapmen as hit were. 14.. in Krapp Leg. St.
Patrick's Purg. (1900) 65 Stoppeng and shovyng be felthe
downe into here bodies as be wold stoppe a wullepak. 1600
Maldon, Essex, Docts. Bundle 162 If. 3 (MS.), ii s. of Richard
Studd, collector for the woolpacks, for the profitts of his
office this yeare. x6oi \Veev kh Mirr.M^nrt. 1) 1, Inchaires
of hardest oke they sate Insteede of wooll-packes. 1688
HolmeArmoury uuzfSs/i A Wool Pack, .is a great number
of Fleeces made up together in a cloth tied at the four ends.
1726 Swift Gulliver 11. iv, There was a Fellow with a Wen in
his Neck, larger than five Woolpacks. 1758 Hist. London-
Bridge 14 The Foundation of this Bridge is by the Vulgar
generally believed to be laid upon Woolpacks; which Mis-
take probably arose from a Tax upon Wool towards its

Construction. #1763 Shenstone Progr. Taste 1. 104 This
wards the jokes of ev'ry kind,.. As wool-packs quash the
leaden ball. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xx, This coming
Countess, .hangs on our arms as dead a weight as a wool-
pack^ 1845 L>. Mackenzie Fmigr. Guide Australia 91 One
man is employed in gathering the fleeces as they are shorn—another in folding them up, and handing them to a man
who is pressing them into a large bag, called a wool pack,
capable of containing., about 250 lbs. of wool, or about 100
average fleeces, 1866 Rogers Agric. fy Prices I. xxii. 568
Hempen fabrics were used for woolpacks,

f b. = Woolsack 2. Obs.
a 1658 Cleveland Epig. on People Wks. (1687) 254 We.

.

Call'd out a Parliament,. .Which being obtain'd at last,
what did they do? Even squeeze the Wool-packs, and lye
snorting too. 1660 Plpys Diary 20 Aug., My Lord Chan-
cellor being gone to the House of Lords, I went thither,and
..there staid all the morning, seeing their manner of sitting
on woolpacks, &c. which I never did before, c 1710 Celia
Fiennes Diary (1888) 261 These twelve judges sitt in the
House of Lordfs] on wool packs.

2. transf. Something resembling a wool-pack,

+ a. A large mass of white water. Obs.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stujfe Wks. (Grosart) V. 267 Boystrous

woolpacks of ridged tides, came rowling in, and raught him
from her. 1733 Trav. J. Massey 36 We spy'd that which
Sailors call a Wool- Pack, seemingly as big as a great Cask,
within Cannon-shot of our Ship.

b. orig. wool-pack cloud': A fleecy cumulus cloud.
Chiefly /V. (or collect, sing.).
1648 Earl Westmld. Otia Sacra (1879) 128 A day most

clear;.. wherein Some wool-pack Clouds in corner's bin.
rt 1722 Lisle Husb.d 757 ) 44o The sky full of light wool-pack
clouds boding no ram. 1794 G. Adams Nat. % Exp. Philos.
IV. hi. 483 In the north of England, such clouds are called
woolpacks. i86g Daily News 13 Feb., The ordinary cumulus
or woolpack cloud. 1883 Burton & Cameron Gold Coast I.
UL 69 Ihe bright blue air, flecked with wool-pack.

c. //. Masses of Wenlock limestone, local.
1848 J. Philups in Mem. Geol. Surv. II. 1. ,85 The solid

masses of limestone are locally termed ' Woolpacks '.

3. attrib.
t as wool-pack cloud (see 2 b); in qnot.

a 165 1, ? resembling a pack of sheep.
a. 1651 Cleveland Mixt Assembly 4 Chaos of Presbyt'ry,

where Lay-men guide With the tame Woolpack Clerzv bv
their side.

Woo'l-paxker. One who makes up packages
of wool for transport or sale. Also, later, a machine
for packing wool. So Woo'l-paxking-.
1376 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 584 In donis dat. Wol-

pakkers, 4s. 1 1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 30, xxvj sarplervs
the weche ys fayre woll as the woll packar. .saythe to me.
X543 tr* Act 8 Hen. Vf, c. 22 That no wolpacker shal make
within the realme but good and due packyng. 1604 Proclam.
Winding Wools 18 June § 1 All Wool-packers, and Winders

WOOL-STAPLE.
of wools. 1633 Stow's Surv. 640 The Company of Wooll-
packers. 1808 W. Wilson Hist. Diss. Ch. I. 330 [The old
meeting-house] is at present occupied by a wool-packer
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., WooLpacker, a machine for com-
pressing and tying fleeces, /bid., Wool-packing table. 1894
H. Nisbet Bush Girl's Pom. 33 The wool-packing season
was at its busiest.

Woolsack (wu-lssek). [f. Wool sb. + Sack sb.l
Cf. Da, wolzak, G. wollsack!\

1. A large package or bale of wool.
a 1300 Sat. People Kildare xi. in E. E.P. (1862) 154 ?e

marchans wib ;ur gret packes of draperie. .and 3ur wol
sackes. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 99 Bot lich unto the wollesak
Sche proferth hire unto this knyht. a 1552 Leland /tin.
(1768) II. 32 Sum say. .that Wollesakkes be yn Ewelm in
token of Marchaundise. 1575 Gascoigne Posies, Praise
Mistr. (1907) 55, 1 seeke to wcy y" woolsack down, with one
poore pepper grain. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle
Prol., The rearing of London bridge upon Woollsacks. 1657
Trapp Comm. Esther i. 10. 107 Having farced his body with
good chear like a wool-sack. 1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 5324/2
Woollsacks and other Materials of use in making a Siege.
1758 Johnson /dler No. 87 P 2 As woolsacks deaden arrows
though they cannot repel them. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
(1883)457 Old London Bridge was built not 'on woolsacks',
but out of the proceeds of a tax on wool.

b. Applied jocularly to a corpulent person.
1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. /V, 11. iv. 148.

2. A seat made of a bag of wool for the use
of judges when summoned to attend the House of
Lords (in recent practice only at the opening of
Parliament) ; also, the usual seat ofthe Lord Chan-
cellor in the House of Lords, made of a large square
bag of wool without back or arms and covered with
cloth. Often allusively with reference to the posi-
tion of the Lord Chancellor as the highest judicial

officer; hence, the woolsack^ the Lord-Chancellor-
ship ; on the woolsack

y
in this office.

[1539: see Sack sb. 1 1 d.]

<ri577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. 11. iii. (1589) 49 In the
middest thereof vpon woolsackes sitteth the Iudges of the
realme, the maister of the roules, and the secretaries of estate.
But these that sit on the woolsackes haue no voice in the
house. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 123/2
In the middle roome beneath them sit the chiefe iustices and
iudges of the realme, the barons of the excheker, the kings
sergeants, and all such as be of the kings learned councell,
..and all these sit vpon great woollsacks, couered with red
cloth. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. m. § 11 The Lord
Keeper of the Great Seal, upon the Wooll-sack. 1710 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gi. Brit. 95 The Lord Chancellor.. sits

on the first Wool-Sack... Upon other Wool-Sacks sit the
Judges, the King's Council at Law, and the Masters of
Chancery. 1737 Genii. Mag. VII. 536/2 The noble Lord on
the Wool-Sack. 1785 Rolliad, Prob. Odes xvi. 8 By G-d
I swore, while George shall reign, 'Ihe Seals, in spite of
changes, to retain, Nor quit the Woolsack, till he quits the
throne. 1796 T. Morton Way to get Married 1. i. (1800) 16
Caust. Pray stick to the law. 'Tang. And to the woolsack.
Does not the hope of that, .cram our courts full of barristers,

with heads as empty as they leave their clients
1

pockets?
1817 Evans Pari. Deb. 414 The Lord Chancellor took the
Woolsack at one o'clock. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North
(1857) 1. 108 What seated Thurlow, and Wedderburne,..and
Brougham on the woolsack ? Work. 1854 Emerson Lett. §
Soc. Aims, Eloquence Wks, (Bohn) III. 189 If the perfor-

mance of the advocate reaches any high success, it is paid
in England, .with seats in the cabinet, earldoms, and wool-
sacks. 1862 Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxv, She drags
her husband on to the woolsack, or pushes him into parlia-

ment. 1901 Empire Rev. I. 467 The woolsack is technically

not in the House, a fact recognised by the Standing Orders
which provide that when the Lord Chancellor wishes to

speak he is ' to go to his own place as a Peer '.

attrib, 1633 Davenant Ccelum Brit. Wks. 1673 I, 362
Though I am but a Woollsack-god, and have no vote in

the sanction of new Laws.

HWoolsaw (wu-lsg). Also 8 woolesaw, 9
oulasser. [Mosquito wulasha.~\ Among people

of African descent in Central America, an evil spirit

or demon.
1757 R. Hodgson Mosquito Territ. (1822) 46 A kind of

priests called Sookies, who.. pretend to deal with an evil

spirit called Woolesaw. 1827 O. W. Roiierts Voy. Centr.
Amer. 267 Their great evil spirit is the ' woolsaw ' or devil.

1842 T. Young Residence on Mosquito Shore vi. 72 After
sun-set a Sambo will not venture out alone, lest the Oulasser
should carry him away.

T Woolsey, sb. Obs. rare. The second element

of Linsey-woolsey used independently.

1737 Bentley Rem.' Disc. Free •ThinkingXw , in. 12 Unless
he thought his Verses were to sell by the Foot, no matter

for the Stuff whether Linsey or Woolsey.

Woolsey (wu'lzi), a. rare. [f. Wool sb. + -sey

derived from Linsey-woolsey.] Woolly; woollen.

1839 Landor Andrea 0/ Hungary iv. iv, This woolsy
race {/. e. sheep], 1877 Blackmore Cripps i, The Carrier's

mantle, or woolsey coat.

Woolskill(wu'lskin). Also 6 wol-,volskyn(g.

[Skin sb.] A sheepskin with the fleece on it.

C1440 Lydg. Hors. Shefie <$• G. 361 The wolle skynnys
makith men to rise To gret richesse in many sondry wise.

1482 Acta Audit. (1839) 103/1 pre hundretht & foure skore

woll skynnes. 1531-2 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 109

Expenduntur 448 wolskyns. 1533-4 Ibid, ui Vocatas vol-

skyngs. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867)

340 Woll skins the hundreth, xx Ii. 1643 Docq. Lett. Pat.
atOx/.{xZyj) 370 Lettres Patentes. .for the collectinge of
the Custome of wooles hydes woolskinnes.. in the Porte of

. . Southampton. 1903 Flemming Pract. Tanning 64 Wool-
skins are also very cheaply tanned in the following manner.

Wool-stable 1
. [Staple sb.%\ A market

appointed for the sale of wool.



WOOL-STAPLE.
r
TS93 Norden Spec. Brit., M'sex (Camden) Introd. p. xvii,

Ther are within this cytie the longe Woulstaple and the
rounde, both which take name of tiie Staple that ther was
kepte for woules. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 July 1656, The
pinnacle of one of their wool-staple houses. 1778 Engl,
Gaz. (ed. 2) s.v. Sandwich, The wool-staple was removed
hither from Queenborough, in the reign of Richard II.

So Woo'l-sta:pler [Stapler 2], a merchant who
buys wool from the producer, grades it, and sells

it to the manufacturer. Also WooT-sta:pling*.
1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4529/3 Eden Hardy, .. Bermondsey,

. .Woollstapler. 1835 Uke Philos. Manuf. 160 The matted
fleeces supplied by the wool.stapler. 1888T. W. Reid W. E.
Forster I. 137 The wool-stapling business of James Fison
and Son of Thetford. 1897 ' Ouida ' Massareues xlviii, An
Australian wool-stapler.

Woo'l-sta^ple 2
- [Staple rf.-] The staple of

(a particular) wool.
1835 Uhk Philos. Manuf. 155 The distance between the

first and last pair of rollers is much greater, on account of
the greater length of the wool-staple.

Woolsted, obs. form of Worsted.
Woolster (wu'lstaj). Sc. [f. Wool j-^. + -ster.]
A wool-stapler (Jam. 1825).
1577 in Agric. Surv. Ayrs. 99 (Jam.) All other art or trade

viz. of shoemakers, . .carpenters, and woolsters.

Woolsy : see Woolsey.
Wooluish, var. Wolvish a. Obs.

tWoO'lward, a. Obs. Forms: see Wool sb.
;

also 6 woldward. [ME. wolleward, prob. altera-

tion of *wollewerd (of which there is perh. a relic

in the form wellewerd, for wollewerd, of quot.

1480), from an unrecorded OE. *wullwerd, f. wull
Wool sb. + -werd, -wered wearing, clothed (in),

f. stem of tverian Wear ».l (cf. OE. linenwerd
clothed in linen, and prob. scirwercd, sweglwcred
' clothed ' or enveloped in brightness). The assimi-

lation of -werd to -ward, initiated by lack of stress,

would be furthered by the prevalence of the word in

the phr. to go wookvard (cf. to go heavenward)]
Wearing wool next the skin, esp. as a penance :

chiefly in to go woolward.
c 1315 Shoreham Poems 1. 1024 Baruot go, Wolle-ward

and wakynge. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xvm. r Wolleward
and wete-shoed went I forth after, c 1450 Mirk's Fcstial
43 Saynt Tiiomas, be come to Caunturbury, wolward and
barfote. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xcix. ft, Good men.,
that wenten baarfoot & wellewerd [Brut 99 wolward] for to
haue mercy of the i>. kynges. c 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon
xxvii. 574 He is goon his wayes wulwarde & barefote wyth
a sory staff in his hande. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks.
(1876) 181 Truly it was a more glorious sight to se saynt
Poule-.in hungre, thurst, watchynge, in colde, goynge wol-
ward. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L. v. ii. 717 The naked truth of it

is, I haue no shirt, I go woolward for penance. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. III. ii. v. I. 627 Poore people fare coursly, worke
hard, goe wollward and bare. 1646 Trapp Comm. John xvi.
2 If he thought his shirt were infected with that heresie, he
would tear it from his own back, and rather goe woolward.
1822 Scott Nigel xvii, To walk wool-ward in winter.

b. in attrib. position or comb.
1493 [H. Parker] Dives ft Pauper iv. xxi. (W. de W. 1496)

186/2 Auowe that she hath made to god as of fastynge, of
pylgremage, contynence, wolwarde goynge, and such other.
1531 Tindale Expos. I John (1537; 23 His fastynge, his
woldward goynge, bare foote goynge. 1628 Bp. Hall Serin.
30 Mar., Wks. 1634 II. 327 Their woolward and barefoot
walks. 165s [G. Hall] Tri. Rome vi. 73 What woolward
penances, what weary pilgrimages?

c. To lay woolward : to bury in wool. rare.
1604 T. M. Black Ok. in Middleton's Wks. (Bullen) VIII.

2 5 The sexton, .so laid the dead bodies wool-ward.

WoOlwicll (wu'lid,*,). The name of a town in

Kent, used attrib., esp. to designate productions
of its old dockyard and the Royal Arsenal, as
Woolwich-gun, -hulk ; also Woolwich-beds Geol.
(see quot. 1859); Woolwich, infant, a jocular
name given to a class of heavy guns.
1794 Burns Epist.fr. Esopus 40 The shrinking Bard.,

dreads a meeting worse than Woolwich hulks. 1859 Pack
Handbk. Geol. Terms, Woolwich-beds, a name occasionally
employed by English geologists to designate those beds of
plastic and mottled clays, sands, and rolled flint-pebbles
which lie between the ' Thanet Sands ' and the ' London
Clay'. 1871 Ruskin Fors Clavig. ii. 21 The 35-ton gun
called the ' Woolwich infant ', which is fed with -00 pound
shot and 130 pounds of gunpowder at one mouthful. 1875
W. T. Vincent Warlike Woolwich 30 note, 'The name of the
'Woolwich Infant'., was suggested to the writer of these
pages by Sergeant Major Adamson, of the Depot Brigade,
Royal Artillery. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson .Milit. Diet.
(ed. 3) 472 Woolwi. h Gun, a gun rifled on the French sys-
tern, with this modification, that the grooves are shallower,
and have their corners rounded off.

Woo'1-wi/nder. [Winder rf.i (Wind rI 16,
33 b).] One who ' winds' or packs up fleeces for
transport or sale.

"5*3-34 Fitzherb. Hush. § 52 Let the wol be well folden
or wounden with a woll-wynder, that can good skyll thcrof.
1550 1'roclam. Winding ofWools 23 May 1 The feloweshippe
of wole wynders, othcrwyse called wollmen. 1657 Howeu.
Londinop. 63 The residue of the Lofts were lelten out to
Marchants, the Wooll-winders and Packers therein, to winde
and pack their Wools. 1727 Bvrom Rem. (Chetham Soc)
I. 286 It was the feast day of the woolwinders. 1886 C.
Scott Sheep-farming 138 Pick up the fleeces, and carry
them to the wool-winders.

Wool-work. [Cf. G. wotlwerk woollen goods.]
tl. Working in wool; manufacture of woollen

goods. Obs.

279

C1475 Cath. Angl. 423/1 (Add. MS.) Wolle werke, latti-

ficium. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vi. clvi. (1811) 145 His
doughter he set to spynnynge and woll warke. 1570 Levins
Manip. 171/39 Wolworkc, lanificium. 1630 Brathwait
Engl. Gent. 125 The Towne of Kendall, so famous for
Wooll-worke.

2. Needlework executed in wool usually on a
canvas foundation. Also, knitted wool fabric.

1871 Casseil's Househ. Guide IV. 5 Design for a fire-screen
in wool-work. 1882 Caui.feild & Saward Diet. Needle,
work 465 Berlin woolwork. 1888 Fergus Hume Mme.
Midas Pro!., A red cap of wool-work.
attrib. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 26 Mar. 3/2 The eye of a wool-

work needle. 1905 Mrs. Barnes-Grundy I'acil. Hazel 55
She placed a woolwork cushion at the back ofmy head.
So WooT-worked a., worked in wool, consisting

of wool-work.
1870 Rouiledge's F.v. Boy's Ann. Apr. Suppl. 8/2 A good

wool-worked Cricket-belt. 1900 Bookseller's Catalogue,
Magnificent Woolworked and Silk Picture.

Wool-worker. [Cf. G. wollwirier.] One
who works in wool.
1372 Cal. Wills Crt. Hunting, Lond. II. (1890) 151 [The

light of] Wolwyrchers [in the same church], 1552 Huloet,
Wolle_ worker, lanifex. 1903 A. Robertson R.C. Ch.in
Italy ix. 1S7 St. Blaise, .was once venerated in Yorkshire as
the patron of woolworkers.

Woom, var. Vome Obs., vomit.

Woomera (w»'m5ra). Austral. Forms : wom-
(m)erah, womrah, wom(m)-, wummera, worn-
meira, womerar, wo-,' wamara, woom-, warn-
mera, wommora, -ala. [Native name, given as
womar, womerra, wommerru, etc. in various
vocabularies.] A throwing-stick used by Australian
aboriginals. = Throwing"-stick a. Also = next.
1817 Oxley frnls. Two Expcd. N. S. Wales (1S20) 117

He [sc. the native] was quite naked, except the netted band
round the waist, in which were womcrahs. 1835 J. Bateman
in Cornwallis New World (1S59) I. 407 We . . encountered
six men, armed with spears fixed in their wommeras. 184s
J. O. Balfour Sk. N, S. Wales 17 A whaiuera whizzed past
where I was standing, and with uneriingaiin struck Fighting
Jemmy on the arm. 1907 Matin. Mag. Oct. 935 He, . .with
the aid of a favourite womerah, could send a long spear,
tipped with palm-wood, through a deal plank an inch lh,ick

a hundred yards away.

Woomerang (wa-msrjerj). Austral. Also
worn-. [Native name (wo-mur-rdng in D. Collins
N. S. Wales, 1798, I. 613).] A missile club used
by Australian aboriginals. = Throwing-stjck b.

1849 J. C. Prichakd Ethnol. in Man. Sci. Enquiry 433 The
ancient Gauls were known by their gaesa or javelins. ..The
Australians by their woomerangs or throwing-sticks. 1864
J. Rogers New Rush 11. 46 Next—high in air the womerang-
spear be flings.

Wooms. (See quot.)
1834 MeCuLLOcn Diet. Commerce (ed. 2) 628 A mixture of

cheek beaver, with white and brown stage beaver, or seasoned
beaver, commonly called ' wooms '.

Woon (wan). [Burmese wun] A Burmese
administrative officer. Also Woondock, Woongee,
names for different grades of this.

1800 M. Svmks Ace. Embassy Ava xiii. 308 To assist in the
administration of affairs, four officers, called Woondocks, are
associated with the Woongees. Ibid. 309 There are. . officers
. .
who bear noostensible share in the administration of public

affairs, such as the Daywoon, or King's armour-bearer ; the
Chaingeewoon, or master of the elephants j also the Woons
of the Queen's household. 1858 Putnam's Monthly Mag.
June 561/1 A message came down from the Woon, or head
man, of the friendly people who inhabited the interior town
of Pegu. 1886 I.d. R. Churchill in Daily Ne-ws 26 Jan.
2/4 Those [English] officers were supported by troops and
were working through local woons.
Woon, var. Wone, Woollen.
Woond(e, "Woonder, Woone, Woont : see
Wind ».i, Wonder, One, Wont.
Woontak : see womb-tack, Womb sb. 5.

fWoop. [?var. of Hoop^/5.3 2 .] The bullfinch.
1668 Charleton Onomast. 91 Rubicilla, Pyrrhula, the

Woop, or Bulhnch.

Woop, variant of Woup Se. Obs.

Woorali, wourali (wara-1*). Also 8-9
woorara, 9 woorrara, wooraly. See also Oorali,
Urali, Urari. [See Cl-rare.] A South American
climbing plant, Strychnos toxifera, from the root
of which one of the ingredients of the poison
Curare is obtained ; also, the poison itself. Also
attrib., as woorali poison, vine.
[1596 L. Kevmis Relat. Second I'oy. Guiana G 2, Names

of poysoned hearbes. Ourari.] 1769 E. Bancroft Ess. Nat.
Hist. Guiana 101 The Woorara, which is the principal in.
gredient in the composition of the fatal Indian arrow poison
of that name. 1796 Stf.dman Surinam I. xv. 395 A few of
the above_ arrows are frequently dipped in the woorara
poison, which is instantaneously fatal. 1803 Winteruottom
Sierra Leone I. xv. 271 A kind of dart, ..dipped in a poison
called woorrara. 1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 53 A
vine grows in these wilds, which is called wourali. Ibid.,
The wourali poison destroys life's action so gently, that
the victim appears to be in no pain whatever. Ibid. 54 He
scrapes the wourali vine and bitter root into thin shavings.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 152/2 Wooraly, Urari, or Poison-
plant of Guiana. 1862 N. Syd. Soc. Year.bk. Med. 18
Nervous sensibility, after its suspension by woorara poison-
ing. 190a P. Fountain Mts. * For. S. Amer. vii. 185 My
mixture, .was, like the true wourali, innocuous if swallowed.
Ibid. 189, 1 have..strong grounds for believing that it is

nake.poison that is the active principle in the wourali paste.

Woord, Woorld, Woory(e, etc., obs. ff. Word,

WORD.
World, Worry v., etc. Woos, obs. f. Ooze,
Whose. Woosell, obs. ff. Ouzel. Woost, obs.

2 sing. pres. ind. of Wit v. 1 Woosye, obs. ff.

Oozy. Woot(e, obs. ind. pres. of Wit v.1

Wootes, obs. pi. of Oat.
'559 'u '5th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. lit. 74, v" peckes

woot es.

Wootz (wfits). Also wudz. [app. orig. mis-
print for wook, repr. Canarese ukku (pronounced
with initial w) steel.] A crucible steel made in

southern India by fusing magnetic iron ore with
carbonaceous matter. Also attrib. and Comb.
179S Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 322 Doctor Scott.. has sent

over specimens of a substance known by the name of woolz ;

which is considered to be a kind of steel. 1824 Encycl. Brit.
Suppl. III. 456/2 Wootz, a steel from India, has lately been

1 most successfully employed [for cutlery]. 1839 Uke Diet.

j

Arts 1 176 The wootz ore consists of the magnetic oxide of
' iron, united with quartz. 1869 Baldwin Preh. Nations vi.

(1877) 229 The celebrated India steel called wudz. 1881
I Blackw. Mag. May 569/1 The Indian 'wootz ' steel,, .which

possesses remarkable toughness and sharpness.

Woo-WOO. Imitative of the sound of wind.
1841 Carlyle Misc. Ess., Baillie (1872) VI. 215 The ever-

moaning.. unsyllabled woo-woo of wind in empty churches !

Wooy, Sc. form of Woolly a.

Wooze, var. Ooze.

Woozy (w» -

zi), a. U.S. slang. Fuddled with
drink

; hence, muzzy, ' dotty '.

1897 Voice (N. Y.) 22 Apr. 3/2 In the woozy lexicon of the
voting church there is no such word as power. 1909 ' O.
Henry' R.'ads cf Destiny iv. 64 A woman gets woozy on

,
clothes. 1917 Conan Doyle His Last Bow viii. 292 The
man wa s mad. Well, he went a bit woozy.

tWop. Obs. [OE. wtfp : see Weep v. etym.]
Weeping. Hence fWopi a., tearful.

Becavulf 785 para be of wealle wop sehyrdon. gryreleoo
galan godes andsacan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 12 j'ser

bi5 wop & toba gristbitung. c 1175 Lamb. Hon/. 157 Ure
I

drihten . . itumd hore horte and heore wope to muchele
blisse. c 1205 Lay. 5970 W.x-lle nuichel wes [>a wop [c 1275

j

wepinge]. a 1225 Aucr. R. 376 Iblesced beo fru, I.ouerd, bet
I . .efter wopie wateres ^eldest bli8 muruhoes. 1297 R. GloUC.
j

(Rolls) 6912 Heo..bi!euede ber al nijt In wop tv in orisons.

1340 Ayenb. 71 Oure blisse is ywent in-to wop.
Wop, var. Whop. Wopen, obs. l. Weapon.
t Wopne, -one. [?]

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 532/2 Wopne, or pysse (5. wopone of
pis), urina.

Wopnen, obs. form of Weapon v.

Wopper, var. Wafper a.

a 1658 Cleveland Old Man courting young Girl 62
Perish 'd Lungs and wopper Eyes.
Wopper, var. Whopper.
Wor, var. War a. and adv., worse.

tWorble, v. Sc. Obs. [var. Warble z/.3 ; cf.

Wrabblk 7a] intr. To wriggle, writhe; to wallow.
(11598 Roi.lock Serm. Wks. 1849 I. 444 We wer..then

worbling [ed. 1616 warbling] and waltering in our awin
sinne and filthinesse. a 1600 Montgomerie Soun. xlvit. 10
Vhy haif I not, O God, als blunt a [braine] As he that daylie
worbleth in thewyne. 1808 Jamieson s.v. Wrabil, S. warble,
wurble : as to wurble in or out.

Worble, variant of Warble sb. 2

1857 Gosse Omphalos xi. 309 The Worble of the Ox.
Worcester (wtfstaj). The name of the county
town of Worcestershire, used attrib. to designate

articles originating there, e.g. (formerly) a fine cloth,

(now chiefly) a kind of China ware ; also ellipt.=
j" Worcester cloth, Worcester porcelain, etc
Worcester sauce — Worcestershire sauce (see next}.
I55x-a Act 3 * 6 Edw. VI, c. 6 5 5 All and everie white

Clothe and Clothes whiche shalbe made within the Cittie of
Worcester commonlye called Longe Worcesters. Ibid. § 7
All and everie White Clothe and Clothes comonlye called

Shorte Worcesters. 1802 R. Warner Tour Northern Coun-
ties I. 47 'That exquisite porcelain..known by the name of
Worcester china. 1822 Auction Catal. Fonthill Abbey 45
A Worcester tea and coffee set. 1848 H. R. Forster Stowe
Catal. 2 An oval sugar-basin, cover, and stand, of rare old
Worcester. Ibid. 91 A pair of vases, of Worcester porcelain.

1863 Miss Braddon Aurora Floyd xxxi, He poured Wor-
cester sauce into his coffee, and cream over his devilled

cutlets. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 642/1 Dr. Wall.. started
the Worcester Porcelain Company in 1751. 1897 Daily
News 15 Nov. 8/6 Hops. Worcester.. Trade in Worcesters
keeps quiet.

Worcestershire (wrrstaifM). The name of

an English county : attrib. in Worcestershire sauce,

which is made in Worcester (also ellipt. for this).

1686 Plot Staffordsh. ii. § 107 Worcestershire Salts. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones x. iii, They found no fault with my
Worcestershire Perry, which I sold them for champagne.

1870 Lowell Study Wind. ti8S6) 22 A bottle of Worcester,

shire. 1889G. Allen Fallingin Love, etc. 205 Mulligatawny

soup, Worcestershire sauce, preserved ginger, hot pickles.

Woroh, Worcher, Worchip : see Work,
Worker, Worship.
Word (wwd), sb. Forms: 1-word, 1-6 wurd,

(3 wored, woerd, weord, wuord, wort), 3-6

werd, 3 (4-6 Sc.) wourd, (4 wrd, 4-6 worde,
wurde, Sc. vordjo, vourd, 5 worp (?)), 4-7
woord (6-7 -e), 5-6 Sc. wird(e. [OE. word str. n.

•= OFris., OS. word. M Du. wort (Du. woord), OW.G.,

MHG., G. wort, ON. orb (Sw., Da. ord), Goth.

waurd :— OTeut. *wurdom :— pre-Teut. 'wrdho-
;

cf. Lith. vafdas name, Lett, wards word, forename,

OPruss. wirds word, Olr. fordat ' inquiunt '.



WORD.
Indo-Eur. werdh. is generally taken to be a deriv. of wer-,

lucre-, which appears in Gr. fep«w I shall say, jTpTJrwp

speaker, L. verbum word, Skr. vratdm command, law, etc.]

1. Speech, utterance, verbal expression.

1, collect. pL Things said, or something said;

speech, talk, discourse, utterance ; esp. with pos-

sessive, what the person mentioned says or said
;

(one's) form of expression or language. Often in

such phrases as in these, other, etc. words, in (such-

and-such) language ; many words,few words (see

also 22, 26) ; to give words to, to put into words,

to express by means cf language; beyond words,

incapable of being expressed in language, un-

utterable, unspeakable.
a 900 Cyhbwolf Juliana 8^ Jif bas word sind sob. a 1000

C&dmon's Gen. 2389 Ne wile Sarran . . ?elyfan wordum '

minum. C1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 27 Ne mai no man bese

word seggen.-^ief he haue5 on his heorte onde. Ibid. 43 j

Vnderstonde we on ure heorte his holie wordes. Ibid, zvj

On besse fewe litele wored lotieS fele gode wored, 3'f bie

weren wel ioponed. c 1203 Lay. 3606 pe aide king . . bas wuord
|

seide. Ibid. 8835 Nu beoo his word [<: 1275 wordes] gode.

a 1300 Cursor .V. 890 Til bat worm ban tlrightin spak Wordes i

bath o wrath and wrak. i375Bab[jour Bruce ix. 752 Sen thou I

spekis so ryaly. It is gret skill at men chasty Thi prowd
vourdis. 1450-1530 flfyrr. Our Ladye 1. i. 11 These ar the

!

wordes of the prophete Dauid. Ibid. 11.66 Youre holyrewie
1

forbydethyouall vayne and ydel wordes. 1526T1NDALF. John.

vi. 63 The wordes that I speake vnto you are sprete and lyfe,
j

1533 Gau Richt I'ay (S.T.S.) 5 Ane prayer is noth the mair
|

plesand to god for causz we wsz mony vordis in it. 1605

Shaks. Mncb. iv. iii. 2*9 Giue sorrow words ; the griefe that
j

do's not speake, Whispers the o're-fraught heart, and bids it
]

breake. Ibid. v. viii. 6, I haue no words, My voice is in my !

Sword. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 89 Seeing they cleare
|

sach a great point in a few words. 1667 Milton P.L. x.
j

865 Soft words to his fierce passion she assay'd. 1709, 1795
words of course [see Course sb. 36 a]. 1749 Copy Let. Fr.

Lady at Paris 17 Not yet, answered Mr. de Vaudreuil, at
|

which Words, the Prince darted a menacing Look at him. I

1813 Lady Burghersh Lett. (1893) 61 Words can't describe I

the figures the women dress here. 1817 Shelley Sonn., 1

Ozymandias 9 And on the pedestal these words appear.
]

1825 Scott Betrothed xvii, Forbear these wild and danger-

ous words !.. There may be here those who will pretend to
|

track mischief from light words. 1847 Helps Friends inC.
;

1. viii. 124 All this is what I have often heard you say your-

self in other words. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xx, When
(

he had a duty to perform, Captain Dobbin was accustomed
|

to go through it without many words or much hesitation.

1850 Tennyson In Mem, v. i, I sometimes hold it halfa sin To
put in words the grief I feel. 1878 BESANT& Rice Cclia'sArb.

}

xvii, I have no words . . to express the very great thanks which
I.. owe you. 1882 Besant All Sorts viii. At a loss to give

;

indignation words. 1885 ' H. Conway ' Family Affair xxvii,
!

To use his own words, he was in a cleft stick. 1892 Temple
Bar Dec. 541 She could not put her fear into words. 1903

Elin. Glyn Viciss. Evang. 277 Her tact is beyond words.

ta. In various obsolete or casual uses (sometimes ',

spec, speech as distinguished from writing).

Beowulf 612 Daer wses hseleba hleahtor, hlyn swynsode, i

word w»eron wynsume. a 940 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. V. 248

Ic j^Selstan . . on 3isum Rewrite mid wordum afestnige, 5a;t

ic wille [etc], c icoo ./Elfric Horn. (Th.) I. 24 J>a com se

engel tohireandhixegrette rmdGodes wordum. £1205 Lay.

51 Feberen he nom mid fingren..& ba sobere word setteto-

gadere & ba \>re hoc brumde to are. Ibid.66j$ Mid wurden
and mid writen he dude heom wel to witen bat [etc.]. a 1300
Cursor M. 12226 Fie for-soth fra him wil i. His wordes i mai
noght vnderli. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 313 Discreet he was and
of greet reuerence; He semed swich his wordes weren so wise.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 18 We felle in wordes of prisoners.

Ibid. 25 The wiff aught to..lete the husbonde haue the
wordes, and to be maister. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)
542 Stameryng in his wordes. c 1489 — Blanchardyn vii.

28 Wythout moo wordes the knyght mounted..on horsbake.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlii. 47 Sayand till hir with wirdis

still, Haif pety of ^our presoneir. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 1 [They] affirmed their doynges to be good, bothe in

wordes and writyng. 1563 Foxe A. •% AT. 1225/1 We had
more woordes of thys matter. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 134,

I would nut. .Haue you.. giue words or talke with the Lord
Hamlet. 1677-8 in Jrnl. Friends Hist.Soc. XIX. 61 Shee
..was much runn into words. 1697 Dryden sEneis vi.

723 They.. in Words and Tears had spent The little time

of stay.

C. spec. The text of a song or other vocal com-
position, as distinguished from the music ; also, the

text of an actor's part. In first quot. also sing.

1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 1. xxi. 56 Whyle there ys
thre tbynges in goddes seruyce. .The sentence, the worde,

and the songe, the notes and songe seme to the wordes, and
the wordes serue to the inwarde sentence. 1605 Shaks.
Afacb. 1. iii. 88 To th' selfe-same tune and words. 1611 —
Cy*nb. iv. ii. 238. 1761 Victor Theatres Lond. <$• Dublin II.

5 The Rehearsals-, begin to be of Use to the Actor : When
he is quite perfect in the Words and Cues. 1774 [see Set

t. 73]. 1847 Tennyson Princess vii. 270 Till at the last she

set herself to man, Like perfect music unto noble words.

1890 Baring-Gould Old Country Life 279 A marvellous

store of old words and tunes in her head.

2. sing. Something said (= sense T) ; a speech

or utterance ; esp. defined by a possessive or demon-

strative, arch.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. iv. 4 Ne JeofaS se man be hlafe

anum ac be xlcon worde be of godes muoe gae3. a 1175

Cott. Horn. 235 He cweS a wunder word to bar sawle bi ba

witie ysaiam. c X200 Ormin Ded. 45 Min word .. Ma33

hellpenn ba batt redenn itt to sen & tunnderrstanndenn.

Ibid. 282 Swa wass filledd opennli} batt word tatt mr wass

cwiddedd. a 1300 Cursor M. 1600 pis word out of his hert

sprang 'Me reus \>zt euer made 1 man.' 1375 Barbour

Brucexv. i45Withthatvordeassemblit thai. C1400 Anturs

ofArth. xvi, Ways me for thi wirde ! c 1470 Henry Ival-

lace vi. 538 Wallace was blyth fra he had hard thair wourd.
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1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxvii. 15 The wird of Jesew is

fulfillit rycht, Surrexit sicut dixit. 1534 Fewterer Myrrour

Christes Passion 124 A contemplation of this seconde worde

spoken by Christe vpon the crosse. Hid., This moste com-

fortable worde of our most swete sauyour Iesu spoken vnto

the thefe. 1563 Foxe A. t, M. 1258/1 At this worde which

he coupled with an othe, came I in. 1781 Cowper ton-

versat. 533 He bless'd the bread, hut vanish d at the word.

1801 Scott Eve St. John xxviii, Yet hear but my word.

1831 James Philip Aug. xxviii, We have striven.. to draw

some word from her; but she.. sobs, and answers nothing.

1867 Morris Jason 1.217 So at this word the king along the

shore Built many a tower. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I.

iv. 69 The word, alas ! dies even in the pen.

b. with negative expressed or implied, or with

every : Any or the least utterance, statement, or frag-

ment of speech ;
anything at all (said or written).

<xiooo Riddles xix. r Ic.ne mij word sprecan. c 1200

Ormin Ded. 70 patt upponn all piss boc ne be Nan word

?£en Cristess lare. a 1300 K. Horn 260 (Harl.) pah hue ne

dorsie at bord Mid him speke ner a word [v.r. no worde].

c 1470 Got. If Gam. ir66 Th:.ir wes na word muuand.Sa war

thai all stil. a 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Women 157, I sail

say furth the south, dissymyland no word. 1581 J. Hamil-

ton Cath. Traietist V iv b, He sal not haif ane vourd to

ansueir. 161 1 Bible 2 Sam. xix. 10 Why speake ye not a

word of bringing the king backe? 1667 Earl Orrery St.

Lett. (1742) 305 He.. got an order, .without so much as tell-

ing me one word of it. 1676 Earl Essex in Essex Papers

(Camden) II. S3, I was above four months before I could

gett one word of answer from him. 1720 De Foe Capt.

Singleton xi. (1S40) 198 They never heard a word of English.

1753-4 Richardson Graitdison I. xlviii. 342 You undo me, if

one word of this matter escape you. 1758 Mrs. Lennox
Henrietta 11. ii. (1761) I. 105 That.. her every word and

action [might] be under his direction. 1797 Jane Austen
Sense tr Se/rsib. xxx, I would not mention a word about it to

her. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 10 No word indi-

cating that he took blame to himself. 1863 W. C. Baldwin

Afr. Hunting vii. 294 It is now eighteen months since I

heard a word . . from my friends. 1879 McCarthy Donna Q.

I. iii, Before she had time to put in a word. 1882 Bfsakt All

Sorts xxi, Her ladyship held out her hands, without a word.

c. A word: a (short or slight) utterance or

statement ; a brief speech or conversation ; simi-

larly a word or two, t a couple of words.

C1485 Digby Myst. (1896) III. 1423 Master of be shepe, a

word with 'be. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 142 Than
yf we be touched with a sharpe worde, we shal yelde a.,

gentyll answere. 1581 T. Wilcox Glass Gamesters vi. c v b,

Nowe a worde or two, out of the fathers, . . for the ouerthrow-

yng of Dise and Cardes. 1589 Plttenham Engl. Poesieui.

xxv. (Arb.) 307 So occupied, -in the Princes affaires, as it is

a great matter to haue a couple of wordes with them. i6u
Bible Isa. 1. 4 To speake a worde in season [Geneva a worde

in time] to him that is wearie. 1639 tsee Wise a. 6 c]. 1726

Swift Gulliver 11. iii. I entreated to be heard a Word or two.

1810 Crabbe Borough xxii. 5 Peter, .had of all a civil word
and wish. 1836 Dickens .V*. Bo*, Visit to Newgate, Some
ordinary word of recognition passed between her and her

mother. 1837 — Pick'.v. xxxiv, And now, gentlemen, but one

wotd more. 1842 Tennyson Dora 42 Ifyou speak with him..

Or change a word with her. 1855 Browning Men tf Women,
(title) One Word More. 1893 Max Pemberton Iron Pirate

iii, I leave in ten minutes and write you here my last word.

d. spec. Something said on behalf of another

;

esp. in such phrases as to speak a {good) wordfor

:

see also 23. f In quot. 1625, pi. votes.

1540, etc. [see 23]. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 197 A Gentle-

man, .understood that I had been robbed in France, where-

upon hee gave his word for me unto the Maior. 1625 in

10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 472 Whoesoever..

shall labour or practise to gaine woordes for to make a
Mayor, Sheriffe, or any other officer. 1831 Cahlyle Misc.

Ess., Early Ger. Lit. (1872) III. 196 The venerable man
deserves a word from us. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng

;
iii. I,

301 Any dissolute courtier for whom one of the king's mis-

tresses would speak a word.

e. spec. A watchword or password.
To give theivord: (a) to utter the password in answer to

a sentinel's challenge ; (6) to inform officers or men of the

password to be used.

[c 1400- : see Watchword.]
a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon Ixvii. 230 When he sawe his

tyme, he cryed his worde & token. 1605 Shaks- Leariv.
vi. 93 Lear. Giue the word. Edtr. Sweet Mariorum. Lear.
Passe. 1667 Duch. Newc Life Dk. N. (1886) II. 92 He
offered my Lord the keys of the city, and desired him to

give the word that night. 1847 MARRYATC/riViiV. New Forest

v, He gave the word, and the gate was opened. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 608 The word by which the in-

surgents were to recognise one another in the darkness was
Soho. 1855 Ibid. xvi. III. 679 The first morning on which
Marlborough had the command, he gave the word ' Wirtem-
berg.' 1868 Queen's Reg. fy Orders Army r 42 The Governor
..will give the Word or parole in all places within his

government.

f 3. abstr. or collect, sing: (without a or pi.)

Speech, speaking : often as distinguished from
writing, esp. in phr. by word, now by word of
mouth (see 19) ; also, the faculty of speech ; occas.

language, tongue. Obs. exc. as in 1 9.

a 1000 Gloria Patri 56 pu..him. .sealdest word and Hewitt.

c 1200 Ormin 3043 patt Godess enngell se33de bserTill Josxrj

puss wipb worde. a 1300 Cursor M. 24074 Es na tung mai
speke wit word, Ne writer write wit pens ord. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 206 Couste in Saxoun is to sein Constance upon the

I word Romein. Ibid. III. 135 Above alle erthli creatures

The hihe makere of natures The word to man hath yove

I

alone, e 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 44 Sho sal be repreuid

foure sipe with worde. c 1475 RaufCoil^ear 100 The Carll

I was wantoun of word. 1491 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839) 185/3
' Duncane laid in wedset a land and tenement in Linlithqw

to Thomas Gudelad be word and but charter or posses-

! sioune. a 1553 Udall Royster D. 11. iii. (Arb.) 36 No man
1 for despite, By worde or by write His felowe to twite. 1580

WORD.
Hay in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 39 The traditions quhilk
ye have learned ather be wourd, or be our epistle. 1628

A. Leighton Appeal to Parlt. 74 The Anti-episcopall

government, .which byword and writ he had maintained.

1728 P. Walker Life Peden To Rdr. (1827) p. xiii, It is.,

maliciously spread, both by Word and Writ.

4. sing, and //. Speech, verbal expression, in

contrast with action or thought.
Bemtntlf 2S9 ?escad witan worda and worca. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 35 We. .agyltab. .purh sepoht, & purh word, & purh
weorc, & purh willan. CI175 12th Cent. Horn. 118 Mid
worde, mid dasda, & mid alle heortae. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 65 }if man haued wio us agilt, woerdes ooer wurkes.
a 1300 Cursor M . 15263 For pat i sai yow here wit word,
par sal yee find in dede. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 94
Ouper in word or dede has pou greued him. 1390 Gower
Conf. I. 7 The word was lich to the conceite_ Withoute sem-
blant of deceite. c 1400 in 26 Pol. Poems xiii. 127 Wip word
of wynd, mad neueie werre ende. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 19 He was iust & trewe in dede & in word. 1500-

20 Dunbar Poems ix. 6 Baith in werk, in word, and eik

intent, c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) i. 109 Wordis wlout

werkis availjeis nocht a cute. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster

III. v, Great Caesars warres cannot be fought with worde.

1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iii. 97, 98 My words flye vp, my
thoughts remain below, Words without thoughts, neuer to

Heauen go. 1605 — Macb. 11. i. 61 Words, to the heat of

deedes, too cold breath giues. 1605 Bodley Let. to James
j May, Wordes are women, and deedes are men. 1667

Srrat Hist. Roya/.Si'C 434 A Society that prefers Works
before Words. X671 Milton P. R. III. 9 Thy actions to thy

words accord. 1800 Coleridge Piccol. 1. iii. 61 Men's words
are ever bolder than their deeds. 1862 [see Deed sb. 5 b].

1875 [see Deed sb. 1].

5. //. orig. in various phr. denoting verbal con-

tention or altercation, e. g. t to be or fall at words

{into words), ilo have some or many words, f {some)

words are between . . ., etc., now chiefly to have

words {with) ; hence simply words — contentious

or violent talk between persons, altercation ; also

with epithet, as hard, high, sharp.

foccas. Defamatory or libellous statement.

1462 Fasten Lett. II. ,105 Your brother and Debenham
were at words, c 1489 Caxton Sounes of Aymon iii. 88

Whan we playd togyder, we hade some wordes. 1526

Hundred Mery Talys (18E7) 8 The other agayn said he

shuld not, & he agayn said he wold bryng them ouer spyte of

his teth & so fell at wordys. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxv.

222 Whan I se that wordes [be] betwen you, I shall Issu out.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Altcrcor, Cum patre altercasti

dudum, thou wast at words. 1590 Tarlton s News Purgat.

(1844) 82 Whereupon they grewe to woords, and from woords

to blowes. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11. v. 46 In argument

vpon a Case, Some words there grew 'twixt Somerset and

me. 1663 Butler Hud. I. i. 3 When hard Words, Jealousies,

and Fears Set Folks together by the Ears. 1684 Luttrell

Brief Rcl. (1857) I. 307 His royall highnesse has brought

his action of scandalum magnatum against Dr. Titus Oates

for words. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison II. xii. 86 High

words passed between them. They parted in passion. 1815

Sixteen * Sixty 11. iii, Propriety and myself have been at

high words on your account. 1842 Tennyson Dora 16 He
and I Had once hard words, and parted. 1848 Dickens

Domhey xxxi. Words have arisen between the housemaid

and Mr. Towlinson. i86« Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 103 We
had got into words about an invitation. 1913 M. Roberts

Salt ofthe Sea vii. 182 My old man said he was a blood,

sucker, and that led to words.

6. Report, tidings, news, information. (Always

in sing, without article, in such phrases as to bring,

send, write word ; to have word ; word came, etc.)

vii Blickl. Horn. 173 Sona swa pa;t word becom to Nerone.

a 1 122 O.E. Chron. an. 1046 pam cynge com word past

unnfriSscipa texen be westan'and hersodon. c 1205 Lay. 3732

And Cordoille com pat wourd pat heo was iworoen widewe.

C130S [see Send v. 1 6 b]. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 826 He sende

pe .luene is do3ter word wuch isaunters were, a 1300 Cursor

M. 11454 Word cum til herod pe kyng pat par was suilk.

kynges cummun. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 119 He
schall hafe worde within a day and a nyght. 1415 Sir 1.

Grey in 43rd Rep. Def. Apr. Rec. 583 He sende me no more

worde of vat mater till cam to Yorke. c 1440 A Iphabet of

Tales 102 Hur husband, .hard no tithandis nor wurd of his

wyfe nor of his childer. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxv. 221

My brother Huon . .is now. .in the abbay of seint Mauryse,

the abbot there hath sent me worde therof. I598 Shaks.

Merry W. ill. v. 48, I must carry her word quickely. 1606 —
Ant. t, CI. 11. v. 1 18 Bid you Alexas Bring me word, how tall

she is. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacra I. iv. § 11 Alexander

writ word to his Mother he had found out the head of

Nilus in the East Indies. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 284 r 5

Send me Word, .whether he has so great an Estate. 1848

Dickens Dombey xlvi, We had word this morning.. that

Mr. Dombey was doing well. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis

lxx, A servant brought word that Major Pendennis had

returned. 1853 Lytton My Novel iv. xxiii, The Parson

writes word that the lad will come to-day.

b. Commonreportorstatement, rumour. (Usually

with the, this, etc.) Now rare or Obs.

cs.000 Ags. Gosp. Matt xxviii. 15 pis wurd waes jewidmair-

sod mid iudeum. C1205 Lay. 160 pa com pat word to him,

; bat was widene cuS, pat pe king Latin 3ef I,auine his douter

i Eneam to are brude. a 1300 A*. Horn 1017 (Camb.) pe word

I bigan to springe Of Rymenhilde weddinge. 1375 Barbour
' Bruce 11. 78 Our all the land the word gan spryng, That the

Bruce the Cumyn had slayn. a 1578 [see Spring i/.
1

2]. 1718

Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. III. 38 Word gae'd she was nae

j
canny. 1819 Shelley Cenci I. iii. 6 An evil word is gone

! abroad of me. 1819 Scott Noble Moringer xxi, Her husband
died in distant land, such is the constant word.

•p c. Common report in praise or celebration of a

person or his actions : fame, renown, high repute.

c 1000 /Elfric Saints' Lives vii. 388 pa asprang his word
wide seond land, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 Do sprong
pe word of his holi liflode wide into pe londe. e 1205 Lay.

6302 Of hire wisdome sprong pat word wide, a 1225 A;xr.



WORD.
J?. 88 Wo is me bet he, o3er heo, habbeS swuch word ikeiht.
13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1521 Your worde & your worchip
walkez ay quere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 295 The worde of his
werkes thurghe be worlde sprange. c 1470 Henry Wallace
ill. 252 The worde of him walkit baith fer and ner.

d. Reputation, character {of being or having
what is stated). Sc.

1722 Ramsay Three Bonnets 1. 89 Rosie had word o' meikle
siller, Whilk brought a hantle o* wooers till her. 1825
Jamieson s.y.,'She gets the word o' being a Iicht-headit
queyn ', i.e. it is generally said of her,

7. A command, order, bidding; a request. (See
also 17.) Usually qualified by possessive or the.
To say the word : to give the order, say ' go ' or the like.

In phr. to semi ivord sometimes combining senses 6 and 7.
873-89 R /Elfred' s Will, pa word ?,elxstan be on mines

feder yrfewrite standao". a 900 Cvnewulf Crist 1630 Hy
braecon cyninges word, c uio Bestiary 51 Silden he us
wille, If we lieren to his word, f »5p Gen. «y Ex. 736
God seide wurd to abram :

' Abram, 3u fare ut of lond
and kin.' c 1275 Passion our Lord 363 in O. E. Misc. 47
Alle bat beob in sobe i-hereb myne word, a 1300 Cursor
M, 18053 Quen i word herd bat he badd I quok for him.
i486 Bk. St. Albans e v b, The first worde to the houndis that
the hunt shall owt pit. 1496 in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 29
Please your Graice to send me wourd quhat serves. . I sail
do. 1526 Tindale Luke v. 5 Yet nowe at thy worde I wil
loose forthe the net. a 1548 Hall Chran., Hen, VI, 164
His worde only ruled, & his voyce was only hearde. 1560
Googe tr. Palingenius' Zodiac III. (1561) Eviij, If thou
sayst the woord, we goe. 1594 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vi. 38
Then euery souldiour kill his Prisoners, Giue the word
through. 1601 — Jul. C. 1. ii. 104 Vpon the word, Accoutred
as I was, I plunged in. 1631 Heywood 1st Ft. Fair Maid
West iv. i. 44 Shall I strike that Captaine? say the word,
He have him by the eares. 1667 Milton P. L. ill. 70S When
at his Word the formless Mass.. came to a heap: Confusion
heard his voice, and wilde uproar Stood rul'd. 1753-4
Richardson Graudison I. xxxvii. 270, I rang.. to beg my
cousins' company. They wanted but the word : In they
came. 1803 Wordsw. Sonn. Pass Killicranky 12 O for a
single hour of that Dundee, Who on that day the word of
onset gave ! 1806 [see Speak v. 21]. 184a Tennyson Dora
25 In my time a father's word was law. 1856 Dickens Christ*
mas Stories (1874) 50, I gave Rames the word to lower the
Longboat and the Surf-boat.

b. Ten Words : the Tea Commandments, the
Decalogue. Obs. or arch,
138a Wyclif Deut. iv. 13 The ten wordis, that he wroot in

the two stonen tablis. 1650 Trapp Comm. Exod. xx. 17 These
ten words written by God himself. 1884 S. Cox Miracles 18
The fundamental moralities of the ' Ten Words'.
8. A promise, undertaking. Almost always with

possessive, as in to give {pass, pledge) one's word,
to keep {hold urch.) one's word, to break one's word

;

to be as good as ones word, to keep one's promise
(so to be worse than ones word, to break one's
promise) ; a man of (+ master of, etc.) his word,
one who keeps his promises ; also on (f in, under)
the word of {a prince, etc.). See also 15, 18, 28 b.
See also Bond sb. 1

8, Break v. 15 c, Pledge v. 2 b, Plight
v. 1

2, etc.

[971 Blickl. Horn. 243 Hwar syndon bine word, Drihten. .

.

'jif Se me £ehyra5 and xe me beoS fyrgende, ne an loc of
eowrum heafde forwyr5? anaa O. E. Citron, an. 1014
(Laud MS.) Man. .freondscipe xefacstnode mid worde & mid
wxdde.] 1390 Gower Con/. I. 67 It sit wel every wiht To
kepe his word in trowthe upryht. 1474 Caxton Chcssc 11. i.

(1883) 22 That the symple parole or worde of a prynce ought
to be more stable than the oth of a marchaunt. 1496 Rolls
of Parlt. VI. 513/2 The said Kyng. .bound hym by his
writyng, ..and also in the worde of a Kyng promysed to
kepe the same. 1516 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 527/2 Our
soverane lord promittis fathfullye and on the word of ane
kyng, that [etch 1541 Udall Erasm. Apopk. 304 Neither
proued Marcus Tullius a false manne of his woorde, a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 98 b. My Lorde of Winchester, .hath
subscribed . . vnder the worde of priestehod, to stande at the
aduise..of the persones abouesaied. 1555 instil. Gentl.
E iij b, The secondc.poynte in a Gentleman, .is promes
kepyng, as to bee Mayster to hys woorde. 1580 T. Forrest
Perf. Looking Gl. 56, Haue .. greater care in geuing thy
worde, then in lending thy money. 1584 Lodge Alarum
(Shaks. Soc.) 60 Promising.. (so his creditour woulde be his
wordes master) to doo his indeavour to perfourme his will.

1590 Shaks. Mids. H. 1. i. 222 Keepe word Lysander. Ibid.
in. ii. 266-8, Lys. I will keepe my word with thee. Dent. I

would I had your bond:.. lie not trust your word. 1593
Nashe Christ's T. To Rdr. *4 b, The deuill & he be no men
of their words. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.v. v. 258 To Master
Broome, you yet shall hold your word. 1601 — Twel. H.
in. iv. 357 For that I promts d you He be as good as my
word. 1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. (ed. 3) 256 An honest
mans word must be his maister. 167a Wycherley Love in
Wood v. v, Will you be worse then your word 7 1744 M,
Bishop Life 130 They. .did not fly from their Words but
stood firmly to what they first proposed. 1813 Scott Triernu
in. xxi'i, I swore upon the rood, Neither to stop, nor turn,
nor rest,.. In life or death, I hold my word 1 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 535 Having solemnly pledged his word..
not to attempt anything against the government. 1861
Keaoe Cloister fy H. Iv, Give me your words to show her
no countenance. x886 Rider Haggard Jess iii, No English
government goes back on its word.
0. With possessive: Assertion, affirmation, de-

claration, assurance ; esp. as involving the veracity
or good faith of the person who makes it. See also
15, 18, 28 b.

1601 Shaks. Ttvel. N. 1. v. 87 Sir Toby will be sworn that
I am no Fox, but he wil not passe his word for two pence
that you are no Foole. x6xo — Temp. 11. i. 86 His word is
more then the miraculous Harpe. 1730 Lett, to Sir W.
Stricklaml rel. to Coal Trade 30 The Buyer . must take his
Goods unseen on the Seller's Word. 1736 Ainsworth Engl.
Lat. Dict. s To call back one's word, recanto, retracto,
denego. 1744 M. Bishop Life 211, I just saved my Word.
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1850 Thackeray Pendennis x\, I give you my word that my
brother did not leave a shilling to his son. 1859 H. Kings-
ley G. Hamlyn vi, What surety had he that Lee would leave
him in peace.. ? none but his word—the word of a villain
like that. 1869 Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. vii. 3-6 If we
cannot be believed on our word, we are surely not to be
trusted on our oath.

10. a. An utterance or declaration in the form of
a phrase or sentence, arch. (Cf. 25.)
ciooo ^lfric Horn. (Th.) II, 236 Dset word belimpo"

synderlice to Code anum, Ic eom. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, j.

iii. 152 The bopelesse word, of Neuer to returne, Breath
I against thee. 1780 Cowper BoadUea 13 Rome shall perish—write that word In the blood that she has spilt. 1903 J.
Keatingk Priest iii. 46 We should put down the three words
' Peace

',
' Perseverance ', ' A worthy Communion to-day.'

b. A pithy or sententious utterance; a saying;
a maxim; a proverb. Now rare or merged in 2,

exc. in Btwoud i, NatwordI 2 {dial.), household
word (see Household S)

; f in first quot., a 'dark

'

saying, riddle.
CI375 Sc, Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas) 1079 Gywe [= if] he

cane vndo bat worde. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton
MS. 49 Ife J'ou will be Iufely, resayfe these thre wordes
with-owtten forgetynge. 1599-1888 [see Houskhold 8].

1645 Bp. Hai.i, Rem. Discontents 130 It is a true word of
Saint Augustine, that every soul is either Christs Spouse, or
the Devils Harlot. 1833 De Quincey Revol. Greece Wks.
(ed. Masson) VII. 317 It seemed likely . .that.. Shakspere's
deep word would be realized, and ' darkness be the burier of
thedead'.

^ 1853 Trench Prov. 26 That well-known word
which forbids the too accurate scanning of a present, ' One
must not look a gift horse in the mouth '.

to. A significant phrase or short sentence in-

scribed upon something; = Mot 1 1, Motto 1. Obs.
1431 E. E. Wills (1S82) 88 My cr^ste, myn armes, . .and my

word ' mercy and ioie '. a 1500 Assemb. Ladies 87 On her
purfyl her word . . Z.'«v* et loyalment. 1562 Legh Armorie
(1568) 42 b, The armes of euerye gentleman, .with the sup-
porters helme, wreathe, and creast, with mantellcs, and the
woorde. 1589 PasquiCs Ret. D iij, The Painter. .hath
drawne him his word with a Text-pen. Zelus domus tuag
cotnedit me. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iv. 38 And round about
the wreath this word was writ, Burnt I do burnt, c 163a
Risdon Surv. Devon § 144 (1810) 159 His word was quid notu

11. Religious and theological uses (in sing,, mostly
with possessive or def. article) ; often in full, the
wordofGod {God's word), the word ofthe Lord, etc.

a. A divine communication, command, or pro-
clamation, as one made to or through a prophet or
inspired person; esp. the message of the gospel
(also the word of Christ, ofgrace, of life, etc.).

971 Blickl. Horn. 141 On ba ilean stowe on basre be we
wjeron gesamnode basr we geherdan Godes word, c 1000
Ags. Gosjb. Matt. xiii. 19 iElc ba^ni be godes wurd gehyrS.— Mark iv. 14. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 pis monne me mei
sermonen mid godes worde, for bwat he seal his sunne uor-
saken. a 1300 Cursor M. 19214 Vte o hair hali hertes hord
Spedli bai speld godds word, a 1340 Hampole Psalter
cxviiifi]. 172 My tunge sail shew forth bi worde. 138a
Wyclif 3 Sam, vii. 4 And loo 1 the word of the Lord to
Nathan, seiynge, Go, and spek to my seroaunt Dauid, Thes
thingis seith the Lord. — Col. iii. 16 The word of Crist
dwelle in ;ou plenteuously. 1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye il
145 As my sowlle sufifereth pacyently wronges..inobedyence
of his worde. So I hope to be rewarded after the trouthe of
his worde. 15*6 Tindale Mark'w. 17 As sone as eny trouble
or persecucion ariseth for the wordes sake, anon they fall.

15*6 — Acts iv. 31 They spake the worde of god boldely.
Ibid. xx. 32, 1 commende you to god and to the worde of his
grace. 1564 Martiall Treat. Crosse 83 The lawes of the
church (which lawes are the worde off god). 1601 Bp. W.
Barlow Defence 181 The ministerie of the word is a coadiutor
with the Spirite. 1648 T. Shepard Clear Sunshine ofGosp,
12 This old man hath much affection stirred up by the Word.
1758 Wesley Hymn, *See how great aflame aspires ' iii,

Sons of God, your Saviour Draise 1 .. He hath given the
word of grace. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xlix, Where
I used to be blessed in carrying the word of life to the sinful
and desolate. 1921 Act it fy 12 Geo. V. 29 Sched. vii, To
..promote union with other Churches in which it finds the
Word to be purely preached. 1927 Abp. Davidson Addr.
Convoc. 29 Mar. in Church Times 1 Apr. 392/1 Right
Reverend and Reverend Brothers tn the Sacred Ministry
of Word and Sacrament,

b. The Bible, Scripture, or some part or passage
of it, as embodying a divine communication.
*S53 Proclam. 18 Aug. 1 Some euell disposed persons,

whiche take vpon them.. to interprete the worde of God,
after theyr owne brayne. 1570 Foxe A.fy M. (ed. 2) 2187/1
Gage. The worde sayth it is his body before it is eaten.
Wood. Those words would I faine heare : but I am sure
they be not in the Bible. 1567 Allen Def Priesthood Vzcf.,
They remember well (such is theyr exercise in y

a woord)
bow y« disdayne of Moyses & Aarons prelacy ouer y« people
tetc.]. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. m. i. 44 What? the Sword,
and the Word? Doe you study them both, Mr. Parson?
1781 Cowper Hope 659 Mighty to parry and push by God's
word With senseless noise. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn
xl, Read us a chapter out of the Bible. I am very low in
my mind, and at such times I like to hear the Word. 1875
Manning Mission Holy Ghost 1. 7 The word of God declares,
first of all, that the Son of God is 'The true Light*.

O. The Word (of God, ofthe Father), the Eternal
Word, etc., as a title of Christ : = Logos, q.v.
C950 Limitsf. Gosp. John i. 1 In principio erat uerbum,

in fruma uaes uord. 1340-70 Alex, .f Dind. 615 Godus
worbliche word as we wel trowen, Is sone sobHche of man.
c 1400 So-wdone Bab. 3 God . . That al thinge made in sapience
By vertue of woorde and holy goost 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye II. 103 The endelesse worde of the father that is oure
lorde Iesu cryste. 1567 Allen Def. Priesthood ig The
seruile fourme of our owne nature, loyned merueilously in

one person, to the woorde and eternall Sonne of God the
Father. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 163 And thou my Word,

J
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begotten Son, by thee This I perform. 1784 Cowper Task
v. 897 Thou art the source and centre of all minds, .eternal
Word t 1805-6 Cary Dante, Parad. vn. 29 Until it pleas'd
the Word of God to come Amongst them down. 1850 Ten-
nysom In Mem. xxxvi, And so the Word had breath, and
wrought With human hands the creed of creeds. 1875
Lightfoot Colossians 221/2 The Eternal Word is the goal
of the Universe, as He was the starting-point.

II. An element of speech.

12. A combination of vocal sounds, or one such
sound, used in a language to express an idea (e.g.
to denote a thing, attribute, or relation), and con-
stituting an ultimate minimal element of speech
having a meaning as such ; a vocable.
_
Sometimes with reference to the writing of a word as an

indivisible unity, e.g. as one or a single word, as two 7Vords.
c 1000 /Elfkic Gram. ii. (Z.) 5 Butan flam stafum ne mae^

nan word beon awriten. ? .71400 llyclif's Bible Prol. 57
This word autew, either vera, mai stonde forforsothe, either
for but. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 1. ii. 7 There ys many
wordes in Latyn that we haue no propre englyssh accordynge
therto. Ibid. 11. 77 Thys worde Amen ys a worde of hebrew.
1581 Mulcaster Positions x\\. (18B8) 244 Wordes be names
of thinges applyed and giuen according to their properties.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. i. 68 You doe ill to teach the
childe such words. 1651 Houbes Leviatk. 11. xx.\i. 192
Words, .have their signification by agreement, and constitu-
tion of men. 1677 [see Witticism], 1694 Lockf. Hum. Und.
in. ii. § 1 led. 2) 223 marg., Words are sensible Signs neces-
sary for Communication. 1746 Francis tr. H<>r.

t
Epist. n. ii.

170 Long darken'd Words he shall with Art refine. 180*
Wordsw. Resolution $ Indep. xiv, Choice wurd and
measured phrase, above the reach Of ordinary men. i8ig
Shelley Cenci v. iv. 14 These three words.. 'They must
die'. 1853 Tkench Prov. 31 So long .is a language is

living, it will be appropriating foreign words, putting forth
new words of its own. 1875 Jevoss Money (1878) J50 We
use a great many words with a total disregard of logical
precision. 1884 J. A. H. Murray N. E.D. I. Gen. Explan.
p. xxiii, There are necessarily many compounds as to which
usage has not yet determined whether they are to be written
witli the hyphen or as single words.

b. f a) As designating a thing or person: A name,
title, appellation. Obs. (b) As expressing an idea;
A term, expression.
^900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xi, On his mseran ceastre, seo ealde

worde pare beoda is nemned Wihaburh^. 971 Blickl, Horn.
135, ' Ic eow sende frofre Oast.' pa;s wordes and.^it is swa
mon cwebe bingere obbe frefrend. 1533 Bellenoen Liiy
v. _xv, (S.T.S.) 200 Sa bir gaulis, following the werde of be
said place (quhare bai war cumin to), biggit ane toun namit
millane. 1571 Ld. Uurghley in E. Nares Mem. (1830) II.

544 note, Vour assured loving friend, William Cecill. I for-

got my new word, William Burleigh. 1596 Edw. Ill, 11. i.

85 Deuise for faire a fairer word then falre. 1596 Harington
Mctam. Ajax H 4, I doe before hand gyue the worde of
disgrace to any that shal so say. 1636 Bacon Sylva § 354
Sulphureous and Mercuriall, which are the Chymists Words.
1668 Moxon Dyalling 48 An Explanation of some Words
of Art used in this Book. 1848 Clough Amours de Voy. I.

10 A* ubbishy seems the word that most exactly would suit it.

C. A written (engraved, printed, etc.) character
or set of characters representing this.

aiooo Riddles xlvii[i], MoWe word fraet. 1521 [see Write
v. B. a]. 1612, 1888 [see Spell v. 2

3 J. 1725 Watts Logic 1.

iv. § 1 We convey [our Ideas] to each other by the Means of
certain Sounds, or written Marks, which we call Words.
1845 Maurice Mor. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II. 556/1
Betokening, as the words inscribed upon their foreheads
implied, that they were a dedicated race. 1904 Budge 3rd
$ 4th Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 210 The common name for
words of power of all kinds is ' heku ', and whether they were
inscribed upon amulets, or merely recited over them, the
effect was the same.

d. In contrast with the thing or idea signified.
C1450 Bk. Curtesy (Oriel MS.) 343 His [sc. Chaucer's)

longage was so feyre and pertinent, That semed vnto mennys
heryng, Not only the worde, but verrely the thing. 1699
Bentley Phal. vii. 189 Wise men take Words for the shadow
of Things. X7«i Wollaston Relig. Nat. v. 87 This word
{sc. nature]. .frequently.. is used merely as a word.., they
who use it not knowing themselves, what they mean by it.

1754 Gray Poesy no Thoughts that breath, and words that
burn. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. 1. 1. 114 A business of
words only, and ideas not concerned in it. 2822 Examiner
723/2 Men are apt to be led away by words. 1827-1876 [see
Thing sb. 1 8 tl 1867 Dk. Argyll Reign ofLaw ii. (ed. 4)
63 Words, which should be the servants of Thought, are too
often its masters. 1898 ' H. S. Merriman ' Roden's Corner
x. 106 'You don't take any interest in the Malgamite
scheme ?

!
' No, . . And I am weary of the very word.* 191a

Times 5 Aug. 7/3 A question of words.

e. The word (as predicate) : the right word for

the thing, the proper expression ; hence con-

textually denoting or indicating the thing spoken
of, esp. the business in hand or to be done, colloq,

1596 Siiaks. Merck. V. in. v. 58 Bid them prepare dinner.

CIoiv. That is done to sir, onely couer is the word. 1611 —
Cymb. v. iv. 155 Come Sir, are you ready for death?.. Hang-
ing is the word, Sir. Ibid. v. 422 Pardon's the word to all.

1700 Congreve Way of World 1. ix, If Throats are to be
cut, let Swords clash ; Snug's the Word, I shrug and am
silent, a 1704, 1852 [see Mum sb. 1 Bl 1712 Addison Sped,
No. 403 p 5 Sharp's the Word. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 11.

ii, Trust me when tricking is the word. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xlviii, Steady's the word, and steady it is. Keep her

so 1 1885 Howells Ind. Summer ii. 16 Lady-like was the

word for Mrs. Bowen. 1885 W. S. Gilbert Princess Ida if,

Contempt? Why, damsel, when I think of man, Contempt
is not the word.

III. Phrases. (See also above senses.)

* with preposition.

13. a. At a or one word : (a) upon the utterance

of a single word ; as soon as a word is spoken

;

without further parley ; without more ado ; at once,
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forthwith; so fat the first word; (b) in short,

briefly, in a word; so -fat wordes thre, fat /ewe

wordes, t at wordes short, etc. To be at a or one

word : to be brief. Obs. exc. arch, or dial,

a 1300 K. Horn 118 (Harl.) pe children edc to be stronde

Ant in to shipes borde At be furste worde. 13 . .
Gregorius

618 in Herrig Arch. Neu. Spr. LV. 435 A Cardinal per spac

a mong, schortliche he seide at wordes preo. 13.. Coerde

L. io« Seuene score, and moo j wene, Welcomyd hem alle

at on wurd. Ibid. 2813 The Sarezynes. .comen afftyr ffaste

fllyngyng, At schorte wurdes a gret route, c 1375 Cursor M.
7770(Fairf.) pen drogh saule his awen squorde And slogh

him-self atte a worde. c 1386 Chaucer Melib. Prol. 11

Pleynlyat a word, Thy drasty rymyng is nat worth a toord.

14. . Seege of Troy 1724 Alisaunder dyed at worddis short.

a 1400-50 Bk. Cnrtasye 764 in Babees Bk., When be sewer

comys vnto pe borde, Alle be mete he saves at on bare

worde. c 1400 Rom. Kosc 2129 Thou shalt be holpen at

wordis fewe. ^1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 17 Hakke horn

on a borde, As smalle as poi: may, at a worde. c 1430 Syr

Gcner. (Roxb.) 363 Thes vii sages . . bad here lodesman at a

word Shuld cast hem ouer the ship bord. 1483 I ulgarut

quedam obs Terentio 2 b, Tell me alt oon word [vno veroo]

what thou woldist wyth me. 1597 Morley Introd. this.

123 At a word I would haue flung it awaie. 1597 Shaks.

2 Hen. IV, ill. ii. 319 Go-too: 1 haue spoke at a word.

Fare you well. 1598 — Merry W. 1. i. 109 He hath wrong'd

me, indeed he hath, at a word he hath. Ibid. iii. 15, I am
at a word : follow. 1599 — Much Ado II. i. 118 Vrsula.

1 know you well enough, you are Signior Anthonio. Anth.

At a word, I am not. 1601 — Jul. C. 1. ii. 270 If I would

not haue taken him at a word, I would I might goe to

Hell. 1605 Camden Rem., Surnames 104 At a word, all

[names] which in English had Ofset before them,. .and all

which in Latinchave had De prefixed,, .were borrowed

from places. 1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. 231 That I may
speake fully at a word, it is the most plentifull habitation

and seat of Kings. 1694 Pens Rise A> Progr. Quakers 11.

45 They were at a Word in Dealing: Nor could their

customers many Words tempt them from it. 1777 S. J.

Pratt Emma Corbctt i. 1 To be at a word, will you render

it possible for me to call you my son? 1831 Scott Ct. Rob.

xxvi, So you may at a word count upon remaining prisoner

here until [etc.]. a 1845 B'ness Nairne.S'0«£", Caller Herrin

vii, At ae word be in ye're dealin'.

+ b. At one word: of one mind. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6812 Bobe hii were at one worde to

libbe in clene liue, So bat hii were wiboute eir.

C. To take a person at his word: to assent to

his statement, or agree to his proposal ; to accept

what he says and act accordingly.

1535 Covekdale / Kings xx. 33 He sayde : yf he be yet

alyue, he is my brother. And the men toke him shortly at

his worde,..and sayde: Yee Benadab is thy brother. 1590

Shaks. Com. Err. 1. ii. 17 Ant. Get thee away. Dro. Many
a man would take you at your word And goe indeede.

1670 Dkyden Conq. Granada 11. i, Old as I am I take thee

at thy word, And will tomorrow thank thee with my sword.

1742 Fieldino J. Andrews 111. xii. One of the servants

whispered Joseph to take him at his word, and suffer the

old put to wall; if he would. 1800 Wordsw. Idle Shepherd-

Boys v, 'Come on, and tread where I shall tread.' The
other took him at his word, And followed as he led. 1884

Manch. Exam. 12 May 4/7 Our contemporaries must not

be offended if we decline to take them quite at their word.

14. a. In a word : in a simple or short (esp.

comprehensive) statement or phrase ; briefly, in

short. Now only introductory or parenthetical.

Occas. in one word; also + with a word.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. n. iv. 71 His yeares but yong, but

his experience old ; His head vn-mellowed, but his lodge-

ment ripe ; And in a word . . He is compleat in feature, and
in minde. 1596 — / Hen. 1 V, n. iv. 283 Then did we two,

set on you foure, and with a word, outfae'd you from your
prize. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Andria I. i, Tell

me in a word what ist you would with me ? 1665 Boyle
Occas. Rejl. It. xiv. 235 To return to my former Studies,

and Recreations, and Dyet ; and in a word, to my wonted
course of Life. 1704 Norris Ideal World II. xii. 496 If you
will have in one word a just distribution ofeach, it is this,

that the Idea we see in God, hut the sentiment we feel in

ourselves. 1710 Berkeley Prim. Hum. Knowl. I. §4
Houses, Mountains, Rivers, and in a word all sensible

Objects. 1855 Orr's Circ. Set., Inorg. Nat. 236 Some
natural exposure on a cliff, in a valley, by a stream, or

wherever—in a word—the surface coating of soil being
absent, the underlying rock can be seen. 1892 Westcott
Gospel ofLife 13 Man in a word is dependant on that which
lies outside himself.

b. In so many words (tr. L. tolidem verbis, cf.

So 37 d) : lit. in precisely that number of words

;

in those very words ; also, t word for word.

1670 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo.Lat. 23, I rendred it

even almost in so many words . totidem fere verbis inter-

pretatus sum. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xv. (1840) 253

William told us in so many words, that it was impossible.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scotland-Yard, That the Lord

Mayor had threatened in so many words to pull down the

old London Bridge, and build up a new one. 1881 W. Col-

lins Black Robe 1 . 194 That the object was to bring Romayne

and Stella together, .was as plain to him as if he had heard

it confessed in so many words.

15. On or upon one's word : (a) in const, with

a verb, in sense 8 or 9 : On the security of, or as

bound by, one's promise or affirmation ; hence (b)

as an asseveration, on or upon (f of, f a) my word :

Assuredly, certainly, truly, indeed.

(a) 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, A ndria v. I, The good

turne that . .you promised me on your word. 1600 E. Blount

tr. Conestaggio 206 If he woulde assure him vpon his word,

he would go to the campe. 1607 Dekkek & "ebstkh

Northw. Hoe 11. i, Doll... Tis but poore fifty pound. Alia.

If that bee all, you shall vpon your worde take vp so much

with me. , ,

(b) 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. m. 59 Of my word, I haue

282

written to effect. 159a — R°m - * 7ul;;! '• *..A "& wor
3

wee'l not carry coales. 1598 — Merry W. iv. 11. 61 He will

seeke there on my word. 1643 Dcd. Commons Rcbell. tret.

52 Upon my word your Lordship is little beholding to bim.

1646 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 308 But

of my word she will not meet with the like proffer again.

1766 Goldsm. ficar W. xvii, A very good boy, Bill, upon

my word. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxix, Upon my word

and honour, Captain Gills, it would be a charity to give me
the pleasure of your acquaintance. 1871 Geo. Eliot Mid-

dlem. xxxviii. II. 295 Upon my word, I think the truth is

the hardest missile one can be pelted with.

b. (with ellipsis of prep.) My word! as an

ejaculation of surprise, colloq. or vidgar.

1857 Locker Lend. Lyrics 72 Half London was there, and,

my word, there were few. .But envied Lord N igel s felicity.

1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer xix, My word 1 ..

that's something like a mob I

** with another sb.

16. A word and a blow : a brief utterance of

anger or defiance, followed immediately by the

delivery of a blow, as the beginning of a fight;

hence in reference to prompt or sudden action of

any kind ; sometimes used predicatively of a person.

Also (with hyphens) attrib.

1592 Shaks. Rom.f, Jul. in. i. 43 7j b.. .Gentlemen, Good
den, a word with one of you. Mcr. And but one word with

one of vs? couple it with something, make it a word and a

blow. 1639 J. Clarke Parami. 178 He's but a word and

a blowe. 1753 Richardson Grandison (1811) IV. xxvi. 207

My cousins are grieved [at my going so soon] : they did not

expect that I would be a word and a blow, as they phrase it.

1820 Byron Juan in. xlviii, With him it never was a word

and blow, His angry word once o'er, he shed no blood.

1840 Mrs. Trollope M. A rmstrong iv, Mr. Joseph Parsons

had a Napoleon-like promptitude of action, which the un-

learned operatives described by calling him ' a v. ord-and-a-

blow man'. 1847 Ruxton Adv. Mexico xxvii. 242 Firm

friends and bitter enemies, with them it is 'a word and a

blow'.

17. "Word of command : a word or short phrase

uttered by an officer to a body of soldiers as an

order for some particular movement or evolution
;

also by a carter to a horse, etc.

1639 R. Ward Animadv. War 1. 230 You are to use these

words of Command following. 1684 R. H. School Recr. 45

Keep., your Musket hard against your Shoulder after you
have fired, till the next Word of Command. 1726 Swift

Gulliver 11. vii, I have seen this whole Body of Horse upon

a Word of Command draw their Swords at once. 1837

Dickens Fickw. iv, The hoarse shout of the word of com-

mand ran along [the line]. 1853 Lsee Command sb. lb].

1898 [see Gee int., def.].

18. "Word of honour: an affirmation or promise

by which one pledges one's honour or good faith.

1814 D. H. O'Brien Captiv. !, Escape 65 They suspected

we were deserters ..We assured them upon our word of

honour, they were very much mistaken. 1896 Edith Thomp-

son in Monthly Packet Christmas No. 97. He had passed

his word of honour . . that he would report himself at the fort.

19. By word of mouth : by speaking, as dis-

tinguished from writing or other method of ex-

pression ; orally. Hence word-of-mouth attrib.,

executed, done, given, etc. by speaking; oral.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. jn. ii. (Arb.) 40 A little message

vnto hir by worde of mouth. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence,

Hecyra 1. ii, It cannot be told by word of mouth, howe

desirous I was to returne hither againe. 1601-1849 [see

Mouth sb. 3 c]. 1638 Featly Strict. Lyndom. 11. 121 Pre-

tending I know not what nuncupatory will by word of

mouth. 1639 J.Taylor (Water P.) Pt. Summers Trav. 44

They can flatter, .with Pen, Picture, and by word of mouth.

1752 Berkeley Th. Tar-water Wks. 1871 III. 498 Of this

I have been informed by letters, and by word of mouth.

1883 D. C Murray Hearts xxxiv. (1885) 2S8 He would

rather tell him of this by word of mouth than by letter.

1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 562

Word-of-mouth wills are, in certain cases, allowed by the

Statute of Frauds. 1829 — Justice S, Cod. Petit., Abr.

Petit. Justice 6 The language .. employed in word-of-mouth

discussion. 1894 K. Hewat Little Scott. World Pref. p. xn,

The author has to acknowledge his indebtedness .. for much
word-of-mouth information.

b. humorously in reference to drinking.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. ii. 164 Come, Sir John, take it

by Word of Mouth, and then give it the Colonel. (Sir John
drinks.)

20. "Word for word : in the exact, or (in refer-

ence to translation) precisely corresponding, words:

= Verbatim A. 1 a, b. Also (with hyphens) attrib.

= Verbatim B. i.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1002 Dido, I coude folwe word for

word Virgile. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. v. (1883)61 He..dyde
do saye to hym word for worde lyke as the physicien had
sayd. 1538 Coverdale N. T. Ded. +ij b, We do not followe

thys olde Latyn texte word for word. 1601 Shaks. Twel.
N. 1. iii. 28 He. .speaks three or four languages word for

word without booke. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes Pref., If

a man should undertake to translate Pindar word for word.
1686 Hokneck Crucif. Jesus xxii. 741 Some . . have been
able to rehearse the whole New Testament word for word.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art of Poetry 191 Dwell not on
Incidents already known ; Nor Word for Word translate

with painful Care. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. I. viii,

'I will faithfully repeat it to you', ..' Faithfully?—word for

word ? ' 1878 W. T. Thornton {title) Word for Word from
Horace. 1891 Law Times XCII. 107/1 The 8th section of

the Act of 1874 is word for word the same as the 40th section

of the Act of 1833.

C1611 Chapman Iliad To Rdr. A 4b, Those Translators.,

that affect Their word-for-word traductions. 1858-9 G. P.

Marsh Engl. Lang. xvii. (i860) 361 More closely literal,

more exactly word-for-word translations.

b. So fword after word (occas. f after the

WORD.
word), word by word (also attrib.), f word in

word, ffro word unto word.
[a 1000 sElfred's Boeth. Proem, Hwilum he sette word be

worde, hwilum and^it of andxite.] c 1200 Trim. Coll. Horn.

17 Ich wiilc.segge ou be crede word after word. 1379
Glouc. Cath. MS. iq No. I. 1. iii. If. 7 All that I have sayde

yn this chapitre Isaac techith word by word. ? a 1400

Wyclifs Bible Prol. xv. 57 This wolc.make the sentence

open, where to Englisshe it aftir the word, wolde be derk and
douteful. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. ih 144 The. .late named
psalmes..ben ouer long to be rehercid word bi word here.

C1475 Partenay 3187 Geffray the letters After breke and
rayd, Fro wurde unto wurd. 1493 Acta Dom. Cone. (1839)

308/2 J'e bill of Complaint . . of pe quhilk be tenour folowis

word in word, a 1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. IV 2 b, Then
turnyng hymself to his accuser, [he] declared worde by

worde what he had said. 1575 (title) A Commenlane of

M. Doctor Martin Luther upon the Epistle of S. Paul to the

Galathians first collected and gathered w ord by word out of

his preaching. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Verbatim,

word by word. 1865 Ruskin Sesame i. § 25 The kind of

word-by-word examination of your author which is rightly

called ' leading '. 1927 H. W. Fowler .S. P. £. Tract No.

XXVI 193 And let me here accept my title word by word :

I am a moralizer because I wish morals to be drawn [etc.].

*** with qualifying adj.

21. Fair words (Fair a. 5) : pleasant or attrac-

tive speech (usually implying deceitfulness or

insincerity).

a 1000 dedmon's Gen. 899 Me nsedre . . to forsceape scyhte

& to scyldfrece fah wyrm purh fajsir word, c 1200 Vices t,

Virtues (1888) 11 Ic habbe beswiken min emcristen mid

faire wordes. 1538 Starkey England II. ii. (1878) 191 By
hys dyssynuilatyon and fare wordys. 1546 J. Heywood
Prov. I. ix. (1867) 18 It hurteth not the tounge to geue fayre

wurdis. 1639 [see Parsnip i b]. 1676 Wycheri.ey Plain

Dealer v, Fair words butter no cabbage. 1697 Dampier

Voy. I. 282 The men began to murmur against Captain

Swan, .but he gave them fair words. 1897 Pall Mall Mag.

Nov. 340 'Ho, hoi my masters', cried he; 'fair words

break no bones '.
, , i_

22. Of few words: not given to much or lengthy

speaking ; taciturn ; laconic.

C1450 Holland Hmolat 17s Off fewe wordis, full wyss and

worthy thai war. 1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer I.

E iii, Of few wordes, and no bragger. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,

in. ii. 38 That men of few Words are the best men. 1697

Land. Gaz. No. 3260/4 Well set and middle sized, and of

few Words. 1759 Dilworth Pope 120 [Gay] had always

been a man of but few words. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxiv,

Mr. Dubbley, who was a man of few words, nodded assent.

23. Good word : a friendly, favourable, or lau-

datory utterance ; something said on behalf of or

in commendation of a person or thing. To give

(one) a good word, to speak well of. To say or

speak a good wordfor, {spec.) to recommend to the

favour of another. + In pi. also (a) used ellipt. in

deprecation of angry or violent speech (see Good

a. 7 b, quot. <r 1592); (*) in bad sense • fair

words (21).

c 1205 Lay. 665 Heo hine gretten mid godene heore worden.

[a 1300 Cursor M. 20095 pan spak ihesus words gode, Als

he hang par on pe rode.] 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus JB. 1.

N iv, [Thou] dyddest speke a good word for me, and dydst

tourne away .. the .. strokes from me. 1548, a 1632 [see

Good a. 7 b]. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. * Epigr. 11. ix. 1867)

77 Good woordes bryng not euer of good deedes good hope.

1573 Baret Alv. W353 That helpeth one with his good

worde at a time, suffragatorius. 1607 Shaks. Iimon I. u. 2.7

You gaue good words the other day of a Bay Courser 1 rod

on. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Parew. Tower-bottles A 7,

False hearts can put on good wordes and lookes. 109B

Fryer Ace. E. India f, P. 222 Only giving us good words

instead of Payment. .690 Bentljy Phal. Pref. p. x lyin,

The Good Word, that Mr. Grxvius has been pleas d publicly

to give me. i73'-« Swift Pol. Convcrsai ,. 71, I know I

shall always have your good Word. 1852 C. B. Mansfield

Paraguay etc. (1856) 364 My friend M. Cerruti has diplo-

matic bus'iness here i and with his good words.
.
I hope to be

in clover, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxul. V. 78 It was

not in the character of tenant that the Czar was likely to

gain the good word of civilised men. 1892 [see Good a. 7 bj.

24. Half a word (Half a. lb): a very short

utterance, a slight fragment of speech or con-

versation.

1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. 19 Taking it tor

granted, that we two understand one another by half a \\ ord.

I865 Dickens Mut. Fr. L vi, Might I have half a word with

y
25. Last word (in special senses), a. The final

utterance in a conversation or (esp.) dispute, b.

*/. The latest utterance of a person before death.

The Seven Last Words, the seven utterances of

Christ on the cross (also simply The Seven Words).

c. The final or conclusive statement, after which

there is no more to be said ; hence transf. (also

latest word) the final achievement, the latest thing.

a. 1563 Foxe A. «, M. 14.6/2 My lorde of L.ncolne.

sayde that thou were a frantike felow, and a rnau that wjll

haue the last worde. i593 G. Harvey Pierce s Super

Wks. (Grosart) II. 43 Gome hee- and shee-scoldes, you

that .. will rather loose your hues, then the last word. 1875

Le Fanu Willing to Die xxxvi, It was plain.. she would

have one last word more. .

b. 1692 H. Harrison {title) The Last Words of a Dying

Penitent. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. xxxii, ' Charge, Chester,

charge 1 On, Stanley, on !
' Were the last words of Marmion.

1870 tr. Bellarmino (title) The Seven Words from the Cross

1874 E. King (title) Meditations on the last seven words ot

our Lord Jesus Christ. 1883 Grove Diet. Mus. III. 470

Seven Last Words, The.. a composition of Haydn s dating

about 1785. . . The ' Seven Words ' were for long a favourite

in Vienna both in church and concert-room.



WORD. 283 WORD
C. x88i, 1891 [see Last a. 6]. 1888 Daily News 21 Sept.

5/6 The long mantles that are the latest 'word' of Paris

fashion.1

;. 1901 ' L. Malet' Sir Richard Calmady v. vi,

The clothes. . supposed .. to present the last word of English
fashion.

26. Of many words : given to much or lengthy

speaking, loquacious, talkative, verbose; also said

of a statement, verbose.

c 1430 How Good Wife taught Dau. 43 in Hazl. E. P. P.
I.1S3 Be noght of many wordes. 1563 YovlkA.$M. 1438/1
Your diffinition is of many wordes to no purpose. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 158, I thanke you, I am not of many
words, but I thanke you. 1797 Jane Austen Sense fy Sensib.

xxxiv, She was not a woman of many words. 1854 R. S.

Surtees HandleyCr. iii. (1901) 1. 18 Augustus Barnington,

..not being a man of many words, contented himself by
stammering something about honour.

**** with verb.

27. Make words, fa. To make few ox many
words : to speak briefly or at great length. Also

to make but one word, Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 843/1 To make fewe wordes, a brief dire,

a 1634 Chapman Alphonsuswx. (1654) 38 Fall to thy business

and make few words. 1677 Mif.ge New Vict., To make
many words about a small trifle, barguigncr, contester pour
une chose de neant. 1752 Ainswokth Engl.-Lat. Diet. s.v.,

I will make but one word with you. . te absolvam brevi.

b. with neg. : (Not) to say anything (more)

about a matter
;
(not) to speak or make mention of.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 67 To make no words of that

which I have oftentimes read, ..what harme can there be in

death. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 50 Lycurgus neuer
bashed or made worde at the matter. 1610 Holland Cam*
den"s Brit. 1. 259 Those Chronicles of the English Saxons.,
reported oniy their owne fortunate battailes, and victories

but never made words of their foiles & overthrowes. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vn. xiv, I will be so far from making
any Words with you, that I will give you a Shilling more
than your Demand. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. \\\ Bring
me your bill, and let's make no more words about It. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 8 Then no more words the

Strong Man made, but straight Caught up the elder in his

arms.

t c. To make a proposal of. Obs,

1645 Milton Tetrach. 43 Herod.. cast his eye. .upon
Herodias..and durst make words of marrying her.

d. To speak at (too) great length of. Sc.

1823 Scott Quentin D. xxxvi, You make words of nothing.

1825 Jamieson s.v., To make 'words, to talk more about any-
thing than it deserves.

28. a. Take (up) the word : to begin speaking,

esp. immediately after or instead of some one else.

Partly after F. prendre la parole ; partly from Gr. rr\v

rrapafio^v uiroAa^eic to take up one's 'parable' (Parable
sb. d).

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 204 The kinge Yon
toke the worde & sayd [etc.]. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

cccxliii. 219/1 Than the duke of Bretayne toke the wordes,
& sayd [etc.]. 1557 -V. T. (Genev.) Luke x. 30 Iesus taking
his word said [etc.]. X697 Dryden AEneis XL 510 Then
Drances took the word. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. xxii, Young
Selby. .reverently took up the word: 'Kind uncle, [etc.].

1811 Ora <r Juliet II. 192 Henry.. was going to address
Mrs. Brewster ; but lady Harriet took the word. 18*3 Scott
Quentin D. xxxv, There was a general murmur. ' My Lord
Duke ', said the Count of Crevecceur, taking the word for

the rest, 'this must be better thought on,' 1884 Howells
Silas Lapham x, The Colonel, left alone with his wife..,

made haste to take the word. 1887 Morris Odyssey 1. 32
The Father of Gods and of men . . took up the word.

b. To take (a person's) word : to accept (his)

statement or assertion as true or trustworthy:

usually with for, esp. in the phrase take my word
for it used to emphasize an assertion = I can assure

yon, you may be sure, believe me. + Formerly
also, to accept or trust (a person's) promise; to

give (him) credit (for a debt).

1587 in \V. M. Williams Ann. Pounders'1

Co. (1867) 69 He
givinge his fayth promyse to M r Alderman. . M r Alderman
tooke his worde. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 66, I take
your Princely word, for these redresses. 1597 E. S. Discov.
Knts. Poste A 4, Will you take my word for two pence?
Take thy word? He see thee hangd first (qd she) pay me my
money. 1628 Shirley Witty Pair One L i. B 4, Saue your
credit and let swearing alone, I dare take your word. 1672
Wvchrrley Love in a Wood iv. i. 62 But may 1 take your
word Jonas? 1693 Humours Town 38 Take my word for't.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 284 p 4 Take my Word for it, there
is nothing in it. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 11. iii, Nobody
will take our words for sixpence. 1771 Smollett Humphry
CI. 30 Sept., I took his word and honour that he would
make an effort. 1864 Whately Chr, Ert'd. iii. 21 How can
you know, except by taking the word of the learned for it?

1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in a Boat 186 On a matter of
this kind you can take Harris's word^

C. To take (a person) at his word: see 13 c.

IV. 29. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.

Of, pertaining or relating to, or consisting of a word
or words, as word-accent, -group, 'history, -memory,
-music, -orderrstoch , -trap, -weapon

;
(with agent-n.

or the like) dealing with or acting by means of words,
as word-conjuror, -epicure, -juggler\ -master, -pirate,

-smith, -ivarrior, etc.
;
(with n. of action or the

like, in instrumental sense) done or carried on by
means of words, as word-battle, fence (Fence
sb. 2 b), -jugglery, -war, -wound, -wrangle, etc.

b. Instrumental, as word-beat, -pity vbs. ; word-
charged, -clad, \-strooken, -wounded adjs. C. Ob-
jective, as word-bearer, -breaker, + -bridger (Bridge
z>.2), -hunter; -spinner; etc. ; word-breaking, -build-

ing, -coining, -compelling, 'juggling, -keeping,

-spinning, -splitting, etc. sbs. and adjs. ; also with

pi., t words-speaking ; word-coinage, -composition,

•formation, etc. d. Special comb.: f word-bate
[Bate sbA], contention about words ; word-blind
a. Path., affected with word-blindness, i.e. in-

ability to understand written or printed words when
seen, owing to disease of the visual word-centre;

word-bound a., (a) restrained in speech, unable

to use words freely or fluently
;

(b) bound by one's

word or promise; f word-braving, boasting;

word-catcher, (a) one who catches or cavils at

words, a petty or carping critic
;

(b) one who
catches and collects words: applied contemptuously
to a lexicographer (quot. 1835) ; word-catching,
catching at words, petty criticism; word-centre
Anat., each of certain centres (Centre sb. 7 a) in

the brain, which govern the perception and use of

words (spoken or written); word-craft, the art of

using words, oratorical or literary skill ; word-
deaf a. Path., affected with word-deafness, i.e.

inability to understand words when heard, owing
to disease of the auditory word-centre ; f word-
dearthing^., producing dearth of words, involving

a great expenditure of words
; fword-flowing a.,

fluent in speech; word-hoard, literal rendering of

OE. wordhord treasure of speech ; word-paint v.

trans., to 'paint' in words, describe vividly, make
a word-picture of ; so word-painter, word-paint-
ing sb. and a. ; word-perfect a., knowing per-

fectly every word of one's lesson, part, etc. ; word-
picture, a vivid description in words, presenting

the object to the mind like a picture ; word-play
[cf. G. wortspief\, a play of or upon words (see

Play sb. 7 b) ; word-shot nonce-wd, [after ear-

shof], the distance within which one person can
speak to another; word-spite, spite or ill-will

expressed in words (in quot. attrib.) ; word square,

a set of words of the same number of letters to

be arranged in a square so as to read the same
horizontally or vertically ; a puzzle in which such

a set of words has to be guessed (Webster Suppl.

1880"); word-strife, a rendering of Logomachy;
word-vision ; see quot., and cf. word-blindness

;

f word-wood a. [Wood a."], ' mad J
, wild, or un-

restrained in speech. See also Word-rook, etc.

1903 Winbolt Lat. He.xam. Verse 75 Discrepancy.. be-

tween *word-accent and metrical stress, a 1640 Jackson
Creed x. xxxvii. 3155 *Word-Bates, or Verbal Quarrels,
arising from ambiguous .. expressions. 1853 Kingsley
Hyf>atia xxvii, Not unwilling, like a philosopher and a
Greek,. .to embark in anything like a *word-bat tie. 1846
Trench Mirac. xxxii. 442 The "word-bearer for the rest of
the apostles proves also, when occasion requires, the sword-
bearer. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 197 They revile,

and "word-beate our persons. 1898 H. C. Bastian Aphasia
etc. 329 The patient, .was neither word-deaf nor "word-blind,
1881 J. Ross in Lancet 26 Nov. 905/1 This particular variety

of amnesic aphasia has been named '"word-blindness* by
Kussmaul. 1644 W. Newport Fall of'Man 23 For a Christian
to be absolutely *word-bound, to be tied so to anothers forme
or his own, that he hath no liberty to vary in any expression, is

a great bondage. tyi^Spect. No. 560 pa If I appear a little

word-bound in my first.. responses, I hope it will..be im-
puted, .to the long disuse of speech. 1836 Joanna Baillie
Separation 11. iii, Learn from him The story of the war.
Word-bound he is not : He'll tell it willingly. 164a Fuller
Holy <r Prof St. in. xvii. 195 A *word-braving, or scorning
of all wealth in discourse. 1825 Scott Betrothed iii, The
promiser. .escapes not the sin of a * word-breaker, because
he hath been a drunken braggart. Ibid, vii, Better is an
empty stomach . . with a clear conscience, than a fatted ox
with iniquity and "word-breaking, a 1400 Wyclifs Bible

Pref. Ep. vii. 72 Recapitulatour, *word bregger. 1862 W.
Barnes Tiw p. v, The known course of Teutonic "word-
building. 1894 {title) Word Building as a Guide to Spel-

ling. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 166 Each * Word-catcher, that

lives on syllables. 1835 R. Garnett Pkilol. Ess. (1859)

8 Of this sort of knowledge—the very foundation of all

rational etymology—our word-catchers do not seem to have
had the smallest tincture. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. x. 330
This narrow-minded, sour, and dogmatical little word-catcher.

ai743 Savage Wks. (i775)II.253(Jod.) Isnot*wordcatching
more serviceable in splitting a cause than in explaining a
fine poet 7 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. iv. 152 Sharp word-
catchings, ..and all the quips and quibblets of bar pleading.

1898 H. C. Bastian Aphasia etc. 14 It is permissible to

speak of these portions as auditory and visual ' "word
centres ' respectively. 1879 Spurgeon Serm. XXV. 328 He
sought truth, not controversy and "word-chopping. 1812

W. Tknnant Anster F. vi. lxi, Sweet utterance of "word-
clad breath. 1865 Reader 4 Feb. 133/1 Largely drawn upon
by our modern "word-coinage, more especially by the nomen-
clature of science. ioao iQth Cent. Mar. 482 "Word-coining
was then a common industry. 1887 Rider Haggard Allan
Ouatermain ix, A time-serving and "word-coining poli-

tician. 187a Lowell Dante Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 139 The
.."word-compelling Dante. 1904 H. Bradley Making
Engl. 127 The copious *word-composition of Greek. 1845

Maurice Mor. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II. 576/1 These .

.

specimens of Greek subtlety, .they would be_ inclined to

denounce . . as the exploits of a mere "word-conjuror, a 900

Cynewulp Elene 592 He is..*wordcrajftes wis. 1804 J.

Collins Scripscrap A 3, A Noviciate in the Science of

Word-craft. 1894 Athenxum 22 Dec 863/2 The French

school of literary critics of life., have been curious in their

wordcraft. 1898 H. C. Bastian Aphasia etc, 329 Such indi-

viduals though "word-deaf have nevertheless preserved their

voluntary speech. 1886 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 320/1
The so-called *word-deafness, in which the patient hears but
does not understand words, though he reads them under-

standing^ and repeats them perfectly. 1593 Hashr Christ's

T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 102 Tliys huge*word-dearthing_ taske.

1891 Tablet 2) Aug. 331 The science of "word-derivation

is a growing one. 1862 Merivale Pom. Emp. lxvi. VII.

456 The vanity and frivolity of these masters of "word-
fence. 1681 R. L'Estrange Tully's Offices 66 Crassus .

.

was a "word-flowing speaker. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.
Africa ii. 36 A perfect *word-fog of directions and advice.

1884 Cust in /jt/t Addr. Philol. Soc. 77 The oldest phase of

the Hsemitic "Word-formation. 1884 H. Sweet ibid. 90
Concentrating his attention on the mere sounds of his

*word-group. 1897 AnwYL Welsh Gram. § 19 The unit of

connected speech is., the word-group; e.g. in English,
1 what-do-you-want ? ' 1876 Wiiitnky Lang. Study ii. 66

If English stood all alone among the other languages, .but

an insignificant part of its ^word-history could be read.

1892 Brooke E. E. Lit. i. 1 Widsith told his tale, unlocked

his "wordhoard. 1876 A. S. Palmer {title) Leaves from a
"Word-hunter's Note-book. 1753 Armstrong Taste 131

Those sacred groves where raptur'd spirits, .in 'word-hunting
\va?te the live-long day. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII.

399 "Word-images as integral components of percepts and
concepts. 1876 Emerson Lett.fy Soc. Aims, Pott. <$- /mag.
Wks. (Liohn) III. 160 Barbaric *word-jingle. 1901 Month
Jan. 16 The greatest "word-juggler of all tune. 1847 Lewes
Hist. Philos. (iS5y)Lii. 14 The "word-jugglery of mysticism.

1855 Milman Lat. Christ, xiv. iii. (1S64) IX. 143 Bewildered

by his own skilful "word -juggling. 1876 Mrs.Whitney Si&his

<y Insights xxxiv. 320 Very faith, deeper than mere "word-

keeping. 1866 G. Stephens {title) The Old Northern Runic
Monuments of Scandinavia and England, with Introduc-

tions, Appendices, *\Vord-Lists, Runic Alphabets, &c. 1855
Kingsli-;y Glaucus 69 What the long-*word-makers call an
'interosculant ' group. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. Ix, The
order of "word making. 1884 H. Sweet in 13th Addr.
Philol. Soc. 89 This.. makes the colloquial language a far

better medium of teaching "word-meanings. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 394 Forms of "word memory. 1853 M«s.
Gore Deans Dau. xxiv, Do not give Mi^s Mordaunt reason

to suppose me the only "word-mill in the family ! 1898

Sweet Xeiv Engl. Gram. II. § 1772 The original Arian
"word-order. 1894 Dyan Man's A'taping vi, His mother..

j
*word-painted a picture to him. 1906 G. A. B. Dewar Faery

I

Year 57 We can no more word-paint the water than we can

I

the sunbeam. 1861 BentLys Misc. XLIX. 169 Owen
Meredith is another "word-painter, even luxuriant in power.

1866 \title) "Word Paintings : in Series. 1892 J. Tait Mind
in Matter (ed. 3) 296 Like a poem, a paiable is a word-

painting. 1882 Archaeotogia Cantiana XIV, 3 The de-

scriptive power of a "word-painting historian. 1694 Pei'YS

Let. in Academy (1890) 9 Aug. 110/1 Your Specimen of

Musick-Characters. . must appeaie Graceful!, when y
l 'Word-

Part shall bee added. 1673 Marvkll Rek. Transp. 11. 255

Vou are. .a ineer "Word-pecker, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crezv, Word-Pecker, one that play's with Words. 1894 * J . S.

Winter ' Red Coats 104 [He] had gone over, with care and
loving attention, every little trilling detail of this interview,

until he might fairly have been described as '"word-per-

fect.' 1858-61 J. Brown Horae Subs.(iB6s) 284 Such "word-

pictures as you find in Dante. 1603 Dekker Wonderful
Year To Rdr., Banish these "Word-pirates, (you sacred

mistresses of learning) into the gulfe of Barbarisme. 164*

Fuller Holy % Prof. St. 1. iii. 8 Not so much *word-pity-

ing her, as providing necessaries for her. 1896 J. Rendel
Harms Hernias in Arcadia 74 To determine what the

*word-play consists in. 1911 H. M. R. Murray Erthe upon
Erthe Introd. p. xxix, Word-plays of the kind. .are. .not

common in Latin verse of the time. 1657 J. Watts Scribe,

Pharisee, etc 1. 123 You cannot bring us of, from the "word-
preaching. 1736 Gentt. Mag. VI. 353/2 Dame Law. .call'd

over her *Word-selHng Crew, 187a Yng. Gentlematis
Mag. 212 Little "word-sketches of those absurd scenes.

1896 Literary World 19 June 571/2 Stevenson, the soaring

child of genius and the plodding *word-smith. 158a N. T.

(Rhem.) Acts xvii. 18 What is it that this "wordsower would
say? 1887 W. Morris in Mackail 7.^(1899) II. 187, 1 am an
inveterate "word-spinner. 187a Spurgeon Treas. Dav. III.

Pref. p. v, Huge folios, full of dreary "wordspinning. 1857
Sir F. Palgrave JVorm. $ Eng. II. 561 A silly, yet ferocious,

*wordspite quarrel between Otho and Hugh-le-Grand. 1861

J. Tulloch Engl. Purit. iv. 436 He had too large a soul to

take delight in mere "word-splitting. 1890 Little F~olks

Jan. 63 Geographical "Word Square. C1400 Rom. Rose

5451 They maken foolis glorifie Of her *wordis spekyng.

CX440 Alphabet of Tales 511 perfor is it not gretelie to

charge of wurdis-spekyng and a man do wele. 1926 Fried-

richsen Gothic Vers. Gosp. 23 By skilfully grafting the

vigorous scions of his own speech on to the exotic "word-

stock. 1863 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss. 9 Searching the

*word-stores of the provincial speech-forms of English.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1693) 107 The end of this

Aovo/iaxi'a, or "Word-strife. 1850 T. A. Trollope Impress.

Wand. iv. 56 The emasculated tribe of *word-stringers.

i6aa Mabbe tr. Atemans Guzman a"Alf 1. 263 Whilest he

was hearing this sad storie.. being so "word-sirooken to the

heart. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 307 With a wily

"word-trap, hee deceiued the Archbishop. x8ao T. M itchell

Com. Aristoph. 1. 92 With silent glee his word-traps he lays

deftly. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.Xll. 313 Visual ideation,

more particularly in reference to the association of written

symbols with their meaning ~ that is "word-vision— is

specially impaired by lesion of the left angular gyrus. 1647

Trapp Comm. Jos. ii. 14 (1656) 906 Livy telleth us of the

Athenians, that they waged "Word-war against Philip.

186a Merivale Rom. Emp. lxvi. VII. 460 The word-war of

the dogmatists. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 123

He regarded with dislike the idle "word-warfare of scholastic

ingenuity. 1600 Nashe Summers Lost Will 1447 Those

*word-warriers..Had their heads fild with coosmng fan-

tasies. 1866 Liudon Bampton Led. \. (1867) 17 Professional

word-warriors of the fourth and fifth centuries, a 1555

Ridley Cert. Godly Confer. (1556) 34b, Truste not.. to these

*worde weapons, for the kingdome of godde is not in wordes,

but in power. 1849 Lytton Caxtons vin. iii. (1874} 199 Tre-

vanion was a terrible "word-weigher, a iaso Prov. Alfred
281 in O. E. Misc. 118 Wymmon is "word-wob [v.r. word-
wod^ 190a F. E. Hulme Proverb-Lore 114 Sword-wounds

86-2



WORD.
may be healed, *word-wounds are beyond healing. 1810

Crabbe Borough iv. 523 When the preacher.. Dropp'd the

new word, . , we heard the cry Of the "word-wounded. 1643
Herle Answ. Feme n Indisposed to this kind of *word
wrangle. 1914 D. Crawford Thirsting After God in. i.

152 Mere windy "word-wrangling. 1571 Golding Calvin
onPs.xll. 3 This dubblehartednesse. .maketh men dubble-

tunged & *woordwresters.

Word (wwd), v. [f. Word sb. ; cf. OHG. worton

in spilewortdn to jest, MHG. worten to converse,

discourse, ON. orba to talk, Goth, -waurdjan to

speak).]

1. zntr. To utter words ; to speak, talk. Obs. or

arch.
C1205 Lav. iSosapekingwordede bus. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. xiv. 246 Whi 3e worden to me bus was for ich aiesonede

reson. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3393 And now wate thow my
woo, worde as the lykes. C1400 Beryn 3261 Al be that

Geffrey wordit sotilly, The Steward & be burgeysis held it

for foly, Al that evir he seyd. 1690 C. Nesse O. % N. Test.

1. 131 The judge., will not ask men., how they have worded,

but how they have walked. 1819 Keats Hyperion n. 251

Thus wording timidly among the fierce. 1850 [see Wording
vbl.sb. 1].

b. To word it : to talk, esp. excessively
_
or

violently; to have (high) words with. Obs. ox dial.

i6ra Webster White Devil 11. i. C3I}, My Lords, you
shall not word it any further Without a milder limit. 1613

Day Dyallv'i. (1614) 102, I will not stand wording it with

our Adversaries. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xi. 7 Thus God
words it with them. 1647 — Comm. Jas. iii. 13 (1656) 909
Who is a Wise man.) Not he that words it most ; for multt*

loquio stultiloquium. 1692 L'Estrange Fables ccccxxiii.

399 He that .. contemns a Shrew to the Degree of not

Descending to Word it with her. «i7i6 South Serm.

(1744) X. 148 Men may snarl, and word it high against

providence, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Word, to dis-

pute ; to wrangle. Ex. ' They worded it a long while.'

2. trans. To utter in words, say, speak (occas.

as distinct from singing) ; f also, to speak of,

mention. Obs. or arch.
13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 421 When I hade worded quatso-

euer I cowbe, To manace alle bise mody men. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. $ CI. iv. xiii. 9 Say, that the last I spoke was Anthony,
And word it (prythee) pitteously. 1611 — Cymb. iv. ii. 240,

I cannot sing: lie weepe, and word it with thee, 1663
Waterhouse Fortescutus Illustratus 424 This_ way of

Government being .. changed,, .it was made capitall (not

onely to endeavour, but even to word the restitution thereof).

1849 [see Wording vbl.sb. 1].

f3. a. To ply or urge with words. Obs. rare.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <$ CI. v. ii. 191 He words me Gyrles, he
words me, That I should not be Noble to my selfe.

fb. To bring by the use of words (into or out

of a specified condition or course of action). Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. xix. 32 To have to doe with

perverse irrationall half-witted men, and to be worded to

death with nonsence. 1692 South Serm. I. Ep. Ded. A 3 b,

Men are not to be Worded into new Tempers, or Constitu-
tions, a 1716 Ibid., 1 Peter ii. 23 (1744) VIII. 187 Not. .to

word away our souls, or declaim ourselves into perdition.

4. To express in or put into words ; to compose,
draw up. Obs. exc. as in b.

1613 {title) Songs of Mourning. . .Worded by Tho. Cam-
pion. And set forth to bee sung with one voyce to the Lute,
or VioU : by John Coprario. 1623 Lisle Mlfric on O. $ N.
Test. To Rdr. 32 It would giuevs occasion either in wording
or sentensing the principall parts thereof to looke back a
little into this outworne dialect. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
210 Before the first Logician ever worded a Proposition.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 225, I would have the
question worded, before you rise, lest to-morrow be spent in
it

;
a 1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 282 Love

dictated, Love worded ev'ry Line. 1806 W. Taylor in Ann.
Rev. IV. 604 Spreading languages . . have flourished and
have faded, without wording one eminent narrative poem.
1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 456 This statement
oflimits is found worded over again in the Protocol.

b. esp., and now only, with reference to the kind
of language or form of words used ; hence freq. with
advb. qualification.

1619 Middleton Love # Antiq. Wks. (Bullen) VII. 315
Triumphs, wherein Art hath been but weakly imitated and
most beggarly worded. 1671 Baxter Holiness lxiv. 18 They
have not the skil to word and methodize their notions
rightly. 1701 J. Norris fd.al World 1. ii. 126 'Tis in reality
one and the same question, only differently worded. 1713
Popk Let. to Addison 14 Dec., This little instant of our
life, which (as Shakespear finely words it) is rounded with
asleep. 1836 Thir lwall Greece xx. III. 153 Instructions
angrily worded. 1883 Miss Broughton Belinda 1. viii, It

is coarsely worded, I admit, ..but, believe me, the advice is

sound. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert xxii. 267 She kept
repeating to herself various ways of wording her message J

for it was . . no easy one to construct.

o. nonce-uses. To represent as in words ; to pad
out with (unnecessary) words.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. iv. 16 This matter of marrying his

Kings Daughter.. words him (I doubt not) a great deale
from the matter. 1646 T. Coleman Brotherly Exam. Re-
ex. Postscript 22 Pamphlets .. wherein six pages., are
worded out to thirty six.

d
"Word, obs. (erron.) form of Weird sb.

14. . Guy Warw. (Camb.) 1155, 7416.

Word: see Okd, World, Worth ».

Wordage (w^udedg). rare. [f. Word sb. +
-age.] Words collectively ; - Verbiage i.

1819 Westm. Rev. Apr. 417 The plates are ..sufficient

without all the wordage. 1858 Arnot Laivsfrom Heaven
Ser. n. 22 [The tongue] may revolve with the rapidity, .of.

.

machinery, throwing off. .a continuous web of wordage.

"Word-book (w»\idbuk). [f. Word sb. + Book
sb. ; in sense 1 cf. G. worterbuch (f. gen. pi. of

284

wort word + buch book), Du. \woordboek. woorden-

boek, Icel. ordabdk. Sw. ordbok
t
Da. ordbog.]

L A book containing a list of words (as of the

vocabulary of a language, a book, an art, or science)

arranged in alphabetical or other systematic order.

The term is often used where it is desired to avoid the

implication of completeness or elaboration of treatment

characteristic of a dictionary or lexicon.

1598 Florio Ital. Diet. To Rdr. b 1, If no other bookes
can be so well perfected, but still some thing may be added,
how much lessea Word-booke? 1730 BAiLEY(foL), Vocatw-
lary, a Word-Book, a little Dictionary containing a Col-
lection of Words. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1755 (1904) I.

197 Johnson's Dictionary, .a work of much greater mental
labour than mere Lexicons, or Word-books, as the Dutch
call them. 1867 Smyth (title) The Sailor's Word-book: an
Alphabetical Digest of Nautical Terms. 1879 Miss Jackson
{title) Shropshire Word-Book: a Glossary of Archaic and
Provincial Words, etc. used in the County. x88a {title)

A Word-Book for Students of English History.

2. The * book of the words ' or libretto of a
musical composition.
1878 J. Marshall in Grove pict. Mus. I. 353 Besides

translating many foreign libretti, [H. F. Chorley] wrote the
original word-books of one version of the * Amber Witch'
(Wallace),.. of the 'May Queen' (Bennett), [etc.]. 189X
Guardian 23 Sept. 1531 Mr. Culwick's interesting summary
of the word-book and its annotations.

Worde : see Ord, Word, World, Worth v.

Worded (wo-jded), ppl. a. [f. Word sb. or v.

+ -ED.]

1. Formed into words ; expressed in or put into

words, rare.
1606 Chapman Genii, l/sheriv. i. 69 Away with this vn-

medicinable balme Of worded breath. 1869 Ruskin Q. of
Air i. § 42 Capable of interpretation only by the majesty of
ordered, beautiful, and worded sound. 1880' Mark Twain'
Tra?n/> Abr. 1, 516 No worded description of a moving
spectacle is a hundredth part as moving as the same spectacle
seen with one's own eyes.

b. Qualified by an adv. : Expressed in a par-

ticular kind of language or form of words ; phrased
in such-and-such a manner.
1848 W. K. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 210 A

cautiously worded, but firm answer. 1871 Miss Braddon
Lovets i, Every occasion brought.. the same coldly worded
letter. 1899 Mackail W. Morris II. 270 His latest and
most carefully-worded confession of faith.

2. j^l of words : a. involving the use of many
words, wordy ; b. having a good stock of words at

command, nonce-uses.
1638 Welkins New World vi. 81 He was much opposed by

Aristotle in some worded disputations, but never confuted
by any solid reason. 1734 J. Richardson Milton's P. L.

ft.
Ixxxiii, A Man of Learning indeed, and a Great Etymo-

ogist, but a Meer Scholar. ..Morus was also a Worded
Man; and he was a Celebrated Preacher.

"Wordel, Wordely, obs. ff. World, Worldly.
Worder (w^udai). rare. [f. Word v. + -er K]
+ a. One who uses (many) words ; a chatterer,

prater. Obs. b. One who puts something into

words ; one who frames the words or terms of a
subject.

1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace I. 3 They were neither
worders, or giuen to high laughter. 1654 Whitlock Zoo-
tomia 206 Each good Action speaking more effectually..

Conviction to Spectators, than any (though the subtlest

worder) could ever arrive to. Ibid. 359 It were to be wished,
we cold not say as much of our high worders, of their

Covetousnesse. 1683 E. Hooker Pref Pordage's Mystic
Div. 36 Other worders as there are too mani, not to conceal
som of our impertinently idl Pulpit-praters [etc.]. 1887
Knollvs Sk. Life Japan 267 The.. details belong to the
worders of science.

Wordeyn, obs. form of Ordain.
Wordie, var. Wordy sb. Sc. ; obs. f. Wordy a.,

Worthy.
Wordily (wcudili), adv. [f. Wordy a. + -ly 2

.]

In a wordy manner or style; with excess or
abundance of words; verbosely.
152a World $ Child 277 The kynge of Wrathe full wordely

. . wyll me mayntayne. 1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Hum. Heav.
on Earth n. beviii, Some wordy-men. .raught at Rethorikes
Rules to rule thereby:, .they rul'd wordily. 170a Calamy
Life R. Baxter x. 564 This Article of the Controversie hath
been manag'd very Wordily. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets i. 32
Sophists and rhetoricians begin to flourish and everything
that can be wordily elaborated, is grist for their mill. 1891
Smiles Mem. J. Murray I, ix. 198 Southey wrote so
smoothly, so easily, so wordily.

Wordine, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Worth v.

Wordiness (w£udines). [f. as prec. + -ness.]
The quality of being wordy ; excess or multiplicity
of words ; verbosity.

1727 Bailey (vol. II), Wordiness, .. Talkativeness, &c.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vn. xiii. 112 The empty wordi-
ness of his factious subjects—their intemperate harangues.
1862 J. Angus Handbk. Engl. Tongue 373 A copious phrase-
ology is one cure of wordiness, and is essential to effective
writing.

Wording (w£\idirj), vbl. sb. [f. Word v. (or
Sb.) + -INGir]

1. Speaking, talking, utterance. Obs. or arch.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 62 The Senate

will leave wording presently. 1625 Massinger New Way
111. ii, Marrall. Pray you a word Sir. Greed. No wording
now. 1819 Keats Otho 11. i, Fine wording, Duke 1 but
words could never yet Forestall the fates. 1849 Sears
Regeneration m. i. (1859) 126 The wording and rewording
of liturgies is not prayer. 1830 Bushnell5^/« Christ 159

WORDLESS.
They must have their reality to me in what they express
when taken as the wording forth of God.
^ attrib. 1860 Swinburne Queen-Mother 1. ii, All this word-
ing-time I am not perfect where this wrong began.

+ b. A saying, statement. Obs. rare.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxiii. 348 Old Wordings.

.

prouing trew.

t 2. Angry or abusive speech ; ' having words

'

(see Wokd sb. 5). Obs.
i$6\Child-Marriages 120 In wordinge betwixe the mother

of the said Isabell & the said Rafe, the said Rafe said to her,

that 'her doughter Isabell was a hoore and a thief*. 1594
O. B. Quest, Pro/it. Concern, 13 She termeth..his outfacing
& wording at me, audacitie and manly boldnesse. 1614
Purchas Pilgrimage vm. viii. (ed. 2) 7S0 They are great
gamsters, their play like that of Dice : in which they carrie

themselues very patiently without swearing or wording.

3. The action of putting or condition of being put
into words ; composition or expression in language

(spoken or written), esp. in reference to the words
used ; mode of speech, form of words, phrasing.

1649 Mii.ton Eikon. iv. 36 Tis beleev'd this wording was
above his known stile and Orthographic 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 364 If constancy may be tainted with this selfish-

nesse (to use our new Wordings of old and general Actings).

1657 Heylin Ecclesia Vind. Pref. cib, The Directory
which prescribes, .the sense and scope., of the Prayers and
other parts of publick Worship, doth in effect leave nothing
to the Ministers spirit but the wording of it. 1687 Ld.
Sunderland in Magd Coll. (O. H. S.) 169 His Majesty
leaves the wording of it to you. 1718 Breval Play is the
Plot 11. i. 18 Take me Pen, Ink, and Paper, and write him
a Letter of my Wording. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I.

Introd. 7 Some forms necessary in the wording of last wills

and testaments. Ibid, vi. 228 This is the form of the coro-

nation oath, as it is now prescribed . . : but the wording of it

was changed at the revolution, because, .the oath itself had
been framed in doubtful words and expressions, 1818 Keats
Endym. iv. 962 Things for which no wording can be found.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxiv, I entreat the attention of the
jury to the wording of this document. 1839 Hallam Lit.

Eur. iv. TO. § 43 His plain and manly sentences often give
us pleasure by the wording alone. 1865 M. Arnold Ess.
Crit. x. (1875) 411 The clear thought which is. .at the bottom
of that troubled wording. 1881 Proctor Fam. Science
Studies 43, 1 have altered the wording., in such a way as to

avoid the use of technical expressions. 1913 Spectator
26 July 148/1 The meaning. .is plain, though the wording
is, to say the least, . .involved.

4. A set of written words, an inscription, rare.

1908 Times 28 Jan. 4/6 A box . . with . . the well-known
Havana indications, including the lock-label with the
Spanish wording.

So fWo-rding" ppl. a. (a) consisting in (mere)

words, verbal; (b) using many or empty words,

wordy; (c) characterized by angry words, con-

tentious, quarrelsome.
1601 Cornwallis Ess. 11. xxx. (1631) 48 Patrone of the

vulgar whose wording favour, .hath such an operation with

mans frailtie. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 315 It is prob-

able she was begotten by some ..Wording Poet, for she
consists of as many fearefull sounds without science. i68z

Bunyan Holy War'io Rdr. (1684J A 3 b, In Parleys, or in

wording Jars.

t Wcrdish, a. Obs. [f. Word sb. + -ish i.]

1. Consisting in or concerned with words, esp.

mere words (as opposed to realities) ; verbal : cf.

Wordy a. 3.

41586 Sidney Apol. Poetry (Arb.) 33 A perfect picture

I say, for hee yeeldeth to the powers of the minde, an image
of that whereof the Philosopher bestoweth but a woordish
description. Ibid. 69 Both [Poetry and Oratory] haue such

an affinity in this wordish consideration. 1657 J. Sergeant
Schism Dispach't 36 Blundering the plainest truths with

multitudes of wordish evasions. 1675 Crowne Calisto v. 73
All wordish praise she is so much above That eloquence

would prophanation prove. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos.

454 To make the Doctrine of Words to be a. .part of Phi-

losophy, is to make Philosophy Wordish.

2. Using, or containing, an excess of words ; ver-

bose: = Wordy a. 1.

1604 Scoloker Daiphantus Argt., More desirous to be
thought honest, then so to be wordish beyond discretion.

a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 19, I have made my story

too wordish;.. I should have pared much away.

Hence fWordishly adv.. f Wordishness.
1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 26 Loquacity, that is,

voluntary talking wordishly without a syllable of sense.

Ibid. 390 The emptie wordishnes in his ' Reply '. 1697 —
Solid Philos. 286 All the Wordishness, and empty Disputes

among Trivial Philosophers.

Wordle, obs. f. World ; var. Wortle.

Wordless (wcudles), a. [f. Word sb. + -less.]

1. Inexpressible in words ; unspeakable, unutter-

able. Obs. or merged in 2.

ciaoo Trim. Coll. Horn. 113 Wordles song is he herte

michele blisse, be heo haueS of heuenliche Singe, and ne

mai beroffe be stille ne mid worde hem atellen. 1647 Trapp
Comm. 1 Cor. xv. 51 (1656) 701 This, likely was one of those

wordless words [appTjra p-^fxara : 1611 unspeakable words]

that Paul heard in his rapture, 2 Cor. 12. 4. 1683 E. Hooker
Pref. Pordage's Mystic Div. 66 Hee was caught up into the

third Heaven, .where Hee heard wordless Words (so the

Graec most emphaticly) Words unutterabl, unexpressibl.

2. Not expressed in words ; unspoken, unuttered.
a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 889 So thought I.. That word-

lesse answere in no toun Was tane forobligacioun. 1633 P.
Fletcher Elisa 11. iv, So sat she joylesse down in wordlesse
grief complaining. 1820 Byron Juan m. lviii, The stern,.

.

deep, and wordless ire Of a strong human heart, 1870
Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 189 Some wordless prayer of
agony. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. viii. 270 The deaf-and-
dumb . . work out . . such analogies . . in their wordless thought,



WORDLESSLY. 285 WORK.
1884 ' Edna Lyall * We Two xix, Love of the deepest sort

is wordless.

3. Not uttering a word ; not speaking, silent,

speechless. Also transf. of action or feeling (cf. 2).

a 1500 Chaucer's Drente 516 Wordlesse he was,and semed
sicke. 1593SHAKS. Lucr. 112 Her iote with heaued-vp hand
she doth expresse, And wordlesse so greetes heauen for his

successe. 185a Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 522 She, wordless, went,
But looked her thanks. 1881 Christina Rossetti Later Life
iii. Poems (1904) 298 Our wordless tearless numbness of
distress. 1890 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 8 Feb. 300/2 The patient

was quite speechless, or, at least, wordless. 1904 G. Watson
Sunshine £f Sentim. 18S, I was unable to follow her, and
stood dumfounded and wordless.

b. Lacking the faculty or power of speech.
1648 J. Quarles Fans Lachrym. 52 The wordless tongues

of thirsty children cleave To their unliquid mouths. 1846
C/uimbers's Jrnl. 16 May 312 A Word for the Wordless.

c. Lacking words for expression.
1881 Povnter Among the Hills I. 282 Her mind was too

uncultivated, too wordless. 1896 Howells Impressions £
Exp. 104 The innocence of wordless infancy.

4. Not accompanied by words
; (of a play) acted

without words.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas it. ii. it. Babylon 333 The

winged quiers, ..Their sounds want sense; their notes are
word-lesse still. 1855 Bailey Mystic 137 No wordless mur-
murs of expectant joy. 1882 J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool
xxx, The little wordless song which his. .mother had sung.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 9 Jan. 3/2 The history of wordless plays
on the modern London stage. 192a G. K. Chesterton Man
who knew 258 The man . . cast it down with a wordless sound
more shocking than a curse.

Hence Wordlessly adv., Wo*rdlessness.
185a Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 250 The eagle they petitioned

to preside, . . The bird of curvtfd beak and radiant eye Bowed
wordlessly, and swept down from the sky. 1891 M. Muriel
Dowie Girl in Karp. xiii. 178 We were left.. wordlessly
grateful. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 8 June 3/1 The momentary
wordlessness that is certain to fall occasionally to the lot of
everyone.

wordli(e,-Uch(e,Wordling, obs. ff. World-
ly, Worldling.
Wordlore (wi^idlosi). [f.WoBDj& + Lobe $3.*

Cf. G. wortlehre.] a. The study of words and their

history ; the words collectively of a language and
their history, b. (= G.wortlehre.) The doctrine

of the forms and formation of words ; morphology.
1870 Dublin Univ. Mag: Mar. 282 (art.) Word-lore. 1871

Kennedy Public Sch. Lat. Gram. 5 Etymology comprises:—
I. Phonology or Soundtore, the doctrine of Sounds. II. Mor-
phology or Wordlore, the doctrine of Words. 1904 A. S.

Palmer (title) The Folk and their Word-Lore: an Essay
on Popular Etymologies.

t "Wo*rdly, a. Obs. rare, [f. Word sb. + -lt *.]

Dealing in, or consisting in, mere words ; verbal.

1633 Ames Fresh Suit agst. Cerem, Pref. p. v, These
wordly gospellers. Ibid. n. 36 A wordly distinction betwixt

Doctrinal! and Rituall Ceremonies.

"Wordly, -lyche, obs. forms of Worldly.
Wordman (wyudmsen). rare. [f. Wobd j&

+

Manj^.i] A man who deals with or has com-
mand of words ; a master of language. So Wo*rd-
manship, skill in the rise of words.
1633 Cockebam ii, A great Word man, grandiloquus. 1654

J. Webster Acad. Exam. 68 Men that.. think themselves

the most skilful wordmen or Logodsedalists in the world.

a 1731 Prior Dial. betw. Charles fy Clenard Wks. 1907 1 1.

213, 1 will not shew my Anger against this Word-man. i88a

Stevenson Men <y Bks. Pref. p. xiii, The great contemporary
master of wordmanship, and indeed of all literary arts.

Wordinonger (wzridm^rjgai). [f. Word s&.

+ Monger.] One who deals in words, esp. in

strange or pedantic words, or in empty words
without sense or substance, contemptuous.

1590 Tarlton's News Purgat. Ep. Ded. A 2 b, The word-
mongers of malice, that like the Vipers grew odious to their

own kinde. 1628 Shirley Witty Fair One v. iv, A pedant 1-

cal, lousy wordmonger. 1749 Lavington Enthus. Meth.
$ Papists (1820) 331 God hath cautioned me against these

word-mongers. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. vi. iii. (1866) 813
The word-mongers who could clothe one shivering thought
in a hundred thousand garments. 1884 Tennyson Becket
II. ii, Diagonalise t thou art a word*monger

So Wordmo tigering*, -mo ugery.
1879 H. N. Hudson Hamlet Pref. p. xiv, Too much time

..spent in mere word-mongering and lingual dissection.

1903 Times Lit. Suppl. 20 Mar, 87/3 Word*mongery has
been overdone here and there.

Wordre, obs. form of Order sb.

WordsWOrthian (wrudzwjJ'ibian), sb. and a.

[f. the name of the English poet William Wards-
worth (1770-1850) + -IAN.] a. sb. An admirer or

imitator of Wordsworth, or a student of his works.

b. adj. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of

Wordsworth
;
(of a poem) composed by, or in the

style of, Wordsworth.
1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 12, I am enough of a Words-

worthian not to confine my tastes to the received elegancies
of society. 1825 Lockhart in Scott's Fam. Lett. (1894) II.

342 Miss Hume is an ecstatic Wordsworthian, and is to go
to see him one of these days in the flesh. 1856 Ruskin Mod.
Painters III. iv. xvii. § 29. 304 * J'aime mieux mamie *_,is..

the first Wordsworthian poem brought forward on philoso-

phical principles, to oppose the schools of art and affectation.

1874 Mi.kcyl\%Self-Cult, 44 Given to indulge in Wordsworthian
musings. 1878 R. H. Hutton Scott xvi. (1888) 162 Even
Scott, who was so little of a Wordsworthian, . -must have
recurred that day ..to that favourite Wordsworthian poem.
1921 Spectator 2 July 7/1 Imagine a poet whose mind was

perfectly balanced between the desirability of gorgeous
Swinburnesque ornament and Wordsworthian austerity.

Hence Wordswo rtliianism.
1881 Sat. Rev. 12 Feb. 215 There has been of late a recru-

descence of Wordsworthianism.

Wordy, wordie (wautli), sb. Sc. [f. Word
sb. + -Y 6 7\ A little or slight word.
1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 111. xx, She her man like

a lammy led Hame, wi*a well-wail'd wordy. 1785 Burns
To Rev. y. M^Math iii, A pack . .Wha . . Can easy, wi' a
single wordie, Lowse hell upon me. a 1840 Joanna Baillie
Song, Wood <y Married 38 Weel waled were his wordies.

Wordy (wSudi), a. [Late OE. wordig, f. Word
sb. + -ig, -Yl.]

1. Full of or abounding in words, a. Of speech

or writing: Consisting of or containing many words;
» Verbose i.

cxxoa Aldhelm Gloss, in Napier O.K. Glosses 38/1416
Uerbasa, wordi?. 138a Wyclif / Cor. Prol., Wordy elo-

quence of philosophic 1641 Bp. Hall Ansiv. Vind. Smcct.
103 In this their wordy, and wearisome Volume. 1713 Howe
jfane Shore lit. i, To deal in wordy Compliment Is much
against the Plainness of my Nature. 1778 Bp. Lowth
Transl. Isaiah Prelim. Diss. p. lxviii, The Chaldee Para-
phrase, .often wanders from the Text in a wordy allegorical

explanation. 1853 Hallam Mid. Ages (ed. 10) ii. Note 5. I.

297 If the Franks scorned the complex and wordy jurispru-

dence of Rome. ^1873 Lytton Pausanias i. (1876) 49 The
Athenian fashion of wordy boasting. 1877 Kinglakr Crimea
(18S0) VI. ix. 309 This despatch was beyond measure wordy.

b. Of a person : Using an excess of words; =
Verbose 2 ; occas. garrulous, talkative.

1382 Wyclif Job xvi. 21 My woordi frendis [1388 ful of
wordis], 1483 Cath. Augl. 423/2 Wordy, verbosus

t
<$ cetera ;

z-fo" Chaterer. 1636 Sir R. Baker Caio Variegatus 9 Words
against wordy men, thou must not vse. 171a -Steele Sped,
No. 448 p 1 Phocion, beholding a wordy Orator, while he
was making a magnificent Speech to the People. 1854 R. S.

Surtebs Handley Cr. xiv. (1901) I. 106 The barber's pretty

but rather wordy wife. 1881 Stevenson Virg, Pucrisque 80
A wordy, prolegomenous babbler.

f 2. Skilled in the use of words. Obs. rare.

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I.

80/1 Be he a Pleader, and a wordie Man. 1609 — Hum.
Heav. on Earth 11. lxviii. Some wordy-men, hy words,
sought worthinesse. t68o Otway Orphan iv. vii, You talk

to me in Parables, Chainont ; You may have known that

I'm no wordy Man.
3. Consisting or expressed in words ; of words

;

verbal. Now chiefly in phr. wordy war. (Often

with mixture of sense 1 a.)

1627 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 129 Intrusion on
Gods Prerogatiues royall is rather in facts, then wordy pro-

fession. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Jamesii. 14 Is not
a meer wordy Profession an unprofitable thing to your
selves..? Will. .saying you believe, profit to Salvation, if

you. .live not according to the Gospel ? 1715 Rowe Lady
yane Gray I. i, These Clergy Quarrels, These wordy Wars
of proud ill-manner'd Schoolmen. 1741 B. Franklin Poor
Richard (1890) in He that talks much, talks in vain ; We
from the wordy torrent fly. 1791 Cowper Iliad n. 463 All

that wordy tempest for a girl. 1814 Byron Lara 1. xxiii,

To mar The mirthful meeting with a wordy war. i860

Tesnyson Sea Dreams 31 When the wordy storm Had ended.

Wordy, -nesse, obs. ff. Worthy, Worthiness.

t Wore, sb. Obs. Of doubtful origin and mean-
ing ;

perh. identical with Ware «M, Ore 6 (OE.
war) seaweed, but possibly repr.OE. wdra

t
wdrum,

glossing med.L, sablonum, sablonibas ? sandy or

pebbly shore (see, however, note in Napier's 0. E.
Glosses, p. 49).
a t^to A lysouniv. in Wright Lyric P. 28 Icham forwowyng

al forwake, wery so water in wore. 13. . Maximon in B6d-
deker Altengl. Dicht. 249 Y wake as water in wore; iesu

crist, bin ore 1

t Wore, v.1 Obs. rare. Also wori. [perh. to

be referred to OK. wSrian only intr. to wander, f.

wor-y root of werig Weary a., q.v.] irons. To
trouble, disturb, confuse.

a iaas Ancr. R. 386 pis mong woreS [v.r. weorreS] so be

eien of be heorte bet heo ne mei iknowen God. c 1130

Halt Meid. (MS. Bodl.) 714 pet hare flesches eggunge, ne

be feondes fondunge..ne wori [v.r. weorri] hare heorte

wit. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 24 Ther afterward this

worldes won with muchel unwynne us woren wolde.

+ Wore, z/.2 Naut. Obs. Pa.t. of Wear v$
irreg. used for inf.

1744 J. Philips yrnl. Exped. Anson 8 At 8 made the

Signal to wore Ship. Ibid. 41 Fresh Gales.. which obliged

most of the Ships to wore and bear down to the Leeward.

Wore (wow), pa. t. of Wear v. 1 ;
pa. t. and

pple. of Wear z*.
2

Wore, obs. pa. t. of Be v. ; obs. f. Ore 2
,
Ore °;

var. Ware sb. Q Obs,

Wored, obs. form of Word.
tWori, a. Obs. [?f. stem of Wore vA + -i,

-Y l
. (Connexion with OE. wdrig is improbable.)]

'Troubled', disturbed, turbid.

CX175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Hu maht bu iseon bine, sceadewe

in worie watere. a iaoo Moral Ode 142 in O. E. Horn. I.

169 Betere is wori water drunch ben alter meind mid wine.

a 1*25 After. R. 386 Haue euer schir heorte bus» & ^° a '

bet tu wilt. Haue wori heorte & al be sit vuele. £1390

St. Brendan 260 in 5. En*. Leg. 226 Twey faire wellene,

bat on was suybe cler, And sumilel wori.. bat ober was.

Worie, obs. form of Worry v.

Work (wwk), sb. Forms : a. I-J weorc, 3-4

weork(e, (3 Orm. weorrc, weorrk-). 0. 1-4

were, (3 wserc, weerk, Orm, werrc), 3-6 werk(e
;

(4 -eke, -kke, 5 wherk, 6 Sc. verk) ; Sc. and
north. 4 warc(ke, vark, 4-7 warke, 4- wark.
7. 1 wyrc, 1-2 wurc, 3 wurck, wurk, (5 wrke)

;

4 wirke. 8. 1-3 wore, 3-7 worke, (3, 6 worck,
4 vorke, 6 woorke, wourke, 6-7 worcke), 6-
work. e. 2—3 werch, 3, 5-6 worch(e, wurch, 9
dial, wurtch

; 3, 7- warch (see Wakk sbX). [OE.
«w?r = 0Fris.,OS., (M)LG., (M)Du. werk, OHG.
werak, were (MHG. werc/i, were, G. werk), ON.
verk (Sw., I)a. verk) :— OTeut. *werkom (see

Work v.) ; cognate are Gr. £0701/, Arm. gore, Zend
vatpza- activity. Forms 7 and « show partial

assimilation to the forms of Work v. ; see also

Wark, warch sb. 1 (in a specialized sense).]

I. 1. Something that is or was done; what a
person does or did ; an act, deed, proceeding, busi-

ness ; in pi. actions, doings (often collectively = 3).

arch, or literary in gen. sense.

sing. 971 BUckl. Horn. 47 pis weorc bib deoflum se maesta
teona. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 10 God weorc heo
worhte on me. ciooo ^lfric Horn. I. 318 past weorc wass
begunnen on?;ean Godes willan. ciao5 Lav. 2574 Menbriz
dude an vuel weorc. c 1230 Halt Meid. (1922)25 Halden ham
i reste fram bat fleschliche were. 1338 R. Bkunne Chrott.

(1810) 80 Or it wer alle ent be werke ("it bei did wirke.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 446 Chaistese pam..Efter be
wark bat bai haue wroght. 1450- 1530 Myrr. our Ladye III.

310 Whyle god fulfylleth thys daye the worke of nature.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 434 Quhen Wallas thus this worthi
werk had wrocht. a 1529 SkELTON P. Sparwe 569 The
kestrell in all this warke Shall be holy water clarke. a 1548
Hall Chron., Edw. IV 207 b, Se the worke of God,., ther

rose suche a sodain wynde and a terrible tempest. 1595
Shaks. yohn iv. iii. 57 It is a damned, and a bloody worke.
x599 Peele David fy Bethsabe E ij b, Is not the hand of
Ioab in this worke? 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage III. xv.

272 A people of that beastly disposition, that they performed
the most secret worke of Nature in publike view. 1679
South Serm., Prov. Hi. 17 (1697) I. 28 After a long fatigue

of Eating, and Drinking, and BabHng, he concludes the great

work of Dining Gentihjly. 1848 Thackeray Van. /-Vz/rlxvii,

For almost the last time in which she shall be called upon to

weep in this history, she commenced that work. 1859 H.
KlN'GSLEY G. Hamlyn viii, All this doctor's stuff is no use,

unless you can say a charm as will undo her devil's work.
pi. Beo'.uulf 2%q Jescad witan worda and worca. ^897

^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxii. 210 £if we hie mynd?,ia5
hiera godna weorca. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 3 Ne do
£e na asfter heora worcum ; Hi?; stcgeaft & ne doii. <rii75

Lamb. Horn. 145 Alle we beo3 in monifald wawfe. .hwat for

ure eldere werkes, hwat for ure a^ene gultes. 1x250 Hymn
16 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 257 £at ic non b-iriR mid unricht

Wurche be werches be beo5 towilde. c 1250 Praytr to our
Lady 29 in O. E. Misc. 193 Ich habbe isune^et mid wurken
and midtl mucSe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1983 Wit lele werks lok

5ee dele. 1362 Lakgl. P. PI. A. Prol. 3 In Habite of an
Hermitevn."noly ofwerkes. 1471 Caxton AVcKj^/tSommer)
19 She was..wyse in her werkes honeste in conuersacion »
flowryng in alle vertuys. 1526 Tindale Matt. xi. 2 When
Jhon beinge in preson herde the workes of Christ. 1560

Bible (Genev.) Isa. lix. 6 Their workes are workes of iniqui-

tie. 16:3 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. viii. 119 Hypocrisie louts

her workes should be seene, but not her humour, a 1763
Shensione Ess. xxx't. Wks. 1765 II. 223 A Deity, whose very
words are works, and all whose works are wonders, a 1863
Whately Chr. Evid. v, The works performed by Jesus and
His disciples were beyond the unassisted powers of man.

b. Theol. {pi.) Moral actions considered in re-

lation to justification : usually as contrasted with

faith or grace. Rarely in sing. (See also 32.)
Covenant 0/ Works : see Covenant sb. 8 a.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 268 ?if I shal werke be here

werkis to wynne me heuene, ..panne wrou5te I vnwisly.

138a Wyclif Eph. ii. 9 By grace 5e ben saued bi feith,..it

is the ^ifte of God, not of werkis, that no man glorie. c 1480

Hesryson Fox, Wolf ^ Husb. 207 Warkis that fra ferme

faith proceidis. 1516 Tindale Rom. xi. 6 Yff hit be of grace

then is it not by the deservynge of workes [161 r then is it no
more of workes]. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 107 Faith

causis hime to virk throw lwiff godlie and chrissine varkis.

J625 Mountacu App. Cxsar. 164 The person with God
must be made acceptable .. before any work of his become
approveable. 1635 D. Dickson Hebr. vii. 19. 131 To seeke

to bee.. justified and saved, by workes, is to seeke that by

the Lawe, which could never bee brought to passe, by it.

C. Qualified by phr. with ^/"expressing the moral

quality of the action, as a work or works of charity,

ofdarkness, of mercy, etc.

eiaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 De were of besternesse bat

ben alle heuie sennen. a 1300 Cursor M. 19764 Cristen sco

was and euer fus Abute all werkes of almus. 1340-1824 [see

Hfkcy sb. 7]. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 25 It is werk of

mercy to birie dede men. C1440 Gesta Rom. 341 It was a

werke of charitee. 15*6 Tindale Eph. v. 11 Have no felu-

shippe with the vnfrutfull workes of dercknes. 1560 Daus

tr. Slcidane's Comm. 18 Amonges other workes of Charitie .

.

we shoulde.. comfort* the sicke. x7oi
EmOwwv^^j

find it v. ii. 63, I have another Work of Charity upon my

%and •

. to reform an extravagant H usband
.

.8x6
j
Wilson

City ofPlagu* in. ii, Even in her dreams Her soul is at some

work of charity.

d. The work of . , .: a proceeding occupying

(a stated length of time). So a work of time :

a proceeding which takes a long time.

1605 Bacoh Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 2 The confused mass and

matter of heaven and earth was made in a moment ;
and the

disposition of that chaosor mass was the work of six days.

1813 Scott Rokeby 11. xxi, To wrench the sword from Wil-

frid's hand..Was but one moment's work. *8i8 — Hrt.
' Midi li They had now only to double a small head-land. .

;

, but in the state of the weather, and the boat being heavy,

this was like to be a work of time. 1819 — Ivanhoe xxxu



WORK.
1834 Mauryat Peter Simple xxxiii, All this was. .but the

work of a few minutes. 1906 Alice Werner Natives Brit.

Central Africa vi. 136 Once the water has been brought to

the boil, which .. is apt to be a work of time.

e. spec, (see quots.).

1869 Landreth Life Adam Thomson i. 43 The services on

such an occasion [sc. the communion] were.. emphatically

designated by devout people ' the work '. 1887 W. S. S. TVS.

whitt New Chum in Queensland Bush viii. 147, I have

found the Cape rifle, .a very useful gun for Queensland work

[i.e. kangaroo shooting]. 1888 Buyce Amer. Comtuw.lvn.

II. 305 The' work 'of politics means in America the business

of winning nominations., and elections.

2. Something to be done, or something to do ;

what a person (or thing) has or had to do; occu-

pation, employment, business, task, function.

Often only contextually distinguishable from 1 ; in later

use viewed as a fig. or extended application of 4 or 5.

cioco Ags. Gosp. Mark xiii. 34 Se man [be], .sealde his

beowum bame anwald jehwylces weorces. c 1200 Ormin

1833 Whatt weorrc himm iss burrh Drihhtm sett Toforbenn

her onn eorbe. c 1489 Caxton Blanckardyn x. 40 The werke

that he hath vndertaken. 1596 Shaks. / Hm.lV.-n.vt.

118 Fie vpon this quiet life, I want worke. 1602 — 11am.

v. ii. 333 The point envenom'd too, Then venome to thy

worke. 1611 CotgR. s.v. Ouvrage, EiK-rie bodies worke is

no bodies worke./ 1643 Burrouches Exp. 1st 3 ch. llosea

ix. (1652: 302 It/s not my worke to handle the point of the

Sabbath-day or/' Lords-day now. 1786 Burns ?V» Dogs

206 Gentlemen', and Ladies. .Wi' ev'n down want o wark

are curst. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxvin. 259

The Lord haia work for mas'r. 1862 Riskin Unto this

Last iv. § 827The desert has its appointed place and work.

1865 '1'ROi.i.dPE Belton Est. i. 9 lo fight the devil was her

work,—was the appointed work of every living soul.

b. Cricket, Rowing, etc. What a batsman, an

oarsman, etc. has to do, esp. with reference to the

points at which his force is to be applied.

185: Pycroft Cr. Field vii. 117 Be sure you stand up to

your work, or close to your block-hole. 1856 ' Stonehence

Brit. Rural Sports II. VIII. iii. § 2. 476/1 He [sc. a rower]

sits quite square to his work. 1925 G. C. Bourne Oarsman-
ship 32 Those theorists who would have us place oarsmen

some three to six inches away from their work.

3. + a. Action (of a person) in general ; doings,

deeds; conduct. (Often conjoined with tvord.) Obs.

97i[seeWoRDrf.4l a 1200 Moral Ode 108 in O.K. Horn.

1. 167 His aje werchandhis bone tewitnesse he seal demen.

c 1200 Ormin 5426 Whase ma33 wibb word & weorrc Her
fiUenn Godess wilie. a 1300 Cursor J/. 8696 Bath warr and

wis in all his were, c 1400 Rule St. Benct (prose) 3 Wha
sam heris my word and dos it in werke. c 1470 Col. <y Gaw
1244 Ilkane lie werk and be will Is worth his rewarde.

1533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 9 Inuertlie in thair hart and
outuertlie in thair word and wark. 1564-78 Bullein Dial,

agst. Pest. (1888) 34 The euill [man], whose woorke is either

dronkennesse, adulteric, thefte. 1581 Satir. Poems Reform.
xliv. 15 Maisters of ane euil steik of vark Sould ay detest the

godlie, vpricht lyf. 1609 Bible (Douay) Deut. v. 1 Heare Israel

the ceremonies & judgements.. and fulfil thein in worke.

b. Action (of a person or thing) of a particular

kind; + doing, performance; working, operation. In

various connexions ; of a thing, often in reference to

result ; to do its work, to produce its effect (cf. 9 b).

c 1440 Gesta Rom. 4 In werke of ony goode dede. C1449

Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 89 If the maner of outring which is

sauory in a sermonyng schulde be sett . . in the office of scole

prouyng..al the werk ther of schulde be the vnsaueryer

and the vnspedier. 1480 Cdy Papers (Camden) 58 Hys
howsse. -schall come to be pluckyd schorttly down or elles

hurnyd for the schortter warke. (11635 Sibbes Confer.

Christ ff Mary (1656) 92 The work of God's spirit in his

children, is like fire. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies v. 36 The
composition or dissolution of mixed bodies.. is the chiefe

worke of Elements, and requireth an intime application of

the Agents. 1731 Art of Drawing $ Paint. 23 When the

Spirit of Wine has done its Work, it must be pour'd off.

1763 Museum Rust. I. 348 It will be so steady that no un-
evenness of the ground will he able to throw it out of its

work, as a clod or stone will a common harrow. 1819 Byron
Juan 11. cii, Famine, despair, cold, thirst, and heat, had
done Their work on them by turns. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
iii, The brandy-and-water had done its work.

O. Cricket. Deflection of the ball after touching

the ground, resulting from the spin or twist im-

parted to it by the bowler.
1846 W. Denison Sk. Players 12 His delivery is from over

the wicket, so there is. .scarcely any * work' from it. 1882

Evening News 2 Sept. 1/6 The amount of work the bowlers

could get on the ball.

4. Action involving effort or exertion directed to

a definite end, esp. as a means of gaining one's

livelihood ; labour, toil
;
(one's) regular occupation

or employment.
C825 Vesp. Ps. ciii. 23 Utgaeo" mon to werce his. excoo

^Elfric Exod. xx. 9 Wyrc six dajas ealle Sine weorc.

ciooo Rule of Chrodegang xiv, Niht wis xeworht to reste

ealswa da:*, to worce. c 1290 .S". Eng. Leg. 61/248 An Asse

..is i-harled here and bere and to file weorke i-do. a 1300

Cursor M. 5870 |>at . . ned-wais suld bai Do tua dais werkes

on a dai. /hid. 21528 Of he kest al to his serk, To mak
him nemel til bis werk. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxvi. 265

Thorghe werk of his men. I557"8 i'1 Feuillerat Revels Q.

Mary (1914) 236 Doinge certen lohbes of woorke. 1611

R. Fenton Usurie 29 A dayes worke is valuable at a

certaine price. 1663 Phil. Trans. I. 88 In Carpentry and

Joyners work. 1667 Milton P. L. IV. 618 Man hath his

daily work of body or mind Appointed. 1783 Jrnl. Ho.

Comm. XLVII. 372/1 To leave off Work perhaps Half an

Hour before Bell Ringing. 1840 Dicukxs Old Cur. Shop

xxxiv, I do all the work of the house. 1866 Ruskin Crown

Wild Olive i. 40 There must be work done by the arms, or

none of us could live. There must be work done by the

brains, or the life we get would not be worth having. 1871

Smiles Charac. iv. (1876) 98 Work-employment, useful

286

occupation—is one of the great secrets of happiness. 189S

Manch. Guardian 14 Oct. 5/6 Half the workmen employed

are Italians, who are said to do four times as much work as

the Bulgarians. 1914 'Ian Hay' Knt. on II- heels xiii. § 3

Philip was a glutton for work.
. .

b. Used gen. in reference to any action requiring

effort or difficult to do. Often with epithet.

1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc) II. 141, I had as

myche worck as I cowde by ony meanys to pacyffye theyme.

1626 Bacon New At I. 20 Wee had Worke enough to get

any of our Men to looke to our Shipp. 1806-7 J. Beresforu

Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ii. 8 Walking obliquely up a

steep hill when the ground is what the vulgar call greasy.

Sad work 1 1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds vi. 76 It .

.

was weary work with any tool but the hatchet. 1864

Browning Rabbi Ben Ezra xviii, Here, work enough to

watch The Master work, and catch Hints of the proper

craft. 1902 Buchan Watcher by Threshold 127 It was hard

work rowing, for the wind was against him.

c. spec. The labour done in making something,

as distinguished from the material used (in refer-

ence to the cost); = Workmanship i.

1737 W. Salmon Country Builder's Estimator (ed. 2) 25

Steps of common Stairs, . . of Oak, id. per Foot ; the Work
only lif. i per Foot. Ibid. 26 Whole Deal-Doors. .are

allowed, work and half work, or double work, if of two-inch

Stuff, in consideration of their being wrought on both sides.

d. Exercise or practice in a sport or game ; also,

exertion or movement proper to a particular sport,

game, or exercise.

1856 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports I. III. vi. §2. 194 On all

occasions after the day's work, the frictioning must be had

recourse to. 1874 Kennel Club Stud Bk. 161 Lilly then

made a good point, and the other backed very well, these

two doing the prettiest work seen as yet. 1877 [see Worker
2!. 1882 Society 7 Oct. 23/1 As a man he has done extra-

ordinaryworkat long-jumping, sprinting, and hurdle-racing.

1895 foot work [see Foot sb. 35].

5. A particular act or piece of labour ; a task,

job. Also gen. something difficult to do, a 'hard

task' (cf. 4b); or in special connexions, e.g. a

particular operation in some manufacture. Obs.

exc. Hist.
C96o^Ethel\voi.d Rule St. Benet (Schroer 1885) 65 Jif hy

ut an a;cere wurc [v.r. weorc] habben (L. si opera in agns
habuerint]. £1205 Lay. 8709 An are nihte firste bat wore

[c 1275 worch] wes iforoed. a 1300 Cursor M. 5527 " it

herd werckes bai heild bam in. I3-. E.E.Allit.P. B. 136

A bral vnbryuandely clobed, Ne no festiual frok, bot fyled

with werkkez. 1382 Wyclif Gen. iv. 22 Alle werkis of bras

and of yrun. c 1450 Godstoiu Reg. 318 He ought to mowe
the ladies corne ix. daies.., without other werkes that he

shold do. 1513 Douglas sEneis vm. v. heading. In loving

of the douchty Hercules The pepill singis his werkis. c 1520

Skelton Magnyf. 109s Cockys armys 1 this is a warke, 1

trowe. 1580 G. Harvey Let. to Spenser Poet. Wks. (1912)

627/2 Vnlesse ye might., haue your meate, and drinke for

your dayes workes. 1819 Rees Cycl. s.v. Foundery, The

ear of the bell requires a separate work, which is done during

the drying of. . the cement. 1894 Maitland in Engl. Hist.

Rev. IX. 419 At the beginning of the fourteenth century we

see that some of the ' works ' were done in kind, while others

were ' sold to the homage

'

t b. In early use applied spec, (in sing, or pi.)

to the building or repair of a church. Obs.

Cf. Beowulf'74, Crist 3. ,

1387 E. E. Wills (1882) 1 To the werkes of our lady of

Abbechirch xx s. 1398 Munim. de Melros (Bann.) 400, I .

.

salpayeilke wowke..halfe a marc. to bair new werke ot

Melros. 1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 81 Y be-quethe to.the

wherk of the 1 11 of the toon side of the Cloistere . .
vj s viil d.

1481 in Charters t,c. Edin. ( 1871) 169 Of ilk schip in generale

of gudis ii bollis..to sanctGelis werk.
<

6. a. Trouble, affliction ; in later use in lighter

sense: Disturbance, fuss, 'ferment'. (Seealso 31.)

b. Pain, ache : see Ware sb.1 dial.

aooa Cynewulf Juliana 569 pa:t bam weli^an Ms weorc

to jjolianne. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9207 Hohchirche He
bigan to worri & made him be worse wurche. 1473 Paston

Lett. III. 92 He seyde that thys troble sholde hegyn in

Maye, . .that the Scotts sholde make us werke. 1676 Earl

of Anglesey in Essex Papers (Camden) ?i Phlhpsburgh

and Mastrick are sore pressed, and there is hot worke at

both. 1717 Prior Alma III. 250 Tokay and Coffee cause

this Work, Between the German and the Turk. 1848 Mrs.

Gaskell Mary Barton ii, This work about Esther, and not

knowing where she is, lies so heavy on my heart. 1896

Warwicksh. Gloss, s.v., There'll be nice work over this

broken window.

7. Math. The process of or an operation in calcu-

lation ; a process of calculation written out in full

;

= Working vbl. sb. 7, 7 b. Now rare or Obs.

1557 Recorue Whetst. Ccij, The totalle will bei (as here

in worke appeareth) 335016. 1623 J. Johnson Arith. \. Cl,

The proofe of Addition is made by Subtraction; for if you
subtract the numbers which you added from the toiall of the

Addition, there will remaine nothing, if the worke be truly

done, a 1675 Cocker Arith. (1688) 249 Reduce a fraction to

its lowest terms at the first Work. Ibid. 270 Quest. 6. What
is the Quote of 8 divided by f ? Answ. ^ which is equal to

133-.. .See the work in the margent. 1709 J. Ward lnirod.
Math. (1734) 19 Take a few Examples without their Work
at large. 1839 Maysakd Goedacre's Arith. (ed. 9) 37 When
. .the remainder is more than the divisor, the quotient figure

was too small, the work must be rubbed out, and a larger
number supplied.

8. Physics and Mech. The operation of a force

in producing movement or other physical change,

esp. as a definitely measurable quantity : see quots.

1855 Rankine Misc. Sci. Papers (1881) 216 ' Work is the
variation of an accident by an effort, and is a term compre.
hending all phenomena in which physical change takes

place. Quantity of work is measured by the product of

the variation of the passive accident by the magnitude of

WORK.
the effort, when this is constant ; or by the integral of the

effort, with respect to the passive accident, when the effort

is variable. 1873 Maxwell Electr. q Magn. (1881) 1. 5 The
unit of Work is the work done by the unit of force acting

through the unit of length measured in its own direction.

1877 Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics (ed. 8) 42 When a force

produces acceleration, or when it maintains motion un-

changed in opposition to resistance, it is said to do work.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. I. § 238 In lifting coals

from a pit, the amount of work done is proportional to the

weight of the coals lifted ; that is, to the force overcome in

raising them ; and also to the height through which they

are raised.

II. 9. With possessive : The product of the

operation or labour of a person or other agent

;

the thing made, or things made collectively ; crea-

tion, handiwork. Also vaguely, the result of one's

labour, something accomplished.
C825 Vesp. Psalter viii. 7 Jesettes hine ofer were honda

ginra. Ibid, cxliv. 10 OndettaS 8e, dryhten, all were 3in.

c888 /Elfred Boeth. v. § 3 Ic wat Saette God rihtere is his

a^enes weorces. 971 Blickl. Bom. 207 Wa5S ban ilee hus

eac hwem drajen, nalas aefter jewunan mennisces weorces

baet ba waxas wa:ron rihle. 1382 Wyclif 2 Chron. xx. 37

For thou haddist couenaunt of pese with Ochosia, the Lord

smote thi werkes. — Jer. i. 16 Hem, that . . offi eden to aliene

goddis, and honoureden the were of ther hondis. c 1400 2(3

Pol. Poems xxiv. 236 Lord, )>ou shalt clepe me, And 1 shal

answere to be, werk of byn hande. 1535 Coverdale Isa.

lxiv. 8 We all are the worke of thy hondes. 1551 Robinson

tr. Mori's Utopia 11.(1895) 156 Thether the workes of euery

familie be brought, a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido in. ii,

He make the Clowdes dissolue their watrie workes. 1667

Milton P. L. 111. 59 The Almighty Father, .bent down his

eye, His own works and their works at once to view. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. IV. 809 The waxen Work of lab'ring

Bees. 1773 Monboddo Lang. (1774) I. Pref. 1 Man in his

natural state is the work of God. 1843 Carlyle Past &r

Pr. III. iv, And now thy work, where is thy work? Swift,

out with it i let us see thy work ! 1847 Tennyson Princess

in. 281 Dare we dream of that..Which wrought us, as the

workman and his work, That practice betters? 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) 111. 298 Workmen and also their works are

alike apt to degenerate. 1890 Kipling Departm. Ditties,

etc. (ed. 4) 102 Mine's work, good work that lives 1

b. The result of the action or operation of some

person or thing; ' effect, consequence of agency'

(J.); (one's) 'doing'; the device or invention of

some one.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xxxii. 17 Ther shal be the werk of rijtwu-

nesse pes. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 364 Looke on the Tragicke

Loading of this bed: This isthy worke. 1667 Milton/'. L.

V. 112 Mimic Fansie . . misjoyning shapes, Wilde work pro-

duces oft, and most in dreams. 1707 Curios. Husb. $ Card.

35'i'his wonderfulCEconomy forthe Propagation . . ofAnimals

can not be the Work of the fortuitous meeting of Atoms.

1753 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. 171 Other Hereticks. .con-

demned Marriage as the Work of the Devil. 1818 Scott

Br. Lamm, iv, What has been between us has been the

work of the law, not my doing. 1859 G. Meredith R.

Feverel xxiii, This suggestion, the work of the pipe.

10. Without possessive : A thing made ; a manu-

factured article or object ; a structure or apparatus

of some kind, esp. one forming part of a larger

thing. Now chiefly in generalized sense with quali-

fication, esp. in established compounds such as

Brickwork, Firework, Framework, Lattiok-

work, Wax-work.
c 825 Epinal Gloss. 699 Opere plumario, bisiuuidi uuerci.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xxix. 16 As if. . the werk sey to his makere,

Thou hast not mad me. <ri47° Henry Wallace v. 1135

Tre wark thai brynt, that was in to tha wanys. 1535 Cover-

dale Ezek. i. 15, I sawe a worke off wheles vpon the earth.

1591 Raleigh Last Fight of Revenge (Arb.) 21 All her

tackle cut a sunder, her vpper worke altogither rased. 1598

Barret Theor. Mod. Warres 134 Eight men who haue in

their charge the iron workes, cables, anchors, and grappling.

1621 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Iron $ Steel (1858) 1 The

misterie and arte of meltinge iron ewre, and of making the

same into cast workes or barrs. 1697 Dryden Mneis vm.

825 The radiant Arms beneath an Oak she plac'd. . .
He rowl d

his greedy sight Around the Work. 1706 Phillips, Pastry,

Work made of Paste or Dough. 1805 T. Lindley Voy.

Brazil 45 A long arched vault, with a plank work on one

side. 1819 Rees Cycl. s.v. Foundery, Foundery of statues,

great guns, and bells... The matter of these large works is.,

commonly a mixture of several [metals].

+11. An architectural or engineering structure, as

a house, bridge, pier, etc. ; a building, edifice.

ngoo Cynewulf Crist 3 Se weallstan be 3a wyrhtan m
wiowurpon to weorce. c 1000 AkFRic Horn. I. 368 Se oe ne

bytlad of 8am grundwealle, his weorc hrystto micclum lyre.

1076-85 Westm. Abbey Domesday Book If. 4«3 De quadam

mansione terre apud London quam Anglica lingua ' Vuerc

ellant. c 1205 Lay. 16951 He lette bulden halles 6i nhte

;a workes be a:r weore to-brosene. a 1300 Cursor M.

0780 t>e wrightes bat suld rais be werck. £1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints i. (Petrus) 14 fu art petir, at is, oure stane, to byg

myn wark one haff I tane. c 1450 Merlin 11. 27 I he moun-

tayne that the werke was sette on gan to tremble. 1540

Palsgr. Acolastus 11. i. I iij b, This warke that is in buyld-

vnge. 1660 M. Carter Honor Rcdiv. 248 Gresham Colledge.

ThisfamousworkandmostworthyColledge. 1667M1LTON

P L. 1. 731 The work some praise And some the Architect.

b. //. Architectural or engineering operations.

Clerk of the Works, Master of the Works
:

see

Clerk sb. 6 c, Master sb. 1 18 a.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 Sept. 1641,'1'he New Citidall was

advancing with innumerable hands,.. I was permitted to

walk the round and view the workes. I0O7.J- H. Patterson

Man-Eaters ofTsavo vi.66, I had works in progress all up

and down the line. r
12. spec. {Mil.) A fortified building, fortress, fort

;

a defensive structure, fortification ; any one of the

afpa
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several parts of stich a structure (often in //.).

Also as second element of a compound, as earth'

work
,field-work; kornwork, outwork, etc.

The continental equivalent is found in Bulwark.
a iooo Daniel 44 To ceastre . . \>xr Israela Eehta waeron be-

wrisene mid weorcum. c 1470 Henry Wallace XI. 19 Fort-

race, and work that was with out the toun, Thai brak, and
brynt. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 137 b, He taketh

Turrine, . , and fortifieth it with workes and strength of men.
1604 Shaks. Oth. in. ii. 3, I will be walking on the Workes.
1613 — lien. VIIT, v. iv. 61, I was faine to. .let 'em win the

Worke. 1669 Stayured Fortification 4 There may be . . occa-

sion in Forts to raise. .Platforms, or Batteries, to command
nil the other Works. 1755 R. Rogers Jm/s. ( 1769) 6, 1., sent

out four men as spies, who. .informed me, that the enemy
had no works round them, but lay entirely open to an assault.

1826 J. F. Cooper Last ofMohicans xv, Some six or eight

thousand men . . whom their leader wisely judges to be safer

in their works than in the field. 1834-47 J. S. Macaui.ay
Field Fortif. (1851) 87 If the ditches of a work can be filled

with water, it is an excellent means of defence. 1879 Tenny-
son Defence of Lucknozv ii, Frail were the works that
defended the hold that we held with our lives.

13. A literary or musical composition (viewed

in relation to its author or composer) ; often //.

and collect, sing., (a person's) writings or com-
positions as a whole.
a 1300 Cursor M. 112 In hir wirschlp wald I bigyn A last-

and ware apon to myn, c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints v. {Johannes')

^24 Als tellis elynandus Of sancte Johnnis varkis, sayand
us, Quhene he suld be ewangel wryte [etc.]. c 1450 Cap-

grave Life St. Aug. Prol. 1 Than wil I, in be name of our
Lord Ihesu, beginne bis werk. c 1520 Skelton Carl. Laurel
381 Plutarke and Petrarke. . With Vincencius. .that wrote
noble warkis. 1525 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. in Ony
bukys or veikys of the saide Lutheris. 1540-1 Elyot Image
Gov. 41 He made also a newe lybrary, garnyshyng it. .with
most principall warkes in euery science. 1555 lustit. Gcntl.
K vj b, Alexander Magnus., vsed ahvayes to carrye wyth
hym the woorkes of Homer. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

1. 681 When I was first writing this worke, 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 124 p 1 A Man who publishes his Works in a
Volume. 1837 Dickens Piekw. xv, The famous foreigner

—

gathering materials for his great work on England. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair i, A Johnson's Dictionary—the
interesting work which she invariably presented to her
scholars on their departure. 1865 Max ML'ller Chips (18S0)

I. i. 18 This title distinguishes the Vedic hymns.. from all

other works. 1879 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 116 Bach wrote
unceasingly.., and the quantity of his works is enormous.
1885 Manch. Exam. 11 Nov. 3/3 It bears a stronger resem-
blance to the work of ' Ouirla than to that of any other
English writer. 1900 W. P. Ker Ess. Dryden Introd. p. xlx,

The history of Corneille's original work.

14. A product of any of the fine arts (in relation

to the artist), as a painting, a statue, etc. In the

phr. a work ofart including, besides these, literary

or musical works (13), and connoting high artistic

quality. Also (without^/.), artistic production in

the abstract, or artistic products collectively.

1531 Elyot Go7>. L viii, Pandenus, a counnyng painter,.,

required the craftis man to shewe him where he had the.

.

paterne of so noble a warke. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. lxxiv.

6 They breake downe all y" carued worcke therof. 1611
Shaks. Wint. T. v. ii. 107 Her Mothers Statue.. by that
rare Italian Master, Iulio Romano, who (had he himselfe
Eternitie, and could put Breath into his Worke) would
beguile Nature of her Customs. i6ti Cotgr., Ouvrage de
Marquetcrie, Checker-worke, or Inlaid worke, of sundrie
colours, a 17*1 Prior Dial., Locke

<fr
Montaigne Wks.

1907 11. 243 Your Work is meer Grotesque, half images of
Centaures and Sphynxes trailing into Flowers and branches.
1736 T. Atkinson Conf. Painter $ Engraver 16 If the En-
graver, .with masterly shading Touches improve the Work.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. vii, [The portrait] is considered
a perfect likeness, and the best work of the master. 1877
S. Redgrave Descr. Catal. Water-Col. 22 Protect your
drawings, .from the utter destruction so many fine works
have suffered from exposure to the direct rays of the sun.

1883 Atlantic Monthly Jan. 86 The homage of rapt apprecia-
tion due to a great work of art. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildro-
stan 43 The carved work mouldered fast 'Neath the suns,
and the frosts.

+15. Make, workmanship; esp. ornamental work-
manship (phr. ofwork >= ornamental). 06s,

1393 Langl. P. PL C. 1. 179 Colers of crafty werke. c 1400
Maundkv. (Roxb.) xi. 46 Ane ymage of stane of aide werk.
1414 E. E. Wills (1882) 56 Too fyne borde-clothes, be one
of werk, be ober playn. 1474 Caxton Chesse in. vii. (1883)
140 A gate of marble of meruayllous werke. 1529 Crom-
well in Merriman Life <$ Lett. (1902) I. 57 My best ioyned
bed of Flaunders wourke. 1603 in Gage Hengrave (182a)
26 One large coobard carpett. .of Turkeye work, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 17 Nov. 1644, A rare clock of German worke.
Ibid. 18 Jan. 1645, The walls .. are incrusted with most
precious marbles of various colours and workes. 1795 Mrs.
Cowley Town before you 1. iii. 9 Why did I never tell you
before that she is a sculptor. She has a large room full of
fine things of her own work.

b. concr. An ornamental pattern or figure, orna-
ment, ornamentation, decoration. Obs, or merged
in other senses.
c 1467 Noble Bk. Cookry (1882) 52 Mak gret coflynes with

lowe hddes..and lay on the liddes wild werks. 1547 in
Feuillerat Revels Ediv. VI (1914) 11 Cootes..of clothe of
golde with workes. 162a Mourt's Petal. Engl. Plant, 13
Baskets.. curiously wrought with blacke and white in pretie
workes. Ibid. 38 Their faces, .painted,, .some with crosses,
and other Antick workes. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 33 Mar.
1646, The bed was dress 'd up with flowers, and the counter-
pan strewed in workes.

16. The operation of making a textile fabric or
(more often) something consisting of such fabric,

as weaving or (usually) sewing, knitting, or the

like ; esp. any of the lighter operations of this

kind, as a distinctively feminine occupation ; also

concr. the fabric or the thing made of it, esp. while
being made or operated upon ; needlework, em-
broidery, or the like.

See also Drawn-work, Fancy work, Lace-work, Open-
work, etc.

1382- [see Needlework], [x39oGowekCV«/C 1 1. 41 Whan
sche takth hir werk on honde Of wevinge or enbrouderie.]

1440 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1S66) App. 1S2 A vest-

ment of baudekyn y© ground black with grene Weik. 1530
Palsgr. 290/1 Worke made of woll, eeuure de layne, lanifice.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Ezck. xvi. to, I clothed thee also with
broydred worke. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist.
Indies iv.xli, 320 Their maner of weaving their workes, being
both sides alike. 17B3 Johnson Let, to Miss 'Thrale (i-jZZ) II.

290 Your time,my love, passes, I suppose, in devotion, reading,
work, and company.. .Of work, unless 1 understood it better,

it will be of no great use to say much. 1795 Mrs. Cowley
Town before you 1. i. 2 Mrs. Fancourt. .(rising and laying
down her work). 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes iii, The work
she had knitted, lay beside her. 1862 Lytton Str. Story
xlviii, Taking pleasure, .iwt in music, nor books, nor that
tranquil pastime which women call work. 1882 Besakt All
Sorts vii. (1S98) 65 On the other side [sat] a girl, with work
on her lap, sewing.

17. An excavation in the earth, made for the pur-

pose of obtaining metals or minerals; amine. Obs.

exc. «s= Working vbl, sb, ^6.

1475 tyn werk [see Tin s/: 5]. 1482 Ccly Papers (Camden)
113 All the gounes yn the colle warkys and abowle the
marttes were schett for joye. 1540-1 Elyot Image Gen 1

. 46
He wolde haue them sent into.. the iies called Cassiterides,

to labour in tynne workes. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I, 400 SaufTand the werk and mynd of Glengonar and
Wenlok. 1604 G. Howes in Cochran-Patrick Early Rec.
Mining Scot, (1S7S) 111 Clensing an ould worke.. I found
the same 13th feet te deepe, c 16x0 in G. C. Bond Early
Hist. Mining (1924) 15 After.. his collyers have wrought
sixe dayes in the workes. 1665 cole-workes [see Coal-work
2]. 1769 Ann. Reg., Chron. 102 Four colliers at work in a
pit near Whitehaven, were all suffocated by the foul air of

an old adjoining work. 1883 Gresley Gloss. CotU-m.%
Work,

a stall or working place.

b. A kind oftrench in draining, local.

1653 Blith Eng. Improver hnpr. vii. 93 Cut a good sub-
stantial! Trench about thy Bog..; And. .make one work or
two just overthwart it. 1794 T. Davis Agric Wilts 31 That
the disposition of the trenches (provincially 'the works of
the meadow,') should be uniform. 1799 T. Wright Art of
Floating Land 60 That one feeder made diagonally, and
two others in different directions, .will, .with the assistance

of the smaller works, .be competent to effect a regular dis-

tribution of the water.

18. pi. An establishment where some industrial

labour, esp, manufacture, is carried on, including

the whole of the buildings and machinery used

;

a factory, manufactory, etc. In later use com-
monly construed as sing., in earlier use (to c i860)

also in sing. form. Often as the second element
of a compound ; see references below.
1581 iron workes, 1634-5 iron-work [see Ironwork 2].

1617 allome workes [see Alum 5]. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack
(1840) 273 The servants,, .in both the works, were upwards
of three hundred. 1748 in fml. Friends Hist. Soc. [1918)

24 At Liverpool. We went to see., silk works where one
wheel works above 300 Twisting bobbins. 179. Burns
Verses on window at Carron, We came na here to view
your warks In hopes to be mair wise. 1819— gas works
[see Gas sb. 7]. 182a tan-work [see Tan sb} C. 1]. 1848
Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton vii, During the half-hour
allowed at the works for tea. 1882 Daily News 4 Mar.,
A new works for the manufacture of steel wire. 1898 Mrs.
H. \Vard Hetbeck in. i, On night-duty at a large engineering
* works '.

attrib. 1885 W. S. HtrroN {title) The Works Manager's
Hand-Book. 1901 Scotsman 11 Mar. 8/7 The position of
the directors.., of their consulting chemist, and of their

works chemist.

19. Something that is to be or is being operated

upon : in various connexions (see quots. ; cf. also

15)-
1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. x. 190 1 he Diameter of the

Work they intend to Turn in the Lathe. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory 1. 104 Boil the work, either in alum-water, or
aqua fortis. 1681 Raymond Mining Gloss., Work. Ore not
yet dressed.

20. A set of parts forming a machine or piece of

mechanism : orig. sing.., esp. as the second element

of compounds (see references below) ; as an inde-

pendent word now only pi,, the internal mechanism
of a clock or watch, which actuates the hands or

the striking apparatus.
Also (colloq.) humorously applied to the internal organs or

viscera of an animal, as in to take out the works — to draw

'

a fowl, etc
a 1628- [seeCLOCK-woRK]. 1667- [see Watchwork]. 1670-

[see WheelworkJ. 1766 A. Cumming (title) Elements of
Clock and Watch-work. 1769 W. Emerson Mechanics 109
This work is within the watch between the two plates. 1773
T. Mudce Descr. Timekeeper ( 1 799) 40 The repeating work.
Ibid., The balance work. 1819 Rees Cycl. s.v. Watch, The
interior works of an ordinary watch. 1835 Dickens Sk. Bos,
Parish it, He took to pieces the eight-day clock. .under
pretence of cleaning the works.

21. A froth produced by fermentation in the

manufacture of vinegar : cf. Work v. 33.
1839 Urf. Diet. Arts 4 To. .see if the fermentation [of the

vinegar] has been complete..we plunge into the liquor a
white stick or rod . .1 If it be covered with a white thick froth,

to which is given the name of work (travail)* we judge that

the operation is terminated.

III. Phrases. (See also above senses.)

* with work as obj. of a preposition.

f 22. A work, awork [A prepy\ : = at, on, to

work (23, 26, 28, 29) ; esp. in to set a work, Obs.

exc. as in A-wokk i

v
q.v.).

c 1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks, II. 16 Monkis and freiis

assenten to werris wibouten cause, and bringtn bes lordis
aweike. C1400 Sowdone Bab. 2559 Tho was Dtirned:de set

a werke. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 167 Asay how ye can sett

hem a werk in the Parkment. 1450-1530 Myrr.our Laiiye
II. 67 That your redyng & study be .. pi-yncypafiy to
enforme your selfe, & to set yt a warke in youre owne
lyuynge. 1480 Gt-. Lcet Bk. 431 That they that set them
awarke shuld pay for h>m. 1530 Palsgr. 7122 Sett'e hym
nat a worke, he can do yvell ynougbe of hym self-'. 1556 in

Vicary's Anat. (iSSS) App. iii. 4. 175 Beggcrs..to be sett a
worke, & be compelled .. to gett their owne lyvinges.

1678 Cudworth Intell, Syst. 1. iv. 437 The Gods and
Demons beini; first made, by the Supreme God, were set

a work. .by him afterward in the making of man. 1694 W.
Wotton Anc,-<t Mod. Learu. (1697)371 To set their Members
awork to collect a perfect History ot Nature. ^1716 South
Serin. (1823) 1. 170 To move and set awork the great princi-

ples of actions.

23. At work.
Used predicatively with set (Set v. 25); to work is now

more usual (see 29).

a. Occupied with labour ; engaged ia a task
;

working, esp. at one's regular occupation. (Of a

person or animal ; also of a machine.)
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, \\\. i. 74, I was set [-seated] at

worke, Among my Maids. 1683 Moxon Mech. E.rerc,
Printing xvii. f 1 That the Matiice fly or start not back
when it is at Work. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 369/2 You
may rest your right Hand or Arm upon it [sc. the maulstick],

. .whilst yon are at work [sc. painting]. 1692 R. L'Estrange
Fables ccccxl. 417 You [the Mole] have Nothing for Digging
'tis True; but pray who set you at Work? 1709 Strvpe
in Thoresbys Lett. (1832) II. 235 The book will make one
hundred sheets, .there are three presses at work about it.

1765 GoLDSM. Ess, Misc. Wks. 1837 I. 351 We may . . set

beggars at work. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop x, The poor
woman was still hard at work at an ironing-table. i88z

Besakt All Sorts xxxii. (1898) 222 The street, .was as quiet

as on the Sunday, the children being at school and the men
at work.

b. gen. Occupied in some action or process,

esp. one directed to a definite end or result ; actively

engaged ; operating. (Of persons or their faculties,

or of animals ; also of forces or influences.,)

1655 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 17 The Blades.. who
were att worke to have brought new troubles uppon us.

ci68o Bbvkridge Serin. (1729! I, 344 The Father is always
at work in the government of the world, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 7 Oct. 1688, The Jesuites hard at worke to foment
confusion among the Protestants. 1820 Southey Wesley
I. 3 He lias set mightier principles at work. 1862 Cornh.
Mag. V. 35 The mare.. continued her feeding. How she
enjoyed this plashy young grass ! She had been at work in

this way for the last live or six hours. 1887 Lowell Demo-
cracy etc. 12 The little kernel of leaven that sets the gases
at work, a 1890 Liddon Life Pusey (1B93) II. 151 New-
man . . was at work on his article on ' The Catholicity of the
English Church*. Ibid. 170 The same influence .. was
already at work.

c. in passive sense : In process of being worked.
1911 Act 1 ff 2 Geo. V c. 50 § 36 Two shafts. .with which

every seam for the time being at work in the mine shall have
a communication.

24. In work. a. f (a) = at work, 23 a; (b) in

regular occupation ; also with qualifying adj., as

infull work, in good work — working full time or

remuneratively.
1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. x. [ix.] 33 Daj'e and night were

they in worke withall. 1568 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker
Soc.) 328, I am content to set some of my men in work.
ci6io in G. C Bond Early Hist. Mining (1924) 15 It is

mutche wished . . that suche an ingein may be seene in

worcke. 1842 W. C Taylor Notes Tour Lanes. 39 When
in good work the united earnings of both averaged about
30$. weekly.

+ b. To put in work : (a) to make use of; (b) to

put in operation : = set to work, 29. Obs,

C1400 Maundev. (1839) xxviii. 288 In that Contrecmen
putten in werke the Sede of Cotoun. i6»6 C. Potter tr.

Sarpfs Hist, Quarrels 100 The Iesuites..put in worke all

their artifices. 1653 Urquhart tr. Rabelais 1. viii. 41 For
his Gloves were put in work sixteen Otters skins,.. for the

bordering of them. 1664 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 193
These rude Remains being put in Work, in his Judgment,
before the Flood.

25. Ofwork. a. Piece of work x see Piece .tf. 7.

b. of all work (f works) : employed in ail

kinds of work, esp. in a household : chiefly in maid-

ofall-work (see Maid sb.1 4 b) ; hence allusively.

1775 Pennsytv. Even. Post 30 Mar. 114/9 Advt., Wanted

a complete Servant for a Place of all Work, in a middling

Family. 1797 Jane Austen Sense % Sensib. xxxviu, Iwo
maids and two men, indeed . . ! No, no ; they must get a stout

girl of all works. 1821 Scott Mrs. Radcliffc Biogr. Mem.
(18:14) I. 359 A garrulous waiting-maid ;. .a villain or two of

all work. i8»i Byron Reply to Southey Wks. (1846) 513/1

This arrogant scribbler of all work. i8aa — Vis. Judgem.

C, Mine is a pen of all work. 1886 Ruskin Przterita I. 111.

07 The kitchen servant-of-all-work.

f 26. On work, in to set (a person, etc.) on work

m to work (29). Obs.

1549 L^timbr 4th Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 40 To^ the

setting his subiectes on worke, and kepyng them from idle-

nes. 1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utopia Transl. Ep.0895) 16

Hatting no profitable busincs wberupon to settc himself on

worke. a 1568 Ascham SchoUm. 11. Wks. (1904) 239 His

witte sbalbe new set on worke. 1576 Gascoigne Drootne of
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Doomesday Wks. 191o I. 224 They..buyld houses, .. fill

fei!des,..and set milles on worke. a 1645 Featly Reynolds
in Fuller Abel Rediv. (1651) 487 It pleased his Majesty to
set some learned men on worke, to translate the Bible, 1692
Norris Pract. Disc. Div. Subj. (1722) III. 134 When the
Powers of the Soul shall be more awaken 'd, and its thoughts
more vehemently set on work. X788 Priestley Led. Hist.
v. Hi, 401 By setting on work such immense numbers of our
manufacturers.

27. Out of work (Out of 1 1 b) : having no work
to do, unemployed, workless. Also (with hyphens)
attrib., or as sb.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 114 All out of worke, and cold
for action. 1886 Daily News 4 Feb. 5/7 The Amalgamated
Engineers, .had lost .£40,000 last year in out-of-work pay.
1887 Spectator 4 June 763/2 Afraid of being out of work.
1906 Westm. Rett. Jan. 39 The unemployed of all classes,

including the genuine out-of-works.

28. To go to work (Go v. 34) : to proceed to

some action (expressed or implied) ; to begin doing
something; to commence operations. So tofall to

work (see Fall v. 66 e).

1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 347 Vche a mayde that he mette
he made hir a signe Semynge to synne-ward, .and to the

(

werke 3eden. 1393 Ibid. C. vu. 181 To werke we 5eden.
1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. {1596) 1811/1 Say your mind, & go
briefly to worke : for I thmk it almost dinner time, a 1586
Sidney Arcadia ir. ii. (1912) 152 Swearing he never knew
man go more aukewardiy to worke. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N.
iv. 1. 36 lie go another way to worke with him : He haue an
action of Battery against him. 1718 Free-thinker No. 20F2,
I shall go a shorter and a plainer way to work. 1771 Goldsm.
Hist, Eng. I. 363 This parliament, .went expeditiously to
work upon the business of reformation. 1890 Temple Bar
July 329 His wits went instantly to work.

29. To set to work (Set v. 112, 113). a. trans,

(a) To set (a person, the faculties, etc.) to a task,

or to do something ; less commonly, to put (a

thing) in action ; refl. to apply oneself to labour,

or to some occupation or undertaking ; to set about
doing something.
1497-8 in Archxol. Jrnl. {18S6) XLIII. 168 A fync.for

werkyng by nyght & settyng to werk a child vnbound &
vnablid. C1520SKELTON Magnyf 1246 Anysot. .That wyll
syt ydyll.. And can not set herselfe to warke. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 246, I set Friday to Work to boiling and
stewing. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias xil i. (1782) IV. 211 The
time draws near when I shall set thy address to work. 1827
Faraday Chem. Manip. iv. (1842) 105 Such a lamp.. is.,

soon set to work, and as soon extinguished. 1867 ' Ouida '

Cecil Castlemaine, etc. 235 Somebody else daring him to go
in for honours,. .he set himself to work to show them all

what he could do. 1879 Sala Paris HerselfAgain xxxi,
The owners set their wits to work.

f (b) To begin working upon : cf. 23 c. Obs.
1694 T. Houghton Royal Instit. Ded. A 3 Which Veyns

and Mines, if they was. .Set to Work, by any that under-
stands them, would.. prove as Rich.

b. intr. for refl. : see a (a) ; =28.
1691 W. Nicholls Answ. Naked Gospel 92 The Doctor

sets to work to his exposition of the Trinity. 178a R. Cumber-
land Anecd. Etnin. Painters I. 147 The devout painter
sate to work. 1825 Neat Monthly Mag. XVI. 353, 1.. set to
work at another two-act piece. 1889 H. D. Traill Straf.
ford iv. 46 Charles, .set seriously to work to govern alone.

** with work as obj. of a verb. (See also 3 b.)

30. To cut out work for a person : to prepare
'work to be done by him, to give him something to
do; now only to have {all) one's work s

cut out
(colloq.) : to have enough, or as much as one can
manage, to do,
1619, 1795, 1866 [see Cut v. 56 1]. 1879 H. C. Powell

Amateur Athletic Ann. 19 This [race] Crossley had all his
work cut out to win.

31. To make work. a. (also to make a work) :

To work havoc or confusion ; hence, to make a to-do
or fuss, to cause disturbance or trouble (cf. 6); fin
quot. 1574, to trouble oneself to do something, dial,
1530 Palsgr. 616/2 He maketh suche a worke whan he

cometh that all the house is wery of hym. 1574 Satir.
Poems Reform, xlit. 234 Thay maid na werk To seek ony.
1581 Pettie Gttazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 136 These women
. . like some Phisitions, make workwhere all was well before.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iv. 20 There is Aumdious. List what
worke he makes Among'st your cloven Army. 1678 Lauder,
dale Papers (Camden 1885) III. 102 It is a foolish thing for
scots men to complain or make worke heir, or to endeavour
a Rebellion in Scotland. 1867 E. B. Ramsay's Remin. (ed.

15) 30 People make a work if a minister preach the same
sermon over again. 1816 Scott Antiq. \x, Ou dear 1 Monk-
barns, what's the use of makings waik? 1884 Walford
Baby's Grandmother iv, Passing in and out and making no
end of a work.

b. To make work for : to give (a person, etc)
something to do.

1595 Shaks. John n. i. 303 Yong Arthur. .Who. .this day
hath made Much worke for teares in many an English
mother. 1623 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. il 238
Lest by sau'mg their workmanship, my selfe might haue made
worke for the hang-man. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 2 To make more Work for the Hempen Whores
in London.

c. with qualifying adj., as to make good, short,

sure (etc.) work {of or with a person or thing) : to

do the business, or deal with the person or thing,

well, shortly, surely, etc. ; often with special im-

plication, as to make short work of or with, to

destroy or put an end to quickly ; to settle and
dismiss peremptorily; to make sure work with, to

secure, to get safely into one's possession or control.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <$ Jul. 11. vi. 35 Come with me, & we
will make short worke. 1607 — Cor. iv. vi. 95, 100 You
haue made good worke, You and your Apron men... You
haue made faire worke. x6o8 Topsell Serpents 265 Hauing
made sure worke with one, she [sc. the spider] hyeth her to

the Center of her Web, obseruing . . whether any newe prey
will come. 1706 M. Henry Gen. xxxviii. 7 Sometimes God
makes quick work with sinners, a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scar,
rony

s Com. Romance (1775) I. 164 Believing they would at

last make shorter work with me, and dispatch me with
pistols. 1789 Twinikg Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) II.

52 Seeing what strange work Lord Shaftsbury has made
with this passage in his . . translation of it. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet let. xi, Wild wark they made of it ; for the Whigs
were as dour as the Cavaliers were fierce. 1826 Disbaeu
Viv. Grey vi. i, It is a very awful tale, sir, but I will make
short work of it. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xli, The
Doctor, on his.. mare, was making good work of it across
the plains. 1885 Lazu Times LXXIX. 169/2 A Lords
Committee would probably make very short work of these
precedents.

*** with qualifying adj. (or phr. : see also I c, d,

14, 31c).

32. Good work: a morally commendable or
virtuous act ; an act of kindness or good will ; esp,

(in religious and theological use) an act of piety

;

usually pi. such acts done in obedience to divine

law, or as the fruits of faith or godliness (cf. I b).

c 1000 Rule ofChrodegang 1, purh soo"e lufe & burh hyr-
sumnesse & burh o5re gode wore. C1020 Rule St. Benet
(Logeman) 14 T>if beteran o3ram on godum weorcum &
eadmodren we beo<5 gemette. c 1173 Lamb. Horn. 9 05re
godere werke be nu were long eou to telle. 01300 Cursor
M. 26525 Es nagod were wit-vten mede, Ne na wickwit-vten
wrak. 1340 Ayenb. 160 Zigge ich wel, bet in on wyt bise
zeue uirtues be-uore yzed byeb be bojes of ri^tuolnesse, and
al bet frut of guod workes bet of ham wexeb belongeb to
bise trawe. 138a Wyclif Matt. xxvi. 10 What be }e heuy
[gloss or sory] to this womman ? sothely a good work she
hath wrou3t in me. c 1449 Pecock Repr. u iii. 13 He ou3te
be dou5ty and strong into gode werkis, 1516 Kal. New
Leg. Eng. (Pynson) 2 He dyed in great Age full of good
werkes is. vertues. 1596 Habington Metam.Ajax 41 When
a man hath done hut two good workes in all his life. 1653
W. Ramesey Astrol. Rest. 183 Those times are to be
shunned at the beginning of any good work. 1724 Erskine
Serm., Tit. iii. 8 Wks. (1791) 92 To make a work a good
work, it must be done, by a good and holy person, renewed
by the Spirit of Christ, and justified by his merit. £21819
G. Hill Led. Div. v. iii. (1850) 472 Good works are the
fruits and evidences of a true and lively faith. 1887 J.
Hutchison Lect. Phil. iii. 25 Every good work wrought
within us and wrought by us.

**** 33. Proverbs and proverbial sayings.

14.. [see Hand sb. 60 e], ^1530 R. Hilles Comm.-pL
2?£. (1858) i4oMenyhondysmakyth lyght werke. 1670 Ray
Prov. 158 AH work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy.

1897 Globe 9 July 1/2 Heroic conduct of this type has to
be, and is, regarded by British officers.. as 'all in the day's
work '.

IV. 34. attrib. and Comb, a. Simple attrib.,

as work-hour, -pause, -place, -room, -thing, -time,

-tool, -yard (see also Work-day, etc.)
;

(of per-

sons) employed in manual, mechanical, or industrial

labour, as work-girl, -servant (see also Work-folk,
-man, etc.)

; (of animals) used for work on a farm
or otherwise (=-*of burden' or 'of draught'), *as

work-beast, -horse, -mare, -nag, -ox, -steer, -stock

(cf. OE. weorcnieten)
;
pertaining to or used for

needlework or the like (see 16), as work-case, -desk,

-drawer, -pattern, -stand (see also work-bag, etc.

in d). b. Objective, etc., as work-seeker ; work-
producing adj. c. Instrumental, as work-driven,

-hardened, -stained, -wan, -weary, -worn adjs.

d. Special comb. : work-bag, -basket, a bag, or

basket, to contain implements and materials for

needlework ; work-bench, a bench, with acces-

sories, at which mechanics work, esp. a carpenter's

bench ; work-board, a board uponwhichsome kind
ofmanual workisdone; work-box, a box to contain
instruments and materials for needlework ; work-
covenant Theol. = Covenant of Works (see Cove-
nant sb. 8 a, and cf. sense 1 b above) ; work-fellow
= work-mate ; work-field, {a) a field or piece of
ground used for training in farm-work

;
{b) a 'field'

of work, region ofactivity; work-hand, {a) [Hand
sb. 8] « person employed by another to do work;
{b) with defining adj. [Hand sb. 9], as a good work-
hand, one who is a * good hand * at work, a capable
worker ; work-holder, a device in a sewing-
machine for holding the work or fabric

; f work-
holy a. Theol., aiming at or pretending to holi-
ness on the ground of works (see 1 b) ; +work-jail,
a penal workhouse; work-lead, f{a) a vat (Lead
sb.* 5 a) used for fermentation

;
{b) « G. werkblei,

lead as it comes from the smelting furnace, con-
taining impurities; f work-like «., inclined for
work, industrious ; work-mate, a fellow-labourer,
one engaged in the same work with another or
others ; workmonger, a controversial term for
one who expects to be justified by works (see 1 b)

;

work-shy a., shy of or disinclined for work, lazy;
hence work-shyness ; work-stone, a sloping cast-

iron plate (? originally a stone) in the front of an
ore-hearth, with a groove .down, which the melted

metal flows ; work-table, a table for supporting
working materials and tools; esp. a small table with
compartments and drawers, and sometimes with
a well for needlework ; work-train, a train of
wagons or trucks for conveying materials for con-
struction or repair of a railway, etc.

1775 Twiss Trav. Port. & SA. 36, I bought here several
*work-bags made in the Brasils. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho.
v, Some half-dozen reticules and work-bags, 'containing
documents', as she informed us. 1743 Bulkeley& Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 39 A small Basket.. about the Size of the
Womens *Work-baskets in England. 1897 Voynich Gadfly
1. vii, His mother's work-basket stood in a little cupboard.
1380 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 866 Thow schalt not coueyte by
ney^borys wyf,..ne his oxe ne his *werk-best. 178a T. Jef-
person Notes State Virginia (1787) 275 While we have land
to labour then, let us never wish to see our citizens occupied
at a *work-bench, or twirling a distaff. 1864 R. Kerr
GentI. Ho. 307 A Carpenter's Shop, .will contain, .the well-

known work-bench of the trade, and perhaps a lathe. 1811

Sutcliff Trav. N. Amer. 58 A tailor., whose *work-board
being at a front window, he had an opportunity of noticing

the passengers in the street. 1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop
Rec. Ser. iv. 325 ; i The [watchmaker's] ' workboard* should
be madeof well-seasoned wood. 1811 MissHawkinsc"Vw«/>.s,s
<5- Gertrude, *\Vorkbox. 1848 Dickens Dombey viii, Berry
brought out a little work-box,.. and fell to working busily,

X879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind. Househ. Managem. 25 You
must, .have a *work-case with thread, cotton, needles, pins,

thimble, scissors, knife, and pencil. iSqzW'estcott Gospelof
Life 260 The*work-covenant of Sinai brings to light the duty
and the weakness of men. 1611 Florio, Scrignetto,a. little

shrine, chest, coffin, or deske. ..Also a womans *worke-
deske. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair viii, She took from her
*work-drawer an enormous., piece of knitting. 1880 E. H.
Rollins New Eng. Bygones (1883) 42 These farmers.. were
almost always *work-driven and weary. 1516 Tindale
Rom. xv'u 21 Thimotheus my "worke felow. 1564 Brief
Exam. D ij b, We nede many workefelowes. 1888 Times
(weekly ed.) 9 Nov. 9/3 A training-farm or '*workfield'
managed by the poor-law authorities. 1918 Abp. Davidson
in Times 30 Dec. 6/3 Their activities are in His larger

workfield now. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton iv, The
blooming young *work-girl. 1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon
1. vi, We're work-girls, and we've got to earn our living.

1866 Carlvlk E. Irving in Remin. (1881) I. 129 Millers
assistant and *work-hand for many years was John Bell, a
joiner. 1893 T. N. I'age Ole Virginia 173 He was a good
work-hand, and a first-class boatman. 18.59 Geo. Eliot
Adam Bede iv, She stands knitting .. with her *work-
hardened hands. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2120/2 The
cylinder sewing-machine has a cylindrical *work-holder for

sewing seams on sleeves, trousers,, .and other tubular work.

1528 1 indale Ubed, Chr. Alan 42 b, The sophistres, *werke-
holy, & iustifiars,.. which so magnifie their dedes. 1543
Richmond Wills (Surtees) 41 Inventarycin ye stable..

Item iiij or *warke horses. 181a Sir J.Sinclair Syst. Husb.
Scot. 1. 17 A pair of work-horses may be accommodated in a
space of sixteen feet by eight. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary
Barton vii, To try and get a little sleep before '"work-

hour, /bid.. Unfettered by work-hours. 16x8 Bolton
Florus (1636) 233 Breaking up the *worke-jayles, or bridle-

wels [L. refractis ergastulis] by right of Warre. 1834
Poulett Scrope in Hansard's Part. Debates Ser. in.

XXIII. 1326 The whole country must be studded with
district workhouses, or rather work-gaols. 1471-a Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 156 Pro operacione cc* v" viij petr.

plumbi in iiij "warkledes, brewledes, et j steplede. 1881

Raymond Mining Gloss., Work-lead. See Base bullion.

a 1641 Bedell Erasmus in Fuller Abel Rediv. (1651) 57
Seaven Cities, no contemptible portion of witty and *work-

like Greece. 1627 Drayton Agincourt lxxviu, A *Work-
mayd in her Summers weed, With Sheafe and Sickle. 1587
Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) 144 One*worke horse or maire.

1851 H. Mayhew Lond. Labour (1861) II. 95 The man
accordingly got a boat, and was soon afloat among his old

*workmates. 1549 Allen Jvde's Par, Rev. xii. 3-6 The
truth of the christen faith. .beyng persecuted., of Emperours
and Kynges, of *workemongers. 1581 Marbeck Bk. Notes
882 The Harlots and Publicans repenting truly, and. .sub-

mitting themselues to themercieof God, are more acceptable

vnto God, then y* proud workmongers, that trust in their

owne righteousnesse. 1882 Mrs. Booth Addr. Crit. Salva-

tion Army 7 One class of critics stigmatise us as being.,

work-mongers. 1576 Wills 4- Ihv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) I.

41Z, ij *woryke nagges. 1567 Richmond Wills (Surtees)

210, xxj *wark oxen. 1897 O. Wister in Harper's Mag.
Mar. 534/2 He looked as wise as a work-ox. 1815 Scorr
Guy M. xx'ix, Miss Bertram's *work-patterns. 1894 A. S.

Robertson Provost o' Gtendookie 91 The Glendookian year

contained two *work-pauses. a 1828 Bewick in Zoologist

(1862) Ser. 1. XX. 8150 He had it sent for to my "work-

place. 1875 Act38$39 v'ict- c- 55 § 9 1 Aliy factory, work-

shop, or workplace . . not kept in a cleanly state. 1828 Scott

F. M. Perth vii, The *work-room of Simon Glover was filled

to crowding by personages of no little consequence. 1848

Mrs Gaskell Mary Barton xiii, Thoughts.. of the morrow
..to be spent in that close monotonous work-room. 1802

Daily News 18 May 6/1 There are no openings for •work-

seekers. 1593 Lane. Wills (1884) 155, I gyve ..unto everye

one of my *worke servants over and besids theire waigs x s.

apeece. 1904 H. Preston-Thomas Rep. Vagrancy Switz.

4 If the council.. decide that (to use the expressive term

officially employed) he is *work-shy (Arbeits-scheu). Ibid.

9 The offence of most of them has been begging or ' work-

shyness.' 1892 Pall Mall Gaz. 15 Jan. 3/2 His rough and

*work-stained hearers. 1901 Scotsman 8 Oct. 5/1 I here

are some of us who have learned to love that work-stained

river. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxix, He placed another

chair opposite that near the *work-stand. 1911 Blackw.

Mag. Sept. 359/2 Setting him up with a *work-steer and a

milk cow. Ibid. 360/2 Wheat.. for his "work-stock feed.

1667 in Pettus Fodinx Reg. (1670) 35 Five Hearths with

Backs, Cheeks, *Workstones, Iron Plates, and other neces-

saries. 1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. 111. 336/2
Extending forwards from the front of the hearth. .is an iron

£late called the * fore-stone * or ( work-stone '. 1800 S. & Ht.
,ek Cauterb. T. (ed. 2) III. 139 On one side stood an orna-

mental "work-table. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' At Bay i,
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A small basket work-table, overflowing with bright-colored

wools and silk. 1812 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life
(1870) I. 168 The playthings and the *workthings, that this

unlucky search discovered. 1882 Besant All Sorts xx.

(1898) 143 During *work-time he planned amusements for

Miss Kennedy and her girls. 1889 Browning Asolando,
Epilogue iv, At noonday in the bustle of man's work-time.
1588 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) 151 Bellowes and other
*work tooles. 1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star Oct. 10 The
*work-train is again engaged in hauling gravel on the road.

1877 Tennyson Harold 1. i. 54 Look 1 am 1 not *\Vork-wan,
flesh-fallen? 1865 Mrs. L. L. Clark k Common Seaweeds
iv. 75 The man of business takes a ram hie on the sea shore,

*work-weary. 1865 C. Stanford Symb, Christ vi. (1878)

170 When for a few moments that "work-worn man takes up
his liible. 1614 T. Gentleman England's Way 31 Houses,
and *worke-yards erected for Coopers, and Rope-makers.
1864 R. Kerr Gentl. Ho. 308 An enclosed Work-yard is.

.

required.. .The Workshops ought to face it,

Work (y>vik), v. Pa. t. and pple. worked
(wz>ikt), arch, and techn. "wrought (rpt). Forms :

see below. [(1) OK. wyrcan, pa. t. worhte, pa. pple.

geworkt, = OS. wofkian, OHG. wurchen, ivorhta,

wurhta, giworht
y

gewitrchct (MUG. wurken
,

wiirken, worhte, geworht, gewiirket\ ON. yrkja,

orta,ortr, Goth, waurkjan, waurhta, •waurhls:—
OTeut. *wurk/an, *wurxjt~; (2) OE. (Mercian)

wircan, = OFris. werkia, wirza, wrochte, wrocht,

OS. wirkian, warK
a)hta, war{€t)ht

%
OHG. "virchen,

warahta (MHG. wirken, warhte, G. wirken,

WtriU, gewirkt), ON. verkja, virkja to feel pain
:— OTeut. *werkfan, *war\t- (*wurxt-). A third

OE. type represented by late wercan, weorc(e)an

seems to point to early influence of the sb. we(o)rc

(see Work sb.) upon the vowel of the vb.

Other Teut. forms are OFris. werka, OS. -tverkon, (-Tver-

hot), (M)Du., M(LG.) werken, (wrochte, etc.), OHG.
iverckdn (MHG. werchen, werken), ON. verka (-aS) in

certain technical uses, orka to manage, effect, contrive (Sw.
verka to do, perform, virka to crochet, Da. virke to operate,

act, weave, etc.).

The Indo-Eur. base worg., werg-, wrg- is represented
outside Germanic by Zend v?r2zyeiti he works, Gr. epSto

( :
—'wergy'd), p*'£w (:

—

*wrgj$) I do, perf. copyo, bpyavov
Organ, opyiov Orgy, Olr. fairged they made, dofairci
prepares, and the forms s.v. Wark. sb. and v., and Work sb.

The normal representative of OE. wyrcan would
be *worck ^for the vocalism cf. worm, worse, wort)

;

the substitution of k for ck
t
producing the modern

standard form (wwk) instead of (wwtj), is shown
in north-midland areas C1200, and is due mainly

to Work sb., though Scandinavian influence (see

various forms above) is possible.

The new pa. t. and pa. pple. worked, formed
directly on the inf. stem, became established in the

15th century ; it is now the normal form except in

archaic usage (in which the older form wrought
may appear in any sense), and in senses which
denote fashioning, shaping, or decorating with the

hand or an implement: see Wrought.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Inf. and /'res. -stem, a. 1 wyrc<e)an, (wyri-

cean), 2-3 wurchen, (3 wrehen, wuerche,
wourche), 3-6 wurche, 5-6 wurch. &. 1 wir-
c(e)an, j-g wirche(n, 4-6 wyrche, 5 wyrch,
wirch, (whirche}, 9 dial, wirtch. 7. 1 weorcean,
wercan, (2 imper. wrec), 2 4 werchen, (3
werechen\ 3-5 werche. 5. 3-6 worch(e, (4
worsche, 6 arch. woorchen\

o. co.50 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iii. 2 Hreonisse doas vel
wyrcas. Ibid. xxi. 28 Wuirc in win^eaid minne. 971
Blickl. How. 75 pjet we sceolan god weorc wyricean. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. II. 264 Hu inon Lccedomas wib J'on wyrcean
scyle. c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 109 On monie wisen mon mei
wurchen elmessan. c 1200 wuerche fsee B. -? d ]. c 1205 Lay.

1547 Scafte were wrehen. a 1250 Owl <$• Night. 408 (Jesus
MS.) He wile of bore wurche [Colt, wrehen] bareh. c 1450
Godstenu Reg. 24 With feyth truly for to wurch. 1538 Bale
Thre Lawes tjSfl In Gods seruyce they honourablye wurche.
0. c8a$ Vesp. Psalter xiv. 2 Se..wirce3 rehtwismsse.

a 1250 Chvl <$ Night. 722 (Cott. MS.) Clerkes ginneb songes
wirche. 13.. Northern Passion 1354 Alle the bettyr bey
myghte wyrche. < 1400 Rom. Rose 6659-65 He had wirken
whanne that neede is. ..Seynt Poule that loued al hooly
chirche He bade thappostles forto wirche And wynnen her
lyflode..And seide wirketh with youre honden. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 344 Elburwe bat rehgyose house let after

whirche. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Eistula, etc. 45 J'e

place wher arsenek is putte in, if it wirch perfitely, shal

bycome hlo & bolned. c" 1449 Pecock Refr. 11. xiii. 222
Forto. .wirche holi deedis. 15.. Menh. £ Son aoo Id HazL
E. P. /'. I. 146 He made hyin evyn with every man, as far

as he cowde wyrche. 1847 Halliwell, Wfrtck. to ache.
North.
y. 971 Blickl. Ifont. 67 pact bu scealt . . Godes willan wercan.

c 1000 Rule ofChrodegang xvii, poiine hi ne burfon ^emacne
wore weorcean, wirce a;lc sum King bxs be his a?;en neod
sy. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Wrec \>c me an arc. c 1200
werche5 (see B. 21]. c 1*75 Lay. 12167 I cn wolle werechen
after bine wSfen c 1460 werclie [see B. 1 c\

6. c 1275 XI Pains ifHell 310 in O. E. Misc. 320 Wo-sc-
euer wil halou bis sununday Wele and worch it ful. 136a
Lancl, P. PI. A. vi!t. 84 Wymmen with childe bat worchen
ne mowen. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 123 pei wolen not..
worsche aftir good conscience. 11400 A*. Clone. Chron.
(Rolls) App. xx. 94 Hi boute wourche wo. ^1450 Godstoo
Reg, 8 Crist grawnt us grace truly to worch. 1566 Drant
Horace, Sat. viil 6 To woorchen all our will. 1865 Waugh
Lanes. Songs 24 When a mon's honestly willin' To wortch.

Vol. X.

f. 3 (Ortn.) wirrkenn, 4 wire, wirck(e, wirkke,
wyrkke, wyrc, (wrick, wrik, wryk, Sc. vyrk),
4-6 wirke, wyrk(e, Sc, virk, 4-6, S Sc. wirk,

5 wirken, 5-6 wyrcke. ^. 3-6 werke, 4 "were,

werkke, werken, 5-6 werk, 6 weorke). t?. 4-7
worke, 6 woorke, w^irk, Sc, vurk, 7 worck, 6-

work. 0. 5-6 warke, 9 dial. wark.
f. ci20o0kmis 10118T0 wirrkenn allmess werrkess. ^1300

Cursor M. i2?g To wrik bare wik wil. Ibid. 2200 To wyrk
wondres. Ibid. 25251 pi will to wire, c 1330 R. Bkunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5001 How |>ey schuld wyrke. ^1375
Lay Polks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 4 po bokes of holy kyrc, pat
holy men. .con wyrc c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xix. [Christo-
pher)j$ To wryk in ws his wekit pouste. 1375 Barbour
Bruce v. 488 He thoucht to virk with slicht. a 1400 Morte
Arth. 1463 Fulle graythelye lie wyikkes. c 1400 wirken [sc-c

1 /3]. 1530 Palsgk. 7S3 1, I wyrke. . .Declared in ' I worke'.
1549 Comft, Scot. i. 21 The iugement of gode (quhilk virkis

al thyng). 1550 Crowley Last Trumfet 482 For to wyrcke.
1596 Dalrymple ir. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. (S.T.S.) II. 201
Feireng..that Angus suld wirk thame sum . . iniure.

^. c 1220 werkeS [hte B. 10]. a 1300 Cursor M. 14704 pe
wcrckes bat i were. C1386 Chaccer Can. Ycom. J\ 1477
As for to werken any thyng in contrarie. C1450 Holland
Howtat 7S5 He couth werk wounderis. 1526 Pilgr. Perf,
(W. de \V. 1531) 136 b, It can werke no effect. 1553 Res-
publica 86 Avaryce niaie weorke factes.

t\. 1340 Ayenb. 206 Alneway workinde. 14.. Sir Bcues
1798 (Pynson) Lat god worke what his wol is. 1546 St.
1'apers Hen. VIII XI. 225, 1 will do what I can. .then must
Godd worcke. 1551 Crowley Pleas. § Payne Ded. it>8

The Lorde work in the hertis of the rych. 1570 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 9 Matter.. for them to wurk uppon.
1581 Satzr. Poems Reform. x!iv. 368 Destroy the block,

That vurkis thir Turkis aganis the. 1596 Spenser State
IreI. Wks. (Globe) 634/1 Divine powers which should wooike
vengeaunce on perjurours. 1625 in Foster Eng. Factories
Ind. (1909) III. 52 Discharging our broadsides as fast as wee
coulde laied them and worck them. 1645 in N. fy Q. 12th
Ser. IX. 223/2 Brick to worke up the wall.

0. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladyc 1. xiii. 35 The bandes
warke. a 1529 Skelton P. Sfarowe 799 Whereat they
harke, And mar all they warke. 1880 Mrs. Pakr Adam &
Eve II. 143 If 'tis to be done, he'll wark the oracle for me.

2. Pa. t. a. 1-3 worhte (1 worohte, uorhte)
;

1-4 wrohte, (3 wrocte, Orm. wrohhte), 3-4
wrouht(e, 3-5 wro3t(e, 3-6 wrou5t(e, wrout(e,
wroght, 4 wroghte, wroht, wrowht, (wToth\
4-5 wroughte, Sc, wroucht, 4-O Sc, wrocht,
(vrocht) , 5 wtow3te, WTOwt, (wrouth), 6

wrowght, 5- wrought. £. 1-2 warhte; 3
wrahte, wrauhte, 3-4 wra3te, 4 wraht, 5 Sc.

wraucht, 6 wraught.
a. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John ix. 6 Uorhte lam of Ssem

spadlc 971 Blickl. Hem. 19 Ha^lend. .bait wundor worhte.
1056-66 Inser. on Dial, Kirkdale Ch.% Yks., Haward me
wrohte. c xaoo Orm is 2256 Godd. .f>att alle shaffte wrohhte.
c 1205 Lay. 12024 He harm worhte. 17x225 After, R. 258
pe bet wrouhte pe eorSe. c 1250 Gen. <§ Ex. 156 His mi^t

. .3e wroutis [ = wrought them] on 3e ferSe day I Ibid. 230
It ne wrocte him neuere a del. a 1300 in Anted, Lit. (1844)

91 Thenk, mon, werof Crist the wroute. a 1300 Cursor M. 362
First ban wroght he angel kind. 13. . Nortnern Passion j 367
(MS. Camb. Gg.) pei wrothin hit wit maistrie. c 1350 Will,

Paleme 3694, 1 wrou3t nou^t be best. 1375 Barbour Bruce
XViii. 158 Joline wroucht syne sa vittely. C1386 Chaucer
Monk's 7. 403 Ful many an hethen wroghtestow ful WO.
£-1400 Parce Michi 53 in 26 Pol. Poems 144 In youthe I

wrought folyes fele. C1400 Afiol. Loll. 106 pe apostil wrowt
wib hishandis bingisable to mannts vse. C1425 Cast. Pcrscu.

^z-jf in Macro Plays 174 Wheybor he wrouth wel or wyckyd.
nesse. a 1529 Skelton Wojffully A raid 49 Y wrou^t the,

1 bowg3t the frome eternal fyre. 1533 Gau Rlcht Vay
(S.T.S.) 39 The halie spreit vrocht this conceptione. 1539
Bible (Great) Ruth ii. 19 Where wronghtest thou? 1572 in

Feuillerat Revets Q. Eliz. (1908) 159 His servantes that

attended and wroute at the Coorte. 1573 Ibid. 196 The
wyerdrawer. .that, .wrowght upon sundry proper

t
yes. 1596

Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 111. (S.T.S.) I. 199 How
..vnwislie thay wrocht.
p. .moo Life S.Chad in Angtia X. 64 He warhte eac

dejulran eardung stowe. c 117S Lamb. Horn. 91 pa warhte
god feole tacne. a 1225 Leg. Knth. 1071 pet he wrahte
bulliche wundres. a 1250 Owl ft Night. 106 He. .of his eyre
briddes wrauhte [Cott. wra5te]. 13. . E. E. AHit, P. A. 56
My wreched wylle in wo ay wrahte. £1425 Wyntoun Cron.
v. xiii. 5314 Al bc 'viiis bat he wraucht [rime noucht]. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 70 Sin, not Time, first wraught the

change.

7. 1 wyrcte, 2 wercte
; 5 wyrkkyd, 6- worked

7- work'd 1

.

C825 Vesh. Hymns \. 3 Digiti mei aptaverunt fsalterium,
fingras mine wyrctun nearpan. (11175 Co.'t. Horn. 229 pa
wercte he fele wundra. C1470 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 284
They that wyrkkyd soche wooll. 1523 Ld. bmil/Mn
I. cccxlvi. (1530) 24/1 Vrbayne. .waxed proude and worked
all on heed. 1743 Bulkeley & Clmmins Voy. S, Seas 106

It being smooth water, she work'd very well.

3. Pa. pple. a. i seworht, etc. : see Ywuought.
0. 4 wor^t, worght

; ] Orm. wrohht, 3-4 wrojt,

4 wroghte, wToulit{e, wrow h)t, (wrohut,
wrouth, wTouth), 4-5 wrohte, WTou5t(e, wroht,
4-6 wroght, Sc. wrocht, 4-7 wroughte, (5
wrowgt, wrow(g)th, wrout, wrothte, wroth,
wrht), 5-6 wrowght, 6 (wrowte, wrotte,

rought\ ^V.wTOUcht, (vrocht, rocht), 7 wrote, 4-
wrought. y. [1 sewarht], 3 wrauht, 6 wraught.
P. [.: 900 Leiden Riddle 3 Ni uuat ic mec biuorthae uullan

fliusum.] c x2ooOrmin Ded. 153 Ice hafe hemm wrohht tiss

boc c i»5o Gen.
<fr
Ex. 40 Of no^t Was heuene and er5e

samen wro3t. a 1300 Cursor M. 25914 (Cott.) perfor haf i

worght bis bok. c 1300 Havetok 1352 Dwelling haueth

ofte scabe wrouth. Ibid. 2453 He hauc[de] ful wo wrowht.

13.. Cursor M. 1564 (Gott.) lesu bat all has wrohut. 13..
Harrow. Hell (K.) 167 }if ich haue sinnes wroUjt. 13..
Pol. Rcl. ij- L. Poems (1903) 264 To his licntsse bou art
wrout. 1375 Bakboi-r Bruce 1. 94 ^e had nocht wrocht on
that maner. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3264 Had he wor;t ay
to wets welth. C1400 Apol. Loll. 16 Loid, \>u hast wrout al
our warkis in vs. e 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) Pro', iii. 3
It was wrht o-pon be harde stane. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 79 O juge thi decre Is .. wroct ful unrychtfully.
c 1460 Prcn.p. Parv. 278 (Winch. MS.), Madde, or wroth
be crafte or tunny ng,faclus. a 1500 Bet nard. de Cura Rci
Earn, in, 81 Qwhat wonder sulde he wrothte. 1549 Comfl.
Scot. vii. 69 '1 he-.figuris that heel bene grauit, vrocht, and
brodrut. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars iCamden) 36 A tylte. .the
wych waswrotte on Assencion day. 1581 N. Burnt; 'Disputa-
tion in CalA, Tractates (S.T.S.) 119 The lyme. could not be
vrocht. 1585 Daniel Pre/. # Ef.bef.Paulus Icuius To
R dr., Wks. (Grosart) IV. 24 This [invention], .which time
hath now at length perfited and rought into a more regulare
order. 1635 Maiden. Essex, Borough Deeds Bundle 145,
No. 2 b, The earth being lately by the tide wroughte.
7. [c 725 Corpus Gloss. C 7:0 Conderetur. gewarht. ^893

JElfred Or.'s. v. ii. 216 Mon ha;t Corrinthisce fatu ealle be
ba^rof gewarhte waeron. anoo Life S. Chadin Angtia X.
230 Heo wes sewarht ufan tm huses jelicnesse.]

c 1275 Serving Christ 7 in O. E. Misc. 00 Yef we habbt-b
werkes yeynes )>\ wille wrauht. 1518 Sel. Pleas Star Chamb.
iSelden) II. 135 Tc.cawse further my?chefe to have byn
wraught. a 1542 Wyatt Poems (1908)55 Gesse, frend, what
I am, or how 1 am wraught.

5. 5 worched. €. 6 workyd, 6- worked.
1470-85 Malory Arthur VI. -\i. 1 9 We haue wnrched al

maner of sylke werkes. 1538 workyd [see B. 8]. 1733
Budgell Bee No. 5. I. i£o \\\ what an hurry a Weekly
Pamphlet of three Sheets must be work'd off.

B. Signification.

I. Transitive senses.

* To perform, execute.

1. To do, perform, practise (a deed, course of
action, labour, task, business, occupation, process,

etc.). Now arch. ; chiefly with cognate obj. work
or deed, or in such phr. as to work a miracle, to

work wowlers (pa. t. and pa. pple. freq. wrought),
in which sense 10 is blended with this.

Beoivulfq^o A mass god wyrcan wunder acfter wimdre.
971 Blickl. Horn. -21 Eal swa Invitt swa se gesenelica lichama
deb of'be wyrcep. c 1000 ./Elfhic Gen. xlvii. 3 He axode
hwaet hy wyrcean cubon : hi andswarodon.. : We synd
scephyrdas. tiooo Ags. Gosf. Matt. xxvi. 10 God weorc
heo worhte on me. — John iii. 2 Ne msx nan man bas
tacn wyrcan be flu wyrest, buton God heo mid him. £"1175

Lamb. 1 1Offt. 117 Leorniao god to wurchenne. c ISOoOrmin
9988 Swillke sinndenn alle \>3. patt wirrkenn code werkess.
c 1200 Tritt. Coll. Horn. 59 Swich ehnes.se to wurchen, c 1200-
[see Wonder sb. 2, 3]. 121225 Leg. Kath. 1053 OiVe. . burh
wicchecreftes wurcbiS summe wundres. a 1*15 Ancr.R. 424
Wurche b^t me hat hire wiffuten grucchunge. c 1250 Gen. \
Ex. 2218 De breViere ne wisten it no^t Hu ftis dede wurSe
wrojL 1297 R.Glocc. (Roll 1-) 2569 Seint germayn. .prechede,
..& vair miracle wrohte. c \y]$Cursor M. 5S70 (Fairf.) pai
salle.. wirk .ij. dayes werk a-pon a day. c 1386 Chaucer
Mereh. T. 241 Wirk alle thyng by conseil. c 1449 Pecock
Refr. I. x. 50 And wolde. .wirche sum while the 0011 craft and
sumwhile the other craft. 1508 Dunbar Tua Marit't Wemen
351, I maid that wif carll to werk all womenis werkis. 1904
Hooker i'.ccl. Pol. 1. it. § 3 God worketh nothing without
cause, c 1600 in Engl. Hist. Rev. {1919) July 435 She
worcketh knittinge of stockings. 1618 W. Lawson N-iv
Orch. S, Garden x. {1623) 27 Grafting., is thus wrought. 1649
Br. Hall Cases Couse. iv. viii. (1654) 361 A Sacrament, con-
ferring Grace by the very work wrought. 1746 Francis tr.

Horace, Art Poetry 2O4 Let not such upon the Stage be
brought, Which better should behind the Scenes be wrought.
1784 Cowper Task vi. 557 So God wrought double justice.

1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Wallace xci, In Guienne
right valiant deeds he wrought. 1851 Dixon W. Penn ii.

(1872) 12 The miracles wrought by Spanish saints. 1863
Stanley Jew. Ch. I. iii. 64 The twenty years of exile and
servitude had wrought their work. 1904 lit'DCE3rd $ 4th
Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 181 Stone object, with twenty
facets, . .probably used in working magic. i9«o Engl. Hist.

Rev. Jan. 25 The special work which he undertook, and the

rich ability with which he wrought it.

b. To do (something evil or harmful) ; to com-
mit (a sin, wrong, or crime), arch,
c 825 Vesp, Psalter v. 7 Alle ^a tie wircatS unrehtwisnisse.

(.1220 Bestiary 569 Sipes 3c sinkefi, and sca3e 3us werken.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24158 Vn-reufulli yee wire vnright. c 1325
Spec. Gy Warw. 759 Anon, so b" bast sinne wrouht, ..to

shrifte fat bu gauge. 1340-70 Alex. 4- Dind. 688 pe hete.

.

|>at enforce}> be flech fohe to wirche 1 a 135a Minot Poems
(ed. Hall) vii. 62 Fats Imi ill alway bai wroght. c 1449
Pecock Refr, in. xi. 342 The pseudo Apostilis wrou^ten

persecucioun . .a^ens the trewe Apostlis. ^1450 St. Cuthbett

(Surtees) 5638 When he had bis theft wrought. CX470HLNRY
Wallace 1. 161 Mony gret wrang thai wrocht. 1535 Cover-
dale Ezek, xxxiii. 26 Ye worke abhominacions, euery one

defyleth his neghbours wife. 1611 Bible Matt. vii. 23 Depart

from me, ye that worke iniquity. 1613 Purchas Pilgrtmage

(1614) 25 Working that malice on the creatures, .which he

could not . . wrecke on their Creator. 18x9 Hood Eug. Aram
xiii, Methought, last night, I wrought A murder, in a dream I

t C. To perform, observe (a ceremony, etc.). 06s.

<:95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 18 Mi3 Sec ic wyrco

castro [facio pascha) mio c*5num rninum. e 13*5 Chron.

Eng. 311 in Ritson /I/err. ^<7»f. II. 283 Eleuthene, the pope

of Rome, Stablcde suithe sone Godes werkes wurche, Ant

singe in holy Chirche. 1340 H amvole Pr. Come. 3685 Goddes

minister. . fat be sacrament of be auter wirkes. c 1460 Play

Saeram, 325 Seyng hys evynsong as yt hys worshepe for to

werche.

yd. To carry on, wage, make (war). Cbs.

ciMSoGen.fy Ex. 3220 Datfolcebru to werchen wi. ^1352
MisoT-I'eems (ed. Hall) vi. 31 A were es wroght .. ^owre

walles with to wrote, c X374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. metr. vii

114 (Camb. MS.) Agamenun, bat wrowhte and continuede
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WORK.
the batayles by x. 5er. c 1475 Partenay 4056 Where this

Geant were procured and wrought.

2. To perform, carry out, execute (a person's

will, advice, etc. }. Obs. or arch, (in later use pass-

ing into sense 10).

071 Blukl. Horn. 67 )>aet bu scealt on a^shwyice tid Godes
willau wercan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 21 Se be wyrc'd

mines fxder willan. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Hu me sulde

godalmitui serue, and his wille wurche in orde. a 12*5

Juliana 35 (Bodl. MS.) Wurch eleusius wil for ich be ^eoue

leaue. c 1350 Will.Paleme 307 Hc.graunted him..Forto

woichen his wille as lord wib his owne. a 137S Joseph

Arim. 49,1 His riche men.. bat his red wrou5ten. c 1400

De&tr. Troy i83r All thesoueranis..assignet me hir, For to

wirke with my wille, & weld as myn owne. 1300-20 Dunbar
Poems lxix. 23 Lat Fortoun wirk furthe hir rage. 1595
Munday John a Kent (Shaks. Soc.) 12 Leave the God of

heaven to woorke his will. 1700 Dkyden Cock fy Fox 589

The false loon, who could not work his will By open force,

empioy'd his flattering skill.

** To construct, produce, effect.

3. To produce by (or as by) labour or exertion

;

to make, construct, manufacture ; to form, fashion,

shape. Obs. or arch, in general sense; often, now
usually, implying artistic or ornamental workman-

ship (most commonly in pa. pple. wrought; see

also e). See also work up, 39 It.

Beowulf 1452 Swa liine fyrnda^um worhte wa;pna smM
c 1205 Lay. 2291 1 Ich be wulle wurche a bord .. bat ber

ma^en setten to sixtene hundred & ma. la 1366 Chauckr
Rom. Rose 5-9 Of body ful wel wrought was she. c 1386

Sqr.U T. ivo He |>at it wroghte kotide ful many a

gyn. C1420 Pol. Ret. \ L. Poems (1903) 271 A bok..pat

men callyt an abeue, Pratylych I-wrout. Ibid., Wrout is

on be bok with-oute, V. parafTys {Bodl. MS. 789 wroujt].

1.1420 Lydg. Assembly of Gods 1S82 So curyously, in so

lytell a compace, 1 11 all thys world was neuer thyng wrought.

c 1475 Rauf Caityar 264 To ane preuie Chalmer. .thay

him led, Quhair ane burcly bed was wrocht. 1513 Douglas
sEneisxw. Prol. 138 Quhavof the beis wrocht thar hunuy
sweit. 1S45ASCHAM Toxoph.{Arb.) 115 Some of them, whych
..worke ye Icinges Artillarie for war. 1584 Cogan Haven
Health lxxxiii. (1636) 86 The liver.. is the place where all

the humours of the body are first wrought. 1697 Dkyden
Virg. Georg.x. 267 The blind laborious Mole In winding

Mazes works her hidden Hole. 175a Hume Ess. <$- Treat.

(1777) I. 103 A hundred cabinet-makers in London can work

a table, .equally well. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvi. 272 A goblet

exquisitely wrought. 1817 J. Evans Excurs. Windsor, etc.

258 A public road, beneath which is worked a patli conduct.

ing to a fine lawn. 1850 Scoresdy Cheevcrs IVhalem. Adv.
\. 1,1858) 4 Whether the first .. whaling harpoon used in

America was wrought there. 1864 J. Hunt tr. Vogt's Led.
Man x. 269 The [flint] instruments of oval shape have been

mostly worked by gentle blows.

(b) with immaterial object.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2^326 All baa bat wirkes Laus gain right

of hall kirkes. 1721 Prior Predestination Wks. 1907 II.

351 Are not the Texture of our Actions wrought By some-

thing inward that directs our thought 1 1732 Gray Bentley

7 Each dream, in fancy's airy colouring wrought.

b. Said of God : To create. Also in pass., the

pa. pple. sometimes becoming equivalent to
( born '.

Obs. or rare arch, ee also 7.

Beowulf 92 past se seloiihtixa eor5an worhte. c 950
Lindisf Gosp. Matt. xix. 4 Quifecit ab initio masculum et

feminamfecit eos, seoe worohte from fruma woepen-inonn
& wifmonn geworhte hia. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 369 Nis buten
an godd,..bet al be world wrahte. a 1300 Cursor M.yj-$
He wioghtapon be tober day Pe firmament, c 1369 Chaucer
Dethe Blaitnche 90 Alas (quoth shee) that I was wrought.
c 1441 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 205 AUe women that in this

world be wrowght. ? a 1550 Freiris Berwik 364 in Dunbar's
Poems (189.1) 297 Quhat sail I do ? Allace, that I wes wrocht.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxlv. v, All creatures thou hast

wrought, .shall their Creator sound. 1639 Mure Ps. vim.

iii, The moone, the twinckling Starrs . . Works, by thy finger

wroght. 1648 Br. Hall Breathings Devout Soul § 19 The
less I can satisfie my self with marvailing at thy works, the

more let me adore the majesty and omnipotence of thee

that wroughtest them.

O. To construct, build (a house, church, wall,

bridge, etc.) Obs. or rare arch. See also 3Q a.

c 1000 iELFRic Horn. I. 22 Da cwsedon hi betwux him baet

hi woldon wyrcan ane burn. 13. . Leg. Gregory 218
Chirches, chapels, bobe ysame Werehe sche dede. 14.. Sir
Beues (MS. M.) 3685 Beues dyd wyrke Abbeys, mynesters,

and meny a kirke. c 1470 Got. <$• Gaiv. 64 Weill wroght wes
the wall, And payntit with pride. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 300
They. .the Mole immense wraught on Over the foaming

deep high Archt. a 1701 Maundrell Jouru. Jerus. 7 Mar.

(1707) 18 An old Bridge.. exceeding well wrought. 1735

J . Price Stone.Br. Thames 7 Scaffolds for working the said

Piers from Bottom to Top. 1747 Gould Engl. Ants 12

Their [sc. ants'] double Saw, by means whereof they work

their Apartments. 1876 Morris Sigurd 1. 1 Earls were the

wrights that wrought it [sc. a house].

fd. To * make', obtain (a friend). Obs. rare.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxiv. § 3 Mid bis andweardan welan

mon wyrcS oftor fiond Sonne freond. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 41 Mid weldede of giue [man mai] frend wuerche.

e. const, of, rarely out of (the material or con-

stituents) ; also in (some material), usually im-

plying artistic or ornamental workmanship. (In

later use almost always in pa. pple. wrought.)

C888 Alfred Boeth. xxxix. § 12 Hit is ba:s godcundan

anweaides jewuna ba:t he wirco of yfle good, c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. John ii. 15 He worhte swipan of strengon. c 1000

iELFHic Gen. vi. 14 Wyrc oe nu anne arc of aheaweuum

bordum. <:iooo - Horn. I. 12 God..cwae5 ba=t he wolde

wyrcan mannan of eoroan. cwooOrmin 15182 Nollde nohht

te Laferrd Crist . . Hemm wirrkenn win inoh off nohbt,
.
-Ace

wollde off waterr wir rkenn win. a 1300 Cursor M. 22804 He
bat dos flexs worth in 10 lame, lam mai wire flessh licam^

a 1375 Joseph Arim. 204 A newe chaumbre-wouh wrou3t al

290

of bordes. c 1400 Maundev. (1919) xxiv. 141 In the myddes

of this palays is the niountour for the grete Cane pat is »"•

wrought of gold & of precyous stones. 1567 Gude tr Godlie

B. (S.T.S.) 131 O Lord, quhilk wrocht all thingis of nocht.

1591s Ethu. Ill, in. i. 68 Their streaming Ensignes, wroright

of coulloured siike. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 681 Good
milstones are wrought out of the rocke. 1709 A. Philips

To Earl ofDorset 34 Every shrub, and every blade of grass,

And every pointed thorn, seem'd wrought in gla-s.
_
1842

Lover Handy A ndy xl, Various ornaments . . wrought in the

purest gold. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 206 Forty-six noble

columns, some wrought in granite and some in marble.

•j-4. To compose (a book or writing), to write.

c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 111. xvii, On bare bee, be ic worhte.

971 Blickl. Horn. 169 Se oe has hoc worhte. cwoo Okmin
Ded. 24 patt ice piss werrc be shollde wirrkenn. Ibid. 14269

patt boc, (>att Moysa^s & tatt profetess wrohhtenn.
_
0127a

Luue Ron 2 in O. E. Misc. 93 A Mayde cristes me bit yorne

pat ich hire wurche a luue ron. C1330 R. BrUHNB Citron.

Wace (Rolls) J4836 Of Ynge saw y neuere nought, Neyher

in boke write lie wrought, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol.

372 As thoch that he of malice wolde endyten Despyt of

love, and had him-self hit wroght. 1617 Woodall Surg.

Mate Pref., Wks. C1653) 13 Who likes, approves, and usefull

deems This work, for him 'tis wrought. 1746 Francis tr.

Nor., Sat. 1. iv. 60 Some therefore ask, can comedy be

thought A real poem, since it may be wrought In style and

subject without fire'or force,

t b. To utter, speak, say. Obs. rare.

C1350 in Horstinann Altengl. Leg. (1881) 30 pai ditted

laire eris, for bai suld noght Here (>ir wurdes bat bus war

wroght. a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) i. 45 Philip Valays

wordes wroght And said he suld baire enmys sla.

5. To make (a ' web ' or textile fabric), to weave
;

to make (something consisting of such fabric, as a

garment, quilt, etc.) by means of needlework, to

sew or knit ; to ornament with a design, figure, or

pattern in needlework, to embroider.

cjzso Gen. q Ex. 377 Two pilches weren our3 engeles

\vr03t. a 1400 Engl. Gilds (1870) 350 Non of \>e Citee ne

shal don werehe qwyltes ne ehalouns by-boute be walles.

C1440 Gesta Rom. xliii. 171 A damiselL.be whiche can wel

werehe your sherte. 1511-12 Act3Hen. VIIIc 6. § 1 The
Walker and Fuller shall truely walke fulle thikke and werke

every webbe of wollen yerne. 1592 Shaks. Ven, tr Ad. 991

Now she vnweaues the web that she hath wrought. 1595
— John IV. i. 43 My h:md-kercher..(The best I had, a

Princesse wrought it me). 1651 Davenant Gondioert 11.

xxviii, These belts (wrought with their ladies' care). 1768

Sterne Sent. Jonrn., Pulse, She was working a pair of

ruffles. 1784 Cowper Task I. 33 A splendid cover.. of

tapestry richly wrought. 1833 Hr. Martineau Loom Sr

Lugger I. ii. 21 You have wrought your web thinner and

thinner. 1839 Vm Diet. Arts 6^ In the weaving of ribbed

hosiery, the plain rib courses are wrought alternately. 1849

Macaulav Hist. Eng.vW. II. 174 The princess, who had

been educated only to work embroidery, to play on the

spinet, [etc.). 1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women vi,

I'm going to work Mr. Laurence a pair of slippers.

b. const, with the design, figure, or pattern.

7«i366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 897 His garnement was

euerydell Portreied and wrought with floures. X480 Wardr.

Aec.Edw. IV. (1830) 115 An hoby harneis..enbrowdered

and wroght with ageletts of silver and gilt. 157s in

Archaeologia XXX. 12 Sixe quyshions, wiought Willie my
L. [= Lord's] armes. 184a Tennyson Audley Court 20 A
damask napkin wrought with horse and hound.

c. with the design, figure, or pattern as obj.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 207* The Danes bare in

their Ensigne a Raven wrought.. in needle-worke. 1841

Hart's Fancy-iuork Blc. 18 To work patterns drawn on

canvas. 1859 J. Brown Hone Subs. Ser. 1. (i860 286

Working her name on the blankets. 1883 D. C. Murray
Hearts ix. (1885) 65 The maxims you cherish would have

served.. for your grandmother to woik on samplers.

6. To make (an image or figure) ; to delineate,

paint, or draw (a picture, ornamental design, etc.)

;

to carve (a statue or piece of sculpture) ; also, to

represent by an image, portray, picture. Obs. or

arch. exc. in special connexions. See also 39 h.

a 1300 CursorM. 23216 Painted fire.. pat apon a wngh war
wroght. 1448-9 Metham Amoryus 4> Cleopes 60 Letiyrrys

off gold, l>at gay were wrowght to be ye. 1597 W. Harlow
Navig. Supply H I, If these diuisions he wrought vpon
Latten plates. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xii. 206, I shall

proceed to the working a Pattern or two in Soft Wood. 1697
Dkyden s&neis v. 328 There, Ganymede is wrought with

living Art. 01707 Prior To the Hon, C. Montague ii,

Each, like the Graecian Artist, woo's The Image He himself

has wrought. X769 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. (1778) 19 The
pictures, thus wrought with such pain, now appear like the

effect of enchantment. 1780 Mirror No. 103 A large iron

gate, at the top of which the family arms are worked. 1874

J. II. Pollen Ane. St Mod. Furniture S. Kens. Mus. 129
As the ornamental tooling is worked on leather by the book,
binder.

1" 7. With complemental word or phrase : To
cause to be . . ., make, render ; to change, convert,

turn into something different ; to bring into a speci-

fied state ; also, to make or create in the form of.

With simple compl. or const, to, into. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 13 Hyt ys awriten, min

hus is ^ebedhus ; witodlice se worhton baet to beofa cote.
C1205 Lay. 18737 His lond bu forbernest, & bine blaeo"

wurchest. a 1300 Cursor M. 8392 For bi luue was i widue
wroght. Ibid. 12370 Ye bat be has wroght to men And J>at

efter his aun ymage. Ibid. 24088 (Edin.) pat wrolit me out
of wite. 13. . Ibid. 1382+ (Gott.) He bat me hal has wroght.
C1400 Destr. Troy 9004 Mony woundet bat worthy & wroght
vnto dethe. c 1410 SirCleges 336 Thys sawe I neuer. ., Syn
I was man wrowght !_ c 148c, Henrvson Want 0/ Wyse Men
6 Welth is away, wit is now wrochtin to wrinkis. 15. . Dun-
bar Poems lxxii. 115 Ordane for Him ane resting-place,

That is so werie wrocht for the. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
11. ii. 47 We had need pray.. for our deliuerance; Or this

imperious man will worke vs all From Princes into Pages.

WORK.
1639 Saltmarshe Policy 43 If you suspect the performance
of a promise, worke them obliged by some speciall engage-
ment and pawne.

8. To make, form, or fashion into something

(formerly also t *'») ! to make up ; to compound
(ingredients) ; to shape (material). See also 39 e.

In various connexions; cf. senses above. Often with
special reference to the process or operation performed

;

thus passing into branch ***.

1538 Starkey England 11. i. 173 Our marchantys cary
them [sc. lead and tin] out. ., and then hryng the same in

workyd agayn, and made vessel therof. 1558 in Hakluyt
Voy. (1599) I. 303 All our olde hempe isspunne and wrought
in tenne cables . . and thirteene Hausers. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 65 Gun-powder of a. .Russet colour

..may be judged to have all its Receipts well wrought.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i. 9 When you joyn several Bars
of Iron together, .and work them into one Bar. 1717 Prior
.4/w/<xill. 461, I. .melted down my Plate, On Modern Models
to be wrought. 1748 Anson's Voy. II. ii. 135 To unlay a
cable to work into running rigging. 1820 Q. Mus. Mag. II.

17 The subject of the Fugata. .is a very good one. It were
to he wished that it had been worked into a regular Fugue.
188a Caulfeild & Sawabd Diet. Needlework 464 Strug
Rugs . .are made from odds and ends of. . wool, which are

. .worked into coarse canvas in loops,

f b. To inflict (wounds). Obs.

c 1400 Melayne 1522 We sail wirke bam wondis full wyde.

c 1460 Ttmmttey Myst. xxvi. 363 Anoyntmentys . . ffor to

anoyntt his woundys sere, That lues hym wroght. 1471

Caxton Recuyell tSommer) 339 These tlieues and robeurs

smote. -fiersly vpon philotes. ., worchynge and gyuyng to

him many woundes.

o. To produce or cause by continued application

of physical force, e. g. friction ; to ' wear ' (a cavity,

etc.) by attrition.

1836 C. Wordsworth Athens xxvi. (1855) '74 The wheels

have worked deep grooves in the rock. Mod. He works

holes in the seat of his trousers.

9. To put in, insert, incorporate, esp. in the way
of construction or composition (cf. 3, 4) : in various

special connexions (see quots.). See also 36 a.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 83 Glasse wrought with good lead,

..Glass wrought with an Arch well leaded. 1707 Curios.

Husb.tr Gard.262 We. .work into the Aperture, the Colours

we would give the Flower. 1710 Steele Taller No. 226

r 1 Those occasional Dissertations, which he has wrought

into the Body of bis History. 1711 W. Sutherland Ship-

build. Assist. 48 To. .work 3 whole Plank between 2 Buts.

1753-4 Richardson Grandison II. vii. 42 The love of

pleasure .. was wrought into his habit. He was a slave to

it. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1S69) 254 Such a hedge

may be repaired by thrusting, .brush, .into the holes, .and

. . working saplings through it obliquely. 1888 Iron 25 May
465 Heavy coils of iron. .have been wrought round the.,

fore part of each gun.

b. Hart. To graft (on a stock) : A%ofig.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. ii. 10 The Romanes early

wrought so much civility upon the Brittish stock. 1715

De Foe Earn. Instruct. I. i. (1841) I. 28 Getting the word of

life wrought in your heart. 1837 T. Rivers Rose Amateur's

Guide 72 A collection of Chinese Roses worked on short

stems. 1859 R. Thompson Card. Assist. 387 The. .portion

cut off, is termed the scion, or graft, and the rooted plant,

on which it is placed or worked, is called the stock. 1868

Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 203 (The Kilmarnock

willow] is frequently worked on low stems, and in conse-

quence much of its beauty is lost.

10. To effect, bring about, bring to pass; to

accomplish, achieve ; to cause, produce. (In early

use often approaching sense 1.) See also 38 f, 39 h.

c 1220 Bestiary 498 He him iuel werkeS. c 1250 Gen. Sr

Ex. 850 He werken sckaSe and bale. Ibid. 1812 De ne

leate ic no3t, Til Sin bliscing on me beo wro3t. c 1313

Shorkham Poems 1. 774 Sauuacion to werehe. 1340-70

Alisaunder 412 With his ferefull folke to Phocus hee rides,

Andiswillull inwerk to wirehen hem care. 13.. Cursor M.

20926 (Edin.) To quilis he wro3te be cristin scam, c 1350

Wiil.Paleme 1173 Forto wirch me no wrong. 1382WYCL1F

I Cor. vii. 10 That sorwe that is aflir God, worchith penaunce
• forsoth sorwe of the world worchith deeth. c 1385

Chaucer L. G. W. 1696 Lucretia, Ful longe lay ihe sege &
lytil wroughten. 1398 Teevtsa Barth. De P. R. iv. i. (1495)

e iv b/i In dyuerse maters [heete] werkyth dyuerse efTeetes.

C1400 Pety Job 32 in 26 Pol. Poems 122 So moche woo hit

[sc. sin] hath vs wrought. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxi. 5

He wirkis sorrow to him sell. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 135

Tariand quhil the tyme virk ane bettir chance. 1568 Grafton

Chron. II. 110 They were confederated, .to worke him an

vtter mischiefe. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epht. 39 \\hose

daggersdinte wrought his dolefull death. 1596 Bacon Max.

Com. Law iii. (1636) 15 Words are so to be unde.stood, that

they worke somewhat, and be not idle and frivolous. 1601

Daniel Civ Wars 1. 1, Who eLe..his safetie might haue

wrought. 1648 Gage West Ind. 200 He replyed, that what

Porkc might work upon mans body in other Nations, it

worked not there. 1724 Ramsay Vision xxiv, Lat them.,

stryve to wirk my fall. 17S1 Johnson Rambler No. 87 ra

Though good advice was chen, ,r has wrought no reforma-

tion. 1825 Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 • 17 lo wait

the event of this campaign will certainly work delay. 1831

James Philip Aug. xxxi, 'Ihe ravages that confinement and

sorrow had worked upon him. 1840 Dickens 6W Cur.

Shop xxvi, The beer had wrought no bad effect upon his

appetite 1843 Macaulay Lays Auc. home, Virginia 78

Let him who works the client wrong beware the patrons

ire 1 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 475 1 hey were

objects of general esteem and respect.., and wrought an

impression favourable to the ultimate reception of the doc-

trines which they taught. 1877 Huxley Physwgr. 183 1 he

destruction wrought by the sea. 1912 Ha/sburys Laws of

England^ XXI V. 250 An alienation by tenant in tall . .
worked

a discontinuance.

1 11. To act in order to or so as to effect (some-

thing) ; to plan, devise, contrive ; to put in practice,

manage (a business or proceeding). Obs.



WORK. 291 WORK.
c 1300 K. Horn 288 (Laud) Wat reymnild wroute Mikel

wonder him poute. 136a Langl. P. PL A. 11. 85 Such
Weddyng to worclie to wrabbe with trube. 1561 Hoby tr.

Castiglione 's Courtyer 11. (1577) G viij, Hee ought to worke
the matter wisely. i6ai J. Taylor (Water P.) Unnat.
Father Wks. (1630) 11. 137/2 He resolued to worke .some

meanes to take away their. .Hues. 1635 K. N. tr. Camden 's

Hist. Eliz. 1, 78 The Conspiratours so wrought the matter,
that very many of the Nobility assented to the marriage,
1647-8 Cottrell tr. Davila's Hist. France {1678) 19 The
Cardinal ardently wrought the Prince's destruction by
counseling the King. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 646 To work in

close design, by fraud or guile What force effected not.

*** To do something to an object (thing or

person).

12. To bestow labour or effort upon ; to operate

upon: in various connexions and shades of meaning.

a. To till* cultivate (land) : = Labour v. i ; rarely.

to cultivate (a plant or crop).

c 1000 jElfric Gen. ix. 20 Noe.. began to wyrcenne 3xt
land, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. m. 589 Faat lond, ydonged,
moyst, & well ywroght Oynons desire. 1526 Pilgr, Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 49b, [God] dyd..set hym in paradyse ..

for that entent that he sholde worke and kepe it. 1573
Tusshr Husb. (1878) 120 Choose soile for the hop of the
rottenest mould, well doonged and wrought. 1622 in loth
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 107 The earth is soft and
sandy, esy to bee wrought. 1744 in 6th Rep. Def>. Kpr.
App. it 121 For the. .raising, planting, and working a vege-
table (called Sesamo) extraordinary productive of oyl. 1796
C. Marshall Garden, xx. (1813) 394 When the ground can
be conveniently worked. 1799 J.

Robertson Agric. Perth
263 The common of Rattry . . is indeed very barren ; but if it

were wrought, it would produce turnips and then grass.

b. To get, ' win ' (stone or slate from a quarry,

ore or coal from a mine, etc.) by labour ; also with
the quarry, mine, etc. as obj.

1297 R. Glol'c. (Rolls) 3069 Me wolde wene bat in pis

lond noston to worke nere. 1604 E. G[rimstose] ITAcosta's
Hist. Indies iv, vii. 226 The silver that hath beene wrought
in the country. 1618 Ralegh Ap >l Guiana (1650) 54 It had
been no lesse a breach of Peace to have wrought any Myue
ofhis,..then it is nowcald'd..a breach of peace to take a
towne of his. 1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist, ll'estwld. x. 62
We found the Vein wrought three Yards wide, and twenty
Fathom deep. 1778 Pryce Mt'n. Cortnth. 21 Several parts
of the Lode.. have been indiscreetly hulked and worked.
1791 Shbatom Edystone L, § 99, I . . went to view the
quarries where the flat paving and steps were wrought.
1839 De la Bkche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. iv. 124 Roofing-
slates and flagstones have been worked in some places. 1844

J. Dunn Oregon Terr. 241 The natives were anxious that
we should employ them to work the coal. 1879 Casselfs
Techn. Educ. IV. 212/1 Several mines were worked for this

metal.

c. with various objects : see quots.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1721 Lucretia, Softe wolle. .she

wroughte. 1770 Li'ckombe Hist. Printing 360 When he
worked White Paper, he caught the sheet by the upper
further corner. 1839 Mrs. Kirklakd New Home x. 60 '1 he
road had been but little ' worked '..and in some parts was
almost in a state of nature. t88o Carnf.gie Pract. Trap. 7
The heaps with the most distinct tracks and most worked
(i.e., continually used). 1883 Chantb. y>nl. 15 Dec. 791
Produce of value, such as tea, coffee, indigo, drugs, etc.,

have to be 'worked' for sale purposes; and this term em-
braces the opening of the package, examination for sea-
damage, sorting into qualities, and a host of other operations.

d. To manipulate (a substance) so as to bring

it into the required condition ; esp. to knead, press,

stir, etc. (a plastic substance), or to mix or incor-

porate (such substances) together by this means

;

also, to spread (a colour or pigment) over a surface.

1417 York Memorandum Bk. (Surtees) I. 183 That he wyrk
na lede amanges any other metall .

.
, bot if it be in souldur.

1466 Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 326 That no tanner,
ne glover,.. wyrche harr leddyr at the ryver. 1494 Act 11
Hen. VI'/, c. 19 Cussions stuffed with, .gotis here, which is

wrought in lyme fattes. 1565-6 Bi.undevil Horsemanship,
Horses Dis. liii. (1580) 22 Mingle them togither, & stirre

them continuallie in a pot.., vntill the Cjuicksiluer be so
wrought with the rest, as you shall perceiue no quick>Huer
therein. 1575 .Gascoigne Glasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II. 36
You shall see . . how I will worke this geare lyke wax. 1653
Walton Angler viii. 172 Mix with it [sc. paste] Virgins-wax
and clarified honey, and work them together with your
hands before the fire. 1747-96 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi.

340 When they are wrought to a paste, roll them with the
ends of your fingers. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness
Collect. (Maitl. Clubl 147 This salt they work into the butter.

»85* JrnL R. Agric. Soe. XIII. 1. 41 After the butter is

taken from the churn it must first be well squeezed or
'worked' by the hand. 1853 Soyfr Pantroph. 285 Some
cooks .. worked sesame flour. .with honey ana oil. 1885 C.
WuLB Diet. Water-colour Technique 14 The first tone
should be decidedly grey..; and on this may be worked
Raw Sienna and Brown Madder.

e. To shape (stone, metal, or other hard sub-
stance) by cutting or other process ; also, to beat
out or shape (metal) by hammering (see Wrought
ppl. a. 4). Also with down. Also trans/, to wear
by friction or attrition. khofig.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 65 Before the Glass is wrought down

to its true Figure. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 157 A
greater number of Boards to work to a Level. 1703 Ibid. 37
Till you have wrought \ed. 1677 filed] the Spindle from end
to end. 1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 550
Stone easily wrought. 1781 Cowper Flatting Mill 2 When
a bar of pure .silver or ingot of gold Is sent to be flatted or
wrought into length. 1844 Mrs tsnowxwGLa<iyGeraldinc's
CourtshipW, Little thinking if we work our souls as nobly
as our iron. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 465 It
[sc. an iceberg} is an amorphous mass, so worn that it must
have been sorely wrought before its release from the glacier.

1855 Squier Adv. Mosquito Shore ix. (1S56) 146 The trunk
of the ceiba..is invaluable. . .The wood is easily worked.
1885 Athen&um 21 Mar. 382/1 The facility of working it

[sc. limestone] would lead one to expect that an arcuated
architecture would have sprung up in Assyria.

f. To do artistic work upon ; to decorate, inlay

(juith something). (Ci. Inwrought i.) rare,

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 61 Two Pillars, .couered and
wrought with blue and Gold. /bid. t Roofeand sides imbost
and wrought with gold.

g. Sporting (with the game, or the scent, as obj.).

1568 in Archaeologia XXXV. 207 The Emperore and my
Lord wente a hontynge of the haie. .and worked xx. hares
or theare aboutes. 1855 Smedlfy //. Ceverdale iii. 13 He
says we've worked them [se. the rabbits] quite enough. 1888
Times 16 Oct. 10/5 When I tried to work the scent of a
deer which had got away. ., the hound proved quite useless.

h. To work onis passage (etc.) : to pay for one's

passage on board ship by workingduringthe voyage,
app. arising from ellipsis for woikfor; but cf. 38c
[1751 Affect. Narr. U 'ager 151 The Captain of this Vessel

he prcvail'don to carry them, .on Condition of .. their Work.
ing the Voyage for their Passage.] 1836 Mrs. C. P.Traill
Backiv. Canada 8 A pretty yellow.haired lad, ..who works
his passage out. 1849 Thackeray I'endennis xxv, Some
months afterwards Amory made his appearance at Calcutta,
having worked his way out before the mast from ttie (ape.
1884 Century Mag. Jan. 365 1 An educated young English-
man .. worked his passage as a coal-passer and ash-heaver.

i. colloq. or slang. To go through or about (a

place) for the purposes of one's business or occu-

pation ; to carry on one's trade or business, or

some operation, in.

spec, (a) of a hound, (/>) of an itinerant vendor, beggar,
etc. I (e) of a clergyman; (d) of a canvasser.

1834 Col. Hawkf.k Diary (1893) II. 68, I gave up my
bitch, .to Joe, to work the enclosures, and he got 5 brace
and 1 hare, 1851 Mayhi w Lond. Labour II. 79 I've worked
both town and country on gold fish. 1859 Slang Diet. 117
To work a street or neighbourhood, trying at each house to
sell all one can. 1859 H. Kingslkv G. Hamlyn xii, Frank
Maberly [a parson] had been . . as he expressed it, ' working
the slums 'at Exeter. (11885 SLADEN Poetry 0/ Exiles (ed. 2)

I. 24 You and I. .Were working on this very Twelfth the old
Dumfriesshire moor. 1893 Daily News 18 Feb. 3 5 To u-^e

an electioneering phrase, it is not easy to 'work' this hilly

region. 1897 Tit-Bits 4 Dec 186/2 A professional beggar
who ' works seventy or eighty streets in a few hours.
trans/. 1883 Century Mae;. XXVI. 393 He 'worked ' the

hunting-field largely. It constantly reappears in his novels.

j. slang. To deal with in some way ; to get, or

to get rid of, esp. by artifice
;

(of an itinerant

vendor) to hawk, sell.

1839 Diet, Flash or Cant. Lang. 36 Work the Bulls, get
rid of bad 5s. pieces. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 84 They
made more money ' working ' these [sc. pine.apples] than any
other article. 1890 ' R. JJoldrewood ' Col. Reformer x,

Somebody might claim the colt. .—say you'd worked him
on the cross.

k. To investigate or study systematically. See
also work out (38 k\ work up (39 j).

1900 J. Shkphard & W. Strickland in Handbk. Austral.
Assoc, Melbourne 74 The aquatic worms are an untouched
group. There are very many forms and when worked they
will doubtless yield interesting results.

1. To operate upon so as to get into some state

or convert into something else ; to bring or reduce

to ; refl. with contpl. adj. to go through some pro-

cess so as to become . . . See also work up, 39 e.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. 70 An English trauayler. .aduised
me to make the same [sc. Malmesey] alwaies about the
middest of Maie, that it might haue 3. hot moneths togither
to work it to his ful perfection. 1713 AnmsoN Cato 1.

ad tin., So the pure limpid Stream, when foul with Stains
..Work's it self clear, and as it runs, refines. 1753-4
Richardson Grandison II. ix. 59 His estate would, .work
itself clear. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Sueh v. 113 All human
achievement must be wrought down to this spoon-meat.
1884 Mauch, Exam. 20 Feb. 4/6 It would take some time
for the trade to work itself right.

13. Math., etc. = workout, 38 g ; cf. 28.

1593 P. Fale Horologiogr. 25, I worke this altogether like

to the South reclining 45A ..untill I have found out the
Elevation of the Meridian. 1623 J. Johnson Arith. 11. 137
A second way more briefly to worke this question. Ibid.

291 The same example wrought another way. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. it. xiv. 86 English Navigators work their

Observation by the Complement of the Sun's Altitude. 1794

J. H. Moore Pract, Navig. (1828) 40 In all proportions
wrought by Gunter's Scale. 1803 BbddqM Hygeia ix. 72
To sit a horse and to work figures by head at the same time.

185a Thackeray Esmond 11. v, The sum comes to the same
figures, worked either way. 1885 S. Laing Mod. Set.

ty
Th,

5 To calculate the distance, .with as much ease. .as if we
were working a simple sum of rule of three.

14. (= work on, 31). a. To act upon the mind
or will of; to influence, prevail upon, induce,

persuade (esp. by subtle or insidious means) ; more
widely, to bring into a particular mental state,

disposition, etc. Also, in later use, to strive or
take measures to induce or persuade ; to urge.

See also work up, 39 k.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars v. lxxvii, For frends, opinion, Sc

succeeding chaunce, Which wrought the weak to yeld, the
strong to loue. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xviii. § 2 In
Negotiation with others ; men are wrought by cunning, by
I mportunitie, and by vehemencie. 1610 Holt. a nd Camden's
Brit. 532 Yet could hee not bee wrought.. to disclose his

complices. 164s Rogers Naaman 45 What doth the Ixird?

workes Peters heart from that objection, and so from un-
willingnesse. 1713 Addison Cato n. i, Are your Hearts
subdu'd..and wrought By Time and ill Success to a

Submission? 183a Tennyson Miller's D. xxx, Ond..who
wrought Two spirits to one equal mind. 1858 G. Macdonald
Phan tastes iii, The house or the clothes, .cannot be wrought
into an equal power of utterance.

1819 Scoit Ivauhoc xxxvi, I have been working him even
now to abandon her. 1857 Hughes Tom Brenvn 1. iii, He
was constantly working the Squire to send him. .to a public
school. x88o Hlackmore Mary Anerley liv, Sooner, or later,
he must come round ; and the only way to do it, is to work
him slowly.

b. To act upon the feelings of ; to affect, agitate,

stir, move, excite, incite. Also refl. (occas. intr,

for refl.). Now usually work up ; see 39 k.

1605 Shaks. Maeb. 1. iii. 149 My dull Hrainewas wrought
with things forgotten. i6to — 7 ttnf>. iv. i. 144 Your fathers
in some passion 'that workes him strongly. 1697 Dryden
sEneis x. 1247 Love, Anguish, Wrath, and Grief, to Mad-
ness wrought, . .his lab'ring S<>ul op; ress'd. 1732 Hekkei.kv
Alaphr. 1. §4 Sometimes they work themselves into high
passions. 1809-11 Comer Syntax xx. 21 The well-dress'd
man now stopp'd, to know What workM the angry Doctor
so. 1838 Dickens O. Twist iv, Grasping hi^ cane tightly, as
was his wont when working into a passion. 1838 — Aich.
Nick, xxxiv, 'Who has?' demanded Ralph, wrought by the
intelligence. ., and his clerk's provoking coolness, to an in-

tense pitch of irritation. 1848 — Dombey xxiii, Endeavour-
ing to work herself into a state of resentment. 1854 Milman
I. at. Christ, ix. ii. (1S64) V. 210 Philip, .wrought by indigna-
tion from his con^itutionn.1 mild: ess. 1S83 R. W. Dixon
Matio 1. v. 13 Which rigour wrought those children of the
ground To that mad rising.

C. Of medicine : To tnke effect upon.
1712-13 Swift Jrnl. to Stelia 25 Mar., I take a little

physic over-night, which works me next day. 1771 Smollett
Humphry CI. 26 Apr., Let. ii, It worked Mrs. Gwyllim a
pennorth.

d. To practise on, hoax, cheat, * do '. ('. S.

1892 Boston CMass.) Jrnl. 21 Sept. 6/1 {heading) Waltham
officers looking for a horse dealer who has been working
that town. 1894 Howells Trav.Jr. Altruria 122, I might
..suspect him ..of., working us, as my husband calls it.

**** To move, direct.

15. To move (something) into or out of some
position, or with alternating movement (to and
fro, up and down, etc.) : usually with some im-
plication of force exerted against resistance or
impediment. AIsot^.
1617 Mokvson Itin. 1. 115 This little ditch is not alwaies in

one place but in time workes it selfe from one place to
another. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 49 Her Rudder
wrought it self out of the Irons, hanging only by the upper-
most Pintell. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton ix. (18401 166
The rage of the floods, .works down a great deal of gold out
of the hills. 1831 Scott Cast. Dane, xx, That secret charm,
which, once impressed upon the human heart, is rarely
wrought out of the remembrance by a long train of sub-
sequent events. 184a Loudon Suburban iiort. 327 Water is

poured into it, and soil stirred in till the pit is half full of
mud.. .The roots of the tree are then inserted, and worked
about. 1857 B- Taylor Northern Trav. xii. (1858) 127 In
vain I shifted my aching legs and worked my benumbed
hands. 1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling v. 135 Some people
work their flies. 1889 Science-Gossip XXV. 62 The tube.

.

can be ' worked down ' through the hyaline cap. 1902 Brit.
Med. JmL 12 Apr. 87S Loose body felt at inner side of
knee and by working the knee he can make it evident to
the touch. 1918 Times Lit. Suppt. 11 July 32^ 4 A neigh-
bouring battery of guns.. were being worked into position
with a heaving-song.

16. To direct or manage the movement of; to

guide or drive in a particular course; spec, Naut.
to direct the movement of (a ship) by management
of the sails and rudder; to move and direct (a

boat), as with oars; also in Angling, to 'play*
(a fish).

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 513 A Ship by skilful Steersman
wrought Nigh Rivers mouth or Foreland. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 15 The Practick Part of Navigation,
in working of a Ship in all Weathers at Sea. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11. (Globe) 336 Having no Sails to work the Ship
with. 1762 Mills Syst. Pract. Husb. I. 160 Make a dam..
and a sluice, and work the water upon it through the winter.

1807 P. Gass yrnl. 193 Making the finest canoes, .. and .

.

expert in working them when made. 1825 J. Wilson
Nodes Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 74 He worked a salmon to a
miracle. 1857 Hughes Tom Brotvn 1. v, Getting on the
box, and working the team down street. 1878 C. Tuttlk
Border Tales 31 To work the ship out of danger. 191a
Standard 20 Sept. 7/2 Special trains., will be worked over
the systems of the Great Northern [etc.J railways.

17. refl. To make one's (or its) way ;
-> 18.

1576TURBERV. Venerie 196 (The vermin] will . .worke them-
selues further in, so that your Terriers shall not be able to find

them. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 99
I )ctavian . . wrought htmselfe into her good will. 1655 Mrq.
Worcester Cent. !nv. % 15 How to make a Boat work it self

against both Wind and Tide. 171 1 Apdison.S/^c/. No. 121 p

5

IThe mole] so swiftly working her self under Ground, and
makingherwaysofastintheEarth. i838Dickkss<?. Tivist\,

The women worked themselves into the centre of the crowd.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown r. iv, Tom.. worked himself into

his shoes and his great coat. 1871 Smiles Charac. 1.(1876)

2» The solitary thought of a great thinker will dwell in the

minds of men for centuries, until at length it works itself

into their daily life.

18. with way, etc. as obj., usually to work ones

or its way. = 33, 33 b ; alsofig.
1713 Addison Cato \. iii, Through Winds, and Waves, and

Storms, he works his way. 1715 Dh Foe I'oy. round World
(1840)311 They worked their way down these streams. 1831

Scott Cast. Dang, ix, [A contagious disease] ravaged the

English Borders, and made some incursions into Scotland

where it afterwards worked a fearful progress. 1889 'J. S,

Winter ' Mrs. Bob ii. (1891) 20 Mrs. Trafford worked her

way round to Major Lovelace. 1889 R. Brydall Art Scot.

37 -a



WORK. 292 WORK.
vL 106 He gradually wrought his way against the usual

obstacles which a poor artist must always encounter. 1908
[Eliz. Fowler] Betw. Trent <y Ancholme 23 The fluffy golden
kerria.. having worked its way through the thick wall.

***** Causal senses.

19. To set or compel (a person, animal, etc.) to

work ; to exact labour from ; to employ or use in

work. See also 39 i.

1445 Cot). Lett Bk. 225 What man that wurchithe ony man
of the seide craft in contrarie-wyse he shall forfet..xs. to

the Towne walle. 1607 Markham Cavel. t. (1617) 50 Many
good breeders, .will let their Mares after they are quickned
he moderately trauelled or wrought. 1707 Sloane Jamaica
I. p. xvii, Oxen, .are reckoned the best meat, if not too much
wrought. Ibid, clii, The Slaves are usually so well wrought
in the day, . .that they do not easily awake. 1798 J.Naismith
AgHc. Clydesdale 123 Some gentlemen have again begun
to use oxen for all the purposes of draught. The Right
Honourable Lord Douglas always works a few. 1841 R.
Oasti.er Fleet Papers I. 267 Whether it was light to work
little hoys and girls in the mills, longer than from six o'clock

in the morning to six o'clock in the evening. 1888 Times
13 Oct. 7/6 The manner in which the hounds should be
worked. 191a Sir G. O. Trevei.yan Ceo. Ill <$• C. Fox I.

vii. 243 The occupants of the best-paid places for the most
part were not worked at all.

b. To bring or get into some condition by labour

or exertion.

1628 Folkingham Panala Med. 72 As Oxen wrought leane,

regaine the flesh of young beefes by good pasturage. 1727
A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. H. 246 He. .protested

that he would not be accessory to the Destruction of to

many Innocents, whom he foresaw, would be wrought and
starved to Death. 1834 G. Thorburn Resid. Amer. 224
When first I began to handle the hammer, ..my hands
blistered too ; but I wrought the blister down. 1840 Dickens
Old Cur. Shop xliv, She worked herself to death.

_
1853 —

Bleak Ho. xiii, Richard said that he would work his fingers

to the bone for Ada. 1908 H. Wales Old Allegiance viii.

134, 1 should think you were working the edge away by
this time.

20. To set in action, cause to act; to direct

.the action of; to exercise (a faculty, etc.); to

actuate, operate, manage : with various objects,

as a machine or apparatus (passing into ****
: cf.

16), an institution or scheme, etc.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 63 The raueshyng to wreken of
Eleyucpei wroughten al hire peyne. C1550 Holland
Crt. I'euus 1. 772 To mend the crime thai will wirk all thair

mane. 1591 Drayton Harmony Ch., Deborah's Song 59
Her left hand to the naile she put, her right the hammer
wrought, c 1610 in G. C. Bond Early Hist. Mining (iQ2.()

15 A smale weight.. will growe heavye before it be worked
up and worke many wheeles. 1756 C. Llcas Ess. Waters
I. 128 Water is raised by a machine,, .wrought by an horse.

1791 R. Mylne 2nd Rep. Thames Navig. 15 The Power of
the Millers in working their Heads of Water. 1798 Coleridge
Auc. Mar. v. xi, The mariners all 'gan work the ropes. 1832
Babbage Earn. Mann/, xxxi. (ed. 3) 312 The cabinet-makers
..combined against it, and the patent has consequently
never been worked. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xiii, They are
..dead dolls, wooden, worked with wires, i860 Mill Repr.
Govt. (1865) 1/2 No one believes that every people is capable
of working every sort of institutions. 1877 Daily News
19 Oct. 5/6 The best way to 'work' the elections. 1883
' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay be, Always working her money
and my own very cautiously. 1922 Trevelyan Brit. Hist,
lQtlt Cent. ix. 15^ Great noblemen who were also great
coalowners, working their own mines, a 1923 W. P. Ker
Tasso hi Ess. (1925} I. 339 The best way of working figures
on their stage.

b. In fig. or allusive phrases expressing cunning
management or manoeuvring, as to work the oracle

(see Oracle sb. i b), the ropes, one's ticket (Ticket
sbA 6 b).

1859 Slang Diet. 117 Work the oracle, to succeed by
manceuvering, to concert a wily plan, to victimize. 1884
Rider Haggard Dawn xvii, How our mutual friend worked
the ropes is more than I can tell you. 1919 Athen&um 15
Aug.759/1 * Working one's ticket ' means taking steps, such
as feigning insanity or sickness, in order to get discharged
from the army.

c. To cause to ferment.
[Cf. quot. 1594 in 12 1.] 1764 Eliza Moxon Engl. Housew.

(ed.9) 140 To make Balm Wine.. .When it is cold put a little

new yeast upon it, and beat it in every two hours, . .so work
it for two days.

II. Intransitive senses.

* To act ; to perform work or labour.

21. Of a person: To do something, or to do
things generally ; to act, esp. in the particular way
mentioned ; to proceed ; to conduct oneself, behave,

'do'. Obs. or arch., or merged in other senses.

a 1000 Soul fy Body 64 (Gr.) Swa pu worhtest to me. c 1200
Vices <y Virtues 27 Hem oe on him belieueS and 3ar after

werchetS. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5819 Wisemen he drou to

him, & after hoin he wro3te. 1340-70 Alisaunder 517 In
battail. .bigly too wirch. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 497 This
noble ensample to his sheepe he yaf That firste he wroghte,
and afterward that he taughte. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 7 pey schulleb fonge her mede ofhym pat rewardep
..al bat wel woicheb. (1400 26 Pol. Poems v. 8 Gostly
blyiul-.pat leuep wit, and worchib by wille. c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 140 Wiier God list werche may be
noon obstacle. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 340 [HeJ
putte hym self in to the grettest prees of the bataylle wher
he wrought mortally, a 1529 Skelton Dyuers Balettys

Wks.(Dyce) I. 24 Aduertysing you. .to warke more secretly.

1550 Crowley Last 'Trumpet 1357 K he haue wrought
against the lawes. 1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1. 63 He, because

he could not otherwise speake vnto him, wrought by signes.

1601 Shaks. Airs Well IV. ii. 29 This ha's no holding To
sweare by him whom I protest to loue That I will wurke
against him.

fb. To let work: to allow to act or proceed

{let God work = leave the rest to God^. Obs,

c 1230 Hali Meid, (1922) 13 Ne barf be bute wilneji, & lete

godd wurchen. 14.. Sir Beues (Pynson) 3372 losyan ..

trauayled ofchylde.. .Shesayde,. .'go hens away,. .And late

me worke and our lady '. 1546 [see A. 1 v\\

22. To act for a purpose, or so as to gain an end
;

to plan, plot ; to contrive, manage, arch.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xx. 87 past Su mid £epeahte binum
wyrcest beet <5u pa?m xesceaftum swa jesceadlice mearce
^esettest. c J386 Chaucer Merck. T. 417 God .. may so

for yow wirche, That. ,Ye may repente of wedded mannes
lyf. 1390 GowF.it Con/. I. 63 How he can werche Among
tho wyde furred hodes, To geten hem the worldes goodes.

c 1470 Henky Wallace 11. 242 Thai wyrk ay to wayt ws with

supprys. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. // ' 239 Se how politikely

the French kyn§ wrought for his aduantage. 16x3 Shaks.
Hen. VHl

t
in. ii. 311 Without the Kings assent or know-

ledge, You wrought to be a Legate, a 1674 Milton Hist.

Moscovia v. Wks. 1851 VIII. 511 The Chancellor, with others

of the great ones, .so wrought, that a Creature of thir own
was sent to meet Sir Jerom. 1887 Morkis Odysseyx.11.4ts So
w rought the Father of Gods and of men that I was not seen.

23. Of a thing (abstr. or concr.): To do some-
thing ; to perform a function, or produce an effect

;

to act, operate, take effect ; esp. to act in the

desired way, do what is required ; to be prac-

ticable or effectual, to succeed. See also 33.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3137 pat fire, .wirkeson wonder,

ful manere,. .Thurgh wilk be saule most clensed be In
purgatory. ^1375 Joseph Arim. 49 Louse bi Hppesa-twynne
& let be gost worche. c 1375 Se. Leg, Saints xxxii. {Justin)

593 pi strinth sal nocht wyrke Agane be treutht of haly
kirke. 1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. No. 1. 1. iii. If. 3 b, As the
Sonne wirkyth in all creaturisher beneathe. £1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 1901 Ther Nature wol nat wirche, Fare wel
Phisik; go ber the man to chirche. -1400 tr. Seer. Seer.,

Got.'. Lordsh. 71 Whanne be wyt werketh and be wyl ys
trauaylled. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 206 Prayer, ..out-

sayd in erthe; worchyth in hevyn. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 376 Thise wordes wroughte in the hertes of the
calcedonyens and gaf to them corage. 1526 Tindale Rom.
viii. 28 All thynges worke for the best [1611 worke together
for good] vnto them that love god. 158s T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xi. 91 b, Opium . .doth so worke with
thein.., that they loose both their wits and vnderstanding.
1602 Mansion Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, My plot begins to
worke. 1651 Frknch Distill, i. 40 This Oil taken inwardly
worketh upward and downward. 1667 Milton /'. L. vm.
507 Nature her self. .Wrought in her so, that seeing me, she
tum'd. 1671 — Samson 850 It was not gold. .That wrought
with me. 1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 30 This [salt] will..

cause the Rennet to Work quick. 1832 Edin, Rev. Oct.

245 How will the Reform Bill work in the return of members
to Parliament? 1843 R. J. Graves Srst. Clin, Med. vi. 75
The stomach works well and performs its functions with
vigour. 1846 Trench Mirac.xv'i. 262 [He] left the difficulty

. . to work in the minds of the apostles. 1861 '1'rollope
Framtey Parsonage xxtx, Lady Lufton was beginning to

fear that her plan would not work. 1869 W. T. Thornton
On Labour iv. i. 357 The cases.. showing how this arrange-
ment works. 1891 Scrivener I-'ields <y Cities 116 This is

how private ownership of property works. 1892 Mrs.
Clifford Aunt Anne I. ii. 40 Walter had tried sending
Florence and the children and going down every week
himself; but he found ' it didn't work '.

b. Of a machine or apparatus : To perform its

proper function ; to act, operate.
Sometimes felt asintr. for pass, from 20. In this and next

sense passing into **. .

c 1610 in G. C. Bond Early Hist. Mining (1924) 15 Smale
modles often fayle..when theycume to worckeupon heavye
. .weightes. 170a Post Man 21-24 Feb. 2/2 Advt., There is

a small Engine, that Raises Water.. now set up at the
Engine-House. .in Dorset Garden, which will Work every
Saturday and Wednesday. 1726, Leoni Alberti's Archil.
II. 11 Cranes or Skrews, or any other Engine, working
either by Leavers or Pullies. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes
il, Telegraphs working ; flags hoisted. 1867 tr. Clausius*
Mech. Theory Heat 198 A machine which works with ex-
pansion. 1889 Guntek That Frenchman iv. 57 Maurice.,
closes the door.. trying it to be sure the spring lock has
worked. 1917 Miss M. T. Jackson Museum ii. 67 Like all

mechanical devices it [sc. the thermostat] does not always
work.

c. Of a part of mechanism : To have its proper
action or movement in relation to another part with
which it is in contact.

1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 324 [He] besmears.. so
much of the Cheeks as the ends of the Head works against.
Ibid. 366 The square holes the Huse works in. 1825 J.
Nicholson Oper. Mech, 130 The four bevelled nuts work
into the bevelled wheels.. and so turn them. 1892 Photogr.
Ann. II. 172 An index working over a scale.

24. To do something involving effort (of body or
mind) ; to exert oneself (physically or mentally)
for a definite purpose, esp. in order to produce
something or effect some useful result, to gain
one's livelihood or some profit or advantage, or
under compulsion; to do work, perform a task
or tasks, to toil: = Labours, ii. (Opposed to
Play v. 10, or to Rest v.1 2.)
To work double tides: see Tide sb. 14.
c888 Alfred B:>eth. xli. § 3 Hwy sceal! bonne amis mon

bion idel, oa:t he ne wyrce? c 1000 Ags.Gosp. Matt. xxi. 28
Gaand wyrce to-dgegon minum win^earde. aiz2$Ancr.R,
44 Lokeo. . bet }e ne beon neuer idel : auch wurchei\ ofier
redefi, ooer beo<S i beoden. c 1275 Lay. 8710-1 1 pare wrohte
hemes, bare wrohte sweines, and pe kin£ mid his honde.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6843 Sex dais sal yee wire,.. And yee sal
rest he seuend dai. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 58 Me lord is olde
& may nou3t werche. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 525 pay
wente in to be vyne & wrohte. c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's
T. 14 Wel oghte vs werche, and ydclnesse withstonde. c 1449

Pkcock RePr.m. xi. 342 Poul. .wrou^te with hise hondis
forto haue his lijHode to preche. 1513 Bradshaw St, Wer-
burge 11. 880 A woman which. .sabbot-day dyd violate Vn-
laufully wurkynge. i5»6 Eilgr. Perf.CW. de W. 153 1) 72 b,
We must worke and labour in goostly exercyse certayn
dayes. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. xi. (1867) 36 As good
play for nought as woorke for nought. C1595CAPT. Wyatt
R. Dudley's Voy. W. /«^.(HakI. Soc.) 50 Our men wrought
dalie to hoyse aborde all such goodes. 1620 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 784/1 At such one of the saidis mynes as they
sail have last wrought into. 1621 T. Gkancer Expos. Eccles.
xii. 1. 315 We must worke with the Oare while we haue
strength, and after sit at the sterne. 12x633 G. Herbert
Jacula PrudenHt?n 178 Thinke of ease, but worke on. 1851
Kingsley Three Fishers, For men must work, and women
must weep. 1861 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. clxiii.

180 To have taxed bis paper, or his ink, or the rush-lights
that he wrought by. 1866 Ruskin Crown Wild Olive i. 40
Our third condition of separation, between the men who
work with the hand, and those who work with the head.

b. const, at, on or upon, + rarely in, of (a
material object, esp. in making (cf. 14), a subject

of study or literary treatment, an occupation, etc.).

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Martin abbot.,
wrohte on pe circe. c 1200 Ormin 16283 Swa be33 stodenn
..To wirrkenn o be temmple. 1375 in Horstm. Altengl.
Leg. (1878) 137/1 ISolomon] peron ./Dede worchen foure &
twenty gere. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 324 Certeyn
Shipwryghtes that wrought of the seid Ship. 1569 Aide-
burgh Ree. in N. «y Q. 12th Ser. VII. 184/1 P* to Rodger
coke and his man for workynge in the seatts at Churche.
1612 J.DAviES(Heref.) Muse's Sacrijice Wks. (Grosart) II.

6/2 That proud Pyramed. .Whereon, three-hundred-three-
score-thousand wrought full twenty Yeeres. 1623 Lisle
sElfric on O. $ A'. Test. Pref., A sentence of Hesiod so
commendable, that..Livie in that [Oration] of Minutius
hath it well and diversly wrought-on. 1687 Prior Hind % P.
Transv. Wks. 1907 II. 15 Vulcan working at the Anvil. 171a

J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 205 Some basons have
been worked upon several times, without being able almost
to make them hold Water. 1840 G. Godwin Last Day i. 5
How hard some folks do work at what they call pleasure.

1853 Dickens />7(-vi£//£?. xviii.The little [church-] porch.where
a monotonous ringer was working at the belt. 1893 Liddon,
etc. Pusey I. v. 06 Pusey. .spent from fourteen to sixteen
hours a day working at Arabic, a 1923 W. P. Ker Tasso in

Ess. (1925) 1. 342 Tasso had been working at his epic poem.

(0) In humorous or trivial use, implying vigorous

action of some kind.
1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Feb., The Duchess and the

great ladies were ali seated,, .working away at the ices and
macaroons.

25. To exert oneself in order to accomplish
something or gain some end (expressed by context)

;

to strive : = Labour v. 12.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1470 He wrogten and figt, Que3er here
sulde bir?ien bi-foren. C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 352 He is

frend to be frere bat hatib \>\x& his synne & worchib to distrie

it. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 420 To Wyrke, aporiare <V -ri, anxiari,
eonari, cooperari, conniti. 1591 Shaks. t Hen. Vi, 111. iii.

27 Your Honors shall perceine how I will worke, To bring

this matter to the wished end. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiv,

Such a deed might make one forswear kin, clan, country,
wife, and bairns ! And yet the villain wrought long for it.

1873 Burton Hist. Scot. V. Iviii. 230 He was a refugee in

England during the regency of Morton, who wrought hard to

lay hands on him. 1891 Farkar Darkn. <y Dawn xvii, That
guilty and intriguing minister of Tiberius, .had for years

worked on with the deliberate intention of clearing every one
of them from his path, and climbing to that throne himself.

26. To do one's ordinary business ; to pursue

a regular occupation ; to be regularly engaged or

employed in some labour, trade, profession, etc.

{in a place, for or under a master or superior).

Said also of animals. Also more widely, to do
something for a definite end, to engage in some
systematic occupation. (Often coinciding with 24.)

1307 York Memorandum Bk. (Surtees) I. 181 Boclemakers

. .to serve and to wyrk to pouer and to riche within this cite.

a 1400 Isumbras 398 ' For mete \ he sayde, ' I word wyrke
fayne.' c 1450 Cafcrave Life St. Aug. xii. 17 Be-neth pat

hous..was housyng be be ground, in whech dwelt coynoures

of siluyr, and wroute pere ful bisily. 155^-3 ln Feuillerat

Revels Edw. VI (1914) 130 Taylours woorking by greate or

taske woork. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. m. ii. 10 Rude
Mechanicals, That worke for bread vpon Athenian stals.

1612 S. Kid Art 0/ Jugling C 4, The.. matters wherevpon
Iuglers worke vpon, and shew their feates. 1676 Marvell
Mr. Smirke I 4 b, Did not St. Paul himself, being a Tent-

maker, . .work of his trade. .to get his living? 1702 Lond.
Gaz, No. 3809/8 He [se. a glover] wought in Colemans-

alley. 1704 De Foe Giving Alms no Charity (1859) 58 'lis

the men ihat wont work, not the men that can get no work,

which makes the numbers of our poor. 1771 Golusm
;
Hist.

Eug, III. 326 He wrought for some days in the habit of a

peasant, cutting faggots in a wood. 1854 H. Miller Sch.

$• Schm. ii. (1858) 35 The farmers for whom he wrought.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xi, He's one of the Company you
work under. 1879 Lcbbock Set, Lett. ii. 34 Ants work not

only all day, but in warm weather often all night too. 1883

Swinuurne Misc.(iZS6) 1 17 Itwas not the aim of Wordsworth
to work on the same lines, tortile in the same province as do
these. 1898 ' H. S. Mebriman * Rodens Corner iv. 40 It is

he who has made the discovery upon which we are working.

b. const, in (fwith) the material upon which
labour is expended in some business or manufacture.
1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 54 Than Iupiter began to

lerne spynne and to werke in the silke. 1474 — Chesse in.

iii. (1883) 93 Thise. .ben named drapers. .for so moche as
they weike wyth wolle. 1538 Elyot Diet., Plasma, the
warke of a potter, or of hym that worketh in erthe. 1539
Bible (Great) Isa. xix. 9 They that worke in flaxe. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. vi. 223 The veine
of Tinne. .is. .rough and very painfull to worke in. 1759 R*
Smith Harmonics (ed. 2) 176 Any man who works true in

brass may easily apply it [sc. this mechanism] . . to any harpsi-
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chord ready made. 1869 Boutell Art/is $ Armour ii. 38
The Greeks of that age . . were able to temper it [ sc. iron], and
they had actually commenced working in it.

C. spec, of sporting dogs. (Cf. lag.)
1832 [see Working vbl. sb. 1]. 1874 Kennel Club Stud Bk.

165 Bruce and Rob Roy. .both worked in good style. 1874
Carpentek Mental Phys. I. ii. §3. (1879) 104 Young Pointers
and Retrievers, when first taken into the field, will often
' work ' as well as if they had been long well trained.

27. To perform the work proper or incidental to

one's business or avocation ; to operate or practise

in a professional way. Obs. exc. as in b.

x34° Ayenb. 174 pe leche ne may na?t werche mid be zike
bote-yef he yzi his wonde. 01425 tr. Ardcmes Treat.
Fistula, etc. 45 Wib som men it is to wirche wib cauteries,

1471 CAXTOM Recuyelt (Sommer) s.33 Iupiter. .wrought in
his science and made his charmes. a 1500 in Arnolde Chron.
63 b/2 Wan y* mone is . . in cankro Leone or Libra it is

good [to] wurch in trees that bethe newe sprongen.

b. Said esp. of the performance of artistic work
or the practice of an artist. + Workedupon, fabout:
decorated or ornamented, e.g. with embroidery,
engraving, or the like; also fig. Worked over:
having the surface remodelled or redecorated.
*539 Bible (Great) Ps. xlv. 10 A vesture of gold (wrought

about with dyuerse colours), a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxii.

(1912) 291 Herapparrell of white, wrought upon with broken
knots. 1607 Shaks. Timon I, i. 200 How lik'st thou this
picture?.. Wrought he not well that painted it? 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 102 Exercising his scholars, .in the neces-
sary rudiments, .before he would suffer them, .to worke in
colours. 1706 tr. De Piles' Art Painting 336 He work'd
also in Sculpture. 1733 Sch. Miniature 42 When you work
after Prints. 1786 Strutt Biogr. Diet. Engravers II. 422
This artist worked with the graver only. 1874 J. H. Pollen
Anc. «r Mod. Furniture S. Kens. Mus. 131 The work is

profusely gilt and worked over with tooling. 1875 Fortnum
Maiolica iv. 39 He worked about 1550. 1883 T. Westwood
6 Satchell BibL Piscat. 219 The scroll has . . been ' worked
oyer', much to its detriment. 1889 R. Ueydai.l Art in Scot.
vii. 125 The students wrought in the academy daily at
painting.

fig- *875 Whitney Life Lang. iii. 39 For a long time there
has existed . . a tendency to work over such verbs, abandoning
their irregularly varying inflection, and reducing them to
accordance with the more numerous class of the ' regularly

*

inflected.

28. Math., tic. To proceed (in a particular way)
in calculation ; to perform a calculation ; to go
through the process of solving a problem.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. n. § 5 Whan pat the degree of thy

Sonne falleth by-twixe two Almykanteras.., thow Most
werken in this wise, c 1425 Cra/te Nombrynge (E. E.T. S.)
23 Here he teches how bou schalt wyrch in bis craft. J>ou
schalt multiplye be last figure [etc.]. 1610 A. Hopton
Baculum Genisetkum 35 For the distance of sides of Tri-
angles, worke thus. 16x4 Handson tr. Barth. Pitisco's
Trigonom. n. 20 If you worke by the table of latitudes, .the
difference of longitude will be 68 deg. 1669 Sturmy
Mariners Mag. v. xii. 62 You must work as if the Piece
were fortified no more than only so much as the thinnest
part of theMetal is. 1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Surveying
7 G 2/1 If instead of squaring the half feet, you square the
half yards.., and work with them, you will attain the same
end without any regardable difference. 1823 J . Guy Tutor s
Assist. 79 Work for the tare and trett as before.

29. Of a substance (corresp. to various senses
in 12); usually with qualifying adv. or phr. : To
behave in a particular way while being worked.
See also 39 d.

c 1489 Caxion Sonnes ofAymon vi. 136 Whan the yron is
welt hoote, hit werketh the better. 1662 Gerdier Princ. 24
Portland Stone works well. 1676 J. Smith Art ofPainting ii.

x6 Vermillion... I fit be ground fine., no Colour works better.
176* Museum Rust. III. xlviii. 205 Whilst in the quarry, it

works better than after it has been exposed to the sun. 1815

J. Smith Panorama Set. <y Art II. 732 Yellow ochre..
is.. much used [sc. in painting], as it works very freely.
1877 Paper hanger etc. 68 Distemper mixed with jellied
size will lay on better, .than when the size is used hot.
Colour mixed on the former plan works cool and floats
nicely, while the latter works dry, and drags and gathers.
30. With on or upon (finlo,fof,ito,wit/i arch.):
To operate upon, produce an effect upon, take effect

on, affect, influence : a. physically or generally.
."375 Barbour Bruce iv. 700 Of the hevyn. . How that the

disposicioune Suld apon thingis virk heir doune. 1542
Udall Krasm. Apoph. 219 He toke poison . . but . . it would
not worke vpon hym. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) iii. 55As for a weddow, wirk Weill on bir wame, I knaw no craft
sail cause hir lufe 30W bettir. 1587 Goi.ding De Mornay
xvii.314 This fault cannot bee imputed to the body..: neither
can it be imputed to any infection receiued first from the
body

;
for the Soule could not be wrought into by the body.

1601 Shaks. 1'ivei. N. 11. iii. i83, I know my Physicke will
worke with him. 1627 Hakewill Apol. iv. xiv. §5 (1630)
514 The same [sun-] beams exhale both slinking vapouis
out of the dunghills and sweete savours out of flowres, the
beame is every way the same which workes vpon them, only
the difference of the subjects.. is it that, .diversifies the
effects. 1730 W. IIuhdon Gentl. Pocket-Farrier 75 When
a Purge works., too strong upon him., give him an Ounce
of Venice Treacle. 1847 Tknnvson Princess iv. 137 Cyril,
with whom the bell-mouth'd glass had wrought, .. began To
troll a. .tavern-catch.

b. mentally or morally
; sometimes, to do some-

thing in order to affect, strive to influence (with
to = Labour v. 13); sometimes, to influence suc-
cessfully, prevail upon, induce, persuade: -» 14a.
(Often in indirect passive.)
1616 W. Brownk Brit. Past. n. ii. 737 Which wrought so

on the Swains, they could not smother Their sighes. 1632
Lithcow Trav. iv. 140 Sir Thomas.. seriously wrought with
the Grand Signior and his Ceunsell, to haue had him restored
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againe to his Lands. 1647 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 435
Shee cries and tackes on . . but all we can doo will not worke
of her. 1662 Atwell Faith/. Suweyor 4 He works to the
Lady [owner] to send another to measure i t [sc. the farm]. . . He
prevails with her, she sends another. 1669 Petvs Diary 10
May (1879) VL 79 The King may yet be wrought upon., to
bring changes in our Office, a 1715 Wxsrwt Own Time{i%2-$)
1-339 l*ut he would not be wrought on. 1799 Washington
Let. Writ. 1893 XIV. 184 He was not to be worked upon by
Intriguers. 1823 Scott Qnentin D. xxviii, Sweetest Lady,
work with thy child, that he will pardon all past sins. 1849
Macaulay Hist. ling. vi. II. 72 She. . worked on his feeling
bypretending to be ill. 1869 Freeman Korm.Conq. III.
xiii. 266 He had many minus to work upon and to win over
to his cause.

31. To ache, hurt : - Waf.k v. Obs. exc. dial,
a 1400 Morte Arth. 268S Thoffe my schouldire be schrede,

. .And the wielde of myne aime werkkes a littille. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 531 Sa saie werkis hire be wame.. pat all scho
dredis hire dede. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1814, 1 felte such wo,
my wounde ay wrought. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur xxi. v.

84s, I may not stonde, myn hede werchessoo. 1808 Jamu-.son,
To iverk, to ache.

32. Of liquor : To ferment.
1570 Timme tr. Marlorat's Expos. Matt. ix. 17 When the

newe wyne worketh or spourgeth, the vessels breake. 1577
Googk Heresbach's t/usb. iv. 183b, The Hony is. .suffered
to stand vnconered a fewe dayes tyll it haue wrought, and
cast vp a loft all Ids drags. 1673 Phil. 'Trans. VIII. 6021
About 7 or 8 dayes after the Must hath been thus hoyled it

begins to work. 1715 Lkoni Palladia's Archil. (1742) I. 57
The tubs wherein the Wine is working. 1857 Miller
Eleni. Chem., Org. (1862) ii. § 5. 129 The liquid becomes
turbid, and small bubbles rise to the surface; or in popular
language, it beyins to work or to ferment.

fig. Z602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. I. ii. (Arb.) g Such
barmy heads wil alwaies be working. 1821 Scott Keniliv.
xxxiv, Men's brains are working like yeast.

** To move in a particular way or direction.

33. To go or move along, or in a particular
course; to make one's (or its) way, take one's (or
its) course; now usually, to make way slowly,
laboriously, with someexertion ordifficulty, or in an
indirect course. (Usually withadv.orphr. expressing
the direction or course : see also 36 b, 38 b, 39 c.)
ci4oo7>ra/./Jjrr(7«.3(MS.Add.Bodl.Ii.i7Vrherbe...vij.

planetis that meuyn and werkyn in the .vij. heuenes. 1474
Caxton Chesse in. ii. (1883) 87 Fortune hath of no thinge so
grete playsir as for to torne & werke all way. 1535 Covkr-
dale Jonah i. 13 The see wrought [Luther/«//r, Vulg. ivit,
LXX. tJToptvcTo] so, & was so troublous agaynst them. 1697
Devden sEneis v. 891 The raging Fires.. lurking in the
Seams. ..Work on their way, amid the smouldnng Tow.
1802 Colman Broad Grins, Elder Bro. (1819) 11S Being
Bacchiplcnus— full ofwine,— .. He work'd, with sinuosities,
along. 1848 Dickens Dombey 1, [The dog] worked round
and round him, as if. .undecided at what particular point to
go infor the assault. 186a Pycroit Cricket Tutor 57 A ball
working away only a little way to the Kg. 1878 Lady Brassey
/ 'oySunbeam i. 2 After midnight . . the wind worked gradually
round.. and blew directly in our teeth. 1898G. A.B.Dewar
In Pursuit Trout 26 The trout was working up stream,
always keeping under the bank. 1912 Times 19 Oct. 7/3 The
Russians . . worked round to the rear of the Turkish army.
b. To make one's (or its) way slowly or with

effort through something, as in penetrating gradually
through a substance, burrowing in the ground, etc.
C1400 Maundkv. (RoxbJ xxix. 132 So Jang sail bis fox

wirk in be erthe bat at be last he achall comme oute amang
bis folk. C1400 Destr. Troy 12007 Ail the cite .. bat set
vppon fyre,.. Wroght vnder walles, wait horn to ground.
1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 47 Sum says it is

a mater that wirkes out of the stanes. 1691 in Archaeologia
XII. 189 Sometimes the coneys work under the wall into
the garden. 1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Walk 7 Z 3/2 The
bottom of the walks should be laid with rubbish, coarse
gravel, &c.,. .and beaten down close, to prevent the worms
from working through it,

O. Aaut. Of a sailing vessel : To sail in a par-
ticular course, to make sail ; esp. to beat to wind-
ward, to tack. See also 30 c.

1633 T. Stafford ./V*:. Nib. 11. xii, 204 The shipping, .had
direction to worke about to another Creake. 1704 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4054/1 Perceiving., that they wrought from us, we
followed them..wjth all the Sail we could make. X748
Anson's Voy. II. viii.223 She had sprung her fore-top-mast,
which had disabled her from working to windward. 1768
Phil. Trans. LX. 116 A little before noon we weighed, and
worked up the river. 1823 Scohhsby Jrnl. 2 We reached
down the river, and, on the ebb, worked out of the Rock
Channel. 1836 Marryat Pirate xvi, The Comus. .worked,
in short tacks, outside the reef. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp.
xxiii. (1856) 184 We are working, i.e., beating our way in the
narrow brads.. between the main ice and the drift.

d. To proceed in a particular direction in some
operation,

1877 Pa/^c-r Hanger, etc 26 The paper hanger generally
works from left to right. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,
Working home, working toward the main sliaft in extracting
oie or coal. 1910 F. Fawcf.tt in Fotk-Lorc (1912) XXIII.
39 He is given several sharp blows on the ribs, beginning
under the armpit and working downwards.

e. transf, and^f. in various connexions. Sec
also 39 c.

1691 T. Tryon Art Brezvirtg (ed. 3) 49 So soon as it [your
Corn] begins to come, or as some calls it Work. 1848
Lytton Harold ix. iii, A silent war l*twecn the two for

mastery was working on. 1857 Mrs. Gaskeli. C. Bronte I.

ii. 27 Their religion did not work down into their lives.

1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 11. ix, Hoping as Our Johnny would
work round [ = recoverk 1883 Sidgwick P'allacies 11. vi. 205
Hence .. the name [sc. demonstration] often works round
again, in popular usage, to mean proofwhich is ' sufficiently

'

or 'practically * conclusive. 1895 P. Hemingway Out 0/
Egypt IL 158 A acw conversation starts up every hour, and

WORK.
debateable points acquire a fresh interest because there is
never time to work to a conclusion.

34. To move restlessly, violently, or convulsively

;

to be in a state of agitation or commotion ; to toss,

seethe, rage (as a stormy sea, etc.) ; to struggle
;

to twitch ; A 'ant. of a ship, to strain or * labour

'

so that the fastenings become slack (cf. 35); so
of an engine or carriage (see quots. 1791, 1892
s.v. Working vbl.sh. 12). K\%o fig. of thought or
feeling

; sometimes with allusion to 32.
I58l, 1582 [slt- WOKKINC Vhl. SO. 10. ppi. a. 4]. 1608 SlJAKN.

Per. in. 1. 48 The sea workes hie. 1652 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Relat. Joum. Walts (1S59) '» The well. .doth continually
work and bubble with extream violence. 1689 H. Pitmax
Relat. in Arb. CamerXll. 351 Our little \es>el. .wrought
so exceedingly by reason of the great motion of the sea, that
we could not possibly make her tight. 1769 Falcosek Diet.
Marine (1776) s.v., A ship is., said to work, when she strains
and labours heavily in a tempestuous sea, so as to loosen her
joints or timbers. 1770 Wesley Jrnt. 4 July, She. .wrought,
hkeone strangled, in her breast and throat. 1813 Jane AustenEmmau xiii,With men he can be. .unaffected, but when he
has ladies to please, every feature works. 1840 Dickens Old
Cur. Shop lviii, Shaking his head, and working with both
his hands as if he were clearing away ten thousand cobwebs.
1840 K. H. Dana Be/. Mast xi. 25 While everything was
working, and cracking, strained to the utmost. 1886 Si even-
son Kidnapped 5 With his face all working with sorrow.
fig. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 215 While thoughts

like these were working in the minds of many Dissenters.
1859 Tennyson Elaine 1300 Sea was her wrath, yet working
after storm. 1865 C. Stanford Symb. Christ vi. (1878) 161
Tempests of feeling often work beneath an unchanged face.

35. \\ ith complement : To move irregularly or
unsteadily so as to become out of gear.
1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 325 [To] hinder the Press

from working into a twisting position. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.
Mast xxv. 83 The anchor on the lee how had worked loose,
arid was thumping the side. 1874 J. D. Heath Croquet-
p. 'ayer 26 If the handle [of the mallet] be properly wedged
into the head, it ought never to work loose.

III. With adverbs, in special senses.

36. "Work in. a. trans. To insert, introduce,
incorporate (in various connexions : see 9, 1 2 d).

1675 A. Browne App. Art Paint. 11 Working in, driving,
and sweetening the same Colours one into another. 1728
E. Smith Compl. House-.v. (ed. 2) 129 Work in three quarters
of a pound of Sugar. 1826 M. Cuosfield in Jrtrf, Friends
Hist. Soc. XX. 93 The 5 American Epistles, .abound with
choice passages of Scripture well wrought in. 1847 Helps
Friends in C. 1. viii. 124, I would try and work in the old
good thing with the new. 1870 Freeman Norm. Con</.(ed. 2)
II. App. 584 A. .tale in which several particulars., are worked
in with a lofty contempt for chronology.

b. intr. To make one's (or its) way in. tit. and

fig- S<^ 33.
1748 Anson's Voy. 1 1, i. 116 These, .sudden gusts make it

difficult for ships to work in with the wind off shore. 1849
Helps Friends in C. 11. t. 12 All he meets seems to work in
with, and assimilate itself to, his own peculiar subject. 1918
Wcstm. Gaz. 29 Apr. 5 4 Yorkshire troops, .threw the enemy
out of the village., but the enemy again worked in.

37. Work off. *a. trans. To print off (as from
a plate) ; esp. to print in final form, so as to be

ready for publication or distribution.

166a Evelyn Scnlptura 36 The very first.. who publi>hed
any works of this kind under their names, wrought off by
the Rolling-Presse. 167a Wood I /<• (O.H.S-) II. 247 Wee
were then looking over and correcting the story of John
Wycleve in ' Hist, et Antiq. Univ. Oton.' before it was to
be wrought off from the press, a 1704 T. Bkown Laconics
Wks. 1711 IV. 7 That, .execrable Dog of a Printer. .has
work'd off the last Sheet . .without sending me a Proof.

1708 T. Hkakne Coll. 11 Apr. (O.H.S.) II. 102 Mr. Thorpe
gave but 10 pence per hundred for working off his Plates to
Schutier. 1754 Gentl. Mag. XXIV. 58/1 An accident.. to

the Plate prevented a sufficient number [of etchings] from
being wrought off. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh II. Introd.

p. l.vxxi, By an accident ofa miscarriage of proofs in the Post
Office, the three letters.. were worked off, prior to correction
of the press. 188a Pf.body Engl. Journalism xv. (1883) 107
The printers. .often found themselves working off papers
half through the night and all through the day.

T" b. To make and throw off, Obs.
1695-6 Act 74 8 Will. Ill, c. 20 § 3 A . . profitable Inven-

tion .. for the,. more speedy .. knitting of .. Stockings .

.

whereby great Quantities are wrought off in a little tyme.

1739 Melmoth P'itzosb. Lett. IxiL (1741)) II. 118, I am willing

enough to join with you in thinking, that [the souls of both
sexesj may be wrought off from dihereut models.

O. To perpetrate, ' play off'.

1891 Nat. Gould Double Event xvt, A nice little swindle
you worked off on me that time.

**cL To take oil or away by a gradual process,

effect a riddance of; to get rid of, disburden one-

self of, free oneself from, by some continuous action

or effort.

1678 Rvmer Trag. Last Age 83 This Scene having wrought
off the Remains of Phedra's frenzy, in the next she seems
more calm. 170J A. Da la Pkyaie Let. 27 Mar. in Diary
(ounces) 251 Returning to his labour, .. he sweat and wrought
it [sc. canine madness] of t= offj without any physic. 1737
IJkacken Farriery Impr. (17 56J I. 216 Nature is working
off some latent Enemy. 1836 Makkyat Midsh, Easy xxv,

You.. take some of his quack medicine, and then he will

allow you a run on shore to work it off 1873 Symonds Gk.

Poets vii. 194 Should a man arise capable of seeing rightly

and living purely, he may work off the curse. x8So Mrs.
Lynn Linton Rebel 0/ Family x. So full of thoughts and
energies she does not know how to work them all off.

+ ©• To draw off or dissuade (a i>crson) from a

certain course. Cf. 14 a- Obs.



WORK.
1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. in. and (1687) 94/1 Glauco

before he was 20. years old had. .aimed at some great office

in the Common-wealth, not to be wrought off from this fancy

. .untill addrest by some friends to Socrates, who made him
acknowledge his own error.

f f. To take or tear off by continuous application

of force. Obs,

1703 Parker Euscbius vm. 146 When the Flesh of her

Sides and Breasts had been wrought off with Pincers, she

was Sentenc'd to the Sea.

g. To finish working at; to dispose of and get

done with.
1800 J. Haigh Dyers Assist. 33 When a vat has been

heated two or three times, and a good part has been worked
off. 1892 \V. S. Gilbert Mountebanks I, Giuseppe, he's to

be married tomorrow, . .and so on until we are all worked
off. 1920 Westnt. Gaz. 2 Dec. 4 2 When the existing con-

tracts for new steamships are worked off.

h. To put to death ; to hang, slang.

1840 Dickens Barn, Rudge Ixiii, He was ready for work-

ing off.

38. "Work out. *a. trans. To bring, fetch, or

get out by some process or course of action ; to

get rid of, or effect a riddance of ; to expel, deliver,

efface, etc.

1595 Daniel Civ. Wars v. Ixxl, These people-minions

they must fall To worke out vs, to worke themselues int' all.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, it. xxii. § 10 That, .you may worke
out the knots and Stondes of the mind. 1607 Topsell
Four/. Beasts 226 If the Fox be in the earth,, .they take

this course to worke him out. 1648 Gage West hid. 2 Such
plenary Indulgences, which may. .work that soul out, which

lyeth..in the deepest pit of Purgatory. 1660 Dryden
Astrsa Redux 275 fears of Joy. .Work out and expiate our

former Guilt. 1691 HARTCLIFFE Virtues p.x, Strong Bodies

will work out the Poyson they take, by degrees. 1758 //*>/.

in Ann. Reg. 3/2 To work out the old servants of the Crown,
in order to make way for a more uniform system. 1874

Willshirk Anc. Prints iii. 91 The engraver of metal plates

has not rested satisfied with the chafing-tool,[etc.]. .inwork-

ing out their substance, but has had recourse to corrosives. .

to bite, .away the metal.

b. intr. To make its way out, esp. from being

imbedded or inclosed in something ; to become
gradually loose and come out: cf. 33, 35.
In quot. 1698, to lose its effect gradually.

1601 Hot.land Pliny xxx. xiii. II. 394 To draw forth spils

of hones, and make them to worke out. 1683 MoxON Meek.
Exerc, Printing ii. f\ Underlays, .are often apt to work
out, and.. subject it to an unstable and loose position. 1698

Fkver Acc. E. India fy P. 127 The Liquor working out by
his Walking, he began to grow weary. 1794 Rigging $
Seamanship I. 151 Forelock, a small wedge of iron driven

through a hole near the end of iron pins to keep them_ from
working out. 1832 Marryat N. Forsttr iii, Fresh splinters

of the bone continually worked out.

c. trans. To work (a mine, etc.) until it yields

no more ; to exhaust by ' working*.

1545 in G. C. Bond Early Hist. Mining (1924) 8 [The
parties shall cause all such coalpits as shall hereafter be]

elenewrought out and ;;ettyn [to be] caste in and stopped.

1827 Scott Chron. Canongate vii, The Highlands were
indeed a rich mine ; but they have, I think, been fairly

wrought out. 1857 Westgarth Victoria <y Gold Mines 226

The diggings, the greater part uf which, .had been abandoned
as ground ' worked out,' to use the digger's phrase. 1906
Hockaday in Vict. County Hist., Cornwall I. 520/1 As one
part [of the rock] was worked out it was filled in with rubble
from the new excavations.

d. To wear out, esp. by labour, or by continued
application of force. Ohs. or rare.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Ouvrer, Le temps ouvre. Time workes
(or weares) out euerie thing. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lvii, During what long thankless nights had she worked out
her fingers for little Georgy.

e. To discharge (a debt or obligation) by labour

instead of a money payment.
1670 Maryell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 354 Who cannot

pay his 55. ..shall worke it out in the House of Correction.

1773 Pennsylv. Gaz. 28 Apr. 3/2 Whereas I..am indebted
£28: 7:6,. .1 am desirous to engage and work it out. 1828
Kennedy & Grainger Tenancy 0/Land 297 The highway-
tax is most frequently worked out. 1840 Dickens Old Cur.
Shop xiv, Mind you're here, my lad, to work it out.

**f. To bring about, effect, produce, or procure

(a result) by labour or effort ; to carry out, accom-
plish (a plan or purpose).

In quot. 1597, to preserve to the end.

1534 Tindai.e Phil. ii. 12 Worke out youre awne saluacion

with feare and tremblynge. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen, IV, 1. 1. 18a

We.. Knew that we ventur'd on such dangerous Seas, That
if we wrought out life, was ten to one. Z621 T. Granger
Expos. Eccles. vi. 11. 148 Doth he not most often byhis wit

worke out his woe? and by his strength procure his owne
mine ? 1633 Be, H\\.i.Hard Texts Hosea x. 11, Hee loves

to injoy blessings, but not to earne, and worke them out,

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. iti. 225 To go about to

work out true peace by. .compliances with men, is an end-

lesse work. 1805 Worusw. Waggoner iv. 118 When the

malicious Fates are bent On working out an ill intent. 1847

Tennyson Princess it. 75 O lift your natures up:., work out

your freedom. 1869 Tozer Hight. Turkey I. 141 I he

natural tendency of their mode of life, .worked itself out as

time went on. 1874 GltttN Short Hist. ii. § 7. 95 T-»e for-

tunes of England were being slowly wrought out in every

incident. ...
g. To go through a process of calculation or

consideration so as to arrive at the solution of

(a problem or question), to solve; also, to reckon

out, calculate. C(. 13.

1848 Dickens Domhey xix, Day after day, Old Sol and

Captain Cuttle kept her reckoning, .and worked out her

course, with the chart spread before them. 1849 C. BrOKTK

Shirley vi, While she completed the exercise, or worked
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out the sum {for Mdlle. Moore taught her arithmetic, too).

1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. xviii, She tried to work
out the question in her own mind, whether her eagerness

for classical learning was a wrong sort of ambition. 1891

Speaker 2 May 533/1 A practised novel-reader could

probably work out the problem and complete the plot.

h. intr, for pass. : (a) of a course of events,

narrative, etc. : To proceed so as to issue in a par-

ticular result; (b) with at, ofa quantity: To amount

to (so much) when reckoned up, to ' come to \

1885 Lo. Coleridge in Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 826

The justice cf that course, and how it works out is shewn.

.

by the late Lord Chief Justice. iH&j Spectator 3 Sept. 1 173
It is. .impossible to tell, .how the situation in Ireland will

work out. 1898 Tit-Bits 16 July 311/3 This [quantity of

tea] when infused works out at about 4,000,000 gallons.

i. trans. To fashion by cutting out, excavation,

or the like. ? Obs.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 68 When I had wrought
out some Boards.., I made large Shelves. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 100 The old one then, with as much
assiduity as it before worked out its hole, now closes the

mouth of the passage.

j. To bring to a fuller or finished state ; to pro-

duce or express in a complete form or in detail

;

to develop, elaborate.
1821 Scott KentIw. xvii, To see how Marlow, Shakspeare,

and other play artificers, work out their fanciful plots. 1861

Whytf.- Melville Good for Nothing xxxix, A picture-,

worked out with a skill and knowledge of light and shade.

1865 J. Fergusson Hist. Archit. II. I, ii. I. 3 80 t Italy] did

not work out the Basilican type for herself. 1880 M rCARTHV
Oivn Times IV.lxvii. 518 The theory [of the survival of the

fittest], .was worked out with the most minute and elaborate

care. 1882 \1ks\kt A 11 Sorts xxv'ni, An idea, .which . .works

itself out in his brain. 1895 F. Harrison in iqth Cent. Aug.

217 This important and far-reaching truth is worked out by
Mr. Mallock with much acuteness.

k. To study or investigate completely ; to work
through. Obs. or rare.

1830 H. N. Coleridge Grk. Poets (1846) 10 After a boy has

worked out a book or given portion of a classic poem.

***1. Pugilism, intr. To box for practice, as dis-

tinguished from engaging in a set contest.

1927 Daily Express 27 May 13/7, I saw; Barber work out

in the gymnasium.. boxing four rounds with Young Johnny
Brown.

39. "Work up. *+ a. trans. To build up, con-

struct, ' raise ' (a wall, etc.) : usually with special

reference to the actual process. Cf. 3 c Obs,

Occas. to build up material around (quot. 1712).

C1400 Destr. Troy 1542 The walles [were] vp wroght,

wonder to se. c 1435 Torr, Portugale 1532 The Giaunt

wrought vp his wall And laid stonys gret and small. 1703

Moxon Meek. Exerc. 259 In working up the Walls of a

Building, do not work any Wall above 3 foot high before

you work up the next adjoining Wall. 1712J. James tr.

Le Blond's Gardening 119 Set this Pole very upright,., and

work up the Foot of it with Rubble.., for fear its own
Weight, or the Wind, should throw it down. 1735 J. Price

Stone-Br. Thames 8 Strong Cross-Walls..must be work'd

up to the Top of the Crown of the Arches.

fb. To lift or raise (a weight) by labour; to

hoist. Obs. rare,

c 1610 [see 20].

c. intr. To make one's (or its) way up, esp.

against impediment or indirectly; to ascend, ad-

vance ; also/^-. Cf. 33, 33 c, 33 e.

1667 Milton F. L. v. 478 Till body up to spirit work.

1790 Beatson Nav. <§• Mil. Mem. II. 194 He ordered the

Queenborough ahead to observe their motions, and continued

endeavouring to work up after them. 1865 Kingsley llerew.

xxvi, Nearer and louder came the oar-roll, like thunder

working up from the east. 1882 Daily Tel. 28 Oct. 2/4 The
Torridge is in full flood, and plenty of salmon are working

up to spawn. 1899 Kipling Stalky \. 27 He was merely

working up to a peroration. 1903 G. H. Lorimer Lett.

Self-made Merck, viii. 109 He was.. drawing ten thousand

a year, which was more than he could have worked up to

in the leather business in a century. 1916 Ld. E. Hamilton
jst Seven Divisions (1917) 41 An additional flanking corps

that was said to be working up from the direction of Tournai.

**d. trans. To stir up, mix, or compound, as a

plastic substance or substances: cf. 12 d. Also

intr. for pass, : cf. 29.
c 1450 M. E, Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 127 Let hit stande nyne

dayes & nyne ny3tes, & ban go werche hit vp, & let frye hit

inapanne. ^1550 Lloyd Treas, HealthV 2, Take . . Franken*
cense, [and] as much oyle as shalbe thought sufficient, make
it and worke it vp well. 1584 Cogan Haven Health (1636)

53, 1 advise all students that be troubled with wind, .to cause
Fennell seeds, Anise or Careway to bee wrought up in their

bread. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xviii, A stew of tripe,

. .and cow-heel, ..and bacon, ..and steak,. .and peas, cauli-

flowers, new potatoes, and sparrow-grass, all working up
together in one delicious gravy. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci. t

Inorg. Nat. 213 Any hard material, that does not soon work
up into mud or grind into dust. 1868 Louisa M. Alcott
Little Women xi, Hannah had left a pan of bread to rise,

Meg had worked it up early, . . and forgotten it.

e. To make up (material) into something by
labour (cf. 8); also, to bring into some condition,

esp. so as to be ready for use (cf. 12 1).

1591 in G. C. Bond Early Hist. Mining (1924) 11 The
fyner and hammerman for working up the said s^ tonns of
barr iron. i6g& Acts Massachusetts (1724) 116 No Person
..shall work up into Shoes, .any Leather that is not tanned
and curried in Manner as aforesaid. 1739 Labelye Skort
Acc. Piers IVestm. Bridge 60 Fir. .Timber was chosen as

being.. the easiest work'd up. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 325 Seneca, .starting a doubt whether God made His

own materials, or only worked up such as He found already
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in being. 1797 P.urke Regie. Fi'ace iii. Sel. Win (1892) 236
The raw and prepared material [sc. silk].. is worked up in

various ways. 1844 G. Dodd 'l'cxtile Manuf. Introd. 7 The
straw.plait..is wrought up into hats and bonnets. 1869
W. T. Thornton On Labour in. v. 323 A builder, .willing

to keep his men employed during the bad weather., allowed
them to work up a quantity of stone to be ready for use in

the spring. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 106 Mediastinal
sarcoma . . spreads in upon and works up the pulmonary
tissue in an irregular and crab-like manner, simulating

cancer.

f. gen., or in reference to something immaterial:

To make up, develop, expand, enlarge (to or into

something).
1693 Creech in Dryden's Juvenal xiii. (1697) 336 For he

that but conceives a Crime in thought, Contracts the danger
of an Actual Fault : Then what must he expect that still

proceeds To finish Sin, and work up Thoughts to Deeds?
1713 BuDGEIZ Sped. No. 307 pa Your agreeable manner of

working up Trifles. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk., Rural
Life (1821) I. 112 A spray could not tremble in the breeze—
a leaf could not rustle to the ground— ..; but it has been
noticed by the=e .. observers, and wrought up into some
beautiful morality. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cono. 111. xiii.

278 Ail this could easily be wrought up into a claim. 1907

Mrs. C. Kernahan Fraud iv. 28 He had got a dramatic

situation.. which he meant Danvers to work up.

g. To bring by labour or effort to or into a higher

state or condition. Cf. k below.

1668 Drvden Dram. Poesy 66 This last is indeed the

representation of Nature, but 'tis Nature wrought up to an
higher pitch. 1760 D. Webb /no. Beauties Fainting 158

The expression in this statue [Laocoon], is worked up to

such a just extremity,., that, as the least addition would be

extravagance, so every diminution would be a defect. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. i, The kitchen and buttery

were worked up to a high state of perfection. 1875 E.White
Life in Christ III. xviii. (1878) 237 A man can work himself

up into an immortal condition of ' equality with the angels'

..no more than an ox or an ass can work himself up into

humanity.

h. To make tip, form, construct, compose, pro-

duce (something material or immaterial) : with

special reference to the process, or to the labour,

exertion, or care expended upon it. Cf. 3-6, 10.

1710 Addison Tatter No. 153 F 1 An eminent artist, who
wrought up his pictures with the greatest accuracy. 1713
— Cato 1. iv, The Sun . .Works up more fire and colour in

their cheeks. 1820 Q. Mus. Mag. 1 1. 60 Fugues wrought up

with infinite art, and little efrect. 1885 Manch. IVeekly

Times 7 Mar. 5/5, I have perhaps worked up this picture

a little too elaborately. 1897 Henty On the Irrawaddy 120

My uncle is working up a very good business. 1911 'C A.

Birmingham' Lighter .Side Jr. Life i. 9 He stood, .in front

of the looking-glass working up appropriate gestures.

i. Kaut. To set to or keep at needless and dis-

agreeable hard work as a punishment. Cf. 19.

1840 R. H. Dana [see Haze v.' 2]. 1841 — Seaman's

Man. Diet., Workup.., a phrase for keeping a crew con-

stantly at work upon needless matters, and in all weathers,

and beyond their usual hours, for punishment. 1897 F. T.

Bullen Cruise of Cachalot ' 208 The hands no longer felt

that they were continually being 'worked up' or ' hazed'

for the sole, diabolical satisfaction of keeping them 'at it'.

j. To ' get up' (a subject) by mental labour; to

study carefully and in detail ; to master by research.

Cf. 12 k.

Mod. I'm working up mathematics for my examination.

He's working up the history of the period for his new book.

***k. trans. To bring by effort, or by some

influence, into a particular state of mind or feeling,

esp. one of strong emotion; to stir up, arouse,

excite, incite (the mind, imagination, etc., or the

person) to or into a state or action ;
to induce or

persuade by effort to do something ; without const.,

to put into a state of excitement, excite, agitate.

Also refl. Cf. 14 a, b.

1688-9 Stillingfl. Serm., 1 Pet. iv. iS (1608) III. 120 It

is no very hard Matter to work up a heated and devout

Imagination to the Fancy of Raptures and Ecstasies. 1698

Collier Immor. Stage 25 To work up their Lewdness with

Verse and Musick. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 172 n We
cannot but tremble to consider, what we are capable of

being wrought up to. 175* Young Brothers iv. 1, WJien

I have work'd him up to violence. 1831 James Philip Aug.

xxx, His whole powers and energies had been wrought up to

bear it firmly and calmly. 184a Lover Handy Andy x,

Tell him magnificent lies-astonish him wilh grand materials

for a notebook and work him up to publish. 1874 Burnand

My Time xxxi. 306 Mv father had tried to woik himself up

into a passion. 1906 Beatrice Harraijen Scholar's Dau.

xiii, Every time I speak of it, I get fearfully worked up.

1. To put into commotion, stir up, agitate

(physically
1

), rare.

1705 Addison Italy 54 This Lake [Garda] perfectly re-

sembles a Sea, when it is work'd up by Storms.

m. intr. To be gradually stirred up or excited ;

to proceed or advance to a state of agitation or

commotion. Cf. 34. and c above.

1681 Drvden Ais. S, Achit. 141 So, several Factions from

this first Ferment, Work up to Foam. 1709 Steele tatter

No. 36 p 3 You know a premeditated Quarrel usually begins

and works up with the words, Somepeople.

Workability (woikabrliti). [f. next + -ity.J

The condition of being workable; capability of

being worked.
1874 Daily News 17 July 5/s The workability, to coin a

word, of the Militia. 1876 in F. S. Williams Midi. Rad-.o.

300 We must have the engineer before us to prove the work-

ability of the line. 189a Solicitor's Jml. 5 Nov. 4/2 We .

.

hope that the new rules will be drafted with a full regard to

practical workability in detail.
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Workable (w^ukab'l), a. [f.WoRK v. + -able.]

1. Ofsubstances or materials: That can be worked,

fashioned, or manipulated for use ; said also of the

state in which they are capable of being worked.

1545 AscifAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 139 As the potter most con-

nyngly doth cast his pottes whan his claye is softe and
workable. 1629 Jackson Creed VI. 11. Ix. § 1 Workable or

fashionable unto any set forme. 1709 T. Robinson Nat.
Hist. Westmld. ix. 55 It is but eight or nine Inches thick,

bat the Roof and Covers being strong, it is a workable Coal.

1853 Pharma:. Jrnl. XIII. 118 Coal and fireclay, of work-
able value. 1879 Casselfs Techn, Educ. v. 299 Many heavy
clays, .might be made friable, and easily workable by a
liberal application of lime. 1887 P. McNeill Hlaivearie 90
The ' ochre hole '

. . had been found too wet to be workable.

2. That can be worked, managed, or conducted,

as a contrivance, establishment, institution, etc.

1756 in Naval Chron. (1799) I. 267, I stood off.., to put

the ship in a workable state. 1862 Smiles Engineers III.

367 Often making a circuit to secure good, workable gra-

dients. 1859 W. CHADWiCtt Life De Foe v. 272 Each of

those hands was well furnished with a good workable
hedging-bill. 1881 Daily Tel. 29 Nov. 5 The only workable

boat of the Lord Hood was manned. i88x Miss Bkaddon
Asphodel xii, There's not one of 'em knows how to plan a
good workable hot-house. 1901 Daily News 28 FeD. 9/1
To realise how much had been done to make the hospital

a really workable place.

b. of a plan, system, scheme, or the like.

1865 Mill/?*/*, Govt. (ed. 3) 63/1 Assuming the plan to be

workable. 1878 Bavne Purit. Rev. xi. 445 A permanently
workable, broadly comprehensive ecclesiastical scheme.

3. Capable of working, rare.

1851 Mayhkw iW. Labour II. 358 Very nearly seven

millions of wives and children of a workable age still un-

occupied.

Hence Workableness, workability.

1793 Sm baton Edystone L. Contents p. vili, Tried the

workableness of the Rock. 1874 Mokley Compromise i. 2

The immediate and universal workableness of a policy.

Workaday, work-a-day (w»ukad*i), sb. and

a. Forms: a. 3 {firm.) werrkeda33, werkedei,

4-5 werkeday(e. P. 6- workyday, 7- worky-
-day (6-7 workie-, 7 worki-, workey-). 7. 9
workaday, work-a-day. [ME. werkeday (3 syl-

lables), of uncertain origin: possibly f. gen. pi. (OE.
weorcd) of Work sb. + Day sb. 1

, but perh. more
probably f. directly on these with assimilation to

the trisyllabic sunnedci Sunday, messedei Mass-
day. The type workyday is due to the influence

of Holiday, and workaday presumably to that of

Nowaday(s.]
A. sb. A day on which work is ordinarily done

(distinguished from holiday) ; a work-day, working-

day. Obs. or dial.

a. c 1200 Ormin 11315 Forr }ure wnke gifebb 3UW A» sexe
werrkeda^ess. a 1225 Ancr. R. 18 Valleft to ber eorOe gif

hit is werke del, init te Gloria Patri. 1387-8 T, Usk Test.

Love 1. v. (Skeat) 1. 104 After the seven werkedays of
travayle. t 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4971 In be
longe }ere be werke daye[s] I-nowe. 1436 Au delay Poems
80 On the werkeday ^if that thou be About thi labor treuly.

a 1450 Mvrc Par. Pr. (1902) 893 For, a-pon be werkeday,
Men be so bysy in vche way.
£. 1550 in Sirype Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. 1. xxvii. 218 That

divers preachers within your diocess..do preach as well the
worky days as the holy days. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 11.

F 5, On workyday I neuer coulde be taken With better

meate. .then roots or chitnnye bacon. 1598-9 H. Jonson
Case is Altered IV. iii, Fellow Onion for thy sake I finish

this workiday. 1603 in Willis & Clark Cambridge 11886)

II.700 Sondaies, Holydaies, and workie days. 1653 Flkck-
noe Misc. 127 He is one that makes alwayes Holy day for

others, and worky-day for himself by taking upon him all

the businesse. 1735 Houhnk Antia. Vulg. xii. 1x6 We find

a great Deference paid to Saturday Afternoon, above the
other worky Days of the Week. 1789 H. Wali-ole Let. to
Mrs. H. More 20 July,What the common people call a worky-
day, i860 W. White Wrckin xvii. 170 If our teacher ain't

ashamed to stop and shake hands with us, o' worky-days.
y. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xlix, In the very clothes

that he wore on work-a-days. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan.
238/2 Life was an unbroken work-a-day.

B. attrib. passing into adj. (cf. Wokking day).
Belonging to or characteristic of a work-day or its

occupations ; characterized by a regular succession

or round of tasks and employments ; of ordinary
humdrum everyday life : freq. in phr. this workaiiay
world.

3. 1554 Bury Wills (Camden) 146 My worky day cassocke.
1606 Siiaks. Ant. <$ CI. 1. ii. 55 Prythee tel her but a worky
day Fortune. 1673 Drvden Assignation in. i, With such
a Workiday-rough-hewn face too I 1751 Miss Talbot Let.
to Mrs. Carter 27 Sept., Oh this nasty worky-day world !

1877 F. Jacox Scriptnre Prov. xlix. 545 In the common law
of facts in this worky-day world.

y. 180* Mrs. Radclikkk Gaston de Plondeville Posth.
Wks. 1826 I. 6 The plain reality of this work-a-day world.
1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xviii, The less of real, hard,
struggling work-a-day hfe there is in that romance, the
b-iter. 1857 Musgravk Pilgr. Dauphin* I. i. 8 Their
work-a-day dress is a coarse brown or blue serge surtout.

'^59 Jephson Brittany xvii. 284 We cannot long indulge in

day-dreams in this workaday world. 1874^ P. Russell /.*ar'*r

Journalist's Note-l'k. 53 Goswell-road is. .one of the most
work-a-day of London thoroughfares. 1898 ' H. S. Mkkki-
man ' Roden's Corner xii. 128 He did not attempt to under-
stand the lighter side of life, but took it seriously as a work-
a-day matter.

Work-brittle,a. dial. Also -brattle, -brackle,
etc. (see Eng. Dial. Did. s.v. Work-braced), [f.

Wokk sb. or v. ; the second element appears to be

Brittle a., but the sense-development is obscure.]

Eager to work, industrious.

1647 Trapp Afarrow Gd. Authors in Comm. Ep. 627 What
need she [at. Anne Bullen] be so work-brittle, being a Queen?
1691 Ray N. C. Words, If 'orch-bracco, i. e. work-brittle, very
diligent ; earnest or intent upon one's work, a 1800 PegGE
Stippl. Grose, Warch-brat tie, fond of work. Lane. :88i Ox-
/brash. G/oss. Suppl. (E.D.S.), Work-brittle, ea^er to work.

Work-day ^wirjkdtfi), sb. and a. [OE. weorc-

d«i (= Du. werkdag) OIIG., MUG. werctac
1
G.

werktag, OX. vcrkdagr) does not seem to have sur-

vived ; ME. wcrkday is prob. a new formation on
Wokk sb. +D&X sb,*, or ad. ON. ; cf. Workaday.]
A. sb. A day 011 which work is ordinarily per-

formed ; a week-day.
c 1430 />r i

,w<i.j<?//>^'( 1847) 270 That the mason won he apon
the werk day. c 1440 Prompt. Parr: 522, 2 Werkday,/***/«.

1488 Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 270, 1 wold my prest shuld
sing in them the werke daies during the 12 monethis. 1535
Coverdale Ezek. xlvi. i Ye dore of the ynnermer courte..
shall be shut the vj. worke dayes. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer^
Communion rubric, When the holy Communion is celebrate,

on the workeday. 1563 Homilies n. Of' Place fy Time of
Prayer 1. 139 They vse all dayes a lyke, workedayes and
holydayes areall one. «i639 Hinder. Bruen xlviu (1641)

153 Neither holy-day, nor wo: k-day. 1706 M ks. Centlivre
Platonic Lady 1. ii. Wks. 1760 II. 194 She .. paid the
Labourers their Wages on Work-days, and took a Jigg with
them on Holy-days. 1824 Miss Mitfokd Village Ser. 1.

Hannah 22 We (the privileged) see on a work-day the

name-, which the sabbath announces to the generality.

% Used for Daywork 2.

1670 Blount Law Diet. (1691), When they performed their

Boons or Work-days to their Lord.

B. attrib. passing into adj. Belonging to or

characteristic of a work-day; performed, worn,

etc. on a work-day; also jig. = Workaday H.

C1500AY1' Fpisc. Rer.(i8gi) 211, I piveto Edmund Garred
my worke day gown. 1540 Test, Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 103 My
warkday gowne. 1563 in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. xxxv.
3^7 My Visitation Sermons and Workday Sermons. 1622
Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 77 My woorkday gowne. .thre

wo'irkday aprens, one woorkday band. 1808 Scott Mann.
VI. iii, Ne'er, in work-day worid, was seen A form so witching
fair. 1831 James Philip A ug. xl, [It] relieves the mind from
petty calculation and workday cares. 1849 Mrs. Carlyi.e
Lett. II. 72, I saw him.. after unloading the waggon, in

his workday clothes. 1859 KlHGSLBY Misc. I. 16 Unfit for

this workday world. 1889 CorbettA/ow^ xiv, 195 This dull

work-day soldier.

Worked v"'wkt), ///. a. [f. Work v. + -ed i.]

1. Used for farm-work.
1707 Mortimer t/usb. 170 An old worked Ox fatting as

well, and being as good Meat as a young one.

2. Executed or ornamented with needlework,

engraving, or the like.

1740 Mrs. E. Montagu Corr. (1906) I. 47, I desire you to
send me up my worked facing and robing. 1746-7 Mrs.
Dblany Autobiogr. (1861) II. 447 In my Irish green damask
and my worked head. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xl, The worked-
worsted chairs. 1857 Dickkns Dorrit 11. x*x, She turned
the watch upon the table, and . . looked at the worked letters

within. 1884 E. Yates Recoil. I. 181 Elaborately dressed,
with a worked shirt-frunt and huge white waistcoat.

3. Shaped, fashioned, or dressed for use or orna-

ment.
1864 J. Hunt tr. Vogt's Led. Man x. 288 He reports that

he has found, .worked flints at a depth of twelve feet in a
stratified soil. 189a AtchaeoUgia LIV. no Many fragments
of worked bone and horn were discovered.

4. In various senses : Contrived, managed, con-

ducted, etc. ; Hort. grafted.

1848 W. Pail Rose Card. 106 When potting worked
plants, we should have an eye to suckers from the wild
stock. 1882 F. E. Hulme (title) Worked Examination Ques-
tions in Plane Geometrical Drawing. 1886 Col. Maubics
Lett. /r. Donegal 4 A cleverly-worked intrigue. 1904
Westm. Gaz. 1 June 12/1 ' Leased ' or ' worked ' lines.

6. With advs., as worked-off^ -out, -up (see the

corresponding senses of the verb).

1770 I.uckombe Hist. Printing 360 He grasps off the

Worked off Heap so much at once, .as he can well govern.
1882 Rep. Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U.S. 641 The worked-out
space becomes more or less filled with bowlders. 1893
Helps to Study 0/ Bible 269 Some old worked-out mines.

1903 Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 3/3 The worked-up feelings of

a personal witness of these scenes. 1908 Stage Year Bk.
21 An ingeniously conceived and vigorously worked-out
spect acle play.

Worker (w#"Jkai). Forms : see Work v. [f.

Wokk v. t-ek 1 . Cf. Du. zuerher, MHG. wercker
((i. nwn&vr).]

L One who makes, creates, produces, or contrives,

t a. Applied to God as maker or creator ; some-
times absol. the Creator, (one's) Maker. Obs.

13.. E. E.Allit. P. H. 1 501 J>e wordier of bis worlde. 138a
Wyclif yob xxxvi. 3 My werkere I shal proue ri^twjs.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xlvi. 53 He, of natur that whker
wes and king. Ibid. 60 He, the wirker, that put in hir sic

grace. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Ep. *ij, God the Creatour, moste
perfect and excellent worker of all thinges. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. I. ii. § 2 Only the workes and operations of God
haue him both or their worker, and for the lawe whereby
they are wrought, a 160a W. Perkins Cams Consc. (1619)

4 He is the author and worker thereof [i.e. of goodness].

b. An author, producer, contriver, or doer

;

+ also with epithet, as evil worker = evil doer. arch.

c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 261 And therfore in the

worcher was the vice. .1380 Wvclik Set. Wks. II. 366 pus
men mai have prophecie, and al bes habitts in ber sou le, and
be schrewid wirchirs. 138s — Luke BO. 27 Alle worcheris

of wiukidnesse. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love ill. iL (Skeat) 1.

63 Al your werkes be cleped seconde, and nioven in vertue
of the firste wercher c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 8S
\>g werkere of meruaylles ys 0011 god. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
IV. ii. 427 God is the cheef and principal and veti wordier of
the principal effect, c 1470 HfiNRY Wallace ill. 344 Causer of
wcr, wyrkar of wykitnes. 1513 Douglas ,-Kneis xn. iii. 103,
I sail the warrand, and the wirkar [orig. auctor] be To mak
the baldly vndertak, 1526 Tindale Phil. iii. 2 Beware of
dogges, beware of evyll workers. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. Rom. iii. 5-8 They can not laye to goddes
charge the synnes, wlierof themself be wylfu! workers. 1558
R. Der\'ARo tr. Terence, Andria 11. vi, If any ihing happen
otherwise then well, euen that same varlet is the worker of
it. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 107 The workers of the common
safetie. 1796 Mouse Amer. Geog. I. 286 They believe that

the devil is the doer or worker of every thing that gives
offence. 1843 'Laifs Mag. X. 606 The worker of all this

evil, 1867 Morris Jason xvii. 441 She grew to be the
sorceress, Worker of fearful things.

C transf. of things.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ii. 11 Dred is wirkere of vertus.

1604 Jas. I Counterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.) 1&6 The Tobacco
. .was tiie worker of that miracle. 1612 Beaum. & Fl. Cox-
comb IV. i, You can say well : if you be mine, wench, yon
must doe well too, for words are but slow workers. 1842
Dickens Amer. A'otes iii, What a worker of hypocrisy this

sight ..would appear to be !

*h d. ? A commercial agent. Obs,
1560 Gresham in IJurgon Life (1839) I. 323 The cheiffe

sercher (whome ys all my worcker, and conveyer of all my
velvets'.

2. One who works or does work of any kind
(sometimes with adj. denoting the quality of the

work); esp. one who works in a certain medium,
at a specified trade or object of manufacture, or in

a certain position or status (often denoted by pre-

fixed sb., etc., as boiler-worker, cloth-worker, iron-

worker, metal-worker ; co-worker, fellow-worker

;

brain-worker
%
hand-worker) ; in early use also, fa

maker or manufacturer {of a specified thing).

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxvii. 13, 14 With the werkere, of
alle werk [Vulg. cum operario agrario, de omni o/>ere],

1388 — Acts xix. 24 A man, Demetrie bi name, a worcher ill

siluer. c 1400 P/igr. Sowie (Cax ton 1483) v.vi. 98 Now haue
we none instrumentes, ne here ben no werkers for to make
them newe. c 1440 Paltad. on II ash. vi. 62 Oon of thi

workers falle [the tree] That kunyngest is of his felons alle.

1474 Caxton Chesse 111. v. (1883) 119 The two laste that ben
practisiens and werkers ben callyd phisicyens and cyrur-

gyens. 1487 Rolls 0/ Parlt. VI, 404/2 Th* Offices of Maister
and Werke r of oure Money. 1530 Tindale Exod. xxxv. 35
Bioderersand workers with nedle. 1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. ji §4
Every Hatmaker that is nowe a maker or worker of Hates.

16x1 Cord*., Ouvrier. a workeman ; an Artificer, or handi-

craftsman..& generally any woiker. 1660 Y. BitOOKE tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 357 Lazy people, and no good workers.

1663 Cowley Ode upon Dr. Harvey iii, He so exactly does
the work survey, As if he hir'd the workers by the day. 1760
Court <y City Keg. 224 His Majesty's Mint. ..Master and
Worker. Hon. Wm. Cbetwynd, K^q. 1765 Museum Rust.
IV. 76 Mr. Naish, tin-plate-worker. X767 Phil, Trans.
LVIII. 41 Another worker in ivory cut through that tusk
wiiich Lord Shelburne gave me. 1838 Dickkns Nich. Nick.
x, I spoke of you as an out-of-door woiker. 1877 Ox/. <$

Comb. Undergrad. yrnl.25 Jan. 173/a Cowles not only has
the knack of getting work out of his men, but is a very hard
worker himself, though not a pretty oar. 188a Besant All
Sorts xxxv. (1898) 242 There are a great many workers

—

ladies, priests, clergymen—among them, trying to remove
some of the suffering. 1887 RlFSKIN Przeterita II. 207 'I he
full happiness of that time to me cannot be explained except
to consistently hard workers.

b. In emphatic use, esp. as opposed to idler, or

the like.

x6z8 C. Levktt I'oy.N. Eng. viii. in Collect. Mass. Hist.

Soc. Ser. 111. VIII. 190 Except for every three loiterers, he
have one worker. 185a M ks. S i owe Uncle Tout's C. xxviii,

A dreamy, neutral spectator, .when he should have been a
worker. 1866 Ruskim Crown Wild Olive i. 8 The distinc-

tion between workers and idlers, as between knaves and
honest men. 1871 — Fors Clav. ix. 4 mote, Here and there

we have a real worker among soldiers, or no soldiering would
long be possible. 1889 G. B. Shaw in Eabian Ess. 6 Rent
. . paid . . by a worker to a drone.

C. One who is employed for a wage, esp. in

manual or industrial work ; now often in the

language of social economics, a ' producer of

wealth , as opposed to capitalist.

1848 Kingslkv in Benham Casselfs Bk. Quot. (1007) 185

Workers of England, be wise, and then you must be free.

1857 Househ. Words 27 June 603/x The first great body
of workers, namely the clerks [i e. railway clerks]. 1862

Smiles Engineers III. 14 They belonged to the ancient and
honourable family of Workers— that extensive family which

constitutes the backbone of our country's greatness, the

common working j>eopIe of England. 1867 Lkvi Wages
Working Classes 6 Some have limited the meaning to such

as are in receipt of weekly wages, and some would limit the

term * workers ' to such as are employed in the production

of wealth. It might seem aNo a condition of such appella-

tion that the person should stand in the capacity of servant

or worker for others. . . On the other hand, we must remember
that in many occupations the workers aie paid by the month
or quarter. 1885 E. B. Bax Relig. Socialism (1886) X25 This,

then, is the empire which the blood and sinewof you, workers,

are squandered to maintain and extend. 1801 Mohris Poems
'>v Wav 112 For that which the woiker winneth shall then

be his indeed, Nor shall half be reaped for nothing by him
that sowed no seed. 1903 {title) The Workers' Educational

Association.

d. Of animals ; + (a) A draught animal. Obs.

1617 Take (Kent) Estate Ace. (MS.) fol. 9 One payer
workers at ,£15.

(b) A horse, dog, etc. that works (well).



WORKFOLK.
1844 tj. W. Carleton] Hyde Marston I. 74 It's not fair to

keep the double thong always going with a free worker.

1874 Kennel Club Stud Bk. 161 Bell and Lilly., the latter

being a small, mean-looking white bitch, but a very good

worker. 1908 A nimal Managem. 283 Geldings . . were proved

to be very good workers in Somaliland.

(r) The neuter or undeveloped female of certain

social hymenopterous and other insects, as ants

and bees, which supplies food and performs other

services for the community.
1747 W. Gould Ertfl. Ants 73 As soon as the Queen has

deposited a Parcel of Eggs, the Workers take them under

their Protection. 181S Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xvu.(l8l7) II.

32 The workers or larvse, answering to the hymenopterous

neuters, are the most numerous and at the same time most

active part of the community. 1855 Poultry Citron. III. 351

Fertile workers lay none but male eggs.

e. U. S. Politics. One of a class of political

agents or partizans subordinate to a ' boss'.

1888 Bkvce Amer. Commw. II. lxiii. 451 The large and

active class called, technically, ' workers ', or more affection-

ately, 'the Boys.'

3. Applied to apparatus or pieces of machinery,

t a. A vesset in which wine has 'worked '. Obs. b. One of

the small card-covered cylinders or 'urchins' in a carding-

machine. C. A leather-worker's two-handled knife (knight

Diet. Mech., Sufpl. 1884). d. In pillow lace-making, pi. the

bobbins that are worked acrossa pattern, e. = Washerjyj.

5 b. f. With prefixed sb.. applied to an apparatus for ' work-

ing the material denoted by the sb., as butter-worker.

1594 Plat Jeweil-ho. III. 70 Let your vessel bee such as

hath alreadie conteined some muste or other liquor that

hath wrought therin, (for he that knoweth not the vse of a

worker is but a slender artist). 1835 Ure Philcs. Manuf.
167 Each pair of cylinders consists of a worker and a cleaner

somewhat less in size than its fellow, and turning in the

reverse direction of the drum. 1853— Diet. Arts I. 766

The points of this roller (called a ' worker ') are inclined in

a direction opposed to the movement of the swift. 1853

Beits' Technol. Wbch., Worker, Washer'in paper manufac-

ture. 1878 Technol. Diet., Worker, Stripper of the scrib-

bling- machine. 188s J. J. Manley Brit. Almanac Comf.
18 The butter-milk and water are carefully pressed out in

one of Bradford's butter workers.

4. With adverbs, as workcr-up (see Work v. 39).

1656 Second Ed. New Almanack 10 He be no very good
worker up. 1698 Acts Massachusetts (1724) 116 Tanners,

Curriers, and Dressers, or Workers up of Leather. 1848

Sinks of Lond. 3 The worker-up of novels.

5. atlrib. , as (sense 2 d (c)) worker ant, bee, cell,

grub ; worker bobbin = 3 d ; worker card= 3 b.

1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xix. (1817) II. 138 The instinct

and industry of the worker. bees. Ibid. 161 The instinct of

the queen invariably directs her to deposit worker eggs in

worker cells. Ibid. xxiv. 394 When all the worker-brood

was removed from a hive, and only male brood left. 1855

Poultry Chron. HI. 561 It is not invariably found that

ihe bees will at once convert a worker grub into a queen.

.88. Cowan Bee-keepers Guide Bk. vii. 20 If we examine

a hive, we shall find that worker-comb is t'-hs of an inch .

.

thick. 1882 Athenxum 1 July 18/3 As in bees and wasps,

worker ants occasionally produce fertile eggs. J894V1CKF.R-

man Woollen Spinning 159 We call one of each of the pairs

of top rollers a * worker ' card, in distinction from the adjoin-

ing one, which is a stripper.

Workfolk (wg'ikftfuk). Also (now rare) -folks.

[f. Wohk sb. + Folk sb. Cf. Du. werkvolk.'] =
Workpeople, esp. farm labourers.

<ri47S Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 285 That syche wyrfolk be

payd in'good mone. 1566 Engl. Ch. Furniture (Peacock

1866)114 One sacringe bell—wch M r Edmond Haselwood

. .vsed in his house (as he said) to call worckfolke to dinner.

1572 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 164 Wages by him
payd to 214 woorkfolkes 1578 Bk. Chr. Prayers 88 b, We
beseech thee (O thou Lord of the haruest) send workfolks

into thy haruest. 1600 Surflet Country Farm 11. 1. 327 At
the discietion of the gardener,, .according as his number of

workefoikes is more or lesse. 1612 S'hampton Assembly Bks.

{1924) III. 40 Theis seargmakers . . were . .desiered to paie

good English money to their worcke folkes. 170a Guide

for Constables 30 Clothiers must pay their, .workfolks their

wages in ready money. 1828 Craven Gloss., Il'arkfolk,

labourers. 1849 Rock Ch. Fathers II. vii. 411 The lowliest

work-folk in the town. 1883 T. Hardy in Longmans Mag.
July 255 The regular farmer's labourers—' workfolk ' as they

call themselves. 1891 Daily Nevis 26 Aug. 6/4 A slight

improvement in the conditions under which farm workfolks

live. 190a Athenxum 20 Dec 831/3'rhe writer. .had ..

Smoked with the workfolk in their public-houses.

Workful (wzr-ikfu.1), a. [f. Work sb. + -ful.

Cf. OE. weorcfull 'operosus'.]

fl. Active, operative. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 199 pe uirtues huerof we habbeb y-speke aboue

be longeb to be uerst« Hue bet is ycleped workuol. 1552

Hui.oet, Warkefull, operosus. 1565 Harding Cou/ut. 11.

xiii. 97 Seest thou then how workefull is the word of Christ ?

1587 Go 1 ding De Mornay v. 60 In the most single essence

of God, there is a workfull power. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk

IfSclv. To Rdr., Ihe Philosophy of our day and Land being

so much workful as the world knows it 10 he.

2. Full of (hard) work; hard-working.

1854 Dickens Hard T.l.v, You saw nothing in Coketown

but what was severely workful. 1875 Holvoakk Hist.

Coop. I. 353 Being very watchful and workful as a secre-

tary. 1891 Review Rev. 15 Oct. 352/2 Seven happy work-

ful months spent in Paris.
t

Hence Workfulness, f activity; laborious

activity. . ,

1573 Daus tr. Bullingeron Afoe. 17 In the meane tyme

his workfulnesse perceth euen into y« uery Church. 1854

Tait's Mag. XXI. 459 He might have seen, in any Coke-

town of the manufacturing districts, an allowance of what is

playful, to compensate for its workfulness. >9°3.J- L
>

Smith Robt. Wallace vi. 174 He resigned.. a position of

usefulness and workfulness.

296

Workhouse (wcukhcius). [OE. weorchiis : f.

W7ork sb. + House sbA Cf. MDu. werchuus, Du.

-uierkhuis, MHG. werchus (G. wcrkhaus), ON.
verkhus (in comb.).]

1. A house, shop, or room in which work is regu-

larlyperformed; a workshop or factory. Obs. or Hist.

a.ioo in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 185/3 Officina, smiSbe uel

weorchus. Ibid. 186/27 Ergastcrium uel operatorium,

weorchus. 1350 in Riley Mem. London (1868) 262 In the

werkhous. .12,000 of plaunche-nail . . 3000 of dornail. 1387

Trevisa lligden (Rolls) VII. 307 \>e werkhous bere bey doob

here werkes 1431-40 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Bf.'s

Stortford (1882) 6 Le Werkhous latomorum juxta cimi-

terium. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. (-7/(1896) 324 The Grounde

wher as the seid Ship was made & the Workehouse Belong-

yng to the same. 1575 in Plomer Abstr. Wills Engl.

Printers (1903) 23 My workehowse of printing. 1601 Hol-

land Pliny in. vi. I. 61 The worke houses and furnaces of

potters. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3260/3 There were taken

with him several Pairs of Stockins wet, as if they had been

taken out of a Dyers Work-House. 1752, Hume Ess. $
Treat. (1777) I. 445 His workhouse, of 20 cabinet-makers,

is said to be a very considerable manufactory. .88. S. R.

Macphail Hist. Pluscardyn Introd. 7 The court by which

we first entered is occupied with stables and work-houses.

b. fig.
1548 Udai.l Erasm. Par. Luke i. 34-35 The holy ghoste

..in thy wombe, (as itwer in an heauenly workehouse) shall

accomplishe the workyng of this holy babe. 1381 Mul-
caster Positions vi. (1888) 48 The liner.. the workhouse of

thicke and grosse blood. 1645 Rutherford Tryat *s Tri.

Faith 125 Christ being the very worke-house, and shop of

the Devil, in which he wrought. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc.

Comfit. III. 112 The Heart is the Workhouse of life and

heat, a 1761 W. Law Com/. Weary Pilgr. (1809) 81 The
works of the devil are all wrought in self, it is bis peculiar

workhouse.

2. spec. orig. A house established for the pro-

vision of work for the unemployed poor of a parish

;

later, an institution, administered by Guardians of

the Poor, in which paupers are lodged and the

able-bodied set to work. The official name is now
poor-law institution.

Earlier (and obs.) names were t house 0/work (1552, see

House sb.' 2), t Working-house (1597-8, etc.); names of

later introduction are i house of industry (1771-2 Irish Act

11 & .2 Geo. III. c. 30, see Industry 4 b), Poor-house

(1782); for union workhouse, abbreviated to union, see

Union sb. 1 10 b, 12.

1652 in W. Cotton & H. Woollcombe Glean. Mumc. Rec.

Exeter (1877) 156 The said house to bee converted for a

workhouse for the poore of this cittye and also a house of

correction for the vagrant and disorderly people within this

cittye. 1653 Act Commw. c. 13 (1658) 259 If he hath not

wherewith to satisfie such Fine, the said Judges may ad-

judge him to the Pillory or a Work-house, or both. 1670-1

Act 22 <r 23 Chas. It, c. 18 {title) An Act for the belter

regulateing of Workhouses for setting the Poore on Worke.

170a Post Man 10-13 Jan - 2/1 The President and Gover-

nors for the Poor of the City of London, having enlarged

their Work-house without Bishops-gate. 1731 Flying Post

12 Aug. 2/2 His Mother, who was maintain'd by his Labour,

being come upon the Parish, is sent to the Work-house at

Wandsworth. 1782 Act 22Geo. ///,c. 83 § i8The several Poor

Houses or Workhouses to be built. .under the Authority of

this Act, shall be situate within the Parish or Township for

which they shall be used. 1797 -Mrs. Berkeley Poems

G. M. Berkeley Pref. p. cccx, Most well-regulated Bride-

wells are Paradises compared to the Oxford Work-house.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, First 0/May, He believed he'd been

born in the vurkis, but he'd never know'd his father. 1856

Emerson Engl. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 71 Har-

greaves invented the spinning-jenny, and died in a work-

Bouse. 1922 J. J. Clarke Soc. Administr. 83 The work-

house or institution is the representative institution of the

Union, and is Ihe foundation of all indoor relief.

allusively. 1690 C. Nessk O. e, N. Test. I. 58 Through

Adams fall the world was become a work-house, an house

of correction for mans sin.

3. A prison or house of correction for petty

offenders. U. S.

1888 CassclCs Encycl. Diet.

4. altrib. and Comb. : t a- i" sense 1 , as work-

house stable.

1569 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 218 In the warkhouse

stable, sadles, haltars.

b. in sense 2, as workhouse brat, cough, fever,

inmate, master, system ; workhouse-bred, clearing

adjs. ; workhouse sheeting, strong twilled un-

bleached cotton material used for sheeting, curtains,

etc. ; workhouse test, the test of good faith put

to an applicant for poor relief by which he was
obliged to consent, as a condition of relief, to go

to the workhouse if required.
1810 Crabbe Borough xxii. 60 Workhouse-clearing men,

Who, undisturb'd by feelings just or kind, Would parish,

boys to needy tradesmen bind. 1834 E. Lytton Bulwer
in Hansard's Pari. Debates Ser. ill. XXII. 891 In those

states [of America] where a strict workhouse discipline was
kept up. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist v, Then I'll whop yer
when 1 get in, ..my work'us brat 1 Ibid, xxxvii, Admira-
tion at the workhouse-master's humility. 1846 Blackw.
Mag. Nov. 560/2 The Utopian expectations of many, that

a strict workhouse-test would destroy pauperism. 1850
Carlyle Latter-day Pamph. i. 49 This brutish Workhouse
Scheme of ours. 1857 Borrow Rom. Rye xlii, He would
rob.. a workhouse child of its breakfast, as the saying is.

1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xlii, Base-born, workhouse-

bred 1 1889 Conan Doyle Sign of Four ix, You would

have made an actor, and a rare one. Vou bad the proper

workhouse cough. 1891 C Creighton Hist. Epidem. Brit.

538 There was no gaol-fever, workhouse.fever, or domestic

typhus in general. 1894 Oakeshott Humanizing of Poor

Lout 26 Nearly one-third of the workhouse inmates are

WORKING.
sixty-five years old or oyer. 1925 J. J. Clarke Local Govt.

316 Workhouse infirmaries.

Hence Workhoused a., lodged in, or habituated

to, a workhouse.
1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 115 Poor, workhoused

wretches! 1895 in Begbie Life W. Booth (1920) II. 204

The parishes can send people to us before they have become
workhoused.

Working(w»-jkirj') , vbl. sb. [f.Work v. + -ing ».

Cf. MDu., MLG. werkinge, OHG. wer(a)chunga,

MHG. werkunge; MHG. wurkung; (MHlG.tw'rf-

ung.'] The action of Work v. ; the result of this.

I. 1. Performance of work or labour
; t formerly

also, that which is done, work.
31300 Cursor M. 11997 Qui dos hou men sli plaint to

mak, For pi wircking on vr sabbat? 13.. Ibid. 5522 (Gott.)

We sal find wirking for f>air sake; Apon pair neckes sal |>ai

bere liollis wid Stan and wid mortere. c 1450 Godstow Reg.

605 Coterellis, rentis, workyngis, helpis, wardis, relefis.

1494 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. I. 245 For vj dayis wyrken,

vjs. 1550 Crowley Epigr. 186 To se where the treasure

will finde them workinge, To the profit of the Citye. 1579

Rice Invect. Vices Biij, Is Carde plaiyng woorkyng? Is

the blasphemie of Goddes moste holie name awoorkynge?

1616 Sir E. Mountagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 249 He.. wondered at what you had told him of

my mother's working, being stone blind. 1686 tr. Chardin's

Trav. Persia 357 There has been no working in the Gold

Mine for this long time. 1748 Anson's Voy. II. iii. 147 The

working upon the wreck, and the securing the provisions.

1832 P. Egan's Bk. Sports 237/1, I like to see the working

of the hounds; to see them in difficulty ; to mark the thread-

ing, the stopping, the eagerness to find. 1842 Dickens

Amer. Notes lv, The laws of the State forbid their working

more than nine months in the year. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 14

Apr. 2/3 Working is agreeable to my nature and to my health.

|-2. Performance, execution, achievement (of some

particular work or action) ;
procedure. Obs.

C 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xiii. {.Itareus) 50 Of be virkine Of

ferly werkis bat he wrocht. 1382 Wvclif 1 Cor. xu. 10 The

worchinge of vertues. 1390 Cower Conf.X. 276 To se the

worchinge of the dede. 1422 Vonge tr. Seer. Seer. 136 In

Suche shewynge and oppyne wyrchynge of good werkes.

01425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 21 A maner of

wirchyng in fistula in ano. c 1449 Pecock Refr. 11. xni. 224

Bi her . . wirching of miraclis. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.

1131) 74b, In declynynge from euyll, and in dylygent work-

ynge of good. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D Acosta s Hist. Indies

in.viii. 143 For the working whereof, the vapors and exhala-

tions of the sea, are sufficient. 161 1 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. I. 53° For 5' working of their other endes. 1675

A Browne Appendix Art Paint. 10 Observe that you be

not too Curious in the first Working, but rather make choice

of a good Free and Bold Following of Nature. 1693 MoxoN

Mech. Exerc. (1703) 261 In which Fig. x. is shewn the usual

way of bad Working.

f3. Making, manufacture, production, prepara-

tion, construction ; also, the manner or style in which

something is made, handiwork, workmanship. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI- A. in. 49 We tan a wyndow in worch-

ing [C. IV. 51 a worchyng) wol stonden vs ful_ heije. 145*

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 282, lij senglilere

Principalis in werkyng in inbowyng and 111 Scantlyon

accordyng to the Principalis. 1460-70 Bk. Qumte Essence 5

Anober maner worchinge of oure qumta essencia is pis.

t406 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 278 tor weikmg of the

irne werk to the samyn hous, vj ll. xn d. 1535 in Gage

Hengiorve (1822) 51 For working of lj doores. 1538 Star-

key England 1. lii. (1878) 94 A thousand such tryfelyng

thvngys, wych other we myght wel lake, or els, at the lest,

our owne pepul myght be occupyd wyth the workyng

therof. 1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. .0 U&HAa Acle for the true

workinge and makinge of Wollen Clothe. 1633 P. Fletcher

Purple III. iv. xx, Two streets.. Of severall stuffe, and

severall working fram'd. 1677 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. 11. 21,

I shall now shew you the working of a Spring-lock. 1726

Leoni Alberts Archil. I. 55 The difference between the

working of a Vault and a Wall.
.

4. The action of operating or performing work

upon something ;
manipulation, management (of

an apparatus, a vessel in navigation, etc.) ; exploita-

tion (ofamine, etc.) ; alsoin^«^//'«^(seequot.i 8S0).

t In {the) working;, being worked upon, when worked

upon; in operation ; in use. —
I4SO Rolls ofParlt. V. 202/1 No maner of Merchandises

of the growyng nor wurkyng of the Landes and parties

that the seide Duke, .cccupieth. .545 Aschaw Toxoph II.

(Arb ! 114 Whan the backe and the bellye [of the bow] in

woorkynge, be muche what after one maner. .577 Harrison

EnglaUm. i. 95 b/i in Holinshed, Because it [sc. brown

bread] is dry and brickie in the working some adde a

portion of rye meale. .6.8 RaUOB **£&»»* 57 The

working of a Myne there, a .642 Sir W. Monson Aaval

Tracts ,. (.704) .90/. They could not discern the Lord

General's Working; but stood their Course as l>efore directed.

.680 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. xi. 20, When the Treddle comes

down in working. Ibid. xiii. 222 A piece of I vory strong

enough to bear working till they bring it to as small aCil nder

as theV can. .795 Local Act 35 Geo. Ill, c. 156 § 30 Noth ng

in this Act., shall., prevent the working »'™™I°^
same. .Mines. 183.-3 P. Barlow in Encycl. Metrof. (1843)

VIII. 546/2 This scraping, or working as it is termed ren-

ders the skin soft and pliant. .853, Bed's Technol. Wbch^

Working of a blast-furnace (the mode of action to wheh the

quality of iron is subjected). .880 F. Francis.Bk. ^"s-Wy/-
(ed. 5) 225 You must. .flip your fly to and fro to shake the

water out and so dry it for another cast. This ??ni<=times

will require seven or eight ' flips or workings to effect 1892

Photogr. Ann. II. 535 Should it be wished during the lec-

ture to introduce a mechanical slide,. .the working ot it is

as follows. 1894 7ml. Anthrof. lust. XXIII. 273 If they

[sc. flints] possess definite characteristics of form, of wear, ot

weather, of material, of working.

b. The carrying on or putting into operation

(of a scheme, system, legislation, etc.).



WORKING.
183a Edin. Ret'. Oct. 245 heading, Working and Prospects

of the Reform. 1845 C. F. Barker Mem. on Syria
title-p., The Purchase and Tenure of Land, And the Work-
ing of the Old and New Tarif. 1847 Edin. Rev. Apr. 397
Exhibiting on that wide theatre the useful working of the
fundamental institutions of the British monarchy. 1884
Stockton Lady or Tiger 14 His majesty.. was greatly
interested in the workings and development of this trial

1884 Dilke in A. Cawston Street Improv. London (1 893.1

101 The working of the byelaws in Birmingham under the
ooth section of the Public Health Act. 1912 Etigl. Hist.
Rev. Jan. 43 Some changes in the working of the chancery.

5. Action, operation. a. Of a person ; esp.

collect, sing. and//, actions, doings, deeds, f Good
working (rare) : good works. Obs. or arch.
C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 3S6 God is so parfyte in alle his

worchynge bat [etc.]. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 698 The
children of Mercurie and Venus Been in hir wirkyng ful

contrarius. <- 1400 Cursor M. 29441 (Cott. Galba) {>ou may
with him comun in dede, Rot be wers may hi wirking spede.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6123 Thou most discouere all thi wurch-
yng, How thou seruest, and of what thyng. ^1407 Lydg.
Resort fy Sens. 3169 Withoute engyn of fals werkyng, 1426— De Guil. Pilgr. 11511 They sholde ellys for hunger deye,
Ne were I & my werchyng. c 1440 Jacob's Well nolo
wythstonde alle temptacyouns & to be perseueraunt in good
werkyng. £1449 PscoCK Re/r. u. xviii. 25S That he was
lijk in wirching to a vyne. 1.1480 Henryson Swalfoivi,
The hie prudence, and wirking meruelous, . . of god omnipo-
tent. 1539 Morison hived, agst. Treas. title-p., Wherein
the secrete practises, and traiterous workinges of theym
that suffrid of late are disclosed. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
I. ii. § 2 The being of God is a kind of Law to his working.
1692 L'Estrange Fables cxlvii. 134 The Wayes and Work-
ing! of Providence are unsearchable. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 21 Against Wind and Tide
too, there's no Working. 1742 Richardson Pamela (1785J
IV. 146, I leave you to your own Workings. 1874 W. P.
Mackay Grace <y Truth 220 In the twelfth chapter of
Revelation we have depicted a remarkable series of Satan's
workings. 1909 W. James Unveiled Heart 70 Almighty and
Everliving God,, .it is Thy glory to conceal Thy workings.

t to. Of a thing ; sometimes//., functions. Obs.

in general sense.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4907 pe wirkyng of be fire swa
brinnand. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495)
Yj b/2 Membres [of beestys] ben. -dyuers in werkynge, as
it faryth in the eeres of the olyphaunt with the whyebe he
fyghteth. C1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsk. 80 Alle |>e

fyue wyttes bat sholde gouerne. .alle be wyrkynges of be
body. C1449 Pecock Repr. \\. xvi. 242 That theseid parties
of heuen retiliden ful myche the worchingis of bodies here
binetbe in the louder world, c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle
Dame 342 (Camb. MS.) Loue is sotyle,. .Scharpe in worch-
yng. c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 10 In Aperill quhencleithit
is. .The abill grounde be wyrking off natur.

o. Of a drug, medicine, etc.

a 1425 tr. Ardemes Treat. Fistula, etc. 45 pat worchyng
shal better done and soner if be secounde day after be
puttyng to of arsenek be putte to larde wij? be emplastre
sanguiboetes\ 156a Turner Herbal 11. (156S) 96 The lesse

kynde [of Poly] is. .more effectuus or stronger in working.
1567 Mapi.et Gr. Forest 1 b, She shal whilest she is in sleepe
imbrace hir husband through the working of this stone.

1580 T. B[edford] Treat. Med. (1615) 17 These strange
workings of these foreigne drugges in our bodies. 1631
Widdowf.s Hat. Philos. 39 His Rozen is in smell, taste,

and working better than common Turpentine. 1648 Gage
West Ind. 79 After my physicks working. 1694 Salmon
Bate's Dispens. (1713) 281/2 It is a good Medicine for the
Purposes intended.. . In the working of it, you must be sure
to provide two or three Quarts of Posset-drink, .aforehand.

d. Of the mind, conscience, etc. Often pi.

1588 Shaks. L. L.L. iv. i. 33 Glory growes guiltie. . When
for Fames sake.. We bend to that, the working of the hart.

1591 — / Hen. VI, v. v. 86, I am sicke with working of my
thoughts, c 1600— Sonn. xciii, What ere thy thoughts, or thy
hearts workings be. 160a — Ham. 11. ii. 580. 1707 Rowe
Royal Convert v. i, The secret workings of my Brain, Stand
all reveal'd to thee. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) III.

310 Who can account for the workings of an apprehensive
mind, when all that is dear and valuable to it is at stake?
1798 S.& Ht. Lee Cant. T. II. 380 A friend.. would find a
generous pleasure in aiding the workings of an ingenuous
nature. 1801 Southey t'halaba xn. ii, His brain, with busier
workings. 11845 P'ARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. in. Hermann.
Workings Of conscience. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. III.
xii. 138 note, The Archdeacon now gets very eloquent, and
gives us all the inner workings of the mind.

e. The conduct or operations collectively of a
factory, vessel, or the like.

\fy$ Act36 fy37 Vict c. 71. §58 Any grating., placed so as
..to interfere with the effective working of any mill, 1920
Goode Econ. Cond. Centr.-Europe 1. 12 In full working the
cotton mills of Russia consumed about 1,500,000 bales of
cotton per annum. 1930 Act 10 <$ 11 Geo. V, c. 30 Sch. I. it,

The profits or the gross earnings of the working of the vessel.

6. Influential operation ; influence, effectiveness
;

also, the result or effect of operation or influence.

Somewhat arch.
C1374 Chm-cer Boeth. m. pr. x\. (1868) 95 Whan bei ben

gadred to-gidre al in to a forme and in to oon wirchyng
[orig. in unam veluti formam atqne efficientiam\ 14x4
Bhampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 24 Thanne schal the werk-
yng be ful sene Of ' Ne reminiscaris, DoatifM !

' 1450-1530
Myrr. cur Ladye 1. xii. 34 Whan they began to prayse
god ; god tornyd tho enemys eche of them agenste other. .

.

A maruelous werkyng of goddes seruyce. 1547 Homilies 1.

Exhort, rdg. Holy Script, ij b, [The words of Scripture]
haue euer an heauenly spiritual working in them. 1567
Gude % Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 14 Throw wirking of the Spirite
in til our hart, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xxiii. (1912) 295
Her fayre colour decaied;. .and hastily grew into trie very
extreme working of sorowfulnesse. 159a Timme Ten Engl.
Lepers E 2 b. There is as great defference hetwene the
working of hypocrisie and the working of grace, as betwene
the working of arte, and the operation of nature. 1718

Vol. X.

297

Free-thinker No. 96. 291 The Workings of Superstition are
insinuating and slow. 1759 Sterne Tr, S/tandy I. xix. The
workings of a parent's love upon the truth and conviction of
this very hypothesis. 1861 Brougham Brit. Const, x'l. 150
note, The working of clerical prejudice in.. a liberal mind.
1875 Manning Mission Holy Ghost i. 10 Faith, hope, and
charity, are the three primary workings of the Holy Ghost
in the soul.

7. Mathematical calculation ; the process of cal-

culating, or performing the necessary mathematical
operations for ascertaining, a quantity, etc. Now
chiefly, the statement of the operations involved in

solving a mathematical problem.
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 552 By his .8. speere in his

wirkyng He knew ful wel how fer Alnath was shoue. c 1391— Astrol. 11. §35 This is the workinge of the conclusioun,
to knowe yif ('at any planete be directe or retrograde, a 1400
in Halliw. Rara Mathem. (1841) 61 pat leves after j>i wirk-
yng es he heght fro A poynte to pe heght of he thyng.
c 1425 Crafte Nombrynge 30 |>ou most know well be craft
of be wyrchynge in )>e tahulle. 1543 Records Gr. Aries
123 Y° same y* appeareth of y

B other working before. 1654

J.
Eyre Exact Surveyor 75 Which by the working accord-

ing to the former directions, will be found to be about
63 yards. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes xvi, The observa-
tion every day at noon, and the subsequent working of the
ship's course. 1873 Todhunter Con/l. Studies 74 That a
knowledge of mathematics may be gained without the per-
petual working of examples. 1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Nov.,
No marks are to be allowed in the arithmetic paper unless
tlie candidate shows up the ' working ' of the sums as well
as the final result.

+ 8. Aching; ache, pain. Obs.
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. 96 For werkyng of the hed.

Ibid. 151 For wynd in be hed, & werkyng in be bed. Ibid.
i. ir in Anglia XVIII. 295 5if a man. .In hys heed hath
gret sekenesse, Or ony grewaunce or ony werkynge. c 1400
tr. Seer. Sccr.

t Gov. Lora's/t. 76 Corupcioun of si^ht, werk-
ynge of he brayn. Ibid. 77 He felys his mete bitter in bis

biest, and werkyng of be koghe.

i*b. Stomachic or intestinal disturbance. Obs.
1577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel. ii. 4 b/i in Holinshed, lieyng

moderately taken, .it [sc. Aqua vita;] kepeth. .the belly from
wirtchyng. 1650 Venner Via Recta, Tobacco 407 So . .as to
cause a violent and sickly working both upward and down-
ward. 1717 Floyer Asthma i. 9 A loose Stool frequently
happens from the great working in the Belly, occasion'd by
the Fit.

9. Fermentation of liquor.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Acstus mustulenhts, the fomyng
or sprincling vp of newe wine, in ale we call it workyng.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 992 Staying the Working of Beere. 1662
Charleton Myst. Vintners (1675) 153 Sickly commotions,
or (to speak in the dialect of Wine-coopers) Workings. 1707
Mortimer Husb. 561 It will set your Wine in a gentle work-
ing, and purifie it in twenty four Hours. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Wash,\Vilh respect to the. .workings of this
liquor, great regard is to be had to the containing vessel.

1826 Art Brewing (ed. 2) 103 Conclude the fermentation in
from 40 to 50 hours, and when it is cleansed do not fill up
too frequently, for it will work off with great rapidity:
rather, by moderate fillings, encourage its working. 1833
Loudon Encyct. Archil. § 1324 Unless the weather be very
severe, the working (as it is called) proceeds equally well
with that removed to the vaults or cellars.

10. Restless movement of water (esp. the sea)

;

straining of a ship, a vehicle, etc. so as to loosen

the fittings.

1582 N. Lichf.field tr. Castanheda's Con?. E. Ind. 1.

xxix. 73 The Seas went so high, .they thought it impossible
f-r the shippes to escape;, .by the working of them it was
thought, that sometime they did hoyse up theyr shippes
aboue the Element. 166a R. Venables Exper. Angler iii.

34 The working of the Lough makes it sandy. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 11. iv. 157 The water the Pink had made by her working
and straining in bad weather. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.
§ 301 By the continual working of the carriage [sc. a carrier's
cart], two of them had been broken. 1893 Lockivootts
Diet, Terms Mech. Engin. 414 The working of the frames
of locomotives signifies the loosening of their joints, due to

the strains communicated to them by the engines. 1901
Scotsman 6 Nov. 10/5 Owing to the working of the masts
the deck was opening up.

b. Involuntary movement of the face or mouth,
esp. due to emotion.
1800 Wokdsw. Pet Lamb 18, I unobserved could see the

workings of her face. 1818 Scott Itrt, Midi, xii, As if to
prevent bis seeing the working of his countenance. 1844
Eliz. Skwell Amy Herbert xL I. 201 The working of her
forehead showed the storm that was gathering. 1848
Dickens Dombey Iii, Lighting a candle, which displayed
the workings of her mouth [sc. * mumbling and munching 'J

to ugly advantage.

1L The proper action or movement of a piece of

mechanism or the like.

c 1645 Howell Lett. :. 11. xi. (1890) no To hinder the
working of your Fire-works. 1727 (Dorkington] Philip
Quart! (1816) 38 QuarlL.was astride on the main yard,
with a hatchn to cut down what stopped the working of it-

1827 Ann. Reg., Chron. 77/1 The only noise he heard, .was
the working of a neighbouring pump. 1851 Kingsley Yeast
ix, The workings of his lungs pumped great jets of blood out,

12. Gradual movement or progress (as against

resistance).

1683 Moxon Mech, Exerc., Printing x'u F23 It will so
enrage the Oyl, and raise the S< um, that it might endanger
the working over the top of the Kettle. 1802 Plavfair
illustr. IIutIonian T/ieory 401 The working of water
collected from the rains and the snows.

II. concr. +13. Decorative work. Obs.

1536 in Antiq. Sarisb. (1771) 193 Curiously ornate with
dyvers workings and chasings. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4373/4
A.. Purse, wo;ked round with 3 distinct Rows of Gold
Working

WORKING.
14. A place in which mineral is or has been

worked ; a mining excavation.
1766 Ann. Reg., Chron. S6 The foul air in an old working

took fire. 1839 Uhk Diet. Arts 969 Many water-Iogged
fissures come to be cut by the workings. 1872 EchoZ Oct. -\

An explosion.. occurred in a part of the working which
extends in a northerly direction beneath the town. 1912
Times 10 July 8/1 Another explosion ..took placi;,. .while
a rescue party was below in the workings.

III. 15. With adverbs, as working-off, -out,

-together, -up (see Wokk v. 39) ; also attrib.
1662 Evelyn Scuiptura iii. 33 They also engrave upon

stone, _and imprint with it; but with this difference in the
*working-ofT; that the paper being black, the Sculpture
remains white. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 240 Uy being careful
in the operation of working off, a thinner paper is employed.
1855 Kingsley // 'estw. Ho ! xxxii, Let him have his humour.
..It maybe the working off of his madness. 1842 Manning
Serni. i. (1S4S) 17 All the face of the world bespeaks the
*work'mg-out of the prophecy. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs.
Hallib. in. xx, ' It will be the working-out of my visions

',

said Henry. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet 215 The
working out of Discharge's idea revolutionized sea warfare.
1914 Brit. Afus. A', turn 184 The determination and working
out of the Tabanida: of Tropical Africa. 1623 Cockekam ii,

A 'working together, cooperation. 1678 Rymer 'frag.
Last Age 76 If the Poet observe not these measures, the
working up of a Scene, is plainly the tormenting of nature,

and holding our ears to the Grindstone. 1817 J. Scott
Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 135 All. .is done, .under the force of
artificial impulse, causing what is called a working-tip. 1893
Daily News 6 Feb. 7/4 Best steel working-up sheets. 1913
A thenmtm 10 May 528/1 A working-up to a strong climax.

IV. 16. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.

:

— of or for working or the performance of a

certain work, as "working ho:tr(s, humour, life,

light, method, part, rate, talent, time, -week (cf.

W ORKIng-Day 2 , week-Jay, year ;
- used or worn

when oneisworking, asworkingapron, clothes, dress,

fgear, instrument, f stole (Stool sb. 6), stone, tool;

= pertaining or necessary to, involved in, the conduct
of a business, etc, as working capital, costs, expenses,

fund; ~ belonging to or situated in or at a working
sense 14', as working breast, drift, face, floor,

headway
,
pit. b. Special comb.: working-arch,

a tymp-arch ; working-barrel, the cylinder in

which the piston of a pump works ; -working-
beam, a walking beam ; working-big a. ;see

quot.); fworking-box, = work-box (Wokk sb.

34d); fworking canvas, canvas upon which em-
broidery is worked; working cylinder, work-
ing door (see quots.) ; working drawing, usually

pi., the drawings made of the plan, etc. of a
building from which the workmen employed carry

out the construction of the work ; working heat
(see quot.) ; working-hole, (a) the opening in a
furnace at which the melted glass is drawn out

;

{b) any of the holes which bees use in working ;

working load, the maximum load that a member
in a machine or other structure is designed to bear

;

working order, a condition in which a machine,
system, etc. works (well, badly, etc.) ; working
outline, an outline which forms the basis of a
finished drawing; working place, f (a) a work-
shop

;
(b) the place at which a worker executes

his work, spec, that at which a miner is engaged
in excavation ; working point, the 'point

1

in a
machine at which the useful work is done ; work-
ing rate (see quot.) ; working room, (a) space
in which one may work, room for the performance
of work; (b) a work-room; + working school,
a kind of industrial school; f working-shop, =
Workshop i; working-tube, a glass-worker's

blowing-iron ; working-tun, a vessel in which
fermentation takes place.
1769 Lady Mary Coke Jrnl. 4 May (1892) III. 67, I had

but just time to throw ofl" my "Working Apron. 1853 Beit's

TechnoL Wbch., * Working arches . .of a blast furnace. 1797
Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVlI. 7501 To return the pump
pistons into their places at the bottom of their respective
•working barrels, in order that they also may make a
working stroke. Ibid. 7S1/1 The rod X of the piston P
is suspended from the arch of the "working-beam. 1849-50
Wcale's Did. Terms, *Werking-big% in mining, signifies

sufficiently large for a man to work in. 1838 in .V. \ Q. 1 ith

Scr. I. 423 My small inlaid "Working Box. 1881 Raymond
Mining Gloss., Put, to convey coal from the *working
breast to the tramway. 161a Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburtons
Ledger (1867) 319 Linnin-g cloth .."working canves for

cusheonis. 1657 Acts 0/ Interregn. {1911) II. 1213 Canvas
called ..Working Canvas for Cushions. 191a Pitman's
Coimnerc. Encyct. IV. 1690 The "working capital of a

bu^ness is the amount available for conducting its opera-

tions after it has been equipped in such a manner as to be

in the condition desired in regard to fixed assets. 189a E.

Kkeves Homeward Bound 309 Dressed in ordinary "work-

ing clothes of varied colours. 191a Times 19 Dec. 19 2 The
*working costs, including the London expenses. 1815 J.
Smith Panorama Sci. ty Art II. 143 Such low steam, being
admitted into a steam-vessel.., or * working cylinder,., will

there be expanded in any ratio required. 1853 Beit's

'Pechnol. Wbch., Working cylinder, principal cylinder of a
water-pressure engine. Ibid., * Working door of a rever-

beratory furnace (that opening through which the crucible

is brought). 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <$• Mining 393
The furnace has a working door at the side, and a charging
door at the end. 183a Babbage Econ. Manuf. xxvii. (ed. 3)

38



WORKING. WORKING DAY.
262 The actual execution from *working drawings. 1887
D. A. Low Machine Draw. Pref. p. iv, The illustrations

for this work.. have been specially prepared by the author
from working drawings. 1853 Mrs. S. Moodie Life Clear-

i,lg$ 59 Her coloured flannel *working-dress. 188a Rep.
Ho. Refir. Free. Met. U. S. 639 Further connections be-

tween these cross-drifts are made by *working-drifts parallel

to the central one. 1868 N. Amer. Rev. Jan. 46 Returns
for "working expenses. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining
Terms 73 * Working fact, the place where the miner is

excavating the mineral. 1914 Brit. Mm. Return 90 An
important series of implements and flakes from * working-
floors in or below brick-earth at Round Green near Luton.
1905 ' G. Thorne ' Lost Cause x, A contribution to the
"working fund. 1638 Kuaresh. Wills (Surtees) II. 170
All my loume, "working geare and my husbandrie geare.

1640 Ibid. 174 All my working geare which belong to my
trade. 1790 Act 30 Geo. Ill, c. 21 § 1 To make, erect,.

.

Water Wheels, Fire Engines, Mills, Machinery, Working
Gears, ..for raising ..Water from the said River Wenson.
1855 Orr's Circ. Set.. Inorg. Nat. 242 Running a gallery.

.

above the *working headway to the highest place worked.
1782 Phil. Trans. LXXII. 320 The fire is afterwards in-

creased, for working the glass, to what is called the *working
heat; and this I found, in plate-glass, to be 57° 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 577 Semi-circular holes. .a little above the top
of each pot, called "working holes. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comtn.
Agric. (1869) 276, I pack them [sc, bees] closely on benches
in the cellar, leaving the box and working-holes open. 183a
Ht. Martineau Hill fy Valley vii, After ^working hours
the evening before. 1881 Besaht All Sorts xxi. (1898) 154
His pay by the piece, .gave him, as already stated, tenpence
for every working hour. 1840 Dickens Old Cur. Shop xxxv,
I'm in a 'working humour now,.. so don't disturb me, if

you please, c 1440 Pro»if>. Parv. 305/2 "Werkynge instru-

ment for sylke women. 1864 C. Knight {title) Passages of a
*Working Life during half a century. 1892 Photogr. Ann.
II. 459 A square ot ruby fabric admits a safe "working
light. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed vi. 102 If there's

R good working light to-morrow I lose a day. 1875 Martin
tr. Havrez's Winding Mack, 19 A round steel rope would
bear a "working load of 13*158 kilogs. 1912 Nature 26 Dec.
460/1 Formulae and tables selected from the "working
methods of practical photographers. 1872 Chamh. Jrnl.

29 June 410/2 To see that the ftelegraph] line is in "working
order. 1875 Higginson Hist. U. S. xviii. 178 They at once
began to get the militia into good working order. 1883
D. C, Murray Hearts xiii, Mark took care that his appetite,

usually in good working order, should be deranged by the

emotions of the morning. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting
147 A finished drawing of the full size being ready, a part

of this ' "working* outline, .is now nailed to the wall. 1703
T. N. City A> C. Purchaser 84 The "working part [of archi-

tecture] may be helped by deliberation. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 72 The working Part of this Day. 1726
Leoni Alberti's Archit. I. 38 The whole Business of the

working Part of building is this. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII.
617 [The fire] breaking down the.. partition between the
wasteand the*working pit, made the most terrible explosion
ever beheld. 1554-5 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Mary (1914) 176,

ij dozen of Russhes for the "working places of thoffice. 1580
Hollyband Treos. Fr. Tong, L'ottvroir d'vn chacun
tnestier, ou on besogne, a working place, a shop. 1827
Faraday Cheiu. Manip. xxi. (1842) 562 Besides the working-

f)lace.., another, unconnected with the busy part of the
aboratory, should be appointed. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 960
Each miner continues to advance his room or working-
place. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcr. Mech. 51 All the motion
which has been accumulated on the fly during the whole
progress of its accumulation, is exerted in an instant at the
'working point. 1886 J. Barkowman Sc. Mining Terms 73
*Working rate, the rate per ton paid to a miner. 1775
Romans Florida App. 9 From Ueak's-Key, to the Riding
Rocks, and Roques, there is "working room plenty, and
good anchorage. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. i. (1842) 16
There is working room all round it. 1898 AltbutCs Syst^
Med. V. 258 The atmosphere of their working-rooms is so
poisonous that birds die after being exposed to it for a fort-

night. 1787 Hawkins Life of Johnson 391 Dr. Madden, so
well-known by his premiums for the encouragement of
Protestant *working-schools in Ireland. 1783 Phil. Trans.
LXXI 1 1. 450 The dust of a "working-shop. ? c 1475 Promp.
Pnrv. 305/2 (Camb. MS.) Lyncet, a *werkynge stole. 1502
Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 7 For the stuff and
making of iiij working stoles for the Quencvs. iiij d. 1530
Palsgr. 290/1 Workyng stole fore a sylkeman, mettier.
1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 410/1 A ^working stone : a
stone that serueth to worke withall, as the whetstone. 1863
P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 218 Th» * working system of the
Thames Company is contract between owner and ship-
builder. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit. iv. 66 The solid result

depends on a few men with "working talent. 1783 Jrnl.
Ho. Comm. XLVII. 372/2 The "Working Time that is now
lost in making up the Bundles. 1562 J. Heywooo Prov. $
Efiigr. (1867) 101 Thou handledst no caruyng nor "woorkyng
toole. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (1698) 182 Not to hinder
any man from keeping as many servants as he can, nor
looms, working-tools, &c a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist.

Fossils 30 A people so barbarous, and destitute of all

Working-Tools. 1869 Boutell Arms ft Armour i, 3 Em-
ploying a second stone as his working-tool, . .he struck off

splinters from the first stone. 1845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf.
IV. 63 After the *working-tube has collected nearly sufficient

colourless glass from one pot. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 572
Covering your Fat close, that it [sc. yeast] fall not in your
"Working-Tun. 1890 J. E. C. Munko in Rep. Brit. Assoc.

472 If the "working week was reduced from 56J to 48 hours.

1867 Aug. J. E. Wilson Vashti xiv, She remarked that your

eyes were, in comparison with other folks', what Sabbath

is to "working week-days. 1913 Times 13 Aug. 3/1 The
•working years of life.

Working (w£>\ikirj), ppl.a. [f. Work v. +

-ing. 2 (In several uses formerly often hyphened

to the sb.)] That works, in various senses.

1. Of a person, personal attribute, etc.: Active,

operative ; energetic Obs. or arch.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. v. (Skeati 1. 43 He . . that neither

han ly f ne soule, ne ordinaunce of werchinge limmes. a 1586

Sidney Arcadia 1. iii. (1912) 20 A woman, .of so working a

minde,..it was happie shee tooke a good course. 1635 F.

White Sabbath Ep. Ded. 9 They command whatsoever
their own working-heads affect. 1646 J. Whitaker Uzziah
14 He had a working head, and a dextrous hand. 1681

Flavel Meth. Grace xxviii. 476 The working-heads of the

enemies of that State. 1706 ? Prior Ep. Elector Bavaria
58 Wks. 1907 II, 371 Preluding cannons tell th' approaching
storm, And working armies take a dreadful form. 1820

Keats Ode to Psyche 60 A rosy sanctuary will I dress With
the wreath'd trellis of a working brain.

t b. Of a thing (concr. or abstr.) : Operative,

effective. Obs.

1586 Marlowe 1st Ft. Tamburt. 11. iii, You see, my Lord,
what woorking woordes he hath. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
Piol. 3 Things.. Sad, high, and working, full of State and
Woe. 1622 j. Taylor (Water P.) Shilling B4, A gentle
working Potion. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 49 Childish
men, who have not the art to qualihe and prepare these
working mineralls. 1654 E. Johnson Wondcr-ivkg. Provid.
16 This was the first working providence of Christ to stir

up our English Nation. _ a 1709 J. Lister Antobiog. (1842)

43 Some working physic that might be likely to.. remove
the distemper.

2. That works or labours ; esp. that works for an
employer in a manual or industrial occupation
(see also Working-class, -man),
1639 G. Plattes Discov.Infin. Treas. Pref. C4b, How

the working poore may be imployed in these new improve-
ments. 1830 Poor Man's Guardian 31 Dec. 4/2 The evils

that beset the working population. 1864 Ramsbottom
Phasesi^ Honest wortchin' folks one sees By scores reawpd
th' Poor-law Office dur. 1871 Smiles Charac. i. (1876) 25
The common body of working-people. 1913 Macewen
Hist. Ch. Scot. I. xviii. 3S8 There must have been in-

numerable parishes which had no working parish priests.

1922 W. P. Ker Coll. Ess., Moliere (1925) 1. 352 Respectable
advice to working playwrights.

b. In contrast with : {a) 'master', ' managing',
etc., in designations of trade or occupation; (&)
1 sleeping ', in reference to partners in a firm. Also
in designations of persons or animals that work or

are active in a special way.
1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4436/3 He is by Trade a Working-

Goldsmith. 1793-4 Matthews*s Bristol Directory 78 Tan-
ner, George, Working-cutler, Maryport-stieet. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias iv. vii. F2, I.. became the working partner in a
new firm. 1839 in Orders ofCouncil Naval Service (1S66)

I. 478 The Working Petty Officers of the Royal Navy.
1855 Poultry Chron. II. 507 The working Committee of a
show. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. I. vii, A working-jeweller
population. 1874 Green Short Hist. x. § 2. 747 Benjamin
Franklin, who had risen from his position of a working
printer in Philadelphia to high repute among scientific dis-

coverers. 1898 Daily Nczvs 5 Jan. 2/4 Working homers,
wonderful for their speed, such as are used on Government
ships. 1908 Church Times 20 Mar. 374/1 Working House-
keeper, . .required by gentleman, to work, .small house.

C. Mil. Working party : a party of men detailed

for a special piece of work outside their ordinary

duties.

1744 M. Bishop Life 204, 1 mounted Guard as Sergeant
upon a working Party, and took them to a Mine, in order
to work at a Sap. 1834-47 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif
(1851) 171 The men who undertake a surprise may be
divided into four parties: 1st, the guides and interpreters;

2nd, the combatants; 3rd, the troops to cover the retreat;

4th, the working party.

d. Of horses and cattle : Employed in work,

esp. in agricultural work.
1613 Liber Deposit, infra Archidiacon. Colcestrensem If.

29 (MS.), The herbadg or pasture of anye workeing cattell.

1773 Pennsytv. Gaz. 21 Apr. Suppl. t/t To be sold, .several

pair of working oxen. 1801 Farmers Mag. Apr. 224 Bean
and pease-straw is the customary fodder of the working
stock. C1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 19 in Libr. Usef A'nmul.,

Husb. Ill, Two colts are generally bred from the mares to

keep up the stock of working-horses. 1890 *R. Boldre-
wood ' Col. Reformer xiii, Like an old working bullock in

a lucerne field. 1908 Animal Managem. 124 A working
horse, .will, .swallow an inordinate quantity of water very
rapidly.

e. Of a bee or ant : That is a ' worker '.

1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Queen-bee 6 H 1/2 Not only
these common or working bees, but also the drones, or male
bees. 1816 KirbySc Sp. Entotnol, xxviL (1818) II. 513 If we
suppose them to know that the queen and working-grubs
are originally the same.

f. In comb. : Producing, creating.

1595 W. C Polimanteia (1881) 82 Glittering hate-working
gold.

+ 3. Aching, throbbing with pain. Obs.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. vi. 8 Sore bonys, & warkand f«ete.

c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 204 With mony werkand wound.
>53S Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 75 Ay quhair tin hit
makand ane werkand wound.
4. Of the sea, etc. : Agitated, tossing, poet.
1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 6 The working sea I wil goe seeke

in point of morning gray. Ibid. vii. 123 Much like the
Ocean waue, Which working storme, not green, but black
doth make y« colour haue. 1621 W. Mason Ess. 23 The
billowes of the working-sea that cannot rest 1666 Dryden
Ann. Mirab. clxxi, On Biscay's working-Bay. 1676 —
Aurengz. iv. i, A working Sea, remaining from a Storm.
1725 Pope Odyss. xn. 265 Oars they seize, Stretch to the
stroke, and brush the working seas.

5. Of liquor : Fermenting.
1675 Evelyn in J. Rose Engl. Vineyard 44 Some replenish

their working Wines with Water only.

6. Of the features of the face : Moving involun-

tarily or convulsively, esp. as the result of emotion.
1753-4 Richardson Grandison II. xi. 75 That little witch,

I have been watching her eyes, and every working muscle
of her saucy face. 1838 Lytton Alice ix. iii, The smile

vanished at once, as her eyes met his changed and working

countenance. 1848 Dickens Dombey xi, The working lip
was loosened j and the tears came streaming forth. 1865 —
Mut. Fr. iv. vii, 'I heard of the outrage,' said Bradley,"
trying to constrain his working mouth.

7. Of an organism, a piece of machinery, etc. :

That performs its function (esp. in a specified man-
ner) ; that ' goes ' (as opposed to being stationary).
1608 Shaks. Per. v. i. 155 But are you flesh and bloud?

Haue you a working pulse, and are no Fairie? 1769 Fal-
coner Diet. Marine (1789), Vaisseau qui sc manic bien,
a good working ship; a ship that is easily managed and
steered. 1859 A'eivtou's Lond. Jrnl. Arts 1 Feb. 115 Mr.
J. A. Haswell exhibited a large working model of the new
[railway-Jswitch. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines <$ Mining
393 A continuous-working reverberatory furnace.

b. Nattt. applied to certain sails.

1882 Standard 11 Aug. 6/6 Lorna and Chittywee last, the
latter with a large jackyardtopsail set, the others having
working squareheaders. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 450/2
Racing or working rigs. 1898 Ansted Diet. Sea Terms,
Workingforesail (in fore-and-aft rig), a foresail which runs
on a horse. Working lug, the same as a standing lug ; and
it often has a boom.

8. a. Of a majority : Sufficient to secure the
passing of measures.
1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl. 495/2 With the command of

a working majority of about a hundred in the House of
Commons, Sir Robert Peel entered on the greatest period
of his political career, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiv.

(1861) V. 13^ It was not impossible that the servants of
the Crown might, by prudent management, succeed in ob-
taining a working majority.

b. Of a theory, etc. : That provides a basis upon
which to work.
1849 Grote Greece n. xlv. V. 399 The confederacy would

never have become a working reality. 1871 R. H. Hutton
Est. I. v. 112 If it be only a working hypothesis, to keep
us, while confined in the human, from blindly and un-
consciously dashing ourselves against the laws of the divine.

1875 Maine Hist. Instit. xiii. 400 He wishes to alter. .them
according to a working rule gathered from his reflections.

1894 H. Drummond Ascent ofMan 8 No one asks more of
Evolution at present than permission to use it as a working
theory. 1919 G. Huddleston Peacemaking at Paris ii. 2s
To make a temporary treaty which would give us a working
relationship with Germany.

Hence Workingly adv., + effectively ; industri-

ously ; Wo rking-ness, + effectiveness.

1611 Florio, Operosita, workingnesse or operation. 1642

J. Eaton Honey-c. Free Justif. 269 Christ.. in the residue
of his whole life, afterwards fulfilled the whole Law, actually,

workingly and perfectly. 1859 Atkinson Walks fy Talks
(1892) 291 Such pretty birds hammering away so cheerfully

and workingly.

WoTkingHcla'ss. Chiefly //. working
cla*sses. [Working///, a., Class sb. 2.] The
grade or grades of society comprising those who
are employed to work for wages in manual or

industrial occupations.
1813 R. Owen New Vie%v Soc. 5 The poor and working

classes of Great Britain and Ireland have been found to

exceed twelve millions of persons. 1844 H. Cockburn Jrnl.

(1874) II. 83 What are termed the working-classes, as if the

only workers were those who wrought with their hands.

1875 Act 38 % 39 Vict. c. 36 §5 The accommodation of. .as

many persons of the working class as may be displaced.

1890 Act 53 $54 Vict. c. 69 § 18 The provisions of section

eleven of the Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1885,

..shall have effect as if the expression 'working classes'

included all classes of persons who earn their livelihood by
wages or salaries.

b. attrib., as working-classfamily, house, vote.

1869 W. T. Thornton On Labour in. v. 316 Leading
unionists, and working-class leaders. 1884 in A. Cawston
Street Improv. London (1893) 105 Those working-class

houses that you have bought up and repaired. 1895 Q. Rev.
Oct. 558 The working-class vote. 1913 Times 14 May 5/5
The 3,000 working class families which form the population.

WO'rking(-)day :
. (Also 6 warkynday, 6-7

workenday.) [f. Working vbL sb. + Day sb. 1
]

1. A work-day.
1478 Paston Lett. III. 237 A hose clothe, one for the

halydays..and a nothyr for the workyng 'days. 1538 in

R. G. Marsden Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) L 62 The
said John Halmdry shalbe dyschaiged and his shyp of the

sayd salt .. within vj lawfull workyng dayes. 1549 W.
Thomas Hist. Italic 79 Euerie holidaie, and many times

the workendaies, the same sitteth from diner till nyght.

1561 Up. J. Pakkhurst Injunci. A ij b, That they baptize

not children on the wourking dales. i6a6 in Ckequc-bk.

Chapel Royal (Camden) 71 That a competent number of

the gentlemen be appointed to attend the service uppon the

workinge dayes throughout the yeare. 1671-2 in C. Worthy
Devon. Wills (1896) 27 My blew coat which I did weare

worken dayes. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 340

They quite forgot the days, and knew not a Sunday from

a working-day any longer. 1832 Sir F. Palcrave Rise
<J-

Progr. Eng. Commw. 11. p. clii, The first open or working

day after the two great weekly festivals of Sun-day and
Moon-day. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Feb., Then comes
dismal February, and the working-days with it,.. after the

Christmas at>d the New Year's heyday and merry-making
are over. 191 1 Onions Shaks. Gloss, p. vi, The compilation

of which has occupied the full working-days of a year and
a half.

b, attrib. or as adj. ( = Workaday B.), as work-
ing-day clothes, dress,face, world.

x533 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 26 A roond warkynday
gownd. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 25 Our shepheard
must put on his working day face, and frame nought but dole-
full Madrigalls. 1594 Greene & Lodge Looking G7.(1598)
C4, If you heard her working-day words,.. they be ratlers

like thunder. 1600 Shaks. A.Y.L. 1. iii. 12 Oh how full of



WORKING-HOUSE.
briers is this working day world. 1683 in Bedfordshire N,
$ Q. (18S9) II. 237 x\ll my woiking-day clothes of wollen or
stuffe. 1835 Landon Misc. Poet. Wks. a The working-day
portion of life's wondrous whole. 1840 Dickens Old Cur.
Slwp xliv, The working-day faces come nearer to the truth.

187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. Ivi, The working-day world.

1873 Newman Scrm, Var. Occas. (1881) xiv. 275 The work-
ing-day dress.

2. The portion of a day devoted to work or allotted

to labour as a day's work.
I^75 J. Macdonell in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 3S9 Leaving the

length of the working day unchanged. 1890 J. E. C. Munko
in Rep. Brit. Assoc. s,-]-z The more rational proposals to

establish a short working day.

tWoTking-house. Obs, [Working vbl.sb.]

= Workhouse i, 2.

1487 in Cat. Lett.-bk. L London (1912) 242 [That no time-

expired apprentice, .set up shop or] wirkyng hous [within

the City]. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V
y
v. Chor. 23 In the quick

Forge and working-house of Thought. 1711 Act 10 Anne
c. 19. § 55 Any such Goods, so made, printed, painted, or

stained, .in. .their Ware-houses, Working-houses, or Places
aforesaid.

1597~8 Act 39 Eliz. c. 5 {title) An Acte for erecting of Hos-
pitalls or abiding and working Howses for the Poore. 1639
Bury Wills (Camden) 178 The common workmghouseof Bury.

Wo'rking-ma*n. A man of the working
classes; a man employed to work for a wage, esp.

in a manual or industrial occupation : a term in-

clusive of 'artisan ', ' mechanic*, and 'labourer '.

1816 T. Williams Means Imfirov. Condit. Poor 23 How
much more pleasant is the occupation of a working-man
than of a beggar, or'a vagrant ! 1830 E'ham Petit. Rights
%6\nLife T.Attwood (1885) 154 That, .all the taxes ought
to be taken off from those articles necessary for the sub-
sistence and comfort of working men. 1873 Ifon 5 July 5/1
The.. prevalence of what are called ' working-men's candi-
dates*. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 8/2 The word 'working-
man ' was here held to include a clerk or small shopkeeper,
or anyone whose total income did not exceed ,£150 a year.

1901 W. R. H. Tkowbridge Lett, her Mother to Eliz. x. 43
Mr. Wertzelmann. .held out a hand like a working-man's.

So Wo'rking-wo'iuan.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xv, A child, playing at washing,

and imitating a poor working-woman. 1918 Current History
Feb. 200 Workingmen and workingwomen have raised the

cry for bread, peace, and liberty in the street.

Workless (wrukles), a. [f. Work sb. + -less.]

1. Doing no work ; inactive, idle. Obs. or arch.

1484 Caxton Fables of /Esop v. ix. (1889) 150 What doo
ye here, why are yow werkless ? 1493 [H. Parker] Dives fy

Pauper 1. xxx. (W. de W. 1496) 69/1 Nedy werkelesse men
that go so gay & spende grete. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.
Ixxv. 8 Wee imagin I wote not what manerof worklesse and
ydle sovereintie, as though he ruled not mankynd with his

power and providence. 1629 C. Potter Consecration Ser/n.
Mar. 13, 1628 77 These verball Doctors, these worklesse
talkers. 1881 'Vernon Lek ' Belcaro vii. 19s Inactive, with
listless limbs and workless hands.

f 2. Of faith : Without works. Obs,
153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 529/2 A manne maye..

haue the righte faythe ydle and woorkelesse. 1653 Manton
Exp. fames ii. 14 The apostle calleth a workless faith a
dead or lifeless faith.

3. Unprovided with work ; having no work to

do; out of work, unemployed. Often absot, with the,

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 356 The workless silence, wageless
misery. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Nov. 1/1 The bitter cold
of the fireless room.. will wring from the workless workers
a still more piteous moan. Ibid. 7 Dec. 10/2 The Workless
in the Country. 189a Mrs. G. A. Sala Famous People I
have met 18 The. . workless weavers of the East-end.

Hence Worklessness, the condition of being
workless ; unemployment.
1883 G. Macdoxald Donal Grant xlii, Yemaun be growin'

some short o' siller i' this time o' warklessness 1 189a
Toynbee Rec. Dec. 29 We are confronted this Winter with
a worklessness which approaches.. that of 1886.

Work-loom. Sc. and north, (now in form
wark-). [f. Work sb, + Loom sb. 1

] A tool or
implement, esp. one used in manual labour.
c 14*5 Noah's Ark in Non-Cycle Myst. PI. 22 '82 Unlusty

I am. .Worklooms for to work and weeld. 1475-6 Burgh
Rec. Edi/i. (1869) I. 33 Gude and sufficiand graith and
werkloumys. 1513 Douglas Mneis vn. xi. 82 The lust of
all sic werklomis was adew. 1570 Levins Manip. 161/3+
A Worke loome, instrumcutum. a 1583 Montgomerie
Flyting 43 That warkloome quite [sc. a pen]. 1691 Sir J.
Foulis Ace. Bk. (S.H.S.) 140, 4 pund steell for y« work
loomes. 1785 Burns Addr. to Deil xi t The best wark-lume
V the house. 1796 Gall Tint Quey 9 [He] gat his wark-

looms a' in tune, To ca' some lackets in his .shoon.

Workman (wyjkmcen). PI.workmen. Forms:
see Work sb. and Man sb. 1

; also 4 werman, Sc.
warman. [OE. weorcmann = Du. iverkman, OHG.
werahman (MHG. werch., werewan), ON. verk-
madr,]
L A man engaged to do work or (usually) manual

labour, esp. one employed upon some particular
piece of work : an operative ; often (contextually)
a skilled worker ; f occas. a worker (in a medium').
c 888 Alfred Boeth. xvii, He sceal hahban xebedmen &

fyrdmen & weorcmen. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 37
Opcarii, wercmenn. c 1*05 Lav. 22892 A crafti weorc-man.
a 1215 Ancr. R. 404 I&en euentid, hwon me 3elt werc-men
hore deies hure. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3230 A morwe b«
barouns gonne arise Sum to honten and sum to cherche, And
werk men gonne for towerche. 136a Langl. P.Pt.A. 11. 91
Dignus est operarius mercede sua; Worbi is pe Wcrkmon
his hure to haue. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius)
594 It mycht nocht suffice., at a met bred to be,, .to warmen
tore, c 1450 Mirk's Bestial 39 He had so mony werkemen

299

of dyuerse craftys, hat a man schuld not here his felow speke
for dount of strokes. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. i. (1883) 22 A
werkman in metall. 156a J, Heywood Prov. <$• Epigr. 11.

ix. (1867) 77 What is a woorkman, without his tooles? 1651
Hobbes Leviath. in. xlii. 306 A man is obliged in conscience
to set on work upon all occasions the best workman, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 21 May 1645, This place has also been famous
fur lutes made by the old masters..; the workmen were
chiefly Germans. 1735 Watts Logic 1. vi. §8 If I would
learn the Nature of a Watch, the Workman takes it to
pieces. 1842 Gwilt Archil. Gloss, s.v. B«ds of a Stone,
In arching the beds are called summerings by the workmen.
1883 W. D. Curzon Manuf. Industries Worcs. 48 There
were under the hands of the workmen., some of the cylinders
for the bridge across the Dubbo river.

b. Connoting a class or grade, or in correlation

with ' employer ', ' capitalist ', or the like.

1704 De Foe Giving Alms nc Charity (1859) 38 The price
of wages not only determines the difference between the
employer and the work-inan, but it rules the rates of every
market. 1727 — Eng. Tradesman I. Introd. 2 There are
several degrees of people empluy'd in trade beiow these, such
as workmen, labourers, and servants. 1868 Roney Rambles
on Rhvxs. 62 These companies issue what are called 'work-
man's tickets.' 1872 Ruskin Fori Clav. II. Index 27 By
workmen I mean people who must use their heads as well
as their hands for what they do; by labourers, those who use
their hands only. 1875 Act 3S q- 39 Vict, c. 90 § 10 The ex-
pression ' workman ' does not include a domestic or menial
servant, but save as aforesaid, means any person who, being a
labourer, servant in husbandry, journeyman, artificer, handi-
craftsman, miner, or otherwise engaged in manual labour,.,
has entered into or works under acontract with an employer.
1906 Economist 15 Dec. 2048/2 At the present time, .there
is a widespread tendency to consider that no one is a work-
man unless he be engaged in manual labour. 1908 Daily
Chron. 12 Sept. 5/4 It was declared that the term 'work-
man ' should include clerks.

c. Of ants or bees : = Worker 2 d (c), rare.
1870 Duncan Blanchard's Transf. Insects 349 Besides the

neuters, workmen, and soldiers, two sorts of nymphs.

2. A skilled or expert craftsman. Obs. exc. in

Glassmakingj the first man of a ' chair '.

1478 Acta Dom. Cone. (i£3<;) 4/3 pe lordis. .causit be
chenje to be weyt and prisit be werkmen, qubilkis prisit it

to v Ii Scottis. 1496 Cov. Leet Bk. 574 There shall no persone
of J»e Craft set no straunge Journeyman on warke without
license of be Maisters of he Craft, and they to see that he
be a warkman. 1530 Palsgk. 472/2 This kote was never
made of a workeman, it is but boungled up. 1553 Ascham
Re/>. Germany Aiij b, Here is stuffe plenty to furnish well
vp a trimme history if a workeman had it in handlyng.
1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 83 By working we become
workemen. 1657 Worthingion Diary etc. (Chetham Soc.)
I. 100 He was not satisfy'd in William Pope, because he
was not a workman of his trade. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (17^8) 71 From whence one may reasonably
infer, that he's himself no Work-man. 1721 Pekry Daggen-
ham Breach 68, 1 had answer'd them like an Artist, and
like a Workman. 1849 [see Servitor 5J.

b. transf ; e. g. applied to a rider, esp. in hunt-
ing, who manages his horse well or is conversant
with the technique of the field ; also to a horse
that takes its fences well, etc
1832 Q. Rev. XLVII. 23S The Squire having hit off his

fox like a workman. 1840 J. C. Whyte Hist. TurfW. 577
Although so splendid a rider over a race-course, Old Chifney
by no means shone as a workman across a country. 1868
WHYTS-Mblville White Rose I. xiv.177 'I'm blessed if the
young 'un isn't a workman !

' he mutters, while he marks
Gerard's easy seat. 1887 F. Gale Game Cr. 63 [Our oppo-
nents) were all 'workmen ',. .and a tuugh job, clearly, was
cut out. 1891 * R. V>oi.drewood' Sydney-side Sax. xii, A
fine, solid, but active-looking horse, .. looking more of a
workman over timber than the other.

t 3. The Creator; — Worker i a. Obs.
i5S' T, Wilson Logike Pjb, The greate workeman of

thynges god almightie himselfe. 1560 B. Googk tr. Palin-
genius' Zodiac hi. (1561) G j, That workman first, that made
y« skies the earth, and seas also. 1587 Golding De Mornay
vi. (1592) 64 This Speech [= Logos] being the workeman of
God the Lord of the whole World. 1616 T. Scot Phito-
mythie D 7 b, Darknes was not created ; tis as old As that
great workman which the whole doth mold.

4. One who works or practises his craft or art

v
in some specified manner).
1484 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce xiii, As good a workman of

his craft as ony was at that tyme in alle the world. 1620
I. C. Two Merry Milkmaids iv. i. 1,4 b, And thou beest so
good a workeman, thou shalt draw my Picture, a 1633 G.
Herbert Outt.Prov.67 Never had ill workeman good tooles.

1668 Evelyn tr. Freart's Idea Perfect. Paint. Advt. to Rdr.
a 2, Albert Durer, a German Painter, and a most incom-
parable Workman. 1849 Parker Gothic Archil. 88 It being
one of the characteristics of a good workman not to waste
his material. 1868 Darwin in F. Darwin Lifetf Lett. {1887)
III. 98 My health makes me a very slow workman.
5. attrib.

1549 Compl.Scot. vii. 69 Mony politic veikmanlumis for
mecanyc craftis. 1803 Heber Palestine 199 No workman
steel, no ponderous axes rung. 1908 Westm. Gaz, 7 Feb.
5 2 The workmen-shareholders.

Workmanlike ^zrikmsenbik), adv. and a,

[See -like.]

A. adv. In a manner or style characteristic of
a good workman.
1447 Hist. Dunelm, Scriptures Tres (Surtees) A pp. p.

cccxiii, The said . . Alexander [etc ] . . sail wirke the said myne
werkmanlike. c 1565 J. Sparke in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III.

504 They.. doe iagge their flesh,.. as workemanlike, as a
lerkinmaker with vs pinketh a ierkin. 161s Drayton Poly-
olb. xviii. 691 The Gardiner .. their selected plants doth
workman-like bestowe. 16x8-19 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) III. 305 To be all plastered over with lyme and hayer
workeman lylite. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 20 Darts of

WORKMANSHIP.
blacke Ebony barbed strongly and workmanlike. 1897
' O. Rhoscomyl ' White Rose Arno i, You do your work as
workmanlike as ever.

B. aiij,

1. Of or pertaining to a workman ; characteristic

of or suitable to a workman, rare.

1663 Gkrbiek Coitnscl 103 To write, in such workman-like
tonnes, as may serve for a Clark of the works to speak unto
them. 1857 Dickkns Dorrit 1. xxvi, An old workmanlike
habit of carrying his pocket-handkerchief in his hat.

2. Characteristic of or resembling (that of) a

good workman ; orig. said of the execution of

a work; later applied also to persons or animals
having an efficient, ' business-like ', or ' smart *

appearance or action.

1739 Lauelye Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 66 T .•

compleat the intended Bridge, .in a compleat and workman-
like Manner. 1758 Extr. Crt. Rolls Wimbledon (1866: ^iS
To cause the same [lane] to be restored . . in a workmanlike
manner. 1768 Tuukek Lt. Nat. (1834) J. 475 A clock of
ariificial and workman-like construction. 1837 Dickens
Pickiu. xlv, [HeJ filled out three gk^es of gin, which Job
Trotter and Sam disposed of in a most workmanlike manner.
184a Loudon Suburban Hart. 365 In nailing in the young
shoots, dispose them as straight and as regular as possible:
it will look workman lik-.:. 1861 Whyte-Melville Mkt.
Harb. 58 Never in his life had he seen such a thoroughly
workmanlike exterior. 1874 Fancier's Gaz. 4 Dec. 61S/1
[A dogj Nice and evenly-balanced all over, workman-like.
1878 Lord R. Gowi£R Remin. (1S83) II. 207 Two very
workman-like little horses. 1884 Contanp. Rez>, July q3
There is very much.. to be done that requires nothing more
than good workmanlike ability.

Hence WoTkmanlikeness.
1890 Day Every-day Art 90 Even the amateur should know

some thing of the value of workmanlikeness in ornament.

Workmanly (wz>-jkma'nli),««z</z\ and a. [f.

Workman sb. + -lv.]

A. adv. = Workmanlike A. ; efficiently, skilfully.

1467 York Mcmorandwn Bk. (Surtees) I. 185 Suche
girdelles as be clerely and warkmanly made upp. 1523
[Covekdalk] Old God (1534) Cj, An ymage of his father
very cunnynidy and workemanly carued. 1543 Hale Yet
a Course 27 That he hath not gone processyou vpon satur-
dayes at euensonge, nor workemanlye made hys holye water
and holy hrt-ade. 1545 — Image Both Ch. 1. Pref. (1550)
A vib, The beastes head that was wounded, is now healed
vp againe so workemanly. 1550 — Engl. Votaries 11. 104
Here was a gnat workemanly strayned out to swalowe in a
camell for it. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. To Rdr. (1634)
A i, Some three or fotire pretie pictures (in octavo) cut in

brasse very workmanly. 1656 Dugdale Antiq. Wariu.
355/2 To make and set up, finely and workmanly, a paiclose
of timber. 1905 Times Lit. Suppl. 1 Sept. 278. 2 The four
famous folio volumes workmanly bound in grey boards and
canvas.

B. adj. — Workmanxike B. (esp. sense 2).

1545 Pale Myst. Iraq. 43 Marke the good workemanlye
handelynge. .therof. 1570 Levins Manip. 100/47 Worke-
manly, artificiosus. 1583 Mulcastf.r 1st Pt. Elem. (1925)
64 Whatsoeuer shall belong to coloring, to shadowing, and
such more workmanlie points. 1590 Wkbbe Trav. (Arb.) 33
The roofes are couered with tine gold, in a very workemanly
sort. 1766 J'i.ackstone Comnt. II. xxx. 452 He has it upon
an implied contract to render it again when made, and that
in a workmanly manner, i860 Rlskin Mod. Paint. V. ix.

iii. §4 Rudders, and yards, and cables, all needing work-
manly handling and workmanly knowledge. 1907 'Times
21 May 3 '2 Not only the best architectural, but the best
workmanly, skill has been employed.

Workmanship (wi>- kmsenjlp), [f. Work-
man + -SH1P.]

+ 1. The performance or execution of work or a

work; work, labour: in early use often, the labour

or amount of labour performed on a particular task

or piece of work. Obs,
c "375 Cursor M. 1684 (Fairf.) T.oke hi werk-monshepe be

sleyghe. 1377 Langl. P. PL P. x. 288 |>anne shal bore!
clerkes. .drede to wratthe3ow. .5owre werkemanship to lette.

1390 GowERConf. 1. 127 With gret sleihte Of werkmanschipe
it was begrave. c 1407 Lydg. Reson fy Sens. 6132 Nature..
Passeth soothly werke-man-shepe. 1467-8 Rolls Parlt. V.
620/1 Tooversee the werkmanshipof theseid Craft ymen. 1503
Ace. Ld, High Treas. Scot. II. 206 For making and weikman-
shipand inlayk of thesamyn xxlL 1552s in Feuillerat Rezcls
Edtv. J'l (1914) 124 The charges of garniture & workeman-
shipp with stuf & other prouisions bought & made of new
this year. 1581 Pettik tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. I. (1586) 9 b,

The knowledge of. .handycrafts, of workmanships. 1*1586

C'tess Pkmbkoke Ps. xciv. ii, Sight shall he want, From
whose first woikmanshipptheeyedid grow? 161a Churchu:
Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 163 Paid for mendinge the

bell ropes with leather and workmanshipp, x d. 1617
Mobvson Itin, 1. 150 A table., the Jewels wlierof tbey
valued at fiftie thousand Crownes, and the workmanship
at twelve thousand Crownes. 1686 Plot Staffordsk. 297
In case they would be at the charge of bringing stone, he

would find Workmanship, and build them a Tower. 1751

Labelyk Westm. Bridge 78 All Workmanship to be per-

formed at a fixed Price. 1793 J. Lodge Topogr. Hist.

Here/. 54 Second year's rent and workmanship 23a 1818

Min, Evid, Committee Ribbon Weavers 195 An instance

. .wherea master took a man up to a magistrate for spoiling

the work, and the man paid every penny of the workmanship
of it.

'

f2. Action, agency, operation. Obs,

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1343/2 By the woorke-

manshippe of his heauenly mercy. iS45 Ka
Vk Mj&* 1™1*

20 b, Eyther had prestes wyi es of their owne in those dayes,

or els there was some other good workemanshyp a brode.

IM6 — Engl. Votaries 1. 4 b, The deceytfull workemanshyp
of the instrumentes of Sathan. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. I. v.

19 Before his audacious workmanship the Churches were
rul'd in common by the Presbyters.

f b. Creation, making, manufacture, production.
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WORK-MASTER..

1578T1MME Calvin on Cen. 49 After thnt the workman,

shippe of the World was fully perfected. 1594 Plat Jewell-

ho. 1. 70 That it might haue 3. hot moneths togither to work

it to his ful perfection. .. I haue thought good. .to set

downe mine own fansie, for the easier stirring vppe of this

Malmesey to his workmanship. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.

Earth 259 "lis a great Mystery. .how Tubal-Cain.. could

ever have taught the Workmanship and Use of them,

t C. Make, fashion. Obs. rare.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 80 b, As be varied from the

workemanshyp of other bodyes, so had he one passage also

of choler that visited the ventricle.

3. That which is wrought or made by a workman

or craftsman; (a person's) work. Also transf.

something produced: arch. exc. as in piece of

workmanship, which may properly belong to 1.

1523 Act !J fr 14 Hen. VIII, c. 2 A proper marke. .by

the which their wares, vessels, and workmanshippes. .may

be knowen. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras viii. 7 We all are

one workmanshipe of thy handes. 1549 Compl. Scot. VII. 69

The pleisand verkmenschips that vas in the nuddis of hyr

mantil. 1551 T. Wilson Logic I. ij b, The dale, .whiche is

the effecte, or woorkemanship of the Sunne. 157° Dee
Matlu Pre/, a ij, Formally, Number, is theVnion, and

Vnitie of Vnits. Which vnytiog and knitting, is the worke-

manship of our minde. 1632 Lithcow Trav. I. 18 lo

worship. .the workemanship of mens hands. 1641 J. Jack-

son True Evang. T. in. 183 It was the onely quarrel! lie

pickt with his workmanship, that man was alone. 1710

Prior Examiner No. (FiA curious Piece of poetical

Workmanship. 1729 Butler Scrm. Wks. 1874 II. 102

Human nature, considered as the divine workmanship.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vll. § 12 Inconsistent ideas which

are often the workmanship of their own brains. ljtf.Affect.

Narr. Wager -it A little Hut,.. the Workmanship, I guess,

of some Indian. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Study Nat.

xi. III. 266 This ball is the workmanship of the ants. 1857

Ruskin Pol. Econ. £rt i. 63 A new piece of gold or Sliver.

.

with noble workmanship on it. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam
Bedc xiv, There's no denying she's a rare bit 0' workmanship.

189a Westcott Gospel of Life 200 As the world was His

workmanship; so man was made in His image.

4. Skill or cunning as a workman ; craftsman-

ship as exhibited in a piece of work.

1529 Burgh Rec. Eiiin. (1871) 6 Of gud and sufficient stuff

..and sufficient werkmanschip. 1541 Copland Galyen's

Terap. 2 C iv, For to cut is a redy and easy thynge, but

for to heale by medycamentes is a greater thynge and

that requyreth workemanshyp. 1601 R. Johnson Kmgd. <y

Comm-.i: (1603) 63 The inhabitants, .doe excell in curious

woorkmanshippe and mechanicall inventions. 1663 Bovle

Usef. Exi. Nat. Philos. I. i. 17 Idiots admire in things the

Beauty of their Materials, but Artists that of the Workman-
ship. 1678 MoxoN Mech. Exerc. iv. 66 It is counted a piece

of good workmanship in a Joyner, to have the craft of

bearing his hand so curiously even. 1838 Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vi. 93 Some rings of negro

workmanship. 1889 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 911 It is subject.

.

that makes plays enduring, plus of course the requisite

dramatic workmanship. i9og Mem. W. E. H. Lecky 43 He
had a high ideal of literary workmanship.

Work-ma :ster. Now rare. [Cf. MLG. werk-

mlsttr, ON. verkmeistari (MSw. werkmestare).]

A master workman ; an overseer or employer of

workmen.
01533 Frith Disput. Purgat. II. Hvijb, Lyke a wyse

workemaster haue I layed the fundacyon.for I fyrstbeganne

to preche you Christ, 1535 Coverdale Song Sol. vii. 1 Like

a fayre iewell, which is wrought by a coanynge workmaster.

a 1589 M. Philips in Hakluyt Voy. 560, I came to Siuill,

and sought me out a workemaster, that I might fall to my
science, which was weauing of taffataes. 1617 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1639) 193 This medicine.. to an Artist

which is a true Preparer of medicines . . is plaine and pleasant

to be done, and.. will doe the worke.master credit that

useth it. 1632 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887) 297

That the workmaster be left at Liberty to make choyce

whether he will have a Carpenter or Joyner to lay the same.

1703 T. N. City .T C. Purchaser Title-p., Contracts betwixt

the Workmaster and Workman. 1816 Coleridge Lay Serin.

(Bohn) 307 The contents of every work must correspond to

the character and designs of the work-master. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. V. S. IV. xxiv. 492 Like a bravo who loves his

trade, he set about the task of his work-masters.

b. fig. : esp. applied to God as creator and

ruler ; rarely of a thing.

1335 Coverdale Job xiii. 4 Ye are workmasters of lyes.

Wisd. vii. 22 The worckmaster of all thinges hath taught

me wyszdome. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 198 These

moste solempne ordinnunces of y* most high workemaster

God. 1605 London Prodigal III. ii. 93 Nature, in her build-

ing, is a most curious worke-maister. 1607 Markham Cavel.

I. xix. (1617) 79 The braine of a man being a busie and labor-

some workmaister. 1630 Lennaro tr. Charron's Wisd. 1.

iii. 16 The armes and hands, the worke-masters of all things.

Ibid. lxi. 225 The greatnesse, goodnesse, wisdome, power of

the chiefe work-master.

Work-nii stress, [f. Wobk so. + Mistress,

after prec] A woman who controls or superin-

tends work: only fig., chiefly of Nature (per-

sonified).

1568 Hacket tr. Thevet's Newfound World Ixvm. 108 b,

Nature the great workemistresse. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 337, I assure you Venus is the work-mistresse of

mutuall concord, a 163s Naunton Eragm. Reg. (Arb.) 60

God,..by an evident manifestation, that the same work

which she acted, was a well-ppeasing service of his own.

.

had decreed the protection of the work-Mlstresse. 1675

A. Browne Appendix Art Paint. 22 Since Nature, that

Cunning Work-Mistress, is so extremely Various in her

Representations. 1877 Carpenter tr. Tiele s Outl. Hist.

Relig. 224 Athena, the goddess of art, the workmistress

Wo rk-otit. Pugilism. [See Wobk v. 38 1.]

A boxing bout for practice.

300

1927 Daily Express 27 May 13/7 Either in a work-out or

in an actual contest.

Workpeople (woukpfip'l). [Work..,*.] People

employed in manual or industrial labour for a

wage ; workmen and (or) workwomen.
J708 Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) I. 216 You cannot

imagine what a parcel of cheating brutes the work people

here are. 1818 Min. Evid. Committee Ribbon Weavers 152

How many people do they employ, . weavers, warpers,

winders and work people, of every description / 1848 INI ill

Pol. Econ. 1. iv. § 1 (1865) I. 60 Each capitalist has money,

which he pays to his workpeople, and so enables them to

supply themselves. 1883 W. D. Curzon Manuf. Industries

Worcs. 36 Mechanical skill on the part of the workpeople

not being necessary—the machines in fact doing the most

part of the work.

Workshop (w5-jkj>p). [f. Work so. + Shop

so. 3.] A room, apartment, or building in which

manual or industrial work is carried on.

1582 T. Watson Centurie of Love Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 25

Alexander the Great, passing on a time by the workeshop of

Apelles, curiouslie surueyed some of his doinges. 1775 John-

son West. /si. 132 (Ostig) Supreme beauty is seldom found

in cottages or work shops. 1813 Clarkson Mem. W. Penn
xviii. 33s All prisons were lo be considered as workshops.

1365 Dickens Mut. Fr. I. ii, What was observable in the

furniture, was observable in the Vcneerings—the surface

smelt a little too much of the workshop and was a trifle

sticky. 1901 Act 1 Edw. VII, c. 22 § 149 'I'he expression

'workshop' means., any premises, room or place, not being

a factory, in which, .or within the close or curtilage or pre.

cincts of which . . any manual labour is exercised

b. transf. andfg.
1562 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Table s.v. Supper of

Lord, The constitution which toke away from lay men the

cup of the Lorde, came out of the deuells workshop.

1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. xvii. II. 62 note. Two accurate

treatises, which come from the workshop of the Benedictines.

1814 Scott Wav. Iii, Fergus's brain was a perpetual work-

shop of scheme and intrigue. 1838 Disraeli Sp. 15 Mar.

in Hansard's Pari. Debates XLI. 939/2 To suppose that.,

the continent would suffer England to be the workshop for

the world. 1878 Gurnev Crystal/ogr. 8 The workshop of

Nature. 1900 W. P. Ker Ess. Dryden Introd. p. xxi, If he

cannot explain the secrets of the dramatic workshop.

o. atlrib.

1869 J. G. Winton (title) Modern Workshop Practice

as applied to marine, land, and locomotive engines. 1873

Spon (title) Workshop Receipts, for the use of manufac-

turers, mechanics, and scientific amateurs. 190a Daily

Chron. 29 Apr. 3/5 The workshop system answers because the

master works with his men, and gets the best out of them.

t Work-si lver. Obs. [Work si. 5.] A cus-

tomary money payment made in lieu of service.

1391 Ancient Deed A. 1413 (P. R.O.), Septemdecim solidis

annuis vocatis Werkseluer. 1430 Ibid. A. 8351, xvij s annuls

vocatis Werkseluer et quinque solidis annuls vocatis lesow-

seluer. 1544 Patent K0II36 Hen. VIII p. 3- m - 4 (P.R.O.)

Proficua nostra quecumque vocata le Custumary Worke

Syluer in heniyngforde abbatis. [1795 LvsoNS Environs

Lond. II. 564 The tenants services due formerly in this

manor [Sudbury] seem to have been commuted for certain

sums of money called work-silver.]

Wo-rksome, a. nonce-wd. [f. Work si. or v.

+ -some.] Explained in Diets, as = Industrious,

diligent ; but perh. modelled on G. wirksam effi-

cacious, operative.

1837 Carlvlk Fr. Rev. III. vi. vi, Equality, Frugality,

worksome blessedness.

Workwoman (wzrjkwu-.man). [f. Work sb.,

after workman.] A woman who works ; a female

worker or operative ; + a woman who does needle-

work.
1530 Palsgr. 290/1 Workewoman,OKw?nVrr. 1581 A. Hall

Iliad vi. 119 That they good workewomen may bin. 1584

R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xiil iv. 291 Wherein, .nature

sheweth hir selfe a proper workwoman. 1591 Spenser

Muiopotmos 260 The most fine-fingred workwoman on

ground. 1626 T. H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt. 5 Vertue

is a merueylous worke-woman, who can make Mercury of

any wood. 167s Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 188 One of these

merchants sooth'd her into sin : For good work-women may
be made do that. 1755 Johnson, Workwoman . . 2. A woman
that works for hire. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 180/1 While
the work-woman produces a kind of chain-work on the sur-

face of the muslin. 1865 Esquiros Cornwall 74 The work-

women of the mines. 1882 Resist AHSortsxxx\x.(i%9%) 263

To live here as a workwoman among other workwomen.

HenceWorkwoiman.lilr.e a. or adv. ,
-woimanly a.

1641 C van Pas Les alms du Mariage PI. 4, I now am
Mistris of my crafte, and can Worke-womanlike deale in it.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 6/2 The silver spade, to which
she put her foot in true workwomanly fashion.

Worky (wo-rki). U. S. [f. Work si. + -t6.] A
worker or operative. Also attrii.

1833 T. Hamilton Men t, Manners Amer. (1843) T7 T

The operative class [of New York] have already formed
themselves into a society, under the name of ' The Workies '.

Ibid. 175 The Worky convention. 1855 Ht. Martineau
Autobiog. (1S77) II. 305 The reasons why no gentry were
admitted were,. -because there was no room for more than
the ' workies '. 1894 Sunday Reform Leaflet (Columbus,
Ohio) Sept. 5 Take away this rest-day, and you.. turn us

into a nation of mere ' workies'.

Workyday, obs. var. Workaday.

f Worl, v. Obs. prob. var. Whirl v.

C1530 Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 126 All bat euer

myght it here, They myght not them self asstere, But worled

on a hepe. c 1600 Chalkhill Thealma 1577 Why do you
kneel?.. I know No worth in me to worl you down so low.

Worlais, obs. pi. of Warlock.
a 1300 Hayl Mari 15 in Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 755

pe worlais, bai wil be her Fort take pair pray.

WORLD.

World (wSilrl), si. Forms : o. 1 weorold,

wnruld, worold, uoruld, wiarald, 1-3 weoruld,
woruld, -eld, -old, 2 wurold, 3 we(o)reld,

weeruld, Orm. we(o)relld. /3. I- -world ; 1-3

weorld, 4-6 worlde (3 worflS, 3 wurld, 5

whorlld(e) ; 2-3 werlS, 3 Orm. werrld, 3-5

werld(e; north, and Sc. 3- warld, 5-6 warlde,

varld, (5 warlede). 7. 4-6 wordle, 5 wordel,

wordil ; north, and Sc. 5-7 wardle, 6 wardill,

vardil, war-del, vardel
;
3werdle. S. 3-6 word,

4-5 worde (6 woaude) ; 3-5 werd, 4-5 werde
;

4 wird ; north. 4, 6 ward, f . 3 worl, 3-5 worle,

5 worlle, orlle, 6 worell ; 8 worl', north, and Sc.

5 warle, 8 warl', 9 warl. [Com. Teut. (wanting

in Gothic) : OE. weorold, worold, worldslr. {., rarely

m., corresp. to OFris. wrald, rttald, warld (E}?ris.

warld, W Fris. wrSd), OS. werold (MLG. merit,

warlt, LG. werld, MDu. werelt, Vu.wereld), OHG.
werait (MHG. werelt, werlt, welt, G. well), ON.
verold (Sw. verld, Da. verden) : a formation pecu-

liar to Germanic, f. wer- man, Were si} + aid- age

(cf. Old a., Eld rf.2 ), the etymological meaning

being, therefore, 'age' or 'life of man'.]

I. Human existence ; a period of this.

1. a. Chielly This world, the world : the earthly

state of human existence ; this present life.

To (unto, OE. oJ) the world's end: as long as human
things shall last, to the end of time (with admixture of senses

7, 9). Similarly in phrases such as as long as the or this

world lusts, and in this world.

832 Charter in Sweet O. E. Texts 447 Bet he 5as god

foroleste o5 wiaralde ende. c 897 .tElfred Gregory's Past. C.

xviii. 137 [Hi] ne doo5 him nan oSer god oisse weorolde.

971 Uli'ckl. Hem. S7Wewitoa baetrelc wble-.to ende efsteb

6 onetteb bisse weorlde lifes. C1200 Vices «r Virtues 17

'Andswcre me '..he wile seggen, 'hwat hafst Su swa lange

idon on oare woreld ?
' c 1205 Lav. 5028 pa wifmon pa be a

oas weoreld ibair. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 33 pet ha

yef us swiche werkes to done in pise wordle pet bo saulen of

usmotebienisauuedadomesdai. cizepGcn.ttEx.yz Fader

. .5u giue me seli timinge To thaunen ois werdes biginninge.

a 1300 Cursor M. 91 Quat bote is to sette trauei! On thyng

. . bat es bot fantum o bis warld ? c 1300 Havelok 2335 Was
neuere yete ioie more In al bis werd, ban bo was bore, c 1374

Chalxer Troylus v. 1058 Alias of me vn-to pe worldis ende

Schal nober ben wretyn nober I-songe No good word, c 1400

26 Pol. Poems i. 123 They ban here heuene in this world

here. 1416 Audelav Poems 12 Ale the wyt of this word

fallus to foly. c 1450 Holland Hmvlat 43 Wa is me, wretche

in this warld, wilsome of wane 1 145 1 Paston Lett. I. 189

In this werd that now is. 1513 Life Hen. V (1911) 22

Yearelie to be distributed, .twenty pounds in pence to the

poore people duringe the Worlde. 1570 Satir. Poems

Reform, x. 36 He sail with vs rest, And we wilh him, sa

lang as warld may lest. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. 11. 108

Time himselfe is bald, and therefore to the worlds end, will

haue bald followers. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 102, 1 prethee

now deliuer them, like a man of this World. 1670 1 .
Blount

Acad. Eloo. (ed. 4) 230 The Heir of a Knight in the right

line shall be an Esquire to the worlds end. 1794 Paley

Evid. II. ii. § 8 A Christian's chief care being to pass

quietly through this world to a better. 1797 Jane Austen

Sense & Sensib. xliv, 'As to that,' said he, 'I must rub

through the world as well as I can.' 1856 Dickens Christ,

mas Stories (1874) 43 She was too good for this world and

for me, and she died six weeks before our marriage-day.

b. With reference to birth or death; esp. to

bring into the world, to give birth to (see BriKG v.

7 c); to come into (or to) the world, to be bora

(see Come v. 4 c) ;
jig. (of a book) to be published

;

to go or depart out of this world.

Beowulf 60 Da:m feower beam forS Jerimed in worold

wocun. a 1000 Genesis 2284 pu sceait, Agar, Abrahame sunu

on woruld bringan. a 1000 Epist.A lex. in Cockayne A arrat.

(1861) 31 Din modor jewiterS of weorulde burh scondlicne

deao. C1205 Lav. 17235 He saet stille alse beh he wolde ot

worlden iwiten. C1250 Gen. ey Ex. 2380 Ic sal to mm sune

fare or ic of werlde chare. 1297 R. CjLOUc. (Rolls) 5116

& be nyentebe day of aueryl out of Pis wor he wende.

[1182] cisio- [see Come v. 4 c]. a 1400-50 Wars A lex.

26s3 (Dubl.) Qwen he went of bis warld. c 1420 Chron.

Vtlod 3Qs3pawy shulde now ou3t of bis worde gone. 1579

RANDOL^H^.i/Buchanan Wks. (S.T.S.) 56 *»'£<£*
Treatise., that lately come into the World, c 1588 CatA.

Tractates (S.T.S.) 250 Not douland bot angels and Sanctis

depairted out of this wardle may and do pray for us. 1607

[see Bring v. 7 c]. 1784 Burns Addr. Hleg Child iv My
funny toil is now a' tint, Sin' thou came to the warl asklent.

,914 ' Ian Hav ' Knt. 0,1 Wheels x.11. § 3 Having been born

into the world with a club foot.

o. without article (with blending of sense 7) :

+ (a) On, 0, in world, in this life, on earth.

C900 tr. Bzda's Hist. iv. xxiii. (1890) 332 Eal ba=t heo for

worulde [v.r. on weorulde] ha=fde. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, in

Vnclene wif boleS scome on weorlde & unclene wif bio un-

wuro on liue. c 1205 Lav. 22069 Pe v'
nS for-0'x<]

,

h
.

eom
:i

bat na mon on worlde swa wod no iwur8e..))at Ins gr o

brajke. Ibid. 23475 pat nuste he neuere on weorlde hu feole

busend per weoren. c 1220 Bestiary 1 20 An wirm is o werlde,

wel man it knoweS. £1300 Havelok 1349 Hwore so he o

worde aren. 13.. Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 871 WhePen in worlde

he were, Hit semed as he my?t Be prynce. c 1320 Sir I ristr.

1270 In warld was non so wiisOf craft pat men knewe. 1457

Harding Chron. i. in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1912) Oct. 740 Ihis

book . . Whiche no man hath in worlde bot oonly ye. c 1475

Parlenay 3816 Pray for me All dais while hf in worle here

haue ve.

f. ('*) in genitive temporal, earthly, secular

:

freq. in world's (worldes) riches, wealth, win (WlN
j*. a 2), and the like. Ois. (in later use Sc.)



WORLD.
Beowulf 2343 Ende gebidan worulde lifes. 1:1175, etc.

[see Win sb* 2]. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 pe hie weren
wuniende in ierusalem..and hadden be fulle of wurldes
richeisse. c 1*50 Gen. -y- Ex, 48 Hise wise sune, De was of
hin fer ear bt-foren Or ani werldes time boren. a 1300
Cursor M. 8314 Salamon . . sal be a man o pes, And mikel
haf o werldes es. Ibid. 12416 To sett iesu to werld lar. 1390
Gower Conf, I. 362 For coveitise and worldes pride. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 674 Alle my werdez wele. C1400 Love Bona-
vent, Mirr. xxxiii. (1908) 159 Forsakynge all worldes
besynesse. 1508 Dunbar Poems vi. 34 A bare!! bung ay at
my bosum, Of varldis gud I bad na mair. 1611 J. Davies
(Heref.) Of Work ofSylvester 52 S.'s Wks. 816 For whose
deare birth, thou didst all ease refuse, Worlds-weal,
and (being a Marchant) thy Keceits. 1606 O. Woodcock k
Hist. Justine 15 b, When he saw they would not sel their

liberty for any worldes good. 1761 Burns My Nanie, O
vi, My riches a's my penny-fee..; But warl's gear ne'er
troubles me. 1786 — To Mr. J. Kennedy iv, Now if ye're
ane o' warl's folk, Wha rate the wearer by the cloak, a 1796— Now bank $ brae ii, The chield wha boasts o' warld's
wealth. i8ao Blackw. Mag. May 165 Let warld's gear gang.

d. The other, another, the next, a better world,
the world to come or to he : the future state, the life

after death. Sometimes viewed as the * realm ' of

departed spirits.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 32 Ne byS hyt hym for^yfen,
ne on bisse worulde, ne on basre toweardan [1382 Wycuf,
nether in this world, ne in the tother ; 1526 Tinoale, nether
in this worlde, nether in the worlde to come], c 1200 Ormim
4192 Ressteda33..tacr)ebb a h" batt resste & ro patt halljhe
sawless broken n Inn oberrwerelld. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Nicene Creed, The lyfeofthe worlde to come. 1581 Hamilton
in Co tli. TVac/a/Vs (S.T.S.) 73 The horri bill tornien tis preparit
for thame in the varld to cum. 1611 Bf.aum. & Fu Philaster
iv. iii, Will there be no slanders, Mo jealousies in the other
world? 1715 I. Mather Several Serm. title-p., When Godly
Men dye, Angels carry their Souls to another and a better
World. 1738 Wesley Hymn, ' A ttend while God's Eternal
Son' v, Far from. .Sin, and Earth, and Hell, In the new
World thy Grace hath made, May I for ever dwell ! 1770
Goldsm. Des. Vill. 170 He. .Allured to brighter worlds,
and led the way. a 1796 Burs-s Epit. on Friend 1

] If there's
another world, he lives in bliss. 1809 Magee Atonement
(1816) II. 107 The appellation, ' mighty dead \. .becomes

^applicable to all the inhabitants of the invisible world. 1816
Shei.ley Mont Blanc 49 Some say that gleams of a remoter
world Visit the soul in sleep,—that death is slumber. 1846
Tennyson Golden Year 56 'Tis like the second world to us
that live. 1864 — En. Ard. 899 Who will embrace me in the
world-to-be.

e. gen. A state of present or future") existence.
c 1300 Beket 77 Heo..3eode aboute as a best.. As heo

were of another wordle. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 134 Both
the worlds I giue to negligence, Let come what comes. 1807
Wordsw. Ode Intim. Immortality 149 Blank misgivings
of a Creature Moving about in worlds not realised. 1859
FitzGerald Omar xxv, All the Saints and Sages who dis-

cuss'd Of the Two Worlds so learnedly.

2. The pursuits and interests of this present life
;

esp,, in religious use, the least worthy of these;

temporal or mundane affairs. + /Fiv/</'s = worldly.
a 1000 Guthlac 399 [370J Ne won he aefter worulde ac he

in wuldre ahof modes wynne. a 1300 Cursor M. ioio3Thrin
fas., bis werld, my fleche, be warlau als. 1340 Ayenb. 92
pe more bet [me] lykeb be zuetnesse of be wordle, be lesse

me wylneb f>e zuetnesse of god. c 1410 Master of Game
(MS. Digby 182) Prol. If. 4, pe devel, be worlde, ande the
flessh. (.1425 Cast. Persev. 192 in Macro Plays 83 Whoso
spekyth a-^eyn be werd, In a presun he schal be sperd. Ibid.

1009, 107 pe Werld, be Flesch, & be Devyl, are knowe grete
lorcJts. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. iii. F iv, Bycause he is

so sore sette.or to gredy vpon the world, or his thrift. 1564

J. Martiall Treat. Crosse 17 Christ hath subdued sinne,
conquered the worlde, discomfited the deuil. 1579 Spf.nser
Sheph. Cat. May 73 Ah Palinodie, thou art a worldes
childe : Who touches Pitch moitght needes be delilde. 1675
Owen Indwelling- Sin ii. I1732) 17 Whence is it, that Men
follow and pursue the World with so much greediness?
1780 Cowper Love ofthe World Reproved 25 Renounce the
world— the preacher cries. 1784 — Task 11. 389 Infidelity
and love of world. 1807 Wordsw. Misc. Sonn. 1. xxxiii. 1

The world is too much with us. 1843 J« Martineau Chr.
Life xvji. 255 The world.. i.e. the opportunities of action
with a view to temporal good. 1882 Skelky Nat. Kelig. it.

I 130 The World is the collective character of those who do
not worship.

3. The affairs and conditions of life ; chiefly in

phr., esp. with the verb go (e.g. how the world
goes, how events shape themselves ; hozu goes the

world with (a person), how are his affairs ; as the

(or this) world goes, as things are, considering the
state of affairs) ; also f to let the world slide, to

allow things to take their course, to leave matters
alone ; to let the world wag (sec Wag v. 7 c).

Beowulf 1739 Ac him eal worold wendecS on willan. c888
^lfred Boeth. xxvi. § 1 ?ebenc bu nu. .Boetius..hwaeSer
bin woruld ba eall waere aefter htnum willan. a 1000 Cxd-
mon's Gen. 318 Hyra woruld wis ^ehwyrfed. 136a Langl.
P. PI. A. Prol. igAFeirfeldful of folk fond I ber bi-twene,
.. Worchinge and wondringeas be world askeb. 13.. Gaw.
<$ Gr. Knt. 530 & wynter wyndez agayn, as pe worlde askez.
~ic 1460-5 MS. Trin. Coll, Dubl, L>. 4, 18 in Archacologia
XXIX. 341 Trust not..youre foos. For bei be double in
wit-king, as be worlde gos. 1478 Boston Lett. III. 233
William Paston. .paid to the parson, .xxiiij//.. .It is yerly
worth, as the world goth now, xli. 1481 Cely Papers
(Camden) 81 Howr father, .thynkes the whorllde qwhessy..
and therfor he whowlde that ze gepart not yowrselfe to
hofton to Bregys. a 1529- [sec Wag v. 7 cj. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus iv. iv. T iij. What is the matter, or howe gothe
the worlde with hym? 1564 Bullein Dial. agst. Pest.
(1888) 26 Now let vs go. .and see how the worlde goeth
with Master Antonius. 1570 Foxe A, <fr M. (ed. 2) 1848/1
What a Gospeller [he], .was in King Edwardes tyme, which
now turning with the world, shewet h him self such a bytter
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Persecuter. .in Queene Maries time. 1596, 1611 [see Slide
v. 5 b]. 1602 Shaks. Ham. II. ii. 178 To be honest as this

world goes, is to bee one man pick'd out of two thousand.
Ibid, in. ii. 285 Some must watch, while some must sleepe ;

Sorunnes the world away, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1686
1 1 1. 74 However the world goes, we may yet make a tolerable
shift. 1713 Pope Let. to Addison Wks. 1737 VI. 32 And give
me leave to tell you, that (as the world goes) this is no small
assurance I repose in you. 1855 Dickens etc. Ho/iseh. Words
Christmas No. 23/1 How's the world used you since this

morning? 1862 H. Kincsley Ravenshoe xviii, The world
is out of joint. 1886 Baring-Gould Crt. Royal iv, What
was the world coming to, when the police poked their noses
into his shop?

fb. State of human affairs, state of things;

hence, season or time as marked by the state ol

affairs. Obs.

1456 Paston Lett. I. 402 And as for the iiij" li, to be
sette on Olivere is taiie, I can not see it wole be, for there is

noo suche worlde to bringe it abowte. 1479 Cely Papers
(Camden) 19 Here ys but strange warledcthe sekenese
raynyd sore at London. 1484 Ibid. 152 What world wee
sclw.ll hawe wt Flaunders I can nott say, I feyr me they
wyll breke w' us. 71503 in Lett. Rich. Ill <$• Hen. I'll
(Rolls) I. 232 Good yt is that we see to our owne surtie.

.

wat world so euer shall hapen to fall hereafter. 1513 More
Rich. Ill Wks. 70 If the worlde woold haue gone as I

would haue wished, king Henryes sonne had had the
crown. Ibid., What neue in that grene world y

e protector
had of ye duke, c 1523 — in Ellis Orig. Lett. Sen it. I. 295
They do but seke delayes till they may se how the world
is. 1530 Palsgr, 555/2 Let the place be weil fumygatc.it
is a daungerous worlde [Fr. temps] nowe a dayes. a 1548
Hall Citron., Edit'. IV, 195 b, Til he might spye a tyme
conuenient, &a world after liysawn appetite, c 1555 Harps-
fif.ld Dhorce Hen. /'///(Camden) 178 Others which fore-

told this dolorous doleful wretched world that followed upon
this divorce. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iii. 94 This is no
world To play with Mammets, 1614 Chapman Odyssey xi.

602 Hut take close shore disguisde, nor let her know, For
tis no world to trust a woman now.

fc. (One's) condition in life, (good) fortune. Obs.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 16 Dot every clerk his herte leith To

kepe his world in special. Ibid. 84, I not in what degree
Thou sclialt thi goode world achieve. Ibid. III. 170 Whan
that he weneth best achieve His goode world.

4. Secular (or lay) life and interests, as dis-

tinguished from religious (or clerical); also (by
association with III, as in b and d below), secular

or lay) people. Of the world, ^world's: secular;

see also Man of the world a.

a 1030 Rule St. Benct (Logeman) log Od3e after gode
o'Ade aefter wurulde he sy. c 1200 [see Man of the world
a], a 1225 After. R, 24 Hwon be preostes of fie worlde
singei5 hore messen.

_
c izgo Beket 244 in S. Eng. Leg. 113

Po bis holi Man was i-tomed fram he office of holi churche
To a gret office of be world, a 1300 Cursor M, 27172 Werlds
man, or clerc, or closterer. 1340 Ayenb. 49 pe tnlefte [sin

of adultery] is of man of be wordle to wyfman of religioun.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) 37 Bot bettir chepe sal ye selle

ban be men of be werld dose. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W.
1531) 1 That is to say, some chose to go by the worlde and
some by religion. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 25 The oder
varkis qvhilk ar tecbit in al the buikis of the warded. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 521 Hee taking a loathing to
the world.. retired imo that hospitall . . where with poore
people hee lived to God. 1671 R a.\f,sscrovt Mamamortchi
11. i. (1675) 24 I'l threaten to flee beyond Sea to a Nunnery,
and for ever seclude my self from the World, a 1700 in
Catft. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 337 In the 20** of her age, for-

saking y° world she desired nothing more, then to dedicate
herselfe to God, in a Religious estate. 1717 Pope Eloisa
208 How happy is the blameless Vestal's lot ! The world
forgetting, by the world forgot. 1808 Scott Mansion 11.

iji, The Abbess, .early took the veil and hood, Ere upon
life she cast a look, Or knew the world that she forsook.

1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 12 A book which is not only
esteemed in the Church, but has had the honour., of com-
manding the respect of the world. 1888' Bernard'./^. World
to Cloister ii. la Having resigned the situation I held in the
world.

b. In the Society of Friends applied to those

outside their own body.
1648 G. Fox frnl. (1852) I. 70 The Lord commanded me

to go abroad into the world, c 1680 in Sussex Archaeol.
Coil, (1912) LV. 81 The Other Months Named after ye
Manner of ye world. 1698-9 Story & Gill in S. B. Weeks
Southern Quakers (1896) 67 The displeasure of God . . against
mixed marriages between them [sc. Quakers] and the world.
a 1713 Thomas Ellwood Hist. Life (,1714) 340 Thomas Dell
and Ldward Moor [were discharged] by other People of the
World, paying their Fines and Fees for them. 1837 Hi.
Martineau Soc.Amer. 1 1. 57 They are receiving a perpetual
accession to their numbers from among the ' world's people '.

1867 Dixon New Amer. II. x. 93 Some of these [Quaker]
ladies, .have husbands (as the world would call them).

c. f To go to the world, to be (a man, woman)
of the world', to be married.
1565 Cai.fhill Answ. Martiall 109 b, Ye say when a man

wyl marry, then he goeth to the world. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Serm. Tim. 230/2 This man is of the worlde, that
is to say, he is maried : This man is of the Churche, that is

to say, Spirituall. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado il i. 331 Good
Lord for alliance: thus goes euery one to the world but I.

1600 — A, V. L. v. iii. 5, I do desire it [marriage] with all

my heart: and I hope it is no dishonest desire, to desire to

be a woman of y* world? 1601 — Alts Well \, iii. 20 llut if

I may haue your Ladiships good will to goe to the world,
Isbell the woman and we will doe as we may.

d. In biblical and religious use: Those who are

concerned only with the interests and pleasures of

this life or with temporal or mundane things; the

worldly and irreligious.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 37 Leef not hi licam, for ly^ere

him techeb, pat is be Wikkede word be to bi-traye. 138a

Wvclif John xv. 19 But I chees ;ou fro the world, theifore

WORLD.
the world hatith }ou. 1540-7 Coverdale Fruiif. Less.
(1593) E 1 b, The world, that is to say, fleshly nun and
children of the world, receiue not this spirite. 1738 Wesley
Ps. iv. vi, The World with fruitless Pain Seek Happiness
below.

t 5. An age or (long) period of time in earthly or
human existence or history; pi. ages. Obs,
Phrases. + By long worlds: ages ago. lit or to worlds

long: for ages. Worlds of gears', ages, centuries. The
world(s) to come : future ages, posterity.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 pis bitacneo be world bet wes from

biginnegge [etc.].. In bisse worlde nas na ia}e ne na larbeu.
c 1205 Lay. 23425 A here ilke worlde [t-1275 worle] pa bis wes
iwuroen wes Francene lond Gualle ihaten. a iroo Cursor M.
1491 pe formast werld adam be-gan, par-of lanieth j>e last
man. Ibid. 15128 Suilc a man was neuer yeitt Sin ani
werldes ware. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 176 These ok'.e
wurldes with the uewe Who that wol take in evidence, Ther
mai he se [etc.]. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 11-;

pe olde philosophers vsyd it by longe werldes. c 1440
Pallad. on Husb. xi. 162 Who wol do puruyaunce in worldis
longe, The palmes forto sctte he must ha mynde. Ibid.4%2
Tyl worldis longe This drynkis wole abide and ay be stronge.
1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye II. 115 All thys worlde ys de-
parted in to tli re tymes. The fyrst tyme was when men
lyued after the lawe of nature [etc.]. 1549 Rn lev in Potts
Liber Catitabr. (1855) 245 note, A dangerouse example to
the worlde to cum. 1567 Gude <y Godiie B. (S.T.S.) 44 He
that all warldis was beforne, Come downe of Marie to be
borne. 1574 Hellowi s Guevara's Earn. Ep. (1577) 18 For
that in the worldes to come, it might be known who was the
author therof. 1587 Golding De Moruay vit. (1592) S7 The
Heauen goeth about continually, and in so many worlds and
ages as haue beene, we perceiue no alteration at all. 1593
Bit son Pctpet. Govt. Ch. 5 This was the blessing due to the
elder Brother in the first world. 1596 Harington Metam.
Aja.x D 7, Tarquinius. .prouident in peace, & in that young
world, a notable polititian. a 1600 Hooker Serm., Habak.
H. 4 Wks. 1874 III. 640 Adam and all the fathers before
Christ, till Christ's coming, were for so many worlds together
detained. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621J 2 Forgetfull of
all other things in their ancient country, after so many
worlds of yeeres. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. in, ii. 1S0 True
swaines in loue, shall in the world to come Approue their
truths by Troylus. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk a> Selv. 202
[zoo] From all which 'tis as clear, that we meant in the
dayes of yore by the word World, time, ages [etc.].

b. A period or age of human history character-

ized by certain conditions or indicated by the
character of those living in it. Obs. exc. as coloured

by 1 6 a.

1530- 1600 Golden world [see Goi din a. 7]. 1630/1. John-
son's Kiugd. .S- Commw. 160 It was used in that good old
world, when men wiped their ncse on their sleeve (as the
French man saves). 1781 Blair in Sc. Transl. $ Paraphr.
(1793) 12 All old things now are past away, and a new world
begun. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Etig. iii. I. 401 These were
men whose minds had been trained in a world which had
passed away. 1886 E. B. Bax Relig. Socialism 166 In Shake-
speare's 'historical plays ' the characters live and speak in

the world of the sixteenth century.

6. In various phrases translating eccl. Latin in

seat/a seculorum, in secalum seculi = for ever and
ever, for all lime, through eternity, t a. from
world into world{s, in world of world(s, in to {the)

world s ofworld{s,through allworlds, worldalways,
c888 jElfked Boetk. xxi. pa nu sculon standan to worulde.

c 1110 sElfed's Boeth. Epil., Si be lof & wylder nu & aaa
to worulde buton ge&hwilcum ende. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 25
pe lauerd. .wuniende and rixlende on worulde abuten ende.
1 1230 Halt Meid. (igz2) 59 Ah fcchal ifinden him ai swettere
& sauurure, fram worlde in-to worlde. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
Ix. 9 Swa salme saie sal I be same In werld of werld vnto hi

name. 138a Wycuf Isa. xxxiv. 10 Desolat shal [his land]
be in to worldus of worldis. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 34 As hit

was in the bygynnynge and now and euere : in the worldes
of worldles amen, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 331 Sche
sal. .loue god euer of al his lone And wirchip him werld al-

wais. c 1420 Prymer (1S95) 16 Glorie be to bee, lord,. .in

euerlastynge worldis. Ibid. 74 He ordeyncde bo bingis in-

to be world, & in to be world of world [L. in aeteruum, et in
saecntum saeculi]. 1434 MlSVM A/ending cf Life 131 To
qwhome be wyrschip & toy. .in warld of warldys. Amen.
1551 Rf-corde Cast. Knowl. (1556) I. 4 Thorough worlde of
worldes: whiche signifieth for euer. 1584 R. Scot Discov,
Witchcr. xv. xii. 411 Eternall God, which liuest and reignest
euer one God through all worlds, Amen. [184a Tennyson
Gard. Dan. 205, I heard his deep ' I will,' Breathed, like

the covenant of a God, to hold From thence thro' all the
worlds.]

b. World without [ME. abuten or bulen) end;

later used hyperbolically : Endlessly, eternally.

Hence as adj.phr. = perpetual, everlasting, eternal

;

and as subst. phr. eternal existence, endlessness,

eternity.

a 1215 Ancr. R. 182 peo pet hefden ofearned |>e pinen of

helle world a buten ende. c 1305 St. Sivi/hin 109 in E. E. P.

(1863) 46 pat vtiel..ne schal no leng iieste, Ac bu worst

f>erof hoi and sound, wordle wibouten ende. c 1460 Toivnc-

ley Myst. ii. 465, I must nedis weynd, And to the dwill be

thrall warld withoutten end. 1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. 94/1

Many benefetes ben gyuen to thonour of our lord Jhu enst

whiche is blessed world wythouten ende. Amen. 1548-9

Bk. Com. Prayer, Matins, As it was in the begynnmg,

is now, and euer shalbe, world without ende. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. v. ii. 799 A time me thinkes too short, To make a
world-without-end bargaine in. 1649 Milton Eikon. xxi.

Wks. 1S51 III. 404 This man., thinks by talking world with-

out end, to make good his integrity. 1753 in Life Ld.
flardwicke (1847) II. 499 L* Chesterfield writes Worlds

without End. 1881 Mokkis Mackail's W. M. (1S99) II. 34
This world-without-end-for-everlasting hole of a London.

1888 Advance (Chicago) 20 Dec. 831 A city pastor, with a
world-without-cnd of things to be done. 1896 Holsmam
Shropsh. LadxW, My heart and soul and senses, World with-

out end, are drowned. 1905 F. Vousg Sands of Pleasure
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i. v, Small wonder if the embodiment of the world-without

•

end should prove no encourager of man's happiness !

II. The earth or a region of it ; the universe or

a part of it.

7. The earth and all created things upon it; the

terraqueous globe and its inhabitants. (See also

21 a, 22 a.)

Citizen of the world: see Citizen ac. Universal world:
see Universal a. 8. Wide ivorld: see Widb a. i b.

c-888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiii. § 5 peah bu ba ealle gesceafta

ane naman ^enemnede, elle bu nemdest togedere & hete

woruld. £"893 — Oros. I. vi. § 1 On bses Ambictiones tide

wurdon swa mycele waeterfiod £eond ealle world. ^900
Cvnewulf Crist 659 Se bas world gescop, godes gaest-sunu.

4:1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 We habbe5 ihereden burh wise
witega hu he erest astalde beos woreld al for ure neode.

c 1200 Ormin 15460 Godd shop all be werrld off nohht.

c 1205 Lav. 7206 He [Julius CaesarJ bohte to bi-winnen. .al

middeUeserdes lond and halde bat worlde in his bond. CX250
Gen. <$• Ex. 901 Wiste no man of werlde So, Quat kinde he
was kumen fro, a 1300 Cursor M. 346 Bot he bat mad al

thing o noght To-geder he al bis weild wroght. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 222 Noe soncs.. departed al

bys werd..in bre parties. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. 1. 4 Ich
wente forth in be worlde wonders to hure. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 1502 He mon ride bus & regne ouire all £e ronde
werde. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) 180 Men myghte go be
Schippe alle aboute the World, and aboven and benethen.

14. . Childh. Jesusm in Horstm. Altcngi. Let;. (1878) 113

Jhesu, bat alle bys orlle hath wrovvt. 1539 Bible (Great)

Psalms bexxix. 12 Thou hast layed the foundacion of the
rounde worlde, and all that therm is. 1555 Edeh Decades
214 b, The vyage made by the Spanyardes rounde abowte
the worlde. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. ii. 1. Ark 6b The
World 's-re-colonizing Boat [viz. Noah's ark]. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. in. ii. 168 And thirtie dozen Moones. .About the World
haue times twelue thirties beene. 1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinto's
Trav. viii. 25 The Bisqu.iyn Ship, .wherein Magellan coin-

passed the World. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 646 The World
was all before them, where to choose Thir place of rest,

and Providence thir guide. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 372 lis

own revolvency upholds the world. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII.

390/1 {Drake) This voyage round the world, the first accom-
plished by an Englishman, was thus performed in two years
and about ten months.

b. transf andy*£".

1556 in T. Sharp Cov. Mysi. (1825) 73 Paid to Crowe for

makyng of iij world ys.-ij 1
. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 408 Her

breasts like Iuury globes circled with blew, A paiie of maiden
worlds vnconquered. 1597 — Lever*i Compl. 7, 1 ..Ere long
espied a fickle maid full pale.. Storming her world with
sorrows, wind and raine. 1746 Francis tr. //or. Epist. 1.

xix. 29 Through open Worlds of Rhime I dar'd to tread In
Paths unknown. 1873 Browning Red Cott, Nt..caJ> 706
See, the sun splits on yonder bauble world Of silvered glass.

C. In phr. with go round, orig. referring to the

rotation of the earth, but used chiefly fig. with

implication of other senses (e.g. 1 a, 3).
1782 Burns A Toast 4 Their fame it shall last while the

world goes round. 1788 Humus Village Curate (1797) 21

Tis drink, And only drink, that makes the world go round.
1882 W. S. Gilbert /olantke 11, It's Love that makes the
world go round !

d. The world's end: the farthest limit of the

earth. Chiefly used hyperbolically.
Used as the proper name of out-of-the-way localities or

houses, esp. formerly, of certain inns kept for illicit purposes
(cf. quot. 1695).

1599 Shaks. Much Ado u. i. 272 Will your Grace command
mee any seruice to the worlds end ? I will goe on the slightest

arrand now to the Antypodes. 1628 tr. Matthieus Power-
full Eavoriie 13 Is it for this (say they) that they haue sent
him to the worlds end. 1695 Congheve Love for L. II. ix,

Poor innocent! you don't know that there's a place call'd

the World's Endl 1727 Bover Diet. Royal II. s.v. World,
He lives at the World s end (ora great way o(T). 1863 W. C.
Baldwin Afr. Hunting x\. 216 We saw. .the fresh footprints

of a Kaffir, and resolved to follow that to the world's end.
attrib. 1839 BAILEY Eestus 90 Now we stand On the

world's*end-land !

e. In generalized sense, usually qualified by a.

1676 DRDW Aurengz. 111. 33 Too truly Tamerlain's Suc-
cessors they, Each thinks a World too little for his sway.
1713 Dkrham Phys.-Theol. 11. L (1720) 39 This [spherical
figure] must be allowed to be the most commodious, apt
Figure for a World on many Accounts. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1768) VIII. 190 They have great force upon me.,
or one world would not have held Mr. Lovelace and me thus
long. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 89 'Tis pleasant through the
loop-holes of retreat To peep at such a world. 1865 Swin-
burne Chastelard v. it. 189 Life is not worth a world That
you should weep to take it.

f. pi. Used hyperbolically for: 'a great quantity';

often advb. *a great deal', 'infinitely* (cf. 19b).

{a) pi. Not (. .) for worlds : not for all the wealth

in the world, not on any account.

A 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1912) 517 Like two contrarie

tides, either of which are able to carry worldes of shippes,

and men upon them. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. n. i. 223 Nor
doth this wood lacke worlds of company. 1621 J. Iaylor
(Water P.) Unnat. Father Wks. 1630 1. 142 Through worlds

of Deaths 1*1 breake to fly to him. {1831 James Philip A ug.

xix, I would not part with this for worlds of ore.] /bid.

xxiv, Nor would he do one act for worlds, that could.. cast

a shade over tlie fame and honour of one . 1872 Locker
Lond. Lyrics (ed. 5) 178 I'd give worlds to borrow Her
yellow rose with russet leaves. 1874 W. S. Gilbert Sweet-
hearts 11, I'm sure I wouldn't stand in his way for worlds.

1891 Fakkar Darkn. * Dawn x, Sue seemed to be separated

by whole worlds of difference from such ladies as his own
mother. 1892 ' G. Travers ' Mona Maclean vi, I was worlds

too shy. 1900 H. S. Holland Old <$- New 33 They look to

you worlds apart.

(0) sing., in negative context, e.g. not for the

world) all the world, f half the world.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ii. i. 99 firm. He'll be forsworne.

Nau. Not for the world faire Madam, by my will. 1604 —
Oth. iv. iii. 68 Would'st thou do such a deed for al the

world? 1605 Erondelle Fr. Gard. N 6 b, I would not faile

in it for any thing in the world. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trmf. 32 Not for all the world, purposing any hurt vnto
him. 1664 in Trans. Cumbld, fy Westmld. Antiq. Soc.

(N. S.) 178 A thing 1 would not have been guilty of for

halfe the world. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. iv. i. 6 He would
not for all the World return again. 1731-8 Swift Pot.

Conversat. 43, I wou'dn't be as sick as she's proud, for all

the World. 1784 Cowper Task III. 807 He.. Can dig, beg,

rot, ..but could not for a world Fish up his dirty and de-

pendent bread, [etc.]. 1797 Jane Austen Sense tu Sensib.

xx.wiii, But I am sure I would not do such a thing for all

the world. 1822 Scott Nigel viii, Not for the world., will

I be a spy on my kind godfather's secrets. 1847 Buckstone
Flowers of Forest m. vii, No, no-*-not for the wide wide
world. 1881 Miss Bkaddon Asphodel I. iii. 62 Daphne,
usually loquacious, felt as if she could not have spoken for

the world.

8. With qualification : Any part of the universe

considered as an entity, as f Middle world (the

earth), lower or nether world (Hades or hell, less

freq. the earth), Underworld i.

c 1200, C1250, 1822 [see Middle world]. 1607 Shaks.
Timon 1. i. 44 This beneath world. 1609- [see UNDERWORLD
1]. 1720 [see Nether A 6]. 1784 Cowper 'Task \1.y2g The
groans of nature in this nether world, Which Heav'n has
heard forages. 1786 Burns Nature's Law ii, This lower
world I you resign. 179 . — To Mr. Rettton, Though 'twere

a trip to yon blue warl' [i.'e. hell]. x8i4CakyZ?<2«jV, Pa rod.

xvii. 22, I . . With Virgil . . visited the nether world of woe.

b. A planet or other heavenly body, esp. one

viewed as inhabited.

1713 Addison Catov. i, But thou shalt flourish.. Unhurt
amidst.. The Wrecks of Matter, and the Cru*.h of Worlds.

1732 Pope Ess. Man 1. 254 Being on Being wreck'd, and
world on world. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 81 The sun, a world
whence other worlds drink light. 1870 R. A. Proctor {title)

Other Worlds than Ours. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xxxi.

419 Overhead the great worlds became more visible in the
deep vault of blue,

9. The material universe as an ordered system

;

the system of created things ;
' heaven and earth '

;

the cosmos. Also (rarely) a system of heavenly

bodies. Also fig. + In early use chiefly in the

greater or more world, the macrocosm, and the less

or little worlds the microcosm, man. Now rare.

ci2oo Ormin 17597 Mycrocossmos, batt nemmnedd iss

Affterr Ennglisshe spxche (>e little werelld. a 1300 Cursor
M. 552 For bis resun bat 3ee haue hard, Man es clepid be
lesse weild. 1340-70 Alex, # Dind. 645 $e liknen a hid to

a litil wordle. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 71 A soubtil man,..
Which thurgh inagique and sorcerie Couthe al the world of

tricherie, 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 181 No meruayle
thoughe god had more delyte in the thow lesse worlde
that were yet to be made, then of thys more worlde. 1481
Caxton Myrr. I. xvi. 50 This clerenesse .. enuyronneth al

aboute the worlde the foure dementis whiche god created.

1519 /uteri, /-'our Elem. Avj b, The yerth as a poynt or
center is sytuate In the myddes of the worlde. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 1 Lyke as the great worlde was
made perfecte in vij dayes, so ye lesse worlde^ that is man,
is made .. perfecte by grace in these vij spintuall dayes.

1551 Records Cast. Knoivl. 1. (1556) 4 The worlde is an
apt« frame of heauen and earthe, and all other natural!

thinges contained in them. >6ofi Shaks. Lear in. i. 10

(Qo. i) In his little world of man. 1633 Hhrijekt Temple,
Man viii, Man is one world, and hath Another to attend
him. c 1645 Howell Lett. 11. 1. {1890J 444 Surely the

Astronomers had reason to term this Sphere, .a thing of no
dimension at all, being compar'd to the whole World. 1690
Locke l/um. Und. Ii. xxiv. § 1 The great collective Idea of

all Bodies whatsoever signified by the name World. 1709
Shaftesb. Moralists in. i. 182 Thy Works apparent to us,

the System of the bigger World 1 1728 ChambeksC^/.s.v.
University, The four Faculties are supposed to make the

World or Universe of Study. 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts <$•

Sci. 8 The Philosophers of the present Age teach us, that

the Universe.. is replenished with Systems or Worlds of

different Bodies. 1882 T. Fowler Shaftesbury <y //utcheson
106 We may infer that Shaftesbury conceived the relation

of God to the World as that of soul to the body. Nature is

. . the vesture of God, and God the soul of the Universe.

10. The sphere within which one's interests are

bound up or one's activities find scope ;
(one's)

sphere of action or thought ; the ' realm within

which one moves or lives.

In the earliest instances with allusion to the microcosm of

man (see 9).

a 1586 Sidney Apot. Poetry (Arb.) 31 How it [sc. virtue}

extendeth it sdfe out of the limits of a mans own little

world, to the gouernment of families, a 164a Suckling
Poems (1648) n In each mans heart that doth begin To
love, there's ever fram'd within A little world. 1642 H.
More Song of Soul 111. 11. xv, She dwells in her own self,

there doth reside, Is her own world, and more or lesse doth
pen Her self. 1807 Wordsw. Personal Talk 23 Children
are blest and powerful; their world lies More justly balanced;
partly at their feet, And part far from them. 1837 Disraeli
Venetia 11. ii, With no aspirations beyond the little world in
which she moved. 1837 Ht. Mautineau Soc. Amer. III. 28
The atmosphere 'of insolence in which he dwells ;. .the taint
of contempt which infects all the intercourses of his world.
1853 T. T. Lynch Self/mprovem. iii 53 A man's world is

not of the senses simply, but of the spirit too. 1898 * H. S.
Mekriman' Roden's Corner xvi. 168 [His] world was a
narrow one, consisting as it did of himself and his bank-book.

11. A section or part of the earth at large, as a
place of inhabitation or settlement ; +a country or
region.
New World, a continent or country discovered or colo-

nized at a comparatively late period, esp. the continents of
America (the Western Hemisphere) as distinguished from

the Old World, or the continents of the Eastern Herm-
sphere, esp. Europe and Asia, as being known before the
discovery of America.

1555 Eden Decades title-D., The Decades of the Newe
Worlde or West India. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv.
Ep. Ded. A iij b, Some of ihem..seeke new Countries and
new worlds to shew their valiancie in. 1589 Hakluyt
Princ. Navig. (title-p.), The English valiant attempts in
searching almost all the corners of the vaste and new world
of America, a 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. i, Of Troy
am I, . .driuen by warre from forth my natiue world. 1593
Shaks. Rich. //, 11. i. 45 This little world, This precious
stone, set in the siluer sea. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. title-p.,

Voyages. .to allparts of the Newfound world of America,
or the West Indies. 1601 Holland Pliny vi. i. 1. 115 From
the one side to the other [of the Bosphorus]. .men out of
these two worlds may parly one to another with audible
voice. 1627 May Lucan 111. E 2 b, Tanais . . doth diuide
Europe from Asia, giuing to each side The name of seuerall
worlds. 1638 Bro.me Antipodes 1. vi, No Isle nor Angle in

that Neatber world, But I have made discovery of. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. /ndia # P. 183 This World produces two
Harvests. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 711 Thence Arts o'er all

the northern world advance. 1741 Watts /mprov. Mind
i. (1801) 16 Alexander the Great.. when be had conquered
what was called the Eastern World, .wept for want of more
worlds to conquer. 1812 Rogers Voy. Columbus ii. 39
From world to world their steady course they keep. 1842
Tennyson Ulysses 57 Come, my friends, 'Tis not too late

to seek a newer world. 1859 Cornwali.is {title) A Pano-
rama of the New World [Australia]. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess. (18S9) I.46 Before the New World poured in so many
objects hitherto unknown to Europe. 1888 Brvce Amer.
Commw. I. 29 note, The influence which American freedom
would exert upon the Old World.

12. A division of created things; esp. each of

the three primary divisions of natural objects (the

animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms).
Organic world, the animal and vegetable kingdoms; in-

organic ivorld, the material world outside these.

1695 Woodward Nat. //ht. Earth 1. (1723) 3 Nor. .did I

neglect ..whatever either the Vegetable or Animal World
afforded. 1727—46 Thomson Summer 112 The vegetable
world is alsothine, Parent of Seasons 1 1861 Buckle QV/V/z.
(1873) II. viii. 530 In the inorganic world, the magnificent
discoveries of Newton were contumeliously rejected. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 70 As in the animal or vegetable
world.

13. A group or system of things or beings asso-

ciated by common characteristics (denoted by a

qualifying word or phrase), or considered as con-

stituting a unity.

1673 T. Blount (title) A World of Errors discovered in

the New World of Words. 1685 G. Sinclair (title) Satans
Invisible World discovered. 1690 LoCKI Hum. Und. iv. iii.

§27 (1695) 319 The whole intellectual .World; a greater
certainly, and more beautiful World, than the material. 1701
N orris /deal World 1. vi. 389 Truth is where the Divine
Ideas are, . . in the Intelligible World, that world of true
light and glory. 1704 /bid. n. iii. 253 Intellectual world
means the world of spirits, whereas by intelligible world we
mean the world of Ideas. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 536 Then,
all the world of waters sleeps again. 1807 Wordsw. Personal
Talk 33 Dreams, books, are each a world. 1821 Lamb Elia
1. Witches, Dear little T. H... finds all this world of fear
[i.e. night fears].. in his own 'thick-coming fancies'. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes xvi,We carried in the steerage nearly
a hundred passengers: a little world of poverty. 1851 [see

Visible a.i). a 1862 Buckle Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 213 The
external world is governed by acis, the internal world by
opinions. 1874 Mivart Ccntemp. Evol. (1876) 199 The
mingling of the hyperphysical world of rationality with the

irrational creation. 1893 W. S. Furneaix {title) The Out-
door World ; or, Young Collector's Handbook.

i*b. World of words : a dictionary. Obs.
1598 Flobio (title) A Worlde of Wordes, Or Most copious,

and exact Dictionarie in Italian and English. j6ix Cotgr.,
I'ocabulatre, a Vocabularie, Dictionarie, world of words.
1696 Phillips (title) The Moderne World of Words, or A
Vniversall English Dictionary, . .Noz>us Orbis Verborum.

III. The inhabitants of the earth, or a section

of them.

14. The human race; the whole of mankind;
human society. (,See also 21b, 22 b.)
Sometimes passing into 15.

rtooo Cynewulf Crist 1424 Hwaet ! ic ba^t for worulde
Xebolade. c 1200 Ormin 17496 Swa lufede pe Laferrd Godd
(>e werelld, tatt be sennde Hiss a^henn Sunc.to wunbenn
mann onn erbe. c 1205 Lay. 9072 Jesu Crist, .aire worulde
wunne. c 1275 X/ Pains of Hell 128 in O. E. Misc. 214
pe sun of god, pat a^ayn bo^t J-e word. 1390 Gower Conf
I. 1 So that it myhte in such a wyse, Wrhan we ben dede..
Beleve to the worldes eere. c 1400 Pety Job 596 in 26 Pol.
Poems 140 And so shall I see my sauyour Deme the worlde.

*535 i' 1 Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 31, I suppose it

wolbe hard for you to purge your selfe before God or the
worle. 1567 Jewel Def. Apol. vi. vi. § 2. 620 They make
Decrees expressely againste Goddes Woorde, and that not

..couertly, but openly, and in the face of the worlde. 1662

Stillinlifl. Orig. Sacrx 11. i. § 2 It being impossible that

persons employed by a God of truth should make it their

design to impose upon the world. 1714 Deriiam Astro-
Theol. (1769) 27 The condition, state and order of the world
inhabiting the earth. 1733 Pope Ess. Man m. 307 In Faith

and Hope the world will disagree, But all Mankind's concern
is Charity. 1842 Tennyson Lccksley Hall 128 In the

Parliament of man, the Federation of the world. 1842 —

-

Walking to Mail 69 You know That these two parties still

divide the world—Of those that want, and those that have.

1866 Liddon Bampton Led. vi. (1875) 337 The whole world
was redeemed by Christ.

fb. World's, worlde{s shame, shame of the

world: universal or public disgrace. Obs.
Replacing the OE. compound woruldscamu (ME. weorld*

scome) : see 24 a.

1390 Gowkr Conf. I. 353 He schal with worldes schame
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Himself and ek his love schame. 1483-4 Act 1 Rich. Ill,

c. 4 Persones of noo substaunce ne havur, not dredyng God
nor worldez shame. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 27
Worlds shame. 1611 Chapman May Day iv, Has not one
of them [sc. disguises] kept you safe from the shame of the
world? 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 32 Fie, fie, Miss I for

Shame of the World, and Speech ofpood People. 1882 Pusey
Par.fyCath.Serm.xn. 164 One decided act of blind, obedient
faith, ready, .to bear what might bring the world's shame.

O. Against the world', in opposition to or in the

face of all mankind ; hence, against all opposition,

*t* in preference to everything else. (See also 21 b. 1

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. ii- 124 But yesterday, the word of
Casar might Haue stood against the World. 1600W. Walker
Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 531, I am for the woods against the
World, i.e. before anything. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 114
There will I.. hold thee with my life against the world.

15. The body of living persons in general; society

at large, 'people', the public ; often with reference

to its judgement or opinion.
1603 Shaks. Mens,for M. 1. ii. 120 Fellow, why do'st thou

show me thus to th' world? Beare me to prison. 1616 R.
Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 127 Yet let both hym and the
world judg of me yf I dealt frendly with hym. 1693
Humours Ttnvn 29 To make the World think he has been
at a good Meal. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. i. 147 In golden
Chains the willing World she [sc. Virtue] draws. 176*
Churchill Night 351 You must be wrong, the World is in

the right. 1784 Cowper Task VI. 681 He. .call'd the world
to worship on the banks Of Avon, fam'd in song. 1828 Ld.
Ellenborocgh Diary (1881) I. 201 There are all sorts of
stories of the Lord High Admiral, and the world says he is

mad. 1833-5 Newman Hist. Sk. Ser. in. x. (1873) 191 It is

harder to resist the world's smiles than the world's frowns.

1858 Mrs. Craik Woman's Th. ix. 230 How often do we
hear the phrases,—' What will the world say?' 1859 Tenny-
son Elaine 936 The world, the world, All ear and eye. 1893
Bookman June 85/1 From the world's point of view his
unpopularity was richly deserved.

16. Usually with qualification : A particular

division, section, or generation of the earth's in-

habitants or human society, a. with reference to

the place or time of their existence.

138* Wvclif 2 Pet. ii. s If God..sparide not to the first

world, but kepte Noe [Tindai.e the olde worlde but saved
Noe]. 1601, 1704 Western world [see Western a. 4]. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 76 The old world, as is thought, was
ignorant of this sport, c 1670 A. Wood Life (O.H.S.) I.

317 The world of England was perfectly mad. 1781 Cowper
Charity 40 While Cook is lov d for savage lives he sav'd,
See Cortez odious for a world enslav'd. 1822 Sheli.ey Cat-
deron's Magico Prodigioso i. 126 The wisdom Of the old
world masked with the names of Gods. 1890 Wbichtson
Sancta Respubl. Rom. 4 Theodosius left the Roman world
in peace. 19x2 G. M.Trevelyan Brit. Hist, iqth Cent. v. 91
To prevent the domination and exploitation of the European
world by France.

b. with reference to their interests or pursuits.
x6oi Shaks. AUs Well iv. iv. 2 One of the greatest in the

Christian world Shall be my suretie. 1658 R. Baillie in

Durham's Comm. Rev. (1660) To Rdr. Bib, The matter of
it. .cannot but be very welcom and acceptable to the world
of Believers. 1710 Steele 'Taller No. 195 r 1 The Learned
World are very much offended at many ofmy Ratiocinations.

1779 Sheridan Critic 1. i, A gentleman well known in the
theatrical world. 1796 Nelson 25 Nov. in Nicolas DisP.
(1845) II. 305 The part allotted to me. .ended, as our world
here, say, much to iny credit. 1779 Mirror No. 38 The
female world. 1798 Charlotte Smith Yng. Philos. III. 74
Satiated as I am, and as I suppose two thirdsof the reading
world have been with sonnets. 1807 T. Thomson Chem.
(ed. 3) II. 470 A fact now well known to the chemical world.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 304 An extraordinary circum-
stance is stated to have taken place in the musical world.
1854 Poultry Chron. II. 219 Two noblemen, whose names
are as eminent in the poultry world as in rank. 1870 Hux-
ley Lay Serm. iiL 48 The serene resting-place for worn
human nature—the world of art. 188s Sala Auter. Revis.
viii. (18S5) 160 The whole world of rufhandom. 1886 Ruskin
PraeUrita II. 5 He brought us news from the mathematical
and grammatical world. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.Africa
441 An old marine engineer., who loves them [his engines]
as living things,, .defendingthem. .against the aspersions of
the silly, uninformed outside world.

17. Human society considered in relation to its

activities, difficulties, temptations, and the like;

hence, contextually, the ways, practices, or customs
of the people among whom one lives ; the occupa-
tions and interests of society at large.
To begin the world: to begin to take an active part in the

affairs of life ; to start one's career.

1449 Paston Lett. Suppl. (190:) 21 He seythe that he shall
dwelle with his wyfles fader.. and he will no forther mcdill
in the werde. 1556 in Feuillerat RevelsQ. Mary{iQi\) 215
These two will attempt the worlde to seke theyr fortune.
1570 Foxe A. *f M. (ed. a) 2*37/2 A stocke of money to
begin the world withall. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 136
Olde folkes you know, haue discretion, as they say, and
know the world. 1704 M. Henry Church in House 55 You
are beginning the World (as you call it). 171a Steele
Sped. No. 491 r 2 However he had so much of the World,
that lie had a great share of the language which usually
prevails upon the weaker Part of that Sex. 173a Berkeley
Alciphr. 1. § 1 That great Whirlpool of Business, Faction,
and Pleasure, which is called the World. 1753-4 Richardson
Grandison II. xvi. 124 He will be still kinder to them, when
they are old enough to be put into the world. 1796 {title}

Address to a Young Lady on her entrance into the world.
1839 Newman Par. Serm. IV. xii. 212 By the world, I mean
all that meets a man in intercourse with his fellow men.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xiii.The world is before you ; and
tt is most probable that as you enter it, so it will receive you.
188a W. Ballantink Exper. I. ix. 115 He was a perfect
child In the world's ways. 188a Uesant All Sorts xxxii.

(1898) 327 Two thousand pounds; that's a large sum to hand
over.. .Upon my word,. .you will have to begin the world

again, 1899 Jesse L. Williams Stolen Story etc. 186
Hamilton J. Knox had been one of the great men of his

day.. when in college. He was in the World now.

b. with reference to social status or worldly
fortune.

f To be beforehand or behindhand in (or with) the world :

to be in prosperous or indigent circumstances.
1687M1KGK Gt. Er. Did. 11. s.v. World, To be before

hand In the World, etre a son aise.. .To be behind hand in

the World, faire mal scs Affaires. 1777 Thicknksse
Journ. Erance (1789) I. 10 My landlord, Monsieur Dessein,
who was behind-hand with the world ten years ago, is now
become one of the richest men in Calais. 1784 COWPER
Tiroc. 672 Ix>w in the world, because he scorns its arts. 1838
Dickens O. Twist xxxix, Indications of the good gentle-

man's having gone down in the world of late. 1840 Markyat
Poor Jack xxviii, His family is getting up in the world.
1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xiv.0885) 112, I am getting on
a little in the world, and am in the way to earn a little

money. 1889 [see Come v. 56 e],

18. High or fashionable society. More explicitly

the world of'fashion , the fashi*nable world; also

the polite world, the great world
}
foccas. the very

first world. (See also 21c.)
Ha If-ivorId {— Demi-monde) : see Hat.f- II. n.

1673 Dryden Mart: a la Mode 1. i, He talks too like a
man that knew the world To have been long a Peasant.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 15 f 7 She.. fancies herself out of
the World, when she is not in the Ring, the Play-House, or
the Drawing- Room. 1713 Swift Cadenus .y Vanessa 4^oTo
know the world ! a modern phrase For visits, ombre, balls,

and plays. 1726 Lady M. \\ . Mont.'.gu Let. to C'tess Mar
Wks. 1837 II. 185, I leave the great world to girls that
know no better. 1750 Cnfstekheld Let. to Son 11 June,
The court is called the world here, as well as at Paris; and
nothing more is meant, by saying that a man knows the
world, than that he knows courts. 1763 Brit. Mag. Jan.
14/2 The polite world. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 158 To mak
a tour, an tak a whirl, To learn bon ton an' see the worl*.

1791 Boswell Johnson 24 Apr. 1779 (1904) II. 292 Mr. Beau-
clerk, .told us a number of short stories in a lively elegant
manner, and with that air of the world which has I know
not what impressive effect. 1791 CuARLonESMmi CV/r-s//^*

(ed. 2) I. 32 His solicitude to maintain his importance as a
man of taste in the fashionable world. 1796 — Marchnwnt
IV. 280, I saw enough of the lives of people of the very first

wor!d. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. ii, It is but a glimpse of
the world of fashion that we want. 1889 'J. S. Winter

'

Mrs. Bob ix. (1S91) 109, I must tell you that the Parish set

comprised * the world ' of the ancient city.

IV. Idiomatic rises and phrases : see also above.

19. A world, a. A vast quantity, an ' infinity'

;

in early use, esp. a vast expanse (of land or water).

A world ofyears, of time (obs. or dial.) : a vast

extent of time, an age, an eternity. (Sometimes
more emphatically a whole world of.)

c 1440 I'allad. on Husb. vn. 28 The playner part of
ffraunce a craft hath fonde To repe in lite! space a world of
londe. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixxxii, Standing there I sawe
A warkl of folk. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Nicias (1595)

589 A world of trumpets, howboyes, and such marine
musicke. 1588 Shaks./,./.. L. v. ii. 353 A world of torments
though I should endure. 1589 Warnkr Alb. Eng., AVneidos
151 My Father., deliuered nice with a world of Treasure to

Polymnestor. 1590 Spenser E. Q. i. i. 39 He, making
speedy way through spersed ayre, And through the world
of waters wide and deepe. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, m. i.

94 For there will be a World of Water shed, Vpon the
parting of your Wiues and you. 1598 Chapman Blinde Beg.
Alexandria D 3 b, What a worlde of tyme Is it for me to
lie as in a sounde, Without my life. 1601 Holland Pliny
xiv. i. I. 404 Vet continued it hath a world of yeares un-
corrupt. i6ao Quarles Pentel. N 4, Seruing a world of
yeeres. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 16, I beheld a world of old
Bookes. 1662 Evelyn Sculptura,Acc, Signor Eavi c6, He
had made provision of sundry huge Volumes,, .besides a
world more which he had sent away. 1703 Earl Orrery
As youfind it 11. ii. 22, I have a World of Business to do
this Afternoon. 1779 G. Keate Sketchesfr. Nat. (ed. 2) II.

78 A ship that hath traversed the globe, and cut her passage
through a world of waters. 1804 Scott 19 Mar. iti I.ockhart
I. xii. 412, I had a world of things to say to you. 1812
Rogers Voy. Columbus v. 2 A world of waves, a sea without
a shore. 184*) Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. v. (1866) 79 A whole
world of passions. 1854 Anne E. Baker Northampt. Gloss.

s.v., It'll take a world of time to do it. 1897 S.Crane Third
Violet iv. 22 These long walks in the clear mountain air are
doing you a world of good.

b. Used advb. : Infinitely, vastly. (Cf. worlds,

7 f.) arch.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. n. vii. 160 His youthfull hose well

sau'd, a world too wide, For his shrunke shanke. 1879
' Hksba Stretton ' Needle's E'ye xxxiv, Her smile. .had a
world more tenderness in it. 1887 Pall MatlGaz. 2a June
5/2 The Venus Anadyomcne is a fine thing, but the Statue
of Liberty is a world finer.

fc. It is a world: it is a great thing, it is a
marvel. Similarly f it is a world and wonder,

t wonder a world. Obs. or dial.

c 1440 Generydes 2205 Euerychone on other ferly they
sette. .and trewly for to speke It was a world to here the
sperys breke, 1519 Interl. 4 Eletn. C vb, It is a worlde to
sc her whyrleDaunsynge in arounde. a 156a G. Cavendish
Wolsey (1825) I. 145 Is it not a world to consider the de>ire

of wilful princes, when they fully be bent.. to fulfil their

voluptuous appetites. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 313.
1600 Holland Livy in. xxvi. 105 A world and wonder it is

to hear th«m speak. 1620 Bp. Andrewls 06 Serm., Holy
Ghost xiii. (1629) 73S But it were a world to rake up old errors.

1666 Dugdalk Orig. Jurid. 152/1 The Prince so served will

tender meats,, .as it seemed wonder a world to observe the

provision. 1881 Leic. Gloss, s.v., It's a woold to see that

thecr little un order the big uns to the roight abaout I

20. The world (see also above senses), a. In
the world: on earth, in existence; {a) as an inten-

sive phrase after a superlative oral!, no, not a, every-

thing, nothing, etc. Alsooccas. f/« a)world; OE.
on worttlde.
a 1070 Laws Ethelred, Be grite §25 On hwam mass huru

aifre acids man on worolde swyoor God wurnian Sonne on
cyrcan? 1297 R.Glouc. (Rolls) 1S1 peveirestemenin be world
per inne \sc. in England] beb ibore. 1375 Barbour Bruce
1. 240 Mar to prys 'than all the gold in warld that is.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5131 Threttl goblettis of gold, be
grattest in J>e worde. ^1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon ix.

224 He began to make the grete--t sorow in the worlde.
C 1500 Melusine v. 27 He had nat mow .say one only word for

all the gold in the world. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 74 And
I bad but one penny in the world, thou shouldst haue it.

a 1589 K. Lane in Haklnyt's Voy. 739 The Riuer of Clioan-
oak, and all the other sounds,, . shewe no currant in the
world in calme weather. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ty CI. 11. vii. 3
The least winde i' th' world wil blow them downe. 1606 —
Tr. <V Cr. I. ii. 41 Cre. Hectors a gallant man. Man. As
may be in the world Lady. 1694 Atterburv Serm. (Isa. Ix.

22) (1726) I. no The Gospel of Christ, at its Earliest appear-
ance, had all the Probabilities in the World against its

Success. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 142 ry It is the hardest
thing in the World to be in Love, and yet attend Business.
1716 Wodrow Corr. (1S43) '* I23 They would have given
all they had in a world to have been off. 1790 Mrs.Wheeler
WesthiId. Dial.(i&2i) 21 Thats aw spite, nowt ith ward else.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 111. viii, Here is everybody in the
world that I wish to see, except yourself. 1833 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Mr. Minns, He was. .the most retiring man in the
worid. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' ('.'/. Reformer xxvi, Hartley
enjoyed bis dinner, .as if he bad not a debt in the world.

(l>) intensifying an interrogative.

1530 Palsgk. 467/2 He wyste nat in the worlde what to do.

1595 Shaks. John v. iv. 26 What in the World should make
me now deceiue . . ? 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa I. 1 1 He
knew not what in the world to doe, 1614 Day Dyall Ep.
Ded. U 2 b, Hee. .could not tell where in the world he had
laid it. 1835 Dickens -V*. Boz, Private Theatres, And if

they don't know how to do this sort of thing, who in the
world does? 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys xxvi. How
ID the world did you persuade the captain?

fb. Of the world [cf. F. du monde] : = in the

world (20 a). Obs.

13.. Gaw. ty Gr. K'nt. 238 Al studied pat ber stod, &
stalked hym nerre, Wyth al be wonder of be worlde, what
he worch schulde. 1476 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 7 Yff
ye wold be a good etter off your mete. .ye sliuld make me
the gladdest man off the world, c 1477 Caxton Jason 69
Wherfoie they began to crye and demene the gret teste

sorow of the worlde. 1589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie 111.

xxiv. (Arb.) 300 The most gentle and affable Prince of the

world. 1611 Shaks. IVi/it. T. v. iii. 72 No set led Sences of
the World can match The pleasure of that madncsse. 1620
SHELTOM Quix. 111. ix. 203 He began the most sadd and
doleful] lamentation of the world.

c. Of (all) the world: out of the whole world,

above all others in the world. Obs. or arch.
1760-72 H. Brooke FeolofQual. (1809) II. 150 The man

of the world, excepting yourself.., for whom I have the
dearest respect. Ibid. III. 3 You are the man of the world
whom I would have chosen. 1781 CowrEK Hope 427 The
book of ail the world that charm'd me most Was— well-a-

day, the title page was lost 1

T d. All to the world: in every respect ; = 21 e.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. viii, There the Bastard was
bred up, ..all to the World like any Gentleman.

e. To think the world of: to have the highest

possible opinion of or regard for.

1894 ' L. Keith * 'Lisbeth xvii, She thinks the world of
'Lisbeth. 1905 F. Young Sands of Pleasure H. i, She was
kept by a Russian Prince, wIm thought the world of her.

f. See Man of the would. Similarly woman
of the world, a woman who is experienced in the

ways of life or the conventions of society.

1837 II t. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 132 Girls. .boldly
staring at all that is going on, and serving themselves, like

little women of the world. 1844 Kingxakk Eothen viii,

Presently (though with all the skill of a woman of the world)
she shuffled away the subject.

21. All the world, a. The whole of the in-

habited globe ; the entire earth 1 or universe).

fi 175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Me were leofere benne al world
[etcj. 1*97 R. Giocc. (Rolls) 705 pei al be world wer niin

& al be richesse iwis. Ibid. 7551 ber nas prince in al be
world of so noble fame, c 1300 Havelok 1290 It [sc. the

hill] was so hey, bat y wel mouthe Al be werd se, als me
bouthe, 138a Wvci.if Mark viiL 36 What profit eth it a man,
if he Wynne al the world, and do peyringe to bis soule?

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 18 ['at was J>e athill Alexsandire
..pat a^te euyn as his awyn all the werd ouire. 1420 in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 70 Aboue all erthely Princeps
thorw all the word Christene and Hethene. c 1450 Hymns
Virgin (1867) 122 Alle the worMe schalle to-dryve. 1567

Gude <y Godlie B. \S>.T.S.) 4 Go zour way into all the warld,

and preiche the Euangell. 1600 Shaks. A. Y.L. 11. vii. 139

AH the world's a stage, And all the men and women, meerely

Players. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theot. H. v. (1720)48 Every

where all the World over. 1784 CuWfER Task 1. 698 Such

London is, by taste and wealth proclaim'd The fairest

capital of all the world. 1830 Tesnyson Sea-Fairies 41

Who can light on as happy a shore All the world o'er? 1833
— Neiv Years Eve 24 In the early early morning.. Before

the red cock crows.. When, .all the world is still.

b. Everybody in existence; in narrower sense,

everybody in the community, the public. Against

all the world: in opposition to or competition with

everybody. (-* F. tout U tnoniie.)

All the world and his wife : see Wife sb. 2 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14495 All be werld mon wit him njs.

1303 K. Bhl'Nne Handl. Synne 2386 pou mayst nat excuse

be with rous [v.r. rosj, And sey, ' al be worlde so dous ,

1393 Langl. P. Pt. C. xxn. 219 For antecrist and hise shal

al be worlde greue, 14*6 Audelav Poems 2 That al the

werd schal have wyttying. 15*3 Cromwell in Merriman



WORLD.
Life <y- Lett. (1902) I. 33 Theire insaciable apet'itcys so
manyfest and notorys to all the word. 1588 in Border
Papers (1894) I. 307 The Kinge .. will mayntaine it [sc.

religion] to life uttermoste of his power against all the
worlde. 1597 Shaks. z Hen. IV, rv. v. 225 Which I, with
more, then with a Common paine, 'Gainst all the World,
will rightfully maintaine. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 157, 1 will
faithfully serve her against all the World. 1660 Jer, Taylor
Ductor Dubit. ill. iv. rule 13. 284 The Rogation fast (all the
world knows) was instituted by Mammercus Bishop of
Vienna. 1768 Goi.dsm. Goodn. Man \. i. All the world loves
him. 1841 Thackeray GL Hoggarty Diam. xii, A man has
no business to place them on paper for all the world to
read. 1854 Tennyson Charge ofLight Brigade iii, Charging
an army, while All the world wonder'd. 1879 McCarthy
Donna Q. I. 60 A woman can be handsome without all

the world running after her.

c. Everybody in fashionable society
; everybody

of account.
1813 Sk. Char. fed. 2) I. 39 Oh, all the world's here, the

season was never so full, i860 Trollofe Castle Richmond
xxvii, All the world—her world and his world—would think
it better that they should part. 1877 Echo 31 July 1/4 The
London Season when ' everybody ' goes out of town—all the
world, indeed.

d. Everything in existence : often in intensive

emotional use = All that is of value or account to

a person, something supremely precious.
Cf. quot. 13S2 in a above.

1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 104 My life, my ioy, my food, my
a!! the world. 1704 Pope A utumu 83, 1 may. . Forsake man-
kind, and all the world—but love ! 1797 Jane Austen
Sense A- Sensib. xlvi, You, my mother, and Margaret must
henceforth be all the world to me. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell
Ruth iv, Happiest of all, there was the consciousness of his
love, who was all the world to her.

e. For all the world': in regard to, or taking into
consideration, everything in the world ; hence, in

every respect, exactly (like, etc.). Also occas. j-for
all this world, \in all the world. (See also 7 f (2)0
C1330 R. BrunneCAwm, /f^aw (Rolls) 16063 Foral bewerd,

so ferdc he, On lyue wolde he non let be. c 1374 Chaucer
Tropins in. 1244 For alle bis world in swich present glad.
nesseWasTroilusand hath his lady swete. C1386— L.G. W.
Prol. 21S For al the world ryght as the dayseye I-corounede
is with white leuys lite.

>
1513 Douglas Aineis m. vii. 40

Sic eue had he, and sic fair handis tway, For all the warld,
sic mouth and face, perfay. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, m. ii.

93 For all the World, As thou art to this houre, was Richard
then. 1596 — Merck. V. v. i. 149 A paltry Ring.. whose
Poesie was For all the world like Cutlers Poetry Vpon a
knife. i6ox Holland Pliny XI. xliv. I. 349 Thumbs and
great toes they have moreover, with joints like (in all the
world) to a man. 1609 Dekker Gull's Horn-bk. iii. 15 Two
narrow paire of staires. that for all the world haue crooked
windings like those that lead to the top of Powles steeple.

162 x Br. Mountagu Diatribm 339 lust, for all the world, as
the Pharises are taxed by our Sauiour. 177s Sheridan
Duenna it. iii, As to her singing, .she has a shrill, cracked
pipe, that sounds for all the world like a child's trumpet
1809 Mai.kin Gil Bias iv. v. p 3 She., dressed herself up in

such a costume, as to look for all the world as if her sex were
of a piece with her appearance. 1893 Stevenson Catriona
3 This city.. was for all the world like a rabbit warren.

22. The whole world, a. — 21 a.

"534 Tindale Luke ix. 25 What avauntageth it a man, to
wynne the whole worlde, yf he loose him sylfe? 1557 Bible
(Geneva) 1 John v. 19 We knowc.that the whole worlde
lyeth in wyckednes. C1570 Misogonus in. iii. 72 (Bond) As
any is ith whole woaude. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I.4 The vther parte, .sa is situat,as frome the
bail warlde it war diuidet. 1625 N. Carpenter Geogr. Delin.
11. i. 7 Man. .had left him notwithstanding for his lot the
whole world besides. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. x, It being
just so long since he left his parish, and the whole world at
the same time behind him. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain
11. viii, Ethel [was] full of glee and wonder, for once beyond
Whitford, ths whole world was new to her.

b. = 21 b.

1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm. 62, I had the whole
worlde against me with all their force and myght. 1569 J.Rogers Glasse Godly Love in TelUtrothes N. Vr.'s Gift etc.
(1876) i83 The amendment of all the whole world. 1570
Buchanan Admonit. Wks. (S.T.S.) 22 3e haif obleist ;our
selffis befoir ye haill warld to continew in yatilk vertew of
justice. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. m. Hi. I?5 One touch of
nature makes the whole world kin. 1773 Foote Bankrupt
11. Wks. 1799 II. 112 The whole world concur in giving him
sense. 1918 Nation (N. Y.) 7 Feb. x 35/x The whole world
is beggaring itself by war.

V. attrib. and Comb.
23. a. Simple attrib. = 'of, pertaining to, or re-

latino; to the world' (in various senses), as world-
age, -architect, area, battle, crafty day, egg, era,

field) formation, hero, level, love, nausea, noise,

ocean, philosopher
,
power

,
principle , riddle, sadness,

sect, sorrow, stratum, stuff, wilderness, wisdom,
wreckage, wright ; in certain cases with reference

to early cosmogonies, as world-egg, mill, mother,

oak, tortoise, tree.

Some of these are translated from or modelled on G. com-
pounds, as weltatter world-age, tveltgerdusch world-noise,

iveltschmerz, weltsorge, world-sadness, world-sorrow.

1908 Ch. Times 5 June 761/4 Our Lord's teaching, .was
that the end of the present *wor!d-age was at hand. 1877
E. Caird Philos. Kant 11. xviii. 635 The idea, .of a "world-

architect, who is limited by the character of the material he
uses. 1911 Zwemer Unocc. Mission Fields Pref. p. vii, The
entire *world-area has not yet been wholly covered by the

tracks of the explorer. 1871 R. B. Vaughan S. Thomas of
Aquin II. 295 He was a world-saint, for he had a *world-

battle to fight and win. 1840 Strickland Lives Queens Eng.
I. 87 William Rufus. .had an abundant share of "world-craft,

and well knew how to adapt himself to his father's humour.
1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 11. 758 The earliest

304

"world-day light that ever flowed. 1848 Bailf.y Festus
(ed. 3) 108 The azure serpent, .that sloughs its years And
lays its * world.eggs in thy brightness. 1874 Sayck Compar.
Philol. iii. 99 The primeval world-egg of Egyptian philo-
sophy, out of which all things have been generated. 1858
J. Martinkau Stud. Christ. 139 The end of the great
•world-era of the Lord. 1840 S. Wilberfokce Sp. Missions
(1874) 72 How great a thing.. it is to be entrusted with
sowing the 'world-field with the seed of man. 1884 Century
Mag. XXVII. 916 A part of the "world-formation. 1844
Makg. Fuller Worn. it)tk C. (1S62) 27 To implore these
"world-heroes '..to beware of cant above all things. 1891
H. Crosby Conform. World 10 Many an honest . . Christian
has unguardedly gone down to the 'world-level. 1637
Rutherford Let. to Lady Robertland 4 Jan. (i67r) 205
Pride, & self love, & Idol-love, & "world-love. 1889
R. Ii. Anderson tr. Pydbcrg's Teut. Mythol. 11S That the
"world-mill has a mondull, the mill-handle, which sweeps
the uttermost rim of the earth. 190a iqth Cmt. Dec. 991
1 he "World-Mother looked down through the ascending
incense, as through the veil of centuries. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. xxiv, She had a "world-nausea upon her. 1916
S. Brooke in Life $ Lett. (1917) II. 663 You are in the
roar and hustle of "world-noises and affairs which make
history. 1904 Folk-Lore Sept. 295 The "world-oak or cloud-

. oak of Central and Southern Europe. 1877 J. E. Carpenter
tr. Tiele's Outlines Hist. Kelig. 181 A sea-voyage over the
"world-ocean. 1853 Thackeray Engl. Hum. iv. 160 Mat
was a "world.philosopher of no small genius, i860 Pusey
Min. Proph. 409 He has, like all great "world-powers, a
real dignity and majesty. 1911 W. Temple in foundations
v. §111. 243 A "World-principle, the Logos of the Stoics.
1909 HUbert Jml. July 713 Science.. knows that the pre-
tence of solving the ' "world-riddle' by her means alone is

a mere echo of youthful enthusiasm. X901 Chamb. Encycl.
VIII. s.v. Pessimism, The same '"world-sadness" (Welt-
schmerz) .

. colours . . the poetry ofOmar Khayyam, Leopardi,
Heine, and Byron. 1853 T. Parker Theism, Atheism
Introd. p. xlviii, All the "world-sects, as well as all the
Christian sects. 1896 Sunday Mag. Nov. 729 The "World-
Sorrow. 1868 M. Collins Sweet Anne Page I. 185 That
"world-stratum called society. 1886 Winchell Gcol. Talks
213 The background of the heavens is phosphorescent with
the glow of these distant fields of "world-stuff. 1858 Car-
lyle Fredk. Gt. I. iv. I. 46 Scepticism, which is there
beginning at the very top of the "world-tree. 1872 Hard.
wick Trad. Lane. 177 The great world-tree, I'ogdrasil.
1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 108 The scape goat of this dark
"world-wilderness. 1742 Young Nt. Th. vm. 1410 "World-
wisdom much has done, and more may do. 1899 Watts.
Denton Aylwiu II. iv, The narrow world-wisdom of this
Welsh aunt. 1837 Carlyle /•>. Rev. I.vn. x,The Cimmerian
"World-wreckage, a 1721 Prior Cromwell <y Porter Wks.
1907 II. 267 Your System-Makers and "World-wrights.

b. Objective, ns world-beater, -betterer, -builder,

-controller, -creator, -destroyer, -encircler, -im-
prover, -lover, -maker, -monger, -sharer, -stormer,
teacher, -watcher, -worker; world-conquering,
-embracing, -fearing, -forgetting, -making; world-
adorning, -alarming, -bettering, -changing, -cheer-

ing, -commanding, -compassing, -compelling, -con-

temning, -covering, -despising, -devouring, -em-
bracing, -encircling, -forgetting, -knowing, -lifting,

-producing, -rejoicing, -renouncing, -reviving, -re-

volving, -scorning, -shaking, f-shogging, -subduing,
-supporting, -surrounding, -swallowing, -tossing,

-wasting,-winning adjs. ; world-despise vb. o. In-

strumental, as world-adored, -despised, -entangled,

-fretted, -jewelled, -ridden, -studded, -used, wearied,
-worn adjs. ; similative, as world-deep, -great, -high,

-like, -long, -old adjs. ; see also World-wide. d.
In other adverbial uses, (a) ' from or to the world ',

' in, about, or over the world ', 'to the end of the

world ', as world-abiding, -abstracted, -bound adjs.,

-dweller, -famed, -famous [cf. G. weltberiihmt\

adjs., -flight, -lasting, roving, -wandering adjs.

;

(b) ' over the whole world ', ' to all the world ', as

world-famed, -familiar, -famous, -known, -noted,

-renowned, -spread adjs.
; (c) ' of or in regard to

the world ', as world-j-rich, T -seely, -sick, -tired,

-wearied, -weary (hence -weariness) ; id) with pi.

in sense ye, as worlds-high adj.

187S F. Harrison Choice of Bks. (1886) 52 The world-wide
and "world-abiding masterpieces. 1898 Trans. Yorks. Dial
Soc. I. 7 A "world.abstracted monk in his solitary cell. 1852
Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 554 King, conqueror, and master,
"world-adored ! 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. I. Eden
231 Thy wondrous "World-adorning Fruit. (11699 J.Beau-
mont Psyche xvi. xci, The 'World-alarming Trumpets.
1893 Outing (U. S.) XXII. 103/1 The master of Palo Alto
believed that the filly would prove to be a "world-beater.
1875 W. Cory Lett. >, Jruls. (1897) 376 One should ..try to
be an improver, a '"world-betterer' (Cambridge slang of
my time). 1896 Toli.emache Jowelt 118 That ardent
world-betterer T. H. Green. 1877 Bailey Festus (ed. 10)
148 Great deeds, great thoughts, great schemes, "world-
bettering. 1797 T. Park Sonn. 9 My "tvorld-bound bark
must course an hardier way. 1884 J. Parker Apost. Life
II. 264 He saw us world-bound. 1884 J. Tait Mind in
Matter (1892) 158 Imaginary "world-builders, like Mr.
Spencer, lay their foundations in shallows. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. 1, The "world-changing battle of Sadowa. 1603
Chettle Eng. Moum.-Garm., Sheph. Spring Song F 4 The
Sun, which now doth gild the skie, With his light-giuing
and "world-cheering eie. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Extasie
Wks. (Grosart) I. 90/1 A Ladic.CIadd like a "World-corn,
manding Potentate. 1861 Max Mullf.r Set. Lang. Ser. 1.

vi. (1864) 236 Their "world-compassing migrations. 1901
Daily Chrou.2-j Dec. 5/4 Warthurg, whence Luther's song
entered upon its "world-conquering career. 1603 J. Davies
(Heref.) Sonn. Ld. Kinlosse Wks. (Grosart) I. 98/2 Thy
"World-contemning Thoughts. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
viii, How now !. .our world contemning daughter—Are you

WORLD.
robed for a hunting-party, or for the convent, this morning?
Speak, c 1648-50 Brathwait Barnabees Jml. 1. (1818) 33
Joviall, jocund, jolly bowlers, As they were the "world
controulers. 1826 W. Elliott Nun 80 There lies a "world-
corrupted friend. 1877 Cairo Philos. Kant 11. xviii. 635
1 he idea of a "world-creator, for whom the means can have
no existence apart from the end. c 1843 Carlyle Hist. Sk.

)S) 299 The 'grand interior tide-stream and "world-deep

been philosophizing and "world-despising in the s'olltudes of
this place. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. vi. 91 How often
has hction made us sympathize. . with the *world-despised
1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Extasie Wks. (Grosart) I. 00/1
I tooke her for some *World-despising Dame. 1858 Gen
P.Ihomi-son Audi Alt. xliv. I.171 The tyrants and 'woridi
destroyers of antiquity. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. L
n. Ark 449 These stormy Seas' deep *World-devouring
waves. 1900 Daily A'cws 17 Jan. 5/1 The *world distuibing
turmoil [in the days of the Reign of TerrorJ. c 1586 C'te ss
Pembroke Ps. xlix. i, "World-dwellers all. 1848 R. I. Wil-
berfokce Doctr. Incarnation ii. (1852) 18 The 'world-
embracing benefits of his [Abraham's] seed. 1827 Keble
Ch?: i'.,jtk Sund. in Lent xii, The *world-enciicling sun.
1609 J. Davies (Heref.) Holy Rood Wks. (Grosart) 1. 8/2
\e hc.au 'ns weepe out your *woi'ld-enlight'ning eies. 181a
Crabbe Tales xix. 202 *Wor!d-entangled men ! 1866 The-
VELYan in Macm. Mag. Mar. 411 The * world famed Straits
of Salamis. 1837 Caklyle Er. Rev. I. iv. iv. 176 A cunningly
devised Beheading Machine, which shall become famous
and *world-famous.

_ 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets xi. ^73 Onewho made the insignificant place of his origin world-famous.
1841 Helps Ess.. Dom. Rule (1S42) 58 Ridicule.. tends to
make a poor and *world-feaiing character. 1895 K. Gka.
hame Golden Age 54 Rosa looked far away in a visionary,
*world-forgetting sort of way. 1813 L.Hlnt in Examiner
15 Feb. 104/1 The charm that stillness has for a *world-
fretted ear. 1837 Carlyle Er. Rev. I. 1. ii, And so.. did
this of Royalty, grow mysteriously,, .till it also had grown
*world-great. 1853 T. T. Lynch Selflmprovem. 25 ' Young
men and others ' as self-improvers are to become "world-
improvers. 1839 Eailey Festus 243 Night comes, "world-
jewelled. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. 1. vii, The.. well-
turned insinuations of his *woild-knowing mother. 1845
Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 172 *World-known for strangest
powers. 1851 Bki.mlky Ess. 105 No maible of which *world-
lasting statue, .may be hewn. 1839 P.ailey Festus 274 It
hath starlike beauty, And *worldlike might. 1842 Manning
Se?-m.i. (1848) 18 Then shall.. the "world-long growth and
gathering of tins awful mystery be accomplished. 1633
Karl Manch. A I Moudo (1636) 87 The *woi Id-lover ends
his hope and happinesse, when he dyes. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk .V Sclv. 138, I can't find in my heart to deny that skill
to a "World-maker, that I must needs give to a Watch-
maker. 1871 R. B. Vaughan S. 'Thomas of Aquin II. 678
Plato.. who admitted a world-maker, and a Providence.
1884 Century Mag. XXVI 1. 914 "World-making as practiced
by the Astronomers. 1682 Peden Lord's Trumpet (1739) 7
O..*World-monger that thou art, hath not Christ answered
thee in that Cth of Matthew 33 Verse? 1615 T. Adams
Blacke Devill 48 Monstrous and "world-noted wickednesse.
1858 M. C. Clarke [title) World-noted Women. 1727-46
Thomson Summer 1747 The "world-producing Essence,
who alone Possesses being, a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant.
xi. 20 Every one Takes pleasure in the "world-rejoycing
Sunne. 1854 tr. Hettner's Athens $ PeloPonnese 1 The
"world-renowned islands of .rEgina and Saiamis. 1728-46
Thomson Spring 51 Thou "world-reviving sun. 1727-46— Summer 32 With what an awful "world-revolving power
Were first the unwieldy planets launched along The illimit-

able void ! 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xvii. 16 pese "worlde-
riche men. 1848 Eliza Cook Dreamer xxvii, The dense
"world-ridden brain. 1757 Dyer, Fleece 1. 460 Inferior theirs
to man's "world-roving frame. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe 11.

i.in Old PL (1884) III. 29, 1 That have studied with "world-
skorning thoughts The way of Heaven, c 1205 Lay. 11043
pa comen to-somne *weorld-se!i men. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas 11. ii. 1. Ark 444 "World-shaking Father. 1884

J. Parker Apost. Life II. 5 Christianity. . was a world-
shaking faith. 1893 Harpers Mag. Dec. 36/1 The. .tragic
and world-shaking events which are associated with the
history of the . . Parliament of Great Britain. 1606 Shaks.Ant.
(J-

CI. 11. vii. 76 These three "World-sharers, these Competi-
tors Are in thy vessell. 1611 Cotgr., Croute-vniuers,* World-
shogging.all-shaking. 1884 R. F. Burton^X*. Sword Introd.

p. xiii, Their recklessness of all consequences soared "worlds-
high above the various egotistic systems. 1836 Newman in
Lyra, Apost. (1849) 239 "World-sick, to turn within and image
there Some idol dream. 1886 W. J. Tucker E.Europe 233
Your "world-spread language. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage
271 The man who, like one of the "world-stormers of more
modern times.. could carry everything before him. 1852
Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 12 The aetherial web, "world-studded,
of the skies. 1851 Brimley Ess. 104 Iron, of which "world-
subduing machines may be wrought. 1876 Gf.o. Eliot
Dan. Der, Iii, A "world-supporting elephant. 1820 Shelley
Prometh. Unb. I. 661 "World-surrounding aether. 1885
R.L.&F. Stevenson Dynamiter \b& At one "workd-swallow-
ing stride, the heart of the tornado reached the clearing.

1887 Haweis Lt. Ages viii. 211 The Jew never was to have
an Empire. He was the "world-teacher not the world-
ruler. x6o8 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. Decay 657
"World-tossing Tempest I x86o Trollope Cas. Richmond
xxvi, That dry, time-worn "world-used London lawyer.
i6i2Dray'ton/>

<^/j'-(j//'. x. 292 Those poore*worId-wandring
men. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 325 Jove's world-
wandering herald, Mercury. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <$- Jul. v.

iii. 112 This "world-wearied flesh. 1838 Lytton Alice 11. vi,

It was., this singular purity of heart which made to the
world-wearied man the chief charm in Evelyn Cameron.
1858 Faber Spir. Confer. (1870) 142 "World-weariness is _a

blessed thing in its way. 1768 Murphy Zenobia 1. i. 16 This
sad "world-weary spirit. 1876 Swinburne Erechtheus 1140
Night that lulls world-weary day. 1822 Byron Werner \s.

i. 410 A "world-winning battle. 1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr.
mi. vi. (1872) 146 Giant Labour, truest emblem there is of
God the "World-Worker. 1826 A. A. Watts Richmond-
Hill ix, The "world-worn man may here repair. 1842
Manning Serin, xxl (1848) I. 310 The wearied and world-
worn spirit.



WORLD.
24. Passing into adj. : a. in comb, derived from

OK. compounds oi woruld, in which this is equiva-

lent to 'of or pertaining to this world, earthly,

mundane 1
, as zvoruldkht, -god, -ping, -we/a worldly-

possessions or wealth, worttldcyning an earthly

king, woruldscamit public disgrace (cf. 14 b above),
xvoruldwynn earthly joy.

c 1175 Lamb, /lorn. 143 per seal beon worldwunne wio-
Uten pouerte. ctzoo Ormin 7513, & uss birrb^ weorelld-
bingess lusst Forrbu^henn & forrwerrpenn. Ibid. 12079 Off
patt hemm weorelldahhtess spedd AM waxebb mare & mare.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Gef bu hauest woreld wele bu
miht barof wurAHche fare, c 1205 Lav. 7345 Freoliche we
hit haldeo wi3 alle weoruld kingen. Ibid. 8323, & aefter

muchel weorld-scome wurVscipe wurhten. is.. Moral
Ode 365 (Egerton MS.) Ne seal per beo seed ne scrud ne
woruld wele none, c 1250 Protr. Alfred 3S2 in O. E. Misc.
124 Alle world-ayhte schulle bi-cumen to noubte. c 1275
Lay. 28131 NuIIeb hii hit bi-gynne for none worle-binge.
a 1300 Cursor M. 132S1 Petre and andreu..wit a word j?ai

left bair scipps tuin, For bat was al hair werld win [Go'tt.

worldis win], 14.. MS. Shane 259J xlii. 25 in Hetrig's
Arckiv (1^02) CIX. 60 If bu welde \>i wordel goodes [etc.].

/bid. 81 pis wordel good xuld lucres.

b. With the meaning of or pertaining to the
whole world, embracing the whole world, world-
wide, universal '.

Orig. translating or modelled on G. compounds, as welt-
hamlet world-commerce, weltkrieg world-war, weltmackt
World-power, weltreick world-empire.
1839 Bailey Festus 53 [Immortality] That is the great

worfd question. 1848 Ibid. (ed. 3) 172 Pride and World.
Ambition. 1843 Carlyle: Past $ Pr. n. ii, The World-
Dramaturgist has written: Exeunt. 1850 Bi.ackie s&schy-
lus II. 6 That primeval age of gigantic ' world-strife' (if we
may be allowed to Anglicize a German compound). 185a
Tennyson Ode Wellington 42 The great World-victor's
victor will be seen no more. Ibid. 133 In that world-earth-
quake, Waterloo! 1856 Grote Greece 11. xciv. XII. 367
Alexander, had he lived, would, .have multiplied, .the com-
munications . . between the various parts of his world-empire.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 1. i. I. 20 The huge world-con-
flagration. Ibid. v. vi. 594 The Second Act.. of this foolish
World-Drama of the Double- Marriage opens, i860 Pusey
Min. Ptopk. 553 Alexander's policy was essentially different

from that of the world-monarchs before him. 1864— Daniel
ii. 78 When He took away their world-rule, He left them in

being as nations. 1864 Bkyce Holy Rom, Emp. vii. (1866)

09 The two great ideas which expiring antiquity bequeathed
to the ages that followed were those of a World-Monarchy
and a World- Religion. 1887 Contemp. Rez>. May 699 With
the world price of wheat so closely approximating to the
cost of production. 1894 A. T. Balfour Founti. Belief'(1895)

3 Looking at the World-problems which, .we are compelled
to face. 1898 Q. Rev. July 264 In any serious world-struggle
we should be certain to have each other's sympathy. 1899
Daily Tel. 21 Aug. 6, 7 We have had thrust upon us a drama
played upon a world-stage, 1904 Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 4/2
The great British WorlcUEmpire. 1905 Ibid. 21 Sept. 3 2

The great world-commerce, upon which the very existence
of England will depend. 1906 Ibid. 26 Sept. 5/2 A world-
parliament of the Universities. 1909 Ibid. 8 Apr. 4/2 This.

.

is the type of dirigible by which in a world-war. .360,000
German troops could be transported from Calais to Dover
in half an hour.

25. Speciat comb.: world-divided a., (a) sepa-

rated from the rest of the world
; (b) ' worlds ' apart

or asunder ; world-history [G. weltgeschichle'],

history embracing the events of the whole world
;

hence world-historic, -historical adjs. ; world-lan-
guage, (a) a language universally read and spoken
by educated people ; (b) a language for inter-

national use; world-life, life in the world, earthly

life ; world-old [G. tveltalf], as old as the world
;

world-order, an organized state of existence in

this or another world ; world-policy, -politics

[G. weltpolitik\ a policy or politics based upon
considerations affecting the world as a whole ; hence
world-politician; world-revolution, a world-wide
revolution in the social order or in any sphere of

activity ; world-ruler, a ruler of the (known)
world ; world-soul [G. weltgeist, zucltsee/e], the
animating principle which informs the physical
world ; world-spirit, (a) the spirit of the world
in its mundane aspects and activities ; {b) m world-
soul ; world-state, {a) a state comprising the whole
world

;
(b) a state possessing world-power ; world-

thane Hist, [OK. woruldf>egti], a secular * thane';
world-view [G. Weltanschauung], contemplation
of the world, view of life ; so world-viewer ; world-
wise a. , wise in the things of the world, worldly-
wise ; world-worm, a low creature of earth

;

world-year (see quot.).

a 16 18 Sylvestrr Sonn. Wks. (Grosart) II. 321 Our little

*World-divided lie. 1743 Francis tr. /for,, Odes m. v. 3
Since world-divided Britain owns his sway. 1899 Folk-Lore
Mar. 75 Races world-divided in their range and their social
conceptions. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 1. ii, Of these ages
"World- History can take no notice. 190a Fortn. Rev. Dec.
1006 A philosophy of history and civilisation, .which holds
its ground as the basis both of World-history and Christian
theology. 1876 Gbo. Eliot Dan. Der. Ixiii, In this romantic
"world-historic position of his. 1879 — Theo. Such xiv.

255 Something truly Roman and "world-historical. 1889
Athenseum 24 Aug. 256/3 The two classical and four great
modern ' "world-languages '. 1899 Daily News 3 July, A
German Professor has proposed English as a World-Ian*
guage. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) ciii. 33 (civ. 35] part hio ne
wunian on 'world-life, c 1200 Okmin 2980 All hiss wcoreHd-

Vol. X.
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lif iss full Off sinness beossterrnesse. c 1205 Lay. 32075 pu
uindest aenne papc.he he seal scriuen of bine weorld-lifen.

1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 324 With the world thy part is

now.. .Now behoves to live The worldlife of the future,

1840 T. Gordon tr. W. Meuzcl's Ger. Lit, I. 265 The *world-
old Oriental idea of the mystic unity of those contrasts
which. .are all united in God. 1863 Stanley few. Ch.
(1S77) I. i. 7 No modern traveller., has left a written account
of this world-old place. 1873 Lowell Words™. Prose Wks.
1800 IV. 357 The world-old question of matter and form.
1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. (1862J 72 'there is a nobler
'world-order than that in which we live and move. 1894
H. Drummond Ascent ofMan 38 The Struggle for the Life
of Others, .[is] engrained in the world-order as profoundly
as the Struggle for Life. 1896 Daily News 10 Mar. 6/5
The Minister again declared that Germany did not think of
inaugurating a '

' world-policy '. 1903 Westm, Gaz. ia, Mar.
2/1 A world-policy alliance with Japan. 1858 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. v. iv, I. 571 Papa [King George L] and Husband
[the King of Prussia] being so blessedly united La their
"World-Politics. 1905 Daily Chron. 24 June 4/3 The con-
siderable measure of success which the Kaiser's intervention
in Morocco has attained is an instructive lesson in the
Solidarity of world-politics. 1905 Ibid. 27 May 3/2 Our
Future is on the Sea? Critical Inquiries and Deductions
by a German *Wor!d Politician. 1832 Carlyle /Zemin.
(1SS1) I. 60 The great "world-revolutions send in their dis-

turbing billows to the remotest creek. 1911 G. Elliot
Smith Anc. Egyptians X. 6 The great world-revolution in-

augurated by the advent of the Age of Metals. 1874 W. P.
Mackay Grace ty Truth 160 We protest against the awful
power that the *world. rulers used in former days. 1881
N. T. (R.V.) Eph. vi. 12 Our wrestling is not against flesh

and blood, but., against the world-rulers (tfOT^oncparop':..]

of this darkness. 1918 The Crime II. 423 The bombastic
..vision of the future as it appears to the German World-
ruler. 1848 Bailey Festus fed. 3) 202, I am the "woild-
soul, nature's spirit am 1. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics I.

iii. 27 The philosophers who believe themselves organsof the
world-soul. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. III. x.vi, The "world-
spirit can rebuke as sharply as the Spirit which was in John.
1909 Inge Faith viii. 129 This World-Spirit was once in-

carnated in a human life. 1890 Costeli.oe Ch. Cath. (1892)
25 She pFophesies of a * World-State, and laughs at the little

fences statesmen draw upon the map. 1902 Daily Chron,
1 Nov. 3/1 However desirable may be the lot of a small
State among small States, the conditions are changed in

a world of world-States. 1614 SELDEN Titles lion. 225
Kaldormen, Holdes, Hetgerefas, Messethegnes, and * Werld-
thegnes. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eug. I. 83 The mass-thane
or clergyman stood on a par with the world-thane or gentle-
man. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Christ. 321 The deep pene-
tration of his [sc. Paul's] mistaken "world-view. 1906 D. S.
Cairns Christ, in Mod. World v. 233 Christianity, alike in
its Central Gospel, and in its World.view, must come to
terms with Hellenism. 186a Gen. P. Thompson in Brad-
ford Advertiser 20 Dec. 6/1 More instances will occur to the
thoughtful "world-viewer. < 1205 Lay. 13721 pa "weorlde-
wis mon ba Onere children biwusten. 1845 Bailey Festus
(rd.2l 240 Was he world-wise? 1862 LvTTON Str. Story
Ixvii. II. 192 Silently thinking, I walked by the side of the
world-wise woman. 1617 Fletcher Mad Lover \\.\, Away
thou "World-worm, Thou win a matchless Beauty? 1826
E, Irving Babylon II. 429 Rear your children to be men,
not to be world-worms; to be saints, not to be drudges.
i860 Chamb. Encycl. I. 76/1 These Ages were regarded
as the divisions of the great "world-year, which would be
completed when the stars and planets bad performed a
revolution round the heavens.

t World, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec] trans, a. To
furnish with a world of people; to people. Also
intr. with it. b. To bring (a child) into the world.
1589 Warner Alb. Eug. vi. xxxi. 140 Zamois, when Troy

must perish, shall send downe her Floods a Fleete, And
world it where our Father rulde...But long time hence,.,
that World shall world an He. 1628 Feltham Resolves It,

[1.] lix. 170 Like Lightening, it can strike the childe in the
wombe, and kill it ere 'tis worlded.

Worldful (w£uldful). Also -full. [f. Would
sb. + -¥UL.~\ As much or as many as would fill a
world. Chiefly in hyperbolical use.

1846 Hare Mission Co/nf. (1850) 4 Spiritual food where-
with to feed the whole world through all the generations of
mankind, and worldfuls over and above. 1879 P. Brooks
Influence of Jesus ii. 81 That through His sonship this

world-full of men is to learn that they are God's sons. 1879
Black MaeteodofD. xxiii, The one small word filled with
a whole worldful of light and joy.

f WoTldhood. Obs, rare. [f. World sb. +
-HOOD.]

1. Worldly possessions.

IS.. Hen. VIII in D'Israelt Amen. Lit. (1841) II. 136
Content yourselves with what you have already, or else seek
honest means whereby to increase your worldhoods.
2. State or condition as a world.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 183 Not in the world as now

'tis, but chang'd in its kind of worldhood.

WoTldish, a. rare, [f. World sb. + -ish *.]

Of or belonging to this world ; worldly.
13. . Cursor M. 22754 (Edin.) Al hinges hat ani werdNche

[v.r. werldis] hald wit hing«e, 1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc, 951
Swilk men worldisshe men men calles pat hair luf mast on
be world settes. /bid. 1065-6 pas men worldesshe mm men
calles, For about worldisshe Jjynges bai here travaile Ful
bysily. 1827 Cunningham LassofGieneslan-MiH'w, Wert
thou an idol all of gold, Had I the eye of worldish care,
I could not.. love thee mair.

Worldkin. nonce-wd, [f. World sb, +-kin.]
A little world, microcosm.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. ix, I t^o could now ncy to

myself: Be no longer a Chaos, but a World, or even World-
kin.

Worldless (wfrjldles), a. rare, [f. World sb.

+ -LESS.]

1. Not having a world to live in.

WORLDLY.
1826 ? Lamb in Wks, (1909) II. 824 Can the houseless have

a claim above the worldless?

2. Not containing a world or worlds.
1848 Bailey Festus(ed, 3) 222, 1 have seen him seize upon

an orb, And cast it careless into worldless space. 1856
Aihd Tragic Poem of Wold 1. i, The timeless, worldless,
infinite abyss.

3. Free from the world, unworldly.
1864 Tennyson Ayhners F. 471 He pluck 'd her dagger

forth Fruin where his worldless heart had kept it warm.

Worldliness (wyuldlmes). [f. Worldly a.

+ -NEss.]

1. The condition of being worldly; devotion to

worldly affairs to the neglect of religious duties or
spiritunl needs ; love of the world and its pleasures.
c 1380 Wvct.lP Wks. (1880) i2r pes proude possessions

Hen on seyntis & sclaundren hem wib worldly lif. . And bei
biyngen forbpoyntis of here woildlynesse uhanne bei diden
a^enst holy lif & techvnge. .1440 Promp. Parv. 522/1
Werdlynesse, mundioiitas. c 1480 Henrvson Fables, 'Trial

ofFox 36 O fulische man ! plungit in wailulines, To con-
queis warldHe gude. c 1590 Faire Em 1. ii. 41 Yet may
our myndes as highly scorne to stoope To base desires of
vulgars worldlynes. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. A'. '/'. Mark
xii. 17 Hypocrites, .who by their long Liturgies, and Cere-
monies,, .do but cloak their Worldliness, Pride and Oppres-
sion, a 1768 Skcker Serm., Haggai i. 5 (1771) VII. 12 But,
supposing we are clear both of Worldliness and Vanity, still

what can we answer with respect to Pleasure? 1845 S.

Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 163 The Latin church stood
in need of reform. Its thorough worldliness. .rendered this

necessary in a religious view. 1884 Pi nnington Wiclifvm.
266 The sight of the vice and worldliness of many of the
bishops around him.

f 2. Worldly affairs. Obs. rare.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v. Ixxxiii. (1811) 61 The Saxons..
couenauntcd w'. the Hrytons, y l the I'rytons .shuld entende
theyr worldlynes and other necessaries. And the Saxons as
theyr Sowdiours shuld defende the lande.

Worldling1 (wfrjldlirj). [f. World sb. + -ling.

Cf. G. weltling!\

1. One who is devoted to the interests and plea-

sures of the world ; a worldly or worldly-minded
person.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Jude 23 b, They bee
worldelinges, and geuyng them selues in to the seruice of
worldly affectes. 1553 Saundehs in Coverdale Lett. Mart} rs

(1564) 214 You haue dronke of the holy spirite with ether,
vnto whom the knowledge hereof seineth not folyshnes(as it

doth vnto wor!ynges>. a 1614 I, Melvill Autob. ty Diary
(Wodrow Soc.) 271 The godlie, for bis. doctrine, lovit him

;

the warldiings, for his parentage and place, reverenced him.
a 1659 Pr. Pkowsrig Serm. (1674) I. xxvii. 350 A Worldlings
thoughts, like a Fools, are all for the present. 1700 Drviji-.n

Coy.v & Alcyone 186 The covetous Worldling in his anxious
Mind Thinks only on the Wealth he left behind. 1707
Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 19 Trifles, with which those
Worldlings are taken up. 1821 Byron Mar. fat. 11. i, The
world will think with worldlings; but my heart Has still

been in my duties. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858)
II. App. H. 369'! he various pretexts under which Worldlings
delude themselves and neglect the welfare of their Souls.
191a Lady Burghclere Life James, 1st Dk. Ormonde I.

xv. 474 A gay worldling of no known occupation.

f 2. a. A 'citizen of the world \ cosmopolite.
b. An inhabitant of the world. Obs,
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. ( 1589) 329 Socrates

said, that he tooke not himselfe to be either an Aihenian or
a Grecian, but a worldling, c 1600 Timon \. iv. (Shaks. Soc.
1842) 13 Gelas. What cuntrey* an, I pray you, sir? Pseud.
A Wordling. 1615 N. Cakiknter Ge-gr. Del. II. viii. 133
God revealed not this art [of na* i gat ion] to the old world-
lings. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist. 26 Which
our Worldlings call a Moon also. 1816 Byron Ch. liar.
in. Hii, The heart must Leap kindly back to kindness, though
disgust Hath wean'd it from all worldlings.

3. a. Comb., as worldling-like adv.
a 1639 Wotton Poems, Descr. Countrey's Recreat. v, The

fond Credulity Of silly Fkh, which worldling-like, still look
Upon the bait, but never on the hook.

b. attrib, or adj\ Worldly.
1720 Wei.ton Suffer. Son ofGod II. xiv. 377 Thosc.con-

ceal a Wicked and Worldling-heart, under the Garb.. of
Religion. 1845 Mangan German Anthol. I. 74 That to
which worldling natures are blind.

Worldly (wz5uldli\ a. Forms and etym.: see

World sb. and -ly 2 ; also 3 worlich, 8 Sc. warly.
[OE. woruldlic : cf. OFris. wraldlik, OS. weroldlik,

MLG. wer(l)tlik, MDu. wereldlik, Du. -lijk, OHG.
weraltlih (MUG. wcr(e)lt/ich

f G. welttich), ON.
verahiligr (Sw. verldslig, Da. verdslig).]

L Of or belonging to this world (as distinguished

from the other world)
;
pertaining to or connected

with man's earthly existence ; earthly, mundane.
c888 Alfred Boeth. viiL^ese?^- .hwarmer bebetere bince,

nu nanwuht woruldlices fa^stes & unhwearfiendes bion ne
mar$? ciooo >Flfric Horn. I. 60 To forsewennysse woruld.

Hera a:hta. CU75 Lamb. Horn. 149 If he ne mei mid
worldliche echte his neode ihete bet him sare roweb. c 1200
Ormin 1628

|
Jatt tu bweorrt ut. .forrwerrpe All weorelldlike

Hf & lusst. a 12254*4 ncr. R. 94 peos sih3e [of the bliss of
heaven] . . schal urouren ou more bene muhte eni worldlich
sihtSe. Ibid. 190 Euerich worlich wo is Godes sonde, c 1325
Song of Yesterday 29 in A'. E. P. (1862) 134 pis eorbdi ioie

bis w< rldly blis Is but a fykel fantasy. £"1374 Chaucer
Troylus in. 813 Worldly selynesse Which clerkes callen fals

felicite. <* 1380 Wyci.if Wks. (1880) 453 f>is is be freest vss

bat men han off worldly godis. 1447 Bokenham Styntys
(Roxb.) 241 Alle fleshly fustysshe dede despyse, No werdly
wurshepe myht hyr supprise. £1450 Knt.de la Tour 14
Humilite is the furst em re and wey of frenship and wordely
loue. c 1475 Par/tnay 3838 Adieu, my plesaunce And glad-
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nesse worly 1 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xii. 13 Wehh, warldly
gloir, and riche array. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matri-
mony, With al my worldly Goodes I thee endowe. 1556

J. Hevwood Spider ft Fly ii. 04 Then doth all worldelie

pleasure past aperc.all vanitee. 1617 Sir VV. Mure Misc.

Poems xviii. 6 Too sone (alace !)..Thy pairt is acted on this

wordlie stage. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 213 And thou thy self

seem'st otherwise inclin'd Then to a worldly Crown. 1708
Prior Turtle fy Sftarroiu 139 Exempt from worldly Hopes
and Fears. 174a Fielding J. Andrews iv. viii, The parson.,

persisted in doing his duty without regarding the conse-

quence it might have on his worldly interest. 1784 Burns
' Green grow the Rashes* iv, Warly cares, an' warly men.
May a' gae tapsalteerie, O ! 1848 Dickens Domhey xlix,

Too much a child in worldly matters. 1849 Levkr Con
Cretan xviii, While I wander along, ..my worldly substance

a few dollars. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. ill. 246 In point

of worldly prudence, his conduct was unexceptionably
wise. 1871 Smiles Character L (1876) 8 Indeed, goodness
in a measure implies wisdom—the highest wisdom—the union

of the worldly with the spiritual.

f 2. Of, belonging to, or connected with this world

and its inhabitants ; earthly, human, mortal.

c 1205 Lay. 6304 Heo wes swioe wis of wordliche dome.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 58 pe weies bat were here word-
liche malcus, 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 371 Who so wol

haue to wyue my worldliche daughter. 1:1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) Pref. 2 Wald Godd bat bir werldly Jordes ware at

gude accorde. 1423 J as. I Kingis Q. xliv, Gif ?e be warldly

wight, that dooth me sike. c 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 128

No wordely drede schall me withdrawe, That I schall with

be leue and dye. 1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 55 Is it not

..a monstrous thinge y* no man shulde be founde able to

governe a worldly kingdome save Bisshopes and prelates

that have forsaken the worlde. 1558 Knox First Blast
(Arb.) 6 Kinoes, princes and worldtie rulers did conspire

against God. 1583 Stanvhurst /Eneis III. (Arb.) 73 Too
what soyle worldlye to iourney Thow doost commaund
vs? 1593 Shaks. Rich. If, in. ii. 56 The breath of worldly

men cannot depose The Deputie elected by the Lord.

*6oi W. Percy Cuckqueanes <y Cuckolds Errants IV. i.

(Roxb.) 45 Dou. I had a husband once, but he has left mee.
Aru. A worse then myne the wordly eye beholds not. Dou.
A worse then myne the heauenly coupe enfolds not. 1614

J. Davies in W. Browne Skefih. Pipe, etc. G4b, Of world,

ne worly men take thou no keepe. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy

Selv. 193 God did not make the world or worldly beings,

that the bigness., of them should set forth to us hisalfilling-

ness,

t b. Of the whole world, universal, general. Obs.

1538 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 153
Yedothusadmonyshe them, to th intent theyshuld. .eschewe
..the wordely rebuke that they might incurre hereafter.

a 1550 Vox Poputi xi. 38 in Skeltons Wks. (1843) II. 410
There is no smale nombre That this faute dothe incombre :

Yc is a wordly wondre.

c. Of the terrestrial globe, rare.

1812 Cary Dante, Parad. 1. 40 [The sun] comes ; and, to

the worldly wax, best gives Its temper and impression.

i* 3. Of or belonging to the world (as distinguished

from the church or the cloister) ; secular ; occas.

+ Iay. Obs.
a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 7 Mar. 36 He forlet ba waepna ond

ba woruldlican wisan ond eode on ba^t mynster. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. {1880) t2i Bi colour bat crist was bus worldly
lord, berfore bei schulden haue bus seculer lordischipis bi

heritage of crist. c 1390 in Wycli/'s Wks. (Wycl. Soc. 1910)

145 A curat and an officer in wordly seruise. 01400 Hyi.ton
Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 1. lxii, It may be that there is

many a wyf and many worldlyche woman shall be nerer god
than thou, c 1400 Rom. Rose 6230 It folowith not that they
Shulde. .her soules leese, That hem to worldly clothes chese;
..Men may in seculer clothes see Florishen hoolyreligioun.
a 1500 Bernard de Cura ret /am. 1. 4 Sum [books] maide
for iaw of god in document, And obir sum for varldly regi-

ment, c 1500 Melusine lvii. 336 There he herd the deuyne
seruyse deuoutly but yet had he on hys worldly gownes.
1562 Jewel Apol. Ch. Eng. 56 b, What other be the Abbots
at this day in ye Popes kingdome, but worldly Princes?
1658 in Morris Troubles Cath. Fore/. (1872) 1. vi. 315 All
this time [of the floods], Shrovetide, some worldly people
came in to see the harm which the waters had done us.

4. Of persons, their actions or attributes: Devoted
to the world and its pursuits.

c 1320 Cast. Love 983 pe worldlich mon enere i-liche Loueb
ping bat is worldliche. 1340 Ayenb. 2 10 Alle bo3tes ulessliche

and wordleliche me ssel di3te uram be herte. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880J 89 Worldly prelatis ful of coueitise symonye
& heresie. 1:1410 Love lionavent. Mirr. xxxi. (1908) 153
Worldely men and fleschely

;
1570 Googe Pop. Kingd. 11.

20 Besides more worldly mindes they haue, and of more
wanton chere. Than worldlymen. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii.

89, 1 thus neglecting worldly ends, all dedicated To closenes.

1667 Milton P.L. xi. 803 The conquerd also.. Thenceforth
shall practice how to live secure, Worldlie or dissolute.

1693 Prior To C'tess 0/ Exeter 26 You far above Both
these Your God did place; That Your high Pow'r might
worldly Thoughts destroy. 1785 Burns Ep. Lapraik xx,

Awa, ye selfish, warly race. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. 1. xii.

The worldlier passions are the growth of mature years, i860

Hawthorne Transformation xii, It is the surest test of

genuine love, that it brings back our early simplicity to the

worldliest of us. 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost viii. 218

A man who is trying to serve two masters is a worldly man.

1902 Violet Jacob Sheep-Stealers xi, The 'Green Dragon*
..was the point of migration to the worldly part of the

county, just as the Cathedral was the point of migration to

the spiritual.

5. Comb.
% as worldly-wilted adj. ; + worldly-

handed a., occupied in worldly or secular employ-

ment; word.dly-mi'nded a., having a worldly

mind
T
having the thoughts set upon the things of

this world (hence wo:rldly-mindedness).
1657 J. Watts Vind. Ch. Eng. 256 You have brought us

to be "worldly-handed men, handy-crafts-men. 1601 Song

of Mary in Farr Sel. P., Eliz. (Parker Soc.) II. 426 The

world disdaines them; And why? because they are not

worldly-minded. x6n Bible Luke xiv. (heading), Vnder
the parable of the great supper, sheweth how worldly minded
men..shalbe shut out of heauen. <xi838 [see Unhumbled
///. a.], (i 1628 Preston Mt. Ebal (1638) 36 ^Worldly
mindednesse . .begets coldnesse of affection. 1748 Hartley
Observ. Man 11. iv. §4. 405 Men. .carried from Worldly-
mindedness to Heavenly-mindedness. 1849 Longf. Kava~
nagh vii. Prose Wks. 1886 II. 313 Evil propensities, and
self-seeking, and worldly-mindedness. 1563 Homilies XX.

Inform. Places Script. 1. S ss j b, And some *worldlye witted

men, thynke it a great decaye to . . their common wealthes,

to geue eare to the simple, .preceptes of.. Christ. 1845
Mrs. Norton Child ofIslands (1846) 168 The shallow craft

of worldly-witted fools.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) Wo'rldlify v. trans.,

to render worldly
; f Wo'rldlilxood, worldliness

;

Wo'rldllly adv. , in a worldly manner ; f Wo'rldly-
ship, worldliness.
1612 T. James Jesuits* Doxvnf 57 When religion was once

*wordlefied in him, and that state-matters. .had so great a
part in his studies. £1449 Pecock Repr. lit, vii. 319 Tho
persoones. .were religiose men, forsaking miche of *worldU-
hodeand offleischlihode. 1818 Bentham Ch. Eng.,Ch. Eng.
Catech. Exam. 122 Hired and *worldli!y-interested advo-
cates. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Doubts fy E. iv, He
began to reconsider ivorldlily and suspiciously all the
incidents. C1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 151 And bis
*worIdlyshipe shal laste as longe as prelatis ben bus worldli.

"Worldly (wwuldli),^^. [f. after prec.with-LY 2
.

Cf. OHG. tverltlichi.~\ In a worldly manner; with

a worldly intent or disposition : freq. qualifying an
adj. used attrib. (and hyphened). See also next.

(ti225 Ancr. R, 234 Alle be haluwen weren worldliche
itented. 1340-70 Alex. <v Dind. 427 We ben busy of no
swinknorno burn maken For to wirchenour wil& wordliche
seme. C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 151 Here is be
world taken for men bat lyven worldli. 1390 Goweu Con/,
III. 162 It were als litel nede or lasse, That thou so worldly
wolt compasse With flaterie fnrto serve, c 1400 Apol. Loll.

104 pei hfen worldly, & hidun ber vicis w'ik a veyn hi3t

of better lif. c 1485 Wisdom 405 Her is a man that levith

wardly. 1526 Pilgr.Per/l(\V.<ieW . 1531)20Worldly lyuynge
chrysten people. 1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. in. xi. P j b.

Those worldly disposed people. 1667 Milton /*. L. xn. 568
By things deemed weak Subverting worldly strong, and
worldly wise By simply meek. 1700 Dryden Wi/eo/ Bath's
Tale 493 Since I see your Mind is Worldly bent. 1883 H.
Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W. (ed. 2) 197 {A] lowering
of religious tone to the level of the worldly-religious world
around. 1884 J. Tait Mind in Matter (1892) 332 They
embrace and sanctify every form of worldly-personal conse-

quence. 1896 Black Briseis xvii, Worldly-pious waverings.

"Wo*rldly-wi*Se (stress variable), a. Wise in

a worldly manner or in worldly affairs ; transf. of

actions or conduct. Also absol,

C1400 26 Pol. Poems x. 45 Worldly wys is gostly nys.

C 1415 Crozvned King 85 pou most be worldly wys & ware
be be.tymes. 1540 Coverdale Fruit/. Less. To Rdr. (1593)

P3 b, This is peraduenture laughed toscorne of the vnexpert,

proud, worldly wise. 156a Pilkington Expos. Abdyas Eeij,

These Edomites. .picked oute..the worldly wisest men.thei
coulde finde to be their rulers. 1667 [see prec.]. *753~4
Richardson Grandison II. xiii. 97 It was now, in the

worldly-wise way of thinking, become his interest to keep
up thedistance.. between them. 1851 Mrs. BrowningCoj«
Guidi Wind. 1. 485 The friars with worldly-wise Keen
sidelong glances. i865_Kingslf.y Herew. iv, The lads.,

imposed on by the cynical and worldly-wise tone which
their . . uncle had assumed.

b. Worldly wiseman (cL Wise man) : a worldly-

wise man ; now only with allusion to the character

so named in Bunyan's Pilgrim s Progress. So
•^worldly wiseling [-ling].

1591 Podge Catharos (Hunter. Club) 22 Oh worldly wise-

man, you are still entring into the marrow of matters. 1620

Donne Serm., Ps. cxlw. IS (1640) 749 Not onely a worldly
wiseman, but a Christian wiseman may reach out both hands
to both kinds of blessings, ..spirituall and temporall. 1681

H. More Exp. Dan. Pref. 30 The worldly Wiselings who
for coarse carnal ends decry all pretence to the understanding
of Prophecies. 1821 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 434 There worldly
wisemen sold the damaged beast.

Wo rlcl-man. [OE. woruldman, f. worttld

"Would sb. + Man jvM]
1. A man of this world, a human being.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1016 Woruldmonna seo unclsene

jecynd. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 10 An b^ua tungla
woruldrnen hata<5 waenes bisla. C1205 Lay. 28131 Nulleb
[hii] hit biginne for nane weorld-monne [later text worle-
>inge].
1852 Baii.ey Ecstus(eti. 5) 341 The hero is the world-man,

in whose heart One passion stands for all, the most indulged.

1 2. A man who is devoted to this world ; a world-
ling. Obs.
a iaaS Lag, Katk. 881 Ichulle fordon be wisdom of beos

wise wor!d_ men. 1601 Bp. W. Barlow Eagle % Body (1609)
E 2 b, An infallible note, he will not say of a reprobate, but
certainly of a worldman, not yet regenerate,

"WoTld-power. [After G. weltmackt.']
1. The power of ' this world * (as distinguished

from the spiritual world) ; secular power.
1866 Baring-Gould Cur. Myths Mid. Ages, Aniichr. fy

Pope Joan 159 Christ will descend to avenge the blood of
the saints, by destroying Antichrist and the world-power.
1884 Expositor Feb. 89 To crush the heathen world-power,
and thereby abolish idolatry.

2. Any of the powers (nations, empires) that

dominate the world.
1901 B. Harrison in N. Amer. Rat. Feb. 184 If the World

Powers have any recognized creed, it is that it is their duty
as * trustees for humanity * to take over the territories of all

the weak and decaying nations. 1904 J. Gairdner in Camb.

Mod. Hist. II. xiii. 472 The foundation of England's great-

ness as a world-power.

t World-rich.e. Obs. Also 4 worldesriche.
[OE. woruldrice : see World sb. and Riche sb.]

' The kingdom of the world
1

, the world.
C897 jElfred Gregory's Past. C. iv. 38 pa he hine asced

of S£em worldrice. c 1200 Ormin 11800 purrh b^tt te labe
gast himm bied All weorelldrichessahhte. 1:1205 Lay. 17182
Swawid swa isweorlde-riche nis nan weorc his iliche. 1350
Gower Con/. I. 366 To seche in al this worldesriche. Men
schal noght finde upon his liche. Ibid. II. 130, 1 hadde hir

levere than a Myn Of Gold ; for al this worldesriche Ne
mihte make me so riche As sche.

t WOTldship. Obs. [OE. woruldscipe : see

World sb. and -ship.] Worldly things.

£897 ./Elkred Gregory's Past. C. xviii. 130 Nele nan Godes
£eowhiene sel'ne to unxemetlice ^ebindan on worldscipum.
c 1200 Ormin i633Swillclifissall bwerrtutdaed Fraweorelld-
shipess lusstess.

Worldward(\v»uldw9jd),flJz'. (a.) [/.World
sb. + -ward.]
1. (orig. To the worldward) In regard to the

world ; in worldly respects.

J583G0LDING Calvin on Deut.iv. 19 Although I be rich and
honorable to the worldward. 1587 — De Mornay xvi. (1617)

283 Considering man what hee is to Godward, to the World-
ward, to Manward and to himselfe. 01617 Bayne Led.
(1634) 148 Such as live worldward just, but have no care of
religion, a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. vi. (1640) 82-

Be not Hypocrites, satisfied with some externall shew of
religiousnesse, and orderly living to the world-ward. 1651

J. Reading Guide Holy City xix. 215 Another man riseth in

honours.. another is many waies prosperous to the world-

ward.

2. Towards or in the direction of the world.
164a Rogers Naaman 45 Thoughts that were roving

helward, worldward, and sinward. 1865 Lowell Thoreau
Prose Wks. 1890 I. 368 Emerson, .has drawn steadily man-
ward and worldward

B. adj. Directed towards or facing the world.

1857 J. Hamilton Lessons /r. Gt. Biog. 261 Over his

general and world-ward conduct his eye could glide with
prevailing satisfaction. 1883 Evang. Mag. Oct. 464 Such
vanities had a worldward tendency. 1900 Longm. Mag.
May 26 They chose a beggar from the world outside To
keep their worldward door for them.

So Wo'rldwards adv., in respect of the world.
1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 79 Thy church,—One, universal,

and invisible World-wards, yet manifest unto itself.

World-wide (stress variable), a. [f.WoRLD sb.

+ Wide a.] 'As wide as the world'; extending

over or covering the whole world.
1632 Lithgow Traz'. n. 71, 1 had the ground to be a pillow,

and the world-wide-fields to be a chamber.
1842 Tennyson Locksley Hall 125 The world-wide whisper

of the south-wind rushing warm. 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidt Wind. 1. 899 The world-wide throes Which went
to make the popedom, i860 Worcester, World-wide, co-

extensive with the world; as, * World-wide fame*. 1877
C Geikie Christ lvii. (1879) 693 The Jews thought Christ
would raise Israel to world-wide supremacy. 1896 Housman
Shropshire Lad xlii, The world-wide air was azure. 1912
Athenxum 24 Aug. 183/1 The problems he undertook to

solve were worldwide.

b. as adv.
1892 E. Reeves Homeward Bound 294 Where in caves

live the world-wide known gipsies.

Hence World-widely adv., World-wideness.
nonce-wds.
1897 Daily News 25 Nov. 5/1 World-widely famous. 1920

iQth Cent. July 37 Don Sturzo's ambitions are Caesarean in

their wo rid-wideness.

t WO'rldy, a. Obs. rare. [f. World sb. + -y K
(The difficulty of writing -Idl- correctly makes it

probable that some examples are errors for

wor/dly.)] Worldly.
c 1380 Sir Ferumbras 5202 ^an scholdest bow of al bis lond

be kyng, And y by quene, my swete byng, & by worldy make.
1513 Bradshaw St, Werburge 1. 2539 Worldy desyres she
clerely dyd subdue. 1526 Tindale Eph. vi. 12 For we
wrestle, .agaynst power, and agaynst worldy ruelars of the

darcknes of this worlde. 155a Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884)

5 Nathing in this life apperis to warldy men mair facil.

"Worley, worlie, var. forms of Wurley.
Worling, var. Warlikg Obs.

"Worm (wwm), sb. Forms : I wyrm, 3, 5-6

Sc. wirm(e, (3 wrira, 5 wyrme, 6 Sc. virme)

;

1-3 weorm, 3-5 werm, 4-5 werme ; i^wurm,
(3 wurem, Or?n. wurrm, 3, 5 wrm) ; 6 wourme,
Sc. woirme, 6-7 woorme, 4-7 worme, 3- worm.
[OE. wyrm (:— *wurmi-z) m OFris. wirm (WT

Fris.

wjirm, NFris. wiirm, EFris. wurm), OS. wurm
serpent (MLG., LG. worm, MDu., Du. worm),

OHG., MHG., G. wurm fserpent, worm; also

(with a-stem) ON. ormr (for *wormr) serpent

(Sw., Norw., i>3..orm) ; the stem of Goth, waurms
otpts is uncertain. Related to L. vermis worm, Gr.

^u/ior, fi6fxu£ wood-worm.
In this word, as in Worse and Wort, the spelling wo is

an early graphic substitution for wu (cf. ME. wolf, wolle,

wonder, for OE. wulf wull, wunder), and this again is a
reversion from OE. wy (i.e. wit) to the unmuiated vowel
through the influence of the following r. More normal
developments of OE. wyrm appear in the ME. (eastern and
Sc.) wiryn and (south-eastern) werm\
II. A serpent, snake, dragon. Now only arch.
Beowulf 2287 pa se wyrm onwoc. ciooo ^lfric Deut.

xxxii. 24 Ic sende wildeora te5 on hi mid wurmum & naed-
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drum. < 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 321 Hc.Wente in to a wirme,
and tolde eue a talc, c laoo St. James 179 in S. Eng. Leg.
39 A fuyr Drake bar-opon a-^ein heoui cominde huy sei5e .

.

Anon hadde bis lubere worm is pouwer al ilorc. a 1300
Cursor M. 5896 pan tok aaron bis ilk yeird, And on be flore

he kest it don, And it become a worme felon. X3 . . Gaw. <y

Gr. Knt. 720 Sumwhyle wyth wonnez he werrez, & with
wolues als. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 66 Whi wolde God vr
saueour suffre such a worm In such a wrong wyse be worn-
inon to bi-gyle ? c 1475 Partenay 5859 The serpent fill don
dede.. Which worme was ny ryght ten hole feete of lenght,

1536 Tindale Acts xxviii. 4 When the men off the countree
sawe the worme hatige on hys honde. 1606 Shaks. Ant. fy

CI. v. ii. 243 Hast thou the pretty worme of Nylus there,
That killes and paines not? 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1068

Eve, in evil hour thou didst give eare To that false Worm.
1787 Pope To Mr. John Moore iii, That ancient Worm,
the Devil, 1778 W. Hutchinson View Northumb. ii. 162
The Laidley Worm of Spindleston Heughs. 1784 Cowper
Task vi. 780 The mother sees, And smiles to see, her infant's

playful hand Stretch'd forth to dally with the crested worm.
1867 Morris Jason x. 258 Therewith began A fearful battle
betwixt worm and man.

+ 2. Any animal that creeps or crawls; a reptile;

an insect. Obs. In ME. often wild worm.
Cf. blind-worm, slow-worm (a lizard) ; also galleyworm

,

glow-worm.
£893 Alfred Oros. 1. vii, Froxas comon..swa fela bset

man ne mihtcnanne mete ^esyrwan, baet J>ara wyrma
njere emfela ba^m mete, xr he je^earwod wa;re. c 1000
^Elfric Deut.'w 18 Ne wyrce £e eow..nane anlicnyssa..
ne fujeles, ne wyrmes [reptiiium], ne fisces. cny$ Lamb.
Horn. 51 per wunied fower cunnes wurmes inne [viz. adders,
toads, frogs and crabs1

, a 1335 Ancr. R. 206 pe scorpiun is

ones cunnes wurm. 1:1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2982 Dis wirmes
[frogs and toads] storuen in 3e stede. c 1325 Sir Orfeo 252
(Sisam) Now se£ he nobing bat him likeb, Bot wilde wormes
bi him strikeb. 1377 Langu P. PI. B. xiv. 112 Briddes and
bestes . . And wilde wormes in wodes. c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Tt

27 If Cow or Calf or Sheepe or Oxe swelle That any worm
hath ete or worm ystonge. ?fi4oo Lydg. Aesop's Fab. v.

117 Thus were these wormes [the frog and mouse] contrary
of Hvyng. 1535 Coverdale Exod. viii. 21, 1 wil cause cruell
wormes (or flyes) to come vpon the. 1561 Hollybush Horn.
Apoth. 37 Cantarides. .are grene wormes shewing with a
glosse lyke golde. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxxvii. 196 This
herbe dryueth away .. the stinking wormes or Mothes
called Cimici. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholayy

s Voy.
\\. viii. 41 b, Certaine small flying wormes, which with their

billes and stinges picking the other figs, sodaynely after they
are picked, they come to a good and perfect ripenesse. 1587
Turberv. Trag. 'Tales ix. 128 b, Vnderneath this bed of Sage,
The fellow that did dig, Turnd vp a toade, a loathsome
sight, A worme exceeding big. 1667 Milton P. L. vii. 476
At once came forth whatever creeps the ground, Insect or
Worme. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xiv. 274 The meek worm
that feeds her lonely lamp Couched in the dewy grass. 1820
Shelley Prometheus Unb. iv, 545 Ye beasts and birds, Ye
worms, and fish.

+b. Applied (like vermin) to four-footed animals
considered as noxious or objectionable. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1573 Lions & Libardes & other laithe

wormes. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxxiv. (Arb.) 100 Alas me
crowleth of thyse fowle nyckers [sc. young marmosets]..
1 sawe nener fowler wormes.

3. A member of the genus Lumbricus ; a slender,

creeping, naked, limbless animal, usually brown or

reddish, with a soft body divided into a series of

segments; an earthworm. More widely, any anne-
lid, terrestrial, aquatic, or marine.
Also with defining term, as dew, earth, ground, lug, mud,

Pipe, rag, rain, sand, sea, tag, tube, water: see the words.
aitoo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 320/31 Uermis, wyrm. 1308

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm, cxv. (1495) hhib/i Some
ben water wormes and some ben londe wormes. c 1400
Lanfrancs Cirurg. 44 Maddockis, bat ben wormes of be
erbe. c 1440 Promf>. Parv. 530/1 Wyrme, vermis. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 234 b, Lyke as the worme y*
is crusshed or poy.sg.ned, may scant ly crepe or lyfte vp her
heed. 1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Worme in the erthe, iters de terre.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Ilusb. 149 A marrishe is to be
preferred before a dry ground, that they [viz. swine] may.,
digge vp woormes. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. i. 79, I neuer..
trode vpon a worme against my will, but I wept fort. 1731
in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 269 The slimy tribe

of Snails and Worms, 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII.
144 We now are in doubt whether he means a real worm, or
a young animal of the lizard species. 1840 Newman Parock,
Serm. V. viii. 128 Like worms working their way upwards
through the dust of the earth. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus
(1878) 166 Pectinaria Belgica..is an Annelid, or true worm.
1855 Gosse Mar. Z00L 1. 84 The Sea-mouse (Aphrodita)
one of the most common as well as the largest of our Worms.
1881 Darwin Form. Veget. Mould i. 13 Worms are nocturnal
in their liabits.

b. Prov. Tread on a worm and it will turn :

i.e. even the humblest will resent extreme ill-treat-

ment. Also in variant or abbreviated forms, e. g.

Even a worm will turn.
Cf. F. un verse recoquille bien quandon marche dessus.
1546 Heywood Prov. (1867) 52 Tread a woorme on the

tayle and it must turne agayne. a 1548, 1641 [see Turn v.

66, d], 1593 Shaks.3 Hen. VI, 11. ii. 17 The smallest Wurme
will turne, being truden on. 1611, 1641 [see Turn v. 59 c].

1691 S. Shaw I)
iff. Humours Men 18 He has scarce the

courage of a Worm, to turn at him that treads upon him.
1818 [see Wound v. 3]. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy Liv. xxv.
245 It exhausted the patience of the much-enduring Willis

;

so that the worm turned again—insolently. 1864 Browning
Mr. Sludge 72 Tread on a worm, it turns, sir ! If I turn,
Your fault I

fC Naked as a worm: entirely naked (= F.
nu comme un ver), or in allusion to this. Obs.

1 a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 454 Nakid as a worme was
she. c 1386 — Clerk's T. 824 Lat me nat lyk a worm go by
the weye. c 1450 Cov. Myst., Fall 0/Man 291, I walke as
werm with-outyn wede. a 1467 [see Naked a. 1 bj.

fd. To look worms: ? to peer narrowly (through).

Obs. (But perh. a corrupt reading.)
c 1600 Timon 1. ii, I'le make the[e] looke wormes through

the pryson grates, Vnlesse thou satisfie to me my debt.

4. Any endoparasitic helminth breeding in the

living body of men and other animals. Usu. //.

(formerly often with the). Also, the disease or dis-

order constituted by the presence of these parasites.

The numerous kinds are indicated by a defining term, as

flat, gourd, Guinea, hair, maw, palisade, pin, round, tape,
thread: see these words.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 120 Wib bam wyrmum be innan

e^la5 bain men. c 1290 Beket 2213 in S. Eng. Leg. 170 Ful
of wormes was is fle.sch. 1382 Wyclif Acts xii. 23 And he
waastid of wormes, deiede. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 466
Als lang as he liffid after, wormes & maukis bred in his
flessh & eate it away, i486 Bk. St. Albans cvij b, A mede-
cyne for wormys called an^ueliis. 1523-34 Fiizhekb. Husb.
§ 103 The wurmes is a ly^ht dysease, and they lye in the
greatte paunche, in the belye of the horse, and they are
shynynge, of colour lyke a snake, syxe inches in lengthe.

* I53° J- Heywood Play ofLove 676 (Brandl) Wherby loue
is a drynk mete To gyue babes for wormes, for it drynketh
bytterswete. 1630 Randolph An'stippus 25 The King of
Russia had died of the wormes, but for a powder I sent him.
1652 W. 1'oole Country Farrier 33 To cure the Wormes, or
Bottes that doe wring his belly. 1665 Golden Coast, Guin-
ney 10 There is a kuide of long Worm, that ariseth in the
Legs, Anns, and Thighs of some men that come hither.

1705 Cosman Guinea xiii. (1721) 04 The National Diseases
here are the Small-Pox and Worms. 1732 Arbuthnot
Rules ofDiet (1736) 413 Children subject to Worms ought
not to live much upon Milk, Cheese, or ripe Fruits. 1822
Good Study Med. (1829) I. 365 In an attack upon worms,
brisk cathartics should always take the lead. 1826 J. Evans
Brit. Herbal 57 Germander, the juice of the leaves dropped
in the ears killeth the worms in them, 1898 P. Manson
'Prop. Diseases xxxvi. 534 A dose of santonin often produces
results which will seem to justify a diagnosis of ' worms. 1

5. The larva of an insect; a maggot, grub, or

caterpillar, esp. one that feeds on and destroys

flesh, fruit, leaves, cereals, textile fabrics, and the

like. Also collect, the worm, as a destructive pest.

With defining term prefixed, as book, caddis, canker,
case, \ cawel, horn, measuring, palmer, red, rook, silk, slug,

span, tobacco, whirl, white, wire : see these words.
a 1000 Riddles xlviii. 3 Me baet buhte wraetlicu wyrd. .b;et

se wyrm forswealj wera £ied sumes. a 1225 Ancr. R. 138
Wi5utensalt fleshs gedereS wurmes. .& forroteo sone. 1297
R. Gi.ouc (Rolls) 10045 Po grene corn in somer ssolde curne,
To foule wormes muchedel be eres gonne turne. /11300
Cursor M. 6612 pai fand bot wormes creuland emid [i.e. m
the manna], 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxiv.

(Tollemache MS.) In somer be tender leues berof bebeten
with smal schagges, and with ober wormes. 1415 Hoccleve
To Sir John Oldeastle 466 The worm for to sleen in the
pesecod. c 1440 Palladius on Husb. iv. 965 Now pike out
moughthes, attercoppes, wormes, And butterfHe whos thost
engendring worm is. 1450-1530 Myrr.our Ladye p. xxv, The
Chambres schal haue al the clothes in her warde, . . makyng,
repayryng, and kepyng them from wormes. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens iv. Ix. 522 The small wormes that are found within
the knoppes or heades of Teaselles. 1601 Shaks. Twel. JV.

n. iv. 114 She. .let concealment like a worme i'th budde
Feede on her damaske cheeke. 1608 Topsell Serpents 78
The small Wormes of the Drones, c 1630 Milton Arcades
53 Or what the cross dire-looking Planet smites, Or hurtfull

Worm with canker'd venom bites. 1654 Whiilock Zootomia
230 Hooks are subject among other Chances to fire, and the
Worme. 1677 Rector's Bk. Clayiuorth (1910) 35, I observed
worms in wheat and Rye. 1718 Vkior Solomon in. 132 The
Worm that gnaws the ripening Fruit. 1797 in A. Young
Agric. Suffolk 39 Wheat never plants kindly after a thin

crop of clover ; but is subject to the worm, and to be root
fallen. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. in. 239 The crawling worm,
that turns a summer-fly. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Shakesp.

Wks. (IJohn) I. 358 They have left. .no file of old yellow
accounts to decompose in damp and worms. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xh, The worms have eaten the cloth a good deal.

1857 Kingsley Lett. (1877) II. 41 The office of worms in

this world is to prevent, while they seem to accelerate, putre.

faction. 1884 J. PmM Diet. Apiculi. 78 When worms are
spoken of by the ordinary beekeeper, the larva? of the bee-
moth are almost always meant. 1886 Tobacco (ed. Lock) 55
Worms, in the American phraseology, here generally known
as caterpillars, are the bite noire of the tobacco grower.

fig '557 K- Ldgeworth Serm. 305 b, Pride, which is the
moght, the worme that eateth vp the riche men. i860
Pusey A/in. Proph. 287 Nothing can man have so pleasing,

green, and, in appearance, so lasting, which has not its own
worm prepared by God, whereby, in the dawn, it may be
smitten and die.

b. The larva or grub of many kinds of beetles,

destructive to trees, timber, furniture, etc. (Cf. 9
and wood-worm (Wood sb}- 10 b).)
a 1100 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 121/35 Termes, uel teredo,

wyrm be boraft treow. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 376
Right as wormes shendeth a tree. C1470 E. E. Misc.
(Warton Club) 70 Iff wormys wex in a tre. 1531 Elypt
Gov. 11. xiv. F i As the wormes do brede moste gladly in

softe wode and swete. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 154
As the woirme that workis vnder cuire At le;ith the tre con-
sumis that is duire. 1601 Holland Pliny xvn. xxiv. I. 539
As touching the Worme, some trees are more subject unto
it than others. 1657 R. Austen Fruit 'Frees 1. (ed. 2)72 Foure
Diseases that sometimes happen to Fruit-trees. Mossinesse,
Bark bound, Canker, and Wormes. 1733 W. IZlXis Chiltern
4- Vale Farm, 190 The Worm is very apt to get between the
Bark of this Wood after it is fell'd. 1807 Crabbe far. Reg.
ill. 236 Worms ate the floors, the tap'stry fled the wall. 1925
C. J. Gahan Furniture Beetles 5 Furniture or., wood-
work., destroyed by what is commonly known as the worm
—little six-legged, white grubs which Hve inside the wood,
devouring it and turning it to powder.

c. contextualiy. A silkworm.
a 900 Zffdtm Riddle 9 Uyrmas mec ni auefun uyndi-

craeftum. 1559 W. Cuningham Cosmogr. Gtasse 196 In this

country breed the Wormes which make silk. 1599 T.
M[oufet) Silkwormes 53, I thinke that God and nature
thought it meete, The noblest wormes on noble:-t tree to

feede. 1604 Shaks. Oth. III. iv. 73 The Wormes were hal-

lowed, that did breedetheSilke. 1626 MlDDLETON Anything
for Quiet Life |i, ii, An especial good piece of Silk; the

Worm never spun a finer thread. 1634 Milton Covtus 715
Spinning Worms, That in their green shops weave the
Miiooth-hair'd silk. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 220 It is good to

let the [Mulberry] Leaves be clear of Dew or Rain before

you give them unto the Worms. 1887 Encycl. Bt it. XXII.
59/1 As these moulting periods approach, the worms lose

their appetite and cease eating.

6. A maggot, or, in popular belief, an earthworm,

supposed to eat dead bodies in the grave.
a 900 Juliana 416 paes lichoman sebe on le^re sceal

weorfian in worulde wyrme to hrobor. a 1000 Soul <V Body
114 Rib reafiaa re3e wyrmas, cizoo Vices # Virtues ir

We beoS wiSuten al swa oe deade mannes bruh, be is

wiSuten ihwited, and wiSinne stinkende and full of wermes.
c 1250 Death 157 in O. E. Misc. 178 Nu be sculen wormes
[Jesus MS. wurmes] wunien wiAinne. a 1300 Cursor M.
14321 Wurmes biginnes at ete him nu. a 1400 Minor P.
Vernon MS. 661/114 Wormes blake wol vs enlirase. 1477
Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dietes 37 b, Thou shalt haue no
power to fele the stenche of thy body, nor howe the wormes
shall suke thy roten kareyn. 1542 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.
164 My soull to God my maker, and my bodie to the wormes.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Job xix. 26 Thogh after my skin wormes
destroy this bodie. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. i. 108 Men
haue died from time to time, and wormes haue eaten them.
1611 Bible Job xxiv. 20 The worme shall feed sweetly on
him. a 1679 J. Wakd Diary (1839) 274 Three months after,

his bodie went to the wormes. 1795 M. G. LEWIS Monk
(1796) III. 65 {Alonzo the Brave xiii, The worms they crept

in, and the worms they crept out, And sported his eyes and
his temples about. 1815 Southey Life ty Corr. (1850) IV.

135 Some of our party told me of a third [grave], in which
the worms were at work, but I shrunk from the sight. 1892
W. Watson Great Misgiving 4 in Laehrymx Musarum 52
Life is a feast, and we have banqueted—Shall not the woi ms
as well?
Punningly. (Cf. Shaks. Ham. iv. iii. 21-3.) 1785 Gkose

Diet. Vulgar T. s.v., He is gone to the diet of worms, he is

dead and buiied, or j^one to Rot-his-bone.

b. fig. as one of the pains of Hell (Mark ix. 48,
Isa. lxvi. 24).
exooo Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 48 Aworpen on helle fyr, bar

hyra wyrm ne swylt. c 1175 Sinners Beware 53 in 0. £.
Misc. 73 pe wurmes. .pat dob be saule teone. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter i, i pe saule thurgh assent gets be worme b*

neuer sail dye. 1547 Becon Agst. Whoredom iii. in Homu
lies 1. R iv b, The worme, that shall there gnawe the con-

science of the dampned, shall neuer dye. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 230 As to the other Kate of Hooks, it is to be feared
these feed their Authors never dying Worme. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 739 Driven down To cha'
undying Worm.

hains of Darkness, and th'

C. rVorms or worms' meat, said of a man's dead

body, or of man as mortal. Also f worms food or

ware ; food or meatfor (or •f to) worms.
[a 1000 Soul <$• Body 127 Lic..bi<5 bonne wyrmes £iefl.

a 1023 Wlxfstan Horn. xxx. 145 We syndon deadlice menn
and to duste sceolon on worulde wurftan wurmum to aete.]

at*M& Ancr. R. 276 Ne schalt tu beon wurmes fode ?

c 1*30 Halt Meid. (1922) 59 pat lam & wurmene mete. 1340
Ayenb. 216 Saint bernard zayb huet is man bote uelbe..
wermene mete [esca vermium]! /bid., He is. .mete to
wermes ine his dyabe. c 1400 Pety Job 7 in 26 Pol. Poems
i2i

f
I shalbe wormes ware. 1411-13 Hoccleve De Reg.

Prime 1087 It is to gret an abusioun, To seen a man, bat is

but wormes mete, Desire riches. 1561 1J. Googe tr. Paliu.
genius' Zodiac vi.Qj b, To day with myrthealyue.andfoode
to wormes within a whyle. 159a Shaks. Rom. <*• Jul. 111. i.

112 They haue made wormes meat of me. 1637 Rutherford
Lett. (1671) 235 Fear not clay and worms meat. 1675
Cocker Morals 45 Poor Worms-meat, Soar not to the hight
of State. 1677 Otway Cheats of Scapin \\, By Heaven, h*
shall be Worms-meat within these two hours,

7. + a. A tick or mite breeding in the hand, foot,

or other part of the body. Obs,
Seealso Handworm, nose-worm (Nosk sb. 18), wheal-worm

(Wheal sb. 1 b), Ring-worm, Dew-worm (etym. note).

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 124 Jif wyrm hand ete. 1523-34
Fitzherb. Husb. § 47 There be some shepe, that hath a
worme in his foote, that maketh hym halte. 1530 Palsgr.
290/2 Worme in the hand, ciron. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1.

(Arb.) 49 A litle blayne, a small cutte, yea a silie poore
worme 111 his finger, may kepe him from shoting wel ynough.
159a Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. u iv. 65 Her Waggoner, a small

gray-coated Gnat, not halfe so biggeas a round little Worme,
prickt from the Lazie-finger of a man [Qo. 1 maide]. 1605

Erondelle Fr. Gard. G 7 b, His knees are very round, he
hath a worme at the right knee,

t b. fig. or allusively. Obs.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. Kivb, To picke a worme
betweene two forked fingers [/>. to make horns: cf. Cotgrave

s.v. Ciron). 1604 ?Dekkkr Newes fr. Grauesend F.p. Ded.

In Plague Pamphlets (1925) 67 Strange fashions did 1 pick

dike wormes) out of the fingers of euery Nation.

c. popularly - Comedo.
1730 Swift Lady's DressingRoom 64 A Glass that can to

Sight disclose The smallest Worm in Caelia's Nose, And
faithfully direct her Nail, To squeeze it out from Head to

Tail. 1899 A llbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 753 It is also known
as grub, worm, black-head, or * waster*.

8. An earthworm, or a larva (see 3, 5 above).

a. as the food of birds.

a 1350 Owl .y Night. 601 Ac wat etestu. . Bute attercoppe

and fule ulije, An wormes, }if bu mi3te iinde Among be uolde

of harde rinde? ^1381 Chaucer Pari. Foutes 326 The
foules smale That eten as that nature wolde enclyne, As
worme, or thynge of whiche I tel no tale. c 1386 —
Sgr.'s T. 609 And to the wode he wole and wormes etc
c 1480 Henrvson Cock <r Jewel ^i, I had leuer haif scrapit

heir with my naillis Amangis this mow, and luke my lyfis

fude, As draf, or corne, small wormis or snaillis. 1605
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Shaks. Macb. iv. ii. 32 How will you Hue ? Son. As Birds
do Mother. Wife. What with Wormes, and Flyes? 1670
Ray Prov. 84 The early bird catcheth the worm. 1815
Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. 1. 18 The old birds feed
them with small worms, caterpillars and insects. 1836
[Hooton] Bilberry Thurland 111. 195 As brisk as a robin
wi' worms. 1864 Browning Dram. Pers.

x
Caliban 51 The

pie with the long tongue That pricks deep into oakwarts for

a worm. 1863 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi, As the early bird
catches the worm.

b. as bait for fish.

Also with defining term prefixed, as caddis, dezv, dug; lob
%

tug, red, etc. : see these words.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1129 As fisch bat is w l hok inomen, pat

whon be worm he swoleweb alast, He is bi be hok itijed

fast. 1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W. ) D j, Lumbrcx,
a worme or an angle twache. 1566 Nottingham Roc. IV.
130 Diggyng dovne the comon dycke..for gettyng of
wormes, 1604 Shaks. Ham. iv. iii. 28 (Qo. 2) A man may
iish with the worme that hath eate of a King, and eate of
the fish that hath fedde of that worme. 1622-34 Peacham
Compl. Gent. xx. 11906) 258 For your live baits they are
wormes of all kinds, especially the red worme. 1657 T.
Barker Barker's Delight (1659) 41 For the Barbell, I have
taken great ones in Ware river with wormes, for I know no
better bait than wormes. 1806 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tristia,
Elegy Donithome 6 Patient as men, upon the river's side,

Who for a dinner throw the worm or fly.

collect, sing. 1909 W. C. Platts Light Lines 82 There
may be no particular skill required in catching a few trout
with worm in coloured water.

9. A name for various long slender crustaceans

and molluscs (e.g. Teredo navalis, the ship-worm)
winch destroy timber by boring. Also collect, the
worm, as a destructive pest.

Formerly supposed to be a grub or larva: cf. 5b and
Teredo. See also shif>-ivor»i (Ship sb. 1 9 b), +Tree-worm,
1621 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 314 She being

a new shipp, onely spoyled with the worme. 1691 T. H[ai.ej
Ace. New invent. 7 Securing the Hulls of his Majesties
Ships against the Worm. 1774 E. Long Jamaica III. 740
This tree, .having been found to stand the sea-water very
well, uncorroded by. .the worm, which is not able to pene.
trate it. 1864 Browning James Lee's Wife 11. iii, Some
ships, safe in port indeed, Rot and rust, Run t« dust, AIL
through worms i' the wood.

II. 10. fig. A human being likened to a worm
or reptile as an object of contempt, scorn, or pity

;

an abject, miserable creature.
c 815 Vesp. Psalter xxi. 7 Ic sooiice earn wyrm [vermis] &

nales mon. C1200 Ormin 4870 Ice amm an wurrm, & nohht
nan mann. 1340 Ayenb. 215 Ich am, he zede, a lite werm,
and no man. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) Pref. 1 In bat land
he wald,. suffer hard passloun and dede of be lews for vs
synfull wormes, 1403 Friar Datu in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

45 Sith that wickide worme, Wiclyf be his name, began to
sowe the seed of cisme in the erthe. c 1450 tr. De Imitation*
in. iv. 67, I am bi most poure seruaunt, and an abiecte
worme. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. xiii. § 2 O Clinias, . .the
wickedest worme that euer went vpon two legges. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 87 Fist. Vilde worme, thou wast ore-
look'd euen in thy birth. 16*3 Massinger Dk. MUlaine in.
ii. G 4 b, If I am dull now, may I Hue and dye The scorne
of wormes & slaues. a 166* Duppa Rules <$- Helps Devot.
'• C1675) 26 A Dignity that raiseth us poor Worms of the
Earth to a kind of equality with the Angels themselves.
173a Pope Ess. Man 1. 258 All this dread Order break—for
whom? for thee? Vile worm! 1859 Tennyson Enid 213
He, from his exceeding manfulness. ., Wroth to be wroth at
such a worm. 1864 Trollope Small Ho. Allington xxvii,
Poor reptile; wretched worm of a man 1 1882 Besant All
Sorts vii. (1898) 67 The meanest amongst us poor worms of
earth. 1916 Introduction to Sally iv. 51 In the presence of
her loveliness, what a mere mincing worm he was.

b. Similarly the son of a worm (after Job
xvii. 14).

_ 1633 Shirley Gamester u. (1637) D 1, He that affronts Me,
is the sotme of a Worme, and his father a Whoore. 187a
Morley Voltaire (1886) 3 Man, who is a worm, and the son
of a worm.

fc. With qualification expressing tenderness,
playfulness, or commiseration : A human being,
' creature*. Obs. (In 16th c. esp. loving worm.)
Cf. G. das arme ztwrm, applied to a child.
a 1553 Udall Royster D. 111. ii. (Arb.) 41 Yea and he is

as louing a worme againe as a doue. 1561 Hoby tr.

Castiglione's Courtier 11. Rij, Thus bicause they woulde
bee counted to louynge woormes, they make menne counte
them lyars, and^ fonde flatterers. 1568 Fulwell Like
will to Like A ij b, Yet are women kinde wormes I dare
wel say. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart)
II. 247 Apuleius Asse was ..a cunning Ape, a loouing
worme. 1610 Shaks. Temp. in. i. 31 Poore worme thou art
infected, a 1625 Fletcher M. Thomas 1. i, Vat. How does
his father? Hyl. As mad a worm as e'er he was. 1626 B.
Jonson Staple of Ncwes v. iii, There hee sits like au old
worme of the peace.

+ d. Used, like Caterpillar 2, for; One who
preys on society. Obs.
1591 Greene Notable Disc. Coosnage Wks. (Grosart) X.

30 The seruing-man sent with his Lordes treasure, loseth
ofttimes most part to these worms of the commonwehh.
1633 Costlie Whore v. i. in llullen O. PI. IV. 296 Lords, see
these wormes of kingdomes be destroyed. [Cf. 295 ante the
catterpillers of the state.]

e. slang. A policeman.
1865 Slang Diet. 272 Worm, the latest Slang term for a

policeman.

11. fig. A grief or passion that preys stealthily

on a man's heart or torments his conscience (like

a worm in a dead body or a maggot in food)
;

esp. the gnawing pain of remorse. Cf. Cankeh-
WOBM 2.

Sometimes ' the worm that never dies ' (as in 6 b).
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agoo Andreas 769 Brandhata ni5 weoll on jewitte, weorm
blsedum faj. c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 280 The worm of
conscience. 1560 Nice Wanton 281 (Manly) The worme of
my conscience, that shall neuer dye, Accuseth me dayly
more and more. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Conirov. 143
Euery man read easily in his face.. that some secret worme
gnawed vpon his accustomed joy. 1594 Shaks. Rich, III,
1. iii. 222 The Worme of Conscience still beguaw thy Soule.
1623-4 Middlkton & Rowley Changeling in. iv, "1'wil

hardly buy a capcase for ones conscience tho To keep it

from the worm. 1727 Pope To Mr. John Moore vii, Their
Conscience is a Worm within, That gnaws them Night and
Day. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom xlv, While in this manner
he secretly nuised the worm of grief that preyed upon his
vitals. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. xxvii. And, oh ! that
pang where more than madness lies ! The worm that will
not sleep—and never dies. 1826 Hazlitt Plain Speaker
x. Wks. 1903 VII. 106 We secretly persuade ourselves that
there is no such thing as excellence. It is that which we
hate above all things. It is the worm that gnaws us, that
never dies, a 1865 J. Gibson in T. Matthews Biog. (191 1)

56 Nor did I feel the worm of envy creeping round my heart
whenever I saw. .a beautiful idea skilfully executed by any
of my young rivals.

f b. A whim or ' maggot ' in the brain ; a perverse
fancy or desire ; a streak of madness or insanity.

Often wild worm (cf. 2). Obs. (So G. wurm.)
a 1500 Medwall Nature 11. 307 (Brandl) The wylde worm

ys com into tays bed, So that by reason only he ys led. a 1530
J. Hkvwood J'lay oj Love 678 (Brandl) Our louer, in whose
lied By a frantyke worm hi.s opinion is bred, a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. V 44 Some private Scorpion in your heartes
or some wild worme in your heades hath caused you to
conspire my death and confusion. Ibid., $ Rich. Ill 42 The
wilde worme of vengaunce wauerynge in his hed. 1606
Chapman Gent. Usher v. iv. 50 But a father Would rather
eate the brawne out of his amies Then glut the mad worme
of his wilde desires With his deare issues entrailes. 1623
Massinger Dk. Millaiue v. i. L 2 And if I now out-strip
him not^ and catch him, . .hereafter I'le sweaie there are
wormes in my braines. 1653 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888)
84 Lest you should think I have as many worms in my head
as he. 1674 Rymer Rapin's Aristotle"s Poesie 47 The
Emperor Nero who had the Worm in his Head, and con-
ceited himself a Wit. 1678 Ray Prov. (ed. 2) 278 He has
a worm in 's brain. 1705 Hearne Collect. 26 Nov. (O.H.S.)
I. 100 He presently after laid it aside, by reason the worm
(wth wch he is possessed) mov'd in his head another way.

f c. Greedy worm (cf. 1 3) : avarice or greediness
as an itching passion in the heart. Obs.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 111. 4251 Auarise, to al vertu con-

traire, The gredi werm, the serpent vnstaunchable. 1587
Holinshed Ckton. III. 137/1 Thus we see. .what occasion
the emperour and duke did take, to inrich themselves by
the meanes of the king, whome they forced not to impoverish,
so their owne greedie worme were serued. 1607 Beaum. &
Fl, Woman-Hater 1. iii, He is of good wit, and sufficient
understanding, when he is not troubled with this greedy
worm.

12. The worm : formerly a popular name for

various ailments supposed to be caused by the
working of a ' worm ', or resulting in a worm-
shaped tumour or growth, fa. Colic. Sc. Obs.
(1500 Route's Cursing 57 in Maitland Fo. (1919) 163 The

worme, the wareit vedumfa [— wedenonfa']. c 1633 Sir A.
Johnston (Ld. Wariston) ,£>r<xry (S.H.S.) 1. 12 That Sunday
. .schoe took the worme at midnight, begoud to cast, and so
contineued al Mononday. 1654 Ibid. II, 375, I heard after
sermon of M. W. G. halving the worme, and not being able
to com to the kirk al the Saboth.

b. Toothache. Sc. ? Obs.
Cf. Shaks. Much Ado m. ii. 27.

(11583 MumuuiUCn Fljting 301 (Tullibard. MS.) The
choikis, tbe charbunkill, with be wormis in thy cheikis.

1673 Wedderburn Vocab. 20 (jam.) Laborat dolore den.
Hum, he hath the worm. 1881 W, Gregor Folk-Lore N.E.
Scot, x, 48 It was a common belief that toothache was
caused by a worm at the root of the tooth, and toothache
was often simply called 'the worm'. 1890 Service Thir
Notaudums vii. 44 The auld man was girnin' wi' the worm,

fc. ? An abscess or swelling thought to resemble
a worm in shape. Obs.

__
1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts (1658) 336 If a Horse do labor

in that kinde of impostume which they vulgarly call the
Worm, either anywhere as well as in the nose, they do open
the skin with a searing iron.

III. 13. A small vermiform ligament or tendon
in a dog's tongue, often cut out when the animal
is young, as a supposed safeguard against rabies

;

= Lytta.
Also tgreedy or ^hungry worm: see Greedy id, Hun-

cry 4.

"53°. »585, 1627 [see Greedy i d]. 1538 Ei.yot Diet.,
Lytta, a worme in adogges tongue. 1589 Nashe PasquiCs
Ret. Wks. (Grosart) 1. 113 Full of play like a wanton whelpe
whose worme was not taken out of his tongue, 1654 C. Wasb
Gratius' Cyneget. B 8 b, Where the tongue is with fast
tendons bound, The fury (call'd a worme) is thence convey d.
1737 [see Hungry 4I 1868 R. Owen Anat. Vertebr. III.
197 The long cylindrical fibrous body. .called 'lytta', and
in Dogs, where it attains its largest size, ' the worm'.
flS\

L
1S99 Broughtons Lett. i. 6 Your worme from your

youth hath been a proud conceit of your self, which, being
nourished vnder your tongue so long, makes it now runne
r*ot.

b. A tendon in a dog's tail, often cut or pulled
out when the tail is being docked.
1877 Stables Pract. Kennel Guide 141 There is no earthly

occasion for pulling out the nerve or ' worm ' as it is called.

14. Used to render L. anatomical terms, f a. The
epididymis (see quot. and cf. Wormy a. 2). Obs.
1545 Raynalde Byrth Mankynde I. xi. (1552) 23 Thys parte

of the sede cariars may be called the wurme: in latyn,

Corpus lumbricosum : for because that it hath many con-
uolutions as wormes lyinge togeather haue.

WORM.
b. The median lobe of the cerebellum ; the

vermis or vermiform process.
1857 Dunglison Med. Lex. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lex.

15. An artificial or natural object resembling an
earthworm.
1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3858/4 A small Picture of a Man in

Armour, set in Gold in a Shagrin Case, 2 little Gold Worms
on each side the Piuure. 1894 K. Grahame Pagan Papers
129 The drippings made worms of wet in the thick dust of
the road. 1907 Westm. Gaz. x Tan. 7/2 The ' worm ' of the
Somerset Light Infantry.. is a black thread woven into the
gold lace on the officers sleeves.

b. pi. The coiled pods of Astragalus hamosus.
1849 Gardeners' Chron. 3 Feb. 96 Vegetable and Flower

Seeds . . Hedgehogs per paper os. $d. . . Snails oj. $d. . . Worms
os. 3d. 1902 L. H. Bailey Cycl. Avier. llort. 1990 Under
the name of 'Worms,' 'Snails' and ' Caterpillars,' various
odd fruits of leguminous plants are grown as curiosities. .

.

Astragalus hamosus. .is the one usually known as ( Worms '.

16. Used as the name of various implements of
spiral form. (Supposed to resemble the sinuous
shape and movement of an earthworm.) +a. The
screw of a screw-press. Obs.
1548 EtyoPs Diet., Cochlea,,. the vice or wourme of a

presse. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus.
b. A double or single screw fixed on the end of

a rod, used for withdrawing the charge or wad from
a muzzle-loading gun.
1591 G. Clayton Mart. Discipt. 17 Euery Souldiour to

haue a sufficient Caliuer,. .rammer, worme [etc. J. ? 1594
Harwich; Disc. Weapons 8 His scrubs and wormes to serue
all for his skowring sticke. 1600 1 Churchiv. Ace. E.
Budleigh (Brushfteld 1894) 19 P1

. .the makinge cleane of the
nuisketts and for a worme and scowerer. 1703 La Hontau's
Voy. N. Amer. 1. 132 My Men began.. to unload their
Pieces with Worms, in order to charge 'em afresh. 1708
Lond. Gaz. No. 4455/4 Fine Triangle Worms.. experiene'd
for drawing of Halls out of Pieces, with Scowerers and
Washers to them, made either to screw upon the Rod with
a Socket, or to pin on. 1774 Pennsylv. Gaz. 9 Feb. Suppl.
2 '3 Best double worm, box handle, single worm, ash handle.
( i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 4 What is the use of
the worm ? To draw the gun after loading,

c. A sharp-pointed spiral tool, used for boring
wood or soft stone; an auger or gimlet, or the
screw of such a tool, local.

1594 Plat Jewel-ho. 11. 28 If there happen to bee any
qtiarrie of soft stone betweene him and the marie : he must
(nste make his entrance thorough the stone with a piercing
worme. 1812 [see Screw sb. 1

5]. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Worm 6. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Worm, a gimlet.

d. The thread or spiral ridge of a male screw.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc.W. 31 The Rules and manner of

cutting Worms upon great Screws. The Threds of Screws
when they are bigger than can be made in Screw-plates are
called Wormes. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 371/2 The
Screw-Pin (of a vice) is cut with a square strong Worm or
Thred. 1726 Leoni Albertfs Archil. 11. 12/2 If these Rings
or this Worm be. .cut in too near to the centre of the Skrew,
the weight will then be moved by shorter Leavers. 1750
Blanckley Nav. Expositor 143 Semus for Hatches, are
made with a very nice Worm, that works in a Nutt let into
a Sort of Drum-head. 1773 W. Emerson Princ. Mech.
(ed. 3) 42 The endless or perpetual screw AB, having one
worm, leaf, or tooth, which drives the teeth of the wheel
CD. 1803 Trans. Soc. Arts XX. 254 He. .made the thread
of the worm too fine. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II.

152 Fly-screws and others having several worms. 1884
Longm. Mag. Mar. 488 The inner end of the spoke has a
worm cut upon it and is screwed into a solid metal centre,

or bub.

e. A spiral channel cut in a hollow cylinder to

correspond to the ridge of a screw which turns in

it ; the spiral of a female or hollow screw.
1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Reservalory, Each Pipe is

three foot and a half long, and there are Bridles at each end
of them, which are join'd and closed together by Screws and
Worms. 1835 Brit. Cycl. Arts $ Set. II. 357/1 In the head
is fixed a metal nut, containing a worm or hollow screw.
The worm is adapted to receive the screw by which the
pressure is produced. 1875 Fortnum Dlaiolicay'x. 52 Some
of these pieces have a stopper fitting into the neck by a
screw, the worm of which is worked upon it by means of a
piece of wood formed with projecting teeth, the interior 0/
the neck being furnished with a corresponding worm. 1878
' H. CoLLiNGWooD ' Seer. Sands iii, In either end of each
length was inserted a narrow band of metal thick enough to

allow of a worm and screw, so that all the lengths of each
cylinder could be screwed together perfectly water-tight,

£ The spiral of a corkscrew; also, the corkscrew
as a whole, local.

1681 Grew Musxum m. § i. v. 303 A Steel Worme used
for the drawing of Corks out of Bottles. 170a Phil. Trans.
XXIII. 1367 A close spiral revolution like the Worm of
a Bottle Screw. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Worm,. .The
spiral of a cork-screw. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Worm, a
corkscrew.

g. An endless or tangent .screw the thread of

which gears with the teeth of a toothed wheel (or

similar device).

1729 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 197 Where
Goods are to be rais'd high,, .then an endless Screw turn'd

by an Handle at each End. .leading an Axis in Peritrochio,

or as it is commonly call'd, a Worm and Wheel applied to
a Crane, with a Gibbet, is most useful. 1855 Laroner
Hand-bk. Nat. Phil., Hydrostatics etc. § 145 This wheel
revolves on an axis, upon which there is a worm or endless
screw. 1863 Smiles Industr. Biogr. xv. 293 The plan he
adopted was to fix a worm-wheel on the side of the ladle,

into which a worm was geared. 1904 Mecrkdy Diet.
Motoring 129 Worms were formerly cut on a lathe, and the
wheels in a gear-cutting machine in the usual way, the teeth
being set diagonally to match the angle of the worm.
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h. A long spiral or coiled tube connected with

the head of a still, in which the vapour is condensed.
1641 French Distill. I. (1651) 25 Put it into a Copper Still

with a worme. 1683 Loud. Gaz. No, 1686/4 Six Backs,
several Stills and Worms. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller r. (1760)

2 A subsequent Treatment of the fermented Liquor by the
Alembick, or hot Still, with its proper Worm and Refrigera-
tory. 1885 'C. E. Craddock' Prophet Gt. Smoky Mis. xv,

They.. cut the tubs and stiil to pieces, destroyed the worm,
demolished the furnace. 1887 Manch. Exkib. Catal. 239
Samples of Whisky. Model Still and Worm.

i. A spiral heating flue in a furnace or coiled

sleam pipe in a boiler.

x 758 [Dossie] Etaboratary Laid Open 9 Another great
error in the building furnaces, particularly those for harts-

horn pots, or sand-pots, is the carrying the lire round the

object, to be heated, in a vermicular flew, or worm (as it is

commonly called'; .. as the principal force of the fire is

exercised on that great mass of brickwork, which forms the
worm. 1766 Museum Rust. VI. 299 They [sc. two caldrons]
may be set in the open fire, without any flew or worm round
them, in an oven-like furnace. 1857 Miu.Br Elem. Chem.,
Org. 371 The steam is either admitted into the copper by a
perforated pipe, or it is made to circulate within it through
a closed coil or worm.

j. A spring or strip of metal of spiral shape.
1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6318/2 A Steel Worm or Rowling

Spring, ..to be used in hanging of Coaches 1840 Civil
Engin. ,\ Arch. fml. III. 172/2 The cutting instrument.,
performs its operations with wonderful precision, frequently
cutting a large and continuous shaving of thirty or forty

feet in length, .which, curling up, forms a curious and per-
fect worm or screw.

IV. 17. allrib. and Comb. a. gen., a? worm-
kind, -Iribe ; objective, as worm-breeding adj. ; in-

strumental, ns worm-cankered., -consumed, -gnawed,
-gnawn, -spun, -worn adjs. ; dative, as zuorm-re-

served, -ripe ; parasynthetic, as worm-shaped adj.

1611 Florio, Vermifero%
"worme-breeding. 1830 Tennyson

To y. ftf. K. 6 Thou art no sabbath-drawler of old saws,
Distill'd from some 'worm-canker'd homily. 1612 J. Davies
(Heref.) Muses Sacrif. Wks. (Grosart) II. 65 1 The *Worme-
consumed Corse. 1703 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Epistle t<i the
Pope 76 The wise Parisians mock her *worm-gnaw'd shrine.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. ii. 11. Babylon 491 Th'old,
rusty, mouldy, "worm-gnawn words of yore. 1774 Gocdsm.
Nat. Hist. VIII. 166 Animals of the *worm kind. .being
entirely destitute of feet. 1611 Cotgr., i'ermi/ormes, two
*worme-resembling parts of the Cervelet. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 176, I am the vnworthiest of
all "wortne-reserued wretches. 1893 ' Q ' (Quiller Couch)
Delect. Duchy 117 A glance up at the *worm-riddled rafters.

1893 J. Strong New Era xi. 247 This morbid, *worm-ripe
piety, once in fator. 1767 Phil. irans. LVI I. 430 When it is

extended, it is of a *worm-shaped figure. 1870 P. M. Dun-
can Btanchards Trans/. Insects 384 The larvae are worm-
shaped. 1922 The Enchanted April ix. 138 Mrs. Fisher
had never cared for maccaroni, especially not this long,
worm-shaped variety. 1593 Nashe Christ s T. Wks. (Gro-
sart) IV. 214 Though we glister it neuer so in our *worme-
spunne robes. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VIII. 5 This may
serve to distinguish them [sc. caterpillars] from the 'worm
tribe. i8ao Pkaed Eve of Battle 119 Sleeo, in Honour's
"worm-worn bed. 1828 Lytton' Pctham lxiii, Worm-worn
volumes.

b. In sense 8 b, as worm-bag, -bail,/arm, -/took,

t -poke, -tackle, -tin ; worm-bobber, -catcher, -catch-

ing, -fisher, -fishing, -hunter, -hunting; fworm-
embowelled adj.

1909 W. C. Pi.ATTS Light Lines 83 Scudding across the
meadows, with his rod and his *worm-bag, to the river.

1842 Pulman Rustic Sk. 48 On the Axe the only kind of
*worm bait used is the blackhead or bluehead. 1844 J. T.
Hewlett Parsons $ Widows L H He is a mere 'worm-
bobber—cannot throw a fly or spin a minnow. 1880 F.

Buckland Nat. Hist. Brit. Fishes 11 A short gentleman,
like you, sir,., would never make a "worm catcher. 1881
Athenxum 30 Apr. 594/2 Mr. Wells offered to back against
Frank Buckland a long-legged and long-armed friend.. on
any night at *worm-catching. 1608 Day Hum. out of
Breath 1. [ii.} B 3 b, And see if any siluer-coated fish Will
nibble at your *worme-emboweld hooks. 1880 F. Buckland
Nat. Hist. Brit. Fishes 10 A *worm farm at Nottingham.
1847 Stoddart Angler's Comp. 115 The "worm fisher ought
. .always to possess a stock of it [hart's-horn moss], 1904
Gallichan Fishing Spain 64 The worm fisher has his oppor-
t.inity when the streams are in spate. 184a Pulman Rustic
Sk. 48 * Worm-fishing is followed with greatest success.,
during the season of mowing grass. 1857 W. C. Stewart
Pract. Angler vii. (ed. 3) 133 Fly-fishers are apt to sneer at
worm-fishing. 1747 Bowxker Art Angling 64 This is a
very large Fly, and is to be made upon a small *Worm-hook.
1837 Kirkbkiue North. Angler 12 In Carlisle., we speak
of. .Urge worm, middle, and small worm hooks. 1865 A. S.
Moffat Seer. Angling 165 If the •worm-hunter only takes
care to tread sjftly upon the bosom of his mother earth.
1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 159 The worm-hunter will turn
over every likely stone or rubbish heap which comes in his
path. 185a Zoologist X. 3421 He employed himself in this
worm-hunting for a considerable time. ? 1630 W. Lauson
Comm. on J . Denuys Seer. A ngling Note 1 3 * Worme poake
of cloath. 1847 Stoddart Angler s Comp. 108 In preparing
•worm-t.ickle. 1906 Macm. Mag. Apr. 417 The roJ, basket,
and.. the "worm-tin.

e. In sense 4, as worm-colic, -disease, -fever,

-sickness; also iu names of remedies, as worm-
cake, -lozenge , - medicine, -powder, -preventive,

-syrup, -tea ; also worm-killing adj.

1773 Pennsylv. Gaz. 23 June, Suppl. 23 His never failing

•worm cake, which destroys that vermin so pernicious to
children. 1788 I. Hcrdis Village Curate (1797) 102 His
worm-cake and his pills. x8io James Milit. Dirt. (ed. 3),

*Worm-cholic, a distemper in horses, occasioned by broad,
thick, and short worms or truncheons. 1848 Dunglison Med.
Lex. (ed. 7), Helminthiasis, "worm disease. 179a J. Towns-
knd youm. Spain II. Index, *Worm fever. 1899 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Worm /ever, pyrexia consequent on the irritation

set up by intestinal worms. 1763 Foote Mayor of G. 1.

Wks. 1799 I. 164 You .. *worm-killing, blistering, glister-

ing — . 1818 Susan Ferrier Marriage 1. xxvii, If Mary
had taken some of her nice * worm-lozenges. 1889 Buck's
Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 2/1 The popular ' worm lozenges '.

1702 J. Purckll Chotick (1-714) 177 Two Girls, .were seized
with most violent Cholicks, . .which no Clysters, Purges or

*Worm Medicines could appease. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 151
Recommenders of some newly-broached worm-medicines.
1727 Pope in Miscellanies, To Mr. John Moore, Author of
the celebrated *Worm-Powder. 1880 Gakrod & Baxtkr
Mat. Med. 447 The "worm-preventives are medicines which
give tone to the intestinal membrane. 1899 Syd. Soc. Lev.,
* Worm-sickness, a severe disease occurring among sheep in

Holland, set up by the fly Lucilia sericata. 1773 Pennsylv.
Gaz. 30 June 3/3 A new invented *Worm-Syrup. 1850
Peheika Elem. Mat. Med. (ed. 3) II. 1478 A preparation
kept in the shops of the United States, and much prescribed
by physicians, under the name of *worm tea, consists of
spigelia root, senna, manna, and savine, mixed together.

d. In sense 16 g, as worm-drive, -gear, -gearing,

-Jack, -pinion, -rack, -screw, -sha/'t, -spindle, -thread,

-wheel.

1907 Westnt. Gaz. 19 Nov. 4/2 This machine, .retains.

.

the silent *wonn-drive. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/1
Wanted, io ton Foundry Ladle, extra strong, with *\vorm
gear. 1884 Knight Diet, Mech., Suppl., *Wor*n Gearing .

.

has an arrangement for transmitting circular motion in either

direction. 1904 Mecredy Diet. Motoring 12S Worm gearing
is used in the steering apparatus for adjustments. 1677
Moxon Mech. Exerc. ill. 37 Fig. 1. is call'd a * Worm-Ja ck.

1913 F. Young & Aston Complete Motorist {ed. 8) 177 A
worm-driven axle with the *woim pinion underneath. 1891
Century Dict^ *Wo>m-rack, a rack: gearing with a worm-
wheel. 1677 Flamstkkd in Rigaud Corr, Sci. Men (1841)

II. 172 To this a toothed arch was fastened, by the help of
which, and a "worm screw, the piece of wood.. might be
raised or depressed easily. 1835 Ure Philos. Mann/. 22S
The toothed wheel, acted on by the worm-screw. 1892
Photogr. Ann. II. 391 The mechanical power is a central

worm screw working in four racks on pillars. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 372 Screws or *worm-shafts, which are placed so
as to keep the carriage parallel to the drawing rollers [in a
spinning-mule], 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. lit 45 That the
Teeth of the Worm wheel may gather themselves into the
Grooves of the Worm in the 'Worm-spindle. 1773 W. K.mer-
SON Princ. Mech. (ed. 3) 43 Alt things here laid down relating

to the perpetual screw, do suppose that the axis of the
worm-spindle lies in the plane of the wheel it works in.

1925 Chimb, yrnl. May 332/2 The *worm-thread and the
teeth in the strip are square and of great strength. 1677
"worm-wheel [-iee worm-spindle}. 1842 Civil Engin. <y A rch.

yrnl. V. 73/1 A vertical shaft, on the bottom of which is

a worm, taking into a worm-wheel. 1925 Chamb. /ml.
May 332/1 An ideal clip for hose connections, .based on the
worm and worm-wheel principle.

e. In sense 16 h and similar applications, as

worm-cooler , -maker, -pipe, refrigeratory, -safe,

-tank, -tub.

1812 Ann. Reg., Chron. 35 A large *worm cooler, which
contained nearly 60,000 gallons of water. 1793-4 Matthews'

s

Bristol Directory 31 Pewterers, "Worm-makers, and Cop-
per-smiths. 1850 Patent in Law Times Rep. X. 861/1 The
coal is. .put into a common gas retort, to which is attached
a "worm pipe passing through a refrigerator. 1839 Ure
Did. Arts 6 A clean copper still, furnished with a capital

and "worm-refrigeratory. 1853 Ibid. (ed. 4) 1. 594 The "worm-
safe, .is a contrivance for permitting the distiller to observe
and note at any period of the distillation the alcoholic

strength or specific gravity of his spirits, without access to

the still, i860 Gesner Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 79 The
worm is.. fastened securely by iron stays into the worm
tank. 1756 P. Browne yamaica (1789) 158 Barbadoes
Cedar .. is .. frequently made into "worm-tubs. 1757 A.
Cooper Distiller 1. xvi. (1760) 74 Another Requisite to be
observed is that the Water in the Worm-tub be kept cool.

1880 Act 43 ft 44 Vict. c. 24 § 143 (1) An officer may require

a distiller, .to cause the water in any worm tub. .to be
drawn oft

f. Special combinations: worm-bark, the anthel-

minticbark of the West Indian cabbage-tree, -4«<///'<j

inermis ; worm-burrow, the hole made by a worm
in the earth; a fossil perforation of this sort; worm-
cast, the convoluted mass of mould thrown up by

an earthworm on the surface of the soil after pass-

ing through the worm's body; so worm-casting;
worm-conveyor (see quot. 19 10 and Conveyer
4b); +worm-earth = worm-cast*, worm-fence
U.S. — Snake-fence

; f worm-fowl, collect, birds

that feed on worms ; T"worm-fretrt. [fret, obs. pa.

pple. of Fret z/J], worm-eaten; + worm, line, a

spiral ; worm month Sc. and N. dr., July (or the

second half ofJuly and first half of August;" ; cf. Da.
ormemaaned ; worm-oil = wormseed oil', worm
pipe-fish, Syngnathus (AT

erophis) lumbriciformis;

worm red a., ?dull brownish red; also sb. ; worm-
shell, the twisted shell or tube of a marine annelid or

mollusc, r.s Serpula and Vertnetus ; also applied to

the animal itself; worm-snake, a name for various

small harmless snakes, as Typhhps nigrescens and
Carphophis amoena; worm-spring, a spiral spring;

t worm-state, the larval stage in insect trans-

formation
; fworm-stone, a spirally-twisted fossil

;

f worm-tongued a. (see sense 10) ; worm-track
= Helminthite; worm-tube = worm-shell;
worm-web Sc.

} a cobweb; + worm-work, ?a
winding earthwork.
C1791 Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 631/2 Geoffisea, . . also

called the *worm-bark tree, i860 Mayne Expos, /.ex..

Worm.Bark, . . the bark of the Geoffrxa Surinamensis.

1859 Page Geol. Terms, Arenicolites,. .those circular holes
..which appear.. on the upper surface of many sandstones,
and which seem to have been*worm-burrows. 1883 Science
I. 520/2 The more slender side-roots descend chiefly through
worm-burrows. 1914 Brit. Mas. Return 213 One worm-
burrow from the Cambrian of LJray Head. 1766 Complete
Farwers.v. Walk, Which will be of service to prevent weeds
from growing through the gravel, and to hinder "worm-casts.

1862 Chambers' Eneycl. 111. 7*0/?{ Earthworm) Woim-casts
gradually accumulate on the surface to form a layer of the

very finest soil. 1881 Darwin / 'eg: Mould 10 On such grassy
paths ^worm-castings may often be seen. 1884 C. G. W.
Lock Workshop Rec. Scr. in. 430/1 From the stou«s it [sc.

crushed slag] passes through a *worm conveyer to a brick-

press. 1910 Eneycl. Brit. VII. 53 The worm conveyor, also

known as the Archimedean screw,, .consists of a continuous
or broken blade screw set on a spindle. This spindle is

made to revolve in a suitable trough, and as it revolves any
material put in is propelled by the screw from one end of th*r

trough to the other, a 1712 LlSLE Hush. (1757) 2 *\Vorni-

enrths also abound most in the richest land. 1796 F. Baily
yrnl. Tour N. Amer. (1S56) in They place split logs

;mgular-wise on eacli other making what they call a ' "wunn-
fence ' and which is raised about five feet high. 1833 T.
Hamilton Men ty Maimers Amer. (1843) 149 The worm
fences and the freshness and regularity of the houses are

sadly destructive of the picturesque. 1842 Dickf.ns Avier.
Notes xiv, The primitive worm-fence is universal, and an
ugly thing it is. c 1381 Cmalckr Pari. Ponies 505, L.wol
sey my veyrdit. . For watir foule.. .And I for *worme foule,

seyde the foule cukkowe. 1430-40 Lvdg. Pachas 1. 6566
'Wermfretestokkes. 1551 KiicoKbB Pathiv. Knowl. A iiij b,

An other sorte of lines is there, that is called a spirall line,

or a + worm line, whiche representeth an apparant forme
cf many circles, where there is not one in dede. 1782 J.

Ramsay in Allardyce Scot. <y Scotsmen iSth C. (1S88} II.

256 It looked liker February than the "worm month. 1825

Jamikson, // 'orm-mouth .. the month of July, Perths. ..

from the hatching of many kinds of reptiles iu this month,
1880 Antrim A- Down Gloss., IVorm month,, .a fortnight

before and a fortnight after Lammas. 1855 ( )gilvik Suppl.,

*Worm-oil. 1835 Jenyns Man. Brit. I'ertebr. Anim. 48S

Syngnathus html ricifornris, Nob. ("Worm Pipe-Fish). 1831

J. Holland Mam/. Metal I. 3^9 The files, .are then heated

. . to a sort of *worm-red. 1833 Ibid. II. 80 The [sword-]

blade is then hardened.. by the smith heating it in the lire

until it becomes worm red. 1881 Grienir Gun 252 The
pot is then placed in a bright coal fire, where it remains

till the whole is of a worm red. 1666 Merkett Finax 194

Tubuli in quibus vermes, 'Worm-shells. C1711 PetIVER
Gazophyl. VI. liii, Great Indian furrowed Worm-shell. 1767

Phil. Trans. LVI I. 432 The Serpula, or Wurin-shell. 1776

Mendes da Costa Elem. Coachol. 148 The third family is

the Vermiculi, or Worm Shells, i860 P. P. Cakpentkk in

Rep. Smithsonian Instil. 1859, 206 The Ivory Worm-shell
(I'ermetus ebumeus). 1861 Ibid, i860, 210 Family Ver.

metida?. (Worm-Shells.) 1885 F. McCoy Prodromus Zool.

Victoria x\.-j Typhlops nigrescens. . .The Blackish Austra-

lian *Worm-Snake. 1885 [secground snake, Ground^, i 8 b].

1739 Phil. Trans. XXX VI. 1^3 The upper Wire or Point ..

is by Means of the * Worm-spring EF.., made to push the

said Beam upwards with the Force of the Spring. 1797
Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 488/1 There must be a worm-
spring fastened to the key, and to the bar W.., to keep
down tlie end of the key. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 64
This Insect, in the *worm-stale, is about the bigness of a

louse. 1677 Plot Qjcfordsh. 126 At the same rubble

Quarries we find also the Lapides vermicular es, or *Worm-
stones. 1681 Grew Musxum 111. § i. v. 303 The Worme-
Stonc.Not much unlike a Steel Worme used for the

drawing of Corks out of Bottles. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's

Super. 17 *\Voorme-toungued Oratours, dust-footed Poets,

and weatherwise historians. 1859 Page Geol. Terms, Vet-

miculites.. .the smaller, .'worm- tracks which appear on the

surfaces of many flaggy sandstones. 1776 Mendes da Costa
PJem. Conchol. 2S5 A single \ ermiculus, or *Worm-tube.
1883 Science II. 88, 2 As the coral grows, it spreads round
the worm-tube. 1914 Brit. jV/«j Return 213 A supposed
Worm-tube from the Chalk.. of Bridlington, c 1817 Hogg
Tales <$ Sk. V. 214 My bed-cloth consisted of a single

covering not thicker than a *wormweb. 18x1 Galt Sir A.
H'ytie I. xxi. 178 Your Leddyship's character's no a gauze
gown, or a worm web. 1643 Lancash. Tracts Civil il'ar

(Chetham Soc.) 179 They bringe up an open trench in a

*worme work, the earth being indented or sawed, for the

securitie of their myners.

Worm (wwm), v. Forms: 3 wirme, 6-7

worme, 7 woorrae, 7- worm. [f. the sb, Cf.

Du., G. wurmen (in various senses).

In Gen. ff E.r. 3342 ' Quo so nome up forbone mor it [the

manna] wirmede, bredde, and rotede Sor' read 'wirmes
bredde ' (cf. Petrus Comestor scalebat vcrmibus).]

I. 1. intr. To hunt for or catch worms.
1576 Turuehv. Venerie li. 153 When he [the boar] feedeth

on fearne or tootes, then is it called rowting or learning, or

(as some call it) worming: bycause when be doth but a little

turne vp the grounde with his nose, be seeketh for wormes.

Ibid. liii. 154 In soft places where he wormeth. 1611 Cotgr.,

!'ermiller
t to worme, to root for wormes. 1614 Markuam

Cheap tf Good Ilusb. vi. i. 1 15 It is good to keepe Chickens

one fortnight in the house, and after to suffer them to goe

abroad with the Henne to worme. 1880 F. Buckland Nat.

Hist. Brit. Fishes 11 Men, women, and children are em-

ployed in 'worming'. 1899 K. Haggard in Longtn, Mag.

Apr. 520 The old thrush goes on worming without even

taking the trouble to look up.

2. trans. To cause to be eaten by worms; to

devour, as a burrowing worm does. Chiefly pass,,

to be eaten by worms. Also fig.

1604 Dekker Honest H'h, ui. A3, The body, as the Duke
spake very wisely, is gone to be wormd. 1633 T. Adams
F.ip. 2 Pet. ii. 4. 530 The people called him [Herod] a god,

but the wormes soone confuted their ridiculous deity, Ihat
..when the Angell had worm'd that Idoll, he might say,

Behuld your king. 1784 Cowr&a Task n. 816 Kv'ry plague

that can infest Society, and that saps and worms the base

Of th'edifice that policy has rais'd. iSai Gali Ann. Parish
xxvii. 235 The Manse had fallen into a sore state of decay—
the doors were wormed on the hinges. 1864 T. S.Williams



WORM. 310 WORM-EATEN.
& Simmosds Engl. Commerc. Cortesp, 285 Buffalo hides
except rubbed, holed, or wormed, cannot be laid down at all

nearyour limit. 18*95 Bookseller's fatal. , Some few margins
are wormed, but this can be repaired at a trifling cost. 1903
Trans. Highland fy Agric. Soc. Scot. Ser. v. XII. 235 It

might have been suspected that part of the thinness [of the
oats] at one end of the plots was due to worming.

b. To eat (one's way) through. (Cf. 9 c)
1858 Masson Milton I. 481 There were men who had

wormed their way through libraries, and might be classified

according to the colours left in them by the food they had
devoured.

II. 3. To extract the * worm ' or lytta from the

tongue of (a dog). (Supposed to be a safeguard
against madness : see Worm sb. 13.)
1575 Turberv. Faulconrle 369 It shall be good when

spanell whelpes are one moneth olde . . to wonne them vnder
the toiing. 1599 Broughton's Lett. i. 6 A dog not wormed
while he is yong, will in time prone mad. 1632 B. Jonson
Magn. Lady 1. vil, Int. , , Hee Will screw you out a Secret
from a Statist —. Com. So easie, as some Cobler wormes a
Dog. 1641 Peacham Worth, of Penny 21 For a peny you
may have your dog worm'd, and so be kept from running
mad. 1743 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 3 Oct., Patapan is

in my lap; I had him wormed lately, which he took heinously.

1815 Scott Guy M. vji, The men. .assisted the laird in his

sporting parties, wormed his dogs, and cut the ears of his

terrier puppies. 1855 Browning Protus 50 He wrote the
little tract * On worming do^s '.

b. transf. and fig. (as a remedy for madness, a
ribald tongue, or greediness).

1564-78 Bullein Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 62 You learned
your Retorike in the vniuersitie of Bridewell ; you were neuer
well wormed when you were young. 1589 Nashe Counier-
cuffc Wks. (Grosart) I. 77 The blood and the humors that
were taken from him, by launcing and worming him at
London vpon the common Stage. 1615 Day Festivals xii.

335 Abishai desiring leave, .to go and worme that unhappy
Toiigue of his [Shimei's], 1619 R. Harris Drunkards Cup
9 He bans, and cannot be quiet till his tongue be wormed.
1621 Fletcher Pilgrim iv. 1, Is she grown mad now? Is
her blood set so high 1 I'le have her madded, I'le have her
worm'd. 1623 Massinger Dk. Millaine in. ii. G3 When
I had worm'd his tongue, and trussed his hanches. 1676
Shadwell Virtuoso 1. 12 He is such a froward testy old
fellow, he should be Wormed like a mad Dog. a 1679 J.
Ward Diary (1839) 137 A certaine woman that eat much
before her husband, and hee complained of her to her mother,
shee told him itt was her fault, for she had not wormd her.

+ C. To worm a person in the nose : to extract

information from him by adroit questioning. 06s,
Cf. F. tirer a quelqu'un les vers du uez.

1613 Treas. Anne, fy Mod. Times ix. xxii. 953/2, 1 haue
so cunningly wormed my husband in the nose ; that he hath
discouered vnto me, more Mony then hee acquainted you
withall.

4. To rid (plants, esp. tobacco) of 'worms' or

grubs.
16*4 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 172 Wormes in the earth

also there are but too many, so that to keepe them from
destroying their Corne and Tobacco, they are forced to
worme them euery morning,., else all would be destroyed.
1641 (cf. Woumjng vbl.sb. 2]. 1649 W. Bullock Virginia
II The poore Servant goes daily through the rowes of
Tobacco stooping to worme it. 1779 J. Carver Treat.
Culture Tobacco iv. 23 This is termed ' worming the to-

bacco'. 1864 De Coin Cottonfy Tobacco 274 The plants ought
to be wormed—which means searched and cleared of worms
—at least once a week.

_
absol. 1886 C. G. W. Lock Tobacco 69 The usual practice

is to worm and sucker while the dew is on in the morning.

III. t 5. To pry into the secrets of (a person)
;

to play the spy upon. Obs.
1607 Beaum. & Fl, Woman-Haler m. lii, O he is a very

subtile and a dangerous knave, but if he deal a Gods name,
we shall worm him. a 1616 — Wit without Money iv. iv,

I'le teach you to worm me, good Lady sister, and peep into
my privacies to suspect me. 1648 Hunting of Fox 41 You
have.. a Lay-presbytery to worme your Purposes and Con-
sciences. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. iv. 211 Spies with eye
askance, Pretended heretics who worm the soul.

6. To worm (a person) out of': to deprive or dispos-
sess of (property, etc.) by underhand dealing. ? Obs.
1617 W. Fesnor Compters Commiv. 10 It was onely a

tricke to worme mee out of my money. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. IV xi, Richard (whom late wee left de-
thron'd) is not Worne from the Storye, though worm'd out
of King, a 1700 B, E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Worm'd out of,

Rookt, Cheated, Trickt. 1718 tr. TourneforfsVoy. Levant
I. 58 This gave us a suspicion, .that they jointly contriv'd
to worm us out of this Mony. 1838 Lytton Alice m. viii,

We cannot wrestle against the world, but we may shake
hands with it, and worm the miser out of its treasures.

7. To worm out : to thrust out, get rid of, expel,

by subtle and persistent pressure or undermining.
1594 Lyi.y Mother Botnbie 11. ii, I haue tied vp the louing

worme my daughter, and will see whether fansie can worme
fansie out of her head. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1.

§ 30. 67 1 1 is a riddle to me, how this story of Oracles hath
not worm'd out of the World that doubtful conceit of Spirits

and Witches. ^1662 Hevlin Land 1. (1671) 46 He did not

only stock his Colledge with such a generation of Non-con-
formists as could not be wormed out in many years after

his decease; but [etc.]. 1665 Surv. Aff. Netherl. 127 The
industrious Portugeze, whom they have wormed almost out

of all their discoveries in Asia and Africa. 1683 in
J.

Wick-
ham Legg Eng. Ck. Life (1914) 115 A Temper, which must
Inevitably. .Worme out once aeaine the Common Prayer.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Worm, to work one out of a
Place, &c. 1714 R. Fiddes Tract. Disc. 11. 271 He who has

the handsomest address.. in worming others out of bii>iness,

and winding himself in. X748 E. Ekskine Serm. (1755) 33a

The Venom of the Old Serpent has diffused itself through
all the Powers and Faculties of the Soul and Body; and it

is worming out your Life. 1760 Ann. Reg., Chron. 114/1

Such a body of troops as.. in time might be able to worm

out the English from the trade of Bengal. 1785 Grose
Diet. Vulgar T, Worm, to worm out, . .also to undermine,
or supplant. 1811 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Bachelor's Complaint,
Innumerable are the ways which they take to insult and
worm you out of their husband's confidence.

8. To worm out : to extract (information, a secret,

etc.) by insidious questioning. Similarly const, out

of oxfrom (a person).
1715 Addison Drummer n. i, I fancy, .thou could'st worm

it [asecret]out of her. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Worm,
to worm out, to obtain the knowledge of a secret by craft.

1800 Mar. Edgewohth Pofi. T., The Will iv, I do not want
to worm your secret from you. 1807 Ckabbe Birth of
Flattery 56, I ..Who've loosed a guinea from a misers
chest, And worm'd his secret from a traitor's breast. 1840
Thackeray Catherine xi, Old Wood knew all her history. .

.

He had wormed it out of her, day by day. 1844 A. Smith
Mr. Ledbury xx. (iS£6) 60 He was able.. to worm out a
description of the locality. 1853 Lytton My Novel x. xx,
By little and little our Juvenile Talleyrand ..wormed out
from Dick this grievance. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks.
Char. iii. 68 He counsels his mother not to let the king
worm from her his secret. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves
v. 62 The judge ordered one of his peasants to visit the man,
and to worm the truth out of him. 1900 ' Anthony Hope '

Quisanti i. 14 She could not get much out of him, but she
found herself trying to worm out all she could.

b. To extract (money, etc.) out of (a. person)

by pleading.
1851 Kingsley Yeast xiii, They make the labourer fancy

that he is not to depend upon God and his own right hand,
but on what his wife can worm out of the good nature of
the rich.

9. intr. To move or progress sinuously like a
worm ; also transf of things. Usually with adv.,

as about, a/ong
t
up, down, or prep., as in, into (a

confined space). Also, to move windingly through

;

to twine or twist about (something).
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. i. xxii, Thousand flaming

serpents hissing flew.. And woorming all about his soule
they clung. 180a G. Colman Br. Grins, Elder Bro. (1819)
118 He [a drunk man] work'd, with sinuosities, along, Like
Monsieur Corkscrew worming thro' a Cork. 18*6 J. F.
Cooper Last ofMohicans XX, I little like that smoke which
you may see worming up along the rock above the canoe.

1839 Bailey Fcstus, The Centre, Through seas and buried
mountains, .have we wormed Down to the ever burning
forge of fire. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 139 They wormed
through the grass to within forty or fifty feet of the rifle-

pits 1885 Cyclist 19 Aug. iioi/i The procession, .moved
off in a straggling manner... Once in order, however, the
riding was excellent, and a very presentable line wormed
through the Newport Road. 1896 Baden-Powell Mala-
hele Campaign xvi. The caves and their passages worm
about inside the koppie.

b. refl. in same sense.

1865 Gosse Land fy Sea 255 So, kneeling, ..or fairly

stretched at full-length supine.., we worm ourselves into

the holes and crannies. 1890 D. C. Murray Dangerous
Calspa7o 200 Gale wormed himself into the little passage.

1927 Agatha Christie Big Four viii. 107, I crawled cau-
tiously out of the bushes, and inch by inch.. I wormed
myself down the steep path.

c. With advb. ace, as to worm one's way.
Also of figurative progress (cf. next).

1822 Good Study Med. (1829) I. 399 Fistulous ulcers, .have
sometimes.. wormed a sinuous path, and opened into the
vagina. 184s Lingard Hist. Anglo-Saxon Ch. I. ii. 95
Through such intrigues it occasionally happened that men,
in no wise qualified for the episcopal office, wormed their

way to the episcopal bench. 1851 F. B. Head Stokers <5-

Tokers iii. 39 A number of newspaper-vendors . . are worming
their way through the crowd. 1869 Trollope He Knew,
etc. Ixii. (1878) 348 That snake in the grass who wormed his

way into my house. 1883 F. M, Crawford Dr. Claudius
vii. 117 The screw.. rushed round, worming its angry way
through the long quiet waves.

10. fig. To make one's way insidiously like a

worm into (a person's confidence, secret affairs,

etc.) ; to burrow in so as to hurt or destroy. Also,

to wriggle out of (a difficulty).

1627 P. Fletcher Locusts iv. xxi, To comply With that

weake sexe, and by fine forgerie To worme in womens
hearts, chiefly the rich and high. 1633 G. Herbert Ten/pie,

Church-Rents ii, But when debates and fretting jealousies

Did worm and work within you more and more, Your colour
faded. 1639 Sai.tmarshe Policy 231 Vse subtle and crafty

men, they will search, and skrew, and worme into busines
of difficulty. 1833 Ritchie Wand. Loire 138, I worm into
their secrets like a being of supernatural power. 1868
Coruh. Mag. July 68 We cannot pause to tell how im-
posters.. wormed into his confidence. 1881 Tennyson Cup
1. i. 54 And once there I warrant I worm thro' all their
windings. 1893 in J. H. Barrows World's Parlt. Relig. I.

618 The^e facts, .are exceedingly embarrassing for the ad-
herents of the evolutionary theory; but they worm out of
the difficulty in a manner that provokes.. a smile.

b. refl. To insinuate oneself into (a person's
favour or confidence, a desirable position, etc.).

1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 1 Aug., I was endeavouring to
settle some points of the greatest consequence, and had
wormed myself pretty well into him, when his Under Secre-
tary came in.. and interrupted all my scheme. 171a Per-
quisite Monger 10 One Zaraida..so worm'd herself into the
Confidence of her Mistress, as to be in the highest Esteem
with her. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias in. iii. f 4 If you have
management enough to worm yourself into his confidence.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vi, Worm yourself into her
secrets; I know you can. 1853 Reade Chr. Johnstone iii,

Flucker,_..with admirable smoothness and cunning, wormed
himself into cabin-boy on board the yacht. 1871 Dixon
Tower III. v. 45 He was to worm himself into the family
councils. 191 1 J. H. Rose W. Pitt $ Gt. War xx. 432 This
was before Wedderburn had wormed himself into favour
with Lord North.

11. trans, with predicate-extension : To move
(an object) off, down, through, etc. by a gradual
tortuous propulsion or dragging.
a 1861 T. Winthrop Life in Open Air (1863)117 Aided by

the urgent stream, we carefully and delicately. . wormed our
boat off the rock, 1873 J- T. Mogcridge Harv. Ants 1. 33We measured a tunnel [formed by ants] by worming a straw
down it. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow 251 Dick had
gradually wormed his right arm clear of its bonds. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 11 Dec 2/1 To repel all attempts on the part
of the enemy to worm his patrols through our advanced
troops.

IV. 12. [See Worm sb. i6d,e.] To make a
screw-thread on. f To worm in, to screw in ; to

insert and secure by screwing.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handie-Crafts 523
He hatcheth files, and winding vices wormeth. 1683 Moxon
Mech. F.xerc, Printing xi. f 18 It hath four Iron Hooks. .,

whose Shanks are Wormed in. 1868 Rogers Pot. Eton. x.

(1876) 130 A smith may be engaged generally in forging or
worming screws. 1884 M, Mackenzie Dis. Throat A> Nose
II. 271 Its outer surface is smooth for four inches from the
distal end ; but for the rest of its length it is wormed.
13. Naut. To wind spun-yarn or small rope

spirally round (a rope or cable) so as to fill up the

grooves between the strands and render the surface

smooth for parcelling and serving.

1644 [implied in Worming vbl.sb. 6]. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), To Worm a Cable, or Hawser,, .to succour or
strengthen it, by winding a small Rope all along between
the Strands. 1730 Capt. W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-bk. of
the i Lyell' 22 Sept., Got our Main Stay down, Wormed the
lower end of it. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) Em.
mieller un itai, to worm a stay. 1799 Hull Advertiser
13 Apr. 2/2, 60 fathom of cable, part of which is wormed.
i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 28 It should be tarred

and wormed with stout spunyarn. 1875 Bedford Sailor's

Pocket Bk. x. 360 Three men can worm, parcel, and serve

2 fathoms of 12-inch in an hour.

14. To remove the charge or wad from (a gun) by
means of a worm (see Wobm sb. 16 b). Also absol.

180a C James Milit. Diet. s.i\, To worm a Gun, to take

out the charge of a fire-arm by means of a worm. 1859 F. A,
Griffiths A rtil. Alan. 209 No. 4. Worms, spunges, rams
home, runs out, and trains. 1873 Routledge's Young GentIm.
Mag. Jan. 79/1 The guns were ' wormed ', 'sponged', loaded,

and run out.

t Wormatic, a. Obs. [f.\YoRM.f3.,prob. after

rheumatic] Of, consisting of, or containing worms.
1665 Nedham Med. Medicinal 177 The Wormatick Cadaver-

ous Humor and Matter. Ibid. 511 It came from a Worm-
atick Cause in the Bowels.. .Salts might kill the Worms.
1690 R.Clark Vermicutars Destroyed 15 Slime and worm-
atick matter.

t Worm-eat, ppl. a. Obs. = Worm-eaten, lit.

and fig.
1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. iv. 6 Some btauer braine in high

Heroick rimes Compiltth worm-eate stories of olde tymes.

1601 and Ft. Returnfr. Farnass. iv. iii. 1936 Spending the

marrow of their flowring age, In fruitelesse poring on some
worme eate leafe. 1607 R. Turner Nosce Te E 3, This
worme-eate Churle.

t Worm-eat, v. Obs. [Back-formation from

next.]

1. trans. To eat into by, or as by, worms.
1598 Florio, Tarmare, to mothe-eate or worme-eate. 1653

Chiseniiale Catholike Hist. 109 Should the gnawing rusty

teeth of time worm-eat and rase all his Records.^ 1663 Head
Hie f\f Ubique 11. i. 20 Let 'em rot with their cares And
worldly affairs, And worm-eat their souls with their treasures.

a 1739 Jarvis Don Quix. 11, iv. x, Leave off these vanities,

which worm-eat your brain.

2. intr. To undergo being worm-eaten.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 125 That they bee reade-

deale, which are allmost as durable as oake, and will not

worme-eate so soone as white deale.

WO"rm-ea:ten, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Eaten

into by a worm or worms.
1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xvn. Ixxiv. (1495) Qiij/r

Frutc.yf it be not roten nother worme eten. c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 45 Take white pese and wasshe horn wele

;

..Devoyde bo worme-etone alle bydene. 1493 Festyvall

(W. de W. 1515) 139 An olde staffe of asshe that.. was all

worme eten. c 1570 Misogonus m. iii. 84 A neighboure of

yours wch is payned in hir mandible w'h a wormetone toth.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. ix. 57 Some made in books, some in

long parchment scrolles, That were all worme-eaten, and
full of canker holes. 1509 Shaks. Much Ado 111. iii. 145

Smircht worm-eaten tapestrie. 1600 Abbot On Jonah xx.

434 The worke of wormes shall not be refused, to cloath a

worme-eaten body. 1653 W. Ramesev Astrol. Restored 72

He found [it] in an old rotten worm-eaten book. 1679

Rector's Bk. Ctayworth (1910) 45 Ye beans were sound and

y9 pease wormeaten. a 1704 T. Brown Walk Loud, fy

Westm. Wks. 1720 III. 316 Old worm-eaten Presses, whose
Doors flew open on our Approach. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cal.

148 Then, like worm-eaten fruit, it drops and dies. 1838

Dickens O. Twist xxxviii, Old worm-eaten ship timber.

1883 J. G. Wood in Sunday Mag. Oct. 628/2 No one ever

yet found an unsound or worm-eaten nut in a squirrel's

store*
. , . . .

b. transf Applied to organic tissue which is

indented with small holes.

In Elizabethan writers as a jocular description of a ' grog-

blossom' nose.
159a Nashe P. Peuilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 18 A huge

woorme-eaten nose, like a cluster of grapes hanging downe-

wards. 1603 Dekker Wonderf. Yeare F 1 An Antiquary

might haue pickt rare matter out of his Nose, but that it

was worme-eaten (yet that proued it to bean auncient Nose).

1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. III. 966 The whole of the colon

above the stricture was distended and worm-eaten by small

ulcers. Ibid. IV. 746 A larger superficial ulcer., with irregu-

lar ' worm-eaten ' or ' mouse-nibtled ' margins. 1899 Ibid.
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WORM-EATENNESS.
VI. 55° The surface [of the bone] has a worm-eaten appear-
ance.

C fig- (of persons and things). Decayed, de-
crepit ; antiquated, outworn.
£1575 W*, Wager Longer thou livest 329 (Hrandl) You

begin to be scabbie and worme eaten, It is time Salt vpon
you to strow. 1589 R. Hakvey/V. Pert. (1500)6 His worm-
eaten Conscience. 1597 Morlky Introd. Mus. 158 Your
close in the treble part is so stale that it is almost worme
eaten. 1604 ? Dekker Newcs fr. Grauesend Ep. l)ed. A 4
That worme-eaten name of LiberalL . . It's a name of the old
fashion. 1614 Ralegh Hist. World 1. vii. § 4. 103 And
therefore.. were all thinges among the Greekes (which
antiquitie had worne out of knowledge) called Ogygia% which
we in English commonly call (worme-eaten) or of defaced
date. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 187 O poor fools who
are beguiled with painted things. .and rotten worm-eaten
hopes ! 17*1 Ramsay Tartana 362 These musty Fools Who
only move by old worm-eaten Rules. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz.
13 Sept. 5/1 The worm-eaten bibliophile.

absol. 1730 Pope Let. to Gay 1 Oct., The employment I am
fittest for—conversation with the dead, the old, and the
worm-eaten.

Hence f Worm-eatenness, worm-eaten con-
dition.

1617 Rider liibl. Sehol., C^rr;W..Rotiennesse or worm-
eatennesse in wood. 1617 Hardier *Janua Ling. 94 The
tops of chesnut trees rot with rustie wormeatennesse. 1666

J. Smith Old Age 85 By the ceasing of the teeth we must
understand, all tnose infirmities that are incident to them by
reason of age, whether looseness, hollowness, rottenness,.

.

wormeatenness, [etc.]. 1730 Bailey (folio), Verminousness,
Fulness of Worms, Worm.eatenness.

Wo'rm-eater,
1. A bird or other creature that feeds on worms

;

spec, the Worm-eating Warbler (see below).
1760 G. Edwards Glean. Nat. Hist. II. 200 The Worm-

eater [of Pennsylvania!. 1831 Swainson & Richardson
Fauna Bor.-A mer. 1 1. 22 1 Syivicota ( Vermivora)peregrina.
..Tennessee Worm-eater, 1878 J, Blli.er New Zealand 1.

v. 39 A desperate gang headed by a chief called ' Kaitoke '

(wornveater).

2. [f. Worm-eaten.] (See quots.)
1890 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 22 Apr. 2 3 A man. .gave his

occupation as that of a worm-eater. ..He said he was em-
ployed by a furniture manufacturer to fire shot at furniture
so as to give it a worm-eaten appearance. 1900 Daily Mail
jt Oct., Worm-eaters .. assist the makers of spurious oak
urniture to deceive the public by drilling worm holes into
the wood so as to give it an ancient appearance.

ITTO! — I lllg. 11''" ifl Obs. The eating of
worms into fruit, timber, etc
1594 Plat Jewell-ho. \. 36 Steeping of seeds in the infusion

of wormewood, centuary, coloquintida, and such like, will
defende them from wormeating. 1600 Surflet Countrie
Farme 1. x. 48 Hee shall cleanse them [sc. trees] from
wormes, filthines, and worme eatings. 1677 N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. iv. 15 To preserve tlrese Stocks or Tops
from rotting, or worm-eating, rub them over thrice a year
with Sallet or Linseed-oyL 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Neio
Invent. 40 To make good the damage she brought home by
Worm-eating.

Wo rm-ea ting, ppl. a. That eats worms for

food. Worm-eating IVarbler, the bird Helmintho-
tkerus vermivorus of the eastern U. S.
1817 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. X. 730 Worm-eating

Warbler. Sylvia vermivora.. . Inhabits Pcnsylvania. 1831
Swainson & Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amer. II. 204 The
worm-eating Warblers {Vermivorm). 1871 Coues Key N.
A mer. Birds 93 Helmt\ntho\therus vermivorus. Worm-
eating Warbler.

Wormed (w£.tmd), ppl. a. [f. Worm v. and
sb. +• -ED.]

1. Eaten into or bored by worms ; infested with
worms.
1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 371 Wormed, the state of

timber or plank when a number of internal cavities are made
in it by a particular kind of worm, called the Teredo navalis,
that abounds chiefly in tropical climates. 1853 G. Johnston
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 96 Old bushes may generally be seen
growing, all knaggy and wormed, about decaying onsteads.
i860 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XXI. 976/1 There is great reason
to believe that some inflammatory action of the liver, of the
eye, and of other wormed viscus, precedes the evolution
of parasites in them. 1883 R. Bridges Prometheus 102
Then in the ruined dwellings and old tombs He dug,
imbedding from the wormed ooze Vessels and tools of
trade and husbandry. 1913 Maseheld Daffodil Fields ill,

Wormed hard-wood piles were driv'n in the river bank.
2. Formed with a screw-thread. Also in para-

synthetic combinations furnished with a (speci-
fied) number of screw-threads.
1683 Moxon Printing xi. p 1. 62 A Three-Worm 'd Spindle

comes faster and lower down than a four-Worm 'd Spindle.
1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Aug. 11/1 Two perpendicular bars of
iron are firmly fixed at B B, the upper portion of each of
them deeply wormed for a screw. When the silo is full,

planks are laid lengthwise over its whole surface, through
which the wormed ends of the iron bars protrude,

Wormer (wtrjmaj). [f. Worm v. + -er 1
.]

1. One who pries into the affairs of others ; one
who * worms out * (secrets).
The meaning in quot. 1602 is uncertain.
160a Chettle Hoffman 111.(1631) F 1 b, How say you,

most valiant and reprobate Country men : haue ye not heard
I haue bin a stinger, a tickler, a wormer. i8» M hs. Nathan
Langreath III. 465 The insidious wormer of family secrets.

2. a. One who catches or collects worms for bait.
1880 F. Buckland Nat. Hist. Brit. Fishes 11 It is a very

interesting sight to see the lights of the numerous wormers
when they are out with their lanterns collecting of a dark
night. 1 88 1 Athenaeum 30 Apr. 594/2 A long reach is in-

dispensable to a good wormer.
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b. One who angles with a worm or worms as bait.
1891 A. Lang Angling Sk. 26 In a small burn a skilled

wormer may almost depopulate the pools. J909 W. C. Platts
Light Lvus 82 And how keen some of these old wormers
are I

3. U.S. = Worm sb. 16 b.

1891 Century Diet. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet. 1911
Weuster.

t Wormete, a. Obs. In 4 wermethe. [OE.
wyrmkte, f. wyrm Worm sb. + ml- pret. stem of
etan Eat v. Cf. MHG. wurmiiz.e.'] Worm-eaten.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II, 126 Wib wyrmstum lice. 1340

Ayenb. 229 Ase bet frut ne is najt guod, pa} hit by wel u.iyr
wi^-oute, huanne hit is uorroted and wermethe.

Worm-grass.
+ 1. A species of stonecrop, Sedum album, with
worm-like leaves. Obs.
1578 Lyte Dodocns\. Ixxvu. n 4 Wilde Pnckmadam, great

Stone Croppe, or Worme grasse. 1597 Gekakdk Herbal 11.

exxxvi. 414. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Worm.Grass, an
Herb that kills Worms.
2. The Pinkroot, Spigelia marilandica, of the

Southern U.S., the root and leaves of which are
used as a vermifuge. Also applied to S. Anlhelmia.
1756P, BROWNE Jamaica 1 56 A uthelmenthia . . Spigelia.

.

Worm-grass. 1786 Aiierckombie Arrangem. 66 in Card.
Assist., Spigelia mariiaudica, or Mariland worm grass, or
Carolina India pink. 182a Good Study Med. (1829) I. 375
The Indian-pinks, or worm-grasses. .s[pigelia] anlhelmia,
and s.Marytandica. 1864 Griskbach Flora If. Ind. Isl.

789 Worm-grass, Spigelia Anthelmia.

Worm-hole. A hole made by a burrowing
worm or insect in wood, fruit, books, etc.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 946 To fill with wcrme-holes stately
monuments. 1599 — Hen. V, 11. iv. 86 'Tis no sinister, nor
no awk-ward Ciayme, Pickt from the worme-holes of long-
vanisht dayes. 1615 Rowlands Melancholic Knt. 33 Old
bookes, wherein the worm-holes doe remaine. 1684 J. S.
Profit $ Pleas. United 167 As for your Float let it be of the
lightest Cork you can get, clear from cracks or worme holes.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VIII. 23 Others, whose time of
transformation is also near at hand, fasten their tails to
a tree, or to the first worm-hole they meet, in a beam. 1858
O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-T. (1S83) 261 An apple with
a worm-hole. 1874 Willshire Anc. Prints iii. 79 The
worm-holes so frequently to be met with in the old crab and
pear-wood blocks of the early masters.

Hence Wo'rm-holed a., perforated with worm-
holes.

1870 LoWBLL Among my Bis. Ser. 1. 202 The resolution
and persistence of the one, like sound timber wormholed and
made shaky, as it were, by the other's infirmity of will and
discontinuity of purpose. 1873 * S. Beauchamp ' N. Hamil-
ton I. 166 'See, sir,' he would say as he turned the chairs
over with a rap on the floor, to shake the sawdust out.
'There's the proof: worm-holed you see, sir, worm-holed '.

Wtvrmhood, nonce-wd. [-hood.] The state
or condition of being a worm.
1691 S. Shaw Diff. Humours Men 26, 1 doubt he will make

a worse Beast of him than a Worm ; if the company do not
over-rule him, he'll make him that he cannot crawl, and then
h e w ill lose his worm-hood as well as his manhood.

Wormian (w^umian), a. Anal. [ad. mod.L.
(ossa) Wormidn-a, S. the name of the Danish
physician Olaus lVorm{\ 588-1654).] The designa-

tion of small bones of irregular shape (otherwise

styled ossa triquetra')
)
frequentlyfound in the sutures

of the skull.

1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anal. 59 A wormian bone, which
varies in size, and is frequently of an oval form. 1849-52
TodcCs Cycl. Anat. IV. 960/1 An interval is formed, which
is afterwards filled up with Wormian ossicles. 1866 Hlxlkv
Prehist. Pent. Caiihn. 88 There is a large Wormian bone in
the right crus of the lambdoid suture. 1884 J. G. Gahson in

Jrnl. Anthropol. Inst. XIII. 391 The wormian bones are
small in most instances.

Wo ruling, vbl. sb. [f. Worm v. + -ing 1.]

1. a. Extraction of the ' worm ' or lytta from a
dog's tongue.

1575 Tvrrf.rv. Faulconrie 371 The worming doth discharge
the Ispanell of madnesseand frenesie. 1654 C. Wase Gratins'

Cyneget. lllustr. 13 To prevent Madnesse by Worming.
1818 Sporting Mag. II. 31 Worming, .is most efEcatious.

b. slang. (See quot.)
1859 Slang Diet., Worming, removing the beard of an

oyster or muscle.

2. The action of ridding (plants, etc.) of ' worms'
or grubs,
1641 Milton Animadv. Remonstr. Def. 52 [He] challenges

as his right, .the clipping of every bush, the weeding and
worming of every bed. 1864 De Coin Cotton <$ Tobacco
274 The worming must continue, after the hoeing is done,
until the plants are ripe for cutting.

f3. The practice of a spy or informer. (In quot.

atlrib.) Obs.
1607 liEAUM. & Fl. Woman-Hater in. iii, Has not many

men been raised from this worming trade?

b. The use of insidious methods of progress or

advancement.
1916 Nineteenth Cent. Nov. 1074 In the Two Americas,

. . Deutschtum has, by silent worming, won enormous power
all the way from Chicago to the Chilean coast.

4. Angling with worms as bait.

184a Pulman Rustic Sk. 48 Zo Vs all up wi' wormin', an'

huomward da trot Th' angler, wull pleyz*d wi' th' spoort

e've a-got. 1910 Encycl. Brit. II. 28/1 The other methods
of taking trout., are spinning, live-baiting and worming.
1922 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 39/1 When I showed him how to

cast the worm up-stream,.. he was delighted with this, to

him, novel method of worming.

WORMLING.
5. The action of catching worms (for bait).
x88i Athen&um 30 Apr. 594/2 Worming is an art; the

worms are very cunning, and apt to pop back into their

holes if the hunter treads heavily.

6. Naut. The process of winding spun-yarn round
a rope or cable, so as to fill up the spiral furrows
between the strands (cf. Worm v. 13). Also concr.,

the yarn or line thus used as a filling.

1644 Manwayhing Sea-mans Diet. 116 Worming is the
laying of a small roape, or line alotigst, betwixt the strands
of a cabell or hawser. 1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild.
Assist. 120 Lanyards, Ratling, Worming. 1791 Smeatov
Edystone L. (1793) § 137 Not only the service and worming
were cut, but the cable itself was. .injured by the sharpness
of the rocks. 1794 Rigging 4- Seamanship I. 65 Worming
is made of 2 or 3 strands. < i860 H, Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 27 The worming is put in the lay. 1897 F. T. Uui.len
Cruise Cachalot 84 A favourite design is to carve the bone
into the similitude of a rope, with ' worming ' of smaller line

along its lays.

7. A worm-like incrustation.

1903 Conrad & Hueffer Romance v. iii. 425, I knew the
feel of every little worming of rust on the iron candlestick.

8. Comb, worming machine (fur making screw-
threads)

; worming-pot, a utensil for forming
worm-like ornaments on stoneware.
1866 ]. Chamberlain in B'ham $ Midi. Hardware Distr.

607 They [se. screw-blanks] are next carried to the *worming
machine. 1839 Urf, Diet. Arts 1017 Common stoneware is

coloured by means of two kinds of apparatus ; the one called
t he blowing-pot, the other the *worming-pot.

Worming, ppl. a. [f. Worm v. + -ing 2.]

Winding, twisting
; fig. working or advancing

insidiously or tortuously.
1626 B. Jonson Stable 0/Neives v. ii, I ha' you in a purse-

net Good Master Picklocke, wi' your worming braine, And
wrigling ingine-head of maintenance. 1650 Fuller Pisgah
111. v. 369 But Saint Hierome will have thtm [se. windows]
lattised, I.ignisinterrasilibus,etvermiculatis,with worming
or winding splinters of shaved wood, a 1764 Lloyd Charity
Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 156 Your sly, sneaking, worming souls,

Whom Friendship scorns, and Fear controuls. 1835 \V. G.
Simms Ycmassee \. 14 (Funk) Around the fields the negro
piles slowly trie worming and ungraceful fence.

t Wo'rmish, a. Obs. [-ish.] Worm-like ; as

weak or despicable ns a worm.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v. (1922) 177 In smh a shadowe, or

rather pit of darkenes, the wormi.-h mankmde lives, that
neither they knowe how to foresee, nor what to feare. 1616
Havward Sanct. Troub. Soul 1. § 3. 52 He not angry with
vs (wormish weakelings) although we offend ; for thou
knowest what we are and whereof we are made. 163a Ln h -

gow Tran. 1. 3, I haue a. .iudgement to discerne such
wormish waspes.

t Worm-kin. Obs. Forms: I wyrmcyn(n,
3 WTimkin. [OE. wyrmcynji = OHG. wurm-
chnnni, -khunni, MHG. -kiinnc

%
f. Worm sb. +

Kin* sbX\ The race of worms or serpents, or a
species of these.

Beowulf'1425 2-esawon 5a sefter wietere wyrmcynnes fela,

sellice sa:dracan sund cunnian. ^893 Alfred Oros. in. ix.

(1S83) 136 On westennum wildeora & wyrmcynna missen-
licra. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 12 Scorpionem, bast is an
wyrm-cynn. £1250 Gen. $ F.r. 3805 Dor-fore hem cam
wrim kin among, oat hem wel bitterlike stong.

Wormless (w£>\imles), a. rare, [-less.] Free
from, destitute of, worms.
1837 Darley Syren Songs v. Poet. Wks. (1908) 441 In the

wormless sands shall he Feast lot no foul gluttons be. 1902
Mabel P.arnes-Gkundy A 'Thames Camp vii. m, I was in

a shocking bad temper owing to ihe absolutely wormless
condition of our plot,

f Wo'rmlet. Obs~° [-let.] A little worm.
1611 Florio, Verminucci,. .wormelets. Ibid.

%
Vermolinit

little wormes, grubs, or wormelets.

Worm-like, a. and adv.

A. adj. Resembling a worm in structure, form,

movement, etc. ; vermiform.
17*1 Bailey s.v. Valvula major,.. the foremost Worm-like

Process of the Cerebellum. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 1. 173
The whole body of the water then is found replete with little

worm-like insects. »854
>
Poultry Chron. I. 77 A Strange

spiral, or worm-like, motion. 1868 W. Cory Lett. $ Jnus.
(1897) 218 A dreadful fat worm-like black thing with onions
. . ! it was lamprey. 1885 Guide Mammalia Brit. Mus. 50
The Ant-eaters have narrow heads with long snouts, to ac-

commodate their enormously long worm-like tongues.

b. fig. (Cf. Worm sb. 13.)
1805 Wordsw. Prelude xi. 252, I., wished that Man

Should start out of his earthy, worm-like state, And spread
abroad the wings of Liberty. 1877 Gladstone Diary 7 May
in Morley Life II. vii. iv. 565 Never did I feel weaker and
more wormlike.

B. adv. After the manner of a worm.
1813 Byron Corsair 1. xiv, That heart hath long been

changed; Worm-like 'twas trampled, adder-like avenged.

1841 Browning Pippa Passes it r, A pale wretch..Who
through some chink had pushed and pressed, On knees and
elbows, belly and breast, Worm-like into the temple.

Wormling (wirimlin). Also 7 wormeling,

wormlin. [f. Worm sb. +-ling. Cf. ON. yrm-
lingr.'] A small worm; chiefly y^., a poor de-

spicable creature.

1598 Sylvrster Du Bartas II. i. II. Imposture 498, dusty

wormling I dar'st thou strive and stand With Heav'ns high

Monarch? 1611 Shelton Quix. in. iv. (:6ao) 149 God.,
doth not abandon the little flies of the aire, nor the worme-
lings of the earth, nor the spawnlings of the water. 1611

Beathwait Nat. Embassie (1877) 14 Thou wormlin, how
dar'st thou reuile his name? i6s8Sir W. Mure Doomesday
185 Vile wormeling, Thou whose tender pride The weakest
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sunshine scarce couldst byde. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr.
etc. II. 129 The good and great, That lent a portion of their
wealthy power, And sav'd a wormling from destruction's
fate. 1858 E. Caswali, Masque ofMary etc 179 The un-
created Word, who flesh became For us poor wormlings
creeping on the ground. 1891 C. Dawson Avonmore iv. 85
Hut if {there is] a God, what of the wormling man, Who
madly dares impeach His awful will?

tWo'rmly. Obs. rare. [? Named from Worm-
ley in Herts, or that in Surrey.] A horse.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas II, iii. 1. Vocation 852 Thy

white Wormly brave {ton btanc corserot].

Wormseed (wpumsfd). [Worm sb. 4.]
1. A name for various plants considered to have

anthelmintic properties ; as swine's fennel or sul-

phnrwort, Peucedanum officinale ; Artemisia San-
tottica, A. Vahtiana, A* judaica, A. mariiima ;

Erysimum cheiranthoides (Treacle or English

Wormseed) ; Chenopodium antkelminticum and
Ambrina anthelmintica (American Wormseed)

;

Hahgeton tamariscijolium (Spanish Wormseed).
a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 188 Swynys fenkel or

wyrmsed : feniculus porosus. c 1400 [see swynesfenel, Swine
5 b 1

. 1541 Bk. Properties Herbs Dj, Feniculus poeticus..
h called worme sede. It is good to destroy wormes in a
mannes body. 1597 Gerardf. Herbal 11, xxit. 212 Cameiine,
or English Woonnseed. Ibid. 213 Treacle Wormeseede
riseth vp with tough and pliant braunches. Ibid. if.

ccccxxxv. 942 The Latines name it Sementina: the seede
is called Semen sanctum, Holie seede, and Semen contra
Lumbricos: in English Wormseed; the herbe it selfe is also
called Wormseed, or Wormseedwoort. 1640 Parkinson
Theat, Bot. vn. xxviii. 867 CanteUna. . English Wormeseede.
1686 Ray Hist. Plant. I. 368 Absinthium Santonicum
Alexandrinum C. B. . . Semen Sanctum Park. Sementina
Ger. ., Wormseed. 1760 J. LBS Introd. Bot. App. 33a
Worm-seed, Chenopodium. 1770 J. R. Forster tr. Kalm's
Trav. N. Amer. 1. 163 Chenopodium anthelminticum is very
plentiful on the road... The English who settled here, call it

Worm-seed and Jerusalem Oak. . . In Pensylvania and New
Jersey its seeds are given to children, against the worms.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants III. 585 Erysimum cheir.
anthoides.. Treacle Wormseed. 1831 J. Davies Mat. Med.
418 Wormseed. Jerusalem Oak. Chenopodium anthelminti-
cum,.. grow'ing all over America. 1866 Treas. Bot* S.V.,

Spanish Wormseed, Halogeton tamariscifolium.

2. The dried flower-heads of one or other of these
plants, used as an anthelmintic. Formerly also

in pi. Levant, Alexandrian, Barbary, Tartarian
wormseed, that prepared from species of Artemisia.
Z502 Arnolde Chron. (1811) 234 Worme sede, ij.s. vi. d.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 269 Woorme seede of the best
kynde, cauled Semenzina. 1594 R. Wilson Coblers Proph.
ii. 427 (Malone Soc.) Sottld. I abhorre and defie thee. Con.
Euen as the child doth wormeseed hid in Raisons. 1597
Gkrarde Herbal 11. ccccxxxv. 941 This Wormwood called
Sementina and Semen saneturn.. beareth that seede which
we haue in vse, called Wormseede : jn shoppes Semen
santolinum. 1615 in W. Foster Lett. reed. E. Ind. Co,
(1899) III. 177 Wormseeds likewise doth grow in Corosson.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1. ii. § 25 The Child certainly
knows.. That the Wormseed or Mustard it refuses, is not
the Apple or Sugar it cries for. 1y04.L0n1t.Gaz. No. 3983/4
The Cargo of the Ship Hamstead Galley, ..consisting of..
Worm-seeds, Gum Arabeck [etc.]. 1727-51 Chambers Cyc/.,
Wormseed, Semen contra, semen sanctum, or semen san-
ionicum. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Chenopodium,
The fourth and fifth Sorts were brought from America,
where the Seeds are call'd Worm-Seed. 1789 Phil. Trans.
LXXIX. 82 The Chenopodium, producing the semen san-
tonicum, or worm-seed, a medicine formerly in great charac-
ter. 1866 Treas. Bot., Wormseed... The name is applied in
herb-shops to Semen contra, the produce of several species
of Artemisia. 1867 Watts Diet. Chem., Wormseed. Semen
Cinae. Semen Contra. Semen Santonici.—The flower-buds
of Artemisia Vahliana, A. Sieberi, and A. inculta. 1880
Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 293 Santonica or worm-seed.
3. The eggs of the silkworm moth. Cf. Seed

sb. 5 a.

1733 P. Lindsav Interest Scotl. 133 By supplying the
Planters in those Parts with small Quantities of Wormseed,
of the best Breed.

4. attrib. in wormseed mustard, oil, f stone, weed,

T wort (see quots.).

1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. {i860) 35 Erysimum cheiranth-
oides. "Worm-seed Mustard. 183a Lindi.kv Nat. Syst. Bot.
167 The essential oil of Chenopodium anthelminticum,
known in North America under the name of "Worm-seed
Oil, is powerfully anthelmintic. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.,
Wormseed-oil. Oleum dnse. 1729 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Fossils I.65 A Stone. .found in. .Cornwall : and is called
there, *Wormseed-Stone, being thick set with small Bodies,
not unlike the Semen Santonici, or Wormseed. 1750 G.
Hughes Barbados 170 The * Worm-Seed Weed. 1830 J. D.
Mavcock Flora Barbadensis 446 Worm Seed Weed. Cheno-
podium anthelminticum. 1597 *wormseedwoort [see i].

Wo rmsllip. nonce-wd. [-ship.] The per-

sonality of a worm. (With possess, pron., as a

mock -title.)

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche v. cxlix, Vain Son of Dust pull

down thy foolish Crest, And in this Glasse thyfeeble Worm-
ship see. 1652 Benlowes Theiphila 11. xviii, Now serves

our Guiltiness, as winding sheet To wrap up Lepers; Cover
meet ; While thus stern vengeance does our Wormships sadly

greet. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. cxxxiv.(i783) IV. 217

A dead man being.. property under the earth; so that.. as

the property properly belonged only to the worms, the matter

ought to be submitted to their worshipful wormships.

t WOTmstall. Obs. [? Altered f. dial, oumer,

Umber sb. 1 + Stall sbA] An outdoor shelter for

cattle in warm weather.
1601 Holland Pliny xviii. xxxiii, Drive thy sheepe and

cattaile out of the Suune, into some worme-stall and place of

shade. 1613 Markham Eng. Husb. Former Pt. ii. A 4, The

shelter will.. be an excellent wormestall for cattell in the
summer. 1703 Thokfsby Let. to Kay, Wormstail, shelter

for cattel in hot weather.

Wormwood (\v»umwud). Forms : 5 wyrm-
wode, 5-6 worm(e)wod(e, 6 wormwodd,
worme-, woormewoodde, wourmewodde, 6-7
-wood(e, 6- wormwood. [Altered f. Wermod,
as if f. Worm sb. + Wood sb.'1 ]

1. The plant Artemisia Absinthium, proverbial
for its bitter taste. The leaves and tops are used
in medicine as a tonic and vermifuge, and for

making vermouth and absinthe ; formerly also to

protect clothes and bedding from moths and fleas,

and in brewing ale. It yields a dark green oil.

a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. n For to makyn surripe of
violet; it. of wormwode. c 1440 Prom/.Parv. 530/1 Wyrm-
wode, herbe, absinthium, i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking
c v, A medecyne for an hawke that hath mites. Take the
luce of worm«wode and put it ther thay be and thei shall
dye. 1573 in Gage Hengrave (1822) 201 For wormewoode
to lay amongst the bedding at Coleman Streete, xijrf. 1573-
80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 323 Where chamber is sweeped, and
wormwood is strowne, no flea for his life dare abide to be
knowne. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. iii. 30 When it did
tast the Worme-wood on the nipple of my Dngge,and felt it

bitter. 1610 Beaum.& Fl. Faithf. Shepherdess n. ii. Dib,
These for frenzy be A speedy and a soueraigne remedie,
The bitter Wormewood, Sage and Marigold. 1626 Middle-
ton Anythingfor Quiet Life 11. i, He burnt wormwood in't,

to kill the fleas i' the rushes. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg, 1. 628
And Artemisia grows, where Wormwood grew. 1855
Delamer Kitchen Garden (1861) 140 Wormwood gives its

flavour to the ' purl ' of the English workman. 1899 Bridges
Idle Flowers xv, Ragwort and stiff Wormwood And strag-
gling Mignonette.

b. With qualifying word, designating species of

Artemisia and some similar plants; as
+ French wormwood, A. gallica or A. Santonica;

fHoly w., A. Santonica ; Pontic, Roman w., A.pontica
or A. Absinthium; Sea W., A. maritima; Tree W., A,
arborescens of the Mediterranean. Also Roman w., Am-
brosia artemisixfolia \ Wild W., Parthenium Hy$tcro~
Phorus,

1548 Turner Names 0/ Herbes 7 Wormwod pontike..in
englishe maye be also called wormwod gentle. Ibid. 8
Absinthium, santonicum. .may be called in englishe frenche
wormwod. Ibid., Frenche wormwod is weaker then Sea
wormwod is. 1551 — Herbal i. A iiij, Ponticum absinthium
..maye be named in english, wormwode gentle or worm-
wode Romane, Wormwode poniyke. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 1.

ii. 5 The second kinde of Wormwood is called.. in Latine
Seriphium, and Absyutht'u/n Marinum... In English Sea
wormwood. Ibid. 6 Santoni wormwood, or French worm-
wood. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. ccccxxxiii. 940 It is called

in English small leafed Wormwood, Romaine Wormwood,
garden or Cypres Wormwood, and French Wormwood. Ibid.

11. ccccxxxv. 941 Holie Wormwood, .called Sementina and
Semen sanctum, .beareth that seede which we haue in vse,

called Wormseede. Ibid. 11. ccccxxxvi. 943 Absinthium
arborescens. Tree Wormwood. 1696 Sloan e.Catal. Plant.
Jamaica 127 Artemisia humilior flore rnajore albo. ..Wild
Wormwood. 1721 Queers Closet 10 To make Syrup of
Wormwood. Take Roman Wormwood, or Pontick Worm-
wood, half a Pound. 1731 Miller Gard. Did. s.v. Absin-
thium, The Roman and Sea Wormwoods are great Creepers
at the Root.. .The Tree Wormwood rises to be a Shrub five

or six Foot high. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 332 Worm-
wood, Wild, Parthenium. 1854 Thokeau Walden xiv.

(1886) 261 It was overrun with Roman wormwood and
beggar-ticks. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. 1st. 789 Worm-
wood, wild, Parthenium Ilysterophorus.
allusively. 1672 R. Wild Poet. Licent. 27 This bitter Cup

hath Roman Wormwood in 't.

o. Salt of wormwood, an impure carbonate of

potash, obtained from the ashes of wormwood.
1617 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1639) 209 The salt of

wormwood is esteemed hot and dry like the hearb. 1666
Wood Life (O. H. S.) 1 1. 95 Salt of wormwood and juyce of
lemmon. 1756 F, Home Exper. Blenching 277 To four pints

of lime-water.. I added 20 gr. of salt of wormwood. 1789
Buchan Dom. Med. xiv. (1790) 153 Aa ounce of the bark.

.

with an equal quantity of salt of wormwood. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 9S/i.

2. Jig. An emblem or type of what is bitter and
grievous to the soul.

"535 Coverdale Deut. xxix. 18 Lest there be amonge you
some rote, that beareth gall & wormwodd, — Amos v. 7 Ye
turne the laweto wormwod. Ibid. vi. 12 Ye haue turned
true iudgment in to bytternesse, and the frute of rightuous-
nesse in to wormwod. 1553 Eden Decades (Arb.) 90 But.,
amonge his soo many prosperous, pleasaunte, and luckye
aflayres, fortune mengeled sume seedes of wormewoodde,
and corrupted his pure come with the malicious weedes of
coccle. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 857 To weed this Worme-
wood from your fruitfull braine. 1593 G.Harvey New Let.
Notable Cont. Wks. (Grosart) I. 285 Conuerting the worme-
wood of iust offence into the angelica of pure attornment.
1594 Nashk Unfort. Trav. F4 Too much gall dyd that
wormwood ofGibeline wittes put in his inke. 1617 J. Taylor
(Water P.) London to Hamburgh C 4 b, All his sugred sweet
promises, were in the proofe but Gall and wormwood in the
performance. 162a Bacon Hen. I'll 209 These two Persons
. .turned Law and lustice into Woorme-wood and Rapine.
1628 Ford Lover's Mel. 11. H. (1629) 33 Mel. Ha, ha, ha.
Rhe. There's wormewood in that laughter. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. m. 107 Venemous also is the Wormewood of his braine.
1633 G. Herbert Temple, Repentance iv, Sweeten at length
this bitter bowl, Which thou hast pour'd into my soul ; Thy
wormwood turn to health. 1641 Milton Atiimadv. Wks.
1851 III. 232 It had beene happy for this land, if your priests
had beene but onely wooden ; all England knowes they have
been to this Hand not wood, but wormewood. 1691 Hart-
cliffe Virtues 230 Thus Judgment is turned into Worm-
wood : for it is embittered by injustice, and delays make it

sour. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle 'Loin's C. iii. 13 My life is

bitter as wormwood.

b. To be wormwood (or gall and wormwood) :

to be acutely mortifying or vexing {to a person).
1809 Malkin Gil Bias xn. x.(Rtldg.) 435 The accounts her

ladyship brought from Madrid were wormwood to the duke.
1821 Scott A'enitw.x], His presence and his communications
weie gall and wormwood to his once partial mistress. 1856
R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. vin. iv. 51 It was worm-
wood to the proud spirit of Agrippa to be treated as a mere
astrologer. 1898 F. T. Bullen Cruise Cachalot 339 The
sight of other people's good fortune is gall and wormwood
to a vast number of people.

3. Used as a name or specific epithet for certain

moths.
1832 J. Rennie Butterfl, fit Moths 91 The Wormwood

{Cucullia Absinthii, Ochsenheimer). Und. 134 The Worm-
wood Pug {Eupithecia Absinihiata, Stephens). Ibid. 169
The Wormwood Eyelet (Semasia pupiltana, Stephens).
1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 136, 434.

4. Short for 7vormwood ale (see 5).
a 1843 Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 425 Oxford, All Souls.

..Their silver cups. .are called ox-eyes, and an ox-eye of
wormwood was a favourite draught there. Beer with an
infusion of wormwood was to be had nowhere else.

5. attrib. and Comb., as wormwood-bush, f -cake,

-diet, -draughty 'drink; wormwood-coloured adj.;

wormwood-ale,-beer, ale or beer in which worm-
wood is infused ; wormwood coal (see quot.)

;

wormwood water, wine, a cordial prepared (like

absinthe or vermouth) from wormwood; 2X^0 Jig.

1603 *wormewoode ale [see w. beer]. 1665 in Maitland
Club Miscell. (1840) II. 528 For wormewood aill and other
aill in the morneing 000 03 00. 1603 F. Hering Cert. Rules
Bib, You may vse a good draught of *wormewoode beare or
ale. 1718 Poor Robin May A 8 b, Scurvy-grass Ale, clarified

Whey, And Wormwood Beer are good they say. 1858 Lady
Wilkinson Weeds <y Wild Flowers 418 Purl, or wormwood-
beer. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. v. 38, 1 came opposite
to a small clump of "wormwood bushes. 1658 W. M. Queens
Closet Opened (ed. 4) 15 "Wormwood Cakes good for a cold

Stomach, and to help Digestion. 1858 Lady Wilkinson
Weeds fif Wild Flowers 353 An old belief continues to

be connected with the circumstance of the dead roots of
wormwood being black, and somewhat hard, and remaining
for a long period undecayed beneath the living plant. They
are then called ' "wormwood coal'; and if placed under
a lover's pillow they are believed to produce a dream of the
person he loves. 1816 BeckforcCs Vatkek (ed. Garnett) 72
He awoke .. stung to the quick by "wormwood-coloured
[1786 wormwood-colour] flies. 1655 Vai'Ghan Silex Scint.

11. Providence 46 Gladly will I, like Pontick sheep, Unto
their *wormwood-diet keep. 1750 Lady Luxborough Lett,

to Shenstone 9 Sept., I have a return of my fever to-day;
and take "wormwood-draughts. 1658 in 12th Rep. Hist,

MSS. Comm. App. v. 6 [Let it] be celebrated with cow-
heeles, and tripes, the keenest mustard, and the bitterest

"wormewood drinke. 1612 Webster White Devil v. vi. 5
Vit. Ha, are you drunke? Flam. Yes, yes, with "worme-
wood water; you shall tast Some of it presently. 1620
Venner Via Recta ii. 45, 1 aduise them to take two or three

parts of wormwood-water, and one of Aqua vitx. 1725 G.
Smith Distilling 46 Wormwood-water is in good demand
in the Country. 1833 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I.

168, I was. .attacked with a violent pain in my stomach,
which yielded only to a strong dram of wormwood water
{Eau et Absinthe). 1565 Cooper 'thesaurus, Absynthites
,.*worinewoodde wyne. 1587 Harrison England 11. vi.

(1877) 150 Artificiall stuffe, asypocras and wormewood wine.

1617 Moryson Itin. in. 81 In upper Germany the first

draught commonly is of wormewood wine. 1692 in Earth-
quake at Lima (1748) App. 328 This Gentleman. .engaged
me to take a Glass ofWormwood Wine with him, as a Whet
before Dinner. 1806

J.
Pinkerton Recoil. Paris II. xv. 208

A decanter of Jamaica rum, Wormwood wine, or that of
Vermouth. 1844 Mangan Love <$• Madness Poems (1903)

323 Why must Medjnims evermore Drink their tears as
wormwood wine?

b. Jig. Attrib., passing into adj. = bitter, tart,

unpleasant to experience. So also f wormwood
lecture, a scolding or 'talking to*.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 893 Thy secret pleasure turnes to open
shame,. .Thy sugred tongue to bitter wormwood tast. 1601

B. Jonson Poetaster 1. ii, An honest decayed commander,
cannot skelder, cheat, nor be scene in a bawdie house, but
he shall be straight in one of their wormewood comoedies.

1608 Day Law Trickes 11. C 2 b, Trust me, loue hath kild

That worme-wood humor. 1640 Womens Sharpe Revenge 5
And now lately one or two of the sonnes of Ignorance have
pen'd three severall .. ill-favoured Pamphlets ..called Lec-

tures, as the Juniper Lecture, the Crabtree Lecture, and the

Wormwood Lecture, wherein they have laid most false

aspersions upon all women generally. 1678 Dryden Kind
Keeper 11. i. (1680) 14, I shall read him a Worm-wood Lec-

ture, when I see him. 1682 M. Parker (title) A brief sum
of certain wormwood lectures : Which women used to sing

and say Unto their husbands every day. 1871 F. T. Palgrave
Lyr. Poems 24 Clouding with wormwood drops the wine of

life. 1895 G. P. Lathrop in Month (R C.) Jan. 6 Notwith-
standing the wormwood memories of wrongs in the past.

1897 Hardy Poems of Pilgrimage, Lausanne, Still rule those

minds on earth At whom sage Milton's wormwood words
were hurled.

Wormy (wc-imi), a, [f. Worm sb. + -t \ Cf.

MHG. 7vurmicy -ee, G. wurmig
t
Du. wormigJ]

1. Attacked, gnawed, or bored by worms or

grubs; worm-eaten.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. exxxiii. (1869) 128, 1 am a
wormy wilowh ; who so leneth to me is lost. 156a Legh
Armorie (1568) 120b, Studiously keping those monuments
from wormie wemes. 1611 Cotcr., Vereux, wormie, full of
wormes. 1708 Ozell tr. Boileaus Lutrin 54 The wormy
Boards, by Time's corroding Spight disjoin'd. 1756 Mrs,
Calderwood m Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 213 All
the fruit in that country is very wormy, and some of the
finest nuts had a great worm in the kirnall. 1847 Emerson
Poems, Woodnoies 11. 307 And thou,—go burn thy wormy
pages. 1848 Dickens Dombey Ivii, An old brown, panelled,
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dusty vestry, .. where the wormy registers diffuse a smell

like faded snuff. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 176 We have
picked nearly every ajjple (wormy or otherwise'.

trans/. 1833 in New Statist. Ace. Scott, (1845) III. Sel-
kirk 41 The .. herbage on the hills .. was destroyed by a
caterpillar in 1762, long called the -wormy year.

b. Jig. — Worm-eaten c.

161 1 Coryate*s Crudities^Panegyr . Verses C5b, Old wormy
age that in thy mustie writs Of former fooles records the
present wits. 1908 Hardy Dynasts III. vn. viii. 343 Europe's
wormy dynasties rerobe Themselves in their old gilt.

c. Arch. = Vermiculated i c.

1823 [see Vermiculated i c].

2. Of the body, its parts and secretions : Infested

or affected with worms, itch-mites, etc. Of fish :

Lousy (£/". .£).

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Uk. P/tysicke 362/1 An oynt-
ment for the Wormye, and itchinge Haiules. 1600 Surflet
Countrie Farme ii. xlii. 255 The iuice thereof dropped into

wormie eares, doth kill the wormes that is in them. 1625
Hart Anat. Ur. if, viii. 105 What would. .he presage by
sucha wormie vrine? 1679TRAPHAM Disc. Health Jamaica
103 Children the chief subjects of Worms and wormy Slime.

1707 Si-oane Jamaica I. 140 It is used by Chirurgeons in

putrid and wormy ulcers. 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Ascar-
ides, The horses that breed ascarides are, above all others,

subject to slime and wormy matter, i860 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 8) XXI. 974/2 The poor of Scotland .. are not more
wormy than the better fed poor of England. 1884 Spring-
field (Mass.) Wheelmen 5 Gaz. Nov. 1 10/3 The stream was
fairly alive with trout but the large ones were wormy.
3. Of earth, soil, the grave, etc. : Infested with
worms, full of worms.
1590 Shaks. Midi. N. 111. ii. 384 Damned spirits all,..

Alreadieto their wormie beds are gone. 1625 Miltos Death
fair In/ant 31 Yet can I not perswade me thou art dead..
Or that thy beauties lie in wormie bed. 1631 W. LiSLB
Faire AEthio/>ian x. 176 The men of Sere, Who brought the
King two silken robes to weare, Of daintie sleaue drawn*
from their wormie trees. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 345 Loose
wormey ground. 1814 Wordsw, Excurs. in. 281 Feelingly
sweet is stillness after storm, Though under covert of the
wormy ground 1 1838 De QuiNCEY Shaks. Wks. iSgo IV.
76 The wormy grave brought into antagonism with th»
scenting of the early dawn. 185* Hawthorne Blithedale
Rom. 1 1, iv. 7 1 Birds . . busily scratched their food out of the
wormy earth.

trans/. 1820 Keats Isabella xlix, Wherefore all this wormy
circumstance? Why linger at the yawning tomb so long?

4. .Resembling a worm ; worm-like.
Formerly in techn. terms, esp. Anat. ; as wormy body [tr.

corpus htmbricosum : see Worm sl>. ti a], the epididymis;
wormy process vermiform process (Vermiform 3 b).

I54S Raynalde Byrth Mankynde l xi. (1552) 23 b, When
thys foresayd wormye body hath attayned to the myddle
regyon..of thee stone, it.. is no morcthycke wrethed, but
playne, smoth, and round. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 477
The anterior and posterior processes of the braine, called
vermi-formes or the wormy processes. 1634 T. Johnson
Farcy's Wks. vi. xxix. 222 The 4. other [muscles of the hand]
are called, by reason of their figure, the Lumbrici or wormy
muscles, a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts (1683) 60 Pliny..
calls it Coccus Scolecius, or the Wormy Berry.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 1. 220 A weary, wormy

darkness, spurred i' the flank With flame, that it should eat
and end itself Like some tormented scorpion. 1876 Morris
sEnet'ds vn. 351 The dreadful wormy thing Seemed the
wrought gold about her neck {fit tortile collo aurum ingens
coluber}. 1888 J/arper's Mag. Aug. 327 With fleshy, nril-

liant, long, wormy feelers instead of fins. 189s M rs. Croker
Village T. (1896) 152 Lumps of sticky cocoanut and deli-

ciously long, wormy native sweets.

b. Jiff. Grovelling ; earthy ; crooked, tortuous.
1640 Br. Reynolds Passions xxxvii, 459 Hereby wee are

brought to a Just Contempt of sordid and wormie Affections.
Ibid, xxx viii. 499 To be of a creeping and wormy disposition,
..to raise the Soule unto no higher Contemplations, than
Base and Worldly. 1662 J. Chandler Van //e/mont's Oriat.

353, I have constantly considered the light of the Sun
married as a husband to the Splendour of the Glo-worm;.

.

one Heavenly and constant ; but the other wormy or cor-
ruptible. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. vn. 669 That is the
fruit of all sucli wormy ways, The indirect, the unapproved
of God : You cannot find their author's end and aim.

5. Of or pertaining to worms, poet.
1801 Southey Tkataba ix. xx'ui, Next with naked hand,

She pluck 'd the boughs of the manchineel; And of the
wormy wax she took, That, from the perforated tree forced
out, Bewray'd its insect-parent's work within. 184a Hood
Elm Tree m. 351 With sudden fear her wormy quest The
Thrush abruptly quits.

t Worn, v. Obs. rare, [? repr. OE. weomian to
wither, fade.] intr. To waste away.
1538 Starkey England 76 And so hyt fallyth into many,

fest dekey, and by lytyl and lytyl wornyth away.

Worn (w/an, wo»jii), ppl. a. Forms : see WuB
v.l\ also 7 wooren. [pa. pple. of Wear v. 1

]
1. Impaired by wear or use, or by exposure;

showing the results of use or attrition.

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 196 Heuen & erth
shall perysshe. .theyr condycyons shall in maner be olde &
worne. 1563 in inuentaires de la Royne Descosse (Banna-
tyne Club) 57 Mair ane vther coitt of blew veluot weill auld
and worne. 1573 Baret Ah*, s.v.. Old worne houses and
rotten, exesse xdes. 1575 A. Fleming Virg. Bucot. vi. 17
The waightye pott of Bacchus with worne eares [attrila
ansa]. 1576 Tcrberv. Venerie xxii. 64 Whether it be a
worne footing or a sharpe cuttyng foote. 1817 Keats Spec.
Induction 15 From the worn top of some old battlement.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iii, His dress consisted of. .a worn
dark suit. 1847 A. Gatty Bell Pref., The worn pen of an
habitual sermon writer. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 31 Mar. 8/1 By
the new arrangement, bankers in*the country are deprived
of all excuse for not sending in their worn coins. 1913 Edith
Wharton Cust. Country \\. xv. 203 The curtains of worn
damask.

Vol. X.

b. fig. Of words or ideas : Hackneyed by use

or repetition ; trite.

1569 Roest tr. J. van der Noot's Theat. JVt'rldlings 37
Ilys woren Rom yshe trashe patched and newly redressed.

1642 R. Carpenter Experience 111. v. 47 According to the
worne axiome of Divinity, Grace perfi cteth nature. 1853
I.andor /mag. Con:*., L. Philippe <f Guizot Wks. 1876 VI.
=65 There you will see the most honourable men at the helm
of government, who never thought their worn words worth
keeping any more than their worn cloaths,

2. Of persons: Wasted, enfeebled, or exhausted
by toil, exposure, nge, anxiety, or ill-health ; show-
ing signs of such enfeeblement. (Cf. care-worn.}
Also of animals.
1508 [see j). 1573 Baret A/v. s.v., An old worne souldiour.

1579 Iai.y Euf/tues (Arb.1 64 Finding him so worne and
wasted with contiimall mourning. 1581 A. Hail Iliad IX.

164 Though.. The hie and nightie gods should say they
would againe renew To youth my worne corpse. 1587
Fleming Contn, Holinshed III. 1368/1 To doctor Sanders
a natural 1 borne subiect, but an vnnaturall worne priest.

1690 Pepys Mem. Navy (1906) 85 A worn unassisted Secic
tary. 1697 Drydf.n AEneis xr, 400 So worn, so wretched, so
despis'd a Crew. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. vn. 006 To conceal
Tender emotions spreading from the heart To 1; is worn check.
1842 Dickens Amer. Notes viii, The President.. looked
somewhat worn and anxious, and well he might. 1853 —
Bleak Ho. xxiv, I . . was shocked to see the worn look of his

handsome young face. 1870 Huxley Lay Senn. iii. 48 The
serene resting-place for worn human nature— the world of
art. ,? 1891 T. B. Aldrich Lander (Cent.) Lead the worn
war-horse by the plumed bier.

b. Of land : Spent, exhausted, no longer fertile.

t68iT R. Knox /list. Ceylon 20 Which Inclosures they will
keep up for several years, until the Ground becomes so worn,
that the Flowers will thrive there no longer, i860 Wor-
cester cites Gray.

*f*3. Of time, a period : Past, spent. Obs.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T, v. i. 142 Intirmitie (Which waits

vpon worne times).

4. With adv. (See also Worn-out.)
a. Worn-down : in senses 1, 2 above.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 147 The poor worn-down sort

[of horses] are the most common victims of this barbarity.

1833 C. Lyeix /Vine. Geol. III. 265 A worn-down crater.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xiv. (1873) 440 The worn-down
sandstone. 1849-53 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 876/2 The old
worn-down tooth is shed.

b. lVorn-in
t
ingrained by attrition or exposure

to weather. (Cf. Inworn.)
1883 Gd. IVords Aug. 543/2 Weather-stain and worn-in dirt.

fc. Worn-np (Wear vl 10 b) =* Worn-out 2.

181 a Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 209 A purchaser of worn-up
horses.

Hence WoTnness, worn condition.

1873 Mrs. Whttn-ky Other Girls vi. 72 The first poetry,
the first fresh touches [of her new life].. were passed into
established use, and dulled into wornness and commonness,
"Worne, rare obs. form of Warn v.-

Wornel, wornil, var. ff. Warnkl,
Worn-out, ///. a. [See Wear v± 9 b, 10 b, 1 1,

17. Cf. Outworn.]
1. Of material things : Injured, damaged, defaced

by wear, usage, attrition, or exposure, esp. to such
a degree as to be no longer of use or service, f Of
graphic characters: Obliterated.
1613 Sf.ldkn /llustr. Drayton"s Poly-olbAv. 72 The errour

I imagine to be from restoring of wooren out times in Bede
and others. 1615 Sandys Trav, 40 The bases whereof did
beare these now worne out characters. 1637 Spelman in

Lett. Lit. Mtn (Camden) 153 A single letter m a worne-out
worde, is a great help to revive what wanteth. a 1653
Gouge Comm. Heb. xiii. 1 It is a very obscure and almost
worn-out stamp of that glorious Image in which at first God
made man. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc.

t Printing x\\\. pi
For. .Triangular Punches, I commonly reserve my worn out
three square Files. 1756 C. Smart tr. Horace^ Epist. 1. xix.

38 For the bribe of a worn-out coat. 1835 Dickens ££. Bos,
Pawnbrokers Shop, The worn-out thin shoes. 1851 Rich-
ardson Geol, (1855) 439 A worn-out vein of ironstone. 1865
Trollopk Belti'n Est. xxii. 259 The worn-out carpets and
old-fashioned chairs. 1874 Burnand My Time xxxiv. 373
There was a worn-out old safe in a corner.

b. Of a colour : Dull ; not bright or vivid.

1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Apocynum
y
Small Umbels of

worn-out putple-colour'd Flowers. 1813 Nciv Bot. Garden
1. 6 These [flowers of Asclepias Syriaca] are of a worn-out
purple colour.

2. Of persons, living things, etc. : Utterly ex-
hausted and wasted in strength or vitality.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary n Feb. 1693 The Hospital design'd
to be built at Greenwich, for worn-out seamen, 1758 V.
Williamson Li/e (1812) 49 They used all proper means to
recover my worn-out spirits. 1789 Wesley Minutes Wks.
1873 VIII. 327 Every worn-out Preacher shall receive, if he
wants it, at least ten pounds a-year. 1793 Cowper To Mary
55 Thy wornout heart will break at last. 1795-6 Wordsw.
Borderers il 927 We kill a worn-out horse, and who but
women Sigh at the deed? 1796 Marshall Planting I. 93
The rough and the worn-out Hedges. 1851 P. Jerrold St.
Giles xi. 105 Her father was a worn-out, broken merchant,
1853 Hoskyns Ta/pa 78 The specific operation of lime upon
a worn-out soil. 1854 Poultry Citron. I. 595 This practice
of crossing with a Gamecock was much in vogue with the
old breeders, to improve a worn-out stock. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. V. xiv. 496 There, in the woods, worn-out men
sank down on the bare, frozen ground.

b. Of a smile : Faint, feeble, * wan'.
1843 Lover Handy Andy xiv. At last, with 'bated breath,*

and a very worn-out smile, [she] faltered forth.

3. Of ideas, devices, etc. : Hackneyed by use,

trite, stale, out of fashion. Of institutions : Effete.

1713 Addison: Cato 1. iit. 7 Your cold Hypocrisie's a stale
Device, A worn-out Trick. 1782 Cowper Mutual Forbear-
ance 5 Those hangings, with their worn-out graces. 1801
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. IV. 5 Under the claims of a sort of
antiquated and worn-out nobility. 1819 in Croker Papers
3 May, His speech, .treated a worn-out subject so as to
make it appear a new one. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It.

1st, II. 23 This composition, .exhibits the worn-out Grecian
mythology in an aspect of picturesque novelty. 1851 Kings-
ley 1 'east xv, I am too oM for that worn-out quibble. 18S3
Besakt All Sorts xxviii. (18 ,8) 194 The Flouse of Lords.

.

was an effete and worn-out institution.

f4. Of time: Past, departed. Obs.

^593 Sn.\ks. Lucr. 1350 This patterneof the worne-out age.

Hence Worn-outness (also -outiness).

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ty JV. ii, The wom-outiness
of the oKl pony on which he used to ride. 1898 B. Gregory
Side Lights 434 Receiving allowances. .on the same plea of
wornoutness.
Worod, obs. pa. t. Worry v.

Worow(e, obs. forms of Worry v.

"Worp, obs. form of Warp.
"Worple, var. of Warple sb. dial.

tWorral. Obs. Alsowarral,waral,(woralla).
[a. Arab.

J., zoarat.] A monitor lizard; = Varan*.

1714 Maundrell yonrn. Aleppo Add. 3 Here is found a
large Serpent which has legs and claws, called Woralla.
1738 T. Shaw Trav. 429 Of the Lizard Kind, the Warral
is of SO double a Nature, and appears withal to be so affected
with Musick, that I have seen several of them keep exact
Time and Motion with the Dervishes, in their circulatory
Dances. 1743 K. PococKE Descr. East I. 208 The Worral..
is. .four feet Ions,, .has a forked tongue. 1744 C. Thompson
Trav.lll. 326 The Worral is a Sort of Lizard, which some-
times is thirty or forty Inches in Length.
Worre, obs. f. War sb.\ v. 1 . War a. and adv.
"Worret, Worrey : see Worrit, Worry v.

Worriable (wirri&Vl), a. [f. Worry v. +
-ABI.B.l That can be worried or roughly treated.
188a C. Lloyd Morgan in Nature XXVI. 524 2 A dog

can call his companion's attention to a worriable cat.

Worricow (wzrrikau). Sc. Forms : a. 8 wirry-
cow, -kow, 8-9 wirricow^-kow. 0. 8-9 worry-,
worricow (9 worriecow.warricoe). [f. Worry
V. + Cow j£.3 (as if * a goblin apt to worry ').] A
scarecrow; a hobgoblin. Also transf. a person of
frightful or unprepossessing appearance.
a. 1711 Ramsay On Maggy Johnstoun xi, I hirsl'd up my

dizzy Pow, Frae 'mang the Corn like Wirricow. 1728 —
Gen. Mistake i3i Much hated Gowk, tho' vers'd in kittle

Rules, To be a Wirry-kow to writing Fools. 1815 G. Ueattie
John o* Arnha' (1826) 41 Or yet wi' wirriekows to mingle,
That brinstane belsh. 1894 Crockett Raiders vi, That's
Yawkins and his crew, .the ill-contriving wirricows.
0- *757 Smollett Reprisal it. i, It canna be our commander

Monsieur de Champignon, running about In the dark like

a worricow. 1789 D. Davidson Seasons 122 The worrycow
gid sic a yell. 1809 T. Donaldson Poems 37 Where harpie,
imp, an' warricoe, An' goblins dwell. 1816 Scott Bl. Diva'/
ii, They do say there's a sort o* worricows and lang-nebbit
things about the land. 1818 — Hrt. Midi. xxviii, It.. keeps
unceevil folk frae staring as if ane were a worrycow.

b. with the = the Devil.
1719 W.Hamilton3rd Ep. Ramsay \\W, May thou, .thro'

thy creed, Be keeped frae the wirricow, After thou's dead.
a 1774 Fercusson Farmers Ingle vii, Auld waild tales..
Q' warlocks loupin' round the wirrikow.

"Worried (w^rrid), ppl. a. [f. Worry v. + -ed.]

In senses of the vb. ; Killed or mangled by biting,

etc. ; maltreated, harassed ; troubled or distressed

in mind.
1559 Bp, Cox in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. vi. 99 God

was mightily angred with his People, because they offered
unto God the Blind, Lame and worried Sacrifice. 16x4
Quarles Sion's Elegies in. ii, Heauen's souldiers doe
beleager My worried soule. 1646 — Judgem. <$ Mercy
Wks. (Grosart) 1, 115/2 Can poore affrighted Lambs wanton.
and frisk upon the pleasant plains, when as their worried
Mothers tremble at the Quest of every Curre? a 1699

J. Beaumont Psyche xiv. lxx, His worryed limbs forthwith
the Soldiers stretch To fit Him to His wide tormenting
Tree. Ibid. xix. xxxviii. Must thou Sail from thy quiet
Home, and yield to be The worried Slave of all the Winds
that blow. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village in To the branch
Which midway meets him in his worried flight. 1815 C. K.
Sharpk Corr. (1888) II. 347, I am now better—but a good
deal shaken, as they say of half-worried kittens. 1864 Sir
F. Palcravk Norm. <y Eng. IV. 194 A fagged, worried,
hard-working, dusty-footed labouring man. 1865 Dickens
Mnt. Fr. ur. v, * I don't mean that, said Mrs. Boffin, with

a worried look. 1887 Miss Braddon Like ff Unlike xxxviii,

'You look ill and worried ', said the Colonel. 1903 Bridges
Wintry Delights 248 And 'tis a far escape from wires, wheels

and penny papers And the worried congestion of our Vic-

torian era.

Worrier (wo-rbi). Forms : 6 Sc wirrear,

-rare, 7 *ier ; 6 wurrier, Sc. worriar, 7- worrier,

[f. Worry v. + -er K\
1. An animal that kills or injures others by biting

and rough treatment. Also Jig.

c 1536 Lvndesav Compl. Bagsche 26 For I haif bene, ay to

this hour, Ane wirrear of lamb and hog. 1583 Elgin Rec.

(New Spalding Club) I. 173 Calling him auld wouff facet

theiflTcarle and worriar of scheip. 1606 Birxik Nirk-Buriall
vi. (1831) B 4 b, Diogenes.. being admonished that so he
should be torne by birds and beasts, did reiyre a taunt, in

requyring a cudgell to becoutched beside, whereby to weare
his wirriers away. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. 35 Beeing
doubtlesse very theeves, robbers, wolves, and worriers of the
Flocks. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies iii. $ 4 (1665) 229 Kvpc?
xdbi'ioi terrestrial Dogs (as they called their more material

and coarser sort of Demon:*, conceived the Worriers of
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Souls). 1731 Swift Exam. Abuses Dublin 12 Tory Dogs ;

whereof great Numbers have since been so prudent, as

intirely to change their Principles, and are now justly

esteemed the best Worriers of their former Friends. 1839
Hood To Lady Dep. India 31 Go where the fierce musquito
is a worrier. 1862 Calverley Verses

«jf-
Transl. (ed. 2) 29

The Worrier-Dog—the Cow with Crumpled horn.

t b. jocularly. A swiller of (liquor). Sc. Obs.
' 1584 L,g. Bp. St. Andrei's 12 Still daylie drinckand or he
dyne, A wirriare of the gude sweit wyne.

2. One who harasses or persecutes another.
1712 Steele Sicct. No. 304 f6 Certain Persons . . who by the

Strength of their Arms, and Loudness of their Throats, draw
off the Regard of all Passengers from your said Petitioners;

from which Violence they are distinguished by theName
of the Worriers. 1734 Swift Yahoo's Overthrow xi. Wks.
1765 XIII. 291 On this Worrier of Deans whene'er we can
kit, We'll shew him the way how to crop and to slit.

3. One who causes distress of mind to another;

also, one who gives way to anxiety or mental dis-

quietude.
1891 Cent. Diet. 1897 Voice (N.Y.) 11 Feb. 3/1 'Worry'

is from inside, and the fault of the 'worrier.' 1912 Sat,

Rev. 28 Dec. 802/1 Both brothers write of their mother, an
excellent woman but a worrier—of the son she was with and
about the son she was absent from.

Worriless (w#*riles), a. [f. Worry sb. + -less.]

Free from worry.
1889 Science 1 Feb. 88/2 The professor, leading a compara-

lively congenial and worriless life, is a deeper sleeper [than
the teacher].

Worriment (wr'riment). Chiefly U% S. [f.

"Wokby v. + -ment.] The act of worrying or

causing anxiety; the state of being worried or

troubled in mind. Also, something that harasses

or causes worry.
1855 Halibukton Nat. # Hum. Nature I. v. 128 The

worriment we have had about money lately has set you a
dreaming. 1863 B.Taylor H. Thurston I. tv. 91 Over and
over again he had been on the point of giving her up, out
of sheer worriment and exhaustion of soul. 1866 ' G. F.
Harrington ' Inside 1.9 It was a special weapon in her
arsenal in the worriment of her husband. 1883 E. P. Roe in

Harper*s Mag. Dec. 46/1 Her slight tendency to worry
saved others a world of worriment. 1886 B, Roosevelt
Copper Queen I. x. 165 Ready with vinegar, hartshorn, and
the usual worriments towards resuscitation. 1912 Mrs.
Allen Harker Mr. Wycherly's Wards vii. 108, I don't
know bow they'll take this fresh worriment.

Worrisome (wris#m), a. [f. Worry sb. or

v. +-SOME 1
.] Apt to cause worry or distress;

given to worrying.
1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xiv, I must give orders.. that

you come in at once, with that worrisome cough of yours.

188a H. C. Mekivale Fuucit of B. II. 1. xix. 43 Which is

likely.. to become before long the highest good of these
worrisome days. 1893 Harper's Mag. Dec. 61/1 The best
an' the most worrisome woman thet God ever made.
So Worrisomely adv. m
a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xix. vii, How worrisomly

cross and peevish were Thy feeble years.

Worrit (wtmt), sb. colloq. Also 9 -et. [f. the

vb.] A state of worry or mental distress ; a fretting

care or anxiety. Also, a person that worries others

or himself.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xvii, 'A porochial life, ma'am,
continued Mr. Bumble, .

.

' is a life of worrit, and vexation,
and hardihood.' 1844 .«> Ashwell Life Bp. Wilberforce
(1880) I. vi. 221 Assuaging any and every worret, temporal
and spiritual. 1848 Dickens Dombcy xxih, ' Mrs. Richards's
elde-it, Miss ! 'said Susan, 'and the worrit of Mrs. Richards's
life !

' 1861 Calverley Charades 1, Endless cares and end-
less worrits, well I knows it, has a wife. 1889 Gretton
Memory's Harkback 68 The young men did not mind
strictness, but they would not stand worrying. ..B was as
kindly and good-natured as possible, but he was a ' worrit.'

Worrit (wirrit), v. colloq. Also 9 -et. [App.
a vulgar alteration of Worky v. Cf. Wherbit,
WERRIT.]

1. trans. To worry, distress, vex, pester.
1818 Lamb Let. to Mrs. Words-worth iS Feb., These pests

worrit me at business. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxvi, ' Don't
worrit your poor mother,

;

said Mrs. Sanders. 1848Thackeray
Van. Fair lviii, Lord bless us, how she did use to worret us
at Sunday-school. 1854 W. Collins Hide <y Seek II* xiv.

(1904) 313 Why worrit yourself about finding Arthur Carrat
all? 1869 J. R. Green Lett. (1901) 111. 235, I have been
worriting myself these last days with those Welsh chaps and
our early history.

b. with advb. extension.

1854 W. Collins Hide
<J-
Seek n. x. (1904) 259 It don't do

me no good: it only worrits me into a perspiration. 1855
Trolloi'E Warden viii. 116 Sir Abraham won't get papa
another income when he has been worreted out of the

hospital. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch xxvi. II. 66 It

will worret y»u to death, Lucy; that I can see.

2. inir. To give way to worry ; to experience or

display mental disquietude, impatience, etc
1854 W. Collins Hid* St Seek 11. xiv. (1904) 317 It was

how to track the man as was Mary's death, that I puzzled

and worrited about in my head, at that time. 1857 Kings-

lev Two Y.Ago viiL(i88i) 127 He. .snaps, and worrks,and

won't speak to her sometimes for a whole morning. 1868

Whyte Melville White Rose vii, ' Look alive, girl ! Come
—bustle, bustle ! It's gone six o'clock.' ' Why, father, how
you keep on worriting !

'

Henoe Worriting- vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1857 Dickens Dcrrit \. xxiii, There would be none of this

•worriting and wearing. 1845 Gekaldine Jewsbury Zoe I.

33 [He] is just the naughtiest and most *worritting boy

I ever saw. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. I. xi. 194

Here and there some, .worriting, energizing mortal., gets

command of a boat. 1871 Smiles Character viii. 219 Worret-
ing, petty, and self-tormenting cares.

Worrow, obs. form of Worry v.

Worry (w»-ri), sb. [f. the vb.]

1. A troubled state of mind arising from the frets

and cares of life ; harassing anxiety or solicitude.

1804 W. Wilberforce in Life (1838) III. 190 Broomfield
. .is a scene of almost as much bustle as Old Palace Yard.
So much so, that the incessant worry (it is an expressive
word) of this house makes me think of quitting it. 1835
Makrvat Jac. Faith/, xxv, It were better to know the
worst at once, than to be, kept on the worry all your days.

1838 Buckstone Our Mary Anne 20 After all the worry
of mind I have endured this day. 1844 Dickens Martin
Chuz. xxii, Martin felt, from pure fatigue, and heat, and
worry, as if he could have fallen on the ground. 1862
Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. xxvi. (18S8) 290 The fact is

..I have a good deal of worry upon me. 1871 Smiles
Character viii. 219 Cheerfulness.. enables nature to recruit

its strength; whereas worry and discontent debilitate it.

1879 Mks. Craik Young Mrs. Jardine III. ix. 227 It is not
work that kills, but ( worry \
tr.wsf. 1866 Longf. Ftower^ic-luce h, Thou laughest at

the mill, the whir and woiry Of spindle and of loom.

b. An instance or case of this ; a cause of, or

matter for, anxiety
;
pi. cares, solicitudes.

1813 Sketches ofCharacter (ed. 2) 1. 178 You may suppose
what a worry Mrs. Mac. was in. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C v. 27 Eliza came in here, .in a great worry, crying
and taking on. 1861 Flok. NiGHTiNGALEiVwrizK^" 66 There
is scarcely a greater worry which invalids have to endure
than the incurable hopes of their friends. 1859 Levek
Davenport Dunn ix. 76 ' Delicious spot to come and repose
in from the cares and worries of life ', said Lord Lackington.
1868 Louisa M. Alcott Little Women iv, Rich people have
about as many worries as poor ones, I think. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 25 To learn to write with the left hand is

a labour and a worry. 1912 Times 1 May 10/2 His chief
worry was that he was unable to be of any further use.

2. The act of biting and shaking an animal so as

to injure or kill it. (Properly of hounds when
they seize their quarry.)

1847 Surtees Hawbuck Grange xit. 250 The whole pack
flew from their noses to the worry, and rolled one over
another with their victim into the river. 1859 G.A.Lawrence
Sword fy Gown iii. 28 They will..join in the ' worry ' as
eagerly as the youngest hound. 1882 C. Lloyd Morgan in

Nature XXVI. 524/2 But no dog could tell his companion
of the successful 'worry ' [sc. of a cat] he had just enjoyed.
1886 Fores 's Sporting Notes III. 155 And then among the
reeds is a rolling over, a confusion, and a worry.
tratisf. ioox ' Linesman * Words by Eyewitness (1902) 100

There is a brief and breathless ' worry ' at the top, and the
hill is ours. Few Boers have remained to face the bayonets.

3. Irritation or morbid stimulation (of bodily

tissue).

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 750 This form of looseness

appears to be due to direct worry of the mucous membrane.

Worry (wy-ri), v. Pa. t. and pple. worried.
Forms : a. 1 wyrsan, 4 wyry5(e, 4-5 -wirwe,

wirie, wiry(e, wyrie , wyry ( e, 5 wyrwyn,wyrhy,
5-7 wirrie, wyrry, 6 Sc. wirrey, virry, 5-6, 9 Sc.

wirry. p. 4 werew, Sc ver(r)y, 4-6 wery(e,

(5 were, werou-), 5-7, 9 (Hal. werry, 6 wearry,
6-7 wearie, weary. 7. 4-6 worow(e, (^pa.pple.

yworewid, 5 pa. t. worod, 6 jfrf sing, woroeth),

5 worwyn, 6-7 worrow, 7 wurrow ; 4-7 wory(e,

(5 vory), worie, 6 worrye, 6-7 woorry(e, 7
woorie, worrey, whorry, worr* {in verse)

y
6-8

wurry, 6- worry. [OY^ivyrgan — OYiis.wergiaXo
kill, MLG. worgen, MDu. worghen (Du. worgen t

wurgen), to strangle, throttle, OHG. ivurgan,

wurkjan (MHG. wurgen, wiirgen, G. wiirgen), to

strangle, worry, kill by violence:— OTeut.*zvnrgfan,

related to *7uerg~, a strong vb. stem found in MHG.
irwergen to throttle :— Indo-Eur. *wergk-.
The a- and 0-forms {wirry and werry) are normal ME.

developments of OE. wyrgan : cf. the forms of Merry a.

The y-forms apparently represent a late VJS*wurgan, with
later graphic substitution of wo- for wu~ • see the note to

Worm sb. The original w-sound of this form is indicated by
the late spellings with 7000-.]

f 1. trans. To kill (a person or animal) by com-
pressing the throat ; to strangle. Obs,
a. C725 Corpus Gloss. S 558 Sl[r]angutat^ wyrjeS uel

smoraS. c 1300 Havelok 1921 On j>e morwen, hwan it was
day, lie on other wirwed lay, Als it were dogges bat weren
henged. 1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 534 (MS. fl) Harald..
threwehym to the groundeand had wyi ied [MS.y ywyryed]
hym with his hondes, nadde he be the rather delyvered
out of his clowes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 530/1 Wyrwyn',
strang7(lo, suffoco. 1513 Doucjlas sEueis vin. v. 26 Tua
gret serpentis. .Thequhilk he wyrreit wyth his handis tuay.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscouie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 191
Thay wirrit him to the deid. 1606 Reg. Privy Counc. Scot.
(1885) VII. 185 He tuike the said compleiner be the throat
and thought to have wirryed her or she had awaked.

0. c 1300 Havelok 1915 Weren he werewed. £1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nicholas) 994 He..weryt hyme [turn
strangulavttl 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 23
I he fende weryit him in his bed. 14.. Quatuor Serm.
(Caxton 1483) d4, I denounce.. al tho that werye or slee
theyr generacions. 1483 Cath. Angl. 414/2 To Wery,
strangulare, suffocare.

Y- W.. St.Greg. Trental 19m Min. Poemsfr. VernonMS.
261 Anon as hire child I-boren was, pe Nekke heo nom, be
child heoworiede [Cott. MS. wyryede]. 14.. Promp. Parv.
532/2 (MS. K.) Worwyn, supra in wyrwyn. 1483" Cath.
Angl. 423/2 To \Vorovc,^ugttlafe

t
suj^bcare. 1558 Ken-

nedy Compend. Tractive 11. in Wodrow Misc. (1844) I. 104
That thay abstayne. .fra it that is worreit [Acts xv. 20].

1600 Hamilton in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.) 240/5 East

Laudiane knawis the loue and fidelitie of ane of thair
Ministers towards his wyf, wha worriet hir before he passit
to his preaching.

+ b. fig. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 465 pesc.wexe so riche bat it

semede bat be dorter passede and weried [v.rr. wyry^ede,
wyryed, wyryde] be moder [utjilia ditata matrem super-
gredi videretur et suffocare\

T 2. To choke (a person or animal) with a mouth-
ful of food. Used with the food as subj., or refl.

and pass. Const, on (the food) ; hence to be wor-
riedy or worry oneself, on = to devour greedily.

AXsofig. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16929 Ai til iesus be thrid dai had frighten

gain sathan, And werid him on his aim bit, als hnnd es on
a ban. 14.. Wyntocn Chron. vii. 514 tWemyss MS.) God
latneuerof itacrote, Till I be weryit [v.rr. wyrryd, wereyt],
pass oure my throte. c 1520 Skelton MagnyJ. 1568 On
suche a female my flesshe wolde be wroken...weryed I

wolde be on suche a bayte. a 1529 — P. SParoive 29 Gib,
1 saye, our cat Worrowyd her on that Which I loued best,

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 663 How Godowyn worreit
himself to Deid in Presence of Edward King. Ibid., The
breid..stak so fast.., it wirreit him to deid. 1536 Bellen-
des Cron. Scot. (1S21) II. 276 'God gif that breid wory me,
gif evir I wes othir art or part of Alarudis slauchter.' And
incontinent, he fel doun weryit on the breid. 1674 Ray
N. C. Words 55 To be Worried, to be choak't. a 1779 D.
Guaham Collect. Writ. (1883) II. 39 She. .squattles up a
mutchkin at a waught, which was like to wirry her.

f b. inir. (for refl.) To be choked, to choke.
Const, on (as above). Obs.
c 14M Wyntoun Chron. vn. 504 Swa suddandly richt at be

burde He wereit. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxi. 24 Now
quhill thair is gude wyne to sell, He that dois on dry breid
virry [v.r. wirrie], I gif him to the Devill of hell. 1715 in
Maidment Old Ballads (1844) 33 He. .like a fool, did eat
the cow, And worried on the tail. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood
Lett. 4- Jrnls. (1884) v. 123 A great fat carle.. so short
necked that you would think he would worry [at] every
word he spoke. 1731 Kelly Scot. Prov. 385 You fasted
long, and worried on a Fly.

TC. Of smoke : To suffocate (a person). Obs.
2 755 Edom ofGordon xv. in Child Ballads III. 434 Dear

mother, gie owre your house,.. For the reek it worries rue.

3. trans. To seize by the throat with the teeth

and tear or lacerate ; to kill or injure by biting and
shaking. Said e.g. of dogs or wolves attacking
sheep, or of hounds when they seize their quarry.
a. c 1380 [see bj. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 226 Wolues bat

wyryeb men, wommen and children, c 1480 Henryson
Fox, Wolf i^ Cadger 25 Mak ane suddand schow vpon ane
scheip, Syne with thy wappinnis wirrie him to deid. 1549
Compl. Scotl. 156 There is ouer mony doggis in Scotland
that virreis there master as acteon vas virreit. 1606 Wily
beguiled 71 My dog wirried my neighbours sow, and the
sow died. 1623 Exir. Abcrd. Reg. (1848) II. 383 Mastishe
and cur doggis . . quha . . wyrries and devouris thair sheirr.

0. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas) 259 Sewine hundis
com quhare he lay, and verrit hym sodanly. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 6264 He wolde hem wery and drinke the bloode.
1/1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xviii, 46 pe prophete Abdo
bat was weroude [v.r. wirwed] of be lyoune. 1554 W. Prat
Aphrigue K iv b, Manye other beastes whiche the dogges
do werye & kyll. 1586 Whetstone Engl. Mirror 44 if a
Beare appeare,..they will all joyne to wearie him. 1599
Peele David St Bethsabe B iv, The mastiues of our land
shall werry ye. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. v. i. in Bullen
O. PL IV, Acteon.. was.. werried to death with his own
dogs, a 1653 Gouge Comm. Hebr. xi. 37 When he observeth
that the Wolf hath wearied some sheep.
absol. 1638 Brathwait Bamabees Jrnl. in. (1818) 141

Farre from home old foxes werry.
y. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1229 Lyons, libatdes and

wolwes kene, Pat wald worow men bylyve, And rogg bam
in sonder and ryve. 13.. Gaw. $ Or. Knt. 1905 Ry^t
bifore be hors fete bay fel on hym alle, And woried me prs

wyly wyth a wroth noyse. la 1400 Morte Arth. 958 $one
warlawe wyt, he worows vs alle! c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
8777 To scle the Gregais wold he not ses, As hongre lyoun
bestes vories. c 1440 Alphabet of Talus 421 And with bat
he ran on be selie lainbe and worod_ itt. 1579 Gosson Sch.
Abusc{&xh!) 47 The men of Hyrcania, that keepe Mastiffes,

to woorrye them selues. 1592 Bacon Observ. Libel (end)

Resuscit. (1657) 150 The persecutions of the Primitive
Church... As that, of Worrowing Priests, under the Skins
of Bears, by Doggs, and the like. 1620 Quarles F'eastjor
Wormes Med. iii. D 4, Alas 1 the rau'nous Wolues will

worr' thy Sheepe. 1639 J. Clarke Param. 56 Many dogs
may easily woorie one. 1680 P. Henry Diar. <$• Lett.

(1882) 285 Ralph Nixon had three sheep worry'd to death
in one night. 1795 Life John Metcalfe One of the young
hounds happening to worry a couple of lambs. 1844
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 88 Many dogs, .are in the habit of
looking out for sheep to worry, at some distance from their

homes. 1847 C Bronte Jane £yrexx,She bit me.. .She
worried me like a tigress. 1866 Augusta Wilson St. Elmo
v, Did not he worry down and mangle one of my best

Southdowns? 1867 Times 8 May 13/2 Defendant's dog.,
seized Mrs. Miller by the leg, and bit her several times,

throwing her down, and worrying her very much.
absol. 1872 Tennyson Gareth <y Lynette 990 Such a dog

am I, To worry, and not to flee. 1899 H. D. Rawnslev Life
ff Nat. Eng. Lakes 173 A dog that shows signs of worrying
is ' put down ' at once.

b. fig. (or in figurative context).

C1380 Wyci.if Wks. (18S0) 24 No warde to hem hou faste

be woluys of helle widen cristen soulis. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Redeles in. 72 His owen kynde briddis, pat weren . . well ny
yworewid with a wronge leder. 1529 More Dyaloge iv. xi.

114 b/2 To play y
e wyly foxes & wyrry simple soules &

pore lambes. 1549 [see 3 a]. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 318 That they..ouersee that other Ministers do
theyr dutye, that the wolues do not worrye the flocke. 1563
Foxe A. <$ M. 1442/2 My L. is it not enough for you to

wery your own shepe, but ye must also meddle wt other
mens shepe ? 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 238 Even so
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those parts of our life which are diseased, naught and ill

affected, .. these they seize upon, and are ready to worry
and plucke in peeces. 1641 Milton Reform. 11. Wks. 1851
III. 67 To let them still hale us, and worrey us with their

band-dogs, and Pursivants. 1690 C. Nesse Q,fy N. Test. I.

317 Herod pretended to worship Christ when he intended
to worry him. 1863 R. I\ Burton Wand. IV. Africa I. 1

White sea-dogs coursed and worried one another over
Father Mersey's breadth of mud.

C. transf. To bite at or upon (an object) ; to

kiss or hug vehemently ; to utter (one's words)

with the teeth nearly closed, as if biting or champ-
ing them.
1567 Golding Ovid's Met. xni. 568 Queene Hecub ronning

at a stone, with gnarring seazd theron, And wirryed it

beetweene her teeth [morsibus inseouitur], x6n Shaks,
Wint. T. v. ii. 58 Then againe worryes he his Daughter,
with clipping her. 1678 Drydbn Allfor Love iv. 54 And
then he grew familiar with her hand, Squeez'd it, and
worry'd it with ravenous kisses. 1905 L. J. Vance Ter.

O'Rourke 1. xiv, As tl>e Irishman entered, Prince Felix said

a word, or two, low-toned and tense—worried them between
his teeth, like an ill-dispositioned cur. 1914 A. N. Lyons
Simple Simon 1. i. 13 Their sons, late of the Great School,
home from India on leave and unanimously worrying small
moustaches of the tooth-brush pattern.

d. intr. To pull or teara/ (an object) with the teeth.

1882 Little Folks Jan. 24/2 There was Floss, worrying at

the parcel, which had only thin paper wrapped round it.

4. trans. To swallow greedily, devour. Also
with up. Latterly north, and Sc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5902 Hot aaron wand it wex sa kene pas
ober it wired [Go'tt. wirid, Trin. woryed] al bidene. 1619
A. Gil Logon. Angl. Pref. B 3 To worrow, Voro. 1634 Sir
T. Herbert Trav. 125 They had seene him weare many
fjewels] and twas them, hee had woorried in his Ostrich
appetite. 1643 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. Ii. § 568
Stout feeders., do nothing else but devour (r*everlin wurrow-
tng). 1728 Ramsay Monk $ Miller's Wife 138 Think ye.

.

his gentle stamock's master To worry up a pint of plaister.

1805 G. M c Inijoe Poems 65 (E.D.I). ) Great claggs o' meat
they ne'er could worry. 1887 famieson Supply Wirry, to

worry, devour, eat ravenously.

5. To harass by rough or severe treatment, by
repeated aggression or attack ; to nssail with hostile

or menacing speech.
a 1553 Udall Royster D. in. III. (Arb.) 46 But in spite of

distance, which hath hym weried, Let vs see his mashyp
solemnely buried. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 34, 1 thought
verilie they woulde haue worried one another with wordes,
they were so earnest and vehement. 1610 Rowlands Martin
Mark-all 11 Hath your nightly watchings and continuall
disorder of your braines so whorried your senses. 1652 Pey-
ton Catasir. Ho. Stuarts 74, I being a man can speak by
experience, who hath been most justly worryed by the hand
of the Almighty for sins. 1675-7 Warwick Mem. Chas. I
(1701) 321 Cromwell .. marched forwards into Scotland,

and left Lambert to worry Hamilton in England, a 1680
Glanvill Serm. iv. (1681) 212 No mans Life or property
will be safe ; mankind would worry and prey upon one
another. 1725 B. Higgons Rem. Burnet 11.(1736) 177 He
cruelly worries the Memory of a Daughter of England.
1729 Gay Polly 1. xiv, In conniving at my escape, you
save me from your husband's worrying me with threats

and violence. 1852 Rock Ch. of Fathers III. 1. 302 They
vowed they would give peace to the land they were then
wasting and worrying by fire and sword. 1877 Fkkeman
in Brit. Q. Rev,*Ja.n. 182 He perhaps hardly brings out
how thoroughly Edward the Third was worried into war
by the aggression of Philip. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23 Feb.

5/3 Having found their range during daylight, they con-
tinued to worry our men all the night.

transf. a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche xxu. x, Soil.. if not
duly worried, digg'd and plow'd, Harrow'd and torn. 1898
Allbutt's Syst. Med.V. 304 A repeated application to some
of these drugs., by worrying the cardiac ganglia, .tends to
dilatation of the heart.

b. with advb. extension expressing result, as

away, in, to death.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Ab/go, He chased or weried
away his sonne to Rhodes. 1603 Dekkek Wonderful Year
E 4 First to scratch out false Cressidaes eyes, and then
(which was worse) to woorry her to death with scolding.

1659 Milton Civil Power 74 If departed of his own accord,
like that lost sheep . . the true church either with her own or
any borrowd force worries him not in again, 1678 Poor
Robin's True Char. Scold 6 Thus she worries him out of his

senses at home. 1711 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
V. 184 He is wurryed to death by those ungrateful nations.

c. transf. With adv. (e. g. out, down) or advb.
phr. : To get or bring into a specified condition
by harassing treatment, persistent aggression, or
dogged effort. Similarly to worry ones way.
1727 E. Laurence Duty of Steward 55 The Tenants..

have been suflfer'd to.. worry out the strength of the Land
by sowing Rape, &c. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) xx. xxx. 256 You at last worry out a solitary
spark [from the flii*]. 1870 E. E. Halk Ten Times One ill.

61 While she * worried down ' the tea, and ate a slice of toast.

1890 Nature 4 Sept. 455/2 All such points he will delight
to worry out for himself. 1894 Crockett /lay-actress iv. 52
Worrying out a knotty point in the ' Original Hebrew '. 1898
L. Stei-hen Stud. Biogr. II. ii. 48 Scott, .worried his way
into some understanding of the language by main force. 1920
A. HorE Luct'nda n. 24 Waldo was not quick-witted, but he
had a good brain. If he got hold of a problem, he would
worry it to a solution.

d. To irritate (an animal) by a repetition of
feigned attacks, etc.

1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymley's Lett. iii. Wks. 1859 1 1. 146/2,
I admit there is a vast luxury in selecting a particular set
of Christians, and in worrying them as a boy worries a puppy
dog. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxi, Hissing and worrying
the animal [a chained dog] till he was nearly mad.

e. U.S. To afflict with physical fatigue or distress.

1828 Webster, Worry .. 2. To fatigue ; to harass with
labor; a popular sense of the word. 1876 Holland Seven-
oaks v. 66 For three steady hours lie went on, the horse no
more worried than if he had been standing in the stable.

f. Fencing. To worry the sword :

£ to fret one's

opponent by small movements in rapid succession

which seem about to result in thrusts or feints'

[Century Diet.),

6. In lighter sense: To vex, distress, or persecute

by inconsiderate or importunate behaviour; to

plague or pester with reiterated demands, requests,

or the like.

1671 Milton Samson 906 Witness when I was worried
with thy peals. 1728 Gay Begg. Op. 11. xiii, "lis barbarous
in you to worry a Gentleman in his Circumstances. 1788
Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 196 He had continually
worried the Assembly with message after message. 1840
Dickens Old C. Ship vii, You worry me to death with your
chattering. 1846 Landor Wks. II. 9 {Aidant <$• Picture-
dealers), I am infested and persecuted and worried to death
by duns. They belabor and martellate my ears, 1882
Miss Braddon Mi. Royal II. v. 103 She will worry you till

you give your consent. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 July 5/3
The supply of ignorant ciceroni to worry visitors with their

foolish babblement. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars vl, 2S1
The scholars were not to be worried with everlasting ritual

observances. 1927 J. B. Priestley Adam, in Moonshine \.

203 They won't really do anything but worry you with
questions.

b. with advb. extension as out, ^/^(somethingX
1729 Swift Grand Question debated (1732) 8 But, Madam,

I beg, you'll contrive and invent, And worry him out, till lie

gives his Consent. 1853 Whytk Melville Digby Grand I.

x, 269 Addressing* dear Angelina' in an affectionate whisper
that would never have led one to suppose .she worried the poor
giil's life out at home. 1876 Holland Sevenoaks xv. 209
She. .had worried him out of his life, and he had gone and
left her childless. J898 Times 18 Oct. 9/3 If by chance it

[the French Government] imagines that this country is going
to be worried out of the position taken up by Lord Salisbury,

it is making a very grave mistake.

7. To cause distress of mind to; to afflict with
mental trouble or agitation ; to make anxious and
ill at ease. Chiefly of a cause or circumstance, or

reft, or pass.
1822 Hazlitt Table-Talk xxiii. {On great and tittle

Things), Small pains are. .more within our reach ; we can
fret and worry ourselves about them. 1822 W. Irving
Bracebr. Ha.'l, Bachelor's Conf, He had settled the point
which had been worrying his mind. 1848 Dickens Dombey
v, I quite fret and worry myself about her. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt i. (1868) 21 Increasing anxieties about money had
worried her. 1867 Trolloi'E Last Chrou. Barset II. hi.
i2i Men when they are worried by fears., become suspicious.

1874 L. Stephen //ours in Libr. (1892) II. iii. 95 This self-

plagiarism sometimes worries us. 1875 Mrs. Randolph
Wild Hyacinth I. 74 Don't worry yourself about it, my love.

1889 *
J. S. WlKTBJt Mrs. Bob xxi. (1891) 238 It puzzles me

and worries me to guess why Miss Lavinia always wanted
to drop the subject.

b. in pa. pple., denoting a state of mind.
1863 Princess Alice Mem. (1884) 60, I am sure, dear

Mama, you are worried to death about it. 1867 Trollops
Last Chron. Barset I. xxi. 179 The subject.,was a sore one,
and he was worried a little. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch
xxiii. II. 25 He felt a little worried and wearied, perhaps
with mental debate. 1809 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 602
Some patients are attacked [by lichen] when worried or in

low condition.

C. intr. (for reft.) To give way to anxiety or

mental disquietude.
i860 Worcester, Worry v.n., to indulge in idle complaining;

to fret ; to betroubled. (Colloquial.) Roget. 1861 Holland
Lessons in Life xiii. 181 When she can find nothing to do,
then she worries. 1874 Ld. Coleridge in Life (1904) II. be.

244 'Don't coddle and don't worry' is his recipe for

longevity. 1879 H. George Progr. <r Pov. ix. iv. (1881) 414
Men would no more worry about finding employment than
they worry about finding air to breathe. 1901 Aldridge
S/ierbro xx. 205 My head-man.. begged me not to worry.

8. intr. with advb. extension (cf. the transf. uses

5 b, c, 6 b above) : a. To advance or progress by a

harassing or dogged effort ; to force or work one's

way through. Of the wind : To go on blowing in

a harassing way.
a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche iv. xcvii, Yet worying among

the waves they spy'd A wracked Mortal. Ibid. xni. iv,

Winter .. worries forward at his due IJetermin'd season,
spight of all the Ice Which clogs his heels. i8ao W. Irving
Sk. Bk., Spectre Bridegroom P11 He was naturally a fuming,
bustling little man, and could not remain passive... He
worried from top to bottom of the castle with an air of
infinite anxiety. 1883 Symonds Itat. Byways i. 13 For the
next three days the wind went worrying on. 1901 Daily
Express 21 Mar. 7/1 In the end we worried through and .

.

anchored. 1903 Kipling $ Nations 211 When the wind
worries through the 'ills.

b. To get through (a business, .piece of work)
by persistent effort or struggle ; so with through
adv. To worry along: to contrive to live, 'keep
going ', in the teeth of trials or difficulties (U. S.).

1873 Howklls ChanceAcquaint. (1882) 299 She must., try
to worry along without him. 1876 Besant & Rice Cold.
Butterfly xx, I worried through that war without a scratch.
1878 — Celiacs Arb. xii, Often on Saturday night I wonder
how I have managed to worry through the work of the
week. 1885 Howeli.s Silas Lapham (1891) I. 269, I think
I can manage to worry along. 1899 Wesfm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 2/2
The British farmer has.. much to contend with, but on the
whole he worries through a great deal more successfully
than could be expected.

9. Comb.: f worry pear {tree) = Choke-pear.

156a Turner Herbal n. 108 The wyld Pere tre or chouke
Ptre tre or worry Pear tre.

Worrying (w2>*ri|in), vbl. $b. [f. Worry v. +
-ING 1

.]

1. The action of strangling or of biting and tear-

ing by the throat.

In quot, 1621 ' worrien ' is perhaps this word, altered for
the rhyme.
i^S^Cath.Angl. 414/2 \\<zry\ng,jugulamen,. .suffocamen.

1560 DaUS tr. S/eidane's Co?um. 422 The mu>te importune
barky n i;e of Dogges, and werieng one an other. 1621 Hrai h-
wait Nat. Embasne etc. 194 How duely I did keepe My
woollie store (as I had care) from worrien, Scab, sought,
the rot or any kind of murren. 1859 H. Kincslkycj-*. Hamlyn
xii, Then the astounded Tom heard the worrying of a terrier,

and the squeak of a dying rat.

2. The action of harassing, pestering, «r dis-

tressing.

1848 Dickens Dombey lix, Worrying 1; and quellings of
young children. 1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 157 Amidst alt this
worrying and being worried. 1864 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. x\ 1.

vii. (1S72) VI. 218 Such worryings {ccs sortes de compromis)
leave their mark on a man.

"Worrying, fpl. a. [f. Worry v. + -ing 2.]

T 1. Given to harrying or raiding. Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 109 A greater rabble of

worrying freebutteis.

2. Harassing; distressing to the mind or spirits.

1826 F. Reynolds Life I. 212 Your whole conduct is

literally worrying and annoying in the extreme. 1834 Hook
Gilbert Guruey xi. Ne:u Mo. Mag. XLII. 470 Whether she
would allow me to send her anything to cheer her up after

her worrying journey. 1837 DlCKENS Pickw, xxxvi, There
are few tilings more worrying than sitting up for somebody,
especially if that somebody be at a party. 1853 — Bleak I/o.

vii, Whatever the sound is, it is a worrying sound.

Hence Wo-rryinffly adv.
1842 Moore Mem. VII. 311 The difficulty, .still haunts

me mo^t wuiryingly.

Worsam, var. of Worsom Obs., pus.

"Worse (wpjs), a. and sb. Forms : a. 1 wiersa,
wirsa, 1-2 wyrsa(i woiyrsa), 2wursa,2-6 wurse,
4wirse, 3 wrse, 3~6wurs; 3- worse, 3-6 worsae,

4 worss, 3-7 wors, 6 woorse, wourse, 7 wours,
9 vulgar vmsa. /3. 2 waersa, wersa, 2-6 -werse

(3 Orm. werrse), 3 weorse, 4 wersse, 4—5 vers,

4-6 'wers, 5 werce
;
5-6 wars, warsse, 5-6, 8-9

north, warse. [OK zvyrsa, wiersa = OYris. wirra,

werra (for *wirsa, *wersa by assimilation), OS.
wirsa, OIK'». wirsiro, -ero, -oro (MUG, wirser)

t

ON. verri (for *wersi; Sw. vdrre, Da. veerre ; see

War a.), Goth, wairsiza :— OTeut. *wersizon-
1

f.

root *7t>ers-j found in OS.,OHG. werran, G.{ver')

wirren to entangle, confound (see War sb. 1
) +

•izon- compar. suffix.

For the graphic change of wu- to wo- see the notes to
Worm sb. and Worry v. The £-forms appear first in north-
east midland texts and are app. due to Scandinavian.)

A. adj. Used as the comparative of Bap, Kvil,
III, or as the opposite of Better.
1. More reprehensible morally; more wicked,

depraved or vicious; more cruel, unkind, or ill-

conditioned.
^888 /Klfbf.d Boeth. xiv. §3 pi hi send wyrsan bonne

nytenu |>y hi nella5 witan hwa^t hi sint. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xii. 45 Donne ga:3 he, .uid hym to senimib seofun
obre gastas wyrsan bonne he. <ni« O. E. Chron. an. 979
(Laud MS.) Ne weard Angelcynne nan wairsa dsed gedoii.

1154 Hid. an. 1140 Oc a:fre be mare he iaf heom, be waerse
hi wairou him. a 13*5 Ancr. R. 82 Idel speche is vuel ; ful

speche is wurse. C1300 Havelok 1100 He werse was ban
Sathanas. 1340 Ayenb. 64 Ine bise zenne [of swearingl
byeb be cristene worse banne be sarasyn. c 1380 Wyclik
Sel. Wks. III. 348 pei stelen pore mennis children, pat is

werse ban stele an oxe. c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Priests 7\
466 Now certes I were worse than a feend If I to yow wolde
harm or vileynye. 1396 — Lenvoy a Bukton 18 Bet ys
to wedde than brenne in worse wise, c 1460 Toivneley
Myst. xxx. 195 It is saide in old sawes..Wars pepill wars
lawes. 1593 Shaks, Rich. II, in. ii. 132 Three Iudasses,

each one thrice worse then Iudas. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm.
Colloq. 226 And didst thou return holy from thence?. .Nay
somewhat worse than I went. 1718 Prior An Epitaph 26
So ev'ry Servant took his Course ; And bad at First, They
all grew worse. 1818 Wilberforck in Life (1838) IV. 395
Keswick worse now as to morals than thirty years ago.

1847 Tknnyson Princess iv, 332 The song Might have been
worse and sinn'd in grosser lips Beyond all pardon. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fnir xi, *He be a bad'n, sure enough,*

Mr. Horrocks remarked; 'and his man Flethers is wuss.'

1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting iii. 69 Considering it no
worse to employ myself usefully than to pass the time

loitering about.

b. qualifying an agent-noun.

1653 in Vemey Mem. (1907) I. 547 Wors livers then my
self have seen their errors. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch
xxxv. II. 199, I only hope and trust he wasn't a worse liver

than we think of.

c. Horse and worse m worse in an increasing

degree, progressively worse.

1535 Coverdale Pectus, iii. [26] He that is frowarde of

hert wyll euer be the worse and wor-c. i567-9 Je*'*^ D*f-

Apol. (161 1) 151 That the Wicked and Wilfull . .should .. wax
woorse and woorse. 1596 Spknser /•". Q. v. Proem. 1, The
world, .being once amisse growes daily wourse and wourse.

2. More harmful, painful, grievous, regrettable,

unpleasant, offensive, unfavourable, unlucky, etc.

Beowulf 2969 Hcfor^eald hra5e wjTsan wrixle wxlhlem
bone, c 888 /Klfred Boeth. xxxx. § 2 Hwylc is wirsa wol..

bonne he ha:bbc on his zeferrjedenncfeond & freondes

40 -a
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tinlicnesse? 1:897 — Gregorys Past. C. xvii. 122 Oft sio

wund bi<5 5a;s pe wierse & oy mare, *if hio bi5 iinwserlice

gewrioen. 971 BlickL Horn. 243 |'y lses wen sie bast. .God
. .us sende on wyrsan tintre^o. c 1000 AgS. Gosf>, Matt. \x.

16 Se slite byi> be wyrsa [peior scissuraft). ciwOrmin
73Q5 pa beb hemm sarrkedd mare inoh & werrse pine inn
belle, £>ann iff [etc.]. c 1230 Halt Meid. (1Q22) 19 Se herre

degre, se be fal is wurse. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7691 Wo
so com* to esse him ri>t of em trespas, Bote be payde him
be bet, be wors is ende was. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 366
Now is my prison worse than biforn. a 1440 Sir Eglam.
293 Yn werse tyme blewe he never hys borne, 1484 Caxton
Fable* <f Auian xiii, Werse is the stroke of a tonge than

the stroke of a spere. 1531 Elvot Gov. 1. xiii. (1883) I. 116

Whiche nowe, beinge men, nat onely haue forgotten their

congruite-.but, that wars is, hath all lernynge in derision.

1542 Udall Erastn. Apoph. It, 300 And to that horrible

cruelldtrdehegaueno wurse name but vncomelydemeanure.
1580 G. Harvey Three Proper Lett. 35 AV« omni dormio,
worse lucke. 1596 Edward ill, it. i. 451 Lillies that fester

smel far worse then weeds [ = Shaks. Sottn. xciv. 14J. 1597
Miduleton//«/. C/iinonv. F 4, Closelie pentvp in delights,

fane more worse vnto her than darke Dungeons. 1602-12,

1693 [see Remedy sb. 1 bj. 1634 A. Warwick Spare At in. 1.

<ed. 2) 14, I will either make my fortunes good, or tee con-

tent they are no worse. 1658 Style Pep. 23 Oftentimes

dubious words shall be taken in the worse sense. 1685

Drydkn Sylvse Pref. a 3, But it will be ask'd why I turn'd

him into this luscious English, (for I will not give it a worse
word). 1697 — sEneis IV. 526 What have Iw-orse to fear?

1732 Pope Pp. Baihurst 319 Which of these is worse, Want
with a full, or with an empty purser 1775 Sheridan St.

Patrick's Day I. i, I never see her but she puts me in

mind of my poor dear wife. O'Con. Ay, faith j in my opinion

she can't do a worse thing. 1834 Markyat P. Simple
xxxviii, 'If the weather becomes worse— '

* It can't be
worse,' interrupted O'Brien, ' it's impossible to blow harder.'

1835 T. Mitchell Acharn. ofAristoph. 5S4 note, This word
[AiTapos] bore two meanings; its better sense implying
brightness and splendour, its worse betokening

<
/tf/«i\w and

grease. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop vi, Come, you drop that

stick or it'll be worse for you. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram.
Assent 11. x. 398 If logic finds fault with it, so much the

worse for logic 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch xxv. II. 56

No very good news; but then it might be worse, 1876 Q.
Victokia More Leaves (1884) 333 The rain continued per-

sistently, having got worse just as the prayer began. 1879

M cCarthy Donna Q. I. 55 There are worse things to be

endured in life than being thought too much of by one's

husband. 1881 Miss Bkaddon Asphodel II. 6 If you have
not profited by my outlay, so much the worse for you.

fb. Harder to deal with, more difficult. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 peblake clo3. .is biccurea3ein be wind,

& wurse to burhseon. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1114 Vor 311"

hii adde o bing iwonne of castel ober of toune, Wei pe worse

it wolde be to bringe horn ber doune.

C. More unattractive ; more unsuitable or un-

fitting ; more faulty, incorrect, ill-conceived, etc,

1640 Hobbks Hum. Nat. Ep. Ded. (1650) A 7, For the

Stile, it is therefore the worse, because, whilst I was writing,

I consulted more with Logick then with Rhetorick. 1666

Earl Orrery St. Lett. (1742} 1E7 The argument was bad,
the plot worse, the contempt of authority worst of all. 1741
Ctess. Pom fret in Ctess. Hartford's Corr. (1805) III. 85,

I . . went to see the palace of prince Giustiniani. In my life

I never saw a worse. 11745 Swift Story Injured Lady
(1746) 2 She has had Features, and a worse Complexion.

1797 Ht, Lee Canterb. 'P. (1799) I. 338 Nothing makes a
man worse company than being in love with his own
thoughts. 1841 Spalding Italy I. 372 They were much
given.. to fixing maximum prices on provisions of every
sort, but in respect to corn they did what was even worse.

1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge lxv, ' Worse manners ', said the
hangman,. .' 1 never see in this place afore.' 1847 Ruxton
Adv. Mexico xxxiii. 306 Old manuscripts, written on bad
paper, and with worse ink. 1868 A. L. Gordon in Turner
& Sutherland Developm. Austral. Lit. (1898) 201 Mount.,
has a head worse if possible for business than mine.

d. With agent-noun : More unskilful or ineffi-

cient ; that does the work more badly. Also, more
addicted to some (specified) bad habit
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 136 If I was a bad Car-

penter, I was a worse Taylor. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip.
xvii. (1842) 459 These remarks, .become more applicable,

when the substance acted upon is a worse conductor of
electricity. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarch xxiii. II. 21,

1 never heard but one worse roarer in my life, and that was
a roan. 1898 J. Arch Story of Life xii. 281 The more un-
educated a man is the worse hand he is at waiting.

e. Worst and worse : cf. 1 c.

1154 O. E. Chron, an. 1 137 (Land MS.) And 5a:t lastedeba

. xix. win tre wile Stephne wasking&aeure it was werse& werse.

c 1522 Skelton Why nat to Courief 132 Whyles he doth
rule, All is warse and waise. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV
2 b, All thynges.., as well in the realme as without, waxed
worsse and worsse. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 93 Worse
and worse, she will not come: Oh vilde, intollerable, not to

be indur'd. 168a Lond. Gas. No. 1760/2 The affairs of

Hungary grow worse and worse. 1720 Lady B. Gekmaine
in Ctess. Suffolk's Lett. (1824) I. 73 Worse and worse here

every day—no soul left that we know but Lady Kit and

Mrs. Coke. 1735 Pope Donne Sat. iv. 121 So when you
plague a fool, us still the curse, You only make the matter

worse and worse. 185a Mrs. Siowe Uncle Tom's C. iii. 13,

I have been patient; but it's growing worse at:d worse-
flesh and blood can't bear it any longer. 1885 'Mrs.

Alexander* At Bay far, 'This is worse and worse,' said

Lady Gethin, gravely.

3. Less good, not so good, inferior; of lower

quality or value.

Beowulf ^212 Wyrsan w'i?;frecan wsel reafedon aefter gu5-

sceare. c 888 ^Ei.i red Boeth. xxx. § 1 Ic wat . . ban maenisne

mon sceamab bset he wioroe wyrsa bonne his eldran wsron.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John ii. 10 AL\z man sylb asrest god win

& bonne his druncene beotf ban be wyrse byo. c 1200 Vices

ft Virtues 65 pe bingo Sat bu naust naht to wuroin..ane

wurse mann rane ou art. c 1200 Ormin 14064 Sibbenn he

biginnepb To biinngenn forb summ werrse win, Son summ
be folic iss drunnkenn. c 1205 Lay. 383 Heo wes a cheuese,

hire cheap wes be wrse. a 1300 Cursor M, 38 gode pertre

corns god peres, Wers tre, vers fruit it heres. c 1380 Wyci.if

Whs. (1880) 190 And so bei menen bat Crist, .nedid alle

prestis to leue be betre and take the worse lif. c 1386

Chaucer Reeve's Pro/. 18 That ilke fruyt [the medlar] is

euer leng the wers Til it be roten. 1390 Gower Co/if I. 5

Men sein it [the world] is now lassed, In worse plit than it

was tho. 1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 65, I saw newer
Hollendars make whorsse payment in my dayys. 1573-80
Tlsser Husb. (1878) 35 The soile and the seede, with the

sheafe and the purse, the lighter in substance, for prolite the

wurse, 1594 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 200 My worse
cloke. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ivii. § 1 They which at

all times haue opportunitie of vsing the better meane to that

purpose, will surely hold the worse inlesse estimation. 1601

Shaks. Jul, C. m. i. 139 The Master is a Wise and Valiant

Romane, I neuer thought him worse. 1606— Ant. $ CI. in.

ii. 52 He ha's a cloud in 's face. Eno. He were the worse
for that, were he a Horse. 1615 J. Tavlor (Water P.)

Urania xliii. B 8 b, Worse then the dust, that vnder-foot is

trod. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 1. 2, I attribute this

Costivenesse. .to his yeares, being on the worse side of forty.

1759 Brown Compt. Farmer 32 Sheep.. should be bought
from a worse land to bring on to abetter. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. iv. viii, Though it is acknowledged, that the com-
inodity of the distant country is of a worse quality than that

of the near one. 1770 Cases temp. Hardwicke 35 It can
never be interpreted, that removing oneself from a worse
prison to a better is a surrender of oneself into custody.
1820 Scott Monast. Introd. Ep., * They are prime stanes'

..; 'warse than the best wad never serve the monks, I'se

warrant.' 1894 Times 10 July 11/3 [Tennis] Two fine chases
—worse than a yard and better than half a yard.

y b. Of silver or coin : Of less value than a

specified standard). Obs,

1488-9, 1676, 1681 [see Sterling B, 3]. 1549 Latimer
Ptoughers (Arb.) 27 The sayinge is, that since priests haue
bene minters, money hath bene wourse then it was before.

1715 in Lond. Gas. No. 5349/3 A certain Person was in-

dicted for selling Silver Wares worse than Sterling. 1716
Ibid. No. 5404/4 Silver.. one third Part wurse than the said

Act directs. 178a in Phil. 'Trans. (1803) XC1II. 135 The
coins were worse than standard.

tc. In phrases implying loss or defeat, as the

worse deal, eno
7

,
party side. Obs.

17900 Cynkwulf Crist 1225 Ond bsr womsceaban on bone
wyrsan da^l fore scyppende scyrede weorbaS. a 1300 Cursor
M. 21466 pan said pat juu, bi sant drightin Mi thine bc
wers part es mine. 1387 Trevisa Higdenll. 29 pat ^ere

men of bat side schal haue the worse ende and be ouercome.
14.. Guy Wanv. (Cambr. MS.) 602 Wyth pryde he wolde
juste wyth Gye : The worse parte come hym bye. Ibid.

3537 Yf he falle on be warse syde. 0:1530 J. Heywood /Yoy
ofLove 1258 (Brar.dl) Then shall I shewe such a thyng in

this purs As shortly shall shewe herein your part the wurs.

1583 Goldinc Calvin on Deut. lxxiii. 449/1 He shall obtayne
no right in Law. And if he doe, yet shall he haue the worse
end of the staffe.

d. To be worse than onis word : to fail to carry

out, or act up to, what one has promised.
167a Wycherlw Love in a Woods, v. 89 Will you be worse

then your word? 1715DE Foe/*Vi/«. Instruct. 1. viii. (1841)

I. 139, I will not be worse than my word to my lady. 1826
Galt Last of Lairds xxxix. 352 Mrs. Soorocks was not
worse than her word, for [etc.).

e. Worse half', used jocularly to match better

half (see Better A. 3 c).

1783 H. Walpole Let. to Lady Browne 19 Oct., It is not
fit my better-half should be ignorant of the state of her
worse-half. 1884 Flor. Marryat Under Lilies fy Roses iv,

The preparations would serve to occupy our time, whilst our
worse halves are out shooting.

4. Predicatively (often with the: see The adv.).

a. Of persons: Less fortunate, less well off; in

less favourable circumstances or position. Const.

for (some person or thing that causes deterioration

or loss).

a 1 122 O, E. Chron. an. 1064 (Laud MS.) Swa bet seo scyre
& ba oora scyre be pa* neh sindon wurdon fela wintra \>e

wyrsan. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 303 Wenestu bat haueck bo
be worse P03 ciowe bigrede him bi be mershe? 1340-70
Alex. <$ Dind. 231 For be wers is no weih, wis }if he seme,
pouh he finde o^ur folk folewen his dedus. 136a Langl.
P. PI. A. 1. 26 And drink whon bou drnijest, but do hit not
out of Resun, pat j>ou worbe yc worse wiion bou worche
scholdest. c 1520 Skelton Magnvf. 1761 To make fayre
promyse, what are ye the worse? a 1542 Sir T. Wyatt
Poems (1913) 1. 150 A diligent knave that pikes his maisters
purse May please him so that he withouten mo Executor is,

and what is he the wourse? 1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 183
A foot of Honor better then I was, But many a many foot
of Land the worse. 1596 — Merck. V. m. ii. 263 When
I told you My state was nothing, I should then haue told
Ton That I was worse then nothing. 1601 — Txvel. N. v.

1. 30 Thou shall not be the worse for me, there's gold. 1610— Temp. h. i. 261 Say, this were death That now bath seiz'd
them, why they were no worse Then now they are. 1621
Lady M. Wkoth Urania 1. 1 Miserable Vrania, worse art
thou now then these thy I,ainbs; for they know their dams,
while thou dost liue vnknowne of any. a 1708 Beveridge
Tkes. Theol. (171 1) III. 203 Thou art never the worse, for
others being bettor. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. hi. i, I
hadn't the Pleasure of knowing his Distresses till he was
some thousands worse than nothing, a 1784 Johnson in
Mrs. Piozzi Anecd. (1925) 43 How would the world be worse
for it,, .if al! your relations were at once spitted like larks,
and roasted for Presto's supper ? 1840 Barham Ingol. Leg.
Ser. 1. Jackdaw of Rheims, Nobody seem'd one penny the
worse 1

b. Less well in health, physical condition, or
spirits ; less hale or strong.

Theworse for (Sc. of): overcome or intoxicated by (liquor,

drink). Also tramf.
exoooAgs. Gosp. Mark v. 26 [Hire] hit naht nefremode, ac

wa;s be wyrse. 1388 Wyci.if Mark v. 26 [She] was nothing
amendid, but was rather the wurs. c 1440 Partonope 6402
(Ii.E.T.S.) Forthewyth was bioghte hym hys hakeneye,

Neyther better ne worse, but in be same a-Raye As he hym
fryste bro3te frome the foreste : He semyd no-pynge a iusty
beste. 1508 Ke.xhei>\b Elyting 464 And now thy wame is

wers than ewir it was. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. vi. V iv b,
It liketh me not to remember it .i. I am the worse whan I
thynke on it. 155a Hllokt, Warsse to be for age,vetutesco.
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 3 Ther's no doubt his Maiesty
Will soone recouer his accustom'd health. Gray. In that
you brooke it ill, it makes him worse. 1597 — 2 Hen.
IV, 11. iv. 113, I am the worse when one sayes, swagger.
1603 Dekker Wonderful Year E 2 b, There uas she worse
then before. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 23/1 He was at
first very ill, then got better j he is now worse. 1837 Lockhart
Scott 1 V. viii. 261 He answered, that he had ridden more than
forty [miles], a week before,, .and felt nothing the worse. 1856
Merivale Rom. Emp. (1871) V. xliiL 196 Germanicus grew
rapidly worse. 1861 Flok. Nightingale: Nursing 10, 1 hope
you were not the worse for my visit.

(<*) 1835 Makryat Jac. Eaithf. i, My mother had retired
to her bed a little the worse for liquor. 1871 Geo. Eliot
Middlemarch xxxix. II. 316 When a man., has. .made him-
self the worse for liquor, he's done enough mischief for one
day. 1881 J. B. Gough Sunlight $ Shadow 266 Who ever
saw me the worse for diink? 1885 Stevenson Prince Otto
111. ii. 268 To tell you the open truth, your Highness, I was
the worse of drink. 1913 Sped. 24 May 874/1 A learned
judge said of Mr. Gladstone that he was often ' the worse

'

for llattery.

C. Of things: In less good condition; showing
signs of damage, deterioration, or loss of quality.

Const, for (see 4 a), obs. or dial. of.

It would be none the worse fori i.e. it would be all the
better for, would be improved by. colioq.

cizgo St. Dominic 64 in S. Eug. Leg. 279 pat writ lay
tongue in bat fuyr, and neuere \>e weorse it nas, Ne nou3t
i-wemned of one letter. 1:1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 101

Let brede hem [sc. olives], lest they bete and be the weis.

1546, 1706, 1711 [see Wearing vbl.sb. 1
3]. 159a Shaks.

I'en. <y Ad. 207 What were thy lips the worse for one poore
kis ? 1596 Spenser E. Q. v. xii. 35 Euery matter worse
was for her melling. 1753-4 Richardson Grandison II.

xviii. 129 Sir Charles answered .. That he would take a
survey of the timber upon his estate, and fell that which
would be the worse for standing. 178a Cowper *john Gilpin

183 A hat not much the worse for wear. 1824 in Spirit
Public Jmls. (1825) 213 His face. .rather the worse of the

dirt by which it was encased. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Greenwich Pair, Blue satin shoes and sandals (a leetle the
worse for wear). 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. Georgia (1863)
20 Their allowance of rice and Indian meal would not be the

worse for such additions. 1883 D. C. Murkay Hearts xvii.

(1885) 137 Her finery was naturally all the worse for having
been fine. 1911 Atlienaeum 19 Aug. 216,3 W« do not know
that his book is much the worse for this avowal of purpose.

Mod. His coat would be none the worse for a good brushing,

d. Worse and worse : cf. ic, 2 e.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 23 Saturne thus felyng
hym in grete sorow & trowble and alwey wors and wors as

a fore is sayd. 1553 Respublica iv. iii. 1019 Truelie, I fele

miselfe hitherto wurse and wuise. 1605 Shaks. Macb. ill.

iv. 117,1 pray you speake not : he growls worse and worse.

1848 Thackeray Van. Pair xiv, ' Well, Jane?' ' Wuss and
wuss, Miss B.,' Firkin said, wagging her head. ' Is she not
better then?'

5. Co/nb.
t
as worse-naturedj -tempered'adjs.

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide Pref. A 3, His being badly nur-

tur'd formerly, and worse natur'd still. 1659 Genii. Calling

446 These differ from the former..as a worse natured fool

fiom a better. 1747 Richardson Clarissa I. ii. 10 My poor
sister is not naturally good-humoured. ..She must therefore

have appeared to great disadvantages when she aim'd to be
worse-temper'd than ordinary.

B. absoi. or as sb. Chiefly ellipt. or absol. uses,

with or without the de£ or indef. article.

1. A person that is less good, virtuous, kindly,

etc. As//., those that are worse.
CX175 Lamb. Horn. 85 In halie chiiche boo" betere and

wurse. 13.. Cursor M. 1057 (Gutt.) Caym was be feindes

fode, was neuer wers of moder born. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.
B. So Bobe burnes & burdez, be better & be wers, Labez
hem alle luflyly to lenge at my fest. a 1529 Skelton Agst.
Garnesche iv. 17 Beholde thiselfe,and thou mayst sej Thow
xalte beholde no wher a warse. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat.

Envoy 12 The better please, the worse despise, I aske
nomore. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. Hi. it. 116, 1 feare there will

a worse come in his place. 1606 — Ant. I, CI. 1. ii. 68 And
let her dye too, and giue him a worse, and let worse follow

worse. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 903 He. .shall see her gaind

By a farr worse. 1823 Byron Juan x. lxvii, That worse

than worst of foes, the once ador'd False friend. 1901

Westm. Gaz. 6 Nov. 2/4 Fool will take Fool, and Wor>e
take Worse.

fb. The worse x the Evil One, the Devil. Obs.

ciaoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 187 lob.. be wan wio be wurse.

Ibid.191 Neddresmuhg5d'i3eliche. Swodo5 be werse. £1205
Lay. 1140 Temple heo funden barane..pe wrse hit hafde to

welden. Ibid. 11091 |'e wurse [c 1275 be feoud] hine luuede.

Ibid. 291*38 Crist seolue he forsoc and to )an wursen he
tohc

c, sb.pl. {Otie's) worses = inferiors. (Nonce-use,

after betters.)

1873 Rlskin Eors Clav. xxviiL 9 Speaking to you, then, as
workers, and of myself as an idler, tell me honestly whether
you consider me as addressing my betters or my worses?
Ibid. 18 The question whether you are the betters or the
worses of your masters.

2. Something worse ; what is more evil, harmful,

grievous, unlucky, etc. ; a greater degree of badness.
Beowulf 1739 He ban wyrse ne con. c 888 /Klfred Boeth.

x, Hu meaiit bu bonne ma;nan baet wyrse & ban la5re nu
ou tiaet leofre ba;fst gehealden ? .2900 Cynkwulf Eleue 1039
He bset betere *eceas..& bam wyrsan wiosoc. c 1205 Lay.
3431 Ich wende swioewel to don ac wurse ich habbe vnder-
fon. Ibid. 24822 5if bu swa nult don J>u scalt wursen vnder-
fon. c 1330 K. Brunne Chron. Woce (Rolls) 2432 Alas ! he
seyde, y hider cam 1 Fro wycke vntil wors y nam. ^1374
Chaucer Troylus in. 1074 Now is wykke i-turued vnto



WORSE.
worse. C1500 Lancelot 515 Wers than this can nat be said
for me. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 10 This tyrant too, whose
senses stil to worse and worse do runne. 1590 Spenser
E. Q. 11. iii. 46 P'or feare of worse, that may betide. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 301 Oh no, the apprehension of
the good Gities but the greater feeling to the worse. 1602— Ham. in. iv. 179 Thus bad begins, and worse remaines
behinde. 1606 — Tr. $ Cr. in. u. 79 To feare the worst,
oft cures the worse, 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil, Treat. 974
Weake and base mindes euer incline to the worse. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 128 Though thereby worse to me redound.
(11796 Uurss Grace bef. Dinner, And, if it please thee,
Heavenly Guide, May never worse be sent. 1812 Bvhon
Ch. Har, 1. iv, Worse than adversity the Childe befell. 1824
SCOTT Rcdgauntlet ch. xx, With fair warning not to come
back on such an errand, lest worse come of it. 1864 Tknny-
son Enoch Ardeu 742 That which he better might have
shunn'd, if griefs Like his have worse or better. 1864 G. A.
Lawrence Maurice Bering I. 132 You had belter take
yourself off peaceably, before worse conies of it. 1869
Morris Earthly Par. III. 423 {Lovers o/Gudrun), Ah,
farewell, Lest of mine eyes thou shouldst have worse to tell

Than now thou hast I 1896 Housman Shropshire Lad xliv,
Dust's your wages, son of sorrow, But men may come to
worse than dust.

b. To do worse-, to behave more wickedly, badly,
foolishly, etc ; also, with dative of person or to,

to deal with or treat (a person) more harshly or
unkindly.
Orig. const, with the adv. : see Worse adv. 1, 1 b. In the

early examples given here, the inflexion seems to indicate
the neut. adj. or quasi-sb., and the word is perh. usually so
apprehended in later use. Cf. do good, Good sb. 5 a.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.) Naeure hethen men
werse ne diden ban hi diden. Ibid. 1140 Hc.dide banne
WKrse banne he heer sculde. c 1200 Moral Ode 223 Trin.
MS.) Werse he doS his gode wines ban his fiendes. c 1205
Lay. 3496 Nule heo me do na wurse banne hire lond forwur-
nen. Ibid. 29186 Gurmunddes mon he bicom : ne mihte he
na wurse don, for crist seolue he forsoc. a 1250 Oivl ff

Night. 1408 Hweber deb wurse, flesch be gost ? c 1330 R.
Brume Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8696 Syn bey had mercy &
pyte, Wirse ban bey schul nought do we. C1380 Wyclif
Set. Wks. III. 250 Why schulde nojt men now reprove popes,
}if bei don now wersse ? c 1386 Chaucer Squire's T. 592
Who kan sey bet than he, who kan do werse? 1396 —
Lenvoy a Bukton 17 But yet lest thow doo worse, take a
wyfe. C1500 Medwall Nature 11. 245 In good fayth syr ye
may do wurs. 1535 Coverdale Jcr. iii. 5 Thou speakest
soch wordes, but thou art euer doinge worse, and worse.
1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. ii. 71 To do worse to you were fell

Cruelty.

C. What is less good or precious or valuable,
(Cf. Worse a. 3.)
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. Wks. 1922 II. 22 Never after

to feede of worse then furmentie. 1596 Shaks. Merch, V. 11.

vii, 55 Neuer so rich a Iem Was set in worse then gold.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 102 For what God after better worse
would build? 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 289 All below,
whether by Nature's Curse, Or Fate's Decree, degen'rate
still to worse, 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. \\\, That thorn-
pressure which must come with the crowning of the sorrow,
ful Better, suffering because of the Worse.

d. Used as an alternative or addition to an un-
favourable epithet or characterization = something
worse still. Usually or worse, anil worse.
1393 Langl. P. Pl.C.xvm. 72 Men may lykne letterid men

to a lussheborgh, ober werse. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge
1. ion A vyllayne orels wers sothly thou was borne. 1653
Walton Angler vii. 147, I might say more of this but it

might be thought curiosity or worse, a 1734 North Ld. Kpr.
Guil/ord (1742) 224 The Man's Wife was his Nurse, or worse.
1851 Kingsley Yeast xiii, They say, sir, he went up to court,
and slandered the nuns there for drunkards and worse. 1898
' H. S. Merhiman' Rodens Corner xxv. 269 Everybody
knows that it is a disgrace or worse—perhaps a crime.

3. In phrases with a preposition, a. For better,
for worse, also for better or {for) worse : used where
an issue is doubtful or beyond human control.
Toput to betterand to worse : 1 to subject to every kind of

luck (quot. C 1430).

1300 Gowkr Conf. II. 24 For bet, for wers, for oght, for
noght, Sche passeih nevere fro my thoght c 1430 Chev.
Assigne 244, 1 wolle putte my body to better & to worse, To
fy^te for be qwene. a 1500 Sarum Manuate, In s/>onsalibus
(Rouen 1501) (o. xlvii, I N. take the N. to my wedded wif to
haue and to holde fro this day forward for bettere for wers
for richere for pouerer. a 1548 Hall Chron.

% Men. VIII
59 b, And so for better or wo^e, the Frencheman called the
Englisheman knaue and went away with the stockdoues. 1639
J. Clarke Partem, xm For better for worse. 1848 Dickens
Dombey lix, Mr. Towlinson. .informs the kitchen that him
and Anne have now resolved to take one another for better
for worse. 1871 Smiles Cfutrac. i. (1876) 10 Character is
undergoing constant change, for better or for worse. 1905
H. W. Boynion Bret Harte 85 He had also, for better or
worse, a decided instinct to invest human nature.. with
certain attributes of ideal grace.

b. For (fto, \into) the worse : chiefly used to
indicate the result of a change in condition or
quality, foitune, or circumstances,
(I400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiv. in pe iournee chaunged

efter tO
t
be werse. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 352 The

worlde is chaunged from that it hathe beene.'Noi to the
bettre but 10 the warsse farre. i63o[?G.Brydces] HoneSubs.
3*9 Honor nourisheth in light and vain men a wrong opinion
of their own worth, and consequently, often changeth their
manners into the worse. 1668 Dryden Maiden Q. in. i. All
we have done succeeds still to the worse, a 1712 W. King
Letter Wks. 1776 III. 272 It is thy curse Ever to change,
and ever for tlie worse. 17.. [Burns] Carl, an the king
come ii, I trow we swapped for the w;trse. 1835 T, Mitchell
Acharn. of Aristoph. 263 note, The Doric character gener-
ally was undergoing a most important change for the worse.

c. From bad {tevil, fill) to worse.
1549 Latimer 4th Semi. bef. Edw. II (Arb.) 121 He by

/
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vnrepentaunce fell frome euyll to worse, and frome worse,
to worste of all. 1550 Lever Serm. (Arb.) 32 You whych
haue gotten these goodes into your own handes, to turne
them from euyll to worse. 1562 J. Hrywood Prov. fy E/igr.
(1867) 73 Suche driftes draue he, from yll to wars and wars.
1579 Svesw.r Sheph. Cat. Febr. 12 Must not the world wend
in his commun course From good to badd, and from badJe
to worse, From worse vnto that is worst of all. . ? 1639 J.
Taylor (Water P.) PI. Summers Travels 43 You draw us
from bad to worse, and from worse to wurst. 1649 C Wase
Sophocles, Electro. 38 See then lest Had enough to Worse
advance, 1667 Milton/'. L. xii. 106 Thus will this latter, as
the former World, Still tend from bad to worse.

td. (Toj'udge)tothezvorse : disadvantageous!}-,
unfavourably. Obs.

1549 Coyekdale Erasm. Par. Rom. xiv. 39 Take heede
that no man judge others actes to the worse [nee alius aliuttt
judicet in malum].

e. ( To differ) for the worse : to one's dis-

advantage.
1855 Macaulay///V. Eng. III. xi. S3 The situation of the

Quaker differed from that of other dissenters, and differed
for the worse.

4. The worse, the losing or less desirable part
(in a contest, or the like) ; disadvantage. Cf. A.
3 c and Worst sh. 8. Chiefly in the phrases which
follow (b, c, d).

C1205 Lay. 26594 And a?r heo to-tweinden }>e wurse wes
Rom-leoden. Ibid. 26997 Brums wokeden |>a & heore wes
bat wurse. 14.. Guy IVarw. (Cambr. MS.) 11073 He poght.
be warsewent on hys syde. a 1425 Cursor M. 7760 (Trin.) Of
bis batail bat was so snel be wors [Colt, force, Gdtt. fors] on
kyng saul fel. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon i. 39, I hy-
leue, yf the kynge beseege the castelle that the worsse
shalle retourne vnto hym,

b. To have (he worse : to be worsted or defeated
in a contest. Also gen* to have the disadvantage
in a comparison with another.
c 1205 Lay, 26712 pa iwra:5 sone pat Eruttes hafden bat

wurse. C1330R. Brl-nne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16373 He
bat hit gan, be worse he hadde, 13.. E.E.Allt't. P. C. 4S
J'enne is me ly^tloker hit lyke & her lotes prayse, penne
wyber wyth & be wroth & be wers haue. c 1386 Chaucer
A'tttSs T. 400 Yow loueres axe I now this question, Who
hath the worse [y.r. werse], Arcite or Palamon / 1390 Gower
Conf. II. 380 Wicke is to stryve and have the worse, c 1450
Merlin iit. 56 In that bataile was grete mortalite on bothe
parties, but the hethen peple hadde moche the werse. 1470
85 Malory Arthur vii. xxx. 261 Sir Gawayne and syr
Trystram mette,and there syr Gawayne had the werse. 1567
Painter Pal. Pleas. II. xxx. 352 b, In the end, the Saliin-
benes had the worsse [in a skirmish with the Montanines].
1590 Spenser E. Q. ii. v. 15 Was neuer man, who most
conquestes atchieu d, But sometimes had the worse, and lost
by warre. i860 Emily Eden Semi-attached Couple iv,

Perhaps the instinct that always leads a man to foresee when
an impending explanation is not likely to end in his favour,
prompted him to divine that he should have the worse of
this. 1888 Oman Hist. Greece xv. (1901) 142 A running
fight ensued, in which the invaders had greatly the worse.

T c. Togo {away) with, togo (or come) to, unto, by
the worse ; to be defeated or worsted, fail, miscarry.
(a) C1374 Chaucer Troylns iv. 49 The folk of Troye hem

seluen so mysledden That with be worse at nyght homward
b_ey fledden. 163a Holland Cyrvpaedia 1. 1 -i Went he any
time away with the worse? very pleasant he was and
laughed at bimselfe most of all.

(b) 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. ix. 46 Fyghte not with the
swerde ye had by myracle, til that ye see ye go vnto the
wers. 153a Tindale Exp. v-vii Matt. vii. (ci.550) 87b,
Which handes, if thou for werines once let fal, thou goest
to the worse immediatly. x^i Savile Tacitus, Hist. 11. xi.

67 In those ordinary bickerings.. he commonly went to the
worse. Ibid., Agricota 251 Now sommer and winter alike
they went to the worse [turn aestate atque hieme iuxta
pellebantur\ 1597 Heard Theatre Gods Judgem. (161 2)

96 As Truth got euer the vpper hand,.. so the brochers and
vpholders of falshood came tuer to the worse.

(c) 1560 Dals tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 310 The beginning
should procedeof you.whichein the cause are inferiours,and
goe by the worse. 1565 GoLi>iNGC~>J<ir 1.23 [c.31] To whom
the Heduanes and their confederates had diuerse tymes
gyuen baitell : wherin going by the wors, they had receyued
great domage. 1641 C. liuRCEs Serm. 5 Nov. 55 Have they
not miscarried, and gone by the worse all along? 1641

J. Shute Sarah <t //agar (1649) 34 Neither let us despair
of them, because they have been foiled, that they will still

hereafter go by the worse. 1671 Milton Samson 904 In
argument with men a woman ever Goes by the worse.

fd. To put to the (or one's') worse: to defeat,

worst, discomfit, in a contest or conflict. Obs.
1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Iviii. 512 He put me to the

werse or on foot or on horsbak. c 148a J. Kay tr. Caoursins
Siege 0/Rhodes I>ed. in Gibbon's Crusades, etc. (1870) 136
Hut iher [at Rhodes] he was put to hys worse and to shame.
1538 Ei.yot Diet., Pcssundo, to cast vnder foote, to put to
the warse. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 78 For euer, if they
chaunced to skinni^he, the Frenchmen were put vnto the
worse. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Caml/n'a 9 When he had by
the space of ten yeares warred with dtuers Kings, and often
put them to the woorse. 1606 G. Woodcock /list. Ivstine
iv. 22 He was twice put vnto the worse [iv. iv. 9 duobus
proeliis victus]. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. vi. 24 If thy people
Israel be put to the worse before the enemy, a 1641 IJp.

Mountagu Acts <V Mon. (i^4-.>) 265 Aretas..took the field
againe, but was put to the worse.

+ e. To wring to the worse : to vex, distress. Obs.
1553 Ascham Germany Wks. (1904) 133 Octauio was euer*

tnore wrong to the worse by many and sundry spites.

Worse ,w£>js),z/. Obs. exc. in nonce-use. Forms:
1 wyrsian, wyr-sisan, 2 wursien, 3 wurse(n,
wursi, wursin, werse(n, Orm* werrsenn, 4
worsi, 4, 6-7, 9 worse. [OE. wyrsian, I. wyrsa
Wokse a. Cf. OKris. wersia to resist, withstand,

WORSE.
OHG, wirsdn (MHG. wirsen, wiirsen) to make
worse.]

1. tntr. To become or grow worse, deteriorate,
C825 I'esp. Ts. xxxvii. 6 Fuladun & wyrsadon [deteriora.

verunt] wundsweoe mine, c 1000 /Klfric I/cm. I. 124 He
sctolde beon ascyred fram manna neawiste, ?,if his hreofia
wyr^igende ware, a 1023 U ulfstan 1/om. xxxtii. (1883)
158 Folcla^a wyrsedan ealles to swyoe. axizz O. E. Chron.
an. 1085 (Laud MS.)&aahit wyrsode mid mannan swi^or&
swiiW. CH75 Lamb. /loin. 47 ['a sende me c!a5es..for to
biwinden be rapes, bet bis licome be feble wes ne SLeoIde
noht wursien. ^1205 J.ay. 18931 ;if icb wilne a;hte, j'enne
wursede [^1x75 weiSede] ich on crafte. a 1225 A ncr. K. 326
{>e wmide bet euer wurse ^ an hond,& strengre is forte helen.
a 1240 Sawles \Varde_ in 0. E. //om. I. 265 Sikere ha beo5
. .of bulli blisse, hat hit ne mei neauer mare lutlin ne wursin.
1340 Ayenb. 33 Efterward comb werihede bet makej) bane
man weri and worsi uiam daye to daye. 1854 Sir J. D.
Hooker in I- Huxley Life (1918) I, 352 Evil as our days
are, whether they mended or worsed, it would [etc.].

2. trans. To make worse, impair, injure, blemish.
c izoo Ormin 11S45 To werrsenn & tonibbrenn uss Biforenn

Godessehne. a 1225 A ncr. R . 428 }e muwen muchel huruh
bam beon i-goded, and i-wursed [J/S. T. wursnet]. a 1225
Leg. Kath. 2165 J.'et let wake ules ne wursi neauer mi
nmd. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 202 Mine sunnen
habbe5 grimliche iwursed me. c 1320 Cast. Love 811
Hire holy maidenhod pat neuer for no ping i-worsed nas.
C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 161 Ober creaturis ben beterid,
and noon ben worsid, hi his }ifte. Ibid. III. 349 Whan bei
maken freris, hat ben worsid hi £>is makyng, J-ei don hem
a goostli harm. 1598 R. Haydocks tr. Lomazzo To Rdr.,
Other Translators, who are reputed to haue taken great
paines in worsing their authors. 1616 Breton Good <y Bad
39 His breeding may eyther better or worse him. 1621
Quarles Esther Wks. (Grosart) 1 1. 52/1 What's good, (like
Iron) rusts for want of vse, And what is bad, is worsed with
abuse. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 440 Perhaps more valid
Armes,..when next we meet, May serve to better us, and
worse our foes. 1867 A.TROLLOPE/aj*' Chron. I>a rsct (1B69)
I. xlii. 446 [Waiter at country inn lc>/.] Them as goes away
to better themselves, often worses themselves, as I call it.

1886 Referee 21 Feb. 7/4 Instead of bettering it [se. their
condition] they have 'worsed ' it.

Worse (wi)js), adv. Forms: a. I wiers, wirs,
1-2 wyrs ;

2-6 wurs, 3 wrs(e, 3-6 wurse
; 3-6

wors, 3-worse,4worsse,6woorse. £. 2-6 wers,
4-6 werse, 5 werce ; 5-7 wars, 5, 8-9 north.

warse, 5-6 warsse. [OK. zvyrs, wiers *= OS. wirs,

OHG. wirs (MHG. wirs, wurs), ON. verr (for

*wers ; hence War adv. ; Sw. varr), Goth, wairs :

see Worse a.] Used as the comparative of the ad vs.

badly, Hi, evil, evilly.

1. More badly or wickedly; more censurably or
foolishly in regard to conduct.
In do ivorse, the word is now perh. usually regarded as the

neuter adj. or sb. : see Worse sb. 2 b.

£•897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxviii. 189 Da under-
oioddan oaet hie wiers ne don 5onne him man bebeode,
a 1000 Sal. $ Sat. 181 Wyrs defl se 3e lieho ooOe oa^s sooes
ansatceS. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1416 Such heo mahte
heo of golnesse, J'at sunegeb wurse in modinesse. c 1315
Shokeham hi. 221 pou halst wel wors bane masseday pane
man myd hys workynge. 1340-70 A/ex. $ Dind. 783 Wers
wirchen no folk ban $e wei5es alle. 136a Langl. P. PI. A.
111. 102 Unwittily, ywys, wrouht hastou ofte, Bote worse
wrouhtest bou neuere pen whon J;ou fals toke. Ibid. A. xi.

279 panne marie be maudeleyn who mhtfl do wers? c 1380
Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 44 But oure Pharisees to dai done wel
wers.

1
1546 J. Heywood Prov, 1. xi. (1867) 32 We maie doo

much ill, er we doo much wars. 1781 Cowpf.r Table Talk
518, I judg'd a man of sense could scarce do worse Than
caper in the morris-dance of verse.

b. More severely, hardly, harshly, unkindly, or
unfavourably.
t To do (a person) worse, to treat more harshly or severely.

Cf. Worse sb. 2 b, and, for the use of the adv., Woe A. 6.

a 1200 A/oral Ode 236 (Lambeth) Hi hem de<5 wa inoch..
Nute hi hweber horn deb wurs [ Trin.Coll. do5 wersj. < 1200
Vices 9c Virtues 57 Deib he betere do can an ooer, beih
hweoere he bete wers of him seluen, 3anne he do of o8re.
a 1250 Cnyl ff Night. 793 Telstu bi me be wrs \Cott. wursi for

[>an pat ic bute enne craft ne kan ? c 1400 26 Pol. Poems ii.

66 Kuel thou spekest, worse dost mene. c 1440 Generydes
1365 He hym reportid wers thanne euer he ment. 1471
Caxton Recuye/l (Soinmer) 68 Her sone tytan gouerned
hym so malicyously and allewey worse and worse with out
ony compassion on the peple. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xix. 9
We will deale worse with the then with them. 1553 Res-
publica 13 But let this he taken no wurse then yt ys mente.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 45 Now I but chide, but I

should vse thee worse. X598 — Merry W, 11. i. 56, 1 shall

thinke the worse of fat men. 1605 — Lear 11. ii. 155 My
Sister may recieue it much more worsse, To haue her Gentle-
man ahus'd, assaulted. 1667 in Extr. St. Papers Eriends
Ser. in. (1912) 271 '1 hey have used us worse then they did

before. 1667 Mii.ton P. L. xn. 484 Will they not deale

Wors with his followers then with him they dealt? 1802

Worosw. Stanzas Castle Indol. 33 Some thought far worse

of him, and judged him wrong. 1853 Dickens Bleak IIo.

xiv, I hope you won't think the worse of me for having

made these little appointments at Miss Flite's. 1880 Tenny-
son Columbus 106 Being but a Genovese, I am handled

worse than had I been a Muor. 1881 W. Collins Black
Robe I. 236 You are sure you won't think the worse of me,
if I tell it?

c. More carelessly, faultily, unskilfully, im-

perfectly, etc.

c 1205 Lay. 28560 Mon i ban fihte non ber ne mihte ikenne

nenne kempe, no wha dude wurse [c 1275 wurs], no wha bet.

a xzz<Ancr. R. 2o8G^er $if me 3emeS wurse ei bmg ileaned

ooer biteih to witene, be" be wene l>et hit ouh. a 1250 Owl
jy Night. 505 Yet bu singest wise [Cott. worse] ban be
heysuhge. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 322 It doth hym
worse ban 1'>S w>'f or wete to slepe, c 1400 26 Pol. Poems



WORSE.
ix. 51 Here wastes, bat bey waye be wors. Ibid. x. 10 We
farebas knaue bat takep his hyie by fore, Serue his mayster
wel be worse berfore. 144s Rolls of farIt. V. 64/1 Your
Souldeours - . the wers paled of theire wagees. 1538 Starkey
England 99 The ground also wors tyllyd and occupyd. 1546
Heywood Prov. 1. xi. (1867) 32 Who is wurs shod than the
shoemakers wyfe? Ibid. 34 At end I might put my win-
nyng in mine eye, And see neuer the woorse. 1580 Sidney
in A. Collins Lett. <$• Mem. (1746) I. 285, I would.. your
Worship would learne a better Hand, you write worse then
I, and I write evell enough. 1611 Shaks. Wint, T. IV. i. 30
If euer you haue spent time worse, ere now. 1709 Pope
Ess. Crit. 35 There are who judge still worse than he can
write, 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. vii, I may put all

the good I have ever got by you in my eyes, and see never
the worse. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, III. xi. 368 Raw
soldiers, ill-disciplined, and worse commanded. 1821 Southey
Lett. (1856) HI. 288 The prints are ill drawn and worse
executed upon stone. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. iii. 394
The English women of that generation were decidedly worse
educated than they have been at any other time since the
revival of learning.

2. More unfortunately, unluckily, or unhappily.
Worse off, in worse circumstances, less happily or

fortunately situated : see Off adv. II.

In early use often with impers. vb. and dat. of person,
e.g. (it) is, chcves, limps him •wort (cf. Woe A. 3 and Heliand
1347 ' wirs is them oorun

1

); later, it is, goes, etc, worse
with him.
Prov. togofurther, andfare worse : see Further adv. 1 a.

C897 /Elfred Gregory s Past. C. xxxvi. 247 Dylans him 3y
wirs sie. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John v. 14 Ne synga bu, be-laes

be be on sumon bingon wyrs setide. cuooO. £. Chron.
an. 994 (MS. F) Ac hi bar. .wyrs geferdan bonne hi sefre

wendan. c izojj Lay. 3453 Wel oft wes I.eir wa and neuer
wurs banne ba. a 1250 Owl \ Night. 34 Me is be wurs bat
ich be iseo. £-1275 Vox <$• Wolf 202 in Pel. Ant. II. 276
Therfore ich fare the wors. a 1300 K. Horn 116 Ofte hadde
horn beo wo Ac neure wurs ban him was bo. a 1300 Cursor
M. 26784 And worthes bam wel wers ban ar, And quilum
bcttis neuer mare, c 1325 Sir Orfeo 98 (Sisam) When Orfeo
herd bat tiding, Neuer him nas wers for no bing. 1377
LahCl. P. PL B. ix. 143 And alle for her forfadres t>ei

ferden be worse. Ibid. xiv. 226 And if he chyde or chatre,
hym chieueth be worse, c 1380 Sir Ferumh. 4550 t>ay
awondrede of him ecchon, bat for al pe strokes bat pay
gerde on, bat hym nas no^t b* wers. 1:1386 Chaucer
Millers T. 547 And Absoion hym fil no bet ne wers. c 1400
Gamelyn 740 By god, for thi wordes he slial fare the wors.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5985 The Troiens full tyte were tyruit to
ground : Thur^he Achillas chiualry horn cheuyt the worse.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xiv. 51 Make obere folk be worse to
lyue, For synguler profyt bou wolde haue. c 14*0 A nturs
ofArth.615 But him lymped be worse. 1:1440 Alphabet of
Tales 502 'Suster, how is it with the?' And sho ansswerd
agayn & said ;

' Nevur wars.' c 1460 To7imeley Myst. iii. 191
God spede, dere wife, how fayre ye? Vjtor. Now, as euer
myght I thryfe, the wars I thee see. C1500 Melusine xxix.
216 It is now with me wers than euer was. 1525 Bp. J. Clerk
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 316 He shall ryght well knowe
that he farythe nothyng the wars for the Kynges Highnes
and your Grace is recommendation. 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. V 67 But this mocion worse succeded then the en-
treators deuised. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 44 But
worse shall he speed, that soweth ill seed. 1609 Rowley
Search for Money (Percy) 12 Seeke him and finde him hee
must, or it would goe worse with him. 1639 G. Plattks Dis~
cov. Subterr. Treas. 21 But the more I tryed the worse I sped.
1667 Milton P. L. n. 996 With ruin upon ruin, rout on
rout, Confusion worse confounded. 183a G. C. Lewis Lett.
(1870) 20 On the whole they are rather worse off than the
convicts in the hulks. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 467
A clamour grew As of a new-world Babel, woman-built, And
worse-confounded.

b. Worse and worse. Cf. Worse a. 2 e.
1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 159 Theexchaunge goyth ever

the lenger warsse and wars. 1553 Respublka iv. li. 990 And
howe doo youe mend now in your thrifte & your purse?
People. As zoure ale in sommer, that is still wurse & wurse.
1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 105 How dooth
your eye syglit ? woorse and woorse (said he). 1639 J . Clar ke
Para>m. 83 It mends like soure ale in summer worse and
worse.

3. a. As an intensive, with verbs of hurting,
harming, vexing, fearing, hating, etc. : More
greatly, severely, or intensely ; in a greater degree.
1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, iv. ii. 21 Such as feare the report

of a Caliuer, worse then.. a hurt wilde-Ducke. 1599 —
Much Ado 11. iii. 163 He would but make a sport of it, and
torment the poore Lady worse, a 1600 Donne Sat. iv. 90
As Itch Scratch'd into smart, and as blunt iron ground Into
an edge, hurts worse. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. viii. 2, I do hate
thee Worse then a Promise-breaker. 1613 — I/en. VIII
111. ii. 295 lie startle you Worse then the Sacrtng Bell. 1667
Milton P. L. 11. 293 Such another Field They dreaded
worse then Hell. Ibid. vi. 607 Back defeated to return
They worse abhorr'd. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 1. 312 Which,
angry as he is, will vex him worse, a 1796 Burns Ep.from
Esopus 65 Thou know'st, the virtues cannot hate thee worse.
1819 Keats Cap <$ Bells xviii, That fellow's voice, which
plagues me worse than any. 1819 Shelley Cenriy. ii. no
That stern yet piteous look, those solemn tones, Wound
worse than torture.

b. Asadiminuent, with verbs of liking, trusting,

praising, pleasing etc. : In a lesser or lower degree,

less, less well. .Similarly worse at ease, less well

at ease.

C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xix. 143 Dylses hira lufu

aslaci?;e, & he him 5e wirs licige. a 1122 O. E. Chron. an.

1043 (Laud MS.)Searcehiscop wendebait hit sumooermann
abiddan wolde.. be he his wyrs truwude and u5e. a 1300
Cursor M. 0035 pe wick er neuer be worthier, pat man tell

quat be dughti er, Ne be gode be wers to prais, Quat-somen
o be wick sais. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. 111. 168 Nay, lord,

quab bat ]adi, leef him be worse, Whon }e witen witerliche

wher be wrong lihb. c 1530 Rrdford IVyt <$• Sci. 835 (Manly)
Ye, and I lyke him never the wurs. 1592 Shaks. Ven. <y

Ad. 774 Your treatise makes me like you worse and worse.
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1600 — A. Y. L. in. ii. 25 The more one sickens, the worse
at ease he is. 1607 — Cor. v. ii. 75 The glorious Gods., loue
thee no worse then thy old Father Menenius do's. 1607
Harington in Nugse Ant. (1804) II. 250 Even Augustus
was the worse beloved for appointing an ill man to his

successor.

4. Worse than used before an adj. (sb., vb.) as

a form of pejorative comparison, Cf. More C.

{adv.) 5.

13. . Gosp. Aicod. 741 (MS. G.) %e wers [v.rr. wors, wars]
ban wode, how dar $e negh \>\s stede ? 1588 Shaks. Tit. A.
11. iii. 175 Oh keepe me from their worse then killing lust.

1605 — Lear 1. ii. 82 Brutish Villaine; worse then brutish.

1607 — Timon in. v. 106 I'm worse then mad. 1671 Milton
P. R. in. 419 Besides thir other worse then heathenish crimes.
— Samson 803 By worse than hostile deeds. X799 Wordsw.
Ruth 164 O Ruth 1 1 have been worse than dead. 1810 —
Sonn., * Vet, yet, Riscayans' 3 Else 'twere worse than vain
To gather round the bier these festal shows. 1867 A. T.
Drane Christian Schools II. vi. 253 Among the scanty relics
that escaped the hands of these worse than Vandals. 1867
Augusta Wilson K«j//j'/xx,Tofeed theworse-than-Ugoiino
hunger of never-satiated scandal and gossip. 1897 IVestm.
Gaz. 18 Jan. 3/2 He deliberately chose to worse than waste
bis opportunities and his talents.

5. Used parenthetically or conjnnctionally to
introduce an additional clause or sentence con-
taining a further and stronger instance of action

which incurs reprobation. Cf. Moue adv. 6.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 21 Thus man devotes his brother,
and destroys; And, worse than all, and most to be deplor'd,
..Chains him, and tasks him, and exacts his sweat With
stripes. 1805 Wordsw. Rob Roy's Grave 24 They stir us up
against our kind; And worse, against ourselves. 1913 G,
Murray Euripides vii. 166 He had denied the gods ; worse,
he had denounced the doings of the gods as evil. 1926 H. E.
Rollins Gorgeous Gallery p. xvi, Worse still, he has omitted
one leaf.

6. Comb., as worse-affected, -applied, -armed,
-bodied, -born, -calculated, 'disposed, -executed,

-governed, -ordered adjs. ; also f worse-opinion-
ated a., having a more unfavourable opinion (of)

;

f worse-willing a.
t
less well-disposed; more un-

willing.

1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 63 It was apparant that either he
was growne weaker in iudgement or *worse affected to the
Queenes seruice. 1591 Sylvester Du liartas \. ii. 418
Before the rest of my deere Country-men, Of better wit, but
* worse-applyed pen. 1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxviii, If the
Lord of Hosts should cast the balance in behalf of the fewer
numbers and *worse-armed party. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
iv. ii. 20 111 fne'd, *worse bodied, shapetesse euery where.
1834 H. Lytton Bulwer France I. 92 That 'great manner,*
. .by which the old nobility strove to keep up the distinction
between themselves and their "worse-born associates. 1817

J as. }AlU.Bfit* India III. vi. i. 50 Parliament was so com-
pletely an instrument of bad government, that it was *worse
calculated to produce good results than the mere arbitrary
will of a King. 1579 T. F. Newesfr. North D j b, I am very
sure, that many are *wurse disposed, and much more vn-
godly in high and honorable calling. 1820 Q. Mus. Mag.
II. 454 Irregular, ill-directed, and "worse-executed re-

hearsals. 1672 Sir W. Temple Ess. Govt. Misc. (1680) 69
Fugitives out of some "worse governed Family. 1642
Hevlim Hist. Episc. 11. vi. 436 Confessors, .who.. having
suffered much in testimonie of their perseverance, became
the "worse-opinionated of those, who had not beene endued
with an equall constancie. a 1715 South Serm. IV. 366 An
ill-inclined Judgment, and ^worse-ordered Morals. 1549
Coverdale Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. ix. 20-3 That.. I might,
folowing their mindes, allure them either vnto Christ, or at
the least, not make them thereunto "worse willing by dis-

pleasing their mindes. 1550 Somerset tr. Calvin's Epistle
B ij b, But this muste not astonyshe vs, nor make vs wurse
willynge or fearefull. X584 R. Scot Discov. Witckcr. 11. ii.

(1886) 15 The people would be woorse willing to accuse
them; for feare least they worke revenge upon them.

Worsement (wyusment). [f. Worse v. +
-ment, after betterment. Cf. Worsenment.] De-
terioration and depreciation of real property caused
by the action of persons outside without the owner's
consent.
1884 Ld. Salisbury in 1st Rept. Royal Comtniss. Housing

Working Classes Q. 13690 If you charge for betterment, do
not you think you should pay for worsement ? 1890 Pall
Matt Gaz. 18 July 2/2 We doubt whether the abolition of
the gates and bars will in fact conduce to the ( worsement

'

of the squares and streets in question. 1908 Arnold-Forster
in Mem. (1910) xxii. 340 That the principle of betterment
should only be adopted concurrently with the principle of
worsement, or deterioration.

b. trans/. and^?». (nonce-uses).
1893 IVestm. Gaz. 30 May 1/1 This morning's batch con-

tains 52 pages of 'amendments' (or worsements, ought not
Mr. Plunket to call them?) on the Home Rule Bill. 190a
Ibid. 17 June ii/i The 'Worsement' or 'Betterment of
Directors. . . Do the Directors stand to lose or gain . . by the
consolidation of the companies and the enlargement of the
capital ?

Worsen (w^us'n), v. [f. Worse a. +-Es r> 1.

Cf. Lessen v.

The word is common in dialect (see Eng. Dial. Diet.) and
was reintroduced to literature fi 800-1 330 (by writers like
Southey and De Quincey) as a racy vernacular substitute
for deteriorate and the like.]

1. trans . To make worse ; to impair, vitiate, cause
to deteriorate.

a 1225 [see Worse v. 2]. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 112 Tymes
byn changet, men byn worsont. 1533 tr. Erasm. Com. Crede
171 b, Such persons which by crafte done appayre and
worsen the commune coyne. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. Wks.
1851 III. 10 It is still Episcopacie that. .worsens and sluggs
the most learned, and seeming religious of our Ministers.

1644 Digby Nat. Soul x. § 11, 432 A.. state, where she can

WORSENMENT.
neyther be bettered, or worsened. C1647 Feltham Resolves
11. xiii. (1661) 205 Life in it self is a Blessing : And it is not
worsened by being long. 1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 239
The righteous are signclly sanctified by fiery dispensations,
but the wicked are signally worsened by the same dispensa-
tions.

1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 251 If effeminacy could
become the attribute of a whole nation, it would be proper
to institute societies for worsening the condition of the poor.
1807 Southey EspHella's Lett. (1S08) II. 357 Methodism.,
has worsened whatever it has altered. 1816 — Ess. (1832) I.

172 The manufacturer worsened his wares, the landholder
increased his rents. 183a — Penins. War III. 703 Men
whose nature, originally bad, had been worsened by their
way of life. 1835 Carlyle in Froude Life in London (1884)
I. i. 19 To ask able editors to employ you will not improve
but worsen matters.^ 1853 De Quincey Autobiogr. Sk. ii.

Wks. 1862 XIV. 03 Their case was certainly not worsened
by being booked for places in the grave. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. iv. 40 There sat a woman all alone Whom
some ten years would make a crone, Yet would they little

worsen her. 1906 Spectator -$0 June 1043/2 Irrelevance and
confusion are worsened, not bettered, when advanced under
the cloak of a distinguished reputation.

b. spec. To inflict loss upon (a person, locality)

in respect of real property (see \Voiisement).
1894 Times 4 Apr. 6/2 Every man who was worsened

having to be compensated before he was turned out. 1894
Daily News 2 1 June a/3 The construction of these thorough-
fares had worsened Wardour-street and other streets through
diversion of the traffic.

C. To represent (a thing) as worse than it is

;

to depreciate.

1885 Jean Incelow Perdita 66, I have worsened life, I

havejwronged the world. 1885 Gladstone in Times 28 Apr.
7/4 The policy which is necessary in the existing circum-
stances, which I shall say nothing to exaggerate or worsen.

d. rejl. To makeoneselfworse or (dial.) worse off.

1828 Carr Craven Gloss, s.v., I will not worsen mysell. i860
Pusey Min. Proph. 167 Moab and Ammon chose them gods
like themselves, and worsened themselves by copying these
idols of their sinful nature. X864 Kincsley Water ofLife
(1879) iv. 51 They feel that they have weakened and worsened
themselves thereby. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt v, That's
how the working men are left to foolish devices, and keep
worsening themselves.

2. intr. To become worse, deteriorate.

1795 Wordsw. in Mem. (1851) I. 86, I am still much en-
gaged with my sick friend ; and sorry am I to add that he
worsens daily, 1823 De Quincey The Dice Wks. 1862 X.
325 Next day Schroll was in a violent fever... On hearing
this report, Schroll rapidly worsened. 1829 Southey Sir 'I'.

More (1831) II. 183 It is the nature of man to worsen if he
be left to himself. 1839 Carlyle Char/ism n. (1858) 9 If

life last longer.. the general condition of the poor must be
bettering instead of worsening. 1861 Beresf. Hope Engl.
Cathedral v. 184 However the world may mend or worsen.
1880 Miss Broughton 2nd Thoughts II. 111. vi. 226 The
weather has again changed and worsened. 1882 Morris
Hopes 4" Fearsfor Art iv. 119 Whether the times better or
worsen-

Hence "Wo'rsened ppl. a. ; "Wo'rsening vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

(a) 1830 Southey Let. to A Hoji Cunningham 4 Mar. In Life
(1850) VI. 89 The portrait. .is a worsened copy of ' Fitzbust
the Evangelical '. 1875 A. J. Ellis tr. Helmholtz 1 Sensat.

Tonej&f Skhismic Intonation exaggerates the errors of the

Thirds in Bosanquet's, of which it is simply a worsened
form. x888 JeivishChrou. i/Feb. 11/2 Even this worsened
condition is disputed by some eminent authorities.

{b) 1831 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 250 To the serious injury

of his health, and even to the worsening of his temper. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. it. v. i, Such .. desperate hope that

worsening of the bad might the sooner end it and bring

back the good. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xix, The ten

or twelve years since the parting had been time enough for

much worsening. 1887 A themeum 29 Jan. 153/3 The steady
worsening of social conditions.

{c) 1858 Carlyle Fredk.Gl. ix. x. (1873) III. 173 Does not
reach Potsdam till the 14th September, and then in a weak,
worsening, and altogether dangerous condition. 1891 G. A.

Smith in Robert W. Barbour (1893) 425 A very large num-
ber of worsening or desperate cases [of drunkenness!.

Wo'rsen, dial, or illiterate alteration of Worse
a. and adv. (? arising from the colloq. worsen =
worse than).

1634 Heywood & Bro.me Lancash. Witches v. i. Li, It

stinket.. worsen than ony brimstone. 1854 Dickens Hard
T. 1. xi, From bad to worse, from worse to worsen. 1854
A. E. Baker Northampt. Gloss, s.v., ifs worsen than it was.

Worseness (w^Msnes). [f. Worse a. + -ness.

Cf. Worskunes8.] The quality or state of being

worse or inferior.

C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 187 And sib be worsnesse of

bing is matere of sorewe, man shulde have more sorewe for

synne ban for ony ober bing. 1845 Sik J. D. Hooker in

L. Huxley Life (1918) I. 207 The badness of the specimens,

the worseness of the published descriptions. 1871 Ruskin
Fors Clav. v. 23 We will have.. no equality..; but recog-

nition of every betterness that we can find, and reprobation

of every worseness. 1913 J. Hunter in L. S. Hunter Mam.
(1921) 248 He said I was worse than when I came the first

time—the worseness due, no doubt, to the strain and worry
of last winter.

+ b. spec. Quality below the standard for gold or

silver. Cf. Worse a. 3 b and Betterness i b.

178a in Phil. Trans. (1803) XCIII. 135 The accuracy of
these assays was farther confirmed, by nearly the same
average of worseness being found upon more than 170000
guineas.

Wo-rsenment. [f.Worsens. + -ment.] Occas.
used in preference to Worsement as a more ana-

logical form.
1894 Westnt. Gaz. 26 July 2/1 The word, we suppose,

ought to be 'worsenment ', for while the verb of better is
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* to better ', the verb of worse is ' to worsen \ 1905 J. M.
Robertson Chamberlain ix. 43 Whereafter his worsenment
is swift indeed. 1906 I'atl Mall Gaz. 10 Mar. 2 If 'better-

ment 'is recognised,worsenment should be equally allowed for.

Worser (w£>\isoj), a. and adv. Also 6 wurser,
woorser, 9 vulgar wusser. [A double compara-

tive, f. Worse a. and adv, + -eh 3. Cf. lesser.

The word was common in the i6th-i7thc as a >tariant of
' worse ', in all its applications. In modern use, it is partly

a literary survival (esp. in phrases like the worserpart, sort,

half), partly dial, and vulgar.]

A. adj. = Worse a.

1495 Trevisd's Barth. De P. R. xix. cvi. 11 viij/i More-
thrumbleseggesl>en lyke to Geys egges but they ben lesser.,

and worser of smellynge. 1553 DRENDBtr, Curtius vn. 122 b,

Fearing the sequel of worser inconueniences. 1553 T.Wil-
son Rket. (1580) 127 If one should sett Lukes Veluet against

Geane Veluette, the Lukes will appenre better, and the

Geane will seeme worser. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Duke ofSuffolk
xxiii, To preserve me from a wurser yll. c 1566 Merit Tales

ofSkelton in IVks. (1843) I. lix. The one woulde call thother

Swanbom, the whyche they dyd take for a worser woorde
then knaue. 157a R. T. Discourse 40 Vniuster then Pilate,

worser then Lucifer. 1573-80 Tusser Hush. (1S78) 09 What
worser for barlie than wetnes and cold ? 1582 T. Watson
Centurie 0/Love xxx. (Arb.) 66 In harder case and worser
plight am I. 1583 Stubbes A not. Abus. 11. (1882) 33

t

They
are not onely not inferior to any nation in the world in the
excesse of apparell, but are farre woorser, if woorser can be.

1591 Shaks. / Hen. V/,v. iii. 36 Cbang'd to a worser shape
thou canst not be. 1595 Markham Trag. Sir R, Grinuile
clxxi, His pure part, from worser parts relind. 1605 London
Prodigal v. L 68 (Brooke) Such bad beginnings oft haue
worser ends. 1605 Rowlands HeIPs broke loose To Rdr.
(Hunterian Club) 7 AH composed of the scumbe and waste
worser-sort. 1633 Ford Love's Sacrif. v. i, K. 2, I find she is

A diuell, worser then the worst in hell. 1638 Chillingw.
Relig. Prot. 1. i. § 8. 36 The conclusion alwaies followes the

worser part, if there be any worse, a 1639 W. Whatelky
Prototypes L iv. (1640) 15 We must speake of Caine, who
being the elder brother was yet the worser man. 1643 Trapp
Comm. Gen. xxxviii. 26 The worser sort of Papists. 1667
Termes de la Ley 352 It is there taken in the worser sense.

1682 Norris MerocUs 88 Hence 'tis that the worser actions

are accompany'd with the worker pleasures. 1713 Derham
Phys.'Theol. 111. iv, 83 Our own great infirmities and fail-

ings, .deserve a worser place, a more incommodious Habita-
tion. 1742 Lond.

-jf-
Country Brewer 1. (ed. 4) 38 The worser

earthy Part of the Hop is greatly the Cause of that rough,
harsh, unpleasant Taste. 1783 Burns Remorse 9 Or worser
far, the pangs of keen Remorse. 1811 Southey in Edinb.
Ann. Reg. II. 1. 417 Upon the convention of Cintra ministers

had chosen the worser part. 1827 [see Half sb. 4 b]. 1829
Southey Sit T. More II. 208 Lawcraft, if not a twin-fiend

with Priestcraft, is.. perhaps the worser devil of the two.

1854 S. Austin Germany 312 The worser part of the press

was timid, venal and obsequious. 1871 M. Collins Inn
Str. Meetings 33 One might imagine it a worser Troy. 1876
Farrar Marlb.Serm. xxvii. 272 He must break, if need be,

his old life in two, and fling away the worser half. 1887
Morris Odyss. ML 621 For I, e'en I, the bondsman of a
worser man was made.
vulgar. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxii, Vou might ha' mcide a

worser guess than that, old feller. 1845 Disraeli Sybil in.

i, ' It's the butties', said Nixon; ' they're wusser nor tommy.'

b. absol. and ellipt.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 1. iv. (1592) 13 He..setteth
Tenedos on fire, whose fearefull flames espide, Gaue Som-
mons vnto carelesse Troy for worser to prouide. 1587
Golding De Mornay ii. (1617) 22 [He] shall not bee able
to discerne which is the worser. 1622 Mabbe tr. A lemon's
Guzman dA!/. 11. 269 If thou shalt reserue the better for

thy selfe, and giue the worser vnto God. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. ix. 394 A worser neuer liued. 1635 Hayward tr.

Biondfs Banish'd Virg. 58 If the change chance to be from
a bad Prince to a worser. 1660 Gauden God's Gt. Demonstr,
50 There is no necessity., to make evil deeds good by doing
worser. 1680 W. Allen Peace fy Unity 75 This was no call

to the better sort of Christians to separate from the worser.

1840 G. Godwin Last Day L 5 Fanny, you are a hignorant
creature, and Mr. Brisks a worser. 1887 Eield 19 Feb.
233/1, I hear it was a toss up which day was the better or
' wusser ' of the two.

fo. sb.pl. (One's) inferiors. Obs.
1581 Petti k tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 91 b, They

ought to beholde their inferiours with a moregratiouseie, ..

by meanes whereof they get the good will of their worseis,

B. adv. «= Worse adv.
1560 Pilkington Expos. Aggeus C Hit b, And the worser

learned be preferred afore the better, to the ministery,..let
not the better disdayn him. 1573-80 Tusser Hush. (1878J
90 There pasture and cattel. . wurser do fare. 1584 Lyly
CampasPe v. i, How like you this? doth he well ? Diog. The
better, the worker. Ibid. v. iv, I pray thee, what doost thou
think of loue? Diog. A little worser then I can of hate.
1601 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. li. 232 But thus do ye, nay
worser. 1604 Smaks. Oth. iv. \. 105 How do you Lieutenant ?

Cos. The worser, that you giue me the addition. 1606 —
Ant. fy CI. 11. v. 90, I cannot hate thee worser then I do. If
thou againe say yes. a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize lit.

i, 'Twould make his head ake worser than his horns do.
1628 Mad Pranks Robin Good/e>lo7v (Percy Soc.) 45 My
hostesse asked me how I liked tins tale? I said, it was.,
good enough to passe time that might be worser spent. 1642
D. Rogers Naaman 435 Where he does well, none does
better, but where ill, none worser. 1664 J. Webb Stone-
ffeng(ij2$) 21 His Draught. .1 am confident you will like
the worser, because he likes it so well. 1671 tr. Palo/ox's
Conq. China xxtv. 429 The other Chinese Merchants, .were
mucn worser used. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. Com. 48
Persons.. that have a great deal of Idle Time lying upon
their Hands, and can't tell how to employ it worser. 1835
Dickens Sk. Boz

%
Pawnbroker's Shop

t
Your poor dear wife

as you uses worser nor a dog.

Worser (wff-Jsai), v. rare. [f. Worser a.,

after Better v.~\ trans. To make worse ; reft, to

impair one's worldly position. Hence Wcrsering
vbl. sb.

1842 Collectanea Glocestr. 283 Worsered, made worse.

1883 Century Mag. Oct. 837/2 This, be it for the bettering

or the worsering of the type, is to our democratic . . civiliza-

tion forbidden forever. 1906 ilacm. Mag. Oct. 914 She
says, ' Be going to better myself, Guv'nor. I says, ' Take
care you don't worser yourself.'

Worserer (wfrasaraj), a. A further extension

(jocular or vulgar) of Worser a.

1752 Foote Taste 1. (1781) 8, 1 have heard, good Sir, that

every Body has a more betterer and more worserer Side of
the Face than the other. 1842 Collectanea Glocestr. 2S3
Worser, worserer, worse.

"Wo* rsermerit, [f. Worser a. or v. + -ment,
after betterment.'] = Worsement.
1890 Daily JVe-zys 10 Feb. 5/5 What, if we may coin so bar-

barous a term, may be called the avoidance of ' worserment '.

1902 C. G. Harter Ho.yAead Road I. 93 They received no
compensation for this ' worserment' which must have prac*
tica liy ruined many of them.

t Woxsemess. Obs. nonee-wd. [f. Worser a.

+ -ness. Cf. W0R8BKJESS.] The quality of being
1 worser ' or inferior.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxviii. 322 In Heats and
Colds Extremities is Worsernesse in neither : Nor, working
in th eir Seasons, is a Betternesse of Either.

Worsest (w^usest), a. A jocular and dial, re-

fashioning of Worst, as if f. Worse a. + -est.

See Eng. Dial. Diet.)
1838 Bentley's Misc. III. 104 But a laughing woman, with

two bright eyes, Is the worsest devil of all.

"Worset vt, worssett, north, ff. Worsted.
Worship (wzrjfip), sb. Forms: a. 1 weor/5-

scipe, -scype, north, worfjscip, 3 worO'scipe,
-schipe, -schepe, 4 worpssipe, -schip, wortscip,
-schyp

; 3 worsipe, 4 -ssipe, 4-6 -achipe (4
-schupe, 5 -schype, whorshype)

; 4-5 wor-
schepe, -shepe

; 4 worchipe, -chepe
; 4-5 wor-

schippe(5 -schyppe),4-chippe, 5-6 worshyppe,
5-7 -shippe

; 4 worscip (-sip), 4-6 worschip
(4-5 -schipp, 4 -schyp) ; 4-5 worchip, -chyp,
-chep

;
4- worship (6-7 -shipp), 5-6 worshyp

(5 -shypp) ; 6 Sc. wourship, 7 woorship ; 9 vulg.

wash-up. £. 1-3 wurt5-
f
wurpscipe (I -scype),

3 wur/8-
3
wurpschipe,-shipe((9r/«. wurrpshipe"),

-sipe, -sype, wnrhscipe
; 3 wrlS-, wTpsipe, wrh-,

WTscipe (-sipe), 4 wrshepe, -chepe
; 3 wur-

schipe (firm, wurrshipe), -sipe, 4 -shype, 5
-chipe

; 4 wurshippe, 5 -chippe, 6 wushippe
;

5 wurschip (-chip, -chyp, -chep), 5-6 wurship.
7. 1 wyrtSscipe

; (chiefly north, and Sc.) 4 wir-
scipe, -schepe, 5 -shipe, -chipe, -chepe, wyr-

;

4 wirscippe, 5 -shippe, wyrschyppe, -chippe
(vir-,vyrchippe); 4 wirscip(p,-scep(p, 4-6 wir-
schip (6 -schep, virschip), wirchip, -chep

; 5
wir-, wyrship. [OE. weordscipe, later wurd-,
wyrd-, northern wor&scipe, f. -weord Worth a. +
-jrz/V-sHip. The formation is peculiar to English.]

I. 1. The condition (in a person) of deserving,

or being held in, esteem or repute; honour, dis-

tinction, renown
;
good name, credit. Obs. exc.

arch. (Common down to i6thc.)
c888 Altod Boeth. xU § 4 Hi wunnon Kfter weorSscipe

on bisse worulde, & tiolodon goodes hlisan. <"9$o Lindisf.
Gosp. John iv. 44^ Witt* on his cedle worSscip ne ha:fis.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., Nan wite^a na^fS nanne weor5scype
on his ajenum earde. 4:1205 Lay. 3159 Wor6schepe [c 1275
worsipe] haue bu. Ibid. 3291 Me bunche5 bat mi faeder
nis no whit felle, no he wurh-scipe ne can. a 1250 Owl <^-

Night. 1342 An maide mai luue cheose pat hire wurbschipe
ne forleose. C1330 Arth. <V Merl. 8619 (Kolbing) On him y
told Mr wele bitowe: So ful y knawe him of worbschipe.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 551 pat were semlyest to seye to saue
my worchep, c 1386 Chaucer prankl. T. 83 To seke in
Armes worshipe and honour. 1387 Trevisa Higden I. 155
To wynne be maystrie of wommen bou getest but litel wor.
schippe. c 1430Compleynt 341 in Lydg. Temple Gtas 63 Of
worshepe, honour & mesure She is the welle. 1425 Paston
Lett. I. 21 Because ye am. .of worshepe and cunnyng wor-
thylyendowed. 1432 Ibid. 35 The said Erie. .hath, .desired
.. to kepe his trouthe and worship unblemysshed. 1485
Caxton Paris $ V. (1868) 9 Every man dyd hys best to gete
worshyp there. 1530 Palscr. 418/1 If he wyll say it of his
worshyp [sur son honueur) I dare aflyrme it. 1555 Instit.
Genlt. ProI.*vj b, Thus most men desyre the title of wurship,
but fewedooworke thedede* that vnto worship apperteigne.
C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxxx. ii, With thy justice
mercy dwelleth, Whereby thy worshipp more excelleth.
1859TFNNYS0N Elaine 1318 It will be to your worship, as
my knight, . . To see that she be buried worshipfully.

+ b. A source or ground of honour or credit (to

a person). Obs.
a 1240 Ureisun in O.E.Hom. 1. 199 Nis hit 5e no wur5scipe

bet be deouel me to-drawe. c 1386 Chaucer Melib.* 267s
Salomon seith It is a greet worshiue to a man to kepen hym
fro noyse and stryf. c 1400 Gamelyn 185 Moche worship it

were.. to vs alle Might I be rain and be rynge bryngen
home to Jus halle. ^1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 7099 Litle
worship had it been If ye my ladies clothes hed seen. 1470^-

85 Malory Arthur iv. xxi. 146 Me semeth hit were your
worship to helpe that dolorous knyghte. 1493 Festivall
(W. de W. 1515) 3b, The synnes that a man. .is shryuen of
..shall be moche worshypp to hym. 1535 Coverdale Prov.
xix. 22 It is a mans worshipe to do good.

+ C. One who, or that which, constitutes a source
or ground of honour. Obs.
c t4ioHoccLEVE Mother 0/God 23 Thow art ensaumple

of chastitce, And of virgynes worship and honour. 1513
Douglas sEneis x. xiv. 73 He bad ga fech Rhebus, hys

ryall steyd, Quhilk was hys wirschyp and hys comfort hayll.
J535 Coverdai.k Ps. iii. 3 Ilut thou (o Lorde) art my de-
fender, my worshipe, and the lifter vp of my he;ide. 1596
Dai.rymplk: tr. Leslie's iiist. Scot. I. 345 Wallase, the cheife
honour and Wirschep of the Weiris, drew him back to the
Scotis partie.

f d. spec. Worthiness in battle ; valour. Obs.
«i3oo Cursor M. 7022 After

J
am com Iedeon, bat wirscep

in his time had don. 1375 Barbour Bruce in. 50 And throw
his worschip sa wroucht he, That he rcskewyt all the fleari.-.

Ibid. xv. 154 Bot thar fell fayis sa can assaill, That thar
mycht no worschip avail). C1420 Wystous Cron. 11. xvi.

1521 Hirdouchtyr. .Tuk vparmys in hir stede, pat worschep
pruffit in mony deide.

t 2. In phrases : a. To win (ones) worship : to

gain honour or renown. Obs.
c 1200 Oumin 12373 Forr burrh batt tatt te;3 wolldenn b.i

^xn Ootid wurrshipe winnenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 24^9 He
luued hir wil mare ban are, For wirscipp pat sco did him
win. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 818 Who bat ber be of mest
nvhjt, Crete worbscliipe lie winnep. c 1350 Will. Palerne
618 Nis no man vpon mold bat more woichip winr.es. c 1400
26 Pol. Poems iii. 57 A worbi kn>3t wol worchip wynne.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 35 That Auntie shall by-gynne..
That knightis shall tlierc worship wynne. 1471 Ruley
Comp. Alch. v. xxviiL in Ashm. (1652) 155 But wyll ye here
what worshyp and avayle, They wyn in London, a 1513
Fabyan Chron.(iBu) 574 Vpon ye v. day played togyder an
Henauder, and a squyre called John Stewarde, whiche daye
also the Englyssheman wan y° worshyp. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxvi. 157 Quha vantk be bluid thay all thair
worschip wan. 1590 Spenser E. Q. i. i. 3 Vpon a great
aduenture he was bond,.. To winne him worship. 1598
Marston Sco. V'illanie 1. iii. 1E4 That with industrious
paines hath..wonne His true got worship.

f b. To get, or have, the worship of', to gain the
honour of overcoming or winning. Obs.
1481 Caxton Godfrey lxxii. 1 16 Bawdwyn, and they that

were with hym,. .said that they ought to haue the worship
of thistoun. a 1502 Arnoi.oeC'^twx. (1811) p. xxxv, A batell

in Smytfeld, betwene the Lord Scales and the bastard of
Burgoyne, and the Lord Scales had the worship of the felde.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. (1S11) 574 An Engly^he e^quyer..
gatte suche worshyp of the same Henauder, that the kynge
..made hym sireyght knyght.

3. The condition (in a person) of holding a pro-

minent place or rank ; dignity, importance, high
standing or degree. Now arck.
^888 ^Elfred Boeth. vii. §3 Swelce bu..sie Sines a^nes

benumen, a^jber ^e binra welona Je bines weorbscipes.
c 1030 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 105 Swa hwylcere ylde
oo3e wur&scipe [L. dignitatis] he si. a 1154 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1132, He com on s' Petres messe dei mid
inicel wurscipe into the minstre. a 1200 Vices <y Virtues 55
Danne hie scolde forliesen 8a michele wurhscipe mang ^o
aingles. C1205 Lay. 22452 Swa bu scalt wunien in wur3-
scipe bire. a 1225 Ancr. R. 278 Al so as piude is wilnunge
of wurbschipe, riht al so. .edmodnesse is forke^t^ng of wur5-
schipe. c 1330R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7099 Constant
[a monk] be coroune tok,&..bus to worschipe gan he lende.

1340 Ayenb. 18 Guodes of auenture, ase riche>ses, worssipe,
and hepesse. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 13 For to haue
lykynge of mete and drynk and clob and worldly worschipe.
c 1435 Chron, Lond. (Kingsford 1905) 42 We pryve hym
(Richard II] off alle kyngly dignyte, and worship. 1461
Paston Lett. II. 13 Ye ar inbylled to be made knygth at
this Coronacion. .but and it lyke you to take the worchip
uppon you [etc.]. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 409/2 There
was a clerke moche renomed at rome whiche coulcf not come
to the worship that he desyred. 1535 Coverdale Job xiv.

21 Whether his children come to worshipe or no, he can not
tell : And yf they be men of lewe degre, he knoweth not.

1549 in Tytler Eng. under Edw. VI (1839) I. 219 And we..
and others of worship in these countries, .do incur by these
means much infamy. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 208
Yet is it not to be forgot, In Court that some to worship
come. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxiii. §7 In professing
that his intent was toadde by his person honour and worship
vnto hers, he tooke her plainly and clearely to wife. 1607
Stat, in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1892) 57 Savinge unto
everye man his higher place of worshipp and degree. 1731-8
Swift Polite Conv. 194 She was as fine as Fi'pence ; but
truly, I thought there was more Cost than Worship. 1765
Foote Commissary 1. Wks. 1799 II. 8 Indeed you labour., for

little or nothing : only victuals and cloaths, more cost than
worship. 1814 Scott Lord ofIsles 11. vii, Worship and birth

to me are known By look, by bearing, and by tone.

+ b. With a and pi. : A distinction or dignity
;

a position of honour or high place. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 75 Al be blisse of bise wordle him ssolde

by drede and wo, rychesses done, worbssipes uoulhede.
X340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1139 Pride of lyf bat some in hcrt
kepes, Falles to honours and worshepes. 1387 Trevisa
Higden II. 113 Offa..was wroob wib men of Caunterbury,
and byname hem bat worschippe [sc. the archbishopric].

a 1395 Hylton Scala Perf 11. xxvii. (W. de W. 1494), He
bat hath forsake the loue of the worlde in worshyppes and
riches, ''.a 1400 Morte Arth. 22 How they whanne wyth
were wyrchippis many, c 1400 Cursor M. 25368 (Cott.

Galba MS.) He bat victori may gete sail be corond [with]

wirschippes grete. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1. xxiv. 35 If

bou haddist lyued unto now in worshipes & lustes of be

worlde. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 69 Riches and wor-

shippes ben but lente to man for a tyme. 1605 Shaks. Lear
1. iv. 288 Men. .That. .in the most exact regard support The
worships of their name. 1606 G. Woodcock Hist. Ivsiine

111. 19 That it should be lawfull for them.. to possesse all

their estates and worships whatsoeuer.

+ O. An alleged name for a company ^writers.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f. vij, A worship of writeris.

4. Man, gentleman, etc., of worship : a person of

repute and standing. Now arck.

In quot. 1598 contrasted with of honour (= belonging to

the nobility).

1340 Ayenb. 259 Hit becomb wel to man of worssipe. . bet

heby..amesurea inc alle his dedes. 1340-70 Alex. ^ Dind.

17 panne weies of worschipe. .Wip his lettre* he let to be
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lud sende. c 1386 Chaucer Frank1 T. 234 He. .was a man
of worshipe and honour. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 18

With other folkes of wourshippe, preests, and good frendy*.

1523 Fitzhekb. Surv. ProL b ij, Euery great estate, bothe

men & women of worship, that haue great possessyons of

landes and tenementes, shulde haue [etc. ]. ij&6Acts Privy

Counc. Irel. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 21 They, .shall examyne
hym or them before the nextegentilman of worshipe. 1577-

87 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. 39/1 in Jiolinshed, There are

besides these noble men, certeine gentlemen of woorship,

commonlie called baronets. 159a Chetti.E Kind-harts Dr.

To Gentl. Kdrs. 3 Besides, diuers of worship haue reported,

his vprightnes of dealing. 1598 Stow Surv. 265 In this

Cloyster were buried many persons, some of worship, and
others of honour. rti8 J. Taylor (Water P.) Pennyles

Pilgr. Cab, Kinde Mr. Thomas Banister, the Mayor, Who
is of worship and of good Respect. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.

ix. 178 Our Author (though a person of witt and worship)

deriveth his intelligence from a French writer disaffected in

religion. 1693 Congreve Old Bach. v. vi, All the World
know me to be a Knight, and a Man of Worship. 1820

Scott Monast. xix, ' This in our presence, and to a man of

worship !
' said the Abbot. 1837 Barham lagol. Leg.) Leech

ofFolkestone, Which [mansion] bespoke the owner a man
of worship, and one well to do in the world. 1889 Ghettos
Memory s Harkback 295 His uncle and his grandfather

were both men of worship in my boyish days.

T b. So ofgood, or great, worship. Obs.

«555 J- Proctor Wyat's Retell. 6 b, Christopher Roper
(a man of good wurshippe, and so estemed of them'. Ibid.

7 Maister Tucke..& maister Dorrel.. gentlemen of good

wurshyppe, and lustices of peace. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abus. 1. (1879) 103 One dish or two of good wholsome meate

was thought sufficient for a man of great worship to dyne
withal!. 159a Grkese Upst. Courtier F 2, The other two.

.

seemed meaner then himselfe, but yet Gentlemen of good
worship. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 12 It hath

ben allwaies inhabited with diuerse Knights and gentlemen

of greate worshippe.

fc. Place of worship: a 'good house*. Town 0/
worship : an important town. Obs,

1484 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. III. 314 Sweche dysports

..as sche hadde seyn husyd in places of worschip ther as

sche bathe beyn, 1494 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 130 The said

lordes goeing on foote in everie towne of worshippe.

5. With your or his : A title of honour, used in

addressing or speaking of a person of note. In

later use spec, as the title of a magistrate.

1548GF.STE Pr. Masse Ded., I..doooffre ye same., to your
worshipful mastership, not that I adiudge it a present,worthy
your worship, but that [eta]. 1557 Order of Hospitatls

B 6 b, Your worships . . were then elected Governours of this

said Hospitall. 1570 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) r

Your wurship is not ignorant that [etc.]. 1607 Shaks.
Timon m. iv. 61 What does his casheer'd Worship mutter?

1631 Hevwood 1st Pt. Fair Maidof West 111.1, 28 Roughm.
Ha, what will you draw? Clem. The best wine in the

house for your worship. 1693 Dryden Persius v. in Now
Marcus Dama is his Worship s Name. 172J De Foe Relig.

Courtsh. 1. ii. (1807) 59 Indeed I did not know your worship

at first j I am sorry to see you out so late, and 't please your
worship, and all alone. 174a Fikldixg J. Andrews iv. v,

He .. arrived when the justice had almost finished his

business. He. .was acquainted that his worship would wait

on him in a moment. 1768 Complete Letter. Writer (ed. 12)

45 To P.S. Esq; High Sheriff of the County of Y. Sir,

your Worship. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. iv. i, Dig.

I have got a letter for your worship. 1797 Lamb Let. to

Coleridge 10 Jan., Is it a farm you have got? And what
does your worship know about farming? 1837 Dickens
Pickzv. xxv, ' This here's Pickvick, your wash-up,' said

Grummer. Ibid., * Muzzle !
'

' Your worship '. ' Open the

front door '. ' Yes, your worship.' 1861 Agnes Strickland
Old Friends Ser. n. 73 For which I humbly hopes your
worship will be pleased to send him to Botany Bay. i86i

Hand-bk. Letter.writing 63 To his Worship . . E. C. Walton,
Esq., Mayor of Manchester.

•f "b. Without personal pronoun. Obs. rare.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. cii. 404 If Variance hapt to

fall, They went not to such Worships as like Tyrants men
miscall. 1663 Barrow Serm. (1687) I. xii. 171 The next

in dignity to himself .. (Though such an alliance would
perhaps be thought derogatory to the Worships of our days).

fc. My worship: jocular for* me', ' myself. Obs.

i6ot W. Percy Cuckqueanes in. v. (Roxb.) 39 If I shewe
you not such a peice of Hammer-craft,., neuer giue you my
worship credit hencefurth. 1668 in Verney Mem. (1907) II.

223,1 saw 3 good matches at Newmarket which pleased the

king well, but not my worshippe, for I gott no money by
them. 17*8 [De Foe] Street- Robberies 10 My Mother, .got

a Hand-Basket, into which.. she put my Worship. Ibid. 26

She let him know that her Husband (meaning my Worship . .

)

was out of town.

f6. Of things : Repute, worth, value. Obs. rare,

c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Wei wur5 wunne be of wur<5-

shipe swo hit be. a 1300 Cursor M. 8259 O wortscip was

bis tre to wonder. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xcix.

(1495) M iiij b 1 Moost worshyp is in whyte glasse [Isidore

xvi. xvi. 4 maximus honor in Candida vitro].

II. f7. Respect or honour shown to a person

or thing. Obs.

cxooo /Elfric Hept., On Old Test. (1922) 28 He heold his

fsder on fullum wuroscipe baer. c loao Wulfstan Horn.

xxxiii. (1883) 163 Ealne baene bysmor..we syldari mid

weorSscype bam be us scendaS. a naz O. E. Chron, (Laud

MS.) an. 11 15, Hehisonfengmidmyeetan wuroscipe. CIM
Ormin 3925 Si Drihhtm..Wurrbshipe & loff & wullderr.

C1205 Lay. 1211 Ich be wulle huren mid wrhscipe ha^an.

a iaas Ancr. R. 68 Bere5 wurSsch'ipe berto, uor be hoh

sacrament bet $e iseoo ber burh. a 1300 Cursor M. 12092

Til eldrin men wirscip to scau. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe

Blaunche 1032 That I may of yow here sayne Worshyp or

that ye come agayne. 1389 *V Gilds ( l87°> 7 *° b»n£e
be body in to be place bider withe worschepe. c 1400 hule

St. Benet (Verse) 1950 A souerayn sal ger gestes kepe With

honour & with gret wirchepe. c 14M Pol., Rel.it L. Poems

(1903) 241 He salutyd bis moder with gret worchepe. 1422

Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 181 And therfor grete honoure,

320

glorie, and Perpetuel virchippe, is to the Prynce. 1480

Ceh Papers (Camden) 54, I haue spokyn w* Bongay and he

spekys of yow myche whorschype. 1508 Dunbar Flyttng

103 Sen thow with wirschep wald sa fane be styld, Haill,

souerane senjeour ! 153s Coverdalk Apoc. Esther xiu. r 2

Thou wotest that I loue not the glory and worshipe of the

vnrighteous. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 117, I preter-

mitted nothing, which might make for your aduauncement,

..in respecte of the worship that might be ministred by

wordes. a 1604 Hanmf.r Chron. Ireland (1633) 70 So that

they were then received with all worship.

t b. In,/or, or to (one's) worship : in honour of.

Also with dat. Obs.

£"75 Lamb- Horn. 5 Heo..nomen ba..blostme and.,

bistreweden al bane weye him to wurbscipe. a 1225 Ancr.

K. 30 Halewen bet se luuie5 best & mest, in hore wurochipe

siggeS ober les, ober mo. c 1290 Magante** 338 in S' ti.

Leg.472 pe Marie heo mauden wardeinof heom.., be swete

lioiie Maudeleyne in cristes wurthschipe, For heo was be

kingue of heouene leof and deore. a 1300 Cursor M.wt.
In liir wirschip wald i bigyn A iastand ware apon to myn.

1338 R. BruNNI Chron. (1810) 17 In stede of kynge's banere

he did hiin here be croice, In wirschip of Jhesu. 1387

Trevisa I/igticn I. 93 Medus..cleped becitee Media also,

in worschippe of his moder. 1389 Eng. Gilds (1870) 27

A brethei hode ber is ordened of barbres . . in be worschep of

god and ys moder. £1430 Comphynt 550 in Lydg. Temple

Glas 66 In liir worshepe & memorye, Was mad a laumpe of

thisston. c 1450 Capgrave St. A ug. Pro]. 1 Than wil I..be-

ginne bis werk, to be worchip of bis glorious doctour. 1465

Paston Lett. II. 215, I wold make my doblet all worsted

for worship of Norfolk. 1494 Cov. Leet Bk. 558 Such

Craftes . . as here jerely charge in b'S Cite to be worship

of the same. 1526 R. Whvtford Martiloge 51 b, The
dedicacyon of a chirche that saynt Bonyface y» pope

halowed in the worshyp of our lady & of all martyrs. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 125 It is written at the length, and In

most shewyng maner, to their honour and worship.

f c. To do (one) worship : to show honour, pay

respect or homage, to. Obs.

<ri20S Lav. 9828 Claudien . . wes bi cudliche freond, pe

dude be ba wurbscipe. C1250 Gen. f; Ex. 2757 [Jethro's

daughters] gunen him Sore tellen, Hu a junge man
.
.3ewe

and wursipe hem dede. c 137s Cursor M. 5290 (Fairf.) He
has me cast of alle my care, and done me worshepe. 1357

Lay Folks' Catech. (T.) 206 Our gastly fadirs. .techis n»..

til ilk man that worshipfull is, for to do worship aftir that it

is. 14.. Sir Beues (C.) 1222 So moche worschypp he hab

for me ido. c 1450 Life St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 70^0 Kyng
william in his jere thryd Worschip to Robert comyn did.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xiv. 329 Ye have doon to

theim soo grete worship. 1526 Tindale Titus 11. 10 That

they maye do worshippe to the doctryne off god oure

saveoure in all thynges. a 1553 Udall Rcyster D. 1. iv, Do
your maister worship as ye haue done in time past. 16'°

B. Jonson Alchemist in. iv, 'That shirt may doe you More
worship then you thinke. [1871 Fheeman /form. Con/].

xvii. § 3 IV. 73 To accompany the King on his voyage or

simply to do bim worship on his departure.] ...
f d. To have, or hold, in worship : to hold in

honour. Obs.

c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 67 For be puple hadde

Crist in worship as a prophcte. 1387 Trf.visa lligden I.

429 Belles and staues [That] in worschippe men haucs.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) ix. 34 pai hafe bat place in grete

wirschippe. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret, in. 6 That his

philesofris..be had in worshipe and high recomendacioun.

Ibid, xviii. 15 And euyrmore loke that thou holde alle thi

lordis in gret worshipe as they ben of estate.

8. Reverence or veneration paid to a being or

power regarded as supernatural or divine; the

action or practice of displaying this by appropriate

acts, rites, or ceremonies.
Place of'worship: see Place j3. 16.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5980 pe folk, .of egypte. .mas to beistes

bair wirscipe. Ibid. 598s Thre dais gang..We most weind

in to wildirness To mak vr lauerd his wirscip to. c 1330

R. Brunne Citron. Wa<e (Rolls) 7362 We [Saxons] haue

Godes seeres, ffor whos wyrschip we make auteres. c X350

Leg. Rood iii. 63 Oure angels went fra vs oway, Bifor god

baire wirschip to ma. c 1400 Rule SI. Benet 1141 parfor

be rowle I wil reherce, How bai sal do wirchep alway,

When bai to god sal sing or say. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our
Ladye II. 208 Whan theyre ioye ys not else but that wor-

shyp and glory be gyuen vnto god. 1550 Crowlev Way to

Wealth 215 Doinge them dayly worshipe and reuerence in

the temples. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 12 Lord, thow
will haif. .Wirschip in Spirite and veritie. Ibid. 87 Quhilk
is the trew wirschip and rychteousnes That God requyris

of mankynd. 1596 Barlow Three Serm. i. 3 His presence

in that temple so holy, so glorious, and appointed for his

woorship. 1641 J. Burroughs Sionsjfoy 53 The changers

of Gods worship amongst the ten Tribes were wiser. 1644
{title) A Directory for The Publique Worship of God,
Throughout the Three Kingdoms. x66a Stillingfl. Orig.

Sacra! 11. iv. § 7 Which Pliny takes notice of as a great part

of the Christians worship. 1680 Burnet Rochester 53 He
believed there should be no other Religious worship, but a
general Celebration of that Being in someshort Hymn. 1711

Steele Spect. No. 147 r 4 As the matter of Worship is now
managed, in Dissenting Congregations. X759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. vn. Wks. 1813 I. 485 In some places scarce as

many ministers remained as to perform the duties of religious

worship. 1777 Archaeologies (1779) V. 197 The Church of

Kirkdale was considered in Doomsday-Book as the place

of worship belonging to that manor. 1820 Hazlitt Led.
Dram. Lit. 20 He redeemed man from the worship of that

idol, self. 1838 Lvtton Leila I. iv. The attitude that Nature
dedicates to the worship of a God. 1876 Mozley Univ.

Sertn. vi. 129 To think that we know everything about God
is to benumb and deaden worship; but mystical thought

quickens worship. 1883 C. D. Warner Roundabout Journ.

as Protestant worship was forbidden in this region, houses

of worship were pulled down, meetings for worship were

forbidden. ,

b. trans/. Veneration similar to that paid to a

deity. Obs.

WORSHIP.
1838 Mrs. Browning To Bettine 3 Upturning worship and

delight.. To his grand face, as women will. 1851 Ruskin
Stones Ven. (1874) I. i. 25 The dying city.. obtained wider
worship in her decrepitude than in her youth. 1893 Harper's
Mag. Dec 13/1 The General Assembly addressed James in

terms of worship extraordinary to a republican ear.

9. With a and pi. A form or type of veneration

or adoration
; f a single instance or occasion of

performing the.acts associated with this.

1604 E. G(rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. iii. 334
Viracliocha, which helde the chiefe place amongst the wor-

ships which the Kings Inguas made. 1643 Tux* Comm.
Gen. xxxv. 1 The Church, in her Worships, is terrible as an
army with banners. 1657 J. WaTT»Scrw+«tc in. To Rdr.

*i b, This Dipping of two new Sisters in a Pond of the Yard
..being in puhlick, upon the Lords-day, and betwixt the

Morning and Evening Worships, drew away much people

thither. 1669 W. Penn in Exlr. St. Papers ret. Friends

in. (1912) 282 The Pharisees], Esseans, Saduces &c had the

free exercise of their destinct worships. 1687 Proclam. in

Lond. Gaz. No. 2221/5 And likewise Indemnifying fully and
freely all Quakers, for their Meetings and Worships. 1835

T. Mitchell Acltarn. of Aristoth. Introd.p. xii, A faith,

which.. stood far indeed above the baser worships, which

surrounded it. 1845-6 Trench Huls. Ltd. Ser. It. v. 217

Free from the more debasing admixtures of most, .worships

of heathendom. 1839 I. Taylor Logic in Thcol. etc. 210

Continuing.. to dispense the customary gratuities among
the ministers of worships, which were still adhered to by

large masses of the Roman people. 1906 A. E. Whatham
in A mer. Jrnl. Relig. Psychol. II. 56 Asherah worship was
a combination of two separate worships.

b. poet. An object of worship, rare.

1621 Fletcher Isi. Princess 11. vi, By that brightness That

gildes the world with light, by all our worships, . . 1 will not

rest
:

HI. 10. attrib. and Comb., as i worship-deed,

t -house, -music, -song; worship-worth, -worthy

adjs. ; f worship-wilier, one who desires to be

worshipped.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bi. 1 2770 But wold 3e, lord, do my rede,

5e scholde do a worschip-dede. 15 . . Plowman's T. I. 228

(Urry), Soche worship-willers mote ill fele. 1570-6 Lam-

barde Peramb. Kent 364 Then were the wisest of the people

woorship woorthie. 1704 in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. (1918)

9 The Castle, .with their Worship House adjoining is a fine

Object. 1871 honM/MLivingI'oets363'L'hh.. offers positive

existences as worship-worthy in the room of those ideas.

1884 Chr. World Pulpit 12 Nov. 309/1 This passage. .indi-

cates.. the true nature of worship-song. 1884 Payne 1001

Nights IX. 151 None is worshipworth save God alone. 1919

C. A. Harris Brit. Music 130 The Fathers of the Genevan

School prohibited all worship-music except unisonous psalm-

tunes.

Worship (wSujtp), v. Forms: a. 4 worp-,

worssipie ; 4-5 (6 Sc.) worseMpe, 4 -scbupe,

5-6 -schype (6 -schypen) ; 4-5 worshipe(n)

,

-sshipe, -shepe(n), 4- shupe; 4-5 worschippe,

5 -shippe, 5-6 -shyppe ; 4 worsip, 4-5 (6 Sc.)

worschip (5 -schyp), 4-6 worshyp, 4- worship ;

6 woorship, Sc. woursohip ; 3-5 worchip (5

-chep, -chyp, -chyppyn), 4-5 worchipe (5

-chepe, -chepyn). /3. | wurlSsupen, wursipe,

5 wurshepe, -schip, -shup, -chippe, -chep, 6

wurship. 7. (Chiefly north, and Sc.) 4 wyr-,

wirschipe, 5 wir-, virschepe ; 4 wirsc(h)ippe,

5 -shuppe
; 4 wirscip (-seep), 4-5 wirschip (6

-schep, virschip); 5 wirchip(e, -chep, wyr-

chip. [Early ME. wurp-, worpscipien, i. wurp-,

worpscipe Worship sb.]

1. trans. To honour or revere as a supernatural

being or power, or as a holy thing ; to regard or

approach with veneration ; to adore with appro-

priate acts, rites, or ceremonies.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 We understonden ure louerd on

ure e5ele bedc, and wurosupen him on ure edie dede.

c 1275 XI Pains of Hell 94 in O. E. Misc. 213 Hole cherche

is a house of prayere, pe jat of he uen crist dob hit calle, 1 o

worchip ber-in our saueour. a 1300 Cursor M. 1937 N°e.

.

did to rais an auter suyth ; He 3od to wirscippe godd als

wis Ibid. 22292 pat hall trinite..aght ouer-all wirsceped

be. 1140 Ayenb. 5 pou ne sselt habbe god bote me ne

worssipie ne serui. Ibid. 6 Zuiche byeb be like bet worssipeb

be momenes. 1390 Cower Conf. II. 170 the Cronique..

Seith that the gentils most of alle Worschipen hire and to

hire calle. 1411-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 579° A"d bei ot

Lewne worschip Wlcanus, pe god of fyre. 1447 Bokenam

Seyntys, Marg. 153 And for she dede wurshepe Crist and

loue..Hyr fadyr hyr hatyd. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of

Aymon xiv. 315, I come from Ierusalem, where I have wor-

shypd the holy grave. 1529 Moke Dyaloge iv Wks. 253/1

Euery man well woteth how reuerently hym selfe worshyp.

ped both our lady and all saintes. 1561 T. Norton Calnn s

lust. 1. v. 8 To driue farre away the true God whome we

ought to feare and worshyp. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stujfe 53

The King was as superstitious in worshipping those miracu-

lous herrings as the fisherman. 2639 J. Clarke Farcem.11

Men use to worship the risingsunne. 1647C0WLEY Mistr.,

Leaving me 6 They worshipt many a Beast, and many a

Stone. 1680 Morden Geog. Red., Poland (1685) 74 T here

is no City in the World wnere God is Worshipped after so

many different Ways.unless in Amsterdam. 1743 J. Morris

Sertn. vii. 200 The true God, whom their fathers had wor-

shiped. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) III. 328 The
virgin Mary, with the infant Jesus, and St. Mary Magdalene

worshipping him. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. VII. 191 We
may say. .that the most frightful of reptiles is worshipped

by the most.. barbarous of mankind. X847 Helps Inends
in C. I. vii. 102 Men have worshipped some fantastic being

for living alone in a wilderness. 1876 L. Stephen Engl.

Th. 18th Cent. I. v. 293 The God whom Butler worships is,

in fact, the human conscience deified.



WORSHIPABILITY.

b. trans/. To regard with extreme respect or

devotion; to 'adore .

i7»o Mrs. Manley Poiver ofLove i. (1741) 126 Why may
I not know and worship my Benefactor ? 1749 Fiklding
Tom Jones xi. ii, Men are strangely inclined to worship
what they do not understand. 1837 Lockhart Scott IV. ii.

63 Under the shadow of the genius that he had worshipped
almost from boyhood. 1849 Macailay Hist. Eng. vii. II.

258 Lady Churchill was foved and even worshipped by
Anne. 1851 Kingsley Yeast x, She had worshipped intel-

lect, and now it had become her tyrant. 1856 Dickens, etc.

Wreck Golden Mary ii. 19, I worshipped the very ground
she walked on! 1889 'J. S. Winter' Mrs. Bob iv, Our
mother was the sweetest.. of women—Maimie and I wor-
shipped her. 1906 Lit. \P0rld 15 Nov. 508/2 His wife
simply worshipped him.

C. absol. To engage in worship ; to perform, or

take part in, the act of worship,
a 1703 Burkitt On JV. T. Matt. iv. 9 If to worship before

the devil, be to worship the devil, then to worship before the
image, is to worship the image. 1824 Lamb Eiia Ser. 11.

Blakesmoor, I . . knew every nook and corner, wondered and
worshipped everywhere, i860 Warter Seaboard II. 462
It distresses me sadly to see the effect of not worshipping
where good men of all ages have been used to worship.
1889 ' T. S. Winter ' Mrs. Bob iif Ever since the first day.

.

he had persistently and abjectly worshipped at the shrine of
Mrs. Lovelace. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbcrt vi. 52 The
parish church in which the Cuthbert family had worshipped.

t2. trans. To honour; to regard or treat with
honour or respect. Obs.
£1250 Gen. <y Ex. 511 Si5en sal. .chirches ben wursiped

mor and mor. a 12,00 Cursor M. 6474 Fader and moder |?ou

wirschip ai. Ibid. 28141 Ic hafe coueitid in blis to be for-bi

bat alle suld wirschippe me. 1338 R. BnuNHB Chron. (1810)

163 Richard curteise was, . . Forgaf alle be trespas, wirschipid
himself aboue, . . Wirschipped him at reson, right as himself
was digne. 1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vn. 94, 1 wol Worschupe
ber-Wib Treupein my lyue. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 7 The
privilege of regalie Was sauf, and al the baronie Worschiped
was in his astat, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 39 pai war fayr
yong men. .and bai war wurshuppid & had in grete dayntie
with evure man. £1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxv. 538
Worship your better, & love your neyghbour. 1530 Palsgr.
784/2, 1 worshyp a man, ye honnore.. .1 have ever worshyp-
ped hym for his great vermes. 1561 T. Hobv tr. Castiglione's
Courtyer tii. (1577) Q iv b, A womanne knowing hir selfe so
muche beloued and worshipped many yeares togither. .at

length is brought to loue him. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)
120, I . .will honour those alwayes that be honest and wor-
ship them., whom I shall know to be worthy in their liuinge.

fb. To treat with signs of honour or respect

;

to salute, bow down to. Obs.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. XL 168, I grette be goode mone as

be £ode wyf me tau^te, And afterward his wyf, I worschupet
hem bobe. c 1440 Alphabet 0/'Tales 62 And bis Putiphar
& his wife come & men hym, and wurschippid hym. c 1450
Lovelich Grail lii. 480 Thanne his Meyne A^ens hym
gonne gon, and hym worschepid Everichon. 1523 Berni.ks
Eroiss. I. cxlvi. 175 When he had thus sayde, euery man
worshipped hym, and dyuers kneled downe at his fete.

1535 Coverdale i Kings ii. 19 The kynge stode vp, and
wente to mete her, and worshipped her. a 1591 H. Smith
Serm. (1594) 228 If they doe so admire me in silkes, how
would they cap me. .and worship mee, if I were in veluets?
1737 Whiston yosephus, Antig.vu. ix. §5 When he had
worshipped Absalom, he withal wished that his Kingdom
might last a long time.

fc. To honour with gifts, etc. Obs.
1387 Trevisa Higden II. 113 Offa. .worschipped [L. insig-

nivit\ Aldulf, bissnop of Lichefeld, wib be archebisshoppes
pal. Ibid. III. 69 [Je kyng of Babilon worschepede [L.
Aouoravit] bis Ezechias wib jiftes. c 1450 Lay.Folks Mass-
Bit., Bidding Prayer iii. 71 We sal pray specially for all

baes bat wirchips bis kirke owther with buke or bell, uesttnent
or chains. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 84 So that none of us
reserve and kepe to his propre use but ringis and uouches
for to worship his wiffe and children withalle. 1481 Monk 0/
Evesham (Arb.) 87, 1 suppose, .thatoure lord dyd worschype
hys seruante with seche benefettys to geue other example.

f3. To invent with, raise to, honour or repute;
to confer honour or dignity upon. Obs.
1338 R. BRi;NNEC//^«.(i8io)33oAt London is his heued,

his quarters ere leued, in Scotland spred, To wirschip ber
iles. £1380 Wycmf Set. Wks. I. 286 \fc manheed of CrUt
is a rnargarite bat worshipib bis Chirche and confortib
mennis herds, a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula 4 The
excercyse of bokes worshipped a leche. Ibid. 38 Sich pro-
nosticacion. .shal worship* be bisynes of be leche. £1450
Burgh Secrees 2326 Lyke as a Robe fayr of greet Rychesse,
Worshippeth the body of a mighty kyng, So fair language
Worshipped) a lettir with good endityng. C1530 Songs,
Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 111 She had a-went, she had wor-
shipped all her kyn. a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1594) 337 He
gapes for a phrase that. . he may haue one figure more to
grace and worship his tale. 1601 A. Munday Dozvnf
Earl Huntington L iii. B 3, You haue dishonoured mee, I

worshipt you, You.. Unto a Iustice place I did preferre,
Where you vniustly haue my tenants rackt.

"Wo:rshipabrlity. rare. [f. next.] Capability
of being worshipped.
181a Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 378, I commend the

modern Unitarians for their candour in giving up the
possible worshipability of Christ.

Worshipable (woujlpab'l), a. [f.Worship v.

+ -ABI.E.]

+ 1. Entitled to honour or respect; honourable,
worshipful. Obs.
c 1407 Lydg. Reson <y Sens. 351 1 Thy disposicion Ordeyned

had the table By lyklyhede of high degre And of estate ful

worshipable. c\\io— Li/e Our Lady (MS. Asbm. 39
If. 94 b), Se bowe lowely in a stall or stabill howe that she
satte this lady worshipabill. 1426 — De Guil. Pilgr. 7724
A Gorger off Sobyrnesse, The wych Armure ys profytable,
To alle folkys worshepable.

2. Capable of being worshipped.
Vol. X.

321

1840 Carlyle Heroes \. (1858) 196 Nature is still divine,.,

the Hero is still worshipable, 1857 P. Freeman Princ.
Div. Serv. II. 173 A wor^hippable Presence of Christ,

resulting from their consecration. 1883 American VI. 7
Woman s being is to him fairly worshipable.

Worshipful (w*5*jjipful),df. (sb, t adv.). Forms

:

a. 4 worbssipuol ; 4 worshup-, 4-5 worschip-,
worschep- (4 worsship-), 5 worchip-, 4- wor-
ship-, 5-6 worshypful, Sc. wourschip-, 6 woor-
shipfull, etc, &, 5 wurschip-, -chep-, 5-6 -ship-
ful(l. 7. 5 wir-, wyrship-, etc. [ f.Worship j/\]

1. Of things : Notable or outstanding in respect

of some (good) quality or property ; distinguished,

imposing; reputable, honourable. Now arch.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxi. 14 Worschepfulle [L.prarctaru/u]

be name of ba Bifore hime it sal be swa, 1340 Ayenb. 80
Vor uirtue is bins wel worbssipuol, lostuol and uremuol.
1357 Lay. Folks Mass-Bk. App. il 119, I beleve that the
moost worshipful sacrament of the auter is Crystis body in

fourme of bred. 1388 Wycuf Gen. xxviii. 17 Hou wor-
se hip ful [L. terribiiis] is this place ! 1398 Trevisa Bartk.
De P. R. xiv. xliv. (Tollem. M.S.) With his comynge berto
oure Lorde made bis Mountt [Tabor] worscbipful [L. com-
tnendabitem\. c 14^0 Merlin v. 85 He. .seide that so high and
wurschipful a-mendes dide neuer a lorde to his man. c 1450
Lovei.ich Merlin 6S15 In the most worschepful and reverent
gyse they hym beryeden as they cowde devyse. 1479 York
Memo. Bk. (Surtees) I. 171 The mare of this said wirshup-
full cite for time beyng. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Is. cii. Wks.
(1876) 1S9 He shall gyue vs power to preche. .. whiche shall

be a very worshypfull offyce. 1560 Pilkington Expos,
Aggcus (1562) 182 They shall finde mo worshipfull names
geven to the preachinge minister, then to any one sorte of
men. 1575 LanBHAM Lett. (1871) 1, I am placed at Coourt
beer (as yee wot) in a woorshipfull room. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 175 When this right worshipful title [of
knighthood] was by the Prince conferred upon one. a 1661
Fuller Worthies, Suff. (1662) 65 His Posterity still flourish

in a Worshipful equipage at Nacton. 1687 Reflect, on Hind
<5- Panther 34 No Romance can furnish us with such
pleasant and worshipful Tales. 1826 Scott U'oodst. ii, Will
he give us the remains of his worshipful and economical
house-keeping? 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. xxi. IV. 626
Whether standing or sitting, his look was worshipful and
kingly. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dtronda xxxvii, Isn't that better
than painting a piece of staring immodesty and calling it by
a worshipful name?
absol. ^1871 Grote Eth. Fragm. v. (1876) 176 Aristotle

distributes good things into three classes—the admirable or
worshipful [:a Ti^ita]—the praiseworthy—the potential.

2. Of persons : Distinguished in respect of char-
acter or rank ; entitled to honour or respect on
this account. Now arch.
a 1340 Hkmpouz Psalter xxviii. 4 Konyngethat makismen

worschipfuL 1357 Lay Folks' Catech. (T.) 205 Ilk man that
worshipfull is. 1390 Gower Conf. 1. 182 And ek so worscbip-
ful a wif. The doughter of an Emperour, To wedde it sclial

be gret honour, c 1410 Chron. VUod. 3147 A worshipfulle
woman in bat contre bo dwelt. 1450-80 tr. Sccreta Secret.
Ivi ii. 34 pus shalt thou be holden wijs and worshipfulle for

thi governance.^ 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. viii. 425 Syr
Tristram that is the worshipfullest knyght that now is

lyuynge. Ibid. XVI. iii. 668 Of a moche more worshypfuller
mans hand myghte I not dye. C1530 Prov. in Pal., Ret. <y

L. Poems (1903) 58 A nobyll and a wurshipfull hert nevyr
aakyth of womens dedys. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 272
Wyse & woorshypful men experte in nauigntions. 1579
W. Wilkinson Confut. Fetm. Love To Rdr. fctf i b, The an-
swere,. beyng intercepted by my worshypfull frend, came
not into my handes. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 199
Small townlets. .which have given surnames to ancient and
worshipfull families. 163a Lithcow 'Trav. ix. 396, I en-
countered with a Worshipfull English Gentleman Mr.
Stydolfle Esquierof his Maiesties body. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. ix.

t
197 Edwin Sands, Arch-Bishop of Yorke, born in

Lancashire of worshipfull Parentage. 1819 Miss Mitfokd
inL'Estrange Life II. 52 Oh 1 what a delicious painter of
mind and body is that worshipful Master Aubrey ! 1845
Carlyle Cromwell Let ccxvii. (1871) IV. 339 If not the
noblest and worshipfulest of all Englishmen, at least the
strongest and terriblest.

fb. Applied to Bede,= Venerable a. 1. Obs.
14 . . ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 1583 Bebynde alt these was

worshipfull Bcede. c 1450 Compeud. Olde Treat. (Arb.) 175
Worshupfull Bede in his first booke telleth [etc.]. 1483
Caxton Golden Leg. 4x1/1 He is not called of holy chyrche
Saynt bede but worshypful bede.

3. a. As an honorific title for persons or bodies

of distinguished rank or importance : formerly used
very widely, but now restricted to justices of the

peace, aldermen, recorders, the London city com-
panies and freemasons' lodges and their masters.

Right worship/ul is applied to mayors, and the

sheriffs, aldermen, and recorder of London.
1398 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) III. 316 Y..by for yow hier,

worsbepful fader in God, and lord, Richard, by the grace of
God erche bysshop of York,..make avowe (etc.). 1405
Rolls of Partt. III. 605/1 To comuncwith the Wyrship-
full Prince Robert the King of Scotland, and his Conseil.

1426 in Surtees Misc. (iSqo) 10 Vnto his wirshipfull Mair, .

.

and all be wirshipfull Counsell of be cite of York. 1473
Rolls ofPartt. VI. 79/1 The fundation of that worshipfull
Fader William Wykeham, sumtyme Bisshop of Wynchestre.
1578T. Nicholas tr. Cortes' Cong. W. India (1596) Ep. Ded.,
Whitest I abode.. in the Isle of Palma, in affaires of mer-
chandize for the worshipfull Thomas Lock deceased. 1605
Camden Rem. Ded. 1 To the Right Worshipfvll, Worthy
and Learned Sir Robert Cotton. 1615 R. Cocks Diary
(Hakl.Soc.) I. 48 The Worshipfull Companys letters. 1639

J. Taylor (Water P.) Part Summers Trav. 20 The right

worthy worshipfull Knight Sir Paul Neale. 1641 W. S.

More's Ed-w. V Ded., To the Right Worshipfull Sir Iohn
Lenthall Knight. 17*0 A. Petrie Rules Deportm. (1877)

79 The Manner of directing of your Letters... To the Right
Worshipful Lady M. S. .. To the Worshipful Lady A. S.

WORSHIPFUXLY.
173a Pope Hor. Satires 11. ii. 75 How pale, each Wor-
shipful and Rev" rend guest Rise from a Clergy, or a City
feast! 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 2S6, I thanked..
bis worshipful brethren of the Council. 1768 Complete
Letter-Writer (ed. 12)46 To the Master and Wardens of
the Worshipful Company of Mercers. 1848 Dickens
Dombey lv», A dusty old beadle .. who has something to
do with a Worshipful Company who have got a Hall in the
next yard. 1849 James Woodman ii, Sir Charles Weinants,
a right worshipful gentleman also. 1876 La-.u Rep, 2 Probate
Div. 383 A certain Cause now pending in our Consistory
Court, before the Worshipful Thomas Hutchinson Tristram,
. .our Vicar General.

b. Used in forms of address, as worship/nl sir,

{right) worship/ul master, etc.

1425 Pastou Lett. I. 19 Right worthy and worshepefull
Sir, I recummaunde me to yow, [etc.]. 1440 Corr. etc.
Cotdingham Priory (Surtees) 114 Wir-hipfull sir I comend
me to 30WC C1440 Makg. Paston in /'. Lett. I. 42 Ryth
reverent and worsepful busbon. c 1455 Bekynton Corr.
(Rolls) II. 342 [To Henry. Duke of Somerset, begins] High
mighti Prince and my right worshipful and good lord. 1473
Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 144 Ryght wyrshypfull and my
rygbt tendie modre, I recommaunde me to yow. 1542
Udall in Lett. Lit. Men ^.Cainden) 2 Right worshipfull and
my singlar good Maister. a 1592 Greene A letda (1617)
Ded. A3, To the Right Worshipfull, Sir Charles Blount,
Knight. Ibid., So (right worshipfull) after your returne
from the Low Countries, [etc.]. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort.
111. i, Her Ladyship, Right-worshipful, is pleas'd not to be
at home. 1768 Complete Lctter.Writer(n<\. 12) 48 Justices
of the Peace, and Mayors, are stikd Right Wor>hipful.
1818 Scott Rob Roy ix,' Thanks, most worshipful,' returned
Miss Vernon. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i

}
It shall not be

my fault if I do not, though but a humble headman to your
wnrr>hipful Mastership, help to make them so. 1861 Diet.
Daily iVants s.v. Addresses, The Mayors of all Corpora.
tions, with the Sheriffs, Aldermen, and Recorder of London,
are styled Right Worshipful ; and the Aldermen and
Recorder of other Corporations, as well as Justices of the
Peace, Worshipful. 1906 Complete l.ettcr-ivriter 21 A
Mayor is addressed as The Worshipful the Mayor of— ; in

a few cities as ' Right Worshipful '.

e. absol. (chiefly pi.) or as sb. In later use spec.

a magistrate.
c 1450 MS. Trin. Coll. Camb. R.3. iq If. 170b, Worship-

full and dyscrete that here present be, I wyll you tell a tale,

two or thre. C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 655 pan durst

y do my devoire with any worshipfulle to be wonnynge.
1536 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 129 As by
the reporte of dyveis worshyppfulles. .yt ys to us openly
declared. 1565 Child-Marriages (1897) 49 As he bard it

reportid by diuerse worshipfull and others. 1579 VY. Wil-
kinson Confut. F'am. Love 30 b, Hauyng. .deceiued some
Justices of Peace, and other worshypfull of countrey, where
they dwel. 1595 Church-a>. Ace St. Ma/g. Westm. (Nichols

1707) 24 When the worshipfull of the parish. .went the
perambulacion to Kensington. 1806 Spirit Publ. yrnls. X.
213 Anon the day of trial comes, The Worshipfuls were on
their bums, And all the court in solemn silence sat.

f4. Showing or bringing honour or distinction

to a person ; reputable or honourable /or one. Obs.

C 1380 Wyci.if Wks. (1880) 14 And ^if bei seyn bat grete

chirchis ben worscbipful to god [etc.]. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 46 per is no ping more worschipful to a leche. . ban
to kepe a lyme woundid fro swellynge. 1455 Rolls ofPartt.
V. 325/1 Craftes which be convenient, wurshipfull and
according for Gentil wymmen, and oper wymmen of wur-
ship. 1147a Pastou Lett. Suppl. (1901) 143 'that shuld not
be wurchepfull for you ; for men shull not than set be you.

1474 Caxton Chesse 11. v. (1S83) 63 For he had oppynyon
that hit was as worshipfull and futynge to a kynge to par-

done as to punysshe.

5. Imbued with the spirit of worship or veneration.

1809 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. II. 274, I should
have been more humble, panegyrical, worshipful. 1840
Tail's Mag. VII. 3 The Whigs., are more worshipful of

that perfection of wisdom, the glorious British constitution.

a 1661 T. Woolner My Beautiful Leuiy, Night ix, Or
kneels she worshipful beside her bed. 1891 Hardy Tess
xxxi, He would sometimes catch her large, worshipful eyes

. .looking at him from their depths.

6. Deserving or capable of being worshipped ;

worshipable.
187a Browning Fifine xxxii, Obey Implicitly, nor pause

toquestion,to survey Kven the worshipful ! 1901 Athenceunt

19 Jan. 72/3 The theory of transmigration of ancestral souls

into worshipful plants and animals.

•f-
7. adv. — next. Obs. rare.

1470 Fasten Lett. Suppl. (1001) 135 It is a fowle slaunder

that he was so wurchepful bened..and so litill do for hym
sithen.

Worshipfully, adv. Now rare. Forms : a.

4-5 worschip-, 5 worschyppe-, worsshep-, wor-
shipp-, 5-6 worshyp- (5 warshyp-), 6 wor-

shypp-, woorshipfully, etc.; 4 worchipfulli,

worchepefulleko. 0. 4 wurschyp-, 5 wurshep-
fully. 7. 4 wirship-, wirshep-, 4-5 wirschip-,

5 wirchip-, wyrschypfully. [f. prec. + «*I 2
.]

f 1. With due honour ; with words, acts, or atten-

tions, expressive of esteem or regard. Now arch.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9897 pat y bys wrby sacra-

ment mowe begynne, And wurschypfully bar-of to speke.

1357 Lay Folks
7
Cateck. (T.) 186 That we neuen noght his

name but worshipfully. 1389 Eng. Gilds, (1870) 57 J>an xal

ilk a brober..comyn and gon wit be cors to cherche, wor-

chepefulleke. C1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1907) 94S

Oure lady and hir sustres and Maudeleyn resceyucd hem
worschipfully with knelynge and lowe bowynge to the erthe.

1447 Bokenam Seyntys, Marg. 872 Fro whens. .they come
to. .a relygyous place. .wher wurshepfully Austyn was
receyuyd. c 1500 Melusine \. 10 It is grett shame to me.,
that I ne doo you to be conueyed worshipfully thrugh my
land. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xlvii. 10 He ordeyned to

kepe the holy daies worshipfully, and that the solempne
41
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feastes. .shulde be honorably holden. 1579 Twyne Phis,

etgst. Fortune 11. xliih 219 b, Thou oughtest eytber to speake
worshypfully of thy father, or els to holde thy peace. 1859
Tennyson Elaine 1319 It will be to thy worship, as my
knight, ..To see that she be buried worshipfully. 1872 —
Gareth $ L. 809.

1 2. In such a way as to confer honour or dignity,

or to make a good appearance. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12462 He schulde
set hit most worschipfuly, flbr he wolde vrle his pane wyb-
al. c 1350 Wilt. Paleme 5157 God has be nou;t for-gete.

.

for worchipfulli artou wedded to welde a kinges sone. c 1400
MaONdkv. (Ro.\b.) vi. 20 He gers bam be keped honestly
and wirschipfully, . .pan sail sclio be . . bawmed and wirschip-

fulycledd. 1448 Hen. VI Wittin Willis& Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 3jS To thentent that diuine seruice shal mowe he

doon therm worshipfully vnto the honour of god. a 1450
Le Morte Arth. 1117 Worshippffuliy we shulle hyr lede In-

to the palys and bery her so. 1535 Coverdale Nek. ill. 20
After him buylded liaruc the Sonne of Sabai the other pece
worshipfully & costly. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592)

42 The wisedome of Salomon, is worshipfully thought of

throughout the whole compasse of the world. 1606 Dekkek
Seven Deadly Sins Wks. (Grosart) II. 38 Worshipfully is

this Lord of Limbo attended, for Knights themselues follow

close at his heeles.

1 3. So as to obtain or deserve honour or praise
;

worthily. Obs. (or arch.)

1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 127 If she gouerne hir worship-
fully. 1450-80 tr. Seceta Secret, iv. 8 If a kyng wolle
regne worshipfully, it bihouyth him neyberto haue. .skarste

ne fool large. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. iv. 123 The
thyrd..is wel to be one of the knyghtes of the round table

..for many tymes he hath done ful worshipfully. 1485
Rolls of Parlt. VI. 336/1 Charges, which must be kept and
borne Worshipfully and Honourably, a 1500 Bale's Chron.
in Six Town Chron. (1911J 141 'They worshipfully ruled and
governed. « 1529 Skei.ton Col. Clonic 914 To take 011

Lande Worsshepfully to withstande Such temporall warre
and bate. 1545 in Cal. St. Papers Irel. Pref. 6 The said
Wyllame fowght stylle manly and worshipfully. #2662
Fuller Worthies, Berks (1662) 109 A family of his alliance

is still worshipfully extant in this County. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 490 Then Sir Lavaine did well and worshipfully.

1 4. Ironically. Finely, properly. Obs.

1532 Moke Confut. Tindale m. Wks. 463/2 Is not this

conclusion worshipfully deduced vpon scripture?

5. In a spirit of worship.
1886 Ruskin Prarterita I. i. 39 Gleaning worshipfully

what fragmentary illustrations of the history., of the family
might fall from their lips.

Worshipftllness (wtfujlpfulnes). Also 4
worschupefulnesse, 5 worschipfnines, 6 woor-
ship-. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being
worshipful, in various senses.

a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 501/192 Vppon a
day for worschupefulnesse pe Pope wolde synge a Messe.
1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 82 Y saw al seche [ - such]
with a special certen worschipfulnes put to ful softe and esy
peynys. 1556 J. Heywoqd Spider 4- Fly xxxix. 16 Honest-
nes is vertousnes, and woorahipfulnes Due where honestnes,
or vertusnes, heart h rout. 1628 Ford Lover s Mel, v. i, I

owe all Sir-Reuerence to your Right Worshipfulnesse. 1877
Blackie Jfw*?i1/*» 1 37 We may not confront the polished and
blazoned worshipfulness of the Ten Hundred, with our blank
smocks and uncurried roughness. 1887 Flor. Warden Sche-
herazade III. i63 Distant awe and reverent worshipfulness.
tWo-rshipfulty. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.Worship-
ful a. +-TY 1.] Worshipfulness; in quot. as a title.

1589 Nashe Countercuffe Aijb, To be brefe with your
worshipful tie, Pasquill hath posted very dilligently ouer all

the Realme.

tWo rshiphead. Obs. rare. In 4 worpssip-
hede. [f. Wokship^. + -bead.] Dignity, rank.
1340 Ayenb. 49 pis zenne anhe^eb and kgep by the hodes

and be worbssiphede.

"Worshipless (w5-jfiples), a. [See -less.]

1. Not practising worship ; unworshipping.
1765 J. Brown Chr. Jml. 231 What mad-men are these,

who thrust themselves. .into wicked, worshipless families.

2. Destitute of worship ; unworshipped.
1815 Byron Hebrew Met, On Jordan's Banks 12 How

long by tyrants shall thy land be trod; How long thy
temple worshipless, Oh God? 1839 Bailey Eestus xxxiii.

(1848) 356 Who gave their names to stars which still roam
round The skies, all worshipless. 184a Blackw. Mag. LII.
455 Long has the god been worshipless 1—To prayer ! c 1914
H. S. Holland in S. Paget Mem. (1921) 300 [He felt the
Cathedral services] rather limp and worshipless.

t Worahiply, a. Obs. rare. In 4 worpssiplich.
[f. Worship sb. + -ly *.] Honourable.
1340 Ayenb. 80 Me can todele bri manere guodes, guod

worbssipiich, guod lostuol, and guod urcmuol.

tWOTShiply, adv. Obs. Forms: a. 4Wor]?-
schiphch(e, worschip-, worssip-, worshepliche

;

4 worshepeli, -ly, 4 worschip-, 5 worshyp-,
worshup-, worshep-, 5- worshiply (-lie, etc.).

0. 5 wurchyply, 7 wuxshiply. y. 4 wirschiply,

5 wyrchiply. [Irreg. f. Worship sb. + -LY 2.] =
Worshipfully adv. (in various senses).

a 1300 Cursor M. 27498 Wirschiply, i thane it be, pat suilk

a simple wroght als me Did be broght vnto preist-hade. 13.

.

Guy Warzv. (A.) 131 His lordis honour be held worbschip.
Hche, & defended it wele & hardiliche. Ibid. 5040 pan
y-herberwed weren be WorbschipHche in bat cite. 1338
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 81 To }orke Wfl com a?e >"n

i &
wrouht ber worschiply. .a Kirk of our Lady. 1340 Ayenb.

54 po bet libbeb be hyre onestete : J>e ilke. . ltbbeb> worssip.

liche to be wordle. 1 1400 Brut xxii. 26 pis Belyn duellede
bo in pees, and worshepliche him helde amonges his barons.

1459 Paston Lett. I. 494 My Lord Chanceler wold that my
master schuld be beryed wurchyply. 1475 Bk. Noblesse

(Roxb.JogThe whiche king Cirus received the saide Lizander

full worshiplie in his palals. c 1489 Skelton Death Eari
Northumbld. 1S6 Barons and those knygtes bold..Whom
he as lord worshyply mainteyned. 1601 J, Dee Diary
(Camden) 64 He used me and reported of me very freely and
wurshtply.

"Worshipped (w»-jjipt), ppl. a. [f. Worship z\]

Regarded with worship ; adored, venerated.
1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 361 To Agra, the proud throne Of

India's worshipp'd prince, whose lust is law. 1803 Visct.
Strangford Poems ofCamoens Sonn. xviii. (1810) 104 Dear
band, which once adorn'd rny worshipp'd fair. 1867 Aug.
J. E. Wilson Vashti xxviii, Heaven shield you, my wor-
shipped onel^ 1871 Smiles Charac. ii. (1876) 49 The poet
himself was. .interred beside her worshipped grave.
ahsol. i860 N. Brit. Rev. XXXII. 141 The Worshipped

and the worshipper are there.

Worshipper (w»*jjipai). Also 4 -worschiper,
wirshiper, 5 wor-, 6 woorshypper, 7, 9 wor-
shiper, [f. Worship v. + -KB 1.]
1. One who worships. Freq. const. 3/" (the deity

or thing worshipped).
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 88 pes wickid ydolatrours, wor-

schiperis of false goddis. 138a — 2 Mace. i. 19 Prestis that
thanne weren wirshipers of God. — Acts xvii. 22 Men of
Athenis, bi alle thingis I se 30U as veyn worschiperis. 1526
Pilgr. Ferf.'W.dz W. 1531) 168 God. .is a spiryte : and
they that be his true worshyppers, must worshyp hym in

spiryte. a 1533 Berners Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) P iij b,

He was a greatte louer of his goddis, and woorshypper of
tlieym. 1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1569) M j, Such tansies
lighted nowe in Papistes, and irreligious mens heades,*.
delighteth in true worshippers hurt. 1612 Two Noble K. v.

i. 41 True worshippers of Mars. 1631 Gouge God's Arrorus
in. § 3. 187 This immortall fewde against worshippers of the
true God. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) 1. 58 The ready
imitation of his [Odin's] superstitious worshippers. 1794 R. J.
SUUVAN View Nat. I. 141 Fire, being the purest body in
nature, its worshippers supposed that it ought to be honoured
with the purest kind of devotion. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxxii, The good father . . is . .already a worshipper ofthe Deity
whom I have served. 1843 Cablyle Past 4- Pr. 11. iii, All
men, especially all women, are born worshipers. 1868 Fitz-
Gbrald Omar ii, When all the Temple is prepared within,
Why lags the drowsy Worshipper outside ? 1876 J. Parker
Paraclete 1. vii. io3 The^ worshippers of Intellect may not
know that they are worshippers of God under another name.

b. One engaged in, or taking part in, divine
worship.
1825 Scott Talism. ix, Did you, or did you not, know any

lady amongst that band of worshippers ? 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 252 The worshippers were dispersed,
beaten, and pelted with snowballs. 1914 J. Mackay Ch.
Highlands v. 107 Few worshippers could be got together.

2. trans/. One who regards a person or thing
with feelings akin to worship; a devotee.
1647 Cowunf Mistr., Her Unbelief 10 Thou sit'st, and

dost not see, nor smell, nor hear Thy constant zealous wor-
shipper^ 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State 142 All your Enter-
pvizes..in asserting tiie Liberty of the Gospel and the
Worshippers of it. 1788 Crowe Levesdon Hill 3 And,
vested so, Thou dost appear more gracefully array 'd Than
Fashion's worshippers. 1792 Al.mon Anecd. W. Pitt I. xx.
331 Notwithstanding the state of modern depravity, Truth
will continue to have her worshippers. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel v. i t When the Poet dies, Mute Nature mourns
her worshipper. 2829 Lytton Devereux XL v, A worshipper
of the * Glass of Fashion*, rather than of *the Mould of
Form '. 1847 S. Hicksom in Westm. Rev. XLVII. 60 We
can only conclude, worshipper of Shakspere as he is, that
he prejudged the question. 1853 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xvii. IV. 85 Sarsfield was.. too honourable a gentleman to
abuse his immense power over the minds of his worshippers.

Worshipping" (w^Mppig), vbl. sb. [f. Wokship
V. + -LT&Q 1.]

1. The action of offering worship (to a deity}.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9372 But yn alle here
moste gladyng, To fals goddys bey made wurschypyng.
c 1315 Shoreham ii. 4 pou opene myne lyppen, lord, . . And
my moube..Schel byne worschypyng sende. 14.. Pol.,ReL
A> L. Poems (1903) 174 Angels alle in his presence Ar vndyr
thyn obedyence, And do the worshippynge I 1450-1530
Myrr.Our Ladye 11. 195 They fellc.by ydolatrye from the
worshypynge of very god. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W.
J53 1 ) 36 The abhominable synne of ydolatry, y' is the wor-
shyppyng of false goddes. 2535 Covekdale Wisd. Contents,
The worshippinge of ymages. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay s Voy. iv. xxxvi. 158 b, [They left] the woorship-
ping and calling on their false gods. 1623 Cockekam ii,

A worshipping of Idols, Idolatrie. 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidi Wind. 11. 375 For.. virtue, and God's better
worshipping.

b. With a and pi. An instance of this ; a form
or variety of worship.
1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 11. 197 They, .were wretched-

ly ledde to the worshypynges of Idols. 1549 Olde Erasm.
Par. Ephes. ProL © iij, To walkcas it were before the
porche of the temple,.. to expell and kepe out all false wor-
shyppinges. xsS^Golding De Mornay xx.(i6i7) 348 What
are alt the worshippings of God which man hath ordained
of his owne head, but childish imaginations. 2613 Purchas
Pilgrimage v. vi. 406 To acknowledge one God, whome
varietie of Sects and worshippings should best content. 1674
N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 193 That the thoughts, .should en-
kindle in us. .hearty worshippings, of a boundless goodness.

f 2. The action of honouring, revering, or treating

with profound respect. Obs.
13.. Cos/. Nicod. 093 Haue pese with wirschiping, iosep

of Aramathy. c 1380 Wvclif-SW. Wks. 111. 440 Too myche
worshypyng of Antecristis lawe. 2423 Jas. I. Kingis Q.
exxxix, He that to hir worschipping Myght ought auaile.

1589 Puttenham £«£. Poesie i.xiii.(Arb.>45 Some perchance
would thinke that next after the praise and honoring of
their gods, should commence the worshippings and praise of
good men. 2645 Milton Tetrach. 77 For the dignities sake
of religion, which cannot be liable to all base affronts,

meerely for the worshiping of a civil mariage.

attrib. 1622 Tourneur Ath. Trag. \. ii. This worshipping
kinde of entertainment is a superstitious vanitie.

Wo rshipping, ppl. a. [f. as prec. +-lng <]
That worships; engaged in worship.
2760-72 H.Brooke FoolofQual. (1809J IV. 116 Then will

his cross be exalted for an ensign to the circling, bending,
and worshipping universe. 2789-96 Morse Amur, Geog. I.

446 In 1 73S, there were seven worshipping assemblies in this
town [Newport]. 2876 Blackie Lett, to Wife (1009) 243
Either I must speak the truth and offend the worshipping
widow, or print lies and prostitute my own intellect, 2880
'Mark Twain' Tramp Abr. xxxii. 308 She was a brand-
new bride, . . happy in herself and her grave and worshipping
stripling of a husband.

Hence Wo-rshippingly adv., adoringly.
1850 Miss Mulock Olive xxiii, Once again I will lie on

the floor of the Sistine,and look up worshipingly to Michael
the angel. 2892 D. Dormer Steven Vigil II. iv. x. 51
Mary's eyes were continually straying across to rest wor-
shippingly on her sister's face.

fWo-rsing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. WoBai v. + -ing 1.]

Deterioration.
C2575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 195 He.. is haldin to

restoir. .the wad [ = pledge] to the debtour, without worsing
or deterioratioun.

Wo'rsle, "'. Se. and north, dial. Also 6 wor-
sill. [var. of Warsle v. Cf. MDu. and Dtt.

zuorstelen.] intr. To wrestle. Hence WoTsler;
WoTsling vbl. sb.

2513 Douglas JEneis in. iv. 138 Our fallowschip exerce
palestrale play,.. Nakit worsling and strougling at nyse
poynt. 1535 [see Warsle v. il 2572 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxviii. 43 Be worsling first in faith the feild was myne,
2573 Ibid, xxxix. 350 Then wes he worsland our ane wondie
swyre. 2629 Z. Boyd_ Last Batiell 12 am -), I cannot
expresse what a worsling I finde within mee. Ibid. 1073
(Jam.) We shall worsle with God in prayer that your end
may be peace. 2828 Carr Craven Gloss., IVorsle, to
wrestle, to contend. lVorstert a wrestler. Worsting, wrest-
ling.

Worst (w£ist),<z.and.^. Forms: a. 1 wyrresta,
wyrsta, wirresta, wierresta, (wyreat) ; 1 North'
umb. wurresta, 2-6 wurst, 3—4wrst ; 3-6 worste,
3-worst,6woorst, 9 vulgar-wvcsX. &.i werresta,
1-2 wersta, 2—6 werst^e, 3 -wer(r)est, 4 Sc.

verste, 4, 6 Sc. verst
; 4-6, 8-9 north, warst, 5-6

warste. [OE. wyrresta, wyrsta, wierresta, wer-
resta, wersta » OFris. wersta, OS. wirsista, OHG.
wirsisto, -esto (MHG. wirseste, wt'rste,. wiirste),

ON. and Icel. verstr (Norw. verst, Sw. vdrst, Da.
vserst) :— OTeut. *wersistaz, f. wers- : see Worse a.

and -est.
The 0-forms, which were local in OE., were reinforced in

Anglian ME. by Scandinavian ; cf. Worse a,]

A. adj. Used as the superlative of the adjs.

bad, evil, or ill.

1. Most bad or evil, in regard to moral character

or behaviour; most vicious, wicked, cruel, etc.

c888 iELFRED Boeth. xxxix. §11 He ne sceal lufian to
un^emetlice <5as woruldjesa^lSa, for5a;m hie oft cumatf to
baem wyrrestum monnum. ^897 — Gregory s Past. C. xxi.

153 £ eseoh 3a scande & 3a wierrestan Sing Se Sas menn
her do<i. c 2000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 45 And swa by3 bysse
wyrrestan cneorysse. c laoo Vices ly Virtues 77 Gil flu

luuest flo ilche fle 5s luui^e5: ne don swa Se werste menn
of Se woreld? C1205 Lav. 29545 per he funde ba wurste
men pa on londe wuneden. a 2225 A ncr. R. 82 Idel speche is

vuel ; ful speche is wurse ; attri speche is be wurste. 2297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 8616 pe worste men of pe lond, & niest

cruel al so, He wolde make is conseilers, a 2300 A'. Horn
648 Fikenhild, pat was be wurste moder child. 02310 in

Wright Lyric P. 99 When y my self have thourh-soht, y
knowe me for the wrst of alle. 2340 Hampole Pr. C. 4456
Gog and Magog, .pe werst folk bat in be world duels. 13.

.

Gaw. #f Gr. Knt. 2098 per wonez a WVM in bat waste, be

worst vpon erbe. c 1386 Chaucer Shipmans T. 161 Myu
housbonde is to me the worste man That euere was. —
Merch. Prot. 6, I have a wyf, the worste that may be. 2390
Gower Con/. I. 145 Pride, Which is the werste vice of alle.

1:2440 Alphabet of Tales 57 He.. went vnto a grete com-
pany of thevis; & he, bat was gude emang his brethir, was ber

be warste of all. c 2440 Prom/. Parv. 523/2 Werst, or most
bzdde, pessim us. a 2500 Mankind 297 En Macro PI. 12 He
ys worst of bem all. 155a Huloet, Warste of all, nequissi-

mus, pessimus. 2598 Smaks. Merry W. 1. iv. 23 His worst
fault is that he is giuen to prayer. 1607 — Timon iv. ii. 39
Strange vnvsuall blood, When mans worst shine is. He do's

too much Good. 2709 Poi'E Ess. Crit, 579 The worst
avarice is that of sense. 2737 — Hor. E/ist. n. L 37
Chaucer's worst ribaldry is learn'd by rote. 2790 Burke
Fr. Rev. 299 It will be impossible to keep the new tribunals

clear of the worst spirit of faction. 1829 Lytton Devereux
1. iii. 12 The worst passions are softened by triumph. 2928
Cornhill Mag. June 562 Able editors, who most often quoted
what was worst and most Prussian in Carlyle.

b. Qualifying an agent-noun or the like.

c 2000 jElfric Horn. 1. 66 pu ne cuSest Sone soflan freond

;

and for 3i bu beurne on Sone wyrstan feond, c 2380 Wvclip
Set. Wks. I. 140 Homely enemyes ben be worste. 138a —
Ephes. vi. 16 The firy dartis of the worste enmye [tela

nequissimi igned]. 2435 Misyn Fire ofLove 62 pe fowlest

worme, be warst synner, be lawest of men. 2675 Drydkn
Aurengz. j. (1676) 13 And yet believe your self, your own
worst Foe. 2840 Dickens Old C. Shop hi, My worst
enemies.. never accused me of being meek. 2854 J.

3. Mill
Lett. (1910) II. App. A. 372 His worst flatterer is himself.

2862 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe xx, Lord Welter's worst
enemies could not accuse him of driving slow, 2872 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 12 The man of the world, that worst enemy
of the world.

2. Most grievous, painful, unlucky, uncomfortable,
unpleasant, unfavourable, etc.
C825 Vesp. Psalter xxxiii. 23 Mors peccatorum pessima,
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deafi synfulra se wyrresta. ^888 ASlpkKD Boeth. xxxviii.

§ 2 Daet is baet sweotoioste taccn bjes maastan yfeles on bisse
weorulde, & ba:s wyrrestan edleanes aefter £isse worulde.
971 Blickl. Horn. 245 Ic waes £eto;;en to bxm wyrstan
tintre^um, a 1122 O. E. Chron. an. 1086 (Laud MS.) Swylc
code com on mannum, ba^t full neah asfre beoder man wear ft

on bam wyrrestan yfele, bet is on Sam drife. a isoo Moral
Ode 217 (Lamb. MS.) pe be deb is wille mest

t
he haueS

wurst mede. a 1300 Cursor M. 14555 Of all him fell pe
werst lot. 1382 Wvclif Rev. xvi. 2 A wounde feers and
worst [1388 werst, Vulg. vulnus saevum etpessimum). 1390
Gowf.r Con/. I. 349 False Egiste..Was demed to diverse
peine, The worste that men cowthe ordeigne. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 145 Then come bay alt wroJ>e and beten bys man on
be worst maner bat bay cowbe. 1:1470 Henrv Wallace ix.

174, I traist to God our werst dayis ar gane. 1484 Caxton
Fables of Auian xxvii. (1889) 248 Of two euyls men ought
euer to eschewe and flee the worst of bothe. 1552 Huloet,
Worste tyme for a publycque weale, atienissimum rei pub-
lice tempus. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. 176 b,

If he bee angry, and fierce, and round, he is worst of all.

1596 Edw. Ill, 11. i. 449 Poyson shewes worst in a golden
cup. 1604SHAKS. Oth. in. iiL 132 Giue thy worst of thoughts
The worst of words. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' A dmir.
Events 123 He repaires to his owne house, meager, pale, and
in the worst case that can be imagined. 1667 Milton P. L.
vi. 462 But pain is perfet miserie, the worst Of evils. 1697
Dkyden sEneis IX. 392 That hope alone will fortifie my
Breast Against the worst of Fortunes and of Fears. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 498 We thought they ought to be
every one of them put to the worst of Deaths. 1765 Giiay
Shakespeare 8 What awaits me now is worst of all. 1803
Med, Jrnl, IX. 527 The worst cases were discharged cured
..in about an average period of twelve days. 1805 Ibid.
XIV. 227 Bleeding had been attended with the worst con-
sequences. 1809 Ibid. XXL 410 The two worst wounds in

the loins were foul and deep. 1866 Caklyle Remitt, (1881)
II. 240 It was by her address and invention that I got my
sooterkin of a 'study' improved out of some of its worst
blotches. 1881 W, Collins Black Robe I. 272 ' How does
Stella bear it?' 'In the worst possible way.. In silence.'

b. Hardest, most difficult to deal with. Const.
to and inf.

c 1400 King Solomons Bk. Wisdom 100 pre binges on erbe
beb >at men mowen nou5th yknowc.be werst is be fierpe.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 35 Moost perylous kynde
oflepry & worst to be cured. 1639 J. Clarke Paroem. 87
The best things are worst to come by. i860 Tyndall Glac.
1. xiv. 08 Our worst piece of work was now before us,

c. U. S. colloq. phr. the worst kind\ also used
adverbially = most severely, most thoroughly.
1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. 227 He loves Sal,

the worst kind. 1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 517
Worst kind. Used in such phrases as, ' I gave him the
worst kind of a licking/ Also adverbially; as 'I licked
him the worst kind,' i.e. in the worst manner possible, most
severely.

3. Most wanting in the good qualities required or
expected; least good, valuable, desirable, or suc-

cessful; most inferior; meanest or poorest in

quality ; least considerable or important.
c 1325 Sir Orfea (Sisam) 367 pt werst piler on to biholde

Was al of burnist gold, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1570 The werst
walle for to wale. . Was faurty cubettes by coursse. c 1420
Sir Amadas (Weber) 345 The warst hors is worthe ten
pownde Of horn all that here gon. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
x. xvi. 439 The werst of them wille not be lyghtly matched
of no knyghtes that I knowe lyuynge. 1493 Bury Wills
(Camden) 82, iii syluer sponys of the werste sorte. 1540
Test. Ebor. VI. 113 To John Colson my worst chamlet
dublet. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 38 marg., The more
hast y« wurst speede. 1562 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 114
The best geris tane away and sauld, and the werst reseruit.

1573-8° Tusser Husb. (1878) 49 Graie wheat is the grosest,
yet good for the clay, though woorst for the market, as
fermer may say. 1644 Milton A reap. (Arb.) 33 Naturall
endowments haply not the worst for two and fifty degrees of
northern latitude. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Motes iv. 226 He
was secure, being on the worst side of fifty. 1696 Prideaux
Lett. (Camden)i82 For then y« University would have the
disposall of their liveings, w= k now they give to y* worst
men they can find. 1732 Pope Ep. Batkurst 299 In the
worst inn's worst room. 1740 MM, E. Montagu Corr.
(1906) I. 42 Living in a cottage on love is certainly the
worst diet and the worst habitation one can find out. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vm. vii, To charge the same for the
very worst provisions, as if they were the best. 1786 Burns
Auld Farmers Saint. Mare xv, They drew me thretteen
pund an' twa, The very warst. — ' My Father ivas a Far-
mer' ii, My talents they were not the worst. 1825 Lytton
Falkland 10 He was one of that class, .who, with the best
intentions, have made the worst citizens. 1836 Southey
Lett. (1856) IV. 436 Burnaby Green was the worst of trans-
la tors, 1839 Lane Arab. A'ts. I. 127 One of the worst dogs
is then slipped at the herd. 1855 Poultry Chron. III. 406
It was the worst [show] I ever saw, cattle included.

+ b. Phr. At {the) worst hand-, (a) in a position
of defeat

; (b) most dearly or unprofitably
;

(<r) on
the lowest estimate. Obs.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/Ay•man xiv. 35a He saw well that

his folke was at the worste hande, soo made he to sowne the
retrete. a 1604 Hanmf.r Chron. Irel. (1809) 380 They were
driven at the worst hand to sell unto the mercilesse Mer*
chants, their Cowes, Hackneyes [etc.}. 1621 Up. Mountagu
Diatribx 421 More ignorant barbarisme here, than in Paulus,
who at worst hand hath related it in good and true Latine.

fc. In worst part: in the most unfavourable
aspect or construction. Obs.
a 1530 J. Heywood Flay 0/ Love 1508 A louer best loued

hath paynes in lyke wyse As here hath apered by sondry
weys Which sheweth his case in wurst part to aryse. c 1611
Chapman Iliad xxiv. 124 Myself take that wrong he hath
done To Hector in worst part of all.

t d. To have the worst end {of the staff, etc.) : cf.

Worse a. 3 c. Obs,
15*4 T. Dor man- Proof Cert. Articles Relig. 92 Yow maie

haue cause to thincke, that yow holde by the worst ende of
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tthe stafTe. 1597 Montgomery Cherric <y Slae 1204 Pessave
then, ,e naif then The warst end of the trie.

4. prediailively. Most unfortunate or badly off.

1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. in. i. 126 Or to be worse then
worst Of those, that lawlesse and incertaine thought I magine
howling. 1605 — Lear iv. i. 2 To be worst, The lowest, and
most deiected thing of Fortune.

5. Comb., as worst-humoured, -intentioned,

-natitred, -surfaced, -willed adjs.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 105 Warst willid traytoris [malignissimi
Proditores], 1656 Harrington Oceana (1658) 103 When I

consider that our Country-men are none of the worst natur'd.

1678 Oiway Friendship in F. in. i. 25 Every body knows
I am the worst natur'd fellow breathing, a 1680 Earl
Rochester Alius. Horace 60 The best good Man with the
worst natur'd Muse. 1774 Goldsmith's Retal. Postscript,
Thou best humour'd man with the worst humour'd Muse.
1896 Crockett Grey Man xxxiv. 231 The greediest and
worst-intentioned rascals in the world. 1906 Westm. Gaz.
3 Mar. 3

; i From Piois to Chartres was the worst-surfaced
road we came across.

B. sb. (absol. uses of the adj. ; usu. with the.)

1. The worst : one who is, or those who are, most
objectionable or least estimable in moral character,

behaviour, accomplishments, etc.

1606 Shaks. Ant. fyC!. 1. ii. 68 And let worse follow worse,
till the worst of all follow him laughing to his graue. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Church-porch st. 72 Judge not the
preacher. . .The worst speak something good. 1757 W.
Wilkie Epigoniad ix. 270 Favor, your sex and innocence
will plead, Ev'n with the worst. 1827 Pollok Course T.
1. 435 Lovely to the worst she [Virtue] seems. 1880 Tenny-
son First Quarrel xiii, An' she wasn't one o' the worst.

1898 Kipling Day's Work (1923) 363 Mr. Pepper himself,

beyond question a man of the worst.

fb. spec. The Devil. Cf. Worse sb. 1 b. Obs.
1388 Wyclif Ephes. vi. 16 The firy dartis of the worste

[1382 the worste enmye]. c 1400 Destr. Troy ig6r Thou sot
with vnsell, scruand of o be werst 1

2. What is most objectionable or deplorable in

regard to morals, taste, etc.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 174 How so his mouth be comely,
His word sit evermore awry And seith the worste that he
may. a 1400-50 il'ars Alex. 4656 He bat wayues ay be
werst & wirkis be bettir. c 1400 Pilgr. Sozvle (Caxton 1483)
1. xvii. 14 He is euermore redy to do and say the werst.

£1480 Henryson Trial of Fox 10 Of euill cummis war, of
war cummis werst of all. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cl. 8 In the
very refuse of thy deeds, There is such strength and warran-
tise of skill, That in my minde thy worst all best exceeds.
1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 65 For that we easily encline
to the woorst. 1855 Lynch Letters to the Scattered vii. 05
Unchecked sin tending to the perfect worst in wretchedness
because to the perfect worst in character.

b. With of: What is most reprehensible or faulty

in a person's character.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi, Do you know the worst of

your father? 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlemarck xxxviii. II.

284 He's Whiggish himself..; that's the worst I know of
him. 1897 Watts-Dunton Ayhvin vm. ii, ' We's all so
modest in Primrose Court, that's the wust on us,' replied the
woman.
3. What is most grievous, unlucky, painful, hard

to bear; a state of things that is most undesirable

or most to be dreaded.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus n. 304 Beth nought agast..For

hardely be werste of pis is do. 1390 Gowkr Conf. I. 25 Pot
yet the werste of everydcl Is last, a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
532 All scho dredis hire dede & doute for be werst. c 1440
York Myst. xxxv. 212 pe werste is paste, c 1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 1222 Off Wallace end my selff wald leiff, for

dredis To say the werst. 156a J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr.
(1S67) 166 Prouyde for the woorst, the best wyll saue it selfe.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I ir, N. O. (fearyng the
worste). 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 06 And the worst fall

that euer fell. 1605 — Leariv. i. 8 The Wretch that thou
hast blowne vnto the worst, Owes nothing to thy blasts.

1605 B. Tonsom Volpone v. xii, Take good heart, the worst
is past, sir. You are dis-possest. 1631 Gouge God's Arrozvs
v. §15. 428 Wisdome teacheth men to forecast the worst,

that they may be provided against the worst, c 1660 J.
Gwynnk Milit. Mem. (1822) 84 We were prepar'd, as know-
ing the worst, to receave our doome bravely. 1665 in Verney
Mem. (1907) II. 251, 1 beleeve she conceales the worst from
you. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 269 Her Husband..Who
guards her, or with her the worst endures. 1674— Samson
1570 Then take the worst in brief, Samson is dead, a 1796
Burns * In vain would Prudence* 4 Above that world on
wings of love I rise, I know its worst—and can that worst
despise. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffk Myst. Udolpho xxv, Tell

me the worst at once. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV.
220 The best thing we can do, is to get off as fast as we can,

fur fear of the worst. 1853 Dickens Bleok lie. xxxvi, I

knew the worst now, and was composed to it. 1859 W.
Collins Q. of Hearts ii, To face the worst that might
happen, a 1873 Lytton Pausanias n. i, I am prepared
for the worst, even recall. 1893 Ashby-Sterry Naughty
Girl vii. 68 She turned pale, .and fancied the very worst.

b. A course of action ill-advised in the highest

degree.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 767 Wherefore me thinketh it

were not the worst to send to the Queue some honourable
and trustie personage. 1591 Savile Tacitus Hist. 11. § 39
Neither can it so easily he discerned what had beene best

to haue done, as that it was the worst which they did.

c. The worst part, degree, or phase of.

16:5 Sandys 'Trav. 138 Hauing with two dates rest re-

freshed them, now to begin the worst of their journey. 1889

*J. S. Winter * Mrs. Bob xxii. (1801) 252 Miss Theodosia
had already got the worst of her grief over. 1919 Glasgoiu
Herald 8 Sept, 7 The confectioners . . have got over the
worst of their sugar troubles.

d. The worst is : the most painful or unfortunate

thing or circumstance is (that .

.

.). Also the worst

of (something), the worst of it, is
t
etc.

WORST.
1581 Pettie Guasza's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) A 6 b, The

woorst is, they thinke that impossible to be done in our
Tongue. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. n. xv. 50
The worst of all was that more then 13000 persons remayned
dead. 1682 BuNYAN Holy War (1905) 379 Now the worst
on't was, a Chirurgeon was scarce in Mansoul. 1711 Addi-
son Spect. No. 184 r$ The worst of it is, that the drowsy
Part of our Species is chiefly made up of very honest Gentle-
men. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy vi. xviii, And 'twill be
lucky, if that's the worst on't. 1809 Mai.kin Gil Bias 1. ii.

(Rtldg.) 6 Hut paying through the nose was not the worst
of it. 1835 Dickens Sic. Boz, Parish ii, The worst of it is,

that having a high regard for the old lady, he wants to make
her a convert to his views. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/ our Fathers
1. v. (1905) I. 293 Put this is not the worst of having a church
too near the houses of a small town. 1853 Mks. Gaskell
Cranford xiv, Here I broke down utterly.. .The worst was,
all the ladies cried m concert. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other
Girls vi. 68 And she couldn't help it, poor lady, either

;

that is the worst of it ; one gets so as not to be able to help
things.

e. Phr. To come, f/all to the worst; + to go all

of the worst.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 237 Ful many a worth! kniht It

hadde assaied, . . And evere it fell hem to the worste. Ibid.
380 Falle it to beste or to the werste. 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 212 b, And therefore the matter gooeth not all of the
wurst, when the lighter maladie. .expelleth and drieueth out
the greater. 1863 W, C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting 253 Things
never come to the worst but they mend.

f. Ifthe worst come s to the worst : if things fall

out as badly as possible or conceivable.
1597 E. S. Discov, Knts. Paste C 3 b, If the worst come

to the worst, it is but the hiering of a hackney to ryde to
London. 1622 Mabbe tr. Alt-man's Guzman d y

Alf. 1. 2S
Had the worst come to the worst, yet could we not haue
wanted meaieand drinke. 1667 DrydrnSc Dk. Newcastle
Sir M. Mar-all 11. (166S) 14 Why, if the worst come to the
worst, he leaves you an honest woman. 1700 T. Brown
Amusem. Ser. $• Com. 108 Let the Worst come to'th Worst.
X719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 201 If the worse came to the
worst, I could but die. 1821 Gai.t Ann. Parish xiii. (1895)

93 Which would have been a witness for the elders, had the
worst come to the worst. 1904 Weyman Abb. Vlayc iii, If

the worst comes to the worst, I can aid him,

fg". pi. Worsts — the things that are worst (in

phr. worst of worsts), poet. Obs.
1609 Tonson Epicoene v. iv, This is worst of all worst

worsts! that hell could haue denis'd. 1624 QuARLRS Job
Militant xv. 37 But what is worst of worsts, (Lord) often
I Haue cry'd to Thee, a stranger to my cry.

4. What is least good in quality or least valuable
;

the most inferior kind or lowest quality (of an
article).

la 1400 Stanzaic Life of Christ 2^44 But Caynes cornes
God forsok, that of the worst made bis offryng. 1509 Will
in Archxol. LXVJ. 314 Item ij grayles 00n of the best

another of the worst. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1S78) 125 Paie
Gods part furst, and not of the wurst. 1576 Fleming
Pnnopl. Epist. 1[ iiij, The very woorst of all being of great
vertue and value. 1587 Harrison England w. vi. (1S77) M9
Being sure that they [the clergy] would neither drinke nor
be serued of the worst. 1615 Sandys Trace. 136 The mer-
chants brought with them many Negroes; not the worst of
their merchandizes. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 215 The
worst of Christ, even his chaff, is better than the world's corn.

5. At (the) worst, a. In the most evil or un-

desirable state that can be ; at the greatest dis-

advantage ; fallen to the lowest degree of badness,

illness, or misfortune. Similarly at ones worst.

1531 More Confut. Tyndale Wks, 1557 fol. 611/2 That
they shalbe no woorse, parde, not when they be at y* very
worst, then faithful harlottes. a 1586 Sidney A sir. $, Stella
xcv. 2 Yet sighes, deare sighes, indeede true friends you are,

That do not leaueyour best friend at the wurst. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, v. ii. 250 Thou hast me, if thou hast me, at the
worst. 1605 — Macb. iv. ii. 24 Things at the worst will

cease, or else climbe vpward, To what they were before.

1605 — Lear iv. i. 27 Who ist can say I am at the worst?
1671 Milton P. R. tit 209, I would be at the worst; worst
is my Port. 1771 T. Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) III.

122 Mrs. Stanhope was at the worst.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, u. xxiii. § 6 A man leaveth things
at worst, and depriveth himself of means to make them
better. 1639 J. Clarke Pararm. 122 When the world is at

worst it will mend.
1845 Ht. Maktineau Autobiog. (1877) II. 362 Your people

(never beginning to do their best till they are at their worst).

1846 Landor Imag. Conv., Southey fy Landor Wks. 1853 II.

168/1 Unhappily Italian poetry in the age of Milton was
almost at its worst. 1871 Morlev VoUaire (1886) 12 A dark
and tyrannical superstition at its worst._ 1885 Spectator

30 May 716/1 No Dickens himself at his very worst has

such tiresome repetition. 1887 Saintsbury//«/. ESm, Lit.

284 Heywood, even at his worst, is a writer whom it is im-

possible not to like.

b. Even on the most unfavourable view or esti-

mate or surmise.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 96 Somwhat shal I seye; For

at the worste it may yit shorteour weye. 17*9 P. Walkden
Diary (1866) 73 At the worst, I would subscribe to take

half a quarter. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 288 At the worst,

what do they amount to. i8*_ Southey Let. to May
29 Aug., He had seasons of good-nature, and at the worst

was rather to be dreaded than disliked. 1840 Dickens Old

C. Shop ix, I thought, .that if a man played long enough he

was sure to win at last, or, at the worst, not to come off

a loser. 187X Thirlwall Lett. (1881) II. 267 Urban II pro-

nounced that the killing of an excommunicated person was

not a murder, but at the worst an offence to be expiated by

a penance.
1598 Florio, Alpegglo andare^x. woorst, if the woorst fall

out. 1634 MtLTON uMW 484 Or els som neighbour Wood-
man, or at worst

:
Som roaving Robber calling to his fellows.

,607 — }\ L. 11, 100 If our substance .. cannot cease to

be, we are at worst On this side nothing. 1670 Dryden
41-2
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1st Pt. Conq. Granada v. n, But 'tis, at worst, but so con-
sumed by fire, As cities are, that by their falls rise higher.

1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 36 He is at worst sure of
wholesome bread. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds 7 Disc. 215 So
that not much harm will be done at worst. 1837 Landor
Pentam. i. Wks. 1853 II. 308/1 Brutus and Cassius, at

worst, but slew an atheist. 1881 Miss Braddon Asphodel I.

vii. 209 This kind of thing went on for another week of
weather which at worst was showery.

6. {To do) the worst or one's worst-, the utmost
evil or harm possible. Hence occas. ones worst,

without do.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlv. 48 Blancbardyn herkned
the prouost, to whom boldlyheansweredthat he shold doothe
best and the worst that he coude [in the joust]. £1489 —
Sonnes ofAymon iii. 78 It is the man among all onreenmyes,
that worste dooth to vs. 1528 Star Chamber Cases (Selden)
II. 177 [He] beds them to do to hym the best and the worst
that they can For he setts not a Strawe by them all. 1553
Ascham Germany Wks. (1504) 133 Let his enemies do to

him the worst they could. 1567 Horcstcs 385 (IJrandl)

Drawe thy sword, vylyne, yf thou be a man, And then do
the worst, that euer thou can. 1568 North Gueuara's Diall
Pr. IV. xiv. 150 b, The woorst they can doo, they can but
murmur. 1608 Shaks. Per. in. i. 40, 1 do not feare the flaw,

It hath done tome the worst. 1869 Mohris Earthly Par. in.

Lav. Gudrun (end), I did the worst to him I loved the most.
(b) 1390 Gower Conf. III. 311 Ha, thou fortune, I thee

defile, Nou hast thou do to me thi werste. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur x. Ivii. 511 Wete ye wel that I am sire Tristram de
lyones, and now doo your werste. 1605 Shaks. Macb. in.

ii. 24 Treason ha's done bis wurst. 1616 T. Draxe Bibl.

Scholast, 30 A fig for him. Let him doe his worst. 1639

J. Taylor (Water P.) Pt. Summers Travels 43 And there-
fore now you with all double diligence, doe endevour to doe
your best to doe your worst. 1650 T. Vaughan Anthropo-
sophia 27 When Death hath done her worst. 1653 Walton
Angler iv. 115 Let the winde sit in what corner it will,

and do its worst. 17x3 Addison Guard. No. 102 r 8 To
defie the Cold and Rain, and let the Weather do its worst.
1781 Couter Table Talk 729 Satire has long since done his
best ; and curst And loathsome ribaldry has done his worst.

1842 Browning Pied Piper xi, You threaten us, fellow?
Do your worst, Blow your pipe there till you burst ! 1882
Besant All Sorts xxxii. (189^) 226 Now you may go away
and do your worst.

(c) 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, in. iii. 5 Therefore to our best mercy
giue your selues, Or like to men prowd of destruction, Defie
vs to our worst. 1611 — Wint. T. in. ii. 180 What old or
newer Torture Must I receiue ? whose euery word deserues
To taste of thy most worst.

7. The harshest view or judgement ; as to speak
or think the worst of a. person or thing).
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxix. C. iv, Let princes talk,

And talk their worst of me. x6n Smaks. Cytnb, it. iii. 159
She's my good Lady, and will concieue, I hope, But the
worst of me. 1632 Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 63, I

hold my selfe greatly injured of such as judge of me rather
the worst than the best. 1871 Ruskin Pars Clav. ix. 2 The
worst he can venture to say is, that it is ridiculous.

+ b. To take or wrest to the worst\ to take at

worst : to put the most unfavourable construction
upon. Obs. Cf. Worse sb. 3 d.

IS35 Coverdale Prov. x. 32 The Hppes of the rightuous
are occupied in acceptable thinges, but the mouth of the
vngodly taketh them to the worst. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's
Sugerer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 52 Let me not bee mistaken by
sinister construction, that wreasteth and wrigleth euery
sillable to the worst. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 181, 1 cannot
choose but tell him that I care not, And let him tak't at
worst.

c. To make the worst of: to regard or represent
in the most unfavourable light.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla II, 162 But it's over, you
know; so what signifies making the worst of it? 1853
Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxvi, Now I was hot, and had made
the worst of it, instead of the best. 1877 Trench Led.
Med.Ck.Hist. 115 Roman Catholic writers make no attempt
to conceal the depth of desecration and dishonour which the
Papacy then passed through ; nay, they seem rather to take
a pleasure in making the worst of this.

8. Defeat in a contest. (Cf. Worse sb, 4.) fa. To
put to the worst : to defeat, overcome. Also toput at,

drive to the worst; to give (one) the worst on't. Obs.
CX460 Three 15th C. Chron. (Camden) 59 She. .put him

dyverse tymes at the worste. 1574 Hellowes Guerara's
pp. (1584) 328 They liued by robbing and pilling one from
another, euermore driuing the weakest to the worst. X591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Destroco, putting to the woorst, putting
to flight. 1598 R. Bernard Terence, Andria 1. iii. (1607) 20
Me <§• ilium hents pessundedit. My master hath put him
and me to the worst, 1644 Vicars yehovah- yireh 194 Our
left wing being thus put to the worst. 1684 Bunyan Pitgr.
II. (1900) 229 Why, I would a fought as long as Breath had
been in me ; and had I so done, I am sure you could never
have given me the worst on't. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 10 Mar.
1687 The party were exceedingly put to the worst by the
preaching and writing of the Protestants. 17*6 De Foe
Hist. Devil 1. v. (1840J 69 Putting Michael and all the faith-

ful army to the worst.

b. 'Jo have the worst : to be defeated. ^Similarly

to go or come to, come or go by, come off by, go
azvay with, come offwith the worst.

1529 Morte Darthur 1. ix. (W. de W.) Fyghte not with
the swerde. .til that ye see ye go to ye worste [Caxton vnto
the wers], 1596 Shaks. Tain. Shreio \. ii. 14, I should
knocke you first, And then I know after who comes by the

worst. 1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 90 His
owne side came to the worst, doing more scath to themselues
than to their enemies. 1605 London Prodigal 1. i. 51 He is

a mighty brawler, and comes commonly by the worst. 1613
Sir E. Hoby Counter-snarle 24 Hee which bringeth a great

Armie into the field, without victuall or munition, is like to

goe by the worste, 1639 [see Go v. 57 c). c X645 Howell
Lett, (1650) I. ii. 29 There was a shrewd brush lately twixt

the young King and his Mother, who.. met him in open

field. . ; but she went away with the worst. 1710 E. Ward
Brit. Hud. 26 Those who laugh'd aloud at first, At last

may chance to come by th' worst. Ibid. 116 Those who
by reviling first Begot the Fray, came off by th' worst.

1834 Godwin Lives Necrom. 184 In these wars, the Peris

generally came off with the worst.

1598 K. Bernard Terence, Andria 11. v. (1607) 43 Nostra
Parti timeo. I feare our side will haue the worst. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals m. HI. 300 There happen'd a fray betwixt

the Souldiers . . and the Halberdiers . . , the last of which had
the worst of it. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) III.

166 The King of the Bulgari made a troublesome, uncertain

War upon the Empire, which sometimes had the better,

oftentimes the worst. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlvi,

George. .bragged, .about his valour in the fight,. .in which
he decidedly had the worst.

Worst (w£ist), v. [f. Worst a,]

1 1. trans. To make worse, impair, damage, in-

flict loss upon: = Worse v. 2, Worsen v. 1. Obs.
1602 Harington in NugxAnt. (1804)1. 321 Herbetterring

the state of my father's fortune (which I have, alass 1 so
much worsted). 1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra
(1879)22 God makes all things for good; Ms Man Sowers
and worsts Creation. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemj>. Pref.

P 16 If I be intemperate I grow sick and worsted in some
faculty. 1682 Pknn in Clarkson Mem. (i849)xviii. 115 Thy
father's public spirit had worsted his estate. 1728 W. Smith
Ann. Univ. Coll. 88 By which the College may be said to

be wosted [sic] above 3/. 10s. per Annum. 0x741 Tun.
Horse-hoeing Hush. ii. (1822) 26 A pear grafted upon a
quince may be mended but if grafted upon a white thorn
will be worsted. Ibid. xix. 274 note, But suppose I had
worsted my substance, are there not many who . . have
lessened their estates, though they have never practised

agriculture? 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 26 To better

the Condition of the Tenants at the same time, at least not
to worst them. 1748 — Clarissa (1811) VII. 341 Suppose
you kill one another, will the matter be bettered or worsted
by that? 1745 tr. Columella's Husb. 11. xiv, Nor is there

any doubt but the land is annoyed and worsted [irt/estet/tr]

. .by these seeds. 1783 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 69 He may
be much worsted by the experiment.

f h. intr. To grow worse, deteriorate. Obs. rare.

1781 P. Becktord Th. Hunting (1802) 314 We perceived
that our scent worsted, and were going to Stop the hounds.

c 1813 Jane Austen Persuasion (t8i&) I. i. 10 Anne haggard,
Mary coarse, every face in the neighbourhood worsting.

2. trans. To defeat, overcome, get the better of

(an adversary) in a fight or battle.

X636 Brathwait Rom. F.mp. 20 After many battailes

Otho being worsted.. slew himselfe. 1657 Earl MoNM.tr.
Paruta's Pol. Disc. 187 He got a notable Victory, worsting
a great many of the Enemy with a much lesser number.
1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 878 The Bear was in a greater

fright, Beat down and worsted by the Knight. 1703 Earl
Orrery Asyoufindit n. ii. 27 There's no more believing

him than the Paris-Gazette, when it relates a Battle where
the French were worsted. 1773 Prihstley Inst. Relig. (1782)

II. 194 The Syrians having been worsted in the hilly country.

1849 Grote Greece n. liv. (1S62) IV. 527 A battleensued, in

which that prince was completely worsted. 1856 Kane A ret.

Exit. I. xxix. 391 He turned on them and worsted them
badly before making his escape. 1886 Child Eng. <$ Sc.

Bailouts II. 441/2 The page worsts his accuser in a duel.

1889 Morris Ho. Wolfings 18 In forty fights hast thou
foughten, and been worsted but in four. 1903 T. F. Rusling
European Days tf Wayszgg Bliichernowtook pleasure in

getting even with Napoleon for worsting him at Ligny.

b. To defeat in argument, in a suit, attempt,

etc ; to outdo, prove better than ; to quell (an

attack).

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 209 Lest if you were silent the

people should think you were worsted. 1654 Whiti.ock
Zooiomia 150 How are al Lyricks out-gon by Davids Harp
and how do" Salomons Proverbs (for contracted sense) worst
Seneca? 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. 229 And where His
Highnesse was worsted or wearied, Arch-bishop Cranmer
supplied His place. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. ii. 520 Remember
how in Arms and Politicks We still have worsted all your
holy Tricks. 1693 Humours T<nvn 20 If I must be worsted,
it shall be in good Christian English. 1694 Kettlewell
Comp.for Persecuted^ Who art ofttimes pleased to permit
a righteous Cause to be worsted. 1791 Boswei.l Johnson
an. i78i(Oxf. ed.) II. 414 Johnson could not brook appearing
to be worsted in argument. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Irish
Bulls ix, I could not bear to go away worsted, and borne
down as it were by the English faction. 1868 Milman St.

Paul's iii. 70, He appealed to Rome, but was worsted in his

appeal. i88x Miss Braddon Asphodel I. v. 136 In any
skirmish with this young lady he was likely to be worsted.
1887 Ruskin Prxteriia II. 273(1 was] in the habit of feeling
worsted in everything I tried of original work, xgn Rose
Pitt a> Gt. War x. 234 In this secret chaffering Pitt and
Grenville were worsted.

Hence "WoTsting vbl. sb,

184a J. H. Newman Ch. Fathers 60 We might have con-
quered by a worsting which was honourable and dignified.
1883 Miss Broughton Belinda 1. ix, The dispute ends in
the worsting of the person to whom alone it is of any conse-
quence to succeed.

Worst (w£jst), adv. Forms : a. 1 wyrst, wyr-
rest, wierst, 2-3 wurst, 4-5 worste, 6 woorst, 4-
worst. 0. 1-2 weerst, 3-6 werst (3, 6 Sc. verst,
Orm. werrst, 4 werist), 4-5 werste, 6- Sc. warst.
[OE. wyrrest, wyrst, wierst = ON". (Icel., Norw.)
verst (Sw. vdrst, Da. vxrst). Cf. Worst «.] In a
manner, or to a degree, that is most (or extremely)
bad or evil.

C897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxii. 209 Donne hie wenen
3aet hie haebben betst xedon, &et we him Sonne secgen 3a;t

hie liaebben wierst [Cott. wyrst] jedon. a 1000 Boeth. Metr.
xxxiv. 60 pa ofermodan oSre rican 3e bis weri^e folc wyrst
tuciaS. a X122 O. E. Chron. an. 1087 (Laud MS.) [He] dyde
git eallra waerst ofer eall beet land, a 1200 St. Marker. 14 pis

beoc< be wepnen bet me wurst wundeS. c 1200 Ormin 4250
Uss birrb clippenn all awe33 pe flaeshess fule wille, patt

allre werrst & allre mast Werdebb be wrecche sawle. a 1300
A". Horn 68 Of alle wymmanne Wurst was godhild banne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21450 [I shall treat him] pe werst [Gott.
weristj bat euer i can or mai. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2S09 pat
me greueb werst. C1380 Wyclie Wks. (1880) 370 As be
peple of israel wern werste gouernyd undir her prestis.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 121 Thus he, which love hadde in
desdeign, Worste of all othre was besein. Ibid. II. 15Whan that he worst ferde. 1549 Compl. Scotl. vii. 69 The
thrid part of hyr mantil . . vas verst grathit. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems xvi. 46 Thay cary victuallis to be toun That werst
dois dyne. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse Gort.WVs. 1910 II. ir,
I am not the worst furnished of a servaunt with this good
fellow. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C.'iv. iii. 106 When thou did'st
hate him worst. 1629 N. Carpenter A rchitophel 11. (1640)
66 Oftentimes he that can best act, can worst pen his own
part. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. 142 The Turkes Sabboth is

worst kept ofall. 1786 Burns Tiva Dogs 205 But Gentle,
men, an' Ladies warst, Wi' ev'n down want o* wark are
curst. 1787 — John Barleycorn xi, But a miller us'd him
worst of all, For he crush'd him between two stones. —
' My Father xyas a Farmer ' iii, And when my hope was at
the top, I still was worst mistaken. 1888 Saintsbury in
Encycl. Brit. XXIV*. 293/1 In this great mass [of corre-
spondence] Voltaire's personality is of course best shown,
and perhaps his literary qualities not worst,

b. YVithavb. ofliking,loving,allo\ving,pleasing,

etc. : Least well, least.

971 Blickl. Horn. 195 Oft bit yesaeleb bset his a;hta weorbab
on ba^s onwealde be he ar on his life wyrrest u^e. c 1375
Cursor M. 43S6 (Fairf.), I salle be make wib myne hous-
bande be werst loued [Cott. luue] of alle bis lande. c 1400
Pilgr. Sovvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvii. 84 Oftyme suche
maystres as ben of lest reputacion ben niooste necessary,
and worst mowe ben myssed. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. n.
(Arb.) 153 Oesar and Cicero, whose puritie was neuer foiled,
no not by the sentence of those, that loued them worst.

1577 B. Googe HeresbacICs Husb. m. (1586) 150 Swine of
al other beastes can woorst away with hunger. 1608 Shaks.
Per. iv. iii. 21 Of all the faults beneath the heauens, the
Gods doe like this worst. 1613 — Hen. I'll'/, v, iii. 78, 1 cry
your Honour mercie ; you may werst Of all this Table say
so. 1634 J. Levett Ordering Bees 8 Bees of all other
creatures can worst away with any great noyse. 1786 Burns
What ailsye now ' xii, But, Sir, this pleas'd them warst ava.

C. Comb., as worst-affected, -bred, -damaged,

-deserving,-favoured{Sc.-faurd),-formed,-govemedy
'looking, -managed, -manned, -paid, -used adjs.

1556 Aurelio «y Isab. (1608) F 5 The pehenne (the whiche
of price unto him without comparison is the worste faverd-
este). 1701 Rowe Amb. Step-Mother 11. i, What Titles
had they had,, -if Nature had not Strove hard to thrust the
worst-deserving first? 1721 Amherst Terra! Fit. xxxii. 170
His majesty's worst-affected subjects. 1751 Chesterf. Lett.

(1774) II. 103 The worst-bred man in Europe, if a lady let

fall her fan, would certainly take it up and give it her.

1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1834) II, 2S3 In the worst-formed
bodies, .there lies an immortal spirit. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake 74 The warst-faurd wyfe on the shoris of Fyfe Is
cumlye comparet wi* thee. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xxiii, Wait-
ing for the slowest and worst manned vessels. 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz

t
Streets—Morning, The hardest worked, the worst

paid, and too often, the worst used class of the community.
1853 — Bleak Ho. ix, I thought him the worst-looking dog
I had ever beheld. 1857 Mrs. Carlyi.e Lett, II. 318 The
worst-used woman I ever knew. 1871 Lk Fanu Checkmate
I. 276, I believe that we are the worst-governed and the
worst-managed people on earth. 1890W. J. Gordon Foundry
55 The worst-damaged plate was taken out, re-rolled, and
replaced.

Worsted(vvu*sted),.r£. Forms: a. 3-4 worth-, 4
wurthstede, worthested(e, wortestede; 3 wr-,

4-5 w-urstede, 6 -steede, 5-6 wursted (5 -stet)

;

4-5 wirsted, 6 wyrsted, 5 werstede
;
4-6 wor-

stede(5 wore-), 4- worsted (4 -seted, 6 -stedd,

-styd
; 5 -stet, 6 -stett ; 6 vorsted), 5 worsteyd,

6 -steid ; 6-8 worstead ; 6 woorstred, 7 -sted,

-stead. 0. 5-6 wolsted(e, 6 wullstid, ulsted,

7 wolsteed, 6, 8 woolsted. 7. 5-6 wusted, 5-7
wosted, 6-S woosted. 8. Sc, and n. dial. 4, 6-7, 9
worset, 4, 6-7 worsett, 7 worssett ;

5-6 worsat,
6 worsatt, -ait, 9 wurset, -it, wossat, wusset ; 4
wirset, 5 wirssat, 6 wirsait

; 5 wersed. [From
the name of a parish in Norfolk, north of Nor-
wich, originally (OK.) fVurdestede, later Wurth-
stede, Worthsted, etc., and now written IVorstead.]

fl. (Anglo-Latin) pannus, (Anglo-French) drap,

de Wurthstede, etc. : = sense 2. Obs.

1296 Cat. Close Rolls (1904) 511 Pannum de Worthstede.

1301 Let. Pat. 4 Oct. in Northampton Bor. Rec. (1898) I.

59 De quolibet panno de wurthstede qui vocatur coverlit.

1328 Rolls of Parit. II. 28/1 Ses poueres. .Overours des

Draps de Wurthstede en le Counte de NorfT. 1347 Ibid.

168, 2 Pur Draps de Worstede une novelle Custume levee.

1350 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 173 In 11 pannis de
nigro worseto. 1402-3 Ibid. 182 In tribus pannis de wirsted.

1442-3 Ibid. 185 In 1 panno mgro de worestede.

2. A woollen fabric or stuff made from well-

twisted yarn spun of long-staple wool combed to

lay the fibres parallel.

a. 1293 in Camden Misc. II. 13 Pro xj. ulnis de wrstede ad
caligas faciendas. X345-9 in Archaeologia XXXI. 78 Eidem
ad vnam aulam de worstede operatam cum papagailles.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 262 Of double worstede was his semy-
cope. 1393-4 Act 17 Rich. II, c. 2 Les Marchants & overours
de draps appelez sengle Worstede. 14x1 E. E. Wills (1882)

19 Also y be-queythe to Robert, myn heldest son, a reed
bedde of worsteyd. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 478 Item, j pece
of grene wurstet xxx yards longe. 1465 Ibid. (1904) IV.
201 A coverlyte of whyte werstede longyng therto. X535 in
Archaeologia IX. 249 A dubblette of wursteede. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 61 b, Within hys gate, .dwelled
dyuerse Frenchmen that Kalendred Worsted, contrary to
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the kynges lawes. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 475 They
obtained ..that the Worsted made there [at Norwich) might
be transported, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Nor/. (1662) 247
It surpasseth my skill to name the several stuffs (being
Worsted disguised with Weaving and Colouring) made
thereof, 1728 Poik Dune. 11. 150 The very worstead still

look'd black and blue. 1771 Mrs. Haywood New Present
for Maid 258 Directions for cleaning of Worsted and other
Sorts of Staffs. 1886 Beck Draper's Diet. 373 Worsted,
cloth of long stapled-wool, combed straightly and smoothly,
as distinct from woollens, which are woven from short staple
woo!, crossed and roughed in spinning.

0. 1436 Nottingham Rec. II. 152 Unum cowle de nigro
wolstede. 1551-2 Act 5 .y 6 Edw. VI, c 7 § 1 Any kynde
of Clothe Chamlettes Wolstede Sayes [etc.]. 1598 Stow
Surv. 76 His guarde. .all in a Liuery of Wolsted.

y. 1440 in Peacock Eng.Ch. Furniture US66t 182 A vest-
ment of Black wosted. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks.
(Roxb.) 38 A piece wusted iij. yerdes deppe, for stremers
and standartes. 1537 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, B/>.

%

s
Stortford (1882) 126 Item a vestment of grene wusted w* an
obe. 1556 Towrson's 1st Voy. in Hakluyt (1589) 108 They
shewed vs a certaine course cloth, . . it was course wooll, and
a small threed, and as thicke as wosted. 1607 R. C[arew]
tr. Estienne's World Woud. 235 Sleeues.., one halfe of
woosted, the other of veluet.

8. 1350 [see it 1375 Exch. Rolls Scot, II. 505 Per empclo-
nem de xij ulnis cum dimidio de wirset. 1436 Registr.
Aberdon. (Maitl. Club) 1 1. 148 Vuum vestimentum integrum
de nigro wersed. 1483 Ada Auditorum (1830) *ii2/i A
couenngof Inglis worsat. 1520-1 Fabric Rolls YorkMinster
(Surtees) 305 One vestment of blacke worsett. 1565 in Hay
Fleming Reform. Scot. (1910)610 Ane baithky* [sic] of roich
worsat, to ly under nobillU ft.it. 161a Sc. Bk. Rates in
Hal}'burton 1

s Ledger (1867) 289 Beltis. .of worsett thegroce,
viij li.

b. With pi. A particular variety of this fabric.

1314-5 Rolls of Parlt. I. 292/2 Draps qe hornme appele
Worthstedes & Aylehames. 1348 in Rymer Feedera (1708)
V. 618 Stapula. .aliorum Pannorum de Worstedes. 1393
Pat. Roll it> Rich. II, iu 28 Feb., Pro mercatoribus et
operatoribus de worstedes. X442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 60/2
Persones that maken untrewe ware of all maner Worstedes.
1471 Paslon Lett. III. 14 A Worsted man of Norffolk, that
solde worstedys at Wynchester. 1541-a Act 33 Hen. Fill,
c. 16 § 2 The maklnge and weavinge of worstedes and other
clothes. 1573-80 Baret A lv. V 02 As if a man should carrie
Mockadoes and woolsteds to be sold at Norwich. 1603
R. Johnson Ktngd. fy Comrtr.v. 27 They inuented..the
making of tapestrie, saies, searges, wosteds, russets. 1853
Ure Diet. Arts II. 833 The class of goods technically dis-

tinguished as ' woollens ' in distinction to * worsteds.' 1895
Daily News 13 Sept. 5/3 The revival is more apparent in
the production of the higher class of goods known as
worsteds than in that known as woollens.

3. A closely twisted yam made of long-staple
wool in which the fibres are arranged to lie parallel

to each other. Later, a fine and soft woollen yarn
used for knitting and embroidery(cf.WoOL sb. 3 b).
1465 Paslon Lett. II. 235, I pray yow ye woll send me

hedir ij. clue of worsted for dobletts, to happe me thys cold
wynter. 1546 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) ! 23° Ane grit
buyst.and certane kemmts, woisettis, spectikyllis, and wtlier
small geir in it. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in llalyburton's Ledger
(1867) 296 Sewing worssctt. 1687 A. Lovhll tr. Thevenot's
Trav. 1. 143 Their loom stands before them, and in their
left band they have several ends of round bottoms of Woor-
stead of many colours, which they place in their several
places. 1709 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 265 She beingaSpinner
of Yarn or Woosted. a 1745 Swift Story Injured Lady
(1746) 7 If a Tenant carried but.. an Inch of Worsted to
mend his Stockings, he should forfeit his whole Parcel. 1784
Adam Smith W. N. iv. viii. (1793) 1 1. 507 Woollen yarn and
worsted are prohibited to be exported under the same penal-
ties as wool. 1841 Barham Ingot. Leg.) Nell Cook Scene,
Mrs. John Ingoldsby at the table, busily employed in manu-
facturing a cabbage-rose.. in many-coloured worsteds. 1854
Surteks Handley Cr. lx. (1901) II. 152 The young ones
sought out their threads and their worsteds to work her a
collar or a piece of crochet work each. 1889 Hardwicke's
Sci.-Gossip XXV. 134 The syphon, which may consist of a
single thread of wool or worsted.

4. attrib. or adj. Made of worsted or worsted
yarn ; said of cloth, thread, garments, etc. ; also
in specific names of fabrics or materials, as worsted
braid, damask, etc.

1410 Rolls of Parlt. III. 637/2 Les Worstedes appelez
Worsted-beddes, doubles, & sengles. Z492 Ace, Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 202 For ij dowbil wirssat beltis til him, price
iij s. 1502 Ibid. II. 198 For iiij elne worsait ribanetocord
the said goune. 1533 Test. Ebor. VI. 43 A wolsted dublet.
1566 m Peacock Eng.Ch,Furnilure(iS66)6y Item iij worsted
copes. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 74 Spangled like to
the woosted stockings of Saturne. 1605 Erondi li.e Fr.
Card. D 8 b, I wilt haue no woorsted hosen. 1647 HmttCK
Noble Numb., Wido.vs Tears iv, The woosted thred Is cut,
that made us clothing. 1720 T. Gordon Humourist I. 45
Renouncing his Bucklesand conforming to Woolsted-Tapes.
1748 Smollett A'. Random xvii, His white silk stockings
were converted into black worsted hose. 1828 Scott F. M,
Perth vi, The thumb of his mother's worsted glove might
hold the treasure of the whole clan. 1843 Penny Cyct.
XXVII. 555/2 Worsted shag [is made] at Banbury and
Coventry. 1858 Lvtton WhativillHe dot 1. vi, Two small
worsted rugs. 1878 Miss B raddon Eleanor's Vict.\\, Volu-
minous worsted curtains falling before the narrow windows.
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needle-work 524 Worsted
Braids... Worsted Damasks.
Comb. 1767 Ann, Reg. 158 The looms of a worsted-lace-

weaver.

5. Simple attrib. and adjective comb., as worsted'
breaker,-comber ,-dealer^-factory , machinery ,-maker

,

•makings manufacture, 'manufacturer, merchant,
milt, repository, ^ -shearing,^shearman, -spinner,
•spinning, 'throwster, trade, -weaver, -weaving.
1835 TJre Philos. Manuf. 217 These two endless chains

pass over fluted guide-rollers tlike those more obviously seen

m the *worsted-breaker). 170a in P. Wright New Bk.
Martyrs (17S4) 80S 1 William Hussey, a 'worsted comber.
1830 Parson & White Directory Leeds etc 426 *Worsted
Dealers. 1843 Fenny Cyct. XXVII. 554/1 A * worsted
factory in the north. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2819
*Worsted machinery. 1538 Starkey England I. iii, 95
Weuerys, "worst yd-makyrs, tukkarys and fullarys. 1534
Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 16 § 5 The said mysterie and occu-
pacion of "Worsted makinge. 1805 Lcccock Wool 156 The
state of the "worsted manufacture. 1736 in Rec. Convent.
Royal Burghs Scot. (1885) V. 634 The case of the silk and
"worset manufacturers. 1801 T. Peck Norwich Directory
11 Crowe William, Worsted-Manufacturer. 1481 Paslon
Lett. III. 278 One Holt, a "worstede marchaunt. 1880
Goldw. Smith Cowper vii. 100 The letter slides from
spiritual despair to the worsted-merchant. 1836 VV. White
Hist. etc. Norf.96 Two "worsted mills at Norwich. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, *'Worsted-repository\ . .a shopwhere
fancy knitting-wools are sold, J503-4 Act ig Hen. VII,
c. 17 §1 The "Worsted Sheremen wythin the seid ('hie..

have chosen Wardens of *Worsted sheryng. 1830 Parson &
White Directory Leeds 171 "Worsted spinners. 1895 Daily
News si June 2/2 The "worsted-spinning business of Henry
Pease and Company. 1716 Lend. Gaz. No. 5401/4 A "Wor-
sted -Throwster by Trade. 1835 Ure Philos. Manitf. 63 The
"worsted trade of England. 1442 Rolls of Parft.V. 60 '2

The craft of *Worsted Wevers. 1707 Load. Gaz. No. 4319/4
George Durant, of the City of Norwich, Worsted-Weaver.

"Worsted (w»\isted), ///. a. [f. Worst v. +
-En.] Defeated.
1690 Child Disc. Trade (1698) 198 The worsted party, by

the fate of war, being deprived of their estates. 1780 S.J.
Pratt EunnaCorbeti fed. 4) II. 52 The general on the worsted
side affected to be dismayed. 1812 J. & II. Smith Rej. Addr.
i. (1S73) 6 God bless the guards, though worsted Galiia
scoff. 1869 Gladstone Jwentus Mundi iii. S4 A place of
refuge for fugitives, and for the worsted party expelled from
other portions of Greece.
absol. 1855 Drowning Old Fid. Florence x\v, To submit

i s the worsted's duty.

Worstness. rare, [f. "Worst a. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being worst.
a 1665 J. Goodwin* Filled w. the Spirit (1S67) 92 Lastness

or worstness in estate or condition.

tWOTSUm, WUTSnm. Obs. Forms: a. I

worsra (uuorsm), wursm, 3 (9 north, dial.)

wursura (wrusura), 4, Sc. 6-7, 9 worsum; Sc.

7 worsam, -some, 6 woursorae, 9 woursum.
0. 3, 6 Sc. wirsum (3 Orm. wirrsenn), 9 north.

dia/.wiTSOm. [OE. worsm, wursm, metathctic form
ofthe more usual worms, warms (also wyrms), app.
related to wyrm Worm sb."] Purulent matter, pus.
a. C825 Fpinal Gloss. 777 Pus, uuorsm. ciooo Sax.

Leechd. i. 100 Heo . . ba:t worsin [v.r. worms] ut atyhS. Ibid.

II, 202 Ob ban he baet wursm of mu^e hraece, 1*1225
Ancr. R. 274 Mine wunden. .gedereo" neowe wrusum [v.r.

wursum]& fo5 on eft uorte rotien. a 1300 Cursor M. 11 835
Ouer-al wrang vte worsum and ware, And wormea creuld
here and bare. 1513 Douglas /Ends in. ix.64 Thirwretch.it
mennis flesche, that is his fude, And drinkis worsum, and
thair lopperit blude. 1595 Duncan App. Etym. (E.D. S.),

Pus, sanies, worsum of a byle. 1610 in Pitcairn Crim.
Trials III. 95 For Bewitching of ane kow, quhairthrow be
haill milk that scho baireftir gaif was bluid and worsain,

1613 P. FoRisi;s On Rev. iv. 15 It is not mixed with bloud..
much lesse with bloudy worsum. 1666 Despaut. Gram.
D4A (Jam.), Tabes.. rotten and putrified blood and wor-
some. x8o8 Jamieson, // 'oursum, Worsum, purulent matter

;

S. pron. wursum. 1846 Brockttt N. C. Words (ed. 3),
Wursum, pus; particularly when foul.

P. c xaoo OftHra 47^2 War & wirrsenn toe anan Ut off hiss

He to flowenn. a 1250 Ancr. R. 322 (Titus MS.), Hwon..al
(»e ful^e scReawes him & wringes ut tat wirsum. 1597 in

Misc. Spalding Club (1841) I. 93 Thow. .keist witchecraft on
the said cow,, .that scho gewe no milk, bot..lyk wirsum or

wenem. 1847 Halliwell, Wirsom, foul pus. Yorksh.

"b. quasi-o^*. Purulent.
a 1599 Rollock Servi, Wks. 1849 I. 444 He hes not

skunnert..at thy worsum bylis, and botchis.

Wort (wfct), sb. 1 Forms: 1 wyrt, 2 wirte,

dpi. wirtes; 2 wert, 4//. wertes; 1,3, 5-7 wurt

(5 pL wurten), 3 wrt, 3-7 worte (5 wourte), 4-
wort (5 //. worttus, 6 woort). [OE. wyrt root,

plant = OS. wurt, OIIG. (MHG. and G.) wurz,
ON. (Icel., Norw., Sw., Da.) urt, Goth, waurts;

the stem is related to those of OX. rSt Root sb.,

and of L. radix, Gr. /5'fa >

For the history of the spelling and pronunciation, see the
note to Worm sl>.~\

L A plant, herb, or vegetable, used for food or

medicine ; often «= pot-herb.
Not in ordinary use after the middle of the 17th cent, and

now arch. As a second element, however, retained in

various plant-names, as colewort, liverwort,
C825 I'esp. Psalter Ixxxix. 6 On marne swe swe wyrt

leoreO. C&97 IElfrzd Gregory's Past. C. xxiii. 173 Maue;$ra
cynna wyrta & grasu. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xi. 42 £iie
tei^oas merir: & cunela & ailc wyrt. c 1000 Sax. I.ccc/id. I.

70 Deos wyrt be man betonicam nemne5. c 1205 Lav. 31884
pat folc flah in to wudes..heo luueden bi wurten. C1250
G?tu fy Ex. 1 19 Ilk gies, ile wurt,. .His owen sed beren bad
he. 1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6999 It wolde finde horn lee &
worten inowe bi be ^ere. 13. . E. E. Altit. P. A. 43 Schad-
owed J'is wortez ful schyre & schene, Gilofre, gyngure, &
gromylyoun, & pyonys. C1386 Chaucer Clerks T, 170
Whan she homward cam she wulde bryn^e Wortes or othere
herbes tymes ofte. c 14x0 Liber Cocorum (1S62) 46 Hakke
smalle by wortis and persyl, c 1475 Macro Plays, Mankind
265, I was neuer worth a pott full a wortis, sythyn I was
borne. 1531 Elvot Governor m. xxiu (1883) II. 343 Wortes
that the feldes do brynge furthe, for their potage. 1578
Lytb Dodoens v. lxxv. 642 Cyues . . is set in gardens amongst
potte herl>es, or wurtes. 1605 Verstecan Dec. Intelt. vii.

238 Wirta or Wurta. Woories, for which wee now vse the

French name of herbes. 1653 Jer. Taylor Serm. Yr.,
Winter xvi. n. 204 It is an excellent pleasure to be able to
take pleasure in worts and water, in bread and onions. 1755
Johnson, Wort. 1. Originally a general name for an heib;
whence it still continues in many, as liverwort, spleenivort.
1864 Cockayne Leechd. (Rolls) I. Pref. p. liii, We find the
healing power of worts spoken of as a thing of course. 1888
A. S. Wilson Lyric Hopeless Love cxv. 330 And worts and
pansies there which grew Have secrets others wi^h they
knew.

T" 2. A general mime for any plant of the cabbage
kind, genus Brassica \ colewort. Obs.
C1340 Nominate (Skeat) 190 Woman myIk and wortis

soupith, c 1440 Palladius on Hush. 1. 1 54 Sane w >rtis [ox-
ceptis cauli/'us]sowQ in hem what euere hit be. C1450 Two
Cookery.Bks. 69 Hare in Wortes—'lake Colys, and stripe
hem faire from the stalkes, a 1500 Mourn. Hare in E. P..

Misc. (Warton Club) 44 Vf I to the tonne come or torne, Be
hit in worttus or in leyke. 1538 Turner Libellus, Brassica
..anglice uocatur wortes ant Cole ant Cole Wortes. [1598
Shaks. Merry W. i. i. 123 Ful. Good worts ? good Cabidge.]
1601 Holland I'.'iny xix. iv. II. 11 Here is the stem of a
woort so well grown e, here is a cabbage so thriven and fed,
that a poore mansboord will not hold it. 1617 Fletcher
Valentinian in. ii, I am poor,. .yet digging, pruning,..
Planting of Worts and Onions, any thing That's honest,..
I'll rather chuse. 1648 Hkrrick Hesper., To M. jo. Wicks
12 A Di>h Of thrice-boyl'd-worts. 1755 Johnson, Wort 2,

A plant of the cabbage kind.

f 3. //. = Pottage i. Obs.
C1400 Master ofGame {MS. iJigby 182. Prol.231 He shall

lat ordeynn wele his soper with wortis of the necke of the
hert and of ober good metes. 1545 Raykold Byrth Man-
kynde 114 Wortes made of olde chese, cicer, cristall beaten
to powder and taken with hony. 1547 Baldwin Mor. Philos.
7 If thou, Diogenes, couldest flatter Dionise, tliou shouldst
not need to make woort s. 1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 51/2
Pulmentnm, a meate made lyke grewell or wortes.

t b. With qualifying word : esp. long worts.
c 1430 Two Cookery-Bks. 5 Lange Wortys de cliare.—Take

beeflfand merybonys, and boyle yt in fayie water; yan take
fayre wortys and. .parboyle hem in clene water [etc.]. Ibid.,
Lange Wortes de pesoun. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture
518 Frumenty with venesoun.pesyn with bakon,longe wortes
not spare, c-1500 Wyl Buckc"s Test. (Copland) Bib, For
to make small wortes.. .then take herbes of the beste that
thou can gete for wortes, and hewe them small.

4. Comb., as fwort blade, f-leaf, f -plant, fpor-
ridge

; fwort-cropper, a name lor the hare ; wort-
cunning (pseudo-flr^.), the knowledge of herbs
and plants; +wort-stock, a cabbage-stalk ; -j-wort-
yard, a herb-garden. Also Woht-wokm.
14.. Lat.-Eng. I'oc. (MS. Harl. 22=7), Caulis,..a. *wone

blade. 13.. Names of Hare (MS. Digby86If. 168 b), |'e

cawelhert, be *wort-croppere, 1864 Cockayne (title) Leech.
doms, *Wortcunning, and Starcraftof Karly England. 1579
LANGHAMt7ar^//*rt/Mi3RostedinaDockeor*Worteleafe.
c 1475 Diet. i'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 786/37 Hoc olusculmn, a
*wurtplant, 1556111 W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford(iSSo)
240 Item, "worte porrege, . ,iij*, 14.. in Wr.-Wiilcker 594/31
Mandarus,. .a "wortstoke. 1601 Holland Pliny xx. ix. II.

50 Wort-stocks beeing dried and burnt into ashes, ciooo
Cantbr. Fs. Cxliii. 13 Prumptuaria, hordyrn vet *wyrt-
Seardas. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. 1. 331 Hcsuffrede
not, for defaute of preching, Goddis vyne^erde passe to a
wort;erd. 138a —2 Kings xxi. 2 $it to me tbj vyn 3erd,
that I make to me a wort 3erd.

Wort (w»Jt), sb.2 Forms : 1 wyrt, 5 wirt

;

4- wort, 4-; worte (5 wortte), 4 wourt, 5
wurt(e, 5-7 woort (6 woorte). [OE. wyrt =
OS. wurtfa spicery, MHG. and G. wiirze, sj)ice,

brewer'swort), Lthestem Wttrt- ; cf. wyrt Wort sb. 1
]

1. The infusion of malt or other grain which after

fermentation becomes beer (or may be used for the
distillation of spirits), unfermented beer, f Of
beer : (to be) in wort, still unfermented. (See also

Sweetwoet.)
c 1000 Ags. Leechd. II. 268 Uewylle bone briddan dasl on

hwKtene wyrt. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright
Voc. 158 Fro wort to ale. a 1387 Sinon. BartJwl. (Anecd.
Oxon.) 16 Ciromcllum, worte. c 1450 Tioo Cookery-Bks. n.
107 Seth hem [sc. quinces] in goode wort til bey be soft.

1492 Acta Dotn. Concil. (1839) 243/1 pe spoliatioun..of.

.

half a chalder of malt in ail and wort, 1574 R. Scot Hop
Garden (1578) 54 In the first Woorte. .there goeth out of
these Hoppcs almost no vertue at all. 1588 Shaks. /.. L.L.
v. ii. 233 Nay then twotreyes,an if you grow so nice Metheg-
line, Wort, and Malmsey. 1602 Rowlanos Greenes Ghost
8 They put in willowe leaues and broome buds into their

woort in steed of hoppes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 385 It were
good also to try the lieere, when it is in Wort, that it may
be seeue, whether [etc.], 1697 Dampier Voy. (1699) I. 314
This in 2 hours time will ferment and froth like Wort. 1731
P.Shaw Three Ess. Artif. Philos. 65 When a parcel of

Wort, brewed in the common manner, is become fine by
standing. ij^BGeutl. Mag. VIII. 140/1 An eighth Part of

the Wort evaporated in three Hours boiling. 1837 Penny
Cyct. IX. 24/1 By the excise rules, 100 gallons of such wort

ought to yield one gallon of proof spirit for every* five degrees

of attenuation. 1868 Spencer Frt'nc. Psych, vi. vii. (1872)

II. 71 Fermenting wort gives out carbonic acid. 1880 Act

43 tr 44 Vict, c 24 § 5 (1) No person may, without being

licensed . . Brew or make wort or wash.

f b. Sc. To play wort : to work or stir the mash
in the brewing vessel. Obs.

1644 Markinch Kirk Sess. Rec. 10 Jan., The collecteres.

.

delateth that Alex' Greig his wyff & his woman wer playing

wort. Ibid. la May, James Robertson, .denyed that thair

was any.wort played in his hous the fasting Wednesday.

T O. jig- To east in one's worts that, etc. : to give

one something to meditate upon or consider. Obs.

1539 Cromwell Let. to Hen. VIII, 5 Feb. (1902) II, 176
And yet further I ca-;trd in his worttes that if they wold
regarde them [sc. the Pope's censures] your highnes was and



WORT.
shnld be hable. .to defende.. yourself.. and that.. they shuld

not fynde your grace unfournished of all thinges expedient,

2. An infusion or decoction of malt formerly used

in treatment of ulcers, of scurvy, and other diseases.

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens, (1713) 717/2 This medicine

will do much better in a strong Decoction of Ground Malt,

Anglice Wort. 1766 in Macbride Tk. $ Pract. Physic (1772)

642 The first day he took the wort, he had the following

scorbutic symptoms. 1770 Rush in Med. Obserz: (1772) IV.

367 An Account of the Usefulness of Wort in some ill-con-

ditioned Ulcers.

3. attrib. and Comb., chiefly in names of utensils

and materials used in brewing, as f wort-cake,

-condenser, -cooler, copper, \dish, f-fat, -filter

;

•\-lead, -refrigerator, f -stone, f -trough, tub, tun;

also worts-receiver,

1795 Sir J. Dalrymplf Let. to Admiralty 3 My Yeast-

powder.. to set the first parcel of MVort-cakes in fermenta-

tion. 1875 Knight Diet, Rfteh., * Wort-condenser, one for

condensing the vapor which rises from the wort m thepiocess

of boiling. Ibid., ' Wort-cooter, usually a shallow vat of large

area, in which the infusion of malt is placed to cool. 1838

Civil Engin. <y Arch. Jrnl. I. 406/2 The consumption of fuel

was much more considerable in the immense prate under

the "wort copper. 1747 in Xairne Peerage Evid. (1874} 80

In the brewhouse.. a "wort dish, sixpence. 1367 Priory of
Finchale (Surteesl p. lxxviii, iiij gilfatts sive 'wourtfatts.

1583 Rec. Elgin (New Spald, Club 1903) I. 172 Ane mnsking

fatt, ane wortfatt. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., * Wort-filter,

one for extracting the clear liquor from the boiled mash.

1420 Inventory in Lincoln Chapter Ace. Bk. A. 2. 30. f. 69,

2 'wortleddes. 01550 in Strtltt Horda (1776) III. 65 Item

6 wort leeds, callyd coolars. 1893 Nettleton Manuf.
Spirit 103 They drain by several pipes.. into a *worts-

receiver. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., * Wori'-refrigerator ,
an

apparatus for cooling wort after boiling with hops and pre-

vious to fermentation. 15*9 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (18S3) 17S

A mask fat, a "wort stane. 154a Richmond Wills (Surtees)

30 A browyn leed..a maskefatt,. .and a wortston. 1485 in

Ripon Ch. Acts ( Surtees) 371, j *wort trogh de lapide. 1660

Melrose Regality Rec. (S.H.S.) I. 295 Ane woorttroch.

1580 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 320 Foure gyle fattis and

ane *wort tube. 1635 Take (Kent) Estate Accts. (MS.) fol.

178 The great *worte tunne in bruhouse.

f Wort, sb.'A Sc. Obs. [Metalhetic form of

wrot Wroot sb.] The snout of a pig.

1507 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I- 436 That "av swyne
be haldin withtin this toun, vtteuche band, or ane ring in

thar wort,, .and gif thai be fundin vteuche band, and without

ring in thar wort, . .thai salbe eshet, [etc.].

Wort, variant of Whort.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 370 Black Worts.

Black Whortle-berrtes.

t Wort, v. Sc. Obs. [Metathetic form of wrot

Wroot v. Cf. Wort sb. :i
] trans. Of swine : To

root or dig up (ground).

1536 Belles-den Cron. Scot. (1S21) II. 164 Ane swine that

. . wortis othir mennes landis, sal be slane. 1560 Maitl. Club
Misc. III. 218 That odiouse Beast and lecherouse Swyne
(quhai hais worted and ruted vp the Lordes wyne yard so

far as in him wes). 1597 Jas. VI Dxmonol. in. i. 59 When
as Swine wortes vppe the graues. 1808 Jamieson, To Wort,
Wort-up

%
v.a., to dig up.

Wort, var. vorte, Forte conj. (= until).

a 1400 R, Glouc. Chron. (Rolls) 4920+22 Vorte [MS. o.

wort] God yt wolde amende.

Worth (wyrb), sb. 1 Forms : 1 weorj), weorS
(1-2 weord), wuift (2 -vv-urhtfe), wyrj), I, 3

wur]?, 2-3 wurth (5 wurthe, wyrtht) ; I, 4
wor}>, 3- worth (6 wortht), 4-7 worthe, 6

woorth, wourth(e. [OE. weorp {wurp, worp)

neut., = OFris. werth. OS. werd*, OHG. werd
(MHG. wert, G. werth, wert), ON. verd (Norw.
verd, Da. vxrd), Goth, wairp. Cf. Worth a.]

1. Pecuniary value ; f price; f money.
C815 Vesp. Psalter xliii. 13 Du bibohtes folc Sin butan

» weorde. C893 /Klfbed Oros. iv. x. 198 J>eh he he hie sume
wiS feo fcesealde, . . he baet weor<5 nolde ajan, 971 Blickling

Horn. 89 Hire innob bu jefyldest nijon monab mid ealles

middanjeardes weorbe. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 9
pys mihte beon ^eseald to miclum weorbe, and bearfum
Xedaeled. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 31 pet he nime ba ilke ehte

o5er his wur3. a tm$ Aner. R. 150 Nis heo uniseli bet mit

te wurd of heouene bu<5 hire helle? 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

7674 pe King Willam uorto wite be wurj> of is londe Let
enqueri streitliche [etc.]. a 1300 Cursor M. 12300 Treen
beddes for to make, Was he wont for worth to take. 1390

Gower Conf II. 46 That al the gold of Cresus halle The
leste coronal of alle Ne mihte have boght after the worth.

c 1450 Godstozv Reg. 539 He sholde yeve to them escbaunge

to the worthe of the same acrls. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 1

Chryses . . with things of price, . . His daughter captiue helde

by Greekes by worth hir home to buy. 164a EX Rogers
Naaman 133 A pearle.. makes all base, & to come under

the worth thereof. 1695 Locke further Consid. Value

Money 27 Rising and falling of Commodities is always

between several Commodities of distinct worths. 1781

Cowper Charity 133 The bark. .Charg'd with a freight

transcending in its worth The gems of India. 1836 Dickens

Sk. Boz, Doctors' Commons, Some poverty-stricken legatee,

..selling his chance, .for a twelfth part of its worth. 1870

Mokris Earthly Par. iv. 41 Of little worth Was all the

gear that hall did hold.

b. The equivalent of a, specified sum or amount.

For OE. examples see Pennyworth, and cf. Halfpenny-

worth, pounds' worth (s.v. Pound sb. 1
4), Shillingsworth.

1508 Reg. Privy Sent Scot. L 258/1 The mails, .of the vi

merkis worth of land of the Redecastell. 1583 Stocker

Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 55 b, This victualler had about

him in Gold to the Worth of 20. Florins. 1607 Shaks.

Timon 111. iii. 22 I'de rather then the worth of thrice the

summe, Had sent to me first. 16*7 Treasurer's Almanacke

(ed. 2) B6, The Operation of the worth of 30//. Annuitie for

6 yeares. a 1687 Petty Polit. Arith. vuu (1691) 108 If the

326

Tradesmen.. could do one Million worth of Work extra-

ordinary. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 85 The worth of his three

kingdoms I defy, To lure me to the baseness of a lie. 1859

Tennyson Geraint $ Enid 410 * Take Five horses and their

armours;'..' My lord, I scarce have spent the worth of

one!' 1890 'R. Boi.drewood' Col. Reformer xxiii, He
always gets the worth of his money.

f c. In allusive phr. : The amount or value of
something small or insignificant. Obs,

13.. Guy Wamv. (A.) 150 per nas man. .pat bireft him
worb of a slo. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. iv. 170 5it jeue ^e me
neuere be worthe of a russhe. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. x.

(1B67) 24 Beggyng of hir booteth not the woorth of abeane.

•j* d. Money (in contrast to goods). Obs. rare.

a i3qp Cursor M. 5393 pai had nober worth ne ware pat

bai moght for bair mete spare.

2. The relative value of a thing in respect of its

qualities or of the estimation in which it is held.

Freq. with implication of high value: cf. b.

1340 Ayenb. 82 Hit ssewej? bet be wordle is ydel, ine

byinge vyl, in worp biter. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 25 Of
Selver that was overforlh Schal hen a world of lasse worth.

1570 Levins Manip. 174/2 Ye Worth of a thing, precium,
dignitas. 1599 Storer Life <$• D. Wolsey C 3, A man made
old to teach the worth of age. 1605 Camden Rem., Epi-

taph's 42 This bad inscription which I insert more for the

honor of the name, then the worth of the verse. 1616

Draxe Bibl. Scholast. 2 A man knoweth not the worth of a
thing before that he wanteth it. 1663 Butler Ilud. 1. i. 880

Nor doth the bold'st attempts bring forth Events still equal

to their worth. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art Poet. 526

Let them not come forth, 'Till the ninth ripening Year
mature their Worth. 178a Miss Bl-rney Cecilia vm. ix,

I knew not. .the full worth of steadiness and prudence Jill

I knew this young man. 1857 Maurice F.pist. St. John \. 4

He made me see the worth of habits, the worth of acts, the

worth of moral purposes. 1877 C. GfikieC/(>7".^ xxxi. (1879)

370 The worth of man's homage to God does not depend on
the place where it is paid.

b. High or outstanding value, excellence. Obs.

or arch.

1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Three Weeks' Observ. D 2 b,

A paire of such Organs, which for worth and workemanship
are vnparalelld in Christendome. 1659 Gcntl. Calling VI.

xvii. 435 Any thing that carries the stamp of ancient worth

and nobility. 1678 Wani.ey Wond. Lit. World v. ii. § 16.

469/2 A covetous Pelagian, and one that had nothing of

worth in him.

3. The character or standing of a person in re-

spect of moral and intellectual qualities; esp. high

personal merit or attainments.

In early use also comprising rank or dignity.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 102 His worth is warrant for

his welcome hether. 1593 — Rick. II, m. lit no By the

Worth and Honor of himselfe,. .His comming hither hath

no further scope, Then for his Lineall Royalties. 1615 G.

Sandys Trav. 19 He was a iust Prince, full of worth and
magnanimitie. 1621 Brathwait Nat. Eimbassic Ded. A 2,

The accomplished mirror of true worth, Sr. T. H. the elder.

1655 Ashe Funeral Serm. Gataker 46 To favour the Son

very highly for his own worth and work in the Ministry.

1728 Young Love Fame m. 265 How hard for real worth to

grtin its price? 1753-4 Richardson Grandison I. xvL 103,

I regard him.. for his own worth's sake, and for his uncle's.

1788 J. Hurdis Village Curate (1797) 14 The down-cast eye

of modest worth, Which shrinks at its own praise. 1827

Sovthey FuneralSong, P'cess CharlotteofWales 21 Henry,

thou of saintly worth. 187a Morley Voltaire 3 Each did

much to raise the measure of worth . .of mankind.

"b. In//., f sometimes of one person.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. ii. §4 How can you him un-

worthy then decree, In whose chiefe parte your worthes

implanted be? « 1593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido nr. iv. 1037

If that your maiestie can looke so lowe, As my despised

worths. 1616 T. Scot Philomythie 11. C 3, If either of you,

thinke you can Out of your owne worths, proue more fit.

1631 Weever Ane. Funeral Mon. 116^ Honourably pre-

ferred, and prouided for according to their worthes.

4. In the phrases ofgreat, little, no, etc., worth.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. iii.21 A goodlie Ladle. .That seemed

to be a woman of great worth. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

v. lxii. § 15 As the sacrament it selfe is a gift of no meane
woorth. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. v. iv. 161 Euerie day Men
of great worth resorted to this forrest. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 70 Seeing resistance of no worth, [they] fled. 1784

Cowper Task vi. 952 Forgive him, then, thou bustler in

concerns Of little worth. 18*0 Shelley Hymn Merc, xxx,

Caldrons and tripods of great worth. 1847 Tennyson Prin-
cess 11. 397 And two dear things are one of double worth.

1846 Landob Imag. Conv., Colonna $ Buonarotti Wks. II.

217/2 A man of highest worth.

b. Ofworth\ of high merit or excellence.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. xlv. i, My harte endites an

argument of worth. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent, in. L 107 She
. . is promis'd by her friends Vnto a youthfull Gentleman of
worth. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 38 Rings and Iewels of
Gold inammeld and set with stones of worth and lustre.

1686 tr. Chardin's Coronal. Solyman 84 All the Kaanas or
Governments of Persia were likewise bestow'd upon persons
of worth. 1766 Fordyce Serm. Yng. Wm. (1767) I. PreC
p. vii, Women of worth and sense are to be found every-
where. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini iv. 391 Her thin white hand,
that wore a ring of worth. 1825 Scott Betrothed xxvii,

The sordid wretches., conceive those temptations too power-
ful for men of worth.

5. The position or standing of a person in respect

of property; hence concr., possessions, property,

means. Obs. or arch.

1592 Shaks. Rom. ty fuU 11. vi. 32 They are but beggers
that can count their worth. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest
xvi.(i6i5) 109 Euery Gentleman, Husbandman, Farmer and
householder of any worth. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 206

They.. generally loue play:.. so that..they will hazard all

their worth, themselues, wiues, children and other substance.

1753-4 Richardson Grandison (i-jBi) II. 227 She gave in an
estimate of her worth, to what amount the Ladies knew not.

WORTH.
1812 Crarbe Tales xvii. 172 To legal claims he yielded aH
his worth.

1 6. To take at, cf, or to worth ; to take {accept,

hear, have) in worth, or in good worth; to take

(or bear) well in worth : to take (something) at its

true or proper value ; to take in good part, to be

content with. (See also Aworth adv.) Obs.

(a) 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xn. 125 Take we her wordes at

worthe, for here witnesse be trewe. 1483 I'ulgaria abs
Tercntio n ij, I thanke the that thou tokist it to worthe.

Ibid, q ij b, Thi mynde or hert that shulde take it at worthe.

c 1520 Everyman 903 This memoryall men may haue in

mynde, Ye herers take it of worth.

(b) c 1481 Paston Lett. III. 278 V'f she be eny better than
I wryght for, take it in woo[r]the, I shew the leeste. < 1490
Caxton Rule St. Benet (1002) 134 He that it was sent vnto
shall take it in worthe & cherefully. c 1510 Skelton Maf-
nyf. 1439 And so as ye se it wyll be no better, 'lake it in

worthe suche as ye fynde. X576 Gascoigne Kenehv. Castle

Wks. 1910 II. 100 That you take in worth my will, which
can but well deserve. 1636 Sir R. Bakhr Cato Varregatns
16 When a poore friend, a small gift gives to thee: Take it

in worth : and let it praysed be.

(d c 1500 Yng. Child. Bk. 114 in Babees Bk., Be it gode

or be it badde, Yn gud worth it muste be had. 1523 [Covek-

dale] tr. Dulichiiis' Old God (1534) Oj, Yf greate abbottes

wolde take my salutation in good worthe it sholde be redy

for theym. 1540 Latimer 3rd Serm. be/. Ediv. VI (Arb.)

82 It becommeth me to take it in good worthe, I am not

better then he was. 1576 R. Peterson G. delta Casa's

Galatea 26 Somcneuer take in good worthe the honour

and courtesie that men doe vnto them. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. A ij b, Not doubling that you wil take this

small gift in good worth. 164a Fuller Holy ft Pro/. St. I.

vi. 16 He compounds with his father to accept in good
worth the utmost of his endeavour.

W) a 1541 Wyatt Poems, Lo 1 koiu I seek 8 Hap evyll or

good I shallbe glad To take that comes as well in worthe.

1564 Brie/ Exam. A iiij, I trust your most Reuerende
fatherhood wyll beare all these thynges well in worth. 1592

Timme Ten Eng. Lepers A 2, Pardon my rudenesse herein,

and take it well in woorth.

Worth (w»rb), sb.% Now only Hist. Also 7

woorth. [OE. worp (weorp), -wurp, = OS. MM,
MLG. wurd, word.] An enclosed place, a home-

stead.

Except in quot. 1649, only by inference from place-names

in which it forms the second element.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871)4 The namc.iz called Kenel.

worth. Syns most of the Worths in England stand ny vntoo

like lakez (etc.). 1628 Coke On Lilt. 5 b, Worth signifieth

a watry place or water. 1649 DeedoJ[Conveyance, Windsor,

AH those two closes. .one.. on ye Spittlehill and the other in

the Woorth comonly called Margret Acre. 1917 Q. Rev.

Oct. 338 Probably the ' worths ' were farms on clearings

made later than the original settlements.

t Worth, sb.l Obs. rare-*. [Perh. an error for

Worthing.] Manure.
1609-10 A ct 7 Jas. I, c. 18 1 1 The Counties of Devon and

Comewall, where the moste parte of the Inhabitantes have

not commonly used any other Worth, for the bettringe of

their Arrable Groundes and Pastures.

Worth, sbA, error for Ord (beginning).

14. . Sir Beues (S) 293 [He] tolde [it] bob worth and ende.

Worth. (w»i)i)

,

a. Forms: 1-2 weorf), weortt,

weorUe, 1-5 worj), 3-5 worpe, 3-6 worthe, 3-

worth ; I, 3 wurtt, 1-5 wurp (Orm. wurrj), 3, 5

wrp), 3-5 wurth (5 wurght), 4-5 wurthe ; 5

wourth, 6-7 woorth (6 -the)
; 5 werth, 9 dial.

wirth. [OE. weorp, worp, wurp, = OFris. werth,

OS. wertt, MD11. wert, weert (Flem. weerd), waert

(Du. waard), OHG. werd (MHG., G. wert), ON.
verSr (Icel. verdur, Norw. verd, Sw. vdrd, Da.

v.rrd), Goth, wairfs ; the relationships of the stem

are obscure. OE. also had the derivative form

wiertle, wyrtSe, which is represented by wurSe,

wurthe, in early southern texts ; see Wurthe a.

The Anglian form of this, weorSe, cannot in ME.
be distinguished from weord.]

Almost always (now only) in predicative use, or following

the sb. as part of a qualifying phrase.

L 1. Of the value of a specified amoont or sum ;

equivalent to (something) in material value.

Also used indefinitely in direct or indirect questions ; see

group (b). ....
(a) a 69s La-ax Ine lv, Ewo bi5 mid hire Riunge sceape

scilU weorS. Ibid, lviii, Oxan horn biS x. paminga weorS.

<ri33<> R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11416 Somme riche

robes wyb \v.r. worth) many poundes. c 1350 Aihetsloit

391 Now is my goode hors forlorn, . . He was wurh an hun-

dryd pounde. C1435 Torr. Portugal 712 At the beddes

hed he fond A swerd, worthe an Erllys fond, c 1450 Mirk s

Festial 86 5e haue a comyn sayng among you, and sayn )>at

Godys grace ys worth a new fayre. 1480 Warkworth
Chron. (Camden) 25 Alle the good that was therm, whiche

was worthe xx. ml. Ii. or more, c 1530 lsee M«<c« {*• 2J-

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 81 Though the horsc.be nat

the .xx. part worth in value of the summe of money. 1573-

80 Tusseu llusb. (1878) 44 A rottenly mould is land woorth

gould. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa vn. 289 An ell of the

scarlet of Venice or of Turkie-cloath is here worth thirtie

ducates. 1639 J. Clarke Para-m. 45 A penny at a pinch is

worth a pound. 1697 Drvden Virg. Past. v. 127 What
Present worth thy Verse can Mopsus find 1 1705 Addison

Italy, Pavia 28 It [the statue] is esteem'd worth its weight

in Gold. 1779 Warner in Jesse Selwyn tr Contemf^ (1844)

IV. 285 He would be worth a mint of money, and make one

of the best hunters in the kingdom. 1839 Lane Arab.Nts.
I.80 It is worth ten pieces of gold. 1869 Rusktn Q. o/Air

§ 122 The money of all nations is worth, at its maximum,
the property of all nations, and no more.

(« axm O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1085 He lett 5e-wrltan
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..hu mycel selc mann haefde..& hu mycel feos hit waere

wur5. c 1400 Rule St. Benct lvii. 37 Loke wliat it is wrz
[= wrj>], bat ye ne sette na felun price bar-on. 1528 Set.

Cases Star Chamber (Selden) II. 19 A L'yne. .whych
amountyth nygh asmoche as the sayd landes..be worth
clyerly to be solde. 1603 Erondelle Fr. Gard. K 5 b. There
is a fayre Diamond, what is it worth? 1795-6 Wordsw.
Borderers in. 1278 Pray tell me what this land is worth by
the acre. 1905 'G. Thornis' Lost Cause ii. 37 What '11 it be
worth when it is reaped 1

ellipt. a i69o-i874lsee Candle ^-5. 5 f J. 1883 D.C. Murray
Hearts xviii, The game didn't seem worth the candle.

b. Of (such-and-such) value to a person. Also
with dative of person.

1484 Caxtos Fables ofPege xii, [The Dene sayd] I pray
yow what is this benefyce worth to yowa yere. 1S33 Moke
Apol. x. Wks. 867/1 Al the landes and fees that I haue. .is

not at this daye. .woorthe yearelye to my lyuynge, the
suuime of full fyftye pounde, 1560 Daus tr. SleiJane's
Comm. 303 Certenly that countrey is not so much worth
vnto hym, but that, if he myght with his honour, he coulde
be content to forgoe it. 163a StarChamber Cases (Ca.mdcn)
160 He said the first oath should stand and that it should be
worth her 1001 '. x686 tr. Chardln's Coronat. Solyman 83
Which Employment was worth to him about fifteen thousand
pounds yearly.

c. In contemptuous comparisons. Sometimes
ellipt. after verbs of action : see {b).

For further examples see Button sb. 1 b, Cress 2, Fas 2,

Fig sb. 1
4, Fly sb. 1

i d, Halfpenny i, Haw sb.'
3
- 2, Leek 3,

Mite 3 id, Pease sb. 2 b, Pin sb.1
3 b, Pkeen sb. ib, Sikaw

sb. 1

7, Turd i b.

c 1250 Orison ofOur Lady 28 in O. E. Misc. 160 pis Hues
blisse nis wur5 a slo. a 1373 Luue Ron 86 ibid. 95 Hit nere
on ende wrb on heryng. c 1290 St. James 52 in S. Fug.
Leg. 35 Ouwer power nis nou3t wurth an hawe. a 1300
Cursor M. 26991 Hop es god at hald wit houe, bot til vnskil

noght worth a gloue. 1303 R. Brunne HandI, Synne 769
For euery gadlyng nat wurf a pere Takyb ensamplc at 30W
to swere. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3167 |>is lond nis worb anay
[=an egg], When pou darst do swichfl adede. a 1353
Minot Poems i, 24 pai fled, . . And all baire fare noght wurth
a flye. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 334 To hasten is noght worth
a kerse. 14.. 1 Lyoc. Assembly of Gods 597 For all the
baytys that ye for hym haue leydc.be nat worth a peere.

1543 Uuall F.rasm. ApopA. 8 Whereas in maters not woorth
a blewe point.. wee will spare for no cost, a 1548 Hall
Citron., Hen. VI f, 7 She knew* it to be but a feigned &
peinted mattre & not woorth two strawes. 1580 Fulke
Retentive, Discov. Dang. Rock ii. 181 Therfore these three

differences are not worth three chippes. 1600 W. Watson
Decacordon (1602) 72, I would say they [the Jesuits] had no
scholerisme worth a blew buttoK amongst them.
ellipt. 1776 FOOTS Bankrupt :i. 36 Manufacturers, and

meagre mechanicks? fellows not worth powder and shot.

(b) 1338 R. Brunne Citron. (1725) 204 pou fisshes not worbe
a leke, rise & go bi ways. 1363 Langl. F. Fl. A. vni. 54
Schal no deuel at his deb-day dereu him worb a Myte.
c 1425 Macro Flays, Castle Fcrscv. 2227 Go hens 1 3e do
not worthe a tordl

2. Of material value ; capable of being estimated

in terms of money or some other material standard;

valuable as a possession or property. Qualified by
adv. of quantity, as little, much, f nought. flVell
worth', of full value, arch.
c 1300 Trin. Colt. Horn. 213 J>e sullere loueS his ping dere

and seift bat it is wel wurfl, oderbetere; be be^er..seitS bat
hit nisnoht wur3. c 1^0 Nominate (Skeat) 306 Lityl is wortli

the reme of an ey. 1483 Ceiy Papers (Camden) 1 1 8 As for

a gosse hawke I gett non here yett for. . my lordd Chamber-
leyn beyth hem upp and [= if] they be any thyng wurth.

1558 T. Watson Seven Saer. xviii. 113 Bye me one or twoo
of the best of them and leaste woorthe. 1568 Jacob <$ Esau
11. iv. C iv b, Ah sir, when one is hungry, good meat is much
worth. 1581 Pettie Xt.Guazzo's Civ. Com*, in. (15S6) 138
It may rightly be saide . . that the feathers are more worth
then the byrde. 1615 W, Lawson Country J/ousew. Garden
(1626) 6 Fruit blown vnripe, are small worth. 1718 Enter,
iainer No. 19. 126 A Carbunkle is more worth than a Rock.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 68 My Time or Labour was
little worth, and so It was as well employed one way as
another.

b. Of value in other than material respects, arch.
c 1200 Okmin 1156 Mare wass hiss bede wurrb pann alle

bc^re lakers, c 1205 Lay. 26555 Nis noht wur3 brattebuten
per beo dede a=t. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2318 His sacringe
was lute worb & nancies it was yJo. 1390 Gower Conf.
I. 25 That figure.. Betokneth how the world schal change
And waxe las.se worth and lasse. c 1430 Freemasonry (1840)

36 Hyt ys so muche worthe,.. The vertu therof no moii telle

may. 1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsoA 1. xii, Better worthe is

to lyue in pouerte surely, than to lyue rychely beyrig euer
in daunger. 1568 Cecil in Cat. St. Papers fret. Pref. 8
Marry 1 an ounce of advise is more worth to be executed
aforehand than in the sight of perrills. 1579 Googe Lopez
de Mendoza s Prov. 32 That wisedome is more woorth then
the weapons of the mightie. 1648 Gage West Ind. 37 Their
prayers for them is more worth then the means of sustenance
which they receive from them. 1673 Marvell Reh. Trans/.
I. 19, I do not think it so much worth to gain his approba-
tion. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper II. 173 A blessing
that is more worth than all the wealth of which the Jews
have ever cheated honest men. 1834 Southey in Corr. iv.

C. Bowles (1881)311 He will have.. a living lesson, better
worth than Divines could teach. 1871 B. Taylor Faust II.

II. n. 148 Little worth is woman's beauty, So oft an image
dumb we see.

3. Of a specified or certain value in other than
material respects.

1397 R. Glouc (Rolls) 810 To sob pou seidest me, bat as
muche as ich hadde ich was worb. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 8550 py lyfe hym pynkep ys wur> no byng. 1340-70
Alex, q Dind. 261 For riht wisdam is worp al be world
riche. 1363 Langl. P. PI. A. ProL 75 Weore be Bisschop..
worbe bope his Eres, Heo scholde not beo so hardi to deceyue
be peple. 1536 J. Rastell HundredMerry Tales (1866) 93,
I pray y* teche me my Pater noster, & by my trouth I shall

therfore teche the a songe of Robyn hode that shall be wo; th

.xx. of it. 1590 Spenser F. Q. l. III. 30 A dram of sweet is

worth a pound of sowre. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 248, 1 thought
an bowers re^t worth a Kings ransome. 1638 Chillingw.
Relig. Prot. l iii. § 26. 139 Neither is this deduction worth
any thing. 1713 Addison Cato 11. i, A Day, an Hour of
virtuous Liberty, Is worth a whole Eternity in Bondage.
1795-6 Wordsw. Borderers 11. 1003 A thought that's worth
a thousand worlds I 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxviii, A night-
cowl of good claret is worth all the considering-caps in

Europe. 1849 Lytton A'. Arthur VI. Ixxx, But one live

dog is worth ten lions dead. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.
I. vi. 574 The judgement of a competent tribunal is always
worth something. 2894 Solicitors' Jrnl. XXXIX. 2/1 In
a matter of this kind a grain of common sense is worth a
peck of scientific hair-splitting.

b. In the phrase as much as . . is -worth.

1711 SteI'XE Sped. No. 24 ? 4 It is as much as my Life is

worth, if she should think we were intimate. 1849 Cupi'Les
Green Hand x, To haul on a wind was as much as her
spars were worth.

c. For alt [it, one) is, was worth : to the fullest

extent. Orig. U.S.
1883 Mercury (N.Y.) in Ware Passing Engl. 5 Scalchi, to

use a side-walk phrase, played Siebel for all the character was
worth. Z884 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 1 Oct. 2/14 The Boston
Post, having worked the bogus, .letter for all that it was
worth, now admits that it was a forgery. 1889GUNTER That
Frenchman x\\. 298 [The steamer] is driving, for everything
.she is worth, down the waters of the Finnish Gulf. 1897
Mary Kingsley W. Africa 197 We spun round and round
. . I steering the whole time for all I was worth.

f4. Valuable; of value or use {to some end);

worthy. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 90 Zaynte paul. .heb hyer ynemned be meste
gentile guodes bet man may do and bet mest were ywoned
to by worb and profiti. 1383 Wvclif Matt. v. 13 To no thing
it [salt] is worth ouer, no Got that it be sent out, and defoulid
ofmen. 1422 YoNGEtr. SVfrfrV* Secret. 196 Hit isno^t wourth,
the Science and Iugementes of the Sterrys. 1449 Pecock
Repr. iiLviii. 325 And therfore this afore sett answere is not
worth, a 1450 Le Morte Arth.2545 To Ryde A-geyne h»m
All by dene Or ther worthe walles holde.

f b. Worth while. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Prot. 785 Vs thoughte it was noght worth

to make it wys. .And bad himseye his voirdit as hym leste.

1449 Pecock Repr. 11. i. 136, I wote not that it is worth
forto talke in resonyng with eny persoon of the laife vpon
eny mater of Goddis lawe, but if he be able [etc].

5. Of standing in respect of possessions, property,

or income; possessed of, owning. Usu. with speci-

fication of the sum.
^ 1460 Paston Lett. III. 429 Enquereof hym wher his goode
is,andwhat he iswurthe..; for I undre stande that he is

wurthe in money vc marke. 1497 Plumpion Corr. (Cam-
den) 123 She is called worth nv' beside hir land. 1531-*
Act 23 Hen. VI11, c. 2 Euery suche person . . beynge worthe
in mouable substaunce the cleere value of .xx.li. or aboue.
1551 in Feuiilerat Revels Ediv. VI (1914) 59 Gentlemen that
. .wolde not be seen in london so. .disgysed for asmoche as
they ar worthe or hope to be worthe. 1567 Harman Caveat
61 The troth is. .she would wekely be worth vi. or seuen
shyllinges with her begging. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Cam-
den) II. 257 Sr Theodore Mayerne is dead and left his

dawghter wourth a hundred thousand pounds in ready
mony. 1676 Ethekedge Man ofMode in. iii, You are for

Masks, and Private Meetings; where Women engage For
all they are worth I hear. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 260 p 1

If.. all my Securities are good, I shall be worth Fifty thou-
sand Pound. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina Ixxxii, She assures
me.. that I shall be sole heiress of all she is worth. 1821

Lamb Elia 1. Old Benchers Inner T. t He was master of
four or five hundred thousand pounds; nor did he look.,
worth a moidoreless. 1878 G. Macoosalo Ann. Q. Neig/tb.
xxxii, She will be worth something when she is married.

1 6. Of persons : Of account or importance

;

entitled to respect or honour ; worthy. Obs. (In

OE. also of things.)

Beowulf 1902 He pacm batweardeswurd Jesealde, bait

he syGban wa;s..mapme by weor3ra. c8S8./Eli-"hf.d Bodh.
xxxix. § 2 \Veli5 & weor& & rice & foreimcre on his a3iiuni

earde. a ixoo Grrefa in A nglia IX. 260 Aswahe gecneordra,
swa bift he weorSra. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 876
pa s"is!as be on bam here weorbuste waron. c 1200 Ormin
5020 & tu be sellf narrt rihht nohht wurrb Wibbutenn Godess
hellpe. c 1305 Lay. 30993 per neoren eorles no wurSer
[c 1275 worbere] bene chcorles. C1300 Harrow. Hell (E.)

172 ja, leue lord, godes sone, welcom be bou & worb come.
1340 Ayenb. 23 pet byeb be he3e men and bet byep mest
worb. Ibid. 90 Huo )Jet lest hep, lest is worb. ^1350 Will.
Palerne 2498 He wan a>a,en to william & to his worb make.
1393 Langl. P.PLC xi.310 Fore_be more a man may do,..
The more is he worth and worthu 1535 Coverdale Prov.
xvi. 32 He that can rule him selfe, is more worth then he y*
winneth a cite,

IL f 7. Of sufficient merit, entitled by merit,

deserving, to be or do something. Obs.
In OE. usually expressed by ivyrde: see Wurthe a.

c 1000 AIlfric Horn. II. 316 We 6e narron wurde beon his

wealas jeci^de, c 1300 Okmin 2357 pserpurrh wass ^ho wel
wurrb to ben Swa wurrbedd her onn erbe. Ibid. 19875
Forrpi wass jho wurrb att (Jodd,. .To don batt dedeo Sannt
Johan. c 1305 Lay. 2965 Hu mochel W013 leste bu me [*.* 1375
hu mochel worb holdist bou me] to waldcu kiuericbe. a 1300
Cursor M. 12822, I am noght worthe to lese be thuanges of
his sco. 1340 Ayenb. 231 Na^t ne is worb to habbe maiden-
hod of bodye bet hep wyl to by y-spoused. cx375.Sc. Leg.
Saints i. {Peter) 332 He. .mad hym byschope; for pat he
ves worth to haf sic degre. 1390 Gower Conf 1. 107, 1 trowe
ther be noman-.That halt him lasse worth than I To be
beloved, c 1430 Wyntoun Cron, v. 4502 He was worthe to

wyn wictorys.

b. Deserving or worthy of (something). J In

early use with genitive.
In OE. only in form ivyr9e %

Angl. iveorSe.

c 833 Will In Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 575 0a bwile be God
willcoxt oeara scnis sie pc loudes weorde tie. c888 .Lli-ki.d

Boeth. xvi. § r For his craeftum he bi5 amvealdes weorSe,
Xif lie his weor5e bicV. 12. . in Bracton De Leg. Angl. iv. i.

(Rolls) III. 184 He ne es othes worthe that es enes cyhy of
oth broken. C1400 Dcsir. Troy 1035^ Now, loke if J?U lede
soche longyng be worthe, As bou writis in bi wordes. c 1400
Rule St. Bend (verse) 922 Than es per wark worth mikyl
mede. a 1425 Cursor M. 12302 (Ti in.) pe chtldes frendes fro
bat houre helde ihesu worbe honoure. c 1470 Got. .r Gaw.
1245 Ilkane l;e werk and be will Is worth his rewarde.
1615 W. Lawson Country Houscw. Garden {1626) iS And it

i* hardly possible to mi.-.se in graffing so often, if your Gar-
diner be worth Ins name. 1772 T. Muuce Descr. Time-
keeper (1739) 19 It flatters me not a little that you should
think any thing of mine so much worth your trouble. 1830
Maukyat King's Own lii, The captain.. is not worth his

salt, 1873 Bkowning RedCo'.t. Nt.-cap 194 He will have
recognized. . Howmuch that's good in man. .makes Monsieur
Leonce Miranda worth his help.

T C. Without const. : Of merit, deserving. Obs.

_
C1380 Wyciaf Ser/n. Scl. Wks. I. 35S jour place is ordeyned

in hevene after bat 30 ben worbe,

fd. Deservingonaccountofdemerit orfault. Obs.
c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 72 In worde, & werk

I am to wite and worth to blame, c 1375 Cursor M, 44
(Fairf.) Our dedis fra our htrt takis rote, queber bai be worb
bale or bote, c 1400 Rom. Rose 7104 Wel were it worth to
bene brent.

8. Sufficiently valuable or important to be an
equivalent or good return for (something). Also
const, of. Worth {the) while : see While sb. 3 b.

1387 Trevisa Higden IV. 355 The queene. .beet Iudas ful

ofte, but al for nou-,t,ffor it was not worb be while. 1513
Dqvglas sEne is 11. vn. 129 Thair with my handis wrocht
I worth my deid. 1556 Higgard Display. Protestants 40
It shall be worth the traueill to say somwhat therein. 1642
C Saltonstall Navigator 65 They [the Theorems] will

give you so great a light. .that it will be well worth your
labour. 1667 M ilton /\ L.\. 262 To reign is worth ambition
though in Hell, 1711 W, King tr. Naude's Ref. Pol/tics iii.

107 That the crown of France was well worth the trouble of
hearing one mass. 1866 Neale Sequences <y Hymns 23 Ye,
who sometimes think the glory Of the labour scantly worth,

b. With vbl. sb. (in early use with the, ones') as

complement, f Also to with inf. (quot. 1559).
The const, also occurs with OE. ivyro'e, u-eorSe.

In recent times the illogical use of worth for -worth white,
and vice versa, is frequent.

(a) 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. vii. X ij b, My come. .was
not worth the cuttyng downe. 1559 Clough in Burgon Life
Gresham (1S39) I. 255 It was sure a sight worth to go 100
myles to see it I 1582 N. Licmefield iT.Castanheda's Conq.
E. Ind. 1. v, 13 (margin) Three smal Hands discouered not
worth the entering. 1617 Mokyson Itin. 1. 32 A Tower.,
worth the seeing, for the antiquity and building. 1630 A'.

Johnson's Ki?tgd. # Commw. 112 All histories will tell you,
it is a point wurth the looking into. 1669 Eakl Sandwich
tr. Barbu's Art ofMetals 1. u^74) 129 It is very well worth
ones making a journey purposely to see them. 1693 L'Ks-
trange Fables cccxliii. 300 Hang 'em All up. .they are not
Worth the Begging. 1798 Wokdsw. Peter Bell in. 815 An
Ass like this was worth the stealing ! 1833 Lister Arlington
II. 252 You may think it little worth the telling, ..but you
shall know every thing.

(b) 1591-5 Spenser Col. Clout 85 Well I weene it worth
recounting was. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 28 Viewing
round about all what was worth seeing in so famous a place.

x686 [Allix] Dissert, ill. in Rairamnus' Body <y BI. (1688)

54 It is worth observing., that the Adoration of the Sacra-
ment sprang not up till some Ages after. 1751 Hume Enq.
Princ. Morals vii. (1902) 256 [He] soon lost his iron lamp,
the only furniture which he had worth taking. 1783 Miss
Burnev Cecilia vtn. iv, That the matter is somewhat spread
..is now not lobe helped, and iherefore little worth thinking
of. 1836 Hints on Etiquette (ed. 2) 15 If a man be worth
knowing, he is surely worth the trouble toapproach properly.

1877 Mallock in iplh Cent. Sept. 251 (article) Is Life worth
living? 1889 T. A. Trollope What I remember III. 285,

I have then, as at all times, found life eminently 'worth
living.' 1915 Sisam Skeat's Havelok p. xxxi, When a text

has any claims to belong to the thirteenth century, it is

worth noticing what evidence it contains for the lengthening
of short vowels in open syllables.

C. With nouns having the force of vbl. sbs.

1660 Nicholas Papers (Camden) IV. 231 He is acquainted
with diuers things worth the knowledge. 1744 M. Bishop
Life 137, 1 . . was very inquisitive in asking about every par-

ticular Thing that was worth my Observation. 1773 Junius
Lett, lxviii. 338 It is worth the reader's attention to observe.

1837 Dickens Fickiu. iii, "They are not worth your notice,'

said the dismal man. 1877 Huxlev Physiogr. 76 The rusting

of this particular metal is worth closer study.

f9. Kit, meet, proper. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7515 It es noght worth, leif sir king, pat

man in godd haue niistrouing, a 1400-50 Wars Alexander
3426,1 maynly 30W swere, ., pe worthe wage bairn [tojwayue
J>at ]?ai haue wele serued. C1413 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

441 Certes to blame ben pe lordes grete, . . pat hir men lete

Vsurpe swiche a lordly apparaille; [It] Is not worp.

Worth (w£Sj», v.l Obs. exc. arch. Forms : (see

below). [Common Teut. : OE. iveordan, wurdan
{wear}, wurdon, gewordeti) = OKris. werlha,wirtha,

wirda (WKris. wirde), OS. werttan (MLG. and

LG. werden\ MDu. and Du. worden), OHG.
werdan, iverthan (MHG. and G. werden)

t ON.
and Icel. verba (Norw. dial, verda, vcrta, MSw.

varfa, vardha t
Sw. varda. Da. vorde), Goth.

wairpan. The stem is prob. the same as that of

L. verttre, OSlav. vruttti, vratiti (Russ. vertjef),

Lith. versti (stem vert-), Skr. vrit {v&rtate, vartti)

to turn, the sense in Germanic having developed into

that of 'to turn into', 'to become'. Cf.-WAitD suffix.

OE. compounds are represented by the obsolete For-

worth and 1-worth.)

A. Illustration of Forms.
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L a. Inf. a. i weorlSan, wurtfan, wyrtSan, 2-3

wrurfJen, wurpeu (3 Orm. wurrj?enn), 3 wrpan,

4 worsen, worthyn. £. 2 wurUe, 4 werj>e,

4-5 •wnorjje, 4-6 worthe. 7. 4 worJ>, 4-5 worth.

5. 4 worde, 5-7 Sc. word.
a. Beowulf'2526 Unc sceal weoroan . .swa unc wyrd geteo3.

17900 Andreas 182 {Gr.) Sceal feorhgedal.. setter wyrdan.

C iodo Daniel 1
1 5 (Gr.) paute rices gehwais . . sceolde . . ende

wurdan. cxzoo~Trin. Coll. Horn. 147 He wUte..}>at hit

wur6en solde. c isoo Ormin 492 patt nan ne shollde wurrb-

enn pa sett to wurrbenn prest. cizq$ Lay. 1234 par on

bu scalt wrban sael. c 1275 Prov. MIfred zoo in O. E. Misc.

115 It sollen wurben to nout. £1330 Assump. Virg. 262

(B.M. MS.), Ne schal me neuer worben wel. c 1394 /'. PL
Crede g Schent mote y worben. a 1400 in Anglia XVIII.

324 }if on be in poynt to worthyn wod.
0. ciaoo Trim* Coll. Horn. 147 He spec of bat be sholde

wurSe. 13.. Guy Warm. 1171 Suiche no mi}t y neuer

werbe. C1350 Will. Palerne 327 God lene him grace to god
man to worthe. cz^oq Gamelyn 491 Cursed mot he worthe.

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1817 What shall worthe of vs twoo !

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 930 To puder sal bou worth again.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 47 Lat hem worth til lewte be

iustice. a 1400-50 Wars Alexander 2378 He bad hym. .on

a blonk worth. 1549 Latimer 4th, Serm. be/. Edw. VI
(Arb.) 120 What wyl worth, .of thys man?

6. ax^oo Cursor Jlf. 22i%g(Edinb.) pe sternes. .sal. .worde

al Male sum ani col. C1373&. Leg. Saints xviii. {Lgipciane)

ii3i Now qithat sal word of me? 1533 Gau Richt Vay
fS.T.S.) 30 He wald word man for our sahiation. ai66$
W. Guthrie Serm. 14 (Jam.) What will word of my wife?

b. Pres. Ind.i&d singS) a. i weoryo'e$,(uuiurth-

it), wyT5eJ>, 3 wurlSSefl, 4 worjjep (//. worsen);
north. 1 worses, 4 worpez, -ia {2nd worjjest), 5

worthis, -5V. wordis, wourdis. i$. 1 weoro',wiertt',

wyr/8, wirtf, wurtS, 2 wrtf, 3 wurf), 3-4 worp,
4-5 worth (4 worht) ; 2nd 1 wyrat, 3-5 worst.
In OE. and early ME. the present tense is sometimes used

in place of the future.

«• 735 [see B. 2]. a$QQ Andreas 4S3 (Gr.) ?if ou..lama
binra este wyrScsL £950 Lindisf. Gasp. Luke i. 34 Hun
wor5es ois? a 1000 Laws of sEihelbirht xxxiv, Jif banes

blice weoroeb, m scillingura gebete. £1205 Lay. 8786 For
3et heo wun})e5 be lade, :. 1290 Bekct 998 in S. Eng.
Leg. 135 Alle we worbez i-brou-,t to nou^te. (11310 in

Wright Lyric P. ix. 36 Hit wortheth al to wyn. 13.. Guy
Warm. 407 foil worbest to hewen. 13.. Gaw. % Gr. h'nt.

1 106 Hit worbez to yourez. 1398 Trevisa Barth. Dt P. R.
vi. v. (Tollem. MS.), pe ouir party .. worbeb more ry^te,

and be neber parties .. worben more heuy. (11450 Le
Morte Arth. 782 Vp he worthis vppon his stede. c 1475
Ranf Coityar 706 y>ne is Wymond, I wait, it worthis na
weir, c 1480 Henryson Cock <y Jewel 23 pe bow bat ay is

bent Wordis vnsmart,

0, c888 /Elfked Bulk, iv, ponne he betwux us & hire

wyn5. C897 — Gregory's Past. C. rvii. in Hewiero self

to <5;es omicnesse. 4:900 B.eda's Hist. Pref. i. (1S90) 2

Hu wur5 he elles ^elaered? a iooo j^tWI sEthelbirht Ixv,

£if he healt weorS, \>&r motan freond seman. c 1000 ^Elfric

Gen. Hi. 19 Du. .to duste gewyist [w^-. wyrstl /bid., Exod.
vii. 9 Heo wyr5 to naeddran. anjS Colt. Horn. 235
Fram ba forme man to ba latst be wro et bes wrldes ende.

c 1250 Prov. sElfred 304 in O. E. Misc. 120 And selde wurb
he blybe and gled. U97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1570 So is be

stude ictuped nou & euere worjj. ci$z$ Sfiec. Gy Warm.
128 Sauued worJ> he neuere mo. C13&° ^ ir Ferunib. 488
Pyn auaunt worp dere abo;t. 1513 Douglas sEneis xn.

Prol. 187 Slekyt worth thir bestis sUynnis.

1297 R. Glquc. (Rolb) 2232 po\x worst ber king anon.

1377 Langl, P. PI. B. xix. 404 Ysaued worstow \v.r. worst

bou] neure. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 805 Elles b°w worst be-

leyn. 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1505 Certys, syre, thou worst

schent.

Q.Pres.Subj. 1 weor^5e,(uueorthae\2-3wurf?e,

{J>1.
wur/San), warpe, 3 wurthe, 4 wurth

; 3-4
worpe, 4-6 worthe ; 4 worp, 4-worth, (4wortht,

5 vorth) ; 6 Sc. wirth..

735 [see B. 2 b]. c 1000 Saxon Lecchd. III. 58 £if nae^l

of honda weorSe. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 153 I bonked wuroe
him. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 Ure fon . . wulled swo don,

bute we wur5en us wane, c 1250 Prov. JElfred 633 Wel
worbe be wid. c 1300 Haveiok 434 Waried wurthe he. Ibid.

2873 Blissed worbe his soule ay ! a 1352 Minot Poems ii.

11 Wele worth be while, a, 1375 Joseph Arim. 146 Mensked
he worbe! c 1400 Destr. Troy 597 Till ye fay worthe.

c 1440 Generydes 4871 Woo worth the tyme. 1500^20 Dim-
bak Poems xliv. 9 Wo wirth the fruct. .And wo wirth him.

1563 Homilies 11. Passion \\. 199 Wo worth the tyme that

war we synned. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. 887

Ah woe worth him.

d. Imper. 4 worth, fi
worthe.

a 1330 Otuel 823 Worb vp bi-hinden me her. c 1450 Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 249 Thanne worthe upp, Walis.

2. Past Tense. (1st and yd sing.) a. 1-3 wear]),

weafo\ wai^5, 2, 4 ward (2 uuard), 3-4 warp

(3 Orm. warr{>) ; 2-3 werfS, werj?, 4 werpe,

werth ;
pi. I wurdon, 2 wurtfon, wur]>en, 5

wordeu. 8. 3 wiirU, wurd, worp, (4 worpe\

4-6 worth (5 worthe). 7. St. and north. 5 word,

5-6 worde.
a. miuaA*&*U 1343 (Gr.) Hwaet wearSeow? CtfiOOAgi.

Gosd. Luke xxiii. 12 On Sam daege wurdun herodes & pilatus

xefrynd. a "54 ft E- Chron. an. 1135 Wurben men suioe

of uundred. c 1160 £T«I«HI G«A Matt. via. 26 par waro

aeworSen mychel smoltnyss. cxxftLamb.Hotn.^'&im.
rseed]..wer5 totreden. nioo Trin Coll Horn. 167 Pe

lichatne waro bretful of wunden. /»£ 181 He. .wearo bar

mide acheked. c 1200 Ormin 10960 paeraffterr wan> itt efft

to nohht. 13.. Guy Warw. 4723 Opon a mule sche warb

anon. i387 T:revisa Higden V. 277 At laste he werbe sike

^1400 Chron. R. Glouc. (Rolls) App G. VQ Noble he werb

& Sche. c 1400 T. Chestke Lmnnfal i« He ward yn greet

dette. 1481 Caxton Reynard xvi. (Arb.) 34 Thus worden

my teeth al blody.

0. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Haw.gg pat bred wur5 to fleis. C1250
Gen. 4- Ex. 995 His name 00 wur5 a lettre mor. Ibid, 1197
jhe wurd wid child, c 1275 Duty ofChristians 109 in 0. £.
JftJg. 144 pat folk worb eft wrope i-spild. 1387 Trevisa
Higaen V. 195 Lowys. .worbe sike. c \\\oGesta Rom. xlvi.

186 What worthe of hit he ne knew, c 1470 Henry Wallace
ill. 13 Wictaill worth scant. 1513 Douglas JEneis v. xi. 86

The myndis worth agast.

y* c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x\\. (Mat/iias) 420 He worde
stane-blynde. 1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 137 He knewe
not., what worde of them.

3. Past Participle* a. 1 jeworden, 2 -5en, 3 i-

wurtSen, 4 iworpe. p. l worden, 2 wurtSen,

3 Orm. wurrpenn, 5 wurthen ; 2-3 wor/Sen, 4
worpen, 4-5 worthen ; Se. 4—5 worthyn, -ine,

c—6 worthin (6 -ing), 6 wordine. 7. 2 wurpe,
5 worthe.
a. 971 Blickl. Horn, 223 He. .sona wearS hal jeworden.

cii6q Hatton Gosp. Matt. viii. 26 pa^r war3 jewor5en
mychel smoltnyss cxzjpHatiMeieLq And is bat..iwur3en
to meastling, 1387 Trevisa Higden IV. 187 pe Parthes bat

were i-worbe rebel.

fi. c 1000 Daniel \2\ (Gr.) WeariVhe. .acol worden. C1200
Trin. Coll. Hon:. 147 He spec of J>at..alse beh} hit wuroen
were, cizoo Ormin 3873 Godess Sune..Wa*s wurr^enn
mann. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {James) 198 Herrod.. wes
worthine be devilis lyme. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9691 To frete

horn with fyre, bat were fey worthen. 14.. Wyntoun
Cron. (W.) iv. 1654 Thai had sene The wethere worthing

brycht and schene. C1430 Pi/gr. Lyf'
Manhode 11. cxh.

(1869) 131 On horse he is wurthen vp. c 1480 Henryson
Want of li'yse Men 6 Wit is worthin wrynkis. 1513

Douglas AUneis in. Prol, 26 Wenis thou .. the craw be

worthin quhite. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.) 29 That God
is wordine mane.
y. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 219 Also suteliche swo it wurbe

were, c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vi. 516 Lete se what schulde

haue worthe of the men.

4. Weakforms, a. Pa.t. 3 wurlSede, 5wurthed ;

4-5 worthed(e, -id {Se. -yd) ; Sc. and north.

worthit,-yt (5 wourthit). b. Pa.pple. 4 worped,

worthed, Sc. 7 worde, 9 wort.
cizsoGen. fy Ex. 2946 De fisses..wuroeden dead. 13..

Gaw. <$ Gr. A'nt. 485 Til worbed an ende. Ibid. 678 A duk
to haue worbed. 1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 354 Thame
worthit .. abyde. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxiv. na pe

whilk,. worthed till a worthy and a.. Cristen man. c 1440

Alphabet of Tales. 307 What at wurthed of be bodie cuthe

neuer man tell, c 1470 Got. $ Gaw. 973 Thus wourthit schir

Gawyne wraith, a 1500 Hist. A'. Boccus A> Sydracke (? 1510)

S iij, The kyng - . worthed there vpon. 1570 Durham Depos.

(Surtees) 149 He knoweth not what is woorde of the graill.

1629 Z. Boyu Last Battell 425 (Jam-) What can bee worde

of such a., professor, 1818 Hogg Brownie ofBodsbeck I. 38

What could be wort of a' the sheep.

B. Signification.

1. intr. To come to be, come to pass, come about,

happen, take place.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 34 Cuoe5..[Maria]
g

to ?sem

engel, huu wor5es Sis? c 1000 Ags. Gosp. RIatt. viii. 26 He
behead bam winde& bare sx, & bacrweai-SjeworrSen mycel

smyltness. ciaoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 147 He spec of bat be

sholde wuroe. Ibid. 197 Hit is worsen alse ure louerd

wolde. 13.. Northern Passion H 410 Or be kok haue

krawin thrise Sail it worth opon bis wise. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr.

Knt. 485 Wyth wele wait bay bat day, til worbed an ende,

in londe. CX400 Leg. Rcodiv. 127 And so it wurthed at be

last pe cros al out of minde was past, c 1425 Eng. Conq.

Ireland xvi. 38 Aftyr this, worth gret spech yn-to all be

lond.

b. In the subjunctive mood, expressing a wish

for something to happen to one, usually with dat.

of person.

13.. Cursor M. 25633 (Gott.) Gabriel.. said, Meuedi 1 ful

of blis, ai worth be wel I' C1300 Haveiok 2221 He let his

oth al ouer-go, Euere wurbe himyuel and wo 1 c 1350 W ill.

Palerne 2567, I ne wot in wat wise to worche be best,.. but

worbe god wib alle. C1394 P. PI. Crede 493 Eft he seyde

to hem-selfe wo mote 30U worben. c 1400 Gamelyn 482 But

ever worthe hem wel that doth thee moche sorwe. c 1450

Mirk's Festial 295 pe dor tyneth on hym for euermore and

so eurelasting farcwel worthe hym and hys werkys.

C. In the phrases woe worth (now arch.)* and

well worth (obs.) followed by noun or pronoun.

(Cf. Woe A. 4, Well a. 1.)

(«) c nog Lay. 3359 Wa worSe ban monne pe lond haueSe

midmenske. 13.. Cursor M. 21992 (Edin.) Antecriste.. wa
worbe his wit ! c 135a Will. Palerne 4118 $if i wrong seie

any word, wo worb me euer. 1390 Cower Conf. III. 320

Wo worthe evere fals envie 1 CX440 Gesta Rom. lxL 260

Woo worthe the oure that euer I was made in ! 1470-85

Malory Arthur vi. xi. 132 Wo worth this swerd, for by hit

haue I geten my dethe. a 1541 Sir X. Wyatt Poems(igi3)
I. 76 Thou toke her streight from me : that wo worth thee !

1600 Holland Livy v. xlviii. 211 Wo worth men conquered,

and downe with them still. 1647 Hekrick Noble Numb.,
Widow's T. 2i Woe worth the Time, woe worth the day,

That reav'd us of thee, Tabitha. a i&ox R. Gall Poems <y

Songs (1819) 30 Wae worth ye, sir 1 it sets ye ill To talk to

me in sic a style. 1810, 1870 [see Woe A. 4].

{b) C1205 Lay. 13079 Wel wur5e be Vortiger pat bu aert

icumen her. c 1x50 Gen. fy Ex. 155 Wel wurSe his niijt. .,

oe wrout is on oe fer5e day 1 13. . Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 2127

Wel worth be, wy^e, bat woldez my gode. a 135a Minot
Poems ii. 5 It es wrokin, I wene, wele wurth pe wliile.

ciyjt Chaucer Troylus v. 379 Wel worth of dremes ay bese

olde wyues. c 1480 Henryson Pox Sc Wolffs Weill worth

my Father, that send me to the lair.

2. To become, come to be (something) : a. With

sb. or adj. as complement.

735 Bxda's Death-verse 1 Fore there neidfaerae naenis

uuiurthit thoncsnotturra than him tharf sie. 97X Blickl.

Horn. 175 pa hwile be he bser stod, he wearb faennga geong

cnihL a 1154 O. E* Chron. an. 1135, And uuard be sunne

suilcals it uuare thre niht aid mone. Ibid. an. 1154, pat ilee

dxi..ba saeclede he & ward ded. ^ 1200 Ormin 160 Obre
unnfacwe shulenn ec Full glade & blibe wurrbenn. c 1205
Lay. 32107 penne scullen i[n] Bruttene blissen wur5en riue.

C1250 Gen. cV Ex. 1175 Abimalech wurS sek on-on. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2806 Louerd he worb of france. 11320
Sir Tristr. 836 1'il y tristrem se, No worb y neuer blibe.

1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 265 Bute be loweste bat liuede his

lord mihte worbe. 1387 Trevisa Higden I. 189 Scheepe bat

drynkej> of bat oon [riverj schulle worbe blak, and schepe
bat drynkeb of bat ober schul worbe why te. a 1400 Stock/:.

Med. MS. 699 m Aftglia. XVIII. 324 }if on be in poynt to

worthyn wood For peyne of teth, dragance is good, c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. viii. iii. 145 He suld hawe worthyd rtde

for schame A fre kynryk swa til defame. 1456 Sir G. Have
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 45 For dout that thai worth proude
and hautayn of thair office. 1513 Douglas Mneis iv. ProL

245 O lust,. .Thyself consumyng worthis insaciable.

b. With past participles.

735 B.eda's Death-verse 5 Hwaet his gastae . . aefter

deothclaege doemid uueorthae. 01154 0, E. Chron. &n. 113&
Wurben men suiSe of uundred & of dred. 1 1x75 Lamb.
Horn. 133 Sum of be sede feol..bi be weie and wer5 to-

treden. C1200 Ormin 347 patt streon batt wass..lac to

wurrbenn oflredd her O rodetreowwessallterr. ^1250 Gen.

»5- Ex. 1943 In flisoisternisse,. -5ct wur5e [he] worpen naked
and cold. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 2801 Cristendom wor)>

icast adoun. c 1750 Wilt. Palerne 2291 But god now hem
help, slayn worb"j>ei slepend. 1377 Lancu P. PI. B. xix.

404 But bow lyue by lore of spiritits z'usticie, .. ysaued
worstow neure. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1871 If bou tarie longe

her-wyb bou worst y-schent He5e bow worst an honge.

c 1425 Eng. Conq. Ireland xli.v. 124 Al the contrey forth

ther-aftyr worth so I-storbet, that [etc.],

3. With prepositional or adverbial complements:

a. To come to be, attain to being (in a particular

place or condition).

e888 /Elfked Boeilu iv, Swa de<5 eac se mona., bonne he

betwux us & hire [the sun] wyr'5. a 900 Cynewulf Crist

1028 ponne..Adames cynn ..weorbeS foldrseste eardes a;t

ende. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 327 po he adde is bone ido he

werb aslepe ri^t bere. C1374 Chaucer Cot/.pt. Mars 248

He wend anon to worthe out of his mynde. c 1400 Trevisa
Higden VII. 505 The strete werth a fuyre. C1400 T.
Chhstre Lautifal 131 So savagelych hys good he besette,

That he ward yn greet dette. c 1470 Gel. % Gaw. 1096 Lat

it worth at my wil the wourschip to wale.

b. To turn or be converted to something; to

change in status to.

Beowulf'2203 Heardrede hildemeceas..to bonan wurdon.

a 1 122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 870, Hit ba ban aer

waes ful rice, ba hit wearo to nan bing. a 1023 Wui.fstan
Hom.xxx. 145 Wcsceolon on worulde wurSan wurmum
to Bete, c 1200 Ormin 6976 patt steorrne . .Warrb all to

nohht. . Affterr batt Crist wass fundenn. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 99 pat bred wur<5 to fleis and be drink* to blod.

c iz^o Ilali Meid. 9 And is bat tu wendest gold, iwuroen

to meastling. c 1300 A'. Horn (Laud) 467 pou art so fayr

and briycte, pou schalt worbe to knyte. 13.. Gaw. $ Cr.

A'nt. 1106 Quat-so-euer I wynne in be wod, hit worbez to

yourez. c 1394 P. PL Crede 746 And ich a beggers hrol..

worb to a writere. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.)

211 Sa that, hot gif thare war a soverane. .all the world wald

wortli to nocht.

C. To get up, on or upon, a horse, etc.

c izgo Beket 1164 in S. Eng. Leg. 139 pe holi Man. .werth

op.. and rod him forth wel faste. 13.. Guy Warzv. 4723
Opon a mule sche warb anon. C1330 Arth. <fr

MerL 5053

(Kulbing) A destrer bo ladde Agreuein . .& seyd,' Worb her

on hastiliche P ^1374 Chaucer Boeth, 11. pr. ii. (1868) 35

Worbe vp [L. ascende] yif bou wilt. C1400 Master of
Game (MS. Digby 182) xxxiii, pe horsmen bat beth bere at

be deth, shulde worthe vppe on horse. C1450 Lovelich

Merlin 11398 Kyng Arthewr be be Reyne his hors took son,

'My leve frend, he seide, 'worth vp jn haste.' a 1500

Hist. K. Boccus fy Sydracke (? 1 510) S'w'u For thy the kyng

Boccus anon Toke hors and worthed there vpon.

d. To become of{= happen to, betide). Also

with on.

C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 277 God behi^t hem
Isaac, and tolde what shulde worbe of him. c 1400 Maun-

dev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 139 We wist neuere what worthed of be

remenaunt. c 1449 1'ixock Repr. v. vi. 516 Lete se what

schulde haue worthe of the man in these ^eeris, if thei hadden

not be mad religiose. 1549 Latimer 4thScrm.bcf.Edw.VI
(Arb.) 120 What wyl worth, what wyl be the ende of thys

man 1 C1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 150 He knew not

from whence they came, or what worde of them. 1629 Z.

Boyd Last Battell 425 (Jam.) Then many shall wonder

what can bee worde of such a blazing professor, a 1665 \V .

Guthrie Serm. 14 (Jam.) What will word of my house?

And, What will word of my goods and gear? 1818 Hogg
Brownie of'

Bodsbeck I. 38, I was.. considering what could

be wort of a* the sheep.
. r f \.

e. To pass away, go hence, remain after \m be-

n Cursor M. 191 10 (Edin.) pe lastand dede sal worbe

awai* C1350 Will. Palerne 2355 Wende listly hennes ft

late me worb after, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1975 pou shall haue

bat I hete & bou hence worth, a 1425 Cursor M. 225BB

(Trin.) Lord god bat lasteb ay pou shal vs do to worbe away.

4. To let (one) worth : to let alone ; .
= I-worth 6.

1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2330 per fore he was so prout & be

king nas him sulf bote as a ssade, & let im worbe al out.

C13S0 Will. Palerne 3597 'Lat.me worb »_TO>™»«*
'bat schal i wite sone '. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 187

For-bi I conseille alle be comune to lat be catte worthe.

,: 1400 Rom. Rose 6037 Late ladies worthe with her thyngis.

c 1450 Merlin 'in. 58 Than seide Merlyn, Let me worthen

ther-with, and I shall a-quyte me of the coueaaunt that

I made '.

5. To behove, need, be necessary. Usu. imper-

sonal with dative preceding {him worthit, etc.). Sct

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 194 Him worthit, magre his, abyde

In till ane hamelat neir thair-by. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 11.

{Paul) 651 pis Nero worthit ay of ned..ryse aye quhene
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his master come nere. c 1435 Wyntoun Cron. vi, 333 pis

Pyppyne t>aii. .Werthit til lak til hym..Off Frawns pat
tyme pe gouernaylle. c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 271 Schir

Amar said; ' Trewis it wordts tak '. Ibid. vm. 1616 Off
this saynfgj me worthis for to ces.

T Worth, v.2 Obs. Forms : 1 weorxjian, wurU-
ian, wyrflian, north. worftisan, 2-3 wurtSien,

-in, wiir/Sen (3 Orm. wurrpenn), wurtSgin {pa.

pple. 2 iwurUe^ed, 3 iwur(d)get\ wurtSie, 3
wurrpe, wor)>i, 5 worth(e. [OE. weordian>

wztrdzan, f. weorp Wokth sbA]

1. trans. To honour (.1 person or thing) ; to treat

with honour or respect.

C897 iELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 123 £>u weor3as5
Sine suna ma Sonne me. 971 Blickl, Hom.w Weorpian we
eac pa clapas his hades, nooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xv. 8 pis

folc me mid welerum wurpa5 [v.r, weorpaSl c 117S Lamb.
Horn. 45 We ajen pene sunne dei swipeliche wel to wurpien.
c 1200 Orm in 2358 pserpurrh wass 3ho wel wurrp to ben
Swa wurrpedd her onn erbe. c 1205 Lay. 13422 pas cnihtes
weoren an hirede ha;hliche iwurded. c 1250 Gen. § Ex.
262 Ihesus..Ros fro ded on 5e sunenday, o;it is for5 siSen

wor&ed ay. Ibid. 3503 WurS 5m fader and moder so, Sat
5u hem drede. a 1400-50 Wars Alexander 2124, I wald
more worth., a wyse man disciple, pan pe honour pat
Acheles a^t.

b. To pay divine honours to (a deity) ; to

worship.
cSg\ Alfred Oms. iv. iv. 162 pa diofia pe hie an simbel

weorpedon. 971 Blickl. Horn. 27 Jif pu feallest to me &
me weorbast. £975 Rushw. Gosp. John iv. 22 Jie worSi^as
"pie se ne wutun, we wor5iga3 *pte we wutun. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 11 Hine }e scule wurpian and hersuinen and luuian
mid al euwer heorte. c laoo Trim. Coll. Horn. 45 TJre
hlouerd ihesu crist..he3ed and wurfied hie he. < 1205 Lay.
1162 Heo wurfteden paet anlicnes: pe scucke hit on-feng.
C1150 Gen. <y Ex. 1S45 WiS newe alter wurSed he wel oe
strong god of ysrael.

2. To raise to honour ; to distinguish.
<i 900 Cynewulf Elene 1195 (Gr.) Bii)..se hwaeteadi^

wig^e weorSod, se past wicg byr6. a 1000 Waldere L 23
(Gr.) Weoroa 3e selfne godum dxdum. c 1205 Lay. 2614
Al his cun he wuroede, richen & wrecchen. <r 1400 Chron.
R. Glouc. (Rolis) App. G. 154 peos foure weyes on pis loud,
king belin. .Made & worpede ham. wip griet] franchise.

Worthen, v. nonce-wd. [f. Worth a. + -en.]

trans. To raise in worth.
1894 ' G. Egerton ' Discords 241 Woman has cheapened

herself .. through ignorant innocence, she must learn to
worthen herself by all-seeing knowledge.
Worthethy, obs. form of VVobthy.

"Worthful (,wz>Mpful), a. Forms : 1 weorUful,
l -3 wutf5-, wurjjful (3 Orm. wurrpfull)

, 3
wurthful ; 4 worpuol, 7 worthful(l ; 6 wyrth-
fulL [OK weor/>-,wurpfu/

t
f. weorp , tiw^/Wokth

sbA In later use app. re-formed (partly to match
worthless) in 16—

1
7th and again in 19th cent.,

perhaps on the model of G. wertvoll.]

1. Of persons : Honourable ; deserving of honour;
meriting respect or reverence; full of worth or

merit. Also absol.

Beowulf 3099 Swa he manna wacs wi?;end weorflfullost
wide jeond eordan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xiv. 8 Ne site

pu on pam fyrmestan setle, pe-bcs. .sum weoroTulra sis
in^eladod fram hym. <i 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.
1086. 5 8 Se cyng Willelm . . wjes . . swioe rice & wurdfulre .

.

bonne senijr, his fore-genga wa;re. c iaoo Ormin 5195
Helyas wass. .an wurrpfull prophcte. a 1*50 Owlfy Night.
1481 Jcf he is wurpful and aht man. 1340 Ayenb. 16 pe
he^e men..and be liardi and be worpuolle. 1536 in Lett.
Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 126 Ryght wyrthfull sir, with due
reverens my duty remembred [etc.]. 1607 Rowlands Guy
War~w. Ep. Ded., Disdain not therefore (most worthful and
precious spirit) . , to vouchsafe the view of these Artless
Lines. 1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Cor. x. 13 (1656) 728 As any
man is more worthful, he is more modest. 1&49 Rock Ch.
Fathers II. 272 Those high-born dames and worthful females
whom Margaret the queen had drawn about her. a 1909
G. Tyrrell Autob. (1912) I. 238 The more worthful have to
repair the defective training of the noviceship.

f2. Respectful, reverent ; loyal. Obs.
cxooo Sax. Leechd. III. 440 Munecas xestapolode to

weorpfulre benunge hajlendes cristes. c 1*50 Gen. <V Ex.
2678 Or [= beforel haue he hire plijt & sworen, 5at him sal
fei5 wurpful ben boren.

3. Having worth or value ; valuable ; precious.
ai*»5 Ancr. R. 140 pet heo. -Slren3e5 & de5 menske hire

wurofule soul*, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1017 His wundri werkes
& wurftful in eorSe. a 1240 Lofsnng in O. E. Horn. 1. 211
Turn to be worlde pi wuroful rode b«t pu spreddest pe on.
1599 Makston Antonio's Rev. 11. ii, That prince that worth-
full praise aspires, From hearts, and not from lips, applause
desires. 1879 Pentecost In Vol. Bk. vi. (1882) 43 Just as
a man's note is only current and worthful because the man is

good. 1888 Furnivall E. E. T.S. t Texts preparing, Gen.
Notices 3 Some [Lives of Saints] are dull. .But.. all are
worthful for the history of our language. 1893 Upton
ttibberi Led. (1894) 298 The presence of absolutely worth-
ful ideas in our consciousness.

Hence tWo-rthfiilhead.honou^dignity; WoTth-
fulness, value.
c 1250 Gen. <v Ex. 3499 Ne let 5u nogt min wur(S-ful-hed

forfaren in Se fendes red. 1894 Pkntecost in Brit. Weekly
20 Sept. 338 Make this the touchstone of worthfulness in
selecting the books.

t Wo-rthihead, -hood. Obs. [f. Wobthy «.]
Honour; distinction; worthiness.
1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 333 Thar may no man haf worthy-

hede, Bot he haf wit to steir his stede [v.r. deid]. c 1470
Harding Chron. Ed. Pref. (1813) p. x, He was a knyght,
clecte for worthihode.

Worthiless, obs. var.WoBTHLKas a.

Vol, X.

a 154a Wyatt Ps. cii. Proem. 15 The Justice y
rt so his

promesse complyshythe For his wordes sake to worthilesse

desert. 1590 J. Proctor in C. S. Right Relig. A iij, I will

leaue you, loth to keep you too long, perusing a worthilesse

pamph let.

t WoTthily, a. Obs. Forms: 4worpiliche,
-lych, worthilyche ; 4 worpili, worthily, -yly,

5 wurthyly, wordyly. [var. of Wokthlt a. y

after worthy.] Worthy, honourable.
13.. Ga'tv. tf Gr. Knt. 343 Wolde 3e, worpilych lorde,..

Bid me bo^e fro pis benche. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 846
For-py vche saule pat hade neuer teche, Is to pat lombe a
worthyly wyf. C1350 Will. Palerne v6$2 A! worpiliche
wijt, wel wo is me noube ! la 1400 Morte Arth. 695 Seyne
that worthilyche wy went vn-to chambyre. c 1400 Anturs
of Artk. 365 (Thornton MS.) Scho was the worthilieste
wyghte, pat any wy inyghte welde.

Worthily (wzrrd'ili), adv. Forms : a. 4 worp-,
worthilych, 5 wurthilyche

; 4 -worpili, -ily,

-yly> 4-5 worthili, 4-6 worthyly (4 -ylye, 5
-ylie, wurthyly), 4- worthily (5 worththily,

7 worthilie) ; 5 wordyly(e, 6 Sc. vordily. (1,

4 wortheliche, -eli, 4-7 worthely (6 -elie,

woorthely). [f. Worthy a. + -ly 2
. The ^-forms

are not always distinguishable from variants of

Worthly adv.]

+ 1. With due dignity, pomp, or splendour. Obs.

(Passing into sense 3.)
13. . Gaw. <? Gr. Knt. 72 When pay had waschen, worthyly

pay wentcn to sete. C1350 Will. Palerne 4290 With a real

route he rod hire a*5ens, & worpili hire he wolcomed. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 8, I. .was war of a womman wortheli
yclothed. c 1400 Destr, Troy 1632 Priam. .a pales gert

make, . . Full worthely wroght Sc by wit caste, c 1440 Gesta
Rom. iv. 12 Thei buryed the body of the kny^t, worthely
among hem in a newe sepulcre. a 1450 Contin. Brut 461
This coronacion was worthely doon. Ibid. 486 Lordes and
ladyes were worthely served thurgh all the Court. 1522
World ff Child (facs.) A ij, I am not worthely wrapped nor
went But powerly prycked in pouerte.

fh. Becomingly, elegantly. Obs. rare.

13 . . Gaw. tf Gr. Knt. 144 Bot his wombe & his wast were
worthily smale.

2. In a manner befitting one of high standing or

character ; in accordance with one's own dignity or

personal worth; honourably, nobly.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 186 Men telieo pat he doth In

armes day by day so worpily. . pat alle prys hath he. 138a
Wycuf F.phes. iv. z So L.byseche, that 5e walke worthiry
in the clepinge, in which 3e ben clepid. ti 1400-50 Wars
Alexander 1405 pai within on pe wall worthili with-stude.

1450-1530 Afyrr. Our Latlye 11. 259 Al this sayde worshyp
was done vnto oure lady, .by cause she had worthyly ouer-
come the fende. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 462
Hercules and theseus did worthyly and digne of memorye.
2569 J. Rogers Glasse Godly Love (1876) 18S This blessed
state of Matrimony. . I exhort you., that you walke worthely
therin. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ii. 25 Well may I certes

such an one thee read, As by thy worth thou worthily hast
wonne. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ty CI. n. ii. 102 Worthily spoken
Mecenas. a 1629 Hinde % Bruen xxxi. (1641) 97 He that

had done so worthily at Ephrata, became famous in Bethle-
hem. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 2 The gentleman
has moved worthily, and like a gentleman. 1784 CowfER
Task v. 807 The soul that sees Him,, .learns at least t* em-
ploy More worthily the pow'rs she own'd before. 1807 G.
CHM.MERsCaledonia I.iti. vii.380 He worthily fell, in fighting

for his people. 1858 J. G. Holland Titcomby
s Lett. vii. 157

An incident of a life worthily spent. 1886 Manch. Exam.
8 Feb. 5/5 The office he has long worthily held as parlia-

mentary secretary to the Trades' Union Congress.

b. Const, of, or ellipt. for this.

1841 W. L. Garrison Life ill. 15 There are. .some, .who
do not walk worthily of their profession. 1881 F. T. Pal-
grave Visions Eng. 237 Oft hast thou acted thy part, My
country, worthily theel

3. According to desert or merit ; as one (or it) is

deserving or worthy ; deservedly, justly, rightly.

The attribution of desert may be either to the subject or
object of the sentence.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter Prol. 3 We menge wordis of

louynge sa pat worthily he may trow him. 1447 Bokfnam
Seyntys, Afarg. 86 This blyssyd mayde Margrete wurthyly
Be these sexe vertuhs to heuene dede stye. 1535 Coverdalk
/ Chron. xvi. 25 For the Lorde is greate and can not
worthely be praysed. 1548 Patten (title) The Expedicion
into Scotlande of the most woorthely fortunate prince
Edward. 1591-5 Spenser Col. Clout 375 Or be their pipes

vn^unable and craesie, That they cannot her honour wor-
thy-He? 1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 109 The other wines of this

Country, .and all the other fruits cannot be worthily praised.

1642 D. Rogers Naanian Ep. Ded. 1 For all men to cast
their eyes upon, and that worthily; for most costly and
pretious was their matter. 1695 Lu. Prksion Boethius 11.

62 That which cannot be taken away is worthily esteemed
the most excellent. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 2 We
know of no case, .wherein he [the Wild Man] is worthily
represented. 1844 H. G. Robinson Odes of Horace 1. vt,

Who worth'ly of Mars shall write In adamantine Tunic
bound J 1865 Kincslev Herevj. ix, His father, .promised
him the succession—which indeed he had worthily deserved.

b. Used with reference to demerit or the punish-
ment for this.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xvii. (Bodl. MS.),
Dautd blamed worthilich )>• seruantes of king saule pat
were sleping. 1509 Barclay Ship of Fools (1874) 1. 247
But suche youth, .worthely lyue in brawlynge stryfe and
payne. 1550 Crowley Last Trumpet 175 But if thou wilt

be styl sturdy. .The I.ord shall plage the worthely. 159a
Greene Repentance Wks. (Grosartj XII. 187, I haue so
often offended thee that I haue worthely deserued death.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. iv. 188 As the processe of her life

was in many passages therof worthily infamous, a 1678

T. Stanley Hist. Philos. xin. xxix. (1687) 933/2 Ingratitude

is worthily hateful to all men. 1784 Cowprr Tiroc. 404
Egregious purpose ! worthily be^un In barb'rous prostitu-

tion of your son.

C. Fittingly, in respect of subject or matter.

1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 6 My trauayl herein
coulde no wayes l>e more worthely bestowed. 1565 T.
Stapleton Foitr. Faith 14 Here a man not knowing the
mi-tery, might worthely l>e astonned. 1642 J. Eaton Honry.
c. Free Justify That new distinction . . is the more worthily
to be suspected for a corrupter of the Gospel.

4. With due devotion or reverence ; in a fitting

spirit ; reverently, devoutly; also, with real desert

by reason of faith or good life.

a 1340 Hampolf. Psalter xiv. 1 Lord wha sail won in pi

tabernakile, pat is wha worthily lufis pe here. CI386
Chaucer Pars. T. p 385 Men may also refreyne venial

synne by receyuynge worthily of ihe preciou.-. body of Ihesu
crist. cnysPilgr. LyfManhode 1. Ixxiii. (186^,) 42 And if

this bred thou wolt nempne and ciepe wel and wurthilyche,

j sey it is bred of 1> T. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <t Sydracke
(? 1510) /'ivb, Yf this word be worthely spoken It shalbe
hard fro erth to heuen. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531J

171 b, Clennesse o( hert, wherhy they may worthyly laude
and prayse god. 1565 Harding Ansu: y>"wel 132 By the

vertue and ethcacie of this Sacrament duely and worthely
received. 1610 Healky St. Aug. Citie ifGod xv. xxiii. 563
Wee do worthily beleeue that the 70. had the spirit of pro-

phecy. 1755 Young Centaur i. n As to God, they say,
' The natural religion commands us to think worthily, and
speak reverently, of Him'. 1770 Sacraments Explain d
(ed. 2) 54 A second Thing required, is the State of Grace,
without which, no one can worthily receive this Sacranieiy.

T 5. At a proper rate or value. To take worthily

:

to accept graciously. Obs.
c 1380 Wycuf Wks. (1SS0) 381 Heliye left pe grete richesse

..& tooke worbi'i be pore oidenance. . pat a goode man &
his wyfe proferid to hym. 1390 Goweb Conf I. 180 As thei

come To hire. .To schewen such thing as thei broghte,

Whtche worthili of hem sthe boghte.

fWcrthine. Obs. [OE.*wortiign,\a.r. ofwor-

dig
%

f. worp Worth sb.2 Survives in place-names as

-wardine.~\ An enclosure, close ; seealsoquot. 1701.
xa.. Reg. Prior. B. M. Wigorn. (Camd.) 95 b, \VT , persona

de Wittun pro j Wrthin : In festo viij. d. 1701 Cmvets In-

terpr. (ed. Kennett), // 'orthinus, a Worthine of Land, a cer-

tain quantity or dimension ofGroundsocall'd in the Man nor
of Kiugsland, Coin. Hereford.

"Worthiness (wtVltfines). Forms : a. 4 worpi-,

worJ>ynes(s(e, 4-7 worthi-, worthynes, 5-6
worthy-, 5- worthiness

; 4 wurpy-, 5 wrarthy-
ness e, wurthines (wurghtinesse); 6 woorthi-,
woorthyness(e, wourthines. £. 5 wordynesse,
6 Sc. wirdines. [f. Worthy a. + -ness.]

1. The character or quality of being worthy, in

various senses: a. Of persons.
a. 1340 Hampole Pr, C. 3757 pe help.. Availles til pe

sanies in purgatory,.. Aftir bai _er of worthynes. c 1374
Chaucer Troylus \\. 178 In al pis world per nys a belt re

knyght Than he pat is of worthinesse welle. 1390 Cower
Conf. I. 90 Remembrance That thei toke of his worthinesse

Of knyhthod and of gentilesse. 1447 Bokenam Seyntys,

Anna 607 This lady to preysen. .Aftyr be meryte of hyr
worthynesse, Fer pasyth my wyt c 1489 Caxton Blan-
chardyu xliii. 167 By the hyghe proueise & grete worthynes
of blanchardyu. a 1533 Bernfrs Gold. Bk. Af. Aurel. (1546)

Lvj b, All the world feared Rome onely, for her worthynes
in armes. 1550 Crowley Inform. Sel. Wks. (1872) 163 Stand
not to much in your own conceyte, gloriynge in the worthy-
ness of your bloude. c 1590 Fair* Em 1. iv. 35 Such costly

robes As may become her beauties worthynes. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. 11. i. 212 He is a good one, and his worthynesse Do's
challenge much respect. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. x. 46
Worthinesse, is a thing different from the worth, or value of

a man; and also from his merit, or desert ; and consisteth

in a particular power, or ability for that, whereof he is said

to be worthy, a 1676 Hale Common Latv (1713) 239 They
are in Law in the s.ime Right of Worthiness and Proximity
of Blood, as their Root.. was. 1741 Richardson Fatnela 1.

104, I am awaken'd to see more Worthiness in you, than

ever I saw in any Lady in the Land. 1801 Wordsw. Prioress*

T. 1. 30 My knowledge is so weak, .. To tell abroad thy
mighty worthiness. 1879 Faerar St. Paul (1883) 173 A
Divine Charity not only perceives real worth, but even
creates worthiness where it did not before exist.

&. ^1450 Merlin xiv. 303 Thei semede to be of grete

wordynesse. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyu xiv. 49 O thou
free knyght, replenysshed wytb prowesse & of grew wordy-
nesse.

b. Of things or qualities.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. vii. (1495) 556 Siluer.

.

berep pe prise after golde in worpines and valow. c 1400

Rom. Rose 5536 For ther may be no Richesse Ageyns frend-

shipp of worthynesse. 1436 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr. 17383

For love excellyth in worthynesse Euery tresour and rych-

esse. 1450-1530 A/yrr. Our Ladye 11. 288 All erthly crea-

tures restored ageyne in maner to the worthynesse of

effecte that they were made for. 154' Act 33 Hen. K///,

c 37 P 1 Suche.. hereditamentes shoulde be knytt unyted

and annexed, .. agreable to the worthiness and digmtye

thereof. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 11. 67 Next

vnto the Rose in woorthynesse, for his Sauour and beautifull

whitenesse is the Lillye. 1638 Knius Paint. Ancients 47

Art can doe nothing without the material! ; whereas the

material! without Art bath her own worthinesse. 1675

Baxter Cath. Tkeol. it. 1. 335 Is there ever the less worthi-

ness in it, because God causeth it ? a 1768 Secker Sertn.

(1771) VI 132 Convinced of their Mission from Heaven by

. the singular Worthiness of their Conduct. 1850 Clouch

Poems, etc. (1869) I. 167 Say, if you can,, .when was there

most real worthiness of existence.

o. With a (and plural), that, or this.

13.. tr. ^Elred in Engl. Stud. VII. 328 Now, suster,.. go
nyer and chalange sum partye of alle pis swete wurpynesse.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xv. 235 Forto bc.deuoutli remem-
brid..upon Goddis worthinessis. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our
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WORTHING. 330 WORTHY.
Lad: e n. 91 A prerogatyue is an excellente worthynes. 1590
Stockvvood Rules Construct. 8 This woorthiness of one
person aboue another, is not of birth or blood. 1657 Jer.
Taylor Disc. Friends/tip 30, I may take in also the acci-

dental and extrinsick worthinesses. 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
N. T. Matt. x. 11 There is a worthiness consistent with free

Grace. 1753 Richardson Graudison (1781J I. xxxvi. 256
My Brother is valued by those who know him best, not.,
for this or that single worthiness [etc.]. 1803 South ey Lett.
{1856) I. 243, I could make a swelling, .passage about the
old gentlemen and their worthinesses, i860 Trench Serm.
Westm. Abbey xxxiii. 362 There is a worthiness in God's
saints,, .though that worthiness is itself of God's free giving,

t 2. With possessive pron., as a title. Obs.
1390G0WER Conf. Prol.50* He. .had me doo my besynesse

That to his hihe worthinesse Som newe thing I scholde
boke. a 1400-50 Wars Alexander 1938 Sire, wetis it wele,
3oure worthines [etc.]. Ibid. 3163 First wrate I to 3our
worthines. 1455 Rolls 0/ Par It. V. 287/1 The grete and
outrageouse costes and expenses not unknowen unto your
wurthynesses, which.. 1 bare, in execution of the said charge.

1564 Brief Exam. Bj, Your worthynesse may knowe what
my iudgement is. 1602 Chkttle Hoffman 1. (1631) C 1, We
know your worthinesse is experienc't in all true wisedome,
1608 Heywood Saltitst, Hist. Ded., Your worthinesse.

•J*
3. Ceremony, pomp. Obs." 1

a 1450 Contin. Brut 428 The Quene was dellyuyryd of a
feyre sone, . . whiche with high and grete worthynesse was
brought forthe, and cristenyd.

f 4. The quality of deserving to be treated in a

specified manner. Obs.""1

1396-7 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1907) XXII. 303 5et [this sin]

..passi th in worthinesse to ben punischid in peynis of helle.

tWoxthing 1
. Obs. Korms: 1 weortJung,

1-2 wuriSung, 1-3 wufBing; 1 wor/5ung, 3-4
worbing (4 worbynge). [OE. weortSung, wurd-
ung, f. wcorft-, wurdian Worth z\2] Honour

;

respect ; worship.
C897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. iii. 35 For Saere weorSunge

flaes folces he bis on ofermettu awended. ^950 Lindisf.
Gosp. Mark vi. 4 Ne is wit^e butaworSung. ciooo/Elfkic
Lev. ii. a Lecge uppan bast weofod Drihtne to wurbunga.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 59 pencheS nu men hwilch wur3in(g)
oow haueS idon be heouenking. Ibid. 109 Godes la^e bit

ec mon wurSie efre his feder and his moder mid muchelere
wurbunge. c 1250 Gen.

<J-
Ex. 33 Du giue me sell timinge

To thaunen ftis werdes biginmnge, Be, leuerd god, to
wurSinge. Ibid. 3787 Of So Reklefates for wurSing, Woren
mad. .Corunes. a 1300 Fall <fr Passion 5 in E. E.P. (1862)
13 pat ic mote wib moch worbing.. to 3ovschowis vp- rising.
01315 Shoheham mi. 182 As al holy cherche be tekb, pou
make byne worbynge.

b. Worthing day, Sunday ; worthing-night',

? Sunday night.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 pat wes heore sunedei and bet heo
heolden heore wur3ing dei bene we do3. a 1327 Adam
Davy's Dreams 87 Me met a sweuene, on worbing-nijth
Of bat ilche derworbe knisth.

tWorthing •*. Obs. [app. f. ME. wurp Worth
a. Cf. Gooding vbl. sb.] Dung; manure. Also
Jig., moral corruption or filth.

c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 85 pet smal chef bet Aid ford mid be
winde bicumeS wurbinge. * 1200 St. Marker. 3 Ne lettu
neauer be unhwiht warpen hire i wuromge. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 13 pe like sari wrecches be i be fule wurdinge vnwedde
walewe"0..beos walewiS i wur&inge, & forrotie3 brin.

c 1582 in T. West Antiq. Furness (1774) App. vin. 3D 4,
Five hundred fudder, or wayne load, alias coupe load, of
wurthinge or dung. 1591 Broomfleet Manor Roll {MS.),
Item, that Thomas Waile remove his swynestyc.that the
worthing or fylth theirof do not corrupt the water. 1592 in
Lanes. Q. Sess. Rec. tChetham Soe.) I. 54 Eighte wayne
lodes of worthinge or dounge. 1605 Shuttle-worths' Ace.
(Chetham Soc.J^ 161, xxj lood of worthing for barlye.. ; xv
loodes of wonhinge, with good store of lyme in Yt.
attrib. 1688 HOLMS Armoury in. 337/1 A Worthing Forke,

or a Dung Fork. 1876 K. Lf.igh Cheshire Gloss., Wording'
hook, dungfork.

Worthless (wtribles), a. [f. Worth sb. +
-LESS.]

1. Of things, etc. : Destitute of (material) worth

;

having no intrinsic value.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ill 117 Me thinkes I do digresse too

much, Cyting my worthlesse praise. 1591 — Two Gent. iv.
ii. 6 But Siluia is . . too holy, To be corrupted with my worth-
lesse guifts. 1664 Dryden Rival Ladies Ep. Ded., My
Lord, this worthless Present was design'd you, long before
it was a Play. 1693 Prior To Hon. C. Montague vii, Scorn-
ing at Night the worthless Prey, We find the Labour gave
the Joy. 1726 Poi-e Odyss. xvm. 435 A worthless triumph
o'er a worthless foe I 1784 Cowpek Epist. J. Hill 18 Can
gold grow worthless that has stood the touch ? 18*3 Scott
Quentin D. xxiii, Why should I occasion more bloodshed
than has already taken place on so worthless an account ?

1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vii. II. 208 The indulgence. was
clogged by conditions which made it almost worthless. 1883
Manch. Exam. 11 Nov. 3/1 The book seems to us about as
wortkless as a book can be without being morally offensive.

2. Of persons: Lacking worth or merit ; destitute

of moral character ; contemptible, despicable.

XS91 Shaks. / Hen. VI, v. v. 53 So worthlesse Pezants
bargaine for their Wiues, As Market men for Oxen, Sheepe,
or Horse. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. 11, A si.

.

, Per-

haps he found me worthless. 1619 J. Taylor (water P.)

Kicksey Winsey B 5 b, SeuentbJy, and last's a worthy worth-
lesse crew, Such as heau'n hates. 1671 Miltos Samson
1020 The Timnian bride Had not so soon preferr'd Thy
Paranymph, worthless to thee compar'd. 1713 Addison
Cato iv. ii, Am I then doom'd to fall By a boy's hand?., and
for a worthless woman? 1771 Franklin Autobiog. Wks.
1840 I. 68 He was a worthless fellow, though an excellent

workman. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Toms C. xxix. 275
They get lazy, .and take to drinking, and go all down to be
mean, worthless fellows. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xx.

IT. 384 A worthless adventurer, whose only recommendation

was that he was a Papist. x88i Miss Braddon Asphodel
111. 300, 1 am very sorry that an honest man. .should have
been fooled by a worthless girl.

absol. 1Z1768 Sfxker Serm. (1770) III. 192 If it brings the

Worthless and the Wicked into Credit and Familiarity with
their Betters. 1890 W. James Princ. Psychol. I. 552 The mode
of genesis of the worthy and the worthless seems the same.

t 3. Unworthy (in various senses) of something,

or of a person. Obs.

1592 Greene Philomela Wks. (Grosart) XI. 176 But now
thou art valued worthlesse of all thy former honours. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 61 A peeuish School-boy, worthies of

such Honor. 1602 Chl:ttle Hoffman iv. (1631) H 2, The
worthy Dutchesse, worthies of this death, Was murder'd.
1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxi. 79 But the wise Man will scorne
soe poore An Act, soe worthies of him.

Hence Worthlessly adv.
1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xxxn^ihs Oliver, .was.. exact-

ing, but not worthlessly selfish. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles,
Ajax 1 162 Me too it shames to hear Words of a babbler,

p rating worthlessly.

WortlllessneSS (ww\ij>lesnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The character or quality of being worthless.
1611 Cotgr., Viicte, vilenessc, basenesse, worthlesnesse.

1642 Fullkh Holy ty Prof.St. II. ix. 87 That his people may
find his worth by the worthlesnesse of him that succeeds.
1662 H. Stuube Indian Nectar Pref. 12 Man ought to enter-
tain other despair, then what his own Worthlessness creates
in him. 1703 J. Savage Lett. Autients liv. 139, I am
heartily glad that other Ladies besides me have discovered
thy Worthlesness. 1771 Junius Lett. lvii. 297 The mean-
ness and intrinsic worthlessness of the object (supposing
he could attain it) would fill him with shame, .and disgust.

1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 313 A cold cruelty of
practice, quite equal to the worthlessness of her principles.

i8gz Ghotk Greece 11. lxxi. IX. 247 He proclaimed that
..he was ashamed of the worthlessness of his countrymen.
1884 R. W. Church Bacon v. 102 The many extravagant
tributes paid . .to high-handed worthlessness.

tWcrthly, a. Obs. Forms: 1 "weordTic,

wurfllic, 2 wurdlich {comp. wuredluker), 3
wur/5-, wurbTich. {sup. wuirSlukest), 4 wurthli

;

3-4 worjjlieh (3 sup. -lokest, 4 comp. -loker),

4 wortlich, -lych, worbelych, 5 worjjeliche

;

4 worJ>, worthli. -ly, worbe-, worthely. [OE.
weorSliCy wurtf/ic, f. weorQ Wohth sb.^ + -LY 1.]

1. Of things: Having great value or importance;
noble, fine, excellent, worthy.
r893iELFRBD Oros. 11 1. x. 140 Papirius..weorblicne si^e

haefde. a 900 Juliana 9 Wes his rice brad, wid & weoroiic.
c 1000 ^Elfbic Saints* Lives xix. 143 Hi worhton eac ba
wur51ice cyrcan. c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1058, He
..wuroiic lac ?;eoffrode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 47 Heo hafd
mid hire breo wurdliche mihte. c 1205 Lay. 11772 Ah loke
wulchcwunliche londes, whulche wurSliche wude. Ibid.

28923 He. .bad alle be 3eonglinges. .bat heo heom bi^eten
wuroiiche wepnen. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 187
Hwi nis me unwurhb elc wurbliche bing a^ein be muchel
debt of bi swetnesse. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1029 Swiche meting
nas neuer non made Wip worbli wepen W13L 13. . E. E.
Allit. P. C. 464, I wysse a worbloker won to welde I neuer
keped. 1340-70 Alisaumier 1024 Hee aboute hath ibene..

And iwonne at his will be wortlych places. £1350 Libeaus
Desc. (Kaluza) 761 Her wer a worbly won For man, bat wer
in doute. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 146 Riches of
golde, syluer, yowelis, and athyr worthely possessionys.

14.. in Hist. Coll, Citizen London (Camden) 126 The
cyttezyns.. shall have alle ande every franches. .be whiche
of worthely mynde be progenys of oure lorde the kynge,..
to hem and to hys sayde cytte were grauntyde.

2. Of persons : Estimable, honourable, worthy.
c888 ^Elfred Boeth. xxxiii. § 1 £ebenc hu weorcSlic and

hu foremserlic be wolde se inon bm^a-n. ciioo O. E. Chron.
(MS. D.) an. 1023, Hi ba mid weordlicum weorodc.hine..
feredan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Du ert wel don man
and barto wur31ich. c 1205 Lav. 25496 Wenhauer his queue,
wurjlukest {c 1275 worplokest] wiuen. c 1275 Ibid. 26459
Hii banne gonne go and leope to horse, worbliche kernpes.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1687 Play miri he may Wib pat worbli
wi^t. «I3S» Minot Poems v. 38 Als wise man of wordes
and worthli in wede. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 233 Canstou me
graib tellen To any worbely wiJ3t. c 1467 in Excerpta Hist.
(1831) 188 That no man thenk that I ..undirtake the thynges
abovesaide by any arrogance, .to be callid woithly.

t Wo rthly, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 wurffe-
liche, -like, wurdliche (wirdliche, Orm. wurrjj-
like), -lich, -lie

; 3-5 worpliche, 3-4 worp-,
worthU, 5 worthely, wordly, 4-6 -worthily, [f.

"Wokth a. + -ly 2.] 1. = Worthily adv. 1.

ei2oo Ormin 8177 All he wass wurrblike shridd, Alls iff

he wa=re o life, c 1205 Lay. 14164 j>u sca[l]t habben gaersume
haehliche heom to ueden & wur5hche scruden. a 1225A tier.

R. 174 Heo schulen beon ine heouene, ouer o^er kunnes
folke, wurgliche ibeied. c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 1518 Dor he was
for his fadres luuenHolden wurSelikeawel a-buuen. C1350
Will. Paleme 673 He, .welcomes hir worbli. Ibid. 3202
Whan be: were clobed worbli in here wedes. c 1400 Ywaine
$ Gaiv. 184 When we war in that fayre palays, It was ful
worthly wroght always.

2. m Worthily adv. 2.

c 1205 Lav. 5770 pe sculleo
7 eow wurSliche wreken. a 1400-

50 Wars Alexander 1428 pan Alexander.. Wynnes worthly
ouer be wallis with-in to be cite.

3. = Worthily adv. 4.
c 1200 Vices 4- Virtues 21 His flesc and his blod, . .3if ic hit

swa wurbliche underfenge, swa hit wur3e wa;re. c 1200
Ormin 1033 patt follkess haligdomess, patt wserenn inn an
arrke bacr Wel & wurrblike zemmde. a 1300 Cursor M.
11618 pe lauerd agh yee worthli to lufe. 1551 S. Gardiner
Expl. Cath. Fayth 18 For such as receaue Christes most
precious body and bloud in the Sacrament worthly, they
baue Christ dwellyng in them.

4. = Worthily adv. 3 c.

2482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 43 Hyt was so gret and

ynestymable that y can not remembre . . how y myght wordly
speke of hyt.

tWOTthmint. Obs. Forms: 3 wurtSmunt,
-mundj wortSmunt. [OE. weord-, tvurd-, wyr6~
mynt (also -mynd, -myndu), f. iveorp, etc., Worth
sb. 1

] Honour; worship.
c 1205 Lav. 18851 pe wile be bis world slant ilaesten seal is

\vor<5inunt. aiz*$ Leg. Kath. 1455 O witti wummon !

wurtSmunt & alle wuroschipe wurSa! 171225 Juliana 65
(Bodl. MS.) Pu art wurde wurSmunt from worlde into worlde.

tWOTtnneSS. Obs. [OE. weor<5-, wurt5-,wyrp-
nes (north, wordnis), f. weorp, Worth a.] a.

Honour, b. Worthiness.
1258 Proclam. Hen. III. § 2 pat vre rasdesmen. .habbeb

idon and schullen don in be worbnesse of gode and on vre
treowbe for be freme of £>e loande. i486 Bk. St. Albans,
Her. aj, Beyng in worthenes aannes for to bere by the
Royall blode in oidynance.

Worthship. [1. Worth sb. 1 + -ship.] The
condition of being of worth.
1843 Carlylf. Past $ Pr. 1. vi, It is the summary . .of all

manner of ' worship ', and true worthships and noblenesses
whatsoever. 1851 — Sterling 1. v, The world.. its worth-
ships and worships unworshipful.

Worth-while, sb. rare. [See While sb. 3 b,

and Worth a. 8.] The quality of being, or that

which is, worth while.

1867 Mrs. Whitkey Leslie Goldthxvaite ii, How did the
world seem to such a person, and where was the worth-while
of it ? 1899 Westm. Gaz. 3 Aug. 2/1 The pursuit of the
worth-while.

Worth-while, a. [Cf. prec] That is worth
while ; of sufficient value or importance.
Common in recent use.

1884, 1904 [see next]. 1912 World j May 677/1 He has.

.

scarcely any worthwhile reversionary interests. 1927 Pub-
lishers' Circular 30 Apr. 487/3 Each book is offered as a
book particularly worth-while in the judgment of the Board
of Editors.

Hence Worth-whileness, the quality of being
worth while.
1884 BViam Weekly Post 18 Oct. 5/1 The worth- whileness

of forming a local portrait gallery. 1904 B'ness v. Hutten
Pavi 128 If something does present itself to you in the light

of worth-whileness, nothing can stop you.

Worthy (w»udi), a., adv., sb. Forms : a. 3
wurtJi (-wrhi), 4 wiir-by (wrpy), 4-5 -wurthi, -thy

(5 whurthy)
; 5 Sc. wirpy, 6 Sc. wirthie, -thy

;

3-5 worpi (4 wortpi), 4-5 worp>y, 3-6 worthi
(4 worthti, 6 Sc vorthi), 3-7 worthye, 4-7 wor-
thie (4-5 worthe), 3- worthy (4 worthethy, 5
whorthy ; Sc. 5 vorthy, 6 vorthty)

; 5 wourthy,
6 woorthie, -thye, 6-7 woorthy. 0. Sc. (and
north.) 5-6, 8— wordy, 6 vordy, wirdy, -die,

worde. [ME. tvurtfi, wortii, etc., f. Worth sb.1

+ -T, replacing OE. zvyrde, weorde, Wurthe a.,

and in some senses OE. weord, wurd, Worth a.

The following are illustrations of the £-forms :

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x\. {iVinian) 224 Sa. . [he] made fell

wordy goddis burde. 14. . Pol. Ret. <S- L. Poems (1903) 114
Alle men helde her wordy heuen. c 1460 Merita Missat 71
in Lay Polks Mass Bi: 150 Pray. .That thow be wordy to

see that syght. 1513 Douglas AKneis 1. vii. 137 Ane wordy
weriour. .thai mycht hir ken. X533 Gau Richt Vay (S.T.S.)

64 It is ane trew vord and aluay wordy to be resauit 1583
Extracts Burgh Rec. Lanark (1893) 89 Quharfor..I am
nocht wirdie..to be bailie [bailie], 1721 [see 1 bj. 1724,

172S [see 8]. 1804 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 114 It's for

auld Kit Gaffet, our wordy wise neybor. 187a J. Young
Locklomond 49 (E.D.D.) Cottars puir, wha ne'er had daurk
Wordy the name o' honest wark.]

A. adj. I. 1. Of things : Having worth
;
pos-

sessed of value or importance; good; excellent.

Now arch.

c 1250 Gen. <$- Ex. 1501 Firme bir5e was wur3i wune. c 1380
Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 226 Cristene men shulden
benke shame to . . foule be worbi suy t of Crist. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. xiv. 28 Thauh ich preise pouerte bus and preoue
bit by ensamples Worthiour. £1440 Jacob's Well 190
Prayere is more worthy to god, ban almes or fastyng. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 86 pus ?e may se by veray reson bat Godys
grace ys more worby fen any fayre. c 1450 Cursor M.
10160 (Laud) Of hym we wille our story rede, For worthyest

yt is in-dede. 1^57 Seager Sck. Vert. 513 in Bailees Bk.,

Aristotle the Philosopher this worthy sayinge writ. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 11. 108 The Date (a woorthy
tree) bendethvp agaynst his burden. 1593 Bacchus Bountie
Bib, The pots feet finely roasted In a worthie fire. 1628

R. Hayman in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1918) Jan. 31 VnUsse your
maiestie suddainely assist, this worthie busines is like to

vanish Lamentablely. 1669 Woblidgk Syst. Ag?ic. (1681)

171 Cows and Oxen are worthy Beasts, and in great request

with the Husbandman. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. xi. 55
All the most passionate Graces used in this most worthy
manner of singing. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772, 3°3
According to the worthy custom of these islands.

T b. Of the value of, worth (so much). Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 6323 Hys vessel was ten

mark wurby [v.r. wrby]- ? a 1500 Chester PL, Nativ. 592
Thyrd parte the worlde, as reade wee, that temple was
worthye. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 160
The thinge is so muche worthy as it maye be solde for. 1577
Kendall Blowers Epigr. 36 b, If thou saie tbey are no gifts,

but trifles worthie nought. 2604 E. G[himstone] Acosta's
Hist. Indies iil xx. 185 The traffike they make of it, is

worthy much mony. 1721 Ramsay Rise $ Fall Stocks 124
We thought that dealer's stock an ill ane, That was not
wordy haff a million.

c. Capable of justifying (expense).
1785 J. Phillips Treat. Inland Nav. 44 It would be found

worthy the expence to carry the navigation, .to Braintree.
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2. Of persons : Distinguished by good qualities

;

entitled to honour or respect on this account

;

estimable.

13.. K. Horn (Harl.) 1222 For t>er bueb myne knyhte
worju men & lyhte. X338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 162 Of
his men most worbi, at |iam conseile gan [he] take, c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 597 Cleopatra, This like senatour Was
a ful worthy gentyl werriour. c 1400 MAUNDEv/(Roxb.) xv.

67 Criste es be best, be worthiest and next to Godd. 1422
Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 197 Iosue the Wourthy and wyse
weryor, 1489 Caxton Fayles of A. I. xxi. 36 The good .

.

admonestyng of the worthy due encreaceth in an oost
hardynes. .and vertue. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
Offices 24 Thou moste worthy iudge eternal. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad u. 20 He callde the auntients of the host, they that
most worthy were. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, ni.vii. 239 Long
Hue King Richard, Englands worthie King. 1639 W. C.
Italian Convert xxx. 222 But especially his worthy wife did
then shew her selfe most loving and loyall. 1663 Jer. Taylor
Funeral Serm. Abp. Armagh 20 He was bred in Cambridge,
. .under Mr. Hulet

f
a grave and a worthy Man. 1711 Addison

Sped. No. 106 f 4 My worthy Friend has put me under the
particular Care of his Butler. 1758 S. Hayward's Serm.
Introd. p. iii, A small collection of your late dear and worthy
Pastor's sermons. 1806 H. Siddons Maid, Wife, «y- Widoiu
III. 211 That worthy man could read hearts with great
perspicuity. 1848 Lytton Harold in. ii, Slowly then rose
Aired, Bishop of Winchester, the worthiest prelate in all

the land. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay vii, She would
like her to be.. married to some worthy person.

b. absoL in sing, or plural sense.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiii. 33 pis maister was made sitte

as for be moste worthy. 1390 Cower Conf. II. 196 That he
be [=by] worth! and be wise.. was conseiled. c 1412-20
Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 342-3 Howe Kynge Pryamus, with
al the worthy of Troyans partye, kame to the felde. 1490
Acta Dom. Concil. (1839) 149/2 To tak a deligent inquesi-
cioune..of be best and wordia^t of be said burghe. 1535
Coverdale Gen. xlix. io The cepter shal not be remoued
from Iuda..tyll the Worthye come. 1845 J. C. Mangan
German Anthol. I. 76 The Worthy possess not the earth.

c. Worthy of blood \n Eng. Law : see quots.

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 2 b, The elder brother shall

haue the lande by discent, . .for that, that the eldest brother
is more worthy of blod. 1628 Coke On Lift. 12 b, The
bloud of the part of the father is more worthy . . in iudgement
of law, than the bloud of the part of the mother, a 1676
Hale Common Law (1713) 230 In the Case of Purchasers,
..it resorted to the Line of the Mother, and the nearer
and more worthy of Blood were preferred. 1766 Blackstonk
Comm. II. 213 The worthiest of blood shall be preferred.

1841 Stephen Comm. Law Eng. I. 382 All the female an-
cestors, .were equally worthy of blood.

d. Of mind or character : Having a high moral
standard.
»753~4 Richardson Grandison IV. 12 But all three are

men of worthy minds, and deserve better fortune. 1788
Wesley IVks. (1872) VI. 469 Such as are styled, in the cant
term of the day, men of worthy characters ;—one of the most
silly, insignificant words, that ever came into fashion. 1843
Miall in Nonconformist III. 1 An act of homage done to
great and worthy principles.
Comb. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc, Cone. Weapons 50 b marg.,

No honorable nor worthie minded men. 1760-71 H. Brooke
Fool ofQual. (1809) II. 153 He is a worthy-hearted child.
1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 227 A worthy-minded parson
of the old school.

f3. Of persons: Holding a prominent place in

the community ; of rank or standing. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Cant. T., Prol. 217 Famulier was he With

frankeleyns..And [eekj with worthy wommen of the toun.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 7607 There was Ecuba be honerable..
With women of worship, the worthiest of Troy, c 1460 Ur.
banitatis 45 in Babees Bk., If bou sytte be a worthyor man
Then by self thowarton.Suffrehyinfyrste totowche)>emete.

f D. Worthy man (also as one word) : a man of
note or standing. 06s.
1427 in Cov. Lett Bk. (1907) 1 1 1 The seyd meir . . made com

afore hym thes wurthymen foloweng. 1435 Ibid. 182 The
whichebille the seid meyre..send to all the wurthymen of
the seyd Iete. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 537/2 5erde, borne
a-fornea worthyman, Quiris. 1485 Rolls ofPartt. VI. 338/1
Burgeis and Worthyinen, Cominaltie and their Successours.
a 1500 Bale's Chron. in Six Town Chron. (191 i) 133 To have
.

.
had diverse worthyinen and Lheir goodes of the citee,

f4. Of things: a. Strong, powerful. Obs.— 1

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlix. 3 Fire in his sight sal brenne
sothh And in his vmgange storme worthi [L. valida\
fb. Honourable; held in honour or esteem. Obs.
1377 Langl. A PI. B. xix. 24 Is cryst more of my^te &

more worthy name Than ihesu or ihesus? c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (i8»o) 98 J>is stat is most wortbi in be chirche. 1557
N. T. (Geneva) Matt, xxiii. 6 They..loue to syt in the
worthiest place at feastes. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl.
\. i. 191 We knew . . The Lords would not be too exasperate,
To iniure or suppresse your woorthy tytle. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 5 b/« The worthyest partes of
the bodye, as the Braynes, Harte, Liver, or throte. 1623
J. Taylor (Water P.) New Discov. by Sea Ep. Ded.„ All
which.. I humbly Dedicate to your Noble, Worshipfull and
worthy Acceptances, a 1721 Prior Down-Hall i.\, He is

a Lawyer of worthy Renown.

6. Of sufficient worth or value ; sufficiently good

;

appropriate, fitting, suitable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11492 Ukan him gaf worbi offrand.

a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's xviii. (1886) p. lxvii, God,
that is mervelous in his seyntes he. .with worthy preysyng
magnyfied. 1563 Homilies 11. Sacram. \. 214 Aright & a
worthy estimation, and vnderstanding of this mistery. 1594
in Brydges Restituta (1815) III. 298 You that.. sought for
matter in a forraine soyle, As worthie subjects of your silver
pen. 1738 Gray Siatius 1. 19 Ye Argive flower. . Receive
a worthier load; yon puny ball Let youngsters toss. 1808
Scott Marruion 1. xii. We saw the victor win the crest He
wears with worthy pride. 1870 K. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf.
64 It was improved by the insertion of worthy windows.

T b. Sufficiently heavy or severe; deserved,

merited by default or wrong-doing, condign. Obs*
1551 Crowley Pleas, fy Payne: 197 No hell can be a worthy

payne For your offence, it is so greate. 1574 Homilies 11.

Wilful Rebell. iv. 586 A woorthy end of al false rebelles,

who.. become hangmen vnto them selues. c 1586 C'tess
Pembroke /'j. cvi. xv, Often he freed them. .But. .Left them
at length in worthy plagues to pine. 1601 Shaks. All's
Well iv. iii. 7 He has much worthy blame laid vpon him.
1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Merry Wherry I'oy. Wks. 1630
11. io/i They, .did as much as lay in them to doe, ..to giue
them worthy punishment.

6. Of persons: Possessed of sufTicientworth,desert,

or merit.

1552 2nd Prayer-Bk. Edw. VI, Commun., rubric, The
humble.. acknowledgyng of the benefites of Chryst, geuen
vnto the woorthyereceyuer. i788Picken/V«7/.t 86 A wordy
frien* is e'en right rare, An' virtue ill to hit on. 1818 Byron
Ch. IIar. iv. civ, Thou Shalt one day, if found worthy,..
See thy God face to face. 1832 Bdin. Rev. Oct. 146 No
worthy successor of Richard Turpin arises to 'murder sleep'.

1885 Manch. Even. News 6 July 2/1 Mr. Phelps. .is bent
on proving that he is a worthy successor to Mr. Russell
Lowell.

b. Of actions, etc.: Adequate or suitable in

respect of moral excellence or noble aims.
i563 Homilies 11. 444 {title) An Homely of the worthy

receauing..of the Sacrament of the body and bloud of
Christ. _ 1609 Dkkker Gull's Hornbk.iv,YoUT next worthy
worke is, to repaire to my Lord Chancellors Tomb. 1619

J. Taylor (Water P.) Kicks*y Winsey C 3, I know there's
many worthy proiects done, The which more credit., hath
won. 1675 Comber (title) A Companion to the Altar. Or,
an Help to the worthy receiving 0/ the Lords Supper. 1851
Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 223 Before the eyes
ol men, awake at last, Who . . turn to wakeful prayer and
worthy act.

II. With various constructions.
Freq. intensified by well: see Well adv. 16 b.

7. Of sufficient merit, excellence, or desert to be
or have something, f Also with that,
c X220 Bestiary 186 in O. E. Misc. 6 Ne deme oe no^t

wurdi, Dat tu dure loken up to o"e heueneward. c 1250 Gen.
ff Ex. 1012 Of Se Sro he wurSede 5e ton, . .De was wur5i
wuroed to ben. Ibid. 3753 He seiden he weren wur5i bet
To Sat seruise^to ben set. a 1300 Cursor M. 4056 Ioseph he
sagh a night in sueuen, |>e quilk es worbie for to neuen.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 91 Worbi is be Werkmon his hure
to haue. 1377 Ibid. B. 111. 228 Mede is wel worthi be
maistrye to haue ! c 1400 Rule St. Benet 228 pat we may
fle fro paiues of hell And be worthi in blis to dwell. 1450-
1530 Myr?: Our Ladye 11. 97 O mayden worthy to be loued
of god. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 2, I requyre you
all in the moost worthy to be loued woundes & passyon of
Chryst.

(

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.'l'.S.) II.

11 He will, perchance, be fund worthie to be counted amang
the maist wirthie vndir the sone in his tyme. 1642 D.
Rogers Naaman 139 Not worthy to be named the same
day.. with God. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. x. 46 He is

Worthiest to be a Commander, .that is best fitted with the
qualities required to the well discharging of it. 1708 Atter-
bury Serm. (Job xxii. 21) 24 That we may be found worthy
to be admitted into the Blessed Vision of him in the next
[life]. 1781 Cowi'kr Retirement 700 All such as manly and
great souls produce, Worthy to live, and of eternal use.
1799-1805 Wordsw. Prelude \\\ 131 Those walks well worthy
to be prized and loved. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 11.

iv. S3 One hand alone on all the earth was worthy To place
these flowers. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 307 The only
knowledge worthy to be called knowledge.
ellipt. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xxxi, 5e mone haue

maysturs euyrqware As wele wurthi 3e ar soe.

b. With ellipsis of to.

a 1300 Cursor Mt 1148 It es nogtbt worH forgiuen be.
1390 Cower Conf II. 46 As hire thoghte. .Sche was noght
worthi axeu there, Fro when they come. £1400 26 Pol.
Poems xx. 120 He is worby be loued.

|C. Const,for (some purpose). Obs.
1591 Shaks. Tzvo Gent. 11. iv. 76 He is as worthy for an

Empresse loue. As meet to be an Emperors Councellor.
1658 Earl Monm. tr. Paruta's Wars Cyprus 65 Doria
refused to fall upon any petty businesse, as not worthy for
his Kings Fleet, to run any hazard 111.

8. Deserving 3/" something, by reason of merit or
excellence.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10350 Berns..oft er for pair dughti-

hede Selcuth worbi mikel of mede. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 492 Your labours shall neuer be dygne ne worthy
of prevsyng. c I034 Tindale Prol. Mark, Ye see., of
what authoritie his writing is, and how worthy of credence.
1565 Stapleton tr. Bcde y

s Hist. Ch. Eng. 177 He was
founde .. best worthy of that bishopprick. 1605 Camden
Rem., Wise Sp. 186 No mortall man doubtlesse is woorthy
of such an high name. 1650 Nidiolas Papers (Camden)
181, I tlunke him worthy of much greater trust and favor.
1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.{\T$f)\.b% For now she's, .wordy
ofmy hand. 1723 — Gent. Sheph. i.i, Weelare ye wordy o't.

1737 Geutl. Mag. VII. 596/1 The only Service, .worthy of
Preferment in the Army. 1798 Kerriar Illustr. Sterne iv.

137 It contains nothing worthy of attention, 1848 L. Hunt
Jar of Honey Pref. 16 French has lately been thought
worthy of cultivation. 1860 Tvndall Glac. \. xxvi, 192,
I thought such services worthy of some recognition. 1874
Green Short Hist. iii. §4. 128 Abelard was a foe worthy
of the menaces of councils.

b. With ellipsis of of: Deserving, meriting.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19362 (Edin.) pa wente ioifuler ban are,

;
. bat tai for him war worthi grame. : 1400 26 Pol. Poems

ii. 40 The trewc seruant is worthy hys mede. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. Ixxxiii. (1811)62 That thou, .resygne. .the Rule of
thy lande to hym y* is more worthy this route than thou art.

1550 Crowley Inform. Sel. Wks. (1872) 162 Your owne con-
science shall iudge you worthye no mercye. 1563 Homilies
11. Matrimony 540 This man is worthye much commenda*
tion. ci6oo Shaks. Sonn. xxxviii, Oh giue thy selfe the

thankes if oughr in me, Worihy perusal stand against thy
sight. 1639 in / 'erney Mem. (1904) I. 94 There is no newes

worth your acceptance or worthy my labour. 1648 Win-
yard Midsummer Moon 3 Good ingenious soules . . are

thought worthy heaven because they boast no merit. 1675
Dryoen Aurengz. \. (1676) 14 Be worthy me, as I am
worthy yon. 1727 Switzer Pract. Gard. 1. v. 38 And it is

worthy remark, that he waters [etc.]. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,
Odes iv. ix. 30 Greece had with Heroes fill'd th' ambattled
Plain, Worthy the Muse in her sublimest Strain. 1777 W.
Dalrymple Trav. Sp. fy Port, exxxii, It was worthy notice,

I was informed. 1813 J. C. Hobmouse Joum, (ed. 2) 509
Whatever was worthy imitation was imitated by the Turks.

1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 712 Him too you loved, for he
was worthy love. 1889 Swinburne Stud. B. Jouson 83
Dame Polish is a figure well worthy the cordial and lavish

commendation of Gilford.

c. With verbal sbs. (Cf. Worth a. S b.)

c 1440 Alphabet of 'Talcs 90 J?an be grete devull . .sayde
bat he was wurthi lovyng, 1548 Udall Erasm. Par.
Matt. iii. 1 Nowe is it worthy the hearyng to knowe how
our Lorde Iesus Christ began & entred with the matter,

that he came for. 1581 Petti k tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1.

(15S6) A 6b, Either to doe thinges worth the writing, or to

write things worthy the reading. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) x-ji The wordes of Beniamin are worthy the inserting.

1685 Caldwell Papers (Maitl. Club) I. 145, I took boat from
Middlebutgh to Dort ; nothing occurred worthie noticeing.

1718 Entertainer No. 27. 179 He is not worthy regarding
who has not some Spice of this Ambition. 1795-6 Wordsw.
Borderers ill. I17Q 'Twere matter Worthy the hearing.

1879 Morlby Burke iii. 40 A time. .when England would
not be worihy living in.

9. Deserving or meriting by fault or wrong-doing.
Const, as in senses 7 and 8.

fa) c 1220 Bestiary 447 in O. E. Misc. 14 Man al so Se
foxes name Arn wuroi to hauen same. C1366 Chaucer
A.B. C. 123 And bat my soule is wurthi for to sinke. 1377
Langi- /'. PI. B. v. 236 pow haddest [be] better worthy be
hanged berfore. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 155 He said his

head war wurthi to be smetyn off. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr.
IV. iii. 435 Mannys lawe., is leefuland not worthi be vndir*

nomeand blamed, c 1460 Contin. Brut 517 pei said playnly
bat be Lorde Say, ..& many mo, wer traytoures, & worthy
to be dede. 1508 Stanbridge Vulgaria (W. de W.) Bv,
Thou arte worthy to be hanged. 1561 T. Norton tr. Cat-
vhCs Inst. I. ix. 20 Then suche carelesnesse is woorthye to

bee laughed at. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. in. xix.

(1S86) 56 Whereby it is inferred that they are worthie to die.

1632 Star Chamber Cases (.Camden) 171, I think, therefore,

he is worthie to paie 500 '• dammage.
ellipt. 1297 R. Gtouc (Rolls) 1417 Ptlatus he sende..

Vorto holde horn harde irtou, as hii wel wrbi were, 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 41 To be hongyd and heduyd
. .and there sufferde as they ware wordy.
(b) 1340-70 Alex. <5- Dind. 746 As ^e ben worbi of wo

whan J>e word failus. C1350 Will. Pa/erne 4783 pat we ar

worbi to be deth, wel we be a-knowe. 1505 Prtsentm.
Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 31 Yowr wyff hays had hyll

wordes for me, qwylk y l I was never worde off. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (188a) 84 There are manie woorthie
of great blame in this respect.

(c) a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter vi. 1 Sett noght swilk skillt-s

agayns me bat i be conuycte & worbi dampnacioun. c 1400
Pilgr. Sowte (Caxton 1483) in. ix. 56 In this fyre haue they
thcyr sepulture, none other be they worthy. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Apoph. 10 b, Idlenes euermore [is] worthie blame.
1581 A. Hall Iliad IL 28 Oh hatefull case, worthy reproche.

1615 Brathwait Strappado 193 O I were worthy death,
Not to toue them.

10. Appropriate, suitable, becoming, fit : fa. In

the phrase It is worthy that . ., or variations of

this. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. 7311 It es wel worthye )>at qua Mai

bere no wel ne thole na wa. 13.. Ibid. 6508 (Gott.) pis

ilk es he pat broght vs thoru be role se, ..par-for es worth ti

he honurd be. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7573 It were worthy To
putte thee out of this baily. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v,

xiv. (1859) 79 Now for this feste shalle we seyen the graces,
as worthy is, with all oure dylygence. 1450-1530 Myrr.
Our Ladye it. 288 Vt is worthy that man shulde callcall
the workes of god to prayse hym. c 1480 Henrvson Fox,
Wolf $ Cadger 149 ' It is weill worthie , quod he, *I want
3one tyke, [etc.].'

b. Const, with noun as object. In later use —
of sufficient excellence, etc., to be appropriate for

(one). Now arch, and rare.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 267 pe glose. .seyth, bat it is no}t

worthy god to be mercyfull to hym bat is cruel & vnmercy-
full. C1513 More Hist. BdttKKWla. 35/1 Katheryne. is

..in verye prosperous estate, and woorthye her birth and
vertue. 1639 Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 40
Her lookes. .did but seeke to find a Rocke worthy her ship-
wracke. 1697 Dhyden AKneis vi. 1178 These are Imperial
Arts, and worthy thee. 1718 Pope Iliad xvm. 166 The host

to succour, and thy friends to save Is worthy thee, a 1774
Goldsm. Hist. Greece II. 130 To teach him all such arts

and sciences as are worthy the heir to a great Kingdom.
1833 Tennyson Dream Fair Women 164 A name for ever I

..Worthy a Roman spouse. 185a J. H. Newman Idea
University viii. (1873) 186 It is the drawing the mind off.

.

to subjects which are worthy a rational being.

C. Const, of.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 219 Mine Aeneas, which if it

were worthy of your person, I wold most willingly present

it to your highnesse. 1591 Spenser Ruins Time 287 Trea-

sure passing all this worldes worth, Worthie of heauen it

selfe, which brought it forth. 1637 Rutherford Lett. xci.

To J. Kennedy (1671) 186 That our little inch of time*

suffering is not worthy of our first night's welcome-home to

heaven. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 241 Nectar, visiting each
plant, ..fed Flours worthy of Paradise. 1697 Drydln
AZneis xi. 633 Let that vile Soul in that vile Body re>t ; The
Lodging is well worthy of theGue>t. 1795 Gent t. Mag. LXV.
542 :

-i His charities, .were truly splendid, worthy of the son
of the celebrated Bishop of Cloyne. 1810 Scott Lady ofL.
v. x, The stern joy which warriors feel In foetnen worthy of

their steel. 1829 Scott Anue of G. xxxv, Your sentiments
and conduct are worthy of the noble house you descend from.
1864 Brycb Holy Rom. Emp. xv. (1875) 244 There had been



WORTHY.
pontiffs whose fearlessness and justice were worthy of their

exalted office.

+ 11. Under an obligation/*? do something. Obs.^ 1

1469 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 128 Wheche wele con-
sidered, she were wurthy to recompense you.

B. adv. or quasi-adv. Worthily; in a manner
worthy of (something). Obs. or only poet.

13 . . Gaw. -f Gr. Knt. 1 477 Sir Wawen her welcumed worby
on fyrst. c 147$ EaufCoil]ear 360 Thay callit it the best ?ule
than, And maist worthie began, Sen euer King Charlis was
man. 1526 Tindale Ephes. iv. 1, L.exhorte you thatt ye
walke worthy [Gr. a£u«K] off the vocation wher with ye are
called. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. in. 1 14 Among all

othercreatures. .the Horseway worthiest challengethechief-
est place. 1806 H. Siddons Maid, Wife, $ Wido?v\\. 67 It

is a prouder triumph to found a race by living worthy, than
to receive the greatest honours from the recordsof the dead.
1815 Mrs. Pilkington Celebrity III. 47 Satisfaction which
arises from a conviction of having acted worthy of ourselves.

b. In comb, with adjs. or verbs, as worthy-sing
vb. (« to sing worthily), worthy-sweet adj.

1606 Sylvester Du Bar/as n. iv. Traplteis 34 Let me
his Harp-strings, .hatie ; His Lute, and not his Launce, to
worthie-sing Thy glotie. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lady
Geraldines Courtship xlv, The leafy sounds of woodlands
..Brought interposition worthy-sweet.

C. sb. 1. A distinguished or eminent person
;

a famous or renowned man or woman ; esp. a man
of courage or of noble character.

13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt, 1508, ' I woled wyt at yow, wy^e,'
bat worby ber sayde,. . 'what were [etc.].' £1350 Will,
Palerne 755 A seie bat was..vnder a windowe of bat
worbeis chaumber. C1400 Destr. Troy 9481 He woimdit
bat worthy in his wide brote. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy
1. 4103 Vp-on be whiche .. many worbi loste ber his lif.

c 1450 Holland Houlate 849 The Pape. .Wosche with thir

worthyis, and went to counsall. 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. l.

21 There is the shylde of the Worthies smytten downe.
— / Mace. ix. 21 Alas, that this worthy shulde be slayne.
1582 Stanyhurst Attteis it. (Arb.) 46 Too serue this woorthy,
..My father vnwelthy mee sent. 1605 jst Part Jeronimo
in. ii. 30 This fierce, couragions Prince, a noble worthy.
1628 A. Leighton Appeal to Partt. 126 Sundry worthies
of the Scottish nation. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 322 Rule
to trye the reall worth of Feminine worthies by. 1664
Butler Hud. n. it. 149 Did not our Worthies of the House,
Before they broke the Peace, break Vows? 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) Ded. A 6 b, To excite some
renown'd Worthy to do you Justice. 1784 Cowper Tiroc.

647 With commendation due, To set some living worthy in

his view. 1805 Southey Aladoc 1. xviii. The Bard of years
to come.. Shall with the Worthies of his country rank
Llewelyn's name. 1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 1 Before he
can be. .registered among the worthies of humanity. 1868
Freeman Norm. Couq. II. vii. 81 In the course of the next
year England lost one of her truest worthies.

b. spec. A hero of antiquity.

1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VT (1914) 133 A maske
of greate personages representinge the woortbyes of the
greekes. 16.. Rowley Birth of Merlin iv. v. 119 He to
the world shall add another Worthy. 1638 Junius Paint.
Ancients 51 Hercules among all the other Worthies was
most frequently made in a Lions skinne. 171 1 Pope Temple
Lame 65 note, The western front is of Grecian architecture

:

The Doric order was peculiarly sacred to Heroes and Wor-
thies. 1762 Hurd Lett. Chivalry yi Do not you remember
that the Grecian worthies were., as famous for encountering
Dragons.. as for suppressing Giants?

c. The nine Worthies : nine famous personages
of ancient and mediaeval history and legend, also

called \the nine Nobles (see Noble sb.1 1 b).

The number is composed of three Jews (Joshua, David,
and Judas Maccabamsi, three Gentiles (Hector, Alexander,
and Julius Csesar), and three Christians (Arthur, Charle-
magne, and Godfrey of Bouillon).

£1417 Agincourt 13 Though thou be not set amonge ya
worthyes nyne, Yet wast thou a conqueroure in thy tyme.
1454 E. E. Wills (1882) 133, I bequeth to my brother, .the
hallyng with the ix wurthy. 1550 J. Coke Eng. <$• Fr.
Heralds § ir (1877) 61 Charlemayne. .for his valyauntnesse
is of the nombre of the nyne worthyes. [1589 Warner Alb.
Eng. vi, xxix. 128 For well this Subiect might increase the
Worthies vnto ten.] iSioTofte Honours Acad. 11. 3 That
famous losuah, one of the nine Worthies. 1619 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Kicksey Winsey C 1 b, Forgot had bin the thrice
three worthies names, If thrice three Muses had not writ
their fames.
trans/. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 156 Semyramis. .is one

of the nine worthies of that sexe.

fd. A prominent scholar or theologian. Obs.
1605 Hieron Short Dial. Aiijb, Popish grounds, which

our owne worthyes, long since haue razed and overthrowne.
1607 — Defence 1. Pref. *3b, Is not this,.. to make voyd all

the writings of our worthyes written in condemnation of
those corrupt translations ? 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. p 13 So
many oftheir Worthies disclaiming the now receiued conceit.

e. Applied colloquially or facetiously to any

person, esp. one having a marked personality.

(Common in 19th cent.)

1751 Warburton Pope's Wks. III. 69 Thus it fared with
our two Worthies. 1821 Scott Kenilw. iii, Tressilian ac-

quiesced, and the two worthies left the apartment together.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets—Night, Stirring the tap-

room fire and . . taking part in the conversation of the

worthies assembled round it . 1850 ' Sylvanus ' Bye-lanes <$•

Doivns L 13 Another worthy of York appertaining to the

turf about this period. 1880 Browning Dram. fdylsSer. 11,

Pietro 351 Ho, my knaves without there \ Lead this worthy
downstairs 1

2. A thing of worth or value, rare.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 236 In her faire cheeke, Where
seuerall Worthies make one dignity.

t Worthy, ft Obs. [f. Worthy a.]

1. trans. To render, or hold, worthy (^/"some-

thing) ; to raise to honour or distinction.
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1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. iog Who hath worthyed

kinges in the felde? 1549 Coverdale etc. Erasm. Par.

Jas. i. 13-21 This is the honoure that the heauenly father

worthyed vs withal. 1565 Cai.fhill Ansiv. Martial1 1*2% b,

To make hir wel apayde, that she should be worthied to

haue a God to talk to hir. Ibid. 170b, Sith the Scripture is

worthyed of these titles. 1601 W.Watson Import. Consid.

(1831)4 By how much I might be worthied with a favourable

conceit had of you all. 1605 Shaks. Learn, ii. 128 When
he. .put vpon him such a deale of Man, That worthied him,

got praises of the King. 1624 Quarles Job Militant Med.
xvi. N 1, So wisedome be the message ; Embassadours are

worthyed in th' Embassage.

2. To hold in honour, pay respect to.

c 1425 Eng. Couq. Ireland 93 The Pepil of the londe man-
shiply hym sholde vp-take, and worthy as lorde.

-worthy, the adjective employed as a second

element in a number of compounds, of which only

a few have come into regular use, as blame-, note-,

praise-, sea-worthy. The earliest instances, occur-

ring in the 13th century, are later variants of forms

in -wurthe (OE. -wyrfie), as dere-, luve-, stalworthi

for earlier derewurthe, etc, *= OE. dfor- and stxl-

wyr&e. Other OE. examples, as nyt-vyr&e, are

not represented in ME., and there is app. no direct

connexion between OE. pancwyrtie and the late

MIC thankworthy. Of new formations the 13th

cent, affords deathworthy, the 14th blame- and
thankworthy, and the 15th sale-worthy, the 16th

adds faith-, honour-, praise- , note-, fault-, and
name-worthy, and the 1 7th worship-, wonder-,

scorn-, fame-, laugh; and labour-worthy. The com-
mon sea-worthy is not recorded before 1807, and
more recent formations from the 19th cent, include

mark-, song-, battle-worthy, and irregularly from
verb-stems, teach- and paint-worthy.

Wortle (wff'Jt'l). Forms: a. 5 wirtil, writel,

9 whirtle, wortle. 0. 7 wurdle, 9 wordle.
[Of obscure origin.] An implement used in the

drawing of wire or lead-pipe (see quots. 1875).
Also Comb., as wortle-maker, -plate.

1430 Cov. Leet-hk. 142 Joh. Smyth, wirtilmaker. Ibid. 160
Tho. Smyth, writelmaker. 1664 H. Power Exp. Philos. 56
Your Wire-drawers know, that if they take a short piece of
Wire,. .and drill it through, that then though they draw it

out to the smalness of a hair, yet will it still remain hollow
quite through in despite of their Wurdle. 1819 Rees Cycl.

XXVII. 3 M 2, The work-men are provided with a great

number of these plates., j they are called whirtles. Ibid.,

This winds up the double chains, drawing the pipe through
the whirtle, by which it diminishes its size and lengthens it

out. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Whirtle, a perforated steel

plate through which pipe or wire is drawn to reduce its

diameter. Ibid., Wordle, one of the pivoted cams in a
draw-head,, .capable of simultaneous adjustment, .to regu-

late the size of the throat through which the tube or wire is

drawn. 1888 Science 14 Dec. 286/1 The wire, .breaking
into short lengths when being pulled through the wortles.

1913 Engineering 18 Apr. 541/3 It is also probable that the

earliest wortles were hard stones. Ibid. 542/1 The wortle-

plates required by those engaged in drawing wire by hand.

Wortle(berry, obs. ff. Whortle(beiiry.

tWo'rtling. Obs. rare. [f. Wort sb.i + -ling.]

A young vine-plant.

x6gx Y-Worth New Art Making Wines 9 But if thou
wilt repair an old Vine, these [roots] are taken out, and are
now call'd Wordings. Ibid., These our Wortlings. .are the
better able to defend against the Frost.

Wortwale, var. Wartwale Obs.

+ Wortworm. Obs. Forms : 4-5 worte worm
(6worme),5wortworme,-wyrme,wurtwurme.
[f.WoRT sb. + Worm sb.] A caterpillar that feeds on
worts or cabbages.
1388 Wvclif Joel 1. 4 A locusfre eet the residue of a worte

worm [L. residuum erucr], cx^oPromp. Parv. 532/2
Wort wyrme, bat etythe wortys, eruca. £1440 Palladius
on Huso. 1. 880 Tak luce of hennebane With sour aysel,..
Ereither wol be wortewormys bane. 1496 Bk. St. Albans,
Eishing i j b, In August take wortwormes & magotes. 1530
Palsgr. 290/2 Worte worme.

"Worwyn, wory(e, obs. forms of Worry v.

Wos, obs. and vulgar f. was, pa. t. of Ue v.

"Wos, "wos©, obs. forms of Whose.
"Wosbird, dial. var. whore''s bird (Whore sb. 3).
Wose, obs. f. Ooze. Wosen, obs. f. Weasakd.
"Wosie, obs. f. Oozy<z. "Wosing, obs. f. Oozing
vbl. sb.

T Wosith. Obs. Also 3 wasitf, [wei-siS]. [f.

Woe sb. +.Sithe sb.1 ] Trouble, affliction.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 209 Jtf he se3 bis emcristene bolien
wosi3. [c 1*05 Lav. 25846 pa fond he ber ane quene. . weop
for hire wei-sid.] c 1230 Hall Meid. (Titus) 51 Alle be aide
wiuesschome craft, batcunnen of bat wasi3. Ibid. 53 Lutel
wat meiden..of hire wasioes of pat fode fostringe. ^1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15712 Manie obere sore hit

merit , . . pat wyth hym byde many wo sith.

Wosee, wosshe, obs. ff. Wish v. "Wosseyle,
obs. f. Wassail v. "Wost, obs. f. Voust sb.

Wost(e,wostow(e,wostU: see\ViTz/.i "Woa-
tour, obs. f. Vouster. Wosy(e, obs. ff. Oozy.
Wot (wpt), v. arch. Forms : (see twlow). [var.

of Wit v.\ due to the carrying over of the preterite-

present stem wgt (earlier and northern wdt) into

other parts of the verb. The substitution occurs

first in the and pers. sing, (wdt, wgt for wast,

WOT.

wpst) and the plur. (for witen) of the present tense*

and appears in northern texts from the end of the

13th century. In the 14th cent, the new forms
wolest and woteth (wolis) appear. The infin. woten
occurs early in the 15th cent., and wotte, wote,wot
in the 16th, together with the pres. pple. wotting.

The pa. t. wotted is an archaism of the 19th cen*.]

trans, and intrt To know. Freq. const, with of.

(See Wit v.1
)

1. 2nd sing. pres. indie, a. north, and So. 4-5
wat, 4-6 wate, (4 whate, quat, vat), 6 wait,
(vait). $. 4 whote, 5 woot, wot.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 766 Wat bou [Gott. quat, Fairf. wate]
quarfor? 1340 Ha.mpole Pr. Consc. 2666 Ne bou whate
never in what stede bou sal dyghe. 1375 Karbouk Bruce
v. 241 Thou vat nocht quha is thi frend. 1423 Jas. I

Kingis Q. exxix, Lo, wate thou quhy? c 1425 Wvntoun
Cron. v. xiii. 5247 (Cott.) Quhar was God, wat bou oucht,

Eefor \>a.t hewyn and erde was wroucht ? 1549 Compl. Scot.

xv. 126 Thou vait that ane man vil haue childir of deferent
conditionis. c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 404 Thryis als

mekle scho reuis, That thou not wait, a 1568 in Bannatyne
MS. (Hunter. Club) 133 Thow wate nocht quhen that it wiH
licht.

£ « 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) xi. 4 pou whole wham I

mene. C1400 Non-Cycle Myst. Plays iii. 40 Now wot bou
wele of all oure wo. a 1425 Cursor At. 3231 (Trin.) Wende
in bye vnto mesopothanye, t-ere bou woot oure frendes wone.

2. Pres. indie, plural, a. north, and Se. 4-6,

8 wat (4 quat, 5 vat), wate (5 quate), 5-6 wait
(6 vait, waite). (3. 4-6 wote (4 wotep, wotin,

5 north, woteys), 5 woote, 5-6 woot, wott(e,

5-9 wot (5 whot).
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 4729 We! wat [Fairf. wate] yee Mi

stiward ioseph al fedes me. Ibid. 14571 We wat [Gait, quat]
mast quat er bai bar. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 1432 Ofte
chaunges be tymes here, als men wele wate. £1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints vi. (Thomas) 172 Of pollucioneof flesche grovis, as ve
vat, gilt irres. C1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. xi. 2931 (Cott.) As 3he
wate and has berde tel. i456S[RG.HAYEZ.(i7f/(rw/j(S.T.S.)
151 Changeingof men that wate the kingis secretis..may do
grete scathe. 1513 Douglas /Eneis x. Prol. 66 Lik as the

sawle of man is ane, we wait, Havand thre poweris distinct

and separate. 1549 Compl. Scot. v. 32 Thai vait nocht
quhat thing is the varld. 1596 Dai.rymplk tr. Leslies Hist.

Scot. I. 58 Quhilkes to cat scheip or gait, .we knawe nocht,

nor wat we weil. 1720 Ramsay Pros/. Plenty 171 Right
wiel they wate That truth and honesty hauds Jang the gate.

1724 — Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 66 Now wat ye wha I met
yestreen ?

/S. 1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 39 pys clerkys. .wote
bat ys to wetyn. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Got. Lordsh. 51
We woot wel bat be kepynge of largesse ys right herd. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2432 They.. whot nat wher to saue
or lese. C1460 Play Sacr. 374 Ye wott what I haue sayd.

1521 Fishkk Serm. Wks. (1876) 315 We woot that that

people of the Iewes was a shadow of the chrysten people.

c 1530 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. xliii.

119 Ye call the Scripture the new Leminge ; which . . is eldre

than any lerninge, that ye wote to be the old. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. 11. ii. 90 Then y«u may come and see the picture

..that you wot of. 16.. Middleton etc Old Law in. i,

I have found out the true age,. of the party you wot on.

1657 Trapp Comm. Ps. xxxii. 5 Wot you what?.. he hath
confessed himself as guilty.. as his man. 1753-4 Richard-
sow Grandison (1810) IV. xvii. 141 Wot ye not the in-

delicacy of an early present, which you are not obliged to

make? 1841 James Brigand iv, There are more dangers
around than you wot of. 1874 Motley John of Bamevcld
xi. II. 30 ' Don't forget to caress the old gentleman you wot
of,' said the Advocate frequently.

3. a. 2nd sing. pres. indie. 5 wotest, -ist, -ys(t,

6- wottest, 6 wottst, wotste, Sc. wattis.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. 74 Wottest thou not wel.

.

that every shepherde ought . . to seke his sperkelande sheep.

c 1400 Beryn 45, I my^te nat lyve els, bowe wotist. 1448-9

Metham Amoryus ff Cleopes 360 Wotys thow qwat me
thynkyth best? 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xxiv. 72 This
knyght is a man of more worship than thou wotest of. 1549
Coverdale Erasm. Par. Bom. Prol. »J« iv b, Thou woteste

not what thou teachest. 1579 Hake Newes out ofPowles
(1872) A vij, For well thou wotste, if thyrsty were my minde
. .Then would I [etc.]. a 1585 Montgomery Cherrie fy Sloe

426 Thou wattis not quhat thou wald. 1819 Scott Iwanhoe
xxxvi, Wottest thou that Lucas de Beaumanoir. .is now
himself at Templestowe? 1844 Mrs. Browning Croivned
* Buried xv, I would have The dead whereof thou wottest,

from that grave.

b. %ra sing. pres. indie. 4 wotis, 6 woteth,
-ith, 6 wottyth, 6- wotteth, 9 wots; Se. 6 wattis,

7 waits, 9 wats.
13.. Cursor M. 10506 (Gutt.) He wotis J>ishaue i aernid

ay- '5*3 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1431 Lytill wotith the

goslyng what the gose thynkith. Ibid. 1438 Wele wotith

the cat whos berde she likkith. 1531 Dial. Laws Eng. 11.

liii. 44 It is therefore no synne to say he wottyth not where
he is. «535 Coverdale Baruch iii. 32 He that woteth all

thynges, knoweth her. 1577 St. Aug. Man. (Longman) 27
O kyngdome without ende;.. where the day. .woteth not
what time meaneth. 1602 J. Davies (Heref.) Afirum in
Modum (Grosart) 61 Through which she wots what works
hir woe or weale. 1633 Sir A. Johnston ( Wariston) Diary
(S.H.S.) 81 Quho waits bot the Lord wil deal bountiful^
with his servant once this weak as he did [etc.]. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xi, Let her know that he she wots of remained
here, .expecting to see her. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia viii.

22 The ant wots of its ways, The white doves know them
well.

4. Infin. 5 woten, 7 wote ; 6 wotte, 6- wot.
Also subj. 6 wote ; imper. 6 wot, wat, 7 wote.
1414 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 59/1 Which is gret doel to alle the

Kynges trewe lieges . . to woten of swiche meschiefs done and
used withinne theKewme. 1509 Firhkr Ps. cxlii.Wks.(i876)
253 No meruayle it is yf than the sety soule . . wote not what
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to saye. 1530 Palsgr. Ep. Ded. p. iij, So that we myghi
wotte for the kepyn.ee of trewe conqruite in that tonge..
how [etc.]. 1575 A. Fleming Virg. Bitcol. m. 8 If so much
thou know not, then, well wot, the goate is mine. 1601
Holland Pliny xxx. ill. II. 406 Wote well, that ordinarily
the water thereof is not good. 1605 Camden Rent.

y
Lang.

19 Conscience, they called Inwit, as that which they did
inwardly wit and wote, that is, know certainely. 1813 Scott
Trierm. I. xi, The.. Monarch full little did wot That she
smiled, in his absence, on brave Lancelot. 1875 Morris
yEneids 111.379 The other things the Parcae still banHelenus
to wot.

5. Pres. fpie. (and verbal sb.). 6 wottyng, 6-
wotting.
1523 Cromwell in Merriman Life A- Lett. (1902*1 I. 42

People browght to extreme distresse and not wottyng how
tolyue. 156a J. WY.wsoon Prov.fy Efigr. (1867) 120 Wottyng
and weenyng, were those two thingis one. 1574 A. L. Cal-
vin s Four Serin, ii, He stammered, not wotting what to say,
1624 Gataker Transubst. 60 Well wotting that there was
no such thine. 1817 Scott Haroldui. iii, Hardly wotting
why, He dofFd his helmet's gloomy pride. 1887 Morris
Odyss. xiv. 451 And neither the Queen nor Laertes the Elder
were wotting of this.

6. Past tense. 9- Trotted.
1828 Scott Rob Roy viii, That honest gentleman's terror

communicated itself to him, though he wotted not why. 1853
Huxley in Lifefy Lett.{igoo) 1. 114 Having rushed into more
responsibility than I wotted of. 1901 ' Linesman ' Words by
Eyeivituess (1902) 217 He will see many things he wotted
nothing of.

"Wot, dial, and vulgar form of What.
Wot(e, obs. forms of Oat.
Wote, obs. Sc. form of Vote sd.

Wote : sec Wit vA, Wot v.

Woth, obs. ind. pres. of Wit v.1

T Wothe, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : a. 4 wa))e
(quape), 4-5 wathe (5 waghe, ?wauhte, Sc*

vathe) ; 4 wath (quat, 5 Sc. vath)
; 4 wayth,

5 Sc. waith. 0. 4-5 wothe, 5 woth. [a. ON.
*wd8e (ONorw. and Icel. vdde, vadi, Norw. vaade,
vaae ; MSw. va/>e

y
vadhe. Sw. vadc, Da. vaade),

perh. f. *wa (ONorw. and Icel. vd), harm, disaster.]

A. sb. The condition of being exposed to or liable

to injury or harm ; danger, peril ; hurt or harm
;

a cause of harm or injury. Also const, of.
a. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxiv. 3 Sorwes ofe dede vmgafe

me ai. And wathes ofe belle me fand bai. 0x300 Cursor AI.

1846 pe stormes starked wit be wind, Wath vas bifor and
sua bihind. Ibid. 29362 Quen man es in wath o ded. 1338
R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 293 If him com any scape, tinselle
of seignorie, Tille 50W it wille be wabe. c 1440 York Myst.
v. 65 Nay, certis it is no wathe, Ete it safely ye maye.
c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1737 Fast south thai went ; to bid
it was gret waith.

0. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 375 P.ot much be bygger 3d
was my mon, Fro bou wa* wroken fro vch a wobe. 13..
S. Erkenwolde 233 in Horstm. AltengL Leg. (1881) 271 Bot
for wothe ne wele, ne wrathe ne drede..I remewit neuer fro
be ri^t. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6050 For to wacche and to
wake for wothis of harme. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xx. 143 She
seyb, bey go to helle wobes. c 1460 Toivneley AJyst. iii. 416
Ye shuld not be so spitus standyng in sich a woth.

B. adj. Dangerous.
a 1300 Cursor AI. 4213 Alias I hat i him [Joseph] ouber

oute-sent, bat wai bat was so wath to wend. Ibid. 28687
To fall in syn hu gret foly,—hu quat [Cotton Calba wathe]
it es bar-in to ly.

Hence f Wothely adv. [Icel. vdSaliga, MSw.
vadhelika, vadelige\ dangerously, perilously.

1 a 1400 Atarte Arth. 2090 This gentille . . wondes alle
wathely, that in the mm stondez ! Ibid. 2186, I am
wathely woundide, waresche mone I neuer I c 1400 Destr.
Troy 8827 Achilles woundit full wothely in were of his lyffe.
ci4»o Anturs 0/ Arth. 303 (Thornton) Arthure. .Salle be
wondede, I wysse, fulle wathely [Douce wobely; Irel. wothe-
lik], I wene.

Wothe, var. ai woghe Wough jA.2

Wother, obs. form of Other.
Wother, woper, obs. forms of Whether.
Wother-weight (Sc.) ; see Wither- *, 2.

fWotless, a. Obs. rare. [irreg.f.WoTz\] Un-
knowing, ignorant.

1594 H. Constable Diana vi. x, Whose hands I kisse..
when she stands wotlesse whom so much she blissetb.

Wot-save, obs. form of Vouchsafe v.

Wott, obs. Sc. form of Wit sb.

Wott(e, obs. ind. pres. of Wit v. 1

tWo*ttingly,a</7>. Obs. [f. -wotting, pres. pple.
of Wot v.] Wittingly, knowingly.
»53° Pai-sgr. 846. '« Wottyngly, a escient. 1851 Gloss.

Cumbertd., Wittenly, wottenly ; designedly.

f Wottoo = wilt thou: see Will v. 1 A. 3 a. 5.

1701 Steele Funeral m. (1702I 42 Wottoo, Wottoo Fright
thy own Trembling shivering Wife.

Wou, obs. f. How adv. ; obs. Sc. f. Vow sb. and v.1

Wou'bit, OO'bit. dial. Forms : a. 5 wolbode
(welbode), wolle bode

; 5 welbede, 6 wol-
bede, 7 wolbet, volbet

; 7 wool-beard, wooll-
bed, 8 wool bed. fZ. Sc. 6 wowbat, woubet
(voubet), wobai, 9 vowbet, woubit. 7. north.

and Sc. 7 oubut, 9 oubit, oobit, ubit, yeubit,
hoobit, hubert ; obeed. [ME. wolbode and wol-
bede, app. f. wol Wool sb. with obscure second
element ; the form -bode may be connected with
Boud or Bt/dde.] A hairy caterpillar, esp. the

larva of th« tiger-moth; a 'woolly bear*. Also

trans/, (and atlrib.) applied contemptuously to a

person.
a. 14.. Xoiu. in Wr.-Wulcker 706/15 Hie multi/es, a

welbode. 1483 Cath. Angl. 423/1 A wolle bode {A. Wol-
bode), multipes. 1496 Treat. Fishing w. Angle (1883) 24
Byndtt it on your hoke with fletchers sylke and make it

roughlykeawelbede. 15.. Ortus Vocab. (Shrewsbury MS.)
Wolbede. 1601 Holland Pliny xxix. v. II. 369 The
Wooll-beads or Caterpillers,. .which are a kind of earth*
wormes.., all hairie, having many feet, and courbing arch-
wise as they creepe. 1662 K. Venables E.xpcr, Angler iii.

27 Those rough insects (which some call WoolUbeds, because
of their wool-like outside, and rings of divers colours). 1681
CHSTHAM Angler's Vade-m. iv. § 8 (1700) 35 I'almer-worm,
Palmer-fly, Wooll-bed, and Cankers, Are all one Worm.
1787 Best Angling fed. 2) 18.

p. 1508 Dunbar Tua Atariit Wemen 89 Ane wallidrag,
ane worme, ane auld wobat carle, c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S.T.S.) xx.xiv.94 Swa ladeis will nocht soun^e With waistit
wowbattis rottin. 11585 Montgomkrie Flytmg 268 Wan-
shapen woubet [v.r. wowbat, wolbet], of the weirds invyit.

Ibid. 614 An warloch, an warwolfe, an voubet but haire.
1802 SlBBALO Chron. S. P. Gloss., Woubit, Oubit, one of
those worms which appear as if covered with wool. 1809
Edin. Rev. X I V. 143 '1 he hairy vowbet, or yeubit, . . is the
name given by boys [in Berwickshire] to the caterpillar of
the tiger-moth.

y. 1608 TorsEi.r. Serpents 103 The English-Northren-men
call the hairie Catterpillers, Otibuts. C1800 Ayrs. CI. Surv,
693 (Jam.) Ubit, dwarfish. 1825 Tamirson, Oobit, a hairy
worm, with alternate rings of black and dark yellow. 1851
Kingslf.y Forms, The Oubit, It was an hairy oubit, sae
proud he crept slang. 1861 _T. Brown Horse Subs. Ser. 11.

117 Very like a huge caterpillar or hairy oobit. 1865- in
dialect glossaries, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Did.).

Wouch(e, var. forms of Wough sb. 2 Obs.

Wouchaif(f)e, Wouchesafe, etc., obs. forms
of Vouchsafe v.

Woud, obs. Sc. f. Void v. }
obs. f.WooD sb.l and a.

"Wouf, var. Woof int.

"Wouf^'e, obs. form of Woof sb.1

Wough (w^u,wg), sb. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
a. 1-4 wah (5 Se. wacht). 0. 1 was, 4 wagh,
wau ; I (dat.) wase, 3 wa^he, wau^e, 4 waghe,
wawe

; //. 1 wasas, 3 wa}es, 4waghis, 5 wawis,
-es. y. 4W03 (dat. wo^e,/}l.wo^ea)

t 4,7-9 wogh,
5 woch, 8 woagh

;
3-4 wouh, 4 wou^, woughe,

5, 8-9 wough. 5. 4-5 wowe, 4 wow; pi. 3-5
wowes (3 woawes), 5 wowen. [OE. wag (also

wser\ wdh
t
= OFris. vtdch (W.Fris. weach, EFris.

woeh^Fxxs. woch, wuck
y
dck,etc), related to Goth.

waddj'uSy ON. veggr (see Wig sb.2).
The later Sc. 7va7t; zt>a\ and northern di&LftMW, 7voa

t
wo\

are normal phonetic developments of wall, and their wide
currency indicates that they represent that word rather
than this.]

1. A wall of a house ; a partition.
a. c888 ^Elfred Boetk. xxxvi, §7 Swa sua aelces huses-

wah biS fa^st se^5er ?e on Szere flore £e on 3«em hrofe.
c 1000 jElphic Horn. I. 288 Him ne wiSstent nan oing,na<Ser
ne sta-nen weall ne bryden wah. c 1200 Ormin 1015 An
wa^herifft Wass spredd fra wah to wajhe. c 1205 Lay. 25887
He nom bare halle wah [v.r. waS) and helden hine to grunde.
a 1240 Saivtes Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 247 Is eauer hire
unbeaw forte sechen in-^ong abute be wahes to a murdrin
hire brinne. 13.. Cursor Af. 23216 (Edin.) Paintid fire.,

bat apon a wah war wroht. a 1500 Bemardus de eura rei
jam. (E.E.T.S.) 7 Quhile ha ly by he wacht.

p. Beowulf 1662 J>aet ic on wage xeseah wlitig hangian
eald sweord eacen. ^893 Mlfred Oros. v. xv. 250 He oft

..slog mid his heafde on bone wag. 971 Blickl. Ham. 151
Hie ba wurdon sona ablinde. .& heora heafdu slogan on J>a
wa^as. < 1200 Ormin 6815 An wa^he off Cristess kirrke.
Ibid. 6825 patt hirnestan patt band ta twe35en wajhess.
c 1205 Lay. 10182 Heo letten alle ba scrud at bere dure
werpen vt, wascen be wa^es [C1275 wowes]. a 1300 Cursor
M. 7667 pe king han hent a sper scarp To stair him thoru
vnto he wau [Cott. wawe ; Fairf. wagh]. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 6619 A purtrayd fire on a waghe, pat es paynted
outlier heghe or laghe. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3222 3' 1

ware be wawes of be wanes,. . Polischid all of pure gold.
y. e 1 zoo Vices fy Virtues 95 Carite3 arist up fram 5e

grundwalle, and beclepff all 5e wouh. c 1290 St. Dunstan
132 in S.F.ng.Leg.i^ peharpe he hengvp bi be wouh. a 1300
K. Horn 970 (Camb.) pe se bigan to hro^e Vnder hir wo^e.
*3°3R. Brunne Handl. Synne ii44pysolde man wasbroght
so logh pat he lay ful colde besyde a wogh. 1340 Ayenb. 72
Betuene ham and paradys ne is bote a lyte wo;. 1382
Wyclip Ps. Ixi. 4 As to a boowid woughe, and to a ston wal
put doun. C1400 Destr. Troy 4773 In the castell..al! was
bare as a bast, to be bigge woghes. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
1. 785 Hym liketh best a daubed wough, and he Wol haue
a wal of cley and stoon, a 1450 Afirk's Festial 181 An
adyrcopc.come of he woch. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 54
A Wogh, a Wall, Lane. 1703 Thorf.sby Let. ta Ray, A
Wogh, any Partition, whether of Boards or mud Walls, or
Laths and Lime; as a Boardshed-woagh, studded wogh.
C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lanes. Dial. Wks.
(1862) 69, I crope under a Wough. 1847 Lytton Lucretia
ii. xix, She lived agin the wogh yonder, where you see that
gent coming out.
* £. a 1225 Ancr. R. 172 pauh hire licome beo wiflinnen he
uour woawes. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1528 Wowes west and
lere huse. 1303 R. Brunnr Handl. Synne 4272 Here mayst
thou bettyr slepe a throwe Than sytte and loke vppon a
wowe. 13. . E. E. Altit. P. B. 1531 In he palays pryncipale
vpon he playn wowe, 1390 Gower Can/. I. 324 Ther was
nothing hem betwene, Bot wow to wow and wall to wall.
c 1400 Land TroyBh.i8$8S Troye isdoune& ouer-throwen,
Tour & hour, walle & wowen. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 533/1
Wowe, wal [v.rr. wowe or wall], paries, ruurus. c 1450
Godsto-.v Reg. 551, j. yerde bitwene the wowes. 01470
H. Parker Dives. $ Pauper (W. de W. 1496) v. iii. 198/1
God lykeneth flaterers to the>-m that playstren & paynten
walles and wowes without.

2. Alining. The side of a vein.

1653 MjWLOVR Liberties of Lead-Mines 234 If. . woughs
be strete, the Miner then may fire. Ibid. 259 Water hoies,

Wind holes, Veyns, Coe-shafts and Woughs. 168* T. Hoigh-
ton Rara Avis (E.D.S.) 44 Woughs, the walls or sides,

sometimes of hard stone, and sometimes soft. 1836 R. Fl;r-

nfss Astrologer 1. Wks. (1858) 135 Where wough or rider,

twitch'd a leading fast, There he was matchless at a tearing
blast.

3. Comb.', fwough-nail, wall -nail (WALL sbA22).
OE, tvdgryft, -rift occurs in the Ormulum as ivagheri/Ft.

1331 in Topham Collcg. Chap. Si. Stephen (1834) 67 Eidem
pro 1000 de Wounail empt' pro quadam interclus' in dicta

domo faciend'. C1300 in Rogers Agric h Prices I. 498 [On
the Irish estates we find a kind of nail called] ' woh ' or
' wouwe-nails ' 1411 Ibid. III. 447 Wogh prig nails.

t Wough., sb:- Obs. Forms: a. 1-4 woh, $
woch, 3 (5 St.) wocht, 4 woht. (3. 1 (3) dat.

wo (woo), 3-4 W05 (4 wo3h\ 3-5 wogh, I dat.

wo^e, 3-4 W030 (4 wo3he\ 3-5 woghe. 5 wothe.
7. 3 wou, 3-5 wow ; 3-4 wouh (3//. wouhwes),
W0113 (5 wou3h, WOW3 1

, 4 wough, 5 wugh, Se.

weuch
; 5 wouche, wou-, wow;je, woughe.

[OE. woh (inflected wS-, w6*-)
t

neut. of wdk
Wough a. used as sb.]

1. Wrong, evil; injury, harm.
a. ("893 >Elfred Oros. vi. x. 264 pa saede liini hlora an,..

ba;t he woh bude. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xciii. 4 Hi.. woh
meldiaS. c 1205 Lav, 11589 pat wes swiSe muchel woh.
c 1250 Death 261 in O. E. Alisc. 184 Lrte us hatie hat woh
and luuie hat rijle. C1250 Orison 16 ibid. 160 J>u brohtest
dai and eve ni^t, Heo bro-,te woht, hu brohtest rijt. c 1300
Harrow. Hell (Harl.) 52 Mon hah d° n,e .''home ynoh wyb
word ant dede in heore woh.
0. c888 Alfred Boeth. xl. §7 Englas..nanes wos [v.r.

wo^es] ne wilnia5, ^897 — Gregory's Past. C. xlv. 343
Hie-.nyllatS wietan mid hwelcum woo [v.r. wo] hie hit

^estriendon. c 924 Let. in Kirch Cartut. II. 236 Ic him
wolde fylstan to ryhte and na^fre to n.inan wo, c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 165 Al riht is leid and wogh arered. 13. . Gaw.
fy (>r. Knt. 1550 pus hym frayned bat fre, and fondet hym
ofte, For to haf wonnen hym to wo^e. c 1350 Will, Pa/erne
544 For hat were swiche a wo^h |>at neuer wolde he mended,
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2S12 As me is wa for bi wo',e & hi

wrange bathe.

y. 122225 Ancr. R. 126 Wouh bet me mis-de^ us, ofter of
word ofter of were. Ibid, 190 Wei is us nu, I.ouerd, uor he
dawes bet tu lowudest us mide oflre monnes wouhwes.
c 1330 R. Rbusne Chron. Ware (Rolls) 7279 Of two bynges
wakned hys wough. c 1320 Cast. Love 1117 ^if bou wole
a-menden his WOU3, pou most deh bolen borw strong pyne
I-nou3. a 1450 Le Afarte Arth. 1333 Her hertes was full

of sorow and woughe.

2. In phrases : a. To do or work wough. Also
const, to, on (a person) or with dat.
(a) c 1205 Lav. 22456 pat ne seal he king woh don. a 1225

Ancr.R. 158 Vor bolemod is be bet | uldeliche ahere5 wouh
bet me deS him. a 1300 Cursor AI. 15828 Wit hair bastons
bete J>ai him And did him mikel wogh. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810I 119 To William did he wouh, He did brenne
Helwelle, & William broher slouh. < 1400 Rmvland #r O.
119 For here schall no man do the woghe, till aughte dayes
ben a-goa

(b) 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7687 Vor no mon ne durste him
wihsegge, he wro^te muche wou. a 1300 Cursor AI. 24340
(F.din.) To me his moder did bai hat mis. hat wroht on him
his woh. 13.. E. E. Altit. /'. A. 622 pay laften rjjt &
wro_3ten woghe. c 1470 Gel. fy Gaw. 700 The wyis wroght
vthir grete wandreth and weuch. Ibid. 1199 To wirk him
wandreth or wough. £1550 Hum. Cheviot xxvi, in Child
Ballads III. 308/2 He wrought horn both woo and wouche.

b. To have wough : to he in the wrong.
c 1205 Lay. 3327 Leiuedi J»h haues mochel wcuh. Ibid.

5043 pu hauest woh & [he] haued riht. a 1225 Ancr. R. 54
Ale leoue^ sire, bu hauest wouh. c 1175 Passion of Our
Lard 332 in O. E. Misc. 46 Seye hu me sob, Vf bu ert gywene
kyng ober hi habbeb woh. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1531 p3 '

sei^en he hadde he rjgt, pe steward hadde )>e wou). c 1400
Solomon's Bk. Wisd. 284 Ac so wys clerk ne worb her non,
pat ne schal haue to don ynou3, fforto disputen ajcins hym
pei3 he haue he wouj. *

C. Mid or with wough : wrongfully. (OE. also

of1 wo*A,)
cBSs Alfred's Will in Birch Cartul. II. 177 pact ic

mine mae^ecild oflSe yldran oSfle ^ingran mid wo for-

demde. £-960 Laws Edgar 11. iv,& se be oSerne mid woje
forseggan wile, ban he [etc.]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 pas
ruperes and has reueres bet nemefi oores monnes cahte mid
wohe. r 1105 Lav. 24811 Of Frolle han kinge, hat hu mid
wo3e at Paris aslope, a 1240 Lofsong in O. E. Ham. I. 205
Summe tide ich habbe iheued of offer monnes mid woh.
c 1290 Beket 1239 in S. Eng. Leg. 142 [They] tolden he kinge
of al he wo bat seint thomas hadde with WOU3. a 1300
Cursor AI. m Herode kyng wit wogh For crist sak he
childer slogh. 13. . Guy Wane. 5080 Ich on of hem bat he
toke, he slou3, Were it wib ri^t, were it wij> WOU3. [c 1330
Arth. $ Alert. 4806 Wib gode rigt & no W0113.]

d. \Vithout{cn) wough : truly.

13.. Guy Waru: 6876 Ich it seye, wibouten WOU3. C1400
Alerlin 1415 (Kolbing) Herkneb alle, wih owte wou3h, Y
schal 30W telle, why y Iou3h. 14.. Sir Beues (S.) 2135
Certes, madame, with out wowg. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1172

Suche virtuose werkus he wolde welle do Fulle sotelyche

w'.owte ony wothe [rime bothej Ibid. 2100. ^1450 Le
Morte Arth. 1638 Withe Syr mador, with-outeu woughe.
Full sone acordement gon they make.

Wough (wuf ), sb.z Also Sc. wouch. [Imita-

tive. CLWdff.] The bark of adogorotheranimal.
1824 Mactaggabt Gallovid. Encycl. 481 Wonch, the same

with bouch, a dog's bark. 1850 Mayne Reiij Rifle Rangers
II. xxii. 200 The hound, with a short ' wough dropped in

upon his head. 1808 Lemgm. Aiag. May 67 Little squirrels

..have quite a large vocabulary,, .a bark or wough when
suddenly alarmed.



WOUGH.
tWotlgh., a. Obs. (or dial.) Forms: 1-4 woh

(3 wop,\ 4 wou}, 9 dial, oogh; pi. (etc.) 3 \v03e,

wo5he, wowe. [OE. wdh (inflected wS-, wog-),

of obscure origin. Hence Wougu sb.%]

1. Crooked, bent.

86a Grant in Birch Cartul. II. 114 Danne fram langan
lea^e to 3am won stocce. C897 ^Elfked Gregorys Past. C.
xi. 67 Sio micle nosu & sio woo. a 1000 Laivs fEthelb xliv,

Jif mu5 opbe ease woh weorSeb. anoo Gloss, in Wr.-
Wiilcker 146/38 Diuortia, diuerticula, mistlice woge wegas.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 813 pe fox. .can pabes ri3te & wo}e.
1866 Brogden Prov. Words Lines. 141 The woodman said

that the stuff was kind, but all I've seen was oogh inclined.

2. Wrong, evil, bad. Also absol.

Beozuulf 1747 Worn wundorbeboduin wergan gastes, c 888
iELKRED Boeih. xxxviii. § 3 Hit is wo;$ paet hi mon laete

unwitnode. a 1000 R iddles x). 24(Gr.) Woh wyrda ^esceapu,

cizooOrmin 1375 \>xr Cristess mennisscnesse Drannc da;bess

drinnch o rodetreo forr ure wojhe dedess. c 1205 Lay. 4333
pat is woh & na wiht riht. a 1225 Ancr. R. 2 Widute knotte

& dolke of woh inwit & of wreinde. C1250 Owl fy Night.
164 Schild bine svikeldom vram be H^te, & hud pat wo^e
[v.r. wowe] among be ri3te. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1730 Her
wening was al wou^, Vntroweand til hem to. a 1400 Octouian
(Weber) 1050 Florentyn Dajt forsok hyt, pey byt wer W03.

fWough, int. Obs~ l - Waugh, Wow.
a 1553 Uuall Royster D. m. iv. (Arb.) 52 Wough, she is

gone for euer, I shall hir no more see.

W0113, obs. var. How adv.

f Wouhleche. Obs."'1 [f. wotth-, repr. OE.
wSr-, stein of ivSgian to Woo + -leche -ledge.]

Wooing, courtship. So also f Wouhlechung.
a 1225 Aficr. R. 96 No wouhleche nis so culuert ase is o

pleinte wis. Ibid. 388 He uor wouhlecchunge sende hire

h is sonden.

Wouke, obs. form of Week sb.

tWoul,^. Obs. rare. [Imitative. Cf.WA\VLz».]

intr. To howl, cry, wail.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat'i 748 Tesson craile, Brok woulith.

1382 Wyclif Hosea v. 8 Woule 5e in Bethauen. Ibid. vii.

14 Thei crieden not to me in her herte, bot thei wouliden in

her couchis.

Would (wud), sb. [The subj. of Will v.^ used

substantively.] The feeling or expression of a con-

ditional or undecided desire or intention.

1390 Gower Con/. I II. 32 Bot yit is noght mi feste al plein,

Bot al of woldes and of wjsshes, Therof have I my fulle

disshes. 1626 Fbnner Hid. A Ianna (1656) 58 Thou hast a
sctled will to sinne, but a sorry would, or a months minde
to repent, a 1653 Binning Serm. (1735) 559/2 Your Woulds
and Wishes after Christ and Salvation ..are not the real

Exercises of your Soul's flying unto him for Salvation. 1864
Tkevelyan Comfiet. Wallah (1866) 131 If all my ' woulds ',

dear Jones, were changed to ' coulds', I'd deck thy bungalow
with Europe goods. 1876 Emerson Lett, fy Soc.Aims, Poet.

«V Imag. Wks. (Bobn) III. 151 All writings must be in a
degree exoteric, written to a human should or would, instead
of to the fatal is.

b. With the
%
denoting desire or intention in con-

trast to duty or necessity.

1753-4 Richardson Grandison II. xvii. 127 But so it will

always be with silly girls, that distinguish not between the
would and the should. 1831 Cahlyle Misc. Ess., Early
Ger. Lit. {1872) III. 188 When man, hemmed-in between the

Would and the Should, or the Must, painfully hesitates.

Would, obs. f. Hold v., Old a. Weld sb. 1
,

Wold ; var. Woold sb. and v.

Would-be (wirdbi), a. and sb. [The phrase
would be (see Will v.1 40) used attributively and
absolutely.]

A. adj. Of persons : That would be ; wishing
to be ;

posing as.

In the earliest examples used as a mock addition to a
designation or title: cf. \i.

1300 Graystanes in Hist. Dunelm. Script. Tres (Surtees)

77 Eum [sc. Henry de LucebyJ contempserunt, vocantes
eum H. walde be Priur. 1642 Kynaston Leoline etc. 138
By the skill of Marquis would-be Iones, 'Tis found the
smoakes salt did corrupt the stones.

1647 Trap? Comm. Matt, v. 21. 286 Epictetus complained
that there were many would be Philosophers, as far as a few
good words would goe. 1691 Rabshakeh Vapulans 2 The
Wou'd-be.Wits, and wou'd-be-Wise, The witty Fool must
have the foremost place. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 73. 2/2 The
next a Proctor's Clerk, a Would-be Beau. 1750 Student or
Oxf. Misc. I. 23 None but Academical Pedants and would-
be-wits. 1794 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 112 We shall see

what the court lawyers..and would-be ambassadors will

make of it. 1832 Lytton Eugene A. iv. ii, They are not
rascals—they are would-be men of the world. 1864 Pusey
Lect. Daniel ii. 91 Antiocbus was a propagator of false

religions, a would-be destroyer of the true. 1889 Gretton
Memory's Harkback 307 Napoleon I., actually bequeathed
a legacy, .to Cantillon, the would-be assassin of Wellington.

b. trans/. Of things : Intended as.

a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 54 The burnished plate

That decks the would-be rustic gate. 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain 11. xxvi, Speaking with a would-be tone of

congratulation. 1869 Trollope He Knew etc. xcii. (1878)

513 He had continued to speak with the same fluent would-

be cynicism. 1901 H. Sutclikfe B. Cunliffe v. 75 His usual

stilted gait softened to a "would-be airiness.

C. With following adj., forming a hyphened

phrase.
1826 Galt Last ofLairds xxvii. 23S The would-be-genteel

coxcombs of Calcutta. 1840 T. Gordon tr. W. MenzeVs
Ger. Lit. II. 80 Books. .are filled with Philistinism and
would-be-wise morality. 1865 Annie Thomas On Guard
II. 90 A sayer of would-be-sensible things. 1883 Miss
Broughton Belinda t. Hi, With a would-be-valedictory wave
of the hand.

d. Would-be-thought \ wishing to be considered as.
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1805 T. Harral Scenes of Life II. 67 The wits, and would-

be-thought wits, of the day. 1815 Mrs. Pilkington Celebrity

II. 148 'Perhaps I might', rejoined the would-be-thought

cynic.

B. sb. One who fain would be (something speci-

fied or implied).
Sometimes used as a fictitious surname.

(a) 1605 B. Ion-son Volpone Dram. Pers. (1607), Politique

Would-bee.a Knight.. Fine Mada. Would- bee, the Knights

wife. 1706 Mrs. Centlivre Love at Venture 1. i. 5 Enter

a Servant. Ser. Sir, here is Mr. Wou'dbe to wait on you.

(b) 1672 Marvell Reh, Trans/. 1. 238 They are the

Politick would-be's of the Clergy, c 1730 Ramsay To his

Son vi, Yet, this let little would-be's know. 1732 London
Mag. I. 240 Of all the Fops in Nature, none are so ridicu-

lously contemptible as the Wouldbees. 1781 Cowm
Conversat. 612 A man that would have foiled, at their own
play, A dozen would-be's of the modern day.

tWOTt'lder. Obs. [irreg. f. would, pa. t. of

Will v.1 + -eh 1.] In the proverbial phrase wishers

and woulders : those given to saying (

I wish . .
.'

and * I would. . .*, i.e. indulging idle wishes instead

of making active efforts.

The proverb in which the word rimes with householders is

freq. quoted (with slight variations) down to the 18th cent.

1508 Stanbridge Vulgaria (W. de W.) Cvj, Wysshers
and wolders be small ho'usholders. 1546 J. Heywood Prov.
1. xi. (1867) 26 Wishers and wolders be no good householders.

a 1617 Bayne Lect. (1634) 140 A man may bee a wisher and
woulder with Balaam, but misse of his desires. 1623 R.
Carpenter Consc. Christian 18 The imperfect Essayes..of

lazie languisliing wishers and woulders. 1646 Hammond
Tracts, Consc. 36 The hypocrisie of the wisher and woulder,

that could wish he were better then he is. 1670 Ray Prov.

295 (Scot. Prov. )Wishers and walders are poor househalders.

[1870 Schaff Comm. Prov. xxi. 25-6 Wishers and woulders
are neithergood householders nor long livers.]

fb. In well-woulder : well-wisher. Obs."1

1643 Plain* English 28 These are well-woulders to the

Parliament.

Would-have-been, a. [The verbal phrase

used attributively.] That would have liked to be,

that aimed at being, (something specified).

1744 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. v. (1748) I. 233 Her
Eenetrating eyes immediately discovered her would-have-
een gallant. Ibid. vii. II. 29 The would-have-been member

was ready to burst with inward rage at this sneer. 1844

Alb. Smith Adv Mr. Ledbury xxxiv,The would-have-been
assassin of Louis the Fifteenth. 1901 Westm.Gaz. 16 Nov.

7/1 The hunt goes forward after the would-have-been in-

vaders of Natal.

t Woulding, vbl.sb. Obs. [irreg. f. would
pa. t. of Will vX\ The action or fact of desiring.

Usually coupled with wishing.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly K iii, There be some who
onely with wisbyng and wouldyng are riche in their owne
fantasie. 1620 Sanderson Serm. ad Clerum iit. (1681) I. 51

You may call it wishing and woulding, (and we have Proverbs

against wishers and woulders ;) rather than Praying. _ 1655
GvKttAU.CJkr.ia Arm. 1.(1656)314 If woulding and wishing
will bring them to heaven, then they_ may come thither.

a 1714 M. Henry Whs. (1835) I. 113 Wishing and woulding
is but trifling.

b. pi. Desires, inclinations.

a 1640 Fenner Sacrif. Faithfull (1648) 38 Many a poore
soule, that hath forcible wouldings, and wracked desires

after grace and holinesse. 1661 GUKHALL Chr. in Arm. 111.

(1662) 554 Some lazy wouldings or wishings, or weak vellie-

ties. 1710 J. Norris Chr. Prud. 217 They have a great

many imperfect Motions, Inclinations, Half Consents, and
Velleities or Wouldings to do so. a 1758 Jon. Edwards in

Life Brainerd (1845) 368 His desires were not idle wishings
and wouldings.

fWou-fdingness. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. asprec.

+ -KKSS.] Desire, inclination.

a 1660 Hammond Pract. Catech. 1. iii. Wks. 1674 I. 31
And 2. whatsoever you do, you do, first against one velleity

(cr wouldingness) or other; and secondly, with some mixture
of the contrary.

"Woulfe (wulf). Also "Woulf. [The surname
of Peter Woulfe (?I727-iSo3), a London chemist.]

Woulfe's apparatus, a series of glass receivers

{IVoulfe^s bottles') formerly used in distillation.

1800 t\: Lagrange's Chem. I. 109 A bent tube immersed to

the bottom of the water, contained in one of Woulf 's bottles.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sii. $ Art II. 311 Woulfe's appara-
tus evolved so large a quantity of subtile, elastic, and often
incondensable vapours. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xv.

(1842) 369 An arrangement of vessels first devised by Glauber,
but which with some modifications, has since received the
name of Woulfe's apparatus. 1855 Scoffern Elem. Chem.
358 The.. Woulfes bottles are about two-thirds filled with
water.

WouLk, obs. Sc. form of Week sb,

"Woult, obs. Sc. var. Vault sb. 1

Wouman, obs. form of Woman-

.

"Wound (wwnd), sb. Forms: a. 1-3 wund,
3 wunde (wnde) ; 3-5 wonde, 4-6 wond (6 Sc,

vond), 5 woynd, 6 Sc. wind. j8. 3-7 wounde,
3-wound (5 wownd, Sc. vound) ; Spl. wawnds;
[Common Teutonic : OE. wund m OFris. wu/ule,
wund (WFris. woune

t
KFris. w4n)

t MDu. wonde
(Du. wond), OS. wunda (LG. wunde, wunne

t

wunn)
1
Q\\G.witnta,wutidaQ>\'klG.wunte

J
witnde

i

G. wunda), ON. (Icel., MSw.) und (Da. vunde from
LG.), of uncertain relationship..

The originalw was normally lengthened before nd, but in the
standard pronunc has been prevented from developing into

oh (as in bound, hound, ground, etc.) by the influence of the
iu (in contrast to wound, pa. t. of Wind f. 1

). The pronunc.
(wound) is however given by some dictionaries of the 18th

WOUND.
century (Kenrick, 1773; Jones, 1798). is widely current in

dialects, is implied in various forms of Wounds and Zounds,
and was common in the adv. Woundy.]

1. A hurt caused by the laceration or separation

of the tissues of the body by a hard or sharp instru-

ment, a bullet, etc. ; an external injury.

f Death's wound: see Death-wound.
a. Beowulf 27 1 1 Da sio wund ongon, be him se eor5draca

ser ^eworhte, swelan and swellan. C900 Bxdd's Hist. it.

ix. (1890) 124 Eac wes secyning j^ehasled from ba;re wunde,
pe him a;r gedon wees, ciooo Sax. Leeclui. I. 180 WIS
wunda,. .jenim pas wyrte be we senecio nemdun. (1x75
Lamb. Horn. 79 f>a coin per an helendis Mon and heuede
roube of him and wesch his wunden mid wine, c 1205 Lay.
23969 He wunde afeng feouwer unchene long, c 1275
Passion of Our Lord 187 in O- E. Misc. 42 Ne schullen hi

nouht yete polie none wnde. c 1300 Havelok 19S0 He haues
a wunde in the side. 1340 Hamfole Pr. Consc. 5337 Byhalde
be wondes bat yhe styked. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 501 pan he
askede of Olyuere. .If bat he any wonde bere in ys body
bat tyde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6316 Achyiles. .hymselfe fore

to no fyght for hys fel wondys. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta
Secret. 181 The bee is a Passynge wrath full beste. .and for

vengeaunce they lewyth thar Styngill in the wonde. 1526
Tindale Acts xvi. 33 He toke them. -and Wasshed their

wondes. 154^ Compt. Scot. xiv. 121 The mortal vondis that

he hed resauit fra bessus his seruituir.

p. c 1290 Sancta Crux 438 in S. Etig. Leg. 1. 14 To-gadere
huy smiten to grounde . . and maden heom wel bitere woundes.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 11397 He hadde mo ban tuenti

wounde ar he were inome. c *3«5 Spec. Gy Warw. 442 And
bere peih sholen se sobliche, His grisli wounden openliche.

1390 Gower Conf III. 137 Of word among the men of

Armes Ben woundes heeled with the charmes, Wher lacketh

other medicine, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xix. 87 pe blude

rynnez doun fra per woundes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 533 1

Wownde, festryd, cicatrix. Wownde, made wythe swerde
or other wepne, stigma, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon
xv. 356 He.. cast hym doun to the grounde with a wounde
mortall. 1547 BoOfltD* Brev. Health i. ccclxxviL (1557) 120 b,

There be dyuers sortes of woundes, some be newe and freshe

woundes and some be olde woundes, some be depe woundes,
[etc.]. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. ii. 55 Dead Henries wounds,
Open their congeal'd mouthes, and bleed afresh. 1611

MtDDLETON & Dekker Roaring Girl L 3, Wounds should

be drcst and heal'd, not vext, or left Wide open, to the

anguish of the patient. 1665 Manley Grotins* LoiuC. Wars
271 Octavius..was shortly after shot by the Besieged, and
dyed of the Wound. 1679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits in. (1681)

70 A Wound though cur'd, yet leaves behind a Scar. 1732
Lediard Sethos II. vm. 222, 1 receiv*dawound with a sword
which laid me on the ground. 1744 J.

Armstrong Art
Prturv. Health in. 516 For want of timely care Millions

have died of medicable wounds. 1770 Golusm. Des. Vill.

157 The broken soldier . . Wept o'er his wounds. 1804 Naval
Chron. XII. -^87 Having..several sabre and pike wounds.
1841 Lever O'Malley Ixxi, ' And his wound ? Is it a serious

one ?' said a. .voice, as the doctor left my room. 1866 G.
Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxvi, The blood flowed from a
wound on the head. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man-eaters of
Tsavo vii. 78, I . .bathed and dressed his wounds.

b. Esp. in the {Five) Wounds of Christ.

c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 75 Ac he horn helde mid his halie fif

wunden. a 1225 Ancr. R. 292 Nem ofte Jesu..Vlih into

his wunden, creop in ham mid pine bouhte. a 1300 Leg.

Rood ii. 258 He aros to lyue From debe ben bridde dai myd
is wounden viue. 13.. Gaw. A- Gr. Knt. 642 Alle his afy-

aunce vpon folde was m be fyue woundez bat Crist ka3t on be

croys. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladyeu. 155 By meryte of our

lordes fyue woundes. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 2

The moost worthy to be loued woundes& passyon of Chryst.

1533 iu Line. Dioc. Docum. (1914) 157 The ij. cunstabelles.

.

shall deyll vJ in honor and worship of the v. wondes of our

lord to the v. porest folkes in the towne. 1625 tr. Camden's
Hist. Eliz. 220 They.. brought into the field many men,

vnder flying colours, wherein were painted in some, the flue

wounds of our Lord. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blattc's Trav.

53 The Church of the five wounds of our Saviour. 1807

Wordsw. White Doe 11. 21 And figured there The five dear

wounds our Lord did bear. 1845 Pusey tr. Horst's Parad.
Soul (1847) II. vi. 81 Salutations to the Five Wounds of

Christ. 1887 Encyd. Brit. XXII. 549/2 As regards full

stigmatization, with the visible production of the five wounds,

. . the oldest case, after St. Francis, is that of Ida of Lou vain.

C. Used as an oath or strong exclamation, as

By ChristSi or His, wounds, His arms and wounds,
Wounds of God, etc. (Cf. Wounds int.)

See also Blood sb. 1 e, Gad sb.& 3, God sb. 14 a, Gog 1
2,

and Oons, Swounds, Zounds.
£-1350 Athelston 144 Sodaynly ban schalt bou dy, Be

Cristeswoundysfyue. C1480 Henryson Wolf $ Lamb 2689

Be his woundis, fals tratour, thow sail de. a 1533 Berners
Huon clxxxix. 762 Than the maister ruffian began to swere

bloode & woundes that thei shulde plei at the dyse. 1550

Latimer Serm. G ii b, He cried oute, what, shall I dye

(quod he) woundes, sydes, hart, shal I dye,. .woundes and

sydes shal I thus dye? 1560 Nice Wanton 215 It is lost, by
His woundes I and ten to one I 1568 Fulwelx Like will to

Like Bib, Gogs hart.., Blood, wounds and nailes, it wil

make a man mad. 1589 Rare Tri. Love $ Fort. (Roxb.) 143

By his wounds I would never Hn [etc.]. 1602 Chettle
Hoffman iv. (1631) H 2 b, S'wounds ile confound her, and
she linger thus. 1728 Ciuber & Vanhr. Provok'd Husb. 1.

14 Ad's waunds, and heart !. . I'm glad I ha' fun ye. 1748

Smollett Rod. Random xi, ' Blood and wounds ! (cried

Weazel) d'ye question the honour of my wife, madam !

*

[1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xxv, Wounds of God ! In what

way thought you that a lawyer listened to your rigmarole VJ

d. fig. or in fig. context.

<z9oo Cytiewulfs Crist 1314 Eala I pser we nu mason
wrabe firene jeseon on ussum sawlum synna wunde. c 1000

Rule St. Betiet (Logeman) 80 /FJfremeda wunda na abarian

[L. aliena vulnera non dettgere). c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

41 Ure helende com to helen be wundes be be deuel hadde
on mancun broht. a 2240 Ureisun iu O. E. Horn, I. 189

pine wunden healen be wunden of mi saule. c 1374 Chaucer
Anel. a;- Arc. 239 My foo that gave myn herte A wounde
14. . Hoccleve r'irg. 4- Christ 62 Vn-to the souerain leche.
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preye of grace, ]>at lie my wowndes vouchesauf to cure. 1530
1'indale Answ. More 1. Wks. (1572) 261/1 The wound of
temptation beyng greater then that it could bee healed with
the preaching of a woman. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
231 That the woundes of the Church might be healed. 159Z
Ti.mme Ten Eng. Lepers L.3b, Who falleth from patience
by the wounds of evill tongues. i6« Elsing Debates Ho.
Lords (Camden) 59 The wounde of the priviledge of the
House not soe greate, as that his Majestie shoulde conceave
a suspicion of our zeale to his honor, a 1683 Sidney Disc.
Govt. i. xi. 24 This Wound is not cured by saying, that he
first conquers one, and then more. 1708 Pope Ode St.

Cecilia 29 She -.Pours balm into the bleeding lover's wounds.
1744 H. 13 rook e in E. Moore Fables xv. 14 The wounds of
honour never close. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xvi, Louis, who
searched the wounds of the land with steel and cautery.
1862 Mrs, Browning De Profundi* v, And tender friends

go sighing round, * What love can ever cure this wound 1

'

1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay xi, My jewel will always
believe the best of me; time will heal up her wounds.
2. transf. An incision, abrasion, or other injury

due to external violence, in any part of a tree or
plant.

1574 T. Hyll Ordering Bees etc. 77 Then the barke of him
[an Apple tree) is sicke : then cut it wit ha knife, ..and when
the humour thereof is somwhat llowen ouer,..stoppe dili-

gently his wounde with clay. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card.
(1675) 33 Make as few wounds in a Tree as possibly you can.
1707 Mortimer Husb. 397 If you have occasion to make any
great Wounds, cover them over wilh Clay. 1799 H.Rooke
Sk. Sherwood Forest 15 Where the Hark has been stript off
for cutting the letters, the wood which grows over the wound
never adheres to that part. 1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 73 If
the cortical layers, while yet young, are accidentally injured,
the part destroyed is again regenerated, and the wound
healed up without a scar. 1897 W. G. Smith tr. Tubeufs
Dis. Plants 79 Wounds to the wood are also frequently
produced during the felling of neighbouring Trees,

b. In other transf. uses.

1667 Milton P. L. l, 689 Soon had his crew Op'nd into
tbe Hill a spacious wound And dig'd out ribs of Gold. Ibid.
ix. 782 Her rash hand.. Forth reaching to the Fruit, she
pluck'd, she eat : Earth felt the wound. 1792 Pakeniiam in
Trans. Soc. Arts X. 210 Fifty-eight lower masts were
wounded,. -thirty-two of which had their wounds in the
upper third.

3. Surgery, An incision or opening made by a
surgical operator.
1668 Culi'eper & Cole Barthol. Auat. m. vi. 143 If. .you

. .then by a Wound made in an Artery shall put in a crooked
hollow probe. 1805 Med. 7r«/.XIV. 522 The wound of the
integuments was contracted with strips of adhesive plaster.

1884 Thompson Tumours of Bladder 37 At the operation
no tumour was found, ..on Feb. 20, the wound was quite
healed.

4. Something which causes a wound (lit. or fig.).

1715 Pope Iliad iv. 225 My varied belt repell'd the flying
wound. 1844 Mrs. Drowning Drama ofExile 667 Let thy
words be wounds . . For, so, I shall not fear thy power to hurt.

f5. (= L.p!aga.) a. A blow, a stroke. (Cf.

Plague sb. 1.) Obs.
1382 Wyclif Luke xii. 47 Thilke seruaunt that knew the

wille of his lord, and made not him redy, and dide not vp
his wille, sclia! be hetun with many woundis. 1398 Trevisa
BaHh. De P. R. vi. xvi. (1495) nij/i The seruaunt that is not
chastysed with wordes muste be chastysyd wilh woundes.
1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 11. 68.

f b. A plague. Obs.
C1369 Chaucer Dethe Blautuhe 1207 That was the ten

woundes of Egypte.

1 6. An imperfection, a flaw. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. i. 1 Our first and in-

generated forefathers, from whom . . we derive our being, and
the severall wounds of constitution.

7. Her. (See quot.)
1572 Bossewell Armorie 10 Seuen signes, or tokens

whiche are figured in Armes round.. 7. Is of Purpre, and is

to be called a Wounde.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

wound-complication, -fever, -mark, -print, -secre-

tion, -surface, -typhoid \ with meaning 'used for

the healing of wounds', as wound balsam, -herb,

•oil, -ointment, -paste; b. objective andinstrumental,
as wound-dilator, -dressing, explorer; wound-in-
flicting, -plowed, -producing, -scarred, -worn adjs.

1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz' Surg. iv. 1.300, 1 like and approve
better of Wound Oyles, and of Wound Ointments, than of
*Wound Balsams. 1850 Pkrkira Elem. Mat. Med. (ed. 3)
II. 1525 Wound Balsam. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI.
213 A common and formidable "wound-complication. 1846
James Heidelberg III. 141 In every country town,.. the
latter [sc. the barber] exercised the craft of bone-setting and
*wound-dressing. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech., "Wound ex.
Plorer, an electric sound used in searching for bullets. 1888
Fagge & Pye-Smith Princ. $ Pract. Med. (ed. 2) I. 70
Pyxmia ("wound-fever, surgical infection). 1597 Gerarde
Herbal it. exci. 508 In the world there are not two better
*wound herbes. 1640 Parkinson Tkeat. Bot. 543 Golden
Roddc.is the most soveraignc woundherbe of many. 1671
Salmon Syn. Med. in. xxii. 416 Clowns- woundwort an
excellent woundherb. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Met. 229
So did the *wound inflicting brute rush on. 1892 J. A.
Henderson Ann. Lower Deeside 114 One of the survivors
of the gang used to exhibit . . the *wound-mark of a dagger.
1658 *wound-oil, "-ointment (see wound balsam above).
'753 J* Baktlet Gentl. Farriery xxv. 224 Pledgits of tow
spread with black or yellow basilicon (or the wound oint.
ment). 190s Brit. Med Jml. 12 Apr. 907 Herr Konie did
not approve of *wound-paste. c 1600

J.
Day Begg. Beanall

Gr. 1. 1. (1881) 10 Thou art a Souldier, and thy *wound-
?low'd face Hath every furrow fill'd with falling tears. 186s

. M. Nealk Hymns East. Church 88 In His Feet and
lands are "Wound-prints, And His Side. 1897 Westm,

Gaz. g Oct. 5/3 One of the most terrible "wound-producing
bullets with which our military could be armed. 1888

Gunter Mr. Potter xii. 144 The weather-beaten, *wound-
scarred veteran of the plains. 1880 Harwell Aneurism 2

This cord . . was saturated in *wound-secretion . 1884 Bower
& Scorr De Bary's Phaner. 108 *Wound-surfaces, of what-
ever sort, are closed and healed by it. 1896 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. I. 611 Pyaemia has been called "wound-typhoid. 1820

Shelley Prometh. Unb. n.i. 62 His pale "wound- worn limbs.

9. Special comb. : wound-cork, a protective

layer formed on a damaged trunk or branch of a

plant or tree; f wound-drink (see quot. 1694);
wound-free adj., free from wounds ; invulnerable;

wound-fungus, a fungus which grows on the

injured part of a plant ; wound-parasite, a para-

site infesting damaged plants ; wound-rocket (see

quot.); f wound-shrub, a shrub having healing

properties ; wound-stripe, a strip of gold braid

worn by a wounded soldier on the left sleeve, ver-

tically, abovethe cuff; fwound-tree (see quots. and
cf. wound-shrufr) ; wound-weed, = "Woundwort ;

wound-wood, wood formed over an injured part.

1897 W. G. Smith tr. Tuheufs Dis. Plants 76 A corky
tissue—*wound-coik—may be formed in consequence of

wounds to the bark. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ccexxxv.
614 Of Bugle.. The decoction.. is an especial helpe in all

*\Vound-dnnkes. 1694 W. Salmon Pkarm. Bate ys7.'^

A *Wound Drink, or Drink for wounded People. 1609
Heywood Brit. Troy xii. xciii. 263 Nor scapt the Troian
*wound-free. 1613 — Silver Age in. i, When we prou'd
his skin To be wound-free, not to be piere'd with Steele. 1624— Gunaik. vi. 2Z0 An hearbe with whose juice if he would
annointe any part of his bodie it should preserve it wound-
free. 1897 W, G. Smith tr. Tubeufs Dis. Plants 77 They
are less suited lor the entrance of *wound- fungi than wounds
on the living branch. 1897 W. G. Smith tr. Tubeufs Dis.
Plants 76 The normal duramen is preyed on for nutriment
by many *wound-parasites. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes
(E. D. S.) 82 Barbara herba..inaye be called in englishe
*wound-rocket, for it is good for a wounde. 1659 Lovell
Herball 542 *Wound-shrub, Izontecpattis, Vulnerum
tnedicina. 1919 Chamb. JrnL Feb. 82/2 A young fellow
with *wound-stripes on his arm. 1640 Parkinson Theat.
Bot. 1650 Negundo mas fyfewiua. The male and female
*wound tree. lbid.,Nimbo. Another healing or wound tree.

1857 Anne Pratt Flower. PI. III. 288 Solidago Virgaurea
. .This Golden Rod. .was called *Wound-weed. 1897 W. G.
Smith tr. Tubeufs Dis. Plants 77 These reagents, .even
replace the formation of protective "wound-wood.

Wound (w»nd), v. Forms : 1 wundian, 2

wundie, 3 wunden (4 wnden)
; 3-5 wonde,

5~6wond; 3-6wounde (4wownde, 5 wowndyn

,

6 arch, wounden), 4- wound (5 Sc. vound).
Pa. 1. 5 (9 arch.) wound. [OE. wundian (f.

wund \Vound sb.) « OFris. iw)undia (WFris.
wounje), MDu. and Du. wonden, OHG. wuntSn
(MHG. wunden, G. verwunden), Olcel. undadr
pa. pple. ; also OE. gewundian — Goth. gawund6n.~\

L trans. To inflict a wound on (a person, the

body, etc.) by means of a weapon ; to injure in-

tentionally in such a way as to cut or tear the flesh.

c 760 Pa-nit. Abp. Ecgbert iv. xxii. in Thorpe Laws II.

210 Jif hwyle Iscwedeman ofterne wundi^e, jebete wid hine
fta wunde. c 897 ./Elfrkd Gregory's Past. C. xxxviii. 277
Swelce he. .sua nacodne hine selfne eowi^e to wundigeanne
[v.r. wundianne] his feondum. ciooo .AClfric Exod. xxL
12 Se 3e man wunda5 & wile hine ofslean, swelte he deafte.

CH7S Lamb. Horn. 15 5'f J>u me wundedest, ic sculde
wundie be ber on-;ein. c 1200 Trin.Coll. Horn. 33 Hie him
bireueden alle hise riche weden and wundeden him swioe.
C1205 Lay. 1724 Heo..mid wepnen hine wundeden [^ 1275
wondede] & seoS5en hine slewen. cizoo Beket 2101 in

S. E. Leg. 166 He woundede is Arm swype sore, bat blod
orn faste a-doun. 1338 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 330 Come
Roberde's squiere, & wonded him wele more, c 1380 Wvclif
Wks. (1880) 421 Crist.. koude not ordeyne siche busche*
mentis to robbe men & to wounde hem. 1412-20 Lydc.
Chron. Troy \. 3403 Eueryche gan ober for to hurte and
wounde, Til eche his felawe hath cruelly y-slawe. 1503-4
Act iq Hen. VII, c. 36 Preamble, Stanhop. . lay in wayte
uppon the seid sir William and hym grevously wouneded
and maymed. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 17 Brake
owte of the kynges jayle of Newgatte Owyn..& wondyd
hys keper. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii. 155 If he wound
him to death, this is no Crime. 1704 Pope Windsor For.
180 With her dart the flying deer she wounds, < 1800 Young
Hunting iv. in Child Ballads II. 148/1 He.. little thocht
that penknife Wherewith she wound him deep. 1839 Lank
Arab. Nts. I. no From the day on which I had wounded
him, he had never spoken. 2887 Rider H agcamd A . Quatcr.
main xxii. 254 They hacked and hewed at him with swords
and spears, wounding him in a dozen places.

reft, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xix. 87 pai wound pam self

in pe legges and be armes. a 1450 Mirk's Festial 136 He
wondyd hymselfe in be honde wyth his nalle grevesly.

b. Said of the weapon, etc
c 1000 Ags, Ps. (Th. ) Ivi. 5 Wa:pen-straclas pa me wundedon.

1303 R. Hhunnk Haudl. Synne 1374 One of be arwys
wounded [v.r. wndede] a kny^t. 1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 75
His cruell darle did Pirus wounde. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1185
My Honor ile bequeath vnto the knife That wounds my
bodie so dishonored. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. iv. (1840)
31 No engine or human art can wound him. 1735 Johnson
Lobo's Abyssinia, Voy. v. 29 One [of the muskets], .flew out
of the Soldier's Hand, and falling against my Leg wounded
it very much.

O. Freq. in passive.
C900 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 894, Hiora cyning

wass jewundod on bzem jefeohte, ba:t hi hine M mehton
ferian. c 120a Okmin 17431 A33 ban ani} wundedd wass
l>urrh ba firene neddress. c 1250 Gen, <V Ex. 853 Wunded
nor was gret folc and stamen. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2974
pe king let.. do vnder lechecraft hom bat iwounded were.
a 1^00 Cursor M. 7762 pe kingsaul was wonded sare. c 1350
Will. Paterne 1377 Wei weldes he nou3t his hele.for wonded

was he sore. 1382 Wyclif Zech. xiii. 6 With these V was
woundid in the hous of hem that loueden me. c 1450 Love-
lich Grail xliii. 283 Of a wiide swyn thow were wondid
sore thoruh thin hype. 1538 in P. H. Hore Hist. Wexford
(1900) I. 237 The residue being wondide to death tlede away.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 453 Hee was deadly
wounded in the head. 1672 Wiseman Wounds 1. 88 In
a wound in the right Temporal Muscle, where the Artery
was wounded. 1712 Addison S/ect. No. 3S3. f 2 An honest
Man that has been wounded in the Queen's Service. 1794
Mks. Radcliffe Myst. Vdolpho xxv, Count Morano was
wounded as bad as he. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tuggs*s at
Ramsgate, All the coaches had been upset,, .each coach had
averaged two passengers killed, and six wounded. 1891
Fakrar Darkn. <y Dawn Ixv, For nearly three centuries the
legend lingered on. .that Nero was the wild beast, wounded
to death, but whose deadly wound had been healed.

2. Jig. To injure, intlict pain or hurt upon, in a
manner comparable to the infliction of a wound

;

in later use ftp. to pain or grieve deeply.
«zi200 Vices <5* Virtues 71 Dar flu ait flnrh hem [sc. sins]

^ewunded, flat flu cunne lies halen, c 1200 Or.min 12484 \'e

deofell comm to wundenn Crist purrh gluterrnessess w.epenn.
c 1230 Halt Mcid. 15 He. .schotefl mht & dai hise earewen
..to wundi be wifl wac wil & makien to fallen, a 1340
II am pole Psalter vii. 14 Thai may say we eie woundid
with charite. c 1374 Chalcek Trcylus 11. 533 So sore hath
she me wounded That stod in blak wyth lokyng of her
eyen. 1435 Misvn Fire of Love 11. v. 78 Nedy I am &
hongry, . .wonedyd & ill-colorde for absens of my lufe. 1531
Elvot Gov. 11. xii. (18S3) II. 155 Whtrwith Gysippus was
so wounded to the harte, ..that oppressed with mortall

heuynes he fell in a sowne. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. ii. 25,

I thought thy lieart had beene wounded with the clawes of
a Lion. Orl. Wounded it is, but with the eyes of a Lady.
1667 PepYS Diary 6 May, He has said that he would wound
me with the person where my greatest interest is, 167s
Dryden Aurengz. 11. (1676) 16 Oh ! Indamora, hide those
fatal Eyes; Too deep they wound, whom they too soon
surprise. 1738 Johnson Lond. 168 Pate never wounds more
deep the gefi'rous Heart, Thau when a Blockhead's Insult

points the Dart. 1797 Jane Austen Sense <V Sensib. xxix,
She dared not trust herself to speak, lest she might wound
Marianne still deeper. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles v. xviii. And
many a word, at random spoken, May soothe or wound a
lieart that's broken ! 1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiv. 402 If he
says something careless she is sensitive to it, and it wounds
her. 1905 ' G. Thorns ' Lost Cause viii, It does wound one
deeply to hear the Highest and Holiest things spoken of in

this way.

b. With immaterial objects.

1340 Hamiole Pr. Consc. 1702 When be saule es wounded
with syn. 1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 43 b, The
mynde is so wounded with ignoraunce. .that [etc.]. 1526
Tindale / Cor. viii. 12 When we synne so agaynst the
brethren and wounde their weakc consciences. 1609 B.
Jonson Sit. Worn, v. i, We must not wound reputation.

16.. Lust's Domin. 11, v, It wounds my soul, To see the

miserablest wretch to bleed. 1631 Heywood 1st Ft. Fair
Maid of West 111. i. 31 To spare my flesh And wound my
fame, what is't? 1713 ADDISON Cato 1. iv, Better to die ten

thousand thousand deaths, Than wound my honour. 1753-4
Richakdson Grandison II. xviii. 12S, I come to attend you
as a duty which I owe to my mother's memory ; and I hope
this may be done without wounding that of my father. 1832
J.Austin Jurispr, (1879) *\34 2 Tne execution would wound
the sovereignty of the foreign supreme government. 1859
Kingsley Misc. I.92 You have undone me, wounded my
credit with the King, past recovery. 1884 L. J. Jennings
Croker Papers I. 51 Moore's vanity was easily wounded at
any time.

O. Used to express the effect of harsh or dis-

agreeable sounds upon the ear.

1669 Dryden Tyrannic Love 1. i, [A Dead March within,
and Trumpets.] Max. Somewhat of mournful, sure, my
Ears does wound, a 1675TRAHERNE/WWJ ofFelicity (1910)

52 The Bells do ring, . .Their shriller Sound doth wound the
Air. 1766 Fordyck Serm. Yng. Wm. (1767) I. iii. 94 Their
ears are wounded by the language of vice. 1866 Trollope
Claven'ngs i, I shall be away from Clavering, so that the
marriage-hells may not wound my ears.

3. absol. or intr. To inflict a wound or wounds;
to do harm, hurt, or injury

(
physically or otherwise)

;

to impair in any way. Frcc\.fg.
cSgj Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xi. 71 Se cleweba..

wundao & sio wund saraS. 1436 Lydc. De Guil. Pilgr.

0540 The swerd, Wych ys sharp.. To wonde, & hurte, &
patte atwene. isgi Drayton Harmony Ch., Song Moses
xx, I kil, giue life, I wound, make whole againe. 7 1621

Fletcher Love's Cure v. 1 This curtesie Wounds deeper
than your Sword can, or mine own. 1668 J. Wilson tr.

Erasm. Praise of Folly (1913) 137 Sometimes also they use
somewhat of a Sting, but so nevertheless that they rather
tickle than wound. 169a Phior Ode Imit. Hor. xi, He
Wounds, to Cure ; and Conquers, to Forgive. 1735 Pope
Prol. Sat. 203 Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike,

Just hint a fault, and hesitate dislike. 1744 E. Moork
Fables x. 30 From the hoop's bewitching round. Her very

shoe has pow*r to wound. 1818 Shelley Julian <$- Meutdalo

413 Even the instincti\e worm on which we tread Turns,

though it wound not. 1839 Chapters Phys. Sd. 272 Its

Strokes are so fine and delicate, that wbile it wounds it

pleases. 1860 Thackeray Roundabout P., Thorns in

Cushion, Ah me I we wound where we never intended to

strike.

4. transf. To pierce or cut as with a wound ; to

damage in this way.
a tzzsAncr. R. 124, & te ilke wind ne wundeft nout bute be

eare one. c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 9 Yit nas the grownd
nat wownded with be plowh. 1387 Trevisa Higden III.

459 Hit is unlaweful among us to woundy }>e hilles wib
culter and wib schare. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.)

14 The anuyl and hammer shall soner be wounded and leaue

away. 159a Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 267 His wouen girthes he
[the steed] breakes asunder, The bearing earth with his hard
hoofe he wounds. 1608 — Per. iv. Prol. 23 When she would
wilh sharpe needle wound The Cambricke which she made
more sound By hurting it. 1697 Dryden sEuas x. 412



WOUND.
Force on trie Vessel that her Keel may wound This hated

Soil. 1743 R. Blair Grave 192 The tapering Pyramid 1..

whose spiky Top Has wounded the thick Cloud. 0:1766

J. W. Baker in Complete Farmer s.v. Turned, Some
[turnips], which had been accidentally wounded by cows.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 446/1 {America)^ The American aloe

..yields, when wounded, an abundance of sweet fluid. 1886

Encycl. Brit. XXI. 820/1 s.v. Shipbuilding For the sake of

avoiding unnecessarily wounding the timbers.

fb. spec. To damage (a mast), esp. in a naval

action. Obs. (freq. in 18th cent.)

1743-4 in lotk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 1. 211 The
Namure being in a shattered Condition,.. all the Topmasts
wounded. 1758 Ann. Reg. 1. 100/2 The Orpheus., is

peppered very well too, her masts very much wounded. 1798

Hull Advertiser 16 June 1/3 Her rigging was much cut,

and her mainmast wounded.

c. fig. Of wine : To overpower.
1613 T. Mii.i.es tr. Mcxia's Treas. Anc.fy Mod. T. I. 610/1

Vpon the left hand.. lay the bodies of beasts stretched out

along, sleeping verie sound) v. . - All were wounded with

Wine. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 416, I.. filled Another cup,

well knowing that the wine Would wound him soon.

Wound (waund),///. a. [Pa. pple. of WiMD vA]

Subjected to winding, in various senses of the verb.

138a Wyclif Isaiah xxvii. 1 An eddere, . .a crookid wounde
serpent. 1583 Durham Wills (Surtees) II. 78, ij paire of

bownd wheales..j paire of wounde wheales. 1865 Swin-

burne Chastelard in. i. 88 Soft as the loosening of wound
arms in sleep.

"Wound, pa.t. and pple. of Wind v. 1

Woundable (w«*ndab'l) f a. rare. [f.WotJKD

Vm + -ABLE.] Capable of being wounded; vulnerable.

1611 Cotgh., Messable, Woundable. 1650 Fuller /Ys£«A
in. iii. 414 Power and Profit are the two apples of Princes

eyes, woundable with the least touch thereof. 16SS — Ch,

Hist. iv. xiv. 130 So woundable is the dragon, under the

left wing, when pinched in point of profit.

Wounded (\v«-nded), ///.«. [f.asprec. + -ED*.]

1. Subjected to, injured or impaired by, wounding

;

suffering from a wound or wounds : a. Of persons

or animals.
1382 Wyclif Ps. lxxxvit. 6 As woundid men slepende in

sepulcris. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7238 Mony woundit wegh fro

his wepyn past. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 111. 5410 pere

I lene pis dedly wounded man, Ful sore seke. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y.L. III. ii. 254 There lay hee stretch'd along like a
Wounded knight. 167a Wiseman Wounds 1. 74 All these

wounded Patients. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 357 A needless

Alexandrine ends the song That, like a wounded snake,

drags its slow length along. 1771 Junius Lett- liv. 283 It

is the wounded soldier who deserves the reward. 1795-6
Wordsw, Borderers v. 2152 The wounded deer retires to

solitude. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel m. x, It stretch'd him
on the plain, Beside the wounded Deloraine. 1846 Mrs.
A. Marsh Father Darcy Il.xi. 205 Like some poor wounded
bird that steals into a thi«ket to die. 187a Tennyson Gareth
<$ Lyru 633 Kay near him groaning like a wounded bulL

b. Of parts of the body.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau

y

s Fr. Ckirurg. 5 b/2 We can
not, without dilaniatione of the wounded parte, drawe forth

the bullet. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V
y iv. vi. 25 Ouer Suffolkes

necke He threw his wounded arme. 1697 Dryden AZneis
xii. 946 Fix'd on his wounded Face a Shaft he bore. 1769
E. Bancroft Ess. Nat. Hist. Guiana 399 A cataplasm.,
applied to the wounded part, is the general remedy for

venomous Bites. 1826 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5)

101 A stratum of coagulated blood.. extending from a few
inches below the wounded part.

c. fig. Impaired, attainted.

1692 Prior Ode Imit. Hor. xiii, Tell 'em howe're, the King
can yet Forgive Their guilty Sloth, . . And let their wounded
Honour live.

2. absol. Those who have received wounds.
c 1000 Rule 0/Chrodegang 1, pain £emete be gode laecas

do3 ymbe ?,ewundode. a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxxviii. 5
Als wounded, slepand bat are In throghes. 1671 Wiseman
Wounds 11. 67 From the defeat of the Scotch-army near
Dunbar, there came many of the wounded to St. Johnstons.
1813 Scott Rokeby iv. xxiii, The yellow moon her lustre

shed Upon the wounded and the dead. 1843 C. Sumner
True Grandeur Nations (1846) 15 A little cheese and a few
vegetables are all that can be afforded to the sick and
wounded. 1894 in W. W. Tomlinson Songs <$- Ballads Sport
(1895} 260 Round the goals the wounded sit.

3. fig* Deeply pained or grieved.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 370 Sche hath my wounded herte

enoignt. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII% it. ii. 75 The quiet of my
wounded Conscience. 1647 Fuller (title) The Cause and
Cure of a wounded Conscience. 1781 Cowper Retirem. 341
No wounds like those a wounded spirit feels. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xlix, The wounded heart of Florence. 1884 Flor.
Marryat Under Lilies ii, The only person in the room who
pours oil upon his wounded sensibility. 1891 Farrar Darkn.
<$ Daivn lix, If there were anyone who could bring healing

to her wounded soul.

4. Of inanimate objects : Marked or injured by

cutting or piercing.

£1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lv. v, Their speach.. softer

flowes then balme from wounded rind, a 1717 Parnfll
Song Poems (1737) 20 No more he. .with a True-love Knot
and Name Engraves a wounded Tree. 1718 Prior Solomon

in. 229 Whom the cut Brass, or wounded Marble shows

Victor o'er Life. 1801 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV.

384 The greatest quantity of rope has been made from the

wounded cables of the prizes. 181a Byron Ch. Har. \. xlix,

Wide scatter'd hoof-marks dint the wounded ground. 1846

Dickens Battle of Life i, For a long time, there were

wounded trees upon the battle-ground. 1897 W. G. Smith

tr. Tubeufs Dis. Plants 75 A healing tissue immediately

begins to form on wounded surfaces.

f 5. = Woukdt adv. Obs.

1753 A. Murphy Grays Inn Jrnl. No. z3 P 2 A wounded
shatp Boy he is.
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Woundedly, adv. [f. Wounded a. + -ly 2.]

fl. = WOUNDILY. Obs.

1794 Waldron Heighofir Hush. in. ii. 33 Are you certain

sure.. it was only a leady I met?— it look'd woundedly like

an anee! I

2. In a wounded manner; as though wounded.
1802 Coleridge in Mrs. Sandford T. Poole # Friends

(1SS8) II. 100 It does a friendship no good for a man to have

felt resentfully, and woundedly, towards his friend. 1923

A. S.Alexander Tramps 95 [The grey hen] nses.fluttenng

broken-wingedly or woundedly.

Woundedness. [as prec. + -ness.] The
state of being wounded.
a 1640 Fenner-SWvw. (1657) 223 The Patients here are felt

and discerned to have two wounds or maladies; First,

brokenness in heart, Secondly, woundednesse.

t Wounden, fpl- a. Obs. [pa. pple. of Wind
v.l] Twisted, twined.

Beowulf 1193 Him W2es..wunden gold estum fceeawed,

earmhreade twa. 13.. Evang. Nicod. 65 in Ar<hiv Stud.

neu.SJ>r. I.I 1 1. 302 A wonden wrethe bat his heued hyd
Spred he all furth on brede. i6o» W. Basse Three Past.

Elegies ii. (1893) 61 A wounden wreathe she had of Baies

and F irre.

Wounder (ww-ncbi). [f. Wound v. + -eb.]

One who or that which wounds.
1483 Cath. Angl. 424/1 A Wounder, plagarius. 1573-80

Tusser Husb. {1878) 7 Your father was my founder, till

death became his wounder. 1584 R, Scot Discov. Witchcr.

xvt. x. (1S86) 410 The blood of him that is wounded, re-

boundeth and slippeth into the wounder. 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. ix. (1626) 179 Like a Bull, that beares A wound-
ing fauelin; whom the wounder feares. 1818 Todd. 1877

Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. 1. 2^ He was one of the

feditori or wounders, i.e., one of the band of volunteers who
.made the assault upon the enemy. 1901 'Linesman'
Words by Eyewitness (1902) 57 Shells are unlovely killers

and wounders.

"Wounder, obs. form of Wonder sb. and v.

Wounderus, obs. form of Wondrous.
Woundikins, int. [f.Wound ^.ic: see -kin.]

A variant (with dim. ending) of Wounds int.

1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxxii, Woundikins 1 if there

bean 't feyther.

Woundily (wau*ndili), adv. Obs. exc. arch. [f.

Wotjndy «.* + -ly 2
.] Excessively, extremely,

dreadfully.
1706 Farquhar Recruit. Officer 1. i, It smells woundily of

Sweat and Brimstone. 1710 in Wilkins Pol. Ballads (i860)

II, 90 Sir Peter.. pour'd such charges that wounded much
deeper, But yet he was woundily beat. 1749 Smollett
Gil Bias x. x. r 28, 1 . .got off in a twinkling ; being woundily

afraid that he would strip me of my clothes. 1796 Hist.

Ned Evans I. 17, I own I s woundily afraid of dead men.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxviu\ The butler observed, 'it was
burning clear now, but had smoked woundily in the morn-

ing.* 1850 Thackeray Pendennis lii, Pen. .suffered woundily
when called on to.pay his share. i88oL.Wingfield InH.M.
Keeping II. 248 You convicts are woundily crooked cattle.

Wounding (w«*ndirj), vbl.sb. [f. Wound v.

+ -INO 1.]

1. The action of the verb ; the fact of being

wounded. Also fig.
13.. K. Alls. 3737 (Laud MS.), Ri3th also he was arise,

Ofhiswoundynghe wasagrise. a 1400-50 Wars Alexander

4795 pare was hurling onhi3e,..Quat of wrestling of wormes,
& wonding of knijiis. a 1435 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula

52 If any man.. be smyten in any party of be legge violently

and without wondyng of be skynne. 1518 Set. Cases Star
Chamber (SeJden) II. 140, 1 ame Indytyd thear for beatyng
and wondyng of one John Holtt. 1581 A. Hall Iliad i. 2

Nine dayes Apollo bent, and shot, and them with wounding
sped. 1633 P. Fletcher Fiscal. Eclog. v. xvi, How can thy

eye most sharp in wounding be, I n seeing dull ? 1749 Field-

ing Tom Jones 111. iv, An Indictment of Assault, Battery,

and Wounding, was instantly prefered against Tom. 1799
W. Nicol Pract. Planter 225 All wounding, in pruning,

should be performed on, or towards the extremities of boughs
which (etc.]. 184a Manning Serm. xviii. (1848) 267 The
sharp inward wounding of the soul. 1890 Retrospect. Med.
CII. 275 All kinds of head injury from slight concussion to

compound comminuted fractures of the skull with wounding
of the brain substance.

2. =- Wound sb. 1.

1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 65 That this your wounding got,

Which irkes you so, he should delay. 1595 Markham Sir
R. Grinvile (Arb.) 78 At length, the Maister. .hath procurd
The Knight discend, to haue his woundings curd. 1760-72
H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) III. 7 The great physician
of sin-sick souls, .had healed my own woundings.

Wounding (wzi'ndirj), ppl.a. [f. as prec- +
-inq*^.] That wounds or injures; capable of causing

hurt or pain. lit. andy%".
a zza$Aner. R. 60 Mid spere of wundinde word ..weorreft

lecherie..wi5 be lefdi of chastete. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke
Ps. lxiv. iv, Their own tongues to their own woe Shall all

their wounding sharpnes bend. 1596 Ediuard Illy v. 138
Crosbowes and deadly wounding darts. ? 1:638 Wotton in

L. P. Smith Life <$• Lett. (1907) II. 384 You have left in him
illos aculeos

t . .for you are indeed a wounding man, as my
servant Nicholas saith. 1648 J. Quarles Fans Lachrym.
13 Oh what a wounding sorrow 'tis to think How all will be
destroyd. 1718 Prior Solomon 111. 360 His Journey to

pursue, Where wounding Thorns, and cursed Thistles gTew.
1820 Sheli.ev Prometh. Unb. 1. L 271 Forms Of furies,

driving by upon the wounding storms. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. Passion $ Princ. ix. III. 176 To a simple
unsophisticated girl, this must surely have been cutting and
wounding. 1915 F. S. Oliver Ordeal by Battle 111. 1. 181

The result must necessarily be wounding to the credit of

popular institutions all the world over.

Hence Woundinffly adv.

1887 Temple Bar May 144 What she had said to him
gently, was said now roughly, woundingly. 1919 J. D.

WOTJNDY.

Rewf.sfobd Jervaisc Comedy xv. 272 What she implied was
woundingly true of that old self of mine which had so
recently come under my observation and censure.

Woundir, obs. form of Wonder sb. and v.

"Woundit, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Wind v.i

Woundless (w« ndles), a. [f. Wound si. +
-LESS.]

1. Free from a wound or wounds ; unwounded.
1579 Spenser SJuph. Cat. Oct. 41 Doubted Knights, whose

woundlesse armour rusts. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I.

vii. 353 He that steals home wound-less from the Wars, Is

held a Coward. 1635 J. Haywakd tr. Biondts Banish'd
Virg. 216 Undertaking to deliver them you in a short time

woundlesse and friends, c 1650 Don Btllianis 42 So many
sluggard knights lying in field, for all I see your person

woundlesse, 1755 Johnson. 1817 Moore Lalla K., Fire-

worshippers IV. 565 And some who, grasp'd by those that

die, Sink woundless with them. 1855 M. Arnold Balder
Dead ii. 18 All at night return to Odin's hall Woundless
and fresh. 1891 Meredith One ofour Conq. I. xii. 226 His
pride in appearing woundless and scarless.

f2. That cannot be wounded ; invulnerable. Obs.

1604 Shaks. Ham. iv. i. 44 (Qo. 2) Whose whisper.. may
misse our Name, And hit the woundlesse ayre. a 1618

Sylvester Maidens Blush 338 Th' Angell.. through the

woundless Welkin swifter glides Then Zephyrus.

3. Inflicting no wound, unwoundint;, harmless.

1795 Southey Joan o/Arcwu. 346 And not a dart fell

woundless there.

Woundly (wau-ndli), adv. ? Obs. [f. Wounds
int. + -ly 2.J

= Wolndilv adv.

1646 Quarles Judgem. <$ Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 80/1

One thing hee told me, now I think on't, troubles me
woundly. a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Suffolk (1662) 72 Wat
[Tyler] was woundly angry with Sir John Newton. 1719

D'Urfey Pills III. 4t Andiew..talk'd woundly wittily to

them all. 1839 C. Clark J. Noakes xxxiii, A woundly
larned man was be.

Woundrous, obs. form of Wondeous.

Wounds (waundz), int. Obs. exc arch. Also

9 wouus ;
7-8 warms, 8 waund^s ; dial. 8-9

wuns. [pi. of wound: see Wound sb. I c.] =
God's wounds ; used as an oath or asseveration.

a. 1610 Dekker Shoemaker's Holiday D 1, Wounds then

farewell. 1753 I'oote £nglishm. Paris I. 14 But Wounds
how the Powder flew about. 1801 G. Colman Poor Genii.

I. L 4 Wouns 1 let me come at him. i8ao Keats Cap A>

Bells lxii, ' Wounds 1 how they shout!' said Hum. 1822

Scott Nigel ix, Wouns ! man, we'll stuff his stomach with

English land.

p. 1694 Echard Plautus m Waunds ! I ba'nt let fly sure.

1706 Farquhar Recruit. Officer 1. i, Wauns ! I wish again

that my Wife lay there. 1718 Cibber & Vanbr. Prot'ok'd

Husb. iv. 65 Waund, he'll storm any thing. Ibid. 68

Waunds 1 you have had one hundred this Morning. 1796

T. Morton Way to get Married II. ii. (1800) 33 Clem.

Who's at the door? Serv. Wauns I forgot. It be maister

Dashall fra I.unnon.

y. £1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial.

Reader, Wks. (1862) p. xxxiv. Wuns eigh; theawrt likt'

strowll ogen. 1843 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay 57 ' Wuns ,

says aw, ' this rough beginnin" . . freighters me '.

WOTrnd-np, a. [f. wound, pa. pple. ofWind v. 1

+ Up adv.'] That has undergone winding up (see

Wind v. 1 20).

1837 Lever H. Lorrequer i, All were breathless in their

wound-up anxiety to hear of their countryman. 1853

Dick-ens Bleak Ho. xxxix, That .. old gentleman is still

murmuring, like some wound-up instrument running down.

Woundwort (w« ndwzut). [f. Wound sb. +
Woet sb.1 , after Du. wondkruid, G. wundiraut.]

A popular name given to various plants from their

use in healing wounds, esp. (a) one of the species

of Stachys, often more fully as Clown's w., Downy
w., Marsh w., etc. ; (*) the golden-rod (Solidago

Virgaured) ;
(<r) the kidney-vetch {Anthyllis vul-

nerarid); (d) the comfrey {Symphytum officinale);

1 0) Saracen's w. {Senecio saracenicus) ; (/) Her-

cules' all-heal {OpopanaxChironium); {g) Knight's

pondwort {Slratioles aloides).

1548 Turner Names of Herbes (E.D.S.) 87 Solidago

seracenica.. is called in duch Heidnishe wuntkrauL. .
It may

be called in english Woundewurte. 1597 Gerarde Herbal

11.xcvii.347 Saracenes Consounde is called in Latine Solidago

Saracenica, . .in English.. Saracenes Woundwoort. Ibid.

xcix. 349 Of captaine Doreas his Woundwoort Ibid, eclxxxv.

677 It seemeth to be Stratiotes aquatilis or Stratiotes

potamios, or Knights water Woundwoort. Ibid, ccclxxiv.

851 Of Clownes Woundwoort or Alheale. Ibid. 852 Where-

upon I haue named it Clounes Woundwoort. 1640 P*R|I 'N-

son That. Bot. 693 Achillea Sidentts lutea. Achilles

yellow Woundwort. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ccxh.

381 Allheale..is called in English Hercules Allheale, and

Hercules Woundwort. 1718 Rowe Lucan IX. 1566 Wound-
wort and Maiden-weed perfume the Air. 1756 P. Browne
Jamaica 320 The downy Woundworth [sic], .is a native of

..Jamaica. It should be a fine vulnerary. 1796 I'.urney

Mem. Metastasio I 364 You speak to me of dittany and

wound-wort. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. III. 531 Stachys

sylz'atica, . . Hedi;e Nettle Woundwort, /bid. 728 Common
Goldenrod. Woundwort. Solidago Virga-aurea. 1819

Rees Cycl., Wound-Wort, Hercules's, or All-heal, the laser,

pitiumchirouiumoi Linnaius. iR&G.W. Johnson's Cottage

Card. Diet., Anthyllis vulneraria (common woundwort).

1857 Anne Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 190 Stachys sylvatica

(Hedge Woundwort). Ibid. 191 Stachys palustris (Marsh
Woundwort). Ibid. 192 Stachys Germanica (Downy
Woundwort). Ibid. 193 Stachys arvensis (Corn Wound-
wort).

Woundy (wa'ndi), a.l rare. [f. Wound sb. +
-T 1

.] a. Characterized by wounds, b. Causing

wounds.



WOUNDY. 337 WOY.
1660 Watekhouse Discourse Arms 30 Like Sicinius Den-

tatus who served his Country one hundred and twenty
battayles, and brought from them woundy Testimonies

of valour. 1826 Hood Love 5 What art thou, Love?., a
boy that shoots, From ladies' eyes, such mortal woundy
darts.^
Woundy (wau*ndi),aw'z>. and a. 2 0bs.e7LC.arck.

Also 8 waundy. [f. Wounds int. + -y\
The pronunc. (waundi) is given by Sheridan (1789) and

Smart (1846} in contrast with the noun (wwndj.)

A. adv. Very ; extremely ; excessively.

a. c 16*1 Rowley etc. Witch Edmonton 11. i, *Tis woundy
cold, sure ! 1660 Dial, betzu. Tom <$- Dick 1/2 And yet the

Thief is woundy Close. 1695 Congreve Love for L. w.
xiii, He was woundy angry when 1 gav 'n that wipe. 1706

E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 79 His drinking much
Klip, makes him woundy subject to the Vapours. 1774 C.

Dibdin Waterman \, She keeps her a-bed woundy late of

a morning. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xv, His orders are

woundy particular. 1829 — yrnl. 19 Apr., We smoked and
I became woundy sleepy. 1864 Le Fanu Uncle Silas II.

237 He was 'a woundy ugly customer in a wax, she could
tell me.'

jS. 1718 Breval Play is the Plot n. i. 19 And the Jade's a
great Fortune, and waundy handsom too into the Bargain.

1791 O'Keefe Mod. Antiques I. (1792) 16, I was waundy
hungry.

B. adj. Very great ; extreme.
1681 Plain Dealing, Dial. Humphrey «y Roger 1 1 By the

Mass, Hodge, thou say'st well, I have a woundy mind to do
as thou say'st, but [etc.]. 170a Farquhar Tivin- Rivals v.

iii, You must know Sir, there is a Neighbour's Daughter
that I had a woundy Kindness for. 1718 Breval Play is

the Plot 11. i. 11 And has she such a waundy deal of Wit, do
you say Sir? 1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 37 So he flew

into a woundy passion and threatened to horsewhip me.
1836 T. Hook G. Gurney I. 213 You'll kill a woundy sight
on 'em, I think, at that distance. 1888 F. Cowper Copt.
Wight 218 They castle folk be a woundy lot of gallants.

Wouadyr, obs. f. Wonder sb. Wouried,
Wount(e, obs. ff. Wont ppl. a. Wounty, obs.

f. Wanty.
t Woup. Sc. Obs. Forms : 6 wowp, wop,

6-8 woup, 7 woupe, Swoop. [Of obscure origin;

the related verb is now represented by Wup.] A
hoop or ring, esp. a finger-ring of plain metal as

distinguished from one set with stones.

1511 Acc.Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 310 For outcjuitting of
Wille Wodis wowp at lay in wed . . xxviij s. 1535 in Ramsay
Bamjff Cliarters (1915) 70 Ane woup of gold. 1542 Acts <$-

Decreets I. f. 140 Ane woup of gold about his arine of ane
pund weycht. 1633 Sir A. Johnston (Wariston) Diary
(S.H.S.) 31 Thy uyfs woupe brak on thy finger in two halfs.

1601 in Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. (1919) LI 1 1. 54 Two stoned
ringes, . . with five gold woupes and ane gold lockit. 1720 in

Fraser Papers (S.H.S.) 164 Three woups and a pearl neck-
lace. . . A small diamond ring, three woops and a pair of gold
lockets.

Wourd, obs. form of Word.
Wourne, var. worm, wurne, Warn z».2

1568 Jacob (fc Esau 1. iv. B iij f
But wife Rebecca, I woulde

not haue you to mourne, As though I did your honest
petition wourne.

Wourt(e, obs. forms of Wort sb. 1
,

2
.

Wous, southern form of Foes a. Obs.
13.. Vox <$• Wolf 12 in Rel. Antiq. II. 272 Withinne the

wallewes on hous, The wox wes thider swithe wous.

f Wous, var. of Vous int. Obs.

1674 J. Howard Engl. Mounsieur v. ii. 62 French. Make
way English Clown. Wil. Wous, but we won't.

Woushesauff,obs.f.VoucHSAFE. Woust, obs.

f. Voust. Wouatour, var.VousTER.5r. Wout,
var.VuLT Obs. Wout(e, obs. varr. Vaults. 1 and
v. 1 Wou-wou, var. Wow-wow. Wouyn, obs.

pa.pple. of Weave vA
WOU2, var. How adv.
c *394 P- P^- Crede 356 Wib hertes of heynesse wouj hal-

wen bei chirches.

"Wove (wt?uv\ ppl. a. and sb. [var. of Woven ;

see forms of Weave z'. 1
]

1. =* Woven ppl. a. i, 2, 3.

1710 Shaftesb. Soliloquy 111. ii. 147, 1 can't conceive., how
a Writer changes his Capacii y, by this new Dress, any more
than by the wear of Wove Stockins, after having worn no
other Manufacture than the Knit. 1817 J as. Mill Brit.
India I. 1. ii. 37 Opening a traile for wove goods on the
coast. 1831 Scott Ct. Robi. xii, The chairs and couches
were covered with Eastern wove mats. X840 Mrs. Gacgain
Lady's Assist. Knitting I. 57 If a wove stocking, open up
the seam. 1003 Kipling Five Nations 15 'Mid bergs about
the Ice-cap Or wove Sargasso weed.

b. Wove mouldy the particular kind of mould
used in making wove paper (see quot. 1S54).
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 927 The frame-work of a wove mould

is nearly the same. 1854 C. Tomi.inson Obj. Art-Manuf.,
Paper 20 In wove moulds, as their name implies, the wire
is woven into wire cloth.

2. tcchn. Of paper : Made on a mould of closely

woven wire. (See 1 b, and cf. WovEX ppl. a. 4.)
1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 63 Wove Foolscap. 1815

Ann. Reg,, Chron. 86 It is printed on the most splendid
wove paper. 1879 Print. Trades Jrrtl.XXIX. 43 A hand-
made, blue wove Foolscap paper.

b. absol. or as sb.

1859 Stationers' Handbk. 12 In woven papers may be
mentioned Hlue Wove.,% then comes another, which.. is

termed Yelloiv Wove. 1880 J.VvsBARPract.Papermaker
56 That warm cream colour, .so much desired in high-class
cream wove and laid post.

Wove, pa. t. and pple. of Weave v.1

Woved, obs. pa. pple. of Weave 7;. 1

Woven (w^u'v'n), ppl. a. Also 6 wouen ,wovyn

;

Sc. 5 wowen, 6 wolvin, 7 wolfin. [pa. pple. of
Weave vX\
1. That has undergone the process of weaving;
formed or fabricated by weaving.
C1470 Henry Wallace I. 242 A wowen quhyt hatt scho

brassit on with all. 1560 B. Googe tr. Palingenius' Zodiac
it. ( 1 561) Ciiij, The wouen webbe of flaxe. 1575 in Archaeo-
logia XXX. 19 Item v paire of woven shets. 161a Sc. Bk.
Rates in Halyburton's Ledger'(1867) 293 Busteanis or woven
tweilt stuffe. 1727 De Foe Eitg. Tradesm. (1732) I. 332
Her Stockings from Tewskbury, if ordinary ; from Leicester,
if woven. 1758 Whitehead Verses to People F.ng. 4 And
Navies powerful to di>play Their woven wings to every
wind. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. ii. 27 You clothed me in a
robe of woven gold. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound
834 Where Scythia's shepherd peoples dwell aloft, Perched
in wheeled wagons under woven roefs. 1883 W. D. Curzon
Manuf. Industries Worcs. 80 Travelling endless woven
wire sieves.

fig. 1894 J. Davidson Ballads <y Songs 33 We set about
To bring the world within the woven spell.

2. r'ormed by interlacing or intertwining after

the manner of weaving.
1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. v. 4 Soone after comes the cruell

Sarazin, In wouen maile all armed warily. 1596 Edw. Ill,
in. v. 31 Whilst he, Lion like, Intangled in the net of their
assaults, Frantiquely wrends, and byt(e;s the wouen toyle.
1628 May Virg. Georg. n. 49 Take a thick-woven Osiar
colander, Through which the pressed wines are strained
clear. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 901 They
live here longer., then in their artificial woven Hives. 1793
WoRDSW, Evening it aik 240 Long grass and willows form
the woven wall. 1820 Shelley Witch Atl. xxxiii, Woven
tracery ran.. o'er The solid rind. 1892 W. B. Yeats in 1st
Bk. Rhymers* Club 7 Under the woven roofs of. .boughs.
fig. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 6 A pernicious woven-knot

of malignant active spirits. 1815 Shelley Alastor 4% Voice
of living beings, and woven hymns Of night and day. i8gi
Cayley Math. Papers (1897) XIII. 121 The groups thus
obtained, with substitutions which interchange the two sets
of letters, are said to be ' woven ' groups.
Comb. i&8sMrs.Caddy Footsteps JcanneD'Arc 12 Horses

feed in the wide, woven-fenced fields.

3. Interlaced, intertwined ; wreathed.
1815 Shelley Atastor 459 A well.. Images all the woven

boughs above. 1833 Tennyson Milter's Dan. 232 The kiss,

The woven arms, seem but to be Weak symbols of the
settled bliss.. I have found in thee. 1849 Lytton K.Arthur
in. ex, Fair was her piison, walled with woven flowers.

t4. Of paper: = Wove ppl. a. 2. Obs.
1797 Brit Critic IX. 72 We have volumes every day, on

woven-paper,..in which war is execrated.

Woves, obs. form of Vowess.
«i55o Leland /tin. {1768) II. 33 An Image in the Halite

of a Woves.

Wow (won), sb. [Imitative: cf. Wough sb.,

and Bow-wow.] a. A bark or similar sound.
b. A waul.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 131 Johnson with a surly

wow, wow. 1862 Hislop Prov. Scot. 125 It's weak i' the
wow, like Barr's cat. 1913 B/ackzv. Mag. Mar. 452/2
A barking deer explodes in an unexpected (wow ' ten yards off.

Wow (wou), vX [Imitative : cf. prec and
Wough v.] intr. To howl ; to waul.
1806 R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 234 The wolf wow'd

hideous on the hill 1824 Cahr Craven Gloss., Wow, to
howl. 1900 C. Lee Cynthia in West v. 69 You should hear
her wow, just like an owld cat 1

WOW (wem), int. Chiefly Sc. [Of exclamatory
origin : cf. Vow /«/.]

1. An exclamation, variously expressing aversion,

surprise or admiration, sorrow or commiseration,
or mere asseveration.

1513 Douglas sE/teis vi. Prol. 19 Out on thir wanderand
spiritis, wow I thow cryis. 15.. Peblis to Play 74 (Maitl.
fol. 178) Ane winklot fell and hir tail] vp; wow, quod
malkin, hyd 30W. 1731 Ramsay Prosp. Plenty 74 Wow !

that's braw news. 1789 Burns Grose's Peregr. 11 And
wow ! lie has an unco sleight O' cauk and keel. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xi, Wow, woman, the Bertrams of Ellangowan are
the auld Dingawaies lang syne, a 1840 Joanna Baillie
Poems, Fy, let us a* 16 But wow ! he looks dowie and
cow'd. 189a Lumsden Sherp-head 36 As below the brig we
turn—Oh, Wow 1 the deavin' din there !

b. Followed by but or gin.
1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. u. 40 And wow gin she

was skeigh And mim that Day. 17*4 — Tea-t. Misc. (1733)
I. 8 The woer he step'd up the house, And wow but he was
wondrous crouse. a 1800 A'. Henry x. in Child Ballads I.

299/1 O whan he slew his good gray.hounds, Wow but his
heart was sair I 1843 J« Ballantine Gaberlunzie's Wallet
vi. 151 My auld uncle Willie cam doun..An' wow but he
was a braw man.
2. In other than Scottish use.
189a Rider Haggard Nada v. 35 Wow! my father, of

those two regiments not one escaped. 1916 J. J. Bell
Little Grey Ships 17 ' Wow !

' exclaimed the young seaman
..'Wish I was in Egypt. How's this for cold, old Bill?'

Wow, obs. Sc. f. Vow sb. and v. 1
, v. 2 ; obs. f.

Woo v., var. Wough sb.% Woward(e, var. ff.

Vaward. Obs. "Wowbat, obs. var. Woubit.
Wowchaife, wowchesaf, obs. ff.Vouchsafe v.

t Wowe. Obs. Forms : 1 wawa, 2-4 wawe,
3-4 wowe, 3 wou. [OK, tvdwa « OHG. whve,
ON. vd :— OTcut.*zvaiwan-, f. the root *wai-t repr.

by OE. wd Woe.] Misery, distress, trouble, sorrow. |

a. a 1000 Genesis 466 (Gr.) pact basr yldo beam moste
onceosan godes & yfeles, . . welan & wawan. c 1000 jEli-ric
Gram, xlviii. (Z.j 279 On Ssere wseron awritene heofunga.

.

and wawa...Se wawa getacnao' bone ecan wawan, 3e 5a
babbad on hellewite. CX175 Lamb, Horn, 73 He wuro
idemed to bolien wawe mid douclen in helle. a 1200 Moral
Ode 151 in O.K. Horn. I. 169 Lure he walde her inne wawe
and ine wene wunien, c 1200 Okmin 13349 patt he shollde
wurrbenn harrd To bolcnn aile wawenn.

fi. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 Here is. .smertinge, sori-

nesse, wcrincsse, and oore wowe muchel. c 1205 Lav. 27560
par was wowe and sorinisse inowe. C1250 Owl $ Night.
414 Al bat ho singe b hit is for wowe. a 1300 Fragm. Seven
Sins 1. iii. in E.E.P. (1862) 17 pis world is wel nis hot wowe.
£1315 Shoreham vii. 858 panne falpousrewelyche by kende
To soffry wowe.
Wowe, var. Wough sbX and a. ; obs. form of

Woo v.

fWowell. Oh s. rare. [Of obscure origin
;
peril.

connected with uouelle in Saxon Lecchd. II. 266.]
Coltsfoot.
c 1450 Alphiia (Anecd. Oxon.) 140 Pes pulli, herba lerres-

trisj. .donnhoue uel wowell uel fcldhuue.

Wowen, obs. f. Woo v. ; obs. Sc. f. Woven
ppl. a.

Wowf (wauf), a. Sc. [Of obscure origin.]

Crazed, daft, mad.
i8oz Sibbald Chron. S. P. IV. Gloss., Wowf, mad. 1819

Scott Leg. Montrose vi, It is very odd how Allan, who,
between ourselves,, .is a little wowf, seems at times to have
more sense than us all put together. 1824 — Rcdgauntlet
ch. vii, 'What d'ye mean by deft [=daft]—eh V ' 'Just
Fifish ', replied Peter; ' wow 1

'. 1897 Snaith Fierccheart
ix. 101 Is yer honour gane clean wowf?
Wowing, obs, form of Wooing vbl.sb.

Wowl(wuul), v, [Imitative.] intr. and trans.

To howl.

1757 [E. Perronet] Mitre 1. xxviii, A second blinks and
wow Is his dread, a 1825 FoRBY Voc. E. Anglia, Wont, v.

to howl, to wail vociferously.

Wowld, obs. f. Wold. Wown, obs. pa. pple.

of Wind vX Wownd(e, obs. ff. Wound sb. and
v. Wowp, obs. var. Wup v. Sc.

"Wowser (woirzoj). Australia. [Of obscure
origin.] A Puritanical enthusiast or fanatic.
Hence Woivserism, Wowseri'e.
1909 Daily News 1 Apr. 4 'Wowser ' is a term applied by

certain portions of the Australian Press to parsons of all

denominations, more particularly to those who are fanatical

on temperance and social evils. '1 heir followers are called
1 Wowser ites ', and their propaganda ' Wowserism '. 191*
Nation 11 May 214/2 A wowser is one who wants to compel
everybody else, .to do whatever he thinks right, and abstain
from everything lie thinks wrong.
Wowt\e, obs. var. ff. Vault sb. 1 and v\
IIWow-WOW 1 (wuirwau). Alsowou-wou,wau-
wau, wawou, \va-wa, wawah, wah-wah. [a.

Malay ,1.1. waitwau, Javanese wawa (whence also

Du. wouwouw, waranuaw\ imitative of the animal's
cry.] The silver gibbon of Java, Hylobates leu-

ciscus. Also applied to //. agilis.

a. 18*7 Griffith tr. Cuvier I. 209 The Ash-coloured or
Silvery Gibbon, also called the Wou Wou. 1838 Libr.
Entert. Kno^vL, Menageries, Monkeys etc. 1. 183 The wou-
wou {Hylobates Leuciscus) is covered with a very fine long
fur of a woolly texture. 1885 H . O. FoRbES Wand. Eastern
Archip. 70 The loud plaintive waitings of a colony of Wau-
waus.
attrib. 1894 H. O. Forbes Handbk. Primates II. 154 The
Wau-Wau Gibbon. Hylobates leuciscus.

0. i88j De Wisdt Equatorio2 Monkeys of every descrip-
tion, from the hideous proboscis to the pretty wa-wa. 1883
Isab. L. Bird Golden Chersonese 297 A little wah-wah, the
most delightful of apes.

Wow-WOW-. [Imitative.] A bird of British

Guiana.
1855 H. G. Dalton Hist. Brit. Guiana II. 413 The

' boclora ', or wow-wow (Trogon melanopterus), so named
from the noise it makes, is about the si2e of a small pigeon.

Wow-wow3. 10bs. [Of obscure origin.] Only
in wow-wow sauce, a fanciful name for a prepara-

tion used with stewed beef.
1822 May Cook's Oracle (ed. 4) 325 Wow Wow Sauce for

Stewed or BouilU Beef. 1868 Enquire Within (ed. 35) 285.

Wowyn, obs. f. Woo v. Wox, obs. Sc. f. Voick
sb. Wox, Woxe(n, obs. pa. t. and pa. pples of

Wax v. ; Woxin, Woxsen. etc., obs. pa. pple.

of Wax v,

Woy, int. Also woyh. [Exclamatory] A call

to a horse to stop. (Cf. Wat, Wo, Whoa int.)

1797 T. Morton Cure for Heart-ache 1. i, Frank (with,

out) Woyh ! whoh ! Sm.ler 1 1809 K. Kerr Agric. Berrv.

503 Formerly, in speaking to their horses, cariers. .in calling

10 stop used the incommunicable sound of prtoo, now wo,

or woy. 1828 Cahr Craven Gloss., Who, 11 oy, a word used

to stop horses in a team.

Woyage, obs. So. f. Voyage. Woyce, obs. Sc
f. Voice sb. Woyd, obs. C Wood sb\ Woyd(e,
obs. Sc. and north, ff. Void a., sb., and v. Woye,
var.Von Obs., way. Woyid, obs. Sc. f. VOID*.
Woys(e, obs. ff. Voick sb. Woyee, obs. f. Oozu
sb. Woywod, var. Voivode. Wo3te, obs. var.

Vault sb. 1 Woze, obs. f. Ooze sb.'~ Wozen,
obs. f. W'easand. "Vyp(e, Wpone, etc., obs. ff.

Up, Upon, etc
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wr.

Wr- (r), a consonantal combination occurring

initially in a number of words (frequently implying

twisting or distortion), the earlier of which usually

have cognates with the same initial sounds in the

older Germanic languages. The combination is

regularly preserved in Gothic, OS., OFris., and OE.,

but in OHG;
is reduced to r. In ON. the w was

lost before ro, ru, at an early date over the whole

Scandinavian area ; at a later period in all other

words in ONorw. and Olcel. In the modern

Germanic tongues wr- remains in Du., Flem., LG.,

and Fris., and is represented by vr- in Da., Sw.,

and some Norw. dialects.

Some 130 words in wr- are recorded from the

OE. period, and a number of these survive in

the later language, while others have been added

from Du. and LG. Early difficulty in pronouncing

the combination may be indicated by the Old
Northumbrian spellings with wur-, and by the

1 4-1 5th cent, weritt' writ' , werangus ' wrongous'.

The r is sometimes separated from the w by

metathesis, as in ME. wserb for wreetl 'wroth',

wtrch for wreck ' wretch ', wirten for written ; but

conversely wr- may arise from the same cause, as

in OE wryhta ' wright ', for wyrhta. Signs of the

dropping of the w begin to appear about the middle

of the 15th cent, in such spellings as ringe for

wring v., rong for wrong adj. ; these become
common in the 16th cent, (for examples see

Wrangle, Wrap, Wreak, Wreck, Wrench,
Wrest, etc.). Reduction of the sound is also

indicated by the converse practice of writing wr-

for r-, which similarly appears in the 15th cent, (in

wrath for rathe), and becomes common in the

1 6th; for examples see the subordinate entries

under Wrack, Wracked, Wbaogeo, Wrap,
Wrape, Weetchless, etc. In standard English

the w was finally dropped in the 17th century ; it

has remained (though now obsolescent) in Scottish,

and in some south-western English dialects is

represented by v, which is also regular in north-

eastern Scottish.

The phonetists Bullokar (Amendment of Ortographie,

1580) and Gill (Logonomia, 1621) have wr- throughout, and
no doubt pronounced the w. Later authorities, e.g. R.
Hodges (English Primrose, 1644), mark the zv in this

combination as silent.

"Wr, obs. var. Ovb. pro/i. Wra, ME.var. Wro.
"Wraak, var. Wrake sbA Obs. Wraaste, obs.

var. Wrest sb.1 Wrabbe, var. Wrob v. Obs.

t Wrabbed, a. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.

Cf. Wrawed <z.] Perverse ; difficult to manage.
1540 J. Heywood Four P. P. 986 By theyr condicions so

croked and crabbed, Frowardly fashonde, so waywarde and
wrabbed. 1558 Jacob -y Esau n. ii, Haue any mo maisters

suche a man as I haue?.. so eluishe, so frowarde? So
crabbed, 30 wrabbed, so stiffe, sovntowarde?

t Wra'bble, v. Obs. rare. In 6 wrabel-, Sc.

wrabill. [Of obscure origin. Cf. Wabble v.%,

Worble ».] intr. To wriggle.

1513 Douglas sEneid vm. x. 84 About hir palpis..The

tua twynnis-.Sportand full tyte gan to wrabill and hing.

1534 More Ansvj. Poysoned Bk. 1. iii. 7 The hote fyre of

hell shalbe so fast tayed in all theyr tayles wrabelynge there

together, y
l neuer shall they gete ye fyre fro theyr taylys.

"Wrable, obs. Sc. variant of Warble sbl
1513 Douglas &ncid xn. Proh 245 In wrablis [ed. 1553

werbfis] duke of hevynly armonyis The larkis..Lovys thar

lege with tonys curyus. [Cf. Wrible.]

Wrache, obs. Sc var. Wretch sb.

Wrach.it(ness, obs. Sc. ff. Wretchedness.

Wrack (raek), sb.1 Forms: 1 wreec, 3-5, Sc.

6 wrak, 4 wrac, 4- wrack, 6-7 wracke. [OE.

wrsec neut., f. pret. stem of wrecan to drive, etc,

Wreak v. Cf.Wrack sb?, by which the later senses

(esp. sense 5) may partly have been influenced ; in

writers of the i6-i7th cent, it is sometimes un-

certain which word is intended.

The evidence of rhymes shows that early northern ME.
instances of the spelling wrak usually have a long vowel,

and belong to Wrake so. 1
]

I. 1. Retributive punishment; vengeance, re-

venge; in later use also,
r
hostile action, active

enmity, persecution. Obs. exc. arch, or poet.

Freq. coupled with words of similar meaning, as war,

wrath, wreak, and lending to pass into sense 2.

coootr. Baeda's Hist, iv. xxv.(i8oo) 356 Hu.mid by wiite

das foresprecenau wraces stexene Wa;ron. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 25 pdO. unasecgenlice wraec & bait ungeendode wite,

bat bon untedon bar geteohhod bib. '3- • Cursor M. 890

(Gott.), Til bat worm vr lauerd ban spack wordis bath of

wreth and wrack. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 24

Sic diuisioun may nocht lest rycht lang, But weir and wrak

and mekle opin wrang. 157s Tukbkkv. Venerie 177 And
yet can man.. Use wracke for rewth ! can murder like him

best? C1586 C'tess Pembroke Psalms lxxviii. xix, Now
pine and paine conspire With angry angells wreak and

wrack to frame. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ii. 21 There gan he

. .with bitter wracke Towreake on me the guilt of his owne
wrong. 1863 Longf. Wayside Inn, K. Otafu. v, Strange

memories crowded back Of Queen Gunhild's wrath and

wrack. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. in. 516 Wiil it bring

him back To let loose on the country war and wrack?

fig. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 49 Hath he not lost much
wealth by wrack of sea?

+ b. In the phr. to do or take wrack {on one).

12.. Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 91 Tol Tern Sok et Sak with

yryn' and wilh water deme and do wrak. 1426 Lydg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 1585 Myn hornys [are made] for to take wrak

On shrewes, & to putte abak.

2. Damage, disaster, or injury to a person, state,

etc., by reason of force, outrage, or violence ; devas-

tation, destruction.

In very frequent use from c 1580 to c 1640.

c 1407 Lydg. lieson $ Sens. 5426 The tother [bow], hydouse

and ryght blak, Wrought al oonly for the wrak, Ful of

knottys. 1412-20 — Chron. Troy 1. 2184 Forlak of manhod
drawib hym euer a-bak ; He is so dredful and ferful of )<e

wrak. 1557 Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 188 The golden apple

that theTroyan boy Gaue to Venus.., Which was the cause

of all the wrack of Troy. 1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc

v. ii, Loe, here.. the wofull wracke And vtter ruine of this

noble realme ! 1581 A. Hall Iliad vi. 120 On this odde

knight alacke We neuer shall set eyes againe, this day wil

be his wracke. 1596 Spenser /•'. Q. iv. ix. 25 Eftsoones the

others.. on their foes did worke full cruell wracke. 1634

Malory's Arthur I. exxxix. Ff 2, If he be angry he wil..

worke you much wrack in this countrey. 1640 T. Carew
Perswasions to love 69 Time and age will worke that wrack

Which time or age shall ne'er call back. 1659 Bibliotheca

Regia (title-p.), Such of the Papers, as have escaped the

wrack and mines of these times. 1817 Scott Harold 1. 1,

When he hoisted bis standard black, Before him was battle,

behind him wrack. 1853 M. Arnold Sohrab «r Rustum 414

The wind in winter-time Has made in Himalayan forests

wrack. 1873 Dixon Two Queens I. 122 While the country

was a prey to fire and sword, the Church stood high above

the wrack and waste.

b. In the phr. to bring, go, put, run to wrack

(and ruin). Also fig. Cf. Rack sb.o I.

In freq. use, esp. with go (went), c 1560-0 1680.

1412 Lydg. Chron. Troy Prol. 161 For nere writers, al wer

out of mynde, Nat story only, but of nature and kynde The
trewe knowyng schulde haue gon to wrak. 1420-a— Thebes

11. 2215 Vpon his foon he rolled it (sc. a huge stone]at onys,

That ten of hem wenten vnto wrak. 1528 Roy Rede Me
(Arb.) 41 What did monkes and fryeres thanne, When masse

went thus to wracke ? 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus III. iii. P iij b,

He whose shyppe is gone to wracke. 1581 Marbkck Bk. of
Notes 70 This Arke. .by diuine prouidence . . was gouerned
from running to wracke. 1591 Spenser Tears of Muses 400

Thy scepter rent, and power put to wrack. 1601 R. John-
son Kingd. <y Commw. (1603) in Arezzo beeing by long

dissention amongest themselues almost brought to wracke.

1606 G. Woodcock Hist. Ivstine xvi. 67 The greater part of

his army.. were all put to wrack. 1667 Milton P. L. VI.

670 And now all Heav'n Had gone to wrack, with ruin

overspred. 169a R. L'Estrange Josephus, Antiq. V. ii.

(1733) 115 All their Affairs went to wrack upon it. 1757
Hume Ess. <$• Treat. (1777) II. 421 All nature was going to

wrack. . . Gods and men were perishing in one common ruin.

1864 Kingslev Roman <$ T. ii. (1875) 31 All things were
going to wrack. 1876 Browning Pacchiarotlo, etc. 129 The
man but for whom had gone to wrack All that France saved
from the fight.

(b) 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 1. ix. 12 Herod.. sup-

posing, .his rule to goe to wracke, and ruine. 1577 H. Bull
tr. Luther's Comm. Ps. (1615) 287 Whiles all things seeme
to fall to wracke and ruine. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. 196
Gods familie and the common wealth goe to wracke and
ruine.

c. In other phrases, as 'fat, in wrack, rare.

159a A. Day Eng. Secretorie 1. (1595) 51 When Rome
was now at wracke, her Nobilitie spoyled, and her glorie

trode vnder foote. 1901 J. Barlow Ghost-bereft 113 Round
his gang crashed roof and wall in wrack.

d. dial. The brunt or consequences of some
action. (Cf. Racket sbfi 4.)

1844 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss, s. v., ' Mind you'll stan'the

wrack o't*. 1871- in south, dial, use (Oxf., Berks., Devon)

:

Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v.

8. A disastrous change in a state or condition of

affairs; wreck, ruin, subversion. 1 Obs.

c 1400 Found. St. Bartholomew's 49 Where oure dede and

purpos ys of the wracke of chastite. 1557 TotteCs Misc.

(Arb :) 256 A frend no wracke of wealth, no cruell cause of

wo, Can force bis frendly faith vnfrendly to forgo. 1588

Greene Melam. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 87 Wit oft hath wracke

by selfe-conceit of pride. 1591 2nd Ft. Troubl. Raigne K.

John (1611) 108 What haue I lou'd but wracke of others

weale ? 1595 Markham Sir R. Grinvile (Arb.) 42 The wet

worlds sacke Swells in my song, the Dirge for glories

wracke. 1001 Shaks. Alls Well in. v. 24 The miserie is

example, that so terrible shewes in the wracke of maiden-

hood. 1691 Locke yd Let. Toleration x. 281 Toleration

then does not . . make that woful wrack on True Religion

which you talk of. 1823 Scott Peveril xxvii, He that

serves Peveril munna be slack, Neither for weather, nor yet

for wrack. 1862 Lytton Strange Story II. 159 Have all

those sound resolutions .. melted away in the wrack of

haggard dissolving fancies !

tb. The ruin, downfall, or overthrow of a

person or persons ; adversity, misfortune. Obs.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 7727 Lat no man.. with hys

wordys falsly smyte, Malycyously to make wrak Off hys
neyhebour. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 21 Tyrantis settand thair haill purpois and intent vpone

mischeiff and wrack of vtheris. ^1586 Sidney Astr. S,

Stella Sonn.xix, On Cupids bowe, how are my hart strings

bent, That see my wracke, and yet imbrace the same? 1595
Markham Sir R.GrinvileWn, To flye from them. .Were to

..crush my selfe with shame and seruile wrack. 1625 A.

Gil Sacred Philos. i. 119 By sinne there was a generall

wrack of mankinde. 1667 Dknham Direct. Painterss Pre-

suming of his certain wrack, To help him late, they send for

Rupert back, a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche 11. exxxvii, That

smooth-tongu'd Gale whose whispers woke That Wrack
which stole on me.

II. +4. An instance of suffering or causing

wreck, ruin, destruction, etc. Obs.

1594 Kyd Cornelia v. i, Amongst so many wracks As I

haue suffred both by I«and and Sea. 1613 Purchas Pil-

grimage 609 The new Conquerours . . by wrackes testified to

the earth, that tbey had wrecked themselues on her and

their enemies. 1630 Lord Banians 33 Thunder and light-

ning.. such as seemed to threaten a finall wracke to the

earth. 1632 Hiywood 1st Pt. Iron Age 1. i, Troy was twice

rac't, and Troy deseru'd that wracke.

tb. A means or cause of subversion, over-

throw, or downfall. Obs.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 20 The Syrens song is the

Saylers wrack. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, I. ii. 105 And thus I

feareat last, Humes Knauerie will be the Duchesse Wracke.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad 11. 781 The fool Amphimachus, to

field, brought gold 10 be his wrack. 1613 Day Festivals

(1615) ix. 248 How at length might it haue prooved a wrack

to his owne Person. 1650 W. Brough Sacr. Prmc. (1659) 183

When shall I be delivered from thee, gaol of my soul, and

wrack of my salvation. 1682 Cochran in Howi<Cloud of

Witnesses but) I09jugling with the Lord.. hath been our

ruin and wrack.

6. A thing or person in an impaired, wrecked,

or shattered condition. (Cf. Wrack sb.2)

a 1586 Sidney Psalms xxxvn. xv, The mann whom God

directs,. .Though he doth fall, no wrack he proveth. 1611

Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 366 Young one,..who is this Thou

mak'st thy bloody Pillow?. .WTiat's thy interest in this

sad wracke ? a 1803 in Child Ballads IV. 187/2 O spare me,

Clyde's water,.. Mak me your wrack as I come back, But

spare me as I gae. 1866 Grecor BanffshircGloss. 204 V rack,

..a broken down person. 1888 Scot. Sermons in Brit.

Workman May, Doon gaed the biggin', an unco wrack.

b. That which remains after the operation ot

any destructive action or agency; a vestige or

trace left by some subversive cause. Also fig.

In later use, esp. with leave, freq. by misapprehension of

Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 156, where the reading (altered by

Malone to wrack) is racke : see Rack sb.' 3 b.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. IV. iv, I am a poore, poore

orphant—aweake, weake childe, The wrack of splitted for.

tune. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Muse HL note. Poetry.

.

makes what Choice it pleases out of the Wrack of Time of

things that it will save from Oblivion. 1793 Wordsw.

Evening Walk 360 No wrack of all the pageant scene

remains. 1813 Byron Giaour 1237 The wither d frame, the

ruin'd mind, The wrack by passion left behind. 1878 Bosw.

Smith Carthage 406 An ancient seat of civilisation, was

swept awayat a single stroke, leaving hardly a wrack behind.

fo. A damaged or injured part ; damage, im-

pairment. h\%ofig. Obs.

1601 Donne Progr. Soul 1. vii, This soule which oft did

teare And mend the wracks of th' Empire. 1610 Guilum
Heraldry 111. xvii. 151 With the threeds.. [the spider]

repaireth all rents and wracks of the same [web]. Ibid., A
man carefull of his priuate estate, and of good foresight, m
repairing of small decaies and preuenting of wracks, a 1031

Donne t'aradoxes (1652) 9 We mend the wrack and stains

of our apparel.

Wrack (rtek), sbfi Forms : 4-5, Sc. 6-7 wrak,

5 Sc, wrac, 6-7 wraoke, 6- wrack (9 Sc. vrack).

[a. MDu. (also mod. Du.) wrak neut. (older Flem.

wracke, Kilian), or MLG. wrak, wrack (whence

G. wrack), = MDa. vrak (Da. vrag) neut., MSw.
vrak (wrack, wragh; Sw. vrak) neut., Norw. dial.

rak neut., wreck, wrecked vessel, a parallel forma-

tion to OE. wrscc Wback sbl



WRACK. 339 WRACK.
Except for its frequent use by southern writers between 1508
and 1690 (cf. the note to Wrack sbJ), the form is predomin-
antly northern and Scottish.]

1. A wrecked ship or other vessel ; a vessel

ruined or crippled by wreck. Now dial.

C1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 513 The Constable of
the Castel down is fare To seen this wrak and al the shipe
lie soghte. 1626 Capt. Smith Acrid. Yng. Seamen 29 She
wil! . . split or billage on a Rocke, a wracke. 1636 G. Sandys
Paraphr. Ps. xlviij. 76 Blacke Eurus roars, And spreads
his wracks on Tharsian shores. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thevenot's Trav. I. 126 Close by shoar we saw the wrack
of that Saique, which stranded the same day. 1692 in Rec.
Convent. Burghs Scot. (1880) IV. 594 His ship become a
wrak. 1756 in Hist, Coll. Essex Inst (U.S.A) V. 158/1
Drowned from the wrack of the sch[oonerl Ibid., The
sea came and washed them over from the said wrack.
177a Anne Lindsay A itid Robin Gray v, But hard
blew the winds, and his ship was a wrack. i86z Longf.
Birds ofPassage n. The Cumberland vi, Down went the
Cumberland all a wrack. 1905 Cornlu Mag. Feb. 209
' Wracks, man,' he shouted, , .pointing to the double light-

house, .
.' there is no chance of wracks for a puir fisherbody

noo\
trans/, (of persons). 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 27

Menaphon . . espied certain fragments of a broken ship float-

ing vpon the waues, and sundrie persons driuen vpon the
shore. ..These three (as distressed wrackes) preserued by
some further forepoynting fate [etc.]. 1594 Shaks. Rich III,
1. iv. 24 Me thoughts, I saw a thousand fearfull wrackes :

A thousand men that Fishes gnaw'd vpon. 1601 — Tzvel.

H. v. i. 82 That most ingratefull boy . . From the rude seas .

.

Did I redeeme : a wracke past hope he was,

b. Remnants of, or goods from, a wrecked
vessel, esp. as driven or cast ashore ; shipwrecked
effects or property, wreckage; also in earlier use,

the right to have such. Now arch.
1428 Excheq. Rolls Scotl. IV. 439 Le wrak cujusdam navis

combuste infra portum de Leth. 1452 Reg. Mag.Sig. Scot.
135/1 Invenerunt dictum forestarium custodem de Wrac et

Waif infra dictum dominium de Coldingham. 1501 Extr.
Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 428 Ane brokin schip, . .quhilk, throw
storme of sey, happin to brek, and the wrak of hir
come in on the cost of Croudane. 1584 Greene Morando
Wks. (Grosart) III. 84 Tis an ill flaw that bringeth vp no
wracke. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 165 As rich.. As is the
Owse and bottome of the Sea With sunken Wrack. 1639 in

Maitland Hist. Edinburgh (1753) II. 151/1 All their antient
Rights,.. with Pit and Gallows, Sack and Soke, Thole,
Theam, Vert, Wrack, Waifs [etc.]. a 166a Heylin Cosntogr.
1. (1669) 71 Charybdis is a Gulf, .which violently attracting
all Vessels that come too nigh it, devoureth them, and casteth
up their wracks [ed. 1652 wrecks]. 1670 Dryden Conq.
Granada iv. i, My own lost Wealth thou giv'st not only
back, But driv'st upon my Coast my Pyrat's Wrack. 1759
Philipott Villare Cant. 11 Witsom were goods driven to
the shore, when there had not been for some space any
wrack visible. 1883 Whitelaw Sophocles, Antigone 591
Casting up mire and blackness and storm-vext wrack of the
sea. 1897 Longm. Mag. Feb. 333 Through the heaped mys-
teries of waith and wrack, When the long wave from the long
beach draws back.

+ C. //. Fragments of wreckage. AUo/fc** Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ir. (1912) 350 Who then myselfe

should flie So close unto my selfe my wrackes doo lie.

2. The total or partial disablement or destruction

of a vessel by any disaster or accident of naviga-
tion ; =» Shipwheck sb. 2. Now rare.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 41, 1 haue in my voyage
suffred wrack with Vlisses. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 1 As
when aship. .An hidden rocke escaped hath vnwares,That
lay in wane her wrack for to bewaile. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav, 3 Glad that with wracke of ship, and losse of goods
they may prolong a despised life. 1648 G. Daniel Eclog
v. 331 In a wracke, wee trust A Sayle-yard, or a Planke of
broken Chest, To carrie vs. 1673 Dryden 2 Pt. Conq.
Granatia (ed. 2) in. 105 As Seamen, parting in a gen'ral
wrack, When first the loosening Planks begin to crack Each
catches one. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Flotson, Jetson,
or Goods cast out of the Ship, being in danger of Wrack.
^1879 H. Dkwar in Poems of Places, Brit. Amer. 35 In
the wrack tall masts would crack.

b. Jig. and in fig. context.
1580 H. Gifford Paste ofGilloflotvers (1870) 52 Fell Sathan

is chiefe rular of these seas : Hee seekes our wracke, he doth
these tempestes rayse. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v. Wks.
1922 II. 150 Yet being imbarquedin the same ship, the finall
wrack must needs be common to them all. 1600 Dekker
Fortunaius Wks. 1S73 I. 114 Ryot sets up sayies, And..
Drives your unsteddie fortunes on the point of wracke in-
evitable. i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. Hi. § 7 When Seas did
foamc.His force effecting with his cares preuented still my
wracke. i6a8 Fkltham Resolves 11. ii. 5 Hee that steeres
by that gale, is euer in danger of wracke. 1649 G. Daniel
Trhtarch., Rich. II, vii, The greater winds of Faction
broke in here, To make a wracke. a 1699 J. Beaumont
Psyche 1. ccxxxiv, That venturing any longer stay to make,
Was but to run upon a certain wrack.

3. Marine vegetation, seaweed or the like, cast
ashore by the waves or growing on the tidal sea-
shore. (CC Wreck sb. 1 2, Varec i.)

Also cart; grass-, keif-, lady-, sea-wrack.
In first quot. the precise sense is not quite clear.

1513 Douglas ASneid m. ix. 34 Rent me in pecis, and in
the fludisswak, Ordroun law vndir the large seis wrak. 1551-
[see Sea-wrack 2 J. 1650 [Howe] Phytol. Brit. 101 Divers
sorts of Sea-Oake, or Wrack. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 71
Herbs.. growing commonly upon Stones and Rocks in the
Sea : 14. Wrack. 1700 Wallace Descr. Orkney (1883) 42
note, When the sea-weed is driven in greater plenty, all the
people . . divide the wrack according to the proportion of land
they have. 17x6 Petivcriana 1. 159 Full of small seedy
Warts as tn our common Wrach or Quercus maritima. 1785
Martyn Lett. Bot. xxxii. 500 Fucus, Wrack, or Sea-weed
properly so called, has two kinds of bladders. 1849 EX.

Miller Footpr. Creat. \. 10 The shores.. of the lake were
strewed., by a line of wrack, consisting, .of marine plants

[etc.], 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 57 The purple and olive

wreaths of wrack, and bladder-weed, and tangle. 1880 An-
trim <$- Do7on Gloss. 78 The fanners grow sea-weed for

manure, cutting the wrack periodically.. .Stones are placed
for the wrack to grow on.

b. Weeds, rubbish, waste, etc., floating on, or

washed down or ashore by, a river, pond, or the

like ; « Wreck j3.* 2 b.

1598- water-wrack [see Water sb. 29]. 1851 H. Stephen's
Bk. Farm (ed. 2) I. 396/2 To prevent the wrack floating on
the surface of the water finding its way into the sluice. 1865
Livingstone Zambesi i. 14 Wfhen we came within five or
six miles of the land, the yellowish-green tinge of the sea .

.

was suddenly succeeded by muddy water with wrack, as
of a river in flood. Ibid., The wrack, consisting of reeds,

sticks and leaves. 1877 V. L. Camkron Across Africa I.

63, I observed wrack of grass and twigs in the branches of
small trees. ., showing how high the floods., must beat times.

c. Field-weeds, roots of couch-grass or the like,

esp. as loosened from the soil to be collected for

burning ; vegetable rubbish or refuse found on
agricultural lands ;

= Wreck sbA 2 c.

1713 Pennecuik Tivecddale 6 [They] will not suffer the
Wrack to be taken of their Land, because (say they) it keeps
the Corn warm. 1825 Ja.mieson, Wrack, Dog's grass,..

Triticum repens, Linn.; Roxb. Perhaps denominated
Wrack, becausc.it is harrowed out in the fall, and burnt.

1883 Longm. Mag. April 658 Seed has to be sown, turnips
have to be thinned and hoed . . and * wrack ' gathered. 1894
Heslop Northumb. Gloss. 799 Wrack, weeds; especially
' whickens ' and sea-weed.

4. attrib. and Comb,, as t wrack-ship ( = sense 1 ) ;

\ wrack-rich; wrack-threatened, -threatening; also

fwrackfree, = Wreckfree «. ; f wrack-goods
[cf. Uu. wrakgoederen, G. wrackgai\ Scots Law,
— sense 1 b ; wrack-spangle local (see quot. 1856).
1570 in W. Boys Hist. Sandwich (1792) 775 Savyng that

we shalbe wrakfree of oure owne goodes whatsoever.

1594 Shaks. Lucr. 590 All which together like a troubled
Ocean, Beat at thy rockie, and wracke-threatning heart.

1598 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (1878) 138 More deafe.

.

then are the wrack-rich Libique rocks. 1603 J. Davies
(Hcref.) Microcosmos Wks. (Grosart) I. 38/2 A Sternelesse

Shippe. .On mightiest Seas, wrack-threatn'd on each syde.

1671 Shetland Docunt, in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892)

XXVI. 194 To.. secure all wrack and waith goods. 1681

Stai R/nstit. vii. 76 Our Custome agrees with . . other Nations,
except in the Matter of waith and wrack Goods. 1693 Ibid.

(ed. 2) in. iii. 420 Where the Wrack ship is, the Owner may
be known by Writs in the Ship. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Wrecfry,. .wTack-free, exempt or freed from the forfeiture

of Shipwracked Goods and Vessels to the King. 1856
Househ. Words 8 Nov. 391/1 Wrack-spangle, the popular
name of these things, implies that they deck the sea-weeds
as spangles adorn robes. The savans call them Serpula;.

Wrack (reek), sb.% Also 5, 6 Sc. wrak, 6

wracke, 9 Sc. vrack. [a. (M)LG. or Du.
wrak (whence MHG. and G. dial, wrack refuse,

rubbish, Da. vrag, Sw. vrak, refuse) ; see also

Wrake sb.z> Wreck sb.*, and cf. Wrack a.]

1. That which is of an inferior, poor, or worth-
less quality; waste material; rubbish. Now rare.

1472-5 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 156/1 Such [bowstaves]as were
called the wrak, not goode ne able to make of but Childern'
Howes. 1492-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 249 Repara-
ciones [on a mill] ;.. pro caiiagio le ramell et wrak a scao
cario usque Viram. 1542-3 Act 34 <$ 35 Hen. VI11, c 9 § 4
That no persone or persones doo caste or unlade out of any
maner of Ship.. any maner of IJalaste rubbishe gravell or
any other wracke or filthe, but oonelie upon the Lande. 1866
Gregor Banffshire Gloss. 204 Vrack, anything worthless.
Ibid., 'His nout's jist mere vrack.' 1885 Pall Mall G. 27
March 4 'I"hey send anything—the very wrack of towns

—

instead of the valuable agricultural labourer which we want.

+ b. Sc, World's wrack, earthly 'pelf
7

or
' dross ' ; worldly possessions, goods, or gear. Obs.

c 1480 Henryson Swallow if 2?/n& 307 (Bann.), Ourwickit
ennemye. -evir is reddye, Quhen wretchis in bis warldis

wrak do scraip, To draw his nett 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xxiii, 10 For warldis wrak but weilfair nocht awailis. a 1568

in BannatyneMS. (Hunter. CI.) 223 Quhill . . stuffit weill with
warldis wrak, Amang my freindis I wes weill kend. a 1586

in Maitland Fol. MS. (S.T.S.) 241 Now he hes gold and
warldis wrak lyand him besyd. 1792 Burns My Wife's a
winsome wee thing iv, Tht warld's wrack wc share o't, The
warstle and the care o't.

2. An inferior grade of flax. Also attrib.

1879 J. Paton In Encycl. Brit. IX. 208/1 Of the lower

qualities of Riga flax the followingmay be named :—Wrack
flax, White picked wrack,. .Picked wrack flax. Ibid., The
lowest quality of Riga flax is . . Dreiband Wrack.
Wrack, freq. erron. f. Hack sb.1 3, 3 b.

1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 397 Observing how the wrack
rides before the wind. 1848 Lytton Harold v. i, The smoke
rises. .to join the wrack of clouds. 1878 H. S. Wilsom
Alpine Ascents ii. 57 A filmy wrack wreathes round and
upward.
Wrack, erron. f. Rack sb.z I, 1 b, I c
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. v. 3 Euen like a man new

haled from the Wrack, So fare my Limbes with long Im-
prisonment. 1666 Boyle's Orig. Forms $ Qual. a 2 Mysti-

cal Notions, which put the Understanding upon the Wrack.
1866 Swinburne Poems <$• Ballads 306 For the pure sharp-

ness of her miseries She had no heart's pain, but mere body's

wrack.

"Wrack, erron. f. Rack sb$
1829 H. Murray IV. America II. 111. iv. 442 They abhor a

trot, and instruct the animal only in a pace and a wrack.

t Wrack, a. Obs. rare. Also 4 wrac, 6 Se.

wrak. [a. MLG. wrak, wrack, LG. wrak (whence

G. dial, wrack worthless, Sw, vrak-, Da. vrag-),

or MDu. wrac, wrak (Kilian wrack
}
wraeck, Du.

wrak), OFris. wrak, wrac base (WFris. wrak
shaky) : cf. Wrack sb.'-'-]

1. Of persons : Worthless, base, evil.

c 1375 Kindheit lesu 315 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875)
12 Hote agiw of heorte wrac Alle hise lawes pare he to brae.

2. Damaged, impaired, injured ; unsound.
1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 161, iiij last heryng, iij wrack

& on rooue ; the wrack cost viij 11 & the roue ix ]l
. 1496-7

Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 32 Item, a diaper clothe,

wrack, content in lengthe iij yardes di. 1584 Burgh Rec.

Edinb. (1882) IV. 343 To devyde the guid and sufficient

fische fra the wrak and evill.

f Wrack, vy Obs. Forms: 3 wracken, 4-5
wrak, 6 wracke. [Irreg. var. of Wreak v. Cf.

brack, hrak, for Break v!\

1. traits. To avenge or revenge (a person, deed,

etc.); to punish. Also const, on,

C1205 Lay. 20256 Baldulf .. benched in bissere nihte to

slam pe..to wracken his broker. 0:1300 Body $ Soul
in Map's Poems (Camden) 338 Merci criende lutel availede,

3wan Crist it wolde so harde wrac. [1871 Waddell Psalm
xviii, 47 The God wha wracks a' right for me.]

2. To give vent to or wreak (spite, malice, etc).

'635 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg. 109 The
King went to wrack his spite on their corpes. 1644 J. Fary
Gods Severity (1645) 21 You. .must needs wrack your malice
by revenge. 1720 Prior Cupid Mistaken iii, Couldst thou
find none other, To wrack [ed. 1709 wreck] thy spleen on ?

"Wrack (raek), v.% Now arch, or dial. Also

5-7 wTacke, 6-7 Sc. wrak, 9 rack. [f. Wrack
sb.* Cf. Wreck z\*]

fl. intr. To suffer or undergo shipwreck. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xxxviii. 331 One told hym
there was a knyghte of kyng Arthur

|
[ajt had wrackyd on

the rockes. 1596 [A. MuNDAYjtr. Sylvairis Orator 333 The
ship happened to wracke, so that the poore man and his

daughter saued themselues in a little Island, a 1620 J.
Dyke Set. Serm. (1640) 146 When a Shippe wrackes at Sea,

the goods are utterly lost. 1632 Sanderson Serm. 56 We
may. .cast our wares into the Sea, to lighten the ship that it

wracke not.

Jig. and in fig. context, a 1592 Greene Alcida (1617)

C 1 b, Thus selfe-loue. .Makes beautie wracke against an
ebbing tide. 1596 Bp. Anorewes Serm. (1629) 327 Their
Love hath wracked, and from kind love, beene turned to

deadly hate. 1616 B. Jonson Forrest iii. 95 God wisheth
none should wracke on a strange shelfe. 1622 Bacon Hen.
VII, 223 Sir, you haue beene saued vpon my coast, I hope
you will not suffer mee to wrack vpon yours.

2. trans. To wreck (a vessel, mariners, etc.) ; to

ruin or cast ashore by shipwreck. Chiefly pass.

1562 A. Brooke Rotncus fy Jul. 1368 Driuen hard vpon
the bare and wrack full shore, In greater daunger to be
wract, then he had been before. 1593 Marlowe Edw. II,

II. ii, I feare me he is wrackt vpon the sea. 1596 Bacon
Max.fy Use Com, Law 1. (1636) 44 Goods wrackt.. shall be
preserved to the use of the owner. 1614 Raleigh Hist-

World in. (1634) 86 They pursuing the victorie, had left

part of the fleet., to save those that were wrackt. 1683 Brit.

Spec. 86 Most of the Fleet, wrackt that Night by a sudden
Tempest, lay split on the Shore. 1699 T. Allison Voy.
Archangel 22 Putting provision therein for subsistance, in

case we should be forced ashore and wracked. 1755 John-
son. 1838 J. F. Cooper Homeward Bound xxiv, I esteem
it a great privilege. . to have the honour of being wracked.

.

in such company. Ibid., If she [the ship] had been honor-

ably and fairly wracked. 1871 Palcrave Lyr. Poems 19

The seas. .With outstretch'd angry arms. .Wracking whole
fleets in pride like riven toys.

fig. and in fig. context, 1583GRHNE Mamillia Wks (Gro-

sart) II. 193 A professed Curtizan, whose hones tie and
credit is so wracked in the waues of w;mtonnesse. Ibid. 242

No.. tempests of aduersitie shal.. wracke my fancie against

the slipperie rockes of inconstancle. 1594 Selimus Gsb,
My feeble barke,. .while thy foamie floud doth it immure,
Shall soon be wrackt vpon the sandie shallowes. 1598-9
B. Jonson Case Altered u. vii, O! in what tempests do my
fortunes saile, Still wrackt with winds more foule and con-
trary, Then any other northern guest. 1670 Dryden 1st

Pt. Cong. Granada in. (1672) 23 Though wrack 'd and lost,

My Ruines stand to warn you from the Coast, a 1699 J.
Beaumont Psyche 1. ccxvii, Till miserably wrack'd, most
woful she Quite sinks in this self-torments monstrous Sea.

[1897W. Beatty Secretary.. 77 The wind that drave them
. . was the same that had wracked . . Darnley, and Bodwell.]

3. To cause the ruin, downfall, or subversion of

(a person, etc.) ; to ruin, overthrow. Also refl.

1564 Queen Mary in Reg. Privy Council Scot. XIV. 201

Seing the puir men, awnaris of the saidis ship and guidis, ar

..uterhcheriit and wrakkit. 1567 Cudeff GodlieB. (S.T.S.)

1S6 Suppose we suld wrack [1621 wrake] our self, and tyne

The feild, and all our kin be hangit syne, a 1586 Sidney
Ps. xli. iv, Now he is wrackt, say they, loe their he Hes.

1604 A. Craig Poet. Ess. A 4, When Troy was wrackt,.. He
came.. .Yet sayd he nought. 1628 Prynne L oi>e lockes 59

Kxternall Beautie. .betrays and wrackes the Soules of many.

1792 Burns * What can ayoung lassie'' iv, 1*11 cross him,

and wrack him, until I heart-break him. 1810 in R-.H.

Cromek Remains 27 He'll dance wi' ye, 'O'er Bogie,

Maiden, and wrack ye. -'

m%_. 3
refl. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars hi. xvi. 47 b

«
That weake,

and enuied if they should conspire They wracke themselues,

and he hath his desire.

b. To render useless by breaking, shattering,

etc. ; to injure or spoil severely ; to destroy.

1587 Fleming Conin. 1/olinshed III. 1310/2 In the towne

of Bedford the water came vp to the market place. . ; their

fewcll, come and haie was wrackt & borne awaie. a 1593

Marlowe Dido 1. i, Of them all scarce seuen [ships] doe

anchor safe, And they so wrackt and weltred by the waues

[etc], a 1678 Marvell Bermudas 9 Where he the huge Sea-

Monsters wracks. That lift the Deep upon their Backs. 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam vn. xxxviii, As if the world's wide con-

linent Had fallen in universal ruin wracked. 1845 Mrs.

S. C. Hall Whiteboy vi. 56 The tcastle J . . is wracked by the
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WRACK.

Saxon's breath. 1899 S. Macmanus Ckbmm Canun 252

His queeny bee..waswrackin' an' ruinin all afore her.

transf. a 1586 Sidney Astr. * Stella Sonn. lxvii Doth

Stella now beginne with pitteous eye I he raigne of this her

conquest to espie? Will she take time before all wracked

be? 1594 Shaks. Rich. III, iv. i. 97 Eightie odde yeeres of

sorrow haue I seene, And each howres loy wrackt with a

weeke of teene. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche HI. cxxxn, The

Precedent may dangerous prove, and wrack Thy Throne and

Kingdome.

4. intr. To undergo ruin or subversion.

a 1586 Sidney Ps. xxxvlt. xviii, [Those] who be swarved

To ill, both they and theirs shall wrack. 1599 Sandys

F.uropx Spec. (163a) 191 Ayde.. without which the whole

Empire were in daunger of wracking, a x6oo Montgomerie

Misc. Poems xlvi. 56, I smore if I conceill, I wrak if 1 re-

veill, My hurt. 1607 J. Carpenter Plain* Mans Plough

89 What gaine these . . when they . . themselves remaine cast-

awayes, wracking in the depth of hell.

Hence Wra'cking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

l6n Cotgr., Ruinemtnt, a ruining, "wracking, spoyhng.

164a Vicars God in Mount 13 The utter wracking and

worrying of the., holy lambes of Christ. 1611 Cotgr., Aau-

frageux, "wracking, shipwrack-bringing.

tWrack, v.* Sc. Obs. [ad. MLG. wracken

(whence G. wracken to sort), to reject, refuse,

var. of wraken, Wrake zv>] trans. = Wrake v?
1609 in Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1S70) II. 284 Ilk last

vesetit urackit, jadget and brunt be thame [sc. inspectors).

i6n Ibid. 326 Anent the mater of the hering and barrells

thairof, sufficiencie of pakking and wrakking of the same.

t Wrack, v.* Obs.-1 (? ad. Du. wraken to make

leeway. Cf. G. wrak, wraking, leeway.)

1635 L. Foxe in North-West Fox 180 In that distance

holding the same course, I had 2 deg. 14 min. to wracke

upon, and within one point at most of my paralell.

Wrack, freq. erron. f. Rack v.3

1553-5 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App.

xxxv. 98 The Martyrs in the old Time were wracked. 1621

Fletcher Sea. l
r
oy. 1. i, The Money I ha wrackt by usury.

,11637 B. Jonson Discov. Wks. (1641) 118 Doubtfull writing

hath wrackt mee beyond my patience. 1674 N. Fairfax

Bulk !, Selv. To Rdr., As the one had wrackt and limm d my
thoughts, with endless tenters. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastic!,

Eusebius 33 The Church rather expounds the Opinion., into

a favourable sence, than nicely weighs and wracks their

words. 1720 Welton Suffer. Son ofGod II. xiv. 370 What
great Concern wracks the Spirit of a faithful Servant of God.

1721 Strype Eccl. Man. II. 11. xiv. 353 Landlords had now
so wracked their rents. 1756 Monitor No. 72 II. 197 If

they wrack their brains .. to find out [etc.). 1785 Burns
Scotch Drink i, Let. .Crabbit names an' stories wrack us,

An' grate our lug. 1895 Parkhurst in Advance (Chicago) 7

Mar. 808/2 Sin . . wracks the machinery of the mind. 1898

Daily News 31 Aug. 5/3 They themselves are wracking

their busy brains.

absol. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. i. 16 A paire of Tribunes, that

haue wrack'd for Rome, To make Coales cheape.

Wracked (isekt), ppl. a. [f. Wback v? +
-ed !.] That has undergone or suffered wreck, esp.

shipwreck ; ruined, destroyed.

1581 A. Hai.l Hindi. 15 Yeelding the Greekes a thorough
feare, the Troyans courage hie, So that the wracked Campe
restore his credite worthilie. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. iv. Schisme 371 Ahundred Prophers. .from sad drowning
keep The wracked planks on th' Idol-Ocean deep. 1648 J.

Beaumont Psyche iv. lxxxv, When loe an angry Sea. .on its

proud waves bears In dreadful! triumph a wrack'd Man.
1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 157 Those wrack't

goods that had been seized by the Receivers of his Customs.

1747 New Canto Spenser's F. Q. xxiii, The wrack'd
Merchant, now secure, from Shore Looks back with 1 )read

on all his Perils past. 1864 Mrs. Lloyd Ladies Pole. 17

Every body's troubles is her troubles, from a wracked boat

to a broken putcher ! 1875 Morris /Eneid ix. 263 Two
cups . .which my father took from wracked Arisbe's hold.

Wracked, erron. f. Racked ppl. «.3

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Tropkeis 823 Hee
makes th' whole Kingdom's wracked ribs to meet. 1656
Cowley Davideis ill. 683 Merab rejoye'd in her^ wrackt
Lovers pain, a 1699 J. Beaumont Psyche x. ccxxxiv, New
fear Stormed their wracked Souls.

Wracker 1 (rarkai). rare. [f. Wback v.2 +
-er !.] One who wrecks, ruins, or subverts.

l6u Cotgr., Ruineur, a ruiner, wracker, spoyler.

t Wracker 2
. Obs. rare. [f. Wrack w. 3 + -er1

,

or ad. MLG. wraker (whence Da. vrager sorter).]

m Wraker.
1584 [see Wraker). 1719 in Rec. Convent. Royal Burghs

Scot. (1885) V. 217 By means of wrackers of herrings to be

imported there. Ibid., To appoint.. ane overseer of these

wrackers.

Wracker * (rarksi). rare. [f. Wrack sb? 3

+ -er 1 1. Cf. Vraicker.] One who collects

wrack, vraic, or seaweed.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VII. 293 The Norman wrackers, as

they gathered sea-weed on the beach.

Wracker, obs. var. Racker 1
.

1736 Ainsworth I, Contortor,..a wracker, or wrester.

t Wrackful, a. 1 Obs. Also 3 wracful, 4

WTakful, 5 -fulle. [f. Wrack sb.1 +-ful.] Char-

acterized by resentment or anger ; vengeful, angry.

c 1230 [implied in next). 13. . E. E.Allit. P. B. 302 Now
God fn nwy to Noe con speke Wylde wrakfnl wordez. laid.

541 Suche a wrakful wo for wlatsum dedez Parformed be

hy3e fader, la 1400 Morte Arth. 3818 He wente at the

gayneste, Wondis of thas wedirwyns with wrakfulle dynttys.

Hence fVCra'ckfully adv., vengefully. Obs.

£1230 Hali Meid. 41 Hwen godd se wracfulliche for-

demde his heh engeL

tWra-ckful, afi Obs. rare. In 4 wrocful.

340

[OE. wrxcful, f. wrsee Wrack sb.1 +-FUL.] Full

of misery ; wretched.
.

c 131 1 in Wright Pol. Songs (Camden) 256 For wille is red,

the fond is wrecful ; For wit is qued, the lond is wiongtu,.

Wraxkful, a-3 Now arch, and rare. |t-

Wrack j£. 2 + -ful.]

1. Causing shipwreck ; wreckful.

1558 Phaer JEncid II. 64 To Syllas wrackfull shore with

shypps approche we nye. 1583 Melbancke Philetimus

T iv b That. .shears the fruitles sande with wrakfull wanes.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 353 To stand still firm

against the roaring noise Of wrackfull Neptune. 1612

Drayton Poly-olb. i. 326 Where king Latinus lent sare

harbor for his Ships, with wrackfull tempests rent. 1623

Drumm. of Hawth. Elnures o/Sion xll. 6 These Lockes, ot

blushing deedes the gilt attire, Waues curling, wrackfull

shelfes to shadow deepe. 1633 T. Bancroft Gluttons

Eeauer F 2 b, A Vessel!, neare some wrackfull strand.

2. Causing destruction or devastation ;
effecting

damage or harm ; destructive.

1578 Mirr. Mag. 23 b, Then my delight was in the diery

dent Of wrackful warre. 1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 24 Eu'n

so the king of streames. . Beyond his banckes abroad a 1

wrackfull goes. <:i6co Shaks. Sonn. lxv. 6 O how shall

summers hunny breath hold out Against the wrackfull siedge

of battring dayes ? 1633 T. Bancroft Gluttons Eeauer B 6

Cracke all mine arteries with tortures tride, Yet must more

stormes, more wrackfull woes abide? 1921 Chambers s Jrnl.

Jan. 50/1 A people that .. has not had lis mind and feelings

warped by that wrackful war.

3. Subject to, attended by, injury, harm, etc.

1581 T. Howell Denises B iv, To shunne the sheete of

shame, Which had bewrapt her wrackfull blemisht name.

1612 J. Davies (Heref.) Muses Sacr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

82/1 This Life, a Way; (a wrackfull way) that Wisedome

lothes to proue. 1811 Scott Don Roderick III. vl, What
wanton horrors marked their wrackful path !

Wracking, erron. f. Racking vbl. sbfi (also

attrib.).

1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1033/1 Certain Instruments.. made
use of for the wracking of Criminals. 1688 Hoi.me Armory
ill. 311/1 A Wracking Plank, with a Rowling Wheel of so

many Spokes. 1803 W. Blake ' / saw a Monk ' ii, Vol-

taire [arose] with a wracking wheel.

Wracking, erron. f. Racking///, a.1 2.

1749 Mi/ton's P. L. (ed. Newton) II. 182 We perhaps ..

shall be hurl'd Each on his rock transfix'd, the sport and

prey Of wracking whirlwinds. 1837 Carlyle Misc. Ess.,

Mirabcau, The sport of wracking winds.

Wrack-rider. Also rack-, north, dial. (See

quots.)

1794 Hutchinson Hist.Cumbld. I. 460 [The] Brandling.

.

is the Rackrider of the county of Durham, and the Samlet.

1825 Brockett N. C. Words, Wrack, or Wracirider,..the

same species of trout as the brandling.

f Wra-cksome, a. Obs. rare ~K [f. Wrack a.2

+ -some i.] Destructive.

1584 Hudson Du Bartas' Judith 11. 361 Then mine not

you their towers and tourets tall, Nor bring the wracksom

engine to their wall.

Wrackstaff, obs. erron. form of Rack-staff.
1706 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. I. xii. 6 If he eat Nothing but

Wrack-staves for his Meat.

Wrae, Sc. var. Wro sb. Wraecche, obs. var.

Wretch. Wraeatlen, obs. f. Wrestle v. Wr8etj,

obs. pa. t. of Writhe ; obs. var. Wroth a.

Wrag, obs. erron. f. Rag sb.^ 2.

1844 Civil Eng. <$ Arch. Jrnl. VII.63/1 Two stone offices

. . formed of Kentish wrag ashlar.

tWrag, v. Obs. rare -1 . [Of imitative origin.

Cf. Wraggle k.1] intr. To struggle or strive

;

to resist. Hence Wragging vbl. sb.

ai27SAncr.R.(US. Cleopatra C. vi) fol. 173b, For beo

3et [«c] fondunges.. wagged o3er hwiles, & [heo] mote
wresten a}ein wio strong wraggunge.

Wrag, erron. f. Rag v.$

1841 J. Blackwood in Mrs. Oliphant Black-wood <y Sons

(1898) II. 261, 1 do not forget to wrag the Doctor on this

subject.

f Wragged, obs. erron. f. Ragged (rough).

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. vi, Then let not winters wragged
hand deface, In thee thy summer ere thou be distil'd.

tWra'gger. Obs. Alsowrager. [Cf. Wragz/.]

One who wrangles.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xii. 58 Both bosters and bragers

fod kepe vs fro ; . . Sich wryers and wragers gose to and fro

or to crak. Ibid. xxx. 143 A bag full. .Of Wraggers and
wrears, a bag full of brefes, Of carpars and cryars [etc.].

tWra'ggle, v.1 Obs. rare. In 3 wragel-,

6 .SVr. wraggil, wraigle, 7 wragle. [See Wrag
v. and -le, and cf. Wb'ris. wraggelje to waddle,

LG. dial, wraggeln to wiggle, to wriggle.]

1. intr. To struggle or strive ; to resist. Hence
Wra'ggling vbl. sb.

a 1225 A ncr. R. 374 pe o5er bitternesse is bitternesse in

wrastlunge, & in wragelunge a}ean uondunges. Ibid., For
J>e3et [s/cl fondunges, bet beoS be deofles swenges, wagge5
o5er hwules, & [heo] moten wresten a3ean mid stronge

wragelunge.

2. To wriggle. Hence Wra'gglmg///. a.

1508 Dunbar Elyting 195 Wan wraiglane [Jlaitl. wraggil-

landl wasp I 1602 Middleton Blurt, Master Constable

C 2, I strugled and stragled, and wrigled and wragled.

Wra'ggle, v. 2 (See quot. and cf. Raggle v.)

187s Gillies in Trans. N. Z. Inst. (1876) VIII. 246, I

could make out two or three holes.. where the silk lining.,

was raised and wraggled.

Wragh, obs. var. Wrath sb.; var. Whaw a.

Freq. in the Egerton and Harleian copies of the E. E.

Psalter, e.g. ii. 13, xvii. 9, lix. i.lxxiii. 1.

WRAITH.

fWragland. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.

Perh. merely a var. of the erroneous form wrang-

lanid) cited s.v. Wranlons ; but cf. Wraggle ».']

1. (See quot. and cf. Wranlons.)
i6ii Cotgr., Raboudris, wraglands ; crooked, or mis-

growne trees which will neuer proue timber.

2. (See quot. and cf. Wreckling.)
1611 Cotgr.. Ral-ougrir,.. to wax misbapen, or imperfect

cf shape ; to become a wragland, or grub.

Wrah, variant of Wraw a. Obs. Wraht, var.

wrought: see Work v. Wrai(e, Wraier.varr.

Wray(er Obs.

t Wrain-bolt, variant of Ring-bolt. Also

tWrain-stave, a staff for inserting in an eye ofthis.

1750 Blanckley Naval Expos. 17 Wrain Bolls. [Each]

has a ring at one End for a Staff to go through, [etc.]. Ibid.

190 Wrain Staves are a Sort of thick Billets, tapered so at

each End that they may go into the Ring of the Wrain Bolt.

[Hence in Recs' Cycl. (1819), Young Naut. Diet. (1846),

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. (1867), etc.]

Hence + Wrai-ning-bolt, -staff. Obs.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776), Antoil, a crooked in-

strument of iron, used to bind the side-planks round the

timbers in ship-building. 'The English artificers perform

this operation by wraining-bolts and staffs.

Wraist(e, obs. variants of Wrest sb.1 , a., and v.

Wrait, obs. or Sc. pa. t. of Write v.

Wraith (r^]>), sb. Orig. (and chiefly) Se. Also

6 wrath, wrayth, -wraithe, 7 wreath. [Ot

obscure origin.]

1. An apparition or spectre of a dead person ; a

,

phantom or ghost.

15J3 Douglas rEneidx. x. 112 Nor jit na vane wrathisnor

gaislis quent Thi char constrenyt for to went. Ibid. XL 93

In diuers placis The wraithis walkis of goistis that ar deyd.

a 1585 Polwaht Flyting TO. Motitgomcrie 658 Thy speach

.is espyed, That wrytes of witches, warlocks, wraiths^and

wratches. 178S Burns ' When Guilford good' vm, Chat-

ham's wraith, in heavenly graith,..cry'd, ' Willie, rise !

1808 Scott jVarw. vi. Introd. 146 In realms of death Ulysses

meets Alcides' wraith. 1861 E. S. Kennedy in Peaks,

Passes f, Glaciers Ser. II. I. 170 She.. died broken-hearted.

. . Afterwards, in the still of the evening, . . the damsel s

wraith would enter the dairy department. 1866 Alger

Solit. Nat. S, Man IV. 288 While Winander, Fairfield and

Rydal remain, to all visionary minds his [sc. Wordsworth s]

wraith will haunt them. 1893 T. E. Brown Old John, etc.

44 While I.. Drift vaporous to the ancient sea, A wraith,

a film, a memory. 1900 A. UrWAHD E. Lobb 226 Iall,

pale and hollow-eyed, with gaunt cheek-bones, . . like a

wraith from an extinct world. .

fig. 1880 G. Macdonald Diary Old Soul Feb. ix, Duty s

firm shape thins to a misty wraith.

b. An immaterial or spectral appearance of a

living being, freq. regarded as portending that

person's death ; a fetch.

1513 Douglas Mncid x. xi. 127 Thydder went this wrath

or schaddo of Ene. 1597 J*s. VI Dxmonol. 111. 1. 60 These

kindesof spirites, when they appeare in the shaddow ot a

person. .to die, to his fiiendes,..are called Wraithes in our

language. 1691 R. Kirk Seer. Commonwealth if 7. 18

What the Low-countrey Scotts calls a Wreath, and the Irish

Taibhshe or Death's Messenger. 1772-3 R- Fergusson 7 c

Mem. Dr. W. Wilkie 35, 1 dream't yestreen his deadly

wraith I saw Gang by my ein as white's the driven snaw...

I kent that it forespak approachin' wae. 1802 Scott Mmstr.

Scott. Bord. I. p. exxxvi, The wraith, of a person shortly

to die, is a firm article in the creed of Scotish superstition.

1814 Mrs. Grant in Mem. ft Corr. (1844) III. 66 A wraith

is the shadowy likeness of an absent living person. 1838

Lytton Alice XI. ii, As the shape of the warning wraith

haunts the mountaineer. 1870 Myers Poems 92 She and

her love,—how dimly has she seen him Dark in a dream

and windy in a wraith 1 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 404

This is wellshown by the reception not only of a theory ot

ghosts, but of a special doctrine of ' wraiths ' or fetches .

transf. 1840 C. Bronte Shirley xvii, An opposition pro-

cession was there entering, headed also by men in black..

.

' Is it our double ?' asked Shirley : 'our manifold wraith /

fig. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxxii. 13 O hollow wraith of

dying fame, Fade wholly, while the soul exults.

c. Without article.

1884 E. Gurney in 19th Cent. 796 The coincidences of

death and wraith are due to chance. 1808 H. Newbolt

Island Race p. x, O Strength divine of Roman days, O
Spirit of the Age of Failh, Go with our sons on all their ways

When we long since are dust and wraith.

2. A water-spirit.

1742, etc. [see Water sb. 24 q]. 1801 M. G. Lewis Both-

well's Bonny Jane ii, I hear, with mournful yell, I he

wraiths ofangry Clyde complain. 1832 J. Bree St. Herbert s

Isle 132 Wraiths and warlocks by the rush-gmwn mere.

1854 H. Miller Sch. .y Schm. x. (1858) 203 Highlanders.

.

cutting down their corn, when the boding voice ofthe wraith

was heard. . -

3. An appearance or configuration suggestive ot

a wraith or spectre.

1882 Whittier Storm on Lake Asquam iii, Afire-veined

darkness swept Over the.. range; A wraith of tempest,..

From peak to peak the cloudy giant stepped. 1912 L. Tracy

Mirabel's 1st. i, Through the wraiths of scud he thought

he had seen something.

4. attrib. and Comb., as wraith-land, -seeing,

-spell; wraith-like adj.

1756 Yorkshire diary in N. ft Q. (1922) 390/2 For the

warding off of all things whatsoever from the dead—be they

imps, wraithspells, wick things and the like ket. 1865 J.

Young Homely Pictures 126 Their leggies gat wraith-like,

their cheekies gat death-like. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I.

405 In Silesia and the Tyrol the gift of wraith.seeing still

flourishes. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 27 Apr., What
challenges are prompted to the great.. to come from their

wraithlands !



WRAITH. 341 WRALL.
Wraith, obs. Sc. var. Wrath sb., v.. Wroth a.

Wraith(e, erron. varr. Rathe sb.%

1824 Carr Craven Gloss., Wraiths, shafts of a cart. 1851
L. D. B. Gohdon Art frnl. IHitsir. Cat. p. vii**, The
'wraithe' is for the purpose of keeping the threads separate.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 2 Feb. 7/a He got a rope, fastened it.,

to the cart wraiths, and.. strangled himself.

Wraithly, etc., obs. Sc. varr. Wroth ly, etc.

Wrak : see Wrack sbs.
t
Wrake sSA, sb.%

t Wrake, sbA Obs. Forms: 1 wracu, 3-5
wrak,4wr//z.wrac,5wraak,.5V.vrak; 2- wrake,
5-6 Sc, wraik. [OE. wracu (oblique cases wrace,

wrsece), {,, revenge, vengeance, etc., = Goth, wraka
persecution, f. the same stem as OE. wrsec neut.,

Wrack sbA For the related OS. wr&ka, OHG.
r&hha, see Wreche sb.~\

1. Suffering that comes or is inflicted as a retribu-

tion or penalty ; retributive punishment, vengeance,

revenge. Also {b) coupled with cognate terms.
Beowulf'2336 Him 5a;s guokyning, wedera bioden, wra:ce

leornode. £825 Vesfi. Psalter \vii. n Bid geblissad se reht-

wisa Sonne he sesiS wrece oeara arleasra. c 1050 xr.Bxda's
Hist. 1. xv. § 2 (MS. Corpus Camb.), Ne waes un^elic wracu
bam 5e iu Caldeas ba^rndon Hierusaleme weallas. c 1200
Trin, Coll. Horn. 61 Bute we turnen to gode anradliche, lie

wile his swerd dra^en, bat is his wrake. a 1225 "Juliana 50
Ah we schulen sechen efter wrake on alle bat we biwiteS.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13055, 1 dred bot bou ne bete bi sake, (>ou
sal noght dei wit-vten wrake. 13.. E, E. Allit. P. B. 386
[On] be moste mountaynez. .flokked be folke, for ferdeof be
wrake. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. {Matthias) 179 At pe
laste Iudasfor wrake Rubenein benek..strake. cm/aChev.
Asslgne 72 Wolt bou werne wrake to hem bat hit deser-
uethe? a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus fy Sydracke (? 1510) U j b,

That scourge is a swerd of wrake That one shal agayne a
nother take. 1513 Douglas sJ£ncid 11. ii. 120 The cruell
wraik of that dissaitfull slycht.

(£) cwjsLamb. Horn. 13 }if 3c .to-breca5 mine lare..,
penne seal eou sone 3ewaxen muchele wrake and sake, here
and hunger, a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1194 Ic wot hwar salbeo
nib & wrake. C1250 Gcn.fy Ex. 552 So cam on werlde wreche
and wrake. a 1300 Cursor M. 890 Til bat worm ban drightin
spak wordes bath o wrath and wrak [ Trin, wrake]. 1303 R.
Brunne Handl. Synne 3389 (>er shewed God weyl by bat kas
pat bekote a-cursed was, And tokened wel soroweand wrake.
1381 Pot. Poems (Rolls) I. 252 The grete vengaunce and
wrake That schulde falie for synnes sake, c 1400 Soivdone
Bab.ii,s,h Vengeaunceshalle than on you come, With sorowe,
woo and wrake ! a 1450 Le Aforte Arth. 1451 The knyghtis
answerd with wo and wrake. 1513 DouGt-AS ASneid vn. x.
117 Hevy wraik And sorofull vengence 3it sail the.ourtak.

b. In the phr. to do, have, nim (= take), la,

or take wrake {of, on, or upon a person or thing,

or with indirect object).

In freq. use c 1375-^1480, esp. with take.
la 900 Laws of Lie ix, £if hwa wrace do, xrfion he him

ryhtes bidde. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xviii. 7 Ne der) god
his ^ecorenra wrace. .? c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 |>a ilke wrake
be ic dude be, bu scoldest don me. a 1200 moral Ode 205
God nom.. muchele wrake for are misdede. aiijsProv.
Alfredbtf in O. E. Misc. 136 For he be wile wrake don.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11554 On be sakles he suld ta wrake. 1357
Lay Folks' Catech. (T.) 485 For to take wrake Or wickedly
to venge him opon his euen-cristen. CX450 Ludps Cov. 375
Mercy nay nay they xul haue wrake. c 1489 Caxton Blanch.
xxvi. 95 To be pressented . . to the kynge of salamandrye, .

.

for to haue wrake vpon hym. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <y Sy-
dracke (? 1510) E j, On thy goddes we shall do wrake. 1513
Douglas A^neid xi. vL 80 The montane Caphareus, . .That
vengeans tuke and wraik apon our floit. 1533 Heu.enden
Livy in. xxiii. (S.T.S.) II. 40 We desire nowther be goddis
nor men to tak ony wraik or punyssement on sow. 1613
Chapman Hymn to Hymen Plays 1873 III. 122 Let Peace
grow cruell, and take wrake of all.

C. In wrake of, in revenge or punishment for. Sc,
c x375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodera) 709 In WTak of hyr

fals plicht [the accuser] deit sodanely in pare sicht. 1513
Douglas AEneidui. iv. 91 For Strang hunger sail ge stand
in sic state, In wraik of our iniuris and bestis slane.

2. Adverse action ; active enmity ; hostility

;

mischief.

a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. (1883) 106 His sunu hatte Mars, se
macode aefre gewinn, and wrohte, and saca and wraca he
styrede ge/ome. c 1*05 Lay. 4040 Wrake wes on londe ; wa
wes bone vnstronge. a 1327 Metr. Treat. Dreams in Ret.
Ant.l. 262 Armesy-senanteke bataille, Hit isstrif antwrake
withoute faille, c 1330 Amis <$- A mil. 397 All thus the wrake
gan biginne, And with wrethe thai went atvinne, Tho bold
bernes to. 1393 Langl. /*. PI. C. xviii. 85 What borw werre
and wrake and wycked hyfdes, May no preiour pees make
in no place. ^1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 125
Hertis devided have caused mochel wrake. 4x1450 Le
Morte Arth. 1675 Syr gawayne And mordreite that mykelle
couthe of wrake. 1470-85 Malory Arthurxx.u 797 Forand
there ryse warre and wrake betwyx syr launcelot and vs, wete
you wel [etc.].

3. Distress of body or mind
;

pain, suffering,

misery.
a 1000 Phwnix 51 (Gr.), Nis ba?r on bam londe. .ne wop

ne wracu, weatacen nan. c 13*0 Bonaventurds Medit. 366
My bre^ren also, kepe hem fro wrake. 13. .SirBeues (A.) 328
A was ibrou^t in tene & wrake Ofte for bat childes salce.

13.. Leg. St. Gregory 338 He tok bat child wibouten hete
and bar it horn wibouten wrake. c 1440 Capgbave St. Kath.
866 p\s wille lurne vs all to wrake & to dole, c 1450 Ludus
Coventrix 189 He xall suffer for mannys sakc.moch gret
sorow and wrake.

4. Destructive harm or injury; wrecked, ruined,
or impaired state or condition ; ruin, destruction,
wreck.
a\x-j%Prov. AlfrednzinO. E. Misc. 111 For God may

giuen wanne be wele goed after yuil, wele after wrake.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1815 He wol be chacy as ys fo & werche

be sorwe & wrake. a 1400 R. Gloucester s Chron. (Rolls) II.

786 Her was muche manqualm, wrake was in londe. c 1400
Anturs ofArt/t.xvi'i, These wrechut wurmus-.wurchen me
this wrake. Thus to wrake am I wrohte, Waynor, i-wis.

c 1450 Guy Warw. (C.) 1158 For thy sake To vs ys comen
mothe wrake, And all for the loue of the. 1470-85
Malory Arth. vn. xx. 244 He wil doo moche harme. ., and
worche you wrake in this countray. a 1586 Montgomkrik
Banks Helicon 47 Fals Helene . . causd King Priamus
wraik [v. r. wrake] In Troy. 1596 Dai.rymplk tr. Leslies
Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 178 That sik hatred war nocht the
occasioun of the wrake of the hail Realme. 1602 Chetti.k
Hoffman I. (16^1) B4b, Newus . . more welcome then the
sad discourse Of Leninberg our nephewes timeles wrake.

b. In the phr. to bring unto, tofallintoj logo,

put, or work to wrake,
a 1425 Cursor M. 9204 (Trin.), Ierusalem was stroyed &

take; bat kyngdome fel into wrake. c^z^Non-Cytle Myst.
ft- 35 Alas, all ben had gone to wrake; Wold ye haue
slayne my son Isaac! c 1435 Chron. London (Kingsford,
IQ°5) z 5 Jurrours went also to Wrake, wher that they myht
be ffounde. 1513 Douglas sEneid 11. vii. 1 10 I5y multitude
and nomer on ws set All ^eid to wraik. c 1550 R. Hiestom
Bayte Fortune A ij b, Displeasure and thought doth bring
him vnto wrake. 1565 Satir. Poems Reform. \. 107 W[hi]ch
made muche myserye, and wrought this realme to wrake,
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 153 Quhen
his armie was al put to wrake.

5. An instance or occasion of suffering or in-

flicting vengeance, harm, injury, or the like.

c 1300 Cursor ML 4950 Now es vs comen our aid sakes In
to wandret new, and wrakes. 13. , E.E.Allit.P. V>. 235 J'at

ober wrake bat wex on wy^ez. 13. . Coer de L,, 1562 Kyng
Rychard hys hostel gan take, Thnr he gan hys fyr^te wrak.
c 1425 Wyntoun Chron. 1. 1361, V. wrakys syndry has our
tane. .bis Brettane. Ibid, II. 533 The wrakys ten in Egipte
rasse. £1440 Bone Florence 1977 God had sende on hym a
wrake, That in the palsye can he schake. a 1450 Le Morte
Arth. 948 The quene. .swore to venge hyr of that wrake.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 125
Seand nathingbot wraikis to come to hirpretendit husband.

Hence f Wra'kedom, revenge. Obs, rare~l
,

c 1205 Lay. 76 For be wrake-dome of Menelaus quene, .

.

for hire weoren on ane da5e hund bousunt deade.

tWrake, sb* Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 6-7 St.

wraik (6 vraik), 7 wraick. [var. ofWrack sb.2
;

the form may be due to the influence of the pre-

ceding word.]

1. Shipwreck; = Wrack sb. 2 2.

1513 Douglas sEneidx. iii. heading, How that Enee wes
witht the tempest schaik, And how Neptune his navy saifit

fra wraik. 1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Wrake ofa shippe, naufraige.

2. Wreck, wreckage; = Wrack sb.- 1 b.

1544 Aberdeen Reg.ixZ^ I. 205 Ane schip of fyr, quhilk
wes storit as vraik in hir cumin in the havyn. 1581 Sc.
Acts Parlt., yas. VI (1814) III. 255/2 The haill wraik and
wayththatsal happin to be fund., within the boundis of the
saidis landisor sie cost thairoff. 1610 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot.
146/1 Cum lie wraik et wair, plscaria de lie yair de Avach,
silvis lie scroggis et bussis. 1615 [see Waith sb. 2 ]. x6rz
Extracts Burgh Rec. Lanark (1893) 327 With furk, fork,

..vert, vair, wraik, vennysone.
3. Sea-wrack ; = Wrack sb 2

3.

1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., Brock mor, Wrake of the
sea. 1597, x<557 tsee Sea-oak], c 1690 Kennett in Promp.
Parv.(i&6s) 533 Reits, sea-weed, of some, .called reits, of
others wrack or wraick.

4. Sc. A wrecked edifice, etc. rare -1 ,

c 1625 A. Craig in H. Bisset Raiment (S.T.S.) T. 33 One
man. .consecratis relig_ius workis to Gods : ane Other leavs
sad wrak is, and Ruynis now.

t Wrake, sb$ Obs. rare. Also 6 Se, wTaik.
[var. of Wrack j3.3 ; for the long vowel cf. Wrake
v.?>] Refuse, rubbish ; something worthless.
a 1350 Northern Passion (G.) 1372 pe met of bat obir

[treejne wol it notht del. Hit was schortir ban be make.
Awei bei slongen bit alle for wrake. sr 1586 Maitland
Quarto MS. (S.T.S.) in Sum houpe is tjit that my seruice
sail speid, Without ye quhilk I wait I am bot wraik. 1604
A. Craig Poet, Ess. C 3, Then shuld we not bin poynted
at for wrake, scorne, and disgrace.

t Wrake, z>. 1 Obs. Also 4 north., 5 Sc, wrak,
8 rake ; 6 pa.pple. ywrake. [Irreg. var. of wreke
Wreak v., prob. influenced by Wrake sb. 1 Cf.

MDu. wraken, var. of wreken ; MLG. wraken to

torture.

_ OE. wraciende occurs as var. of wrecende (=carrying on)
in Oros. 1. xi.]

1. trans, = Wrack t/.I 1. Occas. refi. h\%ofig.
c 1305 Lay. 6015 Wrake we us on Bruttes & in to ban

londen we sullen faren. a 1300 Cursor M. 6256 Bot ban i

sal me on him wrake. Ibid. 6597 Drightin sal me on yow
wrak [v.r. wrake], To sauue baa men bat has nasak. £1400
Pride of Life 88 in A'on-Cycle Myst. Playsgo Deth & Life
. .striuith a sterne strife King of Life to wrake.

2. intr. To execute vengeance {on a person).
a 1300 Cursor M. 25458 O mans-slaghter had I na mak, Ne

nan sa wild in wa to wrak [Fairf. wrake], To riue be grene
and gra.^ Ibid. 27459 Quare euer he mai batman ouer-tak,
He sal wit suerd apon him wrak [Fairf, wrake].

3. a. To be wroth or angry, rare"1
.

11300 E. E. Psalter vii. ia(E.), God demer riht, poland,
and Strang, Nou wrakes [v.r. wrathes] be daies alle lang?

b. To wax violent or furious; to rage.
C1330 King of Tars 148 Gret werre tho bigon to wrake,

For the manage ne moste be take Of that mayden heende.

4. trans. To vent (one's wrath) ; = Wreak p. 3.

X596 Spenser F.Q. iv. viii. 14 Ahwofull man, what.. wrath
of cruell wight on thee ywrake..doth thee thus wretched
make?

b. To take (vengeance ) on some one.
I75S Mem. Capt. Peter Drake I. xiii. 102 In the End, I

sufficiently raked my Vengeance on Mrs. Dickering.

t Wrake, ^- 2 Sc, Obs, Also wraik'e. [var.

of Whack v 2 Cf. Wrake sb. 2
]

1. trans. To bring (a person) to ruin; = Wrack
v. 2 3. Also rejl.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii. 141 Andscho wer wrakit,

all the warld may wene, Than sould the Duke but dout
re^saif ye croun. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 71 They thocht no thing better nor to wraike
them and that witht extreme weiris. 1599 Alex. Hume
Poems (S.T.S.) 41 The Lord the wicked wraikes. 1603
Philotus liii, Quhome haue ;e wraikit bot 3our awin. 1621
[:see Wrack v. 2

3, quot. 1567].

b. To subvert or overthrow.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 74 Apperandly thir plaigis

ar powrit out To wraik tin's warld. and wait ^equhair about?
1574 Ibid. xlii. 447 Quhen the Kirk sa ^e haue wrakit, }it

all the Kirkis sail not be stakit. (I1614J. Melvill Diary
(Wodrow Soc) 246 The presuming, .of the cheiff corrupt
members, .had vitiat and wrakit the esteat of the Kirk.

2. To hurt, barm, or injure severely ; to damage,
wreck, or ruin materially.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxiv. 3 Quhair furious Flem-
ing schot his Ordinance, Willing to wraik him wantit na
gude will. 1578 Sc. Acts, Jos. / Y (1S14) I II. 113/2 Sum of
thair housiss wyifiis and baimis being thairin wer ^allnterlie

wraikit and brount. 1596 in Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I.

33 His haill geir surmounting to mair nor thrie thowsand
lib. ,.ar altogidder wrakit and away. 1607 Extr. Aberd.
Reg. (184S) II. 295 DumbartaiH'. .is liklie to be wrakit be the
inundatioun of the waiter of Clyde. i6gz in Rec. Convent.
Burghs Scot. fi83o) IV. 595 Ane bush, .named the Generall,
was wraked in this harbour.

3. intr, ~ Wrack v 2 4. rare~\
i$joSatir. roems Reform, xii. 67, 1 dout not, in our dayls,
Hepburnis will wraik for wyrrying of the King.

Hence i* "Wra'king vbl. sb. Obs.

1569 Diurn. Occur?: (I!ann.Cl.) 147 The wraiking ofJames
eric of Mortoun and his assistaris.

t "Wrake, z'-' 1 Sc. Obs. Also 7 wraik. [a.

(M)LG. wraken (whence S\v. vraka, Da. vrage),

older Du. wraaken, Du. wraken, older Flem.
wraecken (Kilian), to reject, etc. Cf. Wrack z>,3]

trans. To examine (goods, etc.) with a view to

rejecting or destroying the unsound, faulty, or

dama_q;ed. Hence Wraking vbl. sb.

1584 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1882) IV. 343 All the heiring and
quhyte fische that sail cum within the .said port.. to he
strukin vp, visitet and wraket. 1599 in Rec. Com-cnt.
Burghs Scot. (1870) II. 60 Anent the office of jedgerie
wraking and burneing of all hoghedis and barrellis of her-

ings. 1609 Ibid. 2S4 Nane to be transpor.it furth of the
realm quhill thai [sc. herring-barrels] be packit, wraikit and
merkett as followis.

tWra'keful, a. Obs, [f. Wrake sb.1 + -TVL.

Cf. Wrackful a.1 , Wreakftl a.]

1. Vengeful ; = Wrackful a.1

a 1225 [implied in Wrakefully]. ^1480 IIenryson Test.
Crcs. 329 Ane wraikfull sentence geuin on fair Cresseid.

2. Of persons: Revengeful, vindictive.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 51 (E.), Leser min be niht and
dai t'ra mi faes wrakeful [v.r, wrathful] are.

3. ? Wicked ; sinful.

£1310 in Wright Lyric P. W. 23 This wrakeful werkes under
wede in soule soteleth sone.

4. Sc, Destructive.
C1625 Bisset's Rolment (S.T.S.) I. 22 Evln in this act,

thow rearest a Monument That all the spyte of wraikfull
tyme out faces.

Hence f Wra-kefnlly adv., vengefully. Obs.
(Z1225 Ancr. R. 364 Wule God so wrakefuliche awreken

him upon sunne ? a 1225 Leg. Katk. 2047 (Royal MS.), Hu
wrakefulliche [Colt. MS. wr^kelichej wenestu wule he ant
wrer)3e uppon be, wrecche !

tWra'ker. Sc. Obs. [f. Wrake v.^ + -ER 1 or

a. (M)LG. wraker. Cf. Wracker 2
.] One who in-

spects goods and rejects or destroys the faulty.

1584 .SV. Acts, fas. VI, III. (1 814) 302 [To] appoint ane dis-

crete man to be visitour, wraker [v.r. wracker], gager, and
birnar of the saidis treis. 1584 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1882)

IV. 343 Jadgeares, wrakeris, visitouns and markeris of the
haill henng and quhyte fishe that sail cum within the port.

1598 in Rec. Comment. Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 31 Iadger
burnear, or wraker of all barrellis and hogheidis of salmond
and ben ng.

tWrakling1

. Sc.Obs. Also-lin, -lyne, -lene.

[ad. MLfJ. wrakelinge, MDu. wrakelinc (whence

alsoFris. wnz/V/V/^plank-nail, Da. dial, vraekling).]

A large make of nail, esp. used in shipbuilding.

Also collect.

1494 Ace. Ld. High. Treos. Scot. I. 250 The expensis. .for

the macken of the erne grathe of the barge [include], .for

wraklynys bocht, xvji

'. Ibid. 25^, vij stane and xtj pundis

of boltis and wrakling. 1496 Ibid, 310 Ane thousand of

singil bowssleit, and iiijm wraklene.

attrib. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 334, iijc gret

wiaklin nalis.

tWrall,^. Obs. rare. Alsowrawl. [f. next.]

1. A winding or twisting; a twist or coil.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvnt. ix. (Camb. MS.), pe

eddir amphibena..wigle> wib wralles [ed, 1495 wrynkles)

corckles & drau5tis of be bodi.

2. A wreathed decoration or ornamentation.

1540 in V. Green Hist. Worcs. (1796) H. App. p;
iii, Item,

vj spones with wrawles. Ibid. p. iv, vj spones with wralls.

f Wrall, v, Obs. [Of obscure origin ; cf. Utf-

wrall v.] trans. To wreathe, wind, or twist ; to

convolve.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xn. (Tollem. MS.), These

hofes ben set in be stony bon [of the ear], .and ben wrallid

and wounde as a spynuel of a presse. Ibid. xvii. Jxxx,
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Genista] hab..3elow floures in somer, Hkke and wrallid
[L, involutes]. Hid. xviii. ix. (Bodl. MS.), Serpentes and
addres bat may binde and wralle and folde is owne bodie.

fig* c 1395 Plowman s Tale 1.370 Such successours [of
Peter] ben to bold, In winning al their wit they wraL
Hence f Wra-lling vbl. sb. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxiv. (Bodl. MS.),

Smellinge smoke. .croked wip many bendinges and wrall-
inges.

Wrall, etc. : see Wrawl, etc.

Wramp (rsemp), sb. north, dial, and f Sc. Also

9 ramp. [Of obscure origin. Cf. MLG. wramp-
achtich, Da. vrampet warped, twisted.] A twist

or sprain. Chiefly fig.
1669 Fleming Fulfilling of Scripture (1671) 90 How

dreadful it is to give the conscience a wramp which is more
easily hurt then healed. 1690 D. Williamson Senu. bef.
Kings Commissioner 17 Young ones may get a wramp, and
a wrong set by bad Masters, a 1706 in J. Watson Coll.
Poems \.60\t will be better than Swine Seam, ForanyWramp
or Minzie. 1724 M. Shields y. Renwick in Biogr, Presbyt.
(1827) II. 138 Grieved for the Wounds and Wramps, Stabs
and Strokes his Mother Church of Scotland hath received.

1747 Relph Misc. Poems 17 Oft wittingly. . I fell, Prelendin
some unlucky wramp or strean. 1846 Brockett N.C. Words
(ed. 3 ). 1878- in Cumb. andNorthumb.glossariests.v.^a;/;/).

Wramp (nemp), v. north, dial, and Sc. [Re-
lated to prec] trans. To twist or sprain (the

ankle, etc.) ; to rick or wrench.
i8o8_Jamieson s.v. Ibid., Cumb., I've wrampit my kute.

1878- in Cumb. and Northumb. glossaries (s.v. Ramp). 1897
Lp. E. Hamilton Outlazvs ix, 101 He's wrampit his ankle.

Wran, Sc. or dial. var. Wren 1

.

fWranchevel. Obs.—1 (Meaning obscure.)
c 1315 Sborehah Poems I. 1608 pe fend hyt was bat

scheme hyt [sc. spousing] al Myd gyle and hys abette,
Wranchcuel.
"Wrancke, obs. erron. f. Rank a. Wranckle,

obs. erron. f. Rankle v. Wrang, obs. or dial,

pa. t. of Wring v. : obs., dial., or Sc. var. WRONG.
t WrangeL Obs. [Cf. Wrong sbl] The rib

of a boat. Also attrib. in wrangel-nail.
1355 PiH Roll 32 Ediv.II/, m. 33 Computat in. .[3,900]

de Wrangelnaille et .xlvij. doleis vacuis emptis. 1511
Nottingham Rec. III. 331 Reparations of makyng and
amendyng the Boote belongyng to the Bridge. ..Peyd.. for
v wrange Us, xviij d. Item.. for ij wrangells, viij d.

Wranglan(d)s : bee Wranlons, Wragland,
and Wrong a. i.

Wrangle (racing'!), sb. [f. next.]

1. An angry dispute or noisy quarrel ; an alter-

cation or bitter disputation.

1547 Latimer in Foxe A. <y M. (1563) 1350/2 Or els he had
neuer come into this wrangle for his own goods with yoftr
brother. 1611 Cotgr., Noise, a brabble, ..wrangle, squabble.
1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I, 92 [This] animated all those
persons who were mutinous & discontented .. to raise
wrangles & cavills at what ever I did. 173a Swift Consid.
Two Bills Wks. 1841 II. 225/1 An infinite number of
wrangles and litigious suits in the spiritual courts. 1779
G. Kkate Sketches fr. Nat. (ed. 2) II. 72 When discord
agitated the assembly of the gods, and their wrangles had
made a bear-garden of Olympus. 1787 Jefferson Writ.
(1859) II. 335 The complicated wrangles of this continent.
1839 T. Mitchell Frogs of A ristoph. p. cvi. Preferring the
songs of Colonean nightingales to the wrangles of the stage.
1859 Holland Gold Foil xxiv. 279 The disgraceful wrangles
of the religious newspapers. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv.

§2 (1882) 171 Each., had to be extorted after a long wrangle
between the borough and the officers.

attrib. 1602 Parsons Wam-word to Sir F. Hastings 22
The arrival of O.E.,his wrangle-word. Ibid.26 Thispedling
marchant comming later to the. faire with his wrangle-word.
transf. 1866 G. A. Lawrence Sans Merci II. 235 There

are days when [the horse], .will jump only on compulsion ;

but he has to deal with sharp spurs and hands of iron ; and
he has never once got much the best of a wrangle.

f2. a. A disputatious answer or argument, to. A
controversy. Obs.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love 21 b, To the
fourme of woides he hath formed a wrangle, the matter he
graunteth belike to be true. 175a Law Spirit of Love 1.

(1766) 1 Vour Objections rather tend to stir up the Powers
of Love, than the Wrangle of a rational Debate.

3. Without article: The action of wrangling;
angry altercation or argument ; noisy dispute or
contention.
a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. ///(1845) III. iii. 81 From

this dialogue the assembly fell to wrangle, and broke up
quarrelling. 1824 Byron Juan xv. xci, None can hate So
much as I do any kind of wrangle. 1834^ Lady Granville
Lett. (1894) II. 159 They are just well and ill enough together
to turn the stream of wrangle into a new channel. 1877
Talmagf. Serm. 255 The Book of Job has been the subject
of unbounded theological wrangle.

Wrangle (ras-rjgl),^. Also 7-8 rangle. [Cf.

LG. wrangeln, MHG. rangelen, frequentative f.

rangen (=MLG. and LG. wra?igen) to struggle,

wrestle, make uproar, related to ringen : see

Wring z>.]

1. intr. To dispute angrily ; to argue noisily or

vehemently ; to altercate, contend ; to bicker.

1377 [see Wrangling vbl, sb.]. 155a Elyot, Altercor, to
contende with wordes, . . to wrangle. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 2
Tim. ii. 24 The servant of the Lord must not wrangle. 158a
Mulcaster Elementarie 1. (1925) 83 The contrarie to right
wold be soon espied, howsoeuer it [sc. the tongue] wrangle.

1633 G. Hekbekt Temple, Humility iv, Here it is For which
ye wrangle. 1653 Walton Angler 211 None do here Use
to swear, Oathes do fray Fish away, . . Fishers must not
rangle. 1704 Prior Let. to M. Boileau Despreaux 192

With too much Heat, We sometimes wrangle, when We
should debate. 1743 Fielding J, Wild 1. viii, First secure
what share you can before you wrangle for the rest. 1774
Goldsm. Petal. 55 Now wrangling and grumbling to keep
up the ball. 2847 James Convict'm, Sometimes they laughed
and wrangled good-humouredly enough. 1867 [T. Wright]
Some Habits Working Classes 124 Even in cases in which
no premeditated resolve to wrangle exists, wrangles often

occur. 1879 Dixon Windsor I. iii. 22 While his Norman
lords were wrangling.

b. Const, about, against, anent, over, and esp.

with (a person).
c 1395 Plowman s Tale iu 526 Why cleimen they wholy

his powere, And wranglen ayenst al his hests ? C1400
Langland's P. PL C. xvn. 80 paugh couetyce wolde with
be poure wraxle [Camb. ATS. wrangle] pei mai nat come to-

gederis. a 1553 Udall Royster D. v. iL (Arb.) 80 Certaine
men with you haue wrangled About the promise of mariage
by you to them made. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery 11. ii. 194
Howsoeuer you wrangle about your formall succession. 1609
Dekker GulVs Horn-bk, i. 6 Did man. .come wrangling
into the world, about no better matters? 1650 W. D. tr.

Comenius' Gate Lang. Unl. §795 They wrangle anent..
that universal and present remedie, whether it bee to bee
had or no. 1785 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 353
Quarrelling and wrangling about their wealth. 1746 Ld.
Hardwicke in Harris Life (1847) II. 290 Wrangling about
trifles, they lose great objects. 1816 Scott Antiq, xi, They
sometimes wrangle with her for an hour together under my
study jwindow. 1859 Jephson Brittany \. 3 While rival
farmers wrangle over rates and road-making. 1904 Verney
Memoirs II. 135 [They] werestill wrangling with his mother
and his many creditors.

fig. _x6o4 Shaks. Oth. 111. iv. 144 Mens Natures wrangle
with/inferiour things. 1614 J. Cooke Greene's Tu Quoque
K 2 b. Let vs no longer wrangle with our Wittes, Or dally
with our Fortunes. 1613 G. Sandys Trav. 207 The windes
favorable, and the seas composed ; but anon they began to
wrangle and we to suffer.

transf 1648 Crashaw Delights Muses, Musicks Duell 43
A nightingale. .In controverting warbles evenly shar'd,
With her sweet selfe shee wrangles.

c. To make a noise suggestive of or comparable
to wrangling ; to jangle,
1816 L. Hunt Rimini 1. 178 The golden bits keep

wrangling as they go. 1873 Longf. M. Angelo 1. ii. ad fin.,

Low and loud the bells. .Jangle and wrangle in their airy
towers.

2. To argue or debate; to engage in controversy ;

formerly also, to dispute or discuss publicly as at a
university, for or against a thesis, etc. Freq. const.

about, over, upon, with. Also with clause (quots.

01586,1586).
1570 Drant Serm. Ciij b, Hence wrangle the Iesuistes,

hence wrastle the Sorbonistes. a 1586 Sidney Apol.Poetrie
(Arb.) 4* So must they bee content little to mooue : sauing
wrangling, whether Vertue bee the chiefe, or the onely good.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 11. (1595) 46, I must wrangle
whie you stole awaie Toms bread and butter. 1612 Brinsley
Lud. Lit. xvii. (1627) 208 In wrangling about words, not
disputing to the purpose, and to the point. 1638 R. Baker
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 182 Being resolved. .to forsake
my own [opinion], if any man will wrangle with me for it.

1665 J. Buck in Peacock Stat. Cambridge (184 1) App. B.

p. lxxii, The Commencers and their Sophisters are dis-

puting and wrangling there until the clock strikes 5.

173a Pope Ess. Man 1. 49 All the question (wrangle e'er

so long) Is only this, if God has placM him wrong? 1773
Ld. Monboddo Language (1774) I. 1. viii. 108 About
which we see men wrangle and dispute without end.
1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 111. 4 When.. few [were ready] to
write or_ wrangle for their creed. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xiii. III. 365 The factions of the Parliament House,
awe-struck by the common danger, forgot to wrangle. 1877
Field Lakes of Killarney to Golden Horn 75 For this
reason.. the Assembly wrangles over unimportant matters.
transf a 1608 in Davison Poet. Rhapsody (1621) 102 Tell

wit how much it wrangles In tickle points of nicenesse. 1858
Yi. 1$\;5,hk?.\.\. Serm.forNew Life\\\. (1861)93 The mind that
judges God.. stumbles, complains, wrangles, and finds no
issue to its labour.

3. trans, f a. With out : To argue out (a case,

dispute, etc.); to contest or dispute contentiously
to an end or issue. Obs.
1609 B. Jonson Sil. Worn. iv. vi, If I make 'hem not

wrangleout this case to his no comfort. X632BROME North,
Lass v. ix, While they wrangle out their cause, let vs agree.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. in. 184 If he could but stiffly
wrangle out a vexatious dispute. 1788 [De Foe] Street-
Robberies 42 The poor Captain was left to wrangle it out
with the People of the House.

b. In pass. To be argued or debated.
a 1734 North Ld. Kpr. Guilford (1742) 165 And so it was

wrangled off" and on till the Session ended.
O. To utter wranglingly. rare -1 .

1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy in. xxxviii, All that had been
wrote or wrangled thereupon in the schools and porticoes of
1 he learned.

1 4. To get (something) out of a person by
bargaining. Obs. rare~ l

t

1624 Cait. Smith Virginia m. 75 We wrangled out of the
King ten quarters of Come for a copper Kettell.

5. To influence or persuade (a person) by
wrangling or contention ; to argue out of a. posses-
sion, etc., or in to some state.

m
1633 Burroughs Sov. Brit. £^(1651)4 Princes, .disdain-

ing to bee wrangled out of the ancient rights and regalities.
1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. viii. 182 To wrangle the
Church of England out of a good possession, a 1659 Bp.
Browning Serm. (1674) I. xii. 165 Willa man. .be wrangled
out of his Evidences? 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V.
525 All the devils in hell shall never wrangle a believer out of
his heavenly inheritance. 1705 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.)
1. 70 The Latter would have wrangled 'em out of it. 1847

Mrs. Gore Castles in Air viii, Moral philosophy [has]
wrangled the world in and out of its senses.

b. To force or drive out of a. place by wrangling.
1693 C. Mather Wond. Inv. World 26 To wrangle the

Devil out of the Country, will be truly a new Experiment.

t c. refl. To harass (oneself) by altercation. Obs.
1649 Bp. Sanderson in D'OylyZ/^.S'a«e>-<j/rT I. 442 When

we have wrangled ourselves as long as our wits and strengths
will serve us. 1721 Amherst Terrx Fit. No. 8 (1726) 37
In this.. mischievous course have these our reverend old
mothers continued forseveral centuries, wrangling themselves
about trifles.

6. With away, out. To consume, spend, or pass
away (time) in wrangling, rare.

1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen IV. 230 They, .may at
last possibly agree to wrangle out the evening of their lives
together. 1905 R. Garnett W. Shakespeare 53 Do I weakly
Wrangle away my precious moments?
7. Western U. S. To take charge of (horses)

;

to herd.

1903 A. Adams Log Cowboy xiii. 197 Forrest detailed Rod
Wheat to wrangle the horses, for we intended to take Honey-
man with us.

Wra-ngled, ppl at ? Obs. [Cf. Rangle v.]

Wreathed; twisted; injured by twisting.
ax$6o Phaer sEncid vm. (1562) Bbiij, Both noise and

feare thei mingled through their work, and wrangled wrathes
of following flame. 1807 in Spirit Pub, Jrnls. XI. 17 The
stump, .was harder than his head ; and his arm was a little

wran gled, as we may say, by pitching on it.

Wrangled (rse-rjglM),^/. a.% [f. Wrangle v.

+ -ED 1
.] Disputed, contested.

1876 Miss Broughton Joan n. ix, The children returning
- to ask loudly for arbitration on some wrangled point.

Wrangler (rse-rjglsj). [f. as prec. + -er *.]

1. One who wrangles or quarrels; an angry or

noisy disputer or arguer.
c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 4 Here is gylys Fogeler of aye-

bery,..With wallys the wrangler, c 1520 Dial. Creatures
Mor. v. B ij b, Many one . . ageynst Lawe and Reason som-
tyme wyll stryue and., be full of questyons, wherfore they
be takyn for wrangelers and euyll people. 1579 Lyly Eu-
phues (Arb.) 106 Lucilla. .will either shut mee out for a
Wrangler, or cast mee off for a Wiredrawer. 1619 in Foster
Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) I. 68 Giles James, a swaggerer
and wrangler, much discommended. 1654 Whitlock Zooio-
mia 159 Convinced gainesayers and wranglers they are, in

stead of convincers. 1741 Watts Improv. Mindi. xiii. § 20
Rather like well-bred gentlemen in polite conversation, than
like noisy and contentious wranglers. 1790 Cowper Iliad
1. 360 But this wrangler here—Nought will suffice him but
the highest place. 1809 Irving Knickerb. iv. i, His name.

.

was a corruption of Kyver, that is to say, a wrangler or

scolder, aiooi Stubbs Germany in Early Mid. Ages
(igoS) 107 Henry the Wrangler conspired with the Czechs
of Bohemia.

fig. and transf. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Coutrov. 129
Where so thewofulILoueris, euen there also is he [jc.Cupid],
In bedde the wrangler will not misse his pillowbeare to be.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <§ Cr. 11. ii. 75 The Seas and Windes (old

Wranglers) tooke a Truce. 1633 G. Herbert Tet/tple,

Family ii, What doth this noise of thoughts within my
heart ?.. Lord, . .Turn out these wranglers, which defile

thy seat.

Prov. 1616 Draxe Bibl. Scholast. 244 A wrangler neuer
wanteth words. 1671 T. Hunt Abeced. Scholast. 18 Many
Lawyers, many Wranglers.

b. One who engages in argument, debate, or

controversy ; a debater, disputant, or controver-

sialist.

1561 T. N[orton] Calvin^s Inst. iv. xviii. 145 b, Nowe
least any wrangler shoulde stirre vs vp strife by reason of

the names of sacrifice and sacrificing prest. 1597 Morley
Inirod, Mus. 90, I set downe the proportions. -to content
wranglers, who.. will.. take occasion to. .detract from that

which they cannot disproue. c 1643 Ld. Herbert .^k/W»ic£-.

(1824) 42 Teaching them the subtilities of Logic, which as it

is usually practised, enables them for little more than to be

excellent wranglers. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv, viii. § n
These general Maxims.. are of great Use in Disputes, to

stop the Mouths of Wranglers. 1741 Warburton Div.
Legat. n. 11. Append. 23 There is indeed a Time when a
serious Writer would not trouble himself to confute or set

a Wrangler right. 1774 Reid Aristotle's Logic vi. §1
(1788) 127 A man who has studied logic all his life may be,

after all, only a petulant wrangler. 1842 I. Taylor Entkus.
iv. 79 The argumentative resources of the modern . . wrangler
[earlier edd. stoicj. 1881 Paxton Hood Christmas Evans
ifa He was not a wrangler, not disposed to maintain debates

as to his rights.

c. The name for each of the candidates who have

been placed in the fust class in the mathematical

tripos at Cambridge University. See Tripos 2,

and cf. Senior a. 3.

1750 Friendly Adv. Old Tory to Vice-C. Cambr. (1751) 26

The Wranglers.. have usually expected, that all the young
Ladies of their Acquaintance.. should wish them Joy of

their Honours. 1791 in C. Wordsworth Schol. Acad. (1877J

323, 1 did above three times as much as the Sen[io]r Wrang-
ler last year. 18x2 Examiner 7 Sept. 571/3 These two
drivellers are represented as having been fellow-wranglers

at College 1 1831- [see Senior a. 3} 1859 H. Kingsley
G. Hamlyn xii, He took up his books once more, and came
forth third wrangler. 1874 C. Woudsworth Soc. Life Eng.
Univ. 232 The set for Com. Priora, Feb. 9, 1748-0,. .being

the earliest which bears on its back a list of the Wranglers
and Senior Optiines.

fig. <r 1820 Bykon Diary Wks. (1846) 630/2 Lady B. would
have made an excellent wrangler at Cambridge.

2. Western U. S. One who is in charge ofa string

of horses or ponies on a stock-farm ; a herder.
1888 Roosevelt in Cent. Mag. April 851/2 There are two

herders, always known as 'horse-wranglers'—one for the
day and one for the night. 2901 Munsefs Mag. XXV.
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405/2 One of them would, .overpower the * wrangler 'in the

darkness, and turn the horses loose.

Wra nglership. [f. prec. ic + -shif.] The
position or rank of a wrangler of Cambridge
University.

1791 in Wordsworth Schol. Acad. (1877) 323 I'm perfectly
satisfied that the Senior Wranglership is Peacock's due. 1843
R. ). Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxx.397 Obtaining the
senior moderatorship [in Dublin university] (analogous to the
wranglership of the English universities). 1883 Standard
30 Jan. 3 To witness the last conferment of degrees under
the old system of Wranglership. 1883 Miss M. Betham-
Edwards Disarmed xxx, Those young ladies as yet outside
the intellectual region of Wranglerships and the Classical
Tripos.
attrib. 187a Daily Neivs 25 Mar., Men breakdown under

a wranglership competition,

WrangleSOme (ne*rjgTs;vm),tf. colloq.ox dial.

[f. Wbanqle sb. +-SOME.] Given to wrangling;
quarrelsome; contentious, peevish.
1817 Ann. Reg.., Chron. App. 215/1 Why do you flurry

yourself so much : the child is only a little wranglesome and
cross. 1847 Halliwell. 1869- in dialect use (Yks.,Lanc,
and Chesh.).

Wra'ngling, vbl. sb. [f. Wrangle v. +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb ; noisy quarrelling.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. iv. 34 There as wratthe and wrang-
lyng is bere wynne bei siluer. 1551 Gardner Exptic.
Christ's Presence 14 As for such other wranglyng . . shall after
be spoken of by further occasion. 1598 Florio, Coutisa,..
a strife, a debate or wrangling. 1653 W. Ramesey Astral.
Restored 137 Mars.. causes discord and wrangling. 172a
Ramsav Three Bonnets iv. 737 The king of brutes, .wad.

.

rage Wi' bootless wrangling in his cage. 1813 Scott Rokeby
111. xii, Though wild debate And wrangling rend our infant
state. 1881 Sir C. Dilke in Qwyciw Life {\q\7) I. 426 Much
unseemly wrangling would be prevented for many years.

Jig. 1609 Armin Maids of More-cl. C 2 b, 'Twill become
ye, well, when wrangling wrestles with such violent iniurie.

b. Controversial argument or debate ; conten-
tious disputation.
161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. 210 There falleth out amongst

them oft-times, .much wrangling about the questions. 1641
Milton Reformation 25 What wrangling the Bishops and
Monks had about the reading, or not reading of Origen.
1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. ii. (1692) 71 Philosophy, .became
little else than an Art of Rangling upon a multitude of Idle
Questions.

_ 1720 S. Payne Bp. R. Cumberlatufs Sanchon.
. xxvii, His Averseness to any thing like Wrangling made
im.. leave his Book to shift for it self. 1768-74 Tucker

Lt. Nat. 1 1834) II. 334 All that wrangling and witticism
wherewith the prophecies . . have been pelted by freethinkers.
1827 Whatelev Logic 26 A system of such rules.. must,
instead of deserving to be called the art of wrangling, be
[etc.]. 1879 Froude Caesar xxv. 436 A refuge from platform
oratory and senatorial wrangling.
attrib. 11700 Pom fret Strep/ion's Love 10 Those dull,

pedantic rules, They had collected from the wrangling
schools. 1708 Rowe Royal Convert l i, Unpractisd in
Disputes, and wrangling Schools.

2. A wrangle ; a noisy quarrel.
1580 Lyly Euphues (:\ih.) 472 They that can-not suffer the

wranglyngs of young marryed women. 1605 Sylvester Du
Bartasn. iii. Vocation 1152 He heard amid the street A
wrangling, jangling, and a murmur rude. 1668 Glanvill
Plus Ultra Pref., Consider me as a Person that contemns
all Wranglings. 17*7 Swift To Stella 7 Not in Wranglings
to engage With such a stupid vicious Age. 1788 V. Knox
Winter Even. \xx. (1790) II, 530 The wranglings of Cam-
bridge, and the disputations at Oxford, are apt to give
young men a controversial turn, which [etc.]. 1821 Byron
Sardanafr. 11. i, Truce with these wranglings, and but hear
me 1 1890 Talmage Fr. Manger to Throne 562 Unseemly
wranglings concerning who should be greatest in the king-
dom of Christ.

Wra ngling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ZM 2
.]

1. That wrangles, quarrels, or disputes; engaged
or embroiled in, given or addicted to, noisy alter-

cation or dispute; contentious.
1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 161 Hys atorney ys a wrang-

lyng felow, he wold non odyr mony but nemyng grotes.
a 1519 Skelton Agst. Garnesche ii. 40 Thow manytycore, ye
marmoset,.. Wranglynge, waywyrde, wytles, wraw, and DO-
thyng meke, 1581 A. Hall Iliads. 100 Mars is a wrang-
ling craking wretche. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. vu.
xxxiv, The third Hsereticus, a wrangling carle. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. BoccalinPs Advts.fr. Pamass. 1. xxx'i. (1674) 36
It might serve.. for a Lesson to wrangling Courtiers, 1718
Pope Let. to Caryll 18 Jan., The unrighteous labours of
wrangling statesmen, and the quarrelsome ones of unchari-
table divines. 1759 Dilworth Pope 39 After the death of
poor wrangling Dennis. 1820 Wokdsw. \Dogmatic Teach-
ers* 2 Ye wrangling Schoolmen, of the scarlet hood 1 18*5
Scott Betrothed Conch, For wrangling curs will fight over
a banquet as fiercely as over a bare bone. 1846 Mrs. A.
Marsh Father Darcy II. v. 11a The wrangling nobles of
Philistta.

transf and Jig. 158* Melbancke Philotimus Dd iv, A
wrangling tongue is the best language thou hast, a 1721
Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I.i 5 Thy happystroke
can into softness bring Reason, that rough and wrangling
thing. 1898 Meredith OdesFr. Hist., Revolution xiii, And
he, the bright day's husband, . . Beheld a wrangling heart, as
'twere her soul On eddies of wild waters cast. 1899 Swin-
burns Rosamund u 18 Let no wrangling breath distune the
peace That shines.. about us.

b. Noisy ; clamorous ; also trans/., jangling.
1608 Machim Dumb Knt. 111. E 3 b, When the sad nurse

to still the wrangling babe, Shall sing the carefull story ofmy
death. 1845 Longf. Belfry ofBruges, Carillon ii. When the
wrangling bells had ended. 1856 Mrs. Gore Life's Lessons
II. 237 Her remote Dale, with its wrangling beck. 1891
Athenaeum 15 Aug. 214/1 So has it fared with the marsh-
lands, .with their wrangling sea-fowL

2. Of the nature of wrangling ; contentious,

noisy, clamorous.
155 1 Gardner Exfilic. Christ's Presence 43 Wherof this

auctor may not thinke nowe as vpon a wranglyng argument,
to satisfie a coniecture diuised. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
in. vi. §6Tofindehim busie in wrangling altercation. 1641
Milton Animadv. 57 Because hee may not as a Judge sit

out the wrangling noyse of litigious Courts. 1663 lip.

Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xix, This wrangling piece of Learn-
ing. i7*a Horrobin in Keble Life Bp. Wilson (1863) 507
The wrangling, jangling disputes about the Divinity of our
Saviour. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. (1811) 216
Some wrangling dispute or other that shall sour the whole
company.
3. Marked or characterized by noisy or con-

tentious disputation or altercation.

1576 Whetstone Rock ofRegard 1. 97 A wrangling hate,
where once was passing loue. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Iff, 11. iv.

55 Accursed, and vnquiet wrangling dayes. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 251 Our wrangling humour and desire to
be cavilling about questions disputable. 1628 May Virg,
Georg, 11. 61 He sees no wrangling courts, no lawes undone
By sword. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Destinie jii, Thou
neither great at Court,..Nor at th' Exchange shaft be, nor
at the wrangling Bar. 1713 Pope Iliad 11. 307 Peace, fac-
tious monster, born to vex the state, With wrangling talents
form'd for foul debate. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt.
x.xxiv. 262 It is hard to behold the worshipped men of our
wrangling days become degraded under modern light. 1883
Whitelaw Sophocles, Antigone in At cali of Polyneices,
stirred By bitter heat of wrangling claims, Against our land
they gathered.

Hence Wra'nglingly adv.
1611 Cotgr., Tewpestativement, .. contentiously, sedi-

tiously, wranglingly, 1698 Nokkis Pract. Disc. IV. 65 We
should .. discourse of it not .. Wranglingly and Conten-
tiously , ..but Cordially and Spiritually.

fWrang-nail. Obs. rare. [var. of ME. angnail
(OE. angiidegel), perh. by confusion with wartmil
(OE. wernsegef) Warnel.] A corn on the foot or
hand; = Agnail i.

?ci530 Pol., Rel. f $ L. Poems fi903) 64 For to Dystroy
a Wrang Nayle, othe[r]wyse callyd a Come. 1556 Withals
Diet. Xj, An agnayle or wrangnayle [156a wragnayle],
clanus.

Wrang-nail, -rope: see Wrong sb.1

Wrangous(lie, -uis(lie, -us^lie, etc., obs.

van*. \VllONGOU8(LT.

Wrangwis(e, -ly, -ness, obs. ff. Wrongous,
-LY, -NESS.

"W rankle, obs. erron. f. Rankle v.

fWranlons. Obs. rare*"1. [Of obscure origin.

Cf. Wragland i.] pi. Unthriving trees that will

never become timber.
i43*-3 Martin in Year-Book 11 Hen. VI (1567) 1 b,

Querkes qe sont appelles wranlons quel ne voet estre me-
resme, mes est suable bois, il nest aiuge wast. [Hence in
Kitchin Crt. Leet (1580) ivranglans, in translation (16^1)
ivrang-lands, whence in Blount (1656), Skinner (1671), Coles
(1677', etc ; also Bailey (1721) wranglings.]

Wrap (
ra-p) , sb. Also 5 wrappe. [f. the vb.

Not usual feeicre the 19th cent.]

1. a. A wrapper or covering. Also^f.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 312 Thow must square &

proporcioun by bred . . and so shallow make by wrappe \y.r.

wrapper] for py master manerly. 1589 Hakluyt Yoy. 216
In Goa they vse not to abate any tare of any goods, except
of sacks or wraps. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. <$• Dogma (1876)
100 That want of power to penetrate through wraps and
appearances to the essence of things.

b. A cover, blanket, rug, or the like for laying
over or drawing about the person when travelling,

reposing, etc. (Cf. 2 b.)
1861 Daily Chron. 12 Sept., We have beard. .Livingstone,

the African explorer, and many other travellers, say that at
night no wrap could equal the beard. 1863 Dicey Federal
St. I. 54, I had. .two large carpet-bags, a Bundle of heavy
wraps, and an umbrella, to transport with me. 1869 Tozer
Highl. Turkey II. 15 A few wraps in case of a night
bivouac
2. A loose garment or article of feminine dress

used or designed to envelop or fold about the
person ; a shawl, scarf, or the like.

1827 Lady's Mag. June 342/1 The Circassian wrap is

much worn for half-dress;.. it well sets off the fine bust of
a well-made female. 1840 Ladies' Cabinet Mar. 201 This
is not however the case with the cloaks or shawls adopted
as wraps for evening parties. 1885 MahelCollins Prettiest
Woman x, Arthur.. had the delight of putting Zadwid^a's
wrap around her shoulders. 1894 Mrs. Dvan Man's Keep-
ing (iSaa) 222 Her face., was close to his shoulder ; a light
wrap of lace framed it.

attn'b. 1887 Manch. Exhib. Catal. 64 Warm Wrap Shawls.

b. An additional outer garment used or intended
to be worn as a defence against wind or weather
when driving, travelling, etc. Usu. pi. (Cf. 1 b.)

#
^1817 Jane Austen Watsons (1879) 353 Tom Musgrave

in the wrap of a traveller. 1855 A. Manning O. Chelsea
Bun-k. xiv. 229, I was taking off my wraps, and making
ready to go up stairs. x86i 7. H. Bennkt Winter Medit.
(1875) !• x- 3°3 A bitter cold north-west wind. .had been
blowing, which obliged us to use all our wraps. 1898 J. B.
Wollocombe Mom till Eve u 2 After unrolling and un-
buttoning his outer wraps, the doctor, .ascended the stairs.

3. a. spec. A single convolution, twist, or winding
of a thread in fastening an object.
1879 Ocden in J. H. Keene Fishing Tackle (1886) 172

Secure it with one wrap and two hitches before taking the
tweezers off, cut off silk [etcj.

b. teckn. (See quots.)
i388 C. P. Brown Cotton Manuf. 28 A complete revolu-

tion of the latter [worm-wheel] means 3564 yards—technically
called a wrap. Ibid., If a warp contains 4 wraps and 7
teeth, it is 14,445 yards long.

Wrap, obs. erron. f. Rap sb.1

Wrap (ray>), v. Also 4-7 wrappe (6 arch.

wrappen), owarppe, 6, 9 dial, warp, 7-8 rap,

9 dial. wrop. [Of obscure origin. Cf. the earlier

Bewrapzj. (also Belafz\, Lap v. 2 with the variant

Wlappe, and Wap z\2), and NFris. wrappe tcf

press into, stop up, Da. dial, vrappe to stuff.

The dialect var. ivrop had formerly greater currency.
1 This word is often pronounced rop, rhyming with top, even
by speakers much above the vulgar' (Walker, 1791). ' The
same pronunciation is not uncommon in some parts of the
United States' (Worcester, 1S58J.]

I. 1. To cover, enwrap, or swathe (a person or

part of the body) by enfolding in a cloth or the

like ; in later use esp., to envelop or enshroud witli

a garment ; to attire, garb, clothe in an enfolding

garment. Occas. rejl. Also with advs., as about,

aroittul, round.
c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 075 Sone, y was wunt be swetly

to wrappe, Now swabe y be dede. 13. . Cocr de L. 3094
Hys chaumberlayn hym wrappyd warm. He lay and sleptc.

c 1400 Pilgr. Scnvle (Caxton, 1403) iv. xx. 64 When thou
bytoke hym me to clothe and wrappe. c 1450 Myrr. our
Ladye 11. 245 The vyrgyn wrappynge and gathcrynge to-

gytber the handes and fete of her lytel sonne. .in a bande.
1560 Bible (Genev.) Gen. xxxviii. 14 She. .coueied hir with a
vaile, and wrapped her selfe. —-Isaiah xxviii. 20 For the
bed is streict . ., and the couering narowe that one can not
wrap him self. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativ. i, 'I he Heav'n-
born-childe, AM meanly wrapt in the rude manger lies. 1688
R. Holme Armoury 11. 477 Some term Beasts thus wrapped
about the Body [ante ' with a Towel

'J charged with a pale.

1791 Cowper Iliad in. 495 Helen.. in her lucid veil close
wrapt around, Silent retired. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel vi.

xxvi, A shape with amice wrapp'd around. 1859 Dickens
T. Two Cities 1. ii, All three were wrapped to the cheek-
bones and over the ears. 1909 J. L. Allen Bride of'Mistle-
toe vi. 159 Coarsely wrapped aixl carrying some bundle..,
[she] opened her front door.

b. Const, in (f on) or with. Also rejl.

C1350 Will. Palerne 745 He gript bis mantel ; as a wei5h
woful he wrapped him ber-inne. Ibid. 2609 pei. .wist wel
bat bei went wrapped in be skinnes. c 1375 Pol., Rel.,

4r L. Poems (1903) 255/10 Iesu, swete, beo noth wrob pou
ich nabbe clout ne dob. .pe on to folde ne to wrappe. 138a
Wvclif Isaiah xxxvii. 1 King Ezechie. .kutte his clotbis,

and wrappid is with a sac. c 1410 Love Bcnaveut. Mirr.
vi. (1908) 47 Sche. .wrapped hym in the keuerchiefes of hir

heued. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas 1. 6169 Pouert eek liggith

the colde wyntris nyht Wrappid in strauh, withoute com-
Cleynynge. 1526 Tindale Matt, xxvii. 59 Joseph toke the
ody, and wrapped it in a clene lynnyne clooth. 1547 Bk.

Marchauntes cvb, Thus coyffed and wrapped with their
read hattes of this., capper, they go fro town to town. 1500
Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 52 Weake wretch I wrapt my selfe in

Palmers weed. 1617 Mokvson Itin. ill, 171 Married women
..wrap their heads and mouthes with a narrow long piece
of Hnnen. a 1680 Butler Charac, Corrup^Tudge (1908)
68 He wraps himself warm in Furs. 1755 J!^HiUBEARK
Matrimony (1766) I. 186 With his Legs wrapt clow
Pair of good Hay-Boots. 1784^ Cowper Task vi. 675 ioine
noble lord Shall., wrap himself in Hamlet's inky cloak. ^825
Scott Talism. xxii, Sir Kenneth, .then wrapped him imthe
haik, or Arab cloak. 1831 — Ct. Rob. xxviii, Let me wrap
my head round with my mantle.. to dispel this dizziness,

1871 Carlyle in Mrs, Carlyle y

s Lett. III. 247 We had to
wrap our invalid in quite a heap of rugs and shawls.

transf andy?^. 138a Wyclif Job xxxviii. 9 Whan I shuld
setten the cloude his clothing,and with dercnesse it . . I wrap.
pideaboute. ^1391 Chaucer Astrol.Pro]., He wrappeth him
in his frend, bat condescendith to the rihtful preiers of his

frend. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1036 So lewdly in

my termes I me wrappe. c 1550 in Gamtn. Gurton 11, I

am so wrapt, and throwly lapt Of ioly good ale. 1575
Vautrollier Luther on Ep. Gal. 136 As lie [sc. ChristJ is

wrapped in our flesh and in our bloud. c 1640 Waller
Apol. Sleep 28 Where Phoebus never shrouds His golden
beams, nor wraps his face in clouds. 1675 T. Brooks Gold.
Key 359 Faith wraps it self in the righteousness of Christ.

1697 Dryden AZneisvm. 953 Sad Nilus.. spreads his Mantle
o're the winding Coast; In which he wraps his Queen.
1753 Richardson Grandison II. xli. 313, I was resolved, if

I were applied to, to wrap myself close about in a general
denial. 1759 Mason Caractacus 75 Silent, as night, that

wrapt usin her veil, We pae'd up yonder hill. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. v. iii, In words, like weeds, I'll wrap me o'er.

1866 Reader 2 June 533 Francis II, wrapping the imperial

phantom on its fall as decently as he could. 1880 Meredith
Tragic Com. (1881) 143 She had to wrap her shivering spirit

in a blind reliance.. on him.

C. >"req. with up; esp. in later use passive, =
attired in warmer or protective clothing. Also rejl.

C1645 Howell/,*/*, ii. Ixix. (1892)495 If you continue to

wrap up our young acquaintance.. in such warm choice

swadlings, it will quickly grow up to maturity. 165a Ben-
lowes Theopk. 11. xviii, Now serves our guiltiness as wind-

ing sheet, To wrap up lepers; cover meet. 166a J. Davies

tr. Olearius* Voy. Atnbass. 10 In the night time they are

fore'd to wrap themselves up in certain linncn cloaths. 1756

C. Lucas Ess. Waters 1. 196, I know a gentleman . .[whose]

servant wraps him up in a sheet dipped in cold water. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) L 148 The former thinks the cold

so severe, that he wraps himself up in all the garments be

can procure. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. lvii, Are you well

wrapped up?.. It's a desperate sharp night for a young
lady to be out in. 186a Kingston Three Midshipmen x,

Their blankets, .quickly dried, and the poor fellows were
then wrapped up in them again. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander'
Valerie's Fate v, He had to be wrapped up against the cold

and further fortified by a cup of black coffee.

d. absol, for refi.

1848 Dickens Dombey xl, She never wrapped up enough.
If a man don't wrap up. .he has nothing to fall back upon.
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187a March. "Dvpferim Cartad. Jrnl. (1891)52 The governess
..won't wrap up..: nothing bat a frost-bite will make her
careful. 1885 * Mrs. Alexander ' Valerie's Fate ii, I advise
you to take that delightful shawl of yours to wrap up in on
your return.

2. To cover or envelop (an object) by winding or

folding something round or about it ; to surround

with or enwrap in a covering, wrapper, or the like,

esp. so as to protect from injury, damage, loss,

etc. Also trans/. (CC Lap v. 2 3.)
1382 Wyclif i Sam. xxi. 9 The swerd..is wrappid with

a pal after the preestis coope. c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.*s T.
628 Canacee. .softely in piastres gan hire [sc. an injured
falcon] wrappe. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. x. iv.

(Bodl. MS.), Bri3te hemes of stronge fuyre schyneb but bei

neb wrapped. 1471 Caxton Recuyell 121 b, Hercules, .brak

the bondes in whiche he was wrapped and swaded in. 1484
Cely Papers (Camden) 149, iij Angelettes wrappyd yn paper.

1508 Bk. Keruynge in Babces Bk. 269 Yf ye wyll wrappe
your soueraynes brede stately, c 1550 H. Lloyd Treas.

Health K j , Dyp wool in the decoction . .
, and let thy syde be

wrapped often therewyth. 1585 Higins Junius* Nowencl.
110/3 The cod, or coate wherewith any kind of pulse is

wrapped or couered. 1602 2nd Pt. Return Pamass. L iii.

352 He., furnishes the Chaundlers with wast papers to wrap
candles in. 1647 J. Taylor (Water P.) Kings Welcome to

Hampton Court 3 Thou hast not wrap'd thy Talent in

a Clout. 1676 Cotton Angler n. vii. 57 A great Hackle,
the body black, and wrapped with a red feather. 1762
Cowpkr To Miss Macartney 33 Some Alpine mountain,
wrapt in'snow, Thus braves the whirling blast. i8iz Byron
Ck. Har. 1. I, Subtle poniards, wrapt beneath the cloke.

c 1890 Bp. Selwyn in F . D. How Life (1899) 260 We can't
be kept in bandboxes and wrapped in cotton wool all our
lives. 1893 Hodgks Elem. Photogr. (1907) 49 Wrap the tube
in a piece of clean white paper.

fig. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 122 For all his witte in

his wede ys wrappid ffor sothe. 1545 Bale Myst. Iniq. 67
For that shall they be wrapped in the cheanes of longe
darkenesse. a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 27 Because
thys second sorte is wrapped within the folde of the proposed
subiect.

reft. 1526 Tindale Gat. v. 1 Stond fast therfore.., and
wrappe nott youre selves agayne in the yoke of bondage.

b. Freq. with advs., as about, down, round^

together, and esp. up.
1382 Wyclif Isaiah xiv. 19 Thou forsothe art cast aferr

fro thi sepulcre . . ; and aboute wrappid with hem that ben
slayn with swerd. 1577 Harrison England 111. i. (1878) 11.

1 1 When the Bore is . . cut out, ech peece is wrapped vp .

.

with bulrushes, ozier peeles, packethreed, or such like.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. it. 27 The old man.. sends the
weapons wrapt about with lines, That wound, .to the quick.
i652 Evelyn Chalcogr. 11. (1906) 13 When he has quite don
with his plates.. see that lie.. cleanse them very perfectly,

wrapping them up in papers. 1676 Cotton Angler u. viii. 78
A white Hackle, the body of white Mo-hair, and wrapped
about with a white Hackle Feather. 1726 Swift Adv.
Grub-st. Writers 8 Your still-born Poems shall revive, And
scorn to wrap up Spice. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 35
When you use them, wrap them up in tow. 1827 Faraday
Chem. Manip. xxiii. 566 Waxed paper is very useful.. for

wrapping up deliquescent or changeable substances. 1846
Trench Mirac. xxix. (1862J 418 Every limb was wrapped
round with these stripes by itself.

ellipt. 1879 Ogden in J. H. Keene Fishing Tackle (1886)

170 Take a length of gut, ..test it,.. lay it underneath the
hook, and wrap down with the waxed silk close and even.

+ 0. Pt'ov. (See quot.,andcf. Lap z/.2 3d.) Obs.~~°

1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 11, Wrapped up in his mothers
smock, aimi desfemmes.

3. To envelop or enclose in a surrounding
medium, as flames, water, etc. Freq. in passive.

(Cf. 6d) K\%orefl.
1382 Wyclif Exod. xiv. 27 The Egipciens fleynge, . .the

Lord wrapte hem with ynne in the myddel floodes. —
Judith xiv. 4 The dukis of hem..finden hym heded, in his
blod wrappid. c 1510 Gesta Rom. (W. de Worde) A v, In his
blode the bone was wrapped. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi, xi. 55
Sad shadowes gan the world to hyde From mortall vew,
and wrap in darkenesse dreare. c 1659 Roxb. Bait. (1888)
VI. 326 A Man. .Whose Father is wrapped in mould. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 158 Of these the vigilance I dread, and to
elude, thus wrapt in mist Of midnight vapor glide obscure.

1715 Pope Iliad iv. 5+ Fulfil thy stern desire, Burst all her
gates, and wrap her walls in fire ! 1761 Gray Odin 93 Till

wrap'd in flames, in ruin hurl'd, Sinks the fabric of the world.
1785 Cowpkr Task iv. 124 Oh Winter, . .Thy forehead wrapt
in clouds, A leafless branch thy sceptre. 1814 Scott Wav.
i, The baron who wrapped the castle of his competitor in

flames. 1908 G. Cormack Egypt in Asia ii. 18 The loftier

summits are wrapped in clouds.

fig. and in fig. context. 1382 Wyclif Job xxxviL 19 Wee
forsothe ben wrappid in dercnessis. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit.

Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) 18 The fylthy voluptuousnesof the body,
wherin the synner waltereth and wrappeth hymselfe lyke as

a sowe waloweth..in the puddell. 1604 Shaks. Ham. v. ii.

128 (Q. 2), Why doe we wrap the gentleman in our more
rawer breath? 1896 Mrs. Caffyn Quaker Grandmother 176

Wrapping sin in clouds won't alter its character, my girl.

ellipt. 1382 Wyclif Judg. v. 27 And he was wrappid bifore

the feet of hir.

f b. To involve, environ, or entangle (a person,

etc.) in something that impedes movement or re-

stricts liberty ; to catch in this way. Chiefly in

passive. Also with in. Obs.

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1686 Be war of bencom-
braunceOf befeend, which, .him castib be wrappe in & wrye.

1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serm. Songe Ezeck. (1574)

Dvij, When we shall mourne so that we should be so

wrapped in and tangled. 1562 A. Brooke Romeits $ Jul. 220

How surely are the wareles wrapt by those th;it lye_ in

wayte? 1569 Blague Sch. Conceytes 268 The Hart. .being

entred into a thick wood, his horns were wrapped faste in

the boughes, 1577 tr. BulUnger's Decades 158/1 Absalom
..beeing wrapped by the haire to a tree.

fig. 1591 Greene zndPt. Conny Catching (1592) B 4 These
moathes of the Common-wealth, apply their wits to wrappe
in wealthy farmers with strange and vncoth conceits. 1594
Shaks. Lucr. 636 O how are they wrapt in with infamies,

That from their own misdeeds askaunce their eyes f

C To clasp, embrace. Also in fig. context.

(Cf. Lap z>.2 3 c.)
1588 Shaks. Titus A. iv. ii. 58 What dost thou wrap and

fumble in thine annes? a 1600 Deloney Gentle Craft 11.

vii, To perswade our great Grandmother the earth to wrap
his cold body in her warme bosome. 1716 Gay Trivia 1. 192

Others you'll see. .Wrapt in th'embraces of a kersey coat.

1797 Coleridge Melancholy 3 Her folded arms wrapping
her tatter 'd pall.

4. To envelop, entangle, or implicate (a person,

etc.) in (finto), to surround, encompass, or beset

with, some (esp. prejudicial) condition of things,

as sin, trouble, sorrow, etc. (Cf. Enwrap v. 2 c.)

Also occas. with up.
Freq. in passive, not always distinguishable from 6.

1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 8i We be.. wrappid
with many myscheuys. a 1400 Relig. Lyrics 14th C. (1924)

234 Mannes soule was wrapped in wo. C1412 Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ. 959 My goost is wrapped in an heuy
drede. c 1450 tr. De Iimtatione in. v. 68 A synner b°u art

& encombred and wrapped in many passions. 152s Ld.
Bekners Froiss. II. vii. 16 Suche as than bare moost rule

in the towne, were so wrapped with treason, y l (etc.]. 1526
Tindale Rom. xi. 32 God hath wrapped all nacions in vn-
beleve. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 37 b, The deuiU is

disposed to wrap vs in sondry calamities at one time. 1624
Carleton T/iankf. Remembr. ix. 95 They, .stirred vp new
troubles. .by wrapping them in new garboiles against the
King, c x6$gRoxb. Ball. (1886) VI. 326 It is a Man wrapped
in woe. a 1839 1

jraed Poems (1864) II. 40, I see him brood,
Wrapt in his mental solitude. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere
147 So the stately Queen abode.., Wrapt in her grief. 1899
G. Wyndham in Westm. Gaz. 15 Dec. 5/3 We were living

from day to day wrapped in anxiety.
refl. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. f 586 Alle this manere of

folk . . wrappen hem in hir synnes. C1430 in Pol., Rel.,$ L.
Poems (1903) 217 pou wrappist bee wip vanytees. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 49 He brought him selfe into

a streyghter custody.. and wrapped him selfe into tortures

and punyshmentes. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Induco,
To wrappe or intangle him selfe in captions questions. 1675
Dryden Aureugz. 1. (1676) 13 Though in one Fate I wrap
my self and you.
transf. c 1611 Chapman Iliad 111. 418 Unhappy Deity 1

Why lov'st thou still in these deceits to wrap my fantasy?

b. To involve, enfold, or enwrap (a person,

etc.) in some soothing or tranquillizing state or

influence. Freq. in passive, = sunk in slumber,

rest, etc. Also with up,
1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles m. 291 Ho so bus leued his

lyff to the ende, Euere wrappid in welle,. . My^te seie [etc.).

1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 10 Whan I am
wrappyd in wele. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 41 Carelesse
Quiet lyes, Wrapt in eternall silence farre from enemyes.
1598 Mucedorus iv. i. 42 Musicke speake loudly now, the
season's apt, For former dolours are in pleasure wrapt. 1717
Pope Elo'isa 302 Enter, each mild, each amicable guest;
Receive, and wrap me in eternal rest ! 1730 Thomson
Autumn 1202 He.. hears, At distance safe, the human
tempest roar, Wrapt close in conscious peace. 1798 Cole-
ridge Fears in Solitude 25 His senses gradually wrapt In
a half sleep, he dreams of better worlds. 1841 Dickens Barn.
Pudge ix, The house is wrapped in slumbers. 18S7 Holland
Bay Path xxx. 371 Wrapped in ineffable repose, lay her
child. 1872 Punch 2 March 95/2 They were soon wrapped
in sound and healthy slumbers.

fig. 1791 Coleridge Happiness 79 Where far from splen-

dour, far from riot, In silence wrapt sleeps careless Quiet.

5. To involve or enfold (a subject or matter) so

as to obscure or disguise the true or full nature

of it ; to conceal or hide by enveloping in a mass
of different character. Cf. 3.
1382 Wyclif Job xxxviii. 2 Who is this, wrappende in

sentencis with woordisvnwise? c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 507
Al were he ful oftreson and falsnesse It was so wrapped vnder
humble cheete And vnder hewe of trouthe. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1426 A word bat is wrappid, and in wrath holdyn.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Implicata res controversy's, a
mattier wrapped and incombred with many controuersies.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m. iv, He dispatched privat letters

to al those principall Lords.., wrapping their hopes with
such cunning, as they rather [etc.]. a 1639 T. Cakew
1ngraitful Beauty Threatened Hi, Vfise poets, that wrapt
Truth in tales. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock 11. 104 Some dire
disaster..; But what, or where, the fates have wrapt in
night.

_ 1759 _
Mason Caractacus 41 Heard'st thou the

awful invocation, Youth, Wrapt in those holy harpings?
.71770 Jortin Serm. (1771) I. v. 85 The religion of the
Egyptians .. was all mystery, wrapt in obscurity. 1825
Scott Talism. xviii, I have no objection that leeches should
wrap their words in mist. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh.
Bound Poems (1850) I. 184 Zeus requires Thy declaration .

.

Do not wrap thy speech. .but speak clearly ! 1865 R. \V.
Dale Jew. Temp. hi. (1877) 35 The image wrapped in the
word, .is a very impressive and instructive one. 1869 Frke-
man Norm. Conq. (1875) III. xii. 253, I found the question
wrapped in darkness.

b. Freq. with up. Also transf.
1560 Bible (Genev.) Micah vii. 3 Therefore the great man

he speaketh out the corruption of his soule : so they wrap it

vp. 1601 Daniel To Egerton vi, If it be wisedome. .Which
so imbroyles the state of truth with brawles, And wrappes
it vp in strange confusednesse. 1619 Visct. Doncaster Let.
in Eng. <$• Germ. (Camden) 119 Sum more bitternes then her
Highnes had wrapped up in sweet termes. 1669 Stillingfl.
Serm. 125 Here is no wrapping up Religion in strange

figures and mysterious non-sense, which the Egyptians were
so much given to. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 271 r 4 If it

had been proper for them [sc. ladies] to hear, ..the Author
would not have wrapp'd it up in Greek. 1779 Mirror No.
22, It was some error in education which had wrapt up

Cleone's character in so much obscurity. 1830 Gen. P.
Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 228 Their best. .plan for seizing
on the savings of other men's industry in the funds, is only
spoliation wrapped up. 1897 P. Wakcng Tales Old Regime
14 Without troubling to wrap up his resolve in smooth-
sounding words.

6. Of qualities, etc. : To invest, environ, or beset

(a person, etc.) ; to encompass in some condition.

Also with tip. (Cf. 4.)

1382 Wyclif Job xviii. 11 Al aboute feris shul gasten hym,
and withinne wrappen his feet. IS49 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. 18 Albeit malrimonie be a holy thyng,
yet it wrappeth a man. .in worldlye care. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 358 b, The self same cause., wyl shortly
after wrap vp them also in great distresse. 1591 Spenser
M. Hubberd 602 Ay me. .whom euill hap Vnworthy in such
wretchednes doth wrap. 1608 Shaks. Lear iv. iii. 54 (Q. 1)

Some deere cause Will in concealement wrap me vp awhile.

1650 Earl M OHM. tr. Scnaulfs Man bee. Guilty 388 H umane
Justice, .wraps up the innocent and the guilty in the same
punishment. 1665 Sir R. Howard & Duyden Ind. Queen
1L i, Guilty rage, Which, .wrapt all things in one cruel fate.

1734 Watts Reliq. Juv. 122 Thy power, thy fulness of bless-

ing, wrap my soul up in astonishment and devout silence.

1737 Pope Hor., Ep. 11. i. 401 O'er the land and deep, Peace
stole her wing, and wrapt the world in sleep. 1784 Cowper
Task in. 146 They disentangle from the puzzled skein, In
which obscurity has wrapp'd them up, The threads of.,

shrewd design. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vi. xxx, Oblivion

wrapped Our spirits.

transf. a 1542 Wyat in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 73 Some
pleasant hower thy wo may wrappe, and thee defend, and
couer.

b. Of mould, etc. : To contain, cover (the dead)

.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. v, By the fresh turned

up mould that wraps my sonne. 1745 Collins Ode on Death
of Col. Ross vii, Every sod, which wraps the dead. 1792
Burns Highland Mary Hi, Cauld's the clay, That wraps
my Highland Mary ! 1794 — Sonn. Death R. Riddel ii,

The sod that wraps my friend.

e. To form a wrap or covering for (a person or

thing) ; to cover, clothe. Also with round.
ci6ii Chapman Iliad x. 122 About him a mandilion,..

A garment that 'gainst cold in nights, did soldiers use to

wrap. 173a Pope Ep. to Cobham 249 Let a charming Chintz,

and Brussels lace Wrap my cold limbs, and shade my lifeless

face. 1805 Scott Last Minstrel'

11. xix, A palmer's amice
wrapp'd him round. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing 504/1

Wrappers.. differ from them [sc. labels] in having larger

margins, so that they can inclose or wrap up a bottle of

patent medicine, a bar of soap, etc.

fig. 1842 Tennyson Vis. Sin iv. v. Wine is good for

snnvell'd lips, When a blanket wraps the day.

d. Of Jlames, etc. : To spread or extend around,

about, or over (something); to surround, encom-

pass. (Cf. 3.) Also with advs., as round, up.

1656 Cowley Davidcis 11. 534 fA] sudden cloud.. all his

fame benights, and all his store, Wrapping him round, and
now he's seen no more. 1699 Garth Dispens. 11. 13 Night had
wrap'd in Shades the Mountain Heads. 1716 Gay Trivia in.

385 Flames sudden wrap the walls. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) I. 357 Our own muddy atmosphere, that wraps us

round in obscurity. 1810 Scott Lady of Lake in. xxiv,

Not faster, .speeds the midnight blaze,. .Wrapping thy cliffs

in purple glow. x86o Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 133 A thick fog

..wrapped the mountain quite closely. 1899 Crockett Kit

Kennedy 337 The snow had wrapped all the city in a white

clinging mystery.

fig- 1794MRS. Rkdcliffe Myst. Udolpho xv, How beautiful

was the tranquillity that wrapped the scene. 1813 Shelley

Q. Mab iv. 4 The speaking quietude That wraps this move-

less scene.

e. To veil or concealfrom a person, etc.

1817 Sh elley Rev. Islam Ded. xiv, While clouds are passing

by Which wrap them [sc. stars] from the foundering seaman's

sight. 1867 Morris Jason 11. 105 A cloud. .That wrapt the

Goddess from him.

II. 7. To wind or fold up or together, as a pliant

or flexible object ; to roll or gather up in successive

layers ; = Lap z'.2 2. Occas. with up or together.

Also transf.

£•1350 Will. Palcrne 2421 As bliue he here schinnes from

here bodi bei hent, & wi3tly wrapped hem to-gadere. 14.

.

Trevisa's Barth. De P.R. xvm. ix. (B.M. Add. MS.) fob 266

b 2 Alle kynde of serpentes and addres bat by kynde may
wrappe and folde his owne body. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings

ii. 8 Then toke Elias his cloke, and wrapped it together.

1553 Watreman Fardle Facions i.ii. B v, For sate thei, the

begynner of thinges visible, wrapped vp bothe heauen and

earth.. togither in one paterne. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 18

The vgly monster. .
, wrapping vp her wrethed sternearownd,

Lept fierce vpon his shield. 1600 in Lyly"s Wks.i 1902) I. 416

Can there be miste or darkenes where you are, whose beames

wrappes up cloudes as whirlewindes dust ? 1608 Great Frost

in Arber Garner I. 87 The western barges might now wrap

up their smoky sails; for. .their voyage was spoiled. 1653

W.'Ramesey Astrol. Restored304 Thunder is., an ex halation

..thickened and wraped into a cloud. 1662 R. Venablls
Experienced Angler v. 61 Bream loveth red worms, espe-

cial,y those that [lie]., wrapped up in a knot or round Clue.

fig- CI374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. met. vii. (1868) 60 Deep
wrappeb to gidre be heye heuedes and be 'owe. 1382WYCLIF
Lam. \. 14 Wakide the 30c of my wickenesses in his hond,

wrappid thei ben togidere, and leidonmyuecke. 1399 Langl.

Rich. Redeles 1. 82 Wayte well my wordis, and wrappe hem
togedir. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 27 In these fewe
lines, I haue wrapped vp the most tedious part of Grammer.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 337 For end, he wisheth

malicious, .persons a better spirit. -and so wrappeth vp all

with commendations. 1618 Donne Serm. (1661J HI. 173 In

all this, thou dost but wrap up a snow-bali upon a coal of

fire. 1625 Bacon Fss. t
Cunning (Arb.) 441 Some haue in

readinesse so many Tales and Stories, as there is Nothing,
they would insinuate, but they can wrap it into a Tale.

reft. 1565 Coopkh Thesaurus s.v. Torqueo, The scalie

serpent wrappeth himselfe in rounde rundels.
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8. To fold, wind, or roll (a covering, garment,

or the like) about a person, etc. ; to arrange or
dispose (a wrapping, etc.) so as to cover or envelop

;

= Lap v$ i. Usu. with advs. or preps., esp.

about, around, round.
Somewhat rare before c 1790.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7368 A large couerechief of tlirede She

wrapped all aboute hir heede. 1563 Cooper Thesaurus s.v.

Intortus, His garment wrapped rounde about his iefte arme.
1500 Si'Esser i'.Q. 1. ix. 36 His garment.., The which his
naked sides he wrapt abouts. 1635 Sir H. Blount Voy. 19
The Levantines used to wrap white linnen about their
heads. 1773 Gkaves Spiritual Quixote XL, iv, Unto the
old Incumbent at his gate.., His banyan, with silver

clasp, wrapt round His shrinking paunch. 1796 Coleridge
* Away, those cloudy looks* vi, There shiv'ring sad,. . Kound
his tir'd limbs to wrap the purple vest. 1813 Scott Rokeby
1. i, The warder. . wraps his shaggy mantle round, i860
Tyndall Glac. l vi. 45 Wrapping my plaid around me,
I wandered up towards Channoz. 18S2 Blackiv. Mag.
March 309/1 Dick., wrapped the heavy coat around her and
held her in his arms.
Jig.and trans/. ai8i4WoRDSW. E.vcurs. iv. 8 3 Thou, who

didst wrap the cloud Of infancy around us, 1820 SHELLEY
Hymn Merc, xxxvi, The God wraps a purple atmosphere
Around his shoulders. 1863 Baring-Gould Werewolves x.

160 Among many, people, the body is regarded as a mere
garment wrapped around the soul.

b. To twist or coil (a pliable or flexible sub-
stance, etc.) round, about, or on something; to

twine. Also refl.

1523 Fitzhkkb. Husb. §127 Cutte the settes..the more
halue a-sonder ;. .and wrappe and wynde theym together.

*535 Covekdale Jonah ii. 5 The depe lave aboute me, and
the wedes were wrapte aboute myne heade. 1560 Bible
yob \\\\. 17 The rotes thereof are wrapped about the foun-
taine. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 390 Woodbine hath many small
branches, whereby it windeth and wrappeth itself about
trees. 1728 Chambers Cycl. (1738) s.v. Turban, About tills

[cap] is wrapped a long piece of fine thin linnen or cotton.

1753-4 Richardson Crandison II. xxxix. 310 Again she
wrapped her arms about me. 1815 J.

Smith Panorama
Sci. <$ Art il 119 The Screw of Archimedes.. is formed by
wrapping a tube round a cylinder. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xxviii, * What did you wrap this round the
book for?' said St. Clare, holding up the crape. 1854 R,
Blakey Anglingbo A strong peg.. on which, .the line can
be wrapped.

9. a. intr. (for refl.'). To twine, encircle, or
wreathe round or about something as or in the
manner of a wrapper or cover; = Lap v£ I b.

Also trans/.
1608 Relat. Trav. IV. Bush D j b, The Vyne so loueth the

Elme by nature that it wrappeth more kindely about it.

1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xiii. 223 A Flat Leather Thong,
which wrapping close and tight about the Rowler. com-
mands it the easier. 1681 T. Fi.atman Heraclitus Ridens
No. 35 (1713) I. 228 Well; and Conscience, . .when you have
once boil d it tender in the Pipkin of Reformation, it will
wrap about your Finger like a Glove. 1838 C it'll Eng. $
Arch. yrnl. I. 272/1 I With] the formation of the extreme
end of the breakwater . . it would be next to impossible for a
sea to warp or wrap round it. iZ$$Orrs Circ. Sci., Inorg.
Nat. 55 Gneiss is often found wrapping round the central
granitic axis of mountain chains.

b. Of a garment: To extend over the figure, etc.,

so as to cover it, or form a lap. (Cf. Lap z/.
2 8.)

1798 Lady's Monthly ATus. Nov. I. 397 The gown, wrap-
ping over one side, ..drawn up a little with white cord. 1827
Laity's Mag. Nov. 621/1 Mantles, .well wadded, capacious,
and wrapping well over the form, are much in request.

Wrap-, the verb stem in comb, with a sb. or
adv., in sense of ' that which wraps or is wrapped
about', as wrap reel (see quot.), wra*p-round,
a garment for wrapping round a person ; wrap
tobacco (also ellipt.), m Wrapper sb. 4. Also
WliAP-RASCAL.
1877 Browning Agamemnon 120 A wrap-round [Gr. o^.-

4>i73Ai)<7Tpoi'] with no outlet.. I fence about him -the rich
woe of the garment. 1888 Pall Mail G. 2 Oct. 1 1/1 What
is known as *wrap* tobacco is the special kind which it

is sought to cultivate. Ibid., *Wrap' fetches from as. to
3*. &ri (per lb.). 1890 Nasmith Mod. Cotton Spinning
Mahinery xiv. 291 In order to ascertain the counts of yarn,
a machine known as a 'wrap reel 'is employed. This con-
sists of a small fly ur swift.

Wrap, erron. f. (freq. c\ 600-1680) of Rap #.3
1561 Nokton & Sackv. Gorboduc iv. ii. 239 His noble

limmes in such proportion cut As would have wrapt a sillie

womans thought. 159* No-body fy Someb. in Simpson Sch.
Shaks. (i8;8) 317 Your kiuglie presence wraps my soule to
heaven. 1615 Day Festivals 295 Al they can wrap and rend
is little enough for Wife and Children. 1622 -Peacham
Ci>m/>t. Gent. xvi. 206 Whatsoeuer he could wrap or wring.
1641 SvMOHosSerin. be/. Ho. Comm. C, The command must
needs come with much evidence when it wrappeth the will
into such an height. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Vandal
Wars 11. 55 Artahanes..[fell] into a deep musing,, .seeming
wrapt with the greatness of the action. 1679 C. Nesse
Antid, agsi. /'opcry 193 The Apostle, .[was] wrap'd up to
the third heaven. 1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. II.

408 He wraps and wrings all he can. 191a E. Phillpotts
Gre-- Room iv. 106 He was wrapt from this life to tbe next.

Wrape, obs. erron. f. Rape z>.
2 4.

1584 Peele Arraignm* Paris n. ii, The least of these
delights,. .Able to wrape 9.1id dazle humame eyes.

Wrappage (rje-pedij). [f. Wrap z». + -age]
L 1. That which wraps, enfolds, or covers; a

wrap or outer covering; a wrapper of a parcel,

packet, or the like.

In freq. use, esp,_fig., from c i860.

Jig. 1827 Carlyle Ess., Rickter (1840) 1. 15 Every w»rk,be
it fiction or serious treatise, is embaled in some fantastic

VouX.

wrappage, some mad narrative accounting for its appear-
ance. 1842 Sara Coleridge in Coleridge Aids Refl. 11843)

II. 44S To consider the words of Scripture as mere wrap-
pages for some more definite revelation out of Scripture.

1851 Carlyle Sterling IL i", Not till.. he had unwinded
from him the wrappages of it [ante the conscious life eccle-

siastical], could he become clear about himself. 1859 Hei.is
Friends in C. Ser. u. II. iii. 68 All these things, dress, for-

tune, etc. are mere wrappages compared with the substan.
tial ground of a man's character. 1881 A. C. Bradley in

Macm. Mag. XLI V. 36 The words of the Prometheus, how-
ever insignificant their historical wrappage may have seemed
to him.

lit. 1846-8 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. vi. ad fin., To-
morrow this sheet, .shall be the wrappage to a bar of soap.
1871 W. Collins Marq. <$• Merchant I. 232 No possible
wrappages can keep that poison from operating. 1886 D. C.
Murray First Person Sing, xxii, The knots were conquered,
the paper wrappages removed.

b. Without article. Material nsed for covering

or enveloping ; wrapping material. Also^/??".

a 1876 M. Collins Th. in Garden (18S0) 1. 1S7 Odd things
are met with in the papers used by shopkeepers for wrap,
page. 1881 E. DoWDBH in Academy 12 Feb. 118 Nothing
should be lost, except what is unvital, mere wrappage and
encumbrance of history.

2. A loose garment for enveloping the person ; a
wrapper. Also in fig. context.
1831 Carlyle Sort. Res. 1, i, The vestural Tissue, .which

Man's Soul wears as its outmost wrappage and overall. 1837— Fr. Rev. II. ill. iv, Figure under what thousand-fold
wrappages and cloaks of darkness Royalty, meditating these
things, must involve itself. 1863 D. Wilson in Fain. New
Phil. Jml. XVIII. 79 The constant laying of the infant to

rest on its side,.. along with the fashion of cap, hat, or
wrappage, may [etc.J. 1868 Browsing Ring <S- Bk. in. 446
Another wrappage, namely one thick veil That hid her,

matron-wise, from head to foot.

3. Something wrapped up ; a package, parcel.

1883 Daily Tel. iq Nov. 5/3 This paper wrappage was taken
on by tiain to Stalybridge.

II. 4. The action of wrapping. rare~°.
1846 Worcester (citing Ec. Rev.). [Hence in later Diets. 1

"Wrappe, obs. var. (and pa. t.) of Warp v. i.

1303 R. Brunne Hand*. Synne 7517 Alle naked hym-self
he wrappe Among be pomes bat were sharpe. 1426 Kyijg.

De Guit. Pilgr. 21932 Yiff I hadde wrappyd the, Nakyd,
cast the vp and doun In thornys for thy savacioun. 15..
Hcnrysons Paddock ft Atouse 171 (Harl. MS.), Now hie,

now law, ..Now on the quheill, now wrappit [Bann. MS.
wappitj to the ground.

Wrapped (r^pt), ppl. a. and pa. pph. Also
7-S wrapt, [f. Wbap V. + -ED !.]

I. 1. Concealed, covered, hidden.
1398 Trkvisa. Rarth. De P. R. x. iv. (liodl. MS.), Fuyre.

.

beschyneb alle binges wib his..wrapped[L.c/>r;/wi/<7ar*.r]
bri^tenes. 1601 Chester Love's Mart., etc. (1878) 125 lie be
partener Of thy harts wrapped sorrow more hereafter.

2. With a/: a. Involved, complicated ; couched
in complex, covert, or vague terms.
1787 Jeffkkson Writ. (1853) II. 304, I have analyzed

these declarations, because being somewhat wrapped up in

their expressions, their full import might escape, on a tran-

sient reading. 1896 DailyNews 13 Jan. 7/1 It is the way
of the 'Temps' to speak in wrapped -up language, but
throughout.. the crisis its utterances have been even more
than usually enigmatical. 1898 Ibid. 14 Nov. 5/2 The
beauty of the Fashoda Blue Book was the absence.. of
wrapped up phrases.

D. Muffled up in, covered up with, a wrap or

enveloping garment.
i85aDiCKKNs2?/£-a>fc Ho. ii,The shining figureofawrapped-

up man. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 8 June 1/3 The wrapped-up
figure on a pedestal.

c. Marked or characterized by absorbed atten-

tion. (Cf. 5.)

1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Nov. 4/1 His incapacity to hear..
gives him a more wrapped up air than the brother. 1893
Daily News 27 June 6/3 Faces wore a * wrapped up* ex-

pression, and voices were hard and tuneless.

3. Drawn together, fashioned, made, or constructed

by wrapping or twining.
1820 Keats Cap and Bells xxv, With hasty steps, wrapp'd

cloak, and solemn looks .. [he] upon his errand sallies.

1837 Kirkbride Northern Angler 2 The wrapt hackle flies

are generally most esteemed in this part of the country.

1907 C Hill-Tout Brit. N. Amer., Far West vi. 109
Woven basketry .. embraces by far the greater number of
basket forms, and includes. .su4i [kinds] as wicker-work,
wrapped-work, twilled-work.

II. In predicative use. 4. Deeply interested,

centred or absorbed, in a person or thing.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 34 b, Benedict the .xiii...

was wrapped in his owne folishe and fantastical opinion.

1581 Marbeck Bk. o/Notes 599 Him that is wrapped in the
businesse of this world. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. cxv, My
daughter !. . I see thee not, I hear thee not, but none Can be
so wrapt in thee. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxv, Whether
Mr. Dombey, wrapped in his own greatness, was at all aware
of this or no.

b. Freq. with up. f Also const, with ( = ?«).

In very frequent use from c 1820.

(a) 1699 Bover Fr. Diet. 11, I am so wrapt up with him,
j'e faime si eperdHment. 1704 F. Fli.lkr Med. Gytnn.
(1705) 142 How much soever some People may be Rapt up
with their Sal Volatile. 1784 P..Wright New Bk. Martyrs
794/2 King James was. .so wrapt up with a conceit, that

he had now conquered the whole nation.
(b) 1709 Steele Tatler No. 139 r 5 Being wrapped up in

the safety of my old age. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 10;
r 6 The State-Pedant is wrapt up in News. 1776 Foote
Bankrupt 1. 3 His whole soul is wrapt up in Miss Lydia.

1784 P. Wright New Bk. Martyrs 805/1, I want words to

express it, he was like one wrapped up in heaven. 1806-7 J.

Beresfokd Miseries Hum, Li/e (1826} xvi. iii, Before you

are yet sufficiently wrapped up In the study. 1851 Brimley
Ess., Wordszv. 166 His heart was wrapped up in his wife
and sister. 1880 J. Payn Con/id. Agent I. 31, I like a man
to be wrapped up in his own calling.

C. Wrapped (up) in, entirely associated or

bound up with ;
quite dependent on ; involved in.

1648 J. Beaumont Psychev. 131 O then, first for your own
illustrious sake, And next, for Us wrapp'd up in you, beware
Of bis Designs in lime. 1711 Addison S/cct. No. 123 p 4
His young Wife (in whom all his Happiness was wrapt up)
died. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) II. 157 He
was the only child.., and. .the lives of his parents were
wrapt up in him. 1847 James Convict I. 108, I put mine
[sc. happiness] under your guardianship also, for mine is

wrapped up in yours. 1859 Miss Piddington Last 0/
Cavaliers II. 69 Mymother's whole life is wrapped in him.
1892 J. Thit Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 167 Wrapped up in the
mysterious nature of Self-existence, is tbe equally mysterious
power of communicating existence.

5. Absorbed or engrossed in thought, contem-
plation, etc. Also in earlier use with up.
Perhaps partly suggested by Rapt pa. pple. 4.

loor Shaks. Alls Well v. iii. 128, 1 am wrap'd in dismall
thinkings. 1634 Milton Comus 546, I .. began Wrapt in a
pleasing fit of melancholy To meditate my rural min.strelsie.

1726 Swift Gulliver in. ii, He is always, .wrapped up in

cogitation. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xiii, He seemed to be
wrapped up in profound contemplation. 177 1 Beattie
Minstrel 1. xix. 1 Where the stripling, wrapt in wonder,
roves. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. i. P 2, 1 found.. Don
Ca:>arjust as much wrapped up., in the contemplation of
the happy couple. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede ii, Some.,
were resting., with their eyes closed, as if wrapt in prayer
or meditation. 1894 Baring-Gould Kitty Alone II. 162
The girl stood wrapped in delight.

Hence t Wra'ppedly adv., intricately. Obs.~°
1589 Rider Bibl. Scholast. 1685 Wrappedly, coutorte.

1647 Hexham i. s.v.

Wrapper (rarpaa), sb. Also 6 wraper, S rapper,

9 dial, wropper. [f. Wrap v. +-KK *.]

I. 1. That in which anything is wrapped, en-

veloped, or enclosed ; a piece of fabric or other

material forming a wrapping ; esp. in later use,

a protective covering for a parcel or the like.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Xurture 224 Take bobe endis of be
towelIe,..and wrythe an haudfulle. .next be bred myghtily,
and se bat thy wrappere be made strayt. c 1500 Melusine
xxiii. 153 His wounde opend, and cut of it ranne blood
thrush the wraper. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Vne
envelope ff eouverture, a wrapper. 1611 Cotcr., Envelope,
..a wrapper; a peece of wast paper for that purpose. 1662

Act 14 Chas. II, c. 18 §6 Woolliocks. .pressed togeather

with Scrues..into Sacks Baggs and other Wrappers made
of Wool or Linnen. X711 Addison Sped. No. 90 f 7 My
legs [were] closed together by so many Wrappers one over
another, that I looked like an /Egyptian Mummy. 1727
Bailey (voL II), Wrapper, a coarse Cloth in which Bale-

Goods are wrapped, &c. 1785 W. Tooke in Ellis Lit. Lett.

(Camden) 430 As soon as such a number of books are per-

fected, the surplus of the various signatures are thrown aside
for wrappers and other official uses. 1803 G. V. Sami-son
Statist. Sunt. Londonderry 3,54 The fabric . . is of two
characters : 1st, Narrow, or 27 inches wide, called wrappers,
and made of tow-yarn.. .2d. Wide ;. made of lint yarn. 1827
Faraday Chem. Manip. xxiii. 574 The object would often be
attainable by a wrapper of tin foil. 1844 Kinclake liothen
xvi, I saw the burial of a pilgrim,, .miserahly poor. . .There
was no coffin, nor wrapper. 1901 Wide World Mag. VI.

442 The assassin, .had torn open the wrapper of the package.
trans/ 155a Raynald Byrth Mankynde 35 b, The thyrde

wrapper of the [foetus]. Ibid. 36 These lit. wrappers or caules.

fiS- x859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. ii, Each was hidden
under almost as many wrappers from the eyes of the mind.

b. A detachable outer paper cover of a book,

published part, etc., intended to protect the print,

boards, or binding.
1806 Med. yrnl. XV. 334 Any publication, calling itselfa

Review,, .used as the means of circulating the celebrity of

such remedies, . .on their wrappers, covers, or a few leaves

tacked at the beginning and end. 1825 Hone Every-day
Bk. I. 597 The wrappers to the parts of this work. 1891

Athenaeum 3 Oct, 448/3 Books., notable for the sylvan

colour of the wrappers, their large print and liberal margin.

C. A covering to protect and compact a news-

paper, magazine, etc., when sending by post or

delivery.
1846-8 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. vi. ad fin., Tearing off

the wrapper of my newspaper. 1871 Bri.'ish P. O. Guide
1 Jan. 10 The postage must be prepaid.. by the use of a
stamped wrapper. 1898 'U.S. Merriman ' Rouen's Corner
ii, A large table tittered with newspaper wrappers.

d. //. -Wbap sb. 1 b. ? Obs.

1858 SlMMONDS Did. Treuit 31a Railway blanket,..*

traveller's warm wrapper. 1865 M hs. L. L. Clarke Common
Seaweeds t. 18 A double strap such as we u*e for a rolled

railway wrapper. Ibid. vii. 137.

e. A sheet put over furniture, shop-goods, etc.,

to protect from dust or fading.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, The tarnished paws of gilded

lions, stealthily put out from beneath their wrappers.

1905 H. G. Wells A'ipps 1. ii. S 2 At half.past six m tm
morning . . he would . . du>t boxes and yawn, and lake down
wrappers and clean the windows. Ibid., Hanging wrappers

over the fixtures and over the piles of wares upon the

counters.
,

- 2. An article of apparel for wrapping, rolling, or

coiling about the head. rare.

(11548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 7 Other two ladyes..,

and on theyr heades slcayns and wrappers of Damaske golde

with flatte pypes. 1789-96 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 264 The
women of the lower class wear on their heads a wrapper of

white linen.

b. A shawl, mantle, etc., for wearing about the

person.



WRAPPER. 346 WRASSE.
178a J. Warton Ess. Pope II. 330 Pope was so.. infirm,

and his body required so many wrappers and coverings, that

it was hardly possible for him to be neat, 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xxv, A man.. pulled off a large wrapper which had
concealed the lower portion of his face. ..'Pop that shawl
away' [he said]. 1885 Ma it el Collins Prettiest Woman i,

She had thrown a loose white wrapper round her shoulders.

1897 Daily News 25 Dec. 2/3 The silk wrapper that he was
wearing was stolen from off his neck.

3. An outer garment, esp. for indoor wear or use

in household work, designed for loosely enveloping

the whole (or nearly the whole) figure; a loose

robe or gown. In later use chiefly U.S.

1734 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. Ser. IV. VI. 42 The [Indian]
Queen's [garment] was a sort of scarlet rosetti in the make
of our English wrappers. 1740 H. Walpole Lett. (1903) I.

84 Her dress, her avarice, and her impudence must amaze
any one that never heard her name. She wears.. an old
mazarine blue wrapper, that gapes open and discovers a
canvas petticoat. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxvi.

(1841) I. 265 Her wrapper, or morning-yown, a piece of Irish

linen, printed at London. 178a frnl. Yng. Lady of Vir-

ginia (1871) 42 We got up [from bed], put on our rappers,

and went down in the Seller. 1839 Dickkns Nickteby xk\v,

Mrs. Curdle was dressed in a morning wrapper. 1862 [see

Morning sb. 7 b]. 1883 Miss C. F. Woolsom For the
Majorvu, His wife, .had just risen—or so it seemed, for she
wore a rose-colored wrapper. 1886 A. G. Murdoch Scotch
Readings (ed. 2) 15 She got on a working wrapper, and sat

herself down. 1905 Outlook 11 Nov. 663/2 The English-
j

woman, .scorns the hideous 'wrapper* which so many
French and Americans wear in the bosom of their family.

b. An article of dress, esp. for masculine wear,

intended to wrap about or fit loosely over the

person ; a wrap. Now dial.

1799 Hull Advertiser 30 Nov. 2/3 Tandy was clad in a
white serge .wrapper, resembling a friar's gown. 1832
Lvtton Eugene A. n. vi, A shower of rain now began to
fall. Sir Peter,, .turning to Walter,, .said to him, 'What 1

j

no cloak, sir ? no wrapper even ? ' 1842 E. FitzGerald Lett.
(1839) I. 86 Just the same price as I gave for a Chesterfield
wrapper (as it is called). 1844 STOCyUELER Handbk. Brit.
India (1854)411 The dress of the people, both male and
female, commonly consists of a large loose wrapper and
trousers. 1888 T. Hardy Wessex Tales I. 58 An old milk-
man near, in a long white pinafore br ' wropper '. 1891 —
less xiv, The brown rough ' wropper ' or over-all—the old-
established, .dress of the [harvesting] field-woman.

4. Tobacco-leaf of a superior grade prepared
and used for the outer cover of cigars or of plug-
tobacco; a covering made of this. Chiefly U.S.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 274/2 Filler, is

the inside of the Roll [of tobacco]: which :s any sorts of
Leaves and Stalks. Wrapper, the out side of the roll, which
are good leaves. 1839 Lowell Lett. (1894) !• 4& The filling

of cigars now belies the wrapper. 1864 R. L. De Coin Hist.

-V Cult. Cotton # Tobacco 301 The best leaves, .are required
by the twisters for wrappers around twists or plugs. 1884
Pall Mail G. 17 May 4 A cigar consists of three parts, the
wrapper, the bunch, and the filler.

D. U. S. A cigar.

1849 Hawthorne Twice-told T. 60 Our friend, .expending
a whole bunch of Spanish wrappers among .. horrified
audiences.

5. Bot. f a. (See quots.) Obs.
1718 tr. Tour/te/ort's Voy. Levant I. 256 The Wrapper of

the Acorn . . is a sort of Box set off with several Scales pale
green. £"1789 Encych Bril.[ed, 3) III. 446/1 Calyx, thecup.
. . Involucrum, or wrapper, a cup remote from a flower. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v. Corolla, The envelope, cover, or
wrapper of the stamens and pistils.

b. In Fungi, =Volva.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)111. 286 Agaricus

votvaceus. ..Wrapper at the root, grey or greenish. Ibid.

373 Lycoperdon... Wrapper many-cleft, expanding. 1807
Jas. E. Smith Inirod. Botany 253 Volvo, Wrapper, or
covering, of the Fungus tribe, i860 Mayne Expos. Lex.
I337/ 1 Volva, .. the membranous covering, curtain, or
wrapper ofthe fungus tribe, hiding the parts offructification,
till bursting all round it forms a ring on the stalk.

6. Amer. a. (See quot.)
1792 G. Cartwright Jrnl. Labrador III. p. x, Wrappers,

loose sleeve- pieces to button round the wrists, todefend them
from the frost.

b. A make of leather boot adapted for fastening

round the leg (also called wrapping-boot)

.

x8o8 Pike Sources Mississ. (1S10) 111. App. 36 A kind of
leather boot or wrapper. Ibid, In the eastern provinces the
dragoons wear, over this wrapper or boot, a sort of jack-boot
made of sole-leather.

O. An undershirt. 1891 Cent. Diet.

7. Lumbering. A chain for binding logs on a skid.

1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV. 35)1/2 The load is stopped
exactly opposite long parallel skids. Two men cautiously
unhook the * wrappers .

II. 8. One who wraps or packs up anything

;

spec, one whose occupation consists in wrapping
parcels. Also with up.

1591 Percivall, Embo/vedor,vt. roller, a wrapper vp. 1755
Johnson. 1866 in S. Timmins Resources, etc. B'ham 356
Women & Girls as Lacquerers : Chargers of Tubes, Press
Women, & Wrappers-up. 1881 lustr. Census Clerks 45
Cutlery :.. Wiper, . .Getter up, Wrapper up. Ibid. 99 Factory
Labourer.. : Storeman,Wrapper, Slinger. x&8$B'ham Doily
Post 11 Oct., Grocery and Provisions.— Junior.. wanted. ...

Good flat wrapper and correct accountant preferred.

III. 9. attrib. and Comb., as wrapper--apron
,

-brat ; wrapper-addresser, -writer.

1876 Mrs. G. L. Banks Manchester Man ii, She. .had
taken off her wrapper-brat [footnote A sort of close pinafore].

1893 Pall Mall G. 23 June 11/1 They were, .mostly clerks

and . . wrapper addressers. Ibid., Some half-dozen wrapper-
writers,, .each, .copying with lightning-like rapidity from

adirectory page before him. 1896 M. Quillek-Colch Jane

Vercoe, etc. 145 Enveloped in what was commonly called

a ' wrapper-apern ',

Wrapper (rarpaj), v. [f. prec]
1. trans. To cover with, enclose or envelop in, a

wrapper.
1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 263/1

Vegetable parchment, .is used very extensively, .for wrap-
pering the better class of literature. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 209 Delivering the papers folded and wrappered
ready for post. 1893 Serf. Rev. 7 Jan. 24/2 A volume in

quarto, handsomely, but alas ! very loosely, wrappered.

2. To cover /// in or as in a wrapper.
1905 H. G. Wells Kipps 11. ix, AH the stalls were

wrappered up, and all the minor exhibitions locked and
barred.

Hence Wrappered (-up), ppl. a. Also Wra*p-
perer, one who covers (esp. magazines or books)
with wrappers.
1896 H. G. Wells Wheels of Chance iv, A cheerless,

shutter-darkened, wrappered-up shop. 1906 — Days of
Comet 1. v, Two other wrappered figures came out of the
bungalows. 1908 Daily Chron. 24 April 11/3 Girls wanted
as book wrapperers (magazine).

Wrappering (rse-parir)). [f. as prec. +
-INli 1 I (.!.]

1. Coarse fabric or material used or designed for

wrapping or covering.

1844 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. VII. 88 'a Upon the bricks
is placed a quantity of. .gravel, and a piece of fabric, such
as common wrappering. 1864 Mrs. H. Wood Oswald Cray
xlv, Her apron is a piece of wrappering off a bale of goods.
1867 Morn. Star 17 Sept. 6 Calverley. .tied round his neck
apiece of linen wrappering.

2. A loose outer garment ; a wrap or wrapper.
1862 Mks. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 1. x, Mrs. Dare was

silently removing some of her outer wrapperings. 1900 F. S.
Ellis Rom. Rose 1. 406 A great fur cloak for wrappering She
wore.

f Wra-ppery. Obs. rare—1
, [f. as prec. + -Y 3.]

A wrap or covering.
1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's OHat. 354 The hand or

arm of the Young is cut off. . ; neither is it found among the
wrapperies[L. involucra], even as the head is.

Wrapping (ne-pirj), vbl. sb. [f. Wrap v. +
-IHQl. App. 1 are between the 1 6th and 19th cent.]

1. The action of covering with or enveloping in

a wrap or wrapper. Occas. with advs., as round,
up. h\sofig.
c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 533/1 Wrappynge, or hyllynge,

coopercio, involucio. 1553 Hrende Q. Curtius jjo Which
[arrow] he pulled out and without wrappinge of his wound
called for his horse. xGn Cotgr., Emmaillotement, a
swadling, or a wrapping in swathe bands. 1837 Ht.
Mariineau Sac, Amer. III. 73 A wrapping round of incon-
venient considerations with an impenetrable cloud of the
plainest-seeming words. 187a Makch. Duffekin Canad.
Jrnl.{\%q\) 52 The children play in the snow.. .Their nurse,
Mrs. Hall, dislikes the wrapping up.

b. The action of interlacing or intertwining;
the fact of being interwoven. PAsafig.
*553 Brende Q. Curtius 105 By reason that the wreathing

and wrappinge togither of the bowes kept them of from the
bodies of the tres. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Implexus,
A wrappyng of armes crosse one within an other. 1836 J.
Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iii. {1852) 70 Yet this artful wrapping
together of the one with the other, this blending of things so
dissimilar, will not accomplish the object designed.

2. Something used or designed for enveloping or
wrapping up ; a wrap or covering. Also in fig.

context.

1387 Trevisa Higden I. 9 My witt is ful luyte to un-
wralle be wrappyinges of so wonder werkes. 1388 Wvclif
Wisd. vii. 4 Y was nurschid in wrappyngis, and in greet
bisynesses. 1855 (G. K. Leifchildj Cornwall 298 The
wearing of thin shoes and stockings during unsuitable
weather, being a dangerous transition from the thick shoes
and wrapping worn by the same persons in daily work.
1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 775/2 Broken leaf tobacco, .firmly
wrapped round with one or two wrappings of whole leaf
tobacco. 1883 Gilmour Among Mongols xvii. 201 The
volumes are.. carefully swathed up in their yellow wrap,
pings. 1894 J. S. Winter ' Red Coats 78 Dolly was eagerly
tearing the paper wrappings off the big box of sweeties.
fig. 1836 Arnold in Stanley Life (1844) II. 28 Having
been enabled to receive Scripture truth in spite of the wrap-
ping which has been put round it. 1901 F. Campbell Love
319 Hidebound in a wrapping of utter selfishness.

b. An article of dress used or intended for
enveloping the figure ; a loose covering or upper
garment; a wrap, wrappage, or wrapper.
1635 Rainbow Stmt. 15 The sheepe. .gives us shelter

enough from the cold, why should we hunt after more costly
furres and wrappings? 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. iii, A
gentleman in the coach who. .looked very large in a quan-
tity of wrappings. 1882 T. Coan Hawaii 35, I. .preached
in wet clothes, continuing my. .labors until night, when in
dry wrappings I slept well. 1899 Rodway Guiana Wilds
30 No stiff wooden figure made up of corset and wrappings,
but a woman of flesh and blood.

3. attrib. in sense of * used or designed for
wrapping or covering*, as wrapping-cloth, -silk,

-wire; t wrapping boot U.S., a form of boot
adapted for wrapping about the ankle and calf;
wrapping-paper, a special make of strong paper
for packing or wrapping up parcels.
1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock, 1866) 75 A cup of

sylver for the communion with ij wrappin.se clothes for yt,
1648 Hexham ii, Fen Windel.., a Wtapping-cloath. 1808
Pike Sources of the Mississippi (1810) m. App. 41 Their
dress is . . the wrapping boot with the jack boot, and perma-
nent spur over it. 1828-32 Wkuster, Wrapping paper.

1842 Faraday Chem. Manip. (ed. 3) 470 Strong common
brown wrapping paper, i860 Rimbault Pianoforte 183
Modern pianofortes have steel wire throughout, with about
one octave in the bass closely lapped. The wrapping
wire is of soft iron for the upper part of the octave, and of
copper for the lower. 1883 Daily News 24 Apr. 5/8 The
four main cables are 15S inches in diameter. . .There are

243 miles 493 feet of wrapping wire on each. 1883 W. D.
Cuhzon Manuf Industries Worcs. 80 The manufacture of
the heavy and coarse sorts of wrapping paper. 1890 Cent.
Diet. s.v. Silk, Wrapping-silk, a fine strong floss employed
in the manufacture of artificial flies.

b. In sense of ( used or worn as a wrapper or

enveloping outer garment ', as wrapping cloak,

coat, mantle, pelisse, robe. Also Wrapping-gown.
1787 JIme. T>'Arbl\y Diary & Nov., What was my surprise

to see a large man, in an immense wrapping greatcoat,
buttoned up round his chin 1 1800 Lady l

s Monthly Museum
Nov, V. 408 White muslin wrapping robe, with full sleeves.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxi, His dress [was] a horseman's
wrapping coat. 1824 Meyrick Ant. Armour II. 11 The

j

birrus or large wrapping cloak. 1842 Bohrow Bible in
' Spain x,The large wrapping man's cloak which she wore.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 198 He came, and tothe
floor be cast His wrapping mantle.

C. With advs., as wrapping up department.
1883 W. D. Cukzon Manuf. Industries Worcs. 101 [In]

the wrapping up department, .girls are busily engaged wrap-

ping up goods of all kinds.

Wra*pping, ppl. a. [f. Wrap v. +-ing 2
.]

: That wraps, covers, or envelops. Alsoy?^.
1582 Stanyhurst s&neis 11. (Arb.) 50 In vayne Laocoon

..Is to sone embayed with wrapping girdle y coompast.
01586 Sidney Ps. xxxi. ii, Preserve me from the wyly

' wrapping nett, Which they for me . . have sett. 1813 [Leigh
' Hunt] in Examiner 31 May 351/1 Give mcasmall wrap-

ping silence about me. 1869 Daily A'ews 13 Oct., The
necessity of plunging through a deep gulph of air nefore

one meets the wrapping and oblivious wave.

Hence fWra'ppingly adv., disguisedly. Obs."1

1649 Canne Snare Broken 12 It would not have been so

j

ambiguously, darkly, wrappingly given forth.

t Wrapping-gown. Obs. [f. Wrapping
vbl. sb. 3 b+ Gown sb.~\ A night-gown.
1709 S. Wesley in Quiller Couch Hetty Wesley (1903) 1.

vih.She had nothing on but her shoes and a wrapping-gown.

1709 Steele 'Tatter No. 139 r 7 She rush'd out of bed in

her wrapping gown, and consulted her glass. 1777 Shehi-

I

dan Trip Scarb. 1. ii, I shall never be reconciled to this

' nauseous wrapping-gown. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vu. x.

T $ What was my surprise at meeting him in his wrapping-
gown and night-cap. 1827 Scott Chron. Canongate i, The
wide wrapping-gown and night-cap. 1877 Miss Yonge
Cameos 111. i. 8 The King, .was soon standing before the fire

in his wrapping-gown.

Wrap-rascal (rae'p^askal). Now arch, or
: dial. p. Wrap v. + Rascal sb.% Cf. hap-harlol.]

, A loose overcoat or great-coat, esp. worn in the

j

18th century ; a surtout.

1716 Gay Trivia 1. 58 The true Surtout. marg., A Joseph,
a Wrap-rascal, etc. 1738 in W. C. Sydney Eng. <y Engl.
iSth C. (1S91) I. 121 Those loose kinds of great-coats.,

which I have heard called ' wraprascals '. x8oa Bentham
1 Ration. Jitdic. Evid. (1827)11. 191 A sort of knave's coat ; or
i (to use an appellative not many years ago applied in vulgar

language to a particular sort of surtout) a wrap-rascal. 1845

Punch VIII. 87 The shapeless articles which, under the

various names of 'Faglionis, Wrap-rascals, . .are now placed

on the human form. 1884 Sala Journ. due South 1. 1,

Muffled up in these hirsute wrap-rascals, and with wide-

awake hats slouched over our eyes. 1893 Stevenson Catri-

ona xxv, On the threshold, in a rough wraprascal.., stood

James More.
fig. 1812 J. O. in Examiner it, Nov. 750/1 The specious

cloak of Prudence,—that wraprascal of the worldly-minded.

1862 Thackeray Round. Papers, Letts''s Diary, There is the

cozy wraprascal, self-indulgence—how easy it is

!

attrib. 1898 Weyman Castle Inn 192 A big dingy man in

a wrap rascal coat.

fb. (See quot.) Obs.

1796 Grose Diet. Vutg. Tongue (ed. 3), Wrap Rascal, a

red cloak, called also a roquelane.

"Wrapt, obs. erron. f. Rapt///, a. 2.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla IV. 337 [She] was absorbed

in. .wrapt expectation. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. xiiL P16
He will hear it read with so graveand wrapt a silence.

Wrapture, obs. erron. form of Rapture.

t Wrase. Obs. rare. Also 5 warae. [OE.

wrdsen band, tie. Cf. also LG. wrasen stuffed pad

for the head.]

1. A small bundle.

C1275 Passion of our Lord 383 in O. E. Misc. 48 Of one

wrase of bornes he wryben hym one crune. c X470 Cath.

Angl. 4,*s/i (A.), A \Vnrsc.[sic],fasciculus.

2. =\Vase2. (Cf. Wreath 5 a, Writh.)
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Arculum,..*. roll that women

!
weare on their heads to beare water: a wrase [Elyot wase].

"Wraskle, obs. var. Wraxle v.

Wrasle, Wrassil, Sc varr. Wrestle.

Wrasse (nes). Also 8 wrawa, 8-9 wrass.

[ad. Cornish wrach, mutated form of gwrach =
Welsh gwrach wrasse, also old woman (cf. Old
wife 3). Mod. Cornish dial, has also the form

wrath, and wrasse may be an E. plural in -J.]

1. One or other species belonging to the acantho-

pterygian family Labridse or esp. the genus Labrus
of bony, thick-lipped, marine fishes ; esp. the

ballan (the ' old wife ', Labrus maculatus) or the

striped, red, or cook species (Z. mixlus), found on
the British coasts.

a 167a Willughby Hist. Pise. (1686) 319 Turdus vulga-
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tissimus, Tittcti mnriui Yenetis : Cornub. Wrasse, ibid.

320 Cornubiensibus Wrasse dicitur. a 1705 Ray Syn. Pise.

(1713) 136 Tardus vulgatissimus,. .the Wrasse, or Old
Wife. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 249 The Wrasse, or Old-
wife,, .is frequent in the Mediterranean. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. VI. 307 The Labrus or Wrasse [hasj the body oval

;

the head middling; the lips doubled inward, i860 Gossk
Rom. Nat. Hist. 295 The brilliant wrasses dart out and in,

decked in scarlet and green. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
686/ 2 Some 450 species of wrasses, .are known.

b. With distinguishing epithet.

Comber, cook, cuckoo, rainbow, red, small-mouthed,
striped wrasse : see these words.
1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 203-8 Eallan Wrasse.

.. Bimaculated Wrasse, L. bi?naculala. Trimaculated
Wrasse. . . Striped Wrasse. . .Gibbous Wrasse. 1776 Jbid. (ed.

4) pi, xlvii, ComberWrasse. Antient Wrasse. 1836YARRELL
Brit. Fishes I. 279-291 The Green-streaked Wrasse. ..Red
Wrasse, Three-spotted Wrasse [etc.]. 1840 Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd. 310 L. Lineatus, the Lineal-streaked,../,, varie-
gatus, the Blue-streaked,. .L. carneus, the Three-spotted
Wrasse. 1848 Maunders Treas. Nat. Hist, s.v., Several
species of this Acanthopterygious fish, viz. .. the Cook
Wrasse or Blue-striped Wrasse (L. variegatus), the Comber
Wrasse (L. comber). 1874 Couch Brit. Fishes III. 30-41
Green Wrass. ..Scale-rayed Wrasse.. .Small-mouthed wrass.
[etc.].

c. New Zealand. (See quots.)

1872 J. Hector Fishes N. Zealand 108 A small Wrasse, ..

called the Spotty or Poddly. 1898 Morkis Austral Eng.
518/2 Wrasse, this English name, .is given, in New Zealand,
to Labrichthys bothryocosmus, Richards. Called aUo
Poddly, Spotty, and Kelp-fish.

2. Without article. Wrasses collectively.

1750 Heath Acc. Isl. Scilly 45 The Fish are. .Pilchards,
Hake, Wrass, Whistlers. 1763 in Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776)
I. 143 Where the whistling fish, wraws, and polacks resort.

1878 P. Thomson in Trans. N. Zealand Institute XI. 384
Wrasse, Parrotfish, and Spotties are often in the market.
1883 All Year Round 16 June 16/1 The bill of fare of a
family of the neolithic period...They had mullet and wrasse,
dogfish and skate.

3. attrib., as wrassefamily, -fish.

1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 309 Labrida: (the Wrasse,
or Rock-fish Family). 1890 Cent. Diet. s.v. Labrus, Wrasse-
fish {Labrus maculatus).

t Wrast, ? sb. Obsr1 (Meaning obscure.)
Perhaps to-ivrast pa. pple., ' wrested away' (from what is

right) : tut cf. next.

13.. Gaw. #{Gr. Knt. 1663 He. .dalt with hir al in daynte,
how-se-euer be dede turned to wrast.

t Wrast, a. Obsr1 [OE. wrxst, wrdst elegant,

noble, excellent. In ME. perh. a back-formation
from Unwkast «.] a. Of sound : Loud, strong.

b. Of persons : Stout, active.

13. . Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 1423 Wylde wordez hym warp wyth
a wrast noyce. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 170 Wilde
fire bei kast, be kyng to confound, His schipmen were fulle

wrast e [printed wrask], els had he gon to ground.

Wrast, etc. : see Wrest, etc.

Wrat (net). Now dial, or Obs. Also 6 wratte,

9 wraught. [a. (M)LG. wratte (LG. wratt
y
Du.

wrat), or metathetic var. Waut sb.] — Wart sb. I.

1527 Andrew Brunsivyke's Distyll. Waters n. ccxix. Pj/i
The syck wrattes in the fcundament. 1562, 1629 [see Wart
sb. 1]. 1768 Ross Helenore 1. 30 Black hairy wrats. .Out.
throw her fiz were like mustaches seen. 1808 Jamieson.
1825 Brockett N. C. Words s.v.

fWratbyhe. Obsr1 [Of obscure origin; perh.

f. Cornish wrath Wrasse + bihan snialL] (See
quot.)

1443 in Bekyntons Corr. (Rolls) IT. 238 Magister Trego-
ran dedit piscem vocatumbaseet le wratbyhe aiias a tenche
of the see.

Wratch, etc. : see Wretch, etc.

Wrat(e, obs. or Sc. pa. t of Write v.

Wrath (r£]>, U.S. rah), sb. Forms : a. 1

wroetSBu, -o, 3 wreetide, 2 wredcSa, 3 wredt5e
(wTeacTo*e), 2-3 wr-elMSe, 3-4 wreJ>J>e, 4-5
wTetthe. $. 1 wTaBtSo, 3 wratHSe (wratSUhe),
wra'o'pe, 3 Orm., 4-5 wrapj?e, 4-5 wTatthe. 7. 3
wratte, 4-5 wra£16,4-6 wrathe

; 3 wratj, 4- wrath
(4 wragh, 5 wraap, wraugth, 7 wrauth).
8. Sc, 5-7 wraith, 6 -the, 6 vraith, vr-, wrayth
(wrayith). [OE. rorxSdu, -0, — wrseppu, f. wrd}>
Wroth a. + -J>u:—Teut. -i/>J: see -th 1

. Cf.
Wrethe sb.

The original long vowel (.7) was shortened before the double
consonant, and gave the two M E. types ivrcppe and tvraPPe.
From the latter comes the mod. ivrath, with later lengthen-
ing of the a, as \n/<ith, lath. Thispronunc. (raj?), regarded
by Walker U79O as* more analogical ', and formerly common
in Eng. use but now displaced by that with the rounded
vowel (r$b), is still given as the standard by American dic-
tionaries.]

1. Vehement or violent anger ; intense exaspera-
tion or resentment ; deep indignation : a. In the
phrases for, f o, f on, of with (f mid), or esp. in
wrath.

c
1
950 Lindisf. G^sp. Mark Hi. 5 [Jesus] ymb-sceawde hia

mio wr«e35o..cue5 to 8aem menn, aoen hond ?>in. e 1175
Lamb. Horn. 113 pe lauerd [seal] do hit for rihtwisnesse
. .and noht for wreo5e. a 1200 / 'ices <V Virtues 121 Ne he
8e SurhwuneS on wra'ftpe, ne he 5e wunehche lt3 on hor-
dome. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1361 J>e Reiser kaste his heaued,
as wod mon, of wraftSe. Ibid. 2048 Hu wrakeliche, wenestu,
wule he, al o wrat^oe, wreken on pe, wrecche I 13.. Guy
Wanv. (C.) 3326 It is Guy, That in wrath from the woll
departi truly, 138a Wyclif Mark iii. 5 Hebiholdynge hem
aboute with wrathe. .seith [etc.]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6697
Then for wrath of bis wound . . He gird to a greke. c 1450

Myrr. our Ladye 11. 79 Some vse when they here the fende
named in play or in wrathe tosaye Aue Maria. 1586 Mar-
lowe 1st Ft. Tamburl. 11. ii, My heart is swolne with wrath,
on this.. villaine Tamburlaine and of that false Cosroe.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. S6 Yet being men they.. stared
ghastly,, .some for wrathj to see their captiue Dame. 1663
Drvden Wild Gallant n. (1669) 24 Come not near me to

night, while I'm in wrath, c 1743 Sir C. H. Williams Wks.
(1S22) I. 203 Great Earl of Bath, He not in wrath, At what
the people say. 1798 Wordsw. Pettr Bell 34S On he drives

with cheeks that burn In downright fury and in wrath.
i88z ' Ouida ' Maremma I. 243 But we may go in wrath.

b. In general use. Occas. personif.

£1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 Wre^Oe haf3 wununge on bes
dusian bosme. a iaoo Vices fy Virtues 41 All oare hwile oe
Su wra33e o#er ni3 hauest mid te. c 1250 Gen. A; Ex. 3863
Der ros wre35e and strif a-non A^en moysen and aaron.

1338 R. Brusne Chron. (1S10) 6 He ne suffred neuere
wrath to be aboue. 1362 Langl. P. PL A, vi. 98 Beo wel
i-war of wrabbe pat wykkide Sclirewe. c 1412 Hocclevh
De Rcg.Prtnc.^ZTz Wratthe, be body ofman inward fretith.

c 1425 Cast. Fersei>. 210 in Macro Plays 83 Wretthe, Jus

wrecche, with me schal wawe. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 214 Ageyn hym wrathe if thou accende The same in

happ wylle falle on the, 1526 Tindale Ephes. iv. 31 Let all

bitternes, fearsnes and wrath . .be put awaye from you. 1590
Spenser /•". Q. 1. iv. 35 Such one was Wrath, the la^t of
this vngodly tire. 1640 G. Sandys Christ's Passion 11. 201
Wrath, the Nurse of War. 1691 Hartci.iffe Virtues 125
Upon every triflle they shall be provoked to Wrath. 1781
Cowper Expost. 132 He judg'd them with as terrible a
frown As if not love, but wrath, had brought him down.
1839 J. H. Newman Par. Scrm. 'IV. ii. 40 Wrath was
abroad and in his path. 1848 Dickens Dotnbcy xlvi, Mrs.
Brown's daughter looked out.. ", and there were wrath and
vengeance in her face. 1885 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. I. 143 He was now full of wrath and resentment against
them.
trans/. 1827 Poi.loic Course T. v. 595 He . .heard the wel-

tering of the waves of wrath. 1848 O. W. Holmes Battle
0/Lexington iii, Kast on the soldier's path Darken the waves
oi wrath.

C. With qualification (adj. or poss. pron.).
a. cgoo Rituale Eccl. Dunclm. (Surtees: 12 /Elc bitter-

nesse & irra & wra;33o. ,sie rtinvmmen from ivh. £1x75
Lamb, Horn. 67 For-;if bi wreOoe and bi mod, for ben:.e

is bi bode god. r 1205 Lay. 1441 Corineus. .seide bas ilke

word mid muchelere wredSe. 1387 Treyisa Higden IV.
163 pe way was y-opentd forto take wreche of al olde
wrebbe. a 1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) II. 857 }>is

spousing was enche.sen ofgret hate & wrebbe. C1440 York
Myst. xxvi. 154 Of my wretthe wreke me I will.

/3. a 1200 St. Marher. 18 pa ward b« >'eue wo3 ant be5.

.

o great wraSSe bringen forSa net. c 1205 Lay. 6379 Ah hit

wes mucliel ha?rme..|>at burh his wraioe his wit wes
awemmed. aiz$oO<td «$ Night. 941 pe wrabbe binymeb
monnes red. C1350 Will. Faleme 728 yd bemperour were
wip me wrob his wrabbe forto slake. 1390 GOWER Conf. I.

154 The king. .Was. .so wel paid That al his wtaththe is

overgo, c 1425 Cursor M. 5085 (Trin.), Mi wrabbe is clene
fro me goon.

y. c 1300 Havelok 2719 Do nu wel with-uten fiht, Yeld
hire be lond.. .Wile ich forgiue be be lathe, Al mi dede and
al mi wratlie. c 1374 Chaucer A net. -V Arc. 51 Mars which
..The old wrath of Juno to fulfille Hath sette the peoplis
hertis..on fyre Of Thebes [etc.]. c 1440 Generydes 1373
Yet in his wrauRth this thought he euer among, If he shuld
avenge hym sodenly (etc.]. 1484 Caxton Fables of ALsop
n. vii, His mayster..by grete wrathe beganne to bete hym.
1526 Tindale Ephes. iv. 26 Lett nott the sonne goo doune
apon youre wrathe. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. 1. 106 Who
sued to me for him? Who (in my wrathj. .bid me be ad-
uis'd r 16:6 T. Scot Philomythie 11. C 3, Ech roreth out
his wrath, Nor other need of drums or trumpets hath. 1697
Dryden Virg.Georg. iv. 651 The Seer.. could not yet his

Wrath ass»vage. 1735 Pope I'rol. Sat. 30 Which must end
me, a Fool's wrath or love ? 1796 Mme. D'Arblav Camilla
I. 339 When he had respectfully suffered her wrath to vent
itselfj he made apologies. 1862 Thackeray Philip xxvii,

His chafing, bleeding temper is one raw; his whole soul one
rage, and wrath, and fever. 2871 B. Taylor Faust (1875)

I. xxv. 209 The Evil one with terrible wrath Seeketh a path
His prey to discover.

5. c 1480 Henryson Fox, Wolf, ty Cadger 7 In his wraith
he werryit.thameto deid. C1520 M. Nisdet N. 7Wr.(S.T.S.)
II. 2-$%marg., As for malice or vnlawful wraith, it is vtirly

forbiddin. C1614 Sir W. Muhk Dido A> /Eneas 1. 296 His
hoarie head he reares Above the waters, toss'd by Juno's
wraith.

d. Righteous indignation on the part of the

Deity.
c 900 Rituale Eccl. Dunclm. (Surtees) 8 God,, .beado folces

dines biddendes rvmmodlice biseh, & sv'oppa Sines vrafloo

..ymbwoend. a 1200 Vices -y / 'irtues 21 Fondie we te kelien

godes wra53emid teares. ^11300 E. E. Psalter xciv. 11 (E.),

Als in mi wrath swore I best, If bai sal in-ga in mi rest.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. .Sy««*78oHetakybmoreto wrabbe
batsynne ban [etc.]. 1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxxviii. 19 Saith the
Lord God, myn indignacioun shal stye vp..in my wrath.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 13 Forto apese the wrathe ofGod.

.

thei. .fasted. 1535 Covekdale Hosea xiii. 11, I gaue the a
kinge in my wrath. 156a WinJet Wks. (S.'l'.S.) I. 30 For
the abusing of thir dayis..God is at wrayith with vs. 1634
Miltom Comus 803 As when the wrath of Jove Speaks
thunder. 1667 — P. L. m. 406 To appease thy wrauth..
[thy Son] offerd himself to die For mans offence. 18*7
Pollok Course T. x. 556 The native fires, which God awoke,
And kindled with the fury of His wrath. 1853 T. Parker
Theism, Atheism, etc. p. Ii, To appease the wrath of God,
or purchase his favour.

e, transf. Violence or extreme force of a natural

agency, regarded as hostile to mankind or growth.
1579 Spenser Sheph. CaL Jan. 19 Thou barrein ground,

whome winters wrath hath wasted. 1608 'I he Great Frost
in Arber Garner (1895) I. 86 [This] may teach them.. in

summer to make a provision against the wrath of winter,

1648 L Beaumont Psyche 11. xvi, Stern bristles hedg'd up
high His back, which did all wrath of thorns defie. 1810

Scott Lady 0/Lake i\. xxi, A wasted female form, Blighted

by wrath of sun and storm. 1813 — Rokcby vi. xxi, Mine
be the eve of tropic sun !. . No twilight dews his wrath allay.

1833 Wordsw. ' 1/Life were slumber' 34 She knelt in prayer
—the waves their wrath appease. 1876 Swinburne Ereck-
theus 588 All her flower of body.. With the might of the
wind's wrath wrenched.

2. An instance of deep or violent anger; a fit or

spell of" ire or fierce indignation.
a 1200 Vices <y Virtues 41 De dieule. .arar"3 upp 5e

wra'iiiMies and be cheastes and te bitere wordes. 1338 R,
Brunne Chron. (1810) 294 liituex be kyng of France & be
erle..Was hat tyme a distance, a wrath bituex bam nam.
c J 375 Cursor M. 27671 (Fairf.), Todemea man til i!!e for

a wrap be has him tide, a 1400-50 Mars Alex. 2310 In a
wrath, be wale kyng swyth Him of his principalete priued.

1474 Caxton Ckesse 11. v. (1883) 63 Hit is better to leue a
gylty man vnpunysshyd than to punyshe hym in a wrath or
yre. 1535 Coverdale 2 Cor. xii. 20 Le^t there be amonge
you, debates, envyenges ,wrathes, stryuynges. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. iv. vi. 8 So both to wreake their wrathes on Brito-
mart agreed. 1610 Shaks. Temp, ill, iii. 79 Lingring perdi-
tion, .shall step by step attend You, and your wayes, whose
wraths to guard you from [etc.]. 1855 M. Arnold Balder
Dead in. 79 For haughty spirits and high wraths are rife

Among the Gods. 1864 Tennyson Ayimers /•'. 706 When
some heat of difference sparkled out, How sweetly would
she .slide between your wraths.

t 3. Impetuous ardour, rage, or fury. Obs.
^1489 Caxton Sounes of Aymon iii. 78 [They] go vpon

the oosC.by soo grcte wrathe that it was merueyll. 1539
Bible (Great) 2 Mace. iv. 25 liearynge the stomack of a
cruel tyraunt, & y« wrath of a wylde brute beest. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV. 1. i. 109 Hemic Monmouth, whose swift
wrath beate downe The neuer-daunted I'ercie to the earth.
1601 — Twel.N.iw. iv. 257 Your opposite hath in him what
youth, strength, skill, and wrath, can furnish man withall.

t b. The ardour <?/~ passion, love, etc. Obsr1

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. v. ii. 44 They are in the verie wrath
of loue, and they will together.

4. Anger displayed in action ; the manifestation

of anger or fury, esp. by way of retributorv punish-

ment ; vengeance: a. Of the Deity, etc. Freq. in

wrath of Cod, day of wrath.
c 950 Lindisf. G< sf>, Luke xxi. 23 Bi5 fori>on ofer-sui^nisso

micelo on-ufa eori^o & wraeodo folce oissum. 1050-72 in

Leaftie Missal (1SS3) 1/1 Ha;bbe he godes curs ami wrseS?e
ealra hai^ena. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 27 He..bidde3 b^t
godes wiaS5e cume uppen his o^en heued. 1382 Wyclif
1 Thess. i. 10 Jhesu, that delyuerede vs fro wraththe to

comynge. c 1375 Cursor M. 27362 (Fairf.), }>eday of wrab S:

wrake & sorou. c 1440 Jacob's Well 107 Sodeynly banne
be wretthe & )?e wreche of god schal fallyn on J^e. 148a

Monk ofEvesham (Arb.)6i The whyche. .tresur to hem fro

daye to daye the wrathe of owre sauyur ihesu cryste in the

daye of hys wrathe. 1535 Covbrdale Ecctus. vii, 16 Reniem-
bre that the wrath shall not be longe in tarienge. 1583 W.
Hunnis Ps. vi. 11 If into heauen I might ascend, ..O Lord,

thy wrath would thrust me forth downe to theeartheagaine.

1624 Quarles Job ix. 46 The smoothest pleader hath No
power in his lips, to slake his [sc. God's] Wrath. 1682 Peoen
Lord's Trumpet (1739) 13 When Wrath is so near, I pray
You to take notice what Ye are doing, for. .[soon] Ye shall

..be overthrown with the Wrath of God. 1758 S. Havwakd
Serm. i. 7 Sin brings us under the wrath and curse of God.

1793 R. Gray Poems 133 To redeem [him] from wrath, His
Saviour once did bleed and die. 1820 Shelley Fragrn.,

Satire upon Satire 14 Then send the priests.. To preach t lie

burning wrath which is to come. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy II. v. 107, I have dedicated myself to. .the

god of wrath and vengeance.

b. Of persons,

a 1500 Songs S, Carols (Warton CJ
]
g8The chylderyng }yng,

With Herowdes wretthe todeth were wrong. 1533 Belles-
den Livy iv. (S.T.S.) II. 94 The wraith and Ire of romanis
aganis be veanis war defferrit to be nixt ^ere. 1602 Chettle
Hoffman III, (1631) F 3, The Dukes squadrons arm'd with
wrath and death, Watch but the signall when to ceaze on
you. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 14 The wrauth Of stem Achilles

on his Foe. 1781 Cowper Tahle-T. 597 Man lavish 'd all

his thoughts on human things—The feats of heroes, and the
wrath of kings. 1805 Worcsw. Prelude x. 26 Avengers,
from whose wrath they fled In terror. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr.
Atonem. (1852) 339 Legal wrath is nothing else than the
just award of crime. j868 Heavysege Jezebel 1. 130 My
red wrath shall fall like yon bright bolt.

5. An act done in anger or indignation.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 42 }if tje wyl fle fro be iiij wrettys

[sic] of god. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. ccvi. [ccii.] 633
To make amendes for all wrathes, forfaytes, and dommages
that euer they dyde to hym. 1611 Bible Zech. vii. 12 There-
fore came a great wrath from the Lord of hostes. a 1754 K.

Er.skine Serm. (1755) 200 No Man can read his Bible.. but

he must hear of a wrath to come from God upon Impenitent
Sinners.

6. attrib. and Comb., as wrath-fire, -storm ; ob-

jective, as wrath-provoking, f -vcngcr\ similative,

as wrath-faced, -/the; instrumental, as wrath-

bewildered, -consume v., -kindled, -swollen.

a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies 11. v. 52 She. kissed so

sweetely as might make Wrath-kindled loue away his thun-

der shake. 1593 Shaks. Rich, //, 1. i. 152 Wrath-kindled

Gentlemen be ruld by me. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours
Blood'iv. D 8 b, [To) Threaten to drawe his wrath-venger,

his sworde. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 42 The guilt of

such a wrath-provoking sin. 1656 Sparrow tr. Boehme's
Aurora xix. 434 When thou tightest against him, thou stir-

rest up his wrath-fire. 1718 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II, 356
The extraordinary stirrings of the Jacobites, and their ele-

vation,especially since our wrath-likedi visions at Court. X757

W. Wilkie Epigoniad in. 66 They fly dispersed, nor tempt

. . His wrath-swoln neck and eyes of living fire. 179SS0THEBY
tr. Wiclantfs Oberon (1826) I. 27 His sov'reign's wrath-

bewilder'd brain. 1859 FitzGerald Omar K. Ivi, Whether
the one True Light Kindle to Love, or Wrathconsume me
quite. 1886 J. Pui.skord Itfoldings v. 63 The wrath-storm
which our sins have created. 1892 G. Meredith Poems Zi It

surges like the wrath-faced father Sea To countering winds.
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WRATH.

Hence fWrathhead, wrath; deep anger. Obs.-1

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 12460 God..Ober for-

?yueb. . alle with gladebede, Or alle abydeb to hys wrabhede.

Wrath., ME. var. Wroth a.

Wrath. (rgj>), a. [var. of Wroth «., prob. by
association with Wrath sb.] Wroth, angry, irate

;

deeply resentful.

Somewhat rare; but occurring in various passages of the

Douay Bible (1609) where earlier versions and the Authorized

have ivroth,

1535 Trevisa's Bartk. De P. R. XVIII. xii. 316/2 No crea-

ture is . . more feruente to take wreche than is the bee whan
he is wrathe. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 20 Oberon is

passing fell and wrath [rime hath]. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
iv. viii. 43 Whereat the Prince full wrath, his strong right

hand, .heaued vp on hie. 1609 Bible (Douay) Gen. xl. 2

Pharao being wrath against them., sent them into the

prison. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativ. xviii, Th'old Dragon
under ground., wrath to see his Kingdom fail. [1847 Madden
La^amon I. 271 When he was wrath with any man.] i860

Thackeray hovel iv, Lovel, seldom angry, was violently

wrath with his brother-in-law. 1862 Bulwer Strange Story
II. 22i), I saw the child.. looking towards us, and.. she

seemed near. I felt wrath with her.

t Wrath., v. Obs. Forms: a. 3 wre'So'en,

wreppen, 4 wreppe, wretpe, 4-5 wretthe. &
3 wraflflen (wracttrin), 3-4 wrappen (3 Orm.
-enn), 4-5wrappe, 5 wrappi, wrathpe

;
3wrat-

pen, 4-5 wratthen, wratthe. 7. 3 wra"5*en,

wr-apen (wrahpen), 4 wrathen, 4-5 wrape,
wrathe, wrap (4 wragh), 4-6, arch. 9 wrath. 5.

5, Sc, 6 WTaith. [Early ME. wreppen, wrappen,

f. the sb. (see Wrath sb.), taking the place of the

earlier wrcden Wrethe v. Cf. Awrath, Iwrathe,
and Wroth vbs.~\

1. intr. To be or become angry, wrathful, or

wroth; to feel, manifest, or exhibit anger ; to rage.

£-1205 Lav, 1450 pa iwredSede [v.r. iwred^ede] Numbert.
a 1223 Leg. Kath. 746 pe king bigon to wreSflen [Cott. MS.
wradoen}. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxi. 10 Sinful sal se, and
wrath he sal. 13. . P.. P.. Allit. P. B. 230 5et wrathed not
be wy3, ne be wrech sailed. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. I. 1S9

Yf he wratthe,we mowe be war. 14. . SirBenes{C.) 632 He
wrathed soreyn is hertte. c 1450 Merlin i. 3 Whan the gode
man herde this he gan to wratthe.

trans/. £1275 Lay. 4577 ]'e wind com on wibere, And be
see wrebbede. Ibid. 12006 pe see was wonderliche wod;
and be see wrabhede.

b. Const, against, at, in
y
with (a person or

thing).
J338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 111 Whan wrathed Steuen

with Dauid of Scotland, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8442 The
worthy at his wife wrathet a litle. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 20 A gentille knightes doughter that wratthed atte

the tables with a gentille man.
trans/, a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxiii.3 When wrathed [Hart.
wraghed] breth of ba in us bus. 1382 Wvclif Ps. exxiii. 3
Whan shulde wrathen 1 he wodnesse of hem in to vs.

c. Of the Deity : To be or grow righteously

angry or wroth {against or with a person or thing).

a 1300 E. E, Psalter vii. 12 (H.), God demer rith,..Nou
wrathes be alle daies in land? 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. ix. 128
Caymes kynde & his kynde coupled togideres, Tyl god
wratthed for her werkis. 1382 WyclifZ.«w. v. 22 Lord, ..

thou wrathedist a3en vs hugely, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 77 And God wratthed therwith, and bade Moyses [etc.].

2. trans. To make (a person, etc.) irate, angry,

or wroth ; to move to wrath, ire, or deep resent-

ment ; to anger, enrage ; to annoy, vex.
In very frequent use from c 1150 to c 1450.
a. r 1205 Lay. 3771 Heo werSede [c 127S Hii wrebbede]

heore moddri mare bene heo sulden. a 1225 Ancr. R. 426
On alle wise uorberen to wreooen hore dame, a 1250 Prov.
**El/red (A.) 276 And (>u hi myd worde iwrebbed heuedest.
1340 Ayenb. 8 pet we ous loky bet we ne wrebbi uader ne
moder wytindetiche. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4045 penk eft-

sones to auenged be of pe Amyral bat hab y-wrebbed be.

a 1450 Northern Passion (D) 727 Petir stod wretthid ful sore.

fi. a 1200 Vices $ Virtues 99 Se 5e hafd 5ese eadi mihte,
him ne mai no mann wracShin. CX205 Lay. 7200 pe feond
wes iwradoed. 1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 7721 5»f bat eni him
(=: William] wrabbede, adoun hewasanon. 13.. K. Alls.
3360 (Laud MS.), Ne shaltou wrabbe bi lorde gent. 1303
R. Brunne Handl. Synne 8584 Of besededly synnesseuene,
pat we wrabbe with God of heuene. 1362 Langl. P. PI.

A. it. 85 Serwe on bi lokkes, Such weddyng to worche to
wrabbe with trube. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvm.
xii. (Bodl. MS.), pe bee whan he is ywrabbed. a 1450
Myrc Par. Pr. 1142 Hast bou.. Wrathbed by ne^bore in any
bynge ? 1480 Caxton Cron. Eng. cexxx. 244 The kyng was
gretely meuid and wratthed.
trans/, c 1205 Lay. 12006 pe sse wes wimder ane wod, and

ladliche iwraftfted.

absol. 13.. Pol., Pel., fy L. Poems (1903) 260 Lechery.,
wasteb.., hit wrabbeb, hitbigileb.

y. a 1275 Prov. Ml/red (B.) 276 If..bu hire mid worde
wrabed hauedest. a 1300 Cursor M. 16427 Pilate forthoght

bairn bath to wrath. C1350 Will. Palerne 981, I wrabed
him neuer .. in word ne in dede. C1369 Chaucer Dethe
Blaunche 1151 Ne I wolde haue wrathed her truly. C1450
Mirk's Festial 29 But yn a myshappe. .pay wrapeden hor

modyr. i486 Bk. St. A Ibans f v b,Wrath not thy neighborys

next the. [1866 Morris Ayenb. 8 warg., Wrath not thy

Father or Mother.]
tratis/. c 1205 Lav. 4577 pe wind com on weoere, and ba

sse he wra^ede [C1275 pe see wrebbede].
5. c 1400 Brut 11. 310 Wherfore be King was gretly..

wraithed. ^1480 Henryson Fables^ Wol/fi Lamb 43 He
wraithit me, and than I culd him warne Within ane 5eir.

b. Predicated of things. Somewhat rare.

a 1225 Leg. Kaih. 238 Ne nis na bing hwerburh monnes
muchele madschipe wre?5eo [Cott. MS. wra5oeS] him wio"

mare [etc.). c 1230 Hali Meid. 27 Moni bing schal ham

348

I wTacSoen & gremen. 147a Paston Lett. III. 57 Sir Jamys
'

is evyr choppyng at me. .with syche wordys as he thynkys
wrathe me.

C. To provoke or incite (the Deity) to righteous

anger or wrath ; to move to displeasure. Also const.

to, with.
In frequent use from c 1325 to c 1425.

e 1200 Ormin 5615 pu Ne darrst nohht Drihhtin wrabbenn.

0:1225 Ancr. R. 138 Monnes soule . . ged ut of hire htie

heouenliche cunde, & forte paien hire, wre55et liire schup-

pare. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8813 po bou. .wrabbedest so

muche god. C1330 Amis <? A mil. 606 Al our ioie..We
schuld lese, and, for that sinne, Wretthi God therto. C1375
CursorM. i227(.Fairf.),Vn-seIycayme. .andallehisosspringe

. .wrabet him wip wikked rede, c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867)

16 Ihesu, for them y bebiseche pat wrappen pee inony wise,

a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 978 Hast bou.. I-wrathbad py god
greuowsly? 1485 Caxton St. IVene/r. 3 Thou hast gretely

wratthed oure lorde.

3. refl. To wax, become, or grow angry.

c 1205 Lay. 20345 Ar3ur..bisgomen isaehand wra3dehine
sulfite, a 1225 yulianaio (Royal MS.), pa be reueiherdebis,
he wreo3ede him swioe. C1290 Beket 972 po be king i-sai3

him so come he wrathbede him a-non. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

661 Fader, no wretpe pe nou^t. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in.

176 Whi bou wrabpest pe now, wonder me binkej?, c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 4125 Hune brother wratthede hym bo at be
last, c 1450 Lovelich Grail xxxvii. 644 Anon to wraththen
sche gan hire there. [1822 Scott Peveril xxii, ' Nay, wrath
thee not, Will, 'said Ganlesse.)

4. trans. To be or become angry with (a per-

son) ; to treat with anger, ire, or deep resentment.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 174 Ne I nyl forbere, yf bat

ye don a-mys, To wrathen [liarI, MS. wreth] yow, and whil
pat ye me seme, Cherycen yow right after ye deserue. 1375
Ciintic. de Creatione 2S8 ^ut bad me Michel with word od
Worschipen be, or elles god Wolde wrathen me. ^1430 in

Pol., Re/., <y L. Poems {1903) 191/11 Whi wrabpist bou me?
y greue bee nou3t. 1567 Turbkrv. Ovid s Ep. 73 b, A cruell
stepdame will my children wrath[L- saeviet in partus tneos\.

5. To afflict, harm, or injure ; to bring to grief

or disaster.

13.. Guy Warw. (A.) i529Gwichard, who hab wretbed be,

& where hastow in bateyle be? 13. . Ga-w. fyGr. Knt. 726
For werre wrathed hym not so much, bat wynter was wors.
Ibid. 2420 Adam,,. Salamon.. and Samson.. were wrathed
wyth her [sc. woman's] wyles. 14.. Guy Warw. 1123
(Camb. MS.) 3252 Or they be passyd the hyllys hye, We
schall bem wrath.

Hence f Wra'ther, one who excites, or moves to,

Ivrath
; + Wra'tliing vbl. sb. Obs.

138a Wvclif Ezek. ii. 7 Therfor tbou shalt speke my
wordis to hem,. .for theiben *wraththers, c 1370 Stations

ofRome 107 (Vernon MS.), *Wrab]?ing of Fader or Moder
%\i hit be In godes nome he for^iuep be. c 1400 Cato's
Morals 2'.)6 in Cursor M. 1673 For nane aide wrapping hate
no^t bi frende if he chaunge his manere. c 1440 Jacob's
Well 241 Princepally for dreed of god, for dreed of his

wretthyng. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 24 For drede of
sclaunder and wratthinge of her.

"Wrath, obs. erron. f. Rathe adv.
c 1400 Arih. ff Merl. 2145 (Line Inn MS.), King Anguis

. .Did arme his men wrath & prest.

Wrathe, obs. pa. t. of Writhe v. Wrather-
hail, -heal, -hele, varr. Wkother-heal Obs,

Wrathful (rg'bful), a. [f. Wrath sb. + -FUL.

Cf. Wrethful a.
t
Wrothfula.]

1. Of persons, etc. : Harbouring wrath ; full of

anger ; enraged, incensed.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 51 Mi leser artou.. Fra rm faes

ben wrathful ai. c 1330 Spec. Gyde Warw. 262 peder he wole
lihtenadoun WrabfTuL.asa lioun. 1388 Wvclif Proz'.xv. 18

A wrathful man reisith chidyngis. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvm. xii. (Bodl. MS.), Some [bees] beb..foule to st^t

and more wrabfulle panne ober. c 1430 in Babees Bk. 12
[Do not be] to wielde, ne to wrabful, neiber waaste. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 758 He was malicious, wrathfull, enuy-
ous. 158a Stanvhurst sEncis 1. (Arb.) 18 Al the frushe
and leauings of Greeks, of wrathful Achilles. 1624 Miltom
Ps. exxxvi. 10 O let us his praises tell, That doth the
wrathfull tyrants quell, 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 344
The Bees, a wrathful Race. 1697 — sEneis vin. 81 With
sacrifice the wrathful queen appease. 01718 Prior 2nd
Hymn of Callimachus 22 Lest wrathful the far-shooting
God emitt His fatal Arrows. 177S Adair Atner. Ind. 303
They hung down their heads, and looked gloomy and wrath-
ful. 1846 W. H. Mill Five Sent, (1848) 116 Describing
Himself as wrathful against the determined sinner. 1877
' Rita ' Vivienne 1. viii, Her heart was wrathful and indig-
nant. 1892 A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus, Ohio I. 315 The
tollgates. .were torn away by wrathful citizens.

b. trans/. Of things.

1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. i, The wrathful winter
prochinge on a-pace. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 30 Thousand
furies wait on wrathfull sword. 1591 SvlvesterZ>« Bartas
1. ii. 902 Thou hast felt the rod Of the revenging wrathfull
hand of God. 1605 Shaks. Lear m. ii. 43 The wrathfull
Skies Gallow the very wanderers of the darke. 1697 Dryden
Mneis ix. 461 Nor with less Rage Euryalus employs The
wrathful Sword,or fewer Foes destroys. 1709STEF.LE Tatler
No 38 r 3 They stripp'd and. .fought full fairly with their
wrathful Hands. 1727 Thomson Summer 741 Unusual
Darkness .. gains The whole Possession of the Air, sur-
charg'd With wrathful Vapour. 01835 M«. Hemans
Treasures of Deep ii, Sweep o'er thy spoils, thou wild and
wrathful main. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge lvi, A threaten-
ing light., which, .showed like a wrathful sunset.

2. Marked or characterized by, expressive of, of
the nature of, wrath or anger.
1390 Gowkrc~V«/C III. 98 Full of ymaginacion Of dredes

and of wrathful thoghtes, He fret himselven al to noghtes.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xx. 77 J>an comeb she bom In wrapbe-
ful hete. 14.. Of Manners 8 in Babees-bk. 34 Of wrabful
wordis euermore be ware. 1514 Barclay Egloges (1570)
B iv/i Better is.. a small handfull with rest and sure plea-

WRAW.
saunce, Then twenty dishes with wrathfull countenaunce.
I535Coverdale 1 Mace. ii. 49 Now is the tyme of destruc-
cion and wrathfull displeasure. 1610 Mirr.for Mag. 630
Ioue in the tempest ofhis wrathfull mood Powr'ddownehis
wreake vpon my wretched hed. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows
in. § 3. 186 Wrathfull and revengefiill affections. 1716 Popf.
Iliad v. 1092 Him.. with a wrathful Look The Lord of
Thunders view'd. 1834 Pringle A/r. Sk. vii. 952 The tre-

mendous screams of their wrathful voices. 1900 Longm.
Mag. March 452 His accelerated and somewhat wrathful
departure from Brackenhurst.
Comb. 1885 C. J. Lyall Ane. A rab. Poet. 5 A lion wrath-

ful-eyed.

Wra'tlifully, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2. Cf.

Wrethfully adv.] In a wrathful manner ;

angrily, wrothfully.

c 1330 Artk. <5- Merl. 1362 pe king for bis was swipe wrob,
wrapfulliche swore his ob. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 375 Bot
he_ hem wrathfulli congeide. 1596 Sienser F. Q. v. i. 18
His sword he drew all wrathfully. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. II.

i. 172 Let's kill him Boldly, but not Wrathfully. 1740 Rich-
ardson Pamela II. 281 He., said wrathfully, Begone,
rageful Woman ! 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound
189 Zeus. . Right wrathfully Bears on his sceptral soul un-
bent. 1839 Dickens Nickieby xii, 'Hold your tongue,' re-

plied Miss Squeers wrathfully. 1885 L 'pool Daily Post 7
March 4/8 The recollections of our correspondent have
apparently been wrathfully awakened.

Wrathfulness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
state, condition, or quality of being wrathful

;

wrath, ire.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. i. 28 Wrathe fulnesse forsothe of wil-

fulnessc.is his turnyng vp so doun. 1546 Wycklyffes
Wyckct (1828) 3 He shalberaysed tyll the wrathfulnes before
determyned is perfectilye made. 1583 Golding Calvin on
Deut. xxxii. 189 There is no wrathfulnesse in God. 1591
Harington Orl. Fur. xlii. i, What iron band, or what
sharp hard mouth'd bit. .Can bridle wrathfulness and con-
quer it? 1683 J. Pordage Mystic Div. 118 To the Fire-
essence do belong. Fierceness, Fieriness, Wrathfulness. 1727
Bailey (vol. II), Ire/ulness, wrathfulness, 1859 Geo. Eliot
Adam Bede 1, Adam.. was afraid she had thought him
serious about his wrathfulness.

fWra'thlesS, a. Also 4 wrappelees. [f.

Wrath sb, + -less.] Free from, devoid of, wrath.
c 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xii. 42 To alle that ever hider

eode, To do to day my neode, ichulle be wraththe-lees. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. \. Handycra/ts 635 Tost by the
Fiend that fiercely tortures them, With wrathlesse wounds
their senselesse members wounding, c 1636 Waller On
Ctess Carlisle's Chamber 14 Before his feet so sheep and
lions lay, Fearless and wrathless, while they heard him play.

Wrathli, Wraflliche, etc. , varr. Wrothly adv.

*f*
Wrath money, local, [var. of ivarth-money :

cf. ward-silver Ward^.2 25 b and Waudpenny.]
« Wroth money.
1730 Thomas Dugdale's Warwick, I. 4 '2 The party pay-

ing it must go thrice about the cross, and say The Wrath.
money, and then lay it in the hole of the said cross before
good witness.

f Wratlmess. Obs.—1 In 5 wrathenesse. [f.

ME. wrath Wroth a. + -ness.] Anger.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 12 Dragons. .schall derke in ber

denne In wrathe when we writhe, or in wrathenesse ar

wapped.
Wrathy (

r9*J>i, U.S. ra'bi), a, Orig. (and chiefly)

U,S. [f. Wrath sb. + -y K Cf. Wrothy a.]

L Of persons : Feeling, or inclined to, wrath
;

wrothful, very angry, incensed.

1828 J. F. Cooper Red Rover viii, You are wrathy, friend,

without reason. 1828 Webster,* Wrathy, very angry; a
colloquial word. 1833 [S. Smith] Lett. J. Downing viii.

(1835) 66 When things don't go right, and the Gineral gits

a little wrathy. 1859 Trollope West Indies (i860) xiit. 198
They are wrathy men, and have rough sides to their tongues.

1887 Mrs. D. Daly S. Australia 307 The wrathy owner of

the missing horses.

absol. 1902 C G. Harper Holyhead Road 11. 185 But the

habitations of wrathy and peaceable are alike overthrown.

b. Marked or characterized by, expressing or

evincing, deep anger or indignation.

1873 Miss Broughton Nancy II. 112 A wrathy red light

has come into his deep eyes. 1890 Big Game N. Amer. 352
He was in a decidedly wrathy mood. 1897 H. G. Wells
Certain Mlatters (1898) 131 Coming back to wrathy swear-

ing, . . I am sorry to see it decay.

2. trans/. Of the elements, etc. : Fierce, violent,

tempestuous.
187a Talmage Semi. 100 The shrill blast of the wrathiest

tempest that ever blackened the sky or shook the ocean.

1876 Miss Broughton Joan 1. xxxi, The wrathy, masterful,

winter sea.

Hence Wra'thily adv,
t
wrathfully. U.S.

1847 Webster. 1879 G. W. Cable 0/rf Creole Days (1883)

235 The negro begged ; the master wrathily insisted.

f "Wratling, a. Obs. rare—l
. [Imitative. Cf.

Rattling ppl. a.~] uSee quot.)
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Leics. 11. 126 [They] have an

harsh and wratling kind of Speech, uttering their words
with much difficulty and wharling in the Throat, and cannot
well pronounce the Letter R.

"Wraiight, obs. f. wrought^ pa. t. of Work v.

Wraw, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. 3 wrah,

I
4 wragh, 5 wra^e

; 4 wrau, 4-5 (9 north, dial.)

wrawe, 4-6 wraw, 9 dial. raw. &. 4 wrowe,
WT03, 5 wrow. [Of obscure origin; the forms
indicate an unrecorded OE. *wrdh, *wrdg.~\

1. Of persons : Angry, wrathful, wroth.
c 1205 Lav. 3354 f>is iherde I.eir king ; bar fore he wes swubc

1 wrah. a 1275 Anor. R. 416 (Cott. Cleop. MS.), Pet nan

I

from ow ne parti wi3 scandle, ne wrah, ne mispaiet. a 1300



WRAW.
Thrush * Night, in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 51 Hy gladieth hem
that beth wrowc. c 1315 Shoreham iv. 139 Wat helphe hyt

so wrautobe, Wanne bou wyh gode chyst? c 1386 Chaucer
Mane. Prol. 46 With this speche the Cook wax wrooth &
wraw. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 8 Wisit fiat er seke ;.

.

Sahtil hat ere wraa,e. c 1500 BloivboTs Test, in Halliw.

Nugx P. 9 They be than so angry and so wraw. a 1529

Skklton Agst. Garnesche ii. 40 Thow mantycore, . . Wrang-
lynge, waywyrde, wytles, wraw, and nothyng meke. i8ix

WiLLANin Archaeol. (i8i4)XVII. 163 Wraive, angry. 1887

Kentish Gloss. 126 Raw, angry.—Siuingbourne.

b. Marked or characterized by anger or ire.

C1475 Promp. Parv. (K.) 80/2 Clenchyn a-jen in wraw
speche, . .obgarrio.

2. Peevish, crabbed; perverse, contrarious.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. F 677 Accidie maketh hym heuy
thoughtfull & wrawe [v.rr. wrowe, Ellesm, MS. wrawful].

C1440 Promp. Parti. 99/2 Crabbyd, awke, or wrawe..,

ceronicus,bilosus. Ibid. 533/1 Wraw, froward, ongoodly,..

Protervust
exasperans*

Hence f Wrawful fl.,—WBAW a. 2 ; f Wrawly
adv., perversely ;

fWrawness, perverseness.

C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P680 He dooth alle thyng with

anoy and with wrawnesse, slaknesse, and excusacion. c 1400

wrawful [see prec. 2]. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 18/2 Awkely,

or wrawely, pewerse, contrarie. Ibid. 533/1 Wrawnesse,
protervia,

.

. hilositas, pervcrsitas.

tWraw, v. Obs. rare. Also 5 wrawen. [ad.

MDu. xvrauwen, of imitative origin.] intr. To
miaul, as a cat ; to mew.
1481 Caxtom Reynards.. (Arb.) 22 Thenne. .began he [sc.

Tybert the cat] to wrawen for he was almost ystranglyd.

166* in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 611 Quhan we void

[= would] be in the shap of cattis, we did nothing but cry

and wraw.

tWrawed, a. Obs. Also 5-6 wrawd. [f.

Wraw a. + -ed 1.] Angry, wroth
;
perverse.

01400-50 Wars Alex. 3167 For he.. Is wrawid & wrathfull

of will, & wode as a lyon, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture

590 Crabbe is a slutt to kerve & a wrawd wight. 158a

Stanvhurst JEneis iv. (Arb.) 116 forlorne Dido, now
now wrawd destenye grubs the.

Wrawlf v. Obs, exc. north, dial. Also 4 wral,

6 wrall, 7 wralle
; 5, 7 wrawle, 6, 8 wraul, 7

wraule, 6- wrawl (9 dial, rawwl) ; also 4 (9 dial.)

warl. [Imitative. Cf. Norw. vraula, raula ; also

Da. vraa/c, vnvle, Sw. vr&la, LG. wr&lcn, to squall,

bellow, scream.]

1. intr. To utter an inarticulate noise or sound
;

to bawl, squall.

£71440 ipomydon 1835 Thus he wrawled & wroth a way,

One word to hyr he nolde not say. 1573 Tusser Husb.

(1878) 191 Bralling fooles that wrall for euerie wrong. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 152 Man alone, .she hath laid all naked
upon the bare earth,, .to cry and wraule presently from the

very first houre that he is borne Into this world. 1606 Rry-

skett Civ. Life 53 Euer crying and wrawling for they wote

not what, c 1780 M. Lonsdale in S. Gilpin Songs Cumbld.
(1866) 376 Guidman stuid wraulin at her lug, An' ca'd her

many a garrick. 1811 Willan in Archaeol. (1814) XVII.
163 Wrawling, quarrelling, or contending with a loud voice.

1859 B. Bhierly Daisy Nook 49 A lot o* dhrunken chaps

rawlin' wi' one another.

f 2. Of a cat : = Wraw v. Obs."1

i596Spenser F. Q. vi. xii. 27 Some were.. of cats, that

wrawling still did cry.

Hence Wrawler, one who brawls or squalls
;

Wrawling* vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 37/2 Blaffoorde or 'warlare [Winch.

MS. wrawlerej.., traulus. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595)

55 Neither were., [the children] cryers, wrallers, orvnhappy
children, a 1530 Heywooo Johan <y Tyb. (Brandl.) 365 She
wyll neuer leue her "wrawlyng. i57oGooge/,^/jA Kingd.

11. (1880) 21 b, Children there that lye, And fill their eares with

wrawling all the night. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1219

Cries and wrawlings of an infinite number of children. 16*3

New <r Merry Prognost. E 2, Beggars loue brawling. And
wretches loue wrawling. 1573 A. Anderson Expos, of
Benedict. 30 To quiet & make stil his wanton and *wrauling

cryes. 1619 R. West Bk. Demeanor 60 in Babees Bk., Nor
practize snuffingly to speake, for that doth imitate The
brutish Storke. .and the wrallingcat. <rx6ao Welsh Embass.
iv. 1510 [The women] to still their wrawlinge bastards cry

out, husht [etc].

Wrax, erron. f. Rax v. Sc. and north, dial.

Wraxle, v. Obs. exc. s.w. dial. Forms : I

wraxlian, 3-4 wraxli, 4-5, 9 dial, wraxle (5
wracsle, wraskle, 9 dial, wroxle, roxle). [OE.
wraxlian = OFris. wraxlia (WFris. wrakselje,

wrokselje). The orig. form of the stem may have

been ivrasc- ; cf. OE. wrxstlian Wrestle v.] intr.

To wrestle ; to contend, strive. Wsojig.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxxii. 24 Da wraxlode an engel wt'3

hyne on meri^en. c 1000 — Saints' Lives xxiii. 578 Ic waes

..on unmaetum costnungum winnende and wraxligende.

c 1175 Lay. 1858 Brutus hine lette witic.fort lete fondien
of his main stroni^e, to wraxli to vore Brutus. Ibid. 24699
Somme bar wraxlede and wiber-game makede. C1305 St.

Swithin in E.F..P. (1862) 45 j>e baldelikere hi mi^te Huppe
ouer diches wher hi wolde, bobe wraxli and fi^te. 1393
Langi_ P. PI. C. xvii. 67 Yf wratthe wraxle with he poure
he hath be worsse ende. Ibid. 80 paugh couetyce wolde
with be poure wraxle bei mat nat come to-gederis. 14..

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 593 Luctor, to wraxle. 1746 Exmoor
Scolding (E.D.S.) 217 [Though he] wriggled, and pawed,
and wraxled, and twined. 1851, 1886 in Devon and_ Isleof
Wight glossaries. 1854 N <t Q- »6 Dec 479 (Cornish dia-

lect), Wroxle,.. to wrestle.

Hence Wra*xling vbl. sb. (also altrib.) and ppl. a.

triooo jElfric Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 150 Luctatio, wrax-
lung. cx»75 Lay. 1871 par was mochel folk at bare wrax-
linge. 1746 Exmoor Scolding Gloss,, Wraxling t

wrestling.
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1837 [Mrs. Palmer] Dial. Devon. Dialect 9 Wot'n go.. to

rail an zee the wraxlin? 1855 Kingsley Westiv. Ho! xxx,

I'll., buy me a pair of horn- tips to my shoes, like a wraxling-

man! 1867 Rock Jim an' Nell ex xi. (E.D.S.), Jan's wrax-

ling ginged tha wildego. 189Z Sarah Hewett Peasant

Speech Devon 150 A wraxling match between Joe Gooding

and Dick Gollop.

Wray, ME. or dial, van Wito.

t"Wray, v. 1 Obs. Forms: a. 1 wroesan.wre^an,

2 wrei5en,3wre5en,wrei3en((9rw.
,wTe5^h)enn);

|

2 uureien, 2-3 wreien, 3 wreyen, 5 wreyyn;
3 wrei5e, 3-4 wreie, 3-5 wreye, 4-5 wre;e (5

wreythe), wregh(e, 4 wre5, wrei, 4-6 wTey
;

4 wroie, wroye, 4-5 wraie, 5-6 wray (6 Sc*

vray). ^3. 3-4 wryghe, 5 wrigh, 4-5 wryen,

wrye, 4-6 wrie, 5-6 wry. 7. 5 Sc. wre, S north,

dial. wree. [Comm. Tent. : OE. wrd'zjin, wrtepnt

= OFris. wrdgia, wrtia (WFris. wroegje, EFris.

wr'ogje, ivrbg, NFris. zvroge), MDu. wroeghen (Du.

wroegen)
y
OS. wr&gjan (MLG. wrogen, wrugen,

rogetiy LG. wrogen, loragen, wrogen, rogen^, Ol IG.

ruogen (MHG
1

. riiegen, G. riigen)
y
ON. nfgja

(Icel. rsegfa; Norw. regja, Sw. rdja), i. the stem

wrog- (ON. r6g slander, strife), with a variant

wroh- which appears in Goth, wrohs accusation,

wrohjan to accuse.

By normal dialectal developments, three main formsof the

stem appear in ME., viz. ivrey or wray, wry, and northern

wre.\

1. 1. To accuse, denounce, or inform on (a

person); to expose (one) by revealing or divulging

information, etc., to one's harm, prejudice, or

discredit; to charge with a crime, offence, fault,

etc. ; = Bewray v. 2.

c 723 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) D 74 Defferuntur, meldadun
uel wroegdun. a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 10 Dec. 216 Ic cume eft

on domes dxjond b_e bonne wre^ebeforanCrystesbrymsetle.

c 1000 i^LFRic Saints' Lives ii. 184 Kxrde pa ardlicc.to

ham heah-^eraefan. .and begann hi to wrae^enne. atizz
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1069, Her man wrae^de Sone
biscop .fl^elric on Burh, & sende hine to West mynstre.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Ne mei he deofel he wreien on

pan oSre Hue. c 1200 Ormin 2889 He [sc. Joseph] wass

aedmod & milde, I batt tatt he ne wollde nohht Unnshabi?
wimmann wre3henn. c 1275 Passion ofour Lord 84 in O.E.
Misc. 39 pe maystres of be temple. . For to vndernyme vre

louerd.. were euer abnte.. pet heohynemyhte wreye and don
of lyf-daye. £1330 Amis $ Amil. 1090 Than told Sir Amis
al that cas..And hou the steward gan hem wrain. 13..

Gosp. Nicodemus (G.) 204 Pilat..sebin to he iewes..sayd:
( 5e wrigh him wrangwisly '. c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaiv. 2859

Sho hyr talde. . How wikkedly that sho was wreghed. And
how that traytyrs on hir leghed. c 1450 Northern Passion

(MS. Ad.) 609 pe Iewes.Jedde hym..vn to..cayphase And
by fore hyme pay gune hym wry*. 1480 Caxton Trtvisa's

Higden (1482) 167 b, Cithero-.borwede of one scilla, but he

was wryed er he bargayne was made.

refl. ciioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1076, Walbeof eorl

ferde ofer sae & wreide hine sylfne & haed for?;yfenysse.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 jif P" wreiest \>e seolfen to b>ne

scrifte. a 1225 Ancr, R. 304 Mon schal wreien him suluen

ine schrifte. a 1300 Cursor M. 26706 Qua wil noght him-
seluen wrei. .nu ar he dei. Ibid. 16466, 26701, 26716, 26967.

fig. a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Let. .bouhtes munegunge wreie

him, & bicleope him of misliche sunnen. 01400 in Minor
Foetusfr. Vernon MS. 741 In bremful bale h« schal hit by,

When concience his werk schal wryc
b. Const, to (another), of {a thing).

1x900 O. E. Martyrol. 8 Nov. 202 pa wregdon ha ofire

craeftisan hy to ham casere. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiii.

14 Ic nanne intingan findan ne m^ on pisum men of bam
pe se hine wre^a3. £-1132 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

1 1 32, pa com Henri abbot is: uureide he munecesof Burch to

he king. 01225 Ancr. R. 172 He was sone iwreied to be

kinge Salomon. ^1308 Pol. Songs (Camden) 200 Ic am
i-wreiid, Sire, to the, For that ilk gilt. 13. . Guy Jl 'arw. (A.)

3303 Here wil we no longer duelle : To bemperour y-wraid

we bej>. c 1400 Pepysian Gosp. Harmony 95 pe Jewes
euerichon bigonnen hym to wryen of many hinges, c 1450

Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 134 Antipater. .was wryed to

the Emperoure Julian.

fig. 0x200 Vices <? Virtues 141 >if ure hiertc.us ne

undememeS naht ne ne wreihd of nane senne.

refl. 0x300 Curso*- M. 26668 pat bou..wrei pi-self and
oJwr noght O pi wicked werkes wroght.

2. To declare or assert (something about another)

by way of accusation or denunciation ; to bring

forward as a charge.
0900 O. E. Martyrol. 25 Aug. 152 pa foron pa haeonan

bisceopas ond baet wre^don to jpaes kyninges breder. c xooo

jElfric Horn. 1. 478 pact folc wrehton his modi^nysse to

3am casere. r 1200 Ormin 416 patt fand matin nan ping

upponn hemm To wre^enn, ne to taelenn. c 1350 Northern
Passion (1916) II. 128 Somme. .folwede [Jesus] hinges to

here ; Wat bey mi^te on him leye To be Iuws vorto wrey.

3. To reveal or disclose (something secret) per-

fidiously or prejudicially ; to divulge with breach

of trust ; to betray ; *» Bewray v. 3.

1300 Cursor M. 26690 pat hou sa wrei bin aim dede,

pat na soigne be for be lede. c 1330 A rth. fy Merl. 3656 Non
com ov»in..To wray he kinges parlemenL 1387 Trkvisa
Higden VI. a8t But his counsaile was i-wned, and he
was..i-closed in an abbay. 1398— Barth. De P. R. xyi.

lxxxiii. (Tollem. MS.), Quyrin.. ; p>s ston wryeh and dis-

couerep in slep counsel and priuite. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

3546 Priamus has., spies That ?oure consayl to him wries.

c 1465 Fug. Chron. (Camden, 1856) 21 As sone as the said

lordez wisie that thair counselle was discovered and wraid,

they fledde. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Lord Hastings xlvii, Alas,

are counsels wryed to catch the goode? 1576 Gascoigne
Steele Gtas 128 Cut out my long,. .Lea-st I should wraye this

bloudy deedeof his.

WEAYEE.
4. gen. To reveal, disclose, or divulge (some

fact, etc.) ; to declare, communicate, or make
known ; = Bewray v. 4.

a 1300 Ftoriz <V El. 533 (Camb. MS.), Hele ihc wulle, and
nobing wreie, Ower beire cumpaignie. c 1375 .SV. Leg.

Saints xviii. (Egiptiaii) 1446 like 3ere soIemp;i>t fest..bai

mad, one bat day si:ho deyt, fra bat be hyre lyf had wreyt.

c 1386 Chaixer Frank!. T. 216 In his songes somwhat
wolde he wixye His wo a-; in a genera! compleynyng. 1513

Douglas Aineid ix. iii. 5 The cieid is auld for to beleif or

wry, Hot the memor remains perpetually, a 1542 \\ yatt in

Toliel's Misc. lArb.) 57 Your signes yow fet from farre, And
all to wry your wo. 1587'rt.RBERv. 'J'rag. T. R viij b, Then
gan hee wrie his former lone, And all his flame vinolde.

trans/, c 1374 Chaucer Comfl. Mars 91 Alas 1 dye; the

torche is come that al this world wol wrie. 1398 TreviSA
Barth. De P. Ii. x. v. (Tollem. MS. I, I.eye bischineb derke

binges, and wryej> binges bat ben hidde, and makeb hem
knowe.

b. Const, with clause. rare~x
.

1575 Gascoigne s rorsies Wks.1907 I. 23 In tl.undring

verse he wrayes, where highest mindes be thrall.

5. To reveal or make known the presence of (a

person) ; to expose ; = Hewkay v. ;.

c 1290 Beiet 1214 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 141 With him a-morewe

he nam His oste, bat he ne scholdehimwreijefortohe after

weie cam. 13.. Sir !'>eues (A.) 1675 And for bai schokle

him noint wrain, Vnder bis hond he made him pai. 13..

Gan>. f, Gr. K'nt. 1706 pay sued hym fast, \Vre5ande hym ful

weterly with a wroth noyse. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 18341

To an.. old tour.. He hyed hem with mechel hast Kordrede

lest thei were y-wraied.

b. To pot (a person) in the power of an enemy

or opponent hy disloyalty or treachery ; to betray.

c 1275 XI Bains ofHe'll lain O. E. Misc. 150 He. .bat

wreyeb his sibhe ober him fled Abuuen his eyen be Hod geb.

1387 Trkvisa Higden V. 117 He was i-wreyed by be same

doubter Fausta..and fli3 to Marcil. Ibid. 157 |'ere he was

i-wreyed wib [ - by] a wenche.

C. To expose (a person) by revealing some hidden

fact or private matter.

c 1340 II ampoce Fr. Consc. 5460-2 Als stolne thyng wreghes

a these funden, When it es obout his neke..bounden, Right

swa bair syns sal wreghe bam bar. c 1400 T. Chestre Laiin-

fal 147 Thane seyde syr Launfal.., 'Tell ye no man of my
poverte...The knyghtes answerede and sevde tho, That

they nolde him wreye never mo. c 1400 Rule St. Benet

(Prose) 36 Wre} hir noht bat te bing es sent to. a 1450

Knt. de la Tour (rS68) 62 As a theef wol bs gladde there as

he ys hidde, and not be wrayed of bis thefte. a 1500 Hist.

K. Beccus % Sydracke (Usio) G '), Yfthou thyfrendeit sey,

And wenyst he shal the not wrey.

6. To reveal, disclose, or discover the true

character of ; to show or expose the existence or

presence of (something desired to be concealed";

to betray ; = Bewray v. 6.

»576 Whetstone Rock 0/Regard I. 38 Thou mayst (God
wot) thy visard vaile, thy wanton roaskes are wrayd. Ibid.

65 The colours which I wore, my secrete mourning wrayde.

1587 Mirr. Mag.. Stater iii, The werke wrayes the man,
seeme he neuer so fine.

7. To expose to view; to exhibit, show.

1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales M iiij, He wried his wounds,

he shewde the shameful blows, He told the trayters treason.

8. intr. or absol. a. To denounce or slander a

person ; to make accusations, cast aspersions.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2179 Meriadok wrayeb ay, To be king

busseyd he. 1399 I.angl. Rich. Redeles n. 84 Patnomanere
mede shulde make him wrye. 14.. // heatley MS. (1921) 8

First ye globered, now ye wrye,

b. To make disclosures or statements.

c 1415 Thomas ofErceld. (1875) 2 If j solde sytt to domes-

daye, With my tonge, to wrobbe and wrye. C1440 York

Myst. xxi. 25 They askid yf I a prophete ware, And I saide
' nay

'
; but sone I wreyede high aperte.

O. north, dial. (See quot.)

1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss., To wree
against a person, to insinuate to his disadvantage.

Hence Wrayinfr vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

ciooo jtCi.fric Gram. (Z.) 317 Acctisatio, *wrexing. a 1225

Ancr. R. 200 pe vifte [vice] is Wreiunge. Ibid. 304 We
schulen beon cwite of wreiunge ette muchcle dome, c 1330

King of Tars 739 The ladi bad hire maydens anon, Out of

hire chaumbre forte gon, For drede of wriyying sake, c 1400

Cursor M. 27671 iCott. Galba MS.), pai will of deme a man
with ill, And has bot a wreghing bar-till, c 1415 Eng. Cone.

Ireland 102 He beleued be fals mannys talys & wryynge.

a 1215 Alter. R. 3 pe on [rule] riwleo be heort, be make.l

hire efne & smeSe, widute knotte S: dolke of woh inwit

& of *wreinde. £1300 Cursor M. 26350 [One should be]

WreiandTin confession].

fWray, z>. 2 Obs.-1 [See Ray v.' 5.] intr.

To evacuate.
1620 I. C Tivo Merry Milk-maids IV. i. M I, I thinke

some Bird has wraid in my eye.

t Wrayer. Obs. In 1 wresere, 2 wreiere, 4

-er, wraier, 4-5 wreyer (4 wroyer), 5 -are ; 5

wryer ; « north, wrear. [OE. wr/gere (f. wre'zan

Wit.vY ^.i + 'EB 1
), = OYus.wreiere,wroger (HYns,.

ivroger), MDu. and older Flem. (Kilian wroegher.]

One who denounces, discloses, or betrays; an

accuser or betraver.

ciooo .tElfric Horn. II. 336 Se ealda wrexere cwseS,

Buton^e forxifon [etc.]. CI17S Lamb. Horn. 57 Prud ne

wreiere ne beo b" noht. a 1300 Cursor M. 26709 He sal

for-soth on domes-dai Haue wreiers [Fairf. wroyers). c 1310

Sir Tristr. 3288 pe wraiers bat weren in halle, Schamly

were bai schende. 0141$ F.ng. Conq. Ireland 102 He was

onful & bakbyter, wreyer, false Ik traytcr. c 1440 Promf.
Parr*. 37/2 Blabbe or labbe, wreyarc of cownselle,. .futilis.

c 1460 [see Wracger].



WRAYFTJL.

t "Wrayful, a. Obs. rare. In 3 wreiful. [f.

Wbay v.1 + -ful.] Containing or involving an

accusation ; accusatory.

a 1225 After. R. 302 Schrift schal beon wreiful, bitter, mid
seoruwe. Ibid. 304.

"Wrayst(e, obs. f. Wrest sb.1 and v. Wrayt,
obs. pa. t. of Weite v. Wraythe, obs. pa. t.

of WlUTHE V. 1

t Wrayward, a. Obs. rare. [Prob. an altera-

tion of \\ ayward a.] Perverse, froward.

1516 Promp. Parr. (W. de W.) C iij, Crabbyd or wray-

warde, aceronicus, bilosus. £1520 Dial. Creatures Mor. v.

B ij b, A wrayward man cawsetli stryues. Ibid. xii. D ij b,

A sertayne lorde somtyme had a wraywarde seruant and
iuylwyllyd.

"Wrd, obs. form of Word.
Wre, obs. Sc. variant of Ore 2

.

1633 Reg. Mas;. Sit. Scot. 44/2 Reservand to ws yron wre

and all other kynd of minerallis.

Wre, Sc. var. Wk.vv v 1 Obs. ; obs. var. Wry v.1

Wreaehednes(s, obs. ff. Wretchedness.
"Wreade, obs. var. Wreathe v.

1584 Twyne &ncid xi. S i, The snake about him wrigling

winding wreades with griefe of wound.

Wreak (rlk), sb. Now arch, or Obs. Forms :

4-7 wTeke (4, 6 wrek), 6-7 WTeake, 6- wreak.

[In early Northern texts a normal variant of

Wreche sb. ; in later use prob. substituted for this,

or for Wrake sb., under the influence of the verb.]

1. Pain or punishment inflicted in return for an

injury, wrong, offence, etc. ; hurt or harm done

from vindictive motives ; vengeance, revenge.

In frequent use from c 1540 to c 1620.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22604 (Edin.), Saint peter sal be domb
bat dai,. .For doubt of demsteris wrek [Cott. wreke]. c 1340

Hampole Pr. Consc. 5338 Howe suld |>ai ban in be tyme of

wreke Bestille? Ibid.tioi )>edayof wrekeandofvengeaunce.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12072 pe sayntis of hell Were wode in

hor werkis for wreke of Achilles, c 1420 Prose Life Alex.

76 pe wrethe & be wreke of oure goddez . . fallez apon vs.

7,11500 Chester PL x. 120 [On] all knaves childer in this

Countrey .. shall fall the wreake. 1526 T'isuale Pro/.

Romans Wks. (1572) 49 '1 He describeth the outward con-

uersation of Christen men, how they ought.. to commit
wreake and vengeaunce to God. 1559 Myrr. Mag. 63 But

wrath of man his rancour to requite, Forgets all reason..

.

I mean by rancour the parentall wreke. 1587 Turberv.

Trag. T. (1837) 158 Such flames of wreake withyn her bowels

fride. 1629 Sir W. Mure TrueCrucifixe 2610 Thee carying

headlongs to eternall wreake. 16.. Faithful Friends It.

iii, Nor shall the life or goods Of thee, or any thy assistants,

feel The wreak of his just anger. 1863 Reader No. 142.

309/2 Pride and haughty wreak From irreverence begin.

1899 Swinburne Rosamund II. 32, I would.. the wreak of

wrath were wroken, and I Dead.

b. In the phr. to perform, seek, spend, work, and

esp. take (. . .) wreak.
C1330 R. Brunne CAron. Wace Prol. 202 (Petyt MS.),

When god toke wreke of Cayin synne. c 1375 Cursor M.
1156 (Fairf.) pat I sal take wreke on be. c 1440 Capgrave

St. Kath. v. 61 God. .on the puple tho took fulgrete wreke.

C1460 Towuel.y Myst. xxv. 191, I saide that he shuld..of

youre warkys take wreke. 1525 Tindale Wks. (Parker Soc.
;

1849) 229 No man should avenge himself, or seek wreak, no, 1

not by the law. 1576 Whetstone Rock of Regard 1. 72

Sith fortune threates, to woorke our wreake of ioy, By
sowsing of our ship in seas of yre. 1582 Batman Barth.

De P. R. xviii. xii. 349/1 No creature is more wreakful, nor

more feruent to take wreak than is the Bee when he is wrath.

1607 R. C[arew] tr. Estienne's World Woud. 162 A huswife

of Millan . . wrought her wreake vpon the fruite of her womb.
1613 Chapman Ren. Bussy D'Ambois lit. i. E 4 Dull and
drossie in performing Wreake of the deare bloud of my
matchless Brother. 1855 Singleton VirgilW. 308 Enough
ofWTeak is spent ; A passage hath been made among the foes.

1886 Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) 1. 167 None murdered the

damsel but 1 ; take her wreak on me this moment.

"|* o. In (orfor) wreak of, in revenge of, in return

or repayment for. Obs.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. n. iv, Would to

heaven (In wreak of my misfortunes,) I were turn'd To some
faire water-Nymph. 1599 Peele David A> B. E ij, They
with him conspire, And kill thy Sonne in wreake of Thamars
wrong. 1606 Chapman Gentl. Usher v. i. 123 Death.. he
shall indure For wreake of that joyes exile I sustaine.

d. The avenging of a person.

1613 Chapman Rev. lhtssy ifAmbois in. i, Your defect of

spirit and valour, First showne in lingring my deare Brothers

wreake.

f 2. An instance of taking vengeance or exacting

retribution. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 51 God bat giues wrekes me to.

al547 Surrey Mneidn. 750 Of the Grekes the cruel wrekes.

C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxi. xiii, My tongue, .[shall]

Tell thy wreakes and their disgraces, Who this ill to me pro-

cure. 1591 Spenser Ruins of Time 397 Where mortall

wreakes their blis may not remoue. a 1626 Br. Andrewes q6
Serin., Passion xvi. (1661) 224 To take a wreak or revenge

upon sin.

+ 3. Harm, injury ; damage. Obs.

15 . Pari. Byrdes 24 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 168 All the

byrdes..Said, the Hauke doth vs great wreake. <r IS4*

Wyatt in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 38 Vnkind tongue, to yll hast

thou me rendred, For such desert to do me wreke and shame.

1591 Spenser Ruins Rome 33 These same olde walls, .is

that which Rome men call. Behold what wreake, what

mine, and what wast, a 1600 Montgomery Mindes

Melodic vi. 44 My foes.. would rejoise To see my wreak,

and would my soule subuert.

Wreak(r!k),». Forms: 1-2 wrecan, 2 wrecon,

2-4 wreken (3 wTeeken, wasrken, wreoken,
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Orm. wrekenn), 5 wrekene, wrekyn; 3-7

wreke (4 wrekke), 4-? wrek (4 wreck), wreek,

5 wreeke, wreike, 5-6 Sc. wreik, 6-7 wreake,

6- wreak (7-8 reak) ; St, 5 wryk(e, 6 wrik.

Pa. t. 1 wTsec (uuraeo, pi. wrsecon), 2-3

wrao, 3 pi. wrake, 4-5 wrake, 5 WTak, 6-7, 8-9

arch, wroke (9 wrok) ; 4 wrek. Weak : 4-5

wreked, 4 -id, 5 -yd, Sc. -yt, 6- wreaked (8

raked, 9 wreak'd, Sc. wTeakit). Pa. pple. I

wrecen (jewreoen), 3-4 wreken (iwreken),

3-5 wreke (4 y-, 4-5 iwreke) ; 3-7, 9 arch.

wroken (4-6 y-, 5 iwroken), 4, 5-6 Sc. wrokin,

4-5 wrrokyn, 5 -yne, 6 wrokne, Sc. wrokkin,

wrookin, 6-7' wrocken ; 4-5, 9 arch. wToke

(4-5, 6 arch, ywroke, 5 iwroke), 6 wrooke,

St, wrok. Weak: 6, 9 wreaked, 6 wrekte,

wreackt, 7 wreakt, 9 U.S. reeked. [Common
Teut. : OE. wrecan str. v. (write, wrkcon, wrecen),

= OFris. wrcka (WFris. wrekke), OS. wrekan

(MLG. and LG.,MDu. and V>u. wreken; alsoLG.

wraken), OHG. r'echan, re'hhan (MHG. rechen, G.

rdchen), ON. and Icel. reka (Norw. reka ; Sw.

vraka), Goth, wrikan (to persecute), f. the Teut.

stem wrek-, pre-Teut. *wreg-, cognate with that of

L. urgere. Cf. Wrack v.\ Wreche v., Wreck v.2,

also A-, Bewreak vbs.~]

I. tl- trans, a. To drive, press, force to move.

Obs. (OF., only.)

(-725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) T 213 Torauct, uuraec.

a 1000 Riddles I. 1 (Gr.), Hwylc is hadeba ba=s horse, pait

jia:t maexe asecgan, hwa mec on siSwrsece? Ibid.xxi. II

Me burn hrycg wrecen hongab under an orbonc pil.

f b. To cast or throw out of a place. Obs.

C1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3M8 ^ c f°'c *s to ^°^ e framen, ..And

no}t 5or-of [sc. of a kid] vt huse wreken. Ibid. 3191 Dor he

dohien, . .and hauen up-br03t 6e bones ut of "5e eroe wroken.

to. transf. With out. To pass or spend

(time). Cf. Drive v. 21. Obs.—1

a 1300 Cursor M. 1547 Quen sa fele yeier ar wroken oute,

pe mikel spere es rune aboute.

t 2. To banish or expel, to drive out or away. Obs.

cnoo O. E. CAron. (MS. D.) an. 1076, Sume hi wurdon
Xeblende, & sume wrecen of lande. ? .21300 Gregory 216

Sche halpe be pouer and be lame, be deuel fram hir for to

wreke. 1340 Ayenb. 215 Huerout he wrek bo be zyalde and
bo}te ine "pe temple.

fig. and transf 1340 Ayenb. 189 Huanne he his ssel wreke

out of his uelajrede. 01400-50 Wars Alex. 4428 For all

Joure wisdom, I-wis, is wroken to 3our tongis.

II. 3. To give vent or expression to, to exercise

or gratify (wrath, anger, etc.) ; to vent.

a 900 Genesis 2508 pas folc slean, cynn on ceastrum mid
cwealmj>rea, & his torn wrecan. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Thorpe)

Ixxxiv. 5 Ne wrec bu bine yrre, wraSe mode, of cynne on

cynn. C1200 Okmin 19606 Forrbi let he takenn himm To
wrekenn hise tene. C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 324 He schal

nat ryghtfully his yre wreke. 1421 26 Pol. Poems 83 Lete

not vengeance by wrabbe wreke. Vengeance is goddis.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4674 Darel roode wel wrothe and
yll, For he had not wroken his fill. 153° Pai^gr. 785/1, I

wreake myne anger. 1577 Holinshed Chron., Hist. Eng. I.

231/1 The'more to wreake his wrath, the King spoyled many
Religious houses of their goodes. 1596 Spenser P. Q. tv. ix.

33 As when Dan /Eol us.. Sends forth the winds..Vpon the

sea to wreake his fell intent. 1600 Holland Livy 323 They
were staied. .in thissweetnesse of wreaking their anger, and
satiating their revenge. 1648 Hunting ofFox_

10 [The]

heart-breaking stile of Enemies : and such Enemies too, as

to wreake their malice. 1819 Shelley Cenci IV. ii. 23

Tis my hate and the deferred desire To wreak it, which
extinguishes their blood. 1870 Bryant Iliad iv. I. 113 So
in time to come May Agamemnon wreak his wrath. 1878

Seeley Stein III. 315 Stein wreaked his disappointment in

unsparing criticism.

transf. 1794 Wordsw. Guilt $ Sorrozv 103 The only
creature.. On whom the elements their rage might wreak.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 111. vii, Beneath most calm resolve

did agony wreak Its whirlwind rage.

b. More usu. const, on (f in, against) or upon
a person. (Freq. from c 1560.)
c 1200 Ormin 19866 3ho. .bohhtebatt ^hoshollde onnhimm

Wel wrekenn hire tene. C1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 589
Wel hastow lord y-wroke on me pin Ire. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints vii. {fames Minor) 133 par-fore bai wrekyt bar
wodnes In bis Iamis, callit be les. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur III. vii. 107 Leuer I had ye had wroken your angre
vpon me. 1556 Phaer AEneid. iv. (1558) L iij, On my brother

fals I wroke my tene. 1588 Greene Pandosto (1607) 9
Pandosto.. determined to wreake all his wrath on poore
Bellaria. 1627 Drayton Agincourt ccvi, I neuer will retire,

Vntill our Teene vpon the French we wreake, 1697BURGHOPE
Disc. Relig. Assemb. 180 As tho'* they wou'd reak their

Malice upon God. 1697 Dryden AEncis xn. 1233 The
moody Sire, to wreak his Hale On Realms. 1749 Smollett
Regicide Pref., I wreaked my Resentment upon the innocent

Cause of my Disgraces. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. Ixiv. (1806)

IV. 732 The church . . persevered in the project of wreaking
her own enmity against the 'nonconformists. 1818 Mrs.
Shelley Frankenstrin viii. (1865) 119 That I might wreak
the utmost extent of my anger on his head. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop xiii, The dwarf. . wanting somebody to wreak
his ill-humour upon. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conn. IV. 112T0
wreak a coward's spile on the corpse of the dead Harold.

o. reft. Of a passion, feeling, etc. : To give ex-

pression to (itself) ; to find utterance or free course.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii.v. 5 Disleall knight, whose coward

courage chose To wreake it selfe on beast all innocent.

1839 De Quincey Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 186 That the

indignation of mankind should have wreaked itself upon

the chief monsters. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. xiii, In the

WREAK.
education of her child, the mother's enthusiasm of thought
had something to wreak itself upon. 1887 R. S. Storrs in

Libr. Mag. Aug. 106 The Hellenic spirit.. wreaked itself

in immortal expressions on the choicest marbles and temples

in the world.

d. To bestow or spend on a person, etc. ; to

expend.
a 1586 Sidney Sonn. Wks. 1922 II. 303 She hath no other

cause of anguish But Thereus love, on her by strong hand
wrokne. 1819 Wipfen Aonian Hours 107 To wreak Such
love upon the task as [etc.]. 1871 Browning Pr. Hohenst.

174 God.. Grants each new man.. Intercommunication with
Himself, Wreaking on finiteness infinitude. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) I. iv. 76 Mephis. Here is the genuine path

for you ; Yet strict attention must be given. Stud. Body
and soul thereon I'll wreak.

f 4. To punish or chastise (a person) ; to visit

with retributive punishment. Also reft. Obs.

c 888 /Elfred Boeth. xii. § 3 pat waes ba;t mon wraece &
witnode hwone for his yfle. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1090, Se cyng waes smaisende hu he mihte wrecon his

broSer Rodbeard, swiSost swencean. a 1300 Cursor M.
11773 For to wreke bam was he bun pat |ms did cast bair

goddes dun. r 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. xxviii. 186 With the

lues he [sc. Jesus] was so stad, to ded they can hym wreke.

a 1626 Bp. Andkewes orf Serm. (1661) 165 To wreak our-

selves for so often offering so foul indignities to Heaven.

transf. 01658 Lovelace Poems (1904) 134 The desp'rate

Heron . . turns his last to wreak The palizadoes of his \sc. a

falcon's] Beak.

f b. To injure, hurt, or harm (a person). Obs.

C1440 Bone Florence 104 He was.. all to-brokjTi, Ferre

travelde in harnes, and of warre wrokyn. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxii. 124 Lat neuer thair micht . .

Haue strenth or

power thame for to hurt or wreik. 01593 Marlowe tr.

Ovid's Elegies H. xi. 22 What each one speakes Beleeue, no

tempest the beleeuer wreakes [h. credenti nulla procella

nocet]. 1683 W. Walker Phraseol. Gen. 1351 In labour

the stronger wreaks the weaker. In opere firmior (bos)

imbecilliorem confuit.

III. 5. To avenge (a person).

In senses 5, 5 b, very frequent c 1200-c 1600. The passive

construction, to be wreaked (t wroken), freq. implies that

the revenge is taken by the injured party, and is thus

equivalent to the reflexive use.

Beowulf 1385 Selre bi5 aiX-hwaim baet be his freond wrece

bonne he fela niurne. C950 Limiisf. Gosp. Luke xviii. 5

Foroon woedo uel hefis wees me. .oas widiua ic wraico ca

ileo. a 1121 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 979, Hine nolden

his eorSlican majas wrecan. C1205 Lay. 27612 Cumeo
hidere to me, and wreke we Beduer min aim. C1250

Gen. ff Ex. 1856 Symeon and leui it bi-speken, And
hauen here sister oor i-wreken. C1320 Sir Tristr. 3295

Mani on slain ber lay. . . Ful wele wreken er bay. 13 . .
Sir

Beues (A.) 4466 Wrekeb sour fader wib Jour mijtes. 1400-50

Wars Alex. 855 pe wee in his wreth wrekis his modue.

C1450 Merlin xxv. 451 Thei thought well to be wroken

whan thei saugh tyme. la 1500 Chester PI. v. 101 Therfore

how will I wroken be? 1530 Palsgr. 454/" He wyll be

wroken whan you shall thynke lest. 1586 J .
Hooker Hist.

Irel. in Holinshed II. 13/1 He counteth it for a sufficient

reuenge, that he can reuenge and be wreaked. 1765 in

Percy Reliques I. 106 And soon i' the Gordon's foul hartis

bluid He's wroken his dearladie. 1872 Tennyson Gareth jr

Lynette 355 Grant me some knight to. .Kill the foul thief,

and wreak me for my son.

reft. C1200 Trim. Coll. Horn. 179 Ne wrec |.u be mid

wussinge ne mid warienge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 186 Ne wrekie

ae nout ou suluen, ne ne grucche 3e nout. 1377 Langl. /.

PI. B. v. 85 To wreke hymself he bou3te With werkesor with

wordes whan he seiche his tyme. C1407 Lydg. Reson Sr

Sens. 369 Antropos, hir self to wreke, Doth ful many thredes

breke. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 310 Will God I leiffe, we
sail ws wreke on part. 1aisi>oCAesterPl.1itv.-267 , I am as

wroth as I may be, And some way I will wreak me. 1530

Palsgr. 785/1 If thou cannest nat wreake the, byte the poste.

1596 Spenser /-'. Q. v. viii. 44 How worthily.. Iustice that

day of wrong her selfe had wroken. 1606 Bryskett Civ.

Life 70 They that by combat seeke to wreake themselues.

1659 Somner Diet. s.v. Wrxcan, Vulgo dicimus : to wreke

ones selfe, or take revenge.

b. Const, of, on (f o, in), or upon (flip) one who

has done harm, etc.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xviii. 3 Widiua. .cuoe3 wnec3u

mec of wiSerworde milium. 993 Battle ofMaldon 279 Me

his sincxyfan on bam saimannum wurolice wrec. 01200

Vices ft Virtues 5 Danne xelpo he oat he is wel iwreken of

hisunwine. £1205 Lay. 122 10 [To] wreken uppen[cl275

vppe] Maximien Valentin & Gratien. c 1250 Gen. 9 MX.

2028 5he ShenkeS on him for to ben wreken. c 1330 Arm.
* Merl. 5962 (Kulbing), pe king.. Wele him wrake of his

foman. 1362 Langl, /'. PI. A. 11. 169, I wolde be wreken on

bis [B. II. 194 wroke ofM wrecches. a 1400 Prymer (1891)

31 In oure lordes name, y am wroken in hem. c 1450 Mliks

Festial I. 88 Lorde,.. jwu wreke me apon bis man. 1400

Caxton Trevisas Higdoi (1482) 358b, He wold be wroken

vpon kyng rychard. 1575 Gascoigne Dan Barth., Dot

Disc. 50 The Goddesse of revenge devisde So to bee wreackt

on my rebelling wyll. 159* Spenser F.Q. iv. ii. 21 Both greedie

tiers on other to be wroken. Ibid. iv. vi. 23 bhe..vpneiu

her wrathfull hand, With fell intent, on him to bene ywroke.

transf. 1390 Gowkr Conf. II. 148 Be war forthi thou be

noght sik Of tbilke fievere [sc. jealousy] . . For it wol in him-

self be wroke. c 1520 Skei.ton Magnyf. 1566 J hat on sucne

a female my flesshe wolde be wroken. 1561 Norton &
Sackv. Gorboduc iv. i, Canst thou hope, .that these handes

will not be wrooke on thee? 1592 Shaks. Rom. /y ful. m.

v. 102 To wreake the Loue I bore my Cozin, Vpon his body

that hath slauehter'd him.

reft, ciaoo Ormin 914 God wollde himm wrekenn o )>e

Ereost. c 1205 Lay. 15052 Wrekeo eow 31F ae cunnen of

exisce monnen. 01300 Cursor M. 11063 Vr neghburs

mai bam on vs wreke. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 46

Of fals Edrik fayn wild he him wreke. c 1385 Chaucer

L. G. W. 395 Balade, Hym deynyth nat to wreke hym
on a flye. c 1450 Crt. of Love 702 She saw an egle wreke

bim on a fly. o 154a Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1913) I. 131 Comfort

thy self my wofull hert, Or shortly on thy self the wreke.
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1561 Norton & Sackv. Corboduc 11. i, Attempt redresse by
armes, and wreake your-self Upon his life. 1604 Parsons
3rd Pt, Three Cotivers. Eng. 192 The Duke thought best to

vsethis mans meanes, to wreake himselfeof thesaid Bishops.
i6iz Chapman Widenves T. 111. i, That I may wreake my
selfe vpon my selfe. 1730 T. Boston Mem. x. (1899) 292
They usually wreaking themselves on the ministers as the
cause of all public evils, c 1830 in Child Ball. III. 438/1 He
micht hae spared my lady's life, And wreakit himsell on me!
1872 Tennyson Careth <§• Lynette 800 Well that ye came,
or else these caitiff rogues Had wreak'd themselves on me.

+ c. To revenge (a person) of (on) a wrong,
injury, etc. Obs.

1340-70 Alisaunder 76 pe King *vas careful 1 in hert, Till

hee were wroken of be wrong, c 1386 Chaucer Frank!. T,
56 On euery wrong a man may nat be wreken. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 3199 He will me wreke on soure werke wers
ban of thefes. c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 4634 Be wroke he
wold of sum thing, c 1450 Erie Tolous 1028 Syth hyt ys
soo, Cryste wreke hur of hur woo. a 1529 Skelton Col.
Cloute 600 Then ye wyll be wroken Of euery lyght quarell.

153S Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 34 To find ane way of
Pechtis to be wrok Of thair injure. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii.

v. 21 Stirring to be wroke Of his late wrongs. i$$t 2nd Pt.
Troub. Raigne K. John (i6it) 73 Tis Gods decree to wreake
us of these hannes.
rejl. £1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <y T. 620 On his

falshede faynwoldel me wreke, If I wiste how. C1470 Henry
Wallaces. 22 About the park thai set.. With vi hundreth. .,

All likly men, to wrek thaim of thar hannes. 1577 Holins-
hed CAron. II. 606/2 The man., wanted nothing but faithful
subiectes to haue wroken himselfe of such wrongs. 1578 T,
Procter Gorg. Gallery B iv, That thou and I shall ioyne in
ioy, and wreake vs of our wrong.

fd. To deliver or rescue (a person)from or out
of woe , etc. Obs. rare.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 375 Much be bygger 3d was my
mon, Fro bou was wroken fro vch a wope. c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 29 Out of whoo ?et art not wrokyn, In
helle logge pou xalt be Iokyn. Ibid. 330, I xal delyvere
mannys kynne,—From wo i wole hem wreke !

t e. reft. To satisfy or gratify (onesell). Obs."1

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 181 Whiles bow art }onge, and pi
wepne kene,Wreke be with wyuynge.jif bow wilt ben excused.

8. To take vengeance or inflict retributive punish-
ment for, to avenge or revenge (some wrong, harm,
or injury).

Beowulf1670 Icfyren-dseda wraec,dear5-cwealm deni^ea.
C825 Vesp, Psalter lxxviii. 10 Wrec blod 3iowa Sinra 3ast
agoten is. 4:1205 Lay. 19365 He pohten hider wenden Sc

wraeken his fader wunden. a 1300 Cursor M. 17332 Mi-
self es sett to wrek be wrang. C1300 Havelok 327 pat non
ne mihte comen hire to. . with hir to speken, pat euere mihte
hire bale wreken. 138a Wyclif Deut. xxxii. 43 For the
blood of his seruauntis he shal wreek. c 1400 Destr. Troy
1750 Now [is] tyme. .To mene vs with manhode & our niys
wreke. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. Ep. ii. in Ashm. (1652)
109 Of your great fortune ye be not presumptuous, Nor
vengeableofmy rode to wrekeevery wrong. 4C1525 VergUius
in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom. (1858) II. 23 When wyll you
wreke your fadersdethe? 1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 169 Yet
list he not their wretched woe to wreake. 1587 Turberv.
Trag. T. (1837) 141 The dome divine. .Yet strikes at last,

and surely wreakes the wrong. 1596 Si'knser F. Q. iv. xi. g
For of a womans hand it was ywroke, That of the wound
he yet in languor lyes. i6ax Fletcher Prop/ietess 11. ii,

Lend me your helping hands To wreak the Parricide.

1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. xn. 338 Arms, Arms, the double-
form'd with Fury call; To wreak their Brother's Death.
1813 Scott Trierm. n. xxvii, Vanoc's death must now be
wroken. 1814 — Lord 0/Isles iv. xxx, O Scotland I shall
it e'er be mine To wreak thy wrongs in battle-line. 1887
Swinburne Locrine iv. ii. 56 My will It is that holds me yet
alive., Till all my wrong be wroken.

b. Const, on or upon (a person or persons).
a 900 Juliana. 204 ponne ic nyde sceal..on baere grimm-

estan godscyld wrecan. a 1300 Cursor M. 2586 Wroken on
bairn sal be bat wrang. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 227 Wreilc
on thame the mekill ill That thai and tharis has done vs till.

1423 Jas, I Kingis Q. Ixix, On my-self bene al my harmys
wrokin. 1577 Holinshed Chron. t Hist. Scot. I. 390/1 That
he might haue wroken his grief vpon him. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. in. xi. 15 Perhaps this hand may.. wreake your
sorrow on your cruell foe. 1717 Pope Iliad ix. 684 She.,
call'd the powers beneath On her own son to wreak her
brother's death. 188a Tennyson Promise of May 1. 507
Why then the crowd May wreak my wrongs upon my
wrongers. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. xii. 37 On htm, [I]

beseech thee, wreak my wrongs amain.

t e. To vindicate (something), Obs.
C1400 26 Pol. Poems 18 God biddeb vengeaunce hi^e, And

helpe trouhe be wel wroken. 1589 R. Robinson Gold. Mirr.
(1851) ioPoore clout-shooes gate their clubs, and willingly
attend, To wreke there mistris cause.

t7. To visit (a fault, misdeed, evil action) with
punishment ; to punish (wrong-doing). Obs.
<:888./ELFRBu5(vM.xxxviii. §7 pact is bonne hiora mildsung

ba;t mon wrece hiora unSeawas be hiora gewyrhtum. £897— Gregory's Past. C. xlix. 383 Dzet he Sa gyltas.. wrece on
scylde?;um inonnum. 971 BUckl. Horn. 1S5 Swa se wer hit
wreceb^if his wif hie forhealdeb. <_ 1200 Trt'n. Coll. Horn.
161 Godes wrake cume3 on pis woreld to wrekende on sun-
fulle men here gultes. a 1340 Lofsong in O. E. Horn. I. 209
Ne bi-hold bu ham [re. sins] nout leste bu wreoke ham on
me. c 1250 Gen. 9f Ex. 3067 So sal din hardncsse ben wreken,
Sat men sulen longe oor-after speken. 1338 R. Brunnb
Chron. (1810) 77 pat wikkednes, pat men suTd haf wroken.
a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 395 pat god may
wreke Euerich a word bat we speke. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xix. (Arb.) 46 A ! 1 eynart that ye now al thus haue your wyl
I pray god to wreke it. 1596 Spenser P. Q. vi. ii. 22 There
gan he. .with bitter wracke To wreake on me the guilt of
his owne wrong. 1610 Beaum. & Fl. Faithf. Shef>h. v. i,

Else Pan wreak. With double vengeance, my disloyalty.

8. To inflict or take (vengeance, etc.) on ox upon
a person ; to execute or carry out by way of

punishment or revenge.

In frequent use from c 1830.
C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon i. 30 That ye make

punyssyon thereof and wrek on hym grete vengaunce. 1700
Dryden Sigisnt. <V Guise. 589 He left the Dame, Resolv'd .

.

To wreak his Vengeance, and to cure her Love. 1758 P.
Williamson Life fy Adventures (1812) 39 So desirous was
every man to have a share in wreaking his revenge on them
[sc. dead Indians]. 1772 Priestley Inst. Xetig. (1782) I.

412 Xerxes, .wreaked his vengeance upon l!ab\ Ion. 1809
W. Irving Knickerb. iv. vii, An historian springs up, who
wreaks ample chastisement on it \sc. a nation] in return.
1855 Paley sEschyltts Pref. {1861) p. xxv, Till vengeance
had been wreaked for the wrongs suffered in life. 1872
Tennvson Garetk <$• Lynette 1236 Thou hast wreak'd his
justice on his foes. 1899 Swinburne Rosamund 11. 32/2,
I would the deed Were done, the wreak of wrath were
wroken, and I Dead.

b. To cause or effect (harm, damage, etc.\
1817 Shelley Rev. Islam \\. x.xxix, With thee, .will I seek
Through their array of banded slaves to wreak Ruin upon
the tyrants. 1818 — Rosal. fy Helen 670 That poor and
hungry men should break The laws which wreak them toil

and scorn, We understand, 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. ii,

[In] the fog. . the unpopular st earner., always was. .wreaking
destruction upon somebody or something. 1880 DailyNews
22 Sept., Landslips, .are looked for and wreak but little harm.

c. To inflict or deliver (a blow, etc.) ; to deal.
1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. x, The wreathed Serpent..

did ever seek Upon his enemy's heart a mortal wound to
wreak. 1849 Meredith in Chambers' I'dt'n. Mag. July 16/2
There the murder-mouthed artillery .. Wrok the thunder of
its treachery On the skeleton brigade. 1897 F. Thompson
New Poems 55 Though they wreak Upon me stroke and
again stroke.

9. With out. To exact by way of punishment.
1879 Momerie Origin Evil \. 16 Justice, which can only

be appeased by wreaking out a certain quantity of agony
as an equivalent for a certain quantity of sin.

IV. flO. intr. To take vengeance; to inflict

punishment. Also const, on. Obs.
C825 Vesp. Psalter cxvii. 12 In noman dryhtnesic wreocu

in him. C897 ./Elfred Gregory's Past. C. lvi. 435 Ic wrice
on eow aefter eowrum ^edeahte. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe)
cxlix. 7 Mid by hi wrecan bencea5 wraonm cynnum. a 1200
Vices <r Virtues 77 Lat him wreke oe is riht deme ouer 5e
liuiende. a 1225 Leg. Ka.'h. 2049 Hu wrakeliche, wenestu,
wule he, al o wrao3e, wreken on be

i
wrecche ! ai.325

Prose Psalter xcviii. 9 Our God, hou herd hem; bou,
God, was mercyful to hem and byginnand to wreke in alle

her fyudeynges. 13.. E. E. Allii. P. B. 198 Bot neuer set

. .1 herde pat euer he wrek sowyberly on werk bat he made.
a 1500 Raits Raving 2786 Thai here ijlaidly, and lytill

spekis, Laith for to crab and seldin wrekis. c 16 14 Sir W.
Mure Dido $ Apneas in. 252 Fy, now ;owr oares employ,
Sack, wreak, revenge, demolish and destroy !

Hence Wrea-king" vbi, sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19336 (Edin.), Quebir ^ie wit driue on us
be blame Of ani wreking of \Fairf. on] bis name. £1374
Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. vii. (1868) 147 Agamenon. .purged
in wrekyng by be destruccioun of troie be loste chambresof
mariage of hys brober. c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 323 Thy
wordis and werkis will haue a wrekyng. a 1638 Mede Wks.
(1672) 293 When our hearts.. tell us it is but the wreaking
of our Malice. 169a R. L'Estkange Fables xxxviii. 41 The
Wreaking of a Malice, and., the gratifying of a Revenge.
Wreak, erron. f. reak, obs. var. Rkck v.

x579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 29 What wreaked I of
wintrye ages waste. 1592* R. Johnson Nine Worthies Fj,
He layde him downe like one that wreaked no guerdon to
this grace. 1594 Setimus 200, I wreake not of their foolish

ceremonies. 1600 [see Reck z\ 3a]. 1683 G. Meriton Yorks.
Dialogue 661 Better's a comming ; pray thee, do not wreak
[rime break).

"Wreak, obs. erron. f. Reek sb. 1 and z/.l

"Wreake, ? variant of Wreck sb. 1 5.
1627 Drayton Agincourt 41 The French lye yonder like

to wreakes of sand.

f Wreake, obs. var. Wreck v\
1599 Xi M[oufet] Silkwortttes 49 Huge whales in Seas that
mighty carricks wreake.

Wreaker (rrksj). Now arch and rare. Also
4-5 wreker^e, «; -ar, 6 St. wrekar. [f. Wreak v.

+ -ER*. Cf. OHG. rechdri (MHG. -sere, -cr, G.
rdcAer), MLG. wreker

i
wrecker, (M)Du. wrekery

and Wrecher.] One who takes vengeance ; an
avenger.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter viii. 3 pat bou for-do pe faa, be

wreker him vnto. £"1374 Chaucer Bocth. iv. pr. iv. (1868)

128 Ne seek no foreyn wrekere [ed. 1560 wreckerie] out of bi

self.for bou bi self hast brest be in to wicked binges, c 1381 —
Pari. Foules 361 The stork the wrekere of a*vouteryc a 1400
Prymer (i8gi) 18 That thow destroye the enemy and the
wrekere. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 201 b/2 This holy man
was a grete wreker and auenger on hymself. 1513 Douglas
AZnet'dvi. ix. 81 Tysyphone, the wiekar of misdedis. 1557
Phakr AKneid. vi. (1558) Sj, Brutus, mischief wreaker.

[1599 Thvnne Animadv. (1875) 68 The storkc.ysa greater
wreaker of the adulterye of his owne kynde.] 1887 Morris
Odyssey xi. 280 For him she left indeed All woes that a
mother's wreakers t^dreadful end may speed.

Wreakful (rlkful), a. Also 6 wreke-, 6-7
wreakeful(l. [£ Wreak sb. + -ful. Cf. Wrack-
ful, Wrakeful, Wrecheful adj's.]

Freq. from c 1560 to c 1610. Now rare or Obs.

1. Of persons, etc : Given or addicted to re-

venge ; vengeful.

1531 Tindale Wks. (1572) 24/2 They also fayne y«saintes
..more wreakeful, and vengeable, then the Poetes fayne
their goddes. 156a A. Brooke Romeus <y Jul. 2116 Not
helping to do any sinne that wrekefull Ioue forbode. 1570
T. Norton tr. NoxveCs Caiech, (1853) 201 A wreakful mind
and revengeful of injuries. 158a [see Wreak sb. 1 b]. c 1611

Chapman Iliad xiv. 119 At rides, this, doth passing fitly

stand With sterne Achilfes wreakfull spirit. 1653 H.Cocan
tr. Scarlet Gown 80 Knowing well, that Antonio was wreak.

ful, and vindicative. 1801 W, Richardson Maid ofLochIin
III, Of iheir own renown Wreakful assassins are those
shallow rulers. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xi. 91 Less wreak-
ful pours Justice divine on them its vengeance down.

b. iransf. Of natural agencies.
1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc in. i, Destroy, I say, with

flash of wrekefull fier The traitour sonne. 1594 WlLLOBlE
Avisa 7 b, Was earth consunide with wreakful wanes ? 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Eden 197 The wreakfull nature-
drowning Flood Spar'd not this beauteous place. 1616 W.
Browne Brit. Past. 11. v. 344 Unsuccoured . . From wreake-
full stormes' impetuous tyranny. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal
18 Summoning. . From earth, and air, and Lheir more pruper
hell, All wreakful influences.

2. Marked or characterized by desire for revenge
;

of the nature of vengeance or retribution.

1532 Henrysons Test. Cresseid 329 (Thynne), So scheweth
through thy dede, A wrekeful sentence gyuen on Cresevde.
1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 166 This short discourse, .is onely
you to pray. .to put this wreakful wrath away. 1593 Nasiik
Christ's T. (1613) 153 He will (in wreakfull recompence
that thou hast so disgrac't him) . . deforme thee. 1610
Niccols Eng. Eliza Induct. 9 In top of heau'n he tooke his
wreakfull stand Ore that great Towne. 1616 W. Browne
Brit. Past. II. ii. 592 Cold winter's stormes and wreak-
full teene. 1751 Mendez Seasons, Spring n The cuckoo..
with his wreakful tale the spouse doth fray. 1757 Micki.k
Concub. 1. xxiv, Left to your Aunts fell Spight and wreak-
full Cruelti'j.

Wrea kless (rrkles), a.i rare. [f. Wreak sb.

+ -LESS.] a. Unpunished, b. Unavenged.
1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy a"Ambois in. i, Nought that

is Approu'd by Reason, can be Cowardise. Chart. Dispute
when you should right. Wrong wreaklesse sleeping, Makes
men dye honorlesse. 1615

—

Odyssey it. 223 You still

wreaklesseliue: Gnaw (vermine-hhe; things sacred : nolawes
giue To your deuouring. 1880 Swinburne Birthday Ode
142 Under these the watch of wreakless wrong With lire of
eyes anhungered.

fWrea-kless, a.2 Obs.-1 [Cf. Wbeak v.,

obs. var. Reck v.] = Reckless a.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. vi. 7 So flies the wreaklesse shep-
herd from y e Wolfe.

t Wreaks, erron. f. Rears (pranks) Obs.
1653 More Antid. agst. Atheism in. vi. 125 A very perfid-

ious Master, who plays wreaks, .on purpose to betray them.

"Wrear, var. Wbayer Obs. Wreast, obs. t".

Wrest v., "Wrist. "Wreastlen, obs. f. Wrestle
v. "Wreat, Sc. var. Write sb. and v. Wreatch,
obs. f. Wretch sb.

Wreath (r/]>). PI. wreaths (if&z). Forms:
1 wrio"a, wri{m, 4-5 wrepe, 4-6 wrethe, 5 Se.

wreth, 6 wreith, wrayth, 67, 9 wreathe, 6-
wreath (9 north, dial, wreeath). [OE. wrifta,

wripa^ f. the weak grade of the stem of wripan
Writhe vA Cf. Writh sb.

The alleged OE. ivraeZ as a variant of wrsed rests only on
a transcript by Junius.

Walker (1791) gives the pronunciations fr/p) and (r/3), pre-
ferring the former on grounds of analogy, though he thinks
it 'the least usual mode \ Occasional rimes of that period
(e.g. Roscoe, Shelley) attest the currency of the latter pro-
nunciation.]

I. 1. Something wound, wreathed, or coiled into

a circular shape or form ; a twisted or wreathed
band, fillet, or the like.

riooo^i.FRic Saints' Lives xx.u. 60S Hi. .becnyttonanne
wriban eall onbutan hisswuran. a 1050 Liber Scint. (1889)
200 Mid wriban treowenum [L,. lotamenta ligneo] jewripen
grundweall. .na byb toslopen. 13.. Gosp. Nicod. 65 A
wonden wrethe bat his heued hyd Spred he all furth on
brede. £-1410 Master of Game (MS. Dighy 182.1 xxiii, For
sometyme bei croiteth tn wrethesand soinetyme flatte. 1495
Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvii. clii, The sowles& stakes he
pyghte in the grounde, & there abowte ben wrethes wouen
& wounden of thornes & roddes. 1530 Palsgr. 290/2
Wrethe of olde cordes dypped in grece and pytche, . .tour,
biginaulx. 155a in Keui Herat Rivels Edw. VI (1914) 120
White taffata for wreathes abowte their hattes. 1634 Sik
T. Herbert Trav. 187 A low Tulipant (or wreath of silke

and gold). 164a Fuller Holy 4- Prof. St. v. xv. 430 Where
one gaineth a garland of bayes, hundreds have had a wreat h
of hemp. 1656 J. Smith Pract. Physick 162 Let them be
thicker, by wispes or wreathes of small sticks—wrapt up in

linnen. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Rigging,
A circular wreath or rope, called the grommet, or collar.

c 1850 Ruditn. Navig. (Wealc) 122 Grommcts, ..wreaths of
rope which confine the oars. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss,, Garlands, wreaths of ribbon enclosing a whiteglove.

1883 Gkesley Gloss. Coal-mining 295 Wreaths, four short

pieces of hemp rope placed round the legs of a horse.

b. Aring,band,or circlet of (usu. precious) metal,

etc., esp. for wearing as an ornament ; a torque.

a loco Riddles lix. [Ix] 5 Fripospede bad God ner^ende

gxste sinum se be wende wriban. c 1000 jteLFRic Horn. I.

568 Ic Reslea aenne wridan on his nosu, and aenne bridel on

his weleras. 13.. K. Alls. 5723 (Laud MS.), A Rriselich

best.. ; Teeb- he had so wreben wripen. ^1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints xlvii. (Euphemid) 196 To quham pe lug .. gef a

kirtil & of fynegold a wrethe par-til. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s

T. 1287 A wrethe of gold. .Vpon his heed, set lu\ of stones

brighte. 1456 Sir G. Hayk Law Arms (S T.S.) 46 (He]

tukc.a grete wreth of goldc.and put it about his hals.

1443 in Rep. MSS. Ld. Middleton (1911) III The scherifTez

of Coventre hath . . a salt seller, the wrethis gilt. 1521

Test. Ebor. (Sui tees) V. 203 Cum uno flore argenti in fundo,

cum uno wreith deaurato circa florem. c 1530 Hickscorner

587 They be yemen of the wrethe that be shakled in gyues.

(1855 Thorpe tr. Beoivulf 40^1 Oft she a ringed wreath
[OE. beah-wrio*an] to the warrior gave.]

c. Her. A representation of a riny or circlet

used as a bearing ; spec, the circular fillet or twisted



WREATH. 352 WREATHE.
band by which the crest is joined to the helmet

;

= Oble ic. Wsojig. (quot. 1622).
1478, etc. [see Timbre so. 2 ] 1513 in Glover's Hist. Derby

(1829) I. App. 61 Robert Darley bayryth.,3 barrs upon his
nek, sabul unde or wave, issant owt of a wrayth goulls and
sylver. i57 a Bossewell Armorie 105 He beareth on a
wreathe 1 Topaze' and 'Saphiere' an Alcian. 1622 Bacon
Hen. ^7/(1876) 15 The wreath of three, was made a wreath
of five; for to the three first titles of the two houses, .were
added two more. 1688 Holme. A rmoury II. 393/2 ASarazens
Face . . environed about the Temples with a Wreath or Torce.
1780 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) V. 3608 The Wreath is a kind of
roll.. which ancient knights wore as a head-dress when
equipped for tournaments. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist, fy Pop.
xvii. 265 The Crest was worn supported by a Chapeau or
Wreath. 1869 Cussans Her. 172 A Coronet, or a Wreath,.

.

was composed of two strands of twisted silk, on which the
Crest appeared to be supported. Ibid., The Wreath,
Bandeau, or Torse (sometimes, though improperly, styled a
Chaplet).

f d. A metal ring forming a holder for a spindle.

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing- Husb. xxii. 335 The Spindle is

kept from moving end-ways, by Wreaths, in the same
Manner as the Axis of a Wheel-Barrow is. Ibid, xxiii. 377
The Hopper and Spindle are .. kept in their Place .. by
two Wreaths screw'd on to the Spindle.

2. Something resembling or comparable to a
twisted or circular band ; esp. a coil of a spiral

column of smoke, steam, or the like.

Before c 1790 rare ; freq. from c 1820 : cf. next.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 58 So spake the Sovran voice, and
Clouds began To darken all the Hill, and smoak to rowl In
dtiskie wreathes. 1836 [Hooton] Bilberry Thurland I. ix.

181 Having lit her pipe, to add a few more wreathes to the
general volume. 1866 All Year Round XV. 189/1 Certain
misty wreaths—the skirts.. of an adjacent sea-fog—kept
sweeping up the valley. 1899 Gunter M. S. Bradford xv'u

21c As he puffs the wreaths out of his complacent lips.

b. Freq. const, of (smoke, etc.).

1789 Words w. Evening Walk 112 As the sun declines..
The shepherd, all involved in wreaths of fire, .. shows a
shadowy speck. 1794— Guilt fy Sorrow Iviii,Where wreaths
of vapour tracked a winding brook. 1797 Scott Erl-Kingn,
It is but a dark wreath of the cloud. 1859 Dickens T. Two
Cities II. v, Wreaths of dust were spinning round, .before
the morning blast. 1875 Bucklanu Log-bk. 365 Wreaths of
sea came rolling in. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman v. iii. 288
The homes of the fishermen were putting out curling wreaths
of smoke.

c. A bank or drift of snow ; a snow-wreath,
snowdrift. Freq. wreath of snow. Orig. (and
chiefly) Sc,

1725 Ramsay Gentle Shepk. \. ii, The thick blawn Wreaths
ofSnaw. . May smoor your Wat hers. 1744 Thomson Winter
828 Scarce his Head Rais'd o'er the heapy Wreath, the
branching Elk Lies slumbering sullen in the white Abyss.
C1790 in Burns IVks. (1800) IV. 177 Weeping at the eve o*

life, I wander through a wreath o' snaw. 1806 J. Grahams
Birds 0/ Scot. 13 While yet in mountain cleughs Lingers
the frozen wreath. 1843 Prescott Mexico v. ii. (1864) 284
[He] lived to see his empire melt away like the winter's
wreath. 1855 Kingsley Glavcus 26 Those wild gardens
amid the wreaths of the untrodden snow.

d. transf. A bank of sand.
1892 Stf.venson Across tlie Plains 207 Endless links and

sand wreaths.

3. Each of the turns, convolutions, or coils of
a ringed or spiral structure, spiral shell, etc. ; a
whirl, whorl.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 61 There is in most hives

1 7 or 1 8 wreathes. Ibid.
, 4 wreathes from the bottome. 1650

Fuller Pisgah v. vii. 155 The four first wreaths of my
scrue are undoubtedly, .true. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1012
The open of the shell is pretty sound, the second turn or
wreath is very large for the proportion. 171a J. Morton
Nat. Hist. NorthampU 416 A small Brown Bucciiium...
with a roundish Mouth of six Wreaths. 1753 Chambers*
Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Scalare, A peculiar species of . . screw
shell, the several wreaths of which [etc.]. 1778 [W. Mar-
shall] Minutes Agric.

tObserv. 58 Let the wreaths (or twists)
of the [sheaf] hands be turned upward, toward the ears.
1818 Gleaner's Port-folio Sept. 68 The wreaths being orna-
mented with transverse undulating costae.

b. Conch* The genus Turbo (Turbo 2) ; a tur-
binated or wreathed shell ; a turbinate.

1777 Pennant Brit. Z00L (ed. 4) IV. 128 Turbo. Wreath.
..Its animal [is] a Slug. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII.
595/2 The clathrus, or barbed wreath, has a taper shell of
eight spires. 1815 Burrow Elem. Conchol. 203 Turbo,
Whorl or Wreath.

f c. Bot. = Corolla 2. Obs.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. iii. (1765) 7 The Petal.. en-

closes and protects it [sc. the flower] in the manner of a
Corolla, or Wreath.

4. A fold, crease, or wrinkle.
\a 1400 Morte Arth. 1093 Alle falterde be flesche in his

foule lyppys, like wrethe as a wolfe-heuede, it wraythe
owtt at ones ! 1600 Surflet Countrie Fanne in. xxviL 484
As it [sc. the fig] is verie fat the mice doth constraine the
skin to fall into wreathes. x6io Markham Masierp. 11. v.

225 If he haue a snort chub neck, with a thicke skin, and
many wreathes, or rolles, about the setting on of his chaps.

1677 N.Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1.126 The Wild-Goatisas big as

a Hart. . .They have Wreaths and Wrinkles on their Horns.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1740) II. 71 You will know
whether it [sc. the horny part of the hoof] be smooth and
even, or, otherwise, in Wreathes or Wrinkles.

b. A raised band or string-course, rare-1 .

1677 Miege Fr. Diet. 1, Cordon de muraille, z.n out.

standing wreath or edge of stone on the out-side of a
building, commonly distinguishing the several Stories.

c. north, dial. (See quot.)

^
1828 Carr Craven Gloss. 271 Wreath, the mark and swell-

ing on the skin occasioned by a blow.

6. a. = Roll sb. 1 S c. Now dial.

1956 Withals Diet. (1562) 43 b/i A wase or wreath to be
layed vnder the vessel!, that is borne vpon the head.

1570 Levins Manip. 213 A Wreath, cirrus, cesticillus.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. I, Tortillon, . .a Wreath of Cloth
which Women lay upon their heads when they carry a Pail

or Basket. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1855-76 in Yorks.
glossaries. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 172 The sheet. . is carried on
a 'wreath ' or pad.

f b. A roll of bread. (Cf. Torte.) Obs.
1600 Hakluyt P'cy. III. 220 They beat their come to

powder: then they make paste of it, and of the paste, cakes
or wreathes. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 47 A
present of. . 10 wreathes of bread, and a basket of grapes.

t C. (See quot.) Obs. rare.
161 1 Cotgr., Penide, a Pennet ; the little wreath of sugar

taken in a cold.

6. a. A twist, coil, or winding (of some material
thing or natural growth) ; a sinuosity ; a winding
motion.
1589 ? Lyly Pappe iv. Hatchet D iv, The Cedar.. knitteth

it selfe with such wreaths into the earth, that it cannot be
remooued. a 1600 Hooker Bed. Pol. vn. xviii. (1662) 53
The second wreath of that Cable. 1617 Morvson /tin. 1. 242
The very tailes of them [sc. large sheep] hanging in many
wreathes to the ground. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 517 Of his
tortuous Traine [the serpent] Curld many a wanton wreath
in sight of E\e. 170Z Pope Sappho 149 Round your neck in
wanton wreaths I twine. 176a Falconer Shipwr, it. 213 A
troop of porpoises ..In curling wreaths . . gambol on the tide.

1810 Shelley Posth, Fragm. M. Nicholson, Spectral Horse-
man 50 Then does the dragon . . twine his vast wreaths round
the forms of the daemons. 1815 — Alastor 338 Twilight..
Entwined in duskier wreaths her braided locks O'er the fair

front, .of day. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 72 A lowly
look on . . twisted wreaths of the worm in dirt,

f b. Venery. The tail of a boar. Obs.
1576 Turbbsv. Venerie 241 The tayle of a Bore is to be

termed his wreath. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest iv. 27 b.
1616 Bullokar Eug. Expos. [Hence in some later Diets.]

1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy Landships D 2, A Deere,
Bore, a Hare,.. haue no more tayles then a lack-an-Apes,
for it is a Oeeres Single, a Bores Wreath, a Hare or Connyes
Scut. [1817 Puckle Club co [The flatterer's) next discourse
was of the tail or single of a deer, the wreath of a boar.]

7. Something formed by twisting; yarn of a
specified texture.

1757 Dyer Fleece m. 61 A difFrent spinning ev'rydifFrent
web Asks from your glowing fingers : some require The
more compact, and some the looser wreath.

8. A curve in the handrail or string of a geo-
metrical stair; that part ofthe handrail which bends
round such curve.

1814 P. Nicholson in Trans. Soc. Arts XXXII. 134 The
Plank, out of which the Wreath is to be cut. 1820

—

Stair-
cases, etc. p. iii, Squaring the wreath upon geometrical
principles. 1871 R. Riddell Carp. <$- Joiner6$> In thiscase
the wreath must be in two pieces. 1881 Diet. Architecture
s.v., A wreath of a staircase handrail is continuous in a cir-

cular or elliptic staircase.

9. south, dial. (See quots.)
1813 Davis Agric. Wilts. 268 Wreaths, the long rods of

hurdles used for sheep-folding. 1856 Morton's Cycl. Agric.
II. 727 Wreat/ies, (Dorset.), withes to keep hurdles and
sowels together.

10. techn. A defect in glass (esp. flint glass),

consisting in almost imperceptible strise producing
certain optical aberrations. ? Obs.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 584 An uniform flint-glass, free from

striae, or wreath, is much in demand for the optician. Ibid.,

Glass allowed to cool slowly in mass in the pot is particu-
larly full of wreath.

II. 11. A chaplet or garland of flowers, leaves,

or the like, esp. worn or awarded as a mark of dis-

tinction, honour, etc. Also rarely without article.

1563 Shute Archit. D iv b, The whiche Astragalus shalbe
as it were certaine round beryes and the other Astragalus.,
shalbe wrothonnefs/c] like a wreath. is&g\Varher A Ib.Eng.
1. iii. 7 Apollos sonne perceauing him with Garland on his
head,, .caused him to cast the wreath away. 1596 Drayton
Legends iii. (1605) Gg 8, Goddesse of Aries and Armes...
Be thou assisting to this Poet of mine, With funerall
wreathes incompassing his browes. 1628, etc. [see Laure-
ate a. 1 h\ 1694 Prior Hymn to Sun ii, As His Infant
Months bestow Springing Wreaths for William's Brow.
s737 Glover Leonidas \. 196 He the wreath Pontific bore
amid the Spartan camp. 1784 Cowper Task v. 712 But
fairer wreaths are due. .To those who, posted at the shrine
of truth, Havefall'nin her defence. 1821 Byron Sardanap.
1. ii, The shepherd kings of patriarchal times, Who knew no
brighter gems than summer wreaths. 1839 Dickens Nicklcby
xxiv, Mrs. Borum and the governess cast wreaths upon the
stage. 184a Tennyson Talking Oak 288 She.. shall wear
Alternate leaf and acorn-ball In wreath about her hair. 1891
Science-Gossip XXVII. 29/2 He is ready to resign his
victor's wreath to Darwin.
fig. and transf 1593 Marlowe Edw. II, v. i, [May] this

crowne,..like the snakie wreathe of Tisiphon, Engirt the
temples of his hatefull head. i6ig Dr*yton Poly-olb. v. 61
Hee . .

gained The Stewards nobler name : and . . attain'd The
royal Scottish wreath, upholding it in state. 1613 Browne
Brit. Past. 1. iv. 73 Sow-thistle.., whose downy wreath If
any one can blow off at a breath, We deeme her for a maide.
1784 Cowper Taskvi. 938 There he. .obtains fresh triumphs
oer himself, And never with'ring wreaths. 1799 Campbell
Pleas. Hope 1. 46 Auspicious Hope 1 in thy sweet garden
grow Wreaths for each toiL 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vi.
xvii, Twilight o'er the east wove her serenest wreath. 1835
Wordsw. Death Jos. Hogg 30 Our haughty life is crowned
with darkness. Like London with its own black wreath.

b. Const, of.

«X4So Mirk's Festial 1. 113, I for be on my hed suffyr
a wrebe of stynkyng bornes. 1595 Spenser Epith. 256
Hymen also crowns with wreathes of vine. 1671 Milton
P. R. il 459 A Crown, Golden in shew, is but a wreath of

thorns, Brings dangers. 1697 Dryden sEncis v. 177 The
common Crew, with Wreaths of Poplar Boughs, Their
Temples crown. 1704 Pope Summer 10 The Muse.. adds
this wreath of Ivy to thy Bays. 1800 Wordsw. Ellen Irwin
4 A Grecian maid Adorned with wreaths of myrtle.

fig. and transf. 1605 Shaks. Lear n. ii. 113 The wreath
of radient fire On flicking Phoebus front. 1812 J. Wilson
Isle ofPalms 11. 397 The glory.. That plays like a wreath
of halo-light Around his Mary's head. 1841 Emerson
Ess., Love% 5 The remembrance of these visions, .is a wreath
of flowers on the oldest brows. 1868 Farrar Silence «$- V.
iii. (1875) 60 The power and splendour of her literature,
conferred upon her [sc. Greece] a wreath of unfading ad-
miration.

C. A trailing cluster of flowers, tendrils, etc.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 631 A poore Chappel..
adorned onlie with wilde mosse, and wreathes of clasping
Ivie. 1784 Cowper Task v. 158 Long wavy wreaths Of
flow'rs. .Blush'd on the panels. 1798 Wordsw. Lines in
Early Spring 10 Through primrose tufts..The periwinkle
trailed its wreaths. 1881 E. Waugh Lanes. Songs (ed. 5)

84 Wreaths of fairy frost-work hung Where grew last

summer's leaves.

d. Purple wreath : (see Purple a. C 2 c).

1864 Gkisebach Flora W. Ind. 789. 1890 Cent. Diet.,
Petrea volubilis, the purple wreath, ..is a native of the
West India islands and of the mainland from Vera Cruz
southward.

e. As the title of a book comprising a collection

of short literary pieces ; = Garland sb. 4.
In frequent use from c 1825.

1753 (title), The Wreath : a Curious Collection of New
Songs. 1799 E. Dubois (title), The Wreath; composed of
Selections from Sappho [etc.]. .accompanied Ly a prose
Translation and Notes. 1843 (title), The Ayrshire Wreath :

a Collection of Original Pieces, in Prose and Verse. 1881
'A.LO. E.' (title), A Wreath of Indian Stories.

f. A representation of a wreath in decorative

work, metal, stone, etc.

1847 C. Bronte % Eyre iii, A certain brightly painted china
plate, whose bird of paradise, nestling in a wreath of con-
volvuli and rosebuds, had [etc.]. 1890 You^g Ann. Barber-
Surg. Lond. 506 Four., wrought silver garlands or wreaths
for crowning the Master and Wardens on Election Day.
1 12. A twisted mass (^something). Obs.~°
1648 Hexham ii, Een Wrongel van Pieren ofte Wormen,

a Wreath of Wormes for bobbing.

III. 13. attrib. and Comb., as wreath hurdle,

line, ^offering, part, rail, work ; wreath-drifted,

maker, -wise ; wreath animalcule (see quot. and
cf. Perldinial a.) ; -wreath shell, = sense 3 b;
WTeath-wort, the early purple orchis, 0. viascula.

1854 A. Adams, etc Man. Nat. Hist. 370 *Wreath-Animal-
cules (Peridiniidse). 183a Motherwell Poet. Wks. 76 More
dazzlingly white Than the *wreath-drifted snows. 1818
Sporting Mag. II. 181 The making of *wreath hurdles is

a profitable business. 1825 J. Nicholson OPerat. Mechanic
597 Draw a line, which will give the "wreath line formed by
the nosings of the winders. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks 55
Artificial Flower Maker :. .Shell Flower Maker. *Wreath
Maker, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Korner <s- Sister Poems (1875)

425 With his *wreath-offering silently to stand In the
hush'd presence of the glorious dead. 1835 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mechanic 597 In preparing the string for the *wreath
part, a cylinder should be made. i8ao P. Nicholson Stair,

cases, etc. 17 Getting a #wreath rail out of the least quantity

of stuff. 1825 W. Hamilton Hand-book 423 Turbo, the
*wreath shell. 1845 J. C. Mangan German Ant/iol. II. 105

Hand-with-hand, linked *wreathwise round, The virgins

dance in order. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 384 The same person
. .hath contrived an Engine to turne "wreath work. 1730 W.
George in Mem. W.Stuketey (Surtees) III. 255 Another
large partition, encompassed with plaited wreath-work. 1884

W. Miller PtanUn. 148 Purple *Wreath-wort.

HenceWreathag"e, wreaths collectively, rare-1 .

1883 W. Allingham in Athenaeum July 79 Then one sees

. . In their hedgerow wreathage manifold Clustering.

Wreathe (r^)* ^- Also 6-7 wreth(e, 6-9
wreath, 7 wreeth,wreith, 9 Sc. wraithe. [Early

mod. Eng, wrethe, partly a back-formation from

wrethen (see Wreathen ppl. a.), pa. pple. of

Writhe v.^, and partly f. Wreath sb. Senses 6-7

clearly show the influence of Writhe v.]

I. I. trans. To twist or coil (something) ; to

form or fashion into a coil or coils. Occas. in fig.

context. Also with about, up.

1535 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. v. xii, These hooles bene
wrethed and wounde as a spyndle of a presse. 1555 Eden
Decaties (Arb.) 327 Longe heare which they wreath on both

sydes theyr eares. 1592 Shaks. Ven. <$• Ad. 879 An adder
Wreathed up in fatal folds. 1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 246 These
parts yeeld sheepe, whereof the taile of one wreathed to the

ground, doth [etc.]. 1667 Milton I\L. iv. 346 Th' unwieldy
Elephant, .us'd all his might, and wreathd His Lithe Pro-

boscis. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. A nat. \. x. 22 The
Guts are oblong, round, hollow bodies variously wreathed
about. 1738 Thomson Agamemnon 1. vii. 26 Troy.. yet

wreathing smoke to heaven. 1750 Gray Elegy 102 Yonder
nodding beech That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high.

1810 Scott Lady of L. v. xviii, Fitz-James..wreath'd his

left hand in the mane. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 6 Therefore
..are we wreathing A flowery band to bind us to the
earth. i8a6 Sherer Notes <$• Reft. Ramble Germany 126

A large hollow spire of open stone-work, wreathed and
twisted as fancifully as an elegant toy might be. 1835 I.

Taylor Spir. Despot, vi. 246 The chain of spiritual despotism
had been beaten and wreathed upon the anvil. .of the.,
afflicted Church.
refi. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 63 To ymagine

that the coale should wreth or turne it self in some place to the
one [veinj. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Digress. 379
The Beards of wilde Oats, .continually wreath and unwreath
themselves according to. .the temperature of the ambieni
Air. 1753 Adventurer No. 31 r 10 Wreathing themselves
in various contortions, a new brood of serpents hissed round
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her head. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 585 Like the slugs, they
wreath themselves ur, and when touched make themselves
quite round, a 1853 Robertson Lcet. i. (i$5S) 20 The clouds
wreathing themselves in that strange wild way.

b. To wind or turn (some flexile object) about
or over something ; to form or adjust as a wreath
or encircling coil. Freq. with round or about*

Also trans/.

1530 Pai.sgr. 785/1 He had akercher wreathed about his

heed. 1583 tr. Maison Neuve^s Gerilecn 1. 80 b, [This] dis-

measured Crocodile.. wreathyng his Tayle..all aboute his

[sc. a horse's] Feete afore. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. iv.xii. 125 They, .weareon their heads a cloth wreathed.
1603 B. Jonson Sejanus v. K-^b, A new Head being set

vpon your Statue, A Rope is since found wreath'd about it.

1622 Pf.acham Covipl. Gentl. v. 42 A Serpent wreathed about
a Sword, placed vpright. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevcnot*s
Trav. t. 30 Round that, they wreath a white or red Turban.
1777 Potter Aeschylus 1 1 Ve waves That o'er th' intermin-

able ocean wreath Your crisped smiles, a 1814 Wordsw.
Excurs. vih. 352 An ill-adjusted tui ban. .wreathed around
their sunburnt brows. 1845 ). C. Mangan German AnthoU
II. 62 The white flowers wreathed Around my temples by thy
whiter hand. 1877 Tennvson^c/*///^ over the T. 5 Around
his head The glorious goddess wreath'd a golden cloud.

refl. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 109 About h:s necke
A greene and guilded snake had wreath d it selfe. 1631
Brathwait Eng. Gentlewoman 122 The Iuye. .windes and
wreathes it selfe about the Plant. 1866 Hrycf. Holy Rom.
Emp. v. 83 The gorgeous drapery of romance gradually
wreathed itself round his name.

o. Sc, To fasten or secure (a yoke) upon a

draught-animal. Only in fig. context.
Perhaps partly by influence of Lam. i. 14 (see 3 b. Jig.).

1650 J. Nicoll Diary (P>ann. CI.) 17 These men.. labour
to wreith the yok of thair oppressiounes upon thair bodyes
and soules. 11733 T. Boston Crook in Lot {1805) 46 A yoke,
which the wretched sufferers can neither bear, nor yet shake
off, is wreathed about their necks. 1759 Robekison Hist.
Scot. 11. (1817) I. 399 Troops, .employed as instruments for

subduing the Scots, and wreathing the yoke about their

neck. 1777 Watson Philip II, I. 92 Till, the yoke being
wreathed about their necks, the most secret niurmurings
became, .fatal to those who uttered them. 1827 Pollok
Course T. vii.509 Not those who. .sailed To purchase human
flesh, or wreath the yoke Of vassalage on savage liberty.

trans/. 185a J. Jarvie Disc. 108 The burden of man's guilt

is wreathed to the neck of the Only Begotten.

2. To surround or invest with or as with some-
thing twisted or turned ; to enwreathe. Also with

advs., as about , in.

1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 41, vj Corled hed
Sculles. .wrethen abowte with redd golde sarsnett and sylver
Lawne. 1631 T. Heywood 2nd Pt. Fair Maid of West 1.

Bjb, I for this Will wreathe thee in a glorious arch of gold,
stuck full of Indian gemmes. 1671 Milton P. R, iv. 76
Dusk faces with while silken Turbants wreath'd. 1769
Sir W. Jones Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 7 With stings
of asps the leafless plants were wreath'd. 183a Scott
Betrothed Note D, Three hundred of the British, who fell

there, had their necks wreathed with the Eudorchawg.
1833 Wordsw. In Frith of Clyde 4 Ne'er did morn, .more
gracefully, .wreathe with mist his [sc. a crag's] forehead high.

1854 F. W. Mant Midship/nan 90 Like some huge baronial
castle wreathed in with smoke. 1879 Bartlett Egypt to
Pal. \. 18 Wreathed with fresh Sculpturings of forgotten
warfare.

Jig. 184a
J.
Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 243 Contentment

wreathes with silk and velvet the prisoner's chains.

b. To encircle or surround with a wreath or
garland ; to bedeck or adorn with or as with a
wreath ; to garland.

1634 Milton Comus 55 This Nymph.. gaz'd upon his
clustiing locks, With Ivy berries wreath'd. 1678 Dkvden
All for Love 1. 5 With Laurels wreath your posts, And
strow with Flow'rs the Pavement. 1701 Pope Sappho 25
Would you with ivy wreath your flowing hair. 1796 Cole-
ridge To a beautiful Spring 6 With one fresh garland of
Pierian flowers. . My languid hand shall wreath thy mossy
urn. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xx'x. To wreathe a victor's
brow. 1848 Lytton Harold i.i, Doors and windows were..
wreathed with garlands. 1887 Bowen Mnetd v. 73 Then
with the myrtle of Venus the chieftain wreathes him.

O. Of flowers, etc. : To encompass or enclose
(an object) as or after the manner of a wreath ; to
form a wreath about (something).
1718 Prior Solomon 11. 140 In the Flow'rs that wreath the

sparkling Bowl, Fell Adders hiss. 1796 Coleridge On
Autumnal Evening 10 Kach flower that wreath'd the dewy
locks of Spring. 1908 Westnt. Gas. 10 Dec. 2/3 Flowers of
hearen !.. wreathing The God-centred vision of all coming
years !

8. To unite (two or more things) by twining or
twisting together ; to entwine, intertwine ; also, to
•fold (the arms).

1553 Bhende Q. Curtius 13 A rope folded and knit wiih
many knots, one ao wrethed within an othir, that [etc.].

1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb, 11. 6t You shall wynde
and wreathe the greene blades [of the garlic] togeather, and
treade them to the grounde. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 19
You haue Iearn'd. .to wreath your Armes like a Male-con*
tent. 1596 Mascall Cattle 275 To ring hogges..,some put
a red paste wyar vnder the skinne of his snout, . .then wreath
it altogether. 160a Marston Ant. $ Mel. iv. Wks. 1856 I.

51 Enter Andrugio and Antonio wreathed together. 1808
Wordsw. White Doe 1724 If she too passionately wreathed
Her arms. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. viii, I behold. .An
Eagle and a Serpent wreathed in fight. 1847 Madden
La^atnort III. 31 Twelve swine, tied together, with withies
exceeding great wreathed altogether.

b. To combine (several things into one structure)
by interweaving; to twine together; to form or
make by intertwining.
a J547 Surrey Par. Eccl. iv. 34 Cables brayded threfouid

Vol. X.

.., to gether wrethed swer [=sure]. 1579 E. K. Gloss, to

Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Dec. 81 A kind of woodde..fit to

wreath and bynde in leapes to catch fish withal). 1604 E.
G[ri.mstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xx\x. 420 A great
cord wreathed of chaines of roasted mays. 1767 Grav Death
ofHoel 15 Chains.. Wreath'd in many a golden link. 1788
Cowter Gratitude 7 She gave, .me beside, Wreath'd into an
elegant bow, The ribbon. 1811 T. Davis Agric. Wilis 263
Hurdles, .made of hazel rods closely wreathed. 1844 W.
Barnes Poems Rural Life 289 Be lake, a bar of wood, .with
holes to take the soles ofa hurdle while the maker wreaths it.

refl. 1555 Eden Decades \Mh.) 225 Theleauesof ih'isCocus
..wreathynge them selues one within an other.

fit- x597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvi. § 8 When, .heauenly
and earthly happines are wreathed in one crowne. 1611
Bible Lam. i. 14 The yoke of my transgressions is bound
by his hand: they are wreathed, and come vp vpon my
necke. a 1716 South Serm. tj.j, In such base noisome
hearts you shall ever see pride and ingratitude indivisiuly

wreathed and twisted together.

|C. local. To support, maintain, or hold up (a

bank, etc.) by or as by wattled woik. Ohs.

1569 Surrey fy Kent Severs Comm. (L.C.C., 1909) 34 That
he st;tke wreth & lande vppe so mutche earth as neade ys.

157a Ibid. 120 To stake walle or wreath his b:\nke against
the riuer of thames. 1576 Ibid. 252 To scale watle and
wretche [sic] the outer side of the saied shewer.

4. To arrange or dispose flowers, etc., as (a

wreath) ; in later use esp, to adjust or fashion

(flowers, etc.) into a garland or chnplet.

1595 Locrine II, vi. 14 A fiowring garland wreath'd of bay.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 892 From his sh-uk hand the Garland
wreath'd for Eve Down drop'd. 1828 Lot r'y's Mag. Aug. 446/1
A very beautiful chintz, with flowers, delicately wreathed.

.

on a striped ground of yellow muslin. 1849 Ruskin Sev.
Lamps iv. § 2 His next step was to gather the (lowers them-
selves, and wreathe them in his capitals. 1892 Tennyson
Akhars Dream 23 Gathering. . From each fair plant the
blossom choicest-grown To wreathe a crown . . for the king.

f 5. To make (a bow) by a supple bending of the

body. Obs. rare~x
.

1730 Thomson Autumn 1197 Let. .those of fairer front-.

Wreathe the deep bow, diffuse the lying smile.

H. f 6. To strain or turn forcibly round or to a
side ; to wring, wrench, or wrest. Obs*
1590 Spenser F.Q. it. i. 56 Sir Guyon. from so heauie

sight his head did wreath. 1592 A. Day Eng. Secretorie 1.

(1595) 23 Statelie trees (some tops wherof the wind seemeth
to wreath and turne at one side). 1606 Holland Sueton. 25
By wreathing their [sc. fugitives] throats he turned them
againe vpon the enemies. 1617 Pukchas Pilgrimage (ed. 3)

139 They killed a man which was a fir^t-borne, wreathing
his head from his body. 166a Evelyn Chalcogr. 11. (1906) 15
To wreath, rub, slap and smooth them [sc. blankets] till you
have rendred them very soft and gentle. 1674 Hooke
Animadv. 52 This Plate, must be wrenched or wreithed,
so that the Plain thereof must stand parallel to the Plain of
the Index-Frame. 1712-4 Pupe Rape Link iv. 100 Was it

for this you .. your locks., with tort'ring irons wreath'd
around? 1737 Whiston fosephus, Anita, it. ix. § 7 Moses
threw it [sc. a diadem] down to the ground, and. .wreathed
It round, and trod upon it.

fig. 1580 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 344 To wrest the will of
man, or to wreath his heart to our humours.

"t*b. Jig. To extend unduly the application or

meaning of (a writer or writing); to * wrest',

stretch, strain. Obs. rare.

1566 Stapylton Ret. Untr. Jewel iv. 62 b, To wreste and
wrethe Scriptures at his pleasure. 1583 Foxe A. <$ M. (ed. 4)

II. 1820 It is shame for you to wrast and wreath the Doctors
as you do. 1656 J. Hammond Leahfy A*. ^1844) 23 They were
resolved to wreth and stretch their commission to the pre-

judice of Mary-land.

fo. refl. To worm (oneself) in ; to insinuate.

rtiS7i Jewel On 2 Thess. ii. 1,2 (Antichrist] shall shew
forth himself at the first with countenance of deuotion and
holinesse, that hee may. .secretly wreath in himselfe.

d. To twist, turn, or contort (the body, limbs,

etc.) ; to writhe.
164a Milton Apot. agst. Smect. Wks. (1697) 334 When in

the Colleges, .young Divines, .have been seen so oft upon
the Stage wreething and unboning their Clergy-limbs. 1695
Bi.ackmorb Pr. Arth. viii. 171 Octa his wounded Body
wreaths in Pain. 1697 R. Peirck Path Mem. 11. v. 318 He
was suddenly seized with a violent Convulsion Fit, which
wreathed him every way. 1711 Gay Rural Sports 1.236
Impatient of the wound, He rolls and wreaths his shining
body round. 1787 Minor m. ix. 187 My mother, .wreathed
her body, ..and cried. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xi. xi,

Even in death their lips are wreathed with fear. 1855 Mrs.
Gaskei.l North <y South ix, Margaret wreathed her throat

in a scornful curve.

e. To alter (the features, etc.) in, into, or to a

smile, etc. (Cf. Wreathed///, a. 1 c.)

1813 Scott Rokeby 1. xxiii, Contempt kept Bertram's anger
down, And wreathed to savage smile his fn.wn. 1865
Kincsley Herew. x\\, Gilbert, .walked up to the pair, his

weather-beaten countenance wreathed into, .paternal smiles.

1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile x. 286 [They] wreathed
their countenances in ghastly smiles,

refl. 1868 Miss Braddon Dead-Sea Fruit i. The mobile
mouth., will wreathe itself into such a smile that [etc.].

+ 7. a. To take (something) by force; to wrest

or seize. Obs, rare.

1590 C. S. Right Relig. n To wreath from Princes their

Crownes is more impossible. Ibid. 15 Authoritie to wreath
from kinges their crownes.

t b. To rend or tear. Obs.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 104 If it should happen to haue

lighted on any part of the shippe,. .it would rent and wreih
sayles, mast, shroudes and shippe and all in manner like a
wyth. 1606 N. B[AXTE*]Sydnsys Ourania E j.Thestemme
of an Oke in peeces they wreath. 1607 Topseil Fourf.
Beasts 487 Lyons, .doe not onely bite, but also wreath and
teare the wounds.

III. intr. 8. To undergo writhing, twisting,

or deviation; to diverge or swerve; to bend, turn,

or coil. Also with round.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xil. vii. 225 From their

course the starves doo wreath, And soules she coniure can.

1599 T. Cutwode Callha Poet. (Roxb.)xxxi,'I he Bay tree.

.

seems to sigh. .And with the wa;iton wind to wrig & wreath,

against the god. 1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892] 64
Sometymes the same [vein of limestone] is found to wreaih
to the northe and southe. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xn. 236
Aiax a farre greater stone lift up, and, wreathing round,With
all his body layd to it, he sent it forth. 1821 Clare I'ill.

Minstr. II. 190 Uowny bents, that to the air did wreathe.

1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard io Where .. the lithe

brown sea-flowers wreathe and sway.

fig. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley III. 151 Beauty is never so
beautiful as when, if I teaze it, it wreathes ba<_k on me with
spirit. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xlix, The lightest wave ut

thought shall lisp, The fancy's tenderest eddy wreathe.

fb. To become involved or intertwined. Obs.
1631 Brathwait Eng. Gentlew. Table | 2, The Iuie whrle

it is winding, decayes the pl;mt, with whi<_b it is wreathing.

9. To assume the form of, circle in the manner
of, a wreath. Also Jig.

1776 J. Barclay Par. Psalirs 88 The flames of fire shall

round him wreathe. 1814 Byhon To Be<shazzar ii, Go !

dash the ro-es from thy ! row—Gray hairs but poorly wrea:he
with them. 1853 Kane Grinned Exp. (1856)444 A strange,
palpable obscurity, wreathing up in long strata to the
northward. 1867 Morkis Jason Vii. 395 Real fire of pine-
wood . .Wreathing around my body greedily. 1875 StmjMan
Vict. Poets iii. (1887) 81 The weary peiman who could send
a smile wreathing from Land's End to John o' Groats.

b. Sc. To form into, assume the shape of, a

snowdrift or snow-wrenth.
186: R. Quinn Heather Lintie f 1 863) 43 We'd na be rad

o* scath fra wather, Though si.aw was wreathin'. 1887
Suppi. Jamieson 2S0/1 The >naw was wraithin' in the glen.

10. Of flour or meal, in milling : To hug the eye

of the millstone so closely as to hinder its descent.

1891 Cent. Dicl.s.v.

Wreathed (rtSd), ppl. a. [f. 'Wreathe v. +
-ED*. Cf. next and Writhed///, a.]

1. Formed by eras by wreathing. wn ing, twisting,

or twining; ananged or disposed in coils, curves, or

twists ; contoited, twisted.

In frequent use from c 1590 to c 1630.

c 1530 Tindai.e A'-iW.xxviii. 14 Thou shalt make, .cheyr.es

off line golde: lynkeworke and wrethed, and fasten the

wrethed cheynes to the hokes. 1535 in Bury Wills (Camden)
127 My ij wrethed rynges of gold. 1587 A. Day Daphnis .y

Chloe (1890) 14 Vong rammes. .with their wrtathed hornes.

1605 H. Jonson Masque Blackness r 1 Musique made out
of wreathed shells. 1608 Sir H. Plat Garden of Eden
(1653) 143 Winding the young stock about the stick, . it will

growin a wreathed form. 1665 G. HAVERS /'. delta Va/le's

Trav. E. India 114 [The] Diadem, .might have been of
wreath'd Linnen, or Gold, or other solid matter, a 1711 Ken
Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 273 Unicorns., with their teirible

wreath'd Hornes. 1743 Dawdson Virgil, Aeneid vn. 351
A chain of wteathed gold. 1817 Shelley Rev. /slum 1. x,

The Eagle, .unremittingly assaded The wreathed Serpent.

i8ao P. Nicholson S.'aircases p. iv, The geometrical con-
struction of the wreathed part of the Rail. 1844 Kinclake
Eothen xx, The short and proudly wreathed lip. 1908
[Miss Fowled] Be'.w. Trent fy Ancholme 362 The fog at

times lies wreathed, white and still.

fig. l 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. cxix. D iii, From fals-

hoods wreathed way, O save me, Lord. 1846 J. C. Mangan
Poems (1903) 95 Whence flowtu the tones Of silver lyres,

And many voices in wreathed swell.

f b. Corrugated ; wrinkled. Obs.

1567 Mai'I.et Gr. Forest 42 The Fig tree ;. .all his Wood
not so plaine, as wrethed & wrinckled. 1656 Ueale Heref
Orchards (1657) 12 You shall find the better-tasted fruit to

be more wrethed or wrinckled.

e. Formed by wreathing the countenance.

1633 Milton L*Allegro 28 Nods, and Becks, and Wreathed
Smiles.

f 2. Crossed, folded ; also, having ihe arms folded.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii 135 Longauile Did.neuer
lay his wreathed armesathwart His loumg hosome, to keepe
downe his heart. 1595 Markham Sir R. Grim-He iv, Thetis
. .with wreath'd armes. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. in.

ii, Another. . walks off melancholic, and stands wreath'd As
he were pinn'd up to the arras.

3. a. Of columns, etc. : Twisted or shaped in a

screw-like form ; contorted.
16x4 Wotton Elem. Archit. 31 Wreathed, and Vined,and

Figured Columnes, which our Author himselfe condeinneth.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Mar. 1644, Some of the columns
wreathed, others spiral. 18*3 P. Nichoison /V«r/. Build.

596 Wreathed columns ; such as are twisted in the form of

a screw. 184a Gwilt Archit. 1053 Wreathed columns..

are. .very appropriately called contorted columns.

fb. Having a spirally-grooved bore ; rifled. Obs.

1681 R. Cromwell Let. in Eng. Hist. RevAityD XIII. 96

The little gun .. is not so propper for shott it being a wreathed

barrel 1.

4. Formed or combined by twining or inter-

weaving; entwined, intertwined.

1578 H. Wotton Courttie Controv. 8 A banquet, .vnder

a wreathed arbor of Laurcll, lessemen, Holly, and Iuy.

Ibid., A banke of wrethed boughes. 1633 1. Adams £>A
2 Pet. ii. 4. 524 These chaines, . . were they of cords, of

wreathed trees, of iron,.. might bee burst asunder. 1633

G. Herbert Temple, Wreath 1 A Wreathed garland of

deserved praise. 1688 Holme Armoury It, 468/2 Two
Serpents in Fesse to the sinister; wreathed, respecting.

Ibid., Two Snakes wreathed in pale. 1795 H. Took e Purity

1 1. 256 A raddle hedge, is a hedge of . .twisted or wreathed

twigs or boughs. 1817 Dugdale's Afonasticon I. 1 Here
St. Joseph., erected,., of wreathed twigs, the first Christian

45
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oratory in England. i8a8 Tennyson Lover's Tale n. 43 |

They vanish 'd. .Beneath the bower of wreathed eglantines.

trans/. 178a Wakton On Sir J. Reynolds's Painted
\

Window 24 Where Superstition with capricious hand In
\

many a maze the wreathed window plann'd.

Jig. 1820 Keats Ode to Psyche 60 A rosy sanctuary will '

I dress With the wreath'd trellis of a working brain.

5. Covered, decked, or encompassed by a wreath •

or wreaths
;
garlanded.

1819 Keats Lamia 1. 38 When from this wreathed tomb
j

shall I awake? 1847 Longf. in LiJe(iBgi) II. 76 Byron's
j

wild and wicked travesty, .hits the Laureate [sc. Southey]

hard on his wreathed head. 1897 Daily News 30 June 6/2

The wreathed coffin was conveyed, .to the burial ground

b. Her. Encircled with a twisted band or wreath.

1688 Holme A rmoury it. 473 2 A Flower de Lis Wreathed,

or in the middle Wreathed. Ibid. 393/2 A Sarazens Head.

.

wreathed about the temples. 1838 I'enny Cycl. XII. 143/2

Heads are also blazoned wreathed or banded, as the case

may be.

0. In the specific names of birds (see quots.).

Frequently used by Latham.
1781 Latham Gen. Synop. Birds I. 358 Wreathed Hornbill;

..on the top of the upper mandible is an appendage, .rounded

at top. 1785 Ibid. V. 216 Wreathed Plover;, .round the

crown runs a list of white, encircling the head like a wreath.

1819 Siephkns in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI, 488 Wreathed

Pluvian. Pluvianus coronatus,..[~ Latham's] Wreathed

Plover. 1823 Latham Gen. Hist. BrrdsVU. 140 Wreathed

Warbler.. . From the eye round to the nape a white line,

passing backwards, and surrounding it as a wreath at the

back part

Hence Wrea'thedness. rare— .

W3
Bailey (fj!.), Contorteousness, wreathedness.

reathen yrt\\)j ppl. a. Also 4-6 wrethen,

5 -yne, -in, (V) •wrethe. [ME. wreden, normal

variant of wrfden, pa. pple. of zoriden Writhe z>.

Cf. Writhen />//.«.]

1. = Wreathed///, a. 1.

a. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5526 All be watir of be werd [to

him seemed] bot as a wrethen neddire, 1401-2 Durham Ace.

Rolls (Surtees) 393, vj libr.'.de wrethyn candell, xs. a 1450

Songs $ Carols i/th C. (Warton Club) 85 My baselard ha^t

a wrethin hafte. 1463 Will 0/ I'achett (Somerset Ho.), A
wrethyneryngeofyo.de. <r 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 310

Great'gilte Candilsteks costid withe wrethin shanks, a 1548

Hall Chron., Hen. VIlI
y
207b, Veluet..fret with flowers

of Siluer, and small twigges of wrethen worke. a 1600

MosTGOMKRiK Misc. Poems iv. 5 Mercure with his wrethin

wand. 1887 Su/>/>l. Jamieson 280 Wrethin' strae-rapes.

3. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Exod. xxviii. 22 Chaynesof pure

golde and wreathen worke. 1598 Dkloney Jacke Newb. i.

\Vks. (1912) 7 The Bel-weather., by the force of his wreathen

homes. .slew him. 1608 Topsell Serpents 245 Many. .are

the Epithets which are giuen to Snakes, .as. .Gorgonean,

wreathen, slyding. 1611 Biblk Exod. xxviii. 14 Thau shalt

make, .twochaines of pure gold . . ; of wreathen_worke shalt

thou make them. 1792 Mass. Mag. Nov., Imagination very

easily giving them [sc. stalactite^] pedestals and chapiters, and
even wreathen-work. 1871 J. Hay Pike County Ball. (1880)

1 =54 Wreathen amulet Forged against sword-stroke. 187a

Ruskin Aralra Pentelici 51 The wreathen work of its doors,

..the foliage of its capitals. 1875 — Ears Clav. lviii. 288

The pierced fractional coins will only bear a chased wreathen

fillet. 1877 Black more Erema li, The glorious woods of

wreathen gold.. all were mine.

Comb. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3I III. 566
Wreathen-podded Whitlowgrass. [Grows in] Fissures of

limestone rocks.

2. Formed or arranged by or as by twining or

interweaving : entwined, intertwined.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vt. ix. § 21. 81 Their Oratory,
built onely of wrethen wands. 1631 Weever Anc Funeral
Mem. 58 To build a Church or Oratorie of wreathen wands.
1713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems 39 The Flowers.. In
wreathen Garlands dropt agen On Lucullus. a 1850 in Mrs.
Jameson Leg. Monast. Orders (1852) 45 A church of
wreathen wands.

"Wreather (rtfoi). [f. Wreathe &. + -eb*.]

One who or that which wreathes, twists, or twines.

Also transf.

1566 Stapleton Ret. Untr. fewe! iv. 62 To proue you
wresters and wrethers of Gods holy worde. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1595) 5 Pityocamtes, that is to say, a wreather or
bower of pine apple trees. 1648 Hexham ii, Een Wrijter^

an Extorter, a Wreather, or a Wrester. 1817 Keats Sleep

<J-
Poetry 14 Sleep,. -Soft closer of our eyes !. .Wreather of

poppy buds, and weeping willows 1

WreathingCrftSin),^/.^. [f.as prec. + -ING1 .]

1. The action of twisting or contorting ; the fact

of writhing; an instance of this.

1580 Hollybano Treas. Fr. Tong, Torsement, a wreathing.

1587 Goi.dini; De Mornay xiii. 223 Leauing their mouings
free ; which yet . .shall come to the end which God hath listed

to appoint vnto them.whatsoeuer windings and wreathings

they seeme to themselues to make. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.

34 By the wreathing of their bodies, .they seek to avoid the

pursuer. 1668 Culpepper & Cols Bartkol. Anat. 1. v. 8

Touching the Contorsion or Wreathing of the recurrent

Nerve. 1721 Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 130 The
Earth-Worm..by a sort of wreathing, .takes hold of the

Ground with its small Feet. 1794 R. J. Sulivan View Nat.

II. 456 The sun,.. whose obiiuue course is not unaptly

represented by the wreathings of a snake. 1800 Med. Jrnl.

III. 451 The attendants told me, from the wreathing of her

body.., that she would soon have another fit. 1823 Joanna
Baillie Poems 260 [Steam] With tressy wreathings playing

in the air. 1885 R. Bridges Eros <\ Psyche Oct. 23 Mid the

wreathings of the vapour dim The goddess grew in glory

visible. . ,

Jig. 161a Shzltok Qtax. 1. iv. vt. (1620)345 "is friend did

notable injurie to their amitie in searching out wreathings

and ambages in the discovery of bis most hidden thoughts

to him. 1641 Fannant TmeRelat. Pari. Rick. //, 37 Those

infinit wreathings of contention.

b. concr. Tnat which is wreathed or twisted.

354

1600 Surflet Counlrie Farme in. xiii. 449 And for these

grafts it is ynough, if euerie one of them, haue one good

eielet or two aboue the wreathing. 1634 Peacham Compt.

Cent/, (ed. 2) xii no To Painters, for the picturing of some
exquisit arme, leg. torse or wreathing of the body.

1 2. A wresting of the sense or meaning of some-

thing. Obs.
1628 Prynne Cens. Cozens 67 Which is a grosse abuse,

a wreathing, a peruerting of the Scriptures.

3. The action or fact of entwining or intertwin-

ing ; an instance of this.

1553 tsee Wrapping vbl. sb. 1 b]. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11.

xii. 53 Boughes and braunches. .did ..dilate Their clasping

armes, in wanton wreathings intricate. 1661 Boyle Spring

0/ Air It. ii. (1682) 32 In strings there is required either

wreathing or some.. textureof component parts. 1844 Mrs.
BrowningOr of'Children viii, Let them touch each other's

hands, in a fresh wreathing Of their tender human youth !

a 1901 W. Bright Age 0/ Fathers (1903) II. 23 The wreath-

ing of a garland for the Penates.

4. The action of investing with a wreath.

185a Grote Greece 11. lxx. IX. 137 The operations of

wreathing and unwreathing must here have been per-

formed by the soldiers symbolically.

Wreathing, ///. a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
.]

1. That wreathes, twists, or twines ; enwreathing.

1677 Dkydf.n State Innoc. in. 16 When your kind Eyes
look'd languishing on mine, And wreathing Arms did soft

embraces joyn. 1697 — I'irg. Past. IV. 22 Unbidden Earth

shall wreathing Ivy bring. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan 180 To
cast from off her Brow the wreathing Green. 1816 Byron
Siege Cor. vi, In red and wreathing columns flash 'd The
flame. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes xiv, [To] see the

wreathing water in the rapids hurrying on to take its fearful

plunge. 1887 HisSEY Holiday on Road 327 The wreathing

mists and wandering clouds of such a day.

+ 2. rVreathing-team, part of the gear of a plough.

Perhaps an error for wrethen Wreathes///, a.

1523 Fitzherb. Hush. § 5 He muste haue his ploughe and

his.. horses, and the geare that belongeth to them;, .bowes,

yokes, landes, stylkynges, wrethynge-temes.

Hence Wrea-thingly adv.

1845 J. C. Masgan German Anthoi. II. 59 That lone Gate
which the tall wild weeds encircle wreathingly. 1891 Temple
liar Mag. Aug. 542 [The smoke] falls wreathingly upon the

face of the sleeping child.

Wreathless (r»-}>les), a. [f. Wreath sb. +
-less.] Having no wreath ; destitute or devoid

of a wreath or wreaths.
1825 Coleridge Work without Hope ir With lips un-

brightened, wreathless brow, I stroll. 1878 Swinburne
Poems f; Ball. 139 While youth with burning lips and
wreathless hair Sang toward the sun. 1903 Daily Chron.

30 March 5/7 The almost clandestine removal of the coffin.

.

wreathless and flowerless to the numbered luggage-van.

Wreathlet (rf-J>let). [fas prec. + -let.] A
small wreath.
1833 Blaciw. Mag. XXXIV. 258 From that Wreath he

has woven wreathlets. 1857 Eraser's Mag.lNl. 491 These

tiny wreathlets wandered hither and thither. 1887 (C.

XIacc.iv] Twin Soul I. xxii. 235 The blue smoke curled in

beau tiful wreathlets to the sky.

Wreathy (rfj>i), a. [f. as prec. + -y *.]

1. Of the form of a wreath, coil, or twisted band ;

marked or characterized by convolution, twisting,

or twining ; wreathing, curling.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxiii. § 1. 203 A vast multitude of

seuerall little ioyntes, and wreathy labyrinthes of nature.

1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. (ed. 3) III. xxiii. 135 That
famous one [so. horn] which is preserved at St._ Dennis near

Paris, hath wreathy spires, and cochleary turnings about it.

1798 Joanna Baillie Fugitive rerses (1840) 3 Slowly mounts
the smoke in wreathy clouds. Ibid, no Wreathy folds.

1817 Moore Lalla R., Nourmahal 411 Those wreathy, Red
Sea shells, Where Love himself, of old, laysleeping. a 1851

MoiR Evening Tranquillity vi, Al>ove yon cottage..The
wreathy smoke ascends. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvi.

(1856) 332 The long, wreathy brown clouds.

trans/. 1784-5 Ann. Reg., Poetry 137 Wreathy smiles, and
roseate pleasures, Are thy richest, sweetest treasures. 1853
Eraser's Mag. XLVII. 513 The very foam of the sea, flung

in all ks wreathy airiness from the crest of a wave.

2. Decked with a wreath or wreathing.
1697 Dryden Atneis IV. 438 The Bacchanalian Dames.,

houl about the Hills, and shake the wreathy Spear.

b. Her. (See quot.) rare~~°.

1894 Parker's Gloss. Her., Tortilly, . . a term applied to Ordi-
naries which are wreathed ; the term wreathy is also found.

3. Of the nature of, forming or constituting, a
wreath or garland. Also trans/.

1718 Rowe tr. Lucan 181 Her bristling Locks the wreathy
Fillet scorn. 17.5 Pope Odyssey vt. 152 Around his loins

the verdant cincture spreads A wreathy foliage. C1750 R.
Cumberland in Mem. (1806) 62 The victim beast, ..With all

its wreathy honours on its head. 1818 Blackw. Mag. III.

90 On Carmel's brow the wreathy vine Had all its honours
shed. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 111. 146 A wilderness
of blossom, interwoven, intertwined, wreathy, garlandy. 1830
[see Garlandy a.]. 1845 Browning Flight ofDuchess xvli.

59 His forehead chapleted green with wreathy hop.

Wreat(t, obs. Sc. forms of Write sbA

t Wrecche, v. Obs. [OE. wreccan (wreahte,

wrehte ; wreaht, ivrehi) to arouse, undertake, raise.

Cf. MDa.ww^f«, NFris. ivrdki to waken, wraken
(adj.) awake.] trans. To rouse, arouse ; to bring

to life.

c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxviii. 193 Ne sceal he no
Sect an don oast he ana waci*e, ac he sceal eac his friend

wreccean \v.r. wreccan], c 1000 i^LFRlc Saints' Lives xi.

241 We feoll.in on slaepe... ac he Is; burh-wacol.., and
wraehte us sioSan. a 1250 Chvl A> Night. 106 po hit bycom
pat he hayhte [ = hatched] & of his eyre briddes wrauhte

[Cott. wra;te].

WKECHE.
Wrecche, Wreche, etc. : see Wretch, etc
Wrecful, variant of Wrackful a.2 Obs.

t Wreche, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 3 wrseehe, 3-6
wreche, 4-6 wreeh, 4 wrieche, 4-5 wreeche,
5 wreach. (9. 3-4 wrache, 5 wraoh. 7. 4-5
wrecche (4 vrecohe), 5-6 wretche. [The normal
representative of an OE. wrxc (with palatal c)

fern., of which however the existing texts present

no example which can be definitely distinguished

from wrxc neut.. Wrack sb. 1 (A possible instance

occurs in Kiddles ii. 4, if the reading wrsece is

correct.) The vowel of wrsec (:—earlier *wrak-jo)

corresponds to that of OFris. wrike, wrUse (NFris.

wrlk, wrak\ OS. "tvrAka, wreka (MLG. wrike
;

MDu. wrdke, Du. wraak), OHG. r&hha (MHG.
r&che, G. rcuhe), Goth, ivrlkei.

The jS-forms partly represent a south-eastern variant of
wrseehe, and are partly due to confusion with wrake Wrake
sb. ; theyforms show assimilation (in some instances merely
graphic) to wrecche Wretch sb. The normal spelling, if

the word had survived into modern English, would have
been wreach or wreech.}

1. Retributive punishment ; vengeance ;
=

Wreak sb. 1.

In very frequent use from c 1290 to c 1450.
a. c 1200 Ormin Introd. 19 Forr )>att wass mikell wrasche

wiss patt all folic for till helle. c 1205 Lav. 29581 Vre drihte

. .his wreche sende an wraestliche ban folke. c 1250 Cett. <$

Ex. 552 So cam on werlde wreche and wrake. a 1333 W.
Herebert in Relig. Lyrics 14th C. (1924) 20 Nou, dame, ich

bebyseche At bylkeday of wreche. .spek uorme. 13.. E.E.
Allit. P. B. 230 Set wrathed not be wy3, ne be wrech sailed.

c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 625 The wreche of god hym
smoot so cruelly, That thurgh his body wikked wormes
crepte. 1:1400 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton, 1483) in. viii. 55 Euer
haue they in theyrherteshoklen wreeche and rancour. 1477

Norton Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652) 15 For doubt of such

pride and wreach. He must be ware that will this Science

teach, c 1485 Digby Myst. (r882> III. 469 To kepe bis place

from wreche.
Persom/. 1413 ii Pol. Poems 53 Euere by troube stondes

wreche, For wieche is goddis champioun. c 1460 Wisdom
698 in Macro Plays 58 Let se : cum in, Indignacion &
Sturdynes,.. Wreche, & Dyscorde expres.

3. c 1200 [see 1 b/J]. c 1310 Cast. LovelH.) 1560 The ey3hte

day belokynth gret wrache. 13.. E. E. Allit. J'. B. 204

He forget alle his fre ]>ewes, & wex wod to be wrache, for

wrath at his hert. c 1450 Mirk's Festial I. 36 And for wrach

schuld falle on bymselfe yn party, berfor [etc.]. isaTrevisa's

Barth. De P. R. xvm. xii. 315 b/! Some [bees] for grete

wrath and desyre of wrache stingethe soo depe, that [etc.].

y. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) rs8s ['us him vel vrecche of god,

vorhe fe apostles slou. c 1330 Kingc/Tarsi^t, I.eefon hym
that strengor is, For dome of more wrecche [rimes teche,

leche]. 1387 Trevisa Higden I. 253 Anon be pnde of

Romayns, ..ober som ober wrecche of God all my^ti falleb

vppon hem. a 1470 H. I'arrer Dives $ 1'aupcr (\V. de W.
1496) I. xxix. 67/2 Harde wretche was comyng but yf they

wolde amende them of her falshode. a 1513 Fabyan Chroit.

Vl.(i8i 1)147 Hir even dystylled dropes of blode, .. the which,

in token of Goddes wretche, in y' boke remayne at this day.

b. In the phr. to do, have, make, titm, seek, and

esp. take wreche. (Cf. Wreak sb. j b.)

o. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 ?ef bu wreche ne secst

hwanne bu time siest. a 1240 Ureisun 107 in O. E. Horn.

I. 197 3if bu heuedest wreche inumen of mine luOernesse.

C1275 Duly 0/ Christians 56 in O. E. Misc. 143 Elles vre

louerd god on vs wulle don wreche. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls;

1334 Ichabbe of him wreche inou, wanne he bisecb min ore.

a 1300 in E. E. P. (1862) 4 Tak wrech of sinful man. 13.

.

K. Horn 1292 (Harl. MS.), pat lond ichulle borhreche & do

mi fader wreche. 1340 Ayenb. 45 He heb ynoine to lite

wreche. c 1350 Will Palerue 3404 [They] ]>0U3t manli to

make wreche here lorde to queme. CI425 Eng. Conq.

Ireland 120 Yn hope bat god shold take wrech of ham.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 6396 Generides, youre lord, now

besech On this mater to doo som wrech. C1450 Lovelick

Grail xii. 244 Be war lest god wele taken wreche. a 1513

Fabyan Chron. 11. (1811) 24 This Appolyn toke wreche

of theim that spoyled the goddes & theyr Temples. 1529

Rastell Pastyme (1811) 138 To take wrech for the cruell

murder of his nevew.

3. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. %i He nam stronge wrache

ber-of. c 1325 Chrou. Eng. 724 in Rilson Metr. Rom. 1 1. 300

Hou scbulde hesperen em monWen he of bestes wrache nom?

2. An act or instance of vengeance ; = W rear sb. 2.

C1250 Gen. S, Ex. 641 On wreche Sat sal }et wur^en sent,

wan al Sis werld wur8e brent. Ibid. 2985 De oridde wreche

dede aaron Bi-foren Se king pharaon. 13 . .
E.E. Allit. t

.

B 229 Fro heuen to helle bat hatel schor Iaste. . .Ml hit was

a brem brest & a byge wrache. 1387 Trevisa Higden II.

320 Eaipte was i-smyte wi> ten grete wrecbes. 1398 —
BarlL De P. R. ix. xxi. (Tollem. MS.), God seme mo

wreches upon be Egyptians ban ten. a 1425 Cursor M.

5943 (Trin.), Fast on god bo gon bei cal 1 o delyuer be folke

of bat wreche. a 1513 Fahvah Chron.™. (.8ij) 241 By-

reason of a wreche done . . vpoo one of Kynge V. yllyams

knyghtes.

3. Affliction or calamity ; deep distress, misery.

c 1250 Gen. tr Ex. 3396 5et sal Se kinde of amalech Ben al

fled dun in deades wrech. 1387-8 T. Use 'Jest. Love I. 1.

(Skeat) 1. 60 Thiuke on your wreche and your daunger.

a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 138 Lord of loue. . For Pe was set

sely sacrynge, To winne be world bat was in wreche. c 1450

LudusCoveutrise 327 Cryst. . hath us wonnyn owt of wreche.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 19 Sib bat deuelis be dampned,

& ful of wreche of helle.

b. Togo to wreche, to go to wrack, rare— .

13 . Body ft Soul 242 in Map's Poems (Camden; 343 Thyn
other thing, nou thou art ded, Al schal geynliche gon to

wreche .

t Wreche, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec]

L trans. To rescue or deliver ; = Wreak v. 5 d.

C1330 R. Brunnk Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16076 pat biscliop



WBECHEFTTL.
cam, his folk to preche, per Cristendam fro Paen wreche
[v.r, to reche].

2. refl. To avenge (oneself).

1398 Trevisa Glanvil De P. R. xvni. vii. (Bodl. MS.), pe
bore..take]> herte and strengbe to wreche hym of his ad-
versarye wib his tuskes.

3. To give effect to (wrath, etc.) ; = Wreak v. 3.
C1420 Lydg. Ballad Commend. Our Lady 41 Or be

wycked fend his wrath up on us wreche [rime leche].

Hence fWrecher, an avenger ft/some wrong).
a 1325 Prose Psalter viii. 3 pat bou destruye be enemy

and J>e wrecher [L. ultorem] of Adam sinne.

+ Wrecheful, a. Obs. Also 3-4 wrech-
; 4

wrac(c)h-, 5 wreechful. [f. Wrechb sb, +-ful.
Cf. Wreakful <7.] Vengeful ; revengeful.
1:1290 St. Edmund 333 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 309 God..nis

nou}t so wrechful ase men weneth. 1387 Trevisa Higden
1. 377 Seyntes and halowes of bis lond beeb more wrecheful
ban seyntes of ober londes. 1398 — Barih. De P. A*,

xvin. xii. (B.M. Add. MS.), No creature is more wreche-
ful .. ban is be bee whanne he is ywrabbed. 1*1400 New
Test. (Paues) 1 Thess. iv. 6 God is wrachful of alle suche
men. C1410 Lantern of Light 99 He smytib not to venge
is owene wreechful herte but to do be wille of God & saue
his neibours soule.

Wrecht, obs. Sc. form of Wright sbA
Wreck (rek),^. 1 Forms: [1-3 wrec (1 werec,
waerece, warec\ 2 wrech, 3-4 wrek, 3 wreck-,
4 wreck,] 3, 5-6 wrek, 5-7 wrekke, wrecke,
6- wreck. [a. AF. wrec, wreck, wrek (also
werec, waerec, warec, whence F. varech, varec
Varec\ a. ON. *wrec, *wrek (Norw. and Icel.

tek n.), f. the stem* of wrekan to drive: see
Wreak v., and cf. Wrack sbJ The AF. word
is also the source of med.L, wreccum, warectum.
The ON. variant *wreke (Icel. reki) is represented
in English by the obsoleteWreke. Another French
form appears in Vraic]

I. 1. Law. That which is cast ashore by the sea
in tidal waters ; esp. goods or cargo as thrown
on land by the sea from a wrecked, stranded, or
foundered vessel. Occas. wreck of the sea (med.L.
wreccum maris, AF, wrec or wreck de mer), I

t wreck of the king (med.L. wrech regis), Cf.
,

Shipwreck sb. 1, Shipbreche.
[1077 Wm. I in Chron. Abb. Ramsey (Rolls) 201 Rramcestre

..cum omni maris ejectu quod nos u»r^c [v.r. w*v?vc]nomina-
mus. x 175-6 Pipe Rod IIen.il (1904) 83 Quiaaccepit wrech
regis. 1200 K. John Charter to Dunwtch in Rotuli Chart.

,

(1837) 51/2 De ewagio de wrec et lagan et de omnibus aliis
.

consuetudinibus. ^1268 Bracton De Leg. I. xii. (Rolls) I. '

60 Item ubi non apparet dominus rei, sicut est de wrecco
maris. 129s Britton I. 216 Par fraunchi-.es de aver wrek
de mer trove" en soen soil. 1343 in Rymer's Fcedera (Rolls)
1 1. 11. 1 225 Wreccum maris . . tarn de piscibus regalibus, quam
de aliis rebus quibuscumque, ad terram ibidem projectis.
1600: see Jetsam i.]

1228 in Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 52 Wrek, weyf, stray,
merchet, lecherwyt, blodewyt. Ibid. 57 Wrek et weyf", stray.

1455 Rolls ofParIt. V. 31 1/2 Wrecke of the Sea, Weyves,
Estrayes. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 211 Mastras Clere hath
sen down hyr men, and with set alle the stuff and wrekke.
1482 Rolls ofPailt. VI. 20</x The same Due shall have.

.

Wrekke ofthe See, Tresour founde. X57oLAMBARDF./Vm«/£.
Rent (157^) 229 If a ship were cast on shoare. .and were not
repaired by s^che as escaped on Hue within a certaine time,
..this was taken for Wreck. Ibid., If from thencefoorth
any one thing (being within the vessell) arriued on Hue, then
the ship and goods should not be seised for wrecke. 1630
Aldeburgh Rec.'m AT. $ Q. May (1921) 427/2 Burying a man
that came ashore when the Kings wreck came ashore. 1651
ir. Ritchin's Courts Leet (1657) 24 The Kings Prerogative,
chap. 1 1. the King shall have Wreck of the Sea throughout
the whole Realm. 1666 N. Riding Rec. VI. 101 A warrant
against 11 Britton men for riotously taking a whale and
other wrecke. 1728 Chambers Cycl. (1738) s.v., Wreck,
antienily, not only comprehended goods. .from a perishing
ship, but whatever else the sea cast upon land ; whether it

were precious stones, fishes,, .or the like. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 283 If any persons. .take any goods so cast on
shore, which are not legal wreck. X768 Ibid. III. 106 The
court of the admiral [had], .no manner of cognizance, of any
wreck of the sea: for that must be cast on land before it

becomes^ a wreck. 1800 Addison Amer. Law Rep. 63
Wreck, in its legal signification, is confined to such goods 1

as, after shipwreck at sea, are by the sea cast upon the land.
i8ax Act 1-2 Geo. IV, c. 75 § 26 That no. .person who may :

be en titled., to Wreck of the Sea. .shall be entitled to appro-
priate such Wreck or Goods.. until he [etc.). 1866 Daily
Tel. 3 Nov., The more scrupulous deliver up their spoil to
the receiver of wreck. 1888 J. Williams in Enryct. Brit.
XXIV. 687/1 As wreck in the last resort became crown pro-
perty, it was never subject to forfeiture. Ibid., Wreck was

1

frequently granted to subjects as a franchise.

2. =» Wrack sb. 2 3, Sea-wrack 2 a, Varec i.
,

Latterly St. and north, dial.

Cf. tangte-'wreck Tangle sb. 1

3, sea-wreck s.v. Sea-wrack.
X499 Promp. Parv. (Pynson) s v b, Wrek of the see, alga, i

norga. 1500 Or/us X'ocab. B iij, Alga,, .herba marina, I

i.e. Html quod mare projicit, wrekke or frothe of the see.
lfi34~S Breketon Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 97 The grass, weeds \

and wreck, brought by the sea.. and left upon the sands.
1728 Chambers Cycl. (1738) s.v., Wreck.. in some places.. is

used to manure the ground. 1752 in Scots Mag. (1753) July
333/2 He was then employed in gathering wreck. 1791
Statist Ace. Scotl. I. 113 The shores [of Ayrshire] abound
with.. rich sea-weed or wreck for manure. 1806 Foksyth
Beauties Sco.'l. III. 351 Sea-ware, .driven upon the shore
by the tides.. is commonly called bloivn wreck. 1876 in
Clevelami^ Gloss. Suppl. 1894 K. Hewat Little Scottish
World vii. 112 The 'Wreck Brethren', .annually. .raised
funds for their purposes and regulated the carting of the ,

wreck.
1

35c

b. — Wrack sb. 2 3 b. Now dial.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 533/2 Wrek, of a dyke, or a fenne,
or stondynge watyr, ulva. 1742 N . Riding Rec. VIII. 242
The Treasurer to pay,£i for clearing away the wreck from
How and Kirby Mtsperton Bridges. 1851 Mavne Rfid
Scalp Hunt. II. 298 Our faces were concealed by the 'wreck'
that covered ihe stones. 1877-86 in Lincoln and Che.sh.

glossaries. 1884 G. S. Streatfield Lincoln. <y Danes 376
Wreck, weeds and other rubbish floating down streams or
on ditch water.

c. Sc. and dial. ~ Wrack sb. 2 3 c.

1743 R. Maxwell Sel. Trans. Soc. Improv. Agric.Scoi. 11

Cause pull up and gather carefully the Wreck, or Roots of
Weeds and Grass, into Heaps. 1787 W. H. Marshall
Norfolk II. 392 Wreck, dead undigested roots and stems of
grasses and weeds in plow-land. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan.
59 A field.. where dung was applied amid mountains of
wreck, or couch grass.

3. A vessel broken, ruined, or totally disabled

by being driven on rocks, cast ashore, or stranded
;

a wrecked or helpless ship; the ruins or hulk of

such. Occas. also wreck of a ship.

[c 1290 Pteta 1. xliv. (1647) 61 Item dicltur wreckum navis
vel batellus fractus, dequibtis nihil vivum evaserit.] V 11500
Chaucer's Man of Law's T. 415 Wks. (1532) 24 b, The con-
stable of the castel downe is fare To seen this wrecke, & al

the shyp he sought. i6n Cotgr., I'uaresque, a wrecke, or
ship cast away. 1652 Hf.ylin Cosmogr. 1. 67 Charybdis is

a Gulf, .which violently attracting all Vessells that come too
nigh it, devoureth them, and castelh up their wrecks. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India fy

/'. 80 He shall restore whatever
Wrecks may happen on his Coasts. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 189, I could plainly seethe Wreck of a Ship cast

away in the Night. 1743 Bi'lkeley & Cummins / 'oy. S. Seas
14 The Ship is a perfect Wreck. X762 Falconer Ship-vr.
in. 669 Three.. from the wreck on oars and rafts descend.
1805 J. Turnbull i'oy. World (1813) 391 The ship, .struck
upon a reef of rocks.., and shortly became a total wreck.
1812 J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 1. 32 Fast the miserable Ship
Becomes a lifeless wreck. 1865 H. Kingsley llitlyars $
Burtons lxxix, The wreck ofa little coasting craft still lay
about two hundred yards to sea.

fig. and in fig. context. 1781 Cowpfr Retirem. 3^6 To the
fair haven of my native home, The wreck of what I was,
fatigu'd, I come. 1796 Buuke Corr. (1S44) IV. 350 Such is

the person you come to see, or rather the wreck of what was
never a first-rate vessel. 1883 S. C Hall Retrospect I. 322
All of manhood in him .. had given way and left him a
stranded wreck. 1885 Tennyson The Wreck 5 -My life itself

is a wreck,. . I am flung from the rushkig tide of the world
as a waif of shame.

b. An unserviceable or crazy old vessel.

1896 Wcstm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 5/r There are too many of these
old wrecks [= barges] on the river.

4. a. Law. A piece orarticle ofwreckage; a frag-

ment of a wrecked vessel or its cargo. Freq. //.

1570 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 775 Wrecks and fyndalls
floating, and the half of all wrecks and fyndalls jottsome.

1577 Holinshkd Chron. II. 489/2 [Richard I] pardoned al

wreckes by sea.., releasing for euer al his right to the same.

>S79 [Rastell] Termes Laxves 187b, The Lorde shall haue
that as a wreck of y8 sea. 165a Needham Seldens Mare CI.
1. xxv. (1663) 167 The Question is, whether the Goods bee.,
called Spoils or Wrecks. 1729 Jacob Law Diet. s.v. Lagan,
[If] these Goods.. are cast away upon the Land, they are
then a Wreck. Ibid. s.v. ( It was usual to seise and forfeit

Wrecks to the King, only when no Owner could be found.
1768 [see 1 J.

b. Without article. = Wreckage 2.

1744 Gentl. Mag. 616/2 Several chests, broken masts, and
other pieces of wreck floating in the sea. 1796 Chaklotte
Smith Narr. Loss Transports 34 The Chissel-bank. . was
strewn . . with pieces of wreck, and piles of plundered goods.
1815 Ann. Rsg.,\Chron. 42 Six men reached the shore, .upon
planks, being much bruised by the surf and wreck. 1833
Redding Shipwrecks I. 194 All the crew believed the ship
was crushed to pieces, but no wreck floated up. 1865
Swinburne Felise 80 [Such things] As the sea feeds on, I

wreck and stray and castaway.

5. A drifted or tossed-up mass; a large heap; !

a great quantity ; an abundance. Now north, dial. '

1612 Drayton Foly-olb. 11. 34 Where Chesill lifts Her
j

ridged snake-like sands, in wrecks and stnouldring drifts.

X683 G. M[eriton] Y'orks. Dial. 15 There's sike a wreck,
it [sc. corn] Hggs all down o'tb I.and. 1846 Brockett IV. C.
Words (ed. 3), ll'reck, a great quantity ..as a confused heap.
1876 Whitby Gloss. 224/1, I saw wrecks on 'x.

6. That which remains of something that has
suffered ruin, demolishment, waste, etc. ; the dila-

pidated, disorganized, or disordered residue or

remainder ^/"anything. Also (a) with a and pi.

(a) 1713 Addison Catov.i, But thou shalt flourish.. Unhurt
;

amidst.. The Wrecks of Matter, and the Cru^h of Worlds.
\

1736 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitl. CI.) 250
His freinds. .got him, out of the wrecks of his estate, betwixt

,

L. 30 or L.40 per annum. 1780 Wesim. Mag. 371 He con-
tinued obstinate and mad, going.. over the wrecks of the
house. 1821 Shelley F.pipsych. 493 An envy of the isles,

a pleasure-house. ., It scarce seems now a wreck of human
art. 1888 r.tvcK Amer.Commw. II.lv. 335 The Republican
party was formed. .out of the wrecks of the Whig party.
{b) 1743 ~R. Blair Gra7'e 30 Namesonce famed, nowdubious

or forgot, And buried 'midst the wreck of things which were.
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. ix, From the wreck of the hammock

I

[she] made an occasional bed for herself on the floor. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoiphoxscnx, Assisted with sugges- .

tions which they had since executed with the wreck of their
I

fortunes. 1804 W. h. Bowles Spir. Disco?'. 111. 46 My des-
tined voyage, by the shores Of Asia, and the wreck of cities

old. 1840 Arnold Hist. Rome II. xxxi. 255 There he was
joined by the wreck of the consul's army. 1854 R. S- Surtees
Handley Cr. Ixxvi, As Mamma surveyed the wreck of
luncheon.
transf. and fig. 1791 Burns Scmg of Death ui, Thou

strik'st the dull peasant—he sinks in the dark, Nor saves I

e'en the wreck of a name. X813 Shelley Q. Mab v. 109 He j

WRECK.
1 sheds A passing tear perchance upon the wreck Of earthly

peace.

b. The broken-down, debilitated, or emaciated
1 form cfa. person. (Cf. 7 b.)

182a W. Irving Sketch Bk. \. 225 It was, indeed, the wreck
I

of her once noble !ad. 1836 Lytton Duc/u-ss de La Valliere

y ;
iii, These wrecks of man Worn to decay. 1893 Selous

Trav. S. E. Africa 62 All the Portuguese iiere were mere
j

wrecks of men— frail, yellow, and fever-.sti icken.

7. That which is in a statu of ruin; am thing

j

that is broken down or has undergone wrecking,
! shattering, or dilapidation.

1814 Southey Roderick xvi. €2 Amid heaps Of mountain
wreck, on either side thrown high,.. The tortuous channel
wound. _x8i6 Scott Antiq. in, This wreck of ancient books

,

and utensils. 1842 Macaulay Horatius lv, Like a dam, the

f

mighty wreck [sc. of a bridge] Lav right athwart the stream.
1855 Kingslky W.s/w.IIof xx, Alas! a crack, a flap.a ratil*-,

1 ..and all ^forward was a mass of dangling wre< k. 1889
1
Mrs. E. Kennahd Landing a Prize i. 11S91) 4 What was
left of tie wreck had to be given up to crednors.

1 fig. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. viii. (1866) r 4 5 The
life-hopes have become a wreck.

b. A person of undermined, shattered, or ruined
constitution; one who is debilitated by ill-health,
hardship, etc. (Cf. 6 b.)

1795-6 Wobdsw. Borderers 1. 336 Osw. But how fare you ?
Her. Well as the wreck I am permits. 1828 Lytton Pelnam
I. xxxi, ' Yes,' continued the venerable wreck, after a short

' pause. 1857 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. (1S83) II. 335 It is easy to
see you have suffered ! an entire wreck, like myself. 1899
E. \V. Hornl-ng Dead Men xii, I was slowly dying of
insomnia. I was a nervous wreck. 1901 W. R. H. Trow-
bridge Lett, ofher Mother to lu'iz. xxxi. 154, I think I am
in for influenza. I feel a perfect wreck.
8. [By misapprehension.] = Wrack sb. 1 5 b.
1787-9 Wohdsw. Evening Waik 306 No wreck of all the

pageantry remains. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab rx. i-,o These
ruins soon left not a wreck behind. 1835 I. Taylor Spir.
Despot, v. 1S5 Other systems have. .been swept away,
leaving hardly a wreck behind.

II. 9. The disabling or destruction of a vessel

;
by any disaster or accident of navigation; loss of
a ship by striking on a rock, stranding, or founder-

!
ing; an instance of this; = Shipwreck sb. 2. I'o

make wreck : cf. Make v. 1 64.
1463-4 Roils ofParlt. V. 507/1 Yf cny cf the forseid Wares

,
or ChafTares. .come into this Reaxne or Wales by wey of
wrtk. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 211 '1 here is a giete chyppe
go to wrekke be for Wynteiton. 1568 (Jrakton Chron.
I.4 This Arke,.by diuine prouidence. .was ^ouerned from
running to wre<_k. 1577 Holinshed Lhron. II. 490 1 That
euery person makyng wrecke by sea, and comminji aliue to
lande,shoulde haue all his goodes free. 1590 Si'enser F.Q.

I 11. x. 6 Learning his ship from those while rocks to saue,..

j

Threatning vnheedie wrecke and rash decay. 1607 Cowell
Interpr. s.v. Flatten, Jetson is a thing cast out of the shippe
being in danger of wrecke. 1672 I >ryi en 2na Pt.Conq.Gran-
axia in. 107 As Seamen, parting in a gen'ral wreck, When first

the loosening planks begin to crack, Each catches one. X749
Gentl. Mag. 396/1 The ill behaviour of his crew, and the
bad condition of the ship occasioned its wreck. 1795 Burns
O Matty's meek iii, Her two eyes. .Would keep a sinking
ship frae wreck. 1809 R. Warner Tour Cornwall 158 A
range of rocks, the terrihle scene of many a disastrous wreck.
1845 C. Wilkes Narr. U.S. E.rpior. E.iped. II. 91 In leaving
the harbour we had a narrow escape from wreck. 1888 F.
Hume Mme. Midas 1. Prol., We are. .shipwrecked sailors;
and I will tell the story of the wreck.

fig. and in fig. context. 1564 Buli.ein Dial. agst. Pest
(1888J 93 The ship of fooles.. wanteih a good Pilot, the
storme, the rocke, and the wiecke at hand. 1770 Cowper
Let. 25 Sept., The storm of sixty-three made a wreck of the
friendships I had contracted.

b. Stock Exchange. (See first quot.)
1876 ' E, Pinto ' J V outside Fools ! 360 A Corner, Pool,

Clique, Ring are all terms equivalent to a Rig or Wreck.
Ibid. 408 The seductive interest of Rigs and Wrecks.
10. The action of subverting or overthrowing an

established order of things, etc. ; the fact of being
brought to disaster ; downfall, overthrow, ruin.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 494 He came into Mesopo-
tamia, not without piaine daunger and wrecke to the state.

1594 Stenser Amoretti xxv, Then all the woes and wrecks
which I abide, as meanes of blisse I gladly wil embrace.
1608 Gnat Frost ad fin., Being. .thus round beset with the
horrors of so present a wreck, he fell down on his knees.
"7*3 J* Brown Poetry ff Music v. 78 The most celebrated
bards of ancient Greece, whose songs have perished in the
wreck_ of time. 1775 Sheridan Rivals in. iii, Proud of
calamity, we will enjoy the wreck of wealth. 1838 Prescott
Ferd. $ Is. Introd. (1*146) I. 23 The wreck of their ancient
liberties. 1830 Talfocrd Glencoe 1. i, You come To share
the wreck of the Macdonalds. 1885 J. Payn TatkofTenvn
I. 182 It was not that she feared to risk the wreck of her
own happiness.

Jiff- x 793 Hirns ' Where are the joys* iv, A' that has
caused this wreck in my bosom, Is Jenny.

b. The action of wrecking or breaking apart;

the fact of being materially wrecked or ruined

;

destruction or demolition.
X7ix Addison Sped. No. 166 ? 2 Books, which, .may last

as long as the Sun and Moon, and perish only in the general

Wreck of Nature. 1774 (Joldsm. Nat. Hist. {1776) I. 25 The
manner in which he relieves the earth from this univer>al

wreck. 1839 Murcmison Silur. Syst. 1. xxix. 376 In ac-

counting for these extraordinary accumulations of broken
coal we may undoubtedly refer their origin to the wreck of
the regular seams. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav.-ii Dealing
thunderous wreck to the two hostile vessels. 1886 j. Barrow-
man Sc. Mining Terms 73 Wreck, a break-down, as in a
shaft or on an incline.

c. In the phr. to go to wreck (and ruin).
a 1547 Surrky AUneid 11. 542 Our fained shields and

wepons then they found, And.. our discording voice they
45-2



WBECK.
knew. We went to wreck, with nomber ouerlayd. 1548
Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Mark v. 11-17 The flocke goeth
to wrecke and vtterly perisheth. 1600 Holland Lizy 676
AH things els about him went to wreck. 1721 De Foe Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 65, I sawour men go to wreck. 1789 Burns
Elegy on Year If88 4 A Towmont, sirs, is gane to wreck !

7 1834 De Quincey Autob. Sk. Wks. 1858 I. 126 To wreck
?;oes every notion or feeling that divides.. the brave man
rom the brave. 1877 Clack Green Past, i, The whole estate

is going to wreck and ruin. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st.

xxviii, Here you are in a bad way: ship lost, ..your whole
business gone to wreck.
^eliipt. 178a Burns ' No Churchman am /' v, A letter
inform'd me that all was to wreck.

III. 1L attrib. and Comb., as wreck buoy, case,

chart,flag; objective and instrumental, as wreck-

finder, raiser, -seeker; + wreck-fishing, -raising,

•threatening \ also wreck-devoted, -strewn.
1874 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk. v. 109 *Wreck buoys are

painted green. 1892 Marsden Set. Pleas p. xliv, In 1377
a * wreck case was tried before justices. 1862 Catal. Internal.
Exhib., Brit. No. 2747, Large *wreck chart of the British
Isles for 1S61. 1819 Shflley Cenci v. iv. 42 A *wreck-
devoted seaman thus might pray To the deaf sea. 190a
Daily Chror-. 29 Oct. 7/1 (citing A'. J'. Tribune)^ The wr<;ck
of a coal barge was first located. ..Two boats, termed
**wieck-finders', then. .by means of derricks or suction
pumps raise the coal to the surface. 1674 Temple Let. Wks.
1720 II. 310 This Invention of * Wreck-fishing [by Sir
Edmund Curtis], for the Recovery of His Majesty's Tin,
cast away before Ostend. 1897 Daily News 15 Sept. 8/4
The Thames Conservancy have hoisted their green * *wreck
flag', warning all craft to steer clear of the debris. 1881
Instr. Census Clerks (1S85) 36 Wharfinger, Wharf Agent,.

.

*Wreck Kaiser. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 14 July 5/2 The •wreck-
raising vessels that are to make an attempt to save some
of Admiral Cervera's unfortunate squadron. 1843 Capt.
Marryat M. Violet xxviii, The unconscientious •wreck-
seeker of a captain. 1821 Shelley The Fugitives 21 The
Earth is like Ocean, *Wreck-strewn and in motion. 1757
Dyer Fleece iv. 620 Inaccessible * Wreck-threatening Staten
Land's o'erhanging shore.

b. Attrib. in names of persons having, or ap-
pointed to take, charge of wreck or wreckage, as
wreck commissioner, -master.
1846 Worcester (citing Lee), Wreck-Master, a master of a

wreck, a iT&G&inGrzni Rt-p.Wrecking Bahamas 77 1'he first-

ricensed wreck-master boarding a vessel wrecked, stranded,
or in distress. .shall. .become the master of all wreckers
employed on such vessel, and shall be styled the ' wreck-
master '. 1876 Act 39-40 Vict. c. 80 § 29 It shall be the duty
of a wreck commissioner, .to hold any formal investigation
into a loss. 1891 Cent. Diet. s.v., Receivers of wrecks (in
Great Britain), ivreck-masters (in New York and Texas),
officers whose duty [etc.]. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 70
Instructions for the handling of explosives, .should be placed
in the hands of the railroad staff, including wreckmasters.

C. Special Combs., as wreck-fish, the stone-

bass
; f wreck-goods Sc, goods cast ashore from

a wreck; f wreck-make, poet, that which causes
wrecks ; wTeck-ware Sc,, -weed, « sense 2

;

wreck-wood, wood washed up or ashore from a
wreck; also attrib. ; wreck-works, salvage-works
for raising a wreck or wrecks.
1880 Day Fishes Gt. Brit. I. 18 This fish.. is called in

Devonshire, *Wreck fish, because it follows floating timbers.
1883 Fisheries Exhib.CatM.zio Special Line, furnished with .

all accessories, used in fishing for Stone Bass or Wreck-fish.
1693 Stair Instil, (ed. 2) Alph. Index Kz, "Wreck-goods.,
become Escheat as Publick. 1763-8 Erskine Inst. Law
Scot. n. i. § 13 Wreck-goods, .were not claimed as escheat,
but secured for the owners. 1582 Stanvhurst &neis in.
(Arb.) 88 And Caulons castels we doe spy, with Scylla the
•wreckmake. 1865 Way Promp. Parv. 533 note, On the
coasts of Scotland sea-weed is called ' "wreck-ware*. 1821
Scott Pirate x, One whom the sea flung forth as *wreck-
weed. Ibid, v, The *wreck-wood that the callants brought
in yesterday. 1843 Times 25 July 3/2 The mast is still

standing, and very little wreck-wood has driven from her.

189s Ql-ii.ler Couch Wandering Heath 5 The rain drove.

.

aslant like threads of gold silk in the shine of the wreckwood
fire. 1903 E. Cihlders Riddle of Sands xx, The *wreck-
works were evidently what they purported to be.

f Wreck, sbt Sc 06s. [var. of Wrack sb.z,

after prec] * Pelf ;
' dross ; « Wrack $b.$ 1 b.

1562 Winjet Cert. Tractatis Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 8 Hauand
regarde to the wrek of tin's warld or lustis of thair bodyis,
a 1568 Blyth in Bannatyne MS. (Hunt. Club) 321/n Ane
wreche sail haif no mair, Hot ane schort scheit at heid and
feit, For all his wrek and wair.

t Wreck, sb.^ Obs. rare. [Alteration of Wreak
sb. i cf. Wreck z».2] Vengeance ; revenge.
1591 Leghy

s Armory 96 b, Hisirefull heart straight braided
out wrothfull wordes of wrecke [156a wreke]and reuenge.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vi. 16 Ah cruell hand, and.. hart
That workst such wrecke on her.

Wreck, obs. erron. var. Rack sb.i 3.

1707 E. Smith Phaedra <$• Hipp. in. 30 Why did you raise
me to the heighth of Joy, Above the wreck of Clouds and
Storms below?
Wreck, var. Reck *M ( = Rack sb? 5 d).

1674 Ray Coll. Words, Smelting Tin 122 The head tin
passes to the wreck, where they work it with a wooden rake
in Vessels. 1800 Miss Edgeworth Lame Jervas ii, I had
new models made of the sieves for luting, the box and
trough, the buddle, wreck, and tool.

Wreck (rek), v. 1 Also 5-6 wrek-. [f. Wreck
sb. 1 Cf. med.L. wrecare (12th cent.).]
In various senses common only in passive use.

f 1. trans. To cast on shore. Obs.
c n*oSir Amadas (W.) 475 Folke fordryvon in the schores,

. . Brone stedes, . . All maner of ryches, . . Wrekkyd with the
water lay. [=xliv. (Camden), He fond wrekun a-mung the
stones Kny3tes in meneuere.] a 1440 SirEglam, 894 He say

356

that lady whyte as flowre,Was wrelcyd on the sonde, a 1509
in Rep. /list. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. (190;) IV. 8 7 [Seizing
them] as goodes wrekked, which neither can nemaysoobee
taken as long as the veray owners thereof he certainly
knowen. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 5 A Coffer strong,.,

seeming to haue suffred mickle wrong by being wreckt vp-
pon the sands. 17*9 Jacob Law Diet. s.v., IfGoods wreck'd
are seised by Persons having no Authority. 1821 Act 1-2

Geo. IV) c. 75 § 26 That Part of the Coast where the same
[goods] shall have been stranded, wrecked or found.

2. To cause the wreck of (a vessel) ; to wreck
(a ship) ; = Shipwreck v. i b. Chiefly passive.

K\%ofig. and in fig. context.

1570 Lambarde Peramb. Kent. (1576) 228 A shippe laden
with the Kings owne goods was wrecked within the precinct
of this Iibertie. 1590 Spenser F. Q. II. xii. 7 The ribs of
vessels broke, And shiuered ships, which had bene wrecked
late. 1732 Geuti. Mag. 976 A great Number of Ships were
wrecked. by stormy Weather. 1774 Goldsm. Nat, Hist.
(1776) VI. 305 Brought into the European seas, in some
India ship that might be wrecked upon her return. 1845
J. C. Mangan German Anthol. II. 100 The shallop of rny
peace is wrecked on Beauty's shore. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh
Father Darcy II. ii. 60 So bravely as we have struggled
against the overwhelming waters 1 The vessel is finally
wrecked ! 1865 H. Kincsi.ky Hillyart * Burtons Ixxvii, If
the Wainoora has sailed, . .she is wrecked somewhere on the
coast.

rtjl. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer'sF. 716 This frail bark ofours,
when sorely tried, May wreck itself w ithout the pilot's guilt.

b. To make or cause (a person) to suffer or
undergo shipwreck ; to involve in wreck ; also, to
cause the loss of (goods or cargo) by shipwreck

;

= Shipwreck v. 1. Chiefly passive.
1617 Morvson Itin. It. 8 The.. Spaniards, last yeere

wrecked on the Coasts of Connaght. ., had left . . great store
of treasure. 1796 Charlotte Smith A'arr. Loss Trans-
ports 14 A young Gentleman, . . wrecked himself, and wander-
ing along the unhospitable shore. 1836 Marrvat Midsh.
Easy xx, We were wrecked in out boat last night. 1877
Tennyson Harold 11. i, Thy villains with their lying lights
have wreck'd us I 1903 S. E. White Forest vii, A big roller
rips along your gunwale [of a canoe]. You are wrecked.
Jig. 1821 Shelley Epipsych. 148 The rocks on which high
hearls are wrecked. 1845 Bailey Festus (ed. 2) 323 Bound
to earth, Wrecked in the deeps of Heaven, in Death's ex-
piring birth ! 1880 W. H. 1 ). Adams Wrecked Lives Ser. I.

p. vi, If he would not wreck his life amid the rocks and
quicksands of worldly lusts.

absol. 1881 H. D. Rawnsley Sonn. Eng. Lakes 113 So
may it be when storms my life shall strand On treacherous
shoal, . . May . . waves that wrecked reach out a pitying hand
To gulf my sorrow.

C. transf. (See quot.)
1617 Moryson Itin. 111. 144 There be some quicksands,

wherein footemen are in danger to be wrecked.
3. To cause or bring about the ruin or destruc-

tion of (a structure, etc.) as by violence or mis-
use ; to reduce to a ruinous condition in this way

;

to shatter, ruin, destroy.
1510 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Selden) 1 1. 70 [He]

maketh Fysch garthes & weeres. .by reason wherof the seid
poi te is so wrekked & shallowed, that [etc.]. 1594 Spenser
Amoretti Ivi, That tree, .am I, whom ye do wreck, do ruine,
and destroy. z8zi Shelley Epipsych. 370 Thou too, O
Comet.., Who drew the heart of this frail Universe Towards
thine own; till, wrecked in that convulsion,. .Thine went
astray. 1865 Pall Mall G. 14 July 9/2 The mob.. com.
menced ' wrecking ' Conservative houses, stoning one sick
old gentleman as he lay in his bed. 1878 Browning La
Saisiaz 34 The everyway external stream, .leaves it [sc. a
rush].. wrecked at last. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 123
The joint is found to be completely wrecked.
transj. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic xli, How now? My

Duke's crown wrecked ?

b. To cause or bring about the subversion or
overthrow of (some condition or order of things)

;

to shatter, ruin.

1749 Smollett Regicide 1. vi, O recal Those flatt'ring arls
thy own deceit employ'd To wreck my peace 1 1791 Burns
Fair Eliza ii, Can'st thou wreck his peace for ever? 1826
in Sherilianiana 334 Their want of tact and judgment has
wrecked the party. 1858 Cari.vle Fredk. Gt. vii.lv, Do not
wreck, upon trifles, a noble interest we have in common.
1883 Sir C. S. C Bowen in Law Times Rep. XLIX. 251/2We hear of abuse of different kinds of process .. which
amounts to wrecking credit. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 11 Jan.
6/1 His Administration was very nearly wrecked at theoutset.

c. To frustrate or thwart; to prevent the passing
of (a measure, etc.).

1855 Mot ley Dutch Rep. v. v, Every fresh attempt at
an amicable compromise was wrecked upon the obstinate
bigotry of the leading civic authorities. 1901 Scotsman

, j ,
7 '2 The measur<= will, it is pretty certain, be

wrecked before it gets out of committee.
4. To bring (a person) to ruin or disaster ; to

subvert, ruin. Also refl.

*WS.™?**?- & '"• ix
- 1 AU his min <i is set on mucky

pelfe, io hoord vp heapes of evill gotten masse, For which
he others wrongs, and wreckes himselfe. 1594 [see 3] 1644
Raleigh's Remains 48 If he resolve, .to wreck him, and T,
have his life. 1732 Pope Ess. Man I. 254 Let ruling Angels
from their spheres be hurl'd, Being on Being wreck'd, and
world 0,1 world 1782 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode R.A.'s iii.
Wks. 1812 1. 20 Despising Pride, whose wish it is to wreck 'em.

b. To shatter (a person's health, constitution,
or nerves) by sickness, hardship, or the like ; to
destroy the quality or tone of. Usu. in passive.
1850 Robertson Serin. Ser. 111. (1857) 125 The drunkard

. .discovers that he is unexpectedly degraded, his health
wrecked. 1897 Kipling Capt. Conr. 213, I wonder your
nervous system isn't completely wrecked.
5. intr. a. To suffer or undergo shipwreck ; =
Shipwreck v. 2. Alsoyijg-. and in fig. context.

WRECKAGE.
1671 Milton /'. R. n. 228 Honour, glory, and popular

praise; Rocks whereon greatest men have oftest wreck'd.
1671 — Samson 1044 What Pilot so expert but needs must
wreck Embarqu'd with such a Stears-mate at the Helm?
1729 Berkeley Lett. Wks. 1871 IV. 161 My letters were ia
one of the vessels that wreck'd. i860 Mrs. C. Clive Why
Paul F'arroll iv, With all her early impressions wrecking
around her, she did not know to what to cling. 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav. 172 The tnontagna bruna on which Ulysses
wrecked. 1884 Tennyson Becket 11. ii, Holy Church May
rock, but will not wreck, nor our Archbishop Stagger on the
slope decks for any rough sea.

b. To break down in health.
1876 R. Bridges Grmvth o/Lore xiv, What is this wreck

of all he hath in fief, When he that hath is wrecking?
6. a. To cause damage by washing up.
1634 Rotherham (Yorks.) Feoffees Accounts (MS.), P[ai]d

to Tho. Sandatl . . for paveing at the bridge where the water
had wreckt up.

b. To silt up, as with tide-driven sand, etc.

1786 in Trans. Soc. Arts (1789) VII. 56 By a gradual, con-
tinual loss of out-f;dl amongst the sands, and by the sluice
on the marsh and other parts wrecking up.

7. To seize or collect wreck or wreckage; to
searchy^ wreck. Also transf.

1843 Times 28 Mar. 7/1 The news of the wreck spread
rapidly. ., and in the evening a large mob assembled with a
view of ' wrecking '. 1897 Weslm. Gas. 2 Oct. 3/1 [Your
jobjperhaps, is to go ' wrecking ' for firewood. Down upon
the rocks the friendly tide casts many a spar and log.

t Wreck (rek), z;.2 Obs. Also 6-7 wrecke,
6-7, 9 reck, 7 recke. [Late variant of Wreak v. ;

the exact reason for the shortening of the vowel is

not clear, but cf. dial, breck for Break v.]

1* trans. — Wreak v. 5, 5 b. Chiefly refl.

1570 Levins Manip. 54 To Wreck, vindicate. 1583 Bab-
ington Commandm. (1590) 331 Any larger commission
granted to vs to wreck our selues vpon our brethren. 1612
T. Taylor Comm. 'Titus i. 10 The minde and intention of
the Apostle here, .was not.. to wrecke himselfe vpon them.
1622 P. Hannav Philomela Ixxxiv, The world shall know I

was not slow To wreck a wronged maid. 1670 Milton Hist.
Eng. vj. Wks. 1851 V. 242 They wreck'd themselves on the
Countries roundabout,wasting. .all Essex, Kent, and Sussex.

2. = Wreak v. 3.

1658 Whole Duty Man xv. § 31 It is a kind desire of his
amendment (and not a willingness to wreck his own rage)
which [etc.]. 1672 Marvei.l Keh. Transp. 1. 11 Being ready
at once to asswage his Concupiscence, and wreck his Malice.
1681 Character Ill-Court- Favourite 5 These Insufferable
Grandees, who reck their Private Spleens.

b. With preps., as on, upon, against (a person,

etc.) ; = Wreak v. 3 b. Also with out.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod., etc. Q ij b, She sought on
me to wrecke hir spight. 1583 Greene Mainillia n. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 151 With what greater plague, .can. -the vniust
gods.. wreck their wrath and extreme rigour vppon any
man. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 25 That malice.,
which he could not there so easily wrecke on their Creator.

1649 Milton Eikon. xxvi, To wreck bis spleen, or ease his
mind upon the Parlament. 1702 Rowe Tamer7

, iv. i, Give
him Pow'r to wreck his Hatred Upon his greatest Foe?
1712^ Addison Sped. No. 439 T3 [They] often wreck their

particular Spite or Malice against the person whom they are
set to watch. 1777 Watson Philip II, I. 191 The king..
was determined to wreck his resentment on all concerned.
x 793 R* Gray Poetns 25 Some in the fray wreckt out his
spieen On some sly pate or sawney.

3. Wreak v. 6, 7.

*593 Marlowe Edw. II, iv. iv, For the open wronges and
iniunes Edward hath done to vs, ..We come in armes to

wrecke k with the swords. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 24 He
Talus sent To wiecke on them their follies hai dyment. 1667
Milton P.L. iv. ii Satan, .came down.. To wreck on inno-
cent frail man his loss Of that first Battel.

4. = Wreak v. 8.

1764 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) II. 231 There was
no object on whom to wreck their vengeance, a 1790 Henry
Britain (1793) VI. 419 They not only wrecked their ven-
geance on the living, but on the ashes of dead heretics.

"Wreck, obs. erron. var. Rack v$ 2 c.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 101 Splicing the long
Sides of the Belts, so as they may not wreck in dropping
them down. [Cf. Wrecking.]
Wreck, obs. erron. form of Reck v.

Wreckage (rckeds). [f. Wreck v.1 + -age 3.]

1. The action or process of wrecking ; the fact of

being wrecked. Alsofig.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. ii. v. ii, Wreckage and dissolution

are the appointed issue for both [sc. wisdom and folly]. 1890

Gasquet & Bishop Ediv. VI $ Bk. Com. Prayer 272 A
lively picture of the wreckage of ecclesiastical structures at

that time [1548-9] 1899 Mackail Life Morris II. 291 There
had been much wreckage of unverified beliefs and extrava-

gant hopes.

2. Fragments or remains of a shattered or wrecked

vessel ; wreck.
1846 Worcester (citing Times). 1867 Morn. Star 4 Feb.,

A large quantity of timber, ship's spars, &c. .The wreckage
appeared to be that of a large ship. 1885 T. P. Battersby
Elf Island 36 The deck was. .covered with wreckage. 1899

Doyle Duet (1009) 119/2 Some of the wreckage from those

vanished vessels.

attrib. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 23 His wreckage-
spars, His harried ships.

b. pi. Pieces or fragments of wreck, rare.

1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvn. vii, A bolt shot into the
storm-tost Sea and its wreckages.

3. Material of or from a wrecked or shattered

structure ; a ruined fabric, building, etc.

1874 I. Geikie Gt. Ice Age xvi. 208 The ice-current.,
would leave upon their frozen shores the wreckage of the
distant mountains. 1891 Baring-Gould In Troubadour-



WRECKED. 357 WREN.
Land v\\\. 112 They form the wreckage of a palace for

princes. 1894 Doyle Mem. Sherlock Holmes 103 The vene-

rable wreckage of a feudal keep.

b. fig. Persons whose lives have been wrecked,

who have failed to maintain a position in society.

1883 F. Peek {title) Social Wreckage; a Review of the

Laws of England as they affect the Poor. 1888 Pall Mall
G. 26 Nov. 6/1 Twenty beds- are nightly filled by wreck-

age, more or less battered, from the stress of life. 1898
Daily News 18 Apr. 5 '1 What a line of flotsam and jetsam
it is f. .that mass of human wreckage.

Wrecked (rekt ),ppf.a, [f. Wreck vA + -edV]
1, That has undergone or suffered shipwreck

;

destroyed, lost, or cast ashore by shipwreck ;
=

Shipwrecked/^/, a.

1739 Woodward Fossils 1. 116 The Coral found aflix'd and
growing upon wreck'd Ships. 1795 W. Lee Hist, Lewes
S47 It has.. been the practice of many lords to keep the
wrecked goods. 1818 Shelley Rosal. $ Helen 394 Wrecked
mariners, Who cling to the rock of a wintry sea. 1821

Scott Pirate vii, One wave, .made the wrecked vessel com
pletely manifest in her whole bulk. 1850 W. Irving Ma-
hometTI. 483 Whether the old man., was one of the wrecked
cruisers, or a wrecker,, .is not specified. 1869 Daily News
n Aug., Throwing upon the holders of wrecked goods the
burden of accounting for their possession.

2. Damaged or destroyed by wreck, violence, or

disaster; shattered, mined.
1818 Shelley Julian 224 Like weeds on a wrecked palace

growing. 1818 — Marenghi vii, Thou shadowest forth

that mighty shape in story, As ocean its wrecked fanes,

severe yet tender. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. \x. (1880J

150 Amidst the ruins of a wrecked church. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. 2821/1 Removing obstructions from the track,

such as wrecked cars or locomotives.

b. fig. That has suffered wreck ; brought to ruin

or disaster.

1819 Keats Lines to Fanny 33 That most hateful land,

[where], .my friends. .live a wrecked life. 1855 G. Brim ley
Ess. (1858) 84 The incipient stage of madness, springing
from the wrecked affections. 1879 Frol'de Cxsar xviii. 301
He flung into bribery what was left of his wrecked credit.

1901 Munsey's Mag: XXIV. 470/2 He was thinking of the
old king with the wrecked mind.

Wrecker 1 (rcksi). [f. Wreck vA +-EB 1
.]

1. One who causes shipwreck, esp. for purposes

of plunder by showing luring lights or false signals

;

a person who makes a business of watching for and
plundering wrecked vessels ; also, onq wko wrong-
fully seizes or appropriates wreck vrH&t&l ashore.
1820W. Irving Sketch Bk, (1821) I. 27The good people.,

thronged like wreckers to get some part of the noble vessel.,

driven on shore. 1843 Times 20 Jan. 3/6 Although the offi-

cers of the coast-guard keep a sharp look-out, considerable
depredation was carried on by the wreckers. 188a Farrar
Early Chr. xxii, Cornish wreckers went straight from
church to light their beacon-fires.

Jig. 1865 Thokkau Cafe Cod vi. 105 Are we not all

wreckers contriving that some treasure may be washed up
on our beach ?

b. One who wrecks or ruins a structure, insti-

tution, concern, etc
1881 C. G. Walpole Short Hist. Del. 441 The Defenders

especially had begun to turn the tables upon the ' wreckers ',

and were the terror of the country side. 1889 Gasquet
Hen, VIII

<J-
F.ng.Monast. II. 426 Like a swarm of locusts

the royal wreckers went forth over the land.

fig. 1883 American VI. 37 Lawyers and agents, who
might be described with fairness as 'wreckers' and who
generally manage to absorb the assets. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
28 Feb. 10/ 1 As a wrecker of Cabinets Ireland holds a proud
position.

c. fig. One who wrecks, or successfully obstructs

the passing of a measure, etc.

189a Pall MatlG. 12 July 1/2 If.. they are not able to

reckon more than 8 Parnelhte ' wreckers . 1901 Scotsman
20 Nov. 8/4 The wreckers in the Senate claimed for America
the right of fortifying the CanaL
2. Stock Exchange. (See first quot.)
1876 ' E. Pinto ' J V Outside Fools t 359 Wreckers,, .those

who make a similarly-organized attack as bears upon some
stock, rotten or good,.. and force down the price by large
and successive sudden sales. 1884 American VIII. 84 The
clamor of contending in Haters and wreckers at the stock
exchange.

Wrecker 2 (re'kw). Orig, (and chiefly) Amcr,
[f. Wreck sb* + -ER 1

.]

1. A person engaged in salving wrecked or en-

dangered vessels or cargo ; a salvager, salvor.

1804 M'Kinson Tour West Indies ix. 137 Those persons
called wreckers, who are licensed by the Governor of the
Bahamas, and cruise amongst these islands for the benefit

of salvage. 1819 Edwards' Hist. IV, Indies (ed. <;) IV. 225
The business of wreckers, .consists in giving assistance to

those who are wrecked, or in danger of being so, upon the

almost endless rocks and shoals [of the Bahamas], 1851
Rovings in Pacific I. 173 Our own vessel.. had heeled on
to a sunken patch in the offing. ..It gave us wreckers a tre-

mendous fright. 1875 Tai.magr Old Wells 273 The wreckers
shoot a rope out to the suffering men.

2. A ship or vessel employed in salvaging sunk,

wrecked, or stranded vessels.

1864 Webster. 1868 [see Wrecking vol. so. 7 al- 1898
Westm. Gas. 14 July 5/2 The Wreckers and Admiral Cer-
vera's Vessels.

t Wreck-free, ct. Obs. [Early ME. wrec-frt,

f. Wreck sb. 1 1 fFlII a.] Exempted or free

from the forfeiture of wrecked vessels and goods.
1105 Rot. Chart. (1837) 153/2 Cum socca & sacca & thol

& theam & infangeneihief] & wrecfri & witefri & lestagefri

& locofri. M78 Charter to Cinque Ports in Rymcr's Fcedera

(1816) I. u. 558 1 Et quod habeant infangenethef ; & quod

sint wrecfry, & wytefry & lestagefry. 1598 Hakluyt Voy,
I. ii7(tr. quot. 1278), That they shall be wreckefree, lastage-
fiee, and louecopfree. [1706 Phillips (Wrec-fry) ; and in

later Diets.]

Wreckful (re'kfiil), a.i [f. Wreck s/>A +
-FUL.] Causing shipwreck, ruin, or disaster;

dangerous, destructive.
1596SPKNSER F. Q. vi. viii. 36 Straungers. .which on their

border Were brought.. by wreckfull wynde. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. V, i, The wreckful storms that cloud the brow of
War. 1848 Mangan Poems (1903) 106 This dull world
still slumbers. . . In a midnight dream, Drifts it down Time's
wreckful stream. 1876 Tennyson Harold in. i. 51 A summer
mere with sudden wreckful gusts From a side-gorge.

tWrexkfalf
fl. 2 Obs. [f. Wreck sb.% + -ful.

Cf. Wrackful a.1 , Wrakefcl a., Wreakful a.]

Full of, manifesting or taking, revenge ; marked
or characterized by vengeance.
1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr. iv. xvii. (1568) 158 Per

force my self dooth straine the wreckfull gods, vouch saue
it doo not so. 1601 W. T. Ld. Remy*s Civ. Consul. 36 If

a man haue to deale with some manner of men which are
wreckfull, of a strange nature, hard to please. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. I, 709 The Earle in wreckfull dis-

pleasure, .laid his Castle even with the ground.

Wre'cking, vbl, sb\ [f. Wreck vA + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of destroying by shipwreck or

causing wreck ; the fact of having suffered wreck.
1775 Ash, Wrecking,, .the act of destroying by dashing

against rocks or sands at sea ; the act of destroying by vio-

lent means. 1851 W. Collins Rambles beyond Railw. v.

(1852) 108 ' Wrecking * is a crime unknown in the Cornwall
of our day. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 3 Wrecking
was no longer permitted by public morality. 1891 C. Daw-
son Avonmore 46 Till drunk with wrecking's awful toil,

Havoc will laugh and Ruin smile !

attrib. 1885 N. % Q. 6th Ser. XI. 428/1 The Wrecking
system once practised on the English coasts.

2. concr. That which is wrecked
;
pi. wrecked

remains.
1855 Singleton Virgil I. 200 The more vigorously all will

toil To mend the wreckings of a fallen race.

"WrQ'CkULgfVbt.sb.2 Amcr. [f. Wreck sb. 1
3.]

1. The action or business of salvaging a wreck or

wrecks.
1804 [see 2]. 1868 H. D. Grant Rep. Wrecking in Ba-

hamas 35 Wrecking has become a regular vocation for a
considerable portion of the population.

2. attrib.) esp. in sense ' used for, or in connexion
with, relating to, salvaging wreck % as wrecking
car, crane, outfit, pump, train ; also wrecking law,
operation.

1804 M'KlHNON Tour West Indies ix. 144 Effecting
an immediate escape in a wrecking-vessel from this wild
and inhospitable spot. 1868 H. D. Grant Rep. Wrecking
in Bahamas 36 Copies of abstract of the wrecking laws.
Ibid. 62 The harbour-master. ., who formerly commanded
a wrecker and now owns licensed wrecking vessels. 1875
Knight Diet, Mech. 644/1 Fairbairn's traveling-crane.. is

adapted for a wrecking-crane for railroad use. Ibid. 2821/1
Wrecking-c<ir,onz<:zLxry\x\g devices for removing obstructions
from the track, such as wrecked cars or locomotives. Ibid..

2821/2 Wrecking-Pump, a steam-pump specially designed
for pumping the water out of bilged or sunken vessels, in

order to raise them. 1891 Harper's Weekly 19 Sept. 914 'i

A wrecking train soon removed the de*bris. 1898 Engineer-
ing Mag. XVI. 68 The wrecking outfit should be immedi-
ately available. Ibid., Wrecking operations.

b. In sense * engaged in salvaging wreck or

wrecks ', as wrecking company, crew, expedition,
1851 Rewinds in Pacific 1. 149 Hound on a wrecking Expe-

dition. 1878 B. Harte Man on litach 33 A wrecking crew
of curlew hastily manned the uprooted tree that tossed
wearily beyond the bar. 1891 in Leeds Mercury 19 Sept 12

Captain Merritt, of the Merritt Wrecking Company.
Wrecking, obs. errron. var. Racking vbl. sb.$ I,

1776 G- Semplk Building in Water 128 That the Timber
. . be both firmly spliced and bolted together, ro prevent their

wrecking, swagging or dislocating.

Wre'cking, ppi. a. [f. Wreck v. 1 + -ing 2
.]

1. That wrecks; causing wreck, ruin, or destruc-

tion ; destructive.

^ 01677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1686 III. 228 [Industry] is in

itself, .satisfactory ; as freeing our mind from distraction,

and wrecking ii resolution. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xn. ix.F4
The wrecking fury of the storm. 1880 R. Hriuges Shorter
AWMvWktu {1912)275 The moon, That poured her midnight
noon Upon his wrecking sea. 1893 Westm, Gaz. 9 Feb. 7/2
Playing a wrecking game towards the present Government.
2. Going to wreck ; becoming wrecked.
1903 S. E. White Forest viii, A man.. scaled the face of

the moving jam, and reached the top just as the two sections
ground together with the brutish noise of wrecking timbers.

Wreckle, variant of Wriggle sb. 3.
1816 Bingley Use/. Knowl. III. 225 Sand-launce, Sand

Eel, or Wreckle {Ammodytes tobianus) is a small fish dis-

tinguished by its eel-shape.

Wre'ckless (re'kles), a, rare. [f. Wreck v.*

+ -LE8S.] That cannot be wrecked.
1821 Byron Heaven fy Earth iii. 753 Hence to where our

all •hallow'd ark uprears Its safe and wreckless sides !

Wreckless, obs. erron. f. Reckless a.

Wre'ckling. Now dial. [var. of Reckling.
Cf. Weegling.] A weak, puny, or dwarfish animal

(or plant) ; spec, the smallest and weakest of a litter.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 530 It causeth it [sc. the vine) to

seeme scortched and full of knots, yea and to grow like

a dwarfe or wreckling. 1607 Markham Covet. 1. 48 When
shee shoulde come to foale, shee would bring foorth nought
but a wreckling. 1614 — Cheap Husb., Swine xi. 94 Take
tiie wreckling, or worst Pigge, and annoint it all oucr. 1781

[see Reckling). 1825- in dialect glossaries, etc. (N. Cy.;
Nhb. to Warw.).
attrib. 160a tr. Pastor Lido iv. viii. M 2 b, Too much I

honour thee, poore weake and wreckling child.

Wree» Sc. variant of Wry v.-

tWreekes, erron. f. Reaks (pranks) Obs.
1628 Burton Anat. Mel. (ed. 3) m. ii. VI. iii. 515 Fawnes

! and Satyrs will certainely play wreekes.

Wreest(e, obs. or dial. varr. Wrest sb.

t"Wre*gling. Sc, Obs. = Wreckling.
1679 in Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1828) IV. 501 What through

I

grace he will make such a weak wregling able to endure.

Wrehche, obs. f. Wretch sb. Wrei, etc.: see

I

Wray v., etc. Wreicht, "Wreight, obs. ff.

Wright sb. 1 "Wreist, obs. Sj. var. Wrest.
"Wreithe, obs. f. Wreathe v. "Wreitt,Wreit-

ten, obs. Sc. pa. t. and pa. pple. of White v.

Wrek, alteration of Wrack vA
a 1635 L. Foxk North-West Fox in Voy. (Hakl. Soc. 1894}

I
II. 280 In that distance holding the same course, I was 1 d.

1 17 m. wrekt from my true course.

tWreke. Oos. Also 6 reke. [a. early ON.
*wreke m. (Icel. reki, Norw. reke

s

, horn the same
! stem as *wrek neut. : see Wreck j^.i]

1. mWreck sb. 1 i.

1420 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 32 Every man here
knoweth wel pat )>e wreke is parcel of he enheritance of
Ermyngton. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 213 Kemtmbir your

: ryth of your wreke at Wynterton. Ibid., Gret plante of
wreke of the schyppe. .worth nieche mony. 1495 Act u
Hen. VII, c. 34 Preamble, With wreke of the Sea and all

!
other forfaitures. [1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 23 Lordes
marchers, .shall have, hold, and kepewkhin. the precincte

i of their said I.oideshipps. .wreke de mere, wharfage.]

2. =« Wreck j^. 1 2.

c 1440 Pronp. Parv. 533/2 Wreke, of be see, alga, norga.

;

1500 Ortus I'ocab. BB viij b/i Norga,/ex marts, . .wreke,

1545 ElyOT, Vlua, reke or wiedes of the sea.

Wreke, etc., obs. ff. Wreak sb, and v.

j-Wrele, v. Sc, Obs. [?Of imitative origin.] intr.

To struggle or move about wrilhingly.

1513 Uol'glas Aineid t. Prol. 298 Quha is attachit on till

a staik..Ma go no ferrar, but wiele about that tie. Ibid.

v. iv. 114 First Sergest behind sone left lies he, Wreland
[ L. Inclantcm] on skellt is and wi.depis of the see.

Wren (ren }. Forms : a. 1 wren no- (werna), 3-7
WTenne, 5 wrenn, 5-6 wrene (6//. wreneys), 5-
wren. P. 1 wroDnna(w8Drna), 3, Sc. 6-7 wranne,

5 Sc., 9 Sc. and dial, wran (7 -wrane, 9 ran), Sc.

6,9vran (9 vraun). [OK. wrenna (also with

metathesis werna), wra'nna (w;erna), obscurely

related to OIIG. wrendo, wrendi/o, Icel. rindilL]

1. Omith. One or other species of small denii-

rostral passerine birds belonging to the genus

Troglodites, esp. the common wren (jenny- or kitty-

wren), T. parvuhts, native to Europe.
In quot. c 1450 used in some allusive sense.

a. £7*5 Corpus Gicss. {Hessels) Ii 156 Biriicariotusjirema.

anoo Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 132 Vatrnx, wrenna, uel
hicemase. a 1250 Owlty Night. 564 (Jesus Coll. MS.), Hwat
dostu godes among monne ? IS a mo pene dob a wrecche
wrenne [Cotton MS. wranne]. Ibid. 1 717 f'e wrenne [Cotton

MS. wranne] for heo cube singe par com.. To helpe hare
nyhtegale. 13. . in AY/. Ant. II. 107 Levere is the wrenne,

Abouten the schowe renne, Thau the fithel draut, Other the

floute craf. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 349 i?o that the litel

wrenne in his mesure Hath y it of kinde a love under his

cure, c 1401 Lydg. E'lour o/Curtcsye 57 The sely wrenne,
the titmo^e also,, .have freeeleccioun Toflyen. . Wher-ashem
liste. 1 1450 Merlin xxviii. 573 Thus shull the kny^htes of

the rounde table go to a-venge the deth of the wrenne. a 1529
Skelton P. SP'trwc 600 The piety wren, That is our
Ladyes hen, 1593 Marlowe F.dw. II, v. iii, The Wrenne
may striue against the I.ions strength, But all in vaine. 1613
W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv. 13 As little wrens, but newly
fledge, First by their nests hop up and downe the hedge.

165a Hkni.owes Theoph. 1. xcviii, Shrubs cannot cedars, nor

wrens eagles praise. 1710 Addison Tatter No. 224 f 2 Thus
the fable tells us, that the wren mounted as high as the eagle,

by getting upon his back. 1750 C- Smith State Co. Cork II

3^4 The Wren makes but short flights..; to hunt and kill

him is an antient custom of the Irish on St. Stephen's day.

1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 268 The wren may be placed

among the finest of our sinking birds. 18*5 Wordsw. The
Contrast 30 This moss-lined shed, green, soft, and dry,

Harbours a self-contented Wren. 1864 Mrvaut Little People

c/Snow 21 A pleasant spot in spring, where first the wren
Was heard to chatter. 1888 Newton in Encycl. Brtt. XXIV.
688/2 The range of the Wren in Europe is very extensive.

0. c 1050 / 'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 260 Litorius, waerna. a 1100

Voc. Ibid. 286 Bitonus, wramna, uelpintorus. a 1S50 (see

a), c 1450 Holland Itoulate 649 The litill we Wran, 'I hat

wretchit dorche was. 1549 ComfL S^ot. vi. 39 Robeen and

the litil vran var namely in vyntir. 18*3 Jennings Obse>v.

Dial. W. Eng. 12B Wians an robin-nddieks. 01841 in

HalHwell Nursery Rhymes 184 We'll hunt the wran, says

Robin to Bobbin, a 1859 in A'. <y Q. 2nd Ser. \ III. 209 t

The wran, the king of all birds. 1880-91 in Antrim, Corn,

wail, and Devon glossaries. 1899 Somekvillk & Ross Some
Erper. Irish R. M. i. The carpenter .. wished the dull

might run the plumber through a wran's quill.

Phrases, a 1550 Image Hypocr. IlL 105 in Skelton s II Ms.

(1841) II. 434 As wise as any wrenne And holy as an henne.

,( 1598 Fekgusson Prov. (S. T. S.) 10 As sair fights wranes

ai cranes. .. __ ,. . ,

trans/. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. B. 7° (Stage direction]

Enter Maria. Toby. Looke where the youngest Wren of

mine comes.

b. With distinguishing epithets.

1638 W. Lisle Heliodorus vi. 87 A bird no bigger then..

the lynny Wren. 1648- [-ee Jenny wren]. 1808-14 A.

Wilson Amer. Omith. (1831) II. 188 Sylvia troglodytes,
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Winter Wren. 1825- [see Kitty 1 al 1831 J. Rennie
Montagu's Ornith. Diet. 570 Wren. . .Provincial[ly called]

Vraun, or Ran. Cutty, Katy, or Kitty Wren. 1848 Maunder s

Treas. Nat. Hist, s.v.j The American House Wren
(Trcglodites domestica). . inhabits the whole of the United
States. 1884 Harper*s Mag. March 616/1 The winter wren
[T. hyemalis]..'\s a saucy little atom. 1914 Brit. Mus.
Return 157 An example of the St. Ki\d&Wren (Troglodytes

hirtensis).

2. Applied, esp. with distinguishing term, to

various othersmall birds of the family Trogloditidx

or SylviidX) resembling the common wren in ap-

pearance or habits ; esp. the gold-crest {Regulus

cristatus).

Also An}-, marsh-, reed-, rock-, sedge-, willow*, wood-
wren: see Hill sb. 4 f, Marsh 4 b, Reed-wres, Rock sb}

9 c, Sedge sb.
1

6, Willow sb. 6, Wood sb. 1 Some provincial

names are recorded by Swatnson (18S5I, pp. 25-27.

1868 Chambers's Encyd. X. 287/1 The "Carolina wren..
{Thryophorus Ludovi\ anus) and the Marsh Wren . . (GV/^-

Phoruspalustris).. are found chiefly in ihe vicinity of water.

1674 Ray Coll. Words Eng. Birds 87 The *copped Wren :

Regulus cristatus. 1700- [see Copped ///. a. 3]. 1750

C. "Smith State Co. Cork II. 335 The Regulus or *crested

wren.. is a smaller bird. 1843 Penny Cyct. XXVII. 503 '2

[The] Golden-crested Wren, .must not be confounded with the

rarer *Fire-crested Wren,, .also to be seen in Britain. Ibid,

583/1 This species is the . . 'Gold crested Wren . . and Kinglet

of the modern British. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.

iv. (tS;o) 67Thetwitterof the *go!den wren. 1768 Pennant
Brit.Zool. II. 511 The small and delicate *golden Crested-

wren. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds I. 170 The Golden-crested

Wren is diffused throughout Europe. 1830 Booth Analyt.

Diet I. 93 The smallest of all the British birds, is called the

Golden-crested Wren. 1678 Ray Wiltughbys Ornith. 227

The *go!den-crown'd Wren : Regulus cristatus. 1774 G.

White SelbomexW, The feeble little golden-crowned wren,

that shadow of a bird, braves our severest frosts. 1823

Latham Gen. Hist. Birds VII. 205 *Gold-iiaped Wren, Syl.

via elata\. .inhabks Cayenne in the winter. 1802 Montagu
Ornith. Diet. s. v.,Yellow Wren.. .Provincial[ly called]Willow
Wren. 'Ground Wren. 1758 G. Edwards Glean. Nat. Hist.

I. 95 The *Ruby-crowned Wren. 1760 Ibid. II. 143 The
* Yellow Wren hath., been figured and described by different

authors under various names. 1776 Pennant Brit. Zool.

(ed. 4) II. 378 The yellow wren [Sylvia trochilus] frequents

. .places where willow trees abound from which it takes one
of its names.

b. Applied to various Australasian species of

wren-like birds (see quots.).

Also emeu-, rock-wren (see Emeu 4, Rock sb. 1

9 c).

1848 Gould Birds A ustralia III. 18 Malurus Cyaneus, .

.

Superb Warbler, Blue Wren, etc., of the colonists. Ibid.ir}

The Striated Wren [Amytis striatns] ran with amazing
rapidity. Ibid. 19-31, 39-40 [many species of Malurus,
A myt is, and Hylacola].

3. attrib. and Comb., as wren-hunting, -like;

wren-box, a collecting-box used by ' wren-boys'

;

wren-boys, in Ireland, a party of boys or

young men, carrying a decorated holly-bush with

a wren or wrens hanging from it, who go about

on St. Stephen's Day singing verses; wren-bush,
a bush used for this ; +wreu creeper, a variety of

tree-creeper (see quots.) ; wren song, the song

carolled by the wren-boys ; wren-tail, wren's-

tail, an artificial fly for trout-fishing ; wren-tit

U.S. (see quot.)
igox Folk-Lore June 131 A*wren box from the Pitt Rivers
Museum at Farnham. 1 a 1800 in Croker Researches in S.

Ireland (1824) 233 It won't agree with the "Wren boys at

all. 1824 Crokkr Ibid., A holly bush., having many wrens
depending from it.. is carried from house to house with
some ceremony, the ' Wren boys ' chaunting several verses.

a 1855 'n N- *f Q- Ist Ser. XII. 4?g Song of the Youghal
Wren-boys. 1871 Varr, Us B>it. Birds (ed. 4) I. 4^5 The
dead bird, hung by the leg between two hoops, . .was carried

about by the ' Wren.boys*[of Cork]. 1901 /•'oik-Lore June
131 [He] exhibited a *Wren-bush from co. Wicklow. 1904
Longin. Mag. Oct. 537 The practice of carrying about ' the

wren-bush ' on St. Stephen's Day. i8ix Shaw Gen. Zool.

VIII. 268*Wren Creeper,.. Size ofthe.. Willow Wren. i8aa

Latham Gen. Hist. Birds IV. 271 Wren Creeper, Certhia
trochilea,. .inhabits America. 1696 Aubrey Misc. iv. 44
A whole Parish running like madmen from Hedg to Hedg
a *\Vren-hunting. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 36
Wren-hunting. [Particulars follow.] 1900 IVestm.Gaz. 15

Jan. 10/1 It used to be a common custom.. to make wren-

hunting parties a feature of the season from Christinas to

New Year. 1641 True Char, of Untrue Bishop 4 Witnesse
his many Sparrowish, *Wrenlike wanton extravagances.

1803 Wordsw. Prelude v. 207 From those loftiest notes

Down to the lowand wren-like warblings. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic cxxxi, I'm nobody—a wren-like journalist.

1855 N. $ Q. 1st Ser. XII. 489 The *Wren Song in

Ireland. 1837 Kirkbride Northern Angler 40 The *Wren's

Tail, . .an excellent summer fly. 1856 ' Stonehenge ' Brit.

Sports 245/2 The Wren's Tail.. ; legs of a wren's tail-

feather, used as a hackle. 1867 F. Francis Angling \\. 204

The *Wrentail, Brown Bent, Froghopper.- 1875 F.ncycl.

Brit. II. 38/1 Among the best of these are. .the wren-tail,

the grouse and partridge hackles. 1872 Coues N. Amer.
Birds 79 Chamoeidx; * Wren-tits, .much like a titmouse in

general appearance, . .with the general habits of wrens.

t Wrench., sb. 1 Obs. Forms : a. 1-2 wrenc ;

2-6 wrench, 3-6 wrenche. £. 6 wrinch(e.

[OE. wrenc, corresponding in form to OHG. renki

twist, sprain (G. r'dnke bend, hollow), and in sense

to MUG. and G. rank bending, turning, trick,

artifice. Cf. Wrenk sb. and Wrench v.]

1. A crooked, cunning, or wily action or device

;

a trick, wile, or artifice. Freq. coupled witli wile.

a. c888 Alfred Boeth. iv. § 1 Nauht ne dere^aS monnum
mane abas, ne bxt lease lot be beo3 mid bam. wrencum

358

bewri^en. a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxxvh". (1889) 136 On swa
!

hwylcum wrence worda seni^ swerve, a nzz O. E. Chron. ,

(Laud MS.) an. 1003, Da sceolde. ./Elfric kedan ba fyrde ac

he teah ford pa his ealdan wrenceas. c X175 Lamb. Horn. 67
,

He fbndede god solf mid his wrenche. a 1225 A ncr. R. 270

Auh bis heie sacrament, .ouer alle o'^er binges unwriho" his

wrenches, & breke3 his strenc5es. a 1250 Prov. sElfredi6i
Monymon weneb bat he wene ne barf, longes lyues, ac him
lyeb be wrench. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7711 He
dredde hym of sum wykked wrenche. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn
I. 347 At be laste Turgesius deide by gileful wyles and
wrenches. 14.. Sir Beucs (E.) 2733+32 f'e dragoun cowde
soo many a wrenche. a 1450 Med/t. Life fy Passion of
Christ 1650 pere ne shal. . No wrenches ne no fendes wyle

Make bat swetnesse away to gon. 1519 Horman Vulg. 23 b,

All those thynges were wroughte by wrenches of wyked
spyrittis. 1579 Hake Neives out ofPowles (1872) To Rdr.

Aiiijb, The wrenches and wyles.. that the lewde sorte of

this people, .doe vse to gette money with.

&. 1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Wrinches or wyles, ckariuaris. 1534
I,d. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.(i$/i,b) Aavij, If we take

not hede to prepare against his wrinches, it wyll ouerthrow

vs. 1547 Bk. Marchauntes eij, God knoweth what wily

wrinches. .they do commit fro day to day.

2. Without article : Trickery, deceit, guile ; fraud.

1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 2524 Of is luber wrenche. .Four
hondred & four score mid treson he slou here, c 1300 Beket
(Percy Soc.) 44 He was stronge adrad Jut of wommanes
wrenche. 13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 438 She schette the dore,

and set him; on* benche. Wil ye nou i-here of wommannes
wrenche? 1566 Sternhol»& H. Ps. xxvi. 10 Their right

hand with wrenche and wile for bribes doth plucke and pull.

Wrench. (ren'J), sb.z Also 5 wrynche, 6-7,

dial. 9 wrinch. (9 dial, wringe, ringe) ; 6

wrenfVche, 9 Sc. wrunch, runch, [App. not

a continuation of the prec. word, but directly based

upon the verb.]

1 1. On wrench, crosswise. Obs. rare'1
.

? c 1460 MS. Porkington 10 fol. 5S (Halliwell), The vij. wyffe

sat one the bynche, And sche caste her legge one wrynche.

2. An act of wrenching, or the fact of being

wrenched; a twisting or pulling aside, awry, or
(

out of shape ; a violent twist or turn.

1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Wrenche, torche. 1618 Bp. Hall Con-
tempi., O.T. xii. ij Gods iudgements are the rackeofgodlesse

men: If one straine make them not confesse, let them bee

stretched but one wrench higher, and they cannotbe silent.

1755 Johnson, Wrench, .. a violent pull or twist. 1771

Lonnergan J-'cuce^s Guide 87 A Wrench is thus formed.

Ibid. 63 Retire a little upon the second wrench. 1837
Dickens Pukw. xi, The little stone having been raised

with one wrench of a spade. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell North fy S.
,

xxii, They all could hear. ;the creak of wood slowly yielding;

the wrench of iron ; the mighty fait of the ponderous gates.
1

1861 Reads Cloister $ H. Hi, [She] gave a contemptuous '

wrench of her shoulder. 1893 Max Pe.mberton IronPirate
iv, [The yacht] jibbed round of a sudden, with an appalling

wrench at the horse.

fig. and in fig. context. 1533 More Apot. xxii. 128 The same
reason wold.. seme with one lytell wrenche ferther, to take

in lyke wyse a waye from euery other man. 1607 Shaks.
Timon 11. ii. 218 A Noble Nature May catch a wrench.

1854 B'nkss Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II. 167 Quite con-
|

scious that it is a strong wrench that drags him out of so
]

large a part of the habits of life, a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell
Wives <$• Daughters (1866) I. 247 Then, with a wrench, '

changing the subject,.. he broke out [etc]. 1878 Browning
j

La Saisiaz 51, 1 shall.. bless each kindly wrench that wrung
From life's tree its inmost virtue.

b. A sudden or sharp twist or jerk causing pain

or injury to a limb, person, etc. ; a sprain, strain.

Alao in fig. context.

1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Wrenche out of joynt, deboytcment,
dejoincture. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 49 If he haue a
wrentche, or haue taken colde in his arme. 1578 H. Wotton
Courtlie Controv. 28 If. .a wrenche breake a bone without
perishing the fleshe or skinne whiche couereth it. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. u. 69 Every small Wrinch, or stepping
awrie, is enough to put an ill-set Bone out of joynt. 1665
Earl Orrery St* Lett. (1742) 100, 1 have got such a wrench
in my ancle. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. ix. 226 They haled him
into the ship, without, .any other injury than a wrench in

his arm. 180a Palsy Nat, TIwol. viii. § 1 The contortions

and wrenches to which the limbs of animals are continually
subject, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xix. 134 They compelled
the arms to take a position which, if the footing gave way,
would necessitate a wrench. 1879 Meredith Egoist iv, She
quietly gave a wrench to the neck of the young hope in her
breast.

c. An instance of this in horses ; also with the,

as the specific name of an ailment.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Coutro7'.3oi Claribel supposing
it hadde Lin some wrench, commaunded his man to bathe
the horse leg. 1580 Blundevil Horsemanship 59 The Curbe
..commeth..by some straine or wrinch wherebie the tender
sinewes are grieued. 1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy Land
Ships C6b, The shedding of the haire, the Horse-hipped,
the Wrench, the Neckecricke. 1639 T. de Gray Expert
Farrier 306 A horse that hath gotten a wrench in his
shoulder. 1695 Lond.Gaz. No. 3105/4 A dark brown geld.
ing,..goes wadling behind, as if he had a Wrench in his
Back. 1727 Bailey (vol. II), Eutorses, Wrenches of the
Pasterns in Horses.

d. fig. A parting or separation causing painful

or violent emotion ; pain or anguish resulting

from leave-taking.
In frequent use from c 1875.

1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. xii. (1855) 202 The misery
of the wrench from all that is dear and bright. 1874 Green
Short Hist. viii. § 4 It was not without a wrench that they
tore themselves from their English homes. 1889 'J. S.
Winter * Mrs. Bob x, Now that it had come to parting with
the last of them [sc. daughters] it was an undeniable wrench.

e. Mathematical Physics. (See first quot.)
1876 Ball Theory of Screws 4 We now introduce the word

WRENCH.
wrench, to denote a force and a couple in a plane per-
pendicular to the force. Ibid. 5 Thtse wrenches could be
replaced by one wrench which is called the resultant wrench.

*f3. A sharp turn, bend, or deflection ; an abrupt
turning movement. Obs. rare.

1549 Coverdai.e, etc. Erasm, Par. Rom. Argt. ad fin., The
reader wandering vppe and downe,as it wer in wrenches, or
..in a mismase diuersly tournyng and wyndyng. 1596 Sir

J. Davies Orchestra liii, I loue Meanders path, .. Such
winding sleights, such turnes and tricks he hath, Such
Creekes, such wrenches, and such daliaunce.

Jig. 1654 I. Ambrose Ultima 203 Austin after some turns
and wrenches concludeth thus.

b. Coursing. A turning or bringing round of the

hare or rabbit at less than a right angle.
16x5 Markham Country Content. 1. viii. 105 That Dogge

which giueth the first turne, if after the tumes be giuen*nd
neither coat, slip, nor wrench extraordinary, then he [etc.].

1686 [see Wrfnch v. 2]. 1688 Holme Armoury n. ix.

189/1 A Wrench, is not a turn, but as it were, a half turn.

1840 Blaine Encyd. Rural Sports 598/1 A cote is when.

.

one [dog] outruns the other, and gives the hare a turn or
wrench. 1856 'Stonehenge ' Brit. Rural Spoils 212/1
Working Power is evinced by the Wrench and the Turn.
1887 Field ig Feb. 235/3 The brindled [greyhound] eventually
finishing the course with a couple of wrenches and a kill.

4. Change from the original purport or significa-

tion ; a strained or wrested meaning ; a forced or

false interpretation. (Cf. Wkest sb. 3.)

1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Microcosnws Wks. (Grosart) 1. 55/2
If there be wrench in this Paralell, It is in that [etc.].

1701 Strype Life Aylmer 265 Whence.. the Popish Bishops
might- see their Wrenches and Cavillations..to be main-
tained thereby. 1864 Lowell Black Preacher 11 But since

I might chance give his meaning a wrench,. .I'll put what
he told me. .In a rhymed prose.

5. One or other form of mechanical screw.

155a Acts Hen. F///(ed. Berthelet)40 The Bier [ = buyer]
..shall not .. straine. .the same clothes., by teintour or

wrinche[i5i4wynche]. 1598 Florio, Storta,. a wrench or

wrest that ioyners vse. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 810 Hee
was faine to cause them to bee tormented with their thumbes
in a wrinch. 1618 Dalton Country Justice 34 Any teynters,

wrinches or other engines whatsoeuer, wherby any deceipt

may be vsed in. .the stretching of any wollen Cloth. (170a

Guidefor Constal'les 31 Tenters,, .headwrinches, cr other

engines for stretching of cloth.) 1825 Jamieson, Wrunch,
a winch or windlass. Lauarks[hire).

fb.y^. A means of compulsion or constraint.

Obs. rare.

1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 90 He. .resolued to make this profit

of this businesse. .as a Wrench and meane for Peace.

0. A tool or implement of various forms, con-

sisting essentially of a metal bar with (freq. ad-

justable) jaws adapted for catching or gripping a

bolt-head, nut, etc., to turn it ; a screw-key, screw-

wrench, or spanner.
Also bed-, monkey-, pipe-, screw-, tap-, tube-wrench: see

those words.

1794 W. Kelton Carriages (1801) I. 78 A spindle that is

turned with a wrench upon the outside. Ibid. 223 Tool-

budget, .[for carrying] the few requisites for the coachman's
use—such as a wrench, a hammer, a chissel. 1834 Marryat
A Simple xxi, We worked very hard until the hole was
large enough, using the crow-bar. .and a little wrench. 1862

Catal. Lnternat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6111, Patent wrench

and mallet to save all taps from damage. 1879 Cassell's

Techn. Educ. IV. 199/2 The wrench or spanner.. is used

for fastening the headstock or poppet down on the bed.

d. Surg. Applied to various makes of instru-

ments having adjustable jaws, spec, for gripping a

deformed foot to be rectified by torsion.

1895 Arnolds Catal. Surg. Instruments 774 Wrenches for

bending Thomas's Splints. 1896 Tubby Deformities 416

Some wrenches are formidable and powerful instruments.

Ibid. 418 Holding the foot in the bite of the wrench too long.

6. attrib. and Comb. , as wrench finisher, forger ;

wrench hammer, handle.

1875 Knight Dict.Mech. 2822/1 Wrench.haiumer, a ham-
nier having a movable member to form a spani.er. 1880

Mlacksiokk Mary Anerley lv, Mr. Mordacks. .holding him,

as in a wrench-hammer, all the way, silencing his squeaks,

with another turn of screw. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885)

44 Wrench Finisher and Forger. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.

Suppl. 957/1 Wrench Handle, a double-arm wrench for use

with dies for cutting threads, and other purposes.

Wrench, (ren
1

/), v. Forms: a. 1 wrencan,

2-4 wrenchen, 4, 6 wrenche, 5- wTench, 6

wrensh (7-8 rench, 8 arch, wranch). $. 4
wrynch, 5 wrynche, 6 wrinche, 6-7 wrinch.

[OE. wrencan to twist, turn {tdsofig. to practise

wiles), = OHG. renchan (MHO. and G.renken) to

twist ; of obscure relationship. Cf. Wrknk f.]

1. fl- intr. a. To perform or undergo a quick or

forcible turning or twisting motion ; to turn or

writhe (about or aside). Also fig. Obs.

a. cioso Indicia Monast. (MS. Cott. Tib. A 111) fol. 07,

Is ba:s horderes tacen, part mon wraence mid is hande, swilce

he wille loc hunlucan. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 211 At ple3e.

.

bih and shonkes and fet oppiefl,wombe gosshieS, andshuldres

wrenchieS. a 1*40 Wohttnge \\\ O. E. Hotn.X. 281 Hu bu

was naket bunden faste to \>e piler, bat tu ne mihtes now.

hwider wrenche fra ba duntes. c 1375 [see Wrenk v. iJ.

1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 538 Anoon his kny^tes come to

Venus to have the ryng, but heo wrenchide (.1/.S\ a. wrynch-

ede] and blenchide and strof longe tyme, but [etc. J. 1:1500

New Notbr. Mayd 152 in Hazl. E. P. P. 111. 7 To fulfyll

His wan ton wyll, Wrenchynge from me alway. c 1530 Tin-

dale Num. xxii. 25 The asse . . wrenshed vnto the walle

and thrust Iialams fote vnto the wall. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1. v. 258 This Torpedo. .Doth not as other Fish,

that wrench and wriggle \\ hen they be prickt. 1623 Bp.
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Mountagu App. Cxsarem -\\q Setting some rigorous Puri-

tans aside, that like no Religion but one of their owne
making,, .there are few Calvinists..that will wrench at this,

1716 Gay Trivia in. 123 Should thy shoe wrench aside,

down, down you fall.

0. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1538 Some g.ise wryncliand
to and fra, And some gashypand. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas.
xvm. (1845) 84, I can not wrynche by no wyle nor croke,

My heart is fast upon so sure a hoke. a 1632 T.Taylor
Cod's Judgem. I, 1. xxii. (1642) 84 A charet. ., wherein were
certain yron-works, which with wrinching about gave an
horriMe sound. 111641 Up. Mountagu Acts <y ft!on. (1642)

497 Rather then goe to law, to sit down by losse ; and
without wrinching forgo what was his due.

+ b. Fencing. (See quots. and cf. Whirl v. 3.)

1771 Lonnekgan Fencer s Guide Index, Wrenching, is to

disarm, by whirling off your adversary's blade, without
setting any bounds to it, or whirling to any certain parade.
Ibid, 88 When you parry with a Prime, wrench round into

a Tierce.

2. Coursing. Of a hare, etc. : To veer or come
round at less than a right angle ; to rick.

1576 Turberv. Veneris 244 A deare. . will^holde on the
same waye, and neuer turneth and wrencheth as a Hare will

do before the Greyhounds. 1686 R. BlOME Gentl. Recreat.
II. 98 1 Sometimes the Hare doth not Turn, but Wrench ;

for she is not properly said to Turn, except she Turn as it

were round, and two Wrenches stand for a Turn. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Coursing, If the bare turns not
quite about, she only wrencheth, in the sportsman's phrase.

1839 Laws of Coursing in Youatt Dog{iZ^) 261 If a dog
draws the fleck from the hare, and causes her to wrench or
rick only.

H. 3. trans. To twist or turn (a thing") forcibly

or with effort ; to jerk or pull with a violent twist

;

= Wrest v. i. Also with advs., as about, round.
a 1225 Ancr, R. 210 Summe iuglurs beo5 bet tie kunnen

seruen of uon oSer gleo, buten makien cheres, & wrenchen
mis hore mud. Ibid. 222 Ich chulle wrenchen hire biderward
ase heo mest d reded. 1545 Ascham Toxofih. (Arb.) 146 Some
will take theyr bowe and writhe and wrinche it. 1578 Lytic
Dodoens 41 Small seedes. whiche be as they were wrenched
or writhen about. 1590 Tari.ton News Purgat. 22 Though
shee coulde not treade right, yet wrincht her sliooe inward.
1600 Surf let Countrie Partite in. xi.444 The wood of such
great plants, doth pinch and wrinche the graft mightily.

1674 [sea Wreathe v. 6J. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witch-
craft 146 One [cart carrying coin] wrench'd Amy Duny's
House, upon which she came out in a Rage. 1819 Scott
Leg. Montrose xiii, If you venture tocall for assistance, I

will wrench round your neck. 1823 — Talism. xxviii, Each
strange and disproportion^ feature wrenched by horror
into still more extravagant ugliness. 1830 Murchison
Silur.Syst.x. xxxi. 422'l'he limestone of the principal branch
is suddenly wrenched round. 1863 B. Taylor Poets Jrnl.
III. Watch 0/Wight 7 ttlow, winds. .And wrench the trees

forlorn That struggle where they stand. 1876 Swinburne
Erechtheus 588 All her flower of body,. .With the might of
the wind's wrath wrenched and torn.

b. To tighten with or as with a wrest or wrench

;

*f*to tune (a harp, etc.) in this way. Also with up*

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. H iij b, Orpheus with thy
Harpe in hande, Arion also .., Wrinche vp your strings.

Ibid. M ij b, Playing, .vppon their Harpes, wrinched and
set to the highest note of Diatesseron. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech. 2253/1 The eye [of the spanner] is caught over the
stud on the collar, so as to wrench it fast.

Jig. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. via. n For thy Reuenge Wrench
vp thy power to th' highest.

1 4. fig. a. To draw or turn (a person) aside ; to

force out of the right way. Obs.
a iioo St. Marker. 4 Jpmt tu ne maht nanes weies. . wenden

me ne wrenchen ut of be weie. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 124 Nes ber
nan bet mahte neauer eaues wrenchen hire, .ut of be weie.
c 1230 Halt Meid.47 Ihesucrist. .leueswa hare heorte halden
to him, bat bare flesches eggunge . . ne weorri hare heorte wit,

ne wrenche ham ut of be wei bat ha beo3 in gongen.

"t*b. To draw out or expel (temptations); to

withdraw or shelter (oneself) ; to divert or deflect

towards another. (Cf. Wrenk v. 2.) Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 244 Swuche bouhtesofte,i vlesltche soulen,

wrencheS ut sonre vlesliche tentaciuns beone summe of be
uorme. Ibid. 294 pet tu ne meiht bis scheld holden o bine
heorte, ne wrenchen be berunder frommard he deofles eare-
wen. Ibid. 304 }if }>u seist bet J»in unstrenc5e ne inuhte
nout elles, bu wrenchest bine sunne o God.

to. To misrepresent or slander (a person).
c 1300 Pol. Songs (Camden) 157 gef y am wreint in heore

write, Thenne am y bac-bite.

5. To injure or pain (a person, the limbs, etc.)

by undue straining or stretching; to rick, sprain,

strain.

a. 1530 Palsgr. 785/1, 1 wrenche my foote, or any lymme,
I put it out of joynt. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 235 A playster.

.

upon places that be out of ioynt or wrenched. 1611 Florio,
Storcersi le membra, to straine or wrench ones limiues out
of ioint. 1638 W. Lisle Heliodorus vm. 141 Bagoas . with
a fall Had wrench'd bis leg. 1729 Swift Direct. Serv. Rules,
You wrenched your foot against a stone, and were forced to
stay. 1835 T. Mitchell Ackarn. of Aristoph. 1064 note,
To wrench the ankle. 1854 Thackeray Neivcomes xxii, He
. .came down on the pavement and wrenched his leg.

Jig. 164a Fuller Holy tf Prof. St. m. xix. 204 .Would it

not have wren :h'd and sprain'd his sjuI?
0. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Centrum. 259 By wrinching

their foote in drawing on their hose. 1583 tr. Maison Neuz'e's
Geriteonsi b, His fistes. .so were wrinched that he felt them
not. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 73 If an Ox be wrinched
and strayned in his kinewes. 16&4 J. S. Profit 4- Pleas.
United 204 Leg out of Joynt or Wrinched.

b. To affect with severe pain, suffering, or
anguish ; to distress or pain greatly ; to rack.

1798 Coleridge Anc.Mar. vn. xv, Forthwith this frame of
mine was wrenched With a woful agony, a 1814 Wordsw.
Excurs. vn. S72 Through the space Of twelve ensuing days

his frame was wrenched. 1821 Shelley Hellas 456 A spirit

not my own wrenched me within.

transf. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v, 31 Should the whole
frame of earth by inward throes Be wrenched.

6. To pull or draw with a wrench or twist; to

twist or wrest out; to force, turn, etc., by a twist-

ing movement: a. With preps., asj'rom, into, out

of to.

1582 Stanyhurst AEneis 111. (Arb.) 72 Swiftlye they deter-
mind. .too wrinche thee nauye too southward. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. v. ii. 288 Wrench his Sword from him. 1697 Dkydkn
AEneis XH. 534 Turnus, .Wrenched from his feeble hold the
shining sword. 1730 Thomson Winter (ed. 3) 360 When
Justice. .Wrench'd from their hand Oppression's iron rod.

1748 Anson's Voy. II. vi, 201 Seizing his pistol, [he] wrenched
it out of his hand. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Vnb. 1. 30 To
wrench the rivets from my quivering wounds. 1882 IJ. D. W.
Ramsay Recoil. Mil. Serv. I. i. 25 We wrenched out of the
wall an iron hook.

fig. and in fig. context. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. it. iv. 14
How often dost thou.. Wrench awe from fooles ? 1605 —
Lear 1. iv. 290 O most small fault, ..Which like an Engine,
wrench t my frame of Nature From the fixt place. 1790
Burns ' What needs this din* 20 lirucc. .Wrench'd his dear
Country from the jaws of ruin. 1820 HazliTT Led, Dram.
Lit. 13 Nor could he [sc. Shakspere] have been wrenched
from his place in the edifice, .without equal injury to himself
and it. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables xvi,To wrench it

[sea fixed opinion) out of their minds. 1879 M cCakihy
Own Times xlii. III. 283 His gift was that which wrenches
succe-.s out of the very jaws of failure.

reft. 1834 Sir F. H. Head Bubbles fr, Brunnen 129 As if

the corpse., had wrenched himself once again into daylight.

b. With advs., as away, off, out, outward, uj>\

asunder, open.

1607 Topskll Fourf. Beasts ^64 Staying the midst of your
toole vpon the horses neaiher iaw, wrinch the tooth outward.
1608 Shaks. Per. in. ii. 53 Sec. Gent. 'Tis like acoffin...

Cerimon, Wrench it open straight. 1639 G. Plattes Dis-
coz'. Infin. Treas. xii. 84 In a quarter of an houre the whole
bush is wrenched up by the rootes. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1.

i, I had the fortune to. .wrench out the pegs. 1796 Hoys
Agric. Kent (ed. 2) 120 A hip-dog, to wrench up the poles.

1819 Shelley Peter Bell3rd 1. x, As he was speaking came
a spasm, And wrenched his gnashing teeth asunder. 1825

J. Neai, Bra. Jonathan I. 251 He went up to the door,
wrenched off the fastenings. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xxiv,

Like a harp of which all the strings had been wrenched away
except one. 1884 Manch. Exam. 11 Oct. 5/1 They wrench
off cupboard doors to spare themselves the trouble of closing

them.
fig. 1821 IIazi.itt Winterslotu x. (1850) 174 The revolu-

tionary wheel which has of late wrenched men's understand-
ings almost asunder. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton x,

Wrenching up her natural feelings of home. 1868 Tenny.
sox Lucretius 2i3 It seems some unseen monster lays His ..

filthy hands upon my will, Wrenching it backward into his.

reft. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. I, i, What he had in tow.,
sometimes seemed to try to wrench itself away.
absot. (for ?efl.) 191a P. A. Talbot In Shadow of Bush

xxv. 277 At sight of us she wrenched free.

c. Without const. Also fig.
1655 Vaughan Silex Scint. 11. Starr* v, Desire that

never will be quench 'd, Nor can be writh'd, nor wrench'd.

1697 Dryden /^"«m x. 1273 To wrench the Darts which in

Ids Buckler light. 1713 [Croxall] Orig. Canto Spenser xx.

(1714) 17 Those honest Hounds. .Striving, .to wranch the

Chain, Which did her tender Limbs to th' Rock upty. 1879
R. Bridges Shorter Poems (1912J 248 The lazy cows wrench
many a scented flower.

d. To seize or take forcibly ; == Wrest v. 4.

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. \. 63 They, .put a barren Scepter
in my Gripe, Thence to be wrencht with an vnlineall Hand.
1796 South ey Joan ofA re v. 474 If the iron rod Should one
day from Oppression's hand be wrench'd By eveilasting

Justice ! 1810 Scott Lady of Lake v. vi, Wrenching from
ruin'd Lowland swain His herds and harvest. 1831 Ut.
Maktineau Ireland vi. 92 Those from whose hands he had
wrenched the means of subsistence. 1851 Gallenga Italy

13 To wrench from the reluctant hands ot diplomacy excep-
tional modifications of those fatal treaties. 1868 E. Ed-
wards Ralegh I. ix. 143 Spoils had been wrenched from
Spain such as hitherto were almost unexampled.

e. To deprive (a person) of something by
wrenching or wresting.
1786 Burns To Mountain Daisy viii, Till wrench'd of

ev'ry stay but Heav'n, He, ruin'd, sink 1

7. To twist, alter, or change from the right or

true form, application, or import; to wrest, pervert,

distort. Cf. Wkhst v. 5.

1549 Latimer 1st Sertn. bef. Edw. VI CArb.) 29 Wrench-
ing thys text of scrypture. .after their owne phantasie.

Ibid., Thei wrench these woides a wrye. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie 11. iv. (Arb.) 89 Let his ryme and Concordes be
true,.. and not darke or wrenched by wrong writing. 1593
Harvey Pierce's Super. 100 Should impertinent secrecies

be reuealed; . .euery proposition wrinched to the harshest
sense? 1641 Milton Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 III. 51 These
devout Prelates for these many years have not ceas't in

their Pulpits wrinching, and spraining the text, c 1655 —
Sonn., * Cyriack, zvhose Grandsire ' 4 (He) in his volumes
taught our Lawes, Which others at their Barr so often
wrench. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shahs. Char. viii. 211
They proceeded to wrench that power to the restraining of
all dissentients. 1877 Winchell Reconcil. Set. <$• Retig.

xii. 325 It is infinitely better to learn how God really did
proceed, than to . . wrench our Bible to make it fit a miscon-
ception of facts.

tb. To derive (a word) by alteration from
another. Obs,
1623 Camden Rem. (ed. 3) 70 Lewis, wrenched from Lodo-

wick, which Tilius interpreteth, Refuge of the people.
|

8. Coursing. To divert, turn, or bring round

(a hare, etc.) at less than a right angle ; to rick.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxiii. 345 When each man.. notes

Which Dog first turnes the Hare, which first the other coats,
J

They wrench her once or twice, ere she a turne will take.

1839 Laws of Coursing in Youatt Dog (1845) 2^2 When a
dog wrenches or ricks a hare twice following, without losing

the lead, it is equal to a turn. 1840 Sportsman II. 216
Wrenched by the one or the otiier of her pursuers, she
seemed every moment almost in the jaws of one of them.
1865 Field 4 Mar. 151/3 Rebe wrenched her hare half a
dozen lengths in advance of Master Sweeney.

al>sol. 1876 Coursing Calendar 10 Gardenia shot in front,

and . turned ; she then wrenched and killed. 1886 Field
20 Feb. 227/2 Mr. Dent's dog went up for the kill after

wrenching once.

f9. To drive, impel, or thrust (a weapon) with

a twisting movement. Obs. rare.

1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. i. 23 Scipio hath wrencht a sword
into bys brest. Ibid, v. 322 He wrencht it to the pommel
through his sides.

tb. refl. To force (oneself) in among others.

Sc. Obs-1

1729 Wodhow Corr. (1843) HI* 454 [Such] persons. .in a
time of party and division, get in where they ought not to

be, and when they have wrenched themselves in, talk (etc.].

10. absot. To pull or tug (at something) with a
turn or twist. Also fig. and transf.
1697 Dkyden Aineis XII. 1132 Th' incumbent Heroe

wrench'd and pull'd and strain d; But still the stubborn
Earth the Steel detain'd. 1858 Carlylb Fredk. Gt. ix. ix.

r 3 France has been wrenching and screwing at this Lor-
raine, wriggling it off hit by bit. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
II. xv. He.. again grasped the stone.. and wrenched at it.

1891 Kipling Life's Handicap 245 The water snarled and
wrenched and worried at the timber.

b. To come out by or as by wrenching.
1903 L\ Guilders Riddle ofSands viii, The lower screw-

plate on the stein post had wrenched out,

"Wrench, obs. or dial, erron. f. Rinse v.

"Wrenched (ren'Jt, /<?<?/. re'n'Jed), ppl. a. [f.

Wkknch v. + -ED 1
.]

1. Sprained, strained ; dislocated.

1556 \\'i i hai .s Diit.(is6-2) 77 b 2 Wrenched or hurte in the
iointes, distortus. 1S67 GhkshaM in Hnrgon Lif<?{i?r^\ II.

2i2, I wolde have waited upon you. ., but that my wrenched
le^^e would not sutler me. 1684 J. S. Pro/it <y Pleas.
United 73 Foot out of Joynt or wrinched Foot. 187a
Tknnyson Gareth -v I.ynette £7 Who never knewest. .pang
Of wrench'd or broken limb. 1897 Asnk TAut: Afternoon
Ride £9 Urierly loosed the wrenched wrist.

b. Twisted, wrunj^. Also with off. Occas._/?^.

1894 A. Morkison M. Hewitt Investigator 245 A trap-

door ..six or eight inches open, the edge resting on the half,

wrenched-off bolt. 1908 A. NoYES It'. Morris 63 There
are wrenched hands and writhen lips in it. 1915 A. Reads
Poems Love fy War 78 From our tears.. and wrenched
hearts, Let some fair harvest spring.

2. Pros. (See quot.)

1891 J. C. Parsjns Engl. Versif. 144 Wrenched Accent.
—This term is u*ed when the metrical stress is thrown upon
a syl lable which would not ordinarily be accented.

Wrencher (re'n'fai). [f. wrench v. + -ek i.]

1. A machine or instrument for wrenching or

wringing, rare.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xix. 1. 892 Sourysshe
thynges. .bere downe the meete as it were a pressour other
a wrencher [AISS, wrynge]. 183a S. Warren Diary Late
Physician I. 3S0 Before proceeding to use our screws, or
wrenchers, we once more looked and listened.

2. One who or tiiat which wrenches or twists.

Alsofig.
1847 in Home Life Sir D. Brncster (i860) 190 (Thou wert]

The pillar of thine own beloved fane; The wrencher of its

chill and crushing chain. 1863 Cowden Clakke Shaks.
Char. xvii. 415 The wrencher of a civil institution to his
own individual aggrandisement.

tWre'nchiul, a, Obs. rare. [f. Wrench sbA
+ -FUL.] Artful, crafty, deceitful.

a 1225 Ancr. E. 268 His wihtful crokes, & his wrenchfu!e
wicchecreftes. c 1225 Leg. Kath. 890 pe wrenchfule feont
..wi5 his wiles weorp bam ut sone of paraises selhfJen.

£-1230 Halt Meid. (1922) 64 pu wrenchfule [Titus MS.
wrech-wilejful wiht ! al for nawt bu prokest me to for-gulten.

"Wrenching (rci^Jin), vbi. sb. [i. \\ bench v.

+ -ing *.]

1. The action of the verb in various senses; an
instance of this.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxviii (Addit. MS.), (>e

hond is greued..by wrastinge and wrenching of ioyntes.

c 1430 Lanfranc's Cirwg. 5 (Addit. MS. 1

, pe secunde tech-

ynge a comyn word off wrenchynges out of loynte. 1545
Ascham Toxopk. (Arb.) 145 An other maketh a wrynchinge
with bys backe. 1580 Klundevil Horsemanship 51 b, Of
the wrinching of the shoulder. 1674 Barbette's Chirurg.
(ed. 2) 17 Sometimes the Hone is. .forced out of its place.,

but a little, or half, which is called Sub-luxation, or Wrench-
ing. 1733 Tull Horselloeing Itusb, xxii. 338 Hy the Twist-

ing (or Kenching) of the Wheels. 1821 Byhon Two Foscari

1. i. 160 My curdling limbs Quiver with the anticipated

wrenching. x86i Dickens All Year Round 13 July 365

The sudden wrenching of him out of our boat. 1884 E.

Yates Recoil. I. 159 The charioteers, .defined to submit

them to the unavoidable twists and wrenchings.

Jig. 1555 Latimer in Foxe A. <r M. (1583) i7.24/a Their

racking, writhing, wrinching, and monstrously iniuryng of

Gods holy scripture. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus Cc iij.

Whose loue hath eased the wrenching of my heart. 1863

Cowden Clark* Shaks. Char. xvi. 391 No tyranny being

equal to the wrenching of law for penal purposes.

b. spec. The action of rectifying a deformed

foot, esp. by a foot-wrench.

1896 Tubby Deformities 415 Wrenching, .maybe effected

more especially in this degree by manual force, and in the

severer degrees by special apparatus. Ibid., When wrench-
ing ts earned out with the hands.

f 2. A griping pain iu the bowels. Obs.



WRENCHING. 360 WREST.
1607 Walkincton Opt. Glass 124 Vexed much with

wrinching and griping in the bowels. 1607 Topsei.l Four-/.
Beasts 442 The wringings and wrinchings.,in the guts or
belly of a man or woman.

!
3. attrib. in wrenching-iron.
1592 Shak's. Rom. <$ Jul. v. iii. 22 Giue me that Mat*

tocke, & the wrenching Iron. 1769 Public Advertiser 6 June
3/2 The Thieves left behind them a Wrenching Iron, about
t wo Feet long.

Wrenching, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That wrenches or twists ; of the nature of a
wrench. AXsofig.
1618 GaiNSFORD Glory Eng. It. xxv. 315 Yet we haue still

gone forward, and could not bee pull'd l>acke by any wrench-
ing arme whatsoeuer. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archit,
vii. 99 The stem must be. .strengthened to resist the wrench-
ing stresses. 1889 Gunteb That Frenchman xix. 248 He
. .gives this wrist, .a wrenching twist. 1894 T, Pinkerton
Blizzard 105 The thought . .gave him a wrenching pang.

Hence Wre'nchingly adv.
1884 L. Macbean tr. Buchanans Spir. Songs 28 He was

stripped and wrenchtngly Stretched out with cruel strain.

t Wrench-milk. Obs. rare. Also 6 wrynche,
urynche. [f. the stem of Wrench v. Cf. OE.
wringhwpeg curd.] Curd.
1510 Stasbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) Cv, Oxigulum,

wrenche niylke. [1525 Oxigala, wrynche mylke.] 1530
Pa lsgk . 235 2 Urynche mylke, vtaigre [read maigve\

t Wrene, a. Obs. rare. [Oii. wrxtu lascivious,

libidinous] Wanton.
(.1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6600, I schal the teche bothe bur-

dounand mene, Ne be thow neuere so wroth ne wrene.

Wrene, ME. var. Wry v. 1

Wrenean (renf'an), a. [f. the name of the
architect Sir Christopher Wren (1632-1723) +
-iJAX.] Of or pertaining to, following or conson-
ant with the architectural theories or practices of,

Sir C. Wren ; built by Wren.
1813 Gent/. Mag. Feb. 132 The decorations of the Wrenean

school of architecture. Ibid. 133 Topped with Wrenean
pedestals and balls Ibid., Whether at the Wrenean, or
any subsequent period. 1896 Wtstui. Gas. n Sept. 3/1
The exquisite gates which adorn the Wrenean terraces of
Chelsea.

Hence Wrencanize v. trans
, to make Wrenean

in character.

1813 Gentl. Mag. Feb. 133 1 The Ianthem is wholly
Wreneanised, in two tiers with lights to each,

Wreng, obs. var. Wring v.

tWrength. Obs. rare-1
, [repr. OE. type

*wretig$u
t

f. wrung Wrong a. For the formation
cf. length, strength.'] Crookedness; distortion.
c iaio Bestiary 85 in O. E. Misc. 3 Danne go3 he to a ston,
& he billeS

7

ter-on, BilleS til his bee biforn haueS 3e
wrengSe forloren.

t Wrenk, sb. Sc. and north. Obs. Forms

:

a. 4-5 wrenk(e. jQ. 5-6 wrink(e, wrynk.
[Northern var. of Wrench sb.1 Cf. next.]

1, = Wrench j^. 1 1. Freq. coupled wiih wi/e.
c i3as Metr. Horn. Prol. 2 Thou filde this gaste sa full of

witte..That al bestes er red for man, Sa mani wyle and
wrenk he can. £1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 1360 pe world
..ledes a man with wrenkes and wyles. 13. . Cursor
M> -3336 (GDtt.), Na wrenkes [other MSS. wrenches]
of be maledight Againes hit sal haue no might, c 1440
York Myst. xxx. 67 With wrynkis and with wiles to
wend me my weys. c 1480 Henkyson Fox, Wolf*? Cadger
37 For euerie wrink, forsuith, thow lies ane wyle. ^1500
in Ratis Raving, etc 3 Thedeuill wyll cast mony wrenkis of
falsait. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx. 42 In me..wes mony
wrink and wyle. a 1508 Mersar in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter.
Club) 808/19 For every wrynk luk that ye haif a wyle.

2. Trickery, deception ;
= Wrench sbS 2.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1S10) 246 For falshed & for wrenk
he forsuore be land,

t Wrenk, v. Obs. rare. Also 4 wrenke,
wrinck. [Northern var. of Wrench v. Cf. prec]
1. intr. To writhe ; to turn away.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17458 Bot iesu crist hat rightwis es, ..

A-wat to wrenk he dos be wrang. Ibid. 19353 Pan Ije-gan
bai wrenk [Gott. wrinck, Fair/, wrenche] and wrest, And for
tene bair tethe to gnast.

2. trans. To turn aside, to divert from oneself.

(Cf. Wrench v. 4 b.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 26385 pis ypocrites . . wald ai wrenk bair
aun wites, Fortosem bam-self god and lele.

Wrennian (re'nian), a. [See Wrenean a. and
-iak.] Built by, or in the style of, Sir C. Wren.
1853 Ecclesiologist XIV. 393 The gallery front ofa Wren-

nian church of two orders, such as S. James's Piccadilly.

Wreoen, Wreooien : see Wry v., Wrethe v.%

Wrest (rest), sb. 1 Forms : a. 3-6 wTeste, 5-
wrest (7-9 rest), 5 wreoste, 6 wreast, Sc.

wreist, 7 Sc. wriest, 8 rist. £. 4-5 wrayst(e,

5 wraist(e. 7. 5 wraaste, wrastt, 5-6 wrast(e.

[f. the verb.]

X. L The action of twisting, wrenching, or

writhing; a twist, wrench; a tug or violent pull;

+ a turn of a tuning-peg (quot. 1501).
a 1300 Cursor M. 3462 pair strut it was vn-stern stith, Wit

wrathli wrestes [Go'tt. wraystes] aiber writh. a 1400-50 Bk.
Cur.'asye 26 in Babees Bk. 300 First to the ry^ht honde bou
shalle go, Sitthen to bo left honde by neghe bou cast; To
horn bou boghe withouten wrast. c 1500 Proverbis in Antiq.
Rep. {1809) IV. 406 Stoppide in the freytes they [sc. lute-

strings] ahydeth the pynnes wrest. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon.
11. iv, Thair instrumentis all maist war fidillis lang, But with

a string quhilk neuer a wreist jeid wrang. 1575 Laneham

Let. (1871) 53 With the wreast of a Cok [he] was sure of a
coolar : water spurting vpward. 16x1 Coigr., Torse, ..a
wrest, wrinch ; wrythe, wrying.
1883 A. HEKSCHELin Nature March 458 The time-rates of

each of these momenta.. are respectively angular moment
or twirl (of a force-couple) and tractive moment or wiest (of

a motor-couple).

fig- c 1430 Lvdg. Ly/e 0/our Lady (Caxton,? 1484I I viii b,

It causeth hertes no lenger to debate That partyd ben with
the wresteof hate, a 1590 Greene Orpharion Wks. (Grosart)

XII. 31 I-oue, ..if it be ouerstrained, cracketh at the first

wrest. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 126 In the strong wrest

of supplication, then, sole travailing.

b. Extent of wresting ; hence, reach of capacity
;

stretch, strain, rare-1 .

-593 Nashe Christ's T. L ij b, Thou wert chosen to make
an Oration .

.
, in which (hauing toy led thy wits to theyr high-

est wrest) thou [etc.].

fc. Without article. Twist or coil. Obs.-1

a 1575 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36) 49 Thei
hade for the moste parte long heare, withowte wrest or curie.

fd. Sc. A wrenching or spraining of the muscles
;

a sprain or strain. Obs.

1616 Orkney Witch Trial in Dalyell Darker Sugerstit.
Scotl. (1834) 118 [To make] a wresting thread, and give it in

the name of the Father, Sone, and the Holie Gaist, . . it wald
mak ony wrest of man or beast haill. c 1700 in Jas. Watson
Coll.Sc. Poems (1706) I. 60 It will be good against the Pine Of
any Wriest or Strienzie. 1881 Paul Pastty Pres. Aberdeen.
15 Mr. Thomson then[ -in 1698] being bed-rid by reason of
a wrest in his ankle,

f 2. fig. An ill or evil turn ; a trick. Obs.
14.. Sir Beues (E.) 1930 A made hire alway to ete fer>t,

Lest bey deden him ony wrest, c 1440 York Myst. xvii.

187 Than shall we wayte bam with a wrest, And make all

wast bat bei haue wioght.

f3. The action of wresting, forcing, or straining

the meaning or purport of words, etc. ; an instance

of this. Obs.
1581 J. BellHaddons Annv. Osor, 169 b, By what wrest

of Logicke doth Osorius gather habiluie of Freewill out of
the holy ordinaunces. 1597 J. Paynf. Royal Exch. 22 They
seke fauls armure by wrest of scripture, a 1603 T. Cart-
wkight Con/ut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 467 Where the witnesse

of the other hath often a wrest and tackeof her corruption.

Ibid. 716 It is.. partly falsification, partly a wrest of the

Scripture. 1609 [Bp. W. Barlow] Ansiv. Nameless Cath.
38 To picke quarels at words, by wrests and streines, neither

to purpose nor to sense.

II. techn. f4. Surg. A peg for tightening

a ligature by twisting. Obs.

c 1370 Aruerne Practica (MS. Ashm. 1434) fob 4 In quo
foramine vnum vertile, anglice wrayst, imponatur. a 1415
tr. Arderne 9 By middez of whiche wraiste in be ouer ende
shal be a litel hole.

5. An implement for tuning certain wire-stringed

instruments, as the harp or spinet ; a tuning-key.

Now arch.
In ME. sometimes erron. used to render L. plectrum.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. v. xxi. (Bodl. MS,), pe
sowne of speking byndeb wordes ; as wreste [1495 wraste].

.

temperith \>t stienges, so be tonge smyteb be teeb. c 1425
in Angliu VIII. 109/31 pis newe tymbrer stttib. .hirhandys
and fyngers for a wrast, bat is an instrument of organ-songe.

c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 533 ' 1 Wrtste of an harpeor other lyke,

plectrum, c 1460 Liber Pluscardensis (1877) I. 392 Sal we
the menstral wyt ? Yha, bot he bent and pruf thaim [sc. the

strings] with his wraist. 1504 Cornishe 10 Skelton's Wks.
(1568) Z vij, A harper wl his wrest maye tune the harpe
wrong. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 38 Hiz harp in good
grace dependaunt before him : hiz wreast tyedto a green lace,

and hanging by. 1612 in Hatyburton's Ledger (1867) 333
Wrests for virginals the groce, \\ X\. 1663 Pepvs Diary 1

April, Calling on the virginall maker, buying a rest for

myself to tune my tryangle. 1668 Ibid. 20 July, To buy
a rest for my espinette at the ironmonger's.

1793 Minstrel I. 91 Beside it, suspended by a green lace,

he hung the wrest, or key, by which it is tuned. [Cf. quot.

-575-1 i8*9 Scott Ivanhoe xliii, A silver chain, by which
hung the wrest, or key, with which he tuned his h:irp. 1831
H. Neele Rom. Hist. I. 201 Trying bis harp strings, and
with his wrest or screw tuning them to the proper pitch.

1861 W. F. Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 36 The distinctive badge
of the [minstrel's] profession was the wrest or tuning-key.
trans/. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. v. xxiii. {Bodl.

MS.), Soune is..yschape with be wraaste [L. plectrum] of
be tunge.

b. fig. and in fig. context.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. YH-, 3 There lacked a wrest to

the harpe to set all the strynges in a monacorde and tune,
which was the matrimony

. . betwene the kynge and . . Eliza-
beth. 1603 J. Davies (Heref.) Micro^osmos Wks. (Grosart)
I. 81/1 O let the longest Largs be shortest Briefes In this
discordant Note, and turne the Wrest. 16x3 Jas. I Edict
agst. Private Combats 45 This small instrument the Tongue
..being kept in tune-by the wrest of awe.

O. Her. The figure of a ( wrest * used as a charge.
1572 Bossewell Armorie n. 87 b, His crest a wrest in

crosse, Sol. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. xvi. (Roxb.) 59/2
He beareth Argent, a Virginall Wrest sable.

+ 6- a. An implement for wresting ; a tool for

turning bolts, nuts, etc. ; a screw-key. Also fig.
1589 in Trans. Shropsh. Archaeol. Soc. (1878) 1. 12, iiij vice

pynnes with a wrest for a field bedde. 1593 Rites $ Mon.
Ck. Durham (Surtees) 8 Two silver. .Candlesticks for two
tapers., to be taken in sunder with wrests. 1598 [see
Wrench sb.3 5). 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 4 Thie
fellowship in feeding together is. .a wrest that straineth and
stretcheth benevolence to the utmost.

fig- a 1593 Greene Alcida {1617) E 4, Faith is the key
that shuts the spring of loue, Lightnesse a wrest, that wring-
eth all awry.

fb. A machine for hoisting or hauling weights.

Obs. rare.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus n. 104 They deuised certayne

engines or wrestes [Gr. wxavai] to heaue vp stones from
the grounde, . . hauyng vppon each stayre a wreast.

t c. (See quot. ) Obs. rare—°.
1688 Holme Armoury m. 102/1 Wrest, is that by which

Saw Teeth are set.

7. Special Combs., as wrest block, = wrestplank;
wrest-pin, the peg or pin round which the ends
of the wires or strings of certain musical instru-
ments are coiled ; a tuning-pin (also atlrib.)

;

wrest-plank, the board in a piano in which the
wrest-pins are fixed (also attrib. and Comb.).
1787 H. Walton Sped/, of Patent No. 1607, The Vest

block, . .
the damper .

. , and the rest pin . . are made the same
as they always are made in Grand Piano Fortes. 1783 J.
Broadwood Spcci/ 0/Patent No, 1379. 3 The *iist pins to
which the strings are fixt. 1802 T. Loud Specif'. 0/ Patent
No. 2591^ 2 The rest pin block. 1825 P. Erard Specif, of
Patent No. 5065. 2 The want of stability in the wrest pin
plank. 1880 A. J. Hipkins in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 722/1
The tuning-pin screws, .into the thick metal wrestpin-piece.

1799 J. Smith Specif. 0/Patent Ho. 2345. 2 The Drawing.,
shows the *rekt plank, trussed with wood. 1846 Burkin-
yousg in Rtpert. Patent Invent. (1847) IX. 78 The rest
plank bridge. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 50 Piano
Manufacturing: .. Tuner. Turner. Wire Maker. Wrest
Plank Maker.

Wrest, sb? Agric. Now dial. Also 9 wreest,
wrist. [Incorrect spelling of rest, var. Reest sb.,

by association with prec. and Wrest v.~\ A piece

of iron (+or wood) fastened beneath the mould-
board in certain ploughs, b. A mould-board.
1653 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. xxviii. 190 The Plough-

sheath, Wrest, Bt-am, Share, and Coulter .. retain these
names clearly in most parts. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agri-
cult. 207 Any Plough, .having its true Pitch, wuh its true
cast on the Sheild-board and short Wrest. 1765 A. Dick-
son Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 165 The earth of the furrow, in

rising up from the fore part of the wrest, is soon resisted by
the mold-boaid, and turned over suddenly. 1778 [W. H,
Marshall] Minutes Agriculture 6 March 1776 note, The
wrest is. .the piece of wood, or iron,, which is meant to
ivrcst open and clear effectually the bottom of the plow-
furrow. 1796 Boys Agric. Kent (1813) 64 The furrows . are
opened with an old plough, with a wrest at each side. 1844
H. Stephkns Bk. Farm I. 408 The wrest or mould-board.
1887 Parish & Shaw Kentish Dial. 191 Wreest,. .that part
of a Kentish plough .. on which it rests against the land
ploughed up. 1893 S. E. Wore. Words 49 Wrist {Wrest or
Rest) of a plough, a piece of wood below the shield-board,
which wrests the earth aside from the plough.

Wrest, obs. var. Wrist sb.

Wrest (rest), v. Forms : a. 1 WTsestan, 3-4
wresten, 5 -yn, -on, 4-6 wreste, 4- wTest

(7 rest) ; 6-7 wreast(e, 6 Sc. wreist (9 reist),

6 wryst(e, Sc. wrist. 3. north. 4 wraist(e, 5-6
wrayste. 7. 4-6 wrast, wraste. Pa. t. 3-5
wraste

;
(also fa. ppte.) 4-5 wrast, 5 wraiste,

wrest ; 4 wraisted, wrastid (etc.), 6- wrested.
[OE. wrxstan, = ON. *wreista (ONorw. and Icel.

reista ; MDa. vreste, Da. vtiste) :

—

*wraistjan
y
re-

lated to Wbist.
The northern forms with a/, ay, are directly ad. ON.

*wreisla.}

I. 1. trans. To subject (something) to a twisting

movement ; to tum or twist. Also with advs., as

about, away, round.
a. a 1000 Sal. <$Sat, 95(Gr.\ T. .hine. .on catungan stica^,

wiassteo him ?aet woddor, and him 6a wongan briecefi.

c 1205 Lav. 7532 Julius hit wraste & hat sweord stike feste.

c 1330 R. F.rlnne Chron. Wnce 3104 Hur fyngres sche

wrast, be blod out brak. Sche tremblede. 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P. R. xvm. ix. (Bodl. MS.) fol. 248/2 pe poette

seib J>at serpente wraste his owne white heed backeward.

a 1425 Cursor Af. 7510 (Trin.), I shook hem bi be berdes so

J
at her chaules I wraste in two. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

533/2 Wrestyn, and wrythyn a-jen, refiecto. 1548 Elyot,

lntorque7-e tnentuw, to writhe or wreste the chynne. 1599

Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 272 A small rod of siluer. .which is

wrested, so that the two ends meet. 1603 Holland Plu-

tarch's Mor. 148 A shoe is wrested and turned according to

the fa-hion of a crooked or splay-foot. 1676 Makvell Gen.

Councils Wks. (Grosart) III. 153 The heliotrope flower..

wrests its neck in turning after the warm sun. 1733 Ti'll

Horse-Hoeing Husb. xW. 193 A Rope.. which they bring

over the Top of all the loaded Sheets, and wrest it at the

Tail [of each waggon]. 1893 F. Thomj-son Poems 59 He
wre*ted o'er the rhymer's head that garmenting which

wrought him wrong.

trausf. i6ox Holland Pliny I. 105 Notwithstanding all

these barres, within which he [sc. a mountain-range] is pent,

twined, and wrested.

/}, v. a M»5 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc 9 W raistyng

be skynne atuyx be tewel & be fistule. ? a 1500 Chester PI.

xvi. 547 This Caytyfe.. shall be wronge wrast, or I wend

away. 1570 Levins Manip. 203 To wrayste, torquere.

f b. To screw or turn (the pin or pins of

a musical instrument) so as to tighten or tune the

strings ; to tune or tighten (a stringed instrument,

its wires, etc.) by means of a wrest. Also with up.

Occas. in fig. context.
a 1000 BiManna Wyrdum 8a (Gr.), Sum sceal mid bear-

pan act his hlafordes fotum sittan,..& a snellice snere

wra^stan, laetan scralletan. c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 340
An harpe habe bre partis, ..be ouermost in which ben
stringis wrastid. Ibid. 341 And sorowe of trespasse a5eyns
hem ten [sc. strings] shal wraste \>\s harpe to a-corde welle.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 533 Wreston, plecto. 1504 Cofnishe
in Skelton's Wks. (1^68) Z vj, The claricord hath a tunely
kynde As the wyre is wrested hye and lowe. 1581 Pettie
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 117 Ourlyfe is like to instru-

ments of Musicke, which sometime wresting vp the strings
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and sometime by loosing them, become more melodious.
1587GRKENE Trita/n. 11, Siluestro. .hadalmostmadeLacena
peeuish, fearing if lie wrested not the pin to a right key, his

melody would be marred. 1615 Swetnam A rraignm. Wont.
19 As fidlers do their strings, who wrest them so high [etc.].

fig. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1166 pat wakned his wrath &
wrast hit so hy3e, pat [etc.]. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bochas vi. 423
Of an harpe he herde the sueete soun. Which instrument

. . Wrestid hym ageyn to al gladnesse. 1584 Greene Mirr.
Modestie (1866) 19 The Judges .. by the power of the law
thought to wrest Mr vpon a higher pin. 1599 N ashe Lenten
Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 232 Rouze thy spirites. .and wrest
them vp to the most outstretched ayry straine of elocution.

f C. To put or set in with a twisting or tortuous

movement; to insert or introduce in this manner.
Chieflyyff. Obs.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. iao He can do nothing else in

musik but wrest & wring in hard points vpon a plainsong.

1606 Chapman Gentl. Usher in. ii. 450 Theres a fine word
now; wrest in that if you can by any meanes. 1690 C.
Nesse O. <$• A^. Test. I. 109 If the subtle serpent can but see

a hole to wrest in his head.

2. To pull, pluck, drag away, or detach (a person

or thing) with a wrench or twist ; to twist, tear, or

wrench out, etc Also with advs., as aside\forth } offt
out, whence, or preps., as off-, out of, and esp.from.
a, 1297 R. Glouc.(Ro11s)4309 Binebe benekke hehimnom,
& wrastehimadounofishors. 1303 R. Bru nneHandI, Synne
6195 pe 1yd vp sone bey wraste. 1387 Trevisa Higden V,

181 Fyve kny^tes my^te not wreste the rope out of his hond.
14. .Sir Beues (M.) 190 Wyth that syr Guy his swerde out
wiasted. C1450 Lovelich Grail xiv. 670 Hym from his

hors anon he wraste. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11:. xii. 33 From
her.. The wicked weapon rashly he did wrest, a 1661

Fuller Worthies in. (1662) 197 He also then assisted

Henry Bull, .to wrest, .out of the bands of the Choristers,

the Censer. 1698 T. Froger Voy. 33 Young girls.. could
not be wrested from them [sc. apes] without a great deal of
difficulty. 17*4 C. L. St. Taffy's Day 37 Brass Knockers
strong, from Doors fierce wresting. 1778, etc. [see Wrest
sb?\. i8ai Scott Keniliv. xxii, Foster, .wrested the flask

from her hand. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus lxii. 21 Thou
from a mother's arms canst wrest her daughter asunder.
trans/. 13. . E. E. Aliit, P. B. 1802 He was corsed for his

vn-clannes, . .& of J^yse worldes worchyp wrast out for euer
1886 Flok. Marryat Tom Tiddler's G. 173, I procured a
bed, whence I was wrested at an unearthly hour the next
morning.
refl. x686 tr. Chardins Trar. Persia 163 In'another Con-

dition, I should . . have wrested my self out of their Clutches
Scot free.

0, y. a 1500 Cursor M. 3466 He f>at on be right side lai

t>e tober him wraisted oft away. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 80
pay..Wrybeme in a warlok, wrast out ntyn y^en. c 1400
St. Alexius (Cotton) 316 He hyllde his hand so faste, That
owte he myght hit [sc. a leaf] natt wrast. 1596 Spenser /'".

Q. v. xii. 21 Hisyron axe. .by no meanes.. backeagaine he
forth could wrast.

b. fig. and in fig. context.
1513 Moke Rich, /// (1883) 24 Suche euyll oppinyon once

fastened in mennes hartes hard it is to wraste oute, and maye
growe [etc]. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 88 b, That
our holynes, deuocyon, & good religyon. .wrast vs not from
the fauour of God. 1587 Harrison England u. ii. (1877) t.

53 Being sore grieued, that she had.. wrested out such a
verdict against him. 1693 Prior To Dr. Sherlock 44 You
wrest the Bolt from Heav'ns avenging Hand. 1769 Robert-
son Chas. V, xi. Wks. 1813 III. 350 Unfortunate Princes
from whose hands some strong rival had wrested their

sceptre. 1796 Wordsw. Borderers 1617, I yielded up those
precious hopes, which nought On earth could else have
wrested from me. i8a5 Macaulay £"«., Milton pBi He had
been wrested by no common deliverer from the grasp of no
common foe. 1846 Landor /wag. Conv. Wks. II. 47 Single
states are poor props : but who can wrest out Germany ?

fo. To force (a person') out ^/"something. Obs.^1

c 1440 1 'ork Myst, xxxi. 261 He is wraiste of his witte or
will of his wone.

fd. trans/. To press or force out (sounds, etc.);

to emit or utter, esp. with difficulty. Obs.
c 140* Lydg. CompL Bl. Knight 48 The nyghtyngale..

her voys gan oute wrest, c 150a Joseph Arim. 388 In May,
whan the nightyngale Wrestes out her notes musycall. 1576*

Whetstone Roche of Regard 11. 116 To wreast out this
following complaint. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus H j,
The poore gentlewoman not able to wreste out one worde for
wcepinge.

fe. With forth. To pass or spend (time) in

pain or distress. Obs. rare~~x
.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. D iij, With many a sobbing
sighe. .he wrested foorth the tedious night.

T 3. To turn or dispose (some one, his heart) to a

person or thing; to incline or influence (a person,

etc.) to do something. Obs.
13 . . Gaw. cj- Gr. Knt. 1482 Wy^e bat is so wel wrast alway

to god. £1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1427 Fynally began
his herte wreste To trusten here. 1430 Lydg. De GuiL
Pilgr. 7739 He brydlede hem, & dyde hem wreste, Wbat-
euere they herde, to sey the beste. c 1440 J 'ork Myst. xi.

137 If thai with wrang ought walde be wrayste Owte of all

wothis I sail be were. 1579 Hake Newes out 0/ Poivtes
(1872) Bij, Ofte tymes by force they wrest and wring him
to their handes. 1593 Greene Repentance Wks. (Grosart)
XII. 157 A yong man is like a tender plant, apt to be
wrested by nurture either to good or euill. 1603 J. Davies
(Heref.) Microcosmos Wks, (Grosart) I. 51/2 A sweete-
sowre thing (Which may the Sov'raign wrest, the subiect
wring) Call d Lieges'-loue abus'd. a 1618 Raleigh Prerog.
Parlt. (1628) 23 To wrest the King, and todraw the inherit-
ance vpon himselfe, bee perswadedhis Majestie to relinquish
his enterest.

t b. To move (the mind, attention, etc.) from a

settled state or an object ; to unsettle, unfix ; to

divert to something else. Obs.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4622 Ouir wild[= will] is many

Vol. X.

ways wraiste, as be wedire skiftis, 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. x,

Langer slepe ne rest Ne myght I nat, so were my wittis

wrest. 1567 Gude <$ Godlie IS. (S.T.S.) 70 We gloir for to

speik of Christ :. .Bot far fra him our hart is we wreist. 1570
Googk Pop. Kingd. Pref. B ij b, They .. carefully wrest

their mind hither and thiiher, to obtaine the forgiuenesse of

their sinnes. 1609 Ld. Brooke Mustapha m. i, Who wrests

his princes mind Presents his faith vpon the stage of chance.

1646 J. Hall Horse Vac. 188 Whereas Ariosto will., wrest
his [sc. a reader's] Attention to a new businesse.

c. poet. Todraw aside, divert (a look).

1738 J. G. Cooper Father's Advice to his Son iii,The father's

eyes no object wrested, But on the smiling prattler hung.

4. To usurp, arrogate, or take by force (power,

a right, etc.) ; to assume forcibly (a dignity or

office); to seize, capture, or take (lands, dominion,

etc.) from another or others : a. Const, away,from
(also in early use with dative), out of, f into, upon.
In very frequent use (esp. withyr«?»/) since c 1820.

1426 Audelay Poems 23 He sy5 the Trinyte apere within
his body clere, then enierd in hym envy, Whan he hade
seyne this gloryis sy^t, He wolde wrast hym his myjl. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 15, 1 was very muche grieued. .that

the triumphe which most iustly you did deserue, was so
wrongfully wrested from ^'ou. 1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Mace.
iv. 24 He. .wrested the high priesthood upon him self. 1660

T. M. Hist. Indtpeitd, iv. 13 The English affairs and
Government being thus wrested into the hands of a few
desperate persons. 168a Burnet Rights Princes iii. 56 The
Popes had so strugled to wrest the Investitures out of the
hands of the Princes of the West. 170a Rowe Tamerl. iv.

i, Oh I teach my Power To cure those Ills,. .Lest Heav'n
should wrest it from my idle Hand. 1769 Robertson Chas. V,
11. Wks. 1813 V. 261 Theemperors, too feeble to wrest them
out of their hands, were obliged to grant the clergy fiefs of

those ample territories. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <y Is. (1846) I.

vi. 294 The rights, thus wrested from the grasp of Rome.
1879 Froude Caesar xxii. 384 They had gradually wrested
his authority out of his hands.

fig. and in fig. context. 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par.
Rom. 32 They, .through their strength in faith, .wrt-ste out
with strong hande the benediccion of God. 1671 Milton
P. R. 1, 470 Thou hast, .urg'd me hard with doings, which
not will But misery hath rested from me. 1830 Herschel
Study Nat. Philosophy 1. i. 3 The spoils of all nature are.,

wrested with reluctance, from the mine, the forest, the

ocean, and the air. 1834 L. Ritchie Wa?td. by Seine 5 To
wrest a territory from the sea. 1890 * R. Boldrewood *

Miner's Right (1S99) 163/2, 1 had wrested from fortune her
favours and smiles.

b. Rarely without const.

1535 Coverdale Prol. p 24 Lest thou, .wrest the righte of

the straunger. 1624 Quarles Job Militant Wks. (Grosart)

II. 87/1 He shall returne, what he did wrest. 164a Fuller
Holy fy Pro/. St. 111. xxv. 230 The great means of the

Clergie in time of Popery was rather wrested then given.
absol. 158a C. Fetherstone Dial. agst. Dancing A 4,

The extorcioner wresteth and wringeth, to the ende he may
augment his gaines. a 1618 Raleigh Prcrog. Parlt. (1628)

19 The Lords being to strong for the King, forced his consent.

..They wrested too much beyond the bounds of reason.

C. To obtain or gain (money, information, etc.)

by extortion, persistency, or strong persuasion ; to

wring ; = Screw v. 5. Also with advs., as out, or

preps., asfrom, out of

.

1565 Cooler Thesaurus s.v. Extorqueo, Thou diddest
wreste.. from Ceasar, 50. talentes. lhid. t Veritatem ex-
torouere,. .to wreste out the truth. 159a Greene Disput.

12 Boon Companions, that by their wittes can wrest mony
from a Churle. 1601 Mountjoy in Moryson /tin. (1617)

in. 149, 1 should have wrested out of him [sc. a prisoner] the
certainty of all things. 1624 Termes de la Ley 185 b, Ex-
action is where an Officer or other man demandeth and
wresteth a fee., where no fee. .is due at alL 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. it. 91 At last she wrested leave from her Husband
to live a Nun. 1671 Milton Samson 384 Did not she.,

reveal The secret wrested from me ? X797 Mrs. Radcliffe
Italian xvii, Your obstinacy can neither wrest from us the

truth nor pervert it. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlii, She battled

with herself. ., but be wrested the answer from her. 1856
Emerson£"^. Traits, Truth ad fin., Tortures, .could never
wrest from an Egyptian the confession of a secret.

trans/. 1591 Spenser Ruineso/Time 486 Deepeliemuzingr

at her doubtfull speach, Whose meaning much I labored

foorth to wreste.

5. To strain or overstrain the meaning or bearing

of (a writing, passage, word, etc); to deflect or

turn from the true or proper signification ; to twist,

pervert; = Wrench v. 7, Sckew z/. 3 c
In very freq. use c 1575-^ 1700, An earlier example u im-

plied under Wresting vbL so. 2.

a. a 1533 Frith Soke (1548)0 iiij b
f
Sophisters wolde wrest

their sayinges, and expounde them after their fantasy. 1581

Mulcaster Positions iii. ia Is it not he winch wringeth the

writer, and wreasteth his meaning? 1626 Gouge Serm.
Dignity Chivalry § 1 The forenamed point, ' The Dignity of
Chivalry", is not violently wrested, a 1674 Clarendon Surv.
Lcviatk. (1676) 287 To wrest and torture words to comply
with his extravagant Wit. 1708 O. Dykes Eng. Proverbs
120 Are not the holy Scriptures good, because they are

wrested? 1738 Jl-rin in KeilCs Anim. Oecon. 98 See also

how that canoe done, which my learned Antagonist seems
most to have wrested. 1814 Scott Wav. xxxi. You appear
convinced of my guilt, and wrest every reply I have made.
1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 52 Nay, do not wrest my
words. 1909 T. R. Glovek Confi. Retig. in Early Rom.
Emp. x. 309 He can quibble and wrest the obvious meaning
of a document to perfection.

absol. 1564 Martiau. Treat. Crosse 84 Lett hereticks

wringe and wrest as longe as they list, to wise men they shal

neuer be hable to persuade the contrarie. 159a Greene
Upst. Courtier C 3, The end of all being, is to knowe God,
And not as your worshippe .. wrests to creep into acquaint-

ance.
trans/ TcnAfig. X549C0VERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. 4

This submyssion of myne is by them wrest into a wrong
meanyng. 1581 Howell Daises Gj, For Golde "who

shunnes to wrest a wrong And make it seeme as right and
strong? 1599 Shaks. Hen. V

t
i. ii. 14 God forbid. .That you

should fashion, wrest, or bow your reading. 1617 Campion
4th Bk. Ayres xx, Wrest euery word and looke, Racke
euery hidden thought. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 28 Nor wrest
I any experiment to make it quadrarc with any precon-
ceive! Notion. 1768 Walpole Hist. Doubts 94, 1 have thus,

without straining or wresting probability, proved all I pre-

tended to prove.

y. 1538 Bale Thre Lawes 1126 By wrastynge the text,

to the scriptures sore decay. 1561 T. ts[oa i os) Ca.'vin's Inst.

HI. 201 Diuines, that, .violently wra>ttd . . many places of

Scripture. 1563 Homilies 11. Repentance II. P6 The aduer-
saries go about to wrast this place fur to maintaine their

auricular confession withall.

b. Const, against, from, finlo. to, unto.

1536 Act 23 Hen. VIII,c. 10 p 1 The Pope, .did obfuscate
and wreste Goddis holy worde. .from the spiritual! and trew
meanyng therof. 1550 Lever Serm. (Arb.) 138 They wrest

the saying of Paule vnto a wrong meanynge. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidane's Comm.q What places of sciipture the Papistes

do depraue and wraste into a wronge sense. 161a T. Taylor
Titus i. 6 They are glad to snatch here and there a wurd, to

wrest against the Author's meaning. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis

Set. xviii. 116 To wrest names from their known meaning to

senses most alien. 1683 Kennett tr. Erasm, on Folly 135
St. Paul himself, .mangles some citations, .and seems to

wrest them to a different sense. i8ao Q. Mus. Mag. II. 260
note. This word has been wrested from its pristine and legiti-

mate signification. 1851 Kingslev Lett. (1878) I. 272 When
you try to wrest Scripture and history to your own use. 1904
S. H. Butcher Harvard Led. 184 If their utterances could

not be wrested to the desiied end.

absol. 1540 Coverdale Con/ut. Standish (1547) d vij b,

Thus make ye of gods holy scripture a shipmans hose,

wresting and wringing to what purpose ye will.

c. To put a wrong construction on the words or

purport of (a writer) ; to misinterpret.

1555 Philpot in Foxe A. tf M. (1563) 1429/2 It is shame
for you to wrast and wrieth the doctors as you do.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse To Rdr. (Arb.) 18 His scholleis

were woont,..howe right soeuer hee wrote, to wrest him.

1604 Supplic. Masse Priests, Ans'ver L,4b, They haue no
reason to quarrell with any of vs for wresting, or mistaking,

or misalledging Fathers. 1656 Bravhall Repiic. vi. 273
A confused compaiue uf Authors, .of little knowledge in our

English alTairs, tentered and wrested from their genuine

sense. 1687 Prior Hindtf P. Transv. Pref., Those Authors

are wrested from their true Sense.

fd. To derive or deduce (a name, etc.) irregu-

larlyfrom something; to change improperly. Obs.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 628/1 The Irish

thinke to ennoble themselves by wresting theyr auncientrye

from the Spaynyarde. 1605CAMDKN Rem. 59 Geruasius in

Latine. .may signifie. .honourable, as wrested from Gcrou.

sius. Ibid, James, Wrested from Iacob. 17x1 Brightland's

Gram. Eng. Tongue 137 Asparagus, Sparagus, .. which the

Vulgar wrest to. .Sparrowgrass.

6. To turn or deflect (,a matter, etc.) ; to divert to

{untOy finto) some different, (esp. undue or im-

proper) purpose, end, etc. ; to distort or pervert.

1534 Sir T. More in Ellis Orig.Lett. Ser. 1. I. 256 To use

th'erle ofAngwish for an instrument to wryng and wreste

the maters in to bettre trayne. 1535 Covehdale Exod. xxiii.

8 Giftes blindeeuenthem y l are sharpe of sight & wraist the

righteous causes. 1598 Rowlands Betraying Christ 3 The
art of Poesie . . being . . wrested and turned to the fooleries of

Loue. x6ao E. Ijlount Horse Subs. 148 Let not the parties

ielousie. .wrest or wry bis iudgement in the lea-st degree to

preiudice. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. m. 225 One casuatl event

that may bee but wrested to their purpose. 1721 IIerkelev

Prev. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks. III. 208 Cunning men, who bend

and wrest the public interest to their own private ends. 1802

Mar. Edcewokth Moral 'P., Forester xv, liy wresting to

the prisoner 's disadvantage every circumstance. 1861 Ld.

Brougham British Const, xvi. 247 A Pemberton wresting

the rules of evidence, to the sacrifice of innocent persons.

1878 StubbsCWt/. ///*/. III. xviii. 281 The forms of govern-

ment, .might be overborne and perverted; and the charge

of thus wTesting and warping them is shared [etc.].

b. To deflect (the law, etc.) from its proper

course or interpretation ; to turn from the right

application ; to misapply, pervert.

a. c t$soTinoAi.K Deut.xvi. 19 Wrest not the lawe.. nether

take any rewarde. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse 0/ Govt. v. ix,

Where no mediacions . . may wrest the sentence of the Lawe.

1596 Spenser State /ret. Wks. (Globe) 622/2 The same
Statutes are . . very easely wrested to the fraud of the subject.

1611 Bible Exod. xxiii. 6 Thou shalt not wrest the iudge-

ment of thy poore in his cause. 1683 Burnet tr. A/ore's

Utopia 149 A sort of People, whose Profession it is. .
to wrest

Laws. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. U. 75 The law was
generally supposed to be wrested, in order to prolong their

imprisonment. 1885 Ld. Fitzgerald in Law Times* Rep.

LIIL 477/2 He would., have been wresting one of the rules.

£»>• i535 Coverdale i Sam. viii. 3 Hissonnes. .
toke giftes,

& wraysted the lawe. 1549 Latimer 2nd Serm. be/. Edw.
K/(Arb.) 53 To wrast the wayes of iudgement.

fc. To divert or deflect unjustly upon some

one. Obs.

1609 BiBLE(Douay)/V.liv.4They have wrested iniquities

upon me. 163a Lmicow Trav. x. 476 1 he Gouernour had

wrested the Inquisition vpon mee.

7. a. To overstrain the muscles of (a joint, etc.)

;

to sprain, strain, or rick (the foot, ankle, etc.).

Chkfly Sc.
l ,

c 1550 Lvndesay Play 712, 1 haif wreistit my schank, 1567

T. Sanford Epictetus 29 Take heede . that thou wreaste not

thy foote. 1649 T. Wodenote Hermes Theol. 147 He.,

stumbled, and wrested his foot, a 1670 Spalding Troul:

Cfuts. I (1850) I. 375 He, vnhappe] lie going throw Abirdein

.., wrestit his cute or leg. 1904 in Eng. Dial. Diet. V. 84

*. Sc. I have reisted my wrist, by using a hammer.

b. To affect with griping pain; to rack, wring.

c 15*0 Skelton Magnyf. 2302 Cou. Cou. Ve shall be clappyd

with a coloppe That wyll make you to halt and to hoppe.
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WRESTABLE.
Cra. Con. Som be wrestyd there that they thynke on it forty

dayes. 1700 Blackmore Deborah's Songio-2 The earth with

dreadful gripes was sore opprest, Which did its twisted

bowels wrest.

II. f8. intr. To Struggle or contend; to strive

or wrestle against something. Obs,

a 1225 Ancr. R. 374 [Heo] moten wresten a,ean [fond-

unges] mid stronge wrageWmge. a 1300 Cursor M. 19353
(Edinb. MS.), t'an bigan bai [sc. the Jews] wrenke and
wraiste [v.rr. wraist, wrest], And for tene hair tebbe to

gnaiste. c 1400 Laud Trey Bk. 3554 Thei holde jow so sore

agast.That ?e dar not with hem wrast. 1548 P. Nichols
GodlyNewStory E iij b, For some wring & wresttogobacke
agayn into Egypt, a 1585 Montgomkkie Cherrie a> Sloe 277
Ane fischc.in the nette,..Ay wristing and thristing, the

faster still is scho. 1590 Lodge Rosalind P 2 b, He that

wrests against the will of Venus. 1594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav.

1 j b, She strugled, she wrested, but all was in vaine.

trans/. 1577 Fulke Confttt. Purg. 447 The blessed state

of them that dye i;i the Lord, in the meaning of which you
wrest and wrigle, like a snake.

f9. To force a way, make way with effort, find

egress. Also with through, out. Obs.

c 1450 MirVs Festial 1. 9 pay bonden hym to )>e crosse.

.

so hard.. bat be blod wrast apon yche a knot, C1475
Partenay xy]-j The timbre and yrethorugh hysbody wra^te.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. xii. 81 The faire Enchauntresse.

.

Tryde all her arts.. thence out to wrest.

1 10. Of sound : To break forth. Obs,~x

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1403 Sturnen trumpen strake steuen

in halle, Aywhere by be wowes wrasten krakkes.

Wre-stable, a. rare' . [£ Wrest v. +-able.]

Capable of being wrested.
1611 Florio, Torceuole, wrestable, to be wrested.

"Wrest-balk, obs. erron. f. Rest-balk v.

1807 Vancouver Agric, Devon (1813) 158 Another practice

here, is to veil or wrest-balk at Midsummer.

t Wrest-beer. Obs. rare"1
. (See qnot.)

Perh. for rest-deer, from thetime it was allowed to lie before
being used.

a 1654 SELDEH Table- T. t
Parlt. (Arb.)8i Just as inbrewing

of Wrest-Beer, there's a great deal of business in grinding
the Mault ;..then it must be mash'd,. .then they keep a huge
quai'ter when they carry it into the Cellar, and a twelve
month after 'tis delicate fine Beer.

Wrested (rested),ppl. a. [f. Wrest v. + -ed *.]

1. That has undergone wresting or wringing;
twisted. Also transf.
1609 Holland Ammianus Marcell. 50 Bolts and darts

discharged violently from the writhed and wrested strings

of a brake or such like engine. 1616 \V. Browne Brit. Past.
11. v. 440 A wrested Bryre Onely kept close the gate which
led unto it. a 1617 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 72 The ache of
a wrested joynt. 1656 J. Smith Tract, Physick 320 The
Bone may alwaies remain wrested.

2. Jig. Deflected or turned from the true meaning
or natural application ; strained, perverted.

1551 Robinson tr. A/ore's Utopia{hrb.) 60The bare wordes
of the lawe, or a wrythen and wrested vnderstandinge of the
same, c 1554 Hooper inCoverdale Lett. Mart. (is64)i6oThis
iudgement of Paul is more to be followed, then al our own
fayned and wrested defences. 1559 T. Brio: Reg'. Martyrs
J u'y J 557 t> ij, When wrested law put him to deth. 1589
Cooper Admon. 32 So many wrested Scriptures, so many
false conclusions. 1615 J.Stephens Satyr. Ess. 175 For be,
wanting the humor of his wrested observance, falles away
into ignorant silence. 1687 Atterburv A nsiv. Consid. Spirit
Luther 46 Little wrested sentences of authors. 1729 T.
Isses Crt't. Essay I.330 Wrested texts of the Old Testament.
a 1743 Savage To Sir R. Waipole 133 Newcourts of censure
..Explain'd, at will, each statute's wrested aim. 1868 J.
Bruce Digby's Voy. Medit. Pref. p. xv, Opinions, .raised
upon wrested inferences.

3. Drawn out, taken or acquired, by force.
1565 Cooper s.v. Cado, Non sponte cadentes lackrymae,

wrested teares. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. I 24 Death me liefer
were, then such despight, So vnto wrong to yield my wrested
right. 1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 154 Vast confusion waites
As doth a Rauen on a sicke-falne beast, The iminent decay
of wrested pompe.

Wrester (re-stai). [f. as prec. + -eh*.]
1. One who wrests or wrenches; a twister; f one
who tunes with a wrest.

1504 Coknishe in Skelton's Whs. (1568) Z vj. Any Instru-
ment mystunyd shall hurt a trew song; Yet blame not the
claricord y

e wrester doth wrong. 1552 Huloets.v., Wryste
or wrythe, extorqueo. Wryster and wrynger, idem. 1611
Cotcr., Reiordeur, . .a wrester, a retorter, a wrier backe.

fb. An implement for picking locks. Obs." 1

1591 Greene 2nd Pt. Conny-Catch. Wks. (Grosart) X. 86
The Picklocke is called a Charme. He that watcheth, a
Stond. Their engins, Wresters,

2. One who wrests, strains, or deflects the meaning
or application of words, etc. ; a perverter, distorter.

1533 More Con/. Tindale Wks. 524/1 A false wryther and
wrester of holy scripture. 1560 Jewell Atisw. to Cole I vi,

A talsarie, a wrester, a corrupter of the Doctoures. 1598 R.
Bernard tr. Terence^ Phormio n. ii, A troubler of good men,
and a wrester of lawes. 1629 H. Burton Truth's 'Triumph

348 All such wresters and peruerters of the truth. 1673
Hickeringill. Greg, F. Greyb. 310 Antick foppish jugglers,

and wresters of Holy Writ. 1711 Atterbury Serm. (1734)

111. 287 In the first of these Senses, . .these Wresters of it

Bent and Warped the streight Line and Measure of thetr

Duty. 1891 W. C. Wilkinson Epic of Saul 1. 21 Those
wresters of the law must feel the law.
trans/. 1589 Puttenham Eng, Poesieut. vii. (Arb,) 166 To

forbid all manner of figuratiue speaches. .as meere illusions

to the minde, and wresters of vpright iudgement.

Wresting (re'stir)), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing *.]

1. The action of twisting, or turning awry ; the

fact of being wrested. Also with off
1398 [see Wrenching vbl, sb. ij. 1548 Elyot, Torst'o, ..

362

a writhyng, a wrestyng. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 367 Branches
which will not easily breake with wresting or playing, la 1600

Montgomerie's C/ierrie <$ Slae 276 (Laing MS.), Ane fysche

fanggit in be net,. .With wreisting and thrysting, The faster

stykis scho. a 1610 Healey Epicletus (1636) 79 In thy
walkes thou hast a care to avoide . . the wresting of thy feete.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Distorsion, . . a wresting or

wringing several Ways. 1730 Bailey (fob), Sprain,.. a. vio-

lent Contorsion or Wresting of the Tendons of the Muscles,

1892 Zangwill Bow Mystery x. 135 Never dreaming the

wresting off [sc. of a staple] had been done beforehand.

trans/ 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 480 The wresting of the

Inquisition vpon me.

t b. Adjustment of the strings of a musical

instrument by tightening with a wrest; tuning in

this way. Also in fig. context. Obs,

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 341 Many men failen in bis

wrastyng [of a harp] & in goostly syngyng aftur. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 533/2 Wrestynge, plectura, flexura. c 1500
Proverbis in Antiq. Rep. (1S09) IV. 407 A slac strynge in a
Virgynall. .dotheabyde nowrestinge, it is so louse and light.

i53oRastell.#£. Purgat. 11. xviii. eib, A harper, .occupyed
about y« wiastynge of his harpe strynges. 1579 W. Wil-
kinson Con/ut, Earn. Loz~e 26 b, When he.. with writhyng
and wrestyng had brought his heresie into tune. 1627
Hakewill Apol. 11. i. § 4 The wresting of a string too high
marres the musick.

c. Jig. The action of taking away or obtaining

by force ; exaction ; extortion.
i6n Cotgr., Extorsion,. .a violent wringing, or wresting

of things from others. 1694 tr, Millon'sLett.StateV't ks.1%51
VIII. 339 The wresting of the Kingdom of Poland from
Papal Subjection. 1721 Bailey, Extortion, an unlawful
and violent wresting of Money, &c. from any Man. 1853
Kingsi.ey Misc. (1859) I. 289 His wresting from her the
secret which had been locked for ages in the ice caves,

f d. With hi : (see Wrest v. i c). Obs.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 124 The vnpleasantnesse of it

commeth of the wresting in of the point.

2. Perversion, distortion, or deflection of the

meaning, interpretation, or application ; misinter-

pretation ; an instance of this.

c 1444 Pecock Donet 140 Prechers ben woned to wrynge
oute of a worde alle maters whiche to hem liken, hi wrasting
of sillablis and of lettris. Ibid. 142. 1550 Hale £"«£". Votaries
Ii. 60 Blasphemouse bablynges and abhomynable wrastynges
of the scriptures. 1579 Fulke I/eskins* Pari. 473 He hath
nothing that may not bee reasonably construed on our side
without any wre- ting. 1587 Golding DeMornay xxix. 528
It were an vtter wresting of the Text, to conuey it any other
way. 1610 Healey The<phrastus (1636,' 4 A wresting of
actions and wordes to the worse or sadder part. 1641 M ilton

Reform, 1. Wks. 1851 III. 19 The ridiculous wresting of
Scripture. 1690 Locke Govt. 11. iii. § 20 A manifest pervert-

ing of Justice, and a barefae'd wresting of the Laws. 1711
Atterbury Serm, (1734) I. 267 Expressions.. so bright and
clear, as should prevent all possible Wrestings and Miscon-
structions, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1777)111. n. 61 Aiming
to find out such a sense of them [sc, principles of human
reason! without violence or wresting, as may coincide or

prove reconcileable therewith. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel u
(1876) 5 If a prophecy., admitted of no wresting.

+" 3. The action of contending or struggling ; an
instance of this. Obs,

1573 Tusser //usb.(iSjS) 180 Be lowly not sollen, if ought
go amisse, What wresting may loose thee, that winne with
a kisse. 1581 J. Bell liaddon's Ansiv. Osor. 355 Their
dayly exercise then was a continuall wresting agaynst the
world, and the Devill. 1613-8 Daniel Coll, Hist. Eng. (1626)

140 Discontentment still goes on, and neither side get any
thing but by hard wrestings.

f 4. Griping or wringing pain. Obs."1

1546 Phakr Regim. Life 59 In suche a disease, the glystre
mustebe greate in quantitie, or els yeshulde make wrestynge
& roumblynge in y« bellye.

5. Comb., as fwresting-vice, stick, one suitable

for or used in wresting or twisting ; wrresting
thread, Shetland dial., a thread wound or tied

round a sprained or injured limb as a charm to effect

a cure.

1568 W. Skinner tr. Montanus Inquis. (1569) 26 b, Hys
armes..are bound with very stifle and small cordes.. which
afterwards they straine with certaine stifle wresting stickes
or troncheons. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 9 The hang-
man prepared both hookes and wresting-vices. 1616 [see
Wrest jA ic]. 1840 New Statist. Ace. (1845) XV. 141 The
1 wresting thread '..is a thread spun from black wool, on
which are cast nine knots, and tied round a sprained leg or
arm. 1883 R. M. Fergusson Rambling Sk. 132 When a
person received a sprain the Wrestin Thread was cast.

Wresting, ppl. a. rare, [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That wrests or twists; in QOOLjCr
c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 1608 Let your Lust and Lykynge

stande for a lawe. Be wrastynge and wrytbynge, and away
drawe.

Hence Wre'stingly adv,
1613 R, Yong in Zouch Dove A 3 b, But Love breaks

forth, . .And wrestingly, out of my wonted lynes, It makes me
s huffle in these hobling rymes.

Wrestle (re-s'l), sb. [f. next. Cf. WAB8U sb.']

1. Without article. The action of wrestling or
struggling; the fact of having wrestled. Alsoy^.
"593 Q« Lliz. Boeth. iv. pr. vii. 99 So ought not a wise man

beare with greefe, fortunes wrestell [L. ceriamen /ortunae%
1796 Burns Poem on L/e vii, His pangs, And murd'ring
wrestle, As.. he bangs A gibbet's tassel. 1858 Cablyle
Fredk. Gt. vi. ix. II. 118 War in Italy, universal spasm of
wrestle there, being now the expectation of foolish mankind.
1883 Century Mag. Oct. 819/1 Their limbs gnarled and
twisted as if they had won their places by splendid wrestle.

1915 ' Q ' Nicky-Nan, Reservist xvii, He paused, seemingly
in wrestle with an inward reluctance.

2. A struggle between two persons, each trying

to throw the other by grasping his body or limbs;

WRESTLE.

also, a wrestling-bout according to rules ; a
wrestling-match. Also with over, up.
1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 1. 13 Corineus,..Whom in a

Wrestle the Giant catching aloft, with a terrible hug£ broke
three of his Ribs. 1849 Lyiton K.Arthur 1. lxxvi, Beyond
the tilt-yard spread the larger space, For the strong wrestle
and the breathless race. 1854 W. Waterworth Orig. Angli-
canism 196 Fondness for the wrestle and the race prevailed.

1893 Robinson & Gilhn Wrestling 54 On the following day,
the loser in the wrestle up proved victorious. Ibid. 85
Owing to some oversight on the part of the umpires, they
decided it must be a wrestle over.

b. Jig, A struggle or contest.

1830 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. iii. 4 Both parties in the
wrestle professing earnest wishes of peace to us. 1855
^Iacaulay Hist. Eng.xi. III. 62 The body politic, .straining

every nerve in a wrestle for life or death. 1893 Horton
Gospel Entering Europe 27 [Paul's] long wrestle with
spiritual realities in the desert of Arabia.

Wrestle (re's'l), v. Forms : a. (1 wrasstlian),

3 wrsestlen, wreastlen, wreastlin, wrestilen,

3-4 wrestlen, 5 -lyn, wrestelon, 4-6 wrestel,
WTestil, 5 wrestele, wrestell, -tyll, 5- wrestle

(6 wressell). £. 3 wrastlen, 3, 5 wrastelen, 5

wrastel(l)yn, -tlyn, 4-6 wrastel, 4-5 -tele, -til, 5

-till, -tule, -tyl, 6-tyll(e, -tell, 4- (latterly Sc. or

dial,) wrastle (6 wrasle,8rassle, 9 dial, wrostle,

wros(s)le) ; 4 wrastli, -tly, 9 s.w. dial, wrastly,
wrassly. 7. 4-5 wristele, -tie, wrystille, -tel, 9
dial. wrustle,-wrus(s)le,russel. [OE. *wrx$tlian

i

frequentative of wrseslan to Wrest, represented

in the cognate languages by NFris. wrassele,

wrtistle, MLG. worstelen, wrostelen, LG. wrossein,
frosseln, MDu. worstelen (,also Du.), werstelen,

wrastelen. Ct". Warsle v., Wraxle v.]

I. 1. intr. To strive with strength and skill to

throw a person to the ground by grappling with

him ; to endeavour to overpower and lay down
another, esp. in a contest governed by fixed lules,

by embracing his body and limbs and tripping or

overbalancing him. Also with \ samen, \yjere,

together.

a. rtiioo [see Wrestling vbl. sb. i]. C1205 Lay. 1858
Brutus hine lette witen..to wreastlene bi-foren Brutus,

Geomagog and Corineus. Ibid, 24699 Summe heo wraist-

leden And wi5er-gome makeden. 13.., c 1375 [see j3, >].

( 1440 Promp. Parv. 533/2 Wrestelon, luctor, palestriso.

1480CAXTON Chron. Eng. iv. 14 So to gedre they wrestled

longe tyme. 1503 in Meyrick Ant. Armour (1824} III. 238

To wrestle all manner of ways, at the pleasure of the

commers. 1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 447 To wrestle in the

games of Olympia. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. Qsq

With professours of wrestling, to bestrew his bodie with

dust.. for to wrestle. 1718 A. Thompson tr. Geoffrey 0/
Mourn, iv. viii. 107 Two noble Youths. .wrestltd together,

and afterwards had a Dispute about the Victory. 1791

Cowper Iliad xxiii. 915 Arising to a third essay, They
should have wrestled yet again. x8n Sporting Mag.
XXXVIII. 290 A handsome sum of money nas been sub-

scribed to be wrestled for. 1889 W. Armstrong Wrestling

183 The platforms at rural fairs where local champions
wrestled for a fall.

P. a 1Z50 Ancr. R. 318 (MS. Titus D. xvm), Ich..biheold

or>e wrastling, o3er me self wrastlede. 12517 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

7439 Ac he ouercom be deuel, & adoun him caste, To gadere

as hii wrastlede, & bond is honden vaste. a 1300 Cursor
M. 3939 Sa lang )>ai wrasteld \GStt. wrestild, tairf. wres-

teled] samen bare pat iacobwas ban hurt wel sare. c 1386

Chaucer Reeve's T. 8 Pipen he koude,..and wel wrastle

and sheete. t-1440 Alph. 'Tales 164 J>us bai wrasteld to-

gedyr, & bis man fell, c 1489 Caxton Sonneso/Aymonx'w.
320 He..toke thekynge wyth both his armes by the waste,

& wrastled togyder a longe whyle. 1548 Forkest Pleas.

Poesyexix. 61 b, Toshoote, to wrastle, to dooe anyemannys
feate. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay s

s Voy. 111. x. 86

[They] do wrastle. .two and two with force of armes. 1606

Sylvester Du Barias 11. iv. 11. Tropheis 268 Wee wrastle

not.. For painted sheep*hooks, or such petde Prize. 1671

H. M. tr. Erastn. Cotloq. 288, I am now a laying in the

fourth week; and I am strong enough even to wrastle.

1758 L. Lyon in Mil. Jrnls. (1855) 33 I'^ney] hopt and
rassled together to see which would beat and our men Beat.

1795 Macneill, Scotland's Scaith ii, Wba wi' Will cou'd

nn or wrastle, Throw the sledge, or toss the bar? 1876- in

dialect glossaries (Sc, Yks., Lane, Som.). 1896 P. Graham
RedScaur vi, Learnin' her son to box . .and wrastle.

y, a 1300 Cursor M. 3933 Sammen handlinges wristeld

\_Fairf wresteled] bai Al be night, til it was dai. la 1400

Morte Arth, 1141 Wrotheiy bai wrythyne and wrystille to-

gederz. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. iv. 14 To lerne to fight,

to wristle, . .& to put at y« stone. 1869- in Eng. Dial. Diet,

{wrustle, wrussle, russle, etc.).

b. Const, with or f mid (a person, etc.).

a. azyaGcn.fy Ex. 1S04 Iacob..bi-lefdor on5eni3t,..And

oor wrestelede an engel wiS. ^1425 Wyntoun Cron. ii. iii.

225 Wibe hymwrestlyt be angel, 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
iv. 14 That he shold wrestell with Coryn. 1530 Palsgr.

756/1 Wrestell nat with me, for I wyll throwe the on thy

backe. 155s Eden Decades (Arb.) 171 She woolde often-

tymes play and wrestle . . with the kynges chamberlens.
i7iaSTEKLE.S/*«/. No. 502 P 5 Were there a Scene written,

wherein Penkethman should break his Leg by wrestling

with Bullock. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 246 He that wrestles

with us strengthens our nerves. 1856 Kingslky Heroes 16a

He challenges all comers to wrestle with him. 1889 W.
Armstrong Wrestling 229 Sam Rundle. .recently wrestled
with Carkeck the American.
3. a 1225 Ancr. R. 280 pe 3eape wrastlare nimeS 3eme

hwat turn his ferene cunne nout, bet he mid wrast leS. 1297
R. Glocc (Rolls) 515 Vor he ssolde mid corineus wrastli he
adde ibo?t. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1798
A place to pleye, ordeyned Brutus, . . [for Corineus] For to
wrastle wyb bat geaunt. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 276
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Sche coube eke Wrastel .. Wip any ^onge man, were he
neuere so whight. C1440 Gesta Rom. Ivii. 373 Darste thou
wrastill with me 1 c 1489 Caxton Sonnet 0/ Aynton xxvi.

565 Hc.toke aymonet by the wast for to wrastle wythhym.
1530 Palsgr. 785/1, I dare nat wrastell with hym, leste he
gyve me a fall. 161a J. Davies (Ileref.) Muses Sacr, Wks.
(Grosart) II. 41/2 thou, whom Iacob wrastled with a
space. 1668 H. More Div. Dial. 1. xxiii. 93 Consider, .how
many Spectres have been seen or felt to wrastle, pull or tug
with a man.
y. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxxii. 24 And loo ! a man wristlide

with hym vnto the morwe.

C. To struggle physically {with something) after

the manner of wrestling.

1589 Greene Mena/>hon (Arb.) 56 This infant., wrastling
with snakes in his swadling clouted 1613 Heywood Silver
Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 129 It fits Ioues sonne Wrastle
with Lyons, and to tugge with Beares. 1623 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Discov. by Sea A 6, Against the rugged waues,
we tugge and wrastle. 1643 Howell Twelve Treat. (1661)

94 She tugs and wrastles with the foamie waves. i8zi Joanna
Baillie Metr. Leg., Lady G. B. xxxii, With her in mimick
war they wrestle; Beneath her twisted robe they nestle.

1844 Kinglake Eothen ii, Thames, the 'old Eton fellow'

that wrestled with us in our boyhood. 1893 Robinson &
Gilpin Wrestling 77 The boat ..upset, and the strong man
went down, unable to wrestle with his remorseless foe.

Jig, and trans/. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, xvm. xv.

(1495) vvj, [Mercury] is call yd the god of wrastlyng,. .for he
[ = the planet] wrastlyth w* the sonne as he wold ouercome
hym. 1539 Bible (Great) Ecclns. li. 19 My soule hath
wrestled with her [.re. wisdom], a 1600 Montgomery Misc.
Poems xvi. 4, I wrassill with the wind. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 11. 233, I have in this worke wrastled with
that envious and ravenous enemy Time. x6n Cotgr.,
Luicter contre les ombres, to wrastle with shadowes; to be
angrie without cause. 1844 A. B. Welby Poems {iZ6j)Z<^ In
bondage I must wrestle here with death. 1893 Robinson 8c

Gilpin Wrestling 41 When lying on his death bed. while
wrestling with a foe sure to triumph in the end.

d. With complement.
1893 Robinson & Gilpin Wrestling p. xliv, If Best did

wrestle second,, .it must have been for some minor prize.

Ibid. 26 Morton threw Halliwell of Penrith, and.. Anthony
McDonald.. wrestled up with him.

2. To contend or struggle in hostility or opposi-

tion {with or against another or others).

a 1200 St. Mar/terete 14 Wrestlin ha moten ant wiSerin
wi'd ham seoluen. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2035 Wiecche mon. .

!

hwerto wultu wreastlin wi5 be worldes wealdent ? 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 224 If wratthe wrastel [v.r. wrystel]

with be pore. 1388-9 in Wyclif's Set. Wks. III. 471 Pre-
latis, here deme }ee and wrastuhs 3ee who schal be mayster
1390 Gower Con/. III. 350 Pan, which is the god of kinde,
With Love wrastledeand was overcome. 1526 Tindale .£//*.

vi. 12 We wrestle not agaynst flesshe and bloud: but ..

agaynst worldy ruelars. a 1548 Hall Chren., Hen. VI, 167

For Kyng Henry.. and Richard . . wresteled for the game,
andstroue for the wager, a 1575 Pilkington NekemiahWx.
5 (1585) 41 b, Men.. that dare and wil wrastle with the rich

in correction. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. % Commw. (1603)

116 Wrastling with the Venetians they had almost bereaued
them of their estate and taken their city. £1645 Howell
Lett.{t6&&) 1 1 1. 396 Venice wrastleth with the Turk.

b. fig. To strive or labour (esp. to obtain the

mastery, superiority, or advantage) with or against

difficulties, circumstances, forces, personal feelings,

etc. Also (b) without const.

a 1225 Ancr. R. Sj To wrastlen stalewardliche a?ein bes

deoftes swenges. a 1340 Hampolb Psalter xiii. 11 All pat
wrestils agayns vices in actif lif. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

P 655 This vertu is so . . vigerous that it dar . . wrastle agayn
the assautes of the deuel. 14*6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 1571
Who that..Wyl wrastle ageyn yt [se. vengeance]. 1489
Skklton On Death Erie Northumbld. 82 Theybuskt them
. . Againe the kyngs plesure to wrestle or to wring, c 1534
T. Starkey Let. to Cromwell in Collier 9 Hist. Lett. 1 ifyi)

48 In such tyme as I was wrastelyn.* wyth my fevur. 1553
Wood tr. Gardiner's De Vera Obed. 5 b, Thei . . haue
wrestled against the truth of a long time. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 79 lewes who wrestled in vaine against
the decree of God. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. ix,

You must wrastle stoutly with the difficulties. 174a Young
Nt. Th. ti. 167 We rave, we wrestle with Great Nature's
Plan, a 1770 Jortin Serm. (1771) I. iv. 75 Strive to..
wrestle against principalities and powers. 1827 Keblb
Chr. y. t Tuesday be/. Easter, Rather wouldst Thou wrestle
with strong pain,Than overcloud Thy soul. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 11. xv, I had to wrestle with my self-respect.

trans/ 1591 Solimanff Pert. 1. v. 52Were it not thou art my
fathers sonne, And striuing kindnes wrestled not with ire.

(b) 1/1340 Hampolk Psalter cxviii. 170 Of corupcioun of
ray body, for it is heuy to wrestil here sa lange. 1449
Pecock Refr. 11. xi. 214 His witt .schal be dressid and lad
forthe .. with myche lasse peyne and labour, than forto

wrastle withinneforth in his owne ymaginaciouns. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 118 b, The more that ony
persone refucketh, wrestleth, or stryues to ouercome these
manyfolde temptacyons. 1565 Satir. Poems Re/orm. i. 21
Who dothe wrest his will to wrastle in eche wronge. 1654
E. Johnson Wonder-wrkg. Provid. '104 For the which all

the Israel of God fight, wrastle, pray.

c. To strive earnestly with God) in prayer.
With allusion to Gen. xxxii. 24-26.

1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus 1. i5o The Lord. . whom we
must wTastle withall by our praiers. 1638 [see 11]. 1651
Benlowes Theoph. vm. Ixxiv, By pray'r God's serv'd be-

times ; remember who The blessing got by wrestling so.

1677 W. Hubbard Narrative n. 57 [They] wrestled with
God in their daily Prayers for his Release. 1816 Scott Old
Afort. xxxiii, We have prayed, and wrestled, and petitioned,

for an offering. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxiv,The mother..
wrestled with God in earnest prayer.

3. a. To labour, toil, or exert oneself; to strive

{Jor something) ; to tussle.

138a Wycup Ecclus. li. 25 My soule wrastled in it ; and in
doing it I am confermed. 1549 Latimer 4th Serm. be/. Fdrv.
VI (Arb.) 107 Thus go these prelates aboute to wreastle for

honoure. 1558 Phaer SEncid. vn. S ij b, They their ships

in marble seas with ores dyd wrastlyng towe. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621)469 Whilest Hysmaell was thus wrestling

for the Persian kingdome. i6aoH5 Quakles least Worms
1493 They rebell, and wrastle, And neuer cease, till they
subdue the Castle. 1831 Cari.yle Misc. (1872) IV. 28 How
many a poor Hazlitt must . . believe that he is seeking Truth,

yet only wrestle among endless Sophisms. 1873 Gosse On
I 'iol $- Flute 55 Two of us swam out to it. . . And as I strove

and wrestled in th« race, I turned and saw [etc.].

Jig. 1633 Shirley Bird in Cage 1. i, Like errand Knights,
our valiant wits must wrastle To free our ladyes from the

inchanted Castle.

b. Of natural agencies, etc. : To engage in

conflict or strife; to act against each other.

13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Kni. 525 Wrobe wynde of be welkyn
wrastelez with be sunne. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 784 As pe
erth & all be dementis at anes had wrestild, 1865 S.

Bowles A cross the Continent xviii.185 River and rock have
striven together, wrestling in close and doubtful embrace.

C. To engage in argument, debate, or controversy

;

to debate, dispute.
C1450 Capcrave St. Augustine 53 A-geyn all bese bis

souereyn maysiir. .stood as a strong geaunt, wrestiling with
argumentisfor j?e clennesse of befeith. 1521 Fisher Serm.
agst. Luther lii. Wks. (1S76) 337 Here Martin luther for

his shrewed brayne wyll some thyng wrastell agaynst vs.

1565 Calfhill Atiszu. Martiall 105 Hoslus doth wrestle

maruelously about the word. 1626 Donne Serm. 7S3 They
were loath to wrastle wit-i the people, or force them from
dangerous customes.

d. To busy, occupy, or concern oneself closely

or earnestly with a subject, etc. ; to deal with some-

thing as a task or troublesome duty.

c 1454 Pecock Folewcrj Summe. .wrastlen so long ber-

with til bei gete competent vndirstondyng berof. Ibid. 15
Eny obir hard writyng with which pei Schulen wrastle.

158a Mllcaster Elementarie I. (1925) 43 The other., will

rather cast awaie their armor, then wrastle with the diffi-

culties ofvnknown and vneasie passages. 1628 Coke On
Litt. Pref., The yong student .. wrastling with., difficult

termes. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 14,

I am wrestling still with and preparing you an after-

dinners Recreation. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. Introd. 13
Wrestling with language and logic. 1905 R. Hagot Pass-
port ix. 80 After wrestling with French history or German
poetry.

4. To twist or writhe about ; to wriggle, move
sinuously ; to work backwards and forwards.

V 121400 Morte Arth. 890 He welterys, he wristeles, he
wryngez hys handez. CX450 Merlin hi. 655 Petrius peyned
hym sore to a-rtse and turned wrastelinge. 1481 Caxton
Reynard \\\\. (Arb.) 15 He wrange, he wrastled, and cryed,

..he wiste not how he myght gete out. 1513 Douglas
ASneidxm. iv. 82 The snaill. .Fleand the birnand heit..

A lang tyme gan do wrassill and to wreill. a 1618 Sylvester
Paradox agst. Libertit 659 When Eole doth unlock Sterne
Auster's stormie gate, making the waters wrastle, And rush
..against the sturdy Castle, a 1628 Preston New Covt.

(1630) 154 Fire if it be out of its place, water, if it be out of its

place, it is stiil wrastling. .till it returne to its owne place.

£1870 B. Harte Fr. Pedro's Ride in Fiddletown, etc.

(1873) 108 He saw the wild oats wrestle on the hilL

b. To move or proceed with effort or toil ; to

struggle out {of) or through some place or condi-

tion. tWsofig.
1591 Savile Tacitus. Hist. m. lix. 150 The armie.. could

hardly wrestle out of the snowe. 1614 Lithgow Trav. Lj b,

Wrestling amongst iniricate pathes of rockes: two of our
Asses fell ouer a banke. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 93
Wee., lost our way, . .and at length wrastled to Geer. 1648

J. Beaumont Psyche xvii. clxxi, Breath.. forced is to goe
about, And through the Noses Sluces wrestle out. 1728
Ramsay Rob/., Ricky <fr

Sandy 70 A squirrel wi' his bells

Ay wrestling up. 1853 W, Cadenhead Flights 0/ Fancy
255 (E.D.I).), When we've wrastled thro' the wail', as

wrastle we maun a'. 1870 Jefferies Wild Li/e 83 The
flames running from thatch to thatch, and, as they express

it, 'wrastling across the intervening spaces. 1899 E. F.

Heddle Marget 151 Once he said he would like to live to

hear how Christian * wrastled through '.

II. 5. trans. To engage in (a wrestling-bout or

match). Also in fig. context.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2276 If it ^oure mekill maieste

mi^t any thinge plese, I wald to wacken 3oure welth

now wirstill a turne. c 141a Hocclevk De Reg. Prime* 5232
per-with b> s land hath wrastled many a pul. 1588 Drake
Let. 31 July in Barrow Li/e (1843* 304 We have the armey
of Spayne before us, and mynd with the Grace of Cod to'

wressell a poull with hym. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv,

xxxiii. 226 Now Ptolemais being to wrestle her last fall,

stripped her self of all cumbersome clothes. 1643 [see Fall
sb. 1

13]. 167J R. Wild Declar. Lib.Consc. 13 And for their

Seditions and Treasons, let us leave Tyburn and them to

wrastle a fair fall about them. 1816 Scott Old Mori, iv,

Hark thee, friend,.. wilt thou wrestle a fall with me? 18*5
— /?£?><>///*<(' Conclusion, Have we not wrestled a turn before

now? 1843 in Robinson & Gilpin Wrestling (1803) 58
Charles Lowden . . would wrestle a match with any indivi-

dual of the same age. 1855, 1883 [see Fall sb. 1
13].

6. a. To contend with (a person) in wrestling;

to overcome by, throw in, wrestling. Also with

down.
Cf. the earlier oivr-ivresttc Over- 21, and Warsle v. i c,

1818 i'i Robinson & Gilpin Wrestling (1893) 164 He now
challenges hisopponent. .to wrestle him for ten guineas. 1843
Ibid. 58 The veteran . . will be happy to accepMhe challenge,

and wrestle Mr. Lowden.. for ^5 or ^10 a side. 1881 Du
Chaillu Land Midn. Sun II, 51 A stout girl of twenty,

strong enough to wrestle any man. 1903 S. E. White
Forest xv, [He] is not a mighty man physically. . . I think

I could have wrestled Peter down.
b. Western U.S. To throw (a calf) for branding.

1888 Roosevelt in Century Mag. April 861/2 A fire is

built, the irons heated, and a dozen men dismount to, as it

is called, ' wrestle ' the calves.

7. To push or thrust into something with a

wrestling motion. rare~ l
.

1820 Byron yuan v. lxxviii, Wrestling both his arms into

a gown, He paused.

III. With adverbs. 8. 7b wrestle down, to put

down by wrestling or striving; to Suppress, quell.

c\i6it Chapman Iliad xx. 31 These his words did such a
wane excite, As no mans powre could wrastle downe. 1808

Scott Alarm. 11. xxiv, If .. they wrestled down Feelings

their nature strove to own. 1816 — Bl. I)zua?/v\, I will

wrestle down my feelings of rebellious humanity.

f 9. To wrestle off,\o set a^i-ie by argument; to

controvert, rebut. Ohs. rare-1 .

1639 Laud Cou/er.w. Fisher 241 Where is then the Scrip-

tures Prerogative? I know th^re is much shifting about
this Place \marg. Num. 2], but it cannot be wiastled off.

10. To wrestle out : fa. To struggle through (a

period of time) in discourse, etc. Obs.

<* 1756 Penne uik's Collect. Scots Poems 120 When Me-s
John lias wrestl'd out the [hour] glass.

b. To go through, to perform or execute, to carry

out, with struggle or effort.

1823 Scott Quentitt D. xxii, In a moment the wretch
wrestled out his last agonies. 184a Lover Handy Andy
xxxiii, I would rather wasHe out a logical di-pute any
day. 1842 Manning Serm. (1843) I. 312 They have wrestled

out the strife with the unseen powers of the wicked one.

11. To drive or force out ^/"something (as^ by
wrestling. Also//;'-

.

1638 A. Hknderson Serm. (1867) 279 If so be that we will

wrestle with God for a blessing, and prevail with him, then

..we sail wrestle the enemies out of it abo. 1858 R.

Chambers Deiuest. Ann. Scotl. I. 9 Iluwto wrestle the

people out of their love of the May-games.

Wrestler (re'sbi). Forms: a. 1 wrsDstlere,

4 wrestlere, 5 -telare, -teler, 5- wrestler, 6

wreastler. /3. 3 wrastlare, 4-5 -t^e)lere, 5 -teler,

-tyller, 6 -tlear, -tleer, 6-7, Se. and dial. 9
wrastler, cjdial. wrossler. 7. 4-5 wristeler'e,

4 -tilere,9 dial. russ(e)ler. [OK. wnvstlere, agent-

noun f.
* ivr-Jestlian "Wrestle v. + -EB 1

. Cf. older

Flem. "corsteler, Du. worstelaar ]

1. One who wrestles ; esp. one who practises or

is skilled in the art of wrestling, as an athlete.

c 1050 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiileker 431 Luciatur [sic], w raesllere.

a 1225 [see Wrfsti e v. 1 b £]. 138a Wyclif Bible Pref.

Ep. vii, (1850) 70/1 Abacuc, a strong wri^teler [1388 wraste-

lere] and a sharp, stondith vpon his waard. 1387 Trevisa
Iligden II. 383 Minotaurus was a grete man and huge,.,

and a wi-,t wrastlere. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 1. 94 By lacob

ys vndyrstond a wrasteler. 1497 Br. Alcok Mens Perfect.

Ciij 14 A wresteler . . intendeth to haue ye vyctoryof hym
y' he wrestled w'. 154a Udall Erasm. Apeph. Table,

Diogenes mocked a wrastlear. 1579 W. Wilkinson Coufut.
Fam. Love li ij b, One listed to see wrestlers bestiire them
in their play. 1615-6 Hoys Wks. (1622) 190 Runners and
wrastlers contend for a crowne that shall perish, a 1680

HuiLER Rem. (1759) II. 444 He embraces him and., lifts

him above Ground, as Wrestlers do, to throw him down
again. 1711 Hudgkll Sped. No. 161 f 3 She was over-

looking a King of Wiestlers. 1785 Loud. C//rc«.Mar. 262/3
He was celebrated as a prize fighter, a wrestler, and a
cricketer. 1821 Clark I'iil. Minstr. I. 44 When wrestlers

join to tug each crfier down. 1876 Gladstone Glean. (1879)

II. 351 As a Cumbrian wrestler struggles. . to get a good

frip of his antagonist. X90X N. I.loyd Chronic Loa/cr vi,

was the best wrasiler in the walley.

fig. 1681 Flavil Meth. Grace .wii. 317 The prayers of Mr.
Knox., were mighty wTtstlers with God. 1721 Wopnow
Corr. (1843) '1. 596 He is. .a great favourite, and mighty
wrestler in prayer. 1814 Carv Dante, Farad. XII. 52 The
hallow'd wrestler [St. Dominic], gentle to his own, And
to his enemies terrible.

2. fig. One who strives or contends with difficul-

ties, against adverse conditions, etc.

a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xiii. 11 For iacob is als mykill at

say as wrestlere or supplantere of syn. — Cant. 514 Iacob,

..pat is, wristilere agayns vicys. C1454 Pfcock Fotrtverm
In hem bat ben with passions bisi wrastlers. 1577 Hanmfr
Ecci. Hist. To Rdr.,The valiant WTastlers, and inuincible

champions of Christ Iesu. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes xv,

He shall see in those young things. .little wrestlers with

him for his daily bread. 1873 Hamerton////*//. Life 11. iv.

72 Experienced wrestlers with fate and fortune.

8, Western U.S. One who throws cattle for the

purpose of branding.
1888 Roosf.velt in Century Mag. April 861/2 The calf-

wrestlers, grimy with blood,dust,and sweat,work like beavers.

4. Comb., as wrestler-like \ wrestler frog, the S.

American ' wrestling' frog, Rana luctator.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xv. 329 He will prooue

faire, fat. ful of bloud, & btl]ockbh, which habit Hippo-

crates called wrastler-like. 1616 Chapman tr. Musmus G6,

Notus and Boreas wrastler like imbrace. 189a W. H.

Hudson Naturalist in La PlataW. 77 Plate, Wrestler frog.

[Ibid. 76 The frog,.. catching two of my fingers round with

its fore legs, administered a hug.]

Wrestless, V erron. f. Restless a.

Perh. associated with Wrest v., and intended to mean
1 not admitting of being turned aside '. ...
i6ai Lady M. Wroth Urania 368 He with sad thoughts

..and wrestlesse passions spent the time till his returne.

1648 J. Quarles Fohs Lachrym. 38 His wrestless arm bath

bent his yeelding bow.

Wrestling ,resliq>, vhl.sb. [f. Wrestle v. +
-INGl.]

1. The action or exercise of two persons grappling

or gripping in a contest of strength and adroitness,

the one endeavouring to throw the other by tripping

or overbalancing him ; the fact of contending or

throwing in this manner. Also in fig. context.

46-2
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a noo in Napier 0. E. Glosses i2r/i Palestram, wraest-

lunge. c 1205 Lay. 1871 per wes muchel folc at bere wrast-
linge. 0:1250 Owl Cf Night. 795 ?if tueie men goj? to

wraslmge. a 1300 Cursor M. 28526 At wrestelyng, at wake,
rengd haf i. c 1330 Arth. fy Alerl. 8873 What wip wristling,

watwib togging, c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 548 Ouer al ther he
cam, At wrastlyng* he wolde haue alwey the Ram. c 1425
Wvntoun Cron. 1. vi. 356 To se how bat this Coryne Wald
deil wib him in wresslyne. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon
xiv. 350 He.. caught the kyngc.by the waast in maner
of wrastelynge. 1539 Elyot Cast Ilelthe 50 b, Wrastlyng
also with the armes and legges. .dothe exercise the one and
the other, 1562 J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 152 The
weaker hath the woorse, in wrestlyng alway. 1613 Dekker
Strange Horse Race Wks. (Grosart) III. 325 There could
I describe what warlike Races the Winds held with the
Waters : their Wrastling, Running, Retiring. 1644 Milton
Ednc. 7 They must be also practiz'd in all the locks and
gripes of wrastling. 1701 Collier M.Aurel. 125 The right
Knack of Living resembles Wrastling more than Dancing.
1789 W. Buchas Dortt. Med. (1790) 41 The fatal effects of
carrying great weights, running, wrestling, and the like.

1801 Strutt Shorts <y Past. 11. 64 The wrestling is only
practised on the afternoon of St, Bartholomew's day, 1850
Maurice M»r. $• Met. Pkilos, (ed. 2) I. 126 Some say that

Plato, .gained a prize for wrestling at the Isthmian games.

b. WithMtf. The sport of grappling and throw-
ing ; a contest in wrestling; a wrestling-match.
a 1225 Ancr, ^?. 318 Ich..biheold hit, & ooe wrastlinge &

o5er fol gomenes. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 517 pe wrastlinge
bitvene horn was sorndel tou. £1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 1800 Oil a clyf faste by be se pe wrastlyng was
ordeyned to be. c 1400 Gamctyn 190 Towardes be wrasteling
be yong childe rode, c 1430 Hoio the Good Wijf 81 in
Babees 8k, 40 Go not to be wrasteltnge, ne to schotynge at
cok. 1518 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (Seltlen) II. 154
The wrestlyng at Seynt Jamys tide. 1598 Stow Surv,
(1603) 524 This yeare was a great fray at the wrastling. 1661
Plpys Diary 28 June, Went to Moorefields, .and saw the
wrestling, .between the north and west countrymen. 1725
Pope Odyssey vin. 104 None in the leap spring with so strong
a bound, Or firmer, in the wrestling, press the ground. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVII. 588/1 Leaping and running, .gener-
ally accompany the wrestling as prize games. 1893 Robin-
son & Gilpin Wrestling <$• Wrestlers 189 He went.. to
Newcastle, and won the wrestling there,

C. With a and pi. A wrestling-bout or match.
1303 R- Rrunne Hand!. Synne 992 3>'f bou euer settyst

swerde eyber ryng For to yadyr a wrastlyng. Ibid. 8987
Karolles, wrastlynges, or somour games. 1:1400 Gainelyn
171 Ther was ther be siden cried a wrastelynge. C1440
Jacobus Well 391 Leuyth pure rennyng on huly-dayes to
wrestelynges, markettys, & feyris. £1450 Capgrave St.
Gilbert 65 Thei..vsed not to renne to wrastillingis, ber-
baytingis and swech obir onthrifty occupaciones. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 6 Thys yere was one John
Norwelde..sIayne at Blackehetheat a wrestlynge. 1578 H.
Wotton Courtlie Controv. 37 Great preparation was made
of stage plays,. .wrastlings, and other infinite pasty ines.

ci6n Chapman Iliad xxm. 610 Pelidesthen set forth Prize
for a wrastling. 1683 in Verney Mem. (1904) II. 339 Where
the wrestlings are used to be in Lincoln's Inn fields. 1893
Robinson & Gilpin Wrestling \\ [He] stood unrivalled in
all the wrestlings,

2. The action of striving or contending, main-
tenance of resistance, opposition, or strife, on the
part of persons,
C890 W-crfertw tr. Gregorys Dial. 320 Swa waes baer ba

seo wraestlung ymb Stephanum. Ibid. 321 He pa. .ut ferde
of lichaman to gewinne & to wrsestlunge lifes & deaoes.
a 1400 New Test. (Paues) Ephes. vi. 12 For ^oure wrastlynge
..is. .a^eyn princes. 1523 Ld.Berners Frohs. I. xxxix. 54
So this wrastlyng endured a long space ; but fynally the
knyght was rescued. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.
v. 19 b, [To] make ye redy to this wrastling, if ye esteme the
blessed rewardes of the gospell. 163a Lithgow Trav. vi.

294 With sore Wrestling agaynst the parching Sun. 1643
Declar. Lords <y Comm. 23 Sept. 9 Our wrastling, and striv-
ing with that fierce and peremptory opposition, a 1844 in
Stanley Arnold I. it 31 His absolute wrestling with evil.
1883 Knowledge June 334/1 That heavy and subtle wrest-
ling for position which distinguishes the first-class player [of
chess],

transf. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 279 The river
having with a great turning compasse aftermuch wrestling,
gotten out towards the North. 1654 R. Codiungton tr.

lustine lv. 74 This concurse and wrastling of the water.

fig- 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1 347/1 Hys catholike
faythc.euer continue shal whyle this worlde last, what
wrestlyng soeuer the infideles shall make with it. 1639 S.
Du Verger tr, Camus 1 Admir. Events 227 How unequall
is the wrastling between reason and passion in a weake spirit.

1849 Robertson Sertn. 1. Hi. (1866) 45 Language which de-
scribes the wrestling of the soul. 187a Morley Voltaire
(1886) 2 Life as a long wrestling with unseen and invisible
forces of grace.

b. The action of struggling or labouring.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 238 Al bus, . . ioe wrastlunge [printed

winstlunge] of tentaciun, arise3 be bi^eate. 17x225 Uee
Wraggle v. i). C1450 Mirks Festial 1. 61 And so yn
wrastelyng, scho woke of hyr slepe. 1563 Pilkincton
Bumyitge of Paules Ch. M iiij, Saint Willyams horse,.,

wyth wrastlynge and sparringe vppe, saued himselfe and
his master from drowninge.

fi^ *599 Nashe Lenten Stuff Wks. (Grosart) V. 252
Which it will be no impeachment for the wisest to turne
loose for a trueth, without any diffident wrastling with it.

C. The action of striving earnestly in prayer; an
instance of this.

172a Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 664 You have our prayers
here, and ..the Church of Scotland has a share in your
wrestlings. 1818 J. Pve Smith Script. Test, to Messiah I,

96 The 'wrestlings' of holy prayer. 190a A. M cIlroy
Druid's Island viii, After deep conseederation, an' sore
wrastlin' wi' the Almichty in prayer.

3. attrib. and Comb., as wrestling article, bout,

t game, -house, -master, -match, ring; -wrestling

place, a place where wrestling is practised or

held
; + wrestling pull, a bout of wrestling ;

«
Pull sb. 2 3; wrestling school Gr. Antiq. t

*=

Palestra a.

1714 Parkvns Inn-Play 62 To make these 'Wrestling
Articles yet more stronge they may he with a Noverint
Universi. 1869 Tozer liighl. Turkey II. 237 [The ballads]

treat.. of ^wrestling bouts with Charon. 1596 Spenser F\

Q. vi. ix. 43 Condon.. Did c'nalenge Calldore to '"wrest-

ling game. 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy fy Greece 8 The olives

here tell more to us of Olivet . . than of . . the wrestling,

ground. 1848 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Clouds in. iii, This
is the talk which daily .. crowds the Bagnios, and drains
the *Wrestling.housesl 1714 Parkvns Inn-Play 15 Since
the Diluvians..have been celebrated 'Wrestling Masters.
i8ao T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 272 Say further what the

wrestling-master Instructed you. 01700 Evelyn Diary
19 Feb. 1667, A 'wrestling-match for ^1000. .before his

Ma[jes]ty. 1889 W. Armstrong Wrestling 233 What a Lan-
cashire wrestling-match is like, c 1440 I'romp. Parzr. 533/2
*Wrestelynge place, palestra. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 42 At Clarkenwell at the wrestlynge place.

a 159a Greens Deb. betxv. Fotlie <y Love\JVs. (Grosart) IV.
218 Hath not Follie inuented a thousand deuices to drawe a
man from idlenesse, as. . Dancing schooles, Fencing houses,
wrastling places? 1610 Healey Theophraslus (1636) 23, I

pray you whose wrestling place is this? >6oa Carew Corn-
wall 2 This 'wrastling pull betweene Corineus and Gog-
magog. 1695 Luttkkll Brief Rel. (1857) III. 461 The
^wrestling ring in Lincolns Inn Feilds. 1893 Robinson &
Chlimn Wrestling $ Wrestlers 52 [He] would not be quick
enough in his movements in the wrestling ring, 1835
Thirlwall Greece vii. I. 290 The exercises of the troop in..

the *wrestling.school. 1633 Cocker am, Gymnasticke, a
teacher of the * Wrastling Science, 1893 Robinson & Gilpin
Wrestling fy Wrestlers^ Old and young regarded wrestling
science, .with keen relish. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xxvi,
When I be in 'wrestling trim.

Wre'Stling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That wrestles or contends, in various senses.

Also transf.
a 1547 Surrey /Eneid 11. 531 As wrastling windes, out of

dispersed whirl Befight themselues. 1593 Nashe Christ s
T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 156 Your paine snalbe. .wrastling,

tearing, and intollerable. 1597 C Middleton Earn. Hist.
Chinon vi. 38 His Father.., whome wrestling age had al-

most now Iayed along in hys graue. 1605 Z. Jones tr.

Layer's Specters 12 There was amongst the Greeks, a Diuell
..named. .the wrastling Diuell. ci6ii Chapman Iliad XIX.
361 All their stall flies up in wrastling flame, 163a Lithgow
Trav. x. 465 The thundring noyse of my wrestling voyce.

1738 Wesley Ps. xxiv. vii, Thou the true wrestling Jacob
art. 1847 Tennyson Princ. vn. 266 The wrestling thews
that throw the world. 1889 W. Armstrong Wrestling 232
Wrestling men are impulsive beings. 189a W. H. Hudson
Naturalist in La Plata 366 How I saw and lost the noble
wrestling frog [= wrestler frog].

2. Marked or characterized by strife or contention,

or by earnest striving.

a 1593 Marlowe tr. Lucan 299 His graue looke appeasd
The wrastling tumult. 1620 T. Peyton Gtasse of Time 1.

50 That none by wrong oppression might Be crost, by cun-
ning, wringing, wrestling guile. 1854 H. Miller Sch. *
Schtn. v. (1857) 98 It was impossible to avoid being struck
with its wrestling earnestness and fervour. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede xlvii, She poured forth her soul with the wrestling
intensity of a last pleading.

fWresty, obs. erron. f. Restt aA
1697 Vanbrugh Relapse Prol. i, Wresty Nature's Spight.

170a — False Friend \, i, I was at first, a little wresty, and
stood on*.

Wret, obs. or dial. var. Wart sb. ; obs. Sc. f.

Writ sb. ; obs. pa. pple. or Sc. pa. t. of Write v.

Wretar, obs. Sc. f. Writer.

Wretch, (retj), sb. and a. Forms : a. 1 wrecca,
VTreecca, 2-5 wrecche, 2-3 wrsecche, 3-4
wTehche, 3-5 wTechche, 4-5WTecbhe,wrechch,
5 wrecch, 3-6 wreche (5 Sc. werche), 4-5
wrech (5 Sc. werch), 4-6 wretche, 5- wretch
(6 wreatch)

; 4 WToche, 8 dial, wrotch. 0. 4-5
wrieh, -wTiche (wirche), wryche, 5 wryeche,
6 wTytche. 7. Sc, 5-6 wTache (5 warche),
6 wratche, Sc. and dial. 9 WTatch. [OE. wrecca,
wrstcca, - OS. wrekkio, -eo (applied to the Magi),
OHG. recchco

i
reecho, etc., exile, adventurer, knight

errant (MHG.andG. ra-&?warrior,hero):—OTeut.
*wrakja{ii)-

%
i. the stem torak-, wrek-\ see

Wreak v. The contrast in the development of
the meaning in Eng. and German is remarkable.]
A. sb. f 1. One driven out of or away from his

native country ; a banished person ; an exile.
The ME. instances are doubtful; they may be contextual

uses of sense 2.

Btowulf iT-$j Da wies winter scaceH, fae?;er foldan bearm ;

fundode wrecca, gist of jeardum. €:888 Alfred Boeth.
ti. Da HoS be ic wrecca jeo lustbaerlice song ic sceal nu
heofiende singan. anzzO.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 722,
Ealdbriht wrecca gewat on SuSre^e & on Suo Seax-e.
C1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's Prol. 58 Now help thow..Me
flemed wrecche in this desert of gaHe. 0450 Ludus Co-
ventrise 36 Goo naked vngry and bare foot .

.
, as wrecch in

werlde bou wende. Ibid. 27, I wende as wrecch in welsom
way.

2. One who is sunk in deep distress, sorrow,
misfortune, or poverty ; a miserable, unhappy, or
unfortunate person ; a poor or hapless being.
a. c 1000 Boeth. Metr. x. 38 Ne ms; mon xfre by eSannc

wrzeccan his cra^ftes beniman. a 10*3 Wulfstan /lorn. vi.

(1883) 45 Wraeccena reaflac is on heora hamum. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 109 5if be cristene mon bi5 sacful, and ^if pe
wrecche bio modi, a 1225 After. A'. 388 So heih jeoue nes

neuer i;Iuen to so louwe wrecches. c 1275 Sinners beivare
103 in O. E. Misc. 75 Nv weneb ek bes wrecche pat he ne
burue recche, c 1330 R. Erunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13564
Cowardie halp her no wrecche, 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

385 Mercy or almesisa willeof relevyngeofa wreche outeof
his mysese. c 14^10 Hocci.eve Mother of God 15 Modir
of mercy, .. Benigne confort of vs wrecches all I ^1513
Fabyan Chron. clvi. (1811) 145 He was.. myldeand gracious
to the poore, and marcyfull to wretchis and nedy. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades 125/1 Solomon the.. happy king of
Juda, bycause of his Idolatrie..is of a soudeine made a
wretch of all sther. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Discov. by
Sea B 3 b, Poore wretches, which (were it not for your
charity) would perish in your streetes. 1671 T. Hunt
Abeced. Scholast. 140 If money do fail a wretch thou art.

a 1721 Prior 24 Songs iii. 8 She scorns to hear, or see, The
wretch that lies so low as me. 1754 Gray Pleasure 49 The
Wretch, that long has tost On the thorny bed of Pain.
1810 Southey Kehama iv. v, Even in the grave there is no
rest for me, Cut off from that last hope, the wretch's joy.

1853 Ld. Granville in Life (1905) I. 106 Being a bed-ridden
wretch I do not venture to disobey you. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par. 1, 1. 349 O King, whom all the world hence-
forth shall know As wretched among wretches.

0. 0:1300 Cursor M. 23104 (Edinb.), par sal stand on bis

left side, Wrichis stad in waful wide. Ibid. 232^6 pe v. [pine
of hell] es vndemenes of dint, pat ba .wriches par sal hint.

1570 Levins Manip. 150 A Wrytche, miser.

v. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machar) 1010 J>an was (>at

wrache wondir wa.

b. Without article. (Freq. in apposition to a
personal pronoun.)
c i2ooORMiNioi4opatt tebirrbforr be lufe ofTGodd Wibb

usell wrecche dalenn. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 294 Alias,

wreche, hou may i duelle? c 1350 in Relig. Lyrics 14th C.
(1924) 63 God & man my spouse is—Weleaght me, wryche,
to luf him dere. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 112/163, I, wreche,
wbyder shal y fie, 1500 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvr. (Percy
Soc.) 65 Alas I I wretche and yet unhappy peke Into.,
trouble. 1526 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 2 Fynally I

beseche all.. to praye for me wretche. 1653 H. Cocan tr.

Pinto's Trav. i. 2 For myself, poor wretch, I went..in_my
misery to Setuval. 1743 Young Nt. Th. iv. 14 Imagina-
tion's fool, and error's wretch, Man makes a death, which
nature never made. 1790 Cowper On Receipt Mothers
Picture 24 Hover'd thy spirit o'er thy sorrowing son,

Wretch even then ? 1821 Shelley Hellas 900 Fond wretch !

He leans upon his crutch, and talks of years To come. 1886

W. J. Tucker E. Europe 36, I, poor wretch, in possession

of nothing.

C. Used as a term of address.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 29, Weilawei wrecche,.. al swa e5a bu
mihtest..smitenof bina^en heauecS. a iZ2$Leg. Kath. 2049
Hu wrakeliche, wenestu, wule he, al o wraooe, wreken on
be, wrecche 1 c 1230 Halt Meid. 37 Ah, wrecche ! pe care

a^ain bi pinunge brahen binimeo pe nihtes slepes. c 1400
Destr. Troy 7178 A ! wrecches vnwar, woo ys in our hond 1

a 1550 Image Ilypocr. in. 331 in Skrltoti's Wks. (1843) II.

437 Ye call that poore man wretch, As thoughe ye hadd no
retche. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xiv. 503 O wretch of Guests.

.

thy Tale hath stirr'd My minde to much ruth. 1819 Shelley
Cenci v. ii. 34 Poor wretch, I pity thee,

d. Applied to animals, birds, or insects.

a 1300 Fox <y Wolf In Had. E. P. P. I. 66 The wrecche
binethe nothing nevind, Bote cold water, c 1480 Henryson
Swallow 1908 Thir hungrie birdis wretchis we may call.

1600 Surflet Countrie Farme 628 Vpon them shall be fas*

tened manie boordes or hurdles.. for to pleasure this small

wietch [sc. a silkworm] withall. 160a Ld. Cromwell iv. i.

47 Who sees the Cobweb intangle the poore Flie, May
boldlie say the wretches death is nigh. 1627 Drayton
Nymphidia xxvii, Soone away the Waspe doth goe, Poore
wretch was neuer frighted so. 174a Fielding J. Andrews
Hi. iv, This was the second time this squire bad endeavoured
to kill the little wretch [=a favourite dog]. Ibid, vi, The hare

was no sooner on shore than it . . listened to the sound of the

pursuers. Fanny was wonderfully pleased with the little

wretch. 1744 Thomson Summer 273 The villain Spider. .,

fixing in the Wretch his cruel Fangs, Strikes backward. 1802

G. V. Sampson Statht. Surv. Londonderry 210 As to the

rearing of calves, there is a [cruel] superstition., .As soon as

the wretch is produced,, .two persons.. pull it most forcibly.

e. A person or little creature. (Used as a term of

playful depreciation, or to denote slight commisera-

tion or pity.)

c 1450 Merlin xxxiii. 683 He that was full fierce and prowde
badde shame to iuste with so Hull a wrecche. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. <y yul. 1. iii. 44 The pretty wretch lefte crying, & said

I. 1599 Breton Miseries Mauilliav, With these last words,

Farewell good mistresse, the good poore wretch, .gave up the

ghost. — Schollerfy Souldiouryo Oh 'tis a heavenly noise

to heare the swette wretch[ = the nightingale], 1604SHAKS.
Oth, w\. iii. 90 Excellent wretch: Perdition catch my Soule

But I do loue thee. 1663 Pepys Diary 25 May, She being

a good-natured and painful wretch. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones 1. vii, Had you exposed the little wietch in the

manner of some inhuman mothers. 1784C0WPER Task iv, 12

He whistles as he goes, light-hearted wretch, Cold and yet

cheerful. 1821 Shelley Hellas 227 Swift as the radiant

shapes of sleep From one whose dreams are Paradise Fly,

when the fond wretch wakes to weep. 1850 Kingsley A.
Locke xxviii, Two little boys hailed us. .—two little wretches

with blue noses and white cheeks. 1891 'S.MosTYN'Cwrd/Zca
85,1 see my wife wants me. The poor.wretch is terriblyjealous.

o. A vile, sorry, or despicable person; one of

opprobrious or reprehensible character; a mean or

contemptible creature. Also without article.

In very frequent use from C1300,
a. a 1000 Juliana 351 Hyre se feond oncwa:8, wrxeca waer-

leas wordum m^clde. c 1230 Halt Meid. 47 ]>u prokest me
to forgulten,..& waldes warpe me as wrecche i pi leirwite.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1074 £)at fulc vn-seli, . . 00 sori wrecches
of yuel blod. 1340 Ayenb. 25 pus him ioisseb and him
florifieb be wreche ine hisherte. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 169,
wolde be wreken on bis wrecches bat worchen so ille. 1402

Hoccleve Let. Cupid 310 The feythles wrechch how hath
ba him for-swore. a 1450 Medit. Life ff Pass. Christ 1139
Wib rugged nayles be wrecches wode Nailed him hard



WRETCH.
to be rode. x555 Phii.pot in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs

(1564) 230 Vnto me moste vile, sinnefull, wicked and

vnworthy wretch. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 337 These

wretches entred into the Princesse Chamber, and brake her

head. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Observ. $ Trav. fr.

London to HamburghC 4 b, [They] were amazed at the

ingratitude of the wretch. 1687 A. Lovei.l tr. Thevenofs

Trav. I. 104 The perfidious wretch Theseus abandoned the

poor Ariadne. 1715 De Foe Fain. Instruct, i. i, Wretch

that I am, how have I lived, as without God in the world.

1781 Cowper Ta/de-T. 30 Let etemal infamy pursue The
wretch to nought but his ambition true. 1805 J. Turnblll

Voy. xvii. (1813) 212 The wickedness of the wretch who
would import a cargo of spirituous liquors into the.. Society

Islands. 1855 Kingslev Westw. Ho t xxix, If I be wretch

enough to give place to the devil. 1883 D. C. Murray
Hearts xi, What wretches men were, to be sure !

0. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 78 pe wrecches [Camb. MS.
wrycches] of bis worlde is none ywar bi other, c 1440 York

Myst. xxxi.36oIfany wight with bis wriche any werse wate

werkis. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 1. 2 He ys not but a wryche

and slyme of erth.

y. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 118 Consume this

wratche with Brinstane. 1866- in Scottish glossaries, etc.

b. Used as a term of opprobrious address.

13 . . Sir Beues (A.) 1033 Brademond, olde wreche, . . Ertow
come Iosiane to feche? a 1400-50 Wars A /ex. 4005 'A!
wriches !

* quod be wale kyng, .

.
' Eftir be deth of ?our duke

quat deynes ^owe to stryue?' cxq&Ckev. Assigne 71 A,

kowarde of kynde,..& combred wrccche ! 154° Palsgr.

Acolastusiv. v.Vjb, Thou wretched person,.. thou wretche

that thou art. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 53 Tremble thou

Wretch. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I, (Globe) 93 Wretch !..look

back upon a mis-spent Life. 1810 Crabbe Borough xxii. 248

Wretch, dost thou repent? 1819 Shelley Cenci 1. iii. 00

Thou wretch ! Will none among this noble company Check

the abandoned villain ?

C. Used without serious imputation of bad

qualities.

1688 Prior Ode vii, Levelling at God his wand'nng Guess

..Laws to his Maker the learn 'd Wretch can give. 1834

Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding-Jw. i, Her 'wretch of a bus-

band', as she inwardly called him. 1847 Helps Friends

in C. 1. viii. 159 A wretch of a pedant who knows all about

tetrameters.

+ 4. A niggardly or parsimonious person; a

miser. Obs. (In later use chiefly Sc.)

1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 6203 pe wrecche saw hys
tresoure sperd, Andsette hym up yn hys bedde. 1340 Ayenb.

188 Uor to ssette be porses of be wrechchen J>et hi ne ssolle

by open to do elmesse. c 1386 Chaucer Melib. P 634 Vse.

.

thy richesses..that men haue no. .cause tocalle_th.ee neiber

wrecche ne chynche, 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xli. 5 Be nocht

a wreche, nor skerche in ^our spending. 1513 Douglas
Mneid vni. Prol. 53 The wrache walis and wi ingis for this

warldis wrak. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus II. i. H iij b, Snayles

..all the wynter season kepe theym within their shelles,

lyuynge lyke a wretche. a 1578 LiNDESAY(Pitscottie) Chron.

Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 318 All wratchis may tak example be this

man nocht to hurd vp thair siluir. 1673 Weuderburn Voc.

23 (Jam.), Est valde avarus, he is a great wretch,

t 5# A poor or paltry tiling. Obs. rare—*.

? a J300 Prov. Hendyng 202 pis worldes loue ys a wrecche.

6. Comb., as wretch-like.

1615 Chapman Odyss. iv. 961 Tb'abiect threshold [she]

chose Of her faire chamber, for her loth'd repose; And
mournd most wretch-like.

B. adj. f 1. Of persons : Poor ; miserable

;

deeply afflicted ; = Wretched a. 1. Obs.

a usa O.E. Chron. an. 1083, pa wreccan munecas la^on

onbuton bam weofode. 1154 Ibid. an. 1137, Wrecce men
sturuenof hungaer. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 125 Alswabaldeliche

mei be wrechesta mon clepian drihtan him to federe. c 1205

Lay. 6556 Wha se haefde nehedom, he hine makede wrsecche

mon. 1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4187 Alas bou wrecche mon,

woch mesaunture Ab be ybro^t in to bis stede.^ 13.. Guy
Wanv. (A.) 481 1 Sche was a wriche wiinan pat michel sorwe

so was an. 1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. vi. xiii. (Addit.

MS.), No man is more wrecche nobir hab more woo.. ban

he j>at hath an yuel wif. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy in.

4x51 Alias 1 I, woful creature,.. I, wreche woman. ci45°
Mirk's Festial 1. 47 penke how febull and how wrecche he

ys, when he ys bore. 1556 Olde Antichrist 158 The wretche

people thinks they haue holpen a soule. 1596 Spenser F.Q.
vi. ix. 30 It is the mynd. .That maketh wretch or happie.

t 2. Of conditions, etc. : — Wretched a. 2. Obs.

1x31 O. E. Chron. an. 1131, Crist rsede for ba wrecce

muneces of Burch & for baet wrecce stede. a 1200 in Fragm.
Mlfric"s Gram., etc. (1838) 5 ponne bib bet wraccche lif

iended. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4094 pat we after hor

wrecche de]? hor londes auonge. £ 1375 Cursor Af, 949
(Fairf), Wende out of bis louesom lande, in-to be wrecche
werlde bou gange. 1583 G. Babington Commandm. (1590)

60 Yet see, ah wretch, and woful plight, . .Thy goodnesse to

mee farre passeth all masters to their seruants.

| 3. Despicable ; vile ; reprehensible. Obs.
a 1200 Vices fy Virtues 103 Kiel mine wreche herte, be

is iattred of his manifealde fondinges. c 1290 Beket 1406

in S. Eng. Leg. I. 146 Ich drede for mine wrechche gultes

bat worse worth be ende. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9913 pe
wrecche luber giwes. c 1350 in Relig. L;,<rics 14th C. (1924) 50
To holi chirche. .pes bou sende, And to vs wreche sinful, lif

wyt-outen ende. 1387 Trevisa Higden 1 1 1. 33 Sardanapallus
was a man more wrecche ban eny womman.

f4. Of a paltry character ; = Whetchkd a. 3 b.

a 1250 Owl $ Night. 335 Euer croweb bi wrecche crey pat

he neswikeb nyht ne day.

t Wretch, v. Obs. Also 5 wrecche, Sc. 7
wreche, 8-9 wratch. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To render miserable.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vu. (1811)302 Y«fore namyd bisshop

. .contynuynge his tyrannyes, ..greued y* bisshop of Wyn-
Chester, and wretchyd nygh all y° londe.

2. intr. To be or become niggardly or parsi-

monious. Sc.

a X598 D. Fergusson Sc. Prov. (S.T.S.) 10 As the carle

365

riches be wretches [Kelly (1721) wretches]. 1633 W. Stru-
ther True Happiness 139 As the wretch wretcheth, the

more he is enriched. [1853 Trench Proverbs 104 The more
the carle riches he wretches.]

f Wre-tchcock. Obs. [Alteration of Wretch-
ock, prob. by misprint in the text of Jonson, and

adopted from this by Gifford.] « Wketchock.
_

1641 B. Jonson s Gipsies Metam. Wks. 50 The famous impe
yet grew a ,wretchcocke [1692 wretchcock]. 1816 Gifford

B. Jonson s Wks., Masque VII. 371 note, In every large

breed of domestic fowls, there is usually a miserable little

stunted creature.. ..This unfortunate abortive, the good-

wives, .call a wret[c]hcock.
m

1817 — Persius ii. 55 note,

The poor puny wretchcock in whom the good old grand-

mother sees the future son-in-law of kings.

tWre-tchdom. Obs. In 3-4 wrecche-,
wrechedom, 3 -dome, 4 -dom, -dam. [f.

Wretch sb. + -dom.] Misery; distress; baseness.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 232 Muchel godnesse hit is uorto icnowen
wel his owune wrecchedom, & his wocnesse. a 1275 Prov.

sElfred 705 in 0. E. Misc. 138 pe rede mon he is. .scolde, of

wrechedome he is king, a 1300 Cursor M. 31 13 In wreche.

dom er now all went. 13. . [see Wretcheddom].

Wretche, var. Wreche sb. Obs.

Wretched (re'tjed), a. Forms: a. 3-5 wrec-

ched (-ede, 4-5 -id, 4 -ide, 5 -yd, -et), 5 wrech-
ched (-id, -yd)

; 3-5 wreched (3-4 -ede, 3-5 -id,

4 -yde, 5-6 -yd, Sc. -it, -yt), 5 vrechid,

WTeached, 6 wreiched
; 5- wretched (5-6 -id,

-yd, Sc. -it, 6 wreteched). 0. 3-4 wrichede

(4 -ed, 5 -id), 4 wryched, 4-5 wricched, -id,

5 wryeched. 7. Sc. 5-6 wrachit (5 wrochit),

b wratchet, -6it, -it, ratchit. [Irreg. f. Wretch
a. + -ed 1. Cf. Wicked aA]
1. Of persons, etc. : Living in a state of misery,

poverty, or degradation ; sunk in distress or de-

jection; very miserable or unhappy.
a. it 1200 Vices <y Virtues 9 Danne ic wolde fle wrecchede

saule sa rewliche acwellan. a 1240 Wohunge in O. E. Horn.

I. 277 Ihesu . . riche ar tu . .
, and tah poure pu bicom for me,

westi and wrecched. a X300 Cursor ^7.24517 Alias I quat es

me nu to red, I wrechidest of all 1 ^1340 Hampole Pr.
Consc. 2426 Wreched saul,. .what may tliou say When pou
partes fra pe body away ? c 1374 Chauckr And, fy Arc. 60

pe wrechid Thebans bretheren two Were slayne. C1450
Myrr. our Ladye 7 So ye vouchsafe of youre tender charyte

. . to praye for oure right poure & full wretched soulle. ^ 1482

[see Wretchedful a.]. 1538 Starkf.y England n. i. 173
Pepul, wych now lyue in idulnes, wrechyd and pore, a 1592
Greene Alphonsus iv. iii, I am.. the wretchedst man aliue.

1622 Fletcher Prophetess m. i, We are no Spinsters; nor,

if you look upon us, So wretched as you take us. 1647
Cowley Mistr., My Heart Discovered yj What should the

wretched Widow do? ? 1705 Berkf.ley in Fraser Life{\fy\\

475 Man without God wretcheder than a stone or tree. 1795
Sol'thky Vis. Maid Orleans 11. 238 A most wretched band
Groan 'd underneath the bitter tyranny Of a fierce daemon.
1829 Hood Dream Eugene Aram xix, My wretched,

wretched soul. .Was at the Devil's price. 1858 Carlyi.k
Fredk. Gt. v, i, The poor exasperated Mother, wretchedest

and angriest of women. 188a J, Hawthorne Fort. Fool I.

xxiv, A mountain of it can't make you one hair's breadth
the happier or the wretcheder.
£. a 1340 11 weoLB. Psalter ii. 2 J>a ere fendis, bat bigiles

wricched saules.

y. X567 Gude «y Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 24 We wratcheit sinnaris

pure, Our sin lies vs forlorne.

b. abso/., in sing, or plural sense.

1388 Wyci.if Isaiah xvi. 4 For whi dust is endid, the
wretchid [1 3S2 the wrecche] is wastid ; he that defoulide the

lond failude. X576 Whetstone Rocke ofRegard 1. 41 marg.,

Others pleasures a griefe to the wretched. 1600 Shaks,
A. Y.L. in. v. 37 Who might be your mother That you insult,

exult, ..Ouer the wretched? 1730 Thomson Autumn 1192
Let These Insnare the wretched in the toils of law. 1794
Mrs. Radcuffe Myst. Udolplio liv, The delight of having
made the wretched happy, a 1806 H. K. White Remains
(1825) 306, I heard the wretched's groan, and mourn 'd the

wretched 's doom, 1844 Kinglake Eothen ii, The wretched
look often more picturesque than their betters,

2. Of conditions, etc. : Marked or distinguished

by misery or unhappiness; attended by distress, dis-

comfort, or sorrow.
a. C1200 Trin. Coil. Horn. 141 IIwu wunderlich was his

hider-cumeand hwu wrecchede his her-biwist, a ijpo Cursor
M. 949 >ee most leue pis lufsum land, Vnto be wreched werld

to gang, c X340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 557 pe bygynnyng of

man. .lis vile and wreched to behalde. 1377 Langl. P. PL
B. xv. 138 A wrecched houshehelde al his lyf tyme. ci45°

Cursor M. 9573 (Laud MS.), Here now my prayere Of this

wrecchid presou. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 47 Myserabul
penury and wrechyd pouerty. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 3 You
see howe in this wretcned wane our people doe decay. 1602

Shaks. Ham. nu iii. 67 Oh wretcned state I Oh bosome,
blackeas death ! 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. i. 1 5 The raging

Sword and wastful rire Destroy the wretched Neighbour-
hood around. 1719 De Foe Crusoe n. (Globe) 402 The
Savages, .killed them over again in a wretched^ Manner,
breaking their Arms. X785 Burns Winter Night ix, Think,

for a moment, on his wretched fate ! 1847 M cCulloch Acc.
Brit. Empire (ed. 3) II. 511 The disorderly and wretched
state of the population. 1855 Tennyson Maud 11, v. ii,

Wretchedest age, since Time began, They cannot even bury
a man.

ft. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vi.21 Iteslang senanydurst
come nere pat wricched place.

y. CX480 Henryson Prais ofAige 25 This wrachit warld

may na man trow. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche Prol. 209

In this wracheit vaill of sorrow. 1567 Gude .y Gailic B.

(S.T.S.) 57 Quhen fra this wratcheit lyfe we wend.

b. Of weather, etc : Causing discomfort ; very

unpleasant or uncomfortable.
17x1 Swift Jml. to Stella 27 Marck, A rainy wretched

WRETCHEDFUL,
scurvy day from morning till night. 1836 Dickens .$"£. Boz,

Streets—Night, It was such a wretched night out o' doors.

1888 Encycl.Dict. s.v., Wretched weather.

3. Distinguished by base, vile, or unworthy char-

acter or quality ; contemptible.

c 1250 Kent. Semi, in O. E. Misc. 28 \Jo ilke (jnges so bieth

bitere to bo wrichede flessce. c 1290 Codicem MS. Digby $6
(1S71) 99 Weilawei, wrecchede bait, nou bou shalt to bere.

a 1333 W. Hf.rkbert in Relig. Lyrics 14th C. (1924) 19 Dame,
help at be noede. . pat uor no wreched gult Ich boe to helle

y-pult. c 137S Lay Folks Mass Bk. (.MS. B.) 80 pat god
haue merci..of my wreched synfulnes. 1456 Sir (1. Have
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 172 Of this wrechit disobeysaunce
cummys untreuth. 1495 Rolls of Pari t. VI. 502/2 Their
cursed, myschevous and wreched purpose. 1529 More
Dyaloge in. xi. Wks. 226 We take suche a wretched pleasure

in the hearing of their sin. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 776

margin. Oh depe and wretched dissimulation ! 1608 Topsell
Serpents 278 The wretched nature of the young man, and his

extreame impietie. X652 Urqlhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 213

Compatriots infected with the same leprosy of a wretched

peevishness whereof those, .rapacious varleis have given

such cannibal-like proofs. 1720 T. Innes Crit. Essay (1879)

311 Knox himself, .led on the furious mob in this wretched

expedition. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759' !• '»• io9 The
wretched Circumstances which put an end to our Lord's life.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Pawn. Shop, Where the practised

smile is a wretched mockery of the misery of the heart.

1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. ix. 421 The thing was
clearly some wretched court intrigue.

b. Of a poor, mean, or paltry character; mean,
worthless; sorry, trifling.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 403 Quhen sic a knycht, sa richt

vorthy As this is.., In-to sic peril! has hym set To vyn
ane vrechit hamlet, c 1450 Caigrave St. Augustine 46

His clobis-.wer not ouyr costful, ne ouyr wrecched. 1450
Lincoln Diocese Doc. 45, I gyff. .my wrechid body to be

Beryd in a chitte with-owte any kyste. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. ill. 265 This wretcned victory they shall

obteine, where.. the Lord shal suffer them to ouerspreade

the darknes of lyes. 1637 Milton Lycidas 124 Their lean

and flashy songs Grate on their scrannel Pipes of wretched
straw. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy, Ambass. 274 He
who play'd upon the Timbrel accompany'd with a wretched

inharmonious Voice. Ibid. 406 A wretched coarse Cloth.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 13 f 6 The wretched Taste of his

Audience. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World (1757} 207

A paper written in such wretched Spanish as we could

muster up amongst us. 1778 E. Harwood Eds. Classics

(ed. 2) 5 Editions, .printed on wretched paper. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1. 185 That still wretcheder apology

for a coat. 1855 Macau lav Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 263 So
wretched had his education been. 1891 Farkar Darkn. \-

Dawn xxx, The wretched little islets ofGyara and Tremerus.

4. Of persons, etc. : Contemptible in character or

quality; despicable, reprehensible ; baleful.

C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 79 There stode a

dragon,.. Wretched and skaled al wyth asure. c 1440 A /ph.

Tales 82 [When] he hard bis clauce red,.. bis wrichid clerk

made a skorn berat St sayd bat it was fals. 1460 Capgrave
Chron. (Roll-0 C2 Nero.., of alle men wiecchidhest, redy to

alle maner Tices. CX470 Henry Wallace yn.
'
400 Had

he the warld, and be wrachit off hart, He is no lord as

to the worthines. 15*6 I'ilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 37 b,

Al though they be wretched lyuers & noughty packes. 1560

tr. Fisher*t Godly Treat. Prayer C j b, Euery man, be he

neuer so extreme and wretched asynner. cxs8s[R. Brown k]

Answ. Cartwright 68 To eate the Lordes supper with

open vnrepentant & wretched persons is not lawfull. 1710

Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knwl. § 92 The absurdities of

every wretched sect of Atheists. X809-10 Coleridge Friend
(18651 107 The wretched tyrant- had exhausted the whole
magazine of animal terror. 1855 Tennyson Maudx. ii, At
war with myself and a wretched race, Sick, sick to the heart

of life, am I.

transf. 1853 Kane Grinndl Ext. xxxi. (1856) 266 The
icebergs are wretched enemies in the dark.

5. Of persons or animals : Poor in ability, capa-

city, character, etc.

c 148aMonkofEvesham (Arb.) 85 On spurre with the whiche
be was compellid to stere his wrechid kors to renne. 1577

B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. m. 150 Such as are farrowed

in winter are commonly poore and wretched. 1668 Evelyn
tr. Freart's Idea Perf. Paint. 16 By the hand of some
wretched Dauber. 1860 Sala Lady Chesterfield 31 The
women who make the wretchedest wives in the world. X864

Pusey Led. Daniel (1876) 363 Daniel's omission of the

wretched kings between Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzaa

+ 6. Niggardly; miserly. (Cf. Wretch v.2) Obs.

165a Urquhakt yiml Wks. (1834) 280 1 hat the minister

is the greediest man in the parish, . .and that the richer they

become, .the more wretched ihey are.

7. Comb., as + wretched-fated, -witched, and esp.

wretched-looking:
159X Sylvester Iv/y 425 People.. Pleas'd wifri the blaze,

do, wretched-witched Elves, For fuell (fooles) cast-in their

willing Selves. i6i$Cf<Aes\A*i Odyss. xx. 50 Thou mostsowre,

and wietched-fatedman Of all that breath! i8i7.J.Scoit

Pans Revisit, (ed. 4) 74 The single wretched-looking horse

of each, half drowned in the torrent. 1839 Penny Cycl. XU .

383/2 The cattle of the district are in genera wretched-

looking. X864 A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock 295 The
wretched-looking farm-houses of former years.

Hence f Wre-tcheddom, misery. Obs.

<ri3»o Cast. Leve 408 Hc.tyed hym. .To wreccheddam

[v.r. wrecchedamj and serwe i-nou3.

fWrctchedfal, <*• Obs. [var. of \V ketch-

ful a., after prec] Full of misery; miserable,

wretched.
138a Wyclif Judg. v. 27 Cisaram. .was wraprnd bifore the

feet of hir, and he lay out of lijf, and wretchidful. c 14*0

Prymer 69 What schal y banne, mo^ wrechidful, benke?

CX4aS in Anglia X. 343/1 Wrecthedefulle & sorowfulle bou

scbalt abyde be grace of be hye iustyse. 148a Monk of
Evesham (Arb) 36, I herde and sawc.the wrech;d com-

panyes of men and women ouer wrechidful bouuden to gedyr.



WRETCHEDHEDE.

t Wre'tchedhede. Obs. In 3-4 wrecched-

(4 wrocched-), 4 vrrecchid-, 3-4 wrecMd-, 3-5

wrechedhede (4 -hed, 5 -heed), [f. Wretched
a. + -hctk Hede 2. Cf. Wretchhead.] The state

or condition of being a wretch or wretched person

;

wretchedness, misery.

a1300.fi. £..P.i<z/^>-cvi.4itGodlhe!pedpourefrawrecched-

hede. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 23 Crist . . us teches For to forsak

this werdes winne Ful ofwrechedhed and sinne. 13. . Cursor

M. 1 141 (G5tt), For pi ill wreched-hede [Trill, wrecched

hede] pa sal lede euer pi liif in nede. a 1400 in Relig. Lyrics

14th C. (1924) 240 Whan y penk vp-on my dede.., Dede
tornep into wrecchidhede.

Wretchedly (re-tfedli), adv. [f. as prec.+

-ly 2.] In a wretched manner.

1. In a miserable or unhappy fashion ; with great

misery, discomfort, distress, or unhappiness

;

miserably.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9459 Quen he sa wrechedli had tint His

heritage, c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 842 pus w rechedly

endes be lyfofraan. C1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 251 Thei

lyven fulle wrecched-liche; and thei eten but ones in the

day. 1 c 1410 Latitcrne ofLift 51 Art bou not panne wiechidll

diuidid in j)i silf? c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 5 Adam..fel so

wretchydlyintosynne. 1538 Starkey England-^ Forlake

therof [sc. food] many . . lyue veray wrechydly. 1562 J.

Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 82 Tyll death from this

lyfe, did hir wretchedly fetche. 1652 BeNLOWES Tiicoph. I.

lxxxvi, Ciest-fall'u by sin, how wretchedly I stray, a 1667

Cowley Ess., Liberty r 7 Thus wretchedly the precious day-

is lost. 1763 Museum Rust. IV. 403 It is our lots to be so

wretchedly situated.. as to be content with forty shillings

per cowper annum, nett profit. 1817 Byron Manfred 11. i.

77, 1 can bear—However wretchedly. .— In life what others

could not brook to dream. 1867 Mourns Jason IX. 76 This

bcJy. .In thy despite here mangled wretchedly. 1868 Free-

hah Norm. Conq.(ii-n) II. yiii. 187 Arnulf.. drove him out

to die wretchedly in exile.

b. In a way suggestive of indisposition or bad

health.

1728 Young Love of Fame vi. 232 Methinks I look so

wretchedly to-day ! 1797 Jane Austen Sense <y Sens, xxx,

Though looking most wretchedly, she ate more.

2. So as to cause, or involve in, misery, distress,

or discomfort.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5049 pe wreche . . pat bus wrecched-

liche vs drifp out of vre kunde londe. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye
11. 190 Wretchedly caste oute from the glory of paradysc.

a 1548 Hall Chrou., Edw. IV, 223 b, The hepyng of synne

vpon synne, wretchedly by his aunceters. a 17*0 Evelyn
Diary 8 July 1656, A faire towne, but now wretchedly de-

molished by the late siege. 1828-32 Webster s.v., The
prisoners were wretchedly lodged.

f 3. Sc. In a miserly or niggardly manner. Obs.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvi. 21 Sum gevis to littill full

wretchitly, That his giftis ar not set by.

4. Qualifying adjs. (or advs.) : To a distressing,

vexing, or unsatisfactory degree ; deplorably, very

badly ; = Miserably aJv. 5.

In the trivial use frequent from c 1830.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. 76 They are wretchedlye

blynde, for want of lyuelye knowlege in the sacred scriptures.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. xix. Wks. 1686 III. 219 Sloth is a

base quality, the argument of a mind wretchedly degenerate

and mean. 1696 Stanhope Chr. Pattern I. iii. (1700) 8

Both Error and Vice do. -so wretchedly abound, ^1700
Evelyn Diary 23 July 1679, The land all about wretchedly

barren. 1810 Laoy Granville Lett. (1894) I. 4 Miss Berry

. .looking wretchedly ill. 1830 Greville Mem. 5 Feb.

(1875) I. 275 They are wretchedly off for speakers. 1858

Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 65 You will find it a wretchedly

stupid letter. 1879 M cCarthy Oivii Times xxv\i. II. 306 The
hospitals were in a wretchedly disorganised condition.

5. In an inexpert, unsatisfactory, or crude manner;
inefficiently, unskilfully, very poorly.

1677 Miege Fr. Diet. ii. s.v., To do a thing wretchedly, .

.

faire inal quelqtie chose, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 July
1656, A statue of Coilus in wood, wretchedly carved. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 136, I made me a Suit of Cloaths

wholly of these Skins;.. they were wretchedly made. 1757
[Burke] Europ. Scttlem. Amer. vn. xxvii. II. 269 The
capital.. was a small place wretchedly fortified. 1778 E.
Harwood Eds. Classics (ed. 2) 59 This Edition wretchedly
reprinted, Francof. 1690. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl.l. xxvi.

349 We are wretchedly prepared for another winter on
board. 1881 -Miss Braddon Asphodel II. 16 Lina, dearest,

. .you were playing [billiards] almost as wretchedly as I.

Wretchedness (re'tjednes). [f. as prec.

+

-KE3S.] The state or quality of being wretched.

1. A condition of discomfort or distress caused by

privation, poverty, misfortune, adversity, or the

like; great misery or unhappiness.

In very frequent use from c 1375.

a. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6102 pe day of wrethe and

of wrechednes. c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 67 Yet hath

this brid .
.Leuere in a fforest that is rude and coold Goon

ete wormes, and swich wrecchednesse. c 1440 Gcsla Rom.
vii. 19 Thenne.. cornyth a3en..our lord, whenne bat he

hath pyte of our wretchidnesse. 1471 Caxton Recuyell

(Sommer) 448 Yf thou were in the abysmes of wrecchidnes

and myseryes. 1526 Pilgr. Peif. (W. de W. 153O 37, H=

cast hym out into this vale of mysery and wretchednes.

1596 Spenser Slate tret. Wks. (Globe) 614/1 When they are

weary of warres, and brought downe to extreeme wretched,

ness. 1605SHAKS. Leariv.vi. 61 Is wretchednessedepriu'd

that benefit To end it selfe by death ? 1679 Dryden Pre/.

to Troil. $ Cress, ad fin., Consider the wretchedness of his

condition. 1742 Young Nt. Tk. i. 229 Thought, busy

thought 1 . . Strays (wretched rover !) o'er the pleasing Past

:

In quest of wretchedness perversely strays. 1760 D. Webb
tnq. Beauties Painting i6r A fine image of hopeless wretch-

edness, of consuming grief. 1820 Svd. Smith Wks. (1850)

302 The manifold wretchedness to which the poor Irish

366

tenant is liable. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xlv, The great 1

manufacturing town reeking with lean misery and hungry

wretchedness. 1887 Bruce Smith Liberty $ Liberalism

615 What we call ' wretchedness, unhappiness, and sin are

the inevitable results of the gap which does ..exist between

our powers and our aspirations.
,

J3. a 1340 Hampole Psalter ii. 1 1 pe dred ofgod is noght of

wricchidnes bot of ioy. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxn. 124

Pai litfe with grete wricchedness and scantness.

y. C1480 Henrvson Praisof Aige 12 Wrachitness his

[ = has] turnyt al fra weil to vo.

b. A cause or occasion of misery.

1382 Wvclif fames v. j Do now, 3e riche men, wepe ?e,

aoulynge in }oure wrecchidnessis that shulen come to 30U.

c 1410 Lanterue if Litf 49 pis a sorowful vanite & a greete

wrecchidnes. C1450 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 242 How grete

tormentes & ho%v grete wretchednesses they gather and hepe

to theyr owne sowles. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 1. 11, Call not

the Past Time, with all its confused wretchednesses, a lost

one. 1893 A mer. Mission. (N.Y.) Dec. 436 To these vices .. is

added now a new wretchedness,. .the vice of drunkenness.

2. The condition or character of being base or

vile, odious or contemptible ; despicableness, mean-

ness, badness.

13 . . Cursor M. 10887 (Gott.), Widuten sinne and wrecched-

nes Sal pu be mayden as pu es. Ibid. 17288+273 Als mikel OS

scho loued bifore pe dele & wricchednes, Als mikel. .loued

scho crist thoru hir grete godenes. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 7

Jif it so befalle pat any of be bretherhede falle in pouerte. . so

it benat on hymselue along, thorw3 his owne wrecchednesse.

C1450 Lovelich Grail xliii. 413 For more they loven wrech-

chednesse Thanne hevenely thing, c 1475 Bk. Noblesse

(Roxb.) 51 Therfor ye oughte. .conceyve the gret adversite

that fallithe to us is. .only for synne and wrecchidnes. 1513
Bradshaw St. Werburge 11. 2010 For baudy balades full of

wretchednes. 1546 Langley tr. Pel. Verg. de Invent. IV. i.

Sib, They.. returned to their old wretchednes and sinful

abhominacions. 1617 Woodallc7m>£. JI/<ir>Pref.,Wks.(i639)

Cj, Censuring other men in many things, but not perceiving

their own wretchedness at all. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks.

1851 IV. 345 The guilt of his own wretchednes. 1649 —
Eikon. Pref., [Their] Pulpit-stufle. . hath bin the. .perpetu-

all infusion of servility and wretchedness to all thir hearers.

1755 Johnson, Wretchedness, . . despicableness.

•fb. A base or reprehensible action; a vicious

trait, deed, etc. Obs.

CJ380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 171 pei..tellen lesyngis &
wrecchidnessis of synnis. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 795
[To] doon so heigh a cherlyssh wrecchednesse Agayns
franchise and alle gentillesse.

f 3. Sc. The state or condition of being miserly

or parsimonious ; niggardliness, miserliness. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vlll. 526 Thai sawft na Sotheroun

for thair gret riches ; Off sic koffre he callit bot wretchitnes.

1:1500 Lancelot 1857 Wrechitnes richt so..Haith Realmys
maid ful desolat & barre. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxi. 4
He that hes gold and grit richess, . . And levis in to wrechit-

ness, He wirkis sorrow to him sell.

4. The state or condition of being mean, sorry,

or paltry; inferiority, worthlessness.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIII. 39 His seventh assertion, .is

..a curious specimen of the wretchedness of his information.

1828-32 Webster S.V., The wretchedness of a performance.

5. The fact or character of being uncomfortable

or unpleasant ; discomfort.

1836 Dickens Si. Boz, Streets—Night, After a little con.

versation about the wretchedness of the weather. 1888

Harper's Mag. Oct. 782 The gray wretchedness of the

afternoon was a fit prelude to Barra.

t Wretchfnl, a. Obs. Forms: (see quots.).

[Irreg. f. Wretch sb. and a. + -ECL. Cf. Wretched-
ful a.] Wretched ; miserable ; unhappy.
1382 Wvclif Eccl. v. 15 Wreccheful forsothe infirmyte

;

what maner he cam, so he shal turne a3een. — Rev. iii. 17

Thou art a wrecche, and wrechful [1388 wretcheful], and
pore, and blynd, and nakid.

T Wretchliead. Obs. In 2 wreccehed, 2-4

wrec-, 3-4 vrreec-, wrechhede, 3 wrecchehed,
wreeehade, 5 wTeeheheed. [f. as prec. + -head.

Cf. WRETCHEDHEDE.] = WRETCHEDNESS I.

Frequent in Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137, Wes namre £eet mare
wreceehed on land, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 pas beues..bo3
po pet weren imakede engles in houene, and fellen ut for

hore wrechede. a 1200 Vices t, Virtues 21 We oankieS gode
..oe 3ewhaued of oessere michele wreeehade ibroht. Ibid.

95 purh hwam ic am. .on mani^es keunes wrecchades, sori

and sorhfull. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1219 Hwanne ic iseo

per sum wrecchede Is cumynde neyh inoh ic grede. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 292/133 pencil noupe, louerd, on mine
wrechhede ! 13.. Chron. R. Glouc. (MS. Digby 205) 5053
Nowe we ben. .Dryuen oute clencwith sorwe & wreche-
hede [v.rr. wrechede, wrechhede, wrecheheed].

Wre toilless (re'tjles), a. 1 0bs. [Erron. form
of retchless, obs. var. of Reckless a.]

Also 1609 Daniel Compl. Rosamond Iii, 1617 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. 385, 1662 — Serin, vl. § 33 (in Eccl. Pol. 302), 1669
Heylyn Cosmogr. II. 200, 1689 Sanderson Serm. 389, 1710
Cowley Cutter Colman St. Pref., 1714 Quarles Feastfor
Worms Med. i, where however the earlier edd. have rech-,

retch{e)lesse, retchless.

1. Of persons : Heedless, careless, imprudent ; =
Reckless a. 1.

1598 Tofte Alba (1880) 85 Thus (carefull I) doe care for

careless thee, Whilst wretchles thou, makst no account of
mee. 1617 Greene's Arbasto v. D 3, A fit reuenge for so
wretchlesse an enemy. 1643 Prynne Sov. Pcnver Pari. iv.

App. 20 The people fell away from their wretchlesse and
lascivious king. 1666 [see Reckless a. 1]. 1681 Gesta
Rom.v. B 3, This young Lord, .sought many Realms, and
found many wretchless fools. 1853 Trench Prov. (ed. 2)

136 The motto of some, who.. become utterly wretchless,

caring not. .how much further they advance.

2. Heedless ^/"something ; = Reckless a. 2.

WBETHE.
1661 Rust Origen's Opin. 37 Some in their charge, who

. . are . . wretchless and insensible of all wholesome counsels.

3, Marked or characterized by heedlessness or

carelessness ; = Reckless a. 3.

1607 Topsell Four.f. Beasts 473 The vnmercifull regard

which wretchlesse and childish mindes beare towardes the

greatest labors and deserts of the best men. 1633 [see

Reckless a. 3]. 1656 Osborne Observ. Turks § 15 This

..doth often hurry such as have had their hopes deluded.,

into wretchlesse Infidelity. 1673 Allestree Lady's Call-

ing I. v. § 26 The comprehensive description of the most
wretcnless profligated state of sin.

Hence + Wre'tchlessly adv. Obs.

1615 Dod & Cleaver Expos. Prov. 87 Hee doth vpbraid

him with., folly, which would so wretchlesly, and sinfully de-

part with that. ?i6.. in Strypes Eccl. Mem. III. App. 124

Cursed are al they that do the Lord's busines wretchlesly.

WretchlessneSS (re-ljlesnes). Now only

arch. [Erron. form of retchlesnes, obs. var. of

Recklessness. Cf. Reckless a.]

Also 1634 Raleigh Ilist. World IV. iii. §5, 1718 Daniel

Civ. Wars v. xxi, where however the earlier edd. have

retchlesues{se, etc.

1. The condition or quality of being reckless or

heedless ; recklessness.

1625 Pukcuas Pilgrims 11. 1304 [A language] corrupted not

so much by the mixture of other Tongues, as through a

supine wretchlesnesse. 1647 Hammond Poioer of Keys iv.

113 The pride and self-conceit of some, the wretchlesnes of

others. 1673 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. 11. 455. for any

men to have the Doctor's . . sentence of Predestination alway

before them, is no way. .apt to beget either despair or

wretchlessness.

1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho I vii, Till lately, from my youth

up,T w-as given over to all wretchlessness and unclean living.

i860 A. L. Windsor Ethica iv. 209 To the wretchlessness of

human nature his mind . . must have been peculiarly sensitive.

2. Disregard or neglect of something.

Frequent in echoes of quot. 163a

1630 Articles Ch. England xvii. C 2, Whereby the Devil

doth thrust them either into desperation, or into wretchles-

ness [earlier edd. recli(e)lesnesse) of most unclean living.

[1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823) I. 171 To drive man
to absolute despair and thence (as our Church expresses it)

to complete wretchlessness of unclean living.] 1882 Farrar

Early Chr. I. 377 What a rare insolence and wretchlessness

of sin must be involved in such expressions. 1892 Sat. Rev.

17 Dec. 719/2 His fault-finding is due to wretchlessness of

most unclean desperation in him.

f "Wretchly, a. Obs. rare. In 2-3 wreehelich.

[f. Wretch sb. +-LY 1
.] Wretched, miserable.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Adam. . ferde ut fram pe fulle

edinesse of paradis in to besse wrecheliche hateringe of pisse

woreUe .

t Wre'tchly, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 wraeecne-

liche, wTeeehelij, 3-4 -lyohe, 4 wrecheli, 5 Sc.

WTechly. [f. Wretch a. + -ly 2.] In a wretched

or distressing manner ; miserably.

ci2ooOrmin 3326 And tohh patt Godd wass. .wundenn

par swa wrecchelia. Wij>p clutess inn an cribbe. c 1205 Lay.

12096 Ne miSte hit na mon telle pet weoren a:i wimman Swa
wra;cchelichen atojene. Ibid. 30554 pa wes he wrseccheliche

of-lust after deores flajsce. 1340-70 Alex. £ Dind. 88, I

wrouthe wrecheli now & wrapede drihten. 13. .
Chron. R.

Glouc. (Hearne) 9157 Ac [pe] kyng..nom hym vaste, And 111

prison hym huld, S wrecchdyche he deyde atte lasle. c 1375

Sc Leg. Saints xxiii. (Seven Sleepers) 161 Sa pat pai suld..

for hungyre de wrechly.

So t Wre'tchlike adv. Obs. rare*1
.

c 1200 Ormin 3708 To libbenn her onn eorbe Full wrecche.

like inn uselldom Off metess & off clapess.

t Wre'tchness. Obs. rare. In4-5wreche-

nesse, 5 -nys.wrrachenes. [f. Wretch a. + -ness.]

Wretchedness; misery; a cause or source of dis-

tress. .

a 1330 W. Herebf.rt in Rel. Ant. II. 227 What 1 ich vol

of wrechenesse, hou shal ich take opon, When ich no god ne

bringe to-vore the domes mon ! 1382 Wvclif Job xxx. 1 2 At

the ri3t of the est my wrecchenesses anoon risen. 14.. in

Walter of Henley s Husb. (1890) 42 The hard change off

fortune .discendlthe..to myche vnease or wrechenys. 1483

Act 1 Rich. ttf,c 2 Mony worshipfull men .
.weie compelled

..to lyffin greate penurie and wrechenesse.

Wretchock (retjak). Now dial. Also 6

wr-etchocke, -ecke, 7 -ocke. [f. Wretch sb. +

-ock. Cf. W'retchcock.] The smallest or weakest

of a brood, etc. ; a puny fowl; a diminutive person,

little wretch.
a 1520 Skelton E. Rnmmyng Af>h The goslenges were un-

tyde ; Elj nour began to chyde, They be wretchockes [v.rr.

wrethocke(s) thou hast brought, They are shyre shakyng

nought I 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 87 Lerned

philosophers.. are the dryest, Uanist, ill-favonddist, abiect-

ist, base-mind[e]dist carrions and wretcheckes that ever you

sett your eie on. 1621 B. Jonson Gypsies Metalil. in Hora-

tins, etc (1640) 48 The famous Impe yet grew a wretchocke

[Heber MS. wretchock], and.. for seven years together he

i was carefully carried at his Mothers back. 1903 R. M.
Gilchrist Beggars Manor 223 She can't have gone of her

1 own account; the poor wretchock dotes on you. 1905

Eng. Dial. Diet., Wretchock,.. the smallest pig of a litter,

s. Wor[cesterJ.

Wrete, obs. var. Wabt sb. ; obs. pa. t. and pa.

pple. of Write v. Wreten, obs. f. written, pa.

pple. of Write v. Wroth, obs. f. Wreath,
Wreathe v. ; obs. Sc. f. Wroth a.

t Wrethe, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 1 wrseifo, -u,

wrsepu, 2 wrsepe, 3 wrefte, 3-5 wreth, 4-6

wrethe, 6 St. wTeath.. P. north. 4-5 wrythe,

5 WTith(e, Sc. wryth. [OE. wrktto (also wrdSo),

wrtkjiu (f. wrap Wroth o.), = MLG. wredt. ON.



WRETHE. 367 WRIGGLE.
*wreiSi (Norw. vreide ; MSw. wredhe, vredhe, Sw.
and Da. vrede), reidi (Icel. reidi, Norw. reide). A
different OE. formation is represented by Wrath sb.]

1. Violent anger; = Wrath sb. i. Also in the

phr. be ( = by), but, for; of, in, on, through , with
wrethe.
c 950 Liudif. Gosp. Mark iii. 21 And mi55y ^eherdon his

eodon to haldanne hine, cuoedon fori'ton baitte on wrxoo [ L,

infurorem\ ^ecerred wss. c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. F,)an.
iosi.Forbanhi waeran intinga bare wra^e 5e was betwyx him
& cian cinge. c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 33 Yef se
deuel us willea-cumijriburch serine, .ober burh wrebe. C1250
Gen. $ Ex. 482 Lamech wi5 wre^e is knape nam. (21300
Cursor M. 10049 Moght in hir nober be wreth ne het, Hir
tholmodeues it was sa gret. c 1330 Amis <$• A mil. 830 Lete
thi Wiethe first ouergon, Y pray the. C 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xlii. (Agatha) 121 In wryth quyncyane bad gef hire buffet is.

a 1400 Sir Degrev. (Thornton MS.) 299 (Halliwell), Thus
thay fighte in the frythe, With waa wroke thny thaire
wrythe. 1422 Yong tr. Secreta Secret. 135 Hatredyn en*
gendryth wronge and wrethe. c 1440 Eng. Conq. Ireland
75 But in nothynge thaymyght acorde, & begon to de-pert,
as in wrethe. 1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Wrethe, angre, courroux

t

maltalent. 1587 W. Fowler Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 53 Sometyrnes
through wreath, I forced was.. To te.ire them all in peaces
small.

Person!/, c 1420 Lvdg. Assembly ofGods 624 Wrethe be-
strode a wylde bore, and next hem gan ryde.
transf. CJ.475 Partenay 231 An huge bore of meruelous

wreth.

2. A fit or display of wrath ; a Wrath sb. 2.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 865 (Dubl. MS.), Sir, lat bi wrethes
all wende. 1434 Misvn Mending Life 117 Wrethis, hatredis,

detractions mekely sufTyr.

3. Of the Deity : — Weath sb, 4 a.

cgoo Rituale Eccl. Dunelm. (Surtees) n In alle sooTsest*
[nis] Sinse ymbvoended[L. avertatur]. ,wrse6o Sin. a 1023
Wui.fsian Horn. (1883) 174 Hrefb eal folc.micele wnebe
jet gode burh his inne gilt, a 1300 Cursor M. 27362 O bat
soruful dai o pain,, .pe dai o wretn, o quak and soru. C1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 1552 parewyth bat wreth God bat sese
all ; And his wreth at be last sail with bam mete. 1387
Tsevisa Higden 1. 191 pat tyme bat Egipt was i smyte wif>
God all my^ties wrethe. £1420 [see Wreak sb. i\.

4. Injury, hurt, harm. rare.
c 1400 Melayne 96 Wende thy wayc.To Charles.. & he

sail wreke thy wrethis alle. c 1440 Done Florence 1613
Hys mowthe, hys nose, braste owt on blood, Forthe at the
chaumbur dore he yode, For drede of more Wiethe.

Wrethe : see Wreath, Wreathe v., Writ sb.

t Wrethe, v. 1 Obs. Forms : a. 1 Northumb.
wreeUan (wurse'San), 2-3 wretSen (3 werflen), 5
wrethyn; 4 wrej>i, 4-5 wrepe, wreth(e, 5 Sc.

wreyth. 0. 5 north, writhe. [OK. wrzedan,

causative verb f. wrdp Wroth a. Cf. WuorH v.]

1. trans. Of persons (or things}: To make angry
;

to vex, an^er, irritate. — Weath v. 2.

In frequent use from c 1300 to c 1400.
C900 Rituale Eccl. Dunelm. (Surtees) 107 Secyng\.mi5 fly

piherde wrajflde & sende her?;vm sinvm. C950 Lindisf.
Gosp. Matt, xviii. 34 And wuraedde [L. iratus] hlaferd his

^esalde hine oacm pinerum. tfi-175 Lamb. Horn. 39 Bute
we inwarliche imilcien and for^euen ban monne be us
wreoeS and sceandet. c 1230 Hall Meid. (1922) 38 For moni
bing schal ham wreaden & gremien. a 1240 Ureisun in

O. E. Horn. 197 pet ich fle wreflede sume si5e hit oie
1 eowe S sore. 13 . . Seuyn Sages (W.) 3461 Sir, ye er wrethed
wrang; That sal ye wit wele or I gang. 1375 Barbour
liruce xvit. 45 Gif he tuk till his helping, Ane or othir suld
wrethit be. 1422 Yomg tr. Secreta Secret. 199 God.. no man
refusyth, haue he neuer so myche hym wrethyd. CI473
Partenay 2856 More neuer ne was woer. .Then ofif that he
hade wrethed so Rnymounde,

b. reft. To wax angry ; = Wrath v. 3.

c 1205 Lav. 9214 pe kaeisere hine wrsedde, pe wurs him wes
on heorte. a 1300 Cursor Af. 18221 Wit bis can iesus him
to wreth. a 1340 Hampole Psalter vii. 12 God is rightwis
iugej..he wrethis him noght ilk day. c 1400 Yivaine ty
Ga~v. 99i For na thing that thou mai sayn, Wil i me wreth.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mantwdc in. xxxii. (1869) 153 Nature
wolde wretthe hire if man [etc.].

C. impers. = Anger v. 2 b.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4639 Or ellis 30W writhis with ?our
wele, for }e na welth haue !

2. intr. To become or be angry ; = Wrath v. I.

C900 Rituale Eccl. Dunelm. (Surtees) 197 WraecV3e..diwl
[L. fremuit diabulus], cq$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 22
E&mielc seoe urae<5es bnSere his. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 33
Tobreoke anes eorSliches monnes heste, he wile wre<5e wio
be, a 1225 Juliana 13 (Bodl. MS.), Affrican wreaSede &
swor swi^e deopliche. c 1250 Gen. <V Ex. 1584 Be Su 3er.

.

til esau E5e mo'Vd be, 3e wreSed nu. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter ii. 12 Gripes disciplyne, leswlien lord wreth : and ^e
erisch fra rightwis way. 1387 Trevisa Higden V. 207 pat
e schulde whanne he gan to wrebe seie ofte and by ordre

foure and twenty lettres of Grewe. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.
3S93 Pen be berne writhis, Fandis him first on be*fore, & all

folo^es eftir. 14. . Titus fy Vesp. (Roxb.) 1404 (Addit. MS.
10036), Thei wrebed with him for his sawe. c 147s Partenay
4853 It was for his syne That his fader had wrethed heuylyso.

3. trans. To be angry with (a person) ; = Wrath
v.4.
£1420 Chaucer's Troylus m.17 4 (Had. MS. 2280), Nynylfl]

forbere if bat ^e don amys To wreth ^ow. c 1500 Poems Gray
MS. (S.T.S.) 46 Ojuhy wrethis bou me ? I greif be nocht.

Hence f Wre*thed ppl. a. ; f Wrething' vbl. sb.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter vi. 1 He sail be seen til ill men
as *wrethid and as wode, 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv.

136 The crewell work of wretheit womanheid. a 1300
Cursor M. 29511 Quen man. .wit 'wrething wode, Gis nis
sentence on ani man. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5036 Lefe of
bi wordis, For writhing of \>\x wale treeis, & willne bairn na
mare. 1423 Jas. I K'ingis Q. cxlvl, By quhois effectis grete
5e movit are to wrething.

C

t Wrethe, ^'. 2 Obs. In I wrejjian, wreSian
(wree'5-), 3 wreotSien. l[OE. wreiiian (also a -,££-,

under-tvrehian), f. ivradu support, etc., = OS.
•wredian. ghuredian.~\

1. trans. To prop or hold up ; to support or

sustain. Also in fig. context. (Only OE.)
c888 /Elfrkd Boeth. xxi, Heora a-lc [sc. creature] wincS

wi&oSer, is: be;ib wrae5e6o3er, baet hie ne moton toslupan.
C890 W^GRFERTH tr. Gregory's Dial. 175 Wrebiende [L.srts-

tenans] batydran limu betwyh his ^ingrenahandum, a 1000
Andreas 523 iGr.), Se Se rodor ahof & ^efxstnode fulmuin
sinum, worhte & wieSede.

2. refi. To support (oneself) by leaning upon
another; - Lean v. 1 2 b. Aho fig.

a 1225 Ancr, R. 252_jif bet heo wergeS, eut-richnn wreo3e5
him bi oSer. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 857 Alle beos writeres
writes pet 3e wreodie6 ow on.

3. intr. To rely on, depend upon, a person.
a 1225 Ancr. R . 142 pet heo owun to beon of so holi liue

bet..al Cristene uolc leonie & wreoSie upon ham. (11225

Leg. Kath. 1327 We ne cunnen. . waipen na word a^ein to

weorrin ne to wreASen him bet ha wreo3eS on.

Wrethen, -in, obs. or Sc. varr. Wreathen
ppl. a. Wrether hail, var. Wrother-heal Obs.

tWrethful, a. Obs. [Early ME. wredful, f.

it/rede Wrethe sb. + -ful. Cf. Wrathful a.,

\\
r

ROTHFUL rt.]

1. Of persons: Angry, irate ; = Wrathful a. 1.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Heo wes.-H^ere and .swikel, and
wreOful and ontful. a 1225 Ancr. R.11S Pel! lean is aleane
fowel, so weamod & so wreoful )><:t [etc.]. c 1340 Hampole
Pr. Const'. 5107 Ihesu Crist, pat til bam sua wrethfnl sal

seme \>zn. 1387 Trevisa Higden IV. 207 For he was ..

wrebful,and privelicbe envious and opounlicbe disceyvable.

1422 Von'gk tr. Secreta Secret. 233 He that hath a sharpe
noose and smale, he is wrethfull.

absol. a 1225 Ancr, R. 212 f^e wre3fule biuoren \>e ueonde
skinned mid kniues. 1340 Ayenb. 30 pe bridde weire ytt be
wrebui>lle heb is to J>ai1 \>zi byeb onder him.

2. Marked or characterized by wrath.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 141 The bischop sau that Godd wald

tak Of this man sin wrethful wrac. 1513 Douglas AZneid
XI. viii. 163 Quhidder this turn to Goddis wrethfull wraik,
Or hardymen t and honour.

Hence fWre'thfully tf</<y. ; Wrethfulness. Obs.
c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 58 Pe hound of wrethfulnes [text

wrechfulnes ; L. iracundix\ grennib wip his tej?. t"X47S
Partenay 2218 Then thes paynymes wrethfully ther-thens
Whent.
fWrethly, var. of Wroth ly a. and adv. Obs.
13.. Cursor M. 3462 (Giitt.), pair strut it was vnsterne

stithe, wid wrethly [Cott. wrathli] wiaystes ober wreche.
c 1480 Henryson Age $ Youth 66 (Bann. MS.), He on his

wayis wrethly went but wene.

Wreppe, etc., obs. variants of Wrath, etc.

Wreton, -yn, obs. ff. written, pa. pple. of Write
v. Wrett,etc: seeWrit j<5., Writes/. Wrett(e,
obs. or dial. varr. Wart sb.

f Wretthy, a. Obs.-* [f. wretth, ME. var. of

Wrath sb.] » Wrothy a.

14.. Latin-Eng. Voc. (MS. Harl. 2257), Fervidus,id est,

calidus, iracundus
t Anglice hot, wretthy.

fWrewche, ?error for wewch Wough a.

c 1480 Henryson Robenc ty Makync 125 Malkyne went
hame blyth annewche, . . And so left him, bayth wo &
wrewche, In dolour & in calr.

Wrey, etc., varr. Wray v.1 Obs. ; obs. f. Wryw. 2

Wrible, obs. Sc. var. Wahble sb. 1

1513 Douglas ALneid vn. ii. 18 The birdis.-Wyth wriblis

UL 1553 werblis] sweit..Gan meis and glaid the hevynis.
Ibid, vn. xii. 147. [Cf. Wrable.]
Wricched, -id, etc., obs. varr. Wretched a.

Wrioh, obs. var. Work v. Wrich(e, obs. varr.

Wretch sb. and a. Wricht, Sc. var. Wright sbA

Wrick (rik), sb. Also dial, vrick. [f. Wrick
z\ 2 Cf. Rick sb.~~\ A sprain or strain.

1831 Youatt Horse 254 This wrick, or sprain of the coffin-

joint. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. 841 A vi ick in my back.

t Wrick, v. 1 Obs. rare. In 4 wricke, wrikke.
[ad. MLG.*wrzVAV«(in vorwrickcn,'Wryckcn\ LG.
wrikkeii) to move here and there, to sprain ; orDu.
wrikken to move jerkily, to scull (whence G. wrick-

en, Da. vrikkt, Sw. vricka). Cf. Wrig v.] intr.

To move (jerkily or unsteadily) from side to side.

^1305 Si. Dunstan 82 in E. E. P. (1862) 36 [>e deuel he
hente bi be nosc.pe deuel wrickede her and ber * 1308-30
Erthe upon Erthe 2 Erb geb on erb wrikkend in weden.

Wrick (rik), v.2 [Perh. the same as prec, but

recorded earlier as Rick v.% Cf. however Wrick
sb.] trans. To sprain or strain.

1886-93 ta Somerset, Berkshire, and Wiltshire glossaries.

1904 County Gentleman June 1963 [The race-horse] having
wricked his back badly.

Wride (raid), sb. Now dial. Also 1 -wrid,

wryd, 7- ride. [OE. wrid, f. wridan, wridian
to put forth shoots, grow. Cf. Yks. wrilk,rithe.]

A shoot, stalk, or stem ; a group or bush of stalks,

etc., growing from one root.

c 725 Corpus Gloss., Culmus, wyrft [Erfurt wrydl 944 in

Birch Cartut. II. 542 fHirh bone lea to bam nmlan hxsl-

wride. ciooo Sax. LeechtL I. 216 Jemm a;sc|>rote aenne

wrid. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. Tab. 223 Letuce with other
herbis in a wride. Ibid. 11. 207 Heere is an helful thyng, a
wondir wride. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 743 The Franke Ozier

hath no great stemme, but only a great wride or head neare

the ground. 1669- [see Ride sb.'J. 1790 Oxford yml. 21

Aug. 3/2 From a single oat.—One hundred.and thirty three

wrldes, or stalks. 1848 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss. 370 A wride
of hazel or ash. »86z Q. Rev. Apr. 313 (Dorset), A hazel-
bush may contain many wrides.

"Wride (raid), v. s.w. dial. [f. prec, or perh.

a survival ofOE. turidan, wridian. Cf. Writhe
v.-] intr. To put forth shoots ; to spread out.

1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng. s.v. 1848 \V. Barnes
Dorset Gloss, s.v., The wheat da wride out well, 1873- in

S.w. dial, use (Som., Dorset, Devon).

Wrie, etc. : see Wray v. 1
, Wry v. and a.

Wried (raid>, ppl. a. [f. Why v.- + -ed1.]
1. Turned aside; deflected, diverted,
c 1586 C'tkss Pembroke Ps. cxxv. i\

r

, A value deceiver,
Whose wryed footing not aright directed Wandreth in error.

2. That has undergone contortion or twisting
;

writhed, contorted.
1576 A. Halt. Ace. Quarrel, etc. fi8i6) I. 100 His colour.

.

crymson, his eyes fyry, his visage wryed unnaturally. 1598-g
B. Jossos Case is Altered it. iv, Vsing their wryed coun-
tenances in stead of a vice, to turn [etc.]. 1638 Mayke
Lucian (1664) 342 The Quoiter..who stands wryed in a
Gesture ready to deliver. 1676 Hobbes Iliad xxm. 656
A silver cup That crookt and wryed was about the brim.
1887 Morris Odyss. ix. 37.? His 1 hi< k neck [was] wryed and
twisted. 1891 Kipling Life's Handicap 100 His mouth was
wried with agony.
transf. 1599 \\. JoKSON F.v. Man out of Hum. Pr.t'. \-f

Vsing his wryed lookes(In nature of a vice) to wrest and
tume The good aspect of those that shall sit neere him.

t Wriels. Obs. Forms: 1 vrisels (wyrsels),
-ils, "WTiils, 3 wrieles, wrihele.s, 4 wrielys,

5 wriels (weryels
1

. [OE. wrigels, etc, f. wrig-,

ppl, stem 01 wrion, wreon Wkv £'. 1 + -kls.] A
covering ; a veil. Alsofig.
In quots. a 1225 and c 1400 taken as a plural ; see -els.

T ^825 Vesp. Psalter ci. 27 Swe swe wrigels onwtndes hie,

cc hie bio^ onwende. ciooo in Assmann Ags. Horn. (1 S£g) 106
He ba his wri^els ?;eopenode. a 1223 An r. R. 320 Ot beos
six wrieles despoile bine suime. 0:1275 Ibid. 420 (MS. Cott.
Cleopatral, Wimpel ne hefde, nou?er ne nemned bali write,

ah wrihcles of heuet. 1382 Wyclif yob xxiv.8 Xakid thei

leue men, .. whom wederesof hillis moisten, and not hauende
wrielys [L. velamen

-

] clippe stones. 1:1400 Pilgr. Sowle
(Caxton, 1483) iv. xxix. 61 They faren right as done weryels
of ymages made of clothe, stopped with strawe.

fWrien, ppl. a. Obs. rare. la 3 iwrien, 4
wreyen. [pa. pple. of Wry z'.

1
]

1. Hitlden ; covered.
<xi225 Ancr. R, 388 Herto ualleo a tale, and on iwiie»

[v.r. hulei] uorbisne.

2. Accoutred ; equipped.
c 1330 Ar!h. ff Mcrl. 7555 (KtJlbing), He cleped an ami-

rail,.. Wib fiftcn bousand wreyen kni^tes, it bad him, be
cuntre sle doun rl^tes.

Writer, raie. [f. Wry v%] One who twists.

161 1 Cotgr., Reiordeur, a twister,., a wrier backe.

Wrieson(e, -oun(e, -own, obs. Sc. ff. Orison,
tWrig, sb.l Obs.-1 [Cf. Werg.] The willow-

tree.

1564 Brasenose Coll. Munim. ig (Berks.), [The tenant may
take] boowes of the wrigges to make stakes., for the men-
tayning of the mowndes.

Wrig (rig), sb. 2- Se. [Cf. Wregling, Wreck-
ling,] The smallest or weakest of a litter, brood,

or family.

1805 G. McIndoe Poems 67 Tho' [I am] the wrig In a' the
nestthere's nanesae big, Excepting Jock. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 700 The small weak pigs are usually nick-

named wrigs, or pock-shakings. 1899 J. Colvii.le Scot.
Vernacular 15 The wee wrig, or /uis-r.e member of the
litter [of pigs],

t Wrig, obs. erron. f. Rjg sb.*

1638 N. Whiting // Insonio Inson. 139, I have espied a

plump-cheek'd bonny lass. She is a wrig, I warrant.

Wrig (rig), v. Now dial. [? ad. LG. wriggen
to twist or turn, an imitative word of the same
type as wrikken ; see Wrick z^. 1]

+ 1. trans. To twist or bend (some flexible ob-

ject) about ; to cause to writhe or wriggle. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyne; 177 The bore his layle

wrygges.. Agaynst the hye benche. 164a H. MoRzSongrf
Soul 11. 11. ii. 37 Thus worms in sturdie pride Do wrigge
and wrest their parts divore'd by knife.

+ 2. To turn aside; to divert. Obs.—1

158a Stanyhurst sEneis in. (Aib.) 88 First thee pilot

Palinure thee steerd ship wrigs to the lifthand,

3. intr. To move sinuously or writhingly ; to

wriggle, writhe. Now dial.

1599 T. Cltwoue Caltha Poet. xxxi. B 6, The Bay tree.

.

seems to sigh . .And with the wanton wind to wrig & wreath,

against the god. 1854 Miss Baklr Northampton Gloss. 4&&

The child 's alius wringing about. 1881 Leicester Gloss. s.v.

Wriggle ("*g'0» **• AUo 8-9 riggle, 9

wreckle. [f. next. Cf. LG. wriggei wilfulness.]

fl. A piece of sophistry; a shift. Obs.—l

1675 T. Tully Let. Baxter 14 To think such little wriggles

and Evasions will pass for rational Discourse.

2. A quick writhing movement or flexion of the

body, etc. Also fig.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 8s F 5 They have always a peculiar

Spring in their Arms, a Riggle in their Bodies. 1768-74

Tucker Lt. Nat. {i%n) I. 481 Such length as they [jr. am.

malculec] can throw themselves forward by one wriggle of

the tail. 18*9 Loudon's Mag. Nat. Hist. II. 220 [The water.

shrew] swims very rapidly ;.. bis very nimble wriggle is

clearly discernible. 186a Troi.lope N. Amer. I. 37 Hshes

. . assist . . thrir motion with no dorsal riggle. 1899 J. Vincent

sst Bp. Bath % Wells 11 To kill a story that has., got into

print, and to leave it dead, and without a wriggle.

transf. 1899 A. Lang in Contemp. Rev, March 403 There
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the line gives a wiiggle, suggesting that the circle was
evolved out of a spiral.

b. A sinuous or tortuous formation, marking,
etc. ; a wriggling or meandering course.
iSag Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng. 84 Wriggle, any narrow

sinuous hole. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. i, The ser-

pentine walks were mere wriggles. i88x Rusk in Bible
Amiens ii. § 24 A few careful pen-strokes, or wriggles, of
your own off-hand writing. 1899 [see Wriggled/^/. a.\.

C. A turn or sinuosity, rare— 1
.

1853 Hawthorne Tanglewood T.
t
Minotaur, At every

new zigzag and wriggle of the path.

3. local. The sand-eel or sand-launce.
1816 [see WreckleJ. 1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xxx'rii,

We dug wriggles out of the sand. 1885 Field 26 Dec. 895/3
Sand-eels are known . . along the Sussex coast as * riggles or
wrigg les ', from their action of burrowing into the sand.

Wriggle (ri'g'l), v- Also 5 wryggle, 6-7
wrigle, 7-9 riggle. [a. (M)LG. wriggeln (LG.
dial, also friggeln, vriggeln, = Du. wriggelen,

WFris. wriggelje, Norw. vrigla, rigid), frequenta-

tive of wriggen : see Whig v., and cf. Wiggle v.~\

1. intr. To twist or turn the body about with
short writhing movements; to move sinuously ; to

writhe, squirm, wiggle: a. Of reptiles, etc.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvm. ix. 758 The adder
Alpnibena, .glydethand wryggIeth[^/-S\S".wigleth,-eb] wyth
wrynkles. 1558 Phaer JEneid v. Mivb, As whan some
serpent, .wrigling wreathes his limmes about. 1591 [see
Wrench y. 1 J. 1606 Marston Parasit. 11. L C j b, How the
poore snake wriggles with this suddain warmth. 1665 Phil.
Trans. I. 43 The Snake . .by turning and wriggling laboured
..toavoid it. 1821 Q. Rev. XXIV. 490 As clearly as you
lay see. .a serpent wriggle in the grass. 188a Besant Alt
Sorts xx, Eels, .are used to being skinned* Yet they wriggle
a hit.

b. Of things.

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vi. 77 The tip of Philomelaas
tongue did wrigle to and fro. 1583 Melbancke Philoti-
tnus Bbjb, Philomelaes tongue, which being cutte of,

wrigled vp arid downe a longe season. 1639 Fuller Holy
War iv. xxxiii. 227 The severall parts of Insecta being cut
asunder, may wriggle and stirre for a while. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 47! The pieces of an eel cut
asunder continue to wriggle. 1831 James Phil. Augustus
III. v, His nose at the same time wriggling with mist por-
tentous agitation. 18S7 F. Francis Angling in. 65 The float

will often boband wriggle about, .before the bite isconfirmed.
Jig. 1611 Tourneur A/A. Trag. iv. i, [It] makes the spirit
of the flesh begin to wriggle in my bloud.

o. Of persons (or animals) : To twist, turn,

or move uneasily.

1573 TussER Hush. (1878) in If sheepe or thy lambe fall

a wrigling with taile. 1602 [see \VnAGGLEr'. 1
2]. 1610 B.

JoNSos Alchemist v. iv, Here shee is come. Downe o'your
knees, and wrig-le. 1657 Thornley tr. Longus' Daphnis fy
Chloe 125 The Lambs came under the damms, to riggle and
nussle at their dugs, 173a Swift To a Lady 90 Then apply
Alecto's whip Till they [sc. villains] wriggle, howl, and skip.

1735 Somervillb Chase iv. 460 On pointed Spears they lift

htm [sc. an otter] high in Air; Wriggling he hangs. 1856
Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. i, Ethel . . wriggling fearfully on
the wide window-seat. 1895 S. Crane Red Ba<tge vi, He
wriggled in his jacket to make a more comfortable fit.

trans/. zn&fig. 1577 [see Wrest v. 8]. 1787 Best A ngling
(ed. 2) 10 Observe that.. when put together they may not
wriggle in the least. 1825 Carlyle Love-Lett. (1909) II. 159
Self is a foundation of sand. . . Fools writhe and wriggle and
rebel at this.

2. To move, proceed, or go with a writhing or
worming movement. Const, with advs., as along,
away, in, out, or preps., s.sfrom,into, through, up.
160a Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. ii, These vinegar tart

spirits are too pearcing. . . Finde they a chinke, they'l wriggle
in and in. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Jack a Lent Wks.
117/2 The Eele. .would wriggle vp and downe in his muddy
habitation. 164.7 Trapp Comm. Mark ix. 25 Devils run and
wriggle into their holes, as worms use to do in time of
thunder. 1709 T. Robinson Vind. Mosaick Syst. 67 Talons
fit to hold fast the Live Prey that it wriggle not from them.
1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poet>y II. 375 No lizard
wriggles through the brake. 1857 Mrs. Gatty Parab.fr.
Nat. Ser. il (186S) 129 The eels wriggled away in the mud.
1891 C L. Morgan A nim. Sk. 235 Wriggling and squirming
up a dark green vertical wall.

fig. and in fig. context. 1734 Swift Let. to Faulkner Wks.
1841 II. 726/1 Is it not sufficient to see with what pain and
shame he wriggles along. 1761 Wahburton Doctr. Grace
Pref, Truth, .forbids us to riggle into her sacred presence
through by-paths. 1840 Hare Mission Com/. (1846) 47
That the Understanding is over-ready to. .riggle along the
crooked paths of evil. 1859 Habits Gd. Society vii. 246 His
words come cautiously and suspiciously wriggling up to you.

b. To flow or run sinuously ; to meander.
1640 [see Wriggling///, a. 3]. 1681 W. Richards Wallogr.

34 A Rivulet which wrigled along with a crooked current.

1760 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 1 Sept., The Trent
wriggles through a lovely meadow. 1861 Reade Cloister «$

H. lxxiv, Little paths wriggling among the antiquities. 1894
Evans Freeman's Hist. Sicily IV. 388 The southern Hime-
ras, whose salt waters wriggle to and fro in the broad dale.

3. a. To insinuate oneself into favour, place,

etc. ; to advance, creep ' or get in, by wheedling

or iugratiation.

(a) 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. iv, Now dos he
creepe, and wriggle i«to acquaintance with all the braue
gallants. 1633 Shirley Gamester 1. (1637) B 3 b, The Cour-
tiers make Us cuckolds; marke, we wriggle into their

Estates, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 235 By low ignoble

Offices.. To wriggle into Trust and Grace. 1745 Young
Nt. Tk. viii. 457 Earth's subtile serpents.. Which wriggle
into wealth, or climb renown. C1853 Kingsley Misc. (1859)

I. 39 A scheme by which to wriggle into Court favour. 1871
Dixon Tower III, iv. 29 Lake had crept and wriggled into

place and pay.

[b) 1636 Massinger Gt. Dk. Flor. 11. ii, This courtier.,
perhaps, by his place, Expects to wriggle further : if he does,
I shall deceive his hopes, a 165a Brome Queenes Exch. 1. i,

He's the King's Favourite;, .we may fear he'l wrigle in

Twixt him and us. 1691 Satyr agst. French 9 If they but
wriggle in his Lordship s Ear,., they learn to domineer. 1789
Wolcot (P.Pindar) Imit, Horace i.xii, He.. Who, wriggling
to the Hanoverian Guards, Kept the poor Prince of Bruns-
wick out,

b. To make use of shuffling or sinuous means

;

to get out of, escape from, a condition or position

by evasion, mean artifice or contrivance.
a 1646 Burroughes^-t/. Hoseav. (1652) 240 This affliction

that thou doest so riggle to get out of. 1690 T. Burnet
Theory Earth 111. 29 Men will wriggle any way to get from
under the force of a text. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's
Hist. Ten K II. 223 Certain to., wriggle out of its inevitable
results by. .dangerous ariifices. 1858 Doran Court Fools
315 He wriggled out of his bargain. 1871 Blackie Four
Phasesi. 114 You are wriggling cunningly out of the position.

4. trans. To cause to writhe, twist, or bend tor-

tuously ; to move or turn writhingly or with quick
jerks. Also with advs., as aloft, away, down, out,

up, or preps., asfrom, into.

1573 Tlsser Husb. 1. (1878) 109 Sheepe wrigling tailehath
mads without faile. 158a Stanyhurst sEncis ii. (Arb.) 50
Their tayls..they [sc, two serpents] wrigled. 1648 Gage
West Ind. 97 Wrigling his elbowes and shoulders scornfully
from me. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, x. 365 The wretched
Patient cannot lie down,., wrigling his bodyall manner of
ways. 1729 Swift Direct. Serv. ii, Make room for the sauce-
pan by wriggling it on the coals. 1806 Southey Lett. (1856)
I.381 If you can conceive a blue-bottle fly wriggling his tail.

186a Miss Vonge C'tess Kate ii, She wriggled her legs away
from that of the chair. 1887 Eggleston Graysons xv, He
tried to pull and wriggle his trousers-legs down to their

normal place.

refl. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 35 These [insects] would, .wrigle
themselves up to the top of the water again. 1739 Mrs.
Delany Li/e 4- Corr. (1861) I. 45 With violent squeezing.

.

we riygled ourselves into seats. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. \.

v. iv, Besenval is painfully wriggling himself out, to the
Champ-de-Mars.

fig. 1712 Odes 0/Horace n. 12/2 Et might easily riggle it

self into the place of ut.

b. To bring into a specified state, form, etc.,

by writhing or twisting. Const, with advs., as

asunder, off, or preps., as into, to. Occas. rejl.

cW^o fig.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ii. 18 With your Fingers and

Thumb . . wriggle it quite asunder. 1857 W. C. Stewart
Pract. Angler vii. (ed. 3) 138 The worm.. being free to
wriggle itself into any shape. 1858 [see Wrench v. jo].

1878 O. W. Holmes Motley xvii. 115 Slavery is wriggling
itself to death.

5. To introduce, insert, or bring in (something)

by wriggling ; to insinuate (into something).
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe E 4 b,A snaile coulde not wriggle

in her homes betwixt them. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fabies 1.

Iv. 55 A Slam, Thin-Gutted Fox made a Hard Shift toWriggle
his Body into a Hen-Roost. 1766 Museum Rust. VI. 374 As
to the width of the gates, . . the men . . could . . easily incline

the roller on one side, and . . wriggle it in. 1828 Lytton
Pelham II. 313 Power, .is a snake that when it once finds

a hole into which it can introduce its head, soon manages to
wriggle in the rest of its body.

Jig. 170a Vanbrugh False Friend 1. i, I'm afraid.. they'll

riggle you into some ill-favour'd affair. 1767 A. Campbell
Lexiph. (1774) 71 When you have wriggled in.. a new-
fashioned long-tailed word.

b. To insinuate or introduce (a person) gradually

{into favour, office, etc.), esp. by subtle or shifty

means. Also with in. Chiefly refl.

1670 Cotton Espernon 1. iv. 180 He by the means of the
Mistriss.. wriggles himself into the company of the Duke's
Baker. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 355 By these arts doth
Satan, like a cunning serpent, wriggle himself into the affec-
tions of men. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 5 Dec, While he
was wriggling himself into my favour. 1754 H. Walpole
Let. to Mann 28 March, She would have wriggled herself
into the best clause in the will. 1766 — Let. to Mann 18
July, He might have wriggled his brother in [ = into office]
afterwards. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xvi, He wriggled
himself into the good opinion of the coachman. 1874 L.
Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. x. 359 [He] wriggled
himself into a peerage.

C. To make (one's way) by sinuous motion.
Also in fig. context.
1863 W. Phillips Speeches viii. 214 Cunning statesmen who

have wriggled their slimy way to wealth. 1891 Century Mag.
March 649/1 The Pi-Utes. .wriggled their way out through
the passages in the rocks. 1899 E. Callow Old Lond. Tav.
l 119 Whitebait seem to have wriggled their way higher up
the river.

6. fa. To cut or carve (something) with a
wriggly or sinuous pattern ; to slash. Obs.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. iii. 274 A collar of brawne, cut

downe Beneath the souse, and wriggled with a knife. 1654
Gayton Pleas. Notes 1. i. 4 Many more., by prowesse of the
Captaine Joneses of our times . . have been hackt, hew'd,
wriggled and utterly confounded.

b. To form in a tortuous or sinuous manner.
1760 H. Walpole Let. toMann 20 June, Stanhope, .has.

.

wriggled a winding-gravel walk through [the groves J. 1896
Voice (N. Y.) 8 Oct. 2 Be content to wriggle pretty patterns
on the mud of spoils !

|7. To twist, pervert. Cf. Wrest v. 5. Obs.
1593 Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks.(Grosart) II. 52 Sinister

construction, that wreasteth and wrigleth euery sillable to
the worst. 1637 J. Williams Holy Table 2 Which when it

is in writing, ..is no more by a disputant indeed to be wrigled
and wrested.

Hence Wriggled (rigid) ppl. a.

157a Bossewell Arvtorie n. 100 They haue..a wrigled

tayle, and croked tethe like to a Bore. x6n Cotcr., Frin,
gotteries, frets ; cranklings, wrigled flourishings, in earnings,
&c. a 1643 Cartwright Ordinaryw. Hi, Your hollow thumb
join'd with your wriggled [dice] box. 1899 A. Lang in Con-
temp. Rev. March 403 At each side are two-circled and one-
circled specimens with the wriggled line, and two cups and
circles with no wriggle.

Wriggle- (rig'l), the verb-stem used attrib. in

a few combs., in the sense ' undergoing or charac-
terized by wriggling', as f wriggle-eye, -tail, etc.

In quots. 1579, 1620, app. from wriggled tail.

1579 Spenser Shepk. Cat. Feb. 7 They wont in the wind
wagge their wrigle tailes, Perke as Peacock. 1604 T. M.
Black Bk. E2b, Let no yong rigle-eyde Damosell..be left

vnassaulted. 1620 Middleton Chaste Maid in. ii, Short
riggle-tayle-Comfits, not worth mouthing. 1897 Mary Kings-
ley W. A/rica 473 A dance of women.., the usual wriggle
and stamp affair.

Wriggler (rrgb-i). [f. Wriggle v. + -kr l
.]

1. One who or that which wriggles; esp. a
wriggling fish, animalcule, etc.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 4- Sctv. Ep. Ded., The Frycs of
Wrigglers, .peep out of their Graves and Dungeons. 1694
Motteux Rabelais v. Progn. v. 237 Drabs, Trulls, Light-
skirts, Wrigglers, Misses, a 1825 Forcy Voc. E. Anglia
II. 381 Wrigglers, small fish, of which commoner names are
sand-eels or lance-fish. 1896 in Advance (Chicago) 18 June
897/2 To make the little wriggler [ — a child] sit still. 1914
Melbourne Argus 17 March 13 Mosquitoes, .in the larval

state, .are known as wrigglers.

2. fg. One who makes his way by subtle, ingra-

tiating, or underhand means.
1631 A. Wilson Swisser n. i. 163 To obserue the tyme, yee

wriglers. There is an ytching height that all do aynie at,

But diuers wayes to come to 't. 1785 Cowi-er Tiroc. 432
Providence,. .In spite of all the wrigglers into place, Still

keeps a seat or two for worth and grace.

3. (See quot.)

1900 Daily Mail 31 Oct., Wrigglers are engravers who
devote their working hours to the tracing of those zig-zag
lines which are so often a feature of cheap Britannia metal
teapots.

Wri-gglesome, a. rare— 1
, [f. Wriggle sb. +

-some.] Wriggling.
1891 G. Macdonald There fy Back xxii, The wrigglesome,

slimy things [sc. water.snakes].

Wriggling (ri'gHrj), vbl. sb. [f. Wriggle v. +
-ing i.J

1. The action of the verb in various physical

senses ; an instance of this.

1580 Tlsser Husb. 1 b, How to cure the wrigling of y*
taile in a sheepe or a lambe. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 427
The Lampreis. .get betwene the very mashes [of a net],

which with their much winding and wrigling they will wrest

wider and wider. 2665 Phil. Trans. I. 67 The wrigling and
playing of the Mandril. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella* Oct.,

Lovet, towards the end of dinner, after twenty wrigglings,

said [etc.]. 1843 Le FevreZ^ Trav. Phys. III. 111. viii.

189 Appetite, .is not sharpened by the wriggling of the loco-

motives. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt i, The wrigglings of a
worm.

2. fig. Evasion; equivocation ; shuffling.

1866 Darwin in Li/e <$• Lett. {1887) III. 56 He is..my
superior, even in the master art of wriggling. 1895 Advance
(Chicago) 7 Feb. 652/2 There is a wriggling that is wrong,

as when Peter wriggled from the questioning accusations of

the servant girl.

3. attrib. in allusive use, as f wriggling disease,

mordicancy, trade.

1690 D'Urfey CoIUjCs Walk Lond. 1. 17 If any of his

Flock were seiz'd By heat, with wrigling Disease, a 1693

URQUHART.tf<x^&z/iiii. xxxii. 271 Their . .figging Itch, wrig-

ling Mordicancy. 1719 D'Urfey Pills\l.gt
t
l am a Baker,

And.. have.. a Wrigling-Pole. 1765 [E. Thompson] Mere-

triciad 40 The fam d itinerant lass, by her motions in the

wriggling trade, Two sterling thousands. .made.

Wri-ggling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -IKG 2.]

L That wriggles or squirms j writhing.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met, v. 63 b, A wrigling taile streight

to his limmes was added more beside. 1587 Fleming Contn.

Holitished III. 1292/1 Two wrigling or scralling serpents.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past, 1. v. 102 As an Angler..

A

wrigling yealow worme thrust on his booke. 1690 C. Nesse
O. $ N. Test. I. 42 He assumes.. the shape of a wriggling

crooked serpent. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) Hi. 363,

I must take care.. the little riggling rogue does not slip

through my fingers. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi vii. 167 A
native emerges out of the moving mass of dead elephant

and wriggling humanity. 1888 J. Lnclis Tent Li/e 296 A
great wriggling iguana.
trans/. C1590J. Stkwart Poems (S.T.S.) II. 71 Thir vrig-

Hng werse than plaine sail pass perfyt,

2. Characterized or distinguished by wriggling or

writhing.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. Decay 887 As a fell

Serpent.. With wriggling pase doth still approach his Foe.

1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 1. ii. 4* A wrigling

motion, like that of eefs. 1783 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes to

R.A.'s 1. viii, Won with such wry mouths and wriggling

pain. 1799 Southey Nondescript, Filbert, Watching two

maggots run their wriggling race. 1859 Murchison Siluna
(ed. 3) xii. 303 Wriggling movements of a Salamandroid

quadruped. 1888 Gunter Mr. Potter xxil 259 [A dog] with

tail and ears and body all wriggling ecstasy.

fig. 1688 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., He took a wriggling

byas in his Letter, which I am not pleased with, c 1869

Swinburne Ess. f Stud.i 1875) 2S9 The wriggling prurience

of such lackey's literature as is handed round.

3. Meandering ; tortuous ; winding.
1640 J. Gower OvitVs Festiv. m. 48 [Sylvia]came unto the

wiggling brook. Ibid. 62 His fiow'ry green. Which wrig-

gling Tyber laves. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <* /'. 5 It is

not unlike the crawling of a Snake, it's various Hills and
Vallies. .seem to borrow that riggling Shape.
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Hence Wri'gglingly adv.
1601 Deacon & Walker Answ.io DarclTo Rdr. 4 They

..do rather incedere tortuose, goe wrigglinglie to worke.
1866 Howells Venet. Life v. 73 [He spoke] wrigglingly,
and with.. gesticulations towards the pit.

Wriggly (ri-gli), a. [f. Wriggle v. + -y \
Cf. LG. dial, wriggelig wilful.]

1. Given to wriggling ; squirming, writhing.
1866 Edmondston Gloss. ShetL Dial. 92 Rigly [sic], un-

steady, rickety. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 2/1 The thrush
. .twice.. found a wriggly creature, and these he carried off
to his family.

2. Winding; sinuous; tortuous.

190Z C. G. Harper Gt. North Road II. 257 One leaves
Dunbar by wriggly and exiguous streets.

Wright (rait), sbX Forms : a. 1 wyrhta,
Northamb. wyrinta, -te, wyrchta, 1-2 Kent.
werhta ; 2 wirhta, 3 wurhte, wuruhte. £. 1

wryhta, 3 wruhte, wrihhte, 3-4 wriht(e,

5 wrihte, 3-5 wryhte, wryht, (3, 5 wryth,
5 wrythe), 4 wry^t(e, 4-5 wri^t, 4-6 wrighte
(4 whright, wrigth, writh), 5-6 wryght(e, 4-
wright; 2 wrichte, 5-6 Sc. wrycht (6 vrycht),

5-7, 9 Sc. wricht (5, 9 vrioht, 9 wiricht)
; 4

wreght, 5 Sc* wrecht, 6 Sc. wreicht, 7
wreight, 9 dial, wreeght. 7. 5 w ryle, north.

write, 9 north, dial, wreet (whreet), reet.

[OE. wyrhta-, wryhta, etc. (also gewyrhtd), m
OFris. wrichta, OS. wttrhtio, -eo

f
OHG. wurhto

(MHG. (in combs.) wurhte^ wurhte, worhte), f.

wurh- :—OTeut. *wurx~, variant stem of *wurk- :

see Work z>.]

1. An artilicer or handicraftsman ; esp. a con-
structive workman. Now arch, or dial.

Eye-, glassen-, milt-, tite-ivright : see those words.
a. ?<z6p5 Laws cf hie lix. (Liebermann I. 116) Mon sceal

simle to beregafole a^ifan aet anum wyrhtan vi pund-waega.
c 950 Lituiisf. Gosp. Mark vi. 3 Ahne <Sis issmid wtYwyrihte,
sunu Maries? c xooo/Elfkic/Zow. I. ^iSGodeacfor^ihi to-

stencte, swa \>mt he for^eaf aelcum Oa:ra wyrhtena seltcuS
jsereord. c 1203 Lay. 21 134 Onaluisc smid. . ; he wes ihaten
Wyjjar, be wite5e wurhte. a 1225 Attcr. R. 284 pe caliz bet
was imelt i5e fure . . wolde he, 3if lie ku3e speken, awarien .

.

his wuruhte honden?
P y. cgso Lindisf. Gosp. Mark, Introd. a Wundrande bxt

lar & maehto 3aes wrihtes sunn vet smiSes sunu. C1030
Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 2 pam he..clypa3 his wryht*
an [L. operarium\ a 1200 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 204
And ic.bebeode Sat pa3u mi meodes [sic] wrichte and
WlnoS min huscarl..on 3am minstre hersuinian. #1300
Cursor M. 325 J>is drithin..in his wittcall purueid His
were, als dos be sotill wright. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C xx.
*37 P« fyngres is ful hand, for fail led thei here bombe,..
Sholde no wry^t [Ilchester MS. write] worche. 1412-20
Lvdg. Chron. Troy 11. 497 He made seke in euery regioun
..For euery wri^t and passyng carpenter. 1715 Cueyne
Pkilos. Princ. Relig. vi. 324 Being rapt into admiration of
the infinite Wisdom of the Divine Architect, and contemn-
ing the arrogant Pretences of the World and Animal
Wrights. 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 207 Upon that central
shrine. .Laid down. .The scribe, and the physician, and
the wright His several offering. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 224/L
Wreeghts, or Wrights, .. work-people in general

t b. Applied to the Deity, Creator i. Obs.
c 888 .-Elkred Boeth. ad fin., DrihtenaelmihtigaGod, wyrhta
6 wealdend ealra ?;esceafta. a 1000 Phoenix 9 Wlitig is

se wong call,. ,a:bele se wyrhta. .se ba moldan yesette.

a 1200 St. Marker. 20 \>w wisest wruhte of alle, markedest
eor5e. cxzoq Oumin 18780 patt all batt shaffte bat wass
wrohht Wass iif inn himm be wrihhte. a 1300 Cursor M.
331 pis wright bat spek of here..wroght bath erth and
heuen.

f2. One who does or performs something; a doer
or worker. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn, in Foroon pe nan wyrhta ne mas:-, god
weorc wyrcean for Gode buton lufon & geleafan. a 1000
Genesis 1004 Him i!\a se cystleasa cwalmes wyrhta a:dre
aefter ban andswarode. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 191 At
tese fif gaten fareO in deaSes wrihte, and berinne do3,
a 1300 [see Battle sb. 14].

3. One who works in wood ; a carpenter, a
joiner.

From c 1470 to c 1655 chiefly Sc. and north. ; in later use
only Sc. and north, dial, (ox arch.). TheSc. pron. is'(w)rixt*,
(north-eastern) 'vrixt'.

Cart-i house-, plough-, ship-, timber-, wagon-, wain-,
wheel-Wright: see those words.
a. C1205 Lay. 16969 He lette axien anan..gode wurhten

be mid aexe cu5e wurchen.
0. a 1200 Vices $ Virtues 27 \Vi5-uten . . 3e wrihte hts

timber to keruen after 5are nione. a 1300 Cursor M. 1666
A schippe be-houes be to dight, pi self sal be be maister
wright. 1303 R. Brunne ffatuil. Synne 9163 He ded come
wry^tes [gloss, carponters] for to make Coueryng ouer hem.
c 1380 WycufoV/. H'ks. II. 19 Joseph was a forgere of trees,

bat is to seie a wrihte. .1450 Northern Passion 161/461
Than wantida the wryghtis a tre. 1464 Nottingham Rec.
(1883) II. 372 To the wright. .to make the I'illorye, vs. 1566
Drant Horace, Sat. viii. D 8 The wryghte unc rtaine what
to make, a stoole or God of me. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I.

41/1 He sawe yet howe the rest [of the ships], .might bee
repaired: wherefore he chose forth wrightes among the
Legions, a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 11. i. § 8 (1622) 193 As
we may. .see, in Platoes/ore-named instances ofhis Smithes,
and his Wrights. 1654 Z. Coke Logick 64 This Ship-wright
..makes the Ship, not as he is a man or good, hut as he is

a Wreiglit or Artizen. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Skeph. v. iii,

Masons and wrights shall soon my house repair. 1782 Sir

J. Sinclair Observ. Scot. Dial. 198 Wright, at present, is

a general name for timber workmen;, .out the Scots, by
wrights, mean carpenters. 1829 Carlyle Misc. , German
Playwrights P 1 The millwright, or cartwright, or any other

wright whatever. 1858 Times 6 March 12/3 At Hull, .about

Vol. X.

500 wrights are on strike. 1887 Morris Odyss. ix. 129 Nor
yet among them ever ship.making wrights there are.

fig. a 1200 Vices <$• Virtues 91 Hier is igadered swilch
timber 8e nature rotien ne mai, and bis derewurue mihte is

wrihte uerover.

Sc Prov. 1670 Ray Prov. 227 He is not the best wright
that hewes the mamest speals.

y. C1440 York Myst. xxxvii. 230 Thy fadir knewe I wele
be sight, He was a write his incite to wynne. C1460
Promp. Parv. (Winch. MS.), Wryte,or c:irpentare, cajpeu-
tarius. 1463 Mann, <y llouseh. Pxp. (Roxb.) 230 A wryte
that mayd my mastyrys stabyle. 1824- in N. Cy., Nhb.,
Dun, Vks., and Lane, glossaries {rcetj. 1841 Hartshorne
Salop. Ant. 618 JVreet y

s shop a carpenter's, or more fre-

quently a Wheelwright's shop. 1877-90 in Yks. glossaries
{ivrcet).

4. atlnb. and Comb., as wrtght-craft, + -bouse,

'Smith ; f wright-garth, a joiner's yard ; wright-
work, work performed or done by a joiner.
1385-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 391 [Le] Wrigthous

et le Plomberhous. 1474-5 Ibid. 94 Le Wrightgarth et

Swynegarth. a 1619 M. Fotherby Atheom. 11. 1. § 8 (1622)

193 One Arte, of Wright-Craft; and one Arte, of Smiths-
Craft. 1630 Ann. /)'d^'(\ew Spald. CI.) I. 64 Ane load of
wricht wark 2 s. 1671 in Holmes Pcntefract Bk. Entries
(1SS2) 103 Item, for urightworke, IC5}. 1881 histr. Census
Clerks (1885)56 Wheelwright. Wrightsmith.

Hence fWrightry, = \Yrighting. Obs. rare—1
.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. {Noah <$- Ark) 250 Now assay
will I how I can of wrightry.

t Wright, sb.2 Obs. In 2-3 wriht, 3 Orm.
WTihht. [ME. reduction of *i-wriht, OE. ge-

wyrht: see I-wukht.] Desert, what one has
deserved ; hence, blame, fault.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 69 Crist us ;eue of him mihte ; betere
bennewe habbeA wrihte. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 Ich
triste pat he [sc. God] nele neng[don?] lj mine wrihte. C1200
Ormin Ded. 202 To bolenn da;J»i> o rodetre Sacclxs wibb*
utenn wrihhte. Ibid. 8240 He wass flemmd & drifenn ut All

affterr hise wrihhte.

Hence t Wri'ffhtfal a., having deserved some-
thing; TWri'^Iitlesslike adv., undeservedly.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2076 Ic am stolen of kinde lond, and her

wri^teleslike holden in bond. Ibid. 2204 Wri3tful we in

sorwe ben, for we sini5eden qnilum.

Wright (rait), v. Also 4 wrihte, 9 n. e. Sc.

vricht. [f. Wkight sbA, or Wrightiitg.]

+ 1. trans. To build, construct. Obs. rare.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 88 At London, a haule he
iid vp wright. Ibid. 321 A brigge he suld do wrihte.

f2. To repair (a ship) ; to renovate, mend.
Perh. erron. for righted: see Right v. 11 c.

a 1656 Usshek Ann. (165S) 391 Having there new wrighted
up such ships of his as had been.. bruised in the fight.

3. intr. To pursue the occupation ofa wright. Sc*
1866 Gregor Banjfsh.Gloss. 204.

Wright(e, obs. varr. Write sb. and v.

Wrighting (rai'tirj). Now Sc. and dial.

Forms: (see quots.). [f. "Wright sb.l + -ixg 1
.]

The occupation, business, or craft of a wright or

carpenter.
a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <r Sydracke (? 1510) // iij, Wryght-

yng is also a conyng That myght not be foreborne be my
lUgyDK. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss., Whrceting, carpentry.
1866 Gregor Banffsh. Gloss. 204 A'vebeen a' simmer at the
vrichtan. 1900 O. Agnus Jan Oxber iv. 96, I zhall follow

my wrighten agen.

f Wriguldy-wrag. Obs. rarer- 1
. [Cf. next.]

Mischief; harm.
1519 Rastell Interl. Pour Elem. E 2, Jak boy, is thy

bowe i-broke ? Or hath any man done the wryguldy wrage ?

t Wrig-wrag, Obs. rare. [Cf. Wrig v.]

1. Sir IVrig-wrag, ?a contentious person.
a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gamesche iv. 149 The follest slouen

ondyr heuen, . . Wytles, wayward, Syr Wryg wrag. a 1529
— sp. Parrot 91 Let syr Wrig wrag wrastell with syr
Delarag.

2. At wrig-wrag, at daggers-drawn ; at enmity

or variance.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Gj b, Their townes. .were stil

at wrig wrag, & suckt from their mothers teates serpentine
hatred one against each other.

Wriht, obs. form of Wright, Writ sbs.

fWrikenail. Obs. rare. [Origin obscure: cf.

Wrick v. 1
] ?A screw-nail.

1496 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 183 Prouision of Stuff
for the Cokkeboteaforesayd :. .ffor c wryke nayles vjJ

.

Wrily, var. Wryly adv.

Wrim, obs. var. Worm sb.

fWri'mple, sb. Obs. Also 5 wrympyl. [Cf.

Rimple sb. (also Rumple sb.-), and Wrimpleixi.]
A crease or fold ; a rimple, wrinkle.

1499 Promp. Parv. (Pynson) s vb, Wrympyl, or rympyl,
ruga. Ibid., Wrympyl, or pleyt of cloth, plica. 1578
Fi.orio 1st Fruites 88 b, The smooth throate maketh foldes

with wrimples. 1603 — Montaigne I. xxii. 51 The hoarie
head and frowning wrimples of custome. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Gelasin, a wrimple in the face.

t Wrimple, v. Obs. rare. [Probably a back-for-

mation from Wrimpled<z. Cf. the later Rimple v.]

1. trans. (See quots. and cf. Jag v.1 2.)

1611 Cotgr., Franger, to fringe;, .also, to.. wrimple, iag,

or snip on th* edges. Ibid., Rider, to wrinkle, or to wrimple.

2. intr. To pucker the face or countenance.
1657 Reeve God's Plea 88 Alas we do but only, .wrimple

at a Pulpit-lanncing,. .sing a Penitentiall Psalm.

Hence t Wrlinpllng' vbl. sb. Obs.
1611 Cotgr., Ridement, a wrinkling, wrimpling, crump-

ing. Ibid., Rugosit/,..a crumpling, wnmplmg, furrowing.

' tWri'mpled, a. Obs. Also 5 wrymplyd. [f.

1

MDu. or MLG. *zvrimpe!en (older Flem. wrem-
1 pelen. * to drawe the mouth awry*, Hexham), fre-
' quentative of MLG. wrempen, wrimpen to wrinkle,

I

bend, turn. Cf. the earlier RiMi'LEDa.] Wrinkled,

I

rimpled, or puckered ; creased.
c 1430 Lvuc. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 203, I can not armys

blase, Nor to the fulle rynge hire belle, That is so wrymplyd
as a mase. 1553 Eden Treat. New hid. (Arb.) 37 Neyther
bane they theyr bellies wrimpeled or loose. 1577 Whetstone
GciscoigneBj, I holde a forme, within a wrimpled skin. 1592
R. D[allington] HyPnerotomachia 28 b, A L)ragon[Vj.

.

wrimpled backe. 1611 Cotgr., Renfrongne', . . wrimpled,
crumpled, puckered. 1642 H. More Song of Soul 1. 1.

xlvii, Wafts of winds cent rail That ruffle. .Psyche's wrimpled
veil. 1657 Reeve God's Plea 23 The wrimpled skin . .of that

i old man. 1672 tr. Hurtado's Lazarillo 11. O 4, Seeing mc so

j

bleak, and wrimpled, like an old Wives belly.

Wrinch, erron. f. rinch, var. Rinsed.
1612 TwoNoble R. 1. i. 171 We stand before your puissance

Wrinching our holy begging in our eyes To make petition
cleere.

t Wrinch, var. of (or error for) winch Wince
v. 1 1.

1589 ? Lvxv Pa/Pe w. Hatchet Ejb, Rub no more, the
curtail wrinche s.

Wrinch, Wrine, obs. varr. Wrench, Wry v. 1

fWrine, v. Obs.-1 [a. OX. *wrina (ENorw.
j

and Sw. dial, vrina, Norw. rina). Cf. Whrine z>.]

j

intr. To squeal, as a pig.

1570 Levins Mauip. 139 To Wrine, vociferare, vt porcus.

Wring (rig), sb. 1
- Also I, 5 wringe, 4-6

j

wrynge, 9 ring. [OE. wringe, f. wringan
,
Wring v. Cf. OE. win-wri)ige.~\

1. A cider-press or wine-press.

C890 WiERFERTH tr. Gregory's Dial, 250 Sanctulus . .brohte

Smtlje (..yllan byder to ba;re wringan. a 13501:1 Relig. Lyrics
14th C. (1924) 2S py schroud red wyth blod. .As* troddares

in wrynge. fbia.,pc wrynge ich habbe y-troddedal mysu'f
on. J398TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. x.xxviii. (B.M. Add.
MS. 27944), Sourisshe binges, .berebdoun be mete as it were
a pressoure ober a wrynge. c 1440 Pallad. on Hush. 1. 495
(Colchester MS.), Oilmylles, wheeles, wrynges,..! nyl not

speke of nowe. Ibid. xi. 107 Erly sette on werkyng hem
[sc. olives] the wrynge. 1532-3 in Weaver Wells Wills
(1S90) 155 The dragge, and the wrynge, and the vate. 1664
Newbi'kgh in Evelyn Pomona 42 The Cider, buttled imme-
diately from the wring. 1844 W. Barnes Dorset Gloss. 370
Wring, a press, as a cider-wring, a 1906 in Eng, Dial.
Did. s.v., Cider from the wring.

2. A cheese-press.

[1670 inC. Worthy Devon, Wills (1S96) 27 A cheese wring.]

1891 T. Hardy Tess I. 226 The measured dripping of the

whey from the wrings downstairs.

3. Wring-house, the house or shed where a cider-

or cheese-wring is kept.

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1S 13) 472 Wring-house for

making cider. 1842 G. Pulmam Rustic Sketches 52 In th*

ringhouse hard to work, Th' mill da grind. 1886 T. Hardy
Woodlanders xiii, His dwelling, cider-cellar, wring-house.

Wring (rirj), sb.2 [f. Wring v.]

1. The act of wringing, twisting, or writhing ; an
instance of this. Also _/£§".

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxi, 2^7 Bot he that forsake I shall

gyf hym a wryng that his nek shall crak. 161 1 Cotgk.,

Carrot,, .a wring, or pinch in the wythers. 1634 Bp. Hall
Contempt., N. T. iv. xxiv. T 1 The sighs, and tears, and
blubbers, and wrings of a disco isolate mourner. 1697 Van-
ukuch Relapse in. i, My brother has given it a wring by
the nose. 1789 T. Rawlins ./*a/«. Archit. 17 Arch-Stones, if

any Wring or unequal Pressure happen, .. will naturally

settleclose toeach other, X889 Century Mag. May 85/1 She
gave the shirt.. a vicious wring.

fig. 160a Marston Antonio's Rez>. 1. i, Have I not crush't

them with a cruell wring ? 1628 Feltham Resolves 11. xxii.

72 We sinke vnder the wring of sorrow.

b. The action of squeezing, pressing, or clasping;

a squeeze or clasp of the hand.

1599 B. ]ossox Cynthia's Rev. v. iii, A Wring by the hand,

with a Banquet in a corner. Ibid. v. iv. The Wring by the

hand, and the Banquet is ours. 1605 Chapman All Fools

11. i. D 4b, Yet do I vnderstand..your secret iogges and
wringes; Your entercourse of glaunces. 1621 Bkathwait
Time'sCurtain drawn M 8, A winke, a nodd,. a wringe, a
kisse, Sent by some Childe. 1856M iss Yonge Daisy C/tain

11. xvii, James, with one wringof the hand, retreated. 1894

7. A. Sti uart In Day ofBattle xvii, I gave the good soul's

hand a hearty Christian wring.

2. A sharp or griping pain, esp. in the intestines.

(-1500 Routt's Cursing 61 Ane of thir infirmiteis.., The
stany wring, the stane and sand blind. 1600 Surflet

Counirie Farme 1. xxviii. 195 Hens dung swallowed by

hap, bringeth frets and wrings in the bellie. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. 220 An horse. .sore vexed wuh a suddame

gripe or wring in his belly, fell down. 161 x Cotgr., Trench-

aison, a gripe, or a wring, as of the Cholhcke, &c
3. With down. That which is obtained by

wringing.
1874 T. Hardy Farfr. Madding Crowd In, '1 o look at the

last wring-down of cider.

Wring frig), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. wrung
(rorj). Forms : Inf. 1 wringan, 2-4 wringen,

4 wryngen, 5 -ene, -yn, wringin ; 3-7 wringe

(j ringe), 4-6 wrynge, wryng, 4-5 wreng, 4-

wring (6 Sc. wrink-, 7-8, 9 diai >
ring). Pa. t.

1-9 (now dial.) wrang, 4-6 wrange (//. 1 wrung-

on, 3-4 -en) ; 3-7 wrong, 3-6 wronge,6 wroong,

wroung {pi. 4 wrongen, 5 -on) ; 4- wrung (6

wrunge). Pa. pple. i,4wrungen, 6 wrunge,
6- wrung (8 rung); 5-7 wroDg, 5-6 wronge (4-6
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ywrong, 4-5 y-, iwronge), -wrongen, 5 wrounge,

6 wroung, wroong^e. Weakfa. t. 5-8 wringed;

pa. pple. 6-7 wringed. [OK wringan (wrong,

wrungon; wrungen), = OFris. *wringa (WFris.

wringe), OS. "wringan (in Htwringan; MLG.
wringen, LG. wringen, ringen), MDu. and Du.

wringen, OHG. rinkan, ringan, ringen (MHG.,
G. ringen). Other grades of the stem wring- are

represented by wrongWrong a. and Goth, wruggo

snare.]

I. 1. trans. To press, squeeze, or twist (a moist

substance, juicy fruit, etc.), esp. so as to drain or

make dry. Also trans/, and in fig. context. (Cf.

14 b.)
. ..

C890 W^bferth tr. Gregoiy's Dial. 250 Witodhce hit

^elamp. ,ba ba Langbeardisce main wrungon elebersan on

b«ere treddan. c 1000 TElfric Gen. xl. 11 Ic nam ba wm-
berian & wrang on bait fact. 1:1250 Gen. f, Ex. 2054 De
beries 3or-inne [sc. a cup] me ohujte ic wrong. 13.. A.

Alls. (\V.) 333 Herbes he tok-.And scamped heom ma
mort'er; A.id wrong lilt [Laud MS. wronge it out] in

a box. C1386 Chaucer Sir Thcpas 65 His faire steede..

So swatte, pat men myglite him wrynge, His sydes were

al blood, c 1430 Two Cookery-Bkt. 28 Take Molberys, arid

wrynge a goue liepe of hem borw a clobe. c 1485 E. E.

Misc. (Warton Cl.l 75 Wrynge bit [sc. turnsole with glair]

into a schelle. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 438,

I haif a water spunge for wa,..Than wring 1 it full wylely.

1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 325 Protagenes portraied Venus

with a sponge;. .if once she wrong it, it would drop blond.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 147 God is wringing grapes

of red wine for Scotland. 1662 R. Venabi.es Exper. Angler

vi. 65 Wash it [sc. moss] well,.. wring it very dry. 1747

Mrs. GLASSF.C<»,e«:vxvii. 147 Strain them [sc. elderberries]

through a coarse Cloth, wringing the Berries. 1795 G.

Smith Laboratory I. 263 Pour tie rest of the milk to it,.,

then wring it through a cloth. 1865 Swinburne Chastitard

in. i. 97 That your face Seen through my sleep has wrung

mine eyes to tears For pure delight in you.

aisot. C1050 in Techmer Zcits.hrift (1885) II. 123 Donne

bu cvse habban wille, sete bonne blue twa handatoga;bere

bra[d]linga, swilce bu wringan wille.

b. To strain (juice, moisture, etc.) from a moist

or wet substance by squeezing or torsion ; to extract

(fluid) front or out of something by pressure, etc.

Occas. in fig. context. Also with advs., as, forth,

out (sense 14 a).

c888 /Elrred Boelh. v. § 2 Ne meaht bu win wringan on

mide winter, cioco Sax. Leech:!. I. 72 jteuim baire ylcan

wyrte leaf, . . wyl on wa:tere, & wring baet wos. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxxvi'ii. (Bodl. MS.), Newe
wyne bat is newe take oute of be presse and wrong, a 1400

Leg. /i<W(:87i) 138 Cristes Cros sit spac bis speche : Furst

was 1 presse wyn to wringe. 1535 Coverdalf. Judges vi.

38 He wrange >• dew out of the flese. 1576 G. Baker tr.

Gesner's Jewell of Health nb, We., distill the lycour

wrynged forth. 163X Anchoran Comenius' Gate Tongues

63 Oyle is wringed and strained out of oliues. a 1700

Evelyn Diary 21 May 1645, A laundress wringing water

out of a piece of linen. 1746 Hervey Medit. 42 The intoler-

able Pressure wrung Blood, instead of Sweat, from every

Pore. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. i. 17 You have to..wring

ihe honey and oil out of the rock. 1888 F. Hume Mine.

Midas 1. Prol., Wringing the water from his coarse clothing.

trans/. 1651 Bell tr. Luther's Table Talk xxxv. 381 He
wringeth from me a bitter sweat.

o. transf. To force (tears) out of the eye, jrom
a person, etc. ; to squeeze out.

a 1395 Hylton Scala Per/. 1. lix. (W. de W. 1494), He
. .somtynie wryr»geth a tere oute of his eye. 1592 Kyd Sp.

Trag. Hi. xiii. 135 Art thou come.. To wring more teares

from Isabellas eies? 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. I. v,

The gripe of chaunce is weake to wring a teare From him.

1683 Dkyden & Lee Dk. Guise 111. i, It wrings the Tears

from Grillon's Iron Heart. 1766 Goldsm. Vicarxvii, It is

not a small distress that can wring tears from these old

eyes. 1813 Milman Fazio I. i, 'Twere sin to charity To
wring one drop of brine upon thy corpse. 1819 Keats Oiho
ill. ii. 221 A foolish dream that from my brow hath wrung A
wrathful dew.

2. To twist, writhe, or wrest (a person or thing)

;

to force (a limb, etc.) round or about so as to cause

370
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action
vponaman

Would'st have me., wring my face with mimic
~~'rt

a sprain or pam.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 196 Teoh him ba loccas, &wringe

ba earan & bone wangbeard twiccixe. 136a Langl. P. PI.

A. VII. 162 Hongur. .heme wastor bi be mawe, And wrong

him.. be be wombe. C1435 Torr. Portugal 1014 By the

nose I schall the wryng, Thow berdlesgadlyng. 1481 Caxton
Reynardxl (Arb.) 111 The foxe..grepe the wulffast by the

colyons. And he wronge hem so sore that [etc.]. c xszo

Skelton Magnyf. 2196 Iche shall wrynge the. .on the wryst.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 114 After they had

chaffed his temples.., wrong hys little finger [etc.]. 1612

Shelton Quix. 1. IV. v. 338 He wrung her throat so stra-.tly

betweene both his armes, that [etc.]. 1633 G. Herbert

Temple, Agonie ii, There shall he see a man.. wrung with

pains. 1709 Steele Taller No. 137 T 3 Let me wring your

Neck round your Shoulders. 1727-4" [see Twist v. 9 b].

1815 Burney Diet. Marine, To Wring a Mast, is to bend

or strain it out of its natural position by setting the shrouds

up too taught. 1816 Scott BI. DwarJV111, It s but wringing

the head o' him about at last 1839 Lane Arab. Ms. I. 04

The memlook - . began to wring it [sc. another s ear] by little

and little. 1881 'Rita' My Lady Coquette xix, I shall

wring that Budd's neck if he comes in my way.

reft, .21548 Hall Chron.. Hen. Fill, 171 The common

people.. wrong tbem selfes by the berdes.

ftg. 1900 J . L. Allen Incr. Purpose iv. 39 His heart-strings

were twisted tight and wrung sore this day.

b. To contract or contort (the features, etc.) ;
to

screw, distort, turn awry.

a 1300 K. Horn 1062 (CamM, Horn tok burdon & senppe,

& wrong his lippe. 1576 Whetstone Rode ofRegard 1.

83 She wroung her mouth awry. i6o» Marston Anlomo s

1607 Toi-sell Four-f. Beasts 141 When he fauiielh

» man he [je.a dog] wringeth his skinne in the forehead.

1665 J. Wilson Projectors I. i. 8 Do you not observe bir,

how hard he wrings his brows? 1808 Scott Marm. yi. xxx.

s When pain and anguish wring the brow. 1885 K. L,. &. r .

Stevenson Dynamiter 184 The white face.. wrung with

unspoken thoughts.
.

C. To twist or force (the features) into or to a

smile, etc.

1806 J. Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 4) vli. xxxy,

The necessity. . of wringing your features into a smirk, in

addressing a poltroon. 1827 Hood Mtds. Pasna xciy, lo

hope my solemn countenance to wring lo idiot smiles .

3. To twist (a wet garment, cloth, etc.) in the

hands, so as to force out water ; also in recent use,

to pass through a wringer. Occas. in fig. context.

Also with away (quot. 172S).

c 11.00 Havclok 1233 He sholen hire cloben washen and

wringen. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XIV. 1 3 Dowel shal wasshen

it [sc?a coat] and wryngen it borw a wys confessour. c 1425

MS. Shane 7? fol. 20., [When] bat h^u moystist it bus.,

loke bat bou wrynge it clene. 1471 Caxton Recuyell

(Sommer) 494 After she toke oute the sherte appertly and

wronge hit. 1530 Palsgr. 7S5/2, I wringe. . a clothe that

is wete. 1598 Grenf.wey Tacitus, Ann. Xl. x. 152 Ihe

presses were wrung, the vessels flowed with wine. 1633

Ford TisPi.'ym.m, My wholebody isin a sweat, that you

may wring my shirt ; feel here. 1634 Boyle Porousn. bod.

iii. 11 To purify Quicksilver bytying it upstnctlyin a piece

of kids. . leather, and then wringing it hard to force it out.

1728 Ramsay Last Sp. Miservii, I never. . wrung away my
sarks with washing. 1732 Swift Let. to J. Brandrelh.

30 June, Take care of damps; . . if a stocking happens to fall

off a chair, you may wring it next morning. 1812 J. Wilson

Isle of Palms 11. 283 Weeping, she wrings his dripping

hair. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 51 A wet sheet, dipped in

water, and well wrung.
absol. C1425 in Ret. Ant. I. 275 A woman ys a worthy

thyng: They dothewashe and dothe wrynge. 1573 Tusser

llusb. (187S) 173 Maids, wash well and wring well. 1635

Life 8, Death Long Meg Wcstm. ii. 5 She had been. .used.

.

to hard labour, as to wash, to wring.

b. To clasp and twist (the hands or fingers) to-

gether, esp. in token orby reason of distress or pain.

In very frequent use from c 1300.
, . « ,

<ri29o i
-

. Eng. Leg. I. 43 '303 He weop and cnede and

wrong is hondene. a 1300 A". Horn 980 (Camb. MS.), Hire

fmgres [Hart, hondes] he gan wringe. 1361 Langl. P. PI.

A. v. 68 Wrobliche he wrong his fust, c 1375 C ursor M.
23960 (Fairf.), Hir louelie fingris ho did wringe. (11440

Sir Eg/am. 815 They weptyn faste and wrang ther hande.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon I 37 There had you seen

..many a hande wrongen. 1523 Ln. Berners Eroiss. I.

ccKx. 165/1 They wronge their handes and tare their

heeres. 1611 Beaum. & Ft. Knt. Bum. Pestle IV. 1. Song,

Come you whose loves are dead, . . Weep and wring Every

hand and every head. 1659 W. Chamberlayne Pliaron.

in. 11. 105 Her hands Wringing each other'sivory joints. 1749

Smollett Regicide iv. v, Wherefore dost thou wring thy

t-nder hands? 1798 Edgeworth Pratt. Educ. (1811) 1. 104

Persons in violent grief wring their hands and convulse

their countenances. 1845 Mangan German Anthol. I. 162

She wrang her hands till blood gushed forth. 1884 KM.
Crawford Rom. Singer I. 89 He wrung his fingers together

and breathed hard.

transf. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xn, The wind sawed...

The shrubs wrung their many hands.

absol. a 1300 Cursor M. 239601 I se him hang, I se hir

wring, c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1212 Lat hym care and

wepe and wryng and waille. c 1430 Pol, Ret. A> L. Poems

(1903) 236, 1 wringe & wepe as bing for.lorn. 1587TURBERV.

Trag. T. (1837) 251 She wrong and wept a pace.

4. Of a tight shoe or boot : To press painfully

upon (the foot, toe, etc.) ; to hurt (a person) in this

way ; = Pinch v. i b.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. in. xi. 347 The schoon schulden be so

narowe, that thei schulden needis wringe his sones feet into

greet peyne. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. vii. X iij, Doth thy

shoe wrynge the? 1380 North Plutarch, P. AZmyhus

(1595) 262 Is not this a goodly shooe?. .yet..neucr a one of

you can tell where it wringeth me. 1581 PETTlEtr. Guazzos

Civ. Conv. I. ii Hee bought a paire of Bootes, whereof the

one was so straite that it wrong his legge and foote verie

sore. 161a Shelton Quix. 11. (1620) 223, I know where my
shoo wrings me. 1678 Otway Friendship in F. IV, Quit

her 1 as chearfully, as I would a Shooe that wrings me. 1770

Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 297/2 None knows where it

[a shoe] wrings him but he that wears it. 1831 R. Lower
Tom Clcuipole xxiv, I gun to feeL.De haboot ring ma toe.

b. In figurative contexts ; esp. in the proverbial

phrase to know where the shoe wrings one, or

variants of this : cf. Pinch v. i b.

£i386CHAUcER//crcA. T. 341, Iwoot best wherwryngeth
me my sho. — Wife's Prol. 492 He sat ful ofte and song
Whan bat his shoo ful bitterly hym wrong. 1546 T. Hey-
wood Prov. 11. v. (1867) 57 My selfe can tell best, where my
shooe doth wryng mee. 1584 Lodge Alarm E iij b, We
shall finde whereas their shooe wringeth them, xooa

Middleton Blurt, Master-Constabte A 4b, I hauea shooe

wrings me to th* heart. 1654 Earl Monm. tr. Beniiyoglio's

Wars Flanders 253 Here it is that the King of Spains shoe

wrings him. 167a Marvell Reh. Transp. I. 314 They see

where the shoo wrings him.

o. absol., esp. in fig. or proverbial use.

1580 Lyly Euphues(Xlb.) 413, 1 see that others maye gesse

where the shooe wringes, besides him that weares it. 1589

Greene Meuaphon (Arb.) 54 As he were a Coblers eldest

Sonne, [he] would by the laste tell where anothers shooe

wrings. X609 Rowlands Crew Kind Gossips 4 Little do

you know where my shoo wrings. 1058 A. Fox tr. Wurtz'

Surg. II. xxv. 149 He that weareth the shooes knoweth

where they wring. 1887 Brighouse News 23 July (E. D. D.),

Every man knows best where his shoe wrings.

5. To cause anguish or distress to (a person, his

heart, etc.) ; to vex, distress, rack.

WEING.

In freq. use from c 1780, esp. with heart.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 1531 So hard hym wrong or

sharp desir be peyne. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 91 If that

thou fiele That love wringe thee to sore. Behold Ovide

and take his lore, a 1535 Fisher Serm. Wks. (1876) 419

A penitent soule, that is sore prest and wrong with vtter

shame. 1575 Gascoigne Dan Barth., Reporter vi, In deede

the rage which wrong him there, was rathe. 1614 Wither

Juvenil, Epigr. v. 6 Where only thine own guiltinesse doth

wring thee. 1648 Hunting ofFox 32 Every word hath its

weight, and secretly wrings those lay-Levites. 1746 Francis

tr. Horace, Art ofPoetry 158 For Nature. .Wrings the sad

Soul, and bends it down to Earth. 1766 Goldsm. Vicar

xxviii, Though he has wrung my heart,, .that shall never

inspire me with vengeance. 1831 James Phil. Aug. 111.

ii Even the sunbeam..seemed but given to wring him [se.

a prisoner] with the memory of sweets he could not taste.

1845 Mangan German Anthol. I. 161 Remorse may wring

thy soul too late 1 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 79, 1 must

tell you all, Howe'er it wring my heart.

absol. 1553 Ascham Germany 23 His talke is alwayes so

accompanied with disci ession.., as he neither biteth with

wordes, nor wringeth with deedes. a 1893CHR. G. Rossetti

Poems (1904) 215/1 O faces unforgotten 1 if to part Wrung

sore, what will it be to re-embrace ?

b. To affect (a person, etc.) with bodily pain,

hurt, or damage (sometimes spec, by torsion or

pressure); to hurt, harm, or injure. Now dial.

or arch, (after Shakspere).

c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2047 Howe the gowte wryngeth

me by the too ! 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.y. Constnctus,

The mouthe wrounge with the bytte. 1580 Lyly Euphues

(Arb.) 249 Wring not a horse on the withers, with a lalse

saddle, 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 55 After they had first

wrung their foreheads with twisted ropes. 1623 St. I apers,

Col. 217 [Stale cider] doth extraordinarily wring the belly.

1608 Fryer Ace. E. India f, P. 176 Being wrung by her Pain.

171T Lond. Gaz. No. 4886/4 Rung with the 1 etters on the

white Foot, and rung a little on the Shoulders.
_
1718 Pope

Iliad XVI. 195 When scalding Thirst their burning Bowels

wrings. i88a N. $ Q. 29 July 94/1 My clothes wring me.

1887 Kentish Gloss. 192, 1 wrung my shoulder with carrying

^fisw'GA^oiGNE Weedes, Compl. G, Knt., A pe.ee

which shot .so streight, Itneyther bruzed with recule, nor

wroong with overweight. »ai.\ o Tr-..

fie. or in fig. context. 1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 387 For

deny I wil not that I am wroung 0.1 the withers. 1596

c,,,,, , Hen IV. 11. i. 7 The poore lade is wrung in the

withers. [cTunwrungV a-fiBBS E. Gosse Congreve 3

It wrung the withers of the poets of Colliers day.

O. To distress or afflict (a person) by exaction,

severitv, etc. ; to oppress, keep down.

1550 Becon Fortr. Faitlifulc iiij, Thus y« pore people be so

wrounge of these ungentle gentlemen, y« the selye soules are

lyke unto dry haddockes. 1599 >n Fowler Hist. C. t. (,.

(O.H.S.) 352 So as you [do not].. wring your Tenants in

such sort for your private gain. .613 P'gess Eliz in
,

Ell*

Orig . Lett. Ser. IL III. 232 My Lorde, I have not bin for.

ward to wringe you with requests. 1615 Sylvester Job

Triumph. .... 537'The meanest Groom I ^l™^
I durst not wring, nor wrong, nor wrangle with. 1742

Young A'/. Th. 11. 152 Bare existence, man to live ordain d,

Wrings, and oppresses with enormous weight.

td. To press or ply (a person) with argument

or confutation. Obs. rare.

1567 Harding in Jewel Def. Apol. 2 What doo Heret.kes

when they are vrged and wroonge, when by force of argU-

merui they are straighted. 1646 Trapp;Comm. John v.lL 7

Thus our Saviour wrings those supercilious and censorious

^Towrench or wrest out of position or relation

;

to 'cause to change place by turning or twisting.

Const, with advs., as apart, asunder, or preps., as

from, off, out of. „ .7
,1320 Sir Tristrem 3262 His st.rops he made him tine,

To gVounde he him wrong. 1495 ircvisa s Barth. DeP.K.

XI xiii. (W. de W.) 9 vi b, Thonder dystroyeth hye trees and

wryn---' ' --•-'1 *™ „t of the grounde. »

Cove

" rt^he^dVorBdzVbubV' ,-587 Golding Oei

xxv (IS02) 386, I will. .wring a sunder tne yron barres l-

Sahxiv.V. 1635w «jr "£f<- .*£?•;£?
wring the slick out of his hands. 1699 1. AuLI?0N„^
Archangel 18 Our Rudder Head was wrung in peices.

a^inCh Id Ballads III. 480 '1 His neck in twa.1 wat

fhevhae wrung 1857 Borrow Romany Rye xh. (1003) 257
•
gl SSJH ..™„„ „1H« and my complexion

xi, I'll wring

•vn"'yth '[MSS. rotebl theym out of the grounde 153.5

,Ve?dale.Lev. i. .5 The prest shal. .wrynge the neck of i

Bunaer a iS53 Udall Roister0^.£H«™W**

My mou"th being slightly wrung aside, and my cornplexjou

rather swarthy. 1883 Stevenson Ireas. 1st. .

his calfs head off his Jjody. „ p f
fig. and in fig. context. I54« Udall Erasm. Par. TO.

BTGodly Counsaillours, whom.. this wicked rable
:

found

meanes to wryng out of fauour. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)

"95 Now yo°u haue my opinion, you must no* ttmkto

wring me from it. a .59» [see Wrest sb 5 bJ..8.7 Shelley

Rev. Islam x. xli, Who the life from both their hwSaul
wring t c 1830 Bryant The Past v, My spirit struggles

hard ,0 wring
3
Thy bolts apart. 1878 Browsing La Sauiaz

51 Each kindly wrench that wrung From life s tree its

,n^t

*.
t

7

U
i6 South Am. <««*«£ .27 To wring

themselves out of God's hand by annihilation.

b. To bring out (words, etc) with effort.

«i3So in Relig. Lyrics 24th C. (.924) 34 pou wnngest

mani wrang word Wl> wanges ful we e. 1633 G.^Herbert

Temple, Praise (No. 3 1 i, Lord, I will.. speak thypraise,. .

Then will I wring it with a sigh or grone. 1820 Keats

Ode to Psyche 1 Hear these tuneless numbers, wrung By

sweet enforcement and remembrance dear.

7. To acquire or gain (money, property, a ngnt,

etc.) by exaction or extortion ; to wrest or wrencli

from or out of a. person, etc
. . .

a 1300 Sarmun in E. E. P. (1862) 3 pe wrecchrj wnngit

be mok so fast ; up ham silf hi nul nojt spend. 14 • •
roe, in

Wr.-Wuleker 583 Electa, to wrynge mony. 1576 Fleming

Panopl. Epist. 113 AU which priuileges . . they . .do wliat they
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can to wrest and wring irom us. 1594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol.
§ 215 Those offences. .are committed when any..wrin.^eth
money or other things from another man. 1630 A'. John-
son's Kingd. «$• Com/nw. 367 That Marquisate of Saluzzes.

.

which Henry the fourth of France wrung from him. 1730
Bailey (fol.), Extort, to wrest, wring or get out of one by
force, threat or authority. 1819 Scott Ivauhoe vi, Hard
hands have wrung from me my goods, my money, my ships.

1855 Macaulay Hist, Eng. xxii. IV. 727 To wring taxes
out of the distressed population. 1868 F arkas Siiencety V.
i. (187s) 15 The fields which the usurer has wrung from
the orphan.
absol. 158a (see Wrest z>. 4 b].

fig. and trans/. 1596 Spknskk State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 620
How hardly that Act of Parliament was wronge out of
them. 1608-11 Up. Hall I'.pist. 1. Ep. Ded., It were well, .if I

could wring ought from my selfe not vnworthieof a Judicious

Reader. i8a8 Carlyle Misc.^ Burns r 31 They will wring
from Fate another hour of wassail and good cheer, 1842 j

.

Wilson Chr, North (1857) I. 160 To wring from the very
soil more than it could produce. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. ix. II. 464 The pressure which had wrung from him
the only good acts of his whole reign.

b. To exact, extort, or draw (an admission, con-

sent, tic)from or out of a. person, etc.

In frequent use from c 1S30.

c 1444 [see Wresting vbl. sl\ 2.] 1581 Lambarde Eiren.
11. vii. (1588J 213 At the common Law, Ntmo tenebatur
prodere seipsum

t
and then his fault was not to be wrung

out of himselfe, but [etc.], 164a D. Rogers Naaman 41
The Lord doth not so.. to wring from him some tearmes of
homage. 1671 Milton Samson 1199 [They] constrain'd the

bride To wring from me. .my secret. 1721 Young Revenge
11. i, I wrung a promise from him he would try. 179a Rogers
Pleas. Mem. 1. 352 To wring the slow surrender from his

tongue. 1833 Ht, Martineau Brooke Earm vi. 79, I was
determined no enemy should wring a complaint out of me.
1864 G. A. Lawrence M. Dert'ng II. 83 The gay dare-devilry
of the man wrung from both, .admiration. 1892 Speaker 3
Sept. 293 These are not admissions wrung by the energy of
his opponents from Mr. Huxley.
trans/. 11813 Shelley Ealsehood § Vice 73 The stifled

moan Wrung from a nation's miseries.

Jig. 1853 Maurice Proph. A> Kings xxv. 441 Wringing out
of texts or symbols.. the proof of some New Testament
revelation.

8. To press, clasp, or shake (a person's hand) ; to

press (a person) by the hand ; to shake hands with.

1534 More Com/ agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1x70/1 The onetoke
the other by the tip of the finger, for hand would there none
be wrongen thorow the grate. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)

333 So wringing hir by the hand, he ended. 1601 [? Mars-
ton] Pasquil <$ Kath. in. (1878) 137 I'le. .wring thy fingers

with an ardent gripe, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 18 Aug. 1673,
He wrung me by the hand. 1713 Addison Cato 1. iv, The
good old King at parting wrung my hand. 1816 Scott Bl.

Dwarf xvii, Langley took his hand, and. .wrung it hard.
1848 Dickens Dombey 1, Mr. Toots, .wringing Walter by
the hand. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts iii, He shook hands
with Tom, wringing his hand harder than he knew.

b. To squeeze or compress together. rare~*.
1603 G. Owen Pembrokeshire i. (1891) 3 He Joyned in on

Mappc.the [four] greate sheeres [= shires]., by reason
whereof he was forced to wringe them..neere together.

9. a. To subject (something) to a writhing,

wresting, or turning movement ; to press, drive, or

impel in this way. Occas. fig. or in fig. context.

Also with preps., as in, into, upon.
13.. K. Atis. 2383 (Laud MS.), His spores he gynneb in

horse wrynge. a 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xhx. 190 He
wrang his fystes and brake the cordes al a Sonder. 1565

J. Hall Cr/. Vertue 73 b, Ofwexe they make scripture a
nose, To turne and wTyng it evry waye. 1583 Mui.caster
Elementarie Peroration (1925) 252 In tormenting the minde,
and wringing it to the worst. 1584 R. Scot Dtscov.
Witchcr. xiii. xxv. (i3S6*) 270 If you wring a testor upon
ones forehead, it will seeine to sticks, when it is taken awaie.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. ii, Wringing [folios wrieng] her
waste, and thrusting out her chinne. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
1. ii. 135 It is a hint That wrings mine eyes too 't. 1648
Hexham, Wringh-aerseu f to Wringe or Friggle the taile.

1760-a Goldsm. Cit. W. lxxix, They must. .wring their
figures into every shape of distress. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
xxxv, And is it true

t
then,, .that the bridegroom's face was

wrung round ahint htm? x86a Mrs. Urqwhisg Little Mattie
iii, Her lips you cannot wring Into saying a word more.
trans/, c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn vii. 28 [HeJ wringed

his strock atte the pullyng out ayen, that he made of his
swerde.

b. To wrest or twist (a writing, words, etc.) ; to
strain the purport or meaning of; to deflect, pervert

;

» Wrest v. 5.

[1393 Langl. P. PI. C. v. 31 Wily-man and wittiman and
waryn wrynge-lawe.] 1546 Supplic. 0/ Poore Commons
(E. E. T. S.) 77 Wring) ng & wrestynge the Scriptures.
1581 [see Wrest f. 5J. 1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling
109 By this wringing the Scripture and causing it to
bleede. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt, v, By wringing the collec-
tive allegory of those seven Angels into seven single Rochets.
1645 — Tetrarch. 8 [God's] commands and words.. are not
to be so strictly wrung, as [etc].

absoi. 1540 Covekdale Con/ut. Standish (1547) d vij b,
Thus make ye^ of gods holy scripture ashipmans hose, wrest-
ing and wringing to what purpose ye will. 1564 [see Wrest
v. 5].

c. To turn or deflect (a matter) into or to some-
thing ; to convert. ? Obs,

1534 State Papers Hen. VIII, I. 152 To wryng and wreste
the maters in to bettre trayne, if they walke a wrye.
1848 L. Hunt Jar Honey p. xvii. (tr. Bacon), So are those
doctrines best and sweetest which.. are not wrung into
controversies and common-places.

+ d. To incline or dispose (a person) ; to bend
or divert to something. Obs.
I5a8 More Dyatogc m. Wks. 210/ 1 Ourharteeuer thinketh

the iudgement wrong, that wringeth us to the worse. 1553
Ascham Germany 6 b, Octauiu was euermore wrong to the

worse by many and sundry spites. 1579 [see Wrest v. 3].

e. To wreathe, twist, or coil (something tlexible)

;

to wind or dispose in coils.

1585 T. Washington tr. Kicholays Voy. 11. xvi, 50 b,

Another great columnc.in forme of three serpents, wrong
one within another. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean's Er.
Chirurg. 29 b/i Cause the patient gentlye to wring about his

neck a table naptkinne or a towel 1. 1623 tr. Eavine's Theat.
Hon. iv. iii. 3 That is to say, a Serpent writhed or wrung
together. 1837 A. Tennent Vis. Glencoe 49 Some in coils

their forms did wring, As when the deadly serpent's spring
Insures its victim's doom. 1896 ' M. Field ' A ttila iv. 107
She catches hold of her own veil and wrings it round her
head.

T 10. rejl. To wriggle or insinuate (oneself) into

a place, favour, etc. Obs.
a 1525 Vergilius in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom. II. 27 The

deuyll wrange hym selfe into the lytell hole ayen. 159a
Nashe }'. Penilesse 64 b, They wring themselues into his

good opinion ere he be aware. 1602 Makston Ant. <y Met.
in, Niggard life Hath but one little, little wicket through.
We wring our selves into this wretched world, .to curse and
raile. 1621 J. Taylor (Water P.) Superbix Elagettum D 7 b,

These vipers, .proudly make humility a screw, To wring
themselues into opinions view.

II. With adverbs.

11. Wring down: To force, squeeze, or press

down ; spec, to force down the throat.

1633 Swedish Intelligencer in. 23 [They] will eate you
whole handfulls of raw Onyons. .as familiarly as an Italian

wrings downe sallets, or we apples. 1874 T. Hardy Ear/r.
Mad. Crowd Hi, There were the fellers round her wringing
down the cheese [in the press],

12. Wring" in: To insert, insinuate, or bring in

with or as with a twisting movement. Chiefly_/%r
.

1579 Fulke Heskins Pari. 227 Maister He.sk. wold fain

make Euthymius to speak for him, if he could tell how to
wring him in. 1597 [see Wrest v. i cj. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. II. iv, Who when they haue got acquainted
with a strange word, neuer rest till they haue wroong it in.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxi. 187 Gu.e me those Lines.. In
which things naturall be, and not in falsely wrong.

13. Wring off: To wrest or force off by twisting

or turning round.
c 1520 Skelton Magny/ 1009 Of some I wrynge of the

necke lyke a wyre. 1611 Bible Lev. i. 15 The Priest shall

bring it vnto the altar, and wring off his head. 1726 Swift
Gulliver n, v, One of our servants., wrung off the bird's

neck. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard iv. i. 167 Let one ..

Wring my crown off and cast it underfoot.

14. Wring" out : a. To force out (moisture) by
or as by twisting ; to squeeze out. Also fig. and
transf. Cf. Outwring v.

1340-70 Alisaunder 712 Hee wringes oute be wet wus.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 2527 Phillis*

t
To meche truste wel

may I pleync.on 3oure teris falsely out i-wronge. 1388
Wyclif Isaiah xvi, 10 He that was wont to wringe out,

schal not wrynge out wyn in a pressour. c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 50 pen grynde tansy, bo iuse owte wrynge.
£1450 Mirour Saluaciotm (Roxb.) 33 Gedeon wronge out
the dewe. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 40 b. He that
bloweth his nose ouermuche, shall wringe out bloude. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia n. xxvii, With that the fellow, .wrang out
teares. 1612 S. Rid Art o/Jugting E 3 b, So (with a little

sponge in your hand) you may wringe out blood or wine.

1624 Wotton Archil, in A sturdie woman, washing and
winding of Hnnen clothes, ..wrings out the water. 1743
Blair Grave 328 From stubborn shrubs Thou wrung'st their

shyretiring virtues out. 1816 J. Wilson City 0/Plagueu.
i. 196 Such return Wrings out the tears from my old wither'd

heart.

transf 1398 Tkevisa Bartk. De P. R. v. xxxvi. (Bodl.

MS.), Colde aier..is ywronge oute [L. exprimitur\ and
idrawe to be vtter parties.

b. To strain (a wet fabric, etc.) with a twisting

motion, so as to press out most of the moisture.

Also const, of (the liquid in which the thing has

been wetted).
13.. [see 1]. 1388 Wyclif Judges vi. 38 Whanne the flees

was wrongun out, he fillide a pot with deew. c 1440 Pallad.
on Itusb. 11. 417 [After it has been] so steped xix dayes,

Wrynge out the mirte [= myrtle berries] & dense hit.

1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 23 Wet a long cloth,, .wringe

it well oute. 1576 G. Baker tr. Gesner's Jewell 0/ Health
11b, We wring out .. the thyngs infused. 1676 Wiseman
Surg. ii. ix. iqi With a Compress wrung out as is prescribed.

1771 Mrs. Haywood Nezv Present /or Maid 268 Then
wring them out of those suds. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M.
Bartonv'm, Just help me wring these out, and then I'll take

'em to the mangle. 1896 Altiutt's Syst. Med. I. 419 A large

towel wrung out of cold water.

0. To get or fetch out (something) with a wren-ch-

ing movement ; to wrench or wrest out.

c 1420 Wycliffite Bible 2 Sam. xxiii. 21 (MS. Bodl. 296), He
wrong out be sperefro be bond.

d. To express or bring out with effort. (Cf. 6 b.)

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 106 Oft, Dawe, in thi writtyng,

thou wryngist out contradiccion.
^ 1831 Lamb Elia 11. News,

papers35 Years ago.We were wringing out coy sprightliness

for the [Morning] Post.

e. To obtain or draw (something) from another

by pressure, application, or art; to extract, elicit,

bring out.

1560 Daus tr. Steidane"s Comm. 118 b, Of all these thynges
can they [sc. merchant*] wrynge out [L. elicere] golde and
syluer, to the wonderfull losse of people. 159X Lyly En.iym.
v. iii, Marking.. my sighes,..by questions [he] wrungc out

that, which was readie to burst out. 1598 Grknewey
Tacitus, Ann. xv. v. 228 Let false praise, and wroong out by
praiers be restrained. x6o» Makston Antonio's Rev. n. v,

Present thy guilt, As if twere wrung out with thy con-

science gripe, 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Setv. 90 That which

claws away world from about them, would, 'tis like, wring
out their Planethood from within them. 1833 I. Taylor
Eauat. ii. 38 The gratification, .is wrung out from the very
torments of the heart. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix.

IV. 287 In order to wring out from them the names of their

employers. 1879 Browsing Martin Retph 121 He wrung
their pardon out.

1 1'. To expel or depose (a person) from position

or office ; to thrust out. Obs.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 174 n, After he had wronge

oute [L. eliserat) Mathew Heldc.he. .placed [another], .in

his rome. 1631 Weever Anc, Funeral Man. 232 In which
office he continued, vnlill hue was wrung out by Woisey.

15. Wring rip : a. To pull up with a twist ; to

wrench up.
C1440 Pallad. on Itusb. n. 185 The wedis with an hond

most vp be wronge. [Cf. upwring, Up- 4 a].

b. To squeeze, press, or compact by torsion ; to

twist or screw up.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1S62) 14 Take almondes, bray hem,

wryng horn up. c 1440 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 442 Take
parsel, and grinde hit, and wringe hit up with egges thrugh
a streynour. 1883 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser.

iv. 244 Wring the book up tightly in the press. 1891 T.

Hardy Tess iii, The very white truck.. which had been
wrung up and ironed by her mother's own hands.

C. Mining. In passive. Of a lode : To become
diminished or dwindled.
1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xi. 343 By

continuing the workings through the space so wrung-up.

1855 [J. K. Leifchild] Cornwall 145 Sometimes the lode.,

becomes 'wrung up ', or impoverished.

III. intr. [ 16. To How or run out under

pressure ; to issue. Oh.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 322 Al bet fule wrusum SLheawe^ him, &

wringe^ ut biuoren al be wide worlde. 01240 Wohitnge in

0. E. Horn. I. 281 pat te blod wrang ut at tine finger neiles.

01300 Cursor M. 1
1 700, I wil bat vte be water wring.

?c:i4oo Emare S81 The teres out of hys yen gan wryng.
a 1450 Xorthcru Passion (D) i'cZo pe blonde a nun began
out to springe And ban \>t watir after to wringe.

f b. To struggle or force a way out. Also fig.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 2110 Thus oute at holes gunne
wringe Euery tydynge streght to Fame, a 1525 Vergilius

in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom, II. 26 There was a lytell hole,

and therat wrange the deuyll out like ayeel. 1584 K. Scor
Discov. IVttchcr. in. xvi, 51 Little holes where a flic can
scarselie wring out.

C. Mining. "With out. (See quot. and 15 c.)

1855 [J. R. Leifchild] Cornwall 91 Sometimes the schist

so abounds in the lode, that the quart^ose part disappears

altogether, or is only continued in minute strings. In such

a case, the lode is said to have dwindled away, or to have
wrung out.

tl7. To suffer or sustain twisting, wrenching,

or turning. Obs.

a 1223 Leg. Kath. 1368 pekeiser. .bed. .babinden hamswa,
be fet & te honden, pet ha wrungen a^ein.

b. To be engaged in, to perform the action of,

writhing or twisting ; esp. of the hands.

1377 Langl. /'. PL B. v. 85 His body was to-bolle for

wratthe, .. And wryngynge he }ede with be fiste. £1435
Torr. Portugal 1690 Fore his men pursued a dere, To his

castell, ..That doth my hondys wring, This Giaunt hym
toke. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 780 Koghe bow not penne, by
bonkes, Ny wrynge bou not wyth |-y schonkes. ? a 1480
Piers 0/ Futham 143 in Ha/.!. E. P. P. II. 7 A gentyll

byrd takyn can no defense, Save wrasiyll and wrynge with

the tale a lyte. 154° Supplic. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.)

69 When they sawe the worlde mn what 1> ke to wrynge on
the otiier syde, they denyed it. 1604 E. T. Case is altered

C ij b, His wife with her handes wringing entertaines him
witli a weeping. 1682 Bunyan Holy War 153 Mr. Weteyes
went with hands wringing together. 183. J. Eumkston in

Sacred Poetry (1868) 243 The hands I luve dearly are

wringing.

f 18. To fling away ; to rush precipitately. Obs.

c 1400 Sowodnc Bab. 2557 Richard the whiles away he
wronge, Thile thai were alle dismayede.

19. To twist the body in stiuggling or striving;

to struggle with or strive against something ; to

contend, labour, or endeavour earnestly.

1470-83 Malory Arthur v. v. 168 Arthur weltred and wrong
that he was other wbyle vnder and another tyme aboue.

1489 [see Wrestle v. 2 bj. 1548 P. Nicols Godly New
Story E iij b, Some wring & wrest to go backe agayn into

Egypt, 1556 J. Heywood Spider -y Ely i. 59 The more he

[sc. a fly] wrange, the faster was he wrapt [in the web J. 1570

Drast Two Serm. K vj, lannes and Mambres wrong and
shouldered at the truth. 1791 [W. Keckford] Pop. Tales

ofGermans II. 121 Violent convulsion fits shewed that they

were wringing with death. 1837 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV.

114 With the many.headed coil of Lernean serpents..

[Hercules] wrestled and wrang. .for life or death.

b. To twist, turn, or struggle in pain or

anguish ; to writhe.

c 148s Digby Myst. (1882) m. 1409 Swycbe a cramp on me
sett is... I ly and wryng. 1596 Harington Metam. Ajax

(1814) 45 He. .looked as if he had been wringing hard on a

close-stool. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 111. vi. 79 He wnngsat some

distresse. 1633 Up. Hai l Occas. Medit. lxix. 167 How is it

[sc a worm] vexed with the scorching beanies, and wrings up

and down ! 1789 [see Wrincle v. 2]. 1843 Carlyle Past

$ Pr. in. i, In hydra-wrestle, giant 'MHlocracy ..wrestles

and wrings in choking nightmare.

c. To suffer or undergo grief, pain, punishment,

etc. (for something).

1505 J- Hall Crt. Vertue 134 b, None but the poore Doth

wrynge therfore, And suffer the distres. 1586 Ferne Blaz.

Gentrie 22 The shoemaker, .hath so scanted his shoe that

his ioote wringeth therewith. 1608 Chapman Byron's Con-

spiracy 1. i, Such as are impatient of rest ; And wring be-

neath some priuate discontent. 1760-71 H. Brooke Fool 0/
Qual. I1S09) III. 28 My heart wrings with regret. 1831 R.
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WRING. 372 WRINKLE.
Lower Tom Cladpole cxlvi, My toe did ring full sore. 1882
N. fyQ, 17 June 468/2, I took it [sc. a feather bedjaway,.. be-
cause he would not wring so [i.e. have such bed-sores].

20. t a. To set upon a person with hostile

language. Obs.
1581 J. Bell Haddon'sAnsw. Osor. 334 Whereunto tend

-

eth all the endeuour of those men, whome Osorius here
wringeth vpon [L. oppugnat] so sharpely.

b. To carry on wringing or torture. rare~~l .

1821 Byron Two Foscari 1. L Let themwringon; I am strong
yet. Guard. Confess, And the rack will be spared you.

f 21. To associate, or join hands, with another.

Obs. rare.

1580 LvpioxSivyila 109 Which [bribe] belyke you thought
that my handes did so tickle to louche, that I would wring
with the wrong and flee from the truth.

Hence + Wringed///. a., wrung ; squeezed (out).

1582 Stanyhurst sEneis it. (Arb.) 50 Wee wer al in-

ueigled, with wringd tears nicetye blended, la 1600 Roman.
Charity in A. Philips Coll. Old Ball. II. 142 With wringed
Hands, and bitter Tears, These Words pronounced she.
a 1680 Cmarnock Attrib. God (1682) 637 'Tis as if Divine
Goodness did kneel down to a Sinner with wringed Hands.
Wring, obs. erron. f. Ring z>.2

f Wring-bolt, obs. erron. f. Ring-bolt.
1815 Burney Diet. Marine, Wring-bolts,. . in ship-build-

ing, are bolts used to bend and secure the planks against the
timbers. [Hence in Crabb (1S23) and later Diets. Cf.
Wrain-bolt.]

f Wringe, obs. variant o{ wrinch Wrench sb. 1

1632 Lithgow Trav. 1. 3 A Dame.. Whose wringes, winks,
whose curious smiles and words, And scraping feete, lost

blandement atToords.

Wringer (ri'nai). Also 6-7 ringer, [f. prec.

+ -er1. Cf. OHG. ringari (MHG., G. ringer)

wrestler.]

I. 1. An exactor, extortioner; an oppressor.
a 1300 Sarmun xxi. in E. E. P. (1862) 3 Such a wringer gob

to hetle for litil gode bat nis no^t his. 1562 J. Hkvwood
Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 206 How lost you your welth ?. .Who
was your welthes wringer? 1578 T. Wilcocks Scrm. Pawles
56 Masters detayning seruaunts wages; a roring sinne,
whiche shall make the wringers houle for it. izx6i8 Syl-
vester Sec. Sess. Parlt. Wks. (Grosart) II. 141 An Act
against all greedy Wringers, Wrongers, Usurers, and Op-
pressors. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. xxxii, You're. .a screwer
by deputy, a wringer, and squeezer, and a shaver by sub-
stitute.

2. One who presses out juice or moisture, rare—1
.

1388 Wycuf Isaiah xvi. 10 Y haue take awei the vois of
wryngeris out [L. calcantium],

b. One who wrings clothes or the like after

washing ; one whose occupation consists in

wringing.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. ii. 5 There dwels. .his Laundry ;

his Washer, nnd his Ringer. 1618 Reyce Brev. Suffolk
(1902) 22 Wringers, spinners, weavers, burlers. 1831 Car-
lyle Sart. Res, r. iii, Old Lieschen, . . who was . . his washer
and wringer. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 59 Gun
Cotton Manufacture : Beater. Dipper. Wringer.
trans/. 1573 Harvey Letter-Bk. (Camden) 102 Her waste

so laste ; her fingers sutch wringers.

f3. a. One who twists or distorts, rare—1
.

i5S» Huloet, Wringer or wryster of a thinge out of ordre,
elico.

fb. = Wrester 2. Obs. rare—\
c 1560 Godly $ Fruteful Treatise, Wresters and wringers

of thy holy scripture.

1 4. One who causes pain, suffering, etc
1602 Contention betw. Liberality fy Prodigality iv. ii,

Thistles, and nettles most horrible stingers, Rauens, grypes,
andgryphons, oh vengible wringers.

IL f5. A crow-bar. (Cf. Ringer sb> 3.) Obs.
1703 [R. Neve] City % C. Purchaser 48 They, .united into

one intire Body, so that they are forced to get them out with
Wringers (or Iron-bars).

6. A wringing-machine.
1799 Hull AdT'ert. 15 June 2/4 Mr. Beetham's.. patent

wringer. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2822/1 Palmer's Com-
bined Wringer and Mangle. 1891 Anthony's Photogr. Bull.
IV. 298 Passing it between the rollers of the wringer.

7. A device for wringing hot fomentations before
application.

1884 Eva Lucres Led. Nursing vii. 135 You will require
new fomentation flannels and wringers. 1896 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. I. 435 A good wringer is made by a strip of ticking.

Wringing, vbl. sb. [f. Wring v. + -ing k\
1. The action of the verb, in various senses ; the

fact of being wrung.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 5452 per was siking. ., weping &

wringinge for wo at here hertes. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvn. exit, (Bodl. MS.), Oile. .renneb be better and be
clenner oute of be drafie in the wringinge and pressinge.

1481 [see Wring v. 9 a]. 1548 Patten Exped. Scotl. Pref.

c tij, Thepeynfull wringing of so vneasie ayok. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T, To Rdr., He hath but a slight wringing by the

eares. 1606 J. Carpenter Solomon's Solace xiv. 57 The
wringing of the shoo being knowne to him only which
weareth it. 1611 Bible Prov. xxx. 33 The wringing of the

nose bringeth forth bloud. 1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schot. Div.

156 With, .wringing of hands, knocking of breasts, tearing

ofhaire. 1706 [see Wresting vbl. sb. ij. 1718 Chamber-
layne Relig. Philos. I. 54 In this great Length of the Tube
of the Bowels • . no Body can encrease or diminish the

Contractions or Wringings of the same. 178a V. Knox Ess.

clxiv. (1819) III. 224 That wringing of the hands, beating

of the breast. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. Iv, Her broken
words, and her wringing of her hands. 1854 R. S. Surtees
Handley Cr. iv. The wringing of turkeys' necks.

b. Jig. The action of wresting or taking force-

fully ; extortion.

1589 Pasq-uiTs Ret. C ij, Ready to suffer wrong without

wringing of reuenge out of Gods hand. 1607 Cowell

Interpr., Extortion, . . an vnlawfull . . wringing of mony
or mony worth from any man, 1611 [see Wresting vbh
sb. 1 c].

C. With advs., as out, up.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 19 The wringing out of

grapes to her husband. 1730 Bailey (fob), Extortion, an
unlawful . . wringing out of money . . from any person. 1839
De la Bkche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xi. 343 The miner.

.

terms such points..of contact a nipping-in or wringtng-up
of the lode.

2. The action of squeezing or pressing water or

moisture out of clothes, etc.
; i*tbe personal service

of doing such. Also in fig. context.

1560 Wills <y Invent. N. C. (Surtees, 1835) 191 To find hym
fyre and a chamber with all wessyng wry[n]ginge and one to
help hym one with his clothes and of. 15876c. Acts, Jas. VI
(1814) III. 508/1 Meit drink clething bedding wesching and
wringing. 1626-7 Rnaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 92 My
keepinge with.. washinge, wringinge and other necessaryes
during my life. 1633 G. Herbkrt Temple, Love Unknown
16 My heart, .in a font, .was dipt and di'd, And washt, and
wrung: the very wTinging yet Enforceth tears. 1821 Scott
Kenihv. ix, Breakfast shall be on the board in the wringing
of a dishclout. 1845 G. Doud Brit. Manuf. IV. 96 The
wringing [of wool], .is. .effected thus. 1875 Knight Diet,
Mech. 2822/1 The ordinary wringing injures fine apparel.

f 3. A griping or wringing pain, esp. in the
intestines. Obs.
C1550H. Lloyd Trcas. Health L iv, The ryndeofthe pyne

apple tree. .doth. .take awaye the wryngyng of the bely.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 235 The gryp' nS paynes and wringings
of the bellie. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 445 The torments and
wringing of the cholique. 1607 [see Wresting vbl. sb. 2].

1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. 83 The wringing of the Guts. 1721
Bailey, To Verminaie,.. to have a griping or wringing in the
Belly.

tb. The action or fact of feeling remorse, ap-
prehension, or mistrust ; an instance of this. Obs.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. ii. 28 Doubts, wringing of the

Conscience, b'eares and despaires. 1633 Flktcher& Shirley
Nt. Walker 1. i, No wringings in your mind now, as you
love me. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) IV. 36
He beheld her, in the wringings of penitential desolation.
Ibid. 4T The weight and wringing that was then at his heart.

4. Perversion; =« Wkkstihg vbl. sb. 2. ? Obs.
1565 Calfhill A 71ST.V. Mnrfiall v. 127 Hys wordes without

wringing or wresting at all, be taken . . to importe much lesse.

1581 J. Bfll H addon's A usw. Osor. 279 Wordes in the Gos-
pell, which (by wringyng and wrestyng) you doe accustome
to force to your purpose, a 1614 D. Dyke Myst. Selfe-
Dccciuing (1630) 222 Diuerssuch like wringings of Scripture.

1852 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Madonna 325 Without any wring,
ing of the text for an especial purpose.

5. concr. In pi., that which is wrung out. Also

f'S-
1867 Df.nison Astron. without Math. 168 That great law

. . prevents the whole earth and the sea . . from flying in pieces
like the wringings of a mop. 1886 Browning in Alaggs'
Catal. March (1897)48 The 'quality of lying is not strained'
in this particular case, but droppeth ' as should the wringings
of a felon brain for the sake of a dollar '.

6. attrib. , as -f wringing point; wringing-
machine, a machine for wringing clothes, etc,
after washing ; a wringer.
1637 Walton inVvotton Reli^. (1651) 166 Then was Stigand,

the Metropolitan,. . fairly deposed, being too stiffe for the
times : which was indeed the wringing point. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archit. § 698 A washing and wringing machine.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade 417 Wringing-machine Maker.

Wringing,///, a. [f, as prec. + -ing 2.]

1. fa. Of hands: That undergo wringing, squeez-
ing, or pressing ; wrung under distress. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2324 Heo..seh.. wepmen & wummen,

mid wringinde honden wepinde sare. 1579 Hake Newes out
of Powles (1872) B vj, Another cryes with wringing handes.
1596 Rowan Charity in Roxb. Ball. VIII. 6 With wringing
hands and bitter teares, these words pronounced she. 1705
Stanhope Paraphr. I. 73 Wringing Hands and Gnashing
Teeth thenceforth and for ever.

b. Quasi-.zdfe'. in wringing-wet, very wet ; so wet
that moisture may be wrung out.
a 1500 Fl<nver <y Leaf 406 To drie here clothes that were

wringing wete.
^ 1570 B. Googe Pop.Kingd. 49 b, Maydens

., dabbled all with durt, and wringing wette, a 1614 Serm.
\

Jude i. in Hooker's Wks. (1888) III. 665 A poor fisherman 1

. . with his clothes wringing wet. 1686 Goad Celcst. Bodies
in. i. 377 The wringing-wet Influence (as Houswives call it)

of 6* and §. 1847 lllustr. Loud. News 21 Aug. 128/2 Their
handkerchiefs are * wringing-wet '. 1897 Mary Kingsley
W. Africa 387 Then I clutch.. a wringing wet blanket. '

1901 Ai.ldridge Sherbro xxiii, Foot-sore, utterly exhausted,
and wringing wet with perspiration.

2. That writhes or twists.

«597 Deloney Gentle Craft ii. Wks. Ugt 2) 81 The wrathfull I

Dragon with his long, wringing taile.

3. Causing pain, distress, or anguish ; racking,
distressing.

1576. Fleming tr. Caius" Dogs (1880) 27 Nipping neede &
wringing want. x6oi Holland Pliny II. 250 The wringing
pains in the bellie. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 188 A pain,
full wringing grief in the body after food. 1831 James Phil.
Augustus II. viii, One task., which, however wringing to
my heart, must be completed. 1891 H. Lynch G. Meredith
83 The wringing sorrows brought about by his own baseness.

b. Characterized by oppression or extortion.
1620 (see Wrestling ppl. a. 2]. 1814 Byron Lara n. viii,

Many a wringing despot.. Who work d his wantonness in
form of law.

C. Causing straining or stretching (of the fingers).

1676 Mace Mustek's Mon. 41 Therefore were they con-
strain'd to extreme hard, cross, and wringing Stops, .upon
the Finger-board.

f Wringle, sb. Sc. [f. next] (See quot.)
1808 Jamieson, Wringle, a writhing motion.

t Wringle (n*rjgT)> v. Obs. Also 7 ringle.
[Corresponds in sense 1 to Da. vringle, Sw. and
Norw. vringla, to twist, entwine, and in sense 2 to
Flem. wringelen to squirm, writhe. The precise

source is not clear.]

1. trans. To entwine or twist together ; to wreathe.
157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 63 b, This Serpente I haue

descried as wringled into a wreathe.

2. intr. To move sinuously ; to writhe.
1596 [see nextl 1643 'Powers to be resisted* 12 A poore

worme..will wringle away from the foot, and earth it selfe.

1648 Hexham ii, Ringen, to Ringle, or to Wrestle. 1789
Shepherds Wedding 12 (E.D.D.), She threw and she drew,
she wringl'd and wrang.

Hence Wri-ngling ppl. a.

1596 Davies Orchestra liii, I loue Meanders path;.. In his
indented course and wringling play He seemes to daunce
a perfect cunning Hay.
Wringle- (rrng'l), the verb-stem used attrib. in

wringle-gut, -straw dial., +-tail : (see quots.).
1658 Rowland tr. Mcufet"s Theat. Ins. 937 There is another

Fly. .which Pennius cals Ctirvicaudem [ = curved tail], very
well in English a Wringle-tail, in regard that.. he bends his
tail towards him with his sting started. 1691 Ray .A/. Co.
Words (ed. 2) 84 Wringle.streas, or Straws, .. Windle-
Straws. 1777 in Eng. Dial. Did. s.v., Wringle-gut, one
who frets his guts to fiddle-strings by twisting and turning
his body. 1877 Holdemess Gloss. 160 Wringlesthreea,..a.
coarse grass.

fWringleather, obs. erron. f. Ringleader.
1525 Warham in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 366 Some of

the chief wringleathars.

"Wringle-wrangle. rare~*. [Reduplication of

"Wrangle sb. with change of vowel as in jingle-

jangle, tingle-tangle, etc.] Controversial argu-

ment ; wordy disputation.
[Cf. 1833 Lvtton Eugene A. 11. viii, They be so. .quarrel-

some..; wringle, wrangle, wrongle, snap, growl, scratch.]

1882 Besant Alt Sorts xlv, The House was not sitting,

and there was no wringle-wrangle of debates to furnish

material for the columns.

f Wri-ngly, adv. Obs. [Cf. Wringle v. i.]

In a wrung or twisted manner; twistedly.

1582 Stanyhurst AEneis (Arb.) 137 Three showrs wringlye
wrytben glimring, and forceblye sowcing.

Wri-ng-staff, -stave, rare- . [Cf. Wring-
bolt, \Vrain-stave.] A staff for inserting in an

eye of a ring-bolt.

1815 Burney Diet. Marine, Wring-staves . .are strong

pieces of wood used with the Wring-Bolts. [Hence in Crabb
(1823) and some later Diets.] 1884 Imp. Diet, s.v., Wrings
staff',.. called also Wrain-staff.

Wrink, var. Wrenk sb. Obs.

Wrink (rirjk), v. ? Obs. [Cf. Wrinkle v. and
VtfL.forwrynkked (For-1 8).] = Wrinkle v. 3 b.

1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 11 Griefand age had wrink 'd

her brow.

Wrinkle (ri'rjk'l), sb. Also 5-6 wryncle, -kle,

-kel, -kul, -kyl(le, 6 wrynckle, wrinkel(l, -kyll,

-ckel, 6-1 wrinc(k)le (6 rinkle, 7 rinckle, -el).

[Of obscure origin
;
possibly a back-formation from

Wrinkled a.

Somner's OE. 'wrincle, ruga, a wrincle ' is not otherwise

known. Kilian's*7t'W«r^/, ruga ' is also uncertified, and is

rendered suspicious by his citing the English word.]

I. fl. A sinuous or tortuous movement, forma-

tion, etc. ; a winding or curving; a sinuosity. Obs.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. 2683 An hous. .Callid Laboryntus,

. . Ful ofwrynkles. 1480CAXTON Trevisa^sHigden{i^2) 40b,
Laborintus ..is an hous .. wrought with .. windynges so

diuersly by wonderful wayes and wrynclis, that [etcj. 1513

Douglas Mneid v. v. 62 The eddir . . Lang wrinklis makis
oft with hir body. Ibid. xn. viii. 69 Als feill wrynklis and
turnis can scho mak As dois the swallow.

2. A crease, fold, or ridge caused by the folding,

puckering, or contraction of a fabric, cloth, or

other pliant substance. Occas. in fig. context.

Also without article.

In quots. 1676, 1869 with allusion to sense 4 b.

a 1420 Wycliffite Bible Gen. xxxviii. 14 (MS. Cotton Clau-

dius E n), She took a roket clob wib many wrynclis. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 534/1 Wrynkyl, or plate yn clothe,, .plica.

1514 Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshman (Percy Soc.) 1 Nor of

hisclothynge one wryncle stode a wrye- >S37 Latimer Serm.

ful of wrinckles. Ibid. xv. 312 He takes it at heart, to haue

a wrinckle in his pumpe. 1617 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks.

(1639) 150 That there be no wrinckles in the clouts applied.

1676 W. Hudbard Happiness of People 54 Cause .. for that

virgin..Church to condemn themselves for some spots or

wrincles in their garment. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 16P2 His

stockings [were] without a wrinkle. 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort. 175 The roll of canvass, .winds up and lets down
without a single wrinkle. 1869 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Folks

v, Her Sunday bonnet was without spot, her Sunday gown
without wrinkle.

fig. 1624 Hevwood Gunaik. iv. 191 She so farre insinuated

into the King's breast, that the wrinckles of all suggestions

were cleared.

b. A slight narrow ridge or depression on a

surface ; a longitudinal mark ; a corrugation.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 100 The wryncles on the houe.

1601 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. in. iv. 1409 One that.,
admires the good wrinckle of a boote. 1677 N. Cox GentI.

Recreat. 1. 126 The Wild-Goat[s] . . have Wreaths and
Wrinkles on their Horn*. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc.,
Printing xxii. F 1 He leaves no wrinckles in the turnings
up [of the paper lining]. 1737 Bracken Farriery Itnpr.



WRINKLE. 373 WRINKLED.
(1740) II. 71 Whether jt [.re. the horny part of the hoof] be
smooth and even, or.. in Wreathes or Wrinkles. 174a H.
Baker Microsc. (1743) 224 The little Wrinkles, Hollows, or
Crevices of the Corn. 1838 T. Thomson Chettt. Org. Bodies
850 Wrinkles arising from the desiccation of the tube. 1839
Civil Eng. .5- Arch. Jrnl. 1 1. 154/1 When . . docked she did
not show a wrinkle in her copper.

fig. and in fig. context. 1719-20 Swift Stella's Birthday
54 The Cracks and Wrinkles of your Mind. 1822 Hazlitt
Table-T. Ser. 11. vi. (1869) 127 They cause a wrinkle in the
clear and polished surface of their existence.

C. transf. of physiographical features.

1805 Woedsw. Prelude vin. 583 Here is shadowed forth
From the projections, wrinkles, cavities, A variegated land-
scape. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xiv, Every point and
wrinkle in the headland. 1900 Le Gallienme Prav. xv, 234
Northleach, lying in 'a wrinkle ' of the still dreary hills.

3. A small fold or crease of the skin, esp. due to

age, care, displeasure, etc
In frequent use from c 1590.
c 1425 Cursor M. 18840 (Trin.), His forhede feir wemles in

s'i3t wipouten wrynkul [earlier MSS. runkel, -il, ronclis] hit

was slisL 1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Wrinkell in ones face, raiere.
1586-90 Greens Metam. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 30 Venus
frowned on the smith with a rinkle on her'forehead. 1617
Morvson Itin, in. 169 Fier. .causeth wrinckles and spots on
their bodies. 1673 [R. Lfigh] Transp. Reh. 52 There are
many wrinckles and chaps we will not fill up with the paint
of art. c 1788 W. Blake Tiriel 10S To count the wrinkles
in thy face. 1837 R. M. Bird Nick of the Woods III. 71
Though the wrinkles of forty winters furrowed deeply in his

brows. 1877 Black Green Past, ii, The calm and thoughtful
forehead that had as yet no wrinkle of age or care.

b. transf.^ fig., and in fig. context.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1, i, Their bloud had (as it were)

filled the wrinckles of the seas visage. 1643 Caryl Expos,
yob I. 1519 A perfect soul-state, and a perfect state of body,
hath no wrinkle in it 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. 22 No
wrinkles in the face, no gray hairs on the head of eternity !

1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv. clxxxii, Roll on, thou . . Ocean ! .

.

Time writes no wrinkle on thine azure brow. 1855 Whitby
Gloss.igg Wreeangs,.. wrinkles of dust or dirt upon the skin.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. XX. v, I_They] have contributed a
wrinkle of human Fun to the earnest face of Life.

C. A ripple or ruffle on the surface of water; a
wavelet. Chiefly poet.

1633 P* Fletcher Purple Isi. v. xlvii, As when a stone..
Prints in the angry stream a wrinkle round. 1663 Sir T.
Heruert Trav. (1677) 39 The Sea., was as smooth as Gla^s,
not the least curl or wrinkle discernable. 1821 Clare Fill.

Minstrel II. 180 Nor faintest wrinkles o'er the waters creep,

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 17 Where the blue lake's wrinkle
marks the river's inrush pale.

4- fig. A moral stain or blemish.
Freq. coupled (as in next) with spot

%
after Eph. v. 27.

a 1400 Pauline Ep. (Powell) Eph. v. 27 pe kyrkc.not
hafande a spot or a wrynkylle. 1408 Wycliffite Bible Eph. v.

27 (MS. Fairfax 2), [That] be chirche . . hadde noo wem ne
ryueling eber wrynlcele. 1530 R. Whytford Werke /or
Householders A ij, Our owne conscience . . shall clerely con-
fesse al our hole lyfe, and euery wryncle & parte therof.

1569 Roest tr. y. van der Noofs Thcat. 97 A glorious
Church, without any spot or wrinckle. 1643 Caryl Expos,
yob I. 1519 Poverty is the wrinkle of riches, and disgrace is

the wrinkle of honour, /bid., In the state of glory. . we shall

not have . . one spot or one wrinkle.

b. Without article ; chiefly in without {spot or)

wrinkle.
1526 Tindale Eph. v. 27 A glorious congregacion with oute

spot or wrynckle. [Hence in later versions.] 1643 Caryl
Expos, yob I. 1519 Believers have now a righteousness in
Christ withoiu spot or wrinkle. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Eng. 11. xxvii. 205 Henry, .continued in that condition
eighteen years without wrinkle of Fame. 1675 T. Brooks
Gold. Key 325 In tois Robe of Righteousness . . we are without
spot or wrinkle.

5. Anat.y ZooI.
y
Hot. = Ruga.

1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde 1 1 Though that thematrix
. .be full of ryuelles or wrinkles. 1577 B. Gooce IteresbacVs
Husb. 111.(1586) 117 The skiune of their [sc. quadrupeds']
jawes. ., if it lie in wrinkles, . .sheweth he is olde. 1639 T.
pE Gray Expert Farrier 352 A wrinckle..m the shoulder or
in any other joynt. 1657 Tomunson Renou*s Disp. 275 It is

a. .root, which by exsiccation hath contracted wrinkles and
lineations. 173a Monro Anat. 12 When they [sc. laminar}
make the first Turn or Wrinkle, he stiles them Cancellt
corrugati. 1774 Goldsmith Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 214 The
muzzle [of the mandril] is.. strongly marked with wrinkles.
1775 [see Ruga]. 184a A. Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4)
176 The numerous folds or wrinkles which line the inner
surface of the duodenum. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xiii,
Like the wrinkles on a nutmeg.
6. A section of a calcining furnace.
1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. m. 448 The

ore . . is there thrust out of the furnace into the ' wrinkle '.

II. f7. A crooked or tortuons action ; a crafty
device ; a trick or wile. Obs.
140J in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 45 A! for.writhen serpent,

thi wyles ben aspied, with a thousand wrynkels thou vexed
many soules. 1547 Latimer in Foxe A. $ M. (1563) 1350/2
When you note me to be so muche abused by so ignorante
a manne, so simple, so playne, and so farre without all
wrincles. c 1550 Dice-Play B v b, Euery wrynkel they haue
to couer and worke disceit with al. 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 54 Euery wile and.. euery wrinkle of womens dis-
position.

8. colloq. A clever or adroit expedient or trick ; a
happy device ; a ' dodge*.
Freq. from c 1 840 in phr. toput one up to a wrinkle (or two).
Perh. a development from the following, or some similar

piece of repartee :

. m^S Swift Polite Conv. 1 . 74 They say, mocking is catch-
ing. Miss. I never heard that. Nev. Why, then,, .youhave
a wrinkle more than ever you had before.
1817 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. in He could put

her up to a wrinkle or two. 1848 Punch July 19 He..

knows 'a wrinkle' of everything. 187s
(
S. Bf.auchamp' N.

Hamilton II. 155 'You surely don't mean to say you are

going to tish with blue-bottles? ' ' Yes, I do. . . It's a wrinkle.

'

1882 CasselCs Bk. Sports 40 Such wrinkles experience alone
will teach.

transf. 1832 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 44, I was..
among the workmen, getting some ne plus ultra wrinkles

done for the great gun, covers, etc.

b. A piece or item of useful information,

knowledge, or advice; a helpful or valuable hint

;

a * tip'.

1818 Sporting Mag. 1 1. 232 On that most auspicious day,

I acquired two additional wrinkles. 1862 Ln. W. Lennox
Recreat. Sportsm.. I. 277 While upon the subject of yachting,
we would venture to offer, .a 'wrinkle 'as to coppering them.
1894 Hall Caine Manxman vi. xii. 402 [That] news..
hasn't got into the papers yet, but I've had the official

wrinkle.

9. Cant. An untruth, fib, lie.

1812 J. H. Vaux Plash Vict., Wrinkle, an untruth.

III. 10. aftrib. and Comb., as wrinkle-filling,

f --wizard ; wrinkle-coated, -faced, ffronted, -fur-
rozved, -scaled; wrinkle maker,
1567 Turhrrv, Epit., etc. 70 Was neuer Bull so fell with

wrinckle fronted face. 1591 Sylvester Du Partus 1. iv.

380 Ingenious Saturn, ..bald, hoary, wrinkle-faced. 1594
Kashe Terrors ofNight F j b, So Socrates, .was censured
by a wrinckle-wyzard. 1613 Dekker Devils Last Will
Wks.^ (Grosart) III. 351 The Founder and Ypholder of
Paintings, . .Wrinkle-fillings, and Botchmgs vp of old..
Faces. 1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 1 it. 129 A female old
and gray, With, .wrinkle-furrow'd brow. 1784 Twamlky
Daiiying 55 Curdly or wrinkle-coated Cheese. 1829 Loudom
Emycl. Plants (1836) 716 Podolepis rugata, wrinkle-
scaled Podolepis. 1836 E. Howard A'. Reefer \xvii, Thought
is a sad wrinkle maker. 1907 J. London Before Adam xii,

A little . . fellow, wrinkle-faced.

Hence Wri'nkleful^., full ofwrinkles or creases ;

Wri'nklet, a small wrinkle.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartns ir. iv. Decay 121 With her

best complexions, She mends her faces wrinklefull defec-

tions. 1848 Bailey Feslus (ed. 3) 224 The lake smoothed
down Each shining wrinklet.

Wrinkle (ri'rjkT), sb.% Also 7 wrinckle. Now
sw. dial, and local C7.S. [Alteration of WINKLE
sb., after prec] The periwinkle or whelk. Also
transf
1589 Rider Bibl. Scholast. 1724 A walke, or wrinkle,

turbo. 160a Carew Cornwall 30b, Wrinckles, . .and Muscles,
are gathered by hand upon the rockes. 1616 W, Browne
Brit.Past.ti. i. 454 Oysters and small Wrinckles. 1750 Heath
Ace. 1st. Scil/y 46 Of Shell-fish are denominated. .Shrimps,
Limpets, Wrinkles. 1795 W:olcot (P. Pindar) Royal Tour
Proem. 24 She swears I'm. .Rather a wrinkle, limpet, paltry
muscle, a 1870 J. Couch Polperro (1S71) 153 A journey to
the sea-coast .. to pick 'wrinkles'. 1880-2 in Cornwall
glossaries.

Wrinkle (rrnk'l), v. Forms: 5-6 wTynkle,
6 wrynkel, 'WTynckle, 6 wrinkel^l, -kill, wrin-
kyl, 6-7 wrincle, 6-8 wrinckle; 6- wrinkle (7
wringkle). [app. a back-formation from Wrin-
kled a. or Wrinkling vbl. sb.]

Somner's OE. i wrinclian, rugare, crispare, . .to wrinkle'
occurs in no known text, and was prob. inferred from
rewrinclod. Kilian's wrinckelcn * rugare ' is also uncertified

and rendered suspicious by his citation of the English
word.]

1. intr. To suffer or undergo contraction or

puckering into wrinkles or small folds ; to become
corrugated. Also with f together, up.
1528 Paynell Salernes Regim. C iij, This crampe .

.

wherby the membre is made shorte and great, and wrynkel-
ynge to gether as lether. 1530 Palsgr. 785/2, 1 wrinkell, as a
kercher or a garment dothe, ye plionne. 1594 Pi.at ycwell~
ho. 11. (1596) 47 If y* kernel do wrinkle or run together. 1719
London & Wise Compl. Card. 90 [This] Apple. .is apt to

wrinkleand wither. 1788 G. Parker Si. Stalkkr yapaning
30 Suffer [your print], .not to cockle, wrinkle, or rise up in

little bladders. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. I. 6a Phe
neckcloth, after four vain at tempts, wrinkled round his neck
in folds. 1860 Tyndai.l Glac. 1. 147 The ice. .seemed to

wrinkle up in obedience to the pressure.

transf. 1653 Walton Anglerv. 127 If he sees the water
but wrinkle or move in one of these dead holes. 1864
Buchanan Undertones, Proteus iii, A trackless Ocean
wrinkling tempest-wing d.

b. Of persons, the face, etc. : To become creased

or puckered ; to assume or undergo marking with

wrinkles, creases, or lines ; to crease.

1530 Palsgr. 785/2 Your face begynneth to wrinkell. 1606
Marston Parasit. n. C 3, What are you fleering at ? ther's

some weakenes in your brother you wrinkle at thus. 1684
Contempt. St. Man 1. iv. (1699) 35 If he reach old Age., his

Face wrinkles. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4252/4 When he
Smiles both corners of his Mouth wrinkle. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 89 P 5 The finest Skin wrinkles in a few Years.
1819 Keats Fall ofHyperion 1. 225 This old image here,

Whose carved features wrinkled as he fell. 1890 Nature 20
Feb. 378 Its body began to wrinkle and to plump up,

C. To contract into smiles, etc., by puckering.
l853 J- B. Mozley Lett. (1885) aai His face wrinkles into

countless smiles. 1854 R. S. Surtees HandleyCr. x, Dole-
fuPs face wrinkled into half its usual size with delight.

+ 2. To move sinuously ; to wriggle. Obs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Pi'scis toriilis, a fish that writheth
and wrinkleth. 1653 [see Wrinkling ppl. a. 3].

3. trans. To form or cause corrugations,

wrinkles, or folds in or on (a surface, etc.) J to

corrugate. Occas. in fig. context. Also with over.

i6n Cotgr., Fronser, to. .wrinkle, crumple, frumple. 1670

Milton Hist. Eng. Wks. i8si V, 178 Neither do I care to

wrincle the smoothness of History with rugged names of

places unknown. 1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Madder, Too

hasty a drying wrinkles and splits the bark. 1796 Cole-
ridge To Young Friend 38 A beauteous spring . .scarce
wrinkled by the gale ! i8i8Shf.i.ley Rosa/.\ Helen 542 The
flood of cloud, Which sunrise from its eastern caves Drives,
wrinkling into golden waves. 1820 — Protnetk. Cub. it. i.

137 A wind swept forth wrinkling the Earth with frost.

(21825 Kohry I'oc. P.. Anglia, Crinkle, ..to wrinkle, twist,

plait, or rumple irregularly, a 1856 T. Seddon in Mem. .'j-

I.ett. (1S58) 205 A wilderness of mountain tops, in some
places.. wrinkled over with ravines.

absol. 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. \\. 75 b, This pouldre
..draweth together the loosed parte, it dryeth, riueleth, or
wrynkeleth.

b. To contract or draw (the skin, countenance,

etc.) into creases or wrinkles ; to pucker, create.

Also refl.

1566 Paintek Pal. Fleas. (1560) I. F iv, That the swelling of

their body, might not irrugateand wrinckle their faces. 1602
2nd Pt. Return /'amass, in. iii. 1324 My master will, .looke
on the title and wrinckle his hrowe. a 1661 Holyday I'ersius

(1673) 29S He. .ne're wrinkled his nose. 1 721 Hailey, Frown,
to .wrinkle the Forehead. 1798 SoUTHKY Surg. Warning vi,

He wrinkled his black eye-brow. 1858 Carlyi.e Fredk. Gt.

v. vii, As if the face of the Sphynx were to wrinkle itself in

laughter. 1865 Uickfns Mut. Fr. m. xv, Wrinkling his

face into a very map of curves a no ci rners.

fig. and in fig. context. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <V Cr. 11. ii. 79
A t'.recian Oueen, whose y L uth & freshnesse Wrinkles
Apolloes. 1647 T. Calvert Heart Salve To Rdr. 3 The
other carries with it a decor and beautie that no old age..
can wrinkle or furrow with uncomelinesse. 1667 Milton
P. L. XI, 839 A keen North-winde.. Wrinkl'd the face
of Deluge, as decai'd. 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. 4^3
What is the secular Music that thirty years have not
wrinkled, withered, anil rendered superannuated ! 1848
Bailey Feslus (ed. 3) 242 One. .Whose heart was wrinkled
long before his brow?
absol. c 1779 Crabbe Midnight 43S The Brow of State, On

which Distraction, .helps the Scythe of Time to wrinkle
there.

C. With Up.
1c 1590 Sir T. More uu ii. 205 For know,.. Mirth wrinckls

vpp my face. 1700 T. Brown Amusem, Ser. <£ Com.
3 Wrinkling up his nostrils. 1746 Francis tr. Horace,
Epist. I. v. 33 That no foul Linen wrinkle up the Nose.
1819 Shelley Cenci I. iii. 38, I fear that wicked laughter
round hi-; eye, Which wrinkles up the skin even to the hair.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard v. ii. 186 Sad at her mouth a
little, with drawn cheeks And eyelids wrinkled up.

d. To screw up (the eyes). Also with up.
1840 Dickens OldCShopw^ Quilp, wrinkling up his eyes

and luring her towards him with his bent forefinger. 1901
W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett, to Eliz. x. 43 Blanche wrinkled
her eyes at him in the prettiest way.

4. To manifest (something) in or by facial

wrinkles. Also refl.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. xix, Some ill-favoured cheere-
fu lnes.se. .began to wrinckle it selfe in his face. 1852
Thackeray Esmond 11. xiii, Only crows' feet were wrinkled
round them [sc. eyes]—marks of black old Time.

5. intr. Cant, (See quot.)
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Wrinkle, to He, or utter a

falsehood.

Hence Wri'nkler. Cant. (See quot.)
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Wrinkler, a person prone

to lying; such a character is called also a gully.

Wrinkled (rrnkl'd), a. [f. Wrinkle sl>.l +

-Ei> 2, or in early use representing the rare OE. ppl.

form gewrinclod winding (of a ditch), serrated : cf.

Wrinkle v.]

*f"l. Formed or disposed in convolutions, sinuosi-

ties, or windings; twisted, curled, coiled. Obs.
c 1403 Lydg. Temple Gtas 84 [>e hous, That was for-

wrynkked [v.r. so wrynkled] bi craft of Dedalus. C1407 —
Reson fy Sens. 3607 The house of Dedalus. . is so wrynkled
to and froo That man not, how he shal goo. 1411-20 —
Chron. Troy II. 3512 J>e serpent. .Whiche wrinkled is, as
5e may beh^lde, Vp-on be }erde[- Mercury's wand], 1513
Douglas sEneidv. x. 70 The hous. . H.iit Laborynthus, uiih

mony went and streit, Had wrinkillit wallis. Ibid. vi. i. 60
Laborinthus. .Full of wrinkillit vnreturnable di?.sait. 1578
Lytk Dodoeus 554 The fourth kind of red cole is called.. in

Englishe Wrinckled or ruffed Cole. 1587 Mascall Bk.
Caitell in. (1596) 283 The wrinckled tailes of hogs.

2. Having, distinguished by, or formed into

wrinkles, corrugations, or creases ; contracted or

puckered into small furrows and ridges ; corrugated

;

also, pleated.

1533 Kitzherb. Husb. §34 Peeke wheatc.oft tymes.ris
flyntered, that is to save, small come wrynkeled and dryed.

1530 Palsgr. 785/2 Where have you ben, your kercher is

wrinkled. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 31 b,'l he Apple tree is. .of

wrinckled barck. x6i> Two Noble K. 1. i. 1 27. Like wrinckled

peobles in a glassie streame. 1617 Morvson /tin. in. 160

The wild Irish used to weare 30 or 40 elles [of linen cloth]

in a shirt, al gathered and wrinckled. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 120 P5 Every Ribbon was wrinkled, and every Part of

her Garments in Curl. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Leaf, So as to give upon the whole [leaf] a wrinkled surface.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 461/2 The smooth and polished en-

amel., [of the tooth] presents a finely wrinkled appearance.

1861 Holland Less. Life v. ToObjects.. distorted by reach-

ing the eye through wrinkled window-glass. 1800 Science-

Gossip XXVI. 8/1 A large, wrinkled lump of chalk.

fig- *599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. v. vii. The
wrinckled fortunes of this poore spinster. 1643 Caryl
Expos, yob I. 1519 His wealth and honour were extreamly

wrinkled.

b. poet. Formed by, due to, swelling or surging.

ci6ii Chapman tliadxn. 49 Fresh horror, .driven through

the wrinkled waves By rising Zephyr. 1616 J. Lane Contn.

Sgr.'s P. 193 Now Titan, in th'onental, wrinckled wave, had
Mild his lavor.

3. Of persons, the face, etc. : Marked with small

folds, wrinkles, or furrows; creased, lined, furrowed.



WRINKLED.
a 1529 Skelton EL Rumminge 17 Her face . . Woundersly

wrynkled. 1596 Shaks, Merck. V. iv. i. 270 To view with
..wrinkled brow An age of pouerty. 1616 R. C. Times*
Whistle, etc (1871) 123, I am. .craljbed, wringkled, olde.

1631 ISarksdale Nympha Lib. 11. ix. 32 With wrinckled
face, thou cry'st out, Vanitie 1 a 1683OLDHAM Rem. (16S4)

114 An old wrinkled Baboon. 1718 Pope Iliad XV. 112 On
her wrinkled front.. Sat steadfast care. 1786 Beckford's
Vaihek (1883) 03 A wrinkled old eunuch. 1808 Scott
Marm. vi. xi, His large and wrinkled hand, i860 Emerson
Cond. Life, Beauty, Character gives splendour to youth,
and awe to wrinkled skin.

trans/. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 1. Hi. 5 A purpose More
graue, and wrinkled, then the aimes. .Of burning youth.
1817 Shelley Rev. Islam it. xxxiii, Old age, with its gray
hair, And wrinkled legends (jf unworthy things. 1817
Wordsw. Pass of Kirkstone 17 Wrinkled Egyptian monu-
ment; Green moss-grown tower.

b. fig and in ng, context.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. i. 9 Grim-visag'd Warre, hath
smooth'd his wrinkled Front, 1599 U. Jonson Ev. Man
out of Hum. 1, iii. D j, Or lies he hid Within the wrinckled
bosome of the world? 1*44 Milton Areof>. (Arb.) 71 Cast-
ing off the old and wrincl'd skin of corruption to.. wax
young again. 1660 R. Cokk Power

<f- Subf. Pref. 2 The
frowns of perverse and wrinckled fortune. 1670 Clarendon
Ess. Tracts (1727) 197 The wrinkled face of antiquity. 1821

Shelley Hellas 139 The hoary mountains and the wrinkled

ocean Seem younger still than he. 1871 E. F. Burr Ad
P'idem xvi. 351 The fresh present, and wrinkled antiquity.

C. Marked or characterized by wrinkles.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 154, I am eutrcd into my
wrinkled and withered age. 1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 69
After our vnbrideled youth coins sage and wrinckled yeares.

1607 A. Brewer Lingua iv. ii, These two my lord Comedus
and Tragedus,..This grave. ., That light and quick, with
wrinkled laughter painted. 1634 Milton Comus&ji Listen
and appear to us. ., By hoary Nereus wrincled look. J753
stdventurer'bio. 74, The lectures of wrinkled wisdom. 179a
Burns 4 In Simmer when' i, A dame in wrinkled eild.

4. Bot., Anal., Zool. Marked by rugse or

wrinkles ; rugose, corrugated.

1563 Hyll Art Garden. {1574) 117 Those Nauews be the
better, which be long and in a manner wrinckled. 1577 B.

Googe Heresbaclts Husb. iv. 167 The heades and the neckes
of[peahens] . .couered with a wrinckled skinne. 1613 Pur-
chas Pilgrimage (1614) 472 The skinne vpon the vpper part
of this beast, is all wrinckled. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients
267 Their [sc. horses'] wrinkled and round nostritls. 1727
Bailey, Rugosus,.,(in Botan. Writers,) wrinkled. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 1 1. 49 Leaves on leaf-stalks,

..wrinkled and shining. 1854 Murchison Slluriaix. 233
Wrinkled tubes of these [annelids]. 1855 Kingsi.ey Glaucus
S3 The Spoonworm . . with a strange scalloped and wrinkled
proboscis. 1873 Dawson Earth $ Alan iv. 65 The rugose
or wrinkled corals.

b. Tn specific names (see qtiots.).

1681 Grew Musxum 1. 127 The Wrinkled-Snail. Cochlea
rugosa. 1770 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1777) IV. 95 Wrinkled
V[enus] with thick shells, marked with rugose concentric
strise. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 33 Wrinkled Baboon,.,
with., large blood-red wrinkled callosities behind. x8ox
Pennant Tour 114 Salix reticulata, or Wrinkled Willow.
1802 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 28 Wrinkled Tortoise, Testudo
rugosa. . . Tortoise with black wrinkled shell, c 1880
Cassetl's Nat. Hist. III. 353 A curious envelope . . thrown
by a Wrinkled Hornbill (Anorrhittus corrugatus).

5. Comb., as wrinkled-old, -leaved, 'Visaged.

1592 Shaks. Ven. <y Ad. 133 Were I hard-favour'd, foul,
or wrinkled-old. 1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 195 G\eranium\
Lividum. W'rinkled-leaved Crane's Bill. 1838 Hawthorne
Amer. Note-bks. (1868) I. 171 A grey, . . wrinkled-visaged
figure.

Hence Wrinkledness.
1552 Huloet, Wrincklenesse [sic], or ruggednes of the

skynne, scabredo. x6n Cotgr. s.v. Rugosite. 1727 Bailey
(vol. II), Tartness, . . writhenness, wrinkledness. 1889 E. W.
Lesson in Life (1899) II. 262 The Shah has a.. nearness
and wrinkledness of eyes.

Wri-nkled, ppl. a. [f. Wrinkle v.] Subjected
to wrinkling. In quot with up.
1859 Meredith/?. Feverel xxiii, Putting the mouth of the

pipe to his wrinkled-up temples.

Wri'nkleless, a. Also 8 wrinkless. [f.

Wrinkle sbj- + -less.] Destitute of or free from
wrinkles.

1793 Holcroet tr. Lavater's Physiog. xliv. 225 The
wrinkless, compressed, yet open forehead. 1880 ' Mark
Twain * Tramp Abr. xxvii. 245 He wore . . wrinkleless kids.
1881 C. Gibbon Heart's Problem iii, His sallow and almost
wrinkleless face.

Wrinkling (ri-qklirj), vbl. sb. [f. the stem of
OE. gewrinclod (see Wrinkled a.) + -ing *.]

+ 1. A twisting or coiling; a sinuosity. Obs.
1387 Tbevisa Higden I. 9 As laborintus. .hap many.,

wyndynges and wrynkelynges, bat wil noujt be vnwarled.

1535 Trevisa'sBarth. De P. R. xvii. clxxiu, A good smell-

ynge smoke, . . full meuable, and tornynge, and crokyd with
many bendynges and wrynklynges.

2. The action of creasing, puckering, or contract-

ing into wrinkles; the fact of becoming corrugated

or rivelled.

1528 Pavnell Salernfs Regim. Ciij, Retraction and
wrynkelynge together of the veynes. 1594 T. B. La Pri-
maud. Er. Acad. 11. 346 A certaine contraction and wrinck-

Hng.. of the orifice. 1617 Mokvson /tin. in. 173 The Cur-

tizans make all the forepart of their gownes in like manner
open, to avoid wrinckling. 1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet.

(ed. 2) 1 1 1/2 The wrinkling of the lower part of the Vagina.

i6gSPhil. Tra/ts.XX. 174 If the Fly had been Dead for

some while . . I could have observed none of this Wrinkling.

1859 Habits of Gd. Society iii. 149 A peculiar wrinkling [of

the trousers] from the foot to the knee. 1885 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (1888) II. 268 [The] degree of wrinkling of the back of

the mesothorax. 1888 Cortth. Mag. Jan. 40 Wrinklings of

the crust . gave rise at first to baby mountain ranges.
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transf. 1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. 120 The olive-

leaves curl, violets crisp and close Like a nymph's wrinkling

at the bath's first splash.

attrib. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2822 Wrinkling-machine,
..one to wrinkle transversely the upper leathers of boots

and shoes.

3. concr. A series or collection of wrinkles; a

puckered surface, formation, etc.

149S Trevisds Barth. De P. R.\.\xu\. (W. de W.)l viij, Y«

fatiies .. stretchyth oute the wrynkelynge of the skynne.

1579 Lakguam Card. Health 379 Theshriueled wrincklings

y* appeare on womens bellies after their deliuerance. 1628

Folkingham Panala Med. 66 It clenses the Ventricle from

. . Crudities sticking to its rugosities and wrinklings. 1857

P. P. Carpenter Cat. Mazatian Shells 225 The first whirl

. .is characterized by extremely minute wrinkling over the

whole surface, only discernible, .when quite fresh. 1905

H. G. Wells Kipps in. iii. § 6 Such wrinkling of brow and
mouth as only an experienced actor can produce.

b. spec. (See quot.)

iS$\Amer. Diet. Printing 588/1 Wrinklings an uneven
surface in a book, caused by not being properly backed or
pressed, or occasioned by dampness.

Wrinkling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -lNti2,]

1. Causing or forming creases or wrinkles.

x6ox [?Makston] Pasquil Sf A'ath. 11. 69 The wrinkling
print of Time err'd when it seal'd my forehead vp with age.

1756 Mason Odes 16 To thee, whose, .polish'd brow The
wrinkling hand of Sorrow spares. 1820 Shelley Prometh.
Unb. 1. i. 62 Ye icy Springs, stagnant with wrinkling frost.

1834 Ainsworth Rookwood I. i, A wrinkling smile crossed
the sexton's brow. 1851 Mrs. Browning C<z.ra Guidi Wind.
11. 49 We . . took thy wrinkling cares For running hopes, and
called thee weak.
2. Undergoing marking with, characterized by,

wrinkles or creases.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 113 Glad Echo . . Her wrink-
ling founts with soft vibration shakes. 1820 Keats Hype-
rion 1. 100 This wrinkling brow, Naked and bare of its great
diadem. 1839 Bailey res/us 27 The wrinkling stalk of
Time. 1881 Cable Mme. Delphine iv. 13 Furniture, .carved
just enough to give the notion of wrinkling pleasantry.

f 3. Wriggling, writhing. Obs. rare* 1
.

1653 Lauson Dennys' Seer. Angling 21 There be divers
waves to catch the wrinkling Eele.

t Wri'nklingly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. as

Wkjnklixg vbl. sb. + ing 2 + -ly 2
.] In a tortuous

or curving manner ; sinuously.

1387 Tkevisa Higden 1. xxx. (MS. Tiberius D. vn) fol,

29 Laborintus ys an hous..wip turnynges & wyndynges
so dyuerslych & so wrynklynglych [Rolls ed. I. 313

:

wrynkyngliche] ywro^t [etc.]. 1615 Crooke Body of Man
in. 157 In olde women, .sometimes, ..they [sc. breasts] are
knit wrinkTlJingly vpward.

"Wrinkly (rrnkli), a. [f. Wrinkle sb. + -y *.]

Full of, marked with, wrinkles ; creased ; puckered;

crumpled.
*573 Twyne sEueid x. Ddivb, Him Tryton..blew with

whelked shell, Whose wrinckly wreathed flue, did fearful

shril in seas outyell. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11.

ir7 The Fruit being ripe is wrinkly. 174a Shenstone Schoot-
mistr. xxix, Sour'd by age, ..he.. furls his wrinkly front.

1793 Holckoft tr. Lavater's Physiog. vii. 46 Foreheads.,
which are wrinkly, short and shining. 1854 R. S. Surtees
Handley Cr. lxxv, The Captain older and more wrinkly
than she expected. 188a Sladen in frnl. Linn. Soc.^ XVI.
197 The whole membrane becomes very thick and wrinkly.
transf. 187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. xxxii, Mrs. Waule..

giving occasional dry wrinkly indications of crying.

Wrinse, erron. f. Rinse v.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus U 63 b, They wash and wrinse
themselues very cleane.

"Wrisled, obs. f. Wrizzled a.

"Wrisoun(e, obs. Sc. ff. Orison.
Wrist (rist). Forms : a. 1- wrist, 5-6 wriste,

4-5 wryste, 5-6 wryst
; 4 virste, 5 wirste,

5-6 wyrste, 9 dial, wurst. &. 4-7 wrest
(5 wrost?), 5-6 wreste, 6 wreast (wrast, 8 dial.

wraste), 9 Sc. reist. [OE. wrist, = OFris. wrist,

•wirst (in hand-, fbt-zvirst), -werst (iwfdl-werst),

-riusl (NFris. tvrast, wrest), MLG. wrist (LG.
wrist, wirst, rilst), MDu. wrist, MHG. rist m.,
fiste f.(G. rist m., instep, wrist), ON. rist f., instep

(Da., Svv. vrist, Norw. vrist, rist), prob. f. wrid-,
weak grade of the stem oiwridan Writhe v.~\

1. Anai. That part of the human frame between
the fore-arm and the metacarpus; the joint by
which the hand is united to the fore-arm; the
carpus, or radio-carpal joint, of primates.
Cf. arm.wrist (Arm sb. 1 Ill), Hand-wrist.
a. ?<Z94o Laws Athelstan vaLiebermann I. 386/1 Jif hit

anfeald tyhtle sy, dufe seo hand a;fter pain stane o5 ba wriste.
c 1325 in Ret. Ant. II. 78 The virste, la coude de la mein.
13. . E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1535 Non ober forme bot a fust fayl-
ande be wryste. 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas ix. 2258 He heeld.

.

Hand and fyngres aboue the coles briht, Til the ioyntes
fallyng heer & yonder, From the wirste [v.rr. wrest, wrost,
wristis] departid wer assonder. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 534
Wryst, or wyrste of an hande, fragus. 1530 Palsgr. 290
Wrist of ones hande, Poignet. 1574 Sackvii.le Induct. Mirr.
Mag.'ix vii, Cassandra., they haled FromPailas house,.. Her
wrists fast bound. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 49 An eare as
bigge as the wrist of a mans arme. 1653 Fuller Ch. Hist.
ix. 204 The Doctor fairly twisted his wrists. 171a Steele
Sped. No. 515 P3 The fan can play without any force, .but
just of the wrist. 1774 Goi.usm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 37A substance, .as thick as one's wrist. 1813 J. Thomson Lect.
Inflam. 211 The pulse in the wrist was scarcely to be felt.

x868 Moruis Earthly Par. 1. 1. 433 [Taking] her dear hands
..about each little wrist. 1875 Encyd. Brit. I. 828 The
wrist of the orang, gibbon, the tailed apes.

8. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 1769 Beues smot..is left hande be

WRIST.
be wrest. 14. , [see a\ 0x513 Fahyan Chron. vn. (1S1 1)393
The whichc.had theyr ryght handes smyten of by the
wrestes. 1548 Patten Exped. Scott. Kvj, Uoth his handes
cut of by the wreasts. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman"s Guzman
cFAlf 11. 354 Fastening Cords to the wrests of mine arme.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. EA. 184 The axillary artery.,
passing by the wrest or place of the pulse. 1788 Vallancey
I'oc. Bargie in Trans. R. Irish Acad. II. 34 Wraste> the
wrist.

b. Without article.

1686 in V'erney Mem. (1907) II. 422, 3 Payres of black
Buttons for wrist and neck. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xvi, I'll

bracelet him with iron both on wrist and ankle.

c. tratisf. That part of a garment, sleeve, or

glove, which covers the wrist.

1828 Loiiy's Mag. Aug. 446/1 The cuffs at the wrists of
all gowns. 1873 Susan Coolidge What Katy did iii. 44
She.. adjusted her veil and the wrists of her three-buttoned
gloves.

2. fa. The joint of the thigh or knee. (Cf.

OE. cneow-wyrst.) Obs.'' 1

c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 5850 Men wend his the

[ = thigh] bane had bryst ; He had na harme in bane ne
wrist.

"b. The ankle ; the instep. Usu. wrist of the

foot. Now dial.

c 1530 Hickscomer {c 1550) B ij, Frewyll. But can they go
no more. Imag. O no man, the wrest is twyst so sore. 1547
in Leland Collectanea (1774) IV. 321 He..tyed himselfe-.a
little beneath the Wrist of the Foot. 1563 T. Gale Antidot.
11. 22 Thys vnguent must be applyed vppon..the wreste of
the handes, the wreste of the foote [etc]. i6iz Shelton
Quix. (1620) II. 169 About the Wrists of her Legs. .she
wore two.. Bracelets. 1615 Crooke Body of Man (1631)

1005 The Tarsus or wrest of the Foot. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz 1

Surg. 11. xxv. 152 The bone of the Foots wrist. 1825 Jamie-
son Supply Reist, the instep. Upp[er] Clydes[dale], 1894
Northumbld. Gloss. 799 Wrist-o''-the -foot, the ankle.

3. Comp. Anat. A part or joint analogous or

answering to the wrist in man : a. The carpus or

carpal joint in birds, b. The knee or knee-joint

in the fore-legs of animals, c. Ichth. (See first

quot.)
a. (11843 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 327 The Wrist of

Birds consists of but two bones, b. a 1843 Ibid. 315 The
Wrist [in reptiles], carpus, consists of numeruus small bones.

1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 211 That
[carpal bone] orr*the radial side of the wrist [in Croco-
dilia] is the largest. 1890 Mivart Dogs, Jackals, etc. 6
Vertically from the wrist up the front of the [wolf's] leg.

C. iB^oCuvier's Anitn. Kingd. 308 [In] some spinous fishes

the carpal bones are so elongated as to form a sort of arm or

wrist, to the extremity ofwhich the pectoral fin is articulated.

Ibid., Fishes with Wrists to the Pectoral Fins. 1854 Owen
in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 176 The carpal bones of

these fins.. increasing in length from the ulnar to the radial

side of the wrist,

4. a. Mech. One of the partitions of the bucket

of an overshot water-wheel. ? Obs.

1797 Encycl. Brit. ted. 3) XVIII. 903/2 We have heard
them named the Start or Shoulder, the Arm, and the Wrest
(probably for wrist, on account of a resemblance of the whole
line to the human arm). 1829 Nat. Philos., Mechanics
v. 20 <L. U. K.), This bucket is formed of three planes; ..

BC is called the arm, and CH the wrist.

b. A pin or stud, projecting from the side of a

wheel, crank, etc., to which a connecting rod is

attached ; a wrist-pin.

1864 Webster. 187s Knight Diet. Mech. 1720/1 Pitman,
box, the stirrup and brasses which embrace the wrist of the

driving-wheel. 1884 Ibid. Suppl. 229/2 A wrist on a crank
wheel.

C. JVaut. (See quot.)
1863 A. Young Naut. Diet. (ed. 2) 450 Wrist ofan anchor,

the coTitinuation of the arm in a square or rounded form
towards the palm or fluke.

5. attrib., as wrist connection, end, power ; freq.

in sense * worn about or depending from the wrist ,

as wrist-bag, -cord, ^favour, -iron, -plaster, etc.

1904 Daily Chron. 28 Jan. 6/5 The sums stolen out of the
' *wrist-bag purses. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2822/2 A pin

passing through the axis of a *wiist-connection. 1865 Tvlor
Early Hist. Man. viii. 201 A well-known New Zealand

weapon . . is an edged club of bone or stone. . . Through the

neck it has a hole for a *wrist-cord. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VI. 521 The *wrist end of the ulna. 1626 Miudleton
Anything for Quiet Life in. i, A fine *wrist-favour of this

gold. 1871 A rchaeoiogia XL1 1 1. 426 Stone* Wrist-guards...

Those [plates] of finely-grained green stone . , appear to be

intended to be worn on the wrist. 1885 Kunciman Skippers

tjr Sh. 83 We divides the sets of *wrist-hons. 1725 Earn,

Diet. s.v. Eye, Mix all these together, to a Consistence fit

for a *Wrist-plaister. 1897 Ranjitsinhji Cricket 165 Every

player who has much *wnst-power. 1901 Scribuer's Mag.
April 408/1 Big policemen, swinging their clubs by the

*wrist-straps.

b. In sense ' of or pertaining to a wrist-band or

sleeve-cuff ', as wrist-button, -link, -stud.

1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. xxx. 315 His wrist-buttons,

his shirt-studs, the camelia in his coat. X859 Habits ofGood
Society iii. 142 Elaborate studs.. and wrist-links, are all

abominable. 1865 Le Vaxu Guy Dev.ll.38 Having buttoned
his jewelied wrist-studs in. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2822/2

Wrist-link, a link with connected buttons for the wristband
or cuff.

c. In Cricket, etc., in the sense 'effected or

directed by means of wrist-work,' as wrist hit,

'play (hence wrist-player, -playing), shot, stroke.

1862 Pycroft Cricket Tutor 19 Throwing back the bat to

the bails . . necessitates good wrist.play. 1867 J. Lilly-white's
Cricketer's Comp. 105 A. G. Lee, capital wrist player. 1888
Steel & Lyttelton Cricket 42 Players are not equally good
both at the forward driving and the wrist-playing games.
X895 Kipling Day's Work, Maltese Cat, Hughes made some
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sort of quick wrist-stroke [in polo]. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 16

April 2/1 The cut was not a wrist hit, but aVehement exhibi-

tion of energy. 1906 Ibid, 21 March 10/1 A wrist shot that

was remarkable.

d. Special Combs., as + wrist-bender, a

muscle which bends or controls the wrist ; wrist-

bone, any one of the small bones of the wiist

;

a carpal bone; wrist clonus Path,, spasmodic
contraction of the muscles of the hand, produced
by sudden backward pressure ; -wrist-drop Path.,

an affection marked by inability to extend the

hand and fingers, resulting from paralysis of the

forearm extensor muscles; also attrih. ; wrist-fall,

a drooping ruff or band (cf. Fall sbl 23 c) formerly

worn about the wrist ; wrist-guide (seequots.);

wrist jerk Path., wrist clonus; wrist-pin Alech.,

= WuiST4b; also Cotnb. ; wrist-plate Aleck., an
oscillating plate bearing one or more crank-pins or

wrists on its face {Cent. Diet.); wrist-watch, a

small watch worn in a wristlet or strap around the

wrist ; wrist-work, flexure of the wrist, as in

batting.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. IVks. 222 Both the
Carpi/lexores, or *Wrest-benders, arise from the . . inner
processe. 1552 Huloet, *Wreast bone of the hand, or arme,
brachiale. 1612 Peacham Gail. Exerc. ix. 29 The brawne
of the arme must appeare full, shadowed on one side, then
shew the wrist bone therof. 1825 Scott Talism. ii, The
wrist-bones peculiarly large and strong. 1872 Coues N.
Amer. Birds 42 Two little carpal bones, or wrist-bones.
1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 33/2 Odd cases of
supernumerary wtist-bones. 1888 Ibid. VI. 771/2 A *wrist
clonus may be produced by a., forcible hyperextension of
the wrist, a 1841 EncycL Metrop. (1845) VII. 522 One of
these consequences [of the use of lead] is. ."wrist-drop. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 693 The two commonest varieties—
the wrist-drop type and the upper arm type. 1890 Mrs. A.
E. Baru Friend Olivia iii, The lace *wrist-falls and neck-
bands. 1861 J. S. Adamsj'ooo Mus. Terms 108 * Wrist Guide,
that part of Logier's Chiroplast which guides the wrist. 1876
Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms 90 The wrist-guide,
by which the position of the wrist was preserved [in piano-
playing] from inclination outwards. 1899 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. VI. 70-3 The *wrist and elbow jerks. Ibid. VII. 191.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2822 The *vvrist-pin is a truncate,
conical, tubular piece attached to the crank-wheel by a bolt.

Ibid., Wrist-pin Turner, a machine for turning wrist-pins
..or [for] the turning of journals. 1896 Baden-PowellMatabete Campaign \v

t
Field-glasses, *wrist-watch, buckles,

and buttons should be dulled. 1898 Rakjitsinhji With
Stoddarfs Team vii. 103 His cutting was hard and full of
*wrist work. 190a Westm. Gaz. 3 June 3/2 There was any
amount of wrist-work in his cutting.

Wrist : see YVkest sb. and v.

Wristband (ri-stbsend, ri'zband). [f. Wrist +
Band sbA]

1. The band or part of a sleeve (esp. of a shirt-

sleeve) which covers or fastens about the wrist

;

a cuff or sleeve-band.
1571 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 146 Skarfes,

ffawchions, buskins, wrestbandes. iGii Cotgr., Poignet de
la chemise,the wrist-band, or gathering at the sleeue-hand,
of a shirt, a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Bloody Brother iv. ii, You'l
. .dip your wri^t.bands, (For Cuffs y* have none) as comely
in the sauce As any Courtier. 1697 Vanbrugh AEsop 11. 1,

With that the Hands to pocket went, Full Wrist-band deep.
1752 Berkelev Th. Tar-water Wks. 1871 III. 500 Un-
buttoning the neck and wristbands of his shirt. 1837
Dickens Pickiv. xxx, Although his coat was short in the
sleeves, it disclosed no vestige of a linen wrist-band. 1886
Tip Cat XVI. 208 He was keenly conscious of his old boots
and crumpled wristbands.

b. A band worn as a protector on the wrist, rare.
1882 Imp. Diet., Muffettee, . . a wristband of fur or worsted

worn by ladies.

2. A bracelet or wristlet.

1585 HtGins Junius' Nomenc I. 252 Armilla,..a bracelet
or wrist band. 1697 Damfier Voy. (1729) 1. 365 A Silver
Wrist-band, or Hoop to come about their Arms. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Brachiale (Lat.),..a Bracelet,. .a
Wrist-band. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 28 June 5/2 Wrist-bands,
which are a revival of the beaded bracelets worn in early
Victorian days, have been introduced.

b. A band for shackling the wrist.
1884 Thompson Tumours ofBladder 17 The feet and hands

[of the patient] are attached by anklets and wristbands.
1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 870 Strait-jackets are a sur-
vival of the dark ages, and leather wrist-bands and bandages
abrade the skin.

3. A bandage for fastening round the wrist ; also,
a wrist-plaster.

1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 1. v. 94 The ligamentum
latum,ot wrist-band, that keeps the tendons, .from incon-
veniently starting up._ 1684 — Porousu. Bodies iv. 32 Those
[plasters] that Physicians call Pericardia, or Wrist-bands.

Wristed (rrsted), a. [f. as prec. +-ed 2.]

1. Having a (specified kind of) wrist.
ci6xt Chapman tlicutxxw. 61 White-wristed Tuno. . Being

much incensed. 1888 Steel & Lvn elton Cricket 53 Strong-
wristed players play more back [etc.J. 1905 H. G. Wells
Kipps n. vii. § 4 A thin wristed hand.
2. Carried on the wrist
1899 Daily News 28 Oct. 7/5 A green parrot, ' wristed

',

like a falcon, but not hooded.

Wrister (ivstaj
1

). U.S. [f. as prec. + -ER*.]
A knitted covering for the wrist; a mufietee.
1879 Webster Suppl. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 624 A neigh.

bor, come to tea, was crocheting wristers for her grandson.
fWristikin. ? nonce-word. Obs. [f. as prec :

see -kin.] A inuffetee.

1826 Carlyle Love Lett. (1909) II. 257 She has manufac-
tured two pairs of wristikins. 1851 Mrs. Caklvle in Mem.
(1903) II. 35 A pair of woollen wristikins.

Wrist-joint (ri'st
(

d3oint). [t. as prec. +
Joint sb.] The joint of the wrist ; the radio-

carpal articulation or joint : a. In man.
l(>34-5 Bkereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 47 The obstruction,

which perhaps occasioned, .that swelling in the wrist-joints.

1831 R.Knox Ctoque?s Anat.-2.0q Wrist joint. Thisarticula-
tion.. is formed by the junction of the hand and fore-arm.
185a Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. 1507 The wrist-joint enjoys
every [such] variety of motion. 1873 T. H. Green Iutrod.
Pathol, (ed. 2) 54 The extensors of the wrist-joint.

b. In birds.

a 1843 Eneycl. Metro/. (1845) VII. 327/1 The Radio-carpal
bone .. forms .. a cap to the front of the Wrist-joint. 1873
Coues N. Amer, Birds 31 Extension of the hand upon the
wrist-joint increases and completes the unfolding of the wing.

Wristle, etc., obs. varr. Wrestle v.

"Wristled, obs. f. Wrjzzled a.

Wristlet (ri'stlet). [f. as prec. + -let.]

1. a. (See quot.)

1847 Webster, Wristlet, an elastic band worn by ladies
around the wrist, to confine the upper part of a glove,
[Hence in some later Diets.]

b. A bracelet; = Wristisani) 2.

1851 Catal. Gt. Exht'b. 862 Articles for the Modea, Djedda,
and Mecca Markets : . . Armlets and wristlets. 1863 Speke
Discov. Kile viii. 203 The king .. wore, for ornament, neatly-
worked wristlets of copper. 1889 Daily News £ June 5 4
The poor little creature . . had been decorated with a pair of
silver wristlets.

C. A handcuff, a wrist-iron.
1881 Daily Tel. 31 Dec. 6/1 Wearing black dresses instead

ofgrey, with leg irons as well as wristlets, to show that they
were bad-conduct men. 1901 Daily Nexus 1 Feb. 7/5 The
illegal use. .of belts, anklets, and wristlets, in restraining
violent lunatics.

d. A small strap for wearing on the wrist. Also
attrib.

1891 Times 16 Oct. 4/6 Blue gauntlet gloves, and watch in
wristlet. 1914 Ibid. 24 Aug. 9/4 Stealing a wristlet watch
. .from a dressing-box at the baths.

2. An ornamental band or covering for the wrist.
1851 Illustr. LoniL News 19 July 86/1 Wrought muslin

wristlets about two inches in width. 1861 T. B. Aldricii
Pampina Poems (1875) 90 A siren lithe.. With wristlets
woven of scarlet weeds.

b. A muffetee. Cf. Wkistrand i b, Wrister.
1869 Eng. Mechanic 26 Nov. 264/1 Wristlets, muffs, col-

larettes, .. in different patterns, ..are knitted on the LK
knitter. 1888 Century Mag. XXXVI. 771/! Knitted gloves,
suspenders, comforters, wristlets.

fWri-stling, vbl. sb. Obs*1 [Of obscure
origin.] The action of, or fact of undergoing,
curling, coiling, or twisting.

1577 15. Googe Heresbach's Ilusb. 111. 151 The wrystling
and turnyng vp of the tayle [L. cauda contorta], is a signe
of a sound Hogge.

Wristy (n-sti), a. Cricket, [f. Wrist + -yl.]

Performed by flexure of the wrist; marked by or
clever in wrist-work.
1888 Lotigm. Mag. May 47 He was a good bat, noted for

his ' wristy ' play, as some critic termed it. 1893 W. L.
Murdoch Cricket 54 A quick, wristy throw.

Writ (rit), sb. Forms : 1- writ (1 north.
u(u)rit, //. writto, WTiot(t)o, 3-4 wriht, 5
wrethe, Sc. wirt, 6 wret), 3-8 writt (4 weritt),
3-7 writte

; 3-7 wryt (5 St. wryte, wyrt), 4-6
wrytt (6 whrytt), 3-7 wrytte, [OE. writ (also

§twriil-WB3X)
t

=* ON. and I eel. rit writing (Norw.
rz'/drawing), Goth, writs pen-stroke, OHG. rirm.

t

stroke, character (MIIG. ri^ G. ritz rn., ritze f.),

f. the weak grade of writan to Write. Cf.
Handwrit, and Write sb.i]

1. Something written, penned, or recorded in
writing; a writing. Now rare.
a 900, £950 [implied in sense 1 c]. a 1x22 0. E. Chron.

(Laud MS.) an. 063, [He] fand pa hidde in ba ealde wealle
writes bet Headda abh[odJ heafde a;r sewriton. a 1200
Moral Ode 100 Al ho habbeS in hore write bet we mis-
duden here, a 1300 Cursor M. 8495 P*s writte'wit fele was

, Hot fa it wist quat it wald mene. c 1300red and sene, _ quat it waiu mene. c 1300
Ilavelok 2486 |>is writ shal henge bi him bare. 1338 R.
Brunne Chro/i. (1810) 154 Sir haf here bis writ, & schewe
him alle newe. 1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. 3290 Ful oft
sythe be writ he dtde rede. 1488-92 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. I. 87 There was a writ fund..sayand : In hac boxa
[etc.]. 1560 Daus tr, Sleidane's Comm. 151 b, He couered
his mynde craftely, that his writte myght haue some shewe.
1586 Whitney Emblems 143 Th' Emperor., tookehispenne,
for to confirme the cause. Hut all in vayne :.. he rente the
writte in twaine. 176a Ld. Talbot in Wilkes' Lett. (1769)
I. 10 A person who hath been the object of the writ of any
paper. 1891 Walsham How in Life (1898) 323 You have a
writ given you, which is like a small cake. 1905 Westm.
Gaz. 7 Oct. 4/2 The writs of the insane are generally distin-
guished by great length.
trans/, c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1974 Do iacob sa; dat sori writ

\sc. the bloody coat], He gret.

fb. A written work, a book; also//., the writ-
ings or works of an author or authors. Obs.
a 1000 Phezuix 435 \>scs be us leorneras wordum secgab,
& writu cybaft. a 1200 Vices <r Virtues 35 He wissed ftes

mannes idangc..o>urh halite writes, c 1230 Halt Meid. 9
And tat sehal forSre 1 bis writ beon openliche i^heawet.
Ibid. 39Hercnehisread,bat he i be frura'de of bis writ readde.
c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 9655 Her after sone in bis write, Wbi
he it dede, ?e schul it wite. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 608 He
wald-c^ed was, as be writt schewys. c 1400 Afol. Loll. 63
Woo to hem bat . . writun writtis of vnritfulnes. 1456 Haye

!
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 15 Sanct Paule in his wryttis, sayand
[etc.]. 1508 Kf.nnedy I-'lyting 7V. Dunbar 258 How thy for-

j

bearis come.. the writ makis me war. 1590 Gkkkne Mourn.
I Garment (1616J 03 b, The Authors. . in their wriltes plaine
j

discusse, Fairer was not Tytirvs. 1646 R. BailliK Ana-
1 baptism (1647) Kpist., In the following writ I point at the

danger. 1681 Dryden Abs. % Ac/iit, 1. 665 Let Israels foes
..rashly judge his Writ Apocryphal. 1687 — lliudfy I\ m.
2 Much malice.. Perhaps may ccn.sure tiiis mysterious writ.

c. spec. Sacred writings collectively, the Bible
or holy ScriptureSj = Scripture sb. 1; fa single
passage in these. Freq. without article (cf. 2), in

j

Holy or Sacred Writ, -f Also pi.
a. goo Ritnale Eccl. Dunetm. (Surtees) 79 Cwoetf foriVn

oio writ, c5hwot;Ic se 3e ^ilet'eo" on bine ne bio sceomitndt--.
( 900- [see Holy Writ]. .7950 Lindisf. Gosp. Malt. xxvi.

. 54 Ah huuforoon biuo .tefyllcd wuriotto? ibid. Mark xi:.
1

10 Ne writ oius leornada ,t,ie. a 1200 Vices # Virtues 67 penc
I 3at oe writt seii bat a;ure bie 3e mildce ouer Oerilitedome.

e 1410 Lantern of Light 132 Alle boo bat trowen bat helbe
may cum of vsing (Joddis word b-at we clepen written.
VC1490 in Asloan MS. (S.T.S.) I. 57 He vsit euer mercy
;tnd euer will ffor the writ sayis IrTetemum [etc.]. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, \. iii. 61 His Weapons [are] holy Sawes

I

of sacred Writ. 1685 Waller Div. Lore 1. 44 Sacred Writ
1 our reason does exceed. 1745 Pocockk Descr. East II. i.

60 Oesarea..is remarkable in sacred writ upon several
accounts.
trans/. 1608 Shaks. Per. 11. Prol. 12 At Tarsus, where

each man Thinks all is writ he speken can.

f d. A written communication ; a missive, letter.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Sainte poweL.wrot bo a writ

and sende hit synfulie men. 1:1225 Leg. A'ath. 407 He.,
sende iseelede writes. .to alle be icudde clerkes. a 1300 A".
Horn 930 (Camb. MS.), A writ he dude deuise; Apulf hit
ciude write. 13.. A'. Alls. 4502 (Laud MS.), He.. sent to
Alisaunder a wrytt. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1774 Delyuerieb
me be wryt, bat Charles sente to sir Balanne, c 1470
Henry Wallace in. 425 The knycht Schew him the wryt
lord I'ersie had him sent. 1588 Shaks. Titus A. II. iii. 364
All too late I bring this fatall writ, 1592 Kyd Sp. 'frag.
111. ii. 26A letter written to Hieronimo. ..

' For want of
incke receiue this bloudie writ'.

2. a. Without article (cf. 1 c). That which is

written ; written record.
cxaos Lay. 25005 Nu }e habbeoo iherd..wulc word heo

sende^ us here into vie londe mid write [c 1275 writ] & mid
worde. 13.. A'. Alls. 7137 (Laud MS.', |e kynge . . tolde
hem by wrytt his damage, c 1375 in Anglia I. 315 507 Jut
after lie [ = Adam] gat bretty sones mo, .

.
fus in writ iynde y.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 24 As I in writt fynd. 1622 J. MAYER
Treas. Eccles. Expos. 266 Barnabas cured the sick with the
touch of euangelicall writ. 1671 Milton P. R. 111. 1S4 If of
my raign Prophetic Writ hath told That it shall never end.
1704 Pope Windsor lor. 247 He. .Of ancient writ unlocks
the learned store, a 1732 T. Posion View Covt. Grace
(1734) 266 A Will declared, testified, and signified by Word
or Writ. 1844 Kinglakk Eothen iv. The mere human sur-
mises and doubts which clash with Homeric writ

!

fb. m Wbiting vbl. sb. 9. Also/^. Obs.
aiyxt Cursor M. 8495 pis writte [on a marble stone] wit

fele was red and sene. 1340-70 A lex. $ Dind. 1 136 He bad
bulden of maibre A piler.. ; & bat bei wiouhten a wrytte.
c 1440 Promp. I'arv. 534/1 Wrytte, vpone a grave stone,.

.

epitaphium. c 1450 Holland Houlate 395 Keid the writ of
thar werk, to ;our witness. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xn.xxxix,
Ibis found he grauen in the tender rinde;. .he mused on this
vncouthwrit. 1645 Ruthekkoko Tryal A> Tri. Faith 203
There is writ remaining after sin is acted... Writ written
with a pen of iron, and diamond.
C Written command, order, or authority.

In later use generalized from the senses under 3.
a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 360 ;if hit ne be pley of loud

by wryt. c 1480 Henkyson Fox, Wolf, f Husb. 48 Haif
ae writ or witnes for to schaw ? c 1520 Vox populi 328 in
Hazl. E.P. P. III. 279 Lysens to cumpownde . . By fyne or
wrytte of post. X538 Starkf.y Engtandi. iv. 117 Touchyng
appellatyonys in causys and remouyng by wrytt. 1705
Lotui. Gaz. No. 4103/3 Her Majesty hath been, .pleased, by
Writ, to Call IhimJ to the House of Lords. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. I. 148 The convention in 1688. .did not as-
semble without writ. 1808 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius
II. 1020 [When] the proceedings, .have been instituted in
the county court by plaint, and not by writ.

3. A formal writing or paper of any kind ; a legal
document or instrument. (Passing into next.)
a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 963, Hu se papa

Agatho hit feostnode mid his write, a isoo in Kemble Cod.
Dipt. IV. 203 Ich mid orisen write fcekle and jeucden
broSren on Chertseye 60 .x. hyden lond. 1258 Hen. Ill
Proclamation, We senden 5ew bis writ open, iseined wip vre
seel, c 1300 Havelok 136 He sende writes sone on-on After
his erles. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 49 Alle to witnesse
wel what be writ wolde, In what manere that Meede in
manage was i-feffed. 1454 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 257/z Writtes
executories under the Kynges grete Scale. 1467 Mann. «$

Househ. Exp. (Koxb.)402 ^PaidJ for a nother wrytte uppon
the patent of lyvelode, ij.s. liij.d. 1538 Wjuothksi.ey Chron.
(Camden) I. 91 [HeJ was made a baron by the Kinges wryt
xS |52-3 Reg. Priz'y Council Scot. I. 231 That he may haif

inspectioun of the saidis writtis producit. 1601 Weevek
Mirr, Mart. D vj, The Bishop .. Caus'd wiits be set on
Kochesters great Church, .comniaunding me lemeniber To
appeare. 167a Sc. Acts (1820) VIII. 87 The Writers to the
signet. .are heirby discharged, to forme or write writts of
any kind.., unles [etc.J. 1729 1*. Insks Crit. Ess. Pre£ (1879)
12 A writ under his great seal. 1809 Bawdwkn Domesday
Bk. 239 Witnessing the King's writ for that purpose. 1802
Tknnyson Foresters iv. 48 Lawful King, Whose writ will

run thro' all the range of life.

b. Law. A written command, precept, or

formal order issued by a court in the name of the
sovereign, state, or other competent legal authority,

directing or enjoining the person or persons to
whom it is addressed to do or refrain from doing
some act specified therein.



WRIT.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 361 pe wryt J>at me pledeth

in be Citee, by-fore Justyces. C1450 Godstow Reg. 206

[To] come fully to the strengthe of the courte for the

kyngis breef or writte. 01513 Fabyas Chron. vii. (1516)

33/1 A wryt was directed vnto the Mayre and Aldermen,
chargynge theym that [etc.]. ax&fiSir T. Moreui. i. 29
Bring them away to execution: The writt is come aboone
two houres since. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. v. ill*

2104 To be briefe Academico, writts are out for me, to ap-

prehend me. 1659 Hammond On Ps. lxxiii. 4 There are no
writts signed for their execution. 1717 Prior Dove xviii,

This cruel Writ, wherein you stand Indicted. 1810 W.
SelwynZ.«W Nisi Priits (ed. 2) II. 779 After possession has

been given under the writ. 1874 Ld.W. P. Lennox Recoil. I.

2S1 A brother of an M.P., finding sundry writs out against

hi in.

e. With of (the specific designation).

Writ ofaiel, certiorari, cessavit, distringas, ease, elegit,

entry, error, execution, fcrmedon, habeas corpus, injunc-

tion, inquiry, manumission, mesne, mort (^ancestor, non
est inventus, privilege, prohibition, ravishment, rebellion,

right, summons, venirefacias, waste, etc. ; see these words.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 360 Jif he is y-pleted by wryt

of plee of londe. 1481 Stonor Papers (Camden) II. 134 My
wrethe of subpena. 1568-9 in I iol ton Stat, /re I. (1621) 325

Any writt of dower. 1643 Caryl Expos, yob I. 967 A writ

or patent of protection. 1706 Phili.ii'S (ed. Kersey) s.v.,

Writ of Assistance,, .of Privelege, . .of Rebellion. 1S33 Act
3-4 Will. /V, c. 27 § 36 [lists many writsthereby abolished].

1865 Act 28 & 29 Vict. c. 104 § 47 A Writ of Diem clausit

extremum may be issued.

d. spec. A document issued by the crown con-

veying a summons to a spiritual or temporal lord

to attend Parliament, or directing a sheriff to hold

an election of a member or members of Parliament.

c 1400 Contin. Brut 324 To be parlement wassompned by
wryt..iiij bisshopes & iiij abbotes. 1455 Rolls ofParlt.v.

335 He was elect Abbot . . after the seid Parlement somond,
and hadde never Writte of Parlement. 1573 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 147 The whrytt for reioynyug ye Parlament. 1610

Holl\nd Camden's Brit. (1637) 636 Then was Edward
Nevill by the King's Writ called unto the Parliament. 1659

Pkynne {title), A Brief Register, Kalendar, and Survey of

theseveral Kinds and Forms of Parliamentary Writs. «X700
Evelyn Diary 18 Sept. 1688, Writs were issued in order

to a Parliament. 1729 Jacob Law Diet. s.v. Parliament,
Among the Parliament Writs i4Eliz. 1761 Hume///*/". Eng.
III. lx. 292 They issued some writs for new elections. 1861

Buckle Civiliz. (1869) II. 117 In 1264 [the Earl of Leicester]

set the first example of issuing writs to cities and boroughs.

1888 J. Williams in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 697/1 The writ

is to be returned by the returning officer., with the name of

the member elected endorsed on the writ.

f 4. = WRITING vbl. sb. 5. Freq. in writ. Obs.

(latterly St.).

ci 160 .Elfric's Horn. (MS. Bodl. 343) fol. 63 b, Felas

wundrse. .be we her nyllaed on write setten. cw]$Lamb.
Horn. 75 pet rihte ileue setten be twelue apostles on write.

c 1200 Ohmin 3282 He badd settenn upp o writt All mann-
kinn, forr to lokenn [etc.]. a 1300 in E.E.P. (1862) 154
Slei; he was.. pat bis lore put in writte. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 13 To put in wryt a suthfast story, c 1460 Towne-
ley Myst. vu. 106 Loke ye do it welt in wrytt. 1585 Jas. I

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 14 When in writ I do theirof reherse.

1651 Caldekwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) II. 446 The
Bishop of Rosse his memorialls, left in writt. 1684 Sir G.
Mackenzie lust. Law Scot. (1694) 212 A Testament.. does
require to be in Writ.

5. attrid.and Comb., as writ-charter \ writ-proof

adj., -reader, -reading; *f* writ-rune, a written

character ; hence in //., a document or letter.

c 1205 Lay. 5750 pa coin ber a mon irnen. . be brohte writ-

runen. 1781 Reading not preaching 11. 5 To apply this to

our writ-reading clergy, /bid. 7 All that writ-readers can
read. 1841 Lever C. O'A/alley lxxxviii, Our family have
been writ-proof for centuries. 1906 Eng. Hist. Rev. July
506 The writ-charter addressed to the shire-moot.

"Writ, dial, variant of Wart sb.

Writ (rit), v. Anglo-Irish, [f. prec] trans. To
serve (a person) with a writ or summons. Also

refl.

1888 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 8/1 Pat Horty [interjected]..
' I was writted myself, and_ sold out*. 1894 Somerville &
Ross Real Charlotte xxviii, Why don't ye writ her for the
money?
Writabi'lity. rare. [Cf. next and Ability.]

Capability, readiness, or disposition to write.

1770 H. Walpole Let. to Lady Ossory 15 Sept., Haying
recovered my write-ability enough to thank your ladyship .

.

for your kind intentions. 1788 — Let. to Mrs. H. More
22 Sept., My writability in pressing my letters on you.

Writable (rei'lab'l), a, [f. Write v. + -able.]

1. That may be written ; capable of being reduced

to or set down in writing.

1782 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 30 Oct., The talk was by no

means writable ; but very pleasant. 1799 Coleridge in

Sandford T. Poole (1888) I. 300, I go to the famous Harz
Mountains., to see the mines.. .On bit return I will write

you all that is writable. 1853 Ruskin Stones Ven.lll. 11.07

All written or writable law respecting the arts is for the

childish and ignorant

2. Suitable for writing with.

1844 Mrs. Browning Lett. Home (1877) I. 267, I am
turning this pen round and round to find a writable side

to it.

f Writa'tion. Obs. rare. [Irreg. I* as prec. +

-ATION.] Poor or insipid writing.

1778 Miss Carter Lett, to Mrs. Montagu (1817) III. 05

What writing, as somebody used to say, what wntation it all

is ! 1787 Bentham Whs. (1843) X. 174 Nine-tenths of it is

bad writation about the origin of society.

Writative (rai-tativ), a. [f. as prec. + -ative.]

1. Disposed to write; given or addicted to

writing. Now rare.

376

1736 Pope Let. to Swift 17 Aug., Increase of years makes
men more talkative but less writative. 1755 Chesteri'. Let.

19 Dec, Deaf people are commonly as frivolously writative.

1920 Sat. Rev. 17 Jan. 55 Our ' writative ' contemporaries.

2. Marked by inclination or addiction to writing.

1746 Burke in Leadbeater Papers (1862) II. 7=, I always

distinguish between a man's talkative and writative charac-

ter. 1768 Woman ofHonor III. 102, I was in a fine writa-

tive vein.

Write (rait), sbA Chiefly St. Also 5-7 wryto

(5 vryte, 6 Sc. vryit, wryt), 4 w^t, 5 wryljt,

6 north, wrighte ; St. 6-7 wreit (6 vr-, ur-), 7

wreitte, 6-9 wreat, 7 wreatt, wrait, 9 wraet,

vreet. [var. of Wuit sb. after White v., or directly

f. the latter.

Examples earlier than the 16th century are prob. mere

fraphic variants of writ (as sometimes shown by the rime),

ut may have helped to introduce the new form.]

f 1. That which is written ; a written record or

work ; a writ, writing, letter, document, etc. Obs.

Latterly, and from C1465 to c 1630 chiefly, Sc.

c 1375 Cursor M. 8495 (Fairf.), J'is write wib many was
rede and sene. 14.. Sir Beues(C.) 1260 Forbe he goth with
bat wryte. 1466 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 214/2 Made the day
of this present write be us and our counsale. 1500 Caldwell
Papers (MaitL CI.) I. 52 We haiff subscriwitbis wryte wyth
our handes, 1566 Stapleton Ret. Unir. Jewel iv. 32 The .

.

Legat brought forth a write fromZosimus. 1568 T. Howell
Newe Sonets (1S79) 114 Thes my triflyng toyes, and far vn-

conning writes. 1633 Costlie Whore iv. it, Let's read these

writes. What's here 7 complaints against my worthy bro-

thers. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. (1699) 261

A Write that is null. 1705 Dalrymple Coll. Sc. Hist, 267,

I have neither seen Writes norChartularies, only a Copy of

the Charter. 176a in Nairne Peerage Evidence (1874) 98
His own proper writes and evidents.

f2. a. Holy (or the) Write, = Writ sb. 1 c.

1303 R. Bkunne Uandl. Synne 4845 Holy wryte swyche
men holdes As wylde wulues brekyng foldes. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints v. {John) 184 pe fyrste skih.he tuk vt of haly vryte

[rime it]. 14. . Arth. <y Alert. 686 (Douce MS.), pus holy
wry5t wetnessyb hyt. 1551 Crowley Pleas. $ Pain 537
Holy wryteteacheth you so. 1567 Gude ^ Godlie B. (S.T.S.)

113 Thow..hes protmttit in the write. .Of all thatr Sin to

male thame quyte,

fb. Written record; writing; « Writ sb. 2.

Chiefly Sc. Obs.

1483 in Acts Lords ofCouncil 11918) II. p. exxvii, Ane act

of the Lordis. .gevin thairupon bcactentik write and
document. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 5319 He hesred, in

Hebrew wryte, Off fyftene signis. a 1553 Udai.l Royster D.
11. iii. (Arb.) 36 No man for despite, V>y worde or by write

His felowe to twite. ^1578 LiNDBSAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 366 Of the quhilk. .the nobiIIis..hard tell

alsweill be wreit as be toung. C1657 Sir W. Mure Wks.
(S.T.S.) II. 238 The monuments of wryte of the greatest

antiquitie. 1681 Stair Instit. 1. 345 Private Ways are Con.
stitute.-by going and coming that way uninterrupted.,

fourty years without Write, or any other Right. 1825 Jamie-
son Suppl., Write,, .writing, as contrasted with verbal

communication.

+ 3. Law. = Writ sb. 3 h, c. Obs.
a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 361 Wrytes ofnewe disseysyne,

..And wri^t of ry^tof dowarye. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 212

Ye must have a meen be sum wryte of trespas for them.

1489-90 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 92 Afore Easter, send
upp your pardons, wrytes of deuimus. 1516 in Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) VI. 2 Dy wright ofentre. 1538 Starkey England
1. iv. 117 He wyl by wryte remoue hys cause to the court at

Westmynstur. 1550CKOWLEY Epigr. 249 A Baylife. .serued
with one wryte an whole score or tweyne.

4. Sc. m Writ sb. 4. Only in phr. in write.

'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 127 The king. .All

his desyr in wryte syne to him send. 1609 Skene Reg, Ma/.,
Stat. David //, 47 The summonds..sall be put in write.

a 1645 Ld. Napier Mem. (1793)49 to set downe there, .in-

formations in wreat under there hand. 1717 Wodrow Corr.
(1843) II. 270 They behoved to set them [sc. answers] down
in write.

5. a. Sc, Handwriting; manner or style of

calligraphy.
Handofwrite: see Hand sb. 16 b.
a 1614 J.Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 185 He causit

wryt a copie in guid wrait. 1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Laws
Scot. 11. 525 One mans write will differ from it selfat several
occasions. 1814 Gaffs New Brit. Theatre I. 351 Whose
write is it? not Henry's, sure, no—yes I i8zs Jamieson
Suppl.s.s., Sma' write, small text; Grit, Big, or Muckle
write, round text. 1887 Service Life Dr. Duguid 190 My
write being noo verycrabbit.

b. Write-of-hand, the art or method of writing.
dial.

1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. xliii, A could wish as a'd
learned write-of-hand,. .for a've that for to tell Christopher
as might set his mind at ease.

Write (rait), |4.» [f. the vb.]
1. Write-off: fa. A printed form with blanks

for filling in with writing. Obs.
175a Beawes Lex Merc. Rcdiv. 363 No Money will be

paid, .without such a Draught, or what is called^ a Write
off. 1826 in P. Auber Analysis, Suppl. (1828) 56 For every
sum drawn out of the Bank of England, a write-off, or draft,
shall be signed.

b. A cancellation in or by writing.
1905 Daily Chron. 22 July 2/6 The write-off in respect of

the short weight was inevitable.

2. Write-up, a written account or description
commending or praising a person or thing. Orig.
(and chiefly) U.S.
1887 Aberdeen (Dakota) Republican 31 Dec 2/2 The

LaMoure Progress., has an elaborate write-up of its city and
county. 1902 Eliz. Banks Nciuspaper Girl 22 What ' write-
ups ' ihey gave me, to be sure !

Write, obs. var. Wright sb\

WRITE.

Write (rait), v. Forms : (see below). [OE.
writan, = OFris. writa to score, write (Fris. write

to wear by rubbing, etc.), OS. wrilan to cut, write

(MLG. wrilen), OHG. rl^an to tear, draw (MHG.
ri^en, G. reissen), ON. rita to score, write (Norw.

rita, vrita, Sw. rita to draw) ; cf. ON. and Icel.

rita (wk. v.), to write. The relationship of the

stem writ- to Du. and LG. forms without w
(MDu. and MLG. riten, etc.) is doubtful.]

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Inf. (and Pres. stem), a. 1-2 writan, 2-4 (6

arch.) writen (3 Orm. writenn, writtenn), 4
wryten, 5 -yn, writon; 4- write (5 wrijte,

9 dial, wroite), 4-6 wryte (5 wreyte, whryte,
wryth(e, 9 north, dial, wreyt), 5 wrytt(e, 5-7

wryt, 6 vryt
; 5 wrighte, 6-7 wright, 6 Sc. vriht,

5 wrygth, wry3t(e, 5-6 wrygbt, 6 wryghte.

J9. 4-5, Sc. 6 writte, 5-6 Sc, 8 writt, 4, Sc. 5-7

writ, Sc. 5-7 vrit. 7. 5-7, 9 Sc. wret (7

.Sir. vret), 6 wrett, wrete, Sc. wreit, ureit,

7-9 wreat (9 vreet, wireete). S. Sc. 6 wraite,

9 vrait.

a. 831 in O. E. Texts 445 pis mid episcopus rodetacne

[ic] festnie & write. 835 Ibid. 447 Ic abba ^eroefa cySe &
writan hate hu min willa is. c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. F.)

an. 40, Matheus. .agan his godspell to writen. 13. . Cursor
M, 648 [None] mat writc.be mikel ioy. 14.. Chaucer's

Anel. $ Arc. 209 (Harl. MS.), Sheo gane hit wreyte. c 1440

Pronip. Pare. 534 Wrytyn, scribo. 1449 Paston Lett. I. 87

[He prayeth) me to wrythe to 30W. 'la 1450 tr. Hidden V.

359 Orator.. did wry3te the Actes of thapostles. 1480 in

Cely Papers (Camden) 52 As of any tydynges her y con

none wrytt vow as ?ett. 1503 Dunbar 'J hislie <J- Rose 23

In my honour sum thing thow go wryt [rime delyt). 1589

Peele Eglogue B j b, To writen sike praise. ? 1616 Sir W.
Mu*xAftte. Poems xvi. 3 My barren muse., to wryt forbears.

1673 in Jrnl. Friends' Hist. Soc. July (1914) 98 Thou should

wright to her. 1864 Tennyson North. Farmer xv, Summun
I reckons 'ull 'a to wroite.

0. 13. . Cursor M. 5323 fe king ban did his lettres writte

[rime lite]. Ibid. 9898 Fairer . . ban . . ani clerc mai writ wit

inc. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. clxxxii, Quhat nedis me. . To
writt all this? 1533 Gau Richt Vay 25 Al the buikis..

quhilk. .oders cane writ. (21700 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ.

IX. 365 To writt her life. 1704 Atholl in Scafield's Lett.

(1915) 137, I did myself the honour to writte.. last week.

y. 1477 in Makculloch MS. (S.T.S.) 28 Sarffo,.. to wret.

1536 Boorde in Introd., etc. (1870) 52 To wrett att theyr

request, a 1547 in Anglia XII. 260 Off hur goodnese then

wolde I wrete. 1573TYRIE in Cath. Tractates tS.T.S.) n, I

haif thocht . . to wreit this writting amanges the rest. 1603

in iorA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 31 1be man that

teichis me to vret. 1640 Sir W. Mure Covnter-Bvff^52 A
schollar.. A pasquill did against his Countrey wreat. 1699

Scafield's Lett. (1912) 256, I bavclitell to wret. 1705

Ibid. (1915) 46 He layes it on me to wreat. 1859 E. B.

Ramsay Remin. v. (ed. 5) 99 To write.., in old-fashioned

Scotch pronunciation . . [is] to wireete. 1871 W. Alexander

Johnny Gibb xlix, Ye'll jist vieet aft at ance. 1914 Angus
Shetland Gloss. 158 Wret,. .to write ; p.t.mipa.p. wret.

8. 1564 Q. Mary in Reg. Privy Council Scot. XIV. 201

We ar movit . . to wrait this present unto you. 1580 Hay
in Calk. Tractates (S.T.S.) 68 That quhilk Ihone Calum
wraites in the fourt buik. 1866 Gregor Banffsh. Gloss. 204

Vrait, . . to write.

b. %rdfers. sing. 1-4 writ, 3 wryt.
c 1000 Cleric Horn. II. 2 Mycel yfel deo se oe leas writ.

c 117S Lamb. Horn. 21 pe deofel . . writ heo [sc. a sin] in his

tables. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 245 The Philosophre . . Writ

and conseileth to a king.

2. Pa. t. a. Sing, (latterly also //.). a. 1-6,

9 north, dial, wrat (3 //. wratenn, 5 whrat, Sc.

vrat, wart), 4, 6 wratte ; 2, 4- wrate, 5 wraite,

Sc. 5-7 wrait, 5 wrayt(e, 6 wraitt, vrait, 9 dial.

wraat, wreat.
Since <ri3oochiefly north, and Sc, but also in southern use

c 1540-c 1620. -_.. .j, ,.

743-5 in Earle Land Charters (18E8) 42 Wilfrid bisceop

he hit wrat. c 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 God basla^e. wrate his

him self, ciioo [see B. 4 b]. 13.. Cursor M. 21243 pe

godspel in itali he wratte [Fairf. wrate, rime smate]. c 1375

Ibid. 1470 (Fairf.!, Ennoc. wrate [Cott. wiat]sumbokis wib

hishande. c 142S Wyntoun Cron. vn. 1854 pis Alexander.

.

Wart [v.r. wrait] til Schir Mathow. 1481 Cely Papers

(Camden) 76 The clawys that 3e whrat of Laysetter. 1585

Whitney Choice Embl. (1586) *4b, Seneca, .wratte lament-

able Tragedies, a 1586 Sidney A rcadia in. (1922) 25 Upon

a roote of the tree . . she wrat this couplet. 1620 T .
Peyton

Glasse Time I. 51 That sweete Disciple which the Gospell

wrate. 1708 Falconer in Hearne Collect. tO.H.S.) II. 130,

I wrate once and again. 1824 [Carr] Craven Gloss. 124

Wraat,.. wrote. 1828- in Yorks. and Line, glossaries

[wrate). 1894 Heslop Northumbld. Gloss. 799 He wrat him

a letter.

13. 3-8 wrot, 5-6 wrotte, wrott; 4 wrote,

5 pi. wroten, 6 wroate (wroght)
;
4-5 wroot, 6

wroott, wroutfe.
C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 17 Elch of hem wrot [= Lamb.

Horn. 75 wrat] his uers. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synneqiii

Afende. . wrote alle pat euer bey spake. 13.. K.Alis. 4778

(Laud MS.), He.. wroot Alle pise wondres. 1377 Langl.

P. PI. B. xix. 478, I . . wrote [v.rr. wroot, wroujte, wro5t] as

me mette. c 1420 Wycliffite Bible Acts xv. 23 The apostlis

.. wroten.. greting. ?i48i CelyPapers (Camden) 202 A letter

from you wherin 3e wtotte for your mone. 1513 m Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. It. I. 212 A letter the Swyssers wroott unto

me. a I5ag Skelton Ware Hauke 22^;, I wroute a verse.

?ciS3P in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 189 Sythe I last

wroght to you. 1557 in Foxe A. <y M. (1576) 1891/1
Whether thou wrotest it not. 1590 Tarlton News Purgat.
A 2 Virgill after he wrot his Aeneidos, wrote his Culc.z. 1709
Stryfe Ann. Ref. 1. 246 He wrot to. .Cecil to release him.



WRITE.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) VI. 299 A Letter.. which
tiiou wrotest.

7. 5-9 (now dial,') writ (6 Sc, vrit), 5-7 writt,

(7 ritt), 6-7 writte
; 5 wryt, 6 wrytte.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6585 There as he writ of these worch-
ynges.

_ 1479 Cely Papers (Camden) 15 "je wryt to me a
clawys in your letter. 1539 in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. II. H.
15a Yowr Kyng wrytte agaynste Lwtther. 1561 T. Hobv tr.

Castiglione 11. (1900) 144 A letter which [she] writt unto her
lover. 1600 \V, Watson Decacordon (1602) 226 They writ
to all their brethren. 1648-63 [see B. 22 b]. 1666 in 11th
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V, 14, I ritt wonce to you.
a 1699 Lady Halkett Autobiog. (Camden) 9 My Lord H.
writt to my mother, dt 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Cot/:.

Romance (1775) I. 3131 I writ to her, she received my
letter. 1788 Trifier No. T2. 156 Authors (who writ in the
Latin tongue). 1852 Thackeray Esmond 11. i, He writ back
a letter.

S, 5-7 write.
c 1454 Pecock Pole-very J>e book which y write in eng.

lisch. 1582 R. Robinson tr. Leland's Assertion iii. 5 That
Iohn which concerning Arthure write the golden historic
a 1700 [see B. 16].

«. Sc. 6-7 wreit (vreit), 7 wreitt, wreat, 6
wrett, 6, 9 wret.
x549 Compl. Scot. 116 Also he vreit ane lettir. c 1560 [see

B. 7 b). a 1568 Henryson's Sum Practysis 9 (Bann. MS.),
The quhilk..3e nocht vnderstude, Bot wrett on as 3e culd.
a 1585 Montgomerie Flyting (T.) 645 Witness sum vers he
wreit [Ha?-/. MS. wreat1 a 1600

—

Poems (igio) 240 Sant
?eter wrett ane vbair quhair. 1652 in Spalding Club Misc.

. 45, I wreitt lykewayes to my sone in law to assist him.
1914 [see A. 1 y],

b. PI. a. 1 writon, 3-5 writen (3 Orm. -enn),

4-5 wryten, 5 writun, wrytyn (9 dial, rit'n)
; 4

write, 5 whryte, Sc. wryt.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xviii. § 3 Eac ba oe hi ymb writon.

a 1200 Vices fy V. 27 fiat 5e ure hali faderes. . writen. 1390
Gower Conf. 111. 85 Yit of that Calistre And Aristotle whyl-
om write lo Alisandre, thou schalt wite. C1450 Capgrave
St. Gilbert 95 pei. .mor-ouyr wrytyn and sent on-to be
Pope, compleynyng. 14. . Wycliflite Bible Acts xv. 23 The
apostlis-.wroten [v.rr. wryten, writen, writun]..to hem.,
greting. 1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 55 3e whryte to howr
father that [etc. J. 1887 S. Chesh, Gloss. 86 Wey rifn,. . Yai
rit*n,..Dhai rit'n.

0. I wreotan, -on, 4-5 wreten, wrete.
85a in Birch Cartut. II. 58 Her sindan 3a naman cSere

monna be bis wreotan & festnedan. C900 tr. B&das Hist,
(1890) 346 pastte seolfan ba his lareowas set bis mufie wreo-
ton. 1340-70 Alex. <y Bind. 24 J?e geniil genosophistiens.

.

To be emperour alixandre here answerus wreten. 1387
Trevisa Higden V. 147 Athanasius..and ober bisshoppes
. .wrete for seventy chapitres. c 1440 Wycltffite Bible Acts
xv. 23 (MS. Bodl. 277), pe apostlis. .wreten bi be hondis
ofhem . . greetyng. 1449 Paston Lett. I. 76 Your eronds that
ye wrete to me fore.

C. Weakforms. 5 wrytted, pi. writide(n.

#
c 1420 IVycliffite Bible 1 Esdr. iv. 6 Thei writiden accus-

ing a^ens the dwellers. Ibid. 8 [They] writen [v.r. writedej..
oon epistil. 1449 Paston Lett. I. 88 My cosyn Cler wrytted
to me that sche spake with Schrowpe.
3. Pa. pple. a. a. {a) 1 sewriten, 2-3 3ewriten,
3-5 i-, 4-5 ywriten, 4 ywriton, -ein, 3-4 i-,

5 ywryten, 5-6 -yn. (0) 1-7 writen (1 uuriten,

3 Orm, writenn, 5-6 wirten, 5 -in), 4-5 writ-
ene, 4-5, St, 6 -in, 5 -yn, -on, -un, 6 Sc. vrit-

yn(e; 4-6 wryten, 4-5 -yn (wyrtyn, 5 Sc.

vyrtyn), 5 -un, -on, -ine, St, vrytin ; 6 wryght-
en, 6-7 wrighten.
{a) £t88o in O. E. Texts 452 Ond sio 5is lond jewriten &

unbefliten [etc.]. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 11 [It] wes iwriten
inne ba table. 7^.,'Nu weren has breo la^e 3e-writen.

13.. K. Alls. 4042 Hit is y-writein. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A.
1. 174 Wordes i-writen in be Ewangelye. '('C1530 in Ellis

Offf. Lett. Ser. 111. II. 221 Y wrytyn at Godolphyn.
(b) Beowulf 1688 On i^xm waes or writen fyrn-sewinnes.

a X200 Moral Ode 224 A boken hit [is] writen ber me mei hit
reden. a 1400 in Relig. Lyrics ./y/AC. (1924) 157'ryl a lettre

of loue me lede, pat was wyrtyn on a wall, a 1447 in Ellis
Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 8 Wrytyn.. the xtj. day of Marche.
1317 Lincoln Wills (Line Rec. Soc.) V. 75 The last will..
wirten the day a bovesaid. 1552 OJftce ofA ugm. t Misc. Bk.
JCLV, No. 147 Thedayc.aboue wryghten. 1693 Senftehls
Lett. (1912) 127 This is wryten in my bed. 1703 Ibid. (1915)
8, I have writen to the Earle.

£. 4-5 iwritten, 5 ywrytten, 6 ywritten

;

4- written (5-6 writtyn, 5-6, Sc, 7 -in, 7
writt'n), 4-6 wrytten, 5 wryttyn (whryttyn),
5-6 -yne, 9 Sc. vrutten.
13.. Cursor M. 6995 In his time war be fabu[l]s written.

1387 Trevisa Higden VIII. 41 As it is i-written in his lyf.

CX425 Wyntoun Chron. 11. 225 As in be Bihil wryttyn [v.r.

writtin] is. 1481 Cely Papers (Camden) 78, 1 have whryttyn
toyow dyvarys lettyrs. 1562 A. Brooke Romcustr Jul. 711
Ywritten haue I red . . There is no better way to fishe. 1644
Milton A reop. (Arb.) 71 Things not before discourst or
writt'n of. 1871 \V. Alexander Johnny Gibb xlviii, [How]
hisna be vrutten to you?

7. 4-5 iwreten, 5 -yn, ywreten
; 4-7 wreten,

4-6 -yn, 5-6 -in, 5 -yne, -on, Sc. 6-7 wreittin
(6 vreittin), 7 wreaten, 6 wraitten.
1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 79 As !-ere is wreten in lc tires.

Ibid. 441 Emerus had i-wreten and descryved Anselmslyf.
14.. Chaucer's Sec. Nun's T. gt (Lansd. MS.), Euery
where bis wordes al wi;>golde wreten [Camb.MS. i-wretyn J

were. 1476 in Cely Papers (Camden) 4 That Thomas
Kesten bat ywreten unto me. 1534 Cromwell, in Life if-

Lett. (1902) I. 385 Wretyn at my house. 1581 Excheq.
Rolls Scotl. XXI. 421 The landis aboune wreittin. 1664 J.
Carstairs Lett. (1846) 109, I have wreaten ane other lyne
to the Lord Chancellor. 1685 SeafiehCs Lett. (1912) 10,

1

would have wreten to you. 1693 Ibid. 109 [A letter] wrcitten
to him.

Vol. X.
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5. 5, Sc, 6 wrettyn, 6 wretten (-on, Sc. -in).

1445 Paston Lett. I. 59 Wrettyn in haste, at Norwich.
a '533 Ld. Berners Huoncxv'x. 407 Letters.. wretten on the
pament. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
II. 50 This letter. .[was] wrettin be thir thrie foirsaid per-
sonis in all heist.

f. 7 Sc. wraitten.
a 1614 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 367, I have

wraitten a special treatise tliairof.

b. a. 3-5 i-, ywrite, ywryte ; 3-7, Sc. 8
write (7 wright), 4-6 wryte.
c 1175 Colt, Horn. 241 Hit is iwrite Nemo [etc.]. c 1200,

etc. [see YwRix/a.///f.]. c 1200 MoralOde 22S (Trin.), A
hoc hit is write. 13.. Citron. R. Glouc.(Ro\\s) 1901 Ywrite
[v.r. wryte] was lo bis. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. cccxvi, pe
sothe as y fynd yn Story y wryte. 1480 Cely Papers (Cam-
den) 43 Wryte at London. 1678 in \%th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. V. 53 Hue has wright my Lord all perticulars.
1682 [see B. 15 a]. 1705 Seafield Lett. (1915) 61 It is write
by one I can trust.

0* 5 i-> ywritte, 5, 6-7 arch, ywrit
;

5-6
writte (5 whritte), 5 wrytte, 5-6 wryt, 6- (now
dial, or arch.) writ, 6-7 writt.
1422 Yongf. tr. Secreta Secret. 122 As y fynde writte.

1424 Stonor Papers ^amden) I. 39 I-wrytte at London.
1457 Paston Lett. I. 417 Wryt hastly at London, a 1542
Wyatt in Anglia XVIII. 273 As it is writt. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. I. x. 19 Her sacred Booke, with bloud ywrit. 1642 H.
Moke Song of Soul 1. in, xxvi, On which., be ywrit These
words. 1681 Penn in Pennsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. (1864) I.

210, I have.. writt truth. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1103 The
letter.. being writ And folded.

7» 3-5 iwrete, 4-5 ywrete
;
4-6 wrete, 7 Sc.

wreat(e, wreitt.
C1275 Lay. 22981 Pat sobe his iwrete. 1303 R. Brunnb

Hanoi. Synne 2179 Hyt ys seyde burgh lawe wrete, pat
[etc.]. 1426 Lydg. De Gnil. Pilgr. 10008 The word ywrete
in sapyence. a 1529 Skelton Bouge of Court 438 On that
sleue these wordes were wrete. 1662 J. Carstairs Lett.
(1S46) 97, 1 have wreate a lyne to the Provost in that matter.

lfcftSeaJield's Lett. (1912) 144 The Secretarys are wreitt to
anent it.

5. 5 ywret ; 5 wrette, 5, Sc. 9 wret, 5, 7 wrett.
1423 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 83 Y wret

at Exeter the day. .a hove y sayd. ? 1460 Paston Lett. I.

539 Wret the v. day of Decembre. 1646 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 126 The other was wrett yesternight. 1914 [see

A. xyl
c. 6-8, 9 dial, or Wit. wrote (6 roten), 7

wroate ; 6 wrotte, 7 wrott, 7-8 wrot.
156s Stapleton tr. Bede 12 Such thinges as I haue wrote

of the most holy father, c 1572 Gascoignk Fruites xcii,

When workes of warre are wrotte by such as I. 1637
J.Taylor (Water P.) Drinke Dj b, So I. .Have wroate a
hotchpotch. 1693 Pepys in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 212
As had they been wrott on purpose. 1710 Prideaux Orig.
Tithes iii. 154 An exhortatory Epistle wrot to him. 1728
Chambers Cyct. s.v. I'erse, The Books themselves were
wrote [1738 written] all running. 1848 DlCKKHS Domhey
xxxiv, Has she wrote to me? 1879- in dial, glossaries

(Shropsh., Warw., etc.).

B. Signification.

I. trans. 1. fa. To score, outline, or draw the

figure of (something) ; to incise. Obs.
Beorvulf 1688 HroSgar . . hylt sceawode, ealde lafe, on

3aem w«es orwriten fyrn-sewinnes. c 897 Alfred Gregory*s
Past. C. xxi. 160 Nim sume tislan..& writ on hiere da burg
Hierusalem. c 1000 Sax. Leec/td. II. 290 Writ bonne bam
horse on bam heafde foran cristes mail, c 122s Leg. Hath.
190 [She] wrat on hire breoste, .be hali rode taken, c 1366
Chaucer Horn. Rose 413 Another thing was don there write
Thatsemede lyk an Ipocrite. a 1450 Medit. Life fy Passion
of Christ 1350 Loue bat art so mykel of m>'3t, Writ in niyn
neite bat reuful s>3t. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 136
By myne eie the Crow his clawe dooth wright. 1590 — /*'.

Q. 11. viii. 43 Guyons shield.. Whereon the faery Queenes
pourtract was writ.

b. To form (letters, symbols, words, etc.) by
carving, engraving, or incision ; to trace in or on
a hard or plastic surface, esp. with a sharp instru-

ment ; to record in this way.
In later use not clearly distinguished from sense 2.

a 1000 Gnomic Verses 139 Raid sceal mon secgan, rune
writan. c zooo .K:.i

-

kic Dent. x. 2 lc write on 3am bredum.
3a word 3e wa:ron on 3am Ae 3u jer brasce. c "75. c 1250
[see Table sb. a a]. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xn. 80 ]?orw
carectus batcryst wrot pe iewes knewe hemseluen Gultier..
pan be woman, c 1400 Maundev. (1839) iii. 17 In the Dust
and in the Powder.. thei wroot Lettres and Figures with
hire Fingres. c 1450 Capgravs .S"^. Augustine 25 He took
a peyre tables, and wroot in be wax al his desir. 153s
Coverdaie Deut. xxvii. 3 Thou shalt set vp greate stones,

..and wryte vpon them all the wordes of this lawe. 1599
Hakluyt r'oy. II. 1. 117 Men being first inforced to write

their actes..in barkes of trees. 1649 Ocilby lT.[Virg.
t

Bucolicks v. 13 I'll try that Song on the green Beech I writ.

1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 77 He made an
Epitaph, .to be wrote on a stone. 1728 Pope Dune. in. 325
On Poets' Tombs see Benson's titles writ. 1781 Cowper Hope
583 Blush, calumny I and write upon his tomb. .Thy deep
repentance of thy thousand lies. 1831 Sir F. Palcravk
Hist. Anglo-Sax. vii. 153 The slips of bamboo upon which
the inhabitants, .write or scratch their compositions with
a bodkin. 1857 Locker Lond, Lyrics 51 It was I wrote her
name on the sand.

fig. and in fig. context, c 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 [Jesus Christ]

be sceolde his a$en wille .. in ure heorte write, a 1300
Cursor M. 25586 Suete iesu !..bi pines in vr hertes write.

c 1400 26 Pol, Poems 102 py countretayle bey wii shewe, be
skore, In belle or in heuene, wreten trewe. 1599, 1622 [see

Table sb. 2 c], a 1628 Preston Effectual Faith (1631) 49
It is the Holy Ghost that must write them in your hearts;

wee can but write them in your heads. X653 H. More
Antid. Aih, 1. ix. 27 When we see writ in our Souls..

the Name or rather the Nature and Idea of God. 1877

WRITE.
Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. i. 2 The names of the older
generations are writ in brass on the glowing walls of the
Inferno.

transf. 1588 Shaks. Titus A. ill. i. 170 Which of your
bands hath not..rear'd aloft the bloody Battleaxe, Writing
destruction on the enemies Castle? a 1623 Fletcher Love's
Cure 1. i, Useless are all words Till you have writ perform-
ance with your swords. 1818 Byron Ch.Har. iv. clxxxii,
Roll on, thou.. dark blue Ocean! ..Time writes no wrinkle
on thy azure brow.

o. fig. To write in the dust, in or on sand, water,
the windj etc., with reference to absence of abiding
record. (See Water sb. 1 1", and cf. S.\M>5//.- 2 c,

1513 More Edzu. ^(1641)130 For men use to write an evill

turne in marble stone, but a good turne in the dust. 1611-3
[see Water sb. 1 f). a 1634 Chapman Revengefor Honour
v. ii, Words writ in waters, have more lasting Essence, then
our determinations, a 1658 Lovelace Poems (1904) 203 But
what women say to kind Lovers, we write in rapid streams
and wind. 1795 J. Nott tr. Catullus Ixvii. II. 113 What.

.

are woman's vows? Fit to be written but on air, Or on the
stream 1 1821 Keats in Poet, Wks. (1876) p. xxx, Here
lies one whose name was writ in water. 1846 Mrs. Krown-
ing Lett. (1899) I. 433, 1 may say of Henrietta that her only
fault is, her virtues being written in water. 1847 Manga

n

Poems (1903) 99 Oh ! let not your vow Have been written
in sand !

d. transf. To impress or stamp marks indicat-

ing (some condition or quality) on, in, or over a
person, etc.

1603 Shaks. Mcas. for M. iv. ii. 162 There is written in
your brow Prouost, honesty and constancie. a 1653 H.
Binning Sermon Wks. (1845) 648 Insobriety is written
upon many passages of your behaviour. 1682 Drvdkn
Mac Fieckncc 195 A Tun of Man in thy large Bulk is writ.

1854 Thackeray Newcomes xxv, Cook and housekeeper is

written on her round face. 1866 Leves Sir B. Fossbrooke
1. 78 One on whom Nature had written gentleman, a 1899
in Westm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 1/2 Duty is written all over him.
2. To form or delineate (a letter, symbol, ideo-

gram, etc.) on paper or the like with a pen, pencil,

etc. ; to trace (significant characters) in this manner.
743

_5lsee A.2 «]._ c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 6 Nim bine
feoere..& writ fifti;. c 1200 Ormin Ded. 104 patt he An
boost aft* write twi^ess. c 1250 Gen. -y Ex. 2527 And he
Sat dise lettres wrot, God him htlpe weli mot. c 1300
Havehk 2481 We deme, bat. .bare be writen bise leteres

:

' bis is be swike ' [etc.]. 1387 Tbevisa Higden VI. 221 He
fonde pre K. and bre F 1-write. ^1425 CrafteNombrynge 16
pat di-it bat buu hast y-write. 1521 Barclay Introductory
B j, Whan .P. is wryten in the ende of a worde in frenche.

1590 Si'enslk /'. O. hi. xii. 31 And her before the vile

Enchaunter sate, Figuring .straunge; characters of his
art, With liuing bloud he those characters wrate. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World in. 12 It was as easic.to erre in

writing two for sixe and twentie, as for three and twentie.

1647 T. Hill Paul (1648) 15 Some tell us Jeremiah and
Zachary written contractively in the Hebrew are the same.
""735 Johnson Lobe's Abyssinia, Voy. i. 4 Unhappily, the
Secretary wrote Zeila for Dancala. 1845 Ritto's Cjcl. Bill.
Lit. (1S49) I. 601 At other times they [sc. hierogtyphics] are
phonetic, and written by an alphabet of about 140 letters.

1887 A. J. Ellis in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 381 Some system
of writing speech*sounds.

b. To enter or record (a name) with a pen, etc.

;

to mention (a person) in this way. Also in fig.

context.
c 1200 Ormin 3554 He shall writenn alle bapattcwemmdenn

himm o life Onn eche lifess bokess writt. a 1300 CursorM

.

6889 He. .wrat be nam, and sett to sele. 1387 Trevisa
Higden VII. 3* Otho..heet take hym be names i-wrete
of nem bat were gilty. a 1400 in Heath Grocer's Camp.
(1S69) 41 Plate, Alle these xxij personis before wretyn.
a 1450 Medit. Life <$• Passion ofChrist 884 To writon vs in

bok pat neuere failes. 1472*111 Surtees Misc. (1890) 25 We
ordeyn that all vacabondes, bifore writen, kepe gode rtule.

>535 Coverdale Istiiah iv. 3 Al soch as are written amonge
the lyuynge at Ierusalem. 1565 Cooter Thesaurus s.v.

Inscrtbo, They write their owne names in the titles of their

bookes. 1623 Cockeram 11. s.v., To Write his name to a Band.
1714 Addison Sped., No. 568 r 3 [He] had written the
Names of several Persons.. at the Side of every Sin.. men-
tioned by that excellent Author. 177a R. Fehgusson Braid
Claith i, To hae your name Wrote in the bonny book of
fame. 1827 Keule Chr. Y.,St. Barnabas v, Never so blest,

as when in Jesus' roll They write some hero-soul. 1885 ' Mi;s.

Alexander' At Bay v, Glynn took her programme and
wrote his own name for several waltzes.

fig. 1594 Si'Enser Amoretti lxxv. My verse, .shall, .in

the beuens wryte your glorious name, i860 Slang Diet.

(ed. 2) 248 To write one's name onajoittl, to have the fust

cut at anything,—leaving sensible traces of one's presence

on it.

3. a. To set down in writing ; to express or

present (words, etc.) in written form ; to pen. Also

(p) said of the pen, etc. Occas. in tig. context.

In frequent use from c 1380.

832 in C E. Texts 446 lc. mid cristes rodetacneois festme

& write. 971 Btickl. Horn. 133 Se Hal^a Gast dihtode ealle

ba bing be halite men writon. c 1000 ^Elfric Deut. xxxi.

24 .Kfter Sam 5e Moyses wrat oisse a: bebodu. a 1200 St.

Marher. 23 Hire bone wes bet Icfa hit write on bocfclle.

C1275 Passion ef our Lord 467 in O.E. Misc. 50 Pilates

wrot him seolf a writ al on hying, c-1290 Bcket 222 in S.

Eng, Leg. I, 113 pis child . . Seruede A borgeys of be toun,

and his a-countes wrou 1303 [see A. z^._ 1362 Langl. P.

PI. A. 1. 174 peos beb wordes i-writen m be Ewangelye.

c 1400 Pety Job 566 in 26 Pol. Poems 139 Who may graunte

me thys boone, That my wordes wreten were. 1473 Warkw.
Chron. (Camden) 11 He. .wrott in alle his lettres. theyere

of his regne. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 2 These
instruccyons y' I haue gathered & wryten for you. 1595
Shaks. John iv. i. 37 Can you not reade it? Is it notfaire

writ ! 1607 Milton P. L. xit. 489 A Comforter. . the Law of

Faith.. upon thir hearts shall write. 1681 in JmL Friends*

Hist. Soc. July (1912) 136 At leisure it may bee written faire

in the Booke. 1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth. % Papists i\u

48



WRITE. 378 WRITE.

(1754) 163 His Hand had wrote what was directly contrary
to the Dictates of his malicious Mind. 1788 Clara Reeve
Exiles III. 191, I will get these instructions wrote in a
proper form. 1825 J. F. Cooper L. Lincoln III. 25S At the

close of his long life, he wrote Gen., Bart., and M.P. after

his name.

(/<) 1883 J. G. Pf.trie Man.for Type-Writer a, Machines
. . which write capitals and small letters. 1897 Strand Mag.
May 593 2 No pen can write, no song sing, and no storytell

of half their happiness.

fig. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. ill. 35 About It, and write happy
when th hast done. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1671) 134,

1

painted a providence of my own, and wrote ease for myself
and a peaceable ministery. 1888 RuSKlN Prxtcrita III. iv.

159 Mozart's birth wrote the laws ofmelody for all the world
. . irrevocably.

b. To form by painting or the like ; to paint.
a 1400 [see A. 3 a a], 1556 Ckron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 54

Alle churches new whytte-lymed, with the commandmenttes
wryttyne on the walles. 1561 in Archaeol. (1770J I. 16 To
the peynter for wrighting the scripture. 1714 Swift tr. Hor. t

Sat. 11. 92 The lines Writ underneath the Country Signs.

1837 WfUTTOCK Bk. Trades (1842) 358 Most mere house-
painters undertake to paint sign boards, .and. .write them
tolerably wed. 1889 Sutherland Sign-Writing i. 1 A man
might set out and write a sign in the time.

j C. To translate tnto another language. Cbs.
<ri475 Babi.es Bk. 1 This tretys the whiche I thenke to

wryte Out of latyn in-to my comvne langage.

d. Writ (written) fjrge, penned, recorded, or

exhibited in large or prominent characters. Chiefly

in fig. use.

c 1645 M.11TOUSotm., On new Forcers of'Conscience 20 New
Presbyter is but Old Priest writ Large. 1866 ' Geo. Eliot '

F\ Holt viii, The man was no more than the boy writ large,

with an extensive commentary. 1868 Fakhar Silence a;- V.
iii. {1875) 56 Let us look beyond them, and see it writ large

upon the history of nations. 1877 L. Morris Epic 1lades 11.

117 That my life. . Was but a tale Writ large by Zeus.

e. Of a manuscript, etc. : To bear or exhibit in

writing.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 145 Whose Chronicle thus writ, The
man was Noble. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 470 ? 1, I have
..been informed, that such or such Ancient Manuscripts
for an et write an ac.

+ f. To employ in dating. Obs.
1651 Makius Adv. Bills of Exchange (1700) 13 At Ham-

borough and Strasburg. .they do write the same stile with
us here in England, namely old stile; but in all other parts
beyond the Seas, .they do generally write new stile.

g. To print by means of a typewriter; to type-

write ;
= Type v. 4.

1883 J. G. Petrie Man.for Type-Writer 3 Writing and
re-writing familiar words until the fingers run easily.

4. To state or relate in writing; to draw up or

frame a written statement of (circumstances, events,

etc.) ; to chronicle or make a record of. Also with
to, unto (a person), or indirect personal object.
In very frequent use from C1300.
cgoo Bxdas Hist. Pref. (1890) 4 feet ic be Sam hal?;an

fasder Cu3byrhte wrat oocie on bysse bee o3oe on oore.
auzz O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086, Fela binga we
ma^on writan be on 3am ilean fceare jewordene wa:ron.
ci 175 [see A. 1 bj. c izzo Bestiary 655 In boke is 5e turtres
lif writen o rime. iag7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6793 As it is of
hire iwrite, & of ire holi fame, a 1300 Cursor M. 17843
We sal yow write.. All bat we herd and sagh. 1303 R.
Brunne Hnndl. Synne 8970 pere..pey de.de to wryte yn
boke bys chaunce. 1387, 1423 (see A. 3 a, >, 1 0], 1448
Paston Lett. I. 71, I wrythe to tow the very cause why.
1497 Bp. Alcok Mons Perfect. Cjb/2 Cryst cam into y«
worlde, as it is wryte.

^ 1559 in T. Wright Q. Eliz. (1838) I.

17 We woll not write it for gospell that their power is so
greate. 1568 HacketU. Thevet's Newfound World xxvii.

42 b, There resteth nowe to wright that, the which we
haue learned. 1643 Digby Observ. Relig. Med. {1644) 44 To
peruse what I have written at full upon this point. 1671 J.
Webster Metallogr. i. 12 The Collegium Conimbricense are
perswaded that he writ the truth. 0x715 Burnet Own Time
(1766) 1. 18 Whose life is so curiously writ by Thomas Hubert.
1794 7- S* Moore's Tract. Navig. (ed. 10) 169 Occurrences
which are written on the log-board. 1833 Tennyson Dream
Fair Worn. Ix, It is written that my race Hew'd Ammon,
hip and thigh. 1865 Swinburne Chastelardu. L 55 Which
alms (Remembering what was writ of Magdalen) I gave not
grudging.

fig. and transf. a 1225 A iter. R. 388 He..wrot mid his
owune blode saluz to his leofmon. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems
xvii. 181 Hisherte btod wrot oure hele, And Ihesus body, be
parchemyn is, a 1586 Sidney De Mornay v.fo We haue
read in nature that there is but one God, as a thing which
we finde written euen in the least creatures. 1606 Shaks.
Ant, <$ CI. v. i. 22 That selfe-hand Which writ his Honor in

the Acts it did. a 1680 Charnock Attrib. God (1682) 814
Those Testimonies of it [sc. God's patience], which were
written in showers, and fruitful seasons. 1781 Cowper
Expost. 311 Is adverse providence, when ponder'd well,

So dimly writ, or difficult to spell. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cong. III. xiv. 355 The great tale of which it became the

theatre is legibly written on its natural features.

b. With clause as object, either introduced by
that, etc., or directly quoted.
(1) 835 [see A. 1 a J. cqoo tr. Barda's Hist. (1890) 42 WriteS

Eutropius \>xt Constantinus se casere wa^re on Breotone
acenned. Ibid. 460 Hi on heora sinoosewrit on^epeoddon,
& bus writon betwyh him: Wilfrid [etc.]. c 1200 Ormin
(1878} II. 354 Ace hall^he weress wratenn uss, . .Patt [etc.].

a 1225 Anc*\ R. 42 Lete<5 writen on one scrowe hwat MM
ne kunne^ nout. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 4 If noman write

hou that itstode. 1455 Paston Lett. I. 348 As ye wrygth
they sey now. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommeri 397 A table

wherin was wreton wyth letters of gold Passe no further

[etc.]. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apop/i. 230 Of Pompeius it is

writen, that [etc.]. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I- 99 Sum wrytes scottis to eit menis flesche. 1686

Seafield Lett. (1912) 25 They write that, .their fleet sailed

from the Texel. 1761 L. Morris in Cambrian Reg.(*7g6)
I. 368 The bad sign-painter . . was obliged to write over his

drawings, this is a horse, this is a cock, &c. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Pair xxiv, ' I shall expect you at half-past five,' Cap-
tain Dobbin wrote. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. vi. 1 One
writes, that 'Other friends remain '.

transf. c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law"s T. 191 Parauenture
in thilke large book Which bat men clipe the heuene ywriten
was With sterres. . That he for loue sholde han his deeth
alias 1 1616 T. Scot PhitomythU KB, The stiffe-vdder'd

Cow [missing],, the merry milke-maide.. by chance, wrot on
the ground With milk-white letters where shee would be
found.

C. To convey (tidings, information, etc.) by
letter; to send (a message) in writing. Freq. with

to or unto, or with dative of person; also with

kow
}
that, etc., and clause.

(a) ?a 1400 Morte Art/i. 3904 He. . wraite vn-to Waynor
how the werlde chaungede. 1449 [see A. 2 c]. 1561 T.
Hoby tr. Castlglione's Courtyer it, (1900) 164 He wrott unto
the Duke,, .he would [etc.]. 1596 shaks, i Hen. /K.iv. i.

31 He writes me here, that [etc. J. 1616 R. Cocks Diary
(Hakl. Soc.) I. 150 They wrot me how the Portingals had
4 gallions. 1685 Evelyn Mrs. Godoiphin (1847) 92 *^ne
writes me. .what conflicts she bad endur'd. 1763 Scrofton
Indostan (1770) 77 The Colonel .. wrote the Soubah, ' That
. .their enemies' [etc.]. 1833 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I.

434, 1 had. .written to Rose how we had best start agitating.

1875 B. Meadows Clin. Observ. 69 [She] writes me that she
is very much better.

(/) 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 63 Haue you with heede perused
What I haue written to yon ? 1662 Stilitncfl. Orig. Sacr.
1. iv. § 11 Alexander, .writ word to his Mother he had
found out [etc.). 1676 Essex in E. Papers (Camden, 1913) 59
What you say. .hath bin writt over hither by divers. 1678
[see A. 3 b a], 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <$- Frances
(1767) I. 179, I beg you will write me word.. whether [etc.],

X760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1792) III. 159 Your
brother writ me an account of your fatal falling away.
1843 Lowe Fishes Madeira I. 101 Mr. Yarrell writes me
word that [etc.]. 1850 Miss Mulock Olive xxv, You will.,

write me word how it looks.

d. To decree, ordain, or enjoin in writing.

Chiefly^, (of fate).

1560 Bible (Genev.) 1 Esdr. vi. 17 King Cyrus wrote that
this House shulde be buylt vp, 1675 Dryden Aurengz. 1.

(1676) 14'Tis writ in Fate, I can be onely yours. 1842 Borrow
Bible in Spain xxxv, ' It was not so written,' said Antonio,
who. .was a fatalist. 1902 * Roma White' Backsheesh xvii.

280 That which is written is written. It is stronger than I.

So let it be.

5. a. To give a written account or enumeration of;

to describe or depict in writing.
c 1000 Three O. E. Prose Texts 2 Ac ba Sing be me

nu in ^emynd cuma<5 serest ba ic be write. C1200 Vices
<$ Virtues 19 Ne mai ic benchen,..ne on boke write, alle

So pinen of helle. a 1225 Atur. R. 240 Efter he urouren
bet beoft her iwritene. a 1300 Cursor M. 648 Ne writer
nan mai write wit inc bc mikel toy bat bam es lent.

13. . [see A. 2 fl]. 1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xliL, 7 The }yuen
thing.., and the taken, al diskryue, or wryte. c 1449 Pfxock
Rtpr. 1. xL 55 [~ Rev. xxii. 18] Putte God upon him the
veniauncis writun in this book, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xvii,

If I could write the beauty of your eyes. 1608 Topsell
Serpents 131 When the Egyptians will write a man eating
or at dinner, they paynt a Crocodile gaping. 1636 E.
Dacres Machiavcfs Disc, I.ivy II. 545 Things which they
have done, that lived in the manner a'uove written.

b. To treat of (a subject, theme, etc.) in writing.
exooo Ags. Gosp. John i. 45 We gemetton Scne haelend ..

bene wrat moyses « ba wite^an on ^asre se. J597 Morley
Introd. Mus. 152 Those who haue of late daies written the
art of musicke. 171 1 Felton Dissert. Classics (171S) a 4 b,
The Difficulties of writing History. 1737 Pope tr, Hor.

%

Ep. 11. i. 146 Ev'ry flow'ry Courtier writ Romance. 1821
Byron Diary 29 Jan., They talk Dante—write Dante.

c. To give expression to(one's feelings, thoughts,
etc.) by means of writing; to express in written
form.
a 1250 Owl ff Night, 1756 par he demeb mony riht dom
& diht & wryt \v.r. writ] mony wisdom. 1382 Wyclif
Jobx'm. 26 Thou writist a^en me bitternessis. c 140026 Pol.
Poems xxiv. 146 Lord,.,a^ens me bou doest wryte Bitter*
nesse, bote swete is past. 1524 Q. Margaret in Green
Lett. (1846) I. 319, 1 did write my mind plainly to you. 1653
Walton Angler i. 29 God . . [allowed] those . . to write his
holy will in holy writ. 1705 Seafield Lett. (1915) 34, I shall
write my thoughts with all freedome. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1760) VII. 76 My heart is full, and I can't help
writing my mind. 1798 Nelson in A. Duncan Life (1806)
96 Buonaparte writes his distress for stores.

6. To compose and set down on paper (a literary

composition, narrative, verse, etc.) ; to put into or
produce in literary form, to bring out (a book
or literary work) as an author; to indite.
In very frequent use from c 1570,
?« 900 O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.) an. 84. Her Iohannes..

wrat ba boc Apocalipsis. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 55 Foralswa
god hit bit, and inne pe godspelle be he writ, c 1200 Vices .$

Virtues 85 Dis ic habbe iwriten for Se te ft ieurien Sauna 5u
niede hafst. c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 4124 He [sc. Moses], .wrot
an canticle on Sat booc. <zi272 Luue Ron 210 in O. E.
Misc. 99 And yeue him god endynge (>at haueb iwryten bis
ilke wryt. 111300 Cursor M. 14399 Vr for-eldres be bible
wrat. c 1330, (-1386 [see Style sb. 13]. 1390 GowEH.Conf
Prol. 6 Good is that we also.. Do wryte of newe som
matiere. C1450 Myrr. our Ladye 1. v. 18 To him that
writeth my songe & my praysynge. 1533 Gau Richt Vay
25 Al thebuikis..qvhilk. .oders cane writ. xs85[see A. saj,
a 1586 Sidney Astr. «fr Stella Sonn. lviii, In pearcing
phrases late The Anatomie of all my woes I wmte.
1608 Willet Hexapia Exod. 257 When Moses writte that
storie. 1652 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 311 Pamphlets
which.. he wrote to persuade those [etc.]. 170a Addison
Dial. Medals (1727) 50 They writ the whole Poem on pur-

pose to abuse some one. 1781 Cowper Let. 12 July, I have

writ Charity.. as well as I could. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxxiii, [If] the monks., take not to writing chronicles. 1895
Bookman Oct. 11/2 He is. .busy writing the new novel
fig. and transf. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xciii,The fake hearts
history Is writ in moods and frounes and wrinckles strange.
1853 Bagehot Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 142 Marmion was
'written ' while lie [sc. Scott] was galloping on horseback.

b. With various preps. , as against, for or to

(or with indirect personal object), of. on, or upon
(a subject, person, etc.).

c 1200 Ormin 5810 [They] writenn off be Laferrd Crist
Goddspell o fowwre bokess. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 169,
I wrote hir many bokes. 1481 in W. Blades Caxton (1882)
231 1'he polytyque book.. whiche that Tullius wrote vpon
the disputacons. c 1520 M. Nisbet N. T. (S. T. S.) I. 17
It was niedfu] that it [ante the euangel] war writin alsa
agants heretlkis. 1585 Whitney Choice Emblems 11586)
Ep. Ded. *4 His priuate bookes he wiatte to Traian, of
counsell and gouernement. 1685 Waller Div. Poesy 1. 17
Verse so designed, on that high subject wrote. 1714 Addison
Sped. No. 568 f 3 Some-body had written a Book against
the 'Squire. 1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen II. 47
Volumes wrote on the subject could not do it away. 1820
Q . Mus. Mag. II. 68 The character of the Count [in the
opera] has been obviously written for Signor Garcia. 1888
Barrie When a Alans Single xi. 1S0 Mary Abinger ..read

them [sc. books] proudly, knowing that they were all written
for her.

c. To compose and set down (music, a melody,
etc.) in notes.
1672 T. Salmon Ess. Adv. Music Contents, Chap, iv, One

who can Sing a Treble part, can immediately Sing that

which is written for the Base. 1782 Blrney Hist. Mus. II.

566 Such keys as these pieces are written in. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 108/1 Airs.. written in two parts. 1885 Diet.
Nat. Biog. II. 105 [Arne] wrote new music for Addison's
opera ' Rosamond 1

.

7. To pen (a document, writing, etc.) ; to put into

proper written form ; to draft or draw up. Also
in fig. context.

831 [see A. 1 al c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xix. 19 Witodlice
pilatus wrat ofer-^ewrit. c 1200, etc. [see Writ sb. 1 b,

1 cl a 1333 W. Herebeut in Relig. Lyrics 14th C. (1924)

19 And helpe he wole ich wot, Vor loue be chartre wrot,

}»e enke orn of hys wounde. c 1400 Ploughman's Tale in.

1367 This writing writeth the peliican. 1455 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 324/1 The said Officers woll write newe distressez

ayenst your Commissioners. 1476 Acta Auditorum (1830)

42/1 pe hande bat wrate be said write. 1573 [see A. 1 y],

1659 W. CHAMBERLAYNE/^a/vM. iii. L 252 Where Loves fair

hand hath Valours passport wright. a 1703 Burkitt On
A7

. T. Mark xv. 37 The inscription wrote by Pilate over our
suffering Saviour. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. vii, A lawyer

..to write her last will. 1876 Swinburne Erechtkeus 517,

I had made no question of thine eyes or heart, Nor spared

to read the scriptures in them writ, Wert thou my son.

b. To pen (a letter, missive, note, etc.); to com-
municate with a person by (letter, etc.). Freq.

const, to, f unto, or till (DOW Sc. and north. dial.)
f

or with indirect personal object (cf. 22 b).

Freq. from ("1450. See also Billet-doux, Chit j3.5,

Letter sbA 4, Love-letter, Note $6.* 16, Pistle sb. x.

c xooo Three O. E. Prose 'Texts 1 Alexandres epistoles.

.

bone he wrat & sende to aristotde. a X300 Cursor M. 5323
pe king ban did his lettres writte To somond al. C1374
Chaucer Troylus+v. 1293 My rede is bis .. pat hastily a

letre thow hire write, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 17S2 pe lettre pat

ys til hym wryte. t 1420 Prose Life Alex. 66 He garte

writte anober lettre, and sent it to Talyfride. 1513 [>ee

A. 2a/3]. .-1560 A. Scott Poems iS.T.S.) ix. 17 It is^be

bairt to quhome ^e wret The misseif. 1613 I. Saris Voy.

Japan {Hak\. Soc.) 94'Ihisdaye Mr. Cocks writt me a letter.

1662 [see A. 3b>], 1710 Steele Taller No. 4 f 2 Another
hath just now writ three Lines to Clarissa. 1802 Marian
Moore Lascelles II. 126 The young man. .writ her a polite

note. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlix, I want you.. to write

a card for Colonel and Mrs. Crawley. 1891 '
J. S. Winter '

Lumley iv, I've got. .a dozen letters to write for you.

fig. 1382 Wyclif 2 Cor. iii. 2 }e ben oure pistle, writun in

oure hertis.

c. To fill in (a cheque, etc.) with writing.

1837 Dickens Pickiv. Iiii, Perker wrote a cheque for the

whole amount.

8. To describe or designate (a person) by writing

to be something; to style, call, or term in writing

;

to set down in a particular class. Also transf.

1382 Wyclif Jer. xxii. 30 Writ this man a bareyn man.
— 1 Mace. viii. 20 For togidre write vs ;oure felawis and
freendis. 1535 Coverdale i Mace. x. 65 The kynge. .wrote

him amonge his chefe frendes. 1365 Cooper s. v. Asctibo,

Write or adde me also to be of my brothers opinion, a 1577
Sir T. Smith Comtnw. Eng. (1640) 61 If one were a

Knight, they would write him.. Sir John Finch, Knight.

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. i. 101 Whereby he does receiue

Particular addition, from the Bill.Tbat writes them all alike.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone 1. i, [That] you will vouchsafe To
write me, i' your family. 1611 Bible Jer. xxn. 30 Thus
saith the Lord, Write ye this man childlesse. 1633 G. Her-
bert Temple, Church, Vanitie 6 Heark and beware, lest

what you now do measure And write for sweet, prove a most
sowre displeasure. 1687 R- L'Estrance A nsw. to Dissenter

47 The Author Writes himself a Church-of-En-land-Man.

fig. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 1 86 The Invention or Advance
of most Arts write [sic] the despised Scholler Creditor. 1667

Milton P. L. xv. 758 Haile wedded Love. ..Farr be it, that

I should write thee sin or blame. 1820 Scott Abbot i, One
whom Heaven bad written childless. 185679 Dickens.
Novels $ Tales VI. 59 (FI), Nature had writ him villain on
his face.

b. reft. To designate (oneself) by a particular

title in documents, letters, etc. Also Jig.
»S33 Bellenokn Livy (S.T.S.) II. 81 He.. wrate himself

consul, a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, 193 Duke Reiner.

.

writyng hymself kyng of Naples, Scicile, and Jerusalem.
1570 Googe Pop. Kingd. I. (1880) 4 Therefore doth he.
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Wright Himselfe as heyre apparent to the Empire. 1648
Milton Observ. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 567 These write
themselves the Presbytery of Belfast. 1678 Black Prince
in Harl.Misc.(iSo^) III. 151 John, duke of Lancaster., wrote
himself king of Castile and Leon. 1771 Luckombe Hist.
Print. 94 St. Giles's, Cripplegate, . .ofwhich church he wrote
himself vicar in 1566. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii, A man of
law, Nichil Novit, writing himself procurator before the
Sheriff-court. 1857 Trollope Barchester T. xx, In clue

process of time he took his degree, and wrote himself B.A.
1880 Ruskim Bible Amiens: i. (1S84) 3 Why should.. a little

Frankish maid {sc. Amiens] write herself the sister of
Venice ?

ellipt. 1678 Godolphin Repert. Canon. (1681) 13 The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury., writes himself Divina Procidentia.

o. To write oneself man, etc. : To arrive at

man's (or woman's) estate ; to attain manhood, or

a specified age. (Cf. 11 b.)
1660 Fell Hammond (1661) 3 He grew the Tutor of

those who begun to write themselves men. 1663 Head Hie
Sr Ubique iv. ii. 45 Now since I write my self Man, go
thy way.

_
1823 Scott Qttentin D. xxiv, Thou wilt be mad

with vanity ere thou writest thyself man. 1831 — Cast.
Dang, v. The governor had attained his thirtieth year,. and
his lieutenant did not yet write himself one-and-twenty.

d. rejl. To name (oneself) in writing ; to sign.
1821 Scott Kenilw. ix, This same Demetrius, for so he

wrote himself when in foreign parts. 1911 Bar me Peter fy
Wendy v. 80 James Hook, or as he wrote himself, las.

Hook.
e. To bring or reduce (a person, etc.) to a speci-

fied state by writing. Chiefly rejl.

1735 Popk Prol. Sat. 32 A dire dilemma! either way
I'm sped, If foes, they write, if friends, they read me dead.
1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 662 The Craftsman hath seen better
Days; but he has wrote himself into Contempt. 1751 War.
burton in Parson's Tracts (1815) 345 note, That no man
was ever written out of reputation, but by himself. 1768
Sterke Sent. Journ. % Calais, I had wrote myself pretty
well out of conceit with the Desobligeant. 1841 Thackeray
Gt. Haggar.y Diam. xi, You have., written yourself out of
five hundred a-year. 185a Thorpe Northern Alythol. III.

15 Another, whose cabbages were constantly stolen from
his garden, wrote the thief fast from Saturday night till

Sunday. 1871 Lytton Coming Race xvii, If we wrote our
fingers to the bone, we could not throw any light [etc].

f. To make (one's way) by literary work.
1890 T. F. Tout Hist. Eug. in Addison wrote his way

with his Whig pamphlets to a secretaryship of state.

9. To spell (a word, name, etc.) in a specified or
particular manner in writing.
ciaoo Ormin Ded. 109 Forr he ne ma^ nohht elless Onn

Ennglissh writtenn rihht te word, c 1205 Lay. 28860 On
feole bocken his nome me swa write^. 1375 Barbour
Bruce x. 748 And for this word scho gert vrit swa,
Men wend the Franch-men suld it ta. c 1620 A. Hume
Brit. Tongue (1865) 9 And Varro.. wrytes domineis and
serveis,for dominis and servts. 1659 Philipott Kent 395/2
Blackmanstone, written Bleachmanstone, that is, Man's
bleak Town. 1747 Johnson Plan Eug. Diet., Many words
written alike are differently pronounced. 1828 Duppa
Trav. Italy, etc. 8 In this MS. ..Virgil is uniformly written
Vcrgil._ 1865 Way Promp. Parv. p. lxxiii, The word written
according to the orthography of the period.

10. To carve, grave, or trace letters or words on
(a hard or plastic surface). Ateojig.
c 1250 Gen. ft Ex. 3613 O-^ere tables he bro^te eft writen.

C1320 Sir Tristr. 2040 lii water he sent adoun Li^t linden
spon. He wrot hem al wib roun. 138a Wyclif Exad. xxxt.
18 The Lord 3af to Moyses. .two stonen tablis of witnessyng,
writun with the fyngre of God. a 1450 A/edit. Life <5>

Passion ofChrist 883 He wrot his body wib harde nailes.

Ibid. 1190 Strong was by pyne |-e to wj te His fayre forhed
with homes wryte. C 1822 Beddoes Poems, Pygmalion 157
Writing the sand Idly, he paused.

b. To cover, fill, or mark (a paper, etc.) with
writing; to trace significant characters on (a

surface, etc.).

a 1240 in O. E. Horn. \. 249 Euch an [se. devil] bereS a
gret boc al of sunnen iwriten wi5 swarte smeale leattres.

1383 Wyclif Ezek. ii. 9 A boke.., the which was writen
withinforth and withoutforth. C1394 P. PI. Crete 175
Wyde wyndowes y-wrou^ty-written full bikke, Schynen wifJ
schapen scheldes to sche wen aboute. 1448 A ne. Deed C. 5103
in Catiil. VI. 173 A large roll of parchemyn wretyn and
lympned with certeyn maters. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 5 Aftyr that y had made and wretyn a fyve or six
quayers. 1530 Palsgr. 499/1 Correcte this boke, it is falce
written. 1599 Shaks. A/ueh Ado 11. iii. 138 Till she haue
writ a sheet of paper. 1739 ll'ks. Learned I. 103 That the
Leaves of these two great Poets were wrote at Random.
1833 Mrs.Stowr in Life (1889) 70 The envelope was written
in a scrawny, scrawly, gentleman's hand. 1853 Rock Ch.
ofFatlurs (1903) IV. 87 A small strip of vellum written with
the following translation.

11. a. To employ, or be able to employ, (a par-
ticular language) in writing.

£1320 Cast. Lore 24 Ne mowe we alle Latin wite, Ne
Ebreu ne Gru bat beb i-write. 1521 A. Barclay {title), The
Introductory to wryte, and to pronounce Frenche. 158a Mul-
castrr E let/rentarie (1925) 59 Such people, as teach childern
to read and write English. 1664 Drvden Rival Ladies Ep.
Ded. P4, 1 have endeavoured to write English, as near[etcj.
X757tr. Keysler's Trav. (ed. 2) IV. 28 Charles VI . .speaks
and writes Latin, Italian, Spanish, and French. 184$ M.
Pattisom Ess. (1SS9) 1. 13 The Latin which Gregory writes
is. . his native tongue.

b. To employ (a name, word, etc) in desig-

nating oneself; esp. fto write man, = 8c
(") 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 74 The Turke, that

two and fifty kingdoms hath. Writes not so tedious a Stile

as this. 1599 — Afuch Ado v. i. 37 How euer they haue
writ the stile of gods.

(b) 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, l it. 30 As if he had writ man
euer since his Father was a Batchellour. 1601 etc [see

Man j^. 1 4c]. x6i6B.Jonson Undenu.,Celebr. Charts 1.3
Though I now write fifty years, I have had, and have my
peers. 167a M. Locke Obs. on Ess. Adv. AIus. 2 When I

began to write Man, and had convers'd in the world, a 1766
in Fordyce Serm. Vng. Worn. (ed. 3) I. 38 All mankind is

the pupil.. of female institution: the daughters till they
write women. 1781 C. Johnston His!. J. Jumper II. 219
Just as I had written man; or. .was of age. 1829 Scott
Anne of G. xiv, The elder, well-sized, and dark-visaged,
may write fifty and five years.

C. To employ (a particular literary style) in

written compositions.
1772 R. Fkrglsson To Mr. R. Fergusson ii. You write sic

easy stile and plain,. . Nae suth'ron lown dare you disdain.

12. To execute (a particular ?tyle of handwriting).
1390- [^e Hand sb. 16J, 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii.

100 Nay, he can . . write Court hand. 1631 Lenton Charac.
C 0, Hee writes a faire hand, 1702 Land. Gaz. No. 3S65/4
Writing a tolerable Clerk's-Hand. 1716 [see Roman aS
S b J. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversation 28 Whoe'er writ it,

writes a Hand like a Foot. 1766 [see Round hand i].

1851 H. MayHEW Land. Labour I. 313/1 He writes a good
hand. 1863 Le Fanu Guy Dev. II. 73 What a hand he
writes 1

II. With advs. 13. "Write down. a. To put
or set down in writing ; to commit to, describe
or record in, written form ; to note or jot down.
1588 Shaks. Titus A. 11. iv. 3 Write downe thy mind,

bewray thy meaning so. i6n — Wint. T. iv. iv. 5;r
Things knowne betwixt vs three, He write you downe.
1682 Rec. Scott. Cloth Manuf. New Mills (S. H. S.) 40 He
gives out wool to scrubleing and writes i 1 1 down. 1711
Stf.fle Sped. No. 155 P 2, I will . , write down all they say
to me. 1751 R. Paltock /', IVilkins I. p. xi, For the
Purpose of writing down his Life from his own Mouth.
1853 Dickf.ns Bleak Ho. xvii, I write down these opinions,
not because I believe that [etc.]. 1891 W. Briggs& Bryan
Geometry 143 This enables us to write down at once the
equation.

b. With complement. AlsoJig., and rejl.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. ii. 78 O that hee were heere to
write mee downe an asse ! 160a — Ham. 1. ii. 222 We did
thinke it writ downe in our duty To let you know of it.

1854 Lever Dodd Family Abroad xvi. 133 It's like writing
yourself down Goth at once to oppose these. 1856 Mrs.
Dorr Life's Lessons III. 70 Why does not E. H. write him-
self down M.P. in the new House?

C. To overcome or suppress, to disparage or

depreciate, by writing ; to condemn or decry in

writing; to write in disparagement of.

1726 Swift Let. to Airs. Howard 17 Nov., However,
one thing I was pleased with, that after you had writ
[me] down you repented, and writ me up again.
x 773 Johnson in Boswell Hebrides 1st Oct,, It was said
to old Bentley, upon the attacks against him, ' Why, they'll

write you down.' 'No, sir,.. no man was ever written
down but by himself.' 1798 Monthly Alag. Jan. 49 [Wilkes]
actually wrote down at least one administration. 1850 H.
Walter '/'indole's Answ. More Introd. Notice 2 This effort

to write down Tyndale and his labours. 1851 [sec 18 e].

1902 A. Machfn in Among my Books 103 That his only
object is to write down those tedious romances of chivalry.
absol. 1877 Stubds Aled. tt Alod. Hist. v. (1S86) no It

seems.. that no man's zeal is roused to write unless it is

moved by the desire to write down.

d. rejl. To diminish or destroy one's literary

reputation by inferior writing.

1716 Addison Free-holder No. 40 P 3 There is not a more
melancholy object in the learned world, than a man who has
written himself down. 1773 [see prec], 1809 Malkin Gil
Bias 11. vii. p 4 He has written himself down at a terrible

rate by his last publication.

e. To reduce (an account, total, assets, etc.) to

a lower amount in writing.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 27 Tune 6/1 That this, as well as all

other similar accounts, should be steadily written down, and
finally out of the balance-sheet. 1897 Ibid. 8 Sept. 6/1 The
assets have been written down in a drastic manner.

14. Write in. To insert (a fact, statement, etc.

J

in writing; +to inscribe.

138a Wyclif Rev.-x.xx. 12 It hadde a wal. .and in the ^atis

of it twelue aungels, and names writun in. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. 11. xi. 1060 Obir fenjheide fabillis sere I wil forber to

wryt in heyre, 1463 Bury Wilts (Camden) 42 A book of
papyr to wryte in expensis. 1863 Miss BaADnoN Eleanor's
Vict. I. 1.08 All the grent scenes have been written in by him.
1895 Crockett Men ofMoss-hags liv. 390 It was a moment's
work to write in the other name [on a pardon]. 1903
A thtnxum 3 Jan.10/2 The date is written in by the rubricator,

15. Writ© off. a. To note the deduction of

(money) in an account or financial statement

;

now spec, to record the cancelling of (a sum, as a
bad debt, depreciated stock, etc).

16821 Scarlett Exchanges 107 To send the.. Bill to the
House of the Acceptant, and desire him to order that the
Value be write of in Bank. 1752 Beawes Lex Merc. Rediv.
363 Write off from my Bank Book, one hundred and fifty-

seven Pounds. 1819 Mortimer's Cotnmerc. Diet. (ed. 2) 87
One of the clerks, .writes off the sum required. 1891 Law
Times XC. 283/2 The company wrote off the loss as a bad
debt.

ft%% 1889 Spectator 21 Sept., China and India being
written-off as full of people.

b. To compose (a letter, etc.) with facility or

expedition.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvii, She wrote off a letter to

a friend. 1862 — Philip xxviii, Philip was writing off., one
of his grand tirades. 1871 [see A. 1 yj.

16. Write out. a. To make a (fair or perfect)

transcription or written copy of (something, a

rough draft, etc.) ; to copy out ; also, to transcribe

in full or detail, as from brief notes or shorthand.
To write outfair, to make a fair copy of.

1548 Ei.yot s.v. Descriro, To write out a boke by an other
mans copie. 1565 Coopek, Exscribere alicui, to write out
the copie of a thyng to one. i6u Cotcr. s.w. Copier,
Transcrit. azjoo in Cath. Rec. Soc. Pull. IX. 336 His
Bookes, w[hi]ch she write out and faithfully practised. 1776
Trial Nnndocomar 41 1 The writer wrote out a Persian
bond. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vii. xii. p 5, I ..offered to
write his memorials nut fair. 1877 Smith

<J-
It 'ace's Diet.

Chr. Biog. I. 2o3 Atticus. .wrote out his sermons and learnt
them by heart.

b. rejl. To exhaust one's resources or stock of
ideas by excessive writing ; = Ol'Twrite v. 3.
1832 Scott St. Ronans Introd., The Author had exhausted

himself, or, as the technical phrase expresses it, written him-
self out. igos Author 1 Feb. 152 He has written himself out.

17. Write over. a. To write (something) anew
or again; to rewrite; = Overwrite v. 3, Re-
scrihe v. 2.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L. i. ii. 120, I will haue that subiect
newly writ ore. 1594 — Rich. Ill, in. vi. 5 Here is the
Indictment... ; F.leuen houres I haue spent to write it oner.
a 1645 Ld. Napier Mem. (1793) sr They might gaine some
tyme in wreating them [sc. articles of accusation] over to
consult vpon the mater. 1711 R. Martin in Burton Life
CAaltanerdgog) I. 32 They spent ..two dayes in. .writeing
over fair all ye answers. 1751 Chatham Lett. Nephew i. 1,

I am extremely j-Ieased with your translation now it is writ
over fair.

b. To cover the whole or remaining surface of

(a book, etc.) with writing ; = Overwrite v. i b.

1828 Duppa Trav. Italy, etc. 9, I saw MSS. of some of
the Codes, .written over with monkish commentaries.

18. Write up. a. To put in writing a full

account, statement, or record of (something) ; to

give an elaborate description of, describe fully ; to

pen or write in full or detail.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. ix. 117 (Royal MS.), I wyll
nouclit wryt wpall That I hawe sene in my tyme fall. 1535
Covfrdale Esther xii. 4 Mardocheus" wrote vp the same
matter. 1592 Timme Ten Eng. Lexers G 3 b, The Divell
that playeth host in this worlde . . writeth up all in his

booke. i860 Cornh. Alag. II. 750 You will be waited for.

.

by a few of the discontented, and asked to * write up 'certain
parts, without any reference to your story. 1887 J. Haw-
THORNE Tragic Afyst. ii, After interviewing the sentry.,
they departed to write up the tragedy.

•f b. To enter (a person, his name) in a roll, list,

etc. ; to enroll ; — Inscribe v. 1 b. Obs,
c 1500 Priests of Peebles 277 Thai wryt wp leile and fa!-s,

. .And dytis l^afm vnder a perdoun. 1535 Covebdale i Afmec.
x. 36 There shall xxx. M. also of the Iewes be written vp in

thekyngeshoost. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. Ixxxvii. 6 The Lorde
shall rehearse it, whan he wryteth vp the people. 1666 P.
Gordon Diary (Spald. Club) 72 Haveing told where wee
were to lodge, they . . sent a writer to wi he up our names.

c. To form, trace, or place (something) in writing

in an elevated position.

1535 Coverdai.e Dan. v. 25 This Is the scripture, that is

written vp. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 169, I will .
.

, ouer
the Chayre of State, ..Write vp hi* Title. 1837 Dickens
Pickxv. xxxv, Not content vith writin' up 'Pickwick' [on
the coach-door]. Ibid. Hi, I call it a dispensary, and it's

alvays writ up so.

d. To raise or elevate by writing.

1751 Wabburton Pope's Whs. III. 63 Writers, .writing
themselves up into the same delusion with their Readers.

6. To commend (something) to notice or favour

by appreciative writing; to laud by way of adver-

tisement.

1824 Blaekiv. Alag. XVI. 165 She was never written up,
to use the modern technical expression, in the Reviews.
1851 De Quincey Wks. (1863) XII. 21 Byion.. wished to

wiite up Pope by way of writing down others. 1893 ' Q.
1

(Quiller Couch] Delect, Duchy 7 I'll go in presently and
write up this place.

f. To bring (a journal, report, etc.) up to date, or

to the latest event, fact, or transaction ; to complete

(some record) in writing.

1839 Ix>ngf. Hyperion in. v, He.. writes up the journal

neglected for a week or two. 1848 Hannay Biscuits tt Grog
19 Now that we.. have little to do, suppose we write up our

logs ? 1900-1 Proc. Univ. Durh. Phil. Soc. 1 1. 3 Even the

minutes of the Curators cease to be written up.

HI. intr. 10. To inscribe letters in, on, or upon

a hard or plastic surface by scoring, tracing, en-

graving;, etc. Also transj. and in fig. context.

Differing from next chiefly in the specification of the

material written on.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp, John viii. 6 Se hadend abeah nyber &
wrat mid nis fingre on bare eorban.

#
c 1000 ^Elfric Horn.

II. 434 Swilce anes mannes hand writende on oa:re bealle

wa^e. a 1300 Cursor Af. 13729 He stuped dun, and wit his

hand He wrat a quil in to pe sand. 136a Lancl. P. PI.

A. mi. 62, I lere 3ou,..such writynge }e leue, To writen

in Wyndouwes of ;oure wel dedes. 138a, 1387 fsee Table

sb. a bj. a 1450 Altdit. Lift * Passion of Christ 842 On
bi forhed so whit so snow Thow writest with a thorny

bow. £1450 Holland Houtate 206 He couth wryte.

.

With his neb for miitar, Apon the se sand. 1513 Douglas

AEneidu vii. in The speir ourturnit in the dust did write.

1535 Coverdale Ezek. xxxvii. 16 Take a sticke and wryte

vponit. 1585, i6ai [see Style sb. il 1674 C. F. H it at

Venture 85 They write in sand when they make oaths. 1706

Stkvkns Sp. Diet. 1. s.v. Escrivir, To write on the Sand, or

Water, is to do things to no purpose, as that Writing is

immediatly effae'd. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII.

917 2 The Chinese.. wrote or engraved with an iron tool

ui»on thin boards or on bamboo. 1818 (S. Weston] La
Seava 31 A great quantity of styles to write with on wax-

tablets, 1878 [see Styles. 5J.

fig. a 1400 Relig. Lyrics /4th C. (1924) 1 M Pogh my hert

be hard as stone, >it maist bou gostly write ber-on. a 1653

[see Writing vbl. sb. 7 bj.
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WRITE.

20. To engage in, perform the action of, writing

(esp. with pen and ink) ; to produce (a specified kind

of) writing.

To write and read', see Read v. 15 b.

£-825 / 'esp. Psalter xliv. 2 Hreod writ[eres] hreiMice writ-

endes. a 122s Julian* 79 He bat her least on wrat swa as he

cu5e. a 1300 E. E. Psalter x\\\: 2 Mitunge rede-pipe maister-

writer, Of swiftlike writande be ber. 1382 Wyclif Isaiah

viii. 1 Tac to thee a gret boc, and writ in it with the poyntel

of a man. ? a 1400 P. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) II. 828

He bad & wrot & radde & huld godes seruise. 1500-20

Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 12 He cowth wryte and reid. C1524
R. CROKEin Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. 1. 336 Provided, .that

no man may force hym [sc. a pupil] to wryte oonles I be
there presente, to dvrecte. .his said hande and stile. 1590 P.

Kales Writing Sch'oolemaster (title-p.),'l he Arte of Brachy-
graphie: that is, to write as fast as a man speaketh treat-

ably. 1623 Cockeram n, To Write after a strange manner,
in so much as no man can reade it, decipher. 1661

Hoyle Style of Script. (1675) 159 We think they writeback-
wards, and they, that we do. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. \\. 186

Chartres scarce could write or read. 1775 C. Johnston
Pilgrim 73 Any one. .may write away, without restraint,.

.

whether they can even so much as spell. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xxx, 'Do thou write.' 'Your Royal Highness for-

gets,' said Ramorny, pointing to his mutilated arm. 1864

Burton Scot Abr. 1, iii. 148 A fat philosopher sitting writ-

ing. .with a goose quill. 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy ff Greece

18 Then would they [i.e. the monks] read or write, what
long melodious hours !

trans/. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 54 The crystyn

pepulle wolde wryte ckiyly. .aboute the placys of her herte

wyth her fyngur. 1859 FitzGerald Omar li The Moving
Finger writes; and, having writ, Moves on.

b. Said of the writing-pen.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. ii. 191 Deuise Wit, write Pen, for

1 am for whole volumes in folio. 1733 Pope Hor. Sat. 11. i.

9$ Whether the. .whiten'd wall provoke the skew'r to write.

1742 G kay Lett. (1900) I. 112 My having at last found a
Pen that writes. 1786 S. Taylor Shorthand Writing qS A
steel or a silver one [sc. pen] that will write fine,

0. To depict on glass, etc. ; to paint.

1854 Sutherland Sign Writer's Assistant 24 To write,

gild and ornament on glass. 1889 — Sign Writing viii.

10/1 Writing upon the glass.

- d. To print by means of a typewriting machine
or the like ; to typewrite.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2677/1 Johnston's apparatus for

the blind is to enable them to write by pressure upon letters

in the required order. 1883 J. G. 1'etrie Man. for Type-
Writer 3 The learner must be content to write slowly and
deliberately at the commencement.

21. To perform the action of composing and
putting on paper ; to practise literary composition

;

to engage in authorship or literary work.
In very frequent use from £1600.
a itzzO. E. Chron.(.Land MS.) an. 963,1c write & feostnige

mid Cristes rodetacne. c 1205 Lav. 41 ]>a makede a FrenchU
clerc YVace wes ihoten, }>e wel coube writen. a 1300 Cursor
M. 17846 Sundri l>ai bam fra ober saite, And aiber be bim-
seluen wrate. 1387 [>ee A. 2 b/3]. 14.. IVheatley MS.{i<yti)
i. 50 If I write almylyue I schuld neuerhere woodyscryue.
c 1445 Pecock Donet 6 It is honest ynou} a man to speke
and write aftir oon of bo opyniouns. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 1 b, Therupon I begon after my poore maner to
wryte in latyn. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse Govt. m. ii, To con-
ceive that he spake or wrot like olde Duns or Scotus. 1609
Bible (Douay) Ecclus. xxxviii. comm., S. Paul not only
preached, but also writte. 1689 Prior Ep. Eleetzv. Shephard
38 He writes well, who writes with Ease. 1749 Smollett
Regicide Pref., A gentleman who had wrote for the stage.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 332 Halifax .
.

, from whom
Dryden was not ashamed 10 own that he had learned to
write. 1890 Science-Gossip XXVI. 177/1, 1 am not writing
in the dark.

fig- 1^49 Lovelace Poems (1904) 62 He fights now with
ber Penne, And she writes with his Sword.

"b. With preps., as about, f de,fo, of{ = on), on,

upon, fymd (a matter, subject, etc.) ; or against,

•f contrary, to (a person, etc.).

In very frequent use from c 1300.

c888 jElfreu Boeth. xviii. § 3, Swa some swa ba writeras
dydon, & eac ba fle hi ymb writon. 971 Blickl. Horn. 161
Se hal^a godspellere swa be him wrat. a 1225 Ancr. R.
410 ?e habbe5 of beos blissen i-writen on ooer stude. a 1300
Cursor M.-2\yz± Matheu..o crist manhedes wratte. 1390
Gower Con/. II. 90 Thilke time at Rome also Was Tullius
with Cithero, That writen upon Rethorike. Ibid. 91 Among
the whiche in Poesie To the lovers Ovide wrot. 1448-9
Metham Amotyus <y CI. 524 Qwere he off constellacionnys
doth wryght. 1^00-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxiv. 22 Sen thir

clarkis hes writtin in thair stylis To ^oungar folk. 156s
Cooper s.v. Kescribo, To write contrarie or agaynst olde
orations. 1644 [see A. 3 a &]. X698 Floyer Asthma (1717)

p. i, All the Moderns that have Writ on that Subject. 1737
Gentl. Mag. VII. 499/2 Had they wrote against the Minis-

try, we could have borne it. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 252 For
thee we.. explain a thing till all men doubt it, And write

about it, Goddess, and about it. 1819 S. Rogers Human
Li/e Poems (1856) 138 Once in thy mirth thou bad'st me
write on thee. 1883 Tylor in Encycl. Brit. XV. 199/1
Cicero writes of them as wise men, augurs, and diviners.

C. With various qualifications.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxxxvi. By spirits taught to write,

Aboue a mortall pitch. 167a Marvell Rth. Transp. 1. 114

The fault is most bis own who should have writ to the capa-

city of vulgar Readers. 1692 Dryden St. Eurt-mont's Ess.

Pref. iii, His subjects are often great and noble, and then

be never fails to write up to them. 1711 Felton Dissert.

Classics (1718) 91 It must be our Care to think and write up
to the Dignity, .of the Things we presume to treat of. 1809

Malkin Gil Bias xi. vii. P5, 1 should be sorry to write down
to their comprehension. 1861 J. Pycroft Ways fy Words 33
Authors will learn to write down to the lowest standard.

d. To compose music, a melody, etc.

167a M. Locke Obs. Ess. Adv. Mus. 14 Our certain
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Method of the Scale; which never gives, .occasion for.,

writing in improper Keys. 1782 Burney Hist. Mus. II. 556

The custom, .of writing upon a Plain-Song. iy8g Ibid. III.

109 Tallis and Bird had.. long accustomed themselves to

write for voices.

22. To compose a letter, note, etc. ; to communi-

cate information, etc, send word, by writing; to

conduct epistolary correspondence. Also with/fcr

(a person or thing) or to (do something).

1340-70 Alex, <$• Dind. 244 Whan dereworbe dindimus be

enditinge hurtle Of alixandre askings as he write hadde.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1298, 1 kan not trowen bat

she wol write a-yen. a 1400-50 Wars Alexander 2431^ I

wrate to 30W at me to wayue [v.r. wafe] be ten wyse clerkis.

? 1481 [see A. 2 a/3], 1552 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. VI
(1914) 89 Sir wherasyou required me to write, for that [etc.],

1586 Raleigh Let. 29 May, The sider which I wrat to you
for. 1626 Bp. Mountagu in Corr. J, Cosin (Surtees) 1. 104,

I haue no[t] much newes, nor occasion to write. 1692 Pri-

deavx Lett. (Camden) 158, I have expressly wrot to be
informed of it. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 36 Goods,
such as the Captain had writ for. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 171 f 6, 1 applied to him by letter, but had no answer.

I writ in terms more pressing, a 1842 in Bischoff Woollen

Manuf. II. 318 He wrote to request my aid. 1890 R. C
Lehmann H. Fludyer 31 Tell Mary she hasn't written for

an age.

b. With preps., as to (also unto, tilt), or indirect

personal object (cf. 7 b). Also const, of.

In group {a), freq. from C1560. In group {b), rare until

C1770; freq. c 1700-C1S65 ; now regarded as commercial or

colloquial.

(rt) c 1000 Three O. E. Prose Texts 1 pa gebohte ic for

ban to be to writanne. 1382 Wyclif Jude i. 3 Makinge al

bisynesse of writinge to 50U of }oure comoun helthe. 1434
Acts Privy Counc. IV. 351 The King hath wirten to berle

of Northumberland]. C1470 Henry Wallace xi. 945 Than
Eduuard wrayt till Menteth prewalie. 1534 Cromwkll in

Li/e $ Lett. (1902) I, 394 Wherefore. . I., am bold to wryght
vnto you. 1648 Gage West Ind. 163, 1 writ unto my friends.

1663 C has. II in Cartwright Madame (1894) 136, I writt

to you yesterday. 1751 Eliza H eywood Betsy Thoughtless
IV. igi The abbess was wrote to concerning me. 1814

Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1858) XII. 7 Write to me to

General Colville's quarters. 1888 '

J. S. Winter ' Bootle's

Childr. viii, Ferrers wrote to a friend cf his at Chertsey.

(b) c 1374 Ciiaucir Troylus v. 1303 Thow hast not wreten
here syn bat she wente.. . Now write here banne [MS.Gg.
to hire]. 1611 Ussher Lett. (1686) 15 Together with.. Mr.
Cook's Books you wrote me of. 1672 in Camden Soc. Misc.

(1881) 13 Being in hast, have not lyrae to wright any body
else. 1763 Eliz. Cakter in Mem. (1808) I. 356, I writ you
from Amsterdam. 1795 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) U*
32 As I write you,. .1 shall not write Mrs. Nelson this day.

ai8oopEGGE Anecd. (1814) 246 Wrote me, and write you,
(merchant's language). 1854 Thackeray A'ewcomes xxxi,

Clive.. wrote me about the transmogrification of our school-

fellow. 1891 Harper's Mag. Nov. 840/1 Mr. Adams was
another character of whom my host had written me.

c. With advs., as off, over. Write in {Theatr.),

to send in notice in writing.

1577 Harrison England in. L (1878) 11. 10 He wrote ouer

for more of the same fish. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho t xv,

He wrote off to Frank at Whitehall. 1866 Lever Sir B.

Fossbrooke II. 283, I. .have written off to Tom Lendrick to

come over here with his sister. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 22 Nov.
9/2 The plaintiffs did not * write in' or give notice that

they were coming.

23. In clauses introduced by as, or with advs., as

so, thus.
11.. in Eng. Misc. to Furnivall (1901) 91 Swa swa Lycas

wrat on his godspelle. a 1300 Cursor M. 11467 For be

prophet had written sua, And said [etc.]. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 525 Then slayn wes raone thowsand.., As Dares
in his buk he wrate. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 356
pis Poul .., whan he wroot bus in prisoun to folk to

turne hem to Crist. c 1450 Capgravr St. Augustine
60 Rith bus he wrot in Latin. 1483 Caxton G. de la

Tour G iv, It was done as the kynge had wreton. 1538
Starkey Englaml 1. iii. 83 Thys hath destroyd more then

any pestylens, as Lyuius wrytyth. 1594 H. Willobie A-.isa

57 b, He wrate againe so as followeth. 1605 Camden Rem.
(Epigr.) 1 1 To one . .he wrighteth thus : Discendi [etc.]. 1696
Seafield's Corr. (1912) 176 For newes, as Sr. James wrens
to your Lo[rdshi]pe, ther is non. 1730 A. Gordon MaffeCs
Amphith. 95 Thus has one of those foul-mouth'd Poets
wrote. i77o[Dalrymple] Anc.Sc. Poems 310 The Cardinal
..writes thus to Cardinal Borromeo, 24th November 1561.

1874 Symonds Sk. Italy <$• Greece 121 While I am writing
thus about the production., of these love-songs.

24. To follow or practise writing as a profession

or occupation ; to work as a clerk, amanuensis, or

journalist; -\ Sc. to act as a ' writer'.

<ri38o^nrVcrwrin Todd Three Treat. Wyclif(1851) 138
To write to be kynges seel and hold seculer courtes to by3e
& to selle. 1650 J. Nicoll Diary (Bann. CI.) 2 Thomas
Hunter, wryter,. .wes fund giltie of perjurie ; and thairfoir
wes declaired incapable of wryting or agenting ony bussines.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. xx, You might live through it on
much worse terms than by writing for Snagsby. 1895 Escott
Platform, Press, etc. 281 The Daily News, on which Pigott
once wrote.

25. To spell words in writing; to represent
words, etc., orthographically.

c 1620 A. Hl'me Brit. Tongue (1865) 7 To wryte ortho-
graphicallie ther are to be considered the symbol, the thing
symbolized, and their congruence. Ibid. 21, I wald under,
stand quhy they wryte not as they speak. 1704 J. Pitts
Ace. Mohan:. A 4 b, I., writ as near, as I could, to their way
of speaking it.

IV. intr. for passive.

26. a. To be described in writing, rare—1
.

1827 Lady Morgan Mem. (1862) II. 247 The comfortless,

unaccommodating reality of those times which paint and
write so well.

b. To be penned or written. rarcx
t

WBJTEB.
1862 O. Cockayne St. Marker. (1866I p. v, The manu-

scripts., write straight away from end to end of the ruled

lines .

Writee (rsitr). rare. [f. prec. + -ee.] One to

or for whom something is written ; a reader.
cxtxx Chapman Iliad xiv. Comm., Where a man isvnder-

stood, there is euer aproportion betwixt the writers wit and
the writees. 1885 Punch May 243 The ' Writer 1 and the
' Writee ',the 'Joker'and the ' Jokee\

t Writeling, vbl sb. Obs. rare. [Cf. OE.
writian, to chirp, chatter, etc., and -le 3.] Trilling

or warbling (of the nightingale).

a 1250 Owl <$• Night. 48 West bu bat ich ne cunne singe,

J>e3 ich ne cunne of writelinge ? Ibid. 914 Wi nultu bare
preoste singe, An teche of thire writelinge?

Writer (rsrtai). Forms: 1-5 writero, 3-

writer, 6-7 wxighter, Sc. writter (6 writare,

-air, 6-7 writtar, -are) ; 4-7 wryter, 5 -ere, -are,

f , Se, 6 -ar, Sc. 6 wrytear, vryter, wryttar ; Sc.

6 wreter, -ar, wrettar. [OE. wriiere, f. writan
Write v. + -er 1

. Cf. ON. ritari writer, Sw. ritare,

OHG. rizari, etc., painter (G. reisser tracer).]

I. 1. A person who can write ; one who practises

or performs writing; occas., one who writes in a

specified manner; = Penman 2. Also with advs.,

as down, out, up.
c 897 j*Elfeed Gregory's Past. C. liv. 423 Swa se writere, fcif

he nedile^aS oa:t he a^r wrat [etc.]. c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. I.

186 Oft jehwa sesih5 faejre stafas awritene, bonne hera3 he
3one writere. a 1250 Ancr. R. in Mod. Lang. Rev. (1914)

331 I bench o bi writere i bine beoden sumchearre. 11x300

Cursor M. 24075 Es na.. writer [mai] write wit pens ord,

Hu bat vr stur was Strang. C1450 Mirk's Festial I. 301

pys monke was be feyrest wryter bat was knowen in all

pe world. C1450 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (F.) 354 Whoso wol

vse this deuocioun, I pray him. .Sey a pater-noster for the

writere. 1529 Moke Dyaloge xl. Bj, Some fawte eyther in

the translatour, or in the wryter, or nowe a dayes in the

prynter. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 501 Ectogarius,.

.

a gatherer or writer down of such things in a summane.

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 145 This

disease, much resembling that of writers, to wit, the itch of

the fingers ends. 1727 Hailey (vol. II), Transcriber,..*.

Writer out, or Copier. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixvi. (1862) VI.

1 5 H is d ut y of A nayrapheus or ' Writer-up ' of all the old

laws of Athens. 1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas 1. ii, Wishing

his long fingers were round the writer's throat.

b. One who paints words, etc. ; a sign-writer.

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 36b The Sign Painter,

however, or writer, is a journeyman or master solus. 1861

Internal. Exhib., Lists Trades U. K. 80 Writers and
Gilders on Glass. 1871 Callingham Sign Writing 98 In

order to imitate raised letters.. the young writer should

kave some idea of. . the elements of linear perspective.

c. Writer's cramp {palsy, paralysis), a form of

cramp or spasm affecting certain muscles of the

hand and fingers essential to writing, and resulting

from excessive use of these.

1853 Sieveking tr. Romberg's Nerv. Diseases I. 320 A
peculiar form of local spasm in these parts has. .recently been

made known under the name of the Writer's Cramp. 1885

H. A. Reeves Bodily Deformities ^51 Writer's or Scriven-

er's Palsy. 1888 Casseil's Eucycl. Diet., Scrivener's palsy,

..a spasm or cramp.., called also Writer's Paralysis.

2. One whose business or occupation consists in

writing; a functionary, officer, etc., who performs

clerical or secretarial duties ; a scribe, clerk, or

law-writer.
Skip's writer : see Ship sb. 1

q c
C890 W*rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 52 [He] wjes writere

[L. notaries] in bisseie halgan Romane cyrican. C897

^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. Pref, Siooan mm on Englisc

Alfred lcyning awende worda gehwelc, & me his writerum

sende su5 & nord. 1382 Wycli f Ezek. ix. 2 O man . .
with .

.

an ynkhorn of a wrvter (L. scriploris] in his reynes. c 1450

Godstenv Register 141 Walter scriptor obtrwise writer of be

abbei of Gloucetur. Ibid., Scriptor or wryter. 1463 Bury

Wills (Camden) 42, I beqwethe to.. John Elys, wrytere,

a gowune of blak. 1526 Reg. Privy Seal Scott. 1 . 512 Mak-

and him directour of the chancellary-- with power., to make

deputis, clerkis, wrytaris. 1607 Cowell s.v., Writer of the

talies . . is an officer in the Exchequer. 1660 Boyle New
Exp. Phys. Mech. p. vii, A very unskilful Writer (whom I

was oftentimes by haste reduc'd..to imploy). xtoBJ.Cham-

berlavne St. Gt. Brit. 586 Writer and Embellisher of the

Queen's Letters to the Eastern Princes. Ibid. 734 Wil-

liam Douglass.., Writer to the Privy Seal. 1755 Mac-ens

Insurances II. 239 The Writer, or the Person who officiates

in his Place, is carefully to note the Circumstances of the

Danger. 1853 Dickess Bleak ffa.x,T\ns [affidavit] was

given out, sir, to a Writer. 1873 W. Stokes Rafid Writing

104 Ready Writers, or persons prepared to write at a mo-

ment's notice.

fb. Jewish Hist. = Scribe sbA 1. Obs.

c 1000 ^Elfric Hept. (1922) 46/1 Esdras se writere awrat

ane boc ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. 11. 4 pa Regaderode

herodesealle..basra..folees writeras. 1387 1rf.visa//^^«

III. 247 Esdras, the writere, come doun wib pe kynges

lettres. 1388 Wyclif Jer. xxxvL 32 Jeremye. .5af it to

Iiaruc, the writer. .

C. Sc. Writer to (+ of) the Signet (abbrev. W.S.),

originally, a clerk in the Secretary of State's office,

who prepared writs to pass the royal signet ;
in

later use, one of an ancient society of law-agents

who conduct cases before the Court of Session, and

have the exclusive privilege of preparing crown

writs, charters, precepts, etc.

1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Seotl. I. 89 Item, to the

writaris of the singnet, at the Kingis commande, ij vni-

cornis, xxxvjs. 1585 Sc. Acts (18:4) III. 377. That the

secretair admonishe all his deputis and writtaitis to the
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signet That [etc.]. 167a [see Writ sb. 3]. 1708 J. Cham-
berlayne St. Gt. Brit. 501 There is at present about One
hundred ordinary Writers to the Signet. Ibid. 734 Writers
to the Queen's Signet. 1789 Burns Let. to Ainsiie 6 Jan.,
I do not know if passing a 'writer to the signet ' be a trial

of scientific merit. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xiii. 111. 252
The College of Justice, a., society composed of judges, ad-
vocates, writers to the signet, and solicitors. 1881 Daily
News 29 Dec. 2/1 A writer to the signet.. is the highest
grade and finest flower of the profession of solicitor, as prac-
tised in Scotland.

eltipt. 1594111 Hist. Writers to Signet (1890) 230 Quhat-
sumevir writtare obeyis nocht his lordschipisdeputekeipare
of the signet. 1695 Ibid. p. xliv, Ane convenient house,
where. .the wryters may meet upon all occasions. 1837
Lockhart Scott v. (1845) 36/2 In the discharge of his func-
tions as a Writer's Apprentice.

d. Sc. An attorney or law-agent ; an ordinary

legal practitioner in country towns ; a law-clerk.

1540 Sc.Acts (1814) II. 359 Except bame bat ar writtaris

notaris and scribis in our souerane lordis courtis of Justice.

1565-6 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 417 We haif subscrivit

thir presentis. .befoirthir witnessis, Alexander Hay, writtar,

[and] Williame Dowglas. ;
- 1610 Sir J. Mei.vil Mem.

(Bann. CI.) 324 He maid the haill subiectis to trimble vnder
him, ..vexing the haill wreters and lawers to mak sur his

giftis and conkissis. 1658 J. Nicoll Diary (Bann. CI.) 210
A long call., maid be the Judges of the Court of Ses.-.ioun,

and of the laweiris, clerkis, and writeris. 1773 R- Fer-
gusson Rising 0/the Session i, Tir'd o' the law, . .The wylie
writers. . Hur1

! frae the town in hackney chaises. 1826 Galt
Last 0/ Lairds xxv. 216 The fees both of advocate and
writer. 1888 D. Grant Sc. Stories 153 He had put him into

the office of a ' writer ' in the county town.

e. A clerk in the service of the former East
India Company. Now Hist.
1676 in Wheeler Madras (1861) 64 Some of the Writers.

.

by their lives are not a little scandalous. 1747 in Yule &
Burnell Anglo-Ind. Gloss. (1886) 742/3 Mr. Robert Clive,

Writer in the Service, being of a Martial Disposition. 1775
Caraccioli Life Clive 1. 14 Mr.Clive. .had served the East
India company seven years, asa writer. 1809 CobbetCs Pol.
Reg. 22 Apr. 578 These Writers are clerks, sent out to India,

..where they collect taxes from the people. 1891 Kipling
Life's Handicap 345 Writer to the Most Honourable the
East India Company.

3. One who writes, compiles, or produces a liter-

ary composition ; the composer of a book or
treatise; a literary man or author; = Penman 3,

3 b. Also with on (fof) or upon (a subject).

In very frequent use from C1560. Also book-, comedy-,
essay-, history-, letter-, news-, pamphlet-, play-, prose-,
story-, tragedy-writer, etc. : see these words.
<:888 /Elfred Boeth. xviii. §3 Hu ne forealdodon ba

^ewritu beah & losodon bonecan be hit ware, swa some swa
ba writeras dydon. c 1055 ByrhtferUCs Handboc in Anglia
VIII. 327 Nu to^eare ba Brihtfer5 writere bis awrat synd
feowertyne epactas. a 1200 Si. Marker. 2 Ant ich bi^et hit

iwriten of be writere ba, al hire passiun. c 1225 Leg. /CatA.
856 Philistiones flites, & Platunes bokes ; & alle peos writeres
writes bet 3e wreo3ie3 ow on. (11300 Cursor M. 21196
Lucas was. .0 be apostols dedis writer. 1390 Gower Conf.
1 1. 90 Many an other writere . . the bokes wise Translateden.
c 1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. (1908) 8 As it semeth to the
writere here of most spedeful and edifienge to hem.
1538 Starkey England 137 Prouysyon to stoppe folysch
wrytarys and lyght bokys of the gospel, a 1586 Sidnf.y
Apol. Poetry (Arb.) 27 Such were.. Moses and Dehora in

theyr Hymnes, and the writer of lob. c 16x1 [see Writee].
i66oStanley Hist. Philos. xiii. (1687) 841/2 A great Writer,
. .and exceeding for multitude of Books. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. (1738) s. v. Music, The most amient writer of [ = on]
musick. .was Lasus Hermionensis. 1752 A. Murphy Gray's-
Inn Jrnt, No. 5, A cold, trifling, frothy Writer. 1834
Dickens Sk. Bos, Hor. Sparkins, A writer of fashionable
novels. 1861 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xv. 21a It has
been remarked by writers on our Constitutional History.
1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To-day xL (ed .3) 334 Women
dress for each other, says one writer.

b. One who is writing. The {present) writer,

the writer hereof.

a 1578 Linoesay (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 4, I

the wrettar that dois considdar weill The sindrie myndis of
men. 1623 Jobson Golden Trade 8 It pleased them to im-
ploy mee the present wrighter. 1784 Cowper Table-t. iv. 18
Tears . . trickled down the writer's cheeks Fast as the periods
from his fluent quill. 1857 w - C Stewart Pract. Angler
vii. (ed. 3) 139 A brother of the writer made the same trial

with the same result. 1895 Arber .V*. Marprel. Controv.
193 The present Writer's belief on this subject.

O. A composer of music.
1688 T. Salmon Prop. Perform Music 19 That the Writers

of Musick may more certainly know where to fix their Flats
and Sharps. 1782 Bursey Hist. Mus. II. 567 Written Dis-
cant, which is. -practised in Italy, by all writers for the
Church. 1889 Ruskin Praeterita III, iv. 161 [CoreHi] the
simplest and purest writer of Italian melody.

a. IVriter-up : see Write v. 18.
184 1 Tatts Mag. VIII. 80, I had been misled by those

writers-up of this country. 1904 7Vw« 1 June 14 He
carried on business as a writer-up of advertisements.

4. ellipt. The writings of an author.
1605 Camden Rem. 2 Let therefore these few lines. . suffice,

out of an antient Writer. 1676 Kay Corr. (1848) 122 [This]
history makes me suspect he transcribed what he hath out
of some writer. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.Mat.UB34) II. 465 In
some of the classic writers it is said [etc.]. i82oHazlitt
Lect. Dram. Lit. 11 A whole host of able writers . are suf-
fered to moulder in obscurity on the shelves of our libraries.

1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. n. II. 96, 1 saw the other day
in an American writer a humorous account.

5. Writers sand (see ouot. and Sand s6~ 8).
iSggAllbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 479 Such granulations vary

in sue from the finest ' writer's sand '
(/ tuberculous dust )

to [etc].

6. One who typewrites ; a typist.

1883 J. G. Petrie Man. for Tyfe-Writer 15 Unless the
printers are accustomed to the writer's style of shortening
words.

II. 7. A make of paint-brush.
1884 R. Leslie in Ruskin Dilecia (1900) 6 Turner.. used

short brushes, some of them like the writers used by house
decorators. 1889 Sutherland Sign Writing'w. 4/4 A few
sable and canicis-hair pencils,. .There are what are called
' writers'.

8. A pen, etc., that writes in a specified mnnner.
1907 Westm. Gaz. 10 Dec. 12/2 These pens., are certainly

excellent writers.

III. 9. attrib. (chieflyappositive),asa/rzV£**&>^|',

duet, -lad\ writer-type, word,
1686 Sir J. Laudsr Decis. (1759) I. 401 Some Writer lads

were also accessory. 1717 Ramsay Elegy on Lucky Wood
Ix, The writer lads fu' well may mind her. 1785 Burns To
W. Simfson iii, Ferguson, the writer-chiel. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xviii, I have just arrested herjurhdictionesfandandy
causey. Tliae are bonny writer words. 1869 A. Mao
Donald Clerical Intrigue 10S A miserable writer body frae
Glasgow. 1891 Kipling Light that FaiL-d{i()o6) 169 That's
the writer-type. He has the same modelling of the forehead
as Tor p.

Hence Wri'teress, a female writer or author; an
authoress; "Wri -terling-, a petty writer ; a sorry or
indifferent author.
1822 Blackiv. Mag. XII. 656 Our rhyming *writeressesare

frequently single gentlewomen. 1855 ThACKERAY Char. Sk.
Wks. 1898 III. 517 Remember it henceforth, ye writer-esses
—there is no such word as authoress. 1802 W, Taylor in

Robberds Mem. (1843) !• 4 2° Every writer and *writerling
of name has a salary from the government.

Writership (rartaijip). [f. prec. + -ship 3.]
1. The office or position of a writer in the service

of the former East India Company. Now Hist.
1763 in loth Rip. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. I. 358 The

surprising applications made by the top familys for writer-
ships, .confounded him. 1800 Asiai.Ann. Rtg.,Proc. 98 The
motives that influenced, .their nominations to writerships.
1854 Thackeray Newcomes I.21 Being offered a writership,
he scouted the idea of a civil appointment.
2. The office or employment of a clerk ; a clerk-

ship.

1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept. 304 Officers., who are tho-
roughly competent for writerships in dockyard's] and
victualling yards at home.

Writh (ri». Now dial. [Cf. Da. vrid, Norw.
(v)rid, turning, evasion, etc. ; ON. rid winding
staircase.] = \Vkithe sb. 1, 1 b.

14.. Latin-Eng. Pat. (MS. Had. 2257), Gram, a writh.

1570 Levins Mani/>. 150 A Writh, cesiicillus. 1844 W.
Barnes Dorset Gloss. 370 Writh, the bond of a faggot.

Writh, southern dial. var. Fkith sb.% 3.

Writhable (rai-oab'l), a. rarer1
, [f. Wbithk

v. + -able.] Capable of being writhed.
<r 1425 St, Christina in Anglia VIII. 126 She..croked hir

armes & fyngers as if bey werewrybabil for softenesse.

Writh(e, varr. Whethe sb, and v. Obs.

Writhe (rai3)» sb. Also 6-7 wrythe. [f. next.

Cf. Wreath sb.
7
and OHG. rida 'tensio'.J

f 1. Something twisted, wreathed, or formed into

a circular shape ; a twisted band; a wreath. Obs.

1513 Douglas Mneid v. x. 25 The writhe of gold, or chane
lowpit in ringis. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke vii. 74
To brede [her hair] with wrythes of golde enterlaced emong
it. 1569 Underdowne I/eliodorus ix. 127 [Each] hathe a
round Wrythe vpon his head, in which their Arrowes are
set in order.

fb. (See quot. and cf. Writh.') Obs.—°
1552 Huloet, Wrythes, or any thing that may be wrythed

about like a willow or osier, vitilia, turn.

C. A curled or twisted formation; a wreath or

twist.

1857 Ruskin Arrows of Chace (1880) I. 219 The castle sate
its rock as a strong rider sits his horse,—fitting its limbs
to every writhe of the flint beneath it. 1874 R. Tyrwhitt
Sketching Club 164 The writhe in his mustache.

2. An act of writhing ; a twisting or writhing

movement of the body, countenance, etc. ; a
contortion.
1611 Cotcr., Torse, ..a wrest, wrinch ; wrythe. 1767 S.

Paterson Another Trav. 1. 185 Men who. .could watch the
excruciating writhes, .of others. 1796 Instr. ff Reg. Cavalry
(1813J 29 The head or leading flank.. whose writhes and
turnings are followed by every other part of the body [of

troops). 1812 Chalmers Biogr. Dict.V.312 He. .expired.

.

without a writhe in his countenance. 1800 Miss Broughton
Alas t xvi. The silent writhe with which Jim receives this

piece of information.

fb. A twinge of pain, etc. Obs.-1

179a A, Young Trav. France 133, I had some writhes of it

[sc. rheumatism] before I entered Champagne.
3. Degree of tautness; tension. rarc~~l

.

1879 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 135 A body.. of parchment,
strained upon a hoop to the required writhe or degree of
stiffness for resonance.

Writhe (rai<5 , v. 1 Forms: 1 writSan, 3
wriSe-n, 4 wry)>en, 4-5 wrythen, 5 wrythyn,
writhyn; 4-5 wrijje, 4- writhe (6 wriethe),

4-7 writh (6 wrieth) ; 4-5 wrype, 4-7 wrythe,
wryth. Pa, t. 1 wrap, 3 wtsoIS, 5 wraythe,
wrathe ; 3 wreo'5, 4-5 wrop, wroth, 5 wrothe,
wrooth. PI. 1 wripon, 2 uurythen, 3 wrypen,
4 writhen (7 writhe), 5-6 wrythen (6 wrethen).
Pa. pple. 1 sewritJen, 3 ywTitSen, 4-5 iwripen,

ywritheu, ywrype, y-, iwrithe; I, 4 wripen,

4- writhen (4 -un, 5 -yn, 6 -in), 5-7 wrythen

(5-yn); 4 writhe, 5 wrythe; 4 wrepen, 4-6
wrethen (5 -yn;, 5 ywrethe ; 6 wrothonne.
Weakpa. t.andpa.pp/e. 5- writhed, 4-6 wrythed.
[OK. wridan str. v. (pa. t. wrap, pi. wriSon

;
pa.

pple. %ewri8en), also gewriban.=. OFris. *wri6a

{
Is

T
Fris. wriir, wrial) , 1 1 G. ridan {\wga-. kiridan

;

MUG. riden), OX. rida, MSw. vrzfia (Sw. vrida
,

MDa. and Da. vride, related to wriSa Wbeath.
Cf. Wreathe v.

The northern ME. pa. t. wraythe may represent ON*. *wrei3
pa. t. of *wrt%a (later rto'ii).]

I. trans. 1. To twist or coil (something) ; to

fashion into coils or folds; to dispose or arrange
in a coiled or sinuous form ; to bend or distort by
twisting. Freq. with about, over, round preps., tip

adv. Also reji.

c 1000 /Klfric Gram. xxvi. (Z.) 155 Torqueo, ic wri5e.
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an, 1137, Me dide cnotted
strenges abuton here hseued & uurythen to "'xt it ^a^de
to be haernes. 1362 Langl. /'. PL A. \i. 9 He bar a
bordun i-bounde wib a brod lyste. In a webe-bondes wyse i-

wriben^aboute. C1330 Wyclif Serm. Sel.Wks. I. 27S A }erde
mai growe so greet. .bat men shal not wribe it. c 1440
Pallad. on Huso. in. 118 Writhe not tbehedof thysarment.
a 1450 Knt. de La Tour (186c) 21 He writhed a litelt wipse
ofstrawe. c 1460 [see Wrapper sb. 1], a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus
A- Sydracke (? 1510,1 A \\ b. A grene wand., may be wrethen
whyle it is grene. 1568 Turner Herbal 11. 128 The fioures
grew very thyck together as they were writhen about the
stalcke. 1614 D. Dyke Myst. Setfe-Decerning (1630) 279
Correcting the crookedness of a twig hee writhes it too
much the other way. 1635 J. H aywahd tr. Biondi's Banished
Virg.nQ Never was there, .serpent wrythen up so suddenly.
1643 in Sir J. Temple Irish Rebell. (1646) 117 They would
take and writh wyths about their heads. 1658 tr. Porta's
Nat. Magic 1. viii. 12 The puLe called lupines, still luoks
after the Sun, that it may not wihhe his stalk. 1745 tr.

Columella s tiusb. III. xviii. Twisting and writhing the head
of a shooL 1c 1745 Shenstone Elegies xx. 39 Here the dry
dipsa writhes his sinuous mail. 1827 Loilok Course T. v.

597 The Worm, .writhing its folds In hideous sort. 1832
Motherwell Poems 45 This leafless tree, That's writhen
o'er the linn. 1866 Chr. RossETTI Prince's Progr. 6 Who
twisted her hair. .And writhed it shining in serpent-coils.

1901 WevmaM it. Hannibal vi, The tiring- maid . .flung lier*

s<:lf. .at Mademoiselle's knees, ..writhing herself about them,

fb. To force in wreaths. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. r. met. iv. 7 (Camb. MS.), Veseuus..

writ[h]ith [L. torquct} owtthorw his brokene chymynees
smokynge fyres.

C. To change or fashion into (+ to) some form,

etc., by wreathing or twisting.

1582 Mclcaster Elementarie I. (1925' 25 If the pliable
mind be vnwiselie writhen to a disfigured shape. 1828 Scot r

F. M. Perth xxxiv, Their countenances seemed fiercely

writhen into the wildest expression of pride. 1851 Ruskin
Stones I'eu. I. i. § 26 The Arab.. points the arch and writhes
it into extravagant foliations. 1879 Svmohds Sk. Italy fy

Greece (ed. 2) 291 Snow lies., writhed into loveliest wreaths.

1 2. To unite, combine, or make compact, by
twisting, entwining, or interweaving ; to join with
something, twine together ; to intertwine. Freq.

with together. Obs.

C1205 Lay, 25974 pat weore twxlf swine, .mid wiSen..
y-wrioen al to-gadere, 1388 Wycuf fudges xvi. 9 As if a
man brekith a threed of herdis, writhun witli spotle. 1398
TrEYISA Barth. De P, R. xvn. cl. (Bodl. MS.), Al schrubbes
and treen wib prickes. .beb ywounde and ywrethe togedres,

and biclippib..euriche ober. 01400-50 Bk. Curtasye 440
in Babees Bk. 313 Litere. .Wele watered, i-wrythen, be cralt

y-trode. Ibid. 442 Wjspes.. Wele wrethyn and turnyd
a-^ayne \zX tyde. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1792 The wyf
fast hyre keyes wrothe In the end of the horde clothe.

a 1500 /''lower fy Leafx'vii. The hegge also. .With sicamour
was set and eglantere, Writhen in-fere so wel. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Nerui tortites, . . stringes writhed together.
x6oo Suhflkt Couutrie Farme 1. xiii. 86 Let them rub them
..with a wispe of strawe harde writhen together. 1654
Whitklocke frnl. Swed. Emb. (1772J I. 179 Their stirrup

[isj a withe writhed togither. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr.
xiii. 209 Thick truncks, which were writhen variously
amongst themselves.

f3. To form or fashion (a wreath, etc.) by plaiting,

entwining, or twisting ; to plait Also with to-

gether. Obs.
ci275 [see Wrase iL 1388 Wycuf John xix. 2 Kni3tis

writhen a coroun of thornes. c 1450 Mirk's Festial I. 121

pay wrythen a crowne of bwnys and setten on his hed.

1520 Treat. Galaunt 191 Theyr typpettes be wrythen lyke

to a chayne. c 1550 Cheke Matt, xxvii. 29 Writhing together

a crown of thisttls. 1563 Shutk Archit. Divb, The other

Astragalus.. shalbe wrothonne like a wreath.

+ 4. To turn or wrench round or to a side; to

twist about; to wring. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3462 (>air strut it was vn-stern stith, Wit
wrathli wrestes aiber writh. 1388 \Vycln-Z.*t> i. 15 Whanne
the heed is writhun to the necke. X513 Douglas ASneid 1.

iii. 19 Ane blusterand bub. . The schippis stewyti frawart hir

went can writhe. 1584 Bkdingfield ir.Corte's Art Riding

101 An angrie horsse . . that dooth wryth his head from one side

to the other. 1607 Makkham Cazel.it. (1617) £0 To carrie your

cudsell in his eye of that side which he most writheth. 1697

Bryden AKneis x. 448 /Eneas writh'd his Dart, and stoppd
his bawling Breath. 1713 Stffle Engliskm. No. 1. 5 '1 here

may be a Way of appearing Wise by writhing the Mead.

fig. and in fig. context. 1513 Douc;las sEneid iv. xi. 95
Hir faynt spreit in all partis writhis [L. versabat\ sche.

(» 1547 Surrey sEneid iv. 282 (He] writhed his loke toward
the royal walls. 1603 Holland Plutart.k %

s Mor. 141 Ayoong
wench hath him sure enough by the necke. and doth writhe

him which way she list ! 1684 H. More Answer Pref. b j b,

The Kemarker. .has writhen and forced his Wit and Inven-

tion to personate [etc.].



WRITHE. 382 WRITHEN.

fb. fig. To divert or deflect from or to a person,

course, etc. ; to cause to turn away, bend, or incline

towards another. Cf. Wkench v. 4 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15569 For bai wald writ [vrr, writh,

wribe] on me..al bair aun wijt. Ibid. 28101. C1375 Sc Leg.
Saints xxxi. {Eugenia) 361 par-for scho thocht wele to

wricht [read writhe] in hyme hir wikitnes alsuyth. Ibid.

xiii, {Agatha) 97 For to wryth agathis wil fra cryst.

i4ia-aoLYDG. Chron. Troy II, 2011 Whan bat he his aspectis

glade Fro a man listeth for to writhe. 1534 Whitihton
Tullyes Offices 11. (1540) 87 Pleasures fayre., ofte tymes
wrythe the bygger partes of the soule fro vertue. 1561
Nor ion & SaCKV, Gorboduc I. ii, Lest the fraude. .Of flat-

tering tongues., wrythe them to the wayes of youthfull lust.

1642 Chas. I Let. to Mayor ofBristol -2 The rebellious insti-

gation . . to writhe and bend your inclinations to oppose Me.
1655 [see Wrench v. 6 c].

f o. With advs., as about, aside, away, back.

Occas. fig. and in fig. context. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4359 Fortune . . can writhe hir heed awey.

c 1480 Hknryson Bludy Serk 107 Sa suld we wryth all syn
away, c 1550 H. Llovd Treas. Health A j, If the eyes be

wrythen asyde. a 1564 Uecon Treat. Fasting iv, To wryth
his head about lykean hope. 1609 Bible (Douay) Lev.v.S
He . . shal wryth backe the heade therof.

5. To subject (the body, limbs, etc.) toa contort-

ing or twisting movement; to twist, contort; to

wring or wreathe. Also with advs., as around,

round, together, tip, and absol.

1393 Langl, P. Pi. C. vri. 66 He wroth hus fust vp-on
wratthe. C1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi, xviii. 1975 pan spak
Makbeth dispytusly, . .Lyk al wrethyn [v.r. wrythin] in his

skyn. ^1450 Ludus Coventrize 28 Wrythe on to my necke
bon with hardnesse of bin honde. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus
s.v. Torqueo, To writhe one's necke. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Constancie vii, He . . Whom nothing can procure ..

To writ he his limbes. 1691 Baxter Certainty Worlds Spirits
166 Some Reapers., were hurt, writhen, and one killed with

a Whirlwind. 1711 Budgell Sped. No. 161 F3 A Country
Girl.. writhing and distorting her whole Body. 1791 E.
Darwin Bot. Card. I. 75 The alarmed Goddess. . Writhes her

fair limbs. 1814 W. Brown Hist. Propag. Chr. II. 434 In

the fall, his hip was writhed. 1863 B. Brierlev Irkdale I.

143 Aw'll wrythe thy neck reawnd. 1884 Pall Mall G. 14
March 1/1 The Arabs . . writhed their bodies under guns,

Gatlings, and muskets.
rejl. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 328 Then Satan first knew pain,

And writh'd him to and fro convolv'd. 1814 Scott Lord of
Isles vi. xxxii, The mountaineer Vet writhed him up against

the spear. 1895 Crockett Men of Moss-liags xxiii. 169 The
creature writhed himself in glee.

b. To distort (the face, etc.) ; to draw awry; =
Wring v. 2 b.

C1480 Henhvson Test. Cres. 1S9 The God of Ire. . Wrytlnng
his face with mony angrie word. 1545 Ascham Toxoph.{Aib.)

145 Some make a face with writhing theyr mouthe. 1548
Elyot, Intorquere mention, to writhe or wreste the chynne.
1609 Bible (Douay) Prov. xix. 1 Better is a poore man . . then
a rich writhing his lippes. 1667 Milton P.L. x. 569, They.

.

writh'd thir jaws. 1755 Johnson, Distortion, ,. irregular

motion by which the face is writhed. 1864 Tennyson
Boadicea 74 [They] Madly dash'd the darts together,
writhing barbarous lineaments.

c. To ntter, speak out, with a writhe.

1889 Gumtbr That Frenchman xxi. 290 As they drag her
back.. she writhes out to Ora..: 'They'll do the same to

you '. 190a Snaith IVayfarers xii, Sir Thomas would grunt
and wriggle and writhe his tipsy protests.

d. To make or pursue (its way) by writhing.
1867 J. G. Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. 326 The snake which

has writhed its way to the Mocking Bird's nest.

6. To twist or wrench (something) out of place,

position, or relation ; = Wring v. 6. Const, with
advs., as asunder, \atwo, off, out, or preps., as

from, off, out of. Also refl. Occas. Jfe
1388 Wvclif 2 Sam. xxiii. 21 Bi mi^t he wrooth out the

spere fro the hond of the man. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 271
He his necke hath writhe atuo. 1:1420 Liber Coeorum (1862)
48 Sethe by capone, . .brisse horn in hast And wrythe itwen.

1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 39 There myghte ye see. .crampons
of yron wrythen a sondre. 1554-9 Songs fy Ball. Phil. <5> Mary
(Roxb.) 12, 1 wolde God in sondare I myght wrythe his necke
boune. la 1600 in Child Ballads III. 413/34 Then he writhe
the gold ring of his ffingar. 1606 MarSton Parasit. v. H 4 b,

Cupid.., Whose force writh'd lightning from I ones shaking
hand. 1684 H. More Answer 224 Before their heads be
writhen off. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn ix, She writhed
herself free. 1887 D. C. Murray One Trav. Returns xvii,

Writhing the water from their auburn hair.

fig. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11616 But god .. wrangis in his
wrathe writhis to ground. 1570 Foxe A. $ M. (ed. 2) I. 5/2
Here the Bishops began first to writhe out theyr elections

and theyr neckes a litle from the Emperours subiection.

f b. To insert (something) in or into a space by
insinuation or twisting. Also transfi and refi. Obs.
1590 Barrough Meth. Physick 1. xliv. (1596) 67 You may

writh alinnen cloth., in the nosthrils. 1593 Nashe Christ s
7

1
. Gab, This desolatiue-Trumpet of Ierusalem; a weake

breath or two I will writhe into it. 1598 B. Jonson Every
Man in Humour \\\. v, He had so writhen himselfe, into the
habit of one of your poore Infanterie.

+ 7. To wrest, strain, or pervert the meaning of

(a writing, passage, word, etc.); to deflect, mis-

apply; = Wrench v. 7, Wrest v. 5, 6, Wring v.

9 b. Obs.
In frequent use from £1555 to c 1600.

a 1533 Ld. Burners Gold. Bk. M. Auret. (1546) Hhiv,
They haue. .writhen and enlarged the discipline ofJustyce.

1546 Gardiner Declar. Joye 43 The pelagians.. searched out
places of scripture, and writhed them violently, .to their

purpose. 1565 Cooper 'Thesaurus s.v. Torqueo, To wreste
& writhe the Taw. 1624 Bedell Lett. vi. 106 The Ladies
Psalter, wherein that which is spoken of God by the Spirit

of God is writhed to her. 1662 Hibbert Body Divinity 1.

199 Wresting and writhing mens writings to another meaning,

+ b. To misinterpret (a writer); = WREST v. 5 c.

1555 [see Wrest v. 5 c]. 1561 T. Nokton Calvin's Inst. 1.

xiv. 47 Stephen and Paule. ., howe soeuer they be writhed,

yet must.. so be vnderstanded.

II. t 8- To envelop, enfold, or swathe (some-

thing) by winding or folding. Obs.

a 1000 Egbert's Penit. in. xvi. in Thorpe Laws II. 202 pa
3e forbrocene wjeron, ba je ne wribon [ L. l/gavislis]. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 34 ('a jeneala;hte he, & wra'5 his wunda.
c 1205 Lay. 17/62 Wreod nu wel bene king pa;t he ligge a
swatting. £1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 160 Hir heed writhen
was. -with a greet towayle. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R.
xn. v. (BodL MS.), Been..makeb honye combesse ywounde
and ywri:he wib waxe. a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 685 in

Bttbees Bk., pen brede he brynges, in towelle wrythyn.
c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 534/1 Wrythyn, idem ^koz* hyllyn.

fb. To confine or fasten with a cord, bond, etc.;

to bind, fetter. Obs.

Beowulf 064 Ic hine hrasdlice heardan clammum on wael-

bedde wrij>an bohte. [^1175 Lamb. Horn. 123 Crist.. ferde

to helle and iwra^ bene aide deouel.] c 1205 Lay. 17354 3e

mote uaste heom wriuenmidstrongensa:il-rapen. 13.. E.E.
Allit. P. C. 80 pay. .Wrybe me in a warlok, wrast out myn
y}en. a 1400 Prymcr (1891) 98 Coordes of synful men ha
a bouten writhe me.

fig. .1400 Land Troy Bk. 9088 In hir loue was he so
writhen, That he myght not his wille refrayn.

f c. To secure or fix (something) with a pin,

etc. Obs.-1

1683 Pettus Fleta Mitt. 1. 12 Assay Ovens made, .of strong*
Armor-pl.ite, and writhen with Ironpins.

f 9. To surround or invest with something ; to

wreathe, envvreathe. Also with about. Obs.

1513 Douglas sEneidv.v. 12 Ane mantill brusit with gold,

With purpour selvage writhin mony fold. ^1727 Newton
Chronol. Amended ii. (1728J 227 A Caduceus writhen about
with two serpents.

III. intr. 10. To move or stir in a turning or

sinuous manner; to change posture by twisting;

to twist about.
a 1300 in J/n/jVWw/j(Camden)336Thiwretche with [= wit]

so thunne, That ay was writhindeasa wond. 1303 R. IJrunne
Handl.Syune 5471 pey..sawe hys coloure one ouer caste ;

And wroth a-boute, to and fro. 13. . Gaw. <y Gr, Knt. 1200

pen he wakenede, Sc wroth, & to hir warde torned. 13..

F. E. Allit. P. A. 510 For a pene on a day. .forth bay gos,

Wryben & worchen & don gret pyne. ?<* 1400 Morte
Arzh. 1 141 Wrothelythai wiythyneand wrystille to-gederz.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) in Elles the one ende [of

a bow-string] shall wriethe contrary to the other. 1588
Greene Pandostoi 1S43) 26 The babe . . wrythed with the head
to seeke for the pap. 1611 Cotgr., Serpeger, to..wrigle,

writhe, or goe waiuing, &c, like a serpent. 1809-14 Wordsw.
Excurs.w. 291 The Indian bird That writhes and chatters in

her wiry cage. 1820 Southy.y Lodore 61 Flying and Hinging,

Writhing and ringing,. . this way the Water comes down
at Lodore. 1893 MaryCholmondeley Diana Tempest xvi,

[He] lit the paper, and. .watched it writhe under the little

chuckling flame.

fig. c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. xiii. 126 This warld fowre neuer
so,.. Now in weyll, now in wo, And all thyng wjythys.

b. To contort the body, limbs, etc., as from
agony, emotion, or stimulation; to twist under or

with pain, distress, etc.; to "wring, turn. Also
with about.
In frequent use from c 1800.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 1920 Thane the worthy kynge [Arthur]
wrythes, and wepede with his eghne. a 1400^-50 Wars
Alex. 1189 (Ashm. MS.), pe wale Tcyng .. writhis him vn-
faire [Dubl. MS. wex wode wroth]. Ibid. 1409. c 1425
Wyntoun Chron. vm. xi. 1776 Al brym he belyt in to

brethe, And wrythit al in wedand wrethe. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. exxxvi. 242 Beaumayns. .walowed and wrythed
for the loue of the lady. 171^ Addison Cato in. v, Let them
..be. .empal'd, and left To writhe at leisure round the bloody
stake. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. II. 431 [She was]
writhing under the wound. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xiii,

Mr. Brass, after writhing about,..was by this time awake
also. 1848 Eomeston Sacred Poetry 171 Though the nerves
may writhe with pain. 1890 W. Booth In Darkest Eng. 280
That dark ocean, full of human wrecks, writhing in anguish.

fig. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II.iii.74 Hisheart
writhing with hatred. 1893 Mary Cholmondeley Diana
Tempest xxxiv, Passion, writhing in torment,.. seized him
in a Titan grip.

C. poet. To twine or coil {round something).
1795 Southey JoanofArc in. (1853)33, 1 saw The pictured

flames writhe round a penanced soul.

11. To change place or position, to turn, move,
or go, with a writhing or twisting motion. Usu.
with preps., as about, down, from, fof, to, up, or
advs., as apart, away, back, out.
c 1205 Lay. 6729 peking..him wrceoTci275 leoplto,ase he

hine wolde anho. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 350 Of be way a
fote ne wyl he wrybe. Ibid. B. 533 Wylde worinez to her won
wrybez in be erbe.^ lai^oo Morte Arth. 1093 like wrethe
as a wolfe-heuede, it wraythe owtt at ones I 14. . Chaucer's
Miller's T. 97 (Camb. MS.), With here hed sche wrythed
faste a-wey. C1440 Ipmtydon 1835 Thus he wrawled &
wroth a-way. 1540 Hyrde tr. Vines' Introd. Chr, Worn. 11.

xii. 122 Whan thou wrythest awaye from thy steppe chyldren,
callynge the mother. 1565 Golding Oviefs Met. 1. (1593) 18
He proffered kisses too the tree, the tree did from him wryth.
1849 Lytton A'. Arthur xi. clii, Struggling for speech, the
pale lips writhed apart. 1859 TYnnyson Merlin <y V. 237
Vivien. .Writhed toward him, slided up his knee [etc.],

1891 F. Tennyson Poems 369 Snakes writhed to their holes.

b. fig. and in fig. context.

c 1374 Chaucer Trcylus 1 v. 986 If ther myght ben a vari-

aunce, I'o wrythen out fro goddes purueynge. 1402 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) II. 90 Thei ben bastard braunches that.,
writhyn wrongli away from holy chirche techinge. a 1425

1 Cursor M. 4276 (Trin.), At be ende wol priue loue out wribe.
c 1425 Wyntoun Chron. 1. ix. 621 Fra his will quhen bat we
writh. 1560 Becon New Catech. in. Wks. 1564 I. 337 b, He
writhed with his hande frum doyinge wrong. 1601 [see
Wr*athe v. 8].

•f a. To turn, be converted, to something. Obs.
I3°3 R- Brunne Handl. Synne 130 To many maner

synnes hyt [sc. handling] wrybys. 13. . St. Alexius 571 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1S81) 187 His wife kome ban..wip
rewfull grate Als scho wald all to watir writhe.

t Writhe, v* Obs. [OE. wridan, w>i$ian,
var. of wridan, wridian : see Wkide sb. and v.\

intr. To sprout, to flourish.

2^1400 Morte Arth. 4322 Latt no wykkyde wede waxe,
ne wrythe one this erthe.

Writhed \x*\b<X),ppl. a. [f. Writhe v> + -ed *.

Cf. Wreathed///, a.]

1. That has undergone writhing, contortion, or

twisting; twisted.

1578 Lvte Dodoens vi. lxxxiii. 764 The stem [of the smaller
cedar] is croked or writhed. 1581 T. Howell Deuises H ij,

Wrythed wrinckles [shall] peere on blemi>ht browe. 1590
Barrough Meth. Physick 1. xliv. (1596) 67 A writhed linnen
cloth. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcett. 50 The writhed and
wrested strings of a brake. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789)

356 The angular and variously writhed Worm-tube.
transf. 1562 Cooper Ansiu. Defence Truth 84 All, that here

you haue vttered, be nothinge but wrythed coniectures.

b. Of the features, etc. : Subjected to contortion

or writhing ; contorted, wry.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Laide grimace, a

writhed mouth. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. in. Law 96
Snuffing with a wrythed nose the Amber. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 150 They have a black and wrythed Face.
1802 Joanna Baillie 2nd Pt. Ethwald \\. ii, There be some
Whose writhed features . . do stare upon you. 1830 Tennyson
4 Clear.headed friend' iii, Those writhed limbs of lightning

speed. 1868 Kinglake Crimea IV. 292 A breed of the human
race whose numberless cages of teeth stared out.. from be-

tween the writhed lips.

2. Fashioned by or as by twisting or convolution.

1552 Huloet, Writhed, or wynded one in another as a cord

or rope is lincke to lincke, versatilis. 1565 Cooper Thesau-
rus, Funes intorti, writhed cordes. 1802 Leyden Mermaid
\, How softly mourns the writhed shell Of Jura's shore, its

parent sea ! 1858 Skyring Builders" Prices 55 Every inch

opening in the writhed rails.

b. Of pillars, etc. : = Wreathed/*//, a. 3 a.

1825 Scott Talism. xxvii, The fantastic forms of writhed

pillars. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iii. 92 The dark, .porches

and writhed pillars of Verona.

Hence Wri'tliedly adv., -ness. rare.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Contorte, . . frowardly : obscurely

:

intricately : writhedly. 1755 Scott, Contorteousness, writhed-

ness.

fWritSel. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] ?Wild lettuce.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3153 lie man after his owen fond, Heued
and fet, and in-rew meten, Lesen fro i*e bones and eten, Wi5
wri5el and vn-lif bread. [Cf. Exodus xii. 8 ' Et edent carnes

..et azymos panes cum lactucis agrestibus '.]

Writhen (ri'S'n), ///. a. Also 4 writhun, 6

-yne, 4-9 wrythen. [pa. pple. of Writhe v.1

Cf. Wbeathen///. a.]

1. Subjected to writhing, twisting, or turning;

twisted out of regular shape or form ; contorted

;

f also, closed, clenched (quot, 1377). a. Of things.

13.. K.Alis. 5723 (Laud MS.), A griselich best..; Teep
he had so wreben wriben. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvii.

174 J>e wrythen fuste, or the werkmanschip of fyngres.

1483 in ArnolcCs Chron. (181 1) 116 Item a peir of coral

beedis, the gawdies gilt wrythen. 15*0 in Archaeologia

LIII. 14 One playn paten chased yn the foote w l a wrythen

knope. 1564 Mullein Dial. agst. Pest. 44 b, A writhen

arme of the tree. 1597 Up. Hall Sat. iv. iv. 33 Some
smoked beeve, Hang'd on a writhen wythe. 1611 Cotgr.,

Grugeons, the.. most writhen fruit on a tree. 1668 Cul-
pepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. i.xx. 53 In Men this Neck
is more long-round, narrow, and a little writhen. 1689 Moyle
Sea Chyrurg. n. xiii. 6x The Muscles bruised and writhen.

1725 Pope Odyss. vm. 506 Dread Jove (whose arm in ven-

geance forms The writhen bolt). 1747 Hooson Miner's

Diet. Ujb, Curl'd Stone. .has.. writhen Lumps in it. 1850

Allingham Poems, Music-master 11. xv, The writhen elder

spreads its creamy bloom. 1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball.,

At Eleusts 72 That lame wisdom that has writhen feet.

fig. 1894 Stevenson & L. Osbourne Ebb Tide ii, 'I'll give

my father up,' returned Herrick, with a writhen smile.

b. Of persons, their features, etc.

1579-80 North Plutarch U^gs) mi A bauld writhen man.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 21 Their countenances [were] writhen

and terrible. 1635 R. Johnson Hist. Tom a Lincolneu. iii.

(1682) G3D, Her cheeks.. now appeared old and writhen.

1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 447 'Till, with a writhen Mouth,..

He tastes the bitter Morsel. 1825 Scott Talism. xiv, My
choice were rather, .that my writhen features should blacken

. .in this evening's setting sun. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 23

Her lip was gray and writhen.

2. Combined or made by, subjected to, twining

or plaiting ; intertwined, entwined, or plaited. Cf.

Wreathen ///. a. 2.

<29ooCYNE\vuLF JE7t«*24GarasIixtan, wri5enewadhlencan;
wordum & bordum hofon lurecombol. 1382 Wyclif i Tim.
ii. 9 Wymmen ..ournynge hem silf, not in writhuii heeris,

ethir in gold, . . but [etc.]. 1388— Ecclus. xiv. 12 Writhun reed

threed. C1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. v. (1S69) 3 A corde wel

wrythen, pat bi places was knet. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 31
Pees and beanes. .set. .thre sheues together, the toppes vp-

warde,and wrythen together. 1535 Coverdai.e Exod. xxxix.

15 Wrythen cheynes of pure golde. 1585 Higins Junius'
Nomencl. 113 '2 Corona pactilis,. .a writhen garland. i6og
Holland Amm. Marcelt. 221 Many cords of wrythen and
twisted sinewes. 1671 J. Webster Metaltogr. xiii. 312
A capillary or hairy piece, .crisped and writhen together.

1733 T. Gent Hist. Rippon 57 They built an House. .with
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Wrythen Wands or Boughs. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 224 Wry-
then, pp...; ntertwined.

3. Disposed or arranged in coils, folds, or wind-
ings ; formed or fashioned by or as by coiling, con-
volution, etc.

Cf. the earlierforivrilhen ppl. a. (For- pref 1
8).

£1542 Test. Ebor. (Surteesi VI. 172 A writhyne rynge of
golde. 1559 Morwyng Evonynt. 77 Destilled in serpentins, or
writhen, or crouked vessels. 1585 HlGlNS Junius* Nomencl.
263/2 Linamentuni tortile,, .a roiled or writhen tent. <n6o8
Dee Kelat. Spir. 1. (1059) 115 A Serpent., leaned upon her
twice writhen taile. 1603 Knoixes Hist. Turks (1621) 961
The wrytlien rolls of the turbant. 1693 Drvden Ovid's Met.
1.454 His writhen Shell he takes. 1868 Morius Earth/y J'ar,
I. 258 [Full] of intertwining writhen snakes.

f4. Jig. Wrested; perverted; deflected. Obs.
1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utopia 1. (1895) 91 A wrythen

and wrested vndersiandynge of the same. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin s Inst. 1. xiii. 31 b, To fense thcmselues againste the
crooked writhen suttleties with plaine and simple truthe.

5. Comb., as writ'hen-faced', -formed.
1594 Nashk Unfort. Trav. L4D, A wearish dwarfish

vmhen facde cobler. c 1861 J. T. Staton Raysfro' Loomi-
nary 115 A thing that's writhen-form t.

Hence Wri'thenness. rare~°.
1727 Bailey, Tortness,. .writhenness, wrinkledness.

Writheneck. [f. Writhe v. 1
] =Wryxeck i.

1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 103 Wryneck (Jytuc
iorauilla}. So called from tlie extraordinary pliancy of its

neck; whence also Writhe neck.

Writher (rsi-ffai;. Also 5-6 wryther. [f.

Writhe v. 1 f-er 1
.] One who writhes or twists;

T one who perverts.
c 1420 Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 674 Ther were bosters,..

Praters, fasers, strechers, & wry thers. 1533 [see Wrester 2].

XS45 Brinklow Lament. 25 Ve wresters and wrythers of
Goddes holy worde.

Writhing (rai'Ciij), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -lHa *.]

1. The action of the verb in various senses; an
instance of this. Also with away, Occas. jig.
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'sT. 1 19 With writhyngofapyn. c 1420

Lydg. Ballad Commend. Our Lady 96 $i( ony offence or
writhyng in hem be, pu art ay redy up-on her woo for to
re we. c i$*oSkeltox Magnjf. 136 Yf Lyberte lacked a reyne
Where with to rule hym with the wiythyng of a rest, 1577
tr. Bullinger's Decattes (1592) 241 Let.. thy laughter [be]
without vnseemely writhing of thy mouth and visage. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 60 A writhing away or turning
about of the bodie. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 189 III-

fauoured gestures, and writhing of their mouth and eyes.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 84 The Writhing fof a tree] is the
turning of branches. 1743 Francis tr. Nor., Odes 1. xxxvii.

34 The Writhings of the wrathful Asp. 1827 Keble Chr.
year, Wedn. before Easter, The writhings of a wounded
heart. 1835 R. M. Bird Hawks (1856) 134 Sterling, .could
not trace a single writhing or quivering of limb. 1889 Clark
Russell Marooned xii, A slow writhing, .of the shadowy
substance of the brig*s sails, masts, and hull, into determin-
able forms.

1 2. = Wresting vbl. sb. 2, Wringing vbl. sb. 4.

1555 Travers in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. 87
Without wrythyng, wrastyng, ordoubtyug of his promis. 1562
Cuoper Anszu. Defence Truth 78 All the argumentes that
you haue broughtare nothing but writhinges of extraordinary
cases. 1662 Hibbert Body Divinity 1. 189 What wrything
and wringing the Protestants make to shift off this place.

Wri thing, ///. a. [f. as prec + -ing2.]

fL That wrings or extorts; practising extortion.
c 1520 [see Wresting/^*/, a.].

2. That writhes ; twisting or turning to and fro.

1798 R. Bi.oomfield Farmer's Boy 76 Where writhing
earth-worms meet th" unwelcome day. 1812 Byron Ch, Har.
II. xcvii, Smiles, .raise the writhing lip with ill-dissembled

sneer. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves x. 170 The forked
and writhing lightning. 1882 T.S. Hi'dson Scamper through
Atner.iji Our driver adroitly left one [rattlesnake] a writhing
corpse.

transf. 1897 Howells Landlord at Lion's Head 3 The
children whose faces watched them through the writhing
window panes.

3. Marked or characterized by sinuous or tortuous
movement.
1808 Jamieson, Wringle, a writhing motion. 1818 Hazlitt

Lect. Poets iii. ia8 The writhing agonies within. 1848
Lytton Harold v, A writhing attempt to smile.

Hence Wri-thinffly adv., in a writhing manner.
i6ix Cotcr., 7VrrW«;f«r,..wryingly, writhingly. 1822
New Monthly Mag. IV. 524 The monster, .turned writhingly.
1883 Miss Broughton Belinda m. vii, Turning over writh.
ingly in her chair.

Writhled (ri-r5*ld), a. [app. f. the stem of
Writhe v. 1 (see -LE 3) ; but perh. an alteration of
Kivellsd a.]

1. Of persons, the skin, etc. : Wrinkled ; shriv-

elled, withered. Now Obs. exc. arch,
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Vultus, To make the face

wruheled and wrinkled. 1591 Shaks. x Hen. VI, 11, iii. 23
This weake and writhled shrimpe. 1599 Marston Sco.
I'illante 1. iii. 187 Cold, writhled Eld. 1649 Lovelace Poems
(1904) 100 Cynthia spotted, she impure ; Her body writheld.

1693 J. H. tr. Jicv. Sat. x. 11 A writhled and discouler'd
skin. 1865 Swinburnk Poems .f Ball., St. Dorothy 445 This
makes him sad and writhled in his face.

Comb, a 1656 R. Cox Actseon <y Diana 4 A writhled fae'd
companion.

f2. Rough; shaggy. Obs. rare—*.
c 1600 Timon v. iv. (1842) 86 An vnshorne heade, a writhled

beard , beetle browed.

Writhy (rai"8i), a. [f. Writhe V.1 + -Y1
. Cf.

Da. vridig flexible.] Moving sinuously ; writhing.
1742 Blair Grave 330 Nor Fly, nor Insect, Nor writhy

Snake, cscap'd thy deep Research.

Writing (rainirj), vbl. sb. [f. Write v. + -ing1 .]

I. 1. The action of one who writes, in various
senses ; the penning or forming of letters or words ;

the using of written characters for purposes of

record, transmission of ideas, etc. Also with out.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 80 Of silence & of speche nis bute a lore;

& fordi, ine writunge, heo eorneo booe togederes. 1362
Langl. /'. PI. A.m. 61 For- hi I lere ^ou.lordynges such writ-
ynge 5e leue, To writen in Wyndouwes of 3oure wel dedes.

1377 Ibid, B. xii. £4 l'e clergye..conforted be womman.
Holykirke knoweth bis bat crystes writyng saued. 1487-8
Rec. St. Mary at Hill 132 For the wrytyng of the names of
the ffounnderes. 1513 More Rich. Ill, W'ks. 56 For al ya
time, .could scant naue sufTised vnto ye bare wryting alone.

1549 in Feuillerat Revels Edw. I I (1914! 42 To waplett the
payntour. -ffor the wryting of ix peces of Canvas. 1631 T.
Powell Tom All Trades (1876)141 The Scriveners, .had no
imployment, but writing of blanke Bonds. 1671 Buccleuch
MSS.\Y\\%\.. MSS. Comm.) I. 508 This way that I propose
of the King's writing himself, is the only way toetTect it.

1719 I>e Foe Crusoe l. (Globe) 288 He directed me to send
it with a Letter of his Writing. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVIII. 917/2 The bark of trees was also used for writing by
the ancients. 1827 Fahaday Chem. Manf. xv'u 423 The
diamond should be held in a vertical position during the
writing. 1849 Mrs. Merrifield Orig. Treat. I. p. xxix,
The two bianches were frequently practised by the same
person, whence the term' writing '..was applied to painting
on glass, which was also called writing on glass '. 1882 Iv.

<V Q. 30 Dec. 542/2, I believe Lancaster first suggested writ-

ing on sand with the finger. 1898 J. Taylor tr. KautzsdCs
Hist, Lit.O. T. 10 The writing out of the products of those
earlier days.

J?£* }$3* More Confut. Tindale 413 He that hath yt \sc,

faith] in nis herte of goddes own wrytynge.

b. At this {present) writing, at the time of
writing this. Also up to this ( . . ) writing.
1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. 'Thistlethwayte

4 Jan., I am, at this present writing, not very much turned
for the recollection of what is diverting. 1832 J. P. Ken-
nedy Swallow B. (i860) 13 An account of all my doings
up to this present writing. 1846 C. Mitchell Newsp.
Press Direct. 77 The critical (musical) department., is at
'this present writing', to use an Irishism, nothing if not
meagre. 1884 Cent. Mag. Jan. 433/2 It is at this writing
given out that [etc.],

c. = Typewriting vbl. sb,

1883 J,
G. Petrie Man. for Type-Writer 5 While the

writing is being done by the fingers of the right hand. 1899
Wardlb Univ. Typewriter Man. 10 It rdsokeepsthe paper
inposition for writing.

2. The art or practice of penmanship or hand-
writing.

c 1440 Lydg. Ilors, Shepe $ G. 187 YifT pennys & writyng
were a-way, OfFremembraunce we had lost the kay. c 1440
Jacob's Well 278 Johun enformyd hym in wrytyng, & in

end>*3tyng. 1604 E. G[rimstonk] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies
1. xxv. 80 They having no vse of bookes, or writing. 1638
Junius Paint. Ancients 126 Before the invention of letters

and writing. 1728 Chambers Cycl. (1738) s,v., Writing is

now chiefly practised among us by means of pen, ink,
and paper. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews II, xvii, The poor
people, .bred their son to writing and accounts, and other
learning. 1784 T. Astle {title), The Origin and Progress of
Writing, as well hieroglyphic as elementary. 1828 Mirror
V. 75/1 The three R's—Reading, Writing, and Rithmetic.
1892 Pop. Sci. Monthly XLII. 244 Writing.. is the art of
fixing speech by conventional signs.

b. Style, form, or method of fashioning letters

or other conventional signs (csp. in handwriting or
penmanship) ; the 'hand ' of a particular person.
C1440 Jacob's Well 278 f>at his vuys, his wrytynge,.. was

lych pe voys, lyche ^e hand, ..of Johun his mayster.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 148/2 False wrytynge, flastographia.
1476 Acta A uditorum (1839) 42/1 It wes his awne propir
hand and writting. 1560 Uible Ezra (Genev.) iv. 7 The writ-
ing of the letter was the Aramites writing. 1590 P. Bales
Writing Schoolem. Q 2 The Arte and knowledge of faire

writing. 1602 [J. Willis] Art Stenogr. (title-p.), A very
easie direction for Stegauographie, or Secret Writing. 1620,

etc. [see Short-writing, Shorthand cj. 1658 Phillips,
Calligraphy, fair, or handsome writing. 1728 Chambeks
Cycl. (1738) s.v. Gothic, Gothic character, or writing, is a
character, or manner of writing, which [etc.]. 1748 [see

HiEKOCLYr-HiCAL a. x]. X784 T. Astle Orig. $ Progr.
Writing 7 This .. produced a further change in writing.

1819 Shelley Cenci iv. iv. 95 Savella. Knowest thou this

writing, Lady ? . . Lucretia. It should be Orsino's hand!
1883 Stationer fy Bookseller 8 May 10/1 Best finished

round-hand writing, 1892 Zangwill Bow Mystery 80 The
landlady knew his writing.

C. The occupation of a (professional) writer.

1594 Hist. Writers to Signet (1890) 230 To be suspendit
fra all writting quhill the payment of the foirsaid pane.
1681 Sc. Acts {1B20) VIII. 244/1 All writers to the Signet,
All pubiict Notars and other persons imployed in writeing
or Agenting.

3. The action of composing and committing to

manuscript; expression of thoughts or ideas in

written words; literary composition or production.
C1386 Chaucer Prol. 326 Ther-to he koude endite and

makea thyng,Ther koude no wight pynchen at his writyng.
i43*-4° hsGO.Bochas 1. 2677 As the poete bi wrytyng techith
vs. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 1 Al thynges that ben reduced
by wrytyng ben wryton to our doctryne. 15 . . in Dunbar's
Poetns (S. T.S.) II. 311 Gif lytil rewarde be in wryting,
Bettir war leif my paper quhyte. 1597-8 Bacon Ess.,
Studies {.\rb.) 10 Reading maketh a full man,. .and writing
an exacte man. 1639 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 81 Lfter
the wrytinge of this other the Lord Oboyne. .delyuered me
your Ma[jes]ties of the 1 ?. 1664 Extr. St. Papersfriends
Ser. 111. (191 2) 213 Hee-.is. .not of parts for the writeing of
such a Letter. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. xi, Writing, is

but a different name for conversation. 1835 Macrvat Olla
I'odr. xxx. Magazine writing,. is the most difficult of all

writing. 1885 * Mrs. Alexander ' Valerie's Fate iii.Though

all three.. could talk French fast enough, the writing of it

was another matter.

b. Style or manner of composition or literary

expression.
i5og Hawes Past. Pleas, xx. (Percy Soc.) 9S Besechyng

you . .to pardon me ofmy rude wrytyng, For.wuh woful herte
was myne endytyng. c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (18^9) £4 Doubt-
ful wrytynge. .is whan the wordes may be expounded dyuers
waves, a 1626 Bacon Ch. Controv. Wks. 1S79 I. 314 Bitter
and carne>t writing must not hastily be condemned. 1664
Drydkn Rival Ladies Ep. Ded., Supposing our countrymen
had not received this writing [of scenes in vtr.se] tiil of late.

1712 Addison* Spect. No. 40., p 10 A finished Taste of" good
Writing. 1760 D. Webb Inq. Beauties Paintingvu. 199 It is

the character of fine writing . . that the thoughts should be
natural. 1819 Keats in Forman Wks, (1SS3) III. 320 Fine
writing is, next to fi:,e doing, the top thing in the world.
1884 Church Bacon ix. 220 Easy and unstudied as his
writing seems.

c. The composition of music.
1782 Burney Hist. Music 490 The most subtle and

elaborate productions [sc. masses] that I have ever seen in

this kind of writing. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 109/1 The
art of writing in parts. 1889 ProuT Harmony (ed. 3) 245
Four-part writing is justly considered the foundation of
harmony.

d. With advs., as dozen, in. off. (Cf. 12 g.)
1897 Westtn. Gaz. 28 Dec. 6/3 Some scheme for the writing

down of capital. 1900 Hid. -22 Nov. 9 2 [The] music-hall
agents, .said that due notice of ' writing in ' was given. 191

2

limes 19 Dec. iS 5 The scheme provided for the writing oif

of capital liabilities.

f4. Manner of setting down in written form
;

spelling, orthogiaphy. Obs.

1521 A. Barclay Introd. A v b, Whiche is contrary bothe
in the true wrytynge, & also to the true pronuncyacion of
perfyte frenche. 1582 [see Weiting-masier]. c 1620 A.
Hume Brit. Tongue (1265) 1, 1.. seeing sik uncertentie in

our men's wryting, as if a man wald uuiyte one letter to

t uen tie of our best wry teres, nae tuae. . wald agree. X636 II.

Jonson Eng. Grain, iii, The unsteadfastness of our tongue,
or incertainty of our writing. 1728 Chambers Cycl. (173S;

s.v. Orthography, Attempts have been since made to reduce
the writing to the pronunciation.

5. The state or condition of having been written

or penned ; written form. Kreq. in writing.
See Commit v. i e, Put v} 16 b, Ruduce v. 15 b.

1425 Roils of Parlt. IV. 26S/2 Yeving in a Feedegree in

writyng. 1462 Fasten Lett. II. 122 Let them.. send ther
excuse to me in wrytyng. 1560 Daus tr. Sieia'atte's Comm.
Fref. 2 Thei.. commit to wrytinge, stories. i6ix Cotgr,,
Metti e Par escrit, 10. .set downe in, commit vnto, writing.

1657 tr. Perkins' Profit. Bk. vih 179 Another will . . by him
put in writing. 1753 Act 26 Geo. II, c. 19 § 15 Which
Examination the said Justices are hereby required to take
down in Writing. 1831 Pai.ckave Hist. Anglo-Saxons vii.

151 Many matters now consigned to writing. Ibid. 152
Some little was reduced into writing. 1887 BlRRELL ( biter

Dicta Ser. n. 42 The author 's agreement . . is in writing.

II. 6. That which is in a written (now also

typewritten) state or form; something penned or

recorded ; written information, composition, or

production ; literary work or compilation.
+ The or Sacred Writing (quots. 1340, 1797), Scripture.

1303 R. Brunnf. Han*il. Synne 4671 Seynt Vsotire seyb
yn hys wrytyng, ' Alle bo' [etc]. 1340 *4;c«/>. 71 Zuyche
byep bo 3onges of belle ase be writinge ous telb. 1382
Wyclif Dan. v. 7 Who euere shal reede this wrytyng.
c 1444 Pkcock Donet 156 Alle suche men.. I remitte into

)>e writing and witnessing of seynt Austyn. X451 Pastcn
Lett. I. 208 The Shereffe. .hath writyng from the Kyng
that he shall make such a panel, a 1513 Fabvan Chron.
lxvi. (1S11) 45 That sayinge disagreeth 10 the wrytynge o(

Eutropius. 1537 Coventry Leet Bk. 726 Which was latelie

surrendered & ^iven vpp by wrytyng to theme. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. 11. vii. 64 A carrion death, Within whose emptie
eye there is a written scruule ; He reade the writing. 1611
Uible 1 Esdras ii. 2 He made proclamation . .by writing.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 529/1 A passage in sacred writing,
where the Philistines, .sent back the ark of God. 1808
W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius 1 1. 755 Neither the 4th nor
17th sections of this statute require, that the agent should
be authored by writing. 1837 Lockhart Scott xxviL

(1845) 256/1 He pointed out to me this hand which, like the

writing on Belshazzar's wall, disturbed his hour of hilarity.

1887 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 65 The laundress.. denied all know-
ledge of the type-writer or the writing.

allusively. 1884 Rider Haggard Dawn xxii, Cut it

down, and you will have no more writing upon your wall.

transf. 1894 H. Dkummond Ascent Man 427 Nature is

God's writing, and can only tell the truth.

7. A written composition ; freq. />/., the work or

works of an author or group of authors ; literary

productions.
In frequent use from c 1560.

1340 Ayenb. 46 pis boc is more ymad uor be leawede,

banne uor be clerkes bet conneb be writinges. 1382 Wyclif
2 Mace. ii. 1 It is founden in dyscryuyngis, or wiytyngis, of

Jeremye, the prophete. c 1449 Pe<-ock Repr.uxv. 8i Holi

Writt in tins wise takun, is not holier neither better than

eny other writing is. 1526 Piigr. Perf. {\\ . de W. 1531) 38

That suche wrytynge* be approued by. .discrete goostly

fathers. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 105 Famous men
have studied to illustrate these Arts, .by their writings and
disputations. 1711 Stkf-LE Spect, No. 4 P 8 The present

Writing is only to admonish the World, a 1720 Sewel
Hist. Quakers (1722) Pref., The said Bishop. . hath obtained

such an high Esteem by his Writings. 1818 SHUXJ y Julian

$ M. 340 If t iij. tad writing thou shouldst ever see. 1849

Macavlay Hist. £ng. vi. II. 108 The writings of the fathers.

1859 Jephson Brittany xiv. 233 A writing to the effect that

..it [sc. a museum] was closed altoeether.

b. The {sacred or holy) writings, the Scriptures.

1340 Ayenb. 13 panne bridde day.., uor to uoluelle be
wntmgcs, he aros uram dyabe to Hue. a 1653 Binning

Wks.Wft) 20/2 The Hand of God must first write on their
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Heart, ere they understand the Writings of the Scriptures.

1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pitgr. (1687) 327 The truth of the

holy Writings. 1711 Ff.lton Dissert. Classics (1718) 94
The Sacred Writings, even in our Translation, preserve their

Majesty. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 438/1 Mention is made of

the use of signets in the sacred writings.

o. A musical composition.

1789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. 197 It appears from the

writings of this.. exquisite harmonist, that he had. .studied

the greatest masters of his own time.

8. a. A written document, note, etc.; a letter or

missive.

1456 Paston Lett. Suppl. (1901) 58 All though my wryt-

yngges put yow many tymes to gret labour. 1513 Q. Cath.

in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 90 Came a Postfrom my lord

Howard with a writing at length of every thing as it was.

1555 Instit. Genti. L v, Y e chiide brought the same wryght-

ing to the handes of Mertia. 1629 Hohbes Thucyd. (1822)

256 These were the contents of the writing. 1653 Milton
Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 353 Without another dear and
express Donation, wherof they shew no Evidence or

Writing. 1890 Girdlestone Found. Bible 21 There are

frequent references in the Book of Ezra to writings, such as

proclamations, genealogies, decrees, letters, copies.

b. A written paper or instrument, having force

inlaw; a deed, bond, agreement, orthe like; adocu-

ment relative to a marriage contract or settlement.

In very frequent use from c 1500.

1448 .ShillingfordZ^/. (Camden) 66 If any suchewrityng
were knowe and proved by my seide Lorde and the other

arbitrous. c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 530 Into witnesse they put
to theire seales, euerych to others writyng. 1520 in Glass-

cock Rec. St. Mick.icts, Bp.'s Storiford (1S82) 37 P[ai]d for

makyng the wrytynges bytwene the parNshe and the bel-

founder. 1592-3 in liarfield Thatckam (1901) II. 103 Pd.
for two locks for the chest wher the wri^htings are kept.

1631 Hkvwood Fair Maid of West in. i. 40 These writings

r.re the evidence of Lands. 1668 Sbdlby Mulberry Gard.
11. ii. 27 You do not lay the necessity of marrying Home
enough to her : . . our Counsel [mi^ht] Have been drawing
the Writings. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 231 T 2 The Lawyers
finished the Writings (in which.. there was no Pin-Money)
and they were married. 1754 J. Shebbeare Matrimony
(1766) I. 71 Perhaps your Lordship's Writings [ = property-

deeds] are in the Hands of those two Fellows. 1818 Cruise
Digest {fid. 2) 1. 23^The Court ordered all deeds and writings

..to be delivered up. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel
Story ix, No writings at all were made, and the ceremony
merely read through. 1893 Sir J. W. Chitty in Lazv Times
Rep. LXVIII. 430/1 The statute, .requires a deed in cases

where formerly a mere writing would have sufficed.

+ 0. A writ of divorce, etc. Ohs. rare.

1382 Wyclif Col. ii. 14 Doynge awey that wryting of
decree, or dom, that was ajcns 30U. 1568 Bible (Bishop's)

Matt. v. 31 Wnosoeuer putteth away his wyfe, let hym geue
her a wrytyng of diuorcement.

9. Wording or lettering scored, engraved, or im-
pressed on a surface ; an inscription.

138a Wyclif Exod. xxxii. 16 The wrytyng forsothe of
God was grauen in the tables. 1387 Trevisa Higden
VII. 149 His epithaphy—bat is, writynge on his grave. 1388
Wyclif Mark xii. 16 Brynge }e to me a peny. .. Whos is

this ymage, and the writyng ? 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(Sommer) 397 He shewid the wrytyng that that other ymage
helde. 1530 Palsgk. 675/1 There was a writynge upon his

grave, but the weather hath put it out. 1560 Bible (Genev.)
Ecclus. xlv. 11 Precious stones .. set in golde .. with a
writing grauen after the nomber of the tribes of Israel. 161

1

Bible Exod. xxxix. 30 They made the plate, .of pure gold,
and wrote vpon it a writing, like to the engrauings of a
signet. 1613 Cockekam 11, Writings on Tombes, epitaphes.

1706 [see Write v. 19]. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII.
917/1 The most ancient remains of writing . . are upon hard
substances, such as stones and metals.

10. Words, letters, etc., embodied in written (or

typewritten) form ; written lettering.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synnc 9294 He so moche sorow
hadde, As hys wrytyng was alle to-fade. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. (1738) s.v., J. Ravenau. .shews how to revive, and
restore old writings almost effaced. 1787 Phil. Trans.
LXXVI I. 451 A new Method of recovering the Legibility of
decayed Writings. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Boardingho. ii,

The writing looked like a skein of thread in a tangle. 1884
Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl. 957 For restoring faded writing.
Brush it over with a solution of ammonium sulphide. 1899
Wardle Univ. Typewriter Man. 14 Regulating the width
between the lines of writing.

11. Printing. (See News sb. 5 b.)

IH. attrib. and Comb. 12. a. Simple attrib.,

as writing chair, course, day, exercise, fg/ove,

hand, lesson, night, terms, -time.

1483 Cath. Angl. 425/2 A wrytynge chare. 158a Mul-
caster Elementarie (1925) 255 The platting of this my
writing course. 1663 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 501 A pair of
writing gloves, is. 1675 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

450 Having been always on writing nights in an hurry. 1768

Goldsm. Good-rt. Man Epilogue, My writing days are over.

1788 Cowper Wks. (1837) XV. 205 My writing-time is

expended. 1805 Scott Let. fa Lockhart (1837) II. ii. 44,

I shall hold myself well paid on the writing hand. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop iii, Preparations for giving Kit a
writing lesson. 1857 W. Collins Deeui Secret iv, The two
were not ..on speaking, or even on writing terms. 1875

Davidson House Painting 206 What is called the Script or

writing character, the most elegant of all.

b. In sense ' used for writing with ', as writing

apparatus, cane, fluid, implement, tool, wire, etc.

Also Writing-ink, -pen.

Cf. OE. ivriting-feper * a pen '.

1585 Hicins Junius* Nomencl.Tf-2 Grapkium, a writing

wyer. 1606 Holland Sueton. 261 The sharp point of a
bodkin or writing Steele. 1800 M. Koofs Hist. Ace. Inv.

Paper 37 Ckarta Augusta., hc'ing too thin for the writing,

cane. i8og Malkin Gil Bias vm. vi. r 1 That minister ..

made me take my writing apparatus. 1825 Scott Talism.

xxi, Give him writing-tools. 1840 Patents (1869) 56 Ink or

384

writing fluids. 1866 Ibid. 388 Articles commonly called
1 writing ' or ' library ' sets. 1873 W. Stokes Rapid Writing
78 The formidable iron Writing implement bearing the

name of Style.

C. In names of devices for performing or execut-

ing writing, as writing automaton, -ball, t engine,

machine, telegraph*

1695 Athenian Merc. 9 April, The Writing Engine, for

taking several Copies of the same thing at once. 1705 J.

Dunton Life $ Errors 239 [Ridpath] invented The Poly-

graphy, or Writing Engin. 1799 Patents (1869) 8 A certain

..writing and drawing machine. 1819 /bid. 21 A machine.,

which I denominate the penographic or writing instrument.

1868 Ckambers's Jrnl. 136/2 [A] Writing-machine for the

Blind. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2823/2 Writing-telegraph,

one which sends autographic messages. 1888 Cassells

Encycl. Diet., Writing~-ball
> 2.w electric printing apparatus.

1904 Standen & Taylor Typing i, Manipulating the

writing machine [ = typewriter].

d. In sense * used or designed for writing upon',

as writing cloth, material, slate, surface. Also

Wrtting-book, -paper.
1800 M. Koops Hist. Ace. Inv. Paper 33 These writing-

materials were not in general use. 1809 R. Lancford
Introd. Trade 63, 2 [Reams] Writing Royal. 1851 Catal.

Gt. Exhib. 540 Dowse's patent tracing and writing cloth.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2477/2 Table, a tablet .. [or]

writing-surface. 1888 Buhgon 12 Good Men II. v. 36 To
get out his writing materials, and to scribble.

e. In sense * forming a support or surface for

writing on :
, as writing ledge, slope. Also "Writing-

BOABD, -DESK, -TABLE 3.

1855 Patents (1869) 179 [The cover] which forms the con-

tinuation of the writing slope. 1902 Hozo to Make Things
53/1 The construction of the writing ledge.

£. In sense
( engaged for or employed in writing ',

as writing class, Clerk, hand.
1815 Scott Antiq.\\, My lawyer's], .writing-clerk (habited

as a sharp-shooter) walked to and fro before his door.

1863 Catal. Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 2867, Saving
the cost of a writing clerk. 1896 Harper sMag. XCIII. 17
If he ever puts me into one of his books I'll, .amputatehis
writing-hand. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy 79 The writing-

classes joggled each others' arms and elbows.

g. With advs., as writing-off, -out. (Cf. 3 d.)

190X Wesim. Gaz. 28 June 11/1 Its sister in misfortune.

.

dare not face the writing-offstage yet. 1904 Ibid. 9 Feb. 4/2
The ' writing.out ' process from which most popular authors

suffer.

13. Special Combs.: writing booth + (<z) &*• a

writing-chamber; {b) a booth or stall where writ-

ing is transacted; writing cabinet, an article of

furniture in which a writing-desk is combined with

drawers, shelves, and other facilities for writing

;

writing-case, a portable case for holding writing

requisites, and providing a desk or surface to

write upon; also Comb.; wr/iting centre, a physi-

cal centre which controls the action of writing ;

writing-chamber, a room or chamber where

writing is transacted ; freq. pi., a lawyer's offices;

writing diamond, = Diamond^. 4; + writing
dust, = writing sand; writing-frame, a frame

with guides designed to help the blind in writing

;

writing hand, the peculiar position assumed by

the hand in shaking palsy (Syd, Soc, Lex.) ;

T writing house, a writing-chamber; writing-

pad (see Pad sb.% 4) ; writing-room, a writing-

chamber ; f writing-sand, a kind of sand used to

dry wet ink after writing; f writing-standish
= Standish ; f writing type, script type.

1597 Extr. Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 121 Anehous..to be
ane *vreting buyth to..thair servitour and clerk. 1609 in

Hist. Writers to Signet (1S90) p. xlvii, All wrytteris to the
signet arc.bothe. .in the streittis and in thair wreitting

boathe,towear..agowne. 1898 Wide li'orld Mag. July 448
Public writing booths in Barcelona. 1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib.
758Monocleid 'writingcabinet. ..The whole of the drawers,

closets, and partitions may be opened by one lock. 1853
Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 253 He drew from a little *writing-case

. .some paper, a cut cane, and an ink-horn. 1858 Caklylk
Fredk. Gt. vn. iv. ad fin., Crown-Prince has given him in

keeping a writing-case with private letters. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VII. 655 If the tumour should happen to pro-

duce complete destruction ol the auditory nerve-centre, .or

the 'writing centre. 1618 in Hist. Writers to Signet (1890)
p.xliii.The'wryting chalmerofAdame Lawtie. 1708 J.Spot-
tiswoodb Introd. Stile Pref., I did draw out of my Collec-
tions I bad made, while in aWriting-Chamber,.. such [etc.],

1875 Scrivener Led. 'Text N. Test. 4 In the scriptorium
or writing-chamber of their convents. 1827 Fakaday Chem.
Manip. iiL 71 Fragments of diamond, .set in handles, .are
called scratching or ^writing diamonds. 1646 Sir T. Urowne
Pseud._Ep. .69 The shining or glassie powder. .usually im-
plyed ia ^writing dust. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 2823
'Writing-frames for the blind. 1597 Extr. Aberdeen Reg.
(1848) II. 153 The "wreitting hous for the clerk of this

burght. 1598 Florio, Scrittoio, . . a counting house or
writing hou^e. 1825 Fosbkokk Encycl. Antig. 10S Monas-
teries had.. Museums, Scriptoria, or *writing-rooms. 1850
Thackeray Pendennh i, The adjoining writing-room.

1750 Heath Ace. Scilly 57 [A bay) where the Beach.. is

covered with an exceeding fine "Writing Sand. 1803
Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 174 Fine white writing-

sand. 1773 Boswell Let. to Johnson 2 Dec in Life, You
may. .have a little *writing-standish made of it. 1815 J.
Scott Vis. Paris 313 "Writing types,..a kind of letter..

much used in France.

Writing (rsHin), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -INO 2.]

That writes; engaged in, addicted to, writing.

159a Shaks. Rom. <V Jul. 1. ii. 44 What names the writing

person hath here writ. 1711 Shaftess. Ckarac. III. 246 A

WRITING-PAPER.
Rank superiour to the Writing Worthys. 17*8 Ramsay
General Mistake i3i To lie a wirrykow to writing fools.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxiv, Do you take any interest in

writing people? 1893 Athenxum 24 June 802/3 A great
mistake,.. to which one writing architect at least is liable.

Wri'ting-board. [Writing vbl. sb. 12 e +
Boabd sb.] A board on which to rest the paper
while writing.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 534 Wrytynge borde, phtteum. 1648
Hexham it, Een Schrijf-berdt, a Writing board. 1773 J.
Noorthocck Hist. London 619 The writing school.. con-
tains long writing boards.. to sit and write upon. 1833
Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 630 Underneath thts writing-
board is a space for papers.

Writing-book. [Writing vbl. sb. 12 d +
Book sb.~\

1. A blank book in which to write for purposes

of record, etc. ; a book containing or consisting of

writing-paper.

1580 Holi.vband Treas. Fr. Toh^, Cayer, a quier of any
written paper, when a whole writing booke is deuided into

equall partes. 1645 Papers rel. Scots Army (S.H.S.) 506

Payed for 3 wreattinge books, j£o 14. 6. 1701 Maryland
Laws v. (1723) 16 Substantial Writing Books, .for registring

such Proceedings in. 1848 Thackefay Van. Fair xxv,

Poor Briggs went and placed herself obediently at the writ-

ing-book. 1865 Enquire Within (ed. 27) 93 Buy coarse

white paper, . . ready to be made into writing-books.

2. An exercise book in which to practise penman-
ship or handwriting ; a copy-book.
161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. iv. (1627) 30 A little copie booke

fastened to the top of his writing booke. 1775 Ash. 1850

C'tess Ossoli Woman in igtk Cent. (1862) 333 Having the

youngest daughter set. .copies in the writing book. 1878

B. Haute Man on Beach 64 Guiding her hand over the

writing book.

Wri"ting-box. [Writing vbl. sb. 13 + Box
sb. 2] A small box for containing paper and

other writing requisites.

1474 Paston Lett. III. iro My wryghtyng box of syprese.

1757 R. Bentley tr. Henizner's Trav. 31 Two little silver

cabinets, -which she uses for writing boxes. 1779 Johnson
L. P., Pope (1868) 416 That his writing-box should be set

upon his bed before he rose. 1817 J. Evans Excurs. Wind-
sor, etc. 164 A writing-box ofsandal wood, inlaid with ivory.

1837 Lockhart Scott 1 1 . ii. 63 The . . business which must be

despatched before he had a right to close his writing-box.

Wri'ting-desk. [Writing vbl. sb. 12 e +
Desk sb.]

1. A desk used or designed for writing on ; such

a desk fitted with conveniences for holding writing

materials, papers, etc. Also transf.

i6n Florio, Scrittoio,.. a. writing deske. 1688 Holme
Armoury m. 370/2 He bearelh Argent, a Writing Desk,

proper. C1731 Savage Whs. (1775) II. 263 The advertise-

ment of the Lady's writing-desk. 18*9 Scott Wav. Gen.

Pref. r 1 1 The drawers of an old writing desk. 1840 Thack-

eray ShaMy-fenteel Story i, A number of.. bills, neatly

docketed in his writing desk.

attrib. 1891 C. Nisbet & D. Lemon (title), Everybody s

Writing-Desk Book.

2. A make of portable writing-case or box which

on being opened forms or provides a desk or

surface for writing on.

186a Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 6939, Despatch

boxes, writing desks, and dressing cases. 1865 Patents (1869)

370 Improvements in portfolios, writing desks, writing cases.

Wrrtinger. nonce-word. [f. Writing vbl. sb.

+ -ER !.] An expert in handwriting.

1868 Fuhmvall in Percy's Folio MS. I. p. xiii, The change

of the shape of thee .. may help some future and more learned

writinger to settle the date.

Wri'ting ink. Also writing-ink. [\\ riting

vbl.sk iab + lNK.si. 1 !.] A make of ink or writing-

fluid prepared or suitable for writing with the pen.

1548 Elyot, Atramentum scriptorium, writyng ynke.

1663 Bovi.E Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 11. 127, 1 have presently

made a Mixture, .to serve for Writing Ink. 1688 Patents

(1869) 2 A certaine powder ..doth imedtately turne the

same [water] into very good black writing ink. 1718 Cham-

efrs Cycl. (1738) s.v. Ink, Chinese Ink is.. not fluid, like

our writing Inks. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 478/2 A blue

writing ink has been lately introduced. 1887 D. A. Low
Machine Draw. (1892) 2 For inking in drawings the best

Indian ink should be used, and not common writing ink.

Comb. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Traiie 4'J
Writing-ink

Maker a manufacturer of fluid inks for writing with.

Wri'ting-master. [Writing vbl. sb. 13 +

Master sbj 10.]

1. A teacher of or instructor in writing, penman-

ship, or calligraphy. Also transf.

1582 Mulcaster Elcmentarie I. (1925) 62 The hole orto-

grafie, which concerneth the rijht writing of our tung, will

.. help the writing master. 1646 in Roberts Soc. Hist. Eng.

(1856)407 Given to the writing mr., 2S 6d. 1678 Danson
in Marvell Def. John Hoioe 126 With a Wnting.Masters

directing his Scholars hand. 1710 Swiet Jrnl. to Stella

12 Nov., That is a common caution that writing-masters

give their scholars. 1754 G. Bickham (titU), The English

Monarchical Writing. Master. A new county copy-book.

181a Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. vi. 182

'Patience is a virtue,
1 was my writing-masters favourite

copy. 186a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. Troub. 11. xi, In

the college school. There certainly was a writing-master.

2. The yellow-hammer, Emberiza citrinella.

1875 G. C. Davies Rambles xxxii. 231 Yellowhammers or

'writing masters', as the country lads sometimes call them,

from the scribblings on the egg shells.

Writing-paper. [Writing vbl. sb. 1 2 d +

Paper sb.]

1. A special make of paper, usu. with a smooth
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surface and sized, for writing upon ; now«/., note-

paper.
1548 Elvot, F.pistolaris charta, writyng paper. 1596

Edward ///, n. ii, Go, breake the thundring parchment
bottome out, ..I will vse it as my writing paper. 1600 J.
Lane Tom Tel-troth (1876) 113 If all the earth were writing

paper made. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2179/4 All sorts of Writ-
ing and Printing Paper. 1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 391 The film

was not thicker than common writing-paper. 1809 Malkim
Gil Bias vt. i. P 4 Writing paper such as a secretary of state

need not be ashamed of. 1879 CasselCs Teckn. Educ. III.

110/2 Strong and tough writing-papers for account-hooks.
attrih. 1827 Faraday Chun. Manip. i. 23 A blank writing

paper book,. with pen and ink.

2. A sheet of this. rare~\
ai777 in Evans Old Ball. I. 255 A writing-paper. .Upon

his head he had to wear, which did his treason show.

Wri*ting-pen. [Writing vbi. sb. 12 b + PEN
sb2 4.] A pen suitable or adapted for writing.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxxi. (Addit. MS.),
A wrytinge penne hatte Calamus scri/turalt's. 1535 Covkr-
dalk Judges v. 14 Out of Zabulon are there became gouer-
nours thorow the wrytinge penne {Luther Schreib/eder].

1656 Earl Monm. tr. Iioccalini, Pol. Touchstone 410 He
bore in his chief Standard. .a writing Pen. 1688 Holme
Armoury (Roxb.) m. xv. 20/1 The Pen Knife is that with
which we make the Pen, or writting Pen. 1831 Patents
(1869) 30 Certain improvements in the construction of writ-

ing pens. 1866 Ibid. 390 To utilize writing pens which are..

worn out.

Wri ting-school. [Whiting vbl. sb. 13 +
School sb. 1

1, 9.]

fl. A school in which wiiting or calligraphy is

taught. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 4^3/1 He goeth to the writyng scole. 1607
Extr. A herd. Reg, (1848) II. 294 A writting schoole..for
instructing of the youth in writing and arithmetik allanerlie.

1691 Athenian Mercury 30 May, Advert., Young Gentle,
men ..may be faithfully Taught by the Author,., at his

Writing-School. 1721 W. WsBSTEB Attempt (title-p.), The
Education of Youth, .especially with Regard to their Studies

at the Writing-School. 1773 [see Writing-board], 1780
Mirror No. 8r, Going along with a set of other girls, .to.,

a public writing-school.

2. At Oxford University : A room used or set apart

for written examinations.
1876 T. G. JACKSON New Exam. Schools Univ. Ox/. 3

The three Writing Schools, .occupy, .the first floor. Hid.,
The large crowded Writing Schools. Ibid. 6 For occa-
sional use as a Writing School . . I have arranged two of the
Viva Voce Schools.

So f Writing-schoolmaster. Obs.

1590 P. Bales {title), The Writing Schoolemaster : Con-
teining three Bookes in one;., teaching Swift, ., True. .,

Faire writing. 1631 J. Davies (Heref.) Lively Portraiture
(title-p.),The Writing Schoolemaster: The Anatomy of Faire
Writing.

Writing-table. [Writing vbl. sb. 12 e +
Table sb.]

fl. A small thin tablet, sheet, or plate of wood,
ivory, or other material for writing (esp. notes or

memoranda) upon; a writing-tablet; = Table sb.

2 b. Cf. Tablet sb. 1 c. Vsa.pl. Obs.
1526 Tindale Luke'x. 63Zacari . .axed for wrytynge tables

and wroote. 1589 Nashk PasquitCs Counter-C. A ij b, A
newe paire of Writing-tables with profitable Notes for that

quarter. 1625 K. LosGtr. Barclay's Argents I v. iii. 242 She
taketh up her Writing-Tables, in which she writeth these
lynes. 1696 in //art. Misc. (1744) I. 512 Writing-tables
Paper's Place supply'd. 1829 J. Murray Pract. Rem.
Mod. Paper 15 The use of lead as the material of the writ-

ing table.

t 2. = Escritoire. Obs.
171a Swift JrnL to Stella 30 Oct., Lady Orkney is mak-

ing me a writing-table. 17221 Lond. Gaz. No. 61 19/3 [He]
took with him a Writing Table, containing 15 Drawers.

3. A table used, suitable, or adapted for writing

on, having usu. drawers and other accessories or

conveniences.

1833 Louix>n Encycl. Archit. § 2096 A handsome writing-
table, with numerous drawers and divisions for containing
papers, money, &c. 186a- (see Knee-hole}. 1891 Kipling
Light that Palled (1900) 227 Torpenhow brought him the
money, .and carefully put it away in the writing-table.

attrib. 1893 Mary Cholmondeley Diana Tempest xi,

The little pile . . that you wound up, and put in your writing-
table drawer.

b. = Writing-board.
i*7S Knight Diet. Mech. 2823 The writing table lets down,

exposing a number of drawers, shelves, and pigeon-holes.

So Writing-tablet, — prec. 1.

i8«9 J. Murray Tract. Rem. Mod. Paper 17 There are
writing tablets of ivory, and of wax. 1831 Patents (1869)

31 A durable copy book or writing tablet. 1891 Smith's
DicLAntiq. II. 753 Ordinary Greek writing tablets.

f Writting, early f. Ritung (var. Reckling).
161 1 Cotcr., Coat, the vnderling, starueling, or writling of

a beast, Ibid., Grugeons. the smallest, or most writhen
fruit on a tree, writlings. Ibid. s.vv. Count, Regrouvi.

fWritrix. nonce-word, [f. Writer, after L.

fem. agent-nouns in ~trix.] A female writer; an
authoress.

177* Nugent Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 145 Why should it not
be said, she was not a common woman, but a geniusess, and
an elegant writrix ?

Written (rrt'n),/^/. a. Forms : 4-6 writeu

(5 Sc. -in, 5 ywriton), 4 wreten (5 -on, 6 -yn t

Sc. -in) ; 5 writtin, wryttin, -yn, 6- written (6

whxythyn), 7 writt'n. [pa. pple. of Write v.]

1. That is composed, recorded, preserved, or

mentioned in writing; committed to writing ; also,

VouX.
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that is in writing (as opposed to oral or printed)

;

manuscript.
In very frequent use from C1570.
a 1300, etc. [see 1 b]. 1485 in io//t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. V. 305 The above wryttin Perse Lynche, Mayor.
(7i5ii First Eng. Bk. Amer. Introd. <Arb.) p. xxxi, In the

lande of Armeneten..is whrythyn scruyce of the masses.

1565 Harding Answ. /relief Challenge 30 b, Thinges..
either declared by written scriptures, or taught by the holy

ghost. 1589 Hakluvt Voy. Ep, Ded. f 2 Printed or written

dUcoueriesand voyages. 1617-20 MoRVSOH Itin. (1903) 139
The written Relations of this tyme testifye that, .they man-
tayned. . 600th men at Armes. 1669 Holder Elem. Speech

9 Written Language, .is permanent. 1738CTESS Pomfret
in Ctess Hart/ord's Corr. (1S05) I. 24, I make the tour of

the world in GemelH's written one. 1782 [see Writer 3. cj

1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, He will consent to accept a written

apology. 1865 Patents {1&69) 365 Letters and other written

documents. 1899 Wardi.r Univ. Typewriter Man. 6 The
Hell gives the operator warning when the written line is

about to be completed.

Jig. 1605 Shaks. Mach. v. iii. 42 Can'st thou not. .Raze
out the written troubles of the Braine? a 1658 Lovelace
Poems (1904) 16S O sacred Peincture I. .Thou, .art a written
and a body'd mind. x8ox SouthEY Thalaba xn. vii, Hitter

penitence, That gives no respite night nor day from grief,

Toabidethe written hour. 1821 Shelley Hellas £09 Thou
wouldst ask that giant spirit The written fortunes of thy

house.
trans/. 1889 Sutherland Sign.Writing ii. 2/1 The con-

sideration of what a written sign ought to be. 1902 C. R.

Conder First Bible 62 To assign dates to the written monu-
ments on stone.

b. Of laws: Reduced to, established by, writing;

formulated in documents, codes, or printed works.

(Cf. Unwritten///, a. i b.)

a 1300 Cwsor M. 14843 We sari men, quat mai wee sai,

Ne knau we noght be writen lai. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron.

III. Prol. 2 Moysses.. Uroucbt to be lowis bar wxyttyn
lawys. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 146 Alle law*
posityf and alle lawe wreton condempne the vnto the deth.

1684 Sir G. Mackenzie Inst. Laio Scot. (1694) 4 Our
written Law comprehends, First, our Statutory Law [etc.].

1728 Chambers Cycl. (1738) s.v. Writing, We also say,

written law, lex scripta, in opposition to common law.

1853 [=ee Writable a. \\ 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 365
The question whether a written law comes relatively early

or late in the history of a nation.

2. a. That is inscribed or carved upon ; bearing

engraving or inscription.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 114 Grekis sayn that pechis

we may make Ywriton [L. scripla] growe. ^1793 Encycl.

Brit. XII. 433 Written Mountain, Mountain of Inscriptions,

..a supposed mountain.. in the wilderness of Sinai. 1794
W, Hutchinson Hist. Cumbld. I. 138 Written Rocks on
Gelt. 1861 Reade Cloister # //. Iv, Presently we did pass

a narrow lane, and. .espied a written stone.

b. Bearing, inscribed or covered with, writing.

1580 [see Writing-book i]. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. II.

vii. 64 A carrion death, Within whose emptie eye there is

a written scroule. 1656 T. Violet Proposals 19 A written

parchment, and a written sheet of paper annexed thereunto.

169a Athenian Merc. 24 Dec, A flat bundleof written

Papers. 1831 James Phil. Augustus II. ii, Treaties which in

all ages have been but written parchments. 1869 Patents 6

The written paper and the copying paper are laid on a board.

Jig. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. II. i. no Oh, lift Thine
eyes, that I may read his written soul I

f3. Written haml, cursive form of writing; a

form of running hand. Obs.

1531 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 45 A prymmer lymmed with

gold and with Imagery, wretyn hond. 158a T. Watson
Centurie 0/ Love\i.y. Ded., This worke. .being as yet but

in written hand. 16x7 Moryson /tin. I. £6 An old breviary

of written hand and much esteemed, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 37 Jan. 165S, He had.. skill to reade most written

hands. 1764 Foote Mayor v/ G. ii. i, We appoint him our

Secretary fur he can read written hand. 1849 Chambers's

Jrnl. 13 Oct. 239/1 Here, Theresa, see what it [sc a paper]

says: you can read written hand better than I;

4. Of letters, etc. : Traced or formed with the pen.

1582 Mulcaster Elrmenlarle (1925) 60 Som writen figure

or accent, c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 7 The sym-
bol, then, I cal the written letter. 1861 Palf.y sftschytus

(ed. 2), Persians 351 The vestiges of the written digamma.
1877 M <y (? 3* March 246 Origin of written characters.

1881 Lancet 36 Nov. 904/2 As he wrote each letter he named
one aloud, but the written and spoken letter never corre-

sponded with one another.

5. a. That has been written to. Also with to.

la quots. absol.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) I. 206, 1 command thee

to be pleased : If not for the writer's, or written's sake, for

thy word's sake. Ibid. II. 121 [The letter] was written, .on

one knee, kneeling with the other. Not from reverence to

the written to, however.

b. With advs. That has been written about,

down, out, or up.

1754 Richarhson Corr. (1804) II. 198 Your capital men.,
with their short written-down speeches. 1893 Harper's
Mag. Dec. 59/1 Not thet I'd b'lieve any written-out foolish-

ness. 1897 P. Warung Tale* Old Regime 140 Negligently.

written-up records 1897 Mary Kincsley W. A/rica 205
Using the native languages in his phonetically written-down
form. 1899 Daily News 22 June B/t The best written about
poet of modern times.

Writter (rinaj). [f. Writ sb. + -EB 1
.] One

who serves a writ or process.
1882 Punch 4 Nov. 215 '2 There was a regular army of

writters to meet me. 1887 Place Sabina Zembra xxxi,

The writters would be after him like a pack of wolves.

fWrive. v. Obs. In 5 wryve. [ad. MDu.
wrtven (Du. and Flem. wrijven; IfLG. and LG.
wriven, wrihn\ WFris. wriuwie, NFris. wriwe),

WRONG.
«= OHG. riban (MUG. rtben, G. reiben).] trans.

To rub.

1481 Caxton Reynard xYm.(Arh.) 116 They rubbed and
wry tied hym vnder his temples and eyen. [Hence 1894 F. T.

Ellis Reynard the Fox 328 They, .wryved bis eye.]

t Wrixle, v. Obs. Also wrixel, wryxle. [OE.

wrixlian, -a«to alter, change, exchange, etc, also

gcwrixlian, altered form of gewixlian, = OFris.

rcixlia, OS. wehsafon, OHG. wehsahn (G. ivech-

selri), etc.]

1. trans. To alter, change, confound.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9327 What whylenes, or wanspede,

wryxles our mynd? Ibid. 10328 Wodenes J.-e wrixlet, & pi

wit failet.

2. To exchange.
6-1400 Destr. Troy 3120 pat hade lalsnre . .bere likyng to

say, And wrixle bere wit & bere wille shewe.

t Wrixlinef, vbl. sb. Obs.-'1 [OE. wrixlung
' mutuum ', f, wrixlian : see prec] The action of

changing, or the fact of being changed.
aiz^oLo/song in O. E. Hon/. I. 207 Ich bide be..bi his

clo3es wrixlunge, Nu red nu hwit, him on hokerunge.

Wrizzled (rrz'ld), a, "Sow dial. Also wrizled

(7 wristled, 8 wrisled). [? var. of WniTHLBD a.]

Marked with creases, wrinkles, or corrugations

;

wrinkled, shrivelled.

The reading wrizled in Shaks. 1 Hen. VI,\\. iii. 23 (where
the authoritative texts have turith/eti)is due to Hanmer, 1744.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 47 Her wrizled skin as rough,
as maple rii.d, So scabby was, that [etc.], c 1656 Sir H.
Cuoi.MLKY Mem. (1870) 32 A wristled [ringer] nail, as if it

had been crushed. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 45 They look

as awkward and wrisled as an old Company of Spaniards.

1708 Gay IVine 9 Youthful fires,,_paint with ruddy hue His
wrizzled Visage. 1777 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., A wrizled

apple, a wrizled old woman. 1873-1898 in Somerset and
n. Yurks. glossaries.

Wro. Now north, dial. Forms : a. north, and

Sc. 3-6 wra, 5 wraa, 5, 9 wray (9 ray), 9 wrae
(rae\ wraie. £. 4-5 wro, 5 row©, [a. OX.
*wrd

%
later rd, r$ nook, cabin (whence MSw. vraa

t

via, Sw. vrh, Da. vraa, Norw. raa, ro).~\

1. A nook or corner; a retired or sheltered spot.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 18155 paa waful wras sa dedli dim,
All lighted be lem bat come wit him. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xliii. {Cecilia) 495, L.giffis bot a lytil wra, a vyd merkat

) are-for I ta. a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 4190 Quare J»re wees in

a wraa welk baim allane. 1513 Douglas Atneidw. ProL 158

Sum blind Ciclopes of thi laithlie wra. 1640 De Quikccv
ll'ks. (rSSo) II. 365 The Dalesman.. selects a sheltered spot

(a -.cray, for instance), which pr tects him from the wind
altogether. 1891 in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Rny sb. 3

p. a 1300 Have/ok 68 He made hem lurken, nnd crepen in

wros. c 1395 Plowman's Tale t. 81 As I wandred in a wro,

In a wode besyde a wall, a 1400 Stac. Rome iSi A Intel

be-hynde..per stont a Chapel in a wro. c 1425 'Thomas 0/
Erceld. (1875) 43 Nere fat wro is a well.

trans/. 13.. E. E. A/lit. P. A. 866 In appocalyppce Is

wryten in wro, I seghe, says lohan, be louml)e.

2. Sc. An enclosure or shelter for cattle. ? Obs.

1808 Jamiesoh s.v. Roe.

Wroath, obs. var. Rlth sb. 1 4 b.

1596 Shaks. Merck, V.M. ix. 78 He keepemy oath, Patiently

to bear my wroath.

tWrob, v. Obs.—1 In 5 wrobbe, wrabbe.
[Of obscure origin.] intr. To speak of a matter;

to give information.

C1425 Thomas 0/Erceld (1875) »/t Ifj solde sytt to domes-
daye, With my tonge to wrobbe {;:r, wrabbe] and wrye,

Certanely bat lady gaye, Neuer bese scho askryede for mee.

fWrO'bber. Obsr1 [f. prec] An informer.

c 1300 H.tveiok 39 Wreieres and wr^bberes made he falle.

Wroohe, etc., obs. forms of Wretch sb.
y

etc.

Wrocht^in, Wrocte, Wroght(e, etc.: see

Work v. Wrog, southern ME. var. Frog 1
.

Wroght, obs. var. Wroth a. Wrohte, var.

Wrought sb. Obs. Wrote, obs. var. Wray v.1

"Wroith, obs. Sc f. WBOtH a.

t Wrote, sb. Sc. Obs. rare. Also wroik.

[a. MLG. wrok,wruk (LG., Du. wrok) enmity,

hatred, spite.] Active ill-will or hatred; spite,

malice.
a 1500 Bernard, dc cvra rei/am. (E.E.T.S.) 23 All bar

wroke sail ende wyght bam selwne. 1513 Douglas /Eueid

v. xi. 11 Juno.., Not satyfyit of hir auldfury nor wroik.

Wroke, wroken, etc. : see Wreak v.

Wrong, J*.1 Now dial. Also 2 wranga,

3-4 wrange, 3-5, 6 Sc. wrong, 6 Sc. wraing,

wrayng; 4-5* wronge. [a. ON. *wr$ng, r$ng

Cgen. rangar\ rib of a ship (Norw. rong, raang,

vrong, vraang, Sw. dial. vrattg),i.
%wrangr curved,

bent: see Whono a. Hence also MLG.MA
I)n. wrang, K. varengue (14th c), varangut, Sp.

varenga, floor-timber of a ship.

f 1. A rib of a ship or other vessel ; ftUO, a floor-

timber of a ship. (Cf. Ring sb. 4. Obs.

(The sense of the OE. instances is not dear.)

<:iooo Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 201 Cauemamen, wrong.

c 1 100 /bid. 182 Nomina nautum, et instrumenta earutn : .

.

cauemamen, wranga. _
1295 Ace. Exchea. K. R. 5 8 m. 3, Et xv.d. m .1 Wrange

empt . . . Et .vj. yd. in .v. Wranges emptU. 1*96 /bid. 5/20

m. 1 dorso, In.lx. arboribusemptis de Priorede Tynemue..

ad Wrangas facitndas in Galea, xxv.j. 1336 /** 19/31

m. 6 In xl. lignisemptisin grosso pro Wronge* fao«ndlK,xrA

135a Excheq. Ace. Q. R. =0/27 (P.R.O.), Pro fotynges et



WBONG.
wrongs inde confectis in nave predicta. 1407 Ace. Exckeq.
K~. R. 44/11 (i)m. 6 Inxxiiij. Wronges. .infra paruam batel-
lam expenditis. c 1435 Ibid. 53/3 m. 9 Pro lx pedis maeremii
. . pro Wrangys . . dicte balingere Regis inde faciendis. 1513
DouGi.As^£'»fiV/v.xii.i64 Thai., gan to forge newliewrayngis
and airis. Ibid. ix. ii. 98 Vpblesis ourloft, hechis, wrangis,
and how.

2. A large crooked branch or bough of a tree, esp.

one cut off and lopped for timber. Latterly dial.

1764 Ann. Reg., Chron. 88 An oak. .which, .contained 13
loads 35 feet of timber, 5 loads of wrongs (pieces not less

than six inches girt) [etc.]. 1787 W. H. Marshall Norfolk
II. 392 Wrongs, crooked arms, .of trees. J823 E. Moore
Suffolk Words 498 The wrongs of oaks.. are as valuable
nearly as the body or right up timber, a 1825 Forbv Voc.
E. Anglia, Wrong, a crooked bough.

3. attrib. (in sense 1), as f wrong-nail, f -rope
;

t wrong-head, = Rung-head (cf. wmng-head).
1296 Ace. Exckeq. K. R. 5/20 m. 3 dorso, M. C. clauis

s[c]ilicet Wrangnayl emptis, lij.rf. C1340 in Nicolas Hist.
Navy (1847) II- 477 [Two rupes called] wrangropes, ij^.

135a Ace. Exckeq. K. R. iqiyj (P.R.O.), Pro mmccc. wrong-
naill' emptis pro reparatione Davis, 1356 in Pipe Roll 33
Edzv.Iff,m. 33/1, ij. wrangeropes. . et .xxj. basteropes. 1633
Admiralty Crt. Exam.30, 6 Nov. CMS.), She was sheathed
from her bende to the wrong head.

Wrong (r^rj), sb.% Forms: a. 1-5, Sc. and
north, dial. 6- wrang (4 vrang, 9 north, dial.

wrank), 4-5, Sc. 6 wrange. $, 3- wrong (5
worng), 4-6 wronge (5 wronke, 6 wTongue, 7
ronge), 5 wrunge. [Substantival use ofWrong a]

I. 1. That which is morally unjust, unfair,

amiss, or improper ; the opposite of right or

justice ; the negation of equity, goodness, or recti-

t«de. (Freq. contrasted with right.)

tiioo WulJstatCs Horn. xlii. 203 pa unrihtdeman, 3e..
wendab wrang to rihte and ribt to wrange. c 1200 Tritt.

Coll. Horn. 193 Talewise men he. .maken wrong to rihte, and
riht to wronge. a 1150 Owl \ Night. 877 If riht gob forb
& a back wrong. 1303 R. Brunne HandI. Synne ^-fix For
wrong ne lefte lie nyjt ne day. 1375 Barbour Bruce I. 177
Degiadyt syne wes he Off honour . . Quhethir it wes throuch
wrang or rycht, God wat it. £1430 Ckev. Assigne 245, I

wolle..f)3te for be qwene with whome bat wronge seythe.
c 1480 Henkyson Wolf ff Lamb 79 Qubar wrang and reif

suld dwell in propertie. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 65 They put no difference betuix wrang and
right. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 1 For to maister wrong
and puissant pride. 1606 Shaks. TV. fy Cr. 1. iii. 116 Right
and wrong, ( Betweene whose endlesse iarre, Iustice recides).

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 662 One,, .eminent In wise deport,
spake much of Right and Wrong. 1737 [see Right sb. 1

3].

1781 Cowpkr Conmrsat. 149 Without the means of know-
ing right from wrong. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 72
The abandonment of all principle of right enables the soul
to choose and act upon a principle of wrong. 1878 Brown-
ing La Saisiaz 35 Why are right and wrong at strife?

t
Personif. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 61 A wiht bat wrong is

i-hote, Fader of Falsness. c 1460 Wisdom 728 in Macro
Plays 59 Let se fyrst, Wronge & Sleyght ! Dobullnes &
Falsnes, schew yowur myght ! 1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 166
But Wrong a mightie monster is. a 1586 Sidney Sottn. Wks.
1922 II. 321 For Love is dead: Sir wrong his tombe or-
daineth. 1847 Mangan Poems (1903) 84 It foretold fair

Freedom's triumph, and the doom of Wrong.

t b. The fact or position of being in the wrong
(cf. 8 a). Chiefly in the phr. to have wrong {cf.

Fr. avoir tort). Obs.
a 1300 in Map's Poems (Camden) 335 Ic seyje, gas[t], thou?

hast wrong . . Al be wyt on me to leye. c 1369 Chaucer
Dethe Blaunche 1282 Whan I had wrong and she ryght
She woide..For-yeve me. 1410-3 Lydg. Thebes 11. 1811
But he hadde wronge, Wliich thoght . . the aeer was wonder
longe Of his Exil. 1484 Cajcton Fables ofA Ifonse xii, I .

.

thanke yow gretely. For ryght ye haue and I grete wronge,
1587 Golding De Mornay xv. (1592) 241 But let Aristotle
alone (for he hath wrong). 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 121 Sche wit be in wrang to her housband,
gif that he knaweng, sche offend. 1604 T. Wright Passions
(1620) 117 Whether you have right or wrong, I knowe you
must have the last word.

o. Deviation from fact, accuracy, or correct
standard ; incorrectness, error.

e 1620 A. HuME-ffWr". Tongue 2 To command, .the schooles
to teach the future age right and wrang. 1796 Burke
Regie. Peace ii. (1892) 126 Whether, .there was some mix-
ture of right and wrong in their reasoning.

2. Unjust action or conduct; evil or damage in-

flicted or received ; unfair or inequitable treatment
of another or others; injustice, unfairness.
a. 12., [see PI C1460 Towneley Myst. xxv. 279 Ihesus.

I wyrk no wrang, that shall thou wytt, £1470 Hhnry
Wallace vi. 224 It slakis ire off wrang thai suld radres.
c 1520 M. Nisbet N. Test. (S.T.S.) II. 71 Christ heir, in
repreifing wrange, did nocht resist it with wyolence. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 71 Wickit men delytis ay in to

wrang. 01598 Fergusson Sc. Prov. (S.T.S.) 108 Wrang
hes nea warrand. 17.. Ramsay Address to Toivn Council
i, I've suffer'd muckle wrang.

j3. a 1200 Moral Ode 168 (Lamb. MS.), Ne seal him [sc.

God] namonmeneberofstrengbene of wronge [EgertonMS.
wrange]. c 1300 Havelok j2 To wronge micht him no man
bringe, Ne for siluer, ne for gold, c 1310 in Wright Lyric
P. xxv. 68 Ihesu, for love thou tboledest wrong. 136a
Langl. P. Pi. A. 1. 117 Alle bat wrong worchen, wende pei

schulen After heore deb-day [etc.]. a 1425 Cursor M. 15922
(Trin.), 5ebere me wrong on honde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 534
Wronge, a-^en trutheand ryghtewysnesse, . .injuria, a 1500
Gest Robin Hood xciv. in Child Ball. III. 61 The hye
iustyce and many mo Had take in to theyr honde Holy all

the knyghtes det, To put that knyght to wronge. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 301 The false accusacyon &
testimonyes of ye iewes was so euydent & playne wronge.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 18 Ne ought be car'd, whom he
endamaged By tortious wrong. 1611 Bible Job xix. 7 Be*
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hold, I cry out of wrong [marg. or, violence], but I am not
heard. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Which mention.. I haue
willingly made of his Name, . . with much wrong to his other
vertues. 1671 Milton Samson 76 Expos'd To daily fraud,
contempt, abuse and wrong. 1749 Melmoth Fitzosb. Lett.
Ixxii, Ye plaintive crew, that suffer wrong. 1793 R. Gray
Poems 126 He doth conceive, .of high affront And mighty
wrong committed. 1846 Mrs. A. Marsh Father Darcy II.

vii. 131 One who never sees wrong, without the noble
resolution to revenge it. 1874 J. Sully Sensation $ Intui-
tion 154 A man who never knows the deep anguish of con-
scious wrong until [etc).

b. Law. Violation, transgression, or infringe-

ment of law; invasion of right to the damage or

prejudice of another or others : injury, harm,
mischief. In early use Sc.

12.. [see Thwert-nay]. 1318 in Acts Parlt. Scott. I.

(1844) 471/1 Torth & noun raysoun quod dicitur wrang &
unlaw. a 1400 Ibid. 647/r Quoniam attachianienta sunt
principia et origo placitorum de wrang et unlaw. 1538
Starkey England 1. iv. 117 So justyce ys oppressyd. .and
wrong takyth place. 1609 Skene Reg. Ma/., etc. 1. 95 b,

Vnjustlie, and against the law, with wouch, wrang, and vn-
law. 1670 Blount Law Diet., Tort-feasor, a Doer of
wrong, a Trespasser. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ix. 45 The
ancient Irish Law of Civil Wrong.

c. To do (. . .) wrong, to act unjustly or unfairly

{to a person or thing, or with dative).
£1220 Bestiary 798 Bimene we us, we hauen don wrong.

ci-zzpGen. fy Ex. 2683 He..bro}te vn-warnede on hem fist;

He hadden don egipte wrong, a 1300 Cursor M. 29084
Man dos to fasting mikel wrang. C1330 Spec. Gy Warzu.
222 If man wole chese to don wrong. 1372 in Relig. Lyrics
14th C. (1924) 71 pe child bouthte sche dide him wrong.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 126/2 Do wronge a-^ene resone (P.
ayeDSt reason or lawe), injurior, prejudico. 1481 Caxton
Reynard xxviii. (Arb.) 71 The lawe and right doth noman
wrong. 1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 28 That he whiche hath
done wrong, be compelled to make restitution. 1573'1'ussER
Husb. (1S73J 87 Place doong heape a low. .Where water all

winter time did it such wrong. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii.

440, I feare you haue done your selfe some wrong. 1649M 1 lton Eikon. 102 As the King of England can doe no wrong,
so neither can he doe right but. .by his Courts. 1737 Pope
Hon, Ep. 11. ii. 12 To say too much, might do my honour
wrong. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, xiii, By which she has done
me great wrong. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lii. ii, Thou
canst not move me from thy side, Nor human frailty do me
wrong.

f d. To have (. . .) wrong, to suffer injustice,

prejudice, or harm ; to receive injury. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. § Ex. 3077 'Hul haue 3e wrong,' quad

pharaon, '5u wapmen giue Ic leue to gon . 1303
R. Brunne Haniti. Synne 9582 Quyte be weyl oute of
borghgang, pat bou ne haue for hyt no wrang. c 1410
Lantern of Light 45 Glotenye .. drowneb be wittis of
be peple, til pat bei be vnresonable & kunnen not knowe
whanne bei han wrong, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 1. 5 pogh
bay haue moche wrong, bay may not gete amendes. 1509
Coventry Leet Bk. 626 He had grete wrong in certeyn ffyldes
..by the comens of Coueutre. 1560 Daus tr. Sieidanes
Comm. 10 Suche as thinke they haue wronge at his hande.
1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 12 In their opinion he had wrong to
be so charged. [1821 Scott Kenihv. v, He thinks he hath
wrong, and is not the mean hind that will sit down with it.

1828 — F. M. Perth x, I own you have had some wrong.]

3. In various prepositional phrases : f a. With
or mid (. . .) wrong, wrongly, wrongfully, unjustly.

(Cf. 4.) Obs. [Cf, ON. med rgngu wrongly.]
1 124 O. E.Ckron.an. 1124, [They] saeidon bet seking heold

his brofier Rotbert mid wrange on heftnunge. a 1200 Moral
CV<209(Lamb. MS.),pabeleddenhorelifmidunrihtandmid
wrange. ^1290 Beket&^g inS. Eng. Leg. I. 130 Mebinchez
with gret wrong be chalangez be king. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) no Steuen. .suore, pat .. pe kyng, no non
of his, suld chalange pat of fe, With wrong no with right.
c 1400 Brut 257 pe Kyngus person bare. .be blame, wib
wrong. 1481 Caxton Reynard xlii. (Arb.) 115 Suche false
extorcionners .. oppresse the poure peple wyth grete
wronge. a 1500 Gest Robin Hood cclxviii. in Child Bait.
III. 69 There I holpe a pore yeman, With wronge was put
behynde. 1598 Vong Diana 27 Rather then blame discredit
me, . . Let me with wrong forgotten be.

b. In or by wrong. (Cf. 4 b.)
a 1400 Sir Degrev. 542 That y shalle faythly fyeght, Both

in worng and in ryght. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.
v. 18 For mekenesse obteyneth more.. than violence, .can
purchase or obtayne by right or wronge. 1590 Spenser
E.Q. 11. iv. 42 His am I Atin, his in wrong and right.
Ibid. vii. 30 None could weene Them to efforce by violence
or wrong. t6n Bible Jer. xxii. 13 Woe vnto him that
buildeth..his chambers by wrong. 1855 Tennyson The
Letters n Then we met in wrath and wrong.

+ 4. Claim, possession, or seizure that is unjustifi-

able or unwarranted on legal or moral grounds.
Esp. in phr. with or f mid (. . .) wrong. Obs.
C1205 Lay. 27300 For heoal mid wronge wilneden of ure

londe. c 1300 Havelok 2806 pat be swike Haues it [sc. the
kingdom] halden_ with mikel wronge. a 132s MS. Raivl.
B.520 fol. 56 b, 5if be_Eir mid wronge vsurped be seisine
of Eldere f>oru deseisine. X375 Barbour Bruce 1. 209 And
gyff that ony man thaim by Had ony thing that wes
worthy, .. With rycht or wrang it have wald thai, c 1410
Lantern ofLight 45 Couetise of hem bat purchasen wib
wrong her nei^boris ground & her catel. c 1450 Godstmu
Reg. ii. 540 That., none other for hym or in his right, myght
neuer clayme .

.
ony thyng of right, or of clayme, or of

wronge, in the forsaid acre of lond. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i.

iv. 12 Proud Lucifera..dtd vsurpe with wrong and tyrannic
Vpon the scepter.

b. In the phr. by, in, + 0, or fof(. . .) wrong.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28795 Vr lauerd. .receues. .nan Almus

pat o [v.r. of] wrang es tan. 1528 in Star Chamber Cases
(Selden) II. 23 [He] hathe of his owne auctoryte and wronge
enteryd into the premissis. 1548 Elyot, lure uel iniuria,
by right or wronge. 1588 Kyd Househ. Philos. Wks. (1901)

WRONG.
278 Riches, either miserably gotten or encreased by wrong.
J594 — Cornelia v. 439 Must I Hue to see great Pompeys
houscVsurpt in wrong by lawlesse Anthony? 1628 Coke
On Lilt. 181 Therefore no relation of an estate by wrong
can helpe him. 1729 Jacob Laxu Diet. s.v. Right, An Es-
tate gain'd by Wrong. 1818 Chuise Digest (ed. 2) V. 141
The defendants had done nothing to vest the freehold in
them, either by right or by wrong.

5. With possessive pron. or genitive: i*a. In-
justice, harm, or evil inflicted upon another or
others; wrong-doing. Obs.
c 1275 Duty of Christians 59 in O. E. Misc. 143 We

schule to criste grede. And bidde mylce of vre wrong.
13°3 K- Brunne Handl. Synne 6430 Now we be execu-
tore haue mysseyd, And of hys wrong he hab vpbreyd. 13.

.

E. E. A Hit. P. B. 76 More to wyte is her wrange, ben any
wylle gentyl. 14.. in Acts Parlt. Scot. I. (1844)352/2 Of
a man grantand his awne wrang. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
xii!. 84 Gramerci, Lord, that list eek mortifie My wronge.
15*3 Douglas sEneid 1. i. 63 Sen Pallas mocht on Grekis
tak sic wraik. .for Aiax Oilus wrang? c 1600 Shaks. Sonn.
xi, Loue knowes it is a greater griefe To beare loues wrong,
then hates knowne iniury. 1631-2 Star Chamb. Cases
(Camden) 168 He shall therefore pay 5oo11 ..and make
recognition of his fault and wrong. 1642 J. M[arsh] Argt.
cone. Militia 17 It is against the rule of Law, that any man
should take advantage of his owne wrong.

b. Injury, hurt, harm, or prejudice received or
sustained by a person or persons. Also in phr. to

or f in one's {own) wrong.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 15 Ofte baf I wayted wyschande

bat wele, pat wont was whyle deuoyde my wrange. 1399
Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 13 Whom all be londe loued,..
And ros with lu'in rapely to ri3tyn his wronge. 0:1400-50
Wars Alex. 2812 As me is wa for bi wo3e, & bi wrange
bathe. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane y

s Comm. 57 b, It is not law-
full for anye Christian to reuenge his owne wronge. 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. viii. n What meane ye thus vnwise Vpon
your selues anothers wrong to wreake ? 1612 Drayton
PolV'Olb. 11. 229 That she, to her own wrong, and every
other's grief, Would needs be telling things exceeding all

belief.
g
1656 H. Phillips Purch. Patt. (1676) 93 He will

rebate in his own wrong. 1660 Waller To King on his
Return 62 Annies and fleets.. redressed his wrong, a 1740
Spotswood in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Anter. Col. Ch. I. 204
Be cautious how you dispose of the profits of your parish

;

least you pay it in your own wrong, a 1768 Secker Sernt.

(1770) II. 364 The Abilities of the Man, that uses them to his

Neighbour's Wrong. 1822 Shelley Dirge 8 Wail, for the
world's wrong I

— Calderon's Mag. Prodig. 11. 139 My
words.. shook Heaven, Proclaiming vengeance, public as
my wrong.

fig- 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Storm iii, There it stands
knocking, to thy musicks wrong, And drowns the song.

6. Physical hurt or harm caused to or sustained

by some thing or person ; treatment causing mate-

rial injury or damage. (Cf. II.) Now rare*

138a Wyclif Acts xxvii. 10 With wrong and harm.. of

charge and schipp .. bygynneth seiling for to be. 1398
Tkevisa Bank. De P. R. v. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.), For be more
ese withstanding and putting of wronge and of hurting [of

the marrow], c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. x. 12 In wanyng of

Phebes be they toflonge, So «iay hit meest auayle and do
leest wronge. 1573 Tussek Husb. (1878) 32 Light ladder

and long doth tree least wrong. 1577 B. Googb Heresbach's
Husb. 39 Flaxcthe more wrong it suffereth, the better

doth it prooue. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 5 There before

them stood a Coffer strong,.. But seeming to have suffred

mickle wrong. 1602 Chettle Hoffman iv. (1631) H 2 b,

A powder.. Being set on fire to suffocate each sence Without
the sight of wound, or shew of wrong, c x66o in Verney
Mem. (1907) II. 262 Small forts.. to defend the merchants
and their goods from wrong. 1726 Pope Odyss. xxi. 429
Lest time or worms had done the weapon [sc. a bow] wrong.

1873 A. G. Murdoch Lilts 44 Dinna dae the door-boards

wrang, An absent tenant canna see ye.

7. The wrong, that which is wrong ; the opposite

of justice or equity ; absence of right or fairness
;

unjust or wrongful action.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17458 pof it neuer haf lasted sua Jang,
A-wai to wrenk he dos be wrang. c 1330 Spec. Gyde Warw.
749 Here rje muwen se pe wrong. 1388 Wyclie Acts vii. 24

Moises. .dide veniaunce for hym that suffride the wronge.

1411 26 Pol. Poems 44 My swerd..Shal shede be ri^t fro

be wrong. 1513 Douglas AEneid vi. xiv. 25 Brutus.. can

revenge the wrang in his cuntre. 1556 Lauder Tractate

i3iAnd3our fals glosiug of the wrang, Sail nocht mak 3ow
to rax heir lang. 1671 Milton Samson 1030 Capacity

not rais'd to apprehend Or value what is best In choice,

but oftest to affect the wrong. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, iv, If

the Scottish have not had the right upon their side, they
have, .defended the wrong with the efforts of brave men.

1861 Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2) Supplices 337 note, If the

wrong has been wholly on one side.

8. The fact or position of acting unjustly or

indefensibly ; the state of being wrong in respect of

attitude, procedure, or belief. (Cf. 1 b.) f a. In

the phr. to have the wrong. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6029, 1 haue be wrang, And al b's wrak

on me es lang. c 1330 Amis <$• A mil. 908 The steward was
so strong, And haddethe right and he [-Amis] the wrong.

13.. Seuyn Sages (W.) 2900 Than sal thou thiseluen se Wha
haue the wrang, the wife or he. c 1430, 1828 [see Right
sb. 6 bl

b. In the phr. to be or put in the wrong.
a 1400 Chron. R.Glouc. (Rolls) II. 795 pou wolt. .bi soule

to helle bringe, Vor bou ert in be wronke [v.r. wronge].

1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvii. 390 Ye knowe ye were
in the wronge. 1513 West in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I- 74
Your Grace was in the right and he in the wronge. 1561 'I'.

Hoby tr. Castiglione >

s Courtier 11. (1900) 186 Thinking
that he himselfe had bine in the wronge. 1603 Shaks.
Meas.for M. v. i. 86 You are i' the wrong To speake before
your time. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. $ Com. Wks.
1720 III. 91, I am in the wrong, I own it. 1795 Hutton
Hist. Birmingham (ed. 3) 223 The authors I have seen are
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all in the wrong. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 266
He had now put himself in the wrong. 1859 H. Kingsley
G. Hamlynxx, I quarrelled with her last night. I was quite

in the wrong. 1895 Coruh. Mag. Oct. 380 It puts Lord
Tennyson so brutally in the wrong.

+ 0. To give the wrong to, to regard as being in

the wrong. Obs."1

1471 Caxton Recuyelt (Sommer) 558 They shall gyue the

wronge and blame to the Troians, And to vs the loose.

LT. 9. A wrongful, unjust, or unfair action; a

violation or infringement of one's rights; an injury

received or indicted ; a mischief, a. With any, no,

that, this, etc.

1067-77 dgs. Laws (Liebermann) I. 486/1 Ic nelle gebolian,

bajt a^nig man eow aeni^ wrang beode. c 1290 Bckct 230 in

S. Eng. Leg. I. 113 par-of nolde he bolien no wrong, c 1330
Arth. $ Meet. 1363 (Kolbing), }if y may atake bis wrong,
He worb to drawe & to hong, c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
in. :oo8 per-with mene I fynally be peyne.. Fully to slen

and euery wrong redresse. c 1470 Golagros fy Gaw. 90 That
sege wald sit with none wrang, Of berne that wcs borne.

1481 Caxton Reynard xx. (Arb.j 19 That he myght auenge
this ouer grete wronge. 150a Atkynson tr. De Imitatione
in. li. (1893) 2^9 If any wronge be layde vnto hym. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia n.xxii.She resolved tospende all her yeares

..in bewayling the wrong, and yet praying for the wrong,
dooer. 161 1 Bible Ecclus. x. 6 Beare not hatred to thy
neighbour for euery wrong. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 300
Thou thyself with scornc.wouldst resent theoffer'd wrong.

1715 Pope Iliad 11. 300 Durst he, as he ought, resent that

wrong, This mighty tyrant were no tyrant long. 1781

Cowper Conversat. 25 All shall give account of ev'ry wrong,
Who dare dishonour or defile the tongue 1 1795-6 [see

Wrong-doer i]. 1859 Tennyson Geraint fy Enid 36 That
each had suffer'd some exceeding wrong. 1862 Shirley (J.

Skelton) Mugs Crit. x. 444 The wrong indeed was redressed,

as far as redress was possible.

b. With a and pi.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 6447 Quar thoru in right bai suld be
gett, In smale wranges pat \>zx war. 1:1340 Hampole Pr.
Come. 5541 Alle bas bat has tholed here Falshedes_ and
wrangs. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11616 God, bat.. wrangisin his

wrathe writhis to ground. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xc. 70
guhen thow art aid, and ma na wrangis wyrke. 1596
ALRYMPLEtr. -£«//>'* Hist. Scot. II. 302Quhawar woundet

or had gottin vtheris wrangis. 1786 Burns Author s Cry

-V Prayer xii, Then echo thro' Saint Stephen's wa's Auld
Scotland's wrangs. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxvii, We are
for righting our ain wrang*.
p. 1303 R. Bkunne Hand/. Synne 11154 God.. late hem

neuer here soules lese For no wronges bat bey chese ! 1362

Lancl. P. PL A. xi. 19 As clobers..pat Conterfeteb dis-

seites and Conspiret wronges. 1422- [see Redress v. 1 ii].

c 1450 Myrr, our Ladye 11. 145 My sowlle suffereth pa-

cyently wronges and contraryous thinges. a 1547 Surrey
Aineid 11. 867 L

May sucli a wrong passe from a father's

mouth? x6ia, etc. [see Redresseh]. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 740 Trees bent their Heads to hear him sing his

Wrongs. 1794-6 Coleridge Kelig. Musings 306 The innu-

merable multitude of wrongs By man on man inflicted. 181

1

W. R. Spencer Poems 11 Thy wrongs his guilty soul shall

sting. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 4. 191 A wrong of

brother against brother was also a wrong against the general

body of the gild.

c. Law. An invasion of right, to the damage,
harm, or prejudice of another or others ; a violation

of law or statute ; a tort or trespass.

1386 Rolls of ParIt. III. 225/1 The folk of the Mercerye
of London [compleynen]. .of many wronges subtiles, and
also open oppressions, c 1400 Brut 1. 265 He was at be

parlement at Wynchestre forto baue amendede be wronges
and trespasses bat were done amongus be peple. 14.. in

Acts Parlt. Scot I. I. (1844) 337/2 pt quhilk wrang was
amuffyt betuen bairn in be lande. 1518 in Leadam Star
Chamber Cases (Selden) II. 128 They came to make their

humble peticion .. and sewed their grevys and wronges
afforseid. 1588 Jas. VI in yd Ref. Hist. MSS

%
Comm.

419/2 A puir man that dar nocht seik redres of this wrang
be the ordinar course of iustice. 1617 — in Halliwell Lett.

Kings Enfr, (1846) II. 143 Every wrong must be judged by
the first violent and wrongous ground whereupon it pro-

ceeds. 1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 259 The parties.,

endeavouring such breaches of Priviledge, should not take

advantage .. of their own wrongs or tortious doings, 1768
BlackstoneCVww. III. aWrongsatedivisible intotwo sorts

or species; private wrongs, and public wrongs. 1770 Cases
temp. Hardwicke 35 The declarations must fall likewise as

grafted on a wrong. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 498
Where there is reparation due on account ofwrongs suffered

through gross carelessness. 1888 Pollock in Encycl. Brit.

XXIII. 454 Civil wrongs. .for which there is a remedy by
action in courts of common law jurisdiction. Ibid. 454/2 An
actionable wrong.

d. In the phr. to do the (. . .) wrong {to or unto

a person, or with dative).

c 1330 Spec. Gy de Wmrw* 602 penk . . Off be wrong and be
vilte, pat men to Iesu Crist dede. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

vi. {Thomas) 666 [>e wrange bat to myn god is done, a 1400

Pauline Ep. (Powell) 2 Cor. vii. 12 Not for hym bat has don
be wrong, nor for hym bat is suffryd. 1556 T. Heywooo
Spider Sf Fly 4 The wrong that I have done the flies here

among. 1585 T. Washington^-. Nichotay's Voy.u vii, The
great wrong & iniurie that was done vnto him. 1643

Caryl Expos. Job I. 663 Only the creditor can remit the

debt, and he the offence to whom we have done the wrong.

1671 Acts Privy Council Scotl. III. 345 She was the person

who did the wrong. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ix, The Earl

deeply resented the wrong done to himself. 1883 D. C.

Murray Hearts xxviii, In spite of the wrong he had done

and the wrong he meant to do him.

e. Similarly with a, any, etc., or pi.

1382 Wyclif Matt. xx. 13 Frend, I do thee no wronge

[1388 noon wrong], c 1386 Chaucer Melib. F 845 That ye

causelees . . ban doon grete Injuries and wronges to me.

c\A,oo Rule St. Beret (Prose) vii. 13 Yef man dos yu am
wrang. 1479 Paston Lett. III. 267 Th' enjuryes and

wrongys done., to John Paston. 1560 Bible (Genev.) 2

Mace. iii. 12 That it were altogether vnpossible to do this

wrong to them. 159X Shaks. Two Gent. 11. vii. 80 As thou
lou'st me, do him not that wrong. 1638 R. Baker tr. Bal-
zac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 28, I do not think I shall do you any
wrong to send you a better companion. 1676 in 12th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 30 The wrongs Lord Marshall
doth him, and all the younger children. 1813 Nat. Intelli-

gencer (Washington, D.C.) 29 July 1 3 The wrongs done us
by the British government. 1855 Tennyson Aland 1. x. iv,

I might persuade myself then She would not do herself this

great wrong. 1861 Mill Utilit. (1S63) 73 In each case the

supposition implies two things—a wrong done, and some
assignable person who is wronged.

f 10. An incorrect or improper procedure. Obs.

C1440 Pa/lad. on Hush. viii. 53 The figtre now teneye [L.

iuoculare] hit is no wronge In weet lond. Ibid. x. 3 The
same ek is no wronge Rather to do.

f 11. A physical or material injury, hurt, or

damage. (Cf. 6.) Obs.

1398 Trrvisa Barth, De P. R. xvn. cxvii. (Tollem. MS.),

By i»e leues be spray is defend id. .a^enscolde and hete, and
a^ens all wronges of frostes and snowe. C1440 Pallad. on
Hush. 1. 339 Yf me feme hit wel. .That in the tre the morter
do no wronge.

tl2. Something obtained or held wrongfully, rare.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 133 perfore, restoryth 5oure wrongys,
& caste out )»e woseof faise coueytise ! Ibid. 136 }oure nede
banneexcusyth5ou nou^t frodedly synne, but ^e gerne jelde

to hem goure dette & goure wrong I

III. 13. Comb, (chiefly objective), as wrong-re-

pressing, righting\ wrong- rcdresser, -righter; also

wrong-caused, incensed, -vexed ; wrong-proof nd),

a 1586 Sidney Ps. xxxv. 1, Speake thou forme against

wrong speaking foes, a 1586 — Arcadia 1. ii, Striving.,

which coulde.. recount their wrong-caused sorow. 1594
Shaks. Rich. I/I, 11. i. 51 These swelling wrong incensed

Peeres. 1595 T>ANlEt,Ctv.lVars 1. lxxxi, Wrong-worker Riot.

1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 210 Long wrong-ve.\t, in a not-

Need-less Cause, a 18:6 Ben i ham Ojffic. Apt. Maximized,
Introd. View (1830) 17 A penal, or say a wrong-repressing

code. 1831 Wokdsw. Highland Hut 12 Some gentle heart

wrong-proof. Meek, patient, kind. 1849 Lytton A". Arthur
v. lxxxiii, The great Wrong-Redresser. 1869 Kingsley
in Lift <$ Lett. (1877) II. 296 The most unexpected forms
of actual wrong-saying and doing. 1889 J. K. Stephen
Lapsus Calami (1S91) 51 A nursery of wrong-righters.

f "Wrong, s&.s Obs. rare. * Leap sb. 13.

1688 Holme Armoury ill. 374/1 All the Kicks or Notches
in the [watch] Wheels are termed Teeth, and those in the

Pinions are called Wrongs.

f "Wrong, obs. variant of Wring sbA 1.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. I. 495 Oilmilles, whelis, wrongis
[L. prelum], not bigonne Of new.

Wrong (rpr]' , a. and adv. Forms : a. 1-5, 6- Sc.

and north, dial. Yvrang (6, 9 vrang, 9 north, dial.

wrank), 4-5 wrange. £. 3- wrong (3 wronk,

5 rong), 3-6 wronge; 9 north, dial, wrung,
wrunk. [Late OE. wrange a. ON. *wrangr

t

rangr awry, unjust (Norw. vrang, rang, MSw.
vranger (Sw. vrang), (M)Da. vrang), « MLG.
wrange, wrangh sour, bitter, MDu. zvrangh, wrane

bitter, unpleasant, hostile (Du. wrang acid, tart;

whence WFris. wrang); related to Wring v.

The adoption of the word in the OE. period is shown by its

use as a sb. (see Wrong */>. 2 ), but examples of the adj. are

lacking, unless on wrangan hytle in a Berkshire document
of 944, preserved only in a 13th century copy (Birch Cartul.

!*• 557), is accepted as original, and as representing this

word. Early ME. instances may occur in the following

place-names :

—

a uss'in Couchtr Bk. Kirkstall Abbey (1904) 52 Confirmo

donacionem terre quam eisfecerunt Rogerusde Wrangebroc
et Henricus Walensis. 1167-8 Pipe Rolls Hen. II, 56 Pro

murdro in Wrongedichhundred [in Rutland]. 1198 Pipe

Rolls Rich. /, 23 Terra in eadem uilla [in Suffolk] s. ad
Wrangaker i acr\ et i rodam.]

A. adj. I. fl. a. Having a crooked or curved

course, form, or direction ; twisted or bent in shape

or contour ; wry.
c 1100 Ormin 9:107 AU batt ohht iss wrang & crumb Shall

effnedd beon & rihhtedd. Ibid. 9653. c xa«o Bestiary 78

His [sc. the eagle's) bee is 3et biforn wrong. [ai*s* in

Cartul. Man. Rattiest ia (Rolls) I. 353 Fulbrocfurlange

;

Wrongelande ; Wylokescroft.] 1388 Wyclif Lev. xxi. 19 A
man. ,;that] is ether of litil, ether of greet, and wrong [L.

tortus] nose. 14*6 Lydg. De Guil. Pitgr. 19656 The crookyd-

nesscoff my crok, Wrong at the ende, as ys an hook.

rti47o H. Parker Dives <* Pauper viii. xv. (1493) F ii. Ihe
bowe is made of ii. thynges, Of a wronge tree, and a right

strynge. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus <V Sydracke (f 1510) P j, A
cocatryce . . bath . . many teth crokyd and wronge. 1611

Cotgr., Gauche, left, left-handed j. .wrong, sinister, awry.

1613 in North Riding Records IV. 143 Thone acre a brode

wrangland, stinting att the sirete, lying between six narrow
wranglandes, towards the north, and one narrow wrangland

. .towardes the south.

J*g- "34° Ayenb. 159 Yef be onderstondingge is wrong,

ober yef he tuysteb ober wybwent..,al be inwyt ssel by
biestre and be hteap of uirtues.

fb. Marked by deviation ; deflected. Obs,

£-1440 Promp. Parv. 197/1 Glacynge, or wronge glydynge

of boltys or arowys, . .devolatus.

f c. Of an oblong shape. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 517/1 Warpyn, or wex wronge or

avetonge, as vesselle, oblongo. Ibid. 534A Wronge, or ave-

longe . .
, oblongus.

2. Of pei sons: Mis-shapen; deformed. Latterly

dial
c\*y> Pilgr. Lv/Manho<ie in. xxx. (1869) 152 Boistows j

am, and haltinge, and wronge. To the virly j go hippinge.

1787GROSB/VW. Gloss., Wrong, crooked. A wrong man or

woman. Nor/. 01825 Forby i'oc. E. Anglta, Wrong,..

deformed ; mishapen in person.

II. 3. Of actions, etc. : Deviating from equity,

justice, or goodness ; not morally right or equitable;

unjust, perverse. Also absoL
a. a 1^00 Cursor M. 16498, 1 sal me-seluen on me wreck For

l>is marchandis wrang. 13,. E. E. Ain't. P. C. 384 Wep.
;mde ful wonderly alle his wrange dedes. c 1340 Hamioi.e
Pr. Consc. 5994 Alle wrang hahlyngs of gudes sere, c 1400
Rule St. Benet (Verse) 2248 For wit bai wele bat bai sal

cum To reknyng on be day of dome. . A Is sche sal for hir

warkes wrang. c 1420 Anturs 0/ A nh. 421 (Douce MS.),
pou has wonene hem in werre, with a wrange wille. 1500-
20 Dunbar Poems ix. 11 The wrang spending of my wittis

fyve, 1786 Hai'st Rig cix, The beding time Hoes now
begin.. .Now, t ho' they're a' together mix t, There's naething
wrang. 1822 Scott Nigel ii, I hope there was naething
wrang in standing up for ane's ain country's credit.

p. a 1275 Prov. AClfred I!. 596 |'e woke giime bu coueren,
be wronke ginne bu rihten mid alle Hue mihten. c 1350
Will. Paterne 45S2 Alle J»e wtrre & bis wo is our wronge
dedes. 1382 Wyclif Lev. xix. 13 Thow shalt not doo wronge
clialen^e to thi nei^bcrc. c 1425 Cursor M. 22276 (Trin.),

Anticnst . . shal him shewe in bo d[a]yes..his werkes
wronge to fulfille. C1440 York Myst. xxxv. 26 So bat oure
wirkyng be noght wronge. 1535 Covkkualk Hab. \. 4 This
is the cause, y* wronge iiulgment procedeth. 1579 Sienskr
Shfph, Kal. May 102 So often times, when as good is meant,
Eufl ensueth of wrong entent. 1620 T. Peyton Gl<isse of
Time 1. 50 That none by wrong oppression might Be crost,

by . .wrestling guile. 1651 Hoiihes Lcviath. 11. xxvi. 144
A wrong Sentence given by authority of the Soveraign.

1704 Swift T, Tub Auth. Apo!. f 13 One of the wrongest
attempts in nature to turn into ridi L uIe..a work which had
cost so much time. 1728 Vanbrugh & Cm. Prov. Husb. ill,

When a sad wrong word is rising ju^t to one's tongue's end,
I. .swallow it. 1763 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1S34) I. 211 If the

finger re-*t against the trigger of a loaded musket, and a
man stand just before, you cannot do a wronger thing.

1853 Miss Yonge Heir <~fRcdciyj/e ix,She did not awaken
her mind to consider that anything could Le wrong that

Philip desired. 1861 Mill Vteiit. (1863) 9 [That] creed holds
that actions are wrong.. [in proportion] as they tend to

produce the reverse of happiness. 1878 Jevons Pot. Icon. 65
There is nothing, .morally wrong in a strike, .when properly
conducted.

b. In the phrase it is {would be, etc.) wrong to

(do some thing\
1596 Spenser Hymn Heav. Love 180 Had he required life

of vs againe, Had it beene wrong to aske his owne with

gaiue? 1781 Cowper Con:'. 291 "lis wrong to bring into a
mixt resort What makes some sick. 1857 IIorkow Romany
Rye xlii, I confess it was wrong in me to interrupt you. 1879
M'Cakthy Donna Q. I. iv. 87 It was very wrong of him to

make such a request. 1881 W. H. Mallock Rout, jath C.
II. 93 It would be indeed wrong.. to say he was making
love at all.

4. Ofpersons: Deviating from integrity, rectitude,

or probity ; doing or prone to do that which is

evil, noxious, or unjust ; opprobrious, vicious.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29 pe wrang to here o right is lath. 13.

.

Ibid. 2204 (Gott.t, pis nembrot..was wrang werour, Reuer
and manqueller grett. 1382 Wyclie Isaiah iii. 12 My puple
his pleteres, or wrong axeis[L. exactores], spoileden. a 1470
H. Pakker Dives fy Pauper viii. xv. (1493) F ii, Of them y

l

ben wronge throtighe synne. Ibid. Fiib, So Crist at the

doome shal sett the wrong lyuers on his left honde. 1715
De Foe lam. Instruct. 1. iv. (1841) I. 78 For I think.,

we have all been wrong, and ..it is my part to submit.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 7S0 Th' incorrigibly wrong, the deaf,

the dead! 11845 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. Truants
58 Queer little devils were they ! Cou was the strongest,

Mob was the wrongest. 1896 H. L. Farjeon Betrayal J.
Fordham iv. 299 It don't make black white, 'cause I'm a
wrong 'un,

b. Actively opposed (+ to another); antagonistic

1340 Ayenb. 204 Ssarpnesse ot liue to do his uless on-

deruot bet is wrang to j>e goste. 1780 Cowper Rep. Ad-
judged Case 2 Between Nose and Eyes a strange contest

arose,—The spectacles set them unhappily wrong.

5. Not in conformity with some standard, rule, or

principle ; deviating from that which is correct or

proper; contrary to, at variance with, what one

approves or regards as right.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 Y*wis hit is al wrong.
Al wrong y wrohte for a wyf, that made us wo in world ful

wyde. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. XL 67 Whi wolde God. .suffre

such a worm In such a wrong wyse be wommon to bi-gyle?

1390 Gower Con/. I. 169 Of here wrong condicion To do
justificacion. c 1450 in rlumpton Corr. (Camden) p. xxxix,

Her hosband cometn . . and seyeth the feyrest langwage [bat

ever ye hard. But all is rong ; he is ever in trouble. 1550

Crowley Epigrams 916 Ye must saye as they save, Be it

wrounge orryght. 1591 SrBM Dtvphn. 243 She fell away-

inner nrst ages spring;. . Forage to dye is right, but youth is

wrong. 1676 Hale Medit. Lord's Pr. 183 When 1 look into

my Conscience, I find her easily bribed, and brought over to

the wrong party. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xxi. § 16 The
foundation of vice in wrong measures of good. 1709 Pope

Ess. Crit. 338 But most by Numbers judge a Poet's song ;

And smooth or rough, with them is right or wrong. 173a

Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 19 Revenues that in ignorant times

were applied to a wrong use. 1753-4 Richardson Grantft.

JONO781) III. xxviii. 333 Permitting the interview, which

they suppose the wrongest step that could have been taken.

b. Not in consonance with facts or truth

;

incorrect, false, mistaken.

c 1410 Prose Life Alex. 34 And 3e haffand in vs a wrange

consayte, blame* vs. 1528 More Dyaloge in. Wks. aio/x

Our hart euer thinketh the iudgement wrong, that wnngeth

us to the worse. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, U. i. 54 H any

heere By false intelligence, or wrong surmize Hold me a Foe.

x6cx Bible Deut. xix. 16 Ifa false witnes. . testifie against him

that which is wrong. 1670 in Buccleueh MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 475, 1 do not use to be found in a wrong story. 1690

Locke Hum. Und. 11. xi. § 13 Mad Men put wrong Ideas to-

gether, and so make wTong Propositions. Ibid. \ 69 Fashion

and the common Opinion having settled wrong Notions. 17*8
49-2



WRONG. 388 WRONG,
Chambers Cycl. (175 i)s. v. Errour, Some philosophers define

error [as], .a wrong judgment, disagreeing with the things

whereon it is passed. 1730 Bailey (fob), Misacceptation^ a
wrong understanding or apprehending of any thing. 1865
Williams Mem, M. Henry 304 A wrong date is assigned to

the delivery of this Sermon. 1871 Le Fanu Rose ty Key 11.

27 Her watch.. being seldom more than twenty minutes
wrong, either way. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 370 An allegation

. .if wrong, .deviates more or less from the truth. 1891 C
Roberts A drift Amer.wi There is something wrong in this,

deer do not stand up. .to be shot down that way.

c. Of belief, etc. : Partaking of or based on
error ; erroneous.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 42 pat bai ne falle in wrang

trous. 1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, n. iii. 31 Marry, for that

shee s in a wrong beleefe, 1 goe to certifie her Talbot's here.

1656 Cowley On Death of Craskaw 56 His I'aith perhaps
in some nice Tenents might Be wrong; his Life., was in the
right. 1733 Pope Ess. Man III. 306 For Modes of Faith let

graceless zealots fight; His can't be wrong whose life is in

the right. 1755 Johnson, Misb lie/,, .false religion ; a wrong
belief.

6. Not right or satisfactory in state or order; in

unsatisfactory or bad condition ; amiss.
What's wrong -with (mod. colloq.), what is the matter

with (see Mattes sb.
1 25 bj, what objection is there to, why

not have (etc.) ?

a 1435 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 58 Also flowyng
cmoroydez somtyme ar hidde . . , bat of som hal ar denied to

be dissenterikez and yuelz wrong, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(iS63) 80 What aylithe you? y trow there be sum thinge
wronge with you. £1460 Townetey Myst. iii. 188 If any
thyng wrang be, Soyne is she wroth, 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform. v"i. 131 In thy default se that na thing be wrang.
a 1568 Wyf* of Auchtermuchty 103 (Bann. MS.), Scho fand
all wrang that sould bene richt. 1781 Cowper E.xpost. 301
Policy is busied all night long In setting right what faction

has set wrong. 1793 [Earl Dundonald] Descr. Estate of
Culross 56 We shall never get right till we get as far wrong
as we can. 18x4 Scott St. Ronau's xv, 'Something wrong
here,', .said the traveller, pointing to his own forehead signi-

ficantly. 1835- [see Pur 7'. 25 b]. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11.

ix, You see,.. it might put us wrong with our son-in-law.

i860 A. LeighTON Trad. Sc. Life 52 Nothing wrong with
Mrs. Gramme, I hope? 1925 R. A. Knox Viaduct Murder'xx.
90, I want to know what's wrong with a game of bridge ?

b. Turf. Of a horse : Held in check so as to

cause him to lose the race.

1889 Sporting Times 29 June (Farmer), Isabel and Maudie
knew the Turf and all its arts—They had often blewed a
dollar on a wrong "un.

C. (See quot.)

1895 Brewer Diet. Phrase f, Fable 131^ A Wrong y
u>i

t
a

horse which has run at any fiat-race meeting not recognised
by the Jockey Club.

7. Not adapted, according, or answering to

intention, requirement, or purpose ; not proper,

fitting, or appropriate; unsuitable, f Also const, to.

a 1400 Bk. Curtasye 99 in Babees Bk. 302 Yf hit go by
wrang throte into. And stoppe by wynde. c 1440 Pallad.
on Husb. xii. 109 Kitte of euery roten thyng or drie, For
grene yf that me kitte of, that is wronge. 1514 Barclay
Cit. $ Uplondyskman (Percy Soc.) 11 Than was no cocko.

.

To laye wronge egges within a straunge nest ! 1549 Compl.
Scott, x. 83 The iueis interpret it to the vrang sens. 1550,
1560 [see Wkest 0.3 bj. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. i. no,
I haue directed you to wrong places. 1598 B. Jonson Ev.
Man in Hum. 11. 1, He.. claps his dish at the wrong mans
dore. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 63 Of which if he
thinks to make me ye first example he will find he has fixed
upon a wrong man. 1698 FKYtR Ace. E. India <$- P. 126
They brought me to the wrong side of a pretty Square
Tank, or Well. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Mis-
represent, not to represent fairly, to give a wrong or false

Character of. 17J7 Bailey (vol. II), Misplace, to put
in a wrong Place. 1736 [see Whongness 2]. a 1778 lop-
Ladv Anted. Wks, 1794 IV. 152 To put your hand into the
wrong pocket. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 38 (1794)
II. 60 This was the wrongest time that could be chosen.
1821 Lamb Elia \. Mrs. Battle, An adversary, who has slipt

a wrong [playing] card. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes
xvii, Shoving the old and helpless, into the wrong buss. 1871
Geo. Eliot Middlemarch xl, The fatal step of choosing the
wrong profession. 1884 K. Yates Recoil. II. 67 Never did
a man so persistently, .do the wrong thing in the wrong
place.

b. In various allusive phrases: (see quots. and
Bark vA 2, Box sb.% 21, Shop so, 8 b, Sow j^. 1 3).

1554 Ridley in Foxe A. % M. (1563) 931/1 Ifyou wil heare
how Saint Augustine expoundeth that place, ye shal per-
ceaue that ye are in a wronge boxe. 156a J. Heywood /V^r.
-<5r Epigr. 11. ix. (1867) 75 Ye tooke.. the wrong sow by theare.
1616 WithaW Diet. 584 Vlulas Athenas, you bring your
Come to a wrong market. 1639 J. Clarke Partem. 7 You
bring your hogs to a wrong market. 1761 Brit. Mag. II.

440 You'd have sworn he had got the wrong pig by the ear.

1833 Jas. Hall Leg. West 46 You are barking up the wrong
tree, Johnson. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tales xii, Does he
want . . money ? meat ? drink ? He's come to the wrong shop
for that, if he does. 1877 'Saxon' (Mrs. Trotter) Call.

Gossip 190 Ye've got the wrang soo by the lug this time.

1897 Daily News 4 March 6/1 The now well-quoted phrase
of Lord Salisbury's, 'we put all our money upon the wrong
horse '. 1907 A* <y Q. 19 Jan. 46, 2

( You will find yourself in

the wrong shop !
' is a vague threat.

C. The wrong end, the end, extremity, or limit

less adapted, suitable, or proper for a required or

particular purpose. Occas. fig. Also quasww/v.

(quot. 1897).
1587 Unuerdowne tr. Heliodorus vi. (1895) 166 Calasiris

carried Cariclias quiver.., the wrong ende downeward on
his shoulders. 1602 2nd Pt. Return Parnass. m. iii. 1323

My master. .then turning.. the wrong end of the booke
vpward. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 111. xi. § 24 They ..begin

at the wrong end, learning Words first. 1693 R. L'Estrange
Fables cbexv. 147 Till a Vain Repentance Minds us of it at

the Wrong End on't. 1737 [see Go r. 1 c]. 1809 Malkin
Gtt Bias vi. iii. p 5 'Ibis was setting up the trade of a stew-

ard, but beginning at the wrong end. 1836 [Hooton] Bil-

berry Thurland III. 252 He looked prodigiously cruel,

having, as our country folks term it, got out of bed the

wrong endfirst. 1878 [see End sb. 24]. 1886 Kington Oli*

phant New English I. 491 We talk of the wrong end of the

stick. 1890- [see Stick so. 1 14 e], 1897 Kitling Copt. Cour.

125 Patent rockets that went off wrong-end-first. 1902 S. E.

White Blazed Trailxxxii, Daly knew men. He was at the

wrong end of the whip.

d. Typog. Not of the proper size, character, or

face. Kreq. in wrong fount (abbrev. w.f.); also

atlrib.

X771 Luckombf. Hist. Printing 444 Letters that.. are of a
wrong Fount. 1808 Stower Printer's Gram. 216 Plate,

The Exemplification of Typographical Marks. . .Stet. Ital.

..w.f. 1896 Moxon's Meek. Extrc, Printing p. xviii,

Wrong-font characters, broken space-lines, and bent rules.

e. Not of requisite social standing.

1859 Lever D. Dunn xxxii, She is ' tres grandedame ',
.

.

and never knows wrong people, . . such as are to be met with
in society; not by claim of birth and standing, but because
they are very rich, or very clever, in some way or other.

8. Of a way, course, etc. : Leading in, having a

trend or aspect to, adirection other than one intends,

desires, or expects.
To go the wrong way, of food, etc. : see Way sb. 1

4 e.

c 1440 Pro'np. Pa>i>, 527/2 Wylgate, or wronge gate, de-

viacio. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 765 Some brekyng downe
the walles to bring in the next way, and some yet drew to

them that holpe to carye a wrong way, 157a Gascoigne
Henries Wks. 1907 I. 349 He much mistooke and shot the
WTonger way. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <$• Commw. {1603)

158 The Russe Emperor. .leading foorth his armie to in-

counter him marched a wrong way. 163a Holland Cyru-
pxdia 94 They chauueed upon a wrong by-lane. 1778 Miss
Bukney Evelina xxi, That he had himself ordered the man
to go a wrong way. 1787

( G. Gambado 1 Acad. Horseut. 39
Only take care to point his head the wrong way. 1833
Redding Shipivrecks I. 7: They were steering a wrong
course. 1835 Macaulay Mackintosh Ess. (1897)324 Were
their faces set in the right or in the wrong direction 'i 1856
Sara Robinson Kansas (ed. 3) 40 We. .took thewrong road
when nearly there. J883 Stevenson Treas. 1st, xxxii, This
here crew is on a wrong tack, I do believe.

b. fig. and in fig. context.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy U. 1818 J'oru} myst of errour

falsely to forveye By pathis wrong from be rijte weye. 1526
Pilgr. I 'erf. (W. de W. 1531) 18 Takynge the wronge waye,
they Hue here a whyle in worldly pleasure. 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. <$ Epigr. 11. ix. (1867) 75 Ye may see, ye tooke
The wrong way to wood. 1x613 Overbuky Countrey
Newes Wks. (1890) 174 That the allegory of justice drawne
blind, is turned the wrong way. 1698 Collier Short View
210, I observe the Moral is vitious : It points the wrong way.
1781 CowiER Truth 17 Grace leads the right way: if you
choose the wrong, Take it, and perish. 1809 Malkin Gil
Blaswi. i. p6, I. .muttered blessings on them the wrong
way, and swore outright. 1856 Olmsted Mech. Heavens 133
Because all the inquirers into Nature were upon a wrong
road, groping their way through the labyrinth of error. 1901
Scotsman 8 March 6/5 The bill.. seemed to proceed upon
the wrong tack.

9. The (or a) wrongway, the way or method least

!
conducive to a desired end or purpose; the (or an)

i incorrect manner.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxvi. 546 Rohars. .sayd,

* Sire,., here is my gage'. 'Rohars,' sayd Charlemagne,
'here ye take a wronge waye'. 1639 J. Clarke Para-m. 8
You go the wrong way to worke. 1651 in V'erney Mem.
(1907) I. 518 Hee tooke the wrong way to right himself. 1727
[see Go v. 4]. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 31 Oct. 14/3 They
went the wrong way to work to gain the ear of the House.

b. ( The) wrong way (f wrong-way, Sc. wrang-
gates), in adverbial use, = in a contrary or opposite

;

direction or position to the proper or usual one.
1693C0NGREVE Old Bach. tv. viii. You wou'd have taken

'• 'em for Friezland Hens, with their Feathers growing the
, wrong way. 1697 Loud. Cut. No. 3325/4 The S stands the

I

wrong way. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 157 A
I

Band, or a Cravat put the wrong way. 1733 Tull Horse-
;

Hoeing Husb. xxiii. 360 Being wrong- way upwards, the Seed
is apt to arch in them. 1750 Blancki.ey Nav. Expos. 103

I Marking-Yarn, ..is white Yarn spun the wrong Way. 1806
,
R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 210 Syne wrang-gaites round

J

the kirk gaed he. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg, Dream xiv, At
1 night.. He lies like a^ hedgehog rolled up the wrong way,
\
Tormenting himself with his prickles. i86a-[see Rub v. 1 3a,

i
13c]. 1886 Besant Childr. Gibeort 11. ix, All three [had] got
out of bed the wrong way that morning.
10. Wrong side (f wrong-side, wrongside).
Cf. Da. vrangside, Norw. rangsida.

a. That side of some thing, a fabric, etc., which
lies or is normally turned inward, downward, or
away from one ; the side opposite to the usual, or
principal ; the lower or under, the back or reverse,

of two surfaces.

151 1-2 Act 3 Hen. VII7, c 6 § 1 The Walker, .shall not
rowe.. Clothe. .011 the right side nor of the wrong side, 1562
J. Heywood Prov. if Epigr. (1867) 137 He hath turnd his
typpet twyse.

. : Fyrst on the wronge syde and last on the
nyht. 1596 Sfknser .SVa/* Irel. Wks. (Globe) 635/2 The
manner of theyr womens riding on the wrong side of thcyr
horse, I meane with theyr faces towardes the right side.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. i. 14 How quickely the wrong
side [of a glove] may be turn'd outward." 1631 T. Heywood
\st Pt. Fair Maid of West tv. i.42 The three sheep-skins
with the wrong side outward. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No.
5353/12 A jet black Mare,.. a thick Mane lying on the
wrong side. 1771 Mrs. Haywood New Present 98 Slit the
leg oflamb down on the wrong-side, 1838 Dickens O. Twist
xxi, Keeping on the wrong side of the road. 1890 L. C.
D'Oyle Notches 92 He jumped hastily on to his pony (from
the wrong side, after the Indian fashion).

fig. and in fig. context. 1553 Ascham Germany Wks. (1904)
147 Homer.. : whose saying in Greeke is excellent, but
beyng turned in the wrong side into English, it shall
lesse delight you. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. ii. 9 Of GIos-
ters Treachery.. When I inform'd him, then he call'd me
Sot, And told me I had turn'd the wrong side out. 1637
Rutherford Let. to J. Meine 7 Sept., Christ's, .winds
turn not when he seemeth to change, it is but we who turn
our wrong side to him. 1687 Dryden Hind $ P. in. 433
Till frowning skys began to change their chear, And time
turn'd up the wrong side of the year. 1831 Carlyle Sart.
Res. 1. x, In looking at the fair tapestry of human Life,..
he dwells, .chiefly on the reverse ; and indeed turns out the
rough seams, tatters, and manifold thrums of that unsightly
wrong-side, with, .indifference.

b. In the advb. phr. {the) wrong side out (f out-
wards), before. In later use freq. without article.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. i. 68 So turnes she euery man
the wrong side out. 1604 — Oth. 11. iii. 54 My sicke Foole
Rodorigo, WhomLoue hath turn'd almost the wrong side out,
1663 South Serm. (1717) V. 100 He will find, that if ever
another Turnbefals the Nation, it will be the Wrongside out-
wards, the lx>west Uppermost. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Ham-
lyn xxxiv, His hat was on wrong-side before. 1883 ' Mark
Twain' Life on Mississippi liv. 4S1 We all struggled fran-
tically into our clothes,.. getting them wrong-side-out and
upside-down, as a rule. 1888 'J. S. Winter' Bootle's
Childr. ix, Trying hard to twist into its proper place a finger
of the glove which would go on wrong side out.

c. Phrases : To laugh on the wrong side of one's

mouth (see Laugh v. i b) ; on the wrong side ofthe
blanket Sc. (see Blanket sb. 3).

1714 Lucas Gamesters 65 I5ut tho' he laugh'd, 'twas on the
wrong side of his Mouth. 1771, etc. [see Blanket sb. 3].

1809 Malkin GilBias 1. vii. § 1, 1.. began to laugh and sing,

though it was sometimes on the wrong side of my mouth.
1820 Scott Monast. xxxvii, Shafton . ., men say, was a-kin
to the Piercie on the wrong side of the blanket. 1837 Car-
lyle Diamond Necklace iii, By and by thou wilt laugh on
the wrong side of thy face mainly. 1889 [ste Laugh v. 1 b].

d. The side, party, or principle of which one
disapproves.

1649 tsee Right a. 10 bl 1784 Cowper Tiroc, 740 Because
forsooth thy courage has been tried And stood the test, per-

haps on the wrong side. 1857 W. Collins Deaii Secret
in. i, He could argue on the wrong side of any question with
an acuteness [etc.].

e. On the wrong side of older than (a specified

age) ; upwards of. (Cf. Shady a. 2 b.)

a 1663 K.11.LIGREW Parsons Wedd. v. ii. (1664) 140 She is

smitten in years o'th wrong side of forty. 169a L'Estrange
Fables cccl. 306 An Old Man on the Wrong-side of Four-
score. 171a Steele Sped. No. 282 f 3 They had. .passed
their Prime, and got on the wrongside of Thirty. 1773 Mme.
D'Arblay Eajly Diary (1889) I. 220 He is on the wrong
side of an elderly man, but seems to have good health. i8a8

Lytton Pelham 111. xx, Am I.. to look like a methodist
parson on the wrong side of forty ! 1895 Pall Mall Mag.
Nov. 394 A good-looking woman, a little on the wrong side

of thirty, perhaps.

f. The disadvantageous, undesirable, or unsafe

side of'some place, object, etc.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 521 We were on the wrong
side of the Straits of Malacca. 17*8 Vanbrugh & Cib. Prov,
Husb.w.'x, He., takes me., into the lobby [to vote];., but

. . I was got o' the wrong side the post. 1791- [see_ Post sb.1

8 i]. 1791 ' G. Gambado ' Ann. Horsem. (1809) v». 01 [The
horse] has got an awkward trick.. of leaving the other two
on the wrong side of the fence. 1814 Scott War. x, His
grandsire was from the wrong side of the Border. 1893
Miss Cholmondeley Diana Tempest i, The poor meagre
home in a dingy >*treet j the wrong side of Oxford Street.

fig. 1738 Vanbrugh & Cib. Prov. Husb. 1. 10 We are got

a little on the wrong side of the Question. 1783 Cowter Ode
to Apollo 2 Patron of all those luckless brains, That, to the

wrong side leaning, Indite much metre. 1861 A. Leighton
Trad. Scot. Life Ser. 11. 65 That he would not speak to his

wife on this the wrong side of eternity. 1865 Swinburne
Chastelard 1. ii. 38 For love, I think of that as dead men
of good days Ere the wrong side of death was theirs.

g. To get up or out of bed {on) the wrong side,

with allusion to the supposed disturbing effect on

one's temper. (Cf. Right a, 20 c.) colloq.

1801 Marvellous Love-Story I. 167 You have got up on

the wrong side, this morning, George. 1867 H. Kingsley
Sitcote of S. xi, Miss had got out of bed the wrong side.

1887 [see Get v. 65 a].

11. Of persons, etc. : a. Judging, believing, or

acting contrary to the facts of the case ; incorrect in

judgement, assertion, or action ; mistaken, in error.

1693 Locke Educ. Wks. 1714 III. 35 His Practice must by
no means cross his Precepts, unless he intend to set him
wrong. 1735 Pope Prol. to Sat. 158 Did some more sober

Critic come abroad ; If wrong, I smil'd ; if right, I kiss'd

the rod. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) III. 370,

And I own I am wrong. 1797 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb.

T. (1799) L 93 Though my head was wrong, my heart was
right. 1806-7 J- Behesford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) v.

Concl., If I am wrong in this. 1836 Lytton Duchess de La
I'alliere 111. iii, I was not wrong to feel remorse, But wrong
to give it utterance I 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. sj I. 37, I

should be very wrong not to obey you.

b. Not normal or sound in the senses, etc. ; not

sane.

1763 Sir J. Porter in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
I. 3S1 Any suspicion that he was wrong in his senses. 1835
I). Webster OHg. Sc. Rhymes 13 (E.D.I).), This maid that

was wrang in the mind. 1881 D. Thomson Musings 44
Lasses will laugh at yer havers, An' think ye are wrang in

the head.

III. fl2. That has no legal right, title, or

claim; not legitimate; unlawful; = \VnoNGFULa.

3 b. Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2026 3>'f •* womman yn



WRONG.
hordani do swyche outrage pat a wrong eyre bere herylage.
CH*0 Lydg. Assembly of Gods 682 There were Wrong
vsurpers, with gret extorcioners. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 23 In the quhilk tyme the traytroua Romayns
maid thre wrang papis. 1460 Capgravf. Chron. (Rolls) 225
Hsrry the wrong Kyug of Spayn. a 1586 Maitland in M.
Folfy MS. (S.T.S,) 428 Fray god degressouris and vrang
possessouris, repent sail 3c

t b. Wrong-heir, the hermit-crab. Obs.
1730 S. Dale Taylor's Hist. Harwich 436 The Wrong-

Heirc or Bernard the Hermit. 1854 Mavne Expos. Lex.
155 The hermit crab, .takes up its abode in univalve shells
which it finds empty; hence has been named Wrong heir.

13. Marked or characterized by illegality ; not
legally valid.

1480 Coventry Leet Rk. 459 [>e chirchewardens kepen hit
stdl be wronge possession and sett hit to ferme yerely. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i.' 159 Be thy Title right or wrong,
Lord Clifford vowes to fight in thy defence.

+ b. Obtained unjustly ; held unlawfully. Obs.

JS63 Homilies It. Rogation Week 524 God neuer suffereth
the thirde heyre to enioye his fathers wrong possessions.
tl4. False; fictitious; unreal. Obs. rare—1 .

c 1350 Will. Palerne 706 For sobe, ich am a mad man now,
wel ich may knowe, Forto wene in pis wise bis wrong met-
yng sobe.

fl5. Belonging to, situated on, the left side.

Obs. rare.
?ai4oo Morte Arth. 1480 Wrothely one the wrange

hande sir Gawayne he strykkes. 1533 Bbllbnden Livy
(S.T.S.) I. 38 Becaus the Rivere of tyber seveiit bame fra
be romane landis on bare richt handis, bai turnit bame on
bare wrang handis.

IV. Comb. 16. Parasynthetic, as wrong-ended
(see 7c; hence wrong-endedness), wrong-hearted
(hencewrong -heartedness), -heired, -jawed, -minded,
-principled.
a 1400 Octavian (Camb. MS.) 107 Moche sorowe deryth

mee, That Rome schalle wrong-heyred [v.r. wrange-ayerde]
bee In vnkynde honde. 1551 Huloet s.v., Wronge iawed,
or hauinge the neither longer then the vpper iaw, bronchus.
1805 James Milit. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v., The inhabitants of
England and Ireland are seldom wrong.hearted. 1835
Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) III. 275 Evidences of the
wrong-endedness of a property-qualification, with which
the British people are unhappily familiar, a 1849 H. Cole,
ridge Ess. (1851) II. 88 His judgment of books is not so
much superficial, .as it is wrong-principled. 1883 Imp.
Vict. IV. 669 Wrongminded, having a mind wrongly in-
clined; entertaining erroneous or distorted views. 1885
Century Mag. XXIX. 910 Wrongheadedness may be as
fatal now as wrong-heartedness.

B. adv. 1. In a direction differing from the right
or true one ; by an erroneous course or way ; astray.
13. . Cursor M. 5760 (Gott), Mi folk of ysrael es in wa ;

bai haue ben led wrang alsua. C1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 15720 He sailed al day, & on be nyght,
Vmwhile bobe wrong & ryught, Til he com in-til an
ilde. C1386 Chauckr Reeve's T. 332 By God, thoughte
he, al wrang I haue myjgon. 157a Gascoigne Cascoigiie's
Woodmanship 31 He winked wrong, and so let slippe
the [bow.jstring, Which cast him wide. 1614 Sylvester
Pari. Vertues Royall 706 A fair Ship.. wants..A skilfull
Pilot, . . That never wry slice sail, nor wrong shee row. 1715
Land. Gaz. No. 5295/1 1 Lost or carried wrong.., several
Parcels of Goods. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. I. ii,

Lock-a-daisy, my masters, you're come a deadly deal
wrong ! 1824 Mactaggart Gallov. Encycl. (1876) 293 We
may wander even on kend grun ; so I may run myself wrong
in Gallowa, a land I weel ken. 1869 W. S. Gilbert ' Bab

'

Ballads, Peter the Wag 15 He loved to send old ladies
wrong, And teach their feet to stray. 1875 M'ss Bird
Hawaiian Archip. 403 Our guide took us a little wrong
once. ..' Wrong' on Mauna Loa means being arrested by
an impassable a-a stream.

fig- '399 Langl. R. Rcdeles w. 80 Thus lafte bey [sc.
tlie young eagles] be leder bat hem wrong ladde.
17J9 Butler Sirm. Wks._1.874 II. 167 How liable we
are to be led wrong by passion and private interest. 1755Man xxxvii. 4 When the powers of the soul are wrong
directed. 178S Burns Prayer in Prospect of Death iii,

List mng to their [sc. passions'] witching voice Has often led
me wrong. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths App. i. (1891) 251
llutoret. .may lead you wrong if you don't understand him.

+ b. In an oblique or deflected line or position ;

obliquely, askew. Obs.
£1440 Pallad. on Husb. tv. 3i2Sette hit [sc. a bough] in

the delf so lenyng wronge [U oblique], C1440 YorkMyst.
xxxv. 18a We twoo schall see title aythir side. For ellis pis
werke wille wrie all wrang. %ai<pa Chester PI. xvi. 547
This Caytyfe I have cast, shall be wronge wrast, or I wend
away.

2. To go wrong, a. To take a wrong way, road,
or course

; to go astray. Also in fig. context ; and
fig , to make a mistake ; to fall into error; to err.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15448 A taken ban i sal youu giue, bat

yee sal noght ga wrang. 13..- /bid. 25681 (Gott.), All bat
singes bis sang..bu lede bairn rieht par bai ga wrang.
C1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 193 Na wonder es, yf bai ga
wrang, For in mvrknesof unknawyng bai gang, c 1400 26
Pol. Poems 120 Whenne he wolde no3t folwe hym [sc. the
angel],. .Out of the waye he wente wronge. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 202 Goo wronge, devio, deliro. 1513 Douglas
sEneid vu Prol. 8 To follow Virgile in this dirk poese.
Convey me, Sibill, that I ga nocht wrang. 1526 Pi.'gr. Per/.
(W.de W. I53r) 71 b, Whan this sterre was hyd..they went
wronge to theyr great peryll. 1606 Shaks. Tr. t, Cr. v. i.

74 Aga[memrton]. We go wrong, we go wrong. Aiax. No
yonder 'tis. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 427 The Learn'd. .So much
. .scorn the crowd, that if the throng By chance go right,
they purposely go wrong. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's
Gardening 1 It being easy to go wrong where no-body has
beaten the Way. X793 R. Gray Poems 10 There's mony a
anc.That far frac glide's way hath gane wrang. 1849 Tail's
Mag. XVI. 1S8/1 We went wrong in making any active
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intervention. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Socio!, xiv. 337 There
are more ways of going wrong than of going right.

b. To deviate or depart from moral rectitude or
integrity; to take to evil courses; also [b) to fall

from virtue.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems v. 33 Sanct Petir hat hir with a
club,, .becaus the wif Jeid wrang. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus.
IV. 19 But yf he go wronge, she shall forsake hiin. 1780
Cowper Progr. Err. 556 Thus men go wrong.. ; Bend the
straight rule to their own crooked will. 1848 Dickens
Dombey lviii, That when ladies had bad homes and mothers,
they went wrong in their way too. 1888 H. S. Merriman
Phantom Future viii, I tried. .to show you that I was not
quite a blackguard. But it was useless; I went wrong again.

(b) 1837 Lytton E. Maltrav. 21 She had a vague idea
about girls going wrong. 1888 McCarthy & Fraud Ladies'
Gallery III. viii. 169 A home, .for poor girls who had gone
wrong.

c. Of events, etc. : To happen amiss or unfortu-
nately; to issue or result unsuccessfully or unpros-
perously.

1592 Arden of Feversham 11. ii, Should you deceiue vs,
twould go wrong with you. 1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 4! Your
strong possession much more then your right, Or else it

must go wrong with you and me. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to
Stella 9 Oct., This day hasgone all wrong, by sitting up so
late last night. 1820 W. Irving Skelch.Bt., Rip-an Winkle,
Everything about it went wrong, and would go wrong, in
spite of him. 1857 Borrow Romany Rye xiii, Everything
seemed to go wrong with me—horses became sick [etc].
1885 G. R. Sims in Pall Mall G. 7 April 19/2 A thick slime
of what looks like toffee gone wrong. 1891 E. Winglake
Australian at Home 114 A pal or two. .ready to heipachap
if things go wrong.

d. Of things : To get out of gear or working
order ; to fail to work, run, etc., by reason of
friction, trouble, or break-down. Of a clock or
watch : To fail to keep correct time.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. v. i, While others [sc. clocks]

may keep going continually, and continually be going
wrong. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, v. We have had an
accident with these [handcuffs], and I find the lock of one
of 'em goes wrong. 1871 Lytton Coming Race xxii, That
watch.. has never gone wrong since I had it. 1885 Law
Reports 10 P.D. 100 The machinery had gone wrong. 1898
Tit-Bits 29 Jan. 342/2 The water supply has gone wrong.

e. Of persons : To fail in some undertaking or
enterprise, or in the general conduct of life.

1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 203 Seein'
Papists' side gae wrang, Out at the Chanc'llor's-door he
Hang. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvii, He was a very
kind old man.. .I'm really sorry he's gone wrong.

f. Of food, etc. : To get into bad or unsound
condition ; to become unwholesome.
1882 Imp. Diet. II. 403 Togo -wrong, to become unsound,

as meat, fruit.

3. Not in accordance with good morals or a just
standard of actions ; in a manner contrary to equity
or uprightness; unjustly, unfairly; = YVbongfully
adv. 1, Wrongly adv. 2.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 1362 Heo may do hi myne songe,
hweber heo wile wel |>e wronge. 1303 R. Brunne llandl.
Synne 12180 |>ys erymytc.

. beheld .. whyche come with gode
deuocyoun. And whyche for ouber enchesoun : Alle sagh bys
ermyteeuerydeyl.'Who come wrong, and who come weyl.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1 176 per-for be wronger he wirches, al
be wSrld may know, c 1400 Rule St. Benct (Verse) 1608
Wyne bat es myghty & Strang Mase witty men forto wirk
wrang. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 170 Hit is porowe be werke
of god or bey [sc. gold chains] be wronge wonneii.
15.. in Dunbar's Poems (S.T.S.) 322 The regeand tirrant
..is exilit and his ofspring The land of Juda, that josit
wrang. 1606 Shaks. Ant. t, CI. in. vi. 80 We perceiu'd
both how you were wrong led, And we in negligent danger.
1728 Pope Dune. tv. :88 The Right Divine of Kings to
govern wrong. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 191 The tithes..
were gifted away to others (right or wrong, I do not presume
to enquire). 1848 Dickens Dombey lxi, I do conjure my
relative. .to set right, .whatever she has done wrong,, .be-
cause it is wrong, and not right. 1865 Grote Plato I. vii.

290 We ought not. .to act wrong or unjustly.

4. Out of accordance or consistence with facts or
the truth of the case ; mistakenly, erroneously

;

incorrectly ; = Wbongfclly adv. 2 b.
c 1200 Ormin 10020 Swillke sinndenn alle ba patt spcllenn

wrang & le3henn. Ibid. 18312 Ace halt niss nohht; s.e

wenenn wrang Off me. a 1300 Cursor M. 13906 Qua will

be s!a? qui sais bou wrang? 13.. Gosp. Nicodrmus no
Me think in thoght pe bedell wrang je blame. C1350 Will.
Palerne 41 18 }if i wrong seie any word, wo worb me euer.
C1400 Rule St. Beuet (Prose) 14 Ofte speke bai wrang.
c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 7S0 To Fyfe he past, to wesy that
cuntre, Bot wrang warnyt off Inglisnien was he. 1548
Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 13 Anethum is wronge
englished, of some anise. 1593 G. Fleicher Licia \\ 3 b,
Wrong they doe esteeme She hath no heat. 1681 W. Robert-
son Phraseol. Gen. 1355 You took my meaning wrong. 1690
Locke Hum. Und. iv. xvi. § n A thousand odd Reasons.

.

may make one Man quote another Man's Words or Meaning
wrong. 1703 N. Rowe Ulysses iv. i,Whoe'er Brought you the
Message.. Mistook the Queen, and has infonn'd you wrong.
1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 204 Thus at last a Mind, sees
its Hindrances and Obstructions, and finds they are wholly
from it-self, and from Opinions wrong-conceiv'd. 1791
Cowper Judgm. Poets 19 To poets.. The nymphs referr'd
the cause, Who., all judg'd it wrong. 1847 Tennyson Princ.
v. 278, 1 take her for the flower ofwomankind, And so I often
told her, right or wrong. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fairlx'm, In
spite ofher care and assiduity she guessed wrong. 1864 Latto
Tarn. Bodkin xxiii, Ye maun hae been wrang informed.
5. Not in the right or proper way ; in an improper

or unfitting manner ; improperly, unduly, amiss.
C1200 Ormin 10030 Whatt te33 don be lajwedd folic O

Drihhtin wrang to trowwenn, & wrang to Iedenn be33re lif,

WRONG.
& Drihhtin wrang to beowwtenn. a X250 Owl fy Night,
196 He wot insyht in euche songe, huo singeb wel huo
singeb wronge. a 1300 Cursor M. 12480 Quen bat j>ai
wrang wit iesu dek. c 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 24S7 Our
gude- dedys er ofte done wrang. ^1400 z6 Pol. Poems 107My wittes on ny^tes wrong y ware, c 1440 York Myst.
x.vxvii. 264 Here woikis fc-ou all wrang. 1504 Cornishe in
Skeltons ii'A-s. (1568) z v i>, If he [jr. the harper] play wrong.
1531 TiNDALF. Expos. 1st £/>. John Prol. (1538J 7 b, Be-
cause we be wronge taught, c 1620 A. Hcme Brit. Tongue
(1865) 11 The south, .pronunces eu, we ou, both, in my
simple judgement, wrang. 1755 Man xlv. 5 Methods, .ex-
tremely wrong calculated for promoting the real perfection
..of individuals. 1787 Jkffebson /Fr/V.(i85g) U. 332 They
will amend it whenever they find it works wrong. 1828
Life Planter Jamaica 96 The estate was wrong managed.
1881M1SS Uraddon Asphodel I. x.298, I a>ked him to corn*;
on with me.. . I hope I did irot do very wrong. i8g7 0.WisTE 1<

Lin M'Lean 164 Every guest's uneasiness lest he drink his
coffee wrong.

b. Out of proper order or due place.
1573 13aret Alv. s.v., To put on his shoes Wrong, vidu-

cere calceos alicui frxpostcre. 1732 Pope Ess. Man t. =o
All the question.. Is only this, if God has plac'd him wrong?

c. Clumsily; inelegontly ; badly, rarer- x
.

1727 Bailey (vol. lit, Misfashionai, shapen wrong or illy.

6. Comb. a. With pa. pples., as wrong-directed,

t -feigned, -grounded, -ordered, -screwed, -timed.
1768-74 Tucker /,;-. Nat. (1834) II. 371 A dull, or care-

less, or "wrong-directed application. 1513 Bkadshaw St.
Werburge ii. 1852 Subtel] policy and *wrong-feyned eui-
dens. 1768-74 TucKiat Lt. Nat. (1034) II. 80 'Wrong-
grounded piety and obstinacy, a 1586 .Sidney's Arcadia
Wks. 1922 II. 214 To heare The poore-clad truth of loves
*wrong-ordred iot. 1849 Cupples Crecn //and xiii. (1:56)
122 As if one saw through a *wrong-screwed glass. 1740
Richardson Pamela II. m Don't let a little "wrong-timed
Bashfulness take place.

b. With strong pa. pples., as •\w?ong-take{n\

f wrong-gotten a., unjustly obtained; ill-gotten.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27^67 Til wrang takin [b]yrg [v.rr.

wrang(e) bing] be quite i.gain. 1388 li'yciif's Set. ll'ks.

III. 472 If he. .make restituccione of wronge-goten godis.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 97 He bat fill is fylde Wib wrong take
pore mennys thrift, c 1425 in Anglia VIII. 156/10 Summe
men., (-at hadde mykel spendid . .of wrange-goten goodes.
c 1440 Alph. Tales 202 It was all of robbery & of wrong.
getten gudis.

C. With vbl. sbs. and pies, pples., as ivrong-
beliezittg, -going, -thinking, -voting ; also f wrong-
wresting, ~ turning aside.
a 1560 Phaer sEueid ix. Cc iv, The winds vpcaught that

stroke, and Iuno Queene the daunger brake Wrongwresting
as it went. 1652 H. Bell Luther's Colloq. iv. 90 Supersti-
tions and wrong-believings. 1850 J. Brown Disc, our Lord
1. 367 Our short-comings and wrong-goings. 1857 Gen. P.
Thompson Audi All. I. xlvL 184 Depriving wrong-voting
officers of their commissions. 1877 Hlxi.ev Techn. Ednc.

t

SiLfy Cult. (i8Si)66 Clear and consecutive wrong-thinking
i s the next best thing to right-thinking.

Wrong (r^rj., v. Also a. 5 wronge, 6 arch,
wrongen; /3. 4- (latterly Sc. and north, dial.)

wrang, 9 n.e. Sc. vrang. [f. Wkong a.]
I. tratts. 1. To do wrong or injury to (a person)

;

to treat with injustice, prejudice, or harshness; to
deal unfairly with, withhold some act of justice

from (some one).
In frequent use from c 1600.
a. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wmc* (Rolls) 11868 pen schul

we ryghte, bat now vs wranges. c 1400 A/ot. Lollards 64
Now are iust men oft wrongid, and schrcwis vnpunischid.
M79 Paston Lett. III. 266 He wyll be with me ayenst myn
oncle in iche mater.. that he entendyth to wrong me in.

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. V//, c. 12 § 4 At the complaynte of th«
Constable, .in the name of any party so hurted or wronged.
1526 Pilgr. I'erf. (W.de W. 1531J 38 Shewynge hymselfe to
be rather glad to be so despysed & wronged. 1596 Spknskr
State /ret. Wks/(Glol»e) 623 By this Statute the sayd Irish
Lord is wronged, for that he is cult of from his customarye
services. x6n Bible Prov. viii. 36 Hee that sinneth against
me, wrongeth his owne soule. 1654 Bramhai.l Just Vind.
iv. (1661) 73 Why should it be in the power of a subject, .to
wrong his Prince and his Country? 1697 Dryden v^«m
vu. 515 To this false Foreigner you give your Throne, And
wrong a Friend, a Kinsman, and a Son. 1720, etc. (see
Rightp. 7]. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (176&) L 172 Vilely
suspicious of. .[his servants! wronging him. .he is always
changing. 179* Anted. W. Pitt II. xxix. 141 The Americans
have been wronged. They have been driven to madness
by injustice. 1839 Dickens Nicklely xx, [That] day of
reckoning, .will be a heavy one for you if they are wronged.
iBStAct 44-45 Vict, a 58 § 180 (2(0, An officer., who thinks
himself wronged by his commanding officer.

rejl. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 111. iii. 178 Good master Ford,
be contented : You wrong your selfe too much. 1683 D. A.
Art Converse 88 We wrong ourselves if we oppose their

Sentiments, i860 Tknnvson Si-a Dreams if-S His gain is

loss; for be that wrongs his friend Wrongs himself more.
0. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xcii, Thus were thai wrangit that

did 110 forfet. C 1459 Rtg. Aberbrothor {Bann. CI.) II. 105
Ewyl myndit personis. .wrangisand tribulis ws, c 1540 Dr.
Doubble Ale aiv b, Some wolde he shuld be banged Or els

he shulde be wran»ed. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's //ist.

Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 182 J surfirit him nocht in ane iot to be
wrangte. 1784 Cowper '/'ask in. 101 Hypocrisy. detest her
as we may, (And no man's hatred ever wrong'd her yet)

May claim this merit. 179a Burns Bonie Lesley iv, He'd
look into thy bonie face, And say, 'I carina wrang thee'.

*793 K. Gray Poems 27 Some silent sang, And glow "rt as
they were wranged. 18*5 Jamieson Supfil. s.v.

b. To violate or do violence to; to treat un-
fairly or without due respect.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xiii. 70 So that he not wrongee [sic]

the lawe of knide.. neither therbi wrongee Holi Scripture.

1592 Soliman <V Pers. in. i, Spare me not, for then thou
wrongst my honour. 1602 Shaks. //am. v. ii. 263, 1 do receiue
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your offerM Ioue like loue And wil not wrong it. 1670
Dryden Conq. Granada in. i, Yon wrong our Friendship
when your Right you name. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708)45 Without wronging the Rule of the Gospel.

1775 Sheridan Duenna m. vi, I would return it, but that
I must touch it that way, and so wrong my oath. 1784
Burns 1st Epist. to Davie viii, To say aught less wad
wrang the cartes, And fiatt'ry I detest. 1808 Scott
Marnt, in. Introd. ui The friendship thus thy judgment
wronging With praises not to me belonging. 1847 Tenny-
son Princ. vn. 221 She pray'd me not to judge their cause
from her That wrong'd it. 1848 Dickens Dombcy^ xix,
Rely on my not wronging your forbearance and considera-
tion. 1855 Tennyson Maud iv. iii, You wrong your beauty
. .in being so proud. 1861 Rkade Cloister ,y //. xlvii, Well
then, mother, she is comely, and wrongs her picture but little.

2. To deprive or dispossess (a person) wrongfully

of something; to cheat, defraud.
c 1484 Plumplon Corr. iCamden) 64 [He] is injuried &

wronged of hts tennor in Ark-nden, contrarie to right and
concience. 1594 Kvd Cornelia iv. 20S A Cittizen so
wrong'd Of the honor him belong'd. 1660 Myst. Good old
Cause 13 He hath wrong'd him of a great estate. 1730
Swift Let. to Esquire 3 Jan., You wronged me of half my
due. 1773 R. Fehgusson Ghaisis 98 The succeeding genera-
tions [to] wrang C braw bien maintenance. 1839 Thackeray
Fatal Boots Jan., I never wronged any man of a shilling.

1840 Dickens OldC. Shop\\, Ask anybody, .whether I have
ever wronged them of a farthing. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb xlv, [He wants] to vrang no man o' 's money.
ellipt. 1607 Rowlands Diog. Lantk. (Hunter. CI.) 34 Haue

I wrong'd thee in all my life, Mouthfull of Hay or Grasse 1

3. To do injustice to (a person) by statement,

imputation, opinion, etc. ; to impute evii to, asperse

or calumniate undeservedly ; to discredit or dis-

honour by \yord or thought.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 421 Queene. Shall I forget
myselfe, to be myselfe? Rich. I, if your selfes remembrance
wrong your selfe. 1599 Peei.e David fy Bethsabe Bij b,

Woman thou wrongst the King, & doubtst his honour.
1620 Jrnls. Ho. Comnt. I. 535 His first Speech should be, to
clear himself from Suspicion of wronging this House. 1634
W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. 1) 120 Nor will I believe
he was made after the image of God, lest therein I should
wrong so excellent a nature. 1667 Pepys Diaty -2-j July,
He says that the Duke of York is suspected..; but that he
do know that he is wronged therein. 1713 Addison Cato ill,

i, Thou wrong'st me, if thou think'st Ever was love. .like

mine. 1781 Cowpek tr. Mme. Guion, Happy Solitude 9 Thy
creatures wrong thee.O thou sov'reign Good ! Thou art not
lov'd, because not understood. 1795-6 Wordsw. Borderers
1. 167, 1 wot not what ill tongue has wronged him with you.
1823 Scott Quentin D.vi, He wronged his uncle, however,
in supposing [etc.]. 1836 Lytton Duchess de La Valliere
111. v, My foolish fancies wronged him ! 1861 Tennyson In
Mem. I, I wrong the grave with fears untrue.

4. To cause undeserved physical harm or injury to

(a person, etc.) ; to affect harmfully or injuriously
;

to hurt or damage. Now Sc.

1595 Spenser Epithal. 49 For feare the stones her tender
foot should wrong. 1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 37 The people
after dinner, wanned with drinke, are apt to wrong any
stranger. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 21 1 One [fruit] out of
curiositie I tasted of, which, .malignantly bit and wronged
my mouth and lips. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing
xiii. p 5 The edges of his Graver. . may, in a slip, touch upon
the Side and Face of the next Stroak, and wrong that more
or less. 171a J.James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 151 Without
breaking or wronging the greater Roots, a 1722 Lisle Husb.
(1757) 376 Those boughs also.. draw all the sap to them and
wrong the rest that are weaker. 1793 R. Gray Poems 54
A gude man loves his beast, And will not wrang him. 1826
R. Hetrick Poems 92 Is't 'cause some farmer's wranged his
pechan At some drunk frolic.

rejl. 1620 Venner Via Reila viii. 190 They.. greatly erre
and wrong themselues, that, .surcharge their bodies with
ouer-much meat 1899 J. H. Salmond Man Sandy xiii. 93
Blair leuch till I thocht he wudda wranged himsel'.

f b. To impair or injure the quality or substance
of (something) ; to affect detrimentally or harm-
fully ; to mar, spoil. Obs.

1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. 11. iii. 46 If she. .forgoe his loue, She
both will wrong her owne estate and ours. 1630 in Smith's
Wks. (Arb.) II. 898 All authoritie being dissolved, want of
government did more wrong their proceedings, than [etc.].

1638 W. M. Garcia's Sonne Rogue 149, I was constrained
. .with the force ofmy sneezing to wrong my breeches. 1639
S. Du Verger tr. Camus'^ Admir. Events Pref., Do not
scoffe at the Histories, being good in themselves, though
wronged by my want of language. 1661 Pepys Diary 8 Jan.,
' The Widdow ', an indifferent good play, but wronged by
the women being to seek in their parts, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 30 May 1662, Her teeth wronging her mouth by
sticking a little too far out. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 748
Sweet is the harp of prophecy ; too sweet Not to be wrong'd
by a mere mortal touch.

5. Nontt. To outsail (another vessel) ; to outdo
or surpass in sailing; also = Blanket v. 2. ? Obs.

1685 T. Phelps Captiv. 2 We had try'd hts sailing all ways,
but found we could not wrong him any way. 1691 T. H[alf.J
Ace. New Invent, p. vi, One Ship is said to wrong another,

that exceeds it in swiftness of sailing. 1727 S. Brunt Voy.
to Cacklogallinia 21 Our Sloop wrong'd 'em so much, that
we soon came up with, and took them. 1748 Smollett R.
Random lxv, We were very much wronged by the ship that

had us in chase. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal I. 1. x. 73 The
officers [of an English man-of-war] . . observed they wronged
her so much, they could go round her if they pleased. 1867
Smyth Sailors' Word-bk. 739 To outsail a vessel by becalming
her sails is said to wrong her.

II. intr. f 6. To act wrongly, harmfully, or in-

juriously ; to do wrong {to a person, etc.). Obs.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 262 For whan that holt cherche
wrongeth, I not what other thing schal rihte. Ibid. II. 389
God and.. the world .. Largesse awaiteth as belongeth, To
neither part that he ne wrongeth. c 1460 Qseney Reg.

61 Our beloued sonnys Abbot and Couent. .shewed bat

Richard Clerke and summe ober. ., vppon tithis possessions

and ober thynges.., wronge to be same. 154° R*c. Elgin
(New Spald. CI.) I. 49 The assise deliuerit that Angnes
Baldon wrangit in the. .brekingof Katerine Falconeris heid.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. i. 119, I wrong to say so.

a 1676 Hale (J. s,v. Higgle), It argues an ignoble mind,
where we have wronged, to higgle and dodge in the amends.

7. To heel over. (Cf. Right v. 6 c.) nonce-use.

184Z Dickens Airier. Notes ii, The ship rights. Before

one can say ' Thank Heaven !
' she wrongs again.

Hence "Wro'nging///. a.

1845 J. C. Mangan German Anthol. II. 60 That strong.,

devotion which.. saved from wronging stain the sacred
garland of Homage,
Wrong-doer (rpTjd«:3.i). Also wrongdoer.

[f. Wkong j3. 2 + Doer.] One who does wrong.

1. One who commits wrongful, unjust, or blame-
worthy acts ; one who transgresses or offends against

the moral law.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. xiii. (Skeat)l. 18 Suche maner

badnesse, whiche is used to purifye wrong-doers, is som-
what. t 1450 tr. De Imitatione m. Ii. 123, I knowe hov all

binge is doon, I knowe be wronge doer & suffrer.

c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <y Lz'm. Man. iv. (1885) 116 That he
defende his peple ayenst wronge doers inwarde bi justice.

Ibid., All the wronge doers of be reaume. a 1513 Fabyan
Chron. (1811) 307 Wyllyam, which was. .a defendor of y e

pore people agayne extorcioners K: wronge doers, was by
them put wrongfully to deth. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.

xxii, She resolved tospende all her yearts. .in. .praying for

the wrong-dooer. 1612 Bp. Hall Contempi., O. T. iv. ii.F 11

Who is so ready to except and exclaim as the wrong doer?
1660 R. Coke Power .y Subj. 183 [That] the King.. may
both govern and rule . . the Holy Church, and that he defend
the same from wrong-doers. 1703 Rowe Ulysses m. i, Vin-
dictive Jove prepares his Thunder. Let the Wrong-doer
and the Tyrant tremble. 1795-6 Wordsw. Borderers v.

2071 He forgave The wrong and the wrong-doer. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 646 They were, .men of blame-
less life, and. .were regarded . .not as wrongdoers, but as
martyrs. 1880 W, H. D. Adams Wrecked Lives Ser. 1. p. iv,

The unerring Nemesis of Failure dogs the footsteps of the
wrongdoers.

2. Law. One who is guilty of a wrong, tort, or

trespass; a trespasser, tort-feasor; a law-breaker.
1501 Nottingham Rec. (1885) III. 306 The seid Mayrez

and brethern .. shall .. punysshe the wrongdoers therin

in such maner as they may lawfully do. 1628 Coke
On Lilt. 181 For that [action] maketh him a wrong doer.

1642 — Inst. 11. 168 If the goods or merchandises .. be
. .taken away by certaine wrong doers not knowne. 17*6
Avliffe Parergon 171 If any Seat.. be taken away by a
Stranger, the Church-warden, .may have their Action against
the Wrong-doer. 1768 Blacksto.ne Covim. III. 182 A writ
of entry in the post, .only alleges the injury of the wrong-
doer. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 142 For the same acts
that are good, when done by the person who has right, are

not sufficient in the case of a wrong-doer. 1856 N. Brit.

Rev. XXVI. 271 Shall the master. .be answerable pecu-
niarily to the dead man's widow, or shall it be the wrong-
doer? 1911 Times jj May 3/4 He. .denied that the mere
fact, .relieved a wrongdoer from paying damages.

Wrong-doing (Tp'i]du:ir))t vbl. sb. Also
wrongdoing, [t. as prec. + Doing vbl. sb.] The
action of doing wrong or amiss, or the fact of
wrong being done.

1. Transgression of or offence against the moral
or established law; reprehensible action or be-

haviour; evil-doing, misdoing; misconduct.
Rare before 19th c. In frequent use from c i860.
1480 Coventry Leet Bk.444 The Priour & Couent . . desiren

restitucion of such wrongedoyng. i$47 Latimer in Foxe
A. ff M. (1563) 1352 He that is so obstacle and vntfactable
in wickednes and wronge doing. 1681 Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. 1355 To withstand the doing of wrong: to he against
wrong doing, obsistere injuriae. 1838-32 Webster. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 10 The idea of honour
is such as to exclude all fear, except of wrong-doing. 1858
Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. Ixxv. II. 25 It is the rule of
heaven, that wrong-doing shall bring sorrow. 1891 Farrar
Darkn. <V Dawn xxii, To act [thus], .would have been to
betray uneasiness and confess wrongdoing.
2. A wrongful or blameworthy action.
i874

>
M._Creighton Hist. Ess. \. (1902) 21 A wrong-doing

of which it felt no guilt. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy 245
[She] seemed to have suffered for every body else's wrong-
doings.

Wrong-doing, ppl. a. rare. [f. as prec. +
doing, pr. pple. of Doz\] That does wrong, harm,
or ill

;
prone to or committing wrongful actions.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) xxxi. 23 pat te celeresse sal
..be meke, and sobur, and noht. .nohis, ne wrangdoande
[L. injuriosus], 1718 Prior Solomon 111. 205 The.. violent
Will of the wrong-doing Great. 1901 Daily News 3 Jan. 6/1
The populations of wrong-doing cities must pay.
Wronge, etc., obs. pa. t. and pple. of Wring v.

Wronged (rprjd), ppl. a. [f. Wkong v. + -ed 1»]

1. Of persons, etc. : Wrongfully, unfairly, or
unjustly treated; affected harmfully or prejudicially;
injured.

a. 1547 Surrey AZneid iv. 462 The wronged hed by me of
my deare sonne. Whom I defraud of the Hisperian crown.
1561 Norton &Sackv. Gorboduc I. ii, The smaller compasse
that the realme doth holde,. .The nearer [is] justice to the
wronged poore. 1593 Shaks. Rich. fllp v. iii. 121 The
wronged Soules Of butcher'd Princes. 1622 Mahbe tr. Ale-
man's Guzman eCAlf. ii. 178 A wronged womans reuenge.
1681 Otway Soldiers Fort. v. (1735) in Take this wrong'd
Lady home and use her handsomely. 1709 Atterbury Semi,
(1726) II. 221 He resolves to make Personal Restitution,
where the Wrong can be discover'd and the wrong'd Person
reach'd. 1806 Surr Winter in Loud. 1 1. 104 Some wronged
female orphan of this old Abbey. 1848 Dickens Dombey

xxiii, Two dragon sentries, .on duty over the wronged inno-
cence imprisoned. 1891 Farrar Darkn. $ Dawn viii, The
knight . . was charged with favour towards the wronged
Britannicus.
absol. 158* Mulcaster Elemeniarie (1925) 264 The name

of Christians, which verie title enioyneth a serch to avoyd
contention, euen by submission of the wronged. 1691 Mayd-
man Nav. Spec. 187 That the strong Man be..made to
restore the Wronged to his Right. 1864 [see Wronger].
1891 J. K. Stephen Quo Musa Tendis? 35 When the
wronger falls and the wronged wins bays.

2. Of things : Subjected to detriment, prejudice,

or unfavourable bias.

1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondfs Eromena 25 The vengeance
of my wronged honour. 1644 Milton Divorce {ed. 2) 4 He
therefore.. shall restore the much wrong'd andover-sorrow'd
state of matrimony. 1652 Benlowes Theoph. 11. lxi, She sees
defamed Glory, wronged Right. 1849 Lytton K. Arthur
v. viii, On thy wronged grave one hand appeasing lays The
humble flower. 1875 Browning Arisloph. Apol. 125 Strain
a point the other way, And handsomely exaggerate wronged
truth 1

t b. Perverted. Obs. rare"1
.

1619 A. Newman Pleas. Vis. C3D, Besides, preferments
would attend On me that I might be the end, Whereat Mens
wronged thoughts might aime.

3. Diseased ; having the normal functions dis-

ordered.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. Wks. xv. ii. 562 Great
paine in the interim torments the patient by reason of the
wronged periostium. Mod. Sc. A wranged stomach.

fWrongeld. Obs. rare. Also wrongey-eld.

[? f.Wrong sb. 1 +yeld Yield sb.] A form of tallage.

1340 in Cal. Rotulorum Patent. (1802) 137/2 Rex con-
firmavit relaxacionem Thomte Comitis NorfT[olk], .concess-

am tenentibus suis. .manerij de Lopham. .de qtiodam talla-

gio vocato Wrongelde. [Cf. Jbid. (1898) 545 Le Wrongeyeld. ]

Wrongen, obs. var. Wrung/*//, a.

Wronger (ijPT)31)* Also 4 wrongar. [f.

Wrong v. +-er *« Cf. LG. wranger distorter.]

1. One who wrongs another; a person who does

wrong or amiss; an inilicter of wrong, harm, or

injury; a wrong-doer.
Freq. from c 1840 (often contrasted with wronged).
c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xiii. 549 Defenders ajens wrongers

and diffamers ofthc.wickid world. 1591 Spenser M.Hub-
berd 1098 That he should warne the wronger to appeare. .at

Court, it to defend. 1594 Barnfiei.d Shepk. Content xxv,

If any by his fellowes be opprest, The wronger.. Shall be
well bangd. a 1618 [see Wringer]. 1667 Phil. Trans. II.

457 A great Wronger of our Nation. 182. E. Elliot Com
Law Rhymes (1904) 23 In our prayers, If we forget our

wrongers, may we be Vile as their virtues. 1864 Trevelvan
Compel. Wallah (1S66) 228 Utterly unable to make out

whether his client was the wronged or the wronger, guilty

or not guilty. 1895 W. Watson Purple East (1896) 16

A charge from Him Who watches.. To smite the wronger
with thy destined rod.

2. An injurer or misuser ^/"something.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John ii. 152 Arme thee, traytor,

wronger of renowne. 16x0 Beaum. & Fi.. Faith/. Sh*ph. iv.

i, Learn not to be a wronger Of your word ; was not your
promise laid. * 1625 — Noble Gent. 1. i, Do not give thy

self, .so open vile, So great a wronger of thy worth, so low.

1727 Bailey (vol.11), lVranglands(o\d Records), misgrown
Trees that will never prove Timber, q. d. Wrongers of Land.

Wrongful (rp'riful), a. Also 5 wrangful. [f.

Wrong sb. + -ful.J

1. Full of wrong, injustice, or injury ;
marked or

characterized by wrong, unfairness, or violation of

equity ; unfair.

c 1311 [see Wrackful a.2 ]. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

211 Pandolf proued be kyng, in his disputeson, He mayn-
tendwrongfulle ping, & wild tonoreson. 1390 Gower Conf.

I.358 Of his wrongful herte he demeth That al iswel. C1445

Pecock: Donetg^ pou3 al bis lijf be foule, peynful,. .vnkynde,

wrongful. ?i52o Ld. J. Butler in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11.

II. 51 There is noothinge so unjusteor sowrongfull but our

Deputie here.. wolde.. suffer.. the same. 1553 Ascham
Germany 10 This fact was very wrongfull of the Pope for

the deede. 1608 Yorksh. Trag. \. ii, Heape not wrongfull

shame On her. 1697 Dryden sEneisvi. 581 Nor want they

lots, nor judges to review The wrongful sentence. 1810

Southey Kehama 11. iv, In that wrongful and upbraiding

tone Kehama found relief. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol.

261 A wrongful policy may be maintained. 1879 Toukgee
Poors Err. xl. 301 He regarded slavery simply as an un-

natural and wrongful accident,

b. Of actions: Performed, executed, or done

unjustly, unfairly, or harmfully ; injurious, harmful

;

unjust.

c 132s Spec. Gy War-.v. 618 pe kinde of bi manhede Wolde
haue wreche of wrongful dede. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 358

Thei wrongfull werres usen. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr.

(190S) 186 jeuynge occasioun of offence. .by envie, false

couetise, and wrongful demynge. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) iv. viii. Qivb. In suche maner that the

stroke or the betynge after y« ryght may be sayd cruell &
wrongfull. (1x586 Sidney Arcadia II. vi, Where daunger
would offer to make any wrongfull threatning upon him.

a 1667 Jer. Taylor (].), He.. must redeem his fault by alms,

according to the value of his wrongful dealing. 1727 Bailey
(vol. II), Usurping, a wrongful taking that which is another's

Right. 1839-40 Wordsw. Sonn., ' Fit retribution* 5 She
plants well-measured terrors in the road Of wrongful acts.

1877 E. R. Conner Basis ofFaith v. 203 Passion, prejudice,

and corrupt self-interest make wrongful entrance.

+ 2. Of persons : That commits wrong ; that does

wrong or injustice to (or against) another. Cf.

Wrong a. 4. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Luke xii. 58 Lest perauenture. .the domes-

man bitake thee to the wrongful axere, and
_
the wrongful

axere sende thee in to prisoun. ^1425 Cursor AT. 2204

(Trin.), J>is neinbrot [was].. wrongful emperour, Robber &



WRONGFULLY.
monqueller greet. Ibid. 11539 Wroop wex pat wrongful
[v.r. wrangwis] kyng [= Herod]. 1549 Covf.rdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. Rem.** Itfolowethnot that God is to any man
wrongfull. Ibid, x Cor. 40 Yf we ryse not,, .bothe you and
I.. are also founde wrongful agaynst god. a 1586 Sidney
Ps. xxxviil. x, Mighty wrongfull foes, Whodoevill for good.
1614 R. Harris Samuels Funerall (1618) 22, 1 shall be
wrongfull to conceale the other.

3. a. That is contrary to law, statute, or estab-

lished rule ; unlawful, illegal, tortious.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 567 To yeuen conseil to areysen
wrongful custumes and taillages, 1459 Fasten Lett. I. 454
The wrongfull entre. .made upon serteyn personys feffyd to
myn use. 1483 Nottingham Rec. (1883J II. 305 bc seid
forcible & wrongfulle entree punysshable grevously by your
lawes. 1596 Sfenslr State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 622/2 The
wrongfull distrayning of any mans goodes. 1628 Coke On
Litt. 277 b, When an estranger that no right hath presenteth
to a Church,, .the wrongfull act., is called an Usurpation.
1729 Jacob Law Diet. s.v. Trespass, They were the Goods
of the Plaintiff, when the Taking will be wrongful. 1766
Blackstone Comm, II. ix. 150 Unless the owner. .will

declare his continuance to be tortious, or, in common lan-
guage, wrongful. 1844 Macau lay Sp. 6 June (1854) 327
All the statutes of limitation, .sanction possession which
was originally wrongful. iZ6z Chambers' Encycl.HI. 462/1
It was regarded as treason to the king, inasmuch as it was
a wrongful detaining of his free liegeman. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 36 To charge Godric with
wrongful occupation of the King's land.

b. Of persons : That is such without legitimacy

or right ; holding office, possession, etc., unlawfully
or illegally; having no legal right or claim;
= Wrong a. 12.

1567 Goi.ding Ovid's Met. v. 60 In reuengement of the
right against the wrongfull heyre. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
V. Ixii. § 19 Charge them we cannot as. .wrongfull possess-
ors of that whereunto they haue right. 161a Drayton Poly-
olb. xii. 359 His. .son-, to death was lastly done, To set his

rightful Crown upon a wrongful head. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. 265 Seizing the franchise, or ousting the wrong-
ful possessor. 1835 Dickkns Sk. Boz, Greenwich Fair,There
is a rightful heir..; and a wrongful heir, who loves her too.

T C Unjustly detained. Obs. rare~l
.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. viii. 27 The Prince.. did of him re-

quere That Damzell, whom he held as wrongfull prisonere.

f 4. Of the nature of error ; mistaken, incorrect,

erroneous. Obs. rare.

£1470 Cath. Angl. $14'* (A.), Wrongfulle, erroneus. 1561
Cooper Answ. Priv. Masse 113 To depende vpon your
wrongefull interpretacion of Christes wordes.

Wrongfully (^*o fuli )» adv* U- prec. + -ly *.]

In a wrong or wrongful manner ; wrongly.
1. In a manner contrary to the principles of

justice or equity; unjustly, unfairly.
In very frequent use from c 1400 to C 1600.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 414 If hat I consente, I wrong-
fully Compleyne i-wys. 138a Wyclif Luke in. 14 He seith
to hem, Smyte }e wrongfulli no man. c 1440 Jacobs Well
375 pou seest gode lyuerys suffere wrongefully. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 1. ii. (1883) 12 He was dampned to deth wrongfully.
<**5'3 [sw Wrong-doer i]. 41586 Sidhey Arcadia m. xiv,

Not to suffer such treasures to be wrongfully hidden. 1634
W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 121 Justice so exact
..that they will not condemn the Devil himself wrongfully.
1697 Dryden ASneis v. 447 Salius. .pleads the prize is

wrongfully conferred. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. xix, When
once a vile name was wrongfully or injudiciously given.

1813 Scott Quentin D. xxvi, If he acted wrongfully, it

was in no shape by any precept or example. 1893 Miss
Cholmondeley Diana Tempest iv, When a man was wrong-
fully keeping possession of many thousands,

b. In an illegal or unlawful manner; contraryto
the law ; unlawfully, illegally, tortiously.

,1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 119 All maner land that is holden
by me or yn my name wrongfully. 1480 Coventry Leet Bk.
446 Also the people, .hurten the ffysshe in Swanneswel-pole
be beir wasshyng ther, which they don wrongfully. 1554
tr. Littletons Tenures in. 115 b, Yf a man wrongfully
take my goodes. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edxv. IV, 231b,
Possessions, which wer from you bothe torciously and wrong-
fullywith holden. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (18S2) 30
If they possess them [sc. their lands] wrongfully, then ought
they to surrender their tytle. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. 11. xxi.
113 A man might enter in to his own Land, (and dispossesse
such as wrongfully possessed it,) by force. 1751-3 Act 26
Geo. Il

t c. 19 § 5 Where any such Goods.. are wrongfully
bought, sold, or concealed. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

4 When [another].. wrongfully detains one's wife, child, or
servant. 1810 W. Sei.wyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 2) II. 1249
Plea, that, .because the gate was wrongfully erected across
the same, the defendant pulled it down. 1885 Sir N. Lindley
in Law Rep. 14 Q.B.D. 816 The sons' goods were in this
case wrongfully seized.

t 2. In an improper fashion; incorrectly. Obs.
IS49_5o in Pettus Fodinx Reg. (1670) 91 Where they find

any Ground wrought wrongfully by any man, contrary to
the right and custom of the Mine. 1551 T. Wilson Logike
B ij b, Knotty Subtiltees that are bothe false, and wrongfully
framed together.

b. Mistakenly; erroneously; falsely.

1743 Bui.kelf.y& Cum m i xsVey.S.Seas 180 The Governor
was right in his Conjecture, and did not suspect them
wrongfully. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 123, I am forced
to assume, perhaps wrongfully, that [etc. J.

Wrongfulness (rp'rjfulnes). [f. as prec. +
-Ness.] The state, quality, or character of being
wrong or wrongful ; absence of right, equity, or

justice; wrongness.
a 1425 Cursor M. 7546 (Trin.), Nouber may iren nor stele

were monnes wrongfulnes wele. 1583 Golding Calvin on
Deut. xxxvii. 222/2 To abstaine from anoyance, wrongful-
nesse. and violence. 1587— De Mornay xvi. (1592)264 Wit
is maimed with ignorance, Will with wrong^fulnesse. 1647
Spricgk Anglia Rediviva 11. iv. 98 The right or wrong-
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fulness of this that hath been said. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 1. ii. 13 The summary expulsion of all

superstition, wrongfulness, and til*will. »866 Sat. Rev. 28
Apr. 488/3 [To] allege the wrongfulness of his own acquisi-
tion. x88o Matthew Wyclifs Wks. 393 On the Wrongful-
ness of the Clergy holding Secular Office.

t Wrong-half, v. Obs. rare. Also 4 wrang-
halue, 5 -half, [f, Wkong a. 10 + Half sb. 1.]

trans. In fulling: To dress the reverse side of
(cloth) in some manner.

1 1400 Little Red Bk. Bristol (19001 II. 8 Qe nul folour
face amesner..nul drap al molyn auant qil soil lauee et
apparaillee en manere qe home appele Wran^halued. 1514
Coventry Leet L'k. 640 pat non of the occupacion. .wrong-
l*alf no cloth but only vse dobyns or smoth tesyls. 1518
Ibid. 659 That no man. .put no cloth to ony walker to full

but if he will but le it & wranghalf it within the Cite. Lbid.
t

That hytt be well byrled &.. truly wranghalft.

Wro'nghead, sb. and a. Also wrong-head.
[f. Wrong a. + Head sb.]

A. sb. A perverse or wrong-headed person ; one
who displays perversity of judgement.
1729 Mandeviu.e Fab. Bees n. p. v, There really are such

Wrongheads in the Wdrld, as will fancy Vices to be en-
couraged, when they see them expos'd. 1737 Bkacken
Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 16S The Family of the Wrong-
Heads is. .a very numerous one. 1753 tr. Genards School
ofMan 1S9 The part of. .a wronghead acted to perfection.
182a Blackiu. Mag. XII. 630 There is another point on
which 'the Wrongheads 'are equally mistaken. 1853 1 REKCH
Proverbs 57 Obstinate wrongheads, who will take no counsel
except from calamities.

B. adj. = Wbong-headed a*
173a Pope Ilor. Sat. it. ii. 148 This jealous, waspish,

wrong-head, rhyming race. 1850 Lever A\ Cashel liii,

Tiernay is in one of his wrong-head humours.
"Wrong head : see Wbono sb. 1 4.

Wrong-headed, a. (Stress variable.) Also
wrongheaded. [f. Wrong a. : cf. prec]
L Having a perverse judgement or intellect

;

persistent or obstinate in erroneous opinion; per-

versely or obstinately wrong.
In frequent use from c 1750.
173a Bi.rkeley Alciphr. vi. § 26 The pious fraud of some

wrong-headed Christian. 1751 Smollett Per.Pic. xxi, The
characters of these wrong-headed enthusiasts. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias vi. i. r 5 The most {wrong-headed retail dealer in
the town. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xx, There's no
reason she should die or live miserably because you are
wrong-headed. 1883 Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 5/1 The furious
zeal of wrong-headed bigots.

2. Marked or characterized by perversity ofjudge-
ment.

1 735 Berkeley Querist § 436 So long as we entertain a
wrongheaded distrust of England. 1753 Miss Collier Art
Torment. 1. iv, The wrong-headed anger of her master. 2809
W. Irving Knickerb. iv. 1. (i860 1 16 Carts that went before
the horses; weather-cocks that turned against the wind ; and
other wrong-headed contrivances. 1838 Dickens O. Twist
xviii,Wrong-headed and treacherous behaviour. 191a Times
19 Oct. 5/3 Had her Southern Slav policy been less per-
sistently wrong-headed.

Hence Wrongr-headedly adv.
1737 Hervey's Mem. (1848) II. 398 [He] insisted, very

wrongheaded] y, that he would have nis directions in writing,

a 1776 Johnson in Boswell Lrfe{igo^) I. 3o[The headmaster]
wasverysevere,and wrongheadedly severe. 1866A thenarurn

31 Mar. 427/3 The man.. would act very wrongheadedly,
1906 Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 3/1 This was to make, wrong-
headedly, a toil of pleasure.

Wrong-h.eaded.ness. Also wrongheaded-
noss. [f. prec. + -NEsa.]

1. The quality or character of being wrong-
headed; perversity of judgement or intellect.

In frequent use from c 1850.

1740 Cheynr Regimen p. xii, The Limits that separat Wis-
dom from Folly, Wrong-headedness from intellectual Sanity.

175a H. Wali'ole Lett, to Mann (1834) III. 5 There is no
end of his misfortunes and wrong-headedness. 179a Ann.
Reg., Hist. 8 The wrongheadedness and insanity of Mr.
Godwin's publication must be admitted. 1834 II. Miller
Scenes ($• Leg. xxiv. (1857) 341 The wrongheadedness of a
jury, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 299 [It] is enough with
many to convict the iiiquirer of wrong-headedness and
credulity. 1889 Baring-Gould Arminell xii, Through
youthful impetuosity and wrongheadedness I have jumped
out of my social world.

2. With pi. A perverse or untoward act.

1748 Chesterf. Let. 18 Nov., He was enabled. .to carry

them [sc. the Powers) on to the main object of the war,
notwithstanding their . . separate views, jealousies, and
wrongheaded nesses.

Wronging (ryrjirj), vbl. sb. [f. Wrong v. +
-ing 1.1 The action of doing wrong or acting

wrongfully; an instance of this.

ci449pEcocKAV/r. in. xvii. 395 Ifremedie ofthis wronging
schuldebedoin this wey. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 416 Without
ony wrongyng of the beires. .of the forsaid Thomas. 1549
Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. 1 John iv. 51 The man of a
worhlely spirite prouideth for his owne commoditie at al

handes, yea euen with wronging of his brother. 1604 Ho.
Comm. Jml. I. 218/2 [They] were Instruments of.. much
wronging and oppressing the People. x6»4 Admiralty Crt.
Exam. 28 April (MS.), That their shippe might.. not bee
overpressed with saile to the wrongeinge of her. 1650 Gentl.
Call. (1696) 7 A wronging, a calumniating even of the very
Devil. 1710 A. Petrie Rules Good Deportm. (1877) 116
This not only is a wronging of the Magistrate of his Right,
but it wrongs all fair Traders. 1867 A. L. Gordon Ashtaroth
Wks. (1912) 253 Yet I forgive your wronging,. .1 call your
bitters sweet.

"Wrongish (rp-nif, a. [f. Wrong a. + -ish.]

Somewhat wrong.

WRONGNESS.
1849 Carlyle in Froude Life in Land. (1284) II, 22 All

these paper bundles were written last summer, and are
wrongish, every word of them.

Wrongless (i^Tjles). rare~°. [f. Wrong sb.2 +
-LESS.] Devoid of, free from, wrong.
1755 John'son, Wrenglessly, adv. (from wrongless\ [Hence

in Ash (1775) and later Diets.]

Wronglessly(vnlesir,«(fV. rare. [Cf. prec.

and -LY 2.] Without doing wrong or inflicting

injury ; harmlessly.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xv, He was..deerly esteemed of

her for his exceeding good parts, being honorablie courteous,
and wronglesly valiaunt. 1868 G. Macdonald A*. Falconer
II.95 Some woman, .may have darkened his story—darkened
it wronglessly, it may be with coldness, or only with death.

Wrongly 'r^-nli),^/^. Also 4 wrongli,-liche;

5 north, wrangeli, gSc. and north. dial, wrangly.
[f. Wrong 0. + *lyX Cf. OX. rangliga

y
Norw.

rang!ege\ MSw. vranglika
t Da. vrangeligj\

1. In a wrong, undue, or inappropriate fashion
;

unfittingly, improperly. Also Comb.
x 3°3 R- Bronne Handl. Synnc 11069 A^ensGod, he ysnat

quyte pat suffreb for bys owne profyte Holy cherche wrongly
be gyueTo ho men batwykkedlylyue. a 1586 Sidney^ rca~
dia ni.vii, So wrongly-consorted a power could not resist the
ready minded force of Amphialus. a 1830 SirT. Lawrence
in Williams Life <V CV«*. (1831) I. 13 r, I began life wrongly,
1 spent more money than I earned, and accumulated debts.
1848 Mrs. Gaskf.ll Mary Barton ix, She., was so afraid of
speaking wrongly, that she was silent. 1904 Daily Chron.
2 May 5/6 A wrongly-set switch,

b. Inaccurately ; incorrectly. Cf. Wrongfully
adv. 2.

i633 [? Ware] Spenser s State Irel. Pref. *[ 3 b, He deceased
at Westminster in the year 1539. (others have it wrongly
1598.) 1690 lx)CKK Hum. Unci. 11. .vi. § 13. 71 Mad Men,.,
having joined together some Ideas very wrongly,, .mistake
them for Truths. 1818 Cruise Digest {fid. 2) III. 414 The
judgement is evidently misstated, or wrongly printed. 1858
[seeURINOMETER]. 189a Photogr.Ann.W. 7 35 Ifany houses
have been omitted, or wrongly included under any heading.

C. In an erroneous manner; by mistake or
misapprehension ; erroneously, mistakenly ; =
Wrongfully adv. 2 b.

375S Johnson, Misbeliever, . .one who holds a false religion,

or believes wrongly. 1809-14 Wordsw. Excurs. v. 508
What sees be but a creature ..that yearns, Regrets or
trembles^ wrongly, or too much ; Hopes rashly. 1838 Jamks
Robber iv, You construe what I have said very wrongly.
1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 407 To us, rightly or wrongly, general
principles appear rather as [etc.]. 1918 Times Lit. Su//l.
28 Mar. 147. 1 The methods., have, rightly or wrongly, largely
fallen into discredit.

2. In an unfair, unjust, or inequitable manner

;

unjustly, unfairly; = Wrongfully adv. 1.

1340 Ayenb. 8 And yet zenegeb he more bet deb ober por-
chacep ssanie oper harm to obren wrongliche. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. iv. 92 False puple, That by-gylen good men and
greueb hem wrongliche. c 1400 Cato's Morals in Cursor M.
App. 1672 A-gaine man ri5twise striue pou in na wise, ne
wrangeli him greue. 1419 2b Pol. Poems 69 To Wynne
wrongly wele, wod bey gan wede. c 1450 Myrr.our Ladye
11.249 .Many of them wrongly wandrynge from the ryghtnes
of faythe. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxix. ii, Wrongly
sett to worke my woe. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1, v. 23 Thou.

.

would'st not play false, And yet would'st wrongly winne.
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars v. ci, There he had his rightfull
punishment, Though wrongly d^ne; and there he lost his
head. 1839-40 Wordsw. * The Roman Consul' 10 When
they by wilful act A single human life have wrongly taken.

1847 C Bronte J. Eyre viii, 1 have been wrongly accused.

Wrongness (rprjnes). [f, as prec. + -nkss.]

f 1. The state or condition of being curved or

crooked ; crookedness, wryness. Obs. rare.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 534/2 Wrongnesse, of werke,..cwr.
vitas, c 1475 Ibid. 433/2 (K.), Ryth, with owtyn wrong*
nesse, rectus.

2. Want of correctness or exactness; unsuitability

or inappropriateness to a desired purpose or end

;

faultiness, error.

17*6 Butler Serin. 306 There was a Probability, if he
could see the whole Reference of the Parts appearing wrong
to the general Design, that this would destroy the Appear-
ance of Wrongness and Disproportion. 1796 Coleridgf.
Biog. Lit. (1847) II. 365 Though not right in itself, it may
become right by the greater wrongness of the only alterna-

tive—the remaining in neediness and uncertainty. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. lit, This is indeed a time when right

Education is, as nearly as may be, impossible : however, in

degrees of wrongness there is no limit 1871 RusKiN^-Vr*
Clav. v. 10 The Botanical lecturer was, to the extremity of

wrongness, wrong. 1897 Westm.Gaz.4 Sept. 2/1 Hergown,
even her gloves—everything that could be wrong was wrong,

with the worst of all wrongness.

3. The character or quality of being morally

wrong or wrongful; injustice, wrongfulness.

In frequent use from C1B70.

1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1834) I. "• 100 Malice, envy,

falsehood, injustice, irrespective of their wrongness [etc.J.

1843 MiAu/tn Nonconf. lll.i As if a man's sense of Tightness

and wrongness were nothing. 1851 H. Spencer Soc. Statics

x. S 1. 128 To determine the rightness or wrongness of certain

actions. 1881 Gentl. Mag. CCL. 164 When nature. .is.

.

chastising us right and left for our wrongness, it is no time

to sit at ease.

4. a. A wrong bent, tendency, or inclination, rare.

1736 Butlkr Anal. 11. v. 203 The Wrongnesses within

themselves which the best complain of, and endeavour to

amend. 1799 W. Gilpin Serm.x. 119 What wrongnesses do
such thoughts produce, .in our tempers, in our behaviour t

b. A wrongful, unfair, or faulty act or action ; a
wrong, injustice.



WRONGOUS.
1856 Faber Creator fy Creature 111. iv. (1858) 457 All our

wants, .and all our wrongnesses carry their manifold burdens

to God's fidelity.

Wrongous (n?*rps), a. Latterly Sc. (and

north.'). Forms : a. 2-6 wrangwis (5 -wiss(e,

-uiss, 6 -uis), 2-5 wrangwise (3 wranc-), 5
-uise, 4-5 -wys(e, 4 wTangewis,-wys, 5 vrang-
wis (-ways, wTanwos), 6 wrangwus; 3 wrong-
wise,^ -wis, -wys (5 -wes,-wos). &. 5-wrang-
ous (6 -eous), 5-7 wrangus (5 -ws, werangus,
5-6 vrangus, 9 dial, wrangush), 5 wrangis

; 5-

wrongous (5-0, 9 -eus, 6, 9 -eous, 5 -ys, -os, 5-6

-us). [Early ME. wrangwis, f. %vrang Wrong a.

+ -wis, after rihlwis Righteous a. Cf. MSw. and
older Da. vrangvis, S\v. vrangvis iniquitous, Da.
vrangvis, Norw. rangvis, self-conceited.

The orig. spelling ivra?ig^vis, -wise, survived until the 16th

c. ; the obscured endings <ues
t
-ivos, -ivus, -os, etc., appear

in the i5-i6thc.,and wrangous, wrongous, about the end of

the 15th c. Cf. Righteous a.}

The exact sense is doubtful in the following early ex-

ample :—? a 1*00 in Napier 'O. E. Glosses 47/2 ^alcbrosos J.

asperos,. .wiberwyrde, wrangwise, wo^e.

fl. Of persons : Acting wrongfully, inequitably,

or unjustly; rascally, iniquitous, unjust. Obs.

aizoo Moral'Ode 256 per nine bo<5.. Med-ierne domes men,
and wrongwise \Egerton MS. wrancwise] rcucn._ 31300
Cursor M. 1 1539 Ful wrath he wex, bat wrangwis king.

a 1340 Hampole Psaltcrlxxi'i. 12 Wrongwis men Sccouatous.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsk. 116 He bat hauys
right alonge vysage, ys wrongwys. c 1480 Hknryson Wolf
$ Lamb 157 Wrangous men offals Intent. 1535C0VERDALE
Ps. lxxi. 4 Heshal..punysh the wrongeous doer. 1567 CWtf
% Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 99 For wrangus men sail end mis-

cheuouslie. a 1599 Rollock On 2 Thess. (1606) 19 (Jam.)

So man by nature is a wrangous and vnjust judge, c 1625

Bisset Raiment (S.T.S.) II. 162 Princes of Scotland, that

war. .wrangous usurperis of the crown.
absol. a 1300 Cursor M. 837 pe wrangwis wit bar waful

wrak par bai biginning gaii to tak.

2. Marked or characterized by wrong, injustice, or

unfairness; = Wrongful a. 1.

a 1200 Moral Ode 48 per ne seal me us naut binimen mid
wrangwise dome, a 1300 Cursor M. 7548 Godd es euwr on
rightwis side, Weiraiand again wrangwis pride, c 1400
Rule St. Benet Ixv. 43 Thoro )>at er raysid.-dissensiones,

and werangusordinansis. c 1450Mirour Satuaciouu{\\.oxh.)

149 Thi sharppest byndyngs and wrongwys Captivjtee.

c 1470 Hfnhy Wallace ix. 919 Off crystin blud to se it was
gret syn, For wrangwis caus. 1535 Covehdale Ecclus,
xxxv. 12 Bewarre of wrongeous ofTeringes, for y

e Lorde..
regardeth no mans personne. c 1550 Holland Crt. Venus
1. 583 Lufe is wrangous, and lufe is variable, a 1578 Linde-
say (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 74 It is nocht for no
wrangous quarrell that we haue assembellit our selffis. 1617

Jas. 1 in Halliwell Lett. Kings Fug. (1846) II. 143 Every
wrong must be judged by the first violent and wrongous
ground whereupon it proceeds, a 1639 Spottiswood Hist.
Ch. Scot. 11.(1655) 5 r The wrongous judgement and sentence
given against them. 1826 Galt Last 0/ Lairds xxvi, The
wrongeous mischief ye would 1100 do to the sweet girl.

1830 — Lawrie T, IV. vi, The issues of his wrongous
suspicions.

b. Of actions, etc.; = Wrongful a. 1 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22276 pan saL.sone be aniicrist come, .

.

his werkes wrangwis to fulfill. 1357 Lay Folks Catcch. (T.)

222 Wrangwise takyng.. of othir men godes. a 1400 Relig.
Piecesfr. ThorntonMS. 12A wrangwise wylnynge or 3ern-

ynge to haue any maner of gude that vs awe noghte. c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. I. ix. 626 Na war his mercy grete excede
Our gilt and our wranguise deid. 1483 in Acta Dom.
Cone. II. Introd. 102 The actioun. .anent the wrangwise
occupacioun of the landis. 1517 Reg. Privy Seal Scott. I.

448/1 The wranguis taking or steling of certane money.
1523 Cromwell in Merriman Life ty Lett. (1902) I. 31 In
wrongus withholding of her Dowre. 1368 in Calderwood
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) II. 444 The alledged investing,

and wrongous electioun of the said regent, c 1625 Bisset
Rolmeni (S.T.S.) I. 8 Pilate beand..vexit in his spreit for

..his wrangus doingis. 1907 Times 17 April 10/5 A Court of
Session action for damages for alleged wrongous certification

of lunacy.

3. Not right or justifiable in nature or application;

not applicable or proper; unfitting, unsuitable.

a 1350 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 20 3e suld haue
schame On me to put swilk wrangwys blame, c 1460
Toivneley Myst. xxiii. 551 Yonder is a fals tabyll,..lt is

falsly wnten, Iwys, This is a wrangwys thyng. C1470 Hknky
Wallace vm.649 Othir sum said, it was the wrangwis place.

1533 Bellenden Livy(S.T.S.) II. 81 He tuke litil fere how
beit he war honorit with wrangwis stile. 1567 Gude .5- Godlie

B. (S.T.S.) 174 Allace 1 this is ane wrangous way. la 1800

Lord Ingram xxv. in Child Ballads II. 129/2, I will not

father my bairn on you, Nor on no wrongeous man. 1821

Joseph the Book-Man 52 Perchance I've play'd some very
wrongous prance.

b. Wrongly directed or constituted.

1768 Ross Helenore 1 7 I f Lindy chane'd . . To play a feckless

or a wrangous shot. 1845 R.W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. iv. 77
In their improvement, if the State be wrongousand defective,

you must raise the State to the people.

4. +a. Obtained by illegal, wrongful, or unfair

means ; ill-gotten. Obs.

c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. vi. xiii. 1130 Be thyft, Oppyn refe,

or wrangwys gyft, ..all I wan The gud. £1480 Henryson
Trial Fox 11 (Bann. MS.), Off wrangus get [v.r. geir]

cuinmys wrang successioun. 1533 Gau Kicht Vay (S.T.S.)

16 Thay that haldis wrangus guidis of thair nichtburs or

takiswp wrangus rentis. 1600 Hamilton inCath. Tractates
(S.T.S.) 234 The Ministers dar not teache this restitution

of wrangous geir. a 1750 in Walker Bards Bon-Accord
(1887} 180 Wrangous gear can never thrive.

b. Scots Law. Contrary to law; unlawful, illegal.

1671 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 275 Manifest oppression
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and wrongous imprisonment committed upon the said com-
pleaner. 1700^. Acts Parlt. (1823) XI.213/1 The draught

of the Act.. for preventing wrongous imprisonments and
against undue defayes in tryalls. 1701 Ibid. 27-2-121$. 1753
Scots Mag. Aug. 420/2 Under the pain of wrongous im-

prisonment. x8i8 Scott Rob Roy xxx, Dougal will have

a good action ofwrongous imprisonment and damages agane
him. 1854 H. Miller Sch. ty Schm. xxii. 473 The pedlar.

.

raised an action for wrongous imprisonment. 1901 Scotsman

29 March 6/8 Pursuer claimed..damages for wrongous
dismissal.

WrongOTtsly (rfrpsli), adv. In later use

chiefly 3?. Forms: 4-6 wrangwis-, 4-5 -wys-,

5- wrongously, etc. (see Wrongous a.); also

4-7 -lie, 4 -li ; 5-6 -le. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a wrongful, unjust, or evil manner; wrong-

fully, unfairly, inequitably.

In very freq. (esp. Sc.) use from c 1425 to c 1650.

C1325 Metr.IIom.-i2 Itschawed..That I led mi lif wrang-
wislie. a 1340 Ha^tolk Psalter ix. 12 [People] wrangwisly
slane or harmed, a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 13
Noghte anely he bat wrangwysely getes, bot he bat wrang.
wysly haldes. 14.. Guy Wanu. 6500 (Camb. MS.), pou
doyst vncurteslye For to smyte me wrongeuslye. c 1440
Alph. Tales 48 To pray for me, at I be nott wrongoslie

putt to dead, c 1460 Toivneley Myst. vii. 58 If thou swere
wrongwosly,. .Thou art worthi grete blame. 1468 in Surtees

Misc. (1890) 19 Ye tennauntes. .have wrangwisly halden &
occupies xviij poules feet of ye grounde. 1533 IIellenden
Livy iv. xx. (S.T.S.) II. 123 For be said taw put he faderis

fra l?e public landis quhilkis bai wrangwislie possedit. 1535
Coveroale Job xxxiv. i2 God condemneth no man wronge-
ously. JI1615 Brieue Cron. Erlis Ross (1850) 17 He was
sinistruously and wrongously put out of the Abhay. 1680

Alison in Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1871) 62 They have
. .assized and sentenced me wrongously. 1756 Uvng in Beat-

son Nav. 4- Mil. Man. (1790) II. 81 The injury done to our
characters., which, .[have] been most injuriously and wrong-
ously attacked. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1834) I. vi.

242 If one [child] . . on returning . . shall find the chair in

the possession of another occupier, .it has the sense of being
wrongously dispossessed. 186a Chambers sEncycl. III. 462
Where a free man is wrongously captured or detained. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman 340 She., slapped the schoolmaster

for bating me wrongously.

2. Without good ground or justification; for no
sufficient cause or reason ; undeservedly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27695 If bou . . ever thoro envie Has ani

man wreid wrangwisly. c 1350 Relig. Lyrics 14th 67.(1924)

94 My well of my wele sa wrangwysly wryed. a 1400 Gosp.

Nicodemus (G.) 204 3e wrigh [7'. r.' blame] him wrangwisly.

1483 in Acta Dom. Cone. II. Introd. 103 The malis of the

landis. .excepand xli. ..qululk it is allegit. .that he is wrang-
wisly chargit with. 1563 WinJet Whs. (S.T.S.) I. 53 Paull

at that tyme wes ..maist wranguslie persuadit, that all that

he did wes..pleasand to God. 1574 in Maitl. Club Misc.

I. 102 David, .declarit that. .the kirk wes wranguslie and
sinesterlye informit of him. 1639 Large Declar. Late
Tumults Scott. 377 Wherein..wee are heavily and wrong-
ously blamed and taxed of many great offences. 1828 K.
Irving Last Days 323 To endure reproof wrongously, for

Christ's sake. 1885 Burton Arab. Ats. (abr. ed.) III. 115

Let these folk go, for they are wrongously accused.

+ b. Without due title, claim, or warrant.

14.. in Anglia VIII. 164 Hee wrangusly toke to hym be

name ofan hirde-man. 1456 SirG. Have Zazy.^r///$(S.T.S.)

23 Ane othir callit Damas was put in the sege wrangwisly.

f3. Incorrectly; = Wrongly adv. 1 b. Obs.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign., Bovata Terra;,, .quhilk in

sum buikes, is wrangeouslie writtin, Davaia terra:. 173a

Monro Annt. Bones (ed. 2) 191 A small Cavity, .where the

Recti interni minores, commonly (tho* wrongously) ascribed

to Cowper, take their Rise. 1740 in Heslop Northumbld.
Wds. ( 1894) 799 Pay'd by. . one ofye late stewards,, his fourth

part ofye money—wrongously given to Ralph Smith.

tWrongOUSneSS. Obs. rare. In 4 wrang-
wisnes. [f. as prec. + -NE8S.] The state or con-

dition of being wrong; wrongfulness.
a 1300 CursorM. 7543 Qua-sa fightes in wrangwisnes,Him

helpes noght his Irinnes. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 136 Sua stroies

mare men the Jesse, Wit wa and werldes wrangwisnes.

fWrongwende, a. Obs.—1 [f. Wrong a.+
-wende, as in hdlwende, etc. Cf. Norw. rangvend.]
Distorted, turned aside.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 254 peo..habbe5 be nebbes wrongwende
euerichon frommard ooer, hwon non ne luue3 oSer.

"Wrong-wise,adv. [f. Wrongs. + Wisej^. 1 II.]

In a wrong or reverse manner.
1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers IV. xi. 99 The illuminations, that

they might be seen in their true position by the people, had
to be limned wrong-wise up with regard to the writing.

TWroot, sb. Obs. In I wrot, urot, uurot,
4-5 wrot, 5 wrotte, wroughte. [OE. wrdt, =
MLG. wrote (a mole), LG. wrole

t
wrote^ WFlem.

wroete (snout\ Cf. next and Wort sb.'X\ The
snout of a swine, etc. ; a proboscis.
cj*$ Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) B 188 Bruncus, wrot. a 1100

Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 118 Promuscida, ylpes bile, uel
wrot. a 1325 Old Ax'C ii. in E. £. P. (1862) 149 Moch
me anueb pat mi dritiil druib and mi wrot wet. e 1375 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875) 43 pis bestes heore wrot to
him gonne beode. 1398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xm. xxix.
(Tollem. MS.), The sea swyne. .piccbeb be wrot [1535
snowte] in grauel. Ibid. xvm. xlii. (I3odl. MS.), With his

wrotte and snowte he wrotep vp treen. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 587 Grunnus, . . a gruyn, or a wrot.

tWroot,^. Obs. Forms: 1 wrotan, 2-4 wro-
ten (5 -yn), 4-7 wrote (5 WToth-), 4-6 wroote,

6-7 wroot ( s Se, wTotte , 6 wrutt) . [OE.
wrJtan, m OFris. *wrdta (WFris. wrotte, NFris.

wrote, wrote, wrdt), MLG. wroten (LG. wroteti),

MDu. and Du. wroeten (Antwerp dial, wruten),

WROTH.

OHG. *wrSzzan t
ruozian to plough up, ON. and

Icel. r6ta, (M)Sw. and Norw. rota, Da. rode), f.

wrdt Wboot sb, Cf. Root v.%, Wort v., Wrout v.]

1. intr. To turn rap soil with the snout, as swine

in search of food ; to dig up the earth by grubbing ;

= Root v.% i. Also in fig. context.

£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 689 Subigo, wrotu. a 1000
Riddles xl[i], 107 Swin, bears beflende on bocwuda won
wrotende wynnum Hfde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 Alse
swin, h« uulie<5 and wiote5 and sneuieS aure fule. CX805
Lay. 469 Wilde swin hat wroteS 5eond ban grouen. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. r 83 (Ellesm.), Rightasasoughe wroteth
in euerich ordure; so wroteth [other MSS. add sche, she]

hire beautee in stynkynge ordure of synne. c 1410 Master
ofGame (MS. Digby 182J v,[Wild boars] wrote in pe grounde
with be rowell of hir snowte. £-1420 Avow. Arth. xii, The
bore . . be-gynnus to wrote, He ruskes vppe mony a rote. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 20 In the wyldernesse of this

worlde where they labour & wroote in the erth. a 1586
Sidney De Mornay Pref. Pa We. .preach the kingdome of

heauen, and haue our groynes euer wrooting in the ground.

1587 Harbison England 111. viii. (1878)11. 52 Some [sheepl

also will wroot for them [sc. saftron-bulbs] in verie eger

maner. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. ii. 320 That cruell Boare,
whose tusks turn'd up whole fields of graine, And wrooting,

raised hills upon the leuell Plaine. 1641 Best Farm.Bks.
(Surtees) 144 To lye it wheare it may bee well wroten
amongst with swine and beasts. Ibid. 148 Rye.strawe, well

wrote amongst.

b. trans/. Of worms.
e 1308 Ertheupon Erthe 2 pan schullen an hundred wormes
wroten on be skin. 13. . E. E.Allit. P. C. 467 God wayried

a worme hat wrot vpe perote. ai^z$CursorM. 23281 (Trin.),

po wormes euer shul on hem wrote. 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas
I. 6435 Lik a werm that wrotith on a tre.

C. Of persons : To turn up the ground, rare-1 .

£1325 Orfeo?w Now he most bothe digge and wrote, Er he
have his fille of rote.

2. trans. To turn over, dig or tear up, with the

snout, as in grubbing or burrowing; = Root v .
2 2.

Occas. with up. Also in fig. context.

ciooo Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) Ixxix. 13 Hine utan of wuda
eoferas wrota5. ai3saMiNOT Ptems vi. 32-33 A were es

wroght,.oowre walles with to wrote. Wrote bai sal a,owre

dene, c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 406 Molde-worpis pat

wroten pe erpe. 1398 [see Wroot^.]. C1410 Master of
Game{Ts\S. Digby 182) xxiv, Rootespat \>ei[sc. boars] wrote

oute of be erthe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 148 (Addit. MS.), There
entred a swyne, and the new plantes..he wroted. 1567

MAPLETOTr. Forest 102 The Sow. .wrooting vpthe clots of

the yearth. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anszv. Osor. 29 Cursed

be those Swynishe senses, whiche can wroote together all

rootesofwickednesse. [1601 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass.

in. iv. 1390 If his earth wroting snout shall gin to scorne.)

iransf. 1535 Covebdale Prov. xv. 27 The couetous man
wrutteth vp his owne house.

b. To draw or cast (earth, etc) by grubbing.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 802 Light molde aboute and on,

anoon let wroote. Ibid. in. 445 More [mould] a litel herre

vppon hit wrote. Ibid. xti. 469 But wete hym ofte, and

donge aboute hym wrote.

Hence + Wrooting///. a. Obs.

C1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 79 A wroiing vlcus [L. vlcus

corosiuum] is M of his malice freiib [B.M. Addit. MS.
wrotep]. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. <$• Epigr. (1867) 132 The
wrotynghogge. 1600 Thynne Emblems {i&?6)xx\ii. 5 With
wrootinge groyne, .[.the] warlike bore Turnesvp and betters

that bad lande.

Wroot, obs. erron. form of Root v.1

tWroo-ter. Obs.-° [f. Wuootv. +-er1. Cf.

Du. and older Flem. wroeter; WFlem. wroetcr

(snout), also WFris. xvrotter field-woiker.] An
animal that roots.

c 1440 Promp.Parv. 534 Wrotare, versor (K. verror).

fWrooter, obs. erron. f. Kootkb 1 i.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosam V. 229 Molly-

fying the.. homely crucifier of lesus Christ crucifyde &
wrooter vp of Pallestine.

Wroothe, obs. form of Wkoth a.

t Wroo'ting, vbL sb. Obs, [f. Wroot v. +

-WO 1.] The action of grubbing or rooting ;
the

result of this, the furrow made by a pig rooting.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 147 Curatis .. resten as mold-

warpis in wrotynge of worldly worschipe & erbely goodis.

1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. /o No. 1, 1. iiL fol. 6 b, Scrophula

ys a sore that is lyke a swynes wrotynge. c 1440 Promp.

Pan'. 534/2 Wrotynge, of beestys, versio. Wrotynge, of a

swyne, scrobs. 1491 Cat. Ane. Rec. Dublin (1889) 333 Whate
with wrotyng and tredyng of the saide bestes [sc. swine].

153a More Conftt. Tindale Wks. 586/1 We must yoke

them for breking hedges, and ringe them for wroting.

Wropper, dial. f. Wbaitek sb. Wroa(se, obs.

varr. Worse a. Wrot, obs. metathetic var. Wart
sb, Wrotch, etc. : see Wretch, etc. Wrote,
pa. t. and pa. pple. (now Wit.) of Writer.

t Wroth, sb* Obs. Also 5 -wroo]?, wTooth,

5, Sc. 6 wrothe, 6 wToath. [f. Wroth a., re-

placing Wrath sb. or Wrethe sb,] Deep angtr

or resentment ; wrath, rage, or fury ; ire.

The earlier examples are doubtful. The first may be a mis-

writing for turethe or ivorthe, and the second may be adjec-

tival, as in Gower Conf. vi. 1696 (see For- 1 pref 10).

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2077 All pe werd [v.r. werld] war to

waike his wrothe to with-stand. a 1425 Cursor M. 12183

(Trin.), Leuy for wroob.,smot him on pe heed a dint.

1513 Douglas AEneid 11. x. 24 Sair pwnhioun of Greikis

dred scho, als Hir husbandis wroth. 1581 A. Hall Iliad

vi. 109 Thus sets the tiayterous iade the king with griefe

and wroth a fire. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 11. iii. 182 Imagin'd
wroth Holds in hir bloud..swolne and hot discourse. 1663
Butler Hud. 1. i. 892 The objects of our Wroth. Ibid. it.

737 At this the Knight grew high in wroth.
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Wroth (r^b),*^ Cornish dial [Cf. Wrasse.]
One or other species of wrasse.

1750 Heath Acc. 1st. Stilly 317 The Coast is plentifully

stored, .with Sea Round Fish; as. .Cunner, Rockling, Cod,
Wroth, Becket. 1882 ]\GoAnc. Lang. Cornwall 314 Wroth,
a fish known as Conner, or sea Carp.

Wroth (r<?
u

)>, rfb), a. b'orms: a. 1 wTatS
{Northumb. uratS, wuraU), 2-3 wraU (5 wrad),
3-4 wrap, 4 wrape, 4-5, .S'<r, 6 wrathe (4 wrahte),

4-5 wrath (4 wragh, 5 Sc. vrath, 6 wraatb,
wraathe), Sc. 5-6, 8 wraith (6 wreith) ; 3 wreetS

(weer"S), 6 Sc, wreth. /3. 3 wroU, 3-5 wroJ> (3-4
VTOj>), 3-5 wrope, 4-6 wrothe, 4- wroth (4
wrogh, wTOght, wropt, 4-5 wroht, worth,

5 wrought, wroghth, wourthe)
; 4-5 wroo]>,

wrooth, 5 wroope, 5 rowthe, 6 wrouthe. [OE.
wrdp, = OFris. wreth evil, OS. wri& (MLG.
wrede

%
writ, LG. wr$d), MDu. writ, wrect (Du. and

Flem. wreed cruel), OHG. reid, reidi (MUG. reit,

reide curled, twisted), ON. *zvrei<^r
9
rei<)r (Norw.

vrezd, reid, Da. and Sw. vred) angry, offended, f,

the pa. t. of wrffian to Writhe. Cf. Wrath a.]

In very freq. usee 1250-r 1450. Rare (exc. in or after Bibli-

cal usage), c 1530-1: 1850, being regarded as ' out of use* by
Johnson, 'nearly obsolete' by Ash, but as 'an excellent
word and not obsolete' by Webster (1828-32). Revived in

sense 1, esp. in formal or dignified style, c 1800.

1. Stirred to wrath ; moved or exasperated to ire

or indignation ; very angry or indignant; wrathful,

incensed, irate.

Rarely attrib., as in quots. a 1-225, 1375,^1400.
a. C050 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xxii. 7 De cynix, uutedlice

mi5 3y ^eherde wurao was. a 1000 Genesis 2260 Da wear5
unblioe Abrahames cwen, hire worcbeowe wrad on mode.
a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1066, J>a be cyng
Willelm ^eherde ba^t secgen ba weaiS heswide wrao, cujS
Lamb. Horn, 15 Ne beo bu nefre ei:e wraS per fore, c izoo
Cumin 19603 And ta warrp wrab Herode. c 1205 Lav. 826S
pa wes he wrse^ ful iwis. Ibid. 28723 pus be king wordede,
wrseS on his ponke. a 1300 Cursor M. 1599 ('of he was
wrath it was na wrang. 137S Barbour Bruce xvi. 245
Micht no man se ane vrathar man. 1:1400 Rule St. Benet
(Prose) 1 He, as a wrath fader,, .deseret vs os not hys sons.

c X450 Merlin u i3 Tho gau the luge to be right wrath.
c 1475 Rauf Coityar 100 The Carll. .wox wonder wraith.

c 1520 M. Nisbet Ephes. iv, 26 Be ye wrathe, and will ye
nocht do synn. c 1500 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) vi. 38 For
be scho wreth I will not wow it. 1590 Buiu;l in Watson
Coll. 11. (1709) 2 Anna, wondrous wraith, Deplors hir sister

Didos daith. a 1776 Lord Ingram in Child Ballads II.

131/2 A' was blyth at Auld Ingram's cuming, But Lady
Maisdrey was wraith.

0. c i»oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 183 Al bat me was leof, hit was
be lo5; bu ware a sele 5ief ich was wro^. a 2225 Aucr, R.
120 WroS mon is he wod ? c 1290 Becket 413 po was J>e king
wel of i-nou}, wrobere bane he was er. 13.. Cursor At.

4889 (Gott.), If he it wit he wil be wroght [Trin. wroob].

1398 Trevisa Barth, DeP. R. v. xli. (BM. AddiL MS.), By be

galle we ben wToob, by be herte we ben wys, c 1450 Knt.
de la Tour (1006) 22 Thanne she was wrother thanne afore.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes cfAymon iii. 113 Sire, ..ye be wroth
of som other thyng. 1526 Tsndal Matt. xxii. 7 When the
kyng hearde that, he was wroth. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. Mark x. 65 For he was nether wroth, nor murmured
against Christ, a 1599 Spenser F. Q. vir. vi. 35 There-at
Ioue wexed wroth. i6ix Bible i Sam. xx. 7 If he be very
wroth,, .euill is determined by him. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III. 25 Our modern Dissenters

seem wroth, when they are deem'd a vulgar., kind of People.

1749 Ft elding Tom Jones vt. ix, 'I he parson., saying, * You
behold, Sir, how he waxeth wroth at your abode here '.

1820 Wordsw. * A Book camefortk %

7 But some.. Waxed
wroth, and with foul claws.. On Bard and Hero clamorously
fell. 184a Tennvson Dora 23 Then the old man Was wroth,
and doubled up his hands. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xl, Sir

Leicester is majestically wroth. x88o Blackmohe Maty
AneHey xxxiii, 'I know it,' said Carroway, too wroth to

swear. •

absol. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 944 Selde endep wel be lobe &
selde playdeb wel be wrobe.
trans/1 c 1385 Chaucer Cook's T. 34 Reuel and trouthe..

been ful wrothe al day as men may see.

b. Said of the Deity.
a 1100 in Earle^ Laud-Charters (1888) 253 Crist., him

wurde wra5 be hi hafre ^ebywie. a 1300 Cursor M. 959
Wa es me 1 Iauerd,. .bat euer 1 mad be wrath. £1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 5479 When he es wrathe bat es maker of
alle. C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 96 Ther shal the ..

wrothe luge sitte aboue. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 117 God
was wel be wrober. a 1450 Mirk's Eestial 1, 4 Aboue hym
schall be Crist his dome->-man so wrope, bat [etc.]. 1533
Bellenden Livy (S.T.S.) I. 106 The goddis war sa com-
xnovit and wraith, bat [etc.]. 1611 Bible Isaiah lxiv. 9 Be not
wroth very sore, O Lord. 1697 Dryden Aineis v. mo The
God was wroth. 1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 351 He saw full

many a God Wroth as himself. 1877 Tennyson Harold I.

L 28 Why should not Heaven be wroth?

C. With dative, or const, with preps., as against,

at, on, f to, + toward, f upon, or esp. with.
{a) a 1000 Genesis 405 ponne weorS he him wrao on mode,

ciooo Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) lxxxiv. 4 pat Su us ne weoroe
wraS on mode, ^iaoo Ormin 4814 Forr whatt iss Drihhtin
me buss wrap? ci*$o tlali Meid. 31 Beo hit nu, pat..ti

were beo be wia'A.

0) c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 117 pi les 5e god iwur5e wraS wi5
eou. c iaos Lay. 6369 A-nan se he wes wra5 wid eni. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 570 Corineus. . wrob inou was Toward ^e
king lotrin. 1303 R. Brunne HandI, Synne 12293 Al tymes
ys God more wroper with pys pan [etc.]. a 135a Minot
Poems iii. 5 For mani men to him er wroth. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1, 201 Gyff ony thar-at war wrath. 1388 Wyclif
Num. xxiv. 10 Balaach was wrooth a^ens Balaam. 141a

26 Pol. Poems 47 First whan god wib man was wrob. 1471

Caxton Recuyell (Sommeo) 535 Dyane..was wrothe and
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angry vpon them, c 1489 — Sonnes 0/Aymon i. 50 Charle-
mayne..was wrothe to theym. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron.
xxviii. 9 The Lorde God. .is wrotli at Iuda. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. in. vi. 19 She. .woxe halfe wroth against her damsels
slacke. Ibid, vti. 8 Be not wroth With silly Virgin. 161 s

Bible Ps. lxxxix. 38 Thou hast bene wroth with thine
anointed. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Jllyst, Udolpho xxv, The
signoTj it seems, had lately been very wroth against her.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 160 Then got Sir Lancelot suddenly
to horse, Wroth at himself. 1873 'Ouiru' J'ascaret I. 39
She, dear soul, was very wroth against him always. 1883
Whitelaw Sophocles, Antigone 1177 Wroth with his piti-

less sire, he slew himself.

fig. (T1300 Cursor Al. 30 pe wrang to here right is lath,

And pride wyt buxsumnes is wrath.

f 2. Marked or characterized by anger or wrath
;

indicative of ire or indignation. 0/>s.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) lxiii. 4 Hi. .hi mid wraSum word-
urn trymmaS. (Z1300 E. E. Psalter lxxiii. 1 Wrathe es \n

breth, ouer schepe of \y'i fode. a 1325 Prose Psaiter exxiii.

3 Her wodeship was wrope o^ains us. 13. . Gaw, $ Gr. Knt.
1706 pay sued hym [sc. a fox] fast, \Vre~,ande hym ful

weterly with a wroth noyse. c 1375 Cursor M. 828 (Fairf.),

Sone bigan veniaunce to kit he, al was wrab ba t er was
blithe. 1582 Stanyhurst Aineis \. (Arb.) 22 Wroth woords
statelye thus [he] vsed. 1648 J. BeAUmont Psyche, xu, xxxiii,

Wroth fiery Knots are inarbhalled upon Her Forehead.

T 3. Of a fierce, savage, or violent disposition or

character; stern, truculent. Obs.
Beowulf'319 Ic to sa wille wi8 wrao werod wearde heald-

an. C893 /Elf re n Oros. vi. ii. 254 pa wearc* Tiberius Ro-
manum 6wa wraS & swa heard swa he him ar was milde&
iebe. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) lxvii. 5 pa bewydewum syn
wraSe at dome, c 1205 Lay. 18583 pis inerde Goriois. .&he
andsware ijaf, eorlene wraSest. Ibid. 2S503 Arour bat iherde,
wraflest kinge. C1275 Ibid. 6402 par was mani bold Brut,
and mani cnihtes wrobe [c 1205 bisi kempen].

fb. In the phrase as wroth as {the) wind. Obs.
13.. Caw. $t Gr. Knt. 319 He wex as wroth as wynde.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. ril. 328 Also wroth as )>e wynde Wex
Mede in a while. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 13091 And he [was]
wrothe as the wynde to his wale enie. 14.. Erthe vf>ou
Erthe 33/48 Erthe is as sone wroth as is the wynde. c 1470
Got. cy Gaw. 770 Golograse.., Wod wraith as the wynd,
his handis can wryng.

1 4. Of animals : Of a violent or fierce nature
;

irritated, enraged. Obs.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1548 Se deopa Seao\.aleo* hy mid

by ealdan li^e. ., wrabum wyrmum. a 1250 Owl $ Night.
1043 pe vie wes wrob, to cheste rad, Mid bisse worde hire
eyen abraid. 13. . E. E. Adit. P. B. 1676 pou..on mor
most abide. .With wrope wolfes to won. c 1375 Sc. Leg,
Saints i. {Peter) 523 pan wes be hound na thing wrath, Na
schup to do na man schatb. a 1400-50 Wars Alex, 738 As
wrath as a waspe. 1526 Tindale A'^.'xii. 17 The dragon
was wroth with the woman.

b. trans/. Of the wind, sea, etc. : Moved to

a state of turmoil or commotion ; violent, stormy.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C, 162 Euer was ilyche loud be lot of

be wyndes, & euer wrober be water, & wodder be stremes.

13 . . Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 525 Wrobe wynde of ]>e welkyn wras-
telez with he sunne. 13.., etc. [see 3 b], 1426 Audelay
Poems 47 Wry not fro Godis word as the wroth wynd. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. xi. 19 When the wroth Western wind does
reaue their locks. 1835 Browning Paracelsus v. 661 The
wroth sea's waves are edged With foam, 185a C. B, Mans-
field Paraguay, etc. (1856) 123 It rained heavily.. .So I

was wroth, and the weather too. 1876 Swinburne Erech-
theus 1649 The most holy heart of the deepsea, Late wroth,
now full of quiet.

t 5. Bad, evil; grievous, perverse. Obs.
In later use in to ivrothe hele, -haile (see Wrother.heal).
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) cxviii. 101 Ic rnintim fotumfacne

sioas, pa wraban we^as, werede ?;eorne. a 1023 Wulfstan
Horn. I. (1883) 273 Hu lane and h'.i lyorc bis lif is,..hu tealt

and hu wraft. a 1225 Juliana 57 Weila as bu were iboren
wreccheowrafte [x'.r. wraoer] time, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 171 pe
wrecches bet ha seh . . wra^e werkes wurchen. a 1350 / 'ror.

Alfred 115 penne beob his wene ful wrobe isene. 1297 K.

GlOUC (Rolls) 3019 To wrobe hele al bis lond was he so

milde bo. c 1330 King of Tars 131 To wrothe hele that he
was bore, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7872 That was him to

wrothe-haile : For thei of Grece opon him throng.

f6. Displeased, grieved ; sorrowful, sad. Obs.

13. .K.AHs. 4528 (Laud MS.), Alisaunderhab vnderstonde
pe lettre bat com from darries sonde. Wrob he was, &
Iiadde pyte. i$,.Ga7o, tf Gr. Knt. 70 Ladies la^ed ful

loude, ^03 h»y lost haden, And he bat wan was not wrothe.

c 1450 Ludus Coventrioe 329 Lombe of love witb-owt loth,

I ffynde be not, myn hert is wroth.

•f b. Fearful, apprehensive, afraid. Obs. rare"1
.

13.. A". Atis. 544 (Laud MS.), Vche of hem so bycom
wroob : For a dragon ber com in fleen.

t Wroth, v. Obs. Also 1 wra5ian, 5 wrothyn,
wTothe. [OK wrdbian (= OS. wrt'dian, ON.
*wreida, reiOa, refl. reidask (Norw. vreidast, MSw.
vrefas, Sw. vredgas, Da. vredes) to get angry, f.

wr(iS Whoth a. Cf. awroth (s.v. Awbath),\Vkath,
\\ ukthe vbs.~\

1. intr. To become wrathful or angry ; to

manifest anger.
C975 Rushw. Gosp. Mark x.41 Datenuongunnun wra^iga

of lacobe & iohanne. 14. . Wars Alex. 2593 (Dubl. MS.),
}itt wer hys baratours abaist& ben be bern wrothed. c 1435
Torr. Portugal 1 196 Lo, sir kyng, hold this, , , or ellis wroth
we anon, c 1475 Partenay 1254 Again melusine wrothed
he ful sore.

2. trans. To make wrotli or angry ; to enrage.
c 1450 Mirk's Eestial 1. 66 Adam loued hyr and wold not

wroth hur. 1499 Promp. Parv. (Pynson).Wrothyn or maken
wrothe, irrito. 1611 Florio, Adirare, to anger, to wroth.

b. reft. To become wrathful or angry.
c X425 Seven Sages (P.) 1780 Bot triau he wrothe hym

never so sore, For sothe I nylle prove hym no more.

"Wroth, obs. var. wrought, pa. pple. ofWork v.

Wrothe, obs. metathetic var. wort. Wart sb.

t Wrothe, adv. Obs. Forms: a. 1 wratSe, 3
wrape, 5 -wrath. (3. 3 wTo"o*e, 3-4 wrope, 5
wrothe, wroth. [OK. wrdde, f. wrab Wroth a.]

1. Wrathfully, angrily, severely ; = Wrothlv
adv. 1.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiii. 14 Ondsuarade 5a oss folces

aldormon wraooe[ Kushw. wra5e]. a 1000 Gulhlacb$> Eow
se waidend wraSebisencte. a 1250 Owl ty Night. (C.) 972 pu
canst ^olle wrobe & strange, c 1275 in O.E. Misc. 144/103
pat folk worb eft wrobe i-spild, penule to hire [sc. true love]

turne. 1338 R. Brunne Chron, (1S10) 265 Was neuer in

bam both [sc. Wales and Scotland] terme set ne stounde,
pat bei [ne] discorded wrotli. c 1400 Arth. <y Merl. 824 Heo
. .beot hire bo|»eeoue!e and wrob. c \^oSyrGener. (Roxl).)

2917 The Sowdon wrothe answerd ageyn. Ibid. 9229 The
lord he smote than so wrothe That shelde to-rofe.

2. Evilly; badly; ill; = Wrothly adv. 2.

c888 Alfred Boeth. i, He ba ^ehat swifle yfele selaeste,

& swifle wra^e ^eendode mid niane.^um mane, a 1000 Ags.
Ps. (Thorpe) Ivii. 2 Eft ^e on heortan ho^edon inwit, worh-
ton \\raoe. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 pese breo birg
nute3 ech man on two wise, wel, and wro^e. a 1250 Owl «y

Night. 1360 Wymmon may pleye vnder clobe hweber heo
wife wel be wrobe. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 729 Vor bou
art mi dojter. .1 loued be one; bou jelstnou my loue wrobe.
1340 Aycnb. 20 pet bou best oft zipes euele and wrcbe y.
loked hire fe*tes. c 1400 Gamelyn 73 He clothed him and
fedde hym yuel and eke wrothe.

3. Sorrowfully; sadly; = Wroth ly adv. 3.

a 1250 Owl <y Night. (J.) 415 A wintre bu singest wrobe &
yoinere. c 1275 Sinners Beware 96 in O. E. Misc. 75 per-fore

heo schulesiche And in hellesmyche Acoryen hit ful wrape.

t Wrother-heal, sb. and adv. Obs. Forms :

3 wratjer-, 3-4 wraper- (4 wreper-\ 3 wro'o'er-,

3-5 wrother-hele (5 wrothir-, wrothher-) ; also

3 -heale, 4 -hale, -haylle, 4-5 -hail(e, -hayl.

[ = OE. *(to') wripre hwte fiklu, ~o) : see Wroth a.

and Heal sb. 2 b (Hele, Hail sb.%, Hale sb. 1
).

Cf. GODER-HKAL.]
A. sb, a. To wrolher heal {hele, also hail, hale),

with evil fate or fortune; with or to misfortune,

injury, calamity, or destruction.
1:1205 Lav. 29556 per heo iwuroen to, to wraSere hele.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 102 Go ut ase dude Dina,.. to wrother hele.

c 1275 xi Pains ofHell 27 in O. E. Misc. 148 To wrol>ere
hele he wes ibore. c 1305 Pilate 187 in E. E. P. (1862) 116
He swor his more ob anon bat he to wrobere hele ber com.
1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xiv. 120 For to wrutherhele was he
wroujte bat neuere was ioye shaped. a 1400 Sqr. lowe
Degre 299 Alas 1 it tourned to wroth-her-heyle. a 1425
Cursor M. 21923 (Trin.), To wroberhele he ;af vs wit.

b. With dative (noun or pronoun) of person, etc.

a 1200 St. Marker. 10 Ah crist to wurSmunt, ant him to

wraoerheale, be rode taken arudde hire readliche. 01225
Juliana 43 pe ich font & habbe ifolhet me to wraoer heale.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 72S2 So bat harald was king to

wroberhele l>e kinedom. 13. . Gosp. Niced. 695 What raue
be vayle, pat in yhour temple hang? vs all to wrotherhail.

1362 Langl./*. PI. A. ti, 20 Out of wrong heo wox to wrober-
hele monye. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4260 He sayled in with
a feble sayl And pat was him to wrotherhayl.

C With genitive pronoun, rarer 1
,

c 1205 Lav. 490 Mid bra;te he spilede: To wroper heore
hele habbeS heo such were idon.

B. adv. Unfortunately; disastrously.

.21300 Cursor M. 16477 Ful wrather-hail to min bihoue
haf 1 tan bis mone. c 1325 S/ft-. Gy Want; 129 Wrober
hele was ludas born, tor burw pat sinne he was lorn.

a 1330 Otuel 208 Wroper hele come bou her, I rede bou ^eld

op pi brood, a 1400-50 U ars Alex. 1759 pou sekis fraward
Sichim bi-selfe wrothir-haile.

Wro^thful, a. Obs. or arch. [var. of Wrath-
ful a., after Wroth sb. or a.]

An app. early example in R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 37 is

prob. an error for wrathful or wrethful.

1. Of persons : Full of wrath; angry; = Wrath-
ful a. 1.

c 1500 Communycacyon (W. de W.) Cj, Alas why haue I

wroth full ben? 1535 Covkkdale Nahum i. 2 A taker of

vengeaunce is y« Lorde, and wrotbfull. 1546 Gasser's Prog,
nost. d ij b, The warrier Sc wroth ful Mars, Lord of this yere.

1590 Spenser E. Q. ii. xi. 34 The knight yet wrothfull for

his late disgrace,., him., sore smote. 1810 Scott Lady of'L.

v. vi, Wrothful at such arraignment foul, Dark lower 'd the

clansman's sable scowl.

b. Prone to wrath.

1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. vii. 8 His men. .are stronge and
of a wrothfull stomack.

2. Proceeding or arising from wrath ; characterized

by or expressive of anger.

1535 Covehdale Ps. Ixviii. 34 Let thy wrothfull displea-

sure take holde of them. 1561 Lech Armory 165 b, His

irefull hart straight braided out wiothful wordes of WTeke

and reuenge.

Hence Wro'thfully adv., Wro-thfalness.
a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus Sr Sydracke (? 1510) P ij, He styreth

and quakyth *wrothfully. 1535 Coverdale Ft. exxiu.

3 When they were so wrothfully displeased at vs. 1596

Sienser E. Q. vi. vii. 16 But.. (quoth he halfe wrothfully)

Where is the bootie? 1855 Thorpe tr. BeowuU'6116 Then
was the quarrel wrothfully avenged. 1535 Coverdale

Ecctus. x. 22 Pryde was not made Tor man, nether •wroth-

fulness for mens children.

f Wrothly, a. Obs. In 4 wrrathli. [repr. OL.
wrddlic, f. wrdp Wroth a.] Angry, violent.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3462 Wit wrathli [Gdtt. wrethly] wrestes

aiber w rith.

t Wrothly, adv. Obs. Forms : a. 1 WTatflice,

3 wratJliohe, Orm. wTapelij, 4 wrathli, -ly, 5
50



WROTH MONEY.
St. wraithly. /3. 3 wrotS-, wroSeliche, 4 wroJ>e-
liehe, -lieh. wroplich, wropli, -ly, 4-5 wropely,
wrothely, g wroothly. [OE. wrddlice ( = MLG.
wretliken, MDu. wreedelkk, Du. -/»/£), f. wriiS
Wroth a. + -ly 2

.]

1. In a wrathful, bitter, or cruel manner; wrath-
fully, angrily, furiously.
a. Beowulf3062 pa sio fa;h5 ?ewearS jewrecen wraSlice.

c ijoo Ormin 15832 3iff f>att Crist swa wrajxli} Draf menu
. .Ut off[>aU lemmple. CI105I.AY. 7379 Cezar lseh )>is writ,
and he hit wraSliche bi-heokl. .11300 Cursor M. 3958
Quen he of his cuming herd Fid wrathli gains him he ferd.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter i. 3 It is wi|> swa mykil deiaiynge
& swa wrathly, bat it is noght worth bat bai doe. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints xxix. {Placidas) 303 Forton . .turnyt hyr bak
one hym wrathly. C1470 Henry Wallace iv. 237 Wallace,
..Sumpart amowct, wraithly till it. .went. c nyoGotagros
$ Caw. 162 Wondirly wraithly he wroght, and all asof were.
0. c 1205 Lay. 4P5 pe king nom bat writ on hond & he hit

wroohche bi-heold. c 1330 Amis f, A mil. 1166 The leuedi
loked opon him tho Wrothlich. 13. . E, E. A Hit. P. C. 132
pay wakened wel be wrobeloker, for wrobely he cleped.
1362 Langu P. PI. A. v. 68 Wro(>liche he wrong his fust.
1421 Hoccxeve Min. Poems 151 He wroothly wente out of
hir conpaignie. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 9 Oure
Lord..shoke thre speres wiothly.

2. Badly; ill. rare.
C1200 Trill. Coll. Horn. 193 Man hit noteS wrooeliche,

be niid Jepshipe bicherS his emcristen. c 1230 Hrtli Meid.
33(Cott. MS.), }if l>u art unwurflliche & wra3eliche ilatet.

3. Sadly; sorrowfully, rare—1
.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. prose i. (1868) 7 pus bis com-
paygnie of muses i-blamed casten wrobely [L. mirstior] be
chere adounward to be erbe.

Wroth money, local, [variant of Wrath
MONKY.] (See quots.)
1730 Thomas Dugdale's Wanvick. I. 4/2 A certain rent

due unto the Lord of this Hundred [of Knightlow], called
Wroth money, or Warth money,, .probably the same with
Ward penny. 1864 Chambers Bk. 0/ Days II. 571/2 The
payment.. of Wroth or Ward money for protection, and
probably also in lieu of military service. 1892 Pall Mall
G. 12 Nov. 5/3 The [annual] custom of paying 'wroth
money '..at Kntghtlow Cross.

I

So Wroth silver (also Wroth penny), local.
1864 Chambers Bk. 0/ Days II. 57 r/2 The payment of this

Wroth Silver. 1893 in iV. f, Q. 8th Ser. IV. 497 The Duke
of Buccleucb... observed., the curious custom of collecting.

.

' Wroth Silver ', or ' Wroth Penny', from various parishes.
1896 IVestm. Gaz. 1 1 Nov. 10/1 The Duke, .demands ' wroth
silver '..from some thirty parishes, and the nominal amounts
are . . placed in a stone trough on Knightlow Hill. 1900
Ibid. 12 Nov. 10/1 The Duke['s] . . annual collection of
' Wroth silver', .is a curious old custom, carried on for cen.
turies, and observed each year, on November rr.

t Wro-thsome, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Wroth a.

+ -SOME.] = Wrothful a. I.

£1518 Skelton Maguyf. 2293 Thou hast bene so way-
warden wranglyng, and so wrothsome.
Wrothy (™u

-pi, r?-J>i), a. [f. Wroth a. + -y i.

Cf. MDu. wrldich (Du. wrcedig) cruel.] Wrathful,
angry.
In 19th c, revived under the influence of Wrathy*.
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 157 Mowrnynge and wrothi

thow shalte reme. Ibid. 229 Tho men. .bene wrothy and
hugely angry. 14.. WheatleyMS. (1921) 28 In my flesche
ther isnohele In presence of tlii worthi 11 read wrothi] face
[L. afacie ire lue]. 1839 Lever H. I.orrequer v, A more
u rothy gentleman . . it having rarely been my evil fortune to
forgather with. 1869 Troliope Vicar Bullhampton xvii,
Gilmorc.was waxing wrothy. 1902 Rodkinson Talmud
VIII. p. xiii, Ezra was wrothy that the Torah should be
given through him.

Hence Wrothily adv. • Wro'thiness.
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 227 A grete fleshy shorte

neke tokenyth wrothynesse like as a bull is. 1898 N.
Musro J. Splendid xxv. 257 [He] would ruflle up wrothily
with blame for my harping on that incident.
Wrotte, obs. var. Wart so.

Wrough, interj. rare-1
. [Imitative.] Used

to represent the snort or grant of a hog or pig.
i58o[?Nashe] AlmondJot Parrat F j b, A hogge. .lifts

vp his snoute into the ayre, and cryes wrough, wrough.
t Wrought, sb. Obs. rare. In 3 -wrohte, 4

w(li)rouhte. [Early ME. var. of wruhte (OE.
wryhta), Wright sb.1] = Wright sb.l 1, 1 b.
CX275 Lay. 16969 Wrohtes, bat mid axe couben weorche.

Ibid. 21134 Wigar be wittye wrohte. a 1333 W. Herebert
in Relig. Lyrics 14th C. (1924) 22 Holy wrouhte of sterres
bryht. Ibid. 27 Louerd god almyhti, Whrouhte of alle binge.

Wrought (rgt), ppl. a. Forms : 3-4 wrojt,
5-6 wroght, 5- wrought (6 arch, wroughten),
5 wrout, 7 wrote. [ME. wrojt, var. worht, pa.
pple. of wirchen, warchen : see Work z\] Worked
into shape (or condition).
Freq. as the second element of combs., us fine; finely.,

gold-, hammer-, liand-, hard-, high-, highly., machine;
thick-, thin-, well-wrought : see these words, and cf. In-,

For-, Over-, Unwrought ppl. adj's.

1. tL Created; shaped, moulded. Obs.
cizepGen. fy Ex.-zboG Teremuth. .bad it ben to hire bro^t,

And saa, ois child wol faire wro}t. c 1400 [see Well-wrought
///. a. 1]. 1434 Misyn Mending Life 126 God truly is innnit

of gretnes, . . of all wroght kyndes vnconsauyd.

b. That is made or constructed by means of

labour or art ; fashioned, formed.
Cf. OE. hand-tvorht, -mod.E. 'hand-wrought '.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1381 With a wonder wrojt walle
wruxeled ful hi^e. 1338, £1400, etc. [see Well-wrought
ppl.a. ij. 1624 in Archaeol. fx8o6) XV. 161, 3 pare of wrote
boote hose. 1660 R. Read IVec/cer's Seer. Art 220 Lay with
every bed of your wrought and drawn Glass one of the said

394

pieces of Glass, 1676 Lady Fanshawe Mem. (1830) 189 A
rich curious-wrought gold chain. 1696 'DttHhuiClock-fiiaker

4 The wrought piece which covers the Balance, .is the Cock.
1700-1 Act 12-13 WiiUam c. 4 § 1 For want of Assayers.

.

toassayand touch their wrought Plate. 1739 Act 12 Geo. II,
c. 26 § 6 Any wrought Seal or Seals with Cornelian or other
Stones set therein. 1818 Keats Endym. 1. 165 After them
appear'd..a fair wrought car. i85oRossetti Blessed Damo-
ztl'xi, Her robe. .Nowrought flowersdid adorn. 1873 Fort-
num Maiolica 107 Most elegantly wrought earthen vases.

1890 Young Ann. Barber-Surg. Lond. 506 Handsomely
chased and wrought silver garlands.

c. Shaped, fashioned, or finished from the rough
or crude material ; cut.

1560 Bible (Bishops') Numb. xxxi. 51 Moses & Eleazar.

.

toke thegoldeof them, and all wroght iewels. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cal. Aug. 134 To him be the wroughten mazer alone.
1611 Bible i Chron. xxii. 2 Hee set masons to hew wrought
stones. 165a Benlowes Thecph. in. xxvi, Her lips rock-
rubies, and her veins wrought sapphires show. 1818 Keats
Jindym, 11. 623 The water, .mimick'd the wrought oaken
beams. 1841 Spalding Italy <y //. Jsl. III. 355 The country
exports .. the marble of Carrara, both wrought and un-
wrought. 1854 S. G. Morton Tyfes Mankind 357 Large
quantities of wrought bones, human and animal.

f2. Artificial; specially prepared. Obs.
£1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Govt. Lordsh. 83 He sholde..

caste vp-on his heued wroght waters attempred. Ibid. 85
Thre Rotes of wroght hony. [tr. L. arli/icia/i's.]

3. a. Of textile materials, esp. silk : Manufac-
tured; spun. (Cf. Raw a. 2 a.)
1463-4 Roils of Partt. V. 506/1 Wrought Silke, throwen

Rybans and Laces, falsely, .wrought. 1503-4 Act 19 ffen.
Vlt^c. 21, All other maner of Sylkes, aswell wrought as
raweorunwrought. 1630 A'. Johnson's Kingd. fy Corm/nv.
336 The riches of the Kingdome are especially silkes,
wrought and unwrought. 1694 E. Chamberlayne Pres.
Si. Eng. (ed. 18) 1. 37 Merionethshire., abounds with Sheep,
Fish, Fowl, and wrought Cottons. 1728 Chambers Cycl.
(1738) s.v. Silk, The silks brought from Italy are partly
wrought, and partly raw, and unwrought. 1841 Haydn
Diet. Dates 472 Wrought silk was brought from Persia to
Greece 325 B.C.

b. Decorated or ornamented, as with needle-
work; elaborated, embellished, embroidered.
_ 1455 Lincoln Diocese Doc. 67 [A] Wrought bordcloth cum
j. pari towalles de eadem. 1475 Stonor Papers (Camden) I.

155 Item. J. large wrought Bordeclothe. 1552-3 in Feuille-
rat Revels Ediv. VI (1914} 104 Purple wrought vellet. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 1. xiii,A light taffetagarment, so cut, as the
wrought smocke came through it in many places. 1598 B.
Jonson Ev.Man in Hum. i.iii, As a Millaners wife [conceals]
her wrought stomacher with a smokie lawne. 1599

—

Ev. Man
outofHum, iv. iv, Apiece ofmy wrought shirt, 1614 Boyle
in Lismore Papers (18S6) I. 50 A veary fair wrought purse.
a 1680 Charnock Attrib. Cod (16B2) 609 A curious wrought
Tapestry. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2152/4 A green wrought
Sattin Ribon. 1709 Stekle Taller No. 91 f 5 My Mistress
presented me with a Wrought Nightcap. 1711 Hermit 25
Aug. 2/1 The old Tapestry Hangings and Wrought Bed
[must be] pulled down. 1805 Scoit Last Minstrel 11. xix,
A wrought Spanish baldric. e:i8t6 Mrs. Sherwood Stories
Ch. Catech. vii. 45 [She] had on a wrought muslin frock. 1847
C. Bronte J. Eyre xi, Beds.. with wrought old English
hangings crusted with thick work. 1851 [see Wristlet 2].

transf. 166a J. Davjes tr. Olearius' Voy, Ambass. 310
A third sort of Melons, .are wroughtor embroider'd, having
amidst the embroidery red, yellow, and green spots.

c. Of leather, etc. : Prepared by dressing

;

dressed.

1541 E.xtr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 454 Quhat crafti'sman that
braksthe samyn [act], the rest of his wrought ledder to be
escheitt, 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 130/1 Linuvi
factum,, .wrought or hitchild flax.

d. Of articles : Made, manufactured, or pre-
pared for use or commerce.
c 1580 in Eng. Hist. Rev. July (1914) 518 Pilchars and Red

herringe, wrought Lime. 1584-5 Act 27 Eliz. c. 16 § 1 Any
Artificer using to work Leather into wrought Wares, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 17 Sept. 1657, Some habits of curiously-
colour'd and wrought feathers. 1757 Re/I. Importation Bar
Iron 19 The Americans, .would, .take more wrought Goods
from the British Manufacturers. X803 Malthus Popul. 111.

x. 459 The whole value of the wrought commodity. 1807
T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 444 Wrought rosin, or shoe-
maker'srosin. 1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. 865 The traders.,
purchase the wrought articles from the heads of the lapidary
workmen.

4. a. Of metals : Beaten out or shaped with the
hammer or other tools.

153S Coverdale Ps. xliv. 13 Hir clothinge is of wrought
golde. 1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 403/1 Argentum
factum^, .wrought siluer, as plate, coyne, &c. 1687 Miege
Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v. Oi(vre

f Wrought Silver, . . wrought Brass.
1696-^^^8-9 Williamlll^.^s,^ 1 Evrey Hundred weight
of Tin wrought commonly called Pewter. 1717 Berkeley
Jrtil. Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 555 Gold and silver,
wrought and unwrought, found along the side of the little
sea. 1819 Shelley Pragm., Tale Untold 3 Empty cups of
wrought and daedal gold. 1885 Mag. Art Sept. 459/1 A
circular plate of thin wrought bronze.
Comb. 1893 OutingXXU. in/i A wrought-gold bracelet.
b. Wrought iron, slag-bearing malleable iron

(see Iron sb. 1 i and Malleable a. i).

1703 Act 2-3 Anne c. 18 § 12 Wares made ofWrought Iron.
1747 Phil. Trans. XLIV. it. 371 Cannon, .cast so soft as to
bear Turning like wrought Iron. 1837 Civil Eng. <$• Arch.
Jrnl. L1/1 The rails areofwrought-iron... fixed in cast-iron
chairs. 1876 Voyle& Stevenson Milit. Diet. 473/2 Wrought
iron is valuable as a gun material. x88x [see Iron sb. 1 2a].
Comb. 1829 W. Ei lis Polyn. Res. II. 298 A wrougbt-iron

nail.. four inches long. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2823/2
Wrought-iron Furnace^ . .[a]puddling-furnace. 1885 ' Mrs.
Alexander'^/ Bay xi, Great old wrought-iron gates.

o. Of metal-work : Made by hammering or
hand-work (in contrast to cast).

WRUNG,
1807 W. Irving Salmag. xii, His learned distinctions be-

tween wrought scissors and those of cast-steel. 1810 in Ure
Diet. Arts (1839) 875 Cut nails are full as good as wrought
nails. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps ii. § 20 Ornaments . . of cast-
ironware always distinguishable, at aglance, from wrought
and hammered work. 1883 W. D. Curzon Manuf Wares.
2 1 he wrought work of ploughs and., blacksmiths' work of
all kinds.

f5. transf. "Worked up ; rough; agitated. Obs.
1585 T. Washington ir. Nicholafs Voy. 11. iii. 33 The wind

still continuyng. .,and the seas sore wrought. 1603KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621)368 Thebillowesof a wrought sea. 1604,
1702 [see High-wrought a. 1].

6. a. Of coal : Hewn from the bed or seam ; won.
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 28 The Horse Engin..

serves.. to draw up the Wrought Coals. 1883 Gresley
Gloss. Coal-mining 295 Wrought coal, etc., worked orgotten.

b. Dug; moved by digging, etc,

t
1903 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 222/1 As the shelving banks close

in there is a smell of the wrought earth.

7. Of animals : Employed in labour ; worked.
1725 Earn. Diet. s,v. Ojc, Wrought Oxen in the Seasons

they are put to labour, ought to be fed with Care.
II. Withadverbs. 8. IVrought-off, worked off

;

printed.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxii. r 7 He uses one
of the Wrought-cfT Forms. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 409
Then we impose from wrought-off Forms. 1838 Timperley
Printers' Man. 114 Wrought-off heaps [of paper!

9. Wrought-up^ stirred up; excited or stimulated

;

enlivened.
1810 Crabbe Borough xv. 67 He knew. . How to make all

the passions his allies, And. .To watch the wrought-up heart,
andconquer by surprise. 1823 Mrs. Hemans Siege ofValen-
cia i, The deep, .feelings wakening at their voice, Claim all
the wrought-up spirit to themselves. 1828 Lytton Pelham
1 1 1, xi, Excited as I had been by my painful and wrought-up
interest in his recital.

Wrought, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Work v.

Wrought(e, erron. ff. rought, obs. pa. t. of
Reach v. 1 Wroughte, var. Wroot sb. Obs.
Wrou3t(e, "Wrouht^e, "Wrout, etc. : see

Work v.

Wroughter. Cant. (See quot.)
1870 B. Hemyng Out ofthe Ring 31 The Welshers 1 Vocabu-

lary.. . Broad pitcher, a man playing the three cards.
Wroughter, the man who plays them. Ibid. 33, 35.

Wrout, v. Now dial. [var. of Wroot v. : cf.

Rout v.%\ intr. = Wroot v. i.

i53oin^«c«i'(7rXI. (1904) 183 Crest a boore silver wrout-
ing in a bushe of nettelles vert. 1530 Palsgr. 7S6/1, 1 wroote,
or wroute, as a swyne dothe, je fouille du museau. 1565
Satir. Poems Reform, i. 355 Ledd with th' affection, tlv

onlie Springe and Roote, that all godlie Goverment clerelie

wroutethe owte. 1624 Sanderson Two Servt. (1628) 46
Like Swine. ., we grouze vp theake-cornes, and. .He wrout-
ing & thrusting our noses in the earth for more. 1825-63 in
dial, glossaries (N. Cy., Nhp., Dorset) s.v.

Wrow(e, obs. varr. Wraw a.

Wrox (i?ks), v. Now dial. Also *j wroxe, 9
dial. rox. [Of obscure origin.]

1. trans. To cause to decay or rot.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improver vi. 34 So cut the Turfe, that
the Soard may have all the Winters frost to wroxe, and
moulder it. Ibid. xx. ng For your Horse Dung.. let it be
but well Wroxed or Roten.

2. intr. To decay, rot. dial.

1847 Hai.liwei.l, Wrox, to begin to decay. Wariv. 1854-
1890 in dial, glossaries (Nhp., Leics., Warw., Gloucs.) s.v.

Rox.
Wroye(r, varr. Wray »m\ Wrayer Obs.

f "Wruck, v. Obs. rare—1
. [Of obscure rela-

tionship. Cf. Ruck z>.3] trans. To throw tip on
shore ; to cast ashore.

? a 1600 Arthur <\ KingofCornwall 187 (Percy Fol. MS.),

One litle booke He found, .at the sea-side, Wrecked upp in

a floode.

Wru^en, wruhen, obs. pa. t. pi. of Wry vA
Wruhte, obs. f. Wright sbA

f Wrung, sb. Obs.—1 [f. wrung, pa. pple. of

Wring t>.] An affection in horses caused by
straining of the withers.

1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy Latul Ships C6b, The
Blood-shot, the Wrung in the Withers, the straine.

Wrung: see Rung sb., Wring v., Wrong.
Wrung (rorj), ///. a. Also 4-5 wrongun, -en,

5 wronge, 6 wrong, [pa. pple. of Wring v."]

1. Subjected to wringing, twisting, or squeezing

;

pressed, squeezed.
1382 Wyclif Num. xxiv. 10 Balac wrooth a5en Balaam,

with wrongun hoondis seith [etc.]. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VII1, 51 The handes of the sayd Hun were wrong
in the wristes, wherby we perceyued that his handes
had been bounde. i6ix Flokio, Torcifecciole^ the dregges
of wrung Grapes. 1678 Rymer Trag. Last Age 82 The
Nurse with wrung hands lies at Phedra's feet.

b. transf. Of fabrics : (see quot. 1904).
190a Westm. Gaz. 12 March 2/2 An overdress of green

wrung chiffon. 1904 County Gentleman 25 June 1966/3
Wrung muslin is the smartest fabric for tea-gowns.. .[It]

looks as if it had been washed and had been wrung through
the hands.

t 2. Of a towel. Obs.-1

Meaning not clear; app. opposed toplain.
1475 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 155, ij schorte Wronge

Towellys. It[emJ, ij longe Playne Towellys.

3. That has suffered or undergone distress, grief,

or pain ; racked, distressed.

1730 Thomson Winter (ed.2) 289 The tender anguish nature
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shoots Thro' the wrung bosom of the dying man. 1817

Moore Lalla A'.m. 365 Death had.. taken thy wrung spirit

home. 1841 James Brigatui xxv, The refuge of many a

wrung and broken heart.

b. Marked by distress, worry, or pain.

1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs, Hallib. Trout, in. xix, His face

..wore a wrung expression. 288a Mrs. Raven's Temptation
II. 1S8 Her nervous and wrung appearance.

Hence Wnrngxiess.
a 1875 J. HiNTONin Hopkins Life <y Lett. (1878) 273 There

are two things awry ;. .the acting for self (a distinct tension

and wrungness) ; and [etc.].

f "Wrung-head, erron. f. Rung-head. Obs.

X711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 165 Wrung-heads,

that part between the Floor-timber Head and second Foot-

hook Heel, which, if a Ship lies on the Ground, bears the

greatest Strain. [Hence in Rets* Cycl., Smyth Sailors

Word-bk., etc.)

("Wrung-staff, obs. var. Wring-staff.
1846 Young Naut. Diet. 372 Wrain-Staff, Wrung-Staff.

Wrusum.Wrutt, obs. varr.WoKsuM, Wroot v.

t WrU'xled, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [Obscure :

relationship to WriXlEz>. is not clear.]

13.. E.E. A Hit. P. B. 1381 A wonder wrojt walle wruxeled

ful hi}e. 13. . Gai". <y Gr. Knt. 2191 Wei bisemez be wy^e
wruxled in grene Dele here his deuocioun.

Wry (rai), sb. Also 5-6 WTye. [f. Wry z'.2

or a.]

f 1. On or upon wry, = Awry adv. Sc. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 705 Thair bemys strekit air,

Owthir all evin, or on wry. 1423 J as. I Kingt'sQ. lxxiii, To
thecoldestonemyhedeon wrye 1 laid. 1508 Dunbar Flyting

175 (Maitland Fol. MS.), With hingit luik ay wallowand
vpone wry- 153s Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 482SCI10

. .turnis Mr face and luikis vpoune wry.

2. A twisting or tortuous movement.
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme VII. xxii. 674 The

bitch being much lesse than the doggc.may haue some
aduantage . . , and so in turtles, slips, and wries, may get much
ground. 1654 VlLVAlN Epit. Ess. v. xliii,The Sea flows and
ebbs with crooked wry.

3. Distortion caused by refraction, rare"'1 .

2869 BLACKMORE/.c*wa D. vii, You make full sure to prog
him [sc. a loach] well, in spite of the wry of the water.

Wry (rai)| a. and adv. Also 6 wrye, 6-7 wrie,

6 wrey. [f. Wry 2/. 2 Cf. prec. and Awry adv.

and a.)

A. adj. 1. Of the features, neck, etc. : Abnor-

mally deflected, bent, or turned to one side; in a

contorted state or form ; distorted.

1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xi. 4 b/2 Henry Erie of

Lancastre with the wrye necke, called Torte colle, C1530
Crt. of Love 1162 For they their members lakked, fote and
hand, With visage wry and blind. 154a Elyot, Miriones, men
hauynge wry_ mouthes. a 1613 Ovkkbury Characters, Flat-

terer, Hee will halt or weare a wrie necke. a X637 B. Jonson
Horace, Art Poet. 52 With faire black eyes and haire, and
a wry nose. 1663 Unfort. Usurper 1. iii. 6 In wry-neck 'd

Nero's Court, a wryneck was the mode. 1705 Loud. Gaz.

No. 4097/4 He likewise cures Hair Lips and Wry Necks.

1798 Ferrimi /Zlttstr. Sterne, etc. 138 Some of the disquali-

fications for priest's orders were . . wry-noses [etc]. 1819 Rees'

Cycl. XXXVIII. s.v., A remedy for wry-necks, i860 A.

Lrighton Trad. Scot. Life 224 The round cheek and wry
Up, betokening his love of fun. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M.
i, Their dreadful stare could dart cramp, or rickets, ora wry
mouth at any boy.

b. Temporarily twisted, contorted, or writhed by

reason or in manifestation of disrelish, disgust, or the

like. Freq. in the phr. to make {draw, pull) a wry
face or mouth {wryfaces or mouths).

1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Eunuch iv. iv, Howe the

hangman makes a wrie mouth. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's

Rev. v. ii, The bitter bob in wit ; the Reuerse in face or wry.

mouth. 161 1 [see Wry-faced a.]. 266a J.Uamies tr.Olearius'

Voy. A mbass.208 Causing . . a certain Buffoon . . to make wry-

faces and shew a thousand postures 1697VANBRUGH Relapse

(1708) Pref., Saints., with screw'd Faces and wry Mouths.

1712 Swift Jml. to Stella 17 June, Flap your hand, and
make wry mouths yourself. 1760 Sterne 'Tr. Shandy 111. x,

With a wry face.. [he] read aloud, as follows. 178a Miss
Burney Cecilia v. i, [He] made a wry face, and returned it.

1783 [see Wrigcung ppt. a. 2]. 1802 Beddoks Hygeia in. 55
Hardly daring to draw a wry face at any thing offered them.

1839 Dickens Nickleby viti, Making a variety of wry mouths
indicative ofanything but satisfaction. 2876 Miss Broughton
Joan 1. i, Physic to be quickly swallowed with wry face.

1884 Mrs. C. Praed Ztro xiti, Each guest drank, made a

wry face.

O. Of a smile, etc. : Made with a twisting of the

features expressing dislike or distaste ;
' twisted \

1883 D. C. Murray Hearts xxvi, He only shook his head
with a wry smile and declined a verbal answer. 1899 E. W.
Hornung Dead Men xviii, He turned to me with a wry
smile.

2. That has undergone twisting, contortion, or

deflexion; wrung out of shape; twisted, crooked,

bent.

1551 Huloet, Wrye, or di-;fourmed, or out of fashion,

distortus. 1562 Holi.ybush Horn. Apoth. 6 b, The membre
becommethlame and wrye. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam.
Wits viii. (1596) 113 Such . .men . . take dislike at any one wry
plait of their garment, a 1613 Overbury Characters Wks.

(1890) 50 Her wrie little finger bewraies carving. 1622 R.

Preston GodlvMaris Intjnis. 47 Peter was shent for walking

withawryfoote to theGospell. 1751 F. Coventry Pompey
the Little 11. xiii. 241 A wry Plait In the Sleeve of his Shirt.

1851 London Phil. Mag. Feb. 133 The two pairs of planes,

into which the wry quadrilateral was divisible. 1880 Mere-
dith Tragic Com. (1881) 79 The timbers of their huts lean

to an upright in wry splinters.

transf. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Col. Feb. 28 For Age and
Winter accord full nie, This chill, that cold ; this crooked,

that wrye. 1776 Da Costa Elcm. Conchol. 211 The gutter

or beak, .bends or falls on the back, in a wry manner. 1895

Pall Mall G. 25 Oct. 5/1 Their chanting in church is so wry
that it makes you start.

b. Deflected from a straight course ; inclined or

turned to one side. Also in fig. context. Wry
look, one expressive of displeasure or dislike. So

wry twist (of the features).

1587 Golding De Mornay xviii. 330, I take to witnesse the

happiest Courtiers that are, whether one wrye looke of their

Prince do not sting them more at the heart, than [etc.]. 1613
W. Browne Brit. Past.i. ii. 712 As Tavy. .among thewoods
doth wander, Losing himselfe in many a wry meander.
1615-6 Boys Wks. (1630) 1S3 If he run in wrie-wayes and
bye-wayes, the more his labour. 1719 Atterbury Serm.
(17^4) II. 77 Every wry Step, by which he imagines himself

to have declined from the Path of Duty, 1748 Cowffr
Verses written at Bath 28 Flatt'ning the stubborn clod, till

cruel time,, .on a wry step, Sever'd the .strict cohesion. 1755

ioiiNsoN, Contortion^ ,. twist ; wry motion; flexure. 1857
'ickens Dorrit 1. xxx, Here he., said to the stranger with

his wryest twist upon him, 'Your commands'. 1864 C.

Geikie Life in Woods v. 75 My eldest brother.. had cast

many wry looks at the thick logs. 187a Gibbon For the

Kingxriw, His features gave a wry twist.

fig, a 2586 Sidney ArcadiaW ks. 1922 II. 226 Sometimes
to her newes of my selfe to tell I go about, but then is all

my best Wry words, and Btarn'ring, or els dolti>.he dombe,

3. Of words, thoughts, etc. : Contrary to that

which is right, fitting, or just ; aberrant, wrong
;

cross, ill-natured.

*599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. II. iii, He's one, I would not

bauea wry thought darted against. 1643-5 Milton Divorce

11. iii, Thus were [they]..wont to thinke, without any wry
thoughts cast upon divine governance. 1692 R. L'Kstrangk
Josephus, Antiq. vm. v. (1733) 220 All this together, might
have aton'd for a wry word or two. 1759 Sterne Tr.
Shandy 1. iv, Which strange combination of ideas.. pro.

duced more wry actions than all other sources of prejudice.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xv, Art thou not a hasty coxcomb, to

pick up a wry word so wrathfully? 1856 G. H. BoKF.R

Betrothal \. \, Why this argument? I have heard ten thou-

sand, . . yet never Knew one wry notion straightened by them
all. 1886 Sturgeon 'Treas.Dav. Ps.cxxxiiL Introd., In this

psalm there is no wry word.

+ b. Of persons: Perverse, cross. Obs.~x

1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 190 With pure, thy self-thou-

pure-wilt-show ; And with the froward, wilt-be-wry.

C. Wrested; perverted; distorted.

2663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 431 He was.. Next Rectifier of

wry Law. ^2732 Atterbury (J.), He mangles and puts a

wry sense upon protestant writers. 2896 Mrs. Caffyn
Quaker Grandmother 290 Poor boy, he meant, what seemed

to his wry mind, honestly towards you I

4. Marked or characterized by perversion, unfair-

ness, or injustice.

1562 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduci. i, My brdes, be playne,

without all wrie respect Or poysonous craft to speake in

pleasyng wise. 2593 Q. Kliz. Bocth. IV. pr. v. 89_When
cheefely geayle, lawe & other tormentes. .be turnd in wry
sorte, & wickedest payne doo pre^se good men. 2851

Gladstone Glean. (1879) VI. xiii. 29 By influence indivi-

duals of a class will be powerful here and there, under any
system, however cross and wry.

B. adv. In an oblique manner, course, or

direction ; awry.
1575 A. Fleming Virg. Bucol.w. 12 Vntothee.Ochilde, y"

ground.. First offringes yuie wandring wrye [L. errantes

hedcras], in euerye place shall yeald. 2592 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1. ii. 2070 In these doubts much rather rest had I,

Then with mine error draw my Reader 'wry, 1624 — Pari.

Vertues Royally A fair Ship, .wants. .A skilfull Pilot,..

That never wry shee sail. 1722 Bailey, Wry,, .on one side,

not straight. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss. 269 It's not very

pleasant, when things all go wry.

C. Comb., as wry-eyed, -guided, -legged, -looked,

-toothed ; wry-blown ; wry-set.

1593 m Tyttar Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 212 A seduced king,

. .and wry-guided kingdom. 2602 Withais" Diet. 2S6/2 That

is crooke-footed, or wry-legged. 1604 F. T. Case is Altered

C ij b, There was an old man, . .stumpe-footed, wry-bodied,

gagge-toothed, hlandering-tongue. 2648 J. Cjuari.es Pons
Lachrym. 34 There is no. . wry-look'd enemy Fupbraid thy

actions. 2845 Youatt Dog iv. 103 A small breed of wry-

legged terriers. 2883 Longm. Mag. Aug. 381 The wry-eyed,

spectacled schoolmaster. 2883 Stallybrass tr. Grimms
Teutonic \Myth. III. 1075 Wry-toothed, .beldams. 1897

H. N. Howard Footsteps Proserpine 16 The sea-brine beats

on the wry-blown toft. 2905 A. T. Shetpard Red Cravat 11.

vii. X20 Their outlines, .of twisted chimneys, wry-set doors.

b. Special combs.: wry-bill, the wry-billed

plover {Anarhynchns frontalis), native to New
Zealand ; wry-billed a., having a bill deflected to

one side (see prec.) ; + wry-ueb, a curvi rostral

fossil animal
; f wry-stroke^, (seeqnot.) ; wry-

tail, a deformity in poultry, characterized by

deflexion of the tailto one side.

2896 Newton Diet. Birds 2053 *Wt\Vi\\, A narhynchus
frontalis, [is] one of the most singular birds known, pecu-

liar to New Zealand. 1873 Sir W. L. Buller Birds A'. Z,

216 Anarhynchns frem talis, *\Vry.billed Plover. 1889

Parker Catat. N. Z. Exhib. 116 (Morris), Thecurious wry-

billed plover.. [is] the only bird., in which the bill is turned

..to one side—the right. 1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 78

Curvirostra, the *Wry-neb. 1655 Filler CM, Hist. yi. vi.

§ 4 A Prior without a Posterior having none, .after him to

succeed in his place. We behold him only as the *wry-stroak

given in by us out of coui tesie, when the game was up before.

1880 L. Wright Illustr. Bk. Poultry 201 "Wry-tail.. is m
many cases owing to spinal causes, and in all such should

be ru thlessly stamped out.

Wry (rat), v.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms: Inf.

(and Pres. stem). 1 wreort, 3 wreoen, 5 wrene,

wre ; 1 wryon, 3 wri(h;en, 4 wryen, 5 wrine,

wryne, wryyn; 3 wreie, wrihe, 4 wri;-, 4-5
wrye, wrie, wri, 4-9 wry. Pa. t. 1 wrah, wreah,

3 wre5e, 3-4 wreih, 4 wreyh, wreighe, wreygh,
wrei, wrey, wray; pi, 1 wrison, wruson, 2-3

wru5eu, 3 wruhen, 3 wri5en, wrien, 4 wre5en,
wreghen. Pa. ppie. 1 wri?;eu, wrosen, 4 wrien,
wryeu, wrin; 3 iwri^en, 3-4 i-, 4 ywrien, y-

wryen; 3-5 i-, 4-5 ywrie, ywry(e, 3 iwro5e, 4

ywry5e, 4-5 ywri5e; 4 wri$e,4-5 wrye, 5 wrie;

3-4 wreon, 4 wrei3en, 3 wre5e,4y-,iwre5e; 4-5

wreygh, wreighe, wreye. Weak pa. t. andfple.

4-5 wryed,wried. 4 wryde, 6 wride. [OE.wrt'on

(pa. t. wrdh, wreah, pi. wri~on, wrugon, pa. pple.

writen^ wrogcti), wrion, *wrihan (ONorthumb.

wrigd), « NFris. wreye, OHG. *rihan (in intrlhan,

inrihan, ' revclarc f

). Cf. Bewrt v}, OvebWRT
7.'.

t
UXWRY V.]

fl. trans. To lay, place, or spread a cover over

(something); to overlay with some covering; to

cover up or over, Obs.
(-950 Lindisf. Gasp. Mark xiv. 65 Ongunnun summe efr.e-

gespitta. .hine&. .\vri3a onsione his. c 220s Lay. 27859 ['e

while he wurchen lette. .ane cheste longe And wreon heo al

mid golde. a 1225 Ancr. R. 5^ Uorbi was ihoten a Codes
half, .bet pU t were euer iwrien. c 1275 Lav. 7781 pe toppe
[of a tower] mihte wreie on cniht mid his cope, c 1366

Chaucer Rom. Rose 56 Ther is neither busk nor hay In

May that it nyl shrouded bene And it with newe lenes

wrene. C2386 — Knt.'s T. 2046 The maister strete That
sprad was al with blak and wonder bye Right of the same
is the strete ywrye. 1:1440 Pailad. on Husb. I. 348 With
marbil or with tile thy floryng wrie. Hid. XIII. 47 The
vessel fild be closid clone or wrie. 1499 Promp. Pan-.

(Pynson) lib 2, Wryyn or hyllyn, tego. 1x2825 Forby / 'oc.

F. Anglia, Wry, to cover close.

fig. c 141a Hocclkve DeReg. Prtnc. 16S6 pe feend,. -with

many acircumstaunce Ful sly, him castib he wrappe in &
wrye.

b. To cover or rake up (a fire' so as to keep it

alive. (Cf. RaKK vA 5.) Now dial.

Cf. Ovid Met. iv. 64 'Quoque magis tegitur, tanto magis
aestuat ignis'; also Fr. ' Le feu plus couvert est le plus

ardant ' (Cotgr. s.v. Feu).

c 2374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 535 Wei be hottere ben |>e

gledes rede, That men hym wrien with asshe pale and dude.

c '385 — L, G. W. 735 Thishe, As wry the glede & hettere

is the fyr; Forbede a loue and it is ten so wod. a 1895 in

Rye E. Angl. Gloss. 251.

1 2. To cover (a person) with a garment (or

armour) ; to clothe, attire. Also refl. Occas. in

tig. context. Obs.
a 902 ./F.i.fred in Thorpe Lnivs I. 52 £if mon nasbbe buton

anfeald hrxgl hine mid to wreonne obbe to werianne. rgso
Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 36 Ic w.xs. .nacod i\: Rie clae&don

uetrft wrison meh. a 2000 Genesis 1572 past he ne mihte..

hine handum self mid hra;?ile wryon. 2*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

2246 Tuo hondred knhtes al so, Wei ywrie wib be atyl. 2703

R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1148 Wrye me with sum clobe.

c 2374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 380 Swych loue of frendes regn-

eth ai h' s town, And wre yow in bat mantel euere mo.

c 1385 — L. G. W. 12C1 Dido, Dido al in gold & perre wrye.

c 2400 Rom. Rose 6684 Of his hondwerk wolde he gete

Clothes to wryne hym.

f b. To put trappings or armour on (ahorse) ; to

caparison, trap, harness. Obs.

2297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1281 Mid vif hondred hors iwrie

. .pe erl of kent was in a wode him vor to awreke. ibid.

2052, 4076, 4096, etc. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 3761 Beues..se?

J>e strete fui aboute Of stedes wrien [v.r. ytrapped] and
armes bri;t. 13.. A'. Alls. 1606 (Laud MS.), per men mitten
quyk yseen Many hors wib trappen wryen. 14.. Sir

Beues (C.) 4145+ 13 pau^e bat hors were with yren wrye Syr

Befyse smote clene a way.

+ 3. To cover (a thing, or person) so as to protect,

keep warm, or conceal. Obs.

axooo Genesis 3170 Ic be..wi3 weana jehwam wreo &
scylde folmum minum. a 2000 Riddles xxvi[i]. 12 Mec [= a

book]sii>ban wrah hasleS hleobordum. a 2225 Ancr, R. 64

pes fikelares mester is to wrien, & te helien (-et gone burl.

a 2240 Wohunge in O. E. Horn. I. 279 Alle gate pu hafdes

hwerbu mihtes wrihe hi'ie hanes._ 1340 Aycnh. 66 pe born-

hog bet ys al ywry^e myd prikyinde eles. c 1369 Chaucer
Dethe Blaunche 627 She is the monstres heed ywryen, As

filth over ystrowed with floures. C2386 — Sompn. T. 1:9

Though I him wrye a-nyght and make hym warm, c 2440

Pailad. on Husb. xiii. 34 From the wynd hem wrie With
donge.

. ,

refl. c 2»3o HaliMM (1922) 66 }ef bu wel wrist te under

godes wengen. 13. . K. Alts. 2786 With targes, and hurd-

ices, Theo Gregeis heom wryed als the wise. ci33° Amis
<y A mil. 2333 He.. in a bed him dight, And wreighe bun

wel warm aplight, With clothes. C2400 Rom. Rose 6795,

I haucwel leuer..wrie me in my foxerie Vnder a cope of

paperlardie. c 2440 Jacob's Wetla6 5 He leyd hym tn his bed,

. .he wryed hym. 2447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 175 Wytn

hir mantyl he [sc. a child] dede hym wrye.

absol. C1440 Jacob's Welt 140 pe chylderyn of mannvs

gettyng vnder hi weengys, god, wrying, In hope schul be

£y
T b. To conceal or hide (a matter, etc.) ; to keep

secret or unrcvealcd. Obs.

a 1000 Genesis 876 For hwon wast bu wean & wrihst sceome.

a wo Moral Ode 160 in 0. F. Horn. I. 169 A 1
seal ber bon

banne unwron, bet men wruhen her and helen a 2225

Ancr. R. 84 Mid his preUunge [hej heleS ft wnbj mon his

sunne. ^2275 Hid. 420 (MS. Cott. Cleop.), Wnhen ha

schal hire scheome, as sunfule hue dohter. c 13*0 Last.

Lor>e 918 God-.nom of hire his monhede porw whom he

wrey hisGodhede. 2340 Ayenb. 61 Huanne be blondere..

excuseb and wryeb be kueades and be zennes of ham. c 2374

Chaucer Troylus iv. 1654 God, to whom ber nys no cause

y-wrye. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lore 11. v. (Skeat) I. 102 He
50-2
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wryeth moche venim with moche welth. 14x2-20 Lvdg.
Chron. Troy I. 1813 For al be foule schal couertly be wried,
Pat no defaute outward be espied. C1460 Wisdom £62 in
Macro Plays 63 With be crose & pe pyll I xall wrye yt.
a 1500 Ragman Rolli$j{MS. Bodl. 638,'fol. 217 b), Though
they her malice inwarde keuyr & wrye.
refl. C1374 Chaucer Troytus 1. 329 And ay of loues ser.

uantz euery while, Hym-self to wre, at hem he gan to smyle.

t C To disguise (a person). Obs. rare-1 .

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. v. 61 b, The Gods, .were faine
themselues to hide In forged shapes. ,. Ioue the Prince of
Gods was wride In shape of Ram.
1 4. Of things : To serve as a covering to (a

person or thing) ; to be spread or extended over.
a 1000 Genesis 1386 Flod ealle wreah. .hea beorgas. c 1000

Sax, Leechd. II. 242 Sio filmen bib beccende & wreonde ba
wambe & ba innofaran. a 1200 Vices fy Virtues 95 £>e
faste hope haf5 hire Steele tip an heib, for 5i iiie is rof and
wrikS alle 5e hire bie3 beneSen. a 1225 Ancr.R. 150 f>e

rinde, bet wrih [v r. wrifc] hit, bet is be treouwes warde.
Ibid. 390 pis scheld bet wre ; h his Godhed was his leoue
licome._ 1340 Ayenb. 167 Vor bet is be sseld of gold.. bet
him wri^b ofeche half ase zayb be sauter. 1447 Bokenham
Seyutys {Roxh.) 143 In.. Februarye. .Whan frost & cold be
erthe doth wrye. 1642 D. Rogers Naamati 581 Even as the
bed. .that is so narrow, that it will not wry them warme.
f b. To cover or stretch over (an expanse of

ground). Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 5192 Weoren ba hulles and ba dalles iwrigen mid

ban daeden. ibid. 17349 pa Irisce fallen & wrijen al ba
feldes. 13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 4049 Of Sarrazins .. was
wrin al be feUl c J330 Arth. $ MerL 1764 (KOlbing), To
Winchester bai gun spede Wib so michel pople of men, pat
baj wreaen doun & den. 13,. K. Alt's, 1992 (Laud MS.),
AHsaunder pi foo..Liggep now, wip swiche preye, pat lie

wriaeb [v.r. wrieth] al pe contreye.

Wry (rai), v.% Forms: 1 wrisian, 3-5 wrieu,
4-5 -wryen (5 wryn), 4-7 wrie, 4-6 wrye, 5-
wry; 5 wrey(e, Sc. 6 vrey (8 wray), 9 wree.
[OE. ivrigian to strive, move or go forward, tend,
wend ( = OFris. wrigia to bend, stoop), perh. re-

lated to LG.wriegen (see Whig v.. and cf. Eewry
».«).]

I. mtr. f 1. a. To move, proceed, or go; to
turn, wend. (Only OE.) Obs.
c%2& /Elfred Boeth.xxx. §1 ]>eah pu teo hwelcne boh

ofdune to baere eorSan. .sua )'u bine alaetst, swa sprincS he
up & wri^aS wi5 his ?ecyndes. a 1000 Riddles xxi[i]. 5
Hlaford min [= master of the plough] on woh fsereS, weard
set steorte, wri^aS on wonge.

fb. To have a particular or specified tendency,
disposition, or inclination; to incline. Obs.
c888 /Elfred Boeth. xxv. § 1 Swa de3 a;lc gesceaftj wri-

5a3 wiS his gecyndes. C1250 Will% Wit 7 in O. E, Misc.
192 Hwenne so wil to wene wrieS. 13. . Erthe upon Erthe
42 Wanne .. eorbe toward eorpe porvr coueytise wryep.
c 1400 Pilgr, Scwle (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxx. 78 He wylle
cheuysse hym suche counceylle as lie troweth wylle wryen
to his purpoos. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhede II, (1869) 1 14 For
j wole pat pe tale be turned ooper weys, ..bat it turne.

.

wryinge to my wurshipes. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par.
James v. 39 b, The fore tokens of a mynde that wryeth
downe vnto desperacyon, 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzds Civ.
Conv. 1. (1586) 23, I mean those, who though sprinkled with
some imperfections, yet wrie rather to the good, then the
euill.

+ 2. Of persons: To move or go, to swerve or turn,
aside, away, or awayward. Also in fig. context.
£1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 48 pat feyre..wriep awey

as hue were wroht. ti.386 Chaucer Miller's T. 97 With
hir heed sche wryed fast awey. 1426 Audklay Poems 18
To the worchip of this world thai wryn fro me away. C1450
Mirk's Festial 1. 112 Set 5e wryeth away and grucched to
come to me. 1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. 1. cxlvi. 176 Than
the kyng wryed away fro hym, and commaunded to sende for
y° hangman. 1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1162/1
Of wickednes thei wrie awaye and . . turne to theyr fleshe for
helpe.

fb. In similar use without adverb. Obs.
c 140026 Pol. Poems 26 3'f she grucche wip pe to rage,

And alway fro the wole wrye. c 1430 Syr Gener, (Roxb.)
135a The steward saw that, and did wry, And drew him som
dele aside. r 1440 York Myst. xxx. 7 That wrecche may
not wrye fro my wrekis. a 1500 Hist. K. Boccus fy Sydracke
(?i5io) Siij, He that clymethouer hye May happesomtyme
to wrye. 1581 A. Hall Iliad m. 56 Paris wried at last, and
so the blowe did shunne. 1596 Davies Orchestra Ixiii, As
when a Nimph..Leadeth a daunce.., she wries to euery
hand And euery way doth crosse the fertile plaine. 1621
Sanderson Serm. ad Pop. iv. P3 Like a young unbroken
thing that hath metal, and is free, but is ever wrying the
wrong way.
Jig. 1581 T. Howell Deuises G ij b, How fayned friends
do fayle, if fate doe wrye. 1593 Q. Lliz. Boeth. 1. met. 1. 2

O with how defe eareshe from wretched wries.

t c - fig* To deviate or swerve from the right

or proper course ; to go wrong, to err. Also with
ad vs., as amiss, aside. Obs.
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 627 An ydole of false

purtraiture Is she, for she woll sone wrien [v.r. varien].

1399 Langu Rich. Redeles 11. 84 pat no manere mede
shulde make him wrye, For to trien a trouthe be-twynne
two sidis. 1426 Audelav Poems 47 He .. wrys away fro

Godys word to his wyckydnes. Ibid. 50 Wry not fro Godis
word. 1548 Patten Exf>ed. Scotl. Pref. c v, If yc.wil.
fully wrye so far from hys truth, a 1557 Mrs. M. Basset
tr. Morels Treat. Passion M.'s Wks. 1365/2 Yf we of oure
owne frowardnes wrye not a contrary way, but be readye.

.

to folowe hys most blessed will. 1568 T. Howell Arb.
Amitie (1879) 40 How much a man the greater is, By his

Offence that wries amisse. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. t. 5 How
many Must murther Wiues much better then themselues For
wrying but a little? 1632 Sanderson Serm. II. 27 By wry-
ing aside in some one or a few particulars, he may. .offend
the Lord. 1634 Ibid. 1. 63 These wry too much on the right
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band, ascribing to the holy scripture such a kind of perfec-

tion as it cannot have.

+ 3. Of things: To turn aside or obliquely; to

undergo deflexion, twisting, or bending; to bend,

wind ; to turn from side to side.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus w. 906 pe sonne Gan. .downward
for to wrye. C1400 Beryn 2791 Then shalt bowe se an
entre, .. Thou?e it be streyt to-fore, .. It growith more &
more, & as a dentour wriythe. C1440 Pallad. on Husb.
1. 347 Thi somer hous northest & west let wrie. C1450
Lndus Covenirim 229 pe patthe be-twyn bothyn pat may
not wry Schal be hope and drede to walke in perfectly.

1553 M. Wood tr. Gardiner's True Obedience 49 b, The
decaied partes of their power (whose building, hath wried
on the one side long ago). 1565 B. Googe tr. Pnlingenius'
Zodiac x 11. Y vb, Perchaunce. .The liuely spirite enclosde
..doth wrye as best it may, And striuing long through
passage smal doth get at length away. 1633 P. Fletcher
Put-pie /si. v. xii, The first [part of the brain] with divers
crooks and turnings wries.

fb. Of a horse: To hold the head or neck to

one side. Obs~ x

1610 Makkham Masterp, 1. xxxvi. 70 Holding his necke
awry j. .The cure is to let him bloud. .on the contrary side
to that way he wryeth.

4. To contort the limbs, features, etc., as from
pain or agony; to wriggle; to undergo twisting

or turning; = "Writhe v}- 10 b.

1340-70 Alex, $ Dind. 660 He was wrapful i-wrouht Sc

wried inangur. #1400 MinorPoemsrfr+VtrnonMS.338/381
On be bed ponne [him] hard, pat he go \vry3inge penne-
ward. Ibid. 477/46 pe fhsch. .wro^ly wriep on pe Crok.

?493 Festyvall, Four Sermons 21/2 As a galled horse that
is touched on the sore wyncheth & wryeth. 1580 Bi.lndevil
Art of Riding in. xxti. 50 b, How to correct that Horse,
which will mowe or wrie with his mouth. C1590 J. Stewart
Roland Furious vi, Poems (S.T.S.) II. 54 Scho schrinks,

Scho vreyis, Scho vips for vo. a 1625 Fletcher Woman's
Prize in. i, Shc.wryes, and wriggles, As though she had
the Itch. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storntd (1827) 34 He
saw the wretchit men Wreein and wreethin' wi" the pain.

1893 National Observer 30 Dec. 165/2 His mouth kept wry-
ing from side to side.

II. trans. \ 5. To deflect or divert (a person or

thing) from some course or in some direction ; to

cause to turn aside, away, or back. Alsonyf. Obs.
a 1400 Partonope 6E65 Ofhym they had the victory [in the

lists], So sore hir aduersariesdyd they wrey. 1513 Douglas
/Eneidx. xxx. 9 Baith to and fra al did thai nokkis wry [L.
torqucnt], /bid. xi. xix. 50 Latynis all thar ene about did
wry [L. convcrtere], 1555 Phaer JEueidw. 65 His tacle to
the left hand set, andsterne to left hand wried. 1582 Stanv-
hurst yEnet's in. (Arb.) 88 Right so to thee same boord thee
inaysters al wrye the vessels.

fig. c 142s Cast. Persev. 1675 in Macro Plays J2j, I wyl
me wryen ffro wyckyd wreclie. 1549 Chai.oneh Erasm. on
Folly Oij, If he [sc. a prince] wrie himselfe never so little

from that becometh hym. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xviii,

Our mindes..from the right line of vertue, are wryed to

these crooked shifts. 1620 [G. Urvdges] Horse Subs. 148
Let not the parties ielousie. .wrest or wry his Judgement
in the least degree topreiudice. 1635 Pemble Wks. 6 Am-
bition and tyrannie in Churchmen wryed their thoughts, .to

the advancement of their owne greatnesse. 1650 Trapp
Comiu. Dent, xxxiii. o Not to be wryed or biassed by respect
to carnal friends, is a nigh., point of self-denial.

fb. To avert (the head, face, etc.); to turn

aside or away. Obs.
c 1400 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton, 1483) 1. xv. n Hit syttethlhe

nought to wrye awey thy face, c 1407 Lvnc. Resort <r Sens.
1413 She gan ay hir hede to wrye. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr.
776 Sum-what py face from hyre pou wry. 1513 More
Rich. fit. Wks. 70/1 The duke. .wried hys hed an other
way. 1560 RoiXUfDtSlnwi Sages 35 He wry it his face away
and his visage. 1581 A. Hall Iliad in. 55 Hector from his

helmet then his countnance hauing wried, .. the lots did
turne. x6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. § 22 Buckingham
..wried his face another way. 1655 J. Cotgrave Wits
Interpr. (1662) 276 When [he was] pressing for a kiss her
head she wrted.

fc. To change or alter (one's course). Obs.-1

1598 Q. Eliz. Plutarch i. 13 His course.. wryed was to
east, the sons arising place.

*p6. To curve, inflect, bend. Obs.-1

C1450 Hymns Virg, (1867) 122 The rayn bowe iwryyd
schalle be.

7. To twist or turn (the body, neck, etc.) round
or about; to contort, wring, wrench; to writhe.
Also with advs., as "fa-doyle.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 285 Wrye not youre nek a

doyle as hit were a dawe. i593[see Wring v. 2, quot. a 1586].
X598 Q- Eliz. Plutarch xii. 14 Diogines. .bak wrying and
turning nek in casting on her Looke. 1607 MarkhamC«iW.
1. (1617) 39 If you see her wrie her taile. 1656 Earl Monm.
tr. Bocca/inis Ad71ts.fr. Parnuss. 1. (1674) 132 Wrying his
Body twenty several waies. 1676 Hobbks///Wxvi. 248 Jove
..granted him to save the ships from fire; But at returning
safe his neck he wri'd. 1725 Ram. Diet. s.v. Palsey, Let him
he hlooded in his Neck. Vein, .on the contrary Side to the
Way he wryes his Neck. 1800 Lamb Let. in Pinal Mem. vi.

51 Without much wrying my neck I can see the white sails.

b. To twist out of shape, form, or relationship;
to give a twist to ; to pull, contort, make wry. Also

fig. and in fig. context.
a i586SmNEY Ps. xxn. viii, [My]loosed bones quite out of

joynt be wried. 1594 Daniel Cleopatra v. ii, In her sinking
downe shee wryes The Diadem which.. shee wore. 1594
Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits 281 The heat. .wrieth the
proportion of the face. 1665 J. Spencer Prodigies 254 They
are a Nose of Wax which may be wry'd to what figure.

.

Fancy shall impose upon them. 1679 Hobbes Behemoth
{1840) 217 They are, for the most part, Latin and Greek
words, wryed a little at the point, towards the native lan-
guage. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser. Disc. 41 The Todd will

..wry about the Neck o
1

th' Cock. 17*7 Swift God's

WRYINGLY.
Revenge agst. Punning, The Lord mercifully spared his
neck, but as a mark of reprobation wryed his nose. 1843
Browning /n a Gondola 47 Guests by hundreds—not one
caring If the dear host's neck were wried. 1855 Bailey
Mystic, etc. 69 Some Titanian arm, Whose elbow, jogged by
earthquakes, wryed the pole. 1861 Swinburne Queen-
Mother 1. i, I know him by the setting of his neck, The mask
is wried there. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. iv. 78, 1 put on
those arms which he . . From the dead body had begun to wry.

tc. fig. To wrest the meaning of; —Writhe
v.\ 7. Obs.
1521 Fisher Sermon agst. Luther iv. D v, Men of fell

wyttes..[who] had the propre fayth to wrye & to torcasse
the scryptures. 1548 UDALL, etc. Rrasm. Par. Matt. xiii.

59 b, False Apostles. . whyche wresleth and wryeth by sub-
tyll interpretacion, the heauenly doctrine after their lustes.

1564 BriefExam. *** ij, You do wrye this place from his

natural! sense. 1631 R. Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 156 This
Alleager. .wryeth the sense. 1649 Br. Reynolds Hosea vii.

136 Take heed of wresting and wrying that to the corrupt
fancies of our owne evill hearts,

fd. To pervert. Obs.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings xlvii, Alas, are counsels wryed
to catch the goode. a 1585 Montgomekie Flyting 754 The
thingis I said, glf bow wakl now deny, Weining to wry be
veritie with wylis. #1586 Sidney Arcadia II. vi, Publique
defences neglected j and in summe..all awrie, and (which
wried it to the most wrie course of all) witte abused. 1620
E. Blount Horse Subs. 148 Let not the parties ielousie..
wrest or wry his judgement in the least degree to preiudice.

e. poet. To distort tbe judgement of; to warp.
1861 Swinburne Queen-Mother 1. ii. Hen. This fool is

wried with wine. Mar. French air hath nipped his brains.

f. poet. To turn, cbange, or alter (a colour).
1865 Swinburne Poems fy Ball., At Eleusis 181 111 slant

eyes interpret the straight sun, But in their scope its white
is wried to black.

f 8. absoL = Wring v. 4 c. Obs. rare"1
.

14.. Chaucer's Merck. T. 341 (Petw. MS.), But I woote
best wher wrieb my shoo.

9. To twist or distort (the face or mouth), esp. so

as to manifest disgust or distaste; = Writhe v. 5 b.

Also refl.

a 1510 Douglas A'. Hart n. 96 Her face scho wryit about
for propir teyne. 1552 Hui.oet, Wryinge the mouth in waye
of derision, -z'algulatio. ? 1554 Coverdale Hope ofFaithful
(1574) 150 Though ye wry your mouthesat it. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts 173 Winking with their eyes and wrying their

faces at me. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 81 He wry'd
his mouth, and knit his brows. 1691 Mrs. D'Anvebs Aca.
demia 56 He dare not wry his Mouth to laugh, a 1779 D.
Graham Writ, (1883) II. 92, I made my eyes to roll, and
wrayed my face in a frightful manner. 1857 Heavysege
Saul (1869) 291 Bitter is bitter, though the lips be not
Allowed to wry themselves thereat. 1888 Sat. Rev. 1 Dec.
650/1 The tonics, .were bitter enough to wry the palate.

1898 M. Hewlett Forest Lovers xv, She wried her mouth
to a smile.

1 10. To roll, wrap, or wind tip. Obs.—1

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 128, 1 take the seed, .to be
a cluster of bubbles wryed up snug.

Wry, etc., varr. wray v.1 Obs. Wrycche^d,
Wrycliejetc^obs. ff. Wretch(ed. Wryed, var.

Wiuei) ppl. a. Wryer, var. Wkayer Obs.

Wry-faced, a. (Stress variable.) [f.WEI a. 2.]

Having the face out of line with the neck and
chest ; also, that has or makes a wry face.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 14 Antiphilus made a very
noble one [i.e. picture of a satyr] in a Panthers skin, calling

it Aposcopon, that is, "Wri-faced. 1611 Cotgh., Caravirie,
a wry-mouthed, or wry-faced wench ; or one that often

makes wry mouthes, or ill fauoured wry faces. 1684 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1990/4 One of the Robhers was. .Wri faced and
Pock-broken. 1803 Fessenden Poet. Petit. 87 Each wry-

fae'd rogue, and dirty trollop. 1837 Dickkns Picktu. xvii,

You snivelling, wry-faced, puny villain. 1898 Westm. Gaz.

17 Feb. 9/3 A slim, wry-faced man.
trans/. 1687 Settle Rejl. Dryden 83 What a wry faced

contradiction is here ?

Wryghe, obs. variant of Wray v.1

Wryght(e, obs. forms of Wright sb., Writer.
Wrying, vbL sbX dial. [f. Wry v.1 + -ing *.]

(See quot.)
01825 Forby Voc.E. Anglla, W?yiug, covering, of bed-

clothes, &c., not of apparel.

Wrying (rai-irj), vbl. sb? [f. Wry z>.
2 + -ing i.]

1. The action of twisting, wringing, or writhing
;

an instance of this.

1580 Ulundevil Horsemanship, Diseases clix. 68 b, The
taint being made somwhat full, with continuall turning and
wrieng of it. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xiv, A certaine

wrying I had of my necke. c 1595 Capt. Wyatt Dudley's
Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 42 The motion and wryinge of his mouth.
1611 Cotgr., Tortucment, a crooking,, .wrymg. writhing.

1888 G. GUMMO Life's Morning III. xx. 161 Wilfrid [spoke)

with a little wrying of the Hps.

f 2. The action of wresting or perverting. Obs.

1562 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 20 We allegeit na thing.,

botsinceirlie the expres Word ofGod, but wrysting, wrying,
gloissing, or cloking. a 1598 Roli.ock Passion xxv. (1616)

237 We must not thinke, Brethren, that this is any wrying
and wresting of the old Scripture.

t 3. Tbe action of deviating or turning from a

course, etc. ; straying. Obs.
1592 IUbington Notes on Gen. iii. 10 Wryings and turn-

ings from the matter will not serue, minsings and shifting?

before hym were neuer currant. 1604 — Notes on Exod.
iii. § 18 How hard it is to leaue a wonted wrying from the

right way.

Wryingly, adv. rare. [f. xvrying, pres. pple.

of Wry z\-] In a twisting or writhing manner.
i6ix Cotgr., 7Vr?'«<*'w^«/,

>
wryly,,.crookingIy, wryingly.

Ibid., Tortueusement,. .wryingly.



WRYLY.
Wryly (raidi), adv. Also 6-7 wrily. [f. Wry

a. + -LY Cj In a wry, oblique, or distorted manner.
Frequent in recent use.

1580 Hollvband Treat, Fr. Totig, Tortuemcnt, , .wrily,

crookedly. 1611 Cotgk., Obliquement, obliquely, wrily.

1736 Ainswortii Lett. Did. s,v. Contorte. 1848 Landor
/mag. Conv. Wks. I. 16/2 Most of these., have chewed upon
it harshly and wryly. i8g$ Chambers's Jnil. 18 March 164/2
Mr. Jones smiled wryly.

Wry-mouth, (r3i*,mauj>). [f. Wry a. I. 1 b +
Mouth sb,]

fL (See quot. 1859.) Obs.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. 29 The gall of a wild Cat

is very good against the wry mouth. 1859 Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1283 Tortura, . . formerly used for Spasmus, chiefly of
a part, as of the face or the mouth ; wry-mouth.
2. a. attrib. = Wry-moitiied a. l, Also cllipt.

165* Henlowes Theoph. vm. lxxxiv, No wry-mouth squint.
ey'd scoff can stay Their swift progression. 1655 Gayton
BagnaVs Ghost 3 Thick Ling and wry mouth Plaise. 1881
E. P. Hoon Christmas Evans iv. 120 Of wry-mouth fiends
a wrathful brood.

b. One who has a distorted mouth.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 316/1 [It] had fallen into disuse

since the death of Boleslav the Wry-mouth.
3. U. S, a. One or other fish belonging to the

genus Cryptacanlkodes of blennioid fishes, and na-

tive to the north-western Atlantic, b. The electric

ray or torpedo (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1844 Amcr.Jrid, Sci. XLVII.60 Cryptacanthodcs macu-

tatus, Storer, Spotted Wry-mouth. 1890 Science April 212/1
The sea-raven, the rock-eel, and tiie wry-mouth, which
inhabit these brilliant groves, are all colored to match their

surroundings.

Wry-mOUth.ed, a. (Stress variable.) [f.WBY
a. 1. Cf. prec]
1. Having a wry mouth.
155a Huloet, Wrye mouthed men, miriones. 1604 F. T.

Case is Altered Cijb, There was an old man. .bleer-eied,
wry-mouthed, botle nosed, lame-legged. 1616 T. Scot
Philomythie A6 b, They.. wrie-mouth'd Plaice. .did eate.
1618 Fletcher Women Pleased in. ii, A pack of wry-
mouth'd mackrel Ladies. 1653 R. Sanders Physlogn. 152
Looking asquint, wry-mouth 'd, wry-neck 'd. 1776 Da Costa
Elem. Couckol. 210 Buccina Recurvirostra, . .Wry-mouthed
Whelks. 1870 Rossetti Poems? Guido Cavalcanti xxii,

That wry-mouthed minx.
Jig. 1614 T. Taylor (Water- P.) Nipping Abuses L 4, The

wri-mouth'd Crittkk. 1620 Quarles Jonah 14S7 Daring
Presumption, wry-mouth'd Derision, Damned Apostacie.

2. Marked or characterized by contortion of the

month. Also trans/.

1624 Quarles Sion's Elegies iii. 21 What flout, what wry-
mouth'd scoffe, . . Hath scap'd the furie of my Foemans
tongue To doe my simple Innocencie wrong ? 1635— Embl.
v. v. 34 What soul would not be proud Of wry-mouth'd
scorns? (1x699 J- Beaumont Psyche xm. ccxxviii, What
wry-mouth'd play They us'd, their gentle Savior to flout.

tfft$ Pope Dune. 11. 145 A shaggy Tap'stry,. .Instructive
work ! whose wry-mouth'd portraiture Display'd the fates

her confessors endure. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768)
VIII. 59 Lifting up her rolling eyes,. .with a wry.mouthed
earnestness.

Wryneck (rai*nek). Also wry-neck. [f. Wry
a. 1 + Neck sb.]

1. One or other species of the genus lynx of
small migratory scansorial picoid birds ; esp. the

common species, lynx torquilla, distinguished by
its habit of writhing the neck and head.
1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 59/2 lynx torquilla,..^.

wrynecke. 1611 Cotgr., Turcot,, .the little ash-coloured
and long-tongued bird, called a Wrynecke. 1676 Grew
Museum, Anat. Stomach viii. 38 A Young Wryneck, .hath
no Crop, and but a small Gulet. 175a

J.
Hill Hist. Anim.

402 "jfynx, the wry-neck,, .has a very singular way of twist-
ing it's head about, and bending it's neck; it thence ob-
tained, .the name, .of the Wry.neck. J768 Pennant Brit.
Z00L I. 18^ The Wryneck webelieve to be a bird of passage.
..It takes its name from a manner it has of turning its head
back to the shoulders. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. ix.

(1816) I. 288 The wryneck and the woodpeckers.. live en-
tirely upon insects, 1839-43 Yarrkli. Brit. Birds II. 152 As
the Wryneck makes its appearance here about the same
time as the Cuckoo, it has, .acquired the names of Cuckoo's
Mate, and Cuckoo's Maid. 1888 Newton in Encyct. Brit.
XXIV. 652/2 The Picidat [include], .at least three Sub-
families. . .The Woodpeckers proper, .. the Piculets, .. and
the Wrynecks.

fb, An infusorian (see quot.). Obs."1

1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 149 The Volvox torqidlta, or wry-
neck.

2. a. One who has a wry neck.
Earlier versions of quot. 1879 have the form tvrynot.
1607 R. [Carew] tr. Estienne's World Wond. 300 They

learnc.to looke downe to the ground, to counterfet wry-
necks. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 172 Of them is the Pro-
verb, Never trust awry Neck. 1656 Klecknok Diarinm?
And wry-neck they would ask with laughter, What newes
'twas he was hearkning after? 1879 W. Henderson Folk'
Lore N. C. vii. 254 He caps Wryneck, and Wryneck caps
the Dule[ = Devil).

b. attrib. m Wry-necked a. 2.

1586 Ferns Blaz. Gentrie 129 The wrynecke Earle of
Lancaster. 1615 Bratiiwait Strappado (1878) To Rdr.,
Th'art nowri-neck critick. 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 255/2
A son., known as Henry Tort-Col or Wryneck... This Henry
Wryneck died in 1361.

+ O. Cant. (See quot.) Obs. rare~°.
1796 Grose Diet, f'ulg. T., Wry Neck Day, hanging day.

3. Path. A deformity characterized by contortion
of the neck and face, and lateral inclination of the
head; stiff-neck; = Torticollis.
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17$"$ Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Wry-Necked, Ifthe Wry-
neck proceeds from a contraction of one of the mastoide
muscles. 1822-7 Good Study Med. (1S29) IV. 334 This
species, therefore, offers us the three following varieties :.

.

Natural wry-neck. . .Spastic wry-neck.. .Atonic wry-neck.
1872 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1884) II. 345 Wry-neck is an
example of'this affection [sc. rigid atrophy] due to a con-
tracted sterno-mastoid muscle. 1881 W. RwisGTcyx in Brain
IV. 257 The ordinary form of spasmodic wry-neck.

b. (See quot.) rarg~°.
1819 Rees Cycl., Wry-neck, a disease of the spasmodic

kind in sheep, in which the head is drawn forcibly to one
side. [Hence in Webster (1828-32), and later Diets.]

Wry-necked, a. (Stress variable.) [f. Wry
a. 1. Cf, prec]
1. Having a wry or crooked neck.
1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. v. 30 The vile squealing of the

wry-neckt Fife. 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. it. Netley
Abbey, A squeaking fiddle and 'wry-neck'd fife'. 1870
Engel Caial. Mus. Instr. 62 The wry-necked Fife. ..The
Italians call it cornctio curvo.

2. Of persons or animals : Affected with distor-

tion of the neck; having wryneck.
1608 Dekker Dead Term \Vks.'(Grosart) IV. 39 That aged

and reuerend (but wry-necked) Sonne of thine. 1653 [see

Wrv-mouthed a. 1]. a 1679 J. Ward Diary (1839)273 Some
arewry neckt from the womb. 1705 Hick Eftingill P'iest-cr.
11. Pre f. A 4 Great Alexander, .(being blind) did luve that
Wry-neck 'd -Fool. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl., Wry-
Necked, a term applied to persons affected with a distortion
of the neck. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 608 It is

almost impossible to bring the head of a wry-necked lamb
into the passage of the womb, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft.

II. v, She preferred the wry-necked lambs.

Jig. 1624 Heywood Captives in. iii. in Bullen 0. PI. IV,
Tins same wryneck t death, .still spoyles all diinkinge, 'tis a
thinge I never coold indure. 1647 N. Ward Simple toller
20 All the squint-ey'd, wry-necked, and brasen-faced Errors
that are or ever were of that litter.

Hence Wry-ne'ckedness. rare~l
.

1881 Tait in Nature XXV. 90 The wry-ncckedness of the

protecting shell.

Wryness (rsi'nes). Also 6 wrines, 7 -ness(e,

wrynesse. [f. Win* a. + -NESS.]

1. The fact or condition of being wry or distorted

;

distortion, twisting.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Tortedad, crookednes, wrines,
ol'liqiiiias. 1607 Topsf.ix Four-/ Beasts 107 The waight of
a groate thereof, .helpeth the conuulsion and wrynesse of
the mouth. 1616 Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 V. 463 This is

(tortuosilas serpentis) the Wryness, the Knottin ess, the
Entangling of the Serpent, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais
in. xxxi. 256 A perversive Wriness and Convulsion of the
Muscles. 1693 Evelyn F>c la Quint. CompL Card. I. 35
A large Garden would.. be less pleasing.. if it had.. some
visible wriness to disfigure it. 1855 Bain Senses $ Int. 11.

IV. § 4 A bitter taste products wryness and contortion of the
mouth. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. xxvi, The wryness of bis

face and the uneasiness of his limbs. 1898 MeREDITH Later
Alexandrian Poems I. 200 An inspiration caught from
dubious hues, Filled him, and mystic wrynesses he chased.

2. fig. Deviation from what is regular or normal

;

obliquity, wrongness.
1633 Ames Agst. Cerent. 11. 498 Notwithstanding all tins

weaknesse, and wrinesse of these instances, the Rej. doth so
triumph in them. 1648 W. Molntague Devout Ess. 1. xii.

143 An exploring the rectitude or wrynesse of their beha-
viours in this particular. 1906 Hardy Dynasts 11. iv. v, The
wrVness of the times.

Wrypick, erron. f. Rybpeck:.
1881 G. D. Leslie Our River 112 The boat is moored by

short stout wrypicks. [Ibid. 230 A couple of ripicka.]

"Wrytche, obs. var. "VYbetch sb. Wrythe, var.

Wrethe sb. Obs.; obs. f. Writhe v.

Wu, Wuas, obs. varr. How a<tv.
t
Whose.

Wucche, var. Whitch Obs. Wuoh(e, obs. varr.

Which. Wud, obs. or dial. f. would
y
pa. t. of

Will vX Wud(d, wude, obs. or Sc. and dial.

ff.WooD sb.1 and a. Wuddie, -y, Wuddle, var.

WiddYjWiddlk. Wudz, obs. f. Wootz. "Wueke,
ME. var. Wick sb.1

Wuff(w»f),^. [Echoic. Cf.Woop^.2 Wough
sb., and next.] A low, suppressed bark of a dog.

1824 (Carr] Craven Gloss, s. v. 1888 'J. S. Winter'
Bootle's Childr. ii, The 'wuff-wuff 1

of one or other of the
dogs breaking the silence.

"WurT (wi>f)» v. [Echoic. Cf. Waff v., Woof v.]

intr. To bark in a low, suppressed manner.
1851 G. H. KlftHtiMT Sf* \ Trav. v. (1900) 143 That dog,

now growling and ' wuffing'in his dreams.

Wugg (w»g\ v. south, dial. [dial. ivug,wugg,
wo{a)g, etc., a call to a horse.] intr. Of ahorse :

To move forward ; to go on.

1876 IJLACKMORt:Cr//!>/r iv, Wuggthen, Dobbin ! Wun'not
go home to-night ? 1881 — Christotvetl iii. No man as ever
I see yet. .hath received the power to make Teddy wugg,
when a* hat h his nosebag on.

Wuke, Wulc\h, obs. ft. Week sb.
t
Which.

Wulde, obs. Sc. form of Wild a.

t Wulder. Obs. Also 1 wnldor, -ur, -er,

3 Orm. wullderr. [OE. %vuldor
i
-ur, -er

t a deriva-

tive (with r suffix) from the stem of Goth, ivul/nts.']

Glory; honour.
c 8«s Vesp. Psalter xx. 6MiceI ts wuldurhisin harlu cinre.

c 888 ^Elfred Boeth. xxx. § 1 Is biet unjerisenlic wuldor
l>isse worulde & swioe leas, a xaoo Eragin. s-Klfric's

Gram., etc. (1838) 7 pin wombe was bin God, it bin wulder.

c 1100 Ormin 3379 Si Drihhtin upp inn heoffness serd

Wurrbminnt & Toft & wullderr. Ibid. 7630 Crist, .^arrkedd

iss..till bissjudewisshe folic Wurrbshipe & eche wullderr.

WURTEWALE.
"Wulderne, var. Wildibh Obs. Wule, obs.

f. While, Will. Wulf, obs. f. Wolf.
Wulfemte(wn'lfenait), Min. [a. G. wulfenit

(1845), f. the name F. X. von Wulfen (1738-1805),
Austrian scientist, + -ITE 1 2 b.] ' Molybdate of
lead, found in brilliant crystals' (Chester).

1849 J. Nicol Man. Min. 385 Wulfenite, Haidinger\
Molybdate of Lead, Phillips [etc.). 1858 Greg & Lettsom
Man. Min. 411 Wulfenite. .decrepitates when heated. 1883
Science 1. 609/1 The red varieties of wulfenite.

"Wull, obs. f. Wool sb. ; Sc. var. Will sb. and v.

Wullcat, Sc. var. Wild cat. Wullee, var.

Well Wullen, obs. f. Woollen a. "Wulpere,
var. Volui'ek Obs. "Wult, Sc. var. VULT Obs.

"Wultre, obs. f. VuLTuits.

tWumme, int. Obs. Also 2 wume (3 wum-
men). [App. repr. OE. ivd mi\ f. wd Woe int. 5
+ mi Me pers. pron. For the vowel cf. nitmtnor
s.v. No moke.] Woe is me !

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 157 Wume [L. heu mlchi] nu bet mm
utbiwiste is her sua longe itubed, aizoo St. Marker. 13
Wumme lefdi qft lie ba : wa is me mine hues, a 1225 Aucr.
R. 158 Wummen \y.r» wumme] wo is me, he seid, }>e holi
prophete.

Wummera, var. Woomeha. "Wummle, dial.

f. Wimble sb, "Wuminon, obs. f. Woman sb.

Wun, Wun', Wund, Sc. varr. Win v., Wind sb.

Wunde, obs. f. Wound sb, "Wunder, obs. f.

Wonder sb. and v. Wunderelle, var. Won-
dekel Obs. "WundijVar. WiNDia. Obs. "Wune :

see WONE sb.1 and vA Wunna, ^V. c= < will not':

see Will vA A. 6 b 0. Wunner, obs. f. Oneh
sb. i ; Sc. f. Wonder.
fWu-nsele. Obs. [f. wutu^ Won v. + Sele.]
A dwelling-place.
c 1205 Lay 15703 l'a wunede tchon bure, on wunsele mine.

Ibid. 17602 Her wit scullen..biwinnen hiswunseles.

Wunsomej -sum, obs. or north, dial, forms

of Winsome a. "Wunt, dial. f. Wakt sb.1 (mole).
Wunt(e

)
etc. : see Wont. "Wuo, ME. var. Woe.

Wuord, obs. form of Word sb.

Wup Cw»p), v. Sc. Forms: 6 woup, wowp
(wolp, wewp)

; 9 wop, wup (oup, oop". [Of
obscure origin. Cf. WOOP sb. and Whip v. 19.]

1. trans. To bind (something) round with cord,

thread, etc.

iSia-3 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 464 Smale towis
to wowp the Margrettis mast with. 1567 Reg. Privy Coun-
cil Seat. I.360 Two barrel I cordis. .to woup brokin stokis

and quheUlis. a 1586 Dunbar's Gola'in Targe 62 (Maitland
Fol. MS.)

t
Tressis cleir wouppit [v.r. wypit] with goldin

threidis. 180a Sibhald Chron. S. P. Gloss., Oop, Oup, to
join by hooping. 1808 Jamiesos s.v. Oop, Wup, ..tob'ind
with a thread or cord j to splice.

2. a. To unite or join (thread, yarn, etc.). b. To
secure or fasten by tying.

1815 Scott Guy M. iv, A hank [of yarn], but not a haill

ane—the full years o' three score and ten, but thrice broken,
and thrice to oop. 1871 W, Alexander johnny Gibb \, Tak
the aid' pleuch ryn [ = rein] there, and wup it ticht atween
the stays.

Wur-, var. (esp. ME.) spelling of WoB-.
Wurble, dial. var. Warble sb? Wurch(en,
obs. ff. Work v. Wurd, obs. form of WoitD.
"Wurdle, obs. f. wordle, WoftTLE. Wuxhte, obs.

var. Wright sbA
Wurley (wi>uli). Austr. Also 9 worley,

worlie. [Native word * from the language of the
Adelaide tribe ' (G. Taplin Native Tribes S. Aus~
tralia 12).] An aboriginal's hut. Also attrib.

1847 G. F. Angas Savage Life I. 105 Two men.. ap-
proached one of the wurties. 1848 G. B. Wilkinson S.
Australia 323 The men break down branches of trees and
strip bark lo make themselves a worley or shelter. 1887
Mrs. Dalv Digging etc. S. Australia 31 The body of an
unfortunate Chinaman was found half-roasted on a wurley
fire. Ibid. 67 They lived in wurleys.. .These miserable H*b.
stitutes for houses are * lean-to's ', made of sheets of bark
propped up by saplings.

Wurlyon, obs. Sc form of Wiklino.
Wurne, var. Warn v.'1 Obs.

t Wurp. Obs. rare. In 1 wyrp, werp, I wrp.
[OE. wyrp (= LG. wurp, MLG. and (M)Dn.
worp, a cast, throw, OIIG. wur/, zvurpn, MUG.,
G. wurf), f. the weak grade of tucrp- Warp v.] A
(stone's) throw. Ahojig. in eie wurp, a glance of

the eye.
C950 Liudt's/. Gosp. Luke audi, 41 He yefearrad wjes from

him sua micle woerp vetwyrp is stanes [Kush-u: wyrp stanes

is J Ags. Gosp. anes stanes wyrp; Hatton Gosp, werp).

a X2«5 Ancr. R. 56 Dauid. .burh on eie wurp to one wum-
mon..lette vt his heorie. ci*7$ Passion ofour Lord 155 in

O. E. Misc. 41 Iesus from heoni iwende |>e wrp of o ston.

Wurrow, "Wurry, obs. varr. Worry v.

Wurset, -it, Sc ff. Worsted sb. Wurst, obs.

;. Verst, Worst a. ; dial. f. Wrist. Wursum,
var. Worsum Obs.

Wiirtemberg: siphon. (See quots.)

i8ao Nat. Philos^ Pneumatics vl 27 (L.U.K.), A syphon,

in which the extremities of the legs are turned upwards,
called the Wirtcmburg syphon. 1850 Ocilvib s.v. Siphon,
Wiirtemberg siphon, . .asiphon with both le^s equal [etel

Wurtewale, obs. var. Wartwale.



WURTHE.
£!45oMf.tham Wis. 138 Naylys the qwyche.. that, .hath

no wurtewalys..be most repreuabyl.

t Wurthe, a. Obs. Forms : I wier5e, wyroe,

wyrpe, wirSe, i-4WurT>e, wurpe (3 wrj>e), 3-4

worbe. [OK. wierSe, wyrSe, etc, a derivative

from weorp Worth sb. 1 or a. In OE. and early-

southern ME. texts distinguishable from Worth
a., but subsequently merged with it.]

1. Worthy. (Freq. const, with inf.)

c 897 jElfred Gregorys fast. C. xxxiii. 227 He..bit5aere

tide hwonne he 3a:s wieroe sie Sa=t he hine besuican mote.

971 Blickl. Horn. 47 fa lareowasbeop syppan domes wyrpe.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. iii. it He ys slrengra bonne ic, Oa:s

gescy ne eom ic wyrpe to beranne. a 1122 O. E. Chron.

(Laud MS.) an. 10+6, Behet man him p;et he moste wur3e

beon sic Sara binga be he a;r ahte. a 1200 Vices ft Virtues

59 Ic am wel wuroe Sat and more to polien. CI205 Lay.

13445 Swa bat heoal speken..pat Uortiger weoren wuroe

to walden pas beode. 111225 Alter. R. 38 Jif ich nam
wuroe for to beon iblesced. c 1275 Passion ofour Lord-^io

in O.E. Misc. 46 Alle hi onswerede, he is wrpe to beo ded.

1297 R. Glcuc. (Rolls) 8po pe stude.. me cliipep. .after him,

vor he was so worpe man. Ibid. 3466 Wei a3te bat be a

wurpe stude wanne per such sepulture ys. c 1325 Chron.

Eng. 741 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 301 Afterward, ase he

wes wurthe,. .An abbot him remue wolde.

2. Deserved, merited.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 We moten bauh don him wo, ase hit

is ofte wel wurSe.

"Wurflscipe, etc., obs. ff. Worship.

Wurtzite (wB»m-, wautsait). Min. [f. the

name Prof. C. A. Wurtz, a French chemist (1817-

84), + -ITE* 2 b.] ' Zinc sulphide, crystallizing in

the hexagonal system ' (Chester).

1868 Dana Min, (ed. 5) 60 Wurtzite and sphalerite are the

same compound under distinct crystalline forms. 1897 L.

Fletcher Introd. Study Min. 81 Wurtzite is interesting as

crystallising in the Rhombohedral system.

Wuruhte, obs. var. Wwght sb.1

"Wurzel, short for Mangel-wurzel.
1888 Encycl. Diet. 1898 Jerome Second Thoughts 305 An

atmosphere of wurzels was the thing that somehow he [sc.

a farmer] suggested.

Wus, obs. var. Ooze sb. 1 Wusbard, dial. f.

whore's bird Whore sh. 3. Wusche, wuss,
wuss'c he : see Wish. Wusse, var. Wis adv.

Obs. "Wust(e, obs. pa. t. of Wit v.1

"Wut, dial, variant of Oat
1818 Wilbraham Chesh. Gioss. 31 IVuts, ..oats. 1865- in

various dial, glossaries, etc. (Yks. to Devon). 1880 Tef-

feries Gt. Estate i. 8, I met Hilary, .and listened to a long

tirad e which he delivered against ' wuts '.

Wuteb, etc.: see WiTtv.l

Wuther, var. Whither sb. and v. dial.

1847 E. Bronte (title), Wuthering Heights. 1853 C
Bronte Viltette xvi, The ' wuther ' of wind amongst trees.

1877 Jessie Fothergill First Violin vl i, The wind
wuthered wearily.

Wutter, var. Witter sb. 1, sb.2 Wuzeer(at,
varr. Wazir(ate. "Wuzzent, Sc. var. Wizened a.

Wy, northern var. Quet ; obs. f. Weigh, Why.
"Wy-, freq. ME. variant of Wi-. Wyage, wy-
ayge, obs. varr. Voyage sb.

Wyandotte (wsrandjrt). [f. the name of

a tribe of N. Amer. Indians.] One of a handsome
breed of medium-sized domestic fowls. Also attrib.

1884 Bazaar 12 Sept. 866/1 Wyandottes. Wanted a few
early pullets, pure bred. 1897 K. db la Bere Poultry
Guide I. 21 He has . . reared 1,000 head of Black Minorcas, .

.

and Wyandottes. 1906 IVestm. Gaz. 24 Dec. 2/2 Time was
when the world knew no Wyandotte fowl at all ; but the
ingenuity of the fancier has now given it White, Silver,..

Partridge, Silver-pencilled, and Blue-laced Wyandottes.

Wyandoure, Sc. var. Viander 1 Obs. Wye,
obs. f. Wick a. Wycch(e, obs. ff. Which,
Witch. Wyce, obs. f. Vice si. 1 , v.2, Voice;
obs. Sc. var. Wise a. "Wyeh(e : see Which,
Whitch, Wich, Witch si.

Wych elm, witch elm (witf|elm). Forms:
a. 7 weech, 7-8 wich, 7-9 witch, elm. /3. 8-

wych elm. (Also hyphened.) [f. Witch si.3

+ Elm. Cf. the slightly earlier witchen elm.'] A
species of elm, Ulmus montana, having broader

leaves and more spreading branches than the

Common elm ; the witch hazel or Scots elm

;

also, the wood of this.

a. 16*6 Bacon Sylva § 475 A Cions of a Weech-Elme,
grafted vpon the Stocke of an Ordinary Elme, will put forth

Leaues, almost as broad as the Brimme of ones Hat. 1633
T. Johnson Gerarde's Herbal 1482 Vlmus folio giabro,

Witch Elme, or smooth leaued Elme. a 1691 Aubrey Nat.
Hist. Wilts. (1847) 54 Wich-hazells, as we call them in Wilts

(in some counties wich-elmes). 1715 Addison Drummer 11.

i, There's a good deal of Virtue in that [Conjurer's] Wand
—I fancy 'tis made out of Witch-Elm. 1733 W. Ellis
Chilternlt Vale Farm. 115, I here write of. .the common
Elm, and the witch Elm. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. I. Introd.

2 The witch-elm that shades Saint Fillan's spring. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. lxxxvii, Witch-elms that counterchange

the floor Of this flat lawn with dusk and bright,

0. 1769 Barrinoton in Phil. Trans. LIX. 34 The Wych
(or broad-leaved) elm. 1778 J.ightfoot Flora Scot. I. 152

The variety with a smooth bark and leaf, commonly called

the Wych-Elm. 1845 Faber Rosary, etc. 86 Many a bay, By
. .a drooping wychelm fanned. 1866 Treas.Bot. 1189 Forked
branches of Wych Elm,, .were used as divining-rods. 1875
Encycl. Brit. II. 317 The Wych elm is a hardy tree, of

rapid growth.
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b. attrib., as wych-elmfaggot, foliage, tree.
_

1763 Museum Rust. I. 38 To fill up the drains with witch-

elm faggots. 1862 Lytton Str. Story II. 11 In this yard

there stood an old wych-elm tree. 1897 Daily News 12 Nov.

8/3 Bunches ofwych-elm foliage.

Wych(e)safe, obs. varr. Vouchsafe. Wycht,
obs. Sc. f. Wight a. Wycke, obs. var. Week sb.

f Wyolifan. Obs. rare—1
, [f. as next + -an.]

A Wycliffite.

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 92 He is callid an heretike

that heresies sowith, as Arrians, Wyclyfanes, Sabellyanes,

and other.

Wycliffian, -ifian (wiklrfian), sb. and a.

Church Hist. Forms : (see quots.). [ad. med.L.

Wyclyvian-us, or directly i. Wycliffe, -clif, etc.

:

see Wycliffite.]

fA. sb. = Wycliffite sb. Obs.

[C1400 Knighton's Chron. (Rolls) II. 184 Sicque avulgo
Wyclyff discipuli et Wyclyviani sive LoIIardi yocati sunt.

Ibid. 312 Idem archiepiscopus firniavit sententiam excom.
municationis super Lollardos sive Wyclyvianos.} 1570

Foxe A. * M. (cd. 2) II. 965. 2 Chaucer, .semeth to bee a
right Wicleuian. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribse too It had
been easily answered, in thatpoynt.by the.Wickleuians. 1654

H. Tubbervill Man. Controv. i,-j Let him not cite the

Wickletians, for they held, That [etc.]. 1717 Earbery
Pref. Varillas' Pretended Reformers p. vi, Our new Allies

the Lutherans, Calvinists, and Wickliflians.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to, characterizing the

teaching of, Wycliffe or his followers.

1720 Lewis Life Wyclif 114 The Wiclifnan Superstition

which obliges the Ministers of the Church to be Beggars.

1889 Q. Rev. April 510 Some of the sentiments are exclu-

sively Wiclifian.

Hence f Wyclitrlanism, = next. Obs.*1

1668 H. More Div. Dial. II. 90 That Principle of Wick-
leftianism, . . which the Jesuites themselves so loudly hoot at.

Wycliffism, -ifism (wi-klifiz'm) Church

Hist. Forms: (see quots.). [f. as next + -ism.]

The religious doctrines or tenets advocated or

propagated by Wycliffe, or held by his followers.

1675 in S. Knight Life J. Colct (1724) 267 To prevent the

Growth of Wicklivism. 1732 Neal Hist.Purit. I. 4 Urban
..writ to young King Richard 1 1,., to put a stop to the

progress of Wickliffism. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 145

Wickliffism took shelter in Wales, when it was persecuted in

England. 1814 W. Wilson Hist. Dissent. Churches IV.

487 He passed a law, making the profession of Wickliffism

a capital offence. 1861 Goldw. Smith Inaugural Lect. 37
England, .has not been the parent of great religious move-

ments, excepting Wycliffism. 1884 Brit. $ For. Evang.
Rev. Oct. 620 John Stokes pronounced Hus's doctrines to

be pure Wyclifism.

Wyclifest, -ifist (wrklifist), si. and a.

Church J/ist. Forms : (see quots.). [f. as next

+ -1ST. Cf. med.L. Wiclefislee (Du Cange).]

A. sb. = Wycliffite si. 1 Ois.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. iii. 501 The sect of Wiclifistis,

whiche avms the vij. principal gouernauncis..rehercid bi the

proces of this present book holden [etc.]. 1460 Capgravf
Chron. (Rolls) 244 A Frere Augustyn..felle in the secte of

Wiclefistis. 1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 352/2 In

Boheme the Hussites, in England the wicliffystes. 1565

Shacklock tr. Hosius 14 Whiche couetrather to he counted

Carolstadians then Lutherans & other new Wicleffistes.

1631 Weever A ne. Funeral Men. 807 Frater Robertus Rose
..writ much, yet neuer offended the Wickleuists. 1655

Fuller Hist. Cambr. 57 lohn Bromiard..came to Cam-
bridge,., sent thither.. to ferret out the Wicklivists. f673

Hickman Hist. Quinquart. 443 Wickliffists did niaugre all

the malice of their Adversaries increase. 1716 in M. Davies

A then. Brit. III. 27 The Wicklefists and Waldensians
were against Episcopacy as being against the Rope. 1758
Lowth Life William ofWyheham 207 The Wickliffists were
persecuted and dispersed. 1819 Rees 1

Cycl. s.v. Wicliff, An
account of his distinguishing tenets, and those of his follow-

ers, ..Wickliffists and Lollards.

transf. 1679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits in. (1681) 65 The danger-

ous Works of that old Lollard, Paul ; Thatarrant WickliffisL

B. adj. = Wycliffite a.

1725 Lewis Life Pecock (1744) 320 In much the same
manner does the bishop recommend these books to the

Wiclifist laity.

Wycliffite, -ifite (wiklifait), si. and a.

Church Hist. Forms : 6 Sc. Wielefit, 7 "Wickliv-

(7-8 -lev-), 8 Wicliv-, 8-9 -Wicliff- (9 'Wiclif-,

Wiklif-), Wickliff-, 9 Wychff-, WyclLfite.

[ad. med. or early mod. L. Wiclefita, etc, f. the

name of John Wycliffe or IVyclif (c 1320-13S4;
also spelt Wiclif, etc.), English theologian, writer,

and religious reformer, + -ITE* I b.]

A. sb. One who held or propagated the religious

tenets or doctrines of Wycliffe ; a follower of

Wycliffe; = Wycliffian, Wycliffist sbs.

1580 J. Hay in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 54 Heresies, of the
Albigenses, Waldenses, Wiclefits, Hussits. 1661 Blount
Glossogr. (ed. 2), Wicklivites, the followers of Wicklif.

1684 S. G. Anglorum Spec. 796 Eleanor Cobham was per-

secuted for being a Wick levite. 1720 Lewis Life WyclificeZ

A most effectual Way to ruine the poor Wicliffites. 1778
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry 1 1. 390 The Wickliftites entirely

grounded their ideas.. on scriptural proofs. 1813 T. D.
Whitaker VisioP. PI. p. xviii, That he. .taught almost all

the fundamental doctrines of Christianity has no tendency
to prove him a Wickliffite or Lollard. 1850 Forshai.l &
Madden Holy Bible I. p. xxxiii. note, The Wycliffites..were

not backward to defend their right tohavethe Scripturesin

their own language. 1870 Rogers Hist. Glean. Ser. 11. 57
[Bishop] Richard Fleming had also been a Wiklifite.

B. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to, written or made
by, Wycliffe or his followers.

WYE.
1843 Way Promp. Parv. 316 note. In the earlier Wicliffite

version. 1880 F. D. Matthew Wyclifs Whs. p. xxviii,

That he really held Wyclifite opinions. 1884 J. R. Thom-
son Life Wiclif 86/1 The Wiclifile tenets spread most
rapidly. 1896 Skeat in Trans. Philol. Soc. 219 A diligent

student of Wycliffite literature.

2. Of persons : That is a follower of Wycliffe

;

holding, advocating, or propagating the religious

views of Wycliffe and his school.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvi. 450 The Wycliffite or

Lollard preachers had raised a cry against the clergy. 1880

F. D. Matthew Wyclifs Wis. p. xxix. {heading), Wy-
clifite Party crushed.

t Wycliffize, v. Obs. rare—1 . In 7 "Wiccliflze.

[f. as prec. 4- -ize.] intr. To espouse or advocate

the views of Wycliffe (esp. as to Church property).

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. VI. 302 The ljty Parliament,.,

which did wholly Wicclifize, kept in the twelfth year of

King Henry the fourth.

Wyoliffry, -fry. [f. as prec. + -by. Cf. Lol-

L.uiDRY.] = Wycliffism.
1896 J. H. Wylie Hist. Eng. Hen. IV, III. 457 The very

treatise on the Church.. [by] Hus, is nothing but Wiclifry

transplanted word for word into Bohemia. iooo_— Council

Constance 147 Weuzel gave no support to WyclifFry.

Wycre, obs. f. Wicker. Wydderfe, obs.

ff. wider (see Wide), Whither adv. Wyddie,
obs. f. Widdy. "Wyddo, -ow(e, Wydew, etc.,

obs. ff. Widow, etc. Wyd(e, obs. ff. Wide adv.

f Wyde. Obs.—1 A variety of apple-tree.

1525 Fitzhekbert Husb. 42 Dyuers apple trees that haue

knottes in the bowes, as casses or wydes, and suche other

that wyll growe on slauynges.

Wyder, obs. f. Whither adv. Wydraught,
etc., obs. ff. Withdralght. Wydue, etc., obs. ff.

Widow sb.1 Wydur, -yr, obs. ff. Whither adv.

tWye 1
. Latterly Sc. and nerth. Obs. Forms:

a. 1 wisa, 4 wi3e, wihe (whi, whie, whij)

wy5e, wy3 (wijh), wie3, 5 wij, 4-5 wyghe, 4-6

wye, 4-5. 6 Sc. wy, 4, 6 wie. &. 4 wei;,

weijh, weih (wehy), 4-5 wei3e, weie(4 waie),

weye, 5 wey, wegh (whegh, whe), we, 5-6

wee. [OE. wiz,a, f. the weak grade of the stem

repr. by wi$ Wlsb. Cf. OHG. widcrwigo ' rebellis',

and IVigo as a proper name.]
In OF;, chiefly, and in later use only, in poetic use.

1. One who fights ; a fighting man ; a warrior or

soldier.

a. Becr.vulf (,2q He bait ful se^eah, wajlreow wija, art

Wealhbeon. c 900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 1. xv. (1800) 50 And hi

ba sona hider sendon maran sciphere strengran wixhena.

993 Battle ofMa/don 210 Swa hi bylde fori beam jElfrices,

wisa wintrum seong. 13. . Gam. t, Gr. Knt. 581 Syben be

brawden bryne ofbry3t stel ryngez Vmbeweued bat wy3 vpon

wlonk stufle. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3787 William & his wi?es

were armed wel sone. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 56 [He] wente

in-to Wales with his wyes alle. C1450 Holland Howlat 499

The wyis quhar the wicht went war in wa wellit. 1535

Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 505 With mony wy that

worthie war and wycht, [he] Appeirit thair richt sone. 15..

[seep]. . ,

/3. a 1400-50 WarsAlex.1030l.Ashm. MS.), Botweeswl3lly

with-in be wallis ascendid, Freschely fendid of. c 1400

Destr. Troy 1212 Mony woundit we from his weppont paste.

rl420 Anturs of Arth. liv. (Douce MS.), pe wees, bat

werene wounded so wobely.., Surgenes sone saued. 1515

Scottish Field 493 in Chetham Misc. (1856), A yonjc knight,

.. Sir William Warkehoppe .. was the wees Iretry MS. wyes]

name. Ibid.ty] Now is thisfuirse feilde foughten to an ende;

Many a wee wanted his horse, and wandered home on fote.

2. A noble, vigorous man; hence gen., a man, a

person.
In very freq. use from c 1340 to c 1420, esp. in o-form.

o. agoo Andreas 1711 (Or.)., Hie 8a sebrohton a;t bnmes

nasse on wajxbele wisan unslawne. a 1000 Menologium

160 Se be fa^sere iu mid waetere oferwearp wuldres cyne-

bearn, wi*a weorolice. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 579 Pen

alle be wyaez in be worlde my3t wynne By be way of

ry3t to aske dome. 1340-70 A lex. ft Dind. 571 \\ is holde 3e

np whi but jifhe wel conne Faire tempren his tounge. 1377

Langl. P. PI. B. xvil. 98 Went neuere wy in this worlde

thorw that wildernesse,"I'hat hene was robbed, a 1400-50

Wars Alex. 1628 In be same wedes, For all bis werld as £is

wy wendes now attyred. £1420 Anturs of Arth. xxix,

Scho was the worthilieste wyghte, pat any wy myghte

welde. C1480 Henrvson Lion /, Mouse xxxii, 1 hair is na

wy that will my harmis wreik. 1500-20 DtmBM1
Poems

xxx. 50, I awoik as wy that wes in weir. 1513 Douglas

ASneid v. xi. 19 Sone slaid scho down wnsene of ony wy.

a 1568 in ISannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 739 Sen ye ar

pleisit to pleiss ane vthir wy.

P. 1340-70 Alex, f, Dind. 17 panne weies of worschipe,

wittie & quainte, Wib his lettres he let to pe hid sende.

(-1350 Will. />,»/«-*« 281 'Sertes,' ban seiJebemperour,.. y

am pat ilk wei 3h '. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 374 ' Holy writt,

quod that weye, ' wisseth men to suffre '. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 134 He passis his way, Vn-wetandly to any wee.

Ibid. 383 His liknes he changis, Worthis agayn toawee, fra

a worme turnys.

b. Used as a form of address.

13. . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 1508, ' I woled wyt at yow, wy}e,

pat worpy per sayde. 1340-70 Alex, ft Dind. 69 Wordlich

wei3, we wische of pi jifte Ai-lastinge lif. 01400-50 Wars
Alex. 2302 Welcom we [Dubl. wye], at all pe werd sail wyn
wilh pi handis. c 1470 Golagros \ Gaw. 57 Sen thy will is

to wend, wy, now in weir, Luke that wisly thowwirk. 1515

Scottish Field 257 in Chetham Misc. (1856), I will wynde
you to wreke, wees, I you heete.

0. Without article. (Cf. Max si.1 2.)

13 Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. T039, I am wy3e at your wylie to

worch youre hest. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 337 Hadde
neuere wye witte to worche pe leesL 1399 — Rich. Redeles



WYE. 399 WYPE.
in. 288 pis warmnesse in welth with wy vppon crthe My^te
not longe dure, c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) x, 51 Thair
is nocht wie Can estimie My sorrow.

d. Applied to the Deity, rare.
13. . Gaiv. if Gr. Knt. 2441 \>e wy}e hit yow :jelde pat vp-

haldez be heuen and on by} sittez. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
iii. 39 Be the wy that all the warld wrocht.

3. trans/. A woman ; a lady. rare.

€ 1400 Destr. Troy 3356 Thou shalt haue riches more Rife
. .pan any lady in pi land, ..And more likandly lyf. .as a wee
noole. c 1560 A. Scott Poems xxxi. 34, I lufe be wy Will
noch t apply, Nor grant to gife me grace agane.

Wye * (wsi). techn, (See quots. and cf. Y 3.)
1857 Davies & Peck Math. Diet., Wyes, the supports of

the telescope in the theodolite and level. 1875 Knight
Diet. Meek. 2823/3 Wye, a Y or crotch. Used in many
ways as a temporary shore or brace. 1883 Gresley Gloss.
Coal-mining 295 Wye (Qumb.]), the beam-end connection
above the pump-rods of a winding and pumping engine.

Wye, north, dial. var. Quey; obs. var. Weigh
sb. 1 and v.1 Wye byt, var. Way-bit Obs.
Wyefde, var. Weved Obs. Wyefe, obs. f.

Wi fe. Wyel, Wyelde, Wyeldeware,
Wyele, Wyelfoyle, Wyell, obs. ft'. While,
Wield, Wild-fowl, Wildwake, Weel 2

, Wile.
Wyer, obs. f. Weir, Wire sb. and v. Wyes,
wyeae, etc., obs. forms of Wise sb. and a.

Wyet, Wyete, Wyeued, Wyeve, Wyeygt,
obs. ff. White a.. Wit «r.l, Weved, Weave v.,

Weight sb? Wyf, wyfe, wyff(e, obs. f{. Wipe
sb. Wyfyne, Sc. var. Wiven a. Obs. Wygeon,
Wyghe, obs. ff. Widgeon, With prep., Wye 1.

Wyghte, obs. f. Weight sb.\ Whiter. Wy3t-
save, obs. var. Vouchsafe v. Wygorusly,
obs. Sc. f. Vigorously adv. Wyhee, var.

Wehee v. Wyhylle, obs. f. Wile sb. Wyice,
obs. Sc. f. Wise a. Wyif, obs. f. Wife. Wyill,
obs. Sc. f. Wile. Wyir, Sc. var. Vihe sb.l Obs.
Wyis, etc., obs. Sc. ff. Wise. Wyk(e: see
Week sb., Wick, and Wire Obs.

fWyke, v. 1 Obs. (Of obscure origin and mean-
ing : not obviously connected with OE. wi'can.)
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxix. 87 Ofte when y syke, with

care y am thourh-soht, When y wake y wyke, of serewe is

al mi thoht.

fWyke, z>.2 Obs. rare. [ad. MDu. wijeken
(Du. wijken) to give way, depart, etc.] intr. To
gira way, to withdraw.
1481 Caxton Reynard xxviii. (Arb.) 67 In nede alwey [I]

haue byden by yow where other beestls haue wyked and
goon theyrway [I)u. ontweeeken]. Ibid. 71 It is better that
we wvke [Du. ivijekeu] and departe, than wesholde. .fyghte
w ith hym.
Wyked, obs. form of Wicked a.

t Wykehaniic, a, Obs.—1 In 8 Wickharaick.
[See WYKEHAMiSTand-ic] Wykehamical a. 1.

«i7ii Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 6$ Thus from
the two Wickhainick Springs shall rise Diffusive streams
the Church to fertilise.

Wykehamical (wikccmikal), a. Also 8-9
Wiccam-, 9 Wycchamical. [f. as prec. + -AL.

The form Wiccamical is ad. mod. L. IViccamic-us.']

1. Of or pertaining to Winchester College, or the
pupils or staff of this ; = Wykehamist a.

1758 C. Goldisg Def. Cond. Warden Winchester Coll. 38
He hath given the Electors Liberty to take a Person, .from
within the Wykehamical Societies. 1791 Huddesford
Salmag. 101 William of Wickham, a Song for the Wiccami-
cal Anniversary. 1830 W. L. Bowlks Life Ken I. 18 Dulce
Domum, the old Wykehamical song. Ibid. 23 The great
object of Wykehamical hopes, New College. 1878 H. C.
Adams Wykehamica xxii. 397 In Wykehamical phrase, the
Pra:fect.. would.. have 'broken their necks'. 1901 Athe-
nmwm 26 Jan. 105/3 If we were asked to select the typical
Wykehamical epitaph.

2. That is or ui been a pupil of, or connected
with, Winchester College.
1844 R. Palmer in Mem. (1896) I. 364, I printed them for

private and anonymous circulation among my Wykehamical
friends. 1878 H. C. Adams Wykehamica xvii. 320 This
oath is one of the things which the Wykehamical body
ought to have abolished long ago. 1003 Kearon in C. K.
Osborne /*>. Dolling- ix, He was rapidly adopted within the
Wykehamical family, and was what the school would have
called ' a most patriotic Wykehamist '.

Hence Wykehaniically adv.
1878 H. C. Adams Wykehamica xxiit. 418 Chouse

t
'a

shame "... Here the word has been Wykehamically diverted
from its original meaning, viz. ' to cheat '.

Wykehamist (wrkamist), sb. and a. Also
8 Wykharaist, Wiccamist. [ad. mod.L. Wyke-
hamista (16th c), f. the name William of Wykeham
(1324-1404), Bishop of Winchester, and founder of
Winchester College (138.2) and New College, Ox-
ford (1379).]
A. sb. One who is or has been a pupil at

Winchester College.
1758 C. Goldini; Dtf. Cond. 51 Lest any Wykhamist

should be offended. 1773 Hist. <V Antic. Winchester I. 147
Andrew Phillips, .shared the piety and doctrine of the
Wiccamiits. 1781 J. Nichols Set Collect. Poems VIII. 75
Young Cibber, being likewise a Wykehamist, called on Dr.
Ridley, i860 Walcott Cathedrals 251 That most charac-
teristic gathering of Wykehamists old and young. 188$
Atkenmum 4 July 14/3 The governors of Harrow have
successively appointed the most learned and single-minded
of Wykehamists. 1903 [see Wykehamical a. 2}.

B. adj. « Wykehamical a. 1.

1865 (title), Wykehamist Meeting. The anniversary festi-

val will be holden..May 17, 1S65. 1867 Aug. G. Drane
Chr. Schools II. vii. 260 The Wykehamist Colleges, .opened
the way to other foundations of a similar description. 1891

A thenxum 14 Feb. 212/1 It may reasonably be hoped that

this is not Wykehamist Greek.

Wyker, -ir, Wykker, Wykur, etc, obs. ff.

Wicker. Wykett, Wykket(t, obs. ff. Wicket.
Wykit, Wykked, -id, etc., obs. ff. Wicked a.

"Wykke, obs. f. Wick a. Wyl, obs. f. Vile a.,

While sb., Wile, Will sb. Wylage, obs. f.

Village sb. Wylanlyche, obs. f. Vil-lahstly adv.
Wyld(e,obs. ff. Wealn

;
Wild. Wylde, obs.

f. Wield. Wyldren, var. Wilder.v. Wyldre-
nes(se, obs. ff. Wilderness. "Wyldyng, obs. var.

Wielding ///. a. Wyle, obs. Sc. f. Vile; var.

Wale v. 1
; obs. f. Webl2, Wheel, While, Wile.

Wyled, Wylem, obs. ff. Wild, Whilom.
Wyliecoat (werlik£t,-kpt). Sc. (and north.).

Forms ; $-6, 9 wyle-, 6 vyle-, vile-, wile-, wele-

;

5-7 wyly-, 6 vily-, veli-, 6-7 weyli- (8 weily-),
6- wylie-, 8- wylicoat (9 wili-, wilie-)

; 7
wylli(e)-, 9 willy-, willey-, welli-; 7 waly-,
vali-, 7, 9 walli-, 9 walacoat ; also 5 -coyt, 5-8
-cot, 5—7 -cott, -cote, -coit, 5, 7- -coat. (Occas.

as two words, or with hyphen.) [Of obscure ori-

gin : the forms of the second element agree

throughout with those of Coat sb., but the first has
not been identified, and may be an alteration of

some foreign term.]

1. An under-waistcoat, in earlier use esp. one
worn under a doublet ; an under-vest, woollen or

flannel under-garment. ? Obs.
In latest quots. applied to some kind of outer garment.
1478 Acta Auditorum (1839) 83/1 A doublat of liukkessy

with a wyle cot of quhit in It. 1494 Ace. Let High Treas.
Scot. I. 225, v quarteris of Inglis quhit, to be the King ane
wyly coit. 1505 Ibid. III. 109 For ane wyly cote undir his

cote,. .vs. vj d. 1513 Douglas AEtteid vii. I'rol. 90 In
double garmont cled and wyly coyt. 1561 in Inv. de l-i

Royne Descosse (i'ann. CI.) 23 Koure wylie coittisof qnhite
lambskynnis. 1645 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. CI.) I. 179 To
delywer to James Walker ane wylltecote worthe thrie

poundis four shillingis. 1786 ISukns To a Louse vi, I wad
na been surpris'd to spy You on. .some bit duddie boy On 's

wyliecoat. 1820 SCOTT Abbot i, A hardy little boy. .did not
hesitate a moment to strip off his wylie-coat, [and] plunge
into the water. 18*3 Mirror I. 285/2 A wallicoat of white
drugget, deep blue inexpressibles.

Prov. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Pror>. (1750) 107 We can shape
their wylie-coat, but no their wierd.

2. An under-petticoat.

1544 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VIII. 326 Tua elms and
ane half scarlot to be hir ane wyle cote. 1551 Ibid. X. ^3
Arche Clerk, send.. with ane furrit vylecoit to my Lady
Gordoun. (71586 Sir R. Maitland in M. Quarto J/J>*.(S.T.S.)

2 Sumtyme thay will beir vp their goun, to Schaw thair

wylicot hingand dotin. 1604 Compt Bk. D. Wedderburue
(S.H.S.) 45 Ane narrow pece quhyt clayth..tobe my lassis

weylecottis. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser. Disc. 31 TheSisters
skewed their Wylycoats. 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr.
n. xxii, The bride she made a fen, To sit in wylicoat sae
braw. a 1725 Cock-laird in Orpheus Ceded. 26, I man'
ha'e a Silk Hood, ..wylie coat, And a Silk snood. 1797
1'inkkrton Hist. Sect. I. 154 The klrtle, or close gc#m, was
rarely accompanied, .with the wylicot or under petticoat.

1895CKOCKETT Men 0/ Moss-Hags xxxii. 235 We are a pack
o' silly craiturs. A' thing that wears willy-coats; no yin
muckle to better anitherf 1895— Grey Man Hi. 23 Nell
Kennedy with her wylicoats kilted.

Prov, 1721 Kkli-Y Scot. Prov. 54 A Wife knows enough,
who knows the good Man's lireeks from Weilycoat.

b. A feminine (or esp. in later use, a child's)

night-dress.

c 1634 in C. K. Sharpe Pre/, to Lmv's Mem. (1818) p. lviii,

She was seen, .standing bare-legged and in hir sark valicot

. .conferring with the devill. a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. /(1851) II. 233 Scho gettis wp out of hir naiked bed
in bir night walycot, bairfut and bairleg. 1894—9 in

Northumb. and Cumb. glossaries.

Wylk(e, "Wytl, obs. ff. Which, WkmA Wyll,
"Wylie, oIjs. ff. While, Wile. Wyllanye,
Wylly,"Wylst, obs. ff. Villainy, Wily, Whilst.
Wylt, obs. f. Quilt sb. Wyly(e, Wylys,obs.
ff. Wily, Whiles.
t Wymalve. Obs. rare. Also 3 ymalue.

[a. Ar.wimave, widtnalve (12th c.), = OF. vi-, vis-

mauve, vistnalvc, etc. (f. gitimauve) :—pop.L.
*vtscomaIva

t
for *hibiscomalva : «ee Hibiscus and

Mallow.] = Wymote. (Cf. Vimaue.)
_ cia6s Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 556 Altkea,
i. ymalue, i. holihoc ^1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 22/2
Ihsmalua, alta malua, attea idem,. .a[ngl:'ke, wymalue
uel marshmalue.

Wyme, obs. form of Wamk.
Wymmen, obs. p!. form of Woman.
Wjrmote (w3i*mJt,

t). Now local. Also 9
wymote, wimot(e. [Unexplained var. of Wy-
malve.] The marsh-mallow, Althca officinalis.

1597 Gkrards Herbal Suppl., Wymot is Ibiscus. 1665
Lovkll Herball (ed. 2) 479 Wymot, see Marsh mallow.
179* Withering Brit. PI. (ed. 3) III. 612 Marsh Mallow.
Wymote. [Found in] *alt marshes and banksof rivers. 18*1
S. F. Gray Brit. Plants II. 639 Althaea officinalis. Shop
marsh-mallow. ..Wymote. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsk.
Word-bk. 482 Wimote,.. common Marsh Mallow.

"Wyn, obs. f. Ween v., Win v. Wynakar,
-ir, obs. Sc. f. Vinegab. Wynbeme, obs. f.

Windbeam. Wyncouth, Wynous, obs. Sc. ff.

Uncouth, Vanquish. Wynd, obs. f. Wind.
Wynd (wemd). Chiefly Sc. (and north, dial.).

Also 5, 8 wynde '6 vynd, wyne, 9 north, dial.

wynnd\ 5 winde, 8-9 wind (9 weird). [App.
f. the stem of Wind v. 1 (cf. OK. Rewind winding;

ascent, spiral, etc. ); the long vowel indicates an

OE. disyllabic form *winde or *wynde!\
1. A narrow street or passage turning off from

a main thoroughfare ; a narrow cross-street ; a lane

or alley : a. In Scotland (and northern England.)
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vin, xxvii. 4400 pai til Edynburgb

helde he way, And at be Freyr Wynde enteryt bai. 1439
Charters, etc. ofEdinb. (i?"i) 64 'the comon venale callit

Sanct Leonardis wynde. 1506 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 617/1
Le Nudryis Vynd infra btirgum de Edinburgh. 1596
Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 174 Seing
a possest persone with the deuil .. rinn throuch gaites,

houses, close, wynes, straits and streits frilie. 1612 in Haly-
burton's Ledger {1867) 336 Bonnetts maid in Leith wynd.

:69s SnnsALD Autobiog. (1834) 127 A house neer to the head
of lilackfriers Wynd. 1727 De Fok Tour Gt. Brit. III. 30
Those Side Lanes which they call Wynds. ^ 1730 Uukt
Lett. N. Scott. (181S) I. 18 Being in my retreat to pass
through a long narrow wynde or alley,,. a guide was as*

signed me. 1782 Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Scot. Dial. 165
Many narrow lanes, leading.. down the sides of the bills;

which lanes, from their being generally winding, .. are
called winds. 1822 Scott Nigel n, A sma' house at the fit

of ane of the wynds. i860 Sir J. I!. Burke Viciss. Families
Ser. 11. 153 The site of Appleby is exceedingly beautiful...

From this main street are narrow lanes, called tveinds,

jutting out towards the river Eden. 1886 Masson Edinb.
Sketches (1892) 11 A multiplicity of narrow fi ot-passages
called closes, with a few wider and more street-like cuttings

called wynds.

b. Applied to similar lanes, etc., in other parts.

1863 Sir R. Ai.cock Capital 0/ Tycoon I, 255 Black-teethed
women. .rush down the wynds and passages [in Yeddo]
which lead to the great thoroughfare. 1871 KlNGSLEY At
Last ii, Fresh from the cities of the Old World, and the
short and stunted figures, .which crowd our alleys and back
wynds. 1894 Wevman Man in Black viii. 168 The priest

passed unharmed through the lowest wynds of Paris.

C. "Without article.

1812 W. Tennant Anster F. vi. xxi, From lane and wynd
the sounds of gladness pea!. 1856 W. E. Aytoun Botkwell
145 That cry. .rung through street, and pealed through
wynd.
2. attrib.j as wynd house; wynd head, the

higher end of a narrow street.

1530 Abstr. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow (1857) IV. 34
Fra the Wyndheid of Glasgw to the Grayfreris. 1665 J.
NlCOLL Diary (Llann. CI.) 443 [He] errectit ane staige be-

twixt Niddiies and Black Friers wynd head. 1888 Bark it-:

// hen a Man's Single i, The windows of the wynd houses.

Wyndak, -ok, obs. ff. Winnock Sc. Wynde,
Wyndel, -ille, etc., obs. ff. Wind, Windlb sb.^

Wyudi, var. Oundy Obs. (Cf. Undy.)
i486 Bk. St. Alb.ins, Coat-arm. b v, The secunde [coat-

armour] is calde wyndi, that is to say whan the felde is made
like wawis of oon coloure or of diuerse colouris.

Wyndlas^e, -lasse, etc., obs. ff. Windlass.
tWyndre,^. Obs. rare. \pA.OY.gt4iftgttier,

guignicr, etc., to deck, trick out.] trans. To trim,

deck, or embellish (oneself, the brows, etc.).

la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1018-1020 Fetys she was. . ;

No wyntred [sic] browis had she [F. ne fuJardee ne gui-

gniti Ne popped hir for it neded nought To wyndre hir [F.
desoi tifer\ or to peynte hir ought.

Wyndyrtak, Wyne-5arde, -yaird, obs. Sc.

H. Undertake v., Vineyard. Wynfall, obs, f.

Windfall.

t Wyning. Obs. Also 3 wynyng
; 4 //.

wyxi(e)wes, wynwya. [repr. OE. wining ' leg-

band', of obscure formation.
For the later plural forms cf. penewes, for the earlier

pene^asy var. ofpeningas, pi, oigetting Pkbnv]
A small strong rope for tying a sail; = Gasket i.

1295 Ace, Exch. K. R. 58 m. 13 Et iiij.s. in xij. duodenis
de Wyninges emptis..ad velum. 1196 Ibid. 5/20 in. 5 In filo

empto ad velum et vna pecia de Wynyng emptis de eodem.
1304 Ace. Exck. K. R. 12/6 m. 3 In .ij. velis, et Wynwes,
et minutis cordellis. 1336 Ibid, jg; 31 m. 5 Computat. .in

CC. xx. vlnis de Beluere emptis pro Wynewes inde facien-

dis ad dictum velum cum eisdem ligandum, 14*0 in For.
Ace. 3 Hen. I'l, G/2 In. . sepo Towe Wynwys et aliis diuer-

sis ferramentis.

Wynk(e, obs. ff. Wing, Wink. Wynland,
obs. Sc. pr. pple. of Windle v.1 Wynlas, -ase,

-asse, obs. ff. Windlass.
Wynn. (See quot.)
1863 Sim monhs Diet. Trade Suppl., Wynn, a kind of timber

truck or carriage. [1875 Knight Diet. Aleck. 2823/2 ynd,
a truck or low carriage.]

Wynscott, obs. Sc. f. Wainscot. "Wynter-
myte : see Vitkemyte. Wynwes, pi.: see

Wynino. Wyolence, -ent, obs. Sc ff. Violence,

Violent. "Wyolet, obs. f. Violet.

Wype (waip). Now dial. Also 7, 9 wipe.
[Of doubtful etymology

;
pern, echoic, from its

call. Cf. (M)S\v. and Norw. vipa t
Sw. tofsvipa t

Da. vibe, also Peesweep, Pefweep.1 The lapwing.
c \$*$Gloss. W.de Bihbftiv. in Wright Voc. 165 [La vanele

e le yowmoX. \ gloss\ a wype and waschere. c 1415 Voc. in

Wr.-Wnicker 640 Hecvpipa, wype. 151a in Earl North-
umb. Housek. Bk.(if7o) 104 It is thought goode that Wype*



"WYRCKYN.

be hade for my Loides own Mees onely. 15. . Parlt. Bynies

305 Thowgh thou be hasty, as the wype, And thy feders,

flyght rype. 1579 Haki-: Ne-.ves out ofPcnvles D ij b, Right

Plotter, Snype, and Woodcock fine with Curlew, Wype and

Rayle. 1823 J- MacKinnon Messingham (1881) 18 Plover

are here called Wipes, or Pywipes. 1895 E. Angt. Gloss.

251 Wyf-es,.. the lapwing or plover.

Wyp(p)e, obs. ff. Whip. Wyppit, wypt,
obs. pa. t. and pple. of Wipe v. "Wyr, Sc. var,

Vire sd.l Obs. Wyrall, obs. f. Vikl. Wyrch,
obs. var. Work v.

Wyrckyn, wyrkyn, obs. ff. Firkin.

1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 54 Yowr ij wyrkyns whon of

samon and the tothyr of tony. Ibid. 177 A wyrckyn with

gonstonys.
Wyrd(e, obs. variant of Weird sb. "Wyre,

Sc. var. Vire vA Obs. Wyrfolk, obs. variant of

Workfolk. "Wyrgyne, obs. Sc. f. Virgin.

Wyrie, wyry(e, etc., obs. varr. Worry v.

Wyris land : see Ure sbA Wyrk, Wyrle,
Wyrne, Wyroa^u)nce, etc., obs. ff. Work v.,

Whirl v., Quern, Werowance. Wyrok, Sc.

var. Wirrock. "Wyrstylle, obs. f. Warsle v.

"Wyrt, obs. Sc. f. Writ sb. Wys : see Be v.

A. 6, Vice sb., Vise v., Wis, Wise. "Wysage,
obi. Sc. f. Visage. Wysar, etc., obs. ff. Visor,

Wizard sb. "Wyse, var. Vise v. Obs. • obs. f.

Wise. Wysh, var. Wis v\ Obs. "Wysk, obs.

Sc. var. Whisk sb. "Wysle, var. WlZLB dial.

"Wyament, Sc. var. Visement Obs. Wysnit,
-yt, obs. Sc. ff. Wizened a. Wyson, Sc. or

north, f. Weasand. Wyss(e, etc.. varr. Wis adv.

and z*.l Obs. ; obs. ff. Wise. Wyssel, obs. f.

Whistle v. Wysshe, etc., obs. pa. t. of W7Asn

v. Wysshene, obs. f. Cushion sb. Wyst^e,
obs. pa. t. and pple. of Wit vA
Wyste, southern ME. var. Fist sbA
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. 156 The honde. .that nowe

in leynthe othyre in Palme hym streythyth, agayn into a
wyste hym closyth.

Wystel, Wystyll : see Whistle, Wissel.

Wyt, obs. f. Whit, White, Wight, Wit.
Wytale, "Wytch;e, obs. ff. Victual, Witch.

"Wytoh(e, obs. ff. Whitch (a chest).

400

1558-9 Will A. Cote (Somerset Ho.), A wytche in the

universuie of Oxforde called Cista Antiqua universitatis.

Wyte, obs. f. White, Wight, Wit; var. Wite.

Wytel(e, obs. ff. Whittle sbA Wytenge,
obs. f. Whiting sb. Wytenonfa, var. Weden-
onfa' Sc. Obs. Wyte-, Wythsave, obs. varr.

Vouchsafe v. "Wyth(e, obs. ff. White, Wight,
With, Withe. Wythen(n)e, varr. Whethen
Obs. Wyther, -yr(e, obs. Sc. ff. Other.
Wyth-sounday, obs. form of Whit Sunday.

Wytht^e, obs. ff. White, Wight. "Wyby,
contr. f. with thi: see With prep. 6. Wyt-
saffe, -saue, etc., obs. varr. Vouchsafe v.

"Wytson(e, obs. ff. Whitsun. Wytstare, obs.

f. Whitster. Wyttail(e, obs. varr. Victual.

"Wytt(e, obs. ff. Weight sb., White, Wit sb. and

v. Wytyng, obs. f. Whiting vbl. sb. "Wyue,
wyve, obs. ff. Wife sb., Wive v. Wyvel, etc.,

obs. ff. Weevil. "Wyver, obs. Sc. var. Weaver 1
.

t Wyver. Obs. Forms : 4 guiure, 5 gwyuer
(gwxier), 4-5 wiuere, 5 wiver, 6-7 wiuer; 4-5
wyuere, 5-7 wyuer, 7 wyver. [a. OF. wyvre,

wivre, guivre (F. gtdvre, givre), etc., varr. vivre

serpent : see VlVER 2
.]

1. A viper. Also Jig. and in fig. context.

13.. K. Alls. 5609 (Laud MS.), Addres, guiures, & dra-

gotins, Wolden bis folk .. F.nyenymen &_ abite, C1374
Ciialxeh Troylus I1X. 1010 Ialoiisye. . bat wikkede wyuere.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love m.v. (Skeat) 1. 34 Wherfore . . ye
ne ought, .accompte thilke thing [sc. jealousy] among these

other wclked wivers and venomous serpentes, as envy,_mis-

trust, and yvel speche. c 1400 Fartonope 7079 Now is he
allone in he wildernesse Amonge wyuerse and serpentes.

Ibid. 7254 Maruk shewed hir grete lyons,. .Dragons, Wy.
uers, and eke serpentes.

2. Her. = WyverN I.

1599 Tiiynne Animadv. (1875) 41 A Wyuer is a kynde of

serpent of good Hulke, not vnlyke vnto a dragon, of whose
kinde he is, a thingewell knowen vnto the Heroldes, vsinge

the same for amies, and crestes, & supporters. Ibitt. 42

The erle of Kent bearethe a wiuer for his Cresteand sup-

porters ; the erle of Penbroke, a wiuer vert for^ his Creste.

1631 Wbever Anc. Funeral Mon. 293 A wiuer volant.

Ibid. 294 A Wyuer being the Armesof Hugh Brent Esquire.

1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Ivyver, the name of an Animal, little

known otherwise than as it is depicted in Ulazonry.

WYZEN.
3. IVyver-fish, some chimerical fish, nonce-use.
1857 Meredith Farina ix. 153 Upon that he [jr. the

Demon] shot out his wings, that were like the fins of the
wyver- fish, sharpened in venomous points.

Wyvern (wai'vaan). Also 7 wiu-, wiverne,
8-9 wivern (8 wefforne). [f. prec, with ex-
crescent -n (see note on Bittern 1).]

1. Her. A representation of a chimerical animal
imagined as a winged dragon with two feet like

those of an eagle, and a serpent-like, barbed tail.

1610 Guillim Heraldry m.xxvi. 182 Sodoth the Wiuerr.e
partake of a Fowle in the Wings and Legs,.. and doth re-
semble a Serpent in the_ Tail*, 1682 J. Gibbon Inirod. ad
Lat. Blazomam 123 This Dragon hath but two Legs, and so
is the same with our Wiverne. 1716 S. Kent Gramm. Her.
s.v. Drake, He beareth Argent, a Wivern, his Wings dis-
plaid and Tail novved Gules. 1780 EncycL Brit. (ed. 2) V.
3605/2 A Wivern volant Bendways Sable, /bid., A Wy-
vern with a human Face. 1822 Gage Hengrave 38 A squirrel
..impaling a coat argent, on a chevron, between three
wyvern's heads. 1864 Bout ell Her. Hist. «$ Pop. x. 68
Two Wyverns also support the shield of the Duke of
Rutland. 1882 Cussans Her, (1893) 100 The wings of the
Dragon. .and Wyvern are always represented as addorsed.
attrih. 1688 Holme Armoury n. 214/1 He beareth Vert,

..a Wivern-Wolf. /bid., He beareth Azure, a Wivern-
Serpent, Or.

b. An image or figure of this monster.

1863 Chr.Kememhrancer Oct. 436 The name of S. Romanus
..is still dear to the boys and girls of Norman villages by
sundry processions of dragons, wyverns, . .made of combus-
tibles. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer*s F. 17 Sir Aylmer Aylmer,
that almighty man. .Whose blazing wyvern weathercock'd
the spire. Ibid. 516 The manorial lord.. Burst his own
wyvern on the seal, and read, .a letter from his child.

2. Such a monster conceived as having a real

existence.

la 1700 in Surtees Hist. Durham (1823) III. 243 Sir John
Conyers, Knt.. slew y* monstrous, and poysonous vermineor
wyverne, an aske or werme, wh[ich] overthrew and devoured
many people in fight. 1820 Surtees Ibid. II. i72[He]goes
forth to slay wolf, bear, or wivern. 1835 Browning Paracelsus
11. 454 Lakes which.. Blaze like a wyvern riving round the

sun. 1869 Tabs ft: Blackwood XV . 74 As if she had been
a Wyvern or a Gorgon.

WyvoZl, Wyvyl, obs. ff. Weevil. Wywe,
obs. f. Weave v. Wywere, obs. var. Viver 1

.

"Wyyfe, Wy$ffe, obs. ff. Wife. Wyys, obs. f.

Wise a. Wyzen, Sc. or north, f. Weasand.
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PREFACE TO LETTERS X, Y, Z

THIS portion of the Dictionary, which treats of the" words beginning with X, Y, and Z, and thus forms the

final section of the whole work, contains in all 4746 entries. Of that number 1722 are Main words, 2312 are

Subordinate entries of obsolete forms, etc., of which 1084 are compounds of the prefix y-, 216 are Special com-

binations, and 496 are Obvious combinations not requiring explanation. Of the Main words 1311 arc still in

current use, 270 are now obsolete, and 141 are alien or not completely naturalized. The number of illustrative

quotations for the three letters is 12,580, of which X supplies $j-, Y 9900, and Z 2123.*

Of the three letters dealt with in this section, X and Z are alike in comprising very little that is not of alien

origin, whereas Y, except for certain words from Eastern or aboriginal languages, is Germanic. The history of

the letters themselves is of unusual interest ; the necessity of cross-references from one to the other indicating

their points of contact is a remarkable feature. The name yogh of the Middle English letter 3 finds a place

in a dictionary for the first time here. The various monosyllabic names of Z, viz. zad, zard, zed, zee, are recorded

in their several alphabetical places. Words having initial X are with few exceptions derived ultimately from

Greek, and are of a technical character. X rays and Xylonite are the only two that are generally familiar. The

oriental xebec, the town-name Xeres (the original of sherry), and the abbreviation Xvias arc worthy of note.

The vocabulary of Z is larger and more varied. The most important Greek derivatives, mostly acquired through

the medium of Latin, are zeal with its connexions zealous, zealot, zelator, and zelotic, zephyr, zctetic. zeugma, Zeus,

zizany, zizyphus, zone, and the groups of words depending on goorj life, £5>ov animal (including zodiac), (vyov yoke,

and £vfirj ferment. The number of words traceable to some Semitic language is considerable : among them are

zagaie, Zamzummini, zarf, zariba, zarnich, zeechin, zedoary, zenith, zero, zibet, ziczac, Zion, ziraleet, zuz. From

India comes the following, several being of Persian origin: zamorin, zayat, zemindar, zenana, zendik, zerumbet,

zillah, zumbooruk. The Romance languages have supplied some dozen words ; zest and zouave come directly

from French, while zany and zero have a Franco-Italian origin ; in sendalet and zucchetto we have perversion or

misuse of Italian words ; from Spanish come zabra, zamarra, zambo, zambra, zorro, zurnbador. From Modern

German we have Zeitgeist, Zeppelin, zinc, zinke, zither, zizel, zollverein, zivanzigcr, together with most of the

names of minerals, which are extraordinarily numerous, and comprise zaratite, zeagonile, zeilamtc, zeolite, zcuncrite,

zircon, etc., zorgite, zunyite, zurlite, zwieselite, zygadite. From Slavonic languages are zemni, zibeline (through

French), zolotnik; from languages of Africa, zebra and Zulu ; from Turkish zaptieh, from Tibetan zho. from

Mexican zopilote. South African Dutch gives zuur-veldt, and the artificial invention Zarp, which has an analogue

in the recently coined Auzac. Articles of etymological interest or curiosity will be found under the headings

zamia, zegedine, Zend-Avesta, zenzic, zest sb.1
, and zoea.

The outstanding characteristic of the letter Y is its wealth of ancient monosyllables
;
a large number of

them are in very common use at the present day, such as yard, yam, yawn, yea, year, yearn, yeast, yell, yelp, yes,

yet adv., yew, yield, yoke, yolk, yore, you and your, young, youth; others are obsolete, archaic, or dialectal, such as

yain, yair, yap, yare, yark, yarm, yate, ye, yean, yed, yeie, yeke,yeld, yelt, yeme, yeo, yepe,yern, ycrr, yet vb.,yex,yisse,

yore, yote, ythe, yule, yure. Other important words of native origin are yarrow (the plant), yelloiv, yesterday, and

the obsolete yever and yotner. Extraordinarily interesting examples of survival of Old English words in modern

dialect are yarrow adj., yed, yeo sb. 1
,
yes sb.

1
,
yeender, and youster. Y includes a large class of words of an

(ultimately) onomatopoeic or echoic character; besides those which have their origin in Common Germanic, and

are included in the list given above, there are many others that seem to have taken their rise within the borders

* The scale of this work compared with that of some other large dictionaries for this portion of the alphabet is exhibited by the following

figures :

—

Casscll's _

.

' Encyclopaedic

'

and SuppL

396**

Words recorded J Y 96 59*

I
653**

Total 127 1641 *335 4746

I

Johnson
!755-

X none
Y 96
Z 31

127

X none
Y 82

Z 16

<;s

X none
Y 303
Z 52

Century ' Diet. Here
and SuppL

460** 286

876 3443
999** 1017

36 31 262

Words illustrated by quotations \ Y 82 187 3<3 "9°
38 167 818

Total 98 361 5"

Number of quotations
37 3» i>*<

287 754 99=o

1 S i *3t al23

Total 355 475
I0I<5 I2

's8°

'

In the corresponding portion of Richardson's Dictionary the number of quotations is 380.

** These high figures are due to the inclusion in these encyclopaedic lexicons of many Latin names belonging to the systematic terminology of

zoology and botany which do not fall within the scope of this Dictionary.
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of English itself; such are yabblc, yack, yaff. yaffle, yammer, yampli, yap,yar{r, yawl, yawp, yaw-yaw, yikc, yirr,

yo-ho, yoll, yoop, youf yow, yowf yowl, yowt ; of these several express the barking or yelping of dogs". But a great

part of Y consists of compounds formed with the prefix Y-, such as the following, not a few of which have

a history of several centuries continued down to the modern period by archaistic usage: yblcnt, yblessed, ybom,
ybound, yclad, yclept, ycore, ydight, y-end, y/cd, yfere, yfound, yhere, ykid, yknow, ylike, ymong, ypent, ywroken,

ywrought. In addition to these, there is a multitude of subordinate entries recording Middle English forms of

past participles and other words, and thus illustrating with detailed evidence the facts set out in the article on the

prefix. Materials of another kind useful for the study of historical English grammar will be found in the

numerous entries of dialectal by-forms with initial ya-, ye-, yi-, yo-, arising from the development of an Old
English /a, do, into yd, yo, or the prothesis of a y-glide to an e or i sound ; some of these forms are of sufficient

importance to receive the status of Main words, e.g. the Scottish yill (— ale) and yird (= earth). From alien

languages the chief loans are yacht, yawl, yokindale
,
younker,yicffroiav from Dutch or Low German, yarpha,yemsel,

Yggdrasil, yolstcr from Scandinavian, yager, yiddish, yodel from Modern German, yam 2
,
yamstchik, yourt, yuft

from Russian, yaboo. yercum, yoga, yogi, yoni, yug from various languages of India; yaourt (or yoghurt), yataghan,

and yelek are Turkish, yashmak Arabic, yamun and yulan Chinese, yen Japanese,-yak Tibetan, yucca Carib, ylang-

ylang Tagalog ; yam 1

,
yapock, yapon, yarak, yari-yari, yarke, yarran, yate £o.,yaws originate mostly in languages

of uncivilized peoples, and their immediate source is not in every case ascertainable.

This section involves no very difficult problems of sense-development, but a few articles may be mentioned

in which the presentation of meaning and usage reveals points of interest; such are ye and you, yes, yet, yield,

young lady, young man. Problems of etymology are more conspicuous, and it would be possible to draw up

a lengthy list of articles in which these have been treated with fuller evidence than hitherto ; the following are

representative:—the prefix y- and the six suffixes -y, yankee, yawn, ycender, yeie, yellow-hammer, yelve, yeo sb.
1

,

yeoman, yepscn, yere, yerk, yesterday, yfere adv., yode, yokel, yokindale, yolk sb.2, yon, yong sb. and vb., yule.

Students of Spenser will be interested in the conjecture recorded s. v. yond adj.2

The material for X, Y, Z passed through the hands of a voluntary subeditor, the Rev. J. Smallpeice, in

1882-4. The first proofs have been read by the Misses Edith and E. P. Thompson, Mr. G. F. Friedrichsen, and

the Rev. Canon J. T. Fowler, who have contributed useful corrections or supplementary information. Assistance

in the verification of quotations at the British Museum has been given, as heretofore, by Mr. W. W. Jenkinson.

For information on special points grateful acknowledgement is due to Dr. A. Beets, of Leiden, Professor Florian

Cajori, of Colorado, Dr. A. E. Cowley, Professor Cesare Foligno, Mr. H. T. Gerrans, Mr. L. G. Carr Loughton,

Dr. James Morison, the late Dr. E. C. Quiggin, Mr. K. Sisam, Mr. W. H. Stevenson, the librarians of the India

Office and the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, the director of the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the secretary

of the British Xylonite Company. The editorial assistants who have taken part in the preparation of this section

are: Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A., Mr. F. J. Sweatman, M.A., and Mr. J. W. Birt.

C. T. ONIONS.

May
%
1921.



X.
X(eks), pi. X's, As (e-ksez), the twenty-fourth

letter of the modern and the twenty-first of
the ancient Roman alphabet, corresponding in

form and position to the Greek X. The early
Greek forms -f* X represented the aspirated voice-

less velar (kh) in the Ionian alphabet, and (ks) in

the Chalcidian alphabet. (In the former, (ks) was
denoted by z., in the latter, (kh) was denoted by

T .) X was adopted by the Latins with the value
(ks) from the Greek alphabet introduced into Italy.

The ancient Roman name of the letter was ix, which
is that given by ^Elfric in his Grammar [c iooo).

Words having initial x (pronounced as z) in

English are nearly all of Greek origin; a few,
as xebec, Xerez, have x representing early Sp. x
(now/). In OE. x was used medially and finally as
a variant spelling of cs (whether original or standing
for sc), e.g. tex

f
eax = mens, acus, sesc Axe, dxian

m dcsian, dscian to Ask, fixas, pi. of fisc Fish,

fixian-^fiscian to Fish, waxan = wascan to Wash.
Other variants are ex, hx

t
xs, exs, hxs, as meohx,

micxen Mixen, axsan Ashes. Similar spellings

occur in the Cotton MS. of Cursor Mundi, e.g.

Jlexs{s flesh, wexs wa.sh,Jixses fishes ; the same MS.
has the unexplained spellings fux{p)l, foux(u)l,
etc. of Fowl sb. In East Anglian texts of the
14th to the 16th century x is frequently written for

initial sc, sch in xal shall, xuld should ; xsal also
is found in the Paston Letters ; instances of other
words so written are only occasional, e. g. xad
shed (pa. pple.), xowyn shove, xuhtrys shoulders.

Initial x stands for sh (or /) in early forms of
some oriental words, as xerif SRBR&EF after early

Sp. xerife) t xaraffe, -^Saiuf, and Xinto Shinto.
Other temporary uses of x, but with its normal
value (ks), are found in the once general axes, axis
Access, hunx Honks, and the less common
exelent Excellent, exite Excite; on the other

hand pox = pocks has become permanent, and sox
has been adopted in the hosiery trade as a con-
venient shortening of socks.

1905 Wells Kififis ii. § 1 He would have considered him-
self the laughing stock of Wood Street if he had chanced to
spell socks in any way but ( sox ',

The phonetic values of x in English are three,

of which the commonest is (ks), as in axis (arksis),

buxom (bo'ksam), doxology (d^ks^dod^i), excuse
(ekski«;s), tfjr/**//*tf (ekspens), oxen (p'ks'n), proxi-
mity (pr^ksi-miti), tax (ta?ks). The pronuncia-
tion of the prefix ex- followed by a vowel or h
varies according as it bears the stress or not, the
general rale being that e'x— m (eks) and ex—
- (egz), • exile (e-ksail), exact (egzarkt), exhort
egzpjt); but there is considerable variety in indi-

vidual words and individual usage : see Ex- prefix l

1 note. The same general principle governs the
pronunciation of anxious (arrjkjas), anxiety
(?erjgz3i'eti), luxury ^lzrksiiiri, Urkfari), luxurious
(l#gziu»Ti3s, Iyg.^uVrias), Alexander (iclegza'ndaj),

Alexandrine (a?legza*ndrin) ; but here also indi-

vidual usage varies. The third value (z), arising

from \ reduction of (gz), is given in all cases to

initial x, as Xerxes (zauks/z) ; this value is shown
in many instances in the 17th and 18th centuries

by the spelling with z, as Zanthian, zebeck, Zerez,

and instances are not uncommon in the 19th cen-
tury of zanl/10- and zylo- for xantho- and xylo-

;

early examples are Zanctus Xanthus (Lydg. Troy
/?£. 11. 731 rubric, 15th cent.), zyphe Xiph (1572).
Cf. Santippa Xanthippe (Chaucer), Cerses Xerxes
(Wyntoun Chron., S. T.S., III. 54). A similar

reduction of x took place in French :

.c, if he be the fyrste letter of a worde, as xenotrdplte,
xylobalsdme, whiche they sounde but J, sayenge sowirophe,
sylobatsome, for they can nat gyve x, whiche is also a grelce

letter, is true sownde. (1530 Palsgr. Esclarc. 1. xxv.)

I. 1. The letter or its sound.
c xooo ^Elfric Gram. (Z.) 6, x ana ongynrS of bam st;efe /

acfter uSwitena tsecinge. 1530 Palsgr. 38 Note that x shall

never be sounded in frenche lyke as he is in latyn, or as we
wolde do in our tonge, in no wyse, but lyke an z. c 1610
A. Hume Brit. Tongue 11865) 12 The top of the tongue
stryking on the inward teeth formes d, 1, n, r, s t t, and z.

The midle tongue stryking on the rouf of the mouth formes
the rest, c, g, k,j,q, andx. 1636 B. Joxsox Engl. Grant. 1. iv,

Vol. X.

X is rather an abbreviation, or way of writing with us, then
a Letter;. .It begins no word with us, that I know, but ends
many. 1735 Midijleton Diss. Orig. Printing Eng. 7, I take
the Date in question to have been falsified originally by the
Printer,, .and an x to have been dropt. .in the Age of its Im*
pres.sion. a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. Lord of Thou-
louse xxi, His cap, :md his queer cloak all X's and Izzards.
n 1849 Pok Tales, X-ing a Paragrab, When the exigency
does occur, it almost always happens that x is adopted as a
substitute for the letter deficient 1864 Boutell Htr. Hist.
fy Pop. xxi. (ed. 3) 360 Az., on a cross arg. the letter X. sa.
1878 W. J. CkIPPS Old Engl. Plate no Much of the old.

.

plate of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that is still

to be found in the counties of Devon and Cornwall bears the
old Exeter mark, which was a large Roman capital letter X
crowned.

b. The letter considered with regard to its

shape: chiefly attrib. and Comb. Hence identified

with a cross. X's and O's : the game of noughts
and crosses.

1545 Elvot, Decussis..i& aUo a fourme in any thynge
representynge the letter X, whiche parted in the myddell
maketh an other figure called Quincunx, V. 1769 in C,
Welsh Bookseller ofLast Cent. 354 Those [books] with an X.
1798 Hull Advertiser 28 July 2 1 Chans in sets . . with W
tableau and X backs. 1837 Hebert Engin. \ Meek. Encycl.
II. 876 The said pin traverses the X groove from side to
side. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 176/1 Suppose a cross like an
X or V to be cut out of brass-plate. 1861 Hagf.n Synopsis
Keuroptera N. Amer. 213 An ^--shaped spot. 1866 Black-
more Cradock Newell x\\, The boy leaped the new X fence
very cleverly. 1893 SblouS Trav. S. E. Africa 402, I will
write your name., on the paper, .and you must make an 'x

'

behind your name. 1894 Crockett Raiders 92 It wasna
playing at x's and o's to be steering for that crossbones of a
Dutchman. 1899 Jesse L. Williams Stolen Story, etc. 54
Billy, reaching the end of the page, made a double X mark
to show that it was the end of the story. 1911 P. Bridges
Green Wave of Destiny xiv. 211 There was just room be-
tween the humps for two narrow sacks placed X-wise.

C. Used like other letters of the alphabet to
denote serial order, as in the signatures of the*
sheets of a book, the batteries of the Royal Horse
Artillery, etc.

II. Symbolic uses,

2. The Roman numeral symbol for ten (or

+ tenth) ; so xx = twenty (in early use also for

'score', as iij" = 'three score', 60; also occas.
xx11 =*L. viginti), xxx, occas. xxx'' = thirty, etc.

C 1000 O. £. Chron. an. 409 (Parker MS.) l>jet wars emhe
.xi. hund wintra & x. wintra bes be heo getimbred was.
a 1400 Wyclif's Bible Pro!. (1850) I. 17 There weren not left

..no but v. hundrid horsmen, and x, charis, and x. thou-
sind of footmen. 14*6 Audelav Poems i Percy Soc.) 71 }our
x. comawndmentis ;e most con. 0450 Mirour Salua-
ttoun (Koxb.) 146 The feest of kyng Aswere was ix" dayes
duryng. 1478 W. Paston in P. Lett. III. 237 He seythe ye
be xx"*. in hys dette. 1481 Howard Househ. Bks. (Koxb.)

p For j. in. jo iiij" maryners. 1481-90 Ibid. 451 The nom*
bir of the horse ys vijxx iij. 1488 Henry's Wallace v. 909
Xxx*y with himoffnobill men at wage. 1489 Marc. Paston
in P. Lett. III. 350 Wretynat London, the x. day of Februar.
J53S Bury Wills (Camden) 126 To my valentyn Agnes IHyoii
xs « J537 Cromwell in Merriman Life <v Lett. (1902) II. 53
Froine Loudon the x' 1* daye of Apryll. 1638 Ford Fancies
in. ii, If my watch keep faire decorum, Three quarters have
neere past the figure X. 1686 Burnet Trav.241 Pope Leo
the Xs time.

fb. Xr
: abbreviation of December. Obs.

1624 Sir \V. Aston in Goodman Court J"as. I (1839) !*
369 Madrid, 24 ofXr 1624.

C. X: a ten-dollar note. XX: a twenty-dollar
note. 17. S. colloq.

1837 Knickerbocker Mag. IX. 96 My wallet. .distended
with V's and X's to its utmost capacity. 1883 K. M. Craw,
ford Dr. Claudius xx, The Custom-House officials.. who
know the green side of a XX.
3. In Algebra and Higher Mathematics nsed as

the symbol for an unknown or variable quantity
(or for the first of such quantities, the others being
denoted byy t

z, etc.) ; spec, in analytical geometry,
the sign for an abscissa, or quantity measured along
the principal axis of co-ordinates (hence called ihe

axis of x). Hence allusively for something un-
known or undetermined (also attrib. and in

Comb.). See also X rays.
The introduction of x,y, z as symbols of unknown quanti-

ties is due to Descartes (Giomitrie, 1637), who, in order to
provide symbols of unknowns corresponding to the symbols
a, b, c of knowns, look the last letter of the alphabet, z, for
the first unknown and proceeded backwards to y and x for
the second and third respectively. There is no evidence in

support of the hypothesis that x is derived ultimately from

the medueval transliteration xei'of ^» shei * thing', used

by the Arabs to denote the unfcnown quantity, or from the
compendium for L. res * thing ' or radix ' root (resembling
a loosely-written x), used by medueval mathematicians.

1660 J. Moore Arith. 11. i. § 19. 16 {Algebra) Notealwayes
the given quantities or numbers with Consonants, and those
which are sought with Vowels, or else the given quantitie
with the former letters in the Alphabet, and the sought
with the last sort of letters, as zy x, &c. lest you make a

I

confusion in your work. 1709 J. Ward Yng. Math. Guide
iv. iii. (1713) 3S0 Let y •= AS the Abscissa, and z = SP,
put x — Aa the Distance between the two Semi-ordinates

;

which we suppose to be infinitely near each other. 1726
E. Stone New Math. Diet. s. v. Conoid, If a be equal to
the Transverse Axis of the Hyperbola, generating a Conoid,
and x be the Heighth of the Conoid, or the Absciss of the
Hyperbola. 1771 Encycl. Brit. II. 269 The equation of
any curve, is an algebraic expression, which denotes the
relation betwixt the ordinate and abscissa ; the abscissa
being equal to .r, and the ordinate equal to y, 1839 Penny
Cycl XIII. 175/2 (Kant) What is that unknown principle
(- X)on which the understanding relies, when of the subject
A it finds a foreign predicate li, and believes itself justified
in asserting their necessary connexion? 1893 F. Adams
New Egypt 29 The x of the Egyptian equation being pretty

' obviously the Egyptian people. 1898 W.T. Stead in Daily
News 8 Nov. 5/4 What manner of man is its author? He

I

is the X in the equation. 1898 A. Lang Making Relig.
ii. 15 Research in the X -region is not a new thing under the
sun. 1903 Greenough & Khtredge Words v. 53 To make
fun of the x's and y's of the algebraist, 1906 Daily Chron.
12 May 4/3 There is ' a wholesome distrust,' says Professor
Ewing, ' of what may he called -r-chasing.'

b. Hence used attrib. as an indeterminate
numeral adj. m < an unknown number of.. ' Chiefly
humorous.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xi, The black porker's killed—

[
weighed x stone. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Oct. 965 In

I

the union of egg and sperm we witne-s the joining together

;

of but two sets of characters and not that of 'x ' sets derived

I

from as many ancestors.

C. Put for a person's name when unknown or
1 left undetermined. AlsoX.V. (See also 5.)

1797 in Corr. Pinckney, Marshall $ Gerry (1798) 36 We
I

have promised Messrs. X. and Y. that their names shall in
no event be made public 1798 Ibid. 23 The names desig-
nated by the letters W. X. V. Z. in the following copies of
letters from the Envoys of the United States to the
French Republic. 1810 Bentham Packing {1821) 125 As
to Mr. x, I borrow, on this occasion for his use, one of the
names employed by mathematicians for the designation of
their unknown quantities. 1848 Thackeray BalladsofPolice-
man X, Bow Street ad fin., Pleaceman X 54. Ibid., 'Three
Christmas Waits 1 My name is Pleaceman X. 1853 Lyttos
My Nox'el XII. iv.The house-steward . . was in fact the veritable
XY of the Times (newspaper], for whom Dick Avenel had
been mistaken. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. xii, The son of
P, Q...whom we would call X. Y. 1873 H. Dru.mmond Nerv
Evangelism etc. (1899) n.9 X won't be preached to along
with Y and Z and Q ; that won't do X any good, for he
thinks it is all meant for Y, Z, and Q. 1899 O. Seaman In
Cap fy Bells {1900) 47 For terror of the Law and him that
waits Outside, the unknown X, to hale us hence. 1901
Elinor Glyn Visits Elizabeth (1906) 70 You feel obliged to
ask the X's, the Y's, and the Z's from duty, and so you
do... This is the kind of assortment that arrives : Papa X,
Mamma X, and two girl X'es; Papa Y, Mamma Y, and
Master and Miss Yj Papa Z, Mamma Z, Aunt Z, and
Mdlle. Z—such a party !

d. In wireless telegraphy (also in comb, x-
1 stopper) : see quot.

J906 J. A. Fleming Pn'nc. Electric Wave Tetegr. Ix. 6ti
The electric discharges due to atmospheric electricity create
electromagnetic waves of an irregular type, which interfere
with wireless telegraphy by causing irregular signals.
These are technically termed X's. ..Means have beendevised
for sifting out the waves due to these irregular atmospheric
disturbances...One of these devices, due to Mr. Marconi,
has received the name of an X-stonper.

4. In designations of brands of ale, stont, or
porter, XX or double X denotes a medium quality,

XXX or treble X the strongest quality. Also in

the marking of qualities of tin-plate.

1827 Hone Every~day Bk. II. 11 A lover of the best Lon-
don porter and double XX. i8a8 Miss Mitfoko Village
Ser. in. (1863) 47 His best double X. 1839 Barham Ingot.

Leg. Ser. 1. St, Dunstan, Keep clear of Broomsticks, Old
Nick, and three XXX's. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts, etc 1254
The following Table shows the several sires of lin plates

[and] the marks by which they are distinguished . . Common,
No. i..c. 1...Two crosses, i..xx. 1. Three crosses, i..xxx.
r. Four crosses, 1 . . xxxx. 1. 1854 R. S. Surtees Hundley Cr.
ix, (1901) 75 ' And you musicians ', turning to the promenade
band, who were hard at work with some XX, 'be getting

your instruments ready.' 1856 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1881) 87
Barclay's treble X. 1886 A. G. Murdoch Sc, Headings
Ser. 1. 98 The XXX stout was brought in.

5. XYZ : used to denote some thing or person

unknown or undetermined (cf. 3).
1808 Coleridge Lett, to % I'. Estlin (1884) 105, I use it

rather as an X Y Z, an unknown quantity. 1813 B vkun Let.

23 Nov., Wks. 1832 II. 269 Junius wasX. Y. Z., Esq. 01834
Coleridge Ess. Faith in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 426 [This]
determines whether X Y Z be a thing or a person. 1885
I, K. Jerome On the Stage ii. Among the sham agents must
be classed the ' Professors,' or * X.Y.Z.'s.'



X.

HI. Abbreviations.

6. In writing the name Christ, esp. in abbre-

viated form, X or x represents the first letter (ksi)

of Gr. XPICTOC khristos, and XP or xp the first

two letters (kai to*). Hence in early times Xp, in

modern times Xt, X», and X, are used as abbrevia-

tions of the syllable Christ, alone or in deriva-

tives; thus fXpen, Xpn = CnRiSTEN, fXpenned =

Christened; fXpian, Xtian(ity) = Christi-

anity) ; Xmas (Xslmas, Xlmas) = Christmas.

tXpc stands for XPC contracted form of XPI C TOC ;

C
anoo' O.E. Chron. an. 1021 On Xpes m«sse nhtan.

c'1380 Wvclif Stmt. Sei. Wks. I. 337 In bis word VlX ben

but bree lettris, V, and I, and X. And V bitokeneb fyve;

I bitokeneb Jesus i and X bitokeneb Crist. .
1426J-vdc. De

Gull. Pilgr. i995r Xpc bi sone, bat >n bis world al.ghte

Vp-on be cros to sufTre his passioun. 1485 R'"? °f ' f '.';

VI. 380/1 The most famous, blessed and Xpen Prince. Unci.

336/1 Any Kyng or Prynce in England Xpenned 1573

Baret Alv. s v. Y, The long mistaking of this woorde Xps,

standing for Chrs by abbreuation which for acke of know-

iedge in the greeke they tooke for X, p, and s, and so like,

wise Xpofer. 1598 Rowlands Betraying oj Christ (Hunter.

CI 1 2s Xpian the outward, inward, not at all. 1634 Vocu.

milts agst. Prynne (Camden) 3 3 Such .right as your

Xtianity, place, and function joyntly require. 1685-0 MS.

in Bk Com. Pr. 1662 fiSodU, My first child. .Xstened on

thursday the 28 of the same month, a 1697 Aubrey Lives,

Milton (MS. Aubrey 8. If. 63), He was so faire, that they

called him the lady of X" coll 1711 Hum*. Collect.

(O H ! ) 1 1 1. 155 This Note I took out of a Book ofM r
. Urry

of Xt. Church. 184s Francis Diet. A rts, etc. S. v., Xmas.

for Christmas, Xpher. for Christopher, &c.

7. Put for the initial syllable ex- of a word, or

as an abbreviation for a word beginning with ex-.

X's (slang) ; expenses. Also, in Stock Exchange

quotations, xd = ex dividend, etc.

1838 Manning- Let. in Purcell Life (1896) I. xi. 230 All the

'Xs Hear, would go out. \Note. 'X's and Peculiars were

the nicknames given by the Tractarians to the Evangelicals

who called themselves Christians par excellence.) Ibid.,

He writes as tenderly as if he thought you a serious X .

a 1840 Poe Tales, X-ing a Paragrab, One gentleman

thought the whole an X-ellent joke. 1885 Daily A ews 13

Mar 2/1 New York Central Railway 923 92S xd. 1894

Louise J. Miln Strolling Players East xv. 132, 1 think we

mi«ht clear our X.'s. . . Perhaps I should explain that X. s

means expenses. 1910 Encycl. Brit. V. 197/2 Canonists have

continued to refer to the decretals of Gregory IX by the

abbreviation X (Extra, i. e. extra Decretum).

8. Chem. = Xenon.
Hence X v. trans., to supply with x's in place of

types that are wanting.

a 1849 Poe Tales, X-ing a Paragrab, I shell have to x
this ere paragrab', said he to himself, as he read it over...

So x it he did, unflinchingly, and to press it went xed.

Xa, Xabandar, obs. ff. Shah, Shabunder.

Xal, xall(e, obs. ff. Shall.

Xanthaematin to Xanthelene : see Xantho-.

Xanthate (zse-nj*if). Chem. [f. Xanthic +

-ate 4
.] a. A salt of xanthic (sulphocarbethylic)

acid. D. A compound of xanthic oxide (xanthine)

with an alkali.

1831 [see Xanthic i b]. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 498

Xanthate of sodium forms yellow needles. Ibid. 499 Xan-
thate of Antimony, .forms large, lemon-yellow, triclinic crys-

tals.. .Xanthate of Bismuth.. crystallises in shining golden-

yellow laminiE. 1887 A. M. Brown Aniin. A Haloids 79
[Xanthine] combines with the alkalies, . .forming xanthates.

Xanthein(z32 -
ii)>«im). Chem. Also -ine. [ad.

F. xanthHne (Fremy & Cloez, 1854), arbitrarily

f. Gr. (avSus yellow, to distinguish it from xanthine

Xanthin (1 b).] That part of the yellow colour-

ing-matter of flowers which is soluble in water:

cf. Xanthin i b.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 546 The yellow substance

which is soluble in water is termed xantheine : it. .may be

obtained from the yellow dahlia. 1864 Watts tr. Gmelin's

Hand.bi. Chem. XVI. 513 Yellow of Flowers.. .The in-

soluble substance, called Xanthin by Fremy & Cloez, ap-

pears to correspond with Marquart's anthoxanthin; their

Xantheln, soluole in water, with Marquart's colourless

extractive matter.

||
Xanthelasma (zsenjiilarzma). Path. [mod.

L. f. Gr. (ay06s yellow + iKaayia. metal plate.]

= Xanthoma. Also attrib. Hence Xanthela-s-

mic a. = Xanthomatous ; | Xanthelasmoidea

[see -oid], a disease resembling xanthelasma, which

leaves yellowish or brownish patches on the skin

;

also called vitiligoidca.

1867 W. J. E. Wilson Diseases of Shin (ed. 6) xxiv. 773

Epithelial hypertrophy, .to which from its colour and lami-

nated appearance we have given the name of xanthelasma.

1000 J. Hutchinson in Archives Surg. XI. No. 41. 10

There is none of the characteristic xanthelasma leather.

Ibiit. 18 She.. had xanthelasma spots on the eyelids. Ibid.

2 The xanthelasmic [form of jaundice). 1899 Syd Soc.

Lex., Xanthelasmoidea. 1903 Lancet 30 May 1521/2 If

further investigation should prove that in xanthelasmoidea

the coagulability is high it will thus be more decisively

separated from the urticarias.

Xanthian (zse-n}>iaii), a. and si. Also 7 Zan-

thian. [f. Xanthus (see def.) + -IAN.] Of or

pertaining to (or an inhabitant of) Xanthus, an

ancient town in Asia Minor ; spec, of a collection of

marbles discovered near it.

.685 Cotton Montaigne i.x\. (.7") L 363 Th?
n̂

n'^n
^

who being besieg'd . . precipitated themselves . . into such a

furious Appetite of dying,, .that Brutus had much ado to

save but a
P
very small number. 1697 D.TOEH A[neid 662

Ere yet the Fcid Of Troy they taste or drink the Xanthan

Flood 1770 Langhorne Plutarch IV. 244 (Alexander) A

spring in ">cia near the city of the Xanthians. 184*. Sir C

Fellows (title) The Xanthian Marbles, their acquisition and

transmission to England. , . f

Xanthic (zs-nbik), a. [ad. F. xanthiquc, f.

Gr. tavSis yellow : see -10.]

1. Chem. Epithet of certain compounds which

produce substances of a yellow colour, or of bodies

connected with these. a. Xanthic oxide, the

original name of Xanthine ; so xanthic calculus,

a urinary calculus containing xanthine.
_

1817 Marcet Ess. Chem. Hist. Calculous Disorders rv.09

If the potash be added to the pure xanthic substance, . .no

change of colour takes place. The residue of the solution

of xanthic oxyd in water produces the yellowsubstance, when

treated with nitric acid. Ibid. 101 Xanthic oxyd Ibid

102 In burning, it emitted an animal smell, which did not at

all resemble that of the lithic, cystic, or xanthic calculus.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., OrgMz Xanthic or Uric Oxide

(CloHiN.Oi) was discovered by Dr. Marcet as the prin-

cipal constituent of a very rare variety of urinary calculus.

1872 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. (1879) II- 84 Calculi of uric

acid and the urates, with their modifications the oxalates,

xanthic and cystic oxide.
,

b. Xanthic acid, a complex acid containing

sulphur and carbon, also called sulphocarbethylic

or ethyldisulphocarbonic acid (C,H6OS2),
many of

whose salts {xanthates) are yellow. So xanthic

ether, etc. . .

1831 T. Thomson Syst. Chem. (ed. 7) II. 176 Xanthic

acid is characterized by precipitating the salts of copper

yellow. Ibid., During the distillation of xanthate of potash,

a substance comes over which Zeise has distinguished by the

name of xanthic oil. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org.u°
Xanthic or Sulphocarbethylic Acid. 1868 \\ atts Diet.

Chem V. 498 Ethyldisulphocarbonic or Xanthic Acid.. is

a colourless oil, heavier than water,.. its taste is acid,

astringent, and bitter. Ibid. 500 Ethylic Disulphocarbonate
,

or Xanthate, Xanthic Ether, CH^OS^-has a pale.yellow ,

colour, a sweetish taste.

2. Bot. De Candolle's name for a series or class
j

of colours in flowers, of which the type is yellow
:

|

opp. to cyanic.

1843 Florist's Jrnl. (1846) IV. 34 A most uncommon com-

bination of colours-cyanic and xanthic tints in one and the
j

same flower. 188s GooiJAUE Physiol. Bot. (1892) 454. ^
|

Xanthide (zse-nbaid). Chem. [f. Gr. (avBos

yellow + -IDE.] a. A compound of xanthogen

(Xanthocen 1). b. A salt of xanthydric (per-

sulphocyanic) acid.

1823 Henry Elem. Cliem. (ed. 9) II. 667 The oxides of

common metals (copper, lead, mercury, &c.) decompose it

\sc. hydroxanthic acid] by giving up their oxygen to the

hydrogen of the acid, and the xanthogene unites w-lth the

metal, forming xanthides. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1050

Xanthides, syn. with Persulphoeyanates.

Xanthin (zaeTibin). Chem. Also xanthine,

(zanthin). [ad. F. xanthine or G. xanthin, f.

Gr. £avB6s yellow : see -in 1
.]

1. a. A yellow colouring-matter obtained from

madder. , ,,

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 387 Madder, accord-

ing to Kuhlmann, contains two colouring matters, one,

which is yellow, is soluble in cold water. Kuhlmann, who

first obtained it, has given it the name of xanthin. 1839 Ure

Diet. Arts, etc. 1329 Xanthine, is the name given by Kuhl-

mann to the yellow dyeing.matter contained in madder.

c 1865 J. Wvlde in Circ. Sc. I. 421/1 Other principles may be

extracted from madder, such as purpunne, alizarine, xan.

thine. . c

b. That part of the yellow colounng-matter ot

flowers which is insoluble in water : cf. Xanthkin.

1857 Miller Elem. Cliem., Org. 546. 1868 Watts Diet.

Chem. V. 1050.

2. (See quot.)
1868 Watts Diet. Client. V. 1050 Xanthin, ..applied. .3.

By Couerbe to a gaseous product of the decomposition of

xanthates, to which he assigned the formula C'JH 2S2 2
.

3. attrib. Xanthin-spar, yellow lead-spar or

Wulfenite.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1052.

Xanthine (zornbain). Also -in. Chem. [ad.

F. xanthine, f. Gr. [avOis yellow : see -ine 5.] A
substance (C^N^O,) allied to uric acid, found

in various organs and secretions of the animal

body ; originally called xanthic oxide (see Xanthic
1 a), from its forming a lemon-yellow compound
with nitric acid.

1857 G. Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 46 This interesting

body, .bears so close a resemblance to xanthine or uric

oxide, that Scherer has named it hypoxanthine. 1862 H.
Bence Jones in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XV. 78 (heading) On a
Deposit of Crystallized Xanthin in Human Urine. 1880 J.

W. Legg Bile 582 The liver contained . .leucin, tyrosin, and
xanthin. 1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 78 Xanthine
may be extracted from muscular tissue in the same way as

the sarkine.

attrib. and Comb. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1050

Xanthine, .was discovered by Marcet in a urinary calculus

weighing only 8 grains. Liebig and Wohler afterwards

foiind it in a larger calculus weighing between 18 and 20

grammes ; these are the only known examples of xanthine

calculi. 1873 Ralfe Phys. Chem. 93 Dr. Bence Jones has

recorded an interesting case of xanthin gravel occurring in

a lad aged nine and a halfyears. 1883 Science 23 Feb. 75/1

XANTHO-.

Bv heating xanthine-silver [= the silver-compound of xan.

thine] with methyl iodide, a methyl group was introduced.

1807 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 123 Convulsive

seizures,.. produced by the action of the poisonous xanthin

bodies on the nerve centres. 1007 Sat. Kev. 16 Mar. 338/1

So called food reformers, .bandy about their catchwords-
flesh-forming, . . xanthin-forming and the like.

Hence Xanthinine, || XantUinu-ria (see quots.)-

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1051 Xanthinine. C'H'N'O .

\ base produced.. by heating thionurate of ammonium to

2oo°...0n boiling the resulting mass with water, the xanthi-

nine remains as a yellow powder. 1890 Billings Nat. Med.

Diet., Xanthinuria, passage of xanthin in the urine.

Xanthippe : see Xantippe.

Xanthitane (zse-ntit^n). Min. [f. next +

-ANK.] A mineral produced by alteration or de-

composition of sphene or titanite : see quot.

1856 C. U. Shepard in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 11. XXII. 96

Xanthitane. In hollow crystals with the form of sphene

and pulverulent. Color pale yellowish white. .
.
It is found

ill a decomposing feldspar, .. and probably proceeds from

the decomposition of sphene.
r

Xanthite (zae-njwit). Min. [f. Gr. f«*fe

yellow + -1TE 1.] A variety of vesuvianite or ldo-

crase, occurring in yellowish crystals.

1828 Thomson Ann. Lye. N. Hist. N. Y. III. 44 (Dana).

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 615/1 Xanthite consists of a

congeries of small rounded grains,.. not larger than small

grains of sand. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iv. § 1. 364.

XanthO- (zaenjw), before a vowel xanth-,

repr. Gr. fai^o-, combining form of (aiBos yellow
;

occurring as the first element in various com-

pounds and derivatives, chiefly terms of chemistry

mineralogy, and pathology ; the more important of

these are given in their alphabetical places.

(Sometimes also erroneously Zantho- : see X.)

1. Chem. In names of, or adjectives relating to,

various compounds : (a) of a yellow colour, as

xanthm-matin, xa-nthaline, xanthoco-balt, -co-

ba-ltic, xanlhocre-atine {-creatinine), xa'nlho-

fhane [Gr. Qav-, stem of Qaivuv to cause to

appear], xanthopterin {-pi-crite) [Gr. iri/r^os bitter],

xanthopro-tein, xantho-psin [Gr. oifis sight], xan-

thopu-ccine [Puccoon], xanthopwrpurin, xantho-

rha-mnin ; xanthophe-nic , xanthoproteic, xantho-

tannic, xanthydric [Gr. iiooip water] adjs. ;
(b)

derived from or related to xanthic acid (Xanthic

I
lb), as xa-nlhamide, xa'ntharin, xa'nthelene

;

i
xanthe-ic, xanthomethylic adjs. ;

(c) derived from

or related to xanthydric acid, as xa-nthane {-an):

see quots.

i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., 'Xanthxmatm ..Term by

Brett and Bird for a yellow, bitter substance found by

dissolving hematin in weak nitric acid. 1893 Pharmaceut.

Jrnl. 25 Mar. 793/2 *Xanthaline-A New Opium Alkaloid

(C,7H 36Na0 3 ). 1855 Watts tr. Gmelin's Chem. IX. 276

•Xanthamide. C'NH ;S202. Ibid. 277 Xanlhamide exposed

in a distillatory apparatus to a gradually increasing tem-

perature is resolved into mercaptan and c j amine acid. 1868

— Diet Chem. V. 1049 'Xanthan, Berzelius's name for the

group Cy'S*, regarded as the radicle of persulphocyanic or

xanthydric acid. Ibid., "Xantharin, or Xantlui, an oily

fetid compound, C'H»0', supposed by Coueibe. to be pro-

duced by the dry distillation of xauthic ether. 1843 Penny

Cycl XXVII. 614/2 When xanthate of potash is subjected

to distillation a limpid yellow coloured fluid comes oyer,

which Zeise has called *xantheic oil. i8£8 Watts Diet.

Chem. V. 1049 'Xanthelene. Zeise gave this name to an

oil ..produced.. by precipitating potassic ethylsulphccar.

bonate with a cflpnc salt. 1856 Gibbs & Genth Acs.

Ammonia-cobalt Bases in Smithsonian Contrib Auolvl.

(i8i7) IX. v. 48 The salts of *Xanthocobalt. 1863 \\ atis

Diet. Chem. I. .054 *Xanthocobaltic Salts, ifci Cent.

Diet., •Xantlwcreatine. 1913 Dorland Med. Vict. (ed.

7), Xanthoereatin, xanthocreatinin. 1887 A. M- Brown

Anim. Alkaloids 85 'Xanthocreatinine CWON'O ..

closely resembles kreatinine... It shows in pellets ot sul-

phur yellow, of slightly cadaveric odour. 1868 Watts Vict.

Chem. V. 105a "Xanthoglohulin. This name was given by

Scherer.. to a substance which he obtained in yellow glo-

bules. 1880 J. W. Legg Bile 515 Hypoxanthin and xaruho-

globulin were also found. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. jor

Methyl-disulphocarbonic Acid (CH3)HCOS». 'Xantho-

methylic Acid...Methylic Disulphocarbonate, CHHra'.
Xanthomethylic Eiher. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet.,

•Xanthophane, an orange-yellow pigment obtained from the

retina. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1052 •Xauthophemc

acid. A yellow colouring-matter, ..produced.. by heating

phenol or ciesol with arsenic acid... The 'xanthophenates

dye silk and wool red, of various shades. 1851 W.Grkgorv
Handbk. Org. Chem. 301

* Zanthopicriue is a bitter ciys-

talline substance from the bark of Zantlioxylum Clava

Herculis. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1053 Xanthopterin,

Xanthopierite. These names were given.. to a yellow

colouring-matter from the bark of Xanthoxylon earibceum,

since shown. .to be identical with berberine. 1838T. Thom.

son Chem. Org. Bodies 710 *Xanthopicnte.. was detected

by Chevalier and Pelletan [1826], in the baik of the Xantho-

xylon carybeeum. ..It has. .a very bitter and astringent

taste. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 164/1 The alkaline

*xanthoproteates. 1843 T. Thomson Client. Anim. Bodies

178 Xanthoproteic Acid. This name \Xantho-proteiiisaure]

has been given by Mulder [1838] to a yellow coloured acid,

obtained first by Fourcroy, by treating fibrin or albumen

with nitric acid. 1873 Ralfe Phys. Chem. 130 Heated with

strong nitric acid pepsin does not give the xanthoproteic

reaction ; hence it would appear that pepsin is not an albu-

minoid substance, 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 601 The
normal gland extract gave a positive result with the xantho-

proteic test. 1883 Ogilvie (Annandale), *Xanthoprotetn,

a yellow acid substance formed by the action of nitric acid

upon fibrine. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., 'Xanthopsin,



XANTHO-. XEBEC.
yellow pigment of the retina. 1901 Dorlasd Med. Diet.
(ed. 2), Xantlwpsiti, visual purple partially discolored or
bleached by light ; visual yellow. 1890 Hillings Nat. Med.
Diet., *Xanthopuccine, name proposed by Lerchen (1878)

for an alkaloid found in hydrastis. 1877 Waits Poxvnes'
Cheat. II. 588 I'urfinroxanthin (or *XanthopHJpurin). .is

formed from purpurin by reduction with stannous chloride
in alkaline solution. 1843 Kane in Lond., Edt'nb., <$ Dubl.
Philos. Mag. July 3 The dark -coloured IPersian] berries.

.

give out to boiling water an olive-yellow material, to which
..I give the name of *xanthorhamnine. 1863 Watts tr.

GmeHn's l/and-bk. Chen:, XV. 533 *Xanthotannic Acid.
Obtained from elm-leaves reddened in the autumn. 1868
Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1054 *Xanthydric arid. Syn. with
Persuiphocyanic /ZaV[obtainedas ' a pale yellow crystalline

powder ', ibid. IV. 378].

2. In various compounds. Xantharsenite
Min., a mineral allied to chondrarsenite, occurring
in sulphur-yellow masses. Xanthocarpous a.

§ot. [Gr. Kapirvs fruit], having yellow fruit.

Xanthocomic (-k^'mik) a. {nonce-wd.) [Gr. ^0^7
hair], yellow-haired. Xa'nthocone (-con\ Xan-
tUo*conite Min. [G. xanthokon (Brcithaupt,

1840), f. Gr. kqvis dust], an arseniosulphide of
silver, of a dull red or brown colour, yellow when
pulverized. Xanthocyanopsy, Xanthocyanopy
(-kyan-) Path. [Gr. Kvavo<s blue + oifts, wrrrj

sight], a form of colour-blindness in which yellow
and blue are the only colours discerned.

J|
Xan-

thoderma, -de'rmia Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. hippa
skin], yellowness of the skin. Xanthodont, Xan-
thodontons adjs. Zool. [Gr. ddovs, oftovr- tooth],

having yellow teeth, as certain rodents. Xantho--
meter [-metkb], an instrument for determining
the colour of sea or lake water by comparison with
a scale of different-coloured solutions.

|| Xantho-
pa-thia, Xanthopathy Path. [Gr. --naQeia

-pathy] --= xanthoderma.
|| Xanthopsia, Xa*n-

tUopsy Path. [Gr. 6^19 appearance, sight], an
affection of the eyes in which objects appear yellow

;

yellow vision. Xantho-rthite Min., a yellow
variety of orthite. Xanthosi'derite Min. [Gr.
aldrjpos iron], a native hydrated oxide of iron,

occurring in needle-shaped or fibrous crystals, or
as an ochre, of a yellow, brown, or reddish colour.

Xanthospermous a. Pot. [Gr. antpfia seed],

having yellow seeds.

1892 D\x/l Syst. Min. 796 "Xantharsenite... Occurs with
hausmannite,..in crystalline limestone. 1862 Mayne Med.
Vocab. (ed. 2) 436/1 "Xanthocarpous. 1861 Wvnter Soc.
liees^qj Europe is the chief seat of the *xantho-comic or light-

haired races. 1846 Worcester, *Xanthocon (citing Dana).
1868 Watts Dict.Chetn. V. 1052 Xantkocone.. .A silver-ore

from the Himmelfiirst mine, near Freiberg in Saxony. 1868
Dana Min. (ed. 5) 108 *Xanthoconite. ..Color dull-red to
clove-brown ; crystals orange-yellow on the edges by trans*
milted light 1891 Cent. Diet., 'Xanihocyanopsy. 1800 Bil-
lings Nat. Med. Diet., *Xanthokyanopy. 1867 \V. J. E.
Wilson Diseases 0/ Skin (ed. 6)695 •Xanthoderma repre-
sents the yellow complexion of certain of the races of man-
kind. 1900 Lancet 11 Aug. 414 1 The mucous membranes
were not coloured and the urine . . never showed a trace of bile
pigment. This was in favour of the diagnosis of "xantho-
dcnuia. 1891 Cent. /?/V/.,*Xanthodont. 1862 Mayne Med.
Vocab. (ed. 2) 436 *Xanthodontous. 1902 H'estm. Gaz. 8
April 8/3 When the Queen visited the Antarctic exploration
ship Discovery she was particularly interested in Forel's
*xanthometer. 1867 W. J. E. Wilson Diseases ofSkin (ed.

6)695 *Xanthopathia, or yellow discoloration of the skin, con-
sists in the deposit in the cells of the rete mucosum of a yellow
colouring principle. 1848 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 7),
*Xanthopsia, yellow vision,—as sometimes occurs in jaun-
dice. X875 H. C. Wood Thenx£. (1879) 603 A very curious
symptom caused by zantoiun..is xanthopsia. 1868 Dana
Min. (ed. 5) 287 "Xanthorthite.of Hermann,.. is apparently
an altered variety [of orthite). 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V.
1054 *Xanthosi'derite. A hydrated ferric oxide. i86«
Mayne Med. I'ocab. (ed. 2) 436, 2 "Xanthospermous.

1! Xauthochroi (za^nhrkr^ai, -^ti-kroi), sh.pl.

Anthropology. [mod.L. (Huxley), app. meant as
a transliteration of an assumed Gr. *£av0cuxpoi

t
f.

£av$6s yellow + wxpos pale (the regular L. form of
which would be *xanthdchrt) ; by later writers

and in Diets, taken as xanthdehrot (sing, -chrous),

ad. Gr. £av06xpoo$ t f. fav06s yellow + XP**1 s^m :

cf. Mklanochhoi.] In Huxley's classification of
the varieties of mankind: A subdivision of the
Leiotrichi or smooth-haired class, having yellow
or light-coloured hair and pale complexion.
1866 {see XanthomelanoiJ. 1875 Tvlor in Encyel, Brit.

1 1 . 1 1 3/2 The Xanthochroi, or fair whites . . are the prevalent
inhabitants of Northern Europe.

Hence Xanthochroic (ki Juik), Xanthochroid
(-<?n*kroid\ Xanthochrooid (-(Tkr^oid), Xantho-
chroons (-^*kr0|3s), Xanthochrous (-Ju-kras)

ad/s.y of, pertaining to, or having the characters

ol the Xanthochroi. So II Xanthochroia (-kroi'a)

[mod.L. f. Gr. XP01^ = XP 1̂ skin], yellow discolora-

tion of the skin from change in the pigment

;

Xanthochroism (-fkrtf|iz
,m\ Ornith., abnormal

replacement of another colour by yellow in the

plumage of certain birds.

1867 W. J. E. Wilson Diseases 0/Skin (ed. 6^ 695 Xantho-
paihta. Syn. Xanthoderma; "xanthochroia. 1870 Huxley
in Coniemp. Rev. July 515 The "Xanthochroic area. 1878

Hartley tr. Topinards Anthrop. it. i. 202 The xanthochroic
group: pale skin, blue eyes, and abundant fair hair. 1865
Lubbock Preh. Times xii. (1869) 378 (The] *Xanthochroid
(group]. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 421 There seems to be
a certain correlation of colours in most cases of Hetero-
chrosis : . . green feathers exhibit "xanthochroism. 1909 Cent,
Diet. Sttpp., *Xanthochrooid, same as Xattthoe/uoic. 1891
Cent. Diet., *Xanthochro<ms. 1865 ^Xanthochrous [see

Melanochrous]. 1901 Q. Rev. July 230 Great siature and
a xanthochrous complexion were., the characteristics of the
Celt or German.

Xanthogen (zarnh^d^en"). Chem. [f. Xaktho-
+ -gkn, alter G. xanthogensaiire (Zeise, 1S22).]

1. The hypothetical radical of xanthic acid. Also
attrih.

1823 Henry Elem. Chem. (ed. 9) II. 665 This new acid
contains sulphur, carbon, and hydrogen, the two first of
which probably form a compound base, analogous to cya-
nogen. ..To the base, Mr. Zeise.. lias given the name of
xanlhogene . .on account of the yellow colour of its com-
pounds. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1052 Xanthogen-oil.
Zeise's name for an oily product formed by the dry distilla-

tion of potassic xantbate.

2. A substance supposed to be contained in

flowers : see quot.

1864 Watts Did. Chem. II. 668 According to Filhol,

nearly all flowers contain a substance which forms colourless
solutions with acids, and acquires a fine yellow colour when
treated with alkalis : this substance was designated by Mar-
quart as resin of flowers, and by Hope, .as xanthogen, which
n.ime is also retained by Filhol. He describes it as solid,

of a light yellow colour,.. soluble in water, alcohol, and
ether.

Xailtlioliniforni {zxn^oYvmfpim), a. Entom.
[f. mod.L. Xantholinus (f. Gr. £av96s yellow, with
ending oiStaphylinns, an allied genus) + -(i)form.]

Resembling in form the beetles of the genus Xan-
tholinus.

1847 Hardy in Proc. Bcrw. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 250
Ph[itontkus] procerulus .. Narrow, elongate, sub-parallel,

xantholiniform.

II Xanthoma (zsenhju-ma). Path. [f. Gr. £av-

66$ yellow + -aifia (cf. sarcoma).'] An affection of
the skin, characterized by the growth of yellowish

patches or tubercles. Also attrib. Hence Xan-
thomatous (-ou-matas) a., pertaining to or of the
nature of xanthoma.
1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 410 Xanthoma is a connec-

tive-tissue new growth, characterized by the formation of
yellowish, circumscribed, irregularly shaped,, .non-indurated
patches or tubercles. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 484
The chamois-leather-like patches may simulate xanthoma.
Ibid. 896 The so-called 'xanthoma cell ' is .. a fragmented
muscle fibre in a state of granulo-fatty defeneration. 1914
Lancet 13 June 1697/1 Xanthomatous nodules in the liver.

II Xanthonielauoi (zaenjwme-lanoi), sb. pi.

Anthropology. [mod.L. (Huxley), transliteration

(instead of the regular L. form *xanthomelani) of

an assumed Gr. *£av0ofi4\avotj f. £av6us yellow -f-

}ii\a$, ficXav- black : cf. Melanoi and Xantho-
chroi. (On the analogy of the other terms, the

word should have been Melanoxanthoi, the first

element referring to the hair, the second to the

skin.)] In Huxley's classification of the varieties

of mankind : A subdivision of the Leiotrichi or

smooth-haired class, having black hair and yellow,

brown, or olive complexion. Hence Xantho-
meTanous (-as) n., belonging to or having the

characters of the Xanthomelanoi.
1865 Huxley Crit. ff Addr. (1873) 153 The ' xanthome-

lanous,' with black hair and yellow, brown, or olive skins.

x866 — Laing's Preh. Rent, Caithn. i3aThe Leiotrichimay
be best subdivided, according to their complexion, into
Xanthochroi^ Metanochroi, Xantlwiuclanoi

y and Melanoi.

Xanthone (zce*njx?>m). Chem. [f. Gr. £ai<0oy

yellow + -one.] A compound which forms the

basis of various natural colouring matters.

1894 Mum& Morley Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 867 Xan-
thone is Diphenylene ketone oxide.

Xanthopnyll^iie'nbtffib). Chem. [ad. F. xan-
thophylle (Herzelius), f. Gr. (av$6s yellow + ipvXXov

leaf.] The yellow colouring-matter of leaves in

autumn, a constituent or derivative of chlorophyll

;

also called phylloxanthin.
1838 R. D. Thomson in Brit. Ann. 334. 1868 Watts Diet.

Chem. V. 1052 Xanthophyll.. .Nothing certain is known
respecting its composition, or of the manner in which it is

formed from chlorophyll. 1891 Science-Gossip XXVII.
46/3 When the life of the leaf is destroyed Dy frost or
drought, the chlorophyll is rapidly changed to xanthophyll.

Xanthophyllite ,/i njvti*lm\ Min. [ad.G.
xanthophyllit \fj. Rose, 1840), f. Gr. £av06s yellow
+ <pvXXov leaf+'lTE 1 2 b.] A micaceous mineral,

a species of seybertite, occurring in yellowish crusts

or implanted globules in talcose schist.

1844 Dana Min. (1862) 149.

II Xanthorrhoea (zasn^rra). [mod.L., f. Gr.
£av06<; yellow + fiota flowing, flow,]

1. Pot. A genus of Australian liliaceous plants,

some species of which (called Grass-trees or Grass
Gum-trees^ yield a yellow resin.

1868 Watts Diet. CAem. V. 1054 Xanthorrhoea resin.

2. Path. A morbid affection resembling leu-

corrhcea (see quot.).
1891 Lancet 7 Nov. 1037/1 There is.. more or less leucor-

rhue;i, or xanthorrhcea, as it should rather be called, because
the discharge is yellow, not white.

ii Xanthosis (za?nb^u- s is). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. £av06s yellow : sec -OSIS.] (See quots.)
1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Xanthosis, a term applied to

the ye. low discolouration often observed in cancerous tu-
mours. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Xanthosis, forma-
tion of a yellow bkin or pigment.

Xanthous (zaj-nbas), a. Ethnology, [f. Gr.
£av96s yellow 4 -OUS.] Applied to those races, or

that type, of mankind characterized by yellow or

yellowish hair and light complexion ; fair, blond.
Also said of the hair, complexion, etc. Opp. to

Mklanic 1, Melanous.
1829 T. Price Ess. Physiogn. .5- Physiol. Inhab, Brit. 3 It

is true that the Greek and Roman wiheis do describe the
various barbarous tribes of Europe,, .representing some to
be of the fair, or, as it has been styled, Xanthous com-
plexion; others of the dark, or Melanic. 1834 Nat. Philos.,
Phys. Ceog. 64/1 (U.K.S.) Men of the xanthous variety of
culour are known to spring up among the negroes in Africa,

1876 W. F. Skenk Celtic Scot. I. 1. ii. 126 The Caledonii..
were larger in body,.. and less xanthous. 1896 AllhutVs
Syst. Med. I. 35 The xantliuus type with chestnut, red, or
fair hair.

Ii Xanthoxylon (za'nbp-ksiVn). Bot. Also
8 zanthoxylon, -urn. [mod.L. Xanthoxylon,
•um (by Linnaeus spelt Zanthoxyluni), f. Gr. £av-

0os yellow + fcvhov wood.] A large and widely
distributed genus of trees and shiubs of the N. O.
Rutacex (type of the suborder A'anlhoxylcr, some-
times reckoned as an order Xanthoxylaeex), yield-

ing various products, esp. pungent and aromatic

drugs and condiments ; it includes theN. American
Prickly Ash or Toothache-tree {X. americannm
and fraxincunt), the Chinese or Japanese Pepper
{X. piperiturn), the Prickly or \Y. Indian Yellow-
wood {X. Clava-IIcrculis), etc. Hence Xan-
thcxyl, a plant of this genus, or of the order or

suborder of which it is the type; Xanthoxyla-
ceous (-^''J^s), Xanthoxyleous (-i'l/^s) adjs.,

belonging to the Xanthoxylacew or Xanthoxylcr
(see above) ; Xantho xylene (-in) Che7ti., an

aromatic volatile oil obtained from the fruit of

Xanthoxylon piperitum; Xantho-xylin (-in)

Chem., (a) a crystalline resin or camphor obtained

from an oil distilled from the seeds of X. piperitnm
;

(6) a crystallizable bitter principle contained in

the bark of X. Clava-IIerculis and other species

;

Xanthoxy'loin, a neutral principle obtained from

the bark of X. americanum.
1846 Lindley J 'eg. Kingd. 473 Several *Xanthoxyls have

in their habit, and especially in their foliage, a marked re-

semblance to the Ash. 1876 Harlf.y Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 679
The Xanthoxyl Family of the Rutal alliance. 185J Tn.
Ross tr. Humboldt s Trav. I. vi. 213 note, Among *zantho-
xyiaceous plants, the Cuspare of Angostura, known in

America under the name of Orinoco bark. 1857 Stenhouse
in Pharmticeut. Jrnl. July 20 The pure hydrocarbon, to

which I propose to give the name of *Xanthoxylene, is

colourless, [etc.]. Note, The pleasant aromatic odour of
Japanese pepper is due to Xanthoxylene. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syst. Bot. 131 Several *Xanthoxyleous plants have..
a marked resemblance to the Ash. 1854 Stenhouse in Lond.,
Edin., Sf Dubl. Philos. Mag. Jan. 2S The crystals of "xantho*
xyline belong to the oblique system. 1765 J. Bartram
Jrnl. 21 Dec. in Stork Ace. E. Eiorida (1766) 3 Some curious

shrubs.. we had never seen before,, .large *zanthoxylum,
and purple-berried bay. 1799 Med Jrnl. II. 32 A Negro
woman, who had been affected for many years .with several

large phagedenic ulcers, .was put under my care. I com-
menced the use of the Zanthoxylon, by bathing the sores

with the decoction. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.Y, 1054 .A'an-

thoxylon. The bai k of A', caribarum. .or X. Clara Hereulis
..used in the Antilles as a febrifuge.

II Xantippe (za?nti*p*'). Also 7 Zentippe,
Zantippe. [Properly Xanthippe, Gr. Bav0iitm}.]

The name of the wife of Socrates ; hence allusively,

an ill-tempered woman or wife, a shrew, a scold

(with pi. Xantippes).
1596 Shaks. 'lam. Shr. 1. ii. 71 As curst and shrow'd As

Socrates Zentippe [tst Fol„ Qo. ; ind-tfh Pol. Zantippe,

mod.edd. XanthippeJ. 1691 \foov A th.Oxon. I**6i Richard
Hooker . . married a clownish silly Woman and withal a meer
Xantippe. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. xi, An errant

Vixen of a Wife. ..By this Xantippe he had two Sons. 1859

Habits o/Gd. Society xiii. 339 For the time being the worst

of Xantippes mnst turn into an angel of amiability if she

gives a ball.

Xaraf, -affe, -off, ol>s. ff. Sakaf.
1628 in Foster Eug. Factories /ndia(igog) III. 296 We lye

at the mercy of the xarofTs or exchangers of monie. 1661

J.
Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 93 In the presence of the

Xaraf, or Money-changers.

Xebec (zrbek ; also z/be-k). Also S-9 -ecx,

-eque, -ecque ; 0. 8-9 zebec(k, 9 zebecque.

See also Chebec. [Altered form of Chebkc (F.

chebec) after Sp. xabeque, now jabequc.] A small

three-masted (originally two-masted) vessel, com-

monly lateen-rigged bat with some square sails,

used in the Mediterranean, formerly as a ship of

wnr, now as a merchant-ship.

1756 Gcntl. Mag. Aug. 409/2 Capt. Fortunatus Wright, of

Liverpool, in the King George privateer off Leghorn, en*

gaged a xebeck which had 280 men on board. 1760 Ann.
Reg., Chron. 148/2 An Algerine xebeque of 20 guns. .was
driven on shore near Penzance. 1761 ^lORI in Phil. Trans.
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XEL. XEBANTHEMUM.
LI I. 450 There came a Spanish xebeck from the West,. .and
. . was becalmed. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s, v.,

The sails of the xebec are in general similar to those of the
polacre, but the hull is extremely different.. .The extremity
of the stern .. projects further behind the counter and but-
tock than that of any European ship. 1794 Rigging <y

Seamanship I. 237 Xebec A small vessel with three masts,
navigated in the mediterranean. The fore and main-masts
are called block-masts, being short. . . The mizen-mast is fitted

with a topmast, &c.,. .and.. has been lately added, to keep
them better to the wind. ..The fore-mast rakes much for-

ward. 1816 Ann. Reg., Gen. Hut. 133/2 A large Tuni-
sian xebeck .. putting out two boats, gave a general chase.
a i8zo I. Taylor Ship v. (1846) 118 The xebec very much
resembles the galley in shape. ., in its triangular sails and low
masts. It is the corsair of the Algerines, . .and mounts from
sixteen to twenty-four guns. 1851 Kipping Sailinaking
(ed. 2) 158 The Spanish xebec has in general a lateen fore,

with a square matn-sail and mizen. 1884 MissC. F. Wool-
son in Harper's Mag. Feb. 368/2 The coasting xebecs.
3. X769 Ann. Reg., Citron. 164/r A large Algerine zebeck,

of 30 guns and 300 men. 1839 Makryat Phant. Ship xix,

A three-masted zebecque. 1844 Hood The Key iv, The last

Zebeck that came And moor'd within the Mole.
attrib. and Couth. 1780 Capt. Knowi.es in Naval Citron.

II. 518 Two Spanish Xebec Ships, polacre rigged. 1801 I.d.

Cochrane ibid. VI. 151 A Spanish xebeck frigate, of s2
guns. 1812 Examiner 4 May 280/2 A French xebeck-n'gged
privateer, of two guns.

Xel, obs. form of Shall v.

1429 in Calr, Pat. Rolls 8Hen. VI. 30 A comon assemble
which xel ben ordeyned be the mair.

Xeme (zim). Ornith. [ad. mod.L. Xema
(Leach, 1S19), an arbitrarily formed word.] A
bird of the genus Xema ; a fork-tailed gtill.

1836 Evton Rarer Brit. Birds 64 Sabine's Xeme... was
first observed by Captain Sabine in Greenland.

Xenacanthine, Xenarthral: see Xeno-.
: Xenagogue (ze'nag^g). Obs. In 7 zen-.

[ad. Gr. (tvayoi-tus, {.(ivos stranger + -ayatyos lead-
ing.] One who conducts strangers ; a guide. So
t Xenagogy, conduction of strangers : used as the
title of a guide-book.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 386 The places, whereof I

menttomake note in this myXenagogie and perambulation
of Kent._ 1583 in Thynne Aniutadv. (1875) p. Ixii, The
Xenogogie of Bedfordshire. 1674 Josselyn / oy. New Eng.
136 They are generally excellent Zenagogues or guides
through their Countrie.

Xenelasy (zenf-Iasi\ Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr. (tvt).
Xaoia, f. (tvrjXaTtiv, f. (ivos foreigner + iXa- (iXav-
vttv) to drive away.] A measure at Sparta for
expulsion of foreigners.

1846 Grote Greece 11. vi. II. 515 Nor were strangers per-
mitted to stay at Sparta J they came thither it seems, by a
sort of sufferance, but the uncourteous process called xene-
lasy was always available to remove them.

II Xenia (zfnia). Bot. [mod.L., ad. Gr. (tvia
state or relation of a guest, f. (ivos guest : see
-iaL] A supposed direct action or influence of
foreign pollen upon the seed or fruit which is

pollinated.

1899 Nat.Sci. May 393 Xenia. ., the direct action ofthemale
element on the mother-plant, is an extremely hypothetical
theory. 1901 Nature 1 2 Dec. 1 26/2 Xenia is the name given
to the results of the crossing of the plant byaforeign pollen,
exhibited in some peculiarity which appears in the seed itself.

Xenia, pi. of Xenium.
Xenial (zrnial), a. Gr. Atitiq. [f. Gr. (tvia
Xema + -al.] Of the nature of, or pertaining to,
the relation between host and guest : applied to
a friendly relation between two persons of different
countries, or between a person and a foreign
country. So Xenian a. (in quot. 1834 rendering
Gr. (ivitx, a title of Zeus as protector of the rights
of hospitality).

1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 5,3 The holy customs of the Xenian
Jove, 1858 Gladstone Homer I. 220 The Taphians,. .from
the xenial relation of their Lord Mentes to Ulysses, must in
all likelihood have lived in the neighbourhood of Ithaca.
1869 — Juv. Mundi iii. 87 Demetor Tasides..is repre.
sented. .as being in xenial relations with Egypt.

II Xenium (zf'niom); usually in pi. xenia.
[L., ad. Gr. (ivwv, prop. neut. of (ivtos adj. per-
taining to a guest, f. (ivos guest, stranger.] a. In
Gr. and Rom. Antiq., a present (esp. of table deli-
cacies) given to a guest or stranger; trans/., in
mediaeval usage, an offering made (sometimes com-
pulsorily) by subjects to their prince on the occa-
sion of his passing through their estates ; also
extended to other kinds of offerings (see qtiots.).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Xenia, Presents bestowed by
the Greeks to their Friends, Guests, or Strangers. .. In our
old Records, it is taken for such Presents or Gifts as us'd
to be made to Princes, or to the Governours of Provinces.
177a [S. Dram] Hist. Rochester 106 That there be reserved
to me. .out of the estates which 1 have assigned for themain-
tenance of the monks, such a xenium [orig. exenium) as
is here specified. 1865 Stubbs Chron. f, Mem. Rich. I
(Rolls' II. Introd. p. xxx, The xenia, or Easter and Christ-
mas offerings from (the monks'] manors, which were settled
on the cellarer for the use of the sick and strangers.

b. (See quots.)

1791 Newton tr. Vitruvius' Archil, vi. x. 145 The pictures
representing the sending of gifts to strangers are by the
painters called xenia. 1854 Fmuholt Dict.TermtArt,Xenia.
..Pictures of still-life, fruit, fish, &c, many of which have
been found as decorations on the walls of houses in Pompeii.
Xenization (zenaiza-jsn). rare— 1

, [f. Gr. (tvi-

(uv, trans, to entertain strangers, intr. to be a

stranger, f. (ivos stranger : see -ize and -ation.]

The fact of sojourning as a stranger.

1818 G. S. Faber Horse Mosnicx I. 231 The xenization of
Abraham's seed in a foreign land.

XenO- (zeno), before a vowel xen-, repr. Gr.

£{1*0-, (tv-, combining form of (ivos a guest,

stranger, foreigner, adj. foreign, strange ; used in

various scientific and other terms ; for those not

found here, see their alphabetical places. Xen-
acanthine (-akarnjiain) Zool. [ad. mod.L. Xena-
canthini pi., f. Gr. anavSa spine], a. belonging to

the extinct order Xenacanthini of selachian fishes,

with long slender spines; sb. a fish of this order.

Xena'rthral a. Zool. [Gr. dpOpov joint], having
peculiar accessory articulations in the vertebras, as

the American edentates. Xenobiosis (-baii^u'sis)

Zool. [Gr. Piaxris manner of life], a form of sym-
biosis among ants in which two colonies of different

species live together on friendly terms without
rearing their broods in common. Xe'noderm
Zool. [mod.L. Xenoderma, f. Gr. Sippca skin], a

snake of the genus Xenoderma or sub-family Xeno-
dermatinse (mod. Diets.). Xenogamy Bot.

[Gr. ydptos marriage], fertilization by pollen from
another plant of the same species ; cross-fertiliza-

tion. Xenogenesis (-d^en/sis) Biol. [Genesis],
(supposed) production of offspring permanently
unlike the parent (cf. Heterogenesis 3) ; so

Xenogene'tic, Xenogenic adjs., pertaining to or

of the nature of xenogenesis ; Xenogeny (zemr-
dz/ni), xenogenesis. Xenogenons a. Path, (see

quot.). Xenolite Min. [-lite], a silicate of alu-

minium, allied to fibrolite. Xenomania (-nvt-nia),

a mania or insane fancy for foreigners, or for

something foreign ; hence Xenoma'niac, a person
affected with ' xenomania '. Xenomorphic (-mjrr-

fik) a. Geo!. [Gr. vtopepr) form], applied to mineral
constituents of a rock having a form different from
the normal in consequence of the pressure of other
constituents. Xenoparasite, Xenopa'rasitism
Biol, (see quot.). Xenophilism (-p'fMiz'm)

nonce-ivd. [Gr. rpiXos loving, friendly], love of

foreigners or of something foreign. Xenophoby
(zenp'fobi) nonce-wd. [Gr. <po0os fear], fear of
foreign persons or things ; so Xenophobic (zeno-

ffbik) a. characterized by this. Xenophoran
(-fforan) a. Zool. [f. mod.L. Xenophora, f. Gr.
-tfiopos carrying], belonging or allied to the genus
Xenophora (carrier-shells) of gastropod molluscs,

distinguished by the habit of cementing stones and
other foreign bodies to their shells. Xenopte-
rygian (-pterid^ian), Zool. [Gr. tnipv( wing,

fin], a. belonging to the suborder Xenopterygii of
fishes, with spineless fins, scaleless skin, and a

complex sucking-disk between the ventral fins

;

sb. a fish of this suborder. Xennrine (ze-iiiurain),

Zool. [f. mod.L. Xenurus^ f. Gr. ovpa tail], a.

belonging to the genus Xenurus of armadillos,

having the tail nearly naked ; sb. an armadillo of
this genus, a kabassou.

1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1S88) V. 66 The geographical dis-

tribulionof the Edentates.. .To America belongthe *xenar-
thral or many-jointed forms. 1901 W. M. Wheeler in
Amer, Naturalist July 535 'Xenobiosis.. .The best-known
guest ant is the European Eormicoxentts nitidultts. t%TJ
Darwin Lett. (1003) II. 413 Some such terms asautogamy,
•xenogamy, etc. 1870 Huxley 1'res. Attttr. Brit. Assoc.,
Rep. p. Ixxvii, The teim Heterogenesis. .has. .been used in a
different sense, and M. Milne-Edwards has therefore sub-
stituted for U ^Xenogenesis. Ibid. p. lxxxv, The analogy
of pathological modification.. is in favour of the "xeno-
genetic origin of microzymes. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. I

(ed. 2), *Xenogcnous, caused by a foreign body, or origin- I

ating outside the organism. 1913 Ibid. (ed. 7) adds 2. j

Formed or developed in the host : a term applied to j

toxins formed by the action of stimuli on the cells of the
I

host._ 1844 Dana Min. (1868) 374 "Xenolite. .resembles '

fibrolite.. excepting in the high specific gravity. 1879 K.
Hillf.brand in Jo:h Cent. Oct. 626 Germany received the '

first caresses of this strange *xenomania from the hands
of youthful Carlyle and old Coleridge. 1887 Saintsbury
Hist. Eltzab. Lit. iv. 136 No writer of the period has
such a command of pure English, unadulterated by xeno. i

mania and unweakened by purism, as Daniel. 1879 Daily
News 30 Sept. 5/1 Are we all 'Xenomaniacs? 1891 lllustr.
Loud. News 7 Feb. 163/2 Sir Arthur Sullivan was never the

|

leastbitofa-n/Ku/wiar. 1888 Hatch in Teall Brit. Pelro-
i

graphy Gloss. 423 A llolriomorphic, a term applied by Rosen. '

busch..in contradistinction to idiomorphic. It is synony-
mous with -xenomorphic. 1905 E. S. Salmon in Ann. Bot.
Jan._ 127 To describe cases where a form ofa Fungus which is

specialized to certain host-plants, .proves able to infect 1

injured parts of a strange host, I propose the terms *xeno- '

parasite and "xenoparasitism. 1912 W. Sickert in English .

Review Apr. 147 Lest the writer be accused of *Xeno- i

philism. 191a Nation 11 May 214/1 The popular attitude
with regard to external politics is one of crude and *.\eno- 1

phobic Imperialism. 1909 Athenaeum 13 Mar. 325/3 Those
whose sense ofjustice . . is not impaired by prejudice or ' •xeno-
phoby \ 1898 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. June 308 No Strom-
boid, Naticoid, or *Xenophoran molluscs have l>een found
hitherto in any fresh water that is known. 1885 Stand. Nat.

Hist. (1888) V. 50 The Kabassous, or *Xenurines, have the

third as well as the fourth and fifth metacarpals abbreviated
and broad. ,
t XenodtTChial, a. Obs. rare-1 , [f. Gr. (tvo-

hoyia (Xenodochy 'l
) + -al.] Given to receiving

strangers ; hospitable.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. 402 The Insuperable
Aversion, that those three Xeno'dochial Prelates seem'd
always to exert against the French Nation. Ibid. 404.

II Xenodocnium (zeniMfkium). Also -ion,

-eum. PI. -a. [Late L. xenodochium, -eum, ad.

late Gr. (tvoSoxt'ov, f. (ivos stranger + 8«xfoflat to

receive.] A house of reception for strangers and
pilgrims ; a hostel, guest-house, esp. in a monastery.
1612 Coryat in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) II. 1829 In Con-

stantinople, Peru, and Galata, there are . . Karabassaries or

Xenodochia foure hundred and eighteen. 1736 Drake
Eboracurn I. vii. 246 [A] spital. .was an house of entertain-

ment for poor travellers or pilgrims.. this [sc. spital of St.

Catherine] was a Xcnodochium of that kind. 183a Gell
Pompeiana II. xiii. 18 Many have supposed that the xeno-
docnium, or hospitium, for the reception of strangers was
placed in this division of the mansion. 1844 I.ingard Anglo-
Saxon Ch. (1858) I. vi. 246 Within the precincts of the

monastery stood an edifice, distinguished by the Greek
name of Xenodochium, in which a certain number of paupers
received their daily support, and which was gratuitously

opened to every traveller who solicited relief. 1865 Leckv
Ration. II. vi. 263 Long before the era of persecution had
closed, the hospital and the Xenodochion, or refuge for

strangers, was known among the Christians.

t Xenodochy \ Obs. rare— 1
. [Anglicized

form of prec] = prec.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 121 Ther
was at York an auncyent and welthyxenodochye thatys to

say, an hospytall-.wher powre and nedye people werenter-
teynyd.

t Xenodochy 2
. Obs. rare—'1 . In 7 xeno-

dechie, zenodochie. [ad. Gr. (tvoSoxia: cf.

Xenodochium.] Entertainment of strangers

;

hospitality.

1623 Cockeram, Xenodeckie, hospitality. 1674 Josselvn
Voy. New Eng. 181 Sincere and religious people, .descryed
by their charity and humility.. by their Zenodochie or hos-

pitality.

Xenon {zenpn). Chem. [ad. Gr. (ivov, neut.

of (ivos strange.]. A heavy inert gaseous element

present in minute quantity in the atmosphere, dis-

covered by Sir William Kamsay in 1898. Symbol
Xe or X.
1898 Ramsay & Travers in Rep. Brit. Assoc. Bristol 830

The last fractions of liquefied argon show the presence of

three new gases. These are krypton .. metargon..and a
still heavier gas, . . which we propose to name ' xenon '.

Xenophontean, -ian (zen^-ntian), a. [f.

Gr. Btvotpwv, -aivTos Xenophon, name of an ancient

Greek historian and biographer (£444-354 B.c.) +
-EAN, -ian.] Pertaining to, characteristic of,

described by, or resembling (that of) Xenophon.
x593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosait) II. 99 M.

Thomas Blundeuil,.. whose painefull, and skillfull bookesof
Horsemanship, deserue also to be registred in the Catalogue
of Xenophontian woorkes. 1834 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.
(1842) III. 127 In all European services there is a class of
officers who might not unaptly be termed Xenophontean

;

men., zealous to know the most that is possible, for the sake of

acting under its guidance. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 338
The Apology appears to combine the common characteristics

both of the Xenophontean and Platonic Socrates.

So Xenopho'ntic a.

1822 T. Mitchell Aristoph. II. 27 What, .authority the

fioet had for engaging his Socrates in these ridiculous specu-
ations, it is now impossible to ascettain ; but., the Platonic,

and even the Xenophontic, Socrates is sometimes almost
as absurd. 1864 Sala in Daily 'Jet. 15 Aug., Colonel Fre-

mantle, in one of the most Xenophontic little books that has

seen the light within these latter days, tells us [etc.]. 1882

A. S. Wali'OLE Xenophon s Autib. 1. (1900) p. x, A Greek
of Xenophontic age. 1904 Times 27 Aug. 10/1 A mere
Xenophontic record of the length of stages in a journey.

Xenotime (zenotsim). Min. [Named (in

Fr.) by Beudant, 1832, as if f. Gr. (ivos strange +
Tt/jr) honour, but app. in error for *kenotimc, I. Gr.

Ktvus empty, Tain : see quot. below.] A native

phosphate of yttrium.

1844 Dana Min. (1868) 528 Xenotime. ..Lustre resinous

Color yellowish-brown, reddish-brown, hail-brown, flesh-

red, grayish-white [etc.]. . . Beudant named the species xeno-
time (apparently from £*rds, stranger to, and Tt/iij, honor),

but in the next line gives the deiivation 'tttvos, vain, et

Ttv-Yj, honneur', as if the word were kenotime, and adds.,

that this name is intended to recall the fact that the mineral

was erroneously supposed by Berzelius..to contain a new
metal. 1907 Athenxttm 20 Apr. 479/1 M.Jean Becquerel

..has been engaged in magneto-optical researches. . .Most
of his experiments have been made with crystals of xenotime

(a magnetic phosphate of yttrium).

Xeque, var. (Pg. spelling) of Sheikh.

Xerafeen, -in, var. Sekaphin Obs.

II Xeranthemnm (zione-nb/mem). Bet, [mod.

L. (Tournefort, 1700), f. Gr. (rjpos dry + dvSt^ov

blossom.] A plant of a genus of composites of

the Mediterranean region, having flower-heads with

dry chaffy bracts of a purplish or whitish colour

;

the genus itself; one kind of the plants commonly
called everlasting or immortelle.

1741 Compl. Eam.-Piece n. iii. 385 Seeds of Jacea's,..

Xeranthemums, .. and sweet Sultan. 1751 H11.L Hist.

Plants 574 The longteaved xeranthemum with paleaceous
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receptacles,_ It U a native of Germany and France ; the
flowers retain their beauty many years. 1786 Abercrombie
Card. Assist. 116 Virginia and English tobacco, Indian
corn, xeranthemum, ten-week's stocks,

Xerapheen, -phin, van Sekaphix Obs.

||
Xerasia (zi^'sia). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

{rjpaaia dryness, also in sense below (Galen).] A
disease of the hair characterized by excessive

dryness.

1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Xerasia, a fault in the Hairs
when they appear like Down, as it were sprinkled with
Dust. 1896 tr. Balzac's Ce"sar Birotteau 152 To prevent
xerasia and baldness.

Xeres (ze'res, zl»?4z). Also 7 Zerez. Name
of a town in Andalusia, famous for its wine ; in full,

Xeres sack, wine m SHERItIS {sack), Sherry sb.'1 I.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Bristol (1662, III. 34 Bristol
Milk. ..This Metaphorical Milk, whereby Xeres or Sherry-
Sack is intended. i66j Mbsrbt in Charleton filyst. Vint-
ners (1675) 233 Most of the Canary is made with Malago
and Zerez Sack. 1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 26 The xeres
and port Are of the right sort. 1869 Blackmore Loma D.
I, Do you like the wine of Oporto, or the wine of Xeres? 1872
ROBIN ForsClav. II. xvi. 13 So many skins of Xeres wine.

Xeriff ze'rif, zi»Tif), var. of sheriff: see

Shertfi.
1690 Dryden Don Sebastian 1. i, I ask Six Hundred

Xenffs for dim [sc. a horse]. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Xeriff, a former gold coin, current in Egypt and Turkey,
for aboutos. 6d. Another name for the ducat in Morocco.
Xeriff, obs. form of Shereef.
Xero- (zi»T0), before a vowel xer-, rei)r. Gr.

typo-, £rjp-
y
combining form of £*]po$ dry, occurring

in several scientific and technical terms.
||
Xero-

derma, -dermia, Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. Zippa
skin], one of several diseases characterized by ex-
cessive dryness of the skin ; hence Xeroderma tic,

-de rmatous, -de'rmic adjs., pertaining to or

characteristic of xeroderma. Xe'roform Med.
[after chloroform] : see quot. Xerophilous (-p'ft-

las) a. Bot. [Gr. -</>iAos loving], adapted to a dry
climate or habitat, or to conditions of scanty
available moisture ; so Xerophil(e (zia'wfil), sb.

a xerophilous plant; Xero phily, the condition or

character of being xerophilous. Xe'rophyte (-fait),

Bot. [Gr. (pvrov plant], a xerophilous plant (see

above) ; so Xerophytic (-frtik) a., pertaining to

or having the character of a xerophyte, xerophilous

;

Xero'phytism, xerophytic character, xerophily.

j| Xerostomia (-stJ«'mia), Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.
arofM mouth], dryness of the mouth from in-

sufficient secretion of saliva. Xerothe rmic a.

[Gr. 6tpnu<> bot], dry and hot.

1848 Dunglison Med. Lex. (ed. 7), *Xerodernta, diminu-
tion of secretion of the sebaceous glands. 1864 W. T. Fox
Skin Dis. viii. 222 True xeroderma is in reality the early
stage of ichthyosis, a true epithelial disease. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 7S6 [Lichen pilaris] is only a part of a
general xeroderma. 1913 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed.7),*Xero-
dermatic. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 851 The skin is

dry and thin but not *xerodermatous. 1891 Cent. Diet.,

'Xerodermia, same as Xeroderma. 1899 [see Xkrosis].
1890 Retrospect filed. Cll. 92 Minute white, gray, oned scaly
•xerodermic piominences, having a hair in the centre. 1901
T)orl/\sd fifed. Dict.(ed. 2),*,AV>7yi»r///,ayellowneutral pow-
der derived from tribromphenol and bismuth, (CgHaBrsOj?
HiOH + Bij03 : useful in the treatment of wounds, abscesses,
etc., and as an intestinal antiseptic. 1884 Trans. Victoria
Inst. 38 "Xerophiles—plants such as pertain to very dry
tlimates. 1863 J. G. Baker N, Yorksh. xxii. 316 The
'Xerophilous and Maritime species [of mosses] are very few
in number. 1893 Athenaeum 2 Dec. 774/3 A paper. .by the
Rev. G. Henslow 'On the Origin of Plant Structures by
Self-adaptation to the Environment, exemplified by Desert
and Xerophilous Plants." 1904 Science 3 June 866/2 The
causes of *xerophily in bog plants. 1897 Willis Flower.
Pi, <r Ferns I. 178 In countries with long dry seasons [etc.]

...the plant*, .agree in having lower 1 ate of transpiration
than plants living where there is plenty of available water.
Plants of this kind are termed *xeroffhytes. 1906 G. Hkns-
low in tgtk Cent. Nov. 801 E\uphorbia\ Paralias is a
xerophyte with coriaceous leaves, l>ecause it has adapted
itself to a maritime situation in England. 1897 Willis
Flower. PI. 4. Ferns I. 185 No plants.. can be regular
epiphytes unless they possess well-market! *xerophytic
characters, including as a rule the capacity for water-
storage. 1900 Nature 13 Dec 150/1 Every one is aware
how extremely intolerant of moisture are the cacti and some
other xerophytic plants. Ibid. 15 Nov. 53/2 The stomatat
grooves on the lower surface of the leaf [of Lepidodendron\
suggest a xerophytic adaptation. Indications of *xero-
phytism are afforded by other anatomical characters in
certain Palaeozoic types. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet.,
*Xerostomia, dryness of the mouth. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. III. 310 The salivary and buccal secretions may l>c

totally arrested as in cases of xerostomia. 1904 Bot. Gas,
Apr. 312 (Cent. D. Suppl.) Jerosch holds that an interglacial
*xerothermio or steppe period has been proved by the facts
of plant geography, paleontology, and geology.

Xeroma (zi»rJu-ma). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

c*7/w dry, after sarcoma^ etc.] Abnormal dryness
of some part from lack of fluid secretion ; spec.

= Xerophthalmia. Hence Xeromatous a., of
the nature of or affected with xeroma.
1848 Dunglison fifed. Lex. (ed. 7), A'eroma,'xerophtha].

mia... Xerotwi, lachrymal, suppression of the lachrymal
secretion, i860 Mavne Expos. Lex., Xeromatous. 187s
H. Walton Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 876 The cornea passes into
complete pannus or xeroma.

Xerophagy (zUr^fadai). Also 7 -fag-, [ad.

Gr. £r]po<payia. : see Xeho- and -PHAGV.] The
eating of dry food, esp. as a form of fasting prac-

tised in the early church.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Xerophagy. .the eating dry meats.

1671 F. S. tr. Dailte's Serm. Colossians ii. 2 The stations,

the xerofagies, and other disciplines of the MontanisLs. 1725
tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, iyth C. I. v. 157 In the Week which
precedes the Feast of Easier, the Fast was more rigorous,

and in some Places they eat nothing but dry'd things ; which
they call'd Xerophagy. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 558/2
{Lent) Some kept the fast of extraordinary strictness known
as xerophagy for one day. 1889 Farrar Lives Fathers 1.

v. 190 note. As for xerophagies, says Tertullian, they charge
them with being a novel title for a pretended duty.

II Xerophthalmia (zI»rpfJ)Ee*lniia). Path. Also
formerly anglicized as xerophthalmy, -ie. [L.

f

ad. Gr. ^tjp0(f>9a\fxia, {. £r/po's dry + o<p$a\fxia

Ophthalmia.] An ophthalmia without discharge
;

inflammation of the conjunctiva of the eye with

abnormal dryness and corrugation.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Xerophthaln/y . .soarness or bleared-

ness of the Eyes, when they neither swell, nor run. 1658
Phillips, Xerophthalmia [1684 tr. Biancard's Phys. Diet.

(1693), Xerophthalmia, a dry Bleardness or Blood-shot of
the Eyes.] 1875 H. Walton Dis, Eye (ed. 3) 885 (heading)
Cuticular conjunctivitis or xerophthalmia.

[[Xerosis (zi°r<?u-sis). path, [mod.L., a. Gr.
£7)poj0is, f. £r)p6s dry : see -osis.] = Xekoma

;

spec. « xeroderma (see Xero-). Also attrib.

1890 BlLUNCS Nat. fifed. Diet., Xerosis, a drying, dry-
ness. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. filed. VIII. 661 'To the milder
forms [of ichthyosis] the names xerodermia and xerosis are
frequently, .applied. 1900 Brit, Med. Jrnl, 17 Mar. 622 2
Xerosis bacilli were present.

So Xerotic (xfoptik) a, [see -otic], affected with
xerosis: Xerotine (zi>n)tein) a., in xerotine sic-

cative, trade-name of a substance used for drying
ships' bottoms.
1882 Standard 14 Jan. 5/8 We have had a terrible ex-

plosion of xerotine siccative on board here. 1890 Killings
Nat. filed. Diet., Xerotic, dry. 1893 Westm, Gaz. 5 Oct. 3/

1

The sad loss of H.M.S. Dotterel.., presumably from the
effects of an explosion. .of Xerotine Siccative, supplied as
patent driers. 1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Xerotic,
characterized by xerosis, or dryness.

f XestUTtfy. Obs. rare— \ [a.<\. Gr. {carovpyta,

f. £cot6s, vbl. adj. f. £4ty to polish : see -urgy.]
The process of polishing.
159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 48 Diners coulered stones.,

so glistering and seuerly set of a diligent Xesturgie [orig.
xesturgia].

XU-: tee Xtl-.
tXilinous, «• Obs, rare— , [f. L. xilinus,

xylinus (Pliny\ a. Gr. £v\tvos, f. £v\ov cotton-

tree : see -ous.] Of cotton.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Xilinous.

Xinto, etc., obs. ft. Shinto, etc
1776 Justamond tr, RaynaVs Hist. Indies 1. 108 The sect

of Xinto... The Xinto sect. .. The deity of the Xintoists
(orig. Sintos, Sintoisles].

tXiph. Obs. rare. In 6 zyphe. [ad. L.

xiphias: see next.] The sword fc\\, Xiphiasglailiits.

157a liossKWELL Armorie n. 66 The fielde is of the
Jacinthe, a pyle in potnie d'Krmyne, betwene two Zyphes
Fiaiiante, Luna;. This is a fishe whiche is named a sworde
fishe.

Xiphias (zi'fiaes). Also 9 erron. xy-. [L.,

a. Gr. £npias, f. £i<pos sword.]
1. A swordfish, esp. X. gladius\ in mod. Z.00L,

the genus of fishes of which this is the common
species, characterized by having the upper jaw
prolonged into a sword-like weapon.
1667 Phil. Trans. II 492 Having, .dissected the head of

a Xiphias or Sword-fish. 1763 C SllJUrr Song to David
lxxv

(
Strong through the turbulent profound Shoots xiphias

to am aim. i860 Wraxall Life in Sea v. 108 The heel of
an Kast Indiaman was once bored by a twenty-foot Xyphias
so violently, that the sword went in up to the toot, and the
fish was killed by the force of the blow.

2. Astron. A southern constellation, also called

Dorado or the Sword-fish.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Constellation. 1771 [see Sword-

fish 2].

Hence Xiphiad (zi'fiaed), a fish of the family
Xiphiidsv.
1859-61 Sir J. Richardson, etc. fifus. Nat. Hist. (:868)

II. 137 Xiphiads or Sword-fishes.

Xiphioid (ri'firoM), a. and sb, Zool. [f. prec.

+ -oin.] a. adj. Resembling or allied to the
genus Xiphias ; belonging to or having the char-
acters of the family Xiphiidm. b. sb. A xiphioid
fish.

1851 ^f amtkll Petrifaetions v. § 1. 416 Cycloid Order...
Xiphioids. 1891 Cent. Diet., Xiphioid, a. and n.

Xiphiplastron (zifiplx-str^n). Anat. and
Zool. PI. -a. Also (more correctly) xipho-. [mod.
L., properly xiphopfaslron, f. Gr. (itpos sword +
Plastron.] Each of the fourth or hindmost pair

of lateral plates in the plastron of a turtle. Hence
Xiphipla*8tral a., pertaining to or constituting

a xiphiplastron ; sb. a xiphiplastral plate, a xiphi-

plastron.

1871 Huxlkv Anat. Vert. v. 202 In the Turtle the plastron

consists of nine pieces.. the fourth [lateral], xiphiplastron.

1889 Nicholson & Lyoekkkr Palaont. liii. II. 1084 [The
pubis and the ischium] may be anchylosed to the xiphi-

plastral. 1889 Lydrkkbr in Q. Jml. Geol. Soc. 1 Aug. 311

The imperfect left xiphiplastral [of a Chclonian].

Xiphisternal (zifist5'-inal), a. and sb. Anat.
and Zool. Also (more correctly) xipho-. [f.

xiphi- for xipho', Gr. fupos sword + Sternum +
-al.] a. adj. Belonging to or constituting the

xiphisternum ^see below'. b. sb. A xiphisternal

part or appendage. So Xiphisternum xipho-

\

the posterior division of the sternum, in some
animals osseous and in others cartilaginous, in

man constituting the xiphoid or ensiform cartilage;

also sometimes applied to the XiFHlFLASTROK ot

a turtle.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 284 1 The posterior carti-

laginous appendages [of the sternum in birds] he [sc. t>e< ffrey

St. Hilaire] terms xiphi-stemals. 1839-47 Ibid. III. 838/1
The posterior [of the two pairs of elements of the ' sternum ',

i.e. plastron, of C/telonia] are fitly denominated the xipho-
sternal pieces. 1870 Rollhstos Anim. Life 15 The posterior
or xiphisternal end of the sternum. 187a H. A. Nicholson
Palxont. 399 The xiphisternum is the 'xiphoid cartilage'
of human anatomy. 1888 Rollf.ston & Jackson Anim.
Life 362 The sternum [in Mammalia], .is divisible into
three regions— a praesternum or manubrium sterni . . ; a
mesosternum ..; and a xiphisternum, sometimes cartila-

ginous, sometimes ossified. Ibid. 384 [The] bilateral origin

[of the sternum in some Laeertitia] is evidenced . .by the
prolongation backwards, .of two xiphisternal horns.

Xiphocostal (zifokfstal), a. Anat. [f. Gr.

£(</>os sword + Costal.] Pertaining to or connected

with the xiphoid cartilage and the ribs.

1899 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Xiphodyme (zi-fodaim). [ad. mod.L. xipho-

dymuSf contr. f. xiphodidymus, f. Gr. £('</>05 sword
+ didvfios twin.] = Xiphopagus.
1861 A'. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. filed. 404 A Monstrosity of the

Genus Xiphodyme.

Xiphoid (zi'foid), a. (sb.) Anat. Also erron.

8-9 xyphoid, 9 ziphoide. [ad. mod.L. xiphoides,

a. Gr. £t<j>oei07]s, f. £'npos sword + «75o? form : see

-oil).] Sword-shaped, ensiform : a descriptive

epithet of the cartilaginous or bony process at the

lower or posterior end of the sternum in man and
other animals (also called Xiphisternum), and of

a projecting bone at the back of the head in the

cormorants and related birds (also called occipital

style).

1746 Glass Dropsy in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 338 We found
the Circumference of her Abdomen to be just six Feet four
Inches, and from the Xyphoid Cartilage to the Os Pubis it

tneasurM four Feet and half an Inch. 178a A. Monro
Anat. 772 The outer surface of the xiphoid bone. 180*
Home in Phil. Trans. XCII. 351 In the Hystrix, there is

a xiphoid caitilage. 1847-9 Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. 202/1
[The sternum] is connected., with a xyphoid appendix. 1848
Dunglison fifed. Lex. (ed. 7), Xiphoid ligament ..isa small,

very thin, ligamentous fasciculus, which passes from the
cartilage, .of the 7th lib to the anterior surface of the

xiphoid cartilage. 1873 Mivabt Stem, A fiat. 35 The narrow
lower end [of the sternum], which projects freely and re-

mains caitilaginous till late in life, is called the xiphoid
piocess. Ibid. 65 In Frogs and Toads we have a middle
and xiphoid sternum.

So Xiphoi dal. Xiphoi dan, Xiphoidian adjs.

1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. -2-jt The brest. .extended from
the throat to the Diaphragma or Cartilagian Xiphoidan
muscle or Midriff, which is round, lying overthwart the

lower part of the brest, separating the heart and lights from
the stomach, i860 Mavnh Expos. Lex. 1345/2 Xiphoidian.
1904 Amer. Nat. Jan. 20 (Osteology of Pygopodes) A pair of

flaring external xiphoidal processes, which curve outwards,
then inwards.

Xiphonite (zi-ftJhait). Mm, [Named from
Xipnonia, an ancient city in Sicily, where found :

see -ite *.] A variety of amphibole, occurring in

minute light yellow crystals in cavities of a vol-

canic rock.
1899 Dan* Syst. fift'tt. App. 1. 3 Xiphonite is a name given

by G. P1atania..to a variety occurring in minute crystals

with hematite in cavities of a slag-like rock.

Ii Xiphopagus (ziffpag£s). PI. -gi (-d.^i).

[mod.L., f, Gr. £t<pos sword (here referring to the

xiphoid cartilage) + irayos something firmly fixed

or set (: nrjyvvvat to fix).] A twin monster united

by a band extending downwards from the xiphoid

cartilage, as in the case of the Siamese twins.

Hence Xiphopag-ic (zifopardgik;, Xiphopagus
(zif^pagss) adjs., constituting a xiphopagus.

1848 Dunc.lison Med. Lex. (ed. 7), Xi/ho/ages (sicj. 1890

Billings Nat. fifed. Diet., Xiphopagus. 1894 Bauson
Variation 560 note, The relative position of xiphopagous

twins may result simply from the way in which they happen
to be laid by the mother or the midwife. 1901 Brit, fifed.

Jnil. 6 Apr. 874/2 A new case of xiphopagous twins in two
Chinese boys., who are united by a bridge running from the

xiphoid cartilage to the umbilicus. 1901 Lancet 13 July
10S 1 A Case of Xiphopagus or Double Monster. 190.

buck's Handbk. fifed. Sci. VII. 685 (Cent. D-, Suppl.)

Xiphopngic.

Xiphosuran (2iii7siu»'ran), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Xiphosura pi. (irreg. f. Gr. (iqms sword
+ oitpa tail, instead of the correct form Xiphura) +
-AN.] a. adj. Belonging to the order Xiphosura
of Arachnida, including the king-crah (Aimulus)



XIPHOSURE. XYLOBALSAMUM.
with a long sharp telson, and the extinct genus

Belinurus. b. sb. An arachnid of this order.

So Xi-phosure (= b) ; Xiphostrrous, Xipliu'-

rous adjs. ( « a).

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 460/1 Latreille.. admitted into the
class Crustacea 12 orders, viz., the Decapods,, .the Xypho-
sures [sic]

t
and the Siphonostomes. 1879 H. A. Nicholson

Palxont. (ed.2) I.xviii. 385 In the Devonian no certain traces

of Xiphosurans have yet been detected, but several types
occur in the Carboniferous. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson
Atiim. Life 528 AXiphosuran is found in the upper Silurian.

Xrnas, common abbreviation in writing of

Christmas : see X 6. Also Xmassing.
155: in E. Lodge Ilhisir. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 145 From

X'temmas next following, c 1755 in It. Ward Hist. St. Ed-
mund's Coll. (1893) 303 In ye Xrnas and Whitsuntide Vaca-
tions. 1799 Coi.f.hidge Let. to Southey 24 Dec, My Xstmas
Carol is a quaint performance. 1801 — Lei. to Southey
31 Dec, On Xrnas Day I break rasted with Davy. 1875 S. G.
Thomas in R. W. Uurnie Mem. fy Lett. (1891) 55 We are not
going to have any Xrnas festivities or visitors of any kind.

1884 Punch 6 Dec. 263, '1 He's beginning Xmassing already.

II Xoanon (z<?u-anpn). PI. xoana (-a). Gr.

Antiq. [Or. \6avov, related to £vuv to scrape,

carve.] A primitive rudely carved image or

statue (originally wooden), esp. of a deity.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Xoana, graven Images, Statues
carv'd out of Wood or Stone. 1883 Daily News 10 May 5/2
This particular xoanon, if we may use that expression in lieu

of ' idol '. 1893 W. M. RAMSAY Church in Roman Empire
vii. 125 The primitive xoana of the nursing-mother (Artemis
at Ephesus).

Xonotlite (zon/rtbit), Min. Also xonaltite.

[First in erron. form xonaltite ; named (in Ger.,

xoualtit, afterwards xonollit) by Rammelsberg,
1 866, 1875, from Xotiol/a, a village in Puebla,
Mexico, where found : see -ite *.] A hard massive
hydrated silicate of calcium.
1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 397 Xonaltite.. .Color white to

bluish-gray.. .Occurs at Tetela de Xonalta, Mexico, in con-
centric layers, with apophyllite and bustamite. 1879 Watts
Diet. Client. VI. 1128 Xonaltite. A hydrated calcium sili-

cate, found at Tetela de Xonatla in Mexico. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 420 '2 Xonotlite.

Xowyn, obs. form of Shove v.

X rays (eks r#z), sb.pl, (Also with hyphen.)
[^r. Ger. x-strahlen, the name given by Rontgen
to the rays in question, expressing the fact that
their essential nature is unknown : cf. X 3.] A
form of radiation discovered by Prof. \V. C. Rontgen
of Wiirzburg in 1895, capable of passing in various

degrees through many substances impervious to

light, and of affecting a sensitized plate and thus

producing shadow-photographs of objects inclosed

within opaque receptacles or bodies, e.g. of the
bones, or a bullet or other foreign body, within the

flesh of a living person or animal ; they also pro-

duce fluorescence, phosphorescence, and electrical

effects, and have a curative operation in certain

skin diseases ; much used in recent surgical and
medical practice. Also called Rontgen rays (see

Ray rf.l 1).

1896 Nature 23 Jan. 274/1 (Rontgen in Sitzungsberichte
der Wilrzburger Phys.-Med. Gesettschaft 1896, 133 tr. by
A. Stanton) A piece of sheet aluminium^ 15 mm. thick.,
allowed the X-rays (as I will call the rays for the sake of
brevity) to pass, but greatly reduced the fluorescence. 1897
Allbutt"s S'yst. Med. III. 362 Skiagraphs taken by means
of the X Rontgen rays. 1899 Ibid.Vl. 40S The application
of the X rays to the diagnoiis of internal aneurisms. Ibid.
VIII. 717 The injury produced by the X rays of Rontgen.

b. attrib. and Comb, (in sing, form X-ray).
1897 Westm. Gaz. 2 July 2/3 Radiations which have the

X-ray-like property of passing through so-called opaque
substances. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 408 Aneurysms
of the thoracic aorta can sometimes be detected earlier by
X ray examination. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 8/3 Another
X-ray photograph, .of a girl's wrist and hand, showing the
thickening of the bone brought on by rheumatism. 1908
Daily Chron. 29 June 1/5 Dr. Hall Edwards, whose heroic
fight against the inroads of X ray dermatitis has been com-
passionately followed by the King and public.

Hence X-ray (e ksr^i*) v., trans, to examine or
treat with X rays. So X-radiation.
1900 Lancet 17 Feb. 488/2 The patient's chest had been

x-rayed, but the position of the bullet could not be localised.

1902 Brit. Med. JrnL 12 Apr. 894/2 The child was x rayed,
and a large nail was seen. 19x5 K. Rutherford in Nature
9 Sept. 33/2 To examine the quantity and quality of the X-
radiation scattered from crystals at different angles.

X(s)tmas : see Xmas.
Xul, xuld(e, xwld: see Shall v.

1 Xylaloe s, xyloaloe s. Obs. Forms: 6
xiloaloes, 6 (8) xyloaloe, 7 xylaloes, 7-8 (in

Diets.) xyloaloes. [a. late Gr. £v\akorj, f. £v\ov
wood + dkorj Aloe. Cf. obs. F. xilaloe (Cotgr.).]

= Lign*-aloes, Aloe i. Also attrib.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 114 Wasshe them. .with
wyne, in the whiche is..soden myntes, roses, violettes,*and
xiloaloes. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhouers Bk. Physieke 7/2
Take Xyloaloe woode j. G. Ibid. n/a Suger of Candy,
xyloaloe, Cloves, Ginger. 1683 Morrison tr. S/ruys' Voy.
1. vi. 38 An Oyntment made of Xylaloes, or, wood of Aloes.

Xylan (zarlaen). Chem. [f. Gr. \v\ov wood +
-an.] A gelatinous compound contained in wood,
also called tree-gum, wood-gum.
1894 Muir & Morley Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 868/1.

Xylate (»H**t), Chem. [f. Xyl-ic + -ate 4
.]

A salt of xylic acid.

1873 Watts Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 818. 1879 — Diet.

Chem. VI. 1130 Calcium salts, which may be separated by
their different solubility in water, the xylate being more
soluble than the paraxylate.

Xyleni (zai'Iem). Bot. [mod. (Nageli in Ger.)

f. Gr. £vkov wood : cf. Phloem.] Collective name
for the cells, vessels, and fibres forming the harder

portion of the fibrovascular tissue ; the wood, as a

tissue of the plant-body. Also attrib.

1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs
1

Bot. 94 The different forms
of tissue of a differentiated fibro-vascular bundle may be
classified into two groups, which Nageli calls the Phloem*
(Bast) and Xylem- (Wood) portion of the bundle... The
xylem-portion of the fibro-vascular bundle has mostly a
strong tendency to thicken its cell-forms. Ibid. 95 These
horizontal elements, .may be.. designated as rays; within

the xylem they are called xylem-rays, within the phloem,
phloem-rays. 1894 D. H. Scott Struct. Bot. 1. Flowering
PI. 56 The woody character of the cell- walls of the xylem is

due to the presence of a substance called ligniue.

Xylene (zai'lfn). Chem. [f. Gr. £v\ov wood +
-ene.] A mixture of three isomeric hydrocarbons

having the formula C
3
H 10 -C 6

H 4(CH 3 ) 2 , obtained

as a volatile colourless liquid from wood-spirit or

coal-naphtha ; any one of these three hydrocar-

bons : systematically named dimethylbenzene. Also
attrib. (Also called Xylol, q.v.)

185X Jrnl Chem. Soe. III. 184 Xylol or Xylene. 1859
Watts tr. Gmelin's Hand-Ik. Client. XIII. 116 Xylene
series... Primary Nucleus C»«H10. Xylol C16H1°. 1885
Rf.msen Org. Chem. (1888)241 Coal-tar xylene consists of
three isomeric hydrocarbons . . known as ortho-xylene, me/a*
xylene, and para-xylene.
Hence Xyle-nic a., Xylenol (zaHzhpl), Xyle-

nyl, Xylenylamine : see quots.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem.W. 1059 Xylenyl. Syn. with Xylyl.

Ibid., Xylenylamt'ne. Syn. with Xylidine. 1872 Jrnl. Chem.
Sac. New Ser. X. 482 Liquid Xylenol is a colourless, highly
refracting fluid, smelling strongly of phenol. 1873 Watts
Fownes' Chem. (ed. 11) 798 Xylenol is produced by fusing

the potassium salt of xylyl sulphurous acid with potassium
hydrate. 1879— Die/. Chem. VI. 1128 Xylenol. C8H10O=
C6H3(CH3)«()H. Dimethyl-phenol, Xenol, Xylylic phenol.

Ibt'd. 1 129 Solid xylenol dissolves abundantly in alcohol and
ether. . . Liquid xylenol is colourless and stroncly refractive.

1894 Muir & Morley Watts' Die/. Chem. IV. 871/2 Xy-
lenic alcohol is tolyl-carbinol.

Xylic (zarlik), a. Chem. [f. Xyl-ene + -ic]

Xylic acid \ dimethylbenzoic acid, C 9H I0O2 , also

called Xtltlic acid (see quots.).

187* [see Xylidic]. 1873 Watts Fownes' Chem, (ed. n)
817 Xylic and Paraxylic.acid. 1879 — Diet. Chem. VI.
1129 Xylic or xylylic acid. C'JH10O2= C«H3(CH3;2. C02H.
Two modifications of this acid, distinguished as xylic and
paraxylic, are formed, together with xylidic acid, .by oxi-

dising pseudocumene. .with dilute nitric acid, .at the boiling

heat.

Xylidic (zsili'dik), a. Chem. [f. Xtl-io +
-id*+-ic] Xylidic acid: either of two isomeric

substances obtained by the oxidation of xylic and
paraxylic acids : see quot. Hence Xylidate (zai*-

lid^t) [-ate 4
], a salt of xylidic acid.

187a Watts Diet. Chem. Suppl. 1
1 30 Xylidicacid.CWCX

. . This bibasic acid . . is formed . . by the oxidation of xylic or
paraxylic acid. Ibid., Calcium xylidate, C9H60*Ca, forms
indistinct white scales, very soluble in water.

Xylidine (z^i'lidsin). Chem. [f. Xyl-ene or

Xyl-ic + -ID 4 + -ine 5.] a. An amine-derivative of

xylene, homologous with aniline, occurring in

several isomeric modifications having the formula

C 6H 3(CH 3)3NH a ; used in the preparation of arti-

ficial dyes. Called also Xylidamine. b. =
Xyloidin.
1850 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. III. 184 Mononitroxylol, when

dissolved in alcohol, and treated with hydrosulphate of
ammonia, yields a base analogous to toluidine ; it may be
called Xylidine. 1868 Watts Diet. ChenuV. 1059 Xylidine
is a colourless liquid, heavier than water.

Xylite (zarbit). [ad. G. xylit. f. Gr. £v\ov

wood : see -ite 1.]

1. Chem. A volatile liquid obtained from wood-
spirit, also called Lignone. Also attrib.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 634/2 With acids xylite.. gives
rise to xylitic acid, xylite naphtha, xylite resin, and xylite

oil. 1855 Watts tr. Gmelin's Hand-bk. Chem. IX. 48
Xylite-oil. C*2 H^O. Produced by the action of oil of
vitriol, hydrate of potash, or potasium on lignone.

2. Min. An impure silicate of iron, occurring
in brown fibrous masses resembling asbestos or
( mountain wood*.
1850 Ansted Elent. Geol., Min. etc. § 460 Hisingerite is

another silicate of iron, and with it are associated . . Stilpno-
nielane, Chloropal,..Xylitet> 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.V.
1059 Xylite. This name is given by Hermann ..to a mineral
..forming finely fibrous masses resembling mountain-wood.

Hence Xylitic (zaili'tik) a. Chem.. applied to
compounds derived from xylite (sense 1): see quots.
1843 [see sense 1 above]. 185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org.

Chem. 393 An excess_ of potash causes the formation of
three products: xylitic naphtha, CiaHjaOs; xylitic oil,

C12H9O; and xylitic resin, C8HeO.

XylO- (zai'Io), before a vowel xyl-, repr. Gr.
£v\o-, (v\- t comb, form of £v\ov wood : the first

element of various scientific and technical words,

the more important of which sec in their alpha-
betical places. Xyloclilore(-klo*j) Min. [ad.G.
xylochlor (von Waltershausen, 1853), f. Gr. ykupos
green], an altered form of apophyllite, found in

olive-green crystals in a fossil tree-stem in a vol-

canic rock in Iceland. Xylochloric (-cMoeric)
a. Chem. [ad. F. xylochlorique. -chloe'rique, f.

Gr. x*oeP°'y — X^WP°S g^en], in x. acid', see

quots. Xylockrome {-kroum) Chem. [Gr. x/^Ma
colour], a colouring matter produced by chemical
alteration of decayed wood. Xylocopid (cailf*-

kJpid), a. Entom. [mod.L. Xylocopa*. Gr. -kottos

cutting, -id 3] f belonging or related to the genus
Xylocopa. comprising the carpenter-bees. Xylo-
cryptite (-kri-ptait) Min. [Gr. KpvitTos hidden :

see -ite !] : see quots. Xylolite, Min. [-lite] :

see quot. Xylophilan (-£>*filan) Entom. [Gr.

<ptkos loving : cf. -phil], a. belonging to the group
Xylophili of beetles, which live in decayed wood

;

sb. a beetle of this group; so Xylo'philous a,
t

living or growing in or on wood, as an insect or

a fungus. Xylcpolist rare" [Gr, fvAovarAip], a

timber-merchant. Xylopyrography (-psirp'grafi)

[Gr. trvp fire, -graphy] = Pokeu-wohk. Xylo-
retin (-ri"*tin), -retinite (-re'tinail) Chem. [G.

xyloretin (Korchhammer, 1840), Gr. pr^jivq resin],

a white crystalline resin obtained from fossil pine-

wood.
|j
Xylostro'ma Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr.

crpwfia something spread out, a bed, coverlet],

the mycelium of certain polyporoid fungi (originally

supposed a distinct genus) which forms a dense

leathery sheet on the surface of wood ; hence
Xylostro-matoid a. [-oil)], resembling a xylo-

stroma. Xylotherapy (-))e*rapi) Med. [Gr. B<pa-

TTtia healing], the use of certain kinds of wood in

the cure of disease (see quot.). Xylotile (-tail),

-til (-til) Min. [G. xy/oti/; Gr. rt'Ao; down, fine

hair], a mineral allied to (or a variety of) asbestos,

also called mountain-wood. Xylotomous (-^'to-

mas) a, [Gr. -ropos cutting], that cuts or pierces

wood, as an insect. Xylotypographic (-toipp-

grarfik) a. [Typographic], printed from wooden
blocks or types.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1060 *Xytochlorc. . . Kenngott
..has shown that it is an altered form of apophyllite. 1862
— tr. Gmelin's Hand-bk. Chem. XV. 534 *Xylochloricacid.
Cs0H 2*O 3*?..A green colouring matter, which sometimes
forms on decayed pieces of wood. 1868 — Diet. Chem. V.
1060 Xylochloeric acid, a term applied by Fordos..to the

green colouring-matter of decayed wood, which may be ex-

tracted by chloroform. 1898 H. C. Porter tr. Sirasburgers
Tcxt-Bk. Bo/. 124 The tannins impart to the dead wood a
distinct colour, often very characteristic, especially when it

has been transformed into wood dyes, or so-called *xy!o-
chrome. 1904 A/hettxum 24 Dec. 88j/i A photograph.,
showing the "Xylocopid model and its Asilid mimic. i8zo

Q. Jrnl, Sci. Li/. <$ Ar/s VIII. 352 It maybe named pro-

visionally *Xy!ocryptite, expressive of its being hidden in

fossil wood. x868 Waits Diet. Chem. V. 1060 Xyloctyptite,

a mineral apparently related to Scheererite, occurring in

yellow waxy crystalline particles on lignite. (Becqueiel.)

ibid. 1061 *Xylotite. Syn. with mountain-wood, or ligniform

asbestos. 1843 Brande Diet. Sci., etc., *Xylofhilans,. .the

name ofa tribe of beetles, consisting of those which live on de-

cayed wood. 1862 Mayne Med. Voeab. (ed. 2), Xylophilus
..growing upon, or living in decayed wood; *xylophilous.

1656 Blol kt Gtossogr., *Xylo/olis/..a. Woodmonger. 1850
Ogilvie, *Xylopyrography. 1901 Daily Chron. 27 May 6/1
[Baron Auer's] father was. .an inventor in typography and
xylopyrography. 185a W. Ghegokv Handbk. Org. Chem.
417 Tekoretine, Phylloretine, *Xyloretine, and Boloietine,

are the names of four resinous compounds, found in the

peat of Denmark, on the remains of pine-trees. 1868 Dana
Mm. (ed. 5) 743 *Xyloretinite was derived by Forchhammer
through the action of alcohol on fossil pine-wood from the

marshes of Holtegaard in Denmark. 1871 Cooke Handbk.
Brit. Fungi 1. 282 Polyporus vitreus.. .' Glassy Polyporus.'
. . Distinguished by its distinct *xylostromatoid sub-stratum,
which separates easily from the matrix, i860 Boston Jrnl.
Chem. Dec. 144 Ata recent meeting of the Sociele'de Thera-
peutique M. Dujardin-Beaumetz read for M. Jourdanis a
note on the asthesiogenic properties of certain woods applied
to the skin, which he calls *xylotherapy. M. Jourdanis has
applied plates of wood to the insensible skin, and as with
plates of metal, magnets, . .and blisters has obtained a return

of sensibility. 1864 Webster, *XyIotile. 1868 Dana Min.
(ed. 5) 406 Xylotile. .is probably only an altered asbestus.

It occurs delicately fibrous ;. . wood-brown, light or dark, and
also green in color. 187a W. Skeen Early Typogr. 417 The
"*xylotypograpliic text.

II Xylobalsamuni (z3il0barlsamz>m). Also 7

in anglicized form xylobalsame. [L. (Pliny), ad.

Gr. {vKopaKaapov: see Xylo- and ISalsam, Bai.m.

Cf. F. xylobalsame, f xilo- (Cotgr.).] The fra-

grant wood of the tree Balsamodendron gileade/ise,

which yields the resin called Opobalsamum or

Balm of Gilead.
{1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xvn. xviii. (Bodl. MS.) If.

194 b/i Balsamum is a tree, .liche to a vync.be tre hatte

Balsamum and be stokke Xilobalsamum and the frute and
be sede Carpobalsamum and iuse Opobalsamum.] 1616

Buli.okar Eng. Expos., Xylobalsamutit, a sweet wood out

of which balme droppeth. 1728 Chamuers Cycl., Xylo-
Balsamum, a Name which Naturalists, &c. give to the

Wood of the Tree which yields that precious Gum known
to the Latins by the Name of Opo-Balsamum, and among us



XYLOCASSIA.
by the Name of Balm of Gilead. . . The Xylo-balsamum is
reputed good to strengthen the Brain, and Stomach. 1868
Watts Diet. Chan. V. 1060 Xylobalsamum, the commercial
name of the odoriferous wood of Amyris gileadensis which
yields Mecca balsam.

t Xylocassia. Obs. Also6xilo-. [lateL.,
ad. Gr. (v\o«aa(a)ia (Dioscorides) : see Xylo- and
Cassia.] = Cassia 1 i (cf. i b).

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 284 Precious marchaundies were
brought from the redde sea and India, . . Cinamome. Longe
Sepper. Whyte pepper. Cloues.. . Cassia.. .Xilocassia. ..
.docinamome, [etc.]. 1698 Fkyer Ace. E. India 4 P. , 78

In the Groves about Carwar grows Cassia Lignum, Xylo.
Cassia, or Bastard Cinamon.

tXylocrnnanion. Obs. In 6 xilocinamome.
[ad. Gr. (vXoKivvapaijxov (Dioscorides), L. xylo-
cinnamomtim (Pliny) : see Xylo- and Cinnamon.]
Cinnamon-wood.
»555 Xilocinamome [see Xvlocassia]. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Xylocinnamon, or Xylocinnamomon, the Wood of
the Cinnamon.Tree.

Xylograph (zaHtfgraf), sb. Also zylo-. [The
earliest words of the group are xylography, xylo-
graphic, -ical, ad. F. xylographie ( iSth cent.), xylo-
graphique: see Xylo- and -gbaphy, -graphic]
A wood-engraving (i. e. either an engraving on
wood, or an impression from one), esp. one of the
early period. Hence Xylograph v. traits., to
execute from a wood-engraving. So Xylographer
(P'grafor), Xylo-graphist, a wood-engraver, esp.
of the early period; Xylographie (-grarfik),
-loal adjs., of, pertaining to, or executed by wood-
engraving

; Xylogra phically adv., by the method
of wood-engraving ; Xylography (-j?-grafi), wood-
engraving, esp. of the early period or of a primitive
kind; also, more widely, printing from wood blocks
as distinct from type.
1816 Singer Hist. Cards Pief. p. xiii, The account which

gives the honor of the invention of Xylography to the Card-
makers. Ibid. 176 The covers of books have of late been a
fertile source of typographical and xylographical discoveries.
Ibid. 205 Whether the xylographie art took its rise in Italy
orGermany, cannot so clearly.. be proved. 1824 Dibdin
Libr. Comp. 264 Many past and present ' Xylographers ' (or
wood-cutters) could do infinitely better. 1854 Black-.v.
Mag. LXXV. 60 Printing, or rather xylography, is said to
have been invented about the beginning of the tenth cen-
tury. 1855 tr. Wedt's Rudim. Pathol. Histol. (Sydenham
Soc.) Auth. Pref. p. vi, The zylographv was executed by
A. Rosenzweig. 1859 J. P. Berjeau liiblia Pauperum 15
Six editions of the Biblia pauperum due to the Netherlandish
xylographers. 1863 Sat. Rev. 5 Dec. 738/1, The forthcoming
edition of the New Testament, illustrated with all the
powers of modern xylography. 1864 Ibid. 17 Dec. 758 The
Brothers Dalziel are the xylographists, if there is such a
word. 1864 Webster, Xylograph, an engraving on wood,
or the impression from such an engraving. 1878 Print
Trades Jrnl. xxm. 6 Worked in red, blue and yellow, just
as if they were the three colors of a xylograph. 1881
Athenxum 3 Sept. 310/2 The woodcuts, if. .coarse from a
xylographie point of view, are admirably characteristic.
1883 I. Taylor Alphabet viii. II. 221 The runes were essen-
tially a xylographie script. 1887 Hessels Haarlem xv.
53 Xylographie Donatuses. Hid. xviii. 77 The Doctrinales
..were not printed typographically but from wooden blocks
(xylographically). 189a Nation (N.Y.) 3 i Mar. 249/2 We
have received from Tokio, Japan, a copy of a handsome
zylographed life-sized picture of Commodore Matlhew C.
Perry. Ibid., The zylographic picture is a good specimen
of popular art. 1905 E. Candler Unveiling 0/ Lhasa iv.

67 Xylograph editions of the Lamaist scriptures and lives of
the saints.

Xyloidin >ailoi -
din, formerly zaihra-idin).

Chem. Also -ine. [ad. F. xyloidine (Braconnot),
f. Gr. (i/Aoci'Sns, f. (i\ov wood : see -OID and -in L]
An explosive substance, C,H

9
(N03)06 , allied to

pyroxylin, obtained by treating starch or vegetable
fibre with nitric acid.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 664 note, M. Bra.

connot, by digesting saw-dust of wood, or potatoe starch, in
con"ntrated nitric acid, obtained a mucilaginous solution.
. .Water coagulated it, and separated a white caseous sub-
stance, to which he has given the name of xyloidin. 1850
Fownes" Chem. (ed. 3) 388 Both xyloidine and pyroxyline
appear to be substitution-compounds, in which the elements
of nitrous acid replace, to a certain extent, those of water in
starch and lignine. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1060
Xyloidin is a white, inodorous, and tasteless powder...
Xyloidin when struck decomposes with detonation, but not
so violently as gun-cotton.

Xylol (zaHfl). Chem. Also -ole. [f. Gr. (\1\0v
wood + -ol.] = Xylene. Also atlrib.
1851 [see Xylene]. 1856 Warri n De la Rue & H. Mil-

ler in Proc. Roy. Soc. VIII. 225 The Burmese naphtha
products contain the corresponding hydrocarbons, namely,

—

Benzol. .Ci 2H . Toluol. .C»H, Xylol.. CijH 10. Cumol..
CigHjj. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. XLI. 5 Xylol is the
best solvent of Canada balsam for such hermetical sealing.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 4 The section is to be dried
with tine filter paper,.. clarified with xylol, and mounted in
xylol balsam.

Xylonite (zai'Wnait). Also zylo- (see X).
[Early form xyloinite, irreg. f. Xyloidin + -ite \
afterwards assimilated to Gr. (v\ov wood.] Another
name for Celluloid.
The invention originated with Alexander Sparkes, and was

afterwards worked out by Daniel Spill (Engl. Mechanic
XXIX. 93/1), who patented it 1867-75. An American com-
pany formed in 1SS1-2 adopted the form xylonite.
1869 The Xylonite Company Limited [incorporated

10 May]. 1870 Provts. Specif. Patent No. 7S7 In the pro-
duction of those products width are similar to or such as
are known as xyloinite or such compounds as contain xylol.
dineor soluble gun cotton. 1885 Readier 7 Mar. 455 Zylo-
nite is the trade name of a substance that imitates amber,
shell or ivory. 1888 Pall Mall G, 6 Dec. 3/2 The imitation
ivory produced by the Xylonite Company, at their manu-
factory at Manningtree, in Suffolk. 189a Eleanor Roue
Chip Carving (1895) 52 Paper-knives, hairpin boxes, and
various other small articles., made in Xylonite look remark-
ably well when carved.

Xylophagous (zaiV'fagas}, a. Zool. Also 9
erron. zylo-, xilo-. [f. mod.L. xy/ophagns, i.

Gr. (vXov wood + -ipayos eating : see -OL'S. Cf. F.
xylophagel] Feeding upon wood, as an insect larva,

or boring into and destroying wood, as a mollusc
or crustacean. So Xylo'phagan, a. belonging to
the Xylophaga or Xylophagi, names in different
classifications for various groups of insects whose
larvae devour wood ; sb. an insect belonging to
one of these groups ; Xylophage (zariofckt^),

a wood-eating insect.

1842 Brands Diet. Sci., etc., *Xylophagans, Xylophaga .

.

a tribe of Coleopterous insects,, .also., a family of Dipterous
insects. 1877 Kum Flora Brit. Burmah I. 339 Wood.. of
a coarse fibre, soon attacked by *xylophages. 1739 Phil.
Trans. XLI. 279 This 'Xylophagous Worm. 1835-6 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. I. 704/1 Thcxilophagous Concbifera. 1836-9
Ibid. II. 862/r The.. Xylophagous insects of this tribe, .are
exceedingly destructive. 1864 Owen Power ofCod 16 Tree-
destroying Xylophagous larvae.

Xylophone (zai-Wfoun). Also zylo- (see X).
[I. Gr. (vkov (see Xylo-) + tpwv-q voice, sound.]
A musical instrument consisting of a graduated
scries of flat wooden bars, played by striking with
a small hammer or by rubbing with rosined gloves.
1866 Athenceum 7_Apr. 470/3 A prodigy.. who does won-

derful things with little drumsticks on a maciiine of wooden
keys, called the * xylophone ', almost five octaves in com-
pass. 1890 Hallett 1,000 Miles in Shan States 322 A
native zylophone made of eighteen sonorous strips of hard
wood fastened side by side by strings and suspended over
a boat-shaped sounding board. 189a R. L. Garner Speech
Monkeys xiii. 135 Drawing a mallet rapidly across the key-
board of a xylophone.

Hence Xylophonic (-fp-nik) a., of, pertaining to,

or resembling that of a .-:ylophone.

1899 Mary Kingsley IV. African Stud. iii. 65 Many
African instruments are. .sweet, .notably the xylophonic
family, 1902 Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 10/2 Two swarthy
bare-armed blacksmiths who extract zylophonic music from
a couple of cart-wheels.

Xylophory (zailfrfori). rare- 1
. [ad.Gr.fuXo-

ujupia wood-carrying, f. (v\ov wood + -cpopos carry-
ing (: tpipav to carry).] Wood-carrying. Festival

of xylophory (Gr. (v\o<pupios ioprq, Josephus),
applied to the Feast of Tabernacles.
J737 Whiston Josephus, Javish War 11. xvii. § 6 The

next day was the festival of Xylophory, upon which the
custom was for every one to bring wood for the altar.

Xylose (zailtms). Chem. [f. Gr. (vkov wood +
-ose2.] A colourless carbohydrate, C 5H, Oj,
obtained by the action of sulphuric acid on xylan

;

also called wood-sugar.
1894 Mltr & Morley Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 538/2.

1899 Cagney tr. von Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 334
[Pentose], in the form of arabinose, rhamnose and xylose,
has been identified in the urine.

Xylostein 'zailfst/in). Chem. [I. mod.L.
Xylosteum (f. Gr. (vhov wood + uariov bone) +
-IN '.] A poisonous bitter substance found in the
berries of the fly-honeysuckle, Lonicera Xylosteum.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1061. 1871 — tr. Cmelin's

HandM. Chem. XVI. 102.

XYSTTJS.

Xylyl (zai-lil). Chem. [f. Xyl-ene + -tl.]

The hypothetical radical (C„H
e )

of xylene and its

derivatives. Hence Xylylamine, Xylylene,
jXylylea ( = xylylamine), XylyTic a., etc. : see

quots.

1862 Miller F.lcm. Chem., Org. vi. S 2. (ed. ;) 45^ Xylol,
C,,; Hio. Nitroxylol, CuHsNO*. Xylylia, CieHiiN. 1863
Fovmes' Chem. (ed. 9) 694 'The hydrate of oxide of xylyl.

.

has been observed by Mr. H, Midler. 1868 Waits Diet.
Chem. V. 1061 Xylyl. C8H 9

. A monatoinic radicle, homo-
logous with phenyl and tolyl, which may be supposed to
exist in xylene.. and its derivatives. Ibid., Xylylamine
..a base.. (not yet obtained), related to benzylamine . . as
xylidine..to toluidine. Ibid., Xylylene. OH*. A dia-
tomic radicle related to xylyl, C8H'J , in Ihe same way as
ethylene to ethyl. Ibid. 1062 Xylylic acid. C8 HiO(>2r. CMU
(CH3,2.CO : H... homologous with benzoic and toluic acids.
Hid., Xylylic acetate, chloride, &c. Syn. with Toiuytic
Ace!ate, Chloride, &c.

Xyrid [taiftid). Bot. [f. mod.L. Xyrid-, Xyris,
ad. Gr. (vpis a species of iris, f. (vpuv razor, so called

from the sharp-edged leaves.] A plant belonging
to the Xyridaccx, an order of monocotyledons typi-

fied by the genus Xyris, comprising sedge-like
herbs having flowers with three coloured petals

like those of Spidcrworts
; chiefly tropical and

North American. So Xyridal (zi'ridal) a., be-

longing to the alliance Xyridales in Lindley's
classification, comprising the Xyridacese and allied

orders; sb. a plant belonging to this alliance;

Xyridaceous (ziridci-Jas) a., belonging to the

Xyridaccx.
1846 Lindlev Veg. Kingd. 186 [The] nearest relationship

[of Philydracese\. .is plainly with Xyrids and Spiderworls.
Ibid. 185 Alliance XIV. Xyridales.—The Xyridal Alliance..
Natuial Orders of Xyridals. Philydracex. Xyridaiest.
Comu-.elynacex. Mayacex. Ibid. 181 Xyridacex.—Xyrids.
Xyst : see Xystl's.

Xystarch (zi-statk). Gr. Antiq. rare-", [ad.

Gr. ivOTapxr)?, 1. (varus Xystl'S + apx"v to rule.]

(See quot.)
1823 Crabb Technot. Vict., Xystarch ..an Athenian officer

who presided over the gymnastic exercises of the Xysttis.

II Xyster (zrstai). Surg. [mod.L, n. (ir.

(varqp, f. (iuv to scrape.] An instrument for

scraping bones.
[1684 lr. Blancartfs Phys. Diet] 1688 Holme Armoury

III. 4-'9/t Raspatorium, Rasping hookes;. . Scr:iping Instru-
ments to shave and scrape filthy and scaly bones. Its cdled
also Xyster.

li Xyston (zi'st^n). Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr. [votov
the polished shaft of a spear, hence a spear, neut.

of (varus scraped, polished, f. (itiv to scrape,

polish.] (See quot., and cf. Saiussa.)
1856 (Jrote Greece 11. xcii. XII. 77 The regiments of

cavalry called Sarissophori or Lancers.. carrying a long
lance, and distinguished from Ihe heavier cavalry, .who
carried the xyston or short pike.

liXystns (zi-stfts). PI. xysti (-ai). Also 7
zystus, pi. xisti; 8-9 xystos, 9 zystos ; 8-y
xystum, pi. xysta (7 erion. xystas). Also in

anglicized form xyst. [L. xystus mt>sc.,nHo xystum
neut., ad. Gr. (varus, prop, sb. use of the masc. of
(varus adj. : see prec] Among the ancient Greeks,
a long covered portico or court used for athletic

exercises; among the ancient Romans, an open
colonnade,or walk planted with trees, used for recre-

ation and conversation; hence occas. allusivtly.
1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archil. 132 Those large Xjslas,

Porticos, Atrias and Vestibula of the Greeks and Romans.
1606 — Let. to Wotton 28 Oct.

;
Spacious plots of ground.,

built about with porticos, xisti, & noble ranges of pillars.

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Zystus,m a Place where ihe Wrestlers
exercis'd. 1706 Ibid. (ed. Kersey), A'j stos, a large Portico
or Gallery, where the Greek Wrestlers us'd to practise in

Winter-lime. Ibid., Xyslus or Xystum (among the Ro-
mans) an open Walking-Place.. ; alsna Knot-Garden. 1711
(title) The Architecture of A. Palladio. .containing A shoit
Treatise of the Five Orders, .also Thediffercnt Construction
of Private and Publick Houses, Highways, Bridges. Mar-
ket-places, Xystes, and Temples... Revised. .By Giacomo
I.eoni. 1763 Smollett 7><rt>. xxx. (1766) 1 1.102 The Xysta,
which were shady walks between two porticos. 1823 P.
Nicholson Praet. Builder^596 Zystos; among the anlienls.
a portico or aile of unusual length, commonly appropriated
to gymnastic exercises. 1856 Macaclay in Trevelyan Life
ff Lett. xiv. (1913) II. 405 [I] directed the workmen 10 set

creepers in my xystus. 1871 Farrar U'itn. Hist. vi. 98
Philosophers who aired their elegant doubts in the shady
xystns.



Y.
Y(wsi), pi. Y's, Ys (waiz), the twenty-fifth

letter of the modern and twenty-third of the

ancient Roman alphabet, representing ultimately

Y, T (u psilon) of the Greek alphabet, a differ-

entiated form of the primitive V which has given

also U and V. It was adopted first in the Latin !

alphabet in the form V to express ji) and (w), and
was later (after B. c. ioo) readopted in the form Y
to represent the T of borrowed Greek words.
The name of the letter in the Romanic languages,

' Greek i ' (e. g. F. i grec, Sp. i griega), and the
Ger. name ipsilon, It. ipsilon, -onne (+yssilonne),
and Pg.ypsiion, preserve the fact of its Greek origin.

The English name wy (wai) is of obscure origin.
The earliest available English evidence is in the MS. of the

Ormulum, col. 109 (1. 4320), where pi is written, app. in
the first hand (tri2oo), over y, the fifth letter of the name
IESOYS. Nothing certain is known about the historical
relationship of the English name to the name VI or m attri-
buted^ to 'the Greek y' in the grammatical treatise 0*1150)
contained in the Edda, or to the ui or gui of some OK.
systems. Gawin Douglas rhymes Y with sky (see quot. 1513
in sense 2 below) ; other early references to the name are :

—

1573 Baret Alp., Y hath bene taken for a greeke vowel
among our latin Grammarians a great while, which me thinke
if we marke well we shall finde to be rather a diphthong:
for it appeareth to be compounded of u and i, which both
spelled togither soundeth as we write Wy. 1580 Bullokar
Amendtn. Ortkogr. 3 The olde name of :y : (which is wy).

(1) The letter of which our_y is the direct repre-

sentative occurs from the earliest times in OE.
script to express the i-mutation of «. It had various

forms ranging from those resembling the Greek
u psilon, in which the top; of the limbs turn out-

wards in opposite directions, to those in whicli

both limbs turn in the same direction, whether to

the right (forming an F-like character) or to the

left. This last type with the right shank continued
leftwards below the line was the form that pre-

vailed in ME. script, and which, with the top closed

(2), became identical with the debased forms of j>

:

see (3) below. Most forms of the OE. y in the

earliest manuscripts are written with a superposed
dot, which is also a feature of the y in can-
temporary manuscripts of Latin texts. The dot
fell out of use towards the end of the eighth
century, but was revived towards the end of the
tenth. The dotted y continued throughout the

ME. period, and was carried into some of the early

founts of type (e. g. in The Book of St. Albans
of 1 48') the dotted y is employed in the larger,

but not in the smaller type).

In later (West-Saxon) OE.
, y was written alterna-

tively for i, e.g. as representing older ie, as in

cyle, ongylan, yld, for cult, onrietan, itld ; and, as

its function of expressing rounded i (ii, ii) was
usurped by u in imitation of French usage, it

became ultimately a possible substitute for vocalic

i in any position. This use had become established

by the middle of the 13th century, and, thence-
forward, with the deterioration of script, y came
to serve as a convenient means of breaking up an
ambiguous series of minims produced by a succes-

sion of i, «, n, m, as nym, myn, ynttmen, unymete,
for nim,min, inumen, nnimete. This free use of

/ was continued through the ME. period, and the

tradition lasted for a long period after the intro-

duction of printing ; but i was gradually restored

to its place, the resulting orthographic convention

being that y is retained : (i) for final 2-sounds, as

in fly, family, daily, destroy (formerly spelt also

/lie and fiye,familie and familye, etc.), only alien

words being spelt with final i ;
(ii) in Greek words,

representing v, as in hymn ; (iii) before i, in in-

flexional forms of verbs ending in y or ie, as flying,

lying, tying, not ftiing, etc. ; (iv) in the plural of

nouns ending in y preceded by another written

vowel, as boy boys, ray rays, alley alleys, money
moneys (but monies is still common, and vallies,

monkies, etc. were equally so until recently). Par-

ticular usages, not falling under these categories,

are the use of y to distinguish dye from die, and
the fluctuation between flyer and flier, tyre and

tire, gipsy and gypsy, tiro and tyro, siphon and

syphon, cipher and cypher, silva and sylva (see

each word for the special circumstances).

In some texts y is found substituted for_ i~ French j
(d^) ; e.g. in Shoreham's Poems mnnyour is written for

maniour = manger, in Ayenbite yyoyned for yioyned joined,

in the Camb. MS. of the 15th century version of Guy of

Warwick occur yoye, yolye, yeloivse, harbenyoure, so-

yourned = joy, jolly, jealous, harbinger, sojourned.

(2) About the middle of the 13th century y began

to be used to represent the voiced palatal spirant

(y), taking the place of the character 3 (called Yogh,
q.v.) in one of its values. 3 is a loosely written

form of OE. s, which had become appropriated in

early M E. script to the guttural and palatal spirants,

while the continental g was appropriated to the

voiced guttural and palatal stops (though in some
MSS. ^stands for all these sounds: cf. G). The
practice of contemporary scribes varied consider-

ably, some restricting y to its vocalic use, others

using it freely for both consonant and vowel.

Northern scribes of the 14th and 15th centuries

often write yh for y initially, as yhit, yheyt yet,

yher year, yhoung young.

In many late ME. scripts 3 became identical in

form with s, and it was retained by Scottish printers

in this form ; e. g. printed zer, fenzeit, Dalziel,

represent yer year, fenyeit feigned, Dalyiel: see

further s.v. Z.

(3) Another value ofy arises from the assimilation

of y and p, the runic thorn (see Th), which had
become indistinguishable from each other in some
MSS. of the early 14th century (e.g. the Cotton

MS. of Cursor Mundi). After 1400 / fell more
and more out of use, and in some scripts was
represented only by the .y-form in the compendia

_j'«, y or yat
, /*, y

m
, yn the, that, they, them,

thou, and the like, many of which continued to be

extensively employed in manuscript in the 17th

and 1 8th centuries. Two of these, ye or y, y1 or y,
were retained in printers' types during the 15th

and 1 6th centuries, but often with a form of y
somewhat different from that used in other posi-

tions. (In Sir John Cheke's translation of the

New Testament, a dotted y stands for th.) In

manuscript (e.g. in letter-writing) .J**
lasted well

into the 19th century. It is still often used psendo-

archaically, jocularly, or vulgarly (pronounced as

ye), e.g. in Lewis Carroll's ' Ye Carpette Knyghte ',

and in shop-signs like ' Y" Olde Booke Shoppe '.

c 1340 Cursor M. 17033-4 (MS. Cott. Vesp. A III, If. 94 b)

And es naman y* es in skil yat agh sai her again. 14 .

.

Agincourt Song (Pepys MS.), pat tounn he wan and mad a
fray Yat fraunce xal rewe tyl domysday. c 1500 Promp.
Parv. (Middle Hill MS.) 535 note 1

, Yanne or thann,

. .Yowtyng or thowtyng. Ibid. (MS. note in Brit. Mus.
Copy of Pynson's ed.) t All these Y. stande for Th. acordinge
as the Saxon caracte was in this sorte b. 1508 Cluipman <y

Myllar Prints (S. T. S. 1918) 171 Thou ryall king all vis

suld reull yi realme. 1551 Sir W. Pickering Let. to Sir XV.

Cecil in Nat. MSS. II. 1, At pares y» 27 of octobre. 1665
Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) I. 62 Without anyinterup-
tionyrupon. Ibid. 63 It may be clearlie answered yrto. 1680

P. Henry Diaries <y Lett. (1882) 292 Bo[reattonJ where H
Paget y«n was. 1705 J. Rogers in Mrs. E. Montagu's Corr.

(1906) I. 145, 1 had notice by my Mother yt you had ordered
me ,640. 1741 Dk. Portland ibid. 76, j am to inform you
yt ye Duchess continues as well as can be, and ye Babe too.

1745 Mrs. Robinson ibid. 225 [He] told ym yt ye French
was landing in the Marsh.

Pronunciation. The vocalic sounds now normally
expressed by y are :

—

i. i, as in hymn (him), s_ynonymy (sinp-nimi),

silly (si'li); in unstressed syllables there is more
or less reduction or obscuration.

2. ai, as in my (mai), deny (dftiai
-

).

3. ai», as in lyre (Uiu).

4. a, as in myrtle (mo'Jt'l).

5. a, as in satyr (sae'tai).

With a, e, o, u, it forms combinations having

special values:

—

ay (final) = «i, as in lay (hf 1

),

essay (e
-
sei), = ai in aye (ai) ; = f in qiujy (kj), = e

in says (sez) ; ey = e', as in obey (&?>'), convey
(kjfov/f), i, as in alley (seli), honey (hirni), = ai

in eye (ai) and its derivatives, = e» in eyze (e«a)

;

oy = oi, as in bay (boi), annay (anoi-) ; uy (rare)

= ai in b«y (bai).

The consonantal sound expressed by y is denoted

in this Dictionary by (y), as .yew, .you (y»).

1. The letter or its sound.
ciooo ^Elfric Gram. ii. (2.) 5 To oisum [a, e, i, 0, u] is

^enumen se grecisca y for intingan greciscra namena, and
se ylca y is on engliscum gewritum swioe xewunelic. c 1440
Promp. Pa-m. 79/1 Quere plura vocabula similem sonum
istis habencia in S litera, ubi I vel Y sequitur hanc literam S
immediate. \c 1465 Pol. Kel. <y L. Poems (1903) 2 A. .3.

for yorke.] 1521 Barclay Introd. Fr. B ij b, But specyally

y : muste be wryten for I, in y
e ende of englysshe wordes,

and whan n : m, or u, is wryten before, or behynde it. 1530
Palsgr. 16 The writtynge of i and y in any frenche worde,
eyther alone or as part of a diphthong, causeth no difference

in sounde. 1599 in Promp. Pari'. (Camden) 536 note, All

these wordes of 3 we pronounce with Y at this daye, and
some of these 3 here vsed haue that place of G in oure
spekinge and writinge at this daye. 1636 B. Jonson Eng.
Gram. 1. iii, Y is also mere vowelish in our tongue, and hath

only the power of an ;', even where it obtains the seat of a

consonant 1693 Dryden Disc. Satire Ess. (1900) II. 67
[Satire] ought to be with i, and not with y, to distinguish its

true derivation from satura, not from satyrus. 1755 John-
son Diet., Gram, a 2 b, It may be observed ofy as of 11;

that it follows a vowel without any hiatus, as rosy youth.

1785 Pinkerton Lett. Lit. xxxiv. 243 [Ending] in y we have
no less than 4900 words, about an eighth of our language ;

our words amounting to about 35,000. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell
Mary Barton xxii, Tails ofys and gs. 1874 ' Max Aueler '

Out of Hurly-burly ix. (Rtldg.) 121 The Smith that spells

without a y is not the Smith for me 1

b. Used for the Greek letter T (u psilon), esp.

as a Pythagorean symbol : see quots.

1430-40 Lydg. Dochas it. xv. (MS. Bodl. 263) If. 117/2

Pithagorus. . Fond first out y a figur to discerne The liff

beer short and liff that is eterue. 1587 Greene Tritam. Love
I
Wks. (Grosart) III. 96 Did not Pythagoras compare vertue

to the letter Y, which is small at the foot but broad at the

top: meaning that to obtaine vertue is verie painefull, but

the possession thereof passing pleasant? 1616 Holyday
Persius I1L 119 The Samian letter Y Whose spreading

branches teach Philosophic, Hath marked out. .The high-

rear'd right-hand path, wherein to walke.
_ 1693 Dryden

Persius iii. (1697)443 Where the Samian Y directs thy.Steps

to run, To Virtue's narrow Steep, and Broad-way Vice to

shun. 1771 Encycl. Brit. \.-2-]2/i The other two divaricate,

like the branches of the greek Y.

2. The letter considered with regard to its shape
;

a figure or marking of this shape. Also Comb.
] -shaped adj.

1513 Docglas ^Sueis vii. Prol. 120 Palamedes byrdis

crouping in the sky, Fleand on randoune schapin lik ane Y.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 871, 1 hear the Crane lif I

mistake not) cry : Who in ihe Clouds foiming the forked Y,

. . Instructeth Souldiers in the Artof War. a 1817 T. Dwight
Trav. New Lug., etc. (182 1) II. 265 The centre of the town

is a pretty expansion, in the form of the Roman Y. 1849

Rock Ch. Fathers I. v. 324 note, A rich orphrey. .dividing

itself a little way below the neck, takes the shape of the

letter Y, and passes, in that form, over the shoulders. 1861

Hagen Syn. Neuroptera N. Amer. 214 Between the an-

tenna is a black Y. 1874 Raymond Statist. Mines <t

Mining 511 The bucket is then lowered into the Y-shaped

rests. 1907 C. C. Brown China xvi. 233 A Y-shaped di.

vining rod.

3. A contrivance or piece of apparatus in the

form of the letter Y ; esp. a forked support for

a telescope, theodolite, or piece of mechanism.

Also attrib., as Yaxis, bearing, piece ; Y branch,

a piece of piping with a branch at an acute angle

to the main (cf. T branch, T ^h ; Y cross, (a) a

cross in the form of the letter Y, often used as an

ornamental device on ecclesiastical vestments

;

(0) a piece of piping consisting of three branches

diverging at acute angles ; Y level, the common
spirit-level, used with a telescope or theodolite

resting on Y's (also written wye-level, q.v.);

Y track, a short track on a railway at right angles

to the main track and connected with it by two

switches in opposite directions, used for reversing

an engine or car. Also in names of natural

structures, as ¥ cartilage, ligament: see quot.

1890.

793 Wollaston in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 137 The four

pillars carry the Yj for the pivots of the transit. 1803

Mudge ibid. XCIII. 407 The telescope was then quickly

taken out of the Ys. 1838 P. Barlow in Eucyel. Metrop.

(1845) XXV. 304 There are two constructions [of levels]that

arecommonly adopted, viz. the Ylevel and Troughton's level.

184a Francis Diet. A rts s. v. Beighton's Hand Gear, The

Y piece, as it is called, G, bearing the moveable weight F.

1864 Webster, Y,.. 2. (Railways.) A portion of track con.



sitting of two converging tracks connected by .1 cross-track.
1867 Smyth Sailor's^ Word-bk., Journal,, .the bearing part
of a shaft, upon which it rests on its Y's or bearings. 1875
Encyel. Brit. III. 266/r A wire, the axis of which coincides
with the Y-axis. 1878 Lockver Star-gazing 314 The V bear-
ings of a theodolite. 1884 Knight Diet. Mtch. Suppl.,
Y Branch, a branch with a divergent stem. Y Cross, a pipe
with two divergent stems. 1886 Cumming Electricity (1887)
40 A mounted telescope, .swinging on two Y pieces. 1890
Hillings Nat. Med. Diet., Y cartilage, the triradiate piece
of true cartilage which, before puberty, unites the three
portions of the hip-bone at the bottom of the acetabulum.
Y ligament, ilio-femoral ligament.

b. Collectors' name for various moths of the
genus Plusia, having markings more or less re-

sembling the letter Y.
1775 M. Harris Engl. Lepid. 59 Y moth. . Brown, having

a mark in the middle of the wing like the letter Y. 1832

J. Rennie Bulterfl. /, Moths 93 The Golden Y (P. lota)
..frequents woody places. Ibid., The Yorkshire Y [P.
iuterrogationis). Ibid. 94 The Essex Y (P. circumftexa).
1844H.STKPHENS Bk.Earm III. 778 The Gamma or Y-moth,
Plusia gamma. 1845 Jas. Hamilton in \V. Arnot Life vi.

(1870) 289 The first capture was her favourite Golden Y-moth.
1903 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 490/1 Young missel-thrushes.

.

searching for the larva; of the silver Y.

4. Math. Used to denote the second of a set of
unknown or variable quantities (the first being
denoted by x) ; spec, in Analytical Geometry, the
symbol for an ordinate, or quantity measured in

the direction of the second axis of co-ordinates
(hence called the axis ofy).
1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Conic Sections, If the I.atus

Rectum ofany Diameter, as DK, bey; then, as the Diameter
DK is to its conjugate |Sy, or its equal tuv ; so that Conjugate
0y, or that Tangent tav is to y. 1903 [see X 3J.

5. Used in abstract reasoning for the name of
a person or thing (usually in connexion with X).
Also Y. Z., used as the initials of a person re-

maining anonymous.
176s Museum Rust. IV. 23, I am, Gentlemen, Yours, &c.

Y. Z. 1867 Sir S. Northcote in A. Lang Life, Lett., etc.

(1800) I. ix. 293 The success of A. and B. will tempt Y. and
Q. to enter upon the same field. 1873 [see X 3 c].

6. Used to denote position in a series, as of the
batteries of the Royal Horse Artillery.

7. Abbreviations, y. = year(s). Y = Yttrium
(Ckem.). Y.C. (see quot. 1883). Y.M.C.A.,
Y.W. C A. = Young Men's (Women's) Christian

Association.
1680 P. Henry Diaries .y Lett. (1882) 293 Hee is now 23. y.

old. 1881 Y.M.C.A. Monthly Notes Sept. 138/1 Pasteur
Cook (Paris) said the Y.M.C.As. were differently conducted
in England to what they were in France. 1883 Simmonds
Diet. Trade Suppl., Y. C, an abbreviation for yellow candle
tallow. 1887 (title) Y.YV.C.A. Monthly Journal. 1901 Ox/.
Times 16 Mar. 12/1 A squad of eight Y.M.C.A. men..gave
a gymnastic display.

1, obs. form of Eve, I pron., In prep.

T- prefix (1 Si-, se-, see-, Sie-, Sy-, 1-2 ie-,

2~3 3e-> J~5 i-» hi-. 4-7 dial, e-, 3- now dial, a-,

now arch, y-) represents OK. ge-, earlier (and
Northumb.) gi-, = OFris. gi-,ge-, ie-, e-, a-, OS.
g*-> &> '-> MLG., MDu. ge-, ghe-, locally i-, y-,

c-, (LG., Du. ge-), OHG. ga-, ka-, gi-, hi-, ge-,

(MHG., G. ge-, dial./*-, also gi; ga-), Goth, ga-
:— OTeut. *ga-. The parallelism of formation and
meaning exemplified by such forms as I., com-
munis and Goth, gamains, OK. gemine common,
I-mene, L. convenire and Goth, gaqiman to

assemble, L. conticere and Goth, gapahan to be
silent, L. comtnemini and Goth, gamunan, OK.
gemuttan to remember, L. conferre and Goth, ga-
bairan to compare, has suggested the probability

of the etymological identity of Teut. ga- with L.

co-, com-, and some scholars have accepted this

on the assumption that Verner's law operated in

some instances of initial consonants. (L. com- is

normally represented by ham- in OFrank. hamldii,
synonymous with OHG. geido, MUG. geeide con-
spirator.)

The original form ga- is the only one found in

Gothic (e. g. galeiks Ylike) ; it was preservetl

also in OHG. (e.g. galih), continued in MHG.,
and survives in a few words in some German dia-

lects. The weakened (unstressed) form gi- was the

prevailing one in OHG. and OS. and is the earliest

form recorded in OFris. and OK., but it was early

reduced to ge- in the whole of the Low German
and High German area. In Scandinavian the pre-

fix had disappeared entirely in prehistoric times

as a living element, but relics of it remained in

ON. %Ukr Ylike, gnJgr Enough, greiSr Gbaith a.

(cf. Ready).
The phonetic changes of OK. ge-, resulting in its

complete disappearance in modern English as a
living formative except in certain dialects, are in

general paralleled in nidst of the LG. (as opposed
to the HG.) dialects. While in IIG. the vowel of

the prefix not uncommonly underwent syncopation,

which has become permanent (to the obscuration

of the origin) in certain words, as G. gleich (OHG.
Vol. X.

I Sa 'i gi; gettk) l'ke (Ylike), gnade (OHG. gindda,
OS. gin&tha, ndlha, Du. genade, ON. ndd), in

,

LG. dialects, on the other hand, there was a
' tendency for the consonant to fail, leaving i- or
: e-, in some dialects a-; e.g. OS. unimeles ' aliquid
incommodum ', MLG. iletene, pa. pple. of Ictcn to

;

permit, medeselle (cf. G. mitgesell) companion,
enaugh enough , eschein (cf. G.geschehen) happened,
MDu. idaen done, idragen drawn, yslagen slain,

Du. dial, ivallig weak, OFris. idein done, islein

slain, onebunden unbound, enSch, anoch enough,
unaborn unborn, qfeslain, ofaslaiu killed off, EFris.
unikaimed unkempt, NF'ris. -enogh (in comp.)
enough. Complete suppression of the prefix takes
place in certain cases, as in MLG. to like (cf. G.
zugleich) immediately, LG. Ilk like, naug enough,
schein happened, OFris. bedda, sil/i companion,
fadera godfather, selscip society, WFris, nock adv.
(beside genbek adj.-pron.), NF'ris. nogh enough;
the suppression of the prefix is normal in pa. pples.

;

in words of other classes, it survives sporadically or
has been revived through Du. or HG. influence.

The like developments of OK. ge- are traceable
in the history of several words in which its identity

and force have long ceased to be recognized, or
from which all traces of the prefix have been
obliterated: e.g. OE gcforSian, ME. iford{t)e,

aforth, Afford v., OK. gewxr, MK. iwar{e. awar(e,
Awake a., OK. gelic{e, ME. Ylike, Alike, Like
a. and adv., OK. gemang, ongemang, MK. Ymong,
Among, Mong,OE.£<7w//, MK. inoj, anoj, Enough,
'tntff, OK. kandgeweorc Handiwork (whence, by
analogy, Handicraft), OE seghwxfter EITHER. For
further examples of the complete disappearance of
the prefix see below.
The general facts of the history and survival of
OK. ge-, of which some details are given below,
are :—In positions where it was still recognizable
as a prefix, it had left few traces in northern Knglish
by 1200; its disappearance in the north was
assisted by the absence of the prefix in ON. Sub-
stantival, adjectival, and verbal forms (other than
pa. pples.) continued, not later than the end of the
14th century, only in southern and west-midland
dialects. The pa. pple. was regularly formed with
the prefix in southern MK. till about the middle of
the 15th century, and its use in the form a- sur-

vives in south-western dialects to the present day.
Pa. pples. so formed were a prominent feature of

the archaistic language of Spenser and his imitators,

and a few of them, the most notable of which
is Yclept, persist as conventional archaisms of

poetry.

In OE. and ME. the prefix was written either

continuously with the body of the word of which
it formed a part, or disjoined from it by a full or a
half space ; in the archaistic usage of the 16th and
17th centuries the general practice was to print the

compound as one word, without hyphen. In this

Dictionary established and well-known forms such
as yclad, yclept, are printed without hyphen, but
in other instances the convenience of the reader
has been consulted, where occasion arises, in the
avoidance of unhyphened forms where these would
not suggest the nature of the word-formation.

Compounds of the prefix spelt with_y- are entered

in their alphabetical place, whether as full articles

or as cross-references. Compounds which did not
come down late enough for the spelling^- to have
become established with them have been entered

in their place in the letter I : see I- 1
. The choice

oiy- (and not «'-) by Spenser and other archaists

was determined by the prevalence of that form in

the texts upon which he modelled his language.

There are a few instances of the general survival

of the «"- form till a late date, e. g. I-thke v. ; the

retention of i- in Iwis is due to the false etymolo-
gizing of it as I wis.

The original (physical) signification of the prefix,
' with ',

' together ', without admixture of trans-

ferred meaning, persists in some OE words, such
as gedrseg lit. that which is drawn together, band,
multitude (cf. Goth, gadragan to heap up or to-

gether), gelapian to summon together, invite (cf.

Goth. galabdn ovyicaXuv)
,

gerunnen ' run together',
coagulated (cf. Goth, garinnan to come together),

gepiodan ' conjungcre ', to join together, connect;
but for the most part its meaning in OE com-
pounds falls under one or other of the following

categories, which are arranged in the probable
,

order of their development in primitive Germanic

:

the notion of physical accompaniment or conjunc- !

tion passing into that of (1) association in life,

Y-.

I occupation, etc., and hence, of suitability or appro-

[

priateness, and (2) collectivity, the final stage

i

being (3) a perfective or intensive notion evolved
; in some measure from each of the others.

1. The associative meaning is exemplified by two
classes of words in OE :

a. Designations of persons nssociated or related
I by birth, family, or status, such as gebedda (I-
bedde) 'one who shares a bed with another', bed-
fellow, consort, f. bedd bed, gefha (Yfere, F'ere

' sb.^) 'one who goes with another' (faran to go),
companion, gehdda ' one of the same order as
another', fellow-minister, f. hdd condition, order,
gesip (cf. Goih. gasiufja, OS. gisiS, OHG. gisitid)

'one who shares a voyage with another', com-
panion, f. si/ journey.

b. Adjectives and allied substantives"denoting
quality or condition, in which the purely associative
sense readily passes into that of appropriateness,
convenience, or similarity, such asgecynd (I-cuNDE
sb.) nature, gecynde (,1-CL'NDE a.) natural, gedefe (cf.

Goth, gadobs) becoming, fit, gemxc well-matched,
gemtecca companion, mate, Match sb. 1

,
gemaca

mate, Make sbA, gelic lit. related in form to, of
the same form as, Like a., Ylike, gellca an equal,
gemet sb., measure, proper measure, proportion,
moderation, gemet adj., gemite lit. of suitable
measure, fit, proper, Meet a., gertl'de lit. suitably
prepared (see 1-kede, 1-bf.dy and Ready a.), gesibb
related, I-sib^be, gestue'ge harmonious, gctricivc

holding faith with, True.
2. Compounds in which mutual relation is im-

plied form a link between the associative and the
collective uses, e. g. OE. gefdn, ge/lend (I-feond)
enemies, gefriend (I-fbeond) friends, gebrdior (I-

Brotheren) brothers, geswcoslor sixers, gemdgas
kinsmen, gescy pair of shoes. The number of OE.
words of purely collective meaning is not large; ex-
amples are gebxcu back parts, gejylce army, troop,

geimkre, pi. gemxru limits, boundary, gctimbru pi.

building, edifice, gewkdc clothing, I-wede, ge-

'wider, pi. gewidru weather (esp. as good or bad),
storm cf. ((.;. ge-Mitter).

b. What is probably to be regarded as a par-
ticular development of the collective sense appears
in the OE. generalizing pronouns and corresponding
adverbs, gehwd every or each one (cf. I-hwat),
gehwile each or every one, ME. i(l)ch, Ilk, gehti
somehow or other, gehivkr everywhere, Ywherk,
gehwider in any or every direction. Some of them
were reinfoiced by the prefixing of & ever, e.g.
irghwd each or every one, srghwsrper each of two,
both, Either, segkwelc, ME. euch (see Each).
3. The perfective or intensive sense is found in

the following classes of words

:

a. Substantives denoting the result of an action,

a stage in a process, or a particular state, as OE.
gemdt meeting, Moot sbJ1

,
gemynd (cf. I . comme-

vtini) memory, remembrance, Mind ,sb. 1
,
gesibb

relationship, gesihp I-sight, Sight, geswell swel-
ling, Swell sb., gctveorc w 01 king, what is done or
built, fortification, Work sb., gewitnes testimony,
I-witness, Witness sb., gewrit what is written,

writing, 1-v.rit, Writ.
b. Adjectives denoting a state, as gecltene pure,

gehdl Whole, gesund uninjured, Sound a.

c. Verbs which denote achievement of a result,

the attainment of a stage in a process, or a special

limitation of the geneial sense of the simple verb.

The force of the prefix is clearly recognizable in

examples like OK. gectan to eat up, consume,
' comedere ', gcsllgon to mount up, ' conscendere ',

and esp. in such pairs as tertian to run, gexrnan
to gain by running, dscian.frignan to ask, gedscian,

gefrignan to learn, beran to carry, geberan to bring

forth, faran to go, gefaran to depart this life, die,

to get by going, occupy, riecan to stretch forth,

offer, gersecan to reach, obtain, rldan to ride, ge-

ridan to reach as by riding, get into one's power,

weorpan to become, be, getveorpan impers. to be

agreed, gdn to go, gegdn to attain to, get, occupy,

llil'lUMW to fight, strive, gewinnan to win. Hut in

many instances no difference of meaning is discer-

nible between the simplex and the compound, e.g.

beorgan, gebeorgan to protect, hdtan, gehdtan to

call, name, command, promise, limpan, gelimpan

to happen, secgan, gesecgan to say, tell. There
are also some causative compounds, as geb/lan to

make good, improve, Beet v., gcforSian to further

(see Affobd),^A^/'o« to make heavy. Of such

verbs many did not survive except in their pa. pples.

into the ME. period; others survived only till

about 1300, and that in southern areas; a certain
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number, such as gehieran Yhere, lesion Ysee,
continued in use in present and past tenses till

1400 or later; very few lasted till 1500 or beyond.

But from the middle of the 16th century onwards
archaizing poets created (orig. after pa. ppl. forms)

new formations in which the prefix was meaning-
less. Such are yclepe (after yclept), yglaunst, and
yshrilled (Spenser), ycharm'd, yspront (Robinson's

Mary Magdalene), ysleer (Gosson), ydrop (Henry
More) ; there are also pres. pples. like Sackville's

ycausing and Milton's star-ypointing.

4. The use of perfective or completive ge- had
its most extensive development in the formation of

pa. pples., a function common to the Low German
and High German groups but not found in Gothic
and Scandinavian. The prefix could be employed
with any uncompounded verb, but the verbs corrcsp.

to OE. bringan to bring, cuman to come, findan to

find, weorfan to become, did not normally take it.

In OE. and in ME. (where the prefix continued in

full use) it is often impossible to determine whether
a particular pa. pple. with ge- (*'-, y-) belongs to

a simple verb or to its compound with ge-.

In OE. the prefix was employed in forms derived

from Latin, as geplantod = plantains. Similarly

in ME. it was freely employed with verbs of French
origin, as ybaptised, yllamed, ycircnmcysed, (closed,

{granted, ikupled, ymartred, yoccupied, ipaied, i-

passed, irobbet, isturbed, isned, isustened, iwarised.

Early loanwords from Scandinavian also took it,

as itaken (1 2th cent.).

It came down into ME. as a peculiar character-

istic of the language of the south and west-midland
regions, and examples are consequently abundant
in such texts as (in the 13th cent.) Layamon's Brut,

the texts of ' the Katherine group ', Owl and Night-
ingale, Robert of Gloucester, (in the 14th cent.)

Ayenbite, Shoreham's poems, Piers Plowman,
Trevisa's works, Sir Ferumbras, (in the 15th cent.)

Yonge's translation (Anglo-Irish) of Secreta Secre-

torum and the anonymous Two Cookery Books
(E. E. T. S.) ; its frequency in Lydgate is pre-
sumably due to metrical exigencies and to imita-

tion of Chaucer, in whom it is fairly common,
whereas it is almost entirely absent from the works
of Gower. In the 16th century it was adopted as

an archaistic feature from Chaucer and Lydgate
by many poetical writers, among whom are Phaer,
Sylvester, Arthur Hall, and, above all, Spenser.
In the 1 7th cent. Henry More is a prominent user

of these pa. pples., and in the 18th cent. Thomson
and other Spenserians have many examples. Some
of the most commonly occurring words are ybent,
ybound, ybrought, yclad, yclept, ydight, ydrad,
ypent, ypight, ywrought.
In modern dialects its use in the form a (a) ex-

tends over a triangular area of which the angles
lie in Worcestershire, Surrey, and Cornwall ; it is

found also in Pembrokeshire and Wexford. Modern
examples of dialectal usage are :

—

1568 Howkll Arbor 0/ Amitie 36b, In husbandry, icham
truely, ycounted to excell. 1605 London Prodigal IV. i.

E 3 b, Such a lerripoope as thick ych was nere a sarued.
C1640 John Smyth Dcscr. Hundr. Berkeley (1885) 23 A
native hundreder, beinge asked where hee was borne,
answercth, where shu'd y bee y bore, but at Berkeley hums,
And there, begis, each was y bore. Or thus, Each was 'ge-
boren at Berkeley hums. 1746 Exmoor Courtship (E.D.S.)
326 Tha hast a creem'd ma Yearms, and a most a bost ma
Neck. 1863 Barnes Dorset Dial. 27, I shall've a-meade.
Ibid. Gloss., A-zet, set, or planted. 1886 IV.Som. Wordik.,
Adood, done.

5. In OE. ge- was used in the formation of adjs.

from substantival stems to express the possession
of, or being provided with, something, as gcfeax
having hair (ofa certain colour), geheorl courageous,
gestence odorous, gewurms purulent (f. warms cor-
ruption ; cf. Goth, gascohs shod), but esp. with the

ppl. ending -ad, -ed, as gefeaxod (beside gefeaxen)
having hair, gehelmod, gehilmed helmeted, gehyrnd
homed, gesperod armed with a spear. The number
of the latter was added to in ME., e. g. ybonchyd
humped, (wel) ycheryd well-favoured, ifetlered (cf.

OE. gefeSerian), Headed, HetSered, ypavylyoutul,

iteiled, {old) i-yeerid ; in some instances the forms

with the prefix are the more original forms of

such adjs. : see e. g. Feathered, Leaded, Lea-
thered, Tailed, Yeared. A few compounds of

this class were coined by archaists of the 16th

century; e.g. ycrested (A. Hall, 1581).

-y suffix ! (Forms : I -is, 2-5 -i, 4-6 -ye, 4-7
-ie, 4- -y, 6- now only in certain cases -ey), de-
scending from the OE. adj. suffix -ig, which repre-

sents under a common form two OTeut. suffixes

*-iga-, -aga-, still distinguishable in OE. by the

presence or absence respectively of mutation of the
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stem vowel of the sb. to which it is added, e.g.

mddig Moody :— *modaga-, f. *moda- Mood sbA,

mihtig Mighty :— *mahtlga., i. *mahlh Might,

sldnig Stony beside slxnig, purstig beside Pyrstig

Thirsty.
OTeut. *.'iza., -aga- are differentiated forms of Indo-eur.

go- (Skr. .ka-, Gr. .«o-, L. -en-) arising from application of

the suffix to I- and a. stems respectively. In other Teul.

languages the following forms are found: OFris. -ig, OS.

ig, (MDu. -ig, .ich, Du. -ig), OHG. -ig (MHG. -ig, -eg, -ec,

G. -ig), ON. -igr, Goth, eigs, -igs ; OS. -ag, OHG. -ag, -ah,

ON. agr, Goth, ags, -alts; also OHG. -uh, ON. -ugr,

Goth. -ags.

When the suffix is appended to a sb. ending in y,
the convention of modern spelling requires it to be

spelt -ey, as in clayey, skyey, wheyey. When the

sb. ends in -e preceded by a vowel, the e is re-

tained, as bluey, gluey ; in other cases there may be

variation, as homey, homy, liney, liny, nosey, nosy.

1. The general sense of this suffix is ' having the

qualities of or ' full of that which is denoted by

the sb. to which it is added, as icy = (1) of the

nature of, having the appearance, hardness, cold-

ness, slipperiness, transparency, etc. of ice ; (2)

full of or covered with ice. In OE. there was a

very large number of such adjs., many of which
have a continuous history from the earliest times

to the present day ; in the case of some, however,

e. g. clayey, icy, rainy, wintry, there is a signifi-

cant gap in the evidence, which suggests that they

may have dropped out of use and have been formed

afresh later. There are some noteworthy instances

of new formations in late OE, e. g. dohlig Doughty
replacing dyhiig, diistig Dusty, sndwig Snowy re-

placing sndwlic. To several OE. adjs. in -ig there

were parallel formations in -iht, as isig, isiht icy,

sandig, sandiht sandy, pomig, Porniht a.n6.py?iiiht

thorny ; the disappearance of this latter suffix left

freer scope of development for the forms in -ig.

In ME. the number of these derivatives does not

seem to have been at first greatly increased ; the

following fresh coinages are exemplified first from

texts before 1300, dready, fiery, frighty, hairy (cf.

OE. haeriht), happy, needy, sleepy (but cf. OE. un-

sliepig), tidy (^1250 = in good condition) ; there

are occasional parasynthetic compounds, as sort-

leui short-lived. The addition of the suffix to

non-native sbs. is at least as early as the 13th cent.,

e. g. savoury in the Ancren Riwle. The fourteenth

cent., esp. the later half, was prolific in new forma-

tions ; to this period belong angry, bushy, earthy,

fatty,fiowery, heady, hearty, milky, miry, mouldy,

mucky, naughty, smoky, sweaty, and many more.

The sixteenth cent, was also a prolific period ; to

it belong, e.g., cottony,frothy, dirty, healthy, leafy

(but leavy is 15th cent.), mealy, saucy, sugary, viny,

woolly, yeasty. Others, such as bulky, measly,

noisy (Dryden), peppery, racy, skyey are recorded

first from the 17th cent.

Later new derivatives tend in a large measure to

be colloquial, undignified, or trivial, as bumpy,
dumpy, flighty, hammy, liney, loopy, lunipy,

lungy, messy, oniony, treey, verminy, vipery ; some
are from verbs, as dangly. Contextually, the appli-

cation of the adj. may be narrowed in any direction,

as mousy = (1) resembling a mouse, (2) quiet as

a mouse, or (3) infested with mice. A sense ' ad-

dicted to' (cf. 3), as in booky, doggy, horsy, is of

modern growth.
1850 Thackeray Contrib. to Punck Wks. 1900 VI. 163

Grizzel had brought me an oniony knife to cut the bread.
1869 Mrs. Whitney WeGirlsW, Bedsteadsand washstands
and bureaus—the very things that made up-stairs look so
very bedroomy. 1891 M. Muriel Dowie Girl in Karp. xi.

144 Fretwork brackets and crystal dangly things.

2. In the 15th cent., if not earlier, certain mono-
syllabic adjs. were extended by means of this suffix,

app. with the design of giving them a more
adjectival appearance, e. g. hugy f. huge, leany f.

lean. The majority of such words arose in the

1 6th and 17th cent. ; examples are : bleaky, chilly,

cooly, dusky, fainty, haughty, hoary, lanky, paly
adj.', plumpy, slighty, slippery, stouty, swarty,
thicky, vasty. In this application the suffix has
not infrequently come to express much the same
notion as -ish ; this is particularly so with colour-
epithets, as blacky, yellazvy, and esp. when these

are used quasi-advb., as greeny-blue, bluey-green,

reddy-brown.

3. As early as the 13th c. this suffix began to be
used with verb-stems to express the meaning ' in-

clined or apt to ' do something, or ' giving occasion

to ' a certain action ; in the Ancren Riwle alone

we have slibbri, sliddri, sluggi, slummi. Chaucer
has sleepy = soporific In the 16th cent, arose

choky, drowsy, slippy, sticky ; later we find blowy,

-Y.

I clingy, floaty, quavery, rollicky. The immediate
etymon of such adjs. cannot always be ascertained.

1 4. From the early years of the 19th cent, the

! suffix has been used still more freely in nonce-words
designed to connote such characteristics of a person

or thing as call for condemnation, ridicule, or con-

tempt ; hence such adjs. as beery, catty, churchy,

jumpy, newspapery, piggy, tinny.

-y suffix- (1-3 -ian, -ijan, -ia, 2-4 -ien, -ie,

3 -ijen, -ejen, -ye(n, -in, 3-4 -i, 4-5 -ey, 8 -ee, 3-

-y) represents OE. infin. ending -ian of the 2nd class

of weak verbs (having pa. t. in -ode and pa. pple.

in -od), corresp. to OFris. -ia, OS. -Han, -6n,

(MLG., MDu. -en), OHG. -on (MHG., G. -en),

Goth. -6n :— OTeut. *-ojan. This class of verbs

j

is denominative ; e. g. OE. sealfian to anoint :—

*saltojan, f. *salto ointment, salve, hearpian to

harp, f. hearp harp, and contains many intrans.

verbs derived from adjs., e. g. cdlian to be cool

( = OS. colin) :— *kolojan, f. "koluz cool, nearwian
to be narrow, f. nearu narrow ; it was swelled

' in prehistoric OE. by the passing over to it of

many verbs that orig. belonged to the -ajan class,

as hdtian :— *hdlojan, -sejan to hate (cf. OHG.
hazjfin beside hat'en). Adoptions of foreign verbs

were regularly taken into this class, e. g. OE. fer-
sian to versify, (ge)temprian to moderate, offrian

to sacrifice.

By the 13th century this suffix had become re-

stricted to the southern, and western districts of

England, and in the course of the century became
generalized in those parts as the infin. ending of

all verbs of whatever origin. The following are

! some examples of the extension of its use : in

verbs orig. belonging to other conjugations, brukien

(OE. brt'ican) to enjoy, nemni (OE. nemnan) to

name (Layamon) ; in new derivatives on native

stems, chapfari to chaffer (Ayenbite), grundien to

sink (Layamon), knijti to knight (King Hom)

;

in verbs from Scandinavian, lastin (ON. lasla) to

blame, trosti (Ayenbite) ; in verbs from French,

not only those in -ier, -ir, -ire (the similarity of

which to the ME. suffix would naturally suggest

adoption into the -ten conjugation), boili (OF.
boillir) to boil, consenti (OF. conscntir), herberji

(OF. herbergier) to harbour, saisi (OF. saisir) to

seize, trety (OF. traititr) to treat—inclnding those

of the -iss- conjugation, norisi, norischei (OF.
noriss-) to nourish, perissy (OF. periss-) to perish

—but many also of other classes, anuri (OF.
anourer) to worship, fausie (OF. fauser) to fail,

granti (AF. graunler) to grant, ioyni (OF. ioign-)

to join, templi (OF. tempter) to tempt (these forms

occur in various texts from Layamon to Ayenbite).

This suffix has been in continuous use in the

south-west until the present day, when it is the

regular infin. ending of verbs when used intrans.

in the counties of Somerset, Devon, and Dorset.

Examples and illustrations since 1400 are:

—

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 7 Gadere alle be kreme in be

clothe, an let hongy on an pyn. Ibid. 31 Take Porke or

Beef, wheber be lykey. 1484 Yatton Churchzv. Ace. (Som.

Rec Soc.) 115 To costs to rydy for the Chals that waste
ystole xij d . 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.SO143 Thee wut
ruckee, and squattee, and doattee in the Chimley Coander
lick an Axwaddle. 1825 Jennings Obsen: Dial. IV. Eng.
7 Another peculiarity is that of attaching to many of the

common verbs in the infinitive mode, as well as to some
other parts of different conjugations, the letter y. Thus it

is very' common to say / can't sewy, I cant nursy, he can't

reapy, he can't saivy ; as well as to sewy, to nursy, to reapy,

to saivy, &c but never, 1 think, without an auxiliary verb,

or the sign of the infinitive to. 1863 Barnes Dorset Dial.

28 The truth is, that in the Dorset the verb takes y only

when it is absolute, and never with an accusative case. We
may say, ' Can ye zewy ?

' but never ' Wull ye zewy up thease

zeam?' 'Wull ye zew up thease zeam t would be good
1 Dorset. Belonging to this use of the free infinitive j/-ended

I
verbs, is another kindred one, the showing of a repetition or

habit of the action, as ' How the dog do jumpy, i. e. keep

jumping. 'The child do like to whippy,' amuse himself with

whipping. ' Idle chap, He'll do nothen but vishy, (spend his

time in fishing,) if you do leave en alwone.' ' He do markety,'

He attends market.

-y suffix 3 (also 3-7 -ie, 4-6 -ye) represents

ultimately, through F. -ie, Com. Romanic -/n = L.
1

-Ia, which comprised under one graphic form the

Greek suffixes -ia and -era, as in L. mania = Gr.

ixavia, whence F. manie, ME. Manie, L. sym-

pathia = Gr. avfinaStta, whence F. sympathie, Eng.

Sympathy. Romanic -ia displaced L. -la and

became a living formative for abstract nouns of

quality or condition ; e. g. in OF. from cartels

(Courteous) was formed corteisie Courtesy, from

fol (Fool), folie Folly, from gelos(Jz*.LOvs),gelosic
' Jealousy, and the like. When learned adoptions

I were made of L. nouns in '-{a, this suffix was also

represented by -ie, and so assimilated to -ia; e.g.

' F. furie Fury, ad. "L.furia (whence also organic
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OF. fnire). In AF. preference was given to such
forms as these over popular or semi-popular forms,

e. g. AF. accidie, glorie, estorie, viclorie = central

F. accidc, gloire, estoirc, victoirc, L. or med.L.
accidia, gloria, historia (Gr. loropia), victoria ; it

is the AK. forms of such words that were adopted
into English (see Accidie, Glory, Story,Yictory).
There were various new formations in late or
med.L., in Romanic, or in individual Romance lan-

guages ; examples are Romanic "librarla Library,
*pocsia (for poesis) Poesy, OF. navie Navy.
This suffix has never been in Knglish a prolific

formative, but from time to time new coinages
have been made, e. g. in the 14th cent, beggcrie

Keggary and in the 16th Coopery (-cooper's
work or ware), f. beggar and cooper, both doubtless
furthered by the prevalence of the suffix -eky.
Nonce-words like orphany and tenanty are ofdoubt-
ful status, but the correspondence of adjs. in -ic and
•oils to sbs. in -y has made possible in modern
times the formation after Gr. types of such words
as brachycephaly, gymnospermy, synchrony, synlony
from brachycephalic, gymnosperinous, synchronous,
syntonic. The domain of the suffix is much en-
larged by its constituting the final element of many
compound suffixes,' which receive separate treatment
in this Dictionary in their alphabetical places ; e. g.
-ACY, -CY, -ERY, -GRAPHY, -LATRY, -LOGY, -MACHY,
-PATHY, -PHAGY, -PHILY, -RY, -TOMY, -TONY'.

Many important sbs. having this suffix appear as
English adoptions of French words in the 13th
century, as barony, blasphemy, company, courtesy,

felony, folly, jealousy, litany, story, villainy;
others, such as comedy and tragedy, fury, glory,
harmony, honesty, library, melancholy, memory,
misery, navy, victory date from the 14th century

;

in the 15th and 16th centuries another series of
borrowings from French or from Latin appears,
such asfamily, industry, irony, liturgy, modesty.
The majority denote a state, condition, or quality

;

others denote an activity or a result of it, as
blasphemy, felony, fury, harmony, history, liturgy,

memory, phantasy, poesy, victory. From either

signification a definitely concrete meaning may be
readily developed, which is found in barony ( =
baronial domain, body of barons), company,family,
library, navy, sacristy, etc. The concrete applica-
tion is abundantly illustrated also by names of
countries, as \ Arniony (Armenia), Italy, \ Syrie
(Syria), Brittany; cf. -ia suffix 1

.

-y suffix*, representing, first through AF. forms
in -ie, later by direct adaptation, L. -ium, which
was added to verbal roots (primarily i- and e-

stems) to denote an act, as in beiteficium well-

doing, good action, f. benefice"re to do good, collo-

quium conference, conversation, f. colloqtti to speak
with, gaudium joy, f. gaudere to rejoice, suspirium
sigh, f. suspirdre to sigh. The earliest derivatives

of this formation that were introduced into English
are remedy (Ancren Riwle), through AF. remedie,

from L. remedium, and f sacrilcgy (early 14th c),
from AF. "sacrilegie or L. sacrilegium. To both
of these there are parallel forms, f remede and
sacrilege, derived from continental Fr. forms
remede and sacrilege; there are several similar

pairs, of which the shorter form represents a con-
tinental Fr. form, the longer the corresponding
AF. form or the orig. Latin, viz. f augure 1 and
augury, benefice and \ beneficie (rare% f colloque

and colloquy, empire (F. empire) and fempcry
(AF. emperie, I- imperium), homicide sb.2 and
fhomicidie (rare), \perjure sb.2 (rare) and per-
jury, f subside {c 1450-1553) and subsidy; t««-
geny ' mind ', ' intellect ' has its etymological
doublet in engine 'native talent, genius, ingenuity,

mechanical contrivance'. Most of these words,
together with obloquy, came into the language
before 1500. \ Kelevy sb. 1 (med. L. relevium) and
suspiry (L. suspirium') are rarities

;
gaudy, though

partly from L. gaudium, is prob. of mixed origin
;

the derivation of larceny is somewhat obscure.

Horology ' (beside horologe) and mystery 1 are

derived, through the medium of L. -ium, from
Greek forms having the cognate termination -tov.

This cannot be said to have been at any time
a living suffix in Eng., but there appears to have
been reminiscence of its function, combined with

the false analogy of words in -ry, in the coining of

a few nouns from verbs ending in an r-sound, viz.

enquery (c 1440), inquery, inquiry (16th c), f. en-

quere, inquire, expiry (from 1752) i. expire, and
a rare transpiry f. transpire. Entreaty (16th c.)

is f. entreat vb. on the analogy of treat, treaty.
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-y suffix 5, representing AY., OF. -e, -ee, mod.F.
-/, -e"e :— L. -dtu-, -dla- (see -ateI, -ate 2

).

a. In sbs. = -ate 1, as in (i) County ', OF. counte,

Y. comte, L. comitdtus, f. comit-, comes count, Duchy,
K. duchi, L. duedtus, f. due-, dux duke, Treaty,
F. fraite", L. tractatus, f. tractdre to treat, (ii) Army,
F. arm/e, Romanic *armdta armed force, f. armare
to arm, Delivery, AF. delivree, ppl. sb. f. de-

livrer to deliver, Entry, F. entree, Romanic *in-
trdta, f. intrare to enter.

This suffix is represented under other forms in certain
words, e. £. assignee, committee, refugee (F. assign/, <<>-

mitt, refugii), attorney (OF. alorn/), alley, jourtoy, valley
(F. allee, pouru/e, vattee).

b. In adjs. = -ate 2
, as in easy, OF. aisle" (F.

aise), f. aisier to ease. There are few general
adjs. of this kind, but there is a considerable num-
ber of heraldic descriptive terms having this ter-

mination, the earliest example of which Ujerownde
(14th cent.), gerundi (i486), Gykonny, a. OF.
geroni, gironne, i.giron Gyhon. Early adoptions
of this class have the ending -e, later -ee, and (as

early as the Book of St. Albans, i486) often -i,

later -y. With some, -y has become the regular

form, as barry, bendy, fretty, fitsilly, gyronny,
lozengy, nowy, paly adj. 2, sarcelly; others are

found commonly with either -/, -ie, -ee, or -y, as

&olonJ[e, -y, cheeky, chequee, nebule", -y, tenne, -y,

undi(e, undy; others, of more modern introduction,

usually retain the Frencli spelling, as coupe", dan-
utte"{e (cf. f dancy), /cartel!, renversi, semee ; some
have been anglicized with the native ppl. suffix,

either temporarily or permanently, as t besantid

( = bezanty), escartcled, paled ppl. adj.1, rcsarcclled,

sarcclted. In wavy (after undy) we have a rare

instance of an analogical use of the suffix with a
sb. of native origin.

-y suffix 6, -ie (also 7-8 -ee, 7- -ey), used to

form pet names and familiar diminutives. The
forms -y and -ie are now almost equally common
in proper names as such, but in a few instances

one or other spelling is preferred, as Annie, Betty,

Sally (rather than Anny, Bcttie, Sallie) ; in the

transferred applications of these, asjemmy, tommy,
dicky, and the like, -y prevails ; in general hypo-
coristic forms -ie is the favourite spelling after

Scottish usage, as dearie, mousie. The use of -ey

is subject to the same rules as for -Y suffix^.

The use ofthis suffix in pet forms of propernames is

found in Sc. as early as 1400 ; and in the 15th and
16th centuries instances become frequent ; examples
are Cryste, Cristi (f. Cristin, Cristian), Peiy (f. Pere
Peter), Sandy (f. Sandre for Alisandre Alexander),

Jamy ((. James), Michy (f. Michel), Richy (f.

Richard), Roby (f. Robert), Edi (f. Ede, Ade
Adam), Anny (f. Anne), Bessy (f. Elizabeth).

Such names were prob. modelled orig. upon forms
like Davy, Mathy (= OF. Davi, Mathi), which
have the appearance of being pet forms of David,
Mathoit. (Many have survived in Sc. surnames,

as Christie, Eadie, Pirrie, Ritchie, Christison,

Mathieson, Robison ; Davy occurs as a surname
in English use in the early 14th cent.)

The formation was greatly extended in Scottish

and English use ; whence Annie, Billy, Carrie (f.

Can>/i«<),CHARLiEorCHARi.EY', Fanny((. Frances),

Tacky, Jenny', Jimmy, Johnny, Nanny, A'ellie (f.

Ellen), Patty, Reggie (i. Reginald),Tommy, Willie.

Many female names have corresponding forms in

Du. names with the suffix -je, as in huisje little

house, f. hut's House sb.l; e.g. Betty, Elsie, Hetty,

Katy, Lottie, Matty, Sally correspond to Du. Betje,

Elsje,Jetje, Kaatje, Lotje, Matje, Sellie ; but there

is no evidence of historical contact.

The earliest recorded instances of the use of such

proper names as appellatives are Scottish and be-

long to the beginning of the 16th century : viz.

I.owrie (f. Lowrens Laurence) used for ' fox '

;

Katy and Kitty (f. Katherine), with the meaning
' lass, wench', tending to a specifically depreciatory

sense, 'wanton, loose woman ', which senses belong

also to the 18th century Molly and Nanny (as in

Nanny-house brothel) ; a few female names, viz.

Molly and (dialectally) Peggy, have been used to

designate an effeminate type of man.
The application of the female names to birds

dates, according to onr evidence, from the close

of the 16th century; the wren is designated by
Kitty and (more commonly) Jenny ; in 161 6 Ben
Jonson calls a parrot Polly ; in modem dialects

Pegoy is applied to various warblers and the pied

wagtail, and Betty to the hedge-sparrow. Then,
in the course of the 17th century, these names
came to be applied to various mechanical con-
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1 trivances, among which machines for spinning
' processes and the burglar's jemmy are prominent.
This transference of application is illustrated by
Betty (a burglar's jemmy, 1700), Jenny [in SriN-

ning-jenny, 1 783), Jinny (a stationary engine at

a mine), Peggy (a washing-tub dolly, in various

dialects).

Among male names the following are typical :

Johnny is used for fellow, chap, Jemmy for the

burglar's weapon, Billy for a roving machine
;

Bobby, Charley, Dicky, GeorJie, Jacky, Jockey,
Tommy exhibit a great variety of modes of appli-

cation.

The first known instance of the application of the

suffix to a common noun is Laddie which appears
in 1546 in the form laddy, used by John Bale;
but there is no evidence until the 18th century of

the generalization of -y for pet diminutives. Early
instances are dummie (1595), grannie (1663),
dearie (l6S i), mousie ( 1 693, Sc.) ; laddie, lassie, and
sweetie were used by Allan Ramsay, and these, with
Burns's birdie and mousie, helped to popularize

such formations in English generally ; hence the

appearance in the late iSth and early 19th century

of cooky, doggie, froggy, mannie, slavey. In blacky

and darky = ' nigger ' there remains something of

the status of a proper name ; cf. Fatty as a nick-

name. Bookie for bookmaker is a formation of a

rare type ; cf. nighty for nightdress.
1885 Eng. lllustr. Mag. Apr. 509/2 No rowdy ring, but a

few quiet and well-known ' bookies ', who were ready enough
to lay the odds to a modeNt fiver.

There are two words that are generally held to

contain this suffix, viz. baby (late 14th c.) and puppy
(late 15th c). With baby may perhaps be coupled

I
daddy and mammy, although the evidence for these

!
is not earlier than the 16th century; the pairs babe

I and baby, dad and daddy, mam and mammy, may
have resulted from different phonetic reductions

of original reduplicated forms *baba (cf. Baisan),

*dada, *mama. The source of puppy (spelt popi
in the Bk. St. Albans) is doubtful

; pup is a back-
formation from it.

Ya: see One, Yah, Ye, Yea, You.
Yabber (yarbsr), sb. Australia. [' It is pro-

nounced by the aborigines yabba, without a final r.

Ya is an aboriginal stem, meaning to speak

'

(Morris Austral Eng.).'] Speech, language, talk :

applied to the speech of the Australian aborigines.

So Yabber v. (intr. and trans.), to talk, esp. in an
aboriginal Australian language.
1874 Beveridge Lost I.i/e 111. 37, I marked Much yabber

that I did not know. 1885 Mrs. C. Praed Austral. Life
19 They yabbered unsuspiciously to each other, [bid. 28
Longing to fire a volley of Black's yabber across a London
dinner-tabte. 1887 Farrell How He Died 126 He's yab-
berine some sort of stuff in his sleep. 1888 ' K. Boldre-
wooo Robbery under Arms xxvii, They could speak a little

Spanish and French, and got on with them. But Jim and I

could only stare and stand open-mouthed.. while they'd
yabber away quite comfortable.

Yabble, Sc. var. Gabble sb. and v. ; hence
Yabbler = Gabbler. (Cf. yab, yabber = Gab,
Gabber.)
1808 Jamieson, 'lo yabble, v. n., to gabble, Fife. 1819 W.

Tf.nnant Papistry Storm'a (1827) 204 And than sic skello-

chin' and shout, . . Was never sic a yabble ! 1871 W. Alex-
ander Johnny Cibb xi, There was a general, .clustering
about him.. as. Samie 'yabbled'out the particulars. 1901
Lawson Rtmin. Dollar Acad. 48 An outpost of these cack-
lers and yablers sounded the alarm.

Yaboo (yab«'). Also 8 yabou, 9 yabu.

[Hindustani = Persian y\i yabu.] One of a breed

of large ponies or small stout horses in Afghanistan,

Persia, and adjacent countries.

1753 Hanwav Trav. (1762) II. xiv. vii. 367 note, There
are in the highland country of Kandahar andCabul a small

kind of horses called yabous, which are very serviceable.

1831 Lit. Souvenir 153 What in England would have been
termed a capital punch pony,— in Persia, a good stout yaboo.
1880 in Ld. Roberts ft Years in India lxi. (1897) 11. 353
Yabus 1,592, mules and ponies 5,926.

II Yacca (yae'ka). [Native name.] A West
Indian evergreen tree, of either of two species of

Podocarpus (P. coriacea and /'. Purdieana, N. O.

Taxacesr), or its wood, used in cabinet-work, etc.

Also attrib.

1843 Hoi-tzai'efel Tumingl. toe, Yacca Wood, or Yacher

,

from Jamaica, is sent in short crooked pieces like roots. 1864

Grisebacii Flora If. Ind. 1st. 789 Yacca tree, Podocai-pus

I coriacea. 1890 H. Thomas Untrodden Jamaica 10 A gate

composed of closely set pales of Yacca.

Yacht (jV't), sb. Forms: 6 yeagh, 7 yoath,

yolke?, yaugh, yuaght, yought, y(e)aught,

(Sc. i(e)aught, with 2 for i),yaucht,Jacht, yach,

(yaoth), yat, yott, 7-9 yatcht, yatch (pi. 7-8

yatchs. 8 yatohes), 7- yacht, [ad. early mod.

I Du.jaght(e (nowjacht) ^jaghtschip (lit. ship for

chasing), light sailing vessel, fast piratical ship, f.

jag(h)t hunting, chase (= G. jagd), i. jagen to
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hunt, chase (see -T suffix 3 a). Owing to the

presence in the Du. word of the unfamiliar guttural

spirant denoted by g{h), the English spellings have
been various and erratic; how far they represent

varieties of pronunciation it is difficult to sa,.

That a pronunciation (yptj) or (yatj), denoted by
yatch, once existed seems to be indicated by the

plural yatches ; it may have been suggested by
catchy ketch
The word has been adopted In many European languages :

F.yacht (yak), G.jacht-,yacht(schifT), V^j'agt, M Sw.jacht
(i5thc), lcel.,Sw.jaJ:l,Sp.yacte,yate,yac, Pg.hiate,Russ.

JIKTa. ]

A light fast-sailing ship, in early use esp. for the

conveyance of royal or other important persons;

later, a vessel, usually light and comparatively

small, propelled by motive power other than oars,

and used for pleasure excursions, cruising, etc., and
now esp. one built and rigged for racing.

x557 rtty. Stephan Burrough in Hakluyt Voy. (1598) I.

294 A barke which was of Dronton, and three or foure

Norway yeaghes, belonging to Northberne. 1613 Phineas
Pett Autobiogr. (Navy Rec. Soc. 191s) 109 [We anchored
thwart of Sluis, where came on board us with his] yoathes
[the Prince of Orange], 1616 R. Cocks Z?/*ary(Hakl, Soc.)

I. 118, I esteemed he came to spie.. whether our shipp
and the Duch yaught staid for to take the Amacon shipp.
x6»x in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 303 This smalle
shippe or yolke is mostly ladne with pepper. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. <5- Commit), 40 The Emperour (who yet
had never greater vessell than a Punt or Yaugh upon the
Danuby). 1645 in Sussex Archxot. Coll. XLVllI. 129 Paid
for tow and nails used aboute my Lords Yought at Pemsie.
Ibid., To unrig my Lord's Yaught. x66oSir\V. Lower Voy.
Clias. II, 12 Jachts or pinnaces. 1664 in Maitl. Club
Misc. (1840) II. 518 To the sailors whair his Lordship break-
fast in the Zeaught 001 iogo, Tothe saillerisofthe Zaught
at Owlage 003 12 00. 1666 in joth Rep. Hist. AfSS, Co/uw.
App. v. 10 Gunner of his Majestie's vessell the Mary yaucht.

1673 H. Stubbe Further Justif. War Neth. 5 They who
had struck their Flags. .unto a Ketch of two Guns in the
time of Cromwel, refuse to do it unto a Yacht of Ids
Majesties. 1678 R. FerRIBR Jrnl. 25 in Camden Misc.
(1S95) IX, A fair small River which ye King has there cut
to take his pleasure on, there being several! yotts. 1680
Alsop MischiefImips. vi. 36 A. . Man of War as big as 2 or
3 Yatchs. 1688 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 759 About 20 small
smacks and yats in the Downs, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
1 Oct. 1661, I sailed this morning with his Majesty in one
of his Yatchts (or pleasure boats), vessels not known among
us till the Dutch Easflndia Company presented that curious
piece tothe King. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Yatches,
are Vessels with one Deck carrying from 4 to 12 Guns, with
from ao to 40 Men ; and are of Burden from 30 to 160 Tun.
1766 Ann. Reg.. Chron. 137/1 Admiral Keppel set out for

Harwich, to take the command of the yatchs intended to
carry over her R. Highness the Princess Carolina Matilda
to Holland. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v., The
royal yachts are commonly rigged as ketches, except the
principal one reserved for the sovereign, which is equipped
with three masts like a ship. 1790 H. Walpole Let. to Miss
Mary Berry 10 July, The river was covered with little

yatches and boats. 1811 Self Instructor 587 The Dutch
yatchts are chiefly used on their rivers and canals. 1839
Darwin Voy. Nat. xxiii. 602 A yacht now with every luxury
of life can circumnavigate the globe.

b. atlrib. and Comb., as yacht-berth, -builder,

-building, -club, -race, -racing, -sailing, -sailor,

-squadron.
1846 Mrs. Gore Engl. Char. (1852) 46 Insensible to the

perils of any uneasy ^yacht-berth. 1868 Trollope's Brit.
Sports 195 The Swedes are skilful *yacht-builders. Ibid.
217 The progressive improvement in *yacht-building during
the last twenty years. 1837 in Yachting (Badm. Libr.) II.
i2That the Commodore be requested to seek an. .audience
with Her Majesty, with a view to the continuance of the
Royal Cup to be presented to the *Yacht Club at Cowes.
1867 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 271 The American *yacht
race is the last sensation. 1868 Trollope's Brit, Sports
196 We do not mean to say that *yacht-racing has wholly
escaped those sharp practices. 1833 W. H. Maxwell Field
Bk. Introd., *Yacht-sailing has been slightly noticed. 1856
Marett Yachts and Yacht Bldg. Introd. p. ix, The designer
[of a yacht] should.. be. .an experienced "yacht sailor.
Ibid. 74 For many years after the establishment of the
Royal *Yacht Squadron.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Ya-chtdom, Ya*chtery,
yachts collectively; Yachtian, Yachtist, a
yachtsman; Ya'chtling", a little yacht; Yaxhty,
a., pertaining to or characteristic of a yacht.
1901 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Jan. 1/3 A yacht for her Majesty

that would eclipse all examples in modern *yachtdom for
luxurious comfort and sea-going qualities. 1861 J. G.
Francis Beach Rambles 60 The flower of the *yachtery of
England. 1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 419 The assembled
Thames *yachtians. 1895 Nat. Observer 21 Sept. 542 They
went the way all *yachtists go. 187a Daily News 21 Aug.,
The tiny *yachtlings (the largest of them measures but 10
tons, the smallest but four or five). tSgz Field 27 Feb. 279/2
The latest craft on the stocks—though of size that might
be called ' *yachty '—is. .thoroughly of the canoe family.

Yacht (ypt), v. [f. prec. sb., or back-formation
from Yachting sb.] intr. To make a trip in a
yacht. (Chiefly in gerund or pres. pple.)
1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xix, We must swear that it is

a party of pleasure, and that we are gentlemen yachting.
1858 S. Wilberi-'orce Sp. Missions (1874) 243 Sir James
Brooke, .not content with yachting it about amidst orange
flowering groves,.. conceived a great work amongst the
Malay race. 1863 Speke Jrnl. 260 Sometimes the king
spends a fortnight yachting. 1867 NationCS.Y.) 3 Jan. 1/2
The only one of the owners who yachted as well as raced,
by being on board his own craft.

12

Yachter (y?*t3J)* U* Yacht sb, or v. + -er *.]

One who makes a trip in a yacht ; a yachtsman.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 341 Several East India ships.,

with such saucy rigging that would have made the Yachters
raving in envy. 189s Daily News 22 Mar. 5 '4 When in

Bombay he was an enthusiastic yachter.

Yachting (yjrtin), vbl. sb. [f. Yacht sb. or v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action, practice, or amusement of

cruising in a yacht ; the art of navigating a yacht.

1836 Marryat Three Cutters i, Of all amusements, give

me yachting. 1874 Burnand My Time xxix. 279 He.. never
missed a season's yachting with them.

atlrib. 1850 Ogilvie s. v., A yachting voyage. 1868 A.

K. H. Bovd Less. Mid. Age 327 We bad a pleasant yachting
excursion. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 465/2 Invited to a
yachting party. 1887 Times 27 Aug. 9 A sad yachting
disaster occurred at Ilfracombe,

So Yaxhting1

///. a., that sails in a yacht ; ad-

dicted to yachting.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix, Yachting men from
Southampton. 1862 Land. Rev. 16 Aug. 138 The yachting
world is very variously composed.

Yachtman (yp*tm*n). Now rare. PI. -men.
[f. Yacht sb. + Man j<U] - Yachtsman.
1S20 ExaminerNo. 662. 807/1 The Royal Yachtman. 1856

' Stonehenge ' Brit. Rur. Sports 460/2 A variety of sails

called flying-jibs, &c, which vary with every yachtman 's

fancy. 1868 Trollope's Brit. Sports 205 First-class yacht-
men from Harwich.

Yachtsman (y^tsm&n). PI. -men. [f. gen.
of Yacht sb. + Man sb.i] a man who owns,
manages, or sails in a yacht ; a man addicted to

yachting.
1862 Loud. Rev. 16 Aug. 138 It. .requires a combination of

those attributes which distinguish the modern Briton to make
a great racing-man or a genuine yachtsman. 1868 Trollope's
Brit. Sports 210 Nine out of ten yachtsmen build or buy
their vessels in the dark.

Hence Ya'chtsmanship, the practice or skill of

a yachtsman.
1862 Vanderdecken {title) The Yacht Sailor; a treatise on

Practical Yachtsmanship. 1886 St James's Gaz. 8 Sept. 4/2
The partisans of English yachtsmanship.

So Yachtswoman (y^'tswuman).
1888 Athenaeum 1 Sept. 294/1 The Sea-Eagle, .is much

exposed to the attacks of marauding yachtsmen and yachts-
women. 1906 Daily Tel. 29 Jan. 9/6 A well-known Ameri-
can yachtswoman.

Yack (ysek). A syllable imitative of a snapping
sound ; hence as vb.
1861 Meredith Evan Harrington xli,Tom..with a sound

translated by 'yack', sent his leg out a long way. 1873
W. Cory Lett. \ Jmls. (1897) 318 He opens his beak, and
yacks like the young jackdaw.

Yack, van Yerk, to beat ; dial. f. Oak.
Yad, obs. pa. t. of Go.
1424 in Picton Vpool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 23 The

Sheriffs.. yadden up to the West Derby fen. r 1435 Torr.
Portugal 1193 His squiers habite he had, Whan he to the
deyse yad.

Yad, var. Yaud Sc, and north, dial., mare.
Yadder, var. Eddeb : see Yedder sb. and v.

Yae, Sc. dial. var. Ae a., one, only. Hence
Yaefauldness, 'onefoldness', simplicity.

01771 Bonny Hind\u\. in Child Ballads (1884) I. 446/2
I'm Lord Randal's yae daughter, He has nae mair nor me.
1864 J. Brown Jeems 8 His absolute downrightness and
yaefauldness.

Yaf, yafe, obs. pa. t. of Give v.

Yaff (ysef), v. Sc. and north, dial. [Echoic :

cf. Yaffle v. and Waff.] intr. To bark, yelp;
also, to prate, nag. Hence Yafflng vbl. sb. and
///. a, ; also Yaff sb., a bark or yelp.
1609 Ravenscroft's Deuteromelia 21 With all the hounds

at her tail ! With ' yeaffe a yaffe ! yeaffe a yaffe !
' 1808

Jamieson, To Vsf, ..1. To bark,. .to yelp,. .2. To prate,
to talk pertly. 1815 Scott Guy M. i, Will ye no let me
hear what the man wants, wi' your yaffing? 1844 G.J.
Pennington Pronunc. Gk. 22 A yaffing cur. 1910 G. J.
Laurie in Poets ofAyrshire 205 He'll rowfor funamangthe
snaw And syne yaff at the moon.
Yaffe, obs. pa. t. of Give.
Yaffmglae (yse'fing^l). s. and s.zv.dial. Also

7 yippingale, 9 yelpingal, yappingal(e. [f.

various echoic syllables with termination modelled
on nightingale.] The green woodpecker; =
Yaffle sb. 1

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. vii. § 5. H 5 b, The wood-
pecker or yippingale. 1803 [see Yaffle sb}\. iftosCornh.
Mag. July 35 Mr. Matthew Arnold has very justly praised
Maurice de Gue'rin for speaking of the woodpecker's laush.
But the West-country peasant ages ago called it the 'yaffin-
gale

, that is, the laugh-singer. x866 Bi.ackmore Cradock
Nowell 1, The tap of the yaffmgale. 1871 Tennyson Last
Tottm. 696 The garnet-headed yaffingale. 1888 Berksh.
Gloss., Yelpingal, the woodpecker. 1906 G. A. B. Dewar
Faery Year 198 The statement of the gamekeeper that he
had seen a ' black yappingal '.

Yaffle (yae'P1), sb.'1 dial. Also -el, -il. [Echoic
of the laughing cry of the bird : cf. Yaffle v.
(See also Hickwall.)] The green woodpecker.
1792 Charlotte Smith Desmond I. 173, I remember the

cry of the wood-peckers, or yaffils, as we call them in that
country [sc. KentJ. 1802 Montagu Ornith. Diet. (1831) 385
Green Woodpecker.. .Yappingale. Yaffle or Yaffler. 1856
Kingsley South Wind ii. Poems (1889) 292 O blessed yaffil,
laughing loud ! 1893 D. Jordan & Jean A. Owen Forest
Tithes 126 On their grey trunks the yaffle shins about, yells,
laughs, and yikes to his heart's content.

YAHOO.

Yaffle, sb.2 dial. [f. Yaffle v.] A bark, a
yelp.

1836 Eraser's Mag. XIII. 662 My faithful dog. .sent up a
loud yaffle '. 1856 Aird Winter Day Poet. Wks. 192 The
petulant yaffle of the cottage cur.

Yaffle, v. dial. [Echoic] intr. a. To bark
sharply, as a dog ; to yelp. (Cf. Yaff v.) b. To
talk indistinctly, to mumble. c. Of a wood-
pecker : To utter its characteristic cry. (Cf.
Yaffle j&l, Yaffler.) Hence Ya'ffling ppl. a.
1847 Halliwell, Fa^fr,..to bark. Same as Yaff. 1848

A. B. Evans Lcicestersh. Words, Yaffle, to yelp, or bark
like a little dog... A yarning little cur. 1875 Anderida xvi,
II. 26 Ihen came three or four sounding taps from a wood-
pecker's beak, and a yarning laugh as he flew away. 1887
Vpoot Daily Post 12 Aug. 4/5 Yafiling little pet dogs.

Yaffler (yse-fbj). dial. [1. Yaffle v. + -er 1
.]

The green woodpecker : = Yaffle sbA
180a [see Yaffle sb.1 ]. 1840 Macgillivray Brit. Birds

III. 91 Picus ziridis. The Green Woodpecker. ..YafHer.
Yappingale. 1863 J. C. Atkinson Stanton Grange 70
Ta'n't a yaffler's [nestj ; it's a black and white woodpecker's.
1906 Sat. Rev. 10 Feb. 169/1, 1 thought that would touch
you, woodpecker ! Ha, ha, ha—who's the yaffler now ?

t Y-aforsayde [Y- 4], aforesaid. 142* Yonge tr. Seer.
Seer. 147 And as y-aforsayde thes bene the foure cardynall
vertues.

Yager ()v f 'goj). Anglicized spelling of O.fdger,
jaeger : see Jager i, 2.

1804 Ann. Reg., Chron. 424/2 The light companies
and yagers were sent out and skirmished. 1809 liYRON
Bards <§ Rev. xv, All hail, M. P...At whose command
* grim women ' throng in crowds. .With 'small gray men',
' wild yagers ', and what not. 1809 Campbell Gert. Wyom.
in. xxi. And first the wild Moravian yagers pass. 1812
Examiner 7 Sept. 562/1 The 8th Uhlans, and the 10th
regiments of foot Yagers ; both Poles, are nearly cut up.
X876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. lvii. 176 He [sc. the landgrave]
bargained to supply four hundred Hessian yagers, armed
with rifled guns.

b. A rifle. c7. S.

1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer.i. i, He instantly brought
his yager to his shoulder. 1848 H. W. Herbert Field
Sports U.S. II. 254 Throughout the South and South-
West, .

.

_the yager
%
as it is called, or short-barrelled, large-

bored piece, is universally preferred.

Yager, yagger, var. Jagger3.
Yagger, var. Jagger2 dial, pedlar.
1821 Scott Pirate v, I would take the lad for a yagger,

but he has rather ower good havings, and has no pack.

Yaguarondi, -undi, var. Jaguarondl
Yah (ya), int. 1 (and sb.). Alsoya,yar. [Echoic]
An exclamation of disgust, aversion, or malicious
defiance.

1 Also a vague or meaningless exclama-
tion used by or attributed to negroes.
1812 H. & J. Smith AY/. Addr., Reluildingv, While shout

and scoff, Ya ! ya ! off f off ! Like thunderbolt on Surya's
ear-drum fell. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop lxii, ' A very
excellent lodger, sir. I hope we may not lose him.' ' Yah 1

'

cried the dwarf. 'Never thinking of anybody but yourself."

1863 Kingsley Water.Bab. iv, He turned to lay.. and bit

the professor's finger till it bled. ' Oh ! ah ! yah !
' cried he.

Ibid, v, 'YarI'..'you little meddlesome wretch.' 1863
Reade Hard Cash xi, ' What him mean? what him mean?
Yah ! yah I' 1868 Holme Lee B. Godfrey xxxvi, Gtrrard,
with a 'yah !

' of repulsion, dropped the thing. 1890 Henty
With Lee in Yirg. 299 ' Yah !

' the old man shouted. ' Do
you suppose we are going to give in to five men ?

'

Hence Yah v. intr., to shout 'yah !

' nonce-wd.
1904 Sal. Rev. 23 Jan. 101 Yahing at Russia and cheering

the ' brave little Japs'.

Yah., int.- Repeated, yah ! yah!, denoting a
perverted or affected pronunciation of hear

!

hear
!

'

1886 H. W. Lucy Diary Gladstone Parlt. 349 There are
cheers of various kinds. There is Mr. Alderman Fowler's
deep-chested l Yah, yah, yah !

' 1887 Punch 21 Mar. 132/1,
I used to call out Yah 1 yah 1 as I do in House of Commons.
Yah. (ya, ya), adv. Dialectal for * yea ' or

* yes
' ; or in representations of Ger. or Du. speech.

Cf. the earlier Yaw adv.
1889 Rider Haggard Allans Wife iv, ' Yah ! yah ! hold

a light
',
put in one of the Boers. 1899 Daily News 5 Apr.

5/1 ' Yah,' which the rustics of the Peak frequently use for
' Yes,' and which they employed exclusively thirty years ago.

1905 Ibid. 23 May 4/7 America ..has two substitutes for
' yes.' One of them is ' yep ' and the other is 'yah.'

Yahoo (yahii'),sb. A name invented by Swift in

Gulliver's Travels for an imaginary race of brutes

having the form of men ; hence transf. and allu-

sively, a human being of a degraded or bestial

type. (Cf. Houyhnhkm.)
1726 Swift Gulliver iv. ii, The Fore-feet of the Yahoo

differed from my Hands in nothing else, but the Length of

the Nails, the Coarseness and Brownness of the Palms, and
the Hairiness on the Backs. 1764 Reid Inquiry L § 5. 28

At the expence of disgracing reason and human nature,

and making mankind yahoos. 177* Graves Spir. Quix. iv.

x, To see a noble creature start . . at the passionate exclama-
tion of a mere Yahoo of a stable-boy. 1829 Macaulay Mill
on Govt. Misc. Writ. (1868) 143/1 Because civilised men,
pursuing their own happiness in a social state, are not
Yahoos fighting for carrion. 1861 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe^
lv, ' And what sort of fellow is he ? . . a Yahoo, I suppose 1

'

* Not at all; he is.. a perfect gentleman.' 1904 Ashbee
Last Rec. Cotswold Community p. xxiii, To have., the

pleasant valleys of Saintbury and Weston tramped by
armed bands of Birmingham yahoos.
attrib. 1736 Swift Gulliver iv. iv, I told him, we had

great Numbers [of HouyhnhnmsJ. .[that] Yahoo-Servants
were employed to rub their Skins smooth [etc.]. 1735 Ibid.,

Let. to Sympson, I must, .confess, that., some Corruptions
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of my Yahoo Nature have revived in me. 1751 Warton
Newmarket 192 That hated animal, a Yahoo-Squire. 1888
F. Harrison in Forln. Rev. Nov. 681 Pessimist pictures of
human destiny and Ya-hoo theories of human life.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Yahoo' v. intr.
f to behave

like a yahoo ; Yahoodom, the realm of yahoos,
yahoos collectively ; Yahoo'ish a., resembling or

characteristic of a yahoo ; Yahooism, style or

quality characteristic or suggestive of a yahoo.
1868 Yates Rock Ahead in. v, A dam low-bred lot, *ya-

hooin' all over the place. 1006 Sun (N. Y.) 17 Aug. 4/1 One
dictum in a Judge's mouth can. .unleash all *Yahoodom.
1885 Masson Carlyle 1. 37 The infrahuman, the *Yahooish,
the diabolic. 1862 Rossetti in Eraser's Mag, July 70
Those ' *yahooisms* are degrading in art. 1901 Speaker
5 Jan - 374/ 1 I n the ' Scotsman ' we have Yahooism militant.

Yahveh, -vism, etc., -weh, etc.: see Jeho-
vah, Jahyism. Yai, graphic variant of J>ai, obs.

f.THEY : see Th and Y. Yaid, ^aid, var. Yaud.
Yaik, $aik, obs. Sc. ff. Ache v. Yailing,
variant of Yiling.

t Yain, v. Obs. Forms : 1 sisesnian, 3 a3eine,
3ene,43eyne,3ayne. [OK.(Northumb.)^^/«*a«,
"ongegnian, corresp. to OHG. gaganan, gagenan,
ON. gegna (whence Gain vX) y f. gegn-, ongegn

'

against (see Again adv.).]

X. trans. To meet, encounter, oppose.
a 1000 Rit. Duhetm. (Surtees) 45/23 [ Justit/a] obviabit ills

quasi mater honorificata, [so'ufacstnisl^isesnaS himsvoelce
moder arwyrfte. cxaos Lay. 17854 He. .a^eineden bere
ucrde be icuinen wes to serde. a 1250 Owl % Night. 845
Abid abid me shal be }ene [v.r. yene]. 13.. Gaw. <$ Cr.
Knt. 1724 Loude he was jayned, with 3arande speche.

2. intr. To avail : = Gain v.1 u
C1325 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 661 For heer but }if

we make vs euene, per may no miht ne ^iftes ^eyne.

Yair, yare (ye 81). Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

2-3 ihar, yhar, 3 yhare, (yere), 3-9 yare,

4 yar, 4-6 yaire. 5 3ar, 6-9 yair, 9 yaar. [OE.
gear, ger, recorded in comb, mylentear^ -ger 'mill-

yair \] An inclosure extending into a tide-way

in a river or on the sea-shore, for catching fish
;

a fishgarth.

1178-1219 Chartulary of Abbey of Lindores (S.H.S.) 11
Omnes piscarias in they..preter vnam piacariam meant,
scilicet, vnam iharam ad colcrike. c 1200 Nezvtuluster Car-
tul. (Surtees) 15 Piscarias meas de Benton in Tyna, &c.
Hames yhare et Burnemnth yare. 1369 Reg. Mag. Sig*
Scot. (1814) 66/1 Cam piscariis infra aquas de Northesk, et
Suthesk, in crois, yaris, et Rethibus. 1408 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees.) 53 In cccc sperlynges de nostro }ar, ijs.

iSif Exch. Rolls Scot. XIII. 443 note. With all woddis
forestis, wateris, lowis, yairis and fischingis thaireof bath in
fresch wattr and in salt. 1580 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1882) IV.

553 The demolescheing and doun casting of the cruvis and
yatris on the waiter of Forth, c 1680 Macfarlane's Geogr.
Collect. (S.H.S.) III. 211 Some of them [sc. herrings]. .are
taken in the Vairs. 1791 Statist. Ace. Scot. I. 282 There
are a good number of salmon caught on the sea coast [Kilt-

earn] .. by means of yaires, or small inclosures, built in
a curve or semicircular form near the shore. At high water
the salmon comes within these yaires, and at low wateris
easily taken. 1793 Ibid. VIII. 597 They erect what are
called yares, a sort of scaffold projecting into the water

;

upon which they build little huts..; from these scaffolds

they let down, .their nets. 1883 Standard 10 May 3 6 He
. -destroyed a yare in which they often caught a number of

|

herrings.

b. attrib. and Comb. : yair-fishing, fishing by
i

means of yairs • yair-net, a long net fixed by poles
|

and extending into a river so as to form a yair.

1796 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVII. 217 The Zair or Yair Fish-
|

ings, so productive in this parish [sc. Cardross]. 1805 Stale 1

v. Leslie ofPozvis 109 (Jam.) The yare-net is about thirty-

six fathoms in length, and about two and one-half fathoms
in depth. Ibid. 356 The.. yare nets extend at least three
fourths across the channel of the river.

Yair, graphic variant of pair, obs. f. Their,
There : so yairfor, yairof, etc., obs. Sc. ff.

Therefore, Thereof, etc. Yait(t : see Gate sbA
Yak (yaek, yak). [Tibetan yyag (Jaschke).] A

bovine animal (Poephagus grunniens), found wild

and domesticated in Tibet and other high regions

of central Asia, having the body and tail covered

with long silky hair, which is made into various

fabrics ; the tails are used for decoration, and in

India as fly-flappers (see Chowry).
1799 S. Turner Embassy Tibet (1800) 186 The black

chowry-tailed cattle.. the Yak of Tartary. 1862 Tokrkns
Trav, Tartary etc 125 The oxen mostly used in Ladak are

hybrids between the yak and the common cow. 1893 Dun-
wore Pamirs I. 246, 1 remounted my yak. 1903 Athenaeum
1 Aug. 163/1 Only in the valleys does scanty scrub give

sustenance to the yaks, on whose services the travellers

depended.

b. attrib. and Comb., as yak corps, -hair, -tail;

yak lace, a heavy kind of lace made from the hair

of the yak.

1904 Times 18 Tan. 5/6 The transport difficulties are still

enormous, though the "Yak Corps is working well. 1905 K.

Candlkr Unveiling of Lhasa xiv. 268 A heavy curtain of

*yak-hair hangs above the entrance-gate. 188s Caulfeild
6 Saward Did. Needlework 525 *Vai Lace.. is a coarse

Pillow Lace, made in Buckinghamshire and Northampton.
. .The material used is from the fine wool of the Yak. 190a

Q. Rev. July 42 Strange gifts from the East..*yak-tails

and peacock feathers.

Yak, obs. Sc. f. Ache v. ; dial. f. Oak.

II Yakamik (yse'kamik). Native name of a

South American bird allied to the cranes, Psophia

crepitans, also called Trumpeter, domesticated by
the Indians. In recent Diets.

Yakmak, erron. form of Yashmak.
Yald, obs. f. Old a., Yaud; var. Yauld a.;

Sc. pa. t of Yield v.

Yaldran, -drin, var. Yoldbing.

Yale (y^'l). Also 5 gaill, gale, 6 jail, 7 yeale.

[ad. L. eale (Pliny Nat. Hist.).] A fabulous beast

with horns and tusks, perhaps the two-horned rhi-

noceros ; used Her. (see quot. 1910).
C 14*5 Wyhtoun Cron. I. ix. 754 In to batlande [sc. India]

b.ii say sukle be Ane ober best, callyt Eale [v. r. Ane opir

beist is callit Gaill Into bat land foroutlin fail!], pat is lik

al til a hors..And has a gret tusk as a bare.. And in his

hewide ar hornys twa. 1536 in Archaeohgia (1910) LX.II.

311 Paid to Ric. Rydge.Tor lyke cuttyng carvyng..and
makyng of. .and jail and Iunecorne a dragon, a lyan a grey-

honde[etc.] [1601 Holland Pliny vm. xxi. 1. 206.] a 1660

Contcmp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 264 The Ethiopian

yeale hath two homes of a cubit longe, 1910 Archaeologia

313 The jail or ya!e..is a rare and strange animal par-

taking of the nature of the heraldic antelope, that is to say,

wearing horns and a large pair of projecting tusks :..and he
is silver bezanty, that is, white with yellow spots. He is

one of the supporters of the Dukes of Somerset. Ibid. 314
note, The yale occurs as one of the supporters of the arms
of the Lady Margaret Beaufort, mother of King Henry VII.

Yale, yall, obs. forms of Ale, Yawl.
Yalloch, Yal(l)ow, Yalp : see Yelloch,
Yellow, Yawp. Yalt, obs. pa. t. of Yield v.

Yam l (yaem). Forms ;
[6" nnarae, many,

ignane, iniamo, 6-7 inamia, 6-S igname, 7

ignaman, ighname, iniamu, 7-8 inharne], 7

yeam(e, yawm, yaum, jamoo, 7-8 yame, S

jamrae, jamb, guam (?), yamm, 7- yam. [a.

Pg. inharne (Clusius 1567) or Sp. igname (Scaliger

'557% iname, fname, whence F. igname (Thcvet

1 575) 9 *ne ultimate origin is uncertain.

The foil, quots. contain unanglicized forms :—
1588 RiCKOCK tr. Frederick's Voy. E. Indies 18 A fruhe

called Inany [It. Ignami):.. lyke to our Turnops, but is

verye sweete and good to eate. 1588 Parke tr. Mcmioza's
Hist. China Comm. xi. 342 These people [sc. of the Philip-

pine Islands] do more esteeme yron than siluer or golde, and
gaue for it fruites nnames [Sp. names] patatas, fish. 1588

in Ifakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 11. 129 Their bread is a kind of

roots, they callit Inamia, and when it is well sodden I would
leaue our bread to eat of it. 1598 W. PaiLtIP tr. Lin-
schotens Voy. 1. Iv. 99/2 Iniamos were this yeare brought

hether out of Guinea, asbiggeasamans legge. 1600 J. Pokv
tr. Leo's Africa Descr. Places 52 They haue good sustenance

also by ineanes ofa root, called there Igname, but in the west

Indies Batata. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. xv. xxix. 1583

This manner of planting this Inharne savoureth something
of that of the Manihot or Iucca, wherof the Cassavi is

made. 1665 Golden Coast 65 The Battatas are . . in form

almost like Iniamus. 1703 Prnvn in PhiL Trans. XXIII.
1460 A sort of Inharne vulgo Yam or Potatoe. 1759 tr.

Adanson's Voy. Senegal 165 The roots of manioc, igname
[Fr.], and batatee multiply greatly in open places.]

1. The starchy tuberous root of various species of

Dioscorea, largely cultivated for food in tropical

and subtropical countries, where it takes the place

of the potato ; also, any plant of the genus Diosco-

rea (or, by extension, of the N. O. Dioscoreaeese),

comprising twining herbs or shrubs with spikes of

small inconspicuous flowers.

With defining words, applied to various species of Dio-

scorea, and to plants of other genera in some way resembling

these. Chinese or Japanese Yam, D. Batatas. Coco
or Koko Yam = Cocco, Koko. Common Yam, D.
saliva. Granada ot Guinea Yam, />. bulbifra. In-

dian Yam, D. trifida. Long Yam. of Australia, p.
transz-ersa Native Yam, a name for Australian species

of Ipoma>a (N.O.ConvolTrutaceaf) with edible tubers. Red,
White, Negro Country, or Winged Yam, Dioscorea

atata. Round Yam, (a) a species of yam with a round
tuber; (b) the Burdekin Vine of Australia, Vitis (Cissus)

of>aca, with an edible tuberous root. Wild Yam, Dio-

scorea villosa of N. America, the root of which is used medi-

cinally, also called colic-root ; also applied to two \V. Indian

climbing shrubs, Rajania pleioneura (N.O. Dioscoreaeese)

and Cissus sicyoides (N.O. Vitacex) ; also to an Australian

parasitic orchid {Gastrodia sesamoides) with edible roots,

called nativepotato in Tasmania.
1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 94 Planting provisions of

C^n, Yearns, Bonavista,Cassavie. 1659 in Engl. Hist. Rev.

(1919) July 285 To procure.. planton rootes, cassada-sticks,

large iaraooes, potatoes and oonavist [in Cape Verde Is. J.

1661 HiCKERiNGiLt. Jamaica 16 Plentifull produce of Sugar-
Canes, Tobacco, Gotten, Maiz.., Potato's, Yames [printed

Yarnes], 1697 Dampier Voy. (1699) 12 Yams, Potatoes and
Plantains served us for Bread. 1699 Wafer Voy. 101 Yams,
of which they have two sorts, a White and a Purple. 1705 1 r.

Bosman's Guinea \. 7 Jammes [orig. V.jammes). Ibid. ii.

16 Jambs, Potatoes, and other Fruits. 17*0 De Foe Ca.pt.

Singleton xiv. (1840) 236 Guams, potatoes. 1719 Dampier*

s

Voy. III. 460 Round Yam. From the Root which is white
raw, but when boyl'd red... White Yam. Us Root being of
that Colour, the Leaves single andcordated. 1756 P. Browne
Jamaica (1789) 360 The Wild Yam. This plant grows wild

in the inland woods of Jamaica. Ibid. 359 The Negro Yam.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 278 The yams, so important a

food in all tropical countries, because of their large, fleshy,

mucilaginous, sweetish tubers. 1858 Hogg Veg. Kingd. 718

The Chinese Yam (D. Batatas), recently introduced to this

country as a substitute for the potatoe. 1864 Griskbach

Flora fV. Ind. /si. 789 Yams, Indian, Dioscorea trifda...

Yams, white, Dioscorea alata. Yams, wild, Cissus sicyoides

and Rajania pleioneura. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 411 Yams vary
greatly in size and colour . . ; many attain a length of two or

three feet, and weigh from 30 to 40 lbs. ; some are white,

others purplish throughout, while some have a purple skin

with whitish flesh, and others are pink, or even black. 1887
Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. 433 White Bockra or Winged
Yam(Vioscoreaalata

r

L.).—Square-stemmed climbing plant.

The roots of this species afford a much more delicate . . food

than those of D. sativa. 1889 Maiden Useful Native PI.

A ustral. 67 Vitis o/>aca, . . Round Yam.

2. Applied to f (a) the mangrove, of which some
species have an edible fruit ; (b) varieties of the

common potato {Solanum tuberosum), cultivated

in Scotland
; (c) a variety of the sweet potato

{Batatas edulis), largely eaten by negroes in

America.
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. App., Ynms,..a name some-

times used for the rhizophora of Linnaeus, c 1775 T. L.

Yankee Doodle (song) ii. in N. .y Q. 1st Ser. V. 87 Fare-

well all de yams, and farewell de salt fish. 1805 Forsyth
Beauties Scot. II. 84 To give them [sc. horses] .. a con-

siderable quantity daily of potatoes, especially of the coarse

sort, called yams. 1815 Pcnnecuik's Wks. 78 note, There
is a demand for the large coarse varieties of potatoe, im-

properly called yams. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 30

The varieties raised exclusively for cattle are the common
yam, red yam, and ox-noble. 186a Whittier At Port
Royal, Song of the Negro Boatmen, De jam will grow, de

cotton blow, We'll hab de rice an' corn. 1892 Kilmarnock
Standard 30 July 5/2 The Negro likes his yam.

3. attrib. and Comb., as yam-hill, -root', yam-
bean, either of two species of leguminous plants,

Pachyrrhiztts {Dolichos) tuberosus and angulatus,

cultivated in the tropics for their pods and tubers,

both of which are edible ;
yam potato = sense

2 (b)
;
yam-stick, a long stick sharpened at the

end, used by Australian natives for digging and as

a weapon ; yam-stock, a nickname for an in-

habitant of St. Helena; yam-vine, (a) a species

of yam {Dioscorea bulbifera) ;
(b) the ' vine ' or

climbing stem of the yam-plant.

1864 Oriseuacu Flora IV. Ind. 1st. 769 "Yam-bean, Doli-

chos tuberosus. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. 321 Yam
Bean {Pachyrhtzus angulatus), its tubers are like turnips.

1867 Emerson Lett. <y Soc. Aims, Progr. Cult. Wks. (Bohn)

III. 228 Even the races that we still call savage, .vindicate

their faculty by the skill with which tliey make their 'yam-
cloths. 1864-5 WoodHomes without //.iii.85 A*Yam-hill—
i.e. a bank of mould prepared for the purpose of growing
yams. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Aug. 324 The "yarn potatoe.

1829 Lol-don Encycl. Plants (1856) § 2085 The juice of

'yam-roots fresh is acrid. 1861 Br. Mackenzie in H.Good-
win Mem. (1864) 349 Huge yam-roots, some weighing fifty

pounds. 1863 M. K. BbvSRIOCE Gatherings'^ One leg's

I bin as Lierali s *yam-stick. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan,
1. ii, The blonds of the Baltic, the brunettes of the Medi-

terranean,., and the fair 'yam-stocks of St. Helena. 179a

Mar. Riduell Voy. Madeira 89 The dioscorea bulbifei a,

or 'yarn vine. 1894 B. Thomson S. Sea Yarns 186, 1 should

soon, .see the green yam-vines.

t Yam -. Obs, rare. [a. Ross. am>j'am posting

stage or house, Pers. Ai yam post-horse.] A
posting house.

1569 TURBBJIV. Trag. Tales, etc. (1587) 147 lj
.

If
.
"ding

poast vpon a trotting Nagge. If homely yammes, in stead

of limes at night [etc.].

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts 236, 2 Each night

they reached a yam, and each week a city.

Yam(e, graphic \w.famie, Them : see Y (3).

Yamboo, var. of (or error for) jamboo, JaUBO.

1777 G. Forstf.r Voy. round World II. 302 The yamboos,
{eugenia,) a cooling watery fruit, of the size of pears.

Yamen, Yamf: see Yamun, Yami*h.

Yammer (yacmw), sb. Sc. and dial. Forms :

6 jawmer, lamer, 8 yaumour, yauramer, 8-

yaramer. [f. next. Cf. MDu., MLG. Jammer]
An act, or the action, of 'yammering'; a cry of

lamentation, a wail ; a loud outcry, shout, yell

;

lamentation, complaint, c-ueiulous utterance.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 122 The air wasdirkit with

the fowlis, That come with ^awmeris and with jwHIfc r$$*

Lyndesav Monarche 6002 Than sail those Creaturis forlorne

Warie the hour that thay wer borne, With mony ?amer,

MVt, and jell, 179a A. Wilson Watty fy Meg xxxix, While

the weans, wi' mornfu'yaummer, Round their sabbin mother

flew. 1894 Crockett Lilac Sunbonnet ix, Gin ye dinna

tak' tent to ycrsel'. . wi' yer eternal yammer o* * Peats, Jock

Gordon', an' 'Water, Jock Gordon', ye'U maybes find

yersel' whaur Jock Gordon '11 no be there to serve ye.

Yammer (yjcmw), v. Obs. exc St, and dial.

Forms : 5, 8 yamer, 6 jammer, -ar, jalmer, 7

yalmer, -ur, 8 yommer, 8-9 yaumer, y yaum-

mer, yawmer, yammar, 6, 9 yammer. [Altera-

tion of ME. jomer, Yomkr, after MDu., MLG.
jammeren.]

1. intr. To lament, mourn ;
to utter cries oi

lamentation or distress, to wail ; to whine, whimper.

Iruoo Anturs ArtA. ix. Hit jaulut, hit jamurt, lyke a

woman.) 1481 Caxton Rrynardxtx. (Arb.) 47 Hc.fayned

as he had wepte, right as he hadde yamerde in bis herte. 1603>3

PrtM. tfjXBiwm (BannatynefaoThou shall yalmur and

yell that al York shal it heare. 1818 Miss b ekkier Mar-

riage xviii, U[sc. the child] does yammer constantly i8«o

Scott Monast. iv, The White Maiden of AveneL.is aye

seen to yammer and wail before ony o* that family dies.

1861 Waugh Birtle Carters Tale 27 To see poor wortchtn

folk's little bits o' childher yammerin' for a bite o' meight—

when there's noan for 'em.



YAMMERING. 14 YANKEE.
b, To murmur, complain, grumble ; also trans.

to say in a complaining or querulous tone.

1786 Har'st Rig cii, They ever and anon stand still, And
yamour sair ;

' We're sure we do our day fulfil, And meikle
mail/ C1826 Hogg in J. Wilson*s Nodes Ambr. (1855) 1. 224
There's some souls *11 yammer and cheep If a win'le-strae lie

in their way. 1892 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads, Tom-
linson 77 Then Tomlinson he gripped the bars and yam-
mered, ' Let me in — '. 1894 Crockett Mad Sir Uchtred
ix, ' They chase us, Belus,' he yammered.
2. To make a loud unpleasant noise or outcry

;

to howl, yell ; to roar, shout.

1513 Douglas sEneis vn. 1. 38 Greit figuris of wolfis..
joulandand^ammerandgrislie for to heyr. c 1550 Clariodtis
1. 738 (Maitland) 24. The cairfull echo ^almering to the sky.

fli^S Mojktcomerik Flyting 123 Hoy, hurson, to hell,..

Where deuilsin their den dois yiramnr and sell. 1603 Proph.
of Waldhaue (Bannatyne) 27 He yelped, he yalmered, and
youled loude. i8*8Craren Gloss. 1894 Crockett Raiders
xx, Like fiends yammering and girning when Hell wins
a soul.

3. To long, yearn, crave.

1705 [see below]. C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View
Lane. Dial. Wks.(i775)si Boh I yammer t'hear heaw things
turn'd eawt. 1895 Crockett Men of Moss-Hags xxhi,
When a' thae things are yammerin' to get haud o' ye.

Hence Ya'mmering vbl.sb. and///. a.

1536 BeLLBNDBM Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 240 Terribil spraichjs
of yammering pepill in the deidthraw. 1705 J. Dunton
Life fy Errors 247 Mr, Ames, .had always some Yammer-
ings upon him after Learning and the Muses. 1722 Ram-
say Three Bonnets w. 191 A sucking weanie. .toits yamcring
fa's again. 1807STAGG Poems 21 Our wee yen's yammerin'
noise. 1822 Blackiv. Mag. XI. 486 Suppressed, discontented,
yawmering. .whiggism. 1870 Miss Broughton Red as
Rose viii. The yammering of the baby. 1895 Crockett Men
of Moss-flags xxiii, ' Na, na', he cried, in the strange yam-
mering speech of the creature.

Yampee. = Yam 1
.

1796 Nemnich Polygl.-Lex.

Yamph. (yamf), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also
yamf. [Echoic] intr. To bark, as a dog, esp.

a small dog ; to yelp. Hence Ya-mphing///. a.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. in. xlx, The hale town
tykes yamph loud. 1728 — Hackney Scribblers xii, Nae
mastive minds a yamphing cur. 1818 W. Muir Poems 33
Has wylie Reynard come thy way, Or peace-disturbing
yamphing Tray. 1844 M. A. Richardson Local Hist.
Table-bk., Legend. II. 136 The yamphin thing [sc. a dog]
dee't the neist day.

Hence Yamph sb., a bark, a yelp.
1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Scotch Songs) Ser. in. 69 She

kend wha it was by the yamph o' his tyke.

II Yamstchik(yee-mstjik). Also8yamsheek, 9
yems(t)chick, -schik,yamshik. [Russ. JiMinnKt,
f. mil, YAK 3.] The driver of a post-horse.
1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. it. xii. 56 It was so worded as

to signify either post-horses or yamsheeks. [[1833 R. Pinker-
ton Russia 21 The peasantry, .furnish the horses, and each
drives his own. They are called yamstchiki.] 1855 Englishw.
in Russia 40 The yell of the yemstchick inciting his team
to greater speed. 1896 ' H. S. Merriman ' Sowers xxiv,
Paul

. ,
driving with both hands and extended arms, after the

manner of Russian yemschiks. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXV7
.

15/ 1 Parties. .of yamshiks— a special organization of Old
Russia entrusted with the maintenance of horses for postal
communication.

II Yamun, yamen (ya'm^n). Also -oun,
-§n. [Chinese ya tent or pavilion of a general,
official residence, office + mtin gate.] The office

or official residence of a Chinese mandarin ; hence,
any department of the Chinese public service, as
the tsung It yamun or Chinese 'foreign office',

established in i860.
1827 H. E. Lloyd Timkowskfs Trav. nu L III The tri-

bunal (called the yamoun) is the supreme court of the country
of the Kalkas: it has the civil and military jurisdiction,
and administers justice : sentence is past according to the
printed code of laws. 1858 Merc. Marine Ma°. V. 45 Hesaw
pagodas, and yamuns. 1883 Sunday Mag. 632 The yamun
or official residence of the county magistrate. 1891 Daily
News 2S July 5 '1 He.. made a run for the official yamen,
but was overtaken . . and murdered 1907 Times 30 May 5 '2

The intention is to attack every yamen and to exterminate
all the officials.

Yan, Yance, north, dial. ff. One, Once.
Y"ande, obs. form of Yond.
Yane, north, dial. f. One; obs. f. Yawn.
Yanglour, obs. form of Janglek.
Yanizari : see Janizary.
Tank (y^nk), j<M dial, and U. S. [f. Yank v.]

a. Sc. A sudden sharp blow or stroke, b. 17. S.
A sudden vigorous pull, a jerk.
1818 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck xiv. II. 18, 1 took up my

neive an' gae him a yank on the haffat. 1888 Gunter
Mr. Potter viii. 100 Her brother giving her a masculine
yank [from the gondola], and jumping her upon the steps.
1913 M. Roberts Salt of the Sea xviii. 447 He gave the
twine a yank.

Tank, J^. 2 (a.) Colloq. abbreviation of Yankee.
1778 Conquerors 14 Give me five hundred brave and

chosen men, I'll drive the Yanks from north to south again.
1834 R. H. Froude in Newman's Lett. (1891) II. 77 The
Yank edition of the 'Christian Year'. 187a Schele ve
Vere Amer. 23 During the war the Yanks became the
universal designation of Federal soldiers in the Confederacy,
even as they were called Rebs—not Rebels—by Northern
men. 1886 All Year Round 14 Aug. 35 As clever at a trick
as a Yank.
Comb. Ya*nkland nonce-tod.) the land of the

Yankees, America.

1834 R. H. Froude in Newman's Lett. (1891) II. 37 When
I shall go to Yankland I do not know.
Tank (yserjk), v. dial, and U.S. [Origin un-

known.]
1. trans. To pull with a sudden vigorous move-
ment ; to jerk or twitch vigorously.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., To Yank, to twitch or jerk

powerfully; a term used in New England. 1854 Spirit of
the Times (N. Y.) (Thornton Amer. Gloss.), Afore you could
say Sam Patch, them hogs were yanked aout of the lot,

kilt and scraped. 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wildfowl viii.

143 How angry it has made me to have a nervous know-
nothing catch me by the arm and yank me down, for fear

a duck that he happened to catch sight of half a mile off
would see me and take alarm. 1903 Sat. Rev. 11 Jan. 39
Yanking up fence-posts that were wanted in a hurry.
absol. 1867 Visit to Nantucket (Scheie de Vere 649) He

yanked and yanked, but the sapling wouldn't come, and
thar he was caught in his own trap. 1884 Bath Herald
II Oct. 6/2 When a woman has a new pair of shoes sent
home she. .never shoves her toes into them, and yanks and
hauls until she is red in the face.

b. transf.

1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xxvi, Yank them
both to bed. 1901 F. Hume Golden Wang.ho xiii, I'd have
yanked Jinfou to the police-station straight away.
2. intr. To pull or jerk vigorously

;
jig. to be

vigorously active.

182J Ainslie Land of Burns 1 They went not forth like
gangers, A yanking on their cloots. 1888 Cassells Encycl.
Diet. s.v., She yanked on at the work. 191s Masefield
Dauber in. ii, The staysails flogged, the tackle yanked and
shook.

Hence Yanking: ppl. a., (a) active, 'pushing*
(Sc.)

;
(b) jerking, twitching.

i8»4 Scott St. Ronan's ii, I canna bide their yanking way
of knapping English at every word. 1876 Mrs. Whitney
Sights ty insights xxix, Poor Emery Ann had had a yanking
old horse, and a wretchedly uncomfortable saddle.

Yankee (yse-nki), sb. and a. Also 8-9 Yankey,
Yanky,^/. Yankies. [Source unascertained.
The two earliest statements as to its origin were published

in 1 789 : Thomas Anburey, a British officer who served under
Burgoyne in the War of Independence, in his Travels II. 50
derives Yankee from Cherokee eankke slave, coward, which
he says was applied to the inhabitants of New England
by the Virginians for not assisting them in a war with the
Cherpkees; William Gordon in Hist. Amer. War states
that it was a favourite word with farmer Jonathan Hastings
of Cambridge, Mass., £"1713, who used it in the sense of
1 excellent '. Appearing next in order of date (1822) is the
statement which has been most widely accepted, viz. that
the word has been evolved from North American Indian
corruptions of the word English through Yengees to
Yankees (Heckewelder, Indian Nations iii. ed. 1876, p. 77^

;

cf. Yengee.
Perhaps the most plausible conjecture is that it comes

from Du. Janke, dim. of Jan John, applied as a derisive
nickname by either Dutch or English in the New England
states (J. N. A. Thierry, 1838, in Life ofTicknor, 1876, II.

vii. 124). The existence of Yank(e)y, Yankee, as a surname
or nickname (often with Dutch associations) is vouched for
by the following references :

1683 Cat. St. Papers, Colon. Ser. (189S) 457 They [sc.

pirates] sailed from Bonaco..; chief commanders, Vanhorn,
Laurens, and Yankey Duch. 1684 Ibid. 733 A sloop.. un-
lawfully seized by Captain Yankey. 1687 Ibid. (1899) 456
Captains John Williams (Yankey) and Jacob Everson
(Jacob). 1687-8 MSS. Earl of Dartmouth in nth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 136 The pirates Yanky and
Jacobs. 1697 Dampier Voy. I, iii. 38. 17*5 Inventory of
W. Marr ofCarolina in N. <y Q. 5th Ser. X. 467 Item one
negroe man named Yankee to be sold.
Cf. also ' Dutch yanky' s.v. Yanky.]
A. sb.

1. a. U. S. A nickname for a native or inhabi-

tant of New England, or, more widely, of the
northern States generally ; during the War of
Secession applied by the Confederates to the
soldiers of the Federal army.
1765 Oppression, a Poem by an American (with notes by

a North Briton) 17 From meanness first this Portsmouth
Yankey rose. Note, 'Portsmouth Yankey*, It seems, our
hero being a New-Englander by birth, has a right to the
epithet of Yankey; a name of derision, I have been in-
formed, given by the Southern people on the Continent, to
those of New-England : what meaning there is in the word,
I never could learn. 1775 T. Trumbull M eFingal 1. 1

When Yankies, skilfd in martial rule, First put the British
troops to school. Editor s note, Yankies—a term formerly
of derision, but now merely of distinction, given to the
people of the four eastern States. 1775 Penna Gazette
10 May in N. ff Q. 1st Ser. VI. 57/1 They [sc. the British
troops] were roughly handled by the Yankees, a terrrPof
reproach for the New Englanders, when applied by the
regulars. 1778 Muse's Mirrour I. 220 O My Yankee, my
Yankee, And O my Yankee, my sweet.ee, And was its nurse
North asham'd Because such a bantling hath beat-ee? 1817
M. Birkbkck Notes Joum. Amer. (1818) 19 The enter-
prising people [at Richmond, Virginia] are mostly strangers

;

Scotch, Irish, and especially New England men, or Yankees,
as they are called. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan i. I. 13
He was a Yankee, the very chaiacter of whom is, that he
can 'turn his hand', as he says, 'to any thing*. 1891
Duncan Amer. Girl in London 23 The Yankees are the
New Englanders, . . the name woulcf once have been taken
as an insult by a Southerner.

b. By English writers and speakers commonly
applied to a native or inhabitant of the United
States generally; an American.
Applied occas. to a ship (cf. Frenchman, etc.).

C1784 Nelson Let. to Locker in A. Duncan Life (1806)

321, I.. am determined not to suffer the Yankies to come
where the ship is. 1796 T. Twining Trav. Amer. (1894) 68
Their wit was particularly directed against a ' Yankee who

was one of the company. We apply this designation as a
term of ridicule or reproach to the inhabitants of all parts
of the United States indiscriminately ; but the Americans
confine its application to their countrymen of the Northern
or New England States. 1798 Charlotte Smith Yng.
Philos. III. 11 If thou marriedst the heiress, thou must give
up thy little American, thy fascinating yankey. 1836 H ali-
surton Ctockm. Ser. 1. ix, I'll be d d, said he, if ever
I saw a Yankee that didn't bolt his food whole like a Boa
Constrictor. 1851 Blackw. Mag. LX1X. 409/2 When we
next saw the Yankee [sc. a frigate], there we were coming
right down upon him over the breast of the sea. 1887
' Edna Lvall ' Knight-Errant xvii, I really am Italian,
though Signor Sardoni will call me a little Yankee.
2. [ellipt. use of the adj.] The Yankee language,

the dialect of New England; loosely, American
English generally.

1824 J. Gilchrist Etymol. Inierpr. 8 The naked savages
of Indiana already speak a corrupt English (or Yankee).
1836 Haliburton Ctockm. Ser. 1. i, You did not come from
Halifax, I presume, sir, did you? in a dialect too rich to be
mistaken as genuine Yankee. 1840 — Letter Bag iii. 34
Coarse jokes in English, German, French, and Yankee.
3. \\ hisky sweetened with molasses, local U. S.

colloq.

1804 Fessenden Orig. Poems 97 Call on me when you
come this way, And take a dram of Yankee.
4. pi. Stock Exchange slang. American stocks

or securities.

1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 6 Sept. 12/1 There was great excite-
ment in the American market yesterday, and the bulls are
cherishing the hope that there is to be a sustained boom in
' Yankees '. 1908 Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 1/7 Yankees finished

higher on the lead from Wall Street.

5. A name for various special tools of American
origin, or of ingenious design. (Cf. Yankee notions

m C.) 1909 Cent. Diet. Supp.

B. adj. That is a Yankee
;

pertaining to or

characteristic of Yankees (often with connotation
of cleverness, cunning, or cold calculation) ; loosely,

belonging to the United States, American.
1781 A. Bell in Southey Life (1844) I. 37 The whole coast

infested with Yanky privateers. 1784 Abigail Adams Lett.

(1848) 161 We have curtains, it is true, and we only in part
undress, about as much as the Yankee bundlers. 1822 Cob
bett Weekly Reg. 9 Mar. 633, 1 was on board a little Yankee
sloop in the Bay of Ftinday. 1828 {title) The Yankee and
Boston Literary Gazette. 1829 Marryat Frank Mt'ldmay
xx, I will show you a Yankee trick. 1886 Froude Oceana
357 California with its gold and its cornfields, . . its ' heathen
Chinese ' and its Yankee millionaires, was a land of romance.

b. Used of or in reference to the language or
dialect : cf. A. 2.

a 1854 Whittier Charms <£ Fairy Faith Pr. Wks. 1880
II. 239 A sort of Yankee-Irish dialect. 1866 Lowell Biglow
P. Introd., Wks. 1890 II. 170 Of Yankee preterites I find
risse and rize for rose in Beaumont and Fletcher, Middleton
and Dryden.

C. Comb., etc. a. £"<?«., as Yankee-like, -looking.

1799 Aurora (Phila.) 30 Sept. (Thornton Amer. Gloss.)

Faith, 'twill be Yankee like, and plagued funny. 1836
Halibl'rton Clockm. Ser. 1. xvii, I heard him ax the groom
who that are Yankee lookin feller was.

b. Special combinations and collocations.

Yankee gang, name in Canada for a special

arrangement of gang-saws (see qtiot.) ; Yankee-
land, the land ot Yankees, New England ; loosely,

the United States ; Yankee notions [Notion 9 b],

small wares or useful articles made in New England
or the northern States ; Yankee State, a nickname
for Ohio.
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., ^Yankee Gang, an arrange-

ment in a saw-mill (Canada).. .It consists of two sets of

gang-saws, having parallel ways. . . One is the slabbing-gang,
and reduces the log to a balk and slab- boards. The balk is

then shifted to the stock-gang, which rips it into lumber.
1803 in Spirit Pitbl. Jrtils. VI. 350 More wit from "Yankee-
land. 1837 Hawthorne Amer. Note-bks. 13 July (1883) 57
It sounds strangely to hear children bargaining in French
on the borders of Yankee-land. 1819 Mass. Spy 8 Sept.

(Thornton), I come here to retail My ^Yankee notions,

—

cheese, wit, verse, codfishes, Cider, et cetera. 1815 J. Neal
Bro. Jonathan xxii. II. 29S The tallow, corn, cotton, hams,
hides, and so forths, which we had got, in exchange for a
load of Yankee notions. 1889 Century Mag. May 82/1,

I saw the American tin-ware, lanterns, and 'Yankee notions'.

1884 Hatper's Mag. June 125/1 Ohio was called 'the
*Yankee State '.

Hence Yankee v. {rare~ x

), trans, to deal cun-

ningly with like a Yankee, to cheat ; Ya-nkeedom,
the realm or country of Yankees, the United States

of America; Yankees as a body; Ya'nkeyess,
a depreciatory term for an American woman

;

Yankeefied (-faid) ///. a., made or become like

a Yankee ; characteristic of a Yankee ; Yankeeish
a., resembling a Yankee (whence Ya'nkeeishljr

adv., like a Yankee) ; Ya'nkeeism, Yankee char-

acter or style ; a Yankee characteristic or idiom
;

Yankeeize v., trans, to make Yankeeish, give a

Yankee character to.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 683 IThey] are considered
capable of l *Yankeeing* the more simple-minded Canadians.
1851 Blacfnu. Mag. Apr. 417/1 He ought to take steamer
direct for *Yankeedom ;.. they'd make him President at

once ! 1890 Miss Broughton Alas 1. viii, Yankeedom and
Cockneydom, rushing hand in hand through all earth's

sacredness. 1853 Q. Rev. Mar. 297 The *Yankeyesses who
urge the convenience of a manly garb. 1846 Jas. Taylor
Upper Canada 47 Some of the Canadians indulge in the
*Yankeefied habit of bolting down their victuals. 1897



YANKEE DOODLE.
Voice (N. Y.) 14 J.in. 8 Japan is getting Yankeefied in more
ways than one. 1855 Db Quincey in ' H. A. Page' Life
(1877) II. xviii. 112 Waal, now, to speak "yankeeishly, I

calculate your dander is rising. 18x0 Eclectic Rey.^ Apr.

359 The term uniueil, when first brought up, was ridiculed

as a *Yankee-ism. 1836 Eraser's Mag. XIII. 653 Guilty

of all those Yankeeisms which distinguish the lout from the

gentleman. 1865 Visct. Milton & W. B. Cheadl* N.-W.
Pass, by Land ii. (1867) 18 Irish or German Yankees ;. .out-

Heroding Herod in Yankeeism. 1864 Guardian 20 Apr.
386 We begin to fear that England is becoming *Yankee-
ised. 1877 Sir F. Elliot in Powden Corr. Sir H. Taylor

377 The most certain of political tendencies in England is

what.. I will call the Yankeeising tendency. 1882 H. E.
Scudder Noah Webster \\\\. 289 Hawthorne, Yankeeizing
the Greek myths, and finding all Rome but the background
for his Puritan maiden, was asserting that new discovery of

Europe by America.

Yankee Doodle (yse-rjki d»*d'l). [Origin

uncertain.
The tune is said to have been composed in 1755 by Dr.

Shuckburgh, a surgeon in Lord Amherst's army, in derision

of the provincial troops {Hist, fy Misc. Coll. Ncvj Hampsh.
1824, HI. 217-18).]

1. The title of a popular air of the United States

of America, considered to be characteristically

national.

1768 Jml. ofthe Times (Boston) 29 Sept. in Lossing Pict.

Field-Bk. Revol. (1851) I. 480 Those passing in boats ob-

served great rejoicings, and that the Yankee Doodle Song
was the capital piece in the band of music. 1775 Pennsyl-
vania Even. Post 22 July 317/2 General Gage's troops are

much dispirited ;. .and. .disposed to leave off dancing any
more to the tune of Yankey Doodle. £1775 T. L. Yankee
Doodle; or the Negroe''s farewell to America (so»g) in Ar

.

$ Q. 1st Ser. V. 87 Yankee doodle, yankee doodle dandy, I

vow, Yankee doodle, yankee doodle, bow wow wow. 1836
Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xvii, He.. walked off, a whishn
Yankee Doodle to himself.

2. A Yankee. Also attrib.

a 1807 J. Skinner Amusem. Leis. Hours (1809) 78 Syne
after him cam Yankie Doodle, Frae hyne ayont the muckle
water. 1814 Moore Parody of Letter 48, I might have
withheld these political noodles From knocking their heads
against hot Yankee Doodles. 1835 J. "Neal Bro. Jonathan
xxiii. II. 319 One of your yankee doodle invitations, that,

—

happy to see you another time. 1830 Scott Jml. 5 Sept.

(1890) II. 351 We have had.. Yankees male and female, and
a Yankee-DoodlcDandy into the bargain, a smart young
Virginia man.

Hence Yankeedoo dledoni, Yankeedoodleism,
= Yankeedom, Yankeeism (above).

1861 Death of Lincoln Despotism (Bartlett), And hold

them Abe Lincoln, and all his Northern scum, Shall own our
independence of *Yankee Doodledom. 1836 Eraser's Mag.
XI 1 1. 468 The man's whole life. . was a long series of Frenchi-

fied *Yankeedood!eisms.

Yankeese (yperjkrz). nonce-wd. [f. Yankee
+ -ESE.] American English.

1883 ' Ouida' Frescoes, At Camaldoli 119 They.. feel like

two tame 'possums sitting on a gumtree. Now don't say I

can't talk Yankeese !

Tanker (yarnkai). ? Obs. [f. Yank v. + -eh 1.]

1. St. = Yank so.* a ; fig. a big or * thumping' lie.

1822 Hogg Perils of Man xii. I. 330 ' Ay, billy, that is a

yanker !
' said Tani aside. ' When ane is gaun to tell a lie,

there's naething like telling a plumper at aince.'

2. (See quot., but perh. an error for Janker.)
1833 Act3 ff 4 Will. /V% c. 46 § 80 If.. any person, .shall

drive any four-wheeled cart, commonly called a wood yanker
without a person in charge of each pair of wheels.

fYa*nky. Obs. rare. [Of doubtful status,

origin, and meaning. Perh. Du. Janke, applied

orig. to a particular ship, and so identical with

Yankee (q.T.). The following examples of Yankee

in the proper names of ships may be compared :

—

1776 If. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) I. 55 They were in the

Yankee Hero. 18x3 Examiner n Jan. 22/1 The Yankee,
American schooner privateer.]

1760-1 Smollett Launcelot Greaves iii. Proceed with thy

story in a direct course, without yawing like a Dutch yanky.

1904 P. Fountain Great Korth-West xvii. 195 A yanki is a

small kind of galiot, and the Dutch fur-traders used craft of

this kind to ascend the rivers in search of their Indian

customers.

Tanolite (yarnotoit). Min. [a. Y.yanolithe,

? f. Gr. tavBos violet : see -lite.] Axinite.
1850 Ansted Eiem, Geol., Min. etc. §438 Axinite, Thu-

mite, Yanolite. In violet crystals, remarkable as one of the

few representative forms of the unsymmetrical oblique

prism. 1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 299.

Yaoor, var. Giaour.

II Taourt (ya'uit). Also yao(o)rt, you(a)rt.

[Turkish uy .c%> yoghurt (with quiescent gh) Yo-

<;urt.] A fermented liquor made by the Turks

from milk.
1819 T. Hope Anastasius (1820) I. vii. 137 Once on a fast-

day eating some nice Yaoort. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xvii.

250 The ' youart ', or curds and whey, which is the principal

delicacy to be found amongst the wandering tribes. :8<8

Simmonds Diet. Trade, Yaourt, a fermented liquor or milk-

beer, similar to koumis. 1887 T. Stevens Around World
on Bicycle xviii. 427 The yaort bowl contains one solitary

wooden spoon.

Tap (ya?p), sb. [Echoic. Cf. Yawp.]
1. A dog that yaps; a yelping cur. Now dial.

1603 Sir C Hkydon Jud. Astral, i. 4 Those bawling

yappes, that barke rather of fashion, then fiercenes. 169a

R. L'Estrange Fables eclxxxiv. 248 'Tis a Common Thing
upon the Passing of a Strange Dog through a Town, to have

a Hundred Curs Bawling at bis Breech, and Every Yap
gets a Snap at him. a 1815 Forby J'oc. F. Anglia.

15

2. A sound expressible by the syllable 'yap';

a short sharp bark or cry.

1826 Lamb Ess., Pop. Fallacies xiii, But yap, yap, yap /—

what is this confounded cur? 1864 Daily Tel. 8 Oct., A
small dog, ..giving a quick series of sharp low barks, or yaps.

1879 Jekferies Wild Life in S. Co. 258 A weasel rushes

past... He utters a strange startled 'yap'. 1901 Pall Malt
Mag. July 328 The sub. gave a little yap of joy.

Yap, yaup (yap, y§p), a. Chiefly Sc. and
north, torms: 4-6 gape, 5 gop(e, 5-6 3aip(e,

6 yaip, 8-9 yap, 9 yaup. [Northern ME. }ope,

with rare southern var. pp, representing gedp,

alteration of OK. ^a/ Yepe by conversion of the

falling into a rising diphthong.]

1. Clever, cunning ; shrewd, astute ; nimble,

active: = Yepe i.

13.. Northern Passion (H.) 1944 }e liaue $ape men him
forto ^eme. C1375 Cursor ill. 0019 (Fairf.) Haue he bene
be-fore neuer sa yipe [Cotton yepe] Fra ben I telle him for

a nape, c 1375 SC. Leg. Saints v. {'Johannes') 3i8_Of bar

ydolis be bischope, Aristodemus, bat wes }ape, Raisit a gret

sedicione In be puple of bat towne. c 1400 Destr. Troy
6642 A ^op knyght & a )onee. a 1450 MvBC Par, Pr. 1651

Bvt, confessour, be wys and ^op, And sende forth bese to be

byschop. c 1475 Rauf Collator 628 The yiip }eman to the

5et is gane. a 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Ivetnen 79 Ane
grume, .. >aip, and }ing. 15.. Christ's Kirk 100 (Bann.
MS.) A yaip yung man,. . Lowsd of a scnot. 1825 Brockett
N. C. Gloss., 1 'a/>,apt, quick. 1891 * H. Haliburton ' Ochil
Idylls 40 I'm juist as yap an' yauld As e'er was youth.

f 2. Eager or ready, esp. to do something. Obs.

c 1450 Holland 11owlat 602 3aipe, thocht he }oug was, to

faynd his offens. C1500 RowlFs Cursing 205 {Bann. MS.)
With gaipand mowth richt yaip to swell y. 1513 Douglas
sEncis xii. ii. 88 The byssy knaipis and verlettis of his

stabill About thame stud, full ^aip and seruyabill. 1728

Ramsay Daft Bargain n [He] seem'd right yap His meal-
tith quickly up to gawp.

3. Eager or ready to eat, hungry.
1768 Ross Helenorc I. 20 Right yape she yoked to the

pleasing feast, a 1774 Fergusson Rising ofSession Poems
(1845) 29 'l"ne farmers sons, as yap as sparrows. 183a Car-
rick in Whistle-Binkie (Scotch Songs) Ser. I. (1839) 74 Like
leeches when yaup. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb ii,

Gi'e the bairns a bit piece, ..the like o' them's aye yap.

Yap, v. Also yap-yap. [Echoic. Cf. Yawp.]
1. intr. To bark sharply, as a small dog ; to yelp.

1668 fsee yapping vbl. sb.]. a 1815 Forby Vog. E. Anglia.

1854 R- S. Surtees Jlandlcy Cr. \, Up come the hounds.

.

yelping, yapping, puffing, and blowing. 1865 Anne Man-
ning lielforest II. 100 A little dog that., yap-yapped at every
visitor. 1901 Meredith Poems, Forest Hist, xvii, Where
long forlorn the lone dog whines and yaps.

2. transf. To speak snappishly.

1864 'Annie Thomas' D. Donne III. 204 Dora was not

one of the women who yap and scream in wrath or excite-

ment. 1893 Kipling Many Invent. 130 Ortheris yapped
indignantly.

Hence Ya'pping vbl.sb. and ppl.a.\ also Yap-
per, a dog or person that yaps.

i8«3 Xew Monthly Mag. VIII. 499 Some dozen "yappers

and yellers of all shapes and breeds. 1901 Longm. Mag.
May 46 His enemies said ' Job wer' a proper yapper '. 1668

R. L'Estrange I'is. Quev. (1708) 243 A Voice not unlike

the "yapping of a foysting Cur. 1891 Conan Doyle White
Company ix, The shrill yapping of the hounds. 1894 Sat.

Rev. 3 Alar. 214 There was some rather feeble yap yapping
at the Peers. 1865 Anne Manning Belforest I. 265 Every
little 'yap-yapping dog. 1868 Miss Braddon Dead-sea
Fruit xxv, Haifa dozen little yapping dogs, .assailed me.

Ya'ply, adv. Chiefly Sc and north. Forms :

4-5 ;ap(e)ly, 5 yappely, ^opely, 8-9 yaply.

[f. Yap a. + -ly ^.j Actively, nimbly ; readily,

eagerly; in mod.Sc. hungrily. So Yapneas,
hunger.
a 1400 Pistill of Susan 228 To the }ate }aply bei ^eoden

wel 5are. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 1674 Asouerayn aw
forto be-hald ^apli vnto ;ong & aid. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.

1393 (Dubl. MS.), And bai ^opely ayayn *eldyn bairn swythe.

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 231 We muste yappely wende in at

bis yate. 1768 Ross Helcnore 11.68 Unto their supper they

right yaply fa'. i8z8 Moir Mansie Wauch iv, My yapness

and stiff appetite.

Yapock (yse'p^k). Also yapok, yapach. [f.

Oyapok, name of a river between French Guiana

and Brazil, spelt earlier IViapoco (Harcourt Voy.

Guiana, 1613;.] The South American water-opos-

sum, Chironectes variegatus, having webbed toes.

i8»7 Gru kith tr. Cuviers Anim. Kingd. ttl. 35 There
are . . Yapocks of a smaller size. . . Found on the banks of the

Yapoch river of Guyana. 1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 103

The Yapach .. frequents the rivers of Guiana. 189* J. A.

Thomson Outt. Zool. 569 The aquatic Yapock {Chironectes)

..feeds on fish and smaller water animals.

Yapon, yaupon (y£*pPn )- Also 8 yaupan,
yopon, yappon. [North Carolina.] An evergreen

shrub or small tree {Ilex Cassine or vomitorid)
y

allied to the holly, growing in Texas and Southern

U. S. ; a decoction of the leaves {yapon tea) is used

as an emetic and purgative. Also called Appa-
lachian or Carolina tea.

a vn.% Lawson Hist. Carolina (1714) 91 Yaubon, call'd by
the South Carolina Indians cassena, is a bush that grows
chiefly on the sand banks and islands. X7"3 J- Br'CKEI.i.

Nat. Hist. Carolina (1737) 319 They drink great quantities

of yaupan tea. 1775 Adair Anter. Imt. 361 The Yopon, or

Cusseena. 1786 Abercrombie Arr. in Card. Assist. 42

Yappon tree. 1884 G. P. Lathrop True ii. 13 lnat kind of

holly known in the region IN. Carolina coast] as yaupon.

Yapp (yaep). [Name of a London bookseller

YARD.

to whose order this style of binding was first made,

about i860 {N. & Q. 9th Ser., 1890, IV. 256).]

Name for a style of bookbinding in limp leather

with overlapping edges or flaps. Hence Yapped
(ya?pt) a., made in this style.

1882 Publishers' Circular 15 Feb. 163 Uagster's Bibks.

In Sheep Yapped, with Elastic Band. 1883 iV. $ Q- 6th

Ser- VII. 313 Yapp, as applied to binding, is the name of the

binder [sic] who originally employed the style now so known.
1889 Rtp. Artisans Paris Univ. E.xhib. 31 Bagster & Co.
have a good variety of work in the Bible line, especially

their india-rubber kid-lined Yapps. 1894 Guardian 31 Oct.

1712 An ingenious method of appending markers to Bibles

with yapped or overlapping bindings. 1910 Athenaeum 26

Feb. 239 1 In velvet persian, yapp edges, boxed.

Tappet (yse'pet), v. [frequent, f. Yap v.: see

-ET.] /«//-. = Yap -'. 1. Hence Yappeting pp/.n.

1681 T. Flatman Herocliius Ridens No. 39 (1713) I. 25;

It is a little Tutty-nos'd yappeting Sprite; the Good Old
Cause's Lap-Dog. 1868 Helps Reatmah xix. I. 290 The
likeness he was pleased to discover between my poor self

and a yappeting suburban poodle.

Yar(r, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 3ar
v
r

v

en, 7

yarre. [Imitative. Cf. Aitiit'. 2 , Gabbe v., Yibb.]

intr. To snarl or growl, as or like a dog. Hence
Ya'rrer ; Ya'rring vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

13.. Gatu. $ Gr. Knt. 1595, & he rariande hym }e!de.

Ibid. 1724 Loude he was 3ayned, with ;arande spethe. 1611

CoTCB., S'entregratter, to whurre, yarre, grumble, one at

another. Ibid., Grondo ie,. .whurling, yarring. Ibid., Gron.
deur,. .a whurrer, or yarrer. 1653 Crquhart Rabelais 11.

\.\ii. 153 When he saw that all the dogs were flocking about

her, yarring at the retardment of their accesse to her. 1768

Beattie 'To Mr. A. Ross in Helenorc (1S12) 132 In kittle

limes, when faes are yarring.

Yar, obs. or dial. f. Earth, Ere, Theib, Yair,

Your ; var. Yah int. 1

t Ya rage. Nattt. Obs. [V f. Yabe a. or v. +
-age.] The power of moving or being managed
at sea.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 997 They were light of

yarage : armed and furnished with water-men as many as

they needed. Ibid, 999 The gallies of the enemies, the

which were heauie of yarage, both for their bignes, as also

for lacke of watermen to row them.

Yarak (yarraek). Falconry. [?Pers. ,5,l>

yaraki power, strength, ability.] In yarak : (of

a hawk) in proper condition for hunting.

1855 Salvim & Brodkick Ealc. Brit. Isles 105 The Cos.
hawk., will not work at all unless in good temper and proper

Hying order, termed in the East 'yarak '. Ibid. 108 It

requires about ten days to get this Hawk into tyarak\
1900 Michell Hawking xii. 162 Unless ihe hawk was in

first-rate condition,— in what is called ' >creaming yarak".

190Z Kipling Kim x, He's in yaiak Plumed to the very

point.

Yarb, dial, form of Herb.
1845 S. Judd Margaret v. (1871) 23 Stuhiloquent yarb-

monger. 1847 Thoreau Let. in Atlantic Monthly (1892}

June 736, I hope he got ' yarbs 'enough to satisfy him. 1855

Kingslby Wistw. Hot iv, Some skill in 'yarbs', as she

called her simples.

Yarborough (ya'jbftra). Cards. [Said to be

so called because a certain Earl of Yarborough

used to bet 1,000 to 1 against the occunence of

such a hand.] In whist and bridge, a hand which

contains no card above a nine.

1900 J. Doe Bridge Man. 35 If he has a Yarborough, you
will lose the game. 1910 Blacktv. Mag Dec. 809-2, I have

held yarboroughs and been doubled and roughed all the

evening.

Yard (yaid), sb. 1 Forms : 1 seard, 4-5 $erd(e,

4-6 5ard(e, yerde, 4-8 yerd, 4-9 yaird, (4

}herd, 5 geard, gord, yorde, 6 }harde, 7 yearde,

8 Sc. yeard), 5-6 gaird, 6-7 yarde, 3- yard.

[OK. geard str. masc. fence, dwelling, house, region

OS. gard enclosure, field, dwelling, MDu., Du.

mmd garden, OHG. gart circle, ring, ON. gartfr

Garth, (Sw. gSrd yard, Da. gard yard, farm),

(loth, gards house, with corresp. wk. forms OFris.

garda garden, OS. garde, OHG. garto (MHO.
garte, G. garten) garden, Goth, garda enclosure,

stall. {OE. geard is the second element of middan-

Bmrd Middenerp, ortgeard Orchard, wlngeard

Winyard.)
The ulterior relations of these words are uncertain. Close

affinity of sense is exhibited by the words derived from the

Teut. xoq\ gerd- : gard-: gurd-, represented by Girdf.j

(OE.gyrdan, OHG. £urten, UN. gyrta) and Girth *#."

,ON. g/ortf, Goth. gairda\ and those derived from an Indo-

European root gkort-. viz. Gr. x<>Ptov farm-yard, feeding-

place, food, fodder, L. hortus garden, co-kors enclosure,

yard, pen for cattle and poultry, Cohort, Court, Olr. gort

cornfield ; but there are phonological difficulties in the way

of equating both groups of words. (OSI. gradA enclosure,

town, Russ. rpaat, rOpOJTfc town, as in Petrograd, Nov-

gorod, Lith. glirdas hurdle, fold, are prob, borrowed from

Teutonic.)

The general signification of the word is * en-

closure , the particular character of which is

usually to be inferred from the context ; the simple

word is thus often felt to be short for a specific com-

pound of it (see references in the various senses}.]

1. A comparatively small uncultivated area

attached to a house or other building or enclosed
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by it; esp. such an area surrounded by walls or

buildings within the precincts of a house, castle,

inn, etc. Cf. back-yard, castle yard, chapel yard,

Courtyard, inn-yard, palace yard, stable-yard.

In OE. used in sing, and pi. = dwelling, house, home, the

'courts of heaven'; also, region, tract (cf, middan^eard
Middenerd).
Beowulf'2459 Nis J>acr hearpan swej, somen in ^eardum,

a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 740 (Gr.) Wit. .forleton on heofonrice

heahsetimbro, godlice seardas. a 1000 Guihlac 763 (Gr.)

Swa so3fa^stra sawla motun in ecne ^eard up ^estijan rodera
rice. _ C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xviii, {Eripciane) 571 To be
tempil men cane draw ; & of It til in pe jarde I wes cum-
myne, I ne spard. c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 108) 302 Alex
. . Is dweld in his fader 5erd As a pore man. 1524 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) VI, 10 A Utile howse with a yerde. ^ 156a

J. Hevwood Pro-v. $ Epigr, (1867) 100, I kepe doggts. .in

my yarde. 1565 in Hay Fleming Reform, ScotL (1910)613
Part of ane yard within the abbay place of Sanctandrois,

a 1657 Sir J. Balfour Ann.Scot. Hist. Wks. 1825 II. 71
He was brought vpone a scaffold in the parliament yaird.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 121 pi As I was walking.. in the

great Yard that belongs to my Friend's Country-House.
a 1710 Sewkl Hist. Quakers (1795) I. II. 96 The steeple-

house yard. 181S Scott Rob Roy xxv, I wandered from
one quadrangle of old-fashioned buildings to another, and
from thence to the College-yards, or walking ground. 1838
Lvttos Alice v. iv, Four horses, that had been only four-

teen miles, had just re-entered the yard. 1842 Dickens
Amer. Notes v, An old cathedral yard. Ibid, viii, A long
row of small houses fronting on the street, and opening at

the back upon a common yard. 1908 [Miss Fowler] Betw,
Trent fy Anchotme ao The small yard between the stables.

b. spec, f {a) The 'ground' of a playhouse,

orig. an inn-yard; (£) Sc.pl. a school playground ;

(c) = Court sbA 3 (esp. in proper names, as Car-
\

L'r's Yard, Thompson*s Yard \n Oxford).
1609 Dekker Gull's Horiubk, vi. 29 Neither are you to be

hunted from thence though the Scar-crowes in the yard,

hoot at you. 1808 Scott Autobiogr. in Lockhart (1839) *•

41, I made a brighter figure in the yards than in the class.

1815 — Guy Al. ii, Half the youthful mob of 'the yards'

used to assemble.. to see Dominie Sampson.. descend the 1

stairs from the Greek class. 1851 in Mayhew Lond. Labour
(1861) II. 211/1 Every Street, Lane, Square, Yard, Court,

[

Alley, Passage, and Place, .are to be thus cleansed.

C. Contextually = Churchyard, Grave-yard.
[1617 Moryson /tin. 1. r45 Not farre thence is a yard vsed

for common buriall, called the holy field, vulgarly Campo
Santo.] 1791 Burns There'll nez-er bepeace ii, And now I

greet round their green beds in the yerd. 1836 [Hooton]
Bilberry Thurland I. xi. 217 The road he had taken
brought him at length to the church, through the yard
of which it led. 1856 MissYosge Daisy Chain 1. x.\ii,The

little.. church, its yard shaded with trees.

d. An inclosure attached to a prison, in which
the prisoners take exercise. Liberty of the yard
(U.S."): see quot. 1828-32.
1777 Howard Prisons Eng. iii. 74 Why were not the walls

of the yards repaired in time, that prisoners might with
safety be allowed the proper use ofthem? 1828-32 Webster
S. v. Yard, Liberty of the yard, is a liberty granted to

persons imprisoned for debt, of walking in the yard, or
within any other limits prescribed by law. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour (1861) III. 438/1 This person. .took me into

the yard and stripped me.

e. The Yard, short for 'Scotland Yard', the

chief London police office.

1888 Gunter Mr. Potter xviii.221 They're tired of paying
your old master's salary up at the Yard. 1904 Sweeney At
Scotland Yard ii, W. E. Monro.. was one of the greatest
public servants who ever worked at the Yard.

2. An inclosure forming a pen for cattle or poultry,

a storing place for hay, or the like, belonging to

a farm-house or surrounded by farm-buildings, or

one in which a barn or similar building stands.

(Cf. barn-yard, Farm-yard, poultry-yard.*)
c 1300 Havelok 702 pe hennes of be yerd. c 1386 Chaucer

Nun's Pr. T. 27 A yeerd she hadde enclosed al aboute
With stikkes and a dryedych with-oute In which she hadde
a Cok. Ibid. 177 Oon of hem was logged in a stalle Fer in

a yeerd with Oxen of the plough. 1481 Caxton Reynard
v. (Arb.) io, I [sc. chantecleer] had viij fayrsonesand seuen
fayr doughters whiche. . wente in a yerde whiche was walled
round a boute. 1551 TV*. Country Wills (Surtees 1908) 218
To Jhon Collin, . .one lode of heye in my yarde. 1573-80
Tusser Husb. (1878) 58 All maner of strawe that is scattered

in yard. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 175
One of the Lyons leaped downe into a neighbours yard,

where nothing regarding the crowine or noise of the Cocks,
hee eat them up, 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 766 His
wanton Kids.. Fight harmless Battels in his homely Yard.

1740 Fielding Tom Jones iv. viii, A vast herd of cows in

a rich farmer's yard. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xv, A
thriving farm with sleepy cows lying about the yard.

3. A piece of inclosed ground of moderate size,

often adjoining a house and covered with grass or

planted with trees ; a garden. Now dial., a kitchen-

or cottage-garden (cf. Dook-yard, Kail-yard).
See also grass-yard, Green-yard.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1027 Paradis..es a yard cald o delites

Wit all maner o suet spices. Ibid. \-z^2i He sent him to be

yerd.. For to gedir bam sum cale. 1390 Cower CV«/I II. 3°

And after Phillis Philliberd This tre wascleped in the yerd.

c 1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm ) 1. 255 gardes for herbys

andefor virgerys. c 1^0 Gesta Rom. xxvii. m(Add. MS.),

He had a faire yerde [Harl. Jl/S. gardin], that he mekell

loved. C1440 Promp. Parv. 537/2 3erd, or ?orde.., ortus.

1477 in Exch. Rolls Scot. IX. 101 note, Oure landis of

Auld Lindoris with the brewlandis cotagiis and yairdis

therof. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. lvi, Aqua
vite . . maid . . of sic naturall herbis as grew in thair awin
yardis. 1589 R. Bruce Serm. v. (1500) T 2 b, Quhat Christ

suffered for thame in the zarde [sc. Gethsemane], and on the

16

crosse. 1718 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 33 Houses

biggings yairds orchyairds. 1792 Burns Auld Rob Morris

iii, My daddie has nought but a cot-house and yard. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi, ix, Any of her apple-trees or cabbages

which she had left rooted in the ' yard
1
at Woodend. a 1825

Fordy Voc. E. Anglia, Yard, the garden belonging to a

cottage or ordinary messuage. 1889 Mary E. Wilkins Far
Away Melody etc. (1891) n Four .. old apple-trees, which

stood promiscuously about the yard back of the Cottage.

4. An inclosure set apart for the growing, rearing,

breeding, or storing of something or the carrying

on of some work or business. Cf. brickyard,

Dockyard, dung-yard, hemp-yard, Orchard (OE.

ort^eard), Shipyard, tan-yard, Vineyard, fwin-
yard (OE. tvingeard).

1378 [see hemp-yard, Hemp sb. 6 b]. 15*° Perth Hammer-
men Bk. (1889) 15 Ressavit fra John Kynloch of this yeres

excresles of the yairds. 15.3 Ld. Bernkrs Froiss. I. xvi.

7/2 Great leuers..the whiche they founde in a carpenters

yarde. 1555 Act 2 If 3 Phil. >t Mary c. 16 § 7 Before the

said Boate. .bee lanched out of the Yarde or Grounde wherin

the same Boate. .shall fortune to bee made, a 1610 Healey
Theophrastns (16)6) 23 He hath a little yard, gravelled fit

for wrestling. 1696 Cal. St. Pap., Dom. 282 The porter,

master-caulker and ' (earner ' of Deptford Yard. 1748

Anson's Voy. 11. vi. 200 A ship-carpenter in the yard at

Portsmouth. 1803 Peking in Naval Citron. XV. 61 The
yard is paid quarterly. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, River,

What can be more amusing than Searle's yard on a fine

Sunday morning ? 1837 — Pickw. ii, ' What's Mr. Smithie ?

'

inquired Mr. Tracy Tupman. 'Something in the yard

[ = the Dockyard] ', replied the stranger. 185s Poultry

Chron. III. i9t Eggs from the Yards of Mr. Punchard.

1873 G. S. Baden-Powell New Homes 104 The ' yards '.

.

are usually situated near the head station. 1891 W. K.

Brooks Oyster 131 Around each claire is built a levee or

dirr wall called a yard... This yard retains the water filling

the basin.

b. The piece of ground adjacent to a railway

station or terminns, used for making up trains,

storing rolling-stock, etc. ; also an inclosure in

which cabs, trains, etc. are kept when not in use.

1827 [see wagon-yard, Wagon sl>. 12]. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. ii, A.. young man,, .emerging suddenly from the

coach yard. 1894 Daily News 18 May 5/4 Yesterday his

cabs were still in the yard. 1903 Westm. Can. 8 Jan. 7/3
The yard foreman knows the capacityof eachof the engines

he sends out from his yard.

5. U. S. and Canada. An area in which moose

and deer congregate, esp. during the winter months.

1829 Haliburton Nova-Scotia II. ix. 392 In winter they

[sc. moose] form herds, and when the snow is deep, they

describe a circle, and press the snow with their feet, until it

becomes hard, which is called by hunters a yard, or pen.

1864-5 Wood Homes without H. 614 So confident is the

Elk in the security of the 'yard', that it can scarcely ever

be induced to leave its snowy fortification. 1884 Science

28 Mar. 394/1 Immense yards, containing hundreds of deer,

existed along the various tributaries [of the Ottawa]. 1903

Longman's Mag. July 248 [They] never failed to des(roy

a ' yard ' to the last fawn.

6. attrib. and Comb, (a) in sense I , as yard door,

gale, wall; yard-dog, a watchdog kept in the

yard of a house or dwelling ;
(b) in sense 2, as

yard-bar, -dung, -liquor, -pond, -room ; f (0 'n

sense 3, (Sc. and U. S.), as yard door, end, house,

tack; f yard-dike, a garden wall; yard-grass, a

low annual grass, Eleusine ituiica, common in

'yards' about houses in parts of U.S. A.; also

Cynodon Dactylon ; (d) in sense 4,4 b, esp. relating

to dockyards, ship-yards, cab yards, or railway

yards, asyard clerk, craft, -keeper, -lighter, -master;

yard-money, fees payable by hirers of cabs from

cab-owners to stablemen, etc. on returning them

to the yard.
'a) 1580 in Archacologia LXIV. 358 To mak and hang

a yard dor at the nether end of the turrit at the bridg. 179s

Haighton in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 197, I kept this animal

nineteen months, during the greatest part of which he per-

formed the office of a yard dog. 1823 Scott Queutin D.

Introd. Unit.), Trusty, the yard-dog. 1857 Kingsley Two
Yrs. Ago iii, Lofty garden and yard walls of grey stone.

1865 — Herew. xix, Let me and my serving-man go free out

of thy yard gate. 1905 A. C. Benson Thread of Gold \\,

A big black yard-dog. 1908 [Miss Fowler] Betw. Trent A>

Anclwlme 29 Near the yard doors.

(*) 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878)119 Some barnroome haue
little, and yardroome as much. 1764 Museum Rusticum
II. 1. 3 When. I make use of yard dung, I take care it is

very rotten. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric., Digest

23 It is better management to prevent, than either to waste
or cart-out a superfluity of Yard-liquor. 1827 Clare Sheph.
Cal. 20 While ducks and geese .. Plunge in the yard-pond
brimming o'er. 1869 Mrs. Whitney Hitherto xi, The
lowing of cattle at their yard-bars.

W 1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) 1. 189 He sal put
bath husband tak and *ard tak til al possibil polyci. 1505
Ibid. 260 Biggind of gud 5erd hous, sufficiand chawmeris
and stabulis to resaue and herhry,.xij or xvj hors. 153a
Abst. Protocols Town Clerks Glasgow (1897) IV. 57 The
rademyng and lowsing of (wa riggis of land, lyand at his

yard end. 1595 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot, nfl/fl Up the saidis

Alesteris eist yaird-dyk to the mairch of Galdwalmoir. 1691
Jedburgh Counc. Rec. 19 Mar. (MS.), For his wrongous.

.

awaytakeing of certaine stones out of the minister's yeard
dyke at his awn hand. 1809 A. Henry Trav. 79 Behind
the yard-door of my own house. .. there was a low fence.

1822 J. Woods Two Yrs.' Resid. Illinois 199 Yard-grass

comes on land that has been much trodden ; it is some-

thing tike cock's-foot-grass, except the seed. 1848 Schom-
burgk Hist. Barbados 586 Cynodon dactylon. Devil's Grass.

Bahama, or Yard Grass. 1907 A. Lang Hist. Scot. IV. xvi.

392 A minister's yard dyke, or garden wall, was overthrown.
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(d) a 1647 Pette in Archaeologia (1796) XII. 266 Those

businesses, which were put out by the great to divers yard-

keepers. 1737 J. Chamberlaynes St. Gt. Brit. (ed. 33) 11.

87 Yard-keeper and Fire-maker. 1804 Naval Citron. XII.

504 Six Gun-vessels and Yard.lighters. 1861 (16 Apr.) in

Orders 0/ Council Naval Service (1904) II. 29 Pensions.,

granted to the Riggers employed in Your Majesty's Dock-

yards, and the Seamen belonging to the Yard Craft. 1883

Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., Yard Clerk, one who has the

overlooking of the yard of a brewery,builder, etc.
p
1884 Bath

Jrnl. 26 July 7/3 On returning to the yard at nigh' he has

to stump up ten shillings more, plus a mysterious fee of two

shillings called 'yard money'. 1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.

9 Apr. 3/4 [A] yardmaster at Brattleboro' had one leg cut

off by a switching train. 180,1 C. Roberts Adrift Amer.

93 The brakesman was standing by to couple the cars that

the yard engine was backing down on to the rest of the

train. 1898 EngineeringMag. XVI. 67 The ordinary yard-

handling of, say, an army corps.

Yard (yard), sbfi Forms : 1 syrd, serd, (ierd),

i-2sird, 3-63erd(e,yerd(e,4-53arde,4-7yarde,

(3 jerrde, jeord, yeorde,yherde, 4 }ierd(e, 3eird,

yeird, jeerde, Jurde, 5 ^earde, jherde, yeerde,

yerede, 6 yerdde), 5-7 yeard(e, (9 Sc. yaird),

5- yard. [OE. *^ierd, gyrd, gird, Angl. gerd =
OFris. ierde (EFris. >•</), OS. -gerda (in segalgerda

Sailyard), MLG. gerde, MDu. gherde, garde,

Du. garde, gard, OHG. *gartja, gardea, gerta,

MHG., G. gerle, generally taken to represent

OTeut. *gazdjo, deriv. of *gazdaz (whence OE.

geardl, MLG. gaert, OHG. gart, ON. gaddr Gad
sb.\ Goth, gazds prickle), prob. related to L.

hasta (9- *ghazdhd) spear, Olr. gat rod.

Some, however, regard the r in this word as original and

connect i( wi(h OS1. £«<<#, Russ. 3Kep«b (bin pole.]

1 1. A straight slender shoot or branch of a tree
;

a twig, stick. Obs.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 7 Jerd . . from tlinde styrende

[arundinem uento agitatum]. c 1000 ,/Elfric Horn. II. 8

Seo drise syrd.be na:s on eoroan aplantod,..and swa-aeah

greow. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 510 A gret ok he wolde

braide adoun as it a smal 3erd were, c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.

in. met. ii. (1868) 68 pe 3erde of a tree bat is haled adoun by

my3ty strengbe bowip redely be croppe adoun. a 1425 Cur-

sor M. 5614 (Trin.) A cofur of jerdes dud she be wroujt.

c 1425 Engl. Cong. Irel. 30 Thay arered a dyche, & a feble

castel vpon, of yardes and turues. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

221 A branche of palme of paradyse of be wheche be jearde

was grene as gresse.

f b. fig. in reference to Isaiah xi. 1 : cf. Kod
sb\ 1 b. Obs.
<:i200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 An ?erd sal spmten of iesse

more, a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 57/169 Heil

bou ?erde of Iesse. a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 212 pou seydes(

a 3erd schulde sprynge Oulc of be rote of Ientill Iesse. 145°-

1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 172. .

t c. In reference to taking or surrendering land,

esp. in phr. by the yard (law-Fr./«- le virge) : see

quots. and cf. Rod sb.l 1 c. Obs.

1523 Fitzherb. Su>v. 13 b, There be other tenantes by

copy of court role, and is called tenauntes per le virge .s. by

the yerde. And they be called so bycause whan they wolde

surrendre their tenementes in to the lordes handes to the vse

of another, they shall haue a lytell yerde in his hande by

custome of the courte, and (hat he shall delyuer vnto the

stewarde. 1559 Bk. Presidenlcs 48 b. How the copy should

be made of landes holden by the yarde.

fd. Used typically of a thing of no value.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9660 He jeues of hem not a jerd.

|-2. A staff or stick carried in the hand as a

walking-stick, or by a shepherd or herdsman. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt x. 10 Na^be Je gold . . ne codd on

wege ne twa tunecan ne ge-scy ne Syde [.Lindisf Jerd ;

Rushw. ierdej. ciooo .tElfric Num. xvn. 10 Ber Aarones

*irde in to bam setelde. c 1250 Gen. $ Exod. 2987 He smot

wia 8a( jerde on 3e lond. a 1300 Cursor M. 5894 Pan (ok

aaron bis ilk yeird, And on )>e flore he kes( K don. a 1400

Lee. Rood (1871) 141 pe heerdes 3erde. a 1450 Knt.de la

Tour lxxv, The yerde wherew'Kh Moyses deparled (he see.

1S38 Bale Thrc Lawes (facs.) B v, For horse (ake Moyses

yearde, There is no be((er charme.

f b. (Also Golden Yard ; cf. yard-band in sense

12, and ell-wand.) The Belt of Orion. Obs.

i55« [see Golden a, 10]. 1651 Loves of Hero fr Leander

(1653) 23 The Yard, Orion, and Charles Wain.

f 3. A stick or rod used as an instrument for

administering strokes by way of punishment or

otherwise. Obs.

c 1000 Sax. Leeclid. II. 290 Jenim ane jirde.sleah on bset

bax bonne bib t»et hors hal. <2H75 Cott. Horn. 243 pu

ahs( (o habben . . S(ede and (wei sporen and ane smearte

3erd. C1205 Lay. 20318 Of(e me hine smae( mid srmerte

aerden [c 1275 Jerdes]. a 1250 Frov. sE/fred 451 in O.E.

Misc. 130 be mon be spareb yeorde and yonge childe.

a 1250 Owlff Night. 777 Hit [sc. a horse], .boleb bobe jerd

& spure. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1427 Tristith wele

that I Wole be her champioun with spore and yerd. a 1400

Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 537 ?if J>i
child be not a-fert,

5if him i-nouh of be jerd. 1430-4Q Lvdg. Bochas <I554)

Prol. xxviii, His yard of castigacion. c 1450 Mirk shestial

40 He made hys confessour be(e hym wy(h a 3arde apon

be backe al bare, as a chyld ys belen yn scole. c 1,50

Mirour Saluacioim (1888) 5 The payens be(( him with

scourgis & wi(h scharp 3erds eke.

T b. fig. A means or instrument of punishment

;

hence, punishment, chastisement. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 184 pench Jet bet hwose euer hermeS be,.

.

bench bet he is Godes a,erd, & (et God be( be mid him. Ibid.

324 Ase one ase be hund of helle keccheS ei god from be.

smit him anonrihr mid (e 3erde of (unge schrlfte. 1389 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 95 Qwo-so make any noyse. .and be den
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comaunde him to benstille, and he ne wil nouth, seal takenaim pe 3erde. c 1400 Pilgr. Sowlc 1. xxii. (1859) 24 Tretyng
with yerd of loue, and discipline. C1449 Pecock Rcpr. iv
11. 424 He thretened hem that he wolde come to hem in }erde
that is to seie, in peyne. c 1530 Crt. Love 363, I shall..
meekly take her chastisement and yerd.
1 4. A wand, rod, or staff carried as a symbol of

office, authority, etc. ; hence in fig. phr. under the
yard, under (the) rule or discipline (of). Obs.

f
ltoS Lav. 22480 He bar on his honde senne mucle Jcord

of golde. c 1275 Passion our Lord 3S2 in O. E. Misc. 48Seppe hi nomen a red dob and -duden him a-bute And one
yerd on his hond. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (\V.) 142 Dioclician the
maistres herde, He strok his herd, and schok his yerde
c 1380 Chaucer Clerk's Prol. 22 Hoost quod he 1 am vnder
youre yerde Ye han of vs as now the gonernance. a 1400-
SO Wars Alex. 813 pen was him gcuyn vp be3erde& solden
t>e rewme. c 1440 Pro,,,/,. Parti. 5,7/2 Serde, borne a-forne
a wortbyman. c 1470 Harijing Chron. ccxxn. iv, Com-
pleyntes..Refourmed were well vnder his yerd egall.

5. A'aut. A wooden (or steel) spar, comparatively
long and slender, slung at its centre from, and
forward of, a mast and serving to support and
extend a square sail which is bent to it.

(See also Jackvard, Mizen-yard, Sailyard, Topgallant-
yard.)
C2*$~,C

1

**° [see SA'LVARDll. ,33S.7
rsee Yard-rope].

146s Man,,. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 199 My maslyr paid for
the yerde [of the said ship]. 1591 Hakington Or/. Pur. xli.
xvii, At last with striuing, yard and all was torne, And part
therof into the sea was borne. 1614 Capt. J. Smith Virginia
ill. xn. 90 Some [ships] lost their Masts, some their Sayles
b owne from their Yards. 1633 T. James Voy. 19 We put
abroad all the sayle that was at yards. 1745 P. Thomas
jrnl Anson s Voy. 21 The Sails were almost always splitting
and blowing from the Yards. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles 111.

JCil, tain to strike the galley's yard, And take them to the
oar. 1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. i, Fog lying out on the yards,
and hovering in the rigging of great ships. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par. Prol. U870) I. 26 We saw the yards swing
creaking round the mast.

t 6. A straight rod or bar used in various con-
nexijns (see quots.). Obs.
a 1490 Botoner /tin. (1778) 260 The yerdys called sparres

of thehalle ryalle. 1538 Elyot, Radius,, .a roddeor yerde,
that Geometricians haue to describe lynes. 1594 Blundi vil
Exerc, Navig. xii. (1597) 322 b, In vsing M. Hoods staffe
they shall, .need.. onely to niarke vpon what degree of the
yarde the shadow of the Vane streeketh.

t V. A measuring-rod
, spec, a measuring-rod or

-stick of the length of three feet ; a yard-measure.
See also Cloth-yard, ell-yard (EllI 5), Meteyard (OE.

meteryr.i), tailor's yard (Tailor si. 6 b)
c 1000-1050 Pistil. Pol. xii. [vii.] (Liebermann 478) And riht

is, ban ne beo amis metejyrd [Quadripartitus mensuralis
uirga] lengre bonne oocr. c 1430 Met yerde [see Meteyard].
C1440 Pro,,,/,. Pari,. 537/2 ?erde, metwande, ulna. 1557North Gueuara's Diall Princes Gen. Prol. A ij. By theyarde
the marchaunte measureth al his war. 1656 Earl Mokm. tr.
Boccalims Advts./r. /'amass. I. x. (1674) 13 He had a very
just yard at home. <ii6s8 Cleveland London Latty 81 The
Heroes of the Yard have shut Their Shops, 171a Arbuthnot
John Bull in. v, If they offered to come into the warehouse,
then strait went the yard slap over their noddle. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 116 r 7, I was. .bound to a haber-
dasher. . . I learned in a few weeks to handle a yard with
great dexterity.

8. A unit of linear measure equal to 16 \ feet or
5^ yards (but varying locally) ; a rod, pole, or
perch. Now local.

Sometimes spec, distinguished as land-yard.
900 in Earle Land-Charters (i883) 351, xvi. xyrda gauol.

tnimga. 901-9 in Thorpe Dip!. Aug/. sEviSax. (1865) 156
Daes landes be suoan 8a5re cirican . . xxiiii. Jerda on lange &
on braede oar hit bradest is fif xeurda, & i>a:r hitunbradost is
anneleurde. II.. Textus Ro/fensis in Birch Cart. Sax.lW.
659 To wercene ba land peran & breo syrda to billiana;
[L. tres virgatas plancas /oner,], c 1330 Arth. I, Merl.
1449 Her vnder is a 3,erde depe A water. 1828 [see land-
yard, Land si. Ill 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade s.v., As
a linear measure, the yard varies considerably in different
parts of the kingdom; at Hertford the land-yard is 3 feet j
at Saltash, 16J feet ; at Falmouth and Bridgend 18 feet; and
at Downpatrick, 21 feet. 1S86 Elworthy IV. Sow. Word,
it., Y'ard, a measure of five and a half yards (16J feet) both
long and square, i. e. the same as a rod, pole, or perch.
9. A measure of length (the standard unit of

English long measure) equal to three feet or thirty-
six inches. (See quot. 1867.) Also the corre-
sponding measure of area {squareyard 9 square
feet) or of solidity {cubic yard - 27 cubic feet).
The earlier standard was the ell = 45 inches (ulna in Stat,

de Pistoribus, 13th cent.) ; this was succeeded by the verge
(353 Act 27 Edw. Ill, stat. 2, c. 10), of which yard is ihe
English equivalent.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. v. 214 Thanne drowe I ine amonges
draperes my donet to lerne, . . Amonge be riche rayes I ren.
dreda lessoun, To broche hem with a pak-iiedlc.. And put
hem in a presse and pynned hem berinne, Tyl ten a.erdes or
twelue hadde tolled out threttene. 14x6-7 Rec. St. Mary
at //it/64 for v yerdis and a half ofgrene bokeram iiis. iijd.
1496-7 /bid. 32 An Awlter cloth, .conteynyng in lengthe
nj yardes di. 1518 Star Chamber Cases (Seidell Soc.) II.
152 A gowne of vi brode yardes at vj' the yard xxxvj".
1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. iii. 46, I am in the waste
two yards about. 1617 J. Taylor (Water P.) Three
Wcckes Obscrv. E4b,I bought, .ayard and halfc ofpudding
for hue pence. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 78 One hundred of
Lathes will cover six yards of seeling, and lathing is worth
six pence the yard. 1762^1 H. Walpole Virtue's Anecd.
Painting (1786) IV. 43 Sir James could obtain but 40J. a
yard square for the cupola of St. Paul's. 1815 Scorr Be-
trothed vii, Sir Cook, let me have half a yard or soof broiled
beef. 1835 Dickens St. Bot, Seven-Dials, When penny
magazines shall have superseded penny yards of song. 1848
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— Dombey xxxv, Mrs. Perch. .has made the tour of the
estabhshment,and priced the silks and damasks by the yard
1867 Thomson& Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 4o 7 The British stan-
dard of length is the Imperial Yard, defined as the dis.
lance between !wo marks on a certain metallic bar, pre-
served in the Tower of London, when the whole has a tem-
perature of5o° Fahrenheit. 1896 Law Times Rep. LXX 1 1 1.

615/1 The railway line.. was perfectly straight for a dis-
tance of over 700 yards.

fig. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deul. iv. 27-31 We imagine
God to be lyke our selues, & we measure him by our owne
yard, a 1616 Bacon (J.), A peer, a counsellor, and a judge
are not to be measured by the common yard.

b. Vaguely, hyperbolically, or fig.
; phr. by the

yard, at great length, without end.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 192 Hir yelow beer was broyded

in a tresse Bihynde hir bale a yerde long. 1842 Tennyson
Godiva 19 His beard a foot before him, and his hair A yard
behind, a 1843 Southey Comni..pl. Bit. Ser. 11. (1849)209
Latinisms,—yard-andhalf-long words. 1853 ' C. Hide '

Verdant Green, 1. viii, Spit us out a yard or two more, Gig-
lamps. 1869 ' Wat Bradwood ' The O. V. II. v, lit., could
talk by the yard of what little hedid km™. 1881 H. James
Jun. Portrait ofLady xlii, He had a face a yard long ; I

wondered what ailed him. 1900 Elinor Gi.yn Visits Eliza-
beth (1006) 117, I danced it with some idiot who almost at
once let yards and yards of my gauze frills get torn.

c. Phr. Yard of ale, etc., a deep slender glass
for liquor, or the amount of liquor contained in it.

Yard of clay {clay yard), a long clay tobacco-
pipe. Yard of satin (slang), a glass of gin (see
Satin sd. 4). Yard oftin, a coachman's horn.
[1828 W. T. Moncrieff Tom !f Jerry III. vi, I. of. The

haberdasher is.. the spirit-merchant, ..and tape the com-
modify he deals in.. white is Max, and red is Coqnac.
Jerry. Then give me a yard and a half of red.] 1842 Punch
II. 23 His Highness condescendingly indulged in a pot of
half-and-halfand a yard of clay. 1866 Lord. Misc. 19 May
235/2 The stolidity of a mynheer smoking his clay yard.
1872 IV. tf Q. 4th Ser. X. 49 At the annual Vinis, or feast of
the mock corporation of Hanley (Staffordshire), the initiation
of each member, m 1783, consisted in his swearing fealty to
the body, and drinking a yard of wine— i.e., a pint of port
or sherry out of a glass one yard in length. 1899 tbid. oth
Ser. III.97/1 The (disused and probably illegal; 'yard of
ale. This is a measure a yard long, holding, I should fancy,
more than a pint. 1902 Taller 8 Jan. 52 A ' Yard of Ale '

Glass. It is 38 in. high and contains two pints of ale. 1903
C. G. Harper Stage-Coach <y Mail I. xii. 279 That instru-
ment [sc. the key-bugle] came over from Germany in i3i8,
and for a time pretty thoroughly displaced the old ' yard of
tin ' the earlier guards had blown so lustily.

d. In Building: Yard of lime, mortar, stone,

etc. : see quots.
1851 Laxton Builder's Price Bk. 9, 27 cubic feet, or 1 cubic

yard, contains 21 striked bushels, which is considered a
single load. Ibid. 12 A rod of brickwork requires \\ cubic
yard of chalk lime, and 3 single loads or yards of drift. 1881
Diet. Arc/lit. VI. 84/2 A standard perch being taken as
21 ft. (or 16J ft.) long, 18 ins. high, and 12 ins. thick. This
is about 'a yard of stone', or a ton, or horse-load. 1892
Hid. VIII, Yard ofLime; or load. In 1750 it was equal
to 30 or 32 bushels.

10. a. In full yard of land (OE. gyrd landes -=

L. virgata lerne) : An area of land of varying
extent according to the locality, but most frcq.

30 acres : commonly taken as = a fourth of a hide.

See also Yardland.
688-95 Laws /ne cxi. (Liebermann), £if moil £ebingac>

Ryrde landes [Quadripartitus tiirgata terre] ohbe mare to
I

raidesafole Sc SeereS, ^if se hlaford him wile |>aet land arceran
to weorce & to gafole, ne bearf he him onfon, jif'he him
nan boll ne selS, & bolie l>ara aecia. 937 in Earle Land-

jCharters (1888) 322 pis synd baere anre gyrde land£ema:ro
set asschyrste be gebyrao into baere hyde aet toppeshamme.

|

978-991 Charter of Oswald in Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 263 !

Landes sumne dael 3aet syndon .iii. hida aet Bradingcotan !

and an gyrd a;t Genenofre. a 112a 0. E. Chron. an. 1085
j

(Laud MS.) Swa swyrte nearwelice he hit lett ut aspyrian,
baet na^ an aelpig hide ne an syrde landes. . baet naes gesaet

OR his Rewrite. ^.. Tretyce in IV. of Henley's Husi.
(x8oo) 44, iiij acres makithe a yerde of fonde and v yerdis
makithe a hyde off lande. r 1450 Godsttnv Reg. 559 A
Charter.. confermyng to ser Iohn Trillawe. .and to Edmond
Mabaunke, v. mesis, viij. yerdis of lond. 1534 Star Cham-
ber Cases (Selden Soc.) 1 1. 307 Seased . . ofand in a mes.se half
a yard of land a closse called Grymes closse. .in thyngden.
1567 in F. J. Baigent Rec. Crondal (1891) 163 One yarde of
customary lande, . . graunted to and with the said messuage
QT messuages. 16x8 Crt.-roll Gt. Wa/tham Manor, Ad
tres rodas prati, parcellamde Alizaunder's yardland,..et ad
BOMB croftam terre. .parcell. unius virgate tcrre vocat.
Alisaunder's yarde.

b. An area of land of the extent of a quarter of
an acre, being, theoretically, a strip of land bounded
by a 'yard ' (sense 8) and a furlong, i. e. 5J x 2:0 '

yards ; a rood.
e 1450 Godstow Reg. 200, v. acris and a yerd of his arable

lond. 1613 MS. Ace. St. John's llosp , Cauterb., One acer
of land and iij yeardes & viij pearches. 1726 in W. Wing
Ann. Steeple Aston (1875) 54 Fourth part of an acre of
meadow ground, called a yerd. 1893 Mrs. B. Stapi.eton
ThreeOxf. Parishes 309 A yard is a fourth part of a lot..
Aa acre is a lot.

1 11. The virile member, penis ; also = I'hallus
1. (So L. virga.) 06s.
1379 Clone. Cath. MS. IQ No. I, lib. 1, ca. 3, lb. 5 [The

llrinej passith out by the a,erde. 138a Wyclif Gen. xvii. 11

5e shulen circomside the flehs of the ferlhermore parli of
?oure jeerde. a X4S5 tr. Arderne's Treat. Pistula, etc. 92,
1 haue oft tyme sene puluis greens for to availe in be cancre
of a mannez }erde. 1588 Shaks. L. L. /.. v. ii. 676. 1607
Markiiam Caval. 1. (1617) 23 You must haue care that your
Stallyons yarde be all of one colour. 1613 Purchas Pil-

grimage vi. iv. 479 This yard, which they called I'hallus,

YARD.
was vsually made of Figge-tree. 1693 Wood Life (O.H.S )
III. 420 A monstrous child. .It hath three yards and he
makes use of them all at once. 1748 tr. Vegetius Rcnalus'
Distemp. Horses 67 His Yard drops Matter. 1884 J.Payne
I ales fr Arabic I. 30 Aboulhusn.. abode naked, with his
yard and Ins arse exposed.
transf. 1683 Snape Anat. Horse in. v. (1686) 114 It Uc

the pineal gland] is also called the Yard or Prick of the
Brain .. because 11 reseiubleth a Man's Yard.
tb. = pintle-fish (see Pintle 3).

'

Obs.
1655 Moufkt& Bennet Health's /mprov.xvm. ljtColyb.

dxnx, Yards or shamefishes. .Gesner..sailh that the French
nien call tins fish the Asses-prick, and Dr Wotton termed.
it giosly the Pintle fish. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. 232.
12. aitrib. and Comb, ns (sense 5) yard-mast,

-tackle
; (sense 9) yard-band, -glass,'-length, -rule,

-slick; yard-broad, -deep, -long, -square, -thick
wide adjs.

; (sense 11) yard-ball, -matte, ing,
-syringe ; yard-fallen adj.; yard-coal, yard-seam,
a seam of coal a yard thick; + yard-fell, the
foreskin; yard-work = Yardage 2 ,, Also Yard-
arm, -M.'.ASUBE, -ROPE, -WAND.
1650 Bulwer Ant/iropomet. Descr. *j, 'Yard-bals or Dels

hung twixt the flesh and skin. 1828 ( raven Gloss., * Yerd.
land a lod of a yard in length. ' The Ladies yeid-land ',

the belt of Orion. 171, Aa 10 Anne c. : 8 § 104 All such

-..press a malady (o
winch horses are sometimes subject, which is the hanging
down of the penis from its sheath.., the cieature not being
able to draw it up again. 1382 Wyclif Jer. iv. 4 *;erde
felles. 1881 iX. t, O. 6th Ser. V. 456/1 The expense of
is. M. was not his mam reason for the non-replacement of
the absent "yard-g^lass. 1843 J. VlAXDBorough Stote-upon-
/rent 367 'Ihe drinking oil a "yard-length-glass of ale at a
single draught. ni7ii Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. II. 52
In Ewen Bows they 'Yard long Arrows shot. 1798 in Spirit
Publ. Jruls. (1799) II. 276 A ropeof yard long words. 1822
Scott Nigel 1, A nod of his yard-long visage. 1890 ' R.
Boldrf.wood' Cot. Reformer (1891)171 A yard-long dog-
fish was dropped into, .the boat. 1579-80 North Plutarch
(1595) 1000 They sawe ihe ihreescoie shippes of Cleopatra
busie about their *yard-masts, and hoysing saile to die. 1708
Kersey, 'Yard-mattering, a Distemper in Horses. 1862
'I lines 21 Jan., Sirong active relays of pitmen and miners
can soon clear the shaft from the "yard-seam. 1799 in
Spirit Publ. Jrnls. III. 3E8 Their 'yard-square towels.
1828-32 Webster, "Yard-stick. 1844 Emerson Led., Yng.
American Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 293 It has great value as a sort of
yard-stick, and surveyor's line. iBySA. Amer. Rev. CXW1.
507 Senator Huerman was content to measure the Bland Bill
with the yard-stick of the constitutional lawyer. 1883 Gres.
ley Gloss. Coal-mining, Yardstick, an ash walking-stick,
3 feet hi length.. which a manager or underviewer carries
with him in the pit, with which he roughly measures any
lengths of work done.. and with which he chastises unruly
lads. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1715) 455/1 Make an
Injection into the Yard, with a proper "Yard-Syringe. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *1 'ard-tackles, tackles attached
to_ the fore and main yards.. whereby, the boats.. aie
hoisted in and out. 1901 K. Stewart By Allan Water i. 1

'Yard-thick walls bear testimony to its own great ace.
1766 W. Gordon Gen. Counting-lio. 427, 1 piece "yard-wide
quilt. 183a Babbacr Eeon. Alanufi xv. (ed. 3) 139 The
practice, in letail linen-diapers' shops, of calling certain
articles^ yard-wide, when the real width is, perhaps, only
seven-eighthsor three-quarters. 1865 Brierj.ey Irkdale I. 9
Newspapers in his ' yardwide days , as he would term the
period of his earliest acquaintance with manhood. 1803
Lady 17 Aug. 173/2 The yard-wide tweed usually sold for
trousers. 1883 Gresi.ey Gloss. Coal-mining, *Yard Work,
..synonymous with yardage.

Yard, p.' Colonial anc\ U.S. [f. Yard sb.']

1. trans. To inclose (cattle, etc.) in a yard. Also
with up.
1828-31 Webster, Yard, v.t., to confine cattle to the

yard; as, to yard cows. (A farmer's word.) 1840 Blel
Parmer's Comp. 68 Ihe caltle should be kept constantly
yarded in winter. 1855 Poultry Chron. 111. 201 An old
Creeper hen that had been yarded with the Chittagong
rooster. 1859 H. Kingsley 67. Hamlyu xxxi, Well, lad,

suppose we yard these rams ? 1865 [see Round r.l 5 (]. 1885
Finch-Hation Advance Australia 1 83 Seven or eight men
were yarding up a mob of cattle.

b. To store up (wood) in a yard.
1878 Lumberman s Gat. Jan. 12 The logs which have been

yarded or piled up in the woods. 1903 Windsor Mag.
Sept. 405/2 They [se. beavers] commence to build their

houses and yard-up wood for the winter in September.

c. To snoot deer in their yards.
a 1891 Tribune Bk. Sports 432 (Cent. D.) 'Pot-hunters'

have other methods of shooting the Adirondack deer, such
as yarding and establishing salt licks.

2. intr. Of moose, etc. : To resort to winter

quarters (see Yard sb. 1 5). Also with up.

185a H. W. Herbert Pietd Sports (ed. 4) II. 199 Here it

{se. the moose) still breeds and yards in winter. 1874 W.
Siamkr Gentl. Emigrant I. 293 The caribou do not yard.

They winter it out on the bo£s. 1894 Century Mag. Jan.

<-4 They do not. .yard up until ihe deep snow comes.

Yard R* [f. Yard sb.- In sense 1 used to

render Manx slattys, f. slat rod, wand of authority.]

1. trans. In the Isle of Man, to summon for

biting : used of the hiring of servants by the coroner

of a sheading on behalf of those entitled to a prior

claim for their services at a low wage.
1662 in M. A. Mills Stat. Laws I. ofMan (1821) 116 That

the Coroners of this Isle, who. .by Statute have had the

Benefit of yarding of three Servants within their Sheading,
..shall for the future have but the Benefit of one yarded
Servant. 1667 Ibid. 138 The Wages mentioned in the said

Statute was only intended for such Servants as were made
3



YARDAGE.
by Jurys and Yarding. 1726-31 Waldron Descr. Isle of
Man (1865) 39 If any man or maid-servant be esteemed ex-

traordinary in their way, either he [sc. the lord's steward J, the

Governour, or the two Deempsters have the power to oblige

such a servant to live with them for the space of a year, and

receive no more than six shillings for their service during

the said time. This they call yarding. Ibid., All servants

who have any apprehensions of being yarded. 189a Den.

ham Tracts I. 199 The old privilege of yarding, given by

ancient customary law to the Lords, Deemsters, and Chief

Officers in the island.

2. To furnish with sailyards.

1676 T. Miller Modellist Index, In the second Page is
\

shewed a Rule for Masting and Yarding. 170s Land. Gaz.

No. 4117/4 Easy Directions to Build, Rigg, Yard, and Mast
;

any Ship.

Yardage 1 (yaudeds). [f. Yard j£.i + -age.]

The use o? or charge for a yard in which commodi-
ties are stored, cattle inclosed, or the like.

1889 Baltimore Sun in Public Opinion 16 Feb., The object
1

of the company.. is to regulate the price of pig-iron by
:

holding it in stock in yards leased by the company at the

furnaces... Each furnace is to turn over all its product to '

the compaiy, - - the furnace-master paying the company
yardage at the rate of 25 cents per ton.

Ya'rdage 2
. [f. Yard sb.% + -age.]

1. The cutting of coal at a fixed rate per yard.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 8 The amount
for yardage.. includes powder, fuse, and candles furnished

by contractors and paid for as labor. 1887^ Manch. Exam.
8 Dec. 5/2 The men employed at the.. Colliery, .have struck

for an advance of wages of 10 per cent. They also demand
an extra 25 per cent, on yardage.

2. The aggregate number of yards ; amount
estimated in yards.

1900 Referee 23 Sept. 1 (Cass. Suppl.) That the courses as
:

measured from end were as represented in yardage. 1906

Daily News 3 Feb. 8 The yardage of linen goods exported

in 1905 was the largest in any year during the last twenty.

Ya'rd-arm,^. NauU Also6yardes-, 7yards-, '

7-8 yard's-, [f. Yard sb. 2 5 + Arm sb.1 8 a.]

Either of the two ends of a yard ; esp. that part of

either end which is outside the sheave-hole. Often

used for the yard as a whole.

1553, etc. [see b]. 1665 Pepys Diary 18 Sept., It being a ,

place just wide enough, and not so much hardly, for ships ;

to go through to it, the yard-arn.es sticking in the very

rocks. 1756 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 506/2 So near as to be al-

most on board each other, our yard-arms very near touching

hers. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle vi. Aloft there ! lie out,

you Perkins, and reeve a whip on the starboard yard-arm.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 609 The vast wood of

masts and yardarms below London Bridge.

b. in reference to hanging or ducking a person

from the extremity of a yard as a punishment.

1553 in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 266 For pickerie ducked at

the yardes arme, and so discharged. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. x. 44 b, (He had] three stroppados at

the yardes arine of the gaily. 1627 J. Taylor (Water P.)

A rmado B 7, They are duck'd from the yeard arme of State,

into the deep sea of disgrace. 1746 Brit. Mag. 48, I . . shall

go near to complement you with the Ceremony of the Yard-
arm. 1755 Smollett Quix. iv. xi. (1803) IV. 235 He ordered
the two Turks . . to be hanged at the yard's arm. 1870 Thorn-
bury Tour rd. Eng. I. ix. 188 It was the time of hard
fighting,, .and frequent stringing up at the yard«arm. 1887
Times 11 Aug. 13/2 The improbability of seeing them.. in

their proper place at the yard-arm of one of Her Majesty's
ships.

C. advb. phr. yard-arm and (or to) yard-arm^
said of two ships so near to one another that their

yard-arms touch or cross. Also yard-arm to or

with (another ship).

1666 Lond Gaz. No. 60/1 The Saphire and Success .. bore
in among them, laying yard-arm to yard-arm with the
Admiral and Vice-Admiral. 1697 Ibid. 3288/2 They lay
Yards-Arm and Yards-Arm for 5 Glasses. 1759 Ann. Reg.,
Chron. 62/1 The second lieutenant then came upon deck,
and fought the ship bravely, yard-arm and yard-arm.
1781 Log of Albemarle 30 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. Nelson
(1846) VII. p. iii, Finding the Albemarle yard-arm with them
they submitted. 1867 H. Kingsley Silcote of S. xlvii,

The old English (and French) method of laying himself
yardarm to the enemy, and boarding him suddenly. 1887
Bf.sant The World went etc. vi, An engagement, yard-arm
to yard-arm, with a Frenchman.
transf. 1862 Thornbury Turner I. xvi. 299 To leave it

[sc. a picture by Turner] to the nation on condition of its

being nung yard-arm and yard-arm with Claude.

d. attrib.

c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 18 The goose neck or

yard arm iron. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Yard-arm
cleats, wooden wedges fixed on the yards at those points

where they support the lifts and braces. Ibid., Yard-arm
piece, an octagonal piece of timber supplied to replace a
yard-arm if shot away. 1883 Man. Seamanship for Bays

68 The yard-arm men get hold of the head-earrings.

Hence Yard-arm v. nonce-wd. {a) yard-arm and
yard-arm (intr.), to be yard-arm and yard-arm

;

(6) trans, to hang (a person) from the yard-arm.

1840 Thackeray George Cruikshank Wks. 1900 XIII. 312

They are yard-arm and yard-arming, athwart-hawsing,

marlinspiking,. .as honest seamen invariably do, in novels.

1901 Munsey's Mag. (U. S.) XXVI. 499/2, I wish to God
you'd been yard armed ten years back !

Ya*rded, ppl. a. [f. Yard sb* or z>.2 + -Ed.]

1. Furnished with a yard or yards.

1654 T. W[eaver] Songs $ Poems of Lore <$ Drollery 42

How you are yarded both in flesh and Land Is all on which

they stand.

2. (See Yard v. 2 i.)

+ Ya*rdel. Obs. rare. A yard-measure.

18

1804 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 493, I am
gladyou. .disdain measuring lines like linen by a yardel.

t Yardhove. Obs. In 5 yerdhoue. [f. Yard
sb.1 + Hove sb.1 Cf. Tunhoof.] prob. Ground

Ivy (JVepela Glechomd).
c 1430 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 221 Hcrbe pro balneis.

Tak yerdhoue [etc.). c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 991

The makyng of a bathe medicinable. Holy hokke & yarde-

hok [1 errorfor yardehof ].

Yarding, vbl. sb. 1 [f. Yard z/.i + -ma '.]

1. cotter. (See quot.) U. S.

1840 Buel Farmer's Camp. 315 Summer yarding, stuff

carted into the yard, and trodden by the cattle, for manure.

2. Storage in a yard.

1865 Grandy Timber Importer's Guide 129 Market value

of bricks,.. allowing for .. expenses of yarding, &c. 1886

Law Times LXXX. 149/2 The freight and yarding charges.

3. (See Yard v\ i.) Colonial.

1898 ' R. Boldrf.wood ' Rom. Canvas Town 97 The same

process of yarding-up, catching, and cropping proceeds.

Yarding, vbl. sb.- : see Yard v.-

Yardland (yaudlsend). Forms: see Yard sb.-

and Land j-*.; also 5 Sc. yertland. [ = yard of

land, OE. iyrd landes : see Yard sb? 10 a.]

1. « Yard sb? 10 a.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 205 [She] }af & confermyd be same
^erdelonde bat reynolde of halso ,af to mynchons of Gode-

stow. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 619 Virgata, a yerdlond. :

1464 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 516/2 A Mese, a Yerdland, 1 1 1 Acres
;

of Medowe. 1496 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 492/1 Aliam peciam

terre prope australem partem dicti tenementi inter le yert-
j

land ejusdem et terram quond. dicti Nich. 1517 Lincoln I

Dioc. Doc. (1914) 265, I bequeth to Robert mysone fforethers

hous with the yarde londe. 1527 in Leadam Set. Cases

Star Chamber (Selden Soc.) II. 17 John Selby. .was seascd

of a Mese a close and di. yeerd land with thappourten-

aunces. 1551 in Phillipps Wills (c 1830) 199 A hous with i

on yeardland, lyging in Bloklley. 1581 Stanford Churchw.

Ace. in Antiquary Apr. (1888) 172 Rec. of parisheoners

by the yard lands towards the bell. 1591-3 Act 35 Ehz.

c. 7 § 8 Everie person havinge One Yarde Lande or more

in his Possession lying w,'m the sayde Fyve Miles [of

Oxford]. 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. in. 97 How are the

tenants stinted, whether by the yard-land, plow-land, oxe-
,

gang, acres or rent. 1684 E. Chamberlayse Pres. St.

Eng. (ed. 15) I. 17, 30 acres ordinarily make a yard-land.

1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5487/4 A Messuage, Close, and

half a Yard Land. 1720 Kennett Monitions cy Advices

u. 55 The same worthy Benefactor gave another half yard

Land unto the poor People of the Parish of Blaxley. 1740

in AT. a- Q. 7 th Ser. I. 244/2 The said Mr. Cooper hath lett
[

to the said John Weston.. part of an Estate in Huggles-
,

cote, in the name of one Yard Land with Common for the
;

said Yard Land. 1794 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 14 The
tenantry yard-lands (or customary tenements) which are .

still subject to rights of common. Ibid. 15 There are many
\

instances where a yard-land of about ^20 per annum, con-

tains about two acres of meadow Iand,_ eighteen acres of

arable.., and a right on the common fields.. for perhaps

forty sheep. 1883 Sei.bohm Engl. Vill. Comm. v. 164 The
yard-land was the normal holding of the gcbur or villanns.

2. Incorrectly used for Yard sb.- 10 b.

154a RECORDEO.^rrViKvij.Arodde of lande, whichesome

call a roodc, some a yarde londe. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696)

67 A Rood is somtime called, .a Yardland, but., very cor-

ruptly, for a Yardland containeth much more than an Acre.

Yardman 1 (yaMdmaen). [Yard sb. !] A man
who has charge of, or is employed in, a yard, e. g.

a farm-yard, builder's yard, stable-yard, railway-

yard, etc.

<ii8«s Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Yard-man, the hind who
has the particular care of tlie farm-yard, and of the cattle

fed there. 1858 SoOtOMH Diet. Trade, Yard-man, a

manager or overlooker in a builders yard. 1864 Social

Sci. Rev. 406 The payment of washers, ostlers, and harness

cleaners who are all classed together as yard-men is

ordinarily divided between the cab-owners and the drivers.

1876 Belfast Newsletter 22 Nov. 3/3 Yardman wanted.. in

the neighbourhood of Belfast; would be required to clean

boots, &c, and make himself generally useful. 1903 Hull

,y East Yorksh. Times 28 Feb. 1/1 Yardman Wanted, . .
must

be good milker.

Ya-rdman2. Naitt. [Yard *#«*] In royal

yardman, upper yardman, etc., a sailor occupied

on the royal yards, the upper yards, etc.

1886 Albert Victor & George Cruise H.M.S. Bacchante
I. 551 He was a smart royal yardman. 1903 Sat. Rev.

27 June 815/1 An unfortunate upper yardman made some
blunder aloft.

Ya rd-measure. [f.YARDrf.2 + Measure sb.]

!
A rod, bar, or tape for measuring by the yard

(but not necessarily restricted to that length).
1831-4 R. S. Sorters Jorrocks's Jaunts (1838) 192 A silk

I
yard-measure in a walnut-shell. 1850 Dickens Dav. Copp.

I

li, I . . looked . . at the little bit of wax-candle she kept for

her thread— . .at the little house with a thatched roof, where
the yard-measure lived ; at her work-box with a sliding lid.

Yard-rope. Naut. [f. Yard sb? + Rope sb.1]
fa. (//.) The permanent rigging of a yard.
1336-7 Ace. Exch, K. R. 19/31 m. 4 (P.R.O.) In viij. petris

cora dc canabo..pro duobus yerderopes inde faciendis.

1356 in Pipe Roll S3 Pdw. HI, m. 34/2, xlvij. trusseropes,
xxv. yerderopes, xiiij. Wyndyngropes, ij. Cranelynes. 1420
in For. Ace. 3 Hen. VI, I, De . . ij Tripgetropes ij. Trusses
pro ;erdrope. 1487 Naval Accts. Hen. VII (1896) 68 Yerd
ropes for the top.

b. (See quot. 1867.)

1850 J. S. Carden Curtail'd Mem. iii. (1912) 89 The in-

tended Victim was on the Forecastle, the Yard Rope from
the Fore Yard rove round his neck, The Yard Rope Man'd.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Yard-rope, . .that by which

a yard is hoisted for crossing, or sent down. Also, rove for

YABE.

Tardsman (yaMdzmsen). [f. gen. of Yard
sb.1 + Man rf. 1

] - Yardman 1.

1872 Daily News 1 Aug., The Guardians of Mile-End Old

Town require, for their industrial schools,. .a. .man. .as

Yardsman. 1885 Law Times LXXX. 79/2 The servant was

bond fide employed by the defendant as yardsman and

labourer. 1888 Daily News 12 Dec. 5/4 A yardsman who
saw the approaching train shouted to the guard.

So Tardswoman.
1817 in A. J. C. Hare Tlie Gurueys of Earlham (1895) I.

282, 1 was conducted by . . the newly appointed yards-woman,
to the door of a ward. 190s Daily Chron. 1 Sept. 1/6 Hol-

born Union. ..The Guardians of the above Union require a

Girls' Yardswoman at the Schools, Mitcham, Surrey.

Ya-rd-wand. [f. Yard si.2 + Wand sb.] A
three-foot rod for measuring. Alsoyff.

14.. Customs ofMa/ton in Surttcs Misc. (1690)61, j Jerde

wande, and weghttes. 1586 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 321

The yerdwand was not a lawfull yerdwand. 1614 Corn-

wallis in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 165 Whom [sc. his daughter]

had he measured by the yard-wand of the world he might

perhaps have bestowed upon one of the greatest Monarchs

in Christendom. 1651 Cleveland Poems 26 And were t

not pity But both should serve the yardwand of the city 5

1774 // estm. Mag. II. 453 He is sure to be. .a mere yard-

wand of Nature, and marked with as much brass as the

implement he uses to measure frippery with. 1850 Denison

Clock ff Watch-m. 7 If all our yard-wands and other mea-

sures were burnt. 185s Tennyson Maud 1. 1. xiu, That the

smooth-faced snubnosed rogue would leap from his counter

and till, And strike, if he could, were it but with his cheating

yardwand, home.

Yare (ye»J), a. arch, and dial. Forms : 1 searo,

searu, searw-, -ow-, -uw-, 2-3 3aru, 3 Jareou,

-ew, -ue, -ow, ^eserwe, 3esru, -ew, 3eruh, pi.

Jarre, 3-4 Jar, 3-5 3are, 4 yarwe, jeare, Sc.

jair, yhar, (4-5 yore, 3ere, yere), 5 yar, youre,

6 Sc. Jor(e, 3oir, yoir, 3- yare. [OK. geartt,

-0, = OS. garu, MDu. *gare (Du. gaar done,

dressed), OHG. garo, garaw- ready, prepared,

complete (MHG. gara, gar, gar(e)w-), ON. gprr

ready made, prompt, skilled (see Gare a.) ;
prob.

a compound of OTeut. *ga- Y- prefix and *arw-,

represented by OE. earn ready ( ? in Exodus 339

for MS. gcaru), OS. aru (MS. pi. aroa) ready (for

reaping), ON. prr ready, liberal-handed, in neut.

art advb. quite, OE. eanvttnga, (late Northumk)

arwunge gratis, freely, and perhaps Goth, anvjo,

OHG. arawHn in vain.]

1. Ready, prepared, a. of persons : const, to

with sb. or inf.

Beowulf 211 (Gr.) Beornas gearwe on stefn sti^on. c888

Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 6 Ic haibbe nu onjiteii ban ou

eart gearo to ongitanne mina lara, a 1000 Andreas 234

(Gr.) He w:es . . searo juSe. c 1205 Lay. 9457 we°ren

alle ba cnihtes Jarewe U1275 ;ar] to bon fihte. Ibid.

22278 We beo'o alle jarewe [enjs jarue] To ganne & to

ride, a 1125 Leg. Kath. 2334 Ich am jarow to al be wa bet

tu const me parkin, a 1240 Urcisun 132 in O. E. Horn. I. 197

5if he is to bote 3eruh and bit be uorjiuenessc. 13.. Coer

de L. 343 Stylle he hovyd and bode yore ; To them he

thought to ryde more. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 346 On
athir syd thus war thai yhar, And till assemble all redy

war. c 144a York Myst. vii. 30 To offyr loke bat ye be yore

[rime nomorel c 1460 Towneley Myst. xni. 704, I am redy

and yare, go we in fere To that bright. 1603 Haesnet

Pop. Impost. 143 And so the second may be yare and ready,

to take his cue and turne of the former. 1603 Shaks. Mcas.

for M. iv. ii. 61, I hope, if you haue occasion to vse me for

your owne turne, you shall finde me yare.

b. of things; in later use, (of implements)

ready for use.

a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1270 pa=t hy him yrmba to fela grim

hellefyr gearo to wite and weard seoo. 971 Blickl. Horn. 39

jedob bst eow sy mete jearo on minum huse. c 1205 Lav.

7783 Pe tur wes al laru. a 1225 Ancr. R. 394 His merci is

hire euer 3eruh. a 1250 Owl t, Night. 378 5'f hundes umeb
to him ward He..hokeb pabes svi(>e narewe & haueb mid

him his blenches 5arewe. c 1350 It ill. Palerne 895 Ml dere

gode damisele my deb is al 3are. Ibid. 2729 pe werwolt

waited wi3tly which schip was ?arest, to fare forb at bat

flod. c 1400 Gamclyn 90 Afterward came his brother. .And

seide to gamelyn is oure mete }are t c 1595 Caft. Wyatt R.

Dudley's Voy. IV. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 59 To see that. .everie

souldier [should have] his furniture as yare and fine as

might be. 1617 Capt. J. Smith Sea Gram. vm. 35 1 he

Corporall is to . . see . . the souldiers . . keepe their armes

cleane, neat, and yare. 1631 Markha.m Country Contentm.

(ed 4) I. xi. 78 You shall obserue that all your Tooles,

Lines, or Implements be (as the Sea-roan sayth) yare, fit,

and ready. 1799 Scott Covenanter's Fate xxxin, At each

pommel there, for battle yare, A Jedwood axe was slung.

1808 — Marmion 1. ix, The gunner held his linstock yare.

O. To make yare : to make ready, get ready,

prepare (also rejl.).

CI2oo Beket 821 in 5. Eng Leg. .30 pare.fore make be

Wre Hnov bine acountes to ?elde 13.. Coer de L. 1185

The knyght it takes withouten let, Dyghtes hym, and made

hym yare c 138s Chaucer L. G. IV. 2270 Philomela, This

Therius let make hise shepis -,are And In-to grece hymself

is forth I-fare. ,.460 Towneley Myst. ^ly, Ijh^ni
to make me yare. 1865 Tom Iaylor Ball, of Bnltany,

Bran 11, To-night make me a good ship yare.

2. Alert, nimble, active, brisk, quick.

13 . Coer de L. 6751 The Sarezynes fledde..; In there

herte they were soo yarwe, Alle here yates they thought too

narwe. ^1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 114 Thys legat was youre

aboute, pees to make betwene the kynge & Iehn. £1425

Cast. Persev. 18 in Macro Plays 77 God hyin ?euyth to

aungelis Ful 3ep & ful ?are. 1606 Shaks. Ant. Sr CI. in.

xiii. 131 A halter'd nccke, which do's the Hangman thanke,

For being yare about him. 1626 Capt. J. Smith Accid.



YARE. 19 YARN.

Yng. Seamen 18 lie yare at the lielmc. 1698 VaNBRUGH
Short Vind 27, I believe, had the Obscenity he has routed
up here, been buried as deep in his Church-yard, the Yarest
Hoar in his Parish wou'd hardly have tost up his Snout at

it. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 11 It's the
Trick of a Hound to be yare at Hares only. 1831 Carlyi.e
Misc. (1857) II. 253 Like a right yare steersman. 1869
Athenaeum 28 Aug. 384/9 Yare, which is still current in

Norfolk, and is pronounced yar, = brisk, active, lively.

b. Of a ship : Moving lightly and easily

;

answering readily to the helm ; easily manageable.
1390 Gower Conf. II. 237 The wynd was good, the Schip

was yare. 1579-80 North I*littarch{i$<q$) 131 The Persian
gallies, being high cargged, heauy, and not yare of steredge.

1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. in. viL 39 Their shippes are yare,

yours heauy. 1610 — Temp. v. 1. 224 Our Ship.. Is tyte,

and yare. a 164a Sir W. Monsom Naval Tracts in. (1704)

357/1 She is Roomsom for her Men, and yare to run too and
again in. ^1656 Usshkr Ann. vi. (1658) 749 Caesars ships

being more yare, and ready for any needs of service. 1658
Earl Monm. tr. Pantta's Wars Cyprus 177 Vluzzali. .com-
manded 25 of his yarer gallies.. to assault our right Wing.

3. Comb.y as yare-handed; f yare-witel, quick-

witted.

[c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. ii, Se ^eonga wees seworden
hale lichaman..& gearowyrde on xesprsece.] c 1205 Lay.
3028 Heo was aire ;ungest Of sooe }air witelest. Ibid.

5639 pa cnihtes weoren wise & ful }ere witele. 17*8 W.
Betagh Voy. rd. World 26 Don Pedro, .took care however
to be very officious or yare handed (as we say) with his

present.

Tare, adv. Obs, or arch. Forms : 1 seara,

3eare, searo, sere, 2-4 ^eare, 3 }8ere, 3-5 }are,

4 ^aire, 5hare, ^ar, yaar(e, yarre, 4-5 yhare,

(4-6 3ore, 5 yore, yere), 5-6 Se. 3air, (6 ^oir,

^or), 4-7 (9 arch.) yare. [OE. geara, ~o, -e
t
also

gear{e)we, -uwe, corresp. to OS. garo (Du. gaar)
f

OHG. garo
9
also garawo (MHG. gare, gar, also

ganue, G. gar) completely, quite, ON. g{j)prva,
gerva quite, clearly, plainly ; adv. of gearu, etc.

:

see Yare a.]

fl. Quickly, without delay, promptly, imme-
diately, soon. (Often used vaguely, esp. in J'ul/yare,

as a riming tag.) Obs.
Beowulf 2748 (Gr,) paet ic. .^earo sceawi?;e swe^Ie searo-

gimmas. c U50 Gen. <$ Ex. 2866 Dat, bi di leue, hise folc

vt-fare, Dre daises gon and ben dor }are, * n ^e deserd.

a 1300 K. Horn 497 (Cambr. MS.) Abelbrus..tolde htm ful

MN Hu he hadde i
rare. a 1300 Cursor M. 2837 * Haste',

he said, ' ban beder yaar, For i do noght til bou come bar '.

Ibid. 5225 pan was iacob busked yare, Wit al be gynge bat

wit him ware. 137s Barbour Bruce^ it 1. 696 And by the

mole thai passyt }ar, And entry t sone in-to the rase, c 1435
Torr. Portugale 1320 The emperoure of Rome was there,

The kynges of Pervens and of Calabere yare, And other

two or thre. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3536 The ermyte
Answeryd swythe yare. 14.. Guy Wanv. (C.) 5944 And
wyth hys fyste he smote me sore: Sythen he flewe awey
full sore. 1513 Douglas /Ends 1. v. 37 Ane duelling place

for Troianis biggit hes he,, .and full jor. The armes of Troy
has set wp in memor. Ibid. it. xi. 21 Send ws thi help als

}oir, And conferme all thir takinnis sene befoir.

f b. Nimbly, briskly. Obs. rare.

i6m J. Taylor (Water P.) Merrie Wherrie-Ferry-Voy.
Wks. 1630 11. 8/1 Though it [sc. a tongue] continuall toyl'd,

And went as yare, as if it had bin Oyl'd.

c. As exclamation : = Quick ! esp. in nautical

use. arch,
1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI. v. ii. 286 Yare, yare, good Iras;

quicke : Me thinkes I heare Anthony call. 1610 — Temp. 1.

i. 7 Cheerely, cbeerely my harts: yare, yare: Take in the

tjppe-salc i8ss Hogg Perils 0/ Man III. viL 204 Yare,

yare ! Lord sauff us 1 Here they come ! What's to be our

fate? Keep close for a wee while. 1867 Morris Jason ix.

2(1 Yare !—for the ebb runs strongly towards the sea.

f2. Well, thoroughly; (often with know, etc.}

certainly, plainly, without doubt. (Often used

vaguely as in 1.) Obs.
Beowulf2656 (Gr.) Ic wat geare ba;t nreron ealdgewyrht

baet[etc]. a 900 Cynf.wulf Crist 109 God of gode gearo
acenned sunu soban faeder. a 1000 Boetk. Metr. ix. 9 He
het him to gamene ^eara forba:rnan Romana buri?;. c 1000

Ags. Go$p. Luke xx. 6 Hi wiston gere paet iohannes waes

witeja. r :aos Lay. 18816 Ah ful }are ich hit wiste. 13..

E. E. A Hit. P. A. 834 pe bryde tyme is ber-to ful mete In
apokalypez wryten ful ;are. a 1425 Cursor M. 4866 (Trin.)

Gode men, he seide, }e shal fare, But of oure kyng I warn
}ou ?are. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 641 Se that thow leis thame
not, bot ^eme thame full v»r. x5>3 Douglas JEueis v. iv.

97 Now quha was blyth bot Menestheus, full jore?

t Yare, v. Obs. Forms: 1 searwian, 3 3(e)ar-

wen, 5(e)eerwen, ^arewen, 3-5 $are, 4 }hare,

yare. [Oil*, geanvian, f. gearu Yare a.

Cf. OE. gierwan, OS. garuwian, gerxvean^ MDu. gktr-

«*«, ganven, gerwen, OHG. garatven (MHG., G. gerben,

gdrben), ON.^><f)'i, gj'or{v)a, gera (see Gar v.).]

Irons. To make or get ready, to prepare.

r888 /Elkred Boeth. xxxix. § 13 Se hata sumor dry^3 &
SearwaS saed & bleda. exooo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 76 pu
g«est beforan drihtnes ansyne his wejas jearwian. c xaoS

Lay. 220 He makede ane he^e burh . . pa burh wes wel

i;arwed [1:1275 harket). /bid. 29834 Bruchinal. .^arewede

his ferde. a 1300 St. Gregory 1178 in Herrig's Archiv LVII.
71 Whan be ny^t was al a gone a bote be fis<chere he gan
jare. 1338 R. Bklsne Chron. (1810) 58 pe kyng ?ared his

folk, on Taste alle bat he myght.
refl. cojs Rushw. Gosp. ^Iatt. vi. 25 Hu ^e eowic Rearwi?;e.

c i«os Lay. 7473 ^arewteS eow to fihte. 1338 R. Bri snk
Chron. (i8jo) 00 He jared him to bataile. a 1400-50

Alexander 4866 pan jaris he him a,apely & a-;ayne turnes.

Yare, var. Yaib ; obs. f. Yore.
Yare, y'are, abbreviation oiye are.

1607 Hiivwooo Fayre Mayde Exch. I 3 b, Welcome
M. Golding yare very welcome sir.

Yarely (yeV-ili), adv. arch. Forms : 5 5arely,

5arle, -ly, 6 yeerlie, 7-9 yarely. [OK.gearolice :

see Yare a. and -ly ^ and cf. OS. garoliko, OHG.
garalihho (MHG. garliche).'] Quickly, promptly

;

nimbly, briskly; + diligently ;
= Yare adv. in

various senses.

/i 900 Cynewulf Elene 2S8 Ic bxt ?;earolice on^iten
haeblie. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1035 Outhire macches 30W
maynly berto..Or ^efes v'ire 'y VP ye 5erde & jeld me be

cite. 1573-80 Tlsser Hitsb. (1878) 144 Actes lawles to doo
without feare, how yeerlie togither they band. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. fy CI. 11. ii. 216 The Silken Tackle, Swell with the

touches of those Flower-soft hands, That yarely frame the

office. 1610 — Temp. 1. i. 4 Fall too 't, yarely, or we run
our selues a ground. 1617 J. Smith in J. Taylor (Water P.)

Armado A 8, This new Klette runnes ouer Seas and Lands,
And 's now so victua'Id, rigd and yarely plyes. 1668 Dry-
den Even. Love v. i, (167 u 77 Come yarely my mates, every
man to his share of the burthen, a 168* T. Raymond
Antobiog. (Camden 1917) 29 In London great out-cryes

about this tyme [c 1631] against shorn [sic] whoe they called

Artnynians as if shorn of that opinion intended yarely to

introduce Poperie. 1812 W. Tennant Anstcr F. iv. ix, Till

..The younker Curtius. .Down headlong yarely gallop'd,

horse and all. i8a7CAiii.YLE Germ. Rom. 1. 186 The Count
..kept plunging, yarely, through the ranks. [1897 Ld.
Tennyson Tennyson II. 133 note, He revived many tine old

words which had fallen into disuse : and I heard him regret

that he had never employed the word ' yarely '.]

II Yari-yari (ya*r*iva-r/). [Native name.]
Name in Guiana for the wood of Ditgitetia qui-

tarensiS) also called lance-wood.
1858 Hogg Veg. Kingd. 27. 1862 List in Veness El

Dorado (1866) App. 144 A piece of tough wood from the
Yari-yari tree.

t Yark, v. Obs. Forms : 1 searcian, 2 3ear-

ceon, ^eirke, 2-5 }arke, 3 3arrkenn {Orw.),
^earkieu, 3arki, -i(e)n, 3serek-, 3arekien, gerke,

4 yark. [OE. gearcian, i.gearu Yare a. with facti-

tive suffix as in ieldcian to delay, f. eald old.]

trans, (and refl.) To make ready, prepare.

exooo i'Ei.FRic Gefi. xix. 3 He ba gearcode him ^ereord

and hij a^ton. a 11x2 O.E. Chron. an. 1091 (Laud MS.) Pa
^earcode he his fare & to Englelande com. c 1175 Lamb,
/font, 19 He haue5 us i^arket ba ecche blisse 3if we wulle'5

hit iernien in heuene riciie. fruoo Ormin 9151 Forr batt he
wollde 5arrkenn hemm (^nn^ieness Cristess come, c 1205
Lav. 23275 }arkie3 l,i pan flode Mine scipen gode. a 1225
[see Yahe a. \\. a 1300 Cursor AT. 8856 Was neuer man
born bat cuth wire Ne yark suilka-nober kirc. 1377 Langu
P. PI. B. vn. 80 He pat vueth, ^eldeth and 3»rketh hym to

rcste. C1400 Destr. Troy 882 He forget not, but 3epely

3arkit hym berfore. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6070 His men
he ;;irUcd Luerychon vnto that fyght. 1708 Kersev, To
i'ar/k, (N[orth) C[ountry]) to prepare.

b. To put in a position ; to set, place. Yark to
t

to shut ; yark up, to open. Also Jig., pass, and
intr.

t
to pass into a state.

13, . Gaiu. <5- Gr, Knt. 820 |>ay golden hym be brode ?ate,

3arked vp wyde. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 414 Yong men yepely
yarke into Elde, Ibid. 5595 Now is yepely a yere yarket to

end. Ibid. 6081 For to *arpe [sic] vp the ijate he jepely

comaund. Ibid. 10738 pai jarkit to pe yatis jepely onon.

Ibid, 11265 P3 ' kepyn the cloyse of this clene burgh, With
?ep men at ^e yatis jarkit full pik.

o. To ordain, decree, appoint ; to grunt, bestow.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8982 Hard it es, be wird o sin pat

yarked was til adam kin ! 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. U. 758 %i(

bou sernez hit, 3et 3ark I hem grace, a 1400 Emare 329
Such sorow was here 5arked jore.

Hence t Ya'rkirjg vbl. sb.
t
preparation.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) second ix. 20 [x. 17] Jearcunge
heortan [Vulg. praeparationem cordis], > 1200 Oh.min

10800 Itt [sc. John's baptism] wass ijan-kinng ^n fulluhht

patt Crist sellf shollde settenn.

Yark : see Yeiik.

II
Yarke, -kee (ya-jkt). [Native name.] A

South American monkey of the genus Pithecia,

esp. the white-headed said, /'. leucocephala.

1834 M cMurtrie Cttvier's Anim. Kingd. 48 Simla
pithecia, L. (The Yarke.) Blackish ; circumference of the face

whitish. 1855 Dai.ton Brit. Guiana II. 449 The yarkee is

the name given by some to the white-faced SakL

f Ta'rken, v. Obs. [f. Yark v. + -en -*>.] tram.

To prepare.
< 1205 Lav. 73S4 Letert }arkni \c 1175 v>r^>l m 'ne scipen.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3240 Hold up oin ierde to3e se And del

it so on sundri del, Dat ;u ben ^arknede wei^es wel. 14.

.

Chaucer's Rom. Rose (MS.) 716 Layes of loue ful wel
sownyng They songen in their yarkonyng \ed. Thyune 1532
iargoning; Fr. en lor serventois, v. r. en sou patois].

Yarl : see Jarl.
Yarly, obs. Sc. form of Early adv.

Yariu (yaim), sb. Now dial. [Goes with next.]

A discordant outcry ; a scream, yelK
13.. E. E. Allit, P, B. 971 Suchajomerlyyirmof ^ellyng

per rysed. 1898 Shetl. News 26 Mar. (E.D.D.) Da yarms
an' spittin' o* tla cat.

Yarm (yaim), v. Now dial. Also 4 ferine,

9 yerm, yirna. [OE. *£ierman
t
gyrman.] intr.

To utter a discordant or mournful cry ; to scream,

yell, howl ; to wail.
c 1000 Lambeth Ps. xxxvii. 9 Ic syrmde for s«>mruriSe

heortan minre. 13.. S.Cristofer 119 in Horstm. Attengt.

Leg. (1881) 456 pe fende bygane to crye & ^rme. la 1400

Morte Arth. 391 1 Than cho ?ermys and 3eeM at Jorke m
hir chambire. a 1400-50 Alexander 4745 Vmquile he noys

as a nowte as a no.x quen he lawes, jwmand & jermnd.

I i6iS Brathwait Strappado (1S7S) 178 In hels abis^e

:

I
Where they may yaule and yanne til that they burst. 1680
Hickeringill Curse ye Meroz 26 A Holder-forth may Yawle
and Yarne [sic], .'till his Lungs, .ake. 1808 Janikson, To
yirm, to whine, to complain ; also, to ask in a querulous
tone ; implying the idea of continuation, a 1825 Forbv / ~oc.

E. Anglia, Y<trw, Yawm, to shriek or yell. '(1835 Hogg
Miser sWam'tug xx\\^\\\^' y^x\\\\x. and flail te a summer^ day.

f Y-armed f
pa.pple. [Y- 4, ARM v.] Armed.

1297 R. GloUC (Rolls) 4522 Ei3te hundred ssipes..Vol of
i saracens yarmed. 1340 Ayenb. 83 Godes kny^tes, bet be
I holy gost hep y-dobbed and y-armed. c 1400 Laud Troy
I Bk. 6976 He nas yarmed nother lym ne lyth. 1426 Lydg.
I De Gut/, PHgr. 7810 Hys handys wern yarmyd wel.

Yarmouth v
ya*Jiri3))). Name oi a fishing town

J

on the coast of Norfolk : used attrib. in Yarmouth
bloater (also trans/, a native of Yarmouth), \ ca-

pon, fcoac/i (see quots.), herring. Hence Yar-
mouthian, (yaJmclu'Jnan), a. belonging to Yar-

j

mouth ; sb. an inhabitant of Yarmouth.
1614 T. Gknti.eman England's Way 15 The Hollanders

be very welcome guests vnto the Yermothian Herring-
buyers. Ibid. 26 These Hollanders be Hosttd with the

[
Layestof men, as they be with the Yermothians. a 1661

Fuller Worthies
%
Norfolk {1662) 11. 248 A Yarmouth Capon.

That is a red-heiring. a 1700 Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Creit\

j

Yarmouth-Coach^ a sorry low Cart to ride on, drawn by

j

one Horse. Yarmouth Pie, made of Herrings, highly

I

Spic'd, and Presented by the City of Norwich (upon the

I
forfeiture of their Charterj annually to the King. 1732
MSS. Dk. Portland (Hist. MSS. Comtn.) VI. 153 'I he*e
machines, which now in merriment are called Yarmouth
coaches... They are something of the nature of a sledge, as

at Bristol, with one horse. 1832 Yarmouth bloaters [see

Bloater], 1850 Dickens Dav. Cofif. iii, Peggotty said.,

that.. she was proud to call herself a Yarmouth Bloater.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Yarmouth herring-boat, a

clincher-built vessel with lug-sails, similar to the drift or

mackerel boats.

yarn (yfun), sb. Forms : i seam, 4 Jem,
ieru, yaarn, 4-6 yeru(e, 5 5arn(e, 3iereD, yeern,

5-7 yarne, 6 yaren, yarone, yeryn, yorne,

6-7 yearne, 7 yearn, 5- yarn. [OE. ^earn str. n.

= Wb'ns.jern, NKris. jaam,juarn, MDu.^;;/,
gar{e)n (Du. garen), OI1G., MHG., G. gam
yarn, + net, ON. (Sw., Da.) gam (whence Garn
sb.) ; app. f. the root represented also by *gamo
in ON. gorn, pi. garnar guts, and *gatnjo- in

OE. miegern, OS. midgarni
t
OHG. mittigartti

Midgebn (= entrail-iat, suet), and related ^outside

Teutonic) to Lith. Mdrtta intestine, L. hariolus

soothsayer, haruspex one who divined the future

from an inspection of the entrails of victims, Gr.

Xo/>5r) intestine (Chord). (Cf. , moreover, Skr. hit a

I

vein, L. hira empty gut, hillm :— %hirl- smaller

;

intestines.)]

1. Originally, spun fibre, as of cotton, silk, wool,

flax ; now, usually, fibre spun and prepared for use

, in weaving, knitting, the manufacture of sewing-

thread, etc.

Also with qualification, as cotton, linen, xvoolhn yarn.
exooo /'('(. in Wr.-Wulcker 238/27 Pilalum, jearn.

(-1050 Suppt. Ailfric's Gloss, ibid. 187 ,30 Glomus^ unwun-
,
den gearn. C1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 157

A klewe of yarn. Ibid., Do my yaarn on the reel. 137*
Rolls 0/ Parlt. II. 353 1 Tout maner de ;ern. 1301 in W.
Hudson Leet Jurisd. Norwich (1892) 75, x hespysde Irlond-

yern pretii iiij. d. 14*0 E. E. Wills (1882I 46 Item dimi-

dium be ^ieren and wolle that is in this house. 1511-is Act

3 Hen. VIII. c. 6 § 1 The carder and Spynner to delyver

agayn to the same Clothier yerne of the same Woll. a 1551

I.fxand Itiu. (1760) VII. 47 Good Marchandis at Lyrpole,

and moch Yiiscn Yarn that Manchester Men do by ther.

1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Stafford in Ann. Lichfield (1863)

j

IV. 6 On cope of whitte & blewe yorne. 1607 ^haks. Cor.

1. iii. 93 You would be another Penelope : yet they say, all

the yearne she spun in Vlisses absence, did but fill Athica

full of Mothes. 1748 in yml. I-rieuds Hist. Soc. (1918) 28

j

We had about eighty Score of Yarn stole out of garth.

1784C0WPER Task 1. 53 Well-tann'd hides,.. With here and
there a tuft of crimson yarn.. in the cushion fixt. 1846

M«Culloch Ace. Brit. Empite (1854) I. 707 The manu-
1 facturers obtain the finer sorts of yarn chiefly from York-

I
shire and Ireland. x8$2 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tern's C. xiii,

I
A long stocking of mixed blue and white yarn.

fig. 1601 Shaks. All's Welt iv. iii. 84 The webbe of our

j
life, is of a mingled yarne, good and ill together. 1832-4

De Quincey Cxsars Wks. 1862 IX. 32 In the mingled

yarn of human life.

trans/. i86» Johns Brit. Birds 56 Eggs, from which

emerge, .bodies enveloped in a soft plush of grey yarn.

b. collect, sing, put for fishermen's nets. dial.

1535 Coverdale Ezck. xvii. 20, I wil cast my net aboute

hiirVand catch him in my yarne. — Hab.u i S They take

vp all with their angle, they catch it in their net, & gather

it in their yarne [Luther Gm 1880 Antrim * ZW«
Gloss., Yarn, *Take the yarn \ said of herrings when they

strike the net. ,., ^ , , , . ,

C. In Rope-making, one of the threads oi which

a strand of rope is composed (= Rope-yarn 1), or

these threads collectively.

1627 [see Sfun-yabn a]. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I.

59 Yarn, called twenty-five, twenty, and eighteen thread

yarn, differs only in the fineness ; the twenty-five being

finer than the twenty. 1831-t P. Bariow in Encycl.

Metrop. (1845) VIII. 753 The first part of the process of

rope-making is that of spinning the yarn or threads, c 1 86o

H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 28, iB-yam spunyarn. Ibid,

51 If it is for boltrope 3 inches in circumference, each strand

will have 30 yarns.

2. To spin ayam (Jig. , orig. Naut. slang) ,
to tell
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a story (usually a long one) ; also, ' to pitch a tale '.

Hence yarn m a (long) story or tale: sometimes
implying one of a marvellous or incredible kind

;

also, a mere tale, colloq.

181a J. H. Vaux Flask Diet. s.v., Yarning or spinning
a yam, signifying to relate their various adventures, ex-
ploits, and escapes to each other. 1835 Marryat Jacob
Faithful ix, Come, spin us a good yam, father. 1833 —
Pacha of Many T. xvii, ' You must tell lies, and you will

have gold.' ' Tell lies I that is, spin a yarn ; well, I can
do that.' 1837-43 Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) II. vi.

97 Like uncle Parker,.. I am a spinner of long yarns.
i883 Poor Nellie 162 Catch them spinning any of their yar:is

to me. 1897 Hall CAlNEin Humanitarian XI. 234 What
I mean is that without motive a story is not a novel, but
only a yarn. 1903 Dublin Rev. July 131 All further de-
velopments of these traditions were mere * yarns \
3. attrih. and Comb., as (sense 1) yarn ball, hose,

-man, rope, scales, spindle, stockings, thread,

twine; yarn-buyer^ -factoring, -jobber, man it'

facture, -manufacturer, -seller*, (sense 2) yarn'
sliuger, -teller

;
yarn-clue, a ball of yarn

;
yarn-

croft Obs. exc. dial., a rope-yard
;
yarn-dyed a.,

dyed while in the state of yarn or thread; yarn-
frame, -guide (see quots.) ; yarn-house, a build-

ing in which yarns are stored ; yarn-reel (see

qnot.) ; yarn-roll = Yarn'-beam.
For other names of apparatus used in yarn manufacture

see Knight's Diet. Mech.
1585 HiciNS Junius'Nomencl. 295/2 Pita paganica,..z.

bal stuft witli soft wooll or haire, and vsed to be tossed from
hand to hand : a tossing ball : a *yarne ball. 1763 Museum
Rust. I, 11 The eagle-sighted 'yarn-buyer. 1820 Scott
Monast. xxxiii. {Old Play), Like to the *yarn-clew of the
drowsy knitter, Dragg'd by the frolic kitten through the
cabin. 1634-5 Brereton Trar: (Chetham Soc.) 11 A dainty
quay here is, and many *yarn e-crofts here about. 1885
Hummel Dyeing Textile Fabrics 289 If in any dyed woollen
fabric. the dyeing took place while it was in the state of
thread or yarn, it is said to be *yarn-dyed. 1841 Lever
O'Malley xxviii, A race of linen-weaving, Presbyterian-
*yarn factoring fellows. 1831-3 P. Barlow in Kncycl.
Metrop. (1845) VIII. 755/1 The yarn reels were placed indi-
vidually in a stationary frame at the head of the rope-
ground ; and it appears that the register was to be conveyed
onwards towards the *yarn frame, as the strand was twisted
by the hook of a sledge, at the end where the process com-
menced, until the whole strand was made. Ibid. 756/2 The
*yarn guide, or perforated plate, through which the rope
yarns pass individually to concentre at the press block, 1578
in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) II. 144 Eyght small
women chyldren spinnyng worsted yarne, and.. as many
knittyng of worsted *yarne hose. 1794 Rigging $ Seaman-
ship I. 60 After yarn is tarred, it is laid in the *yarn-house
..to harden. 1720 Land. Gas. No. 5878/8 William Hill,..
*Yarne.jobber. 1637 Bury Wills (Camden) 168 Goodman
Howes, of Bury, 'yarneman. 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 664/2
The whole operations in *yarn manufacture comprise (1)

heckling, (2) preparing, and (3) spinning. 1783 Specif.
Patent No. 1365. t Thomas Baker, of Derby..* Yarn Manu-
facturer. 1794 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 88 A "Yarn-reel
is a_ circular board, nailed in the middle to a piece of oak,..
16 inches long, and is used to wind spun-yarn on. 1831
G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 111. iii. 215 A weight, .suspended
over the 'yarn-roll to produce, .the requisite tension of the
threads of the warp. 1534 in F. W. Weaver Welts Wills
(1890) 49 A *yerynrope. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxi, The
*yarn scales in the weigh-house. 1705 Loud. Gas. No.
4188/4 Richard Corbett, of Spittle-fields, "Yarn-seller. X897
Barhere & L,eland Diet. Slang, * Yarn-slinger

% one who
writes tales in newspapers. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lncian I.

736 She draws the "yarn-spindle from her bosom. 1704
Lond. Gaz. No. 4056/8 Blue "Yarn Stockings. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home II. 219 Knitting coarse yarn stock-
ings. 1891 Tablet 7 Nov. 742 The most confirmed American
*yarn-teller. 1833 J. Rexxie A Iph. Angling Vr^. p. xiii. My
1 *yarn thread ' was strong enough to twitch out the trout to
the green bank where I stood. ex6oo J. Keymer Dutch
Fishing (1664) 7 To make Cables and Cordage, likewise
*Yarn Twine, and Thred for the makeing of Nets and Lines,

_Tam (yam), v. colloq. [f. prec. (sense 2).]
intr. To 'spin a yarn', tell a story. Hence
Ya'rning vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1812 [see Yarn sb. 2 J. 1849 Cupples Green Hand \, Some-

how or another I was aVays a yarning sort of a customer.
1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxxi, The head man of that
there gang is..a-sitting yarning with your boss. 1880 igth
Cent. No. 38. 655 So we talked and yarned till I grew sleepy
and dozed off. 1888 W. Clark Russell Death Skip vii fWe speedily fell to yarning.

Yarn: see Earn v. 1 , Yearn v., Yern.
Ta*ru-beam, Weaving. [Cf. G. garnbaum.]
The roller on which the yarn is wound.
1598 Florio, Subbio, . . the roule whereon the weauer rouleth

vp his web or worke, called a yarne-beame. X797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 835/2 The cane-roll or yarn-beam, on
which the warp is rolled when put into the loom, 1844 G.
Dodd Textile Manuf. i. 40 The yarn-beam is capable of
revolving on its axis.

Hence Yarn-beaming a.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Yarn-beaming Machine, a
machine for winding the warp-yarn on to the beam.

t Tarn-chopper. Obs. [f. Yarn sb. + Chop-
per

'^.J
A dealer in yarn.

Also in various corrupt forms in Law Diets., etc. : see
Journ-chopper.
1429 Act 8 Hen. VI, c. 5 Les regratours du file appelles

Yernchoppers.

fYarndle. dial. Obs. Shortened form of Yarn-
winDLE.
i68j Martindalb Counirey-Surv.-Bk. x. 69 Those things

which here in Cheshire we call Yarndles, being used by
Country Housewives in winding of their Yarn.

Yarned (yamd), a. [i. Yarn sb. + -ed 2
.]

Furnished with yarn.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. n. 16 Five spindles yarnd.

f Yarnen, a. Obs. [f. Yarn sb. + -en 4
.] Made

of yarn.

1568 Tukberv. Trag. T., Epit. etc. (15S7) 190 b, Apaireof
yornen [v.r. yarnen] stockes to keepe the cold away.

Ya'riiets, -its. Sc. [Of obscure formation.]

= Yaunwindle.
1808 Jamieson, Yarnets, an instrument for winding yarn.

184a Whistle-Binkie Ser. iv. 94 The aefauld yarn was ta'en

awa', To the yarnits niest, to lay an" twist.

Ya*rn-spinner, [f. Yarn sb. + Spinner.]

1. A workman who spins yarn.

1813 Examiner 1 Mar. 137/2 T, Kemp, Knaresborough,
yarn-spinner. 2895 Daily News 10 May 9/3 Yarn spinners
are,. very busy on old orders.

2. One who 'spins a yarn *; a story-teller, colloq.

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xx\\, 'Captain Vorse, we
want a yarn—a real sailor's yarn 1'.. 'Oh, I'm no yarn-
.spinner \ said the young captain, evasively. 1883 Harper s

Mag. Jan. 323/2 The story was 'improved * by the marine
yarn-spinners of that port.

So Yarn-spinningf.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Yarn-spimiiug, a figurative

expression for telling a story. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
731/1 These inventions are at the foundation of all modern
systems of yarn-spinning.

Yar-nut, north, dial. var. crnut
i
Karth-nut.

(Cf. Gernut, Jurnut.)
1828 Craven Gloss., Yar-nut, earth nut, or pig-nut. 1908

[Miss Fowler] Betw. Trent fy Ancl:olme 230 The earth-
nut, or ' Yar-nut '.

Ya'rnwind. Obs. exc. dial, Also9yarewind.
[OE. geamwinde (= \VFris. jemwine

t
NFris.

jnarnwinj
1
Flem. garenwinde, MHO., G. garn-

winde, Icel. garnvinda skein of yam), f. gearn
Yarn sb. + *wi?ide = OHG. tvinta (G. •winde)

winder. Cf. Garnwin.] = Yarnwindle.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (HesselsJ R 168 Reponile, gearnuuinde.

c 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 213/11 Conductum, £earn-
winde. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Yare-
ivinds (yaa'r'winz)..a machine for holding yarn intended lo
be made into skeins or wound into balls. ..The yarewinds
consisted of a reel and stand. X903 Eng.Dial. Diet., Yarn-
ivinds [Shetland, Caithness].

Yarn-winder. Also 5 yernwynder. [In

ME. an alteration of OE. gearnwinde or of Yakx-
wixdle by association with winder (cf. Du. garen-
winder) ; in mod.E. f. Yarn sb. + Winder.] An
apparatus for winding yarn, as a yarn-reel or a
yarn-spooler.

14.. Vcc. in Wr.-\Vulcker 564/31 Appendiitm,. .a yern-
wynder, or a reel. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Yarn-winder.

Yarnwindle (ya'Jnw^nd'l). Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 4 yar-, 3arewyndel
> 5 5arn(e wyndel,

3arwyndyl(l, yerwyndylle, 6 yarne wyndell,

9 yarn-windle, Sc. yaru-wiule. Also Yarndle,
Yarringle. [f. Yaks sb. + -windle, instrumental

formation on Wind v.1 (see -lei); cf. Yarnwind.]
An appliance for winding a skein of yarn into a
ball : = Garnwindle.
c 1325 Gloss. W. dc Bibbesiv. in Wright Voc. 157 A yar-

wyndel. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 547 Serence lussel et voy-
dere, hechele clewen ^arewyndul. c\\^o Promp. Patv. 536/2
3arne wyndel, or ga(r)wyndel (S. or sarwyndyl), girgillus.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 794/33 Hie virgillus, a yer-
wyndylleblad. 1530 Palscr. 291/1 Yarne wyndel!, tornette.

i6ix Cotgr., Desvidoir, a paire of blades, or yarnwindles.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxii, Nae man willingly wad cut short
his thread of life before the end o' his pirn was fairly measured
off on the yarn-winles. 1821 — Pirate v, Speak her fair and
canny, or we will have a ravelled hasp on the yarn-windles !

Yarplia (yaufa). Sc. dial. Also yarff (see

Eng. Dial. Diet.). [ON. jgrfi (jprva-) gravel.]

A peat-bog
;
pent combined with clay or sand.

1805 G. Barry Orkney 1. \. 10 Yarpha, or bog soil, whose
characteristic is a black colour connected with the power of
retaining moisture, ibid.. In those places that are most
elevated, the yarpha soil is most frequent. 1808 Jamieson,
Yarpha, 1. Peat full of fibres and roots, Orkney. 1821
Scott Pirate xxxv, The poor yarpha, as the benighted
creatures here call their peat-bogs.

Yarr (yai) , sb. Sc. and north, dial. [Cf. NFris.
(Fohr) jir spurrey.] The corn-spnrrey, Spcrgula
arvensis.

1775 Essays Agric. 435 Farmers in Scotland will take
notice that this [sc. yarrow] is not the plant known among
them by the name of Yarr, spurrey, Sperguta. 1812
Souter Agric. Banff App. 46 Those lesser weeds that go
under the common appellation of skellach, gule, yarr, &c.
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 390 S[pergula] arvensis is a
common weed in sandy soils, in Scotland called yarr,
Yarr, v. : see Yar.

II YarranCyse'ran). Australia. [Native name.]
Name for several Australian species of Acacia'.
1888 'R. Boldrewood' Robbery under Arms xlvi. We

stopped inside a yarran scrub.

+ Yarringle. Obs. Also 7 yarwingle. Cor-
rupt form ofyarwindUy Yarnwindle.
Cf. garwyngyll in ed. 1499 of Promp. Par-j. (Camd. 188/1).
x6n Cotgr., Toumette, a Rice, or Yarwingle to wind

yarne on. 1687 Mother Shipton 7 A pair of Yarwingles,
made in the form of a Cross. 1688 Holme Armoury m.
287/2 A Pair of Yarnngles with its Pins, set upon its Stock.
..This Instrument is also of great use with Housewives, by
the help whereof Yarn Slippings or Hanks is wound...
Some term these a Pair of Yarnngles or Yarringle Blades.

Ibid. 288/1 The Yarringle foot. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk., Yarringles, same as Yarnaclcs [= Yareivinds],

Yarrow (yse'rou), sb. Forms ; 1 seai\e)we,

5 3arwe, }arow(e, 5-6 yarow, 6 yarowe, yar-
rowe, 6- yarrow. [OE. zearwe = Du. genu (: —
*garzue), OHG. gar{a)wa \G. garbe), of uncertain

ctym.] The common name of the herb Achillea
Millefolium (N. O. Composite), also called Mil-
foil and Nose-bleed, irequent on roadsides, dry
meadows, and waste ground, with tough greyish
stem, finely-divided bipinnate leaves, and close flat

clusters of flower-heads of a somewhat dull white,

often varying to pink or crimson ; sometimes used
medicinally as a tonic. Also extended to other

species of Achillea. b. Applied with defining

words to plants of other genera. Soldier's Yar-
row, Stratiotes aloides. "Water Yarrow, a name
for various water plants with finely divided leaves,

as Ranunculus a/jualitis, Hottonia palustris, and
the genus lilyriophyHum. (Cf. Milfoil 2.)
C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) M 204 Mirifillo, jearwe.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 354 Wyl on meolcum ba readan
gearwan. c 1050 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 207/31 Mille-
folium, gearewe. a 1400-50 Stockholm Med. MS. 202
Millefoly or neseblod or 5arwe. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker
711/26 Hoc millefolium, ^arow. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 536/2
5arowe, myllefoyle, herbe for nese blederys. 1503 Dunbar
Thistle fy Rose 83 Full craftely conjurit scho the Yarrow.
1546 Langley tr. Pol. I 'erg. De Invent. 1. xvii. 32 b, Mer-
curie founde the vse of Moly, Achilles Yarowe, Esculapius,
Panace. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. ci. 142 Water Milfoyle or
Yearrow. Ibid. 143 Knights Milfoyle: souldiers Yerrow.
1597 Gerakde Herbal n. eclxxxvi. 678 Water Wilfoile, or
water Yarrow, hath long and large leaues. 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb. xiii. 203 The Yarrow, where-with-all he stops the
wound-made gore. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. Table
Hard Wds., Yarrow, is an hearbe called the water-Violet,
and growes in Lake*, or marrish grounds. 1784 J. Twam-
ley Dairying Exempt. 91, 1 take yarrow to bean ill favoured
Plant for Cheese where it prevails much in Land. 1789 J.
Pilkington View Deibysh. I. viii. 348 Hottonia palustris.
Water Violet. Water Yarrow. _ 1866 Mrs. Kiddell Race
for Wealth xxiii, A lawn in which I have gathered yarrow.

tYaTTOW, a. dial. Obs. [dial. var. Argh
(OE. eari) ; cf. Sussex yar (W. D. Cooper Sussex
Gloss. 1853).] (See quot.)
1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Yarrow, fearefull, faint-

hearted.

Yarrum (yse-ram). Thieves' Cant. Also 6
yaram, 6-7 yarum. [?] Milk.
1567 Harman Caveat (1869) 83 Yaram [v.r. yarum], mylke.

1608 Dekker Lanth. fy Candle Lt. i, If we mawnd Pan-
nam, lap, or Ruff-peck, Or poplars of yarum. 1641 Brome
foviall Crew \\. (1652) F 3, Here's Pannum and Lap, and
good Poplars of Yarrum. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.
Yarth(e, obs. or dial. ff. Eakth.
a 1500 Cov. Corp. Christi PI. 56/7Q Apon the yarihe. 1688

Hoi.me Armoury m. xvii. (Roxb.) 120/1 The yarthing
Hooke, or forke is an Instrument of Husbandry as well as
warre. 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng., Yarth, earth.

Ya*rw£elp. local. Also 6 yerwhelp, 7 yare-
whelp, yarwell, 7-9 yarwip, 8 yarwhelph, 8-9
yarwhip. [? Imitative of the goat-like cry of the

godwit ; cf. Yar v.] The bar-tailed godwit (Limosa
lapponica or rufd) and the black-tailed godwit
(L. segocephala or melanurd).
1577 in Archaeologia (1821) XIX. 289 Yerwhelps ij .. \}s.

x57? J- Jones Preserv. Bodie «$ Soule 1. xiv. 26 The flesh of

. . Towin, Yarwhelpe, Plover, Wodcocke. 1634 in Simpkin-
son Washingtons (i860) App. p. xiii, Yarwell 1 dozen and 11

02 14 02. 1668 Sir T. Browne Let. to Dr. Mcrrett 29 Dec,
A Yarwhelp, Barker, or Latrator a marsh bird about the
bignesse of a Godwitt. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 292
The Godwit, called in some places the Yarwhelp, or Yarwtp.
1744 Ant. 4- Pres. St. Co. Down xviii. 227 The Yarwhelp or
Yarwip, is something like a Wood-cock.
Yarwingle, -wyndel : see Yarringle, Yabn-
wjndle.

i\ Yashmak (yarjmsek). Also -mack, -mac,
yasmak, yachmak {erron. yakmak, yaknack).

[Arab. (j».?.) yashmat/.] The double veil con-

cealing the part of the face below the eyes, worn
by Mohammedan women in public.

1844 Kinglake Eothen iii. 47 note, The yashmak.. is not
a mere, semi-transparent veil, but rather a good substantial
petticoat applied to the face. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xviii. We let their bodies go abroad liberally enough, with
smiles and ringlets and pink bonnets to disguise them instead
of veils and yakmaks. 1885- Times 25 May 10 A Turkish
lady is shocked if a strange man sees her without a yash-
mak. 1895 P. Hemingway Out ofEgypt 11. 167, 1 gave her
[sc. an old Arab woman] a cigarette, and she consented to

accept a light from me, raising her yashmak for a moment.
Hence Ya'shxnaked a., wearing a yashmak.
1904 Oxenham Weaver of Webs xiii, The simple pleasure

of exciting the envious admiration of their yashmaked and
unemancipated sisters.

Yask sb. and v., local variant ofyesk, Yex.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Baat'lter, to gape,

I yaske, to yawne. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Yask, a term used to express the sound made by a violent

effort to get quit of something in the throat.

tYasked [Y- 4], asked. 1377 Langl. P. PI B. xvm.
294, I haue . . hym . . yasked Where he were god. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 7048 Thow sholdest. . Fyrst yaxyd A
Bordoun.
Yaspen, yaspin : see Yepsen.
tYasured [Y- 4], azured. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues

14/36 Bleu asuret, Blyew y-asured.



. YATAGHAN.
Yat: see Gate sb. ]

, That, Yacht.
Yataghan (yae'tagoen). Also yatagau ; Ata-

ohav. [Turkish ^cGU yataghan.] A sword of

^fohammedan countries, having a handle without
a guard and often a double-curved blade.
1819 T. Hope Anastasius (1820) I. iii. 52, I began hacking

and hewing with my yatagan. 1837 Gajtt'.'lers Dream I.

144 With our flowing garments, our turbans, and our yata-
ghans, we conquered Asia under the standard of the Prophet.
1881 Blackw. Mag. May 566/1 The curved Arab yataghans
with an outside edge. 1894 D. C. Murray Making 0/
Novelist 125 A Circassian . . flourishing . . a formidable looking
yataghan.

Yatch, yatcht, obs. ff. Yacht.
Yate (y*t), sb. Also yeit. [Native name.]

Either of two species of gum-tree, Eucalyptus
cornuta and E. occidenlalis (flat-topped yate), of
south-western Australia, yielding a tough wood

;

also the wood itself.

1880 Von Mueller Select Extra-trap. Plants no. 1884
Miller Plant-ti., Yate-tree, or Yeit-tiee, Eucalyptus car.
tiuta. 1907 IVestm. Caz. 20 Nov. 13/1 The extraordinary
properties of yate, believed to be the strongest of all known
woods.

t Yate, v. Obs. Forms : 2 seatan, Ssetan,
Setan, ietan, {Orm.) Jatenn, 3-4 jette, jet, 4
jete, yete, north, jiate, 4-5 north. 3ate, yate,

5 30te. Pa. t. 2 xeatte, seette, seotte, ieette,

iette, 2-3 jatte, 3 3et(te, 4 yatt(e, jat(e, yeitt

;

3 39t(t)ed'
i
o. Pa.pple. 2 {Orm.) Jatedd, 3

ijetted. [late OE. gc'alan (Peterborough Chron.),
f. lia Yea, app. after ON.Jdta, also jatta to assent,

acknowledge, confess, promise, grant (cf. OHG.
gijdzan, MUG. jdzen to assent) ; for the formation
cf. ON. neita Nait v. 2 to refuse.
The northern form jate is directly from or influenced by
ON. The west-midland present jette is prob. due to the
pa. t. jctte.]

1. trans. To grant, bestow, concede. Also absol.
arm O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656 Ic Uitalianus

p_apa xeate be Wulhfere cyning & Deusdedit .-ercebiscop &
Saxulf abbod ealle be J>ing pe ?;e geornon. Ibid. 675 Ic gaste
baes ilee curs..Ic Adrianus legat hit iete. Ibid. 1066 Se
aeSeling hit him geatte ba biibolice. cnoo Ormin 154
Godd Allwaddennd hafepb herrd & jatedd tine beness.
c 1105 Lav. 10994, & al ich pe jette Swa bu hit ?irnest. Ibid.
14267 fc king him ;ette swa Hengest hit wolde. 01115
Ancr. R. 230 ^if bu driuest us heonene, do us i5eos twin
her, & he aettede ham. o 1115 Leg. Kath. 2402 He jettede
hire & Jefblideliche leaue. o 1300 Cursor M. 8414 And
curtaisli, wit-vten hone, He yatte hir freli al hir bone. Ibid.
22413 Fourti dais he sal tham yate pat fallen ar ute of pair
state. .pat pai mai bam wit penance bete. 13.. Gaw.fyGr.
Knt. 776 ' Now bone hostel ', cobe he burne, ' I be-seche
yow jette 1

' c 1440 Praiup. Parv. 201 God jate {K~. Godjote,
//. Good3oth, P. Godwolde), utinam.

2. To acknowledge, confess.
c 1100 Ormix 9819 Ne wolldenn ^53 nohht cnawenn Ne

5atcnn batt te}} wairenn ohht Sinnfulle onn anh wise, o 1300
Cursor M. 26946 pou be yeitt [Fair/. a,eted) his wicked,
hede It moght him to no merci lede. Ibid. 27428 A man
him cums al for to scriuc.And yetes..pat he es fallen in
miskenyng.

3. To provide, give, offer.

13.. E, E. A Hit. P. A. 558 Frende no wranz I wyl |>e

3ete. a 1410 Cursor M. 29047 (Cotton Galba) Als oure lord
crist at h« last Gat vs ensautnple forto fast.

1788 Vac. Forth >, Bargie in Trans. R. Irish Acad. II.

34 Yate, give.

Hence fYating (jettung) vbl.sb., granting,
consent.
o 1115 Ancr. R. 204 On is ful wil uorte don bet fulSe, mid

skilles 3,ettunge.

Yate : see Gate siA, Yet.
Yatte, obs. form of Gate sbJ-

Yauoht, obs. form of Yacht.
Yaud (ygd, yad). Se. and north, dial. Fonns :

4-6 }ald, 6 jad, }aid, 6-7 yawde, 6-9 yawd,
8 yade, 8-9 yad, yode, 8- yaud. [a. OlS.jalda
(JSw. dial, jiilda), poet, word for ' mare '.]

1. A mare : usually applied to an old mare

;

also loosely to an old or worn-out horse (associated
with Jade).
1500-10 Dunbar Petit, ofGray Horse Poems Ixi. re/rain,

bchir, lett it nevir in toun be tald, That I sould be ane
^uillis aald 1 1641 Brome Javiall Crew iv. i. (1652) Kjb,
Your Yawdes may take cold, and never be good after it.

1709 Queen A Hue; or, the Auld Grey Mare iv. in Jacobite
Songs ff Ball. (1887) 57 And they hae seized the yaud And
tied her head and heel. 1719 D'Urfev Pills V. 326 She's
have a Yode to ride out ; She's neither drive the Swine, nor
the Plough. 1714 Ramsav Tea.t. Misc. (1733) I. 8, I have
three owsen in a plough Twa good ga'en yads and gear
enough. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf i, Landlord, get us our
breakfast, and see an' get the yauds fed. 1866 Mrs. Lynn
Linton Lizzie Lorton II. 294 [They] sneered at her as the
' grey yaud wha'd be better rode \vi martingal nor snaffle '.

b. Comb.,z.% yaud-stealcr
;
fyaud-swiver, one

who commits buggery with a mare.
1508 Dunbar Flyting 246 Muttoun dryver, gfrnall ryver,

3adswyvar, fowll fell the. c 1560 Durham Depos. (Surtees)
60 And yett Ednam shuld still be his father yawd steiller.

c. attrib. or atlj. Of a horse : Worn out
1500-10 Dunbar Petit. 0/ Gray Horse 25 Poems Ixi, Sup-

pois I war ane aid }aid aver, Schott furth our clewch to
pull the clever.

(2. A strumpet, whore. Comb. Jaldson, the 'son

of a whore
'

; a term of abuse (cf. whoreson).

21

a 1400 Morie Arth. 3S09 Jondire to 5011c ijaldsones he feat

geldes hyme ever, ..Be he neuer mo sauede. 1545 Burgh
Rec. Stirling (1887)41 You leid that said Annapill Graheine
wes ane freris get and freris yawde.
Yaue, obs. pn. t. of Give v.

Yauger, variant of Jagger 3.

1808 Forsyth Beauties Scot. V. 3)0 The fishing fleet was
often attended by certain vessels, called yaugers, that carried
salt, casks, and victuals, to barter with the busses for their
herrings.

Yaugh, yaught, obs. ff. Yacht.
Yaul : see Yauld, Yawl.
Yauld, yald (yyld), a. Sc. and north, dial.

Also 8 yawl, 9 yaul. [Origin unknown.] Active,
sprightly, nimble ; strong, vigorous.
1786 Har'st Rig viii, A bang O" Highlanders, a fendy

rout, liaith yawl and Strang. 1787 Burns Let. to W. Nicol
1 June, She's a yauld, poutherie Girran. 1816 Scott
Autiq. xliv, There's mony yauld chiels aniang tliae volun-
teers. 1873 D. Maclagan Heather iii. in Mod. Sco't.
Poets Ser. in. (1881) 177 Though somethin' auld An' no sae
yauld.

Yauld, Yaulew, Yaulpe, Yaumer, -our:
see Yield, Yellow, Yawp, Yammer.
Yaup : see Yap a*, Yawp.
Yau-pisli, yawpish., a. Sc, [f. yaup, Yap

a. + -I8H 1.] Hungry.
1789 Davids^ Seasons, Spring 31 Take thou thy way To

where the lusty tenant o' the floods Has, yaupish, ta'en his
stan' in quest of food. 1835 D. Webster Paisley Fair in

H'a>p of Renfrewshire .Ser. H, (1873) 153 I'm e'en growing
yawpish, We maun hae some buns and some ale.

Yaupon, var. Yapox.
II Yava (y.rva). Variant of Kava ; cf. Ava.
1804 Ann. Rev. II. 196/1 The eyes of the great yawn

drinkers are much blood-shot. 1821-7 Good Study Med.
(1820) II. 641 It [sc. Bucnemia tro/ica] is also indigenous
to the Polynesian isles, where it takes the name of yava-
skin, as being supposed to originate from drinking the
heating beverage called yava.

Yave, obs. pa. t. of Give v.

Yaw (y§)i s6A Kant. Also 7 yawe, yogh.
[Related to Yaw vX\ An act of yawing ; a move-
ment of deviation from the direct course, as from
bad steering.

1546 Gardinkr Declar. foye o.r Lyke a shyppe without
anker holde or rotlier, ye winder as the variable wynde
tosseth you, and so make yawes in and oute, without any
right course. ?is6s Sir J. Hawkins 2nd Voy. II'. hid.
(Hakl. Soc.) 9 To make three yawes, and strike the Myson
three times. 1667 {Nov. 5) Admiralty Crt. Exam. 77,
Made a yogh. 1697 Lend. Caz. No. 3315/r, I crouded Sail
to Leeward tohim,. .making a little Yaw sometimes to shew
my French Ensign. 1725 H. Die Saumareziii Phil. Trans.
XXXIII. 425 It cannot he expected but that a Ship before
the Wind will deviate from her true Course, sometimes one
Way, sometimes another, in her Yaws and Sheers. 1793
Smeaton Edystone /-. § 254 note, The boat took a sudden
yaw or sheer, which canted me overboard. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast xxxiii, Another wide yaw and a come-to
snapped the guys. 1875 Bkdford Sailor's Pocket Bk. iii.

(ed. 2) 59 If under steam, a slight yaw with the helm will
serve to show the direction you intend to take.

b. trans/, and,/??'.: cf. Yaw v. 1 2.

1597 J. Payne Royal Exdu 34 Now and then we make
yawes agaynste our wills. 1634 Massinger Very Woman
in. v( *Tis strong, strong Wtne: O the yaws that she'll

make I 1870 Reade Put yourself in his Place III. 163
Putting her left hand to his breast, she gave a great yaw,
and then a forward rush with her mighty loins. 1885
Stevenson Prince Otto \. iv. He gave a beery yaw in the
saddle,

0. Comb, yaw-sighted a. (A'aut. s/ang), cross-

eyed, squinting.

1751 Smollett Per. Pickle (1779) I. vi. 45 A yaw-sighted
bitch. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. *
Yaw, *M [Back-formation from Yaws appre-

hended as a plural.] Each of the excrescences or
spots of eruption in yaws.
1744 Med. Essays Soc. Edinh. V. n. 793 Sometimes after all

the other Yaws are fallen off. .there remains one large Yaw,
high knobbed, red and moist ; this is commonly called the
Master-yaw. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 732/2 Hairs at the
seat of a yaw turn white. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases
xxvii. 427 The crust which caps and encloses an uninjured
yaw is yellowish.

b. Used as attrib. form of Yaws, nsyaw matter,

taint, tubercle; yaw-house, a hospital for persons

affected with yaws; yaw-weed, a shrubby plant,

Morinda Royoc (N. O. Cinc/ionaceae), used in the

West Indies as a remedy for yaws.
1679 Trapham Disc. Health Jamaica 122 The.. long

Guinny Worms, arising from the Yaw teint found.. in the
Children. .of the Blacks. x8»a-7 Good Study Med. (1829)
III. 171 The revolting scene of a yaw-house. 1834 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 433 note. The time that elapses
between the inoculation with yaw matter and the first

appearance of a yaw tubercle. 1864 Grisebach Flora IV.
Ind. /si. 789 Yaw-weed, Morinda Royoc.

Yaw, v^ [Of obscure origin.
ON. jitga to move to and fro as a door on its hinges,

has been compared.]

1. Naut. intr. Of a vessel : To deviate tem-
porarily from the straight course, as through faulty

or unsteady steering; to turn to one side or from
side to side in her course.
1586 [see Yawing vbl.sb.\. 1611 Dekker I/it be not Good

Wks. 1873 III. 203, I spie two Shippes yonder, that yaw too
]

andagen. 1769 Kalconer Diet. Marine (1780) Eee2, She
had yawed to leeward. 1769 A"*. James's Chron. 5-8 Aug,

|

YAWL
4/2, I. .see the Ship yaw as if there was not a Seaman
aboard. 1830 Marrvat King's Own xiii, The frigate yawed-
to with all her sails set. 1885 Runciman Skippers $ Shell-
backs 54 The barque yawed as far as the hawser would allow.

2. trans/. andy/§-. To deviate, go out of course,

go or move unsteadily. (Often with direct allusion

to sense 1.)

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xu. vii. (1886) 183 The daie
delaied by length of night which made both daie and night
to yawe. 1604 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. i2o(Qo. 2) Todeuide him
inuentorially, would dosie th* arithmaticke of memory, and
yet but yaw neither in respect of his quick saile. 1834
Markyat P. Simple xvi, I shot ahead, ami yawed a little-
caught a peep at her through her veil. 1896 Pall Mall
Mag. May 80 The rider yawed in his saddle as a boat . .yaws
on a cross-sea swell.

3. trans. To cause lo yaw {lit. nnd fig.} ; to

move (something) unsteadily from side to side.

1746 W. Horsley Foot (1748) I. 201 The Ship of Stale
was, as the Seamen phrase it, yawed to and fro. 1807 E. S.

Barrett Rising Sun xxxvii. III. 48 Owing to the unskil-
fulness of her pilots, she was so yawed about, that it was
quite uncertain when she would be moored in a safe port.

18*7 Hood Sailor's Apol./or Bozv-lcgs 41 [She] yaw'd her
head about all sorts of ways, 1845 Gosse Ocean iv. (1849)
168 The man at the wheel, . . neglecting his helm, ' yaws ' the
ship about sadly.

Yaw, v.- dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.) [Of
obscure origin.] intr. To be wide open; to yawn.
1596 Lodge Wits' Miseries 71 His browes bent, his hand

shaking, his nostrils yawing. Ibid. 103 A fellow stretching
himselfe at his window, yawing, and starting.

Yaw, adv. [Used in representations of Ger. and
Du. speech : cf. Yah adv!\ Yes.
1667 Davenant & Dryden Tempest 1. i, Step/:. Boy !

Boy. Yaw, yaw, here Master, 1697 Vanbrugh 2nd It.
.Esop 11. iii, ,Esop. Have you then a mind to a Wife, Sir '.'

Beau. Yaw myn Heer. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiv, [Dirk
Hatteraick loq.) Wetter and donner ! yaw—What do you
take me for V

Yaw, int. An affected exclamation. Also ns

vb. (cf. Yaw-haw, Yaw-yaw).
1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl^'1813) III. 277 He

will yaw a parcel of nonsense about jukes and lords. 1816
F. Reynolds Life <y Times II. 94 Yawning and muttering.
4 Reynolds is an humorist, not a wit—yaw ! yaw 1 I am
a wit 1

'

Yaw, local form of Hew v.

a 15J9 Skelton Col. Chute 1206 Ye prechers shall be
ya.vde; And some shall be sawde. 1847 Halliweli , J aw,
..to hew. West.

Yawd(e, var. Yaud, mare. Yawe, obs. f.

gave, pa. t. of Give v. Yawer, var. Yt'BE,
dial., udder. Yawey, var. V.wvv.
Yawger, var. Jagueu s.

Yaw-haw (y9*b.§')> v. [Echoic] intr. To
laugh rudely or noisily. Hence Yaw-haw sb.

t
a

loud or rude laugh ; Yaw-hawing" //>/. a.

1836 Halibl-rton Clockm. Ser. 1. xix, I had to pucker up
my mouth.. to keep from yawhawin in her face. 191a II.

Macfali. in English Rev. Jan. 334 A booth at a fair, a place
set up but to tickle the country-bumpkins into yaw-haws.

Yaw-haw. Intended to represent an affected

pronunciation characterized by loose articulation

in which open vowel sounds predominate. Hence
attrib., as sb. ( = affected person) and vb. (cf. Yaw
int. and v., Yaw-yaw v.).

1867 E. B. Ramsay Art 0/ Reading 9 All reading where
sounding the vowels predominates is indistinct. At Cam-
bridge, in my time, it used to be called a 'yaw-haw ' read-
ing. 1876 J.Ghant One o/the 1 600'' vii, Thatyaw.hawing
donkey, Berkeley.

Yawing (y^'irj), vbL sb. [f. Yaw v. 1 + -ura 1.]

The action of the verb Yaw ; temporary deviation

of a vessel from her course ; unsteady movement
from side to side ; ahofig.
1586 J. Melvill Diary tWodrow Soc.) 253 Be hir turn-

bling and ycawing, the mast schouk sa louse, that Mr.
Robert. .haitl mikle ado to fasten the sam. 1617 Capt. J.
Smith Sea (.rant. ix. 38 He that keepes the Ship most from
yawing doth commonly vse the lest motion with the Helme.
'793 Nhlson 22 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (18451 I. 335 The
Chase.. by yawing, which her superiority in sailing enabled
her to do, gave us many broadsides. 1858 R. S. Surtehs
Ask Mamma Iii, There is a great yawing of mouths and.

.

renewed inquiries for fords. 1870 Lowell Among ttty Bks.

Ser. 1. (1873) 293 The language has Such a fatal genius for

going stern-foremost, for yawing.

So Yawing* //>/. a., that yaws (tit. andyf^.).

1835 Wh.vtkly in Li/e (1866) I. 292 Another [evil] will be

a sort of unsteady yawing course of the state-ship. 1850
' H. Hieover ' Pract. Horsemanship v. 92 A more yawing,

pully-hauly brute I had scarcely ever ridden.

Yawl (>9l)> **«J Forms : 7 yaule, yale, 7-8

yall, yaul', 8 yawle, (youghall), 8-9 yole, yoal,

yoll, 7- yawl. [app. ad. MLG. jotle (LG. jolle,

jolltjelle), or Pu. jot 7th c-) explained by Sewcl,

1708, as 'a Jutland boat', whence dim. jolleken

(1660, Hexham), cf. Sw. Julie, T>sl JdU; of un-

known origin. K. yole, f (Wfo I*- j°l°, Russ. jun>

are from Germanic]
1. A ship's boat resembling a pinnace, but some-

what smaller, usually with four or six oars.

1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 131 Next
morning our Captain and I..went on shore in the yale

betimes. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2054/3 The Larks Boat being

Commanded by Captain Leightons Brother, the Bonaa-
ventures Pinnace by Mr. Harrises accompanied with Mr.
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Littleton, and the Yaule by Mr. Brisbane. 1687 W. Hedges
Diary (Hakl. Soc) I. 240 Capt. Milborne, perceiving y8

Hazard, came off in his Yall lo our assistance. 174a Wood-
roofe in Hanway Trav. (1762) I, 11, xvii. 76 We had..

a

long-boat of five tuns, and a yaul, each with six oars. 1775
Dalrvmple in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 397 Hove the ship to,

and sent jolly boat and yawl in search of him. 1776 Penn-
sylvania Even. Post 4 June 280/2 A small Youghall be-

longing to some vessel. 1834 Marryat P. Simple xxxiii,

The launch, yawl, first and second cutters, were the boats

appointed for the expedition. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
y

Yawl. . In the British navy it is the fifth boat in point of

size; the others being the launch, long-boat, barge, and
pinnace.

2. A small sailing-boat of the cutter class, with

a jigger.

1684 Land. Gas. No. iSo3 4 Some Deal men have tried

to go off to her in one of our Yaules. 1692 Ibid. No. 2808/4
A Deale built Yawl with 6 Oars. 1713 Order in Council
13 Sept. in Lond. Gas. No. 5135/1 There came on Board the

said Bark Seven Men in a Deal-Yawl. 1798 Cruttweli.
Gazetteer (180S) III. s. v. Orkney, The inhabitants. .sail

from island to island in small boats, called yoals. 1873
Daily Neivs 22 Aug., The Pantomime takes the schooners'

prize, the Oimara that for cutters, and the Florinda for

yawls.

3. A small kind of fishing-boat.

1670 J.Smith Eng. Improv. Reviv'd?^ The Commodities
of Shotland which the Inhabitants do for the most part

Trade withal is Ling and Cod, which they take with Hooks
and Lines in small Boats, called Yalls, about the bigness of
Gravesend Oars. 1854 H. Miller Sch. fy Schm. iii. (1858)

42 All sorts of barques and carvels, from the fishing yawl to

the frigate. 1865 Leeds Mercury 22 Feb., Three more of
the fishing yawls being missing.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1865 Guardian 17 May 478 A yawl-boat was landed

bottom up from the hurricane-deck upon the heads of those

below. 1881 Miss Braddon Asphodel xvi, His little yawl-
rigged yacht. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman vi. i, Pete
began to think of buying a Dandie, which being smaller than
a Nickey, and of yawl rig, he could sail of himself.

Yawl (>*£!), sb.%. [f. Yawl z\i] An act of

'yawling* ; a shout, yell.

17*8 Fielding Love in several Masques iv. ii, To me, the
Turkish Yawl at an On-set, the Irish Howl at a Funeral, or
the Indian Exclamation at an Eclipse, are all soft Musick
to that single Noise.

Yawl (y§l), z'.1 Now dial. Forms : 4-5 5aule,

4, 7-8 yall, 6 yalle, 6-7 yaule, yawle, 7-8
yaul, 8-9 yole, 7- yawl. [Parallel to Yowl, with
alternation of vowel designed to express a variety

of the sound echoed. Cf. 'LG.janeln (of cats).]

1. intr, a. To cry out loudly from pain, grief, or

distress : also said of the howling of dogs, the
* wauling ' of cats, the screaming of peacocks.
13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1453 He hurtezof be houndez, & bay

FuT }omeily ;aule & 3elle. c 1395 Plowman's Tale 386 To
catche catell as covytous As hound, that for hunger woll
yall [rime fall]. C1400 Anturs Arth. ix, Hit ;aulut, hit
;amurt, lyke a woman. Ibid. vii. (Douce MS.) There come
a lede of be lawe. . 5auland and ^omerand, with many loude
Relies. 1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 178 In hels
abisse: Where they may yaule and yarme til that they
burst. 1621 J. Taylor (Water P.) Begger B iv, I (like many
other froward boyes) Would yaule, and baule, and make a
wawling noyse. 1681 Hickeringill Sin Man-Catching 1.

16 The little Peacocks shreame out and yawle amain,
pluming themselves, a 1825 Forby Voc, E. A nglia s.v., The
cry of a peacock is an excellent instance of yawling. 1833
Tennyson Goose ix, Then yelp'd the cur, and yawl'd the cat.

1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. II. 193 Give a look to that
bairn, it yawls sorely.

b. To call aloud, shout, bawl, scream, vociferate.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apofh. 288 Cato right eagrely yallyng

at Pompeius. 1610 Qxarles Feast for Wormes iii. D ij b,
The haplesse Fylot.. mainly calls; Calls lonah, lonali ; and
yet lowder yawles.

^ 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 405
They all ran skreaming and yawling away. 1808 Jamieson,
To Yaul) to yell.

trans/. 1575 Gammer Gurton 11. i, My gutts they yawle
crawle and all my belly rumbleth.

2. trans, a. (with simple obj. or obj. cl.) To
shout out, utter with shouting.
154a TJdall Erasm. Apoph. 172 b, Thei. .whiche yalle and

rore, that learnyng..is vtterly nothyng auailable to the
gouernaunce .. of a commenweale. 1613 Wither Abuses
Stript n. iii. Q vj b, Such as haue yauld Ergo in the schooles.
Ibid., Scourge Vijb, The nimble Tapster.. Still yalling,
here, anon sir

t
by and by. 1679 Pol. Ball, (i860) I. 220

They baul and they yaul aloud thro' the whole town The
rights to succession and claims to the Crown. 1859 Habits
of Gd. Society v. (newed.)2i7 A man., should never yawl
out the namby-pamby ballads beloved of young ladies.

b. (with eompl.) To bring into a specified state

by * yawling \
a 1627 Middleton Widow il \ He make 'em yaul one an

other deaf, but ile have thee.

Hence Yawling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1568 Hist. Jacob $ Esau 1. i. A ij, The deuill stoppe
that same yallyng throte. .Somwhiles. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas it. ii. 11. Babylon 228 Nigh breathlesse all, with
their confuseM yawling. 1619 PasquiCs Palin. (1877) 146
Young Beagles. .Whose yawling throats will never let him
sleepe. 1715 C'tess D'Aunoy's Wks. 454 The hideous Out-
cries that he made, and his continual Yauling. 1719 D'Ur-
fey Pills III. 31 A Wife, That makes him weary of his Life
With Scolding, yoleing in the House.

Yawl, v. <l nonce-wd. [f. Yawl sbX\ trans. To
convey in a yawl.

1884^
( Mark Twain ' Huck. Finn xxiv, When we got to

the village, they yawled us ashore.

Yawl, var. Yauu) a.

Yawler 1 (y^'ls-i). rare- , [f. Yawl r* +
-ER 1 2.] One who 'yawls' or howls.
x6u Cotgr., Glatisseur, a barker; bawler, yawler.

Yawler * (y§"bi). Also yoler. [f. Yawl sbA
+ -ER 1 I.] A sailor who rows or sails in a yawl

;

one of the crew of a yawl.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xviii, Pipe away the yawlers,

boatswain's mate. 1867 Engineer 27 Sept. 283/3 ' Yolers'.

Yawling. local. Also 8 yaulin. A young
herring.

1758 Descr. Thames 227 A young Herring is by some
termed a Yaulin. 1879 T. Satchell Index Gloss. Fish
Names (E.D.S.) 8 Clupea Harengus, . . Yarmouth-capon,
Yawlings, Whitebait, White-Herring.

Yawlsmail (ypdzmsen). rare~ l
. [f. yawl's,

gen. of Yawl sb.1 + Man sb. l ~\ = Yawler 2
.

1885 Chamb. Jrnl. 15 Aug. 513/2 The bluff yawlsman
riding to his nets far out at sea.

Yawmer, var. Yammer v.

Yawn (y§n), sb. [f. Yawn v.]

1. Something that yawns; a gaping opening or

entrance ; esp. a chasm, abyss.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. in. iii. Wks. 1856 I. in
Now gapes the graves, and through their yawnes let loose

Imprisou'd spirits to revisit earth. 1755 Amory Mem.
(1766) II. 56 The billows that were all in wild uproar, and
then came down into the dreadful yawn. 1820 L. Hl'nt
Indicator No. 22(1822) 1. 170 Trust not the tempting yawn
of stable-yard or gateway, a 1821 Keats Hyperion 1. 120
Spaces of fire, and all the yawn of hell. 1894 Idler Sept. 1 34
The stubborn, wonderful old piece of timber-frame was
picked out of the yawn of the hatch in splinters.

2. The or an act of yawning : a. Gaping or

opening wide.

1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride 11. v, Sure, 'tis the Friendly
Yawn of Death for me. 1705 Addison Italy 248 And some-
times with a mighty Yawn, 'tis said, Opens a dismal Passage
to the Dead.

b. Involuntary opening of the mouth, as from
drowsiness.
1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (170S) 96 After..

a

few hearty Yawns, he crawls up upon Deck.
^ 171a Steele

Sped. No. 320 r 5 Our Salutation at Entrance is a Yawn and
a Stretch. 1742 Pope Dune. iv. 343 She. .heard thy ever-

lasting yawn confess The Pains and Penalties of Idleness.

1875 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. iii, A life of nods and yawns.

Hence (iionce-wds.) Yawnful a., Yawnish a.,

Yawnlessf?., Yawnsome^., Yawnsomely adv.

1855 Anne Manning Old Chelsea Bun-IIo. ix. 156, I

awoke, .chilly and yawnish. 1878 J. Thomson Pleuip. Key
?.6 His mouth and arms stretched yawnful. 1881 J. M.
Brows Student Life 4 A yawnless languor. 1898 Blackw.
Mag. Apr. 498/1 Fifty dull, stiff-jointed, yawnful years.

1900 Yorksh. Post 28 July 6, 6 A jaded and yawnsome and
even jaundiced assemblage. 1908 Standard 18 Feb. 7 A.

.

yawnsomely dull debate.

Yawn (y§n)j v. Forms: a. 1 3inian, Syn-,

Sionian, seon-, ieon-, senian, 3 3eon(i)e, 5onie,

3-4 50116, yone, 3-5 5eone, ^ene, yene, 4 3yne,

6 yeane. $. 4-5 3ane, 4-6 yano. 7. 6-7 yawne,,
6-8 yaun, 6- yawn. [OE. ginian, geonian =
OIIG. gindn, -hi (MHG. ginen), MDu. genen to

gape, yawn, related to the synonymous OE. gdnian
Gane v. (q.v.), OHG. geinon, and OE. ginan,

ON. gina. The vocalism of the present form of

this word is difficult to account for. The normal
representatives of the OE. and early ME. forms
{jene, $one) would be *yeen and *yoan. Later

ME. yane prob. arose through regional contact

with Gane v. The 16th cent, yaun, yawn, may
have been the result of special local development
oiyane or yone..]

+ 1. intr. To open the mouth wide voluntarily,

esp. in order to swallow or devour something ; in

early use often, to have the mouth wide open ; to

gape. Said also of the mouth. Obs.
a. ens Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) B 24 Battat, jeonath.

Ibid, 64 Garrit, sionat. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 50 Bewyl
twy (.i.'cl on wxtre £eot on bollan & ;eona ymb. c 1000
Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxi. 11 [xxii. 13I Hi todydon heora mu6
onsean me, swa swa leo, bonne he 5eona5. a 1100 Aldhelm
Gloss. I. 2409 (Napier 65) Hittlco, i. aperto, ieoniendum.
rostro, i. ore, bile, a \%z$Ancr. R. 242 3if bu iseie. #5eonien
wide uppon be, bene deouel of helle. a 1350 Owl fy Night.
292 pat me ne chide wit be gidie Ne wit ban ofne me ne
5onie. a 1290 S. Eustace 156 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 214 A wilde lioun. .kipt his }onge sone anon, On him
he ^enede wide. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 2763 5enande &
gapande on him so, Ase he wolde him swolwe bo. 13. . K.
Alls. 485 (Line. Inn MS.) Him bou^te a goshauk wi> gret
fly3t Setlib on his herberyng And 3enib [Laud MS. 3yneb}
and sprad abrod his wyngyn. C1400 Arth. <y Merl. 1583
(Line. Inn MS.) His motif? and b'Ote gonede wide. 14,.
Ibid. 1117 (Douce MS.

1

* And wij> his moub he ^enede wyde.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 200 Then anon come . . a gret horryble
dragon and ;eonet [v.r. ^anyngjon her.

fl. 13.. CoerdeL. 276 Upon hys crest a raven stode, That
yaned as he wer wode. 138a Wvclif 2 Mace. vi. 18 Elea-
^arus . . ^anynge [v.r. ^onyng] with open mouth, was com.
pellid for to ete swynys flesh. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De
P. R. xn. x. (Tollem. MS.), The rauen biholdeb J>e moube
of hire briddes, whan bey ^aneb. Ibid. xvi. vi, [Auripig-
mentum] helpeb tisik . . if bey ^aneb beron and takeb ^e
smoke ^erof. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 151 Multitudes of
Crocodiles lyinge in the sande, and yanyng to take the heate
of the soonne.

y. 1568 Hacket tr. Thevet's Neva found World xx. 32
This fish is named Marsouin,..he hath..on the heade a
certayne cunditc or opening, by the which he yawnneth or

purgeth, euen as the Whale [prig. Fr. par lequel U respire

ainsi que la balene]. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Alor. 970
The crocodiles, .yawne and offer there teeth unto them to

be picked and clensed with there hands.

2. To lie, stand, or be wide open, as a chasm,

abyss, or the like ; to have or form a wide opening,

gap, or chasm.
a. C890 W^.rferth tr. Gregory's Dial. 52 Beneooan swi3e

deop niwolnys jinode [v. r. jeonode]. a 1225 Ancr. R. 304
Bineo3en us, ^eoniinde wide be wide breote of helle. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 4 Vndyr hym helle 5eonyng, and galpyng,

and spyttyng fyre.

y, 1599 Shaks. Hen. Vt iv. vi. i4The gashes That bloodily

did yawne vpon his face. 1742 Young Nt. Th. vi. 730 Wide
yawns the gap ; connexion is no more. 1795 Cowpek Need-
less Alarm 14 And where the land slopes to its wat'ry

bourn, Wide yawns a gulph beside a ragged thorn. 1810

Scott Lady of L. 11. xxxi, As sudden ruin yawned around.

1829 — Anne ofG. xxxiii, A private staircase which yawned
in the floor to admit their descent. 1865 Gosse Landfy Sea
(1874) 241 The beach yawning some thirty feet below. 1877
Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile xxi. 648 Here yawns a great

pit half full of debris. 1890 W. Clark Russell Ocean
Trag. ii, It was the Isle of Wight, and the shore on either

hand went yawning to it till it looked a day's sail away.

fig. 1580 Spenser Let. to Harvey H.'s Wks. (Grosart) I.

35 The onely, or chiefest hardnesse,. .is in the Accente :

whyche sometime gapeth, and as it were yawneth il-

fauouredly.

f 3. To yaiun after orfor, to be eager to obtain,

to long for. Obs.

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1403 pe gost. .^eoneb after more &
more An lutel rehb of milce & ore. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 283 After he hath caught that within his clawes, after

which he was euer yawning, 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref.

iv. § 3 The chiefest thing which lay reformers yawne for is,

that the Cleargie may.. be Apostolicall.

4. To make involuntarily a prolonged inspiration

with the mouth wide open and the lower jaw much
depressed, as from drowsiness or fatigue.

a. 1450-80 tr. Seer. Seer, xxxiv. 23 Suche a man yeneth

often, and hath sumtime disese in his eyen. 1547 Boorde
Brev. Health cxlvu. 54 The pacient wyll be colde and oft

yeane or gape, yf this feuer be putryfied. i598*Bp. Hall
Sat. vr. ii. 101 Had he heard the Female Fathers grone,

Yeaning in mids of her procession.

0. e 1430 How Good Wife taught Dau. 56 in Babees Bk.

(1868) 38 Lauje bou not to loude, ne ^ane bou not to wide.

11529 Skelton E. RummyngJ31 She began to yane and
gaspy. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke viii. 78 [He] wil

stande eapyng & yanyng whan he should geue eare as

though he wer more then half in slepe. 1557 Edgeworth
Serm. 261 He yaned seuen tymes, and opened his eyes,

reuiued, and liued. 1570 Levins Manip. 19/7 To Gane,
yane, oscitare.

y. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Tliess. 7 Those that

yawne and slumbre in naughtinesse, are occupied in dark-

nesse of the soule. 1622 Gataker Spirituall Watch (ed. 2)

67 The very sight of those that yawne is wont to set others

also 011 yawning. 1721 Boi.incbroke in Swift's Lett. (1766)

II. 41 You shall be forced to read it out, though you yawn
from the first to the last pace. 1836 J. H. Barrow Mirr.
Pari. I. 818/1 Mr. O'Connell here yawned so loudly as to

interrupt the Honourable Member. 185a Thackeray Es-

mond iii.W\, It must be owned that the audience yawned
through the play; and that it perished on the third night.

1880 ' Ouida Moths ii, I thought 1 should have yawned till

1 broke my neck.

b. To open the month wide from surprise or the

like ; to gape. Obs, or dial.

1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 101 Me thinkes, it should be now a

huge Eclipse Of Sunne, and Moone ; and that th'aflrighted

Globe Did yawne at Alteration. 1607 — Cor. 111. \\. 11 To
shew bare heads In Congregations, to yawne, be still, and
wonder [etc.]. 1887 F. T. Havergal Heref. Gloss., Yam.
ing, - staring. ' Stand yarning there '. E.

c. trans. To say or utter with a yawn or with

wide-open mouth. Also with cognate object.

1718 Kowe tr. Lucan 1. 394 Scorning the wound he [sc.

the lion] yawns a dreadful roar. 1828 Macallay Poems,
Political Georgics 30 Let all in bulky majesty appear, Roll

the dull eye, and vawn th'unmeaning cheer. 1854 Dickens
Hard T. 111. ii, It wouldn't be bad ', he yawned at one

time, ' to give the waiter five shillings, and throw him.' 1897

Mary Kingsley W. Africa 243 One immense fellow.,

yawns a yawn a yard wide.

d. To bring into some position or condition by,

or to the accompaniment of, yawning; also occas.,

to pass through in a lethargic manner.
1742 Young AY. Th. in. 336 For what live ever here?..

To surfeit on the same, And yawn our joys? Ibid. vm. 614

No man e'er found a happy life by chance ; Or yawn'd it

into being, with a wish. 1817 Lady Morgan France 11.

C1818) I 247 The Dalai lamas of haul ton, who yawn away
their existence in the assemblies of London. »88o Daily

j

Neivs 29 Oct, 6/2 He literally yawned us out of the room.

rtic^'H. S. MERRiMAN'Zaj* Hope'\, He. .politely yawned
that reminiscent fish-curer into silence.

5. intr. To open wide as a mouth ; to form a

chasm ; to gape, part asunder.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iii. 19 Graues yawne and yeelde

your dead. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 875 Hell at last Yawning

receavd them whole, and on them clos'd. a 1700 Evelyn

Diary 7 Feb. 1645, The sea retiring neere 200 paces, and

yawning on the sudaine, it continued to vomit forth flames

and fiery stones. 1713 Young Last Day 1. 87 The valleys

;
[shall] yawn, the troubled ocean roar. 1820 Scott Monast.

i xii, If the earth yawned and gave up a demon. 1848
1 Dickens Dombey lvi, When the silent tomb shall yawn,

Captain Gills, I shall be ready for burial ; not before. 1852

Tennyson Ode Wellington 269 The black earth yawns:

the mortal disappears ; Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.

6. trans. To cause to open wide.

1382 Wyclif Ps. xxxiv. [xxxv.] 21 Thei jeneden [v.r.

maden large, Vttlg. dilataverunt] their mouth upon me.



YAWNER.
a 1653 G. Dakiel A&& U. 31 The monstrous Whale (w^n
Roles The Ocean, wl " his Breath, and Yawnes the Brine As
its Recesse). 1798 Southey Grandmother's Tate 85 Sht:
stood beside the murderer's bed, and yawn'd Her ghastly
wound.

7. To make, produce, or afford by opening wide.
1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. in. 11 r. Law 1220 The

groaning Earth. .Tearing her rocks, untill she Yawn a way
To let it out, and to let-in the Day. 1818 Byron Ch. liar.
iv. Ixiii, None felt stern Nature, .yawning fortli a grave for
those who lay Upon their bucklers for a winding-sheet.
i8ai — Sardanap. 11. i. 422 The realm itself, in all its wide
extension, Yawns dungeons at each step for thee and me.
1907 Smart Set Mar. 41/2 The prison doors were yawning
a welcome for the runaways.

8. Comb, yawn-mouthed a., yawning, gaping.
1861 Chr. Rossetti Prince's Progr. xxix. Out it [sc. a

light] flashed from a yawn-mouthed cave, Like a red-hot
eye from a grave.

Yawner (yg'na-i). [f. Yawnw. + -er 1
.]

1. One who yawns, as from drowsiness.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Did. 1, C'est un Baaitlcur perpetual,

he is an everlasting Yawner. 1818 Bbntham Ch. Engl. 130
To procure upon an average half a dozen voluntary yawners,
in addition to the compulsory ones. 1897 Voice (N. Y.) 9
Sept. 5/5 The yawner. .is not being intentionally rude, but is

exercising muscles which have been for a long time inactive.

2. Something that yawns; a wide ditch.
183a Egan's Bk. Sports 220/2 Sir Francis Burden, sitting

erect upon Sampson, and putting his head straight at a
yawner. 185J R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour vii. i86z
Sporting Mag. June 511 In clearing a yawner The King
of the Valley covered the extraordinary space of 31 feet.

Yawning [ySniq), vbl.sb. [f. Yawn v. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Yawn.
1. The action of opening the mouth wide, esp.

involuntarily from drowsiness.
cj*S Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) B 23 Barritus, fcenung.

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 412/5 Garrulitas
t
geonung.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 536/1 5anynge, or gapynge wythe the
mowthe.., hiatus. 155a Huloet, Yauninge, oscedo. 1581
Mulcaster Positions xv. 60 Those . . that be cumbrcd
with much gaping & yawning. 1605 WlLLET Hexapta
Gen. 353 Yawning in trauaile to women is mortalL 1707
Prior Sat* Poets 200 Your Yawning prompts me to give
o'er. 1755 Strvpe Stow's Surv. II. 774/1 Near to this, is

a large handsome Monument, erected to the Memory of
Tames Cooper of this Parish, Gent, remarkable for his loud
Yawning during the Time of Divine Service. 1838 \V. C.
Harris Narr.JLxped. S. Africa 15 [They] were very slow
in taking the bint conveyed by his violent yawnings, that he
was anxious to retire to rest. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 98 Abnormal visceral or reflex movements such as
paroxysmal hurry of the heart, or of respiration—sneezings,
yawnings, or hiccoughings.

t 2. Longing after (something). Obs.

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 33 Ambitious yawning after
outward dignitie and honour.

3. The action of opening wide.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859) 7 The vawning of a

seam [in a boat].

Yawning (y$*nuj), ppla. [f. Yawn v. +
-ing 2

.] That yawns.

L That opens the mouth wide, esp. in order to

swallow or devour something ; chiefly trans/ of

the mouth, wide open.
C890 W^rferth tr. Gregorys Dial, 156 He £emette on

bam weje standan su'mne draran on^aen bine mid g—faa
dum [v.r. giniendum] mube. a 1115 Ancr. R. 80 Ne blowe
3c hire nout ut mid maftetfnde mu3e, ne mid jeominde
tuteles. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 4117 A lyoun pai seye
comindebo, . . Wip 3enende[i4. .Cains .1AS\yanyng] moube,
& weri he was. c 1475, Partenay 5852 An horrible serpent .

.

With a yanyng throte gain hym gan Auaunce. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 187 As thoughe they wolde with yanynge
mouthes haue torne in sunder the bealy of the mannes
linage. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. /'/, iv. L 73 Now will I dam
vp this thy yawning mouth, For swallowing the Treasure of
the Realme. 1617 J.

Taylor (Water P.) Three IVcekcs
Ol'serv. Bivb, His eies well dried, would make good Ten-
nis-balls,..his yawning mouth would serue for a Conni-
borrow. 1693 Congrkve in Dryden's Juvenal xt (1697) 289
Large yawning Panthers.

2. Opening, or open wide, as the earth, a chasm,
abyss, etc.

(-893 Munmo Oros. Contents in. Hi, Hu Marcus Curtius
besceat on ba xenijendan [v.r. ;;yniendan] eorban. cgoo
tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xx'u [xix. J (1890) 322 For openre wunde
& xeoniendre. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. xi. 35 He.. Vpon his

crested scalpe so sore did smite, That to the scull a yawning
wound it made. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 635 Both Sin, and
Death, and yawning Grave. 1780 CowrER Progr. Err. 17a
Cards, with what rapture, and the polish'd die, The yawn-
ing chasm of indolence supply ! 1830 Lybll Princ. Geol.

xxiv. I. 420 Many houses were swallowed up by the yawn-
ing earth, which closed immediately over them. i860

Tvndall Glac. 11. xxv. 363 Strains which, having once rent
the ice, tend subsequently to.. produce yawning crevasse-;.

1884 Gilmour Mongols 87 A lofty pass, .surrounded with
yawning precipices.

3. That yawns from weariness ; trans/, character-

ized by or producing yawning, drowsy, sleepy.

1575 Gascoigse Floivers Wks. 11)07 I. 58 The stretching

armes, y« yauning breath, which I to bedward use. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 204 The sad-ey'dlusttce. .Deliuering

ore to Executors pale The lazie yawning Drone. 1605 —
Macb. in. ii. 43 The shard-borne Beetle, with his drowsie
hums, Hath rung Nights yawning Peale. 1617 Hibkon
Wks. II. 108 Many formall, idle, and (as J may call them)
yawning requests for mercy. 1649 Jkr. TavloeC*. Exemp.
11. Disc. ix. 122 It is impossible to prevent them, .any more
than we can. .refuse to yawn when I see a yawning sleepy

person. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 204 Everyone
sees that the yawning husband, and the vapourish wife, are

truly insupportable to one another. 1764 Wilkes Corr,

23

(1805) II. 96 The account of the character of Mr. Legge is

the most yawning pamphlet I ever read. i8»6 Scott
IVoodst. xv, Here am I.. ready to fight, if this yawning fit

will give me leave. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxx, The yawn-
ing, shaking, peevish figure of the mother.

Hence Yawningrly adv.
1629 Bp. Hall Hypocrite Wks. 1634 II. 361 Leaning upon

your idle elbow yawningly. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 17
The caliph received.. yawningly the countless homages.
1876 Miss Bkoughtom Joan 1. x, She looks out yawningly
towards her friend, the sea.

Tawny (y§*ni), a. Also yawmey. [f. Yawn
sb. or v. + -T 1.] Characterized by yawns or (much)
yawning ; inclined to, or provocative of, yawning.
1805 [implied in yazuniuess], 1813 Examiner 1 Feb. 74 2

His laugh relaxed into a yawny simper. 1830 Ibid. 410 2

His Discourses are.. what our departed friend Nollekens
would have described as ' yawney '—that is, somewhat
heavy. 1888 Meredith Let. to Miss Meredith 5 Jan.,
Bruny and Koby in Lapinland last night, very yawny
to-day.

Hence Yawniness.
1805 Southey inRobberds Mem, \V. Taylor (1843) II. 115

The old yawniness comes on at times. 1898 Shiel Yellow
Danger 176 The day has that very-early-morning grayness
for which one can find no adjective to express its utter
yawniness.

Yawp, yanp 'y§p), sb. Also yop. [f. next.]

A harsh, hoarse, or querulous cry, esp. of a bird.

1824 Mactacgart Gallovid. EncycL, Yawp, the cry of
a sickly bird j or one in distress. 1879 Black Macleod ofD.
ix, The eagle raised its great wings, and. .flapped them..
while it uttered a succession of shrill yawp>. 1905 Sat. Rev.
12 Aug. 207/2 He can only tell us how bad he is by hideous
grimaces and inarticulate yawps.

b. fig. Applied in contempt to speech or

utterance likened to this.

1844 'Jonathan Slick' High Life IV. York I. 114 He
looked round as if he wanted to say something. . j but I told
him to go ahead and hold his yop. 1882 Stevenson Fam,
Stud. 93 When Mr. Spencer found his Synthetic Philosophy
reverberated from the other shores of the Atlantic in the
1 barbaric yawp ' of Whitman.

Yawp, yaup (ypp), v. Chiefly dial. Also 4
jolp, 6 yaulpe, yolp(e, 6-7 yalp, 7, 9 yope.
[Echoic. Cf. Yap v. and Yelp v.~\

1. intr. To shout or exclaim hoarsely ; to yelp,

as a dog; to cry harshly or querulously, as a bird.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 846 What ! bay 3e5ed & jolped
of ^estande sor^e. a X560 Phaer Aineid ix. (1562) Ee ij b,

Thereupon men shout, y* hye heauen yalping yells. 1573
Baret Ah: Y 3 To Yaulpe and barke like a dogge, and a
foxe, gannio. 1580 Fulke Retentive 51 They like impudent
dogges yolpe & harke against vs. 1599 Sandys Europ.e
Spec. (1632) 114 To stop^ their adversaries mouthes, alwayes
yolping and crying with hatefull sounds. 1623 Jobson
Golden Trade 145 The Lyon, .remaines feeding, .wnilest his

small seruant [sc. the Jackal] stands barking, and yalping
by. 1654-1787 [implied in yanper ij'oper), yawping; see
below). iZoaSiBUALD Chron. Scot. Poetry IV. Gloss., Yaup,
.. more commonly denotes the incessant crying of birds.

1880 Spec. Westmoreland Dial. 11. 52 (E.D.D.) We yoped
an' shoot't ta egg folk on. 1885 Letts's Househ. Mag. 620 2
' That's it 1' yawped Mr. Spoopendyke. * You've been think-
ing again 1

' 1915 Daily Mail 12 Mar. 4 /sThe Press of the
Fatherland yelped and yawped at America's heels.

2. trans. To utter with a strident or harsh voice.

1567 Painter Pal. Pleas. II. 161 b, To pacify this im-
moderate rage which in vaine ya yalpest forth against this

troupe. 1596 Nashe Saffron IValden Wks. (Grosart) III.

198 What more haue I in my Proclamation to yalp out?

3. intr. To gape. dial. (Cf. Gaup v.)

1836 Haliburton Ctockm. Ser. 1. xxxi, They stand starin
and yawpin, all eyes and mouth. 1895 Pall Mall Mag.
Jan. 7 *Sue I Wot yer yawpin' at thar?'

Hence Yawping, yauping vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;

also Yaw'per, yauper (yoper), one that yawps.
1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs (1880) 31 The older dogges.

,

cease from yolping. 1599 N\shkLenten Stu/fc Wks. (Grosart)

V. 214 The apostacie of the sands from the yalping world
was so great, that they ioynd themselues to the maine land

of Eastnege. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 97 The yalping of
maungie Whelps. 1678 E. Howard Man ofNewmarket iv. !

i. 43 Thou art so earnest still to follow Yopers, that make so I

much haste to devour a simple Hare. X787 GttosE/rovinc. I

Gloss. (1790), Yaaping, crying in despair, lamenting. Ap- '

plied to chickens lamenting the absence of their parent hen.

i8»5 Tamieson, Yauping, part. adj,
t
ill-natured, peevish.

1

1846 Worcester, Yauper, one that yaups. A. Everett.

1896 Crockett Grey Man xxxvii, The. .yawping and cry- I

ing of the seabirds. 1899 Jf.sse L. Williams Stolen Story
etc. 206 When the time came,.. a goodly number of these

same yawping lads went to the front to get shot at.

Yaws (yyz). [Origin nncertain ; identity with
Pian has been suggested {N. tf Q. Ser. x. I. 5).] '

A contagious disease affecting negroes, character- I

ized by raspberry-like excrescences or tubercles on
]

the skin ; also called /rambcesia. Also attrib.

1679 Trapham Disc. Health Jamaica ix. 113 Both which !

quarters of the world [sc. American and African deserts]
|

bring forth the monstrous Yaws as a proper Stock to en- |

graft a new cion of Disease. 1739 Huxham in Phil. Trans. 1

X LI. 667 He had frequent impure Conversation with some of
the Negro Hussies (who probably laboured under the worst
Species of Pox, called the Yaws). 1766 Hillary Air of
Barbadoes 346 Whether it be the Yaws or a sort of itch

;

which the Negroes call in their language Crowcrow. 1804
Southey in C. C. Southey Life (1849) II. 257 The yellow
fever will not take root in a negro, nor the yaws in a white

man. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. soa Paulet, who inocu-

lated healthy negroes with yaws-fluid. Ibid, 506 Syphilis

never itches, yaws nearly always does. 1808 P. Manson
Trap. Diseases xxvii. 430 Yaws virus applied \o a pre-

existing ulcer may . . cause it to fungate like an ordinary yaw.

I

YBIjESSED.

Yawy (yp'i), a. Also yawey. [f. Yaw(s,
Yaw sb.Z + -y ».] Affected with or characteristic of
yaws.
1679 Tratham Disc. Health Jamaica ix. 119 The Yawy

Patients. 1744 Mai. Essays Soc. Edinb. V. 11. 794 Tin
Yawy Matter. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 732/2 If the
yawey matter finds access to a pre-existing sore or ulcer.

Yaw-yaw (yg'ys*)* v. [Cf. Yaw /«/.] intr.

a. To say 'yaw! yaw!'; to talk affectedly, b.
To utter inarticulate cries resembling the syllables
*yaw, yaw'. Hence Yawyawdom (nonre-'wd.)

,

an affected expression.

1854 Dickens Hard T. 11. ii, They liked fine gentlemen..

.

They became exhausted in imitation of them; and ti:?y
aw.yawed in their speech like them. 1862 — in R. C
^ehmann C, D. as Editor (1912) 319 The word 'shindy ', or
any similar yaw-yawdom. 1885 Hoknadav 2 Yrs. in Jungie
vi. 63 The jackals ..broke out into a perfect concert of
agonized yelping and yaw-yawing.
Yawyn, obs. 3 pi. pa. t. of Give v.

Yax(e, dial. ff. Axe.
1504 in Archaeologia (1S46) XXXI. 208, ij. yaxronges

weyeng iiij Ii. et di. 1808 Jamifson, Yaxe, an axe, Huchan.
Yaxyd: see Yaskep.
Yay, obs. graphic variant oi fay, They.
tYbakefn [Y- 4), baked. 1340 Ayenb, 112 Bread tuies

ybake. 1377 Langl. /'. PL li. vi. 184 lienes and bren
ybaken togideres. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 54 Tyl it be y-
baken y-now. 1513 LMlglas sEneis xi. xi. 47 The schaft
was sad and sound, and weill ybaik [orig. solt'dum uodis
et robore cocto], Ybanysshed, banished, c 1385 [-ee
Banish r\ 2c]. c 1400 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. App. 510
Somme of hem were slayn..and somme y-banysched.
Ybaptized. 1297 (.see Baptize v. i]. Ybarnd : see
Ybrent. Ybarred, barred. 1377 I.ancl /'. /'/. B. xix.
162 In an hous al bish'ette & her dore ybarred. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xix. v. 780 That wyndowe was y ban yd
with yron. Ybathed. ^1300 [see Bathe 7'. 3]. t 1374
Chaucer Troylus iv. 815 With here salte terys Here brest
here face y-bahed was fufwete. Ybatrid. c 1380 [see Bat-
ter v.i i b]. Ybe, ybente, yby, earlier %ebeen

y
ib{e)o?i, Hi,

etc. (see Be v. A. S). 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 5729 Sein
swithin. .pat longe adde vnder erbe ybe. c 1320 Sir Prist r.

1203 Sche..slei3est had y bene. 1340 A\enb, 239 Ane cite

hner he hedde y-by at ane bredale, a 1500 Flower ami
Leaf 375 The grete affray That they in greene without had
in ybe. 1513 Douglas Mneis xi. i. 73 The quhilk Acetes
had tofor ybe Squyer to kyng Evander. Ybedded [Y- 5],
provided with beds. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xv. 493 Yuel
yclothed [beij ^eden, Badly ybtdded. Ybede [Y. 4, Bid
v\ asked for. 1340 Ayenb. 117 Huanne god hej> y-yeue to
man bet he him heb ybede. Ybegunne, begun. 1432-50
it. Higden (Rolls) III. 147 The batelle yhegunne, men of
Persides..fledde. Ybeld : see Ybuld. Ybenched [Y- 5!.

furnished with benches. 1394 /'. /'/. Crede 20$ An halle
..\Vip brode bordes aboute y-benched wel clene. Ybent,
bent, c 1330 (see Bent ///. a. 2J. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redelcs
in. 214 Grette browis y-bente. 1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe
no Cupide the king, wyth bow in hand ybent. 1579 Hake
Hewet out of Pourles (1872) G iij b, That Broking trade
might practizd be by men so well ybent. 150s Locriue 1.

Pro!, 9 A dreadfull Archer with his bow ybent. Yber, pa. t.

of I-beke v. 1 Yberyit, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Bukv v. : see
YnuRiED. Ybet(te [Belt r. J, amended j improved; kindled.
c 1000 [see Belt v. t], 1377 Lasgu /'. I'l. B. iv. 93 Betteieis
bat bote bale adoun brynge, pan bale be ybctte&bote neuere
pe bettere. a 1400 Octouian 235 Anoun a fyer ther was y-
beet [rime y-set]. 1501 Douglas Pat. Hon. Prut. 14 Vapours
hote, richt fresche, and weill ybet. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 11.

10 And to his side a sworde he girt, with golden nayles ybet.

Vbete v. [Y- 3d, to beat. 1423 J as. I Kingis Q. cx\i, My
teris..That ;e se on the ground so fast ybete. Ybeteln
[Beat v. 1

], beaten. 13.. K. Alls. 1518 An ymagc.Y-beten
al with gold fyne. 1340 Ayenb. 236 Behoueb pet he by
ybeate and y-wesse. C1385 Chaucer L. G. Iv. 1122 Dido,
Ne coupe of gold with floreynys newe I-bete [z'.rr. ybet,

ybete, ybettej. ? a 1400 Arthur 609 And Arthour [was]
y-bete wyp wounde. c 1520 Skelton Magnyf 2017 Nowe
must ye be storm ybe ten with showresand raynes. Ybite,
bitten, c 1460 Sians Pner ad Meusam in Ret. Ant. I. 157
Off brede y-bite no soppis that thu make. Yblamed.
blamed. 1377 Langl. /*. Pi. B. in. 281 Whoso seyth
hem sothes ts sonnest yblamed. Yblaunchyd, blanched.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 31 Draw vppe a prifti Mylke of

Almaundys y-blaunchyd. Ybleft, var. Yblbued.

tYble'nt, pa. ppley Obs. Also 4 yblend.

[Y- 4, Blend vA] Blinded ; dazed ;
' clouded '.

a 1215-1450 iblend, iblent [see Blend v. 1
]. 1340 Ayenb.

201 Huo bet is beueld mid bo lac he is ri^tuolliche yblent.

1387 Trf.visa Higden (Rolls) VII. 457 pat was iblend wip
[MS. y yblend bej be chaungynge of hap of mankynde
[orig. hoc obnubitavit sortis humanae varietas). c 1407

Lvdg. Rcson 4- Sens. 3659 Shippes..With her songe so

fonned bee, Sosupprysed,and y-blent. 14*3 I as. I KingisQ.
lxxiv, All my body so It hath ouerwent, That of my sicht

the vertew hale Iblent. 1500 Srsssi r F. Q. 1. ii. 5 The eye

of reason was with rage yblent. 159° Cbeene Neuer too

late{i6oo)6o Beeing all with cares yblent, When he thought

on yeeres mispcnL,

Yble*nt, pa.pple? Obs. otarch. \\-4, Bleni>

t'.-T Blended, mingled ; confused, blurred.

1426 Lvdg, De Guil. Pilgr. 10978 Thys Rud entendement

Ys wyth Rudnesse so yblent, 'lhat dyamaunt,..ys noon..

So indurat..As he. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iv. 108

When I observe their Light and Heat yblent. 164J H.

Mofe Song of Soul 1. 11. Ivi, He was bent To keep the

credit which he then had pot, As he conceiv'd : tor it had

been yblent. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. iv, All these

sounds yblent inclined all to sleep.

tYblessed, yblest, pa. pple. Obs. Also 1

sebletsod, 2 iblecced, -seed (see Bless v.), 4

ybli(s)ced, etc. [Y- 4.] Blessed, blest.

1397 R - Glouc (Rolls) 6285*Vblessed be be moder wombe
bat him to monne bere. 13.. Cursor M. a^oSi (Edinb.)

Ybliccd folk. 1377 La^jcl, /'. PI. B. ui. 13 Bisshopes



YBLEUED.
yblessed, 3»f hey ben as bei shulden. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. 1

Seer, xxl 148 Than was the worlde y.blessyd whan wyse
men regnyd. 1591 GbkRNB Maiden's Dr. xxxiv, Bausis and

|

Philemon were iblest For feasting Iupiter in strangers stead,
j

tYbleued, pa. pple. of Belkave, to remain.^ 1340 Ayenb.

225 pe ilke bet is ybleued ine lyue he ssel him loki chast- ,

liche. Yblowe, yblown, blown. 1377, c 1384 [see Blow
»•' »3> >7 C 1- '4- P°l- Poems (Rolls) II. 245 'J. her is a bitter

I

blast yblowe. 1642 H. Moke Song ofSoul II. 1. n. ix, Lest
|

we.. be yblown about with wanton wind. Yblynd(ed,
blinded, blindfolded. 1387 Tkevisa Hidden (Rolls) VII.

I

497 Vblynd wib be blasynge of be snowe. 1426 Lyoc. De :

Guil. Pilgr. 3681 Entendement Ys with Ire yblynded so.

c 1489 Caxton Blauchardyn xxx. 113 The handes ybounde '

fH the eyen yblynded. Yblyndfalled: see Blindfolds,
j

.71380 Sir Fervmb. 3011 Gy of Borgoyngne bar afond y- I

blyndfalled.andby-bouide. Ybode(h, proclaimed, bidden, I

prayed, a 935 Laws of JEtheistan It, c. 20 gif. .hit beo I

seofon nihtum aer *eboden ser 3aet gemot sy. c 117S Lamb,
j

Hon. 69 purh testing and burh wacunge and ec burh
,

ibodenes biddunge. ("1330 Arth. <\ Merl. 498 Of main
|

noble he nam ^eme, pat he hadde y-boden flem. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. in pre dayes fastynge y-bode

,

for bat. Yboffeted, bufTeted. 1387 Trevisa Hidden
j

(Rolls) IV. 261 pe nnt in whiche Crist was . . i-buffeted

[v.r. yboffeted]. Ybonchyd, = Bunched, humped. 1426

Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 18299 The bo[nlch. .with whiche this
j

folke relygious bene ybonchyd. Ybontyd [Bunt ». s ],

sifted, c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 3S Take Almaunde mylke,

& y.bontyd flour. Ybord v. pseudo-arch, [see Y- 3 and
Abord v. 2], to accost. 1768 Downman Land ofMuses xxt

Them Alma gracefully y-bording. Ybone [Y-4, Bergh],
j

saved; hence Ybor^ing, vbt.sb^ salvatic 1. 1340 Ayenb.
j

i2i Vor tuo binges is be man ybor^e, be be be-uliynge of

kueade and do bet guode. [bid. 201 pet his holyzaule..

inl^te ysy and knawe god, and al bet him is niede and guod
to his ybor;inge.

7- Tbcrn, pa. pple. Obs. (from 16th c. arch.)

Forms: 1 seboren, 2-3 iboren, 4-5 yboren, i-

borne, 4-6yborne, ybore, (6ybor;, 4-8y-born.
[OE. geboren, pa. pple. of OK. yberan I-bere v.\
beran Bear v.1]
1. Born.
Beowulf 1703 paet oes eorl waere seboren betera. 900-930

0. E. Chron. an. 855 (Parker MS.) Itermon Hrabraing, se

wa*s ^eb^ren in ba*re earce. ctij$ Lamb. Horn. 55 Weo
beon swa his sunes iborene. 13. . K. Alt's. 5024 Alsone as

that childe y.borne is. a 1310 in Wiight Lyric P. xxxix.

110 He is the sloweste mon that ever wes y-boren. c 1330
Arth.ff Merl. 7780 Ywain bastard yboie. c 1400MAUNDEV.
(1839) 286 Wommen maken gret Sorwe, whan hire Children

ben y born. 1513 Douglas /Eneis x. Piol. 58 Ne so the

Son of hys kynd is ybor, That he a part hes tbarof, and na
mor. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 220 Woe be to that Piiest

yborne That will not cleanly weed his corne. 1642 H. More
Song of Soul 1. in. xxx in, Or was be to continuall pain of

God yborn ? 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 11. Ixi, Heirs of
eternity 1 yborn to rise Through endless states of being.

1755 Mendez Sqr. Dames 11. xxix. in Dodsley Coll. Poems
1 V. 150 A young swain on Shannon's banks yborn.

2. Borne.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E 390 Expositor ^eborone.

xx.. O. E. Citron, an. 3 (MS. F) pst cild Crist wear3
Seboren ajean of Egiptan. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3442
After bat he was in be hors bere ybore. c 1325 in Pol. Songs
(Camden) 70 He hath lobbed Engelond, the moies, ant the
fenne, The gold, ant the selver, ant y-boren henne. c 1380
Sit Ferunib. 1810 pe obre relyqes..bat bou hast away y*

born. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 319 Whanne bei

haveb y-bore doun here enemyes. 1642 II. More Song of
Soul 11. in. 1. xxv, Fair clustred buildings, .with high spires

to heaven yborn.
tYborned, Ybornsched: see Ybrent, Yburnuscht.
Yborwed [Y-4, Borrow v. 1

]. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XV.

107 Fonde bei Pat Freres wolde forsake her almesses, And
>:dden hem bere it bere it was yborwed. Ybosted,
boasted. 1377 Langl. P. Pi. B xvn. 59 Hope cam hippyng
after bat hadde so ybosted. Ybought, pa. t. of I-bye, to

buy. 1446 ? Lydg. Nightingale Poems i. 396 This blessid

lord bat..Vpon a crosse oure soules dere ybought. Y-
bought, -oht, *03t, pa. pple. of Buy v. or I-bye v. >.: 1300

Ha '-row. Hell (L.) 182 For my deb wes monkune yboht.

tTbound, pa.pple. Obs. (from 16th c. arch.)

Forms : 1 ssbunden, 4-6 yboundefn, 6 ibund,
4-8 ybound. [pa. pple. of OE. gebindan I-binde,

bindan Bind.] Bound.
Beowulf 871 Cyninges be£n..woid ober fand soSe s^*

bunden. Ibid. 1531 Wundenmeel wr«ettnm ^ebunden. C1330
Arth. $ Merl. 5863 5ond men ledeb Leodegan Yl>ounden
toward king Rion. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2861, I to-

forn hadde nat seyn Som other folk ybounde so. _ 1513
Douglas y&neis iv. Prol. 40 The God abufe, from his hie

maieste, With the ibund, law in a maid did lycht. 1563 [^ee

Bind v. i cj. 1647 H. More SongofSoul n. Democr. Plat.

viii, The low Cusp's a figure ciicular, Whose compasse is

ybound, but centre's every where. 1714 Gay Shepk. Week
Prol. 84 Thy joyous Madrigals twice three, With Preface

meet, and Notes profound, Imprinted fair, and well y.

bound.
tYbowed [V- 4, Bow z/. 1

], influenced. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VII. 451 [He] was ybowed vor favour \orig.

infiexus ftvoribus]. Y/bowne, pseudo-arch. [Y-, bowne,
Bound ppl. a. 1

], about to go or start. ^1572 Gascoigne
Posies, Fruites Warre cxl, A daye before he was from
thence ybowne. Yboylid, boiled. C1430 Two Cookery-

bks. 48 Hony y.boylid hote. Ybrad [Brede z-.1 , to roast],

tortured as with fire, a 1310 in Wright i.yrtc P. xi. 39 The
care that icham yn y.brad, y wyte a wyf. Ybraid [Bray
v. 2

], pounded, c 1430 T%vo Cookery-bks. 48 A pece of Mil-

welle. .y-braid with-al.

tTbre'nt, pa. pple. Obs. (from 16th c. arch.)

Forms : 3-4 ibrend(e, 4-5 ybrend, -te, 6 ybrint,

4- ybrent; 3-4 ybarn(e)d, 4 yberade, 5 y-

borned. [See Y- 4 and Burn v}~\ Burnt ; occas.

burnisried.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2890 J>e king vortiger was ybarnd

E

24

to doust wiliinne. c 1300 Prov. Hending xliiL in Anglia 1

IV 199 So (>e child bat draweb is hond . . fro be brond fat is
|

enes ibrend. c 1305 St. Katheriru 148 in E. E. P. (1862) 94

In be fur me hem caste po hi hadde longe ibrend. 1340

Ayenb. 1 16 pe ybernde uer dret. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame
11 432 Y-brent wyth hete. c 1450 Lvdg'. Life Our Lady

xlix. (1484) g viij, With golde of fayth fayr bright y borned.

1513 Douglas sEncis 111. I 7 Ybrint in smoke of flambis.

1590 Spenser F. Q. III. ix. 53 And heauenly lampes were

halfendeale ybrent. 1S47 H. More .Vo/uf of Soul I. I. xvn,

Tlie proud Phaeton, Who clomb the fiery car and was

ybrent. 1767 Mickle Coticub. I. xxviii. With feverish

Thirste ybrent. Ibid. 11. liii, The ragged Walls with Light-

ning seemd ybrent.

t Ybroached : see Broach v.' 1. Ybroke : see Break

V. and I-broke. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4985 pe foiirme of

pes was vaste ymad . . pat ne mi^te no3t wcl be ybroke. 1422

Vonge tr. Sea: Seer. 143 Throgh a feyth y-broke. Y-
brought, brought. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2505 Rowen
..among horn ybrojt was. f 1325 Poem temp. Edw. II

(Percy) viii, Holycherche Is mych ibrowt adoun. 1340-70

Alex. <$ Dind. s86 5e were, .y-brouht forb & bred of bat

modur. C1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxix. 107 The kynge

of polonye, that sawe . . his standarde ybrought to the

grounde. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. Democr. Plat.W,

As men ybrought Into some spacious room. Ybroylid,

broiled, c 1430 T'.uo Cookery-bks. 47 Porke y-broylid.

Ybuld, -beld, etc. [Y- 4, Build ».), built, c 1380 Sir

Fcrumb. 1331 Ne sawe bay neuere by-fore bat a place so

f;iiie ybuld. c 1394 /'. PL Crede 172 A woon wonderlie well

ybeld*. c 1400 in id Pol. Poems xxvi. 195 Withyn y-bylde

balles and bowres. 14M Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 201 The

tempill y-bylid. [For form cf. lylled, quot. c 1400 s.v. Build

v. j.J Ybulled [Bull v.']. issued a bull against, c 1400

Eaiiglaiid's P. PI. A. V. 77 (MS. H) [Ichaue] y-bulled hem
to be lord to make hem lese siluer. Yburied, .bir-,

•ber- [Y- 4, Bury v.], buried, c 1150 [see Bury v. i]. 1197

[see Fall v. 33 b]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 45 He
. .was i-slawe and y-buried bere. 1J13

Douglas ALneis II.

v. 28 With wyne and skip yberyit and at rest. Ybur.
mischt, ybornsched, burnished. ci33° R - Brunne
Chron. IVace (Rolls) 3622 Wei y.burnuscht fair & bryght.

1380 Sir Ferumb. 3587 Sherpe su'erdes y-bornsched bri3te.

Yburpananseca : see Byrthvksak.

t Ycalled ', -yd, ycalde [ Y. 4], called. 1377 Langi. P. PI.

B. XV. 32 panneam I conscience ycalde. 14. . R. Gloucester s

Chron. (Rolls) 212 A woman bat heleine was icluped \.MS.

^ ycallyde, y ycallyd]. 1416 Lydg. Dc Guil. Pilgr. 2504

To-forn or be had makyd man,.. He was ycallyd but God
only. Ycalled 2 [Y- 5, Caul sb.l], wearing a ' caul '. 1377

Langl. P. I'l. B. XV. 223 In liche robes ratbest he walketh,

Ycalled and ycrimiled. Ycapred, capered, c 1634 Cart-

wright Ordinary III. i, Huh, huh, huh, so; ycapred very

wele. Ycarked, ykarked, loaded, burdened. 1340 [see

Cark v. i). Ycarped, talked. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv.

296 If bei couth ban ycarped by cryst. Yeast. 1297 R.

Glouc. (RolM 5122 pe englisse bo &saxons. .castles bigonne

bulde..pat hii adde er yeast adoun. 1340 Ayenb. 108

Huanne. .he he> alle his ueljies ykest out. c 1489 Caxton

Blanchardyn xxx. 111 They were, .y-caste from the realme

of Tourmaday. Ycaught, yca(u)3t. "97 R- Glouc.

(Rolls) 4372 Hii wende wel hor owe sleube on 30U abbe

yca3t. C1570 icaught [see Catch v. 32]. YcatlSing pr.

pile. [Y. 3 c], causing. 1563 Sackville Mirr. Mag., Compl.

Henry Vi. Buckhiu. xlix, The Tyrant kyng..Saunce

earthly gylt ycausing both be slayne.

Yooh(e, Yce, obs. forms of Itch, Ice.

Yeclipped, obs. form of Yclept.

tYcesed [Y- 4, Cease], appeased, quieted. 1387 Trevisa

Higden III. 153 Whanne be Babilons weie i-sesed [.'/V. y
ycesed].

Yeh(e, obs. if. Each, Ifron., Itch z/.i

tYchaf(f)ed, warmed. 1421 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 242

That syde is moste colde and moste nedyth to be ychafit.

C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 893 His stomachete welle

y-chaffed to kepe hym fro harme. Ychained. C1393

[see Chain v. 26]. 1619 Milion Hymn Nativ. xvi, Those
ychain'd in sleep. Ychanged. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3325

pis art was al clene ydo bat ychanged hii were. 1340 Ayenb.

242 Hi wes ychonged in-to an ymage of zalt. 14a* Yonge
ir.Secr. Seer. 172 The herte y.cbanged fro ayse to mysayse.

1647 H. More Song cf Soul lit. App. xxv, The bare bones

. . First into liquour melt to air ychanged been, Ycharged,
charged, laden, a 1*25 icharged [see Charge v. 4]. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2504 Ychaiged mid gode kni3tes ssipes

ei3tetene. 1340 Ayenb. =60 pet youre herten ne by..y-

charged of glotounie. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles hi. 230

Ich man y-charchid to schoppe at his croune. c 14*5 Engl.

Conq. Irel. 12 O shippe. .y-charget with whet, a 154a

Wyatt in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 224 And though with Indian

stones.. Ycharged were thy backe. Ycharm -.'. {pscudo.

arch.) [Y- 3], to chaim. c 1610 T. Rodinson Mary Alagd.

1438 Seu'n sprights, with thunder hee ycharm'd from out my
biest. Ychased, -ced. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI.

323 pere Lotharius fli3 and was i.ehasede [MS, j3 ychacedj.

c 1460 [see Chase r-.l 2 c].

Yohe, var. Eche v. Obs. to augment, increase.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. IV, vii. (Tollem. MS.),

[ Blood] is . . more scharpe for pe ychynge of hete.

fYcheckt, checked. 1641 H. More Song ofSoul in. in.

xxviii, It would project Dark powerfull beams, that solar

life ycheckt.., all things would die.

Yohele, var. Ickle, icicle.

Ycheon, obs. f. each one : see Each IS. 1 c.

tYcheryd [Y- 5], (well) favoured, c 1407 Lydg. Reson
ft Sens. 5373 Wel y-cberyd of lokyng. Ychesyled. 1509
[see Chisel v\ i]. Ycheued [Chsvrct. 5], done homage.
c 1330 R. Brunnk Chron. IVace (Rolls) 15062 5it y ne may
I.eten oure forfadres lay, pat we lonce on baue y-leued, &
til oure Godes per-inne y-cheued. Ychid, chidden. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 35 pere Dunston was strong-

liche despised and i-ched [v.rr. y-chidde, y-chyd].

Ychon(e, obs. ff. each one : see Each B. i c.

tYchoppid [Y- 4], chopped. £1430 Two Cookery-bks. 46
A litel sobe Porke or vele y.choppid. Ychosem [Y- 4
Choose, Lcheose], chosen. (Cf. Ycore.) 1*97 R. Glouc*
(Rolls) 2419 Ychose we bepper to. 1340 Ayenb. 68 pe holi

gost . . makeb bis ychosene zinge . . pe zuete zonges of heuene.

YCLEPT.

C1400 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. App. 529 He was lawfullich

y-chose pope.

Yoicle, Ycie, obs. ff. Icicle, Icy.

Yclad (iklre-d), pa. pple. arch, (since 16th c).

Also 4-5 ycladde, yoledde, (also 7) iclad, 6
ycladd. [See Y-4 and Clad.] Clothed {lit. and

fig±
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2843 Mark y clad in palle. la 1366

Chaucer Rom. Rose 472 Al to seldc.Is ony pouere man
wel fedde Or wel araied or [y]cledde. c 1386— Miller's T.

134 Yclad [v.rr. iclad, y-cladcle] he was. . Al in a kirtel of a

lyght waget. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 363 Iff a man
se an other naked he shalle have mo sekernes of hym thanne
iff he se hym yclad. c 1474 Caxton Recuyell (1894) 615 A
place voyde, where the maysters. .putte the body of hector

. .y cladde in his beste gaiementes and robes. 1568 T.
Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 97 My carefull corps yclad

with heauinesse. 1583 Mixbancke Philotimus Ffij, All

yclad in grenc.he paced forward to the parke. 1590 Spen-
ser /'".' Q. 1. i. 29 An aged Sire, in long blacke weedes yclad.

1593 Shaks, 2 Hen. VI, I. i. 33 Her words yclad with wise-

domes Maiesty. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 30 In pure

white clothes iclad. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle il. (1871) 30

Ignorance in his scarlet robe yclad. 1676 Hobbes Iliad

xix. 371 Yclad in Armonr shining like the bun. X748 Thom-
son Cast. Indol. II. x, Yclad in steel, and bright with bnr-

nish'd mail. 1751 R. Lloyd Progr. Envy xv, b flowing

sable stole she was yclad. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11. liv.

Spring yclad in grassy dye.

tYclansed, yclensed, pa. pple. of Cleanse, Yclense.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 59 In pe font .. we iclensed weren.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1012 poru graces of be londe Idronke

hii bep iclansed sone. 1340 Ayenb. 74 pe fornayse buerinne

bernep pe zaules al-huet hi byep yclenzed. 1387 Trevisa

Higden (Rolls) I. 337 Whete cornes beep pere ful smal,

vnnebe i-clansed wipmanis hond.

Ycleap'd, obs. form of Yclept.

t Yclense, v. [Y- 3 c, Clean-se.] To cleanse.

971 Blickl. Horn. 21 We sceolan..ure heortan xecbxnsian

from oprum sepohtum. c 13J4 P. PI. Crede 760 Her kynde

were more to y-clense diches.

t Yclepe (.ikirp), v. Obs. Also 6 ycleepe.

[OE. leclipian, gccleopian to call (in various

senses) : see Y- 3 c and Clepe v. Spenser's ycleepe

is a new back-formation on Yclept. In quot.

1901 'ycleping' is an error for 'clipping' (Clip

. v.1).] trans. To call by name, name.
C950, cxioo [see Yclept]. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 65

Himselfe he did ycleepe, The shepheard of the Ocean by
name. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 8/2 The old Saxon cus-

tom of ' ycleping ', or naming, the Church has just been

revived at Painswick, in the Cotswolds.

Yclept (ikle-pt), ycleped (Mf-pt,p*t. iklr-

pk(Y),pa.pp/e. arch. Porms: 1 3eclypod, A'orth-

ttnib. sieliop(p)ad, 2 Jeoleped, ielipet, 2-3

ielepet, i-, yeluped, 4 yelepud, 4-5 ieleped,

yelepid, 5 iclepyd, 6 ielipped, iclipt, ycliped,

yeclipped, yoleapt, -ed, St. yelepit, 6-7 yelipt,

7 i-, yeleeped, ycleep'd, yeleap'd, yelipped,

ecleaped, eelip't, S yelyped, 4- yoleped (7-9

yclep'd!, 8- yelept. [OE. geclypod, pa. pple. of

\ge)clypian, (ge)c?ipian Clepe, Yclepe : see Y- 4.

Adopted by Gawin Douglas from his ME. models,

and much affected as a literary archaism by Eliza-

bethan and subsequent poets ; in less dignified

writing often used for the sake of quaintness or

with serio-comic intention.] Called (so-and-so),

named, styled.

1:950 Durham Ritual (Surtees) 60 Digrtus vocari apos-

tolus, wyrSe pa^tle ic se sicliopad eiendwraca. c 1100 O.E.

Chron. an. 1057 (MS. D.) [Eadmund] lrensid was jeclypod

for his snellscipe. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Heo weren iebpet

i synagoge al swa is nu ielepet al cristen folc. ciaoo Vices $
Virtues 7 Durh ane ooie senne pe is 3ecleped inobediencia.

c 1230 Hall Meid. 5 Syon was sum hwile ielepet pe behe

lur of Jerusalem. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) no Al pis was

3»ile icluped [v. rr. ycleped, ieleped, clepud, callyde,

callyd] pe march of walis. 1-1330 Arth. (r Merl. 5560 Her

i

ost was ycleped Blaire. 1340 Ayenb. 18 A vice pet is

!
y-cleped ine clergie ingratitude, c 1350 Will. Paterae 121

& biaunde was pat bold quene of buines y-clepud. c 1430

: Two Cookery-bks. 43 Make round-ljke Fretourys. .pat ben
1 y-clepid Ragons. c 1440 Stac. Rome 674 in Pol. Rel.& L.

j
Poems (1903) 166 A lytylle chapelle yeet there is, I-clepyd

1
' titulus pastoris '. 1509 Hakes Past. Picas. iii.d555)Cj b,

1 They pyped a daunce Ielipped, amour tie la bault plesaunce.

• 1313 Douglas jEneis 111. ii. 23 The king thaiiof yelepit

Anyus. 1581 Howell Denises (1879) 244 Byname ychpt

Endimion. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L. i. i. 242 Now for the

i ground Which ? which I mcane 1 walkt vpon, it is ycliped,

Thy Parke. 159* Soliman e\ Pets. v. iii. 74 That fraudfull

squire of Ithaca, iclipt Vlisses. 1598 Tofte Alba m. Gv,
! Loves Labor Lost, 1 once did see a Play, Ycleped so. 161

1

Cotgr., Nommif.. named, called, cleaned, ecleaped. 1616

R. C. Times' Whistle ii. (1871) 22 The diedfull beast,

vdeped crocodile. 163a Milton I.'Allegro 12 But com

t'hou Goddes fair and free, In Heav'n ycleap'd Luphrosyne.

1638 Heywood Wise Worn. 11. i, Seuc. Is thy name la-

!
ber? Tab. I am so eelip't Sir. 1663 Butlkr Hud. Lt

! 904 A valiant Mamaluke, In Foreign Land yclepd (Sir

Samuel Luke). 1664 Ibid. 11. i. 46 A tall long-sided dame

(Hut wondrous light) ycleped Fame. 1717 L'DY M. W.
Montagu Let. toC'tess of Bristol 1 Apr., Attending damsels

yclep'd maids of honour, a 1764 Lloyd Poetry Prof. Wks.

1774 I. 31 Tho' not one wit bestrides the back Of useful

drudge, ycleped hack. 181* Lamb Elia Ser. I. Praise of

Chimney-sweepers, The sweet wood yclept sassafras. 1849

C Bronte Shirley xi,The old and tenantless dwelling yclept

Fieldhead. 1877 Gladstone Glean. (1879) 1. 169 It is yclept

'redistribution of seats '. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 23 Feb. 9/1

The Associated South London Extended Gold M ines Cor-

poration, Limited, yclept in the market Suds.
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pirreg. predicated of the name. 1653 J- Taylor (Water
P.) Cert. Trav. Unecrt. Jouru. 17 The name of Wheat
ears, on them is ycleap'd, Because they come when wheat
ifl yeerly reap'd.

t Yclepte, Ycli5t [ V- 4], pa. pples. of Clip -.1, Clitch v.
Ycleyecf, stopped with clay, c 1440 Patlad. on Husb. IV.

438 Another list ycleyed hem to se. Yclinge v. [pseudo-
arch^ [Y- 3 c], to cling. ci6zo T. Robinson Maty Magd.
339 Yet to ye banckes his tender rootes yclinge. Y-clive 1

,

obs. pa. pple. of elive, Cleavk v.
2 a 1325 Maudelain 323

in Hoistm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 166 So michel pain is in

hir ycliue, }ete ich wene wele bat sche Hue. Yclive *,

l. pple. of Ci-ivkz;., to climb. Yclomben, climbed. Ci4ia
occleve De Reg. I'rinc. 904 pou bat yclomben art in

hy honoures. Yclosed, closed. 1377, c 1420 [see Close
v. I b, 3]. C1430 Two Cookerybks. 48 And so 11031 y-closyd,
seme forth. 1647 H. More Sang 0/ Soul ill. App. xviii,
The ghosts Of men deceas'd . . in sleep yclos'd. Yclothed,
clothed. izg7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3949 Noble men yclobed
in ermine, a 1400 Adam Davy 140 pe kyng stoo<l, ycloped
al in rede. C1450 ittrie's Fettial 4 To haue fed me., and
;eue me dryngke, yclobet me. Yclouted, patched. 1377
Langl. P. PI, B. VI. 61, I shaL.cast 0:1 me my clothes
yclouted and hole. Yclove, obs. pa. pple. of Cleave z/.i

(3 3). Ydyketed, latched. 1393 Langl. P. PI, C. vm.
266 pe dore. . Y-keyed and ydyketed.
Yclyped, obs. form of Yclept.
t Yclypyd [ Y- 4], obs. pa. pple. of Clip ».2 1426 Lvdg.

De Ouil. 1'ilgr. 2012 Yclypyd & yshaue Vp-011 your hedys.
Y-colded, made cold, cooled, a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat,
f-istulaelc. 8oAndbepottey-colded, beitopned. Ycoled,
obs. pa. pple ofCuLLu.l 13.. A". A /is. 26S6 Foure thousand
knyghtis, .. Y-coled alle for the nones. Y-colo(u)rid,
coloured. 142a Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 230 Eyen y-colorid
like rede wyne. Ycorae(n, come. 1297 R. Glolc (Rolls)
4249 po king arbures men ycome were echon. 1340 Ayenb.
262 pis hoc is ycome to beende. 1426 Iaog. DeGuil. Pilgr.
3617 Now ye ben ykoine a^eyn. Ycompaced. 1297 [see
Compass r/.l 2]. Ycomparisoned. 1340 (see Comparison
v. ij. Yconceyued. 1340 [see Conceive v. j\ Ycon.
firmed. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4882 poru hard o|> & god
ostage yconfermed was al |ns. 1340 Ayenb. 106 pi beleaue
by y-confermed ine ous. Yconfortid, comforted. 1422
Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 247 The kyndly hette shal be y-coti-
fottid. Yconfounded. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 8419 Al
clene be ssrewen were confounded [.US. a yconfounded].
Ycongeyed, pa. pple. of Congee v., to permit. 1387 'J'kk-

visa Higdcn (Rolls) VI. 259 Whan eny man is i-congyed
[MS. y ycongeyed] bere to commence in eny faculte [etc.].

Yoonomie, Yconomus (-imus), obs. ft.

ECONOMY, CEconomus.
tYconquest [see Y- 4 and Conquest fa. pple.], acquired.

1513 Douglas .-Eneis xn. ii. 50 Rewardis. .Yconquest in this
batall Laurentane. Yconsayled, counselled. 1387X1:1:-
VISA Higdcn (Rolls) VII. App. 509 note. As Edricus liadde
yconsayled while a was alyve. Ycontined, -contyened,
contained. X340 Ayenb. 39 Zonie byep y-contined ope ban
bet byej. yzed. Ibid. 118 [see Contain v. 2]. Yconyd,
pa. pple. of Coin v. 1 Y-coped [Y. 5] a , early form of
Coped a., wearing a cope. 1377 Langu /', Pi. Ii. XX. 342,
I knewe such one . . Come in pus ycoped at a courte,

tYcO're, pa.pple. and///, a. Obs. Korms: 1

jaooren, 2-3 Icoren, 3-4 iooro, 4 i-, yoorn, 3-5
ycore. [UE. gecoren, pa. pple. of ciosan to

Choose, gea'osan I-cheose.] Chosen ; often pre-

dicative and as adj., elect; 'choice', fair, comely
(cf. the uses of corn s.v. Choose v. A. 6 a) ; hence
in ME. used as a meaningless tag often riming
with before ; absol. elect one, the elect.
Beowulf 206 He h.-Efde cempan secorone. <rooo Cyne.

wi/lf yidiana 299 Wib ba secorenan Cristas besnas. cooo
tr. B.rda's /list. 11. xviii, Honorius..to bisceope secoreu
was. iziooo Cxdmon's Gen. 1818 Abraham.. drihtne xe-
coren. triooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) exxxi. 18 [cxxxiL 17] Ic.
fce^re seaiuwe byrnende blac-crn bere for minum criste

zsoaramm [orig. ehristo meo\. e 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Nu
ic pe bidde for pine kinedome. .and for alle pine bale^en
and ec pine icorene. a 1200 Moral Ode 104 Hwi bo5 fole
iclepede and swa hit icorene. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 167
Hwat is pis be Mtfth%8 alse dai licine, fair alse mone, icoren
[orig. electa. Song of Songs vi. 10] alse sunne ? c 1300 liar,
row. Hell (L.) 244 Let vs neuer be forloren for no sunne,
crist ycoren. e 1330 Amis <y A/nil. 579 Of wel heighe kin
y-corn. c 1330 King 0/ Tars 51} [The child] as a roonde of
flesche icore In chaumbre lay hire bifore, Withouten blod
or bon. 13.. Coerde L. 146 With a coron off gold i-coni.

1340-70 Alex. Sr Dind. 973 pe kiddeste y-core pat corone
weldus 1 c t\9a Sir Ferumb. 766 Charhs kyng be beste
kny;t y-core pat is owar now lyuyng. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.
789 Edgar. .To pe kyndam of Englonde was y-core.

t Ycoroned : see Ycrowned. Ycorumped [Y- 4], pa.
pple. of Corkump v., to corrupt. Ycorveln, carved. 1297
K. Glouc (Rolls) 4240 He vel adoun as a gret ok pat binepe
ykorue wer. c 1392 /'. PI. Crede 173 A woon wonderlie
well y-beld, Wiparchesoneueriche half& belliche y-corven.
c 1430 Two Cookerybks. 23 Rasonys v-corven. Ycoryd,
cored. C1430 Two Cooieryd>tr. 46 Take perys y-coryd.
Ycounted. 15S8 [see Y- 4). Ycouped, pa. pple. of Coup
v?, to cut. Yconpled. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VII.

y-coverdoer. Ycrattl v. [Y. 3 c], to crawl. 1594 Carew
lasso (1881) 75 Vile man from vilest durt on earth ycrauld.
Ycrested a. [Y- 5], crested. 1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 97 A
heauie helmet.. with crests ycrested three. Ycrimfled,
pa. pple. of Cremilct. Ycrlstened, christened. 1387 Trr-
visa Iligden (RolU) V. 37 Sche was y-cristcned and i-cleped
Eugenius, and i.made monk. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xviii.
165 Men fyndep pat makamede was a man ycrystned.
Ycrost, crossed. 1603 J. Daviis Microcosmos 243 For,
Crownes are richly blest, with Peace y-crost. Ycrowned,
•coro(mned, -cronet, crowned. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

3934 In be oper half pe queue was of erchebissops al so Ylad
& ycrouned ek as ri3t was uor to do. 1340 Ayenb. 267 Ich
r"-2e3..be innumerable uel.i3rede of be holy martires mid
ilisse and worpssipe y-corouned. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn

Vol. X.
I

(Rolls) V. 71 pousclialt be y-ciowned bisshopat Rome. 142a
Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 199 Than he hym bcthoglit of the grete
noiile that he demenyd in Ieiu^alem, theras he waskynge y-
cronet. 1642 H. More Song p/Soul 11. in. in. xiii, With fair

flowers from unknown root ycrownd, Ycullid, obs. pa. pple.
of Kill v. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. 1. 199 Thaun we hadde
ycullid be catte ^ut sholde ber come anober. Ycus(s)ed,
obs. pa. pple. of Kiss v. Ycustumet, pa. pple. of Custom
v. (sense 1). 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 247 Aftyr the tyme
of the yere and the houre of the day y*custumet or vset.

Ycutte (see also ykyt, etc.), cut. C1430 Tiuo Coohcry.bks,
51 Datys y-cutte in .ij. or .iij.

Ycy, Yd, obs. forms of lev, It.

c 140a Rule Si. Bcnct (verse) 78 To fulfyll yd in word and
dede.

f Ydad, a minced oath : cf. Edad.
n68o IIickf.rin'gill Hist. Whiggism 1. Wks. 1716 I. 42

Ydad, I think I am just of that Opinion myself.
+ Ydamned, -dampned, obs. pa. pple, of Damn v. 1340

Ayenb. 78 Yor manye iilozofes o^er of greate clierkes and >-f

kyn^es and of emperours. ,bye)j ydampned ine belle, c 1395
PloiViiian's Talc 1243 Thou shaltbe.. clene y-darnpned into
hell.

_
1:1400 A*. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 8679 He was

bere idemd [MS. C ydampned] to pe pine of helle stronge.

Ydan(t, obs. ff. Kidknt, ldent Sc, diligent.
fYdarted [Y- 4], pierced as with a dart, c 1374 [see

Dakt v. i]. c 1407 Lvdg. Reson fy Sens. 6878 With wo
they be throgh-out y-darted. Ydaunted, overcome. 158s
A. Hall, Iliad v. 8.) Chromius eke fel deade in lielde y-
daunted by his might.

Ydder, obs. form of Ui>i>En.

+ Ydead, ydede [Y- 4], dead. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn
(Rolls) VII. i6g {'is ^ere L.-vyngus be bisshop of Won estre
y-dede. 1642 11. More Song of Soul Ml. 1. v, Old Adam. .

Under some senselesse sod with sleep ydead. Ydee,
ydene [OK. geden, gc<r't£n, pa. pple. of Do r-., I-no r. J,

done, a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1266 Synne..a;r ^edenra.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 200 When be masse was alle y-dee.
c 1425 Engl. Cow?. Ircl. 28 That thou ne hast y-dene tioght
some grete lette, nastyly be al»Hit to do.

Ydel, obs. form of Idle, Idol.
tYdel(e)d [Y- 4, Deal r<.J, divided. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rollsl 542 |>is loud was boideled [MS. a. ydeld ; p, y ydelde]
a pre. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Roll-.) II. 107 J'ese tweie
kyn^doms were, .y-deled bytwene tweye kynges. tY-
dem(e)d [Y- 4, Deem z'.], judged, condemned, eizoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 75 He is idemd to eche wowe on belle.

1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls) 6381 pin owe moub be aj> ydemd.
1340-70 Alex. <\ Dind. 909 We faibful folk. .Ben y-demed
to do dedus of rihte. 1399 Langl. Rich, Redeles in. 229
His dwellinge [was] ydemed a bowe-drawte ffrom hem.

fYdemptifically, adv. Obs. rare— 1
, [app.

ad. med.L. *
idcnlifi.ee., adv. of *idenlificus Identi-

fic] With actual identity.

m
1432-5° tr. Iligden, Uarl.Contin. (Rolls) VIII. 461 Criste

|s not in that sacramente ydemptifically, veryly and really
in bis propre presence corporealie.

Ydenly, obs. form of Identlv adv. Sc,

Ydeot^e, obs. form of Idiot.

tYdept [Y- 4], dipped. 1340 Ayenb. 106 Y-dept ine
blod. Y-det [Y- 4, Dit 7'.], stopped, closed, a 1340
in Rel. Ant. I. ^o Hwan IJanockesbuurne is y-det myd
mannis bonis. Y-dicyd [Y- 4]. cut into dice, c 1430 Two
Cookerybks. 22 Hard Wastel y-dicyd.

fYdi'ght, pa.pple. Obs. (after 1500 arch.)

[Y- 4, Dight v.] Prepared, furnished, dressed.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5581 pe welisse ver in engelond
vorte he it adde ydi^t. c 1394 P. Pt. Crede 21 1 Her dortour
y-di^te wibdores ful stronge. c 1510 I.ytell Ccstt R. Hod*
vii, Kull hastly was theyr dyner I dyght. 152a World <$•

Child Aj b, Stretes and strondes full strongely ydyght.

1579 Fulke Refut. Rastcll 722 The Aultars bright, that
were rounde ydigbt.

Ydil^l, -illy, Ydiome, Ydiot^e, obs. ff. Idle

a., Idly Oiiv.
y
Idiom. Idiot.

t Ydo(n [Y- 4, Do v., I-do v.), done, put, Wei idon (cf.

M HG. wot gctlin) : excellent. 1123, etc. [see Do v. A. 81
C1205 Lav. 910 Membricius, bet wes a riche mon, be wes
swi^e wel idon [Wace salves ho»t\. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

9535 Wircestere was \>us ibarnd and ober harm ido. c 1320
Cast. Love 312 A braL.To strong prison was i-dou. 1387
Trevisa J/igdcn (RoWs) VI. 71 What hast y-doo, sire bisshop?

1392 E. E. Wills (1882) 3 pat b« hows be ysold, and p«

AlmesyiKJo in b«worst }ere. 1426 Lvog. DeGuil. Pilgr. 17310
Thys mescheff. ,Ys ydon and wrouht by me. Ydobbed:
see Ydubhed. Ydodded, shorn. 1x1400 N. T. (Paues)

1 Cor. xi. 6 >if it be foul for a womman to ben y.dodded
ober balled. Ydolve [Delve v.], undermined j buried.

1340 Ayenb. 263 Vor huych hord bet ilke zelue hous ne by
y-dolue he^lyche he wakeb* 1430-40 Lvdg. Bocltas iv. ii.

(1554) 102 She was ydolue lowe. Ydoubled, -dobbled,
doubled. 1340 Ayenb. 230 Yef bou me beuelst aye mi wyl,

my chasthede hit ssel by me ydobbled. 1309 Langl. Rich.
Rcdclcs in. 275 With deyntes y-doublid and daunsinge to

pipis. Ydought [Dow r'.H, grown strong. 13.. A". Aits.

5906 Tho the kyng was hool, and wel y-doughth.
Ydous, obs. form of Hideous.
+ Ydout :: [Y- 3d, to fear. 1197 R. Gloit. (Rolls) 6328
Ech prince & ech lond ydouted horn tuo. Ydouted [Y-

4J, feared. 1309 Langu Rich. Redeles 1. 42 With diamaunlis
derne y-doutid of all. Ydradfde : see Dread v., Ydred.
1642 H. More Song- of Soul 1. Ii, O happy man that full

perswasion had Of this! if right at home, nought of him
were ydrad. Ydrawe v. [Y- 3 c], to draw. 1426 Lvdg. De
Gull, Pilgr. 3037 A cause evydent That thow mayst wel.

.

The swerd ydrawe. Ydrawe, ydrawe, f>a. Mle. [Y- 4 J,

drawn. 1297 R.Gi.OL'C (Rolls) 5905 pou art mid vnri^t her
to ydrawe. 1340 Ayenb. 1^3 He wes villiche y-dra^e ase a
byef. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. xix. 218 Eue was of adam and
out of hym ydrawe. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 26 Take gode
mylke of Almaundys y-drawe with wyne.
Ydre: see IIydiie.
t Ydred (also ydreddyd, ydrad, ydrade<f\, pa. pple. of

Dread 7'. 1340 Ayenb. 104 He ys aid and yknawe and
ydred and yworbssiped and yloued. 14" Yonge tr. Seer.

Seer. 137 Wyrchippyd, ylowid, and ydreddyd. 1513 Douglas

/Eneis xn. iv. 55 Abuf the hevin ydred and starrit sky.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 2 Yet nothing did he dread, but
euer was ydrad. 1610 G. Fi.etche* Christ's Vict. Heaven
I. xl, Euery one shakes his ydradea speare. 1642 H. More
Song of Suit. ii. 1. 11. xix, Mans awful! majesty of every
beast ydred. Ydremed, dreamt. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn
(Rolls) VIII, 49 Wheber i have i-mette [Caxton hath y-
dreined] bis tale or nou5t. Ydrenched, drenched. 1610
Holland C\*w't';*\f /hit. 2S5 And how the fields ydrenched
were with bloud. Ydressid, ydrest, prepared, equipped,
adorned, c 1386 i-diessed [see Dkess v. 3J. 1422 Yonge
tr. Seer. Seer. 165 Auoone aftyr the Iue Saw that he was
wel ydressid. c 1430 Two Cookerybks. 11 Make a dragge
of powder Gyngere,..an caste ber-on When it is ydressid.
1642 II. Moke Song of Soul 1. m. Ivi, Their face with love
and vigour was ydrest. Ydreyght, obs. p.i. pple. of
Draw v. Ydreynt [Drench v.], drowned. 1426 Lvdg.
De Guil. Pilgr. 14464 Swych wynsyng, . Made hym that he
was atteynt And myddes off the see ydreynt. Ydrife,
ydrive, dri\en. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4803 pe brutons
were ydriue [:'. r. ydrife] al in to west walis. 1387 Trevisa
Iligden (Rolls) III. 109 He hadde wip his prayers y-dryue
away addres and cokedrilles from be Lgypcians.

Ydromancy, Ydromel, obs. if. Uydhomancy,
IIydhoiiel,
tYdronkefn, "druuke, drunk. a\zi$Proi\ SElfrcd 476

in O. E. Misc. (1872) 131 Werse be .swo on euen yuele baued
y-dronken. 1340 Ayenb. 51 Ich ne ssel by an eyse al-huet
ich habbe ydronke. 1377 Langl. J'. Pi. 11. vi. 2S1 Til I

haue dyned bi bis day and ydronke bothe. 1432-50 tr.

Higdcn (Rolls) 111. 75 Mida. .was slcyne pro the bio- de of
a bulle ydrunkc. Ydrop v. [Y- 3 c], to drop, a 1718 Pak-
nkll Fairy Talc 171 And down ydiop> the knight.

Ydropesey, -ie, etc..Ydropike, Ycirosacre,
obs, ft". Hydropsy, IlYDitonc, Mydrosacbe.
+ Ydrownd [Y- 4], drowned. 1603 J. 1 >avies Microcosmos

Pref. 23 In Tcares ydrownd. Ydubbed, dubbed. 1340
Ayenb. 83 Godes kuy^tes pet pe holy gost hep y dobbed.
1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles ill. 363 Tyll degon and dobyn..
were y-dubbid of a duke (Tor her while domes.
Ydul, Ydy, obs. ff. Idle a., Eddy.
fYdyned [Y- 4], dined. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 303

Er ich haue y-dyned by pys day and y-dronke hope !

Ydyt [Drr v.], closed, shut up. 1303 K. Brunke Handl.
Syune 31S6 Wyp hys hede [he lia^J my moup y-d\t. < 1400
Solomon's Bk. Wisdom '.'.12 A pytte, pere seuen hungri
lyouns wereu pertinne all ydytte.

Ye (yt
t y0» fers - Pron - 2ndpers, nom. {ob/.)

t
pi.

{sing.). Forms : see below. [OE. ge> stressed

£?, lie, corresp. to OEris. jt% OS. qi
%
ge, (MLG.,

MDu. g/n'y -*', LG., Du. gij), OHG., MUG. ir

(G. ihr), ON. er (:— *jHr), S\v., Da. i\ ana-
logically modified forms (after the 1st pers. pi.

pron., e.g. OE. ge after we, ON. ir after prfr, HG.
ir after 7vir) of OTeut. *jus, unaccented *juz

y

represented by Goth./«.f, f. root yu- with pi. ending

-s (cf. Zend _;'/?:?, Lith. ///.;, and Skr. yu-ydm).
For the declension of the and pers. pron. in OE. and ME.

see Thou.
In the earliest periods of English ye was restricted to the

noiiu pi. In the 13th c. it came to be used as a nom. sing.
= ' thou ', first as a respectful form addressed to a superior.
This use survives in modern dialects, esp, (in the form «) in

interro.^. and imperative formula! (e.g. Dee ~ 4 do ye *), but
also in objective uses = ' thee ' (e. g. Oi tell ce). When you
had usurped the place of ye as a nom., ye came to be used
(in the 15th c)p vice versa, as an objective sing, and pi.

( = ' thee ' and ' you ').
]

Now (in all uses) only dial., arch., or poet. ; in

ordinary use replaced by You.
A. Illustration of Forms :

1 so, 5ie, sae, 2-3 $ie, (gie, ge), 2-5 (6-8 Sc.

printed ze) 30, 4-5 $ee, north, yhe, 4-6 north.

Jhe, 4-7 yee (3 j;e, hye, 4 13s, iye, (i)he, 7,

9 dial, yea), 3- ye.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 13 Jee suit salt eor^es. Ibid.

Luke xvi. 15 JCie sindon 3a Sc <;ie so(
vTa?sti^ed iuih fora:

monnum. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 217 penche jie aelc word of

him swete. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 127 }e ne beofl ne alesde
of deofles anwalde mid guide ne mid seolure. c 1*00 Trin.
Colt. Horn. 143 Nu sie habbeo iherd pes wimmanes name.
C1200 Ormin iiiS ilu )e mujhenn lakenn Godd. c 1250
Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 28 Hye habbet to gode i-offred

of yure selure, c 1275 Sinners Beware 320 ibid. 82 To day
ye schulle myd blysse To heueryche wende. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 9360 Louerdinges j^e wute wel pat [etc.]. a 1300

Cursor M. 411 (Cott.) Als yee herd me neuen. Ibid. 19094
(Edin.) His sone .. Gie .. demid als ge seluin wate. 13..

Gosp. Nicod. 1 105 Wende we to paime, if yhe [v.r. }he] rede.

13.. Northern Passion 157 He seid wol iye yeue me mede?

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 63 Als yhe sal here afiirward

sone. 138a Wvclif Matt. xxii. 29 yee erren, nether know-

nge the scripturis. 14.- Northern Passion II. 172/306

e benkeP he saide ihe habbet wrong. 1508 Dunbar Poems

v. 38 Drink with my Guddame, as je ga by. 1510 Reg.

Privy Seal Scott. I. w/i Wfc ** »*"> havc
.
m
.f

e "°
n
ure

lovit Alexander Andersoun . settar and sear of »J»^ynnys^

t6ii Bible Gen. iii. 5 Vee shall bee « Gods 1635|Mi«
Ps cxlviii. 9 Yea mountaines and yea hills. 1683 Col. Aec.

PenZylv I 72 All yee that are wHlmg y« the taM
.

prone,.-

tion should stand so as it is. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Yeas,

y
°V. In combination, proclitically or enclitically,

witli other words, as I t #* " yc ,l
» yare, m ycx?

ie
'

yhave\ iTee, dee - do ye, tark'ee, harkee. ^ow
dial.

1 i»ooOrminooo6 Xa>c vff^et wilenn foll^henn. 1611,1625,

163a 'see DreJ. 1631 Knevet Rhodon *r Iris v. vi. I 3, An
ample restitution, Of what y*have tane from her. 1632

Rrome Northern Lass 1. ii, If I interrupt you, hang me.
Dee hear? 1634 Ford Perk. Warbeck 11. i, Madam, yare
passionate. 1708, etr\ harkee, hnrkVe [see Hark v. acj.

1746 Exmoor Courtship (E.D.S.) 485 No, es thankee, Cozen

4
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discipline, look ee in all things. Ibid., Hark ee, lads, I must
have no grumbling.
Cf. the rimes in the following :—a 17*1 Prior Cupid Mis-

taken 14 Indeed, Mamma, I did not know Ye :.. I took You
for your Likeness, Cloe. 1774 Goi.dsm. Retaliation 136
Then what was his failing? come tell it, and burn ye. He
was—could he help it?—a special attorney.

B. Uses.

1. The pronoun used (as the plural of Thou) in

addressing a number of persons (or, rhetorically,

of things), in the nominative (or vocative).

Beowulf 237 Hwset syndon se searohaebbendra ? c 1000
Ags. Gosf. Matt. vi. 5 ponne se eow jebiddon, ne beo se
swylce Hceteras. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 }e herde wilche
la^e weren er crist wes iboren. £1200 Vices <y Virtues 19

lie Se ber3 iwant fram me. a 1150 Prov. JElfted 27 in

0. E. Misc. 104 Wolde ye, mi leode, lusten eure louerde, he
011 wolde wyssye wisliche binges, c 1300 //arrow. Hell
(E.) 142 Helle 3ates, y com 3uu to, Now ich wil bat 3e vndo.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 37 Thus be yee parted nou atuo.

c 1450 Mirk's Fcstial 1 Good men and woymen, bys day, as
3e knowen well, ys cleped Sonenday yn be Aduent 1470-
85 Malory Arthur x. Ixxx. 553 My fayre felawes wete ye
wel that I will tome vnto kynge Arthurs party, a 1529
Skelton Agst. Gamesche ii. 32 Cum Garnyche, cum God-
frey, with as many as 3e may. :6io Shaks. Temp, v. i. 34
Ye, that on the sands with printlesse foote Doe chase the
ebbing-Neptune. .and you, whose pastime Is to make mid-
night-Mushrumps. 1662 Bk. Com. Pr.

%
Comm., Con/., Ye

[1st Pr. Bk. 1549 You] that do truly and earnestly repent

you ofyour sins. 1781 Sir J. Banks in Phil. Trans, LXXI.
7 Shew the World that ye still are as ye always have been,

worthy the Patronage of your King 1 1798 Wordsw. We
are Seven vii, Yet ye are seven !— I pray you tell, Sweet
Maid, how this may be. 1833 Tennyson Death ofOld Year
i, Toll ye the church-bell sad and slow, 1841 Lane Arab.
Wis. I. ii. 95 The King answered, Ye know not the reason
wherefore I would kill the sage. 1903 Bridges Matres
Dolorosa, They rode to war as if to the hunt, But ye at

home, ye bore the brunt.

f b. In apposition with self {ye self selven =>

yourselves) : see Self A. 2. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6786 (Cott.) To cumlinges do yee right

na suike, Forquilum war yee seluen slike. /bid. 14691 Bot
. .if yee self willi be blind. 1388 Wyci.if/ Pet. ii. 5 And 3e

silf as quyk stoonys be ;e aboue bildid in to spiritual housis.

c. In apposition with and preceding a sb. (or

adj. used absol.) in the vocative.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. \ in. 62 }e Legistres and lawyers }e

witen wher I ly^e. C1374 Chaucer Troylus III. 1809 Ye
sustren nyne. 1377 Langl. /'. PL B. XV. 333 5e riche, ?e

robeth and fedeth Hem bat han as }e han. 1549 Latimer
3rd Serm. be/ Edw. i'l {Arb.) 84 Ye brainsycke fooles, Ye
noddy peckes, Ye doddye poulles, ye huddes. 1593 Shaks.
Kick. //, 111. ii. 83 Looke not to the ground, Ye Fauoi ites of
a King. 1681 Baxter Hymn, Ye holy AngeU bright, Which
stand before God's Throne. 1697 Dryden JEneidvwx. 634
That Blood, those Murthers, O ye Gods replace On his own
Head. 1730 Thomson A Hymn 76 Ye woodlands all,

awake. 1803-6 Wordsw. Qde/ntim. /mmorf.'w. Ye blessed
creatures, I have heard the call Ye to each other make.

2. Used instead of thou in addressing a single

person (originally as a mark of respect or deference,

later generally : cf. Thou, You).
1297 JCGlouc. (Rolls) 1341 Sire emperour quap be erl bo,

ne be 3c no so boMe. a 1300 Cursor M. 8721 ' Lauerd \ sco
said, ' god it witschild ['at bou britten sua mi child. Yee
giue him all til hir allan, Me es it leuer ban he be slan '.

1390 Gower Con/ I. 47 Ma dame, if ye wolde have rowthe.
1411 Rolls 0/ Parlt. III. 650/2 My Lord.. I knowe wele
that ye be of^ such birth estate and myghte that [etc.].

C1450 Merlin i. 15 Moder,..be not dismayed, for ye shull
neuer be Iuged to deth for my cause, c 1460 Promp. Pan.'.

549 (Winch.) ^etyng, with worshyp seyng 3e not bu, vosacio.
1481 Caxton Reynard xxi. (Arb.) 51 Saye that ye your self
haue made the lettre. c 1489 — Souues pfAymon xiv. 336
Good lord, ye created & made our fader Adam. 1516 in
Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 36/2 We with oure lauthfull
service thankis ?oure grace of the grete Regarde }e Beir to
the weill. .of our kingis gracis person. 1590 Spenskr F. Q.
1. viii. 26 The royall Virgin.. him thus bespake.. How shall
I quite the paines, ye suffer for my sake? 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 1. ii. 49 /ul[ia]. Will ye be gon ? Lu\cetta\
That you may ruminate. ^1730 Ramsay Eagle <y Robin 45
Ze sing sae dull and ruch, Ze haif deivt our lugs. 1786
Burns To a Louse 19 Now haud you there, ye're out o'
sight. 1866 Mrs. Lynn Linton Lizzie Lorton III. 159
Ye've dune summut ye're sorry for. 187a Tennyson Garet/t

<r Lynette 1142 ' Damsel ', he said, ' ye be not all to blame '.

1873 Oxfordshire Gloss., Ee..\s a more refined word than
thee. .

.
' Who did ee see up strit ?'.

. Ee is used to a superior,

and not thee. 1878 Hardy Ret. Native 1. iii, Be ye a-cold,
Christian?

b. In apposition with and preceding a sb. in the

vocative.

a 1596 Sir 7*. More 1. i. n Compell me, ye dogges face !

1599 Chapman Hunt, dayes Myrtk Plays 1873 I. 69 O ye
impudent gossip. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxix, Ye
donnered auld runt.

3. Used as objective (accusative or dative) instead

til you (in plural or singular sense).

c 1449 Pecock Ref>r. 1. xvi. 86 Y preie $e seie 3e to me [etc. \
1538 Bale Thre Lawes 163 We leaue ye here behynde.
1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. iv, For this will Dido tye

ye full of knots, ..Ye shall no more offend the Carthage
Queene. a 1596 Sir T. More t. i. no He is in a good for-

wardnesse, I tell ye, if all hit right. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
v, ill 181 As I haue made ye one Lords, one remaine: So
I grow stronger, you more Honour gaine, 1624 Bedell
Lett. iv. 73 This no Protestant will grant yee. c 1650 Mil-
ton Sonn., On new Forcers Consc, To. .ride us with aclassic

Hierarchy Taught ye by meer A. S. and Rotherford. 1667
— P.L.w. 840,1. .shall.. bring ye to the place, 1711 Ramsay
Ricky <y Sandy i3 I'll bear ye Company for Year and Day.
18x5 Scott Guy M. xxii, There's sax pence t* ye to buy half

a mutchkin. 1820 Byron Mar. Fal. v. L 198 Was not the
place of Doge sufficient for ye ? 18*7 Keble Chr. V., 2nd
Sunday Advent vi, Ye, who your Lord's commission bear,

His way of mercy to prepare: Angels He calls ye. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop Ixxii, ' Go thy ways with him, sir,'

cried the sexton, 'and Heaven be with ye both!' 1847
Halliwell Diet. (1889) I. p. xiv/i I'd soon yarn sum
munney, I warrant ye. 1866 Lytton Lost Tales Miletus
127 'l'he morrow's sun shall light ye homeward both.

fb. Used redundantly (' ethical dative'). Obs.

1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Quev. (1708) 6 He comes ye
laden forsooth, with Letters of Recommendations. 1768

Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 471 He cannot make a handsome
bow, nor run ye off an elegant period.

Hence f "*• v-t t0 lise ' >'e ' instead of ( thou ' in

addressing a single person : cf. Thou v., Yelt v.

1483 Cath. Angl. 426/1 To }e, vosare jn plurali nuntero
vos vestrum vel tibi. 15x0 Promp. Parv. 537/2 (W. de W.)
Yeyn or sey ye, voso.

t Ye, conj. and adv. Obs. Forms : 1 se, 2-3 30, 3
Orm. 3a. [OK. ^', corresp. in use to OS. ge, gi{e,

gia, and/a, OHG./rt and jauh, j'olij jotth (MHG.
/a, jock, jouck), Goth, jali.] And; also, too.

2e ... ^e (or and) : both . . . and ; as well ... as.

Beowulf 1 864 Se wi5 feond ?,e wiS freond. 1Z900 Cyne-
wulf Crist 847 ponne her^a fruma a;belinga ord eallum
denied leofum ?,e laSum lean a^fter ryhte. 900-30 O. E.
Chron, (Parker MS.) an. 835 [He] baer gefliemde ge ba
Walas ge ba Deniscan. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 204 Her
sint tacn aheardodre lifre £e on bam larppum & healocum 8c

filmenum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 Deos sunne forded eider
5e saule ^e lichoma. c 1200 Ormin 846 He turrnde mikell
folic till Godd ^a laewedd folic, 5a Ia;redd.

Ye, obs. dial, form of Give v.

J788 Vrc. Forth fy Bargie in Trans. R. /risk Acad. II.

34 V'oure, give over, cease.

Ye : see Eye, Yea; graphic var. The, Thee, cf.

Y (3).
,Tea (y#)i odv. (sb.) Novfdlal, and a/fit. Forms:

a. 1 see, see, se, 2-5 (6 Sc.) 30, 4-5 3he, 4-6 3ee,

ye, 4-7 yee, 5 yhe, 6 je. &. 1 sea, 1-2 ia, 3-5
30a, (also 6 Sc.) 3a, 4 yaa, iaa, 31a, 3ai, 4-5 3aa,

3ha, ya, yai, 5 yha, yae, 5- yea; 4 30, ioo, 300,

5 yoe» 5-7 yoo. 7. 3 3ei, yai, 4-5 3ey, 5 yei,

3ey3e. 5. 1 siee, si, 4 yie, 5 (6 Sc) 3ie, 8 dial.

yoy, 9 dial, yi, yigh. e. 3 3001, 3m, 5 3oye.

[An affirmative particle having forms correspond-

ing more or less exactly in all the other Teutonic
languages: OFris. ge, j$% OS. jd

y
(M)LG. Ja%

(M)Du.,OHG., MHG.ya, jd, (G. ja\ ON. ja,

Goth, ja, jait
all derivable ultimately from a

primitive Teut. *jat je^ which has undergone modi-
fication in different directions as the result of

sentence stress or emotional emphasis.

OE. (WS.) gca combined with the corresp. An-
glian ^4 to produce the ME. type jefa ftfyl the

Northumb. development of the Anglian form,^/<?,

g( (cf. Northumb. *sciep, selp =*\\S.sc4af> Sheep),

gave a ME. type jm, continued in mod. north, dial.

til yi, yfgli, yoi. In later WS« the falling diph-

thong of gtla became a rising one, ltd, id, whence
arose southern jo and northern ja (but cf. ON./rf).

In other respects the phonology of the English

forms is obscure. The modern standard spelling

yea and pronunciation (yi7') show arrested develop-

ment of the vowel, but the pronunciation (yi") is

current locally. ME. jet, jey
t
jcyje seem to point

back to a doubled form *jcje. The e-forms jui, joi

constitute a distinct southern type, with possibly

a modern representative in Hampshire yigh^\

A word used to express affirmation or assent : now
ordinarily replaced by Yes.

1. As simple affirmative, in answer to a question

not involving a negative : = Yes i.

For the distinction formerly observed between yea and yes
t

see Nay advX 1 and Yes 2.

In^ME. j£ is sometimes accompanied by a pronoun re-

peating the pronominal subj. of the question (see quots.
from Ancren Rizule, a 1225, and cf. the first quot. from the
same text in re).

731 B^DA Hist. Eccl. v. ii, * Dicito,' inquiens, 'aliquod
verbum, dicito Gae [OE. transl. (tooo)cwe3 nu see],' quod
est, lingua Anglorum, verbum adfirmandt et consentiendi,
id est, etiam. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xxi. 15 pa cwa^S se
haelend. .Simon iohannis lufast Su me swi3or bamne 8as;
He cwae3 to him, sea [Lind. Si. Rush:v. see] drihten bu
wast ha;t ic be lufi^e. c 1000 /Elfric Gen. xxvii. 24 Eart
bu Esau min sunu? And he cwae'd : Ia leof, ic hit eom.
4:1175 Lamb. I/om. 47 Is hit god for to hiheren godes
weordes and heom athalden ? 3e fuliwis. c 1100 Ormin 4452
Ma^ ani^ mann slan oberr mann & cwellenn himm wib'p
heirte? 5^ full wel se^b batt Latin boc. aizz^St. Marker.
4 Hwet godd heiestu ant hersuinest? Ich heie q<5 ha godd
feder. . . 3e [see sense 4] q5 he lude, leuestu ant luuest him be
reow3fulliche deide. .on rode ? Yai quo5 hea a izz$ Ancr.
R. 52 Is hit mi so ouer vuel nor te toten utward ? je hit.

/bid 408 Mei ich preouen ou bis? ?e ich sil*erliche. a 1300
Cursor M. 772 'And wenis bou bat it be sua Sum he has
saidyowf *certe3,ya!' C1330 Ftorice % HI. (18^7) 598 5he
ne answerede nai ne 30. c 1350 Will. Palerne 268 ' What?
sone ', seide be couherde * seidestow i was here ?

'
' vi. sire,

sertes', seide be child. C13&0 Sir Ferumb. 1575
l Wolleb

3e 3011 defende outer 3e wolleb flen ?
'

' 5ea, so god me
mende.' c 14*0 Avow. Arth. xxiv, Gauan asshes, 'Is hit

soe?
1 To tother kny3t grauntus, 30c c 1440 Gencrydes 294

H is moder . . Askyd medeyn if she hadde done wele And she
seid yae. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr. 6g Beleve^t thowe fully

I alle the prynclpalle articles of the Feithe..? The Sike per-

sone answerethe, Yee. 01466 Gregory Chron. in Hist.
Coll. Cit. Lond. (Camden) 165 ' Yf ye holde you welle
plesyd..say you nowe, ye !'..And thenne alle the pepylle
cryde with 00 voyce, ' \ e 1 ye !

' c 1470 Henry Wallace iv.

364 At him he speryt, all Scottis gyff thai be. Wallace said
' 3a '. c 1500 Lancelot 2843 ' Madem, if 3he remembir, so it

was The red knycht..That wencust al'...' 5ha,' quod the
qwen, 'rycht well remembir I'. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xlii. 15, I said, ' Is this 3our gouirnance, To tak men for

thair luking heir?" Bewty sayis, 5a, schir '. 1526 Tindale
Matt. xiii. 51 Jesus sayde vnto them; have ye vnderstonde
all these thynges ; they sayde, ye syr. 01553 Udall Roy.
ster D. in. iii. (Arb.) 46 K. Royster. Trowest thou so?
M. Mery. Ye plain. 1593 Shaks. Rich. //, m. ii. 2 Rich.
Barkloughly Castle call you this at hand? Au. Yea, my
Lord. 1602 Contention betw. Libera/i/ie fy Prodi^alitic Ii.

iii. (Malone Soc.) 345
/
'(i«. . . What, still so hastily? Ten.

Yoo by gisse, sir, tis high time. 1611 W. Adams Let. in

Rundall Mem. fapon (Hakl. Soc.) 39 He asked whether our
countrey had warres ? I answered him yea. 1796 Pegge
Derbicisms (E.D.S.) 86 Yoy, yes, from yea or ay rather than
yes. 1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 688 * Look on It, child,

and tell me if ye know it.' And Enid .. answer'd, 'Yea,
I know it '. 1865 ' Artemus Ward ' His Bk., Shakers, When
we broke up, sez I, 'my pretty dears, ear I go you hav no
objections, hav you, to a innersent kiss at partm?' 'Yay/
thay sed. 1909 K. D. Wiggin Susanna fy Sue \. 13 [Shaker
Eldress loq.] ' Yee, yee I I remember well !' [footnote Yea
is always thus pronounced among the Shakers.]

b. Expressing assent to a statement, command,
etc. : = Yes 3. (See also 4.)
a 1000 Colloq. AKi/ric in Wr.-Wulcker &6 M. And mamse

fedab ba set^m(*lon ° t̂T sumor ba:t eft hig habban searuwe.
A. Jea swa his <!ob. & lyioCursor M, 1246 ' Sun,' he said,
1 bou most now ga To paradis bat i com fra.'. .' Yai, sir, wist

i wyderward pat tat vncuth contre ware.' a 1330 Otuel 303
'Euele mote he briue & be, pat ferst faille)? of me & te.' }e

lene 3a,' quap otuwel bo. 11375 Joseph Arim. 170, 'I

ti ouwe pat beo bi sone ' bi Iosaplie he seide. ' 5e, sire, so he
is. c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ 2979 ' Ye shul vnto me
swere pe lawes kepe til I agayn come, ..to which bei gan
answere, '>ee, 3ee, man, 3ee !' 1535 Coverdale Josh. xxiv.

22 Ye are witnesses ouer youre selues, that ye haue chosen
you the Lorde, to serue him. And they sayde : Yee. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado tr. ii. 3 Ioh. It is so, the Count Ctaudio

shal marry the daughter of Leonato. Bora. Yea my Lord,

but I can crosse it. 1859 Tennyson Geraint ^ Enid 757
1 Then, Enid, shall you ride Behind ine.' ' Yea, said Enid,
4
let us go.

'

c. Rarely in answer to a negative question {obs. :

= Yes 2 a), or in contradiction of a negative state-

ment (now dial. : =* Yes 2 b).

a :ooo Colloq. Ml/ric in Wr.-Wulcker 92 M. Ne canst bu
huntian buton mill nettum? V. Sea butan nettum huntian

ic mass, a was Ancr. R. 334 Nis nout, cwe5 he, God so
grim ase 3e him uore makieS. No, he seii>, Dauid,
iuihe IKS, T. 3eoi he, MS. C. 3eihe], and sei3 benne
hwareuore. /bid. 392 Ne muhte he mid lesse gref habben
ared us? 5e siker [z>.rr. 3use I wis, 3es I wis], ful lihtliche.

1382 Wyclif Matt. x\ii. 23 Thei..seiden to hym, }°ure

maister payeth nat tribute? And he seith, ^he [1388 5bisL

1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. Ixviii, Quhare[un]to lyve I langer?

Wofullest wicht, ana subiect \nto peyne ; Of peyne? no:
god wote, 3a. 1876 Wavgh Chimney Corner (1879) 149
* Tiiis is th' house isn't it, Matty?' 'Yigh. We're just P

time.* j886 O'nuffe Gloss. Rochdale.w.-Kossendale H 'ds.

<y Phr., K/..is..a negative [answer] to a statement, as,
1 You have not been at home to-day, to which ' yi ' means
that the statement made is untrue.

d. To say yea : to answer in the affirmative;

hence, to give assent.

cnoo 0. & Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1067 Se kyng Ufealh
^eorne hire brewer od ba:t he cwascS ia wi5. c 1300 Bekct 36

This Gilbert seide 3c 1390 Gower Con/ I. 288 And to the

kniht sche seide: *Yee.' c 1400 Apol. Loll. 29 To a ftrme

..oiber 3ie or nay. c 144a Generydcs 3164 They pratd them
to say In all this mater playnly ye or nay. 1513 Dolglas
AEneis 1. Prol. 93 Nocht fullie grantand, nor anis sayand

3c 1568 Grafton Citron. II. 128 A folkemot was an
assembly of people to say yea or nay to that which should

be declared vnto them. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv, I. 72 All

yee that are willing yt the last proposition should stand so

as it is, see yee.

f e. Standing for an affirmative dependent clause

after a verb of saying or believing: =»YeS5. Obs.

C1375 Cursor M. 772 (Fairf.) And wenis bou tat hit is

squa ? Certis, ho sayde I traw ya [v.rr. 3a, 1p\ 1397 Rolls 0/
Parlt. III. 379/1, I trowe rather 3e than nay. c 1489 Cax-
ton Sonnes ofAynion xxiv. 511 Alas, doo they not remembre

me, I byleve better ye than nay. C1500 Melus'we 263 Yf

they swere ye they are your enemyes and to the contrary,

yf they swere that noo.

f£ Yea or no, after whether, in an alternative

dependent question = ( whether . . or not '. So in

an alternative dependent clause, as would I yea or

no = ' whether I would or not '. Obs.

1515 in Leadam Sel. Cases StarCkamber (Selden Soc.) II.

93 To the Interrogatory Whethir thei had this by the Comen
assent ye or noo (etc.). c 1540 B- N- c- (°xf-> "«"** 2 7« TI2

(MS.) Whether J. S. was cosyn and htire of IA. B.], ye or

naye, he knoweth not. 1577 Breton Ftoorish upon Fancie

Wks. (Grosart) I. 7/1 Would I ye or no, I leai nd some of

his raging rules. 1670 In Extr. St. Paters ret. tnends Ser.

iv. (1913) 313 In that time I shall tell thee whether I tb*U

make them yea or no. 1717 De Foe Hist. Ap/ar. iv.ii84o)

30 Whether they really do converse familiarly with us,

yea or no ?

f2. Used as an ordinary adverb directly quali-

fying a clause or word : Even ; truly, verily. Obs.

In the I.tndisfarne and Rushworth glosses on the Gospels

h freq. renders L. etiam,jam — sodtlce, tvitodltce.

C950 Liudisf. Gosp. Mark xiii. 22 Ad seducendos si potest

Jieri etiam electos, to sesuicanne gif ma^e wosa s^e <5a

Secoreno. Ibid. John xvi. 32 Ecce uenit hora et iani ut>iit,

heono cuom 5io tid see cuom [/narg. 51 nu cumrneu
;



YEA. 27 YEANLING.
Rushzo. & ~e comonb 1*1250 Hymn in Trr'n. Colt. Ifont.
App. 258 Iherd ;e beo bin holi nome in heouene & in eorbe.
111300 Cursor M. 1305a pou luues hir ya.i again bi Hue.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 129 pe kyng. .forbeed \>-,\\.

any sehulde selie hytn woode ^e [I*. ctia>n\ forto sebe his

mete ami vitailles wib. 1388 Wvclif Prov, xiv. 20 A pore
man schal be hateful, }he [Vulg. etiam], to his nei^bore.

c 1460 Wisdom 895 in Macro Flays 64 Sehulde we leve bis

lyue, ya whowe. We may a-mende wen we be sage. 1581

A. Hall Iliad in. 58 Helenc.did him earnestly behold,
and swelling yea with wrath [etc.].

3. Used to introduce n statement, phrase, or word,
stronger or more emphatic than that immediately
preceding : = * indeed

'
;

* and more ': = Yes 4.
Often practically coinciding with Nay advA 5, which how.

ever properly expresses the contrast in degree between the
statements, etc., whereas yea expresses their identity in

substance.

a 1340 Ureisun in 0. E. Horn. I. 185 He openeb swa be
moder hire earmes hire leoue child for to cluppen, }e sobes.

1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4797 Scint patric was here monek it

suppe abbot ber 5e ar seint austin come mo ben an bundled
^er, 13.. Cursor M. 19752 (Edin.) He fande a man unfere
In parlesie gia a^te ^ier. 13.. in Pol. Rcl. $ L, Poems
(1903) 261 pou beug wel on bese binges yie. wat toil art, &
wat tou were. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 153
J>ai . . Ioy mad, yty, mare pan ma nemmyt be. C1380
Wvct.iF Wks. (1880) 10 |'ei seyn pat an hebene philosofre..

is wittiere and trewere ban almy^ti god, }e bat g>xl is fals and
a fole. a 1533 I,n. Berners ffuon cxlix. 56$, I had rather haue
lost .tiii. of my best cit yes, ye and all my countre. .destroyed.

1533 Gau Richt I'ay 38 Gift" we be the banns of God thane
ar we alsua heritours, }ei heritours of God. 1579 Lyly
/'uplines (Arb.) 106 How wantonly, yea, and how willingly

haue we abused our golden time. 1605 Camden Rem. 3 As
that the true Christian Religion was planted heere most
auntiently by Ioseph of Arimathia, ..yea by saint Peter,

and saint Paid. C1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1S65) 14 We
see, not onelie in our idiom, but in the latin alsoe, one sym-
bol to have sundrie soundes, ye, and thrtt in one word; as
lego, legis. 1671 Mii.tom /'. R. !. 117 Regents and Poten-
tates, and Kings, yea gods, Of many a pleasant Realm.
1690 W.Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lot. Pief. 3, I did not
always particularly quote the place of my author.. J yea
sometimes I did not so much as set down my author at

all. 1786 Wesley Jrnl. 3 May, Some of them use improper,
yea, indecent, expressions in prayer. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab
n. 130 Those Pyramids shall fall 1 Yea ! not a stone shall

stand to tell The spot whereon they stood 1 1859 Tennyson
Marr. Geraint 704, I ..kept it for a sweet surpnse at morn.
Yea, truly is it not a sweet surprise?

4. Introducing a question or remark iu reply to

a statement, etc., expressing either vague assent or

(more commonly) opposition or objection: = 'In-

deed?'; 'Welt', 'well then'.

_ a i2»s [see sense 1]. c 1230 Halt Meld. 25 Nu bu art

t wedded, Sc of se heh se labe iliht- . ,5*1 nu, hwat trot, ft for

hwuch ping meast hit is? 1377 Lamcu P, PL P. XL 33
' }ee, recche be neuere, 1 quod recchelesnes. £1420 Chrott.

Vilod.y$$i 'pis childerose vp, andalyue he ys'.. .' >e ',quod
be kyng, ' he nasnot dede bo, y- wys.' ' Jeysse, for god ', crur-d

pe kuyV» 'dede he was & his body golde.' Joye, sire',

quod pe archebisshop.., ' Mony grette meracle pis mayden
has do,' ' $e, syre archebysshop, holds bou by clappe 1 For

y |Mt no by-leue bet to.' c 1475 Ra?f Coil$car 376 * Hald
30W fra the Court, for ocht tl at may be; ?one man that

thow outrayd Is not sa sirnpill as he said..' '

5ea t
Dame,

haue nane ilreid of my lyfe to day.* c 1520 SkXLTOM Mag*
nyf. 942 Fan.. .They fell a cbydynge With Crafty Conuay*
aunce. Con. Ab. Ye, dyd they so? 1535 Coverdale Gen.
iii, 1 The serpent. .sayde vnto the woman: Yee, hath God
sayde in dede: Ye shall not eate of allmaner trees in the

garden? 1590 Shaks. Mids, iV. ill. ii. 411 Rob. Come,
recreant. . . Pern, Yea, art thou thei e ? 1605 — Lear 1. iv.

326 (Qo.) Yea, is it come to this? 1859 Tennyson Geraint

•V Enid 128 'Yonder comes a knight.'. .' Yea, but one?
Wait here, and when he passes fall upon him.

fb. As a mere introductory interjection, empha-
sizing the statement following. Obs.

11450 Le Morte Arth. 1626 Kynge Arthur than loude
spake A-monge hys knyghtis to the queue :

' 2a, yonder is

launcelot du lake, Yiff I hym euyr with syght haue sene.'

B. as sb.

1. An utterance of the word 'yea*; an afllrma-

tivc reply or statement; an expression of assent.

(Usually opposed to nay or no: sec also 3.)
1228 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I, 53 Credendi. .per sutim na

vel suum ya. 11400 Cristetu-mon <y Ji~w i?5 in Minor
Poems fr. Vtrmem MS. 488 Ober a nay, or A 3a 1 Sonne tel

bou me swa. c 1480 Henryson Orpheus .$- Eurydice 574
(Bann. MS.) Things.. Till ;e or na quhilk ar indifferent.

1500-20 Dcnb \r Poems xv. 36 Sum micht haif 3c, with littill

cure, That hes oft nay, with grit labour. 1534 Tindale
fames v. 12 Sweare not. .. Let youre ye be ye, and youre

nave nave. 1578 H. Wottom* Courtlie Controv. 230 Take
pitie of htm which attendeth life or death of your yea or

nay. 1588 Smaks, /,. L. L. v. ii. 413 My woing minde shall

be exprest In russet yeas, and honest kersie noes. 1611 i 1

10th Rep. l/ist. MSS. Comm. App, 1, 538 Their No should

be as welcome unto him as their Yea. 1714 tr. JouteCs

Jrnl. Voy. Mexico (17 to) 34 We observ'd that their Vm
consisted in a Cry, fetch'd from the Bottom of the Throat.

1812 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 178 Their nay is the yea

of truth, and its best test. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxxiii.

(1862) 473 Not seldom He giv< s even tn the very act of

seeming to deny ; his Nay proving indeed a veiled Yea.

b. More vaguely: Affirmation, assurance, cer-

tainty, absolute truth ; a positive statement or

principle.

1382 Wvcur 2 Cor. I 18 For oure word the which was at

3011, ther is not in it is [v.rr. }ml ;hej and nay {Vulg. est H
noft), but in it i- is that is, treuthe. 1526! indai.k a Cor. t.

19-20 Goddis sonne Jesus Christ, .was not ye andnaye: but

in hym it was ye. Kor all the promises of God, in hym are

ye [i88« R. V. in him is yea. For bow many soever be the

promises of God, iu hitn is the yea J : and are in hym Amen.

1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. it. iv, Love God. This is the
Everlasting Yea, wherein all contradiction is solved.

2. An affirmative vote ; a person who votes in the

affirmative : usually//., opposed to nays (or noes).
Still in use in the U. S. Congress. Cf. Ave.
1657 Burtons Diary (i823j II. 53 Aft<r a short debate.

.

the House was divided. The yeas went forth. 1706 Hearse
Colled, (O. H. S.) 203 'Twas carried in y e Affirmative Yeas
141, Noes yt. 1781 Hatsell Pice. Proc. Ho. Comm. (1796J
II. k6 note, If this question for adjournment takes place
before four o'clock in the afternoon, and there is a division

upon it, the Yeas go forth; if after four o'clock, the Noes.
1789 Massachusetts Spy ?q Jan. 3 2, 197 Members present—
Yeas lot. 1838 Congr. Globe 24 Dec. 33 1 Mr. Tillinghast
a-ked for the yeas and nays, which were ordered. 1888
BrYCR Amer. Commit', x'ui. I. 176 If one fifth of a quorum
demand a call of yeas and nays, this is taken.

3. Yea and nay (or no) : positive and negative

statement (or command) ; affirmation and denial

(or injunction and prohibition) ; sometimes, alter-

nate affirmation and denial, vacillating statement,

shilly-shallying. Also atlrib, (see C. below).
138a Wyclif 2 Cor, i. 17 Is and not, or ;he and nay. 1387

Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VII. 297 He folwede b« kynges
wille and his ^ee [:•. r, ^he] and nay in al manere wise. 1526
Tindale 2 Cor. i. 18 Oure preach] nge vnto you, was not ye
and naye. 1540 Palscr. Acolastus Declar. Names b 4, To
flatter hym, and holde bira vp with ye and nay. 1598
Shaks. Merry If. 1. iv. 99 The very yea, & the no is, y"
French Doctor my Master fete.]. 1720 Trior Conversation

34 These two went on, With yea and nay, and pro and con.
1886" Ruskin Prmterita 1 1, i. 27 There had been a good deal

of dealers' yea and nay about it. 19x3 H. Brown Our
Renaissance ii. (1918) 56 Beyond yea ur nay he inspired the

greatest of all philosophers.

b. By yea and nay (or no) : a formula of asse-

veration in the form of, and substituted for, an
oath (cf. Matt. v. 34-37). ? Oh.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 54 Longa. You swore to that

Berowne, and to the rest. Berwv. lly yea and nay >ir,

than I swore in iest. 1598 — Merry II'. 1. i. 88. (1641
Brohb Joviall Crew 1. (1652) C 3, by yea-cock and nay-
cock The Fields will afford us a Hed^e or a Hay-cock.]
1661 W. N. etc. Merry Drollery r, 2 l>, He swore by yea and
nay He would have no denial, 1632 Mrs. Behn False Count
Prol. Aij b, By Yea and Nay, sheell throw her self on you.
1828 Craven Gloss, s. v., ' By fair yea and nay,' by a solemn
affirmation. 11839 Prabo Charades fy Enigmas xvii, But
still the Lady shook her head, And swore by yea and nay.

C. Comb, Yea-and-nay a. [attrib. use of

phrase: see B. 3], {a) whose 'communication' is

'yen, yea, nay, nay'; spec, fyea-and-nay man, a

quake r; (/>) of indefinite or indeterminate character,
* neither one thing nor another', ambiguous; (<)

disposed to assent or deny indifferently or according

to expediency; hesitating, vacillating, undecided;

also sb. a Quaker; hence yea-and-nayish adj.

(nonce~wd.) in sense (/') ;
yea-forsootlitf., addicted

to saying *yea forsooth' in the way of superficial

assent; yea-nay a, - yea-and-nay ; yea-say :\

[after Nay-say v.\ intr. to say ' yea ', to assent

;

trans, to assent to
;
yoa-word, a word of assent.

1656 Flecknoe Diarium 35 Above all of your "yea and
nay Man, take especial heed I pray. 1678 {title) A Yea and
Nay Almanack for the people call'd Quakers, a 1700 B. K.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Yea and Nay.Men, Quakers. 1775
Mmk, D'AlBLAY Early Diary Jan. (1889) II. 9 He was
a yea and nay man not worth remembering. 1781 C.

Johnston Hist. J. Juniper I. 81 One of your water-gnu 1,

yea-and-nay good boys. 1807 Antid. Miseries Hum. Life

4 They were Yeas and Nays. ' What's that?' said I. ..

' O quack, quack I suppose ', said the squire. 1828 L. HuKT
Ld. Byron etc. I. 309 Shelley. .bad only to become a yea
and nay man in the House of Commons, to be one of the

richest men in Sussex. 1865 Anne Manning Belforest I.

200, I hate yea-and-nay persons that don't care, and leave

it to yon. 1000 M. Hewlett (title) The Life and Death
of Richard Yea-and-Nay. 1777 Mmk. D'Arblay Early
Diary July (1889) II. 202 Our journey proved very *yea

and nayt'sh. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. 11% 1. 11. 4i_ A Rascally-

*yea*forsooth-knauet to beare a Gentleman in hand, and
then stand vpon Security. 1847 Mrs, Gore Castles in

Air ill. The executor was an infirm *yea-nay old gentleman.

1856 R. A. Yaughan Mystics vtn. it. (i860) II.279 MWV 1
,

It was indeed no time for compliment—for hesitant, yea-

nay utterance upon the question. 1875 Morris sEueids
v:i. 615 Whom all men follow straight, The while their

brazen *yea-saying the griding trumpets blare, Ibid. xu.

841 And yea-saying she bowed. 1887 — Odyss. xui. 47 So
he spake; and all yea-said him and bade the thing to be.

a 1861 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. -V Eng. (1864) III. 82 Nor did
any basbfulncss real or conventional, delay his *yca-word.

Yea, v. [f. prec] intr. (or with it) : To say
' yea

'
; to reply affirmatively : opp. to Nay v. 2 b.

1598 Br. Kau Sat. vi. i. 83 No more smell-feast Vitellio..

loties him in his maw, loaths in his heart, Yet soothes, and
yeas and Nayes on eyther part. 1657 J. Goodwin Triers
'Pried 6 Such as will swallow their camels, and yea it, and
nay it, with them from the one end of their faith unto the*

other. 1670 Establ. 'Pest 23 A.. Jesuit, .ran thou and thee,

and yea and nay, as well as the best of them [sc. Quakers}.

Yead, obs. form of Eyeo.
1598 Q. Ei iz. Plutarch 134 Thre yead men.

Yead, dial, form of Ifbad sb.

1746 Exmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 97 Cbell make thy Yead
addle. 1864 Tennvson North. Farmer v, A bummin awaiy
loike a buzurd-clock ower my yead.

Yead(e, obs. pa. t. of Go 1 see Yodk.
Yeaf, obs. pa. t. of Give. Yeaghe, obs. f.

Yacht. Yeal, dial, form of Ale. Yeald : see

Guild, Old, Yeld, Yield,

1 Yealdon, var. Elding l
,
fuel.

1818 Scott Ilrt. Midi. xlv,Takeawa yealdon, (akeawa low.

Yeale, obs. form of Eel,
a 1625 in Engl. Hist. Rev. Jan. (1915) 25 Some of the

yealea bring worth is. a peece.

Yeale, obs. form ot Yale.
Yea-ling. Sc. Also 8 eeldm, 9 yoildin, yee-

lin', eelin. [? For *even eilding, one of even eild

(^Eld sb.) or equal age with another. Cf. evine/d,

ci'in eild = contemporary in Douglas .I'n. in. xii.

-j 2.] A contemporary in age. Also attrib.

1728 Ramsay Pheenix and Out vi, You, a Specif s by
your sell, Near Eetdins with the Sun your God. 1787 15lkns
Brigs of Ayr 150 My dear-remember d, ancient yealtngs.

1804 Cocier Macguldrochiana 1. x\i, His bonny, vai ious,

J

yeelin' frien's. 1808 Jamiesox, Yeitdins, Yealings.

Yealk, obs. form of Yolk.
Yeallow, yealow, obs. ff. Yellow.
Yealte, obs. var. Yelt.

T Yean, sb. Obs. Also 5 5eeene, 5e(e^ce, yene,
I e(e}ne, yn. [app. f. next.] A young lamb,
yeanling.

1408 liycl. Bible Ps. cxliii. 13 (MS. Fairf. 2) fe sheep of
hem ben wJj ^e( ene [v.rr. ;ene, ^eene, ene, tere, yn J. Hid.
Isa. xl. 11 Me sba! bere sheep \\\\> eene eb<-r \\p lombe [v.rr.

yene, ene].

a 1650 iu J. E.T. Rogers Hist. Agriculture tj Prices (18-7)
V. 341 [Besides the general nan es of sheep, ewes, ram-.,

wethers or muttons, and lambs, 1 find tups, tegs, yeans,..
crones and hoggs].

Yean (yfti)
3 v. Now arch, and dial. Forms:

4 }ene, 6 yene, 6-7 yeane, 6- yean. [? OE.
*ze^anian, related to geton 'ftta', pregnant: see

Y- and Ean v.~\

1. trans. Of a cue: To bring forth (a lamb);
also said of goats and occas. other beasts.

1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) 1 1. 303 Alle
J
e Fplekked lam.

1 berne and kedes bat schulden be t-^ened. a 1513 Fabvan
Chron. vn.uSi 1) 368 A lambe wasyenyd, hauynge.ii. 1 eifytc

1 m dyes. 1523 Fitzhfrb. limb. § 37 An ewe gotn with
lambe .xx. wekes, and shall yeane her lambe in the .xxi.

wtke. 1605 Wili-ET Hexapla Gen. 319 'I here is a riuer in

Assyria..which causeth the shecpe that drinke thereof to

yeane blacke lambes. 1644 Quarles She/It. 0*ac. m!,

J'heyl conspire To yeane their jolly Innibs within thy cot.

1759 R. Brown Coinpl. Farmer 32 'J he ewts yean the

i
polled lamb with ihe least danger. 1800 Wordsw. Pet
Lamb 39 The dam that did thee yean Vpon the mountain,
tops. 1806 SouthEV in Ann. Rtv. IV. 51 To record the

day and hour when a >die( pdbd, a Iamb was yeaned, or one
of tbe flock stolen. 1862 T1 Bnch Poems, I'is. 'Jusculum

15 Watching the white goats.. their young Tending, new
,

yeaned. 1871 R. Kt.i.is tr, Catullus Ixiv. 154 What grim
lioness yeaned thee, nneatfa what lock's desolation?

b. fig. To produce, give birth to.

1598 Marston Sea, of Yillaniew. 39 Yoii's one bath
. ycan'd a fearefull prodigie. 1847 Emerson Poems, Wood
Notes 11, Trenchant time behoves to buny All to yean and

i
all to bury.

2. intr. To biing forth ycung, as a slieep.

1548 Sltot, Adasia, an ob!e \cwe, wbiche bath lately

. yeaned or had a lambe, 1565 Staflbton Fortr. Faith 99
I.ike an ewe when she is yeaning and wrineeth for deliuer.

aunce. 1573-80 Tcssfr Hush. (187s) 73 Eaves readie to

yeane craues ground rid cleane. 1615 SVLVKtm Job
Triumph, iv. 478 'J he time when mountain Goats and
Hinds Do yean and calve, a 1661 Hoi.vday JuT-erat (167 ,)

'. 22 To see a won>an calve, or a cow yean. 1794 T. Davis
Agric. Wilts 17 \\y the time all the ewes have yeaned.

1835 Thiri.wali. Greece vi. I. 212 '1 be twes yean twice

> a year. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 232 Ihe ewes
yean in a yard or standing pen. 1879 But* her & Lang
Odyssey $\'\ he ewes yean thi ice within the full circle ofa year.

Hence Yeaned ppl.a., Yea*nirg vbl.sb. (also

J

attrib,) and ///. a.

1567-1849 [tea New-vfankd ppl. a\ 1574 Hellowes
Guevara's Lam. Ep, (1577) 253 His eawes to haue good
yeaning. 1577 B. Gooca Hertsbach's Husb. 111. {15*6) 139

1 The shepeheard must be as careful as a midwife in the

yeaning time. 1686 Pi ot Stojfordsh. 258 Within thirteen

months she brought 7 I ambs at three yeanings. 1697 Prv-
Dn I'irg. Georg. 11. 751 Tbe yenning Ew«s prevent the

springing Year. 1775 Adair Amer. hid. 309 Tne .she bear

takes an old large hollow tree for her yeaning winter-house.

1776 Complete Grazier fed. 4) xxvi. 144 It is necessary she

[ft*, a ewe] should at her yeaning have the benefit of spring-

ing grass. 1866 Conn Agric. ix. xvi. 487 Late yeaned

lambs, .are generally delicate.

Yean(e, obs. forms of Yawn.
Yeane-sherre, obs. form of Janizary.

1704 J. Pitts Ace. Mohammetans vii. 73 Tbey are all

Yeane-Sherres, or Janizaries, Le. Soldiers.

Yeanling (yi"*nlin). areh. [f. Yr\vN v. 4 -ling.

Cf. Kanmno.] A young lamb or kid. AUofg.
1637 B. Jon-soh Sad Shepherd 1. ii, When to their store

They add the poor man's yeanling. 1644 Quarles Sheph.

Orac, i, One of my weaker yeanlings hapt to stray. 1791

Cowpkr Odyss. ix. 283 As he milked his rwe«..All in their

tums, her yeanling [he] gave to each. i86« MkS. Norton
Lady ofLa Garaye iv. 411 Still to the schools the ana«nt

chiming clock Can's the poor yranlings of a simple flock.

1869 Swinburnk Em. ^ Stud. (1875) 207 lake the young

ones to the teat, I^eft in yeanlings' penfolds pent.

b. appositive or as adj. I'hat is a yeanling

;

yntmg or new-born : esp. of a lamb. Aho jig.

\$<jtTopselts Four.f. Beasts 495 Tbe common Epithets

expressing the nature of this Bea^ [sc. the lamb] are these,

rough, ycanlinc \ed. 1607 yearling), weak, unripe, sucking,

tender. 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 434 The flesh of Lambs or

yeanling Kids. 1760-71 H. Brooke Fool of QuaL (1800)

I. p. xtv, The yeanling kids and cooing turtles. i8i»

W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIII. ^39 To surround
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YEANT.
himself with ushers, proportioned to the number of boys,

and more advanced in acquirement than these yeanling
monitors, a 1873 R. Buchanan Man and Shadow 1. Poet.
Wks. 1874 III. 61 By the yeanling Lambkin's side.

Yeant, obs. f. Giant: see Y(i) note.

a 1440 Sir Eglam. 233 Tlier dwellyth a yeaunt in a foreste.

Ibid. 301 He come where the yeant was.

Year (yi'j). Forms : 1 sear, ser, (ear, 3ar),

2-5 3ear, 2-5 (6 Sc.) %er, (3 5eor, jecer, }8er,

hier, 3-4 Jier, 4 5iere), 3-6 yer, (4 yerr, yeier,

yeire, Jher, Sc. 3heir), 4-5 Jeer, (yher, yhere),

4-5 (6 Sc.) Jere, yeir, 4-7 yere, yeer, 5 Jeere,

(jeyre, heire, heyre, here, Jhere, eer, •£:. yheir,

Jhir, 5-6 yeyr), 5-7 yeere, 5-6 Sc. 3e;r (6-8 zeir),

6-7 yeare, {Sc. zeare, 7 Sc. zear), 6- year. [OE.
(\VS.) gear str. n., also masc, (Anglian) £{r, =
OFris. jtr, jtr (NFris. jtlar, jtr, EPris. jtr, Ir,

WFris.jier), OS. jar, gtr, MLG./A-, NDu. jaer
(LG., Du.faar), OHG., MHG. yV2r (G.jahr), ON.
dr (Sw. dr, Da. aar), Goth, jtr :— *jxrom, cog-

nate with Zend pare year, Gr. uipos year, liipa time

of year, season, year, time of day, OS\.jaru spring

(Russ., Pol., etc. jar spring, Serb, summer) ; cf.

also L. homus of this year (:— *hojorinus). The
normal OE. (flexionless) \>\.giar is represented still

in dialectal usage ; for illustration of the history

see 1 #.]

1. The time occupied by the sun in its apparent

passage through the signs of the zodiac, i.e. (ac-

cording to modern astronomy) the period of the

earth's revolution round the sun, forming a natural

unit of time (nearly = 365} days) ; hence, a space

of time approximately equal to this in any con-
ventional practical reckoning (considered with

respect to its length, without reference to its limits :

cf. 3).
C960 ^Ethelwold Rule St. Bcnet liii. (SchrGer 1885) 85

To yeares fece twe^en £ebro3ra into cumtna cicenan pan.
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. I. 204 Hyt bynnan healfon £eare ealne
bone wa:tan ut atyhb. c 1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 53 Nu a^e
we..leten alse fele da^es, alse hie diden seres.. .J?at we ne
singe5 bo blisfulle songes. c 1205 Lay. 217 Asscanius heold
bis drihliche lond Daises & ^eres. c 1290 S. ling. Leg. 2/33
Twelf Monbe it was bare-afterward and half 5er and more.
21300 Cursor M. 4705 Be be tbrid yeir was gan

t
Vnnethes

was ber beist left an. 136a Langl. P. PL A. vn. 43 pou
schalt ^elden hit a-^eyn at one 3eeres ende. c 1400 St.
Alexius (Laud 463) 53 More he lerned in on $er ban any of
his ober fere dide in seres tene. 1428 E. E. IVills (1882)

80 Competent saleri for an hole here. 1456-70 Acts Parlt.
Scot. (1875) XI 1. 27/2 Landis. .quhilkisour predecessoris hes
iosyt. .ii hundreth ^eirys befor thir days. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xxx. 32 Gif evir my fortoun wes to be a freir, The
dait thairof is past full mony a }eir. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV.

1. i. 13, I that I doe, and haue done any time these three
hundred yeeres. 1637 Decree Star Chamb. x. in Milton's
Areofi.(Arb.)i4 No Haberdasher of small wares,, .not hauing
beene seuen yeeres apprentice to the trade. 1718-19 Swift
Stella's Birthday Wks. 1841 I. 6S2/2 Stella this day is

thirty-four (We shan't dispute a year or more). 1819 Scott
Leg. Montrose vi, A family of four hundred years' standing.
1842 Dickkns Amer. Notes xviii, A gentleman.. within
a year or two on either side of thirty. 1884 Goi.uwin Smith
in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 533 The idea that the United States
are disposed to aggress upon Canada cannot survive a year's
intercourse with their people.

0. 900-30 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) Pref. 4 pa feng wEbel-
bryht his brobur to, & heold .v. *ear. c 1000 Ags. Go$p.
Matt. ix. 20 An wif be bolode blod-ryne twelf ^ear. tiaoo
Vices <y Virtues 143 |>rie hier and six monebes. ^1205
Lay. 3789 Ale be twa sere, a 1225 Ancr. R. 218 Efter ueole
3er. 1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 741 An hundreth and twenti
yhere. e 1386 Chaucf.r Knt.'s T. 588 And thre yeer in this
wise his lif he ladde. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 1. xi. 56 Poul
was slain bifore the tyme of this exile bi almost xxx 1

, ^eer.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) u8 b, A thynge done
perauenture a dosyn yere before. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
(Rolls) II. 121 Mony 3eir. 1553 Becon Reliques ofRome
(1563) 200 He had burned in Purgatorye a greate number of
yeare. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 181 He will last you some
eight yeare, or nine yeare. 1699 Bentley /Vial. Pref. p.
lxxxv, Sir Henry Spelman..used it lxxx Year since. 170Z
in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VII. 101 The Cure* is now stone
blinde, & has been this 4 year. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxix,
At last they didna 'gree at a' for twa or three year.

b. Following and qualifying a date : = a year
before or after , . . ; f was a year, a year
ago. More commonly expressed by twelvemonth
(TWKLVEMONTH I b).

,

2533 Cromwell in Merriman Life «$ Lett. (1002) I. 362
That.. your pleasure maye be to suffer it to bere date from
Mydsomer Was a yere. i6o5 G. \V[oodcocke] Lives Emf>.
in Hist. Ivstine LI 5, The Emperor.. tooke him prisoner
vppon the same day twentye yeares, after that his father
was taken prisoner by Charles the fift. a 1873 Wjlberforce
Ch. #f Enip. (1874) 8 On the day year on which he had_
received our Lord's servants into his house. 1880 Disraeli'
Endym. xxxv, I should not be surprised.. if he were to
change his name again before this time year.

C. In reference to the duration of some (usually

painful) experience, as the sufferings of purgatory
(always in reference to years ofpardon), a term of
imprisonment, etc. (Usually//, with numeral.)
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 61 Vuele god us brisefi, . . ofier burh

orf qualm ofter burh smerte $ier [cf. G. schmerzenjah?\.
1357 Lay Folks Cateeh. (L.) 221 And so my3t pardoun be
gotun to sey yche day a lady sawter ^he ten bowsand xer in

on ^ere. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 8 pewenti bowzand 5er of par-
doun. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aytnon x. 271 ' Goody

s

curse have he for it ', sayd Charlemagne, ' and an evyll yere,%

28

1533 Gau Richt Vay 5 Sa mony thousand 3erls of pardone

pouers and remissione of sine and payne. 1874 W. S. Gil-

bert Charity 11, Mr. S... There is nothing to connect me
with that matter... Ruth. Nothing?.. I've writin* of yours

which is fourteen year [i.e. penal servitude], if it'sa day.

1901 Scots/nan 27 Feb. n/r The woman also told him that

..if he was not careful she could get him fifteen years.

d. pi. with numeral, expressing a person's age.

(Cf. 5.)
More usually either followed by cf age or old, or omitted

by ellipsis ; e. g.
( a man fifty years of age ', or ' fifty years

old ', or 'a man of fifty \ For obs. variants of expression

see quots.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11315 O gode haliman .. O sex scor

yeire, hight symeon. 13.., etc. [see Old a. 4b]. c 1380

Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 83 W7han [Crist] was twelfe ^eer

olde. 1382 — Matt. ii. 16 Alle the children,.. fro two ^eer

age and with ynne. c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 177, I wol

no womman thritty yeer of age. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 148
The yongest of hem hadde of age Fourtiene yer. (11425
Cursor M. 1 23S6 (Trin. ) I hesu was b^t tyme bore Of ei^te yeer
olde & more, c 1450 Merlin i. 15 It scmed ij yere age or

more, c 1480 Clulde ofBristoive 37 in llazl. E. P. P. 1. 112
When the child was xij yere and more. 1523 Fitzherb.
Hush. § 67 Put theym boihe in one pasture, tyll they be foure

or fyue yere olde, 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 14 Ane
woundit man, of aucht and threttie ^eiris. 1600 Shaks.
A. V. L. ii. iii. 73 At seauenteene yeeres, many their for-

tunes seeke But at fourescore, it is too late a weeke. 1609
Skene Reg. Ma/., Table 62 b, The heire of ane Soccoman
is of perfiteage, quhen he is passed fivetene zeares. 1675
Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 32 Wine, that aged was eleven year.

1695 Smibald Autobiog. (1834) 127 Four children., who died
all before they were full four yeer old. 1847 Tennyson
Princess v. 544 A nurse of ninety years.

e. In special or idiomatic genitive or attrib.

uses, qualified by a or a numeral.
c 1000 /Ei-fkic Grant, xlix. (Z.) 2S7 Annicul/ts, anes geares

cild o3fte lamb. 1451, 1552 [see Day sb. 11]. 1475 Bk.
Xoblesse (Roxb.) 8 The dyvysyon. .dured in Fraunce con-
tinuelly by .xj. yeerday, 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) C iv, My
enmy straunged but for a ten yeares daye. 1609 C. Butler
Fern. Men, (1623) D iij, The Bee is but a yeares Bird, with
some advantage. 1635 in Foster Crt. Min. E. Ind. Co/up.

(1907) 67 [At 4I. per hundred at] a yeares day of payment.
1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept., A people that have been un-
hinged this twelve-years day, and are unhinged still. i85o
Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 181 She.. is classed in Lloyd's
Register as an eight years' ship.

2. a. With qualifying words, denoting periods

differing in length according to the manner in

which they are computed in some scientific or

conventional reckoning.
Anomalistic, astronomical, canicular, civil, embolismic,

equinoctial, Gregorian, Julian, lunar, lunisolar, natural,
sidereal, solar, Sothic, tropical, vague (etc.) year; see
the adjs.

c 1055 Byrhtfertli's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 316 pa:s
yeares da^as }>e £,etelwise witan nemniad on lyden Solaris

jumus, & on englisc ba;re sunnan ?;ear. 1579-80 North
Plutarch (1595) 79 For the Romanies at the beginning had
but 10. moneths in the yere : as some of the barbaroifs people
make but three moneths for their yere. 1592 [see Julian].
1594 Blunuevil Exerc, 11, 1. xlii. (1597) 171 D, The Egyptian
yeare containeth the iust number of 365. dayes. 1728 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Period, Victorian Period, an Interval of
532 Julian Years. 1757 J. Ferguson Astron. (ed. 2) xxi.

§ 408 The Solar or Tropical Year, which contains 365 days,

5 hours, 48 minutes, 57 seconds ; and is the only proper oi

natural year, because it always keeps the same seasons to
the same months. 1841 Wilkinson Mann. <y Cust. Ane.
Egypt, xi. Ser. 11. 1. 17 The sacred was the same as the solar
or vague year, i860 R. S. Poole in W. Smith Diet. Bible
I. 505/1 There appear to have been at least three years in
use with the Egyptians before the Roman domination, the
Vague Year, the Tropical Year, and the Sothic Year.

b. trans/. Applied to a very long period or

cycle (in chronology or mythology, or vaguely in

poetic use).

Cynic year; see Cynic a, 3. Great year (Gr. jxcyac iw-
av7o<;), the period (variously reckoned) after which all the
heavenly bodies were supposed to return to their original
positions, also called Platonic year (see Platonic a. 3 b)

;

also occas. used of certain cycles in modern chronology.
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. vm. xxi. (Bodl. MS.) If.

86 1 Chaunging of roundenes and cercles of sterres..be
chaungeing of hem falleb in euerich xxxvj. M. 3eere. And
bis be greete 5ere bat is the laste of alle binges. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. IV. xi. 123 b, With the life

of this bird [sc. the phcenix], the reuolutionof the great yere
is made, which diuers. .say to consist, not in 540. yeres, but
in 12950. yeres. 1587 Golding De Mornay xxvi. (1592) 402
If they had liued lesse thrtn Sixe hundred yeares, their
obseruations had bene in vaine, because the great yeare
continueth so long. 1594 Blunoevil Exerc. 11. 1. xxxvii.
Oso?) 170 It is called of some the yeare of the worlde, and
of some the great yeaie of Plato, which contayneth accord-
ing to Alphonsus, 49000. yeares. .yet some affirme that the
perfect yeare of the worlde contayneth but 36000 yeares.
1666 S. Parker Free <y Impart. Censure (1667) 91, I will
engage you shall never be one of their Disciples, though
you should study them [sc. Platonists] to the revolution of
their Great Year. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 583 On such day
As Heav'ns great

^
Year brings forth. 1737 Whiston

Josephits, Antiq. 1. iii. §9 Unless they had lived six hun-
dred years : for the Great Year is compleated in that inter-
val. 1830 Lyell Priuc. Geol. I. 116 The 'great year,' or
geological cycle. 1871 Alabaster Wheel of Law 89 Five
thousand angelic years, which are five hundred and eighty-
six millions of the years of men. 1893 Huxley Romanes
Lect. 36 The suggestion that the power and the intelligence
of man can ever ai rest the procession of the great year.

C. The period of revolution of any planet round
the sun {planetary year)

.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The Times wherein Jupiter,
Saturn, the Sun, Moon, &c. finish their Revolutions. .are
respectively call'd the Years of Jupiter, and Saturn, [etc.].

YEAE.

1870 E. F. Burr Ecce Coclutn iv. 104 According to the
Neptunian calendar, it is only thirty-six years since the
creation of Adam.
3. A space of time, of the length stated in sense 1,

with fixed limits, a. esp. Such a space of time as

reckoned in a calendar and denoted by a number
in a particular era : commonly divided into twelve

calendar months, in the ordinary (Roman) calendar

beginning with January and ending with December,
and consisting of 365 (or 366) days : see Calendar
1. (Distinctively called the civil year.)
Year of Christ, \ of God (Sc), rf our Lord (Lord sb. 7 b),

cf grace (Grace sb. 12), t cf salvation (Salvation 1 c), a
particular year of the Christian era (denoted by a number
following).

(Formerly also in pi. with numeral, denoting a particular

year of an era.)

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 41 His magas ferdon aslce gere

to hierusalem. C1132 O. E. Chrou. (Laud MS.) an, 1132
Dis gear com Henri king to bis land, c 1205 Lay. 7220 He
makede |>ane kalend be dihted }>ane menee- & be^er. a 1250
Owl fy Night, roi pat ober 3er a faukun bredde. c 1250
Gen. «y Ex. 150 Two geuelengdhes timen her, And two sol-

stices in 3e 5er. 1357 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (1879) 118 The
sacrement of the auter. .whilk ilk man and woman. .aught
forto resceyve anes in the yhere. 1396 in Scott. Antiq. (1900)

XIV. 217 The ^eevnde day of May the yher of our Iorde

mccc neynty and sex. a 1500 Bernard, de cura rei /am.,
etc. (E.E.T.S.) 32 Be the yheris of cryst comyn and gone,
Fully nynty ande nyne. 1556 Lauder Tractate of Kyugis
19 The rjeir of God Ane m.y.clvi. 1584 in Cath. Rec. Soc.

Publ. V. 64 The lettre from Richard Hutton written in

September withowt yere. 1607 Toisell F'ourf. Beasts 297
Stalions are to be seperated from Mares al the yeare long,

except at the time of procreation, a 1646 J. Gregory
Learned Tracts (1649) 164 The Christians did not use to

reckon by the years of Christ, until the 532 of the Incar-

nation, Ibid, 165 That the first year Dionysian of Christ

ought to bee reckoned the third. 1657 North's Plutarch,
Add. Lives 4 In the yeer of the Salvation of all man-
kinde, three hundred thirty and nine, a 1700 in Cath.
Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 335 [They] were al by holy obedience
sent to Paris in the yeare 1652. 1788 Cowper Stanzas Bill

cf Mortality 2 Could I.. as sure presage To whom the
rising year shall prove the last. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi,

The Hielands hae been keepit quiet since the year aughty-
nine—that was Killiecrankie year. 1861 M. Pattison Ess.
(i88g) I. 36 Dr. Pauli..more than once gives the day and
the month, without remembering to add the year of an
event.

C1440 Alphabet of Tales 265 Abowte be yeris of our Lord
ccccvj. 1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 1 The ferd

day of the moneth of August, the 3ere of God etc. lxxiij

Jen's.

b. Such a space of time, with limits not neces-

sarily coinciding with those of the civil year, forming

a division of a period (or the whole period) of

office, study, or other occupation, or of a person*s

lifetime (in these cases commonly with ordinal

numeral, often with possessive noun or pronoun),

or taken between definite dates for some special

purpose, e.g. taxation, payment of dividends,

agricultural operations, etc.

ciooo Lambeth Ps. xxx. 11 Lif min and jearas mine.
c 1200 Ormin 9503, & ta wass Kayfasess jer pe fifte 3er

bigunnenn. a 1325 Leg. Kath. 43 pe fif & brittuSe }er of

bis [sc. Maxence's] rixlinge. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725)

I. 10 In his elleuent 3ere com folk, bat misleued. C1425
Cursor M. 3893 (Trin.) His :eies passed & seuen dayes
Rachel he weddide be story sayes. c 1450 Godstow Reg,

138 pe v. yer of be reine of kmge Edwarde. 1518 Star
Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 162 Suche greate charges

as they [sc. sheriffs], .must bere by Reason of the same
Office after their yer Ended. 161 1 B. Jonson Catiline in.

i, Which I'll perform.. not for my year, But for my life.

1616 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. III. 34 There in your English
Colledge,.,he liued and heard his course of philosophic and
almost two yeares of school diuinitie. 1631 Milton Sontt.

vii. 2 How soon hath Time..Stoln on his wing my three

and twentith yeer 1 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glo*y{\Z6g) 61

His living in obscurity from His twelfth to His thirtieth

yeere. 1848 E. S. Creasy Eton Coll. 42 The relative posi-

tions which the boys of each year had occupied in the

school. 1871 Smiles Charac. iii. (1876) 68 At the following

Christmas examination he was tfie first of his year.

C. Such a space of time as arranged for religious

observance in the Christian Church, with special

seasons and holy days, beginning with Advent (but,

formerly or locally, with other periods).

a 1400 IVyclifs Bible (1850) IV. 683 The lessouns, pistlis,

and gospels, that ben rati in the chirche al the 5eer. 1657
Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer 106 We begin . . our Ecclesiastical

year (as to some accounts, though not as to the order of

our service) with the glorious Annunciation of his Birth

by angelical message. 1827 Keijle {title) The Christian

Year; Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and Holydays
throughout the year. 1875 IV. Smith's Diet. Chr. Antiq.

I. 33/1 The first Sunday in Advent was not always the

beginning of the liturgical year. ..The Antiplwnarius of

St. Gregory begins 1 Advent, and the Liber Responsalis

with its Vigil. But the earlier practice was to begin the

ecclesiastical year with the month of March, as being that

in which our Lord was crucified (March 25).

4. As the period of the seasons, and of the growth

of crops and vegetation in general ; hence poet.

connoting the phenomena of growth and decay.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. 'P. 222 Myn herte and alle my

lyma been as grene As laurer thurgh the yeer is for to sene.

c 1430 Tzvo Cookery-bks. 29 Take Strawberys, Sc waysshe
hem in tyme of 3ere in gode red wyne. 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 59 Make hillocks of molehils, in field thorough
out, and so to remaine, till the yeere go about. 1637 Milton
Lycidas 5 Shatter your leaves before the mellowing year.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 18 As yet the trembling year is
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unconfirmed, And Winter oft at eve resumes the breeze.
1781 Cowfer Heroism 24 Vines, olives herbage, forests
disappear, And all the charms of a Sicilian year. 1842
Tennyson Day Dream, Sleeping Palace i, The varying year
with blade and sheaf Clothes and reclothes the happy plains.

b. trans/. A year's produce. (A literalism.)

138a Wvclif Joel ii. 25, Y shal 5ee.de to you the 3eris

whom the locust eete.

C. Each of the annual rings in the wood of

a tree. rare.

1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 16.3 The Circles, or (as they are
commonly call'd) Years, are closer.

5. //. Age (of a person).
Years ofdiscretion', see Discretion 6b.
a xooo Cxdmons Gen. 2 ;8r *£earum frod. c 1200 Ormin

10885 Himm birrb beon fullwaxenn mann, & shadd fra
childess ^eres-;. a 1225 Juliana 5 5 llI1Se mon °t ^eres.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12759 ^ e waayong & yepe, of yeris but
lyte._ c 1500 Lancelot 1431 Euery gilt

. . Done frome he
passith the }eris of Innocens. a 1529 SkELTON Death A".

Edzu. IV 37, I se wyll, they leve that doble my ;eri>. 1577
Hanmkr Arte. Eccl. Ifist. (1619) 251, 1 my selfo learned it of
one of no small credile, of great yearcs. 1598 R. Bkrnard
tr. Terence, Hecyra v. i, I am of tiiat yeares now that it

were no reason to remit mine offence. ci6io Women Saints
(18S6) 39 When she was of yeares fitt for marriage. 16..
Middi.eton, etc. Old Law 11. ii, Ere they be thought at
years to welcome misery ! 1624 Qi ari.es Job Militant
Medit. xvi, Daves, produced to decrepit yeeres, Fild with
experience, and grizly haires. c 165a Milton Sonn.to Sir
H. I'anc 1 Vane, young in yeares, but in sage counsell old.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's P'oy. E. Ind. 1 Ever since I came to
years, that I could tell my own inclinations. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones xii. xiii, You may change your Opinion, if you
live to my Years. 1794 Mrs. Radclii-fe Mysi. Udolpho
xiii, That Madame Clieron, at her years, should elect a
second husband, was ridiculous. 1867 Freeman Norvz.
Cony. I. vi. 594 William, still a boy in years but a man in
conduct and counsel.

b. Full or mature age (esp. in phr. into or to

years, ofyears) ; old age (esp. in phr. in years —
old, aged). Now arch, ox poet.

Stricken, struck, strucken in years: see the pa. pples.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Feb., Emblem, Men of
yeares haue no feare of god at al. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's
Civ. Couv. in. (1586) 130 It is better for a man to cluise

a youir^ wife, then one in yeares. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, it.

iii. 66 Till my infant-fortune comes to yeeres. 1605 First
Pt. Jeronimo 1. iii, Had not your reuereud yeares beene

Sresent heere, I should haue ponyarded the Villaynes
owels. 1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts 392 If the horse be

of yeeres. 1623 Cockeram ii, Vnder Yeeres, Minoritie,
Nonage. 1633 Laud in Strafford's Lett. (1739) I. 111,

I am in Years, and have had a troublesome Life. 1724
A. Collins Gr, Chr. Rel/'g. 85 As they grew into Years.

1773 Burnev Pres. St. Mus. Germany (1775) I. 329 Wagen-
seil is rather in years. 1813 Scott Trierm. 1. viii, The Man
of Years mused long and deep. 1868 Browning King fy

Bk. in. 284 He was slipping into years apace, And years
make men restless.

6. pi. (moreor less vaguely) : Age, period, times;

Vfithposs. pron. time or period of life.

a 1225 Aucr. R. 218 I5e uonne }eres [of monastic Hfe] nis

hit bute bal-pleouwe. 1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 215 Fram be
3oubc of my ^er^erned ich haue Of wide werkus to wite.

138a Wyclif Isa. xxxviii. 15, I shal eft thenke to thee alle

my ^eres, in the bittcrnesse of my soule. 1430-40 Lvdg.
Bochas vni. xiL (MS. Uodl. 263) 379/1 The lord of lordi*,

lord of longest yeeris. a 154a VVyatt Penit, Ps. en. xxiii,

Take me not Lord away In myddes off my yetes. 1659
H. PLUMprRi-: in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 6
Wishing that all your yeares yet to come may passe over
with mirth and jollitycs. 1719 Watts Ps. xc, Our God, our
help in ages past, Our hope for years to come. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vcrtue's Anecd. Paint, (1786) IV. 28 Those
who know any thing of the state of painting in this country
of late years. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 8. 430 The
last years of Elizabeth's reign were years of splendour and
triumph abroad.

b. In emphatic or hyperbolical use, chiefly in

pi. : A very long lime. (Cf. Age sb. 10 b.)

169a Drydkn Cl.omenes 1. i, Where hast thou been this

long long year of hours? ^1759 J. Goff in Jrnl. Friends
Hist.Soe. (1918)69 D r Betty, I think every Day Absent from
thee, Years. 185a Thackeray Esmond 11. 1, At certain
periods of life we live years of emotion in a few weeks. 1853
M. Arnold Scholar Gipsy v, Once, years after, in the
country lanes, Two scholars whom at college erst he knew
Met him.

7. Phrases. (See also senses 2, 3, 5.)
A year, formerly also a^ere, ayeerr a-year [A adj.2 4,

p>ep. y %\i\: every year, yearly,/ter annum. tBy (the) year
(By prep. 24c]: in the same sense; rarely ^by years. Also
by the year, from year to year {as a tenancy, etc). Year
after year [After/;,/. 6], year by year {V^ prep. 25 c],

from year toyear [ From /r<r/. 3 b]: through a succession
of years, either continuously or at some particular time in
each year; every year successively. (Hence year-to-year
adj. phr., occurring or done from year to year.) Also i/or
year and year. \Frow x year to x year, x year and x
year-^ every x years. I Year, year, and year-, on a staled
occasion every year in succession. Year in and 1 year
out (In adv. 2] : as each year begins and until it ends ; con-
tinually throughout the year (and through successive yearsi.

a 1850 Owl fy .Wight. 113^ par treon schulleb a yer blowe,

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvii. Ixi. (Tollem. MS.), The
tige tre..bereb frute brics or fowre sibes a^ere. 1435 in

Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 417 Paid. .the mairalt'e dew
ffor the ground in the Groccres' Hall, . .ipurchased ayeer..
xl lb. 1573-80 Tusskr Ilnsb. (1878)28 Christmas comes but
once a yeere. a 1791 Wesley Jl'ks. (1S72) VIII. 327 Every
worn-out Preacher shall receive, .at least ten pounds a-year.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 291 Every man who had
fifty pounds a year derived from land. 1861 Brougham Brit.

Const, vi. (1862) 84 He pays ^ 10 a-ycar to the owner.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10212 pa. halud alle be festes dere £e

lues war wonto balu hi yere. 14.. Customs of Matton \\\

Suriecs Misc. (1890) 59, ij suttesby be ?er' to besaydcowrtt.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. v. (.MS. Bodl. 263) 22/2 She. .tauhte
ther laboreris To sowe ther greyn & multeplie bi yeris.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour xvii. 23 A ladi..that might spende
more thannc fyue hundred pounde bi yecre. 1544 tr. Little-

tons Tenures m. viii. 108 b, If such lande be worth xl. s. by
yere. 1640 Haiungton Edw. Ik''95 The reward of a hundred
pound by the yeare during life. 1797 [.see By prep. 24 cj.

1611 Bible 2 Sam. xxi, r Th'-re was a famine . .three yeeres,

yeere after yeere. 1830 Tennyson Day Dream, Sleeping
Beauty i, Year after year unto her feet. .The maiden's jet-

black hair has grown.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. H ycli/~(i&5i) 131

J'e alines of J'ise bischoppes of so old synne is gedren for

a certeyn rente 3^r bi 3er in lecherle to lige. c 1401 Pilgr.

Smvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv. 82 In euery countie ben cer-

teyne officers yere by yere chaunged for the more sykernes.

1539 Bible (Great) 1 Kings x. 25 (They] brought hym euery
man his present, vesselks of syluer [etc.] yere by yere.

1585 Higins Junius' Piomencl, 5/2 Annates,. .Chronicles :

records of matters done yeare by yeare. 1793 Cowper A
Talc 77 Be it your fortune, year by year, The same resource

to prove. 1885 Sir H. Cotton in Law Rep. 30 Chanc. Div.
12 The accounts were delivered year by year to Mr. Norton.
1:1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 62 Fro ^er to ;er, fro seuene

,er to seucne ^er. 1436 Pot. Poems (Rolls) II. 175 Nowwolle
ye here how they in Cotteswokle Were wonte to borowe, or

they schulde be solde, Here wolle gode, as for yere and
yere [v.r. fro yere to yere]. Ibid. 176 Ffor yere and yere
they schulde make paymente, And some tyme als too yere
and too yere. c 148s H. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 20 There
as thou hast deyllyd from heyre to }ere. 1539 Bible

(Great) 1 Sam. ii. 19 Hys mother made hym a lytic-

coate, and brought it to him horn yere to yere. 1594
R. AshlBY tr. Loys le Roy 63 From three yeares to three.

c 1630 Mii.ton Sonn, i. 11 As thou from yeer to yeer hast

sung too late For my relief. 1635 in Foster Cri. Min. E.
India Comp. (1907) 29 At yeare, yeare, and yeare from the

first of March next. Ibid. 93 Yeare, yeare and yeare, upon
rebate. 1838 H. H.White Watkins' Brine. Conveyancing
ii. (ed. 8) 28 note, A tenancy from year to year. 1845 A. Pol-
son in Encycl. Mctrop. II. 829/1 An estate from year to

year may arise not only from express stipulation, but even
from that general letting heretofore held to constitute an
estate at will. 1855 I. Taylor Rcstor. Belief (1856) 218 A
year-to-year reading of the Gospels. 1870 Huxley Lay
Serm. etc. (1877) 251 That the energy radiated from year to

year was supplied from year to year.

1868 Louisa M. Ai.cott Little Women xv, You see other

girls having splendid times, while you grind, grind, year in

and year out. 1881 Mrs. Riddfxl Senior Partner 111. 135
At Mr. M cCullagh's the same faces greeted customers year
in year out.

D. Law. (a) 3
r
earandday, a period constituting

a term for certain purposes, in order to ensure the

completion of a full year. Year, day
t
and waste,

a prerogative whereby the sovereign was entitled

to the profits for a year and a day of a tenement

held by a person attainted of petty treason or

felony, with the right of wasting the tenement

:

finally abolished in 1870.
Cf. MDu. j'aer en dagh, a year and six months (and,

locally, three days).

c 1430 Merlin xxxiii. 682, I shall seche hym a yere and a
day, but with-ynne that space I may knowe trewe tidinges,

\\e^Rolls ofParll. V. 274/2 In case the Mairc, Constables,

and Felawship aforesaid, commence not their accion. .within

the yer and day next after thoffence. 1514 Extr. Aberd.
Reg. (1844) I. 90 Vnder the pane of banyssing of the toune

for ^er and day. 1548 Staunkord Kinges Prerog. xvi.

(1567) 49 b, If the hus'-and be atteinted of fclonie the kinge
shall haue the yeare, daye and wast of the landsof the wife.

1659 Hicks tr. PtoTfden's Abn'dem. Comm. 212 So by the

custom of many Maunors, one shall lose Copyhold if ho
claims it not within a year and day after thedeath of his

ancestor. (1x768 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 1. vi. § 42. 1820

Scott Afonast. xxv, When we are handfasted,.. we are man
and wife for a year and day; that space gone by, each may
choose another mate. 19:3 Act $ %-4 Geo. V. c. 20 § 103

When the sequestration is dated within year and day of any
effectual adjudication.

{b) Years and terms, in full books of years and
terms, the year-books,
1528 More Dyaloge in. Wks. 239/1 In the yeresand termes

called Hunnescase. 1883 Wharton's Law Lex., Year-books,

or Books of years and terms.

See also Goodye.vu, New-year, To-year.

8. Comb., as year-end, -spinner; year-born,

-counted, -marked adjs. ;
year-bird, a name for

Khytieeros plicatus, a bird of the Malay archi-

pelago, having a very large beak with a wrinkled

growth on the top, which was believed to develop

a fresh wrinkle every year ;
year-count, among

the N. American Indians, a series of figures each

symbolizing the chief event of a year, usually

painted on hide, and forming a record or chronicle

(also called winter-count) ;
year-ring, each of the

rings formed by successive years' growth in the

wood of a tree ; f year-tack, a lease for a year.

See also YEAR-BOOK, etc.

1873 Cassetts Bk. Birds 1 1 1. 137 The plumageof the *Year
Bird is principally black, a 1883 Rossbtti Soothsay \, Let
no man ask thee of anything Not *yearborn between Spring
and Spring, a 1896 D. G. Urinton in Keane Ethnol. (t8g6>

218 There is absolutely no similarity between the Tibetan

calendar and the primitive form of the American, which was
not intended as a "year-count, but as a ritual and formulary.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xliii, My own small 'year-

counted existence. 187a Haktlev Yorksh. Ditties Ser. n.

106 A nice little bit to fall back on i' th' Savings bank at th*

•year end. 1899 Westm. Gax. 4 Jan. 6/3 The year-end

stocktaking results. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girts xxiii,

Old and "year-marked faces. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson
Chem. Technot, (ed, 2) I. 58 The original form and structure

of wood.. arc retained by the charcoal left by each, so that

*>car-ringsand cells may be distinguished 'ii wood-cbarcoal.
1598 Sylvester Du Barias 11. ii. 11. Babylon 512 One
[language],, .becomming old, Is cradle-toomb'd : another
warreth bold With the *yeer-spinners. 153a Abst. Protocols
Tenon Clerks Glasgow (1879) IV. 57 James Grahame sail

baef ane "yeyrtak for the yeyr that he has gewin our to
hyme.

Year, obs. f. Ere
;
year whayle = Erewhtle.

a 1592 Greene Jas. II', 1. Induct., What were those
Puppits that hopt and skipt about me year whayle ?

Year-book (yi»*ibuk). [Cf. MLG. jdrbdk,
MDu. jaerboeck (Du. jaarboek), OHG. jdrpuoh
(G. jahrbuch\ etc.]

1. //. The books of reports of cases in the English
law-courts published annually during sevcial periods
from the reign of Edward II to that of Henry VIII.
1588 Fraunce Lau-iers Logike t. xvii. 61b, Uncoherent

cases in yeare-bookes. 1639 Sanderson Serm. (165;) II. ix.

18 ) The- Reports and year-books of our Common Law. 1688
SirE. Herbert Ace. Autli. Halcs's Case 12 Plowden, who.,
is as little like to be mistaken in the sense of the Year-books
as any Reporter we have. 1796 Seward Anecd. IV. 5.1
[Ld. Mansfield] said, thai, when he was young, few persons
would confess they had not read a considerable part, at least,

of the Year Books. 1824 J. Johnson Typographia I. 431 It

has been supposed that Pynson printed above forty year-
books.

2. A book published annually and containing
information for the year, e.g. in connexion with a

society or religious denomination ; an annual.
1710 Steele Tatter No. 261 p 4 The following Fragment

out of much more which is written in my Year- Book, 1839
Tiiubs (title) The Year-book of Facts in Science and Art

:

exhibiting the most important discoveries and improvements
of the past year. 1847 {title) The Congregational Year Book,
for 1846. 1858 Si.MMONDs Diet. Trade, Year-book, an
annual ; a book of law cases ; a turf register. 1883 (title)

The official Year-book of the Church of England.

3. A book of information about the various days
and seasons of the year, as Hone's Year-Book

(1829).
Yeard, 5eard, Sc. forms of Earth.
1596 Dalrymfu tr. LcsiL's Hist. Scot. tS.T.S.) I. 35 Out

of the senrd we cutt peate* and turfes. a 1783 Burd Ellen
xi. in Child Ballads III. 88/1 A yeard-fast stane.

Yeard, obs. form of Yard.
Year-day. Forms : see Year and Day ; also

year's day (yeeres dai, etc.). [In OE. glares dug
— OFris. ierisdei, MDu. jacrsdag/i, OHG.jdr(s)tac

(MHG./s«/af, G. jahrslag) .]

1 1. (year's day.) The first day of the year, New
Year's Day. Obs. (Cf. V. jour de Van.)
a 1122 O.K. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1096 To scares dae^e

1387 Trfvisa Hidden (Roll*.) IV. 275 [Christ] haddc of \>e

firste gere of his burbc but sevene dayts from be nativite to

3eresday.

2. A day observed every year in commemoration
of a person or event, an anniversary ; esp. a day on

which requiem services were held every year in

commemoration of a deceased person : cf. Obit
2 b and Year's mind. Cbs. exc. Hist.
1300 Gowkr Cony. II. 171 To every godd..Thci made a

temple forth withal, And ech of hem his yeeres dai Attitled

hadde. c 1440 Prowp. Parv. 537/2 Serday, anniversaries.

1448111 ling. Gilds (1^70) 281 We haue'ordeyned..for tokepe
the a,ereday of Jon lyster of Canibryge merely. _

1 1450 in

Aungier Syon (1840) 275 How be it the fyrst dirige may be
difT(:rred,..3et the xxx'1 day and 5eres day sclial neuer be

differed. 15*6 Lincoln Mills (1914) I. 179 That the sayd
feoffers-.yerely kepe up the afor>a>d tyme my yereiiay for

my soule. 1579-80 North I'tittarch (1595) 584 The very
daies on the which the women celebiated the feast and
yeareday of Adonis death.

3. //. Days of the year.

1897-8 Ann. Rep. Bur. An:er. F.lhuol. p. xliii. (Cent.

Diet. Suppl.) A simple observation on the setting sun behind
a distant sierra, which would in it-elf permit a count of year-

days, if not the recognition of the bissextile.

Yeard-hunger : see Yerd-hinger.
Yeare, obs. form of Ear, Year.

Yeared (y\"i<\,poet. yi»Ted),«. or pa.pple. Also

f i-yeerid. [f. Year + -Ei).j

1. f That has lived or lasted a given number of

years ; so many years of age, or of so many years'

standing : as old iyeeiid = of old standing ; twice

yeared = that has lasted two years
;
yeared to

thirty = thirty years of age {obs.). Also without

qualification, That has lasted many year? (poet.).

C1411 Hocclevk De Reg. Princ. 1858 pou of be pryuc

seel art old I-yeerid. 1583 Bcrghley in Nicolas Mem.
Sir C. Nation (1847) 3*3 Hh (sc. Oxford sj fall in her

Court, which is now twice yeared. 16031). Jossos Sejanus

1. i, Year'd but to thirty. 1848 Baicfy J-estns (1852) 282

White with all yearcM snows and radiant rime.

2. Phr. yeared ami dayed, said of property left

unclaimed for a year and a day, after which time

the original owner's claim lapsed : see Year 7 1) (a).

15*3 Fitzhkrb. Sun', xv. 28 b, They maye. .cease theym

as streyes and put them in sauegarde to the lordes vse

tyll they lie yered and deyed. 1579 Admiralty Crt. Ex-
emplifications 19 No. 105 There was driven.. upon my
libertie of Alverstokc.a certaine shipp..whrare she being

yeered and daied according to the law of Oleron hath ever

since remayn. d.

Yearethlye, obs. form of Earthly.
1553 Respullica 11. i. 1 What yearethlye thinge is per-

manent or stable?
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Tearful (yi»\iful), sb. r.oncc-wd. £f. YEAR +
|

-Fl'L 2.] As much as fills a year.

1889 H. M. Stanley in Daily News 25 Nov. 5/4 Over
\

a yearful of stirring events.

T Tearing, sb. ami a. Obs. Forms : see Year
;

also 6 yeoryng. [f. Year + -ISO 3.]

A. lb, = Yearling A. 1 ; also with numeral,

as three yearing, an animal three years old.

1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 3 Jabel departed the flokkis 1

of scheep fro the flokkis of goot. .aftir here age Jeringis be
hem selve, and elder be hem selve. 1586 Wills <r Inv. N.
C. (Surtees) II. 131, ij coulte fobs, not yearingers [sic]. 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts 122 The french haue no proper

name for this beast that I can iearn vntil he be a three

yearing, and then they call him (ein Gabler\ 161X Cotgis.,

Borret, a yearing, X64X Bust Farm. Bis. (Suttees) 120 The
yearinges weare large, and the two yeares little.

B. adj. — Yearling B. i.

1451 Lincoln Dire. Doc. (ijm) 51 A )eryng calf. 1516 in

Sth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comiii. (1876) App. 596 '2 A yeoryng
boloke. 1558 Test. Elor. (Surtees) VI. 81, ij yeringe foolles

Yeark, obs. form of Yerk.
Yearlily, error in mod. Diets, for yearely,

\

Yearly adv.

Yearling (yiWirj), sb. and a. Forms : see

Year ; also 6 erlynge. [f. Year + -ling l
. Cf.

early rhod.Du.jaerlingh, i'l.jd/ir/ing.J

A. sb. 1. An animal a year old, or in its second

year (esp. a sheep, calf, or foal ; also applied to

certain birds and fishes; rarely to a child).

1465 Mann. *t Itouseh. E.vp. (Roxb.) 554, .x. yeriynges.

1531 Lincoln Dice. Doc. (1914) 247, I bequeth to Jane Ilay

a yereling, that is to say, a cowe heifer. 1541 in Leadam
Scl. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 53 One heyffer oone
Erlynge & xj Shepe. 1577 B. Googk Heresbach's l/usl: I,

(15S6) 43 b, In the next [pasture] are my young breede,

Yeerelinges, and Twoyeerelinges. 1607 Markham Cavel.

I. (1617) 66 To seperate your horse-colts from your Mare
Colts,.. and your yearelings from your two yeares olde.

1847 Stoddart Anglers Comp. 208 The parr of Tweed.,
descend to the sea in the shape of sinoits, as yearlings.

(
1847

Bewick's Brit. Birds I. n note, The female yearling is

termed a red Falcon, the male a red Tiercel. 1877 J. A.

Allen Amcr. Bison 463 The cows, on the other hand, as

well as the yearlings and two-year-olds, are generally fattest

in June. looaWisTER Virginian xi, Alfred, .is a little more
than a yearlin

1

, and of course he'll snuffle.

b. trans/. The fleece of a yearling sheep.
1888 R. Beaumont Woollen Manuf. i. 7 The second clip,

which is somewhat thicker in fibre [than ' lambs '], and both
longer and stronger in staple, is styled ' yearlings '.

2. A plant a year old ; spec, applied to hops of

the previous year's growth.
1849 Florist 247 Matthew's Juno, large and full, lavender,

purple edge, noticed by us as a yearling last season. 1887
Poll Mall Gaz. 6 Oct. 12/1 Messrs. Woolloton and Son
state that ' brewers hold exceptionally large stocks of year-
lings '. 1903 Times 19 Sept. 2^5 Yearlings are in good
request at 70J. to 100J.

B. adj. 1. Of an animal (rarely of a child) :

A year old ; in its second year.

1528 Paynell Salerue's Regim. Fj, The fleshe of. .yere*

lynge wethers.. is conuenient inou^he to eate. 1605 Syl-
vester Dtt Bartas 11. iii. in. Law 585 Yearly, the Jews
a Yearling Lamb must slay, a 168a Sir T, Browne Tracts
i. (1683) 80 So many thousand male unblemished yearling
lambs. 1719 De Foe Crnsoe I. (Globe) 246, I order'd Friday
to take a yearling Goat. 1739 Swift Modest Proposal 13
A well grown, fat Yearling Child. 1814 Southey Roderick
1. 244 Even like a yearling child, a fosterer's care. 1859
Sporting Mag. Oct. 240 The yearling filly by him [sc.

Rataplan], out of Musjid's dain. 1900 Jrnl. Sell. Geog.
(U.S.) Apr. i48_ Kips—the skins of small or yearling cattle,

exceeding the size of the calf skins.

b. Of plants or seeds, esp. of hops : Of the

previous year's growth.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 246 Cuttings,

or yearling plants^for hedge-planting. x888 Daily News
13 Oct. 1, 6 Yearling and old hops are at present quite
neglected. 1893 Ibid. 1 1 Oct. 6/4 Yearling red cloverseed.

2. Of a year's standing ; that has been such for

a year.

1854 Thackeray Newcomes i, As yearling brides provide
lace caps, and work rich clothes, for the expected darling.

Tea'r-long, a. [f. Year + Long a. Cf. OE.
cjarlanges adv. for a year, MHG. jdrlanc, (G.
jahrelang), ON. Arlangt (as adv.)] Of the length

of a year ; lasting for a year, or throughout the

year; often, lasting for years in succession, (some-
times) age-long.
1813 Coleridge Lett., to T. Poole (1895) 612 The year-

long difference [viz. Feb. 1S12-13) between me and Words-
worth. 1847 Tennyson Princess vu. 3 19 Thee. . From year-
long poring on thy pictured eyes, Ere seen I loved. 1868
Morris Enrthly Par. (1870) I. 1. 16 No Greenland winter
waits us there, No year-long night. 1886 A. Witr Hist.
Basis Mod. Europe (.1889) 44 Her legislative assembly.. did
good service to her fame at the time, but the year-long
farce soon lost its plausibility. 1886 W. Wallace in Encyct.
Brit. XXI. 453/1 The yearlong alliance between philosophy
and theology.

b. hyperbolically. Seeming as long as a year.
1871 Pai.grave Z&r. Poems 92 Through year-long hours

of hope and woe She sits and waits.

So Years-long' a. {rare—'), lasting for several

or many years.

1887 Hardy H'oodlandcrs I. xiii. 235 The years-long re-
gard that she had had for him.

Tearly (yi»\ili), a. (sb.) [OE. garlic = OFris.
ieria]lik, MLG. j&rlik, jaerlije, OHG. jdrlich
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(MHG. jaerlich, G. jdhrlich), ON. drligr: see

Year and -L\l.]

1 1. Of the year ; belonging or relating to a year.

Obs. rare.

ciooo Hc-tamcron o/St. BasiHtB^g) 12 Na:ron nane tida

on Sam searlican ?etale ser 5am oe se relmihti^a scyppend

jxsceop fa tunglan to Jearlicum tidum. 1557 Order of

Hospitalls Fvb, Yow shall kepe an Yerely-Booke for Col-

lections, Legacies and Benevolences, 1613 Plrchas Pil-

grimage To Rdr., The naturall Philosophers may obserue

. . the varietie of heauenly influence, of the yearely seasons.

c 1811 in Rep. Comm. Putt. Rcc. Ircl. (1815) 104 The Recog-

nizances .. are 1 egularly arranged in yearly bundles according

to their Receipts.

2. Done, made, observed, happening, coming,

produced, etc. every year or once a year ; annual.
|

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessel-) A 618 Annua, jerlice. 935-

36 Laws of Mtlielstan Prol.
, Je oxs libbendes yrfes, je

Saes gearlices wtstines. £1449 Pecock Rtpr. 11. xi. 216 The
seid solempne =eerli goyng bi ij. tymes in ech 3eer. 1331

Test. Elor. (Surtees) VI. 24, I will that ther be a yerhe obit

done. 1561 WINJET Bi: Questions §63 Wks. (S.T.S.) 1. 115

The 3ierly celebratioun of the Pasche day. 1595 Shaks. i

John ill. 1. 81 The yearely course that brings this day about. :

1697 Dryden .-Eueis v. 77 And yearly Games may spread '

the Gods renown, a 1731 Prior cYrnj- Year's Gift to Phyllis

i, The circling months begin this day, To run their yearly

ring. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks xii. 470 In some of the 1

fossil-trees these yearly rings are of great breadth. i8t8

Freeman Norm. Com/. II. vii. 85 An officer, who provided

them with daily food and with a yearly change of raiment.

b. esp. of payments, charges, revenue.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2406 pai. .y rely tribute him togeue

;apely him hetis, 1453 Lincoln Dioc. Dee. (1914) 61 To
whome I haue granted any fees, annuetes, yerely rentis, or

fermes. 1524 Act 14 .y ij Hen. VIII, c. 3 §8 Landes and
tenementes to the yerely value of xx. s.

_ 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,

IV. i. 315 Fiue hundred poore I haue in yeerely pay. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 318 Having received an

yearely pension of Lewis the eleaventh. 171a HfGHES
Sped. No. 316 r6 The yearly Rent which gives the Value

to the Estate. 185s Kingsley Heroes, Theseus 11. 237

O people and King of Athens, where is your yearly tribute?

C. Engaged or hired by the year.

[1611 Bible Lev. xxv. 53 As a yeerely hired seruant shall

he be with him ] 1891 Daily News 28 Mar. 2,6 Wag^s
had gone up 5/. a year for yearly men.

Tearly (yiWt), adv. [OE. gearlice = MLG.
jdrlik, OIIG. jdrlich, ON. drliga, etc. : see Year
and -LY 2

.] Every year, once a year, year by year,

annually.

£1050 Vox. in Wr..Wiikker 347/9 Auuuatim, searlice.

c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 1079 pat man syne ?erly

can hym sekc.llke 3ere..fra quhare he duelt in Ingland.

a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1914) 58 pe gernare

pat kepis Jercly pe whete pat es rede with-owte and white

with-in. c 1450 Codstow Reg. 47 A feld yerly tyllyd, or ellys

euyry othyr yere. c 1460 r ortescue Abs. 4 Lim. Man. v.

(1883) 119 Such as wolde haue ben feyner of a c. li in hand,

than of xl.liwoith lande yerely. 1500 Reg. Privy Seal Scot.

I. 68/1 To haf merkatis and fairis in the said burgh jerle,

with a merkat cors. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Alus. II. (1882)

31, I thought one might haue had a farme or a lease for a

teasonable rent yeerely. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Ther.-enot's Trav.

I. 177 There is a Caravan that yearly in Lent goes from Caire

to Jerusalem. (11715 P.crnet Own Time (1766) I. 536 He
gave yearly great sums in charity. 1830 A. Cunningham Brit.

Painters II. 176 The demand for his works lessened yearly.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 65 It was agreed that

Sunderland should receive this sum yearly.

Yearly, dial, form of EABLT.
1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) IV. 200 A

monstrous pretty garden, Miss ; . . I am up yearly and late

at it myself.

t Tearman. Obs. In 5 yerman. [f. Year
+ Man sb.1] A man hired by the year. (Cf.

Yearsmav.)
1481-90 Hoioard Honseh. Bis. (Roxb.) 210 My Lord toke

the slward.to pay the yermen for wages as folew.

Year-mind : see Year's mini).

Yearn (yarn), sb. [f. next.] A yearning.
a 1797 Mrs. M.W.Godwin Wks. (1798) lll.xliv. 134, 1 feel

my fate united to yours by . . the yearns of . . a true, unsophisti-
! cated heart. 1853 Kingsley Misc., Shelley -V Byron (1859)

! I. 307 In one mighty yearn after that beauty from which he
is debarred, [Keats] breaks his young heart, and dies. 1863
' Artemus Ward ' His Bk. 11865) 3s ' Hast thou not yearned
for me?' she yelled.. .' Not a yearn!' I bellered. 1890
W. Clark Russell Ocean Trag. I. v. 106 The rounds of

her canvas whitened into marble hardness with the yearn
and lean of the distended cloths.

Team (ys-m), v. 1 Forms : 1 siorna, jeornan,
Siernan, sirnan, syrnan, 2-4 Jierne, ierne, 2-5
Jerne, 3 }irn(e, (Orm.) jeorrnenn, 3-4 3orn(e

I

3-6 Jem, 4 3iern, yhern(e, Jham(e, Jaren,

4-5 Jyrn^e, 4-6 5ara(e, yarne, 4-7 yerne, 4-8
yern, 5 yurn, heme, 6 yo(u)rn, Sc. Jaime,
yairne, 6-7 yearne, 6- yearn. [OE., Northumb.

I &ioma, Mercian geornan, \VS. giernan, coiresp. to

OS. gimean, gernean, ON. girua (see Green v. 2),

\
Goth, gatrnjan, related to OE. leorti, Goth.
-gairns : see Yeru a. and Yere v."]

I. f L trans. To desire earnestly ; to experience

a strong desire or longing for. a. with simple obj.

c 888 ^t/i.ired Boeth. xv, Ne diorwyrgra Tirana hi ne
ftirndan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxii. 71 Hwi syme we
gyt ^ewitnesse? c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1067 Da
begann se cyngc Malcholom syrnan his sweo^tor him to
wife, exsoo Vices <y Virtues 43 Dare oinge oe on fesse
worlde waren he ne 3ernde. c 1305 Lay. 17795 Cnihtes

I feollen a-dun & ;irnden heore drfioes. 1x1335 Ancr. R. 192
I Muche word is of ou hu . . 3e beo5 vor godleic & for ureoleic

YEARN.
itemed of monie. a 1300 Cursor M. 23458 Fair Iuels. .men
yerns oft. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 152 pis man «ole no
pyng yerne But youre honour. C1400 Ride St, Benct
(Verse) 485 Mor we suld ^ern hele of saule pan of bodi.

c 1412 Hoccleye De Reg. Princ. 1407 For ^at J>ou art brtnt
With couetyse now, . . (>ou ;ernest soules cure, a 1450 Ratis
Raving 3790 At E nocht seis, hart nocht ^arnis. 1500-20
Dunbak Foems Ixxi. 19 We v»rne tn >' piesens, hot oft thow
hes refusit Till cum ws till. 1568 Lauder Godlie Tractate
627 That death ^e yairne, it sail fast frome 30W fle.

fb. with obj. clause. Obs.

C897 /Elfrkd Gregory's Fast. C. xliv. 331 Hwile Se he
jiern^ ?set lie his weolan ii.ee. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt,
xxiii. 8 Ne ?;yrne je fyxx. eow man lareowas nemi.e. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. vi. 28 Lest eny reve me my malce,

ychabbe y-^jrned }ore. 13.. Cursor M. 1801 iGott.) pai

^ernid ban, ba caitifes madd, | at bai had ben wid noe stadd.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andrciv) 423, 1 }arne te Of corse

to here be priwete. ^1425 Wyntqun Cron. v. ii. 260 Octo-
viane ^arnyt hym to be His ayr.

2. ;////*. To have a strong desire or longing ; to

long. a. Const, inf. with (+ or without) to.

971 BHckl. Horn. 53 pa hal^an . . naht ne..?,yrndon to

hsbbenne. c 1000 Foeuitentiale Ecgberti 1. § 10 in Thorpe
Lavs II. 176 Jif se man. gyn:e5Cnstes lichaman to under-

fonne. c izoo Okmin 3578 Crist wass sefre swillc to sen.,

patt gode ^eorrndenn himm to sen. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 Man
yhernes rimes for to here. Ibid. 6479 pi negbbur wijf 3erne

noght at haue. i34oHAMi'OLE./V. Consc. 6705 For hungre bai

sal yherne it ete. 1375 Bakbour Bruce t. 158 The kynryk
sharn I nocht to have, a 1395 Hylton Scala Pet/. (W. de
W. 1494) 1. xvi, 3't shalt thou ^ernc.for to come as nere as

pou mayst to ) at slate, a 1568 Wowing oj' Jok and Jynny
9 n Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 387, I yern full fane

To. .sit down by yow. a 1616 Beaum. & Fu Bonduca u. iv,

I must do that my heart-strings yern to do. 17x1 Steele
Sped. No. 142 i»3 Mygushing Heart, that., yearns to tell

you all its Acbings. 1805 Southey Madoc n. xiii, A female

tenderness which yearn'd, As with maternal love, to cherish

him. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Iv, The child yearned to

be out of doors. 1879 Dixon H'indsor II. iv. 38 He had
a daughter whom he yearned to hail as queen.

b. Const, offer, for, i to, towards. Also absoL

C893 /Ei.fred Oros. vi. xxviii, He ofslog Proculus &
Bonorum, ba jierndon eac after ) sem onwalde. c 1200

Trim Coil. Horn. 27 pe godfiihte. .ne Reined to none binge

bute after codes wille. Ibid. 183 Dus ware3 be sowle pe

Hcame, format hit haue5 baraftcr ierned. « 1225 Juliana
8 He bi3et et te ktiser bat he him 3ettede rtue 10 beonne
as bat he i^irnd hefde. 1340 Ayenb. 55 pe bridde bo^ of

bise zenne is to uerli'.he yerne to be mete ase deb be hond.

'357 £<V Folks Catech. (.T.) 560 Tham that ledis thair lifs

als thaire rlesch yhernes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2937 Yonge
men & yeuerus . . yurnes to gaumes. 1573 Satir. Foems
Reform, xiii. 750 Thay pepill. .That-.^arnis for fude with

ta greit zeill. C1645 Howell Lett. (1688) IV. 503 His Maw
began to yern again after some of the Figs. 1820 W. Irving

Sketch Bk. II. 367 His heart yearned after the damsel who
was to inherit these domains. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius

266 Yearn'd after by the wisest of the wise. 1870 Dickens
Lett. (i83o) II. 440, I yearn for the country again.

trans/. 1635 Pacitt Christianogr. 213 Sacriledge is one

of the mrst detestable sinnes, after which Gods curse

yearneth, til he be revenged.

f 3. trans. To express a w ish or desire for (an

object) ; to ask for, request. Also absoL or inir.

C950 Lindisf Gosp. Mark x. 46 Ahudicans^ giornade

[Rusltzu. giorndej. c 1000 Ags. Grsp. Mark xi. 24 Swa
hwxt swa £e jyrnende biddad jelyfaS bset je hit onfoS.

a 1 122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656 pa jeornde seo

abbe bet he scolde him tybian bet he set him geornde.

Ibid. 777 He geornde at se kyning bet he scolde for his

luuen freon his ane mynstre Woiingas bet. Ibid. 101^1 Se

cyng & his whan, .^eorndon frizes, c 1205 Lav. 929 }inie

we to bane kinge 5euen sui2e gode. Ibid. 8250 King An-

drogens ^eorneo bi grio. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2420 Lauerd,

..jette me bet ich sirne. 1340 Aycnb. 39 pe utrbe bo^ of

auarice is acsynge, bet is, to 5 erne cpo obre niid wrong.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 67 >ernes now of my 51ft ^at ^ou

leue were, & what it be bat je bidde 3our bonus i graunte.

f4. intr. Of hounds: To cry out eagerly, give

tongue. Also trans, to give tongue after. Obs.

1523 Skf.lton Garl. Laurel 1 4<9 The howndes began to

yerne and to quest, a 1530 Heywood Weather (Brandl) 276

That after our houndes >ournynge so meryly.--!" herynge

we may folow. 1576 '] uribiv. I'enerie Ixv. 181 You muste

holde your yong Terrje's euery one of tl.em at a sundrie

hole of some angle or mouth of the earth, that they may
herken and heare theyr fellowes yearne. Ibid. Ixvi. 185

When they percieue the Teiryeis beginr.e to yearne them.

1674 N. Cox Getrtl. Recr. t. (1677) 18 When Beagles bark

and cry at their Prey, we say, they Yearn,

fb. transf. Obs.

1582 Stanyhi rst Mtuis iv. (Aib.) 100 Nymphs in moun-
tayns high typ doe squeak, bullelo, yearning. 1639 G.

1

Daniel Rectus, xxii. 4 He shall be soiled in the vnsavory
' Slime Frcm Dunghills gatl,er'd ; all Men yerne at him.

1680 Hickerincii.l Curse ye Me.oz 26 A Holder-forih may
yaul and yerne, snivle and whine, thump and bawl.

5. a. intr. To give a sound suggestive of strong

desire ; to express yearning or strong desire ;
also

j

trans, to utter in emotional voice.

1816 L. Hunt Rimini \. ^o Yearns the deep talk, the
' ready laugh ascends. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes vu, Ibe

music, yearning like a Goel in pain. 1856 Dickens Househ.

Words 3 May 368/2 While the organ was yearning its last,

and the great throng was pushing to the doors. 1894 Le

Gallienne Prose Fancies 22 The kind of voice, .in which

Socialist actresses yearn out passages from ' The Cenci .

b. To have an appearance as of longing.

1870 Rossetti Burden 0/ Nineveh ix, The faces of thy

ministers Yearned pale with bitter ecstasy. 1871 Swinburne

Songs be/. Sunrise, Tenebrae 92 The blossom of man from

his tomb Yearns open. 1890 W. Clark Russell Ocean

Trag. I. v. 95 The jibs yearning from their sheets taut as

fiddle-strings.

II. 6. intr. To be deeply moved ; to be mo\ed



YEARN.

with compassion; to have tender feelings; f to

mourn, grieve. In first quot. app. trans, to have
compassion upon.
1500-40 Dunbar Poemslxxxv. 11 }erne ws, guberne, wirgin

matern. a 1533 Frith Another Bk. agst. Rastell ii. lijv,

The.. slender reasons that those ii. wylted men, syr Thomas
More and my lorde of Rochestre had brought to confyrmc
purgatory made my haite to yerne. 1539 Bible (Great)
1 Kings iii. 26 Her bowel Its yerned vpon her sonne. 1562
CooicmAfUW, Priv. Masse (1850)56 Any christian heart may
rather yearn and lament to remember so ungodly profanation
of the holy sacrament. 1577 Harrison England ir. x. (1S77)
1.217T0 raise pitifull and odious sores, and mooue the goers
by such places where they lie, to yerne at their miserie. 160*
Davison Rhapsody (1611) 30 They in their bleating voice did
seeme to yearne. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, ci,

The horror of Imaginary Death Strikesdeep wth tlesh ; and
all Mortalitye Vernesat a Change. 1665 BkatnwaitCWw.
Two Tales (1001) 21 It would make any ones heart yern
within him, that has any man's blood in him. 1711 Aodisom
Sped. No. 123 p 5, I have left your Mother in the next
Room. Her Heait yearns towards you. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xliii, With her gentle nature yearning to them
both, feeling the misery of both. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann.
Q. Neighb. xxii. (1S78) 406 My heart was yearning over her.

+ b. To be reluctant to do something;. Obs. rare,

1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612)53 [He] com.
mitted such excesse of cruehie, that the most barbarous
heathen in the world would haue yearned to doe.

f7. trans. To cause to mourn ; to move to com-
passion. Obs,

'593 Shaks. Rich. If, v. v. 76 O how it yem'd my heart,
when I beheld.. That horse. 1598 — Merry !Y. m. v. 45
She laments Sir for it, that it would yern your heart to see
it. 1641 J. Shute Sarah fy Itagar (1649) 94 Who. .torture

them, in that manner, that it yerns a mans bowels to observe !

Hence Yearned///, a.', also Yea'rner, one who
yearns.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 724 Lofare of vertu Si.

dyspysare Of be warld, of hewine aarnar. 1616 II. Josses
Epigr. xlii, That his long yearn 'd life Were quite out-spun.

1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 82 What if that vow Thy
Father's yearn'd heart, all impatiently, Hath quench'd in

its embrace. 1896 Westvt, Gaz. 30 Oct. 10/1 The yearned-
for visitor. 1915 A. Bennett Over There 186 The yearners
after Calais did themselves no good by exterminating fine

architecture and breaking up innocent homes, but they did
experience the relief of smashing something.

Yearn (y3.m), z/.2 Chiefly north, dial, and Sc,

Forms : 4 yern, 6 Sc. yyrne, S- yirn, 7- yearn.
[Probably dial, variant of Earx v. 2 , with initial

/-glide; cf. Yearth, etc. Continuity with OE.
geyman (pa. pple. geurneti) is improbable.]

a. intr. To coagulate, curdle. h. trans. To
curdle (milk), esp. for making into cheese ; to

make (cheese) of curdled milk. Hence Yearned
///. a.

1371-3 [implied in Yearning 7-bL sb. 2 ]. ,-11568 Wyfe 0/
Auchtcrmuchty xi.(Bann. MS.) He het the milk our hett, And
sorrow spark of it wald yyrne. 1635 D. Dickson Tract. Wks,
(1845) I. 33 The making of cheese of yearned milk. ?i7..

Gaberlunyie Man vi. in Songs ofScott. (1862) 177 The kirn's

to kirn, and milk toyirr.e. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxix, His
honour the Duke will accept KM of our Dunlop cheeses,

and it sail be my faut if a better was ever yearned in I*owden.

1866 'Saram TvTLF.a * Daj s of Yore II. 219 Mrs. Hoy was
salting Elspa's butter, and 'yearning* her cheese. 1868

R. h, Stevenson in Scribner's Mag. (1899) XXV. 36/3
Curds called ' yearned milk ' hereaway.

Yearn (yam'e, yern(e), v. :i
f
obs. or dial. f.

Earn v.1

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 pat he eorflic man sceolde ^eSeon,

and jimiin' mid admodnisse bet wuniunge on hefen
rice, c 1530 Crt. Love 367 Thy-self art never like to yern. . i

her mercy. 1557 Tlsser too Points Hush, xxxvi, Beware .

they threshe dene, though the lesser they yarne. 1596
j

Spenser F. Q. vi. i. 40 Put away proud looke, and vsage
|

sterne, The which shal nought to you but foule dishonor
;

yearne. ?ci6oo Distr, Emperor 11. i. in Bullen Old PI. :

(1884) III. 189 Those worthye deeds Whereby y'ave yearn'd
j

all wellcome. i6a6 Essex Arcluteaconries, Depes. Bk,
\

27 June If. 77 (MS.) He sayd that he was ever yearning of
money. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 359/2 She.. told

me, I must Took out and yearn my own living.

Yearn, ob>. Sc. f. Ebh, eagle.

1790 Burns Elegy on Capt. M— H— iii, Ye cliffs, the
haunts of sailing yearns.

Yearn(e, obs. iX. Yarn-

.

t Yearnandlike, a. Obs, rare. Inquots. yorn-,

yhern-. [f. Yearning ppt.a, + -like, rendering

L. desidcrabilis.'] Desirable.
a 1300 E. E. Ps.dter xviii.it [xix. 10] Yornand-Iike over

be ijolde. Ibid, cv. 23 [cvi. 24] And for noghte bai had J«
!

land pat yhernandlike was in bar hand.

Yearnful (yaunful), a. [In sense 1 OE. geom- \

full, i. gcont Yern a. ; in senses 2 and 3 f. Yearn
vA : see -ful i.]

+ 1. Kagerly desirous, anxious, solicitous. Obs.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxiu § 2 Du ar sasdest ba;t bu swifle

Seornfull wa:re hit to ^ehyranne. ciooo Ags.GosA Luke x.

41 Martha martha seornfull bu eart & embe tela binga
gedrefed. c laoo Okmin 1631 Beo }eorrnfull Crist to ewe-
menn. c 1*75 Duty 0/ Christians 100 in O. E. Misc. 144 We
schulde abute cristes lay Beon yeornfulte & clybl>e. c 1373
Sc.Lcg. Saints xvi. (Magdalen) 780, ft acho sa ^arnful wes
bar-til, pat scho til wildirnes has socht,& fand a derne sted,

was wrocht In til a crage of angil waik.

2. Mournful, sorrowful.

a 1566 R. Kdwards Damon ^ Pithias (1571) Dj, Oh
Musicke,..lcnd me thy yeinfull tunes to vttir my sorow.

1583 Melbancke Phrlotimus'Y j, So out of thy stonyehearte

maye yet flowe suche water, as may wash and [urge my

31

yearnfull woundes. 1591 Grkene Maidens Dr. Wks.
(Grosart) XIV. 303 She wet his visage with a yearnfull
streame. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vi. xi. 522 Ala, Ala,
was their yernfuil note. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in
a Boat xix, The wild yearnful melody.

t3. Full of compassion. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. ix. xlvi, His yearnfull heart
pitying that wretched sight.

Hence Yearnfully adv.
; f Yea rnfulness,

eagerness, diligence.

c 888 /Klfred Boeth. xxiv. § 3 Sume tiliad mid micelre
geornfulnesse wifa. cg6o /Kthelwold Rule St. Benet iv.

(Schrder 18S5) 17 pa;s ecean lifes he sceal mid ealre georn-
fulnesse jirnan. c 1200 Okmin 11181 Swa bail himm birrb

fra b c-bcnnforb Wibb mikell ^eorrnfullnesse. ..To folljhenn

Godess la^helxc. a 1884 Walt Whitman After the S> a-

Ship 9 Larger and smaller waves in the spread of the ocean
yearnfuily flowing.

Yearning ^ySunin), vb/.sbA [f. Yearn z/.i +
-INGl.]

1. The action of Yearn v. 1
; intense longing or

desire after, for, f of, to, or lo do something ; an

instance of this.

c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. v. 45 Mid fccre sierninge
[r\r. jirningelSarasmeaungaGodes wisdomes anes. ^1050
Liber Scinfill, xi. (1S89) 59 be na widssec3 middanearde bam
eorolicre ahte ^egladad ^ymincg [L. amldtio], a 1225
Ancr. R. 114 His burst nis nout buten jirnunge of ure s< ule

bele. Ibid. 130 puruh ^irnunge of heorte to heouenliche
binges. 13. . Cursor M. io5i3(Gott.) 1 i periling gode and li

prayere, Kscomyn nowtogoddes ere. 1340 Hampole Pr.
Consc. 1127-8 Outher yhemyng of \<e fits-he of man, Or
yhernyngof eghe, . .Or pride of lyfe. 1357 Lay Folks Catcch,
(T.) 507 A urangwisc wilnyng Or yernyng to hafe any kyiis

gode that us augh noght. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11c 742 Thai,
to fullfill hys ^arnyng, Become his men eutrilkane. a 1395
Hvlton Scala Per/, (W. de W. 1494) 11. xxi, The yernyng
of thyn heite to Jhesu. c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 536,2 >aru«

ynge, or gernynge, or desyrynge, desiderium, optacio,

exoptacio. a 1450 Rails Raving^j$ It makis the knawleg-
inge, And ledis the at thi jarnynge bra place to place, quhar
bow wald be. 1821 Byron Cain lit. 1, Such melancholy

Learnings o'er the past. 1836 KiKCSLEYin Lfefy Lttt.(iSyi)

. 33 Her restless yearnings after future things, 1840 Bar-
ham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Mr. Feters's Story

t
A strong dis-

position to doze, And a yearning to seek ' horizontal repose '.

1848 Dickens Dombey xliii, Her doubts and fears between
the two; the yearning of her innocent breast to both. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. cxvi, Less yearning for the friendship

fled. 187a Liddon Elem. Relig. \, 24 That Being to Whom
the highest yearnings of his inmost self constantly point.

b. transf. (contextnally) An object of intense

desire.

c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 23 Take to beeal myn entente
pat bou be tomemyn ^erninge. 1869 Mozley Univ. Serm.
ii. (1S76) 40 The great yearning of prophecy was the total

destruction of idolatry.

f 2. The baying of hounds. Also transf. Obs.

1531 EtVOT Gov. I. xviii, If they wold use but a fewe
nombre of houndes, onely to harboiowe, or rouse, the game,
and by their yorning togyue knowlege whiche way it fleet h.

1576 Tcrberv. Vencrie Ixv. 181 When they beginne to t aye,

(whiche in the earthiscalled Yearnyng). 158a Stanyhlrst
sEne'ts it. (Arb.) 53 Thee stench rings mounting, increast

is the horror of armoure, From sleepe I broad waked, . . And
to the shtil yerning with tentiue greedines harckned.

3. The state of being moved with compassion.

1603 Flosio Montaigne 11. xi. 247 Amongst all other vices,

there is none I hate moore, than crueltie. .. But it is with
such an yearning [F. mollesse] and faint-hartednes that if

I see but a chickins neckepulld off,.. I cannot choose but

grieve, c 1625 Bp. Hall St. Paul's Combat 1. Wks. 1634 II.

441 Of pitty and yearning of bowels. 1647 S. M[oore]
{title) The Yernmgs of Christs bowels towards his languish-

ing Friends. 1690 Morris Beatitudes (1694) 134 All that

inward Feeling and Yerning of the Heart and Soul at

a pitiful Object.

4. attrib. f yearning-meat, the meat for which

one yearns.

a 1300 Cursor M. 36S4 * Fader ', he said, ' sitt vp and ete,

I ha broght hi periling mete.*

Teaming (yaunirj), vbt. sb.% Sc. and n. dial.

[f. Yearn 1

v.* + -ino '.] Rennet. Also attrib.

*37<-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtecs) 577 Pro yernyng et

Chesecloutes emp. pro vaccaria. 1581-3 ///:. in Best Farm,
Bks. (Surtees) 17a Yerens [? yernens], oitemcell, and onions

13*. 4<r*. 1753 Chambers* Cyct. Suppl. App., Earning, or

Yearning, a name used in several parts of the kingdom for

rennet. 1788 W. Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss
;
(K.D.S.),

Ches'iP'shin, the calf's bag, used m making yerning. ci8ao

[see Earning :/•/. sb.
1

2]. 18x5 Brockett IV. C. Gloss. s.v.,

A plant used in North Tindale to curdle milk for cheese is

called yerning grass. 1825 Jamieson s.v., The yirnin is the

maw or stomach of the calf.

Yearning, obs. var. Earning vbL sbA (1 b).

1581 B. Rich Farew. E j, With her yearnynges to helpe

to releue hym.

Yearning (yoMnirj), />//. a, [f. Yearn vA +
-ING -.]

1. That'yearns ; characterized by longing desire

or compassion.
1627 Drayton Agincourt cccx. These yearning cryes, that

from the Caridge came. 1651 Bkniowes Theopk. iv. Ixxiii,

This Devota breaths out yerning Cries, a 1704 T. Brown
Two Oxf Schol. Wks. 1730 I. 10 Some tendei hearted virgin

. .who with yearning bowels will offer me her best assistance.

1819 Kf.ats Fall of Hyperion I. w Appetite More naming
than on Earth I ever it-It. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bed/ xlv,

The two pale faces..; one with a wild hard despair In it,

the other full of sad, yearning love. 1873 K. E. Hat R In
His Name v«i, As if the Holy Spirit had *ent the imme-
diate answer to his yearning prayer. 1891 W. Clark
Russtt-L Marriage at Sea iv, A full-iigged ship .. with

yearning canvas and ocean.worn sides.

YEAST.
transf 1865 Swinburne Poems -r Bali., Anactoria 228

By the yearning in my veins I know The yearning sound
of waters.

fb. Yearning mood': optative mood. Obs.
151a Vals Rudim. Gram, Bb ij (Jam.), Optatiuo mode,

yarnand mode.

1 2. Of hounds : see Yearn vA 4. Obs,
1706 J. Philips Cereal/a 190 As the tall stag.. quits his

lair, And flies the yearning pack which close pursue.
Hence Yea*rningly adv.
1840 New Monthly Mag. IAX. 402 She felt yearningly

enough for both. 1861 II. Macmillan Footn. Page Nat.
\ 197 The geranium growing in the cottage window yearn-

ingly stretches out its tender leaves., to the smiling sun-
,

shine. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman v. iii, He looked at it

;
lovingly, fondly, yearningly.

Yearnling (yaunlirj). nonee-wd. [C Yearn v.l

j

+ -ling.] A young child over which one yearns.
1829 Lamb Let. to Procter 29 June, She visited, a poor

j

mans cottage that had a pretty Laby v.O the yearnling 1).

Yea*r-old, a. and sb.

A, adj. A year old ; of the nge of one year.

1767 Abeucrombie Ev, Man his o:vn Gardener (1803) Sj
Young shoots rising in the spring from the year-old plants.
1818 Scott Rob Roy iv, Was it not Wat the Dewl who
drove all the year-old hogs off the braes of Lanthoi n-ide ?

1883 GuSTAFSON in Harper's Mag. Nov. 894/2 The little

year old Edgar. .was very sick.

B. sb. A beast a year old, a yearling.

'539 }JfJtts <t tnv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 114, xj ky Sc iiij

quyes iiij yer olds iiij iij yere olds. 1583 Durham Wills
(Surtees) II, 82 Eight younge cattell, yeaie-olds, and tuan-
tays. 1774 Goi-dsm. Nat. hist. (1824J I. .\lv. 381 None 1 ut
the year olds remain together. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf i, To
see if him and me can gree about the lutk penny 1 am to
gie him for his year-aulds. c 1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 17 in

Libr. Usef. Knowl., Lusb. Ill, The year olds are kept in

the field ail winter.

Year's day : see Year-pay.
Yearsman (yw'jziracn). local [f. years, gen.

of Year + Max sb. 1

] A labourer hired by the year.
1891 Daily News 12 Sept. 3/6 Our labouiers are divided

into two classes: the day labourer and the yearsman.

Year's mind, year-mind. [OE. tiaru-
viynd: see Yeah so. and Mind sb.'1 5 b.] The
commemoration of a deceased person by the cele-

bration of requiem services a year after, or every
year on the anniversary of, his death or funeral ; a

yearly obit. Cf. twelvemonth's, Month's mint.
^
a. a iioo in Napier Contrib. OE. Lexiccgr. (1906) 28 Dis

is seo caritas be Ualdwinc abhod hjefS ^eunnon his gebro*
drum for Kadwardes sawle, h,*cs godan kyr.ges, Yxt is healf
pund a:t his ?;ear^cmynde to fisce. 1489 It ill of R, Far-
trick) of Sudbury, Suff. 5 Dec. (P. C.C., 1 dogett), vs.
yerely to the keping of a yer minde for my soule. 1579-80
North Plutarch (1595) 1104 For keeping of a yeare minde
and for making feastfull dayes In honcur of that worthy
wight. 1587 GoLDisr, De Mornny xv. (1592) 229 Hee com*
maunded an Anniuersarie or Yeere-minde to te kept in re-

membrance of him. 1606 Holland Sueton. 19 b, Augustus
had in mirth giuen him the name of Founder, he was so
reputed, and his yeares-mind afttr his death solemnized
accordingly.

p. 1408 F. E, li'ills (1882) 15 That, .hys Executours. .haue
. .rewlyngof my obytis. that ys for to sayn, my jerys m\nde,
xx wynter Af[t]er my dtses. c 1420 Fryn/er 56 Graunte
bou to be soule of bi seruaunt, »hos }eris mynde we maken
to dai, a feete of refreschinge blisse. 15*0 Sir R. Elvot
U'ill'm'Y. Elyot Got: (1883) App. A, The pie^t executing the

service at myn enteryng, moneth mynde, and yeres mynde.
1558P11AER y£'«*/V/Gen.Soninie a iij, For his fathers honoure
he deuised games of aciiuitie, and set-foorthe bis Obite or

yeres mynde, with greale solempniiie. 1561 VbboM Hunt.
Purgat, 25 The moneth myi.des and yearn minds other
wyse called Anniversaries. 1849 Rock Ch. Fathers 1. vii.

II. ^50 No others' names were read out but of those whose
anniversary or year's mind fell upon that very Sunday or

festival. 190a li'estm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 7/3 The ' Year's Mind'
of her late Majesty Queen Victoria was celeliaud at St.

Matthew's, Westminster, this morning.

Yearth, etc., obs. or dial. fl*. Earth sbJ, etc

154a L'dall Erasm. Apepk. 49 An yearthen potte. i$fi>i

Plowman's T. in Chaucer's H As. 95 b, 2 That taketb maibtrie

in his name Ghostly, and for yearthly good, c 1581 Lodge
Repl. Gossons Sck. Abuse (Shaks. Soc) 6 To make a yearthly

creature to beare the person of the Creator. 158a Hrstkr
Seer. Phiorav. in. i. 2 Drie the Vitrioll in a yearthen pan.

1688 Holms Armoury in. 261,2 Ycaithing, put Earth

about [the kiln], i8a8 Craven Gloss., Yearthen, earthen.

Yeast (y;st),^. Foims : 1 gist, ^yst, 5 3eat(e,

^eest, yeest, 6-9 yest, 7 eyst (t), 8-9 dial, east,

9 dial yist, 7- yeast. [OE. (late \VS.) list,

Anglian *gest, corresp. to MLG. gest dregs, dirt,

MDu.glust, Du. gist, gest yeast, MHG.yw/, gest,

gist (G.gischt, gaschf) yeast, froth, OS.jastr yta>t

,

related to QWO.jesat^gesan (MUG. jesen,gesen,

getn, G.gdbren to ferment), the causative OHG.
jerian, gerian to cause to ferment, and ON. get 6

yeast. The underlying base jes- is found also in

Skr. yds{y)ati to seethe, boil, prdyastas bubbling

over, Zend yah- to boil (intr.), Alb. gel luken I

knead bread, Gr. {tai I boil, {ferrA boiled, W. ias

seething.]

1. A yellowish substance produced as a froth or

as a sediment during the alcoholic fermentation of

malt worts and other saccharine fluids, and used

in the manufacture of beer and to leaven bread.

Modern science distinguishes two kinds of yeast, surface

or top y.ast (G. oberhe/e) and under, sediment, or bottom
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yeast (G. unlerhefe), the former propagated by buds, the

latter by spores, of the fungus Saccharomyces cerevisix.

The yeast of beer is used medicinally as an antiseptic and
stimulant in low fevers, and as an application to ulcers.

c iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 266 La;t ^onne hwon gestandan,

do of ba ga^ellan, do bonne niwne gist. 1530 Palsgr. 291/1

Yest or barme for ale, leucton. 1591 A. W. Bk. Caokrye 8 Put
into your broth a spoonfull of yest. 1600 Surflet Country
Farm v. xxiii, 725 They renewe the force and strength of

the yeast or leuen euerie hower with beere already made, so

long as till the said leuen or yeast become strong inough of

it selfe. 1612 Ilouseh. Bks. Howard of Naworih (Surtees)

41 To Harry Baker to bestow in eyst v\ 1664 Uutler Hud.
II. iii. 119 When Yeast, and outward means do fail, And
have no pow'r to work on Ale. 1666 G. Harvey Morb.
Angl. viii. (1672) 19 Those sharp scorbutick dregs imitating

the nature of yist. 1743 Land. A> Country Brewer 111. (ed.

2) 214 Yeast.. consists of a great Quantity of subtile and
spirituous Particles, wrapped up in such as are viscid. 1804

Med. Jrul. XII. 192 An instance of a young gentleman in

the last stage of typhus fever, being cured by the use of

yeast. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. Inirod. Lect. 34
Sugar by presence of yest [is made to resolve itself] into

alcohol and carbonic acid. 1858 Lewes Sea-side Studies 314
There are two kinds of yeast, or rather two forms of the

same plant. The one is called 'surface* yeast, the other

'sediment 'yeast. The former requires a temperature of7o°to
8o° Fahrenheit j the latter 32 to 45 . 1877 Huxley Physiogr.

193 The porous texture of bread is due to the presence of
bubbles of gas evolved by the fermentation of the yeast.

b. With qualifying word, as beer-yeast ; applied

esp. to common yeast drained, pressed dry, and
made into a cake in order to be kept for a time

:

see quots. and cf. yeast-cake, -powder (4).
[1781 T. Henry Acc. Method Pres. Water, etc 26 The

Process for making artificial Yeast. Boil flour and water
together to the consistence of treacle. . . In about two days,
such a degree of fermentation will have taken place, as to
give the mixture the appearance of yeast.] 1858 Simmoxds
Diet. Trade s.v., German yeast is now imported to a con-
siderable extent in a dried form from the Continent. 1878
Chambers's Eucycl. s.v. Yeast, Patent Yeast is exactly simi-

tar [to German Yeast], but is raised from a wort made
purposely from malt and hops. Artificial Yeast is a dough
of wheat or other flour, mixed with a small quantity of com-
mon yeast, and made into small cakes, which are dried. 1879
Webster Suppl., Press-yeast, the yeasty froth from the
surface of a fermenting fluid, washed and pressed into cakes
for bakers' use. 1889 Pali Mali Gaz. 1 July 3/3 Patent
yeast is either made by the baker himself or is bought from
the yeast merchant. It.. leaves an unpleasant smell and
taste in the bread.

c. fig. = Leaven sb. 2 a.

1760-73 H. Brooke Foot of Qual. (1809) III. 35 Though
liberty has no relation to party .

.
, there is yet a kind of yest

observable in its nature, which may be necessary to the
fermentation and working up of virtue. 1818 Keats Let.
Wks. 1889 III. 105 The best of men have but a portion of
good in them—a kind of spiritual yeast in their frames,
which creates the ferment of existence. 1873 Dixon Two
Queens vi. iv. I. 324 The Plantagenet yeast being strong
within bis sons.

d. Path. A fungus of the genus Saccharomyces
present in certain skin-diseases.

1899 A llbutt's Syst. J!fed. VIII. 760 The common saccharo-
myces or yeast of the scalp.

t 2. The froth or ( head * of new or fermenting
beer. Obs,
c 1430 Two Cookery.hks. 10 pen take 5est of New ale an

caste ber-to. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 537/2 5eest i
berme,

spuma. 1683 Salmon Doron Med. 1. 241 Let not the Head,
or Yest work over at the bungs. 1716 Gay Trivia n. 290
When drays bound high, they never cross behind, When
bubbling yest is blown by gusts of wind.

3. transf. Foam or froth, as of troubled water.
1611 Shaks. Wiut.T. 111. iii. 94 The Shippe bearing the

Moone with her maine Mast, and anon swallowed with
yest and froth. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. clxxxi.They melt
into thy yeast of waves. 1864 Q. Rev. 'Apr. 311 The dim
headlands of new empires which are already looming darkly
up out of the yeast of stormy waves.

4. attrib. and Comb., as yeast'-ash, -cell, -culture,

dumpling, -fungus, -germ, -poultice, -scum; yeast-

like adj. and adv.
; yeast-beer, new beer with which

a small quantity of fermenting wort has been mixed
to make it ' work *

; yeast-bitten a. (see quot.)
;

yeast-budding, a direct budding or germination
of spores from other spores as occurring in Sac-
charomyces and other fungi ; yeast-cake (see 1 b)

;

f yeast-fat, a fermenting-vat ; yeast-plant, any
plant of the genus Saccharomyces, esp. *S*. cerevisiiv,

which produces fermentation in saccharine fluids

;

yeast-powder, the powder of dried yeast (cf. I b),

also (C/.S.) baking-powder.
1875 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. (1877) 6 Pasteur him-

self used actual *yeastash. iSzq Art ofBrauing (ed. 2) 54/2
(L. U. K.) The gas being too weak to buoy up the now close

head of the tun, the yeast might partially or wholly subside,

and the ale would become *yea$t-bitten ; it would receive that

disagreeable taste which the head had acquired by too long
exposure to the atmospheric air. 1898 Porter tr. Stras-
burger's Bot. 350 Such a method of multiplication of conidia
by budding is termed *yeast budding, and the conidia are
termed yeast conidia. x795 Sir J. Dalrvmple Let. to

Admiralty 4, I put in the Wort-cake and * Yeast-cake at his

sight. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. I, 101/2 The impor-
tance of 'yeast-cells in the phenomena of fermentation. 1899
Cagney tr. z'on Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. v. (ed. 4) 200 Yeast*
cells (Saccharomycetes) are the commonest form of parasite

in the intestinal discharges. 1898 AllbutCs Syst. Med. V.
420 Protein or dead cultures of bacteria, filtered *yeast-
cultures. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery Ix. 112 "East Dump-
lings. First make a light Dough.. with Flour, Water, Salt,

and Yeast. 1367 Priory of Finchale (Surtees) p. lxxviii,

j *yestefatt. 1876 tr. Wagner"s Gen. Pathol. 86 The several

fermentation or *yeast-fungi. 1867 Edin. Rev. Apr. 395
The fermentation occurs only in presence of the *yeast

germs. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 277 The..
*yeast-like appearance of the decomposing brood. 1857
Henfrey Bot. § 813 What is called the '

A Yeast-plant* con.

sists of a particular form of the vegetative structure {.my-

ceiiujii) of a Fungus. 1871 Tyndall Fragvi. Sci. (1879) II.

xii. 257 The brewer deliberately sows the yeast-plant, i860

Mayne Expos. Lex., Cataplastna Fermenti,. .the *yeast

poultice, for sloughing and mortification ; flour mixed with
yeast and heated till it rise. 1795 Sir J. Dalrymple Let. to

Admiralty 2 Wort-cake and "Yeast-powder made at the

King's breweries. x%8& Encyct. Brit. XXIV. 602/1 After ten

to fourteen days the "yeast-scum on the surface disappears.

Yeast (y»t), v. rare. [f. prec] intr. (also

refi.) To ferment; to be covered with froth, as

agitated water. Also fig. Hence Yea'sting

vol, sb. and ppl. a.

1819 Keats Otho 111. ii, To thee only I appeal, Not to thy
noble son, whose yeasting youth Will clear itself, and crystal

turn again. 1880 Blackmore Mary Anerley I. ix. 113 (Like
dough before the fire) every well belaboured [lied] tick was
left to yeast itself awhile. 1891 C. Dawson Avonmore 11.

35 Racing seas, with their yeasting waves. 1902 Brit. Med.
Jml. 14 June 1463 The presence of purin bodies in beers is

probably due to the yeasting and processes of manufacture.

Yeast, obs. form of East.

Yeasty (yrsti), a. Also 7-9 yesty. [f. Yeast
sb, + -y1.]

1. Of, pertaining to, full of, covered with, like or

resembling yeast.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abington D j, His beard, Thats
glewed together with his slauering droppes, Of yesty ale.

1600 MarSTON, etc. Jack Drums Entert. i. (1601) Aiij,

Each, .yeastie bowzing bench. 1602 Marston Ant. § Mel.
Ir.d., Wks. 1856 I. 5 As slovenly as the yeasty breast of an
ale-knight. 1676 Cotton Walton's Angler 11. viii. 75 We
have then [sc. in June] another Dunne, call'd the Barm-flie,

from it's yesty colour. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 25 That
Yeasty quality that most Ale in Cities, especially in London,
is subject unto. 1743 Loud. <y Country Brewer 11. (ed. 2) 84
He fell into Drinking such Quantities of their yeasty Ale,

as made him distracted. 1836 [see yeastxness below]. 1849
Cupples Green Hand ii. (1856) 15 From foaming whiteness
it melted into yesty green.
transf 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. xvi. 39

The Arterial, fermentative, or leavening, and yeasty Blood.

2. fig. with various connotations :
' Swelling

',

' working
' ; light and superficial, ' frothy '.

1598 E. Guilpin Skial. (1878) 36 Like a Swartrutters hose
his puffe thoughts swell With yeastie ambition. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. v. ii. 190 He. .only got the tune of the time, and out-

ward habite of encounter, a kinde of yesty collection, which
carries them through & through the most fond and win-
nowed opinions. 1627 Drayton Moon-calf in Agincourt
etc. 161 Knowledge with him is idle, if it straine Aboue the
compasse of his yestie braine. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv.

i, Byron's mind was like his own ocean, sublime in its yesty

madness, tgo^ A the?t,vum 2 Apr. 425/2 Burying his thought
in a yeasty mass of adjectives.

3. trans/. Foamy, frothy, like troubled water.

160s Shaks. Macb.iv. 1. 53 Though the yesty Wanes Con-
found and swallow Nauigation vp. 1798 Poetry of Anti-
Jacobin No. 36. 236 And Whitbread wallowing in the yeasty
main. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xxi. (1819) 331 The yesty
waves which confound the heaven and the sea. X819CKABDE
T. ofHall iv. 472 Far up the beach, the yesty sea-foam roll'd.

1820 Byron Juan 111. lviii, The ocean when its yeasty war
is waging Is awful. 1899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea-waif'254
We were over the bar and in smooth water, only the yeasty
flakes of the spent breakers following us.

Hence Yea'stily adv., Yeastiness.
1778 H. Brooke Antony <$ CI. iv. iv, I know not why of

late This yestiness of temper comes upon me. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 405/1 It [sc. creamy scum] however rises again,
becomes yesty, the bladders enlarge in size, the yestiness
increases, and, when ready for cleansing, it has a vigorous,
rich, yesty brown and bladdery head. 1890 W. Clark
Russell Ocean Trag. Lviii. 162 The pale blue brine that
melted yeastily from her metalled forefoot.

Yeat, obs. Anglo-Irish f. Get v.

1554 in totk Rep. Hist. MSS, Comm. App. v. 415 If the
creditore can not yeat the owner nor his attorney.

Yeat(e : see Gate sb. 1
, Yet.

Yeather, var. Edder : see Yedder sb. and v,

Yeaught, obs. form of Yacht.
Yeauman, obs. form of Yeoman.
Yeaunt, obs. form of Giant: see Yeant.
Yeave, obs. form of Ewe sb.1

Yeaven, obs, pa. pple. of Give v.

1592 B. N. C. (Oxf.) Muniments 18. 73 (MS.).

Yeax, Yeek, obs. ff. Yex, Itch v.1

Yed(yed), sb, Now5i\ Forms: 1 sied(d,sed(d,
Sid(d,syd(d, 3 3ed, 8-yed. [OE. giedd: see next.]

+ 1. A song, poem, speech, tale, riddle. Obs.
Beowulf 1160 LeoS waes asungen, gleomannes 3yd. Ibid.

1723 Ic bis S'd be be awrasc. c 1205 Lay. 2585J Heo. .hire
3eddes [later version wordes] saside 3eomere stefne.

b. A fib, an exaggerated tale (Jam.). Sc.

2. Contention, wrangling; strife.

1719 Ramsay 3rd Ansto. to Hamilton ii, [The soldier]

Wha now to youngsters leaves the yed, To tend his fauld.

1808, cic. [see Eng. Dial. Diet.].

Yed (yed), v. Now Sc, Forms : 1 sieddian,
seddian,siddian, jyddian, 3-4 ^edde, 3-5 5ede,

6 yedde, 8- yed. fOE. gieddian, f. giedd (see

prec), ?f. root gad- to put together, as in Gather,
Together. For the development of sense 2 cf.

OE. gieddum ivrixlan to dispute, and the use of

the vb. in Daniel 728.]

1. intr. To sing, recite, talk, discourse.

c888 /Elfred Boeth. xii. 26 pa ongan se Wisdom gliowian
& ?;eoddode bus. Ibid. xxxi. 71 pa ongan he eft ?,iddian &
bus singende cw«e3. c 1205 Lay. 2T429 Ar5ur..bus 3eddien
agon {later version bes word saide] Mid gomenfulle worden.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1, 138 Prechet in (in harpe per bem
art Murie at bi mete whon me biddeb be jedde. c 1425
Seven Sages (PJ215 Thay nolden no langer with hym jede,
Ne suflry langer lygge in bede.

b. To fib, exaggerate a tale (Jam.). Sc.

2. To contend, wrangle.
1570 Levins Manip. 48/35 To Yedde, chide, iurgare.

ini Ramsay Poems 1. 398 Gloss., Yed, to contend, wrangle.
Contention, Wrangling.

Yed, yedd(e
3
obs. pa. t. of Go : see Yode.

Yedder (ye'dsa), sb. north, dial. Forms : 5
^edd-, yeddyr, 6 $edder, 7-9 yeather, 8-9 ye-
ther, 9 yadder, 6- yedder. [Variant of Edder sb.]

1. An osier, or rod of pliant wood, used for

binding a hedge. Also attrib.

1512-13 Durham Acc. Roils (Surtees) 106 Pro cariag. xij

plaustrat. lez thornes, ;edders, et rysez ad prasdict. sepes.

17.. [see Strut sb.'2 1 b]. 1691 Ray A'. C. Words 152 A
yeather, vimen. 1764 Museum Rust. III. iv. 10 Yethers (as

binders of has^el or willow are here [sc. Yorks.] called). 1779
Charlton Hist. Whitby A certain stake and yet her
hedge. 1829 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1S58) II. 156
Great abundance of fine osiers will be thus produced, but
a few of the strongest shoots should be left on each stake,

for other stakes and poles and yeathers. 1852 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc. XIII. 11. 281 Farmers find posts mid rails cheaper
..than the old system of 'stake and vice '. Footnote. Called
. . in some parts . .

* slower and yedder '. 1876 // 'hitby Gloss.,

Yethers, oziers and similar flexibilities.

2. The mark of a blow or stripe, or that made by

tight binding ; a weal. Also, a smart blow.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 286 He. grapyd his bakk, & it

was passand sare is: full of yeddyrs & wowndis as he had
bene betyn. 1483 Cath. Angl. 426/1 A yeddyr, liuor, vibex.

1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xxviu. 17 The stroke of ye rod
niaketh yedders. 1802 Sibbald Chron. S. P. IV. Gloss.,

Yether, the mark left by tight binding, as with a small cord.

1825 Jamieson, Yether, . .a severe blow, Upp. Clydes. 1877
Hotderuess Gloss., Yether, a discolouration of the skin
caused by a blow.

Hence Yedder v. (see quots.).

[1523 edderinges : see Edder. 1691 Ray N. C. Words 152
Eathering of hedges being binding the tops of them with
small sticks as it were wooven on the stakes.] 1818 Hogg
Brownie of Bodsbeck etc. II. 131, I hae heard o' some o'

them that fought the deil, . .yethered him and yerked him
till he coudna mou' another curse. 1825 Jamieson, To
Yether, . . to bind firmly, Roxb. 1825 in Hone Everyday
Bk. I. 1381 Yadder them with your yaddeis, and., stake
them on each side, with street stowers. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., To Yedder or Yether, to interweave or
connect with pliable twigs or osiers a row of upright sticks

or stobs in hedge work. 1876 Jbid.
t
Yether, v, to inter-

weave with twigs, as in basket-making. 1877 Holderness
Gloss., Yether, v. to lash with a whip.

fYedding, vbl. sb. [OE. giedding, f. gieddian,

Yed v. -h -JNU K\ A song ; a speech, discourse
;

spec, a 'gest* or romance in verse.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xv. 3 Et ait ad illosparabolam
islam, & cuoefi to Vsem ^eddung 3ius. a 1350 in Thornton
Rom. (Camden) 261 ^eddyngis, japis, and folies. c 1386
Chaucer Cant. T. Prol. 237 Wei koude he synge and pleyen
on a roteOf yeddynges he baar outrely the pris. a 1440 677
Dcgrcv. 1421 And evere Myldore sche sete Harpyng notus

ful swet..Songe 5eddyngus above, c 1440 Promp. Patv.

537/ 1 3eddynge J
or geest > idem quod geest (or rowmamnce).

•f Yecle, v. Obs. Also 6 yead, 6-7 yeed(e, 7

yed. [A pseudo-archaism of 16th cent, poets and
their imitators

;
yede, pa. t. of Go (see Yode) used

erron. as an infin.] intr. To go, proceed.

1563 Sackvii.le Induct. Mirr. Mag. xxx, Yeding forth,

anone An horrible lothly lake we might discerne. a 1578
Drant (Webster) Years yead away, and faces fair deflower.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept. 145 They wander at wil,

and stray at pleasure, And to theyr foldes yead at their owne
leasure. 1590 — /'. Q. 1. xi. 5 Then bad the knight his

Lady yede aloofe. 1602 Carew Cornwall 116 Downeuet..
(perhaps so called) of downe yeeding, as hauing a steep hill.

1614 Gorges Lucan v. 174 Yet she, poore soule, was sore

adread Into the horrid celt to yed. 1633 Fisher Fuimus
Troes 111. ix, Vnneath thilke borrells May well ne yede, ne
stand. 1768 Downman Land ofMuses xii, Early the morn
we will forth yede yfere.

Yede, 3ede, obs. pa. t. of Go : see Yode.

fTe'der, a. Obs. In 4 $eder, 5 gedire. [Origin

unknown.] Quick; frequent. Hence fYe'derly
adv., quickly.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 463 Hc.sone 3ederly for-jele

jister-day steuen. 13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1215, I ,elde me
3ederly, & ?e3e after grace, a 1400-50 Wars AUx. 5042 So
did his princes.. for pete of him-selfe, With jedire 50skingis

& :jerre sett out to grete.

Yee, obs. f. Eye, Ye, Yea.
Yeed(e, 3eed(e, obs. pa. t of Go: see Yode.

Yee-ho : see Yo int.

Yeel^e, obs. form of Eel.

Yeelaman, variant of Hielaman, shield of

Australian aborigines.
1862 Kendall Poems 19 Yeelamans splinter and boomerangs

clash.

Yeeld, etc., obs. form of Guild, Yield, etc.

Yeelde, obs. pa. t. of Ail v.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ii. 66 The duke knewe
wel what she yeelde.

Yeen, obs. pi. of Eye sb.1

Yee nder. north, dial. Forms: 7 earnder,
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esnder, 7-9 yeender, 7. 9 yonder; also 8-9
yeandurth. [Representing OE. aer undent 'inane'

(^lfric Lev. vi. 20) = OFris. er unden in the fore-

noon, NFris. (Sylt) tronner, truer forenoon, MDu.
eerondcren {broot) 12 o'clock meal (cf. early Flem.

eronderen i meridian ', Kilian) : see Yaw. prep, and
Undern.] The forenoon.

c 1663 Kvsder Hist. Darby. § 7 Your Peasant exceedes y«
Greeke, who as Athena:us sayes have fowre meaies a day, ..

that is breakefast, dinner, supper, and a collation after

supper. But these and y e Moorelanders add three more, y°
bitt in the morning, y e Anders-meate, and yenders meate,
and soe make up seaven. 1674 Ray TV. C. Words 55 The
Yeender ox Eender, the ForMjnon, Derbysh. 1684 G. M[eri-
ton-

] Yorkshire Dial. 195 (K.D.S.) It comes Ufa Earnder,
Wife,or else by Neaun. i703TnoRn:snv/-f/. to A'«i'(E.D.S.),

Th<? Yeender or Eamder, the forenoon. HalHfax, in York-
shire, c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) I'inv Lane. Dial.

(1770) 25 Sed I, Tr there last Oandurth, on he'd leet o
oneth' Yeandurth ofore. 1855 J. Daviks Races Lane, in

Trans. Philol. Soc. 236 The equivalent of the Lane, 'oan-
durth ' [afternoon] and ' yeandurth '. forenoon.

Yeep v3e3P\ var- Vepe a. Yeepsen : see

Yepsen. Yeer, yeere, obs. ff. Ere, Year.
Yeerde, obs. f. Yard sb. 2 Yees : see Yez.
Yees(y, ;ee3(y, obs. ft Ease, Easy.

f Yeet, v. Obs. In 5 5,eetyn. $et-, 3,yt-. [f. Ye
pron. + -t, asinTHOWT. Cf. MHG. ir'e)zen

}
med.L.

Tosare, vobissare, vositare, vobissilare, and Ye v.]

To use the pronoun ye in addressing a person.

Hence f Yeeting vbl, sb.

c 1440 Promp. Van'. 537/2 5eetyn, or sey ^ee (P. 3etyn or

sey 5e with worship), ?'oso. Ibid. 538/1 5>Ttynge » wythe
wurchyp seyynge 3e, and not thow {K. jetynge), r'osacio.

Yeet, jeet : see Yet v., to melt, cast. Yeewk,
obs. form of Yi'KE sb., itch. Y"ef(e : see Give,
If. Yeff(e : see Gift, Give, If. Yeffell, obs.

f. Evil adv. YeflTor, obs. form of Kver adv.

Yef(f )t(e, obs. ff. Gift.

Yegg (yeg). U. S. [Said to be the surname
of a certain American burglar and safe-breaker.]

A burglar or sife-breakcr. So Yeggrman.
1903 N. Y. Er-en. Post 23 June (Cent. J). Supp.), The

prompt breaking up of the organized gangs of professional

beggars and yeggs. 1905 N. Y. Times 1 Jan. (ibid.), De-
tective Sergeants, .captured on the Bowery three men who,
they say, are among the most successful 'yeggmen ', or safe-

crackers, in the business. 1906 A. Stringer Wire Tappers
100 'Now, nitro-glycerine I object to, it's so abominably
crude.' .

.
' And so odiously criminal !

' she interpolated. ' Pre-

cisely. We're not exactly yeggmen yet.'

tVegged [Y. 5], edged. 1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5542 pat
suerd . . Yegged it is in be on half & in he ober no}t.

Ye-ho: see Yoho int.

tYei, sb. Obs. [(. Yeie v.~\ A cry, wail.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Mid tisseschulen he uorlorene worpen
a swuch ^eor [MS. T. jur, MS. C. jei] J>et hcouene & eor&e
muwen beoSe grisliche agrisen.

Yei, obs. form of Eye sb.1

1553 Respublica It ii, I praie god she bee blynde: I am
haulf afraide leste she have an yei behynde.

Yei, obs. graphic variant of They.
Yeid(e, 5eid(e, obs. pa. t. of Go : see Yode.

tYeie, v. Obs. Eorms: 2-3 3ei3e, 3-4 3eie,

yeie, 4 geye, 3y;e, yeye. [OE. *gfgean, *^an
= WFris. geije to cry out, ON. geyja to bark, to

blaspheme :— *gaujan
}

f. *gau (cf. ON. -gd bark-

ing, blasphemy, as in gttdgd).

Prob. rehted forms with -/ suffix are T)u. gniten to bark,

scold, G. dial, gauzm, gauzen to yelp, scold, ON. gauta to

boast, prate.}

1. intr. To cry out, shout.

cnys Lamb. Horn. 43 Summe ber wepe"5..and swt3e
reowliche ilome 3ei3e8. c 1*05 Lay. 27750 J'a ^eiden lude

Alle Rom-Ieode, Ibid. 29563 Heo..seoo'3e je'iden him on
Mid 5eomerliche stanen. a i»5 Leg. Kaih. 162 Ifontter

swi5e feole 3einde & 3urinde. a 1115 Juliana \\ J>eo like

hat beoS stalewur^e .. 3eornlicbe jeied [v.r. 5ei3e3] efter

godes grace to helpe. a 13:0 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. in
Thah ich je^e upon heth. c 1320 Cast. Loz<e (Halliw.) 1541

The loude cry* and 3eiyng That heo wolleth with loude

stevyn 3evyn. 13.. Northern Passion (Gi) 139 Men ne
sschulle noth yeye bos longe. 13.. [see YederlyJ.

2. trans. To utter in a loud voice ; to call out

;

to announce for sale in a loud voice, to 'cry*.

(iua5 Ancr. R. 66 pe wreche peoddare more noise he
maked to $eien his sope, ben a riche mercer al Ins deore-

wur5c ware. Ibid. 126 For bi we ;eie3 to him [8a Pater-

noster, ' Et dimitte nobis debita nostra '. a 1325 Leg. Kath.

1265 pes keiser..wodelichc 3eide : Hwet nu, unwres:e men.

3. To ask for, as with a loud voice.

^1320 Cast. Love (Halliw.) 358 How Mercy here sistur

heore herte 3>
T3tb. 13.. Caw. ff Gr, Knt. 67 ^Sybsn riche

forth runnen to rechenonde-selle, "Jejed seres 3'iftes on I113.

Yeild (3eild), obs. Sc. f. ELD so.*, arre .

i5<3 Sc. Acts Jas. /K(i3m) II. 278/2 Dispensand w* his

aige quhat ^eild bat euir he be of.

Yeild, 5eild, obs. forms of Yelp, Yield.

Yeinder, obs. f. Yonder. Yeir(e, obs. ff. Year.

Yeird ($eird), obs. Sc. and north, dial. f. Earth.
1533 Gau Richt Vay 41 He sufert onder poncio pilat to be

crucifeit to de and to be zeirdit. c 1575 Balfour s Practhks

('754) 482 Thair to tak *asine thairof. .l« deliverance of

zeird and stane.

Yelrne, obs. form of Iron. Yeisk (jeisk), Sc.

f. yesk : see Yex. Yeistrein, obs. f. Yestreen.

Yeit, obs. Sc. f. Yet.
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Yek, dial, form of Oak.

t Yeke, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 x^ac, saec, sec
;

iac, iec, 4-5 ^eke, yeke. [OE. yac cuckoo =
MLG. gdk simpleton, MDu. gooc, OIIG., MHG.
gouh, gouch cuckoo, bastard, fool, (G. gauch pro-

|

vincial name of cuckoo, etc., simpleton, gawk),
ON. gaukr cuckoo (whence Sc. Gowk); perhaps

,
l.gau- as in *gaitjan

s
see Yeie v.).] The cuckoo.

Also in comb, (with gen.) f Yekesterse [T.wise 1

]
«= Cuckoo-pint.
With OE. gfaces sure 'cuckoo's sorrel' cf. ME. goitkc-

sures glossing Alleluia in MS. Raul. C. 607 If. 1 b.

£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 131 Accituliuiu, ^e,ces sure
[Aji*/«/z/^eacaes ; Erfurt ^ecaes]. Ibid. C 121 Calciculiu>/i

t

ieccs surae [Erfurt iaces sur.ij. Ibid. G 87 Geumatrix
y

^eac. a xooo Guthlac 716 Jeacas ?;ear budon. a 1387 Sincr,
Barthol. (Anecd. Oxoil.) 24 larus, barba aarort, pes Vl'tuli,

.. i. ;eke.sterse, 14.. MS. Porkinzton If. 59 (Halliw.)

Whene the ^eke gj-nnys to synge. Thenne the sclirewe be-

gynnys to sprynge. 14. . MS. Rawl. C.jod, If. 249 b, la* us
aaron, ^eksters, gank pyntill.

Yeke soke), obs. f. Eke v., adv.
y
Itch sb., zO

tYektll. Obs. Forms: 1 sieclSa, sicSa. ^th'Sa,

Kyh"5a, 3 gectje, geoh'Se, 5 ^ykthe, yeketh. ^eght,

Vght. [OE. giecda **OWG.jitkido (MHG.^ jukede)
:- OTeut. *jukipon-, f. jitk- : see Itch v. 1 (The
suffix occurs in other names of physical disorders,

as clewepa itch, speoivpa vomit/;] Itching, itch.

("897 /Ei.i-rfd Gregory's Past. C. xi. 70 Se jicSa [Ila/t.

^iecoa] lii^ swi?te linear, & se clewe.Va bici swi6e row.

nooo Sax. L.eechd. II. 252 pes la:cedom deah je wib
hrief^o & ?;icban. c 1000 ^Illfrec Horn. I. 86 Unaberendlic
jyh'oa ofereode ealnc V^ione lichaman. c 1230 I/al: Meid. o
pat bearninde 3ec'^e [7\r. 3eoh(*>e] of bat liconiliche lust.

(1440 Promp. Parr: 538 '2 jykynge, or ^ykth'e [1499 /'.

;ekyn or yeketh], pruritus. 14.. Medulla Gram. (Raw],
MS.), Prurigo, a scabbe a 5eght. 14. . Medulla (Cant. Catli.

MS.), Pruritus, jight.

Yelamber, -bre: see Yellow-hammer.
Yeld (yeld), a. (sb.) Sc. and north, dial.

Eorms: I gelde, 5- yeld, 6 5eld, 5eild, ^ea-ld,

6-9 yeild, yeeld, 7 yeell, 8-9 yell, yeald, 9
yield, yeal, yeel, yill. See also ElLD. [late OE.
*gi'e!dc

i
gelde (in glosses\ corresp. to MEG. ?a/l,

OIIG., MHG. gait (MG '.gelde, gel/e, G.gelt),\ )X.

geldr (MSw. ga/der, etc.) : cf. Geld a. and 7;. 1
]

1. Of an animal : Barren; that has missed having

her young, or is not old enough to bear.

a 1100 Ags. Foe. in Wr.-WTilcker 226/22 Effeta, ?;elde.

I Ibid.- 394/26. 1411 Priory of FinehaU (Surtees) 158,

;

ix yeklbestis videlicet iiij vaccx j stot ij quioks, ij stir-

ketts. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. iv. 32 Enee hym self, .to

I
the, Proserpyne, A aeld kow all to tryn^ehit. 1538 Reg,
PHvy Seal Scot. II. 386/2, xl 5eild scheip. a 1598 1).

Ff.rgusson Scot. Prov. (1641) No. 47 A yeeld sow was never

good to gryces. 1726 Fleming's Fulfilling Script, (ed. 5)

Table Scots Phr., Yeald, barren or dry. 1808 Jamieson,
Yeld,. .3. Applied to cattle or sheep that are too young to

hear, Dumfr. 1831 SutherlandFarm Rep. 79 in Libr. Usef
Kuoiul., Itusb. Ill, Yill gimmers. Ibid. 81 The yell ewes
being all sorted off the herding a few days before the lamb-

ing begins. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. /''arm II. 38 If she ha*
I never been put to the ram she gets the name ofyeld-gimmer.

1886 Athenaeum 30 Oct. 560/2 To shoot the yeld hinds on the

15th of October. 1897 Badminton Mag. Apr. 474 We have

got altogether four bucks and a good yeld doe.

b. Of birds : In a single state, unmated. Se.

153S Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 388 Birdis clekkit as tha

war wont till do,.. No nestis maid hot all that tyme war
^eild. 1809 Edmonston Zetl. 1st. II. 280 [TheyJ, not

paring, are called yield kittiwakes.

2. Of cattle : Not yielding milk, from being in

calf or from age ;
* dry*. Also of a nurse.

1&70 Contract'in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1896) XXX. 20 Too
tydie kay & four yeell kay. 1785 Uurss Addr. to Deil x,

1 An' dawtet, twal-pint Hawkie's gane As yell's the Hill.

1 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot, IX. 317 The yell cattle vary in iium-

, hers according to the seasons of the year. 1808 Jamieson,

!
Yeld, Yeald, Yell, Eild..A cow, although with calf, is said

1

logangyeld, when her milk dries up. A yeld nurse signifies

I

a dry nurse. 1818 Scott Ilrt. Midi, xxxix, A wild farm in

!
Northumberland, well stocked with milk-cows, yeald beasts,

and sheep. 1864 A. Lf.ighton Myst. Leg. Edin. (1886)8
' 'And wha will pay for the wet nurse?' said I, 'for ye ken

I am as dry as a yeld crummie.'

3. Applied to inanimate objects that are sterile,

. unproductive, etc. (see quots.).

i7ai Kelly Scot. Prov. 42 Any thing is better than the

Yell Kail. An Apology for having little, or bad, Flesh-

meat. Ibid, foot'tt.. Yell is properly what gives no Milk,
' here it signifies boil'd without Meat, or having no Butter.

1824 Mactaggart Gattorid. Encycl. s.v. Yell, A rock is

said to be yell when it will not quarry but with gunpowder

;

a field is said to be yell when nothing will grow on it. 1825

Jamieson, Yeld.. 8. Bleak, cold ; applied to the weather,

as denoting that it has no tendency to fruitfulnes*, or that

it threatens sterility.

B. sb. A barren cow or ewe ; a hind that is not

pregnant.
1856 Morton Cyel. Agric. II. 727. 1886 IK Somerset

U'ord-bk., Yeld. .a female deer not pregnant.

Hence Teld (yell) v. trans., to make 'yell',

keep from breeding.
1831 Sutherland Farm Rep. 8t in Libr. Usef. A'nowt.,

I/usb. Ill, That. .those least fit for breeding be yelled off

for sale. Ibid., The contrivance of yelling or breeching a

! certain number of ewes in each herding.

Yeld, obs. form of Eld sb. 2 , age.

a i5»9 Skelton Death Edw. IV, 86 Of no great yeld.

Yeld(e, (;old(e), var. tide, obi. form of Aisle.

1527 Dunmenv Churehw. MS. If. 6l>, For mendyr.ge of

lede over the new chapel] and over the 3elde on the same
syde. 1535 in Weaver Wells Wills {1890) 82 In makyn and
byldyn o! the new yeld in the ch[urch] of B[romfelde]. xl'.

Yeldi,e, obs. form of Guild, Yield.
Yelden, variant of Yolden.
Yelderin, -drin(g, var. Yoldring.
Yeie, var. Ail sb.%, awn.
1510 Stanbridgi; I'ocabula Civ, Arista, the yeie.

Yeie, obs. form of Aisle.
1498 Churehw. Ace, Pilton (Som. Rec. Soc.) 66 For

takyng downe off the nort wyndow yn our lady yeie. c 1600
Inscr. S'ortham Church, Devon in N. <y Q. 8th Ser. I. 463/1
Thii Yeie was made Anno 1593.

Yeie (^ele) : see Kel, Heal sb.

Y-eled [ Y- 4, Ki.f »,i], anoir.ted. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls!

=5331 He was king of engelond. .(\it verst b" s yeled was ot

pe pope of ron.» 1387 Trevisa lligden iKolls.t VI. 225 He
was i-lud [MS. y yeeled] and anoynt and i-housled.

Yeled, obs. form of Eyelid.
14. . in YVr.-Wiileker C00/2 Palpebra, an yeled.

Yeleinge, var. Yili>*g.

Yelek (ye*lek). AIsoJelick. [Turk, ctllb yelel:']

A long vest worn by Turkish women.
1836 T.AN'F Mod. Egypt. I. i. 45 Over the shirt and shinii-

yan is worn a long vest (called ir/<'£),..the yelek is cut in

such a manner as to leave half of the bosom uncovered,

except by the shirt ; but many ladies have it made rnon-

amp!': at that part; and, according to the most approved
fashion, it should be of a sufficient length to reach to ihe

ground. 1865 W. 1 1 1:1 worth Holy Land II. 49 The yelek, a

vest, is worn by these 1 uiies open at the front.

Yeles, obs. form of Eyeless.
1593 (). Eliz. Boeth. iv. met. vii. 100 Pole^ernus. .with his

yeles hed.

Yelf, obs. variant of Yei. ye.

Yelfat, obs. f. ale-fat, -vat (Ale IIV

Yeliche, obs. form of Ylike.

Yelk: see Yolk.

Yell (yei), sb. Forms : 4-6 jell, 5 ^elle, yelle,

6-7 yei, 6- yell. [Earlier ijel (Lay. 17799);
f. Yell v.] An act of yelling ; a sharp loud out-

cry, such as is described s.v. Yell v. i.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. {Thomas) 659 pan al be pre.-tis

gef a 3ell, As hai had bene fendis of hell, ci^tto Auturs
Arth. vii, ^aulatul fill 5amcrly, with mony loude Relies.

1509 Barclay Sh\p of Folys (1570) 122 One woman chiding

maketh greater yell Than should an hundred pyes in one

cage. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 79 Than cryit my
bairnis with mony }out and }ell. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 75
Rodo... He call aloud. Iago- Doe, with like timerous

accent, and dire yell, As when (by Night and Negligence)

the Fire Is spied in populus Ciltics. 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 25 F 7 The yell of inarticulate distress. 1784 Cowper
'Task vi. 420 The patient ox, with stripes and yells Driv'n

to the slaughter. 1816 Byron Siege ofCorinth xxviii, Fear-

fully the yell arose Of his followers, and his foes; These in

joy, in fury those. 1827 Scorr Chron. Canongate v, Janet

gave three skips on the floor, and uttered as many short sht ill

yells of joy. 184: J. F. Coopkr Deerslayer xix, Once or

twice the Indian yell was given. 1850 Prkscott Peru II.

212 Closely followed by the victoiiou* enemy, who cele.

brated their success with songs or lather yells of triumph.

1855 Tennvson Maud\. 1. x, The vitriol madness flushes up
in the ruffian's head, Till the filthy by-lane rings to the yell

of the trampled wife.

b. Of animals.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Aug. 178 As my cryes..You

heaie all night, ..so let your yrksome yells augment. 1592

Shaks. Yen. % Ad. 688 Sometime he [sc. a hare] runnes..

where earth-deluing Conies keepe, To stop the loud pur.

suers [sc. hounds] in their yell. 1697 Urvpen ACnets III.

550 The loud yell of watry Wolves to hear, i860 Tyndali.

Glac. 1. iii. 26 Marmots., with yells of terror scattered them-

selves among the rocks. 1861 Uortos Bk. I/unter (1863) 45

The terrific yells of that cursed biped [sc. a peacock].

C. An outcry in writing, e. p. in a newspaper.

1853 Bk Wh.berforc.ic in R. G. Wilberforce Life (1881) II.

v. 210 Once let such a course be begun, and though the

yell of ' The Record ' will be with you, it will be impossible

to halt there. 1M7 Spectator 4 June 758/1 This, from the

* United Irishman ', is of course a mere yell, not to be taken

seriously.

d. A cry consisting of a set of words or syllables

shouted on certain occasions, as by American

college students.

18.. St. Nicholas XVII. 837 (Cent. DicU The young

men.. are giving the mountain calls or yells—cries adopted

according to the well-known college custom. 1913 Spectatirr

8 Mar. 386/1 The undergraduates of Princeton and Virginia

University'.. acclaimed their academic head .. with, their

characteristic college yells.

Yell (yel),l>. Forms: 1 sellan, jiellarj, S>1-

lan, syllan, 3 ;eol!e, 3-5 jelle, 4 jel, ;ele,

yhelle, aolle, Julie, 4-6 yei, yell©, 5 jhelle, f>

.SV. aall, 5- yell. Pa.t. sir. 1 seal, //. gullon,

3yal,//.gullen, jullefn, jollen, 3-5 $al; wk. 4-5

aelled, e, aellede. yellid, -yd, 6 yeald, Se. jeld, 6-

yelled/ [OE. (Anglian) gelian. (\\S.)^'eltan,ry/-

lan, tillan str. vb., pa. t. geal, pi. tftllon - MLG.
pellen, gillen wk., MDn. get/en str. (Dn. gtllen),

OHG. gellan str. (MHG., G. wk. gellen), ON.

gfalta, pa. t. gall (Sw. galia, Norw. gielld) ; f.

gell-, extended form of gel- : gal-
t
whence OE.

^o/<i«tosing,GALEZ/. 1,-^V7/ifin«»A/^a/^NiOHT(lN)-

'<; w k, ON. -gal in hanagal cockcrow, OS., (M;Du.,

OHG. galm outcry.]

1. intr. To utter a loud strident civ, esp. from

5



YELL. 34 YELLOW.

some strong and sudden emotion, as rage, horror,

or agony.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2040 per me mahte iheren be heaSene

hundes aellen & ^eien & ;uren. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 3/87
po cam pe deouel 3eollinde forth, c 1290 St. Brandan 583
ibid. 235 Huy weopen ant ?ollen [Harl. MS. ^ulle] faste.

1297 R. Gl.ouc (Rolls) 4239 So grisliche ?al [v.rr. 3olled,

gelled] pat ssrewe po. c 1305 St. Katkcrinc 241 in E. E. P.

(1862) 96 po gan bemperour for wrabbe loude^ulleand rore.

C 138G Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 569 They yelleden as fendes

doon in helle. c 1450 Brut 11. 422 Thei cryed al!e ' nowelle
'

as high as thei myght yelle. 1353 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580)

176 Women are saied to chatter, churles to grunt, boies to

whine, & yongmen to yel. 1575 Laneham Let. G iv b,

Knights stampt, Squiers startld az steeds in a stoour Yee-
men & Pagez yeald oout in the hall. 1671 Milton P. R. iv.

423 Infernal Ghosts, and Hellish Furies, round Environ'd

thee, some howl'd, some yel I'd, some shriek'd. 1821 Scott
Kenihv. v, She yelled out on seeing him asjf an adder had
stung her. 183s W. Irving Tour Prairies xii. 93 They
whooped and yelled in the Indian style. 1877 Tennyson
Harold v. i. 229 When all was lost, he yell'd, And bit his

shield, and dash'd it on the ground.

fig. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev, v. v. Wks. 1856 I. 141

Murder for murder, blood for blood, doth yell I

b. Of certain birds and beasts : To emit a loud

cry, either as their natural utterance or when hurt

or from rage.

a 1000 Einnsburg 6 Fujelas singaS, sylleS gra^hama.
a 1000 Riddles xxv. 3 Ic eom wunderlicu wiht,. .hwilum
gra^de swa gos, hwilum ^ielle swa hafoc a 1250 Owl #
Night. 112 pe faucun was wrob wit his bridde & lude ,al &
sterne chidde. 13.. Gaw. <r Gr. Knt. 1453 He hurtcz of be

lioundez, & pay 1* ul ^omerly faille & }elle. C1425 Wyntoun
Cran. iv. xxiv. 21 16 Alkyn best..3hellande ran as bai war
wode Til woddis and til wildirnes. a 1529 Skelton E.
Rummyng 500 She yelled lyke a calfe, 1560 Bil>le(Genev.)

Jer. ii. 15 The lyons roared vpon him & yelled. 1588
Siiaks. L.L.L. iv. ii. 60 The Doggesdid yell. 1590 Spenser
E. Q. 1. xi. 37 The cruell wound enraged him so sore, That
loud he [sc. the dragon] yelled for exceeding paine. 1810

Scott Lady of L. \. iii, Yell'd on the view the opening
pack;. .A hundred dogs bay'd deep and strong. 1863 W. C.
Baldwin A/r. Hunting ix. 408 Innumerable hyenas,,.
fighting, running, and yelling like demons.

fc. Applied to loud singing or chanting.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 395 Nero. .gan to 3elle

{v. r. 3olIe] and songe pe gestes of Troye. 1395 Purvey
Remonstr. (1851) 18 What wisdom is this to biren hem so
dere to yellen in chirchis and abbeies.

fd. tram. To protrude (the tongue) in uttering

a yell. Obs.

1480 Robt. Devyll 229 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1864 I. 228 Be-
hynde them woulde he steale, And geve them a sowce. .To
cause some to yell out theyr tongues longe.

e. To urge on by yelling.

1868 G. Meredith Poems, Orchard <$ Heath ix, They
raced ; their brothers yelled them on.

f 2. intr. Of an inanimate thing : To make a
strident or crashing noise. Obs.
a 1000 Riddles xxxiii. 4 Ic seah searo hweorfan, grindan

wiS greote, jiellende faran. a 1000 Andreas 127 Gufisearo
gullon, garas hrysedon. c 1205 Lay. 9797 Helmes bergullen
h; 1275 3ollen]. c 1330 Florice # Bl. (1857) 3°2 The water
wille 3elle als hit ware wode And bicome on hire so red so
blod. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xiv. x. 65^ Soo she wente
with the wynde rorynge and yellynge that it semed alle the
water brent after her. 1560 B. Googe tr. Palingenius'
Zodiac v. (1561) M iij b, Black storms he sends with thondres
rore he makes the skies to yel. 1606 Wily Beguiled F 2,

Let.. sounding musicke yell Through hils, through dales.

3. trans. To utter with a yell. Also trans/.
[a 1000 Seafarer 24 Ful oft ba;t earn bfoeal uri^fepra.]

13.. Gosp. Nicodemus (A) 1796 Howe bai lay in droupand
drede And non so }hepe a worde to ^elle. 1370-80 Visions
ofSt. Paul 275 in O. E. Misc. 230 pei yelleden wip lodly cry,
' Poul, Michael, on vs ha merci.' a 1450 Mirk's Bestial 5
pay styntyn neuer to cry and ^elle : ' Woo ys hym bat bedyr
schall goo.' 1577 Whetstone Gascoigue xxvi, The Nightin-
gale,. .When she might mourn, her sweetest layes doth yel.

1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 7 It [sc. heaven] resounds As if it

felt with Scotland, and yell'd out Like Syllable of Dolour.
1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 540 He tumbled down, and as he
fell, Did Murther, murther, murther yell. i7oo T. Brown tr.

Fresny's Amusem. 21 Another Son of a \vhore yells louder
than Homer's Stentor, Two a Groat, 18x0 ScoTrLadyofL.
in. i, Clamorous war-pipes yell'd the gathering sound. 1812
Byron Ch. Har. 11. Ixxi, Yelling their uncouth dirge, long
daunced thekirtled clan. 1852 Miss Yonge Cawz^Ar l.xxviii.

230 Otbo . . fled . . , hunted by the students, all yelling abuse.

Hence Yelled (yeld) ///. a. ; Teller, one who
yells.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 499 Some dozen yappers
and yellers of all shapes and breeds. 1895 S. Crane R,d
Badge xxiii, At the yelled words of command the soldiers

sprang forward. 1900 Lancet 3 Mar. 637/2 To prosecute a
newspaper yeller for obtaining money under false pretences.

Yell, obs. form of Aisle.
1503-4 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 252 pe gret vynddow

vythe pe Trenyte in the sovthe yell. 1540 Lincoln Dioc.
Doc. (1914) 230 Within ye churche of saynte peter.. in y*
myddell yell.

Yell, local variant of Heald.
1883 Simmonds Diet. Trade Suppl., y'ells, in weaving,

guides for the warp-threads.

Yell, obs. or dial. f. Ale, Evil, Hale a., Yeld.
Yelld, var. i/de, obs. form of Isle.
1612 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., St. Larances

in the yelld of Teneth.

Yelling (yeTirj), vbl. sb. [f. Yell v. + -ing 1.]

The action of the verb Yell; esp. the uttering of

a sharp loud cry of rage, agony, etc.

01250 Owl fy Night. 1643 An mid 3ulinge {Jesus MS.
yollinge] & mid igrede. c 1290 St. Brandan 493 in S. Eng.

Leg. 233 5eot heo i-heorden heore ^eollinge [Harl. MS.
gullingej. 13. . E. E. Altit. P. B. 971 Such a 5omerly ^arm

of 3ellyng ber rysed. 1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 112

Hou abhominable is the feynid preiere othir hidous yell-

inge of siche prelatis. a 1450 Mirk's Eestial 240 pes fendes

madyn a 3ellyngand a cryyng, bat any myght be agast forto

here hit. 1556 Lauder Tractate ofKyngis 92 With gretyng,

raryng, and with ijellyng. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades v.

v. 936/1 Often times the Singers striue among themselues

for the excellencie of voyces, whereby it commeth to passe

that the whole Churche ringeth with an hoarse kinde of

yellinge. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xiii. 124 When after goes

the cry with yellings lowd and deepe That all the forrest

rings. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. lxix. (1663) 28r The
dreadfull yelling of six thousand Elephants. 1666 Spur-

stowe Spir. Chym. 151 Cries, .that are like the yellings of

the damned. 1740 Richardson Pamela I. xxvi. 78 The
cursed Yellings of you both made me not myself. 1816 Scott

Antiq. xxvii, The yelling and screaming of the children.

1818 — Br. Lamm. ix,The impatient yelling of the hounds.

1871 R. Eli.is tr. Catullus xlii. 18 Swell your voices in

higher harsher yellings.

Ye*lling, fpL a. [f. Yell v. + -ing 2.] That
yells ; that utters a loud strident cry or noise.

c 1000 IVidsid 128 (Gr.) Ful oft of pam heape hwinende
fieag siellende ^ar on grome beode. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.
III. 52 Hy syllende garas saendan. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i.

ii. 31 A piteous yelling voyce. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 795
These yelling Monsters that with ceasless cry Surround
me. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1681 The lonely tower.

.

whose mournful chambers hold.. the yelling ghost. 1823
Scott Quentin D. vi. The disordered and yelling group.

1879 Daily News 1 Mar. leading art., To force their horses

through the ring of yelling savages. 1899 Somerville &
Ross Irish R. M. 179 The tall old house quivered, and the

yelling wind drove against it.

b. Characterized by or filled with yells.

a 1000 Csedmons Exod. 489 He mane£iim?;esceod ^yllende

gryre. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. v. 12 Not
with vncomly yellyng noyses, as madde drounken men are

vsed to dooe. 1595 Locrine 1. Prol. 4 A Mightie Lion, ruler

of the woods,. .With yelling clamors shaking all the earth.

1697 Dryden SEneis in. 887 His brother Cyclops hear the

yelling Roar. 1825 Scott Talism. v, A loud yelling laugh.

1906 ' Marjorie Bowen ' Viper ofMilan xxxiv, The garden
was one wild, yelling confusion.

Yelling, variant of Yiling Obs.

Yellm, obs. form of Yelm v.

Yelloch. (ye*tex)) sb. Sc. Forms : 6 $elloch,

5alloch, 7 yellough, 9 yill-, yelloch. [app. f.

Yell with symbolic ending : cf. belloc/i, skelloch.]

A yell.

1513 Douglas AEneis xti. xiv. 100 With a yelloch [v.r. 3a!-

loch] and cairfull womentyng. 1697 Cleland Poems 17 His
brains with shouts and yelloughs tumbled. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet Let. xi, Sir Robert gied a yelloch that garr'd the

castle rock. 1880 Antrim <$ Dazvn Gloss.

Yelloch (ye*bx)» »• •&• Also 8 yellowch, 9
yello. [f. prec] intr. To yell ; trans, to utter with

a yell. Hence Ye-llochiiig vbl. sb.

1773 Fercusson Halloiufair viii, Than there's sic yellow-

chin and din, Wi' wives and wee-anes gablin. 1821 Scott
Pirate xxx, An auld useless carline, called Tronda Drons-
daughter, . .yelloched and skirled.

Yellow (ye'ka), a. and sb. Forms : a. 1 selu,

-o, seolu, seolo, siolu, seolw-, -uw-, -ew-, 2

3eoltrw
T
;eolew, 36IUW, 3 ;eolu(h, 5eleu, 4

3elew(«, 3elugh(e, 3elogh, 3elow3, 3013, 3elw,

(3ealwe), 4-5 3elwe, yelwe, 3elou
;
3elow(e, 5

yelu, (3elhw(e, 3elhe-w(e), 5-6 3ellow,yelow(e,

(6 3ello, yelloo, yealow(o),6-7 yellowe, (yeal-

low), 6- yellow (9 dial, and vulgar yeller\

^. 2 3olewe, 4 30130, yolwe, 30I0W, 5 yolgh,
yolow, 5-6 yolowe, 6 yollo'w(e, yolo, 9 dial.

yollo(w. 7. (chiefly Sc. and north, dial.) 4-5
3alou, 4-6 3alow, yalow, 5 3alowe, yalowe,
3alwe, (3alo

7
yhalou), 5-7 3allow, 6 3allou,

yallo-we, (3allo, yalley), 7-9 dial, and vulgar
yallow, (9 esp. L7.6

,

.,yaller
?
yallah). 8. 4 yau-

lew, 6 yewlow, ewlow, yeolow, youlowe,
jowllo. [OE. geolu, -0 = OS. gelo, (M)LG. gel

9

MDu. gel{e)u
y
gelww

t
geel (Du. geel, Flem. geluw,

geehv, gilw), OHG. geh, (MHG. gel
y
gelw-, G.

gelb) :— OTeut. *gelwa- :— Indo-eur. *ghelwo~ (cf.

L. helvus greyish yellow, Lith. zelvas greenish).
For other derivatives of the Indo-eur. ghol- : ghel- : ghl-,

see Gall sb. r
, Gold *, and cf. also L. holus vegetable,

Olr. gel white, OS1. zelije cabbage, zelenu green, Skr.
hdri-, Zend zaranya-, Pers. zer gold, ON. gutr yellow.]

A. adj.

1. Of the colour of gold, butter, the yolk of an
egg, various flowers, and other objects ; consti-

tuting one (the most luminous) of the primary
colours, occurring in the spectrum between green
and orange.
a. Beowulf2610 Hond rond jefeng, seolwe linde. cjoo

Epinal Gloss. 242 Crocus, gelu. C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hes-
sels) C 876 Crucus, gelo. Ibid. F 219 Flabum, seolu.
a goo Leiden Riddle 10 Uyrmas mec ni auefun uyrdi
craeftum, fla 3i ^oelu godueb seatum fraetuath. C1175
Lamb. Horn. 51 Blake tadden . .^eluwe froggen and crabben.
Ibid. 53 Alswa doS monie of bas wimmen heo. -clabeo heom
mid ^eoluwe clabe. c 1290 St. Eustace 182 in 5. Eng. Leg.
398 With red heued, 3eoIu and crips. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synue 3978 pe ye bat ys ful of Iawnes, Alle benkeb
hym ^elogh yn hys auys. (.1380 Sir Ferumb. 5881 WyJ>
e3ene graye, and browes bent, And ?ealwe traces, c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 675 This Pardoner hadde heer as yelow as
wex [v.rr. 3elw, 3elowe, 3alowe]. 1431 Rec. St. Mary at

Hill (1904) 27 Also j 3elew cope of selk. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 537/1 5elhwe of colure (A'., //. 3elwe, S. 3elhewe, P.
3eIowe colowre). 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 14 Red otes

are the beste otes, and whan they be thresshed, they be
yelowe in the bussheil. i6ox Shaks. Twel. N. 11. v. 166
Remember who commended thy yellow stockings, and
wish'd to see thee euer crosse garter'd. 16x0 — Temp. 1. ii.

376 Come vnto these yellow sands. 1630 Milton On May
Morning 4 The yellow Cowslip, and the pale Primrose,

1784 Cowper Task vi. 302 King-cups in the yellow mead.
1855 Hr, Martineau Autobiog. (1877) I, 383 Yellow as
a guinea, i860 Fitz-Roy in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 342
A bright yellow sky at sunset presages wind.
0. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 pe 3olewe frogge. 1382

Wyclif Gen. xxx. 32 Seuer alle thi speckid sheep, and with
speckyd flese, and what euer^e ;olow. a 1400 Pistill oj
Susan 192 Hir hed was jolow'as wyre Of gold fyned wi^
fyre. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 579 Ek best are hennis
blake, & werst ar white And good ar yolgh. 2540 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 107 The sparver of buckeram yolowe
and rede. 1571 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 146 One
maske was yolowe. 1828 Craven Gloss. 296 As yollo as a
daffodowndilly. 1888 Shrjfietd Gtoss., Yollow, yellow.

V- <:x375 Se. Lig. Saints xxix. (Ptacidas) 23 Quhen for

elde. .his tetht waxis 3alou with-al. 1397 Priory oj'Einchale
(Surtees) 117, j coopertorium cum rosys 3alow. c 1400
Maundfa-. (1839) v"- 48 His Nekke is 3alowe. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 425/1 yalowe, aureus. 1500 Ortus Vocab., Glaucus,
3alo or yrne graye. 1535 Coverdale Jer. x. 9 Clothed with
yalow sylck and scarlet. 1546 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.
239 Too yalley coverlettes. 16.. Sir W. Mure Sonn. to

Margareit ix. 10 Yallow curls of gold. 1863 Macm. Mag.
Dec. 101 ' Do you remember the lilies at Stanlake ? '

.

.

' Acres
on 'em,.. Yallah ones as well.'

h. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 477 Here yaulew here Out of the

tresses sche hit tere. 1513 Inv. in ArchaeologiahW I. 343
A pece of youlowe lawne. 1541 Lane. Wills (Chetham
Soc.) I. 80, iij old ewlow quishens. 1550 Ibid. II. 103 A
yewlow coverlet. 1591 Spenser Ruins of Time 10 Rending
her yeolow locks.

b. Of the complexion in age or disease ; also as

the colour of faded leaves, ripe corn, old dis-

coloured paper, etc ; hence allusively.

The phrase in quot. 1605 has been freq. echoed.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 106 Wib b^re ^eolwanadle hune
bisceop wyrt..menge ba togsedere. Ibid. 348^ Jif him bib

selfsogoba him beo^ ba ea?;an seo^we \}3£r hi reade beon
sceoldon. .v* 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rrse 310 Sorowe, thought,

and greet distresse,. . Made hir ful yelwe [MS. yolarej.

J3. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 951 Bot vn-lyke on to loke bo ladyes

were, For if be 3onge was 3ep, 3ol3e was bat ober. 142a

Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 222 Yolow coloure in the face meddelite

with palnesse. 1590 Greene Never too late Wks. (Grosart)

VIII. 225 The riping corne growes yeolow in the stalke.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 204 Haueyounot amoist eye?

a dry hand ? a yellow cheeke ? a white beard ? c 1600 —
Sonn. civ. 5 Three Winters colde, Haue from the forrests

shooke three summers pride, Three beautious springs to

yellow Autumne turn'd. 1605 — Macb. v. iii. 23 My way
of life Is falne into the Seare, the yellow Leafe. 1667

Milton P. L. xi. 435 The green Lare, and the yellow

Sheaf. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 1322 When Autumn's
yellow lustre gilds the world. 18x7 Bykon Beppo xcii, No,
I never Saw a man grown so yellow ! How's your liver ? 1824
— ' 'Tis time this heart '

ii, My days are in the yellow leaf.

1836 Dickens Sk. Bpz, Sentiment, "The Misses Crumpton'
were, .very upright, and very yellow. 1847 Emerson .AV/r.

Men, Shakespeare Wks. (Bohn) I. 358 They [sc. the Shake-

speare Society] have left.. no file of old yellow accounts

to decompose.. to discover whether the hoy Shakespeare

poached. 1849 James Woodman vii, The yellow autumn
time of the year.

fc. With allusion to the use of yellow starch

(coloured with saffron). Obs.

1614 Tomkis Albumazar n. i. (1615) Dj, Trincalo, what
price heare's wheate, and Saffron, that your band's so stifle

and yellow? 16x6 B. Jonson Devil is an Ass 1. i, Car-men
Are got into the yellow starch. 1619 Rich Irish Hubbub 4
Yellow bands are become so common, to euery young
giddy-headed Gallant, and light-heel'd Mistresse, that me
thinks a man should not hardly be hanged without a yellow

band, a fashion so much in vse with the vaine fantasticke

fooles of this age. a 1626 Middi.eton Widow v. i, That
Suit. .will disgrace my Masters fashion for ever, and make
it as hatefull as yellow bands, c 1645 [see Starch sb. 1].

d. Having a naturally yellow skin or com-
plexion, as the people of the Mongolian races

;

hence = Mongolian 2, Mongoloid I, (Also ap-

plied in U.S. to mulattos or dark quadroons.)

In recent use also transf. in yellow peril and similar

phrases, denoting a supposed danger of a destructive in-

vasion of Europe by Asiatic peoples.

1834 [see Mongolian a. 2]. 186. Amer. Song, 'Cheer

up Sam' i, I lov'd a dark-eyed yellow girl, And thought

that she lov'd me. 1892 E. Reeves Homeward Bound 5
The 'yellow agony ', as the Chinese, the best market gar-

deners in the world, are called, tgoo Daily News 21 July 3/5

The ' yellow peril ' in its most serious form. 19x0 Encyct.

Brit. IX. 851/1 Mongolic or Yellow Man prevails over the

vast area lying east of a line drawn from Lapland to Siam.

e. Applied to naval captains retired as rear

admirals in H. M. Fleet without being attached to

a particular squadron (red, white, or blue). (Cf.

Yellow v.1 2 c.)

1788 Pari. Hist. XXVII. 22 An establishment planned in

1747, for the maintenance and support of such officers as

were passed by in a promotion of captains to flags, and this

was the first (as it was commonly called) of Yellow admls.

1854 De Quincey War Wks. 1862 IV. 264 That's assort of

plagiarism from Themistocles. .. I have as good a right to

the words, .as that most classical of yellow admirals. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Yellow-admiral
x
a retired post-

captain, who, not having served his time in that rank, is

not entitled to his promotion to the active flag.
_
1898

Westm. Gaz. 11 July 1/2 For the remainder of those in the

senior rank there is. .a prospect of their attaining the rank

of flag officer with the ' yellow * attachment.



YELLOW. 35 YELLOW
f. trans/. Dressed in yellow.
1848 Thackkray Van. Fair lxvi, The yellow postillion

was cracking his whip gently.

f 2. fig. Affected with jealousy, jealous. (Cf.

Jaundiced 3.) Also in allusive phrases, as to wear
yellow hose — to be jealous. Obs.

1602 Middleton Blurts Master Constable v. ii, Ha, ha,
ha; by my ventoy (yellow Lady) you take your marke im-
proper. 1607 Dekker & Webster Nortkw. Hoe i. Wks.
1873 III. 14 Iealous men are eyther Knaues or Coxcombes,
bee you neither: you weare yellow hose without cause.
1631 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry in. i, If my Lord
Bee now growne yellow. 1665 Brathwait Comui. Two
Tales (iqoo) 47 Your yellow humour interprets tins to be
too much familiarity, c 1680 Roxb. Ball. (1874) II. 61
Why, therefore, ShouUlst thou deplore, Or weare stockings
that are yellow? ci68o Mans Felicity xiii, My Wife will

wear no yellow hose. 18x2 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Yellow,
jealous; a jealous husband is called a yellow gloak. 1858
Aiofe Rita xvi, Well, the filly's cut you out, Rita : won in

a canter, you see ! You've got to wear the yellow shoes, and
all your own fault.

3. (orig. (f, S.) Applied to newspapers (or

writers of newspaper articles) of a recklessly or

unscrupulously sensational character.
A use derived from the appearance in 1895 of a number of

the New York World in which a child in a yellow dress
(' The Yellow Kid') was the central figure of the cartoon,
this being an experiment in colour-printing designed to
attract purchasers.
1898 Daily News 2 Mar. 7/2 The yellow Press is for a war

with Spain, at all costs. 1898 Euz. L. Banks in loth Cent.
Aug. 328 All American journalism is not 'yellow ', though
all strictly 'up-to-date' yellow journalism is American!
Ibid. 332 Its [sc. New York Journal] Sunday editions, with
its 'yellow kids' and 'blackberry blossoms' and various
other 'special features'. 1902 — Newspaper Girl xviii,

The very first thing I was asked to do in the line of ' yellow
'

work was to walk along Broadway at midnight and ' allow
'

myself to be arrested. 1906 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Nov. 714
The President of the United States sent his Secretary of
State to New York to throw the whole weight of Mr. Roose-
velt's, .authority and influence against the 'yellow ' candi-
date [sc, Hearst].

B. SO.

1, The colour described In Yellow a. 1, or a

shade, pigment, fabric, or stuff of this colour.

1303 R. Brunne Ifandl. Synnc 3446 5e luSn vnder 3elugh
bey hyde. c 1386 Chaucer NuiCs Fr, T, 82 His colour
was bitwixe yelow [v. r. 3elw] and reed. 1396-7 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 214 [Hangings] cum avibus de yalow.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5462 All nor colouris to ken were of
clene yalow. c 1450 in Maitl. Club Misc. III. 199 Cour-
tenes of singill worsat palyt of red and grein and yhalou.
c 1532 in E. Law Hampton Crt. Palace (1885) 363 For 4000
flemyshe pavyne tyll of grene and jowllo. 1541 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) Vi, 135 A crose of yolowe opone his brest.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Fill, 227 Quene Anne ware
yelowe for the mourn y rig. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 111. (1586) 133b, The sicknesse of the Gall. .is also

discerned by the browne yellowes vnder the vpper lippe.

1600 Nashe Summer's Last IVill B 3 b, Wks. (Grosart) VI.

94 To weare the blacke and yellow [rime foliowe]. 1609 B.

Jonson Silent Worn. 1. iv,Wee doe beare for our Coat Yellow,
or Or, checker 'd Azure, and Gules. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VII

I

Prol. 16 A long Motley Coate, garded with Yellow. 1633
Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. (ed. 3) 8 54j I doe not like these

reds, and blewes, and yellowes, amongst these plainestalkes

and eares. C1665 in Verney Mem. (1907) IL 275 Ribband
knots for her head of sky collor, or yallow. 1715 Addison
Freeholder No. xo. 60 When he appear'd in Yellow, his

Great Men hid themselves in Corners. 1824 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. 1. (1863) 58 The narrow lane bordered with
elms, whose fallen leaves have made the road one yellow.

1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting 224 The ochres are the
most permanent yellows. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men
in Boat vii, His complexion is too dark for yellows. Yel-

lows don't suit him.

b. With qualifying words, denoting different

shades of the colour, as brass-, bronze-, canary-,

gold-, Isabella-, lemon-, primrose-, rust; straw-,

sulphur- (etc.) yellow, or various pigments and
dyes, as aniline y., Chinese y., cobalt y., imperial

y., Indian y., King's y., Mars y., Naples y., stron-

tiany,, etc., for which see the first element.
iS3»*4cc. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 23 Twayelnis franche

fallow to lyne the said cote. 1794 Kirwax Elm. Min. fed. 2)

I. 89 Isabella yellow. 1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3)

69 Urass*yellow,gold-yellow,and bronze-yellow. 1831-3 Bar-
low in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 539 1 A yellow termed
ru>t yellow is made with acetate of iron thickened with gum
for light yellows. 1899 Daily News 29 Dec. 51 Martius's
yellow. This substance has many an alias, some alluring,

some otherwise, golden yellow, Manchester yellow, saffron

yellow, nap[h]thalene yellow.

+0. allusively, as the colour attributed tojealousy

:

cf. A. 2. Obs.
1611 Shaks. IVint. T. n. iii. 107 If thou hast The ordering

of the Mind too, mongst all Colours No Yellow in'U

2. Denoting various objects of a yellow colour,

as the yolk of an egg, the stigmas of the saffron

crocus (quot. 1587)1 a yellow carriage (quot. 1833),
or any yellow substance, as sulphur (quot. 1649),
old faded paper; also ellipt. for a yellow variety

of any flower, fruit, root, etc.

£700 Epinal Gloss. 429 Fitilium [Erfurt vitellus], ae*er-

Selu. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 22 ?enim seges ba:t jeoluwe
& meng lythwon wift hums- Ibid. 130 Banwyrt doon sure

fietan & on Inaix a;>es geola, meng tosomne, smire mid.

1587 Harrison Englanti 111. viii. 232/2 in Holinshed, In

euerie iloure [of satfron] we finde coinmonlie three chiues,

and three yellowes. 1649 Woodstock Scuffle xxiv, The men
were frighted, and did smell O' th' yellow. 1738 Deeming

Cat. Stir/>. 149 Napus sylvestris

.

. the Country People here
call them the Yellows. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan, 11.

vii, The arrival.. of Lady Frances Sheringham herself and
her maid, in a' yellow and two'. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 14 The yellows [sc. turnips] then follow, and last

for about 2 months, a 1845 Syo. Smith in Lady Holland
Mem. (1855) I. 373 To make this condiment, your poet begs
The pounded yellow of two hard-boil'd eggs. 1849 Cltplks
Green Hand xvi, As he [ft. the aged niggerj sat. .leering out
of the yellows of his eyes, 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming
43 Yellows or swedes.

b. A particular yellow species or variety of bird,

butterfly (= Sulphur 5 a), or moth.
1816 Stephens in Shaw Gen. /Cool. IX. 11. 464 [American

Gold-finches] are called York Yellows. 1855 Poultry Chron.
II. 515 Tumblers, Blues, Blacks, Silver, Yt-llows. 1880
A. H. SwiNTON Insect Variety 51 Our English Clouded
Yellows. 1896 \V. F. Kirbv Handhk. Order Lepidopt. II.

214 Both our Clouded Yellows are very rare in Scandinavia.

3. A person of one of the yellow races 'see A. 1 d)

;

a Mongolian. Only pi. (Cf. black, white.')

1808 C. Schultz Jr. Trav. (1S10) II. 198 In attending to

the amusements of the whites, the yellows, and the blacks,

I had almost forgotten to mention the reds. 1886 Cornh.
Mag. July 50 The 'whites' have made a complete sur-

render to the 'yellows '. 1901 iqtk Cent. May 857 If they
[sc. Japanese] are to colonise a tall they must colonise among
the yellows and the blacks.

4. As the colour of a party badge ; hence trans/.

an adherent of a party whose colour is yellow.

1755 Gentl. Mag. Aug. 339/2 The blues being in the old
interest, and the yellows in the new. 1868 Holme Lee B.
Godfrey \\, He would not vote yellow. 1881 [see BtVESb. &].

5. A 'yellow' journal or writer: see A. 3.

1898 Daily News 27 July 5/7 This deliberate attempt to

stir up animosities, .is worthy of 'the yellows' at their

worst. 1901 Scribncr's Mag. Apr. 40S/2 The killing at the

Vulcan Shops made the yellows froth head-lines.

*
#
* For specialized uses of the plural in singular

sense, see Yellows.
C. Collocations and Combinations.

1. Special collocations, a. In names of species

or varieties of animals distinguished by their yellow

colour or colouring: as yellow ant, baboon, bass,

bittern, boa, chatterer, Jly, Jly-catchcr, grosbeak,

perch, redpoll, tanager, underwing, wagtail',warbler ,

weasel, woodpecker, yite, for which see the sbs. ; also

yellow dog, (a) (see quot. c 1 770) ; (b) U. S. colloq.

(see quot. i860); Yellow Sally, name for a

species of stone-fly used ns a bait by anglers;

see also Yellow-biud, Yellow-fish, Yellow-
hammer, b. In names of plants distinguished

by having flowers (or sometimes fruit, wood, etc.)

of a yellow colour: as yellow archangel, balsam,

bedstraw, bugle, camomile, centaury, cress, crocus,

daffodil, dead-nettle, Jir, flag, gentian, gilliflower,

gold (Gold 2
), gowan, jasmine, loosestrife, medick,

ox-eye, pearmain, pimpernel, pine, poplar, poppy
,

rattle, rocket, rose, sedge, succory, sultan, thistle,

vetch, vetchling, water-cress, water-lily, for which
seethesbs. ; also yellow-weed, (a) dial, dycr's-

wced, Reseda Luleola; {b) common ragwort, Se-

necio Jacolma ; (c) in U. S. a name for some species

of golden-rod (Solidago)
;
yellow-wort, a gentiana-

ceous plant, Chloraperfoliata, having bright yellow

fiqpers and yielding a yellow dye; yellow cen-

taury, c. In names of minerals, and of chemical

or other products, of a yellow colour: s& yellow

arsenic, copper, copperas, corallin, jasper, lake

(Lake sh$ 3), ochre, orpiment, quartz, sandal-

wood, sanders, ultramarine, wash, wax, for which

see the sbs. ; also yellow bark, any variety of

Peruvian bark of a yellow colour, as Calisaya

bark
;
yellow berries, the fruit of Rhamnus in-

fectorius and other species, yielding a yellow dye
;

also called Persian berries
;
yellow deal, the

wood of the Scotch fir, Pinus sylvestris ;
yellow

earth, * (a) a generic term for minerals or ' earths

'

of a yellow colour
;

{b) a yellowish clay, coloured

by iron, nsed as a pigment ; a variety of bole
;

yellow metal, an alloy of two parts of copper

and one of zinc, used for sheathing vessels ;
yellow

ore, yellow copper ore, copper pyrites (see Cop-

ter sbA 13); yellow share, ? sb. or a. (7 obs.)

[cf. Kedshire, -share], a name or epithet for a
brittle or friable iron ore (see quot.) ;

yellow soap,

a common soap made of tallow, rosin, and soda;

hence yellow-soap v. trans, {nonce-wd.), to wash
or rub with yellow soap ;

yellow ware, yellow

earthenware or stoneware; yellow wove (see

quot.). d. In names of diseases characterized

by yellowness of the skin, or of some tissue, secre-

tion, etc. : as yellow jaundice (see Jaundice),

softeniug, typhus; (acute) yellow atrophy,
1 atrophy and yellow discoloration of the liver

with jaundice' (Dorlaod s.v. Atrophy); t yellow
evil, jaundice, or (app.) some epidemic disease

of which jaundice was a symptom ;
yellow gum,

jaundice in infants, characterized by yellowness

of the gums; Yellow Jack, yellow jack, a

slang name for yellow fever
;
yellow plague ~

yellow evil
;
yellow sickness, {a) = prec.

;
{b)

a disease of hyacinth-plants (see quot. 1887)

;

f yellow sought [Sought sb.], jaundice : see also

Yellow fever, e. Miscellaneous: yellow ad-

miral (see A. 1 e)
;
yellow cartilage Anat., car-

tilage containing yellow fibres, elastic cartilage;

yellow cell Biol., one of the small yellow bodies

found in many radiolarians,now held to be symbiotic

algae ;
yellow dirt, a contemptuous appellation for

gold
;
yellow fibre Anat., one of the elastic fibres

of a yellow colour occurring in certain tissues (so

yellow fibrous tissue = yellow tissue) ;
yellow

flag, a flag of a yellow colour displayed on board

ship, formerly as a signal of capital punishment,

now as a signal of infectious disease or of quaran-

tine, and hoisted in war time on hospitals, etc.
,

Yellow George (see GEORGE 4 b); yellow-man,

T (a) a yellow silk handkerchief {slang)
;

{b) a

man of the ' yellow ' or Mongolian race (see A. 1 d)
;

yellow peril (see A. id); yellow press (see A. 3 ',

;

yellow rain = sulphur rain (see SULPHru sb. S)
;

yellow spot Anal., a yellowish circular depres-

sion in the middle of the retina, being the region

of most distinct vision ; yellow stick (see quots.) ;

yellow tissue Anat., tissue containing yelk w
fibres, elastic tissue. See also Yellow-boy.

1815 Kirhy & Sp. Entomol. x. (1818) I. 310 Piso speaks of

yellow *ants called Cupid inhabiting Brazil. 1864-5 Wood
Homes without II. vii. (1868) 129 The common Yellow Ant
{Formicajlava)$o abundant in marshes and gaidet s.

_
1845

Budd Vis. Liver 204 The yellow "atrophy is distinguished

by a deep yellow colour; imbibition of the whole tissue ol

the organ with bile [etc.]. 1796 Nemnich Potygl.-Lex. 960
Yellow *bark. 1837, 1875 [>ee Calisaya], 1838 Thomson
Chem. Org. Bodies S02 The yellow bark is the most em.
ployed, and most highly esteemed in this country. It is the

bark of the cinchona cerdifoiia ofMutfc, 1888 Goodk Amer.
Fishes 33 Another species which closely resembles the

Striped Bass is the Morone intcrrupta, generally known as
the Yellow "Bass. 1712 tr. Fauci's Hist. Drugs I. 13 The
Yellow + Berry is the Fruit of a Shrub which Authors call

I.icium. 1812 J. Smyth I'ract. Customs (1621)46 Yellow
Berries are the fruit of a species of Lycium, growing plenti-

fully in different parts of France... It is much used by the

Dyers and Painters. 1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. I. 276 Yel-

low "Bunting.
.

; the crown of the head is of a pleasant } ale

yellow. 1548 Turner Names H,rl>ts(E,D.S) 14 Thesecund
[kind of Camomile] is called in greke chrysanthemon. . it

maye be called in englishe yealowe "cainomyle. 1881 Gar-
den zg July 85/2 The Yellow Camomile, .seems to be almost
unknown. 1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 74 Mo-t of the

Kadiolaria..bear in their body certain . .particles known as

the yellow "cells. 1796 Kihwan Eiem. Min. (ed. 21 II. 140
Yellow * Copper Ore. Copper Pyrites. 1876 Voyle Sc

Stevenson Milit. Diet. 488/1 Yellow copper is more brittle,

stiffer, and less malleable [than the red]. 1548 Tuknek
Names Heroes (E.D.S.) 5", Plenie maketh mention of a
kynde called Narcissus herbaccus, whithe is after my
iudgement our yealowe "daffodyl. 1766 Complete lartuer
s. v. Trellis, Trellises, .being generally made of regularly

cut yellow-deal, or oak. 1753 A. Murphy Grays Inn
yn/t. No. 42 Convenience stamped an imaginary Value
upon yellow *Dirt. 1794 Charlotte Smith H'and. War-
wick 152 While you hesitate about receiving from me a little

yellow dirt, for which I have no use. c 1770 T. Fairfax
ComAt. Sportsman 97 Yellow *dops, are those which have
red hairs, inclining to brown. 1840 Daily Pennant (St.

Louis) Apr. 20 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.) One of those

interesting animals, a yellow dog, with a bullet-hole through
his breast, i860 O. W. Holmis Elsie V. iii, A 'yallah

dog ' is a large canine brute, of a dingy old-flannel colour,

of no particular breed except his own. 1895 ButT Harts
Clarence 111. iii, In Illinois we wouldn't hang a yellow dog
on that evidence. 155a HuLOBT, Yellow "earth founde in

the mynes of golde or syluer, sandaroca. 1688 Holme
Armoury 11. 38/2 Yellow earth, as Durry, Yellow Occar,

Sand. 1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 194 This yellow

earth differs from ochres only in containing a greater pro-

portion of argill. iB&fEneyct. Brit. XVI. 425/1 Bolc.Stol-

penite, Rock Soap, Plinthite.Ycllow Earth or Felinite.Fetbol,

and Ochran are varieties. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) II.i 13

Afterward fel a pestilence in to al Wales of be yelowe "yuel

bat is i-cleped be iaundys. 1494 [see Jaundice i fi]. 1667

Pkimatt City $ C. Builder 61 Yellow *Fir, called Dram,..

is the best sort of Fir for flooring. 1881 Garden 30 Sept.

301/3 The principal tree in these forests is the yellow Fir.

1783 Ann. Reg , Chron. 213/2 The other three were hanged

..a yellow 'flag was flying from each ship during theexecu-

tion. 1805 Ait 45 Geo. Ill, c. 10 K 14 If the Mtd ship.,

have a clean bill of health, alarge yellow flag of six breadths

of bunting at the main-topmast head. 1836 Mrs. C. P.

Traill Backivoods cfCanada 15 (Our ship Leais] the melan-

choly symbol of disease, the yellow flag. 1863 Ann. Aeg. t

For. Hist. 326 The yellow flap, ordinarily held so sacred in

modern war, has.. been but the mark for the hottest and

most deadly fire. 1867 Smyth Sailors H ord-ti J eljejv

/lag, the signal of quarantine. »7^^. Edwards Aa///»/.

Birds 111. Index 243 The great Yellow 'r ly with black Spots

100a H'estm, Gas. 31 May 2/1 A banded yellow-fly. c 1386

Yelewe *gooldes (see Coi.d« i]. 16*5 B Jonson lans
Anniv. Wks. (1641) t. 119 Gladdest myrtle for these postes

to weare.. star'd with yellow-golds, and Meadowes Queene.

I-** Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds III. 139 Yellow •Gros-

beak. .. head, neck, breast, belly, and vent, yellow.. In-

habits Asia. 1799 Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I.

26 Nurses have usually accounted the yellowness that ap-

pears about the third day after birth, if unusually deep

(termed by some the yellow *gum) as the true jaundice.

1836 E. Howard R. Re<fer xxxhi. Misgivings about Yellow

•Jack. 1857 Kingslky Two V. Ago iv. Have seen thiee

choleras, two army fevers, and yellow-jack without end.

1897 Mary Kingsley Iv*. Africa 1, I knew a good deal..
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of South East America, and remembered that Yellow Jack
was endemic. x8ai Sporting Mag. (N.S.) IX. 27 A prime

yellow-*man round his squeeze. 1823 'Jon Bee' Diet.

Turfs, v., John Gully introduced the yellowman. 1898

Westm. Gaz. 5 Jan. 1/2 Convinced free-traders from the

Colonies .. draw the line at the free invasion of the Yellow-

man. 1647 m W. M. Williams Ann. Founders* Co. (1867)

103 Wayghtes of Brass, .shall not. .be. .truuie of any worse

Brass than Yellow *Mettell. i860 Merc. Marine Mag.
VII. 284 A ship fastened with yellow metal ought not to be

put under the head of 'copper fastened '. 1878 Ure Diet,

Arts IV, Yellow-metal sheathing. 1481-90 Yelu *okyr [see

Ochre sb. 1]. 1599 in Archacologia LXIV. 384 For too

pounde of yellow Oker for the said seeling iiij d. 1799 G.

Smith Laboratory I. 185 Take yellow ochre, neal it well,

and it will turn to a brown red. 1899 Cagney tr. von

Jaksctts Clin. Diagn. (ed. 4) 143 The expectoration, which

was of a yellow-ochre tint. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin.

Med. xxix. 391 The ulcer was dressed with yellow "oint-

ment. 1881 Raymond MiningGtoss., Yellow-*ore .
.Chalco-

pyrite. 1819 Lingard Hist. Lng. I. ii. ioS A pestilence of

th-: most fatal description (it was called the yellow *plague)

depopulated the island. 1887 [see Plagui: sb. 3 b]. 1891

Cent. Diet. s. v. Rain, Sulphur-rain or yelloio *raiu is

a similar precipitation of the pollen of fir-trees, etc. 1903

Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 5/2 The phenomenon of 'yellow

ratn ' was observed at some of the southern . . stations.

185s Kingsi.ey Glaucus (1S59) 195 The delicate lemon-

coloured 'Yellow "Sally
1 (Chrysoperla viridis). 1867 F.

Francis Bk. Attgllngvl (t88oJ 231 The Yellow Sally, .has.

.

a high character with some anglers. 1686 Plot Siaffordsh.

160 The first and meanest whereof [if. Iron Ore], they call

yellow "share an ill sort that runs all to dirt and is good for

nothing, .this sort some others are pleased to call Redshare.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 214 note, The yellow "sickness,

a pestilential distemper which is mentioned by abundance
of ancient writers, as laying Wales almost desolate. 1807

Ess. Highl. Soc. III. 437 note, Yellows,. .Yellow sickness,

or Jaundice. 1887 Garnsf.y & Balkouk tr. De Bary's

Fungi 482 A disease in the hyacinth known in Holland as

the yellow sickness, the characteristic symptom of which i~,

the presence of yellow slimy ma-scs of Bacteria in the

vessels. 1813 Gentl. Mag. Jan. 95/1 "Soap, Yellow, 104.S.

Mottled 114*. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxv, Applying plenty

of yellow soap to the towel, and rubbing away, till his face

shone again. 1835 — Sk. Boz, Parish vi, The children

were yellow-*soaped and flannelled, and towelled, till their

faces shone again. 1845 Yellow "softening [see Softening
vbl.sb. ib]. 1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2)42
Yellow Softening. ,,in which, from the fine state of division

and close aggregation of the fatty particles, a dead yellowish-

white colour is imparted to thesoftened tissue. 14.. >alow

*sou?t [see Sought sb.). 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. ii. 6 The
infusion ..cureth the Iaundise or Yealowsought. i86g

Huxley Physiol, ix. (ed. 3) 241 Exactly opposite the middle
of the posterior wall, it [sc. the retina] presents a slight cir-

cular depression of a yellowish hue, the macula lutea, or

yellow "spot. 1899 Atlbutt'sSyst. Med. VII. 730 Ophthalmo-
scope examination reveals a peculiar ..appearance in the

region of each yellow spot. 1861 Macleod Devot. to

B.V.M. in N. Amer. 342 note, Hebridean Protestants.,

are. .called Protestants of the Yellow "Stick. 1880 W. G.
Blaikie Life Livingstone i. 3 A tradition that the people
of the island [Ulva] were converted from being Roman
Catholics 'by the laird coming round with a man having
a yellow staff, ..the new religion went long afterwards.,

by the name of the religion of the yellow stick '. 1876 Quain
Attat, (ed. 8) if. 67 Yellow or Elastic "Tissue. 1822-34
Goods Study Med.(ed. 4) I. 585 Typhus icterodes or yellow
"typhus. 1817 Lytton Pelham Ixiii, A comfortless sort

of dressing-room,.. where I found a yellow-*ware jug and
basin. 1760 J. Lee /ntrod. Bot. App. 332 Yellow "weed,
Reseda. 1853 G. Johnston Bot. E. Borders in S[enecio]

Jacobxa. Ragwort ; Yellow-weed. 1884 Miller Plant-n.,

Reseda Luteola ., Dyer's-Rocket, Dyer's-weed, Dyer's
Yellow-weed,. .Yellow-weed. 1789 Pilkington View Der.
bysh. I. 384 Chlora perfoliata, perforated [sic] •Yellow-
Wort. 1859 Stationers* Handbk. 12 In woven papers may
be mentioned Blue Wove—that is, a paper of woven texture,

but blue in colour ; then comes another, which, although in

point of fact white, or an extremely pale cast of blue, is

termed Yellow *\Vove.

2. Combinations. a. Qualifying other adjs.

(or sbs.) of colour ( = yellowish, inclining to or

tinged with yellow) : as yelloiv-black, -brown,
dun, -green, 'grey, -olive, -red, -white-, also occas.

other adjs., as yellow-ripe.

In OE. expressed by geolu in comb, or by the adv. geolive,

as geolnriad, geohve rea>t.

1841 Clough Poems, Song of Autumn 5 My gay green
leaves are "yellow-black, Upon the dank autumnal floor.

1795 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 177 Pileus "yellow
brown. 1859 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) II. 109 The
rich yellow-brown of the oaks. 1639 T. de Grey Compl.
Ilorsem. 59 The horse which is milke white, *yelIow-dunne,
sanded or pie-bald. 1832 Lytton Eugene Aram 1. ix,

He. .drew up his line, and replaced the contemned beauty
of the violet-fly with the novel attractions of the yellow-
dun. 1837 Kirkbride Northern Angler 32 The Yellow
Dun . . makes its appearance on the northern rivers some
time in May. 1768 G. White Selbome, To Pennant 17 Aug.,
The *yellow-green of the whole upper part of the body is

more vivid. 1816 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. IX. 11. 404
Upper part of the back and scapulars yellow-green, a 1887
Jefferies Field <fr

Hedgerow (1889) 269 The broad descend-
ing surfaces of yellow-green oak. 1811 Shaw Gen, Zool.
VIII. 466 *Yellow-oIive Parrakeet. £-1050 Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 437/20 Lutea, beet "giolureade. 1398 Trevisa
Bartk. De P. R. v. xiv. (Tollem. MS.), Yf hey hen browne
in coloure, ober citryn 5olwer[e]de. 1819 Stephens in

Shaw Gen. Zool. XI. 11. 324 The breast is yellow-red. 1886

R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) III. 3 All manner trees

bearing "yellow-ripe fruits. 1614 Sylvester Pari. Vertues
Royall 1288 Her 'yellow-sallow skin, c 1000 ^lfhic Gloss,

in Wr.-Wulcker 163/21 Giiuus, *?;eoluhwit. 1591 Sylvester
Du Bartas 1. i. 337 A Hen that fain would hatch a Brood.

.

Sits close thereon, and with her lively heat, Of yellow-white

bals, doth live birds beget. 1891 Farrar Darkn. t\ Dawn
xli, That yellow-white plant, which grows on an old oak in

36

the wood. 1898 Eliz. $• her German Garden 55 Coral-pink

petals, paling. . to a yellow-white.

b. Parasynthetic and instrumental combs, (many

of which are used in the names of species or

varieties of animals or plants) : as yellow-backed,

-banded, -barked, -barred, -bellied, -billed, -blossomed,

-bodied, -breasted, -browed, -cheeked, -chinned,

-coloured^ -covered, -crested, -crowned, -faced,

-fumed, -flagged, -fleshed, -flowered, -flowering,

-footed, -fringed, fronted, -girted, -gloved, -haired,

•headed, -hilled, -homed, -jerkined, -leaved, -legged,

-lit, -locked, -lustred, -maned, -marked, -painted,

-pinioned, -ringed, -ringleted, -robed, -rumped,

-sealed, -shafted, -shanked, -shouldered, -skinned,

-skirted, -spotted, -sprinkled, -stained, -tailed,

•throated, -tinged, -tinging, -toed, -tressed, -vented,

-warned {Sc. = -bellied), -washed^winged, etc., adjs.

Also Yellow-haired.

1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV. 440 *Yellow-backed

Warbler. 1874 Baily's Mag. fan. 346 One or two yellow-

backed railway novels. 1833 Tennyson Elcatwre 22 The
"yellow-handed bees. 1611 Cotgr., Saulx vitelline,, .'yel-

low-barked Willow. 1824 Loudon Green-house Comp. I. 68

Yellow-barked shoots and leaves. 1832 J. Rennie Butterfl.

<\ Moths 174 The "Yellow-harred Iron.. occurs in woods.

1752 Hill Hist. Anim. 328 The ^yellow-beaked, American
Owl. 1709 T. Robinson Nat. Hist. Wesimld. x. 60 The
Male is grey, the Female *yellow-bellied. 1783 Latham
Gen. Synopsis Birds III. 42 Yellow-bellied Thrush.. the

under parts of the body of a pale rusty yellow. 1822 — Gen.

Hist. Birds II. 331 Yellow-billed Horn-bill. 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Bede 1. vi, Turning even the muddy water.,

into a mirror for the yellow-billed ducks. 1764 Goldsm.
Trav. 292 The "yellow-blossom'd vale. 185a Mundy Anti-

pokes (1857) 31 The delicate yellow-blossomed acacia. 175a

Hill Hist. Anim. 30 The black and "yellow-bodied (Esti us.

1864-5 Wood Homes without H. vi. 139 To see the yellow-

bodied Wasp.. dart into the dark mass. 1730 Mortimer
in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 432 The "Yellow-breasted Chat.

1776 Brown Illustr. Zool. 80 The yellow-breasted Fly-

catcher. 1849 Macal-lay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 313 The yellow-

breasted martin was still pursued in Cranbourne Chase for

his fur. 1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV. 459 ""Yellow-

browed Warbler. 187a Routltdge's Ev. Boy's Ann, 419/1

White petaled, 'yellow-centred flowers. 176s Layard in

Phil. 'Trans. LVI. 13 A rusty "yellow-colored crust cover-

ing theVstalactites. 1776 Brown Illustr. Zool. 24 The *Yel-

low-crested Woodpecker. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 127

A flock of yellow-crested cockatoos. 1776 Brown Illustr.

Zool. 50 "Yellow crowned Thrush. 1817 Stephens in Shaw
Gen. Zool. X. 623 Yellow-crowned Warbler. 175a Hill
Hist Anim. 322'The 'yellow-eyed Owl. 1845-50 Mhs.
Lincoln Led. Bot. App. 187 XS>ris..caroliuiana (yellow-

eyed grass). 159a Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosait) II.

27 In praise of Lady Swin-snout, his "yeolow-fac'd Mistres.

1758 G. Edwards Glean. Nat. Hist. I. 49 The Yellow-faced

Parrakeet. 1811 Shaw Gen. Zool. VIII. 445 Yellow-faced

Parrakeet, 1804 Ibid. V. 176 *Yellow-finned Herring.

1868 J. E. Ollivant tr. P. Kollonitz's Crt. Me.xico 16 The
•yellow-flagged boat of the quarantine. 1885-94 R. Bridgks
Eros <f Psyche Dec. 12 The 'yellow-fleeced flocks. 1859

Darwin Grig. Spec. iv. (i860) 85 Another disease attacks

"yellow-fleshed peaches far more than those with other

coloured flesh. 1721 Mortimer Husb. II. 239 The Toad
Flax of Valentia is "yellow-Flowered. 1845 Florist's frnl.

(1846) VI. 270 A yellow-flowered Sea- Lavender is a rarity.

1888 J. & E. R. Pennell Sent, Journ. n Across the yellow

flowered "sand-dunes. 183a Veg. Subst. Food of Man 213
The *yellow flowering pea. 1894 Lydekker Marsupialia
172 *Ye Ilow-footed Pouched Mouse, Phascologale plavtpcs.

183a J. Rennie Butterfl. tf Moths 221 The *Yellow-fringed

White [Moth] {Y]psolopltus]J'iaviciliatus). 1781 Pen^nt
Gen. Birds 62 "Yellow-fronted Honey-Sucker. 1783 T..\-

t ham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV, 461 Yellow-fronted Warbler.
The forehead and crown are ofa bright yellow. 1901 Nature

! 19 Sept. 523/2 A Yellow-fronted Amazon (Chrysotis ochro-
cephald) from Guiana. 1880 Daily Netus 16 Aug. 6/5 The .

.

I

*yellow-funnelled White Star liner steams slowly in. 1818
' Keats Endym. j. 253 "Yellow girted bees. 1771 Smollett
Humphry CI. II. 10 June, let. i, It was the singularity

in S 's conduct that reconciled him to the "yellow*
gloved philosopher. 1743 G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds
44 The "Yellow.headed Linnet. This Bird being of kin
to Linnets or Canary-Birds, I choose to call it by this

Name. 1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV. 401 Yellow-
headed Wagtail. 1787 Hawkins Life of Johnson 233 A
long "yellow-hilted sword. 183a J. Rennie Butterfl. ,v

Moths 83 The "Yellow-horned [Moth] (C\erofacha\flavi-
cornis).. antennas yellow. f86o Motley Netherl. ii, I. 35
Battling.. breast to breast with the "yellow-jerkined pike-

! men of Spain and Italy. 1766 Complete Parmer s. v.

Purslane, The red or "yellow leaved, commonly called

golden purslane. 1824 Longf. Autumn 20 Maple yellow-
leaved. 175a Hill Hist. Anim. 340 The "yellow»legged
Falco. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. viii, A. . bystander, "yel-

low-legginged and purple-faced. 1877 Black Green Past, vi,

Asleep in the hushed "yellow-lit room. 1697 Dryden A5?ieis

, x. 786 Cainers the "yellow Lock'd. 1878 Ldngf. Ke'ramos
182 A ground of deepest blue With *yellow-lustred stars

' o'erlaid. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix. 416 He
was only a "yellow-maned one[jc. lion]. 1783 Latham Gen,
Synopsis Birds III. 337 "Yellow-necked Flycatcher. 1861
W, K Collier Hist. Eng. Lit. 104 Those "yellow-painted

j
wooden caravans, 1735 Somhrville Chase 1. 243 His glossy

1 Skin, or *Yellow-py'd, or blue. 1624 Hehiot in Mem.
I (1822) App. in. 98 My ^yellow.pointed diamond-ring. 1880
! A. H. Swinton Insect Variety 94 The groups of *Yellow-
i

ringed Gnats. 1864 Tennyson Boadicea 55 Thither at their

; will they haled the *yellow-ringleted Britoness. 1889 S.

1 Langdon Appeal to Serpent iii. 50 A long procession of *yel-

j

low-robed, .monks. 1758 G. Edwards Glean. Nat. Hist. 1.

I 97 The "Yellow-rumped Fly-catcher. 1808-13 A. Wilson
' Amer. Ornith. (1832)1. 280 Yellow-rumped Warbler.—Syl-

via Coronata. 1841 "Yellow-sealed [see yellmv.seal in cj.
1

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xi, My *yellow-seaIed wine,
which costs me ten shillings a bottle. i8aa Latham Gen.

YELLOW.
Hist. Birds III. 410 *Yellow-shafted Woodpecker ; .. tail

dusky yellow, with black spots, and yellow shafts. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 248A *yellow-skinned chicken makes
the most delicate roast. i6zg Milton Hymn Nativ. xxvi,

The "yellow-skirted Fayes. 1869 ' Mark Twain ' Inimc.Abr.

vii. 43 The tall "yellow-splotched hills. 1818 Latham Index
C.cii. Hist. Birds III, Woodpecker, 'yellow spotted. 1853

Mrs. Gaskell Cranford xm, The yellow-spotted lilac gown.

1619 Rich Irish Hucbub 4 A *yellow-starcht band about his

necke. 1758 G. Edwards GUaii. Nat. Hist. 1. 101 The
"Yellow.tailed Fly-catcher. 1823 Latham Gen. Hist. Birds
VI. 232 Yellow-tailed Warbler, a 1749 M. Catesuy Nat.
Hist. Carolina (r754) 1. 62 The "yellow.throated.cieeper.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 12 Yellow-throated nestling in the

nest. i8»6 J. Wilson Noet. Anibr. Wks. 1855 I. 174 In

their "yellow-tinged-lookin blankets. 1728-46 Thomson
Spring 1082 The "yellow-tinging Plague Internal Vision

taints, a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies IL iv, Amber trest

[r. r. "Yellow trest] is she. 1838 IVilsen's Tales 0/ Borders

IV. 176 He can. .lurk in the green moss like the "yellow,

warned ask. 1859 Hawthorne Marble Faun xxxvi, Those
immense seven-storied, *yellow-washed hovels. 1764 G.

Edwards Glean. Nat. llist. III. 259 The "Yellow-winged

Pye. 1808-13 A. Wilson Amer. Ornith. (1831) II. 259
Yellow-Winged Sparrow, .inhabits the lower parts of New
York and Pennsylvania. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xviii, The
yellow-winged Angel [of Death].

o. Forming sbs. (or adjs.), the names (or de-

scriptive epithets) of animals and other objects,

in which yellow qualifies the name of some part or

distinctive feature: yellow-back, (a) some kind

of fish (see quot. 1796); (*) a cheap yellow-

backed (esp. French) novel
;

yellow-beak =
Bejan

;
yellow-bill, name for various birds with

a yellow bill or yellow coloration on the bill, as

the American scoter, CEdemia americana ;
yellow-

cup, a buttercup ;
yellow-fin, name for various

fishes with yellow fins or yellow coloration on the

fins (see quots.) ;
yellow-foot a. (Sc. -fit), yellow-

footed ;
yellow-head, (a) an African plant of the

genus Helichrysiwi having brilliant yellow flowers

;

(J>) a species of moth (see quot. 1832) ; (*) the

American yellow-headed blackbird, Xanthocepha-

lus icterocephalus
;
yellow-jacket, (a) U.S. colloq.,

name for a wasp or hornet
;
(i) name for various

species of Eucalyptus with yellowish bark (Morris

Austral Eng.); yellow-leg, -legs, a bird with

yellow legs, esp. either of two N. American sand-

pipers, Totanus jlavipes and T. melanoleucus ;

yellow-line, collectors' name for species of moths

of the genus Orthosia (see quots.) ;
yellow-neb =

yellow-beak, Bejan ; yellow-pate, the yellow-

hammer; yellow-poll (warbler), the summer
warbler of N. America, Dendioaa sstiva ;

yellow-

rump (warbler), Dendraca coronata, also called

yellow-crowned warbler or myrtle-bird; also D.
maculosa ;

yellow-seal {nonce-use), wine in bottles

bearing a yellow seal ;
yellowseed, a name for

Lepidium campeslre, also called mit/iridale mus-

tard or m. pepperwort; yellow-shank, -shanks

= yellow-leg^s ;
yellow-shell, collectors' name for

a species of moth (see quot.) ;
yellow-skin, one

of a race of men having a yellow skin or com-

plexion (see A. id); yellow-spot, collectois'

name for a species of skipper (butterfly), Polites

peckius, having a yellow spot on each hind wing
;

also {yellow-spot unicorn hawk) for a species of

hawk-moth, Sphinx quinque-maculatus ;
yellow-

throat, any species of warbler of the N. American

genus Gcothlypis, esp. C. irichas, the Maryland

yellow-throat ;
yellow-top, (a) a N. American

species of reed-grass, Calamagrostis hyperborea

Americana, valuedforhay; {b) the early golden-rod,

Solidago juncea, common in eastern N. America ;

(c) a variety of turnip, having the top of the root

of a yellow colour. See also Yellow-belly,

Yellow-root, Yellowtail, Yellow-wood.
1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxix. 36S The fisher-men

having caught a quantity of large fish, I discovered one

among them . . the "yellow-back. .. thus called from its colour,

which almost resembles that of a lemon. 1890 0. Rev. Oct.

443 A well-thumbed ' Yellow-back '. 1865 G. Macdonald
Alec Forbes xxxiv, The speaker kindled with wrath at the

presumption of the "yellow-beaks. 1868 [see Bejan]. 1865

Gosse Land tf Sea (1874) 321 Yonder floats by a flock ot

Parrots with a most abominable combination of harsh

screams. It is the "Yellow-bill. 1814 W. Irving T. 'Frar.

I. 251 A bed of daisies and "yellow-cups. 1818 Hogg
Brownie «/ Bedsbcck, etc. II. 167 At length a "yellowlm

rose...' I wish your honour had hookit that ane. 1825

Jamieson, yellovjin, a species of trout, so named from the

colour of its fins..; apparently the same with the Ftn'iOi.or

Firmer. 1845 Gosse Ocean iv. (1849) 206 1 he Y«low-.""

{Sfarus synagris, Linn.), which has its body marked with

longitudinal bands of delicate pink and yellow alternately.

1888 Goodk Amer. Fishes m About Cape Cod they [sc.

squeteague) are called 'Drummers'; about Bureard s Hay

and in the vicinity the largest are known as ' Yellow-nns .

1796 Nemnich Polygl.-l.ex. 944 "Yellow fingers, Strombus
lambis. C1780 jfohnstone Hey /f Yng. Caldwell x.MV. in

Child Ballads iv. 293 ' Nut-brown was his hawk ',
they

said, ' And "yellow-fit was his hound '. 1712 Petiver in

I'hil. Trans. XXVII. 419 Narrow.leaved Cape "yellow

Heads [Elichrysum Africanum, Ray]. 1832 J. Rennie
Butterfl. <v Moths 210 The Yellow Head [\Porrectaria\

jlavi-frontclta) . . the head tawny. 1897 Yearbk. U.S. Dep:.
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Agric. 351 Iii complaints made against tlie redwing tiie

yellowhead is frequently included as equally guilty. 1868
Amer, Naturalist May 123 [Bears] also dig up ' *yellow«
jackets ', wasp's-nests, for ihe larva;. 1897 Howei.ls Land-
lord at Lion's Head 381 He remembered stumbling. .into

a nest of yellow-jackets. 1772 Fobster in Phil. Trans.
LXIL 410 This bird is called a *yellow leg at Albany fort.

1854 Poultry Chron. II. 129 A pen of Brahmas—one pea-
comb, two single-combs, one white-legs, two yellow-legs.

1895 Outing- (U.S.) XXVI, 70/a The winter yellowlegs were
less numerous, :83a J. Rennir Butterfl. fy Moths 59 The
*YeIlow Line (Orth»sia Jlavilinea) ..Wings .. brownish ;

first pair with a slanting, but very straight yellowish streak.

1869 E, Newman Brit. Moths 365 '2 The Yellow-Line Qua-
ker {Orthopia macilenta). 1899 H. G. Graham Soc. Life
Scot. iStk Cent. \\\. II. 196 These first year's students were
popularly called ' 'yellow-nebs '. 1612 Duavion Polv-olb.

xiii. 75 The * Yellow-pate, which though she hurt the bloom-
ing tree Yet scarce had any bird a finer pype than shee.

1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV. 515 *YelIow.PolI.
Rather less than the Pettichaps :. .This species is found in

America, ..but its chief residence is in Guiana. 1785 Pen-
nant Arct. Zoo.'. II. 402 Yellow-poll Warbler. .. Inhabits
Canada. 1730 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 433
Parus uropygeo luteo, the "yellow Rump. 1785 Pennant
Arct. Zool. II. 400 Yellow-rump Warbler. 1841 THACKERAY
Gt. /f'>ggarty Diane, vii, 'Get some of that yellow-sealed
wine, Tiggins",' says the captain. ..I must say I liked the
*yellow-seal much better than aunt Hoggarty's Rosolio.
1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bol. 161 L\epidium\ campestre
..* Yellow Seed. 1785 Pennant Arct. Zool. II. 463 •Yellow-
shanks Snipe. With a slender black bill. 1835 Audubon
Ornith. Btog. III. 573 The Yellowshank is much more
abundant.. to the westward of the Alleghany Mountains
than along our Atlantic coast. 1833 J Rennie Butterfl. #
Slothi 128 The ""Yellow Sht\\(C[amptogra/u»ia] bilineata).

1851 Maynk Reid Rifle Rangers xiii. (1853) 89, I was in

hopes we'd have a bru>h with the 'yellow-skins. 1904 Con-
temp. Rev. Aug. 289 Russia lias ever regarded herself as the
dear friend of the nations who aie now contemptuously
nick-named ' yellowskins '. 183a J. Rennie Butterfl. <$•

Moths 24 The *Yellow-spot Umcorn Hawk {Sphinx quirt-

que Maculatus). 170a Petiver Gazophyl. i. 6 Avis Mary-
Laudlca gtttture luteo. The Mary-Land * Yellow-Throat.
1846 Worcester, * Yellow-Top, a species of grass ; called

also white-top. Farm. Enty.

Ye'llow, v.* [f. Yellow <*.]

1. iulr. To become yellow, turn yellow.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xxviii. (1889) 105 Na beheald pu win

bffinne hit £eoluwa5 [L.flauescit].

x8zx Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 157 Ash or maple 'neath thy
colour yellows. 1851 Mayne Reid Seal/ Hunters xxxviii,

The peak [of the temple] is yellowing downward [in the sun-
light]. j868 Jrrtl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. il IV. ti, 425 In one
part of the field the oats 'yellow off '. 1888 Rider Hag-
gard Col. Quaritch xxi, Their foliage yellowing to its fall,

rose the giant oaks. 1902 Cutcuffe Hynr Thompson's
Progr. vii. 184 When the wick yellowed out into flame.

2. trans. To make or render yellow; to impart

a yellow colour to.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. m. Furies 457 Her fiery

poysou, yellowing all without, c 1600 Shaks. Sortn. xvii,

Sly papers (yellowed with their age). 1743 Francis tr,

/for., Odes 1. xxxi. 6 The swelling Grain, That yellows o'er

Sardinia's Plain. 1805 Wokdsw. Prelude v. 56a While the

morning light Was yellowing the hill tops. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola v, The vellum is yellowed in these thirteen

years. 1885 Mekedith Diana iv, On that fine spring

morning, when . .cowslips yellowed the meadow-flats. 1907

J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 25 Some modern
lenses, .become, .yellowed by exposure to strong light.

b. spec, in pin-manufacture : see quot.

1839 UH Diet. Arts etc. 956 Yellmving or cleaning the

pi/is, is effected by boiling them for half an hour in sour

beer, wine lees, or solution of tartar.

O. Naut. colloq. To make a ' yellow admiral

'

of (see Yellow a. i e). Also transf. to retire

(a person).

1747 in Mahan Types Naval Off. (1002) ftg
' I will not

have Hawke "yellowed"' [was the royal fiat]. i8ao Lady
Granville Lett. (1894) I. 171 He, .gave a droll description

of himself as old and fait ly yellowed out of the service.

1867 [see Yellowing zbl.ib.*].

t Yellow, v.* Obs. rare. [app. extension of

Yell v. on the analogy of Bell ^.4 , Bellow v.

Cf. Yklloch.] intr. To yelp ; to bellow. Hence
Yellowing vbl. sb.% and ppl, a.2

1600 Shaks. Tit. A. II. iii. 20 (Qo.) Whilst the babling
Ecchoe mocks the hounds,.. Let us sit downe and marke
theyr yellowing [Folios yelping} noyse. 16*9 Mabbe tr.

Fonseca's Dev. Content/. 244 Roaring and yellowing like so
many rnad Hulls. 165a Loveday tT.Calprenede's Cassandra
11. 124 Running about the Camp with horrible yellowings.

Yellow-ammer: see Yellow-hammer.
Yellow-belly.
1. A name for a frog.

1815 llonlston Tracts I. No. 2$. 4 The Frenchman's
soupe-maigre and fiicassecd yellow. bellies. 18.. Nursery
Rime, Yellow-belly, yellow-belly, come and have a swim.

b. A native of the fens (in humorous allusion

to a frog).

1796 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Yellow Belly, a
native of the Fens of Lincolnshire: an allusion to the eels

caught there. 1846 J. Keegan Leg. <y Poems (1007) 362, 1

would rather dig my daughter's giave. .than see her tied to

Lanty Wolfe, or any other yellow belly of the County
Wexford. 1847 Halliwell, Yellow-belly, a person born in

the fens of Lincolnshire. Line.

2. A kind of tortoise, or the tortoiseshell obtained

from it.

1843 Holtzapffel Turning 1. 127 note. The
;
Yellow Belly,

whi(

1-/5

3. (See quots.)

1843 "°
hich plates are very thin and yellow. 1905 Times 15 Sept.

*5 Tortoiseshell,. .yellowbelly about $s. dearer.

1850 Mayne Reid Rijh Rangers L li. 12 I've a mighty

puncheon, as the Frenchmen say, to hev a crack at them
yeller-bellies. Footn. Yellow bellies—a name given by
Western hunters and soldiers of the U.S.A. to the Mexi-
cans. 1867 Smyth Sailors il'ord-bk., Yellow-belly, a name
given, .occasionally to half-castes, &c.

4. Name for various fishes having the under parts

yellow (see quots.).

1890 Science 28 Feb. 141/2 A sole (Tettor/iam/hus noix-
zealandiae) and a sole-like flounder {Rhombosotea leporiua),

commonly known as 'yellow-belly', are also frequently

caught. 1896 Jordan & Evkrmann Fishes A'. Amer. 1001
f.fponus A ut itus.. . Yellow Belly ; Redbreast Bream. 1898
Mokris Austral Eng., Yellow-belly. In New South Wales,
the name is given to a fresh-water fish, Ctenolates auratus ;

called also Golden-Perch.. .In Dunedin especially, and New
Zealand generally, it is a large flounder, also called Lemon-
Sole [Ammotretis gnntheri], 1899 Cumbld. Gloss., Yalta
belly, a young salmon-trout returning from the sea.

Yellow-bird (ye'l^bwd). Name for several

birds having yellow plumage ; now esp. the North
American goldfinch or thistle-bird, Chrysomitris

(Spinas, Carduclis) trislis, and the North American
summer warbler (distinctively called summer yel-

loivbird), Dendrara scstiva.

a 1705 Ray Syn. Avium (1713) 80 Regulus twit cristatus
A ldroi{andi\. ..The small Yellow-Bird. 1738 Albin Nat.
Hist. Birds III. ig The yellow Bird, from Bengali.. .This
Bird was about the bigness of a Fieldfare. 1792 W. Bartram
Trav. N. $r S. Carolina 290 P[arus\ luteus; the summer
yellow bird, i860 S. F. Baird, etc. Birds N. Amer. 421
Chrysomitris Tristis. Yellow Bird; Thistle Bird. 1884
E. P. Roe in Harper's Mas. Mar. 617 2 The American
gold-finch, or yellow-bird. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds 1056

Yellowbird is the North-American Siskin. .and perhaps
more than one of the Mniotiltidx. 1898 Atlantic Monthly
LXXXIL 4952 The summer yellow-bird, which pushes its

hardy spring flight beyond the Arctic circle.

Yellow-bottle.
1. [cf. Bluebottle i, Bottle j//.4 ] The mari-

gold (obs.); also the corn-marigold {dial,}.

c 1450 A iphitai Anted. Oxon ) 112 Menelaca, gall, goundc,
anglice yellebotel [v.r. yelebothelj. 1847 Halliwell, IV.'-

low-bottle, com marigold. Kent.
2. nonce-use [after Bluebottle 3]. (See quot.)

1898 Morris Austral Eng., Korrumottrra, aboriginal
name for the common blow-fly, which in Australia is a
yellow-bottle, not a blue-bottle.

Yellow-boy. slang. ? Obs. (Also as two
words.) A gold coin ; a guinea or sovereign.
i66j j. Wilson Cheats 1. i, Do they cry Chink in thy

Pocket?—How many yellow Boyes (Rogue) How many
yellow Boyes? 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant ill. i, If one
could see the yellow boyes peeping underneath the brims
now. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amuse//:. 129, I have.,
in my Pocket brave Yellow-Boys, to pay for a Coat of Arms.
171a A k but h not fohu Bull x. vi, Yellow-boys to fee counsel,

hire witnesses, and bribe juries, 1838 Jas. Grant Sk. Loud.
1S2 If you don't fork out the yelluw boys (sovereigns) pre-

sently, I'll send a ball through your carcass. 1840 Dickens
OldC. Sho/ xiii, The delight of picking up the money— the

bright, shining yellow-boys.

Yellowed (ye*Uwl), ///. a, [f. Yellow a. or

v, 1 + -ed.] Made yellow.
a 1100 Aldhetm Gloss. I. io3 (Napier 4/2) Crocata, ba

jeseolewedan. 1824 Examiner 307/1 A sun-yellowed river

softly flows. 1851 Robertson in S. A. Brooke Life -V Lett.

(1865) II. 73 That peculiar watery shine cast on the yellowed
leaves. 1906 R.C. BA\uK'iCompi.t'hotogr.ii^ Ayellowed lens.

Yellow fever.
1. A highly fatal infectious febrile disease of hot

climates, characterized by vomiting, constipation,

fatty degeneration of the liver, jaundice, etc.

1748 J. Lining in £m, Phys. <fr Lit. (1756) II. 370 That
fever, which continues two or three days, and terminates

without any critical discharge,, .and which is soon suc-

ceeded with an icteritious colour iu the white of the eyes

and the skin, vomiting, hjemorrhages, &c. .. is called in

America, the yellow fever. 1758 Let to Mayor of 147

Seamen seized by the yellow Fever in the West Indies.

18*5 Southey Let. to John May \6 Mar. in Life (1849) I.

156 He had had the yellow fever three times, and. .still bore

strong vestiges of it in his complexion. 1877 K. T. Roberts
Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 204 Most authorities hold that

true yellow-fever is of the continued type. 1898 P. Manson
Pro/. Diseases vii. 138 Inoculations by the bites of mos-

quitoes pieviously fed on yellow fever patients. 1898 J> u.'.

Sch. Geog. (U.S.) Oct. 300 When a sufficient altitude is

reached, the yellow fever zone isjrtft behind.

2. In various allusive uses, chiefly humorous.

1854 Poultry Chron. I, 582 After this we got the yellow

fever, and the clear buff and silver cinnamon fever. We did

not care for a thing except speckless colour, c 1856 Deuham
Tracts (1892) I. 336 When the ' Runcli' is in bloom the

appearance is called 'the Yellow Fever'. 1867 Smvth
Sailor's Word-bk.

y
Yellow fever, a cant term for drunken-

ness at Greenwich Hospital ; the sailors when punished
wearing a parti coloured coat, in which yellow predominates.

1884 Illustr. Sydney Newt 26 Aug. 5/3 He said I had the
yellow fever {i.e. for gold), and was to go to the diggings to

get cured.

Ye'llow-fish. Name for several fishes with

yellow coloration ; now esp. a species of rock -trout,

PUttrogrammus (Hexagrammus) monopterygius,

of the coast of Alaska, olive on the back and

yellowish below.

1734 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 317 Tnrdjis

cauda convexa. The Yellow-Fish. -11749 Catbsbv Nat.
Hiit. Carolina, etc. (1754) IL 10 The Yellow Fish. Some
of these Fish were a foot in length : this had small tfatn

scales of a reddish yellow colour. 1796 Nemnicii Polygl.-

Z>.r.944 Yellow fish, Labrus Actor. 1888 Goods Amer.

Fishes 273 The 'Yellow-fish', 'Sniped Fish , or ' Atka

Mackerel', Pteurtgrau/nius monoptery^ius.

Yellow-haired (-heVid: stress variable), a.

Having yellow (flaxen, auburn, or golden) hair.

1580 Hollybasij Trias. Fr. Pong, Blond, yellow haired.

1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2569/4 Edmond Larber, aged about 30,
Yellow Hair'd. 17*1 Ramsay Content 2o3 A tall yellow-

hair'd young pensive swain. 1812 B\bon C/t. liar. n.Ixxii,

Let the yellow-hair'd Giaours view hi- horsetail with diead.

184a Pricharij Nat. Hist. Man 196 The Britons are taller

than the Gauls, and less yellow-haired. 1887 Hall Caine
Son of //agar i. ii, The yellow -haired elderly gentleman
with the perpetual smile.

Yellow-ham. Obs. exc. dial, (jellownn-). =
next, q.v.

1544 Turner Avium Prscip. F 4, XAi/pti's, !u:cus s!ue

yowlryng. Geimanke eyn
Char. M 4 b, Ihe yellow-

.'., Yellow an- bit d, the yel-

tutea, Anglice a yelow ham,
gee/gorst. 1657 C. Beck I 'niz-

ham bird. 1905 Eng. Dial. Du
low-annner [Run].

Yellow-hammer, -ammer. Foims: 6

yelambre, 7 yelamber, yellow-hamer, 7, 9 dial.

-amber, 9 -ammer, dial. -cn;mer. -omber. -hom-
ber, 6- yellow-hammer. [In the earliest recorded

form, yelambre, app. representing OE. *yzoloamore
= £eolo Yellow + at/tore 'scorellus' unidentified

1

,

corresp. to OHG. amao (MUG. amer, G. ammer),
of which there aie various cognate or derivative

forms, viz. OE. omer, emcr, tmaer, 'scorellus',

OHG. amerinc, MUG. gold\ericmer, G. emmer-
ling, ]* emmering, emmet ilze, + evibritze (whence

mod.L. cmbcriza), LG. geekmerken (dim., with

geel i yellow' prefixed). JJesides ihcse forms theie

ii a type represented by GE. clcdhamer (coupled

with/eldeivare) ' scorellus', of doubtful foimation

(? corruption of *gold/iamer) and MUG. hatnere,

golthamere i amarellus '. The origin and identity

of hamet'y -ere are uncertain ; but connexion with

or assimilation to OE. -hama, OHG. -hamo
covering, skin, feathers (see Hame 1} seems pro-

bable, and the form Yellow-ham, which may go
back to an OE. type *geolo-hama the yellow-

feathered bird, gives support to the hypothesis.

Both forms -hammer and -ammer are historically justi-

fiable; Yairell's proposed rejection of .hammer (see Britiih

Birds, 1843, I. 446) is based on insufficient evidence.

The bird has many local names into which the word yellt re

or gold enters, viz. Yowlring(Yorling), You. ring, Yowlev,
yellow bunting, yellow yite, gold s/ink. goldfim h, Cf. (in

addition to the names given above) mhC.eetegorsse, •gtrsse,

Du. geetgors, LG. gelgatts, -gos, (J. gelbiiug, geibammer,
goldjink, WHO. gall/tans, gol(l)ammer, G. dial, golmer,
tjw. guls/arf dial. goUpinh, Norw. dial, gnlspihie, gut-

sporv, gulskur, Du. guuisputv.\

1. A species of bunting, Embeiha citrinella.

common in Ihitain and Europe generally, having

the head, throat, and under parts of a bright

yellow.
1556 Withals Diet. (7562) 51 A yelambie, luteus, '.el

lutca. 1587 Harrison England in. ii. 223/2 in Hctinshed,

Washtailes, cheriecrackers, vellowhameis, felfares. 1598

Flokio, SJpaiarda, a birde called a yellow hammer, or

yowlring. 1656 W. Du Card tr. Comenius* Gate Lat. Unl.

43 Ihe songsteis, living on seeds I the Yelamber of Poppie ;

the Linnet, of flax. 1674 Rav Coll. Wotds, Lngl. Biras £8

The Yellow-hammer, or amber, Emlcrtza f/ava, Ge>n. 1763

Ann. Reg., Chron. 59 Contents of a pye lately made at

Lowther-hall, in Westmoreland,.. forty-six yellow-hamnieis.

1789 Mks. Piozzi fount, itance IL 377 Flights of yellow,

hammeis. .enliven the fields. 1855 Kingslev Westw. Ho I

xxx, These same beggarly croakers, that be only fit to be

turned into yellow-hammers., .and sit on a tor all day, and
cry 'Very little bit of bread, and no chee-eesel' 1898

F. C. Golld in fi'estm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 2, 1 Chaffinches and
yellow-ammcrs give flashes of colour as they pass the glades.

b. U.S. The golden-winged woodpecker, Cola-

pies auratus.
Also locally in England, the skylaik, the >el!ow wagtail,

and the chaffinch.

1857 Thokkau Maine //
'. ^1894) 31 A ' >ellow-hammcr ', a>

they called the pigeon-woodptcker. 1874 Baifu, Brewer,
& KnxiWAY N. Amer. Bitds II. 581 This bird [bcColaptes

Mexicanus], in some parts of California, is known as the

Yellow-Hammer, a name given in some parts of New Eng-
land to the Cola/tes auratus.

t 2. fig. Applied in contempt to a person, esp.

a jealous husband (cf. Yellow a. 2). Obs.

160a Middleton Blurt, Master Constable tn. i. D 3 b,

Heetc's a Y'ellow-hammer flew to me with thy water, and I

cast it, and finde, that his MUtris being giuen to this newc

falling-sickncsse, will cure thee* 1605 Tryall Chrt: 11. 1,

liowyer a Captayne? a Capon,. .a red beaid Strat, a \el-

low-hammer, a bow case. i6ao Middleton & R?*VEV

Courtly Matone Dt, Much of the complexion Of high

Shroue-Tuesday Batter, yallow-hammer. 1634 ?Kowxev

Noble Soldier 11. i, You yellow hammer.

f 3. A cold coin. Obs. slang.

1616 Middleton Mayor Quinb. 11. i, Sym.. .Now^by this

light a nest of Yellow Hammers !.. lie undertake, Sir, you

shall have AH the skins in cur Patixh at thispnce. 1633

Shirley Bird in a Cage It. 1, Is that he that has gold

enough? would I had some of his yellow hammers.

4. A nickname for a charity boy in yellow

breeches.
1861 City Press May, In Worrell's school, founded in

16S9, for poor boys born in Cnpplegate, the coat is still red

;

the orange breeches, shoes, and hose of orange, which

secured the boys the sobriquet of 'yellow hammers ' h.n-

been discontinued.

Yellowing", vbl. sl>y [(. Yellow v.* + -ihg 1.]

The action of imparting a yellow colour.
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1611 Cotcr., laninissnrc,. .a yellowing, or making yellow.
162a T. Stoughton Chr. Sacrif xii. 166 Thrift.. is pleaded
for this yellowing of linnen as the which being so yellowed
needeth not so much washing. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Ye/Zozving, a manufacturing term for cleaning pins. 1859
A. Smith in Macm. Mag. I. 125 The slow yellowing of
wheaten plains. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Yellowing,
the passing over of captains at a flag promotion. 1894 Brit,

Jrnl. Photog. XLI. 25 There would be no yellowing if the
paper was good.

So Ye'llowing ppl. a.

1757 Dyer Fleece iv. 576 The op'ning vallies, and the
yellowing plains. 1840 Drowning Sorddlo 1. 452 The noisy
flock of thievish birds at work Among the yellowing vine-
yards. 184a Tennyson Launce/ot fy Guinev. ii, Incurves
the yellowing liver ran. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting 208
The yellowing tendency of oils on blue. 1908 S. E. White
Riverman viii, The old piano with the yellowing keys.

Yellowing vbl. sb:2-: see Yellow v?
Yellowish. (ye*l«°ij), a. Forms: sec Yellow

a. [f. Yellow a, + -ish 1
.] Somewhat yellow;

of a colour inclining or approaching to yellow;
having a tinge of yellow.

1379 Glouc. Cath. MS. iq No. 1. 1. iv. If. 11 It ys evirmare
whityssh or :$olowyssh. 1398 Thevisa Bartk, De P. R, xiii.

xxi. (Bodl. MS.), Nowe he [sc. the sea] is whitissche and
^elowissche now white & cleie. 1576 Turberv, Venerie 184
The Bad^erdwhelpes haue tiieyr nose, their thiote and their

eares yellowyshe. 1622 Pbacham Compl. Gent/, xii. m
Linseede oyle will turne yeallowish. 1781 Pennant Hist.
Quadrup. I. r83 Yellowish monkey with a black face. 1823
Scott Qnentin D. Ititrod., His clean silk stockings, washed
till their tint had become yellowish. 1884 A. Last, in
Century Mag. Jan. 323/1 The London houses of dirty,
yellowish brick.

b. Qualifying adjs, or sbs. of colour.

»6is G. Sandys Trav. 68 They paint their nailes with a
yellowish red. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 241 1/4 A yellowish bay
Stone-hoise 175a Hill Hist. Anim. 499 The yellowish-
grey Fringilla. 181,6 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zoo/. IX.
11. 310 Yellowish-green Grosbeak. 1843 Portlock Geo/.
214 Miemite of a rich yellowish-green. 188a Garden 12 Aug.
14V3 Lovely yellow or yellowish scarlet tints.

c. Comb.
1693 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 238 A yellowish coloured

fat ETaitb- 1725 Bradley*s Fain, Diet. s.v. Goose, A goose
..if yellowish footed and bill'd, [is] young. 1840 G. V.
Ellis Anat. 41 A thin, yellowish-looking band.

Hence f Yellowish v., to turn yellowish ; Yel-
lowishness, yellowish colour or tinge.

1590 Barrough Meth. Phisick in. xxvi. (1639) 146 His
tongue is *yel!owished. 1547 Boohde Brev. Health Ixxiii,

An myne that is yelow lyke the *yelowyshenes of an liorne
of a lanterne that is bryght 1657 \V. Rand tr. Gasscndfs
Life Peireso 1. 196 A certain dark and obscure yellowishness
[in a picture]. 1663 Boyle Exp. Hut. Colours m. xxviii,

Bruisd Madder.. being drench'd with the like Alcalizate
Solution, exchang'd..its Yellowishness for a Redness.

Tellowly (ye*l^uli)
J
adv. tare. [f. as prec. +

-LY'-.] With a yellow colour or light.

1611 Cotgr., Iaulnement, yellowly. 1796 W. Taylor in

Monthly Mag. I. 404 Whether thy fair locks Yellowly cuil
in the clouds of the morning, or red in the West wave
Quivering dip. 1833 Tennyson Hesfierides iv, When the
full faced sunset yellowly Stays on the flowering arch of the
bough. 1886 Hardy Mayor Casterbr. xiii, The evening
sun seemed to shine more yellowly.

Yellowness (ye-bunes). Forms: see Yellow
a. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being yellow; yellow
colour.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. DeP. R.v.vi. (Bodl. MS.), Aristotel
seith 3cl0wn.es of men is meuynge of feblenes. a 1400
Chaucer Pwse n That I . .may. .see your colour lyke the
sonne bryght That of yelownesse hadde neuere pere. C1460
Prcmp Parv. 548 ^elhewnesse, glavcedo. c 1475 Partcnay
;887 Adieu, my lady, with heres yowlownesse 1 a 1586
)Idney Arcadia iv. Wks. 1724 II. 739 A dark yellowness
dying his Skin. 1663 Dhyden Rival Ladies in. 1, Like the
Sun (ev'n while Echps'd) she casts A Yellowness upon all
other Faces. 176s Delaval in Phil. Trans. LV. 17 note in,
The Hyacinth is a stone, .which is red with a certain yellow-
ness. 1844 Kinglake Eothen viii, Doctors will tell you
that the di inking of milk gives yellowness to the complexion.
1889 Chamb. Jrnl. 30 Nov 760/1 There is a solidity and
yellowness about Jupiter's light.

fSL fig* Jealousy: see Yellow a. 2. Obs.
1598 Shaks. Merry IV. j. Hi. m, I will incense Ford to

deale with poyson : I will possesse him with yaliownesse.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. hi. 1. ii. (1651) 606 The un-
disueet carriage of some.. gallant.. may. .if he be inclined
to yellowness, colour him quite.

Ye llowplush. J'lnsh of a yellow colour, as

worn by footmen ; hence trans/, as a humorous
appellation for a footman.
[1837 Thackeray {title) The Yellowplush Correspondence.!

1841 — Gt. Hoggarty Diam. ii, A great powdered fellow in
yellowplush breeches 184a Punch III. 133 He fetched the
dishes, drew the corks and performed all the duties of His
Majesty's yellowplush.

Yellow-rattle: see Rattle sb\ 3 a.

Ye'llow-root. (Also as two words.) Name
for two N. American ranunculaceous plants, the
one a herb. Hydrastis canadensis, of Canada and
Northern U.S. (Canadian yetlow~root, goldenseal,

or yellow puccoon^, the other a sub-shrub, Xanthor-
rhiza apiifolia, of Southern U.S. {shrub yellow-
root), or for their roots, which yield yellow dyes,

and are used in medicine as tonics.

1796 Nemnich Polygl.-Lex. 944 Yellow root, Hydrastis
canadensis. 1814 Puhsh Plants N. A/uer. Ind. 712 Yellow
Root, Zantorrhiza. 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. 13 Zantho-

i

rhiza. Shrub Yellow-root. 1866 Treat. Bot. 605 Yellow
Puccoon, Orange root, or Canadian Yellow root. 1876 Har-
i.ey Mat. Med. <ed. 6) 781 Yellow Root is an article of the

United States Pharmacopoeia.

Yellows (ye'ltfuz). [Plural of Yellow sb.
}
used

in specific senses.]

I. 1. Jaundice, chiefly in horses and cattle.

1561 Norwich Depos. (1905) 65 The horse had a disease

running through him which was called the yellows. 1585
Higins Junius' Nontencl. 454/1 Arquatus,. .that hath the

yellowes, or the iaunders. 1596 Shaks. 'Pant. Shr.iu. ii. 54
His horse. .raied with the Yellowes. 1607 Merry Devil
Edmonton v. ii. 16 If I doe not indite him at the next

assisses for Burglary, let me die of the yellowes. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm 147 For a Horse that is

troubled with the Yellowes, you shall first let him bloud,

1733 W. Ei. lis Chiitem # Vale Farm. 220 This is apt to

gripe them, and bring on the Yellows. 1799 A. Young Agric.
Line. 377 They lose many lambs of the yellows, from August
to the middle of September. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. II. 1133 The Yellows, which is a disease to which cows
are very subject. 1871 Napheys Prev. <y Cure Dis. m. ix.

995 Jaundice is also known under the name of the yellows.

f 2. fig. Jealousy : see YELLOW a. 2. Obs,
1601 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. (Qo.) V. i, You haue

a spice of the yealous yet both of you, fin your hose I meane).
1638 Ford Fancies II. ii, Troy. Yet is this Batchelor
miracle not free From the epidemical head-ach. Liv, The
Yellowes. Troy. Huge jealous fits. 1638 Brathwait Bar-
nabees Jru/. Fij, Alwayes frolick, free from yellows.

3. a. A disease of wheat : see quots. 1771, 1815.
b. A disease of peach-trees, in which many sterile

shoots are produced and the leaves turn yellow

( = peach-yellows: see Peach sbA 6).

1771 Gullet in Phi/. Trans. LXII. 350 What the farmers
call the yellows in wheat, . .occasioned by a small yellow fly

with blue wings, about the size of a gnat. 1815 Farmer's
Mag. 385 The yellows in wheat is a small grub that eats the
corn out of the ear before it is ripe. 1848 Lowell Big/ow
P. 1. in 'Fore they think on 't they will sprout (Like a
peach thet's got the yellers), With the meanness bustin' out.

1897 L. H. Bailey Fruit-growing 45 In New York the
failure [of peach-growing] is often attributed to yellows.

II. 4. Name for certain plants yielding a yel-

low dye, as Genista tinctoria and Reseda Luieola
;

also dial, for certain plants with yellow flowers,

as the wild mustard, Sinapis arvensis, and the

wild cabbage, Brassica campestris,
1601 Holland Pliny xxxin. v. II. 471 An hearb called

likewise Lutea. iua>g., Some take it to be weld or yellows.
1638 Ford Fancies v. ii, Burnish my forehead with the
juyce of yellowes. 1790 W. Marshall Rural Econ. Midi.
Co. (1796) II. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Yellows, dyers' broom.

5. A miner's term for yellow copper ore occurring
in tin mines.
1859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 122 Several

tin mines were abandoned when the miners came to the
' yellows '

; this was the yellow copper ore, and their saying
was that the ' yellows cut out the tin '.

Yellowtail (ye'W^Jl), sb. (a.) A name (or

epithet = yellow-tailed') for various animals with
yellow tails or yellow coloration on the tail.

fl. A kind of earthworm : cf. Gilt-tail. Obs.
1608 Topsell Serpents 307 Othersome againe are yellow

onely about the tayle : Whereuppon they haue purchased
the name of Yellow- tayles. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 210/2
The Ascarides, or lesser Earth-worm,. .Some are yellow,
called Yellow-Tails, or Golden Tails.

2. Name for various fishes, chiefly of N. America,
Australia, and New Zealand, as various species of
Seriola, Caranx, and Latris

t
and many others.

1709 Dampier's Voy. III. 11. T43 The Sea and Rivers
[New Guinea] have plenty of Fish;. .we catch'd but few,
and these were Cavallies, Yellow-tails and Whip-rays. 1796
Nemnich Polygl.-Lcx. 944 Yellow tail, (a) Pcrca punctata,
ib) Scomber. 1838 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIV. 370/2
S[ciiend\ Xanthnrus; .. Yellow-tailed Smooth-mouth. ..

Found on the Carolina coast, where it is called the Yellow-
tail. 1847 J. C. Ross Voy. Antarctic Reg. II. 117 A kind
of mackarel, called yellow tail, and sometimes cavallo.
1867 Smyth Sai/ors IVord-bh., Yellotv-taii, a well-known
tropical fish often m company with whip-rays; it is about
4 feet long, with a great head, large eyes, and many fins.

Leiostomas. 1875 M llliss St, Helena 106 Seriola lalandii,
..The Yellow Tail of St. Helena is obtained also in the
Atlantic, at Japan and Australia. 1888 Rep. U. S. Comm.
Fish (1892) xv'i. 45 The yellow-tail rockfish lS[ebastichthys]
jlavidus). 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 99 The 'Sailor's
Choice * [Lagodon rhomboides] .. bears several other names,
..being known, .in the Indian River region as the..' Scup',
and ' Yellow-tail'. Ibid. 131 The Yellow Tail, Bairdiella
chrysura, known as 'Silver Perch' on the coast of New
Jersey. Ibid. 386 In Noith Carolina.. the names ' Yellow,
tail' and 'Yellow-tail Shad '[for the Menhaden] are occa-
sionally heard. 1897 Beatrice Hahraden in Blackw. Mag.
Feb. 179 The yellow-tail is rather like a solid beefsteak of
coarse fibre. 1898 Morris Austral Eng.
3. (^Also yelloiv-tail warbler?) The female or

young male of the American Redstart.
1775 Dalrymi-i.k in Phil. Trans. (1779) LXVIII. 410

Many yellow tails. 1785 Pennant Ar'ct. Zool. II. 406
Yellow-tail Warbler. With an ash-colored crown :.. Taken
. -off Hispaniola, at sea.

4. Collectors' name for a species of moth, also
called gold-tail (see Gold 1 10).

1749 B. Wilkes Eng. Moths, etc. 28 The Yellow-tail Moth
. .may be found sticking against the Barks of the Trees in
Parks. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. ii. {1818) I. 30 The
yellow. tail moth {Bombyx chtysorh&a, F.).

Tellow-WOOd (yebwud). Name for various
trees and shrubs having yellow wood, or for the
wood of any of these.

Some furnish yellow dyes, as Maclura tinctoria (Fustic)
of the W. Indies and S. America, and the N. American M.
aurantiaca (Osage Orangk), Cladrastis tinctoria (Ameri-
can or Kentucky Y.), and Xanthorrhiza apiijolia (Shrub
Yellow-root) ; others are used for ornamental purposes, as
species of Flindersia (White Teak) of Queensland and
Rhus rhodanthema of New South Wales (both called Light
Y.), Podocarpus Thunbergii (Cape Y.) of S. Africa, and
Chloroxylon Swietenia tSATiN-wood) of the E. Indies;
others as timber or for other purposes, as Schxfferiafru.
tt'scens of Florida, Podocarpus elongata (Natal Y.) and
P.pruinosa (Bastard Y.) of S. Afnca, P. latifolia of the
E. Indies, and Xanthoxylou Clava-Heratlis and other
species (Prickly Y.) of the W. Indies.
1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribbee hies 43 The Island of

S. Croix is the most famous of all the Islands for its abund-
ance in rare and precious Trees. There is one very much
esteem'd for its usefulness in Dying: It iscalled the Yellow-
wood from its colour. 1716 Petiveriana 1. 243 Prickley
Yellow wood. 1752 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Club 1903) I.

465 Ilk cwt. brown Brisiell wood, sweet wood, yellow wood
or fustic 8d. 1812 Brackenridge Views Louisiana (1814)

59 One very beautiful [forest tree], bois jaune, or yellow
wood: by some called the mock orange. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syst. Bot. r22 Oxleya xanthoxyla, a large tree, is the
Yellow-wood of New South Wales. 1834 Princle Apr. Sk.
vi. 219 A tree greatly resembling the cedar in its external
aspect, .. termed .. geelbout, or yellow-wood {taxus e/on-

gata), 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 199 Yellow
wood {Cladrastis tinctoria) is a western tree. 1875 Ure's
Diet. Arts II. 527 Fustic, or Yellow Wood. The old fustic

of the English dyer. It is the wood of the Mortis tinctoria.

1888 E. E. Money Dutch Maiden 238 The tree, a huge
yellow-wood, stood at the edge of the bush.

Yellowy (ye*bui), a. [f. Yellow a. + -y 1 2.1

Having a yellow tinge
;
yellowish. •

1667 E. King in Phil. Trans. II. 426 The head, with two
little yellowy specks where the Eyes are design'd. 1876
Miss Broughton Joan u. ii, A little kerchief of cobweb
muslin and ancient yellowy lace. 1883 J. Parker Tyne
Chylde 107 They took their tumblers and looked at each
other across the yellowy foam.

Yelni (yelm), sb. Now dial. [OE. gielm, gelm,
gilm, gylm.'] In OE., a handful, bundle, sheaf,

as of reaped corn; in mod. dial, use, a bundle of

straw laid straight for thatching (see Yelm v.) : =
Helm sb.3 1.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gen, xxxvii. 7 Eowre S»'rnas stodon ymbu-
tan and abugon to minum sceafe. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II.

120 Jenim giene mintan avnne jelm. a 1100 AIdhelm Gloss.
1. 5252 (Napier 133/1) Manipulomni, Sylma, wra;da. c 1390
B. N. C. (Oxf.) Docts. C. 2 56 We will make 2ooyeImes. 1649
Blithe Eng. Dnproy. Imp>: (1652) K k j, You must reap it

..and lay it upon little yelmes, or two or three handiuls
together till it be dry. a 1825 Fopby Voc. E. Anglia^ Yelm,
s. a portion of straw laid for that purpose [viz. thatching]; or
as much as can be conveniently carried under the arm for

any purpose. 1879 Jeffkries Wild Life in S. Co. 124 [The
thatcher] is attended by a man to cany up the ' yelms '.

Yelm (yelm), v. diaL Also 6 yellm, Syealm,

9 yalra, yolm. [f. prec.] trans, and inlr. To
separate and select straw and lay it in order for

thatching: m Helm z/A Hence YeTming vbl.

sb.y the action of the verb ; also concr. = prec.

1581 Stanford Churchw. Ace. in Antiquary (188S) Apr.
172 For a yellmyng of stiaw xij 1

. 1589 in H. Hall Soc.
Eliz. Age (1886) 203 A woman 'yehning' 14 days, 1". 9

d
.

1601 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Bp.'s Stortford^(1882)

67 Pd for strawe, vs. Pd for yehnyng, xd. Pd to the
thatcher and fixer, iiijj. ijd. 1629 Ibid, ji Pd to Gryces
wife for yelming strawe for her house, xviij^. 1765 Museum
Rust. IV. xviii. 79 Thatching per square, yelming and serv-
ing included, 2s. 6d. 1850 jrnl. A*. Agric. Soc. XI. Ii. 400
Cornes's new chaff cutter dispenses with the women yelming.

1879 Jeffekies Wild Life inS.Co. 124 Two or tin ee women
are busy yelming, i.e. separating the straw, selecting the
largest, and laying it level and parallel, damping it with
water, and preparing it for the yokes. 1890 Glouc. Gloss.,

Yolm or Yalm. .(Stow-on- Wold).

Hence Ye'lmer, one who lays out yelms.
1808 Batchelor Agric. Bedford 109 These [two men], to-

gether wiLh the four yelmeis and servers, cost about zoj.

per day.

Yelow, 5elow, etc., obs. ff. Yellow.
Yelowse, obs. form of Jealous.
14.. Guy War-tv. (Camb. MS.) 801 Thou woldest be so

yelowse And of me so amerowse.

Yelp (yelp), sb. Forms: 1 sielp, gelp, *ilp,

sylp, 2-6 jelp(e, (3 $ealp, 3aelp, 5eolp, Orm.
3ellp), 5- yelp. [OE. gielp, etc. vainglory, pride
= OS. gelp defiant or arrogant speech, OHG.,
MUG. gelpky gelf\o\\<\ crying, outcry, cheerfulness,

exuberance, ON.g/alp ? boasting, noise of the sea :

see next.]

L fl. Boasting, vainglorious speaking. Idle

yelp
>
vain boasting. Obs.

Beowulf 2521 £if ic wiste hu wi5 5am aslaecean elles

meahte sylpe wi^gn'pan. c888 Alfred Boeth. xix. § 1

Hwset forstent eow |>onne se £ilp? crgootr. Bseda's Hist.
in. xvii. (1890) 206 Na^fde he on him naoer ne yrre ne oferhyd
ne sytsunge, ne idcl £ylp him on ne ricsade. ciooo ./Elfric
Horn. II. 220 Se seofo3a heafod-leahter is sehaten idel-

wuldor, fset is Sylp, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 [He] de& for

3elpe mare benne for godes luue gif he awiht delan wule.
c 1200 Okmin 4902 l>iss mahhte. .cwennkebb i bin heme All

rosinng & all idell ;ellp. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 865 Ha beo8
ful of idel 5elp. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9836
Of gret los mighte he make his ^elpe. a 1400-t 1460 Towne-
ley Myst. iii. 321 Without any yelp, At my myght shall

I help, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. J5602 Off her goddis my^t
made thei 3elp.

fb. An object of boasting. Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1364 pis is vie child and vre help, Vre

5trengbe and vre 3elp.



YELP.

II. 2. A cry characteristic of dogs and some
other animals, resembling a bark but distinguished
from it by being sharp and shrill.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxii. 10 He [sc. a tod] braisit hir

[sc. a lamb's] bony body sweit, . .Syne schuk his taill, with
quhinge and 3elp. 1501 Douglas I'al. Hon. 1. iii. This
laithlie flude-.In quhome the fisch a,elland aseluis schoulit,
Thair }elpis wilde my heiring all fordeifit. a 1627 Middle-
ton Witch III. iii, No howles of woolves, no yelpes of
hounds. 1681 Cuownf. Hen. VI, 1. it. 14.I. . hear the Howies
of Wolves, and Yelpes of Foxes. 1682 Flavel Fear 1 Some
are as timorous as hares and start at every sound or yelp of
a dog. 1801 Southey Tkalaba IX. xviii, The dogs, with
eager yelp, Are struggling to be free. 1840 Thackeray
Barber Cox Mar., After hearing a yelp here, and a howl
there, tow, row, yow, yow, yowl bursts out. 1848 ' F.
Forester' Field Sports II. 325 A sort of pipe or call by
which the cry or yelp, as it is termed, of the female [sc. the
wild turkey-hen] may be simulated. 1868 Tennyson Lucre-
tins 45 The dog With inward yelp and restless foiefoot plies
His function of the woodland. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle
Thoughts 129 The watch.dog. .wakes with a yelp of glad-
ness to greet a caressing hand.

b. trans/, and fig.
177S Johnson Tax. no Tyr.iq If slavery be thus fatally

contagious, how is it that we hear the loudest yelps for
liberty among the drivers of negroes? 1823 Croker Fairy
Leg. Irel. I. 48 The whinge, and the yelp, and the screech,
and the yowl, was never out of his month. 1866 Ballan.
tyne Shifting Winds xxiv, The [engine] driver vented his
impatience.. by causing the whistle to give three sharp
y«'Ps

- 1885 RUMCIMAN Skippers I, Shellbacks 241 The yelp
of a Norwegian seaman who was hauling on a rope.

C. The syllabic yelp used iinitatively.

1831-4 R. S. Surtees Jorrocis's Jaunts i. (1838) 10 'Yelp,
yelp, yelp,' howl the hounds. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies
299 Yelp I yelp ! yelp I passed from mouth to mouth. There
was a sudden dispersal.

Yelp (yelp), v. Forms: 1 jielpan, selpan,
Silpan, sylpan, 2-5 ;elpe, 4-7 yelpe, (3 38elpe,
3eolp, jeilp, Julp, Orm. jellpenn, 4 'jilpe, 5
yilp, 7 yealp), 3- yelp. Pa. t. 1 3ealp, pi.
sulpon, 3 j(e)alp, yelp, //. 3ulpe, 4 yalp

; 4
3olped, 6 yalpid, Sc. 3elpit, 4- yelped. Pa.p'pie.

1 solpen, 4 y-yolpe
;
4- yelped. [OE. gielpatt,

etc., = MHG. gel/en :- *galpjan, f. root repre-
sented by OS. galpdn to cry aloud, boast, LG.
galpen to croak, MG.galpen to bark, yelp, MUG.
gal/, MG. galp loud cry, barking, Sw. dial, galpa
to cry (of certain birds). Cf. Galp, Gaup. yalp
Yawp.]

I. 1 1. intr. To boast, speak vaingloriously.
Const. «/(- OE. gen.). Obs.
Beowulfi^t, Hreflsigora ne gealp goldwine Jeata. <;g88

JElfred Boeth. xiv. § 1 j;if bu silpan wille, gilp Codes.
a 1000 Daniel 714 Da wearS bliflemod burga aldor, gealp
gramlice gode on andan. c 1200 Ohmin 2042 puss mihhte 3I10
full modi3li3 Off hire sinne 3ellpenn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 128
[ Heo] gelstrefl, ase be uox deS, & jelpert of hore god. a 1250
Oivl if Night. 1299 pu 3eolpest of seolliche wisdome, pu
nustest wanene he be come. 1340 Ayenb. 208 pe fariseu bet
yalp ine his benes and onworbede bane pubblycan. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 694 Ne schaltou by bat tyme nobyng ^ilpe of
by doynge here. £1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s '/'. 13S0, I kepe
noght of armes for to yelpe, Ne I ne axe nat to-morwe to
have victorie. c 1423 Cast. Persev. 2865 in Macro Plays 162
Sum bote of bale bou me brewe, pat I may of pee 3elpe.

+ b. re/7, in same sense. Obs.
1340 Ayenb. 79 Huanne hi ham yelpebober hi ham prodeb.

1350 Cower Con/. I. 97 He hath trewly supposed That he
him may of nothing yelpe, Bot if [etc.].

fc. Const, clause. Obs,
c888 Alfred Boeth. xiv. § 1 HwxSer bu dyrre silpan bait

hiora feggnm bin sie ? a 1023 Wui.fstan Horn. xvi. (1883)

99 pa wende he ban hit godes agen wiere ; and se deofles man
gealp beet he eac swa wacre. c 1205 Lay. 26835 Pu Julpe
biforen ban kaisere pat bu me woldest a.quellen. a 1250
Owl <y Night. 971 Ac 3et bu a,elpst of bine songe pat bu
canst 3olle wiobe & stronge. c 1275 Passion of our Lord
30 in O. E. Misc. 46 He yelp to-vore vs alle bat he is vre
ing. c 1400 Death ofRobin Lyth 82 in Ritson Anc. Songs

(1877) 74 Now xalt thu never yelpe, Wrennok, At ale ne at
wyn, That thu hast slawe goode Robyn. c 1420 Citron.
Vilod. 53 Bot how |>ay deden after, y nylt not 3elpe.

II. r 2. To lift up one's voice ; to cry aloud

;

to sing loud or on a high note. Obs.
Cf. the OE. sense (with gen.) ' to applaud, praise'.
C1450 St. Cuthbett (Surtees) 4697 Cude fadir,. .To be we

crye and 3elpe. c 1460 Townetey Myst. xii. 423 Brek outt
youre voce, let se as ye yelp. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The
lyntquhit sang cuntirpoint quhen the os^il 3elpit.

T b. trans. To call out, utter. Obs.
£'1400 Laud Troy Bk. 13520 And he my3t not him selff

helpe ; His sorwe coude he to no man 3elpe.

3. intr. To utter a yelp or yelps : said of dogs
and related animals, and certain birds (see quots.).

1553 M- Wood tr. Gardiner's True Obed. To Rdr. A v,

A rash bethlem brained hound, ..rushing hecareth not which
wai, so he be yelpyng. 1593 Peei.e Hon. Garter C 3 b,

Enuy will bite, or snarle and barke at least, As dogs against
the Moone that yelpe in vayne. 1596 W. Smith Clitoris
xiii, A lust led Satyre hauing hir in chace Which after hir,

about the fields did yeb>e. 1688 Holme Armoury 11, 134/2
A Dog Barketh, & Baugheth, being smitten Yelpeth. 1706
E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 32 Oft does he make
the poor Tars yelp_ and run about, like Dogs in a Church,
under the Correction of a Sexton. 1708 Deriiam in Phil.
Traits. XXVI. 124 April 1, the Jynx first yelped here. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 119 p 5 Compassion once obliged me
lo. .chide off a dog that yelped at his heels. 1845 Darwin
Voy. Nat. vii. (1879) 135 The jaguar, when wandering about
at nightj is much tormented by the foxes yelping as they
follow him. 1847 Tennyson Princess vll. 196 Let the wild

I

39

Lean-headed Eagles yelp alone. 1848 in ' F. Forester ' Field
Sports II. 326 The gobblers continued yelping in answer to
the remale, which all this time remained on the fence. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. ill. xi, A scholastic huntsman clad for the
field, with his fresh pack yelping and barking around him.
1879 J. Burroughs Locusts.s Wild H. (1884) 56 [The fledg-
ling] left ihe nest and clung to the.. tree, and yelped and
piped for an hour.

Jlf; T577 Grange Golden Aphrod. G ivb, To Veronas well
he hies whose wante of bloud cloth yelpe. 1885 Tennyson
Balm ,y lialan 314 That chain'd rage, which ever velnt
within. ' '

4. fig. To complain, whine.
1706 Hearne Collect. 16 Sept. (O.H.S.) I. 288 'Twill make

ye Whig Pamphletliers yelp. 1792 At ex. Wilson Watly *
Meg x, Night and day she's ever yelpin, Wi' the weans she
ne'er can gree. 1801 Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 469 The
nominations have accordingly furnished something to yelp
on. i88t Bf.sant & Rice Chap/. Fleet 11. xx. 167, I might,
if I pleased, yelp and cry for my lord and his precious friend!
Sir Miles Lackington.

5. trans, a. To utter with a loud cry ; to express
by yelping or in a yelping tone.
a 1654 W. Price in C. Wase Gralius' Cyneget. Illustr. 70

1 here lurks the pride o' th' woods, the Lyon fell, At whose
decease our troops [of hounds] shall yelpe a knell, a 1704 T.
Brown tr. Frcsny's Amuscm. iii. (1709) 17 Another Son of a
Whore yelpsf/Yr

-

. 1700 yells] louder than Homer's Stentor.Two
a groat, and Four for Six-pence Mackerel. 1828 Examiner
98/1 Lord Ellenborough 'gave tongue' on Monday, and
yelped an explanation most melodiously. 1865 Parkman
Champtain x. ,1875) 311 On their arrival, they, .yelped con-
sternation at the sharp explosion of the arquebuse.

b. To bring into some condition bv yelping.
1711 BuncELL Spec/. No. n6?6 A raw Dog'. might have

yelped his Heart out, without being taken notice of.

Yelper (ye-lpaj). [f. Yelp v. + -eh '.]

f 1. A boaster. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 22 |»e yelpere is be cockou bet ne kan najt
zinge bote of him-zelue.

2. An animal that yelps or gives a sharp shrill
cry; also, a person who 'yelps', etc.
a. A dog that yelps, a whelp, b. The avocet. local, c.

A young partridge, d. A redshank, e. A 'call ' used by
sportsmen to imitate the 'yelp ' of the wild turkey-hen. f.
slang. A town-crier, g. slang. A wild beast.
a. 1673, 1825 [implied in 3]. 1847 Halliwf.ll, Yelper, a

young dog ; a whelp. 1850 Dobeli. Roman vi. Poet. Wks.
(1875)90 But let one miscreant yelper howl, and mark Howall
ihe pack gives tongue. 1886 ft. F. Lester Under Two Fi?
Trees ii, I was strolling, .through the establishment [sea
dog's home], looking into one cage of yelpers after another.
b. 1770 Pennant Brit. Zool. IV. 69 [ Avosettasj are found in
considerable numbers during the breeding season, near
Fossdyke Wash, in Lincolnshire, called there Yelpers. C1818
Britton's Lincolnshire 725. c. 1802 W. B. Daniel Rui:
Sports 1 1. 518 Vos teneri Yelpers, vos grandaevique parenles.
d. 1892 D. Jordan Within an Hour of London T. ix, The
'cussed' redshank or pool-snipe was dubbed the red-legged
yelper. Ibid, xiii, If wild-fowl possess the virtue of grati-
tude, they must quack, bark, whistle, shriek, and grunt
untold blessings on the redshank's head, for the yelper is

their feathered sentinel. 18. . Roosevelt Florida ty Game
Water-Birds 196 The yelper has a strong, rapid, and often
irregular flight and a loud cry. e. 1884 Sport with Gun
anil Rod II. 762 We now take our yelper, ami give a few
sharp yelps ! he [sc. a wild turkey] hears the call. f. 1725
New Cant. Did., Yelper, a Town-Cryer ; also, one subject
to complain. 1823 'Jon Bee' Diet. Turf 197 Yelper, a
town-crier. Also, a discontented cove, who is forward to
complain of his woes, and the imaginary evils of life. g.
1823 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T., Yelpers, wild beasts.

3. Applied contemptuously to a speaker or writer,

whose utterance is compared to a clog's yelp.
1673 S. Parker ReproofReh. Transp. 268 He will never

take any notice of such a despicable yelper as you, unless
with a Dog-whip. 1703 T. Baker Twtbrid.ee Walks 111. 31
Now shall I be ask'd, a thousand more Whimsical Cross
Questions, than a Bashful Witness, by an Impudent Yelper
at the Old-Bayley. 1821 Bluckw. Mag. IX. 61 When they
reflect on thy strength, and think of their own petty yelpers.
1825 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 467 A pretty pack of yelpeis
they are, to be sure, that the Whigs hound at'the Chancellor.
1827 Scott Diary 10 Aug. in Lockhart, In the house of
commons he [sc. Canning] was the terror of that species of
orators called the Yelpers. 1873 J- Greenwood In Strange
Company 281 The other merciless howlers and yelpers.

Yelping (ye-lpirj),z/#/. sb. [f. YELPf. + -ing '.]

fl. Boasting, proud or pompous talk. Obs.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. xliii. (1889) 144 Pro sola inani gloria,

for sylfie idelre sylpincge. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 11 Ne haue
bu bines drihtenes noine in nane a \a ne . . in nane idel
3e!punge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 330 A derne jelpunge & hunt-
unge efler hereword of more holinesse. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 4266 Quintylian. .ansuerede. . bat bote ^elpinge [v.r.
3ulpynge] & host mid brutons nobing nas. 13 . . Gaw. ft Gr.
Knt. 492 He 3enied 3elpyng to here. X340 Ayenb. ^9 In
bi^e bo^e byeb vif leaues, bet bye]> vif manere of yelpinges.
c 1400 T. Chestre Laun/al 762 Why madest thou swyche
yelpyng? That thylennnannes lodlokest maydeWas fayrer
than my wyf, thou seyde. C1440 Promp. Parv. 537/1
jelpynge, or boostynge,/a<:/*ZMc/<x.

2. The utterance of a sharp shrill cry. a. Of
dogs or birds.

1592 Shaks. Ven. f, Ad. 83i The timerous yelping of the
hounds. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vll. ix, The poor little

animal, forgotten by its mistress, ..was now discovered by
its yelping. 1809-10 Coleridgr Friend (1837) 1 1, i. 24 Like
children we ran away from the yelping of a cur. 1847
Bewick's Brit. Birds I. 7 [Eagles] often soar out of the
reach of human sight : and notwithstanding the immense
distance, their cry is still heard, and then resembles the
yelping of a dog. 1863 Bates Nat. Amatons ii. (1864) 33
VVe often heard the shrill yelping of the toucans.

b. Of persons. Also fig.
163a Liihgow Trav. ix. 395 A ceremonious mourning.

.

YEME.
with such yelping, howling, shouting, and clapping of hands

ru "r*5* Macaulav in Trevelynn Life (1880) II. 376Ihe yelping against Prince Albert is a mere way of filling
up the time. 1894 Forum (N. Y.) Aug. 643 The incessant
snarling and yelping of demagogues at capitalists.

_
Yelping vye-lpiij;, ///. a. [t. Yelp v. + -ing -.]
That yelps; given lo 01 characterized by yelping
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. I 7, iv. ii. 47 A little Heard of Enelands

timorous Deere, Maz'd with a yelping kennell of French
Luires. 1623 —Tit. A. 11. ni. 20 let vs sit downe, and
marke their [sc. Ihe hounds'] yelping [O,/. \ellowing] noyse
1664 in I erney Mem. (1907, II. 212 A little yealping Dogg.
.712 Arbuthnot John Bull iv. i, The Tradesmen . I e [an
to suiroiiud Lewis like so many y, Ipfng enrs about a gre.-.t
boar. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Rip -..,,,, Winkle 5* At
the least tlourt-h of a broomstick or ladle, he would "fly to
the door with yelping precipitation. 1840 1 Iickens Old I

'

Shop h, Kit is.. a crouching cur to those that feed and
coax him, and a barking yelping d.,^ 10 all besides. 1848
in F. forester Field Sports II. 326, I heard the yelping
notes of some gobblers. 1906 Alice Werner Nati-.; s Brit.
Central Africa vm. 188 The miserable, yelping mongrels
which infest the villages.

tiaiisf. and Jig. 1607 Beaum. & Fl. Woman Hater 1. ii,

I he very comfort of whose presence shuts '1 he monster
hunger from your yelping guts. 1607 Lever Crucijixe xx,
And like ihe hunted deere. Of our loud yelping sinnes we
stand in feere. 1787 Hawkins Life of Johnson 100 The
deep-mouthed rancour of Pulteney, and the yelping perti-
nacity of Pitt. 1871 B'ness Dun-sen in Hare LifeU&jg) II.
vii.

_

4 i6 The yelping, barking crowds in Trafalgar Square.
Yelpingal: see Yafpingale.
Yelt (yelt). dial. Forms: 1 jilte, 5 yelte,

7 yealte, (8 ilt, 8-9 elt, 9 hilt), 6- yelt. [late
Oli. pile, *liclle = MLG. gelte spayed sow :-
*galtjon- : sue Galt, Gilt sb.*] A voting sow.
ciooo /Eleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 119/25 Suit/a, net

sueula, jilte. 14.. /'<.-. ibid. 614/30 Suiilus, i. pan a sus,
a yelte. 1562 Withals Did. ijb/i A yelt or yonge sow,
sueula. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 661 We call a young
swine a Pigge, A weaning Pigge, a sheate, a Yealke [read
Yealte], and so foorth. 1746 Exmoor Courtship (E.D.S.)
409 Es must ha' wone that es can irest. .to zar lha lit and
tha Barr.a. 1790 Grose t'rero. Gloss, s.v. Elt, Elt, or ill, is
also a spayed sou'. Exm. 1903 E. A net. Daily Times
24 Aug. 3/7 Some grand young Boars anil Yelts for sale at
moderate prices.

Yelt(e, 5elt(e: see Yield v.

Yelting (ye-ltirj). A name for fishes of the
genus Luttanus.
1873 T. Gill C<i/V. Fishes F. Coast N. Amer. 28 Lutja.

nus caxis. ..Yelling, glass-eyed snapper. 1876 Goode
J-ishes ofBermudas 55.

Yelu, etc., obs. ff. Yellow.
Yelve (yelv), sb. dial. Also 7 yelf, 9 yilve.

[Metathetic f. ME. jevel :- OE. r/a/Wlork, more
directly represented by dial, yeevil, Evil, sb.'l, in
use along the Celtic border from Cheshire to Corn-
wall.] A dung- or garden-fork,
to use a yelve.
[ciooo /EiFRic Horn. I. 4^,0 Hi.. bine ufan mid isenum

geaflum 3ydon. a 1100 Vec 111 Wr.-Wiilcker 241/36 Forcelle,
ftaefie, dtctae ouod frumenta celluntur, i. comwouentur.
a 1100 Gcrefa in Anglia IX. 263 He sceal fela tola. . habban
. .
bxrwan, besman, race, s,eafle. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P.

R. xvn. Ixx[ii). (Tollem. MS.), Hey. .is houe, lurnid and
wende with pikes, 3euels [ed. 1495 forkees] and rakes.] 1688
Holme Armoury 11. 173 2 Yelf <.r Yelve, an Iron with three
fork ends, by which Dung is taken from the B.asl, at d the
house made clean. Ibid. 111. 337 1 A Yelve Iron with two
Ends. Ibid., Wilh the same Forke or Yelve, (or Evill, as
some call ii). 1817 Wii.hkaham Gloss. Cheshire (i8it) 32

K'lv'<. to a '¥ chiefly with the yelve. 1841 Harishokkk
Salopia An/ioua 622 Yili'e, a dung fork, an evil, as we more
commonly call ii. 1S79 Mils Iacksin Shrofsli. Word-bk.,
Yelve.. a garden-foik. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Yelve, a po-
tato fork..

. Yelve, v. to dig. chiefly with the yelve.

Yelvean, early variant of Elvan.

Hence Yelve v.
,

a 1728 Lower in Woodward Fossils (1729) I. 1. 201 A sort
of Yelvean Stone, and Earth, mixed together, down 10 the
I-oad. [Cf. Ibid. 202 A dun Stone which the Miners call
Elvean Stone.]

Yelver, obs. form of Elver.
1655 Walton Angler xiii. (1661) 189 In Severn, (where

they [sc. young eelsj arc call'd Yelvers).

Yelwe, ^olwe, etc., obs. ff. Yellow.
Yelyng, variant of Yilino Obs.

Yem : see Eme, Yeme.
Yeman, obs. form of Yeokan.
t Yeme, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 xieme, syme,

3-5 501110, 3-5 yeme, 4 yem, a,eeme, 5 yoeme,
eme. [OE. giemc fern, (also rUmcn), i. OTeut.
gaum- : see next. Cf. OS. gSma fern., attention,

entertaining, feast, banquet, OHG. gouma (MHG.
goume) fern., observation, feasting, opulence, ON.
ganmr masc, gaum fern., (care see Gome 2).] Care,

heed, attention. In yeme, in one's care, in chatge.

1893 Alfred Oros. III. xix. 134 Hie ban wealles nane
xiaflBM ne dydon. £897 — Gregory's Fast. C. v. 44 £if we
flonne habbaft swz micle sorse & .swa; nib le pieman una
nihslena sw,x swa.* lire selfra. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 117 He
i- iset to bon bet he seal oucrscawian mid his aeme ba
tewedan. ii 1 225 Ancr. R. 344 Wioulen ;< me of heortc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7015 (Cott.) lene yeir had he be folk in

yeme [other MSS. to 3emeJ.

b. In ME. almost always in phr. to 11tin or take

yeme : to take note, notice, observe ; to give heed,

attend ; to heed, care ; to take heed, take care, be
careful (corresponding to various senses of Yemep.).
rii75 Lamb, Horn. 19 Nima^ 3emc nu.-hwikhe jife he us
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^efe3. Ibid. 75 NumcS nu ,eme berto. and ic on wile seggen
word efter word, c noo Trin, Coli. Horn. 77 pe heuenliclic

leche seinte poul nimeft genie of ure saule sicnesse. a 1225
Ancr, R. 78 Nime5 ieme hu wel he seiS. a 1250 Owl .5-

Night. 649 We nimeb jeme of manne bure An after ban we
makeb ure. CI200 Bekct 1942 in S. Eng. Leg, 162 Holi
churchepat geth al-mest noube to grotmde bote god nime
geme bar.to. (71300 Cursor M. 17536 For goddes luue las

yeme Quat yee sai. 13.. A". Alts. 7415 (Line. Inn MS.)
Pors gan abak renne And nam biderward geme And loked
toward heoie crye. 1340 Ayenb. 54 Nim yeme of |>e guodes
bet bou dest ober mi^t do. 1362 Laxgl. P, /'/. A. VII. 14 pe
Neodi and be Nakede nym ^eeme hou |>ei liggen. 1421
Hoccleve Lcme to Dye 521 They, .list take noyecme Vn-to
the ende which mighte hem profyte. 1426 Audelay Pectus
12 He that sayth lie lovys his Lord, on hym take good erne.

c 1430 Syr Gene** (Roxb.) 7085 Had she kept fnrth hir way,
He wold of hir

1 haue t:ike no yeme. ("1450 St. Cuthhert
(Suitees) 582 }it biddes he to bairn take geme.

t Yeme, v. Obs. Forms: 1 giemaii, siraain,

gyman. seman, 2-6 game, 3 geome. 3-4giem(e,
3-6 jime, 4 gheme. gheyme, yeeme, yem, 4-5
yheme, 4-6 yeme, 5 gem, gyme, 6 gym. [OE.
yeman — OS. gemean to care for. guard, entertain

(guests), OHG. goumjan,goumon (MHO. goumen)
tp give heed to, observe, feast, ON. geyina to heed,

watch (S\v. gemma to keep, hide, ] )a, gjemme to

keep, guard, save), Goth, gaumjan to perceive,

observe, f. OTeut. gaum-, whence also the forms
s.v, prec. ; the ultimate origin is disputed. In

OK. constructed with a genitive of the object,

which was succeeded in ME. by of, and ultimately

by a simple object.]

1. To care for, take notice of, consider.

r 888 &LFBED Boeth. xv. § 1 Ne semdon hie nanes fyren-

lustes. 971 Blickl. Horn. 99 Hie..nystan ne ne gemdon
hwonne hie }>a?t eall anforlsetan sceoldan. c 1000 /Elfric
De Vet. Test. Pref. (Gr.) 3/16 He rctes ne fimde. C1205
Lay. 9168 Bruttes her of gemden & noht hit ne forjeten.

b. To give heed or attention to, attend to, look

after; to take heed, lake care (to do something).
c 897 VElfred Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 160 SwiSe ^eornlice

giema<5 3a?t liie 3a eoidlican heortan fcelaeren. c 1205 Lav.
12581 For ba arewen ne mihte ba liiuttes 5emen nanes
fihtes. rt 1225 Ancr, R. 98 l\eo went in hire buhte ofte

swuche woides, hwon heo schulde oderhwat geornelicbe
gemen C144C Yo>k Myst. xxvii. 16 Euer for togemein5")ube
and elde, 'J o be buxsome in boure and hall, c 1450 St. Cuth-
bert (Surtecs) 2819 All ot hir thmges he 3emed pat to a
hischope degre seined.

c. intr. To attend; to look attentively upon.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 44 (MS. C.) Of ower kneolunge, hwense ge

magen icemen, ear mete & efter [etc.]. 13.. Cursor M. 17297
(Gutt.) Al bai hidd bairn self to geme. c 1394 /'. PI. Crede
159 Y gemede vpon |>at house & geine beron loked.

2. To take care of, keep ; to have charge of,

have in keeping ; to guard, protect, preserve from
injury.

a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 1546 Se deopa seacS. .gieme'S gscsta.

c 1000 ^llfkic Num. iti. 38 Moises and Aaron and hira
beam ^imdon ba?s temples on middan Israhela folce. c 1175
Lamb. /loin. 23 pa men be beo"6 in be castel and li in 3emeS.
Ibid. 115 He seal wicche cieft aleggan and wigelunge ne
geman, t 1200 Ok.min 5585 Himm reowebb batt tie nohht
ne inagg Himm gemenn all fia sinne. ^1205 Lav. 369
Children & hinen ba ure nete sculen gemen. c 1320 Cast.
Love 448 Nis ber nout in world bi-Ieued pat nis destrued..
Hut eigte soulen b ( weren i-gemed In be schup. C1330
Arth. fy Me*l. 968 In a tour ha\ ban hir do, pat noman
migt hir com to, Hot an eld midwiif, pat schuld gemen hir

Hif. 13.. Gosp. Nicod. (G.) 468 His lare be \>\nc algate,
And his pese might be geme. 1357 Lay Polks Catech. (T.)

443 The seuent vertu..is methe. .That . .yhemes us fro
yernynges of worldely godes. 1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 230
3hemen, swanys, and povcraill, J'hat in the pare to gheyme
vitiale War left, a 1400 Leges Burgorum c. 57 in Acts
Pari. ScoU (1844) I. 344/2 He sal be fede to be bouse of be
kyngis seriand..and (>ar he sal be yhemyt fia his chal-
langeouris. £1400 Destr. Troy 8254 He burlet thuigh the
belme, bat the hed yemed. Ibid. 10791 The yates to yeme
he yepely comaundit. ^1450 Holland Ihnulat 132 The
MM secretar. that the sele gemyt. 1500-20 Dcnbar Poems
xxxviii. 39 Dispulit of the tresur that he jemit. 1513
Douglas AKneis 111 ix. 97 Poliphemus, 3>*mmand hisbeistis
rowch Hid vn. x. 23 [He] heyrdis wyde, As storoure to
the king, did kep and gime. a 1568 \V. Hbown Lett. Gold
in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter CI ) hi Ye men of kiik, that
cuie hes tane Of sawlis for to wetsche [v.r. yeme] and keip.
absol. a 1300 Sarmun xviii. in E. E. P. (1862) 3 Hi mil

nogt s-pene bot gime in store, a 1400 Sir Perc. 1136 He lefte

mene many ane. . . He the gates gemande.

3. To have the command or oversight of; to

rule, govern, manage, control.

c 1000 ./Elfric Gen \. 18 pat hi;;..j;imdon bses dashes and
ba^te nihte. (1130a Cursor M. 0541 On na manere Mogbt
he in pes his ktngiik yeme. 1399 Lamol. Rich. Redeles 1.

89 The cheuyteyns. .Weren all to yonge of 3eris to yeme
swyche a rewme. e 1400 Yivaine ^- Gaw. 1185 My landes
foito lede and yeme. c 1400 Rule St. Benei (verse) 1052 Vs
aw to gem our tone And spek not bot we be requerde. c 1400
Destr. Troy 5338 The septur & the soile sithyn haue I gemyt.

4. To keep, observe (a command, festival, etc.).

<: 1000 ./rUFRic Lev, xxvi. 42 Ic syme min wedd. c 1175
Lamb. Horn ir pe biidde godes hestc.Wite 3e bet 3e

gemen benne halie sunnedei. a 1300 'Pen Commandnt. in

0. E. Misc. 200 pe halidayes b 11 shalt gieme [fir, bieme

;

rime queme] a 1300 Cursor M. 2690 Ful wel bis lagh sal

lie yeme. 15 . . Ibid. 9980 (Golt } Euer scholyuesin mayden-
hede, pat scno hir ches be first day, Scho gemed it in meke-
nes ay. 1389 in Sir W. Fiaser Wemyss 0/ Wemyss (1888)

11. 24 Til theie tbyngys al and syndiy lelily and fermly to

ht-fulfyllytand yhemmyt bath the paitys. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xiv. 61 In -be whilk er many gude Cristen men,
gemaund be same rytes. .bat we vsen. (-1400 Destr. Troy 869,

I am ferd lest bou.. for geuernes for-gete bat be ;eme sbukl.

c 1450 Bk, Curtasye 304 in Babees Bk. t
With fieres on pil-

grimage yf bat bou go, pat bei wille gyme, wilne bou also.

t Yemeles, a, Obs. Forms : 1 sieme-, Sime-,

jymeleas, 2-3 gemeles, 3 gemeleas. [OE.

tiemetfas, f. gieme Yeme sb. + -leas -less.] Care-

less, heedless, negligent. Hence f Yemelesliche
adv. [OE. giemeUaslice; see -LY-], carelessly, heed-

lessly ; f Yemeleaschipe [-ship], f Yemelest
[OK. tiemeliait ; see -t 3], heedlessness, negligence.

c8qj yELFBED Gregory's Past. C. xxl. 164 Ond swae hwelc
swae mid flaein Godes andan bi8 onseled, ne bio he for

^iemeliste \Hation MS. ?;iemeleste] jehiened. Ibid. xlii.

305 Da?m unbealdum is to cyoanne hu giemelease hie biori

(Sonne hie hie selfe to sui"Se forsioo. c 1000 Sax. Leec/id. II.

E"4 para stowa sum iabe rotab ?;if hire mon gimeleaslice tilaft.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 yf \*c king bi3 unrihtwis and gif be
biscop bi.S gemeles. £"1200 Ormin 2913 patt tegg ne falle

nohht i giilt purrh gure gemelaeste. <r 1225 Ancr. R. 92 Hwo
se gemeleasliche wite'5 hire uttre eien. Ibid. 172 gif heo wit

ham vuele, & let ham buruh gemeleaste etfleon hire seruise.

Ibid. 202 yemeleaschipe, o3er to siggen, o^er to don,, .ofter

miswiten ei ping bet heo haueo to witene. a 1240 Lo/song
in O. E. Horn. I. 205 gemeleas and unlusti.

tYemelich, a. Obs. ra;?~ :
. [f. YEME sb. +

-lic/i, -ly !.] Knll of care, anxious.
C1205 Lay. 3356 pai gedede be king Mid gemeliche worden.

tYemer. Obs. [f. Yeme v. + -eh*. Cf. ON.
gcymari keeper.] A keeper, guardian ; a ruler.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. $31 $i( tristreni be now sleyn, Yuel
gemers er we. 1375 Bakhour Bruce n. 123 Thow sail tak
b'errand my palfray. . And gy ft his ghemar oucht gruchys,
Luk that thow tak him magre bis. C1400 Rule St. Benet
(verse) 2244 So pat in godes bows may be A gude gemer
of godes menge. 14.. Tundale's Vis. (Turnbull) 239, Y was
thi yemer evon and moron Seython thou was of thi moder
boron. 1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 94 My emer & I be
agreed that I schold have xl li.

Yemer, gemer, variant of Yomer.

1 Yeming, vbl. sb, Obs. [(. Yeme v, + -inc. 1
.]

The action of the verb Yeme
;
care, keeping, pro-

tection, charge.
r 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2783 Hie am god 3e in min geming nam

lacob, ysaac, and abraham. a 1300 Cursor M. 16S94 For-bi
cs skil pir dais thre Yeming on him yee lai. c 1330 Arth. $
Alerl. 2034 Hc.proferd Jnm al his ping To ben vnder his

gemeing. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (prose) Iviii. 38 Suilk
yeming sal sbo haue, }>a.t te saule be tumid to god alle-

inihtye. r 144a York Myst. xliii. 46 Mankynde was thyne
whome pu be-kende And toke me to pi gemyng light.

Y-emptid, ME. pa. pple. of Empty v.

c 14^12 Hocclf.ve De Reg. Princ. 4435 Whan pat pe peple
..Hir purs y-emptid haue.

Yemschi(c)k, yematehick, variants of

Yamstchik.

I Yemsel. Chiefly Se. Obs. Forms : 3 gemsle,

4 gemsel, -sele, -sale, -seill, -Scheie, geymseill,

geemsell, ghemsall, -sell, yhemsale, 4-5 gem-
sail, 5 ghemsnyl, yhemselle. [ad. QN.geymsia
(f. geyma Yeme v. + -sla — OE. -els), with assimi-

lation to the native jeme Yeme v.~\ Keeping, care,

charge, custody.
r izoo Ormin 5095 Ne segge ice pe nohht tatt tebirrp. .All

all se mikell gemsle, pwerrt ut onn iwhillc operr mann Alls

o pe sellfenn leggenn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \. {Pftrus) 601

pe quhilk gaff pame in? gemsale Of twa knychttis, pat war
fell. Ibid, \\\. {Mathias) 245 Cryste gef it hyme ay in

gemsele, po he wes thefe & ay wald steyle. 1375 Harbour
Bruce xi. 329, I trow he sail..Do his dewour, and virk so
weill, That hym sail neyd no mair geymseill [MS* E. gem.
seill]. a 1400 Leges Burgorum c. 3 in Acts Pari. Scot,

(1844) I. 333/2 Bot gif. .he [sc. ane uplandis man] war in pe
kyngis oste or in yhemsale of pe kyngis castell. c 1425
Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxvi. 4352 Keparis, pat it [sc. a castle]

in ghemsayl [v.r, gemsall] hade.

II Yen (yen). [Japanese, ad. Chinese yiian round,

round thing, circle, dollar.] A Japanese coin, of
gold or silver, representing the monetary unit of

Japan since 1871, formerly of about the value

of the United Statesdollar, now of about 2 shillings.

Also collect, as//.
1875 Jf.vons Money xii. 147 Even Japan has imitated

European nations, and introduced a gold coinage of twenty,
ten, five, two, and one-yen pieces, the yen being only three
per milfe less in value than the American gold dollar. 1875
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. ix. 316 The Yen is divided
into 100 Sen, and the Sen into 10 Rin. 1883 Stmmonds
Did. Trade Suppl , Yen, a name for the dollar in Japan,
in former years worth 35. gd., but now only about 3J. 2d.

1904 Times 16 Jan.- 1 1/3 Japan has. .specie to the unpre-
cedented amount of 113 million yen, or ^11,300,000.

Yen, obs. pi. of Eve sb. ; Sc. and north, dial. f.

Os'E ; dial. f. Yon ;
graphic \a.r. J>eu Than, Then.

Yenoe, Sc. and north, dial. f. Once.
Yench, obs. form of Inch sb.*

1493 [see Thick a. 2].

tYend, P. Obs. Forms: 1 s^endian, 2-3
(g^ienden, 5 gynde. [OE. geendian: see Y- 3 c
and EtfpV. For the form in quot. c 1430 cf. End
sb. etym. note.] trans. To end.

< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 20 Ic beo mid eow ealle

dagas oft worulde ge-endunge. Ibid. Luke xiv. 30 Hwaet
pes man agan timbrian & ne mihte hit ge-endian. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 129 Iwilch mon bift iboien mid muchele sara
and mid muchele sorge his lif iendaS. a 1240 Lo/song in

O. E. Horn. I. 217 He is amde buton aelcere giendunge.
c 1430 Freemasonry (1840) 12 The multytude that was
comynge Of here chyldryn after here gyndynge.

Yend, obs. or dial. var. Yond. Yend e,

gend'^e, obs. ff. Enij sb. and v. Yende, obs. f.

Ind. Yended, obs. pa. pple. of Endzj. Yender:
see Yeender, Yonder. Yene, obs. pi. of Eye
sb. ; obs. f. Yawn v. Yenesherre, obs. form
of Janizary. Yeng, geng, obs. ff. Young.
Yengees (ye*rjg/"z)

f
also -eese, //., whence

Yengee (ye'rjg?) swg., stated to be a N. American
Indian corruption of English, applied to the people
of New England. (Cf. Yankee.)
1819 Heckewf.lder Ind, Nations in. (1876) 77 When the

Yengeese arrived at Machtitschwanne, they looked about
everywhere for good spots of land. Ibid. xiii. 143 Yengees.
This name they [sc. the Chippeways and some other nations]
now exclusively applied to the people of New England...
They say they know the Yengees, and can distinguish them
by their dress and personal appearance. . . The proper English
they call Saggenash. 1826 J. F. Cooper Last 0/ Mohicans
xxix, ' What art thou ? ' ' A woman ; one of a hated race, if

thou wilt—a Yengee.' Ibid., It is a redskin in the pay of
the Yengeese. 1834 Whither Mogg Megone 40 A scalp or
twain fiom the Yengees torn,

Yenite (y/'nait). Min. [ad. F. yiniie (Ixlievre,

Jrnh des Mines, 1807), i.Jena + -ite! : see quot.

J 868.] A former synonym of Ilvaite.
1816 P. Cleaveland Min. (1822) I. 394 Before the blow-

pipe the Yenite is easily fusible into a dull, opaque, black
globule. 1868 Dana Min. 207 Named Ilvaite from the
Latin name of the island (Elba) on which it was found;
Lievrite after its discoverer [Lelievre] j Yenite (should have
been Jenite) in commemoration of the battle of Jena, in

1806. The Germans, and later the French, have rightly
rejected the name yenite, on the ground that commemora-
tions of political hostility or triumph are opposed to the
spirit of science.

Yenne, obs. form of Even sbA
1478-9 Stonor Lett. (Roy. Hist. Soc.) II. 72 Payd for a

cope for the caponys on candelmas yenne, vi.d.

Yenough, obs. form of Enough.
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. I. (1586) 9 b, And suche

as I found sounde, I thought yenough for me to keepe the
reparations.

Yent (gent), var. yend, Yond Obs.

Yentred, ME. pa. pple. of Enter v.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. }i.x. 375 pat I man made was and my
name yentred In be legende oflyf longe er I were.

Yentyll, obs. form of Gentle a.

a 1533 Ed. Bekners Ihton viii, 20 It neuer commyth of a
yentyll courage of any knyght to assayle any person without
armure.

Yeo, sb. 1 local {south-west), [rcpr. OE. %ed
t
*id

for /a stream, river: see Ai siA
t
Ea, and cf. Aa.]

A stream or drain (in mining).
[In the following 16th cent, quots. the forms ynv, yo are of

doubtful identity; the river-name Yeo{0\Z. Eowan in oblique
cases) may be intended:
1521 Yatton Churclnv. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 139 In ex-

penses for dyking ye new yew. .xxiijj. iiijf/. 1543 Ibid. 157
Payd for mowyng the yew..iijj. iirj<r*. 1558 Ibid. 170 Fc
Dychingcthe parishe woorke in ye Yo..xvj^ and xij rt

.]

1725 1'earce Laws Stannaries Inirod. p. xiii, Every Work
may lawfully bring their Water from the River, which the

Tinners [in Cornwall and Devon] commonly call the Yeo,

without Denial or Contention. Ibid., 'Then they go [to]

the Yeo, or River, and fetch home the Water which serves

this Work. 1873 Q.Rev.CX XXV. 157 ' Girts' or 'gulphs '

are names given by the moormen [of Dartmoor] to the long,

and sometimes deep, excavations seaming the hilbsides,

down which the miners led their stream, generally known
as the ' yeo '. 1873 Williams & Jones Gloss. Som., Yeo,
main drain of a level.

Yeo (y£«), sb.2 Colloq. abbrev. of Yeoman;
commonly in pi. — Yeomanry 3.

[1710 J. Ciiamberlavne St, Gt. Brit. ii. in. (ed. 23) 534
M. Alford Yeo.] 183X Lover Leg. Irel., Paddy the Piper

150 If the Husshians or the Yeo's ketches you. 1898 K.
Tynan in JVesttu. Gaz. 12 Oct. 2/1 The yeos at Rathdrnm
had information that a house, .was to be robbed.

Yeo, dial, form of Ewe ; also in comb, yeo-

necked = Ewe-necked.
1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D S.) 210 Thacortst lha natted

Yeo now.reert,. .taping o'er the Yoanna Lock. 1878 G.

Murray Russians 0/ To-day 15 Mounted upon yeo-necked
galloways.

Yeofaile, obs. form of Jeofail.

Yeo-;heave-)ho : see Yo-heave-ho, Yono.
Yeolke, Yeolow, obs. ff. Yolk, Yellow.
Yeoman (y^'man). PI. yeomen (y5u*men).

Forma : a. 4-5 goman, ghoman, (4 ghuman,
gouman), 4-7 yoman, 5 goman(n)e, gomon,
yomon, (yhomanl, guman, 6-7 yoeman. &. 4-6

geman, (4 gheman), 5-7 yenian, (5 gemman,
yemon, geaman, Sc, gieman, 8 ye'man). 7.

4-5 giman, gyman, (4 gymman, 5 gimman,
gymanne). 5. 5- yeoman, (7-8 Se, zeoman).
[ME. (14th cent.) $oman, finnan, jewan, jiwan,

prob. reduced forms of )ong-, )ung-, }eng-, jing-

vian : see Youngman, which is itself used as a

designation of an attendant or servant (cf. sense 1

below), while a 12th cent, yongerman is given in

Pseudo-Cnut de Foresta § 2 as a synonym of

livssfiegenes * mediocres homines ' (cf. sense 4), who
were intermediate between the pegenes ' liberales

homines' and the iuumen 'villani' (cf. also OE.
gingra vassal, follower of a prince, etc.).

The mm found in some foims (gemman, gimman) may be
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a survival of the ugm of yflagman. Cf. MSw,, Da. jomfru,
Icel. j'umfrti (after LG. j'nmfer), and Du. juffrouw beside

jonkvroutu young lady.

The pronunciation (yi'man) is evidenced as late as the
time of Swift (see quot. 1706 in 4^ and cf. 1687 in 4^).

If this word is ultimately identical with youngman, the
derivation has possibly a remarkable parallel in s. w. dial.

yeomath, yeemath, yemmath, youmath, yumviath = after,

math, which is app. for *young matA = \ate mowing.]

I. 1, A servant or attendant in a royal or noble

household, usually of a superior grade, ranking

between a sergeant (Sergeant sb. 7) and a groom
(Groom sb\ 4) or between a squire and a page.
a. 13 . . K. A lis. 835 (Laud MS.), To ^ornan page 8: joglers.

1377 Langl, P. PI. B. hi. 213 (MS. R.) Emperoures. .han
^oumen [C. iv. 271 ^emen, v.rr. Jomen, jimmen, ^emmen,
^onge men] to ^ernen and -to ride. ? a 1400 Morte Arth.
2628 He [re. Arthur] made me gomane at jole, and gafe me
gret gyftes, And c. pounde, and a horse, and harnayse fulle

ryche. 14.. in Monum. Francisc. (Rolls) 583 Commaunde
^e that ^oure gentilmen yomen and other dayly bere and
were there robis in ^oure presence, c 1420 Chron, Vilod.

4558 Kny^t, squiere, ^omon & page. 1449 Rolls of Parlt.
V. 157/2 Yomen of the moste honourable Houshold of the

Kyng. c 1489 Caxton Sonncs ofAymon iv. 123 Came there

a yoman that sayd to the duchesse. .the meete is redy.
c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2542 To day hote, to morowe
outragyous colde ; To day a yoman, to morowe made of
page. 1593 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) 155, I gyve unto
everye one of my yomen suche as are my howseholde ser-

vants over and besyds theire waigs xx' a peece.

0. 1345-8 in Househ. Ord. (1790)9 The Kinges archers,

vinteners, yemen of offices in the Kinges howse. 1375 Har-
bour Bruce v. 235 Quhill I lifT, and may haf mycht To lede

a }heman or a swane. c 1470 H enry Wallace 1 r. 3SS A bauld
squier, with him gud }emen tua. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xxi. iii. 845 The kyng callyd vpon hys knyghtes squyers
and yemen. 1584 Whetstone Mirr. Afug., Cities 15 b,

Were this a lawe in England, I feare mee..we shuld haue
more Gentlemen bondmenj then Yemen trustie seruantes.

8. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 19 Our
sovereyn Tordes household is now discharged.. of the Court
of Marshalsy, and all his clerkes and yeomen. 1561 Old
Cheque-Bk. Chapel Royal (Camden) 1 Mr. Paternoster was
sworne gent' the 24th of Marche, and Jones, Gospeller, and
Thos. Rawlins, Yeoman, 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. vii.

14 Saulc.had many yeomen at hand, that wold gladly have
employed their labour too destroye David. 1607 Dekkek&
Webster Westiu. Hoe in. D4, Come Sergeant Ambush,
come yeoman Clutch, yons the Tauerne, the Gentleman
will come out presently. 1713 Swift On Himself'35 The
waiters stand in ranks ; the yeomen cry, Make room ; as if

a duke were passing by. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 1. xxix,
Where squire and yeoman, page and groom, Plied their

loud revelry. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 497 The folly.,

became in other fields A mockery to the yeomen over ale,

And laughter to their lords.

b. An attendant or assistant to an official, etc.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 535 Gos to my vyne, 3emen jonge,
& wyrkes & dos bat at }e moun. 1363 Rolls of Parlt. II.

278/2 Gentz de Mestere, d'Artifice & d'Ofnce, appellez
Yomen. 1x386 Chaucer Prol. 101 A Yeman [v.rr. jeman,
Soman] hadde he, and seruantz namo. 155a in Feuillerat

Revels Edw. VI (1914) 124 Lyuery for his yemen and other
baser officers. 1568 Grafton Chrou. II. 84 Robyn Hood
had at his rule and commaundement an hundreth tall yo-
men. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, \\. i. 4 Hostesse. Mr. Fang,
haue you entred the Action? Fang. It is enter'd. Hostesse.
Wher s your Yeoman t Is it a lusty yeoman 1 1617 J. Tay.
lor (Water P.) Armado C8, Nimnle tongu'd Pettifoggers,

greedy Serleants, hungry Yeomen, deuoureing Catchpoles.
1766 Entick London IV. 47 Eighteen Serjeants at mace,
and every serjeant hath his yeoman. 1861 Times 26 July,
The senior Sheriff's yeoman read Her Majesty's writ,

authorizing the Sheriffs to proceed to the election of 'a fit

and discreet citizen' to serve in Parliament. 1897^ J. D.
Walker in Rec. Lincoln's Inn I. Pref. 7 A Bencher in 1442
was entitled as of right to have a yeoman {z>alettus) boarded
in the Inn at a charge of i4d. per week.

c. Yeoman's service (also yeoman service) : good,
efficient, or useful service, such as is rendered by
a faithful servant of good standing.
[a 1500 Gest of Robyn Hode Ixxx, It were greate shame

sayd Robyn A knyght a lone to ryde, Without squyer
yeman or page,. .1 shall the lene lytyll Johan my man,.. In

a yemans stede he may the stande, Yf thou grete nede
haue.] 1601 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 36, I once did Bold it. .A
basenesse to write faire : . . but Sir now, 1 1 did me Yeomans
seruice. 1613 Hoov Counter-snarle 75 You may doe the
Pope yeoman seruice indeede. 1807 Scott it Aug. in Fam.
Lett. {1894) I. iii. 77 This [law] has done me yeoman's ser-

vice in the hour of necessity. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
i, These stalwart sons of the Browns have done yeomen's
work. 1858 De Quincey Language Wks. 1890 X. 247 The
word ignore . . has now assumed [a general meaning], with
little offence to good taste, and with yeoman service to the

intellect. 1884 llluslr. Land. News 29 Nov. 84 The..
Society has done yeoman's service during the ten years of

its existence.

2. With of (orfor) followed by a word indicating

the particular department or function, in the titles

of various officials, esp. of a royal or noble house-

hold, asyeoman of the bottles, of the buttery, of the

cellar, of the chamber, of the crown, of the ewery,

of the horse(s, for the household, of the larder, for

the mouth (Mouth sb. ad), of the revels, of the

robes, of the stable, of the stirrup, of the tents, of

the wardrobe; so yeoman of the channel (an official

of the Corporation of London : see Channel sb. 1

3 a). Hence in humorous allusion, as yeoman of

)he collar, a prisoner with an iron band round his

neck (Collar sb. 5) ;
yeoman of the cord, of the

halter, a hangman, or hangman's assistant.

1455 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 18 Richard Clerk, Yoman of

Vol. X.

the 'Armurie. Ibid., Henri Est, Yoman of the *Beddes.
Ibid. iy Willfcm Wytnall, Yoman for the 'botilles. 1591
Murther John Ld. Bourgh A 4 b, One Iohn Powell yeoman
of the bottels. 1531 in Butt Ford's Archery (1887) 141
Yoeman of the Kinges "bowes. 1473 Rolls of Parlt. VI.
97/2 Richard Forster, Yoman of the Mlotry of oure Hous-
hold. 1513 Bk. Kcruynge in Babees Bk. 270 Yoman of the
*seller and ewery. 1345-8 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 4 Yeomen
of the Kinges "chamber. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 62 Thre
yomen of his chambre. 1438 E. E. Wills (1882) 110 The
yomen of my lordys chambre. 1708 J. Chamkehlayne St.

Gt. Brit. n. in. xliii. (ed. 22) 633 Yeoman of the "Channel.
1647 Haward Crovjn Rev. 33 Yeoman of the Stirrup. ..Yeo-
man of the Male.. .Yeoman of the *close Carte. 1530 Hick-
scomcr (Manly) 239 Frewyll. Syr, laye you beneth, or on
hye on the sollcr? Imag. Nay, ywys, amonge the thyckest
of yemen of the "colter, c 1640 J. Day Percgr. Schol. xvii.

(i83i) 72 A kinsman of myne that is grome of the ladder
and yeoman of the *corde. 1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 192/2
Yoman of the "C'oroune, and Ussher of oure Chambre. 1498
in Leadam Sel.CasesCrt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 5 William
Frost oon of your Yomons of the Crowne. 1450 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 194-1 Watkyn Redell, Yoman of oure *Ewre.
1455 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 20 John Canne, Yomen for the
'halle. 1802 J. T. Smith Bk. for Rainy Day (1861) 169 A
most diabolical-looking little wretch, denominated 'the
Yeoman of the "Halter ', Jack Ketch's head man. 1455 in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 23, 1 Yoman of *Horse. 1530 PalsCR.
291/1 Yeman of the horse, f>alfrenicr, 1586 T. 1!, La Pri-
maud. Fr. Acad. 1. 320 The yomen of his horses. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomencl. 510/3 Promus,. ,a butler : a yeo-
man of the *larder. 1455 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 20 William
Pratte, Yoman for the King's *mouth. 1531 Elvot Gov. 111.

v, Yoman for the mouthe with the kynge. a 1700 11. K.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Yeoman of the Mouth, an Officer

belonging to his Majestie's Pantry. 1345-8 in Househ.
Ord. (1700) 4 Yeomen of the "offices. 1552-3 in Feuillerat

Revels Ediv. VI (1914) in Iohn howlte yeman of the
'Revelles. 1455 m Househ. Ord. (1790) 17 John Slytherst,

Yoman of the *Ro!>es. 1552 Huloet, Yoman or master of

the robes, vestiar/us. 1728 Chambers Cyct. s.v. Acatery,
A Yeoman of the *Salt-Stores. 1650m Archaeologia V.435
The Saucery House, conteyning foure little roomes used by
the yeomen of the *sauces. 1455 in Househ. Ord. (1700) 21

Roger Sutton, Yoman for the +sething place. Ibid. 23,

1 1 Yomen and Gromes of the *Stab!e. 1473 Ace. Ld. High
Trias, Scot. I. 55 The Hensmen and somen of the stablis

for the King and the Quene. a 1578 LisntSAY (Pitscottie)

Chrou. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 325 The king callit on ane semen of

the stabill and desyrit ane of his abull^ementis, 1526, 1538,

1647, 169a Yeoman of the *stirrup [see Stirrup sb, id).

1455 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 18 Yoman of the "Stoole.

1552-3 in Feuillerat Revels Edzv. VI (1914) in Yeman of

the 'Tentes. 1679-88 Moneys Seer. Sen'. Chas. II <y Jas. II
(Camden) 135 To Thomas Howard, yeoman of the tents and
toyles, for his charge in removing the toyles and waggons.
1523-34 Fitzherb. Hush. § 151 The yomen of the 'wardropes

of noble men. 1601 Shaks, I'wel. N. 11. v. 45 The Lady of

the Strachy, married the yeoman of the wardrob.

b. Yeoman of the Guard-, a member of the

body-guard of the sovereign of England (first ap-

pointed at the accession of Henry VII, and

originally archers). Also Extraordinary Yeoman :

see Beefeater 2.

1485 in Hennell Hist. Yeom. Gd. (1004) 23 Oure humble

and feithful subgiet William Browne yoman of oure garde.

1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 14 A Yoman of the Crowne or

of the Kynges garde. 1519-20 Rec. St. Maty at Hill (1904)

307 Ress for the Buryall cf a yoman of the Gard bat dyed
at be Swan..ijs. 155a in Hennell Hist. Yeom. Gd. (1904)

292 The Garde, 1552. , .Ordinarie Yeomenin number cc...

Extraordinarie Yeomen in number cc & vii. 1573 Ibid. 293

Raulf Colborne an extraordinarye yeoman. 1613 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Watermen's Suit Wks. 1630 1. 175 Gentlemen
of the priuy Chamber, or Yeomen of the Gard at least. 1647

Haward Crcnvn Rev. 19 Captaineof the Guard. .Ordinary

Yeomen of the Guard, 200 .. 50 Extraordinary. 1675 in

Verney Mem. (1907) II. 305 A L* Chamberlain was never

before turned out for striking a yeoman of the guard. 1711

Steele Spect. No. 109 p 2 The vast jetting Coat and small

Bonnet, which was the Habit in Harry the Seventh'sTime, is

kept on in the Yeomen of the Guard. 1745 M us. K. Montagu
Corr. (1906) 1. 202, 1 can eat more buttered roll in a morning

than a great girl at a boarding school, and more beefat

dinner than a yeoman of the Guards. 1904 Hkxneu, Hist,

I 'com. Gd. 62 In the Yeomen of the Guard the yeomen are

all non-commissioned officers, sergeants or sergeant-majors.

O. In the British and U. S. navies, an inferior

officer who has charge of the stores in a particular^

department : with of or possessive, as yeoman of

the powder-room, of the sheets (now abolished),

y. of the signals, of the store-room, boatswain's y.,

engineer's y. t
paymaster's y. t

ship's y.
[c 1400 Beryn 2997 Why goon the semen to bote, Ankirs to

hale?j 1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 46 A Gunner.

.

must be careful in making Choice ofa sober honest Man, for

the Yeoman of the Powder. 1608 in MSS. Ho. Lords (N. S.)

III. (1905) 346 The gunner and the yeoman ordered him to

assist them. 170a in Lond. Gaz. No. 3815/2 Yeomen of the

Sheets, . . Yeomen ofthe Powder Room. 1816 in Ord, Council

Naval Serv'ce (1866) I. 300 We further submit to your

Royal Highness to be pleased to sanction the abolition of

the following obsolete or unnecessary ratings:—Yeoman of

the Powder Room. — of the Sheets. 1833 Ibid. 511 Yeo-

man of the Store Rooms. 1850 H. Melville White Jacket

I.xxx. 194 The ship's yeoman's store-room. 1891 G Roberts
Adrift Amer. 234 The boatswain's yeoman. 1899 F. T.

Bullen Way Navy 28 The chief petty officer, who is

entitled chief yeoman of the signals.

3. Used appositively in the titles of various

attendants and officials, as yeoman bedel, fbrever,

cook,farrier (fferrer), ffewterer, ffurner, \gar-

neter, gunner, \ herbergeour (Harbinger), porter,

pricker (Pricker 3), purveyor, usher, waiter, etc :

see also these words.
(

1641 "Yeoman-bedels [sec Beadle 3 aj. 1853 ' C. Bede

Verdant Green 1. vii, The X'u e-Chanccllor, with his Esquire
and Yeoman-bedels. 1553 in Archaeologia XII. 359 The
celler. Servauntes. .John Thorowgood and Jeffrey Perrens,

"yeomen brevers. 1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 195/1 To Thomas
Cateby, *Yoman Cooke for oure mouth. 1454 Ads Privy
Council (1837) VI. 213 Robert Pilchard *yoman ferrour.

'455 [see Kkrrer 3]. 1647 [see Farrikr sb. 3]. 1599 ' Yeo-
man pheuterer [see Fewterek]. 1629 Massinger Picture
v. i, If you will bee An honest yeoman pheuterer, feed vs
fust, And walke vs after. 1650 B. Discolliminium 52 The
rtst of the Subjects [shall be] Yeomen-futerers and Gok!>
finders. 1553 in Archaeologia XII. 357 The Countinge
howse. Servants . . RaufTe Knglishe, "yeoman furnator .

.

Robert Style, yeoman earnator. 1455 in Househ. Ord.
(1790) 19 William Peye, "Yoman Fourner. 1454 Acts Privy
Council (1837) VI. 213 Thomas Wente, 'yoman garnetter.

*553 i'l Archaeologia XII. 357 Robarte Style, yeoman gar-

nator. 1647 Haward Crown Rev. 33 Three Yeomen gra-

nators: Fee a peice per diem od. 1450 Rolls of Parlt. V.

198 '1 The office of 'Yoman Conner of oure Citee and Casted
of Westchestre. Ibid. 195/1 Oure servaunt John Ripon,one
of oure "Yomen Herbergeours. 164a Docq. Lett. Pat. at

Oxf (1837) 341 His Mat0 gent' & yeomen HarUn^cis. 1455
in Househ. Ord. (1790) 21, 1 ""Yoman Herde. Ibid. 10 John
Swyllyngtnn, "Yoman Messenger. Ibid., William Brynk«
lowe, "Yoman i'aymenbakcr. 1470-85 M.M.ORY/lrM»rvi.
ix. 196 He fond a "yoman porter kepyng ther many keyes.

1560 in J. Scott Berivick-upon-Tweed (i£S3) 449 The yeo-

man porters at any of the gates of this towne. 1708 J.

Chamberlavke St. Gt. Brit. 11. in. (ed. 22) 623 Yeoman
Porter for Oil and Candle for the Gate. 1766 Kstick Lot-
don IV, 347 '1 he yeoman porter goes to the governor's house
for the keys. 1455, 1601 *Yeoman powdtr-beater [see Pow-
der sb.i 5 b]. 1586, 1760, 1891 "Yeoman pricker [see Pricker

3). c 1767 (.1. White Selborne, To Pennant vi, I saw myself

one of the yeomen-prickers single out a stag from the herd.

1820 Scott Monast. xvii, Were you to put in for it, I would
warrant you were made one of the Abbot's yeomen-prickers.

1454 Acts Privy Council (1837) VI. 213 Richard Walgrave
and John Glover *yomen ptn veours. 1647 Haward Croyvn

Rev. 33 Foure Yeomen Purveiours : Fee a peice per diem

Qd. 1455 in Househ. Ord.{\-}$c>) 18 Stephen Coote, "Yoman
Skynner. Ibid., John Marchall, "Yoman Surgeon. #1400-50
Bk. Curtasye 519 in Bailees Bk. 316 *}omon vssher 1 e-foie

hedore, In vttur chambur lies on \x: flore. 1614 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 319 To the Yeoman Vsher's grooms and pages.,

xls. 1649 Milton Eikon. xxiv, 192 The Yeomen Ushers of

Devotion. 1708 J. Chamceiu ayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. in. Jed.

22 ) 555 M r- &'c - Pearson, Yeoman Usher. i5a3
-
34 Fitz-

herb. Husb. § 152 There was. .as many good housholdes

kept, and as many *yomenne wayters iherin as be nowe.

1526 Ilousek. Ord. {1790} 152 The yeoman ushtrsand yeoman
wayters for that day. 1573 in Hennell Hist. Yeom.Gti. (1904)

293 The "yeomen warders of our Tower of London.

II. 4. A man holding a small landed estate

;

a freeholder under the rank ofa gentleman ; hence

vaguely, a commoner or countryman of respectable

standing, esp. one who cultivates his own land.

a. 1411 Rolls of Parlt. III. 650,2 All the Knyghtes and
Esquiers and \omen that had ledynge of men. c 1415

Wyntoun Cron. viir. xi. 1825 $l|ornen and gentil men alsua.

c 1449 Pecock Repr, ill. xiv. 371 Whether he be kny3t,

squyer, gentilman, apman, or )ou;er. .1460 Fortesci f.

Abs. <fr Lim. Man. xvii. (1885) 151 A c.s. off ffee or rente,

wich is a feyre lyuynge ffor a yoman. 1473 Warkw. Chron.

(Camden) 1 Andothcre of gentylmen and yomenne he made
knyghtes and squyres, as thei hadedesserved. 1549 Latimer

1st Serm. bef. Ediv. XT (Arb.) 40 My father was a Yoman,
and had no landes of his owne, onlye he had a farme of iii. or

iiii. pound by yere at the vttermost.. .He had walke for a

hundred shepe, and my mother mylked xxx. kyne, 164a in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 680 Though many of the

Chief Gentry of those Counties were for paying Obedience

to his Majestie's Commission of Array, yet the Free-holders

and Yoemen being generally of the other side,.. they were

cni-h'd. 1648 Hunting of Fox 39 The sufferings of the

Yoemen, Farmers, and other poor Countrymen.

p. 1455 Cat. A nc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 288 Arlaton Hussher,

merchant., and Harry White, yeman. i486 Bk. St. Albans

d iv, Ther is a Goshawke, and that hauke is for a yemaii.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxix. 25 Honest }emen '" every

toun War wont to weir baith reid and broun, I54*~3 ^ct

34&SS H*H ' V/If, c 26 i 26 [70I Twoo substanciall Gentle-

men or Yeomen to be chief Constables of the Hundred wherin

theyinhabyte. 1567 HARMANCarr<j*(i869)22Triehonorable

wyl abhore them, The worshipfull wyll reiecte them, The
yemen wyll sharpely tawntethem, The Husband men vtterly

defye them, The laboryng men bluntly chyde them, a 1578

Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 283 Money
wthergentillmen and Yemenis- 1596 Dalrymplk tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 36 piemen and housbandmen thair

sal ?e sie gang weil arrayed. 1706 Swift Baucis $ Phil.

19 A good old honest ye man, Call'd in the neighbourhood

Philemon.

y. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 171 Ferfore hit is rat

a ^eman [ar.jymman; L. veruaeulus) arraieb hym as a

squyer, a squyer as a knyv, a kni^t as a duke and a duke as

a kyng.

B. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eug. 1. xxiii. (1584) 3°,

I call him a yeoman whom our Lawes doe call Ltgatem

hominem, .which is a freeman borne English, and may

dispend of his owne free lande in yerely reuenue to the

summe of xl. t sterling. Ibid. 32 Yeoman :
which worde now

signified among vs, a man well at ease and hauing hf nest he

to liue, and yet not a gentleman 1501 Shaks. i Hen. II,

II iv. 86 His Grandfather was Lyonel Duke of Clarence,

Soring Crestlcsse Yeomen from so deepe a Root T 1*40-1

Kirkcuhr. War-Comm. Miu. Bk. (1855) 4 To be peyit be

the tennants and yeomanes. 1647 Clarendon Ittst. Aet'. w.

i .« The other party . .persuading the substantial yeomen and

freeholders that at least two parts of their estates would..

be taken from them. 1687 in Third Colt. Poems (16B9!
I

at

The Admiral may now turn common Seaman,_Or Fer—s like

;

from Court to Country Yeoman. 1716 Gay Trivia in. 285,

I knew a yeoman, who. To the great city drove, from

Devon's plain His num'rous lowing herd. 181s Shelley

Devil's Walk xix, The wealthy yeoman, as he wanders His

fertile ficUU among, And on his thriving cattle ponders.

1815 Scott Guy M. Note B, An old and sturdy yeoman

I
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belonging to the Scottish side,, .well known by his soubri-

quet of Fighting Charlie of Liddesdale. 1861 Geo. Eliot
Silas M. I. iii, The fall of prices had not yet come to carry
the race of small squires and yeomen down that road to ruin.

trans/. zx\& fig. a 1586 SlDMKY Arcadia II. iv. (1912) 167
The first might seeme the Lords, the second the Gentlemen,
and the last the Yeomen of dogges. 1863 Longf. Wayside
Inn, K. Olafxx. iii, Turning to a Lapland yeoman. 1865
Spectator 14 Jan. 32 Never.. since yeoman Cain killed

nomad Abel. 1879 FitOUOS Cssar it. 14 The grandsons of
the yeomen who had held at bay Pyrrhus and Hannibal
sold their farms and went away.

f b. Used as a term of disparagement. r&re~~x
%

^1440 Gesta Rom. Ixix. 318 Thenne be Kmpetour turnyd
to his brothir, and saide, ' Pou 3oman, what soory wrecchid-
nesse is in be?*

f C. Applied to the pawns at chess. Obs. rare.

1523-34 FnzHFRn. Hush. Prol., That boke [sc. of chess] is

deuyded in vi, degrees,
, . the kynge, the quene, the byshops,

the knightes, the mdges, and the yomenne.

5. A man of the standing or rank described in 4
serving as a (foot) soldier. Now Hist, or arch.

exc. as in b.

'375 Uarbour Bruce xvi. 101 Schir Richard of Clare,.
Send wicht 3homen that veill couth schut To bikkir the
reirward apon fut. a 1400 Sqr. loiue Deere 232 Thus in

your warres shall you ryde, With syxe good yemen by your
syde. a 1577 Snt T. Smith Commw. Eng. 1. xxiii. (1589) 41
The gentlemen of Fraunce and the yeomen of England are
renowned, because in battle of horsemen Fraunce was many
times too good for vs, as we againe alway for them on foote.

And Gentlemen for the most part be men at armes and
horsemen, and yeomen commonly on foote. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V% in. i. 25 And you good Yeomen, Whose Lyms were
made in England ; shew vs here The niettell of your Pasture.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xi. 29 Our Armies in those times..
Of our tall Yeomen were, and foot-men for the most. 1814
Scott Ld, of Isles v. xxix, Two hundred yeomen on that
morn The castle left, and none return.

b. spec. A member of the (Imperial) Yeomanry:
see Yeomanry 3.

1798 in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 429 Two of the
yeomen of Lord Ely's corps .. were hanged.., being con-
demned by a Courtmartial. 1812 Ann. Reg., Chron. 93
It being reported that a poor old woman had been killed by
the carelessness of the yeomen, the crowd began to follow
the cavalry. 1828 Scott Jrnl. iS Mar. (1891)558, I am one
of the oldest, if not the very oldest Yeoman in Scotland, and
have seen the rise, progress, and now the fall of this very
constitutional part of the national force, igiz L. Tracy
MiraheFs Isi. iv. (1915) 65 ' Were you in a Highland regi-
ment ?

'
' No. I was a mere worm, an Imperial Yeoman. 1

III. 6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as yeo-
man class, rank, throng; appositive (see also 3),

as yeoman farmer, gentleman, man, proprietor,
servant, soldier, f sprat\ volunteer

; fyeomanale,
f yeoman bread (also yeoman s bread), names
for second qualities of ale or bread ; yeoman
service (see 1 c).

i53» Cartular. Abb. de Rievalle (Surtees) 355 Of *yoman
aile of the great fatt, v gallons. 1430 Charters Selby
Abbey, York (B. M. Add. Ch. 45849), 8 panes secundarios
vocatos*yhomanbreed. 1552 Hui.oef, Bread called Yomens
bread, domesticus pants. 1620 Venner Via Recta \. 18
Secundarium is that part of the meale, whereof yeoman-
bread is made, which some call second bread. 1876 Miss
Braddon J. Haggards Dau. i, The new-comer's costume
was that of the *yeoman class. 1878 Stubbs Const. Hist.
§ 833 After the economical changes which marked the
early years of the fifteenth century, the yeoman class was
strengthened by the addition of the body of tenant farmers.
1821 Cobbett /?«/-. Rides (13S5) I. 17 Those only who rent.

.

are, properly speaking, farmers. Those who till their own
land are yeomen ; and, when I was a boy, it was the common
practice to call the former farmers and the latter 'yeomen-
farmers. 1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 225 /leading, How the
"?hemen men and the pouer man maid of scbetis the maner
of baneris. 1481 Acts Pari. Scot, y*s. Ill (1814) II.

139/2 For the slaying.. of ony tratour. .cummyn of gentill
blude, thare salbe payit xxh And for a ?eman man x li.

11578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (3. T. S.) I. 98
Witht sindrie wther gentillmen and money seamen men of
commons. 1593 Sc. Acts Jas. K/(i8i6) IV. 18 2 The panis
and vnlawes of lawborrous.. salbe for eueryerll or lord Tua
thowsand pund. .and for euerie ^ernan man Ane hundreth
markis. 1873 Hamerton Intell. Life m. iii. 83 A small
*yeoman proprietor cultivates his own land. 1862 Thorn-
bury Turner I. 5 A family like Turner's, that produced a
small tradesman, a bank-clerk, and a solicitor, must have at
least been of as good *yeoman rank as Shakspeare's. 1498
in Somerset^ Med. Wills (1901) 375 To every of my ser-
vants y callid *yemen servants, 6s. Zd, 1880 Hardy Trum-
pet-Major v, No impossible contingency with the *yeoman-
soldier. 1622 Massingek & Dekker Virg, Mart. 11. i, She
tooke vs, tis true, from the gallowes, yet I hope she will not
barre *yeomen sprats to haue their swinge. 1808 Scott
Marm. 111. xxvi, And on the tale the *yeoman-throng Had
made a comment sage and long. 1808 in C. W. Thompson
Rec. Dorset Yeomanry (1894) 87 Report of the Dorset
*Yeomen Volunteers.

b. Comb., asyeoman-like adj., yeoman-wise adv.
1674 N. Fairfax BulkfySelv. 90 They could neither speak

with nor make one another/if I mav word it so much Yeoman,
wise). 1682 H. More in Glanvilts Sadducismus, Contin.
Coll. 38 A proper Yeoman-like Man. 1828 tr. Manzonis
Betrothed Lovers Pref. p. viii, His bold, and honest, and
yeoman-like bearing.

Hence Yeomaness = Yeowoman ; Yeomanhood,
the position or station of a yeoman.
1623 Wodroephe Marrowe Fr. Tongue 211/2 *Yeaman-

esse, good wife, haue you no fresh egges? Ibid. 283/2
Valiant like the yeamenesses [orig. Paysantes] of Lom-
bardie. 1889 Saistsbury Ess. Engl. Lit. (1890) 6 They had
apparently lost even the dignity of *yeomanhood.
Yeomanly (ytJu-manli).tf. [f. Yeoman + -ly*.]

1. Having the rank, or the character, of a yeoman.
X576 A. Hall Ace. Quarrel w. Mallerie elft, Misc. Antiq.

Angl. (1816) I. 97 A yeomanly man. £-1590 Greene Fr.
Bacon xv. (1594) H 6 b, I warrant you hees as yeomanly a man,
as you shall see, marke you maisters, heeres a plaine honest

man, without welt or garde. 1621 Donne Serm., 1 Cor. xy.

5^(1640) 148 Who will undertake to sift those dusts again,

and to pronounce, This is the Patrician, this is the noble

flowre, and this the yeomanly, this the Plebeian bran ?

1680 Aubrey in Lett. Emin. Persons (1813) III. 530 His
father was an yeomanly man. 1853 Raine in Richmond
Wills (Surtees)*36 note, The Fells were and are still a clan

of yeomanly gentry in the neighbourhood of Ulverston.

2. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or befitting a

yeoman
;

[a) sturdy; (b) homely.
c 1626 Donne Serm., Ps. xxxviii. 4 (1649) *8i Hee will

come to think it.. a sordid, a yeomanly thing, still to be
plowing, and weeding, and worming a conscience. 1641
Milton Reform. 1.28 A homely and Yeomanly Religion.

1673 S. Parker ReproofReh. Transp. 30 It is but a blunt

and Yeomanly Jest. 1827 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 596 Merry
Shrovetide, with its rustic feast, and yeomanly feats. 1830
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1 v. Going to Races, Oneofafine
yeomanly spirit, not ashamed of his station, . .sowing his

own coin, driving his own team, and occasionally ploughing
his own land. 1897 Howells Landlord at Lioii's Head 126

There was something in Jeffs figure.. of a yeomanly vigour.

Yecmanly, adv. [f. as prec. +-LT*.] In

the manner of or befitting a yeoman ; like a

yeoman ; doughtily, handsomely.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 106 Wei koude be dresse his takel

yemanly [v.rr. ^emanly, ^imanly, 5emonlie]. i8ig Scott
Ivanhoe xxix, ' Do the false yeomen give way?' 'No!'.,
'they bear themselves right yeomanly.' 1843 James Forest
Days ix, ' Right yeomanly done ', cried Robin Hood.

Yeomanry (ydfa'mftnri). Forms : see Yeoman ;

also 5 yemandry, yomandrye, 6-7 yeomandrie,
-dry, (7-8 -try), [f. Yeoman + -by.]

I. 1. The body of yeomen or small landed

proprietors, yeomen collectively
; f a company of

yeomen.
1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 3S6 Schir lohne the Hastyngis,..

With knychtis of full mekill pryde, With squyaris and gude
^bemanry. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes Fiij, The
nombre of bis knyghtes were comonli of his retenew..
were ccc .xiij. thousand wythout yomanrye and other men
necessary to his warres. 1538 Starkev England (1878) 79
Yf the yeomanry of Englond were not, in tyme of warre we
schold be in schrode case. >S49 Latimek 1st Serm. bef
Edw. VI (Arb.) 40 Suche procedynges. .do intend plainly,

to make the yomanry slaueiy and the Cleargye .shauery.

1607 Markham Cavel. Ded. (1617) Aj, The three great

Columbes of this Empire: the Nobilitie, the Gentrie, and
Yeomanrie of Great Brittaine. 1692 R. Meeke Dia?y
2 Sept. 54 My father was born in a very mean house : my
mother in a comely hall... I am a branch of Yeomanry by
the father, of gentility by my mother. 1693 Humours Town
103 The Yeomandry trudge on honestly in their several

Vocations. 1704 Swift T. Tub x. 184 The Clergy, and
Gentry, and Yeomantry of this Land. 1837 Ht, Martineau
Soc. Amer. III. 67 The free yeomanry, and the youth of
the towns, have an eye for the right, and a heart for the

true. 1868 Rogers Pot. Econ. xiii. (1876) 171 A hardy and
prosperous yeomanry, who either purchased the land in

parcels, or bargained to work it with their own capital.

b. The general body of freemen of a livery com-
pany. Obs. exc. Hist.
1497 in J. Nicholl Comp. Ironm. (1866) 50 The yemenry

of this yor worshipfull felisbipe of this craifte of Iermongers.

1532 Ibid, 54 The. .wardens of the yemanry of Iremongeres.
1578 in East Anglian June (1910) 275 [Provision is made for

two] bankettsfto friends and to the] companyeof yeomanrye.
1637 Decree Star Chamb. cone. Printing § 19 Euery
Master-printer of the Yeomanry of the Company may haue
one Apprentice.

f2. a. A company of yeomen or attendants.

b. The yeomen of the guard. Obs. rare.
16. . Robin Hood % Beggar xxxi. in Child Ballads (1888)

III. 157/2 And Robin took these brethren good To be of
his yeomandrie. 1673 Mahvell in Coll. Poems 254 [It is]

Dishonourable to the Nation He should have any other
Guards but the Yeomanry.
3. A volunteer cavalry force in the British army,

originally formed at the time of the French revolu-

tion, and consisting chiefly of men of the yeomanry
class or status; first embodied in 1794 (Act 34
Geo. Ill, c. 31).
The full designation was The Yeomanry Cavalry, but is

now (since 1908) The Yeomanry. In 1899 the formation
of a new corps was provided for, entitled The Imperial
Yeomanry, recruited for service in the South African
War (1899-1902) from the yeomanry, the volunteers, and
civilians; this title was subsequently extended to the
original yeomanry, and was retained until 1908.
x794. 1798 [see sense 6]. < 1800 A. Young in Autobiog.

(1898)^ 206, I sat at dinner by a gentleman of great property,
captain of a troop of yeomanry. 1802 A ct 42 Geo. Ill, c. 66
{title) An Act to enable his Majesty to avail himself of the
Offers of certain Yeomanry and Volunteer Corps to continue
their Services. 1828 Scott Jrnl. iS Mar. (1891) 558, 1 dined
at the Club of the Selkirkshire yeomanry, now disbanded.
1846 M cCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 139 The
management of the militia, yeomanry, and other domestic
forces, is regulated by various statutes. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt Introd. 10 Their notion of Reform was a confused
combination of rick-burners, trades-unions, Nottingham
riots, and in general whatever required the calling-out of
the yeomanry. 1899 Daily Neivs 30 Dec. 8/5 No mounted
corps from this country will be accepted for service in South
Africa except as part of the Imperial Yeomanry.

II. f4. The condition of a yeoman
;
yeoman-

hood . Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 29 For Symkyn wolde no wyf,

as he sayde, But if she were wel ynonssed and a mayde, To

sauen his estaat ofyomanrye [v. r. yemanrye], 1611 Cotcr.,
Koture, yeomanrie ; the estate, condition, or calling of such
as are not of gentle bloud. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xi. 25
They, of all England, most to ancient customes cleaue,
Their Yeomanry and still endeuoured to vphold.

t 5. Something pertaining to or characteristic of

a yeoman, a. Speech befitting a (good) yeoman,
homely or honest speech, b. Yeoman's dress. Obs,
c 1500 Robin Hood ,) Potter xxiii. in Child Ballads (18SS)

III. no '2 ' Be mey trowet, thow seys soyt ', seyde Roben,
' Thow seys god yemenrey.' 159a Arden ofFeversham iv.

ii. 38 Fran. And, sirra, as we go, let vs haue som more of
your bolde yeomandry. Fer. Nay, by my troth, sir, but flat

knauery. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. ill. i, Husbanding it in work-
day yeomanrie.

III. 6. attrib., as yeomanry cavalry (=3),
corps, cut, dress

, family ) horse, man, officer.

1794 in Q. L, Yeovi, Cav. Wore. (1914) 5 The proposed
Corps of 'Yeomanry Cavalry for the County of Worcester.

1798 Act 38 Geo. Ill, c. 51 (title), An Act for authorizing
the billetting such Troops of Yeomanry Cavalry as may be
desirous of assembling for the Purpose of being trained
together. 1825 M'Watt {title) Letters to Officers and
Privates of the Berwickshire Yeomanry Cavalry. 1886 H.
Graham (title) Annals of the Yeomanry Cavalry of Wilt-
shire, a History of the Prince of Wales Own Royal Regi-
ment, c 1800 A. YOUNG in Autobiog. (1898) 206 The undis-

puted origin of all the *yeomanry corps in the kingdom.
1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf i, With a saddle of the 'yeomanry
cut, and a double-bitted military bridle. 1877 Mrs. For-
ri ster Mignon xviii, How handsome he looks in his *yeo-

manry dress. 1868 Chamb. Encycl. X. 315/2 The horses
employed on *yeomanry duty. 1885 J.GillowZ./V. <$• Biog.
Hist, Eng. Cath. II. 47 The Dennetts, a Lancashire *yeo-
manry family. 1833 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) II.

426 The landlords, .have martial law in their view before
they will give up the Corn Laws ; they fat their *yeomanry
horses for that very chase. 1884 Jefferies Life of Fields

132 There are *yeomanry-men still living who remember
how they rode about at night after the rioters. 1902 Violet
Jacob Sheep-Stealers ix, The "yeomanry officer who had
been present at the riot.

Yeopardie, obs. f. Jeopardy : see Y (1) note.

1535 m Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 81 Withowt great
yeopardie of my liflTe.

y eorling, var. Youling dial., yellow-hammer.
Yeorned, ME. pa.pple. of Run v.

Yeoven, obs. pa. pple. of Give v.

1551-2 in Aungier Syon Alon. (1840) 94 Yeoven under our
signet at our pallaice of Westminster. 1581 Lambarde
Eiren, 1. xvi. 107 Yeouen at Ightham aforesaid vnder my
seale. 1780 B. N. C. (Oxf.) Munim. 40. 35 (MS.) Yeoven.

Yeowe, obs. f. Ewk.
1547-8 in E. Green Somerset Chantries (1888) 32 Six

yeowe shepe.

Yeowoman (y^-wuman). PI. yeowomen
(-wimen). [After Yeoman.] A woman having

the rank or position of a yeoman.
1852 W. Cory Lett. «y frnls. (1897) 58 With a young yeo-

woman called Miss IJrook he sang 'All's Well'. 1892
Tennyson Foresters m, Robin. Nay, no Earl am I. I am
English yeoman. Marian. Then I am yeo-woman. Othe
clumsy word!
Yeox(e, var. Yex Obs.

Yep, tttt, (7 yeap.) A call to urge on a horse.

1690 Dryden Dan Sebastian 1. i. {1692J 15 To your paces
villain, amble, trot, and gallop !—Quick about there.—Veap.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss-, Yep ! a word of command to horses.

Yep, dial. (esp. U.S.) pron. of Yes; cf. nope.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. x. 222 'Like Lorry Tuck?'
Harvey put in. 'Yep.' 1905 [see Yah adv.],

t Yepe, a. (sb.) Obs. Forms : 1 seap, (sep),

3 3eap, gsep, 3iap, 3iep, 3-5 ;ep, (4 3hepe, seep,

yeepe, 6 epe), 4-5 3epe, yepe. See also Yap a.

[OE.^ open, ^vide, spacious, curved, crooked,

vaulted, crafty, astute; repr. OTeut. root gaup-,

and prob. related to ON. gaupn hollow made by

both hands held together, hollow of the foot, two-

hands-ful, etc. (cf. geypna to encompass) : see

Gowpen and Yepsen.]
1. Cunning, crafty, sly, wily.

f 1000 ^lfric Gen. iii. 1 Seo needdre wss ?;eappre bonne
ealle pa oftre nytenu. c 1000 Life St. Neot in Cockayne
Shrine (1864) 14 An fox be is ^eapest ealra deora. a 1225

Attcr. R. 280 pe ^eape wrastlnre nimeo 5eme hwat turn his

fere ne cunne nout, bet be mid wrasileo. Ibid. 362 j>eos

geape children b«t habbe3 riche uederes, . . teterer5 nore

clooes forto habben neowe.

2. Prudent, wise, sagacious, shrewd,* astute.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 184 Cild acenned wis, milde, Keap,

Xesajlig. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 IJeo 3iepe, and warre,

and wakiel"). (1205 Lay. 758r Julius Cesar He wes 3ep and
swuoe i-waer. a 1300 Cursor M. 5370 A wis man es bi sun

iosepb, In al egypti es nan sa yepe [MS, Gott. 3ep]. c 1400

Laud Troy Bk. 3812 That we sende ouie Messager, Wise
and "jepe. C1485 Digby Myst. iv. 724 Iohn, your cosyn,

most virtuus & gepe.

3. Active, nimble, brisk, alert ; bold, daring.

CX205 Lay. 21503 Cheorles ful 3epe Mid cluhben swi5e

graete. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 3983 Gij to aseylen bai wer

3ep. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 88 Maseger, be 3ep and snel.

13.. Gosp. Nicod. (A.) 1796 J>ai lay in droupana drede And
non so ^hepe a worde to "jelle. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.

xi. 17 J>ow art -jonge and -jepe and hast :jeres ynowe, Forto

lyue longe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11265 bai kepyn the cloyse

of this clene burgh, With 3ep men at be yatis ^ar^it full

bik. C1515 Scottish Field 491 (Chetham Misc. II.) And of

Yorkshire a yong knight, that epe was of deedes.

B. absol. as sb.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 KumeS be cov,e \MS* ?". cumes te

3eape] anonriht & reueo1

hire hire eiren. 13.. E. E. Allit.

P. 13. 796 For aungels hit wern, & bat be 3ep vnder.^ede bat
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in be ^ate syttez. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 13231 With-hi ayerc..
bat yepe was with child.

Hence f Yephede [-head], f Yeple55c [laik],
tYepship [-SHIP], conning ; astuteness, sagacity.
c 1000 iELFKic Josh, \x. 16 Eall heora seapscipe weard

ameldod Israhela bearnum. c 1200 Ormin 252? }ho wass,
wiss to fulle sob, All full . . Off sob clxnle^c, off god ,a;p-

le^c. c 1 200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 pe aposiel. . muiie^ed us
to briebinges, On is 3iepshipe, |?at oder is wakienge, be
bridde is bede. Ibid. 195 He notede be naddre jiapshipe.
1:1205 Lay. 2760 Heo fxrden mid }eapscipe& mid wisdome.
a 1250 Owl % Night, 683 (Jesus MS.) panne erest cumebhis
yephede Hwennehit is ahemest on drtde.

t Yeply, adv. Obs. [OK. geaplice : see Yepe
a. and -LY *.]

1. Cunningly, craftily ; shrewdly, sagaciously.
<iooa Kent. Gl. xxi, Procaciter, £eap!ice. c IOOO jElfric

Horn. I. 80 pa betealde he [sc. Herod] hine swioe seaplice,
swaswahe wa:s snotorwyrde. c 1055 Byrhtferth's Handboc
In Anglia V1I1. 313 H15 eac tosceadad bxt stajfsefeg on
brym wisan ^eaplice swyde.

2. Quickly, briskly; promptly, without delay.
13.. Gary, fy Gr. Knt. 19S1 Fele bryuande bonkkez he

brat hom to haue, & bay jelden hym a^ayn ;eply bat ilk.

c 1350 Will, Palerne 3346 [He] }erne opened be ;ates 8: jepli
out rides. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xvn. 328 Then he 2,erneb

in-to bouht and ^epliclic he secheb Pruyde. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 6081 For to }arke vp the 5a te, he ?epely comauud.
c 1430 PisiillofSusan 118 (Cott. MS.) Thus be 3onge sepply
3ede in here jerde.

TepSen (ye'ps'n). dial. ? Obs. Forms : 4
5yspun,-on,yepsene,yespen, 5 3espyn,yespon,
^espe, (?5elspe, 5elpe), 7 yeaspen, yaspen,
yaspin, yeapsond, 7-9 yeepsen, 8 yepsond,
eapns, espin, 8-9 yepsintle, 9 ipson. [ME.
jespon, jyspon, yepsen, prob. :— unrecorded OE.
*giepsen, *giespen, corresp. to MLG. gespe, gepse^

igopse), LG. gtpse, geps, gvpse, gops (G. giispe).

Various other formations are found in LG. dialects, e. g.

gdppsche,. gopske, goppelsche, .she; also early i'lcxn.gaspe,

gaps, Du. dial. gaps{e, LG. gApske, giippelsehe, ~ske.

Affinity of sense suggests derivation from the Teut. stem
gaup- appearing in OHG. *goufana (in dat. pi. coufanoni),
MHG. gou/en, later and dial, gauf, ON. gaupn (whence
Gowpen). In the present state of the evidence it is im-
possible to determine the relationship of these forms and of
Lith. iiiipsnis — as much as can be seized with two or three
fingers, a small handful or armful.]

The two hands placed together so as to form
a bowl-shaped cavity ; as much as can be held in

this ; = Gowpen i.

< 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 147 Pens
tneyns ensemble, vodes ou pleyns, Sount apeles les galeyns
\gloss yepsene; v.rr. yespone, ^espyns, ^yspun, goupynes]
..Cent galeynes {gloss yespen j v.r. ^ysponesj. c 1440 Pal-
lad. on Husb. xu. 361 A yespon al to grounde Of cyner.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 537/2 ^elspe, handful le (A", //. ,espe,

S. selpe, P. ^espyn), z>ola. s6n Cotcr., lointie, ..\w

some countries of England it is called a yeaspen, in others
a goppenful of. i66a Atwell Faith/. Surveyor 109 Out of
every hors-footing,. .1 could take up whole yeapsonds [of

wild oats] that were never the worse for the fire. 1664
Gouldmas Diet. 1. {1669J, A yaspin or handful, vola. 1674
Kay S. $ E. C. Wards 8 A Y'aspcn or Yccpscn : in Essex
signifies as much as can be taken up in both hands joyn'd
together. 1703 Thorksuy Let. to Ray (E.D.S.) Eapns, sb.

'an eapns', hands full. C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin)
Vifm Lane. Dial. W'ks. (1775) 59 There wou'd not I ha
com'n for a Yepsintle a Ginneys. 1796 Pegge Derbicisms
(K.D.S.) Espin, sb. a handful of anything. _ 1892 C. T.
Martin Rec. Iutirpr. 256 'A little ipson', m Somerset,
is a double handful.

Yer, obs. f. Ere, Ike, Year ; obs. graphic var.

THUS, Tbcbi ; dial, or vulgar f. You, Your.
•yer, suffix, old variant of -TO, now used after

w or a vowel, as bowyer, great oncyer, lawyer,
smuycr, stuccoyer (s.v. Stuccoer).
Yerabyll, var. Earable a. Obs., ploughablc.
1517 Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 220, viij acars of yerabyll

loud in Wygbarow.
Yerb, obs. or dial. f. Herb.
II Yerba, infull yerba-mate (youba nurt*).

Also yerva. [Sp. yerba herb + mate Mate.] =
Mate 2 a, b.

1818 Amer. State Papers, For. Rclat. (1834) IV. 279 The
yerba is used in decoction, like the tea of China. 1843
Cliem, Gaz. 1 Mar. 231 Yerba Mate, or Paraguay Tea. 1853

J. F. \V. Johnston Chem. Common Life vii. I. 184 A kind
of arch, .upon which the Yerba branches are placed. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Yerva-mate. 1902 H. Heskkih
Pricharo Thro* Heart 0/Patagonia xii. 177 He seemed to
have no provisions, only a bag ofyerba.

Hence Yerbal (yaabal) [Sp. yerbdt], a grove or

plantation of yerba.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Verbal, a forest or wild

grove of the Ilex Paraguayensis
}
the holly from the leaves

of which the Paraguay tea is obtained, 1883 [smMatI jc].

Yerbua, obs. form of Jerboa.

llTerCUHl(y5'Jk£'m). [Tamil.] An East Indian

shrub, Calotropis gigantea (N. O. Asclepiatiaeex)
,

or the fibre obtained from its bark ; also the allied

species C. proeera; both used medicinally.
1826 [see Mudar]. 1838 I.inolfy Flora Med. i 1144. 540

Under the names of Mador, Mudar, Akum, and Ycrcund,

the root and bark, .are used as. .purgatives.

t Yerd, v. Obs. rart" 1
. [f. yerd, Yard sb.- ;

cf. OHG. gerten, kertin to drive with a stick.]

trans. To beat with .1 rod.

a iu£ St. Marker. (1862) 6 Hwil me yerdede hire.

Yerd, $erd, etc. : see Yard, Yjrd.
Yerde, var. Erde v., to dwell.
c 1515 Scottish Field 648 (Chetham Misc. II.) His ancetors

of long tyme, have yerded there long.

Yerd-hunger. Sc. 'Earth-hunger': (a) vora-

cious desire for land (cf. eard-hiutger in Scott

Nigel v/C) ;
(b) see quot. 1825. So Yerd-hungry a.

See also YlRD.
1823 Scott Let. in Lockliart (1839) VII. 155 About the

land,I have no doubt your Lordship is quite right, but I have
something of what is called the yeard hunger. 1825 Jamik-
son, Yerd-hunger.. 1. That keen desire of food, which is

sometimes manifested by persons before death.. .2. Voracious-
ness ; the term being used in a general sense. Ibid., Yerd-
hungry,. .voraciously hungry.

t Yere, v. Obs. Forms : 3-4 3ere, 4 ^eore
;

3 pa. t. 3erde, 3irde, 3urde. [ME. jere, repre-

senting an OE. *gerian = OKris. geria, ieria, OS.
geron (\\\£j.gereri), OHG. geron, -en, -dn (MHG.
geren, gem, begem, G. begehren) to desire, re-

lated to OHG., MHG. ^r, ON. gerr greedy (cf.

OIIG. giri, G. gier desire, OlIG. girig, G. gierig

desirous, covetous, etc.) ; f. Teut. gcr-, whence also

Yekn a., Yearn v.

With Teut. ger- \—Indo-eur. gher- {-.ghor. : ghr-) to long,

desire, have pleasure, are prob. allied Skr. hdryati finds

pleasure, hdrsate rejoices, Zend zara. striving, goal, \aiptir,

\apY)va.i to rejoice, x<*-P
11* favour, grace, L. Iwr'trl, horitarl,

hortdri to cheer, exhort.]

trans. To desire, long or yearn for ; to express

a desire for, request.
C1205 Lay. 4790 lielin king him ^ette |a:t forward j>at he

5erde \c 1275 3ornde]. Ibid. 5515 Heo for^eten here ^isles &
pat gri^ bat hto 3urden [c 1275 ^eorndenj. Ibid. 11514 Al
swa he king ^irde Mauric hit him 5ette. a 1300 Cursor M.
2S982 pat es to be here ai 5erand pat ilk line is ai lastand.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 33 Mesure is Medicine bauh ^Gu
inuche 5eore.

Hence t Yering vbl. sb., desire, longing ; request.

13. . Bali, on Scott'sh H^nrs xx. (Ritson), Al my yering he
me tald, And yatid me, als we went hi waye. c 1400 Cursor
M. 27930 (Cott. Galba) Fole couaitise and fole Bering.

Yere, obs. f. Ear, Ere, Hear, Heir, Year;
Sc. and dial. f. Your.
tYeresgift, -^ift. Obs. = next.

14.. [see next]. £1425 Prolog. Sapient, vii. \n Anglia X.
386/24 In his daye begynneb be ?eere, and. .bey pat ben
knytte to-gedir by love specyalle vsen to ?eve eche obere
^eerys-^iftis. 1545 in Shropsk. Par. Doc. (1903) 79 For or.

Udya yeres gyft.

t Yeresyeve. Obs. Forms: 2 ^ieres^ieve,

3 jherscheve, jaresive, 3-4 }eres-, yeres5yve,
-jitie, -3eue, -yeve, 5 ^ereseffe. [f. yeres, gen.

of Year sb. + jive, jeue Give sb. 1] A gift cus-

tomarily given or exacted at the New Year, or at

the beginning of a year of office.

1:94 Charter Rich. I in Rymer FceeUrn (1816) I. 52/2
Concessimns, quod sint quiet} de bridtol, & de childwite, &
de ^ieres^ieve. 1201 Charter Cantlr. in Rot. Chart. (1837)

83/2 Quod omnes burgenses de Cantehruge sint quteti de
jherscheve et de scothale. 1231 in Cat. Charter Rolls

(1903) I. 130 [20s. which were paid yearly to the constable of

Hi istoll from the land of Mangodesfeld by way of] jaresive.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. XX. 34 Wolde neuer kyng ne kniht ne

Canoun of Seynt poules >euen hem to heore jeresoiue be

value of a grote 1 1377 Ibid. H. in. 99 Hem bat desireih

Rifles or 3eres3yues [MS. R. (14..) 3ere3iftes] bi-cause of

here offices. Ibid. viti. 52 He ^f be to jnremue to 3emc
wel bi-selue. c 1460 Promp. Parv. 548 (Winch.), ^ereseffe,

encennium. [1723 Bonus Priv. Lond. (ed. 3) 35 Jeresgive,

is a Toll or Fine, taken by the King's Officers, on a Person's

cntring into an Office; or rather, a.. Bribe, given to them to

connive at Extortion, or other Offence in him that gives it.]

Yerfull, obs. form of Ireful.

Yerk (y^k), yark (yaak), sb. Now Sc. and

dial. Forms : see the vb. [f. Yerk v.]

1. A smart blow or stroke, as of a whip or rod,

or of a heavy body falling ; a lash ; also, the sound

of such a blow ; the crack of a whip ; a thud.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. (Percy Soc.) 18 And in her

hande a strong knotted whippe ; At every yarke she made
hym for to skyppe. 1565 Coopkr Thesaurus, Crepitus pla-

garum..* yerke, or -irke. 1583 (Jolding Calvin on LKut.

xxiv. 143/2 As soone as the wicked feelc but one yirke of

the rod with Gods hand. 1593 Cihrchvakd Challenge,

MurtotCs Trag. xcix, No wisdomes lore, nor men of noble

fame, Can scape thy scourge, it giuos so sore a yarke. 1622

Mabhk tr. Alemans Guzman dAlf. 1. 35 They gaue mee
the yarke with the spurre. l68» Flaiman lleraclitus

Ridens No. 56 (1713) II. 09 Our Province is to lash a rout

of wanton and disloyal People; and if any will be outer-

most, and so get a Yerk that makes 'em smart, let them
hereafter learn to hide themselves in the Crowd, a 1807 J.

Skinner Atuusem. I.eis. Hours (1809) 47 Wf a yawfu'
yark, . . He uerfly dang the bark Frae's shins that day. 1826
1'. Wilson i'itman's Pay etc. 80 The blacksmith's hammer,
yark for yark, We hear ne langer bangin'. i860 Ramsay
Retain, (ed. 7) Pref. p. xxiii, Clinching every decision with

the ' yerk ' of a spadeful of earth on the grave's brink. 1871

J. Milnk.SW. Poems .* SonttsSy Itflewoure the houses like

a lark An doun on the fouk's taes fell wi' a yark.

fig. 1682 Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 82 117*3) I '• 2*9
More out of dread of a Yerk from Heraclitus, than ofall the

Penalties in the Statute- Book. 1689 Answ. Desertion

Disc, in nth Coll. Pafcrs ret. Pres. Juncture 0/ Affairs s

To call the Breach of the Original Contract pretended, and

a Popular Flourish, is a yerk of Malitious Reflection.

f b. fig. An impulse, eager desire. Obs. rare

1577 Hellowes Gneuara*s Chron. 308 Ciucius did much
delight to goe on hunting, & had a tine yeark to kill the

Bore & other uencrte in the mountaincs.

i 2. The act of lashing out with the heels, as a

j

horse; a kick; a sudden or abrupt movement,

a jerk, twitch.

1581 A. Hall Iliad vi. 120 The horse, That.. With many
frisks and yerks behinde, Ins head doth cast aloft. 1618 M.
Baret Nippon. 1. 9 there is no foale. .but will both leap,.

.

turne loftily, fetch such yarks behind, that it is very delight-

full to behold. 1623 Markham Cheap Husb. (ed. 3) 1. it. 26

With your rod giue him a good ierke vnder the belly, .when
you please to giue the ierke, he will then giue the yerke.

1679SHADWELL Trite Widow iv. 56 Let's fight here; I would
have my Mistress see how J put in my Pass, and what a ycik

I t;ive it. 1726 Swift Gulliver iv. xii. 191 'twenty thousand

of them, .battering the Warriors Faces into Mummy, by
terrible Yerks from their hinder Hoofs. 1822 Hocjc Perils

of Man III. 357 He.. attacked the couple with his heels.

prostrate as they were, yerk for yerk, indiscriminately,

b. A jerking or twitching sensation. V Obs.

1806 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life ix. (ed. 3) 195 The
yerk, or throe, in the throat, that follows your last bumper
of port. 1831 Examiner 290/1 The yerk of the thiid bottle

of hot nastiness [sc. port].

Yerk (yaik
, yark (yiuk), v. Now Sc. and

dial. Forms : 5-7 yarke, 5-9 yerk, 6-7 yerke,

yeark(e, 6-9 yark, yirk, 9 (6'. S.) yawk. [MK.
yerk (15th cent.), appearing first as a technical term

of bootmaking. Ot obscure oiigin, but prob. in
1

part phonetically symbolic; cf. the largely synony-

mous Jerk, firk. ]

1. To draw stitches tight, to twitch, ns a shoe-

maker in sewing {trans, with the leather, etc. as

obj., or i?ttr.) ; also, to bind tightly with cords.

c 1430 York Mem. Bk. (Surtees) I. 194 Pro sutuia xij

patium sotularium yerkyd ad manum, iiijd. 1600 Dekkek
Shoemakers Hoi. (1610) L) 3, Eyre. Yarke and seame, yark

and seame. F'irke. For yarking &. seaming let me alone

& I come toot. 1630 Tinckcr of Turxey 27 His Wife

sitting by him when hee was yerking of his shooes. 1805

Scott Last Minstr. (1894) Note xlviii, ' Suior Watt, ye

cannot sew your boots ; the heels r/j/, and the seams rive!—
'If I cannot sew,

1

retorted Tinlinn, discharging a shaft,

which nailed the captain's thigh to bis saddle,— 'If 1 cannot

sew, I can yerk.' 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 1. in. lxiv, And
they yerkit his limbis with twine. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.

lii, His hands and feet are yerktd as tight as cords can be

, drawn. 1822 Hogg Perils 0/Man II. vii. 269 tight horses,

. .every one with its head yerked to the tail of the one before

him, 1825 [see yerking below],

2. trans. To strike smartly, esp. with a rod or

whip ; to beat, flog, lash ; to drive with a whip.

c 1520 Skblton Magnyf. 484 A carter.. That with his

whyp his mares was wonte to yarke. 1550 Coverdale .$//>.

Peru vi. 54 Like as the carter or foore man yerketh his borsse

with the whyp. 1596 Spkmsek A. ('- vi. vii. 44 That samefoole

..WasScome, who hauing in hisband a whip, Her therewith

yirks. 1604 Shaxs. Oth. I. n. 5 Nine, or ten times I had
thought t'haue yeik'd him here vnder the Ribbes. 1631 J.

Done t'olydorou (1650) 211 When I ol serve a cruell Carter

yerke and slash but a poore over-toyld lade. 1703 Mrs,
Cknti.ivrk Line's Contriv. iv.i.45 I'll yerk the sullen Devil

out of you. a 1774 Fekgusson Leith Races Poems (1845) 34
I heir skins are gaily yarkit And peel'd thir days. 1825

Urockett N. C. Gloss. s.v.,Aw'| yaik yah, yah dirty las-

tard yah. 1833 Btetchw. Mag. XX XI V. 550 We should yerk

the yokel of a Yankee with the knout.

b. To smack or crack (a whip) ; also intr. of

the whip, to crack.

a 1566 R. Edwards Damon fy Fithias (1571) F ij b, When
ich was a lusty fellow, and could yarke a whip trimly. 1603

Florio Montaigne \. xxii. (1632)48 He would.. make a whip
to yarke and lash, as cunningly as any Caitcr hi Fiance.

1606 G. W[oodcockeJ Hist. Ivstine 11. 9 Euery man drew
forth his whip, and began to yerke the same.

C. intr. To strike, deal blows.

1813 G. liEArrn: John O'Arnlia (1626)30 He swat and
yarkit wi' his hammer.
3. fig. To beat, lash, flagellate (as with sharp

words or treatment) ; hence, to stir up, excite.

1593 G. Hahvey Pierce's Super. 10 Arrius will shake the

Church : Maccblauell will yerke the Commonwealth. 1607

MiDDi.ETOSf Fam. Love in. (1608) E 2
;

If it hit, and that

I yearke my familist out of the Spirit. 1639 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Port Summers Truv. C 5, I with my Pen doe

meane to yerke and ferke ye. 1786 BtfftM To J. 5 iv,

My fancy yerket up sublime WY h^sty summon. 1707 T.

Poole in Mrs. H. Sandford T. P. 9, Fneuds (1888) I. 221

The weight of government, which our ministry ha-- cau.-efdl

to touch and yark every individual where he never felt it

bdbr*. 1819 Kkats Otho 111. ii, Aye, Satan I does that yerk

y« I 1825 Jamieson, To Yetk, Yark, figuratively applied to

the rays of the sun, when they beat powerfullvon any objcci.

1874 Uutram Annuity vi, In vain he yerked bis souple head,

To find an ambiguity.

b. intr. To gird or carp at.

i6ji Up. Mountagu Diatribx 392 Almost in euery Para-

graph, either he yerketh at his neighbours credit, or com-

mendeth his owne chickens. 1826;. Wilson Nodes Ambr.

Wk*. 1855 I. 114 Onything's mair preferable than yerk

j

yerkin at every thing said by a wiser man than yoursel.

4. trans. To pull, push, or throw with a sudden

movement ; to jerk.

1568 J. Fen tr. Osorius
1 Con/ut. IIaddon \. 7 b, When you

j
are pricked and yearked foorth with the goades of your

I owne maftim 1575 Gascoigse Flowers Wks. 1907 I. 65

He that yerks old angells out apace. 1604 T. M. Black

I Bk. D 3 b. But when I yerkt them [sc. dice) forth, away they

ramie like Irish Lackeys. 1644 ManwaYking Sia-mans
1 Diet. Sj When a great sea comes to yerk up the ship. 1780

! Hutton Tour to Cares (ed. 2) Gloss., Yark, to push or

!
strike. 18*5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 236 A gray

; beaver.. yerked a little on one side. 1836 [Hootom] Bil-

berry Thurland I. xiv. 258 He.. seized the parson by the

I chin and ears and yerked him upwards several times. 1840

Halibuiton Ctockm. Ser. in. xiii, I'd lam him bow.. to

6 -3



YERKER. YERT.

yawk the reins with both bands. 1861 Stamford Merc.
27 Sept., He saw him knocking and yarking the horse about
and swearing at it. 188* JamicsotCs Sc. Vict, s.v., He
yerkit to the yett wV a bang. 1004 Dundee Adv. 2 Dec. 7
If any person went and asked a civil question he might get
a besom ' yarked ' at his head.

b. To utter spasmodically, 4 jerk out" (words);

to start, strike up (a song, etc).
1604 Middlkton Ft: Hubburds T. C3, He began to

Bpeake to the richest of our number, euer and anon, yerking
out the word Fines. 1719 Ramsay To Arbuckle 14 Yerking
those words out whicli lye nearest. 1815 G. Beattie John
O'.lmha (1B26) 57 A' the devils in a ring Yarkit up the
Highland fling. 1892 Lumsden Sheep'head >y Trotters 287
Verk us afT a sang belyve.

t c. To * ^et up ' or compose rapidly or hastily,

to 'dash off'. Obs.

1592 Nasiie Strange Newes E4b, In a night & a day
would he haue yarkt vp a Pamphlet as well as in seauen
yeare. 1621 Bi 1

. Mountacu Diatribm 88 You are able to

shape your aduersary an answere, and yerke vp a booke in

a night.

6. To move (some part of the body) with a jerk or

twitch ; esp. to lash out with (the le^s), as a horse.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vii. 83 [Wounded steeds] with wilde
rage Yerke out their armed heeles at their dead masters.

1607 Markham Cave/, n. (1617) 171 You shall obserue that

when he yarketli,he yark out his hinder feetceuenand close

together. 1623 — Cheap Husb. (ed. 3) 1. ii. 17 When a horse
yerketh out his nose. 1651 Loves of Hero $ Le-indcr (1653)

16 Leander now turns on his back, He yerks out legs and lets

arme slack. 1726 Diet. Rusticum (ed. 3) s.v. Capriole, The
Goat-leap, when a horse at the full height of his Leap,
yerks or strikes out his hind legs. 1825 Scott Betrothed
xiii, Mahound yerked out his hoofs. 1828 Craven Gloss.

s.v., T'hoise varied out baath his hinder fit.

b. intr. To lash or strike £7«/ withtheheels,tokiek.
1565 Ue ^ yerking below], 1573-80 Tcsseh Husb. (1878) 1 50

The sooner that poore beast is strucke the sooner doth he
yerke. 1579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 719 The horse..
«ould let no man get vp on his backe, ..but would yerke
out at them. 1581 J. Bell JIaddon's Attsw. Osor. 158 b,

He [sc. the horse] . .chaufeth & champeth vpon the bridle,

commeth a loft, yorketh out with his heeles behinde. 1611
Cotgk. s.v. s'Agrouper, He would yearke out behind. 1694
Motteux Rabelais v, viii. 36 He fell a Trotting, and Win-
sing, and Yerking.
transf. 1622 Fletcher Sea-Voy. i. i, How she [sc. a ship]

kicks and yerks.

6. intr. To spring or rise suddenly : esp. of
animals.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. vi. 54 So doth the Salmon vautj
And if at first hn faile, his second summersaut Hee instantHe
assaies, and from his nimble ring Still yarking [etc.]. 1828
Craven Gloss., Yark, to rise hastily. 'He yarks up i* th'

snert of a cat [- instantly]. 1892 Mem. Dean Hole xvi.

(1893) 193 It [sc. a snipe] yarked up, and screeted, and I

nipped round, and blazed. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xv,
We saw the wee flag yirk up to the maist.heid.

b- fig* To engage eagerly in some proceeding,
to * pitch into\

1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1750) 103 Thoughts are free, tho'
I inayna sae mickle I can yerk at the thinking. 1807 J.
Stagg Poems 52 Some teymes i* th winter neeghts, when
dark We'd into th' Ladies Di'rys yark. 1892 Lu.msden Sheep-
head*? Trotters 181 We hae a lang tramp to yerk till in the
morning. Ibid. 257 Now Dominie, yerk in.

Hence Yerking, yarking vbl. sb. and ppl. a. (in

various senses: see above and quots.).
1565 Cooper Thesaurus^ Excttssores equi, flingyng and

yeikyng horses. 1587 Fleming in Holinshed Chron. III. 819
The fox., not able to beare the yerking of his [sc. the lion's]
taile, or a pelt of his paw. 1589 — Virg. Georg. III. 348 Seest
thou not that neither bit and bridle . . Nor cruell yerkings, .

.

do stop or stay Horsses from mares, 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's
Super. 11 And what comparable to this spowte of yarking
eloquence? 1598 Mauston Sco. Villauie Proem., Quake
guzzell dogs,..Skud from the lashes of my yerking rime.
1605 Play Stuc/ey in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (187S) I. 254
Well spur your Iennet. .Until with yarking she do break
her girths, 1624 Gee Foot out ofSnare A pp. 114 A song of
the same smart-yerking tune. 1639 T. Dl Grey Compl.
Iforsem. 2 The horse.. never gave over flinging, yarking,
plunging, and bownding. 1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd.
Comm. 47 Are all the yerking Muses fallen asleep* 1787
W. Taylor AV. Poems 171 Momin clocks an* yarkin ham-
mers Keviv'd us by their tunefu' yammers. 1825 Jamieson,
i'erkin, the seam by which the hinder part of the upper
leather of a shoe is joined to the forepart, Berwicks., Dumfr.
1892 LtmSDVN Sheep-head 4- Trotters 286 Hootsman. .pro-
posed that Rob Clarty.. should.. give us some of his reels
. .for the yerking off of which Rob. .is. .a famous hand.
Yerk, obs. form of Ikk.

Yerker. [f. Yerk v. + -erJ.] a. One who
yerks; a kicker; a flogger. b. 'A sudden and
veiy severe blow 1

(Jam. 1825).
1664 Gouldman Diet. 1. (1669), A yerker out, sternax.

1678 Littleton Eng.-Lat. Diet., A yerker or whipster,
plagosus Orhilius.

Yerl, yerle, obs. or Sc. ff. Earl,
Yerle, -ly, obs. ff. Early, Yearly.
Yerm, variant of Yarm z>.

t Tern, a. Obs. Forms : 1 georn, 3 300m,
3-5 30m, (4 5am, yerin), 4-5 3erne, yerne,
K yarn©, yherne, 6 yorno, yearne, (9 dial. jern).
[OE. tforn - OS. gem, OHG. gem, kern (MHG.
gem, G. -gem), ON. gjarn, Goth, -galrns (in

seinagairns selfish, faihngairns covetous), also OS.
-gertri (MLG. gerne), OHG. *gerni, kerni (MHG.
-genie)

; f. Teut. ger- : see Yerk v. and cf. Yearn v.]
1. Eager, earnestly or keenly desirous ; also,

greedy, covetous.

^893 Alfred Oros. in. viii. 122 For peem be aegper para
folca wa;s pa:s gefeohtes georn. 971 Blickl. Horn. 43 Ne
sceal he eac beon to georn deadra manna feos. a 1000

Guthlac 1051 Ic eom sibes fus. .edleanan georn. <r 1200

Moral Ode 256 in O. P. Horn. I. 175 pa be weren swa lese

bet me horn ne mihte ileuen Med-ierne domes men & wrong-
wise reuen. 13.. Cursor M. 14638 (Giitt) pat ?e war sauf
3am haue i bene, c 1425 Wyntoun CV<?«. vi.x. 852 To fecht

wib him bai wer full 3arne [v.r. yherne]. [1905 Engl. Dial.

Did. s.v. Yearn, In phr. to be jern on a thing, to be bent

on it. Shr., Mtg. I'm jern on this or that.]

b. Earnestly occupied or engaged, busy {about

something).
a 1300 Cursor M. S205 (Cott.) O baa wandes grett lose bai

made, |'e king abute bam was ful gern \v.rr. :jeni(e]. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 147 per was a tonne of bras. . into be wheche
tonne he was put and closyd peryn, and fure made vndyr
bote, and so bei weren 3erne about for bat Seynt Ion
schuld liaue ben brent beryn.

2. Swift, rapid; brisk, lively; nimble, active.

13.. Cursor .1/. 23588 (Edinb.) Sun and mon, and water
and stern, pat rmnes now wit ras sa yerin. c 1386CHAUCLK
Miller s T. 71 But of hir song, it was as loude and yerne
As any swalwe sittynge on a berne. C1515 Scottish Fittdyji
(Chetham Misc. II.) Vorkshippe [sic] like yorne [v.r. (Percy
.MS.) yearne] inen, egeily they foughten !

t Yern, v. Obs. Forms: 1 goiornan, geyrnan.
Nth. goiorna, 3-4 gurne, 3irn0, 4-5 3erno,
yerno. Pa. t. a, (str.) 1 gearn, (garn, geharn),
giarn, pi. gournon, ge-uurnun, giurnun, 3-4
30m, 4 yorn, 3orne, yorno, yourno, 3am,
yarn, 5 yarn©, yurne

; (3. (wk.) l pL geeerndon,

4 yerned. Pa.fple. 1 gournen (see Ykarn ».2

etym.)
; 4 y3arned. [OE. ^eier/ian, gemman :

see Y- prefix 3 c and Run v. Eor the specific

sense * to curdle ' see Yearn v.2]
1. intr. = Run v. 1,4, 5.
c 900 tr. Bxdd's Hist. v. vi. U890) 400 pa geasrndon bio

Mime 5rage, & efthwurfon. C900 Warfskth tr. Gregory's
Dial. xii. (1900) 88, & |^a him gangenduin in bam wege him
ongen geurnon [v.r. union] ber itrendracan. c 1300 A'. Horn
749 (Laud 108), To boure he gan 5erne. 13.. K. Alis. 565
(Laud MS.), Of wilde beestes com a grete pray, 5erned
|>orou^out ^e contray. Ibid. 2699 Korthe [he] is wib bat
yearned [rime forbarnd; v.r. yroune, rime brenne]. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 881 Bot bat be ?onge men, so 3epe, Jomen
ber-oute. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. 111. 213 (MS. R.) Em-
peroures..pui3 3iftes han gouinen to 5ernen [v.r. renne] and
1o ride, a 1400 Octouian 561 The maryners.. yorne awey,
with good wylle, Well hastyly. Ibid. 965 Vpon a stede he
gan yerne With sper and scheld. c 1400 Si. Jer. jj Tokens

45 pe deuelen willen come 5ernend & speten fire &. blast.

c 1425 Engl. Conq. Irel. 74 He saw a mych flote of wylde
swyne yernynge vp-on hugli & moryce. Ibid. 82 He yarne
to snellych for to socur hynu

b. = Run v. 9.
c 1055 Byrhtfcrth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 298 pes

circul ys toda;led ontwelf, ^ seo sunue geyrn5 bas twelf
f;etu bmnan .xu. monduim Ibid. 320 Satumus ys se yte-
mesta he geyrn"3 his ryne binnan brittigum wintrum. 1340
Ayenb. 84 Stedeuest and lestinde ase |;e zonne, bet alneway
>ernb and ne is neure wery. Ibid. 141 (see yerning below].

2. ^- Run v. 20.

*34° Ayenb. 27 Vor hit behoueb \>et zuich wyn yerne by he
teppe, ase ber is ine |»e tonne. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xin.

^76 (MS. B) Water. .Ejjerlich yernynge out of mennes eyen.
1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 105 pe streem of Egipte bat
V^rneb westward in to he grete see. a X400 R. Gloucester s

Chron. (Rolls) 8671 (MS. O pe blod 30m to grounde.
3. fig. = Runz/. 27, 29, 31.
c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxviii[i]. (1S90) 366 pa georn '(W

sona up|3 geniht-iumlic yr6 & wa?stm. C900 W^rfeisih tr.

Gregory's Dial. xxi. (1900) 147 Swa ItTOC swa be on mod
?;eurne [orig. quidquid animo occurrit]. 13.. Gaw. <S-

Gr. Kut. 529 penne al rypez & rotez pat ros vpon fyrst, &
Jnis 3imez he 3ere in 5isterdayez mony. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
1J. xi. 59, I format 30Uthe and 3arn [v.rr. yarne, Jerne; 1393
3orn(e, 3am] in-to elde. 1393 Ibid. C. xtx. 165 Enuye and
vuel will 30m in pe Iewes.

Hence f Yerning vbl.sb., running, course ;pp/.a.,
running ; also f Yerner, a runner.
1340 Ayenb. 141 pe sterre pet hatte saturne, . . pet asemoche

yemp in onekpi daye mid pe firmament, .ase he dep ine
pritti yer ine his o3ene sercle and ine Ins o3ene yerninge.
Ibid. 255 pe melle wyboute scluse pet alne-way went be pe
yernynge of pe wetere. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 13
panne pe province was swipe destourbed by rennynge of
[MS. y 3iirnyng and] reses of straungers. a 1400 Prater %
Compl. Ploughman (1531) F ij, Thou ne madest none suche
shepherdes ne kepers of thy schepe, that weren yerners
aboute countreys. a 1400 R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 8288
{MS. C) pe 3urnende water was of hor blod al red. C1425
Engl. Conq. Irel. 94 Bytwene twe perylle :—on on halue, pe
wode-yemynge watyr so grysly ; on other halue, hys fomen.
Yern(e, obs. ff. Earn v. 1

, Iron, Yarn, Yearn.
Yern-bliter, var. Earn-bleater, snipe.
I7S5 R- Forbks Jml.from London in Ajax his Sp. 35Afore the levrick or yern-bliter began to sing.

t Yerne, adv. Obs. Forms: 1 georne. gyrne,
2-4 5eorne, 2-5 5orne, 2-6 3erne, 3 (firm.)
3errne, 4 gern, 3iern(e, 4-5 yerne, gurne, ;arne,
4-6 yern, garn, 5 gyrne, yorne, yurne, yarn,
6 yarne. [OE. georne = OFris. gerne, feme
(Fris. jearn), OS. gerna (MDu. g/ierne, geerne,
Du. gaarne), OHG. gerno (MHG. gerne, G.gern),
ON. gjarna (Sw. gerna. garna, Da. gerne) ; adv.
of OE. leorn, etc. : see Yern a."\

1. Eagerly, earnestly, diligently, zealously,

heartily.

Beowulf 2294 Hordweard sohte georne psfter grunde.
a 1 132 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1083 pa wieccan mune-

|
cas.. gyrne cleopedon to Gode his miltse biddende. (^1175

I

Lamb. Horn. 11 Muchel is us benne neod.-jerne bidden
I ure milctende drihten het [etc.]. a 1200 Moral Ode 49

pider 3e sculen 3orne dra3en. c iaoo Triu, Coll. Horn. 3
Men..wisten 3erne after ure lauerd ihesu cristes tocume.
a 1250 Prov. sElfred 101 in 0. E. Misc. (1872) 108 pe mon
be on his youhpe yeorne leornep wit and wisdom, cizgo
Si. Hrandan 94 in .S". Eng. Leg. 222, & bede 3ume oure
louerdes grace pulke veyage to do. a 1300 Cursor M. 2789
(Cott.) 5ern [Fairf. 3orne] on bairn he cried merci ! 1375
Bakuouk Bruce in. 547 The king then at thaim speryt 3arne,

1 How thai.. had fame, c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 463) 35

J

Bobe be day, it be nyght, $erne j,e ; bonked our dright, it

Seinte Marie, c 1400 Rom. Rose 6719 Thanne may he go
' abegging yerne Til he somme maner crafte kan lerne. c 1420

I

Chron. Vilod. 727 Seynt Dunstone hey^ede hym fulle faste

I

And 3yrne to god for hym he bedde. c 1425 Engl. Conq.
Irel. 92 He.-besoght ful yorne pat he most allyaunce haue
to bar kynrede. c-1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 447 Mynge hit

yurne Tyl euery part vntyl on body turne. 1513 Douglas
ACneis iv. vii. 83 The blak swarm our the feildis walkis
3am, Tursand throw the gers thar pray to hiddillis dern.
Ibid. vi. vii. 44 The hiddillis held thai and the roddis darn,
A myrtre wod about thaim lowkit 3am.

b. Willingly, gladly, 'lain'; occas. wilfully.

c 888 /Klfked Boeth. vii. § 2 ponne scealt bu georne ge3o-
lian gehwffit pKS pe to heora penungum..beHmpet. ci2O0
Trin. Coll. Hon/, a ,if pu 3ierne waxest on godnesse,..
after ping pe '6e beo biheue. 13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Kut. 1526
£e, )at ar so cortays Ji coynt of your hetes, Oghe to a 3onke
pynk 3ern to schewe, & teche sum tokenez of trweluf craftes.

1414 Brampton Peuit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 12 And I trespase
a3ens the 3erne. a 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 129
He trowis that 3oung folk 1 3erne 3eild.

C. Thoroughly, well.

c 1000 /Elkkic Gen. xx.xix. 3 He wiste ful georne ba^t god
bine lufode. 12.. Moral Ode 346 (Hgerton MS.) pat bu3
Sa pe heom sculde6 georne, WM elche un-Ceajve. a 1225

Leg. Kath. 1588 Hire luste swice georne t>peoken mit tc

meiden. a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 199 J
u hit wost

ful 3eorne bet pe deouel hate3 me.

2. a. Quickly, swiftly, rapidly, fast, briskly, at

a great rate.

/( 1023 Wulkstan Horn. ii. (1S83) 18 Hit to ?am dome nu
georne neala:co\ 13.. Gaw t <$ Gr. Knt. 498 A }ere 3ernes

ful 3erne, & geldez neuer lyke. c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 70
Myne handes and my tonge goon so yerne That it is ioye to

se my bisynesse. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xxm. 159 Sleuthe

W&x wonder 3erne and sone was of age. c 1430 Freemasonry
174 The mayster may his prentes so enforme, That hys hure
may crese ful gurne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 536/2 5ame,
hastyly {P. 3arne or fast),festinanter. 1443-9 Paston Lett.

Suppl. (1901) 12 There he lyted and knokkyd on the gate,

and we folwyd as yarn as we myth. 1493 Dives $ Pauper
(\V. de W. 1496) ix, viii. 358/1 Bere he his sayle neuer soo
hyghe, & go he neuer soo yerne. c 1530 Crt. of Love 1299
There nis no swallow swift., ne half so yern can fly.

b. Quickly, without delay, immediately, directly,

soon. Also as yerne (see As A. 5 c).

C 1320 Sir Tristr. 3065 Hennes 3eni bou fie Out of si?t

mine, c 1350 Will. Palertie 1252 ^eld be to me 3eply or 3erne

puu schalt deie. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 376 Achilles

with his spere Myn herte cleue, ..yf I late or yerne Wolde
it by-wreye. c 1384 — //. Fame If. 402 Wyth that he spack
to me so yerne And seyde. £1440 JacoPs Well 12 5'f 3e

be gylty, be sory in herte, ..and gerne, wyth full sorwe of

herte, beeth schreuyn. c 1470 Harding Chron. cix. vi, And
then the kyng made hym byshop as yerne Of Winchester.

tYernly, •&• Obs. Foims: 1 geornlice,

2-5 geornhche, 3 5eorneliche. 3ernliche. ^ierne-

liche, 5ornliche. 4 3ernely; camp. 3 ^erenluker,

3eorneluker, 4 3ernloker ; sup. 2 georalucost.

[OE. geornlice m OHG. gemlihho = ON. giarn-

iiga: see Yern a. and -LY -.] = prec 1.

C 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) O 38 Obuixe, geornlice. (.900

tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. iii. (1890) 268 He. .geornlice in his gebede
hleo3rade. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 8 FaraS & axia'd

geornlice be ('am cilde. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 Pe feor<*e

unheu is pet pe richc mon..bihude his feh, and 3eornliche

halde hit. c 1200 Trin. Coll. J torn. 121 Men bien swo wifter-

fulle pat, swo he ^eienluker clepe5 hem to him, swo hie

\vi6ere tuineti froward him. a 1225 Ancr. R. 100 Hemied
nu ^eorneliche, mine leoue sustren. C1275 Lav. 15593 Hii.

.

3ornliche luste Of pes vncoube tale, a 1375 Joseph Arint.

593 Nas per 3ong mon ne old pat ,ernloker wrou3te. a 1400

Rclig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1914) 55 Damsele Dis-

crecyone . . sail . . 3ernely luke bat all go wele.

tYerr, sb. Obs. In 3 geor, 3UX, 4-5 3erre.

[f. next.] A loud or harsh cry, yell, howl.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Mid tis.-e schulen pe uorlorenewoipen

a swuch 3eor [MS. T. 3iir, MS. C. 3ei] pet heouene & eor^e

muwen beo?.e grisliche agrisen. a 1225 Juliana (Bodl.

MS.) 51 [He] bigon swa te 3uren pat monie weren awundret
hwet let 3ur were, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5042 So did his

princes.. With 5edire 5oskingis ii ^erre 3ett out to grete.

tYerr, ^. Obs. Forms : 1 gyrran, 3 yeorre,

3ure {pa. t.pl. 3urren), 4-5 3ere. [OE. *gierran,

gyrran str. vb., f. echoic stem gar- : cf. Gahke,

Yau(r, etc.] intr. To make a harsh noise, creak,

roar, rattle ; to cry out loudly, yell, howl.
a 1000 Andreas 374 Strengas gurron. anoo in Napier

0. E. Glosses (1900) 194/13 Garrio, ic [sc. a file] gyrre.

C 1205 Lav. 28358 barren ba stanes Mid pan Uod-stremcs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2041 per me mahie iheren pe hea'Qene

hundes 3euen & 3eien & 3uren. a 1225 Juliana (Royal MS.)
50 Monie weren awundret hwet te curing niahte beon.

t.1275 Sinners Beware 325 in O. E. Misc. 83 He yeorrep

& heo gredep, pe feondes heom forp ledeb. a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 4745 Vniquile he noys as a nowte as a nox quell

he lawes, ^armand & 3erand a ;oten him semed.
Yersel, Sc. form of Youusklf.
Yerst, Yerstendai, obs. ff. Erst, Yesterday.
+ Yert. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin ; com-

bines the symbolic elements, initially oiycrk, finally
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oi blurt, flirt, spirt, squirt.} -»Yebkj#. I. Yert-
poiut, name of some game (cf. blow-point s.v.

Blow- 3).

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxxi. (1555) Tij, At eucry yerte
she made godfrey to skyppc. 1659 Lady Alimony u. v,
All his games.. Are yert-point, ninepins, job-nut, or span-
counter.

Yerth, obs. form of Earth.
Yerva: see Hlhba, Yerba.
Yes, so. 1 dial. Also 8 yesse, 9 yis, yesh.

[Variant of Easse, prob. the same word as Ees,
OE. ks food, bait.] The earthworm.
1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Yesse, an earth-worm, particu-

larly those called dew- worms. W. c 1820 Quekeit's Sayings
(i883) 33 Yeshes. .are large worms which they make use of
as baits, .to catch eels. 18*5 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng.,
Yes. 1863 Barnes Dorset Gloss., Yis.

Yes (yes), adv. (sb.2) Forms: a. 1 sese, 3-4
;es, 4-5 ^eis, (5 yhes, geysse. yesss. 9 dial, ees),

5- yes. £. 1 sise, 2-4 gise, (4 yijs), 4-5 ;his,
3ys, 4-6 3is, 4-6 (9 dial.) yis, (5 yhis, yys, 3isse,

6 yisse, 6-7 is, 9 dial. iss). 7. 1 syse. 3 guse
; 4

3hus, yus, 4-5 gus, (5 geus). [An affiima'tive word
confined to English : OE. gese, gise, zyse, the forms
of which point to early WS. *&7ese :— *g<?asi,

prob. f. gea Yea + J73 sing. pres. subj. of Hon to
be ; a similar formation is seen in nese (Xorthumb.
nme, nmsi), prob. f. ne Ne adv. + si (as above).
The acceptance of this derivation necessitates the assump-

tion that ge'se was orig. applicable as an answer to a par-
ticular class ofquestion, which is intrinsically not improbable.
The suggested derivation from *ria siva ' yea, so "'

is phono-
logical.y inadequate.
The pronunciation (yis), still widespread in dialects, was

formerly current in polite speech and is recorded as such in
Walker s Pronouncing Diet.]

A word used to express an affirmative reply to
a question, statement, command, etc.

1. In answer to a question not involving a nega-
tive ; standing for the affirmative sentence corre-
sponding to the interrogative one constituting the
question :

^* It is so.' Phr. To say yes: to assent,

comply ; spec, to accept a proposal of marriage.
Formerly usually more emphatic than yea or ay; fa later

use taking the place oi these as the ordinary affirmative
particle : cf. 2 below.
ciooo J&tMUC Horn. I. 14 llwi! wolde God swa lytks

binges him forwvrnan..? ^yse ; hu mihte Adam tocnawan
[etc.]. ciaoo Vices ,f Virtues 31 Hwat seist bu, DauiS?
Haf-t buani^e sikernesse h-rof ?..' ;ise,' [he] seift, 'we bieS
.ill siker of godes behate.' 1375 Bakhouk Bruce iv. 470
i.MS. E.) The kyrr^.-sperit. .Giff ony man couth tell tithand
Of any strange man in that land. '^\m[v.r. 3ai] ', said a
vomaii,

' schir, perfay, Of strange men I can 50W say '. 1387
'I kevisa Higdeu (Rolls) VI. 341 panne be kyng com, and be
pope axede of hym ttfho hadde i-holde his oth. ..pe kyng..
.seide ' ?is al at be fulle '. Ibid. VIII. 313 Of bis erle. .is
ofte greet stryf.., wheher he schulde be acounted for [v.r,
among] seyntes ober none. Some seyn 51s.. .Ober seien be
contrarie. c 1440 Promp. Pa>~o. 539/1 }ys, Ha, eciam. 1509
Hawks Past. Pleas. XXXIV, ix, Haue you hym sene in any
time before? Yes yes quod she. 1583 Hollyuand Camfio
di Fior 227 Hast thou found thy Tusculans questions? Is,

SO evill favoured that I knew them not. x603.S1.AKs. Meas.
for M. 11. iii. a, Duk. Loue you the man that wrong "d you ?
Int. Yes, as I loue the woman that wrong'd him. 1634 MIL-
TOM Counts 584, J. Am...If this the confidence You gave me
Brother? Eld. Bro. Yes, and keep it still. 1747 H. WaL-
volk Let. to Mann 28 July, Bcrgen-op-zoom still holds out,
uid is the first place that has not said yes, the moment the
French asked it the question. 1808 ScorT Marm. 1. Introd.
45 Will spring ret'iru, .. And blossoms clothe the hawthorn
spray? Yes, prattlers, yes; the daisy's flower Again shall
paint you r_summer bjwer. 1866 .Mrs. LymM Union LiMal*
Lorton xvi, ' Is it a nice clean place?' asked Aunt Harriet.
.
.' Yis! yis ! clean eneugh !' said Isaac. 1883 1>. C. Mukkay

Hearts xiv. (1835) in She'd never say ' Yes ' to a man she
didn't care for. 1917 G. W, E. Russeli. Pot. <\ Pers. IV. x.

364 Is it wise to be prepared for this evil? Until the dream
of a universal . . disarmament is realised, surely yes.

b. Yes and Aro : a round game (sec quots.).
1843 Dickens Chr. Carol iii, It was a Game called Yes

and No, where Scrooge's nephew had to think of something,
and the rest must find out what; he only answering to their
questions yes or no, as the case was. 1854 Round Games
(•(La) in Yes and No. This game.. was formerly called
Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral. A player was sent out
of the room, and a word (or rather thing) thought of. The
player was called in, and proceeded to ask certain members
of the company to which of the three kingdoms

—

animal,
vegetable, or mineral-the object in question belonged..

.

He then proceeded to ask other questions, to which the
players were only compelled to answer ' Yes ' or ' No '.

2. a. In answer to a question involving a negative.
Formerly regularly used thus (and as la b) in distinction

from^vtf (see Ye\ 1) ; the distinction became obsolete soon
after iooj, and since then yes has been the ordinary affirm.t-
tive particle in reply to any question positive or negative,
and yea has become archaic. The distinction was still

observed in the Bible of 161 1, in which yes occurs four
times (all in N. T.), always after a negative question or
statement; the Revisers of 1881, apparently in ignorance of
the usage, have altered it in all these instances toyea.
c888 ^Elf-red Boeth. xvi. §4 Wenst du bast se godcunda

anweald ne mihte afyrran bone anweald pam unrihtwisau
kasere, . .^if he wolde? £ise, la. sese. ic wat bset he mihte,
&if he wolde. Ibid, xxxiv. § 6 Da cwae3 he : Ne specie ic be
a:r ba:t sio sesaelft cood were? ?yse, cwsft ic, £e yu bart

sasdest ba:t bio ba:t hehste good w;ere, c 1000 A%s. Gosfi.

Matt. xvii. 25 Lower lareow, ne kvH he gafol ? pa cwaeA
he: JCyse. he ds8. a ix»5 Ancr. A*. 392 Ne muhte he mid
lcs>e yref habbeti ared us? >e siker [MS. T. $ON I wis,

45

MS. C. ?es I wis], a 1300 Cursor M. 5^08 (Cott.) ' How
sua, es bar 11a nober king?' 'Yus [Gott. Ses], bot lie dus
nakins thing.' C131S Shobeham Poems vn. 499 Nys bys
god la^e? 5es, y-wys, god la^e bys. 13.. Cursor M. j 76t
(Gott.) ' Ne sal (>ai all bar-fore liue?" ' Yis,' said vr lauerd.
1375 Harkour Bruce ix. 84 Trow ?e nocht than that thai
Sail vencust in thair hertis be ? }hus, sail thai, c 1400 Pilgr.
Sowte (Caxton 1483) iv. xx. 66 Myn hertes greef, mote I not
wepe? yis. C1450 Merlin iii. ^4 ' Haue ye no mynde of
the sarazins..?' And thei seide, 'Yesse, full wele.' c 1450
Lov. Afyst. xxx. (Shaks. Soc.J 296 Thynk ;e not he is worthy
to dey ? Et clamabant omnes. ' jys ! ?ys ! ?ys ! alle we seye
he is worthy to dey, 5a 1 3a 1 3a 1' 1533 Moke Debell. Salem
WkS. 997/1 Wold not the iudges trow you geue them yB

hearing; yes yes I dout not. 1545 Jove Exp. Dan. iii. 38 1),

Did we not cast thre men bownde into the fyer? which
answerd, yisse trwly oh kynge. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i.

128 Vat. What meanes your Ladiship '? Doe you not like it 1
Sit. Yes, yes. 1632 Lithgow Trav. VI. 255 Was not the
hand of the Almighty, .able also, to drowne their, .plaities
with water? Yes and doubtlesse yes. 1646 Vaughan Juv.
Sat. x. 485 Hut thy spruce boy must touch no other face

I

Then a Patrician? Is of any race So they be rich. 1770
Johnson in Boswtll (1904) II. 308 #. 'Is not the Giant's
Causeway worth seeing?'—% 'Worth seeing, yes; but not
worth going to see.' 1865 Dickkns Mitt. /•>. in. xvi, * You
never can have walked, my dear?' 'Yes, I have.' 1880
'Mark Twain' Tramp Ah: xxvii, 'I like to be always
making acquaintances, don't you ?' ' Lord, yes !

'

b. In contradiction of or opposition to a nega-
tive statement expressed or implied, or a negative
command or request.
Now usually accompanied by a short asseverative phrase

echoing the preceding statement; e.g. in quot. 1611, mod.
colloq. usage would require 1 'es, it was.
c\zos Lay. 17208 [>a andswarede )>e king: Masrlin |u

sa*ist sa;llic bing pe nauere nan iboren mon Ne male heom
bringgen bennc.Hu mibte ich heom bennu Heom bringen
beoune? pa andswerede Maerlin pan kinge . . 5use, ;u-e
lauerd king. 13.. Cursor M. 1249 (Gott.j 'Sun," he said,
be bus ga To paradis }>at I cam fra...' ' ^a, sir, wist i

quebirward.'..'5eis,'hesaid, 'i sal be tell and say, Hugat
bu sal ta \>i right way.' c 1350 Will. Paleme 1567 '

Je, wi-t

y bat/ seide William ' witterly to speke, Of alle harmes were
ich hoi.' .

.

' 5i«, be marie,' seide rneliors ' mUdrede 50W neuer. 1

< '37S Cursor M. 5066 (Fairf.) We ar no;t of a kithe saide
he, >us yat salle I shew to be. C1400 Rout. Rose 4659
Knowest hym ought ? Lamaunt. Yhe, dame, parde. AW-
sonn. Nay, nay. Lamaunt. Yhi-, I. c 1420 [see Yea 4 J.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 252 Then . . be Iewe . . sayde hit was not
soo. '5eus* quod be cristyn man. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
1. xx. 66 How sholdest thou ktiowe it, for thow arte not so
old of yeres to knowe my fader, yes sayd Merlyn I knoue
it better than ye or ony man lyuyngc. 1553 LynuesaY
Alonarcke 595a NVe neuer saw thyr.e excellence Subdewit to
sic Indigence. ;is, sail he [sc. Christ] say, .. Quben euer
^e did ressaue the pure. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas. for M. II. ii. 49
Isab. Must he needs die? Ang. Maiden, no remedie. Isal:
Yes: I doe thinke that you might pardon him. x6n —
Cymb. 1. iv. 52 Post. . . My Quarrel! was not altogether slight.
French. Faith yes, to be put to the arbiterment of Sword-.
1779 Johnson in Boswtll (1904) II, 304 Boswetl. ' You did
not know what you were undertaking.' Johnson. * Yes, Sir,
I knew very well what I was undertaking.' 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. II. xv, ' Hut it's not in the way, Charley.' ' Yes, it

is,' said the boy, petulantly. 1880 ' Mark Twain ' 'Tramp
Abr. xxvii, 'I do not know he ever preached there.' 'Oh,
yes, he did.'

3. a. Expressing assent to a command, request,
proposal, or summons.
,(1300 Cursor M. 4141 'Lauedi', he said, 'com to bi

mete.' 'Yus'. sco said. Ibid. 7163 'pat childs nam yee
will me scau.' ' Yijs', he said, 'i ul te ken To knau him
a-mang ober men.' c 1330 Sir Tristr. 436 He bede hem
pens mo..5if b;ii wald wib him go. ..'}is' bai swoien bo.
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 753, I telle hyt the vp a
condicion That thou shalt hooly .. Doo thyn entent to
herkejie hitte. Yis syr. £14*5 Cast. Persev. 440 in Macro
Plays 00 Now go we forth. .& here \>ce manly euerea-motig
. ,11umanum genus. Jyi,& ellys haue boumynecke. 1470-
85 Mai.oky Arthur 11. x v. 93 Hast thow slayn my broder,
thow shalt dye therf >r or thou departe, wel said baleu iio it

your self, yis sayde kyng pellam, ther shall no man haue
ado with the, but my self. 1728 Dk Fok Street Robb. Con.
sitl. 15 Prithee call him, Child, said he, to me,.. Yes, Sir,
said 1. 1837 Dickkns Pickiu. iv, ' Joe'.

1

'Yes, sir.' 1859
K'.skin 'Two Paths iii. § 82 Nay, but you will take Christian
ornament—purest medizval Christian—thirteenth century !

Yes: and do you suppose you will find the Christian less

human? 1898 G. H. Shaw Mrs. Warrens Prof. \% The
Clergyman [calling]. Frank ! Frank. . . Yes, gov'nor.

b. Expressing assent to a statement or impli-
cation.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2079 ' Be his kni^tis as kene as mc
bis cornes shewis, All b^ werd war to waike his wrothe to
with stand.'. .' >is, he ledis bot a lite, lord, with }oure lefe

.. Hot mare fersere in feld fell neuire of modire.' 1633
M a km ion Fine Co/up. iv. vi, Spr. I heare she is runne
mad. Aur. Is. 1723 C. Walkkh Mem. Sally Satt'sb. 26
She would bring out a Word something like Abdication, in

this manner. Yes, yes, Abdilltcation was of great use to you,
&c. 173a For* Pp. Cob/tam 1 Yes, you despise the man to
books confin'd, Who from his study rails at human kind.
1818 Shklley Rosat. <y Helen 77 Henry. This is not the
way, Mamma; it leads behind those trees that grow Close
to the little river. Helen. Yes : I know : Im bewildered.
1837 Dickens Pickw. xiv, ' They must have l*en very nice
men, both of 'em.*..* Yes, they were, ..very nice men
indeed!* 1898 'Mkkrima.n' Roden's Corner vii. 74 The
exquisite sense of humour had also slightly evaporated.
People said, 'Oh yes, very funny,' than which nothing is

more fatal to humour. Ibid. viii. 82 ' But we were talking
of Mr. Cornish.' 'Yes*, answered Dorothy...

4 Yes; but I

must not talk any longer or I shall be late.'

C. Expressing concessive assent (sometimes sar-

castically), and introducing an objection : often

repeated in sign of impatience.
1596 Shaks. Merc'i. V. 1. iii. 34 /V.c...May I speake with

YESTEB.
' Anthonio? Bass. If it pl^ise you Iodine with vs. lew. Yes,

to smell porke. 185a .Mks. Stowe UncU Tom's C. .x.vii,
' Miss Oplielia has taught Topsy to read ', continued Eva.
'Yes, and you see how much good it docs.' 1865 ' L.
Cakkoll' A ike' s Adv. in Wonderland>ii, ' It was the best
butter.'..' Yes, but some crumbs must ba\e got in as well.'
1880 'Mark Twain' JrampAir.\x\, One morning I said :—
"Ihere is an American party.' Harris said,— ' Yts, but
name the State.'

d. (Usually interrogative.) Expressing pro-
visional assent, with desire for further information
or statement

; hence as an inquiry addressed to a
person waiting in silence

v
= 'what is it?" what

do you want?'
; also as a mere expression of

interest (= 'indeed ?' 'is it so?').
1842 Dickkns Amer. Notes iv, If you are an Englishman,

he expects that that railioad is pretty much like an English
railroad. If you say ' No ', he says 'Yes?' interrogatively)
and a-ks in what respect they ditfer. You enumerate the
heads of difference one by one, and he says 'Yes?' (still

interrogatively) to each. 1858 (). W. Holmes A lit. ISrcak/.-t.
I, .My landlady's daughter... Tender-eyed blonde. Long
ringlets... Says ' Yes?' when you tell l:er anything, ibid.,
'I was only giving some hints on the fine arts. 'Yes?'
1898 Punch t6 Apr. i 73/ 1 After a few moment, I was joined
by a gentleman. ..'Yes?' he said, in a tone of interrogation.

4. Used to emphasize or strengthen the speaker's
own preceding statement : = Yea 3.
In first quot. perh. used as an ordinary intensive adverb:

- Yfa 2.

1598 Suaks. Merry It'. 11. ii. vji Surely I thinke y.u haue
charmes, la: yes in [ruth. 1613 — //<«. /'///, 1. ii. 176, I

say, take heed ; Y'es, heartily beseech you. 1766 OoLlrsM.
i'icar IV. xxii, 'Ah, Madam '.tried her mother, 'this is but
a poor place you are come 10 after so much finery.. . Ye.-,

-Miss Li\y, your poor father and I have suffered very much
of late.' 1810 Crabbe Horoiijih xxii. 12 His father's love he
scorn'd,.. Dut being drunk, went sorely when he died. Y'es !

then lie wept. 1827 Scott flight. It'idvut iv, ' The race of
Derniid, whose children murdered— yes', she added, with a
wild shriek, 'murdered your mother's f. thers.' 1866 Mere-
dith Vittoria iv, 'lie rendered payment for it', ,..id

Agostino. 'He perished; yes! as we shake duM to the
winds.' 1888 'J. S. Winter' BcotU's Childr. ii, He was
living a month ago, and drunk enough to knock me down.
\ es, me. . me with a babe of a month old.

t5. In construction after a veib of thinking,
etc., standing for a clause expressing affirmation
or assent : ^ Yea i e. Obs.
" "533 '•» Bkrners Ilmm ix. 24 Then Huon. .demandvd

yf he myght ryde or not, ' brother ' quod Gerarde ' I thynke
yes.' 1634 Caine Neeess. Se/>ar. v. 218 His wordes import
positively no, but we are sure yes. 1843 Carlvle last f,

1'r. 111, xv, Ihou shalt not disobey them. It were better for
thee not. Ijetter a hundred deaths than yes.

*i yes (formula introducing a crier's announce-
ment) : see Oyez.
B. as si. (PI. yes's, yeses.) An utterance of the

word 'yes'; an affirmative reply, or expression of
assent : often opposed to tie.

[c.897 /Elfkeu Gregorys Past. C. xlii. 308 Wene jte 3a:t
lesoer sie mid me ;=e 2,ise Je nese ?) 171J Stekle Sped.
No. 266 p 4 Her innocent for.-oothsj yes's, and't please you's
..moved the good old Lady to., hire her for her own Maid.
1 77S. Sheridan in Shtridaniana (1836) 62 No pearly teeth
rejoice my view, Unless a ' yes ' displays their hue. 1805
Southev Madoc 1. xvii. 29 Madoc smiling on the Maid,..
lightly gave the yes. 1818 Keats Endym, iv. to3 Striving
their ghastly malady to cheer, By thinking it a thing of yes
and no. 'I hat housewives talk of. 1840 Tiiackehav Shabby
GtntteiStory v, Hear yeses and noes, how beautiful you aie
when gently whispered by pretty lips ! 185s Tensvson-
Maud 1. xvn. 9 Roses are her cheeks, And a rose her mouth
When the happy Yes Palters fiom her lips. 1866 Mkrkdmh
Vittoria ii, ' Said yes 1' he remarked. 'He might say no,
for a_ diversion. He has yeses enough in his pay to earn a
Cardinal's hat.' 1879' L. HOFFMANN ' Vt.i-.vn e-r. Ainusiiu.
ii. 4t

>

The ' Twenty Questions '... He is limited to twenty
questions, which, with one exception, must be of such a
character as to be answeied by a simple ' Yes' or * No'.

Hence Yes v. itt/r., to say yes
' ; to assent : opp. '

to No v. (see after No adv.'* and si.).

1820 liiachw. Mog. VIII. 271 Thy hat low dangling from
thy belter hand, }W-ing and .rVir-ing to the great man's
will. 1891 J. K. BlAMAM Quo Mnsa Tendis f 56, I don't
know what we talked about ; 1 smiled ; the same old smile:
I 'yes'd ' and ' no'd ' and 'really'd', till I thought he must
discover That I was listening to the band.

Yes, obs. pi. of Ell ; obs. f. Ice.

Ye'se «= ye shall: see SHALL A. g.

Yesk : see Ykx.
Yesse, obs. f. Yes si. and aifv.

Yesso. Obs. l-Sp.yt» GtiwilI = Gesho.
a 1523 L(». IJeknkrs Cold. J>h. M. Aurtt. let. xiv. (1535)

ii. Ye made my figure with fele of sliaw, my legircs ot

.imbre. . . the heed of yesso. 1610 J'asotiit's I'alin. Ui*, Willi

Yes^o they him purge, with Lime they choake hint.

b. Applied to a kind of plaster which is trodden

with grapes in the making of wine in Spain.

'B75 Jrnl. Ckem. Soe. 952.

Yest, slang abbreviation of Ye«tkuday.
1725 AVro Cant. Diet., Vest, a Diminutive of Vesteniay.

Yest, etc., obs. f. Yka.-st, etc.

Yeste, DM graphic variant of teste, Gest si.^

13. . Oclavian 279 (M.S. Y(. ii. 38, IC 84) In yeste as we
rede. 13.. Sir limes 3693 (ibid. If. Ml b) Now begytinjth
a yeste ageyn Of King Quorc & Armyn.
Yesteneuen, var. Yestekkeve.v Obs.

Yester yestu), «., adv., si. frhe first ele-

ment ofyesterday, yestereve, etc., used as a separate
word. Cf. next.]



YESTER.

A. adj. Of or belonging to yesterday, pod.

1577 Holinshed Chron., Descr. Scot. ix. 12/1 We haue

such plenty of fishe,..that although Millions.. of them be

taken on the one day, yet on the next their lossewil so be

supplied with new store, that nothing shal be missing by
reason of the yesterfang. 1690 Dryuen Don Sebastian ti. i.

(1692) D 1 b, To love an Enemy, . .whom yester Sun beheld,

Must'ring her Charms. 1725 Popk Odyss. iv. 8S1 When the

glimm'ring ray Of yester dawn disclosM the tender day.

1737 Glover Leonidaswi. 31 Opposition more tremendous

still And ruinous, than yester sun beheld. 1848 Lytton
j

K. Arthur xi. cxliv, Thro' paths his yester steps iiad fail'd

to find. 1889 Universal Rev. Nov. 427 There all day long

my yester journey was.

t B. adv. Yesterday. Obs.

1647 in Essex Rev. (190S) XVII. 134 Sir thomas farfax

yester dined at the Tower. 1653 Nicholas Papers (Camden)

II. 6 The other took his advertisement so ill that they were

like to have fallen by the ears yester. 1790 Grose Prov.

Gloss, (ed. 2) Supp!., All the day yester,

+ C. sb. Yesterday. Also tram/, Obs.

a 1701 SBDLKY Virg. Past. vi. Wks. 1778 I. 307 With fumes

of yester's wine the god was doz'd. 1837 Whittock, etc.

Bk. Trades ',1842) 390 {Printer), Ornamental printing—the

last thing of yester's date.

Tester-, in comb, or as prefix = immediately

preceding the present, last, in Yesteheve, etc.,

after Yesterday, Yesternight ; e. g. yester-after-

noon, -age, -noon, -week. See also Yester-year.
1806 Coleridge Let. to D. Stuart 18 Aug., I. .have found

myself so unusually better ever since I leaped on land

*yester-afternoon. 1870 Swinburne Ess. -V Stud. (1875) 97

A poet of the first order.. puts the life-blood of an equal

interest into Hebrew forms or Greek, mediaeval or modern,

yesterday or *yesterage. 1855 HvdeClarkk. £>/W.,* Yester*

noon. 1872 M. Collins in Frances Cullins M. C, Lett, etc.,

(1877) I. 106, I saw some swallows yesternoon at the par-

sonage. 1839 -Mrs. Browning Rom. Page xii, The lady

Abbess dead before it, And the chanting nuns whom *ycster-

week Her voice did charge and bless.

Yesterday (ye'staid*-, -di), adv., sb., and a.

Forms: a. 1 seostran-, 3ystran-, jioster-, sestor

dees, 3-6 3ister- (3 yhistre-, 4 3ester-, 3istir(e-,

^ystir-, 3ystyre-, 3hister-, yhister-, 3hystir-,

3uster-, 5 }istur-, 3ystyr-, ^yster-, $ustir-, 6

5eiater-,yister-,-ir-,9(//a/.yisser-),4-yesterday.

J3, 1 syrstan-, sierstandses, 3 gersten-, gurster-,

gursten-, gorsten-, gorstnen-, 4 gursday, 5

gurston-, yerstenday ; 4 gistai, -ay, 8 ye(r^stei.

(Also i~6 occas. as two words.) [OE. geostran,

Systran decg
t
Lindisf. Gosp. poster doe^, Rushw.

Gosp. gestor d&ge, also with metathesis (WS.) gier-

stan, gyrslan axg. The only known parallel to this

collocation is Goth, gistradagis avptov, to-morrow ;

in OE., the simple giestron is found only once, but

in the other languages the simple word is regularly

used alone in the sense of * yesterday ' : OEris.

*iesler
t
*iers{t)ne (NFris., WFris. jister, EFris.

jursen, jerstcn), MLG. gisteren, -erti(e9
(LG.

'gistern, gitsteriji), MDu. gkisteren, ghister (Du.

gisleren, also dag van gister), OHG. gestaron,

gest{e)ren (MHG. gestern, gester, G. gestern). The
word has the form (with and without inflexional -«)

of a comparative *ghistr-, ghjcstr- (cf. L. hester-nus

of yesterday) of an Indo-eur. *ghjes represented

outside Teutonic by Skr. hyas, Gr. x0«» Alb. dje,

L. heri yesterday (ON. / gxr yesterday, to-

morrow, shows a variant with long vowel).

The twofold meaning exhibited in the above forms and in

OHG. egcstern day before yesterday, day after to-morrow,

indicates that the original application of the word was to

a day preceding or following the present. The following

apparent example of the English word with the meaning
* to-morrow ' is isolated :

—
$ 1533 MoRii Apol. 201, I gene them all playn peremptory

warnynge now, that they dreue yt of no lenger. For yf

they tarye tyll yesterday.. I purpose to purchace suche a
proteccyon for them [etc.].]

A. adv. 1. On the day immediately preceding

the present day. Also, in reported speech, on the

day last past, the day before.

f Ere yesterday \ the day before yesterday,

a. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv. 52 Heri, poster doe;-,

[Rushw. xestor dce^e, Ags. Gosp. syrstan daes, Nation
gystendaig]. c 1250 Gen. <$- Ex. 2-jyz We witen wel cmat is

bi-tid, Quuow ^ister-dai was sla^en and hid. «i37S Joseph
Arim. ^30 pou toldest me ;usterday. 1375 Harbour Bruce
1. 124 Wnfayr thingis may fall, perfay, AUs weill to-morn as

jhisterday. c 1380 Sis* Ferumh. 1632 fester day,., as we
ryde forp ry^tes, Wib seuen glotouns mette we. 61450
NorUtern Passion 160/404 ^isthday were bay redis thre,

Now are thay closed in to a tre. c 1450 tr. De Imitatiom
in. Iv. 131 As it was ^isterday and be obir day. 1535 Cover-
dale Gen. xxxi. 2 Iacob behelde Labans countenaunce, &
beholde, it was not towarde him as yesterdaye and yer-

yesterdaye. a 1578 Linoksay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) IL 76 Mr George ansuerit and said, ..wald they
send to him the honest and godtie man that maid the ser-

mone ^eisterday, he wald oppin his mynd into him. 158s
Whitney Choke Emblems (1586) Ep. Ded. 1 For hereby,
this present time behouldeth the accidentes of former times
as if they had bin done but yesterdaie. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C.
in. ii. 123 Hut yesterday, the word of Caesar might Haue
stood against the World: Now lies he there, And none so

poore to do him reuereuce. 1675 Ld. Conway in Essex
Papers (Camden 1013) n The Debate there was yesterday
and today in the House of Commons. 1814 Jane Austf.n
Mans/. Park xl, He was well, had left them all well at

Mansfield, and was to dine, as yesterday, with the Frasers.

46

1842 Tennyson Card. Dan. Si As tho' 'twere yesterday, as

tho' it were The hour just flown. 1849 M. Arnold Eorsaken

Merman 30 Children dear, was it yesterday We heard the

sweet bells over the bay 1 i860 Tynuall Uac. 1. xxyu. 212

All evidence of the deep track which they had formed

yesterday having been swept away.

8. c 1000 /Elfric Gen. xxxi. 5 Ic seseo on eowres fjeder

beawum, bffit he nys swa wel wio me Seworht, swa kwffi

Syrstan dais and bis aran dag. c 1000 - Samti Lives

xiiii. 468 And bi^e us swa feah rumheor to-da;s be h ate

bonne ou 5ebohtest syrstan da;?. <rioSo V oc. in Wr..

Wiilcker 418/9 Homo [sic], sierstandajje. JW5 Lay. 17063

5urstendjei [c I27S Borstendai] aer_ none Ich w'USte t>at ,e

'omen. CI290 St. Dominic 198 in S. E«g. Leg. 283 pes

frere cam 5ur»terday to toune. 1455 Paston Lett. (1897) 1.

326 Yerstenday we wrote our letties of our entent to.. the

Archebysshop of Caunterburye. 1788 Voc. Porlh * Bargee

in Trans. R- Irish Acad. II. 34 Yerstei, yesterday; ear

yestei, the day before yesterday.

2. /raiuf. A short time ago ; only lately ;
tlie

other day ; now esp. in prov. phr. / was not born

yesterday, etc.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 15 Anober seide, ,ister-

day [MS. y surstonday] he badde be peple at his liestes, and

now bepepleliabhymathereheste.' 01400-50 Wars Alex.
\

3304 (Abhm. WS.), I, bat was 5ustiiday so ?ape & 3emed all .

be werld, To day am dreuyn all to du^. 1509 Barclay 6/y>

of Folys 153 b, From the kechyn to the quere and so to a

state One yester day a courter is nowe a prest become. 1718
\

Phior Salomon 111. 1 16 Naked from the Womb We yesterday
|

came forth; that in the Tomb Naked again We must io-
I

morrow lye. 1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 264 Edinburgh.
. ,

outstripped in population daily by towns that yesterday

were hamlets, i860 Whyte-Melvili.e Mkt. Hari.xu, It is
|

needless for me to observe that Mr. Sawyer was one of tho^e
;

individuals who are described in common parlance as not

having been 'born yesterday'. 1895 Snaith hhstr. Dor I

Marvin xlviii, 'I wasn't born yesterday', he returned

sweetly ; ' methinks I am rather old in the tooth.'

B. si. 1. The day next before the present ; also

pi. past days (often in echoes of quot. 1605).

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxix. [xc] 4 pusend wintra bi5 bon

anlicast, swa seostran da:* Regan wxre [01300 E.E.Ps.
\

Als yhistre-dai (>at forth-yhed here]. 13.. E. E. AUit. I.

B. 463 He..sone jederly for^ete Jister-day steuen. 1387

Thevisa Nigdcn[Ro\U) III. 14s Who batfoloweb be Medes,
1

he schal haue be trauaille of jister day [.1/5. y juisday].
1

1542 Udall Ernsm. Apoph. 11. 252 My yesterdayes araye

was to please my housbande. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. ff

Epigr. (1867) 74 Well well (quoth she) what euer ye now

saie, It is to late to call again yesterdaie. 1605 Shaks. <

illacb. V. v. 22 And all our yesterdayes, haue lighted t ooles
;

The way to dusty death. 1627 Donne Serm., John xiv. 20

(1640) 285 Not for your yester-dayes, not for your yester-

nights sins. 1779 Farr in Earl Malmcsbnry s Lett. (1870)

I. 425 The wind blowing very hard at east all that day, and
|

still more so in the night and on yesterday. 1809 Byron in

Dallas Corr. o/B. (1825) I. 39 Old you receive my yestei-
|

day's note? 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 111. xxni, More of the
;

youth I cannot say, Our captive but since yesterday. 1827

Southey Hist. Penins. War xviii. II. 144 1 ««= Junta, lie

said, had commenced their sittings on the yesterday. 1841

Dickens Barn. Budge lxxv, The same, .gentleman he had

seen yesterday, and many yesterdays before. 1899 r air- 1

bairn Catholicism 1. § 5. 34 They tried to enrich the church

of to-day with the wealth of all her yesterdays.

2. transf. Time not long past. :

1382 Wyclif Job viii. 9 (MS. Douce 3691, Wee ben as ajstai

born, and wee han vnkunnyng. — Isa. xxx. 33 Grelbid is

forsobe fro 3istai tofeth. 1399 Lancl. Rick. Redeles III. 261

It ffallith as well to ffodis of xxiiij 3.eris, Or yonge men of

yistirday to ?eue good redis. As becometh a kow to hoppe

in a cage 1 1555 Philpot in Foxe A. t, M. (1570) 2012/2

We are but yesterdayes children,..& our dayes are lyke a

shadow. 1570 Ibid. (ed. 2) 125/1 Thy crucified Christe is

but an yesterdayes God, the gods of y» Gentiles are of most

antiquitie. 1653 Ashweli. Fides Apost. 85 Praxeas a fellow

of yesterday. 1790 BcRKE.f'V. Rev. 187 By a revolution in the

state, the fawning sycophant of yesterday, is converted into

tlie austere critic of the present hour. 186s Kingsu Y

Hereto, xli, Their skin-deep yesterday's civilisation. 1876

J. Parker Paracl. 11. xviii. 311 As compared with Christian

Theology, science as it is now urged upon us is but of
' yesterday. 1897 Kipling Recessional 15 Lo, all our pomp
of yesterday Is one with Nineveh and Tyre !

3. attrib. with times of the day : yesterday after-

noon, evening, morning, night, noon. The combina-

tion is used both as si. and as adv. Cf. Yestek-.

1654-5 Clarke Papers (Camden) IIL 26 Yesterday night

came letters from Collonell Hacker. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No.

4892/2 The Bridge was finished Yesterday-Morning. 1782

Miss Burney Cecilia I. vi, She enquired how long he had

left Suffolk? 'But yesterday noon, ma'am', he answered.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xi, Yesterday morning, when a letter

was received from Mr. Wardle.

C. as adj. Belonging to yesterday or the imme-

diate past ; very recent. Now rare or Ois.

1553 Becon Reliques of Rome (1563I 78 b, A late and an
yesterday byrde, hatched and brought forthe of many Popes.

1646 R. Baillie Anabaptism (1647) 163 An yesterday con-

ceit of the English Anabaptists. 1657 J. Watts Scribe,

Pharisee, etc. m. 51 You may ere long, lay down your
Novelties, and the yesterday fashions of your new Brother-

hood. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 41 His Judgment
' dictated, that Yesterday Writers are most proper for Matters

of Antiquity. 1690 C. Nesse O. *, N. Test. I. 189 The
covenant of reconciliation . . was but a yesterday covenant .

.

I
in comparison of this covenant of redemption.. which was

from eternity.

Hence Ye-sterdayness {nonce-wd.), the dis-

tinctive quality of being yesterday or of belonging

to the recent past.

1897 Bookman Nov. 255 Yesterday, as such and in its

essential yesterdayness, has no objective existence. 1909

Times Lit. Suppl. 3 June 202/2 That disquieting sense of

' yesterdayness ' that attaches to most collections of essays

. .that have already severally seen the light.

YESTERNIGHT.

Yestereve (yeswr,fv), adv. (si.) Chiefly poet.

[f. Yester- + Eve si. 1
] = Yester-evening.

1603 B. Jonson Enlertainm. at Althrope Wks. (1616) 873

In hope that you would come here Yester-eue the lady

Summer, Shee inuited to a banquet. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe

Myst. Udolpho i, Who..jealous is of me, That yester-eve

I lighted them, along the dewy green, a 1850 Rossetti

Dante * Circle 11.(1874) 271, 1 marked thee here all yester-

eve Lurking about my home. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet

Let. xiv. (1883) 204 No longer ago than yester-eve. 1859

Tennyson Marr. Geraint 702 And yester-eve I would not

tell you of it, But kept it for a sweet surprise at morn.

1864 W. C. Bryant Italy 39 Slaves but yester-eve were they

—Freemen with the dawning day.

Yester-even fjwtatfVa), yestere'en,o<fo-

and sb. arch, and dial. Forms : 5 Jistir-, jister-,

3ist.nr-, yster-, 5- yester- ; see Even si. [f.

Yestek- + Even si. Cf. Yestreen.]

A. adv. = Yester-evening adv.

c 1420 Avow. Arth. xlii, Jistur euyn I the king hi 5te. To
cumnie to my mete. C1440 Purtonope 10025 (Univ. Coll.

MS.) These twyn that yster even full late Caught the last

stroke, c 1450 Merlin 172 Yester even ye sente for vs, and

I am now come. Vi4S» Paston Lett. (1897) I. 247 My
doughter your wyf told me yester even the man that suyth

him will not stonde to your awarde.

1822 Byron Werner 111. iv, The myrmidons.. who were

Dogging him yester-even. 1840 Talfocrd Glencoe 11. i, He
has not return'd Since, yestere'en, he left us. 1857 Mrs.

Carlyle Lett. II. 313, I had yester-even a presentiment I

should die before I got back. 1863 Reade Hard Cash x,

' When was your last spasm ?
'

' No longer agone than yester-

een, ma'am.' 1880 Emma Marshall Trout. Times 295, I

did stop yestereven when, in a rage, I was going to strike

Lily, for breaking the toy gun James Ellis bought for me.

B. si. = Yester-evening si.

1820 Scott Abbot xxxi, To endure the cruel disappointment

of yester even. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow iv. iv, Thy
swinishness of yestereven.

attrib. 1578 H. Woiton Courtlie Contim. 203 Let vs

returne then vnto our yester euen lecture.

Yester-evening (jestar^'vniii}, adv. and si.

arch. [f. Yester- + Evening si. 1
]

A. adv. Yesterday evening.

1715 Rowe Lady Jane Cray 111. i, This Morn a trusty

Spy, Has brought me Word that yester Evening late,. .Your

Friends were mai ry'd. a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1777) HI.

iv. xxvi. 46 Ifhe be asked why he. .played at cards yester-

evening, to ans%ver, For the glory of God would be untrue,

or if true would be a profanation of his name. 1816 Scoit

It oodst. xvii, I had taken my post yester evening in the half-

furnished apartment. 1889 Conan Doyle Micah Clarke

vii, Yester-evening I left Monmouth's camp.

B. sb. The evening of yesterday.

1706 Coleridge Vest. Nations 235 Late on the yester-

evening. 1808 — Let. to E. Jeffrey 20 July, The Review

was sent, addressed to you, by the post of yester-evening.

1822 Byron Werner 11. ii, Mel whom he neer saw lill

yester' evening. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas II. 209

Yester-evening's sunset.

Yesterfang (Fang si. 2) : see Yesteb a.

Yestermorn(yestaam(J-jn),«/i'. and j^. Chiefly

poet. [f. Yester- + Morn si.] Yesterday morning.

1702 Rowe Tamcrl II. i, From yester Morn till Even.

fl.1769 Falconer Shipmr. in. 813 Ah I how unlike what

yester-morn enjoy'd I c 1815 Jane Austen Persuasion xiu,

Each lady dated her intelligence [of the accident] from the

samehoui of yestermorn. 1846 Tennyson Golden I car 21

But if you care indeed to listen, hear These measured words,

my work of yestermorn. 1895 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 828/1

The lover wrote yestermorn, making light of the story.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Song ofBanjo 90 To the tune ol

yestermorn I set the truth. 4

Yester-morning, adv. and si. arch, and

i dial, [f- Yester- + Morning si.] = prec.

1654-5 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 26, 300. Cavaheies

I tooke yestermorning.. Judge Rolls out of his bed. 1764

H Walpole Otranto v, My Lady Matilda told me but

yester-morning that her Highness Hippohta knows some.
'

thing. 1775 Mas. TliRALi: Let. to Johnson 24 June, bo

I
yestermorning, a flag flying from some conspicuous steep.e

in Westminster gave notice of the approaching festival.

i 1821 Scott Keniiw. xl, Those expressions, which were

I
ytster-morning accounted but a light offence. 1848 Mrs.

' Gaskell Mary Barton ix, He dropped down dead in Oxford

Road yester morning. 1889 Conan Doyle Micah Clarke

v i There was the Squire o' Milton over here yester morning.

1893 Stevenson Catriona 1. i, Even so late as yester-

morning, I was like a beggarman by the wayside.

YesteTO (ye-staan), a. and adv. dial, or arch.

i

[?f. Yester after adjs. in -em, as eastern.]

a adj. OfM-sterday. b. adv. Yesterday.

[a 1000 Riddles xli. 44 Ic jiestron was ?,eong acenned.]

i860 Worcester cites Wright. 1877 Holoerness Gloss.,

) ostium W., yesterday. 1891 Lo. Houghton Stray I erses

85 I linger oil the oaken bridge Fine-fillgreed with yestem

S

"tYestemeve(n, adv. Ois. Forms: isyrs-

tantefen, 4 yesteneuen, 3ister -neue - t"^ : '

tyrstan (see Yesterday) + ifinEn si.] \ ester-

day evening.

/900 W.*rfkrth tr. Gregory' s Dial. 22 Syrstanaifen,[v.r

SySSnarfenne] me 5elamp, ba=t icum^i»*g™ "*

anum fotscamele. c 1000 /Elfric Saints Lives xxm. 469

Forbon be ba hlafas wanon swioe eaflelice be us 6>"tan

aifefcomoiL .340 Ayenb. 51 We1
l.edde guod wyn yesten-

euen and guode metes. C1350 Will. Paleme 2160, I sal a

selkoube sr,t mi-self jister-neue. ^.a
Yesternight (yestarnai-t), adv. and sb. Chiefly

dial, or arch. Forms : 1 Systran-, 3-7 yister-,

4 Jistir-, auster-, Jerstene-, 4-6 Jester-, sister-,

5 sistyr-, yistre-, Justir-, 6 yeaster-, 5- yester-.



YESTER-YEAR.

[OE. : f. gystran (see Yesterday) + niht Night
sb.~\ A. adv. On the night of yesterday, last night.
In early use not necessarily restricted to the night.
Beowulf 1334 Heo ba fseh'Se wracc, be jm Systran niht

Grendel cwealdest, a 1300 CursorM'. 15988 Ne sal he neuer
vp-rise eft, ..Ar sal bis cok vp-rise Was skald yisternight
\otiur texts sister-, ^uster-]- 13- - Sir Beues (A.) 3088 Wei
be grete bat ilche knfcjt, pat sopcde wib be ^erstene ni}t.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 221 (MS. Gg. 4. 27) Where ben
hire armys & hire eyen clere |>at ?istyr nyjt bis tyme with
me were? C1380 Sir Ferumb, 148 fester neite wan we had
fi^t ponder out on be playne. a 1450 Paston Lett. (1897) I.

97 And now yistre nyght my Lord Welles come to lioston
with iiij

,1< horses. 1500-20 Dunhar Poems\xx\\\\. 1 Myheid
did }ak 3esternicht. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1S67) 32 To-
ward night yesternight.. we came thyther. 1566 Gascoigne
Supposes 11. i, Yesternight in the evening I walked out, and
founde Pasiphilo. 1612 Savilr in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 123 Sir Th. Eodley..dted yesternight
between 5 and 6 of the clock after noon. 1775 Johnson
Let. to Mrs. Thrale 1 Aug., I forgot that the post went out
yesternight, I therefore put this by the by-post. 1808
Southey Let. to J. N. White 9 Jan., I have received two
letters, both from persons whom I have never seen, one
yesternight, and the other this evening. 1814 Cary Dante,
Inf. xx. 125 Yesternight The moon was round. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth xviii, His beautiful daughter was a bride
yesternight—this morning the Fair Maid of Perth is a widow
before she has been a wife ! 1888 Fbnn Dick o"

1

the Fens
xii, After our bad time with him yesternight, I mean to have
some sleep.

B. sb. The night last past.

1513 Douglas /Eneis x. iii. 54 Mnestheus. .Quham the
renowne of this ^istir nycht, . . Full prowd maid in hys curage
our the laif. 1591 Savilk Tacitus, Hist. 1. xviii. 46 Exces*
siue affection it was towarde mee,.. which bred.. yeaster-
nights trouble, a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 83 To know.,
whether you suffered anie thing, or no, by the ill accident of
yester-night, 1700 PbnM in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 5
Thow wilt by this time have mine of yesternight, 1797
Colf.riix.e Christabel 1. iv, She had dreams all yesternight
Of her own betrothed knight. 18x2 — Let. to W. Words-
worth 7 Dec, They reminded me of my words the very
yester-night. 1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory 9 Flinging
the gloom of yesternight On the white day. 1865 Swin-
burne Chastetard 11. i, I have slept so well and sweet since

yesternight.

Yester-year. [Coined by D. G. Rossetti to

render V. anion (:— L. ante annum) in Francois
Villon's Grand Testament, Ball. 1.] Last year.

1870 Rossetti Three Trans I. fr. Villon 1, But where are
the snows of yester-year ? 1871 R. BUCHANAN in St. Paul's
Mag. Apr. 88 No crime of yesterday or yesteryear. 1888
Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsmerc xxxi, Where had the crude
pretty child of yester-year departed to? 1893 Daily Chroit.

13 Sept. 3/1 The vogue of 'Ernest Maltravers* has gone
with the snows of yesteryear.

Yestewarde, obs. f. Eastward.
1482 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 36 Thenne went we yeste-

warde.

Yestreen (yestrrn), adv. and sb. Chiefly Sc.

and poet. Forms : a. 4 ^histrewyn, ^ystrewine,

5 yistrevyn, jistreuen. £. 6 gestreue, gistrene,

yestrene, yeistrein, 8- yestreen. 7. corruptly.

6 the strene, S the straine, 9 the streen, the-
stroen. [MSc. jystrewin = jystir (see Yesterday)
+ ewin Even sb., in the 16th c. contracted to

jistrene, later yestreen (18th cent.), in which form
it was taken up by English writers.] A. adv. On
the evening of yesterday

; yesterday evening,
a. ciyj$Sc. Leg. Saints xx\\\. (vii Sleepers) 229 ^ystrew'me

wele lat. a 1400 Northern Passion 1489 ^histrewyn when
be day was gane. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 245 Yone gude
libeiall monke, your hostley, servid me yistrevyn at my
supper wurthelie. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7426 }istr-

euen he was in his aweu steed.

)S. X£i3 Douglas /Eneis v. x\. 72 In my slelp }estrene.

1583 in 3rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 422/2 Twa mUsives,
the ane. .quhilk lie ressauit yeistrein. a 1600 Montgomkrie
Sonn. xii. 1 So suete a Ids ^istrene fra thee I reft. 1721 Ram-
say Bessy Bell \ Mary Gray i, Ilessy Bell I loo'd yestreen,

1785 Burns Halloween xv, I mind't as weePs yestreen.
1821 Scott Pirate vii, I did feel a rheumatize in my back-
r.pauld yestreen. 1837 Lowell Let. to G. B. Loring 23 Aug..
An' 'twas but late yestreen I met her And—ah \ those een !

1894 Crockett Raiders iii, He was tired yestreen, and he's

the better o' a rest this morning.
y. 1587 W. Fuwler Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 129/88 That which

long tyme past before or present is in si^ht, which was the
strene, or yit tomorrow. 1711 Sir Eger, Sir Grahame, fy

Sir Gray-Steel 1753 The streen to chamber I him led.

1790 Morison Poems 134 The merligoes are yet before your
een And paint to you the sight yeVe seen the streen.

: .1 iSoo Fair Ellen xxiv. in Child Ballads (1894) V. 221/2,

I dreamed a dream san the straine. 1873 [P, Buchan] Leg.
North 20 Quo he, 'Guidwife ! I had a thocht thestreen '.

B. sb. The evening of yesterday.

1816 Scott Antiq. xi. When the sea was working like

barm wi' yestreen's wind. 1861 J. R. Green Lett. (1901J 11.

7 5, I spent yestreen at the Crystal Palace.

Yet, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 seotan, 2-4

3eote(n, 3 yeote, {firm.) 3etenn, 3-5 yhet, 3-6

5et, 4 yete, ^het, 3H, 4-5 jete, 3eete, $ute, 5

5ett(e, 3ut, 5-7 yet, 6 yette, 7yeat, 9yett, yat.

Pa. t. a. 1 seat, set, pi. suton, 3 geat, yhet, //.

geoten, 3-4 $ette, 4 gete, yeett, yeyt, 4-6 get,

5 yette, 6 yet. p. 3 yhotte, 4 yot, got, 5 gote.

7. 2 gettede, 4 getede, -id(e, geetide, 4-5 get-

tid(e. Pa.pple. a. 1 soten, % yhoten, -in {firm.

gotenn), ghutten, yotten, igoten, igotten, 3-4
igote, 4 goten, gooten, gote, ygote, 4-6 yoten,

5 ygntte, gut, yat, 6 igotun. j3. 4-5 yeten,
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gette, (4 gitte), 5 geten, 5-6 gett, 6 Sc. get, git,

gyt. 7. 5 getted, -yd. [Com. Teut. str. vb. m
to pour, to melt metal, pour out, flow : OE. gtotan;

pa.t.r/at, guton, pa.pple. goten, = OYns. giata,

iata, {NVris.Jtl, \\b~T\s.jiette, EFris.Jote), (M)LG.
geten, (M)Du. gieten, OllG.gio^an (MUG. gio^en,

G. giessen), ON. gjota only in senses, to drop one's

young, twinkle with the eyes, Goth, giutan ; f.

Teut. geut- (:gaut- : gut-) :— gheud- {\ghoitd- :

ghud-), whence L. fftd- in fttndHre, pa.t./ue/t to

pour. For other derivatives and cognates, see

Gote sb. r Gush v., Gut sb. The simpler form of

the root {ghen-) is found in Gr. x^f^ I pour,

Xeufia pouring, Skr. hu, jnhoti to pour in sacrifice.

(Compounds are BlGETEN, Inyet, Outyet.)]
1. trans. To pour. Also absol.

c 1000 Au Fine Lev. viii. 24 He £et |>xt blod uppan bast

wtjofod. c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II. q3 £eot on fait, bonne hio

^enoh biccesie. Ibid, III. 246A(iuaiius, \>xt is. .se be waiter

gyt. £1205 Lay. 19771 Sixamppullen fulle Heo Jeoten i J?rtn

we lie. Ibid. 29255 per biforen he gon aeoten Draf and chaf
and aten. a\yxt Cursor M. 3S05 And oyel he yeett apoti

J>at stan And made to godd a voo o:iau. C1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xii. (Matbias) 251 [She] brocht a preciuse vnyment,
Til ennownte hyme in entent, & apone ciistis hed it sete.

a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula etc. ^5 I!e ber ^ette in

of a ^olk of an ey. ^1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 278; With
bis haly water he yode To be seke man for his gode. In his

mouthe he Jettid thryse. 1483 Cat/t. Angi. 426 2 To ^ett he

twene, jnterfundere. a 1500 Bollard in Arnolde Chron.
(1502) 64/1 Than thou most inoyst thern twyes or thries in

the day not yeting [v.r. gitteng] but dewyng or springling.

1513 Douglas sEncis vi. iv. 37 The fat olie did he ;et and
peir Apoun the entraillis, to mak thaini birn cleir. 1666
Despaut. Grain. Fij, (Jam.) F/tndo, to yet, or power forth.

Ibid. G j, Fundo. ., to yeat forth. 1866 Edmonuston Gloss,

Shetland § Orkney, Yat, to pour in large quantity, S.

b. To shed (tears or blood ; also light).

a 900 Cynkwulf Crist 173 Ic teams sceal ^eotan £eo-

mormod. e<joo tr. B,?iia's Hist. n. vi. (1890) 114 Ond \>a.

acrest longe nihtes in hal^um sebedum [he] wajs, & his tearas

geat, CJ175 Lamb. Horn. 39 |>u scalt. .3eOten \>\ug teres

swiSe sariliche. c izooOrmin 1773 l>attb!od tacnedeCristess
blod patt 5otenn wass o rode, c i«75 Lay. 19142 par was
mochel blod i^ote. ^11300 E. E. Psalter lxxviii[tj. 3 pai

yhotten blode, als watre strem, In vmgange of lerusalem.

c 1374 Chaucer Z?o*/A. 1. met. vii. (1868) 2gpesterrescouered
wib blak cloudes ne mowen geten a doun no ly^t. 1501

Douglas Pal. Hon. Prol. 47 Phehus furth ^et depured bemis
cleir, 1313 — sEncis in. v. 121 And with lang sobbis furth

3ettand tens in vane.

Const, inf. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5042 So did his princes.

.

With ;edire joskingis & 3erre $ett out to grete.

O. To pour forth or cruise to flow in a flood. Sc.

1513 Douglas /Eneis v. xii. 36 Thar wes na strenth of

valeant men to waill, Nor large fiudis on $et that mycht avail.

1533 Bkllfndf.n Livy 1. ii. (S. T, S.) I. 17 This Ryver be

divyne purviance was 3ett furth with large flude abone be
brayis. 1536 — Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xlviil, The see, be
contrarius stremes, makis collision ; sum times yettand out

the tid, and sum times swelleand and soukaud it »n agane.

d. jig. To pour, shed, infuse. Often rendering

Is.fundere and its compounds in mere literalisms.

C897 /Elfred Gregorys Past. C. xxxix. 282 Sio stawS
xiett step on flone monnan. a 1000 Guthlac 1206 py tas

pxt wundredan weras & idesa & on ?ea3 ^utan. ^1240
Lofsong'm O.E.Hom. I. 209 pe holi goste bet pu..sendest

bine deorewuroe deciples and ^ettedest to beo bet rith

luuie5 j>e. axioo E. E. Psalter xliv. 3 [xlv. 2] Yhotin es

hapin pilippestwai [V'ulg. diffusa est gratia in tab/is tuis].

1393 Langi.. P. PL C. II. 151 Heuene holde hit [sc. love] ne

my^te so heny hit semede, Til hit hadde on erthe )oten

[v. r. Igotun, ^eten] hym-selue. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun

(Roxb.) 20 For in hir moders wombe whils this virgine was
shette On hire the haly Cast his speciell blissing yette.

150a Aikvnson tr. De httitatione in. xxx. (1893)221 For all

carnall loue yet into my soule the loue of thyne holy name.

1509 IiARCLAy Shyp of Folys 219 Some with a fals herte,..

Into his lordes erys yetyth secretly Lyes venomous. 1563

WinJet tr. Vincent. Lirin. v. Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 21 A cer-

tane mist wes 3et vpon the myndis of al the Bischopes of

the Latin toung.

e. trans/. To pour fluid into (a cavity).

1560 Rolland Seven Sages (Bann. CD 157 Thay Jet his

mouth full of het meltit gold.

2. intr. To gush forth or flow in a stream, as

water, tears, blood.
a 900 Cynkwulf Elcne 1132 Hat heafodwylm ofer hleor

Soten. a 1000 Guthlac 1029 He hate let torn poliende

tearas seotan. a 1225 Juliana 17 Me nom hire & dude swa
bat hit [sc. blood] jeatadun of bejerden. ct*&>Gen.*f Ex.
582 Reyn jette dun on euerilk stede. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

12941 For so faste doun the water jet, That theiwere alle

thorow wet. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7S11 Teris oute

of ba'fe eyen ^ote. 1533 Bellenden Livy v. iii. (S. T. S.)

II. 15a The terisfor blyith:tes..3et fra be ene of faderis.

3. trans. To form (an object) by running molten

metal into a mould ; to found ; « Cast v. 51.

ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) exxxiv. [exxxv.] 15 Gold and scolfur,

be her seotaS menn, and mid heora folmum fa^^ere wyrcea V
1 1000 iT.LFRic Dent. ix. 12 Hrx suton him ha:oenne god.

c imoo Ormin 17418 Drihhtinn..badd he sholtde melltcnn

bia^s & jetenn himm a neddre. a 1*25 Juliana 38 Ich

makede nabugodonosor . .tnakien be mawmer igoten ofgolde.

C1300 in 'P. North's Engl. Belts (1888) 8 (Inscription Of)

bell] IOH: ME: YEYT. 138a Wyclik Isa. xliv. 10 Who
foormede God, and a grauen thing getede, to no thing profit-

able? 1387 TnvtftA Higden (Rolls) VI. 185 pis picher het

jit [v.r. ^utc] Dunstan. ^ 1449 Pecock Retr> "• v- ,63
Ymagis graued, coruun, or ;ut. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

6021 He made it [sc. a bell] tobe;ett. 1533 Acc- L<i' Hi*k
Treas. Scot. VI. 104 To Peris and the laif of the werkmen
Zetland the gunnis in the castell.

YET.

b. To form (metal) into a shape, by penning it

I when melted into a mould; — Cast v. ~,o.

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 235 And wonderliche by
craft of 5etynge bat bras is i-3ote. c 1425 WvNTOUN Cron. 1. v.

I

252 (Edin. ^iS.) 'J'o wirk metall, Vine and steill, lcid and
tyn, To 3et [r/. r. 3ett] or bet or gtaif bar in. c 1475 Prcm:p.

I Pat-'. 533/r (MS. K.) }etyn metall. 1513 Douglas /Ends
' vin. I'rol. 94 Sum ^oukis qubill the glas pyi; grow full of

gold 3it. 1531 Klyot Gov. I. viii. (1883) I. 48 A commune

I

painter or keruer, ..stained orembrued with sondry colours,

. .or perfumed with tedious sauouis of the metalles by him
yoten. 1552 Hulokt, Yet, or caste mettall. f"nrfo.

4. To melt down (metal;. Ahofig.
1382 Wyclip Jcr. ix. 7 Lo ! I shall }ee!e and preue them.

' 1387 Trbvisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 129 Vessel, croyses, and

]

chalys were y-take, and gokle i-schave of seyntes schrync-

j

and i-30te. 1570 Lkvins Manip. £6,16 lu Velte metal,

/itndeie, liquejacere.

5. To set or fasten (as iron in stone) by means
of molten lead. Hence, to fix firmly.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 1S5 pe stakes were gi etc,

!
i-sthape as a manis high, and i-5ote ahoute wib leed. 1554-5
Burgh Rtc. Edin. (1871) II. 302 Item for vj greit cruks fra

Johne Alhanny,. . Item for ane stane of kid to yet lhame
with,, .viijv 1808 Jamieson, 'lo yctt, v. a., to fasten in the

firmest manner, to rivet, Loth.

Hence Yet, Ye'tted fpl.a., poured; molten,

cast; Ye'tting ibl. sb., casting, founding.

1387 ^etyngefsee 3 bj. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun Roxb.)
5 'ihe mawmetiers vnto y e gette [printed gerte] calf of gold

prefigured thes thinges. 1483 Cath. Atigt. 426/2 Jettyd,

fusilis. 1504-5 Acc. Ed. High Treas. Scot. II. 294 Iteai,

for lede to 3et the pulleis and the pais, and for setting of

tbaim, . . ij s. viij d. 1513 Douglas /Eneis IX. xi. 12 Als
violent as euyr the get doun rane lurth o( the west dois

smyte apon the wald.

Yet (yet , adv. {adj.) and conj. Forms : a. 1

Xiet, sit, sieta, 2-4 Jiete, 2-5 ^6-7 Sc.) 3it, 3-4
3iet, Jite, 3-5 3yt, Jitte, 3-6 yitte, 4 yiet, (ytt,

Jhyt, yhitte! 4-3 3hit, yhit), 4-6 3itt, (Jhitt),

4-7 yitt, (s ihit, yt), 5-6 3ytt, 4-6, 7-8 Se., 9 dial.

yit. 0. 1 set, seta, 2 3eat, %cet, iett, 2-5 3et,

3ette, (2 3eiet, 3 Jtete, Jeht, hyet), 3-4 yete,

3-3 Jete, 4 jeitt, yeitt, jeite, (Jate, ihet, Se.

Jeyt, yhet e, yheit, yheyt(e), 4, 5-6 Si:. 5eit,

4-6 yeit, 4-7 yett, 5 3eet, Jett, 3-6 yette, 6

yeat, (yate, 9 dial, yeet), 3- yet. 7. I Korthumb.
Seot, 3 Jeot, 3ot. 8. 1-2 syt, 2-3 Jut, 3 Juet,

Juyt, (3u.3,t;, 3-4 Suit, 3ute, 4 yute, Jutte, 5

Jutt, Juite, yut. [Oli. glet and gleta, corresp. to

fJFris. iela, eta, ita (WFris. yette, NFris. jit) ; of

obscure origin. (The synonymous OE. (Anglian)

zhi,ijna show the same parallelism of formation.)

The meanings of yet are eenetally expressed in the Teut.
langs. outside the Anglo-Frisian group by ''nob (OS., OHG.
noh ; but in Goth, naiik is an interrog. particle) :— Indo-eur.

*nu-oe and now.]

I. 1. In addition, or in continuation ; besides,

also; further, furthermore, moreover; with a

numeral or the like = ' more ', as yet a, ytt one =
' another', ' one more ' (= F. encore un, G. noch

tin). Obs. or arch, (now chiefly with again or

once more: cf. d below).
For the use with words denoting time sec 5 c.

Ilccnvutf 41 pa syt hie him asetton se^en gyldenne. 1-900

W,crfhrth tr. Gregory's Diat. iv. (1900) 42 | a bing, be ic

her to jita sebeodc [L. ca quae subjungo]. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. Matt, xviii. 16 Tyf he be ne sehyrft, nim bonne syt

amne oooe twe^en to pc. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 >et cweo
ure lauerd to moyses. 5if }e chenat from me ower heorlan

[etc.J. Ibid. 41 }ette he him sceawede ane welle offure.

a l**S Leg. Kath. 70 A meiden . .feier & fieolich o wjite &
o westum ah get, pet is mare wurr), steeclfcst wioinnen.

a 11.5 Ancr. A*. 312 Auh wostu hwat me deo get [MS. T.

jeddes ; MS. C. geddco]? a 1150 Omi >c Night. 309 Jet bu

me seist of ober binge. 1197 R. GtODC (Rolls) 287 Man bou
art iwis To winne ^vt [v. r. guyt] a kinedom wel betere pan

min is. C1350 Will. Palcine 186 fe herde & his hende
wif pat boldbarn wip his bowefedde, & git hadde fele

felawcs in be forest. 1375 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg.

(1878) J30/3 5"' »f'er he gat pretty sones mo, And pretty

dougtrcs and two. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S.)

67 Alssua ane othir git nsoun is [etcP c 1460 Towntlry

Myst. ii. 30 Yit, shrew, yit, pull on a thraw ! 1497 Karat
Acc. Hen. Vll (1896) 219 Wages of maryners . . ix" vij".

Vitayle..vij" xx'. Yet Wages of maryners.. iiij 1
' x' xJ

.

1534 More Amzu. Poys. Bk. 1. xiii. 54 b, They that call it

brede declare yet that in dede it is not brede but the body

of Chryste. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rtv. I. iii. Slay let

me obserue this portent yet. 1637 Milton Lyeidas 1 Vet

once more. O ye I-aurels .1 com to pluck your Berries.

e 1643 Lu. Herbert Autobiog. (1824)7 Notwithstanding yet

these expences at home, he brought up his children well.

1660 Marvill Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 17 1 bere is yet

brought in an Act in which of all others your corooraM

the least concerned. 1705 AnoisON Italy Ded., 1 had a > e,y

early Ambition to recommend my self to Your Lordship s

Patronage, which yet encreas d in me as I Travel d through

the Countries. 1831 Wokdsw. On Dtp. Sir \V. Scott 7

While Tweed, best pleased in chanting a blithe slialn.

Saddens his voice again, and yet again. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed 2) I. 273 Yet once more, fair friend. 1805 Petrie Egypt.

Tales Scr. 1. 73 The Sekhti came yet, and yet again, even

unto the ninth time.

b. Used to strengthen a comparative : now more

commonly expressed by Even {adv. 9 e) or Still

(oklv. 5 a). fAlso formerly with a superlative

( = Very adv. 3 a) or an ordinal numeral.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. v. 5 3 Ac wit sculon beah *iet dio-

plicor ymb 8ast bion. a 1000 'Judith 182 pe us monna marst

morora sefremede, . .& but swyoor syt yean wolde. -1 tin



YET.

0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1087 He..dyde g!t eallra

wserst. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 123 Luuian we ure drihten, for

]pon be he luuede us er we hine.oit we sculen mare, we
sculati luuian ure nehstan. cizoo Ormin Ded. 6 Brof>err

min i Gode-;s hus, }et o \>e bride wise. Ibid. 780, & Godess

ennsell se^de baer Off Sannt Joban set mare. ciz-j$ Lay.

28538 Sixti bonsend manne And mo bousendes 5'ite. a 1352

Mimot Poems (ed. Hall) i. 49 Ma manasinges git haue bai

maked. 1390 Gower Can/. III. 132 Alpbeta. .isthetwclfthe

sterre yit. c 1400 Rule St. Beuct (verse) 299 pe fortt de-re

$it es bair als Of sum bat er in order fals. C1425 Wyntoun
Cron. in. ix. 1044 |?is kynge mony sonnys hade, Off ane of

ba jhit mast be made. 1567 Saitr. Poems Reform, vi. 112

Thairfoir ye fand thame prickis vnto your ene. And, Jif ye

spair thame, yit sail find thame moir. 1626 Gougf, Dign.

Chiv. § 5, I purpose to dive yet more deeply into the depth

of my Text. 1663 Hookf. Microgr. 2 Being able to include

as great a variety of parts.. in the yet smallest Discern.

able Point, as in those vaster bodies such as the Earth, Sun,

or Planets. 1724 Ramsay Vision x, That's yit worse. 1782

Miss Bukney Cecilia viii. v, Which can only awaken painful

recollections, or give rise to yet more painful new anxieties.

1819 Scott Ivauhoe xxiv, The thought, .gave a yet deeper

colour of carnation to her complexion. 1847 H. Melville
Omoolxv'u, My sandals were worse yet. 1889' J. S. Winter
Mrs. Bob x. (1891) 121 'And you're quite sure. .that you
really like me.' 'Yes, I'm quite sure,' said he, holding her

yet more closely to him.

e. Used for emphasis after nor (fna, ne
f
neither) :

nor yet = and also not. + Also formerly after or:

or yet — or else, or even (cf. e below).

a 1300 Cursor M. 12811 Neber am i crist ne yeitt hell.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas) 3 In word, in thocht, or

yhet in dede.' c 1385 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1084 Nat was for-

yeten, the porter ydelnesse Ne Narcisus .. Ne yet the folia

of kyng Salomon. 1513 Douglas Mneis 1. vi. 08 All thai

quhilk haitU the cruel tirrantis ded is, Or 3it his felloun vio-

knee sair dredis. 1526 Tindale Ltike xxiii. 15, I-.founde

noo faute in this man..No nor yett Herode. 1581 Mul-
castrr Positions xxxvii. {1888) 152 Neither he, ne yet his

parentes, can forsake their prince. 1588 A. King tr. Cani-

sius' Catech. g vij, Quhatsoeuer do proceid ather from the

hail body thairof, ather yeit ony particular membre of the

same. 16Z5 Hart Anat. Ur. n. iv. 68 Such an excretion of

blond, which cometh thus to passe by reason of the loose-

nesse. .of the mouthesof the small veines.or yet of the thin-

nesse of bloud. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.)

121 Yit the samine can noth be conceiled.. Neither zit can

the men of God.. dissemble the samine. c 1639 in loik

Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. I. 35 He does not rekon the

samen nether yett his owne charges. 1884 W. C. Smith
Kildrosta'i 88, I never handled rope, Nor held a tiller, nor

yet mean to do.

fd. Denoting repetition of an act: Again. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 197 Bad him [sc. Adam] thoru an angel

steuen, pat he suld wit his wijfyete mete, c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. IV. 2687 Hypermmstra, She rist ^it yp, & stakerith

her & ther. a 1403-50 Wars Alex. 3163 First wrate I to I

}our wortnines, 3it write I be same. 1431 Test. Ebor. (Sur-

tees) II. 15 Unum flatt pece cum scriptura in cooperculo \

Drynk and fyll sytt. 1564-5 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

316 To charge the said Gilbert. yit as of befoir, to bring

the saidis TJYchid Makdowell and Patrik Makdowell.

1 0. Emphasizing an extreme case : = Even
adv. 9. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11575 Ar he self wald. .To ded it moght
naman him bring, And not yeitt ban bat he ne suld rise, A.1

1

at his aun deuise. 138a Wyclif Luke xiv. 26 Ifony. .hatith

not bis. .britheren, and dou3tris, 3"it forsoth and his lyf {2nd
vers, and }it his owne lijf]. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2248 All

\

landys northe and southe Off thys werre the word spronge,

And yit at Rome it was full couthe.

11. Senses relating to time.

2. Implying continuance from a previous time up
to and at the present (or some stated) time : Now
as until now (or then as until then) : m Still adv.

4 a. Often also implying contrast to a future or
1

subsequent state more emphatically expressed by

as yet (7 a) : cf. c below, and Still adv. 4 b. arch.

or dial. exc. in negative context : see esp. (&).

c8j7 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. Pref. 5 Her mon mseg
Xiet gesion hiora swcCcS. 971 BUckl. Horn. 231 Nu git bry

da^as to lafe syndon. a 1000 Harrow. Hell 73 (Gr.) A ic

ban heold nu ^iet. auzz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

449 f>aet cyn on West Sexum be man git ha?t Iutna cyn.

c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt, xv, 16 And synd %e Keot buton
andjytte? C1200 Trbi. Coll. Horn. 83 Al to fele swiche
men bien }et be ne wilen noht here sinnes forleten. c 1205

Lay. 28636 Bruttes ileueo ^ete bat he bon on Hue. 1297 R,
Glouc. (Rolls) 1574 Seint Ionesde lateran. .pat stont gate Sc

heued churche of al cristendom is. a 1300 Cursor M. 796
For of bat ilk appel bitt Pair suns tethe ar eggeid yitt.

a *375 yoseph A rim. 334 pat I tolde be \>o I telle be ^itte.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1628 Somur qwenes, and qwaintans, &
ober qwaint gaumes, There found yn was first, & yet ben

forthe haunted, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 306 pat he

had sene before in spirit, he helde it all pryue jyt 1534

Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 309 Robert hunte

baylyf..did take and kepe and yeat kepeth a cowe of your

said oratours. 01548 Halt, Chron., Edio. V nit wer as

great commoditee to the'im bothe, as for yet a while too bee

in the custody of their mother. 1588 A. King tr. Canisins*

Catech. Nvb, Euerie moneth was reconed to begin on ye day

of ye change, as is obserued ^eit in ye Hebrew kallendar.

1611 Bible Jer. xv. 9 Her sunne is gone down while it was yet

day. 1700 Stanley's Hist. Philos., Life a j, While be con-

tinued yet in the University. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 164.

p 3 While her Beauty was yet in all its Height and Bloom.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club)

187 This man was from Nidsdale, and had been out of the

country since he was ten years old, but he spoke the language

pretty well yet. 1802 Wordsw. To the Cuckoo iv, Even yet

thou art to me No bird, but an invisible thing. 1839 By-

water Sheff. Dial. ii. 22 Dusta work at flat backs yit, as

thah> beer* used to do? 1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton
vii, Earnest as the father was in watching the yet-living, he

had eyes and ears for all that concerned the dead. 1872

48

Tennyson Garelht, Lyn/tte 79 A yet-warm corpse, and yet

unburiable. 1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life Greece iv. 81 No
students of history can fail to observe that even yet very few

nations in the world are fit for diffused political privileges.

1888 'J. S. Winter ' Bootlc'sChiUr.v, You know you look

ill yet, very ill.

{b) With negative pples. and adjs.: cf. not yet (4).
_

1535 Coverdale Ps. lxxvii[i). 6 The children which were

yet vnborne. 1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. IV. 7S2 Four fair

Heifars yet in Yoke untry'd. 1705 Stanhope Parafihr.V.

282 The ravishing Discovery of that which is yet unattain-

able. 1706 Poie Let. to Wycherlcy 10 Apr., Till you have

finish'd these that are yet unprinted. 1725 — Odyss. v. 382

Then shook the Heroe, . . And question'd thus his yet-

unconquer'd mind. 1839 Kehble Xesid. Georgia (1863) '9

The swampy patches of yet unreclaimed forest. 1859 Tenny-

son Blaine 378 The yet-unblazon'd shield, i860 Pusey Mix.

Profit. 544 The children in their yet undeveloped strength,

the very old in their yet sustained weakness.

fb. Qualified by a negative, implying discon-

tinuance before the present time : not yet - no

longer. Obs. rare.

a 1000 Cz.imon's Gen. 1038 Ne bearft Su be ondrffidan . . nu

?iet. 1530 Palsgr. 506/2, I darrayne (Lydgat). . .This worde

is nat yet admytted in our comen spetche. Ibid. 598/2, I

kydde (Lydgate), I kno\ve..This terme is nat yet in use.

c. Followed by an infinitive referring to the

future, and thus implying incompleteness (e. g. yet

to be done, implying ' not hitherto done ' ; / have

yet to learn, implying ' I have not hitherto learnt ').

Cf. also 5.

1659 Plumptre in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 6

Wishing that all your yeares yet to come may passe over

with mirth and jollityes. 1756 Mrs. Cai.derwood in Colt-

ness Collect. (Maitland Club) 188 He has three years of study

yet to come. 1848 Lushington in Notes of Cases VI. 11,

I have yet to learn that.. those on board the steam-tug had

a right to. .overrule the order of the pilot. 1849 Macau-
i.ay Hist. Eng.v. I. 564 The earl..had prepared himself for

what was yet to be endured. 1883 Sir J. Bacon in Law
Times Rep. (N, S.) LII. 569/2 None of them had been com-

pletely finished, the painting and papering being yet to be

done.

3. Referring to the period preceding the present

or some stated time, without necessarily implying

continuance : Up to this (or that) time, till now
(or till then), hitherto, thus far ; with a superla-

tive, or only, etc. = at any time up to the present.

Usually implying expectation of possible change,

more fully expressed (as in 2) by as yet (7 a).

a 1000 Colloq. /Elfric in Wr.-Wulcker 101 Jyt [adliuc] beah-

hwjebere deoplicor mid us bu smeasst bonne yld ure onfon

maise. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 pis dei is. .be formeste del

bet eauer 3iete was isegen buuen eoroe. a 1300 Cursor M.
9321 ' Ful littel se we yeitt ', coth bai, 'Ofal bat euer we her

bai sai.' c 1375 Ibid. 10078 (Laud) N ow blessid be that byrd

of grace The worthiest that euyr yet was. c 1475 Ran/
Coihcar 80 Na, thank me not ouir airlie, for dreid that we

threip, For I haue seruit the jit of lytill thing to ruse. 1539

Cranmer Let. to Crumwctt in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) 3S8

The state of things standing as they do at this present, so

far as yet I do know. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ii. 5 A slender

slip, that scarse did see Yet seuenteene yeares. 1690 Locke

Hum. Und. 11. xxvi. § 4 When we say a Man is Young, we

mean, that his Age is yet but a small part of that which

usually Men attain to. 1761 Warhcrton in W. !, Hurds
Lett. (1809) 335, I have yet printed oft" but 72 pages. 1813

Scott Guy M. xlviii, This is the queerest thing yet 1 1857

Buckle Civiliz. I. viii. 471 The most important event that

had yet occurred in the history of French civilization. 1870

L'Esteance Life ofMiss Mitford I. x. 147 ' Blanch ' is to

consist of five thousand lines, and only eleven hundred are

yet written.

b. By this (or that) time, so soon as this :

chiefly in questions, direct or indirect, to which

the negative answer would be not yet (4) : nearly

= ' already', but not expressing surprise as that

word would in a question.

a «5o Owl fy Night. 541 Hu bincb be, artu ;ut inume,

Artu mid ri3te ouercume? C137S Cursor M. 1876 (Fairf.)

Howsal we of bes waters wete, Queber bai be fully fallyn Jete?
'

(-1440 York Myst. ix. 186 It waxes clere aboutc.Loke
bare owte, Yf bat be water wane ought 3itt. 1596 Shaks.

! / Hen. IV, in. iii. 61 Haue you enquir'd yet who pick'd

iny Pocket? 1634 Massinger Very Woman in. v, I am
I glad you have found your tongue yet. 1823 Scott Quentin

\
D. xxxiii, ' Have you yet done ?

' said the Duke to the

herald. ' One word more,' answered Rouge Sanglier. 1916
1 D. HktiKKW Student in Arms (1917) 51 Potentate... Has a

i counter-attack been launched yet! General. Not yet, Sire.

o. With ere, be/ore, etc. indicating the ultimate

j

occurrence of something after an interval of time :

I before ere, etc., nearly = ' already
' ; after ere, etc.,

j

nearly = ' at length' (cf. 5 a). Now only in ere

• yet (arch.).

13.. Gam. ffGr. Knt. 1122T0 bed ?et er bay jede, Re-
corded couenauntez ofte. c 1450 Holland Howlat_ 196 }it or

i ewyn enterit come that bur ornce, Obeyand thir bischoppis,

and bydand tham by. 1592 Ardm of Feversham. I. i.

92 Meanewhile prepare our breakfast, .. For yet ere noone

wele take horse and away, c 1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog.

(1824) 80 Before I departed yet I left her with child of a son.

1795 Southey Joan ofArc vm. 70 Ere yet from Orleans to

the war we went. 1828 Scott Death Laird's Jock f 13 Ere

yet the fight began, the old men gazed on their chief. 1866

Spurgeon Hymn, ' Sweetly the holy hymn '
ii, Ere yet the

sun the day renews, O Lord, Thy spirit send.

fd. At some time in the past; 'once'; pre-

viously, before, already. Obs.

Beowulf 956 Alwalda bee gode foi sylde, swa he nu Ryt

dyde 1 a 1300 Cursor M. 367 pe werld i call wit min entens

pe mater of be four elements, pat yeit was tan o forme mis-

chapen. Ibid. 1198 Ur lord had aghteld yete A child to

YET.

rais of his oxspring. 1 1460 J. Russell Bit. Nurture 339

pan take youre loof of light payne as y haue said 3ett.

4. With a negative, in sense 2 or 3 {yet quali-

fying the whole sentence or clause including the

negative) : not yet, ^yet not, still not, thus far not,

not hitherto, not by this (or that) time, not till

now (or then) and not now (or then) : implying

expectation or recognized possibility of subsequent

change (cf. ", a).

a. With negative preceding. (The more usual,

now the only regular, construction.)

Bemunlf $%$ Breca naefre jit Eet heaoolace . . swa deorlice

died gefremede fa^um sweordum. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt,

xxiv. 6 Das bing sceolon xewurban, ac nys bonne SJ't se

ende. Ibid. John vii. 8 Min tid nis J,yt Refylled. c 1200

Vices tf Virtues 17 Bar DOOM ;iete liht lie cam. C1200

Ormin 14371 Abid, abid, wifman, abid, Ne comm nohht ?et

min time, c 1205 Lay. 109 Nas Jet Rome bi-wonnen. 6 1275

Passion of our Lord 583 in O. E. Misc. 53 Ich ne astey

nouht yete vp to myne vadere. C1386 Chaucer Frol. 293

(Harl. 7334), He hadde nou3t geten hym ;it a benefice. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur VIII. vii. 282 Neuer yet was I preued

with good knyghte. 1539 Bible (Great) Mark xi. 13 The_

tyme of fygges was not yet. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. II

207 b. Because Queue Margaret and her Sonne were not fully

yet furnished for suche a iorney. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii.

50 Macd. Is the King stirring, worthy Thane? Macb. Not

yet. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 24 Such a manner of Prelacie,

I say, I never durst, nor yet dare condemn. 1708 Addison

Pres. St. War 3 This Kingdom was never yet engag'd in

a War of so great consequence. 1776 Gibbon Let. to Hol-

royd 18 Jan., Quebec is not yet taken. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. ii. I. 175 A body of representatives was returned, such

as England bad never yet seen. Ibid. iv. 447 As to Halifax,

Ormond, and Guildford, he determined not yet to dismiss

them. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I- 46 In the reign of

James I,., when the world of fashion had not yet migrated

wholly to the west-end.

b. With negative following. (Cf. G. noch nicht.)

Obs. or arch. exc. when preceded by even, or as

(7 a). . „
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vii. 6 Jyt ne com mm tid. C1205

Lvy. 20571 Ah he heo ba 3a:te [C127S J*l Nefde noht hi-

wunnen. C1250 Gen. *,- Ex. 3558 ' Louerd, mera ! quad

moyses, ' Jet ne let hem no3t helpe-les. a 1300 Cursor M.

S004 Pe king hert wex herd as bras, ' pe folk , he said, yeitt

sal noght pas.' 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vm. 108 Ac jete

sauoureth me noujt \>i seggyng. 1460 Capgrave L/uon.

(Rolls) 302 And jet was not the erl of Arundel and his retenew

com hom. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, in. 37 5" neuer did

sho se his maik in France. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv.

204 My Conscience, which I then did feele full sicke, and yet

not well. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman 423 Such confession

was yet never extorted from some of you. 1827 Scott

Might. Widow iv, I leave you to comfort and certainty,

which you have yet never known. 1830 Moore Mem.

(1854) VI. 127 Even yet not quite finished.

5. In reference to future time (see also 2 c, jc).

a. At some time in the future (usually implying

' though not hitherto ') ; hereafter ; at length, ulti-

mately, before all is over; often with mixture of

sense 9 ('after all').

C897 /Elfreu Gregory's Past. C. xxxv. 245 gMt fell »t]

cymo se micla.. Codes daeS . 971 BUckl. Hom. iv. 47 On

ealra eorblicra sebedra:denne pe Cristene waeron, oppe KJ't

Kyn. a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 32 Vor ber scholde Jut a mon

deie on pulke tre. c 1400 Brut 1 . 90 pe Britons supposen bat

he [St. Arthur] Leuep in a-nobere l.mde, and bat he slial

come jit and conquere al Britaigne. c 1440 York Myst. 1. 87

Abowne Jhit sail I be beeldand, On heghte 111 pe nyeste of

hewuen. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xlii. 7 [5] Put thy trust in

God, for I wil yet geue him thankes for y» helpe ot his

countenaunce. «l586 Sidney Ps. xvii. iv, [I] pray that

still you guide my way, Least yet I shpp, or goe astray.

1760-2 Goldsm. Lit. W. xliv, He sees that he may yet be

happy, and wishes the hour was come. 1841 Browning

Pifita Passes lit ad fin. (Song), You'll love me yet 1—and 1

can tarry Your love's protracted growing. 1849 Macaulay

Hist Fng. v. I. 524 Their chief employment is to talk ot

what' they once were, and of what they may yet be. 1902

Violet Jacob Sheep-stealers viii, ' You couldn t be safer, not

if you was in Hereford jail itself.'..' That s where I may be

yet," he said.

b. With reference to the immediate future

:

(a) Even now (though not till now) : often with

mixture of sense 9 (' after all ') ; sometimes imply-

ing ' while there is still time' (cf. sense 2).

a 1000 Czdmoris Gen. 618 Sif siet. .la:st mina lara, bonne

life ic him Pais leohtes SenoS- c }37SSf- L
tf-

•s ?j"," v '

(Johannes) 251 And of paynis hard and fell, He laid pam,

bat he schaw in hell, And sad :
' wrechis, mend Jow Jeit 1

Ibid 1 (Katcriue)qzi Lewe pine en our, ..& ask forglttnes 01

bi syne, Yheit mycht pu sauchtyng with hym wine, c 1430

Hymns Virgin (1867) 128 To hevyns blys yhit may he ryse,

Thurghe helpe of Marie. «l45o St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

3367 ?on gose I bad Jow is nojt etyn.. . I bid Jow pat Je take

itVt. "I529 Skelton Woffully araid 43 Wks. 1843 I. 142-

Cum jytt, and thou schalt fynde Myne endlys mercy and

grace. 1689 Acts Parlt. Scot. (1875) XII. 77/1 pat if he

will yett delyver up the Bass & prisoners perm he should

have his bygone arears to himself & garnsone. 1867 Morris

Jason 11. 850 Bethink ye yet of death, and misery, And

dull despair, before ye arm to go. 1879 Webber / igskin t,

Willow xiv. 197 Time enough yet? No, there isn t time

enough yet. '
.

\{b) Not later than (a specified time). (U.

x b, c.) Obs.

ciko Gen. f, Ex. 313 For X* "<= don «ad B°d fo
f
be
f
d

'

Dat sal hem bringen to 00 dead, And sal Jet 01s like dai.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15567 Pou sal pam se yeitt to night Do me
ful gret spite, a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) vii. 129 Inghs

men sail jit to jere Knok pi palet or pou pas.

c From this (or some stated or implied) time



fe

YET.

onwards; henceforth (or thenceforth). Chiefly,

now only, contextually with words denoting time,

the sense being then strictly I ('further, more');
with a negative, nearly coinciding with 4 ; often

replaceable by ' to come '.

c xooo /Elfric Gen. viii. 10 He abad ba jit otfre seofon
da^as and asende ut eft culfran. a 1300 Cursor M. 12920
Hot ar he wild him fulli scau, For yeitt a quillc he wild a-
bide. 138a Wyclif Luke i. 15 He schal be fulfillid of the
Hooly Cost }it of his modir wombe. — John vii. 33 jit a
litel tyrue I am with 5011, and I go to the fadir, that sente
me. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3367 He ley^e in be vrthe 3et

Jjrettcne 5ere & more. 1535 Coverdale Jonah iii. 4 There
are yet x\. dayes, and then shal Niniue be ouerthrowen.
1628 ftiGWiVoy. Mediterr. (Camden) 56 It was so hott that
all men said in a monetli yet meate could not take salt.

1849 M" Arnold Sick King in Bokhara 5 O merchants, tarry
yet a day Here in Bokhara.

f 6. ME, it $et [OE. pa gtet then yet, when yet

:

see Tho adv. I, 2]: a. Still (= 2); also, while
still, when as yet. Obs.
a 930 O. R. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 921 pa sfter bam ba

£iet pa^s ilcan h?erfestes fcegadorode micel here hine of East
Englum. £1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xv. 20 pa gyt [Lindisf
Set] ba he wass feorr, his fader he hyne geseah. a 1122 O. F.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1106 Feawa oore of bam heafbd-
mannan be mid bam eorle of Normandise be gyt heoldan.
ci 175 Lamb. Horn. 99 pa Jet wunicnde on bissere weorlde,
'•e helende ableu his gast on his apostlas. c 1205 Lav. 7^79
'e ?eht be [cizjs be 3et bat] Lud king ahte bis loud hehte
,undene Trinouant. c 1290 St, Dunstan 2 in S. Eng. Leg.
19 Miracle ore louerd dude for him be juyt he was un-bore,

fb. with negative : =* 4. Obs.
« 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 103 Ne woes her ba £iet nymbe

heolstersceado wiht seworden. anoo Aldhelm Gloss. 1.

1296 (Napier 35/2) N^idum, na ba gyt naes. C1290 Beket
1433 in S. Eng. Leg. 147 Ake he ne scholde nou^t be }eot
to engelonde wende. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 750 Of herte was
he hoi & sound, & pleynede him be 3ute no byng.

7. As yet [As R 34 a] : a. Hitherto, up to this

time, = 3; with a negative = 4; implying expec-
tation or recognized possibility of coming change.
C1384 Chaucer //. Fame it. 91 Thow demest of thy selfe

amys, For Iouesys not ther aboute. .To make oftlie as yet a
sterre. £1386 — Frank/. T. 849, I failled neuere of my
troutheas yit, For sikerlymy dette shal be quyt. 1484 Cely
Papers (Camden) 153 Here ys noo goode wyne to gett fur

noo mony as yett, but I understand ther schall come from
Bruges som. 1592 Q. Eliz. in Archaeologia XIX. 12 If

your long expected and never had as yet answer had not
Board. 1665 BoVLI Occas. Refl. iv. i. 1 The Sun had as

t but approach'd the East, and my Body as yet lay move-
less in the Bed. 1682 Bukyan Holy War 68 Thou hast
heard what the Captains have said, but as yet thou shuttest

thy Gates. 1708 Addison Pres. St. War 19 That War
continued Nine Years, and this hath as yet lasted but Six.

1823 Scott Quentin D. xxix, ' No,' answered the Astrologer,
* the End is not as yet.' 1848 Thackeray Van, Fair Ixiii,

She had never. .met a professional ladies' man as yet. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Rug. ii. I. 171 As yet the Duke professed
himself a member of the Anglican Church. 1850 Tennyson"
In Mem. cxiv, Half-grown as yet, a child, and vain. 1874
Mahakfy Soc. Life Greece \\\. 226 But there were.. exten-
sions of this practice as yet but little noticed.

*|*b. Without implied expectation of change:
Still, even now or then, to this day, — 2. Obs.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tourfivb, As yet they kepe and hold
that custome. 1530 Palsgr. 509/2 As for j>ohi, defyled,
thoughe he be used of Johan le Mayre, there is no verbe
used in this sence in the frenche tonge as yet. 1577 Han*
mkr Anc. Reel. Hist, in, vi. 33 The meate as yet rawe, was
snatched from the coales. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicho-
lay's Voy. 11. iii. 33 The foundations, .are there as yet ap-
parant. x6n Bible Exod. ix. 17 As yet exaltest thou thy
strife against my people, that thou wilt not let them goe?
163a Lithgow Trav. vn. 321 /Egypt was made a Prouince
of the Turkish Empire, and so continued) as yet. 1651 Em
As B. 34 a].

8. as adj. in sense 3 or 3 : That is still or as yet

such ; still continuing or subsisting. (Cf. Now 16,

Still adv. 4 a If, Then 9 b.)

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11, iv. 11. Magnificence 356 Let,

with her staffe, my yet•Youth govern well, .the Flock of
Israel. 1629 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. 83 That the yet
aliens in euery quarter of the World may bee wonne by the
example of dispersed Saints, c 1634 Strafford in Browning
Life {1892) 117 The certainty of your lordship's yet abode
at West-Chester. 1653 Cloria <y Narcissus i3i Her yet

safety. 1817 Keatincb Trav. II. 269 He was one of the
numerous party of yet walkers in the world. 1874 Key
Lang. i. 7 In the yet non-existence of language.

III. 0. as conj, adv. or conj. (developed from
i), introducing an additional fact or circumstance

which is adverse to, or the contrary of what would
naturally be expected from, that just mentioned :

In spite of that, for all that, nevertheless, notwith-

standing. Sometimes strengthened by nevertheless^

etc. Often correlative to though, etc.

More emphatically adversative than But conj. 24, and
freer in construction ; formerly sometimes placed after, and
still sometimes in the midst of, its clause; and or but may
precede yet. Nearly equivalent to Still adv. 6b; but

still indicates mainly that the fact or condition remains

unaltered by the adverse one ; yet usually expresses some
degree of surprise at it as something unexpected.

[cisos Lay. 28 1 12 5if hit weoreilimpc.bat Modred. .hafde

bine queue inumc . . pejet bu mihtest be awreken Wurcliche

mid wepnen.] a 1*50 Owl «y Night. 005 So bo hit euer in

unker sibe pat bu bo son & ich blibe ; }ut bu aisheist wi ich

ne fare Into ober londe & singe bare. IJ97 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 3344 pe castel was ynome & bat folc to sprad bere.

}ute po hii adde al ydo hii ne founde no;t be king perc.

Ibid. 8804 In prison was roberd at is lif & ant ich vnder-

stonde, Him adde betere abbe ibe king of pe holi londe.

Vol. X.

49

13.. Cursor M. 786 (Gott.) pis heting was..ful mekil, Bot
3eit it was bath fals and tikil. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol.

185 Thou} we culled be catte, 5m sholde ber come another
To cracchy vs. 1390 Gowkr Conf II. 140 He hath ynowh
and yit him nedeth. C1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 5 And
make bo flesshe to seme, iwys, As hit were raw, and 3yt hit

nys. c 1450 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. F.) 149, 1 haw done
. .Synnes diuers,..And 311 1 art thu redi..To graunt me ay
for^efnesse. c 1470 Got. ^- Gaw,Q$ Suppose thi birny be
bright, as bachiler suld ben, Yhit ar thi latis vnlufsum.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. vii. 809 Oftymes we doo many
thynges tliat we wene it be for the best & yet peraduenture
hit torneth to the werst. c 1475 Partenay 21 Al-be-hit I..

can noght peynt my boke as other be, Vnder youre supporte
yut aunter wyl me. 1545 Ravnalue Byrth Mankynde 1.

iii. (1 552) 5 Plenty of flesh, .knitting to geather the muskles:
not so yet, but that neueithelesse they haue theyr free

motion. 1596 SpBNSBR Prothalamion 117 As he would
speake, but that he lackt a tong Veat did bysignes his glad
affection show. 1644 Milton Areop. 26 Though his belief

be true, yet the very truth he holds, becomes his heresie.

1697 Dryden sKneis xi. 18S Auspicious Prince, in Arms a
mighty Name, But yet whose Actions far transcend your
Fame. 1764 Goi.usm. Trav. 28 Some fleeting good, that..
Allures from far, yet, as I follow, flies. 1814 Scott Wav. iv,

The splendid yet useless imagery. 1831 — Ct. Rob. xxiv,
Although they did not all a^ree on the precise cause of dan-
ger, it was yet generally allowed that something of a dread-
ful kind was impending. 1845 M. Pattison Rss. (i88q) I.

13 The style of Bede, if not elegant Latin, is yet correct,

sufficiently classical.

fb. Yet {that), notwithstanding that, although.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1422 In whonhope and doute heo weoren

vchon, jit heo sca,en him alyue a lyues-mon. c 1425 Cursor
AL 12 1 19 (Trin.) And }it h°u wenest makeles to be pat noon
in lore shulde teche be, I con be teche pat bou not can.

1556 Aurclio ff Isab. (1608) M ij, Contente you than, for

yette that me strenghste be litell, the desiere is grete.

Yet e, 5et(e, obs. ff. Gate s6. 1

t Yete(H, pa.pple. Obs. Forms: 1 seeteu,

3 i^eten, (iheote), 3-4 ijet(t)e, y5ete, i©te(n,

4 y-yeto, i-eete, 4-5 yete(n, 5 yheete. [OE.
geeten, pa. pple. of elan and geetan to Eat.] Eaten.
c 1000 /Kliric Gen. xxxi. 54 pa his Keeten haefdon, hig

wuuedon J>a;r. c iaog Lav. 6691 peaerheo hxfden wel ijeten

[ci»7S iheote] and seoSden idrunken. Ibid. 31773 /Er he
uisc i-eten weore. ^1290 Si, Brandon 309 in S. Rng. Leg.

22S Heo a-iisen op and wenden to churche bo heo hadden
yjete. c 1330 Arth. (y Merl. 3127 po pai hadde yeten alle,

Hei^e & lowe in be halle. 1340 Ayenb. 13 Efter his ai izinge,

huanne he hedde y.yete mid his deciples. 1387 Trbvisa
Higden (Rolls) VII. 511 TheL. hadde noujt y-ete ne dronke
nother y-slepe. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (1495)

zivb/9 A lambe was offryd rosted and yeten. 1426 Lydg.
De Gull. Pilgr. 6849 Whan they be famous, ful off lieete,

And han yheete & dronke at large.

t Yeter, yetter. Oh, Forms: 1 seotere, 3-

4 ^eter, 4 Jeoter, 5eetere. 5 }etare, 6 5ettare,

yetter. See also YoTXB. [f. Vht v. + -KB '. Cf.

MSw. giutare 'fictor'.] A caster of metal; a

founder. Also in comb. beUyeter.

4:893 /Klfred Oros. \. xii. 54 pa Met ba onhast wass, & eall

Xedon swa se ?;eotere pent seo'elingc aer behet. 1298 in

Stow Surv. (1908) II. 290 Bela,elers!aue. 13. . A*. A lis. 6735
(Laod MS.) Aqueynt man,'& metal peters [r-.r, ^eoter]. 1382

Wvclif Jer. Ii. 17 Confoundid is cche 3eetere [1388 wellere]

in grauen thing; for fals is his aeting. C1440 Belljetara

[see Bell sb} 12J. 1511 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 360/2

Robert Borthuik, aettareofthe Icingu Runnys. 1552 HuLOBT(

Karuer or yetter of Images, statuarius.

Yether, var. Eddkii : sec Vei>dkr sb. and v.

t Yeting, vbl. sb. Oh, [f. Vet v, + -ijjo 1.

Cf. Voting?)

1. Casting of metal or a metal object.

138a [see Yeter]. (-1440 Protni. Par:: 538/1 5>'tynge

\Wittch. MS. a,etyng]ofmeteIle, asbellys, pannys, potys, and
other \ykc,fusio. c 1449 Pecock Repr. it. ii. 138 Vorwhi in

kinde of ymagis no difference the grauyng niakith fro the

putting, or the 3utting fro the grauyng
;

1453-4 Durham
Ace. A\'//j(Surtees) 191 Pro uno novo axiltre cum aattynyes

et factum, xxij s. iij d. 1473-4 Am, Ld. High Treas. Seot.

I. 65 For the mending and theking of a hous in thare place

that wes revin at the jetting of the gwn, viij li.

2. Pouring down, forth, etc. ; shedding.

C1400 Destr. Troy ^175 Now is..yomeryng for-yeton, &
yettyng of teres, a 14*5 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula etc.

36 Afiir be yettyng in of tapsimel wib be forseid poudre.

1483 Cath. Angl. 426 2 A jettynge jn, jnfitsio. A ^ettynge

oute, effusio.

3. attrib. and Comb,, as yeting-place, -vessel.

1382 Wvclif Prov, xxvii. 21 What inaner wise siluer is

preued in the aetiiig vessel. 1483 Cath. Angl. 426/2 A
acttynge place, fusoriunu

YetUng (ye'tliij), sb. and a. Se. and north.

Also 4-5 3et t)lyng, 5 $ettlyne, yetteling, $-6

yetlyn(g, -line, 6 Jet-, yaitling, 8 yetlen, (ate-

lin'), 8-9 yet(t)lin, yetland, 9 yetlan, yettling.

[f. Vet v. + -lino *.]

A. sb. 1. A pot or boiler, usually of cast iron
;

esp. one with a bow-handle and three feet.

1378-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 588 In factura unius
yelling. 147a Ibid. 2(6, ij aetlynges enee. 1559 Wills Q
Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835* 1S3 One yaitling of bmn iS*4
Ibid. 223 First a pan w th eares v'— ij

yetlinges iiij'. 170a

in Northumbld. Gloss. (1892) 19 Itm. an atelin in the Abbey
great kitchen. 1787 Grosk Prov, Gloss., Vetting, a small

iron boiler. N. 1865 Corvan, etc Tyneside Songs 9 A kyel not

an a yetlin fell a-top iv his head. 189a Raise Handbk.
York Mus. 173 A fine..camp.kett!e or yetling^, 16J in. high

by 12 in. diameter, with three tall legs ending in claws.

2. Applied to various articles made of cast iron ;

f(a) a small cannon; (b) a 'girdle' on which

cakes are baked ; (c) a ball used in bowls.

YEW.
1566 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. XI. 518 Twa culvering

I

moyanis of found and ane grit aetling of 11 ne. 1576 Burgh
Rec. Rdin. (1882) IV. 51 The tovnis yetlingis lyand vpon
the kirk of feildsteipill, with thair fourniture. 1866 Edmond-
stos' Shetland <y Orkney Gloss. 147 Yellin, a girdle on
which cakes are baked. 1868 Gohrie Suttiui,

ty Wiut. in
Orkneys ix. 354 Flat stones which served the purpose of
yettlins, or girdles for firing cakes and scones. 1895 Fife
News 19 Jan. 7 The ' yettling ' measures some seven inches
in circumference, and its regulation weight is from twenty
two to twenty four ounces.

3. Cast iron.

.
x 777 W« Nimmo Stirlbigsh. xiii. 309 It [sc. the pint jug]

is made of a sort of yetlin, and appeais to be very old. 1845
New Statist. Ace. Scot. VIII. 11. 413 The Stirling Jug.. is

made of a kind of brass or yettlin. 1883 J. Martin Remin,
Old Haddington 384 The land was as hard as ' yetlan ' and
would soon kilt them and their horses.

B. adj. Made of cast iron; (of iron' cast.

1495-6 Priory of Finchale (Surtees) 394, j yetlyng pan et

iiij laddels de auxicalco. 1572 Witts fy Inv. N. C. (Surtees
i 835) 3S1 Two yelling pans viij

1
. 1578 in Inv. Royal U 'artlr.

(1815) 253 Ane demy culvering of yelline yron. 1703 Househ.
Bk. Lady G. Bat'ltie (iqii) 170 A little yetlin kettle. 179a
Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. 167 The ploughs.. have a cast yetland
mould-board. 1836 M. Mackintosh Cottager's Dau. 190
My heart. .As hard as ony yetlin floor Or whunstane rock.

Yett, $ett, Sc. ff. t.ATE^.l
Yette (Jette), var. Yatk v. Obs,

Yetter: see Ylteb.
Yeue, obs. form of Ewe sh±
c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 40 ( Ram blismyth a yeue.

Yeugh, Yeuk, Yeule : see Yew. Ylke, Yule.
Yeve, ^eve, etc. : see Give, etc.

Yeve, obs. f. Eve sb. 1 , If.

Yevel (^evel), yevill, etc., obs. ff. Evil, etc.

Yeven (£even), -yn, obs. ff. Even sb.

Ycver, a. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : i sifre, syfre,
gifor-, 2 5ifer, {Orm.) Jiferr, 2-4 ^iuer, 3 3ifre,

5iure,5efere, yuer,j 5euer,yeuer, 3yuer, youre,

9 Sc. aiver. [Qli.gi/'re, corresp. to ON. glj'r (found
onlyin pi. witches, fiends),whence glfrliga savagely,

in mod.Ieel. exorbitantly, gtfrligr in mod. Ieel.

immoderate, exorbitant. The Icel. form is repre-

sented by north. Engl, givoitr 'greedy', giverous

(see Yevekous).]
1. Greedy, covetous.
Beowulf 1277 And his modor }a syt jifre and gal?mod

^egan wolde sorlifulne si 3. < 888 /Klhred Boeth. xxxv. § 7

Tantalus se cyning oe on Sisse worulde un?,emetlice ?,ifre

wss, c iaos Lav. 7337 \>u sulf sen swic« gripel pine gumtn
sunden ;efere [£-1273 ^ifre]. a 1225 Ancr. R, 214 pe jiuie

glutun is bes feondes manciple.

2. Eager, quick, prompt.
( 1400 Destr. Troy 3955 Polidamas be pert., was. . Full

^euer and ^epe, and a yong knight. £'1435 Engl. Cong.
Iret. 114 Thys legat was youre [v.r. besyj aboute, pees to

make betwene the kyngefic Iohn. 1847 J. Hallidav Rustic
Bardg* Forbye the body's clean an' aiver, Wi' little bluM,
he 's doonright clever.

Hence Yeverlyadv., greedily; quickly ; Yever-
ness, grce<liness, gluttony ; eagerness, impetuosity.
c888 AZlfrkd Boeth. xxxv. $7 Him &cr 3a:t ilee yfel

fil^ile ?xre ^ifernesse. C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. nt. ix. (1690)

178 Ongon jsiferlice bict gairs etan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 25

J-urh heora ^ifernesse & oferhy?.de, a noo Aldhelm Gloss.

I. 766 (Napier 22/1) Pertinaciter, i. insuferabiliter, gyfer*

lice. CX175 Lamb. Horn. 33 Hordomes and ^ifcrnesse and
druncnesse. a 1125 Ancr. R. 240 Ne beo hit neuerso bitter,

ne iueled heo hit neuer: auh gulcheS in ^iuerliche, & ne
nime3 ncuer jeme. Ibid. 286 Uolnesse cumed of jiuernesse

& of flesches eise. c 1250 Lutel Soth Strut. 11 in (>. R.
Misc. 186 To ^iuernesse and prude none neode he nedde.

c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 543, 1 haue pittye of your person & your
pert face, And ^euc-rnes of jowthe. Ibia. 869, 1 am fcrd lest

pun.. for 3euernes for-^ete |>at be 3eme shufd. Ibid. 13331
With-in a yere, full yeuerly, pat yepe was with child.

t Ye'Verous, a* Obs. Forms: 5 ^yueria, -us,

j9uerus,5oferous. [f. Yever+ -ocs. The north,

form giverous (see \ever ctym.) is found from

17th c. => 'greedy, avaricious' (1677 Nicolson in

Kay Coll. Words (1691) 141).] Eager, impetuous.

C1400 Destr. Troy 357 So }onge and so yepe, jyuerus of

wille. Ibid. 1242 >yucris of hert. 1483 Cath. Angl. 426/1

5eferous, ambroninus.

Xevery\ycvari),fl. Se. and north, dial. Forms:

6, 9 yovery, 8 aevery, 9 yeovery, e(e)very,

aiverie. [f. Yevek a. + -y 1
.] Greedy, voracious.

1536 V,v.ia.kndk.s Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 27aUtheris, ijuhilki-

war mair yevery and tume. 17.. Dick o tht Cow xxx. in

Child Ballasts (1889) III. 465 The lads that hungry and

aevery was. 1825 Jamieson, Aiverie, adj., very hungry,

Roxb.; a term nearly obsolete. 1847 Halliwkll, Yeorery,

hungry. Northumb.
Hence Ye'vri«ome a., ravenously greedy.

1825 Jamibson, Vevrisome, having an appetite habitually

craving, Dumfr.

Yew ()" , sb. Forms: 1 luu, iw, eow, eoh,

4-7 ewe, 4-8 ew, (4 w, hw, hue, | hew, uu,

uv, new), 5-6 u, 5-7 eu, 6 yeue, yue, yow(e,

iewe,eughe, u'g)he, 6-7 ewgh, 6-S ugh, yeugh,

eugh, 7 yugh, yewgh, eue, 6- yew. Also

6 veiwe, 6-7 vewe, 7- view, etc.: see Vew.

[OE. hv. tow, late eoh, str. masc, corresp., with

consonant-alternation and variation of gender, to

OS. Sh 9
pi. Schas, MEG., MDu. (we, fin uwe,

OHG. Suu, tuiti str. masc., Suua wk. fem., tga str.

fem. (MUG. fwe, (be, G. eibe, Swiss dial. Sche, Sge\
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ON. yr (chiefly, bow) :— OTeut. *ihwaz, *ig?vaz
)

*ihwot *tgwo. (F. if, Sp. iva, med.L. ivus, are

from Germanic; (M)Du. iffis ad. F. if.)

Related obscurely to the Germanic forms are: Olr. eo,

W. ywtn, Cornish hivin, Breton izen, going back to OCeltic
*ivos ; Lhh./ez-d, Lett.ewa black aIder(OPruss. iuwis, Lett.

iwe yew, are from MLG.) ; OSI. (Russ., Serb.) iva willow.]

1. A tree of the genus Taxus (N. O. Conifenv)
widely distribnted in the North Temperate Zone,
esp. T. baccata, the common jew of Europe and
Asia, having heavy elastic wood and dense dark-

green foliage; often planted in churchyards, and
regarded as symbolic of sadness.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (HesseU) T 15 Taxus, iuu. 985 Char-

fer of/ESelrcd'xw Kemble Cod. Dipt. III. 218 Of wamhyrste
on Sone ealde iw ; ftonone of 3on iwe to Lullan setle. a 1000
Riddles Ivi. 9 J>aer waes hlin & ac & se hearda iw & se
fealwa holen. c 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 139/14
Ornus, eow. c 1325 G/oss. W. de Bibbesw. in Rel. Ant. II.

82/2 Eye, w [ArundelMS. Jf, ew]. C1340 Nominate {Ske^t)
667 Hw, rosetre and hawetre. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T.
2065 Mapul, thorn, bech, hasel, Ew, whippeltre. a 1400
Gloss, in Rel. Ant. I. 7 Taxus, ewe. 1535 in E. Law
Hampton Crt. Pal. (1885) 372 Treys of Yow, Sypers, Gena-
per, and Eayes. 1562 Turner fferbalu. 150 The berries of
the Italian Ughe. 1587 Mascat.l Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1596)
36 Yeugh is euill for cattell to eate. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. II.

lii. 107 They told me they would binde me heere, Vnto the
body of a dismall yew, 1612 Webster White Devil 1. ii.

262 Under that Eu, As 1 sat sadly leaning on a grave.
1625 Racon Ess., Gay-dens (Arb.) 555 Iuniper; Cipresse
Trees; Eugh. 1663 Cowley I'erses on Sep. Occas., Com-
plaint 4 Beneath a Bow'r for sorrow made,.. Of the black
Yew's unlucky green. 1699 Garth Dispcns. n. n Beneath
the gloomy Covert ofan Eugh. 1706 Hearne Coll. (O. H.S.)
I. 223 Robinson, .pull'd up some of y* Ews. 1715 Ibid. V.
39 Some say that tis to be planted with Ugh, dwarf Ughs.
x 75° Johnson Rambler No. 44, I threw myself beneath a
blastedyeugh. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 478 Ews
6 (feet in circumference]. 1872 Oliver Elan. Bot. 11.247
The wood of the Yew is said never to be attacked by insects.

b. The wood of this tree, esp. as the material
of bows.
a 1400 Kingte Hermit 199 Wyth a bow of hue full strong

And arowys knyte in a thong. 1524 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
V. 177 Aboweofu. 1530 Pai.sgr. 234/1 Iewewode to make
bowes, Hyf. fbid.2gi/2 Yowe to make bowes of, hyf. 1543
ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 113 Ewe of all other thynges, is

that, wherof perfite shootyng woulde haue a bowe made.
1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. i. g The Eugh obedient to the benders
will. 1593 Shaks. Rich, If, in. ii. 117 Their Bowes Of
double fatall Eugh. 1619 Drayton Odes xvii. 73 With
Spanish Ewgh so strong, Arrowes a Clothyard long. ^1700
Evelyn Diary 18 Apr. 1680, One roome parquetted with
yew, which I lik'd well. 1805 Scott Last Minstr, in. xx,
My bow of yew to a hazel wand. 1899 E. J. Chapman
Drama of Two Lives, Snake-Witch 32 The chevron bands
that edg'd the floor All shapely .set in oak and yew.

C. Branches or sprigs of the tree, esp. as symbols
of sadness.

C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 349 Two bysoms made of
boxe and ewe. C1450 Mirk's Fcstial (MS. Claud. A. 11. If.

52), We have non olyfe hat beruth grene leves, we takon in
stede of hit hew and palmes wyth, and beruth abowte on
procession. 1547 Ludloiv Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 29
Yeve and candelles at Ester to hange in the churche. x6oi
Shaks. Twel. A7", it. iv. 56 My shrowd of white, stuck all
with Ew. 1697 Dryden ASnks iv. 731 Sad Cypress, Ver-
vain, Eugh, compose the Wreath. 1820 Shellky Prometh.
Unb. iv. 16 Strew, oh, strew Hair, not yew 1 Wet the dusty
pall with tears, not dew 1

^1 d. Applied to some flowering plants.
1653 R- Sanders Physiogn. Pref. b 2, The flowers of plants

having the resemblance of Butterflies..; as our English
Gandergoose, the flower of Beans, Woodbine, Ew, and
Ragwort. 1674 tr. Schemer's Lapland 141 The thin leaved
heath, that bears a Berry, which some call ground Ewe.
2. A bow made of the wood of the yew.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. L iv. Handicrafts 400

I hrough a Forrest Tubal (with his Yew And ready quiver)
did a Boar pursue. 1697 Dryden Aineis ix. 854 At the full
stretch of both his Hands, lie drew, And almost join'd the
Horns of the tough Eugh. aiyiQ Prior Henry % Emm*
345 To send the Arrow from the twanging Yew. 1728
Ramsay Archers diverting themselves 13 To see them draw
the bended yew. 18:7 Scott Harold 11. in, When from
Wulfstanc s bended yew Sprung forth the grey-goose shaft.
3. attrib. and Comb.,, as yew-berry, -bough, -Mat,

-hedge, -leaf, -stock, -wood; made of yew-wood, as
yew-bow, -panel; yew-besprinkled, -crested, -hedged,
-leaved, -roofed&djs. See also Yew-tree.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 350 Do him his to kecedome ..

*eowberse..of5eot mid ealab. 1768 G. White Selbome,
To Pennant 8 Oct., The ousel.. fed on yew-berries. 1820
Keats Melancholy i, Make not your rosary of yew-berries.
1851 G. Meredith Love in the Valley vii, Threading it with
colour, like yewberries the yew. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par., Man born to be King 1479 The feet Of the long *yew-
besprinkled hill. 1867— Jason VK 137 She.. to a yew-
bough made the boat's head fast. 1558 Nottingham Rec.
IV. 123 A dosyn of *ewe bowes. [162a fnv. (Nottingham)
in 2V.tr Q. 1st Ser. VI. 10/1 Foure Spanishe viewe bowes.]
1727 Somerville Yeoman ofKent 9 Bow-men . . Whose good
yew-bows, and sinews strong, Drew arrows of a cloth-yard
long, i860 Longf. Wayside Inn, K. Olaf xx. i, From his
yew-bow, tipped with silver, Flew the arrows fast. 1814
Scott Flora Macivor's Song xi, The "yew-crested bonnet
o er tresses of grey ! a 1763 Shknstose Fss. Men f Mann.Wks. 1777 II. n6 Lord D— 's high shorn *yew-edges. 1777
Mrs. 'I hrale Let. to Johnson 18 Sept., A spirit of innova-
tion has however reached even these at last. . . A yew hedge,
or an eugh hedge if you will. 183a Miss Mitford Village
Ser. v. Christmas A musem. 105 From the yew-hedge to the
fountain. 1830 Scott Doom of Devorgoil 1. i, The *yew.
hedged garden. 1688 Holme Armoury u. 80/1 He beareth

Argent, a vYew leaf slipped. 1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v.

Abies, The Silver, or *Yew-Ieav'd Fin-Tree. 1776 Wither-
ing Bot, Arrangem. I. 680 Yew-leaved Feathermoss. a 1691
Aubrey Wilts (Royal Soc. MS.) 263 (Halliw.) With box and
*ewgh pannells of about six inches square. 1897 A. de Verk
in Ld. Tennyson Tennyson I. xiii. 293 The *yew-roofed
cloister of Muckross. X483 Cath. Attgl. 118 An *Ev stok,
taxum. 1613 Holmesfield Crt. Rolls in Sheffield Gloss.
(1S88) Addenda s.v. Eweforth, *Ewe Wood. 1830 Tenny-
son Oriana 19 In the yew-wood black as night.

fYew, v. local. Obs. Also yaw. (See quota.)
1748 W. Buownrigg Art of Making Common Salt II, iv.

131 At the Lemington works..They boil the brine violently
till a thin skin of salt appears on its surface. [Note] They
say then that the brine begins to yew. 2828-32 Webstf.r,
yaw, To rise in blisters, breaking in white froth, as cane
juice in the sugar works... West Indies, fbid., Yew, to
rise, as scum on the brine in boiling at the salt works.

Yew(e: see Ewe sb.^, Give, Yeo sd.\ You,
Yule.
Yewar, -er, obs. forms of Ewer ~.

1538 Elyot, Gutturnium, a lauer, or yewer [1552 Hui.oft,
yewar]. 158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhcda'sConq. E.fnd.
xvii. 44 A certein yewer ye which had a high foot.

Yewel, obs. form of Jewel.
Yewen (y«'en), a. Now rare or arch. Also 6
ewghen, eughen, 6-8 ewen, 7 yeughen. [f.

Yew sb. + -en 4. Cf. MHG. twin, G. eiben.~\ Made
of the wood of the yew ; consisting of yew-trees.
1563 Norwich Defos.iigos) 77 A ewen bow. 1590 Si'Enser

F. Q. 1. xi. 19 So farre as Ewghen bow a shaft may send.
1591 — M. flubberd 747 His stiffe amies to stretch with
Eughen bowe. 1654 C. WAS* Gratius' Cyneget. Pref. b 3 b,
A round hoop of yeughen wood made of boughs, a 1700
Kf.n Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 262 As warlike Archers
bend long ewen Bows. 1861 Rf.ade Cloister $ H, xxiv, In
spite of their laws and their proclamations to keep up the
yewen bow. 1884 E. V. Boyle Days $ ffours in Garden
vi. 89 The square-topped Yewen hedge,

Yewer: see Yure.
Yewisse, Yewl,Yewlow,Yewre,Yewrie

:

see Iwis, Yule, Yellow, Ewer 1, Ewery.
Yew-tree (ywtri). = Yew sb. i.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxi. (1495) Vj/i An
Ewe tree., is a tree with venim & poyson. £1425 Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 646/13 Hec taxus, hawtre [sic], newtre. C1440
Promp. Parv. 507/2 V tree (K. uv tie), taxus. 1538 Tur-
ner Libellus, Taxus, an Vhe tre. 1593 in 2V. $ Q. 1st Ser.

(1852) VI. 64/1 Itm. forleadinge ofearthe to y e benche about
ihe yewe tree, ,.ij B

. iiijd. 1607 Tofsell Eour-f. Beasts 554
The rotten part of Eue tree. 1612 Webster White Devil 1.

ii. 261 Into a church-yard, where a goodly Eu tree Spied
her large roote in ground. (1:1697 Aubrey Surrey (17 18) III.

46 In this Church-Yard is an Ew-Tree, ten Yards in Com.
pass. 1750 Gray Ftegylv, Beneath those rugged elms, that

yew-tree's shade, Where heaves the turf in many a mould'r-
nig heap. 2814 Scott Ld. of fsles v. xix, The yew-tree
lent its shadow dark. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 732 An
ancient evergreen, A yewtree.
attrib. and Comb. 1688 Hoi-me Armoury n. 52/1 He

beareth Argent, a Yew Tree Branch Fructed. 1845 R. S.
Surtees Hillingdon Hall x. 145 A massive yew-tree-lined
walk. 1866 Geo. Eliot P\ Holt Introd. 4 Its untidy kitchen-
garden and cone-shaped yew-tree arbour. 1889 Science-
Gossip XXV. 1 1 8/2 The poisonous nature of yew-tree leaves.

Hence Yew-tree'd a., planted with yew-trees.
187a Mrs. A. Gatty Bk. Sun-dials Introd. p. xxii, The

quaint yew-tree'd garden.

Yewys, obs. form of Iwis.

Yex (yeks),yesk (yesk), sb. Nowdial. Forms:
1 3esca, iesca, sescea, 3eocsa, seoxa, seohsa,
Sihsa, 4-6 yoxe, 5-7 yexe, 6 yeax, yeske, 6-7
yeox(e, 7 yex, yox, 7, 9 Sc. yesk, 9 yisk,
yucks, yeux, yokes. [OK. gesca, geocsa, *gicsa

(gihsa), related to next.] An act of yexing; fa
sob (obs.) ; a hiccup or the hiccups.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 058 Singultus, iesca. c 725 Corpus

Gloss. (Hessels)_ T71 Tentigo, sesca. a xooo Boeth. Metr.
ii. 5 Me bios siccetung hafa3 agxled, o~es geocsa. < 1000
Sax. Leechd. II. 60 pam monnum, be for fylle jihsa siih3.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. ix. (Tollem. MS.), To
abate be ;oxe [ed. 1495 yexe] bat comeb of fulnesse. 1530
Palsgr. 291/1 Yeske that cometh of the stomake, sanglout.
1547 Boohde Brev. flealth cccxxv, It is named the yexe or
the hicket, and of some the dronken mans cough. 1548
Patten Exped. Scot. Pref. cvj b tnarg,, [They] wt a yoxe,
do soon dye. 1565 Harding Answ. Jewel ii. 138 The yeax
and vomite followed. 1578 Lyte Dodoens n. Ixxiv. 246 Two
or three branches of Myntes..do swage and appease the
Hicquet or yeoxe. 1601 Holland Pliny xxvin, xx. II. 342
They shall find a remedie for the yox. 1609 — Amm. Mar-
celt, xxx. ix. 392 The yex that often shooke his flankes and
small guts. 1621 J. Taylor (Water P.) Goose Wks. (1630) 1.

110/2 One staggering there hath got the drunken yox. 1808
iAMiESON, } 'eisk, } 'esk, s., a single affection of hiccup, S. as,
le gae a great yesk, S. B. eesk, id. 1818 Todd, lux..:

sometimes pronounced yex, and yox, or yokes.., the
hiccough. 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 266 Drink
..Which cures the yisk and waterbrash. 1876 Whitby
Ghss., Yeux, a hiccup. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset
Word-bk. s.v. Yucks, Why Tommy, you've a-got the yucks
—drink some cold water.

Yex, yesk, v. Now *S^. and dial. Forms : a 1.

1 ssocsian, seoxian, 3-4 ^oxe, 4-6 yoxe, 4-7
yexe, 5 Jexe, 6 yeax, youx, yowx, 6- yex, 9
dial, yox, yocks, yaux ; a 2. 5-6 yeake, 6 yeask,
6- yesk; a3, 4-5 3oske, 5 yoske. 01. 1 siscian,

5 yiske, 3yske, 5-6 3isk, 3eisk, 9 yisk; &'*. 5
3yxe. [OE. geocsian, giscian, corresp. to OHG.
geskdn, gesgizdn 'oscitare': of imitative origin.]

f 1. inlr. To sob. Obs.

e&8S Alfred Boeth. ii. § 1 Ac ic nu wepende &
gisciende ofgeradra worda misfo. C1050 [see Yexing].
c 1290 Beket 1536 in S. Eng. Leg. 150 And sore wepinde he
wende forth, he joxede and si^te wel ofte. 13. , S. Erken-
wolde 312 in Horstm. Aitengl. Leg. (1881) 312 J>e bysshop
..hade no space to speke, so spakly he 3oskyd. 1388
Wyclif 2 Kings iv. 35 The child ^oxide [1382 brethed]
seuene sithis. r 1440 Alphabet of Tales 29 And agayn he
suld dy, he began at yiske. 1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W.
de W.) Aiv, Singultio, to yeske or to sob. 1601 Holland
Pliny xvni. xxxv. I. 614 Ravens crying one to another as if

they sobbed or yexed therewith. 1629 Gaule Holy Madn.
283 What thinkst thou of the Body, that yelpesand yexes,
at any small push?
2. To hiccup.
a 1400 Arund. MS. 42 If. 28b in Promp. Parv. 539 note,

Anet. .the sed coct, and al hot put to be nostrelle, soffreth
no3t to galpyn, tie to iospyn, ne to 3exyn. 1432-50, etc.
(see Yexing]. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 298 Be
yoxinge, ne bolkynge, ne gronynge. 1530 Palsgr. 786/2
Whan he yesketh next, tell hym some straunge newes, and
he shall leave it. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1545J X vij. It

chaunceth oftentymes that a chylde yeaxeth out of mea-
sure. Wherfore it is expedyent to make the stomake eygre
afore it be fed. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxi. 90 He.,
yawned, spitted, coughed, yexed. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
To Yex, is that we do, when we have the Hicket or Hick
up. 1711 Ramsay On Maggy Johnstoun vi, We did baith
glow'r and gaunt,.. yesk, and mauut. 1804 Couper Poetry
II. 220 Weel like ye, yeeskin', to be there, Though morn's
a head-ad).

3. trans. To belch forth. Also inlr. lo belch

;

to hawk ; to expectorate.
£•1386 Chalcer Reeve^s T. 231 (Ellesm.) He yexeth [v.rr.

3eskeb, 3oxethJ and he speketh thurgh the nose As he were
on the quakke or on the pose. 1513 Douglas &neis
in. ix. 82 His nek fourth of the cave He straucht, for-

drunkin,. .Bokkis furth and siskis of 30ustir mony streme.
Ibid. viii. iv. 36 At his mouth.. His faderis reky flamb furth

3iskit he. Ibid. 154 A laithly smok he 3iskis blak as hell.

rtI 5S5 Lyndesay in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club)52i/i44i
Scho puft and yiskit with sic riftis, That verry dirt come
furth with driftis. 1560 Phaer sEneid. ix. (1562) D iv, He
their maisters head w 1 sword ofchopt, & left his tronke furth
yexing belching blood. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met. v. 58 He
..Beheld him yesking forth his ghost. 2819 W. Tennant
Papistry Storm'd (1827) 154 It garr'd him yesk his dram-
mach. 1882 W. Wore. Gloss., Yox, v. to cough, or spit up.

1893 S. E. Wore. Gloss., Yaux, v. to cough, or expectorate.
1

1 don't want no bacca smokers in my kitchen, yauxin' an'
spettin' about.'

Hence lexer, one who yexes.
1611 Cotgr., Sengloteur, one that hath the hickocke; a

yexer.

+ Yexen, v. Obs. In 5 ^yksen, 3osken. [f.

Yex v. + -is 5
.] «= Yex v.

14.. Chaucer's Reeve's T. 231 iCamb. MS.) He 3>ksneth
& spekyth bourw he nose, c 1430 Chev. Assigne 108 They
chyuercd for colde as cheuerynge chyldren, They 3oskened,
& cryde out & hat a man herde.

t Vexiled [Y- 4], exiled. 1340 Ayenb. 30 Men and wyf-
men and children deserited and y-exiled.

Yexing, yesking, vbl. sb. Now Sc, and dial.

Forms: see Yex, \ehk v. [OK, geocsung, geoxung
«= OHG. gesgiznnga : see Yex, yesk v. and -ing *.]

The action of the vb. Yex
; fsobbing {obs.) ; (most

freq.) hiccuping.
c 1050 Vcc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 423/12 fn siugultutn, in

sicettunge and jeoxunge. c 1050 Suppl. ^Elfn'c's Gloss.

ibid. 179/4 Singultus, seocsung. hm K. Glouc. (Rolls)

801 Mid ^oxinge & gret wop hus he Ligan is mone. 138a
Wyclif Lam. Hi. 56 Ne turne thou awei thin ere fro my
sobbing [v.r. 3oxyng] and ciies. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
1. i. (Skeat) 1. 6 Any maner disese outward, in sobbing maner,
sheweth sorowful yexinge from within. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. vii. xlvL (1495) q vj b, Yoxynge is the sowne in the
nose of vyolent meuynge of y

e stomak. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 5042 So did his princes. . With ^edire 3oskingis & ^erre

$ett out to grete. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 389 Peresch-

enge moche peple in yoskenge or nesynge. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 539/1 5yxyn£e i

singultus, a 1470 TlPTOFT Oral. G.
Flamineus (Caxton 1481) f iv, He in his drunkenesse with
his stombling yoxing & prating. 1483 Cath. Angl. 426/2
A ji^kynge, singultus. 1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de
W.) A v, Oscedo, yeskynge. 1530 Palsgr. 291/1 Yexing,
hocquet. 1543 Trahekon tr. Vigo's Chirurg. in, ix. g6b/i
Great apostemations . . whyche cause rigours, neuers, spasmes,

youxinge. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1545) Fj» Hycketor
yeaskyng, is an euyll mouyng of the veitue expulsiue of

the stomake. 1562 Turner Bathes 9 b, It healeth also the

hitchcock or yiskinge. 1569 R. Andkose tr. Alexis
1

Seer.

iv. 1. 35 To remedie the yexings of the stomacke and vomit,

ings. x6oo Darrell 'I rue Narr. 6 A bygg blacke catt..

tiirewe her backward taking from her the vse both of her

eyes and handes, which with yesking were euer losed. 1613
lip. Andrewks g6 Serui., Eph, iv. jo (1629) 652 The up-

biayding or yexing of the heart (as Abigail excellently

termeth it). 1684 Robt. Johnson Enchir. Med. 111. iv. 152

[The Hicket] is called in English a sobbing or yexing. 1887

F.T. Havergal Heref. Wds. 38 He suffers so from yocksing.

1887 Ja/uicson's Diet., Suppl. s.v. Yeterie, A yetrie yisking.

Yeyed, ? =yefcd, pa. pple. of Eathe v., to ease.

C1425 Abraham's Sacr. 334 in Non-Cycle Myst. Plays

(1909) 49 A ! Lord, I tbanke The of Thy gret grace, Now am
I yeyed on dyuers wysse.

Yeyn-, 3eyn- : see Gain-.

Yeyr, obs. Sc. form of Yeab.
Yeyrd, Yeyre, obs. Sc. form of Earth, Air.

(533 Abstr. Protocols Town Clerks of Glasgow (1879) IV.

60 Jhon Muir..gaef staet, be yeyrd and stane, of ane bak
tenement, a 1500 Coventry Corpus Chr. PI. 37/126 When
the sun and the stare In the yeyre togeythur warre.

Yez. Anglo-Irish. Also yees, yiz. [f. Ye with

plural inflexion s.] You (said to more than one).

1804 Maria Edgeworth Ennui vi, Mind the big hole in

the middle of the bridge, God b\e*syees ! 1828 T. C. Croker



YEZIDI.

Fairy Leg. S. Iril. n. no' Boys', says she, ' I hope yez
nave made_a good dinner.'

Tezidi, -dee (ye-ricH). Also Yeze'e dee,
Izedi, Zezidee. [Of disputed origin.] One of
a religious sect found in Kurdistan, Armenia, and
the Caucasus, which, while believing in a Supreme
God, regards the Devil with reverential fear.

_
1818 Kinneik Journ. Asia. Minor 414 The Zezidees live

in enmity with the Christians. 1819 T. Hope Anastasius
(1820) III. 114 The strangers were Yezidees. 1842 J. H.
I-'rasek Mesop. J, Assyria xiv. 328 The Yezidee religion
appears to be a compound of many others strangely jumbled
together. 1848 Layard {.title) Nineveh antl its Remains:
with an Account of. .the Vezidis, or Devil. Worshippers.
185a BaooO Nestor. I. x. 112, I think it cannot be doubted
that the term ' Yezeedee ' is derived from Yezd, one of the
titles applied by the ancient Persians to the Supreme Being
187. Tycor Prim. Cult. 1 1, xvii. 299 The Izedis or Yezidis, the
so-called Devil-worshippers.

Yezzy, dial, form of Easy.
1896 Aug. J. C. Hare Sto,y 0/my Life I. iii. t 78 The old

Cheshire proverb—' Bout s bare but it's yezzy.'
Yf, obs. form of Give v., If.

t Yfaje, cuiv. Obs. Also 4 ifaie. [repr. OE.
gefxgen adj.: see Y- and Fain a. (southern ME.
Jaje).] Fain, gladly.

a 1300 fox /, Wot/igq in Rel. Ant. II. 276 'Woltou',
quod the vox, 'snft ounderfonge, Tel thine sunnen on and
on, that ther bileve never on.' 'Hone', quad the wolf, ' wel
rata, c 1315 Shoreham I. t862 Ne forbe be moder bet hyt
beer, Ne woldest bou nase y-fa,e.

t Yfailed, yfayKDed [Y- 4 J, failed. ^3.5 Siioreham i.

50 1 1 )>ou nelt iiaujt climme bos, Of heuene bou hest yfaylcd.
13 V fiS So"£* (Camden) 202 Trewth is i-faillid with fremid
and sibbe. 1340 Ayenb. 7 i Alle guod.-s byeb ous yfayled.

f
'394 i-failed [see Fail v. 12 b], Yfaired, yuayred

[(air v.], made clean or pure. 1340 Ayenb. 107 pane gost of
wysdom, be huam bi we zuo yclensed ase gold and yuayr-d
of alle ueljie. Ibid. 200.

Y'faith, in faith : see Faith sb. 12 b.
15 .. Chevy Chase 11. 124 ' Such A.nothar captayn skolland

within
, he sayd, 'ye-feth shuld neuer be.' (11596 Sir T.

More I. 11. 152 Yfaith, yfaith, they are too short for me.
1607 \ faith [see Faith si. 12 b). 1619 Drayton Heroic. Et.

'

xin. 108 Yfaith her Queeneship little Rest should take.

t Y-falle, v. Obs. Also 4 yualle. [OE. ge-
feallan - OHG. gifallan : see Y- 3 c and Fall v.l
intr. To fall ; to befall.

97« IS* Horn. 93 fonnesefeallabealledeofolsyld. 1340
'•

Ayenb. 36 Huet cas yualle. Hid. 48 Hit yualb oberhuyl
desertesoun of eyr and ualse manages.

t Yfalle,n,/<i. pple. Obs. Forms : i jefeallen,
6 ivalle(n, ifalle(n, 4 yvalle, yfall, 4-5 yfalle;n,
3yfalne. [OE. jefeallen, pa. pple. of feallan "to
Fall, gefeallan (see prec.).] Fallen ; txHofig.
971 Blickl. Horn. 93 Seo heofon hib Jefeallen it bami feower

endum middan^eardes. c 1000 Ags. Vs. (Th.) cxlviii. 8 Fyr,
forst, hansel, and jefeallen snaw. a 1225 Ancr. R. 58 Heo
schulen Jelden bet best bet is her inne ivallcn. a 1150 Owl
<V M(», 514 Vor hwanne he haueb ido his dede Ifalle is al
his boldhede. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1537 pe king.. let
oulde vp grete tounes bat were ney adoun ivalle [MS 6
yfille], 1340 Ayenb. 1-6 Hou ofte he heb yualle into zenne.
"393 Langu P. PI. C. x. 179 Men yfille in myschef. 1589
I'citeniiam Engl. Poesie ill. iv. (Arb.) 160 Many a woid
yfalne shall eft arise.

Yfalt, ME. [>a. pple. of Fold k.i

Yfare, var. I-fake v. Obs.
593 7<Kh Straw 11. C iv, So did they all yfare like franticke

men.
tYfare(n[Y-4, Fauv.'i cf. I.fare ».), gone; travelled;

dealt with. 900-30 O. E. Chron. (Parker .MS.) an. 894 pa he
pair to Jefaren was, pa eodou hie to Mora scipum. t 1205
Lay. 4690 Nes hit buten feower wiken J>at pas kinge ifareu
[c 1275 i-varej weoren, cam Brcnnes riden. Ibid. 2642?

'

51

Hv, i ne iuele ich be imine breoste so swete ase bu ert

'

C 1305 Judas Ac. 18 in E.E.P. (1862) 107 Swibe heo gaii
iwite And yfcIe bat he was mid childe. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolb)VI. 13 pe same merk and tokenc bat he
.hadde i-felt [MS. y yvelil] in his soule he bare alwey afler
'•sene. t 1634 Cartwhight Ordinary ill. i. (i65 rj ,6, I no
where hoarl yfeele, but on mine head.

t Yfell, v. Obs. Also 3-4 yvelle. [OE. rc-
fyllaii, -fellan : see Y- 3 c and Fell v.] trans. To
strike down, fell. Also Yfelled pa. pple.
C893 .ili.HiKo Oros IV. yi. I 7 pa hio [sc. seo najrej

^efylled waes. 971 BUM. Horn. 2 ,! Da wolde he Sauctus
Martmus. fet gyld abrecan & Se(yllan. c 1205 Lay. i 48 j8We heom habbeoo iflemed..& mid wepnen ifelled. ,1 1300K. Horn 58 Hy smyten vnder schelde pat sume hit yfelde
»}..«. Alls. 3363 (Laud MS.) \Vib dynt of spere bou were
yield, a 1400 Octouian 1525 Syx baners were y-feld.

t Yfere, rf. Obs. Forms

bis wes al iuare, pa wes Uremics kxisere. a 1250 Owl fy
ytght. 400 Ho. .wes aferd bat hire answare Ne wrbe nouht

ariht ivare [ftr, ifarel c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 577Whan pat he seyde so, That Troylus was out of town y-fare.
1387 1'revisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 385 He was piled and
urobbed, and fare [MS. y yvare] wib as it were a beef.
1432-50 tr. /linden, 11art. Contin. (Rolls) VII. 515 The
cuntray was foule yfare with. Yfarsyd [ Farce v.], stuffed.
1:1430 Two Cookery-bhs. 40 Pygge y.farsyd. Yfast,
yvast [Fast v.'\ fasted. 971 ISlickl. Horn. 205 Da:re nihte
be hie pa:t faesten sefiest hlfdon. c 1275 yuast [see Fast

Y 3l- «3-. A'. Alls. 2419 (Laud MS.) As a wolf, pat fele
dawes had yfast. c 1380 Sir Fnumb. 2822 Gyoun panne
was teynt & paal so longe he hadde yuasle. Yfastened,
set fast, fixed, fastened, c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ivii[il 7 Swa
weax mclteo, gif hit by'o wearmum neah fyre jefa^tnad.
1340 Ayenb. 107 Zuo yuestned ine be loue and adrayngt in
be zuetnesse of god. c 1430 Two Ceokery.bks. 50 pan take
a dysshe yfastenyd on pe pelys ende. Yfebled, enfeebled.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 363 Knglisshe men. .were
moche i.feble [MSS. fs and y yfebled 1

tTfed, pa. pple. Obs. [OE. tefid, pa. pple. of
ftdan Fekij v.] Fed.
a 1100 Aldlielin Class. I. 3753 (Napier 100/1} Holusciilis

uescctctur, ..ofietum wajre jefed. 1 1205 Lay. 13573 He us
hauc5 wel iued. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. no
Wher he were ythe mone boren ant y-fed. 1387 'Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VI. 251 Realliche i-clo|<ed and likyngliche
i.fcdde [MS.y yved]. C1450 C't. of Love 975 In wofall
hour I got was, welaway I In wofull hour foslred and y-fed.

1647 II. More Song 0/ Soul n. InAn. Worlds c, Where aH
take life, ..And then renew'd with pleasure be yfed. 1728
Pope Dune. in. 188 On parchment scraps y-fed.

Yfel
v
l, obs. IT. Evil.

t Yfele, v. Obs. Forms : 1 sefelan, 2-4 ifele,

3 ivele, 3-4 yvele, 4 yfele, 7 yfeele. [OE. &e-

filan : see Y- 3 c and Feel ».] To feel.

^893 (see Feel v. iJ. 121240 Ircisun in O. /:. Hem. I.
,

1 aefera, 2-3 ifere,
lvere, 3 iuaere, iuare, ifeore, ifeire, yfere. PI. 1

seferan, 2 ^eferen, 2-3 iferen, 2-4 ifere, iuere,
3-4 yfere, yuere, 3 iveres. [OE. ge/tm, f. £e-
Y- 1 a + Jar-, mutated f. for- : faran to go.] A
companion, mate, fellow, associate.
C870 Codex Aureus /user., Ic Aelfrtd aldornion & Wer-

buig mm jefera. c 1000 ^Eli ric Ceil. iii. 12 piet wif. put pume forseafe to geferan. a 1200 Moral Ode 229 In helle his
hunger and burst, twa uuele iuere. c 1205 Lay. 26012 ArSur
hme leh Bi-siden his iferen [c 1275 iveres). a 122s 7uliana 4 3
Lnglene ifere ant arcanglene frcond. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rollsl
5994 Vor suan..adde euere is yuere, pre velawes pat next
him were, a 1300 A-

. Horn 235 Horn rod Aylmer |>e kyng,
Ant horn wip him. .Ant alle his yfere. 13.. A'. Alis.6006
(Laud MS.) poo wepe pe kyng & hise yfere.

t Yfere, adv. Obs. {from 6 to 8 arc/i.) Forms:
3-4 ifere, yvere, 4-8 yfere, 5 yfeere, yffere, 6
yfcere, yfeare, Sc. yfeir. 0. 4 yferes, 6 .Sir.

yferis. [Origin uncertain. The available evidence
favours on the whole the supposition that the ad-
verb arose out of the predicative use of ifere, pi.
of \ fkke sb. 'companions, associates', hence
'associated' (see introductory quots. below); if

this were so, the form in fere (from c 1330) arose
from analysing ifere as i, In prep. -i-'Fehe sb.'i

With the )3-form cf. Togetheks, and see -s suffix.]
In company; together. (Extensively used in ME.
poetry as a riming tag ; rare in prose.)
[a 1200 [see Y'eere sb.]. 1:1205 Lay. 274 ;s Twein kinges

pere aeuere weoren ifere. C1275 Ibid. 24750 Euere tweine
and tweyne wenden i-vei e [earlier text /tuer tweie and twtie
tuhte to-somne aelc mid bis lionde heold his iuerel a 1300 S.
Michael in Pop. Treat. Sci. (1841) 136 Ther is turment strong
Of wynd, of water, and of fur, and thaye threo were i-fere.J
a 1300 .W Signa 117 in E. E. P. (1S62) n Al pe see sal

draw ifere as a walle to stond up int c 1330 Assump. I irg.

J

(B. M. MS.) 859 Cryst of heuene.. Amonge pe apostles sone
he Iy3t, And gret hem alle yfere. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2267
In cane pei lyen, & slepen samen y-fere. 13.. Cosp. .\icod.
(A.) 751 Andpai for skorne sayd alle yfere. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 11. 1116 With pat bey wenie arm in arm y fere
[v. rr. in fere, yfere] In to pe gardeyn from pe chaumbre
doun. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 1269 We bup kny^tes alle y-vere
y-born in douce fraunce. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems xvii. 192
What soule is syk, lay pat hcrhe aboue, Hit makep hool al
y-fere. 1426 Lvug. De Cuil. Pilgr. 2295 And whan I herde
al thys yfere, I wex abajsshed in my chere. c 1430 Two
Cookery-bhs. 18 pan take Pepyr, an Safroun, an Brede,
y-grounde y.fere. 1508 Dunbar Coldyn Targe 147 Syne
folou it all hir dameselis yfere. 1566 Drant Horace Sat. 1.

i. Aij b, They feede and feele the fruit of that, which once
tpeygott yfeare. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus S ij, As
litle ioy I feare, should we feele yfere, as did the two vn-
S' nsible pictures. X590 Spenser F. Q. 1. ix. 1 O goodly
golden chaine, wherewith yfere The vertues linked are in
louely wjze. 1600 England's Helicon Fj b, Harpalus and
eke Corin were Heard-men both yfere. 1642 H. More
S.mg 0/ Soul 1. ii. Ixxv, Then let's all go yfere. 1748
Thomson Cast, Indol. 11. xxxv, And much they moraliz'das
thus yfere they yode._ 1768 Downman Land 0/ Muses lv,

There passed by the sister Graces bright, . . Benevolence and
Gratitude y-fere.

fl. 1c 1390 Form o/Cury 1. xxii. (1780^ 20 Take brede and
pe self broth and drawe it up yferes. 1513 Douoi-AS .Fin is

vi. v. 25 Baitb matrouns, and thair husbandis, all j feris.

Yfern : see Fekn a. and adv. Obs.

Yferre, pseudo-arch. f. Afah adv.
f 1634 Cartwright Ordinary v, iv. (1651) 84, I do not

reche One bean f»r all. Tins Buss is a blive guerdon.
Hence Carlishnesse yferre.

t Yfet, pa. pple. Obs. Also 1 sefett, 2-4 ifet,

3 ifat, 3-4 yuet, 4 y-feet. [OE. gefelt, pa. pple. of
('e\fetian : see Y- 4 and Pet z/.] Hi ought, carried,

fetched ; acquired.
C893 /Elered Oros. iv. vi. % 8 Amilcor, se wa:s of Sicilium

him to fultume *,efett. c 1175 Lamb. i/om. 147 And wuuie
ine pet clenesse bet he haueo et his fulluhte ifet. a 1225
Leg

. A' ith. 1296 Fif siSe tene, icudde & icorene & of feorrene
ifat. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5721 pe monekes out of alien-
done verst were puder yuet. 11330 R. Brunne Chron.
II ace (Rolls) 1624 pe castel was mad & set, & per godes
perto yfet. a 1400 Octouian 237 Floraunce was ajdcf
y-feet. 1555 Phaer .Encid. I. (is 58) L j b, Giftes with him
he had to bring from Troy destroyed yfet.
tYfetered [Y- 4], fettered. 11000 Kiddles liii. 4 pa

wairon jenumne nearwum liendum, sefeterade fseste to-
ga--dre. a 1225 Ancr. R. 32 Heo liggeS mid iren heuie
lveotered. 13.. Pol. Songs (Camden) 218 Vfetered were ys
legges under his horse wombe. c 1420 [see Fetter r.l ij.

Yfethered, Yfeyned, ME. pa. pples. of Fiather, Feigm.

Yff, obs. form of Ir.

YfT, yffen, obs. ff. give, given : see Givi v.

' M35 Tory. Porlugalt 2009 God, that died vppon the

3c

YFOUND.
R?' e '

Yirg.ace, that she mi te with ;;ood '. 1484 Coz: Leet
/>*. 519 Of which somme xli. was yfl'cn to tbeym ajeyn.

tYfi'lled, pa. pple. Obs. [OE. gtfylltd, pa.
pple. of {geyyllan : see Y- 4 and Fill v.] Pilled

;

fulfilled.

cooo tr Bxda'sHist. IV. iii. (18 ,0) 266 pail wars swasoclice
mid dad sefylled, swa him to cweden waes. . 1175 Lamb
Horn. 5 pa hit wes ifullet pet ysaias pe prophete lwitcaede.
c 1205 Lav. 6942 pis lo;id wes on grioe and ifullcd mid gode.
1297 R. Gi.otc (Rolls) iu7 2 Wcnder it is. . of pi noble genuine
'// '2

S
°,",?

b
n ^fr lwo" " '1' s" *'' coueitise. 1387 Trevisa

Higden {ftolh) VII. 337 LanfraiK ha.ide y-fjlled [MS. > y.
vulled] his Witt wipal vertues. 1422 YoNGE Ir. Sctr. Seer
241 Whan a man sittyth atte melte he sh.,lde wythd.awe
his hondeafor that he be y.fiilit. 1642 H. More Song „/
Soul 11. 111. iv. xxiv, So all things he jlild with their wish'H
good.

tYfind, v. Obs. [OE. lefindan-.
and Find v.] To find.

cgso Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 28 Iiiutnit unum deem.
seruis stas, . .^(;a\d enne of efne-3e.^num. c 1200 Moral
Od£2 i3 {Inn, Cull. .MS.) Hie seclicfl rcste ; ar non nisachie

j

lues ne imr, t-n ifinden. 1297 K. Glouc iRoIIs! 577s, Yoi he
,

seiule |>e kinpe word J^at iie ne inr,te nnnio vinde. 1340
Ayenb. 130 pou gest in-to helle huer bou sstlt yuinde ver
and berniton. 1387 Tkkvisa Higden [Rolls) VI. 4o 5 Ethel-
woId^l^..(le^t^oytde al }>at !ie my;te fynde [MS. y yvynde]
anon to Crekanfoide. 1412-20 Lydc. Chron. Troy 1. ^37
hamuus Ar-i:s, bat. .first hat art y-fuundc.

t Yfixed [Y-4). fixed. 1742 Shknstone SJiochuistr. xviii,
J Ins Hand in Mouth y-fix'd, that rends his Hair. Yflawe,
ivla-,en[l lay :-.], flayed, c 1205 I. ay. 27^77 Heo s.ulleS

}

beon lslajene, and summe qnic iula5ene. " 13. A'. A/is
I

894 (Laud MS.) I'ou sbalt ben..qtiyk of )>ine hyde y-flaue.'
Yfled [hu-E ?•.], fled, c-1374 Chaucek Troylus iv. 66i The

;

swyfte fame .. was ['oru-h-out 'J'ruye y-ffed with prcste
wynges. Yflemsd, yvlemd [Flfme v.). put to flight:
exiled, c 893 /Ki.FKtD Oros. vi. x.vxiv. § 4 He ^efeaht wib
Ootan, & gefliemtd wearft. c 1305 Lay. 765^ Hu he waca

:

mid his ferdc i-fl;emde of bi-stn tarde. 1297 K. Glolc.
1 (Rolls) 5609 Vur a traytour of is lond lofwas i> name Yfltmd

wasoutofengeloi.d. 1340 Aycnl-. ^y be ohre bye}-, be ualse
yiilemde, (>et vlyei>. Yflesshide [ V- 5]: see Fleshed i.
Ynet [Ii.kkt r.j, removed, c 1430 Hymns Vtrg, (1867) 02
panne foond y me ful fer y-flet Al from god in m.deste. Y-
floured [Y- 5], having flowers. 1340 Ayenb. 1 ;6 He is ase
be smale ule^e bet makeb let hony..and zekj be ueldes
yfloured. Yflowe(n ', iflo^e, yvlowe, etc. [Kli-e v.], fled.
c 1205 Lay. 59.3 Alle be fl.tuien |>e ifluwe buo of R. me.

:
Ibid. 21463 Nu is Childric iulo^en. 13.. A'. A lis. 4486 (Line.
Inn MS.) Darie be kyng is \fluwe. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 225 Marcus Antonius was i-fluwe [r. rr. yflowe,
fledde]. Yflowe- n-, yflone [Fly y.'J, flown, c 1000
/Llfhic Horn. II. 140 Se earn on 5am ofre vessel, mid fisce
Seflo.sen, bone he O^rrihte gefeng. 1297 R. Glolc. (Rolls)
672 He let him makie wencen . .& bo he was iflowe [v. r.

jfUnve] an hei [etc.]. 1642 H. Moke Song 0/Soul 11. in. jv.
xxxvii, They'll all be gone In a short time, like Uats and
Owls yflone At dayes approch. Yflo'wn [Flow v.], over-
flowed. 1576 Fleming PanopL Kpist. 379 The land of
Tyre with seas yflown. Yfo^te, yfou:te«n [Fight v.),

fought. 688-95 Laws Ine vi. (Liebermann}. |>eah hit sic on
iniddum felda ^efohten. c 1205 Lay. 25693 We habbed wi3
him iuohten. C1330 Arth. <\ Mcrl. 9923 On hors keuered
Cleodalis, |>at al so wele yfou^ten, cert. 1387 Trevisa Hig.
den (Roll-.) VII. 229 pe tweie brebereu eurles .. hadde stal-

wurtlilichci-fou^teLI/.S'. y yvojte], Yfoiled, ME. pa. pple.
of Foil i/.

1 Yfold,.e n [Fold v. 1

), folded ; closed, c 1000
Ags. Gosp. John xx. 7 & bait swat-lin . . onsundron sefealden
on anre stowe. c 1330 Arth. t\ Mcrl. 1454 Vnder fo stones
beb depe in mold J'o dragouns fast jfold. c 1380 Sir
Ftrmnh, 5796 pe Ameral..i;urde hym with ys fusiey-voldc,
1432-50 tr. Higden

t RolU) III. ^53 The Roman, helde his
huiide y-folden to geder. Yfolewed, yfolled: see
Yfllled. Yfol;ed, yfoKojwed, followed, a 1175 Cott.
Horn. ?ij Se gode man )>e godes lufe haft ^efoljed. 1340
Ayenb. 99 pis uerste word . . ycf hit is wel ondeistondc and
yuol^ed. 1377 Langl. P. i'l. B. m. 39 Falsenes.se haued
yfolwed b<; al bis fyfty wynire. Yfbnded (Fand, iosd
r-.], attempted, tried, tested, tempted. l>c< wulf 2301 Daet
bxfde sumena sum goldes ^efandod. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
27 A bet he hine naueo al ifondtd to nis wille burhut.
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 94 Holi men wuteA wel | et habbed hit
iuonded, 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2245 My brober bat god
knist is..& wel yfonded in amies. 1340 Ayenb. 117 We
wyfleb wel bet we by yuonded. Yfong [Fang r.'], taken,
seized, received, c 1000 AIlfkic i>en. xliv. 4 Arts and far

a:fter b^um mannuin, and | onnc |>u hi? Refangen ha:b1«
[etc.]. c 1275 Tasiun ojour Lot d 460 in O. E. Misc. 50 We
after vre gultes mede habbeb yuonge. 1297 R. Glouc
Rolls) (tzo Al r.iine he was ^aire auunge [M\. B yfonge] ^
asoiledalso. 1387 Tkvaisa Higden (Rolls) V. 357 He..
deide |>e ^cre after he badde i-funge \NS. y yvonge] be fey
of holy ehirche 0011 and twenty. Yforgod, forged, c 1386
[see FoncED ///. a. 2]. 14*6 Lydg. /V Guii. /'ilgr. 7671
Whaniluy. . I'.en yfurgyd orTmalys. Yfo(urmed, formed,
informed. 1297 R. Glolc. tRolls) 3179 Yfuurmed [v.r.

yformedj as a dragon as red a-e fur. c 1374 Chaccer
Troylus iv. 45: Make no comparyson To creature y-formed
here by kynde. 1402 Pot. Po<tns (Rolls II. 43 Jak, ihi

fonnur is a fole, that thus thee hath yfourmed. c 1420 [see

Form:-. 1

3). Yfo«t(C)red, fostered, a inns Leg. K*1h.

95 peo..bct hire forofedero hefden ifostret, c 1325 Lai It

Ir, ine ng In a covent y-fostered to be. c 1386 Chalcer
Reeve"s T. 26 She was yfostred in a Nonnerye. c 1407 Lyi g.

A', son \ Sens. 1633 That uisdam and philosophic Vfostred

ben with rychesse.

f Tfound, ta - PPb- 0bs- [
V"4] Found.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. in. xi. (Schipperj 2je/i pa his ban

?;efunden & ^emeted wa:ron & to ba:re evneean ^ebedde.

cit7i t.atnb. Horn. .isOoer he heo wat 3urh bet he heo dude
him seolf, -oer he heo haf5 i-escad, o^er M*l ifunden on

bwke. a 1250 Otut <$• Night. 705 pe Nihtegale . hedde
onswere god ifunde. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V.

333 Aftirward bis body ana be body of bu wif Gwenvere
were if lunde [MS* y yvoundej. 142a Yonce tr. Seer. Set r.

160, I baue v-founde a man aftyr myn herte. 1470-85

Malory Arthur xvii. vft, 6^9 Ye be wel y fonde said sir

7-

a



YFOUNDED.
Bors. 1522 World -y Child A v b, So fell a fyghter in a felde

was there neuer yfounde.
fYfounded (Y- 4, Found v.

3
], founded. C1290, etc.

i.fouuded [see Kound v. 3
]. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in.

265 It is not vnknowen. .That rewlers of rewmes,. Were not

yffoundid . . To leue al at likynge. c 1430 Freemasonry 394
He schal thenne be chasted after the lawe That was
y-fownded by olde dawe. Yfracled, yfreklet: see

Freckled ppl.a. 2. Yfrafu)ght, fraught, c 141a Hoc-
cleve De Reg. Princ. 858 My schip is wel ney with dispeir

y-fraght. 1576 Gascoigse Steele Glas 363 Such as have
their stables ful yfraught, With pampred Jades. 1598 Syl-
vestkr Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handicrafts 108 The Trees with
thousand fruits yfraught, 1647 H. RIore Song of Soul 11,

Infitu Worlds xiv, As if this empty space with bodies were
yfraught. Yfrayght [cf. Freight pa. pple.], freighted.

1561 B, Googk Palingenius Zodiac Life Bk. to Rdr.,
Momus there doth ryde at flote, with scornefull tonges
yfrayght. Yfrede v. [Y« 3 c], to feel, perceive, experience.

c:888, etc. [see Frede v.\ ^1275 Sinners Beware 316
in O. E. Misc. 82 To day ye schuleb y-frede And vnder-fo

lubre mede. c 1315 Shoreham i. 170 pa} we ne mowe hyt
nau^t ise, Ne for be me bodie iurede. Yfree v. [V- 3C],to
free. 688-95 Laws Ine \xx\v. (Liebermann), £onne mot nine

se hlaford ^efreogean. a 1000 Paternoster ii. 31 Wi3 yfele

^efreo us. c 1105 Lay. 475 Heo bidde5 be mid freonscipe,

bat bu heom ifreoie. 1340 Ayenb. 86 pe guodemen in bise

wordle, bet god heb yvryd be grace, .urain be breldome of
be dyeule. c 1425 [see Free v. 2]. Yfrendg'de [Y- 4],

fringed. 1594 Carf.w Tasso I. xiv, He puts on siluer wings,

yfrendg'de with gold. Yfretied ' [Fret p. 1
], eaten, worn

away or into holes. £950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vL 19 Ubi
aerugo et tinea demolitur, huer rust & mohAa fcfreten

bi5. £1275, a 1577 [see Fket v. 1
2, 3], 13.. Pol, Songs

(Camden) 201 That his fleis be al i-frette. '1x425 tr.

Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 58 pe substance of be veyne
yfreted may nojt be souded with-out disese. 1426 Lydg.
De Guil. PUgr. 17468 Conswmyd, and yffret a-way. 1568
T. Howell Arb. Amitie 2 b, Thy prisonere, Whose chaines
h;ith through his hart yfreat. Yfret(ed 2 [Fret v.6 ], fur.

nished, studded. 1426 Lyug. De Guil. PUgr. 588, I sawh
ther cordys rovnd & long, Al yffret with knottys strong.

c 1440 Patlad. on Hush. iv. 725 His necke in many a ruge
Yfretted grete. Yfretized, pa. pple. of Fretish, fketize
v. 3 Obs. Yfrore [Fkeezet'.], frozen, c 1275 XI Pains of
Hell 181 in O.E. Misc. 152 Summe beob fur-brend, and
summe ifrore. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5354 More vor be
harde vorst bat but water yurore is. 1387TREVISA l/igden
(Rolls) VII. 497 pe emperesse . . scapede awey over Temse,
j>al was i-frore [MS. 8 yfrore] and heled wib snowe. c 1403
Lyug. Temple of Glas 20 A craggy roche, Like ise Ifrore.

Yfrote, ME. pa. pple. of Fkot v. Yfrounct [Frounce
v.], wrinkled, c 1634 Cartwright Ordinary v. iv. (1651) 84
His Visage foul, yfrounct with glowing eyn. Yfruited,
Yfry(e)d, ME. pa. pples. of Fruit v., Fry v. 1

Yft(e, obs. forms of Gift.
1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. xxxi. 173 A wyse and a worthy

man bat lowid not yftis to rescewe. C1450 Godstow Reg.
1 77 Pe yfte bat Raf be sone of wayfere & hys heyrys made.
i486 Churchw. Ace, Croscombe (Somerset Rec Soc.) 15
John a Dene owth for the yfte of hys syster iij selver sponys
. . xxJ.

t Yfuled, yvyled [Y- 4, File v.
2
], rendered foul, n 1100

Aldhelm Gloss. 1. 653 (Napier 19/1) Foedatos, gefylede.
a 1240 Lofsong in 0. E. Horn. I, 205 Ich habbe . .mid flesches
fuldeifuled me. 13.. R. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 8971
Wanne he bi moup cusste pat so vilHche isoiled [MS. B
yttyled] is. Yfulled, yfolled [Full v. 1

}, baptized. ^897
Alfred Gregory's Past. CA viii. 443 Do3 arrest hreowsunga,
& weorftaS sioftan xefullwade. C1175—1297 ifuUed, ifulliet,

yuolled[see Fullz/. 1
]. 1387 Tkkvisa Hidden (Rolls) VI. 157

pere he was i-cristned [v.rr. yfulled, yvolled] of pope Sergius.
a 1400 New Test. (Paues) 47/16 To byleuen in Crist, & ben
y-folewed. Yfurred, furred. 13.. A' Alls. 5502 (Laud
MS.) Twoo bik mantels, yfurred wib grys. 13.. Coerde L.
6526 A robe i-furryd with blaun and nere. c X450 Mirks
Festial 40 A clobe . . bat was of fyne scarlad, well yfurred
wyth grys. Yfurthered, furthered, c 1402 Lyug. Compl.
Bl. Knt. xlvii, The trewe man Was put abakke, wher-as the
falshede Y-furthered was. Yfycched [Ficche v.], fixed.
C14M Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 856 That after-clap, in my
mynde so deepe Y-fycched is. Yfyned [Fine &.'}, refined.
14. . Lydg. Beware Doubleness 99 O ye women, which been
enclyned . . To been as pure as gold y-fyned. Yfyred,
M E. pa. pple. of Fire v. x

tYgad;e)red, ygedred [Y- 4], gathered. C891-C1275
[see Gather v.). 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4527 In is ost bo
hii were ygadered in pis cas. c 1394 P. PL Crede 189 pou^
be tax of ten 5erwere trewly y.gadered. c 1489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xxxix. 144 So grete a tresoure was ther wyth-in
the paleys, ygadred by the kyng. Ygalled = Galled
ppl. a. 2

1. 1742 Shenstone Sc/ioolmistr. xviii, See 1 to their
S^ats all hie with merry Glee, ..All, but the Wight of Bum
y-galled. Ygan, ME. pa. pple. of Go v. Ygathering,
pr. pple. [Y- 3 c; cf. ycausing], gathering. 1S66J. B. Rose
Ovid s Met. 163 Rustics there, ygathering osiers. Ygazed,
arch. pa. pple. of Gaze 7/. 1812 BvRosCh. liar. u. Ixxi,
He that unawares had there ygazed. Ygazing, gr.pple.
(V- 3c]

f
gazing. 1742 Shenstone Schoolmistr. xiii, Thilk

Wight that has y-gazing been. Ygelt, Ygerdonyd, ME.
pa. pples. of Gild v. 1

, Guerdon v. Ygerd, ygert : see
Ygurd. Ygete, got. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 225 }wat man
be child ssolde be bat he adde bi }ete [MS. B y gete]. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 61 Whan he hadde y-gete liis

axynge. Ygeve : see Give v.

!l Yggdrasil (i-gdvasil). Myth. Forms : 8 T-
drasil, 9 Ig-, Y"(g)gdrasil. [ON. yg\g)drasill,

also askr yg{J)drasih lit. ash-tree of Yggdrasil {1 i.

Yggr name of Odin + drasill horse; but the forma-
tion is obscure).] In Scandinavian mythology, the
great tree whose branches and roots extend through
the universe. Also allusively.

1770 tr. MalleVs Northern Antiq. II. Fab. viii. 49 Gangler
demanded : Which is the capital of the Gods, or the sacred
city: Har answers, It is under the Ash Ydrasil; where
the Gods assemble every day, and administer justice. 184c
Carlyle Heroes iii. 165 The Tree Igdrasil, that has its

roots down in the Kingdoms of Hela and Death, and whose

52

boughs overspread the highest Heaven ! 1863 W. H.
Gillespie Argt. Mor. Attrib. God 51 It [sc. Love) is, in

fact, the mundane Yggdrasil. 1865 Lowell Thoreau Wks.
1890 L 361 The nameless eagle of the tree Ygdrasil. 1878

Emerson in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 413Y0U say: 'Cut
away ; my tree is Ygdrasil—the tree of life.'

Yghe, y3e, obs. forms of Eye sb. 1

+ Ygiled,ygyled[Y- 4, Guiles.], beguiled. 1340^^?;^.
124 Lokeb bane man bet he ne by be none sle3be of be

kueade y-gyled. Ibid. 256 Hi byeb ofte y-giled. Ygilt l

[Guilt p.l sinned, offended. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

IV. 219 Nober for noblete of be persone bat hadde agult

[MS, & ygilt]. Ygilt 2 = Gilt ppl. a. 1434 [see Gilt///, a.

1 b]. 1589 Nasme Martin's Months Minde Wks. (Grosart)

I. 196 My hope once was my old shooes should be sticht,

My thumbes ygilt, thai were before bepitcht. Ygladed
[Glad v.\ made glad. C950 [see Glad v. 1]. C1205 Lay.

19587 j>a wes Vder blioe & igladed swuoe. CJ350 Will.

Palerne 850 panne was bat menskful meliors muchel y-

gladed. Yglased, ME. pa. pple. of Glaze v> Yglent
[Glent O.J, made radiant, c 1530 Songs, Carols, etc.

(E.E.T.S.) 65 Gaude Maria, yglent with grace ! Yglewed,
Yglosed, etc., ME. pa. pples. of Glue, Gloze v. 1

, etc.

Ygloved [Y- 5, Glove sb.\ gloved. C1400 Laud Troy Bk.

6542 Agamenon on syde lioued, With gode Amies and wel

y-gloued.

t YgO*, adv. Obs. Also 6 ygone, 6, 8 ygoe.

[Spenserian pseudo-arch, form of Ago adv.
-

] Ago;
formerly. Laleygoi recently.

[1426 Lydg. De Guil. PUgr. 6276 Yt ys not yet ygon ful

yore.. Whan tliow doutest the off thys bred.] 1579 Spenser
Sluph. Cat. Oct. 62 And great Augustus long ygoe is dead.

1590 — F.Q. il i. 2 Whom his victorious hands did earst

restore To natiue crowne and kingdome late ygoe. 1596
Ibid. iv. xt 39 And following Dee, which Britons long
ygone Did call diuine, that doth by Chester tend. 1767
Mickle Concub. 1. xliii, And what ygoe the Place o( Herbs
had bene, Is now a -Turnip Fielde. 1768 Downman Land
of Muses \x, Her heart had long y-go transmewed bin to

stone.

tYgofe, ME. pa. pple. of Go t/, Ygolped, ME. pa.

pple. of Gulp v. Ygon(e, ygoon, yguo, ME. pa. pples.

of Go z». 1340 Ayenb. 142 He is y-guo into )>e hole of bo
roche ase be colure ine his coluerhous. c 1440 Pallad. on
Husb. 1. 788 Another with a diche aboute ygoon is. 1642

H. Moke Song ofSoul 1, ill. xliii, Hut when from Aptery
we were ygone. Ygotfen [Y- 4, Get v.\ got. c 1430 PUgr.
LyfManhode 1. cxlv. (1869) 74 Litel is woorth thing ygoten
if after the getinge it ne be kept. Ygovernet, governed.

1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 207 By Iustice Is al the

worlde y-gouernet. Ygraced, ME. pa. pple. of Gkace v.

Ygrad, ygred, ME. pa. pples. of Gkede v. Obs. Y-
graithed, ygreithed [Graith v.% prepared, equipped.
rti225 Leg. Kath. 1993 pis pinfule gin wes.. se grisliche

igreidet. 13.. K. Alls. 7536 (Laud MS.) Ygreibcd ben his

foure bousynde. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 225 When
he is so y.graithed .. pen shalle ye open hym thus. Y-
gra(u)nted, ygrawnt, granted. 1340 Ayenb, 264 Huyche
y-graunted bus he begynb. 1387 Ukevisa Higden (Rolls)

VIII. 227 Whanne be le^acye of be cros was cominytted to

hym he took no procuracies bat hym were y-graunted. 1456
Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 292 Had and ygrawnt by the

fellyst of the sayd comynes. Ygratyd, grated, c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 15 Biede y-gratyd.

t Ygrave(n, ygraved, pa.pple. Obs. [See

Y- 4 and Grave z/.j Buried ; graven, engraved.
c 1205 Lay. 21 153 /Ennesceld deore. . ber wes innen igrauen

[^1275 igraued] mid rede golde stauen. c 1369 Chaucer
Detlie Blaunche 164 By a caue That was vnder a rocke
ygraue. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 379 A cros i-grave

in be pavement of marbilston, c 1500 Lancelot 1798 But
l>e als dep in to the erd y-grave. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563)
Tj, And in the hart it is so diepe ygrave. 1594 Carew
Tasso in. lxxiii.Where after was ygrau'd : Here lyesDudon.
t Ygret, ME. pa. pple. of Greet v. x Ygreved, ygrewid,

grieved. 13.. A". Alts. 841 (Line. Inn MS.) A kyng ber was
. .pat had ygreued muchul liis kynne. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer,
Seer. 241 Sone he shal be seke and his body y-grewid.

Ygromony, obs. form of AcumioNY.
C1475 Pict, Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 786/12 Hec igromonia, a

ygromony.
tYgronde, ygroundefn [Y- 4, Grind r.

1

], ground.
c 1000 ./Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 131/2 Commolitus,
^egrunde. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vil 171 To Abate be Barli

bred and be Benes I-grounde, c 1386 Cualxer Knt's T.
1691 A sharpe ygrounde spere. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 13
Temper vp bine Almaundys bat bou hast y-grounde.
Ygrope, ME. pa. pple. of Gkope v. Ygrounded [Ground
7'}, grounded. < 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 921 So
frendly and so wel ygrounded, Vpon al reason so wel
yfounded. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. PUgr. 3942 Knowyng that
. .hyr compleynte. .Was ygroundyd on folye. »ss6 Lauder
Tractate of Kyngis 191 Without kyngs Y-groundit be In
Goddis wourd of verytie [etc.]. Ygrowe(n [Grow v.\
grown, c 900 W/Erferth tr. Gregory's Dial. m. xiii. (1900J
198 Swa faeste his heafod was gegrowen to flam lichaman,
swylce hit nxfre of acorfen na^re. 13.. K.Alis. 6491 (Laud
MS.) per hij founde Wymmen growen out of be grounde.
..Somme weren to be nauel ygrowe ; .. And summe weren
ygrowe al out. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 53 This wenche
thikke and wel ygrowen was.

Yguana, obs. form of Iguana.
tYguld, -t, ygyld, -t, ME. pa. pples. of Gild v. 1

Ygulpid, ME. pa.pple. of Gulp v. Ygurd,,-t [Gird v. 1

],

girt. 1340 Ayenb. 236 Y-gert aboue mid huite linene gerdles.
1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 403 pey slepeb i-clobed
and i-gerd [MS. & y-gurde]. 14.. Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker
604/30 PrecinctuSf ygurd. Ygyved, fettered, c 1290
i-gwiued [see Gyve v.\ 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III.
I4t Sabar hat fli^e out of piisoun [added in MS. y ygyued].
Yha, ^ha, obs. forms of Yea.
tYhabited[Y- 5, Habit sb.], clothed. 1377 Langl. P.

PI. B. xiii. 285 Y-habited as an hermyte an ordre by hym-
selue. Yhacked [Y- 4), hacked, a x*z$Ancr. R, 298 His
heaued is ihacked of. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 9
His herte was i-hakked [MS, y y.hakket] to smal gobettes.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 55 Porke y-sobe, & smale y-hackyd.
Yhadfde, ME. pa. pple. of Have v. Yhaded, yhoded

YHERB.
[Hade, hode v.

1

], consecrated, ordained. 900-930 O. E.
Chron. (Parker MS.) an, 625 Her Paulinus fram lusto bam
ercebiscep was gehadod Norbhymbrum to biscepe, ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 131 lhadede men he munegeS wel to lerene

ilewede men. a 1250 Owl ty Night. 1177 Hwat queb heo
ertuihoded? x^o Ayenb. 49Clerkesy-hoded. c^sl-bodet
[see Hode]. "Yhaht, M E. pa. pple. of Hatch v. 1

Yhald, obs. pa. t. of Yield v.

+ Yhalde(n, ME. pa.pple. of Hold v. Yhalewed,
yhaded, yhal(o)wed [Y- 4, Hallow v. 1

], hallowed.

c 900, etc. [see Hallow v.
1

, Hallowed]. 1 1205 Lay. 29443
Na chirche ber nes ih;ile3ed. 1340 Ayenb. 40 pe y-hal?ede

stedes bet byeb apropred to guodes seruise. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) III. 13 pe temple was i-halowed [MS.y
yhalwed]. ^1450 Lydg. Life Our Lady xlix. (1484) gviij,

In al the erthe y halowed and y holde.

Yhalou, obs. form of Yellow.
tYhamled, ME. pa.pple. of Hamble v. Yhandled

[Y- 4, Handle p.*. I-handle]. handled, a 1225 Juliana 51

Neauer adet lis dei nes ich pus ihondlet. 1387-8 T. Usk
Test. Lovcu.xi. (Skeat) 1. iui Is vertue the hyeway to this

knot that long we have y-handled? Yhanted [Haunt v.\

practised. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 988 Ne we sitte in no
sete bere sinne is y-hanteb.

Yhar(e, obs. ff. Yaib, yare, fishgarth.

t Yharded [Y- 4, Hard v.], hardened. 1297 R. Glouc
(1724) 352 pe folkes herte ys So yharded [v.r. iharded]. £1374
Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. v. (1868) 133 pe weyateof be snowe
yhardid by be colde. ^1430 Two Cookery-bks. 52 Whan he
is a lytel y-hardid in be ouen. Yharmed ', var. Y-armed,
armed. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 263:3 pre hondred bousend
men nud hiin yharmed henom. Yharmed % harmed. 1340
Ayenb. 238 Vor yef hi byeb queade hi ssolle by Jje more
y-harmed banne be obre. Yharneysed,Yhasped,Yhat,
ME. pa. pples. of Harness p., Hasp v., Heat v.

Yhat (;hat), yhate, obs. ff. Gate sbA
tYhate(n 1 see Yhoie. Yhated, hated. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 2254 Wib gret poer . . Of scottes & of picars . . pat

euere abbep bis lond yhated. 1377 Langl. P. Tl. B. IX. tg

Is moste yhated vp erthe of hem bat beth in heuene.

Yhatered, ME. pa. pple. of Hater v., to clothe. Yhaved,
had. C131S Shokkham vn. 434 We nedde y-haued ry3t no
profyjt Ine heuene a-boue.

Ylxe, obs. f. Kve, Ye, Yea. Yhed (3hed(e),

obs. pa. t. of Go : see Yode. Yhed(de, var. of

Yhid, Yheedid, -yd : see Headed.
Yhefyr, obs. form of IIkifeb.

1446 Churchw. Ace, Yatton (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 85 It.

of J. Meke vor a yhefyr. .iij s.

Yheid (aheid(e), obs. pa. t. of Go : see Yode.
Yheir, Yheit, obs. ff. Year, Yet, Gate sb. 1

Yheld(e, obs. ft. Yield v.

tYheled 1 [Y. *\pa. pple., healed, c 900 U.Baedas Hist.

iv. iii. (Schipper) 366 & pa on morsennexehadedegewittearas
& ut eode. ^1175, c 1200 [see Heal v? i, 3 b]. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. ii. xiv. 96 A wounde yheled. Yheled 2 [Hele v.3 ],

covered, concealed, c 1000 All fric Gen. xxix. 2 Se pitt wees

?;eheled mid anum stane. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 305 Myd
blod pe erbe was yheled. 13.. A". Alt's. 278 peo lady ly^t

on hire bedde Yhto\ed[MS. Laud yhiled] wel wib selkyn

webbe. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 212 An heme at be
halle ende, Well homelich yhelid. c 1430 Two Cookery.bks.

40 Straw on pouder Canelle y-now, bat be stekys be al

y.helid ber-wyth. Yheled 3
, var. Y-eled, anointed. ^1275

iheled [see Eles-. 1
]- 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7243 King

alfred )?e kunde more bat uerst was yeled [MS. B yheled] at

ronie.

Yhelle, obs. form of Yell v. Yheme, etc.,

var. Yeme, etc. Yhen, obs. pi. of Eye sb?-

tYhende, a. and adv. [OE. zehendc: see Y- 1 b and
Hend(e), near, at hand. C893, c 1000 [see Henb a, 1, 2

and adv. 1]. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1263 per hi wel vnder-

stonde scholde pat sum vnsel heom is ihende. 1340 Ayenb.
2:2 per bieb obre bet gredeb hare benes zuo lhoude bet bo

pet byeb y-hende byeb desstorbed. Yhent[Y- 4, Hent?'.],

caught. 1297 [see Hentz-. i], 14. . St. Jeremie's 15 Tokens
96 Mi5th bai hym haue yhent fast by pe crovne. Yheped,
heaped, c-1440 Pallati.cn Husb. xn. 334 Yf they mende
not, yheped se Askis or flood grauel aboute her roote.

Yher(e, obs. forms of Year.
tYherber(e)3ed, yherborwed [Y- 4], harboured, c 1200

I Trin. Coll. Hoiit. 143 Seuen awergede gostes ware on hire

5eherbere3ede. 1340 Ayenb. 130 Ine z\xo pome house y-

herber^ed. 1393 Langl. P. PI, C. vn. 235 Ich was yher-

j

borwed with an hep of chapmen.

Yherde, early var. of YlED Sc.
f
earth.

f Yherdling. Obs, The holder of a yardland.
11.. Cartulaty of Battle in Vinogradoff Villainage in

' Fng. (1892) 148 note, Yherdlinges. .custUmarii [cf. /bid.,

1 Majores Erdlinges scil. virgani Halferdlinges (majores

cottarii) Minores cottarii].

t Yhere, a. Obs. rare. [repr. OK. *gek/ere, f.

gehleran: see next. Cf. MUG. gehare.] Obedient.

C131S Shokeham 1. 732 pe^ he ne be naujt yhere, Ac
wykke.

f Yhere, ^. Obs. Forms: see Y-and IIeak^.
1 [OE. lehieran, etc. = OS. gihdrian, MLG., MDu.

j

gehoren, OHG. gahdrjan (MHG. gehceren, G. ge-

l
hbren with special sense-development, to belong),

Goth, gahausjan : see Y- 3 c and Hear v. (The
instances of the pa. pple. may belong to the sim-

plex or the compound.)] To hear.

C825 Vesp. Psalter \x. 38 [x. 17] Lustas heortan heara

jseherde eare oin. Ibid. liv. 2 [lv. 1] £eher god ?;ebed min
4t ne forseh 3u boene mine, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii.

*5 2>'f he be ?;ehyr5, bu ^estapelast pinne bro3or. c 1000

yELFRico'amrV Lives xxxiii. 201 ^ehyredum bysum wordum
hi ongunnon ealle weopan. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 5 ^e iherden

er on be godspel hu [etc.). c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn, 143 Nu
5ie habbe^ iherd bes wimmanes name. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 3440 Ac supbe hii wonne al elene out as 3c ssulle

after yhure. ^1330 Assump. Vt'rg. (B.M. MS.) 9 Par
auenture ^e haue no3t iherde How oure ladi went out of bis



YHERIED.
werde. 1340 Aycnb. 265 Nou broken and zo»tren y.hyreb
my red. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) III. 355 f)e iuge
swoor bat he hadde iherde [MS. y yhurd] suche tales of
Zenocrates his mouth. 1393 Una. P. PI. C. v. 157 Loue.

.

cryed vp-on conscience, be kynge hit myghte yhure. 1422
Yosce tr. Seer. Seer. 2j5 Who-so hath a smale neke, he
sholde haue a swete voyce and wel y-harde.
Yhere (}liere), obs. form of Ear sbA
t Yher(i)ed, yher(y)ed [Y. 4l Hekv v.], praised. C1175

Lamb. Horn. 107 pet ure drihten beo eure ihered on ure
godan weoican. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 52 Abetere
burde never nes y-heryed with the heste. c 1450 Crt. 0/
Love 592 Venus, .. Goddes eterne, thy name y-heried is !

Yhern(e: see Yeaiw v.\ Yjsbm a.
tYhert[V-4, Hard v.], hardened. 1340 Aycnb. 29 Huanne

man is y.hert ine his kueadnesse bet me lie may him wende.
Yheryd [Ear v.'], ploughed. 1426 Lvuc. De Gttil. I'ilgr.

5J98 That erthe . . Wher as sowe was thys greyn, Was nat
.. yheryd neucradel. Yhery^ed [Harry v.), ravaged.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 140 Hys husbondus that yaf rent Was
y-heryged dounryght.
Ylies, obs. form of Yes.
Yhet: see Gate sb.\ Have, Yet.
tYhevid[Y-4, Heavyd. ; cf. I-heve^ed], grieved. 1:1440

Gcsta Rom. 51 Sith my two doughters haue thus yhevid me,
sothely I shal preve the thrid. Yhewefd, hewn. C950
Lindis/. Gosp. Mark xv. 46 Excisum depelra, . .jelieawen
of carre vel stane. 11.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 545/36

{','ffi"'"' ii"
53™1 "»*• '387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls)

VIII. 283 pat tyme the woodes in Wales were i-hewe [MS. yyheuwe] adoun. 1430-40 Lydg. Bitc/ws vm. xi. (1558) 6 b,
Vnto the death was wounded and yhewe.
Yheyt(e, obs. forms of Yet adv.
tYhid(de, yhud(de, yhyd(de, etc. [Y- 4, Hide v.\

I.iiede). hidden. c888 /Ei.fred Boctk. xxxv. § 1 f>on fint
he baer ba ryhtwisnesse gehydde mid bais lichoman hjefio-
nesse. a 1223 Ancr. R. 146 Hester, on Ebrewish, bet is
ihud, an English. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5099 Wanne be
rehkes of halwen yfounde were & ykud pat vor drede of
saxons er wide were yhud. a 1300 Sarnnm xi. in E. E. P.
(1862) 2 per nis no bing a-boute be bone to }eme bat was
lhuddid here. 1340 Ayenb. 109 Codes riche is ase on tresor

,

111 be uelde yhed. c 1369 Chaucer Dctlie Blaunche 175
Some.. slepte vpright her heed yhed. c 1374 [see Hide v. 1

I

4). 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 431 Iosephus was I

l-fomide y-hid among useles. e 1440 Pallad. on Husb. IV.
j

487 13y nyght, and vndir cloude yhid the mone.
Yhifte, obs. form of Gift sb.

a 1500 Bernard, de enra rei /am., etc. (E. E. T. S.) 36 Of
all yhifies bat gode yevith to man.
tYhight, ME. pa.pple. of Hiciit j/.' Yhillid [Y- 4,

Hil.ni/.], flayed. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) VIII. 167
[He] made hym be i-hylde {AfSS. ff, y y-huld] al quyk.
1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. 167 Wherfor this kynge comandid
that he were y-hillid.

Yhis, etc., obs. ff. Yes, etc. Yhit(te, obs. ;

ff. Yet adv. Yhode, obs. pa. t. of Go : see
\

Yode. Yhoded: see Yhahed. Yholdefn,
obs. pa. pples. of Hold v., Yield v. Yhole,
pa. pple. of Hele vA, to conceal.

t Yhole, a. Obs. Forms : 1 serial, 3 thai, 3-4
]

ihol, 4 yhol, 4-5 yhole. [OE. gehdl : see Y- 3 b
ad Whole a.) Whole, sound.
ciooo JElvric Horn. II. 154 Da ^eniette he ba:t faet..swa !

Sehal bset oasr nan cinu on naes gesewen. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. I. 354 Wyrc swa hit man gehal forswelsan maese.

\

C120S Lay. 821A! ihal& al isund. a x2*sAncr. R. 80 Hope
halt be heorte i hoi. 1340 Ayenb. 228 Huo bet is yhol of
bodie and uoul ine herte is ase be berieles yhuited. c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 22 pen take figys, an kerue hem a-to, or

j

Roysonys y-hole.

Hence fYholllche, wholly
;
tYholnesse, fYhol-

schipe, wholeness.
a 1240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 203 Moder of swich sune !

wi5 iholschipe of ineiden. c 1315 Siioreham III. 223 pare-
ran do be al y-holliche pat day [se. mass-day] to holy bynge.
1340 Ayenb. 127 pe loue of be herte huerby he him yefb
y-holliche and wyboute corrupcion to bet ba loueb. Ibid.

,

230 Yholnesse and clennesse of bodye bet is to zigge bet bet
body by y-ho! wyboute uelbe of lecherie. a 1400 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 362 jlf b' be axkere bryngeb skore ober wryt,
and aske be berynge y-holeclieche [sic],

Yholk, obs. form of Yolk.
tYholpe(n[Y-4, Help v.\ helped, a 1240 Ureisun in

(> E. Horn. I. 191 ]>u me hauest iholpen aueole kunne wise.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8358 Ich horn abbe quab vr louerd
iholpe[7>. rr. yholpe, yholpen] er ywis. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xvii. 60 How he with Moyses maundement hadde many
men y-holpe. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5505 Socoured ofte And
most I hope [ 'Thyme's cd. yholpe] in all her neede.
Yhon(e, Yhong, obs. ff. Yon, Young.
tYhonge, «ed IY- 4, Hang v.], hung, hanged, aiooo

Phcenix 38 Wintres & sumeres wudu bi5 Felice bledum
Aehongen. a 1250 Owl «r Might. 1136 If bu art bar oner
ihonge pi lif is etier luber and trued. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.)
2612 The thre theues were knightes, That were i-honged.
1340 Ayenb. 241 Al alsuo ase be wordle him hild nor uyl and
uor wlatuol, ase me deb enne y-honged. a 1495 tr. A rdeme's
Treat. Fistula, etc. 34 pe legges y-raised vp and wibatowel
y-hungen.

tYhorsed, «. Obs. [OE. gehorsed : see Y- 5.]
Horsed ; on horseback.
C803 Ml. Fred Oros. HI. ix. § I On his feoehere wasron

xxxil M. & bses isehorsedan fifte healf M. ansa O. R.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1010 pa Dxniscan. ,ba:r wurdon
jehorsode. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1950 Alle on stalworb
stedes stoutliche i-horsed. c 1380 Sir Rerumb. 801 Y-horc-d
& y-armed. e 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxvii. 102 Yf wele
yhorsed I had not ben I shulde neuer haue escaped.
tYho(u}sled [Y- 4], houselled, comuiunicated. a 1000

in Anglia XIII. 425/860 parnne hi beob sebuslude, dum
communicantur. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) V. 73 He
..was i-houseled \MS. y y.housled] to fore al be peple in

an Esterday.^ Yhote(n [Hight v. 1

], called; commanded ;

promised ; bidden, etc. c 1000 .¥.i.fn\cGcn. ii. 11 pa:t land,
|
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be ys sehaten Euilao. 1154, etc. [see Hight v.' A. 3, B. 1).
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 159 pe fuwer wateres ba be beoo ihaten
us on to weschen. c 1200 Ormin 3360, I Davibb kingess
chesstre, patt iss Jehatenn Bebbleaim. c 1150 Gen. ,y Ex.
2416 Siden dor was mad on scite, De was y-oten Ramese.
1340 Ayenb. 119 pise graces byeb yhote yef|;es uor bri
skeles. c:4oo Tri visa Hig.ieu (Rolls) VII. App. 521 The
emperour had y-hote his servauntes that thei schuld go after
hym privylich. 14. . K. Sol. Bit. Wisd. 156 pe widewe sou
died, he was yhote Ionas.

Yhoten, var. Eten Obs., giant.
Yhou, Yhour

v
e, Yhouth;e, obs. ff. Yod,

Youu, Youth.

,£Xh^,e [Y " 4 '
Heue »* heaved. 1387 Trevisa Higden

(Kolls) VII. 455 Y-meovcd and y-hove fei out of oon place
into anober.

Yhow, Yhownge, Yhowthe, obs. ff. You,
Yuuno, Youth.
Yhowted, ME. pa.pple. of Hoot v.
Yhte, rare var. of ME. ehte: see AUGHT sbA
1390 Cower Can/. II. 37 8 This Priamus hadde in his vine
A wif, and Hecuba sche hyhte.
Yhu, jhu, obs. forms of You.
Yhude, ME. variant of Yode.
tYhugged[V. 4 J, hugged. 1614 J. Davies Eclogue 18S,

I ne wot, on mould what fealer skill Can bee yhugg'd in
Lordings pectorall. Yhuited (White v.\ whitened. 1340
Aycnb. 178 Line clob bet is y-huyted he ofte wessinge.
Ibid. 228 pe berieles yhuited bet is uayr wyb-oute and
wyb-mne uol of stench. Yhuld : see Yiiilled.

Yhule, Yhung, obs. ff. Yule, Young.
tYhungen: see Yhonge. Yhuntid [V- 4], hunted.

1399 Langl. Rich. Rcdeles m. 22S He was halowid and
y-huntid and y-hote trusse. Yhuiyjred, yhyred, hired.
< 1000 /Elekic Glass, in Wr.-Wiilcker 115 21 Locatia, behyr-
ing, tttl jehyred feoh. 1387 Trevisa Higden iRolls) IV. 51
An oost )>at was i-hered [MS. y yhuyred] out of Grecia.
1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. ix. 336 Bote he be heyliche yhyred
elles wol he chicle. Yhurtie, ME. pa.pple. of Hurt v.
Yhy(ejalde, ME. (Kentish) pa. pule, of Hold v. 1340
Ayenb. 8 Zuich wrebe longe yhyealde and hyuealde ine
herte. Yhy?ed (Y- 4, Hie i'.], hastened, a s^aoNew Test.
(Paues) 1 Thess. ii. 17 We. .hafeb muche y-hy;ed tosenioure
vysage. Yhyled [Hill r/.'J, covered, c 1394 P. PI. Crede
93 Pat cloister. .All y-hyled wib Iced lowe to be stones.

Yi, graphic var. /*', Thy ; dial. I. Yea.
Yid (yid). slang. [Back-formation f. next.] A
Jew who speaks Yiddish.
a 1890 Sporting Times (Leland), I might, if I had poached

upon the province of the Pitcher, Have devoted just averse
or two to iove among the Yids.

Yiddish (yi'dif), sb. (a.) [Anglicization of G.
jiidisch (yil'dif) Jewish ; the full German name is

jiidisch deutsch ' Jewish-German '. The English
word has been adopted in German nsjiddisci.]
The language used by Jews in Europe and America,
consisting mainly of German (orig. from the Middle
Rhine area) with admixture (according to local or
individual usage) of lialto-Slavic or Hebrew, words,
and printed in Hebrew characters.
1886 Besant C/iildr. Gibeon 11. vii, [German immigrants]

|

tell me their wants in their own language, which is generally
Yiddish. 1892 Chamb. Eneycl. IX. 496,2 There were at
one time two newspapers in London alone published in
Yiddish. 1894 Du Maurier Trilby vil. (1912) 368 Several
of the band stood round gesticulating, and talking German
or Polish or Yiddish. 1900 C. Russell Jew in London ii.

18 The Yiddish-speaking community.
adj. 1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon 11. xxviii, A large importa-

tion of Polish Jews who were making a little Yiddish Poland
for themselves up a court. 1892 Chamb. Eneycl. IX. 496/1
Martin Luther compiled a dictionary of Rotwdlsch. .used
by the thieves of his time, in which half the words are
Hebrew, derived from the receivers of stolen goods and
their Yiddish dialect.

So Yiddisher [G.Judisc/ier], a Jew who speaks
Yiddish.
1890 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slang.
Yie, obs. form of Eye, Yea.
Yieft, jiefte, obs. ff. Gift sb.

Yield (y"ld), sb. Forms : 1 xeld, sield, sild,

Syld, jeoid, 2 Jseild, 2-3 jield, 2-=. ^eld, 4 eild,

yilde, 4-5 3eild, yeild, 4-6 yeld, 5 ^elde, yolde,
6 yalde, 6-7 yeeld(e, 6- yield. [In senses 1-3
OE. gield, etc., str. neut. (cf. Guild etym.) =.OFris.

geld, ield (Fris. jild, jil), OS. geld (senses as in

OE.), MLG., MDu. gelt payment, money (Du. geld
money), OHG., MHG. gelt (senses as in OE.),(G.
geldmoney), OS. gjald (Hv/.gdld, Da.g/eldj, Goth,
gild tax : f. stem of *gcl6an (see next,!. In senses

4-6 directly f. Yield v.]

tl- Payment; a sum of money paid or exacted,
as a tribute, tax, etc. : spec. = Geld sb. Obs.
(950 Lindis/. Gosp. Mark Introd. 4 De reddendo caesaris

tributo, of syld a-s cajseres seselenne. a 112a O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1013 Bead ba. Sweden full xild ft metsunga
to his here bone winter. Ibid. 1087 X.\c unriht xeold he
forbead. a 1154 Ibid. 1137 Hi ladden xxildes on be tunes.
e isoo Ormin 10170 peft haffdenn wikenn off be king To
sammnenn hise aeldess. c 1205 Lay. 7194 Romleode. . pe.

.

lie dursten hider lioen Axien king of bissen londe pat he
}efue 3eld in to Rome, a 1300 Cursor M. 27831 Strenth, bat
lauerding agh to meild, pat o hair men tas wrangwis yeild.

13.. K. Alls. 2959 (Line. Inn MS.) >cf bow wold aske suche
a 3cld Com and haue hit in be feild. 1424 Sc. Acts jtas. I

J

(1814) II. 4 It is accordit bl a }elde be raisit b 1 is to say
xijd of ilk pvnde. e 1450 Godttow Keg. 652 That the lady.

.

shold hold and haue. .all yelde and alfquarels and exaccions
fie and quyte. 1494 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) I. 67 And this '

YIELD.

[

neild to be caddeiit ytirly ane.s in the yeir. 1531 in Eng.
! Giidi (1870) 329 Euery mannys wief, after the deih of hur
I

husbond.beyng a taillo1", ihall kepe a^ many >ervaunts as
they wille,..su she here scotte and lotte, yeve and yeld, w l

:
the occupacion. 158a •Shittttexvorths' Ate. (Chttham Soc.j
6 ihe cunstablye of bharpelles for a yalde vij' 1

.

tb. Payment for loss or injury, compensation.
601-4 Lawso/ EtUclbcrt x.wiii, ^if man inne feoh xenimeb,

se man 111 £elde ?;ebe[e. a 1225 Atur. K, 58 Strong geld
is her mid alle & (Jodes dom is, & his heste, bet heo liit ^e!de
allegate. c 1500 Priests 0/ t\blis in Pinkertou Scot. Poems
(1792) I. uy Upon the day of Dome, for mans body thair to
give ane yeiid.

t 2. The offering of sacrifice to a deity ; worship.
agoo Cvnewulf Juliana 146 (Hi goda i^sa ?;ield forhog-

dest. a 1225 Leg, Kath. 212 \ is ilke ^eld, bet tu dest to
deouelen.

1-3. Reward, recompense
; retribution. Obs.

a 1200 Moral Ode 45 i'I rin. Coll. MS.) He de^ his aihte
an siker stede be hit sent to heueriche, bar ne barf he habben
care of here ne of 5iekie. a 1225 Am r. K. 376 pe bolemode
bolie bitter one hwule uurheschal sone .. habben 5eld of blisse.

4. The action of yielding cro],s or other pioducts,
production; that which is produced, produce;
esp. amount of produce.

c 1440 Pallad. on Hush. 1. 216 Kek hillis yeld is Wel
^retter grayn and fewer, then in feeld is. a 1483 Liber Niger
in Hoitseh. O'tl. ,1790 69 Beyngin some yeres, or insiindrye
eountreys, thyme whecte, or thycke husked, or bettyr and
lieavyer of yelue, some tyme whiter ilowet or browner. 1543
Grafton Contn. Hauling j 57 After haruest for so muche
as wheat, .was of soMnal yelue, it was solde for .xii.s. and
.xiii.s. iiii.d. a quarter. 1563 Hvn. Art Garden. O593J 126
'1 he yong plants ought daily to be plucked vp from the old,
for feare of hindring the yeeld of the old. 1577 Gooce
HcresLa4.k' s Husb. 17 b, To knowe the nature of euery
grounde, Iscomachus in Xenophon, dooth w> 11 you to marke
wel the plantes and the yeeld of the Countrey. 1611 R.
Fenton Usurie 11. xiii. 91 'J hat increase which God gaue
by the yeeld of the earth and lining creatures. 1773BCRK1;
Lett., to Mart/. Rockingham (1844) I. 445 The wheat was
large in show upon the ground, but the yield in flour i* not
extraordinary. 1799 A. Voc.no Agric. I. int. 213 His yieid
12 guineas an acre. 1854 Ronaids & Richardson Chem.
TechnoL (ed. 2) I, 131 The coking lasts about twenty-four
hours, and the yield of coke in the ovens averages 67 per
cent. 1863 Fawcktt Pol. Econ. 111. xv. 489 Since the year
1850, the average uf the yield of gold in Australia lias been
10,000,000/. 1868 ]>Asr.M Jest J<f Eai nat 11^73) II. 381
He had a farm just outside the town on the yield cf which
he lived. 1893 Traill Sec. Eng. Introd. p. xlviii, Their
earliest trade. . is. .in the surface products of the earth— in

corn or wine, in the yields of the olive-grove or the orchard.

b. The amount obtained from some financial

tiansaction, impost, etc. (e.g. of interest from an
investment, of revenue from a tax).

1877 R. Giffen Stock Exch, Securities 152 The higher the
yield of a security. 1884 Manch, E.iant. 12 Sept. 5,1 A
tax. .which, moreover, is considerably reduced in its yield
by the cost of collection. 1912 Times 19 Dec. 15 4 The
present value of the three Central London stocks., affords a
yield of over 5 per cent.

f5. The action of yielding or giving in; sur-

render, submission. Obs. rare.

1600 \V. Watson Decacordon (1602) 193 Their consent,
yeeld and concurrence. Ibid. 351 No such yeelde, as the
lesuiticall faction report we haue made.

8. The action of yielding or giving way, asunder
pressure or tension.

1889 Telegr. Jrnl. <v Electr. Rev. 20 Dec. 707/1 It was
concluded that the increase of [elastic resistance] during
' yield ' is the same for all the specimens.

Yield (yild) , v. Forms: see below. [Com.
Tent str. vb. : OK. fWS.)n«Uw, ^Angl. & Kent.)
ieldan

%
pa. t. &ca/d, guidon^ pa. pple. golden «

OFtis. geiJa, irfda (WFris. jilde> iiKris. ji:/dt,

NFris. jiii), OS. geldan, MDu. gjielden (Du.
geldm\ OHG. ge/ian, j^MHG., G. geiten), ON.
gjalda, Goth, -giidan (in compounds Jrogildan,
usgildan to compensate) :— OTeut. *ge/6an

t
of

which the ultimate relations are uncertain.

This vcib has had a remarkable sense-development
in English owing to its having been used as an
equivalent of L. redden nnd F. rendre, or their

compounds. In some of the related languages the

word has shown tendencies to develop in the same
diiections, but the only generally surviving senses

on the Continent are ' to be worth, to be valid, to

concern, apply to ', which are not represented at all

in the English word.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Infinitive and Present Stem. a. 1 gieldan,

Seldan, 2-5 ;eldc u, 3-7 yeld, 4 5ielde, ;eilde,

yeilde, yhelde, (also 8 St;) jield, 4-5 jhelde,

(also 7 Sc.) 3eeld e, 4-6 ^eld, yelde, 4-; Jeild,

4-7 yeild, 5 Jheylde, eylde, elde, 5-7 yeeld(e,

6 ealde, 6-7 yeald, 7 yielde, eyld, 4, 6- yield.
<:8a5-i*90o[see Ii. 1-7]. c isoo Okmin 19903 Whannc& hu
He wollde hiss dere keminpr Hiss mede ^eldenn. c 1250 yeld

[s-e H. 6J. 1*97 R. Glocc. (Rolls) 6369 Icholie wel ^iti mede
jelde. 13.. Cursor M. no (Cott.) Scho sal bam ^eld a
nundreth fald. Ibid. 260 Traistli acuntes sal we yeild. Ibid.

28738 Resun to yield well better is O merci ban of cruelnes.
xv. Ibid. 19472 (Edinb.) To |'e ihesu }ield 1 migastc. 1340
Hamfole /V. Consc. 5503 Acount to yhelde of hairkepyng.
1375 Uarbour Hruce x\. 33 To 3<-ld or reske» StrewilHng. tjSa
W'vcmk fsa. xlii. 22 And ther is not that seie, }eeld. C1430
SyrGtner. (Roxb.) 9792 Darel fast he behelde, And seid,
' Sir, crist \uu >elde Ol thiscomyng.' c 1440 Prom/, fmrv.
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537,' i decide be goost, or deyyn. a 1483 Fide [see B. 10 a).
?rti5oo Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) 169 The high father of
heaven I praie To eylde your good deed to daie. 1535
Coverdale Ecclus. Ii. i, I wil yelde prayse vnto thy name.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 126 b, Tvvoo so inuincible
nacions, which neuer would yeild or bowe. 1571 Yeald [see
B. 17 b]. 1598 Sir T. Norrevs in Lismore Papers Ser. ti.

(1887) I. 16 His purpose is not to ealde the posesion. 1605
Shaks. Macb. 1. vi. 13 How you shall bid God-eyld vs for
your paines. 1611 Murk Misc. Poems i. 25 ^et\d to his
powar. 1647 H. More Song of Soul in. App. xix, That
light Orb of air. .must yielden evermore To phansies beck.
1659 Hammond On Ps. Pref. r iS To yeeld him an intire
Body of necessary Theology, c 1730 Ramsay Some of the
Contents ii, He to best poets skairslie zields in ocht.

£. I sildan, syldan, 3-5 5ulde^n, 4-5 5ild>,
3yld(e, 4-6 yild(e, 6 ild, ylde (in Goddildy etc.).

ciooo ^Elfric Exod. xxii. 4 Jif man cucu finde, biet he
stxL.gildebe twifealdon. a 1122 [see B. 1]. c 1205 gulden
[see B. il a 1300 Cursor M. 2C833 pe pouer man es like J>e

fild, patcornplenteis wonttoyild. c 1305 in E. E.P. (1862)
58 An he5ere Justise pat |>e schal )>e trecherie 3ulde. 1389
;yld [see B. 2]. >t 1400-50 ll'a>s Alex. 80 $ild vp (-i rewme.
1493 Cov. Lett Bk. 550 Due therfor paying, gyffyng, or 5ild-

>ng. 1575 God dylde [see B. 7]. 1590 Spenser /•'. Q. I, vi. 3
That stubborne fort to yilde. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

iv. Decay 138 God dild you.

7. St. 5 3auld, 5-6 jald, yald.
c 1450 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {Jacobus) 142 pat criste. .can vs

kene Gud fore evil to 3ald almene. 1489 Harbours Bruce
x. 824 He suld the castell seld [MS. E. ;auld] quytly. c 1500
Lancelot 553 He bidis yuwyour londe Ve yald hyme our.
1513 Douglas AEneis x. x. 136 He weltis our, and 3aldis vp
the breith.

8. 5 yolde.
c 1400 Sotudone Bab. 403 Yolde youe here to me. 1432-50

tr. Hidden (Rolls) IV. 55 Cownsaylenge theymeto yolde vp
the cite, c 1482 J. Kay tr. Caours'ins Siege of Rhodes P r

(1870), So that they wold knowlege hym as theyre souu^rayn

:

and yerely yold hym a lytyll trybute.

b. Pres. Ind. (contracted forms) 2nd sing. I

Sieltst, siltst, silst, *yltst, 3-4 3elst, yelst.

yd sing. 1 sielt, silt, sylt, 2 3eelt, 3 pl% 3eldJ),

3-5 jelt, 4-5 yelt
; 5 yalte.

<r 888 Alfred Bocth. xl. § 7 &lmihtig God .. gilt aelcum
after his gewyrhtum. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 231 EIc seeltefter
his ^earnunge. ^1205 Lay. 21071 Nu he me 3ilt[cxz753elt]
mede For mire god dede. (11225 After. R. 232 Hwoso is

siker of sukurs..& }clt tauh up hiskastel to his wiSerwines.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 100 Ac ssropssire 5eldp haluendel to
bulke bissopriche iwis. [bid. 729 pou 3elst nou my loue
wrobe. 1340 Ayenb. 18 He.. bet. .yelt him kuead uor guod.
Ibid. 38 Vor yef be vinst and na}t ne yelst, bou hit stelst.
c z\qo Rom. Rose 4904 He chaungith purpus and entente
And yalte into somme couente.

2. Pa. t. a. 1 seald, 3 jeald, 3-4 3iald, ^eld,

3-5 jelde, 4 eild, ;ilde, (also 6 Sc.) 3eild, 4-5
yeld, 4-6 yelde, 5 ^ylde, 3eelde, 6 Sc, yeild,

7 Sc. yeeld.

t
071 [see B. 5]. c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 Icb 3eald bat

ich noht nenam. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 128 Ahsesone ha^eald
ham swucche ^eincleppes. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9216 He
.. 3eld him is godnesse pat he dude him. 13.. Cursor M.
9484 (Cott.) Sathams .. To wais seruis straitt he him eild.
13.. /Wrf.6398(Giitt.) paiieild him ay ful littel thane. 1387
Trevisa HigdcH{Ro\\s)lll. 9s pekyng Ieconlas. .^ilde hym
..to Nabugodonosor. 14.. Sir Beues 4306 (Pynson) And
both in armes yeld vp the gaste. a 1585 Montgomery
Cherrie % Sloe 1024 }it Hope and Curage wan the field,
Thocht Dreid and Danger nevir;eild. 1632 Lithgow Trmf.
ix. 418, I yeeld to the Noble mans counsell, and giuing him
all dutifull thankes, he sent a guide with mee.

b. 2nd sing. 1 julde, 3 3ulde
; yd sing. 4

3uld(e. pi. 1 suldon, -an, 3-4 3ulde(n, 4 ;uld.
a 1000 Odmon's Gen. 2419 Du£u?>um wlance drihtne

guidon god mid gnyrne. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cv. 26 [cvi.

36] Sceuccgyldum swybe guldan. ai**$Ancr. R, 406 pu
;ulde bet tu ouhtest. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 953 Al be feldes
J?o wern y-fuld of dede. .Saue an vewe bat leye & ^ulde &
abide hure debes stounde. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
HI. 77 He 3elde [MS. y a 311b!] vp be goost. Ibid. 95
(MS. y) peos bat $uld [v.r. ^iide] ham wylfolych [orig. isti
qui sfionte se dederunt). Ibid. 269 Whan be men of be citee
sigh >at bey 3elde hem self [MS. y hy julde ham sylf].

0. 3-5 3old, ^olde, yolde, 4 youlde, 4-5
joulde, 4-6 yold.
In the earliest quots. a variant of %ulde : see o b.

c 1275 Passion our Lord 61 in O. E. Misc. 39 Vor alle be
godepathe heom dude, hi yolde him lubre mede. C1290
Behet 819 in S. Eng. Leg. 130 And bov ne ^olde me pai-of
none a-countes. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3847 & to be king
artbure horn 3olde ech man bat was wys. Ibid. 11800 pe
castel of penneseie heo 3olde vp be kinge. c 1320 Sir Trt'str.

307 For hauke siluer he ^old. 1340-70 Alisaunder 304 Hur
3ates 3eede bei too & youlden hem soone. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 562 pe kyng of Denmarke ^olde hym anone bo. 1460
Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 187 But aftirward alle went bak,
and 3oId hem to the Kyng. c 1482 T. Kay tr. Caoitrsins
Siege ofRhodes: T to (1870), There he kneled downe and yold
thankynges. .unto God. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xi. 25 To
her yold the flames.

7. Chiefly north. 4-5 (6 Sc.) ^ald, 3alde, (also

6, 9 Sc.) yald, (4 ^ialde, yalld, yhald); 4-5
yauld, 5 ^auld, ^aulde.
13.. Cursor A I. 1208 (Cott.) Lelli yald he him his teind.

13.. Ibid. 19794 (Edinb.) He bir raisid. . And ^ialde bir quic
up for batm alle. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 390 To crist his bodi
he 3ald. C1350 Will. Palerne 3661 Pe kinges sone of
spayne..to hire 3alde. 1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 320 Syne
3ald the castell to the king, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii.

(Laurentius) 496 Hc^auld be spryt. C1400 Destr. Troy
6 (99 He gird to be ground, & pe gost yalde. a 1450 Knt. de
la /"fiw'lxxXjWhanne it plesed vnto God, he yalde ayen the
sight vnto this good

i
man. 1513 Douglas sEner's n. ix. 46

The gaist he 3ald with habundanceofblude. 155a }ald[see

R. ucl 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Slorm'd (1S27) 168

The kirk-yard's coffins yald and broke.

8. 4 3alt, 3alte, yalt
; 4 3elt(e, 5 yelte, yilt.

c 1300 Seynt iilergrete in Leg. Cath. (1840) 100 He . . 3elt

hem her seruise With wel michel won^. 13.. Guy U'arzv.

(A.) 927 & wele he 3alt him his while, c 13*0 Sir Tristr.

261 Durst non o^ain him kibe, Bot ^alt him tour & toun.

1377 I.ANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 214 Why bat one thef on becrosse

creaunt hym ^elt. Ibid. xviu. 100 5owre cbampioun chiualer

. . 5elt [7'. rr. ^elte, yelde, yiltj hym recreaunt. c 1430 Pilgr.

LyfManhode nr. xxv. (1869) 150 Whan j sigh that ne hadde
don euele, he yelte aytn the pens.

f. 4 3eldid, yhelded, 3eilded, 4-5 ^eldede,

yeldid, 5 3eldide, yeldyd, yeildyd, yyldyd,

5-6 yelded, 6 yealded, Sc. 3eildit, yeldit, 6-7
yeelded, 7-8 yeilded, 7- yielded.
(XI340 Hampole Psalter vii. 4 If i yeldid ill til ^eldand til

me ill for goed. 1340 — Pr. Consc. 2272 He yhelded be
gast to God and dyghed. 13., Cursor M. 696 (Gott.)

Alkines thing in diuers wise 5eilded to Adam bair sen;ise.

^1440 York Myst. xli. 356 Whose wonibe that yeildyd fresh

and fayr. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. v. (1883) 60 They opend
the yates and yelded them vnto hym. 0:1578 Lindksay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 408 He.. held wpe his

handis to god and5eildit tbespreit, 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 297 He yeelded unto nature, and ended his life.

1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 241 The Mountainc.of it selfe..

yeelded many wilde but pleasant fruits, a 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 1. § 30 The King Yeilded. 1874 [bee B. 10 b].

f. 5 yoldede.
1432-50 tr. ///£<£« (Rolls) 1 1 1. 269 The citesynnes.-yoldede

the cite.

3. Pa.pple. a. 1 golden, 4 y golden, 5oldine,

-un, yoldon, -un, 4-5 golden, -yn, (yholden\
4-6 yolden, -in, -yn, 5 y-yolden, (^oldyne,
5holden), $(6Sc.)%o\din; 5 Joulden, 6 youlden,
St. ^owdin, yowdin, 9 Sc, yowden.
a 900 Kent, Glosses in Wr.-WGlcker 67 gEt..retribuetur

t

and bl5 golden, a 1000 [see B. 6], 13. . Cursor M. 23192
(Edinb.) par sal be yoldin him his hire. 13.. Guy Wanu.
(A.) 1572 Ful iuel ichaue y*3olden it be. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter lxiv. 1 Body and saule, sail be golden till be in

ierusalcm. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 804 He set ane sege
thar-to stoutly, And lay thair quhill it 3oldyn was. CX400
Rom. Rose 4556 Curtesie cerieyn dide he me So mych that

may not yolden be. c 1450 Brut 11. 492 pe town of Melun
was yholden to be Kynge. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 67 b 1

Our lord hath yolden the malyceof Nabal on hisowen heed,

1513 Douglas AEneis i, ill. 9 Cjuby mycht I nocht on ficld'is

of Troy haue deid. And by thi richt hand ;owdin furth my
spreit? 15. . Christ's Kirk 151 in Bannmtyne MS. (Hunter.

CI.) 287 For hir saik he wes nocht yoldin. 1553 Brende Q.
Curtins m. 25b, All the Cities- .that had bene youlden vnto

hym. 1836 youden [see Yolden 2J.

j8. 3-5 ijolde, y3olde, yolde, 4 i:joulde,

hy5olde, i3ulde, yjulde, 4-5 y-yolde, 3ulde,

4-6 3olde, 5 i-yolde; 5 3old, 5-6 yold.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9223 Ar be castel him were Isolde.

a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 809 To hire he hab i^olde Twenti pond
of ride golde. 13.. Bonaventura's Medit. 346 Wheber nat

euyl be 3ulde for gode. 1340 Ayenb. 73 Hou uirtues and
guode dedes byeb he3l"iche yolde. Ibid. 163 1'is dette ne
may by uolHche y-yolde. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1.

2220 With-out assaut be castel were y-^olde. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour lxxxviii, Whanne they shalle be yolde ayetine an
hundred folde more, c 1500 Lancelot 380 She ajeine to

hyme haith ansuer 3olde. 1596 Spenser F.Q.wi. vii. 30 To
reape the ripened fruits the which the earth had yold.

7. 5 5(h)eldyn, 5~6yelden(e, 6-yn. yeelden.
C1425 Wyntoun Cron. lit. ii. 276 pat he Suldebundynand

syne 3eldyn [v. r. yoldin] be. 1471 yelden [see B. 8]. 1556
Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 14 This ye re . .was the towne
of Rome yeldene to the emperor. 1568 Graiton Chron. 1 1.

80 Thinke.. what thou hast yelden to him againe. a 1586
Sidney ^n"*iV« (1622) 95 KIaius..who lately yeelden was
To beare the bonds which time nor wit could breake.

8. 4 iyelt, ijilde, 5 j^eld, yelde, 5, 7 yeld, 6

yeeld.
13. . Seuyn Sagcs{W.) 1698 Oure gode dede schal ben iuel

i-yelt. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 4S5 Forto be hadde
ijilde hym be castel of Newerk. 1401 in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 11. I. 14 [He] hadd y3eld op the Castell of Kermerdyn.
C1440 Generydes 4781 Townys and Caste! ys are yelde to his

band. 1578 Whetstone Promos iy Cass. 1. v. iii, Who
(wonneby loue) hast yeeld thespoyle of thy virginity. «i66o
Contcmp. Ilist. Irel. (Ir. Archasol. Soc.) 1 1. 24 Mariborough
was.. treacherously yeld to Castlhauen the 9th of May.

f. 5 ijelded, ^eldid. yeldyde, 5-6 yelded,
6-7 yeelded, 7- yielded.
61460 Osetiey Reg. 128, j.d. merely to be ijelded to me

and to my heyres. c 1489 Caxton Sonncs ofAymen xii, 30 (,

I have yelded you agen that ye tended me right now. 1540
yelded [see B. 9]. 1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc v. ii,

Who fearing to be yelded fled before. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
in. xxxvi. 230 Before hee yeeld them obedience; unlesse
be have yeelded it them already. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. 365, I should never have yielded to injustice from any
fear of death.

{. 5 yolded, -yd.
1449 Paston Lett. I. 85 And ther they were yolded all the

hnndret schyppysto go with me in what port that me lust.

(i 1466 Gregory Chron. in Hist. Coll.Cit. Lond. (Camden)
115 The towne whythe grete sawte was yoldyd and wonne.

B. Signification.

I. To pay, repay, requite,

fl. trans. To give in payment, render as due,

pay (money, a debt, tribute, tax, etc). Obs,
c 893 Alfred Oros. \. x. § 1 pact him leofre waere wifi

hiene to feohtanne bonne gafol to ^ieldanne. cg$o Lindisf
Gosp. Matt, xviii. 30 Donee redderet debitum

t
wiS he £"!de

haet scyld, a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1014 Se
cyninghet xyldanbam here be on Grenewiclaex .xxl busend
punda. c 1205 Lay. 7372 pti ablest me to gulden [1 1275
3elde] 3auel of b'ne londe. a 1225 After. R. 404 I3en euentid,

hwon me 3clt wcic-men hore deies hure. a 1300 Cursor M.
7985 And ^eildes til your creatur pe tend part o your labour.

c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 5219 Today ich ^eld }our rentes Wib
hard woundes & deb denies. < 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xxii.

104 pis citee 3eldez 3erely to be Grete Caan..l. thousand
comacyes of florenes of gold, c 1450 Godstow Reg, 318
Symon Holle held j. Cotage, vj. acrisof bond-lond, and shold
yelde by the yere iij. shillings at two termes of the yere in

even porcions. 1491 Act 7 Hen. Fit, c. 19 § 1 By the ser-

vice of a redde rose., to the same late Kyng and his heires

for all maner services to be yolden. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet.
15 To performe their bargaines, to stand to their promises,

& yelde their debtes. 1598 Manwood Lawes Forest iv. § 1.

21 b. The killing of them [se. foxes] is a breach of ihe kings
Royal free Chase, and for that the offender shall yeelde
a recompence. 1652 Needham tr. Seldens Mare CI. 11. xi.

272 Glocester yielded [orig. reddebat] xxxvi Dicres of Iron
and c. iron rods fitted to make nails for the Kings ships.

2. To give as due or of right, or as demanded or

required ; to render (service, obedience, account,

reward, thanks, etc.). Now somewhat arch.
(iooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxviii[i], 17 £ild binum esne gode

daede. C1200 Ormin 5214 Lef faderr, 3eld me nu Forr all

min swinnc rihht mede. a 1225 Ancr. R. 186 fencheo anon
bet he is ower uederes 3erde, & bet be wule 3elcen him 3erde

seruise. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2248 Ich am her, ..mid alle

mine hirdmen, to 3elden reisun for ham. 13.. K. Alls. 7420
(Laud MS.), 5^'deb me homage alle. 13.. Cursor M. 461
(Gott.) Qui suld i him seruise 3eiide? All sal be at mine
ami weilde. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vm. 175 per dede
schullen a-rysen,. .and a-Countes jelden How pou laddest

bi lyf. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 3 Which wardeins schul

gadere be qwarterage . . and tiewelich 3yld here acompt
perof. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer,, Gov. Lordsh. 49 With ioye y
wente hoome 3eldand to oure creatour gret bankynges.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xvn. xix. 717 They yelded hym
honour and good aduenture. 1560 Dacs tr. Slcidafie"s

Comm. 49 They shal yeld an accompt for it one day. 1588

J. Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 33 And so we her subiects

should yeeld continual thanks vnto her highnesse. c 1610

IVowen Saints (1886} 170 Seeing we haue beene reserued to

yield these funerall speeches to iur brother and sister. XC63
Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxviii, That he might be moved to

let go his right to punish us, and we not movtd to be careless

in yielding him the rest of bis right which he haih to our.

.

obedience. 18*3 Scott Qucttiin D. xv. What token canst
thou give me, that we should yield credence to thee? 1831

James Phil. A ugustus 1 1, ii, Yield him obedience in lawful

things. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxvi, We yield all

blessing to the name Of Him that made them current coin.

f b. To perform (a promise), pay (a vow). Obs.
C825 Vcsp. Psalter xlix. [1.] 14 JT,eld oa:m hestan ?ehat

'6in. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 665, 1 schal . .3elde bat I hy3t.

1382 Wyclif Iso. xix. 21 Thei shnl vouwe vouwes to the
Lord, and jeelde. c 1400 Maundev. ix.[xiii.], pei 3olden vp
here avowes. c 1400 tr. Seer. Seer., Gov. Lordsh. 110 JtlcH
by hetynges.

f o. To give thanks to. Obs. rare.

c 1440 York Myst. x. 53 Nowe awe I gretely god to yeelde,

That so walde telle me his entente.

1 3. To pay for loss of or injury to (something)

;

to make compensation for (loss or injury) ; to

makeup for, make good. (Also absol.) Obs.

#900 Laws ofsElfrcd Introd. xxii, £if hwa adelfe waster-

Eyt..&
bine eft ne betyne, £elde swelc neat swelc ?a;r on

efealie. tiooo ^llfric Exod xxii. 6 5^^>'r baeme mu^an
oo3e standende ajceras, ?:ylde bone byrst be \'xt fyr on"

tende. 11175 Lamb. Horn. 31 J'ah ic hefde al bet ic efre

bi^et, ne mahiic 3elden swa muchel swa ic habbe idon to

herme. 0:1225 Ancr. R. 58 Heo schulen yelden pat best

bat is ber inne ivallen. Ibid., Heo is gulti of l>e bestes

dea3e..& schal. .yelden be bestes lure. 1340 Ayenb. 31 Uor
hi ne moje amendi ne yelde be barmes btt hi habbef
and hit behuueb yelde ober hongy.

f4. To pay back, repay ; to give back, restore.

(In later use mostly with again.) Obs.
(-897 IElfrkd Gregory's Past. C. liv. 425 Wenslu. .hw«3er

he bine mid Sy gehealdan ma^e 3a;t he him naubt mare on
ne nime, ne Caet ne gielde "-^Eet he aer nam? C1175 Lamb.
Horn. 79 }if hu mare spenest of bine, hwan ic a3en cberre,

al ic be 3elde. a 1225 Ancr. R. 302 Schrift 3elt eft al bet

god bet we hefden uorloren. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1708

So 3eply was 3arked & golden his state. 1362 Langl. P. PI.

A. v. 236 And 3'it I-chulle 3elden a^eyn ,if I so niuchehaue.
c 1400 Cursor M. 27867 (Cott. Galba Till wrangtane thing be
aolden ogayne. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour\xxx, And whanne
it plesed vnto God, he yalde ayen the sight vnto this good
man. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye m. 295 So peace that

was loste by Adams synne, he rotored & yelded ageyne.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 11. xxi. ng He ought to be
yolden ageyn to his frendes. 1552 Huloet, Yeld eftesones

a thinge receiued, or taken,, .mony borowed or suche like,

f5. To give (something in return for something

received ; to render, return (a benefit or injury,

etc.); const. for. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 1-21 Ne he nasnigne man unribtHce for-

demde, ne namijum yfel wib yfele ^eald. fii75 Lamb.
Horn. 15 Ne scalt \>w 3elden vuel on3ein uuel nuSa. a 1225

Ancr. R. 186 Ase be apostle lerefl, ne 3elde neuer vuel uor

god. a 1300 Cursor M. 4424 For bi leute and pi tiuthhede

Ful iuel es yolden be bi mede ! 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love
1. iii. (Skeat) I. 107 Yvels for my goodnesse am manyfolde

to me yolden. 1390 Gower Couf. II. 292 It with kinde

nevere stod A man to yelden evil for good. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofsEsop \. x, Euyll folk, .for the good done to them,

they yeld ageyne euyll. a 1586 Sidney Ps. vii. iv, If I

wrought not for his freedom's sake, Who causlesse now
yeeldes me a hatefull hart: Then let my foe chase me.

b. To return (an answer, a greeting, or the like).

Now only (with admixture of 10 b or 14% to vouch-

safe (an assent) to.

17X225 Ancr. R. 64 He.. be sit & spekeft totiwaid him, &
3ett him word a^ein word, a 1300 Cursor M. 8166 And b^ir

hailsing bai til him tald, Ful hendeli to bam he yald. C1320
.V*> Tristr. 1987 Brengwain answere ^olde. C1350 WilL
Palerne 234 In hast bemperour hendely his gretyng him
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jeldes. C1475 Rauf Coifyar i2i, And euer to his asking
ane answer he 3ald. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. u. xix,
Venus again 3ald thame thair salusing. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 142 Than yf we be touched with a sharpe
worde, we shal yelde a benigne & gentyll answere. 1603
Shaks. Meas./or Al. iv. ii. 6 Leaue me your snatches, and
yeeld mee a direct answere. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xvi, As he yielded to this suggestion a ready and rapturous
assent, they all rose. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed, 2) I. in To
this Protagoras yields a reluctant assent.

f6. To give something in return for, make re-

turn for, pay for, repay; to reward, recompense,
requite (an action, etc., in good or bad sense;
often with dative of person). Often in phr. God
yield ityou : cf. 7 a. Obs.
a 1000 Csdmons Gen. 413 ponne he me na on leofran tid

leanum ne meahte Mine gife gyldan. Ibid. 1102 Min sceal
swi5or mid grimme gryre golden wurSan fyll & feorh-
cwealm, bonne ic for5 scio. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 For
banne he wile Sere ^elden elch man his hwile mid swilch
mede swo he ernede here, c 1200 Ohmin 6239 patt hcore
da^whammlike swinnc Beo da^whammlike hemm ;oldenn.
c 1250 Kent.Serm. in O. E. Misc. 33 Clepe bo werkmen and
yeld hem here trauail. a 1300 Cursor M. 4996 'Sir', bai
said, * godd yeild [v.rr. ^itde, ^eild, ;elde] it yow\ a 1300
Assump. Virg. (Camb. MS.) 249 Thu hast made me ofte
glad ; Thu has done as my sone bad, My sone shal it yelde
to the. 13.. K. Alis. 132 (Laud MS.) Hc.^inkep selde
his iniauite. C1330 Arth.

<fr Merl. 9241 He hadde iuel
3olden pe ktsseinge pat Gvenour him :$af at his arminge.
^1350 Will. Palcrne 319 pat god for his grete mi^t al here
god hem 3eld. ? 1370 Root. Cisyle 128 in Hazl. E. P. P. I.

274 The portar 3aide hym hys travayle, He smote hym
a^ayne withowten fayle. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 7941 The
dethe of bat doughty shalbe dere yolden With the'blode of
bi body, c 1400 Gamelyn 368 If.. thou thenkeasthou seyst,
god yelde it thee, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour lxxxviii, Suche
good dedes, it is noble thinge to be do, and to vse, whanne
they shall be yolde ayenne an hundred folde more. 1530
Palscr. 786/1 Where I can nat, God yelde it you.
absol. 1382 Wycuf Ps. cxxxvii[i]. 8 The Lord shal 3elde

for me.

7. With personal object (orig. dative ; sometimes
with Id). To reward, remunerate, recompense, re-

pay, a. in good or neutral sense : esp. (in later

use only) in phr. God yield {you etc.), also cor-
ruptly God eyld.

.

, God dild. . , etc. (see God 8),
from c 1400 to c 1600 a common expression of
gratitude or goodwill. Obs. or rare arch.
Beowulf 1 1 84 Wene ic bast he mid gode syldan wille

uncran eaferan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 123 Se ilea Drihten..us
bonne wile , . ae^hwylcum anum men gyldan & leani^ean
after his sylfes weorcum. 471175 Cott. Horn. 231 He..elc
3eelt efter his ^earnunge. c 1250 Gen, fir Ex. 2581 God it

3eald oese wifes wel, On horn, on ha3te, eddi sel ! c 1300
Havelok 803 God yelde him per i ne may, pat haueth me
fed to bis day! C1350 Will. Palcrne 1547 Hut loueliche
lemman oure lord mot be ;e!d pat \A worbi wille was to
come to me noube. 1 1400 Beryn 1680 A Ml in this town
Wold do hym worshipp . . God hem 3eld ! so have bey offt or
nowe. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode 1. cxlvii. (1869) 75 Whan
bei weren trussed, grace dieu, god yilde hire wel, goodliche
spak to me. 1454 Paston Lett. (1904) II. 331 Suster, God
3elde 30W for 3owre la bore fore me, for gaderyng of my
mony, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aytnon xxiii. 495 ' Gra-
mercy, sir ', sayd the duke rycharde, ' and god yelde you 1

'

1575 Gammer Gurton v. ii, Baily. God blesse you gammer
Gurton. Gamer. God dylde you master mine. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. iv. v. 41 How do ye, pretty Lady? Ophelia. Well,
God dil'd you. 1606 — Ant. $ CL iv. ii. 33 Tend me to
night two houres, 1 aske no more, And the Gods yeeld you
for't. 1608 Chapman Byron s Couspir. v. ad jin.. Marry
God dild him. 1872 Tennyson Gareth $ Lynette 18 Heaven
yield her for it.

T" b. in bad sense : To take vengeance on, * pay
out'. Obs.

13. . Sir Beues (A.) 318 Al bat hab me fader islawe,. . Ich
schel hem ;ilden [14.. MS. Al. I shall be vengid]. c 1380
Wycuf Sel. Wks. III. 43 Myn is be veniaunce, and I schal
3elde hem in tyme. 1382 — Ps. xl. n [xli. 10] Thou.. Lord
. ,a*een rere me, and 1 shal 3elde to them.

II. To give or put forth, produce, furnish, exhibit.

8. To give forth from its own substance by a
natural process, or in return for cultivation or
labour; to produce, bear, 'generate (fruit, seed,

vegetation, minerals, etc.) ; to put forth (a bud,
shoot, etc.); jto bring forth, give birth to, bear
(offspring). Now chiefly arch, or poet.
In first quot. with partitive object.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4720 pof men ouer all has saun feilds,

O corn es bar noght an bat yeilds. 1471 Caxton Recuycll
(Sommer) 31 She this day hath rendred & yelden j>e fruyt
cf her wombe a sone and a doughter. 1573-80 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 31 For want of seede, land yeeldeth weede.
1577 Gooce tr. HeresbacK's Husb. 39 b, The Female [hemp]
..dooth yeelde a white flowre. 1577 Harrison England
it. xv. oob/2 in Hoiinsked, Till they, .spread or yeld their
rootes down rhjht into the soyle about them. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 1. ii, 107 Iniurious Waspes, to fcede on such
sweet hony. And kill the Bees that yeelde it, with your
stings. 1608 — Per. v. iii. 48 Thy burden at the Sea, and
call'd Maiina, for she was yeelded there. 1611 Bible Gen.
i. 29 Euery tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yeeld-

ing seed. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vn. xi. 595 The soile

yeeldeth Cloues, Ginger, and Siluer. 1651 Br. Hall Soli-
loquies xvi, If I look into my orchard I see the well grafted
scions yield, first a tender bud. 1672 Gisw Idea Phitos.
Hist. PI. §43 Turpentine, which, in Distillation, yieldeth
Oyl and Water, both limpid. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
111. 482 The salacious Goat encreases more; And twice as
largely yields her milky Store. 1744 Berkeley Sin's i 25
Trees growing in low and shady places do not yield so good
tar. 1857 Miller Etem. Chem., Org. (1862) iii. 83. 194
They all combine with the elements of water and yield one

55

of the acids homologous with formic acid. 1859 E. Fitz-

Gerald Omar v, But still the Vine her ancient Ruby yields.

fig. 1587 Got.ding De Alornay xvi. (1592) 262 This minde
of ours doth also yeeldfoorth words, ibid. 267 When did
euer purenesse yeeldfoorth corruption?

b. To furnish (a produce of so much). Also

with up.
a 1300 Cursor At. 12329 pan qtien it [sc. wheat] scorn was,

weil it yalld A hundret o pair inettes laid. 1577 Harrison
England I. xiii. 38/1 in Hoiinsked. Eche acre of Whete..
will yeeld commonly twentie bushelles. 1577 Googk tr.

Ifercsbaclis Husb. 30 b, The other kinde [of oats] is lyghter

..and yeeldeth but little flowre. 1667 Primatt City $ C.
Builder 4 Inclosed Lands in many places doth yeild half ns

much, or as much more, as Lands in common fields. 1833
Ht. Martineau Briery Creek iii. 63 The farmer makes his

land yield double by good tillage. 1888 P. Strutt in

Homilist Sept. 391, I have seen a barrowful of crushed
quartz-rock yield up at last, .a little spoonful of gold.

o. To produce as a result ; to give as a mathe-
matical product. Now rare or Obs.

1541 Records Gr. Arts L vij, I multiply the first numbre
3 into ye second 40000, and it yeldeth 120000. 1593 Kale
Horotogiogr. 31 The quotient Sine shall yeeld an arke,

whose Complement shall be named the Complement re-

peated. 1876 K. H. Hutton Ess. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 26 Wher-
ever two or more independent and equally worthy sources of
information appear to yield up inconsistent results.

d. absol. To bear produce ; to be productive or

fertile, f Hence, to turn out (in a certain way).
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5696 Pe erbe jeld betere & bet

weder was murgore bi is dayc.ban me er ysaye. ^1300
Prov. Hendyng in Sal. <$- Sat. (1848) 277 Lypt chep lubere
^eldes, quob Hendyng. 13.. Gatv, <y Gr, Knt. 498 A ^ere

^ernea ful 3erne, & ^eldez neucr lyke. c 1386 [see Yielding
vbt. sl\ 4]. £1425 Wyntoun Cron, u. v. 316 He couythe
weil bathe ken and se Qwhat lande sulde 3helde or fertile be.

c 1440 York Alyst. x. 30 Sara was vncertan thanne That
euere oure seede shulde sagates ;elde. 1523-34 Fitzherb.
Husb, § 10 If the grounde be good, putte the more beanes
to the pease, and the better shall they yelde. 1639 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Part Summers Trav. 14 A good Myne
that dotb hold out, and yield plentifully. 1760 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer ii, 38 It makes corn to yield well. 1856 Mor-
TOti Cycl. Agric. II. 1x32/1 Spalding's Prolific Red Wheat.,
yields remarkably well, and weighs well in the bushel.

f9. (with compl.) To render, make, cause to

be; also occas. to make, cause (Jo do something).
c 1430 Pilgr, Ly/Manhode 1. clL (1869) 76, I haue a stoon

bat to be folk, whan j wole, yelt inuisible. c 1450 Mankind
733 in Macro Plays 27 My inwarde afflixcyou 3eldyth me
tedyouse wn-to yowur presens. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus i.

i. D iv, What? is not he yelded quiete (with these wordesj?
1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 83 For doubt that this our forward*
nesse may yeelde vs both to die. Ibid. vm. 135 This threat

and surly speech doth yeelde the Gods amazde and d 11111.

1609 y. Raino/ds's De/. Judgm. Pref. A ij b, That . .holy

man, whose learning, .and pietie. .may perhaps yeeld him
more admirable to posteretie. 1674 T. Campion's Art
Descant \\. 35 Example will yield it more plain.

10. To give, in various senses, f a« To deliver,

hand over, present, offer. Also with up. Obs. or

merged in other senses.

0:1300 Cursor AT. 8743 (Cott.) Me think.. f>e child be
nawight don to ded, liot he be yoldon to yond wijf. 13..

Ibid. 10220 (Gott.) Ilkan to |e temple broght Sere giftes..

All bair giftes bai 3eld vp bar- 13. . Gatv. fy Gr. Knt. 67
Syben riche forth runnen to reche honde-selle, 5e5ed ^eres

giftes on hi?, ?elde hem bi hond. 138a Wvclip Prov. xxvii.

24 A croune shal be 3olde [late vers. 30uun] to thee, a 1483
in Engl. Gilds (1870) 316 p* euery prentes.. shall elde a
brekefast to the forsayde II. and Wardons. 1603 Shaks.
Ateas.for M. v. i. 7 Our soule Cannot but yeeld you forth

to publique thankes. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 11. i. 90
Where the holy Trinitie did first yeeld it selfe in sensible

apparition to the world. 1807 T. Barlow Columb.m. 212

No furious God bestorms our soil and skies, Nor yield our
hands the bloody sacrifice.

b. To give as a favour, or as an act of grace

;

to grant, accord, allow, let (one) have, bestow.
ii»*5 y>diafta 72 Schende5 hire nuSen ant aeldeA hire

3aiew borh. a 1300 A*. Horn io£6 (Cambr. MS.) King be
wise, jeld me mi seruise. Rymenhild help me winne. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour lxx, Afterwarde God yelde her that she

had deseruid. 1575 Gascoignk Glasse Govt. Wks. 1910 II.

48 God is-.bountilull, yelding unto every man that is in-

dustrious the open way to knowledge. 158a Stanvhurst
AKneis t. (Arb.) 35 Yeeld pytye, graunt mercy. (-1586

C'tess Pemhuoke Ps. cxl. iv, Yeeld, O Lord, that ev'n the

head of those That me enclose, Of this their hott pursute

May tast the frute. 1590 Spenser F, Q. hi. xi. 17^ To yield

him loue she doth deny. 1614 Sir J. Davies Ps. iii. 4 Wks.
(Grosart) I, 365 His God to him not safety yeilds nor aid.

1825 Scorr Betrothed x\x\, ' I know but one [jugglers' feat]',

said Vidal, 'and I will shew it, if you will yield me some
room.' 1833 Tennyson Miller's Dau. xviii, And slowly
was my mother brought To yield consent to my desire.

1874 Green Short Hist. ii. §6. 89 The King yielded the
citizens the right of justice. 1885-94 K. IJriocks Eros Sf

Psyche May xxiv
t
His name she never learn'd, Nor was his

image yielded to her sight

fo. To exercise, exert (a function, force, etc.)
;

to deliver, deal (blows), to give (battle) ; to exe-

cute, inflict (a sentence, vengeance). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Al, 5872 And taron sett he men at ask Of

ilk dai to yeild bair task, c 1315 Shoreham vn. 893 God be
fader hys leue sone Engendrede out of alle wone, ..Ac man
hap certayn tyme of elde Wanne he may cngendrure a,elde.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 193a Thries misdedc this womman
bald, And thre vengaunces he hire yaid. c 1350 XV'ill.

Palcrne 2708 pe selcoub a-sautes bat bei samen 5olde.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3126 He.. Bid buske him eft to be
bent vs hataill to ^eld. c 1400 Dtttr. Troy 1177 Iche buerne
on his best wise batell to yelde. C143S Torr. Portugal
2572 Smert boffettes there they yeld. 1561 Googe tr. Pa/in.

gertius
% Zodiac v. O v, Of custome long is nature bred and
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yeldes her force alway To vse that long time hath bene
kept. 1581 A. Hall Iliad r. 3 The rancor ceaseth not, til

they do yeeld their vengeance due. 1581 J. Hell Hmidon's
Answ.Osor. 118 b, Christ, .doth encourage them. . which do
yeld their endeuour..to performe y« rule of the Gospell.

11. To give forth, emit, discharge ; to utter.

Also absol. Obs. exc. as represented by weakened
uses of other senses, as 8, 14.
C1450 Lovelich Grail hi. 481 And the tombe owt blood

gati ,elde. 1535 Lvndesay Salyre 4354 Scho riftit, rouut,
and maid sic stends, Scho aeild, and gaid at baith the ends.
1548-77 Vicarv Anat. v. (1888) 44 It causeth the stomacke
to yeld from him that is within htm. 155a Hlloet, Veld
forth Hcoure, or moystnes, e.xsudo. 1581 A. Hall Iliad iv.

72 '1'hey cries and clamors yeeld. 1591-5 SpKNSER Colin
Clout 822 Ne is there shepbeard . .That dare. .Blaspheme
his powre, or termes vnworthie yield. 1626 Bacon Sylvo
§22 So we findethat Violets, .yeeld a pleasing Sent. 1853
AL Arnold Scholar Gipsy iii, Air-swept lindens yield Their
scent. 1872 Tennyson Gareth $ Lynette 1344 The huge
pavilion slowly yielded up.. that which housed therein.

i 12. To give, render, state, declare, deliver,

communicate (speech, or something expressible in

speech, as a reason, etc.). Obs.
a 1350 St. Sextus 109 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (i8Si) 107
Deems Cesar.. Denied bam al thre to ded. And when be
dome was jolden swa, pan answerd (>e dtkins twa [etc.].

1382 Wycuf / Tim. vi. 13 Crist Jhesu, that ^elde a wit-
nessing vndir Pilat of Pounce, a 1400-50 // ars Alex. 5192
Lat bi semblance be sadd quen bou bi sa^e 5ildis. 1575-85
Sandys Serm. i. §24 We haue no other reason to yeeld of

our dooing, but onely this, a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commiu,
Eng. (1633) 230 The order of proceeding to judgment is by
assent of voyces and open yeelding their mind in court.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Amw. Oior. 104 b, Veldyng the
same in the Latine toung almust, which Ba-ile before him
dyd expresse most manifestly in the Greeke toung. 1601

Shaks. All's Well in. i. 10 The reasons of our state 1 cannot
yeelde. 1602 Mahston Ant. <y Alel. I. I. B 3, Hast thou
yeelded vp our fixt decree Vnto the Genoan Embassadour V

Ibid. iv. G 4, She were no woman, if shee could not yeelde
strange language. 1607 Rowlands Diogincs Lanthorne
E 3 b, Monow (quoth he) Philosopher, 1 yeild thee time of

day. 1645 Ussher Body Div. 43 What reason can you
yeeld for this ?

f b. To report as being so-and-so : = Deliver
v. x 1 1 c. Obs. rare- 1

.

1606 Shaks. Ant. «y CI. 11. v. 28 Anthony's dead. If thou
say so Villaine, thou kil'st thy Mistris. But well and free,

if thou so yeild him, there is Gold.

13. To give so as to supply a need or serve a

purpose ; to give or provide for use, furnish, afford.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV. 226 b, They could none
otherwise do, but. .yelde & geue hym a reasonable reward.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Cotum. 282 b, He made a goodly
librarie, whiche yelded certen notable bookes afterwardes.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 392/2 Castettum,..* con-
duit built with cocks and spowts to yeeld water, a 1586
Sidney Ps. xviii. iv, The cherubim their backs, the winds
did yeild their wings To beare his sacred flight. 1605 Cam-
den Rem. 1 Navigable rivers, which yeelde safe havens and
roads, 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 594 That there is such
a beast in the world, both PJiny..and others, doe yeald
erefrigable testimony. 1661 J. Childrey Brit. Bacontca
103 'J his County also yeilds good store of Honey. 1674
Playford Skill Mus. (ed. 7) 11. 102 Making each several

string yield a clear sound. 1781 Cow per Retirem. 326 Man
is an harp whose chords elude the sight, Each yielding

harmony, dispos'd aright. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 128

The narrow valley, .being watered by a running stream,

yielded fresh pasturage. 186a Spencer First Princ. 11. v.

§ 57 ( J 875) 185 A ball fastened lo the end of an india-rubber

stung yields a clear idea of the correlation between per-

ceptible activity and latent activity. 1894 H. Drummond
Ascent 0/ Man 251 Two flints struck together yielded fire.

b. To give rise to, cause, occasion (a state or

feeling). Now rare.

1576 Gascoignk Steele Glas 709 But if it.. might empaire,
offende, or yeld anoy Unto the state. 1581 A. Hall Iliad

1. 15 Yeelding the Creekes a thorough feare, the Troyans
courage hie, 1618 J. Tavlor (Water P.) Penniless Pilgr.

b3, We made a field-bed in the field, Which sleepe, and
rest, and much content did yeeld. 163a Lithgow Trav. x.

448 The English Fleete. .comming, yeelded no small feare

to the affrighted Towne. 1746 Francis tr. Hor. F/.-st. ft, ii.

120 {He] Yields Diversion to the gaping '1 hrong. 1855 Bain
Senses \ Int. 11. i. §49. 400 Curved forms and winding

movements yield of themselves a certain satisfaction through

the muscular sensibility of the eye.

C. To furnish or produce as profit, bring in.

1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 74 Good cow & good ground
Yeelds yeerely a pound. 1599 Ii. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v.

iv, I frotied a jerkin, for a new-reuenu'd gentleman,yeelded

me threescore crownes, but this morning. 1603 G. Owen
Pembrokeshire (1892) 114 Rockes yeldinge small proftme.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 96, I. .pleased myself

with the thoughts of what it would yeild me among the

Chinee^es and the English. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop

xii, I have sold the things. They have not yielded quite as

mii'h as they might have done. 1895 Alanch. Guaratan

14 Oct. 5/5 It has cost altogether Rx. 875pcoo, and will yield

a revenue to the Government of Rx. 50,000.

+ d. To present to view, exhibit. Obs.

1622 Peacham Compl. Genii, xvi. 206 The valley yeelding

so goodly a prospect, as I neuer beheld a better, a 1700

Eveivn Dia>y 20 July 1654, The stables are well orderd

and yeild a gracefull front. i7«6 Shelvocke I'oy. round

World 69 We had a clear view of Staten land, which yields

a most uncomfortable landskip,

IIL To surrender, rfw way. submit.

14, To hand over, give up, relinquish possession

of, surrender, resign, arch, ox poet, (a) in material

sense, esp. of surrendering a military position or

forces to an enemy.
i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3366 J>at hii ssokle him be castel



YIELD.

jelde ar he wib strengbe him nome. a 1300 Cursor M. 7164
pe Iuus was ban bair vnder-lute, Sampson bunden bai yald
for dute. c 1300 Havehk 2717 Do nu wel with-uten fiht,

Yeld hire be lond. C1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 56 And
suretee wol I han er bat thou pace Thy body for to yelden
in this place. 1460 Capgraye Chron. (Rolls) 161 Had he
not come, the cyte had be 5oIdyn. c 1470 Got. fy Gam. 1032
Gif thou luffis tlii life,.. Veld me thi bright brand, burnist
sa bene. 1508 Kenneuie Fly-ting10. Dunbar 545 Deulbere,
thy spere of were, but feir, thou yelde. 158a N. Lichefield
tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. lxxviii. 158 The shippe
beeing yeelded, our men did enter the same. 1617 Moryson
[Hn, 11. 233 The besieged did yeeld the place to the Queene,
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$• P, 151 We soon made him
yield his Prize to engage with us. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xc, The hard heir strides about their lands, And will not
yield them for a day.

(b) in immaterial sense.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10602 pal yald Mr [sc. the child Mary]
to be temple ban. i486 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 54 Velding
his title and his crowne unto the king. 1570 Foxe A . fy M.
(ed. 2) 2296/2 [Queen Mary] who beyng long sicke before,
vpon the sayd xvii. day of Nouember,.. yelded her life to
nature. 15W A. Day Engl. Secretorie 11. (1595) 28, I was
content to yeeld my interest for eleuen hundred and three
score poundes. i6ix Bible Rom. vi, 13 Neither yeeld yee
your members as instruments of vnrighteousnes Ynto sinne.

1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) New Discern. Bj, We ..Were
glad to yeeld the honour of the day Vnto our foes. 165S
Bramhall Replic. App. 34.He is well contented to pass by
them all in silence, which is as much as yeeld the Cause.
1748 Gray Alliance 53 The prostrate South to the Destroyer
yields Her boasted Titles. 180a Maria Edgeworth Moral
T., Forester xvii, It will be imagined that I yield my
opinions from meanness of spirit. 1833 Newman Arians
iv. i. 312 The timid Constantius, yielding to fear what lie

denied to justice. 1838 James Robber\\\, You have yielded
your heart and your happiness to one of whose, .family you
knoA' nothing.

f (c) To give up, resign (mentally). Obs. rare.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1699) 17 Those two men that we left

the day before did not come to us till we were in the North
Seas, so we yielded them also for lost.

(d) To relinquish, surrender (a position of ad-
vantage or point of superiority).

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 15 Each to other yeeldeth land.
1647 Cow ley Mistr., Bathing in River iii, And still old
Lovers yield the place to new. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 3 June
1666, [This] put new courage into our Fleete, now in a
manner yielding ground. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. viii. 69
Grief does not easily yield its place to joy. 1851 Mrs,
Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 1074 Living heroes who
will scorn to yield A hair's-breadth even. 1864 Congres-
sional Globe 5 Mar. 934/2 Mr. Schenck. I ask the gentle-
man from Vermont to yield to me for about five minutes.
Mr. Morrill. I will yield the gentleman ten minutes of
my time. 1869 Swinburne Ess, <y Stud. (1875! 268 The
finest of Coleridge's Odes is beyond all doubt the 'Ode to
France '...It were profitless now to discuss whether it should
take or yield precedence when weighed with the ' Ode to
Liberty '.

b. with up ; rarely with over.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 266 preateo bet 5e wulle3 3elden up bene

castel bute 3if he sende ou be sonre help, c 1290 Si, Luty
83 in S, Eug. Leg. 103 Ich 3elde him op al mi bodi. c 1350
Will. Palerne 1256 He ?ald vp his swerd to saue banne *h; s

Hue. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. ii4oOr he ?ode bai ^olde hym
vp be realm, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 258 He tolde
them. .that onlesse thei woulde yelde vp the tounche
would put them to the sword. 1600 OldChcque-Bk. Chapel
Royal (Camden) 5 Edward Pearce yealded up his place for
the Mastership of the children of Poules. 16x1 Bible i Mace,
x. 32, I yeeld vp my authoi itie ouer it. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/
Isles iv. xxix, The ring which bound the faith he swore, By
Edith freely yielded o'er. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes ix,
He had kindly yielded up to us his wife's own little parlour.
1852 — Bleak Ho. xvi, Sir Leicester yields up his family
legs to the family disorder [sc. gout],

c. To yield {up) the ghost {soul, breath, life,

spirit) : to ( give up the ghost ' die, expire, arch.
CH90 S Eng. Leg. 211 He was nei} ope be pointe bene

gost op to selde. a 1300 Cursor M. 209 How our leuedi
endid and yald Hir sely sauL c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace
(Rolls) 13262 pey fond hym sone, 3eldyng be gast. c 1386
Chaucer Knt. 's T. 2194 Whan with honour vp yolden is his
breeth. £1430 Chev.Assigne 335 He bowethe hym down &
^eldethe vp be Iyfe. c 1500 Lancelot 1088 The batell was
richt crewell to behold, Of knychtis wich that haith there
lyvis 5olde. 1551 Lyndesay Monarche 4000 Thay,..For
extreme hunger, jald the spreit. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 303 Canutus the Hardic.who there amid his cups
yeelded up his vitall breath. 1611 Bible Gen.xlix. 33 He.,
yeelded vp the ghost, and was gathered vnto his people.
1627 J. Taylor (Water P.) Armado C4, The Horse proued
himselfe a mortall beast, yeelding his breath into the ayie.
1844 Mrs. Browning Romauntof i'age xviii, Out upon the
traitor's corse Was yielded the true spirit, a 1845 Hood
Fall 0/Deer 35 Nor like a Craven yeeld his Breath.

d. reft, and fpass. To be dedicated or devoted
to ; to give oneself up or be addicted to,

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 429 As she were, for the love
of God, Yolden to religioun. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 317 In
blake clothes thei hem clothe, , . And yolde hem to religion.

c 1500 Lancelot 951 Y ware;oldeeuermore to beyourknyght.
1621 T. Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 124
Eleazar..was gone and yeelded to prophane ceremonies.
1825 Scott Talism. iv, All the extravagances which strong
affection suggests and vindicates to those who yield them-
selves up to it. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xiii, I.. yielded
myself for a little while to the interest of the scene.

15. reft. To give oneself up, surrender, submit,
as to a conqueror (now rare ; superseded by 16).
Also with up.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5447 J>e maystres of be lond ?olde

horn to horn echon [v. rr. 3ulde, joulde, 3eldede, 3elden].
a 1300 Cursor M. 23769 Hardilt es he cuward,.. pat yeildes
him ar he be soght. 13. . Gatu. <$- Gr. Knt. 1215, 1 selde me

56

I

3ederly
;
& 3e;e after grace, c 1400 Brut cxcviL 219 Anone

I

he & his company comen to the Gentil Knyght..& saiden

I

' 3elde be, traitour ! 3elde be !' 1470-85 Malory Arthur
' viii. xxii. 306 Rather shalle he slee me than I shal yelde me
I as recreaunt. 1567 Gude <$• Godae B. (S. T. S.) 237 Quhen

deith curnmis thair is na vther grace, Bot ^eild the than, for
doutles thow mon die. 1596 Shaks. / Hen. IV, v. iii. 10

I Vnlesse thou yeeld thee as a Prisoner. 1611 Speed Hist.
,

Gt. Brit, ix. xix. 724/1 The sight of vs their annointcd
I Soueraign shall.. cause them, .submis-uuely to yeeld them-
j

seluestoour mercy. 1642 J. Taylor (Water P.) Life Henry
I

Walker A 3 b, Others would have him come on Land and
yeeld himselfe. a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 243
Genoua also was constrained to yield it self, and shake off

I

the French yoke. 1847 Tennyson Princess vii. 343 Indeed
: I love thee: come, Yield thyself up.

with compl. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xn. 193 He ;elte

[v. rr. yald, 3elde, yelde, 3alte, Bald] hym creaunt to cryst on
be crosse & knewleched hym gulty. c 1500 Melusine 335
My intention is thither to goo and to yeld my self there
hermyte. 1360 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 284 b, I yelde my

; self prisoner to you saith he. C1645 Howell Lett. I. in.

xxxi. (1655) 157 My Don will. .yeeld himself his prisoner.
1651 Horbes Leviath. 1. xii. 54 To those that have yeelded

;

themselves subjects. 1802 Maria Edgeworth Moral T.,

I

Prussian Vase, He.. yielded himself up a prisoner. 1813
i
Scott Rokehy iv. xvi, He.. yielded him an easy prey To

I those who led the Knight away.
const, inf. 1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons Ded. 1 b,

[They] will (with humility) yeeld themselues to heare and
learne by their experiences.

16. intr. To give oneself up, surrender, submit
(as overcome in fight). Also with up {obs, rare).
c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. 3451 Seuen kni^tes. .to hem ward gun

priken..& bad hem 3eld. C1450 Merlin 461 Sir knyght,
! thow art take: yelde thow to me. 1509 Hawes Past.

Pleas, xvi. lxx, It [sc. a castle] must yelde vp, or els be
i wonne at length. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv, ii. 37 England
' shall couch downe in feare, and yeeld. 1605 Camden Rem.

28 The rebells therewith weere so terrified, that they forth-
with yeelded. 1672 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 400

;
The whole Province of Utrecht is yielding up. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 270 There needed very few Arguments
to perswade a single Man to yield, when he saw five Men
upon him, and his Comrade knock'd down. 1791 Cowper
Iliad xvii. 16 Yield. Leave the body and these gory spoils,

twith compl. a 1547 Surrey jEneis 11. 77 [They] brought
,

. ._A_ yongman, bound his handes behinde his back Whoe
willingly had yelden prisoner.

b. In wider sense : To give way, be subjected,

submit (cf. 17) ; oecas. to break down, succumb.
1576 Gascoigne Steele Glas Ep. Ded., Shall I yelde to

mysery as a just plague anointed for my portion ? 1577 tr.

Bu/linger's Decades iv. ii. 566 The worldly griefe is the
sorrowe of such men. .as yeeld vndcr the burthen of sorrowe.
'593 Shaks. j Hen. VI, v. ii. 11 Thus yeelds the Cedar to
the Axes edge. 1640 G. Sandys Ch> ist's Passion 1. 184 Not
yeelding to the charmes of Sleep, a 1721 Prior Turtle <$•

Sparrow 86 Sorrow shou'd to Prudence yield. 1750 Gray
Elegy 25 Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield. 1813
Scott Rokeby vi. xxiii, The night has yielded to the morn.
1840 Dickens Old C. S/wp xliv, The child.. soon yielded to
the drowsiness that came upon her. a 1862 Buckle Civiliz.

(1873) III. v. 355 Theory should yield to fact, and not fact to
theory. 1896 PallMall Mag. May 17 The night was yield,
ing, and the dawn came up in a thin white mist.

fo. pa, pple, in reft, or intr. sense ~ that has sur- ,

1
rendered. Hence in pass, sense = forced to surrender,

subdued. Obs, Cf. Yielded, -ex, Yolden.
In first quot. with mixed constr.
a 1330 Otuel 862 Hit where sschame. .To sslen a man bat

I

3olden him is. C1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1211 Now yeld-
I

eth yow, for ober bote is noon. To bat Criseyde answered !

b" s a-noon, Ne hadde I er now, my swete herte dere, Ben
I yolden, y-wys I were now not here. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.

'

1 Love 1. vii. (Skeat) I. 30 Although the party be yolden, he
may with wordes saye his quarel is trewe. a 1400-50 Wars

\

! Alex. 1899 pe erthe at to myne enpire enterely bees 3olden,
j

1 1470-85 Malory Arthur vii. xi. 228 Whan ye see me beten
i

! or yolden as recreaunt. 1533 BELLENDENiziyiv. xii. (S.T.S.) '

! II. 91 pe Inemyis kest away bare wappynnys and war
j

^oldin presoneris. a 1547 Surrey sEneis il 827 Like as
;

the elm. .doth bend his top, Till yold with strokes, .with
;

ruin _ it doth fall, a 1600 Montgomerie Sonn. xxxvL 7, !

I 3oldin am, and }it am stryving still, a 1600 — Misc. Poems
(

xxi. n To prove on me thy pith,. .That 3oldin am in will,

fd. To give place, give way to. Obs.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acostas Hist. Indies 11 1. xxvii.

j

201 In some partes one element ends and another beginnes,
yeelding by degrees one vnto another. 1611 Mure Misc.
Poems ii. 42, I yeild to the, more worthie thame nor I.

e. To be inferior to. Now rare,

[1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxvi.
!

I

281 But as touching almonds and other fruites, all trees must
yeelde to the almonds of Chachapoyas.] 1617 Moryson
Itin. 1. 18 The City [of Nuremberg*, .may perhaps yield to

i
Augsburg in treasure and riches. 1726 Swift Gulliveri. vi,

Their mutton yields to ours, but their beef is excellent. 1826
Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 74 Demerara yields to no country
in the world in her birds. 1832 R. & J. Lander Exped.
Niger I. iv. 187 The vast plain on which it stands, although '

exceedingly fine, yields in.. fertility and. .beauty.. to the
delightful country surrounding the. .city of Bohoo.

17. To give way to persuasion, entreaty, or the
like ; to cease to oppose or object ; to submit,
comply, consent. Also with up (ohs. rare).

? a i&oCkesterPl, (E.E.T.S.) vii. 647 Turne to thie fellowes
and_ kis ! I yeald, for in my youth we haue bene fellowes,
I wis. 1531 Elyot Gov. hi. xviii. (1883) II. 315 Ther lacked
litle that the yonge man was nat vainquisshed ; and that the I

flesshe yelded nat to the seruice of Venus. 1561 T. Hoby
tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 11. Q iv b, He woulde neuer yelde
at the perswasion of many Scholars. 1583 in Cal/i. Rec.

j

Soc. Publ. V. 43 Yealdinge to the froward importunities of ,

the Donatists. 1589 Hakluyt Voy. To Rdr. p 8, I haue
yeelded vnto those my freindes which pressed me in the

j

matter. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V, iv. i. 425 You presse mee
|

YIELD.

farre, and therefore I will yeeld. 1630 Prynne Anii-
Armin. 2 We will forthwith yeeld up to them without any
more dispute. 1671 Milton P. A*. 11. 409 Thy temperance.

.

For no allurement yields to appetite. 1749 Fielding Tout
Jones x. iii, He.. yielded to the dissuasions of his friend
from searching any farther after her that night. 1866
G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxvi, As soon as they had
yielded to my arguments. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii.

§ 5. 516 The danger at last forced the King to yield to
the Scotch demands.

f b. with inf. or clause, or with to and sb. : To
submit, consent, agree {to do something, that some-
thing should be done, or to something proposed).
1572 in 13th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 13 If such

reasons shall not move him for to yeald to departe. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxi. § 7 To..graunt that what their
fancie will not yeelde to like, their iudgement cannot with
reason condemne. 1598 Gkenewey Tacitus, Ann. 1. xvi.

31 The Reatins..no way yeelding that the mouth of the
lake Velinus should be dammed vp. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vii. xii. 529 As this was preparing,
and every one yeelded to this treatie of peace [etc.]. 1626
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 245 Which news so soon
as the French heard, their courage came downe, and they
yielded to be gone the next tyde. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

248 To short absence I could yeild, For solitude somtimes
is best societie. Ibid. 902 How hast thou yeelded to trans-
gress The strict forbiddance? a 1763 Shenstone Elegies
vii. 55 Should some patron yield my stores to bless. 1799
Jane West Tale of Times xxxiii, Nor can I yield to sully
my integrity by basely framing a forged accusation. 1814— Alicia de Lacy IV, 265 He yielded to ask for mercy, but
he yielded without hope of success,

18. trans, f a. With compl. adj. or adj. phr.

:

To acknowledge or admit that a person or thing is

so-and-so. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2S077 Til our lauerd ciist and be, ML

fastli fader, yeild i me Plighti for my syn o pride. 1377
,angl. P. PI. B. v. 374, I, glotoun,..gylti me ^elde, f>at I

haue trespassed with my tonge. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) x.

120 3eldynge him self gylty, and cryenge him mercy. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 11. 87 Yeldyng vs gylty not for the
thanke of man but Coram domino. 1591 Shaks, 1 Hen, VI,
11. iv. 42 Till you conclude, that he vpon whose side The
fewest Roses are cropt from the Tree, Shall yeeld the other
in the right opinion. 1630 W. Freake Doctr. Jesuits 17
Which thing, if I shall yeeld unto you as lawfully done [etci
1667 Milton P, L. xi. 526, I yeild it just, said Adam, and
submit. 1673 Lady's Call. 1. iv. T io, I shall be thought to
have out-run my subject. . . Yet I cannot yield it wholly im-
pertinent. 1676 Dryden Anrengz. 1. i, He yields his Arms
unjust if he withdraws. 1744 Eliza Haywood Female
Sped. viii. (1748J II. 65, I knocked under, in token of yield-

ing myself in the wrong.

fo. With clause or acc. and inf.: To concede
or admit that a thing is so. Obs.

1590 Spenser F, Q. il ix. 38 Pensiue I yeeld I am, and
sad in mind. 1605 Chapman All Fooles 11. i, I must yeeld,.

.

I did.. Make such a frivall promise. 1628 J. Spencer
Logick 242 The Apostle Paul 2 Cor. ii. 6 is content to

yeeld his accusers, that, he was ' rude in speech ', 1633 Bp.
Hall Hard Texts 1 Cor. vii. 40, I thinke that I also shall

be yeelded to have the Spirit of God, 1692 Locke 3rd Let.
Toleration iv. 114, I will yield my self to have mistaken
you. a 1697 Aubrey Lives, Suckling (1898) II. 241 Sir John
Dig by., yielded to be the best swordsman of his time. 1703
Rowe Fair Penit. v. i, lis hard for Souls like mine,. to

yield they have done amiss.

c. With simple obj., with or without dative of

the person : To grant, allow, concede the fact,

validity, or cogency of. Now rare (and associated

with 14).
1571 Campion Hist. Iret. vii. (1633) 20 The honourable

Historian Titus Livius, yeeldeth certaine priviledge toanti-

quitie. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 421, I yeeld all this.

c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865J 22 This idle e ; . . in

wordes ending in c. .as peace, face, .these I yeld because I

ken noe other waye to help this necessitie. 1652 Bkome
Queenes Exch, 1. i, Tis true, the King Osriick..may be
thought fit To be endow'd with all you seem to yeild him.

1713 Swift Cadenus <y Vanessa 265 And Pallas, if she broke
the laws, Must yield her foe the stronger cause. 1713
Steele Englishman No. 55. 354 All which wise Men mean
was yielded on both sides by our Lawyers. 1907 Verney
Mem. I. 63 The point appears to have been yielded.

f 19. reft. To betake oneself (cf. F. se rendre)
;

hence yield-you as a nonce-rendering oirendez-vons.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14225 [Guenevere]

5ald hure til bat nonnerye. c 1400 Ro?u. Rose 4904 Hcyalte
[him] into somme couente. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvii.

xxiii. 724 Sire Percyual yelded hym to an hermytage outeof
the cyte. 1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Controv. 295 He tooke
his leaueof hir, and went out . .intoanarrowe by lane, where
from thenceforth euer after the (yeeld you) was giuen him.

20. intr. To give way under some natural or

mechanical force, so as to collapse, stretch, bend,

crack, etc. Const, to (the force, pressure, etc).
1552 Huloet, Yeld againe as dankysh, contabesco. 1577

[see Yielding///, a. 4]. 1:1580 Lodge Reply Gosson"s
Sch. Abuse (Hunter. CI.) 26 Looke for wonders where
musike worketh, . . the bowels of the earth yeld where the

instrument soundeth. 1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600)

E j, As there is a Topace that will yeeld to euery stamp, so

there is an Emerald that will yeeld to no impression. 1603

G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 2 [The sea] doth not..seeme
to yeld to the lande in anye parte. ti6io Women Saints

(1886) 64 The same stone moste miiaculouslie being pulled,

would yield like a bowe. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia,

Descr. x. g8 After Rains, ..the Ground yields and sinks so

much, that [etc. J. 1830 R. Knox Beclard's Auat. 106 If

they [sc. the arteries] be distended in the longitudinal direc-

tion, they yield and elongate, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xiv. 96
The snow yielded, he fell, and slid swiftly downwards. 1883

Gresley Gloss. Coal M. s, v., Pillars of coal are said to yield

when they commence to give way or crush.
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b. To submit to some physical action or agent

(e.g. pressure, friction, heat, etc.) so as to be

affected by it.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 37 He distinguishes

those that yield to the file, as the white copper ore, hema-
tites, etc. 1827-35 N. P. Wilms Idleness 49 When the frost

has yielded to the sun. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxi, The
door yielded to the pressure. 1847 W, C. L. Martin Ox
158/1 Ophthalmia arising, .from blows, generally yields to

bleeding. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach. Pref. (1870)

p. vii, The mountain must yield to the action of cold and
heat. 1908 H. Wales Old Alleg. xvii. 292, I was surprised

that you didn't yield to brandy.

+ 21. To decline, turn aside, be deflected from a

path or course : lit. and _/$£. Obs.

1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs 15 [Setters] attend diligently

vpon theyr Master, , .inclining to the right hand, or yealding-

toward the left. 163X Mahkham Cheap Hush. (ed. 6) I. u.

22 Bam your hand, and draw it up againe, letting it come
and goe till hee yee'.d and goe backeward. 1806 Simple
Narrative I. 21 Without yielding, in the smallest degree,

from the resolution she had formed.

IV. 22. Comb, : yield-capacity, capacity of

yielding or producing; yield-point, the 'point'

or precise amount of tensile force at which a par-

ticular body or material begins to yield or give

way, i.e. to undergo elongation or deformation.

1889 Nature 12 Dec. 122 To assess the yield-capacity of

any locality stocked with Scotch pine. 1889 Teteg>'.Jrnl. <y

Electr Rev. 20 Dec. 707/1 The question of discontinuity of

the curves about the ' yield point ' was next discussed.

Yieldable (y/'ldab'l), a. rare. [f. Yield v,

+ -able.] t a. Having the quality of yielding,

productive of. + b. Disposed to yield, submissive.

C. That can be yielded, rare"" (mod. Diets.).

Hence Yie-ldableness (inquot., fsubmissiveness).

'577 Harrison England 1. viii. 17 b, in HoUnshcd, If. . the

soyle [were] yeeldable of woode. 1603 H. Crosse Vertue's

Commw. (1878) 19 She is euer readieto dwel where she

findeth the heart yeeldable to honestie. 1645 IIp.^ Hall
Three Tract., Peace-maker § 13 The fourth disposition for

Peace, a yeeldablenesse upon sight of clearer Truths.

t Yieldance. Obs. [f. Yield v. + -ance.

(A favourite word with Bp. Joseph Hall.)] The
action of yielding, in various senses.

1. Surrender, submission, compliance.
1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Broivnists 2 The spirits of these men

are too*well knowne, to admit any expectation of yeeldance.

1633 — Hard Texts Rom. vii. 8 Had not the law strictly

restrained us from the yeildance unto sinne. 1657 Trapp
Comm, Job ix. 14, 87 Seeking to disarm his indignation by
an humble yeildance. a 1716 South Serm., Gal. //. 5(1727)
V. 490 For if the things under Debate be given up to the

Adversary, it must be upon one of these two Accounts;
either, 1. That the Persons who thus yield them up, judge
them unfit to be retained. Or, 2. That they find themselves
unable to retain them; one or both of these must of necessity

be implied in such a Yieldance.

b. Granting, allowance.
a 1656 Bp. Hall Specialities Life Rem. Wks. (1660) 23

If. . I might draw him to a willing yieldance of that parcell

of my due maintenance, which was kept back from my not
over-deserving predecessor.

2. Production, yield.

a 1656 Bp. Hall SerM.,Ps.cvii.j4 Wks. 1662 III. 197 How
should the corn, wine, oyl, be had without the yieldance of

the earth? 1668 Steele Husbandman s Calling- vii. 183
When it [sc. harvest] comes, sometimes the poor yieldance
of it utterly disappoints him.

Yielded (yr\ded),f>pl.a. [f. Yields. + -ed I.]

Surrendered, given up, granted, etc. : sec the verb.

1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. iv. lxxx. 231 A dishonoured
captiue, and yeelded person. 1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 107
Haue I not heere the best Cards for the game. .? And shall

I now glue ore the yeelded Set? 1697 Dryden sEneis xn.

1359 Against a yielded Man, 'tis mean ignoble Strife. i8ox

Southey Thalaba in. xix, The rushing flow, the flowing

roar, Filling his yielded faculties. 1810 Scott Lady ofL.
I. xxxiv, He sought her yielded hand to clasp. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par.

t
Watching of Falcon (1870) I. 582 And

yielded towns were set aflame. 1895 W. Watson Odes etc.

S3 O yielded lips, O captive breast

!

t Tielden, ppl a. Obs. [pa. pple. of Yield v.

(A. 37). Cf. Yolden.] m prec.

<ti$4i Wyatt in TotteCs Misc. (1557) Hijb, The fierce

lyon will hurt no yelden thinges. a 1547 Slrrey sEncis
II. 196 Ye sacred bandes I wore as yelden hoste. 1561 Nor-
ton & Sackv. Gorboducu. ii, Shall I abide, .. And holde
my yelden throatc to traitours knife?

Yielder (yrldai). Forms : see Yield v. [f.

Yield v. + -er V] One who or that which yields.

+ 1. One who has to pay, i.e. owes, something;

a debtor. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 163 He ne is na}t rfyuot, h*t ne yzi^b na^t ine

his herte, . . and onderstant, bet he is yeldere, and a-yens god
of treube, toppeallebing. Ibid. 262 [see Yielding vH.sb. ij.

f 2. A rewarder. Obs.

138a Wvclif Judith Pro]., ?eldere of Mr chastite. 1388
— Ecclus. xxxv. 13 For whi the Lord is a yeldere (1382 jel-

dende], and he schal }elde scuene fold so myche to thee.

3. One who gives something up, or gives in ; a

surrenderer (also with up) ; one who concedes.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. ill. ii. 30 For briars and thomes at

their apparell snatch. Some sleeues. some hats, from yeelders

all things catch. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 123 The Block of

Death, Treasons true Bed, and yeelder vp of breath. 1598
— / Hen. IV, v. Hi. 11 (Qo. i\ I was not borne a yeelder

thou proud Scot. 1893 Daily News 25 May 5/6 In the

hope that they might get concessions from this universal

yielder.

4. Something that produces or furnishes, a pro-

Vol. X.

ducer ; now esp. with qualifying word referring to

the amount or quality of the produce.

1733 W. Ellis Chiltern fy Vale Farm. 198 A sort [of

wheat], .that.. is a great Yielder to the Barn. 1861 W.
Barnes in Macm, Mag. June 132 Nature's yieldersof good.
1906 ll'estm, Gaz. 6 Dec. 2/3 The quality of the good milker's

milk is better than that produced by the small yielder.

Yieldiness : see Yieldy.

Yielding (yfldirj), vbL sb. [f. Yield v. +
-ixg !.] 'Hie action of the verb Yield.

*f"
1. Payment; transf, obligation to pay, debt.

1340 Ayenb. 115 Ichammochelinedetteayen be. ,and.,ich
ne habLe liuer-of maki beyeldin^e. Ibid. 262Uorlet ousoure
yeldinges, ase and we uorleteb oure yelderes. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 423 pis is. .but gilding of dette bi man n us lawe.

2. The giving of something as due, or as a
favour; rendering; bestowal.

1340 Hamtole Pr. Conse. 7846 Yheldyng of mede for ilk

gud dede. 138a Wyclif Ps. cii[i]. 2 And wile thou not for-

3ete alle the 3eldingus of hym.

1 3. Repayment, reward, recompense, retribution.

171340 Hampolr Psalter xc\\\[\}. 2 3elde yeldynge til proude,

1382 Wyclif Isa. lxvi. 6 Vois of the Lord ;eldende gelding
to his enemys. 1382 — Lukeiv. 19 He sen to me. .to preche
the }eer of the Lord plesaunt, and the day ofyeldynge. 1388
— I's. exxx. 3 [exxxi. 2] As a child wen yd e on his modir, so

5elding be in my soule. c 1440 Prornp, Parv. 537/1 Jeld-

ynge, reddido. 1530 Palsgr. 291/1 Yeldeng, retribution.

4. Production of crops or the like; produce.
C1386 Chaucer Prol. 59S Wei wiste lie by the droghteand

by the reyn The yeldynge of his seed and of his greyn.

1547-8 in E. Green Somerset Chantries (1888) 32 A tene-

ment in Pytmyster. .the yelding wherof John Fordc.solde
unto William Voysey..for xij. Ii. sterling. 1903 Smart Set

IX. 127/2 Speculating as totiie profit of this year's yielding.

5. Giving up, giving in, surrender, submission.

c 1425 Wyntoun Crou. vm. xxv, 3833 Syn of be ^eldyn

[v.r, selding] tretyt bai, pat gif bai be a certanc day War
noucht reskewit . , pai sulde gif vp be towne. C1475 Ranf
Coil^ear 837 ' jarne efter ^eliding,' on ilk syde thay call,

1544 in Leadam Sel. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 11a

To make an yeldynge yf she Iyst..bythe deliueryng of a
mote to any of the seyd tenauntes to the vse of them whom
shall please her. 1568 Grafton Chrou. I. 427 Eche part

with an hundred Rnightesand Esqtiiers, ..to tight and corn-

bate to the yeldyng. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus K iv,

But this, nor auye thtnge coulde enforce him to relinquish

his suite, sailing the yelding of her battered brest, 1606

Shaks. 7>.<y Cr. 11, ii. 25 What merit's in that reason which
denies The yeeldingof her vp? 1631 Weevsr Anc. Funeral
Mon. 769 At the battaile, and yeelding vp of Mont de dier.

X7ii Shaftf.sr. Charac. II. 214 A Sacrifice and mutual

yielding of Natures one to another. 1818 Keats Eudym. 1.

411 She, .breath'd a sister's sorrow to persuade A yielding

up. 1885 Athenaeum 17 Oct. 409/2 More or less cowardly
yieldings to panic and sedition.

b. Giving way, as to persuasion or the like

;

compliance, concession, consent.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. l 118 How well this yeelding res-

cues thee fromshame. 1592 — Rom. $ Jul. 11. ii. 105 There-

fore pardon me, And not impute this yeelding to light Lone.

1611 Bible Eccl. x. 4 Yeelding pacifieth great offences. 1634

Casne Necess. Separ. (1849) 108 Their bare presence argues

their approbation and yielding in show to ceremonies, a 1647

Clkresdos Hist. Reb.i. §22 (1702) 1. 12 His Yeilding to the

violent passion. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones iv. vi. He..
imputed her yielding, to the ungovernable force of her love

towards him. 1844 Kinglake Eothen xv, I can see no limit

to the yielding, and bending of his mind when it is worked

upon by the idea of power. 1856 Fkovdk Hist. Eng. II. vii.

130 Nothing was to be gained by yielding in minor points.

0. Giving way, as to pressure or other physical

force.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 41 It is. .shrunk,, .which is caused

by the yielding a little of the hardened Skin to aContractioru

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxiv. P7 The soft-

ness or yielding of the Paper, Tympan,and Blankets. 1688

Bovlk Final Causes iv. 176 The Yielding of the Flexible

Branch or Twigs whereto the Nest is fastened, i860 Tyn-

dall Glac. 1. ii. 10 There will be a gradual yielding of its

mass under the pressure.

Yie'lding, ppl* a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
.] That

yields, in various senses.

+ 1. Owing, indebted: cf. Yielder i, Yielding

vbl. sb. 1 . Obs. rare.

1340 Ayenb. 169 Asemoche ase he is worb betere banne ich,

zuo moche ich am yeldmde be ri^te ri^tuolncsse.

2. Hearing produce, productive, fertile. ? Obs.

1553GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices 1. (1556) 59 b, Nothing is

better than groundtilth and trimmyng, nothing yeeldinger,

nothing sweeter, nothing meeter for a freeborne man. 1598

Yong Diana 441 The fertilitie of the yeelding soyle, 1777

[W. Marshall] Minutes Agric, Digest 45 note, In a yield-

ing Year, a Jag of equal size to those alluded to will afford

from two Quarters to twenty Bushels of Wheat.

3. Giving in, surrendering, submitting; disposed

to submit, submissive, compliant, unresisting.

1578 H. Wotton Courtlie Control; 44 As the Hunter who
pleasureth not to take the yelding pray, thou shunnest me.

1599 B» Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. iv. v, I am eas'ly

yeelding to any good Impressions. 1698 [Ferguson] View
Ecclesiastick 5 To become Guilty of the Little and mean
Vanity of Attacking a yielding as well as a Routed Enemy.
1741-3 Gray Agrippina 197 With fond reluctance, yielding

modesty. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones XL iii, Sophia, who
was yielding to an excess,.. at last gave way. 1801 SrajT

Glenfnlas xvii, Fair woman's yielding kiss. 181 1 W. K.

Spknckr Poems 75 You may press her yielding hand. 1848

Dickens Dombey xxxv. There are yielding moments in the

lives of the sternest and harshest men.

4. Giving way to pressure or other physical

force ; not stiff or rigid ; taking impression, bend-

ing, collapsing, etc.

1577 T. Kendall Flowers Epigr. 42 Can Flint or Marble
harde be made, as yeldyng Butter softe? 1590 Spenser F.

Q. ill. xi. 25 A thunder bolt Perceth the yielding ayre. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage Viii. iii. 618 Neither can the hard-

hearted Rockes breake these yeelding Vessel Is. 1639 T. dk
Grey Compl. Horsent, 313 By some fall upon yeelding or

slippery ground. 1697 Dryden Aincis 11. 66 His forceful

Spear .. Pierc'd through the yielding Plank.-; of jointed

Wood. 11732 T. Boston Crook in Lot (1805) 132 The
cannon ball breaks down a stone wall, while the yielding

packs of wool take away its force. 1827 Keble Chr. V.,

Prayers at Sea, Beneath the shadowy clouds The yielding

waters darken in the breeze. 1890 Retrospect Med. CII.

C58 The shafts of all the long bones being so soft and yield-

ing that the mere weight of the limbs is sufficient to produce
their distortion.

Hence Yie'ldingly adv., YieTdingfness (see

senses 3 and 4 above;.

1560 A. I-. tr. Calvin's Four Serm. Song Ezech. (1574)

Ep., You see him sometyme *yeldingly stretch out, some-
tyme struglingly throw his weakened legges. 159a Warner
Alb. Eng. vm. xlii. 28 As Mayds that know themselues be-

lou'd and yeeldingly resist. 1823 Moore Loves of Angels
Introd. 53 A Spirit of light 'mould, that took The prints of

earth most yieldingly. 1862 Lvtton Sir. Story lxxxvi,

Like the clouds that are yieldingly pierced by the light of

the evening star. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 202 This readi-

nesse and 'yeeldingnes-e of the inward man. 1766 For-

DYCE Serm. Yng. Women (1767) II. xiii. 222 A degree of

complacence, yieldingness, and sweetness, beyond what we
look for in men. 1802 Palsy Nat. Theol. viii. 124 The
yieldingness of the cartilaginous substance. 1838 Lvtton
Alice vm. vi, Evelyn was gentle, even to yieldingness. 1880

J. E. Bl-rion Handbk. Midiuives 227 The thinness and
yieldingness of the bones.

f Yie'ldless, a. poet. Obs. rare. [f. Yield v.

+ 'LESS.] Unyielding; not surrendering.

1651 Davekant Gondibert in. 11. civ, A Fort so yeildless,

that it fears to treat. 1703 Rowe Ulysses in. i, Undaunted,

yield less, firm.

Yieldy (yrldi), a. rare. [f. Yield sb. or v. +
-Y 1 .] a. Productive, fertile. Obs. b. Having the

quality of yielding or giving way physically.

Hence Yieldiness.
1598 Chapman Iliad v. [ix.] 92 Of the most fat and yeeldie

soile. 1757 tr. Henckel's Pyritologia 42 Themselves con-

taining nothing of the noble metals, yet mixed with other

ores, .prove yieldy. 1857 Maynk Reid War-Trail xiii, A
..serpentine yieldiness of movement.

Yien, Yiet, Yifv
f, Yift, Yigh : see Eye sb.\

Ykt, Give, If, Gift, Yea.
Yight, obs. form of OufiHT v. (q.v., 6 b y.)
£-1386 Chaucer rars. '/'. r 321 (Egerton MS.) He f>at..

hnlh despite to doon J?at hym yight to do.

Yijs, obs. form of Yes.

Yike (yaik), sb. An imitation of the cry of the

woodpecker. So Yike v.

1889 D. Jordan & Jean A. Owen Woodland, Moor, etc.

38 The yikeing laugh of the green woodpecker. 1891 —
Within an Hour Lomion T. xi, [The green woodpecker]

making the woods ring with his maniacal yikes ! 189a —
Forest Tithes (r8a3) 126 The yaffle shins about, yells, laughs,

and yikes to his heart's content.

Yild(e, ?ild(e, obs. ff. Guar), Yield.

fYile, obs. var. Gyle. Jeeltonne for *yile-

tun = gyle-iun, Gyle-fat.
1:1425 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 43 Item ij seeltonnyj,

ij mashfattes..pro cerevisia.

Yile, obs. Sc. form of Isle.

a 1578 I.indesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 389

The Yile of Rosa.

t Tiling, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms : 5 yelyng,

5-6 yilyng'e, 6 yailinge, yeleinge, 7 yelling.

Variant of Gylinq vbl. sb.

c 1440 Inv. in Camden Misc. (1895) IX. p. xviii, Unum
yilyngfatte. 1488-j Kef. MSS. Ld. Middlcton (Hist. MSS.
Comm. 191 1) 471, liij. yelyng tubbys. 1556 Lane. Willi

(Chetham Soc. 1884) 14 On yilynge toobe and on saltynge

toobe. 1573 Ibid. 64 One brewinge keare and a troghe for

i
y'same, ij'. A yailinge keare, xija . 1588 Hid. (1861) III.

137 One yeleinge combe V. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

319 '2 The Yelling Comb or Tub It that Vessel into which

the Wort is put to Work with the Yeast, or Rearm.

Till (yil), sb. Scotch variant of Ale.
t785 Burns Death /, Dr. Hornbook iii, The Clachan yill

had made me canty. ?ul8oo Bonnie Earl d Murry in

Child Ballads O889) III. 449/2 Her bread it's to take, Her

yill is to brew. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xii, If they oner

ye a drink o' yill, or a cup o' wine. 1885 Rcnciman Skiffers

t, Shellbacks 98 The guests in the sanded kitchen were con-

tent with twopenny bottles of ' yill '.

b. attrib. and Comb., as yill-caup [Cap sb.-%

-house, -maker, -ma/ting, -seller, -selling, -shop,

-wife (see also Eng. Dial. Diet,).

t786 IiL'RNS Holy Fair xviii. The Change-house fills, Y\ 1

yill-caup Commentators. 1785 D. Davidson Seasons 13

Chiels wi' sooty skins, an* yill-caup een. 1790
1
Jas. Fisher

Poems 59 Ye're welcome neighbour yill wives here.

Hence Till v. trans., to entertain with ale.

1808 Jamifson, To Yill, v. a., to entertain with ale, a

term commonly used by the vulgar, .to denote one special

mode in which a lover entertains his Dulcinea at a fair or

market. 1890 Service Kotatidums 11. 1 1 He forgot .
.
to bid

Maggie.. to the yuillin'.

Yill, Yilt, Yin, Yinder, Ying (}ing) : see

Yei.d a., Yield v., One, Yon, Yondeii, Yoino.

Yio, var. Heo Obs., she.

13.. Northern Passion 104 In holy wrytte of here men

rede fat sche [v. r. yio] hade donen synfulfe dede.

YioyneKi, ME. pa. pple. of Join f.i

8
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Yip (yip), v. Obs. or dial. In 5 3yppe, $ippe,

yepe. [Echoic] intr. To cheep, as a young bird.

c 1440 Promp. Part: 401/2 Pypyn, or gyppe, as henn
byrdys (A'., H. ^ippyn, as bryddys, P. yepyn). a 1825
Forby Voc. E.Anglia, Yip,v. to chirp like a newly hatched
chicken, or other very young bird.

Yir, graphic var. fir Thir, these.

157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi, 199 Thairfor, yir plaigs

wald yai eschew.

Yirb, Sc. and n. dial. f. Herb.
Yird (also 4 5erd(e, 4, 8-9 yerd, 5 yherde, 6

3ird). Sc. and north, f. Earth sb., and v. (tobuiy).
c 1375 5V. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 681 Ihesu,. .pat in bis^erd
com fra hewine. 1433 Deeds rel. Orkney vi, Ais'iamentis..

as weill under yherde as boufe yherde. 1550 Rental Bk.
Cupar-Angus (1880) II. 74 All. .pertenens quhatsumeuir.

.

als weill vnder the }ird as abouf. 1562 Ace. Ld. High Trcas.
Sect. XI. 214 To David Ellis for ^erding of Johnne Gor-
dounc.xxs. a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chat, I (Bannatyne
Club) II. 221 They fand yirdit in the yaird of Drum ane
trunk full of silver plait. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars Recit.
i, When lyart leaves bestrew the yird. 1824 Mactacgart
Gallovid. Encycl. s. v. ] 'ird-fasls, The cauld yird, the grave.

1825 Jamieson s. v., * Fairly yirdit't dead and buried.
1851 Cumhld. Gloss., Yerd, a fox-earth. 1882 Proc. Bent:
Nat, Club IX. No. 3. 511 The 'Yirding of a live Cock'
to cure epilepsy. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxiv, To afford
yirds and secret caves for our Solway smugglers.

b. Comb. : esp. in yirdfast « Earthfast (cf.

ON.Jardfastr), See also Yekd-hunger.
t$4$

t

Al>erd. Reg. XIX. (Jam.) Tuelf pennis Scottis of
yerd-siluer. 1785 Poems in Buchan Dial. 6 AVhare now thy
groans in dowy dens The yerd-fast stanes do thirle. 1808
Jamieson, Yirdin, thunder [see Earth-din], 1820 Blackiv.
Mag. VI. 568 A penetrating and even suffocating yird-drift.

1824 Mactacgart Gallovid. Encycl., Yirdfasts, large stones
sticking in the yird, or earth, that the plough cannot move.
1825 Jamieson, Yi'd-drift, snow, not in the act of falling,

but lifted up from the ground, and driven by the wind, after

it has lain for some time.

Yire, Yirk, Yirm, Yirn : see Ire, Yerk,
Yabm, Iron.

Yirr (yer), v. Sc. [Possibly repr. OE. gyrran,
*girran (see Yerk), but probably an independent
echoic formation.] intr. To snarl, growl. So
Yirr sb., a snarl, growl.
1786 Burns Ep. to Maj. Logan ii, When idly goavan

whyles we saunter ; Yirrl fancy barks. 1815 G. Beatttb
John o' A mlia' (1826) 63 The watch-dogs yirr'd and yowf'd
wi' fright. 1825 Jamieson, Yirr, the growl of a dog. 1890
Service Notandums xix. 125 If ony whillywha o' an Eng-
lishes should yirr and mak a kilfudyoch aboot the words lie

do^sna ken.

Yirth, Sc. form of Earth.
Yis, obs. pi. of Eye sb*
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 1 1 Beholdyng
..thynges to cumme. .with the yis of his soule,

Yis : see This, Yes.
Yisee, variant of YiSSE.
Yise, obs. f. Ice, Yes.

1 Yisel. Obs. Forms : 1 fcisel, 2 aysel, 3 aisel,

3fleael. [OE. gisel = OHG. gtsal (MUG. gisel,

G. geisel^, ON. g/sl (Sw. gislan, Da. gidsel, gissel)

Gisel; cf. Olr. grail.] A hostage.
C893 JRlwwmo Oros. in. vii, § 2 Philippus ha he cnlht waes,

waes Thebanum to ^isle geseald. c 1*05 Lay. 21103 Bringeo
her ha ;aesles IJiforen ure cnihtes. Ibid. 22790 He wes
i3efen ArSur To halden to 5isle.

Yiak, Sc. i.yesk, Yew
t Yisse, v. Obs. Forms : i gitsian, sietsian,

Sidsian, 2-3 Jitsen, 2-4 ^issen, (2 }itcen, 3
3i3cen, ^yscen, 5escen, $ietcen, $etsen, 4 yisse

;

in vbl. sb. 3 3ittsunng, yssyng, 4 icinge). [OE.
gitsian, gidsian = OHG. *gilison (MHG. gizen,
gitsen, G. geizen), f. Teut. gid-, whence also OHG.
kit (MHG. git, G. geiz) covetousness, OHG. kitac

(MHG. gitec, G. geizig) covetous ; ultimately re-
lated to Lith. geid&u to covet, Lettish gaida desire,

OS1. lidati to expect.] trans, (in OE. const, gen.
or dat.) and intr. To covet. Hence Yisser, a
covetous person ; Yissing vbl. sb., coveting,
covetousness.
Beowulf 1749 [He] *ytsa3 gromhydifc. C700 Epinal

Gloss. 82 Appetitus, sitsung {Corpus Gloss, gidsung]. c888
/Elfred Boeth. xiii. % 1 Sio gitsung seded heore gitseras
lade. Ibid. xxvi. §2 ^Elc bit fces reaflaces be him on senu-
men bift, o35e eft o5res gitsad. £897 — Gregory 's Past. C.
xli. 298 (Cotton MS.) Hu gewitende da Sing sint he hie gid-
sia5 [v. r. sietsiad]. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233 He wat wel hat
mani^e men bied sa ful of ^escung. c 1200 Moral Ode 271
(Trin. Coll. MS.) \>o be waren ;ietceres of bis wereldes aihte.
c 1200 Ormin 4560 5aen ^ittsunng & gredi^le^c. c 1205 Lay.
5332 pe kinges beoo 3unge Of aihte ;issinge. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 202 Al so disced a 5issare [v. r. ^iscerej bet moni busunt
muhten biflutten. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3515 Ne ;isce 3u no^t
flin nestes oing, Hus, ne a^te, ne wif, in din discing, c 1275
Passion our Lord 35 in O.E. Misc. 38 Mid yuernesse and
prude and yssyng wes hat on. rxUgSHO«HAM iv. ^57 f>or3

3eskynge efter gode. 1340 Ayenb. 16 Icinge, in cle[r]gie
auarice oher couaytise. a 1400 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems
(1003) 251 ^issinge an^ glosinge and felsship beon riue.
Ibid. 269 Worldes yissyng Me haueth schent.

Yisse, 3-, obs. ff. Yes. Yist, dial. f. Yeast sb.

Yistai, -ay ($istai, -ay), contr. ff. Yesterday.
Yister-, 5iater-, etc., obs. or dial. ff. Yester-.

+ Yit, 2ndpers.pron. dual nom. Obs. Forms: I

Sit, 3yt, 2-3 3it, 3 2et, (Ortn.) 3itt. [OE. git =
OFris. *jit r$Fn$.jat

}
jiet, Sylt at), OS. git, ON.

(MSw.) it; f. unstressed form of Ye with an
obscure dental element.] Ye two, both of you.
Beowulfy& Daer £it for wlence wada cunnedon. 971

Blickl. Horn. 187 JCyt jit hurhwuniad on incre anwilnesse.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 22 jiCyt nyton hwaet ?yt biddah-
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 Hwi iweard hinc swa )>et 3it dursten
fondian godes? c 1200 Ormin 4498 Butt iff jut mirjhenn be-

tenn itt Onn ani3 kinne wise, c 1205 Lay. 5020 Ne beon git

[C1275 5e] buietweien,mine sunengit [C1275 3eo] beod beien.

Yit e, ;it(e, obs. ff. Yet.

Yite C)'3 it). dial. Alsoyeite,yoit. [Obscure.]

The yellow-hammer, Emberiza citrine/la.

181a P. Forbes Poems 104 (E.D.D.) Herryin' linties, yites

an' kays. 1830 J. W11.SOM Nodes Ambr. Wks. 1856 III. 4
Lark, lint ie, yellow- vite, . .shilfa, and goldfinch. 1888 Bakkik
Auld Licht Idylls ii. 54, I have known a black-fishing ex*
pedition stopped because a ' yellow yite ', or yellowhammer,
hovered round the gang when they were setting out.

t Yiugfg.ted [Y- 4], judged. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7082
po was it ilugged hat he ssolde bc.Hardi kni^t. ^1315
Shoreham v. 101 Y-iuged by be lawe To by stend wyj»
stone. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 45 Geta was 1-

iu^ed [MS. v y-juget] for a comoun enemy.
Yive, 3ive, obs. IT. Give, If.

Yk, obs. form oilpers. pron.

Ykeld, Ykend, Ykened, ME. pa. pples. of

Kill, Ken v.-, Kens.
+ Ykep(t [Y. 4, Keep, I-kepe vbs.], kept. 13.. Seuyn

Sag. 460 To the ich have i-kept mi maidenhod. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 2125 pis ys hat tresour.. Which hat m >' fader.,
haueb y.kept hit in-to bis day. 1399 Pol, Poems (Rolls) I.

365 Roton come, So long ykep, hit is forlorne. 1422 Yongb
tx.Secr. Seer. Ixix. 246 Als longe as the natural hetteduryth
. .the helth of man shal be y-keppit. 1593 [see Keep v. 14].

Ykest : see Cast v., Ycast.
tYkeuered [Y- 4, Cover vX]

t
covered. 1393 Lasgl.

P. PI. C. x. 138 Viitlcr godes secre seel here synnes ben
ykeuered. 1420 E. E. Ji-'ills (18S2) 45, I ^ewe to lohn
rorster my godsonne a becure of seluer y-keueiyd.

tYkid, pa.pplc. and ppl,a. Obs. Forms: I

Secyd, 2 jekyd, 3 ikud(d, 3-4 icud(de, 3-5
ykud, 4-5 ykid(de, ykyd, 5 ykyde, (4 ykudde,
ycud, ikid, yked, ikedde). [OE. gecyd, con-
tracted pa. pple. of cyf>an, gecyfian : see KlDppl. a.

and Kitiie v.] Made known ; hence, well known,
renowned : sometimes (like Ycore) a vague epithet

of commendation.
<7iioo in Leg. Rood (1S71) 3 pa weanS hit sona yam

mairan constantine ham kasere gecyd. a X122 O. E. Chron.
(Laud -MS.) an. 1093 Se cyng..Wies ofer eall dead £ekyd.
c 1205 Lay. 24671 pat nan lauerd taken nolde. .Najuernamne
cniht,. . Rute he icostned weoren prie iune compe, & his
oht-scipen icudde. a 1235 Leg. Katlt. 1295 Italde bt tale,

fif si5e tene, icudde & icorene. Ibid. 1933 O icudd keiser I

c 1315 Shoreham r. 633 Uote wanne her «ys h>"nS yked,
An oher to onderstonde perinne. 13.. K. Alls. 3359
(Line. Inn MS.) Y say Daric.pat he was god kny3t y kud.
1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 64 pe king cortais i-kid cofliche

saide. 1362 Lancl. /'. PL A. iv. 140 Bote he beo A Coke-
wold I-kore [MS. H. ykydj cut of bohe in >'n Eres 1 c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 4^44 Y si-hal..haue wyb me of ^our kny3tes
.V. hundred gode y-kudde. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xm. 196
A confessour ykud [ifSS. M., T. i-kid] that counteh nat a
ruysshe fere, ne famyne, ne false nienne tonges. 14.. K.
Sol. Bk. IVisd. 78 Wisdom yheled. lite] is worb oiher treuh
ihyd ; Bot bobe )>z\ wexen swil>e ;if bai ben y-kyd.
tYkitt, ykut, ykutted,ykyt [Y-4J, cut. c 1300, c 1330

[see Cut v. i, 7]. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 391 He
made alle he hedes and lynies of mawmeltes i-kut [MS* y
ykitt] of. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. I-istula

t
eic. 69 Smal

y-kutted. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 55 Taylid Datys y-kyt
a-long, Yknet(t, yknit, yknyt, knit. 13.. Leg. Greg.
481 Pe ropes wer fast yknett. c 1374 Chaucer Boet/i. iv.

pr. vi. (1868) 134 While pat I weuc.to he resouns yknyt by
ordre. 1426 Lydg. De Gnil. Pilgr. 4924 Whan thys lettrys

[se. P, A, X] ben yknet,..Parfyt pes they sygnyfye. 1:1440
Promp. Parv. 1 54/1 Felowys, y-knytte to-gedyr in wykyd-
nesse, complices.

tYknow, v. Obs. Forms: I secnawan, 2

Secnowen, ikna(u)wen, 2-3 icnawe(n, 3 i-

cnowe(n, 3-4 iknowe(n, 3-5 yknowe(n, 4 y-
knawe(n,yknaue(n, 5 iknow. Pa. 1. 1 secneow,
2-3 icnew, 2 ^ecnew, 5icneow(e, 3-4 iknewe,
ikneu. Pa.pple. 1 secnawen, 2-3 icnawe(n,
2 3ecnowe, 3 icnowe(n, iknowe, 4 yknawe,
yknowe(n, yenowen, 5 yknow. [OE. geendwan

:

see Y- 3 c and Know v.} To know (in various
senses) ; to acknowledge.
971 Blickl. Horn, 71 He waes. .of cilda mube gecnawen &

weorbad. aiooo, etc. [see Know z>. i, ii, etc.]. c 1175
Lamb. IIom.49 Betre hit is bet man ne iknawe noht be wei
to godalinihtin be he hine icnawe and seodi'ie hine for-ho^ie.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 Da biSohte heo on hire liflode
and ^e-cnew bat hie was laft gode. c 1205 Lay. 24805 5if
bu wult icnawen pat he is king ouer he. a 1240 Lofsong
in O. E. Horn. I. 205 Ich icnowe me gulti and creie he
leafdi merci. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) App. H. 122 Ich ne
dar hat he folc yhure hat ich yknowe jje. c 1320 Cast. Love
36 For him hat con not i-knowen Nouber French ne Latyn.
C1330 Arth. ^ Merl. 9049 Herui Riuel bis iknewe. 1340
Ayenb. 104 He is be eldeste and be meste yknawe and be
meste beloued. Ibid. 201 Zuo het he ne may y-knawe his
sseppere. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 225 In her lyknesse
owre lorde ofte hath ben y-knowe. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 205 A lewed goost, hat koube not y-knowe be
cause.. of verray martirdom. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 252 We
ben clerkes y-cnowen cunnynge in scole. 1422 Yonge tr.

Seer. Seer. 123 Whath awaylyth Sotilte of vndyrstondynge
and connynge, and how thay byth y-know. C1430 Syr
Getter. (Roxb.) 6737 If ye can me tech Hou I may I-know
him.

b. To make known; = Know v, 13.

a 1400 A'ew Test. (Paues) Col. i. 27 To whom God wolde
y.knowe he righesse of be blisse of his sacrement.
tYkorvetn: see Ycorve(n. Ykoweryn, M E. pa. pple.

of Cover v. 1 71466 Stonor Papers (Camden) I. 77 To send
hym worde wher to [~ whether the] Mylle of Ermyngton
schall be y-koweryn with stone or strawe. Ykoyned [Y- 4,
Coin v. 1

], coined. 1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 256 2 Silver is

.
.
no better .

. thenne xxxii s. the seid pound of troie ykoyned.
Ykremyd [Crim P.! crumbled, t'1430 Two Cookery-bks. 40
A fewe^olkysof hard Eyroun y-kremyd her-on. Ykuenct:
see Youenct. Ykynde [Y- 5, Kin sb. 1

), of (high) kin or
lineage. 14*0 Proc. Privy Council (1834) II. 273 The
whiche partyes bothe beth weel ykynde and of gret ally,
aunce. Ykyt: see Ykitt.
Yl, obs. form of III, Isle.

-yl {&), formerly occas. -ule, a terminal element
of chemical terms, ad. F. -yle (also -ule). i. Gr.
uAt; wood, matter, substance (see Hyle), used for
1 chemical principle, radical \ It was introduced
by Wohler and lliebig {Ann. de Cliimie, 1832, LI.

286), and first used by them in the term benzoyte
;

other early names were tthyle {Jthule)^ ilayh
(Berzelius), dadyle, peucyle. citronyle

t
citryte

(Blanchet and Stll). Some fifteen in anglicized
form, including acetyl, amyl. cinnamyl, glyceryl*

salicyl. appear in the Elements of Chemistry by
T. Graham, 1842, who also invented the general

term basyle for a body which unites with oxygen
to form a base. Methyl is peculiar in being a
back-formation from methylene.

-ylis used in forming the names of radicals com-
pounded of two or three elements in various atomic
proportions, which behave in combination like

simple elements and are the constant bases of

series of compounds (though they may not be
themselves obtainable in a free state). Thus car-
bonyl CO, hydroxyl HO, sulphuryl SOa , are
compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and sulphur re-

spectively. The greater number are compounds
of carbon and hydrogen, either alone, as amyl,
ethyl, deutyl, trilyl, or with oxygen, as acetyl lactyl.

Ylacay, obs. Sc. var. Lackey.
1512 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 342 Item, to ane

Franche ylacay,. .xiiij s.

t Ylacet [Y- 4, Lace v.], laced, c 1425 Engl. Cong. /rel.

52 |'ay. .turneden toward weysfotd by Odroon, wyth baners
y-Iacet. Ylad(d [Lead v. 1

), led, conveyed, carried. 1297
R. Gi.ouc.(Rolls) 2424 Mercurius us ah ylad in to bin londe.
1387 Tkkyisa Higden (Rolls) V. 99 Numerianus wasy-lad in

a liter. C1400 Maundev. (1839) ii. 13 Oure Lord Jesu, in that
Kyghte that he was taken, he was ylad in to a Gardyn.
14. . A". Sol. Bk. H'isd. 211 po Ely in |>is fair cart to heuen
was ylad, Elisee his felawe was sory. 1426 Lydg. De Guil.
Pilgr. 9772 The maryner..Ledeth the shyp, ..And ys hym
sylff ylad also. Ylaftie : see Yleft. Ylaht [Latch t-.

1

,

I-lkcche], seized, caught. 0306 Pol. Songs (Camden) 214
The Bisshopof Glascouychot he wasy-laht. Ylaid, ylayd,
yleid, yleyd, ME, pa. pple. of Lay v. 1 ia.. Moral
Ode vi. in E. E. P. (1862) 22 Al to muchel ic habbe i-spend,
to litel y-leid an horde, c 1330 Assump. Virg. (B.M. MS.)
842 It was in he tumbe ylaide. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2427
pe clobes bat wern on hure bed ilaid. 1426 Lydg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 5415 Ther was no chaff ysene, And the
strawh yleyd a-.syde. Ylakked [Lack v. 'J, blamed. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 21 That is Mede be Mayde..hath
noyed me ful oft, And ylakktd my lemman.
Yland(e, obs. forms ot Island.

Ylang-ylang (ripen risen). Also yhlang-,
i(h)lang-. [Tagalog aiang-llang.'] An ano-

naceous tree (Canangium odoratum) of Malaysia,

the Philippines, etc., with fragrant greenish-yellow

flowers from which a perfume is distilled ; hence,

the perfume itself.

1876 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. I. 243 Oxidation of Essential Oils.

..Citronella and yhlang yhlang developed no hydrogen
peroxide. i88x Ibid. XL. 916 Cananga Oil. ..'Ibis oil, also

known as Hang-lang or Alanguilan oil. 1S82 Englishman
(Calcutta) 2 Dec. 4/5 Atkinson's Perfumery. Ess, Ylang
Ylang, Frangipanne. 1884 Miller Plant-n.

%
Cananga

cdorata, Ilang-Ilang-tree.

Hence Yla'ngol Chem. (See quot.)

1895 Jnil. Chem. Soc. LXVIII. l 243 Ytangol, CioHiS0,
the isomeride of geraniol.

tYla*st, v- Obs. Forms : 1-5 3eleestan, etc.

as in Last v. 1
; also 3-4 ylaste, yleste. Pa. t.

1 selteste, 2 ^elest, 3-4 ilast(e, ilest(e, 3-5
ylast(e. Pa.pple. 1 selsest, seleested, 2 selest,

3 ilaEst, ilast., 4 ylast(ed. [OE. gelxstan : see Y-
3 c and Last vA]
1. trans. To carry out, perform : = Last Z*.

1 1 b.

Beowulf 524 Beot eal wiS be sunu Beanstanes so5e ge-

Iteste. c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 4 Ic eac nauht ne
tweo^e 5»t flu hit ma;e jela^stan. a 1000 Csedmon's Gen.

2762 He.-hEefde wordbeot leofum jelaested. <-iii22 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1012 Da het gafol jelest was. a 1200
Moral Ode 24? pa he gode biheten heste and nolden hit

ileste. c 1205 Lay. 31 109 3if Pu niilit under criste pis for-

ward me ileste.

2. intr. To last, continue, endure: = Last v. 1 1.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vii. 19 Ne mae^ hselej-a gehwaem hus
on munte lange gelaestan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. i57\Vais
mine saule het m ' M bus longe ilest. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 151 Letitia sempiterna, hat is ilestende Hht. 01250
Prov. sElfrcd 387 in O. E. Misc. 126 Alle world-ayhte
schulle bi-cumen to nouhtc.And vre owe lif lutel hwile
ileste. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 208 pe bataile of troye h*1

ilast vale 3er. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. in. 191 [pow] wendest
hat wyntre wolde nan y-lastedeuere. C1400.V/. jer. /J Tokens



YLAT. 59 YLURNED.
32 Leuere had his owen moder in hellc pyne to be, Al be
while be dom ylast, ban her sones face to see.

b. To stretch, extend ; = Last a.1 4.
a 1175 Cott. Horn, 2sr His land ablest wide and side.

tYlat: see Ylet. Ylauenyt, ME. pa. pple. of Leaven :/.

1422 [see Leaven v. ij. Ylau^te, ylau3the, ME. pa.pples.
of Latch v. 1

, I-lecche. Ylayfe, yleie, yleighe, ylei3e,
yleine, yleyetn, yly, ME. pa. pple. of Lie ti.' 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5729 He sein swithin..pat longa adde
vnder erpe ybe [zi.r. yleye] verst bi'o^te in to ssryne. 13.

.

A'. Aiis. 508 (Line. Inn MS.) A god. -bat hap ylaye by be
queue. 1377 Langi.. P. PL B. v. 82 As a leke nadde yleye
longe in be Sonne. (-1400 Maundev. xiii. [ix.], ^if here fader
had not ben dronken he hadde not yleye with hem.

Ylde, obs. by-form of Isle.

Yle : see Ail sb?, Aisle, Hyle, III, Isle.

t Tleave. Obs. [OE geUaf: see Y- 3 a, Leave
sb.] Permission ; leave.

a 1050 Liber Scintill. 1. (1889) 165 Iniquorum potestas
super te ex dei tiatur licentia, unrihtwisra miht ofer be of

godes ys Keaaald seleaf. inaa O. E. Ckroti, (Laud MS.)
an. 1043 Be pes cynges jelaifan. c 1315 Shoreham I. T269

3ef eny oper hyt dob, Nys hyt ordre, ac ileaue. 1340
Ayenb. 50 Gcd yaf yleaue pe dyeulen to guo in to be zuyn.
Ibid. 112 At his yleaue nymynge.
Yleohyd, ME. pa. pple. of Leach v\
tYle'ft, yla'ft, pa. pple. Obs. Forms: 1 se-

leefed, 3 ileaued, ileued, 4 yleued, -yd, 4-5
yleft(e, ylafte, 7 ylaft. [OE. gelifed, pa. pple.

of (ge)l;efan : see Y- 4 and Leave z\!] Left.

1:950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. xv. 37 El quod superfuit dc
fragmetttis, ec \S gelaefed wses of screadungum. a U25
Ancr. R. 168 Oure large relef bet we habbeo ileaued.

e 1275 Lav. 285S3 po nas bar na more ileued in ban fihte .

.

bote Arthur be king. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6722 He was
al one of be tern hileued \v.r. yleft] there, c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 3349 pe Assege panne bay y-lafte. Ibid. 5t2t

Tho was pe assaut y-leuyd clene. 1405 in Royal $ Hist.
Lett, Hen. IV (Rolls) r58, I have nought ylafte with me
over two men. 1422 Yonge tr. Sect: Seer. lxiv. 240 Yf any.
thynge he y-lefte in the stomake. c 1634 W. Cartwright
Ordinary n. ii. (1651) 35 None pleasaunce is me ylaft.

tYleicf,Yleie, yleighe, yleine, etc.: see Ylaio, Ylav(e.
Ylend, ylent, pa. pples. of Lend v. 1 and p.1 a 1310

[see Lend r'.
1
2]. 13.. Leg. Greg. 259 pat day was hem no

grace ylent. 1340 Ayenb. 19 pe greate guodes bet god ham
hep ylend. 1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul n. 11. 11. iv, The
hearing never knew the verdant peint Of springs gay
mantle, nor heavens light ylent That must discover all that

goodly pride. Ibid, iv. xxii. Their life ylent And subtill

being quite away are flone. Ylengd, pa. pple. of Leng z:

+ Yleo f, a. {sb.) Obs. Forms : 1 seleof, %pl.

yleoue, iloue. [OE. feUof- MHG. geliep (also

assb.pl.): see^-Y-lb, 2 and/A/"LlEF.] Mutually
loving or lielovcd ; sb.pl. a pair of lovers.

a 1000 Con/ess. Eegberti xxviii. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

152 On bare fiftan cneorysse jeleofe men his nioton ge-

samni?;an. c 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Haupt's Zeilschr, (1853)

IX. 461 Contubernali sodalitate,..m\d xeleofre ferra;dene.

a 1250 Owl <* Night. 1047 par two yleoue [Cott. ilove] in

one bedde Liggeb iclupt & wel bihedde.
tYlepe, ylope[Y-4, Leaps'.], leapt, c 1380 Sir Ferumb.

4626 Many wer ouer y-lepe. Ibid. 5059 pe tour bay hauede
y-take bo Nadde duk Naymes y-lope hem to.

t YleTC, v. Obs. [OE. gelxran : see Y- 3 c

and Leue v.] To teach ; to learn.

Beowulf 3079 Ne me.diton we ?;el;eran leofne beoden .

.

raid Eeni^ne. < 1290 Beket 216 in 6". Eng. Leg. 112 Sell

child is sone i-lered. t'1300 Havelok 12 pat ye mowen nou
y-here, And be tale ye mowen y-lere. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. xn. 128 Thus porw my lore beb men ylered.

t Ylered, ppl. a. Obs. [OE. ^else-red, pa. pple.

of {re)l£ran : see prcc] = Leheu, learned.

C897 MLnwaGr^gw^g Past. C. 8 Uncud hu longe baer

SW32 jelaerede biscopas sien. 11 . . Fragm. AKlfric's Gram,
(1838) 6 Ikerede men. c 1205 Lay. 21858 preo biscopes wise,

a boke wel ilaered. a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 Sum is so wel
ilered, ooer se wis iworded. 1377 Langi.. /'. PI. B. xiii.

213 My deuore to shewen, And confomien fauntekynes and
other folke ylered. c 1440 Partonope 1994 And eke in amies
full wele ylered.

t Ylerned [ Y- 4], learnt. 1340 Ayenb. 70 Non wel libbe

ne ssel conne bet to sterue ylyerned ne heb. 136' Langi-
/'. PI. A. ix. 10 Ich heilede hem hendeli as Ich hedde I.

leorned {C-text hadde ylerned]. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 219 pat bey hadde i-lerned [MS. y ylurncd] of

here sovereynes to meyntene fredom.

Yleslipe, ylespile, var. ilcspil: see under II,

ile. Ylessed, ME. pa. pple. of Less v.

Ylet, obs. form of Eyelet.
14 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 598 '39 Ocellulus, an ylet.

tYlet 1

,
ylat, earlier rtUttH, Helen, itatcln [Y- 4, Let

t'.
1
]. let, allowed, left, etc. 13.. K. Alis. 2414 (Line. Inn

MS.) per was..mony a veyue ylat blode. X340 Ayenb. 115

pe guodes bet ich habbe uoryete and ylete to done. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 109 He was i-closed wib ynne

be citee, and y-let out by a roop over be wal. Viet :
,

ylettyd, earlier gclcHt, ilet [Let iv], hindered. 13 . A".

Alis. 1776 (Line. Inn MS.) Ac he was ylat by be way.

Ibid. 3221 perbeyweoren foulyylet, pe gates weoren ageyns

him scheot. 142a Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. xxxi. 174 He was

moche y-lettyd by an hugy ryuer. Ylettert, ylettred,

early var. of Lettered. 1303 y-lettrede [see Lettered

ppl. a.]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 141 Well ilettred

[MS. y ylettert).

tYleve, sb. Obs. Forms: 1 seleafa, 2 je-

l(e)afe, iloafe, ileavo, 3-3 ileve, 3 Jielefe,

ilffife. [OE. leUafa : see Leve sb.] Belief, faith.

c 888 jElfreo Boeth. v. § 3 Nu >u Sone sclcafaii hxfst.

<TH7S Lamb. Horn. 5 pet we sulen . . habben godne ileafe to

ure drihten. Ibid. 73 pet an is rihte ileue, bet o3er fulluht.

e iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 P"rh rihte 3lelefe, and clene

liflade. ciaos Lav. 2974 Swa helpe me Apollin, for nun

ilasfe is al on him.

tYleve, v. Obs. Forms: 1 reliefan, selyfan,

gelefan, 2 Jelifea, Jelyfen, ileafen, 2-5 ileve(n,

3 ileeiven, ileafen, iluven. 3-4 ilefe(n, ylefe(n,

ileove(n, 4 ileave, ileeve. ilyve, yleve, ylif.

[OE. icllcfan = OS. gilobjan (MDu. ghcloovcn,

On. - gelooven), OHG. giloitben (MUG. gclouben,

glonbai, gloitben, early mod.G. gleuben, G. glaubeti),

Goth, galaubjan : f. Tent, ga- Y- + laub- dear

(related to lent- Lief and litt- Live;.] To believe.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. v. § 3 Jelefst Su bet sio wyrd wealde
bisse worulde? a 1000 Boeth. Metr, xxvi. 99 Da dysegan
men be oysum drycrxftum long ?;elyfdon. CI17S Lamb.
Iloin. 65 SVenne ic ileue and wel iso bet no gult me for-

3euen bo. c 1205 Lav. 29022 Karic ileouede to soce Sexisce

monne lare. a 1350 Prcn', sE IJ'red 352 in O, E. Misc. 124

Ne ilef pu neuer bane mon pat is of feole speche. c 1380

Sir Ferumb. 4097 pou ne dost no}t ase pe wys If pow y-

lyuest sir Alorys. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 177

Men of pe contray aboute longe tyme perafter my3te unnepe
i-leve bat pat citee was i-take. c 1400 La't/ranc's Ciritrg,

267 I-leue pe wordis pat I seie.

Yleve : see Yi.ive, to live.

Yleved, Yleyd, Yleye, Yliac: see Yleft,
Ylaid, Ylay, Iliac.

tYlight(ed [Y- 4, Light v.'], lighted. 142a Yonce tr.

Seer. Seer. Ixi. 237 The mecche of a candill whych is y-

lyghtid. c 1450 Brut 11. 313 With candels ylight.

tYlike,«. and sb, Obs. Forms: a. 1 selic, 2

3elic(h), 2-; ilieh(e, ylych(e, 3-5 ylioh(e, 4
ileche, 4-5 yleehe, ilyche. $. 2-3 ilik(e, 3-5
ilyke, 4 ylik, ilek, 4-5 ylyk(e, illike, ylike.

[OE. lelk : see Y- I b and Like a. Represented

now by Alike, q. v. ; see also Inlike.]

A. adj. 1. Like, similar (const, dat. or to).

rcooo CynEWULF Juliana 549 Ic xr ne si5 amis ne mette
in woruldiice wib pe ^eiic. coootr. Bxdas Hist. IV. xix.

(1S90) 322 [Se lichomaj wses sla;penduni men £elicra ponne
deadum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 pe aide mon be bi3 butan
treowscipe bi'5 iliche pan treo pe bere3 lef and blosman and
nane westmas ne bere5. c iaoo Vices *r Virtues 9 Ic seal

bien 3elich 3an heisten [orig. ero similis altissimo]. a laas

Ancr. R. 200 Hwose haued eni unSeau of beo pet ich er

nemde, ooer ham iliche. 1340-70 Alex, fy Diud. 792 }e ben

to pe helle-hond holliche i-like. ^1380 Sir Ferumb. 2336
A semede pe diuel ileche. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. xxii.

149 None afore the hath be y-lyke the, ne aftyre the shall

come. C1474 Caxton Rceuyell (1894) 321 A geant named
Cerberus ynowh ylyke vnto pluto of condicions.

2. Of a number of things : Like one another

;

alike; equal. Ever ylike: always the same.

Beowulfz\6) Feower mearas..?;elice. c 980-c 1060 Laws
of JElhelrcd vi. Hi. (Liebermann) 258 Se ma^a & se un-

nia^a ne beoS na Felice, ne ne m&Zon na gelice byrpene

ahebban. ^11240 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 203 pet nauep

noucer ende ne biginnunge pet is euer iliche wioute stu-

riunge. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 35s pinges pat

beeth i-liche {MS. y bup ylyche] acordcp to gidres. c 1391

Chaccer As.'rot. I. §17 Than ben the daies & the nyhtes

illike of lenghthe in al the world, c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

399 Thre waxe-candels he let make pen, Euery candelle

y-leyche of wey3t. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer, Seer, xxiii. 151

Yestyrday he hadd frendys Spcciall, but to-day he haue

ham all ylyke. 1430-40 Lvdg. Boeluts IV. XI. (1558) 103

Fortunes gyftes be nat aye ylyche.

3. Fitting, suitable. (Cf. Like a. 6 a.)

1 1205 Lav. 15117 Nusten heo an world-riche raid pat

heom weore ilike.

B. sb. 1. (One's) like, equal, counterpart.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xx. 37 Nan ping nis bin selica. c 117S

Lamb. Horn. 151 lob wes. .swa godmon pet ure drihten.

.

i seide bet under houene ne nan his ilike. c iao5 Lay. 25378

Nes per na king his ilike. c 1305 Judas 66 in E. E. P.

(1862) 109 Ech ping louep his iliche.

2. Outward appearance, likeness, semblance

;

coney, an image, ' likeness '.

a taas Leg. A'at/i. 1843 Crist . . purh his aline engel i culu-

rene iliche, fedde hire, a laas Ancr. R. 136 Loke bet tu

habbe his iliche, pet is pet crucifix, a 1300 A'. Horn 305 In

homes ilike pu schalt hure hiswike. c 1315 Shokeham vil.

< 883 Ase mannes ylyche ymad of tre May nau3t be al ase man
may be. . Ne godes ylyche, man, y-wys Ne may nau3t be al

ase god ys.

t Ylike, adv. Obs. Forms: 1 xelice, 2 ;e-

lic;h>, 3-5 iliche, yliche, 4-3 ilike, 4-7 ylike,

I etc." (cf. prec.); also 4 eliche, elike, elyke, 5 ye-

j
liche. [OK. (e/tre = OS. giluo [blVu. gelite, Dtt.

I

geliji), OIIG. galihho, g{i)luho MHG. gie)l,c/ie,

• g{e)llch, G.gleicA), Goth, galeikt ; f. prec]

1. Similarly; likewise; alike; equally. Everylike:

unceasingly, continuously.

971 Blicil. Horn. 119 Ne wa:ron bas ealle selice lange.

1000 A(s. Gosp. Matt. xx. 5 Eft he ut-eode embe pa sixtan

& nteofcan tide & dyde pain swa xelice. c iaoo Moral Ode
• 66 (Trin. Coll. MS.) Africh man mid pat he haueo mal

[
bugge heueriche pe be more haueo and be be lasse booe

' iliche. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 152 pat water of babe is bat

on pat euere is iliche hot. 1377 I.angl. P. PI. B. xix. 436

Al tymes ylyke. c 1386 Chai cek A'tit.'s 7". 1668 Til that

ihe Thebanc knyghtes bolhe yliche Honured, were in to the

paleys fel. ci&i — Astro/. 11. i 39 The longitude of a

I clymat ys a lyne ymagined fro Est to west, illike d.slant

by-twene them allc. a 1395 Hvlton Scala Perf. (W.de W.

I
1494) I. xxxiv. Who soo is euer ylyke wyse in knowyng of

I

god & ghostly ihynges. c 1400 Lvdg. Chorle ft Bird 48

(MS. Harl. 116) Of lengthe and brede yeliche square and

longe. c 1403 Clanvowe Cuckrui + Night. 6s The floures

and the gras y.lyke hye. 1423 Ias. I A'iV(jr« Q. Ixx, I anta-

I lu«. .1 hat euer ylike hailith at the well Waler to draw wuh
buket botemles. e 146a Tmrneley Myst. mm. 106 A bush I

I se burnand full bryght, and euer elyke the leyfes are greyn.

i486 Bk. St. Albans cvj b, Take Fenell Maryall and Kersis

ilich moch.

2. Const, dative : In the same manner (as), like,

as. Also with as
v
OE. swa], as conj. or conj. adv.

c 893 Alfred Oros. v. vii. 9 2 pe elpendesliyd wiledrincan
waetan, ^elice & spynge deo. 971 lilikl. Hem. 17 He him
pellet his Eeriste,..3elice swa he a;r pa prowunc,e dyde.

1393 Langl. /'. /'/. C. xx. 3^0 Wusshen and wylnen Alle

manere of men mercy and forjeuenesse, And louye hem
yliche hym-sylf. 1579 Spenser Shep/r. Cat. May 4 How
falles it then, we no merrier bene, Mike as others, girt in

gawdy greene? c 1634 W. Cartwright Ordinary 11. ii.

(1651) 25 If I kissen, These thick: stark bristles of mine beard
will pricken Ylike the skin of Hownd-fish.

tYli-ke, v. Obs. [OE. lelician (cf. MDu.
gheliken, MHG. gelichen, Goth, galcikan) : seeY-
3c and Like z\l] trans. To please.

C893 /Elfkeo Ores. v. i, Ascian ponne Italic hiera a?.ne

londleode, hu bim pa tida ?elicoden. 1340 Ayenb. 109 Leue
uader ylyky pe pet pe holy gost ous wilTe al>3te )>e hert.

t Ylik(emed [Y- 4), likened. 1340 Ayenb, 3;+ No ping

ne is worpi to be ylykned to pe chaste berte. 1393 Langl.
/'. PI. C. xvn. 265 Ypocrisie is ..ylikned in latyn to aloth-

liche dounghep. 1422 Vonge tr. Seer. Seer. Iviii. 228 They
bene folis y-lykcnyd 10 assis. Yli'kewise, adv. = Alike-
wise : cf. Ylike a. 1460 Cal. Anc. Rec, Dublin (18891 3°5

And of fysherys ylykewis for the fysch. Ylin(c)ked [Y-

4], linked, a 1565 Sir T. Challonkk in Q. Eliz. Boeth, etc.

156/56 What ere thow be that thinges ylynked hast In

league so olde. 1590 [see Linked ppl.a.\ Ylipe v. [Y- 3c,

Lithe z:'\, to hearken, listen, a 1300 K. Horn (Harl. MS.)
2 Alle heo ben blype pat to my scng ylype.

1'Ylive, v. Obs. Forms: i seliflan. 4 yleue;

pa. pple. 1 selifd, 3-4 ilyued. yliued, ylyued,

4 yleued. [OE. gelilbau, £elifan (cf. OHG. gi-

leben) : see Y- 3 c and Live v.1] To live.

C950 Lindisf. Go:p. Luke x. 28 Hocfac et uiues, ois do
pa:tte 3u ^elifi^e. c toco in Narrat, Angl. (1861) 30 Fulne
ende pines lifes pu luefst gelifd. 1897, etc. Yliued, etc. [see

Live r.
1

]. 1340 Ayenb. 03 pet is guod lyf and yblyssed bet

cristene ssolle jleue. IHd. 130 Huance pe man pengp..

ine liuet trauail he hep yleued. 1393 Langl. P. Pi. C XII.

255 A goode fryday. . a felon was ysaued That vnlawefulliche

hadde ylyued.

Ylk(e, Ylkan, Yll, obs. ff. Ilk, Ilka, III.

Ylle, obs. form of Aisle, 111, Isle.

Yllischman, yllisman, obs. ff. Islesman.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 29

Of grett oppressioun maid be the yllismeu [cf. infra men
of the yllis]. 1610 Reg. Privy Council Scot, VIII. 615

What cours salbe takin with these Yllischmen.

Yllond, obs. form of Island.

Ylls, obs. form of Else.
1461 in Jarro-01 <y IVcarmonth (Surtees) 245 Y* hc.apper

be for y
e said holy fader y

e pope, or ylls ya wiischipfull

dociour Bernardus Romia.
TYlog(g!ed [Y- 4], lodged. 13.. A'. Alis. 3132 (Laud

MS.) bono he com to pat plas, per Alisaunder yloged was.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4001 Wel y-loged ther on pauyllouns.

Ylo^e, ylow(e, ME. pa. pple. of Lie v. 2 Yloged,

y lowed [Lowr'.t], subjected, humbled. 1340 Ayenb. 144 Hi
ham byep zuo moche ylo3ed. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer.

xxx. 172 He ne holdyth hym not ylowet ne vndyrfole of

the dyssayses whychehe hatheescapid. Yloke.yiokked,
ME. pa. pples. of Lock t'.

1 13.. A. Alis. 2769 (Laud MS.)
Ar be 3ates weren yloke. 1399 Langl. Rick. Redeles I. 44
With lewte and loue yloke to pi peeris. c 1400 Trezisa's

Higden (Rolls) VII. App. 525 '1 hal the dores be fast yloke

and barred. C1400 y lokked [sec Lock r.' 3]. Yloked
[Look v.\, looked, observed, etc. 1340 Ayenb. 7 pe sab.it,

pet wes straytliche y-loked ine pe yalde laje.

tYlome, adv. Cbs. Forms: i selome, 2-5

ilome, 3 3elome, 3-5 ylome. [OE. itlime, I. ge-

Y-, with an element of obscure origin: see Loom
jA.I] Frequently, often ;

phr. oft andylome.
a 1000 Cxdmon'sGcn. 1539 $e 011 wolcnum pais oft x,elome

andjiettacen ma^on sceawixan. CI17S Lamb. Hem. 13

Westmes borfl uuelewcderas oft and ilome seal for-wuroan.

CI200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Heald pin cunde, and pine lb

caincs lust kel ilome. a 1250 Out >i Night. 595 par me mai

pe itomest finde, par men worpep hore bihinde. 134C-70
; Alisaunder 521 A Lioun in a launde may lightlych driue

I
Ofhertesan holle herde, as bappes ilome. c 1400 St. Alexius

(I ..nd 622) 69 Men speken of hym ylome In alle pinges

I
wipGuten strijf.

Ylond, obs. form of Island.

t Ylong, obs. var. Along a.' (in sense 'depending on ").

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2711 pe king essle at enchain.,rs

war on it were ylong. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxi.

61 My joie ant eke my blisse on him is al y-long. ^1400

Pilgr. Sozolc (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 Yf it soo be

that in his hede be founde ony defaute, hit wylle seme.,

that hit is y long vppon his counceyl. Ylppe: see

Ylepe. Ylore(n, ylorn(e, ME. pa. pple. o( Leese r.'

to lose. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5133 Hii ssollePju; keuery

moche lond pal hii abbepy lore. 121310 in Wright Lyric I .

xxxix. noAlisdayes werk ther were yloren. 1393 Langi.

/" PI C xiii 182 Oper sides.. That ben leide on Jouh

er'the ylore as hit weie. 1 143° "/'""i ' ','*'
(>f«7'7?

At

euery hour a poyn. is y loore. Ylosed, yolte ME. pa.

pple of Lose r.l 13 • A . A is. 428, I....C Inn US.)

Uarie haP ylosl his pray. 1387 1 Ri I isa Higden (Roils) I\ .

461 Alias ! my fretndes, bis day 1 have y-IoM. 1407 bcOGAN

Mor liaiade 16 Tyme ylost in youthe fohly t.revelh a wight

roostly and bodily. Yloused 1, loosed, loosened. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 151 pe skyn y-loused long.

sotulaeute). Ylou«ed»,freed from lice. 1387 1 aEMSA ///^
;

1

den (Rolls) III. 353 P>Y baddc i lowsed IMS. y vloused]

I
hu elopes. Yloved, ylowid, Ml- |a. pple. of LovEr-.i

13 Coerdc L. 1744 Friends, with the best That might be

in any lond Y-Ioved. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. vu. 137

Wyrchippyd, ylowid, and ydreddyd. Ylow(e, Ylowed :

see YL03E, YL03ED. Ylnggvd, lugged, pulled. 1399

Langl. Rich. Redeles 111. 336 He was lyghlliche y.laujte

andy-luggydofmany. Ylurned, ylyerned : see Ylerned.
8-2
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Yly; sgcYlay(r. Ylychfe, ylyk(e, var. Ylike. Ylyft(e,
lifted. 1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VI. g panne he was i-

left [J/J. y ylyftj an ht$*. Ymaad, ymad(e, obs. pa.

pple. of Make v> Ymaced, ME. pa. pple. of Mass v$
Ymadge, ymag(e, etc., obs. ft Image, etc

tYmake, ymaked, ME. pa. pples. of Make p.* Y-
manered, ymanerit(e [Y-s, Manner sb?\ mannered.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. xi. 260 A mayde wel ymanered of

good men yspronge. 1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer, lviii. 226

Tho that haue the flesshe of the brestis lytiU and dry bene
ille-ymanerite. Ymanned, -yd [Y-4), manned. £1450
Brut 11. 434 The toune of Orhaunce was.. well ymannyd
and vitaihd. Ymaried, married. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11.

50 Now worth bis Mede ymaried al to a mansed schrewe.

Ymariss(ch)ed, pa. pple. of Marisse v. Ymarked, -yd,
ME. pa. pple. of Mark v. 13.. Sir Orfco 546 (Ziclke)

Away !..pathim was so hard Grace ymarked, And so vile deb
marked I 1422 Yonge tr. Seer, Seer. x\. 199 Euery manes
>fe is y-markyd by kynde, how longe he shal mow doure.
Ymart(i)red, ymartyred, ME. pa. pple. of Martyr v.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1819 Ymartred {v. rr. y mart'ired, y
martred] uor vre louerdes loue. 1387 Trevisa Higden
( Rolls) V. 19 pat ^ereEustas.-wasy-martired. Ymasked,
Ymaymed, ME. pa. pples. of Mask, Maim.

Ymbar, obs. form of Ember ^.

'550 Acts Privy Council (1891) III. 68 Holiedaies or
fastinge daies as Lent, Ymbar daies, or any such lyke.

Ymbarge, obs. form of Embarge v.

1585 MS. Tanner 7$, 53 They shall ymbarge or arrest the
Duke of Florrences Gallion.

Ymbassator, -bassutt, obs. var. Ambassa-
dor, Ambassade.
1484 Cely Papers (Camden) 149 To goo as ym bassutt for

the stappetl to Dewke Phyllypp, 1543 in Lodge Illustr.

Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 45 The Frenche Ymbassator has not
proponyt that matt* as yet.

Ymber, ymbre, obs. forms of Ember 1.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 254 Our old faders wolden ete beg
dayes kakes bakyn yn be ymbres. 1588 Kyd Househ. Phil.
\Vks. (1901) 273 She gins the ymbeis vp to rake.

Ymbir-, ymbre(n, etc., obs. ff. Ember 2.

Ymbolden, obs. f. Embolden, imbolden.
i6ix W. Adams Let. in Rundall Mem. Japan (Hakl. Soc.)

31, I haue ymboldened my selfe to "write these few lines.
" Ymbrasour, obs. form of Embracer >l

.

Ymbroder, obs. form of Embroider.
1562-3 IV. Country i Fills (Surtees 1912) 37 Asuyteof blewe

velvet ymbrodered. 1638 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Furni-
ture (:86o) 1 Ymbrodering or hurling of guilded leather.

t Ymed(e)led {Y-4, Meddle v.\ mixed. C1374 Chaucer
Troylus in. 815 So worldly selynesse. .y-medled is with
many a bitternesse. C1394 P. PI. Crede 177 Wyde wyn-
dowes . . Schynen wib schapen scheldes . . Wib merkes of
marchauntes y-medled bytwene.

Ymedieable, Ymedyat, obs. ff. Immedicable,
Immediate.
+ Ymeint, pa. pple. (ME. and 7 arch.) ofMeng v., to mix.
Ymelked [Y-4], milked. 13. . St. Keuelm 234 in E.E.P.
(1862) 54 As ful heo wolde a morwe beo, be3 heo were
vmelked an eue.

Ymel(le : see Imelle.
tYmelled,-yd[MELLi/. 2

], mixed. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) III. 469 pe elementes i-medlcd [MS. y ymelled]
to gidres. C1430 Twer Cookery-bks. 28 Pouder Gyngere y-
mellyd with Sugre. Ymeltfed, ME. pa. pple. of Mei.i vA
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 13 A streem of sold of
nayles i-melt [MS. y ymelt]. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV.
187 Golde y-meltede. Ymende [Y- % c, mende Mind v.], to
remember. 1340 [see Mind v. 2 c]. Ymene: see I-mene.
Ymene^edjpa. pple. of Ming v. Ymeng, ymeng(e)d,
id, -yd, ME. pa. pples. of Meng v., to mingle. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 2541 po were among cristinemen bis paiens
bus imengd [v. r. y menged J. Ibid. 3437 pus were n worre &
in wo ymeng be saxons. .myd be brutons. 1340 Ayenb. 196
Loke bet ydele blisscne by Mgt y.mengd. c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 38 3olkys of Eyroun y-inengyd with be Ius
of haselle leuys. Yment, ME. pa. pple. of Mean 7'. 1

Ymered, pa. pple. of Mere v. 1
, to purify. Ymesurid,

ME. f. Measured ; ivell y-mesurid, well-proportioned.
1422 Yonge tr. Seer. Seer. lxix. 236 The hede well y-mesurid.
Ymet *, ME. pa. pple. of Mete v. 2 , to dream, c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 335 pou hast y met of venysoun ; bou mostest drynke
atom. ci43o[see METE7-.a

2], Ymet^, pa. pple. (ME. and
6-7 arch.) of Meet 7-. 1522 World % Child (facs.) Cvb,
Well ymet syr, well ymet. 1642 H. Moke Song of Soul 1,

in. ii, Last time we were together here ymet.

t Ymete, v. Obs. [OE. gemttan : see Y- 3 c and
Meet v.] To meet, meet with, encounter.
^893 Alfred Ores. vr. xxx't. 286 Mid bjem ba:t hiene Re-

met te an mon, bahefor'from Actesiphonte bairebyri^. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 109 Iselie beo3 efre pa mildheortan for bi heo
imeta3 ba mildheortnesse. c 1275 Worn. Samaria 67 in
O. E. Misc. 86 To alle bat heo myhte iseon ober y-mete.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1437 Him bcniit.e imete mid isost ar
he at horn were, c 1300 Names of Hare 1 in Rel. Ant. I.

133 The mon that the hare i-met, Ne shal him nevere be the
bet. c 1305 St. Christopher

-tf in E. E.P. (1862) 6opemaistre
bat was firs ynou^ com & ymette him anon.
tYmete(nt ME. pa. pple. of Mete v. 1

, to measure.
e 1380 Sir Ferumb, 2092 1* uliche ne is he no^t now fram be vj

fet ymete in brede. Ymeved, ymeoved, ymoved, ME.
pa. pple. of Move v. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1 1 1. 301
Pe Frensche men.. were i-meved [MS.y ymeoued]by likyngc
of bat wyn. 142a Yonge tr. Seer. Seer, xxxiv. 189 Yf he
thyn answere in dispite haue, neuer for that be thow ymeuet.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 143 To decide the maters y-
movede. Ymeynd, ymeynt = Ymeint.
Ymgrame, error (in T. Wilson's Rket. p. 37,
edd. 1580, etc.) for yngramc> Ingram.
Ymidde, ymydde, var. Imid Obs.
c 1400 lb Pol. Poems xi. 66 God may say, fern 2,ere, folk

were fayn To resceyue me ymydde here brest. c 1450 St.
Cuthbtrt (Surtees) 7794 He. .went forth his enmys y midde.
t Yminne V. [Y- 3 c, Mm t/.3], to mention, a 1325 Maude-

lain 579 in Horstm. Altengl, Leg. (1878) 169 Herdestow euer

60

in spelle yminne Of a woman bal was in sinne? Yuiinted,
pseudo-arch. pa. pple. of Mint v.

2 1835 Clare Rural Muse
10 Like gold yminted new. Ymixt, mixed, a 1600 Mont-
gomerie Misc. Poems xxxv. 3,8 Hir comelie cheeks of vive

colour, Of rid and vhyt ymixt.

Yninake, error for ynmake, Inmake, inmnte.

1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII. c. 24 in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621)

175 Euery person and persons, .which in the haruest season,

receiue . . in his or their houses . . any person or persons called

ymnakes,

Ymne, etc., obs. forms of Hymn, etc.

tYmolt(en = Ymelt(ed. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VIII. 129 Golde i-schave of seyntes schrynes and i-;ote

[3fS. $ y-molt]. ^1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc.

31 Whiche y-moltenand be forseid bingis beyng hote. 1590
[see Melt t\ 1

8]. 1748 [see Melt v. 1 ii].

1" Ymone, sb. Obs. [OE. gemdna : see Mone
sb.l

t
Mene, Mean a. 1]

1. Companionship, fellowship.

c888 /Eli-ked Boeth. v. § 1 ponne ware he mid his a^num
cynne. .bonne he wass on 3ara rylitwisena ^emanan. (XI175
Colt. Horn. 245 For "San be se helende underfeng )>a sinful-

lan, and ham mid imone hafede. C1205 Lay. 21308 peh be
wulf beon ane buten a;lc imane [6"i275 one. .imone]. c 1260

K. Horn (Camb. MS.) 834 Sire, ischal al one Wibute more
ymone.. Bringe hem bre to debe.

2. Sexual intercourse.

C950 Lindisf, Gosp. Mark xii. 25 7-ubric, Ne ceorl hasfis

wifes ^emana. (."1275 Worn. Samaria 32 in O. E. Misc. 85
Nabbe ich of wepmonne nones kunnes y-mone. c 1275
Anuunc. Virg. 10 ibid. 100 Hw myhte hit iwurbe bat ich

were myd cbilde, Monnes imone on me ne may nomon
fynde. c 1275 Lay. 25916 Ne mihte bat maide his imone
[c 1205 mone] bolie. CX315 Shoreham v. 28 Hy wyb-oute
mannes ymone In body,. .To nianne hyne broute.

3. A companion. [? A scribal error.)

.71300 A'. Horn (Harl. MS.) 530 He nolde gon is one,

Athulf wes hys ymone [Camb. MS, mone].

t Ymone, a. and adv. Obs. [Alteration of I-

mene a. and adv. after Ymone sb.']

A. adj. Common, shared by two or more.
1205 Lay. 978 5'f we sceoteiS to heora maV^e, bat bi3 ure

imone dea<5. I297 ^* Glouc. (Rolls) 6359 He-.sede, hail

bou be King one. So nis it 11031, quab be King, uor mi Kine-
dom is ymone.

B. adv. Together.
C1300 St. Brandau 380 Anon so hi se^e the monekes

come, hi gonne to singe ymone. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 99 If

bat on of hem ne dar him self wib me fijte al one Send hem
bobe on byn helf to fiue wib me ymone.

t Ymong-

, sb. Obs. [OE. gemang, f. ge- Y- 3a
+ root mang- to mix, found in Meng v. Cf. next.]

Mixture (OE. only); company, assembly.
a 1000 yudith 193 Beraft.. Scire helmas in scea5ena ?;e-

mong. c 1205 Lay. 10868, & sloh bene king. .Imong bissen

imonge [c 1275 motinge].

t YmO'llg, prep, and cottj. Obs. Forms : I &e-

mang, semong, 2-3 imong, 3-7 ymoug, 4
imang(e, 4-5 ymang^e, 4-6 ymonge ; also 5
Sc, ymangis (after arnonges, Amongst). [OK.
gemang, gemofig, used beside ongemang Among
prep., which is f. on Ox prep. + gemang company,
Ymong sb.] A. prep. Among, in the midst of.

c8p3 /Elfked Oros. iv. iv, & beah ^emong pa;re heringe
bylhca bismra on hie selfe assedon. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt.
x. 16 Nil ic eow sende swa sceap gemang [Lindisf. liunong,
Hatton onmang] wulfas. Ibid. John xxi. 23 Deos spra;c com
ut gemang hrobrum bat se leorning-cniht ne swylt. c 1175
Lantb. Horn. 27 Hu derst bu mon ber on-^ein underfon
drihtenes fleis and his blod in bine licome imong ban un-
wreste sunne and ec imong ban deofle be wune'd a him?
c 1205 Lay. 131 16 pe ber sa;t.. imong alle ban cnihten,
C1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3419 If ymong ,x. wur3 o^t mis-don.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 48 Imang you wonand he isse. C1330
R. BRUNCH Chron. IVace (Rolls) 369 Y-monge be pres.

a 1400 Isumbras 368 In his mantille of skarlet rede Y-
mange his golde he did his brede. c 1450 St, Cuthbert
(Surtees) 5646 Be takyns he aspyed pe thefe ymang ilkane.

1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 53 Item to the batis
that carijt our the King, the Queue, and the Courte,
ymangis thaim,. .xl.s. C1500 Lancelot 820 He goith ymong
them 111 his Ine curage. 1536 in J. Nicolson & R. Burn
\Vestmld. fy Cumbld. (1777) 613 note, Every on of the other
iiii prysts to have vi d, and to have to drynke ymonge theym
viiid. 1642 H. More Song of Soul, Paraphr. luterpr,
Ans-w. Apollo 15, I Phcebus with my lovely locks ymong
The midst uf you shall sit.

b. Her {per), .ymong'. among or with them;
herewith, therewith.
c 1205 Lay. 22702 Her wes fiSelinge and song, her wes

harpinge imong. Ibid, 24194 per wes harepinge and song,
ber weoren blissen imong. a 1225 Leg, Kath. 1580 Heo
wes hire seolf ber imong, as hire buhte.

B. con/. Ymongpat: while.
Cf. OE. geniangP&m, meanwhile.
C893 /Ei.frko Oros. iv. J. § 9 jeniong b<em be Pirrus wio
Romane winnende waes. C1205 Lay. 18174 Imong pat he
king waes.. Merlin him aet-wende,
tYmorbred, ME. pa. pple. of Murder v. 1297 [see
Murder v. i a]. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xm. 242 And so is

meny man ymorbred for hus money and goodes. Ymorti-
fied, of Mortify, a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula etc.

45 A gret quantite y-mortified. Ymoselyd, of Muzzle v. 1

Y-moth: see Y 3 b.

Ymounted, pseudo-arch. pa. pple. of Mount v.
1590 Marlowe 2nd Ft. Tamburl. iv. iii, Like to an al-

mond tree ymounted high.

Ymovede : see Ymeved.
Ympes(c)he, obs. forms of Impeach.
Ympli3ej?ly, obs. form of Impliedly.
Ympn^e, obs. forms of Hymn.
Ympreif, var. Impreve v. Obs.

YNOUMBRED.
Ymree, obs. form of Emery.
Ymston, var. ME. jymston : see Gemstone.
#1272 Luue Ron 175 in O. E. Misc. 98 Among alle obre

ymstone bes beob deorre in vyche place. Ibid, 178 Mayde
al so ich be tolde be ymston of bi bur.

Ymulis, obs. Sc. form of Emulous.
tYmummyd, ME. pa. pple. of Mum v. Ymund,

-munt: see Ymint. Ymunde : see Mind jA1
, a Y-

mundified, ME. pa. pple. of Mundify v. a 1425 tr.

Ardeme's Treat. Fistula etc. 27 pe wounde ymundified if it

be wele tretable.

tYmur. Obs. [?a. dial. var. of OF. nmor
Humour sb. (cf. Picard himeur^ Walloon imeure).]

? Atmospheric moisture.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 897 All cold it became & the course
helde, Bothe of ymur & aire after I-wise. ibid, 1575 The
Stretis were streght & of a stronge brede, For ymur & aire

opon in be myddis.

t Ymurdred, arch. pa. pple. of Murder v. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad v. 95 Here dy thou shalt ymurdred by my hand.
Ymuwed, ME. pa. pple. of Mew v. 1

Ymyd^de, Ymyddes, -is, -ys, Ymydward,
obs. var. Amid (cf. Ymidde), Amidst, Amidyvard.
1:1400 Destr. Troy 8769 The body. .Was. .set in a seate

vnder, Ymydward the mayne towmbe.
tYmylded, ME. pa. pple. of Mild v. Ymynced, y-
mynsyd, ME. pa. pple. of Mince v. C1430 Two Cookery-
bks. 6 Oynons y-mynced. Ibid. 13 Oynonys y-mynsyd.
Ymyned, ME. pa. pple. of Mine v. Ymynt(e: see
Y.mint. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4920 + 31 |'e ny3t bet he
adde imund [MS, 6 ymynte] vort abbe ywend a-morwe.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 576 Hadd y hat stronge strok y-take

Jjou haddest to me ymynt. Ymynused, pa. pple. of

Minish v. a 1400 frew Test. (Paues) Col. i. 21 \Vhan 3e

werensumtyme y-alj*ened & y-mynused in wyt in efel werkes,

Yn, obs. f. Jn prep, and adv., Inn sb.

Ynail^Eed, Ynamyd, ME. pa. pples. of Nail
v. } Name v.1 Ynca, obs. f. Inca. Ynce, obs.

Sc. form of Hence adv. Ynch(e, obs. ff. Inch.

Yncke, Ync^k)le, Ynclynge, Yncorne, obs.

ff. Ink, Inkle, Inkling, Ink-hohn. Ynd(e: see

End sb., Hind sb. 1 , Ind, Inde. Yndeen, -ien,

Yndewes, obs. ff. Indian, Indies. Yndling,
var. Indling, Eyndling Se, Obs., jealous. Yn-
doys, var. Yndes (see Ind 2). Yndrest, var.

Innerest Obs., innermost. Yne, obs. pi. of Eye
sb. 1

, obs. f. In prep.
+ Ynem(p)ned, pa. pple. of Nemn v., to name. U97

R. Glouc. (Rolls) App. H. 10 After be quene y nempned
heo was. 1340 Ayenb. 66 Alle \ ise zennes pet we habbeb
hyer ynemnecl. 1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 27 All my poureit
tenauntes. .excepte ham bat I haue ynemned in bis bok.

f Ynence, -ens, -entes, prep. Obs. [var. ff.

enenee
y
anentes Anent.] To\vards ; in relation to.

a 1340 Ha.mpoi.e Psalter ix. 2 Ynence my selfe i. sail be

glad in be. Ibid. x. 8 Euennes is sen in his knawynge,
ynentes bath be partis of goed and ill. <r 1340 — Prose
Treat. 8 Many are pat neuer haue halde be ordyre of lufe

ynesche [read ynence] babe frendys sybbe or ffremede.

«i4oo Rtlig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1914) 26 Thurghe
bis commandemeiit es man ordaynede ynence God be

Fadire. C 1400 Maunuev. (Roxb.)x. 40 Ynentes be kirk of ce

Sepulchre es be citee maste wayke. c 1400 tr. Secr.Secr.,

Gov. Lcrdsh. 106 Conferme my louynge in be, ynens bis lew.

Yneuoh't, yne"W\cht: see Enough, Enow.
Ynewe, obs. var. Anew adv.
C1380 Sir Ferumb. 626, & bo by-gan ynewe fi3t be-twene

bis kny^tes tweye,

tYnewed [Y- 4, New v.], renewed. 1340 Ayenb. 107

Ynewed and tft ycristned ine_be bloode of Iesu criit.

Yngde, obs. f. Ind. Ynge, obs. f. Hinge, Ing,

Young. Yn;oin, ynion, obs. ff. Onion.
Yngles, -is(se, etc., obs. ff. English, Jnglis.

Yngynore, obs. form of Engineer.
Ynke, Ynkell, obs. foims of Ink, Inkle.
Ynkirly, -urly, var. Enkerly adv. Obs.

Ynkleth: see Inkleth.
Ynmast, -most, obs. forms of Inmost.
Ynn(e, Ynner : see In, Inn, Inne, Inner.
Ynnion, obs. form of Onion.
c 1580 in Engl. Hist. Rev. (1914) July 519 Greate ynnions

that be xij or xiiij ynches abowte.

Ynogh(e, ynoh(e, etc. : see Enough, Enow.
t Ynombred, ME. pa. pple. of Number v. 1470-85 Ma-

loky Arthur x. x. 178 His armyc.with the garneson of

godard and sarasyns of Southland ynombred lx m of good
men of armes. Ynome(n, ymime, ME. pa. pple. of

Nim v., to take, c 1275 in O.E. Misc. 43/'206 So me dob
to beoue bat schal beon ynume. «g7 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2421
Vor to be maistres of bis folc we beb ychose & ynome. 13.

.

A'. Alls. 4668 (Laud MS.), pe boweles weren ynomen oute.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1105 Erld Olyuer & his felawes pat

Saiazyns habbeb ynome. c 1470 Henry Wallace IX. 53
Leyt salys fall, and has thar cours ynom.
Ynon, obs. form of Onion.
tYnorisched, -issed, Ynorsched, ME. pa. pplesrof

Nourish, Norsh. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1450 He spac

engliss vor he was at rome inorssed [MS. B. ynorischedj
biuore. 1340 Ayenb. 205 pe children bet weren y-norissed mid
greate metes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 35 While
he was a child y-norsched in be kynges court of Fraunce.

c 1450 Mirk's Festial g, I . .haue ben cheresly ynorysched.

Ynot ^ y not, I do not know : see Not z>. 2

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 5628 pere he lib $ut to bis day ac

ynot to wuche dome pe toun subbe of pokel chirche fram
glastingbury come. 13.. in Ritsou Anc. Songs (1S77) 57
Vnot non so freoh flour, Ase ledies that beth bryght in hour.

Ynou(gh, ynow(gh, etc, : sec Enough, Enow.
Ynoumbred, ME. pa. pple. of Number v.



YNPOSSYBULL. 61 YOGURT.

Ynpossybull, Ynpugne, obs. ff. Impossible, i

Impugn-
. Yn sted, stude, styd, obs. ff. Instead.

Ynsyte, obs. form of Incite.

tYnued LV- 4, Nov rr
.], harmed. 142a Yonge tr. Sccr.

Sccr. xxx. 170 By ibis vertu Is tl\c herte of a man I-Slabe-

lid, in so myche that for no chaunce hit is not y-nued.

Ynug(h, Ynume(n: see Enough, Ynome(n.
Ynuste = y nuste, I knew not : see Xist.

Yo ()'<?")) "l/ - [sb.) Forms : 5 30, io, Ijaw, 9
yo, yeo(h. An exclamation of incitement, warn-

ing, etc. (also repeated). In nautical use = Y0110.

Oecas. as sb. and in vbl. sb. yo-yoing.

c 1420 Avow. Arth. vii. [To hounds], >aw thar slu.be him
no mare, c 1450 Mankind 450 in Macro Flays 17 Myschcjf.

How, New-gyse, Now-a-days 1 herke or I goo ! When owur
hedis wer to-gethere, I spake of 'si dedero'. NeW'gyse.

so ! go pi wey I we xalt gaper monyon-to. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. ii. 25 Io furth, greyn-horne 1 and war oute, gryrne !

1772 Monthly Rev. XLII. 191/1 The scene was quite

chang'd, 'twas no more yo, yo-ho. 1806 Pi.NcKARD
t

Tour
IV. Indies III. 343 A string of negroes singing out in the

sailors' cry—yeoh-yeoh, yeuh-yeoh, and hauling at a long

rope. 1837 Dickens Pickw. i.v, He was roused by a loud

shouting of the post-boy on the leader. ' Yo—yo—yo—yo—
yoe,' went the first boy. ' Yo—yo—yo—yoej' went the

second.. .And amidst the yo-yoing. .the chaise stopped.

1830 Hooo Storm at Hastings xiii, Sundry boatmen, that

with quick yeo's, Lest it should blow,—were pulling up
the Rose. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. ii, Yo there 1

Stand ! I shall fire !

Yo, obs. f.You. Yoak(e: see Oak, Yoke, Yolk.

Yoaks, yoax (yuuks), int. Obs. exc. dial.

(yooks). A bunting cry ; also as vb. (Cf. Yoicks.)

1778 Garrick in Monthly Rev. (1779) LX. 59 'Squire

Western, reeling, with October mellow, Tall, yo !— Hoys !

—

Yoax—Criticks 1 hunt the fellow ! 1828 Sporting Mag.
(N. S.) XXII. 129 He yoaksed in a whisper, he cheered in

a whisper. 1905 Eng. Dial. Diet. , 1 'oiks, a call of encourage,

ment to a dog hunting rabbits, &c. n. Yks.

Yoalk, obs. form of Yolk.
Yoberte, obs. form of Jeopardy.
1539 St. Pap. Hen. VIII 1 1 1 . 16 1 Yn gret yoberte of lyff.

Yobliged, ME. pa. pple. of Oblige v.

Yochomdale, yockynggale.var.YoKiNDALE.
Yock, yocke, obs. forms of Yoke.

Yod (ypd, youd). [See Joi).] Name of the tenth

>the smallest) letter of the Hebrew alphabet.

173S Lyons Scholars Instr. (1757)25 Those Verbs which
have Vau Consonant, or Yod Consonant for the second

Radical. 1769 Pakkhurst Grk. Eng. Lexicon .V. T. (1704)

385/2 An Iota, Jod, or Yod. 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. It.

viii. 143 They remembered, .what He had said about the '

permanence of every yod and horn of a letter in the Law.

t Yode, yede, v. Obs. Past tense of Go v.

(= went, went away, proceeded, took his course%

futh cent. ME. (north-east midland) jeode, jede

(iede), ptob. altered form of OE., ME. code iede,

ode), pa. t. of Go v., by prothesis of i-glide induced

by the hiatus in such collocations as heeode,iveeodcn.

Later, when the form jedt, arising from the develop-

ment of eo as a rising diphthong, became established,

it would help to extend the currency of the form

jede by analogical iiilluence upon ede, the normal

representative of lode with a falling diphthong. A
parallel development is furnished by ME. York,

Yerk :— OE. Eo/orwlc (see Youk). Moreover, the

OE. compound form gelode, pa. t. of gegdn Igo v.,

examples of which are here given with the meaning

of the simple lode, may have survived in localities

where the prefix je- = Y- persisted in ME., and so

have furthered the spread of jede and )ode.

Becaoulf 1967 Hi |I8 dragon, elne seeodon. Ibid. 2676

Ac se ma^a xeonga under his maizes scyld elne ^eeode.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 217 Adgrediuntur, seeodun
[Kpinat 76 xihiodun]. C950 t.indisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 5

Exiit, jeeode. Ibid. John x. 23 Ambulabat, £• lads ]

Illustration of Forms.

o. 2-4 }eode (4 3iode\
a 1U2 O. E. Chron. 1 Laud MS.) an. 1070 Hi. seodon into

be inynstre. c ia5o K. Horn (Camb. MS.) 401 He 3eode

in wel ri-,te To Rymenhild (>e bri3te. ( 1275 Lay. 25331-2

Ofte hii a,eode [e 1205 eoden) to icade, ofle hit 3eode to

loune. c 1 305 Judas 31 in E. E. P. (1862) 108 [>e queue

3eode adai and pleide bi be sironde. 13.. Cursor M. 19920

lgdin.1 Quen pai of I'etir undirstode, His coming, sone gain

him pai liode. 1387 Trbvisa Higdcn (Rolls) I\'. 397 A
lampe..in pat hevene. .pat 5«'e [MS. y Model ailoun «. -l-

ward as it were be Sonne, a 1400 Pis.'ill 0/ Susan 228 Io

the Jate }aply pei 3eodcn [-.:rr. iedyn, 3ede) wel aare.

C 1400 A'. Gloucester's Chron. (Rolls) 8409 (MS. o) pom
wham pe hepene men 3eoden al to schonde.

0. 2 ssede, iede, isede, 2-5 }ede, 3-4 ?>ede,

4 ijide, 3ed, yhed, Sc. }heid, 4-; }eide, ^hede,

5eede, 4-6 yeede, (also 9 Se.) yede, 5 ^eyde,

3hod, St. ;heide, 5-6 St. ^eid, yeid, 5-6 (8 Se.)
j

yeed, 6 yheid, yead(e, 8 yee'd.

a 1:22 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070 SyoSon jeden

heom to scipe, fcrden heom to Efe. .1154 '** an
',V. J

.
7

Sume ieden on a:lmes be waren sum wile rice men. i/vd.,

Me dide cnotted strenges abulon here bailed .\: uurythen

to oet it xaide to be liarnes. Ibid. 1 140 Sc;e Iteh S larde on

fote to YValingford. c 1200 / 7, es * I irtuesjn Diesjunge

nana jiede awei sari. 1297 R. G1.0UC. (Rolls) 1766 Ac

buiwi & al is folc 3ede anon to gronde. a 1300 Cursor M.

1086 Quen caym had don pat dreil dide, 111 his fader hair..

ward lie 5eide. Ibid. 21093 He prechid bare wib fote he

side. CJX30 R. ISrunnk Chron. Ii au (Rolls) 14308 pyje

were J'e lordes of renoun pat on Moddrcdcs side ;ed doun.
,

1340 HAMroi.K Pr. Conse. 4651 pat day, bat Loth yhed out '

of Sodomc. 1340-70 Alisaunder 304 Hur 3ates jeede l>ei

too & youlden hem soone. 1375 Barbour Bnce 1. 90 Bot
.

othir wayis all ^heid the gle. Ibid. 333 And till swylk
thowlesnes he ;eid, As the courss askis off Sowtheid. 1423

Acts Privy Council III. 97 He yeed in ambassiate to. .ye

Kyng of l'olayn. c 1470 Got. Pf Genu. 228 The day yeid

doun. 1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 158, I had xx" more
wheyr of a,eyde xij" and mor for carryaygeof wholl. 1508

Dunbar Kynd Kittok 33 Becaus the wifjeid wrang. 1566

DraNT Horace, Sat, v. Cvii, When you..yeade to Louaine
there to heare the Latine Romishe worde. 1575 Gammer
Gitrton IV. ii, My Gammer then she yeede, see now hir

neele again to bring. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 327 With
this the word yead through thetoun. a 1600 Monigomerie
Devot. Poems iii. 29 That leddir . . Quhairby the angels

come and ,eid From hevin to earth. 1763 Ross Helenore
1. 7 They Yeed hand in hand together. 1808 JamieSON,
Yede is still used in Ang[us] although almost obsolete.

/3 2. 3-4 ?et.

C1275 Lay. 2647 Vis w-es be eresteking bet 3d \t to reuing.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 297 pane wes be

feynd wondir wa, pat placydas lewit hym sa & ;et on crist.

7. 3-5 ^od, 4-5 yhode, (also 6 Sc.) 3ode, (also

7-S dial.) yod, (4 5ood, 5odd, yoede, 5 5-, yoodo,

6 yood, Sc. 5oid, 7 youd), 4-6 (6-9 a/r/i.) yode.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2030 Sone 3he mai hire louerd sen, }he

3od him bitterlike a-^en. a 1300 Cursor M. 1806 He wist

noght wyder.ward he 3odd. ibid. 6264 pe see on aiper side

pain stod Als walles tua, quils pai for yod. 13. ;
Ibid. 24360

(G'itt.) pe nailes pat him fest on rode Thoru in hend and
fete pai ;ode. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Ktlt. 1 146 A hundreth of

hunteres. .To trystors vewters 3od. ( 1400 Meloyie 449 The
fire 3ode owtt pat come per nee. c 1400 [see Go V. U. 21 b].

c 1440 York Myst. ix. 151 My frendis pat I fra yoode Are
ouere flowen wiih floode. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 643
Him thoght oute of pe shipp he yhode. 1513 Douglas
j-Eneis 11. xii. 21 Throw howsis and the citie qunar I 3oid.

1524 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 244 Saing if he yode
awayeshe must neds do for her self, a 1533 Lo. Berners
Hiiou clxiii. 636 He issued out of the gate and yode to-

wardes the teutes of his enemyes. 1590 Spenser /'". (.'. 1. x.

53 Such one, as that same mighty man of God, that bloud-

red billowes. .disparted with his rod, Till that his army dry.

foot through them yod. 1396 Ibid. IV. viii. 34 So forth they

yode, and forward softly paced. 1600 Fairfax 'J'asso xx.

xcii. An armed slead fast by the Soldan yood. 1615 Bratii-

WAIT Strappado (1878) 130 Alang youd I. a 1650 Giasgerion

46 in Furniv. & Hales Percy Polio I. 250 He did not kisse

that I.adygay when he came nor when he youd. 1748 Thom-
son Cast, tudol. 11. xxxv, And much they moraliz'd as thus

yfere they yode. 1808 Scott Mann. in. xxxi, In other pace

than forth he yode, Returned Lord Marmion.

7 -. 4 5ot, yot.
13. . E. E. A/lit. P. A. io, I leste hyr in on eibere, pur?

gresse to grounds hit fro me yot. C1380 Sir Eeritmb. 3690
Arideb to Richard wypa spere,..&on be scheldhym smot;

pon-out ys Bcheld..& iakke & ioupoun, por^-out al it ;ot.

S. 4 ;ud, 4-5 yude, (yhude, jhude, 5 ^huyde),

4-6 Judo, 7 dial, yud, 7-8 dial. yewd.
1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 560 (juhill throu the byrneis

bri^t the blud, That till the erd douue stremand 3ud [.l/.S".

Ediu. Jhude). 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) V. 423 pe

kyng ineked hym, and 3eede [.MS. v 3ude] barfoot. c 1425

Wyntoun Cron. 11. v. 330 His brepir..Slew a kyde and in

be hlude Wet be gowne pat he in 3huyde. !a 1550 I- rein's

ofBcrwik 561 in Dunbar's Poems 303 And throw die myre
full smertly than he }ude. 1674 Ray N. C. II ords 55 ) 'c:od

or I'od: Went, Yinoing 1 Going.

€. 5 yad.
1424 111 Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (18S3) 1. 23 The Sheriffs

. . yadden up to the West Derby fen. c 1435 Torr. Portugal

1192 His squiers habite he had, Whan lie to the deysc yad.
,

fTode, v. Obs. rare. [Pseudo-archaic use of

prec. as inlin. or pies. ; cf. Yede v.] intr. To go.

1587 M. Grove Pelops <r Hippod. (1878) 42 Then foorth

one yodeth fast And sayes [etc.].

Yode, var. Y.vun, mare.

Yodel (yyu-del), sb. Also jodel, yodle, erron.

jodel. [f. next.] A melody or musical phrase

inarticulately sung with interchange of the ordinary

and falsetto voice, as by Swiss and Tyrolese moun-

taineers. Also traits/, any cry resembling this.

1849 Thackeray Pendenuis Ixv, Fanny's little sisters were

taught a particular cry or jodel, which they innocently

whooped in the court. 1864 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 230, I heard

singing and wild jodels about this dissipated city of Inns-

bruck. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 907/2 As he joined his

own vibrant baritone to the Tyrolese song-music, his yodel

drowned all other sounds. 1894 l)u Maurier Trilby 1. 23
|

The British milkman's yodel, ' Milk below 1

'

Comb. 1874 Miss R. H. Busk / 'all. Tirol Pref. p. vi, Just

as the shriek of the whistle overpowers the Jodel-call.

Yodel y^'del), v. Also youdle. yoddle,

yodle, jodel, erron. jOdel. [ad. G. jodeln (Ka-

varian dial, jodln, jolen), properly, to utter the I

syllable >.] intr. To sing or warble with inter-
|

change of the ordinary and falsetto voice, in the man-

ner of Swiss and Tyrolese mountaineers. Also trans/.

1838 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) II. 266 Listening to

three little peasant girls, all youdling to perfection in pan*.

1841 in J. F. Campbell Irost ff Fire (1865) I. 156 We went

yoddling and shouting to rouse the echoes. 1850 The

Initials v, A loud gay voice was heard in llie distance

jodling. 1876 BOAirt A Rice Gold. Butterfly xxv, I he

shepherds jodel in the valleys. 1878 K. S. Wilson Alpine
I

Ascents i. 21 Our guides shout and JMtL 1800 Lou fit.

Let. to Miss E. G. Xorton 7 Sept., The screech-owl every

night yodels mournfully about I he house like a banshee.

b. trans, with the melody as object.

Hence Yodelling vy°ddling, jodeliTing)
vbl. sb. ; also Yodel:'l)er - yodler. jodler), Yode-
list, one who yodels.

1830 Scott jfi ul. 4 June, Anne wants me to go to hear

the Tyrolese Minstrels, but. . I cannot but think their yodel*
ling.. is a variation, .upon the tunes of a jackass. 1841 in

J. F. Campbell Frost <y lire 11865) I. 155 We stepped out

for our stone house, from which came yoddling and scream-
ing and all sorts of noises. 1885 Mrs. C. Praed Head
Stat, xxviii, Clephane and Wyatt executed, .an effective

iodelling chorus. 1885 Detroit Free Press 7 Nov. (Cassell),

The yodelist began 10 play once more. igioBlaciw. Mag.
Oct. 469/2 A Swiss yodeler.

Yoe, obs. form of Joy. Yoede : see Yode.
Yoelle, obs. form of Jewel.
1536 in Archbuld Somerset. Relig. Houses (1892) 62 The

crosses, chalysshes and other yoelles of the churches.

Yoernan, obs. form of Yeoman.
Yoen, yoene, obs. foims of Yox.
Yof, graphic var. J>o/, obs. f. Though : see Y (3).

Yof, variant of YoUF.
Yoff, intended to imitate the grunt of a pig.

c 1630 Song ii. in De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) Notes 323
Yoffing, crying, youlling, yelling, l.yk ane citie swyne sum-
monds out with an home.
tY-offred (earlier ieffied, OE. geoffiod), offeied, sacri-

ficed. 1340-70 Alex, .v- Dind. 733 Of swiche bestus IJat ben
of burnus yofreed. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) IV. 427
pe bisshop acountcde pis nombre by he nombre of oysles

pat were y-offred. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) V. 169 'the

buwelles of a beste y-offiede.

'i Yoga (y<?u'ga\ [Hind., Skr._y<ya lit. union: see

Yoke sb.] In Hindu religious philosophy, Union

with the Supreme Spuit; a system of ascelic prac-

tice, abstract meditation, and menial concentration,

used as a method of attaining this. Also attrib.

1820 \V. Ward View Hindoos (ed. 3) IV. 125 Clear know-
ledge of spirit aiises from yogii, or abstraction of mind.

1832 H. H. Wilson in Asiatic Researches XVII. 1S4 The
Yoga, or Patanjala school of philosophy. 1843 fenny Cycl.

XXVII. 657/2 J ~oga.. chiefly consists in a continual medita-

tion on the sacred' monosyllable Out.., piofound contempla-

tion of the divine excellence, and various acts of self-denial.

. .The I 'oga is often 1 ractised for the purpose of obtaining

the eight magical properties of power. .. I n the 1'uran'as

and ulher works, Yoga very often means magic. 1881 Con.

temp. Rev. Oet. 583 The yoga faculty, or the power of

spiritual communion and absorption, is specially claimed

for the Hindu race. 1886 ' F. Anstey ' Fallen Idol viii, A
yogi performing hisj'apa in the yoga posture.

Yogee : see Yogi.

Yogll ()'07). Also 50k, jooh, etc. i^sce quote.).

[Sec Mod. Lang. Review VI. (1911/ 441 seqq.,

VII. (1912)520-1.] The name of the M E. letter 3

:

see G, Y.
The use of L. jugum 'yoke ' to designate this letter (see

quot. a 1440) points to the pievalenceofthe English form 5<vv.

C1300 MS. M^Clcan U3, If. 114b in Mod. Lang. Rev.

(191 1) YI.442-Yo3-v[r.i<iw/>i'.j]5ef-;us-;cr-;ei,der.draV

scl.13 -ar3 - man. .11400 Maundeviiie s Travels (Fr. text,

MS. Brit. Mus. Harl. 4383, If. 31) ibid. 444 Nous auoi.s en

nostre parleure en KngletcrTQ deux lettres pluis qils nount

en lour a b c, cest assauoir p et 3, qi sont appelez- thorn et

jogh [v.rr. jogh, iogh, 30k]. 1410-20 Ibid. lEng. text, MS.
Cott. lit. C. xvi, If. 60b) ibid. 445 P vt 3. die whiche ben

clcpt pom and jogh [v.rr. ;och, Joche, ;oghe, Jouh, yowh,
yough, 30U5, ^ow^e, 30W, 30UX, youx]. 14.. MS. Reg. /7,

/>'. /, If. 14 b, ibid. 442 |e carect yogh, pat is 10 seie •}• is

figurid lijk a 3ed. [<r 1440 Thomas hui ham Liber Metr.de
Hen. V li. in Mem. Henry V (Rolls) 105 1'raeposita litera

Anglica, scilicet 3 quae jugum sonat. c 1465: see Y ij.

Yogh, obs. form of Yaw sb. 1

Ycghourt, yoghurd, var. Yogurt.

I] Yogi (>«"'g«). Forms : 7 ioggue, iogue, 7,

9 jogue, 8 jougie, joguey, 9 yoguee, yogue,

yogee, yogi; yogin. [ll'md.yogi (Skr. yogi-ii),

(.yoga : see Yoga.] An Indian devotee or ascetic

who practises the system of Yoga, q.v.

1619 I'i kchas Microcosmus lvii. 543 1 he Indian Gymno-
sophists.. offering violence to Nature in nakedncsse, and

Strict ah-urd Niceties, wherein they are followed to this day

by the Bramene.s, Ioggues, and others. 1625

—

Ptigrints I.

II. 31 An Indian Iogue, a begging Frier of that Bramcne
Religion. 1727 A. Hamilton -W.k Ace. A'. Ind. I. 152

There is another Sort called Joitfics, who., go naked,

except a Bit of Cloth about their Loyns. 1734 Cerent. \
Relig. Customs Aat. III. 480 The 7<V>"'i wlio affect to

devote themselves to the most dreadful Toimeiits, from a

Principle of Pride and Fanaticism. i8ioSouthey hchama
X111. xvi, A band Of Yoguees, as they loam'd the land

Seeking a spouse for jaga-Naul their God. 1813 J. Forbes

Oriental Mem. HI. 14 A Yogee, who lives under the tree

on the skin of a tiger or leopard, whi.li they are veiy fond

of. 1824 Hint Nam 7o„,u. 0828) I. 113 A Yogi (a

teligious mendicant). 1841 Penny Cy,l. XX. «pt/l Hence

has arisen the spying, that the 'yogln is exalted above the

Vcdas. 1854 Mii.mvsi I. at. Christ, vnl. iv. III. 335 He

1839 Losoi. Hyperion ill. iii, A single voice was heard

odling forth a ballad. 1870 Baring-Go' u
i
Germany xu

.

I.52 From far away conies the refrain jodeled back 10 her.
1

attained a height of abstraclion from earthly things which

might have been envied by an Indian \ ogue. 1871 1 nam
Prim c ut. II. xviii. 375 No wonder that, the Hindu yogi

should bring on by fasting a state in which he can wnh
bodily eyes behold the gods.

So Yoglsm, Yogeeism, the system of yoga or of

the yogis ; Yo gist, a yogi.

1881 Somen (Ir. World 27 The ethereal yogeeism

which b called A'«;i y.\: 1881 X- 4 C 6th Ser. III. 291

The Indian yogist (or fakeer) KarMaa 1893 A. Lang in

Daily .Yews 20 Apr. 5/1 He reckons about 90,000 believers

in Yi.;isin.

Yogurt y<'"'gu»it). Forms: 7 yoghurd,

yogourt, 9 yahourt, yaghourt, yogurd, yo-
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YO-HAH,

ghourt, yooghort, yughard, -urt, yogurt,

yohourth. See also Yaoukt. [Turkish i^Cj> yo-
,

ghurt.] A sour fermented liquor made from milk, i

used in Turkey and other countries of the Levant,
j

i6»5 Pirciias Pilgrim* II. ix. xv. § 9. 1601 Neither doe
j

they [sc. the Turks] e.-ite much Millie, except it bee made
sower, which they call Yoghurd. lM7A.L0vKU.tr. Thevc. I

net's Trav. n. 25 A kind of Butter-milk by thein [sc. Turks]

called Yogourt, which they drink. 1837 Pardoe City of
Sultan (1838) 111. vi. 83 The ;)-<x//»K>r-mei chant, with his.. I

trays covered with little brown clay basins, showing forth the

creamy whiteness of his merchandize. 1883 E. O'Donovan
Merv xviii. 216 We halted to.. refresh ourselves with a

draught ofyaghourl. 1912 Dundee Adv. 2 Nov. 7 Servian

yoghourt is well known.

Yo-b.ah, yohay, int. (si.) An exclamation of

pleasure among N. American Indians.

1751 T. Bartram Obscrv. Trav. Penusylv. 22 They gave

us the Yohay, a particular Indian expression of approbation,
j

1791 J. Long Voy. Ind. Interpr. 56 These [gifts] were re.

ceived with a full yo-hah.

Yo-heave-ho (you'li/wlu™-), int. (sb.) Also

-oh, -o ;
yeo-heave-o', -yeo. [See Yo int. and

Heave ho.] An exclamation of sailors when
|

hauling at a rope or a capstan, heaving an anchor

up, etc. Hence Yo-heave-hoing vbl. sb.

1803 Dimm Songs II. 254 To the windlass let us go, With
o heave ho 1 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xv, Yo, heave

_jo I Heave and pawl I Heave hearty ho ! 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Yeo-heave-yeoiug, the chant or noise

made at the windlass and purchase-falls in a merchantman,

to cheer and lighten labour, but not permitted in a man-of-

war. 1872 LOWELL Milton Wks. 1890 IV. 102 He offers

a striking contrast with Wordsworth, who has to go through
\

with a great deal of yo-heave-ohtng before he gets under way.
|

1883 S. FERGUSON Forging of Anchor v, Our Anchor soon

must change the lay of merry craftsmen here, For the Yeo-

heave-o', and theHeave-away, and the sighingseaman's cheer.

Yohi'iiibeniue, Yohimbine. Chan. Also

-in. [See def. and -ine 5.] Names of two colour-
|

less alkaloids obtained from the bark and leaves
;

of the yohimbt, a West African rubiaceous tree.

Also Yohi'inbic acid.

1898 Jml. Chem. Soc. LXXIV. 1. 679 An extract of the i

acid of the rind of the yohimbehe has been recommended as

an aphrodisiac. Two substances named yohimbine^ and

yobimbenine have been separated from it. Ibid., Yohimbic
,

acid, CaiH;t06N a , is soluble.

Yoho (yohov), int. Also as two words, or with

hyphen ; also 8 yoa hoa, yoe-hoe, 9 yeo-ho,

-hoy, ye(e) ho. [See Yo int., Ho int. 1 and 3.] i

An exclamation used to call attention : orig. in
J

nautical use, hence generally ; also sometimes used

like Yo-heave-ho, q.v.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) 11, Hola-ho, a cry

which answers to yoe-hoe. Ibid. s.v. O t eCcn haut, Yoa-
hoe, aloft there ! 1803 Dibdin Songs III. 47 He can pull

away, Cast off, belay, Aloft, alow, Avast, yo ho ! 1825 I..

Hunt Redfs Bacchus in Tuscany 153 The_ yeo-hoys on

board a ship. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ii, Yo ho, my
young un I whence and whither bound, my hearty? 1844

Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxvi, Yoho, pa*t hedges. . .Yoho,

past donkey-chaises. . . Yoho, down the pebbly dip. . . Yoho I

Yoho ! 1849 Levf.r Con Cregan xiii, The very voices that

ye-hoed . . made delicious music to my ear. Ibid, xviii, The
pleasant ye-ho ! of the sailors. <zi88o Weatherly Song,

Nancy Lee, The sailor's wife the sailor's star shall be, Yeo
ho I we go across the sea. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. i,

Fifteen men on the Dead Man s Chest—Yo-ho-ho, and a
bottle of rum !

attrib. 1887 Academy 7 May 317/3 The despised bow-wow
theory [Bow-wow 2 b] would, after all, have something in it.

On the analogy of that famous nickname, one may, perhaps,

venture to suggest the yo-ho theory as a convenient appella-

tion for Noire"s view ; yo-ho being . . the clamorconconii!ans
of sailors engaged in working a capstan. 1888 Max MU1.1.ER

Nat. Relig. xiv. (1589) 373 The Tooh-pooh theory, the Bow-
wow theory, and the Yo-heho theory, completely fail to

explain, .how conceptual words arose.

Hence Yoho' v., intr. to shout 'yoho!' (whence
Yoho'ing vbl.sb.); Yohoic a., notue-wd. after

echoic (cf. quot. 1887 above).

1772 Genii. Mag. Apr. 191/1 The passengers bawling, the

sailors yo-ho-ing. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef Mast xv, After

two or three hours of constant labour at the windlass,

heaving and ' Yo-ho !'-ing with all our might, we brought

up an anchor. 1843 Thackeray Irish Sk..bk. vii, Seamen
are singing and yeehoing on board. 1888 Henley Bk.

Verses 128 Hark ! the echoes are yeo-hoing Valiantly from

vale and hill! 1888 Max ML'ller Nat. Relig. viii. (1889)

211 The Yo-heoic theory [of language], 1901 Besant Lady
ofLynn viii, The bargemen brought their. .craft alongside

with many loud-sounding oaths and the yohoing without

which they can do nothing.

Yoi, int. 1 06s. Also yooi. A huntsman s cry

to encourage the hounds : cf. Yoicks.
1826 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) XVII. 270 The word was

given 'Yoi—hark on, hark'. 1831-4 R. S. Surtees Jor-

roeks's Jaunts i. (1838) 10. 'Yooi in there!" shouts Tom
Hill, who has long hunted this crack pack. 1832 F.gan's

Bk. Sports 221/2 ' Yooi, over he goes !
' holloas the Squire.

1869 Whyte-Melvillf. Songs A> / 'erses 90 Yoi ! wind him !

and rouse him ! By Jove, he's away.

Yoi, obs. form of Joy.

Yoicka (yoiks), int. Also 8-9 yoies, 9 yoix,

yooioka. [Cf.YoAKS,Yoi, and Hoicks, earlier hoik

(1607), hoic, which is used similarly to, and appears

to be a variant of, hike, hyke, as in hike hallow,

hyie a Bewmont (see Turbervile Hunting 31, 113,

175).] A call used in fox-hunting to urge on the

62

hounds ; also occas. gen. as an exclamation of

excitement or exultation.

1774 Wcstm. Mag. II. 657 The bold Fox.hunter, just

come up to town, From ' Yoicks, hark forward .loves to

seem a clown. 1777 T. Swift Gamblers 54 ' Hark forward !

Yoics!' with rough delight he hears. <ri8oo Armigcr

s

Sportsman's Vocal Cabinet (1830) 112 Old Juno, young

Scentwell, bold Jowler, and Tray, Yoix 1 yolx ! have com-

pelled him to yield. 1831-4 R- S. Surtees Jorrocks s

Jaunts i. (1838) 11 The wood begins to resound with shouts

of ' Yoicks True-bo-y, yoicks True-bo-y, yoicks push him

up, yoicks wind him I' 1838 in Morn. Chron.J Nov. 7/1

The energetic ' view.holloa ', and the hearty cheerful yoicks-

tallyho'. 1875 F. T. Buckland Log-Bk. 3 Yoicks I teat

him, my beauties ! 1884 Blackw. Mag. May 642/1 Vt llh

renewed spirits he jumped into a hansom, and gave the

direclion— .
.' Yoicks !' cried he to himself, ' I'm going it

!

Hence Yoicks (also yoick) v., intr. to cry

' yoicks
!

'
; trans, to urge on by crying ' yoicks !

'

1847 R. S. Svkteks Hawbuck Gr. xiv, The swell huntsman

yoicked his hounds into cover. 1854 — Handley Cr. xlvii.

(1901) II. 63 The hounds dashed into cover, and master and

man proceeded to ' yoicks ' and crack their whips.

Yoike, obs. form of Yoke.

[I Yojan (ytfrda&n), yojana (yw-dsana^Also

-en,-unu. Ji. Indian. [Hindi yd/an, Skr. yojana,

yoking, measure of distance (lit. that travelled at

one time without unyoking), f. yoga : see Yoke sb."]

A measure of distance, varying locally from about

four to ten miles.

1784 W. Chambers in Asiatick Researches (1788) I. 155

South of the Ganges two hundred Yoien. 1784 W. Hastings

ibid. 259 That ancient city [sc. Audh] extended . .
over a line

often Yojans, or about forty miles. 1820 W. Ward View
Hindoos (ed. 3) IV. 315 The circumference of the earth is

5,059 yojuniis. 1834 Nat. Philos. III. Hist. Astron. App.

122 (IT. K. S.) The Brahmins suppose the Earth to be

spherical: they suppose the diameter divided into 1600

equal parts called yojanas. 1883 E. Arnold Ind. Idylls 171

Who else Could in one day drive fivescore yojanas?

Yoke (y»"k), sb. Forms : 1 seoc, sioc, ioc,

iue, 2-3 50c, 3 ^eoc, }iok, (Orm.) 3000, 3-5

(6 Sc.) 30k, 4 300k, 4-5 (6 Sc.) 3okke, 3oke,

(6-7 Sc) 300k, 4-6 (8-9 dial.) yok, 4-7 (S-9 dial.)

yook, 5 3okk, youk(k)e, 5-7 yoeke, 6 youek,

yoweke, yowg, yoike, (pi. yoixeV), Sc. 3oik,

(3oilk), 6-7 yoake, (7 yoike, oak), 6-8 yoak,

(8 yoik), 4- yoke. [Com. Teut. str. neuter :

OE. icoc = OS. juc (MEG. juk, MDu. juc, joe,

LG, Du. juk, jok), OHG. juh, joch, (MHG., G.

joch), ON. ok (Sw. aka, Da. aag),_ Goth, juh,

corresp. to L.jugum, Gr. (vyiv, YV. iau, OS1. igo,

Skr. yugd-m :— Indo-eur. *jug6tn.

The Indo-eur. series jeug.'.joug- '.jug- is represented also

by OHG., MHG. giuh, jiuch yoke, ' yoke ' of land (whence

late OHG. juhhart, MHG. juchert, dial. G. jauchert,

juchcri), L .jugcrum measure of land, Gr. (Teu-yoc yoke of

beasts, couple; ON. qrkr (!— Teat, faukiz), Skr. ydgya
beast of draught; Skr. yuj, Gr. £tvyinii>ai, L.juugere, Lith.

jungiii to yoke, couple, join, Skr. yoga union.

On the analogy of Lock sb. 1 from OE. Ioc, the

modern standard form would be yock, which sur-

vives in certain (chiefly north-midland) districts.

Orthographic evidence for the lengthening of the

stem vowel (which began fast in the inflected forms)

appears in the latter part of the 14th century.]

I. 1. A contrivance, used from ancient times,

by which two animals, esp. oxen, are coupled

together for drawing a plough or vehicle ; usually

consisting of a somewhat curved or hollowed piece

of wood fitted with ' bows ' or hoops at the ends

which are passed round the animals' necks, and

having a ring or hook attached to the middle to

which is fastened a chain or trace extending back-

ward by which the plough or vehicle is drawn.
In tlie yoke : with the oxen yoked up.

c 1050 Ags. 1'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 267/34 Iugum, iuc. Ibid.

313/37 Jitgum, jeoc. a 1300 Cursor ill. 21288 pe carter
' self is iesus Crist, His bodi es yock [v.rr. 30k, 300k] he has

stablist. 0325 Gloss. \V. de Bibbcsw. in Wright I'oc.idq

Lesjuges, the yokkes. a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter exxxii. 3
A wylde beste in be 3oke. 1390 Gower Conf II. 131 Hou
that an Oxe his yock hath bore For thing that scholde him
noght availe. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. I. xvi. 1615 He gert

bestis vndyr 30k [v.r. Joke] Thoil broddis sare and mony
knok. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 5 To lerne to make his

yokes, oxediowes, stooles, and all maner of plough-geare.

1526 Tindale Malt. xxi. 5 The foole off an asse vsed to

the yooke. X534 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 6 Ye plow
and all belongyn therto, cheyns, yowgs and such other.

1535 Coverijale Job xxxix. 10 Canst thou bynde y e yock
aboute him in thy forowes? 1563 Richmond Wills (Surtees)

169 Four yoikes for oxen. 1593 Lane. Wills (Chetham
Soc. 1884) 121 Plowe harrowes Cheynes and Yockes to yt
belonginge. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado I. i. 263 In time the

sauage Bull doth beare the yoake. 1642 in Verney Mem.
(1907) I. 232 Beasts that have bine used to the yooke. 1697
Dryden 1'irg. Georg. in. 227 Let 'em . . never know The
taming Yoak, or draw the crooked Plough. 1728-46 Thom-
son Spring 38 There, unrefusing, to the harness'd yoke
They lend their shoulder and begin their toil. 1834 Brit.

Husb. I. 194 In England the custom is to attach the yoke
round the neck by a hoop of alder, or of elm, fixed under it,

which, passing through the yoke, is then fastened to the

upper part with buttons, or pegs, upon the ends of the

hoop, which is called a bow. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract.

Agric. (ed. 4) II. 107 It is a question, whether it ismost
advantageous to work oxen by the collar or harness single,

or in double yoke. 1850 R. G. Cum.ming Hunter's Life S.

YOKE.

Afr. xii, We were in the yoke soon after daybreak, i860

Tennyson Tithonus 40 The wild team Which love thee,

\ earning for thy yoke. 187S Voyle & Stevenson Milit.

'Diet, s.v., Yokes are required for bullock draught, and are

used either for pole or trace.

b. A similar appliance anciently placed on the

neck of a captive or conquered enemy ; among
the ancient Romans and others, a symbol of this

consisting of two spears fixed upright in the ground

with another on the top of them, under which

vanquished enemies were compelled to pass.

aiooaAgs. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 195 '7 Boia, arcus, nel

£eoc. c 1050 Ibid. 336/38 Bogia, iuc oSi'eswurcops. 1549

Compl. Scot. xii. 101 Ye sal put ;our cragis in ane 3oik to be

ane perpetual takyn that }e ar vencust be vs. 1600 Holland
Livyui. xxviii. 107 His. .pleasure was, they should passe al

under the yoke or gallowes. 1649 Alcoran 151 They shall

have Oaks [ed. 1734 collars] upon their necks. 1720 Ozell tr.

I'ertot's Rom. Rep. II. IX. 93 Jugurtha grants the Romans
Life and Liberty but upon Condition that they should pass

under the Yoke. 1875 Meek-ale Gen. Hist. Romexxx. 209

His army was routed, and passed under the yoke.

C. A figure or representation of a yoke.

Stone yoke, an ancient Mexican carving representing a

yoke, supposed to have been placed on the necks of victims

when sacrificed.

a 1548 HAU.t'Arou., Hen. VIII, 8 b, Garmentes. .travessed

with cloth of gold, cut in Pomegranettes and yokes, strynged

after the facion of Spaygne. 1688 Holme Armoury III.

335/2 He beareth Vert, a Yoke. 1899 Smithsonian Rep. 41

A beautiful example of the stone yoke, or ceremonial collar.

2. A wooden frame or collar fitted on the neck

of a hog or other animal, to prevent it from break-

ing through or leaping over a hedge, fence, etc.

1573-^0 Tl-sser Husb. (1878) 38 Strong yoke for a hog.

1669 vVoklidce Syst. Agric. 278 A Yoak,.. an Instrument.,

to put on Swine or other unruly Creatures, to keep them

from running through Hedges. 1886 Cheshire Gloss, s.v.,

I have never seen a pig yoked, but yokes are still in com-

mon use for cattle and sheep ; and I have, on one occasion

at least, seen a number of hens all wearing yokes.

3. A frame fitted to the neck and shoulders of a

person for carrying a pair of pails, briskets, etc.

c 1618 Moryson Itin. iv. iii. (1903) 383, 1 haue seene men
..carry the milke in two payles fastned to a wooden yoke

before them, c 1700 Kennett MS. Lausd. 1033, A yoak

of milk, two pailes. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. 1. 155 « hen-

ever to rest she her buckets set down, She jinkled her yokes

to and fro. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta i, The speaker, who
had been carrying a pair of pails on a yoke, deposited them

upon the edge of the pavement.

b. A part of a garment, made to fit the shoulders

(or the hips), and supporting the depending parts,

often of double thickness, of special material, or

particularly ornamented.
1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 527 Yokes.—

These are headings, or shaped lands, into which plaitings

or gatherings of garments are sewn, and which are so cut as

to fit either the shoulders or the hips, and from which the

rest of the bodice, nightdress, dressing gown, or the skirt is

to depend. 1891 Truth 10 Dec. 1240/2 The front [of a tea-

gown] was all white satin, ..with a yoke of gold and white

embroidery. 1903 Daily Chron. 24 Jan. 8/4 The hip-yoke

is a plain piece, sometimes, however, covered with em-

broidery, that is moulded to the figure below the waist.

4. Applied to various objects resembling the

yoke of a plough.
e.g. ta ridge of hill connecting two peaks (after L. /«-

gum), an arched convex frame, timber, bar, etc. (see quots.).

1382 Wyclif tsa. xxxvii. 24, I Ste3ede vp the hei;tus of

mounteynes, jokes [later vers, jockis] of I.iban. 1489

Caxton P'aytes ofA. II. xxviii. 139 Leuers of yron youkts

for brygges to make with. 1577 G00CE Hereslmcli's Husb.

11. 84 The Uine keeper must often goe about his Uines, and

set vp his proppes, and make euen his yokes. 1864 Webster,

Yoke...A frame or convex piece by which a bell is hung

for ringing it. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Yoke. ..A branch,

ing coupling-seclion, connecting two pipes with a single

one, as ihe'hot and cold water pipes with a single pipe

for a shower-bath. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal M., Yokes,

short sawn timbers placed across biats for steadying pump
trees. 1888 Kncycl. Brit. XXIV. 242/1 The fldicula or

lyre consisted of a resonant box, having a yoke (jugmn or

trauslillum) instead of a neck. 1902 Ibid. (ed. 10J XXVII.
584/1 The yoke, which joins the [magnet] limbs together

and conducts the flux between them.

b. A'aut. A board or bar fixed transversely to

the head of the rudder, and having two cords or

rqpes (yoke-lines) attached for steering : see also

quots. 1627, 1769.
a 1625 Nomcncl. Navails (Harl. MS. 2301). 1627 Capt.

J. Smith Sea. Gram. ix. 41 A yoke is when the Sea is so

rough as that men cannot gouern the Helme with their

hands, and then they sease a block to the Helme on each

side at the end, and reeuing two fals thorow them like

Gunners Tackles brings them to the ships side, and so

some being at the one side of the Tackle, some at the other,

they steare her with much more ease than they can with

a single rope with a double Turne about the Helme. 1769

Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Yoke, a name formerly

given to the tiller, when communicating with two blocks or

sheaves affixed to the inner end of the tiller. It is now
applied to a small board or bar which crosses the upper end

of a boat's rudder at right angles. 1792 Jml. Ho. Cotnm.

XLVII. 364'! Those Ships that have no Roundhouse,

their Rudders should run up, and steer with a Yoke abaft

the Rudder Head. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxm, The
bowman had charge of the boat-hook and painter, and the

coxswain of the rudder, yoke, and stern-sheets.

II. 5. transf. A pair of animals, esp. oxen,

that are or may be coupled by a yoke.

In this sense the plural after a numeral is often yoke.

688-95 Laws of Ine Ix. (Liebermaim) 116 Se ceorl se fie

haifo o5res seoht [v.r. seoc] ahyrod. .asife ealle. CI200
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Trtu. Coil. Horn. 195 Half hundre ajokes of ocsen. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. B. 66, I haf ?erned & ;at aokkez of oxen.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. {Lucy) 252 Fyfty 50k of oxine.

«53S Cover-dale Job xlii. 12 A M. yock oxen [1539 Gt.

Bible a M. youck of oxen]. 1551 in Phillipps Wilis (c.830)

201, I wyil that Ihon my sun, and William my sun, shall

have every of them. .a yowcke of Oxyn. 1606 Shuttle*
worths' Aec. (Chetham Soc.) 173 One yocke of draft oxen,

viij 11 xiij* iiijd . 1660 F, Brooke tr. Le Wane's Trav. 18 A
deep well whence they draw water, with a wheel turned
round by a yoke of Hulls. 1778 Eng, Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v.

Wergins, One of them required 9 yoke of oxen to draw it.

1879 Baktlett Egypt to Pal. xix. 408 We., saw men plowing,
sometimes with a camel, and oftener with a yoke of cattle.

fb. gen. A pair, couple. Obs.

c 1380 Wyclif Sei. Whs. II. 224 pe bridde a,ok bat Poul
foifendib, is chiding and envie. c 1380 — JTfo. (1880) 354
J>is first a,ock bigynnib wib paciens. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
11. 1. 181 These that accuse him in his intent towards our
wines, are a yoake of his discarded men.
6. One-fourth ofaSlTLiNG, about 50 or 60 acres (of.

Oxgang as \ ofa plough-land) ; hence, later, applied

vaguely to smalt manors. (Cf. YOKLET.) Kent.
837 Kent. Charters 42 in Sweet O. E. Texts 450, xvi 510c

jeroelondes. c 1050 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 424/2 Iugtr
%

iuc. 1653 in Hasted Hist, Kent (1782) II. 525 [In the survey
of Milton manor, taken anno 1653, there is mention made,
as held of that manor, of the] yoke of Hamons atte Deane.
[Note, Upon these hills, the smaller manors are frequently

called yokes.) 1771 Shrubsolb & Denns Hist, Koch. 44
The originals, .mention certain persons by name, with the

number of yokes and acres belonging to them. 1886 Archmot.
Cant. XVI. 167 The yoke of Henwood or Hewitt.. at the

east end of the town [of Ashford] extended into Willesboro*.

7. A spell of work at the plough (cf. Yoking
vbl. sb. 4). local {Kent).
1796 Boys Agric. Kent 157 An acre a day is the common

yoke for eight or ten oxen m wet, heavy, land, where four

horses would plough an acre and a quarter. 1805 fbid.
(ed. 2) 183 When two yokes are made in a day, which is

the usual practice of East Kent, the time of going to work
is at six o'clock in the morning, returning home at ten ; and
then going out again at one, and returning at six.

III. 8. Jig. or in fig. phr., denoting servitude,

subjection, restraint, humiliation, oppression, etc.

c888 Alfred Boeth, xix. §1 iEala, ofermodan, hwi ^e
wilni^en baet Re underlutan mid eowrum swiran bset deadlice
£eoc. £897 — Gregory's Past. C. xxix. 200 Ale Sara be
.sie under Sra *eoke hlafordsciepes. c xooo Ags.^ Gosp.

Matt. xi. 29 Nimab min seoc °fer eow - citoo Vices fy

Virtues 71 Se 5e..Cristes 30c wile beren, and forlat al oe
woreld. c 1200 Okmin 4045 patt tanneshollde itt lesedd ben
Fra daebess a,occ. C1380 Wyclif Whs. (18S0) 228 What
kynne seruauntis ben vnder 300k of seruage deme be inhere

lordis worbi alle manere honour or worschipe. 1387 Tre-
visa Higden (Rolls) V. 357 He brou3te alle be kynges bat

were nyh hym under his 50k. £1449 Pecock Repr. iv. i.

420 What euer seruauntis ben vndir 30k, deeme the", her

lordis worthi al honour, c 1450 Cai*grave Life St. Gilbert

90 pe 30k of all bis birden was leid In his nek. 1549 Compl.
Scot. iv. 31 Tyl al them that lies resauit the 30'ilk ande the

confessione of crist. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xli. 63 This
day thy heid is in the lock, 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. I. i. 69
He circumscribed with bis Sword, And brought to yoke the

Enemies of Rome. 1596 Spessf.r State hit. Wks. (Globe)

610/2 Having quite shaken of theyr yoke, and broken the

bandes of theyre obedience. 16x0 Holland Camden's Brit.

1. 719 It [sc. a castle] became a most grievous yoke unto the

neighbour Inhabitants. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xi. xxxiv,

Impudent Boldness I which can.. make the Bond of Sweet-

ness their pretence, To break all other yoaks. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 36 F 1 Termagant Wives who make Wedlock a
Yoke. 1756 Burke Subl. * Beaut. Introd., In tying us

down to the disagreeable yoke of our reason. 1837 Howirr
Rnr. Life 1. iv. (1862) 36 The weary yoke of business. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 400 The Restoration emanci-

pated thousands of minds from a yoke which had become
insupportable. 1879 Dixon Windsor I. ii. 11 His province

..had never yet submitted to the Norman yoke.

b. With various other implications, as of con-

nexion, co-operation, labour, etc.; in reference to

marriage, combining the ideas of union or co-

operation and subjection or restraint.

138s Wyclif 2 Cor. vi. 14 Nyle 3e lede 30k [Vulg. jugum
ducere] with vnfeithful men. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 818*

(Dubl. MS.), He., fair enformed bam of fight & fetez of

armez For japest in hys awne yoke 3arly to drawe. c 1403

Clanvowk Cuekow ff Night. 140 Myn entent is neither for

to dye, Ne, whyl I live, in loves yok to draw, c 141a Hoc-
cleve De Re?. Princ. 3992 yok of mariage. 1475 Stonor

Papers (Camden) 1. 158 Tyll . . bat youkke of wedlokke Iy in

my nekke as hyt dose now in yours. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 128 We haue byn ioyned togyther with the yoke of

holy matrimonie. 1596 Shaks. Merch, V. in. iv. 13 Com-
panions.. Whose soules doe beare an equal yoke of loue.

1645 Fuller Good Th. in Bad T. 228 It is therefore some
comfort that I draw in the same Yoak with my Neighbours.

1697 Dryden Mneis iv. 22 Were I not resolv'd a-ainst the

Yoke Of hapless Marriage. 1847 Tennyson Princess v..

188 If thou needs must bear the yoke, I wish it Gentle an

freedom. 1885 Haggard K. Sol. Mines i. Well I had better

come to the yoke [i.e. begin my task].

IV. 9. Comb.y as (sense 1 )yokc-bar
}
-bow, -gear,

-peg, -Ptn > -nngi -work
;
(sense 3) yoke-shoulder-

ing adj. ;
(sense 3 b) yoke-bodice^ -collar, front,

piece ;
yoke-arbor (see quot.) ;

yoke-band (^
Gr. £vy68«rnov) f

a band for fastening the yoke to

the pole; t yoke-bone, the jugal or malar bone

of the cheek, forming part of the zygomatic arch

;

f yoke-devils sb. pi. (nonce-wd,), companion

devils ; yoke-elm, a name for the hornbeam, from

the wood being used for yokes, and the leaves

resembling those of the elm ;
yoke-horse (= Gr.

(vyios iwiros\ a horse yoked to another; yoke-

line iVaut., each of the two cords or ropes attached

to a yoke (sense 4b) for steering; yoke-skey S.

Africa, ~ Skey sb? ; yoke-steed = yoke-horse
;

yoke-stick, (a) = sense I ;
(b) m sense 3 ;

{c) a

stick, or one of two crossed sticks, attached to an

animal's neck (cf. sense 2) ;
yoke-strap, -thong

-= yoke-band; yoke-toed a. t
having the toes

joined together in pairs, as scansorial birds; zygo-

dactylous; yoke-tree, f {a) = yoke-elm
;

{b) the

body or main part of a yoke.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., 'Yoke-arbor; a form of double

journal-box for pulley-spindles, in which a curved branch
extending from one bearing to the other on each side of the

pulley serves to protect the belt from being chafed or other-

wise injured. J585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 270/2 Subiu.
gium lornnt,. .the yoke thong, or 'yoke hand. 1848 Buckley
Iliad 4$* Then they brought out the yoke-band, nine cubits

in length, alone; with the yoke. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
II. 320 The 'yoke-bars, .are made of hard-wood. 1888 Boiu-

Bells Weekly 4 May 286/3 A serviceable navy serge "yoke
bodice, with belt. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 755 The first

pane of the vpper Lip. .ariseth from the vtter seame of the

Iugall or "yoke-bone. 1634 T. Johnson tr. Party's Chirurg.

V. xi. (167S) 117 There is a (.left under the yoke-bone ascend-

ing into the orb of the eye. ^725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels)

Int. 185 Itingula, "geocbosa. 1587 Mascall Gor-t. Cattle,

Oxen (1596) 73 If ye tie them as plow oxen be, with a sole

and a with, which is made like a yoke bowe. 1891 Mere-
dith Horses ofAchilles 15 Poet. Wks. (1912) 560 All their

lustrous manes.. Right side and left of the yoke-ring tossed,

to the breadth of the yoke-bow. 1906 Daily Chron. 5 Apr.

8/5 A *yoke collar of fine Irish lace. 1599 Shahs. Hen. I',

II. ii. 106 Treason, and murther, ener kept together, As two
'yoake diuels sworne to eythers purpose. 1687 Miegk Gt.

Fr. Diet, ir, 'Yoke-elm, un Charme, sorte cfArhre de bus
dur. 1706 Lonoon & Wise Rttird Gardner I. 261 The
Gard'ner who has a fence of Yoke-Elms. 1768 T. Nugent
Trav. Germany II. 89 A beech or elder, a yok-ehn, an aspin

and a crab. 1901 Levett-Yeats Traitor's Wayx, We had
reined up under a huge yoke-elm. 1888 Boiv-Bells Weekly

4 May 286/3 Six chemises, made with pointed "yoke fronts.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1181 The 'yoke-geer of

this cart. 1837 B. I>. Walsh Aristoph., Clouds 1. i. Neither

you, sir, nor your yoke-horse,, .shall eat my goods. 1849

Cvrn.KS Green Hand xvi, The fat midshipman, .watching

me critically as I handled the "yokelines. 1585 Higins

Junius* Nomencl. 269/1 Radius, . . the yoke sticke: the

yoke pin or *yoke peg. 1885 Letts's HouseA. Mag. 93/2 A
'yoke piece of velveteen. 1819 Rees Cycl. XXXIX. s.v.

Yoking, The *yoke-ring and ox-chain. 1891 [seeyoke-bow\

1895 K. Grahame Golden Age 42 The "yoke-shouldering

village folk were wont to come to fill their clinking buckets.

1850 R. G. Cu.mming Hunters Life S. Afr. it, Passing

through each end of the yoke, at distances of 18 inches from

one another, are two parallel bars of tough wood about

18 inches in length; these are called *yoke-skeys. In in-

spanning, the yoke is placed on the back of the neck of the

ox, with one of these skeys on either side. 1880 L. Wallace
Bcn-Hur 208 They termed the two next the pole "yoke-

steeds. ^7»5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) O ioS Obicula, *?;eoc-

stecca. 1483 Cath. Angl. 427/1 A ;oke styke, fisticnlus.

1614 R. Tailor Hog hath lost Pearl Prol., Ovr long time

rumor'd Hogge .is at length got loose, Leauing his seruile

yoake-sticke to the goose. 1684 (Mkriton) Yorksh. Dial.

100 (E.D.S. No. 76), Yoakesand Bowes and Gad and Yoak-

sticks. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Yoke-stick, the

wooden shoulder-bar for carrying the milk pails by suspen-

sion... 'As crooked as a yoke-stick,' deformed. Also the

wooden horseshoe-shaped collar with which oxen are yoked,

1837 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Knights II. iii. May I die,..

And be cut into *yoke-siraps and traces. 1585
rYoke-thong

[see yoke-band]. 183$ "Yoke-toed (see Zygodactyly ]. 187s

Coues N. Ai/ter. Birds 199 The parrots.. are yoke-toed.

1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 149 Carpiuns,. .a kind of

tree, called in olde time the *yoke tree, the wood whereof

was easie to be cleft. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 32a

The draught-chains, hooked to the lever, and passed under

the pulleys of the yoke-trees. 1890 Crawfurd Round Cat.

in Portugal 32 One may see oxen and even cows—for they

too tio their share of 'yoke-work—harnessed to the net.

Yoke (y^ok), v. Forms : see the sb. ; also 1 pa.

pple. seiukod, 3 pa. t. ;eokede, }ogede, 4 oak,

pa.pple. y-3oket, y-yokyd, Sc 3akkit, 5 pa. pple.

3eokyn, 6 .5V.aolk,/w. pple. iooked. [O&JMMB,
f. geoc Yoke so.]

1. trans. To put a yoke on (a pair of draught-

animals, etc.) ; to couple with a yoke. Also with

up (? Colonial).

a xooo C